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'ANY ONE OF THESE
THREE HARDBOUND
DICTIONARIES:
• Webster's New Collegiate
• Random House College
American Heritage

$2.00 OFF THE
REGULAR $9.95

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI-58
Only

$0095
(List $124.95

• 480 PROGRAM STEPS
• 60 MEMORIES
• SOLID STATE PROGRAM
PAC WITH UP TO 5000
STEPS

ALL OTHER T.L CALCULATORS
AVAILABLE AT COMPARABLE
DISCOUNT PRICES!

lexos Instruments

M WHILE
THEY LA8T1

CHOOSE YOUR
SECOND

CALCULATOR
FIRST!

Choose a professional
Hewlett-Packard first

instead of one with

limited usefulness.

The HP«25
SCIENTIFIC
PROGRAMMABLE
with RPN LOGIC

$
Only

109
Other HP
Calculators
Available At
Comparable
Discount Prices

I
|i

Super!
LAMP SPECIAL

Only

$-1C9516
FLUORESCENT

LAMPS

LIST

$19.98

LUXO Flexible Arm
List $24.95

— OFFERS GOOD TIL 9/30—

CAMPUS
TRIAL PAKS!!!

Value over $5.00

^̂ Store Mrs. 9-5 Monday - Friday 11-4 Saturday Located on the Main Floor Campus Center

University of Massachusetts Amherst, Mass.
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The Great Collegian Put-On
You don't need a mirror to read the bock poge of this section; just on iron.
The red ink in this section only of the Back-to-Compos Collegian is heat

sensitive' and will transfer onto a polyester-cotton blend when ironed if you follow
the instructions accompanying the back-page graphics properly.

This is a first for the Collegian and a first for our printer and we hope that
you II be m on it too. We decided to print the Co//eg/a„'s logo and the 'Singing Ink'
graph.c rom Be/ow the Salf the newspaper's weekly fine arts supplement because
th.s really /s your paper; bought and paid for with student funds, owned by andoperated or students. It was difficult deciding what else to run in transferable inkso we deeded to print a 'No Nukes!' to give the silent majority a recognized voice

pHir th
*7-;: S-Ph»c is something we hope thatVu wSTd amusing.Remember that all of the red nk in this seetton f «««- ^ * _* u j . .

page) is heat sensitive and is a poteniw iron^n ^ ^^ *""*' ""*'*»'*'' °"^ '^"'^

Package Store
Discount Liquers

RUSSELL ST. HADLEY
at the Mt Farms Mall

Miller's

BEER
12 oz. cans

Donelli

Lambrusco

Deerfield Drive-ln Theatre

Rtes. 5 & 10 South Deerfield

FINAL CHAPTER
WALKING TALL

Under 5 — Free

Feature first nitely except Fri. & Sat.

Case
Fifth

For Your Unscheduled Needs

Schenley

VODKA

Falstaff

BEER
12 oz. cans

Convenience Food Store

Open 24 hrs. Daily

ICE we have mi blocks

as well as cubes

Hot coffee & sand%viche$ avaiabie all n^t

On UMass Bus RL

RL 116 Sunderland

Sale ends September 5, 1977.

We reserve the right to limit quantities.
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C.A.O.S.

(I'ODDseliog Assistaice for Older Stideats)

is looiting for an undergraduate or graduate student to fill the
position of Research Assistant. Salary paid through worlc-
study at LHVIass. Interest in older students and willingness to
take responsibility required, lo hours per week minimum.
Applicants preferably over 23 years of age.

Applications being accepted now through September 9th.
Call C.A.O.S. at 545-0057 or come in to 207 llasbrouck be-

tween 9:30 and 4:30.

^" Kqual OpportunityArfirmativr Action Kmployrr

New Fine Arts Center Season
Promises Plenty

The Fine Arts Center has announced its

schedule for the 1977-78 Concert Series. The
series includes various special events
planned throughout the year. This marks the
third season for the Fine Arts Center, which
opened in 1975 with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra in concert. Seiji Ozawa arul the
BSO will be returning again this year to the
FAC Concert Hall, as well as many other
familiar names and faces from the world of
entertainment.

Broadway Theatre Series

Broadway's newest hit. Bubbling Brown
Sugar is the first of four Broadway shows of

spots."

A whole new music was discovered by
visitors from 'round the world: the music of
Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Fats Waller,
Eubie Blake, to mention just a few.
A whole new kind of dancing was going

on at the Savoy - something called the
Lindy Hop.

Something special was happening up in
Harlemtown and anybody who knew
anything knew that.

The essence of the "something" was
captured and put on the Broadway stage -
it's called Bubbling Brown Sugar.
The National touring company with or-

chestra will perform the musical at the Fine

a young American writer meets the cabaret's
eager but untalented English vocalist, Sally
Bowles, for a troubling love affair. "Cabaret"
IS a scintillating unconventional musical playMy Fair Lady, the biggest musical comedy
hit in world theatrical history will be
presented on Thursday, November 3 at the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Edward Mulhare (Henry Higgens) and
Anne Rodgers (Eliza Doolittle) will be starring
in the Tom Mallow production as the
aristocratic speech professor and the dingy
flower girl he takes home in order to prove
that by training in upper class pronunciation
he can pass her off as a cultivated woman of
the world.

OctSr.r M c2nt7r%1rA^?.v'crtSVrXl°n'."n£PV°K^ SV*- ^^"<='' Manalon. Qu.rt.t mak*. • ..pci.l .pp«.ranc.

the Broadway Theatre Series at the Fine Arts
Center.

Bubbling Brown Sugar opens the series

with a 3 p.m. matinee on Sunday, September
18. The evening performance is at 8 p.m.

Bubbling Brown Sugar takes its audience
on a musical tour of Harlem during the period
when the cafe society crowd from down-
town went uptown to the Cotton Club,

Small's Paradise, Connie's Inn and all the "in

Hall on Sunday,Arts Center Concert
September 18.

The National Touring Broadway Cast of
Cabaret will perform at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall on Thursday, October 13, 1977.

Cabaret is a slashing musical. "Life is a
cabaret old chum" goes the title song with
the entire show underlining the metaphor.
The center of the action is the Kit Kat Club in

Berlin at the end of the 1920'8. This is where

My Fair Lady contains an abundant
collection of song favorites. By now such
tunes as "The Rain in Spain", "I Could Have
Danced All Night", "On the Street Where
You Live" and "I've Grown Accustomed to
Her Face" have entered into the musical
consciousness of the world.

Same Time Next Year completes the

See F/ne Arts, next page
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Fine Arts
Cont. from page 3

Broadway Series with a performance on
Friday, April 14, 1977.

The new comedy by Bernard Slade covers
25 years in the lives of two lovers, who meet
once a year, every year without the
knowledge of their families. For 25 years the
romance continues, one day each year/Wfter
25 years both lovers are free of their families.
One husband has died and one wife has
passed away. The events leading to their
final date are humorous and touching.
Same Time Next Year will be presented by

the National Touring Company.

Concert Hall Series

Over forty years of popular music which
had the nation dancing and swaying is

featured during this year's Concert Hall
Series at the Fine Arts Center.
The series opens with the dynamic Sarah

Vaughan on Thursday, Septemberr 29. Sarah
Vaughan will sing a selection of the hits

which brought her into the mainstream of
popular music during the Fifties and Sixties.

The "King of Swing, " Benny Goodman,
brings his sextet to the Fine Arts Center on
October 15 as part of the UMass Home-
coming. Benny Goodman first played a
clarinet fifty-nine years ago and today is still

considered by some to be the "King of
Swing, " playing to SRO audiences nation-
wide.

During his first professional jobs,
Goodman worked with legends of jazz ar>d

absorbed much that was available to him.
Today's youngsters turn to Benny Goodnwn
for the finest examples of jazz artistry and
unsurpassed clarinet work.

Mr. Goodman will perform selections from
his repertoire of hits coverir>g forty years of
jazz and popular music.

"The Worid's Greatest Jazz Pianist" Oscar
Peterson will present a solo performance on
Sunday, February 26, 1978 at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall. Winner of numerous
jazz polls in the Rfties, Sixties and Seventies,
Mr. Peterson will perform selections from his
many albuo^s along with his recent com-
positions.

Woody Herman and the Young Thun-

Seijl OMwa with the Boston Symphony Qrchestn will be making acome beck et the FAC. Pictured above is Ozewe with Frederick
Steinwey [left] Director of the FAC, end UMess President RobertWood [right] et the christening event in October 1975. Remember
that one?

dering Herd will return to Western Massa-
chusetts on Thursday, April 13, 1978.

Last year Woody marked his 40th an-
niversary as a bandleader, a milestone in jazz
he shares with only Count Basie and the late
Duke Ellington.

His new 14 piece Young Thundering Herd
features musicians from notable music
schools around the country. Although many
of them were not born when Woody first

became a bandleader, he has developed a
touring Herd which has audiences through-
out the nation calling for more.
The leader clarinetist Herman will lead his

Young Thundering Herd through forty years
of his hits as well as Broadway tunes.

Celebrity Series

"The Phenomenon of the Music World",
Lazar Barman inaugurates the Celebrity
Series of the Fine Arts Center with a solo
recital on Wednesday, October 26 in the
Concert Hall at the Fine Arts Center.
The Soviet pianist first performed in the

United States two years ago to outstanding

acclaim. Music critics throughout the nation
compared Lazar Barman to the likes of Listz
and Rachmaninoff.

Yet, barely two years ago Berman, the 46-
year-old Russian virtuoso, was known to
only a few cultists who treasured his Soviet
recordings or bootlegged tapes from rare
recitals outside his native country.

Since his premiere tour in 1975 all of this
has changed. Last year he presented 19
performances in 15 cities in 34 days,
receiving ecstatic reviews.

Since the early 50's Berman has played in

hundreds of Russian and Soviet Bloc cities,

but Western Europe discovered him late and
the United States discovered him even later.

This year he will present a solo per-
formance at the Fine Arts Center 'on
Wednesday, October 26, 1977.
Arthur Fiedlar and the Boston Pops Or-

chestra return to the Fine Arts Center on
Saturday, November 19, 1977. The leader of
the Pops for many years will direct the or-
chestra through a selection of the hits the
Pops have arranged in their own distinctive

Boston Pops Orchestra style.

The 24-year old violin virtuoso Eugene
Fodor will display the style and technique
which has made him famous with a per-
formance on Thursday, December 8, 1977.
The winner of the 1974 International

rchaikowsky Violin Competition will offer a
solo performance at the Concert Hall at the
Fine Arts Center.

Mr. Fodor records exclusively for RCA
Records and to date has made six albums.
He plays a Guarneri del Gesu violin.

The return performance of the in-

ternationally renowned Jean Pierre Rampal
and Robert Veyron-LaCroix will conclude the
1977-78 Celebrity series on Saturday
February 11, 1978.

Flutist Rampal and his keyboard partner
Veyron-Lacroix will return to the Fine Arts
Center for their third performance in as many
years. Each year the audience has acclaimed
the mu.siral exoertise oresented bv this team.

Dance Series

The Dance Series opens with the New
England premier of the Worid Famous
Joffrey Ballet. The Ballet with full orchestra
will present three different programs on
November 15, 16, 17, 1977.

The Joffrey Ballet will open their tour at
the Fine Arts Center on Tuesday, November
15 with Viva Vivaldi, The Morr's Pavane,
Tchaikovsky Pas De Deux, and Trinity.

Wednesday's performance features As
Time Goes By, Touch Me, Pas Des Deesses
and Deuce Coupe II.

Thursday's performance features Ket-
tentanz. Rodeo, and Trinity.

The Hartford Ballet will present the
Holiday favorite. The Nutcracker on
December 3 and 4, 1977. Both performances
on Saturday and Sunday are at 8 p.m. along
with a special matinee performance on
Sunday, December 4. Special children's
prices are available for the matinee per-
formance.

The Hartford Ballet will be accompanied
by the UMass Symphony, Wayne Abar-
crombie. Conductor.

The Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre
will perform on February 7, 8, and 9, 1978. In
its 19 year history it has grown from 7 to 23
dancers. The Alvin Alley American Dance

See FAC page 7
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338 College St., Rt. 9, Amherst

Open till 11 p.m.

Rent A Refrigerator Spirit Haus Liquors
Call 953-5384

256-8433

We Deliver To Your Dorm!

DELIVERY DAYS
Wed., Aug. 31

Thurs., Sept. 1

Large Quantities
of

KEGS

Stop at the U-Haul Truck near your dorm.

Cost $50.00/Academic Year
plus tax

$10.00 refundable security deposit
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Mve money no more vending machines to gobble up your funds... savetune. .

.

It s right in your own room rent one for the whole year for only pennies^ *^^^
L^*"

'*" ^''*" •=*»** *» **»"» ^'»' y«"^ roommate
. approved by the

Z"^^:^. ^'.lS?r.r .
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LIQUORS

WINES

SODA

ICE

AVAILABLE
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Cups & Glassware on Hand

SNACKS

Check Our Daily

Specials!

'TIS A NAUGHTY

NIGHT TO SWIM IN

By Rich Pioll

And the musical stories continued throughout the
sunnmer of 1977 albeit a little less frequently than at
other more commercially receptive times of the year.
One may have been a little more hard pressed to find
something interestiog, more than your average air

fare, but luckily there were some interesting hap-
penings besides those numbers that shot to the top of
the charts in the spring and remained there all

summer. To be fair to the mgsic would involve a lot of
different styles and albums and I would have had to
start writing this in June. However, I vyill nobly at-

tempt to list many of the jewels that may or may not
have been picked up by either you or the radio.

Much of the music is outstanding, more far-

reaching than ever before; the assembly is more in-

tegrated and I hope these selections will demonstrate
that consistency view. All musics can be excellently
represented and be harmonious with each other
which simply means there's more to it for all of us,
something to celebrate in itself. As time goes by all

the categories will cease being categorical; the beauty
of music will make it meaningless to speak of it in any
terms whatsoever.

The Beatles Live at the Hollywood Bowl (Capitol)
The Beatles Live at the Star Club. Hamburg. 1962

— The Beatles

Both these releases are absolute musts for Beatles
fans like myself, although it's rather hard to compare
these two performances; one can be considered a
very precious document, the other just another fine
example of what the Beatles meant to all of us.
Personally Hamburg is that more interesting because
they are pre-fab Fab Four; there is the garbled in-

nuendo of Messrs. Lennon and McCartney, Harrison's
aborted solos and Ringo's slam power. Truly raucous.
This paradoxically does not serve to demean the
straighter Beatles performance, only accent it with a
grander history. On Bowl the boys turn out some truly
^'pe energy on their standards. Lennon's "Dizzy Miss
Lizzie" is hard and solid. The movie theme songs are
dynamic energy crystals, as inspiring as the shrill

whrrr of the screaming testifying to this music's
power.

Love You (Warner) The Beach Boys

The Beach Boys and summer have been difficult to
distinguish in the past; not so this year. Trying hard to
make some of their old designs fly has only yielded
half-success. With Brian Wilson once again piloting,
the boys have left their serious ecological and "Feel
Flows" period behind in light of some simpler, cat-
chier music-making. Unfortunately, they may have
over-simplified; Brian's lyrics often insult the adult
intelligence with baby talk and pre-puberty yearns.
The production, on the other hand, barkens back to
"Wild Honey" and other path-finding methods. Still

the Beach Boys may truly return one of these days
• pending a further finagling of their magic ingredients.

Aubrey Beardsley graphic

Aubrey Beardsley oraphtc

"Any person in today's music scene knows
that rock. Classical, folk and jazz are all

yesterday's titles. I feel that the music world is

getting closer to being a singular expression,
one with endless musical stories of mankind."

- Ornette Coleman, 1977

Second Honeymoon - Don't Stop the World
(Warner) Deaf School

'46. Another Great Divide-Stranger than Hetion (Chrysalis) Split Enz

Both Deaf School and Split Enz possess that sense
of theatricality we so often experience around here via
Orchestra Luna, but when it comes to structures and
melodies Luna is left wallowing in their very local
following.

Humor is rampant with Deaf School's ton collective
imaginations as is evidenced in Langer and Allen's
"What a Way to End It All" - "Why doesn't
somebody call me up-the numbers in the book-but If

I'm going to do this thing-it should be off the hook".
All vocals are straining to sound campy and eventually
succeed including the Gold Digger chorus; but all this
formal slickness doesn't spoil it so they can't play
some driving rock as on "Knock. Knock, Knocking."
The Enz follow their first album Mental Notes with a
peculiarly inventive single stacked with clever lyrics
and amazing structural changes; almost too com-
pressed. A larger version was given live when they
toured here in the spring. The "B" side boasts Mental
Notes highlight number "Stranger than Fiction" in its
seven minute entirety. Singer Tim Finn highly steeped
in the Rock classics, is another great performer to
catch.

How's Tricks? Jack Bruce Band

With three earlier and fine solo jobbies under his
belt, expectations ran high in the peanut gallery for
this one. But unlike "Harmony Row" in 1971, Bruce
has delivered a slick rehash of many things he's
assembled in the past. His band is a much simpler
machine than Bruce is himself, resembling a midwest
rock band when left alone to do their own thing. As
for Jack's performance, he sings better than ever and
thinks a lot less. Rumours of a Cream reformation
circulate to spawn the only hope right now that Bruce
can once more do it right.

A Handful of Beauty (Columbia) Shakti with John
McGlaughlin

Elegant Gypsy (Columbia) Al OiMeola
Watercolors (ECM) Pat Metheny

Jazz musicians are fascinated by the rhythmic
wealth of Indian music; Tales and Ragas are rhythmic
series and cycles of immense variety - from 3 to 103
beats. Within a range like that there is ample room for
improvisation. After exhausting himself on the many
possibilities of the electric guitar with his range ex-
lending-from folk blues down through all the fifties

greats, John McGlaughlin has settled down to playing
acoustic guitar like a sitar. The dialectical interaction
between the two cultures represented in Shakti and
McGlaughlin is the doorway to world music; the
Indian instruments and guitar interplay and improvise
to very high degrees of complexity. As for
McGlaughlin, the beauty found in his music is based
not so much in innovation as in his command over
already existing possibilities. Handful of Beauty is

more harmonious than Shakti's previous and deserves
attention.

Al DIMeola is allowing his own flag to fly on this his

second solo and first since leaving "Return to
Forever." Yet he seems.to have taken some of mentor
Chick Corea's favorite penchants in the process.

sans a tune

or two

Technically bright for his 23 years, Al is playing a
harder electric version of Corea's Spanish themes. Itmay be that DiMeola is not meant to climb the in-
novative complexities strewn around by McGlaughlin
but to seek out the popular following; playing a slicker
brand of improvisation, again not too far from Corea's
own realizations. Anyway Elegant Gypsy is even and
fast showing off some of those muted strings of Al's
that everybody talks about.

Pat Metheny is good when this ECM production
anows him to avoid slipping into Abercrombie-like
abysses. Playing a Joe Pass sensitive and sprightly
piece IS more pleasurable; Metheny is nicely helped
out by Eberhard Weber on bass, Dan Gottlieb, drums
and Lyie Mays on piano. But Pat stretches his moods
too far with light and lively MOR type ditties followed
by DeJohnette space items which makes for a pretty
inconsistent texture.

Dis (ECM) Jan Garbarek and Ralph Towner

Dis is everything about duets that I like, the fast and
inspiring interplay and improvisations, each player's
remarkable acumen for understanding and par-
ticipating in a combined effort, the joy of hearing both
musicians respond to the same beautiful essence of a
piece. This product is ECM doing what they can in the
very best way. Towner is engagingly literate and
controlled when coloring Garbarek's long and breathy
notes. Both convey a wide range of emotion; the
saxophone is always occupied in the thickness of all
tones while Towner builds and releases furiously to fill

any spaces. A similar airboume effect was attempted
last year on Towner and Abercrombie's Sargasso Sea
but unfortunately Abercrombie's wooden riffing
couldn't make the work live. Here Garbarek ascends
and swoons with elegance and moody urgency.

Steve Winwood (Island) Steve Winwood
In Your Mind Bryan Ferry

Winwood should have started his solo career quite
a while back what with all his ability but, no matter.
Steve makes a fine solo debut here playing all the
important parts himself with precious little help from
famous friends. Assisting in a modest way are
Reebop. G. Harrison pals Willie Weeks and Andy
Newmark and Jim Capaldi on one number (although
Jim assists on the writing as always). Arrangements
are kept simple and moving, eschewing the high
falootin' sounds of the Yamashta-Shrieves-Winwood
effort Go. The only problem here is with a couple of
overly long endings that never end when they should.
Otherwise there is great and thoughtful singing, very
nice melodizing and keyboard playing all from the boy
wonder. Steve keeps growing despite all the past
inconsistencies in Traffic, Blind Faith, etc.
Bryan Ferry has done more than exist since the

demise of Roxy Music; he has stepped out of that
evolved superficial shell into real life and In Your Mind
testifies to a new birth possibly bigger than Roxy in
toto. Ferry has compounded a band much grander
than Roxy, employing similar effects with grinding
unconventional guitarisms and massive horn
structures supporting a Stax chorale of able
screamers. It's the material itself that stands so far
from his earlier work, even from previous solo albums.
Much relaxedly. Ferry confidently sings his eight new
numbers with grace and feel. "One Kiss ' and "Love
Me Madly Again" go down into that evergrowing
compendium of Ferry numbers as ones not to be
missed.

Rendezvous Sandy Denny
Swarbrick Dave Swarbrick
Swarbrick 2 Dave Swarbrick

Anyone could see the basic differences between
these two former Fairport Convention foHcs during
their 1975 tour; Sandy trying hard to move the
audience with her delicate melodies and Dave Swar-
brick saving the band from ruin with some good
timely traditional jigging on fiddle.

This was the end of the band that aspired to be the
British Jefferson Airplane back ten years. Now
Swarbrick has put out two fine collections of
traditional British jigs and marches, his fiddle un-
ceasingly entertaining. Other Fairport members
Simon Nicol, Bruce Rowland and Dave Pegg assist in

the festivities. One problem found is that Dave's quick ^
paced vocals do not appear anywhere due to the
traditional nature of the material. Hopefully this won't
always be so.

Sandy Denny has had a rocky time from her days
with Strawbs, to Fairport, and especially in her own
solo career. Although I find Rendezvous pleasurable
with her version of Richard Thompson's "I Wish I

Was a Fool For You", there is little else to remind me
of her Sandy album with its dark and hypnotic tex-
tures. Instead we now get her trying to keep up with
the times via "Candle in the Wind" and "Silver
Threads and Golden Needles", not that they are badly

Cont. on next page
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Save Money on

USED BOOKS.
nioisaids of paperbacks & hardbacks,

all at Vi or more off new price.

Shakespeare & Classics. Fiction. Poetry,
Plays, History. Philosophy. Sociology,
Psychology. SciFi & Mystery. Art Books,
Woinen^s Studies. Black History, Education,
Science. Nature & Environment, Health.
Cooking & Nutrition. Study Guides. Reference
Books. Occult. Film. Anthropology. Crafts.
Music.

Valley Book Shop

Carriage Shops Downtown

10-5:30 549-6052 Amherst

Record Town's
Entire inventory

of AftM Stereo LP's,

8 Track Tapes and

Cassettes on sale.

Series 698 Stereo LP's

Series 798 Stereo LP's

8 Track Tapes & Cassettes

All other series at comparable savings.

Many artists to select from.

KORD TOWN
Records & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

S8}SffiB<^
l^te. 9, Hadiey. Mass.

done (although strings and chorus abound
throughout); just out of place with such a creative
lady.

LONDON COLLECTOR'S SERIES
Starting Point David Bowie
In the Beginning Genesis
The Rocker Thin Lizzy

The Best of Ten Years After

The Story of Them Them

The Collector's Series so far has done a pretty neat
job of, reviving some music destined for obscurity
otherwise. Always for the collector are the rare tracks
by teenager Bowie; here are the more memorable
tracks from the London /mages 66 - album now long
out of print. Bowie flashes elegant black humour on
"Please Mr. Gravedigger; "We Are Hungry Men"
breaks the ground where many later SCI-FI and
militaristic Bowie numbers will tread; finally, there is

the all out performer explaining with deep pop sin-

cerity all about the "London Boys". Truly fine for its

strangeness in a time yielding only cutsey pop, this

Bowie will lavish your already complete discography.
Other people might rather skip this - only for the
devoted.

While the Genesis collection is the rerelease of
From Genesis to Revelation, that simply foolishly
simple music of amateurs misguided by the likes of
sentimental Arthur Greenslade and a popularity
hungry producer, it too like Bowie is one of the
group's earliest recordings making it unnecessary to
hear unless you're a devotee. Ten Years After con-
tains the nine minute Woodstock version of '"Going
Home" among other items.

That Thin Lizzy had some interesting items long
before their big break with Jailbreak is proven with the
Rocker anthology. All numbers pre date 1974
demonstrating this band's contribution to Anglo-R&B
with more flash and soul than their later raucous
period. This can easily stand up to our more modern
taste.

And as for Them, this is the most valued piece of
the series so far. Including Morrison's epic "Story of
Them" the album resurfaces some of the most
searing punkfoolery of the sixties to be found
anywhere in the Isles. Van sounds great on the Ray
Charles "i Got a Woman"' and his own "Philosophy"
- Anglo R&B arrogance to topple the Rolling Stones
of yesteryear. A great treasure this is, especially to
you free thinkers of late who have begun to realize
that artistic expression can be devised with the
simplest tools.

Jet Lag PFM
Saw Deliaht Can
Moroccan Roll Brand X
Going for the One (Atlantic) Yes
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PFM's singer Bernardo Lanzetti sounds like a
mystic cross between Gentle Giant's Derek Shulman
and Roger Chapman and it doesn't bother me one bit;
those vocal sections are totally enthralling witfi
melody and fervor. With cool verve the band knocks
out a very electronic-acoustic wave of pleasantry that
grows in intensity through repeated listenings. The
guitar intro in "Peninsula" is very controlled but no
less appealing for that. In fact, musically they don't
challenge any new progressive vistas; only bask in
speckled splendour using techniques employed by
everybody from Steve Howe to Chick Corea.
Can have crossed the universe so to speak with

Saw Delight. Light years away from their starting
point as one of Germany's most progressive elec-
tronic music bands, the boys move along not in any
better direction but toward disco. To further com-
pliment this conversion they have acquired former
Traffic rhythm man Reebop kwaku Baah who lends
most of the heavy pulse-rhythm down so that others
can get back to their spacey innovations. When it

doesn't come off sounding like the soundtrack to an
action sequence in "From Russia with Love"' there are
vocals of hardly recognizable English. Unfortunately
this singing remains lifeless, comatose throughout.
Regrettably, this is Can's lowest point in an otherwise
very creative history.

Moroccan Roll is pretty lifeless for long stretches
making Brand X lose much of that nice reputation
they amassed with Unorthodox Behaviour. "Sun in

the Night" engages in Sanskrit lyricism over very
faux-Eastern cliche playing before sending the rest of
the album off on its own merry way to deal with the
vacuous likes of "Why Should I Lend You Mine",
"Hate Zone" and "Disco Suicide"; all of them
comprised of weighty non-repeating structures that
appear very immediate and uninspired. Regimented
playing stiffens the joints on every piece.
Going for the One is the album everybody waited to

hear after Fragile replete with tough Guitar manifestos
proclaiming, in unison with tasteful keyboard im-
provisation, (tasteful, not self-indulgent as Wakeman
has come to be known), that Yes was an important
progressive group taking their sound very very
seriously. Unfortunately for Yes, there have been too
many washy albums cluttered with over-production
and stuttering musicianship. But is it too late? Never;
and so Yes have regrouped and made a modest
improvement. Anderson is not overbearing and Howe
is playing a good guitar, but it's Squire who writes the
new group's anthem, "Parallels", destined to be as
popular as "Roundabout". And as for Rick Wakeman,
much of what he does here is his best playing; a
change for the better not evidenced on any of his own
albums. Not very progressive but thoroughly

diamond-sharp. Going for the One will soon become
known as one of their best efforts.

The Book of Invasions A Celtic Symphony
— Horslips

"The Book of Invasions" is a twelfth century
chronicle of the various pre-Christian colonizations of
Ireland. The race who occupied the country before
our Gaelic ancestors were the Tuartha de Danann -
the peoples of the Goddess Danann." Not the least
remarkable aspect of this pleasing album is the
mythology upon which the story of the piece is based.

Ojther fine achievements include the very adept
mixture of traditional Irish folk songs with modern
.rock and its electric flora. At one time Horslips was
strictly traditional but the change to rock has not
stopped the band from using all their musical integrity

all of the time. Certain pieces may remind of another
Anglo-folk-rocker Jethro Tull, but TuH's inability to
firmly root his artificial myths and songs with any real

musical culture has made his sound imitative of many
finer types of British traditional music. Horslips was
that finer real music and in a sense still are. Tlic
Collected fiddles, mandolins, flutes, whistles all give
Horslips the opportunity to do their traditional thing
and project their versatile electricity directly into the
heart of the music. A literate attempt at Rock that
isn't stultifying.

Danca Das Cabeca8(ECM) EgbertoGismonti
Encounter Flora Purim

Danca Das Cabecas is an articulate and im-
passioned compendium of exotic and colorful dream
pictures. Beginning cool and celestial, Gismonti
guides you through his world of green natural beauty
and various musical achievements never allowing you
to lose touch with the sensual electric nature of his
pieces. His eight-string guitar is a wonder of short,
delicate exercises; all quite satisfying in themselves.
His piano is emotional and absorbing like the playing
of Steve Kuhn, almost so much that it sounds
unoriginal. Side One is more expansive and totally

fluid when compared to the other more static, ner-
vous side. Still the aura emitted is unique and en-
chanting when in the mood.

Flora is soaring on this her fifth solo album since
departing from Return to Forever and she is still at the
front of any list of female singers today. In jazz there is

hardly any competition at all. More than ever she is

searching for new ways to exhibit the airbourne
beauty of her vocal range. Frills, screams, blasts, dives
are all quite frequent in her melodizing, setting her
performances flowing. And of course the fast Rhyth-
mic assistance of Airto, Ron Carter, George Duke,
Alphonso Johnson and two nice cuts with McCoy
Tyner only help to keep things breezy. "Above the
Rainbow" is exactly that.

'45 God Save the Queen virgin) The Sex Pistols
The Damned (Stiff) Damned Damned Damned
Marquee Moon(Elektra) Television
Rattus NorvegicusA&M) The Stranglers IV
The IdJot(RCA) Iggy Pop

"She ain't no Human Being ..
" A powerful number

if "God Save the Queen", trying hard to rip open the
stagnant atmosphere of post-industrial Britain and
succeeding obviously (being banned everywhere in

Britain, not being sold many places and still climbing

all the way up to number two in sales). Violently

Johnny Rotten sings the lyrics everybody's thinking

over there and that's a change for the Elton and Gary

FAC Program
Theatre has today evolved into a
multi-racial company that is a
reflection of America at its best.
Merce Cunningham and Dance

Company will perform at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall on
Wednesday, March 8, 1978 as part
of a five week Massachusetts
residency.

The Dance Series is part of the
National Endowmient Dance
Residency Touring Program.

Orchestra Series
The three event orchestra series

begins Wednesday, November 2
with an all Baroque program by
internationally acclaimed harpsi-
chordist Anthony Newman and the
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,
Robert Gutter, Conductor. Mr.
Newman will present Concerto in D
for trumpet, Telemann. Concerto
for Orchestra, "La Tempesta di
Mare", Vivaldi. Concerto in D for
Harpsichord, Bach, Concerto
Grosso in C, "Alexander's Feast",
Handel and Concerto in D for
Harpsichord, Haydn.
The Boston Symphony Or-

chestra with Seiji Ozawa, Music

Cont. from page 4
Director will return to the Fine Arts
Center for their third performance
since they opened the Concert Hall
in October 1975. Mr. Ozawa will
conduct the Boston Symphony
Orchestra as they perform Sym-
phony No. 30 in C Major by Haydn
and Symphony No. 1 in D Major by
Mahler.

The Orchestra Series will con-
clude with a performance by the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
Thomas Schippers, Conductor ori
March 11, 1978.

All performances on the Or-
chestra Series will be at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Special Events
Four special attractions, with still

more planned, have been
scheduled to augment the regular
program.

Marcel Marceau, a master of
mime, will give two performances,
Saturday and Sunday evenings,
sometime in February.
The Verdi opera Rigoletto

performed by the Goldovsky Grand
Opera Company, sung in English
and accompanied by a full or-

chestra, will be here Monday, Oct.

The Chuck Mangione Quartet
will perform in concert Sunday
Oct. 30.

Rossini's comic opera The Barber
of Seville will be presented by The
Canadian Opera Company on
Thursday, Feb. 16, 1978. This, too,
will be sung in English and ac-
companied by a full orchestra.

Ticket Information
Tickets to the general public are,

for most events, $5, $6, and $7.
UMass student tickets are half-
price, and all other students' and
senior citizens' seats are one dollar
off general public prices.

Single event tickets go on sale
two weeks prior to the performance
date, and are available from the
FAC box office, Ticketron, or by
mail order. Payment and stamped
envelope must accompany all mail
orders.

Subscriptions are available now
at the box office. All events, unless
otherwise noted, begin at 8 p.m.
For further information, call the
FAC at 545 2511.

See next page

A Naughty Night Tune

Or Two
Cont. from page 6
Glitter following. This must be understood by any true
rock fan ... and bought.
The Damned play well enough to match the

Stooges and are also very much a part of the same
restlessness evidenced in the Sex Pistols. "Fan Club"
and "Feel the Pain"' are fun in the worst way and
Dave Vanian's vocals are mighty wild.

"Life in the hive puckered up my night, the
kiss of death, the embrace of life, There I

stand neath the Marquee Moon just
waiting. ..Hesitating...

Hesitating ...

— Tom Verlaine
Someone to teach Patti what really matters in

poetically important rock is Television, one of the new
lyric-imagist things we've been in desperate need of
lately. With a rough equivalent to Jim Morrison's
poetry, Tom Verlaine sings his own night imagery and
haunting existence; the music remains crude only to
enhance the words.
The Stranglers can't really be associated with the

current punk scene although their lyrics are strict
gutter vernacular. Up from the wastelands are Ray
Manzarek's dizzying cascades at the piano and a
touch of lizard king Jim Morrison's slurs and groans.
The whole thing nostalgically reminds you of the
sixties at the expense of The Strangler's own
originality, but when they're not mimicking the Doors
ihey come across more exciting with "London Lady"
or "Grip". Eventually the whole package grows on
you unless you never liked the Doors in the first place.

The Idiot is a calm album coming from the likes of

Iggy Pop and there is the possibility that only David
Bowie, producer is responsible. All numbers were co-
written with the man who fell and Iggy's vocal style
sounds remarkably like that deep croon first heard on
Station to Station and Low. Being a Bowie fan of
course would have a lot to do with liking this album.
For former Stooges fans it'll take a little bit more.

Additional Listening

Both Ornette Coleman and Don Cherry put out fine
albums this summer. Ornette's is called Dancing in
your Head and Cherry's is Don Cherry on Horizon.

Also new this summer were:

Super Trios - McCoy Tyner
Blues for the Viet Cong - Stanley Cowell
Dogon AD. - Julius Hemphill (Release of an

underground Classic)

Pictures - Jack DeJohnnette
Staircase - Keith Jarrett

So Far So Good - John Martyn (American release
on Island)

*

Five Leaves Left - Nick Drake (American release
on Antilles

Period of Transition ~ Van Morrison
Discreet Music - Brian Eno (American release

Antilles

Osamu - Osamu Kitajima

The Roots of Rock and Roll - Savoy Sessions
The Tenor Sax Album - Savoy Sessions
Development of an American Artist 1940-46

Dizzy Gillespie

With not enough space to provide more info about
all these recordings the only hope is that college radio

around here can improve itself to the point where it

can be depended on for- good, far-reaching music.

.
"If the matter of this paper be certain, you have

mighty business in hand."
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Hands Down

at the

UMass Craft Shop

By Debbie Schafer

Ever wonder how those crafts-

people selling their wares on the
Campus Center concourse got their

start? Chances are that they did it

fight down the hall, across from the
Hatch. For the same amount of

time and money that you might be
spending at the pinball machines
there, you could take a few steps
further and into the craft shop.

Once inside, you could make
jewelry, pottery, work with leather,

wood, or use the photo darkroom.
For the inexperienced, there is

always someone to help you and
very often there are free seminars.

The UMass Craft Shop (across
from the Hatch, near the pinball
machines) will be open for business
on Tuesday, Sept. 6th at 10 a.m. It

is open to all fee paying students
free of charge. Faculty members.
University employees, and other 5-

College students are welcome to
use the facilities upon payment of a
$2.00 per semester fee, but children
and non-students are not allowed
lo work in the shop.

You pay only for the materials

you use, and the cost is surprisingly

low. You can probably make
something for under two dollars in

the shop that you might pay ten
dollars for if you bought it ready-
made on the concourse. But
because of the difficulty m ob-
taining craft materials the shop

staff cannot sell supplies to those
who will not be using them in the
craft shop.

Instruction is free, "all day, every
day" according to shop supervisor
Penny Worman. Beginning to

advanced instruction is given in

silver jewelry making (including

casting), leather work, pottery,

stained glass, wood working, photo
darkroom and silk screen.

Other crafts may also be learned
at the shop and seminars are set up
'when enough interest is evident/'
Worman says. Don't hesitate to
express your craft-related interests

or ask question while at the shop.
The staff members are friendly and
have the expertise to guide the
beginning craftsperson in his-her

creative efforts.

The shop will be open Monday
through Thursday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Friday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.
There is no charge for the use of

tools, instruction and facilities in

general, but there is a 25 cent
charge for use of the darkroom
facilities (chemicals included but
bring your own developer and
paper).

The staff urgently requests that
those who make use 6f this free

service to students restrain
themselves from ripping-off the
small tools in the shop, the pliers,

design stamps, files, etc. Last year
$120.00 worth of these tools were
"borrowad" one at a time from the

Cash
for your

Used Books
Thur., Sept. 1

Fri., Sept. 2

Tue., Sept. 6

Wed., Sept. 7

Thur., Sept. 8

Fri., Sept. 9

9-7

9-5

9-7

9-7

9-5

9-5

at the

TEXTBOOK

Another service of the University Store

Only the ''Wi
Newspaper ^''

<a^^'

<^
V

'4z
It/, ,t>

Newspapers ore as old as free

government — and have flour

ished with it. Thomas Jefferson

knew the value of a free press

when he wrote. Were it left to

me to decide whether we
should hove a government
without newspapers or news
papers without government, I

should not hesitate a moment
to prefer the latter.

shop. "We notice when these tools

walk cut," according to Worman,
"and it is not possible with our
budget to continually replace 'lost'

tools."

Don't be tempted to put the
finishing touches on an item at

home by "borrowing" a tool or

two. With a large numoer of
students using the facilities there
will not be enough to go around if

tools are taken. If you can't finish

what you're making in one session,
go back th» next day and continue
it then.

With a little time and patience

Dpt)bie Schafer photo

you can make something nice for
someone you like {or something to
sell on the concourse, for the profit-

minded). It may not be as action
packed as the pinball machines
outside, but working in the craft
shop certainly puts your hands to
better use.

^:^=S^

UIMUA
91.t FM in Amherst

The non-commerciai progressive alternative

s'erving the community in and around Amherst,

Massachusetts,

Music, News, and Information

for the Pioneer Valley

24 hours per day.

By

It's Monday night and after

Saturday at the Hatch, Sunday at

the Bluewall, and all day Monday at

the books, you're left with Friday's

homework and a dollar to your
name. Do not despair, America's
favorite pastime costs only one
dollar tonight (and sometimes
Tuesday nights too).

Of course it depends on what
you're after and where you go
looking for it. The latest tickler, just

in from Paris is in Amherst, over in

Northampton something more
serious is playing, and out at the

drive-in there's plenty of action.

It's dollar night at the movies ...

most movies that is, and here are a

few thoughts on where to spend it.

Amherst Cinema
30 Amity St.

Amherst
(tel) 253-5426

Admission here is generally $2.00

for adults and $1 .00 for children and
senior citizens. Students may
purchase a "student ID card" that

enables them to attend all per-

formances for only one dollar at all

times. The card may be bought
within the price of a ticket and used
again and again for the discount.

Amherst Cinema seats ap-

proximately 800 and tries to appeal

to the college crowd with foreign

flicks and revival films. They
generally run a twin bill. A few
years ago the Amherst Cinema
sponsored a French film festival

and hosted not only the films but

the directors as well to discuss their

work with the audience. They are

Cinema 1:

Moviehouse Medley
well advertised and easy to get to.

Mountain Farms Four
inside the Mt. Farms Mall

RusselSt(Rte9) Hadley
(tel) 584-9153

Here you have a choice of four

films that appeal to general
audiences. Movie ratings vary from
G to R; "Once in a blue moon we'll

run an 'X'," says assistant manager
Rick Davies.

Mountain Farms Four is owned
and operated by a firm in New
Jersey that decides what films will

be shown and sends them out here.

They generally change on Wed-

nesdays as do most other movie
houses. Admission is: adults $2.50,

children $1.25, students $2 00 with
an ID that can be purchased like at

the Amherst Cinema. Although
there is no dollar night, the Mt.
Farms 4 offers a "twilight hour
special" between 5:30 and 6 p.m.
when you can purchase tickets for

only $1.50; on weekends it's from
4:30 to 5. ^^ost folks buy their

tickets at that time, kick around the
mall for a while and use their tickets

later that evening. The shows run

generally at 6 and 8 p.m. but they're

planning to start showing midnight
movies soon. According to Davies
they'll mostly be old but popular

By Pmut YanowHch

flicks such as Beatles movies.
They seat a total between 1100

and 1200 with each theatre varying

between 20 to 30 seats difference.
They sport the lowest priced

concession stands of any area

theatres and usually carry first run
films outside of the Springfield

district.

Calvin Theatre

19 King St.

Northampton
del) 584-2310

This is the family man's movie
house with film ratings ranging

from G to R. (Every once in a while

they'll run something with those

college kids in mind.) Admission is

generally $2.25 for adults, $1.00 for

children and senior citizens.

Monday and Tuesday nights are

"bargain nights frequently but not
always," as manager Russ
Durochcr reports.

The Calvin is a grand old theatre

that at one time made use of its

stage. "The stage hasn't been used
now for 45 years," he said but the
atmosphere is still quite pleasant.

Seating capacity is 1,313; the films

usually change every Wednesday
night and matinees are Saturday,
Sunday, and holidays.

Pleasant Street Theatre
25 Pleasant St.

Northampton
(tel) 586-0935

According to manager John
Morrisson, the Pleasant Street

Theatre is the only arts house
within a very large area extending
from Worcester to the New York
border. The building at 25 Pleasant
St. has always been a movie house
but last year Morrisson and some
other members of the former
Amherst Film Coop moved in and
literally turned the place around.
The seats now face in an entirely

opposite direction than they did a

year ago allowing for a much larger

audience and for a much larger

screen at the same time. The
theatre now can legally hold 142
people with seats for 130.

The Pleasant Street Theatre
shows foreign films and old
favorites and classics. "We rarely

See Movies,
poge 22
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As you wilt soon discover - for those who
have not done so already - movies form a

substantial past time of the denizens of this

happy valley. I conjecture that we have
reached the saturation point, with respect to

the number of theaters, as they literally dot

the surrounding areas.

Therefore, we are privy to a rather wide

choice of films that span the gamut of

genres. There are: first run films, grade B

oldies, westerns, foreigri flicks, Disney and

even porno. So, as a public service-what else

I hereby present short reviews and

critiques of some of the movies that opened

this summer and in all probability, will be

around the area at the time of publication.

Star Wars

The film that is destined to break box

office records concerns the age old fight

between good and evil, this time set amidst

an intergallactic war that took place, "a long,

long time ago". It is a film that will capture

your heart and imagination and should place

you in a helpless state of puerile euphoria. It

is pure fun; thankfully this unpretentious film

lays claim to no more. It sports some fan

tastic, futuristic, special effects and two of

the cutest robots, or droids, ever imagined.

The film is wonderfully eclectic, culling the

best, most creative and inspiring from a long

series of films and literary works; you will find

bits and pieces from all the following;

Batman, Lost in Space, Star Trek, Wizard of

Oz, Samurai movies, westerns and almost all

science fiction classics. The film is best

summed up by a Kafkaesque maxim: the

hard core sci-fi aficionado will be disap-

pointed as there are glaring errors and in-

consistencies in the films technology and
plot; perhaps the most heinous of its crimes

Cine^ma 2:

Summer Celluloid
lies in the fact that the most intriguing

philosophic fiction that is presented as reality

is criminally underdeveloped: 'the force' lies

fallow: cinema buffs searching for

fascinating allegories and counterpuntal plot

lines intermixed with emotion filled per-

fbrmances and subtle character development
will walk away chagrined: but, if you are one
of the thousands who clapped furiously

when Tinkerbelle was dying, you will LOVE
this film. It is, pure and simple, an act of faith;

for those who retain any imagination and
childish niavate, I promise a treat.

Annie Hall

Woody Aliens latest effort is a classic, and
in my sophisticated, urbane opinion, his best.

The film details from its incipience to its

poignant death, the love affair between two
neurotics; a self-deprecating Jewish
comedian and a midwestern shiksa that has
turned aspiring sfhg^. The film is bouyed by
marvelous performances by both stars and
the supporting cast which includes old

standby Tony Roberts and newcomer Paul

Simon. The film is all Woody Allen; there is

his innovative and creative direction; a

typical fast moving, fun filled script; the old

lines, and jokes all make their way into the

film, yet here they are set amidst a strong

and deadly seriousness-the dissection of a

relationship and the forces that tear it

asunder. Yet, one doesn't notice the

message till long after the movie is over, but

with a smiling fact this time. For Allen lovers;

a classic. For others, a well deserved treat.

New York, New York itkH

Martin Scorcese's newest film sports the
best acting performance of the year ( Robert
DeNiro) and a superb effort by Liza Minelli,

and surprisingly enough for Scorcese; no
blood. The film is another love story, this one
ripped apart by the age old dilemma between
love for another and love for one's work. It is

an age old theme played against a backdrop
of the sights, sounds, scents and spirit of the

big band era. Unfortunately, despite a fine

script, for the most part, superb acting and
some wonderful songs, the film drags a bit.

Key segments of the relationship are ignored

and crucial time spans are left out, while

Scorcese plods on with unimportant and
overemphasized trivialities. It is a film that is

glorious, sad, funny, and in the end, a slight

letdown. One feels that Scorcese had a

winner but let it slip through his fingers. A
worthwhile film, nevertheless.

very funny scenes and hilarious lines. It has
alot to say about the players, the managers,
and the fans, but its most cruel btow is

against the sport, and all sports in general. It

is fun for the thick skinned, but for those
with virgin ears, steer clear, (unless you want
a quick education).

The Deep ^HH

This underwater treasure hunt has some
breathtaking underwater photography and a
few scenes that contain honest-to-goodness
suspense. But, on the other hand, it is

particularly unimpressive in all remainir>g

categories and departments. Robert Shaw
tries desperately to save the film, but fails.

Handsome Nick Nolte puts on a poor show,
though I can't shift the blame on his

shoulders totally; the script was equally as
horrid. Jaqueline Bisset is present for looks,

only! She never gets the chance to act,

which is a pity (though, also not totally). It

has strong elements of racit>i and sexism, to
boot. It is mildly diverting, and one of the few
films in recent times which does manage real

suspense, though only for a few moments.
Acting award to the eel for brilliant role

playing.

Welcome to LA. it

Slapshot irifi

This film is definitly for adults: a hockey
team that couldn't beat the worst PeeWee
2nd string from Georgia gets on track by
sporting the dirtiest half-dozen players

available. Endless violence and blood mar the
film, but to its credit, it also contains some

A boring, second string, poor man's Nash-

ville. This film fails miserably in all depart-

ments; plot, acting, script, music and
directing. It is too long, too stupid and in-

credibly boorish. It concerns a lot of people

fornicating in L.A. and trying to produce a

record that would certainly flop. Only for

those who have time to waste and the

money to waste it on.
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W Massachusetts University Amherst
f *

What's the longest running form
of entertainment in the Pioneer

Valley?? Here's a hint - it'll be 28
years old in October, runs con-
tinuous performances twenty hours
a day ... seven days a week ... fifty-

two weeks a year, has one of the

largest staffs in New England and is^

controlled entirely by students.

Give up????

Chances are you've probably
listened to it, in fact you might be
listening to it right now. It's

WMUA-FM, the Valley's otdest

original FM station. WMUA-FM
operates at 91.1 on the dial with

1000 watts of power. That means
that the station can be heard from
Springfield to Vermont and from
Belchertown on the east rim of the

Valley to the Berkshire in the west.

Even though the station is

licensed to the UMass Board of

Trustees, students control the day-

to-day operation and make ail of

the programming decisions. Since
the station operates on a special

non-commercial frequency set

aside by the Federal Com-
munications Commission, no paid

advertising can be accepted.
WMUA runs on funding from the

student government at the
University.

WMUA's studios are in Marston

Station Keeps Air Traffic Flowing

Hall, just steps away from the

Graduate Research Center. Over
125 students and community
members work out of the cramped
seven-room headquarters,
producing the programming you

can hear at 91 .1 FM. When it comes
to programming, diversity is the by-
word at WMUA. In addition to
playing current rock music; black,
latino, jazz, country, folk, punk rock
and classical music is featured

throughout the week. Over 81
hours a week (more than 60 per
cent of the total schedule) is

devoted to such non-traditional

music.

But music isn't the only thing
WMUA FM does. News and Public
Affairs form a vital part of the
station's format. WMUA News
produces 90 minutes of original

news daily. Updates are heard six

times_each morning, at noon and at

5 o'clock. The cornerstone of the
News Department is a thirty minute
daily news and information
program called The 5:30 Magazine.
The 5:30 Magazine is a timely
round-up of late breaking news and
special features, and finally a look
at what didn't make the Front
Pages with The Other Side at 11:55
nightly. Co-News Director Biff Price
says that he and his colleague. Bob
Levine are striving to give the
University and the Valley "a unique
and different type of news service
- one that talks less in numbers
and abstract facts and more in

human terms."

Public Affairs at MUA frequently
get attention from other media for

its highly controversial Va//ey
Talks' (formerly "Off the Hook") a
sixty minute call-in talk show
Monday, Wednesday and Friday

^^*ia^»p^ii^
28 Pleasant St.

NORTHAMPTON

Buy 6 Bagels — Get 6 Bagels FREE
upon presentation of this ad

All bagels and other baked goods baked dally on our premises.

• 8 varieties of bagels bagels
• New York style deli

• cream cheese and lox

• cheesecake and other delicious desserts

Hours; AAon. — 7 a.m. -5 p.m.
Tues.-Sat. — 7 a.m. -1:30 a.m.
Sun. — 7 a.m. -2 p.m.
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nights at six. Other public affairs

programming includes weekly
editions of the Women's Media
Project, and Focus as well as the
twice-monthly Gaybreak. WMUA
Public Affairs also handles special
programming in conjunction with
News, like covering special events
be it Amherst Town Meeting,
Distinguished Visitor Program
Lectures, or special live national
event coverage (like the 1976 July
4th demonstrations).

Sports coverage is an important
commitment at WMUA. Most large
university sport events are covered
live, especially crucial 'away'
games. In recent years, women's
sports have gotten increased
coverage from MUA.

Although WMUA is doing very
well for a college station and
beginning to compete favorably
with its commercial colleagues, the
road to improvement for the outlet
has been a difficult one. Station
members as well as management
still are not completely sure what
WMUA-FM's main purpose. One
faction says MUA should provide
alternative programming to that
provided by commercial stations
(and therefore provide program-
ming of comparable or higher
professional quality). Others says
concentrate on being a training

ground for aspiring broadcast
students by following a successful
commercial-type format and
working on getting better
collectively and individually at it.

Still another faction want varying
shades of the two policies in-

stituted.

There are no full-time personnel
at the station. Even management is

part-lime. That frequently makes
work at MUA difficult because it

must always compete for time and
attention with school work and-or
an outside job. That usually means
that all MUA staff find they never
have enough time for everything
they'd like to do...some programs
and on-air commitments become
rush jobs. Several of the staff said
that although the situation is one
that prevents the station from
sounding as good as it might, they
found that outside work kept them
close to the community, and
provided a basis for learning radio
'under fire'. They feel that later

employment in broadcasting
wouldn't be as demanding.
Top management at WMUA say

ihat they want to make the station
as community oriented as possible.
Everyone is invited to tour the
Marston Hall studios during week-
day business hours. At the same
lime all interested students and
community members are en-
couraged to apply for volunteer
positions at WMUA. Chances are
applicants won't get on the air right
away but there are plenty of non-air
positions to be filled. However, with
exposure at the station over a
period of time, on-air positions do
become available and all applicants
are considered. WMUA is located
at Suite 42, Marston Hall, at the
University. For further information,
call the station at 545-2876.

Find wktf f9a'r§

h0kh§ hrf

CHECK THE

CLASSIFIEDS

Valley

Radio

Waves:

A Primer
fi/ BW Price

When you're working or studying
or even doing nothing, radio can be
your best friend. It's a medium that
doesn't take all your attention like

television does. Radio can be a
background to whatever you're
doing. With the school year and our
jobs already upon us, most of us
will be turning to radio to help make
that work easier or just to help pass
the time.

The Collegian has compiled a
rundown of what you can hear In

the Pioneer Valley. It's certainly not
Boston or New York, but you'll find

a lot of variety in what's offered on
the airwaves.

The first thing you'll find as you
spin the dial is that most of the
stations you can get are not local

ones. Signals from the large cities

- Springfield, Hartford and
Worcester make up the bulk of
what one can listen to. Out of the
30 or so stations available, only six

of them are from stations in the
Amherst-Northampton area. Half of
those stations are run by the
colleges. They are:

WAMH-FM (89.3) - Progressive
music (jazz, rock, folk, etc.) from
Amherst College

WFCR-FM(88.5) - Five College
radio - a National Public Radio
affiliate that specializes in classical

and public affairs programming
WHMP-AM (1400) - Middle-of-
the-Road music with local news
and hourly newscasts from the
ABC-Contemporary network
(Northampton)

WHMP-FM (99-3) - a com-
puterized station with a mix of
'contemporary' music (no disc-

jockeys here - the computer plays
the music)

WMUA-FM (91.1) - Progressive
music, news and special features
from the University of Massa-
chusetts

WITT-AM 1430) - Middle-of-the-
Road music with local news

When it comes to commercial
radio, the most important item is

one five letter word, M-0-N-E-YI
The dollar sign rules radio with an
iron hand. A station is defined as
"doing well" in an area by how
much of the total listening audience
tunes to it. Advertising rates are set
according to the number of people
listening; naturally a station with a
larger audience can get higher ad
rates. For example, if two stations

are identical in all other respects
(overhead costs, programming,
etc.) The one with a larger audience
will also be the one with higher ad
rates.

Those higher rates mean more
revenue and more profits. Since
commercial radio is run to make
money for the owners and-or
stockholders, all the programming
decisions are made wrth one
purpose in mind — get more people
listening so that the station can
make more money.
That Is the reason why you may

find station formats on the com-
mercial outlets so restricted in the
Pioneer Valley. Station owners
found that progressive rock, black-
soul, and classical formats don't
succeed, or rather don't have
enough listeners to make the
owners the revenue they want.
That Is why classical listeners will

find Bethoven's Fifth replaced by
'Roll over Beethoven' by The
Electric Light Orchestra on WTIC-
FM. WTIC-FM changed its long-
time classical format for Top 40
rock because they feel that Top 40
will be more popular. Classical

listeners now must turn to WFCR
or their own record collections for

their favorite music. Also listeners

accustomed to progressive music
- a mix of rock, jazz, black-soul
and non-traditional music — will

have to turn to local college

stations. The large commercial
outlets have seen profits drop
recently and though they still play
rock, all of them in Western New
England have instituted very tight

playlists and upped the number of

commercial minutes per hour.
If you have non-mainstream

musical tastes, like classical or jazz,

you'll have to be a very
discriminating listener to be able to

get the kind of radio you want. Dial-

switching is definitely a must jn this

situation, but there is another way
to get what you want. Let station

management know what you think

of their station. Write or call

stations with offensive formats or

presentations and let them know
you're unhappy with them. Rating
books only tell management how
many people are listening, they
don't tell them WHY! Your letter

could help make changes at these
stations.... though you can't expect
formats to change overnight. Get
your pens and pencils out, those
letters really do make a difference!

Guide to Area Radio Dialing-

i^^^s FM mi
Non-Comercial

88.5 WFCR Amherst Ciassical-NPR
89.3 WAMH Amherst Progressive
90.9 WTCC Springfield Progressive
91.1 WMUA Amherst Progressive
91.7 WHUS Storrs, Ct. Progressive

92.5

93.1

93.7

94.7

96.9

96.1

96.5

98.3

99.1

99.3

100.3

102.1

102.9

105.0

106.9

107.3

WWYZ
WHYN
WLVH
WMAS
WEZN
WSRS
WTIC
WHAI
WPLR
WHMP
WRCH
WAQY
WDRC
WHCN
WCCC
WAAF

Comercial

Hartford Mellow Rock
Springfield Beautiful Music
Hartford Spanish
Springfield Mellow Rock

Bridgeport Beautiful Music
Worcester Beautiful Music
Hartford Top 40 Rock (NBC)
Greenfield Middle-of-the-Road (CBS)
New Haven Rock
Northampton Contemporary
Hartford Beautiful Music
Springfield Top 40 Rock
Hartford Rock
Hartford Rock
Hartford Rock (ABC-Contemporary)
Worcester Rock

AM

560 WHYN Springfield Top 40
590 WTAG Worcester M-O-R (NBC)
730 WACE Springfield Oldies (CBS)
930 WREB Holyoke Talk (Mutual)

1030 WBZ Boston M-O-R
1270 WSPR Springfield M-O-R
1360 WDRC Hartford Top 40
1400 WHMP Northampton M-O-R (ABC Information)
1430 WITT Amherst M-O-R
1490 WNUS Springfield All-News
1600 WIXY Springfield Country
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In the last six months th« Arts
Extension Service of Continuing
Education here at UMass has
helped over 80 arts organizations
with all kinds of special art and
organizational problems and given
job counseling to over 100 artists
and craftspeople.

At the same time AES has put on
one of New England's major art
festivals, developed a directory of
women's art resources, published a
listing of festivals for artists and
craftspeople, published three
newsletters, set up a marketing
assistance project for craftspeople
in conjunction with Cooperative
Extension, published the second
edition of a directory of New
England Artists, staged seminars on
topics from "how to get published

"

to "women and the arts" and
developed the academic
programming for Elderhostel, a
program where people over 60
years of age lived and studied at

UMass this summer. The list just

keeps going.

AES as part of Continuing
Education, works from UMass as a

community arts resource coor-
dinator for the region. They provide
marketing and management
assistance to artists and
organizations and serve as a link to
regional and national arts and arts

related groups.

The most recent AES project was
Edierhostel; a program of
educational hosteling for the older
citizens including study in credit-

free workshops, hostel style ac-

comodations in dormatories, meals
in college dining halls and par-

ticipation in an on-going campus
life.

The Arts Extension Service
developed the course work and
coordinated the academic program
which was offered in week long
units to elder citizens from many
parts of the country. The Con-
ference Service office took care of
food and lodging needs. Students
were involved in producing a
literary magazine, music ap-
preciation, writing poetry, writing
books for children, a course in

community arts development and
more.

Six of these one week units,

offering a total of 18 courses, were
held this summer. A number of

exciting events grew out of the
courses that could have lasting

benefits. One class taking the
course titled, "The Arts, Your
Community and You", presented a
mini-arts festival with exhibitors
and performers.

The three classes in television

production participated in the
video-taping of programs that will

be used to further promote the
Elderhostel idea. The magazine

Arts Extension

is Everywhere

Poetry readings and workshops to nursing homes, schools,
and other community areas has been an Important part of the
Arts Extension Service's work.

production class members have
combined their written material and
published a magazine. They have
enough material already for the first

two issues and are seeking funds to
make this publication (entitled
"Expanding Horizons") a regular
journal for, about, and by elder
people. Plans are now underway for
an expanded Elderhostel next year.

Perhaps the most visible of all

AES programs is the New England
Artist Festival and Showcase which
happens in Northampton in May
each year. This year's Festival
included over 250 artists and crafts-

people, 33 performing groups, 16
poets, over a dozen filmmakers,
food booths, small presses, a

children's area, special events.
Visitors to the festival were
estimated at 14,000.

AES is continually responding to
the needs of the region and
developing new programs, the
newest addition being the rural Arts
Development Program. This
project, sponsored in part by a
$10,000 National Endowment for
the Arts grant, will encourage 6
rural communities with little or no
arts activity, to develop a central
arts organization and each to
produce about 5 events. AES will

provide technical assistance and
subsidy for events.

How do students fit in at AES?
The Arts Extension Service

internship program offers five-

college students a unique op-
portunity for personal and
professional growth. Internship
programs represent one response
to demands for relevance in

education made on this campus in

the late sixties.

AES programs are designed to
utilize University resources in
helping agencies develop effective
arts programs for education and
recreation in Western Mass.
Therefore, it is possible for an intern
to realize the role of the University
in contributing to the general
quality of life in the community.
The AES office offers an informal

atmosphere designed to stimulate
input and creative flow. Interns
hold staff level positions and are

encouraged to participate in
program development and policy
fnaking. Committments can range
from 3 to 15 credits and interns are
welcome to participate in creating
their own job descriptions.

This past spring five interns, ail

coming from different diciplines.

successfully found relationship*
between their majors and the
details of the services AES
provides. Producing a fair such a«

_ the New England Artist Festival and
Showcase requires nrore than
artistic talent or administrative skill.

A blending of backgrounds from
Leisure Service to Law en-
forcement helped to create a
success. For instance; one student
studying gallery management was
able to organize and hang a juried,
mixed media exhibit. Education
majors designed a phy area where
over 1000 children were able to
participate in craft projects, learn to
juggle, draw, or see professional
performances especially for them.
Parking, crowd control, and
security for 15,000 people and their

property provided a challenge to
one student who hopes to become
a police chief one day.

Interns can choose to learn and
take over the administration of a
project, assist staff members in
program administration, or develop
their own project relating to AES
services. Therese Guyette, an art
student, has taken an idea (that
State Senator John Olver's office
at the State House in Boston might
be a showplace for the strong
community of artists and crafts-
people in Western Mass.),
developed a full schedule of 12 one
month shows and detailed the work
necessary to produce those shows.
In addition she has compiled the
Women's Art Directory which
focuses on women in the literary,

visual, and performing arts. AES
hopes to publish this some time this
fall.

An internship with AES allows
students a chance to explore and
expand their skills in real situations.
If you are tired of case studies, role
playing, and simulations, AES may
be what you are looking for. Says
Barbara Schaffer, a recent graduate
and full time intern, "It's scary to
realize that the work you produce
really counts; that people really
read your letters, hear you on the
radio, respond to your press
releases, or consider your
evaluation of programs. The reward
of meeting these responsibilities is

greater and more meaningful than
achieving an 'A' ever could be."
AES, located in Draper Annex

(545-2013), welcomes interns on a
full or part time basis, work-study
students who seek involvement in
their work, and volunteers who are
interested in making a contribution
toward expanding community arts.

I K E-
WESTVIEW CAFE

Friendliest Bar in Town

Reasonably Priced Drink

At All Times

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

WALT DISNEY
P«O0UCTIONS-

y V

Daily Luncheon Specials

Giant Sized Sandwiches

^160

Old Sunderland Rd.

I mile North of Campus

No. Amherst 253-9202
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If what we saw this summer is

any indication of what we can
expect for the fall season, then
theatre-goers have a lot of high
quality entertainment to look
forward to.

The area theatre offerings were
in abundance through the hot
summer months; City Studio's
Shakespeare in the Pines at Look
Park. Mount Holyoke Summer
Theatre presentations, and here at

UMass the three productions of the
newly founded Commonwealth
Stage. In addition, several
children's theatre performances
were staged during the course of
the summer.

From Dracu/a to Feiffer's People
to A Midsummer Night's Dream,
there was indeed 'something for

everybody.' Looking forward to the
fall season, there is also variety.

The following listing is as com-
prehensive as time would allow, but
check the Collegian and Below the
Salt arts suppiemei it to get a fuller

outlook on the area theatre as the
semester progresses. There is sure
to be more to come than the events
we have listed at this time.

Anofher Big Season

for the Area Theatres
UMass Theatre

The University Ensemble Theatre
has more performances scheduled
during the coming year than ever
before, according to David M.
Knauf, theatre chairman.
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet
will open the season on Oct. 20.
Anouilh's Antigone will begin on
Dec. 2. Also planned is a UMass
first — an American College
Theatre Festival. The Festival will

run Jan. 26 through Jan. 28 and will

feature from five to eight
productions.

Two other campus drama groups
are planning fall productions. The
UMass Music Theatre Guild
production of Two Genttemen from
Verona will be Nov. 17 through 20,
and the Roister Doisters Drama
Society will present Tom Jones.
Auditions for Tom Jones will be
held on Sept. 6 and 7 from 6 to 10
p.m. in Campus Center room 101.
Auditions are open to all students in

the Five College Area. The cast will

include ten men and eight women,
and production dates are Oct. 28-30
and Nov. 4-6.

Mount Holyoke
The Mount Holyoke College

Laboratory Theatre will open its fall

season with An Italian Straw Hat,
to run Oct. 21-23 and 27-30. The
production will be directed by Jim
Cavanaugh, the founder-producer
of Mount Holyoke's very successful
Summer Theatre.

A Festival of One-Act Plays will

be presented Dec. 8 through Dec.
14, to be directed and designed by
Lab Theatre students.

Auditions for the Lab Theatre
plays are open to men from
anywhere and women from any of
the Five Colleges. Auditions for An
Italian Straw Hat will be held at
Mount Holyoke on Sept. 11,12 and
13.

Smith Ensemble Theatre
The Smith Ensemble Theatre

(SET) opened its premiere season
on August 17 and will continue
performances through September
17. Under Milk Wood, by Dylan
Thomas, will play September 1-4, 7-

8, and 16-17. Alan Ayckboum's
comedy How the Other Half Loves
will play September 9-11 and 14-15.
The University of Massachusetts,

Hampshire College, and Smith
College are well represented in the
membership of SET. The company
is produced and directed by Greg
Jones, a teaching assistant in

Communication Studies at U.
Mass. Jon Crane, a teaching
associate in the same department,
will be onp , the principal actors
along wit!. Michael Rusk, a staff
member of "The Next Stage," a
new alternative theatre at U. Mass.
SET will perform in the Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre in the
Smith College Center for the
Performing Arts. For information
and ticket reservations call the SET
box office at 584-2700 extension
840.

City Studio Theatre
City Studio Theatre, Hampshire

County's new resident theatre, has
announced a week long house-
warming celebration for their new
theatre facilities on 49 Pearl St. in

Northampton. The theatre was
formerly housed at 25 Main St.
above Fitzwilly's Restuarant; the
new location is just down the
street, beside the Bay State Hotel
and upstairs from the Polish club.
The celebration will include a

visual arts exhibition from Sept. 6-9
featuring Valley video artists,

photographers, and experimental
filmmakers. Donations will benefit
the theatre.

The Young People's
Theatreworks will perform The
Riddle Machine on Sept. 10 and 11
at 10:30 a.m. and the performance
will be free of charge. Following the
Sunday performance of The Riddle
Machine will be a spectacular Tag
Sale — Auction with live en-
tertainment, spirits and fare from
noon until...

Contributions for the tag sale will
be appreicated. Any contribution is

tax deductible.

All events will take place at 49
Pearl St. For more information call

City Studio Theatre at 584-3994 or
584-3978.
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Rural Free Delivery: Folkartl on a Country
Located along the back roads

and local route* wound Amherst
and Northampton li tn innovative
and dynamic art form.
Unrecognized by the general
public, you aren't likely to see any
exhibited in Herter Art GaHery or
sold on the concourse, yet

mailboxes as a folk art form are well
worth paying attention to.

Folk art. the experts say, is a
functional thing created or altered
to look pleasing to the eye by a
person who doesn't think of himself
as an artist. And a quick drive atong
Route 5 or through North Amherst
would evidence quite a lot of local

folk art in the form of decorated
mailboxes. Afterall, these recep-
tacles serve a purpose, they are
interesting to look at, and they were
made by regular-type people; in

other words, folk art.

Most decorated mailboxes can
be divided into one of two
categories: painted mailboxes and
built mailboxes. Painting a mailbox
can be as simple as writing out the
family name in an interesting way
or as complex as creating an idyllic

scene with the subtle interplay of

several colors. My favorite of the
local painted mailboxes is up on Rt.

63: a large, aluminum mailbox
painted to look like a jig-saw puzzle
of stained glass, with a fantasy
night-time scene on the back panel.

Although built mailboxes can
assume any shape, they are usually

modeled after the classic mailbox
form and depict lumbering trucks or
horse-pulled covered wagons. Most
often carved or assembled out of
wood, the details are painted in or

wired on (such as children's toys).
An outstanding carved mailbox is

on Bay Road in Hadley: a brightly

painted ox-drawn cart which hat
stood guard to the Wiater driveway
for almost twenty-five years.

And don't forget to check out the
bases of area mailboxes, for a great
deal of creativity is exhibited there
as well. Welded chains in graceful
twists, gnarled and knotted tree
trunks, metal rods bent into
initials.... Often flowers are planted

around the supporting post, adding
yet another dimension to the overall

sculptural form.

Like all true folk art, mailbox art

reveals something about the day-
to-day lives of those who made it.

For example, Mr. Stanley Wiater,

who built the ox-drawn cart, has

long been involved in carpentry and
displayed his skills in an artistic

way. Five students renting a house
in North Amherst solved the

problem of mail confusion with a

glittering appendage to their

mailbox. Most often, though, little

more is revealed to the casual

observer than a desire for beauty
and uniqueness by an anonymous
wayside artist. This, too, speaks of

the values and interests of local

people. While it may be far-fetched

to suggest that the local populace
has been inspired to an unusual
degree by the many craftspeople

operating in the area or by the still

unspoiled natural beauty, it does
seem to be the case that there is a
great deal of local folk art to be
seen and appreciated. A flourishing

art form waiting to be captured on
film, the mailbox has become
something more than a place to

hold the utility bills.

Texf by Alice E. Horner

Phofos by Debbie Schafer

Openeus
Baked Stuffed Clams (ea) Herring Salad

Chopped Chicken Livers Chequers Stuffed Mushroom Caps

Soups
Crock of Onion w/che*$e. crouton .90 Soup du jour Cup .40 Bowl .70

Main CouKses

Veal .4.95

Smith Corona and CXivetti Oealef

•SCM Cartridge Models
Now Only $199

•SCM Model 2200 Electric
Reg. $319 NOW $267

•SCM Electra
Reg $199 NOW $149

*New & Used $29 & Up
Calculators

•Sales 'Service
'Rentals
Supplies

*1 Veer Guarantee
•n parts Er labor

•Clean, Oil &
Minor Adiustments

NOW 10 PER CENT OFF

Amherst

Typewriter Service
2«4 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-5M7
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Parmigiana / Scallopini /

Francais / Paprika

Seofbob 4.50
Scallops au gratin / Baked Stuffed

Scrod / Broiled Scrod / Seafood
Combination / Seafood Alfredo /

Seafood Newburg / Baked Stuffed

Langostinos

Cb|d<£fl (Boneless)
. .

.

Cordon Bleu / Parmigiana /

Cacciatore / Marsala

Beef

4.50 6ll6Uf>5il
Shrimp Scampi / Baked Stuffed

Shrimp / Shrimp Rockefeller

5.95

London Broil / Country Steak /

Sirloin Tips / Steak Teriyaki /

Choice Oelmonico Steak

4.95
Today's Quiche 2.50

w/salad, roll, butter

Ziti Platter. 1.95
w/herb sauce, roll, butter

All entrees served with choice of Potato. Vegetable of the day. Rolls and Butter. We will substitute our own Herb Ziti for the potato on all Italian style dishes

unless you specify otherwise.

May we suggest . . . our Fresh Garden Salad with the above entrees. .75

Sweet Tooth (Xosens
Black Bottom Parfait — Chocolate Mousse Lemon Bread Pudding

English Rice Flummery Chocolate Bavarian Cream Pie

Cream Cheese Cake Pecan Pie. Apple Pie

Corner of University Drive
And Amity Street

RESERVATIONS 549-5841

Sandwich Menu Continuous Till 10 p.m.

Dinner 5 p.m. till 9 p.m.

J
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w.ith the art world's current focus on
computer and electronic design it woi''^
seem only natural that there would arise a

parallel interst in what we might call craft-

smanship; the painstaking way that things
used to be done, the fine art of made-by-
hand.

Products, artifacts that are made to last,

handcrafted of the softest leather, the
sturdiest wood, or perhaps the finest paper
stock in the world are finding a market and a
home here in the Pioneer Valley^

The Art of the Book

Books - both what's in them and what
holds them together - are binding together
area artists, craftsmen, poets, and printers. A
number of small presses have started rolling

in the Amherst-Northampton area alone.
Several of these have been started and kept
going by UMass graduates from the MFA
(Masters of Fine Arts) program as well as
alumni of the other four colleges.

If you're in the center of Northampton
some day you may want to drop in to

Dwyer's Bookstore and chat with Ivan about
bookbinding or rare books. He spends most
of his day lying in the storefront window next
to some old bookbinding tools. Blue ribbons
marked "First" line the back walls where his

owner, Jeffrey Dwyer keeps his office.

"The used books here in the store are only
about thiny per cent of my business," he
tells us. "The other seventy per cent is all

done through the mail and most of my best
customers I will probably never meet."
He showed us his catalog and files through

which he maintains contact with rare book
collectors across the country.

"Here's a man who's interested in turn-of-

the-eighteenth-century stable architecture,"
he said holding up an index card reading
"Architecture". The files are indexed by
subject from Adirondack to Yeats and a part

of a vast system of rare book dealing that

involves countless numbers of part-time
merchants, private collectors, and shop
keepers nationwide. A periodical called The
Antiquarian Booksman keeps com-
munication channels open for professionals
and browsers alike.

As you enter Dwyer's Bookstore, at 44
Main Street, you first encounter .a line of

shelves from floor to ceiling, of used books
ranging from trade, paperback, and text.

Most people who come in off the street

inspect these bookcases usually without any
specific titles in mind.

"When I go into someone's basement to

purchase some books," he said, "there may
be fifty or a hundred titles that I'm interested
in but I have to buy the whole lot of them or

sometimes they won't sell at all."

Dwyer's specially is books, both new and
rare, on the history of printing, illustrating,

graphics, and design. Most of . he keeps
one flight up above his storetront in hand-
some cases enclosed in glass. Just above
this, lit by nature from a ge
gallery area Dwyer hab sc

exhibiting local artists that will

to the public.

To the rear of the building on tne nd
floor Dwyer keeps two boarders. In one small

but comfortable studio, Easthampton
graphic artist Barry Moser spends his time on
a variety of different projects and over the
last four years Dwyer and he have worked
together quite often.

In another slightly larger studio Carolyn
Coman, a 1974 Hampshire College graduate
with a major in writing, practices the ancient
art of book binding by hand Aiong the brick

walls that line her workspace hang old brass
instruments of the trade,

"I don't think of binding itself as an art,"

she says. "It has to do with what you bind.

Now I'm working here on a limited edition for

a collector. I certainly wouldn't spend the
time binding pornography because every
book is different and book binding is a long
and slow process."

"The type design, the paper, a number of

things," said Dwyer, "make for a fine book.
If you're looking at it as an art object the
content is secondary." He said that a fine

book may not always look very impressive at

first and is often times not everv expensive .

Hampehire Typothetae

No busier man in the book business is

there than Jeffrey Dwyer. He has his fingers

into every facet of the venture including the

actual printing process.

Dwyer is chairman of the board of the

newly founded Hampshire Typothetae which
is devoted to producing limited edition

printed matter of high quality.
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Among some of the Typothetae's printing
assignments are the "Simplicissimus" print

series by artist Fritz Eichenberg from Rhode
Island and several things for the World
"^"lergy Conference to be held in Istanbul
later this month Invitations, menus, and
prograri's are running off the six monotype

,/ENlDOMlNE
VVISITARENOS
INPACEVTL/ET-
-EMVRCORAM
TECORDE PER-/

presses right now. They are also working on
a special insert of poems by Joseph
Langland of the UMass English department
for the upcoming edition of Massachusetts
Review.

Typothetae will also offer offset printing
services in those areas to which
photolithography is most suited, such as the
reproduction of works of art. Wood
engravings & woodcuts will be printed for
the relief artist with the same meticulous
attention that McGrath has provided for Fritz

Eichenberg, Baskin, and others.

Publications of the Hampshire Typothetae
will at first emphasize poetry, the arts of the
book, and portfolios of visual interest. In

addition, those with similar ideas and tastes
are invited to inquire about our program of
co-publication.

Harold McGrath, has trained many
students during his career, and he will

continue to Undertake this function at the
Hampshire Typothetae. An apprenticeship
program is being formulated, to be carried on
under the aegis of a related, non-profit
educational organization, the Collegium
Typothetae. In addition, seminars in graphic
arts are being planned, specifically in the
areas of wood ehgraving, etching, book-
binding, calligraphy, & the various aspects of
printing. These workshops will be offered

can get all the smarm we want on the
television screen, all the sentimentality,

narcotic, comfortable lies. But some place in

our lives we must make at least a corner for

honesty, and for what truths we might be
lucky enough to harvest out of the smog of

pretense that snuggles down over this nation
like a warm belly.

Lynx House Press writers are not nice. But
this does not mean thay are not writers of

wit, good humor or joy or that they cannot
be hugely entertaining when the times and
the subjects are right for it. Humor has
always been a fine weapon against the smug,
the callous, and the hypocritical, and I think it

is especially well used in one of the first

books we published, Tomas O'Leary's Fool
at the Funeral, and in one more recent work,
Robert Hahn's Crimes. But in both cases,

humor is only half the story, and many, many
demons of the modern soul make their

appearance and wreak their havoc. Con-
temporary life is often terrible, but not
unrelievedly so for many of us. A reading by

Hahn, O'Leary, David Lenson (The Gambler]
or Margaret Robison (The Naked Bear ~

coming soon) will take you through many
changes!

Stephen Miles, a poet and contemporary
literature student who organizes readings

locally and who has, therefore, encountered

a number of writers published by Lynx House
Press, has spoken of "The Lynx School." I

dm not sure, however, there is such a thing,

even given that the tastes of the editors

(primarily myself and Christopher Howelll are

necessarily limited, and that our political and
literary prejudices stick out like sore thumbs
(like anybody else's) at those after-the-

reading conversations, debates, celebrations.

For one thing, we admire some of the writers

we have published (Hal Stowell, Country
Crossings, Robert Bohm, Kali Yuga, Valerie

Martin, Love, e.g.) not because they have
confirmed our opinions, but because they

have shocked and surprised us into learning

something better, because they have opened
new realms of the psyche. Stowell's

deceptive simplicity, his realism and Zen-like

religiosity seems quite a distance from Ray
Annorosi's sophisticated paradoxes of spirit,

passion, mortality, and love (in A Generous

Wall). The response of Floyce Alexander
(Bottom Falling Out of the Dream) to the
quality of contemporary life, especially

political life — in this century of war and
oppression — is a kind of intense moral
outrage laced with realizations of guilt and
futility, and relieved by moments of intense
love; for Wayne Ude (Buffalo and Other
Stories), who is concerned with con-
temporary Indian life, outrage is smothered
in a quiet confidence in his characters to

endure with dignity their lives in the
wasteland; and for Martin the main subject
of interest is the psychological drama,
neuroses in some cases, the ways in which
our terrors and loves can break down the
walls of our private fortresses. In another
book of fiction we've published. Scribble.

Scribble, Scribble by Don Hendrie, Jr., the
modern world seems peopled by the sar-

donic and doomed, men and women trying

to survive morally and psychologically in a
universe where the rules are constantly
changing. Miles has spoken to me of the
"intense lyricism" and "deep melancholy" of

the Lynx House School, but I think these are

published are substantial enough to warrant
such a search. They are also good enough to
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be taken, as a group, as highly representative

of the best of our underground or alternative
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Here is an excerpt from a pamphlet they
have published about themselves:
The Hampshire Typothetae has recently

been established in Northampton,
Massachusetts, for the production of fine

printing, and to pass on knowledge of that
art to others. Continuing the Western
Massachusetts fine press tradition set by Carl

Purington Rollins' Montague Press, Harry
Duncan's Cummington Press, and Leonard
Baskin's Gehenna Pr«»ss, the Typothetae will

publish works of literary and visual merit, but
it will also expand this tradition to include
printing in association with other
organizations and individuals.

Harold P. McGrath, one of the finest

letterpress printers in America today and for

eighteen years closely associated with
Leonard Baskin, will be in charge of printing
operations. Joining him as chief designer is

Barry Moser, whose Pennyroyal Press has,
over the last ten years, produced numerous
books noted for their typographic excellence.
The printing shop offers the finest quality

in printing and typographic design and
consultation to individuals, institutions, and
business firms. With special emphasis on
letterpress printing, the Hampshire

By £. Patrick McQuaid

periodically and will run for varying lengths
of time.

We urge all of you who are interested in

the activities of the Hampshire Typothetae to
drop in or write to us at Thirty Market Street
in Northampton, Massachusetts.

The Small Presaas

Of course there are those who are con-
cerned more with the content of a fine book:
the small presses. Some of the small presses
within the Amherst-Northampton area were
asked to write up a brief summary of
themselves that might also give us an insight
into the type of material that they seek.

Love Is Strange: Lynx House Praas

By Robert Abel

Writers are not nice. They are better than
that. If they are any good as writers at all,

they face up to the history they are living,

breathing, enjoying, enduring, and do not
wave away the concrete facts of our lives or

experience. The hard places and the joyous
ones, the terrible and the fantastic all

become part of the fabric of their arts. We
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qualities that are not in themselves attributes

of greatness or uniqueness. But it does
suggest one taproot for a lot of writing, not

just Lynx's, but historically: that we are

mortal, yes, but that we do not or cannot

make the best of that chilling news in the

ongoing emergency that is our lives. When
we do: joy!

Miles' observations also interest me
because they point to ways in which many of

our writers are perceived. I say "our
Writers," but the people we've published
would probably object to being considered,

somehow, property of Lynx House, as if it

were, in fact, the editors who shaped the

poetry and fiction, and not the beautiful

variety and imagination of the writing that

created the Lynx House line of books, and
the character of the whole production —
which may, in fact, be quite accidental. We
think the books we have published are ex-

cellent, but for a multitude of reasons, and
not because they demonstrate any esthetic

line. This is not to say that such a "line" may
not be discoverable in these works — we all

share pieces of contemporary history — and
I think in fact that the books we have

literary culture, the culture, that is,

sometimes consciously and deliberately, and

sometimes quite spontaneously and un-

consciously, in revolt against official versions

of reality, commercial values, and that whole

ridiculous network of busy minds who decide

what it is the people — now known as

"consumers" or "the Market" — must own,

do with, and think about their lives. We want

to corner a little share of the forest to print

something besides bullshit. Consequently we
don't expect to make any money and are

elated when a publishing project breaks

even. (If you want to make money, my lads

and lasses, get into bullshit. That's where the

Big Bucks are.)

I think, too, that most of the writers we
have published — with clear exceptions —
are not tolerant of the after-dinner-speaker

ceremonies that introduce them, sometimes,
to new audiences at readings. Unfortunately

this has been misinterpreted by at least one
local small press entrepeneur (who would
benefit from an inoculation of the facts of

life) as some kind of weird nastiness, as the

story gets back to me along those rumor
rounds. As the readings at the Arts Festival

this year revealed, each poet or story teller

carries around his or her own world or vision,

and speaks in a unique voice, and the en-

croachment of the Great American Nice just

won't do for them. America is dying of Nice.

It is wearying, and Lynx writers at least will

rarely settle for being another species of

entertainment, a TV image. They are not
being impolite when they reject even well-

meaning efforts to make them seem cozy
and educational, or are impatient with
credential-mongering. Their writing is serious

business and their beings are at stake in it.

When a poem by Margaret Robison or Hal
Stowell brings you to tears, it happens
because you are up against something
fundamental. If O'Leary or Hahn crack you
up, it's not because of a pie in the face, but
because you are reduced to laughter, in the
face of an absurdity or a mystery. You won't
find villains in the stories of Ude, Martin, or

Hendrie, but you might find the enemy
within. There is no resolution by pistol in the
poems of Lenson or Amorosi, but you might
discover something about the fine art of

poisoning that so subtly goes on in so many
of our relationships. And this is just half the
story, of course, a terrible oversimplification

of what these writers have to say.

Some of the people we have published are

almost certainly on the verge of discovery by
wider audiences. Most have a fine record of

small press journal publication and are

sought after for readings (if not, alas, for

jobs!) One of our reasons for taking on the

enormous amout of work in putting out a

book (the first back in 74) was that we had
become aware through the UMass writers'

program, of how much good writing is going
on that doesn't have any relationship to

commercial formulas or lend itself to

commercial star-making. Since then, we
have encountered excellent writing from all

over New England, and the country, and our
list has diversified accordingly. Our mailbox
is a busy place, and we have learned to regret

very much not having the money to publish

more writers than we have — not that we
could realistically take on more work in any
case. The $4,000 we received from the

National Endowment for the Arts last year
was truly welcome, but I hope it is not just

bragging to say that we made excellent use
of it in producing eight fine books in editions

of from 350 to 550 at reasonable prices. Now
we are required to give an accounting of

ourselves (grants mean learning some new
skills, like bookkeeping), and, of course, to

make these works known as well as we can
with limited means.

Write Box 800, Amherst 01002, and we'll

send you our list of titles. And next year?

Robison's The Naked Bear (poems); Robbie
Gordon's The Sandwich-Man's Daughter (a

novel); and Joyce Thompson's Thirty-Five

Cent Thrills ( stories). And if we get some
money, there will be others, and more, all of

them better than nice, some of them
dangerous.

Panache Press

By David Lenson
Panache Editor

Panache Magazine was founded in 1965 in

New York City by Rosalie Frank, a poet and

connoisseur of experimental fiction. The
magazine's heyday as a publisher of quality

fiction began in 1968 when Miss Frank

moved it to Princeton, N.J. In the eight years

until her death in 1976, Miss Frank in-

troduced many writers of note, such as

Raymond Federman, Gayl Jones, George

Chambers, Gary Goss and Maura Stanton.

With the addition of David Lenson as poetry

editor in 1971, the magazine renewed its

interest in verse while maintaining itself as a

market for fiction. Mr. Lenson became editor

in 1974, and acquired the magazine from

Miss Frank's estate in 1976. Robert Steiner

served as fiction editor from 1975 through

1977, and Candice Ward became assistant

editor in 1976.

With the publication of Christopher

Howell's The Crime of Luck in 1977, Panache
has launched a new series of poetry books,

which will include work by Frederic Will,

Margaret Robison, Jay White and James
Grabill. Books published during Miss Frank's

tenure include The Bonnyclabber, an ex-

perimental novel by George Chambers, and
Future's Fictions, a collection of ex-

perimental fiction edited by Richard

Kostelanetz.

Panache Magazine remains open to un-

solicited manuscripts, reading poetry in the

spring of each year and fiction in the fall. A

See Small Press, page 18
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SmaU Presses

Cont. from centerfold
number of special projects are planned for

the next couple of years, including a

Panache Reader, collecting the best writing

from past issues. We seek excellence in

fiction and poetry, but try to remain free of

the control of any one style or school. We
urge all prospective contributors to read the

magazine before submitting. We offer a

sample issue, fiction, poetry or both, for the

price of one dollar. All Panache publications

are carried by the Broadside Bookstore in

Nortnampton. Orders and manuscripts
should be addressed to P. 0. Box 77,

Sunderland, MA 01375.

Universtty of Massachusetts Press

The University of Massachusetts Press,

located up behind Orchard Hill on East

Pleasant St. has published their fall and
winter catalog. Here is an outline of some
recent titles and a comment on what we can
expect during the coming months.

Changing Rural Landscapes
Ervin H. Zube and Margaret J. Zube
160pp.. cloth. $10.00: paper. $4.95

Changing Rural Landscapes brings
together fifteen essays from J.B Jackson's
highly acclaimed Landscape magazine to

explore the interaction between American
values and rural landscapes. Placed within

the context of current issues — the
population shift to rural areas, the loss of

agricultural lands, the impact of recreational

developments on wildlands — these essays
focus on change as it occurs in rural

America. Sharing an underlying concern for

the wisest use of landscapes through careful

planning, the essays show how social,

economic, cultural, and technological
processes affect the ways in which the

landscape is organized and used. The volume
is divided into four sections: "Processes and
Values" is an exploration of dominant
cultural and technological forces in land-

scape changes, offering analyses of the

landscpae through attention to human
values and historical perspectives;
"Boundaries and Territories" presents
discussions of spatial organizations and
relationships — front yards, walls, fences —
and observes the ways in which these

elements combine to create the rural

community; "Communities" considers
alternative communities, the role and future

of rural towns and cities, and the quality of

rural community life; "Perception and Ex-

perience" offers provocative insights into

perception and experience as ways of un-

derstanding landscape values. The essays in

this section reflect Jackson's concern with a

person-based approach to analyzing
changing landscapes.

Ervin H. Zube graduated from the

University of Wisconsin and received his

Ph.D. from Clark University. He is presently

director of the Institute for Man and En-

vironment at the University of

Massachusetts. He also edited Landscapes:
Selected Writings of J.B. Jackson (1970).

Margaret J. Zube graduated from the

University of Wisconsin and received her

Ph.D. from ihe University of Massachusetts.
She is presently a research planner for the

Geriatric Authority of Holyoke,
Massachusetts.

A Rainbow for the Christian West
By Rene Despestre

Translated with an introduction by Joan
Dayan
272 pp., cloth, $12.50

The first major translation and study of

Rene Depestre, an important Black Haitian

poet and dedicated Marxist who has lived in

Cuba since 1959, A Rainbow for the Christian

West includes a translation of Depestre's

most important collection of poetry with a

critical introduction.

Depestre is a poet of negritude, inspired as

much by the Haitian popular religious

tradition as by politics and Marxism. He
views the clash between the black and white

worlds as a source of new synthesis, a truly

human society. "I hope to reveal the

strenuous vitalism of Depestre's vision of the

poetic act and his own belief in 'the still open
possibility to make this earth adrift a reality

still more beautiful than poetry,'" states the

translator, Joan Dayan, iii the preface.

A Rainbow for the Christian West presents

this view in a sequence of poems and prose

poems in which the poet, strengthened by

the concept of Negritude and drawing on the

wealth of Voodoo symbolism, intrudes into

the white man's world — conflict and
transformation ensue.

Joan Dayan, whose commentary is based
on rare documents as well as on field work in

Haiti, is a doctoral candidate in comparative
literature at CUNY. Her work on Despestre
received the Land Prize at Smith College

where she was elected to Phi Beta Kappa
and graduated summa cum laude.

The Happiest of

Happy Hours!!

. . . Mellow Atmosphere

. . . Quiet Conversation Over Drinks

. . . Leisurely Dinner.

An Enjoyable Rustic Experience

Brief History of the Massachusetts Review

By Robert Tucker

The Massachusetts Review first appeared
in Autumn, 1959, when there were only four

colleges in all the area and the Amherst
campus was the only academic branch of the
University of Massachusetts. It probably
grew out of a UMass Literary Society which
gathered mostly UMass faculty of various
disciplines in common projects — two series

of radio tapes, e.g., for the National

Association of Educational Broadcasters. We
needed something by which we could have a

more permanent relationship with our
audience beyond the Connecticut Valley.
The first issue of MR looked very much as

issues still do; the attractive and durable
format was designed by Leonard Baskin and
Sidney Kaplan, one of the magazine's
founding editors. Launching this "Quarterly
of Literature, the Arts and Public Affairs,"

the first MR contained a poem by Robert
Frost, another by E.E. Cummings, an article

on U.S. military policy, some Baskin
drawings with an article on Kathe Kollwicz,

and, among other things, in the some 200
pages, some fiction and poems by previously

unpublished writers.

In those early years, a founding co-editor,
Frederick Ellert, was influential in persuading
the University's alumni and other private

donors to back the independent venture. The
editorial board, including Kaplan, Ellert,

Frederick Troy (now a UMass trustee), David
Claris, Jules Chametzky, Leone Stein (now
Director of UMass Press), Loren Beth, Paul
Gagnon (now at UMass-Boston), and others,

were so far committed that they would have
mortgaged their homes to keep the magazine
alive.

Dinneis

Mon.-Thurs., 5:30-10:00

Fri., 5:30-11:00

Sat.. 5:00-11:00

Sun., 3:00-9:00
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Our Woodshed ia available for
banquets, special occasions.

Call Ben
for further info.
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Let yourself go for S2 00 off any large New England Style
pizza Or SI 00 off any medium New England Style pizza

Our new, New England Style pizza was made for vou.
It s got a lighter, softer crust Covered with lots of mouth
watering, mozzarella cheese And lots of spicy tomato
sauce with bits of real tomato Plus generous slices and
chunks of your favorite toppings.

Just cut out this coupon and take it to a participating
Pi/za Hut 'estaurant Offer good on regular menu prices
only through June 1. 1978. One coupon per customer per
visit At participating Pizza Hut restaurants listed bolovN

424 Russell

Hadley
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Keep On RolliNq
In time, however, the still independent

journal (a non-profit corporation whose
editorial board has sole responsibility for

policy and stance toward the public and the
magazine's supporters) gathered enouQh
artistic and intellectual prestige to enjoy the
steady backing of UMass and, gradually,

additional support from Amherst, Mount
Holyoke, Smith, and (more recently)

Hampshire College. We are now a Five

College enterprise. An eariy decision of the
UMass editor: was to draw other editors

from the faculty of the other three, now four,

colleges. To date, one fiction editor, Shaun
O'Connell, teaches on the UMass-Boston
campus. These distinguished editors have
done much to persuade their institutions to
help back MR.
More functionally, MR's editorial board —

all volunteer — is composed of two to four (it

varies) staff (or managing) editors and, now,
about twenty-five department editors (in

poetry, fiction, art, the performing arts

(including film), criticism, public affairs, etc.)

Generally at least three editors have agreed
to accept an item before the manuscript, the
photograph, woodblock or whatever sees
print.

Thus the independent magazine,
published with the cooperation and support
of the Five Colleges (and others, including
grants from the National Endowment of the
Arts and the Massachusetts Council on the
Arts), draws contributors of manuscripts,
etc., from all over the U.S. and, often
enough, from abroad. It has become in-

ternationally known and valued.

We have always tried for a judicious mix of

the well-known artists or writers and those

not yet known (who should be); this mix of

older and new blood (and issues^ Seems to

keep us from congealing, as editorial boards

and magazines have been known to do.

Commercial as well as academic press books
have their their first showing, in part or

whole, in MR.
UMass and UMass-Amherst alumni have

kindly housed the managing editorial staff in

their Memorial Hall since very neariy the
beginning of the magazine. That office is the
focus for the other colleges' (and the Boston
branches) editorial work. The staff editors

continue to put issues together and, with the

art and photography editors, design the

entire format for printing. All such work is

volunteer, a considerable economy in our
budget.

In our first decade, Vermont Printing, Inc.

(Branllboro, Vt:) published and bound MR
since then Commonwealth Press

(Worcester, Mass.) has been our printer and
binder. For especially delicate art-work, we
have from the start called on Meriden
Gravure, Inc. (Meriden, Conn.), on Gehenna
Press (Northampton, Mass.) and oc-
casionally Mohawk (Greenfield, Mass.) to

print sections or signatures, later to be bound
in the relevant issue by our principal

publisher.

MR is about a $50,000.(X) operation an-

nually, and our earned income plus support
miraculously balances, very neariy, our
expenses each year.

We early determined to print as fine as we
could, given our means, and we have
continued that practice. At first, we printed
fine without honoraria (except extra issues)

to contributors. We now award a small
honorarium to each contributor ($50.(X) for

articles and short stories, e.g.); the token is

small because of the quite costly (but
valuable) principle of fine printing.

Our only paid associates are a full-time

secretary and a business manager (who
supervises subscriptions, advertising, and
bookkeeping). The work-study aides' salaries

come from the UMass budget, but we pay a
fee for a CPA each year.

With MR as a focus which gathers editors

of distinction from the Five Colleges and
UMass-Boston, one of the most rewarding
communities-of-interest functions in the
Conn. Valley. We see what we've collectively

selected, gathered, and designed every three

months of each year, and we are aware that

many others (though we print usually about
2,000 copies each quarter, over half go to

libraries) elsewhere enjoy and profit (and
may for years to come) from our product.
We are in touch with a wide variety of

contributors (not only those who are ac-

cepted) in growing fields of great and general
interest, and we learn (almost inevitably) as
we continue to think about our common
enterprise. So we grow and gather per-

spective and, God willing, wisdom.
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ALL CLOTHING
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UPT0 7Dfo SAVING

EASTERN HORIZONS
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MON TUES DOLLAR NITES

File Yans

Crewel

Orifiial Veedlepoint

We Offer Lessons

233 No. Pleasant St. Amharat
(Carriage Shops) S49-6106

FREE
CONCERT
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Friday, Sept. 9
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4 STAR COMBC
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THE TUPELO BAND
Sponsored by Sun Music
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Pizza Special!

Buy a pitcher of beer

and get any large pizza

for 1/2 price.

Also
Daily Luncheon Specials

55 University Drive

Amherst/ Mass.
256-6250
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for 1
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LocaI

HoTSpOTS

For Literate

AntIquarIans

Cont. from page 19

Amherst
Madeleine's Bookshop

/9 South Pleasant Street

Hours: 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Closed Sunday
Ctr. of Amherst, in the basement below the

Peter Pan Bus Station. Small stock of literary

and historical second hand books.

+ + -»-

Richard E. OInonen
747 Main Street

(413) 256-8282

Hours: By appt.

Located on the Southeast Street Common,
one mile from the center of Amherst. Non

fiction, juvenile, illustrated and press books.

Antiques and art.

+ + +
Valley Book Shop

Larry & Amy Pruner

1 East Pleasant Street

(413) 549-6052

Hours: 9:30 a.m. -5:30 p.m., daily

Closed Sunday
Downtown Amherst, at the fork of North and
East Pleasant Sts. located in the Carriage

Shops on the second floor. General stock of

both paper and hard cover used books.

Some first editions, Americana, and New
Engtandiana. Free search service.

Northampton
Dwyer's Bookstore, Inc.

Jeffrey P. Dwyer
44 Main St., P.O. Box 426

(413) 584-7909

Hours: Wed.-Thur. 12:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m. Fri.-

Sat. 10:00 a.m. -5:30 p.m. Appt. recom-

mended if traveling long distance.

Located in the ctr. of Northampton at the

junction of Rte. 5 & 9, one mile off Interstate

91.

General stock of used books, with special

concentration in the book arts, printing,

books 3bout books, private presses. Printing

equipment bought, and sold. Prints &
paintings on third floor. Catalogues issued.

+ ---(-

Omega Books
Norman Witty

213 Main Street

(413) 586-2261

Hours: 10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. daily

Ctr. of Northampton across from City Hall.

General stock with concentration in comics

& cinemabilia.
->-»--»-

Old Book Store
Carl & Anna Walz
32 Masonic Street

(413) 586-0576

Hours: 9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m., daily

One block off Main St. in the ctr. of Nor-

thampton, just up from the City Hall. General

stock of used books.

n
Bookbinders

Carolyn Coman, Bookbinder
44 Main St., P.O. Box 86

Northampton, MA 01060

(413) 584-7909

Located on the third floor above Dwyer's
Bookstore, Inc. Single volumes, and editions,

expert restoration.

-t- + -K

Thistle Bindery
David Bourbeau
192 Main Street

Northampton, MA 01060
Located on Main St. above the Vermont
Store. Hand binding, with special emphasis

fine leather work and restoration.

RidiNq ThE Crest
of ThE New Wave Rock

Chances are that by now you've
heard of punk rock. Chances are
also, however, that what you've
heard is not entirely correct.

The true punks do not walk
around with safety pins through
their cheeks, swastikas painted on
their foreheads or with their hair
painted green. They do not hate
everyone in sight. They do not spit

on each other. The true punks, in

fact, don't do much of anything.
That is what makes them punks.

I suppose it is necessary at this
point to define the term "punk".
The history of the word has little

connection with its current usage: it

began as a derogatory term used to
label young prisoners who would
wilfully submit to the desires of
other homosexual jailbirds.

Needless to say, the meaning of the
term has wandered quite a bit from
that original definition.

I would describe current usage of
the word "punk" as "a young
person, usually a male teenager,
who, bored with school, parents,
hometown, etc., can find nothing
better to do than do nothing."
They'll hang out on street corners,
drive around town in their father's
cars, take up drinking or light drugs,
play pinball or pool, anything non-
strenuous to mind or body to break
the boredom. Qne further outlet for

breaking this strangling ennui is

rock 'n roll. It's fun, enjoyable,
requires little outward brain or
body-work to make, is a great way
to vent these teenage frustrations,

and is a perfect outlet for the true
creativity many of these kids
•harbor.

The kids will borrow, buy or steal

some cheap instruments, fearn a
few primal chords, and band
together to form a group. They'll

practice in the basement or garage,
and play the high school dance or
local club circuit.

It's when these punks gang up to
play rock 'n roll that we have punk
rock, and this is where our story
begins.

The True Punks

The first true punk rockers
sprang up in the midwestern part of
this country around mid-1964. The
Beatles had hit like gangbusters
earlier that year, brandishing a
gently rebellious attitude and very

little musical proficiency. Kids on
the west coast had plenty to do,
with surfing and all; kids on the east
coast felt themselves above it all.

But the midwestern kids, seeing
that there was little the Beatles
could do that they themselves
could not, and having absolutely
nothing better to do, took to the
garages en masse and began
pounding out their very crude but
terribly energetic brand of rock 'n

roll.

From the garages they hit the
dance-hall stages, and success

'

there led to the local recording
studios. When groups such as ?

And The Mysterians, the Shadows
'

Of Knight and the Music Explosion
began to garner national attention
and a few hit records, kids on both
coasts finally sat up and took
notice. It wasn't long before a full-

fledged craze was underway.
From Boston it was the Bar-

barians and the Remains. From
Tacoma it was the Sonics. From
Los Angeles, the Standells and the
Leaves. They couldn't play their

instruments very well, but they had
quite a knack for melody, and they
produced some of the best music
this country has heard before or

since.

Many, perhaps most, of

By PhKp MHstain

'AAy friend Tony here is barely civilized.'

graphic from "Gig" magazine

America's youths responded
favorably to such music, but the

1967 coming of the Great God Acid
to national attention and usage
soon destroyed an entire
generation, and consequently lost

punk rock a lot of listeners. Groups
which had previously been playing
punk rock began to incorporate into

their acts long, boring, pretentious
acid rock pieces, and won back
their fans. Flowers, paisley, beads,
love and Nehru jackets became the
mainstays of bands such as the

Seeds, the Thirteenth Floor
Elevators and the Chocolate Watch
Band.

Sgt. Pepper struck in June, 1967,
and after that, forget it; no one
wanted energy, all they wanted was
peace and insight. Punk rock died a
rapid death, and, in its true form,
has never been revived.

•ogyPop

There were a few holdouts,

however. James Osterburg, aka
Iggy Stooge aka Iggy Pop, was
one. His Ann Arbor, Michigan,
band appeared in 1967 and,
although they were named the

Psychedelic Stooges, had little to

do with anything that was hap-
pening at the time. Now Detroit and
its surrounding towns, of which
Ann Arbor is one, had always been
^ great rock 'n roll city, but in 1967
even Detroit wanted none of it. The
Psychedelic Stooges, who soon
dropped their drug- related prefix,

didn't, needles to say, go down too
well in Detroit. Nonetheless, huge
crowds would come out specifically

to give them a hard time.

1 he Stooges brand of rock 'n roll
*

was quite original, and had less to

do with conventional music than
had anything previously. They were
tough, fast, loud, screechingly

metallic, usually brilliant and often

quite dangerous. Lead singer Iggy
would, on most given evenings, do
unto either himself, the audience,
or both. He would dive onto broken
bottles or into an unsuspecting
crowd of observers; he would rake
a drumstick over his chest ilntil he
bled or he would puke into the
audience.

In 1969 Elektra records A&R man
Danny Fields was in Detroit
scouting the MC5, a band whose
power and energy nearly matched
that of their friends, the Stooges.
Also on the bill that night was Iggy
and his crew, and Fields was im-
pressed enough with both bands to
sign them up. John Cale, a
founding member of the Velvet
Underground ' (a band which
deserves an article of at least this

length devoted exclusively to it)

was hired to produce the first

Stooges album. Entitled, ap-
propriately. The Stooges, it was a
masterpiece, as was their 1970
Fune House set.

To make the rest of the Iggy
story short, the band broke up
shortly after Fun House, due in part
10 drug problems, and reformed
again in 1973 to make Raw Power,
which was produced by David
Bowie and was an absolutely vital

album, pure perfect rock 'n roll

almost to the point of being
scientific about. Iggy was three-for-

three but couldn't hold the band
togehter; they split again after Raw
Power. Early this year Iggy reap-
peared with The Idiot, which Bowie
again produced; it's another
brilliant record, years ahead of its

time in its deathly robot-like at-

mosphere. Iggy has since tourned
with the new material, and with
Bowie on keyboards, and there is

as yet nothing else to add to his
chapter.

The NewYoHt Scene

Iggy Pop was the last of the true
punks, and in 1972, during one of
his frequent periods of being "the
world's forgotten boy", there was a
widespread revival of interest in the
original punk rock. Spearheading
this movement was Lenny Kaye, an
eminent rock critic and historian

who has gone on to rock 'n roll

fame in his own right as lead
guita.ist for the Patti Smith Group.
Kaye compiled, for Elektra records
(strange how a primarily folkie label

has had such an effect on punk
rock), Nuggets, an excellent two-
record set containing 27 original

punk rock classics. Included were

"Farmer John", by the Premiers,
the Seeds' "Pushin' Too Hard" and
the Standells' "Dirty Water", all

three- chord power surges, as well
as many other greats.

This interest in punk rock was
abetted by some new groups who
took up, musically at least, where
the originals left off. The image was
often this time glitter, but the music
of such bands as the New York
Dolls, Flamin' Groovies (who
choose not to indulge in any
simulated androgyny) and the
revived Iggy And The Stooges
retained the basic drive and punch
of the true punks.
(An argument could be made

that the Dolls were in fact late-

model true punks, but true punks
cared scarcely a lick about anything
but the music, whereas the Dolls, it

seemed, were often more in-

terested in how they looked than in

how they played.)

Interest in punk rock continued
underground until the New York
City rock press brought it above-
ground again in late 1975. Earlier

that year two members of the
rather avant-garde band name
Television were walking the streets
of lower Manhattan in search of a
venue where they and several other
new young bands could display
their respective wares. When they
hit Bleecker and Bowery they
stumbled across a man named Hilly

Kristal and a dark, seedy Hell's

Angel's club named Country, Blue
Grass And Blues, CBGBs for short.
Kristal, it turned out, was looking
for some entertainment for his

clubs, groups in any of the veins for
which the place was named.
The two musicians, in a last-ditch

effort, told him that that's what
they played, and CBGBs suddenly
found itself host to a very (at that
time) raw and loose yet strangely
powerful band. Sfnall but steady
crowds followed, and soon other
young bands were booked at the
club, among them Patti Smith, the
Ramones, Talking Heads and
Blondie. The only thing Kristal

demanded in hiring a band was
originality, and he got plenty of it.

Still bigger crowds began

flocking to the joint, and then came
the writers, and before long CBGBs
was internationally known as a new
mecca for good original music,
music derived in many cases from
the Velvet Underground, the
Stooges and the original punks.
Uptown a bit, Max's Kansas City,

the New York rock club during the
glitter phase, reopened and played
host to many of the same bands
that were packing them in at

CBGBs. Between the two, and a
few lesser, temporary homes, a
regular circuit was formed, and the
word was spread. Patti Smith was
signed to Arista, and Horses,
produced by John Cale (him again)
and released in late 1975, sent the
whole thing sky high.

The False Punks

As news of the New York scene
reached the rest of the world similar
scenes began to spring up in such
places as Boston, Los Angeles and
London, among other cities. Rock
'n roll, which had been virtually

dead (or at least hibernating), for all

intents and purposes, since Wood-
stock, was seeing a revitalization
like it had never seen before. Music
was once again energetic, young,
abundant and original.

But there was a problem: when
news of the thriving New York
scene began to filter through to
other parts of the world, both
writers and readers ostensibly
focused on the most unusual
bands, which is to be expected.
This meant that the Ramones, who
were at least in image alone the
strangest of the lot, received the
brunt of the attention, although
great sales success unfortunately
did not follow. The Ramones
presented themselves as being a lot

tougher than they really were,
wearing black leather jackets]
ripped jeans and constant sneers.
There was, we eventually
discovered, a false image, but they
singlehandedly brought punk rock
back into vogue.

It was not long before those who
did not really know what was going
on in New York began to believe
that all the bands there dressed and
acted the same as the Ramones,
and the New York scene soon
developed an international
reputation as being the home of
punk rock. Which was not the case;
the Ramones, in fact, were about
ihe only New York band at the time
that even came close to punk rock.
All those young bands that were
popping up in all the maor cities of
the country soon adopted those
same leather jackets and scowls,
began writing songs to compare
with the Ramones almost-parodic
tales of violence and teenagerhood,
and continued crashing out the
same three chords at frantic paces.
It was great, all this energy and love
of rock 'n roll, but it wasn't true
punk rock; it was merely a graven
image thereof. The primary venues
for this new wave of music were
the Rat in Boston's Kenmore
Square, highlighted by bands such
as DMZ, Willie Alexander And The
Boom Boom Band and Reddy
Teddy, several different clubs in
L.A,, who play host to the Run-
aways, Wierdos, the Screamers,
etc., and San Francisco's Mabuhay
Garden, home of the Nuns and
Crime, among others.

Meanwhile, the New York bands
were quickly being snatched up by

See Punk,

page 24
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Return of the Son of Moviehouse Medley
Cont. from page 9

deal with new movies," said

Morrisson, "because we always get
smaller audiences

"

This fall they'll be showing silent

film matinees every Sunday af-

ternoon with live organ ac-
companiment by Mr. AT. Purse-

glove. Another treat will be a revival

of old 3-D flicks beginning with
Vincent Price in The House of Wax.
Morrisson says that these films are
truly unique in that a special system
has been assigned for their

presentation. It basically involves
using clear polarized lenses rather

than the red and blue ones that

moviegoers may have used in the
past. The differences, he says, is

phenomenal and they intend to run
a 3-D film at least once a month.

Also in store are some special

children's puppet and clown shows
later in the fall. Watch Betow the
Salt for times and ates.

Beginning this September ad-

mission will be $225 for adults;

$1.00 for children and senior

citizens. Morrisson says that they
might be having a dollar night

except for the twin bills.

During the summer the Pleasant

Street Theatre played host to a

number of special events. Among
them was the appearance in-

person, of Andy Warhol, film star

Holly Woodlawn, a showing of a

Danish anti-nuke flick, and two
original 35mm copies of

Frankenstein and Son of

Frankenstein. According to

Morrisson they are the only two
copies in the United States.

Academy of Music
274 Main St.

Northampton
(tel) 584-8435

"We're a small house, said

manager Duane Robinson, "900

seats. But we have box seats that

we still use." The Academy was
modeled after the Ford Theatre in

Washington, DC, and is the sixth

oldest operating theatre in the

country. It's a splendid place that

offers some truly unique film and
theatrical events.

The Academy appeals to both a

general and a college audience,
hosting concerts, plays, and this

year they are planning a full scale

opera by the Project Opera, and a

ballet as well as a road play by a

visiting troupe.

Films follow a G to R rating,

never any X's. Admission is from $2.

to $2.50 for adults, $1.00 for

children and a discount for senior

citizens.

The Academy is also unique in

ihat it is owned by the city of

Northampton Any profits go into

the city treasury to help keep down
taxes. The only other city-run

theatre that Robinson knows of is

in Albany, N.Y.

The films are not sent in through
a syndicate as happens with many
movie houses. "I select everything

myself," says Robinson. Most films

stay for a week but vary from one
movie lo the next depending upon
the lerms of each individual

contract.

Majestic Theatre

82 Vi Cottage St.

Easthampton
(tel) 527-2346

"Strictly adult entertainment,"

says the manager of the Majestic

Theatre. Adults, "$3.00 a head";

children ...
"

I don't want to label it

'X' because there's always the

problem of some 17 year-old kid

sneaking in. One time this guy
brings in a baby 14 months old and I

lold him to get out. All I need is for

that kid to start crying and it would
be all over town that there was a kid

in here, and it would be distorted

loo. Next thing you know they'd be

saying ihat the kid was seven years
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old or something.

"They come from all over," he
reports, "but most of them are 35
years or older. Not too many of the

college crowd, they're the action

crowd." Apparently the college

crowd is more interested in doing
not viewing.

The Majestic has 732 seats,

usually has a twin bill. You must be
over 21 to enter the theatre; fresh-

men beware!

Deerfield Drive-in

Rtes5and 10

Deerfield

< tel) 665-8746
-»--»- +

Red Rock Drive-in

College Highway
Southampton
(tel) 527-1479

There are only two drive-ins in

the area; the Deerfield and the Red
Rock. Both aim for general
audiences (G-R ratings) and feature
"action adventures, comedy, good

Red Rock is usually $4.00 per car

load. The Deerfield can hold 320
cars, the Red Rock about 400.

Springfield and Greenfield

If you want to travel a bit you can
take in all the latest releases as they
hit the mass market. In Springfield

the Showcase Cinemas (864
Riverdale S-West Springfield tel

733-5131) sports eight, count 'em,

eight theatres under one roof. If it's

mystery, spy stories ... no long
drawn out dramas."
The Deerfield has some first run

features and admission ranges from
$3 to $3.50 per person while the

in celluloid chances are it's in the
Showcase Cinemas. Admission is

$3.50 for adults, $3.00 students,

$1.50 children and senior citizens;

matinees every day (!) and worth

cutting classes for. General variety
of films (G-R ratings no X) and
occasional midnight films for the
best sellers. No foreign films, no
dollar nights.

The Showpiece Theatre In

Greenfield (25 Chapman St.) and
the Garden Theatre (Main St.) also
in Greenfield appeal to general
audiences (G-R no X). The Show-
place seats 700; admission is $3.00
for adults, $1.00 children and senior
ci^zens, no dollar night. The
Garden seats 1800 and admission is

$2.25 adults, $1.00 children and
senior citizens; dollar nights are
Monday and Tuesday.

5 College and Campus

Check the bulletin boards
in and around the coffee shop and
the Hatch for posters.

Check Below The
Sa/t, the Collegian's Fine Arts
weekly supplement every Thursday
for a complete listing of all the local

niovies as well as other goings on.

If you think $1 doesn't buy much these days, you
haven't been to Hardee's lately.

With the coupon below, $1 buys you two big beautiful
Roast Beef sandwiches. Slow-cooi<ed, juicy roast beef
sliced 'hin and stacked high, with your choice of three tanay
sauces. •

*"

Take this coupon to any participating Hardee's and try
a big beautiful Roast Beef sandwich. Or two.

You've never had It so good.

Rock In tIie Mid-$EVENTiEs
The TurnIng PoInt

By David P. Santos

The Mid-Seventies will be
regarded as a major turning point
for the "name" Progressive Rock
bands; each group suffered
traumatic problems that either
served to strengthen them or
severly weaken them. In the cases
of Pink Floyd and Yes, their stormy
times turned out for the better. The
same can be said for Genesis, who
went from minor league status to
the majors. For Jethro Tull and
Emerson, Lake & Palmer; they
failed to commit themselves to their

original visions and are, indeed,
pityless shadows of their former
selves. The following, if you will, is

a group by group account:

Pink Floyd: Watching for

Pigs on the Wing

Hearing Pink Floyd is one thing,

seeing is another. You really can't

appreciate this band without in-

dulging in both areas. On vinyl. Pink

Floyd creates luxurious textures

built on expansive musical and
lyrical themes. This has been quite

true of late, especially since
Meddle. In concert, the group is a

multi-media event. There is simply
no other band in existence that

intelligently intregrates film and
music as well as Pink Floyd does.

Their props are not there to "wow"
you - that huge inflatable pig that
menacingly hovered over us at the
Garden was saying something more
than the obvious.

It has taken Pink Floyd years to
do what they have done. I've
always had this feeling since
Meddle or even as far back as
Ummagumma that Pink Floyd
wasn't just any space band. Their
delving into stage visuals was
already well known since their salad
days at the UFO club.

But there always was the spectre
of Syd Barrett; that "boychild, seer
of visions" who haunted Pink Floyd
until recently. Barrett, founder and
guitarist, had left the band after its

first Ip, crushed under the pressures
of the music industry. The rest of
the band was genuinely scared and
it comes as no surprise that they
became extremely reclusive. (To
this day they rarely talk to the
press) That, however, could only
last so long and Floyd finally

succumbed with The Dark Side Of
The Moon.

Bewildered by its huge success
and the everpresent memory of
Barrett, Floyd were on the verge of
callapsing. Fortunately for us and
them, they returned with the ex-
cellent Wish You Were Here.
Besides being a scathing comment

on the music industry, WYWH
finally came to terms with Barrett.

Written by bassist Roger Waters, it

is an intense, personal statement by
Pink Floyd. Musically, it is also their

best album. The followup. Animals,
is likewise as good despite being, in

part, written partially in conjunction
with WYWH.
Which brings up to Pink Floyd's

master stroke: the concert stage.
Words cannot do them justice.
Floyd shows include a vast army of

lights, props and films. Like their

music, a Pink Floyd tour is a "work
in progress." The films that ac-
companied "Welcome To The
Machine" were two years in the
making according to reliable
sources.

Floyd's current tour reflects their

masterful genuis: the most com-
plete musical and visual offering
you're ever likely to see. Their two
most recent albums took up the
main portion of the concert, with
three songs from Dark Side Of The
Moon (with films). Animals is still,

believe it or not, being refined
upon. Wish You Were Here was, to
put it mildly, exquisite. Again the
two films that accompanied "Shine
On You Crazy Diamond" and
"Welcome To The Machine"
cannot be matched anywhere.
They were, of course, about Barrett

- who was depicted with the
upmost understanding and respect.
The lessons Pink Floyd have
learned from him and their own
recent mammoth success have
spawned forth a more fully realized
band. 1 seriously doubt if anyone
can learn and grow as much as
Waters, Gilmour, Wright and
Mason have.

Yes:

A Vision Reborn

Yes' Close To The Edge remains
one of the classic progressive rock
albums of all time. It was everything
and anything to all bands of the
genre. Close To The Edge also
caused a lot of problems for Yes-
problems that surfaced with Tales
From Topographic Oceans and
spread with Relayer.

Topographic Oceans was
basically a power play by Steve
Howe and Jon Anderson and saw
stellar keyboardist Rick Wakeman
leave in disgust. The album holds it

own despite being overblown over
four sides. It does because Yes
always experimented, attempted
new and interesting things. Even
the most tepid spgts to its followup,
Relayer, succeed on guts and
determination alone.

Like Jethro Tull, Yes took a

tremendous critical beating that left

them bitter. Relayer signaled a
growing schism within the band
too. Wakeman's replacement,
Patrick Moraz, never really fit into
the band - though it wasn't his
fault. Anderson and Howe seemed
to be directionless and distant,
while Squire seemed to be non-
existent.

Happily, things have come
roundabout again with a glittering

new album and Wakeman back at
keyboards. Going For The One is

for all of us left hanging after Edge.
It has the same spirit and drive Edge
had, musically sound with some
new twists and turns. Their sound
has been lightened up (no million

overdubs) for one thing and even
has tongue-in-cheek lyrics by
Anderson and Squire. The in-

strumental interaction by Howe and
Wakeman is tremendous. The title

track and particularly Squire's

"Parallels" are distant and exciting

tracks. Going For The One is not
terribly progressive, but it has the
band on the right path once again.
If they hold together long enough
- who knows what their capable
of?

See Rock,
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'SUMMER DISCOUNT--"—'
YOU MAY NOT HAVE THE MOST

ECONOMICAL ENGINE IN YOUR VW.

You can't have it when your V.W. is not performing...

Engine Performance Special

(Reg. $52.00)

All work is done ...

*

NORTHAMPTOIV
VOLKSWAGEIV
BMW live.

246 King St. ...

TEST
PREP
SERVICES

has moved to larger, more convenient offices in the
Town & Country Bldg. at 79 South Pleasant Street on
the Amherst Common.

STARTING DATES FOR FALL CLASSES ARE:

GRE
LSAT
MCAT
SAT
GMAT

SEPTEMBER 6

SEPTEMBER 8

SEPTEMBER 10

SEPTEMBER 19

SEPTEMBER 21

Small, informal classes. Top-scoring instructors. Up-to-the-
minute course materials. Flexible schedules. Group rates.
Partial-course options. Free introductory classes. Practice
exams.

Enroll early. For more information and detailed
schedules call 256-6462 or write to Test Prep Services.
Post Office Box 28, Amherst. Mass. 01002.

Valid until 9-15-77
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LocaI PuNk TeUs All He Knows
Cont. from page 21

major labels and turning out mostly
excellent albums, but receiving little

or no commercial followings.

All this time, however, bigger
things were happening in London
than anywhere else in the world.
The influence of the Ramones'
punkster image, coupled with a
severe economic depression over
there which was turning most of
the nation's youth totally against
the established leadership, resulted
in the most vital, most com-
mercially viable, most widespread
wave of punk rock yet.

The summer of 1976 saw the Sex
Pistols, the Damned and the Clash
come to prominence. The level of
instrumental proficiency was at its

lowest ever over there, and the
lyrics were mostly anti-government
ditties, but the thing was hap-
pening, and in a big way. It's im-
portant to keep in mind that the
anger these bands spit out is mostly
a phony gimmick, a publicity
gesture, but it's too late for any of
them to turn back now, so the
whole thing has gotten way out of
hand. Everybody over there thinks
they're punks, and they'll resort to
nearly any means to prove their

toughness: safety pins through
their cheeks; spitting on policemen;
violent scenes at rock concerts. But
punk rock is selling in England. The
Sex Pistols, who have been thrown
off two labels already for their rude
public behavior, have had a number
one single despite its being banned
by the BBC and several large record
chains. The charts list, as of June

18, six punk rock records (albums
plus singles) in the top 30. Punk
rock bands regularly make the daily

papers for some lewd act or

another.

Soon the British punk bands will

be over there (we've already lived

through the Damned), and when
that happens it could all hit here
commercially, as well. I just hope
the American public is ready for it.

Repercussions

As punk rock slowly came to the
attention of the adults of this
country, more than a few began to
see dollar signs in it. Only they
centered themselves not on the
music but rather the outrageous
clothes the fans were wearing. So
in the past few months punk rock
has become the newest fashion
trend. The big newsweeklies. Time.
Newsweek, People, have all run
stories about gold safety pins that
can be bought for $1(X) apiece, pre-
torn T-shirts with scary slogans
such as "Punk" or "Nasty" em-
blazoned across the front, selling
for $16 at Macy's, long ripped
gowns that go for over a grand, etc.

The same thing that killed glitter

— the commercialization of it —
will kill punk, and the kids will soon
find themselves yet another absurd
trend to jump on.

Its death will be a shame,
because the current form of punk
rock has given us a whole lot of
great music, but I just wish it would
never have called itself punk rock,
because it really isn't ...

f^oc/C5—p^^^^^jp^ " ^ Donald McGilvray graohic

••••••••••••••<

IM ill ions of used albums!
•Many "odd" albums Special orders*

•Imports
New Move

pijnJc_rol^(LP$,_45s^) Cut-outs*

•12" disco 45s Bjueqr ass, small labels*

SUN MUSIC, Carriage Shops, Amherst
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When Stanley Kubrick's 2001: A
Space Odyssey first splashed
across the silver screen a few years
ago it had a major impact not only
in the cinema but in the music
world as well. It was for many,
young and old, their first exposure
to what finer ears had been attuned
to for years.

At that time, or rather shortly
before the film's popularity. A/so
Sprach Zarathustra was the title of

a German philosopher's volume
that predicted the evolution of a
superior race of humans. Neither
the book nor its author, Friedrich

Nietzsche, were pronounced
correctly and the fact that the title

was shared by Richard Strauss
(people are beginning to

pronounced his name correctly
these days as well as differentiating

between the various composers of

that name) in his tone poem was
relatively unknown.

A recording of Also Sprach
Zarathustra was not the easiest
item to find but since the movie's
exploitation of the now famous
prelude more versions of this piece

.

have been pressed than ever before.
The latest comes from Angel-
Seraphim records and to this

reviewer's surprise is a bit of a
disappointment.

The piece begins with a low
pedal point in the orchestra which
conductor Rudolf Kempe has
drawn out to embellish its sim-
plicity. This ushers in a soft trumpet
call beginning at C and advancing
an octave after G. This is repeated
three times building to a tremen-
dous climax that sweeps in the
entire orchestra under the
leadership of the brasses.

It is the rich majesty of the

timpani that is sold short here.

Granted it is only one instrument
and only one section of the entire

tone poem but it is an important

instrument and a crucial part of the

overall nature of the identification

between the score and its literary

counterpart to which it seeks to

complement its philosophical
statement. They sound like tin.

Perhaps it is a matter of where the

microphones have been placed or

perhaps a matter of direction on
Kempe's part but whatever, it is

disturbing.

Other than this, which un-

fortunately is considered thb major

strength of Strauss' Zarathustra by

all too many, the recording is a

superb rendition. The sweet but

powerful strings and woodwinds
carry the rest of the orchestra

through a gradual development of

assorted rhythmic episodes where

C major and B major-minor, which

are at one point as far away from

each other and at another

chromatic neighbors, mesh to

symbolize the fusion of humanity

and science.

The remainder of the piece

employs fugal devices based
primarily on the first theme. At one
time introduced by the oboes, at

another by the cellos and double
basses it leaps from intense,

melancholy passages to ascending,
passionate trills. It concludes with
the high woodwinds and strings in

B while the basses play in C.

Though never explained by
Strauss, this device is probably
used to depict the conclusion of

Nietzsche's opus in which his

wandering philosopher has decided
that life is a mystery despite his

philosophy.

A unique collection of English

court music covering a century
between the Elizabethan reign up to

the early 1600's has been put
together by the Early Music
Consort of London under the

direction of David Monrow and
under the label of Angel. It's called

A Contervporary Elizabethan
Concert. What makes it Elizabethan

is names like Dowland, Purcell,

Paisible, and the world reknowned
Anonymous.

Now what makes it con-
temporary is names from the 20th
Century such as Ralph Vaughan
Williams, Edmund Rubbra. and
Clive Richardson. The instruments
span the centuries as well.

Recorder, treble recorder, tenor
recorder, bass recorfler, lute,

harpischord, viola de gamba, and
piano are all employed to present
an outstanding performance of this

early English music and its later

influences.

In much the same vein, two other

albums of Purcell music have been
released by Angel within a month
of each other. Birthday Odes for

Queen Mary, also by the Early

Music Concert of London and
directed by David Munrow, and

Funeral Music for Queen Mary 6-

Five Anthems, with the choir of
King's College, Cambridge, the
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble, and
the Academy of Saint Martin-in-

the-Fields conducted by Philip

Ledger both give an impressive
listen to this prolific composer.

Munrow and the Early Music
Consort have given us a taste of
what the Queen herself must have
heard for original and reproductions
of baroque instruments have been
used for this recording and have
been played at a semitone below
contemporary pitch level to
recreate the approximate pitch in

common use in Purcell's era.

The Funeral Music Is much more
stately and solemn but this of

course is the very nature of the
anthems. The Birthday Odes are

not limited to one particular style

but move quickly in and out of a
French styled small orchestra to a

full baroque orchestra through a
country ballad and an Italian styled

SInfonia. Between the years 1680
and 1694 Purcell composed no less

than 17 ceremonial odes for such
occasslons. These birthday odes
were to be his last for Queen Mary
for the funeral marches were to be
performed first in 1695 and second
a few months later at the com-
poser's own funeral.

Two hundred years earlier the
Flemish composer, reknowned as
the greatest bass singer alive,

Johannes Ockeghem engaged in

some of the most elaborate musical
compositions of his era. He is noted
for extremely intricate canonic
writing and his revolutionary ex-
ploration into the neglected lower
voices in his sacred compositions.

• A dedicated vocal ensemble
called Pomerium Muslces ("The
Realm of Music") under the
direction of Alexander Blachly has
produced an engaging collection of
Ockeghem's Missa Ma maistresse,
Missa Au travail suis. Motets &
Chansons on a relatively inex-
pensive label (Nonesuch Records).

The selections from his work
I
show us that Ockeghem was at
once an extremely cerebral
composer and at the same time a
great liberator. His interests did not

^ remain only with the bass voices
but extended into the range of the
high alto and soprano as well. At
times his work is the most spirited
discipline-free compositions of the
Renaissance that inspired com-
posers of his era as well as writers
and poets.

Ockeghem has a fair slice of what
is perhaps the most remarkable
recording of this nature released
this summer. The Art of the
Netherlands is a magnificent 3
record set from Angel-seraphim
that once again displays the
remarkable talents of the Early

Music Consort of London and its

young, electric director David
Munrow.

In a short ten years Munrow
launched a brilliant career bringing
him notoriety to thousands with his

compositions for the BBC television
series The S/> Wives of Henry V///

and Elizabeth R as well as other
popular films. He died last year
leaving behind volumes of
Renaissance, Middle Ages, and
court music of which The Art of the
Netherlands Is an outstanding
example.

Ockeghem served three French
kings In succession (Charles VII,

Louis XI, and Charles VIII), Obrecht
was on the payroll at the court of
Ferrara, Isaac in the service of
Lorenzo de Medici and Maximilian
I, the Holy Roman Emperor, and
Josquin des Pres in the Papal Choir
and at the courts of Milan, Ferrara,
and Paris.

All of these composers came
from a period in history that has
been regarded as traditionally dull

for the arts. This Is chiefly because
of the paralysing effects of the
Hundred Years War (1337-1453)
when Burgundy made a break from
the French throne. What resulted
was the development of Flemish
art, the art of the Netherlands, the
art of the Low Countries. All of
these composers were deeply
Interested In the development of
the human voice as the supreme
instrument and they did indeed
expand the range of the voice both
emotionally and physically.

The Art of the Netherlands is

divided Into Secular Songs (sides 1

and 2), Instrumental Music (side 3),

Mass Movements (side 4), and
Motets (sides 5 and 6). It is sure to

See Classics, page 29
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gnomon copy
Day-in, day out, long orders or short, the
better service, better copies, and lower price
are at gnomon.

Ask about our 2c Bulk Rate

Open 7 days — 102 hours a week

103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
273-3333

KUT N' KURL
It's the Hair Fashion Centerf

^e're featuring newest hair fashions actually created
by famed hair stylists to complement famous designers
Sumner Collections.

We'll style, condition, perm or color your hair to create
a total new fashion look that will flatter your facial features,
hair type and lifestyle.

Call today for an appointment.

584-3877
25 Main Street

Northampton
above Fitzwilly's

Start offon the right foot!

[UNIVERSITy BOOKSTO

It's the be);mninf; of i new semester . . This time you're
going to do it right. This lime it's a 4.0, or maybe a 3.5. This time
you'll keep up with the readings.

And the vyav to keep up is to buy your own textbooks.

They're always there when you need them, r»ot just when a

friend or the library can loan them to you.

Relyonyour textbooks

THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
of the

UNIVERSITY STORE

FABRIE5
CHALLIS - in cotton, royon. ond new "Lono-Cotto
wool/cotton chollis by Stylecresi.

COTTONS • prints solids, quilts, flonnel.

CORDUROY by Cfompton
WOOLS • Yoege' tortons viyello woshoble wools
gobofdine jersey, flonnel ploids tweeds coatings
CAHTONI VELVETEEN • 100% pimo cotton imported
ffcxr, Itoly by Stylecrest,

VELOUR 100% cotton, luxurious yet sturdy

SILK honon, lining, broodcloth pongee chombroy

f-

^^S^^rr natural textiles

'J.^i^. ^i^

^^*S^^".-'^^-

omhersts fobric center

77- .-..-.

. . . for the creative sewer!mm

SMALL PRESS
Panache
contact David Lenson
Box 77

Sunderland, Mass. 01375

Lynx House Press
contact Robert Abel
Box 800

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Caliban
contact Robert Marquez
Box 797

Amherst, Mass.

Broxspring

contact Kathleen Anderson
Hampshire College Box 692
Amherst, Mass. 02002
542-5645

People's History
contact Bonnie Acker
RR 1 Box 267
Montague, Mass. 01351

Chomo-Uri
contact Sharon Stont
506 Goodell Building

UMass Amherst

Massachusetts Review
contact Robert Tucker
Memorial Hall

UMass Amherst 01003

Butterworth Farm
contact Allen Young
Butterworth Farm
RFD No. 2
Orange, Mass. 01364

Mulch
Box 598

Northampton, Mass. 01060
592-7515

New England Small Press
45 Hillcrest

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Gehenna Press
51 Clark Ave.

Northampton, Mass. 01030
586-4180

University Press (UMass)
505 E. Pleasant St.

UMass Amherst 01003
545-2217

Library Poetry Funds
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The state Council on the Arts and
Humanities has granted $1,200 to the Jones
Library to support a cooperative poetry series
with radio station WFCR, the library and the
radio station have announced.
The library was notified of the grant this

week in a letter from the council chairman,
Vernon R. Alden.

Poetry readings at the Jones Library will

be held SunSaturday afternoon beginning in

September and concluding in May. Each will

feature two poets reading from their work.
There will be 26 readings.

The series will be coordinated by the
Jones' adult services library, Catherine
Gannon, with the assistance of Stephen
Miles, who organized the library's successful
series last fall. Poets will be selected in

consultation with an advisory committee
composed of Robert Francis, Joseph
Langiand and Robert Tucker.

"Poems to a Listener," the WFCR radio
program, will be produced and hosted by
Henry Lyman, who originated the show in

1976.

Back Room
Record Shop

All $6.98 List

Record Albums

$0993
WITH COUPON EXPIRES

Sept. 20th
SPECIALS BELOW

Fleetwood Mac Rumours %4JS
Abba Arrival $3.57

New Black Byrds $3.57
Gregg Allman( New) $3.99
Niel Young— (New) $4.52
Electric Light Orch. $3.57
Ronnie Laws ( New) $4.52
Dan Fogelberg ( New) $3.99
South Side Johnny $3.57
Yes - Doing For The One $4.7A
Grateful Dead ( New) $4.76

WE BUY AND SELL
USED RECORDS

>————».—_....«
Located in rear of

College Town Barber Shop
183 N. Pleasant St.

Next to Mobil Station

tlw

soup

Idteheq

scrumptious

J homemade »

•• •••••••••••*

soups, chili, salads,

desserts...

Open Daily

159 Main St.

Northampton
584-4458

abote
Isbl
f 12 Exposures ^

1 Sn'ls $2.49

~l ExpirM9-24 77 I-

V^ withthltad V

_C 20 Exposures A^

1 & $3.49 r
—J Expires 9-24 // l_

X^ with this ad ^

B & W ContactV
24-Hr. Service

"\Fast Passports

We Sell New &

Used Cameras.

rsf)(R8
^ flRSlI

_

hsdley
£$4-4403

THE STAPLES ...
Yes finds a remedy g^ • ^ jy
for cosmic doldrumst^OlIlg 1OP

the BigOne

.IikK (Collins

o Record Set ^
Z Specially £jj

Priced -^
^'tx KKM102 -V^'

So Va\\\\ In TIk* Spring-
iJ^^*^^

Bonnie Raitt

Sweet Forgiveness

ECORD
in Faces of Earth

north pleasant

amherst
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Rock Comes of Ages Again
Cont. from page 23

Genesis: Spot the
New Kid in Town

Though Genesis have been
around for a long time, it is only
recently that they've broken into

the major leagues with Floyd, Yes,
Tull and ELP. Ironically, it came
with ihe departure of lead vocalist-

mime actor-gymnast Peter Gabriel.

Gabriel was, in most people's
minds. Genesis as his amazing
variety of props and characters,
acting and visuals gave the band

GENESIS

much of its early character. They
took it as far as they could with The

Lamb Lies Down On Broadway,
which along with lull's A Pass/on

7 Old South St.

Northampton, Mass.

• Rahars WelcomesBack Students *
ENTERTAINMENT ^^W^d^ThTTsi^

HAPPY HOUR - 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. DAILY
^^"L^ SUNDAYS 12 to 6 p.m.

• Join us for our SEPT. JAMBOREE *SUNDAY SEPT. 11 - Happy Hour 12 Noon to 6 p.m.
4 Bands Provide Continuous^Mutic From 3 p.m. to 12 Mid.

J^ndwiches Daii
Located in Downtown Northampton
Across From Peter Pan Bus Station

<fSS6so69oe9oeoe9sco9ssse960oeoeoc99os9S9os'^^ Moacoeccoesgs;^g^^

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

will be open the following hours

Pfay and Pink Floyd's array of films
are among Progressive Rock's
finest hours on the floor boards.
Without Gabriel, Genesis is far

less adventurous and almost
downright commercial in their
writing. Some have suggested that
they write cute Victorian fairytales

with almost ELP-type keyboard
scaling exercises. But both post-
Gabriel Ips, A Trick Of The Tale and
Wind & Wuthering, are good solid
recordings - though not without
some flaws.

Still, they're artful pieces of
music and have playful, endearing
qualities about tham. Wind &
Wuthering is a neatly polished
collection and kicked off a suc-
cessful tour headlining at a few
major arenas. As their recent
English Ip, Spot The Pigeon
suggests, their have a flair Tor
catchy tunes. It's all good fun, plus
musically rewarding and no one,
except for Caravan, can create such
lush, symphonic textures as
Genesis can. Even drummer Phil

Collin's side band. Brand X, does
some mighty fine fusion music.

Tull & ELP: Pouting
Will Get You Nowhere

To put it bluntly, Jothro Tull and
ELP officially passed away in 1973
after released and touring with their
best Ips - A Passion Play and
Brian Salad Surgery, respectively.
Here are the individual post-
mortems:

"Your hot stuff with a hat
pin, your nearly a laugh.
But Your really a cry" —
Roger Waters, from Pigs

For Jethro Tull, it alt started with
the infamous >4 Passion Ptay album.
The Ip got soundly trashed by all

manner of press-media people,
which did not sit well with bossmari
Ian Anderson. Though the tour was
a complete artistic and financial
success, Anderson's ego was dealt
a deadly blow. When his equally
infamous WarChild film fell though.
It was alt over for him. In An-
derson's case, egoHs a dirty word.

Never have I seen such a bitter
and contemptuous person than
Anderson. Starting with WarChild,
he has taken on a posture that is

simply ugly and insulting. Though

hateful of the pressT he never-
theless goes out of his way to
please them. And they still hate
him.

The new album. Songs From The
Wood, is easily better than the last
three bombs, but in the end is an
superficial as we could fear. On
stage, Tull does a runthrough of
past tours, despite a de-emphasis
on theatrics. Anderson's flute solo,
for example, is simply a reworked
version of solos from the last Ave
years of touring. Plus his band are
now just silly sidemen who take no
interest in their craft. This is all

extremely depressing and un-
fortunately will probably continue
to be.

As evidenced by Works, Volume
I, Emerson, Lake & Palmer are in

serious trouble. Emerson has long
had problems with his classical
fixations, only that when he fronted
The Nice they did it'with a sense of
humor and adventure. The
Seventies version of The Nice, ELP,
don't; so when they fail, they fail

miserably.

Their current tour and Works
definately point to treacherous
territory. I commend ELP for ad-
mitting that they pushed the three-

piece-keyboard-Techno-monster
bit to the limit, but when they
consider their duty to foist upon us
vinyl frisbees like Works, something
is rotten at the synthesizer plant
ELP have taken on a project they
believe is worthy in scope and
grandeur of the Crusades.

However, the fans speak for once
and ELP's much vaunted tour is

failing. The orchestra has been
pulled off 90 per cent of the dates.
Having seen the Brain Salad
Surgery Tour, this current con-
coction is one of the biggest
cakewalks you've ever seen. Greg
Lake looked like a spoiled child,

pouting 'cos he couldn't have his
orchestra and had to play down to
us. Emerson and Palmer, though
they ultimately failed by evenings
end, tried mightily to spark
themselves. If there is a future to
ELP, it lies in these two. Which is
highly unlikely - Palmer'j grand
conceit during his WCOZ interview
showed that they haven't learned
anything over their three year,
deeply introspective hiatus.

for your shopping convenience.

rm

GfENIUS...\

Mon., Aug. 29

9-4

Tue., Aug. 30

9-4

Wed., Aug. 31

9-5

Thur., Sept. 1

9-9

Ffi., Sept. 2

9-5

Tue., Sept. 6

9-9

Wed., Sept. 7

9-9

Thur., Sept. 8

9-7

Fri., Sept. 9

9-5

Sat., Sept. 10

11-3

® CopirtfM ttTT hj Ocrrrtu Frxuart

MUST BE SEEN
AS A SOURCE OF
ACCUMCJLATfNG
URBAN ORE., ^

IF NOT PROPERL Y
uTfuzEP /rs
Pf3P05AL miL
SRO^ INTO A
HERCULEAN TAS/C,

Sept. 12 & thereafter 9-4

LAST DAY FOR REFMDS
Wednesday, Sept. 15

AAf //yiPo^r/iA/r source op £A/£/?sr,.,

:x. i/'oa^y soup inaste /s

^mt w >-
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BE/NS USEP BY UT/UTY
COMFAN/ES /N A NUMBER
OF C/TIES AS A BO/LER
FUEL TO PROV/PE ROWER
TO HOMESANP BUSINESSES .-——

1

. k^ IN SAU6US, MASSACHUSETTS,
g^^A" ny] SOUP msTE /s convertep

T^ V, ^^.r.r^., ^ ^ TO SrEAM \NM/CH tSP/PEPTO A GENERAL ELECTR/C FAC/L/TY TO POWER
/N'PLANT INPUSTR/AL PROCESSES.

IHil^^^r^^J"^^^ ^^^<^^ ^^ ^XPER/MENTALLY BE/NOCREATEP FROM 50L/P WASTE, CAN BE USEP AS
^f££^^ ^'^^ ^^^Ol/NE TO POWER AUT0/^103/IES \

Zn'f^Hl^/.^^^^ ^ ^7ZvV77>7^ ENERGY SOURCE \

^^ ^. ^^^ >^FiPZ/05 EM/SS/O/VS ANP PROY/PE - JATTRACT/YEMEANS OF RESOURCE RE-UT/U2AT/ON l|

THE AMER/CAN SOC/ETV OP M£CHA^/CAL E^^S//V£ER5,

CIassIcaI REcoRds

HancIeI Wixh Care

Cont. from page 25
remain the last word on this long
neglected period of art and history.

It is a little Itnown fact that
Beethoven took a lively Interest in
folksongs but during the eariy years
of the 19th century his "One or

More Voices with Violin, Cello, and
Piano" had its roots in the ballads
of the Scottish Highlands.
Towards the end of the previous

century an Edinburgh publisher,
George Thomsom, assembled a
vast collection of ballads,
folksongs, and poems from his

Some Notes on the

UMass Chorale
All students are openly invited to

audition for the UMass Chorale on
August 31. Auditions will be held in

Room 263 of the Fine Arts Center
Music Wing between the hours of 9
a.m. and 12 noon and then between
1 p.m. and 5 p.m. Auditions for the
UMass Chorale will also take place
at this time.

The auditions are informal and no
prepared solo is required. All voices
will be tested for classification, tone
quality, dynamic level, and pitch. A
short sight-reading test will also be
involved.

The Chorale, under the direction
of Dr. Richard du Bois, performs on
campus and in the western Massa-
chusetts area. In past years, the
group has toured the U.S. and
Europe extensively giving concerts
in churches, civic auditoriums, high
schools and other college cam-
puses. It has appeared with the
Boston Philharmonic and the
Springfield Symphony, just last

year performing the Berlioz
"Requiem" with the latter. The
group also performed the
"Requiem" in a combined massive
effort with other area colleges last

year. The performance in Lincoln

t:

Tr===̂

Center in New York City was en-
thusiastically acclaimed by New
York critics and was an experience
that few in the Chorale will forget.

The Chorale has toured Europe
and did so in 1972 and 1974. In

1976, the group performed in

Rumania.

This year should be of special

interest to anyone wanting to join

Chorale. A 2 week tour of Europe
including London, Paris, Austria
and several of its cities, and several
other stops have been planned for
the first two weeks of summer 78.
Much money must be raised to pay
for the tour, so fund-raising will be
required and each member of the
group will have to help pay for this

amazing tour by helping raise

money.
Chorale involves 6 hours of

rehearsal time a week and requires
that the individual wants to
dedicate and commit himself to a
total musical experience, all the
while making new friends with the
common goals.

Chorale and Chorus auditions are
at the same time, so students are
asked to make their preference at
that time.

country, Wales, England, and
Ireland. He sent the basic tunes off
to Beethoven for harmonization
and for the following 17 years the
two men worked on several
volumes of folksongs of which 127
were Welsh, Irish, and Scottish, 13
English, and two Italian.

Nonesuch has collected 12 of
them in Ludwig van Beethoven:
Folksong Settings by the Ac-
cademia Monteverdiana under the
direction of Denis Stevens.
These songs, such as "My Harry

was a Gallant Gay" (text by Robert
Burns), "God Save the King" (said
to be coined by Pureed, words and

music attributed to Henry Carey)
which has long been the British
national anthem, and "Eivlin a ruin"
("Since All Thy Vows" said to be
written by the 14th century Irish

bard Carroll O'Daly) have the rustic
charm of their origins, their quaint
simplicity mesh with the symphonic
orchestrations of the German
heavyweight and surprisingly
always remain somewhat
refreshing.

Bruch's Scottish Fantasy (with
Violin Concerto No. 2 in D minor) is

clearly influenced by Scottish folk
melodies; four in particular.
Supposedly he was inspired by
reading the works of Sir Walter
Scott while staying in Liverpool.
The latest recording of these
melodies comes from Angel
records and they are performed by
the New Philhamonia Orchestra
under the direction of Spanish

conductor Jesus Lope^obosThis
debut on Angel). They are both
treated with delicate care and are
very fine recordings.

Also from Angel this summer
worth noting are: Brahms. A
German Requiem with the Tragic
Overture and Variations on a theme
by Hayden (2 record set); Mozart,
Flute Concerto in G & Oboe
Concerto in C, Adanate for Flute
and Orchestra in C (orchestre de
Parish

New and noteworthy on the
Nonesuch label are: Franz Schubert
Mass No. 5 in A flat, the Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra conducted by
Dennis Russell Davies; and George
Frideric Handel, Sonatas for Oboe
& Continuo (No. 6 in G minor, No. 8
in C min'^r) md Trio Sonatas for 2
Oboes nd Continuo (No. 2 in D
minor, No. 8 in E flat) by various
artists.

Charlie's
Fine Food & Drink

Daily Luncheon & Dinner Specials

Happy Hour 4-7 Bail

Draft Beer 35«

Most Mixed Brinks 75'

1 Pray St., Amherst
Next to Hampshire National Bank 549-5403

C & C Package Store
Behind the Police Station

Amherst

mTT
12 01. Cans

I

TUBORG 12 oz. Cans

Seba$tiani

Burgundy & Chablis 2 gal.

Plus additional discount on cases.

JIM BEAM qt. 80 proof

Strogoff

VODKA
80 proof qts.

Remember time, gasoline and tires are part of the cost.

SAVEAT THE C €t C ^ug. 29-sept. lo
While supply lasts.
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OUR ULTIMATE SENSIBLE SYSTEM
An is()\ On I r^

r
"iC)(D

cc-c-r ooj2^:^irc-c-
c-<-

OUR LOWEST PRICED QUALITY STEREO

Sony STR 6800 SO

JR-SIOOmarkU

en

Thorens TO 145 MK IIC

II*!;i'f,'!.I!LT!2!!r*t'***^''"*'*
^^'^ ^'" **^'**y «" "''0««^ concert hall realism and the draining

pri«!!
<='**^*«»»^ Each component has been selected as the state of the art at less than exotic

Combined suggested retail price including ttie incomparable Micro-Acoustics
2002-E is 1672.00.

OUR LOW PRICE IS $^ PRfl

Our *900 "DISCO" SYSTEM

The Nude Allison I TM AM S r £R£0 Rf Cf IVt f

i»w«r ouipo. to .iffl.ve. m.xtesf ootpui ,>owe< in pu,e ,„„o
S»n»iiiv» tunei dnd twin tuniiiy meters

/^

Our own handcrafted version of

one of our competitors primo
10" two-way speaker systems.
Valued at 180 pr.

Oulfvjt Pow*r: 20 warn per channel, m.n RMS both
channols Unv*.,, into « ohmj from 40Mz to JO.OOOH? with
no moie than 0.5% total harmonic distoriion Ih^ttt FM
Sjn..iivitv; 12 1 dBf SOdB Qi»M.n« StmaiLvity (St»r*>):
38 3dBf FM Capture Ret.o 2 5dB FM Alt. Ch. S*t«etivity-
50dB FM S/N Rmm> (St*reo): 65d8 Oiammmom: 65/16"H x
»9-11/»6"W , 13-3/16-D W.»,IW: 17.2 tb.

r ie^(D

;rrr rr

J
1^'

=-t^

'^. Philips GA 427
Belt drive semi automatic turntable complete with
base (wood) dustcover and PIclcerIng SE-1 cartridge.

•^

BURHOE MODEL
LIGHT BLUE
A 10" two way speaker system
of astounding efficiency and
deeep bass response.
Sugg, retail 349 pr. TAPE DECKS

SONY STR 5800
Full FM Dolby and almost 70
watts per channel.
Sugg, retail S49.95

Philips GA312 ( pictured)
or

Thorens TD1«4 Isotrak
Turntable

including base, dust cover and!
Empire 4000D1 cartridge.
Sugg, retail 305
Total Sugg. List I28t

Suggested Retail Price: 'SSS OUR LOW DELIVERED PRICE
RECEIVERS

PORTABLE STEREO C ASSETTE DECK
First-generation, real poruble from JVC .Mic -Une input
selector, Mic attenuator, Full Auto Stop included Lightweight
and easy to operate Featured are ^A Head. Super ANRS and
built-in monitoring speaker

Heads: SA Sen-Alloy) Head x 1. Ferrite Head x 1 .Motor:
Electronic-governor core-leM DC motor Wo* A FlvUer: 08 per
cent ^^TlMSi S—N Ratio: 56dB (from Peak Level, Weighted)
without ANRS The S—N is improved by 5dB at ikHi and by lOdB
aboNe 5kHz with ANRS on Frequency Response: 25 - 18.000 Hz
(chrome

• Dimensions: 37^ H x 14M W x 9 WJ D Weight: 10 1

lbs (tfvH> batteries I, ii 4 lbs (w-batteries)

1636

National Ad Value 349.95
OUR LOW PRICE

STEREO (ASSETTE DECK
A sure bestseller to satisfy audiophiies ControU are many aU
designed for lowest distorUon and widest frequency response
DOLBY Noise ReducUon and SA Head included

Heads: SA i Sen Alloy) Head x 1. Ferrite Head x 1 Motor:
Electronic-governor DC motor Wow a Flutter: O.OB per cent
(WRMS) S—N Ratio: 56dB (from Peak Level. Weighted) without
DOLBY The S—N IS improved by 5dB at ikHi and by lOdB above
SkHz with DOLBY on Frequency Response: 20 - 16,000 Hz
(Chrome) Dimensions: 5 15-16'Hx 15 3-8"Wx 12 13-16'D Weight-
15 8 lbs .

288<><

KD35
Ad Value 269.95

OUR LOW PRICE

23900

PORTABLE STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Weighing only 8.8 lbs. ( w-batteries), it gives top-most mobUity

ZL*'°^
*'*'^ *°'^ hunting expeditions. DC operable, rugged

dependable and easy to operate 12 hours of conUnuous record-
ing—playback on 4 ultra-super long-life batteries Featured are
SA Head and Super ANRS
Heads: SA (Sen-Alloy) Head x 1, Ferrite Head x 1 .Motor

^V^'^J'c'^*"'""
<=<**'«« DC motor Wow A Rutter: 0.09 per

cent (WRMS) S-N Ratio: 56dB (from Peak Level Weighted)
withoit ANRS The S-N is improved by 5dB at ikHz and by lOdB
above 5kHz with ANRS on Frequency Response: 25 18 000 Hz
(Chrome) Dimensions: 3 3-4'H x 10 7-8'W x 11 3-8'D Weight- 7 9
lbs. (w-o batteries), 8 8 lbs (w-o batteries)

KD2
National Ad Value $319.95

OUR LOW PRICE

MAXELL
UDC90
UDC60
UDC46
UDXLIC90
UCXL I C60
UDXLIIC90
UDXLIIC60

CASSETTE
TAPE PRICES

TDK
99 SAC90
25 SA C60
99 ADC90
30 ADC60

2470(

KD15
National Ad Value

199.95

OUR LOW PRICE

les*
Buy one cast of eHlMr Maxell or TDK and get

the fabulous AtoiMH T Mrt HkmlH firtt 71 customers).

US great, but too numerous toThings that make
mention.

Free delivery witliin SO mile radius ( we connect your new system
for you).

Headpttones — AKG, Sennheiser, Koss
Carter and Switchcraft cables and plugs.

Disc wastier — only $12.50, 03 fluid too! Bring your own bottle

and save.

Sony and Superscope portable cassettes and car stereos.

Jensen loudspeakers for your car.

Grundig speakers.
Televisions by Sony, JVC, Sharp, Zenitti

Portable radios from Si.99 up to 1699.

Used equipment acquired ttiru lit>eral trade-ins.

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
You cant find any other deck as economically priced with yet somany features DOLBY Noise Reduction 5-LED Peak Level
IndKators. Dual-Ball Cassette Hold System «kJ much m«^

'**'*^;..E'**''^*^^'^*"'**" ^ f""^ Wow a Flutter 1 oercent (WRMS) 8-N Ratio: 56dB (from Peak LevelWeihtS)wit^t DOLBY The ^N is improved by 5dB^ ikm ?i!ty
,c nL »^^u*"* "^'^ ^^Y "" Frequency Response: » -
^ ?^. n'n^** Dimensions: 6 M"H x 15 M"W x 10 M"D
weight: 9.9 lbs.

• Dolby is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories. Inc.

THE FINE PRINT
Amherst Audio hss ths bsst ssrvlcs dspt. In Nsw England So

nstursltv, ws fix •vsrything w0 soil. If It brsaks. for ths sntirs mfgrs
wsrrsnty. And we fbi ths othsr guys stuff tool If you buy somsthingfrom soms othsr store end H brsaks. bring It to us. (Don't wsH to bs
told thst n hss to bs shippsd to Boston or Chlcopss and It'll tsks smonth or mors). Chsncss srs. ws'rs s wsrrsnty rspsir ststlon forths dsfsctivs unit you own.

No ssis Is finsi St Amhsrst Audio until you'vs llvsd with your
sst for St Issst fvmn dsys. maybs mors on csrtsin modsls.Ws strivs to mslntsin ths lowsst pricss in town but aomstlmsssomsbody burnt us on s pries, so ws offsr you this gusrsntss Ifsomsbody hss ths asms ssrvlcss ss us (frss dsllvsry stc. loansr unH
frss ssmlnsrsl ws'll rsfund ths diffsrsncs In cssh for 30 dsys Thisof courss doesn't count on dsmo or dump or ussd stuff.

We fix everything we sell

I

in our own service department

Open 'til 9, Sat. 'til 5 5492610

259 Triangle St. Amherst 586-2552

ii
I I

c^. d')
..o.

.0-vvH

(D

c» '54)^'

\

r
©©

MARANTZ
2216

2226

2238

2252

2275

SONY
STR 6800 SD
STR 5800 SO
STR 4800 SO
STR 3800
STR 1800

GRUNDIG
RTV740

SUPERSCOPE
Qr-450 '^y^^ranti

SANSUI

221 Oemo

JVC

jRSlOOII
JRS-200II
JRS-300II
JRS-600II

PIONEER
SX450
SX550

Sugg. Retail

$249.95

329.95

399.95

479.95

649.95

OUR LOW PRICE JR-SSOOmarkD

649.95

549.95

449.95

299.95

199.95

369.95

299.95

189.95

199.95

299.95

399.95

750.00

219.95

279.95

»M AV!^U.Ht ;..; HSi.tiwt.h

! sooh.s„caK... OCI *u.. com,, p<,«* ,,„,p ,,.,^ „.„,„,„„ „•„,
c»tKu:,:or% to. cie.infT„;s,c-l-..o-«(.,ci.«n S t A SE A R«orU.ne

I
superior tunor iod (norc

240 (sxcsllsnt cholcs 220V
switchsbis)

168 in ugly pink

r\Output Pattm 50 vvsr's pe, chanrwl, mm RMS, both
Channels ,tr,ven, ,nto 8 ohms 'rr>m 20Hr to ?0 0O0H/ ^.-n
no more than I ' .r,t.,l ha-noo,c d.ston.or^ Uubi^ FM

3/3dB< FM Capture Ratio 1 ?rtB FM Ah Ch SalKtivity
60d8 FM S/N R»tK>(Stw»o); 6b<1B DimwnK>m' 6 5'16-H «
19-n/16-W« 13-3/16 -OWwtht: 23.5 ft>»

^

74

TURNTABLES
Philips GA 427

Philips GA 406

Philips GA 312

Thorens TO 166 MK II

Thorens TO 145 MK IIC

BIC960
Garrard 440M
Garrard 775M

Sugg. Reta.il

170.00

260.00

270.00

275.00

395.00

: 82.00

109.90

149.90

PRICE

Cartridges and

Replacement

StyKi

MICRO-ACOUSTICS
282-C
2002-e

ShureVIS Type III

Empire4000D-1
Pickering SE-1
Grade F3-I-

Grado FCR+
Pluss rsplscsmsnt nssdiss (ovsr MOOO in stock) for ADC - Audio

i'.M'irr;gfrr.ro7ifsr" ^" "••""•• *°' "'"""= "-'--

$89
115

90.00

85.00

49.50

50.00

25.00

$49.00

70.00

51.60

29.20

18.70

19.00

9.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
ACOUSTIC 10 Value to 240 pr.

(Our own handcrafted version of one of Boston's Big Deal A

Our low price includss a Picksrlng SE1 on all turntables except 312 406 Thorens units which havo
the Empirs 4000D1 fittsd

AMPS 'N' TUNERS
Marantz 510M

( 256 watts per ch.) $995
Marantz 1 150D Dolby« 599.95
Marantz 1070 239.95
Marantz 104 Tuner 179.95
Sony TA 3650 Amp 340.00
Sony TA 2650 Amp 229.00
Sony ST2950 Oolby«Tuner J29.00

$690.00

374.96

178.00

129.00

280.00

195.00

195.00

ADS
500

EPI 100'$

EPI201's( used mint)
EPI 350's

BESGeostaticD120
BURHOE Green
BURHOE White
BURHOE Lt. Blue
BURHOE Blue
BURHOE Silver

ALLISON ACOUSTICS

Advertised Value
290 pr.

200 pr.

500 pr.

800 pr.

1200 pr.

220 pr.

280 pr.

349 pr.

500 pr.

800 pr.

OU

In ordsr to kssp s windshlsid in my csr and psacs in ths vsllsy ws
Allison prices but rsst sssursd, ours will bs the lowsst.
csrtrldgss and rsplscsmsnt

120 pr.

udio Housss)

RLOW PRICE
200 pr.

144.00

300.00

575.00

814.00

170 pr.

240 pr.

280 pr.

375 pr.

695 pr.

don't sdvsrtlssl

I

r ^*>lf" "^n

We fix everything we sell

I

in our own service depifirtment

Open 'til 9, Sat. 'til 5 5492610
259 Triangle St. Amherst 586-2552

I" iii"j"'"i

•*-»-% « *•
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The Great Collegian Put-On: 'How-To'
First make sure that the shirt that you're
ironing on is a polyester-cotton blend
because the design will fade if you use a

100 per cent cotton material.

To prevent staining the ironing board or
hard surface that you're using in place of
one, slip a sheet or two of peper under or
inside of the shirt.

Now cut out the design that you want
and place it face down on the shirt

leaving enough room to hold it down.
Pin it or tape it to prevent sliding and
place another piece of paper over the
design. Don't use anything thiclter than
simple notebook peper.

Meking sure that the iron is set for
cotton lie: no steam), press down for a
little over a minute. Make sure that the
iron is good and hot and iron evenly over
the entire surface area of the design.

Allow the shirt to cool a bit before lifting

off the deeign. The iron-on should last
through normal machine washing but
will probably fade a little on the initial

washing.

Remember you can use T-shirts, sheets,
pillow cases. Just about any polyeeter-
cotton blend that you can think of. So
use your imsgination, drop by the office

and display your creativity.

A^. . . Collefisn "eckte Campus" . . . Atiiust 31, 1t77

Supplement to THE COLLEGIAN.

«Auze Blouses

3"
I n„ — ^^9- 4.57-4.97

^o'o?8*?n;'°'' ''^'^ gauze ,h
SO great v^ith ]

\̂

X

hisses ifAlls

Large a,. ^ '^ """' ^^'^^

:^"oo,%^:i7nt Of ;eans '«' back to

HitHS tfVI KAMS

• '« most popular *'a;,®'Jfe^Jyretght

sizes 2b->io^
IVUIO WB« ''f*

OIL CHAMGS

up to W\»I30.

Mountain Forms Mall 337 Russoll St. Hadloy, MA

acK-iD
PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU 9.3.77

6«n«ral Heetric
Cassette Recorder

5 push button or ^»
^^^

I
. Bum in"""

'"""^ ^'iT" '*""'«'
• Axiomatic lev« .

• - ^°'°^- t>'ack and Zu.^,

;
Slicle out Shelves

• °^V^^ul; ""'°"" rack

<o
II

3 M^

sss'a*..

J44
^2*'«^'a'r,..,i„'*>'>.l

>J.mm.
'^yTi-in,

tnsa
'-Pos(„o Irfleo,,^

i?=^'-r;£:.tu,
• ^_____^°°'^'og or

I8995
cartridge %^'^^^'^t?e 12

^eg.
799.99

^e»orn or

TAMPAX

129
Reg. 1.52

40 count super or

regular.

POOBBUSTER SPECIALS

PANTWM

3wM.
Reg. 57c

One size fits all.

Asst. shades.

r.

NOTIBOOKS

50 count.

)ll*

PEPSI

123
Reg. 1.59

6pk. -I60Z. bottles
In reg. or diet.

SaloMi

or

P«pp«r0iii

FLATWARE

Large assortment of
stainless steel flat-

ware.

KNEE NI'S

Reg. 84c
Sheer nylon com-
fort top knee highs.
Sl2e8Vi-1l.

97
Reg. 5.97

i

Full-length mirror
has hardwood
frame, measures
14" X 50".



LAMES' BRUSHED
80% ACETATE

20% NYLON GOWNS
LONG

2JT2
Reg. 4.27 ea.

Long print in four styles. Sizes S-M-L. Waltz
lengths in assoaed styles and colors. Sizes
S-M-L-X-XX.

COTTON

BRIEFS

^^^P| j^ Reg- 1-17

Elastic or band leg. White only. Sizes

6-10.

NYLON
SHEER
BIKINIS

3/1

WALTZ LENGTH

Reg. 2.97 ea.

lOODED Slip^hi

TUNIC SWEATERS

$10 Wooico Special

Sheer nylon bikinis in assorted colors
Sizes 5-6-7.

Hi-style hoods - the seasons hottest rag«l Acrylics with belts and novelty
pocket treatnnents. Stripes and tweeds in new-season colors. S-M-L.

LEOTARDS
437

Sizes S-M-L. Ass't. colors.

Matching tights 1.57

OPAQUE PANTIHOSE

97''--fel>«0«Jl

A Reg. 1.17

HANDBACS

Navy, black, white, brown and colors.

One size fits all.

^

..^^'1^b *
*"

CANVAS SUITCASE

8815
FOOTLOCKER

8812 Reg. 16.88

VINYL SPORTS BA6

77
#1822

Reg. 8.97

WISE
BUYS

FOR DORM
&

APARTMENTS

Bates "Prime Rib"

Bedspreads in lemon

F.11 077 w-
M ^^^T''^ brown

Twin T77 sold

avocado7 Reg.
10.77

Solid color throw style ribbed spread of no-Iron
machine washable cotton /rayon with rounded
corners. A large selection to choose from. Many
lovely decorator colors.

Cotton Candy Slieets
Pastel muslin - olue, green, yellow bone

Twin Flat or Fitftd Full Flat or Fittod

277 ^97
Reg. 3.96 ^ ^^^ ^^

Pillow CAMS 2.77Reg 366

No-lron Luxury White
Muslin Sheets

Pillowcases Reg. 2.33 1.66
Twin (flat or fitted) Reg 343 2.66
Full (flat or fitted) Reg 4.73 3.46
Queen (flat or fitted) Reg. 5.73

#61-42 2r'-4t" TmsImi Rod 99
# 71 72 4t"-i4" Cofo Rod 1 JJ,]^ ,,

King (flat orfitted)Reg. 8.43 5.46

DraporyHardwaro

Bed Pillows
Standard, Queen, King Size

2.'5
Blonlcels

2w$7
. . 4.46 |f°'y®ster or shredded-foam "Squire" styled. Decorator

^filled. solid colors.

Reg. 1.23

Malimo

Drapes

» 165 M' .4«" CurtoiR R.4 67*r„ 8,c

* U5 2«"-4«" DowbU Ciiriain 2/^3
Reg. 1.67

Pinch-pleated draperies of no-
iron rayon /acetate/ polyester.

White, beige, gold, melon.

63" Unglh

697
Reg. 8.77

84" Longth

'97
Reg. 10.777

WINDOW SHADE BONANZA
SHADES BY JOANNA WESTERN

Cape Ced

Curtains

"mm W-
36"

Tier 247
Reg. 2.87

REDDCtH SAVE ENERGY! G^^j^ , '^^"^^r
lOSSlNWlNTBi^ irS NOT JUST A FAD ^^^'^Mer

^|,T0 15% IT'S YOUR FUTURE ^^Oso%

Shower
Curtain

1
77
Reg. 1.99

Comes in pink, black, blue,
gold, brown, white and
green.

EMBASSY reg. 2.49 Lightweight
translucent all plastic up to 37Vi"
x6'.

SUNTROL reg. 2.99 Lightweight
plastic room darkening up to 37y4"x6'.

$157

$197

45" TIOFReg 4 27 3.77

Valanco Reg 2.27 ....1.77

Tll^n

VPTO l\1^

Cerduroy

Bedrest

97
Reg. 8.97

Plush, ribbed corduroy
bed rest with arms for
leisure comfort. Great
for watching TV or
reading in bed. Gold,
emerald, blue, brown
red.

6



97
Reg. 29 99

Made of polyprophylene tweed with
uni-bond latex back, perfect for living
room, patio. Ijedroom. Available
colors 0* gold, brown, and green.

23 X 60 rug runner 2.97
Values to 3.77

in

"PUEBLO"
AMERICAN INDIAN

DESIGN

24" X 42" 36" X 54"

• 100% nylon cut pile
• Fringed ends
• Heavy duty waffle

latex back
Brown, blue, rust, red

PORT-A-
SNOWER

Reg. 16.97

24" X 30". For shower-
less tubs or as an
outdoor shower.

COUNSELOR
BATNROOM SCALE

399
In black or white.

7 pc. CAST ALUM.
BAKED ENAMEL
COOKWARE

15"
Reg. 24.95

PARSON'S TABLK

297
M^ T9Q. 4.44

Handy end table in assort-
ed colors is easy to assem
ble

20 pc. CRISTELLE

DINNERWARE SET
97
rag. 9.97

Inclludes 4 of each: dinner
plates, salad plates soup/
cere bowls, cups and
saucers. Tennpered for

\durability^_ ^

TEAKEHLE

366
reg. 4.97

10" fry pan with non-stick
interior. Comes in assorted
colors

1
'-* *

ii\

MELLITA
NON-ELECTRIC

DRIP COFFEEMAKER

Reg. 6.57

17 02.

BEER
GOBLETS

Popular brand
bels.

beer la-

r

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Reg. 39.97
CENTER

wru',;;s:h'un™;A'6°;;s';
"""'" '^^^''^o' ««> -o...

///

BEAN BAO
CHAIR

999
Reg. 13.77

Relax In leisure living In a
bean bag chair. Can easily be
moved to any room in your
home. Red, black or yellow.

4-SHELF
UNFINISHED
BOOKCASE

mm Reg. 22.88

^T

ACCENT TABLE

#373 strong tempered hard-
board consturctlon.

UflLITY TABLE

1A^6
iV Reg. 21.77

Walnut wood grain finish. 24x
16x23. 3-shelf unassembled.

UTILITY STAND

33
Reg. 18.77



HOUSEHOLD NEEDS
64 oz. Tide

64 oz. Wisk

[

'
i Uoz.WindexW 1^ o^^ Easy-Off

Oven Cleaner

32oz. Fantastik

it

Charmin

Bounty
Paper Towels

CK^^ Happy Home
Trash Bags

48

40 Ct.

Ivory Liquid

35 oz. Cascade

32

Clorox Bleach

1.99

2.47

53c

1.13
Reg. 1.47

1.27

77c

57c

1.88
Reg. 2.22

1.49

99c

5lor$1

10-pk. Hangars

Bucket-O-Sponges

Ironing Board

Gem Ironing Pad
& Cover Set

O-Cello Sponges

Sponge Mop
Rubber Maid
Bucket

Corn Broom

Wooden Clothes
Dryer

¥4" Masking Tape
Paint Tray
and Roller
Big "O"
Sponges

2Ur$1

87c
Reg. 1.13

7.77
Reg. 8.87

$1
Reg. 1.77

2 $1

1.971

1.971
Reg. 2.79

1.97

4.77
Reg. 5.57

2w$1
Reg. 77c

99c
Reg. 1.17

2i.,$1
Reg. 87cJ"

GARDEN CENTER SPECIALS

^ Up to 4' Rubber Trees

*)f Asst. House Plants in 6" pots

# Small House Plants and Cacti

# Hanging Plants
J! Jjjj

# African Violets

« PoHing Soil 8 qt.

# Ortho House Plant Food

97
Reg. 12.979

I Reg. 2.59

99
1 19

c
Reg. 1.77

Reg. 1.98

99
88

c
Reg 1.59

C
Reg. 1,59

PET SUPPLIES

Parakeets

899
Reg. 13.57

Hamsters

Reg. 2.49

H. Litter 1 Reg 1 77

99
Reg. 9.77

799
Reg. 10.99

Cages $«' -37, H. Cage 6
« Harts Flea Cellar 1^1,,,

« Utter Green Chlorephyl Cat Litter 2 f«r1
^

« Beef Deg Treats 4 for^ 1
Reg. 1.17

Reg. 3 for 97c

WISE
BUYS

FOR DORM
&

APARTMENTS

Scotch Tap«
W X 800"

50 Covnt
En¥«loptts
4 1/8" X %V2"

Monthly CaUndar

Und«rliner

Accent Pen

Bicyde

Playing Cards

Liquid Crayons

Tot Staplor

Folding

Typowritor Tablo

Lightors
BIC OR CRICKET

Flair

Pons

"F" Cede 698 Series

Steree Albums

397

"G" Codo Tapos 597

Unisenic

Calculator

88
Reg. 10.958

• Adds, subtracts, multiplies,
divides

• Full feature 4-key memory
• Floating decimal
• Square root, x-y exchange

AC adaptor 4.95

Z^^\

Four Drawer File Cabinets Are
A Buy For Home Or Office

3995
Reg. 47.95

Steel file cabinet witfi or witfiout locks. Sand color enamel
finish. Non-suspension drawers glide easily on nylon

2-Drawer File Cabintt rIJ M.97

COSMETIC SUPPLIES
RoYlon Flex

Listermint
24 OZ.

Right Guard
Deodorant

Sure Roll-On
1.5 oz.

Head & Shoulders
7 oz. LOTION

Preli
3 OZ. CONCENTRATE

Crest

Toothpaste

1^
Reg. 1.87

|27
Reg. 1.47

1 97

Reg. 2.27

99c
Reg. 1.19

165
Reg. 1.87

1 19

Reg. 1.33

85<
Reg. 97c

y- -^-1

^\^^ 'uiiiisi

^9
Reg. 21.88

1588
Reg. 17.88

Supermax 2

Craiy Curl

Horeico 1000 Dryer 1 A88

Mist Sticic Curler/Styler | Q^®

Tame Creme Rinse
16 OZ.

Big Lash

Frosted Lip Color

Kleenex 200's



j^ converse;

Converse Sneakers

11 Reg. 14.89

V.

10-Speed Bicycle

88
Reg. 69 99

64
Bike has steel side-pull calipers, derailleur

gears, rat trap pedals, chain guard with
front sprocket.

26" boys' or girls'

^

27

110 Lb.

Barbell Set
withdumbells

77
Reg. 35.99

Connplete set with barbell bar, 2 collars, sleeve
and assorted discs.

t!»-«<LiL--^

Sneakers

1488
Reg. 19.99

TmihIs Balls

2
Lively balls in pressurized
can. Stock up now!

Sweatshirts

•r Pants

Your Choict

350
Reg. 4.66

Wilson Football

|979 Reg. 12.99

Has cowhide lacing and
pebble finish. Comes com-
plete with pump and kicking
tee.

r
Sanyo 12" Portable B/W

Television

>v

6995
Reg. $83

TV comes with UHF and VHF detent tuners and
quick start picture tube. Also has solid state
chassis.

r Kodak Tele-lnstamatic

608 Outfit

99
Reg. 31.9528

JK

Complete ready-to-go outfit! Built-in telephoto lens
25mm. single element f/11 normal lens 43mm, sinte
element f/11 telephoto lens. FlipFlash bulbs film

e.E. AM/FM Digital Clock

Radio

3295
Reg. 39.95

Wake to music or alarm. Slide-rule radio

dial. Electronic tone alarm with adjust-
able volume. Two built-in antennas.

— e* f » » f J

Storoo Systom

98 Reg. 109.95

Kingsport #1150 AM/FM multiplex
receiver w/8-track tape player and
phonograph, headphone Jack, BSR
turntable. 90 days free service.

Film Spocials

Kamero Film

110-20, 126-20 99
OE Flip

Fiosh 1
09
Reg. 1.39

Film Procossing Coupon

20 Exp.

Color

Prints
319

Reg. 4.86

Valid thru 9-6-77

Film Processing Coupon

12 Exp.

Color

Prints

2 19

Reg. 3.30

Valid thru 9-6-77

Film Procossing Coupon

20 Exp.

Slido or

Mo¥io

Procossing

1
19
Reg. 1.87

Valid thru 9-6-77

save 4.01

our reg. 6.98

wood framed
door mirror
With distortion-
free Pittsburgh
plate glass mir-
ror! 14 X 50" size.

II99
our reg. 19.99

vinyl covered
foot locker
Woodbox cor»-
struction, brass
platsd hardware,
grooved closurs,
tots more!

MiV« $8

our reg. 3.49

molded handle
16 gym bag
Great for school
and travel with
full length heavy
duty zipper, more!

speciall

4
twin-pack
bed pillows

Quilted rayon
satin cover;
shredded urs-
thane foam fill!

17x23 size. Only 196-^
rainchecks available.

44 »«ive now!

our reg. $5

sale starts Thursday, Sept. 1st
ends Saturday,^|tSept. 10th

8 sensational pages

of budget boosters

to make your pad

a palace!

It IS our poU« to h«j:tf|?lfliJ*thJ SSmswJ

Mua^ or bilJir v«luj- »*2K?au«5rtty »hn"iM<>n?•I?J'*2^*^bl701 Call tolMrsa

\,ttd»n«

^Kva<

¥S^-.°~T-rDl 44

JIM

We

100* PURE
POLYESTER RBtl
^W! WafthAbk
HiinitftHls i)f Uses

Waier-C»n«

IrD

10

6

11

65

ingraham
alarm clock
The Astra standard
electric type alarm
with top quality
movements.

save $1

t.
Aqi

2y2-quart
teakettle

Large spout for easy
fill and pour plus
Msy-to-grip handle!
Colors!

your
choice

! vop y i
1.1 a : i i

All you need for the school year!
• Zayre % x 300 invisible tape . . .5 for $1
• Zayre V2 x 450 Invisible tape . . .5 for $1
• 10-oz. stacking mugs 4 for $1
• 6 brown or white extension cord 2 for $1
• ivory-tone night light 2 for $1
• 4-pak cotton washcloths $1
• 1-lb. bag polyester fiberfill $1
• I&-OZ. zodiac glass Stein $1

: tyORYjlgl 3 for

SOAPl
'^tfrloimbi?

9-oz. bars
Ivory soap
Family size; bars are
packed in commemo-
rative wrapper!

A^^/\
4 tor 99
Zayre isopropyl
rubbing alcohol
Great buy! Soothing,
cooling relief.

Get yours now!

compare...yDtt can^t do better than Zayre! ™ _r*?vre

Supplement To The
HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE
AMHERST RECORD
DAILY COLLEGIAN

OPEN DAILY 10 AM TO 10 PM

ZAYRE-HADLEY
RT. 9 - AT AMHERST TOWN LINE

Va
BankAmericard

3HS ie3 H5b IS""

harge

Zayre 1-1



savejiow!
Pequot" check sheets
Dark top sheet and light bottom sheet
coordinate for a terrific decorator
look! No-iron cotton/polyester mus-
lin, machine wash and dry.

full size 2 for $7
our rag. 4.99 each

cases pk. of 2 $3
our r«g. 3.79

twin our reg. 3.99 each

»wl

488
our rag. 5.44

^. Mary's 72 x 9a'
quality acrylic blanket
ChooM from a boautiful cdleo-
tion of solid color* to spruoo up
tho bodroomi Machine wash
and dry for extra sasy care. Only
200 — rainchocks avaiiabls.

each

combed cotton
bath towels
Soft, piush and absorbent
Jumix) toweis for iMth or beachi
Popuiar solids; stock up now at
iow, iow price.

'^'Compare the
savings at Zayre!

t44 ®3ch
our reg. 3.99

polyester fill

jumbo bed pillows
Acrylic foam case; printed cot-
ton ticking; cord edges; 2a' x 28"
finished size. Only 180 — rain-
checks available.

cotton pillow covers

X®®0f'2 ou'^'^-2-49

Zippered style. Only 144— rain-
checks available.

woven rib cord
bedspread
Neat look for your bed at home or away
from home! Pre-shrunk; machine wash-
able; polyester/cotton; rounded corners;
your favorite colors. Slightly irregular; wear
and beauty not affected.

assorted toss pillows
Special touch for every roomi
wMs selection of colors in up-
holstery fabrics; you'll want
several at this tiny price.

casual fk>or cushions
Take a seat ... on the floor! It's

comfortable and casual with
quality cotton floor cushions.
Plaids, solids and more.

sav« 2.22

777
our reg. 9.99

cotton velour
bedrest value
A must fordonn or horns! Makes
resding in bed extra com-
fortable! Shredded urethane
foam All; chooae from a variety
of colors.

..W...W., ..uxv., ywu 11 want quaiiiy conon iioor cushions. ^Hi^S^^ X'VvN vV3^^^uL \
j^

several at this tiny price. Plaids, solids and more. m^ ^^^^^ .^ ^..^
,

.

||g| BBfc V ^S^^ '''^ \

decorate ivith Zayre qualityhome fashion!

QnMt buy mi eusMoned back poiypropyfene rug!

SMn end (liMeiPfwtfMsfM, tool

y||00 «^' X ttw rug pad

ournt.
%m

Prele^yMtf floor end ruQ wttUs
you fMMwaadng ewn ee^erl
Whop now for Ifte sevHige.

our reg. 1 .99

candy striped
24' x^' ruiHMir
tdeel for tnrffie area in dorm or
epertmeiU! Serged on ell eMM
to prwMnt ravai^; et^ier buy
for MMut Stopper.

Zayre z-i

seeded voile
panel curtains
Lovely SMyK^Bie polyesler
mM^ne wehsble for your
cowvmorKi tr to 7y
iwtgiNi toi fabuieye color

It. teruee up your
oriMmandMvo

our reg. IM

elegant full widtti
Insutirted draperies
ir S.99
mFTii%te 14.99

>totokei^> room wanner M
•rtnwwr md cooler in eumm^
wWi mmii/pofyeaierineuletsd
^opMl Terrlffe eelbr solec-
tton; dry dean.

solid or floral

tier curtains
Pretty peraianefit pretts tftrs
of polyester/rayon blentf for
easy wfear and cart. MaeMnt
waiAiabie; eoiort to eliooee.
24" sbe.

3r 1.99^
our rag. 2i»9

valance 1,49
our reg. 1.99

swag 2»w9
our reg. 3.99

Zayre 3-1



our rag. 69c-79c

household
electrical buys
15 or 30 amp plug
fuso; flush CUM taps;
3/2 adapter; replac*-
mant caps; night light
bulbs.

18" X 27 rug
remnants
So many uses for
tttaao aasortad
ramnants!

2
for

*3
our rag. 2.89 aach

room
darkeners
Whita vinyl room
darkonar shades at
our low, low price.

only Zayrecan stretch a dollar like this!
77 ea.

our rag. 99c-1.39

household chemicals
Your choice of 22-oz. Formula
409' , 32-oz. Wool Wash, 22-oz.
Spray & Vacuum Up, 22-oz.
Glass Plus, 15-oz. Old English
furniture polish and 17-oz.
Lysor bathroom cleaner.

Flex-O-Whip M
Chrome plated steel 4 lOF
whipper; wooden handle.

candle guards
Set of 2, stop candle
dripping easily 4 for

•SHltRCW^

9ASIH lue ^
Cleaner

jar wrerK:h
Fits all jars, chrome
plated for long life.

4..,*i mix*!!
toothpick dispenser ^Handy dispenser with /i c ^ M
toothpicks included. 4 XOr ^k

handy slicer ^
Designed for vegetables 4 fOP
stainless steel blade

1 niat^ tea strainer
Keeps tea leaves
out of tea!

ea.

our reg. 1.27-1.37

plastic specials
Choose 15-qt. rectangular
dishpan, 11-qt. daisy waste-
basket, 11-qt. spout pail, gad-
get tray, vegetable bin, bushel
size laundry basket.

egg cup set
4 cups with spoons
Great kitchen idea' 4 for ^1

egg fry ring

Set of 2. Make a perfect
egg everytime 4 £or ^1

whipper/tongs
Combination utensil
with many uses' 4 for ^I

gadgp^
values!

4 for

after sale 4.99

16-piece unbreakable
dinnerware service
stain and heat resistant for long life! Set
includes 4 each: plates, soup bov^ls, cups
and saucers. A terrific value you won't want
to miss.

shopping list

Jot down your daily
shopping needs. 4 for ^1

tool rack
Magnetic; for

kitchen tools. 4 for

magnetic hook
Set of 4, a must for
every kitchen' 4 for ^1

mixing spoons
Set of 3 nylon spoons.
Heavy duty

4 for ^I
spring clip

Set of 4 magnetic clips;

perfect for notes. 4 for ^I

ea.

wastebaskets
10-qt. pagoda, 10-qt.

tulip and 11-qt. pleated
style baskets for bed-
room or bath! Each de-
signed in heavy duty
plastic.

our rag. 1.68

Lysol"
spray
^2'<a. famous
spray disin-

fectant . . . aiim-
inatas odors In

every room. Keep
it handy; don't
miss this low
price.

chopper
Garnisher, too!
Stainless steel blade 4 for ^1

Chrome trivet

Protect your table
from hot pans. 4 for

7-pc. cookware set

Tefton II " cookware for no-stick
cooking and clean-up. Includes
1 & 2-qt. covered sauce pans,
5-qt. covered Dutch oven and
10" fry pan. (Dutch oven cover
fits fry pan)

save 5.97

our reg. 14.97

save $1

fry 'n broil

Aluminum insert for

pan. Handy to have. 4 for ^1 t**
napkin holder
Chrome styling is a
great table topping. 4 for

uS"

grater
Shreds and grates:
stainless steel. 4 for ^1

gravy ladle C^
Sturdy ladle ... an impor- ^ Cav* _M^
tant kitchen tool. ^ «Mr ^»

mixer shaker
1-cup capacity, multi-
purpose utensil.

4 for ^1 grater 'n bowl
Aluminum grater plus
handy storage pan. 4 for ^I

assorted cookware
Durable aluminum cookware!
Selection includes 1-qt. sauce
pan, 2-qt. sauce pan, 5-cup per-

colator, 4-qt. pot and 6-qt. pot.

your
choice

27
ea.

our reg. 2.97

101/2" Teflon II®

skillet

Aluminum extertor
for even heating . .

.

Teflon II' interior

for no-stick cooking
and no-scour
clean-up.

Zayre 4-1

save $2

li am ii

our reg. 3.97

Aladdin 1-qt.

thermo bottle

Keeps hot drinks hot and
cold drinks cold for
hours! Take along to
sporting events, work,
school . . . almost any-
where!

Zayre 5-1



Just say
'charge it*!

American
hair blower
1350 watts of supar
M>w*r for tpcod styting.
Ronx>vab(« stylor nozzla;
2 apaada; 3 acttinaa; pia-
tol grip daaign. #1606.
our rmg. 12.88

Northern
hair styler

Two speeds and two heat
settir>gs for areat results
everytime! 850 watts;
styling brush and wide
tooth comb attachments
included. #1861. our reg

12.99

Regal hot pot or Proctor iron
Hot pot . 5-cup hot pot ideal for
soups. #K7427. Iron . . . steam or dry
iron with flick of a switch, fabric
control. #1117.

our reg. 34.99
charge it

G.E. *oaster oven
Toasts, bakes and top browns . .

.

it's great for nneals and snacks! Re-
movable crumb tray; thermostat
control; compact styling. #T93B.

checkour namebrand
v« 1.03

3.96

our rag. 4.99

Capitol economy
hot plate

Parfact way to pnpan a
maal wtwn you'ro away
from homa! Heavy gauga
•taal construction; con-
tinuous heat; attached
cord. #UL014.

987

Capitol deluxe
hot plate
Easy-to-uae rangetta with
lift-up tubular alement,
chrome top, anamei
body, infinita awltch, at-
tached cord and more.
#UL280T.

Zayre 6-1

»«v $1S

6988
our reg. 84.
chargieit

Pncor am/fm &
S-tnicic system
Compactly styted enter-
tainer with many fea-
turaat Ughticl allde^le
^M; aeparale volume,
balanee and tone con-
trols; a/4 speaker awltch;
phono and headphone
mekB; twin speaker en-
ctosures. #1026.

save 7.99

our reg. 24.99
charge It

Precor cassette
recorder special
Battery operated for port-
ability! Push-button con-
trols; remote microphone;
eject button, (batteries not
included). #C1800.

.r^^M

\k^..m^,.m
*^i:-.:^.>- '"u!;--.. TV

coitipare...you can't |
do better than Zayre!

^M ' ^^•

dv' MNltj04B

our reg. 1.29-1.49

Duracell batteries
Duracell "AA" bat-

teries in 2-pack or
quality 9 volt battery.

Keep plenty on hand.

^ wmi

i

save 4.01

I
OO Lloyd's digital am/fm radio

' ^ ^ Wake to am or tm; large lighted digital
our reg. $24 readout; built-in AFC; handsomely
charge it styled for bedside table. #JJ61 52

^iyc fXS.

save 5.03

14.99our reg

Electrobrand
am/fm radio
Battery or ac operation
Leatherette case; bat-

[teries not included.

Midland 12" (diagonal)

black & white
portable tv our reg. 89.99
Dependable lightweight tv . . . sized just right for dorm or
apartment! 100% solid state chassis; contoured cabinet-
easy-to-use controls. #15-023.

Dorm Sale selection!

Midland 13' (diagnonai) color portable tv

Great color performance packed inside a handsome compact
cabinet

. . perfect for any room! 100% solid state circuitry;

fcfe«'P® screen; matrix picture tube; convenient controls.
#15-243.

Zayre 7-1
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Right Guard
5oz.
double
protection

2 for

Bic modium
point
pone

7tw

Zayre 8-1

srudcm .\Vws().i,)<T (.t ihc l.nN<rsi(N ,,| \i.,ss.,( hi is< lis Amhrrst MA <)I()(U (4L1) -.4r> IKm)

Inadequate dorm space
creates 400 idle roomers

See story page 3

Boxes, boxes, and more boxes werer«mrr;.™ l'^ *
'"""* ^°''*' "^^'^ thoughtfully filled and fragilely moved, yet

ii^

Grayson dormitory wasn't rMlly tMa overcrowded yesterday (above) but on
Tuesday the roads leading to Southwest were (below). (Staff photo by Marilyn
Mankowsky)
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Anita to hit Texas this morning
4£J/5SrO/V rex. I i//V| - Hurricane m.les an hour.

" " " JJGALVESTON, Tex. [UPI] - HurricaneAnra slowly picked up speed in its westward
m..vemen' las' night and the first t>and of
fringe squalls began reaching up toward the
Texas Gulf Coast.
The National Weather Service said itexpeced 'o issue a hurricane warning for

portions of 'he coast early today.

1,.^ \.® ^T ^°^ '^"'^^ ^3s located at

Lh ?%S V'"''^'
'o"9'»ude 92.9 west, orabout 300 miles east southeast of Corpus

Chris'i. I- was drifting west at seven miles an
hour carrying highest sustained winds of 95

miles an hour.
A 8:15 p.m., 'he NWS at Galveston

repor-ed he northwest fringes of the hurri-
cane were de-ected 150 miles to the south-
eas'. A band of squalls was reported 60 miles
.iff he Upper Texas Coast moving slowlv
nor'h. '

Tides were running between three and
four fee- above normal along the immediate
Upper Texas coastline as well as in Galveston
and Ma-agoorda Bays. The NWS recom-
mended evacuation of hundreds of persons
living on land up to five feet above sea level

wi'h -ides expected 'o increase to five feet by
early Thursday morning.

Fletcher Hicke-son, a civil defense spokes-
man in Baytown at the top of Galveston Bay
said approximately 1,200 persons had beeri
advised -o evacuate their homes in low-lvina
areas. **

Hickerson said "most of the city is not in
danger," but those in low-lying areas have
radi'ionally experienced flooding and closed
roads in heavy storms. He said tides in those
areas were expected to go over the danqer
point by midnight.

The Wooster Baptist Church in Baytown
was opened for the second night Wednesday
as a shelter for those residents unable to find
other lodging.

Mcjst storm-wise Texans preferred to wait
for more precise information on the
predicted landfall of the season's first storm.

"A few people have left, but it's avoluntary -hing now. Most everybody is justhke us - sitting here waiting for Anita," said

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 1»77

Book Exchange starts
By BRIAN CONDRON
Collegian Staff

Signs littering campus walls early in the
semester 'ell the tale of unwanted, and
perhaps unused, books for sale. But students
need not spend their time posting signs to
sell -heir books.
Gamma Sigma Sigma the national service

soronty, is again running its student book
exchange, and beginning today, students
can bnng -heir books to the Commonwealth
Rtjom of the S'udent Union and let the
soronty do their selling for them.

Leona LaPoint«, a member of Gamma
Sigma Sigma, said students set their own
prices. The sorority adds a service charge
ranging from 50 cents to $1, depending ori
•he onginal price. Profits from the book

exchange are divided between the sorority
and 'he operations expenses for the ex-
change.

The sorority pays no rent for using
C(jmmonwealth Room because of its status
as a Recognized Student Organization, but it

needs money for legal expenses and
postage.

Patti Clark, exchange coordinator, said
books not sold at the exchange are sent to
Books for Asia, a non-profit organization that
distributes books to schools in Asia.

The exchange will be open daily, 10 a.m to
4 p.m., until Sept. 17. Only cash will beaccepted in exchange for books, LaPointe
sdiQ.

GALVESTON, Texas -- Signs along the Galveston waterfront show local resident,-re not exactly overjoyed with the possibility of Hurricane Anita com nSthelrwavMeanwhile, waves surge about eight feet high on Padre Island nwr Corou. Chri!tVAnita has forced resident, to begin to evacuate the island (UPI)
^ '

Authorities reject appeal
for delinquent boys' home
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

A building code appeal by the operators of
a North Amherst home for deliquent boys
has been rejected by state authorities, ac-
cording 'o Peter Christopher, who runs the
house with his sister, Martha.

Christopher said he and Martha intend to
appeal -he state rejection through the
Hampshire County court system. They will
seek a restraining order against the state
decision, which would probably order a
closing of the house, as soon as they receive
-fficial work from the state building code
appeals board.

Last spring Chester Penza, Amherst
building code inspector for the Christopher
home in violation of building codes for an
institution.

During the spring inspection Penza found
he windows of the house nailed shut and
•he doors locked, a condition similar to an
institutional setting. Code regulations
prohibit institutions to be housed in a wood
frame dwelling.

Penza last night said he has been told by

s'a-e officials that his decision has been
unheld, but he has not yet seen the official
documents explaining the state-level
decision. Penza said he should be receiving
he papers next week.
Christopher said he has not received

wfficial word about the rejection either.
The Christophers will also be in court this

fall 'o appeal a town zoning board of appeals
rejection ui a zoning variance for the house
also made last spring. The location of the
house at 24 Summer St. is zoned for single
family residence.
The Christophers, both graduate students

in -he UMass School of Education, opened
he home last November under a sub-
con'rac from the Center for Human
Development, a non-profit organization
con'raced by the state Department of Youth
Services.

DYS has for the past several years been
-verseeing a deinstitutionalization of
juveniles who have appeard in court.

Five boys live with the Christophers at any
one -ime. The boys can stay at the home for
up 'o 'WO and a half months.

Unity Ensemble jazzes it up
By ZOE BEST

Unity Ensemble played black classical
music ("jazz") to a standing ovation crowd
at 'he Main Street Center earlier this month,
and he balance and rapport among the
musicians drew 'he audience in to follow
some 'ightly arranged sequences. The music

was always open enough, however, so that
ascensions and downpours of im-
provisational spontaneity created spiraling
excitement.

As a refractor of energies, Chris Hen-
derson on drums aggressively manifested a
range of playing versatility. His perfectly
executed junctures and propelling

crescendos never exceeded the diversity of
rhythms he set up. His playing balafons and
hand drumming to congas during a dance
solo brought African percussion to Nor-
thampton.

Reed songs were both tender and im-
patient. Sulaiman Hakim spun forth tendrils
of golden phrases, sending them to glide,

suspend, and then shatter - scatter into
staccato blizzards of no - time - but - to say -

i' - all - now exclamations. Guest key-
boardist, Kalem Zarif (Billy Gait), spelled out
reeling 'ex^ures and themes. His agility with
carillon passages was in polarity to the bass
and rhythms.
On guitar, Butch Campbell projected

moods from calming-still, balmy motifs to
ebullient overflowings. "Anu," written in
honor of his newborn son and in seven-four
•ime, took the symbolism of seven-
regeneration, new life to take the audience
out. Funk appeared. Of this piece he said, "I
have all black people in mind ... but I'm glad
it can reach everybody."
The bass section enriched the percussive

drive of most of the compositions presented.
Kevin Ross provided constancy and
coloration while Avery Sharpe unleashed
accentuations. Sharpe's bowed lines swelled
into 'ides of seismic vibrations. The en-
semble, in presenting two bass players, gave
fervent heartbeat to their music.

Unity Ensemble, based in this area for
several years, strives to transform the
feelings and experiences of people in this
area and of themselves into a music that
makes 'heir audiences one with them.

Jazz Loft North with Rick Jeffries has
made -he Main Street Center, 150 Main St.,
Northampton a new performance space for
black classical music. Concerts scheduled for
'his faal include 'he Diana Ramos's Theatre

- Dance Workshop Ensemble which will

r^T!"?
' °* *^® ^"'^^ Ensemble perform black classical music to the delight of Main Street Center crowd (Photo hw pw

P^rforrri in -heatre, poetry, music, solo and
Cohen) " .»"««x oenier crowd. iPhoto by Ed ensemble dance works today and tomorrow
i^——i——————^—1___«___^__^_^__^____^^^^^__^_^^^__ a* 8 p.m.
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Largest frosh class

puts heat on dorms
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

About 400 students entering the University this week were sur-

Hotef t^'"^/h«'^«.«'-«« temporarily boarded in the Campus Center

HonJinn n«'^^^""'^'
^"'^ '°^°^'^'«^ «"^ ^orm lounges as theHousing Office continues to stagger under the weight of the worstcampus housing shortage since 1975.

According to Jerry Quarles, assistant housing coordinator at-empts to remedy the situation can't begin until noon todaTwhen
ThrnfnN^'"^'°K^^'^''^'"^ '^^ """^b«^ °^ ""° show" StudentsThe problem is being caused in part by the laroest number nf

entering freshmen and transfers in U^sN^or; - ^iSS Queries

Housing Office figures show 190 persons have been placed in the

innnn^o* ^^T'' ^^ '" '^^ ^'^^ "^'"9 ^^^a, and abouVis in dorr^lounges and private residences.
Student Government Association co-Presidents Jon Hite and

"mathematLl prowlm " '
^"^"^' '^"^' ^"^ '^ «*'" ^^-^^ins a

ove"r°c?ow^d*!!^gt'anrpr tL:^\,^r'ZT.^:Z..
^°-'' ^^

=^r;rtfx=^S«

^^•tisrhiLn'^^^^^^^^^^^^^

presidents of student government h«w«^«.^- ^""1 ^ '°"9 ^"^^

for mandatory housing for junTors" ^" "^^'"^ '^^'^^ "° "««^

Proe«^*i .
Seniors Exempted

"r^v-?-o^ 'u-^^=:^r .n^'.
--

'This is the best argument I've heard for non-mandatory housing

and boarding for juniors. ' co-SGA President Jon Hite said last night.

The Southwest high-rises turned into
towers of babel, as too many students
tried to move Into too few rooms. (Staff
photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

Pinky Batiste worked at the Housing Office last night to find tem-
porary residences for the displaced students.

,.- Beds Available
Everyone who wants a bed will have a bed," Hite said, adding

that everyone has been placed except for about 25 students thev
have not been able to reach.

Queries said his staff is working from 7:30 a.m. to midnight daily to
place students in dorm rooms. Those in the hotel will be placed in
dormitories first, he said.

m«"-ou m
Meanwhile, the 400 students will just have to sit tight.When I first called housing," said freshman Mike Soltys "thev

said It would be two to three days, then seven to ten days, then twoweeks, then a month before I would get a room "

Soltys is living in Campus Center 417 with three other entering
freshmen. The room contains a single bed, a double bed and a cotAnother cause for the housing problem, Quarles said, was seniors
covering for themselves by signing up for dorm space in case thevwere not able to find off-campus housing.
The Housing Office worked throughout the summer trying to

residences.

Quarles said a survey is being conducted to determine the actual
physical space in University dormitories to avoid overcrowding in the
future. Some rooms currently used as lounges and other dorm
facilities are listed in the housing blueprints as student bedrooms he
said.

But for now, the displaced 400 freshmen and transfers will have to
live out of a suitcase.

"At first I thought it was good living here," Soltys said, "but now I

warit to get onto a floor and get to know the people there. There'sno floor unity here because everybody knows they will be leavina
soon. **

"We get all of our information from the chambermaids; there's no
upperclassmen here. If we want to find out anything we have tomake phone calls," he said.

Vice Chancellor Woodbury said he sympathizes with the studentsWe re not going to panic, though I understand a lot of people have
a reason to be upset."

"There is too much demand on the system," he said.

Sur.tY no on. could ell UM,m . „w-. coll.,. now. (Staff photo by Marilyn M.nko««iky)

Pipeline work progresses

Top engineer

begins term
The civil engineering department is

welcoming Clive L. Dym today as he officially
begins as 'he new department head. Dym
replaces Prof. Merit P. White.

"I'm actually very excited about working
here," Dym told 'he Collegian yesterday in a
•elephone interview. "I think the department
IS a very strong one and we'll have the op-
portunity 'o add some new faculty soon. I

hink we'll have a very exciting place here."

Former department head White resigned
af-er serving the department for close to 30
years. White will remain a faculty /nember in
he department.

Dym was formerly a senior scientist at Bolt
Beranek and Newman, Inc., a consulting firm
in Cambridge, Mass. He was contacted there
by he search committee looking to fill the
vacancy in civil engineering.

A' Bolt Beranek and Newman, Dym
worked in the underwater technology
research and development division and the
environmental and noise control
•echnologies division. Before joining the firm
in 1974, he was associate professor of
engineering at Carnegie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh.

By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

A new interceptor sewer pipe is being
installed, running from the Amherst Waste
Water Treatment Plant by the intramural
fields to the area of the Steak Out restaurant
on R'e. 9.

An interceptor is a main carrier of large
volumes of waste water, said Stanley
Ziomek, superintendent'of Public Works for
Amherst.

The new waste water collection pipe is

replacing an existing pipe which is un-
dersized. The old pipe, 21 inches in diameter,
runs east of the stadium and FaHey Lodge,
said Ziomek.

• The new line, three feet in diameter, will

run east of University Drive.

The old line will continue to be used for

places where it would be difficult to transfer

service, "like Checquers Restaurant," said

Ziomek. Both lines will converge at the
'reatment plant.

The new pipeline "should be completed by
snowfall, with some clean-up going on in

early spring," said Ziomek.
The construction, not now causing any

major traffic problems, will reach University
Drive in about one month, said Ziomek.
Then, he said, there will have to be some
minor detouring.

Construction was begun at the plant,

rather 'han at the other end of the line, at the
request of 'he University so that the playing
fields would be available for use this fall, said
Zirjmek.

i TODAY'S STAFF
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NEW YORK — Aaron Kay (L) fires an appla pia at Naw York n*^ iuiow». At. d
hln,..lf .. B..I. Abxug Check. h.r n.... Zng\'t"„Z, Xo^X^TjJ^Lyl'Z '""^ '"'"" "« ' >""^ '» P"'««

Stay sought in Kent State case
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The Kent State

group fighting construction of a gymnasium
on 'he si'e where war protesters were killed
in 1970 brought their case to the Supreme
Cour' yesterday.
They asked Justice Potter Stewart to stayhe effect of an order by the 6th U.S. Circuit

C(iurt of Appeals 'hrowing out their case
un'il 'hey can file a formal appeal.
The lawsuit seeks to keep the bulldozers

quie' while 'he Interior Department com-
ple-es a s'udy on whether the site is eligible
for designation as a National Historic Land-
mark.

The application asked Stewart for apromp' hearing in view of the "extremely
•ense atmosphere" at the Ohio college and

" he continuing insensitivity of the Board of
Trus'ees."

In July U.S. District Judge Thomas
Lambros of Cleveland issued a temporary
wrder preventing the construction but later
dissolved i' on 'he ground that he had no
authority tQ act.

The 6'h Circuit agreed, saying federal
cours have no power "o order the state of
Ohio 'o construct or not to construct a
building."

The group »old Stewart that their right to
petition 'he government for a redress of
gnevances is being impaired. But the circuit
cour said -he Constitution does not
guaran'ee '-hat all petitions for the redress
/f grievances will meet with success.

!• said 'he record showed the request for a
mem(;rial building has been made to the
university, 'he governor of Ohio, the Interior
Department and members of the Ohio
legislature.

These branches have power not conferred
on -he federal judiciary, the opinion said
The application noted that denial of a stay

would render any actionby the Interior
Department meaningless and permitting the
construction to go forward would make the
legal controversy a dead issue.

S-ewart, who administers the 6th Circuit
IS spending 'he summer it his vacation home
in New Hampshire. But t court spokesman
said 'he justice is in touch with his office here
and he^ not some other member of the
cour' - will act on the application

Carter attacked for neglecting Blacks
WASHINGTON \UPI] - The chairman of

Congress' Black Caucus told President
Car'er yes'erday 'her unemployment is
"killing" American blacks, and said he would
figh- Car'er "with all the vigor I possess until
we do something about joblessness."
"He smiled," Rep, Parren Mitchell, D-Md.,

old reporters af'er a White House meeting in
which he said he reprimanded Carter for
alleged "neglect" of black economic
problems.

"Bu' he did indicate he expected me and
others 'o fight him on this issue."
The President met with Mitchell as part of

an a"empt 'o consul' with black political and
social leaders who are attacking his domestic
policy record and accusing him of ignoring
campaign promises to impoverished black
vo'ers.

Mi'chell indicated he used the occasion to
renew -hat attack and to suggest Carter
make amends by launching a "war on
joblessness."

Bu' he said 'he only commitment Carter
made was an agreement to hold a "war on
joblessness."

Bu* he said 'he only commitment Carter
made was an agreement to hold "regulary
scheduled mee'ings" with the Black Caucus,
S'ar'ing Sep'. 7.

10 MINUTES
OF YOUR TIME
COULD SAVE

A FRIEND'S LIFE.
I or frcp information, wnle to
DRINK I5RIVTR. Box 2345
Kockvillc. Maryland 20852

"I again pounded away on the absence of
any kind of real program to tackle
joblessness." Mitchell said.

"What I said to the President was, I would
figh' him wi'h all 'he vigor I possess until we
do something about joblessness. The jobless
si'ua'ion has become absolutely impossible
in -he black community. It's killing us...

The ques'ion is, has the status of black
folks substantially changed since the
Presiden' got into office? And the answer is

Cyprus names

new president
NICOSIA, Cyprus \UPI\ - Spyros

Kyprianou became the second president of
•he divided island of Cyprus yesterday
succeeding Archbishop Makarios who died
wf a hear attack four weeks ago.

Kyprianou, 44, a right-of-center politician
and foreign minister for 12 years, is known as
a solid "Makarios man." He was the only
candidate nominated to serve the remaining
five months of the five-year presidential
•erm. An election set for Sept. 10 was
canceled.

no. Black youth unemployment has gone up,
mfjre blacks have slid back into proverty.

'

"The bottom line is there is neglect."
"Neglec" is becoming the watchword

among black critics who are marshalling their
forces for a political pressure campaign.

A- a meeting in Chicago Monday, black
leaders resolved 'o "launch a counterattack
-n 'he callous neglect of blacks, the poor and
America's ci'ies."

"I -hink -here has been neglect," Mitchell
said Wednesday, "whether it's callous I

don'' know, bu' 'here has been neglect."
Discussing his "war on joblessness"

proposal, Mi'chell said he envisioned a
combined effort by federal antipoverty
agencies and 'he private business sector.
"The 'otal weight of every governmental

agency helping cities should be brought to
bear under close supervision in one or two or
•hree ci'ies on an experimental basis " he
said.

"Cf^uple 'hat with private sector initiative
and massive volunteerism programs to see
whether any of these existings programs can
have an impact."

Car'er also dropped in on a White House
mee'ing of big city mayors Wednesday and
pledged his "determination" to develop an
urban policy responsive to the needs of the
inner cities.

C.A.O.S. (Counseling Assistance for Older
Students) is looking for undergraduate and graduate
students to fill the position of secretary—receptionist.
Applications are being accepted now through Sep-
tember 9, 1977. Salary is paid through work—study at
UMass. Minimum of 15 hours work per week is an-
ticipated. Applicants should be efficient in typing
skills. Past office experience desired.

DATSUNS COST

LESS AT

JERRY ROME DATSUN

1000 MAIN ST., HOLYOKE
536-4328

TOMSoulNSl.
Nortkainplon. Mass.

Wednesday, August 31

ARTHUR CABLE
BLUES BAND

Thursday, Sept. 1

MOUNTAIN UFE
Friday. Sept. 2

& Saturday, Sept 3

SKYLINE
Sunday, Sept 4

SECOND STORY

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays
Art, Music, Nature

Shakespeare £r Classics
History Cr Science

Philosophy £r Religion
Scl. Fi. Cr Mystery

Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

549-6052

WESTViEN ^^^
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Poussette Dart
Special Guests

Shenendoah

Wide Spread Depreuion

EVERY SUNDAY

Midnijht Shift

EVERY MONDAY

Orchestra Luna
TUES., SEPT. 6

Sunderland, Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937
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meet with Kenyan Vice President
NAIROBI - The Anglo-American peace team of David Owen (L) and Andrew Young

Prime Minister Smith triumphs
in Rhodesian general elections
SALISBURY, Rhodesia lUPI] -

Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smitti won a
sweeping victory in general elections
yes'erday and appeared tieaded toward
gaining 'he parliamentary majority needed to
resis' Anglo-American peace proposals and
impose his "internal" solution to demands
for black majority rule.

The decisive mandate for Smith's
Rhodesian Front party over weak con-
serva'ive and liberal opposition came one
day before 'he prime minister was to meet in
Salisbury with British Foreign Secretary
David Owen and U.N. Ambassador Andrew
Young 'o discuss a new plan for ending
whi'e rule and 'he nation's five-year guerrilla
war.

Smi'h predicted 'he two diplomats would
presen' him with "an ultimatum. From what I

unders'and, i' looks cooked and dried to meand -hey don't want to be confused by anytac or ideas we may have."

Re'urns from more than 30 of the 50 white
parliamen'ary constituencies showed that
Smi'h's party had won all seats. Final returns
from remote constituencies were expected
Thursday morning.

Smi'h needs a two-thirds parliamentary
majority of 44 seats to enable him to make
'he constitutional changes required to im-
pose his own plan for a settlement with
moderate black Rhodesians "

Smi'h has said his plan would give blacks a
share of power while providing whites with a
weigh'ed advantage in a new parliament and
incentives 'o remain in Rhodesia.

Details of the Anglo-American proposals
have no' been officially released but, ac-
cording 'o informed sources, 'he plan'calls
for -he installation next year of a black
majority rule government on a one-man, one-
vo'e basis. Smith already has rejected the
plan as "unconditional surrender."

Smith had appealed to white voters "'os'rengthen my hand" to ward off "any planwhich will lead to our own destruction ''

Effort to revamp Mass. courts fails
BOSTON [AP] - A major effort to revamp

•he Massachusetts court system was gutted
yes'erday in what one legislator said made a
mockery of 'he entire reform effort.

"We might as well forget what we're
doing and go home," said Rep. Max Volterra,
D-A'tleboro.

The legislature's JudJciary Committee
vo'ed down key elements of the Cox
Commission report, the work of a panel
headed by Harvard law Professor Archibald
Cox.

A plan 'o merge the probate, land and
housing courts into the Superior Court
sys'em was abandoned completely as was a
proposal to unify the 72 district courts into
one state-wide system, including all four
juvenile courts and the Boston Municipal
Court.

The committee did approve a vastly
changed plan for making the chief justice of
•he Supreme Court the chief executive for
•he entire court system. Although the move
vyould give the chief justice the title, it gives
him few additional powers over personnel.

To shuffle judges from one branch of the
courts 'o another, such as from the district

courts 'o Superior Court, the chief justice will

need 'he permission of the judge to be

ransferred as well as the approval of the
chief justice of that particularr division.
Under 'he modified plan, the chief justice

would share his powers over court personnel
wi'h a 12-member committee composed of

representatives of each segment of the court
sys'em. However, appointments approved
by 'hat committee could then be vetoed by
another committee composed of only

members of the affected branch of the
courty system. For example, a probate court
committee would have the final say on
personnel changes in the probate courts

Lance states confidence;

says he's in 'good shape'
SAN ANTON/0, Tex. \AP] - Bert Lance,

President Carer's budget director, says he
•hinks he's in "good shape" at the White
House, despite the controversy surrounding
his personal finances, and has no fears of
losing his job.

Lance, smiling and affable, spoke with a
crowd of yelling, pushing reporters as he left
after making a speech to the Southern
Governors' Conference.

Another speaker at the conference, Robert
Srauss, 'he President's special represen-
ative for 'rade negotiations, said Lance's
financial problems would not have been front
page news in 'imes other than "he dull days
of August."

Lance has been under fire in recent weeks
for financial activities which occurred while
Lance was president of the First National

Bank of Calhoun, Ga., and the National Bank
<f Georgia in Atlanta.

C?r'er administration officials, particularly
he Presiden''s news secretary, Jody Powell
have defended 'he director of the Office of
Management and Budget.

Lance was asked by reporters in San
An'onio about a published report Wed-
nesday 'hat he was considering leaving the
administration.

"No, I'm not thinking of leaving," he said.
"I'm jus* 'rying to do the job that needs to be
dor>e."

Counseling Assistance for

Older Students (C.A.O.S.)

is looking for graduate and undergraduate non-
traditional students to fiM counselor jobs. All positions
are work-study. Dead: ne- for applications is Sep-
tember 12, 1977. We are an affirmative action em-
ployer. Please find applications at C.A.O.S., 207 Has-
brouck. 545-0057.

He said he saw no "wavering" in Carter's
confidence.

"I don't see 'hat at all... The strength of
support from 'he White House has been very
obvious. We're in good shape.

"

Departmental Assistant position available as Coordinator of

Personnel/Affirmative Action In-Service Training Program for

the Community Development Center. All applicants should

obtain application material from Diane Fronckus, Room 215,

Berkshire House, U.Mass./Amherst. DEADLINE for receipt of

completed application materials is September 16, 1977.
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r Around the Nation
Voyager 11

on to Jupiter
PASADENA, Calif. \UPI\ - The

Vcjyager II space probe, settling in for its

i(jurnev -o Jupi»er and beyond, will be
given a series of "housekeeping"
commands Friday aimed at keeping the
craf' on -arge* for »he largest planet in

he solar system.
"We will -ell Voyager all it needs to

know for 'he next 30 days," said Jet
Propulsion spokesman Don Bane. "We
plan -o »ell 'he craft where to point its

sun sensor 'o keep it on track - just
general housekeeping chores."
Voyager II, some 6.06 million miles

from ear'h and 'raveling at 22,343 miles
an hour, also will be commanded to take
phonographs of earth. The photos,
which will be s'ored aboard the craft for
30 days before relay back to earth,
should give man one of his most distant
views cjf his own planet.

Chemist claims

brea/cthrough
CHICAGO \AP\ - A leading chemist

said Wednesday he has developed a
rela'ively quick and easy way to
de'ermine which of the thousands of
chemicals introduced in recent years
may cause cancer.
The chemist. Dr. Bruce N. Ames of

he University of California- Berkeley,
pointed out 'hat since the 1950's, this
coun'ry has been exposed to a flood of
chemicals 'hat have nor been tested to
determine whether they cause cancer or
al'er genetic material.

A s'eep increase in human cancer
may be -he ou'come if 'oo many of the
housands of new chemicals to which
humans have been exposed 'um out to
be powerful mu'agens and car-
cinogens," Ames said.

Plan proposed

for equal care
ATLANTA \UPI\ - The American

Hospi'al Association has proposed a

national heal'h insurance plan which
w.yuld provide 'he same level of care to

rich and poor Americans with the

priva'e sec'or paying half 'he cost
The 6,500- hospital group adopted the

plan a' i's national convention Tuesday.
The AHA proposed each person have

a heal'h card which would not identify
he holder as low income or any other
ca'egory. Af'er 'he health services were
received, cost-sharing would be settled
be'ween -he pa'ient and the insurer.
"What we are 'rying to do is get a

single level of care for everyone," said
AHA Vice President Paul Earle. "The
law would call for everyone to have the
minimum level of benefits."

Pair charged

in murder case
MADISON, Wis. WPI] - The

es'ranged wife of a wealthy
businessman and a man she allegedly
hired were charged yesterday with
plo"ing 'o kill 'he woman's husband
wi'h cobra venom so it would look like a
hear- a"ack.

Mrs. Charlotte Durfee, 46, was
charged wi'h conspiracy to commit
murder and Loren C. Moore, 46, was
charged with solicitation to commit
murder.

Au'hori'ies charged that a murder-
for-hire plot was hatched to do away
wi'h Miles C. Durfee, 73, a Janesville,
Wis., businessman who owns roofing
companies in both Janesville and
Madison, before divorce proceedings
involving -he couple were completed.
The divorce proceedings were to have
begun Friday.

A complain' filed in Dane County
Cour' said Moore contacted Vilas Park
Zoo a'tendant Thornton Willoughby
earlier -his month and began asking
ques'ions about snake venoms that
wj.uld be fa*al bu' would look like heart
a"acks.

Civil Rights Act
exemption fought
WASHINGTON lUPI] - A coalition

'f civil righ's groups demanded
yes'erday 'ha' Congress abide by the
same rules i' forced upon corporations
and federal agencies in the Civil Rights
Ac of 1964.

Tha' law exempted Congress from
rules 'ha' banned discrimination in

hiring on 'he basis of race, sex or
na'ional origin. I

Girls found to be raped
in Bridgeport incident
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. \AP] - Two young

girls whose bodies were found in a
refrigerator had been raped, the city's
medical examiner said yesterday.

Jaimeria Croom, 2, and Michele South, 5,

bo'h of Bridgeport, had been in the
refrigera'or for five 'o six hours before their

par'ially clo'hed bodies were found at 10:45
p.m. Tuesday, Dr. George Molnar said.

"I* is mos' unlikely 'hat they locked them-
selves in 'he refrigerator," said Molnar, who
examined 'he bodies Tuesday night.

"I es'imate it would 'ake a little less than
an hour for 'he girls 'o suffocate after being
l(.icked in 'he refrigerator," he said.

The bodies had minor bruises, he said.

The bodies were found on the second-
floor porch at 'he home of Michele's mother,
(fficials said. The refrigerator had nine cubic
fee' of s'orage space.

Police earlier Wednesday had said the
dea'hs were probably accidental, because
he girls had been seen playing near the
refrigera'or Tuesday afternoon. Before that
s'a'emen', police had said 'he deaths were
defini'ely homicide.
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GOOD FOOD, GOOD DRINKS,

GOOD TYMES

HAPPY HOUR
4—7 PM

1 PRAY ST
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D'E\^SLliy' BBAbS 'CAROS
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GIFTS

Campus Center Food Service

HATCH

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. - Breakfast Specials

11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m. - Luncheon Specials

DELI BAR

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Coffee, Donuts, Danish

plus

Fresh Deli Sand. & Salads

also Beer on tap

I

After 5:00 p.nfi. menu features

Pizza & Grinders

i .

^eed ^oaJl (l/^

The Student Federal Credit Union is available to help you. Here's how:
Simply open a "Credit Union" Savings Account with a minimum balance of $5.00/

and you've got a convenient outlet for cash on campus. This makes you a credit union
member and allows you to withdraw as much as 50 dollars per day in cash. So, instead of
hassling with check cashing services on campus, CHECK US OUT! We're located in the *

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union Building, and we're open Monday thru Friday from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU!

BEVERAGE
BLUE WALL BAR

Mon.-Fri. 11:15 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

Sat. &Sun. 6:30 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Happy Hours - Mon.-Fri. 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

Special Happy Hours For Every Home Football Game

3:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

Live Entertainment - Wed.-Fri. 8:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

plus

Luncheons Served in Blue Wall Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 11:15-1:30

HATCH BAR

Thurs.-Sat. 8:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Also featuring live entertainment

COFFEE SHOP

Sun. thru Sat. 7 a.m.-12 midnight

FULL BREAKFAST MENU

plus

Cold Sand. & Salads & Grilled Items

Shakes, Frozen Yogurt &

Soft Serve Ice Cream & Sundaes

-I

T.O.C.

RESTAURANT

Luncheon 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

99* Luncheon Cocktails

Dinner 5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

Sunday Dinner Buffet 1:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

plus Soup & Salad Bar

Cabaret Entertainment

Friday & Saturday 9:00 p.m.-12:30

Full Service Bar with beer & wine

LOUNGE

Mon. thru Fri. 4:30 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Sat. & Sun. 5:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Full Cocktail Service
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Around the Nation
Voyager II

on to Jupiter
PASADENA. Calif. [UPI\ - The

Voyager II space probe, settling in for its

journey -o Jupi'er and beyond, will be
given a series of "housekeeping"
commands Friday aimed at keeping the
craf* on -arge' for the largest planet in

he solar system.

"We will -ell Voyager all it needs to
know for »he next 30 days," said Jet
Propulsion spokesman Don Bane. "We
plan o tell 'he craft where to point its

sun sensor -o keep it on track - just
general housekeeping chores."
Voyager II, some 6.06 million miles

from earh and 'raveling at 22,343 miles
an hour, also will be commanded to take
photographs of earth. The photos,
which will be s'ored aboard the craft for
30 days before relay back to earth,
should give man one of his most distant
views ;if his own planet.

Chemist claims

breakthrough
CHICAGO \AP\ - A leading chemist

said Wednesday he has developed a
relatively quick and easy way to
de'ermine which of the thousands of
chemicals introduced in recent years
may cause cancer.

The chemist. Dr. Bruce N. Ames of
•he University of California- Berkeley,
poin'ed out 'hat since the 1950's, this

coun'ry has been exposed 'o a flood of
chemicals 'hat have not been tested to
de'ermine whether 'hey cause cancer or
ai'er gene'lc material.

A s'eep increase in human cancer
may be 'he ou'come if 'oo many of the
housands of new chemicals to which
humans have been exposed turn out to
be powerful mutagens and car-
cinogens," Ames said.

Plan proposed

for equal care
ATLANTA \UPI\ - The American

Hospi'al Association has proposed a

na'iona! heal'h insurance plan which
would provide 'he same level of care to

rich and poor Americans with the

priva'e sector paying half the cost.
The 6,500- hospi'al group adopted the

plan a' i»s national convention Tuesday.
The AHA proposed each person have

a heal'h card which would not identify
he holder as low income or any other
category. Af'er 'he health services were
received, cost-sharing would be settled
be'ween 'he patient and the insurer.
"What we are 'tying to do is get a

single level of care for everyone," said
AHA Vice President Paul Earte, "The
law would call for everyone to have the
minimum level of benefits."

Pair charged

in murder case
MADISON. Wis. \UPI] - The

es'ranged wife of a wealthy
businessman and a man she allegedly
hired were charged yesterday with
plo"ing 'o kill 'he woman's husband
wi'h cobra venom so it would look like a
hear' at'ack.

Mrs. Charlotte Durfee, 46, was
charged wi'h conspiracy to commit
murder and Loren C. Moore, 46, was
charged with solicitation to commit
murder.

Au'horities charged that a murder-
for- hire plot was hatched to do away
wi'h Miles C. Durfee, 73, a Janesville,
Wis., businessman who owns roofing
companies in both Janesville and
Madison, before divorce proceedings
involving 'he couple were completed.
The divorce proceedings were to have
begun Friday.

A complain' filed in Dane County
Cour said Moore contacted Vilas Park
Zoo attendant Thornton Willoughby
earlier -his month and began asking
ques'ions about snake venoms that
W(;uld be fa-al bu' would look like heart
a"acks.

Civil Rights Act
exemption fought
WASHINGTON WPI] - A coalition

'f civil righ's groups demanded
yes'erday 'hat Congress abide by the
same rules i' forced upon corporations
and federal agencies in the Civil Rights
Ac of 1964.

Tha' law exempted Congress from
rules ha' banned discrimination in

hiring on 'he basis of race, sex or
na'ional (origin.

Girls found to be raped

in Bridgeport incident
BRIDGEPORT. Conn. \AP\ - Two young

girls whose bodies were found in a
refrigerator had been raped, the city's
medical examiner said yesterday.

Jaimeria Croom, 2, and Michele South, 5,

bo'h of Bridgeport, had been in the
refrigera'or for five 'o six hours before their

par'ially clothed bodies were found at 10:45
p.m. Tuesday, Dr. George Molnar said.

"I' is most unlikely that they locked them-
selves in 'he refrigerator," said Molnar, who
examined 'he bodies Tuesday night.
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Campus Center Food Service

HATCH
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

8:30 a.m.-10:00 a.m. - Breakfast Specials

11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m. - Luncheon Specials

"I estimate it would take a little less than
an hour for 'he girls 'o suffocate after being
locked in 'he refrigerator," he said.

The bodies had minor bruises, he said.

The bodies were found on the second-
floor porch at 'he home of Michele's mother,
officials said. The refrigerator had nine cubic
fee' of s'orage space.

P-olice earlier Wednesday had said the
dea'hs were probably accidental, because
he girls had been seen playing near the
refrigerator Tuesday afternoon. Before that
s'a'ement, police had said 'he deaths were
definitely homicide.

^eed ^diJi (i/^

DELI BAR

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

Coffee, Donuts, Danish

plus

Fresh Deli Sand. & Salads

also Beer on tap

I

After 5:00 p.m. menu features

Pizza & Grinders

I

71 ?

The Student Federal Credit Union is available to help you. Here's how:
Simply open a "Credit Union" Savings Account with a minimum balance of $5.00,

and you've got a convenient outlet for cash on campus. This makes you a credit union
member and allows you to withdraw as much as 50 dollars per day in cash. So, Instead of
hassling with check cashing services on campus, CHECK US OUT! We're located in the '

Colonial Lounge of the Student Union Building, and we're open Monday thru Friday from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU!
student Federal Credit Union

BEVERAGE
BLUE WALL BAR

Mon.-Fri. 11:15 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

Sat. & Sun. 6:30 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Happy Hours - Mon.-Fri. 3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

Special Happy Hours For Every Home Football Game

3:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.

Live Entertainment - Wed.-Fri. 8:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

plus

Luncheons Served in Blue Wall Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 11:15-1:30

HATCH BAR

Thurs.-Sat. 8:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Also featuring live entertainment

COFFEE SHOP

Sun. thru Sat. 7 a.m.-12 midnight

FULL BREAKFAST MENU

plus

Cold Sand. & Salads & Grilled Items

Shakes, Frozen Yogurt &

Soft Serve Ice Cream & Sundaes

-I

T.O.C.

RESTAURANT

Luncheon 11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

99* Luncheon Cocktails

Dinner 5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.

Sunday Dinner Buffet 1:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

plus Soup & Salad Bar

Cabaret Entertainment

Friday & Saturday 9:00 p.m.-12:30

Full Service Bar with beer & wine

LOUNGE

Mon. thru Fri. 4:30 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Sat. & Sun. 5:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m.

Full Cocktail Service
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Militant Cuban exiles

pledge Castro ouster
M/AM/ \UPI\ - A militant Cuban exile

group pledged yesterday to work "with
grea'er zeal 'han ever" to topple Fidel
CasTo, despite 'he 'hawing of U.S. -Cuban
relaMons.

"Our ac'ions will be planned in secret,"

%iL ^^^^^ ^^'^^^- P^®®^ ^^'ce^ ^or Brigade
2506, Bay of Pigs Veterans Association.
They II include any kind of action ap-

propriate -o fight the Communist tyranny."

The FBI, under orders from Attorney
General Griffin Bell, began investigating
Miami- based 'errorism in February The
mves'iga'ion, however, has met with minimal
success.

Julius L. Mattson, special agent in charge
of he Miami FBI, said agents are "alert to
'he possibiliy of increased terrorist ac-
ivnes by militant Cuban exiles when the
Uni'ed S-ates opens a diplomatic mission in
Havana Thursday - a move seen as the
nex'-o-las» s*ep before full diplomatic
recognition of »he Castro government.

Mattson said 'he FBI has "no authority to
do anything until after something happens.
However, if we got some positive word that
an ac'ion is planned, we wouldn't just sit
back."

"l-'s something you can only react to, as in
all cnme," US. Customs spokesman Jim
Dingfelder said.

"The spokespeople for these various
differen' groups are always making
s-a'ements...Our people have fairly decent, if

no* good, sources of information."

Less 'han three weeks ago, however,
Cus'oms agents seized three boats
registered o brigade members and con-
fisca'ed a large cache of weapons, including
a 20mm cannon and a .50-caliber
machinegun, and claimed they aboned an
"imminen'" raid on Cuba.
The nex* day, the brigade's military chief.

Armando Lopez Es'rada, said the group had
(j'her weapons caches and nine more boats
and -hat it would continue militant
operations from outside the United States.

Rojas said he doesn't know what effect
•he bngade's anti-Castro activities will have
"" '^e improving U.S.-Cuban relations, but
added: "We have a right and a duty to dowhat we feel necessary to liberate Cuba. No
'ne can deny us that."

The Carer Administration's moves to
improve relations with Cuba have triggered
several 'errorist ac's.

In August, 'he State Department admitted
I' had supplied intelligence on terrorist
grcjups -o Cuban officials during diplomatic
_alks. Several days later, a group calledCORU warned that Cubans working in the
Car'er Administration would be considered
rai'ors and woukJ face retaliation.

CORU, a coalition of four terrorist groups,
claimed responsibility for bombing a Cubana
Airlines je' off Barbados last fall, killing all 73
persons aboard.

Brigade 2506 endorsed CORU's terrorist
ac's and said the bngade "approves of all
actions of any militant group which combats
•he -yranny of Communist Cuba."
The expiration of a travel ban to Cuba in

March led to the bombing of an office of
Mackey International Airlines, which had
announced plans for regular flights to Cuba.
Mackey promptly abandoned its plans.

A group calling itself the Luis Boitel
Commandos claimed credit for the Mackey
bombing. On Aug. 13, a man claiming to
represent 'he Boitel Commandos called UPI
and claimed responsibility for the attempted
bombing of a Venezuelan Air Force jet at
Miami International Airport. The bomb,
hrown from an airport perimeter road
missed he jet by 75 feet and no one was
injured.

Intent to steal Presley

corpse denied by attorney
MEMPHIS, Tenn. \UPI] - An attorney forwo men charged with trespassing at the

cemetery where Elvis Presley's body is
entombed says his clients did not intend to
S'eal -he corpse for ransom.

"!• was a screwball 'hing," attorney Jay
Fred Friedman said, "but I can't discuss it at
his ime

"

Friedman represents Bruce Eugene
Nelson, 30, and Raymond Green, 25, who
were chased by police on a stakeout at
Presley's mausoleum.

Police Director E. Winslow Chapman said
la'e Tuesday another man charged in the
case, R(>nnie Lee Adkins, 26, was the unpaid
informant who 'ipped police to the alleged
scheme 'o rob Presley's grave for ransom.
Bu* Chapman said he believes now that it all

may have been a hoax.

"Personally, I doubt in retrospect that the
body was going to be stolen," the police
direc'or said. "Professionally, I do not think
we could ignore 'he information we were
given. Our informant may have misinformed
us."

Chapman said 'he plot spelled out by
Adkins called for several persons to either rip

or bias' open 'he concrete crypt where
Presley's copper casket was sealed in a
marble mausoleum. Presley's body was to
have been -aken from the casket and held for
ransom, 'he police director said.

Adkins also said a ransom note was sent to
Graceland, 'he Presley mansion, but police
have not found such a demand.

Chapman said four men were seen scaling
a wall near the mausoleum shortly after
midnigh* Sunday. The men allegedly crept
pas- security guards and "meddled" with the
heavy mausoleum doors before they were
apparen'ly frigh'ened off by the headlights of
a passing car.

Adkins, Green and Nelson were arrested
when police s'opped a getaway car near the
ceme'ery. The fourth man, who eluded
police, was arrested later at a hospital but
was released without charges.

Because police were unable to find any
burglary -ools or weapons. Chapman said
-nly misdemeanor charges of trespassing
were filed. Nelson and Green face a
preliminary hearing October 4 on the
charges, bu- charges against the informant
are being dropped.

r
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2 Graduate Assistantships
i Peer AlcoKol Trainer & Supervisor

I Outreacn Coordinator
application deadline. Sept 6

Undergraduate
Volunteers

1 Graduate
Internship

application deadline: Sept 9

Student Union Building/ Down the hall from the Hatch
University of Massachusetts

For further information/ application, come to

Room to Move Office or call 545-0400
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Professor

Professor Michael Jovanovic
would like to teach and five

colleges might consider
offering a course in Serbo-
Croation if there is enough
student interest. Please send
reply: your name, address
and telephone to

M. jovanovic

101 College St.

So. Hadley, Ma.

Michael Jovanovic
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THIS FALL

SHOP

AMHERST

THURSDAY NIGHTS

OVER 40 STORES OPEN

UNTIL 8 P.M. or LATER

AMHERST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Come to BigT Liquors...

the largest liquor supermarket
in the area with low, low prices

on quality liquors, wines and beer!

Collegian 9

AMNERST

NOHTHAMPTON

3 convenient locations ... all next to BIG 'Y

• HAMP PLAZA
• FAIRVIEW
• BRECKWOOD

KING STREET ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BIG Ys SHOPPING CENTER

WILBRAHAM ROAD
SPRINGFIELD

UNIVERSITY
PIZZA

STOCK-UP FOR THE
HOLIDAY!!

WELCOME BACKU
BEFORE YOU GO

ANYWHERE FOR PIZZA -
COMPARE OUR PRICES.

Call 549-5592 across from Pattereon

BLACKRWHnE
SCOTCH

Vz GAL.

WHY PAY
$19.15? Y

WEIL BE OPEN
labor day 9 to 6p.m.!

BIG "Y"

BLENDED
WHISKEY n qq80 PROOF
1.75 LITRES

Why pay $9.99?

BIGT GIN
80 PROOF
i.TsirrRES
Whypay*8.49?

The Collegian needs one
work-study person to work

7-10 p.m. Sunday through

Thursday. Must type.

See Bernard Davidow at the

Collegian office or call 5-3500.

SOUTHERN
COIIFORT

IRISH linST

LIQUEUR

100%
LIQUEUR
Why pay 9.09?

YOSEMITE ROAD

LitresWINES
80 proof

23oz Btl.

Why pay

12.98? 8.99
BURGUNDY i

'CHABLIS*VINROSE
PINKCHABLIS

MOLSEN'S 8EER
a ALE...6-PK.
12ozN.R.WHYPAY»2.80?

EER

1
9!

1

MILWAUKEE
PREMIUM BEER A FA
24-120ZN.R. % Sll
Why pay $4.49? Ifllfw
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Overcrowding

annoying,

unnecessary
For a number of new students arriving

here in fall of 1975, »hings got off to a rather
miserable s^art. Due to an unexpectedly large
influx of students on campus, many were
forced »o live in riple dorm rooms for as long
as a semester.

So as 'o avoid a recurrence of those
unpleasant circumstances, the housing
administration decided not to triple students
in 'he event of future overcrowding, but
rather 'o accommodate them elsewhere
around campus. As has been proven by the
first few days of this semester, that policy
can create problems of its own.

This faM »he number of number of arrivals
once again exceeded expectations, and
students are being housed in dorm lounges,
sororities and frats, and even the Campus
Cen»er Hotel. The inconvenience to those
affected is obvious, and might be all the
more annoyir>g if it were more widely known
'fiat campKJs overcrowding is largely urv
necessary.

!• seenr^ only reasonable that If there is not
enough housing on campus, students should
be allowed 'o move off, particularly when
many would prefer to live in a house or
aparmen*. The administration, however, has
made on-campus housing mandatory for
most non- seniors in order to ensure that the
dorms remain full and that no fee revenue is

lost.

Tha« cor>cem would be justified were the
off-campus housing situation not wtiat it is

- crowded. In fact, student government
leaders feel 'here would be little risk involved
in exempting juniors from the on-campus
requiremen', sjnce vacancies off campus are
scarce enough 'o prevent a "mass exodus"
from 'he dorms.

Unforunately, it's a little too tote to
change 'he situation this semester. Those
who have been shoved into hotel rooms with
•wo or -hree others will have to live with an
experience 'hat may well taint their
memories of UMass for some tinw to conr>e.
For 'he sake of future new students,
however, 'he administration shoukj take
s»eps 'oward allowing juniors the option of
living off campus.

All unsigr)ed editorials represent the
opinion of a majority of the Cof/egian Board
(if Editors.

in the nation

The drought and nuclear power
By NIEL MOELLER

While New England has sweltered under
humid, rainy skies this summer, drought has
slowly 'ightened it's grip on much of the
western United States. Two years of sub-
normal precipitation in the West, due in part
•o an apparent shift in the course of the Jet
S'ream, have begun to severely affect life in

•he area.

Fu'ure development likely to draw large
numbers of people to water-short areas such
as southern California seems jeopardized. In
some areas water rationing has been in-

stituted and more seems likely elsewhere in

•he near future. Those who exceed their
monthly allotment are penalized with irv

creasingly stiff fines arnJ, in extreme cases, at
leas' partial cut-off of water to their homes.
One couple living in the San Francisco Bay

area recenMy became among the first to
suffer a water district's harshest penalty to
da'e - instaltetion of a "flow restrictor,"
which reduces pressure to a trickle. They had
been consuming nearly three times their daily
ra'ion, using much of it to water their lawn.
Wi'h 'he device in place, the water trickled in

a' barely 'wo gallons a minute.

"I''s enough to live on," said a water
dis'rict official. "If they try to take a shower
and wash dishes at the same time, it's not
go«r>g 'o work."

Ironically, in another way, the drought In
California may serve indirectly to increase the
s'a'e's capacity for growth by diminishing
hydro-electric capacity and increasing the
importance of nuclear power as an alter-

native while still directly stifling any
population increase.

Tha' apparently would be the result of the
plans of the Pacific Gas & Electric Co. The
PG&E has asked the federal Nuclear
Regulatory Commission for an interim
operating license for the first unit of Its

controversial Diablo Canyon nuclear power
plant near San Luis Obispo on the California
coast.

In its application, the utility cited what it

described as the critical need for additional
electrical supplies because of drought-
caused cutbacks in hydro-electric
generation.

The 'wo-unit atomic plant, occupying a

si'e within three miles of an earthquake fault.

has been held up peno'ng the outcome of

seismic safety studies.

"If drought conditions of the past two
years continue," PG&E told the commission,
"even with Diablo Canyon Unit I in

operation, capacity margins next year would
be less 'han six per cent of the peak load
during »he critical months of July and
August. Without Unit I those margins woukJ
vanish."

Even with normal rainfall, PG&E said, the
margin of electrical reserves next August
would be less ^han nine per cent of a peak
load, 'well below the level required for

reliable service."

Both Diablo units, with a capacity of 2.19
million kilowatts, would generate enough
power 'o serve more than two million PG&E
customers. The production would be the
equivalent of the power generation at
PG&E's 64 hydroelectric plants in a normal
vear.

If rain and snow-fall levels were to return
•o norPDal. no conditions have been made
•hat, with the restoration of hydro-electric

capacity. th§ generating capacity of Diablo
and other plants would correspondingly be
diminished or eliminated.

Thus a dangerous precedent could be set
if he commission rules, in it's decision set for

April, in favor of the PG&E request. The
drought coukj become a powerful excuse for

•he utilities to greatly increase nuclear
generating capacity and it's attendant perils

up and down the Pacific coast and perhaps
elsewhere in thij West.
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Open letter to the students:

I'm counting on you...

Sitting here nearly alone in the vastness of
Southwest, my thoughts keep turning to the
deluge of humanity soon to occupy the
spaces around me. I'm wondering who you
are and where you're at. Why did you decide
to come here and what will happen when
you do?

You see, I feel the best part of my
education this year will be contingent on
you. Let me explain: if I walk into a class

requiring discussion among its members to

be effective and everyone sits there like

nerds, I will feel short-changed and
frustrated. On the other hand, a lecture of
important material can be wrecked by an
over-zealous brownie point seeker.

Socially, I'm wondering how many bigots
and turkeys will make it their business to
interupt the good vibes possible at UMass.
Racism and sexism are problems to be dealt
with, not allowed to fester and spread.
So do us alia favor this year; listen, think,

then speak. Remember, I'm counting on
you...

John M. McDonald R.A.
Mackimmie Humanity House

~ \

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor.
They must be signed and include the author's address and phone
number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and

phone number for reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, ac-

cording to the judgement of the editors. Due to space limitations, there
is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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commentary

by chance
^^^'^^^'O" guide: Trials and triumphs

"I come from a dizzy land where the
lottery is the basis of reality. Until today I

have thought as little about it as I have about
the conduct of indecipherable divinities or
about my heart. Now, far from Babylon and
its beloved customs, I think with a certain
amount of amazement about the lottery and
about the blasphemous conjectures which
veiled men murmur in the twilight.

"

-Jorge Luis BoRges, "The Lottery in

Babylon"

bill sundstrom

To freshpersons it comes as some shock
'o discover hat UMass is little more (or
should I say little less) than a huge floating
craps game, governed solely by the laws of
chance.

The firs* realization of the universit/s true
nature comes with the schedule of courses
mailed 'o each student at the end of the
summer. Whether students get into their

seiec'ed courses is decided fully at random.
Indeed, some students will be pleased to find

•heir entire schedule left intact, while others
will spend much of their semester in add-
drop tines.

Also random are residential hall assign-

men's. A student who wished to live in a
Sylvan suite discovers herself in the
basemen* of a Southwest tower. A shy
newc'jmer finds that his roommate is female,
while *he friend he had hoped to live with has
been placed in a »riple across campus. More
'han a hundred students find their residence
in a hotel, where they can enjoy the color TV
and nearby bars.

Classes may or may not fit the descriptions
found in the guides. Physics for Poets turns
out to be Poetry for Physicists. "The purpose
of this course is to examine poetic verse
•hrough the use of integral calculus, crisis

'heory, and quantum mechanics..."

The administration operates under the

guiding principle of management by lot.

Administrators appear and disappear without
pa'tern, and are shuffled from position to-

position within the administrative super-

structure. Some are very real people; others,

like recently- resigned President Wood, are

merely imaginary figures who are never seen
on campus.

S'udent government functions under quite

similar laws (hat is. no laws at all).

Sometimes the students' money is spent in a

democratic and constructive fashion; other

'imes it is squandered chaotically by the few.

Some days student leaders are hard at work
in the S'udent Union; other days they are in

Texas or at the Cape or in student-spon»3red
demolition derbies.

Meals at the Dining Commons are

prepared without recipe. The chicken might
•urn out to be pork; there might be tomato
sauce in the Chinese food and sweet-and-
sour on 'he spaghetti; the pie that looks like

apple might be pumpkin or lemon meringue.
There might be no food at all; only

anonymous organic matter in crudely-

fashioned shapes and textures.

Observing 'he campus from a high point

shows jus* how chaotic the activities of

s'uden's are. In fact, no more than three can
ever be found walking in the same direction

a' •he same nme.

Life a' UMass follows but one scheme —
•ha' of disorder. Work and learning mixed
wi'h play and party, at random. ..the fresh-

person who asks 'hat difficult philosophical
ques'ion, "Why am I here? learns soon
enough 'ha' 'here is no answer, because
UMass "is nothing else 'han an infinite game
of chance."

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the

Collegian.

By MARILYN MANKOWSKY

With classes about to resume, the staff of
'he Course and Teacher Evaluation guide are
scrambling madly to synthesize their
summer's work and bring it to the printer.

This is not to imply that the guide is some
sort of fly by night attempt on the part of five
students to evaluate faculty. I am just
amazed 'hat with all of the troubles finding a
bid low enough to take there is finally a
printer ready and willing to print.

The full-'ime staff who worked whole-
heartedly on the guide this summer con-
sisted of Editor Joseph Connolly, Karen
Hakala and Laurie Wood. In between our
other student senate job responsibilities
Shari Brickel and myself found time to write
several faculty evaluations, visit with faculty
in 'he attempt to. persuade them to release
•heir evaluation forms, and to help with guide
related 'asks, such as Shari drawing the
illustrations. As we both had other tasks to
complete, however, much of the writing,
planning, and organizing was done by the
staff of three.

I wouW like to preface this somewhat
critical perspective of the Course and
Teacher Evaluation Guide by commending
everyone who has seen the project through
•o the end for their arduous attempt at

publishing a fair and honest faculty
evaluation guWe. A lot of hard work has
gone into this guide, as evidenced by the
quality of many of the essays. If the guide
lacks something, it is surely not because the
staff made a lighthearted anempt at ef-

fectively evaluating the faculty. Such a

controversial project is often the receptacle
of much criticism, some of which is due. A
staff of three to five people spent the
summer collecting, reading, and formulating
faculty valuations for approximately 500 out
of 'he possible 1475 professors on campus.
The Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide,

which will be free of cost to students when it

is distributed in mid October, was funded
and initiated by the Student Government
Association. As many SGA projects often
remain, so did this one — a project that did
not reach its full potential because of lack of
interest, shortage of staff personnel, and the
failure of those who planned the gukje to
stick with it and contribute their efforts. A
project as important as a faculty evaluation
guide needs to be well planned, supported by
a majority of the students and utilize

collective efforts of many for writir>g the
faculty essays.

Many schools who have published faculty

evaluation gukies have representatives in

each department who find interested
students to write fculty evaluations. In some
schools students formulate their own
evaluation guidelines procedure which they
cautiously implement from beginning to end.
They calculate the student response into

percentages as well as write essays from
comments which students have made. A
guide that utilizes the collective efforts of

many students will truly be reflective of the
s'uden' opinion. In future UMass faculty
evaluation guides if is hoped that students
will develop and implement their own
evaluation forms.

The guide itself will consist of about 500
faculty evaluations, a list of recipients of out-
standing teaching awards, whether a
professor is 'enured or not, and a complete
list of faculty salaries, even for the professors
who did not submit their evaluation forms.

As of yet, very few professors are aware
•hat 'heir salary is about to be disclosed,
even 'hough this information is open to the
public. Those who are aware have reacted
with raised eyebrows, questioning the intent,

and anxiously anticipate the repercussions
which they expect will ensue. One con-
scientious professor offered suggestions for
next year's guide. He did feel that it was
unnecessary to print faculty salaries, but if

•hey were going to be printed, then all of the
names of professors who refused to
cooperate and would not release their

evaluation fomis to students should have
•heir salaries printed, too.

This professor asked why we were not
publishing professors' sexual preference
along with their salary. He said that salaries

are like sex lives. They are not usually
discussed openly, but there exists a sense of
knowing the range or inclination. He failed to
see how the disclosure of a professor's salary
related 'o the intent of the gukJe which is to
help students choose their courses more
effectively and accurately. He said he feels
•hat it will only cause hard feelings among
•he faculty and could possibly even damage

Whereas some departments ask students to
commen', criticize, praise, and make
sugges'ions, other departments merely
require s'udents to check the most ap-
propriate box and they compile com-
pu'erized evaluations. These computer sheet
evaluations provide little more than the mean
class opinion, along with the standard
deviation. It is nearly impossible to get a
sense of how the members of the class felt
about the instructor and his-her teaching
habi's and abilities, and how they compare to
'hose of other professors.

For professors who refused to release their

evaluations, the Collegian ran an evaluation
form at the end of last semester, by which
students could have evaluated their
professors. The response rate was very low
with less 'han five per cent of the studenf
body responding. The responses that were
colleced contained very few comments, but
•hey will still be printed, even though they
may not represent the majority opinion.

Any interested SGA staff person was
allowed 'he option of writing an individual
essay on a professor which he-she has had a
course with, but it will state at the top that
•he essay is from one person's perspective.

As I see it, the problems which lessen the
impact of the guide are:

1. Failure of the University to demand and
enforce standardized faculty evaluation
procedure.

2. Unwillingness of many professors to
release 'heir forms to such a controversial
project (being undertaken by students no
less).

If the guide lacks something, it is surely not

because the staff made a lighthearted attempt

at effectively evaluating the faculty.

•he image of the University.

Besides the printing of faculty salaries, the
main criticism the guide is expected to face is

its lack of uniformity. This absence of a
standardized process can be attributed to the
University's failure to demand and enforce a
uniform faculty evaluation procedure.

Presently it is left up to each department to
develop and implement its own faculty
evaluations. According to the head of one
department, the University does not ab-
solutely require professors to be evaluated by
'heir students each semester. When I

questioned him as to why he had not
released his evaluations, he said that the
semester had ended before he had found the
'ime 'o prepare an evaluation form for his
students.

Since there exists a variety of evaluation
procedures, the task of standardizing the
comparison of professors is quite difficult.

3. Lack of diversity of student contributors
and s'aff workers.

4. Lack of continuity from the planning
s'ages 'o the publication process.

5. Lack of student response to the
Collegian evaluation form.

6. Unavailability of many professors this

surrwner.

7. Lack of staff who could work year
round, full 'ime, and coordinate the efforts of
many students accurately and effectively

evaluate faculty.

Even 'hough there has been much op-
pc^i'ion 'o the guide and many problems
which occurred from the bidding process
•hrough 'he printing process, the guide is a
genuine, serious, intelligent, attempt at
evaluating members of the faculty. There is

room for improvement, but there is much to
fall back upon with pride.

(?i^. -t^ r-imm 1101^ ^
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Judge may be ousted

Wisconsin rape case causes uproar
Miller

Bud
Schiitz

"Madison, my home is Madison
"MADISON
"Where 'he girls are the fairest,

"and 'he boys are the squarest
"of any old 'own I've been in."

.... Rotary Club song

MADISON, Wis. \UPI] - Three boys
pushed a girl down a high school stairwell
las' fall and what followed has a judge and
many people in this liberal, university
community in bitter discard about the four
le^'er word rape.

The Wes' High School case touched off a
controversy among feminists, liberals,
conservatives, blacks, whites, clergy and
press. What the boys did, what Judge Archie
Simortson 'hinks 'hey did and why, and what
'o do about it became the sut^ect of much
debate.

Did 'he boys rape 'he girl? Does the judge
believe 'hey were reacting normally in a
sexually permissive society? And if he does,
should Simonson be on the Dane County
bench?

Petitions with more than 35,000 signatures
were filed seeking his removal. With the
elec'ion Wednesday, Sept. 7, Simonson
couW be 'he first state official ousted from
office since 'he recall amendment was
adop'ed in 1926.

"There is no just cause for my removal
from office," Simonson told 270 Rotarians at
a luncheon, one of several forums for him
and his five opponents.

Like many others, the Rotarians were
concerned about the notoriety of the capital
ci'y, otherwise known for forward-thinking
people, 'heir progressive influence and the
University of Wisconsin.

Police reports say 'he three boys, one 14
and 'he other 'wo 15, shoved the girl, 16,
down 'he s'airwell where she was sexually
assaul'ed Nov. 8.

The reports say rape was not established
because 'he case did not go to trial When
one boy agreed 'o testify free of charges, the
cj'her 'WO pleaded no contest to second
degree sexual assault.

Simc^nson sentenced one to a year in a
Milwaukee boys home. He was preparing to
sen'ence 'he other boy May 25 when the
prosecu'ing attomey objected to a case"
w(jrker's recommended sentence of one year
of cour' sup>ervision at home.
An argument ensued. Simonson talked of

sexual permissiveness. He cited local
massage parlors, 'averns with nude go-go
girls and provocative clothing he said women
were wearing 'o 'ease men. The police report
said 'he girl was wearing blue jeans and a
ur'le neck swea'er over a blouse the day of
he assaul'.

"Should we punish severely a 15 or 16-

year-old who reac's 'o it normally," a
repor'er a"ending 'he hearing quoted
Simonson as saying.

The court supervision at home sentence
was issued and Simonson's remarks were
repor'ed nationwide. Angry feminists
marched on the courthouse and demanded
his resignation. He refused and the recall
effor' began for the necessary 21,000
signa'ures.

Simonson claimed the press distorted his
remarks and sought release of the transcript.

Released last week by a fellow judge, the
•ranscrip' generally substantiated earlier
reports. La'er in 'he week, the boy sentenced
'o cour' supervision at home was arrested on
a burglary charge and released to the
cus'ody of his mother.

Besides 'he parlors and taverns, Simonson
alked about women walking the streets -
indeed, parading before his bench - with
"nipples fully exposed" and "dresses up over
he cheek of 'heir butts." 'He went on to ask:

"Are we supposed to take an im-
pressionable person 15 or 16 years of age
who can respond to something like that and
punish 'hat person severely because they
reac 'o it normally?"

''Should we punish

severely a 15 or 16-year-

old who reacts to It

(provocative clothing)

normally?

"Judge Simonson

Prosecu'or Meryl Manhardt said she found
his remarks on women's clothing were
"par'icularly sexist."

Simcinson: "You bet it is. I can't go around
walking exposing my genitals like they can
he mammary glands."

Ms. Manhard': "You are reflecting the
general 'heory 'hat a woman provokes an
assaul'. I can not accept that idea."

Simonson: "I- sure raises a lot of interest
in my mind from 'ime to time."

SIC/M
® SMITH-CaRONASCM CORPORATION

Typewriter

Sales and Rentals

8 Smith Corona models to choose from — manuals to
cartridges automatics all at great discount prices!

50From ^eS" - »319

at the

University Store

Campus Center UMass/Amherst

(rentals at only $8.50/week)

Af'er 'he 'ranscript release, Simonson said
he posed his question about severe punish-
men' while seeking facts from Ms.
Manhard'.

"I made 'he comment to emphasize why I

needed some facts," he said. "Instead of
giving me 'he facts, she made some com-
men' like 'hat sexist."

The 52-year-old jurist, father of one son
and 'hree daughters, said he doubted the
•ranscrip' would sway those supporting his
opponents. "But," he said, "I think the man
-n 'he street, the average voter, will be
qrea'ly influenced."

Feminists have drawn support from young
liberals who saw rape as a violent act and
conservatives who objected to the sentence.
Edi'orials have blasted Simonson, and the
Ci'y Council, county board and school board
agreed he must go.

Simonson got support from elderly men
and women, aghast at feminist demon-
s' ra'ions. Clergymen demanded to know
why feminist were not as vociferous when
•he Ci'y Council legalized nude dancing.

Racism was interjected when a black
social worker said 'he boys were black and
•he girl white and charged the judge and
you'hs were vic'ims of a community gone
beserk over unsolved campus rapes allegedly
involving a black man.

Simonson, a former University of
Wisconsin fencing coach, campaigned,
mean'ime, as a judge whose views were
perhaps a little "old fashioned". He charged
•ha' 'hose who attack him would deny him
and other judges freedom of speech.

The judge said he was the subject of
•hrea's and verbal abuse, but found most
frightening "a total unwillingness to have
any understanding for what I do or say." He
said 'he national press was largely
responsible for his predicament.

Wi'h five candidates opposing the judge,
some people seeking his recall fear he might
win af'er all, and people elsewhere might
view a Simonson victory — no matter the
margin of victory — as acceptance of his

views on rape.

Throughout 'he episode, however, some
have no' lost 'heir sense of humor.

Af'er leading fellow Rotarians in singing
"The S'ar Spangled Banner," and
"Madison", club president Robert Lee
urned 'o introduce Simonson and his op-
pr>nen's at the recent forum.
"And now," Lee said, "on with the

Df^wn'own Ro'arians' version of the 'Gona
Slr>w"'

"

HAPPY HOUR 3-7 J

bottle rk-

Mixed Drinks 75c 4>
Tues.-Fri. i^

Golf Driving Range ^
$1 .50 small - $2.00 large ^

CAMPUS CENTER
ENTERTAINMENT PREVIEW

iCOltegi^Jl A3

25c Off each bucket
with this ad

The Episcopal Church

at UMass

welcomes you

The ARK

Canterbury Club

The Episcopal Ministry at
UAAass is located at 758 N.
Pleasant St. (just north of the
Grad. Research Center).

Worship - Prayer - Study
Fellowship - Counseling

Worship Schedule
(Beginning 9-6 77)

Morning Prayer
Mon.-Frl. 8:30a.m.
Holy Communion
Wed. 8:00 p.m.

Sun. (followed by
dinner), 6:00 p.m.

ALL ARE WELCOME

Common Room open from 8:45
a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri. for
prayer, meditation, study or just
plain quiet.

Drop by any time and get
acquainted.

The Rev. Robert C. Granfeldt,
Chaplain
5496772

BLUE WALL

SEPT. 1-4

Happy Hour after every

Home Football Game 3:30-6:00 Blue Wall

Sept. 17 Featuring

Springrain

Coming Fall Attraction . . .

Sam
OPEN
HOUSE

Oak

Rapscallion

Fools

HATCH

3/M 00

SAL, SEPT. 3rd

10:00-2:00 p.m.

395 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

The
SEPT. 15, M -- AiV,

OCT. .. ,, GREAT
PRETENDERS

Coming Fall Attractions Orchestra Luna

Image

Zonkaraz
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Ramos dancers to perform
Diana Ramos and the Theatre Dance

Workshop Ensemble will perform
•omorrow and Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Main S'reet Center, 150 Main St. in

Northampton.

Diana Ramos, whose dance experience
spans from performing with Eleo Pomare
•o solo recitals throughout the country,
will presen» an evening of theatre, poetry,

dance and music. Eno Donald
Washington will perform an original

choreographed dance. A trilogy will

follow directed by Ramos which will

include a woman's anguished com-

mentary, conceived and danced to by
Pat'i O'Neal. The closing piece of this
par' of the program will be an excerpt
from "Kathleen" originally
choreographed in 1969-70 by Ramos.

John Williams will recite an original

poem 'hat he dedicated to the ensemble.
Diana Ramos, described by Dance
Magazine 'o have a range of movement
"... ex'erded into the realm of the
seemingly impossible," will perform to a
work in progress inspired by a piano
composition by Marion Brown. There is a

$2 donation.

Additional course listings
Political Anthropology — Anthropology

436, MWF 1 -.25-2: 15, Machmer W-22, D.
Slade.

The central concern of this course is

dealing with "political man" — that person
presen' everywhere and critically involved
wi'h 'he social process within and beyond
•he formal political arena of a given society.

The course will examine the concept of

power, political systems, the political process
and culture contact.

Course requirements will be decided upon
by 'he class in 'he course of the semester.

Economic Anthropology — Anthropology
526, MWF, 11:15-12:05, Machmer W-15 D.
Slade.

Economics and anthropology have a great

deal 'o gain from reciprocal use of concepts
and methodologies, or the theoretical
domains of 'hese fields are mutually irv

compa'ible conceptually and operationally in

•he s'udy of human behavior and society in

cross-cul'ural perspective.

This dialectic centrally concerns the
emergence and development of economic
an'hropology as a subfield within an-
•hropology. This course will treat case
material from tribal, peasant, and complex
socie'ies reflecting 'his ongoing dialectic.

Course requirements will be decided upon
by 'he class within 'he first several weeks of
he semester.

Full parking regulations

in effect starting Sept. 19
Effec'ive Sep'. 5, all vehicles must be

|3arked in 'heir assigned lot. Summer parking
regulations end on that date.

All 1976-77, 1977-78 lot decals will be
honored 'hrough Sept. 18. Vehicles not
displaying a University lot decal may use the
peripheral lots urTtil then. Full parking
regulations go into effect Monday, Sept. 19.

Smith Ensemble Theatre

musical production opens

The Smith Ensemble Theatre's production
of "Under Milk Wood" by Dylan Thomas,
opens 'oday at 8 p.m. in the Hallie Flanagan
S'udio Theatre a' Smith College.

"Under Milk Wood" is a lyrical portrait of a

day in 'he life of a Welsh fishing village.

Dylan Thomas combines prose, verse and
song in humorous and poignant scenes to

por'ray 'he 'ownsfolk. These 60 villagers will

be played by a cast of eight actors and ac-
•resses.

Furher inforniation and ticket reservations
can be obtained' by calling the Smith College
hea're box office.

Editor position open for

Third World woman
There is a work-study position open as

edi'or of Third World Women's News, a

sec'ion of 'he Everywoman's Center
Newsletter. The applicants should have a

large work-study grant.

The EWC Newsletter is a 12-page tabloid

published every other month. A variety of

issues are covered; the only commonality is

ha' 'hese issues are all connected to

women. The EWC Newsletter attempts to

have an an'i-racist, anti-sexist, and antl-

imperialis' perspective.

Anyone mterested should come to

Everywoman's Center before Sept. 9 bet-

ween 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Mon., Tues., and
Wed., between noon and 3 p.m. Thurs., or
Friday morning.
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NEW COURSE

LITERATURE OF NEW ENGUND WOMEN

fiction, diaries, letters, oral history .

of the region.

Eng. 391C/WO St. 39D (Advanced Seminar)

Two Semesters: Six credits

Inquire Prof. Culley (Bartlett 272) or Women's Studies Office

SupportMl by grant funds from MLA and FIPSE

Collegian '5

QsternMountQJnSports
EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top. $12 00

master charge
VISA*

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to

hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hour«: M-F 9 30 - 9 00. Sat 9 30 - 5 30

Route 9. Amherst/Hadley Line
413-253-9504

'Bubbling Brown Sugar' at FAC
Broadway's newest, hottest hit, "Bubbling

Brown Sugar," premiers the 1977-78 Concert
Series at the Fine Arts Center, and tickets are

now on sale ai the FAC Box Office.

The hit musical will be presented by the

Tli« Pots a Plants Shop
re-opcning and rc-moddcd
with a new ftock of pottery
4 plants

20% OFF
purchases of *50®° or more^

Group purchasing accepted. i.e.:

housemates, roommates...

274 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

BaMnwnt Shop Mon.-Fri. 12-5:30
*^

Sat. 10-5:30

Nertyear
you could be on
a scholarship.

An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarship pays
your tuition and gives you $100 a month al-

lowance And it picks up the tab for books and lab

fees, as well.

After college, you'll receive a commission in the
Air Force go on to additional, specialized

training as you get your start as an Air Force
officer There'll t)e good pay and responsibility,

and lots of other tienefits . . . and a great oppor-
tunity to serve your country

It all starts right here — In college — in the Air

Force ROTO Look us up see what we have to

offer, and show us what you can offer in return.

JUrFWceROTC

national touring company twice on Sunday,
Sept. 18. The matinee performancfe will be at

3 p.m., 'he evening performance at 8 p.m.
"Bubbling Brown Sugar" takes its

audience on a musical flashback tour into
Harlem during the Black Renaissance of the
post-World War I era. It then traces Harlem
show business from the speakeasies of the
'20's 'hrough the wartime jitterbugging at

•he Savoy Ballroom and to '50's rhythm and
blues at the Abollo. Though it has a few new
songs, most of the material is drawn from the
rich past — spirituals, gospel, blues, jazz and
pop.

A whole new music was discovered by
visitors to Harlem nightlife: the music of
Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Fats Waller,
Eubie Blake, Earl 'Fatha' Hines, J.C. Johnson
and Billie Holiday.

"Bubbling Brown Sugar" won the 1977
Grammy Award for the Broadway cast
album.

Tickets for "Bubbling Brown Sugar" are
on sale at the FAC box office, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Monday through Friday, and at all

Ticketron outlets. Ticket prices are: General
public, $7.50, 6.50, 5.50; UMass students,
$3.75, 3.25, 2.75, and other students and
senior ci'izens, $6.50, 5.50, 4.50. For more
information call 545-2511.

Poll Sci department

offers sophomore colloq
The Political Science dept. this semester is

offering a one- credit pass- fail colloquium for

sophomores. The course will include nine
informal seminar presentations by the

political science faculty discussion such
•opics as welfare reform and the ground war
in Vietnam.

The class will meet for nine consecutive
Tuesday afternoons, beginning Sept. 20,

from 4 to 5:15 p.m., in Machmer W-21.
S'udents interested in the colloquium should
register for Political Science 497 in Thomp-
son 412. Students should also consult Prof.

Jerome Mileur in Thompson 401 between
Labor Day and Sept. 20 for more in-

formation.

REACH25,OOOREADERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:45

I

p.m., Monday throu^ Friday. The deadline
is 3:45 p.m. two days before your ad is to

appear. Ask clerk for MDC Classified form. Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily - S.40 per line

Weekly $.35 per line Monthly- $.25 per line

ADS CAN BE MAILED. SEE OUR SPEEDY
CLASSIFIED AD FORM APPEARING IN
EACH MONDAY'S COLLEGIAN.

^ EACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! !! !
R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

TONIGHT
(Thursday, September 1st)

IN THE STUDENT UNION BALLROOM
MMThe Longest Yard'^

in living color

with Burt Reynolds

Directed by ROBERT ALDRICH!

Admission: *1^
Showings at 7, 9, and 11 o'clock

M
FOR SA^ AUTO FOR SALE OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

m
HELP WANTED

15-16 cu. ft. frig, with large freez0r.

Good cond. Make offer 546-9207

10 spfled Raleigh Grand Prix. Excellent
condition After 5 253-7252.

MiiQ9 Tag Sale Sept 3 8 4 Corner
Van Meter Or & Hartman Road (off E.

Pleasant St). Ref., stove, beds, dressers,

desks & much, much more. 549-0019

Furniture for sale. Bed, sofabed,
tables, lamps, chest, coffee table,

bookshelf, reclining chair. Good price.

Call 549 5725.

Fisher Super glass skis. 190 Marker
binding, pole Ef boots. Whole package,
$55 Call David 546 9989 Prince 303

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION
^SSSS^SBMk

Beginning Weaving - Sept 20. 4-

Harness floor looms $50. 12 classes 7-9

p m Tuesdays. Jones Library Credits

available 253 9368 or 584 7756

ENTERTAINMENT

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at

1 413 536 6075 Still the one after 4 yrs

-rn »« . c .u L A /^ «nrtn 1.
Prime location in Amherst for

253 sTsi
Fastback. AC. $900 or b. professional office. Walking distance to

° _ _ _____ • everything. $150 per month includes

•-?» %/iA/ e UL «nnn i • ~ 7 Utilities D H Jones 549 3700.
71 VW Sqbk. $900 plus in new parts ,

and body. (617) 544 2311 or (413) 545- !l^i^BSHHBIH|IHH||iB
2»29 PERSONALS

'68 Chew tmpala, p.s., p.b., good ^^^^^^i^^HBBlBBBI^B^^^MHi
condition, slight body rust, 75,000 mi. Interested in working with children this

$500. 253-9776. semester' Earn 4 6 cr for working in--_--_____ After Sch Prog Meets M, T, Th, F, 2:45-

VW, 70 Bug, engine great, body ^-^S, W 1545 Staff meets Th 1115 in

needs work, $800 549-4878, evenings .,
~'af''s Meadow Sch For more info, call_________ Sylvia 665 3990.

^^^^l^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^ What is the Boltwood-Belchertown^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ project' Watch for our recruitment drive

FOR RENT ^"*^ notices in The Collegian

-' - - - - MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
2 bedroom apt. to sublet for Sept. w- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

option to renew Bus route in Sund. ^^^^^(^^j|^j^^j[^^^^^|^||^^^
$140 665 3163 Call Jeff Honda 450 $525 or B 0. Dennis 545

^ ________ _ 0981 Day
2 rooms available in private home in ____________

Hadley 2 mi. from campus. 549-5635 Honda CL350, excellent condition-—-- — --- — -- Mileage 11,700. Must sell, leaving state
Furn Apts. 1%, 2, 2 Vi rms Quiet, $450 or best offer Call 722-6975 after

convenient, near shopping, pool, air- 6:00 p m
cond All util incl. $200, $210. $230 mo. 9 ___________
mos lease Also motel units for guests Honda 350, 4 cyl., 3700 miles. Show
Amherst Motel and Apts Rt 9, opp room condition, windshield 732 3449
Zavre s 256 8122 $900

Youth workers for North
Amherst Shelter Home, a
temporary care program for
delinquent youth Seeking staff
with maturity, prior experience,
ability to establish & enforce
limits on youths' behavior Work-
study and Practicum students
send resumes to Pete
Christopher, 24 Summer St

,

Amherst

Moving? Short haul van ft

driver - you load £t unload. Rate
very reasonable £f negotiable
Call eves & wknds 253 5273 for

appt Pis. let phone ring

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All

years and models, low prices. Jack 586-

0601

Professional typist will type your
papers Quickly and accurately at very

reasonable rates 586-3959 after 4:30.
_t_ ___________

Child care M-Th 8-12 for three 5 year
old girls and or M, T, 3-5, W 1-3, 5 Ef 8
year old Active caring not just sitting

Reliability reqd. All year commitment.
Ideal St wife or part time student. 256-

6293 eves

SSTS needs more help from the Third

World and Women's Community Driver

training meeting Sept. 8. 7 p.m , CC163

What do hard work, low pay and great

people have m common' They're all part

of the People's Market Come by and
apply for a |ob Rear of the Student
Union Opening Sept. 11

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low prices^
full service' All models avail. TI59 $225,
58 $9995. 51 $52 95, HP s £t Com
modores avail. Model from $15.
Remember, we service all calculators we
sell' Before you buy anywhare else, call

Bob or Chris at College Calculators! 549-

1316.

REACH25,OOOREADERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY' " ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAIL Y! !! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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Sports in Brief
TOKYO \UPt\ - Japanese baseball

s'ar Sadaharu Oh slammed his 755th
cireer home run last night, tying the
record held by Hank Aaron of the
Uni'ed S'ates.

The solo homer - Oh's 39th this
season - came in the bottom of the
firs' inning in a game between the
Yi^mirui Giants and Taiyo Whales at

Korakuen S'adium in Tokyo before a
crowd of more 'han 50,000.
The lefthanded first baseman

received a 'hunderous ovation from the
fans as he 'oured 'he bases with a broad
smile on his face.

Japan, where baseball is the national
pas'ime, has virtually been in "Oh
Boom" as 'he popular slugger neared
eclipsing Aaron's home run output.
Oh 'ied Aaron's record home run

prcxluc'ion in his 19th year of
professional baseball.

He joined 'he Yomiuri Giants of the
Central League in 1959 upon graduation
from high school. Af»er playing what he
describes as 'hree mediocre years, Oh
hi' 38 four baggers in 1962 to win the
league's homerun 'itie.

He held 'he 'itie for the next 13 years
before losing i» 'o Koichi Tabuchi of the
Hanshin Tigers of Osaka in 1975. He
regained i' in 1976.

Oh currently leads the home run
derby in 'he Central League.

NEW YORK \UPI] - Baseball
commissioner Bowie Kuhn has ap-

pointed a five- man committee to review
'he rules for election to baseball's Hall of

Fame.
The Board of Directors of the Hall of

Fame had requested Kuhn on Aug. 7 to

review 'he entire structure of the rules

relating 'o election, and asked for a
report from the five- man committee by
•he end of September.

Currehtjy, elections are held each year
in 'he rjff-season and are conducted by
he Baseball Writers' Association of

America.
Charles (Chub) Feeney, president of

•he National League; Lee McPhail and
J.je Cronin, president and chairman of

•he Bc>ard (if 'he American League; Paul
Kerr, former president of the Hall of

Fame, and Joe Reichter, special
assistant 'o he commissioner, make up
he committee.
ORCHARD PARK. NY. \UPI\ -

Quarterback Gary Marangi, who ha§
been a backup 'o Joe Ferguson since

being draf'ed by the Buffalo Bills in

1974, was 'raded 'oday to the Green
Bay Packers for an undisclosed future

draf' choice, 'he Bills announced
yes'erday.

Marangi, a 'hird-round choice from
B.jS'on College, got a chance to start

las* season when Ferguson suffered a

Notices
BASEBALL - Open tryouts for the fall

earn will be held next Tuesday - Friday Sept.
6-Sep'. 9, at Lorden Field from 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Ques'ions should be directed to coach Dick
Bergquis' at 'he baseball office, room 209
B-yden.
MEN'S TENNIS — An organizational

meeting is slated for next Tuesday, Sept. 6 at
7 p.m. in Room O, Boyden.
MEN'S GOLF — All eligible candidates are

requested 'o attend a 'eam meeting next
Wednesday, Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. in Room 0,
Boyden. Any questions, contact coach Ed
Vlach at 5-2311.

FOOTBALL ADMITTANCE - A change
has been made regarding student admittance
'o home UMass football games. Students
need only present a valid ID card at the gate
•o gain a seat at Alumni Stadium.

back injury after seven games. He
passed for 998 yards and seven touch-
dcjwns, but vvas intercepted 16 times
and never won a game last year.

The Bills also announced the
acquisition of Lou Piccone, a wide
receiver and kick return specialist from
he New York Jets for an undisclosed
fu'ure draft choice.

Piccone had signed with the Jets in

1974 as a free agent after two years of

Minor-League football.

MILWAUKEE \UPI\ - The
Milwaukee Bucks yesterday completed
he NBA " riple play of 1977" by signing
UCLA forward Marques Johnson, the
las' of 'he 'eam's three first round
chcjices in 'he spring draft.

The Bucks in June had perhaps the
bes' draf' in NBA history as they made
Indiana center Kent Benson their No. 1

choice, Johnson the No. 3 pick and
Tennessee fon^^ard Ernie Grunfeld the
No. 11 selection^

"This completes the triple play for the
Milwaukee Bucks," said Jim Fitzgerald,
Bucks president and board chairman, in

announcing the signing of the 6-foot-6
forward who was the college player pf
he year last season.
J(jhnson finished his UCLA years as

•he 'eam's fourth all-time scorer and re-

bounder with 1,659 points and 897 re-

bounds. Only Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Bill Wal'on rank above him in both
ca'egories.

He was 'he last of the Bucks' choices
•o sign - Benson signed the day of the
draf" and Grunfeld 'wo weeks ago.

NEW YORK \UPI\ - Milers Filbert
Bayi of Tanzania and John Walker of
New Zealand will finally meet on Sept.
17 in an international track and field
mee' in Empire Stadium, in Vancouver
B.C.

Bayi, 24, currently holds the world
record for 1,500 meters at 3:32.2, and
he 25- year- old Walker has run the
fas'es' mile of all time with 3:49.4. Last
week in Brussels, Walker ran a 3:32.7
1,500-me'er race, while Bayi's mark in

he 1,500 meters is considered the
equivalent of a 3:49.2 mile.

Bayi and Walker last met in 1974 at

he Cf^mmonwealth Games in New
Zealand, where Bayi won the race in

record-setting pace. They were unable
o compete against each other in the
Mf^n'real Olympics due 'q the African
boycott, and all subsequent attempts to
bring 'he 'wo 'ogether failed.

A break'hrough in 'he negotiations
came las' week after an announcement
ha' African nations would compete in

he World Cup 'rack and field meet at
Dusseldorf, Wes' Germany this week.

AL race

New York
Boston
Baltimore

Detroit

Cleveland
Milwaukee
Toronto

W
80
75
75
63
62
57
46

EAST

vy
Kanses City 76
Chicago 73
Minnesota
Texas
California

Oakland
Seattle

WEST

75
73
61

51

52

L
52
56
55
67
70
80
84

L

54
56
58
58
68
78
83

GB

4
4
16
18

25 Vi

33M

GB

2H
2W
3Vi
14 H
24%
26H

.x%¥:<¥S;::::S?:¥:':

Yesterday's Resulta
Cleveland 4 Boston 3
New York 5 Seattle 4
Baltimore 4 California 3
Kansas City 5 Texas 4
D"<fO't 5 Milwaukee 4
Oakland- Minnesota (L)

Yankee Auction and _Furnin±reExclia ii^c , Inc.

• Route 9

, arrest from New Townehouse Restaurant, Belchertown

, complete line of used furniture and appliances

• all household items

• line of butcherblock furniture

• reasonable prices

• also buy

• cater to students

10 a.m. S p.m. Mon. FrI. '

9 5 Sal.
I

Bom 749, Belchertown, MA

953 9760
i
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Laboratory in Counsoling Skills

will be offered this semester through the School of Education every
Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 to 11 a.m. with one Saturday meeting
Dec. 10, 9-2 p.m.

Schedule numbers available in the C.A.O.S. Office, Rm. 207 Hasb.

Register now at School of Education and Rm. 207 Hasbrouck Hall.

This course Is designed to provide students with a theoretical back-
ground in counseling techniques as well as practical supervised counsel-

ing experience, especially for those interested in para-professional

counseling and human service programs. Academic counseling cer-

tification may be obtained. Course includes lectures, guest speakers,
video taping, group dynamic and simulation games. It is a prerequisite

for all inservice CAOS personnel.

Call 545-0057 CAOS for further information.

The cards
have done arrived

Student Discount
NAME:
I.D. No.

1 £>

3 ^

5 e

Good for <inr vchrxil >e4r

farh numbri r^ptesent* one
dolUr s worth nl merthanditr
ti) be stamped upon purchjite

M St» in iree merchjndite

<m^
7 B 23 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst, Ma , 01002

9tD11 1213V»15'ei7 18 1S£?0

i

Looking for a Scionca (E) Coro Elective?

MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

— Acquire an understanding of
the science which underlies
much of America's skills and
crafts.

— Learn how ancient people
produced metals and glass — for
extra credit do glass blowing or
blacksmithing.
— Learn about methods and
problems of recycling and the
coming shortage of metals and
plastic.

•Tu-Th 11:15

•Engineering Auditorium

•Schedule No. 457605

•No Science Background

^tt±^]*L***.*'!^***.*.******************************5

:>X<w»I*?*>*<'!'X't-Tvr!v

|j||-;:;x;:::;::::::::::5!|^fjiRi^
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

PROMOmON
MAY I HeLP

you'

ies.Heao.
I'MAmem
Of "SON Of
AflNOLVAND
MARY Lm-
eHMAN."

VOiJ

ARB?

uea, mA frjenp,

exACTLY A couaa&t.
AT HIS PLAC£ OFm
PtOiMBfn Re SAIP
fou'o Be exPBcvNG,

^
MSJOOU TOMAKE

ACOMMBNT.

,
iOUKNOW?

He

I'LL TeiLiov. 1 IMS
STimeDiumiFouND
OUT fjiuASH/M Hems
A LruLemm Bin He
AlUAiS SAID GOOD MOi-

,
NIN6, 10UMOW' I umS)

HM Nevep
Iv. V 6UeS6ePHB

DIP IT'

BUT He
HASHTOOm
ANYTHINO

ier'

He HASN'T?
UJELL, I'M NOT
SURPRiseo He
ALUAiS KBPT
70 HIMSELF,

YOU KNOUJ^

lL

"NeuS'THlSIS
PROMOTION.

MAf L new

y£5, 1
CALLED
eAPUBR.

AB0UT6BT-
VNesoMe
co\'eRAje

FORA
MURDER.

.

OH, /ft SIR

YOWRB The

ONFUJITHTHe
SHATTBReO

DREAMS.
S r^m

RIGMT! AND I'VE

BEEN DisomeaED
THREE TIMES' HOW,

IF I DONymv
7ALKT0BRESUN.m

G0IN6 TO

THfPOST'i

WELL, SIR. I CAN
LEAVE A MESSAGE VKS, 1 DO.
IF iOU'PUKE. DO Its "SON
YOUHA\/BA NOM OF ARNOLD

DE TABLOIP AND MART
Sf:i

, iET7 LEIBERMAN."

BUT!

UN., you OH, Its
SURE you OKAY Tuey

UANITOBE DON'TKNOU
THATSPECIFY' tUHEJlE

\ / lAM.

GB'/^iu£(ec

B.C. by Johnny Hart

r <S<Jr A 6«EAr NEW 6AMe R9R
\^ONS IT SPEIX£P? .UH,...FiRGrLerrEK.^ sound© uke?

'^^r-

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

I DONT SEE HOlt' ^^0^}

CAN JOG All The Time

^.

IT'5 EXClTlNc KNOIl'I.Nc

THAT Any AtlNUTE
WU MAY PA55 0\}1

'

FOREST HILLS, N.Y. — With Jimmy Connors and Bjorn Borg ailing, Argentina's
Gulllermo Vilas is suddenly the favorite at the U.S. Open Tennis Championships.
Yesterday he defeated Manuel Santana, 6-1, 6-0, in the opening round. (UPI)
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Your Birthday By steiu wilder

Bom today, you possess an
orderly mind, a well-bal-
anced emotional system,
and nerves of steel. Very
little upsets you - except
for the occasional realiza-
tion that you cannot
achieve all you would like

to achieve. At times, you
set goals for yourself that
are far t>eyond your grasp
Most of the time, however,
you seem to have an accu-
rate notion of your abili-

ties.

You are a diplomatic
individual. You know how
to present yourself and
your goals in such a way
that others feel flattered
by the confidence. You are
not one to pat yourself on
the back openly - but you
know full well when your
back deserves patting.

You have a tendency to
think of yourself as indes-
tructable, despite what you
have learned to the con-
trary. There have been
times in your life when
progress seemed nonexis-
tent and profit seemed al-
most nil Yet you continue
to be optimistic about your
chances for overall prog-
ress and profit - and.
indeed, in the end, your
optimism should be justi-
fied!

To find what is in store
for you tomoorw, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SUNDAY, S«pl 18

VIRGO (Aug 23^Sept. 22)
— Order your own house
before you set about trying
to tell others how to order
theirs. Seek spiritual gui-
dance from a professional.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
- Make it easy for others
to ask a favor of you
Appear receptive - re-
gardless of how you may
actually feel.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov
21

1
- Take more than your

usual precautions should
you be traveling far from
home today This is a Sun-
ay for renewing faith in

yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-
Dec. 21) — Up your popu-
larity rating by not giving
in to threats of violence
against your person or
your work. Stand up for
your rights.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-
Jan. 19) - Negative fac-
tors in your approach to a
new social group must not
be allowed to frighten you
off Seek new friends late
in the day.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.
18) — Sympathy and deter-
mination: these will gain
you your ends today Don't
be surprised to find pres-
sures intensified todav.

PISCES (Feb 19-March
20) - Visit with elderly
relatives today You cwi
put more than one sUr in
your crown at this time
through kindness and sym-
pathetic action

ARIES (March 2I-April
19) — An artiatic approach
to an old chore will see
both you and it the better
for it. Take some judicious
action late in the day.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) - Curb any tendency
toward superiority when
you confront children re-
garding recent behavior.
Understanding solves an
otherwise insoluble prob-
lem.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20

1
— If you would under-

take great things, you
would do well to think
along great lines. Difficul-
ties present themselves
early.

CANCER (June 21-July
22) - The inunediate fam-
ily serves to support your
image of yourself. Take
care not to be caught short
when children ask for
answers.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Your attraction to and for
members of the opposite
sex can create problems
for you today, both at home
and away Keep to the
facts.

(opyrithi 1177 Umird Pealurr Synrti

r»lf In.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 American
Indian

6 Mange in

animals
10 Dalai

41

42
44
45
47
48

14 49
numerals

15 Gross weight 50
increment

16 Literary col- 54
lections

17 Change 57
18 That which

follows
20 "Auld

58
59
60

Syne"
21 A la mode

base
22 Hair-raising

23 Study written
matter

25 Sl<ips about
27 Be present
30 Scanty sup-

ply

31 E.C. Bentley's
detective

32 Gambling
game

33 Skating sur-

face
36 Small skin

growth
37

Ste. Marie
38 Freight

vessel
39 Characterized

by unity 13
40 Skins: Suffix

61
62
63

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12

Great dis-

appointment
Is frugal

Trader
Heavy knife

Be ahead of

Lifeless:

Archaic
In :ln

one's charge
History book
entry
Sports fore-

casters
Baseball
score
To ieeward
Drug source
Fruit of the
oak
Untidy state
Morsels
Animal pelts

DOWN

Spoken
rather than
written
Body: Zool.

It is so
Tissue decay
Extremity
Permanent
Eating place
Craft

Task-perfor-
ming group
Regret deeply
lawless
Young fat

herring
Fireplace
residue

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday Puzzle Solved:

s A G E M S T B R A V

E R A L 1 B A R R E A N

R A M 1 S E R E 1 N U S E

U R E 1 C L Y E S D A L E S

M A R T H A Sm E L L A

^ R A Y 1 R A \J El T A P

R A P 1 D D g P E

1
T 1 p

A B U •T

1
S U p E ^ R M P

F 1 L E N E E R 1 N s E

T E M s L E I S E C

T T ^H s H A K 1 E R
M T R P u M p E R I D R Y

A G R A R A L E \D E A D

T R S 1 G R ' T S A T E

A R 5 N E A T S L R

19 Lifts upright
21 One's apart-

ment: Slang
24 Adjective

suffix

25 Chimes
26 Enchanted
27 Air: Comb,

form
28 Vacuum tube:46 Mexican

Suffix agave
29 Optical de- 47 Mislays

vices
30 Bandinstru

ments
32 Menu
34 Arrive

35 Wide-
mouthed jug

38 Grapefruit's
relative

40 Counts cal-

ories
41 lion

43 Trios
44 Moisture
45 "Call Me

49 Animal's gait

51 Mine: Fr.

52 Three-masted
sch'ooner

53 Birds
55 Flap on a

garment
37 Carried away: 56 Biblical judge

Slang 57 Possesses

1 2 3 4 i 6 7 S 9

1
10 II 12 13

14 ts l«

17 18 19

20 21 ^^^H2?
^^^^H23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

_j J31 32 33 34 35

34 I 37 38

39 40

I 41

43 43 44

45 46 47 Pl^
48 _^ 49

1

I 50 5" 52 53

54

i

55 56 57

50 59 60

61

^i^

62 63
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Stickers stick to basics
OPENING
WHISTLE

for

Jm -ir!«l !u .?4 T ""'^.^•' **"* ^°*''*'^ Minutewomen, 1977 will hopefully be a return to the form of 1975, when the

!!o.7nH nr>
*'"'

?
for the national tournament. Last season. UMass was defeated early in the Northeast sectionals, and

r.n-ot no ^mTJ "°
? • °[r'

^"^ "^'^^ ••''^ "'"^ ••"**"' ^°P« •P""fl* •^•^"»'' »» Sage once said, and the Minutewomen

rivef Snrrnnfil^^^rl °« °T^'^'I T'^j' wt^ f
'"^•'^ returning. The campaign opens Sept. 22 with a home game against arch-nvai bprmgfield. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Happy Hour Prices

All Day &- Every Day

Large Pitcher

of BEER

$0702
Miller

Bud

Schlltz

P/us Free Popcorn

37 North Ploasant St.,

Amhorst

KEEP YOUR BEER GOLD!
RENT A REFRIGERATOR FOR

THE WHOLE ACADEMIC YEAR!!!

DISTRIBUTION LOCATIONS FOR FRI., SEPT. 2

-ysfi

'\

ti

9:00 KENNEDY

11:00 COOLIDGE

12:00 PRINCE

1:00 CRAMPTON

2:00 JOHN ADAMS

3:00 JQA

4:00 WASHINGTON

5:00 CANOE

5:30 WHEELER

6:00 GORMAN

tK9M52** PER ACADEMIC YEAR

30** PER SEMESTER

Ressrve yours now at

Spirit Haus or eall

253-5384

256-8433

9:00 JOHNSON

10:00 HAMLIN

11:00 CASH IN

12:00 BROWN

1:00 McNAMARA

2:00 FRAT PARK

2:30 FIELD

3:00 WEBSTER

3:30 DICKINSON

4:00 BAKER

4:30 CHAD BOURNE

4:30 GREENOUCH

5:00 VAN METER

5:30 BROOKS

6:00 BRETT

C.A.O.S.

(Coiiseliif AsslsUice for Older Stideits)

Is looking for an undergraduate or graduate student to fill the
position of Research Assistant. Salary paid through work-
study at UMass. Interest in older students and willingness to
take responsibility required. 10 hours per week minimum.
Applicants preferably over 23 years of age.

Applications being accepted now through September 9th.
Call C.A.O.S. at 545-<H)57 or come in to 207 Hasbrouck be-

tween 9:30 and 4:30.

An Equal OpportunHy-AfflrmaUve AcUon Employer

WORK-STUDY JOBS
The Student Government Association Office of Com-

munications needs persons to help write and design ad-
vertisements, posters and brochures, as well as issue press

Journalism, Communications and Design students cangam practical experience while earning $2,90 per hour.

Pick up applications at

Student Senate Office

Room 420

Student Union Building

Women and Third World Students are urged to apply.

Experience is not necessary.

Superior Pizzeria

Specializing in —

Piuat (Large 4 Small)

Spaghetti

Grinders

(The meatieit roast beef grlndch in the urn)

iBAahcnt

17 Meatagae lU.
Open 11 a.m.-l a.m.

Next to N. Amherst Poat Office

[

WllklhiB

25«0FF
A Largt Pint

Volunteers
The Collegian Graphics

Department offers students

^^opportunity/' .

it learn a unique skill

if contribute to the growth of the Collegian

it contribute to the awareness of the

community-

it option to earn 1 colloquium credit

Stop bv the ('ollegian or rail 545-3500 and ask for

Randv (»lenii., Charles Beriibe. (ierard (irenier, or

Philip Milsleiii belueen the hours of 9:00am and

12:00 miflniiihl.
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McAleney cut
by New Orleans
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Former UMass football star Ed McAleney
IS heading north for a tryout with a Canadian
Football League team after being cut by the
National Football League New Orleans
Sain's.

McAleney, a second-year pro, was
dropped by New Orleans as NFL clubs pared
'heir rosters to 52 players — nine above
opening day size.

McAleney is hoping to latch on with the
Calgary S»ampeders of the CFL
McAleney played defensive end with the

Tampa Bay Bucaneers last season. But he
was switched to offensive guard during
'raining camp by the Saints after having
been acquired in an off-season deal.

McAleney, a 1976 UMass graduate, co-
captained »he 75 Minutemen. He was a
'hree-'ime Yankee Conference first team
selection, and was also named to the all-New
England Squad 'wice.
A native of South Portland, Me., the 23-

year-old also lettered on the UMass track
'eam as a shot putter. He stands 6'3" and
weighs 240 lbs.

Ed McAleney came to grips with this
opposing querterbacit while playing for
UMass. But now he must come to grips
with a far more serious problem — his
pro football career - after being cut
yesterday by the New Orleans Saints.

itA UMass champ
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

ca»ch any of his throws in RTC. It was
suggested to Elliott that he failed to meditate
wi»h his disc and that that might be why he
did not qualify for either semifinal. Elliott's

Fas'back is made of Moonlighter plastic and
has a promotion for Eckankar printed on it.

Habeeb's disc in the MTA and TRC events
was a white Fastback given out by the
Hungry-U as a promotion and had that name
and Coca-Cola printed on it. Most Fastbacks
have some message printed on them because
Wham-0 does not sell them commercially,
instead selling »hem as a premium to
companies which give them away.

Elliott threw well in the Distance com-
petition, 'hough, and qualified for the semis
wi'h a 'hrow of 282 feet 6 inches. Habeeb fell

shor» of 'he semis, throwing only 252 feet 6
inches. Elliott then threw a 273 foot long
'OSS, bu' 'he shortest throw qualifying fot the
finals was over 325 feet.

In Frisbee Golf Elliott again made the semis
with a 62 on the La Mirada course which
played very long and tough because of
s'rong winds. Habeeb scored a 66 and failed

•o qualify for the semis. Par for the La Mirada
course is 57.

In 'he second round Elliott played the Oak
Grove course in 53 strokes, or one under par,

and his combined 115 'ied for twenty-ninth
place out of over 100 male competitors.

In accuracy Elliott threw only seven out of
28 'hrows through the accuracy hoop but
Habeeb hit on 13 'hrows, thus advancing to
another semifinal. Habeeb then slipped to a
seven placing last among the 20 semifinal.

I
Beat the high price of
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All For tyso

Habeeb 'hen slipped to a seven placing last

amcjng 'he 20 semifinalists, as the wind
picked up on 'he Rose Bowl fields adjacent
•o 'he Rose Bowl.

Elliott and Habeeb freestyled together but
finished 'hird out of six pairs in their group
and failed 'o advance to the semis. While
poor judging may have kept them from
legi'ima'ely making 'he semis they most
likely would not have advanced past that
round in any case.

When 'he points scored by each com-
pe'i'ion in each event were totalled up
Habeeb had placed in 'he top thirty among
men, 'ying for 14'h place.
While Elloitt may not have performed as

w§ll as his Frees'yie partner, his immense
•echnical expertise and understanding of
Frisbee 'heory made his advice invaluable to
Habeeb and other competitors.

In other competition, John Kirkland, a
former MIT student and now a California
residen' whose only profession is Frisbee,
w(jn 'he men's overall title and Monika Lou,
wf Boulder, Col. retained her women's overall

•i'le. Lou had 'led in points with California

Cyndi Birch but won the title on the basis of
more first place finishes in separate events.

Jackie En'wistle, recently of Gay Head on
Cape Cod finished eighth among women and
W(jn 'he women's RTC title. Henry "Spike"
Berry of Cape Elizabeth, Maine also did well,

making numerous semifinate and placing
29'h among men.
World records were set in men's and

women's Indoor Distance, men's TRC,
men's Accuracy and senior's MTA.
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It signals success...

... but for the 1976 UMass football team. It didn't happen often enough as the
MInutemen recorded a 5-5 mark. Will this season be any different? Well, coach Dick
MacPherson and his staff is greeting 26 returning lettermen, plus a host of promoted
JV's and promising freshmen, back to campus this week in hopes of improving last
year's record. But it won't be easy, since such tough opponents as Army. Boston

College and New Hampshire loom In the distance. Co-captains Peter McCarty andJohn Gladchuk will lead the 77 UMass gridders into regular season action a weekfrom Saturday against the Cadets at West Point. The first home game will be Sept
17. when the Mmutemen host Maine at Alumni Stadium.

Judy Van Handle

Too few runs in these hose

Habeeb captures

frisbee laurels
By JERRY ROGERS
Collegian Staff

When Dan Habeeb left UMass at the end
-f las' semester 'o return home to Reading,
he could be described as a Frisbee player of
considerable repu'e and a co-instructor of
UMass' firs' Frisbee class. But, when he
re'urned 'o his room in Lewis House
yes'erday, -wo words - World Champion —
m.'jre direc'ly indicated his status in the
Frisbee world.

Habeeb won the world championship in

Maximum Time Aloft last week at the World
Frisbee Championships in Pasadena, Cal.
before 42,000 fans. For his feat, Habeeb will

receive almos' $2,000 in endorsement money
from Wham-0, 'he company that makes
Frisbees, and $250 worth of free Wham-0
produc's.

Ccimpe'ing in 'he championship was the
ul'ima'e goal and end product of a full

summer of Frisbee practice for Habeeb and
Da-yl Ellio't, another Lewis-Reading resident
and Frisbee class co- instructor.

Ellio" and Habeeb had forsaken steady
employmen' for »he summer and instead
competed in "he national tournament series
conduced by 'he International Frisbee
Associa'ion (IFA) and gave Frisbee
demonstrations at gatherings throughout the
N.>r»heas'.

They had been invited to compete in the
championships, all expenses paid, by the IFA
because of 'heir performances in the
ournamen's during the summer. Tour-
namen's were held abroad and in the U.S.
and Canada from Seattle to New York and
Alabama 'o Toronto. Over 125 men and
Wf^men competed in the championships and
represented 'he U.S., Canada, United
Kingdom, Japan and Sweden.
Habeeb and Elliott, with other competitors

from 'he East, were flown out to Pasadena
on Wednesday, August 24.

Looking forward to the trip, Habeeb said,
"I've r^ver been on*a plane before. I've never

been 'o California, and I'm gonna play
Frisbee", on Tuesday night.

The nex' day, 'hough feeling comfortable
in he presence of Frisbee players he had met
during summer competion, he confided that
his only goal for 'he championships was to
d(j well and not embarass himself.

Af'er qualifying for the MTA semifinals by
/ne-'en'h of a second, his 10.8 was the third
highes* 'ime in 'hat round and guaranteed
him a spo» in 'he finals. In the final round of
competition, as 'he wind dropped and the
MTA finalises cursed 'heir luck, Habeeb
hrew MTA's of 11.4 and 11.1, easily beating
Tom Monroe of Huntsville, Ala. who placed
second wi»h an 11.0.

In MTA, a competitor throws a Frisbee
in'o 'he wind slightly to one side of the
wind's direc'ion and then catches the disc
wi'h one hand as 'he wind returns it toward
he 'hrower. The objective of the thrower is

o keep 'he Frisbee in the air as long as
possible between 'he 'hrow and the catch.

Mf^nroe had received a bye on the first

round because of previous high scores in

ournamen' series MTA events, and gave
Habeeb a bit of a fright when he threw his
11.0, because it is hard to judge the dif-

ference between an 11.0 and an 1 1 .4 without
a s'op wa'ch. When 'he 'imers reported the
hrow as an 11.0, Habeeb was able to
brea'he a little easier, and no other finalist

came close.

Habeeb also made 'he semifinals in Throw,
Run and Ca'ch, an event very similar to MTA
wherp 'he 'hrower's objective is to attain the
most distance covered between the throw
and 'he catch ra'her 'han the time between
•hem, -hrowing a fine 198 feet. However in

he semis he slipped to a best throw of 159
fee' 6 inches, as he could not catch some of
his longer 'hrows.

Elliottt threw a 9.6 MTA in the opening
round, failing 'o qualify for the semis, and
using 'he same Fastback Frisbee failed to

TURN TO PAGE 19

Fans (jf schizophrenia must really ap-
precia'e 'he 1977 Boston Rec Sox.
Why? Simple?
— What other 'eam can constantly buoy

i'sfans hopes up by winning 11 straight, and
hen make a 180 degree 'urn and lose seven
s'raigh' in a row?

— What other outfit will hit eight home
runs in a game and la»er be shut out twice
straight?

— Wha' other crew sees one man hit three
homers in a game against an admittedly
second-ra'e opponent, but subsequently lose
as i's ace (and 'he word is used looselv here)
relief pi'cher gives up a homer?^
Which one indeed?

Bu' why ponder 'he imponderable. Let's
jus- admit 'hat 'he Boston Red Sox will not
win 'he American League East crown, or any
(j'her pennant 'his year.

All righ', before you start beating on my
head wi'h your 'Go, Sox!' cap, at least let me
s'a'e my defense.

Okay, 'he obvious first. The pitching
resembles 'he quality of that normally
associa'ed with »he 'wi-lite Softball league of
grea'er Omaha, Neb.

A season-opening starting rotation of Luis
Tian', Reggie Cleveland, Rick Wise, and
Fergustjn Jenkins has been torn from end-to-
end several million 'imes during the course of
he season.

Hardly ego-boosting for the lo-arm staff,

as if i' didn'' have enough problems.
And 'he relieving. Bill Campbell has been

Cf;mpared 'o Ryne Duren, Hoyt Wilhelm,
Mike Marshall, and Al Hrabosky. But Bill

Campbell has also been compared to Fred
Wenz, J-.e Grzenda, Fred Talbot, and Chuck
Har'ens'ein.

Of course, 'he ankle injury to Jim
Willoughby and his subsequent non-use has
also hur' 'he bullpen, but face it. The Red
S/x pi'ching, which had looked so celestial

agains' -he Oakland A's, California Angels,
and Sea"le Mariners (and that should tell

you something right there), quickly reverted
back 'o back Boston form. That is to say,
none a* all.

All righ', enough said about the pitchers.
Bu' of what of 'he awesome, as they put it

af'er months back in Sports Illustrated,

'Crunch Bunch?'

Sure, "hey hit homers. But what of the fine

ar-s of base stealing, advancing runners, and
bun'ing?

On he Red Sox, folks, it's been almost
nf<n-exis'en'.

I's a crime 'hat Rick Miller is forced to ride
he bench while Jim Rice plays right. Now, of
CvMurse Rice is power- pack supreme, but he
lacks several important ingredients a team
needs 'a have in order 'o win.

Obviously, hitting the long ball is Rice's
r.'>le. And I'm not disputing it. But the Sox
need a' leas' 'hree Rick Burleson- Denny
D.,yle-Miller -ypes in the lineup to be a
success. People who can do the sometimes
overlooked 'hings 'hat make a team win.
A suggestion, Don Zimmer. Platoon

Tommy Helms and Doyle at second, make
Rice 'he designated hitter again, and put
Miller in righ'. Or even bench the busy baby
wf '77, Fred Lynn, and insert Miller in center,
hereby allowing Rice to stay in right, Doyle

a- second, and Helms as the DH.

And while we're speaking of the manager,
le''s 'ake him down a notch or two. Zimmer
may be coopera'ive with the press and be
amicable wi»h most of his players, but he
does no' know how to:

1.) Handle relief pitchers.

2.) Give players rest.

3.) Communica'e with Bill Lee.
The firs' 'wo Zimmer deficiencies have

been discussed ad infinitum, but what of the
hird?

Well, Lee was pitching simply dynamite
agains' -he Twins a week back, but Zimmer
eleced -o 'ake him out and thusly lose the
qame. Lee needs constant work to be ef-

fec'ive, not spot duty. And, perhaps most
impor'an'ly, -he man needs someone who
can and will -olerate him, instead of belittling

his ideas and f;pinions.

Bill Lee could, very simply, be a very
impor'an' man in 'he stretch drive, if Zimmer
gives him 'he opportunity.

In essence -~ 'he pitching stinks, the
power is nice but sometimes unnecessary
(shows of strength at tjmes are), and the
manager has some problems.
And ha' is why 'he Boston Red Sox will

no* win 'he American League East, at least
no* in 1977.

Ah, why even bother. The Dodgers are
going 'o ake i' all anyway.
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criticizes

reorg plan
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Suden' Government Association co-
Presiden' Jon A. Hite last night criticized the
governor's proposed reorganization plan for
he s'a'e's public colleges and universities,
saying 'he plan has "some very basic flaws"
The plan, recently released by Secretary of

Educa'ional Affairs Paul Parks, has already
bec(jme a cen'er of controversy.

The proposal involves organizing the
differen' ins'itutions into five regional
sys'ems under one state government-
assigned board. Each sys'em would contain
.<ne universi'y and several colleges and
communi'v colleges. In addition, each
universi'y would specialize in a certain type
'f education, such as liberal arts, at the

UMass-Amhers' campus.

"The first problem." said Hite, "is that it is

a 'gord government' 'ype issue. The
legisla'ure one day passes a bill to set up a

special Blue Ribbon S'udy Commission to

reorganize higher education in the Com-
monweal'h.

"The next day, the secretary of education
and 'he governor put out a special study plan
..n how 'hey 'hink higher education should
again be reorganized. And that clearly boxes
he governor's appointees in," said Hite.

"They represent 'he governor and therefore
migh' feel obliaa'ed to 'support his plan.'

"

In a recen' press release. Parks defended
he na'ure and content of the proposal. He
said s'ruc'ural reform is at the center of

sugges'ed changes. By linking several

campuses wi'hin five major geographic
regions under a regional governing board.

Parks said 'hat a maximization of creative

in'erac'ion and 'he resource sharing would
be possible. In addition, he said, each
campus could 'hen develop its own
dis'inc'ive identity and purpose.

Suulrni .NcNvstMpcr < >t ihc l.,ix,-rs,iN . ,| \1.,ss.m luiscK Mnlwrsi \l \ nin, , i ,.;
1 ii ~4"i i~>(X)

Heavy machinery by Southwest digs Into the landscape to install new sewage lines which will connect with the new waste
treatment plant near the Southwest athleti j fields. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

Hi'e, however, said he feels that the basic
problem wi'h 'he plan is Park's proposal to

break down 'he institutions into five regional
sys'ems. According to Hite, this simply
crea'es another layer of political bureaucracy
beween 'he educational function of colleges
and politics. "The quality of education is

bound 'o be diluted by politics," Hite said.

Hi'e also pointed out the lack pf student
par'icipation considered in the formation of
his reorganization plan. No contact with him
dr co-Presiden' Pinky Batiste was attempted,
Hi'e said.

Hi'e said he and Batiste intend "'o keep an
eye on 'he progress of the reorganization
commission and at present to try to insure
s'uden' representation on the commission."

lyJuniors may now

for off-campus housing

Inside

South Market opening Course openings, etc.

The South Market addition
to Boston's Quincy Market-
place opened recently, and
Heidi Berenson was there for
the celebration. See her
report on Page 2.

New football policy

It will no longer be
necessary to exchange
coupons for tickets for home
football games. John Moran
has all the details of the new
plan on Page 3.

Ethel Waters dies

stage and screen star
Ethel Waters, who thrilled

the world with her gospel
singing, died yesterday at

the age of 76. See the story on
Page 6.

Still looking for a course?
Two courses? Five?
Openings and additions for

all types of courses are on
Pages 12-13.

Anita moves on

Hurricane Anita continued
to pick up momentum but
took a new twist. See story on
Page 12.

Weather

Chance of a thunder
shower this afternoon; highs
in the 80's. Partly cloudy
with a chance of showers
tomorrow. Highs in the 80's
tomorrow, but rapidly tur-

ning cooler.

By ALAN SHEPARD
Collegian Staff

The University Housing Office is accepting
applications from juniors wishing to move off
compus in an effort to alleviate the present
./vercrowded housing conditions on the
campus, a UMass administrator said
yes'erday.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert
L. Woodbury said the application forms must
be picked up in front of the Housing Office at

235 Whi'more 'oday or tomorrow, and
re'urned by noon Wednesday. Housing fees
will be fully refunded 'o approved applicants,
he said.

Meanwhile, 'he estimated 400 students
living in 'emporary housing around campus
will have 'o wait at least until after the Labor
Day weekend for permanent residence
assignments, according to Robert Campbell,
ac'ing director of Resident Resouce
Managemen'. S'udents who have not ap-
peared in 'heir dorms by noon Tuesday will

lof;se 'hem, Campbell said last night.

The Housing Office has run into problems
in tying 'o de'ermine the number and
Icjca'ion of 'he "no show" students, said

Jerry Quarles, assistant housing coordinator.

This is due 'o some innaccurate recording by
several heads of residence, he said last night.

"I- is going 'o be a very slow process,"

said Jon Hi'e, S'udent Government
Associa'ion co- president. "Some counselors

are doubling up and they are trying to weed
.;U' 'he non-s'udents and those who haven't

paid 'heir bills bu* are in rooms."
Woodbury explained 'hat the indicaters

used 'o predict the number of students

coming (jn campus were inaccurate.

In addi'ion, Quarles cited a communication
breakdown be'ween admissions and the

Housing Office as part of the problem on
handling 'he 5,800 incoming freshmen and
•ransfer s'uden's.

I wasn'' un'il late July 'hat the housing

-ffice had any indication 'hat there would be
a h(iusing shortage, Quarles said. They then

con'aced 'he s'udents who applied buM/vere

rejeced for campus residency exemptions,
elling 'hem 'hey would be allowed to move
wff campus.

Bu' because 'he cjff-campus situation is

igh', 350 of 'he 500 students who were
gran'ed examptions last year, found
hemselves back in 'he dorms this semester
because 'hey could not locate housing off

campus, according to Woodbury.
The H(jusing Office is trying to avoid, at all

COS'S, 'he situation that occured in 1975
when 'hree people were assigned to a double
room, said Quarles.

Beyond 'his Quarles said, the whole
siua'ion will be closely studied and he will

make a concerned effort to improve com-
munication be'ween the Admissions,
Regis'rar's, Bursar's and Housing offices

along wi'h special programs and the

Communi'y Development Center.

SGA co-President Pinky Batiste, said she
sympa'hizes wi'h «hose students involved.

"We know i» never should have hap-

pened," she said. Admissions accepted too

^many people," she said. "But when it's all

over, we're going 'o have a post mortum on
where and why 'he problem started. It won't
jus' be forgotten in a few weeks."

Meanwhile, efforts are being made to

make 'hose who are inconvenienced as
C(jmff)r'able as possible. An information

able wa^ placed in 'he lobby of the Campus
Cen'er Ho'el and two counselors were
assigned a room in 'he hotel to provide in-

forma'ion 'o 'he displaced students staying

here.

Two S'uden's living in the hotel last night
said hey have no complaints. The color
elevision, air conditioning, chambermaid
delivery, clean 'owels and vacuming is not
hard "o 'ake, 'hey said.

Bu' for John Hu'chinson, who is a transfer

suden', 'hings have not been as easy.
Wednesday night he stayed at the home of
O.C. Bobby Daniels, assistant dean of
S'uden's, and las' night waited outside the
H /using Office 'o be 'old his next temporary
residence.

"These firs' few days," Hutchinson said,

"is a hing I'll never ffirget."
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Students
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff
The Revolutionary S'uden' Brigade (RSB)

se* up a pe'irion yesrerday in 'he campus
cen-er -o ga'her support for a Labor Day rally
a- Ken' S'a'e
The pe'i'ion, which is being used by all

gr(jups alligned with the Mayflower
Cwali'ion, includes four demands in memory
I'f -he studen's slain at Kent State in 1970.
UMass student, Sandra Caribanans, who

)us' returned from Kent State, last night in a
elephone interview listed the demands as
folltjws:

Firs', ha' pruposed plans for a gymnasium
-n he si'e where 'he four were slain be
cancelled ur revised.

Second, 'ha' four campus buildings be
renamed in remembrance of 'he dead.

Third, 'ha' charges be dropped against
hcjse people arres'ed during the riots at Kent
Sa'e

Fwur'h, 'hat a memorial be built to
c(<mmem(jrate the dead
The Ken' S'ate massacre recently became

an issue 'o Kent S'ate s'udents and others
across 'he na'ion when Kent S'ate University
administration announced plans to build a

State petrtion
.Collegian

ijymnasium nn 'he site where the four
s'uden's were slain. These plans, begun in
he spring, were immediately followed on
May 5h by a 'wo thousand student
dem(>ns'ration on 'he site.

More recen'ly, 'he U.S. Court of Appeals
sayed construction of the gym for ten days
in wrder 'o give 'he Mayflower Coalition time
\> appeal 'o 'he Supreme Court. However,
rons'ruc'ion is expected fo begin on Sep-
ember 6'h and 'he coalition, aided by the
RSB a- UMass, is doing all it can to prevent
r, said Charles Bagli, an RSB member.

Bagli, las' nigh' said 'hat interest in the

r

pe-i'ion IS good and 'hat he was "kind of
surprised... 'ha' people remembered so
well,

Bagli could not estimate the total number
f signatures collected yesterday but he did

say 'har -here is a group of UMass students
going 'o Ken' S'ate this weekend for the
rally.

Rides are being supplied by RSB chapters
in Bws'on on Friday night.

Bagli said anyone interested in going
shfjuld con'act the RSB wl^ch is located in
•he S'udent Union. Meanwhile, he said the
pe'i'ion will be available in the Campus
Cen'er concourse again today.

Boston downtown
celebrates renovation
By HEIDI BEf^ENSON
Collegian Staff
One week ago today ~ while most of

y(.u were dreading 'he beginning of
school - merchants and workers at
Boston's Faneuil Hall Marketplace were
an'icipa'ing 'he Grand Reopening of the
S -u'h Marke' Annex

Al'hough 'he celebration was to begin
3' noon, shopkeepers were still busy
C(*mple'ing work ur\ 'heir stores up until
he las' mcimen's. Rugs were still being

laid 'ha' morning.

The marke'place area comprises three
long buildings. The third, which should
be completed a' 'his 'ime next year, is

he N ir'h Market S'reet Building. That
building houses cine of Boston's oldest
res'auran's, Durgin Park.

B.jS'on Mayor Kevin H. White gave a
recep'ion las' Friday for the hall's
merchants who have been there for
m.*re 'han one year.

Whi'e presented 'he tenants with a
plaque 'hanking them for their
C(i(ipera'ion during 'he renovation
process. The plaque will be mounted at

he en'race (jf 'he marketplace
There was also a 14 foot vanilla cake

replica of 'he en'ire marketplace. In lieu-

Rusty Nail

mellows to

sounds of

Arlo Guthrie

By PAUL LOGUE JR
Collegian Staff

Arlo Gu'hrie, 'he young folk music legend
tr:,m Wes'ern Massachusetts, played before
capaci'v crcjwds Wednesday and Thursday
nigh-s a' 'he Rus'y Nail, a nigh' club on Rte.
47 m Sunderland.

The crowd was mellowed by soft ballards,

comedy riffs and some lowclown rock played
by Gu'hrie and his backup band of the last

w » years, Shenandoah.

Af'er 'he first se', dominated by the
"Scjry of Moses," the band set down a

s'ring ((f old-'ime 'unes such as "Anytime,"
"S ealing," "Rambtin' Round," and "Hobo's
Lullabye."

Then came 'he old favorite, "Comin' into
Los Angeles," and 'he band picked up the
empo wi'h Gu'hrie plunking the piano. From
•>ere, 'he band swung into a rendition of
"Amaz<r>g Grace " and "Connection".

Af'er 'he show, Guthrie sucked down a

Schli'2 and 'alked 'o a few reporters in the

dressinq room

"I'm going on vacation after Thursday's
shf>w and I ain'' going »o do nothing, not

pick a le"er, answer 'he phone. .jus' going to

lay around f(jr a month. Th«n it's off to the
Wes- Cias' Fr,lk Fes'ival.

'

When asked dbouf'he humor he interjects
rluring 'he shf>w, he replied, "Music is •<

make people hapov nor goes along
wi'ti he music ius' '

'f devouring it, 'he mayor, at the
suggestion of one wc^man, decided to
dona'e i' 'o 'he Children's Hospital.

Al'hough 'he marketplace is beautiful,
he hea' in the building is often in-

•olerable Because the building is open-
air, planners say it would have cost
abou' $30 per square foot to air con-
di'ion. The enclosed annex will be air
condi'ioned.

Because of 'he more 'han 55 shops in

he annex and 110 shops in the
marke'place, 'here have been more than
30 million visitors to the area, the Boston
Globe reported. The variety of mer-
chandise and goods 'hat are available
boggle he mind and pocketbook.

The area has 'urned into a mini fun
house. There are pantomimists and
clowns performing daily and square
dances held for amateurs. There was
even a wedding in 'he Rotunda, the
cener of 'he market.

The important function of the
marke'place is 'o attract people back
in'(* 'he ci'y and out of the suburbs.
From hese have come the architects'
crea'ions, 'he mall and the shopping
plaza.

Folksinger Arlo Guthrie, shown hare in"

a performance this summer at the Music
Inn in Lenox, packed the Rusty Nail this
week. (Staff photo by Joe Quinlan)
Slienandoali is a band with fantastically

swee' harm.,ny. Led in 'he vocals by Carol
Schriever, Terry a la Berry on drums, S'eve
Ide .n rytiym gui'ar, David Grover cm lead
.ind Dan Velika .-n bass, Shenandoah blefids

'»Ty rock wi'h folk and blues They can
i"- seen wi'h Pwuse"e Dar' Band -his

wfjfkend a- he Rus'y Nail,

cali« n?*." K®
°' ^^? "•^ So"th Marketplace in Boaton'. Fanaull Hall area was thecausa of a huge celebration last week. (UPI»

The revi'aliza'ion in Boston may very
well be contagious. The Rouse Co.,
which rebuilt the marketplace, is

Working on similar ventures throughout
he coun'ry.
The marke'place is not Boston's only

area being renovated. The Boston
wa'erfron'. 'he North End and

Haymarke' Square are all being vastly
upgraded, creating a new image for the
en'ire Boston downtown area.

The completion next year of the North
Marke' Annex will finally round out the
new par' of Boston. Maybe this will

bring people back 'o the city.

United States, Cuba
swap similar interests
HAVANA, Cuba COMPILED FROM

WIRES - The United S'ates had a man in
Havana for 'he firs' time in nearly 17 years
ves'erday.

Wi-h 'oasts of welcome with Cuban rum
and American beer, the United States
-pened an "interest section" in Havana
working under a Swiss flag in the old em-
bassy building, surrounded by dust, rusty
pipes and a ' ime capsule" of memorabilia.

Diploma's ranging from 'he Chinese to the
Africans 'o 'he Swiss hosts stood in line, 500
(t 600 gues's crammed elbow to elbow, in

swel'ering hea', perspiration running down
heir faces, to shake hands with the
Americans and say, "Welcome to Cuba."

The ceremriny was timed to coincide with
a similar event at the Czechoslovakian
embassy in Washington, wher^ the Cuban
in'eres' office will operate for several days
un'ij Havana's old embassy is refurbished.

Al'hf}ugh both sides made clear many
bs'acles s'ill bar 'he restoration of fullscale

diplomatic 'ies, each nation sent 10 officials

o frperate in 'he other's capital.

Undersecretary of S'ate Philip Habib, the
ranking U.S. official at Cuba's Washington
pary, se' -he cau'ious 'one for diplomatic
oas's 'o 'he occasion, calling it a "first step"
oward better relations.

"! is not a big one but it is a significant
ne jus- 'he same," Habib said. "This is not
he end, bu* 'he beginning. The dialogue

w.,n'' always be an easy f)ne."

The head' ,f Cuba's new Washington
pera'ion, Ram^n Sanchez Parcidi, drew

tiMmn»-.s<, iiko -i-'pntion 'o Havan's demand

ha' 'he Uni'ed S'ates end" its anti-Cuban
"ec(jnomic and 'rade blockade" as a con-
di'ion for resuming normal relations.

A -he same 'ime, he said, "the Cuban
government wishes 'o express its readiness
•o analyze... -hose matters that the U.S.
governmen' considers as issues of the
axis ing conflict between our two countries."

in keeping with the relatively low-level
s'a'us of 'he new in'eres' sections, Cuba was
represen'ed in Havana by only one official of
cabine' rank - Foreign Trade Minister
Marcello Fon'.

Chief in'eres' 'here was the setting: The
run-d(jwn U.S. embassy building, reopened
fcjr 'he firs' time in nearly 17 years Thursday
by U.S. officials who described it as "a time
capsule" (jf Cold War remebrances.

They found a dust-covered official portrait
of 'hen President Dwight Eisenhower atop a
s'ack of lumber in the basement; a Coke
machine that operates on nickels; a film
cannis-er of tie 1961 Rose Bbwl game; the
fiead of a me'al U.S. eagle rescued from an
angry Havana mob in 1960.

Collegian facelift
Suden's returning to UMass may notice a

few changes in 'he Collegian 'his semester.
The pap>er has swi'ched from five 'o four

columns •() increase readability and graphic
appeal
The paper has also undergone some major

personnel changes. Photo Editor Jay Saret,
Black Affairs Edi'or Nasser Ega, and Fine
Ars Edi'or Mark Lecesse have resigned 'heir

p.-s's, Replacemen's ffjr 'hese positions are
n.iW being sauqh'.

SGA teaches, then raps NSA
By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

"They learned more from us than we
learned from 'hem," said UMass Student
Senator Speaker Brian DeLima yesterday
when he described the 12-day conference on
student government he attended with 14
other student government officials in

Houston in August.
DeLima said he and the others, including

Board of Governors (BOG) chairperson
Michael Pill, BOG treasurer Henry Doyle and
student senator Susan Saxe, were invited by

Brian DeLima, Speaker of the Student
Senate.

•he conference's sponsor, the National
S'udent Association (NSA) to conduct 25 of
'he scheduled 50 conference workshops on
S'udent government and services.
The UMass delegation, which received

$1,050 as reimbursement from NSA for its

services, ended up "doing a few more work-
shops than expected," according to DeLima.
In addition, because the NSA's own
equipment broke, all printing at the con-
ference was done on UMass Student
Government Association (SGA) printing
presses.

"The NSA has poor resources, poor
lobbyists, and colleges that join them aren't
really getting anything. We made this clear,"
said DeLima.
DeLima said UMass withdrew from the

national organization in 1974.
In addition to representatives from many

American colleges, the national conference
attracted some international conferees,
including one official from the NSA's
counterpart ip the Soviet Union, said
DeLima.
He said a representative from Ireland,

apparently impressed by the strong UMass
presence at the conference, told him UMass
"was more of a national organization than
•he NSA."
DeLima said other foreign students at-

'ending 'he convention included students
from Rumania and Guam, who were in-

•erested in starting a student credit union.

The daily conferences, which began at 8
a.m. and continued through the evening,
when speakers were presented, provided a

way 'o discuss common problems and new
ideas and share resources, according to

DeLima.
Speakers included Georgia legislator

Julian Bond, ecologist Barry Commoner, and
U.S. United Nations ambassador for human
rights Alan Lowenstein.
DeLima said 'he UMass delegation's

purpose in conducting workshops was to

present ideas gleaned from experience "so
'hey wouldn't have to re- invent the wheel.
We've re-invented it twenty times."

In return, he said the UMass delegation
learned the "necessity to get our lobbying
'ogether on things like marijuana de-

criminalization, tax reform, and University

financing."

The financial return may prove even more
rewarding. According to DeLima, the newly-
eleced president and vice-president of NSA
will 'ravel 'o UMass next week to discuss
using information on student programs
s'ored in UMass for an estimated annual fee
of $10,000. DeLima said that the figure is

•en'ative, however.
Additionally, DeLima said, the State

Association of State Universities of New
York wants the UMass SGA to run work-
shops on unionization at a conference the
New York association has scheduled later
•his mcinth.

"Our main purpose is to provide services
here, but if we can make them available else-,

where, more power 'o them," said DeLima.

SGA secretary injured on trip
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A S'udent Government Association (SGA)
secretary remains in guarded condition in an
Arkansas hospital following a car accident on
•he return trip from a student government
national convention.

SGA speaker Brian DeLima, the lone

passenger in the vehicle last night said that

Sheri Linden suffered a broken back when
•he car hit a median divider.

DeLima said Linden lost control of the

S'udent Senate Auto Pool car when her hair

fell into her eyes. He expeets her to remain in

'he hospital until Saturday, if not longer.

DeLima received a broken collar bone in

'he collision and returned to UMass after five

days in 'he hospital. He said he still takes
medication.

Two other vans were on the trip with
DeLima and Sheridan but DeLima said the

o'her drivers did not see the accident
because 'he vehicles all left at different

imes.

DeLima said 'he totaled car will be
replaced by another car in the Student
Senate Auto Pool.

New policy for football admission
Only ID card

necessary to

attend contests

»«lt» ••
t:t: 1 1

1

By JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

S'uden's need only present a valid UMass
ID a* home football games this season to be
admi»»ed to 'he stadium. This is a charge in a

•en-year-old policy of having students ex-

change coupons for tickets at the office

during the week preceeding the game.

"We're doing it for several reasons, but
'he most important is convenience," said

Vic'or H. Fusia, director of Sports
Development

"The traffic here in »he ticket office was a

real problem at »imes and this will certainly

help 'hose who decide to go to the game at

•he las' minute.

"We 'hink this will help us get a greater

s'uden' 'urnout at the games. Attendance

has been slipping the last few years," he

said. The Minutemen have not had a

capacity crowd at home since 1972.

The new system will also cut the operating

COS'S of 'he stadium, according to Al Rufe,

business manager of Athletics.

"I 'hink between the printing of the

coupons and 'he printing of tickets, the

saving is abou* $3,000 plus the saving of

labor," Rufe said.

Robert W. O'Connell, associate director of

A'hietics, yesterday said the savings from
he change in ticket policy is just one in a

series of moves by the business director and
cjther executives 'o help keep down the
operating costs so the teams themselves can
have as much money as possible.

"We don't want to cut back the programs
so we cu' back in other areas," O'Connell

said. "And 'his way everybody on game day
has 'he same opportunity to get the best

sea's. I' couldn'' be more convenient than

for a S'uden' 'o walk 'o the stadium, show on
ID, and ge' in."

Fusia said 'he change will also solve some
o'her problems for 'he ticket office such as

when a large group of students wants to sit

oge'her a' a game.

Student seating will remain where it

has ahA^ays been in section seven
through 10 and 17 through 20. Sections
five and six have been reserved for
season ticket holders. The general public
will sit in sections three and four on the
home side. Fans subscribing to the new
family plan will sit in section two.
Section one will have unreserved
seating.

As in the past, the stadium gates will

open at noon for the 1 p.m. games.

"Take a fraternity," said Fusia, "'hey all

wan' 'o si' together. Before, the whole
bunch of 'hem had 'o come down here at

once or 'hey had 'o send one kid down with

a hundred ID's. Now they just have to go
down 'o 'he stadium 'ogether."
The new policy also appears 'o put an end

o 'he old scam of collecting unused
coupons before 'he game and scalping the
icke's ou' front for ex'ra cash.
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HAVANA. Cuba -Lyl« Una. chi«f of thj n«wlv-r.op0n.d U.S. Special Int.ratt SiK:tlon (R) and Palagrin Torrat. VIca Ministerof Cuban Foreign Affairs, smile neer end of ceremonies marking the beginning of the U.S. Section in Havana. (UPI)

""'"'^•'

Uniforms of the day set tone
fes in Wastiington

WASHINGTON [UP/] - The Cubans who
came 'o Washington as their country's first

(official representatives in nearly 17 years
were dressed in neat business suits — not a
beard or a se» of combat fatigues to be seen.
The uniform of the day — dark blue suits

for 'he men. and flowered frocks for their
wives - was symbolic of the business-like
a"itude of both sides 'oward the establish-
men* of "interests sections, " which are
embassies in everything but name.
To make 'he changes to embassies, with

full diplonnatic relations and the Cuban and
American flags flying in each other's capitals,
will require 'he fulfillment of several con-
di'ions.

For 'he Anr>erican side, the Cubans will
have 'o show progress in hunrwn rights
especially 'oward »he eight remaining

American political prisoners in Cuban jails;

make a gesture 'oward removing some of
•heir roops from Angola, and settle some
wu's'anding American financial daims.

Assis'an' Secretary of State Terence
Todman says American claims for ex-
propriated property in Cuba amount to $1.8
billion. He says he knows of no similar Cuban
claims on 'he United States.

Another official said the United States will
settle for progress on human rights and the
financial claims. He said it is unrealistic to
expec 'he Cubans to publicly renounce their
African policy, simply as a gesture toward
Washir>gton.

The Cubans, for their part, are demanding
an end to the U.S. economic and trade
blockade.
The Cubans will have *fye support of much

Young, Smith open talks
SALISBURY. Rhodesia [UP1\ - UN

Ambassador Andrew Young met Prime
Minister Ian Smith for the first tirrw
yes'erday, but failed to agree on an Anglo-
Anr>erican peace plan for Rhodesia after more
•han -hree hours of talks.

"We didn'' agree, of course," Young fold
reporters after the talks.

Bu' 'he U.S. diplomat said he enjoyed
mee'ing Smith. "I must say I've been hearing
about Ian Smith for years, and I was per-
sonally pleased with our meeting," he said.
"We had, I 'hink, a very good discussion for

»^/W*^

several hours."
Smith won a landslide victory Wednesday

in national electior^s.

Young, on his first trip to Rhodesia, was
accompanied by British Foreign Secretary
Oavid Owen.

Bf>th Ycjung and Owen met privately with
mr.dera'e black nationalist leaders Bishop
Abel Muzorewa and Ndabaningi Sithole but
made no statements afterward.
The -wo moderates, who are directly

'Pposed by 'he more militant Patriotic From,
have expressed support for the Anglo^
American efforts.

(<f 'he American business community, which
has been casting envious glances at a re-

en'ry into the Cuban market. Given Cuba's
perilous economic condition, the future is

uncertain for any businessman, but Cuba is

lacking certain basic items — such as
agricultural machinery and automobiles and
•rucks - 'he United States could supply.
U.S. officials are puzzled about the timing

;if 'he partial resumption of relations. In 1974
and 1975 'here was a series of secret con-
ac's be'ween Cubans and State Department
(ifficials.

One of 'hose officials, William 0. Rogers,
•hen assistant secretary of state, said the
Ford administration offered to set up "irv
eres's sections" to begin a dialogue.
The Cubans never responded and the

contacts were broken off, possibly because
of a power struggle betwt-en Cuban
dognr^atists who wanted no relatioi-is with the
arch-capitalist United States and pragmattsts
who wanted an economic and technical
boost for the island.

Rogers feels Fidel Castro was then ur»-

willing or unable t© settle the dispute, and
he idea lay dormant until the Carter ad-
ministration came to office in 1977 and
began making friendly overtures toward
about Cuba.

The Collegian wants:

Photo Editor

Fine Arts
Editor

See Ron Arena in the

Collegian office or call

545-3500 by Wednesday,

September 7.

The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer.

Tli« Rots 8 Plants Shop
rv-opaiing and rv-modckd
»vWi a new Mock of pottery
* pUats

20% OFF
purchases of *50'^ or more

Group purchasing accepted. i.e.:

nousemates, roommates...

274 N. neasaAt St. Amherst
Baacmcnt Shop Mon-Fri. 12-5:30

Sat. 10-5:30

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays
Art, Music, Nature

Shakespeare Cr Classics
History & Science

Philosophy £r Religion
Sci. Fi. & Mystery

Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst

Mon. Sat. 10-5:30

549-6052
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/BROWN'S
For Tremendous

Stlection and

SIVIN6S on ....

.

t^ Bedspreads

t/^ Draperies

p^ Rugs (Really Great) ^
t^ Bed Pillows

*^ Throw Pillows

t^ Sheets

t^ Mattress Pads

*^ Wall Hangings

•^ Blankets

•^ Curtain Rods

178 No. Pleasant St.

Tel. 253-5862

Parhir^ in rear of store

ItyMMimiiteflyP

Face it . . . you've always
wanted to fly! Most of us

remember that feeling . . .

and for a lot of us it has ryever

gone away.

You're in luck. Air Force
ROTC can set you winging.

Our Flight Instruction Program
(FIP) is designed to teach you
the basics of flight and in-

cludes flying lessons in light

aircraft at a civilian-operated

flying school.

The program is an EXTRA
given to cadets who can be-

come Air Force pilots through

Air Force ROTC Taken dur-

ing the senior year in college,

It IS the first step up for the

cadet who is going on to Air

Force jet pilot training after

graduation

^ir Force ROTC a"'-o has a

scholarship program to pay

or books, fees, and full tui-

lon, along with $100 a month
This is all reserved for the

cadet who wants to get his life

off the ground with Air

Force flying

Rir Force ROTC
Call Lt. Col. Richardson

5-2437

EXOTIC

FISH & PET

WORLD
ONE OF THE NADLEY

VILLA6E BARN SHOPS

49 RUSSELL ST.

RTE. 9 NADLEY

LABOR DAY

SUE
DELUXE
10 GAL.

AQUARIUM

SET
REG. $24.00

20 6AL. COMPLETE
TANK SET
REG. $52.00

NOW $39

SMALL NEONS
JUMBO NEONS
ANGELICA CATS
MARBLE ANGELS
BLACK LACE
VEILANGEL

VELVET SWORD
GLASS CATS

99

15c

59c

99c

79c

89c
49c

1.39.pr.

586-3362
10-9 DAILY 10-6 SAT., SUN.
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OPENING
WHISTLE

for

Happy Hour Prices

Ail Day & Every Day

Large Pitciier

of BEER

O702
Miller

Bud

Schlltz

Plus Free Popcorn

37 North Ploisant St.,

Amhorst

The Collegian needs one

work-study person to work

7-10 p.m. Sunday through

Thursday. Must type.

See Bernard Davidow at the

Collegian office or call 5-3500.

WORK-STUDY JOBS
The Student Government Association Office of Com-

munications needs persons to help write and design ad-
vertisements, posters and brochures, as well as issue press
releases.

Journalism, Communications and Design students can
gain practical experience while earning $2.90 per hour.

Pick up applications at

Student Senate Office

Room 420

Student Union Building

Women and Third World Students are urged to apply.

Experience is not necessary.

Around the Nation

Atheist O'Hair
threatens suit
AUSTIN, Tex. [UPI] - Atheist Madalyn

Murray O'Hair said yesterday she would file

sui» in federal court to force removal of the
phrase "In God We Trust" from United
S'ates coins and paper money.

Mrs. O'Hair, whose suit in Boston resulted
in a ban against compulsory prayers in public
schools, said she and her two sons will file

'he sui» against Secretary of the Treasurer
Michael Blumenthal and James A. Conlon,
director of engraving and printing.
The suit contends the inscription on U.S.

currency compels her and her sons to
subscribe and affirm a belief which is "an-
•irhetical *o plaintiffs' most deeply held
convictions, and represents an abridgement
of their rights under the free exercise clause
and establishment clause of the First

Amendment."
Asked if she thought she could win the

suit, Mrs. O'Hair replied, "There's no sweat."

Psychiatrists

condemn USSR
HONOLULU [UPI] - By a two-vote

margin, the world's most prestigious
psychiatric body has condemned the Soviet
Union for jailing political dissenters in mental
hospitals and insane asylums.

The sixth World Congress of Psychiatry
Wednesday night condemned "the
systematic abuse of psychiatry for political

purposes" in the Soviet Union "and all

countries in which they occur."

"A* last the World Psychiatric Association
has gotten off the fence and acted in a
morally responsible fashion," said Dr. Sidney
Bloch of Great Britain, a leader in the
movement to censure the Soviets.
The 90-88 secret ballot vote followed 45

minutes of embittered debate during which
chief Soviet delegate Eduard Babayan said
only doctors who had actually examined
patients could judge whether or not they had
been improperly put in mental hospitals.

Report states

Berlfowitz nil
NEW YORK [UPI] - The psychiatrist who

found David Berkowitz is mentally in-

competent to stand trial for the six "Son of
Sam" murders said in the same report that

•he suspect is "emotionally dead," it was
disclosed yesterday.

Berkowitz was also described in the report
as fully aware of the criminal nature of the
murder charges lodged against him.
The evaluation was read into a court

record by Queens District Attorney John
Santucci at the second competency hearing
•his week for the 24-year-old postal worker
accused of six night ambush killings in the
city's lovers' lanes.

The prosecution, as it did at a similar
hearing in Brooklyn Tuesday, objected to the
finding of incompetency reached by Dr.
Daniel Schwartz, the psychiatrist who has
been examining Berkowitz since his arrest
Aug. 10.

Bell expects
few indictments
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Attorney General

Griffin Bell says he expects "very few" in-

dictments will follow from the Justice
Department investigation of alleged South
Korean influence peddling among members
of Congress.
"We are going to have some charges —

very few. There's not going to be large
numbers of people involved," Bell told Los
Angeles Times reporters yesterday. The
Justice Department released a recording of
'he interview.

Bell did not comment on the reported
indictment of South Korean businessman
Tongsun Park, a key figures of the lobbying
scandal. The indictment had not become
disclosed at the time of the interview.

Asked about earlier predictions present or
former congressmen might be indicted in

August or September, Bell quipped, "We're
getting into that season of the year."

Judge denies

Sirhan's wish
LOS ANGELES [AP] - A judge refused

yesterday to allow Sirhan Sirhan, convicted
assassin of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, to
return 'o the scene of the killing.

Superior Court Judge William Hogoboom
scoffed at sugestions that Sirhan's memory
could be refreshed about the shooting he
says he cannot remember and said to grant
Sirhan's wish woukJ be to operate the court
on 'he basis of "old wives' tales."

Sirhan's lawyer, Godfry Isaac, had corv
veyed to the court his client's request to be
•aken from Soledad State Prison to the
kitchen of the Ambassador Hotel in Los
Angeles to see if he could remember what
happened 'he night of June 5, 1968.

Ford accepts invitation

as White House guest
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Gerald Ford has

accepted President Carter's invitation to
attend 'he signing of the Panama Canal
•reaties next Wednesday and will be a guest
a' 'he White House, it was announced
Thursday.
The former president, unlike Ronald

Reagan and a number of other top
Republican figures, has expressed strong
support for the pact which will turn control
of 'he canal over to Panama in the year 2000.

Press secretary Jody Powell- said Ford will

be Carter's house guest while in Washington
'o attend the signing ceremony at the Pan
American Union, the Organization of
American States headquarters on Con-,
stitution Avenue.

The President's quest for grass roots

support on the issue produced another blast

from Sen. Jesse Helms, N.C., who with Sen.
S'rom Thurmond of South Carolina is

spearheading a Republican move to block

Senate ratification of the treaties.

lOMSMlkSl.
NortkaaptM. Ma

Wednesday, August 31

ARTHUR CABLE
BLUES BAND

Thursday. Sept. 1

MOUNTAIN LIFE
Friday. Sept. 2

& Saturday, Sept. 3

SKYLINE
Sunday. Sept. 4

SECOND STORY
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Heart failure claims
gospel singer Waters
CHATSWORTH, Calif. [UPI\ - Ethel

Wa'ers, s'age and screen star who captured
•he hearts of millions of fans with her earthy
spiritual and blues renditions of "Stormy
Wea'her' and "Am I Blue," died yesterday
wf an apparent heart failure at age 76.

Miss Wa'ers, whose entertainment career
spanned more »han 60 years, died at the
home uf friends at 7:45 a.m. She had been ill

for a number of years.

KM^ ^.^?^'^ religious woman, the grey-haired
Miss Wafers made her Broadway debut in
Plantation Revue of 1924," scoring one of

•he great song hits ever when she introduced
Dinah Miss Waters still was making

•elevision appearances in her 70s until shewas beset by illnesses.

S-ricken with diabetes and heart trouble
during 'he 1960s and living on a small social
securi'y check. Miss Waters once com-
men'ed, "I couldn'' be happier because I'm
a* peace wi'h 'he Lord."

I* was her renditions of Negro spirituals
•hat brought her greatest fame and she was
•he first woman ever * sing "St. Louis
Blues."

For 'he pas' 15 years. Miss Waters
devo'ed most her 'ime 'q the Billy Graham
Crusade in 'he United States, Europe and
Asia. For 'he last month, she had been
s'aying with friends Paul and Julie Dekorte in
Cha'sworth in northern Los Angeles County.

Funeral services were pending at Forest
Lawn Mortuary in Glendale, Calif.

Miss Waters was born Oct. 31, 1900, in
Chester, Pa., and said later the fact that her
family was so poor probably was the reason
she never held on to the fortune she made.
She made her initial stage appearance at

17 and after achieving considerable success,
•cured with a jazz group and developed into
a leading 'heater and cafe personality. She
became deeply interested in religion and
gave up singing in nightclubs to concentrate
on spirituals.

The motion picture industry recognized
her 'alents and cast her in "As Thousands
Cheer," "A' Home Abroad", and "Rhapsody
in Black". She received an Academy Award
nomination in I960 for her role in "Pinky".

Her last picture was "The Sound and the
Fury" made in 1958. She then turned to
•elevision, appearing on the "Tennessee
Ernie Ford Show," "Daniel Boone" with
Fess Parker and "Route 66".

Her autobiography, "His Eye is on thebparrow
. was a best seller in 1951.

She was philosophical about the wealth
she made and lost. When forced to subsist
mainly on Social Security in later life, she
said, "If half the people that owed me money
paid it back, I'd be a rich woman."

/7>, M^'^PY HOUR 3-7 J

Bud Rile a I.
Schliti l^W bonis 4-

4-
Mixed Drinks 7Sc 4-

Tues.-Fri. )f
4-

Golf Driving Range
J^

$1 .so smart - $2.00 large !f

2Sc off each bucket Z
with titis ad ^
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GET INTO

SORORITY RUSH

TODAY
Rush sign up at the Greek Af-
fairs Office 203 Hampshire
House. Sign up deadline Thurs-
day, September 8.

One in five have dope in blood
Collegian

Drunk drivers high as well, study reveals
CRAMENTO, Calif. \UPI\ - Initial The oreliminarv rennrt of the exnflrimfint Tho i,.i,ioi *;„w; ^ .. ,. .'.

. .

W Rachid's
The Best in Disco . . .

mixed drink prices

, starting at $1.00 and

bottled beer at 75*=

'7 NITES A WEEK'
Great Sandwiches 11:30 a.m. to Closing
Rachid's-r Mt. Farms Mall— Hadley.

Eth«l Waters

She refused 'o compromise her past glory
by making commercials, maintaining her
digni'y as she lived out her years in

Pasadena, Calif.

Miss Waters' later illness kept her activities
down and also forced her to lose weight
which once had been more than 250 pounds.

She confined her singing to gospel songs,
appearing on »he Billy Graham crusades or at
Salva'ion Army camp meetings, explaining,
"\ don* keep my love of God to myself, I sinq

i' ou» loud."
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KKK plans disruption

at Women's Conference
DETROIT \UPI\ - The Ku Klux Klan plans

•o disrupt »he National Women's Conference
in Houston -his fall because it considers
feminisms "'he misfits of society," the Detroit
News reported Thursday.

Rwber' Shehon, imperial wizard of the
Klan, 'old 'he News in a 'elephone interview
frr^m his home in Tuscaloosa, Ala., that the
KKK has been infiltrating the women's
movemen' for 'he past three or four years.
He said -he Klan considers the movement

a haven for "all 'he misfits of society, in-

cluding self-admitted lesbians."
"These women's libbers are trying to

des'roy all 'he principles and heritage I

cherish," Shelton said.

He said hundreds of members of the
Klan's ladies auxiliary have attended most of
he s'ate International Women's Year
mee'ings 'his year and that some — he
would not say how many — will, as voting

delega-es "(appose what's going on" at the
Nciv. 18-21 National Women's Conference.
"Our men also will be there to protect our

women from all 'he militant lesbians who will
be -here," Shelton said. "It's not safe for a
decen* woman 'o be there. Some of our
w.omen were approached by lesbians at the
s'a'e mee'ings."
The conference, which grew out of the

Ford administration's Commission on the
Observance of International Women's Year,
IS expeced 'o recommend ways of
elimina'ing barriers to male and female
equi'y.

Shel'on said the Klan resented the use of
axpayers' money to help organize state
mee'ings 'hat selected the 1,441 voting
delega'es who will attend the conference.

If Congress can authorize $5 million for
•ha', he said, " hen it should give $5 million
'o 'he Klan 'o fight for segregation."

The Student Federal Credit Union is available to help you. Here's how:
Simply open a "Credit Union" Savings Account with a minimum balance of $5 00,and you ve got a convenient outlet for cash on campus. This makes you a credit unionmennber and allows you to withdraw as much as 50 dollars per day in cash. So, instead ofhassling with check cashing services on campus, CHECK US OUT! We're located in theColonial Lounge of the Student Union Building, and we're open Monday thru Friday from

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

BLOUSES SKiKJS

POSTERS
CANOL^S 'WAX* ^AC/^AME

MOCS K(/SS SATKtrr ^lAA/jBuf
TSA TiA T£7S HAfi^eifS^ Jt^^^/M* p/to^f
lA»^r**Abtr ^kA§ tvATAttiT A^e/iiLts"

GIFTS

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU!
Student Federal Credit Union

Colonial Lounge - Student Union
University of AAass. - Amherst
Phone 545-2800
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SACRAMENTO, Calif. \UPI\ -~ Initial
results in a first-ever California test show that
more 'han one in five motorists stopped for
drunken driving have marijuana in their
blood, it was learned yesterday.

Officials said indications are that as more
blood is sampled the incidence rate will jump
•o one in four.

The preliminary report of the experiment
by -he s^ate Justice Department disclosed
•hat 22 per cent of 291 blood samples drawn
from suspected drunken drivers contained
varying amounts of marijuana.

"That's high," Assistant Highway Patrol
Commissioner Lloyd Sellers commented
about 'he findings. "I am surprised."

«e*M*e<5«

The initial findings covered the first three
months of the year-long project. A resear-
cher, who asked not to be identified, said
•hat unpublished results from the second
reporting period indicate an increase to 26
per cent jn the number of samples that
contained marijuana.

Some law enforcement officials have long

suspec'ed 'hat many motorists stopped for
drunken or erratic driving but who easily
passed sobriety tests were using marijuana
or a combination of marijuana and liquor.
The Justice Department and the state

Office ui Traffic Safety began the federally
financed $82,000 experiment in April to
de'ermined 'he incidence of marijuana use
by dnvers suspected of being intoxicated.^'^~WNAVVWW\AAArtAWVAAM^^

Whytomorrow's professionals

choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
ofadvanced calculators todav.

TheyVe proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by mil-
lions worldwide, and they've passed.

They have staying power. Today s classroom prob-
lems quickly grow into tomorrows on-the-job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
TheyVe investments in a future that happens fast.

^^

TheyVe straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
complicated!'Itmeans"uncomplicated;'HPcalcuIatorsare,
above all, straightforward.

TheyVe easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like you think.

TheyVe efficient. HP calculators take the direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving
keycode merging capability.

TheyVe personal. Professionals design their own ways
to solve their particular problems, and they -expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are.

There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.

(800) 648-47 11.The number to call for more informa-
tion and your HP dealer's name and address (unless you're
in Nevada, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP.29C. Our NEW
Programmable with
Continuous Memory.

$195.00"
Its 98-step program memory and cal program memory capacity to 175

16 of its ^0 storage registers stay "on" keystrokes and heyond insert/delete
even when the calculator is "off so you editing. Conditional and unconditional
can store programs and data for as long branching. Three levels of subroutines,
as you wish. Continuous Memory plus 10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility
fully merged keycodes bring typi- at an exceptional price.
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HP-21 Scientific.

$80.00*

Performs all standard math and trig

calculations, the latter in radians or
degrees Performs rectangular/polar con-
versions Displays in fixed decimal
or scientific notation. Our Icm-est priced
scientific.
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HP-22 Business Management.
$125.00*

A new kind of management tcKil.

Combines financial, statistical and
mathematical capabilities. Enables busi-

ness students to forecast faster, more eas-

ily and with greater certainly.

HP-25
Scientific Programmable.

$125.00*

Solves repetitive problems auto-
matically. Enter your formula once;
thereafter only variables Requires no
software, no "computer" language Our
lowest priced programmable. We als<i of-

fer an HP-25 with Continuous Memory,
the HP-25C, for $160 00* It retains pro-
grams and data even when turned "off

HP.27
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.

$175.00*

Contains the most preprogrammed
scientific functions we've ever offered,

plus comprehensive statistical and finan-

cial functions Lets you forecast, allocate

resources, analyK costs- quickly.

HP-67 Fully Programmable.
$450.00*

The most powerful pocket calcula-

tor we've ever built 224-step program
memory 26 storage registers "Smart

'

card reader records contents of both.
Fully merged keycodes increase typical

prt>gram memory capacity up to 450 key-
strokes and beyond. Superior edit-
ing capability.

"Sugfrtlcd iri»il rrKo. rtcludinR iprlKMhtr suit and W»\ ijvci -
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Student unioni/ntion

Positive change through participation and organization
By GREG TARPINIAN

While 'he resignation of that infamous
educator and "politico" Robert Wood was
making headlines 'his summer, students on
'he Amherst campus were busy discussing
•heir response 'o the changing nature of
Universi'v power relations. Wood's name
popped up infrequently however.
The prime 'opic of discussion was student

unioniza'ion.

S'uden' governance on the UMass
campus has been the object of scorn for
some 'ime now. I' is perceived by students as
ineffective in advocating student interests
and righ's within »he University. At the same
•ime i' is seen as offering few avenues for
meaningful participation. Students in-
'eres'ed in effecting real change in their
si'uation as students - but are turned off by
pet'y poli'ical relationships - have few
vehicles 'hrough which to vent their
frus'ration.

With the threat which faculty collective

bargaining poses to students and the above
problems in mind, the Student Senate
p>assed a resolution this spring requesting
investigation into the possibilities of its own
internal 'ransformation.

Beginning in June, and extending through
July, a group of students - ranging from the
SGA co-presidents to members of the
Coalition of Alternative Agriculture and Self-
Sufficiency - met to discuss the
ramifications of 'he transformation of the
SGA along more participatory lines.

The need 'o make the SGA more pro-
ac'ive ins'ead of re-active in dealings with
'he administration and more open to the
prospec's of student activism in academic
depar'men's and residential areas (com-
mu'ers included) was of prime importance
•hose involved.

The (objective of these discussions was to
es'ablish a definite path towards the overall
goal (A s'udent unionization.

I' was decided 'hat the most viable path
would be based on' the development of
ac'ive groups in departments and dorms.
These would be called councils. They would
be responsible for getting people organized
around grievances which they had in their
respective dorm or department. Pressure
would be applied to the administrative ap-
paratus of 'he department or dorm, whether
•ha' be depar'ment head, resident head or
various departmental and dormitory com-
mittees.

Posi'ive change is intended to come about
hrouqh such an approach. The idea of

ac'ivision in the areas most basic to student
life is 'he most significant outcome of this

summer's discussion. No longer would the
in'eres's of 'he average student be left up to
he whims of 'he so-called "leaders" only a
small percentage of the students elect. The
councils would be 'he "deciders" — the
"ac'ors".

Everyone can participate in councils.
Anyone can organize a council.

While 'his is only one step in the trans-

fcjrmation discussed this summer, it is

'he most basic. Everything else ndes on the
successful organization of councils where
participation is likely to be the prime gauge of
success.

Apathy is a form of powerlessness.
P.owerless is how we as students feel in an
environment determined for us by ad-
ministrators and faculty. In this political

sys'em power is gotten in two ways: through
mfjney, and through numbers.

Many of us have gripes within our
depar'ments and living areas. Our gripes

remain (jnly gripes howevpr

How many of our student senators deal
with our most important problems?

H(jw many of our Senators talk to us
abou' poor course offerings, tasteless food,

or sub-human housing? Even if they do, they
have 'he "authority" to not carry out our
desires. That's the beauty of student
q(;vernment?

Similarly, do any of our supposedly
benevolen' administrators ask us about our
needs?

Ge* 'he connection?
I''s 'Ime to end the rhyth of a student

government responsive to the needs of

s'uden's. S'udent government is a forum for

•he fu'ure political leaders of America. Do
our leaders represent our interests? Do we
wan' leaders? Or, do we want change?

There are thousands of us. Through
cooperation in residential and academic
areas students can make change, gain
power, and destroy the confusion and
frus'ration of being a student.

pacific news commentary

Illegal aliens: a problem of economics
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By MARTIN BROWN

Manuel Rojas strolled down to his local
'avern in San Francisco's Mission District
las' night tQ celebrate his new quasi- legal
status.

As a " emporary alien," Rojas (not his real
name) may soon be legally entitled to remain
in 'he U.S. for at least five more years and —
more important — to seek work in the above-
ground labor market.

'Of course," said Rojas, lifting a glass of
beer, " his is a great relief."

Ye' Rojas, who slipped across the U.S.-
Mexican border in 1973 — and has been back
and forth a half-dozen times since — also
had qualms. What would happen to him at

•he efKl of five years? Will he again b«
subject tQ deportation, or will he be given
r)errr>anent alien status? No one kr>ows.

And, 'hough he wiN be required to pay
regular payroll 'axes while employed, he win
not be entitled to any of the social services
'hose 'axes pay for, such as Medicaid, food
s'amps or federal welfare.

In 'he end, Rojas, and millions of others
like him, may well conclude that the Ad-
ministration's "solution" to illegal alierra is a
very mixed blessing, offering no fundamental
change bu' rather a veneer of legality over a
s'iil trr>ublesome situation.

The reason it will remain troublir>g, ac-
cording to a number of respected
economists who specialize in immigrant
labor, is 'hat the "alien problem" lies deep in

•he structure of the U.S. economy, which
makes it profitable for certain businesses to
utilize illegal workers. The immigrants them-
selves are mere symptoms of the problem.

In fact, many economists agree that illegal

immigrant labor has been good for American
business, particularly the so-called

"secondary labor market," that section of

'he economy that provides low-paying, non-

union employment, generally with sub-

standard wcjrking conditions and little job

security. And, 'hey also agree, the widely

held notion 'hat illegal aliens are "indigent"

and a drain on the 6.S. welfare system has

li"le validity.

Economist David S. North, with
cof)pera'ion of 'he U.S. Immigration and

Na'uralization Service (INS), recently inter-

viewed 793 illegal aliens who had been
picked up by the INS in major American
ci'ies. He found they had worked in the U.S.
an average of 'wo-and-a half years, and that
77 per cen' had paid Social Security taxes
and 73 per cent had paid federal income
•axes. Nearly half had also paid for
hospitalization insurance.

In contrast, only 27 per cent had used
public hospitals or clinics and less than four
per cent had collected one or more weeks of
unemployment insurance. Only about four
per cent had children in U.S. schools, only
•wcj per cent had secured food stamps and
less 'han one per cent had received welfare
payments.

North's findings concluded that illegal

alien workers actually contribute more to the
public welfare system than they take out of
it. North also found that most of the illegal

w(>rkers he interviewed had worked in "low-
wage, low-skill, low-s»atus jobs." Twenty-
four per cent had been paid below the
minimum wage.

Their employers, he found, felt that illegal

alien workers are more productive than
domestic workers, and that they are
necessary to maintain or increase profits in
small, labor-intensive, highly competitive
firms. The nwin problem of illegals, con-
cluded North, is that they make it more
difficult for low-skilled domestic workers to
find decent payir^ jobs or to improve wages
ar>d working cor>ditior>s in the non-unionized
secondary labor market.

Economist Michael Piore of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology agrees with
North's findings. But Piore argues that any
ptjiicy designed to attack the symptom —
illegal aliens - rather than the cause of the
prcjblem - 'he structure of the labor market
- could make matters worse, not better, for

all disadvantaged workers.

Piore, who has studied the secondary
labor market in Boston, notes that fun-

damental changes began occurring in the

la'e six'ies. In 'he mid-sixties, he says, the

majority of workers in the low-paid, non-

unionized market were older immigrants and
na'ive workers, notably blacks from the

.rban ghettos. But by the late sixties, "these

workers reportedly became a good deal more
difficul' 'o manage. Clashes between em-
ployes and supervisors and among employes
hemselves became more frequent," partly

as a resul' of 'he generally prosperous

economy and rising worker expectations.

Ra'her 'han improve the wages and
w(jrking conditions, however, Boston
secondary employers began to recruit a wave
of immigrant workers, legal and illegal, from
Puer'o Rico, Haiti, the Dominican Republic,
Mexico and other Latin American countries.

By 1975 illegal aliens constituted almost
hree-fourths of the minority labor force.

The Administration's proposed policy of
gran'ing a 'emporary and limited amnesty to

•hese workers assures their continuing
availability, which in turn relieves pressure on
employers to improve wages and working
conditions. The resuh is the in-

stitutionalization of the worsf aspects of the
labor market.

Piore also worries that a "crackdown" on
illegal immigration, promised by Carter, will

(jnly drive the secondary labor market further

"underground."

MIT political scientist Wayne Cornelius
suggests another reason why such a crack-
down may fail. "The pressures ('o migrate to
'he U.S. from Mexico) are so intense ... that
m(;st Mexican illegals are not likely to be
deterred, even by the most draconian
res'ric'ive measures, " he says.

Corr>elius tells of one illegal who was
picked up by the INS three times and was
finally asked, "What can we do to prevent
you from doing this again?"
The illegal replied, "Shoot me."

The awareness that structural changes in

'he U.S. economy may be the only answer to
'he "illegal alien crisis" has led some U.S.
labor leaders to change their views on how to
deal wi'h 'he situation. Union organization of
•he secondary labor market, they believe,
would at once improve wages and working
conditions, and at the same time restrict

employers from seeking cheap labor from an
illegal work force.

Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers
Union, which once blamed illegals for
sanitation problems, crime and low farm
worker wages, is now actively recruiting
illegal aliens into its membership.

the AFL-CIO is campaigning for reform of
•he National Labor Relations Act in a way
.'hat would cut the red tape and cost of union
organizing. This would presumably make it

easier to organize the thousands of small
w(>rk places that make up the secondary
labor market.

Until such fundamental changes occur,
both here and in the underdeveloped
countries which provide the aliens, many
economists believe the tide of foreign
workers, both legal and illegal, will continue
•o swell.

Martin Brown writes for the Pacific News
Service.
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Words of

wisdom
By USA MELLILU

About the hardest time to write a column
is at 'he beginning of a semester with all the
hus'le and bustle of getting settled. And I

suppose that was the problem the colunv
nists had two years ago when I was a fresh-
man. See I remember being disappointed in

'he Collegian editorial pages then simply
because no one had written what I wanted to
hear: some words of wisdom from someone
older and wiser about UMass and college.

So, I figured now is the time to undo any
harm done then for newpeople and I'm going
'o try and answer some of the most asked
questions.

First of all, welcome. Second of all, don't
panic in cases of emergency, there are
ba'hroom facilities in all buildings on
campus.

Third of all, what is that I hear one person
saying? They've come to college to learn all

about everything and they figure college
gives you license to know-it-all? Mmmm...-
•hat's what most people think. I know I did.
And I guess here I'll start my words of
wisdom. I might report that after two years in
college classrooms, I have realized no how
much I'm learning, rather more and more
how much I don't know and would like to.

You see, college doesn't really teach you any
answers, 'but rather how to ask more
questions. College teaches you how to get
yourself 'otally confused and then how to
Tius'er enough patience to sort your
questions out and solve them, base up, by
yourself. |t teaches you how to teach
yourself.

Now somebody has said that if he-she

goes to every single class while they're here,

'hey'll end up with a good job when they get

ou'. Another false statement. (Please, ask

questions!) You might end up with good
grades and nothing more if you just go to

classes. You see along with what I said about

college 'eaching you how to teach yourself,

college also makes you "educable." When
you get a job, the employer will be interested

in your knowledge, yes; your experience,

yes. But mostly what he-she will be in-

'erested in is how fast you learn, how fast he-

she can train you to do the kind of job he-she

wants.

And since we're on the subject of learning,

le' me give you the wisest and most prac-

'iced piece of advice: don't let your school

work get in the way of your education.

Sure, classes are where you'll get your

book-learning, but there is so much more.

The "real world" doesn't function on
'heorems, maxims, or principals of physics or

philosophy; it functions on people's behavior
— love, hate; communication, refrain. And

•here will be no better place than here at
UMass to learn about people and just how
many different people there are in the world.
If you're like myself, you came from a high
school where everyone was from the same
community, brought up with the same ideals,

perspectives. Well, it isn't true here, you've
entered your first melting pot. Keep your ears
open.

And it's from keeping your ears open and
'aking a taste of everything that you'll really

learn about yourself. Don't be afraid if you
don'' have opinions at first on things. A
person has opinions wfien they know.

What about Southwest? — sorry, my
editor has asked me only to speak of things
in good taste.

HoW do you get through the meal plan?
Try 'o eat as little as you can there ar>d order
a pizza late at night.

How do you get your mother to top setting

your place at the suppertable while you're

away? Give her a marijuana plant and ask her

•o water it for you everyday.

Why shouW you bring gum with you to

par'ies? Please, please, go to one and find

ou».

Lastly, let me leave you with the wisest

and 'ruest of all life-guiding adages: "Be true

'o thyself and let no man put asunder." Find

your priorities and follow through on them
and always make time for yourself no matter
how busy you are. That's real happiness and
real peace- of- mind. And my peace of-mind
will come when I get all my courses
s'raigh'ened — so, until next week, best of

lucki

editorial comment

Advocate: cashing in on nukes
By JIM PAULIN

When the Valley Advocate hits the street,
the populace should run for the fallout
shelters. It's devoted so much space to
blasting nuclear power, the whole damn
paper's become radioactive and should be
handled only when wearing a lead lined suit.

Nuclear power is the best thing that ever
happened to the Valley Advocate. Ever since
Sam Lovejoy unscrewed the cables of the
meteorological tower at the site of the
proposed Montague nuclear power plant, the
Advocate has taken the facts of nuclear
power 'o the village square so often that they
have become a permanent fixture there, like

'he bird-shit covered statues of war heroes
and park benches.
When 'he holocaust finally arrives, when

•he first core meltdown occurs and
emergency cooling system fails to work, the
Valley Advocate will have its greatest
moment. A New York Daily News style
headline declaring that "WE TOLD YOU
SO" will be shoved, like a sadistically ad-
ministered enema, straight up the collective
ass of the utility companies. Advocate
reporters in lead lined suits will win a Pulitzer
prize, Harvey Wasserman will write a best
seller about the incident, and Sam Lovejoy,
with a shit eating grin will accept Jimmy
Carter's nomination of him for an ap-
pointment to the Atomic Energy Com-
mission, mentioning, as an aside, that former
AEC head Dixie Lee Ray is a stupid bitch who
will never be re-elected Governor of
Washington.

^^^^^^^^^ ^^ The Alternative in the Pioneer Valley

I agree 'hat nukes are a menace to the
public but if 'he Advocate was a good paper,
i' would give 'borough coverage to many
o'her important issues besides nuclear
power. read 'he article, they went into a
conniption

The Advocate is one of those rare beasts
•hat actually seems to thrive on nuclear
energy. A mutation, if you will, between a
youth oriented shopper and a generally, but
not 'oo energetically, all in all, leftist alter-
native newspaper.

Hcjwever, 'he Advocate is a flyweight
compared 'o the paid circulation alternative
weeklies, like The Boston F*hoenix. the
Boston Real Paper. New York's Village
Voice. Philadelphia's Drummer or maybe,
jus' maybe, if it kicks out the jams. The
Rutland Vt. Sun (a potentially fine weekly
newspaper founded this June by former
Collegian executive editor Joe Mahoney and
ex-UMass journalism student Walter
Hamilton. Since Joe's giving me a free
subscription, I feel obligated, like Berth

Gimball on Fernwood 2 Night, to provide
sub'le free publicity. If I can get him a hall
dozen subscriptions, I'll get a free Rutlano
Sun '-shirt.)

Perhaps the reason the Advocate isn'^
more hard hitting is that it is essentially
published by its advertisers. With no paic
circulation, advertisements are the Ad
vocare's sole sustenance; though, according
•o a letter the Advocate editors sent to More
magazine, 'he journalism review, it woulc
seem 'hat they're not too proud of the fact.
The letter objected to a description of the
Advocate as an "underground newspaper"
in a previous issue. Well, when the editors
read 'he article, they went into a confiption
fi' and wrote an angry letter to the eflitor of
More declaring that they were not an
"underground paper", and if fact, had a
larger circulation within their market than
ei'her Time or Newsweek. They neglected to
men'ion 'he quintessential fact behind their
huge circulation, the fact that the Advocate
doesn't cost anything. A junk mail outfit
could make 'he same claim.

"All sorrows are less with bread"
By KAREN HERMANN

I have problems, severe problems that can
be alleviated only at the cost of 350 dollars
per semester. I am psychologically and
physically dependent upon a slimy, tepid,
grayish- orange substance familiar to almost
every undergraduate on campus. Yes. You
guessed it. I am addicted (shudder) to dining
commons food.

Today, if you don't mind listening to the
bellyaching (forgive the pun) and whining of

a fellow UMie-creature, I shall give an ac-
count of my last two weeks of summer
vacation, which were spent in unrelieved
misery due 'o my unnatural cravings. Please
allow me as much compassion as I would
surely have for you in similar circumstances.

The sickness began as a gnawing, year-

ning sensation in my upper abdomen one
evening in mid-August. An old FM radio tune
bounced and boogied in my brain. (It was the

same 'une 'hat had almost stirred me to the
point of vomiting last October 16, when I sat

in Campus Center trying to diget my DC
breakfast of bulletproof oatmeal.) I realized.

At two A.M. I woke up in

a cold sweat, semi-delirious

and screaming for prune

turnovers in eight languages

Of course no one
understood me. My mother,

fearful that I had taken

cocaine or heroin, sent me
to the hospital and called in

five specialists to examine

me....

with some amazement, that my stomach was
crying for good ol' lukewarm tripe golumpki
with horseradish sauce. A stalwart stoic

always, I ignored my belly's importunities

and went 'o bed.

A' 'WO a.m. I woke up in a cold sweat,
semi-delirious and screaming for prune turn-
overs in eight languages. Of course no one
understood me. My mother, fearful that I had
•aken cocaine or heroin, sent me to the

hospital and called in five specialists to
examine me. The medics pumped my
s'omach 'hree 'jmes that morning, and
finding nothing but an old Hershey bar
wrapper, informed my mother that I had a
rare disorder, nostalgia flumpkinus. seen only
in neurotic college students. In other words, I

had developed a psychosomatic allergy to
home-cooked food.

"Ingrate!" What's worng with my Spam?"
shrieked my mother, turning to me in fury.

"Oh, is that the stuff we've had every
night since 1971?" I naively remarked.

To make a short story shorter: I spent the
las' week of August pining alone in my room,
•uned 'o WMUA and ostracized by my
mother. Today Cm back in Amherst, ready to
slurp, gobble and masticate my way through
another semester. As Cervantes wrote, "all

sorrows are less with bread." Especially with
day old bread from the Copper Kettle (yvim,
yum).

m\
(£^ir tin fnii49r-intii z^/,^'^
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C.A.O.S.

((ouDseliDg UsLslaire for Older Stideits)

is looking; for an undergraduate or graduate student to fill tlie

position of Research Assistant. Salary paid through work-
study at L Mass. Interest in o!der students and willingness to

take responsibility required. 10 hours per week minimum.
Applicants preferably over 23 years of age.

Applications being accepted now through September 9th.

Call C .A.O.S. at 545-0057 or come in to 207 Hasbrouck be-

tween 9:30 and 4:30.

An Rqual Opportunity-Affimiativp Action Kmployer

Dance artist Eno Donald Washington, accompanied above by Unity Ensemble, is

performing tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. at the Main Street Center, 150 Main St.,

Northampton.
A UMass undergraduate in dance, Washington is also the neW artisan resident of

MacKlmmie House in Southwest. He will be utilizing his 17 years experience in

dance to teach a course in African American Dance Forms. (Staff photo by Edward

Cohen)

Babysitters being sought

for day care referral list

If you wan' 'o provide child care in your

h(jme as a licensed family day care provider

;>r babysi^er, call 'he Child Care Office, 221

Berkshire Hcuse, 545-0333.

The iiffice compiles a babysitrer referral list

each semes'er. Prospective babysitters

should sign in a» 'he office.

Democratic fundraiser

to be held in Amherst

The Amhers' Democratic Town Com-
mi"ee's annual late-summer fund raiser is

scheduled for Monday, Sept. 5, on the

Amhers' Town Common.
S'a'e Sen. Jcjhn Olver, D-Amherst, and

Sa'e Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, will be
on hand 'o dish out 'he main course from 1

•o 3 p.m., according 'o Ken Mosakowski
fund raiser chairperson.

Beer will be available from bartender

R(<ber' Garvey, Hampshire County com-

missioner. There will also be a raffle.

Ticke's for food will be $2.50 and are

available on campus from Bich Scire, 309
Hamlin House, 546-9444, or from other

members of 'he UMass College Democrats.

Religious information

Newman Reception

A recep'ioa for new and returning

s'uden's is scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 11,

a' 8 p.m. a' 'he Newman Center, 472 North
Pleasan' S'., Amherst.

The even' is sponsored by the Newman
Cen'er, which is 'he Roman Catholic ministry

,n he UMass campus.

Sabbath Services

Sabba'h Services will be held every Friday

evening during September at 7 p.m. in

Campus Cen'er 162.

Our idea is so old it's back in style

Living together to help and understand one
another.

All University Women, New Students and Old
Students, Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors and
Seniors.

Sign up for fall Sorority Rush today. Rush ap-

plications and information available at the Greek
Affairs Office, 203 Hampshire House.

RUSH sign-up deadline Thursday, September 8th

5:00 p.m.

(A limited number of room spaces will be available

for new pledges in the houses following rush.)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1977i

Counseling Assistance for

Older Students (C.A.O.S.)

is looking for graduate and undergraduate non-
traditional students to fill counselor jobs. All positions
are work-study. Deadline- for applications is Sep-
tember 12, 1977. We are an affirmative action em-
ployer. Please find applications at C.A.O.S., 207 «as.
brouck. 545-0057.

Laboratory in Counseling Skills

will be offered this semester through the School of Education every
Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 to 11 a.m. with one Saturday meeting
Dec. 10, 9-2 p.m.

Schedule numbers available In the C.A.O.S. Office, Rm. 207 Hasb.

Register now at School of Education and Rm. 207 Hasbrouck Hall.

This course is designed to provide students with a theoretical back-
ground In counseling techniques as well as practical supervised counsel-

ing experience, especially for those interested in para-professional
counseling and human service programs. Academic counseling cer-

tification may be obtained. Course includes lectures, guest speakers,

video taping, group dynamic and simulation games. It Is a prerequisite

for all inservice CAOS personnel.

Call 545-0057 CAOS for further information.

PLAN TO EAT AT

THEHIDEOUT
Pizza-Grinders-Sandwiches-Cold Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst

Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

home baked breads and rolls - our specialty

LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
for

THE FASTEST LUNCH IN TOWN

SPECIAL IN STORE OFFER - $.50 OFF ANY PURCHASE

with Class of '81 college ID

"We deliver every day from 5:00 till closing, from 3:00 on Sunday."

''Back to School DELIVERY Specials.

1. Buy two large pizzas and get a small pizza FREEI

2. Buy two grinders and get two sodas FREEI

THE ROISTER DOISTERS' DRAMA SOCIETY

will hold

AUDITIONS

for

*** TOM JONES ****

on Sept. 6 and 7 in C.C. 101 at 6:00

There are roles for I men— » women.

Open to the 5 college community.

»i
256-0441

##

Collegian ^'

Open course information
MODERN FRANCE
His'ory 322
MWF 1-:25 in HerTer622 (note room change)
Prof. Charles Rearick Office: Herter 725;

Mon. 11-12; Wed. 1-2:30
or appointment. Call 665-4028.

Learn about France's revolutions, Paris'
leadership in the arts, ^nd social changes in
French society since 1789. No pre- requisites.

These courses are being offered by Hillel
this semester for one credit each. To register,
bring an add drop form to the Hi/let Office,
Student Union 302, by Sept. 9. Those who
wish to attend the colloqs without credit are
welcome to do so.

BASICS OF JUDAISM
Judaic Studies 191A, No. 435108. This

course will focus on understanding everyday

CONTEMPORARY JEWISH WRITERS
Judaic Studies 192D, No. 436722. This

course will compare modern American
Jewish writers with their Israeli ccunterpais.
Instructor: Jill Felman, M.A. in English.
Meets on Tues., 7-8 p.m., starting Sept. 6 in
Herter 114.

CHASSIDie MYSTICISM
Judaic Studies 192E, No. 436900. A study

(jf the texts and spiritual sources of the
Chassidic movement. Instructor: Rabbi Israel

Oeren, Chassidic rabbi. Meets on Wed-
nesdays from 8-9 p.m. starting Sept. 7 in the
Chabad House, 30 N. Hadley Rd. (opposite
Prince House, corner of Southwest)
BIBLE: THE FIVE SCROLLS [MEGILLOT

Judaic S'udies 192F, No. 437087. A study
of S(jng of Songs, Ruth, Lamentations,

practices in Jewish life, as well as the yearly Ecclesiastes, and Esther, using medieval and

p.m.

FOR SAljE AUTO FOR SALE

15 16 cu ft fno with large freazar. 70 Mustang Faslback AC $900 or b
Good cond Make offer 546-9207 o 253 3151

10 speed Raleigh Grand Pri«. ExcaHent 71 VW Sqbk $900 olus in new pans
condition After 5 253-7252 and body (6171 544-2311 or (413) 545-
. ^„^___ __ 2829
Huge Tag Sale Sept 3 & 4 Corner ^. __________

Van Meter Or & Hartman Road (off E '68 Chew Impala, p s , p.b , good
Pleasant Stl Ref stove beds, dressers. rnndition slight bodv rust. 75,000 mi
desks h much, much more 5490019 $500 253 9776

Furniture for sale. Bed. sofabed, vW, '70 Bug, engine great, bodv
tables, lamps, chest, coffee table needs work. $800 549 4878. evenings
bookshelf reclining chair Good price. _____.. _______
Call 549 5725 1975 Chavy Window Van. excellent

- condition $3200 Sunroof stereo bed
Fisher Super glass skis 190 Marker C all Win or Judy 256-6378 after 5:00

binding, pole & boots Whole package
$65 Call David 546 9989 Prince 303 rou DCUT

175cc Traitbika w-b«ll, helmet $325
and king siie air bad. 549-3736, eveningi. 2 bedroom apt to sublet for Sept w

- - ^ ~. .. - - - - option to renew. Bus route in Sund,
$140 665 3163 Call Jeff

2 rooms available in private home in

Hadley 2 mi from campus 549 5635

Furn Apts 1 Vi , 2, I'h rms Quiet,

convenient, near shopping, pool, air-

cond All util inci $200. $210. $230 mo 9
mos lease Also motel unitt for guests
Amherst Motel and Apts Rt 9 oop
7ayres 256 8r22

cycle of holidays. Instructor: Saul Perlmutter,
Hillel rabbi. Meets Tuesdays 8-9
starting September 6 in Herter 212.
THE SABBATH
Judaic S'udies 191 B, No. 435289. This

course will follow the development and
meaning of this unique contribution to
civilization. Varieties of practice and their
reasons will be explored. Instructor: Saul
Perlmutter, Hillel rabbi. Tues., 7-8 p.m.,
starting Sept. 6 Herter 205.
RELIGIOUS TRENDS IN AMERICAN
JEWISH LIFE

Judaic Studies 191 C, No. 435467. Or-
'hodox, Chassidic, Conservative, Reform,
and Reconstructionist movements - both
history and philosophy - will be discussed
by area rabbis representing each of these
approaches to Jewish life. Co-ordinator:
Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. Meets Wednesdays
4-5:30 p.m. The first meeting is Sept. 7, in
Herter 205. The second meeting is October
12.

MUSIC OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
Judaic Studies 1910, No. 435645. This

course will study different expressions and
styles of Jewish music, combining historical
and sociological perspectives with the ex-
perience of listening to, learning, and-or
singing some songs and chants. Instructor
Barry Krieger, UMass student. Meets
Wednesdays at 7:30-8:30 p.m., starting Sept.
7, in Herter 212.
JEWISH IDENTITY

Judaic Studies 191E, No. 435823. An
exploration of varieties of Jewish identity as
developed through readings as well as
personal experience and class interaction.
Instructor: Steve Ziperstein, M.Ed, in
counseling. Meets Thurs., 7-9 p.m., starting
Sept. 8, in Herter 205.
HEBREW FOR BEGINNERS
Judaic S'udies 191 F, No. 436007. For

people who know no Hebrew. Instructor:
Jane Resnick, UMass student. Meets
Wednesdays at 7-8 p.m. starting September
7, in Her'er 202.

HEBREW FOR BEGINNERS PLUS
Judaic S'udies 192A, No. 436188. For

people who know the letters and-or may
have had some Hebrew school. Instructor:
Alan CheboT, UMass student. Meets
Mondays, s'arting Wednesday, September 7
(Monday class schedule) at 7:30-8:30 p.m. in

Her'er 222.

INTERMEDIATE HEBREW
Judaic S'udies 192B, No. 436366. This

course will focus on improving Vocabulary,
grammar, aNd especially, conversation.
Instructor; Jay Safier, UMass student. Meets
Mondays, starting Wednesday, September 7
(Monday class schedule) at 7:30-8:30 p.m. in

Her'er 114.

THE JEWISH EXPERIENCE IN THE 20th
CENTURY: A FILM COLLOQ.
Judaic S'udies 192C, No. 436544. This

colloq will concentrate on central themes in

20'h Cen'ury Jewish life: Israel, the
holocaust, 'he Jew in America, in-

•ermarriage, etc. I' will be based around
several outstanding documentary films. Co-
ordinator: Saul Perlmutter, Hillel rabbi. Meets
on Monday nights at 8:00 p.m., starting
Wednesday, Sept. 7 (Monday class
schedule) in Thompson 104

modern commentaries. Instructor: Shifra
Deren, Chabad House staff. Meets on
Tuesdays at 8:00 p.m., starting September 6.

The following courses have been approved
since the publication of the Women's
Studies catalogue and are open to all un-
dergraduates. Course descriptions for
Southwest courses can be obtained at the
Southwest office. A/I others are available
from Women's Studies, 508 Goodell:
WoSt 390C-Eng390 - New England

Women Writers, Margo Culley, Tu 19:30-
22:30, Bart 274.

WoS' 390A - Feminism and
Psychotherapy, Bonnie Smollen, Feminist
Counseling Collective, Mon 19:00-22:00 Hert
217.

WoSt 291 A - Women in Africa, Nana
Seshibe, Wed. 19:00-22:00, Hert 225.
WoSt 291 B - Women and Intercultural

Communication N. Seshibe-A. Gillespie, Tu
1:25, Grad Tower 312.
Eng 270A - Virginia Woolf, Lee Edwards,

TuTh 2:30-3:45, Bart 302.

OH 190L - Women and Work, Jill Bem-
stein-Helene Markey.

P-10 190F - Politics and the Family,
Christine DeStefano, TuTh 11-12:15, Pier-
pont.

SW 1900 — Sex Roles in Contemporary
SciCiety, Marilyn Denny, Th 7-9:30 JQA, 19th
floor.

SW 190P - Women Depicted by Women
Ar'is's, Rochell Shicoff, Tu 6:30-9:00,

Hampden Art Gallery.

SW 290D — Images of Women in

American Film, Anne Patenaude, Mon 19:00-

22:00, Hampden Commons (screenings), WF
11:15, Collidge 19'h floor lounge (disc.)

SW 298M — Feminist Improvisational

Thea'er, Irene Yessner-Ringwa, Wed. 7-9:30,

Hampden Thea'er.

SW 298J - Women's Center Practicum,
Jan Levine, Mon2:30-5:(X), Women's Center,
Washington. 5'h floor.

SW 190T Women and Work, Labor
Cen'er S-aff, Mon 7-10:00, M7-10...
SW 332A - Woman as Hero, Maurianne

Adams, Mon 3:35-6:00, Coolidge, 5th floor.
Judaic S'udies 193A-SW 193A - A

His'ory of Jewish Women, Steve Bowman
M7-10:00, Patterson.

SW 291 J — Women in Prisons, Janet
Shepherd, W7:30-9:45, MacKimmie lounge.

PolSci203 — American Political Thought,
Cyndi Daniels-K. Dolbeare, MWF 10:10,
Goessman Aud.

«

The following courses are available

through the Communication Skills Center.
There are two seven and a half week
sessions: Sept. 2-Oct. 21, and Oct. 26-Dec.
14.

Contemporary Word Usage, Schedule No.
843475, CSC 190F-1, 2 credits, MW 9:05-

10:05, $1 fee, room 613.

TURN TO PAGE 12

AAOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Kawasaki K21000 Still on warranty,
meticulouslv broken in and kept up
Many extras Must sell imm 256-0158
$2250

Honda CL350. excellent condition
Mileage 11.700 Must sell leaving state

$450 or best offer Call 722 6975 after

6 00 pm

Honda 350. 4 cyl . 3700 miles Show
room condition, windshield 732 3449
$900

HELP WANTED SERVICES

Youth workers for North
Amherst Shelter Home, a
temporary care program for

delinouent youth Seeking staff

with maturity, prior experience,
ability to establish b enforce
limns on youths behavior Work
study and Practicum students
send resumes to Pete
Ctirisiopher, 24 Summer St.
Amherst

Moving' Short haul van &
driver you load t» unload Rate
very reasonable 6 negotiable
Call eves b wknds 253 5273 for
aopt Pis let ohone ring

PERSONALS

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ ai

1 413 536 6075 Still the one after 4 yrs

LOST

Large blue spiral notebook.
Pat 253 7*98

half filled

Interested in working with children this

semester' Earn 46 cr. for working in

Alter Sch Prog Meets M T Th F, 245-
5 45 W 1 5:45 Staff meets Th 11 15 in

Marks Meadow Sch For more info call

Sylvia 665 3990

What IS the Boltwood Belchertown
proiect' Watch for our recruitment drive

and notices in The Collegian

Tues, Seot 6. 7:30 p m at Farley

Clubhouse The bus aspect of l^e

meeting will be preceded by soma frolic

to arrive bv 7:30 For additional info,

contact Mika in the 4-H offic*, 218
Stockbridg* HaH. S-3646

Child care M Th 8 12 for three 5 year

old gi'ls »nd or M, T 3 5 W 13 5 & 8

vear old Active caring not just sitting

Reliability read All year commitment
Ideal St wife or part time atudant 256

6293 eves

SSTS needs more help from the Third

World and Women s Community Driver

training meeting Sept 8. 7 p m . CC163

What do hard work, low pay and great

people have m common' Thev're all part

of the People's Market Come by and
apply for a job Rear of the Student

Union Opening Sept 11.

Small sorority needs kitchen, dinino

room workers Work 5 meal*, eat 7 Call

S48-1S87. DC meal t«« is refundable.

Volvo rr»oairs and. maintenance. All

years and rnodels. low prices Jack 586-
0601

Professional typist will type your
capers quickly and accurately at very
rpasonable rates 586 3959 after 4 30

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

P'ifne location in Amherst toi
professional office Walking distance to
everything $150 oer month includes
utilities M Jones 549 37(X)

CALCULATORS

College Calculators ,-i((ers low prn-es fct

full service' All models avail TI59 $225.

58 $99 95, 51 $52 95, HPs & Com
modore's avail Model from $15
Remember, we service all calculators we
sell' Before you buy anywhere else, call

Bob or Chris at Colktoa CalculatorsI 548-

1316

=?
i^
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Anita's winds gain more momentum
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1977

Save on Calculators

but stonn center swings to south
Hawtatt-Packard
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BROWNSVILLE. Tex. [UPI] - Hurricane
Ani'a grew with shocking suddenness to a
150-mile-an-hour storm yesterday, but the
center of the swirling winds swung on a
southwesterly course toward the sparsely
populated coast of northeastern Mexico.

Forecasters warned that population
centers along »he Texas- Mexico border were
sMll in danger, but the director of the National
Hurricane Center in Miami said the
Brownsville, Tex.-Matamoros, Mexico, area
apparently had been spared the worst.

"The shift in course has saved Brown-
sville's neck, that's what it's done," said
hurricane center director Dr. Neil Frank. "If

'he center of this thing had gor>e right over
BrownsviHe, it wouW have raised havoc."

"I hope he's right," said Ersel Lantz,
director of planning and engineering for the
Por' of Brownsville. "I hope this thing just

sideswip>es us."

The National Weather Service reported at

3 p.m. 'he s»orm had winds of 125 miles per
hour, bu' less 'han two hours later the peak
velocity was registered at 150 m.p.h.

A' 5 p.m., 'he NWS said the hurricane was
located at latitude 25.0 north, longitude 96.0
west. That would put the 28- mile wide eye of

'he storm 110 miles southeast of Brownsville.
|t was moving at 10 m.p.h.

There was no easing of precautions in the
Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
Thousands of people boarded their homes,

s'uffed belongings in their cars and headed
inland - away from the flat lands which
make up 'he Texas coastal plain. In addition.

'housands more Mexican nationals streamed
across Brownsville's two international
bridges, seeking shelter.

"We've had anywhere from 2,000 to 5,000
people come across the bridges," said

Cameron County Judge Ray Ramon. "I wish
here was a way to stop them. We have to

•ake care of them as well.

"The 'raffic at both bridges is extremely
heavy because customs and immigration
regulations are all they have to meet. The
wealthier Mexicar^ are going inland to
Harlingen 25 miles away to motels. But the
poorer ones are staying at the shelters and
•hey were full by noon."
With the storm only slightly more than 100

miles offshore, only light rain was falling in

Brownsville.
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VERONA, Italy \AP\ - A clash between
police and demonstrators protesting high
•icke' prices outside a rock concert by the
American group Chicago has marred hopes
for a revival of live rock concerts in Italy.

Police fired tear gas to disperse hundreds
of rock and bottle-throwing demonstrators
Wednesday night. The concert, attended by
15,000 a' Verona's 1,900- year- old Am-
phitheater, was not disrupted. No one was
seriously injured and 10 demonstrators were
arrested.

But the scuffle marked a setback for ef-

forts by Chicago, a Los Angeles-based
group, and Italian promoters to encourage
American singers and groups to come to

I'aly.

The performance had been billed as '"The
Spirit of Woodstock" and was to mark the
re'urn of live American rock to the nation of

"bel canto" and Neopolitan love songs.
r's not that the new music is unpopular.

American pop songs — rock, soul or country
are regularly at the top of Italian charts and
constantly played on radio and TV.
The problem is that rock fans feel that the

prices are too high and leftists think all

cul'ure should be free or at least equally
available 'o rich and poor.

Outside the Verona concert, the
demonstrators distributed leaflets against

he commercial exploitation of pop music."
The demonstrators call themselves

"autoriduttori," or self-discounters. They
'hink 'he cost of tickets to rock concerts —
"he Chicago tickets ranged from $2.50 to

$6.50 — is exhorbitant and unfair.

-k Courses
Cross-Cultural Communication, No.

843351, CSC 190B-1, 2, Th 4:30-6:30, $1, 613.

Contemporary Word Usage, No. 843474,
190F-1, 2, MW 9:05-10:05, $1.00, 613.

Cross-Cultural Communication, No.
843351 190B-1, 2, Tu 4:30-6:30, $1.00, 613.

Lissertation & Proposal Writing, No
843416 190D-1, 2, W 2:X-3:45, $2.00, 609.

Sudy Skills, No. 8*3505 190G-1, 2, TuTh
11:15-12:30, $1.00, 614.

S'udy Skills, No. 843513 190G-2, Th 7:00-

8:40, $1.00, 613
S'rategies b Techniques for Problem

Solving and Testtaking, No. 843547, r90H-1,

NW 9:05-10:05, $2.00, 614.

Wri'ing, Research and Organization, No.

843571,igOl 1, 2, MW 10:10-11:10, $2.00,

614.

Wri'ing, Research and Organization, No.

843589*1901 2, 2 MW 12:20-1:20, $2.00 613.

Writing, Research and Organisation, No.

843597^901-3, 2, TuTh 2:30-3:45, $2.00, 609.

Projective Writing, No. 843628, 190J-1, 2,

MW 1.25-2:25, $1.00, 613.

Writing & 'he Media, No. 843652, 190K-1,

2, M 2:30-4:25, $2.00, 609.

Transdisciplinary Reading, No. 843686

190L-1. 2, Th 2:30-4:25. $2.00, 613.

Transdi^iplir^ry Reading, No. 843694

190L-2, 2, W 3:30-5:30, $2.00, 613.

Sructural Fundamentals, No. 843319

190A-1, 1, Tu 1:00-2:15, $1.00, 614.

^1^ Indicates Time Change
Structural Fundamentals of Writing, No.

843327 190A-2, 1, W-10:10-11:10, $1.00. 613.

Writing From the Inside Out, No. 843725

190M-1, 1. F 10:10-11:10, $1.00, 613.

Common Patterns of Organization, No.

843385 190C-1. 1, WF 9:05-10:06. $1.00, 609.

Elements of Writing, No. 641327 1900-9, 3,

MW 2:30-3:45, $3.00, 614.

Elements of Writing. No. 641351 1900-10, 3

TuTh 9:30-10:45, $3.00, 614
Elements of Writing. No. 642385 1900-11. 3

TuTh 11:15-12:M, $3.00, 6K.
Elements of Writing. No. 641416 1900-12,

3, TuTh 2:30-3:45, $3.00, 614.

Special Problems, No. 843759 190P, 1-3,

By Arrangement, $1.00.

Independent S'udy. No. 843783 190Q. 1-3,

By Arrangement.

Robert Lamm, singer-song-writer in the
Chicago group, said he had to wipe the tears
from his eyes to continue performing when
'ear gas penetrated the amphitheater.
Chicago was the target of demonstrations

a' 'heir las' concert in Italy four years ago,
and since 'hen many American bands have
avoided 'his country.

Since 1974, demonstrators have carried
•heir protests to a number of concerts, in-

cluding 'hose featuring the Rolling Stones,
Frank Zappa and Lou Reed. Demonstrators
8' a Reed concert forced him to halt a Milan
performance after two songs. Since then,
most rock groups have bypassed Italy during
European tours.
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RING DAYS

SEPTEMBER 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th

TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY

TIME

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

PLACE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

$10.00 DEPOSIT 5% DISCOUNT

HIGH SCHOOL RING TRADE - IN ARE ACCEPT.

YOUR FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE, MR. DAVID YELLE, WILL BE THERE ON
ORDER TAKING DATE TO ASSIST IN YOUR ORDERING.

STOP IN AT THE BOOKSTORE AND LOOK AT THE NEW FASHION RINGS

AVAILABLE TO YOU THIS YEAR.
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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PADRE ISLAND. Texas: Deputies J.J. Zamora (I) and H. Villarreal brave the high

winds of Hurricane Anita along the deserted beaches of Padre island yesterday as

evacuation of the island neared completion. (UPI)
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Your Birthday By Stella wilder

Bom today, you are a
person ot very definite
likes and dislikes. Your
reactions are highly pre-
dictable. There is little

anyone can do to dissuade
you from taking a particu
lar action once you have
made up your mind to so;
at the same time, however,
you are one of those rela-
tively cautious individuals
who does not act without
first contemplating the
possible consequences of
his action.

A great believer in both
mental and physical
exercise, you will begin
very early in life to take
seriously any problems of

health that may occur. You
will have to take care,
though, that you do not
allow natural concern for

youf«wn conditon to deter-
iorate into a hypochondri-
ac's over-concern.

You possess a number of

talents, but you will not

even attemot to bring
more than one or two of

them to a point in their

development where they

can be translated into prof-

itable teriris. You are a
highly active individual -

but you are not especially

concerned with success in

terms of financial gain.

You will probably pass up
many an opportunity for

success of a monetary na-

ture - but you will never
knowingly miss out on a

chance for spiritual gain.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide

MONDAY. Sept. II

VIRGO tAug.23-Sept.22)
— Take care that fear of
the immediate future does
not cause you to fail to take
part in activities necessary
to your career success

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— Determine another's
likes and dislikes before
you attempt to choose for
him the way he should go
Try to be tactful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-NOV.

21 ) — Take special note of

how you feel today, espe-
cially when it comes to

your emotional reactions

to suggestions for change.

SAGirrARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — niness may
plague your efforts to prog-
ress today. Time, however,
proves to be your friend:
all is well by day's end.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) — Fact and fancy
may beconrte confused as
you enter into a new phase
of your work today Make
this a day for calm, nerve-
less considerations.

AQUARIUS (Jan 2iVFeb
18) - The best tonic for
sadness or spiritual weari-

ness IS work Take into
consideration recent ill-

nes.s or length of time away
from your job.

PISCES (Feb 19-March
20) — Occupational haz-
ards may tend to spoil your
pleasure in work today
Make an effort to adjust to
local custom.

ARIES (March 21-April
19) - Vitality is the key to
today's success Allow
yours to wane and you
court failure: keep vitality
up and the day proves a
winner

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) — Give another every
opportunity to succeed on
his own. Step in and help
only if asked - or if you see
the need is great.

GEMINI (May 21>lune
20) — So long as work
coincides with mental abil-
ity, there should be no
difficulties attendant upon
progress. Children bring
joys - and cares.

CANCER (June 21-July
22) — Moderation is the
key to personal happiness
as well as to success in

new phase of your career.
Don't jump from frying
pan to fire

!

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
A tendency to worry over
little things may cause you
to waste considerable time
today. Save your concern
for things that count.
CopjrrwM. Ifn Ufiilrri ^>>lun .Syndi

ratr In,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 49
50

1 Grant 52

5 Medicine
Bottles 54

10 Desist from 58
14 Former Bri- 59

tish colony 60
15 Outer: Zool.
16 Not erro- 62

neous 65
17 British abori-

gine 67
18 Swiss-Italian 69

mountain
19 Occupy

leased pre- 70
mises

20 Music sys- 71

tem: Informal
22 Furtive look 72
24 Air force 73

hero
25 Place for re- 74

sting 75

27 Small railroad

unit

29 U.S. Federal
department

32 Utter aloud
33 French ruler i

34

Lamprey
Wing
Abounding in

visions
Punts
Pretends
Female swan
Sedimentary
material
Dog
Betrays one's
comrades
River outlet
Prefix for

visor or
caster
Height:
Comb, form
Less ap-

parent
Most recent
The one de-
signated
Firm: Prefix

Lives from
day today

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puzzle Solved:

S A G E S C A B T A M A
R M A N T A R E A N A S

A M £ N A F T E R M A T H
L A N G P p 1 E E E R 1 E

R, E|A£ P R A N^ Ci T S

A T T E^ N

R
1 E A Rj Tl h1

T R 1 .N T t R A P SJ 1 1 c F
M L E I s A U L f 1 S c U
7 N E I E R M S s H A H £

S T 1 N T s 1 D E A L E R
M A "c H E T E L E A'

J M Tl" k T T 6 WB D "a 7 T
D P E S T E R s H M E R
T L E t A L 6 E A T R N
M T '5

5 B 1 T i I K 1 N S

DOWN

Fountain item 2
36 Resist auth-

ority

40 Sensuous
love

42 Pleasure
vessel

44 Showing, for

short
45 Gift bearer
47 Regan, Cor-

delia, et al

11 Walkover 41 Marquee
12 Liquid mea- name

sure unit 43 Charish
13 Russian Czar 46 Sorrowful
21 Miscalculates word
23 Pome 48 Purpose
26 Of hours 51 Excuses
28 Having sight 53 Valor

organs
29 Makes angry
30 Nick

Charles'

wife
31 Sped
35 Harbor struc

ture

Overlies
Rewrite
Fraud
Meal course
Rapidity

cube
On the crest

of
Bowling alley 37 Meat cut
units 38 Ostrichlike

Hibernates bird: Var.

Ocean vessel: 39 Move in-

Abbr. dolently

54 Young her-
ring

55 Fruit salad
ingredient

56 Inside of:

Prefix

57 Obliquity
61 English river

63 Otherwise
64 Steeps
66 Excessive

drinker
68 Above: Poetic

1 2 3 4

21

5 i 7 8 9

1
23

io~" 1) 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

26

19

20 22

31

28

24

^^^H23 27

35
I

38

29 30

41

32

43

33 34

46

36

I
46

37 39

40 42

I
51

44

45 47

1
57

49

^^^^50 52

61

53

54 55 56 58

68

I
59 ^H60 62 64

65 66 6/ 69

70 71 ^
73 74 75
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BUFFALO. NY. \UPI\ - In a surprise
move yesterday, 'he Buffalo Braves
•raded forward Adrian Dantley,
unanimously chosen as Rookie of the
Year in 'he NBA, »o the Indiana Pacers
for high-scoring guard- forward Billy
Knighv

Dan-ley was 'he Braves' first- round
pick in 'he 1976 college draft and had
been considered one of the stalwarts of
he club, along with guard Randy Smith.
He averaged 20.3 points per game and
was Buffalo's second- leading scorer.

Besides Dantley, the Pacers will
rec3ive Mike Bantom by way of the New
Y;,rk Nets. The Nets will be com-
pensa'ed for Bantom at a future date,
Bob MacKinnon, 'he club's director of
player personnel, said.

In explaining 'he 'rade, MacKinnon
said, we feel 'hat we finished close to
•he bottom of the league last year and
we an'icipate other 'rades. We feel that
deals have 'o be made."
He said he fel» it was a case of "two

grea' players being traded."
Knigh' was 'he second leading scorer

in 'he NBA las* season, averaging 26
poin's and was on 'he NBA All-Star
earn.

He said he fel' Knight "can be played
in 'he back court" and 'is a good
ou'side shooter."

PISCATAWAY, N.J. \AP\ ~ The
Na'ional Basketball Association Nets
announced yesterday they have traded
high-scoring guard Nate Archibald to
he Buffalo Braves for center George
Johnson and 'he Braves' No. 1 draft
pick in 1979.

Archibald, 29, came to the Nets prior
o 'he 1976-77 season in a trade with
Kansas Ci'y.

He led 'he NBA in scoring and assists
in 1972-73, 'he only player ever to ac-
complish 'he fea'.

The 6'1" Archibald played in just 34
games for 'he Nets before suffering a
broken bone in his foot and missing the
res' of 'he season. He averaged 20.5
poinds per game and had 254 assists.
Johnson, a 6'11" center whom

Buffalo obtained from Golden State
dunng 'he 1976-77 season for a 1977 No.

1 draf' pick, was the sixth leading shot-
blocker in 'he NBA last season with 177
SMITHFIELD, R.I. \AP] - The New

England Pa'riots cut third year defensive
end Dave Tipton, second year linebacker
Jim Jerome and four rookies yesterday
as 'hey moved 'o trim their roster to a
Na'ional Football League limit of 52.

Tipton and Jerome both played for
New England last season. Others
dropped were linebacker Mike McGraw,
quar'erback Lynn Hieber, halfback Dave
Pres'on and guard Brad Benson

In addition, quarterback Sidney
Brcjwn was placed on the injured reserve
lis'. A club spokesman said Brown was
s'ill recuperating from a knee cartilege
>>pera'ion of several weeks ago.
The spokesman said these tran-

sactions plus a waiver that would be
disclosed later would bring the Patriot
roll down 'o the 52 limit

NEW YORK [UP/] - Both sides in the
Na'ional Basketball Association
Referees' contract dispute are still fai

apar' bu' 'he si'uatjon hasn't gotten to
•he point where standby referees will
have 'o be alerted in the event the
conflic is not resolved by Sept. 18,
when 'he 'raining camps open.
"We haven'' arrived at that point

ye'," said John Nucatola, the supervisor
of officials for the NBA. "I haven't
received any instructions from the
commissioner's office about that.

"We're proceeding under the
assump'ion we will have a staff ready —
I'm going ahead and planning the
schedule, just leaving in blanks where
•he referees' names go. Right now, I'd
jus- like 'o fill in the blanks."
ROCHESTER, Mich. \UPI] - The

De'roi' Lions yesterday acquired soccer-
s'yle kicker S'eve Mike-Mayer from the
San Francisco 49ers.

Mike- Mayer, whose brother Nick
kicks for 'he A'lanta Falcons, was the
49ers' leading scorer for the past two
seasons and last year ranked ninth in the
Na'ional Football Conference with 74
poin's.

The Lions cut defensive back Reggie
Pinkney, a sixth round draft choice, and
free agen' Tim Anderson.

Sports Notices
BASEBALL - Open tryouts for the fall

•eam will be held next Tuesday - Friday
(Sep'^6-9) at Boyden Field from 3:30 - 5:30
p.m. Questions snouid be directed to coach
Dick Bergquist at the baseball office, room
209 Boyden.

MEN'S TENNIS - An organizational
meeting is slated for next Tuesday, Sept. 6 at
7 p.m. in room 0, Boyden.

MEN'S GOLF — All eligible candidates are
•eques'ed 'o attend a team meeting next
VVednesday, Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. in room 0,

Boyden. Any questions, contact coach Ed
Vlach at 5-2311.

WRESTLING - First team meeting for all

varsi'y and junior varsity wrestling can-
didates will be held next Tuesday, Sept. 6 at
4:15 in 'he Boyden wrestling room. Call
coach Dave Amato at 5-2759 if you have any
questions.

FOOTBALL ADMITTANCE - A change
has been made regarding student admittance
o home UMass football games. Students
need only present a valid UMass ID card at
•he ga'e 'o gain a seat at Alumni Stadium.

Sam
OPEN
HOUSE
3 Beers 3/*1"

SAT., SEPT. 3rd

2:00-10:00 p.m.

395 NORTH PLEASANT ST.

IF* you are a serious student or
educator, you're probably just as
serious about your appearance. For
the best in dry cleaning or related
services....

Bfiff^i^
Cleaners

103 N. Pleasant Street
25A-8288

NEXT TO JUST DESSERTS

••• ********••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
Looking for a Science (E) Gore Elective?

MAE 102 (E)

Materials & Civilization

* — Acquire an understanding of

jf the science which underlies

^ much of America's skills and
4- crafts.

— Learn how ancient people
jl produced metals and glass - for

]^ extra credit do glass blowing or

]f blacksmithing.
>^ — Learn about methods and

^ problems of recycling and the

^ coming shortage of metals and
if plastic.

•Tu-Th 11:15

•Engineering Auditorium

•Schedule No. 457605

•No Science Background

it

4*

4-

4-

4-

4
4-

^-••••••••••••••••••••••••*^^*^*^*-^^^*^*^^^^^^3^

:v:vxy:<¥:^ft¥:y?:;:C<^^
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)a nkee Auct ion and Furn iture Ex cha n^c , Inc

• Rout* 9

« acresf from How Townohouse Restaurant, Bolchortown

, complata lina of usad furnitura and appliancat

• all houiahold itami

I • Una of butcharblock furnituro

• raaionabla pricas

• also buy

• catar to ttudants

10 a.m.-5 p.m. Men.-Fri.

9 5 Sat.

lex 749, ••ichtrlown, MA
953 9760

EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top $12 00

kH ii

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to
hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hours: M-F 9 30 - 9 00, Sat 9 30 - 5 30
Route 9. Amherst/Hadley Line

413-?53-9504

BARGAIN
BOOKS

on special sale tables

at the University Store

week of

August 29th 1/2 original price

Sept. 5th 1/4 original price

Sept. 12th 1/8 original price

Sept. 19th 1/16 original price

how long do you dare

to wait for the book

you want?

at "the bookstore"

The University Store

Campus Center

UMass/Amherst

Collegian ^5

rusty nail
Bosox rebound
behind Lee, 3-1

SEPT. 2 & 3

POUSSETTE DART

Special Guests

Shenendoah

EVERY SUNDAY

"Wide Spread

Depression"

EVERY MONDAY

"Midnite Shift"

TUES., SEPT. 6

Orchestra Luna

RTE. 47 SUNDERLAND
TEL. 665-4937

BOSTON \UPI\ - Fred Lynn and Carl
Yas'rzemski drove in first-inning runs
yes'erday 'o help Bill Lee and Boston to a 3-1
victory (jver 'he Cleveland Indians that pulled
•he Red S(jx »o within 3 'A games of the
American League East-leading New York

Al race
EAST

New York
Boston
Baltimore
Detroit

Cleveland
Milwaukee
Toronto

WEST

Kansas City

Chicago
Minnesota
Texas
California

Oakland
Seattle

Yesterday's Results
Boston 3, Cleveland 1

Detroit at Milwaukee (L)

Oakland at Minnesota (R)

W
80
76
75
63
62
57
45

W
76
73
75
73
61

52
52

52
55
55
67
71

80
84

L

54

56

59

58
68
78

83

GB

3%
4
16
18 '/4

25 Vi

33'/^

GB

2 54

3
3Vi
14 '/4

24
26 '/4

Yankees.
Wi'h one out in the first, Bernie Carbo

doubled 'o left center and Lynn sliced a
double 'hat hit the foul pole halfway up the
lef- field wall, scoring Carbo. Yastrzemski
followed with an RBI single to right, his 11th
game-winning hit of the season and ninth
RBI in as many yames.

Yas'rzemski, wl a wa.' 3-for-4, doubled in
•he eighth and >im Rice's 410-foot triple
brough' him in fu^ Boston's third run.

Lee, 6-3, with relief help from Jim
Willougby and Reggie Cleveland, outdueled
Dennis Eckersley, 13-1 1 . In 7 2-3 innings, Lee
scattered eight hits and walked none while
s'riking ou' one. Eckersley surrundered 10
hi's and fanned eight.

Cleveland loaded the bases with none out
in 'he seventh on singles by Buddy Bell and
R(jn Pruit' sandwiched around an Andre
Thorn'on grounder that saw Bell beat the
•hrow 'o second on the fielder's choice. Lee,
however, permitted just one run to score on
Rico Carty's sacrifice fly, getting Larvell
Blanks 'o fly to right and Fred Kendall to
grc^und out.

Cleveland 000 000 100 -
1

^°nD°r, , ^ , « 200 0OO01X-3
DP-Cleveland 1, Boston 3. LOB-Cleveland 5

Boston 8. 2B-Carbo 2, Lynn, Yastrzemski, Burleson'
3B-Rice. SB Yastrzemski. S-Doylo. SF-Carty. WPLee
(6-3), LP-Eckersley (13-11) T-2:38 A 31 736

C.A.O.S. (Counseling Assistance for Older
Students) Is looking for undergraduate and graduate
students to fill the position of secretary—-receptionist.
Applications are being accepted now ttirough Sep-
tember 9, 1977. Salary is paid ttirough work—study at
UMass. Minimum of 15 hours work per week is an-
ticipated. Applicants should be efficient in typing
skills. Past office experience desired.

Richards eased out

by Wade at US Open

rBeat the high price of

i PRECISIOIV For His

i HAIRCVTS & Her
I
I Includes

:

FIRST: a professional consultation.

SECOND: a precision style cut selected individually just for you.
THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair.

I

I

I

I

I

All For Personal Style Cut

I^ngHair Slightly More SHampOO & BlOW Dry

ON TUE.& WED. ONLY
With this coupon only.

Limited to new customers only.

.

Call for appt. 549-5610

WELCOME BACK!!
BEFORE YOU GO

ANYWHERE FOR PIZZA -
COMPARE OUR PRICES.

Call 549-5592 across from Patterson

FOREST HILLS, N.Y. [UPI] - Ordinarily,
'here would be little hullabaHoo about a 43-
year-old woman, with nary a single victory
over a credible opponent, coming up against
one (;f »he world's leading players.

Except, in the case of the extraordinary Dr.
Renee Richards, there is never anything
(ordinary in anything she does.

Cellar teams

could be key
I* looks like an exciting September for, of

all people, »he also-rans in the American
Leagues 'wo division races.

Teams like Cleveland, California, Oakland,
Tcjronto and Seattle will have plenty to say
about which teams advance to the playoffs
next month.

In thp Fa<;f for Pvsmnip whprp N1p»a/ Vort
BiS'on and Baltimore are in a three-way
battle, 'here are only four series left in which
'he contenders will play each other. All of
them involve the Red Sox, who appear to
have 'he 'oughest schedule of the three East
contenders.

Boston plays a three-game series at New
York Sep'. 13-14-15 and then moves right
in'o Bal'imore for three more against the'
Orioles Sept. 16-17-18, before returning
home for »wo more games against the
Yankees Sep'. 19-20. The fate of the Red i

Sox w(juld seem to ride on that eight-game
s'retch and 'he final 'hree games of the
season - another series with Baltimore at

Boston.

Nine of 'he first place Yankees' final 30
games - almost one third of their total —
will be played against Cleveland. Toronto
plays 'he Yankees seven times, Baltimore
eight times and Boston nin$times.

B(jston, New York and Baltimore are all

playing West contenders this weekend and
'hen will complete the season within their

wwn division.

the no. 3 seed still

Wimbledon cham-

Staffers
All right, all you out there, it's almost

ime for (iur first sports staff meeting of
he semester. Unfortunately, due to

circumstances beyond our control, it

wwn'- 'ake place until sometime next
week. Wa'ch 'he Collegian sports pages
for m.'ire information regarding time and
place. In he mean'ime, feel free 'o drop
by 'he office, located at 113 Campus
Cen'er. If you have any interest in

sp.,r'swri'ing a« all, be sure 'o watch for

he ncj'ice. All are welcome 'o attend.

So it was that the former Richard Raskind,
'he fa'her of a young son and a renowned
ophthalmologist, made history yesterday by
returning to Forest Hills in the women's
division. Seventeen years ago, Raskind
played in the men's nationals, losing an
opening round match to the then-champion,
Neale Eraser of Australia.

I' 'ook a court order to permit the 6'-2"

Richards 'o play here, and not everyone else

in 'he women's ranks was happy to see her.

But there she was on the stadium court,

playing Virginia Wade,
riding high over her
pi(inship.

Wade had predicted that her taller and
older opponent would be unsettled in her

firs* appearance on center court and,

wha'ever 'he reason, Richards went out
mildly in 'he first set before showing better

form in 'he second. Still, Wade was an easy
winner, 6-1, 6-4.

"I'd like 'o play down this precedent thing

and 'he whole zoo-like atmosphere,"
Richards said after her loss. "I think it's

important 'hat I played the Wimbledon
champion in 'he U.S. Open. I don't consider
jus' being here a victory. As a competitive
•ennis player, I can't call a 1-4(6-1, 6-4) loss a

vic'ory."

Wade, who had helF>ed Renee take off her
'horoughly soaked green jacket, in the in-

•erview room, said, "I've had all the respect
in 'he world for her in the last 12 months I

jus* wasn'' sure in my own mind whether it

was 'he right thing for her to play in the

w(,nen's division, bu' somebody else made
'he decision and I'll abide by it."

Even Chris Evert, who had preceded them
.,n 'he s'adium court with a 6-0, 6-1 win over
Sharon Walsh, commented, "I'm sure
people wan'ed my match to be over quickly.

I don't think Renee should be allowed to play

in 'his tournament. If you play in the men's
'ournamem one year I don't think you should
be allowed 'o play In the women's division

another. . ,

"A lot of people are coming not only to
wa'ch +ier play, hut to see what she looM-
like, how she acts, what she is."

About 10,000 people watched the match,
and tfiey appeared to favor f^ichards sKghtly.

* Gridders
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

play 'WO quarters while backups Mike
McEvilly, Tim Fon'aine, and freshman John
Clain will also see action.

Dar'mou'h is previewed as one of 'he top
eams in 'he Ivy League. The Greenman
challenge Harvard for 'he Ivy crown. Dart-

m. (U'h's s'rengths are at quarterback, wide
receiver, and linebacker.

"Dar'mou'h every year has a good team
and should give us a 'ough fighr. They like to

hi- .,n defense and like 'o »hrow 'he ball an
Hwful !()' on offense," said Maxwell.
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Town signs with Denver
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Fc^rmer UMass basketball star Jim Town
will be wearing a Denver Nuggets uniform in
•wi, weeks when 'he Narional Baskerball
Associa'ion 'earn opens 'raining camp in the
Mile High ci'y.

I' was announced yesterday that The 22-
year-- Id rookie has signed a one-year pact
wi'h Denver.

"I signed a one- year contract, with an
op'ion 'o renew, last Saturday," Town said
in a 'eiephone interview last night.

According 'o Town, Denver begins its
ve-erancamp un Sept. 18. "We'll have 10-12
days (.f double sessions before the pre-
season games s'art, and then the regular
season begins October 19'h," he said

"Personally, I feel I have a good chance of
making -he -earn. I had some good talks with
he Nugge-s and I feel very confident " Town
said.

Cun'ribuMng 'o his optimism is the fact
ha- Denver plans on sending only 15 or 16
players -o -raining camp. In addition, the
Nugge's -raded forwards Paul Silas, and
Wilhe Wise away during the off-seasori. The
ransac'ions leave Bobby Jones, David
Thompson, and Byron Beck as the only
ve'erans vying for 'he front court slots.

T.jwn was 'he lone fon^^ard selected by
he Nugge's in 'he last NBA draft.
Tuwn, a 1,000 point career scorer in his

s'ay here, said 'he NBA players and brass
were "very shocked" 'hat he had such
abili'y.

"They 'old me 'hey were surprised that I

'Personally, I feel I have a good chance of

making the team' - Jim Town

"Righ' now it's a day 'o day thing about
making -he 'earn/' Town added.
The finalized NBA rosters for the

remainder of -he season must be submitted
by December 16, and "hopefully they'll have
made -h^ir firm decision about me by then."
Twwn, a six'h-round draft choice of the

1977 Midwes' Division champions in the
June NBA draf', was sent to a three-day
rookie camp in Denver along with 20 other
rookies and free agents shortly after his
selec'ion.

"Ou- of 'he 20 guys 'here, 'hey sent eight
wf us -o Los Angeles for some more work in a
summer league," Town said.

The loop, which ended about three weeks
ago, included some of 'he best players in the
NBA. Moses Malone, Swen Nater, Norm
Cook, and Fred Saunders were among
Town's opponen's in 'he LA league.

"I had 'o play center 'here, since Denver
didri'- send any centers 'o the league," Town
a 6'7" forward 'hroughout his 'hree-year
career here, no'ed.
Town more 'han held his own against the

compe'i'ion, 'hough admittedly awed by his
foes.

"I's one 'hing 'o see 'hem on TV, and
ano'her -hing 'o play against them," he said.

The compe'i'ion buoyed his hopes, and
whan Denver came forward with the con-
rac\ Town was quick 'o sign.

could play so well," Town said. "But the
publici'y here isn't that good. In fact, it's bad
c(jmpared -o other schools. With more
publici'y, I know I would have been drafted
higher."

Town, who also led 'he Minutemen in
rebounding 'he past 'wo years, has fond
memories of his UMass days.

"I enjoyed my 'hree years here. I had a lot
-f li"le 'hings go right which added up to a
lo' of good 'imes. But of course, we had
some problems 'oo," he noted.

Al'hough 'he Minutemen were plagued
wi'h dissension, especially during the 1976-
77 season, 'wo games stick out in Town's
mind.

"My biggest 'hrills were beating Rutgers
las* year and Providence the season before,

"

tie remembered.
UMass upse' Ru'gers, 72-71, last season at

he Springfield Civic Center, while the
Minu'emen 'opped Providence, 82-81, in
ver-ime 'he year before to clinch the
number one regular season ranking in New
England.

And Town will also carry with him to
Denver remembrances of the Cage.

"I- was grea' playing in front of the UMass
fans. They were usually always behind us,"
he said.

Le''s hope his stay in 'he NBA will give
him -hose same kind of memories.

UMass football hopes this year wilt

quarterback Mike Fallon - as the Min
tomorrow at Dartmouth.

ride greatly on the shoulders of this man —
utemen sneak a preview of their 1977 season

Jim Town in action last season for the Minutemen. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

&

Gridmen open
with scrimmage
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Jus' one week before the season opener
agains' Army, 'he UMass football team will

une up against Dartmouth in a preseason
scrimmage 'omorrow at Dartmouth. This
year, op'imism and enthusiasm will headline
'he 'eam as 'he Minutemen try to improve
las' season's 5-5 record and second place
finish in 'he Yankee Conference.
Head coach Dick MacPherson will have 75

men on hand in 'he scrimmage as he will

s'ar' his firs' s'ringers in the first and third
quarters and substitute freely in the
remaining periods.

"I 'hink 'he 'eam is anxiously awaiting this
scrimmage because at 'his stage we want to
see how competitive our offensive and
defensive uni's are," said defensive coor-
dina'or Bob Picke".
The 'eam, hur' by graduation defensively,

IS building dpp'h. The competition, especially
a' linebacker, is 'ough.
"We've had a good preseason camp for

con'ac, and we want 'o keep it going. With
he gradua'ion of Ron Harris, Greg Sprout,

and Dennis Fenton, we thought last spring
we would be hurting in the defensive back-
field and defensive line, but Steve Mclnnes
(s'rong safety) John Beerworrh (weak
safe'yl, John Willis (defensive end), Phil
Puopolo (defensive lineman) have all looked
good and should keep on • improving

"

Picke" said.

Offensively, 'he 'earn is buoyed by the
re'urn of 'wo offensive lineman - Russ
Cooke and Ross Schubarth - who sat out
las' season because of injuries. "With the
re'urn of bo'h Ross and Russ, our running
game will be much better," said offensive
coordinator Bill Maxwell.
Schubar'h and Cooke will join returning

le"ermen Bruce Kimball, Jim Penta, and
Gerry Greene 'o make 'he offensive line the
s'ronges' area of 'he unit.

Maxwell said 'he 'eam is changing the
running s'yie from quickness to power. "We
wan' 'o have a power game of running with
'Ur speed shif'ed 'o receivers and tight
ends," he said.

Number one quarterback Mike Fallon will

TURN TO PAGE 15
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For promoted profs

Salary jumps due soon

Larry S. Roberts

By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Delayed salary increases for UMass faculty
promoted September 1, will be received in a
couple of weeks, according to Prof. Larry S.
Roberts, president of the Massachusetts
Socie'y of Professors.

Roberts said last night the delay was due
•o a lack of information from the ad-
ministration needed by the collective
bargaining union.

The administration knew this was coming
up months before. They could have given us
mformanon two months before, but they
didn ', said Roberts.

The information needed were lists of those
promoted and the amounts of the salary
adjustments. Roberts said a "number of
people" were affected because of the lack of
information.

Bromery last night said so far tho
negot^tions have concerned correct salLr^
proc^edures. and not the increases Z7

There is a fine legal line as to what you
can do 'o salary adjustments," he said and
•he salary increases have been held up
because of the union contract.
"The faculty has to realize that things are

going to have to be regularized," said
Bromery. Anything done to individuals "has

•'0 be done in 'he context of the collective
bargaining law."
Bromery also said the union has asked for

a lot of data, but nothing can be done by the
administration without negotiations.

''Both sides aren't learning to operate
under 'his collective bargaining law" he
said.

Buses halted temporarily
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

UMass bus service was halted over the
long Labor Day weekend by an apparent
communications problem between the
Undergraduate S'udent Senate and the
UMass S'udent Senate Transit service.
The holiday shutdown left an estimated

5,(XX) weekend passengers from as far away
as South Deerfield, Sunderland and
Belchertown without bus service from Friday
af'ernoon 'o Monday morning.

Five-College buses were not affected.
Regularly scheduled bus service to all

points is expected to resume today at 7:15
a.m.

In addition to on-campus shuttle service,
'he system, 'he largest no-fare rapid transit iri

'he world, also covers North and South
Amhers'.

While 'he 33- bus fleet has never operated
over long holiday weekends in the past.
Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Brian J. DeLima yesterday said a "motion of

ifi'ent" requiring 'he extended service was
overwhelmingly passed in the Senate last
April 20. The new policy was to be im-
plemen'ed a' the start of the new fiscal year
on July 31.

"They're dreaming," said Transit Service
Ac'ing Operational Manager Stephen F.
Murphy in a 'eiephone interview yesterday.
"There was a little talk earlier in the summer
and 'hey said they wanted (long weekend
service). That was the last I heard of it. I

haven'' even seen 'he budget for this fiscal
year, le' alone a budget for extended sen/ice.
They are dreaming."

Nei'her DeLima nor Murphy could offer
concrete explanations for the apparent
communications breakdown. Undergraduate
S'uden' Senate Treasurer Thomas J. Kerrins
was unavailable for comment last night.

"Apparently some one just forgot that the
motion was passed," DeLima said, "It was
no' listed in 'he transit budget. There was
jus' an oversight."

DeLima suggested the problem may have
been caused by a failure to include the

mo'ion in 'he 'ransit service computer file.
All motions of 'his type are normally placed
in'o a specific category, such as transit he
said.

"I* should have been there," DeLima said.
Murphy, however, questioned the

exis'ence of the original motion. "I was
approached a while back about this. The
sponsors asked if I could do it. I said 'sure', if

•hey would allocate the money. And that was
'ha'. I never heard from them after that

"

Murphy said.

Murphy said he could not believe the
motion was passed because no one ap-
proached him with specifics about the level
of service required over the long weekends.
Because 'his information was not given him
Murphy said he had no idea how much it

would cost 'o run the extended service.
Murphy said the 'wo original sponsors of

•he nriotion, former Student Government
Association Communications Director Bryan
Harvey and former SGA Governmental
Affairs co-Chairperson Karl Allen, ap-
proached him Friday after the pair noticed

he buses had stopped running.
"They were not even sure of the exact

figures in dollars required to run the service
-r even (jf 'he 'ype of service required''
Murphy said.

A meeting with 'he two to determine exact
ra'es for holiday service in the future is
scheduled for 'oday. Murphy said. Murphy
said 'he final cost of the service would be
dica'ed by -he number of buses required for
adqua'e coverage.
Normal Sunday service is about one-half

;.i*/u
,1"^^^^ service, explained Murphy.

Which do 'hey want?" he asked
Las' spring 'he Undergraduate Student

Sena'e approved a $100,000 budget for the
•ransi' service for fiscal year 1978
represen'ing a $9,760 increase over the
previous year.

While 'he Fiscal 1978 Budget Act
acknowledges 'he increases with an added
no'e 'ha' 'he amount "has been reserved byhe Budgets Committee," nowhere in the
documen' is 'here an expense- by-expense
breakdown of the 'ransit service budget

Police pull plug on Kent State protesters
KENT, Ohio \AP] - Campus police

literally pulled the plug yesterday on a rally

protesting the construction of a gymnasium
annex at Kent State University.

Members of the May 4th Coalition were
demonstrating opposition to the school's

plan 'o build 'he annex near the spot where
four s'uden's were killed by National

Guardsmen during an anti-war rally. The
coalition wants the site kept clear as a

memorial.

Cf>alition members had plugged their
public address system into a dormitory
ou'let, but police promptly unplugged it.

R.'^ber' Malone, head of campus security
af'erward said 'hat the rally was not "ap-'
proved or recognized", and that the campus
was closed.

After 'he unplugging, rally leaders went to
ano'her part of 'he building and tried again
•his 'ime forming a human chain around the
outle' in an effort to keep police away

So 'he police cut off the building's main
power supply.

Speakers went ahead with their addresses
'o 'he crowd of 200 anyway.

La'er, 'he coalition posted what it called a
"people's permanent injunction" which
would bar not only construction of the gym
bu' also police access to the site.

I' also called for an end tc what it

described as police harassment of the
coali'ion's efforts.

Before breaking up, the crowd marched to
he campus residence of Kent State's new
presiden'. Dr. Brage Golding, but he was not
home.
A court order barring construction on the

controversial campus hillside expires this
week. Contractor Bucky Arnes has said he is
ready 'o start work next week.

S'ill pending is the coalition's request that
Supreme Cour' Justice William Brennan
wrder fur'her delay in construction

\More Lance troubled

The President's budget
buddy, fellow Georgian Bert
Lance is still in trouble.
Leaders of a Senate com-
mittee investigating Lance's
financial affairs yesterday
met with Carter. The com-
plete rundown is on Page 4.

Housing clearing up?

The UMass on-campus
housing problems should be
cleared up soon. For an
update, turn to Lawrence
Uchmanowicz's story on
Page 3.

Inside

Pot decriminalization

If you smoke, you'll be
interested to know about a
petition circulating around
campus seeking to
decriminalize small
possessions of marijuana.
See Pamela Lindmark's
story on Page 2.

Labor Day accidents

Almost inevitably, traffic
jams like the one shown at
right near York, Maine, and
traffic accidents belabored
Labor Day weekend en-
joyment for thousands. A
complete national and local
accident report Is on Page 3.

Weather

Today: Partly cloudy,
highs 78 to 83. Tonight, fair,
lows between 55 and 60.

Increasing cloudiness is

forecast for tomorrow with a
chance of showers
developing by afternoon.
Highs tomorrow near 80.
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Decriminalization

of 'pot' pushed

By PAMELA UNDMARK
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association co-President Jon A. HIte in early
August submitted to the state attorney general an Initiative Petition for an
Act to decriminalize the use of marijuana in Massachusetts.

Eight states have already decriminalized the possession of minimum
amounts of marijuana. The maximum penalty for possession of just one
ounce or less under state law varies throughout the country.
According to a study by a Washington D.C. based group, the Center for

the Study of Non-Medical Drug Use, South Dakota is one of the eight
states which no longer treats possession of a small amount of marijuana as
a criminal offense. The maximum penalty for possession of marijuana in
South Dakota is a $20 fine.

In Arizona, where possession is still very much a criminal offense, the
maximum penalty is five years to life imprisonment, and-or a $50,000 fine.

Here in Massachusetts, possession is also still a criminal offense. The
maximum penalty is two years, and-or a $2,000 fine.

According to the study, "It is rare for a state actually to impose the
maximum sentence provided by law. However, these penalties remain on
the books. A court still has the option of sentencing an individual to as
much as life imprisonment."

It is the belief that this law needs to be changed which first prompted
Hite and the other nine committee members to take action.
"The law as they have it now is an enigma," Hite said. "There is no

reason a person should have a record for possessing marijuana. I also think
that if this law is passed, the legislature will find that they would be treating
marijuana as equal to alcohol."

State Senator John W. Olver, D-Amherst, and State Representative
James G. Collins, D-Amherst, both said in telephone inten/iews last night
that they support the decriminalization of marijuana.

"Yes, I support the bill," Olver said. "I always have supported this."

,
''Yes, I've supoorted this bill in each of the last four years," said Collins.
Over the years the votes have steadily risen. I do think it's a good idea tohave It on the ballot to find out the degree of public support.
"Overall," he said, "in terms of drug regulation. It would make more

sense to have decriminalization of possession of less than one ounce, and
to concentrate on a strong education and support program for people with
drug related problems."

Collins said tnat he felt "the penalties should fit the drug." It would be
better to have drug regulations, and for drugs such as, say, heroin to be
bought out," Collins said. "There would then be no exploitation."

"Ultimately," said Collins, "We should concentrate upon drug
education and support programs."
Another person who signed the initiative petition, Janis Wertz, assistant

dean of students, last night in a telephone interview said she also agrees
that the law needs to be changed. "In some ways, marijuana is the alcohol
of prohibition. It needs to be dealt with," she said.
However, Wertz also pointed out other issues with equal, if not greater

need to be dealt with.

"The bigger question," she said, "is why we spend so little time dealing
with alcohol, which is a bigger problem. There are so many other issues we
haven't dealt with, to put pressure on this is a misplaced priority...jobs,
poverty, better drug education (including alcohol), also need to be dealt
with."

Ramos ' ensemble dances splendidly
By ZOE BEST

The Diana Ramos Theatre Dance En-
semble culminated summer performances
sponsored by Rick Jeffries of Jazz Loft North
a' 'he Main Sv Center in Northampton
Sep-ember 2nd and 3rd
Eno Dv'jnald Washington danced a

prologue before 'he dance suites
choreographed by Ramos. In response to the
ankte' bells and congas beckoning from
drummer Chris Henderson of Unity En-
semble, Eno with his belt of bells followed
Kwaku Gya'a playing an Ethiopian drum in a
processional 'o 'he performance area. The
vociferous congas calling to the bass drum,
•he dynamics of 'empo between the rhythms
and -he hieroglyphic ritual being painted in
space by -he dance provided artistic

movensen' and music from its African
con'ex'. Eno's spiraling jumps, a floor
spanning leap, strong and concise
mwvemen's of grea' variety created the initial

exci'ement 'hat prevailed from thereon.
"Here Now" from BLUES MONTAGE bs

Ram.js, combined a photo Montage
prepared by photographer Edward Cohen
fea'uring his own works and those of James
Van DerZee, Fi'z Walker and Eugene Smith.
Sounds were from 'he Art Ensemble of
Chicago. Yves Toussaint mirrored the human
condition 'ha' gave rise 'o Malcolm's voice.
As Malcolm's portrait faded, Toussaint rode
a dialectic, falling and rising. Throughout the
performance he merged dance and theatrics
in'o defini'e imprin's.

Pa"i O'Neal danced a wrenching agony to
"This Child's Gotta Live". O'Neal conceived
•his dance for an anti-sterilization benefit.
El.xjuen'ly, Beretha Redding sang a bluesy

rendition of gospel and lullaby. Judyie
Brand' reci'ed improvisationally from
Langs'on Hughes' "The Negro Speaks
Rivers" and from Sarah Wright's "This
Child's Gonna Live". Playing conga, Ramos
pierced 'he choral of wailing with her own
voice. Perhaps 'he audience wanted more of
a sense of vic'ory as O'Neal's sisters led her
.>ff.

In "Mary Alice" adapted from Edgar
Whi'e's LES FEMMES NOIRES, Judyie
Brand' played a cripple. She momentarily
dreams 'ha' she can dance — the same way

hat 'he lifeless torms whom she witnesses
on -he subway emerging at 125th St., sees
sunlight with children's eyes, only for a
secc^nd. In another monologue from FOR
COLORED GIRLS WHO HAVE CON-
SIDERED SUICIDE WHEN THE RAINBOW
IS ENUF Dy Ntozake Shange, Brandt
disclosed 'he real thoughts of a Black
woman. Confidently with convincing
gestures she portrayed each woman.

Diana Ramos, dancing solo in "Kathleen
II

,
flailed an imprisoning space. Her faces

moved like shadows while the thunder of a

EN!:T.oo;rr2;rd"wi°r"„'Hr""'='''' •• "'•" «'- *'"«- • -"•- •• "">•
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confined mind possessed each movement
She lapsed into a slow motion un-

consciousness which led to a prolonged
.-pen-mouthed scream and to the concludirig
crucifixion posture.

John Williams, Ramos diverged from the
introspective 'o a vibrant dance ex-
pressionism. After Williams unfolded
progressions between man and woman he
revealed changes -hat sour into an ''un-
neressary dance". He did not leave the
auJience -here. Reciting resonantly, with
imagery of new life, he sparked Ramos with

.
we be dancing again". Her white skirt

billowed. Arches cun/ed like smiles and
sunligh- was 'he mood to the exuberantly
lif'ing piano suite by Marion Brown.

In "The Blues Ain't", a homage to Duke
Ellington, Pa'ti O'Neal and Yves Toussaint in
Sf>lo and duet danced to an urban pace and
in cos'uming of an imaginary night life.

Ellington and 'he span of history that he
conveyed in his music, though part of the
presence, was not strictly interpreted.
O'Neal, dancing with thoughtful restraint,
unmasked a smile during the conclusion of
his sui'e.

Diana Ramr^s successfully synthesized the
ex'ures ..f Black music, photographic
images and dance forms into an energizing
dance concert.

She, along with ensemble dancers, guests,
musicians and 'echnicians, were warmly
applauded by 'he standing-room-only-
audience.

BOSTON - Registry of Motor Vehicles officers are spot checking inspection stations
during the fall inspection period to insure proper inspection procedures accordina to
Registrar of Motor Vehicles Alan Mackey. ' ^

The fall insoection period, which began Sept. 1, runs until Oct. 15.

jyiiw^i^
tolerate abuses of the vehicle inspection program, " said Mackey. "Adjusterswho willingly or knowingly violate inspection requirements will lose their right to mak??n

^^on^'T^Sre a?: rii^'
'"' '° "^"^"" "^'^^^^ ^^^"^^^^^ wil/tV immediatesuspension. There are 4,200 inspection stations in Massachusetts.

r

B;nai Brith Hillei Foundation will present a tree screening of the film "Lies Mv P.th^ t ..Me. Thursday night at 8 in Thompson 104. ^ t'axher Told

The Southwest residential area last night was affected by a brief blackout that lasted abouttijree minutes dunng thp thunderstorm. The blackout occurred at about 9:40 and thl cotriSoemergency lights in the dorms provided light immediately.
corridor

Heartfelt Leather in Amherst will be open this Thursday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. The CollegianBack to School issue inaccurately said Heartfelt would be closed Thursday.
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Holiday

weekend

darkened

for many
By JOE MAGLITTA
and BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff
and The Associated Press

Torrential rains and severe lightning ripped
•hrough 'he Pioneer Valley last night,
causing extensive flooding and electrical
blackouts in Northampton and nine area
•owns.

O'her local police last night reported minor
au'omobile accidents, while the national
weekend death toll reached 388, and Massa-
chusetts' three.

Northampton police at midnight said
about half the city lost power for over three
hours starting at 8:18 last night. The failures
were caused by lightning striking trans-
formers and wires being knocked down, they
said.

In addition, Northampton police said they
received numerous reports of flooded cellars,

overflowing storm drains and sewers,
marooned cars, dangling live power wires,
and one report of a house being struck by
lightning.

No serious injuries were reported.
More 'han half of all the city's burglar

alarms were activated by lightning strikes
and flooding, police said.

The Northampton police said streets all

over 'he city flooded, causing many
motoris's 'o abandon their cars.

"Any street with a dip in it, there were
cars. The North S'. underpass. Main St., any
s'ree', you name it, there were cars stuck
•here," police said.

Two minor automobile accidents were
reported 'o Northampton police. Power
failures also occurred in Florence, and Leeds
and Bay S'ate sections of the city, police
said.

Police said 'hey received the first

emergency calls at 8:18. Most calls had
stopped by "around 11", they said.

Prjwer failures were also reported in

Williamsburg, and Goshen, according to a
spokesperson from Mass. Electric Co.
Northampton Fire Department also

reported a 13,000 volt wire knocked over in

•he vicinity of Smith College.
A- least three people were killed on

Massachusetts highways over the weekend,
according 'o 'he AP.

In Medfield, Richard Gushing, 19, was
killed and 'wo other youths were seriously
injured Sa'urday night when their car went
ou' of control and struck two utility poles.
A"orney Juris Udris, 45, of Concord a

par'ner in 'he Boston law firm of Goodwin,
Proc'or and Hoar, was killed Friday night in

Orange in a 'hree-car crash on Rte. 2.

Kenneth Doehler, 18, of Fall River, was
killed Saturday morning when his car
collided with a 'ruck on Rte. 106 in Easton.

William Castine, 15, of Mernmac, Mass.,
died Sa'urday night in New Hampshire when
he apparently lost his footing on Cathedral
Ledge in Bartlett and fell 300 feet.

Traffic was reported medium to heavy on
all major Massachusetts highways and cars
were backed up a short distance on Cape
Cod at 'he approaches to the Bourne and
Sagamore bridges, but state police said there
were few serious delays.
One major exception was on Interstate 91,

he major north-south route in the Pioneer
Valley from Vermont to Connecticut, where
cars were reported bumper-to-bumper be-
tween Holyoke and Northampton.
The jam apparently was caused by the

combination of homebound vacationers and
visitors 'o the Tri-County Fair in North-
ampton, where Labor Day harness racing
was reported a big attraction.

The S'ate police at the Northampton sub-
s'ation las' night said no fatal accidents were
reported 'o the station this weekend by
•roopers patrolling the area highways.

Eight injuries, however, were reported to

•he Northampton barracks since Friday
nigh'.

In accidents yesterday along Rte 191, state
police said one driver in a two car collision

was cited for bald tjres. State police at-

•ribu'ed both accidents to the heavy rains.

J(}seph Kilian, of Danbury, Conn., was
cited by state police for driving with bald tires

after 'he car he was driving collided in the
rear of a car which slowed down for traffic

along 'he southbound lane.

Neither he or George A. Schrieder of New
Haven, 'he other driver, were injured, state
police said.

Collegian

Students rush..

Photos by
Rob Carlin

While many UMass
students headed east to the
beaches and Cape Cod, the
remaining few found relief
from the sizzling heat at
Puffer's Pond.

.Puffer's shores

Housing

problem

almost

solved
By LAWRENCE UCHMANOWICZ
Collegian Staff

The problem of where to house the ad-
ditional students this fall is almost resolved,
according to Jerry Quarries, assisting
housing coordinator for the University.
Noon today is the deadline for no-show

students to claim their room in the residence
halls; any student not picking up their

assignment by then will lose the room.
Quarries also said that most of the

students in temporary assisgnments are new
in residence halls. All that is left is 162 men in

'he Campus Center Hotel. He added th'jt

wi'h 'he no-shows tomorrow, there should
be no problem housing the remaining men.

A' 'he peak of the overcrowding there
were about 190 persons living in the Campus
Center Hotel, 150 in fraternities and
sororities, and about 65 in dorm lounges and
private residences.

To help ease the housing pressure on the
dorms, the Off Campus Housing Office last

week began to hand out on-campus housing
exemptions to juniors who had a place to live

off campus.
Joanne Levenson, coordinator of the Off

Campus Housing Office, yesterday said tie
market for off campus housing is tight, but
•here is still some housing available.
Most of the places left, she said, are either

expensive or four-person apartments with
only 'hree residents looking for a fourth
roommate.
Although the University expects to clear

up 'he housing shortage today, the students
in 'he Campus Center must be out by
Sunday, because a conference is booked for
•he hotel this weekend.
The fivercrowding is not just limited to

UMass-Amherst either. Overcrowding has
been reported at Boston University, Boston
Cfjilege, Northeastern, M.I.T., Tufts, Brown.
Brandies University, and several other
schools around the country, according to
The Boston Globe.
One of 'he hardest hit schools. The Globe

said, is Boston University, where the over-
flow of students reached 600.
To make sure there are no empty beds

overlooked. Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury yesterday said
'here will be another room check by the
Housing Office today so that students left

without an assignment can receive a room.

Graphic by Eric Ela
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Ribicoff, Percy

urge resignation

of Lance...
WASHINGTON [AP\ - The leaders of a

Sena'e commitTee investigating budget
direc'or Bert Lance's financial affairs
yesterday »old President Carter they have
uncovered new allegations "of such a
serious nature" that Lance should resign.

Sens. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., and
Charles H. Percy, R-lll., both said they'felt it

was in the former Georgia banker's own
interest 'hat he resign. They did not disclose
'he allegations.

Bert Lance

There was no immediate response from
Lance, who has been under investigation for
his activities as head of two Georgia banks
and for large overdrafts on his family's
checking accounts.

Carter gave no indication that he planned
'o press for the resignation of his budget
director.

The White House issued a statement after
•he 40-minufe meeting saying only that the
President was pleased Ribicoff's Senate
Gcjvernmental Affairs Committee would
resume its hearings without delay on
Wednesday.

Ribicoff said he and Percy asked for the
meeting "'o bring to the President's at-
ention allegations of illegality of serious
enough nature that we felt an obligation to
•ell 'he President of our findings."

Ribicoff confirmed that three committee
investigators had 'alked with a man serving
an eight-year prison term for embezzling $1
million from Lance's Calhoun First National
Bank.
The A'lanta Constitution yesterday

reported 'hat the convict, Billy Lee Campbell,
had signed an affidavit implicating Lance iri

his criminal activities.

Lance, contacted at his vacation retreat in

Sea Island, Ga. earlier yesterday denied any
involvement in Campbell's criminal activities.

Ribicoff said the full panel would be brief
on 'he allegations today. He also said the
committee would decide then whether Lance
w.Muld -estify 'his week as scheduled.

Percy, -he committee's ranking minority
member, said 'he investigation may have to
be expanded.
"My personal feeling is that a special

prosecutor should be appointed," said Percy.
"I* would be wiser for Bert Lance to

resign," said Ribicoff. "I don't think Bert
Lance can be an effective budget director
pending 'he hearings and pending the in-

ves'iga'ion of all the allegations."
The White House issued a statement

saying -hat Carter had met with the senators
•o be briefed on their plans to resume the
hearings

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1977

...as troubles mount
WASHINGTON \AP\ - A House banking

panel is summoning two top federal bank
examiners 'o answer questions about the
thoroughness of 'heir probe of Budget
Director Bert Lance's financial affairs.

The fjne-day hearing today by a House
banking subcommittee is meant to be a
review of banking laws, but the key wit-
nesses are deeply involved in the original

Lance investigation.

Among them are Robert A. Bloom, acting
Comp'roller of the Currency when Lance
was confirmed as budget director; Donald L.
Tarleton, administrator of the Atlanta region,

and (officers of the two Georgia banks Lance
has headed.
The hearing is just the start of a new round

;<f congressional inquiries for Lance. The
Senate Gcjvernmental Affairs Committee
plans 'o hold several days of hearings on the
matter starting Wednesday, when both
hcjuses return from a month-long summer
recess.

Meanwhile, 'he Atlanta Constitution
reported Monday »hat a man serving an
eigh'-year prison term for embezzling $1
million from Lance's Calhoun First National
Bank has signed an affidavit implicating
Lance in his activities.
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The Collegian wants:

Photo Editor

Fine Arts
Editor

See Ron Arena in the

Collegian office or call

545-3500 by Wednesday,

September 7.

The Collegian is an

equal opportunity employer.

WORK-STUDY JOBS
Student Government

Association
Work-atudy •tuctants naadad for opsrating
•••V ridar computarliad rid* rafarral ••rvica.
Thto Job InvolvM covering an offica and
rafarring paopla to ridaa through a computar
ayatam. It la poaalbia to atudy during tha
houra you ara on duty. Raliablllty a muet. Wa
ara an Equal Opportunity Afflrnrtativa Action
Employar.

Applications are avallabie in Room 420
Student Union Building and are due by
Friday.

Watergater Liddy, still silent.

Collegian

DANBURY, Conn. [AP] - After 521^
months in prison, G. Gordon Liddy Is going
honne »omorrow, still holding the secrets of
'he Watergate burglary that he master-
minded. Because of his silence, he has
served more time than anyone convicted in
Watergate or Watergate- related cases.

"He's in good spirits, very strong, just the
same as always," said his wife, Frances, in a

term

BEST FILM

OF THE YEAR

BEST DIRECTOR

OF THE YEAR
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CRIIKS

KUBRICK t

From Wiyner Bros.

Wed., Sept. 7 CCA. 3:00, 6:30, 9:00 $1.00

Rachid^s
The Best in Disco . . .

mixed drinii prices

• starting at Sl.OO and

bottled beer at 75*'

''7 yiTES A WEEK'

GreatSandwiches 11:30 a.m. to Closing
Rachid's— Mt. Farms Mall— Hadley.

UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSEHS

VETERANS

ARE DOING IT.

Earn your Lieutenant's bars and a United

States Army commission while you earn

$2400 (in addition to your G.I. Bill

allowances) and your college degree,

thru US Army ROTC.

INTERESTED??

CALL:

LTC James C. Faison

545-2321/2322

JOB MNOIINCEMENT
mn<n nmm yima
Bt'TTERFIELD DINING ROOM
BLTTERFIELD HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

T1i« ButterrieM Dining Room Is a small studrat-nin
kitchen serving the I3« residents of ButterficM House,
a co-ed residence hall at the University o( Massachu-
setts.

joi DE$rRiPTie\

The student manager works with a full-Ume chef and a
student accountant under the supervision of a student
kitchen committee. Primary responsibilities are
supervision of student employees and assisting in the
operation of the kitchen.

PERSONS WITH OR WITHOUT WORK-STUDY ARE
ELIGIBLE.

For further details about salary and work conditions,
contact, as soon as possible:

Anita Olinga. Kitchen Committee
Butterfieid House
University of MassachusetU
Amherst, MA 01003

<413) 346-4538

WE URGE WOMEN AND MINORITIES TO APPLY.
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•elephone interview from her Oxon Hill, Md.,
home where she is busy readying the house
for his homecoming. She said she last visited
him nearly two weeks ago. She will be
waiting for him at the Federal Correctional
Institution at Danbury.

His attorney, Peter Maroulis, who visited
him last week, said, "Gordon hasn't said one
word about Watergate."

Maroulis described Liddy, 46, as "looking
fine, healthy and relaxed."
"He looks athletically good," said

Maroulis. "He is in good physical shape. He
looks better than when he went in. He was
heavier. His hair is cut short and he still has
his mustache. He has been working in the
food service section of the prison."

But there is one more piece of business for
Liddy before he walks through the medium-
security prison, with its walls and guard
•owers, to freedom and the five teen-aged
children he's missed growing up.
He must appear in Williamsport, Pa., this

afternoon to take a pauper's oath before a
U.S. magistrate and seek a delayed in-

stallment payment of a $40,000 fine. The fine
was part of his original sentence of six years
and eight months to 20 years on six counts of
conspiracy, burglary and wiretapping.

"He's broke," said Maroulis, who filed

pauper's papers last July in the Middle
District Court of Pennsylvania, six months
af 'er Liddy was transferred from Danbury to
he minimum security facility at Allenwood,
Pa., which has neither walls nor guard
'owers and is much closer to his home.

But two weeks ago, he was returned to
Danbury as a disciplinary measure,
"suspected of intimidating others" during a
food boycott at Allenwood, according to
Superintendent Elden Jenson.
Jenson said Liddy, who frequently

championed prisoners' rights as a jailhouse
lawyer, had a pipe and wood club concealed
behind the headpost of his bed. But Jenson
added that the weapons were there for
protection and should not be considered in a
review of his parole.

Joseph A. Nardoza, commissioner of the
U.S. Parole Board office in Philadelphia, said
any delay in his parole because of the
•boycott would have been unjust.

"Liddy is not the average man," said
Nardoza. "He doesn't have a history of
violence, and no prior record. He served
enough. I don't think Liddy is going to be a
risk to society. He paid his debt, and all he

wants to do is go back home and pick up the
pieces of his life."

|t has been a long wait for Mrs. Liddy, who
has run the household on her salary as an
elementary school teacher in Washington,
D.C. The children are growing up fast and
perhaps leaving too soon. Daughter Sandy,
18, 'he oldest, is a student at the University
of Maryland. Grace, 17, is completing high
school. James, Thomas and Raymond also
are in school.

Liddy's determination not to discuss the
aborted burglary at the Democratic National
Committee Headquarters in 1972 cost him an
additional 18 months in jail. A judge imposed
'he additional prison time when Liddy
refused 'o testify under immunity to a federal
grand jury.

The one-time counsel to former President
Richard Nixon's re-election committee, Liddy
once told former White House counsel John
Dean that he would allow himself to be shot
on the street by a sniper if there was concern
'hat he would talk.

His silence carried to the point that in 1973
he refused even to give his name to a House
committee investigating Watergate. He was
convicted after a half-day trial on two counts
of refusing to testify before a congressional
committee and received a suspended six-
month sentence.

Liddy reportedly owes thousands of
dollars in legal fees for unsuccessful appeals
'hat carried all the way to the U.S. Supreme
Court, which refused to hear his case.

But last April, President Carter reduced his
sentence to a maximum eight years, saying,
"I' has been made to appear that the ends of
justice do not require that the aforesaid
sen'erice be served in its entirety."

Until Carter's commutation, which came
•wo months after Mrs. Liddy met with
Presidential Counsel Robert Lipshutz, Liddy
was not eligible for parole until May 1981.
Carter's action made him eligible for parole
'wo months ago, but the Parole Board fixed
•he date for Sept. 7.

Liddy has been in prison since Jan. 30,
1973, except for 99 days in late 1974 and
early 1975 when he was appealing his case.
He is the last of the seven burglary squad

members 'o be released from prison. The
others served less time because they
cooperated with prosecutors.
"The sold 'hemselves for less time," Liddy

once said. "I don't do that."
Liddy faces an uncertain future. He has

been disbarred as an attorney.

Gang youths blamed in

San Francisco murders
SAN FRANCISCO lAP] - Three gunmen

who killed five persons in a sudden attack on
a crowded Chinatown restaurant were
revenge- minded gang youths aiming their
bullets at rival gang members, police
reported yesterday.
However, none of the dead was known to

associate with the roaming gangs that have
'errorized 'he famed tourist area during the
pas' seven years.

L'. Daniel Murphy said informants have
'old officers that the masked assailants who
opened fire in the Golden Dragon restaurant
early Sunday were members of- a gang
consisting mostly of foreign- born Chinese.

Their 'argets were members of the Chung
Ching Yee gang, a group consisting mostly
of American-born Chinese followers of Joe
Fong, Murphy said the police was told by
sources.

Fong, a reputed former gang leader, was
convicted of conspiracy to commit murder in

1973 and is now serving a 10-year-to-life

sentence in state prison.

Police received the information about the
gangs after Chief Charles Gain criticized the
Chinese-American community for "an
absolute abdication of responsibility" in

helping officers solve the crime.

"This is a 'ragedy we are constantly faced
with. Chinese persons will not talk to police,'!

Gain said.

Murphy said the killing may have been in

retaliation for the July 4 murder of a member
of 'he rival gang. That death was the 39th
attributed by police to gang warfare in

Chinatown since 1970.

The gunmen were aiming at two tables
located at the east and west ends of the large
dining room where the gang members were
ea'ing, Murphy said.

Most of the 16 people struck by gunfire
were sitting near those two tables, he said.

Four of the dead were identified as Donald
Kwan, about 20, Calvin Michael Fong, 18,

Paul Wada, 25, and a waiter, Fong Wog, 48.

Massachusetts youth dies

in fall from N.H. ledge
NORTH CONWAY, N.H. lAP] - New

Hampshire S'ate Police are investigating the
dea'h of a 15- year- old Massachusetts youth
who fell 300 feet from Cathedral Ledge,
apparently while trying to flee from a
policeman who discovered a teen-aged
drinking party.

The victim was identified as William
Cas'ine of Merrimack, Mass.

The youth was believed to be "trying to
escape from the policeman" who en-
countered several carloads of teen-agers at a
drinking par'y at the popular scenic overlook
a' about i0:30 p.m. Saturday.

A state trooper said the state police were
requested to investigate because of the
dea'h.

A state police dispatcher said as Bartlett

Police Officer Alan Eastman approached the

eenagers, he saw a group of young people
looking over the guardrail at the top of the

ledge.

The dispatcher said the youths told the

officer 'hat Castine had stepped over the rail

and fallen.

The youth's body was found later at the

base (jf 'he rock wall. Officials said he died of

massive head injuries.

Cathedral Ledge has been frequented by
under-aged youths in recent weeks for

drinking parties, police said.
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Carter's energy plan...

the Senate will decide

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 6. 1977 TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 6, 1977

VV4S/y//VG7-0/V 1/1^1 ^ As Congress goes
in-o 'he final phase of its 1977 session this
week, i' will be up 'o the Senate to decide
whe'her President Carter's first year will see
his 'op pnority proposal enacted - a
comprehensive energy bill.

The Senate Democratic leadership is

prepared 'o side'rack most other legislation
•o work ou' 'he inevitable disputes aroused
by he complex legislation.

Before 'he 'wo chambers left for a month-
long summer recess 'hat ends Wednesday,
•he House passed its version. It achieved a
major compromise on the hardest-fought
issue, pricing of natural gas. Proponents of
an immediate end ^o government price
control lost when 'he House approved a
gradual increase in price. The fight will be
renewed in 'he Senate.

Democratic leaders of both House and
Senate are pledged to seeing the energy bill

hrough. But House Democratic Whip John
Brademas of Indiana would not predict flatly
•ha' 'he bill will be passed and the dif-
ferences be'ween Senate and House ver-
sions reconciled in the remaining six to eight
weeks of 'his year's session.

"Powerful senators with strong views are
a' loggerheads. " Brademas said in an in-
erview. "I- all depends on the extent to
which senators can work out an agreement
among 'hemselves."

Diplomats arrive

for signing

of canal treaty
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Latin American

leaders, began arriving yesterday for the
signing of 'he Panama Canal treaties as the
Car-er administration prepared for three days
-f ceremonies, -feceptions, public oratory and
priva'e diploma'ic give-and-'ake.

Presiden* Car'er returned from his
weekend vacation retreat at Camp David.
Md., ready for a meeting Tuesday with the
o'her prrj'agonist in 'his week's activities,

Panamanian head of government Gen. Omar
Torrijos.

T.->rrijos led a Panamanian delegation of
more han 100 for 'he Wednesday evening
ceremoney a' which 'he Panama Canal
readies will be signed a' the headquarters of
he Organization of American States.
Nine'een other heads of government from

La'in America also were expected, and
Car-er planned 'o meet with all of them be-
•ween Tuesday and Thursday. All told,

delegations from 27 countries were ex-
p>ec'ed.
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Draperies ^
Rugs (Really Great)
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S(-me pending legislation cannot be set
aside. A $60.2-billion appropriations for the
educational, health and social programs of
he Department of Health, Education and
Welfare has been held up by Senate-House
disagreement on federal fundings of
abor'ions for women on Medicaid. The
Hwuse version would permit funding only in
cases where 'he woman's life was
^hrea-ened. The Senate provision is broader.
Conferees must try again.
Another appropriation difference is ex-

oec'ed 'o be settled more easily.
The House included in a $110-billion

measure for defense funding $1 .4 billion for a
s'ar' on B1 bomber production. Carter later
recommended this be dropped and the
Sena'e wen' along. The House is expected
o agree.

The Housfe, with the main energy debate
behind it, is likely to pass more major
legislation, even if Senate action will have to
awai' 1978.

Among 'he bills with fair to good chances
wf H(juse passage are an increase in the
minimum wage from $2.30 to $2.65 an hour
and a measure to curb Medicare and
Medicaid abuses.
Committees in both Houses begin work

promptly on legislation to bolster the
financing of Social Security, now threatened
wi'h exhaustion of its reserves by 1983.

BUS DRIVERS WANTED
^ive College Buses need drivers for Fall Terms

Applicants must be a Registered Student at one of
Five Colleges, and MUST HAVE a Mass. Class 2
driver's license.

Call Five College Transportation OHice — 5M.
4262 — for application form.
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room
a tnultirullural
pe*r couns^lin^ and
ediKdlion cenirr

move
2 Graduate Assistantships

1 i I't'r Alconol Trainer ir Supervisor
I OiifreacK Coordinator

applu-ation deadline: Sept 6

Undergraduate
Volunteers

1 Graduate
Internship

application deadline: Sept 9

Student Union Building/ Down the Kali from the HatcK
University of Massachusetts

For furtKer information/ application, come to

Room to Move Office or call 545-0400

COMMUMICATff Wf7N GRAPNICS

Smoke signals were once the visuah
means of communications, BUT
TODAY MODERN GRAPHICS IS

WHERE IT'S AT! One great place to
learn, with and from fellow
students, the latest in newspaper
graphics is the Daily Collegian.

\
VOLUNTEERS

NOW BEING ACCEPTED

If you're interested in devoting just a
few hours a week to a worthwhile
graphics experience, drop into the
Collegian Graphics Dept. and SIGN
UP. A one credit colloq is being
offered for those willing to make a
^commitment. i^^

^e^

s'm^ INTERESTED IN
GRAPHICS?

Drop into the Col-
legian office, 113 Cam
pus Center and see
either Randy
Glenn(manager),
Philip Milstein(tech),
Gerry Grenier(tech) or
Charlie Berubelad
visor) The office is

open between 9a m.
and 12midnight.

—^Volunteer meeting-4 pm today-CC 113-^-

TexQS Instruments

PfogrQmmobleOO
Texas Instruments

Progrommoble^TT

Texas Instrument

Demonstration Day
A representative from Texas Instrument will be at the University Store from

10 a.m. -3 p.m. to demonstrate all the Tl calculators including the

two new programmables.

SpecialDemo Day Prices

at the calculator store.

The University Store
Campus Center

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Sat. 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

YOU SHOULD DROP BY

i

M iro« can antww v*t to mora tfian ttiraa
of ThaM quattions

I. Can you warcli TV.
J. Can yew play pinball

3. Pay less and get more than
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5. Orlvc or walk last distanca from

campus than any otttar placa )n town
4. En|oy food mora in a ralaxinv at-
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7. Enjoy mora variaty
1. AAaat nrtora paepla
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Court-ordered busing:

will racial tension ease

in Boston this fall?
'The greatest weakness of the parent

movement is its lack of sensitivity to the
effects of racism.

"

- Boston 's Citywide Coordinating
Committee

BOSTON \UPI\ - Racial tension seems to
have eased somewhat in this birthplace of
he American revolution that in the mid-
1970s became a citadel of violent resistance
o school desegregation.
As Boston begins its fourth year of court-

ordered busing to achieve school
desegregation, many residents apparently
have decided to "live and let live."

While some antibusing groups are
predicting resistance will be stronger than
ever 'his fall, particularly in predominantly
Irish-Catholic South Boston, many
authorities feel 1977 may be a turning point.
"We- have found reason for cautious

optimism," says the 15-member Citywide
Coordinating Committee, a group of
business, civic and higher education leaders.

In a report to U.S. District Judge W.
Arthur Garrity, architect of the desegregation
plans, 'he CCC said:

"The long-standing pattern of abuse of the
constitutional rights of black children which
'he U.S. District Court found in 1974 has by
no means been removed root and branch."

Yet, the report added, Boston's public
schools "have achieved a significant
measure of stability and are on the road
oward becoming a desegregated system.
"We believe there is cause for optimism,

cautious and guarded, but optimism
nonetheless."

Mrs. Eleanor McDonough, a parent in-

volved in the Racial Ethnic Parents Countil at
her child's school, said, "The live and let live
attitude seems to have taken over.

"People are beginning to accept it."

Bos'on was the scene of fighting in the
hallways, classrooms and streets when
desegregation by busing was launched on
Garrity's directive in 1974.

Mothers marched in protests, hundreds of
pupils left the public schools and honking
convoys of antibusing demonstrators
wormed through downtown and residential
streets.

So what can Boston expect this year?
Old ways die hard and, despite a general

surrender 'o the inevitable, most observers
and officials agree there will be some
fighting, some racial harassment or some
jeering and name-calling, though perhaps
not as serious as in years past.

The summer was relatively free of racial

violence, except for the almost-expected hot
weather clashes between blacks and whites
a' Carson Beach in South Boston.

About 76,000 students are expected to
register in the public schools this year, a big
drop from the 92,000 in 1973.

There will be some resistance from the
groups 'hat have fought the plans all along.

"I would 'hink that it's resistance going to
be stronger 'han ever," said James Kelly of
he South Boston Information Center, a focal
point of antibusing sentiment.

In early August, Virginia Sheehy and Rita
Graul, 'wo of the most vocal opponents of
busing, resigned from the executive board of
•he Information Center. Graul said it was to
.>pen seats on »he board "for younger
blood."

Bo'h said 'hey were remaining in the
an'ibusing group, ROAR.

Kelly said South Boston resisters are
hear'ened by what they perceive to be a
growing sentiment in Congress for a con-
stitutional amendment outlawing busing.
He is also encouraged by three recent U.S.

Supreme Court decisions suggesting busing
is not a viable means . of achieving
desegregation.

The CCC paints an othenvise bleak picture
.*f 'he school system, but says im-
plementation of the desegregation plans
have "irreversibly set the school department
<'<n a forward-moving course."

WI'RELOOKINGFOR

RECEPTIONISYS
Volunteers are being sought to aid the Daily Collegian as RECEPTIONISTS.

Responsibilities will include: answering telephones, giving directions and
generally presenting a pleasant welcome on behalf of the Collegian.

If you enjoy meeting and greeting people and have some time to assist the
Collegian, please contact....

Tony Armelin. Business Manager 1 545-3500

STUDENTS — U.MASS. — (ON campus only)
Have The Boston Globe Delivered to your dormitory at

the special half price rate to students at this college.

$1001
A Week
For The Morning
and Sunday

65' A Week
for The Morning
40* A WEEK
for The Sunda^

Please fill out this form and give to Student Rep. who will be contacting you. If not contacted within a week return to either oartv
listed below. *^ '

LJ Morning $8.40

Name
Dsunday $5.00 O Morning & Sun. $12.75

Campus Address

Mike Berger
Tel. -546 6469

Larry Berger
4A Lantern Court
Sunderland, Mass.

665-3966
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Legionnaires disease hits,

officials ponder outbreak
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COLUMBUS. Ohio [AP\ - Officialswomed by »he most serious outbreak of
Legionnaires disease since it was identified in
Philadelphia last year are re-evaluating recent
pneumonia diagnoses and may have found a
tif'h victim here within a month.

Dr. John Ackerman, Ohio's health
direc'or, said yesterday a 65- year- old womannow in Riverside Hospital, where four other
cases were reported, is being tested to see if
she has Legionnaires disease.

Her case, which was termed serious had
been »hought at first to be a common form of
pneumonia.
"The chances are the disease has been in

'he community, the area and around the
country and gone undetected for a number
of years," Ackerman said.
So far. Legionnaires disease has been

confirmed in the cases of a 56-year-old
Columbus woman who died, two other
women who are hospitalized, and a fourth
woman who recovered and was sent home

As part of an effort to re-analyze recent
pneumonia deaths at Riverside and other
hospitals in the area, state and federal health
officials yesterday were flying blood samples
'u 'he federal Center for Disease Control in
A'lanta.

Testing for antibodies in the blood of
Legionnaires disease victims takes about
•hree days, officials say. The center, mean-
while, had sent two specialists to Ohio to
lead 'he investigation.

Legionnaires disease is a respiratory in-
fection caused by an unnamed bacterium
•hat was isolated after 29 of about 180
persons stricken with the disease died during
or after an American Legion convention in
Philadelphia in July 1976.
The disease may go undetected because

•he symptoms are nearly identical to
pneumonia. Officials say about 15 per cent of
•he cases are fatal, but even serious cases
can be successfully treated with antibiotics if

discovered in time.

C.A.O.S. (Counseling Assistance for Older
Students) is looking for undergraduate and graduate
students to fill the position of secretary—receptionist.
Applications are being accepted now through Sep-
tember 9, 1977. Salary is paid through work—study at
UMass. Minimum of 15 hours work per week is an-
ticipated. Applicants should be efficient in typing
skills. Past office experience desired.

THE ROISTER DOISTERS' DRAMA SOCIETY

Voyageur 1 blasts off
CAPE CANAS/ERAL, Ra. [AP\ - Voyager

1 blas'ed off toward the outer planets
yesterday in a near-flawless launch, joining
I's 'Win space probe Voyager 2 on a 675-
million-mile journey to Jupiter and beyond.
"We have a successful flight in every

respec, ' project manager John Casani said
af-er 'he Voyager's picture- perfect blastoff
aboard a Titan Centaur rocket in bright blue
skies and sunny weather.

I- was 'he second launch in a $500- million
program designed to provide valuable new
information about the creation of the
universe, 'he origins of the solar system and
•he formation of planet Earth.
Although it was sent up second. Voyager 1

IS scheduled 'o reach Jupiter in March 1979
- abou' four months before Voyager 2,
which was fired Aug. 20. Voyager 1 will
.ver'ake its 'win because it is flying a more
direc route.

The science and camera booms on
Voyager 1 extended and locked into place
abou' one hour after launch, dispelling fears
•hat 'he ship might-experience problems with
•he gear 'hat had plagued its twin.
The second launch had been delayed five

days '0 give project scientists time to analyze
Voyager 2's problems and install extra
springs on 'he locking apparatus of Voyager
I's research booms.

Casani said that since the trouble on
Voyager 2 was discovered and corrected, it

•oo is "working fine and healthy in every
mpec'."

Both probes will conduct extensive
scion'ific s'udies of Jupiter, Saturn, and
Sa'urn's rings. Scientists say the spacecraft
coukl function for 30 years, so one may be
•en' on 'o Uranus, Neptune and beyond. It

would reach Uranus, some 1.8 billion miles
from Earh, in 1986. Neptune, more than 2.5
bjllion miles away, may be reached in 1989.
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PRESENTS

TONITE

TUES., SEPT. 6

ORCHESTRA
LUNA

WED., SEPT. 7

FAT

THURS., SEPT. 8

ROOMRIL OF BUIES

FRI. & SAT.

SEPT. 9 & 10

James Montgomery

Band

SunderCand Ma.
Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937

The camera on Voyager 1 will be activated
in about a month but research transmissions
are no' expected until December 1978.

Both Voyagers will send back pictures of
•he planets, measure the atmosphere, the
magne'ic field, cosmic rays and density.
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* TOM JONES ***

on Sept. 6 and 7 in C.C. 101 at 6:00

There are roles for 8 men— 8 women.
Open to the 5 college community.

UNIVERSITY

^~^/]assacnusctt

TO

THE

Collegian 9

.,^»

UNDERGRADUATE:

E MADE IT THIS FAR WHY
STOP IN A DORM ?

'^[Arivir,

RING DAYS

SEPTEMBER 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th

TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY

TIME

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

PLACE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

$10.00 DEPOSIT 5% DISCOUNT

HIGH SCHOOL RING TRADE - IN ARE ACCEPT.

YOUR FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE, MR. DAVID YELLE, WILL BE THERE ON
ORDER TAKING DATE TO ASSIST IN YOUR ORDERING.

STOP IN AT THE BOOKSTORE AND LOOK AT THE NEW FASHION RINGS

AVAILABLE TO YOU THIS YEAR.

The Dormitory gives

everyone:

1.) A concrete cubicle

2.) A 5 day meal plan

3.) People you don't know

to live with

4.) A place to live

Greek living offers

you:

1.) A home

When you leave a dorm

you leave very little behind,

2.) A 7 day meal plan & snacks

3.) The chance to choose the

people you live with

4.) A chance to live

When you leave a house

you leave a part of yourself.

Where you live now may be the university's choice.

Where you're going to stay should be yours.

Fraternity and sorority rush applications maybe obtained

at the Greek Affairs office, 203 Hampshire House.

545-2711
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from our perspective

Reorganizing higher education
Judging from Governor Michael

Dukakis' recent efforts to reform
both the higher education and
judicial systems in Massachusetts,
he may well be remembered as the
states "Imperial Governor" long
after his reign is over.
Dukakis' game plan in both areas

has been to first show the need for
and then request greater control
over the bureaucracies involved, in
the name of increased efficiency.
Yet while there seems little doubt
of the need for streamlining, and
although more centralized,
hierarchical control may be one
way to achieve that goal, Dukakis'
proposals — at least regarding
higher education — present more
of a threat than an improvement.

The plan for reorganizing higher
education was released on August
24 as a draft called the "Working
Paper on Public Higher
Education", a 90-page document
highlighting what Dukakis and
State Secretary of Educational
Affairs Paul Parks view as the
problems of and solutions for
higher education in the state.

The first and perhaps most
important objection to the plan can
be levied without even having seen
the document. The plan was
released soon after the state
legislature voted to set up a study
commission to research the very
issue of reorganizing higher
education. To what extent the
governor's articulated wishes will
Influence the commission remains
to be seen, but Dukakis' timing was
at best inappropriate. In addition,
no student input was requested in
formulating the plan.

The proposal itself can be
criticized on the grounds that It

represents a rather direct attack
on the autonomy of the state's
institutions of higher learning.
Dukakis is particularly intent upon
gaining more control ooer
education budgets, and repeatedly
insists that a closer administrative
budget review does not conflict
with the fiscal autonomy of the
institutions. But in fact it does, and
what Dukakis claims is an attempt
to resolve the conflict by granting
his branch of government budget
review po\A/ers is actually an at-
tempt to lean the situation in his
favor. The plan would further
weaken public higher education's
self defense by eliminating the
position of one of its chief
spokespersons, the UMass
president, as the university would
be divided according to campus
location into three separate in-

stitutions with three separate
presidents.

An additional objection could be
raised to the proposal's general
vision of higher education after
reorganization. Reading the
document brings to mind a
corporation-like educational
system, where professors and
resources are shuffled and
allocated according to student
"demand". Dukakis' old hope of
providing the most marketable
education at the least cost to his
voters is finally put into concrete
terms with this proposal.

Such a concept of higher
education and its role, in and of
itself, is neither irresponsible nor
unnecessary. Education must be
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responsive to changing student and
public needs, and, alas, to the
whims and fancies of the job
market. What is Irresponsible is
that the governor ignores the other,
equally crucial side of the
argument — that of academics
from the point of view of the
academician. Dukakis never
seems cognizant of any value to
education other than that which
appears on the bottom lines of
budget sheets.

While state legislators may find
much to disagree with in the
proposal, students should not sit

idle and hope for the best. Rather,
they should make it clear that the
governor's ideas about the
university's future are not shared
by those who will be most affected
by them.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a mcrjority of .the
Collegian Board of Editors.

letter

Bringing a little sunshine to inner-city kids
To the Editor

Life is hectic during these early September
days Soon though, our scheduling dif-
ficulties will be rectified, housing dilemmas
will be solved and our lives will become less
hectic Unfortunately though, the everyday
lives of some inner-city Springfield children
do not become less confusing as the school
year progresses. These children are plagued
with individual scholastic problems and are
unable to cope with the pace of their new
class. Often a combination of com-
panionship, love, and tutorial services are all

MASSACHUSETTS OAILT

that are required to turn these students into
happier kids.

The Northjrn Educational Services IN. E. S. ]

IS an R.S.O. program which has successfully
brought a little sunshine into the lives of
these children in past semesters. Hopefully,
N.E.S. will be as effective this semester as it
has been in the past. N.E.S. is a volunteer
program with credit available to those in-
volved. There are four community centers in
Springfield which provide both tutorial
services and companionship to these
children. Each center is designed to aid
different age groups and different problems.
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The pulse of the centers absolutely beats
with the kids' enthusiasm to learn and to be
friends.

N.E.S. is a giving experience on both ends.
It IS probable that in a couple of weeks you'll
want an occasional diversion from the study-
party routine. Please think about sharing a
part of your week with kids who wait
anxiously for the UMass bus to arrive at their
center. If you are interested in the program or
need more information t about the individual
centers, please contact me at 546- 1457 or
contact the N.E.S. office located at 403
S.U.B.

Laurie Breda

Plea for help
The Collegian editorial pages once again

find 'hennseives looking for enthusiastic
s'uden' writers and artists. If you're in-

eres'ed in writing or doing some graphics
w«,rk, please le» me know at the Collegian,
545-3500. No experience is necessary, and
everyone is welcome.

Bill Sundstrom
Executive Editor

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. The/
mus' be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

le»»ers must be 'yped, double-spaced, at
six'y spaces per line, and no more than
wo pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but

•hey must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All le»'er are subject to editing, for
ei'her consent or space, according to the
judgemen> of the editors. Due to space
limitations, 'here is no guarante<
^••ers received will be printed.

The

reading

list

By MARK WILDING

Miles Fitzhugh, the University of Massa-
chuse't's best known and most lauded
English professor, turned to the final page of
hisla-es' literary acquisition, read intently for
•he span of a minute, closed the book, took a
sip from his 'hird bourbon and branchwater
•ha» af'ernoon, and laid down his copy of
Southern Call Girl. A bizarre ending he
•hough', closely resembling Spillane's The
Twisted Thing, except that Mike Hammer
had discovered 'he couple wallowing in a
grea* van of s'ewed ginseng, and not Tigers
milk. He was wondering if his wife would
agree -o act out chapter two when her voice
hundered for'h from 'he kitchen to inform
him -ha' supper would be ready in five
minu'es.

Miles crawled out of the hammock, picked
up Southern Call Girl, and, fondling the flap,
crossed cjver 'he porch 'o his study. He
placed 'he book on his "just read" shelf next
•o his hard bound copy of Bloody Sunrise,
Louis L'Amfjur's Sore-But not from the
Saddle, Carl Jonas' The Truth about
Dracula, and Philip Roth's The Breast.

Turning 'o his "Must Read" shelf he
debased which one he should read first. It

boiled down 'o 'hree choices really: Coffee,
Tea, or Me. My Search for Patty Hearst, or
Italian Women Confess. He was about' to

Miles Fitzhugh, the University of
Massachusetts' best known and
most lauded English professor,
turned to the final page of his latest
literary acquisition, read intently
for the span of a minute, closed the
book, took a sip from his third
bourbon and branchwater that
afternoon, and laid down his copy
of Southern Call Girl.
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close his eyes and leave 'he pick to chance
when his wife's voice cried from the kitchen
•ha' his dinner was on the table. He
acquiesced and went into dinner.

''Any calls dear?" he asked.
"Yes darling, a couple from students

wan'ing -o know what books they'll have to
ge- for your course. "The role of self in
contemporary Anglo-American master-
pieces, pas' and present."
"Wha'? Are 'hey on my back already?

School doesn'' start for a week."
"Hones'ly Miles, it shouldn't take more

han an hour 'o put 'ogether a reading list for
hem."
"You're probably right. I'll whip it off right

af-er dinner."

"Oh, I almost forgot. There's a package for
you from Rawhide Press. I put it on your
dresser drawers."

"Ah i' must be 'hat Russian authors
la*es'."

Af'er dinner Miles adjourned to his study,
ga'hered up some typing paper, and typed
ou':

Reading list - The role of self in con-
•emporary Anglo-American masterpieces,
pas' and present.

T.S. Eliot - "The Wasteland".
W.H. Auden - City Without Walls
and Other Poems
Evyin Waugh - Decline and Fall
James Joyce - Ulysses and Fin-
negans Wake
Virginia Wolfe - To the Ughthouse
Theodore Dreiser - An American
Tragedy
Ernest Hemingway - All Quiet on
the Western Front
William Faulkner - Light in August

This is just a partial list of the reading. The
reading load for 'his course is very heavy.
Wha' you put into this course you will get
*u' of i'l

Pleased wi'h himself on finally having
wrung cjut 'he reading list Miles celebrated
wi'h a highball. After a long hot shower he
slipped into bed, propped up his pillows, and
reached for his package. Then, like a happy
child a' Christmas, who knows Santa has
had he foresight and wherewithal to give
him jus' what he wanted. Miles tore off the
brown paper and settled down with wide-
eyed deligh' 'o read The Sputnik Rapist.
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Political rhetoric and the 'formative' years
By JERRY ROGERS

Just like Wonder Bread helps us to build
s'rong bodies twelve ways while we pass
•hrough our physiologically formative years,
rhetoric helps us to build strongly held beliefs
during our politically formative years.
And 'he four years or so we spend at-

aining a higher education are four of the
nios' influential years in establishing some
kind of personal political identity extracted
from 'he political flux that accompanies the
onset of our right to vote.
Of course, political beliefs formation does

not start around the end of our second
decade of life, but much earlier. Most
everyone goes through the process of
following 'he beliefs of parents or other hero-
role fillers, 'hrough the realization that
poli'ics is individual and right on up to the
four years we are living out now.

And 'his year 'here promises to be plenty
of politicking and plenty of spoken rhetoric
passed off as politically formative discussion
in our potentially fine working model of real
life politics - 'he Student Government
Association.

The resignation of the University ad-
ministration's president, the onset of the first

collec'ive bargaining sessions between the
facul'y and 'he administration, and the
po'en'ial reorganizations of both higher
educa'ion statewide and the SGA will in-

crease 'he flow of rhetoric and yield political
ba"le.

The groups involved in these changing
scenes range from the students, faculty,

adminis'ra'ion and staff of the University
campus 'o 'he state administration-executive
branch, s'ate house representatives and
sena'ors and, ultimately, the taxpayers and
residen's of 'he state itself.

Hciwever, s'udents are 'he only group that
does no' and cannot participate effectively in

he mediation of dispu'es between any two
-r more of 'hese groups. For even if students
are direc'ly affecfed by a subject of
mediation between any other groups tied to
higher educa'ion, they have neither the
m.^ney nor 'he numbers to wield enough
power 'o be invited to participate. (While it is

rue 'hat 'he number of students is great they
of'en do not act with enough independent
unity of purpose 'o be a force that has to be
reckoned wi'h.)

Usually, students could therefore look to a
confusing year with many setbacks to be
suffered by them as a class - what with
major personnel changes, two potential
reorganizations and the more solidly united
power wielding administration and the
facul'y union.

However, 'his may not be a usual year.
The potential reorganization of the SGA can
only be viewed as the single most important
s'ep 'oward 'he formation of the long sought
S'uden' Union. The democracy inherent in
•he guarantee of participatory power for
every s'udent is far more positive in intent
•han 'he alleged representative democracy of
•he presen' S'udent Senate. In the past few
years, we have seen too much evidence to
ignore that indicates the senate will remain

essentially powerless as a bargaining agent
for 'he s'udent body, and will remain a
poli'ical squabbling ground if it is not
reorganized.

Unfortunately 'he obstructionist rhetoric
has already begun to flow — from those
S'uden' leaders who can't see the singularly
hones' and democratic intent of reorg, and
frcim 'he paternalistic administration.

Chancellor Bromery himself has time and
again warned both students and faculty of
his concern for 'he potential ramifications of
unioniza'ion. And it seems about right that
he should fear 'he ramifications of faculty
and S'uden' empowerment to a level equal to
'hat of his administration.
And 'he rhetoric of the SGA co-

presiden's, Jon HIte and Marion "Pinky"
Ba'iste should also be quickly discounted.

Batiste would have the studen body remain
"coherent" rather than see itself em-
powered; unfortunately, coherency does not
ge' s'uden's a place at the bargaining table
where our education is being dissected. And
Pinky's partner (almost laughingly) questions
whether a union guaranteeing students
direc par'icipation in their own governance
will deliver 'hem services as forthrightly as
'he SGA - a body in which delivering
services 'o students constantly is flung about
as a political battling point and in which
effective delivery most often gets tied up in
political process.

Formative students will most likely see the
absurdity of the positions of these leaders
•hough and have 'heir student senators vote
for SGA reorg and empowerment.

Operation Mind Control

Foster seniors for the

homeless freshpeople?
By BOB MELIA

What do you do when your ad-
missions office and your housing office
have cooperated to leave 400 fresh-

persons homeless? The administration
hasn'' quite figured out the answer and
I'm sure the problem has given
migraines 'o a dozen denizens of Whit-
more. Normally I'd be content to leave
'hem wirh 'heir own problems, but as I

don't own any stock in pharmaceutical
corporations I'm going to suggest a
solution.

Actually the credit must go to a friend
(^f mind. Fred Slegne. I can't decide if his

idea is brilliantly simple or simply
brilliant, (I suspect the former — Fred's a
P.E. major) but it's certainly worth
considering.

Fred thinks seniors living off-campus
ought to adopt these poor, homeless
freshpeople, and his idea has merit. First

impressions are very important, and as
apar'ment living is much more desirable
'han living four to a room in the Campus
Center, Fred's plan will result in 400
people being more kindly disposed
'owards UMass. (And that will be useful

in 1984 when Gov. Wood cuts the
budget and Whitmore has to ask those
400 alumni for contributions so the

dorms can be heated.)

I 'old FfjBd his plan was nice but
couWn't work because of two major
problems. First, such a simple solution

would make the administration look
stupid for not having thought of it

hemselves, and second, most seniors
would be understandably reluctant to

share 'heir apartments with total

strangers. Fred solved both problems
wi'h a single stroke of genius.

"Make it a course," he said. "Call it

Introduction to Middle-Age Blues. It will

be invaluable experience for the seniors
because they will know 20 years in

advance what it's like to raise a teen-
ager. Give them three easy credits and
•hey'll be waiting in line to adopt a fresh-
person."

"Brilliant!" I said. "Not only will the
seniors be happy but the administration
will look good. Instead of being blamed
for mismanaging the housing situation,

•hey can taj<e credit for creating an
innovative program."

"The possibilities are endless,"
Slegne said excitedly. "They could
create a whole new major. Life Cycle
Awareness. As a freshman you get
adopted, as a sophomore you're an
older brother or sister, when you're a
junior you're a parent and finally you're a
grandparent in your senior year. In 20
years the whole family structure could
be revolutionized."

Just then a sudden thought hit me. "It

can'' be done," I said. "It's suicidal."

"What do you mean suicidal?" Slegne
demanded.

"If Whitmore implements one simple,
sensible and intelligent solution, they
will be under tremendous pressure to
institute other simple, sensible and
intelligent solutions. And if they do,

•here will be no more aggravation and
no more layers of bureaucracy to do
'hings in circles. In short, there will be no
more Whitmore."
Slegne 'ook it better than I feared he

might. "Qh well," he said, "I've got to

go. I've got a check to cash and a class
in an hour and it I get over to the bur-
sar's right away I just might make it.

pacific news commentary

Tiny Cocos Islands want

independence or bucks

By PHILIP WEST

The diplomatic battle for influence in the
Indian Ocean has reached the tiny Cocos
Islands and their self-styled ruler, John
Clunies-Ross, also known as King Ross V.

In recent talks with Clunies-Ross, the
Australian government agreed to bargain on
how much it will pay the "King" to abdicate
his 'hrone and allow the islanders — and the
islands — 'o become a part of Australia.

Clunies-Ross has made it plain that if he is

no' adequately compensated, he will appeal
'o 'he British crown and the internationaj
court to stop Australia's annexation plans.

Several years ago, Australia offered
Clunies-Ross neariy $4 million for the 27 coral
a'olls. He refused and reportedly demanded
up 'o $22.5 million.

The Australians claim they want to buy the
islands and give citizenship to the ap-
proximately 350 islanders, mostly Malays
brought in 'o work the copra.

Some western diplomatic observers
believe 'he Australians want something more
•han simple democracy for the islands. The
main island has a jet landing strip capable of
handling a 707 and is strategically located
almost halfway between-the American naval
and air base at Diego Garcia island and the
Wes» Australian coast.

Thus, the Cocos could become a link in the
sensitive communications and intelligence

network of the U.S., Australians and the
British.

Australia recently fueled such rumors by
announcing it would subsidize any islander

wishing ^o emigrate to Australia. If a military

base is developed there, the main island

would presumably have to be evacuated of

all civilians, as was done at Diego Garcia.

The islanders now live in the same feudal
s'yie 'ha' has prevailed since Clunies-Ross'
forefathers were granted perpetual title to

he islands by Queen Victoria in 1886.
Education for the islanders is limited to a few
hours a day. They are paid in plastic tokens
•ha' can be cashed only at the stores run by
Clunies-Ross.

While 'he United Nations has demanded
self-determination for the islanders, the
Australians have suggested a local council
under the federal government.

Clunies-Ross appears to have outsmarted
•hem with legal advice. He is not contesting
on tf>e grounds of land title, but only "on the
right for t^ese people here to decide what
•hey want." He evidently believes the
islanders will opt for self-control and
frustrate Australia's claim.

In 'he meantime, the "Cocos King" is

preparing to celebrate the 150 anniversary of
his family's rule. He recently received an
order of commemorative gold coins, which
he expects 'o sell for a nice profit to coin
collectors.
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'Mad Women of Plaza' -

a search for the missing
EDITOR 'S NOTE At least 2. 000 persons

have disappeared in Argentina this year in a
continuing wave of violence, according to
human rights organizations. Now the
mothers, daughters and sisters of the victims
are banding together to try to do something
about It. Here is a report on "The Mad
Women of the Plaza" and their campaign

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina [AP] - It is

early afternoon. Slowly, almost timidly, the
women begin arriving at the city's main
square, Plaza de Mayo.
Soon 'here are scores of them, forming a

•ight group in the middle of the plaza, directly
across from Casa Rosada, the pink-colored
government house from which the nation is
run.

Pedestrians ignore them, and the din of
•raffic drowns out their conversations, ex-
cept 'o those close by. The gathering might
pass for an after-church chit-chat session.

But this is different - the start of a weekly
meeting of "Las Locas de Plaza de Mayo "

literally meaning The Mad Women of Plaza
de Mayo.
The women are relatives of victims of

countless kidnapings by armed squads. The
abductions have become a national issue in
Argentina and provide the basis for wide-
spread charges of human rights violations,
which have strained relations betweeri
Washington and Buenos Aires.

According 'o human rights organizations
here, a' least 2,000 persons have been kid-
naped and disappeared so far this year.

Security officials claim the abductions are

•he work of right-wing squads retaliating
against left-wing terrorist operations. But
human rights leaders, moderates, leftists,
liberals and the women say security agents
hemselves are involved.
The meetings of the women at the Plaza

de Mayo which gets its name from the
date of Argentina's independence. May 25,
1810 - have been taking place since the
beginning of the year, every Thursday at 4
p.m.

But their activities went unnoticed until
Terence Todman, the U.S. assistant
secretary of state for inter-American affairs,
met with the military president. Gen. Jorge
Videla, in mid-August. It was a Monday, but
•he women were at the plaza to try to talk to
Todman and tell him of their grievances.
Todman did not meet them, but the women
attracted a large number of foreign news
correspondents:

Police Tied to arrest a woman reporter as
she was interviewing the women. The
women 'urned on the police and rescued the
reporter.

Since then, the police have harassed the
women, not allowing them to congregate in
large groups at the plaza.

The government has admitted that some
security groups, acting on their own, may
have carried out the abductions in their zeal
'o wipe out left-wing urban guerrillas. But
•he government denies any complicity.
Most of the victims are described as

political liberals or moderates. Among them
are more 'han 30 journalists, about 100 labor
leaders and hundreds of students.
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We are looking for energetic students with skills in organizing, writing, typing, sign
making, graphics, etc.
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WORK STUDY JOBS AVAILABLE!

HELP ORGANIZE YOUR UNION!

Learn while you create a better university!

* Inquire at the Student Organizing Project, Room 426, Student Union Building.
An equal opportunity employer.

* Panama Canal treaty
CONT. FROM PAGE 6

Hundreds of government officials have
spent thousands of hours gearing up for the
onslaught of presidents, prime ministers,
foreign ministers and other members of the
official parties.

The airport arrivals and departures, the
private meetings with Carter, simultaneous
dinners Wednesday at the White House and
he S'ate Department and other activities

w.-juld represent a major protocolary test for
any administration, particularly one in office
for less 'han eight months.

First Lady Rosalynn Carter personally was
welc(jming leaders of the seven countries
she visited in May and June.

Lady Bird Jcnnson, whose husband
/pened 'he canal negotiations with Panama
13 years ago, has been invited to the signing
cerem.'jny and will stay in the Queen's bed-
room of the White House.

EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top $12 00

masief ctiarge
VISA"

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to
hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hourt: M-F 9 30 - 9 00. Sat 9 30 - 5 30
Route 9, Amherst/Hadley Line

413-253-9504

ENTIRE INVENTORY
CLASSICAL HITS!

ALL YOUR
FAVORITE

COMPOSERS!

BEVERLY SILLS/

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
Plaisird'Amour

The Columbia Symphony Orchestra
Bizef, Delibes, Goonod, Poolenc, & others

THE FINEST IN
CLASSICAL

REPERTOIRE!

series 798

STEREO
ALBUMS ALL OTHERS AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS

CHOOSE FROM UBELS SUCH AS - ANGEL - SERAPHIM - COLUMBIA ODYSSEY - WESTMINSTER GOLD -
PLUS MANY - MANY MORE -

ECeRD TOWN
Records & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

issasffiBf^
Rte. 9, Hadley, Mass.
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Whytomorrow's professionals

choose Hewlett-Packard's first family
ofadvanced calculators today

TheyVe proven performers. In space. On Everest. In the
labs of Nobel laureates. Since we built the first, back in
1972, our advanced calculators have been tested by mil-
lions worldwide, and they've passed.

They have staying power. Todays classroom prob-
lems quickly grow into tomorrows on-the-job problems.
HP calculators are designed and built to handle both.
They're investments in a future that happens fast.

TheyVe straightforward. "Advanced" doesn't mean
'complicated!'Itmeans"uncomplicated!'HPcalculatorsare,
above all, straightforward.

TheyVe easy to use. HP calculators not only grow
with you; they grow on you. They feel natural, comfortable,
because we designed them to work like you think.

TheyVe efficient. HP calculators take the direct
approach. All feature RPN, a time-saving, parenthesis-free
logic system. All programmables feature a memory-saving
keycode merging capability.

TheyVe personal. Professionals design their own ways
to solve their particular problems, and they expect their
calculators to be versatile enough to accommodate them.
Ours are.

There's a variety. To say we offer a full line is an
understatement. We offer a choice. That's why we publish
a unique "Selection Guide" that spells out the capabilities
of each. Your HP dealer has your free copy.

(800) 648-4711.The number tocall for more informa-
tion and your HP dealer's name and address (unless you're
in Nevada, in which case you can call 323-2704).

HP-29C. Our NEW
Programmable with
Continuous Memory. •

$195.00"

Its 98-step program memory and cal program memory capacity to 175
16 of its 30 storage registers stay "on" keystrokes and beyond. Insert/delete
even when the calculator is "off so you editing. Conditional and unconditional
can store programs and data for as long branching. Three levels of subroutines,
as you wish. Continuous Memory plus 10 decision tests. Exceptional versatility

fully merged keycodes bring typi- at an exceptional price.

tm n
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HP.21 Scientific.

$80.00*

Performs all standard math and trig

calculations, the latter in radians or
degrees Performs rectangular/polar con-

versions. Displays in fixed decimal
or scientific notation Our lowest priced

scientific.

HP-22 Business Management.
$125.00*

A new kind of management tool.

Ciimbines financial, statistical and
mathematical capabilities Enables busi-

ness students to forecast faster, more eas-

ily and with greater certainty.

HP-25
Scientific Programmable.

$125.00*

Solves repetitive problems auto-
matic.illy Enter your formula once;
thereafter only variables Requires no
software, no "computer" language Our
lowest priced programmable. We also of-

fer an HP-25 with Continuous Memory,
the HP-25C, tor $160 00:' It retains pro-

grams and data even when turned off

HP.27
Financial/Statistical/Scientific.

$175.00*

Contains the most preprogrammed
scientific functuins veVe ever offered,

plus comprehensivi' statistical and finan-

cial functions Lets wu forecast, aikKate

resources, analy:e cc'-ts — quickly.

HP-67 Fully Programmable.
$450.00*

The most pt^wertul pocket calcula-

tor we've ever built 224-step program
memory 2^ storage registers Smart"
card reader records contents o( Kith.

Fully merged kevcixles increase typical

program memory capacity up to 4'JO key-

strokes and beyond. Superior edit-
ing capability

HEWLETT Hwl PACKARD

IVpi fr5SJ. liWSE C.iclcBlvJ.Cofvalliv Oregon973?0
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Israeli Folkdancing

tomorrow night
The Israeli Folkdancing group invites

people in'eres'ed in Israeli folkdancing to a
dance lesson in -he S'udenf Union Cape Cod
Lounge 'omorrow nighf at 7:30, for

beginners, and 8:30 for advanced dancers.

UCF holds open house
The Uni'ed Christian Foundation is holding

an informal open house at its new location,
428 S'uden' Union 'onight from seven to
nine o'clock.

S uden's and other members of the
UMass community are invited to attend.
Ligh' refreshments will be served
UCF is a diverse, open community of

shared fai»h and represents the cooperative
work of nine Protestant denominations. UCF
also works closely with Catholic, Jewish, and
o'her religious or movements.

In'eres'ed people unable to attend the
.'pen house can call 'he office daily from 10
a.m. 'o 12 p.m., and 3-5 p.m. at 545-2661 or
545-2789

C.A.O.S. needs

research assistant
The office of Counseling Assistance for

Older S'udents (CAOS) is looking for un-
dergraduate and graduate students with
work-s'udy assistance to work a minimum of
•en hours a week as a research assistant.

S'uden's, who should preferably be at

leas' 23 years cJd, can apply at CAOS daily
un'il Friday.

The research assistant will help the
research coordinator update the "If Only I

Had Known" and assess further needs of
..Ider s'uderi's

Newman Center holds

tag sale Saturday
The Newman Center on No. Pleasant St.

will hold a -ag sale 'his Saturday.
People wishing 'o donate items for the sale

can deliver 'he i'ems 'o the Newman Center
daily from 8 a.m. 'o 5 p.m.

Pecjple needing 'ransporration for items to
be dona'ed can call Bill and Irene Watkinson
a' 253-3746, or 'he Newman Center 549-
0300

Sorority opens book

exchange Thurs.
Gamma Sigma Sigma will open its used

book exchange Thursday in the Com-
monwealth Room of the S'udent Union.

S uden's wan'ing 'o sell their books in the
exchange can bring the books to the
Comm>onweal'h Room before Thursday
be'ween 10 am, and 4 p.m.
A small surcharge will be added by the

sorori'y 'o 'he price of the books.

Teacher exams
to be held
S uden's completing 'eacher preparation

programs and advanced degree candidates

Poor
Richards

Rle.9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25* DRAFTS

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER «, 1977

WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

to specific fields tuay -ake 'he National
Teacher Examina'ions on ei'her of »he fhree
following da'es: Nov 12, 1977, Feb 18 1978
and July 15, 1978.

On each day of 'es»ing, s'udents may 'ake
he C.-mmon Examinations, which measure
heir professional preparation and general
educational background, and-or an Area
Examination 'o measure »heir mastery of the
subjec 'hey expec 'o teach.

Pruspec'ive s'uden's should contact the
school sys'ems in which they seek em-
pUjymen', 'heir academic counselors, or an
appropriate education association for advice
ab(ju' which examination to take and when
(> ake he 'es'.

The Bulletin of Information for Candidates
c<(n'ains a list of 'est centers and other
general information and can be obtained
fr(<m UMass placement officers, school

Skateboard jamboree

in Amherst Saturday

The Amherst Recreation Department in

cooperation with Peloton Bike Shop and the
National Skateboard Association will
sponsor a skateboard jamboree this Saturday
morning at nine at the Wildwood School
parking lo».

Contestants should submit an entry form
*o 'he Recreation Department in Town Hall
by Thursday. Prizes will be awarded.

Three events are scheduled for the jam-
boree: 100 yard slolom course, an obstacle
course and a freestyle event.
The National Skateboard Association will

show A skateboard safety and technique film
prior 'o 'he jamboree.

personnel depar'ments, or from the National
Teacher Examinations, Box 911, Educational
Tes'ing Service, Princeton, N.J. 08540.
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Bicycle Safety
Susan Huetteman, coordinator of the

Bicycle Safe»y Committee of the Amherst
Recrea'icjn Depar'ment urges area residents
(J wa'ch ou* for bicyclists and riders to learn
and obey Icjcal and state bicycle laws during
he Sep'ember influx of new students.

Theatre group
People who would like to work on a drama

produc'ion of Jewish and general interest are
invi'ed 'o attend an organizational meeting
(jnigh' a' eigh» in Campus Center 801.

WORK-STUDY
Student fiovernment

Association
Work-Study Students needed to help
manage a student-run ticket sales
office. Hours flexible and admission
to movies and events sometimes
included witti job. Reliability a
must. We atre an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer.
Applications »ri available in Room 420
Student Union Building and are due by
Friday.

Laboratory in Counseling Skills

will be offered this semester through the School of Education every
Tuesday and Thursday from 9:30 to 11 a.m. with one Saturday meeting
Dec. 10, 9-2 p.m.

Schedule numbers available in the C.A.O.S. Office, Rm. 207 Hasb.

Register now at School of Education and Rm. 207 Hasbrouck Hall.

This course is designed to provide students with a theoretical back-
ground in counseling techniques as well as practical supervised counsel-
ing experience, especially for those interested in para-professlonal
counseling and human service programs. Academic counseling cer-
tification may be obtained. Course includes lectures, guest speakers,
video taping, group dynamic and simulation games. It is a prerequisite
for all inservice CAOS personnel.

Call 545-0057 CAOS for further information.

,. ^LetMafeus
light up your night

A Mateus Lamp Kit
can make your evening even brighter.

You know how imported Mateus Rose and White Mateus can liven
up your evening. But now, here's something that'll make it even brighter.

The Mateus Lamp Kit.

Send $10.95 along with the coupon attached, and we'll send you
this easy-to-put-together Mateus Lamp Kit*

Start with a 50-oz. Mateus bottle (Rose or White). Have some
friends over and enjoy the wine. When the bottle's empty, make yourself a
beautiful lamp in seconds. No tools required.

Look at it this way: recycling never tasted so good.
M.ilfiis Uincs ImpDrtci) h\ l''rr\tii>. AvhI'V ^ Co , N Y , N^ 1001"

To order Lamp Kit, send coupon and S10.95 in check
or money order to:

CAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
P.O Box 308O

New Brunswick, N.j. 08<'O2 p.pt \'

NA.Vtt

ADDRESS

cm STATE ZIP

'Allos% I- iMik-, !,ii ,u 1 Miy Kil ini luJfs hl.Kt mel.il h.ist- jni) Irjrrif, IcRhl >tK ket
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SALE

Dedspreods

All S6.00

twin bedspreads NOW $5.95

All $10.00
double bedspreads NOW 57.95

Sale Ends Sat. Sept. 1 7th

ofParth
Amherst, Ma.

9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

J
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Notices
READ THIS

Look for our posters and other reasons to check out
Zeta Psi this semester.
UNION STEREO CO OP

The Union Stereo Coop is Open! We will be open
five days a week (MonFri) from 10 a.m. -4 p.m. We are
located in room 166 Campus Center Have a good
semester.

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Presents "A Boy's Own Bridge" by Kirsten Bates,

Tues., September 6-16 Gallery hours: Mon. Fri. 10
a.m. 6 p.m., Tues.-Thur. 6:30-9:00 p.m.
Good Music Tonight At the Valley Acoustic

Music Showcase in the CCA at 9:00 p.m Come down
and enjoy a fine, free concert.
AUDITIONS

Casting call for Angel Street by Patrick Hamilton.
Scheduled production dates 10 21, 22, 28, 29.
Belchertown Jr -Sr. High School at 7:30. For further
info call: 323-4521

There will be an organizational meeting on Wed.,
Sept 7th in Rm. 367 Hills South for all who wish to
become involved in Northern Educational Service
BETA CHI

First meeting Tues. 9-6, 7:30 p.m., usual place
MORTAR BOARD

General meeting of all mortar board members Sept.
6, 5 p.m. in Rm 811 of Campus Center.
ATTENTION THIRD WORLD STUDENTS

There are openings for Work - Study and Non
Work Study positions at the Malcolm Y Center in
Southwest Those interested contact Connie at 6-
9905 or come down to the Center in the Berkshire
DC
WOMEN'S GOLF TEAM
Anyone interested in playing on the women's golf

team, please contact Coach Jane McGahan at
Hickory Ridge Country Club, 256-6638 as soon as
possible or leave your name and address and phone
number at the Basketball office in Boyden
MENS CREW
UMass crew will be recruiting interested

sophomores and freshmen in front of the student
union on Tues., Wed. and Thurs. of this week from 10
am. -2 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM

All girls interested attend meeting on Sept 6th,
Boyden Lobby, 8:00 p.m. Questions? Call Sandy 546-
7457,

HORSE JUDGING TEAM
All welcome to attend an organizational meeting

Wed , 9 7 at 7:00 p m. at Gnnnell Arena For further
information call Beth Donohue 5 2373.
FREE MALE KITTEN

Please telephone Claude Shepard 545-2000 (office)
or (413) 498 2076 at home
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING

Every Friday from 8:00 to 11:00. Teaching and
review 8:00 to 930 Cape Cod Lounge, Student
Union Open to the public 25 cents donation. In-

formation: 549 0768 .

GPE AQUATIC INSTR MEETING
Meeting of GPE Aguatic Activity Student In-

structors, Tues
, Sept 6, 5 p.m., Rm, 22 NOPE,

RUGBY CLUB
Practice begins 4:30 p,m, Tues., 6 Sept. - on fields

near Boyden Newcomers and veterans welcome.
FOUND
Found wallet with drivers license Hechtkopf, Jed,

C May be picked up at Campus Center Information
Booth
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
A coordinator is needed to succeed the present one

and further develop a program for UMass students at
Northampton State Hospital. For details, call Paul at
253-5206 Leave message.
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
The first meeting of the Northampton volunteers

will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7:30 p.m. in room
904 of the Campus Center. All members and anyone
interested in volunteer experience, please attend.
DAY CARE PROGRAM

Earn 4-6 credits for working as staff member in

Marks Meadow After School Day Care Program from
2 to 5 aft wk Programs meets M,T,Th,F, 2:45-5:45, W
1 5:45, Staff meeting Th 11:15. For more info call

Sylvia Lindsay 665-3990.
WMUA SPORTS STAFF MEETING

All members must attend. All new interested people
invited Meeting at CC 805-9, 8:00 p.m.. Sept, 6, Tues.
LOST
A gold watch near Washington, Would appreciate

return immediately. Please call Cathy at 546-9008,
SQUARE DANCE

Learn to square dance with the UMass Heymakers
Square Dance Club, Introductory lesson tonight
(Tues,) at 8:00 in the center of the Northeast quad,
lessons will continue every Tuesday night in the Cape
Cod lounge Student Union, Old members come and
bring your friends,

BOWLING TEAM MEETING
There will be a Men's and Women's Bowling Team

Meeting Wed,, 9-7, 4:30 at Boyden Lanes, All

newcomers welcome,

TURN TO PAGE 16

at the Dally Collegian?

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
The Collegian's Business Department has openings for
the following paid Work Study positions:

CLERICAL PERSONS
These positions include taking classified li

advertisements, misc. filing and assisting our permanent
Grade 3 Clerk.

5 COLLEGE
DELIVERY PERSON

..With the Collegian's car, this person will deliver our "*^

newspaper to the 5 College community Monday
j

through Friday.

VOLUNTEERS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOMED

There are many functions performed by volunteer
staff and anyone interested in donating their time
to a worthwhile educational experience, please
sign up now

Tony Armelin
; ^ Business Manager

',V '^|i^, ^5 3500

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Littl«Ad$G«t BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH J5,0<K) READERS DAILY!!!! REACH JS.OOO HEADERS DAILY!! !Uf1l«AdJG«t BIG RESULTS!
To plarp a cl^tssified ,)d drop by thel

ICollegidn Office between 8 30a n\ andl
|3 45p m IN^onday througfi Friday The!
Ideadline is 3 45p m three days before yourl
lad 15 to appea- Ask clerk for IWDC Classified!
lAd Form Clossifieds

The ',1'ps ,ifc D,iilv S 45per Imp Wpeklv|
Is 40per line per day Monthly S 30per line
Iper day (a line is 38 characters) ADS CAN BeI
llVIAILED WITH PAVIWENT. BY USING OUrI
ISPEEDY CLASSIFIED AD FORM WHICH|
IaPPEARS in THE COLLEGIAN

FOR SALE
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' 16 ., f? trig Ath -arge t'e»f/e'

I. -Ml ,,n(] M3he oM*- 546 9?07

Furnitufp to* Mte Bed, »o'»b#d
'Ab<#s lamps ches: coH«e tsbi«

t>i>nkfh4Ht. 'vciming rhj,f Good Ofxct

C«H M9 5725

fi4h(»f Super glass %ki% 190 M^ftnf
binding noil" fj boots Who*« pachajf'
SS5 Call David S46 9989 Or.nce 303

FOR REHT

2 fpdfdom ap' TO subipi fo' S*oi *t

SMO 666 3163 CatCJetf

HELP WANTED

'em poiA' V r »f* p» ogram for
•tel-naueni vnuth Seeking sf»*t
wd.ih i*>afu*>tv pfor «i«pet<finc#
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OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

••¥»tv**'ina St 50 oe' fomh 'ndud^s
.,(,|.»,.«i n M trr^p, ^49 3700

SSTS need* Tior* help •'O'Yi r^e Thr.i
V\>itld and Women s Commuotly 0"vp^
vsr'.tng me*itr)fl Sept 8 7 p m CCl6:i

JVhat 1o hafil wi^rk 'o* o«v and fl'eat
i.p r.ple ^ave .n f.ommor' Thev •• a" pa"

' 'he Peoples Market Cnme t>v and
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tiflKibM Apoiv ai Student Legal Services.

922 Can^pus Ci' Apphcationt close 9 9
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AUTO FOR SALE

71 VW Sqbk $900 plus m ne-^pjfU
.inrj hodv !617l S44 ?3 M ,.- '413l S45
?829

VW 70 Bm ,
-4^ bodv

"eerts Af.rk S8nc '^.i<^ 48^fl ^ven.ngs

1975 Chew Window Van r.reflent
rnr^d.t.nn J3200 '

,
' v^^eo bed

_t£it Wir. or iudv .'• - .'.e- bOO

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

^' fid* CL3&0 e«..ei)ef<t cond.t.on
Vdfag? n 700 Mt(St »?!( 'eaving state
S4W <:i h«»t t.'*er Cai' V2 6975 A^f
ft no n m

M.-,nd.i 350 4 . y( ^700 f",ies S- a
' u,"- nndit.oa »*.ndsh.etd ^^l 3449

Honda 460 •62S or B O Dannit 546
0961

End of Season Special! '7? Yamaha
360Ft5C New tires b'akes, rivjtch -une
uo EKcellenl condition Mus* sell buying
^ar «500 Steve &46 8404

PERSONALS SERVICES

TAG SALE

Larnhda Delta P' ij ^a'; Bake
Sale at 389 N Piaasani (rom 10 6 Sat
Sept 10

ROOM WANTED
N»*ed A HooTi? Rooms

3v«iiabie ijt a sofontv close to
tampus Open kttchan cheaper
than univarsttv dorms, and a
comfortable atmotphera 't

tnterestad contact Dehbie or
fauia S45 2735

INSTRUCTION

Beoinning Weaving Sept 20 4
Marnewlloo' looms »50. 12 classes 7 9
p m .

Tuesday* Jones Library Credits
available 253 9368 or 584 7756

•'""'"'»•' €=»' 46 ' ••' A'^'fcing m
AM,., S-h Prog Meets M T Th f 2 46
*i4f. A' 1 5 4!i Staff Tieets Th It 15 -n

M.41I1S Mr?adow Srh For mora fftfo ca«
Sv'v,< fifiS 3990

Wf -)' s ir^e Soltwood Befchartown
1 roiec' Wsfch fo' OU' recruitment drive
.*nrt oofK-e* .n Thr Coffegmr

Tues Sepi 6 7 30 p m at fariey
Ciubfiousa The bus asoact of the
'^eating wi» be orecadad bv some frolic

so .irtiwe bv 7 30 for additional nfo
.ufiTaci M*e in the 4 H office 219
Stnckbririge Hall 5 7646

Astroiogtcal charts and feadir^gs 9 yrs
profpssi'-rfll I !.,,.s Nr'i.bf 549 M;^

ENTERTAINMENT

413 5.16 mOlh Sm tf»e on* after 4 yrs

CALCULATORS

. ar ..,Vis .^ i.. '!M S226
OS S' S52 95 MPs b Ctin^

s ^v«'. v..-del from $15
*" we ^fv'ce alt c»Tf litators *e
ire yin» buv *nvwhere eif* ca*'

*^'i% St College i' ate utaiOfS' 549

M ....y- ""iho'! fcaul wan tj

'if.vef vnu load it unload Ratif
i/er, 'easnoabip h riegotiabtf
fa'i-vf^ h w-nds :53 5?;3'.v.
*ptj 'ihpr> r.ny

Volvo 'epa>fs and '"ainienance AH
years and mode's >ow pr.ces Jack 586
0601

P">'essionat typm wvflt type vour
fupers ou'cktv and accu'etriv at very
'^.iinf-abK- '3'"* 586 3959 i'fe- 4 S3

Motorcvclitt factory trained cvcia
mecharffc spaciaiirad for ail Kawasakia.
will work on most others Call Jaff ai
584 5406 or 665 2462

ROOMMATE WANTED

Wnrio Woman M.«ed g'.jup Si.pporVve
envtronmeot Own room 253 9792

1 or 2 roommaras wanted Share
furnished basement of house *350 mcl
546 0419, John

Mate needs a place to 'i»e $100 total
Call Tony 256 0633 Leave mesaaga h

Last day to apply for a rob at the
Peoples Market, rear of S U

REACH Ji.OOO READERS DAILY!^Lit1I.A4»0«f BIG RESULTS!!!' REACH J5,««l READERS DAILY' -".REACH 25,000 READERS DAIlY!!!!LiMI,Ad»0«f BIG RESULTS!
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ANTHROPOLOGY 436
Political Anthropology
MWF 1:25; DKSN 112
Ins'ruc'or: Prof. Slade
ANTHROPOLOGY 440
Religion and ntual
Core D
MWF 12:30; Mach W-15
Pr(;f Pugh
ANTHROPOLOGY 520
Economi^mAnthropology
MWF 11:15; Mach W-15
Prof. Slade
ANTHROPOLOGY 190C
Food and Culture
Lec'ure MW 2:30 and lab; Thompson 102
Prof. George Armelagos
ANTHROPOLOGY 190E
Ethnology Through Film
Tu. 7:45-10:00 p.m; Thompson 102
Prof. Joel Halpern
The following anthropology courses fulfill

•he corresponding University core
requiremen's.

Anth. 100 - General Anthropology [D]
Anth. 102 - Introduction to Archaeoloay

\D\
^^

Anth. 103 - Introduction to Physical
Anthropology \E. pending Faculty Senate
approval. I

Anth. 104A - Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology \D\

Anth. 104B - Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology \D\

Anth 331 - Problems of Socialism [D]
Anth. 369 — North American Archaeology

Anth. 375 - South American Ar-
chaeology ID I

Anth. 436 - Political Anthropology \D]
Anth. 440 - Religion and Ritual [D\
Anth. 470 - Cultures of Africa [D\

BOTANY - 597B
Cell Motility

Three Credits

Prerequisites: Introductory botany-
zoology and biochemistry or plant
me'abolism, or permission of the instructor.

Tu-Thurs. 11:15-12:30, Room 205 Morrill
Science Cen'er.
lns-ruc*or: Pe'er K. Hepler

Requirements: The course will consist of
iec'ure-discussions, in which students
should parMcipa^e.

Suden's will be required to prepare
reports on 'wo 'epics related to the course
subjec* material. These reports should in-

clude a critical evaluation of published work
rela'ing 'o a specific problem. One report will
be presented orally 'o 'he class; 'he other wiN
be wri"en.
Description: The course will include a
discussion of 'he biochemistry, structure and
function of 'he cytoplasmic constituents.
The course will begin with the better

understood, more organized systems such as
s-ria'ed muscle and 'hen will work towards
he less well-defined non-muscle systems.
The las* portion of 'he course will deal with
he role of microfilaments and microtubules

in morphogenesis, especially as related to
plan's.

EDUCATION - 5901
Media and Children's Uterature - 5901
Three Credi's
N , Prerequisites

Additional course listings

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 1977
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6. 1977

BARGAIN
BOOKS

on special sale tables

at the University Store

week of

August 29th 1/2 original price

Sept. 5th 1/4 original price

Sept. 12th 1/8 original price

Sept. 19th 1/16 original price

how long do you dare

to wait for the book

you want?

at "the bookstore"

The University Store

Campus- Center

UMass/Amherst

Tu Thurs. 2:30-3:45, Room 128, Education
Ins'ruc'or: Pa'rick Sullivan

Description: Fall 77 season of children's
elevision programs, such as Electric
Company, Zoom, and Massachusetts
Educational Television will be studied and
evaluated. Children's films and children's
video broadcast programming will be studied
as social and educational forces. Audio
apes, plays, records, and media related
ac'iviMes will be sampled and discussed.
EDUCATION - 291

N

Teaching Reading as a Language Process
N(^ Prerequisites

Thurs. 1:00-3:30, Room 21 C, Education
Ins'ruc'or: Judy Gourley

Description: The course will survey
children's language development and
examine selected instructional strategies in
reading.

EDUCATION 394A
Teaching Reading in the Secondary School
No Prerequisites
Thurs. 4:00-6:30; Room 128, Education

Description: The course Vvill develop a
heore»ical understanding of the reading
process and will include methods for irrv
proving reading at 'he secondary level. The
course will be appropriate for individuals
preparing -o be secondary area teachers
ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE
Mcln'ire House; 545-2882
Reqis'ration daily until Sept. 14
Evening registration Sept. 7-9, seven to nine
/cl(;ck in Grayson dormitory.
Orchard Hill Residential College this

semes'er will offer courses fulfilling
University requirements in "D" core social
sciences.

I wo courses in the humanities "C" core
will also be offered.

Courses 'o be offered in the Urban and
Regional S'udies category include:

Family and 'he Neighborhood
Aspects of Urban America
Urban Mental Health Crisis

Cciurses to be offered in the Community
Development category include:

C;>mmunity Services and the Aging
Alcohol Education Training
Sex Roles and Human Identity

NOTICES Cont. from P. 15
CQ DE WIPUO

First meeting will be Thur«., Sept 7 109 ELAB at
7 30 p m
UNIVERSITY PHOTO COOP

Interested in photography? Stop by our store inSUB opposite Post Office and get acquainted
Volunteers needed 545 0670
AASA MEETING

Meeting for old mennbers to discuss this semester's
activities New Africa House, 3rd floor lounge
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

Therd will be an extremely important meeting in the
DVP office at 430 p.m. today. Please make every
effort to attend
FENCING

All men and women who wish to join the UMass
fencing team; Foil, Sabre, and Epee. meet on
Tuesday, Sept 6 at 2:30 at room 8 NOPE or call Sean
549 0303
MAMA MILTON'S RETURNS
Mama Milton's Returns. On Wednesday, Sept.

14th, in the SUB - come early!
VALLEY ACOUSTIC SHOVVCASE

Valley Acoustic Music Showcase - On Tuesday,
Sept 6th, the VaUhy Acoustic Music Showcase will
present Vin Mitchell. John Shibley, Marty Schreiner
and Wayne Burns in the CCA Admission is free
FOUND

Contact lens in white case. Found in Whitmore
area Contact telephone office •

Univffsitv ot Massachuwtls/ Anihvfit

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS
SfNMOMMrS MEWEST HOTTESTMm

.-.•-

kMklUfwCM*

^8'

DOONESBt BY by Garry Trudeau

I SAID,

\l WOULD YOU
^ PiEfiSEHOiD

ME.?

BBCAUSE
UH.SURE ifSONBOF
UJHY' lOURRESPON

fr

smniBs AS
\ \ r

BnCMHIlSuGAR

"HuwrniiMziiBiBirr

SUN.. SEPT. 18 3PM & 8PM

Flhf m% CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub.-S7.S0, «.S0, S.SO.
UM A $3.75, 3.2S, 2.75. Other students and senior
citiiens-U.50, 5.S0, 4.50.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE 545 2511

ft All Ticketron Locations

B.C. by Johnny Hart

nis.

BUT IF you /,

eHOUSHOF BREAKUP
THIS TALKINd. MOOD. I'LL

KJLLYOU-

CHRISTMAS
EASTER

INTERSESSION

HOTELS

PACKAGES ^

CARIBBEAN

CAR RENTALS

^A New SftPgTi Mfe- gy&gr

!

WMATS. ir
CALLEP ^

"^^^^^f^ I
'.^^.^4te?:HlTT,M^^_e^ OTME^
INI rue FAce u^^TL on^ 6»uy' falls
DCWN AUO geCPMES UMCPMSOQUS*

7 f'tMAfe. A eir
LC5N6., IS^J'^ ir ?

... uer^. Ju^r
CALL ir

Ue fisCT fM/S N&W If OiSiST^ OF POOR
soirs WITH THierEew
cAf?ip6 iM ei^^ ^oir.

. BOr 13
1^ iMwacf

WHr"
TtWRTeeH r

-^

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

^f^A
l/f

i

ft/fiop

^fu
'fses

MR
e

^o>o^^

. %•
'S« •

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler

GERALD ARj?IVES IN AM-
HEftST f^oPv Al«40TrtER

u^A^ss[

contact
CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

CAMPUS CENTER BLDG.

UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS

413-545-05 II

iMMEDlATEiy rtt STARTS
AM iNCREDlRLE. W^KTY-
& 6>INGE'l

FOLLO\WED BY AM intense:
ROUND Of M0NCHIM6 OOTi

VJHCOPS' I JUST UStD
MY SPENDING Money
For the \^)y^oL.E:

SEMESTER!

UM by Marty Maoeda

Collegian '^

Your Birthday Bysteiu wimer

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
I — Bom today, you are
one of those highly inde-
pendent persons whose
personal freedom is more
important to him than any
career success, social
acceptance, or romantic
relationship. For whatever
success you may have, it

all turns to ashes in your
view if you are not also
free to come and go as you
please. You insist upon
talcing independent action -

- even though you may be
opposed from every angle.
You refuse to be restrained
or limited.

You will no doubt seek
personal happiness
through a partnership with
a loving mate. Unfor-
tunately, you may mistake
in another possessiveness
for affection and a cling-
ing-vine nature for roman-
tic expression. This is a
discovery that could very
well sink your marital boat
- a circumstance which,
though it would cause you
much grief, would also res-
cue you.
You cannot bear being

with other people all the
time. You need periods of
solitude to restore your
physical and mental ener-
gies This aids you in gain-
ing some perspective on
your present situation,
whether at home or work.
It is important that you not
give in to another's urgings
to give up the time you
have set aside for yourself.

for it will imperil any rela-
tionship you may have
with that otlier to do so
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
L«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEM-
BER 7

VIRQO{Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Complete confusion can
be avoided by consulting
with one who has a finger
in a few pies and can
coordinate conflicting
efforts.

LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22)
Seek your own happiner>
today - but be careful not
to step on another's toes,

while you're about it.

Know where you're head-
ed
SCORPIO( Oct .23-

Nov.21) — A changeable
attitude on the part of co-
workers may make this a
more confusing morning
than you'd anticipated. Re-
lax at evening.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) — The unpredicta-
ble nature of the present
situation at home may
make it difficult to make
decisions with confidence.
But you must try!

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — Undertake one
more thing than you can
possibly do and you will

probably achieve most of
what you had in mind for
the day.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) — Make yourself
receptive to the ideas of
those who have had great
exprience in your field.

You may progress consid-
erably now.
PISCESlFeb. 19 March

20) — If you insist upon
treating life as a battle-
ground, you are bound to
be the loser at least once in

a while. Take things as
they come.
ARIESr March 21-April

19) — Exercise your natu-
rally strong mental capa-
bilities and you should be
able to pull any number of
chtstnuts out of the fire
todr V

.

TAURUSf April 20-May
20) — Social 4irork on your
part should prove more
than a Uttle satisfying.
Don't expect to change
things overnight.
GEMINK May 21-June 20)

— A reservation on anoth-
er's part must not per-
suade you to change your
mind on an issue of impor-
tance to your future. Keep
to your own views.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — Exercise additional
caution if you would close
out the day with success
and well-being. Chances of
gain increase by the hour.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —

Sympathy extended
toward one who has lately
been in the position of an
unnoticed underdog can go
a long way toward righting
a wrong.
'opfniiM. IfTT. United Fnlure S)rndi-

calc. Inc

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 44 Roadmap:
Abbr.

1 Discharged 45 Descry
a debt 46 Hand tool

5 Strike with a 47 Begin
whip 49 Play a flute

9 Checked be-

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday Puzzle Solved:

foreacrinne
14 Ending with

divand rev

15 Legal man:
Abbr.

16 Chance!
feature

softly

53 Prepared in

advance
57 Household

appliance
58 Concerning
59 Son of Judah
61 "So long

"

17 British Isles 62 Nerve-racking
native: Var. 63 Indefinite

18 Verbal signal portion
19 Uproar 64 God of love
20 Resisting 65 Colorado park

66 Weight
allowance

67 Hamlet, for

one

motion
22 Teamed up

with
24 Canada or

U.S.A., e.g.

26 Meditates
deeply

27
Street

29 Medical: Abbr
30 Romaine

lettuce

33 One of a
similar pair

37 Passage for

one
38 Works to get
39 Small child

40 Gossip
41 Negative

phrase: Dia
42 Louisiana

city

p R T A D A M T A L L

f^ D R M E N u A G E E

L 1 M
1 E L A s P A V E

b C E P E R I S c A R 1 E R

L V 1 S

1
A T N E S

N I E R E C T T

A L t T^HA R G E N iT 1 N A
U T E F 1 N A L L Y s _A^ M
T A M E R L A N E HHTIe G

N 1 L

1
G E A R L E S s

P L A T £ D E F F 1 £

R p R E D " U T T E ^ E ^
A V E R 1 T A L A P A R A
M E T E N E L L R E P A Y

11 L E D G R E Y D R E S s

DOWN

1 lllinoiscity

2 Montreal's
Forum

3 Land mass
4 Damage
5 Social order
6 Spinning like

7 Punish
8 Sp.gr.
measuring
device

9 Fired
10 Agalloch
11 Stimulate

strongly

12 Comfort
13

Scott: His-

toric slave
21 Amphibians
23 Woody

plant

25 Nothing
28 Lowest
30 Singer Perry 51 Pretend:

2 words

37 Seconded
40 Plant new turf

42 Shrivel

43 Tub
45 Declares
47 Perceive
48 Singer
50 Crownlike

headpiece

31 Whistling
swan

32 Type
33 Pull apart
34 Work in a

C3f6
35 Irish lake
36 Cote

52 Delete
53 Outcome
54 Some green-

backs
55 Payment for

use
56 Woman b
60 Fish catching

device

T—^^ 4

1

5" 6

1

7"W 11 iT" TJ-

u is
'

16

17~^
18 15

W
25

22 23

24 26 b^^H
ll^9

27 28 2? _ 30 31 ir

33 34 36

P
37

U

I
45

i^ 40

41

44

48

46

I
l^^l

49

60

50 51 52

a 54 55 56 57

5«

1

59 61

62 63 64

45 M 67
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Wadkins wins World
tourney, Weiskopf 2nd
AKRON, Ohio \AP] - Lanny Wadkins,

undis'urbed by rolling thunder in the
dis'ance and the homemade lightning
unleashed by Tom Weiskopf, leaped and
cavorted 'o a five-under-par 65 that brought
him a five-s'roke victory yesterday in the
pres'ige-laden World Series of Golf.

Wadkins, 27, who spent a couple of
potentially productive years in a post-
c^perative slump that ended with his dramatic
victory in 'he recent PGA National Cham-
pionship, broke by one stroke the course
record at the long, wearying South Course of
•he Fires'one Country Club with a 72- hole
'Qtal of 267, 13-under-par on the layout many
of the 'ouring pros call the toughest on the
•our.

The fired-up Wadkins aggressively ripped
his shots dead at the flags. He galloped out
of bunkers, sometimes falling on his knees,
charging pell-mell up the rolling hills, hop-
ping happily in the air on each birdie, and
played his best when he needed it most.

Tha' starred on the ninth tee.

Weiskopf, who had opened the day's play
five strokes back, vaulted into a tie. He
birdied 'he first four holes, five of the first six

and, with a 12-foot putt on the eighth, had
gone six under for the day and tied Wadkins
for 'he lead.

Wadkins faltered not at all. With $100,000
a* s'ake and facing one of golf's most
•alen'ed performers on one of his best days,
Wadkins went to work.

He birdied the ninth from 12 feet. He
birdied 'he 10'h. He hopped into the air when
a 12-foot birdie putt ducked into the hole on
'he 12'h. And when Weiskopf bogeyed that
hole af'er missing 'he green, Wadkins had
made up four strokes in four holes.
Wadkins led by four with six holes to play

and, from the slump of Weiskopf's shoulders
i» was all (jver.

Weiskopf, who played the front nine in 29,
had an ordinary, uninspired 36 over the back
nine and drifted back into a tie for second
place wi'h Hale Irwin at 272. Irwin, who had
•o win last week »o get into this elite event,
closed wi'h a 69. I' was the second time in as
many years he was runner-up in this ex-
panded, enriched 'ournament. Weiskopf and
Irwin each won $35,000 from the total purse
of ^300,000

Mark Hayes, 69-276 was fourth, followed
by defending titleholder Jack Nicklaus, Ray
Floyd and South African Gary Player, tied at

278. Nicklaus had a final-round 68, Floyd and
Player shot 69s.

T(jm Watson, the tired and overplayed
winner of the British Open, Masters and
•hree o'her American titles, shot 69-282 and
US. Open champion Hubert Green had 72-

292.

Watson collected $7,000 and pushed his
leading money winning total to $305,428 for
•ne year. With Nicklaus and the absent

Jtjhnny Miller, Watson became only the third
man 'o surpass $300,000 in winnings in a
single season.

Nicklaus remained second on the money
winning lis' this year. He won $8,375 and
wen' to $281,718 for the season.
Wadkins received $100,000 more than he

•otaled in 'he combined seasons of 1975-76
when he was struggling back from gall
bladder surgery.

Carlton notches 20th

as Phils, Bugs split

AFROTC
Air Force ROTC can give

more value to your college

years and help you pay for

your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a

two, three, or four-year Air

Force ROTC scholarship that

will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,

books and lab fees, too.

Plus, there's flight instruction

for those who qualify, a com-
mission as a second lieute-

nant after graduation, then

responsibility and challenge
in an Air Force job.

The list goes on. Check it out.

Call Lt. Col. Richardson
545-2437

GatBwaytoa

Great Way or Lite

PITTSBURGH \AP\ - Steve Carlton
became major league baseball's first 20-
game winner of the 1977 season yesterday,
sca'tering seven hits in eight innings and
rapping a home run, leading the Philadelphia
Phillies 'o an 11-1 romp over the Pittsburgh
Pirates and a doubleheader split.

Pi"sburgh, which won the first game 3-1
behind 'he seven- hit pitching of John
Candelaria and Rich Gossage, remained
seven games behind the first-place Phils in

•he National League East.

Carlton, 20-8 overall and 3-0 against
Pi'tsburgh, got all the runs he needed in the

second inning on Jay Johnstone's two-run
homer off loser Bruce Kison, 7-8.

Carlton opened the third inning with his
'hird homer of the season, a solo drive over
'he right field wall.

Carlton singled home another Philadelphia
run in 'he fourth and the Phils broke it open
with five runs in the sixth off Larry Demery
with the aid of four Pirates errors.
Carhon became a 20-game winner for the

fourth time in his career. He was 20-7 last
year, 27-10 in 1972 and 20-9 with the St.
Louis Cardinals in 1971.

Are these the Rams?
LOS ANGELES [AP\ ~ What has hap-

pened 'o the Los Angeles Rams?
They've signed Joe Namath. They've lost

Merlin Olsen, who retired as the last member
of 'he original Fearsome Foursome. They've
changed 'he configuration of their home
Coliseum field.

And 'hey've stopped winning preseason
games.

I' appears that the four-time division
champions of the National Football Con-
ference West will have a tough time winning
a fif'h for coach Chuck Knox, who was
wooed by Detroit after the 1976 season.

Olsen, who has turned to television and
movie acting, was the wheelhorse of the
Rams defense, and without him they haven't

seemed 'he same, as a 1-4 record shows.
Los Angeles also traded away quarterback

James Harris. He returned with the San
Diego Chargers, who beat the Rams 26-25
for 'heir first triumph over their Southern
California rivals since 1972.

Quar'erbacks are all-imponant. Los
Angeles has Pat Haden and Namath, either
of whom could be starters.

USED PAPERBACKS
Novels, Poetry, Plays
Art, Music, Nature

Shakespeare ft Classics
History & Science

Philosophy &- Religion

Scl. Fi. & Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop
Downtown Annherst

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

549-6052

Sports Notices
BASEBALL - Open tryouts for the fall

•earn are being held today through Friday at

Boyden Field from 3:30 5:30 p.m. Questions
should be directed to coach Dick Bergquist
a' 'he baseball office, room 209 Boyden.

VOLLEYBALL - practicefor the women's
volleyball 'earn begins today in the North
Physical Education Gym and will run from
3:45-6:00 p.m. For further information
cr)n'ac' coach Dianne Thompson at room
220 Boyden or call 5-2845. Come prepared to

play.

INTRAMURALS - Football, 'badminton,
and 'ennis entires are due in the intramural
office, room 215 Boyden, tomorrow by 6
p.m.

Football officials are needed and a meeting
will 'ake place tomorrow at 5 p.m. in Boyden.

in'ramural supervisors meeting is slated
for 'odav at 5 p.m. in room 21 5 Boyden.

MEN'S TENNIS - An organizational
mee'ing is slated for today at 7 p.m. in room
O, Bc^yden.

RUGBY - The UMass rugby club begins
I's fall season 'his week. Practice sessions
are held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday af'ernoons at 4:30 p.m. on the
rugby pi'ch west of Boyden. The club is open
•o all members of the university community.
Newcomers and veterans are most welcome.
Ff,r mr^re information call R. Laurence at 5-
0593.

MEN'S GOLF - All eligible candidates are
reques'ed 'o attend a team meeting
•omorrow at 7 p.m. in room 0, Boyden. Any
ques'ions, contact coach Ed Vlach at 5-231 1

.

WOMEN'S TENNIS - An organizational
mee'ing for *his fall's team will be held at 7
p.m. 'onight in room 223, Boyden. Any
ques'ions, contact the coach at 5-2759.

WRESTLING - First team meeting for all

varsi'y and junior varsity candidates will be
held 'oday at 4:15 in the Boyden wrestling

roon. Call coach Dave Amato at 5-2759 if

you have any questions.

Mon. €r Tues. Special —
Buy a Large Pizza 8-

Get a Pitcher of Beer

for Vz Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a

congenial atmosphere

salads— homemade soups
deli sandwiches — subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

iimtvu
•sity Drive ^^^^ ^^^55 University

Sun — 12-1 a.m., Mon-Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri. & Sat. 11-2 a.m.

$
5

^ Large selection of

Nylon and Canvas

PACKS •^o'"

The General's Place
Army-Navy Store

• Maverik .,-,cn
0«nim «. Corduroy J6anS $12.30

• Cotton Turtlenecks 55.98

•PonC^iOS from $1.98

* Rainwear

• Sweat Shirts

from $6.95

• Sweat Pants

$4.98

• Flannel Shirts

$5.49

from$3.98 also Fall lackets

k
35 E Pleasant St., Amherst

(Next to Minuteman Cleaners)

TONIGHT
BOTTLE NIGHT

MICHELOB MOLSON MILLER LITE

12 oz. Bottles

(EXTRA TALL)
(from «.4«)

549-6166 91

^^ Collegian.

Th« Pots 8 PIqntsJhop
re-opcning and re-modcied
<vith new stock of pottery

• 4 pUntt

20% OFF
purchases of *50°° or more^

Group purchasing accepted. i.e.:

housemates, roommates...

274 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
Basement Shop Mon.-Fri. 12-5:30

Sat. 10-5:30

wn «»**»W"ww^'wwirxirTr'irirtr**

If

Ik

HAPPY HOUR 3-7

Miller

Bud
Schlitz 50C a

bottle

Mixed Drinks 7Sc
Toes. -Fri.

4-
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The kid has it J Csonka
unhappy

Hadley,
Mass.
253-9214

Golf Driving Range;;

SI.so small - $2.00 large
2Sc off each bucket

y^
with this ad ,]

^•••••••••••••^^^^,^^^i

GRADUATE

STUDENTS
Aphcations are now being accepted
for the position of Student Activities
Residential Program Assistant.

work with Student Activities
Program Advisors in support
of residential area student
programing.
advise Area Governments on
activities and events,
liaison with Residential Area
staff. Community Resources,
and Student Activites (RSO)
Office.

Deadline for applications
Friday. September 9

Student Activities Office
See Mrs. O'Connor

Annual stipend-no tuition waiver
Factors of race, color, sex, age, religion,
national origin or handicap are not
considered in the admission or
treatment of students or in employment
in accordance with Federal and State
laws and regulations.

James P. Riley
Asst. Coor. of St. Activities

Tracy Austin takes a breather during yesterday's US Open match against VirginiaRUZ.CL The 14-year-old Austin topped her Rumanian opponent 6-3 7 5 and advanced to the quarterfinals where she will take on Holland's Betty Stove Austin apmt-sued giant k.ller. has made a big impact on the world of tennisTn her briefcareer on the circuit. A winner at Wimbledon, she now joins the elite few who haveadvanced this far at Forest Hills. (UPI)

I
Beat the high price of

{
PRECISIOIV

I HAIRCUTS
H Includes:

I

For His

& Her

I
I
I
I
i

FIRST: a professional consultation.

SECOND: a precision style cut selected individually just for you.
THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair.

All For $y5o

I
I
I
I

Long Hair Slightly More

ON TUE. & WED. ONLY
With this coupon only.

Limited to new customers only

Personal Style Cut

Shampoo & Blow Dry

I
I
I
i
I
I
I

I
I
i

Call for appt. 549-5610

I
I
I
I

LA, Cincy
defeated
SAN DIEGO \AP] - Rookie left-hander

B./b Owchinko fired a 'wo-hitter last night to
lead he San Diego Padres to a 1-0 victory
'ver Los Angeles and halt the Dodgers'
winning s'reak a' four games.
Owchinko, 8-9, walked one and struck out

five and never permitted a runner beyond
firs' base in recording his first career triumph
over 'he Dodgers.
Doug Rau, 13-6, worked seven innings for

he Dodgers, allowing just four hits and one
unearned run before leaving for a pinch hitter
in he eigh'h.

I
I

WORK-STUDY JOBS
The Student Government Association Office of Com-

munications needs persons to help write and design ad
vertisements, posters and brochures, as well as issue oress
releases.

*^

Journalism, Communications and Design students cangam practical experience while earning $2.90 per hour.

Pick up applications at

Student Senate Office

Room 420

Student Union Building

Women and Third World Students are urged to apply.

Experience is not necessary.

HOUSTON \AP] - The Houston Astros
broke Tom Seaver's seven-game winning
s'reak wi'h run-scoring hits by Cesar Cedeno
and Bob Wa'son and Jose Cruz' sacrifice fly

en rou'e -o a 5-1 victory over th^ Cincinnati
Reds las» night.

The Astros, who have won 10 of their last
11 games, scored in the first inning on Enos
Cabell's solo home run in the first inning and
catcher Johnny Bench's throwing error in
•he 'hird before chasing Seaver, 16-6, in the
six'h wi'h 'hree runs on five hits.

Cabell led off the sixth with a single and
scored on Cesar Cedeno's triple. Cruz'
sacrifice fly scored Cedeno and Joe
Ferguson doubled and scored the third run
on Wa'son's single.

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. IAP\ - He is a
running back with the National Football
League statistics to prove it. But Larry
Csonka is not running right now and the New
Y.jrk Giants fullback doesn't like the
si'ua'ion.

Csonka played only one quarter and
carried 'he ball only once for four yards in
Sunday's 10-0 loss 'o the New York Jets. A
week ago, against Buffalo, the numbers were
four carries for six yards for the man who has
gained 6,469 yards in his career, more than
any (j'her ac'ive runner in the National
Conference.

"I guess I have a long way to go," said
Csonka, coming back from knee surgery. He
was hur' in 'he 11'h game last season but he
insis's 'hat he has recovered totally from the
injury.

S'ill, 'he Giants, a »eam in desperate need
of some offense, have preferred to go
agonizingly slowly with Csonka. And the big
back seems annoyed with that arrangement.
"My job is 'o run the football," he said. "I

would have liked to play more and carry
more. That might get me back to par. But
•hey decided I would be more helpful as a
blocker."

Coach John McVay would say only:
"Csonka is hurting. We planned to play him
only one quarter and that's what we did."

Meanwhile, perhaps for insurance, the
Gian's s'lll have eight running backs on their
ros'er. !• is difficult to find sufficient playing
ime for all of »hem.
Csonka sat out the preseason opener

agains' New England and has had limited
work in 'he four games since then. Overall,
he has carried 'he football 14 times for 38
yards and caught two passes for 14. Only
Marsh Whi'e, who suffered a broken hand in
•he Je's game, has had fewer carries than
Csonka.

Csonka was asked if he's happy. He
produced a direct, one-word reply
"No," he said.

NL race
EAST

Phila

Pitts

Chicago
S Louts

Montreal
NYork

WEST

W
84
78

73
73

62
B3

83
73

67
63
62
50

L

52
(SO

62
64
74
83

54
65
70
74

77

86

GB

7
1054

11H
22
31

1054
16

20
22
32 54

Los Ang
Cinci

Houston
S Fran

S Diego
Atlanta

Late games not included

Yesterday's Results
Pittsburgti 3-1, Ptiiladelptiia 1-11
Chicago 4, St. Louis 2
Montreal 4, New York 3
San Francisco at Atlanta, n
Houston 5, Cincinnati 1

San Oiego 1, Los Angeles

Chisox split
OAKLAND \AP] - Eric Soderholm's

six'h-inning double scored Jim Essian, giving
he Chicago White Sox a 2-1 victory over the
Oakland A's in 'he second game of their
doubleheader yesterday.
The A's won the opener 8-7 as Mitchell

Page drove in 'wo runs, scored another and
s'f)le -hree bases.

Second-game loser Pablo Torrealba, 4-5
did no' give up a hit until the sixth inning
when Don Kessinger led off with a single and
wen' 'o 'hird on a double by Essian.

Kessinger scored on a sacrifice fly, then
S.<derholm doubled home the winning run
Wilbur Wood, 7-7, got the win.

!
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Defense triggers grid tie
B\ MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

We got everything we wanted to out of
our scrimmage with Dartmouth but we
wished we were a bit sharper," - UMass
head football coach Dick MacPherson.

HANOVER, N.H. - The Minutemen
played well enough to earn a 14 14 tie

Sa'urdav with Dartmouth in a pre-season
scrimmage game here.

MacPherson brought 75 players to the
game and used them all as his regulars

played approximately a half. "We wanted to
see how all our players would react to
contact in a game situation, and also to see
how far our offensive and defensive units
progressed just before our first game with
Army next Saturday," MacPherson said.
As a whole, MacPherson said, the

defensive unit was more consistent than the
wffense. After allowing a Dartmouth score
early in 'he first quarter, UMass shut out the
Big Green until the fourth period. But Dart-
mouth tied 'he score with six minutes left in
he game on a 60 yard drive, capped by a
one- yard 'ouchdown pass from Larry

Margerum to Scott Daggs.
After sputtering through the first quarter,

UMass finally came alive in the second as
firs'-string quarterback Mike Fallon hit co-
cap'ain John Gladchuck on a 26- yard touch-
down pass. Eight minutes later Mike McEvilly
found sophomore receiver Kevin O'Connor
in 'he end zone for a 12-yard scoring aerial.

Even 'hough UMass scored both its

•ouchdowns by the air, the strength of the
offense was in the ground game. Out of the
15 UMass first downs, 13 were gained
rushing and only two in the air.

The Minutemen had 151 net yards rushing

Aase blanks Toronto...

...to key Sox twin-win
Sox sweep Jays [Zimmer happy] Yanks drop two

I

TORONTO \AP\ - Rick Miller
knocked in 'wo runs with a fourth-inning
dfjuble and Reggie Cleveland pitched a
five- hitter 'o lead 'he Boston Red Sox to
a 6 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays
and a sweep of last night's
df<ubleheader,

BiS'on wfjn 'he first game 8-0 behind
Jim Rice's 'hree-run homer, Carlton
Fisk's "hree RBIs and 'he 'hree-hit

pi'ching ;,\ rookie Don Aase, 4-1.

The losses were 'he Blue Jays' ninth
and 10'h in a row.

Aase, allowed a second-inning triple

by Rm Fairly, a bloop single by Steve
S-aggs in 'he sixth and a single by Al
W.'(r;ds in 'he ninth The Boston rookie
s'ruck uu* four and walked two.

Fisk 'ripied home a run in the second
and scored when Butch Hobson, who
hi' his 28'h homer of the season to lead
;ff 'he eigh'h inning, singled.

Rice hi' his home run in 'he fifth with
Rick Burleson and Carl Yastrzemski on
base Fisk doubled home two runs in the
seven 'h.

Jeff Byrd, 2-9, 'ook 'he loss.

In 'he nightcap, 'he Red Sox went
ahead 10 in 'he second on Bernie
Carbo's double and a single by Butch
H;;bson. They scored 'hree more in the
f-.ur'h on singles by Rice and Hobson,
and doubles by Miller and Rick Burleson.

The Red Sox, winners of their last

four .(U'ings, s'ay in Toronto for three
more games in as many days.

TORONTO \AP\ - Boston Red Sox
Manager Don Zimmer couldn't have
been more pleased with his club's 8-0
and 6-0 df>ubleheader sweep of the
T-Mrtjn'o Blue Jays yes'erday. But the
day didn'' s'ar' out all 'hat well.

The Red Sox, following a Sunday
nigh' game in Texas, had 'o land at the
Niagara Falls, N.Y. airport at 2:45
yps'erday morning when the 'eam's
plane couldn'' land a' Toronto because
;f a curfew.
Af'er 'he 'earn arrived, the two buses

ha' were supposed 'o meet them
weren'' 'here. Half 'he 'earn took

. axicabs for 'he nearly 90- mile ride to

T.(ron'(>, while 'he other half, including
Zimmer, slep' in 'he airport waiting room
un'il 'he buses arrived at 7 a.m.

I all "urned out okay, however, as
rr^okie Don Aase hurled a 'hree- hitter in

' M.ynday night's firs' game as Jim Rice
hi- a hree-run homer and Carlton Fisk
knocked in 'hree runs. In *he nationally
elevised second game, Reggie
Cleveland pi'ched a five- hitter to im-
prove his record 'o 9-7.

"Tha' was some kind of pitching
performance by Cleveland," Zimmer
said. "And Aase pitched super for us in

he -pener."

Zimmer said Cleveland had control
pr.jblems early in the game, but then
se'-led dfjwn and was "almost unljit-

able

CLEVELAND \AP\ - Pinchhitter
John Lowens'ein's leadoff homer in the
eigh'h and a checked swing, run-scoring
d(<uble by Andre Thornton later in the
inning gave 'he Cleveland Indians a 5-4
vic'ory f<ver 'he New York Yankees and
a sweep of yesterday's twi-night
d.jubleheader.

Bruce B.;chte, who drove in five runs
-n 'he day, singled home the winning
run in a 4-3 first-game 'riumph that
ended New Yc^rk's seven-game winning
s'ring.

The Yankees overcame a three-run
Cleveland seven'h to take a 4-3 lead in

he eigh'h inning of 'he nightcap.
L.'iwens'ein 'ied i' up on the first pitch
by Mike Torrez, 15-12, in the bottom of
he inning.

Paul Dade 'hen singled and moved to

sec(jnd on a sacrifice bunt. Pinch-runner
Ron Prui" scored 'he winning run when
Thorn'on's looping double which fell

|us' inside 'he right field foul line.

AL dogfight

Yankees
lead

Red Sox

by IVi games

compared 'o 113 for Dartmouth. Conversely,
•he Big Green had the better passing game
as they completed 20-33 for 188 total yards in

contrast to UMass's 9-18 and 1 12 total yards.
Dave Douvadjian was the leading ground

gainer for the Minutemen as he picked up 53
yards on eight attempts with his longest
good for 24 yards. Hank Sareault and Cliff

Pedrow chipped in with 38 and 23 yards
apiece.

The key 'o the running game was the
offensive life of Russ Cooke, Russ Schu-
barth, Bruce Kimball, Jim Penta, and Gerry
Greene. According to MacPherson they
looked extremely tough on short yardage
situations.

"We didn't pound it in the end one. But on
many 'bird down and short yardage
si'uations, our men up front opened up a lot

of holes. This is where our strength is this
year-up front," MacPherson emphasized.
MacPherson said one preseason emphasis

was (jn improving the specialty teams and he
said 'his weekend the units showed
'ref^endous progress in both punt and return
coverage. The total yardage allowed in both
areas was minus one yard.

"Dar'mouth always has a fine football
eam, wi'h a good solid defense. This year
•hey are picked to contend for the Ivy League
crown. We did reasonably well against them,
bu' were sloppy at some periods. I will say
•hat at 'his stage of the season we are ahead
overall of where we were last year," said
MacPherson.

Injury-wise, the Minutemen escaped any
serious hurts with only junior fullback Chuck
Balbonie and sophomore receiver Mike
Newell listed as probable for this Saturday's
wpener against Army. Balboni has a shoulder
problem, while Newell is doubtful with a bad
ankle sprain.

Austin

leads

advance
FOREST HILLS, NY. [AP\ - Tracy

Austin and Billie Jean King bridged the
generation gap with victories yesterday and
advanced into the quarter-finals of the U.S.
Open Tennis Championships.

Aus'in, 'he nerveless retriever from Rolling
Hills, Calif., absorbed Virginia Ruzici's
hardes' shots and beat the power-hitting
Romanian 6-3, 7-5, becoming, at the tender
age c;f 14, 'he youngest player ever to reach
•he quar'er-final round at fabled Forest Hills.

King, 33, a four-'ime winner here, in-

cluding 1967 when Tracy was four years old,

survived a 'hree-set thriller with ninth-seeded
Kerry Reid of Australia. King, the No. 7 seed,
wf;n 6-1, 3-6, 7-6, taking the third-set tie-

breaker 7-5.

Aus'in is due 'o meet Betty Stove of the
Ne'herlands in 'he quarter-finals, a David and
Gwlia'h match if there ever was one. The 6'

160- lb. S'ove has nearly one foot, 70 pounds
and 18 years on Austin.
King will meet the winner of tonight's

ma'ch be'ween 'op-seeded Chris Evert and
Nancy Richey of San Angelo, Tex. Evert lost

her firs' five matches against Richey, but has
won 'he nex' five.

Meanwhile, 'he men were given some time
wn Fores' Hills' historic center court, but
af'er Aus'in, of course. In a surprisingly easy
ma'ch, s'umpy Harold Solomon, the No. 12
seed from Silver Spring, Md., eliminated
Vi'as Gerulai'is of Howard Beach, N.Y., the
No. 8 seed, 7-6, 6-3.

Solomon, a clay court specialist, becomes
he firs' man 'o reach the men's quarter-final
round.

Guillermo Vilas won his 36th straight
ma'ch and 43rd consecutive on clay, 6-3, 6-1.

Vilas, 'he No. 4 seed, was effective against
Jose Higueras from both the baseline and
•he ne'. The 25-year-old lefthander broke
service in 'he eighth game of the first set and
was in 'otal command in the second set. In

four matches at the 1977 Open, Vilas has
Won eigh' s'raight sets, dropping just 14
games along 'he way.

Vilas will meet Southern Africa Ray Moore
he quarter finals. Moore and Corradoin

Barazzu"i of I'aly, both unseeded, moved
in'o the quar'er-finals earlier in the day.
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Faculty contract talks
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Students win bargaining seats
'^Y BROWN Boston camous will hf> sMtoH at thr. ,.—i,^^. tu„ ^/^ _ . .

^^By MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

The undergraduate and graduate student
governments will be participating in
negotiation sessions for the first faculty
collective bargaining contract with the
administration, student leaders announced
yesterday.

An agreement by the administration and
faculty allowing students to sit in on sessions
as observers with the power to bring up
issues and concerns providing one of the
par'ies invites them to speak is being viewed
by s'udent leaders as a victory for students
since both faculty and administrators had
previously indicated students would be only
allowed advisory status during the process.

Advisory status would not enable students
'o sit in on 'he sessions, but provide for
student participation to both sides through
advisory committees.
Administrators and faculty began

"Housekeeping" sessions in June to agree
.on 'he ground rules for the negotiating
sessions.

During these sessions the union initiated a
proposal 'o allow students to participate in
•he process, Al Winder, the vice-president of
•he faculty union said in a telephone in-
terview las' night.

Onion president Larry S. Roberts could not
be reached for comment.

Bargaining over the substance of the
contract, which will govern faculty salaries
and working conditions, has not yet begun
according to representatives from both sides.

S'udent Government Association (SGA)
co-Presidents Jon A. Hite and Marion
"Pinky" Batiste and Graduate Student
Senate President Sally Rees made a joint
announcement to the Collegian late
yes'erday afternoon, minutes after notifying
other 'op s'udent leaders.

Hite and Batiste said both administrators
and faculty agreed to allow students to
par'icipate in late August, but no an-
nouncement was made until yesterday so all

parties could discuss the agreement.
The students have been working since the

spring in an effort to get administrators an
faculty to agree to student participation, they
said, 'hrough meetings with UMass trustees,
UMass President Robert C. Wood, Amherst
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, and
officers and members of the faculty union.
Under the agreement, two students from

•he Amherst campus and two from the

Boston campus will be seated at the contract
•able.

The union, organized by the
Massachusetts Teacher's Association (MTA)
which is the largest group in the state
representing higher education teachers
represents faculty at both the Amherst and
Boston campuses.

Faculty at 'he Worcester medical school
were not organized and are not part of the
bargaining unit.

About 1600 faculty at the two campuses
elected 'he MTA to represent them in a run-
off election between the association and "no
agent" in February. A three-way election
was held last fall between the MTA, "no
agent" and the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP).

The 10-point agreement on student
participation setting up the ground rules for
s'uden's, enables both graduate and un-
dergraduate students to sit in on the sessions
and bnng up any issues they feel are per-
•innen', although they must be recognized
by one of the parties before they speak,
according to Zena Telona, a member of the
administration's collective bargaining team.
The four students, as yet unchosen by the

S'udent government leaders, will be backed
up by four separate advisory committees,
composed of seven persons each.
The SGA president will serve as a defacto

member of the advisory committee for the
undergraduate representative, and the
graduate senate president will serve in the
same position for the graduate represen-

•a'ive, while a similar system will be set up
for UMass- Boston students, they said.

In a press release, the students said, "The
advisory boards will be meeting both
separately and together to insure that the
in'erests of their constitutencies and the
S'udent body as a whole are expressed at the
bargaining 'able."

Both graduate and undergraduaiu a- -^mt
leaders must now begin the search for
representatives for their sessions.
The students, who will be appointed by

•he SGA CO- presidents and the grad senate
president, will sit in on sessions alongside the
faculty union negotiating team and a similar
•eam from the administration.fAccording to

TURN TO PAGE 3

Inside
For an introduction to some of the

s'uden'-run services and co-ops here at
UMass, see Larry Uchmanowicz' story
on Page 3.

Reporter Jim Paulin gives a first-hand
account of the demonstrations regar-
ding 'he proposed gym site at Kent
S'ate University. See Page 2 for the
story.

The FAC is looking for more students
•o help in behind-the scenes stage
productions. See Page 3 for Megan
O'Reilly's story.

^

A small reminder: today is Monday's
class schedule.

Some five- college volunteers set out
•o change a few of society's mis-
conceptions about mental illness
•hrough the Boltwood-Belchertown
Project. Ruth McGorty reports on Page
2.

Partly 5unny, less humid, with the
high's in the 70s. Night-time tem-
peratures will get down into the 50s. Ten
per cen' chance of rain.

Tenant seeks inspection ofhome

pel

By JOE OUINLAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Health Tuesday will
decide if a North Amherst building must have
s'ruc'ural changes after the home was in-
spected last week for violations of health
codes upon request of a tenant.

Vincent O'Connor has also filed a com-
plaint about a rent increase with a local land-
lord 'enant grievance board.

A hearing was held yesterday afternoon on
•he home following a second inspectien of
•he house at 125 Summer St., but since the
full board was not present, decisions on the
various requests by owner Charles Mark of

So. Deerfield cannot be made until next
week, according to Howard A. Peters, a
board member present at the meeting
yes'erday.

O'Connor last night said he requested the
house inspection by the Board of Health
af'er a letter he sent to Mark failed to per-
suade Mark to make requested repairs.
Mark last night said in a telephone inter-

view he would prefer to withhold comment
un'il after the hearing next week.
The house, a four bedroom Cape Cod, is

one of five homes in Amherst Mark rents to
•enan's. According to O'Connor, Mark is a
professor at North Adams State College.
O'Connor listed three health violations in

his le"er. The Board of Health found 30 in its
firs' inspec'ion, including 18 violations the

board said could "endanger or impair the
health and safety" of occupants.

Pe'ers las' night said some of the variance
requests by Mark will probably be granted. A
"couple of items" for which Mark is seeking
a variance, said Peters, are "average"
requests. Ceiling height and window size are
•wo variance requests by Mark Peters said
may be granted.

O'Connor said he will appear before the
•own's Landlord-Tenant Relations Com-
mittee next week to complain abotu Mark's
proposed $30 increase in the monthly rent.
The four 'enants at the house currently

pay $420 for rent a month, plus utilities,

O'Connor said.

O'Connor said Mark informed him of the
pr(jposed increase in August.
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ffy J/M PAULIN
CoHegian Staff

A crowd of 300 people gathered at

Ken' S'a»e University Monday on the

si'e of 'he May 4, 1970 killing of four
students by 'he Ohio National Guard
during a s'uden' demonstration against
he U.S. invasion of Cambodia.
The crowd was relatively small, as

school had not started. A much larger

rally is planned for this weekend with the

presence of students from Kent State
and campuses across the country.

According 'o Elliot Kass of the UMass
Revolutionary S'udent Brigade (RSB),
s'a»ioned a' Kent for the week, "There's
•remendous support and enthusiasm on
•he UMass campus for this national

s'ruggle and a lot of them probably will

wan' 'o come." RSB is organizing an
expedi'ion 'o Ken' S'ate for this

weekend's rally.

RSB has an information table on the

Campus Cen'er Concourse for anyone
in'eres'ed in attending or supporting the

demonstration. A resolution expressing
solidari'y with 'he May 4 coalition will be
sponsored a' 'oday's S'udent Senate

- Tc i.ig by RSB, Senate Speaker Brian

Delima, and SGA co- President Jon Hite.

Also, RSB intends to ask the Senate for

funding for 'ransportation.

Resistance 'o the gym's location is

being organized by 'he May 4 Coalition,

•he same group 'hat established the tent

ci'v on 'he proposed gym during the

summer 'hat led 'o the arrest of 196
people for disregarding an injunction to

vaca'e 'he si'e. The area is now en-

closed by a fence with copies of the

injunc'ion posted along it, most of

which have been torn down.
The present site, located on a hill in

he cen'ral area of 'he campus was
seleced by 'he University trustees from

TURN TO PAGE 15
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Kent State, seven years later:

Building over a bad memory?

BURNED OUT ROTC BUILOIMG

M.LISON KRAUSe

OONAU)
MacKENZIE

aUAW ADVANCED ^^
OVERHIU (4)

mV( STUDENTS

Dotted line merks site of proposed gymnesium.

Student volunteers needed to help mentally ill
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

Some students of the five-college area are
de'ermined 'o dismantle the Belchertown
S'a'e School and society's misconceptions
r>f men'al illness 'hrough the Boltwood-
Belcher'own Project.

Wi'h social, recreational and community
experience programs, residents of the state

school and volunteers from the surrounding
communi'ies gain educational experience.

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project
s'ar'ed in an Amherst College service
fra'erni'y in 1969 and has expanded from 90
volun'eers 'o 300 volunteers in 1976.
According 'o Cindy Rogers, the project

coordinator, there are 26 different programs
wi'h 16 s'udent supervisors this year. These
supervisors have span' two months of

^«^ .; i

summer orientation preparing programs.
Programs include a coffeehouse,

recrea'ional activities, adaptive physical
education, creative expression, cooking,

music appreciation, leisure time activities,

and community awareness.

Also included are programs on 'citizen

advocacy where volunteers work on a one-
'o-one basis with former Belchertown State
residents living in the community, and a

public education program to facilitate

awareness of what's happening at the
Belcher'own S'ate School through news-
le"ers and fund raisers.

"I''s an educational experience, a chance
•o ge' out with people, to have fun, learn

hings, explore," said Rogers.

Volun'eers described 'he project as giving

•hem a sense of self-confidence, self-

fulfillmen', pa'ience and sensitivity to people
as well as a good chance to meet people
from other schools with the same interest

and gain practical experience for any major.
They also explained a new social

awareness gained from the project. They feel

socie'y has created misconceptions about
he developmentally disabled by putting
hem away in institutions. Their goal is to
reuni'e 'he handicapped into the community.
"Things are changing — it's exciting," said
Neil Weinberg a volunteer.

Besides programs, educational workshops
will be available for the entire college
community. Topics will include Total
Communication, Creative Expression and

X TURN TO PAGE 15

Police beat

Shot heard at MUA
Three men were arrested at 1:30 a.m.

Mtjnday for 'he 'heft of University furniture

from Cance dormitory. Richard F. McArdle,
19, S'even W. Palmer, also 19, and William J.

McEnroe, 20, all of Wellesley, were bonded
a' $50 each by the Northampton District

Cour'. McEnroe was listed as a student at the
University, but the other two men had no
campus addresses.

Police investigated an alleged gunshot at

UMass radio station WMUA in Marston Hall

a' 9:50 p.m. on Sept. 4. Police took into

pro'ec'ive custody a suspect who apparently
entered "he radio station, took the arm off a

urn'able, and broke a window as he left.

A mo'or vehicle struck the parking booth
wu'side 'he infirmary causing $2500 damage
on Sep'. 3 a' 9:30 a.m. No injuries were
reported.

A bicycle valued at $25 was stolen from
'he second floor of Van Meter South on
Sept. 2 be'ween 1:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m.

P(ilice are seeking a complaint from court
agains' a subject for malicious destruction of
S'a'e property in a graffiti-writing incident at

John Adams dormitory at 3:13 a.m. on Sept.
4.

As if facing classes again wasn't bad enough, students entering the front doors
of Mahar Auditorium yesterday had to ford several inches of water left by
Monday's storm. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)
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Student co-ops help everyone
By LARRY UCHMANOWICZ
Collegian Staff

Through the efforts of many students
here at the University a variety of
student-run co-ops and services have
sprung up, ranging from automobile
repair 'o organic foods.

According to John Fisher, Economic
Development coordinator for the
S'udent Government Association
(SGA), students should patronize these
services whenever possible as the prices
are often significantly lower than those
found elsewhere, and the money they
generate benefits students in other
ways.

"My job," said Fisher, "is to help
existing co-ops and student-run ser-
vices, and coordinate any new co-ops
in'erested in starting up."
The largest of these in membership is

•he S'udent Federal Credit Union
(CSFCU) located in the Student Union
Building on the main floor. This is the
larges' student- run credit union in the
country, with a membership of over
2,500 students and assets of over
$350,000.

According 'o Kevin Falvey, vice-
president of the SFCU, it is strictly

s'uden'-run. The workers are volunteers
and are 'rained as tellers and clerks.

There is an initial membership fee for

joining which is $.50, and a minimum
balance of $5 is required. The SFCU
provides high-interest savings accounts,
low-C(jst loans, money orders, food
s'amps, and 'revellers checks. Falvey

added 'he credit union can cash checks
for members only, and no checks over

$50 can be handled.

SFCU hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The S'udent Union Craft Shop,

loca'ed in 'he basement of the Student

Union across from the Hatch, offers
ma'erials and instruction in a variety of
subjects, such as leather, silver, pottery,
and woodworking. For just the cost of
supplies, a student can come in and
make whatever they desire. In addition,
•he Craft Shop offers workshops in
various metals and jewels, all of which
are free.

According to Lucas Feinenger, a
worker at the shop, the prices depend
on the project. "Almost everyone at one
•ime or another passes through here to
make something." He added,
"Christmas is always the busiest
season."

The Craft Shop hours are from 10

a.m. 'o 8 p.m. Monday through Thur-
sday, and Saturday noon to 4 p.m.
The S'ereo Co-op, located in 166

Campus Center has a membership of
4,500 students, and does upwards of
$3,500 a week in business.

According to Debbie Herrick,
coordinator of the co-op, they can sell

S'ereo components and accessories at

20 per cent to 100 per cent off the retail

price. "What we try to do," said Herrick,
"is 'alk 'o the customer and try to build a
set-up around students needs. The one
'hing we cannot sell is parts."

Hours for the Stereo Co-op are
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 10 a.m.
'o 4 p.m. and Tuesday 7:30 to 9 p.m.

The Auto Workshop In the Campus Center garage is one of the student run co-
ops offering facilities and advice for students to repair their cars. (Staff photo by
Debbie Snyder)

The Photo Co-op in 319 Student
Union, provides students with low-cost
photographic supplies and film coun-

seling 'o people wishing to buy
equipment. "We also handle
processing," said Chris Merrill, vice-
president of the co-op. "We try not to
push anything on the students, we just
•ry 'o guide them as to the best
equipment for their needs."

In addition, the co-op provides a free
reference library and the workers are
happy 'o answer any questions.

O'her co-ops and services run by
s'udents are the Student Automotive
Workshop (SAW), Level 1, Campus
Cen'er garage open Tuesday and
Thursday 3 'o 8 p.m. and Saturday 10
a.m. 'o 5 p.m. The SAW provides tools,

space, and expert guidance for students
who want to work on their own cars.

Experience is not necessary.

The People's Market, located in the
back of 'he S'udent Union, is a student-
run grocery store that centers around
na'ural foods, but also offers a wide
selection of other foods.

According 'o Mark Levitan, one of the
•hree ccjordinators, the Peoples' Market
handles an estimated 1000 customers a
day. Although there is a regular staff of

19 S'udents, 'hey also accept volunteers
for additional help.

The Peoples' Market opens next
Monday, and hours will be Monday
•hrough Friday, 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
and Sa'urday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

There are many more student- run co-
...ps and services available to students,
and 'hey are only as far away as the
phone book.

FAC looking for student stage help
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

If 'he dazzle and excitement of putting on
live shows sounds more appealing than a job
In 'he dining commons, work-study students
should note the Fine Arts Center still has
positions open for back-stage crew.

S'udents in theater, music and dance
would be hard pressed to find better
professional experience anywhere, with
flexible hours and contact with some of the
bes' entertainment in America.
The Fine Arts Center Production Services

provides 'echnical support to any company
•hat performs at UMass. Composed of two
stage managers, a master carpenter, and a
•echnical director besides the stage-crew,
•hey 'rain students in lighting, rigging and set

design among other aspects of back stage
production.

S'udents sign up to work by the show,
putting in as many hours as their schedules
allow. "Some students work strictly on
dance concerts or musicals," says stage
manager Susan Van Dyke, "while others put

in 40 hours a week."
Van Dyke says this production service is

'he only one in the area that brings in

national touring shows. The theater
productions of My Fair Lady, Cabaret, and
Bubbling Brown Sugar will be here in the fall

as will Boston Symphony Orchestra, Chuck
Mangione and the Joffrey Ballet.

"We do about a hundred shows a year,"

explains Van Dyke, and most require working
long hours, weekends and holidays. It's not

an easy job."

S'udents of dance, music and theater can
really benefit as the job gets crew members
in 'ouch with talented people. Says Van
Dyke, "90 per cent of theater is not on
Broadway, it's all over the country in

rtjadshows. Jazz groups always have time to
•alk before or after their gig. Just being near
performers and the live action is a reward in

i'self."

There will be a crew ohentation Sept. 12
for 'hose who signed up and all other in-
terested persons. Workshops on lighting,
rigging and set design will be conducted
Sept. 13 and 14.

There are about eight positions open at the
present 'ime with a high turnover depending
on 'he show, so students who aren't hired
•his 'ime should keep checking back.

* Faculty bargaining

Albert Grimaldi, 19, and his mother. Princess Grace of Monaco, enjoy a quiet

stroll across the Amherst College campus, where the prince is beginning his

freshman year. Albert moved into a dormitory there last weekend and was
allowed to register early to avoid some of the expected publicity. School officials

said Monday they will try to give him "as close to a normal college experience as

possible." While campus security and the Amherst police have been notified of

Prince Albert's presence in Amherst, neither will take special security measures.
It is expected the family will make private arrangements for his security. (UPI

Photo)

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

current state law, students are not able to
vote, however.

Both faculty and administration employ
professional negotiators for the talks.

S'uden's, however, have not been allowed
•o hire a professional negotiator, although
'hey may hire a legal consultant to serve the
advisory committees.

"In short, we're looking for a hot-shot
undergraduate," Hite said. Any students wil
a background in business, political science,
education, collective bargaining and or labor
relations is eligible for the appointment, he
said, and interested students should apply at

•he senate offices in the Student Union.
Rees said the student leaders are looking

for someone with as much technical ex-
pertise as possibel to handle the
negotiations, while the advisory committees
will serve as 'he "political" groups backing
'hem up.

Since collective bargaining law prohibits
any public discussion of what takes place in

collec'ive bargaining sessions, the advisory
committees will provide the representatives
advice and support on issues affecting
S'uden's, Rees said.

The S'udents also hope to get the faculty
and administrators to agree to allow students
vo'e on 'he final contract at the same time

union members are voting to ratifying it.

While 'he student vote would not be
binding, 'he student leaders said it would
give everyone an idea of how much student
support exists for the contract, which will

cover such broad topics as professor's office

hours and budgets, since the campus budget
will be strongly affected by how much is paid
ou' for salaries, an account which currently

uses about 85 per cent of the budget.
Bromery, in a 'elephone interview last

night, said 'he administration has been in

iavor of student participation in the sessions
for a long 'ime, and asked students to form
an advisory committee on the administrators
side at 'he beginning of the summer.

Bromery said he does not expect any
problems with having students at the table

because most of the people at the table,

excep' 'he 'wo negotiators, have no ex-

perience in collective bargaining.

Telona, in a telephone interview, said the
reason 'he administration wants student
par'icipation is "because anything that

happens will effect the way we do business"
as an educational institution.

Speaker of the Student Senate Brian
DeLima said the "real significance" of
agreement is 'hat it will enable students to
make a stronger case for the development of
an independent student union.

Co- President Batiste said she was ex-

remely pleased with the decision.

Speaker urges non-violence

By ROBERT CONANT
Collegian Staff

N«n violent means of halting nuclear
developmen' in Europe was the main focus
in a meeting last night held by the Alternative
Energy Coalition (AEC).

Erich Bachmann, German delegate for the
In'ernatjonal Seminar on Training and Non-
violen' A'ion was the featured speaker at the
mee'ing. Bachmann presented a slide show
depic'ing European protests to oppose the
building of nuclear plants.

An advocate of non-violent protests.

Bachmann said he believes the American
m(jvement, compared to the German anti-

nuclear movement, is very strong in its non-
violen' opposition.

Bachmann also said most Europ-^an
governments consider nuclear p er

essen'ial 'o achieve independence froir -il-

prcjducing nations.

According 'o Francis Fortina, an acfivis' in

he German movement, the government
•here has declared a four to five year
moratorium on the construction of nuclear
power plan's until a solution for waste
disposal is found.
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Boston plans wanted posters
for well-known tax delinquents
BOSTON \AP\ - The City of Boston i« ae- i»s nr.int :..,..«. ,.. „* ....:.. ... . . T
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BOSTON \AP\ - The City of Boston is
planning -o embarrass some of its better-
known residents into paying their delinquent
•ax bills by splashing their pictures and tax
bills on wanted posters tacked up in various
public spots.

Details uf 'he posters are still sketchy
according 'o George Regan Jr., Mayor Kevir^
H. Whres press secretary, but they are
supposed 'o be no larger than handbills
Hegan would not identify any of the
delinquents, but the posters are expected to
be up 'his week.

Possible locations of the posters are in city
hall and on 'he Park Square billboard in
down'own Boston.
Regan said putting pictures on wanted

posters would be harsh, but he said it would
ge' the poin» across.

Boston has recently used several tactics to

ge' its point across, all of which have been
somewhat successful.

Las' week, city officials, along vvith a pilot
and 'elevision crews, tried to confiscate
attorney F. Lee Bailey's helicopter at the Ply-
mouth Airport. Bailey owes the city $18 000
in back 'axes for his Center Plaza law offices
The plan was 'q land it at City Hall Plaza and
display It as testimony of the city's deter-
mination to collect its taxes.

Bailey apparently caught winds of the
scheme and locked the helicoper in a garage
However, his office did come up with a
$5,000 payment.

Also last week, the city confiscated two
•axi cabs whose owners have large, out-
standing 'ax bills. One owner, who owes
$16,000, immediately paid $6,000 and
promised quick payment of the remainder.
The most successful effort to collect taxes

was las' spring when 'he city released and

Poor
Richards

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1977

he Boston Globe published the names of
6,000 delinquent taxpayers. Tax Collector
Newell Cook estimated that stunt brought
he city about $2 million in the last six weeks
>i last fiscal year.

Officials estimate that about $50 million is

owed in property taxes for the last three
fiscal years.

Meanwhile in nearby Revere, the mayorwas 'he first resident embarrassed by efforts
•o ge' 'he names of delinquent taxpayers
publicized. '

Mayor William G. Reinstein gave the city
•ax collector a check for $4,017.92 Tuesday
a few days after the Lynn Evening Item
reported 'hat he had not paid last years
property 'ax bill.

Reinstein told the Boston Globe he had
forgotten about the bill until the Item printedhe story Thursday.
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Senate to formally investigate LanceS^ASHINGTON \UPI\ - A Senate Bu- Reps. Fernand St r,«r^.i„ r..» i ,„. ^..
. .. . .

WASHINGTON WPI]
commi"ee voted yesterday
ves'igate Bert Lance in

allegations against him

A Senate
to formally in-

light of new
an inquiry

Presiden' Carter said he welcomed to bring
out "all 'he fac's" about his beleaguered
budge' director.

Af'er a three-hour, 45-minute private
session, 'he Senate Governmental Affairs
C..mmittee announced a revamped schedule
under which hearings on Lance's tangled
financial affairs will start tomorrow rather
•han 'oday as originally planned. Also
•estimony by Lance himself has beeri
postponed from tomorrow until Sept. 15.
Chairman Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn., told

reporters 'he first witness Thursday will be
Comptroller of the Currency John Heimann,
from whom the panel has received sup^
plemental information not included in the
Aug. 18 report which said none of Lance's
financial activities warranted prosecution.

That information was forwarded to the
S«nate panel by a House banking sub-
committee which yesterday opened hearings
- prompted by the Lance affair - into the
adequacy of federal banking regulations.

Full details of 'his new information was not
being officially released until this morning.

Bu' Reps. Fernand S'. Germain, DR. I. and
Henry J. Hyde, R-lll., members of a House
banking subcommittee, read excerpts in-
dicating it dealt further with some of Lance's
ac'ivi'ies as a banker in Georgia.

There was no indication whether there
was any connection between this new in-
formation and the new "serious....
allegations of illegality" against Lance which
Ribicoff and Sen. Charles Percy, R-IIL
outlined to the President Monday at the
White House.
The Senate committee approved a

As a woman Air Force ROTC
student, you compete for your
commission on the tame
footing as the men in your
class And later on you wear
the same insignia.

There are two-year, three-year,

and four-year scholarship
programs available to help you
get there If you enroll in the
four-year Air Force ROTC
program you also qualify to

compete for a scholarship for

the remaining two or three

years as a cadet Tuition is

covered, fees arc paid, textbook
costs reimbursed plus $100
a month, tax free.

resolution by Percy, its ranking Republican
member, authonzing the formal investigation

"Allegations about Mr. T. Bertram Lance
allegations that federal officials acted im-
properly in closing certain matters pertaining
•o Mr. Lance and the banks of which he was
affiliated and matters respecting the con-
irmat.on of Mr. T. Bertram Lance- in-
formation made available to the committee
tor 'hat purpose of activities of federal of-
ficials and others related to the con-
firmation."

tHURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

RfCEPTIONISTSIK
Volunteers are being sought to aid the Daily Collegian as RECEPTIONISTS.

Responsibilities will include: answering telephones, giving directions andgenerally presenting a pleasant welcome on behalf of the CollegiJn

Co^la? plTs?cZa'cr..'"^^'"^
''^°^"' ^"" ""''' ^^'^^ ^^^ ^° ^^^ '^^

Tony Armelin, Business Manager 1 545-3500

The cards
have done arrived

Student CHscount
WORK-STUDY JOBS
Student Government

Association
Work-atudy students nssdsci for operating
••ay ridar computariiad rida rafarrat sarvica.
This job involvas covarlng an offica and
rafarrins paopla to ridaa through a computar
svstam. It is possibia to study during tha
hours you ara on duty. Rallability a must. Wa
ara an Equal OpportunHy Affirmativa Action
Employar.

Applications are available in Room 420
Student Union Building and art due by
Friday.

WORK-STUDY
Student Government

Association
Work-study Students needed to help
manage a student-run ticket sales
office. Hours flexible and admission
to movies and events sometimes
included with job. Reliability a
must. We are an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer.
Applications are available in Room 420
Student Union Building and are due by
Friday

• MOPED SALE •
BATAVUS — rated No. 1 by Con-

sumer's Guide

Wr^-^JJiT ^*'* ^-passenger mopedMOTOBECANE - world's largest
manufacturer

Pioneer Valley Moped
4 Com St., Northampton

SM-10S4
Right bahind City Hall

Ask about our
Sept. Sale Prices!

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY!

NAME:
I.D. No.

Good for onf school >ear1 £>

3 4

5 6

7 B 23 No Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma, 0100S

9 TD 11 12 13 14 15 -K 17 18 IS SO

lJ<h number leprrvenls one
dollar i Motlh ol merchandite

42 SO in tree merfhandiie

^^

Interested in Working with Kids?

Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.) can help you.

We work with innercity children in the areas
of academics and recreation.

* possible credit available
¥r transportation and materials provided
* people of all mterests and majors needed

For more info

contact our office in 403 S.U.B. 545-0910

or call Laurie 546-1457.

$^ RacMd*s
The Best in Disco . . .

mixed drink prices

. starting at $1.00 and
bottled beer at 75*=

''7ISITESA WEEK'
Great Sandwiches 11:30 a.m. to Closing
Hachids— Mt. Farms Mall— Hadley.

The

TRAIfiSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION PROGRAM

Development of Consciousness,
Enlightenment and supernormal
abilities— levitation, disappearance

for info on TM Program at UMass call 5495335
SIMS rvon-profit educ. org.

TM

ffjBff.
I

SMITH-CORONASCM CORPORATION

Typewriter

LECTURE—WED>, SEPT> 7

HERTER 23 1 7:30 PM

Sales and Rentals

8 Smith Corona models to choose from - manuals to
cartridges automatics all at great discount prices!

From '69" - »319»

at the

University Store

Campus Center UMass/Amherst

(rentals at only $8.50/week)

MONTGOMERY, Ala. [UPI] - Alabama
Gov. George Wallace's wife, Cornelia,
moved out of the Governor's Mansion
yesterday, saying she could no longer endure
'he "vulgarity, threats and abuse" in their
six-year marriage.

"I've struggled for a long time to preserve
my marriage," Mrs. Wallace said. "I have left

•he mansion for I can no longer endure the
vulgarity, threats and abuse."

Her 57-year-old husband, crippled by an
assassination attempt, already has retained a
lawyer to file for divorce.

Mrs. Wallace, 38, said she had instructed
her lawyers to do what is necessary "to
protect me" and declined to comment
further.

In a terse statement issued by his staff,
Wallace said, "This is a private matter and I

'rust that our friends can treat it as such."
Mrs. Wallace's attorney, Ira DeMent,

declined to say whether her leaving the
mansion was a sign a divorce was imminent.
Wallace hired a lawyer more than a month

ago to seek a divorce but the petition had not
been filed.

"She's deeply hurt and distraught," said
DeMent. "She states she has attempted in
every way to save their marriage."

Mrs. Wallace supervised the loading of
boxes on a small blue van parked at the side
of the antebellum mansion.

WaHace, confined to a wheelchair since he
was shot m 1972, chatted with DeMent and
another of Mrs. Wallace's attorneys on the
mansion porch during the move.

Friends of the governor said he had been
increasingly angered by his wife's travels but
had hesitated to seek a divorce because of
his family and because of political con-
siderations. Wallace plans to run for the U S
Senate next year.

Mrs. Wallace admitted last year tapping
her husband's telephone, explaining she
wanted to find out who was "spreading
destructive rumors" about her. She said
Gerald Wallace, the governor's brother,
"spread rumors that I have slept with every
state vooper around," but her brother-in-law
denied the allegation.

Wallace considered the divorce when he
learned of the tapping, but decided against it
and urged reporters to let him and his wife
work out their problems in private.

The Wallaces were married in January,
1971, shortly before he began his second
gubernatorial term. His first wife, Lurleen,
died of cancer in 1968.

Wallace had four children from his first

marriage. Mrs. Wallace has two children
from her earlier marriage to citrus heir John
Snively.

Teachers boycott
over lack of contract
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI] - Several

hundred Springfield and West Springfield
public school teachers yesterday boycotted
•wo ceremonies in separate protests of
contract difficulties.

Springfield teachers stayed away from a
convocation at Symphony Hall to protest the
lack of a contract between teachers and the
city. Springfield Federation of Teachers
President Martin Manoogian said "just about
all of the nearly 1,000 teachers in the union
did not attend the meeting."
A school department spokesman said

a'tendance was about "'wo-thirds what it

normally is." But Magoogian said many of
•he people in the hall were administrators
and bus monitors.

Teachers are upset because they will not
receive increments when school starts since
•hey are working without a contract. Their
protes' was not expected to affect the start
of school for 27,800 students Wednesday

in nearby West Springfield about 350
members of the West Springfield Education
Association walked out of opening day
ceremonies. The teachers walked out of the
session as school superintendent Chris
Grammaticas was about to start talking.

Gleasoiis has >in
QIALITY m ?\m

and

from $4.50 op BOOK BAGS
September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credita purchase of any day pack over

^ C9mp9n Stpplf
PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON
9-5:30 Weekdays 9-5:00 Saturdays

c

Ever think about working
at the Daily Collegian?

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE>
The Collegian's Business Department has openings for
the following paid Work Study positions-

CLERICAL PERSONS
These positions include taking classified
advertisements, misc. filing and assisting our permanent
Grade 3 Clerk.

5 COLLEGE
DELIVERY PERSON

* With the Collegian's car, this person will deliver our x^

newspaper to the 5 College community Monday
through Friday.

VOLUNTEERS
ARE ALWAYS WELCOMED

There are many functions performed by volunteer
staff and anyone interested in donating their time \\

to a worthwhile educational experience, please '

sign up now

^ ' Tony Armelin
Business Manager

545 3500
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Carter meets with leaders,

Panama pact signing today

yVASHINGTON: Panamian leader Brig. Gen. Omas Torrijot and President C«rfr

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - President Carter
•ool< advantage of the parade of Latin
American leaders arriving for the signing of
•he Panama Canal treaty to meet yesterday
wi'h five heads of state in talks he described
as an "inter-American summit."

Car'er met for the first time with
presidents of Peru, Paraguay, Colombia and
Chile for discussions on subjects ranging
from 'he canal treaty to human rights and
weapons spending, press secretary Jody
Puwell said.

The President will talk privately with other
heads of state in a further series of Oval
Office meetings today and tomorrow, he
said.

Powell rejected suggestions that Carter
should refuse to greet Chilean leader
Augusto Pinchet Urgarte or other South
American leaders at the White House
because of antihuman rights activities in their
countries.

Superior Pizzeria

Specializing in —

Piuat (Large k SmaD)

Spaghetti

Grinders

(The meaticit roast beef griiMfcH in the araa)

fmAmtkerUMmi

"We've made it quite clear we do not feel
•hat differences with other nations or in
dornestic politics, differences with other
nations or in domestic politics, differences
with individuals, should preclude con-
versations and meetings and frank ex-
plorations of areas of differences as well as
areas of agreement," he said.
"We think that as a general rule, it's better

off talking to people than not talking to
•hem."

^

After spending 70 minutes talking with
Panama's Gen. Omar Torrijos in the Oval
Office Tuesday morning. Carter arranged
separate meetings, at about one-hour in-
•ervals, with:

Adalberto Pereira Dos Santos, the vice
president of Brazil; Paraguay's President
Alfredo Stroessner; Peru's Francisco
Morales Bermudez; Colombia's Alfonso
Lopez Michelsen and Chile's Augusto
Pinochet Urgarte.

17 MMUgae lU.

Open 11 a.m.-l a.m.
Next to N. Amherst Post Office

I WtuTtuT ~
'*

I

< 26* OFF
I Largt Piiii

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

(formerly Program Council Music Comm.)

OPEN RECRUITMENT
MEETING

Thurs., Sept. 8,

7:00 p.m.

Rm. 109 C.C.

We need your help to produce major musical events, such asGeorge Benson, Woody Shaw, and many others.

1

Library Committee

... Recommends policy concerning the University Library system

/.V' ^

Xi

To pick up an application, or if you

want more information, contact:

Office of lh€ SGfl Presidcnl

430 Sludcnl Union

545-2129

Space and Calendar Committee
... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well

as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Organizing Project

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Legal Services Office

Continuing Education Committee
... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuing Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary
degrees each year

Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and recommends action on
parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.

.^ftf'*-^'Z^,^>^

Express your

opinions!
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iCollegjan

SCHNIDirS>«

BOOKLEARNIN
- ?.

jt-

We're not anti-studying.

Everybody should be able to

recognize a flying buttress.

But there comes.a point when reading one more
line would be, if you'll pardon the expression, a death
sentence. That's the time to pop a top.

Before you blow yours.

::5^iui 1, d ueacn

Schmidrs
I he beer that mi^ht make
Philadelphia iamous.

C SCHM(DT&SONS. INC PHILA , PA
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Little Tommy Hughes sits in a sea of tomatoes in the rear of Howes Road Side
Stand on Rt. 122 in Paxton. Mass. This is part of a crop coming from twenty-
thousand plants in the Howe farm in New Braintree. (UPI)

Amin orders 12 executions

of former Uganda officials
NAIROBI. Kenya \AP\ - President Idi

Amin has (ordered 'he public executions of 12
former ranking government and military
officials corrviced of plotting to overthrow
him, Uganda radio said yesterday.

Broadcas's monitored in Nairobi said the
executions by firing squad were scheduled
for 5 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m EDI under a clock
•ower ;,n -he outskirts of Kampala, Uganda's
capi'al.

The radio said official government
pho'ographers have been assigned to cover
•he executions and hat any others who
a"emp' 'o 'ake photographs will do so at
heir own risk.

Am.,ng 'he 12 doomed men are Lt. Ben
Ogwanga, a former intelligence officer; Y.Y.
Oko'h; J. Olobo; AS. Okidimenya; Abdalla
Anyuru, a former chairman of the Uganda
Public Services Commission, and Ben
Ongf>ma, a former leading businessman in
Kampala

They were convicted of treason by a
mili'ary 'ribunal on Monday and sentenced
o dea'h Amin signed 'he execution orders
early Tuesday, Radio Uganda said.
Tww o'her defendants were also found

guil'y cif plotting against /Tmin and were
given 15- year prison terms.

Twij more were acquitted and freed
shortly af'er 'he thai got under way in
Kampala Ci'y Hall on Aug. 22.
The accused had all pleaded guilty to

planning -he coup which, according to
Uganda radio, allegedly was timed for last
Jan 25 That was 'he sixth anniversary of
Amin's accession to power when he toppled •
former Presiden* Milton Obote. Obote was
out of 'he country at the tjme of the coup.

I- was 'he first public trial held in Uganda.
The radio reported scores of Ugandans
packed 'he city hall daily to listen to
defendan's outline their roles in the move to
US' "Life President Amin."

Two held in Gardner murder case
GARDNER \ UPI] - Two young Phillipston

men are being held on murder and kid-

napping charges m 'he death of an elderly
man who police say was overpowered in his
car, robbed and 'hen burned to death in the
vehicle's 'runk.

S'a'e 'roopers said yesterday the charred
body of Unto R. Laine, 61, of Phillipson, was
found in 'he smoldering car in a wooded area
of Phillips'on Mtjnday. Troopers charged
Richard J. Benoi*, 24, and his brother, Lewis,
17, wi'h kidnapping, unarmed robbery, arson
-f a mo'or vehicle and murder.

Medical examiner Dr. Arthur Kanserstein
said an autopsy yes'erday confirmed the
vic'im's identity. But he said the man was so
badly burned i; could not be immediately
determined whether Laine suffered other
injuries before 'he fire. Tests were con-
inuing, he said.

The defendants spent much of yesterday
being -ransported be'eween Gardner andW /rces'er for court appearances. They were
originally 'o appear in Gardner District Court
bu' were ordered 'o Worcester Superior
Cour' for appointment of counsel.

'''TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION PROGRAM''

Enlightenment, supernormal abilities —
levitation, disappearance

LECTURE-WED., Sept. 7
Herter 231 7:30 pm SIMS/non-profit educ. org.

WbDNE SDAY. SEPTEMBER 7, 1977

USED PAPERBACKS
Novels, Poetry, Plays
Art, Music, Nature

Shakespeare £r Classics
History & Science

Philosophy £r Religion
Scl. Fl. & Mystery

Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop
Downtown Amherst

M on. -Sat. 10-5:30

549-6052

GRADUATE

STUDENTS
Aplications are now being accepted
for the position of Student Activities
Residential Program Assistant.

work with Student Activities
Program Advisors in support
of residential area student
programing.
advise Area Governments on
activities and events.
liaison with Residential Area
staff. Community Resources,
and Student Activites (RSO)
Office.

Deadline for applications
Friday, September 9

Student Activities Office
See Mrs. O'Connor

Annual stipend-no tuition v^/aiver
Factors of race, color, sex, age, religion
national origin or handicap are not
considered in the admission or
treatment of students or in employment
in accordance with Federal and State
laws and regulations.

James P. Riley
Asst. Conr of St. Activities

TONIGHT
PUB MUG IVIGHT

SS'^ BEERS
with

JIM PLUNKETT

Boy voor Fob Hog

for 25' beers on

Wednesda} nighis and

Friday Happy Hoors!

on tests

FM99 is worth the look,

also, we're totally new...
with all the music
you'll love ... without,
all the talk ...

24 hours a day.

WHMPVFM99
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Marval Brand
U.S. Grade A. Fkresh

- /
10-14 lbs.

'urn this one good buy

into several hearty

meals. U.S Grade A
turkeys ... sure to

26%*Ground Beef 3 to 5 ib. pkg. 69e
- snot more than 26°o fat LOSS than 3 IbS. 79l

BeeforExtra Mild Franks
.Stop & Shop Cook em over the flames 1 |b ^Qc

for delicious eating Great pkg.
hot dogs, great price!

Golden

Bananas
Savings by the bunch

.. for school

lunchboxes!
lb.

We want to be
your Food Stamp
SlOr6> We welcome all

customers who use
Food Stamps.

M.,ces eMect'veTties

S»pt 6 -Sal S«pt 10 lnta>fncss

'0 alt oui cusiome's we re&e'^« th» ngM to
"•Tn.t saws to ti'ee packages oi any •x^rr eaoepi

*r>efe ornen«,se noied "ems o^e-ed >0' sa« noi a.a<iao« in

rase «tso'tcotne' dealers o^wtioiesaie'S Cocyfgnt ip-Tcy Stop A
S'*op Supe*maftiets An r,gnt5 ^ese'ved Not feipons-tjie to- fypogrjoh.c* itro's

5gptRM»(>»f'S

&SlK»pishaviiu'an
jBxtraspecialsavingswedO

9
\^iiMdM.( T/7*

fr^^soda
28 oz
bottle

46 oz. can assorted flavors

Ifi-Cdrink

SunGlorySoda
No-Return Btl.- Regular or Diet

Assortad Flavors „„^ ,-2_^-
...oooTujs S.p. 6 Sal S«pl 10 L.™ on. bi, pe- custom,, 285 SSl

^["^IffiSTil I
1^^ I oy VViin ihis coupon and a $7 SO purchaseV i:^ 46 02. can-Asst. Flavors

.eveveix^L^iVtSctUijiJcpj

:s

with coupon

inn count 2 ply roll

Bounty
Ib^wels

I

I

I

I

I

Ifi-C
drink

6 S* S«

n Grocery p

g^
.000 ^.j»s S»pl 6 Sjl S«pl '0 Limit on. can p«, cstOTW 286C^ I

with coupon

5 Ib. bag Stop & Shop

si^ar

^» ; -CJ W'l^ ih,^ coupon ana a J7 50 Du'ciase I |.
'•

jP|g 100 count-2 ply roll ^j

II
bounty ^QfIm towels <99 p,

CI ^ Wdn th-5 cc -ro" ana a $7 sODurchase
| |, ^J

i3 Stop s Shop- 5 lb. bag ^
13 sugar ^«^^

^

1 Ib. pkg. gradegrade "AA" 93 score Va Ib. Sticks ^g/m^f^i

^lnitter79

^B^v^ -^^^^^ ir~^5 IJoPtlTrj.i S#rt 6 Sat Sept lO i m' nn. Cag p.' r.,vnme- 2&8'^

with coupon i^/JTO^ilWy^-oceiyPTTWW^

I

/ r^

W.th this coupon a^d :a 5^ 50 purcfiase

§3 Stop & Shop-"AA" 93 score

1^1
Initter

SfB/E
on a 1 Ib. can coffee- all grinds

Maxwell House

3/Vr C# %^«9 1 oz jar

Chock full o' Nuts
jM^Kags I on a 100 count box f j

J
Red Rose Tea Bags pi^„^^ .i«^.M^^ 1

Instant Coffee ^
C,ooaT;,.s S.PI » Sat S«pl 10 L.m,lon, canp.. Custom., j^g^ ;:r- |^__ j' GooO Tj«5 Sept 6 Sat S.DI 10 Lm t on. ;.' pet c.jWiT!.t 291S"

;^^ipj^m7ITJTIT)LG;^er^]2]2^TO^

IV'^J Wilh this coupon L_J l^j^^^^l^^ W.in lh,s coupon II I /#TfiA \
WW Ihis roupon " r"tl

imperial
Imargarin 1 lb. package -qtr. Ib. sticks

Imperial Margarine3

SJS/E
Jell-0 Gelatin

Assorted Flavors

on 6 i^
I

' V^t^; .

3 0. pkgs^,iQjU|gg^

MEAL
Sep' fi Sa! Secrt iO l-m.? on* :i*q c«r ^^jsTome' iiSo X 1 "~^ jooo T^e^ Sept 6 Sat Sect iO L-nt s^ c>*q5 c*' c ..sio'^e' 294^ • —&.

on a 10 pound bag

Gaines Dog Meal
Gooof,^., 5,p. 6 Sal S.OI 10 L.miipnebago.' Cijstom.. 293?~l

64 oz |ug

> ]• |j_ rt,.» Wilh Ihis coupon I I

I

T^ on a 30 count package g:I^HJ on a 1 5 ounce bottle

Ir-Kotex Maxi Pads E|lH Pine SolcK2

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amherst Line. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Fooa Stamps.

SPBmM
Miracle White

I Cleaner
'-'err je-CAtcv 201 :

Super Cleaner ^
.000 To«5 S.PI e Sal Seol to 1. ^.t on. log p.' Custom*. 200 5~

Collegian 9
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Swastika-wearing youth's

shooting spree unexplained

MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Governor George Wallace's wife. Cornelia, moved out
of the governor's mansion yesterday, saying she could no longer endure the
vulgarity, threats and abuse ' in their six-year marriage. lUPI)

Broke Liddy

walks today
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. [UP/] - Convicted

Watergate burglar G. Gordon Liddy,
•estifying his assets Toral just $310, told a
federal magistrate yesterday he could not
pay a $40,000 fine before his scheduled
release from prison today.
U.S. Magistrate William H. Askey,

however, accepted a pauper's oath frorri
Liddy which allowed the Watergate
mastermind to be released today from the
Federal Correctional Institution in Danbury,
C>'nn.

In taking the pauper's oath, Liddy said he
owed $275,000 in legal fees and that made it

impossible for him to pay the fine before he
leaves prison.

However, the government said Liddy's
freedom is tjed 'o an agreement that the
value of a Veternas Administration National
Service life insurance policy worth $3 222 be
applied 'o the $40,000 fine.

Liddy said word the government insurance
policy might be counted among his assets
came jus* before the federal hearing. U.S.
A'torney Jtjseph Cimini valuables turned up
•he possibility.

Liddy's wife. Frances, said she believed
•he policy had lapsed because she was not
able "o pay 'he premium.

in imposing sentence on Liddy for his role
in 'he Waterga'e scandal, U.S. District
Judge John Sirica had said his parole would
be conditional upon making arrangements
for paying 'he fine.

Liddy said his assets include a 10-year-old
camera, a German wris* watch and about
$150 m prison commissary money.

Mrs. Liddy told the court she had been
suppv-jr'ing five 'eenage children on an
$18,000 a year job as a grade school teacher
in a Maryland suburb where the average
annual salary is nearly $30,000.

Cimini also questioned Liddy about his role
in -he PLM Association, a Poughkeepsie,
N.Y. corporation set up to handle money set
up by his writing.

Labor day toll

down from 1976
\UPI\ - The Labor Day holiday death toll

on the nation's highways was 469, well under
last year's figure, a final count showed
yesterday.

The 1976 toll for the three-day holiday was
526.

The toll 'his year also was one less than
•he Na'ional Safety Council's preholiday
es'ima'e 'hat at least 470 persons — and
possibly as many as 570 — would die in

•raffic acciden's.

A United Press International tabulation
showed 'ha' in addition to the traffic deaths,
44 persons drowned and 12 were killed in

plane crashes a total of 525 accidental
dea'hs between 6 p.m. local time Friday and
midnigh' Monday.

Califfjrnia reported 64 traffic deaths, up
from a year ago bu' well short of the record
71 killed on -he s'a'e's highways during the
1971 Labor Dav weekend. Texas counted 33,
Wisconsin 29, Onio 26, New York 24, Illinois

21 and Colors Jo 2C-
N Taffir fa'ali'ies were reported in

V-

CHARLOTTE, N.C. \UPI] ~ The father of
a 17 year- old youth said yesterday he could
not explain why his swastika-wearing son
killed (^ne person and wounded three others
a' a black church picnic before taking his
own life.

"We do not condone any activity that may
be considered subversive in any way," Carey
Wilson said as he fought back tears at a
news conference. "I honor the American
flag. My son was involved in no Nazi activity
in any way that I know of.

"I do not know why it happened. I hope I

will be privy to additional information."
Kenneth Neal Wilson, described as an

"official supporter" of the Nazi Party,
sprayed a dozen bullets from a high-powered
rifle across a Softball field at the New
Jonesville AME Zion Church Monday before
killing himself.

The elder Wilson, describing his son as
patriotic with an American flag covering one
wall of his room, said he could not explain
why he wore an armband bearing a swastika
at the time of the shooting.
A handwritten note found on Kenneth's

body reportedly said "I did it for name. I love
you.

Police declined to say whose name was on
•he note but Wilson said it apparently was
S'ephanie Angela Stewart, a black woman
Kenneth had dated until recently.

Wilson said he and his wife objected to the
relationship between the two because the
girl was considerably older than his son and
"much more mature" than Kenneth, who
suffered from dyslexia a learning
disability.

Wilson said 'his son broke off the
relationship several weeks ago when the
w(jman returned 'o college.

Kenneth, described as a quiet, disciplined
student, was a World War II buff and a friend
who occasionally took target practice with
him said he admired Nazis.

"He said he really liked their ways and
what all 'hey did," the friend said.

Harold A. Covington, commander of the
National Socialist Party of North Carolina
said Kenneth was an "official supporter" of
•he Nazi party but the party did not order the
shooting of the blacks.

"If it was sponsored and proposed by our
group. No. 1 there would have been a lot
more casualties and No. 2 they wouldn't
have caught any of our guys," Covington
said.

Two of those wounded were released after•reatment at local hospitals. A third victimJo Ann Terry, 28. of Charlotte, was reported
>n critical condition. Roosevelt Davis. 29 died
•f a gunshot wound to the chest. '

At Hardee's^ we're having a special on roast beef sandwiches.
2 for a $1. Even if you're not a roast beef fan,

at these prices you'll become one.

1 2 ROASTBEEF SANDWICHES
FOR II.

Good at all participating Hardee's.

Vi

I
Hardeex

The place that brings you back

0>ie coupon per ctratomer please Coupon expires Sept. 20, 1977

Collegian n

You Save 50^

gmjm^ ""* f'S coupon and S 7 50 pofchaM 0( mofe
Illt^I e"<:'usi»eotc.ga>ene and tobacco pfooucis

|£M vaiiflSepi 6 10 1977 Limii one coupon pet family H 600

Richmond
Orange Juice

Heinz
Kego'Ketchup

in the Dairy

0«pt(From
Concentrate) gallon

carton

32 oz.

bot

*itti this coupon and $ 7 50 or mwe
eiciusive o( cigafelte and lobacco oroducls

wim this coupon and $7 50 purchase Of mofe
e«clusive ot cigarene and lobacco pfo<»ucls

« i llt l i » v,.u.-o„r i ,„ TnVT, .
^^"''"*~^''"

I li ,11 I e«clusiveotciQareneandlobarrnr»o<t.ri. • —•» i-uuputianoa/ oupurcnase or more

MEATSTREET 0'S.A.

57^ OFF
a package of 100

RedFtose

wilh ihis coupon and $7 50 purchase or more
e«clu»ive ol cigarene and lobecco products

Ralstoncnec'iterlKMird

GradeA Rocic
Cornish Hens

_*-.;

Pork Shoulder "V^f^'" 77'
^

Per' AH Natural Mol or ^ m^
Italian Sausage
Freinch Smoked Butts ... ib 1.57

FreshWholeFowl

47fCut-up 57* ft
4V, to

5 lbs

SnowWhiteMinnesota
Ponio's Whole
Legs of Veal

$^17or

Rump
Half

lb.

Shank Half Leg of Veal . . .

«

1.27
Sirloin Veal Chops or shou«.-. . ,b 1.37
Rib Veal Chops „ 1.57
Loin Veal Chops „> 1.77
Fresh Veal for Stew cacc"*o,e *1.27

.b77«

rMR. DEU

Fresh Veal Shank ^r^^o
Fresh Calves Uver-b"^*?, who.,.b1.07

Fr^h Marval
Turkey Breast

Top Round Steak bo^.

Top Round Roast "b::^'

Ground Beef ' Any S>/f

PRODUCE
\i

1.67

1.37

1.27

1.47
Fresh Lamb Chops Xr, . . . 1.77
Rib Lamb Chops ^ri;;;; 1.97
Loin Lamb Chops 2.77

Biaiced Ham
$497

VIginia Style ^^ J ^^ "
Freshly Sliced to Order ib

Imported Swiss Cheese . . . 1.97
Kahn's LiverwurstAc

t,
97*

Plate Pastrami s.,cea,ood. ,b1.37

Htllshire Farms ^^M ^^%

Klelbasa'lr®
In-Stort Bake Shop Features!

Assorted Tumovers 4.0.89*

Apple or Cherry Puffs ... 4.0, 97*
A*all»bl» only in Storra wrilh In Storm Bakm Shopt

FreshBeefBrislcet

97«Flat Cuts 1 .67

.

Whole
Untrimmed

Ih

I^

Niblets

Green Giant
Niblets Com

'';•?«__-

ir 1.79

'ir 1.99

Seer & Wine Shoppe

Schlitz Beer .,~°;tfs

Tosca Lambrusco
LiebfraumilchR„s..ciaroe. . .

.

Franzia Wines -.<,,.„.2.49
Giacobazzi Wines '^;,'' 2.19

* ¥ailabl0 only in Finatt of Hadlty

DAIRY

Cottage Cheese

67*
Finast Low Fat Milk . . . pCCg 1.19
American Cheese Bor^n . . Z797*
Sealtest Sour Cream :t°.'67«

New Country Yogurt . . .

3
'.n,'-, 97*

Buttemnilk Biscuits ....- . 71;,' 1.00

Califomia Bartlett Pears .3, 97«
Califomia Nectarines s..e.. .2,,. 77*
Fresh Crisp Pascal Celery .

. . 37*
Romaine Lettuce 3 ^s 97*
Purple Eggplant 5.. 97*

Fresh Large
Cantaloupes

297
Eastern Potatoes

W«sh«d ^BWM It) f^ M ^
U.S. No. 1 ^^ bag%^ m

5.39 rFROZEN
Meat Entrees

97*
Richmond- Turkey with
Gravy Salisbury StMk
VmI Parmaglana

Macaroni t Ch««sa
2 1b

Pkg

Hoods
Country Style

16 02
cont

Finast Vegetables r :::'^l .3 ;>;.' 97*
Birds Eye Orange Plus . . '';i'67«

Rhode's Bread Dough . 5 pig 1 .1

7

Ellios Cheese Pizza.

.

Stouffer Side Dishes .

Seabrook Vegetables

Ice Cream
$-139

rBAKER STREET
Big Round Top

3^°^ 1

Finast
Tomato Soup

6^97

X 1.07

.
'^2'67«

.
'.:,^'77«

Sealtest
All Flavors

hall

gallon _
carton |

White Bread
Finast Fresh

Swedish Rye Bread. o.., . 2 :.. 99*
Frankfurt Rolls N.*t..,, .4^^ 1.00
Fresh Danish Rolls . . .

2%' 1.00
Finast English Muffins . . . fX 69*
Assorted Fresh Donuts . . r

.
89*

Snack Time Square . . 2'..,,:: 1.00

Sandwich Wheat

•ii^a tohaccc proditci^

L (Till cne coupon

OFF
(1)packag« any size

Finast

Fresh
Bread 2 99

Sierra stoneware
!2ii°^®'y'

^^"^ decorated Designs: GARLAND, BLOSSOM OR SIMPLICITY

/
X^

'. *^..

I

20 F>ieoe Service
for four: $A80

j^Ft^UuUif >'P'" af>ocs«ot 6'nr,,>p, !(i )q--H-i !

Hnast
SUPERMARKETS

ith

Sales plan
ONLY

SET CONSISTS OF:
4 DINNER PLATES 4 DESSERT DISHES
4 CUPS 4 BREAD AND
4 SAUCERS BUTTER PLATES

Matching completer Pieces available thruout the Promotion.
Prices effective Tuesday September 6 thru Saturday Septemt)er 10 19 7/

TNs Week's Feature

Bread & Butter
Plate

with*v«ry
|

$5.00 purchas*

Sa¥«50*thiswMi(on2 UinctMon/ I

SiMad PlatM . . . ONLY (3.99
No addMonel ptirehM* l« neeMMry.

A fascinating library ot all the animals, birds tish insects
and reptiles of the world

'

Valuable reference library for all ages Here is a truely
comprehensive guide to the ammal kingdom
Magnificently illustrated throughout

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of the ANIMAL
mM#^^^ ^^fcB 1^^ SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERWWUKkU VOLUME 1
in 21 -Deluxe Hard Bound
Volumes. VOLUMES 2-21

ONLY $1.99 EACH ONLY

We reserve the right to limit quantities

99
Not responsible tor tvp<5graptiicai errors
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Decriminalizing pot
For many UMass students, the

state's marijuana laws are a joke,
or at best something to be ignored.
In this part of Massachusetts one
seldom hears of someone getting
"busted" for use or possession of
pot. But the law does remain on the
books, which means that anyone,
potentially, could be fined $2,000
and-or thrown in jail for two years
for smoking. And that would be no
joke, particularly if the law were
used to silence politically active
smokers.

Public acceptance
doesn 't justify

legalization or

decriminalization, but it

does indicate that the

state's marijuana laws
are blatantly unfair...

The medical evidence pro and
con surrounding the marijuana
issue has been somewhat in-

conclusive, although it seems a
safe bet at this point that moderate
pot smoking is safer than either
alcohol or cigarette use. Heavy
marijuana use has been linked to
pc)or academic performance and
lung damage (It contains 'tar', just
like tobacco), but as most users
will testify, seldom is the stuff
smoked in such massive quantities
as to have adverse effects.

On the pro side for pot is evidence
linking smoking to the alleviation
of asthma and glaucoma, as well as
Its relaxing effect which may be
beneficial to individuals with heart
problems or who are under stress.

Regardless of the contradictory
evidence that is endlessly tossed
about, one thing seems certain —
pot is here to stay. No longer just
the domain of young anti-
establlshmentarians, smoking has

amounts In those states is subject
to a traffic-ticket type of penalty.
That degree of punishment is

eminently more reasonable than
that presently on the books in

Massachusetts, at least until the
final medical verdict comes in on
the drug.

The Initiative petition presented
to the state legislature by SGA Co-
president Jon Hite is a welcome
move toward updating the state's
pot laws. Students should write
their representative and urge the
passage of this act whether they
consider themselves "heads" or
not. The present prohibition Is both
unreasonable and unenforceable.

Ail unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

Letters Policy

The Massacnusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor. They must be
signed and include the author's address and phone number. Also, all letters must be typed,
double-spaced, at sixty spaces per line, and no more than two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and phone number for
reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, according to the judgement
of the editors. Due to space limitations, there is no guarantee that all letters received will
be printed.

Soothing the skeptics

gone "legit". Public acceptance
doesn't justify legalization or

decriminalization, but it does In-
dicate that the state's marijuana
laws are blatantly unfair when
compared with the legality of
alcohol and tobacco.

Eight states have moved to
decriminalize pot, which is to say
that the possessor of small
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By GREG TARPINIAN

Joe: What's this I hear about the
reorganization of the student government
here at UMass?

Josephine: Oh yeah, they finally realized
that students are getting their pie cut for
them.

Joe: So, what does this reorg do? Isn't it

just going to be the same heavyhanded
"politicos" running the show, not interested
in advocating our interests, but only in-
terested in what they can put on their
resume?

Josephine: I don't think so. I think they're
talking about abolishing the present bogus
structure of "Senators". You know, just like
the U.S. Senate? There s them and then
there's the people.

Joe: You mean they're going to try to get
rid of 'upward mobility'? That's a joke.

Josephine: No, no really. They're going to
provide an avenue for students interesting in

changing things.

Joe: You mean people interested in

making real immediate changes, and not
hanging around "smoke-filled" rooms?

Josephine: Look, it says here that the key
to trying to put pressure on a group more
financially powerful — like Whitmore — is

participation.

So, they set up these mini-groups called
"councils". Councils would exist in
departments and dorms, and are composed
of students who are pissed off about things
like shitty course offerings and triple rooms.
Anyone could belong. They would advance
demands to the department or resident head
in an effort to negotiate a contract that
would be binding.

Joe: Sounds good. They're right you

know. That's what the American Revolution
was all about; a bunch of people getting
together to off a few rich Englishmen. But
what does reorg have to do with it?

Josephine: Simple. The fake
"representatives" we have now — you
know, Senators - wouldn't be around any
longer.

The Senate would be based on councils of
students. The councils would make decisions
and voice their interests and preferences to

Student unionization

an elected "spokesperson " who would have
the job of relaying the exact sentiment of the
people in the council to a larger body called a
General Assembly. Unlike the Senators, the
spokesperson would not have the authority
to not meet with his or her constituents, and
only convey his or her interests and
thoughts. It would be impossible. The
spokesperson speaks for the people, not
above them.

Joe: That sounds great. Real participation
at the grass-roots. No more bureaucracy. No
more Senate "big-whigs". Sounds like I

finally have an opportunity to vent my
frustration in a way that will create real
change, not hot air. Is it really true?

Josephine: It appears that way in black-
and-white in this report. It's more com-
plicated, but you got the general picture. All
our problems won't be solved, but it looks
like a big step in the right direction. You can
get a copy of this report which describes
most of it in the Student Union building Rm.
420. You better get there quick, this is hot
stuff.

Joe: Hey, isn't that room the Student
Senate's Office? Sounds fishy.

letters

Recycling project ignored

in Bacl< to Campus issue
To th« Editor:

As I read over your Back to Campus
edition of the Collegian / became angry at
what I felt was a terrible oversight on your
part. That oversight was your failure to in-
form your readers that there is a viable and
ongoing recycling service here at UMass.
The Student Senate Recycling Project has
been struggling for over a year helping to
deal with the Herculean task of solid waste
disposal at UMass. Yet there was no mention
of the Recycling Project in your "Directory of
Campus resources", or in your "Rolling into
another Semester" section, which did
mention the Coalition for Alternative
Agriculture. People's Market and other
student run services.

The Recycling Project recycled over 120
tons of glass and paper from UMass last
year. Yet even this large amount barely
scratched the surface of the solid waste
problem here at the university. The Recycling
Project has provided a convenient and ef-
ficient way for you to recycle your paper,
glass and aluminum, and now it is up to you
ij make it a success. You the people who run
the Collegian are the major source of in-
formation at UMass and you have to help us
get the word out. And you the students,
faculty and staff at the university, you have
to make the important decision to recycle
today's and every day's Collegian.

Michael A. Fager
Director, SSRP

Tenant's rights violated in

Colonial Village incident

To the Editor:

/ would like to make the community aware
of an unresolved problem concerning my
past tenancy at Colonial Village. In June,
both my roommate and myself moved out of
the apartment without having located
someone to sublet the apartment. Though
we paid our June rent and I had been to the
apartment for a three day period in June,
when I arrived at my apartment on June 23.
our remaining furniture had been removed
from the apartment. The apartment was in
the process of being repainted and revar-
nished.

Kamins. the realtor who manages the
Colonial Village complex, has not located the
furniture to this date. Though I wrote a letter
to the owner of the complex at the beginning

of July stating that I considered the lease
terminated. I have not yet received the return
of my security deposit. June's rent, or reim-
bursement for the missing furniture. I am
now taking the matter to small claims court.

I would like to publicly thank the people
who gave me help and support, especially
the UMass Legal Services and the Colonial
Village Tenants' Union. I hope that my
experience will motivate others to become
more aware of and involved in the tenants'
rights organizations in this area.

Joanne Gravell

nri ball
iCfittosiaa >.

Court decisions 'legalize' rape
The word is our now that not wearing a

bra and hitchhiking are secret codes for, "I
wan» o be raped, anybody available?"' at
teas* according to court personnel in
California and Wisconsin. In fact Judge
Archie Simonson, of Dane County
Wisconsin, seems to think rape should be
legalized.

Are women on the streets who dress with
•heir "nipples fully exposed" and "dresses
up over the cheek of their butts" asking to be
assaulted?

"I' sure raises a lot of questions on my
mind from time to time," said Simonson.

"The lone female hitchhiker in the absence
of an emergency situation, as a practical
matter, advises all who pass by that she is
willing to enter the vehicle with anyone who
stops and in so doing advertises that she has
less concern for the consequences that the
average female.

"Under the circumstances it would not be
unreasonable for a man in the position of the
defendant here to believe that the woman
would consent to sexual relations," was
written in July by Justice Lynn D. Compton,
of Los Angeles, with two other judges
concurring.

The woman to whom Compton and
friends were referring had left her car at a
service station for repairs. Simonson's
"victim" was wearing blue jeans and a
urtleneck sweater over a blouse. _

Are rapists being freed because of these
judges' confusions between personal
freedom and sexuality?

People in Wisconsin are taking to the polls
•oday the old myth that women want to be
raped. Simonson is up for reelection, with
five candidates opposing him, just enough to
split 'he vote....

Women are taught to use the only tool
'hey've been left with (appearance) to gain
'he only kind of power they can. But what's
really 'he difference between a woman trying
'o be attractive and a man doing the same
•hing? And in trying to be attractive is a
woman looking to be beaten up?

Rape is almost always accompanied by
violence. Psychologists have said men often

rape, not for the sexual gratification theymay receive, but in order to dominate awoman.

Judge Simonson has obviously not been
reading up.

And since when have hitchhikers ever
given up the freedom to turn down a ride
hey feel to be potentially dangerous?

In short, there are massive holes in both
judges arguments.
What is the answer? No, we shall not be

forced 'o lead non-lives cringing at home
after dark. Women must have the threat o<
attack removed, but until rapists are
punished we haven't even made a start.

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the
Loilegian.

pacific news commentary

Cleaver's Christian crusade: black, white and anti-red

By REGINALD MAJOR

SAN FRANCISCO. June 29 - "We are
involved in spiritual warfare between God
and 'he Devil," declared Eldridge Cleaver,
explaining 'he missionary zeal behind his
newly launched "Eldridge Cleaver
Crusades."

" 'Crusades,' " he says, "captures the
urgency which I feel. I seem to hear the Lord
saying to me, Against these evils, thou shalt
crusade.'

"

Thus far the chief evils against which the
former Black Panther Minister of Information
directs his famous rhetoric are communism
and black militancy. And among the chief
supporters of the incorporated crusade are
some of the leading luminaries of the
predominantly white, new right evangelism.

Looking like a preacher and sounding like a
politician. Cleaver dishes out a hearty blend
of old-'ime religion and fundamental,
conservative politics. And his mission —
apar from keeping him out of jail — appears
*o be bridging 'he wide gap between the

black and white evangelist movements — a

faa' 'hat, if accomplished, could cement a

powerful new conservative political coalition.

The anti-communist nature of Cleaver's

new crusade "has renewed charges among
his critics that his actions and statements
since his return from exile in November 1975

are basically "opportunistic," clever
s'ragegems designed to win him public

approval in his bid for freedom.

Cleaver still faces charges of assault and
at'emp'ed murder stemming from an April,

1968 shootout with Oakland police. His trial

is expected 'o begin in September.

The former radical - who may soon
become 'he Reverend Eldridge — has
consis'enly denied all charges of

collaboration. "I have not made a deal with
anyone except Christ," Cleaver declared
before an all-black congregation of San
Francisco's Providence Baptist Church in

mid-June.

When he declared that Castro's Cuba
displayed a form of racism more insidious

DeMoss visited Cleaver in jail following
con'ac's 'hat indicated the former Panther
might be ready 'o become a born-again
Christian. DeMoss provided $100,000 for
Cleaver's bail and sufficient living expenses
•o maintain a $100,000 home in the plush Los
Al'os hills south of San Francisco.

Along wi'h Cleaver and his wife Kathleen,
DeMoss is an officer in the Eldridge Cleaver
Crusades Corporation.

Since 'hen. Cleaver has gone on the
religious lecture circuit, appearing at some 30
colleges, more than 20 churches and virtually
every major religious TV talkshow.

The former radical - who may soon become the

Reverend Eldridge - has consistently denied all charges
of collaboration.

7 have not made a deal with anyone except

Christ, ' Cleaver declared.

'han South Africa's, critics became con-
vinced 'hat Cleaver's statements were
bough' and paid for.

Bu* apart from small contributions to the
defense committee, by March 1976, still in

'he Oakland jail. Cleaver had yet to find a
constituency with enough resources and
power 'o support his legal battles.

He found it in Arthur DeMoss, a

Philadelphia millionaire who is chairman of.

•he board of the National Liberty Corporation
and a top financial contributor to the ultra-

conservative Campus Crusade for Christ and
•he Christian Freedom Foundation.

He and Kathleen were baptized in October,
1976 and placed 'heir 'wo children in a Los
Angeles Christian school. "I don't want my
children corrup'ed by bearded teachers who
don'* agree wi'h me," said Cleaver.

Cleaver's first appearances were limited to

whi'e evangelical groups who responded
en^husias'ically 'o his " estimony" about
how an ex-communist and black militant had
become one wi'h Christ — even though
•here is no evidence Cleaver ever was a

ccjmmunist.

When skeptics charged that he was
avoiding black audiences. Cleaver began
appearing at all-black churches such as the

Providence Baptist Church, whose pastor,
Calvin Jones, is a locally well-known con-
servative and a sponsor of the Eldridge
Cleaver Crusades. His reception there, while
not overly enthusiastic, was approving.

Throughout his testimony. Cleaver subtly
hin'ed 'hat white political control is closer to
•he proper order of things.

Says one long-'ime black activist in Oak-
land who has followed Cleaver's byzantine
career from 'he beginning, "Eldridge's
religious message seems to be one of
convincing blacks 'o chain themselves to the
rock of ages after they steal away to Jesus."

In fact, Cleaver's brand of Christian ac-
•ivism is closely related to the kind of
evangelism 'hat in the past has been
characerized as decidedly anti-black. Some
of his key supporters among the leading
whi'e evangelist powers have carried the
an'i-communist zeal to uncritical support for
•he whi'e minority governments of Rhodesia
and South Africa.

While Cleaver has avoided embracing such
a position publicly, he privately 'akes a hard
cri'ical line 'oward the black African states
involved in southern Africa's racial wars.

In an interview, he decried as "racist" any
suppor' for "hose niggers trying to push our
brothers in'o 'he sea" in southern Africa.

The fu'ure of 'he Eldridge Cleaver
Crusades is now being mapped out from a
Sanford, Calif., office. In 'he meantime, 'he"
wrganiz^lion has already begun publishing a
"Crusader" newsletter appealing to readers
o "send us a generous contribution towards
he founding of 'His ministry."
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GALVESTON, Taxms - With huriicane weather at hand, this resident is talcing
no chances. He has anchored and wrapped his house with a rope. (UP!)

Commuter Collective

interviewing for senators

In'erviews for Commuter Senator are now
being held by arrangement in the Commuter
CwllecMve Office. Interested persons should
see Lucia a^ 'he office.

Mama Milton's Band

plans SUB performance

IVIama Milton's S'ill Cookin' Hog Washin'
Jug Band, 'he entertainment for the UMass
New S'udents Program for the past five

years, is in concert again at the Student
Union Ballroom Sept. 14 from 9 p.m. to 1

a.m.

Mama Milton's Jug Band has performed
around 'he Valley and this musical hap-
pening represents their traditional beginning
of 'he school year reunion.
The band plays a mixture of traditional jug

band music, Dixieland, and swing, corrv
bining everything into an enlightening show
as well as a musically alive concert.

The performance is open to the general
public and 'here is no admission charge.

Senior center offers

courses in Belchertown

The Belchertown Senior Center is

ini'ia'ing a series of courses this fall which
will be 'aught by senior citizens.

Courses such as cooking, carpentry,
paramedics, local history, the Bible, canning,
quil'ing, knitting, and many others may be
offered.

There will be a nominal registration fee for
all s'uden's except senior citizens, and some
classes may have lab fees. The Senior Center
is now in 'he process of devising a way for
•hose interested in taking courses for college
credi' 'o have a chance to pick up one or two
credi's.

Any s'uden' interested in enrolling contact
Douglas Warner at the Belchertown Senior
Cen'er.

Course Additions
EDUCATION T591B
Tape Recording Techniques and Audio
Produc'ion
TH 2:30-3:45 21 A School of Ed
Ins'ruc'or: Liane Brandon

Explores 'he creative and practical ap-
plication of sound. Ideal introduction to

radio. Basic skills as well as opportunity for

independen' s'udy.

GENERAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION G89
Sf,f'ball

Tu-Thur 2:30

NOPE Fields

Bring Add-Drop form to Boyden to add
class.

ENGLISH 891K
InToduc'ion 'o Old Irish

Wed. 7-10 p.m. South College 309
Ins'ruc'or: Prof. Tymoczko

Firs' Mee'ing Sept. 14
Old Irish is 'he language of medieval

Ireland and *he language of the earliest

cuchulainn and Deirdre stories. Class time
will be divided between grammar (ap-

prcjached from an Indo-European per-

spec'ive), and 'ranslation of literary texts.

Reading will include The Story of Mac-
Da'ho's Pig and selections from The Tain.

This course will be particularly useful to

medievalis's, s'udents of Anglo-Irish
li'era'ure, and people with an interest in

linguis'ics.

Requirements: attendance, exercises and
ransla'ion, vocabulary quizzes, and a final

exam.
Pre- Requisites: Permission of the in-

s'ruc'or. See 'he instructor for the un-
dergradua'e number.

Soviet police seize

'1984', 'Animal Farm'

WEDNESDA Y, SEPTEMBER 7, 1977

MOSCOW [UP/\ - Soviet customs police
confiscated copies of George Orwell's
"1984" and "Animal Farm" before they
could be exhibited at the Russians' con-
roversial First International Book Fair,

publishers said yesterday.

The Orwell books - the British author's
sa'ires on totalitarian regimes are considered
classics and are available everywhere in the
Wes'ern world — were among a series of
works 'he Soviets considered objectionable,
'he publishers said.

American paperback editions of the Onrt/ell

books were confiscated by teams of customs
police before 'hey could be displayed at the
exhibits set up by U.S. British and West
German publishing houses.

Chester Kerr of Yale University Press,
secretary of the Association of American
Publishers, and Martin Levin, president of
Times-Mirror Co., which published the New
American Library Orwell editions, said they
would protest to the fair directors.

Kerr said he met for one hour with Boris I.

S'ukalin, chairman of the Soviet Union's
S'ate Publishing Committee, and Stukalin
•old him it was "a customs matter" and he
would look into it.

Controversy surrounded the fair long
before Tuesday's opening, with the
American publishing industry debating the
issues of censorship and human rights
violations in 'he Soviet Union. Only 25 U.S.
exhibitors are taking part, compared to 375 at
•he annual Frankfurt fair.

The Soviets notified the 1,300 exhibitors
from 64 countries in advance they must not
show books containing pornography, ex-
cessive violence or "advocating war or race
or national exclusiveness, offending the
national dignity of other exhibitors,
publications incompatible with public morals
e'c."

In addition to the Orwell books, three from
he Association of American University
Publishers were found objectionable.

They were "The Secret Police in Lenin's
Russia," by Lennard D. Gerson, Temple
University Press; "The Sino-Soviet Conflict
and Europe and the East," by Jacques
Levesque, University of Montreal Press; and
"Images of an Era: The American Poster,
1945-1975," from the National Collection of
Fine Arts of the Smithsonian Institution, MIT
Press.

ATTENTION:
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN

Interested in fraternity livinj^ or membership?

Sign up for Fraternity Rush today

Greek Affairs Office; 203 Hampshire House

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USEP CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE PAY MO and n^.

Replace Glass
Buy and Sell Cars

Loc.t.d % mil* past the Rutty Scupperon Rt. 9, b.hind Amh.r.t L.ndfJII

Phone 256-6409

* Kent State gym proposal
FROM PAHF 7 Hicr>,,oo;,„ ^.

CoJlegigj2 i5

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

a possible seven sites in 1973. At one
point the university purchased 17.2
acres of land adjacent to the campus for
•he gym. The present proposed site is
not exactly where the National Guard
fired or the four students were killed
however, included in the architect's
blueprints are plans for landscaping the
scene of the incident with a road to the
gym and artificial contours.
The Guard circles around the "Hill"

where the gym is planned, pursuing
students with tear gas until they reached
a campus building and fired. One
s'udent was wounded on the presently
enclosed site.

In 'he parking lot where the students
were felled by the Guard's bullets stands
a marble memorial to four dead
'udents. "In living memory of Allison
Krause, Jeffrey Miller, Sandra Scheur
Dedicated May 5, 1971 by B'nai B'rith
Hillel. Rededicated May 4, 1975 by
members of the Kent State University
faculty." A motion to make the site an
official historic place failed by a five to
four vote of the Ohio Historical society.
The May 4 Coalition is having some

internal problems, but none serious
enough to severely split the coalition. At
a coalition meeting Sunday night, a
proposal was introduced condemning
'he aggressive, intimidating tone of

discussion at previous meetings, sec-
•arian bickering, mainly between
"militant" and "liberal" attitudes and
•actios, urging that the coalition should
•ry 'o broaden its support by bringing in
new people instead of demanding
political purity" of its members ac-

cused certain factions of underm'ining
'he democratic process, opposed the
"insinuation of violence" and asked that
coalition legal defense funds not be used
in »he case of "unprovoked violence," as
violence alienates the public.

Also, it was requested that the
Marxists and Maoists respect the
Trotskyites, Yippies, anarchists, in-
dependent radicals and liberals.
The proposal inspired great con-

troversy and was debated for five hours
•o little or no avail.

Monday afternoon, just after the rally
was getting undenway, Officer Elmer
Leeper of the campus police riijed the
sound system plug from the jutlet on
'he exterior wall of Taylor Hall and was
rapidly confronted by about 30 people
who claimed they had tacit permission
from the university to use its electricity
and promised to pay for it if necessary.

However, coalition members felt
reasonably certain the orders to pull the
plug had come from the Kent State
administration, as they had used
university outdoor electric outlets in the
past. Argument proved futile, so the

Texas Instruments

ProQfQmrnobleOO
Texas Instruments

Progfommoble^rW

Texas Instrument

Demonstration Day
A representative from Texas Instrument will be at the University Store from

10 a.m.-3 p.m. to demonstrate all the Tl calculators including the

two new programmables.

SpecialDemo Day Prices

at the calculator store.

The University Store
Campus Center

Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.^ Sat. 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

students moved to another plug, which
•hey defended with a human chain and
others a» 'he rally tossed them red
bandannas and red baseball hats to
avoid identification.

Half an hour later, as Episcopal
minister Charles Rawling, who had been
arrested during the charge onto the
fenced off area in July spoke, the power
was cut off from inside the building. The
speeches continued, however, minus
electric amplification. Albert J. Canfora
councilman from Barberton, Ohio, also
arrested in July, and whose son Alan,
had been wounded during the 1970
demonstration, told the rally, "We told
America that what we did was right."

After the speeches there was a march
on the university president's house, who
'urned out not to be home, and many
marchers allowed the police video
camera. sticking through the curtains of
an upstairs window to record them
making obscene gestures for posterity.

* volunteers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

other subjects related to the field of the
developmentally disabled.

S'udents volunteer for a minimum of three
hours per week for the semester. Trans-
portation will be provided.
The student input is a necessary part of

•he project. "Volunteers bring new ideas tohe project, ' Rogers said. "It's a chance toget outline night a week and gain experience- develop new skills. If there were no
volunteers there would be no project

"

Recruitment meetings will be held nextweek for all interested students. Watch the
Lollegian notices for times and places

ofgarth
.Next l(» XriilUTsi I'om < )tlu (

Open M: in lo <,()() Mon sai.
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Chris Evert flashes the form which enabled her to defeat Nancy Richev instra.ght sets yesterday at the U.S. Open tennis tournament Ever? the numberone seed at Forest Hills, is expected by most tennis experts to breeze to the fina^

Turner okayed
by fellow boaters
NEWPORT, R.I. \UPI] - The committee

•ha' selected 'he 12- meter yacht Courageous
•o defend 'he America's cup yesterday
denied r ever had discriminated against
skipper Ted Turner because of his flam-
boyan' s'yie.

"I don'* know how such garbage got
s'ar'ed," said selection committee member
Rober' C. McCullough, commodore of 'he
New York Yach' Club.

The commi"ee decided Aug. 30 that
Turner would defend sailings 'op prize
agans' foreign challenger Australia in final
races beginning Sept 13, McCullough said
•he choice was based on Turner's sheer
sailing abili'y, proven in summer long trials
agains' rivals independence and Enterprise.

"If we had any reason, we'd have put a lot

of pressure on 'he syndica'e 'o get rid of him
'Turner) in 'he beainnina." McCullough said.

"We're 'rying 'o defend the cup. If there
had Deen any reason not to choose Turner,
we would have been balking like mad."

Turner, 'he millionaire owner of the
Alanta Hawks and Braves, has brought a

con'roversial style to the cliquish sport of

yach'ing with frequent outbursts that

grabbed news headlines Major magazines
are planning cover stories on him and he has
hired an agent tQ market his name for

product endorsements.
The only pressure to curb his style, he said,

came from King's Point syndicate head Lee
Loomis who retained the right to fire Turner
3s skipper if his behavior became too
^u'rageous.

"We had our results from the whole
summer," McCullough said. "Not just the

box scores, bu' a matter of preparedness and
•he whole works."
When 'he committee had decided Turner

was 'heir man, 'hey moved quickly. In-

dependence, skippered bv M^rhlphpaH

Mass., saiimaker Ted Hood, got the axe after
losing 'o Crjurageous by one minute 23
seconds Aua. 29.

Wes' Coas' challenger Enterprise, which
had fired skipper Lowell North in a last-

minu'e m.ove 'o improve performance, was
k.ifjcked ou' 'he-nex' day after losing to

Courageous by one minute, 26 seconds,
leaving Turner 'o defend 'he cup.

Ff-erprise "-ad been enable 'o beat
C -uraqeous in final 'rials 'hat started Aug.
'*' ^ieppndence had defea'ed Turner s

boa' only once.

"Courageous had nine victories and one
defea' in "he August series," said selection
commi"ee chairman George Hinman.
"There was just no future. We eliminated
Independence and it appeared to all of us
•ha' En'erprise was in 'he same situation."

He said i' was best 'o avu.d further un-
necessary -rials "because we were wearing
>u* 'he sails on 'he defender."

Independence Tuesday sailed as a trial
'torse for Courageous as she began final
prepara'ions for -he finals.

Curageous successfully defended the
cup in 1974 wi'h Hood at 'he helm.

Shavers

talks big
CALCUTTA, Ohio \UPI\ ~ Ernie Shavers

sayp he can'* understand why heavyweight
champion Muhammad Ali is attempting to
nego'ia'e a bout with ex-titleholder Joe
Frazier la'er 'his year.

Shavers, who meets Ali for the title Sept.
29 in New York, ridiculed the reported offer
by making public his own plans to defend the
•i'le agains' Frazier if 'he former champion is
serious about a comeback as recently an-
nounced.

"Me and Smokin' Joe," said Shavers at
his 'raining camp here, "has got to be the
qrea'es' punchers fight of all time."

"Ali," Shavers snorted, "he just don't
figure in any plans. I'm taking him out in

seven jus' like I promised all along."

I" was learned from boxing insiders that
Yank Durham, Frazier's manager at the time,
urned down a match with Shavers about

five years ago despite a seven figure purse
nuaran'ee.

^ 'azier and Shavers are regarded as tops
am.onq boxing's ail-'ime hardest Hining
T'lnchers.

"WHEN I GRADUATE FROM

University

of

Massachusetts

I won't go into

management

training.

ril go into

management."
iMf~
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FITTED DRAWSTRING PANTS
100% eOTTCN

PAUL T.AHERN
CLASS OF 1980

"The fact is - ROTC is a challenge. A real challenge. It's

been exciting and I've learned a lot. The best part is, when I

graduate I know I've got a job - and it won't be in

MANAGEMENT TRAINING. It'll be in MANAGEMENT."

UMass ARMY ROTC
Learn what it takes to lead.

CALL: 545-2322

TheZANGER-ICEL Knife Ra

WIDE VARIETY CF BLCUSES
AND HeODED TUNieS

•GERMAN HIGH QUALITY STEEL
•ROSEWOOD HANDLES
•4.49 to 19.99

There is nothing more essential to a good kitchen than a good knife'

essential tools for

contemporary living

habitat
In the Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-4573
10-5:30 Mon.- Sat.

fcUi yhii
OPEN NIGHTLY 'TIL 8 ©eLOeK

THURSDAY UNTIL c)

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

AMHERST
CARRIAGE

[ATTENTION FREE
Package of

STUDENTS]

^ ROLLING PAPERS
with this ad &Sl Pnrrhnc.'ith this ad & $1 Purchose

We Carfy a Full line of Smoking Pafaphenalia

Bongs • Clips • Stash Pipes • Domestic fi Foreion Ciqarettes
Ca.naqe Shoos __ 549 6492 (Riqht nea, the PUB!

SHOPS
YOUR IN TOWN SHOPPING

OPEN THURSDAY TILL 9

NEXT TO THE PUB

MALL

Fine Yarns
Crewel
Bargello

Original Needlepoint
Needlepoint your
College emblem
10a.m. -5p.m.
Mon Sat

kuNQ^RJ

Amherst
5496106

unique ircnis from fhc

HIMALAYAS

Amherst Carriage Shops 255 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Mass
The UNcourse lets you learn what you want, offers more than 100 choices, meets
at times convenient for working people, and is the place for you if academic credit
IS not a concern. This fall join the Credit-Free Workshop Program at the Division
of Continuing Education, UMass/Amherst. Here are some of the workshop groups:

Arts and Crafts, Buddhist Studies, Business, Communities in Action, Dance and
Movement, East/West Integral Studies, Energy Conservation, Foreign Languages,
Instrumental Music, Personal Growth, Photography/Film, Political Education,
Student Skills, and more! •

For specifics, look these over:

County Government Timely or Timeworn^, Figure Drawing for Beginners Land-
scaping and Grounds Maintenance, LSAT Preparation, Science Fiction A Mystical
Literature, Writing for Self-Enrichment, Conversational English for Foreign Stu-
dents, Dreams and Dream Interpretation, Sign Language and Finger Spelling, etc.

For more information and registration, call (413) 545 3410 or 545 3653-we have
regular office hours, as well as some evenings and Saturdays. Or stop by our new
office at Hasbrouck Building on the UMass/Amherst campus. Come meet the
UNcourse'

TheCredit-FreeWorkshop Program
Division of Continuing Education,UMass/Amherst

'^^ Qdvenlura
J^i*^ "^^^ T>^ve£ Shop"

S49-12S6

Tickejts Ion. aJlX cuAtiniu,
EuAaltp<i66, and ouA ^amoii!>

6bi S bejach Vilp6 ^ox
collo^qa vaccutioru>. Comz In
(^ox ijouA j^^ge bn.ochuAe.
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Indiana trades

Buse to Suns
INDIANAPOLIS WPI] - The Indiana

Pacers yesterday completed their second
major 'rade in a week, sending All-star guard
Don Buse 'o the Phoenix Suns in a straight

player deal for guard Ricky Sobers.

Coach Bobby Leonard said the trade was
part of his effort to build the Indiana fran-
chise into a playoff contender. Last week,
•he Pacers sent All-star swingman Billy
Knight to Buffalo for NBA Rookie of the Year
Adrian Dantley and Mike Bantom.

Buse, a five-year veteran from the
University of Evansville, led the league in

both assists (with 3.47 per game) and steals
(8.5 per game) last season, Indiana's first in

•he NBA. His 281 thefts were a league
record. He was named to the west squad for
'he 1977 All-Star contest.

In 1975, 'he last season for the old ABA,
Buse, 6'4" 195 lbs., also was tops in both
departments. However, last year he averaged
jus' eight points a game.

Sobers, 6'3", 198 lbs., was a first-round
draft pick for the Suns in 1975 out of

Nevada Las Vegas and started most of the
season for 'he team in its charge to the NBA
finals, where Phoenix lost to the Boston
Cel'ics.

He averaged 13 points in the playoffs that
year and hit for a 13.6 average last campaign.
He s'arted 29 games as a rookie and 48

games last season. In his two years in the
league. Sobers has averaged 11.4 points per
game and 2.9 assists.

"This is a trade that should help both
'earns as each team is trying to fill a par-
ticular need," Leonard explained.
He said 'hat owners were "trying to build a

playoff 'eam here in Indiana and in our
si'uation we need some scoring punch from
both guard spots. Don can do a lot of things
for a ball club, but we feel Ricky can do as
many, plus can score and is three years
younger.

"I jus' didn'' feel like we could come back
wi'h 'he same team and win as many ball

games as last year," the Pacers' general
manager added. "When you're not a .500
ball club, you have to make some changes to
fill par'icular needs."

KC star Brett predicts

Royals to take pennant
SEATTLE \UPI\ - Defending American

League Ba'ting Champion George Brett of
Kansas Ci'y says 'he Royals now are in full

sTide, 'he best team in the American League
and in shape to take the pennant from the
Eas' Division winner, whether that be the
New York Yankees or some other club.

"I 'hink we are the best team in the
American League no matter what the
Yankees and Reggie Jackson say," Brett
said a' a sports lunch yesterday.

Of Wes' Division competition, he said he is

more concerned about the Texas Rangers
"because of »heir pitching" than of the
Chicago White Sox or Minnesota Twins.

In 'he playoff for the pennant, Brett said
he would rather face 'he Yankees or
Bal'imore. 'I 'hink Boston would be a more
dangerous club. They have eight or nine
guys who can hit it our of Fenway Park."

Facing 'he Yankees would give the Royals
an .opportunity to avenge last year's playoff
loss 'o New York.

Brett said 'he Twins' Rod Carew already
has 'he 1977 League Batting Crown in his

pocket. "The way Rod Carew is going,
ncjbrxJy is going to catch him, believe me."

However, Brett said he is happy with his
309 batting average this season and has
been more productive in terms of runs
scored and batted in than when he finished
a' .334 las' season. He socked his 18th homer
tif 'he year Monday night to help the Royals
beat Seattle 8-4.

"I love 'his ball park (Seattle's
Kingdome)," he said. "I'd hate to see players
like Babe Ru'h play in this park (measuring
317 fee' down 'he lines and 357 in the power
alleys). Wi'h 'he short fences and the rabbit
ball, 'hey would set records that are un-
believable."

Asked how many homers he figures he
would hit in a season if he played for Seattle
Bre" said, "Oh, about 20 or 25."
"About 35 'o 40," interrupted Seattle

pi'cher Tom House, sitting next to Brett.
House, speaking from the perspective of

11 years in pro baseball, compared the
Expansionist Mariners to the early years of
'he Royals.

"This (Seattle) is just a young Kansas City
ball club," he said. "I predict that in four to
five years you are going to see a contender."

Pats at 48 player limit
SMITHFIELD, R.I. [AP] - The New

England Patriots put rookie linebacker Jerry
Vogele on 'he injured reserve list and waived
rookie wide receiver Don Westbrook
yes'erday 'o reach the National Football
League's 48 player limit.

Coach Chuck Fairbanks refused to release
'WO other changes until tomorrow.
Vogele, who was injured in Sunday's

game with 'he Washington Redskins, needs

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

knee surgery and will probably miss the
whole season, Fairbanks said.
He said rookie tight end Don Hasselbeck,

also injured in the 45-7 rout of Washington,
had suffered only a bruised knee.

Hasselbeck plans to practice with the team
his week at training camp here and could be
ready for Sunday's game with the Atlanta
Falcons, Fairbanks said.
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C.A.O.S. (Counseling Assistance for Older
Students) is looking for undergraduate and graduate
students to fill the position of secretary—receptionist.
Applications are being accepted now through Sep-
tember 9, 1977. Salary is paid through work—study at
UMass. Minimum of 15 hours work per week is an-
ticipated. Applicants should be efficient in typing
skills. Past office experience desired.

YOU SHOULD DROP BY

It yo« can antwcr vm to mof Mtan thrt*
01 th«M questions

1. Can you warcli TV.
2. C«n yow pUy pinball

3. Pay a«$s and get more than
anywhere in town.
4. Bring )00 Iriands and have room for

more
5. Ortvo or walk !•» dittanco from

campus man any ottetr placo in town
4. En|oy food moro In a relaxing at-

mospttoro
7. Enjoy moro varioty
I Moot moro poopio i

I 9

P.S. fnloy an Ice cr«om con« or tundo*
ACROSS FROM PATTERSON

It's everything you ever
wanted from boots .... and

more. Leather sole, leather

uppers, smart stitching and
old-fashioned boot-making
skills that will make these

boots comfortable and long
lasting for many years.

DEXTER.

^(Siku/i^ Shoes
REOiJCfO Auui F 4 SK. tMT PKiftS »0R Tvyi ilTf SMiiA

395 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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Your Birthday Bystciu wilder

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEM-
BER 7 — Bom today, you
are not the type to accept
gracefully any changes in

your everyday activities. A
person geared to routine,
you expect to be stimu-
lated by the same things
every day. Surprises are
more apt to leave you
either angry or frustrated
rather than delighted. As-
sociations with other peo-
ple are inclined to suffer
unless they are maintained
on an almost daily basis.
Friendships with you need
almost constant attention.
It is not that you do not
form deep and close rela-
tionships; rather, it is that
you are inclined not to
trust a bond that you have
not recently evaluated.
Although not easily ruf-

fled, when you are the fur
really flies. You can be
counted on to "go up in
smolce' when you are
crossed too often or too
severely. You will happily
answers tactful questions
about your personal life,

but have no time and are
apt to overreact to ques-
tions bluntly or sarcasti-
cally put. Time, of course,
heals all wounds, including
these - but you will your-
self have to practice the
art of forgiveness. You are
quite willing to help any-
one who should solicit your
aid, but you aren't too
quick at recognizing these
needs unsolicited. Your in-

cUnation to spend a great
deal of time alone may be

responsible for your inabil-
ity to recognize another's
troubles: time spent in so-
ciety should cure such so-
cial blind spots.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I.et your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY, SEPTEM-

BERS
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.22)

— Astute consideration of
a question of time should
enable you to come up with
the answer to your present
difficulty. Move quickly.
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22)

— Determine your own
position on issues of impor-

, tance before you demand
to know another's. Don't
depend on outsiders for
support.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-
N0V.2I) — An artistic or
literary endeavor should
prove entirely successful
today - if you are careful
to get off to an accurate,
decisive start.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Deal with those
new to your ways so that
the course is eased for
them as well as for you.
Relationships prove excit-
ing at evening.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-

Jan.l9) — More than one
hope is fulfilled today.
Make an effort to bring
others into such a position
that they are under your
protection.

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-

Feb.18) - Cater only as
much as you reasonably
can to the wishes of others.
Determine the degree of
acceptance your ideas are
gaining.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March
20) — A wonderful opportu-
nity to make friends with
one who can be of consider-
able help to you in the
future comes your way in
AM. Take advantage of it.

ARIES (March 21-April
19) — So long as your
commercial talents don't
interfere with your cre-
ative instincts, all is well.
l.£am a lesson from the
young.
TAURUS (April 20-May

20) — This is a day for
financial caution. Be di-

rected by your own good
sense ; be warned by anoth-
er's recent failure.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) — An inventive ap-
proach to an old problem
may see you with more
than one solution to choose
from by day's end. Don't
fear your own creativity.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — A studious nature
must not be confused with
a solemn one. Know where
your limits he and what
your real assets are.
LEO (July 23-Aug.22) -

Self-esteem and self-confi-

dence are inextricably
bound. If you can establish
a foothold on your next
project, do so: if not, don't
worry atwut it.

lopinthl 19T7, United Kralure Syndi

calf. Inr

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 46 Footlike part
47 Jason's ship

1 Uses needle ^^ Causing
and thread shock

5 Branches 51 Feudal slaves

9 Nonstandard 54 Dependent
vocabulary 58 Accompli^ed

14 Lopsided 60 Length unit

15 Module 61 Not finished

16 Piano part 63 Adjective

17 Toronto's ending

Casa 64 Impress
forcibly

65 Stake
66 Carpenter's

necessity

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday Puzzle Solved:

18 Sow seed in

20 Imitator
21 Eccentric 67 Buenos

person: Slang

^^JSSJd?"'^ 68 Cease doing

23 Depressions ^^ Sicknesses

25 Garden dor- DOWN
mouse

27 of 1 Colddish
Tarsus: Saint 2 Marry quietly

Paul 3 Newspaper
29 Color section:

30 Cleansing 2 words
agent 4 Greek city-

34 Seal off a well state

36 Gets a re- 5 Destroy
compense 6 Invalidate

38 Kind of • 7 "Thank you.
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statue
39 Rep. of S.

Africa area:

3 words
42 Musical

passage
43 Numerical

prefix

44 Boy's
nickname

45 Chinese
weight

12 Man's nick-
name

13 Valley
19 Humor
24 Billow
26 Adjust anew
28 Golfer

Elder
30 Chronic

drunkard
8 Mineral 8uffix31 Of public
9 "Don't cry

over

milk"

10 Put at

another's
needs

11 Man In

Genesis

speaking
32 Italian

commune

40 Nat. Urb.
League

41 Time period
46 Soft moist

mass
48 The Twins
49 Light makers
50 The aforesaid
52 Threshing

device
53 Vend»
54 Entry authori-

zation
55 Opponent

33 Rhyming com- 56 Evidence of
position an injuury

34 Sacrifice 57 Approximately
35 Region 59 Going far
37 Later In time down
38 Russian rulers 62 Vegas
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Borg withdraws from Open; Evert triumphs
ntHMT HILLS, NY. [UP/] - Biom Bum. im*ia

--- - ..j,*. » . . ^u. • i. . .

•'n'* *«w of capturing the U.S. oSn mj^ JSi^ hTSl TJTfirl?^ mT^*"^ ^1^^ ^^^^ V^^ i®'^""'^
*®' ^"'9 9^®^ '^e '^ird set. I was refreshed again I wasn't

T«wli Chamoionshin «^ ^^^S "^?^jr^^^r^ ^^ ^'^s' Wimbledon weaker as Stockton began to jump on his 'ired and I felt likfi i «/«« in r^^S; L!l?"/

HILLS, NY. [UP/] - _^„
i"^* *•••• o' capturing the U.S. Op«n
• flMiii Championship and wcuriny tht
Wortd No. 1 status he gained wvith Mi Mcond
vrmgh* Wimbledon tit(« tMt tummer ended
suddenly in mid- match yesterday when he
finally gave in to his painful sprained
shoulder and defaulted to lOth-seeded Dick
S'ockton.
The 21-year-oid Swede, who injured

himself in practice the day before the Open
began, stunned a capacity stadiium court
crowd of 12,333 when he made his decision
'o qui' on the change of service with
S'ock'on leading 3-6, 6-4, 1-0.

"In 'he first set it hurt, but not as much as
in 'he second," Borg said. "There was too
much pain to serve - it's a mental thing.
Everytime you throw up the ball, you wonder
if i' is going to hurt. There was no way I

could put an overhead away."
Asked if he would have continued if he

had bea'en S'ockton in the second set, Borg
replied:

"I' doesn't matter. In the next match I

would have had to play three of five (sets)
and 'here was no way I coukj do that."

^^^ '•**<> pliVitf '•'Hh torn stomach
muadaa whan ha won his first Wimbledon
'i'le in 1976, never broke up or showed much
emo'ion af'er his default.

Tm very disappointed. I thought I had a
really good chance in the tournament," he
said. 'S'ill, I have plenty more years to come.
I knew 'he matches would be tougher and
•ougher. The first three guys I played
preferred fast surfaces. I knew before the
ma'ch with S'ockton, it would be difficult
because he's a good player."

Borg feared even before the match that he
migh' not be able to compete.

"We have to wait and see," Borg said.
"There is still pain. I don't know. I hope. We
see."

B(jrg -ried but he just was not able to
perform 'he way he is expected to, or the
way he expects himself to. As he had in his
firs' 'hree matches, his serves were soft and
easy 'o return, with just enough power to
break an egg.

S'ockton, from Carrolton, Tex., was the
firs' quality player to test Borg and after
dropping 'he first set in 34 minutes came

charging back in the second set. Borg grew
weaker as Stockton began to jump on his
serve and attack the net. After Borg took a 2-

3 lead in 'he second set, Stockton grabbed
•he nex' 'hree games and closed out the set
nn service.

In 'he final game, the first of the third set,
S'ockton beat him at 15 with a passing shot!
As 'he 'wo were about to change sides, Borg
grabbed a 'owel, wiped his face and told the
umpire he must default.

Borg, his face as expressionless as ever
was led quickly back to his locker!
Surrounded by newsmen and security
guards, he sat silently for several minutes, his
arms on his knees, his head bowed.

S'ockton, who now goes to the quarter-
finals against Harold Solomon, quipped "the
guys are afraid of me. This is the third time
someone's defaulted to me this year. I'll take
i' any way I can get it. I thought I was playing
'he best clay court tennis I've ever played."

S'ockton admitted he was disappointed he
didn'' get a chance to beat Borg squarely
rather 'han win by default.

"I really felt I was going to win the match,"
S'ockton said. "I played a good first game in

'he 'hird set. I was refreshed again, I wasn't
•ired and I felt like I was in complete control.
Y'know 'hat (default) always takes a little bit
away from it, people are gonna say 'he beat
Borg but he really didn't beat him'."

S'ockton knows what counts, however.
"What matters is whose name is on the

scoreboard and that will be mine."
S'ockton exploited Borg's injury by hitting

lobs arid stretching him to his forehand side.
"He's one of the nicest guys around so it's

hard 'o say I'm going to pull him into the net
and lob," S'ockton said. "It's hard to exploit
his injury but I saw in the newspaper he said
his opponents should be lobbing more. So
he's the one who told me to do it."

In other afternoon matches, third-seeded
Brian Gottfried, Lauderhill, Fla., edged
Poland's Wojtek Fibak 6-7, 6-3, 6-4; fifth-
seeded Spaniard Manuel Orantes ended the
upse' hopes of 18-year-old John McEnroe
Douglaston, N.Y., 6-2, 6-3; women's top-'
seed Chris Evert, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
ripped Nancy Richey, San Angelo, Tex., 6-i',
6-0; and second-seed Martina Navratilova!
Dallas, beat Marise Kruger, South Africa 6^
2, 6-1.

Marinaro, Marangi cut; f Curtis cut by Seahawks)
NPL clubs reach lim'rt

\UPI] - Ed Marinaro, the former NCAA
record-holder while at Cornell, and quar-
'erback Gary Marangi, who took over for Joe
Ferguson las' year when the Buffalo Bills'

regular quar'erback was injured, were the
major casual'ies yesterday as NFL teams
reduced 'heir rosters 'o the 48-player limit.

While o'her 'eams were cutting players,
however, 'he Seattle Seahawks signed
running back Al Hunter, recently suspended
from No're Dame, to a series of one-year
con'rac's running 'hrough 1980.

Marinaro, who was leading 'he New York
Je's in rushing and receiving last year before
an injury sidelined him midway through the
season, was one of 'hree players placed on
24-fiour recallable waivers Tuesday by the
Je's.

Marinaro signed a one-year $80,000
con'rac with »he Jets last season after
playing ou' his option with the MinneJisota
Vikings He appeared in six games, gained
312 yards on 77 carries and caught 21 passes
for 168 yards before suffering a foot injury
which idled him 'he res' of the season. He
was slow recovering from 'he injury this year
and appeared in only one game two weeks
ago agains' New Orleans.

Also pu' on recallable waivers were
second-year wide receiver Howard ^at-
erwhi'e and ve'eran middle linebacker Carl
^uss. Sa"erwhite was acquired on waivers
rom Washington and Russ was obtained
rom A-lan'a jus' before 'he start of the 1976
-eason.

While a' Cornell, Marinaro, 27, set the
fJCCAA career rushing record of 4,715 yards.

IT

since broken by Heisman Trophy Winners
Archie Griffin and Tony Dorsett. His 203
yards per game average is still an NCAA
mark. A second-round draft pick by Min-
neso'a, Marinaro had his best year as a pro in
1975 when he rushed for 358 yards on 101
carries and was 'hird in the NFC in receiving
wi'h 54 ca'ches for 462 yards.

Marangi waived by the Buffalo Bills had
been -raded 'o Green Bay last week for a
fu'ure undisclosed draft choice, but was sent
back -o 'he Bills and 'he trade nullified after
he failed 'o pass a Green Bay physical.

Marangi, »he Bills' third-round choice in
•he 1974 draf', had been the team's backup
quar'erback un'il losing that spot to Ken
Jt^hnson in 'he preseason.

Also released was Pittsburgh Steelers'
•hird-s'ring quarterback Neil Graff, who
jfjined 'he 'eam las' season when Terry
Bradshaw was injured. Leaves the team with
only 'WO quar'erbacks, but a team
spfjkesman said 'here was a possibility
someone else might be recalled.
The Cleveland Browns waived eight-year

ve'eran defensive back Terry Brown, 30,
from Oklahoma S'ate University, who' was
ob'ained from Seat'le last year and wound
up as 'he Browns' regular strong safety.
The Green Bay Packers sent veteran

defensive end Alden Roche to the Baltimore
Col's in re'urn for an undisclosed future draft
choice. Roche, 32, a 6-foot-4, 255-pound
eigh' year veteran out of Southern
Universi'y. was acquired by the Packers in
1971 in a 'rade wi'h Denver and has been
playing righ' defensive end.

SEATTLE \UPI\ - Linebacker Mike-Curtis,
a 12 year veteran who made four pro bowl
squads during his career with Baltimore, was
pu' on waivers by 'he Seattle Seahawks
Tuesday 'o cu' the club's roster to the 48-
man limit.

The Seahawks also waived running back
Ralph Nelson, defensive end Mark Chalmers,
linebacker Bob Simpson and defensive end
Horace Jones. George Adzick, a rookie
safe'y, was placed on the injured reserve list.

Curis, once one of the most ferocious and
feared linebackers in the NFL, was picked up
by Sea"le fiom 'he Colts in the expansion
drat' before 'he 1976 season.

A' his own request, he was shifted from
•he middle 'o an ou'side linebacking spot and

s'ar'ed all 14 regular season games for
Sea"le. The previous season he played in
only six Bal'imore games because of injuries.

The former Duke fullback and linebacker
was Bal'imore's first-round selection in the
1965 draf'. He was named to the pro bowl
squad in 1968, 1970, 1971 and 1974.

Cur'is was named MVP of Super Bowl V
for a clu'ch interception that set up the
winning field goal in the Colts' 16-13 victory
-over Dallas.

He in'ercep'ed one pass for the Seahawks
las' season, raising his career total to 23
recovered his eighth NFL funble and
blocked his firs' field goal to preserve a 13-10
vic'ory over Tampa, one of Seattle's two
wins.

Connors advances in rout
FOREST HILLS, NY. \UPI\ - Defending

champion Jimmy Connors roared into the
quar'er-finals of 'he J.S. open tennis
championships last nigh' with a 6-0, 6-2 rout
>of Rcjscoe Tanner after Wimbledon
Champion and 'op seed Bjorn Borg quit in

pain in mid-match against 10th seed Dick
S'ock'on.

"Connors is bionic," one fan veiled out
from -he s'ands between serves. And the 25-
year (;ld second seed from Belleville, III.

prac'ically played 'hat way, drilling shot after
shf>' ovprtK/ on "he 'aped lines and returning
impossible serves from the hard-slamming
Tanner 'o win in 54 minutes.

\' was if Connors, who has been com-
plaining of chronic back soreness, suddenly
found a heal'h potion with the demise of
Borg. Tanner, 'he 11'h seed from Lookout
M(yun'ain, Tenn., hadn'' played well on the
disagreeable clay surface going into this
four'h round ma'ch, struggling through two
of his first 'hree matches, but he was talking
'o himself nearly from the start as Connors
repea'edly 'icked 'he rape.

Tanner's only response was to blast his
serve even harder and he managed to win
he eigh'h game with the help of two aces
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Rush Registration

N to UMass Sorority Rush
for a better campus life.

Greek Affairs Office

203 Hampshire House

Rush Registration Deadline Thursday, September 8th.

All University Women are eligible to participate in Rush.

Universify of Mussochusi.'ns/ A"ihv-rsl

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BmMmsrs newest.HorrESTHm

mvMJumm mklmwi xcji

lOUWIIHIMZZlEMBfTr

SUN.. SEPT. 18 3PM & 8PM

Flh£ /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on ule. Gen. Pub.-$7.S0, 6.50, 5.50.

UM-A $3.75, 3.25, J. 75. Other students and senior
citizens-U.SO, 5.50, 4.50.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE S4S 2511

ft All Ticketron Locations

Marvin Barnes freed?

Parole decision today

CRANSTON, R.I. [AP] - After
almost four months behind bars,
basketball star Marvin Barnes of the
De'roit Pistons came up for parole today
under a program for special inmates.

Barnes started serving a one-year
sentence a' 'he Adult Correctional
Ins'itutions here May 16 for violating a
probationary sentence imposed for
a"acking a Providence College team-
ma'e.

"Technically, Marvin would not have
gorie before 'he board this time," said
Lillian G. McDaniel, Corrections
Depar'ment spokeswoman. "He would
have come up six months after serving
120 days.

"But he and Jimmy Gordon, who is

going 'o graduate school, are going
early," Mrs. McDaniel said. "He and
Gordon are 'bought to be unusual cases.
"The purpose of parole is to get them

back on 'he outside where they can be
produc'ive and we feel they have an
excellen' chance of doing that."

Mrs. McDaniel added that Barnes,
who is expeced 'o receive a parole,
would probably be kept at the institution
six days 'o 'wo weeks after being ap-
proved for release.

If Barnes' parole is turned down, he
mus' wai' six more months before being
considered again.

.Collegian 21

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE

Today, Sept. 7 CCA.

3iO0, 6i30 and 9:00

College and University

SUPPLIES
•Lamps
•Daak Pads
•Blotters

•Office Suppliea

•Stationery

•School Year Calendars

•Sporting Goods
•Typing Paper
•Hallmark Cards

•Typewriter Ribbon
•Address Books
•AND MUCH MORE

at

A. J. HASTINGS
46 8. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

Volunteers
The Collegian Graphics

Department offers students

"opportunity/^

* learn a unique skill

it contribute to the growth of the Collegian

* contribute to the awareness of the

community

it option to earn 1 colloquium credit

Stop bv the Collegian or call 545-3500 and ask for

Randy Glenn. Charles Berube, Gerard (irenier, or

Philip Milstein between the hours of 9:00ani and

12:00 midnight.

Scott sits out 2;

not ready to play
TORONTO \UPI\ - George Scott, the

Boston Red Sox' power-hitting first
baseman, refused 'o play in the second game
of Monday's doubleheader against the
Toronto Blue Jays and again refused in
Tuesday night's game.

Scott told manager Don Zimmer after the
first game of Monday's doubleheader, "put
somebody else in; I'm not really prepared to
play."

When asked if Scott would be playing in
Tuesday night's game, Zimmer replied: "I
had his name in the lineup. When the bus got
'o the park, I had one of my coaches ask him

if he was ready to play and he said, 'No, he
was not really ready'."

Scott, currently batting .263 with 31
homers and 82 RBI, has been a key hitter in
Boston's attack all season.
"We had no problems with him before

yesterday," said Zimmer. "He's been per-
fect... absolutely pe.fect When asked if he
planned 'o talk furt ,er ^vl'h Scott, Zimmer
replied, "No, I've gc other guys who want to
play. It's that simpit."

Bernie Carbo was inserted into the Red
Sox' lineup in place of Scott. Carl Yastr-
zemski moved from left field to first base.

Siani returns home;
quits walkout tactics
OAKLAND lUPI] - Oakland Raiders wide

receiver Mike Siani has returned to the
eam's practice field after abandoning his

Foil foiled
SAN FRANCISCO [UPI] - San Francisco

Giants shortstop Tim Foli Tuesday was
suspended for five days and fined $500 for
his run-in with Atlanta pitcher Dick Ruthven
Monday night.

A Giants spokesman said the penalty was
levied by National League President Charles
S. Feeney.

Foli and Ruthven, who pitched a four-
hitter in the Braves' 4-0 victory, got into an
argument after the Giants infielder grounded
out to end the seventh inning. The two
players exchanged words and began
scuffling.

All four umpires blamed Foli, who was
ejected, for the incident.

plan 'o show up only one day out of five to
demonstrate his desire either to play more or
be 'raded.

He said he had been advised by Ed Garvey
.if 'he Players' Association that he could be
put on the involuntary retired list if he were
gone five days, not necessarily con-
secu'ively.

"I either want to play or be traded. So I

was going to go to practice once every five

days until something happened. I know that
'he New York Giants and Philadelphia Eagles
are interested in me, and maybe the Chicago
Bears," said Siani.

But the Raiders have not shown any in-

clination to trade Siani, a valuable backup
man to Cliff Branch and Fred Biletnikoff.

Asked what would happen if he were not
raded and did not play, Siani said, "I'm not
sure about anything right now. I only know I

want to play, j'd like to be with the Raiders,
bu* if I can't pjay here I want to go
someplace I can."

SALE

Dedspreods

All $6.00

twin bedspreads NOW $5.95

All S^O.OO

double bedspreads NOW $7.95

Sale Ends Sat. Sept. 1 7th

Faccs^.
of^arth

Amherst, Ma.

9:30-6:00 Men. -Sat.
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Sports Notices
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1?77

WATER POLO - Team meeting at
Boyden Pool Tcxiay at 6 p.m. Anyone in-

•efes'ed in playing intercollegiate matches
•his fall is urged 'o attend. No experience
necessary.

FALL LACROSSE - Meeting today at
4:15 in room 251 Boyden for all interested
candidates. Contact coach Dick Garber for
more information.

FIELD HOCKEY - Needed: two quality
young women »o work with the women's
field hockey 'earn. For further information
con^ac coach Ozdarski at 227 Boyden or
call 5-0552. y « '

or

WOMEN'S CREW - Meeting for all

women interested in competing this fall

•omorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge in 'he Student Union. Any
Questions, contact Ginny at 546-9366.

INTRAMURALS - Football, badminton,
and -ennis entries are due in the intramural
office, room 21 5 Boyden, tomorrow at 6 p.m.

Football officials are needed and a meeting
will be held today in room 215 Boyden at 5
p.m.

RUGBY - The UMass rugby club begins
I's fall season this week. Practice sessions
are held Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
af-ernoons at 4:30 p.m. on the rugby pitch
wes' (;f Boyden. The club is open to all

members of 'he university community. New-
comers and veterans are most welcome. For
m.;re information call R. Laurence at 5-0593.

MEN'S GOLF - All eligible candidates are
requested 'o attend a team meeting tonight
a* 7 p.m. in room 0, Boyden. Any questions
con'ac coach Ed Vlach at 5-2311.

Anyone for sports?
All right, gang, it's time to get this

show on 'he road for another semester.
The sports staff will be having its

organizational meeting for the fall

semes'er Thursday.
Show up at the Collegian offices, 113

Campus Center, at 6:30 p.m. if you have
in'erest in working with the Collegian

sports department. Old and new staffers
are urged 'o attend.

Topics on the agenda include fall

beats, features, columns, layout, and
investigative reporting.

This meeting is important for all

members, old and new.
Aloha, be 'here.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1977
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Experts examine violence

Take a

SEMESTER
AT SEA with the

Institute for Shipboard
Education and the Univcr
sity of Colorado.

Let this unique inter-

national program add an
important dimension to your
undergraduate experience.
Each semester the S.S.

Universe*— the education
ship—sails to fascinating

areasof the world.

Fully accredited, courses M'eetings.
transferable. Cambridge, Mass.

Next sailing: Around-
the world, Spring Semester
1978.

For further information,

call toll free 800/854 0195 or
write I.S.E.,RO. Box 2488,
Laguna Hills, Ca 92653.

*18,000 ton, Liberian registry

BRUSSELS \UPI\ - What makes soccer
fans run amok in stadiums, go rampaging
'hrough streets smashing windows,
damaging cars? What can be done to curb
violence in and outside sports stadiums?
These and many other questions will be

discussed for two days by more than 100
experts from 22 European nations at the first
international congress on violence in sports
s'arting 'oday at the Brussels Egmont
Palace.

"We want to put an end to violence in
sports. But like for any illness, we first need a
diagnosis - where is the evil? What are the
causes? What means can be used to do away
wi'h 'his evil? Who should apply these

Special Informational

Howard Johnson Motor Inn
Sept. 13.2:00 5:00 P.M.

Sept. 14, 8:00-11:00 PM.

remedies?" said Vic DeDonder, attache to
'he Minister of Flemish culture.
The Minister, Mrs. Rika DeBacker, got the

idea for the Congress when the Belgian
government ordered a general study of
violence in the contemporary society about a
year ago.

All member- countries of the council of
Europe and the international sports
federations have been invited to send
delegates 'o the congress.
The congress will split into four working

par'ies - scientific research into the causes
of violence, measures that can be taken by
federations and clubs, measures by the
authorities, and the mass media and sports.

M
Rusty Nail

NL winds down season

TONITE

Wed., Sept. 7

FAT

Sept. 8 ^
Roomful of Blues

WORK-STUDY JOBS
The student Government Association Office of Com-munications needs persons to help write and design ad

releaser"^''
'^''^" ^"'^ brochures, as well as issue press

Journalism, Communications and Design students can9a.n practical experience while earning $2 90 per hour

Pick up applications at

Student Senate Office

Room 420

Student Union Building

Women and Third World Students are urged to apply.

Experience is not necessary.

There are inUresling things ko do in

.Joifi one of these campus committees: Umielond
student Htallh fldvisofM Baard •Scholarship and financial Aid CommilUc

... Recommends ,.,./,Vv for Ore inUersilv Health ... Recommends poluy on scholarships, fellouships. and financial aid
Serf ices Infirmary

^ Health Council ' •flthMic Council

... R.rommeruls Inirersitv health policy exclusive
'"

'^'''^''' ''" "''''^''''' ''f '^^ ^'^^''''^ Department. incluHin^r the

of fhe Infirmary
varsity and intramural programs

\i

h

nn together with other students

to disruss the issues of the day.

Program and Budgets Council

... Reiieus and advises on the I'niversity budget, including both state
and trust fund monies

Committee on the Status of UJomen

... Recommends p<dicy on all matters affecting uomen on the campus

Academic ITlatters Council

... Recommends policy on all aspects of academic life, including
curriculum

5-College Coordinating Board

.
Coordinates ry-CoUe^e activities and disburses the monies contributed

by the ;> colleges

Fri. & Sat.

Sept. 9 & 10

James Mofitgomery Band

EVERY SUNDAY

Widespread Depression

Rt. 47 Sunderland
Tel. 665-4937

East results
Pirites 5, Phils 4

PITTSBURGH \UPI\ - Dale Berra, who
had only 'wo hits in his previous 18 major
league a' ba's, singled home Al Oliver with
none out in 'he 11th inning last night to give
•he Pittsburgh Pirates a 5-4 triumph over the
Philadelphia Phillies.

The victory enabled the Pirates to climb
within six games of the first place Phillies in
•he National League East.

Oliver opened the 11th with a single and
Duffy Dyer also singled off reliever Gene
Garber before Berra delivered his game-
winning hit.

Rich Gossage struck out three of the six
ba-'ers he faced in gaining his 10th victory
against nine losses.

Mets 5, Expos 3
NEW YORK \UPI\ ~ Steve Henderson

drove in three runs yesterday to lead the New
York Mets to a 5-3 victory over the Montreal
Expos, although the Mets were held to just
five hi's by six Expo pitchers.

Henderson singled home Lenny Randle
and Bruce Boisclair in the sixth inning and
drove in another run in the eighth, to raise his
RBI 'otal 'o 51 in 75 games with New York.

Fred Holdsworth, now 2-1, was the starter
and loser for the Expos.

Cardinals^S, Cubs 1

CHICAGO iUPI] - Ted Simmons batted
in 'wo runs with a home run and a single
yesterday and Tom Underwood pitched his
firs' complete game in 14 starts, scattering
six hi*s, to lead the St. Louis Cardinals to a 3-

1 victory over the Chicago Cubs.
Lou Brock stole two bases, the fourth time

•his year and the 130th in his career that he
has swiped 'wice in one game, and scored
•he Cardinals' first run. Brock opened the
game with a single, stole second, reached
•hird on a passed ball and scored on Garry
Templeton's single.

After Templeton was caught stealing in
•he firs', Simmons hit his 18th homer. Then
in -he 'hird, Templeton beat out an infield
single, reached second on Steve Ontiveros'
error, advanced on an infield out and scored
•>n Simmons' single.

Phila

Pitts

Chicago
St. Louis
Montreal
NewYork

Los Angeles
Cincinnati

Houston
San Fran
San Oiego
Atlanta

Yesterday's Results
Now York 5, Montreal 3
St. Louis 3, Chicago 1

Los Angeles 3, San Diego 2, 10 innings
Pittsburgh 5, Philadelphia 4, 11 innings
San Francisco 12, Atlanta 2
Houston 8, Cincinnati 3

EAST
W L PCT. GB
84 53 .613
79 60 .568 6
73 63 .537 10 Vi

74 64 536 10 -A

62 75 .453 22
54 83 .394 30

WEST
w L PCT. GB
84 54 .609 _
73 66 .525 11 H
68 70 493 16
64 75 .460 20 Vi

62 78 443 23
51 87 .370 33

West results
Dodgers 3, Padres 2

SAN DIEGO \UPI\ - Bill Russell scored
from 'hird base with the tie-breaking run
when 'hird baseman Mike Ivie threw low to
firs' base with two out in the 10th inning
yes'erday, enabling the Los Angeles Dodgers
•o nip -he San Diego Padres 3-2.

The victory lowered the Dodgers' magic
number 'o 14 for clinching the National
League West Division pennant. Reliever Elias
Sosa, 2-2, picked up the win and knuckle-
bailer Charlie Hough earned his 20th save by
hurling 'he bottom of the 10th.
Wi'h two out, Los Angeles loaded the

bases in -he 10'h when Russell singled in the
infield and losing reliever Dan Spillner, 6-5,
walked Reggie Smith and Ron Cey.

Astros 8, Reds 3
HOUSTON \UPI\ - Art Howe drove in

•hree runs with a double and a single last
night to lead the Houston Astros to their 10th
win in 'he last 11 'h games, an 8-3 decision
wver 'he Cincinnati Reds,
Joaquin Andujar, 11-5, making his first

s'ar' since July 14 when he pulled a ham-
s'ring muscle, hurled 'he first six innings to
pick up 'he win. He is 5-1 lifetime against his
former Cincinnati teammates. Joe Sambito
finished up, recording his sixth save. Doug
Capilla, 6-7, was the loser for the Reds.

Hf.we's single scored Bob Watson, who
had doubled, with the Astros' first run in the
second.

Giants 12, Braves 2
ATLANTA \UPI\ ~ Bob Knepper hurled a

five-hi'ter and Willie McCovey drove in four
runs 'o pace 'he San Francisco Giants to a
12-2 shelling of 'he Atlanta Braves last night
before a sparse crowd of only 877.
San Francisco scored once in the first

when Derrel Thomas led off with a single
went 'o second on a wild pitch by stane'r
Eddie Solomon, 4-5, and scored on a single
o righ' by McCovey.
The Giants knocked out Solomon with five

runs in 'he 'hird. Knepper and Thomas led
-ff wi'h singles, Rob Andrews walked and
Darrell Evans followed with a two-run
double.

COME FOR A CLOSER

LOOK
Sign Up For UMass

SORORITY RUSH
Greek Affairs Office 203 Hampshire House

Rush Sign-up Deadline Thursday, September 8th

[cB|:irci:I A'l lHi.4IIU:lJJJ!m. !.MJJ l »lJLi. T .lia'Jllll .|.i.lJ i l.l<.^

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:45
jp.m., Monday through Friday. The deadline
is 3:45 p.m. two days before your ad is to
appear. Ask clerk for MDC Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily $.40'per line
Weekly $.35 per line A/tonthfy- $.25per line
ADS CAN BE MAILED. SEE OUR SPEEDY

I
CLASSIFIED AD FORM APPEARING IN
EACH MONDAY'S COLLEGIAN.

_REACHjy000 READERS DAILY! !!iLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! I! JLittle Ads G^t BIG RESULTS

FOR SALE OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT HELP WANTED AUTO FOR SALE

Furniiut* for sale Bed sofabea Pnme location m Amhets! fo'

labm, limos. chesi coHee table
ntotessionai office Walking distance to

bookthetf. feclming cha.t Good once "vervihmg $150 per month includes

Call 549 5725 utilities D H jones 549 3700

Fithet Suoer glass skis 190 Market uei D WWAMTFD
binding, cole h boots Whole package HKUr tCMRIEU
«55 C«il Oavid 546 9989 Pnnce 303 BBBSBB^HHBH^HHIH
,-,.,, Earthfood* it hiring students now We

r - 't, « 1"" .^''^'iJi'^oJ^""' «'• » collBCtively run v*g«tarian
Good rond Make offer 546 9207 . . , • ^ .i. o. j . i_____ _ _ _ _ restaurant located in the Student Union

Applications available on the kitchen

~i"I..i.!- <. «.:.j_. un '>co~iaen ~. ~ '^0°' located behind the SUB. We are an
2 cubic ft. ["dO» MO 253 7650 mtes

,^^,| opportunity errtplover

. l^t.**^ ' ^°''"'' '?' ^'" '^ " ?
'
0" cimpu.~r.c~rui7errRed cToss Donor

end h.i 300 miles on It Was recently Center Knowledge of campus
lll^nj? K '? "« rZ!""!^ ;?«:."? organization, grad student preferred
MOO.OOorbest oHe^ Call Lmd.J-6747. ^^,„ g,^^, gchiff, Red Cross 63 Spfid

_.,..„ . ... St , Spfld. Ma. Pay approx $3 00 hr. No
Single bed mattrees end springs. »15. „i, '„. „.ii.

Robin 549 5434
phone c.lte.

~,~.,~.~„" ~
~.^~a~ ~ ~,7,~ Bus driver training Apps. will be given

r^ . iu**. . •? *" ^'"*"" *"*""" O"' O" Sept 8 at 7 p.m in CC163 You
Dick Wellstood - mi Oieno, petty trio „^„ b, over 18, a UMass student with- dance »15 75 each ta. inc^ Decibel

3, „„, 3 „„„„„ „„ „ uMass, and
Records, Oept IV P O Box 631. ^old a valid driver s license Bring your
Lextngton, Mass 02173 „,,„„ ,„<j p,„„, „, ^„„, ,,„^

Work Study Position Available
Receptionist - Mornings - 20 hrs per
week Typist 10 hrs per week hrs
flexible Apply at Student Legal Services,
922 Campus Ctr. Applications close 9-9-

77

Small sorority needs kitc'hen, dining

room workers Work 5 meals eat 7 Call

549 1587 DC meal fee is refundable

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

'66 Volvo 122s 128,000 miles, good
condition, dependable 256-8467 after 5.

$425

73 Vega GT. Very good mechanically.
Needs some body work. $500 or best
offer 253-9752 after 4 p.m

•• "Ida CL350 .-Kceiipni condH'or
Miipaoe M 700 Must sen leaving state
$450 .)f best offer Can 722 6975 afte-
600 r> m

Honda 350 4 cyl 3700 miles Show
'oom condition windshield 732 3449
$900

ROOMMATE WANTED

Collective household seeks Thuo
World Woman Mixed group Supportive
environment Own room 253 9792

1 or 2 roommates wanted Share
furnished basement of house t350 inci

549-0419. John

ROOM WANTED
Need A Room? Rooms

available at a sorority, close to
campus. Open kitchen, cheaper
tha% university dorms, and a
comfortable atmosphere If

interested contact Debbie or
Paula. 545-2735

FOR RENT

2 bed'"."- 11- - '.• • "'!' .^

notion 10 -eneA Bus* fouli^ in Sunu
$140 665 3163 Call Jeff

2 rooms available in private home in

Mttdlev 2 mi *rom campus 549 5635

Furn Apts 1'j 2, 2'? rms Ouie'
I onvenient near shopping pool ai'

rond Allutil incI $200 $210 $230 mo 9
mos lease Also motel units for guests
Amherst Motel and Apts Rt 9 oop
7avre s 256 Br22

Youth workers for Nortr*
Amhersi Shelter Home a
mnnrarv rare program tor

iptinquent youth Seeking staff
Attn maturity Dt'Or exoerience
.ibility to establish ft onfonre
limits on youths behavior Work
sturtv and Practicum students
send resumes to Pete
Cruislophp 74 Summer Si
Air i.«,st

SSTS needs more help from the Third

World and Women s Community Driver

training meeting Sept 8 7 p m CC163

What do hard work low pay and grea:
iieopie have in common' They re all oari

iif the People 5 Market Come by and
^Dpiy for a tob Rear of the StuiJem
Union Opening Sept 11

PERSONALS

Interested ir wo'king with chiidre-i ihis
semest*"" Earn 46 '.r loi working r

AliprSih Prog VneisW T Th F 2 4'i

')45 W 1 545 Staff meets Th 11 15 ,n

Miiiks Meadow S-h F-.r m,-,,p ,r,»o call

Sylvia 665 3990

What IS the Bniiwuid Beichenowr
iiroiert' Witch ln> our recruitment dnve
inrt nonces in The Cotiej,gn

Astrological charts and readings 9 yrs
professional. Louts Neubel. 549-6425

Free bear or? Will trade S.W. room for

other area 6-9092.

Ford Maverick, 1970 Good condition,
radio. $800 545 1943 day; 549 4479
even.

'71 MG Midget, new exhaust, new
roof, lug rack. Misch radials, very gd
cond. 38 mpg $1200 or B.O. 253 7973.

'69 Impala Custom, p.s.. p.b., auto
sm. 8, ex, cond., new paint, rec tune up
Good for car pool 256-0158 $850 or B
0.

'72 VW Baia Bug. Excellent shape Call

549 5879. _

70 Mustang Fastback A C $900 or

?53 3'51

71 VW Sabk $900 oius m new parts
1 1 rMtv 6171 544 23'' ->- 4131 545
.«r9

vV. 70 Bug engine greai body
eeos work $800 549 4876 evenings

1975 Chevy Window Van excellent
condition $3200 Sunroof stereo bed
Cali_Win or Judy 256 6378 after 5 00

'71 Monda 750 (fast yearl Headers
Mint cond 13,000 mi & fairing $1100
253 7650

Do you have a quiet spot where I cen
put my 10'X16' tent for the fall? Will pav
Brian 253-2521.

CALCULATORS

mm
C iiiege Calculators ofi'ers low prices &

'ill' service' All models avail TI59 $225
SB S99 95 51 $52 95 HP $ & Com
•'ii'diire s avail Model from $15
"•member we service all calculators we
sell' Before vou buy anywhere else call

R.^h .11 Chrs ,1,1 Ciiegp Cairuiainrs' 549

Need 3rd person for 5-room
Squire Villege Apt Share ex
penses Call 5 3500 Bill Mills

Leave message

SERVICES

TAG SALE

Lambda Delta Phi Tag. Craft. Bake
Sale at 389 N Pleasant from 10-6 Sat
Sept 10

Mnvmg' Short haul van b
inver vou load & unload Rate
very reasonable & negotiable
Call r-ves f> Aknds 253 5273 (or

*tip' P'S IPI ihon^ ring

ENTERTAINMENT

Bg bands to disco Call Bob the OJ a;

1 4'3 536 6075 Still the one after 4 *.«

'71 Ford Pinto, good condition Must
sell immediately 1600 negotiable See
Jean at 39 Puffton Leave number if not
home

End of Season Spsciall '72 Yamaha
350 R5C New tires, brakes, clutch, tune
up Excellent condition Must sell buying
car 1500 Steve 546-8404

Priitpssional typisl will type your
.^at>ers Quickly and accurately at very
•nasorabie rates 586 3959 after 4 30

Motorcyclist factory trained cycle
mechanic specialized for all Kawasakis
will work on most others Call Jeff at
584 5406 or 66S 2462

INSTRUCTION
OB

Beginning Weaving Sept 20 4
Harness floor looms »50 12 classes 7 9
m

, Tuesdeys. Jones Library Credits
available 253 9368 or S«4 7756

REACH 25. OOP READERS DAILY! 1

1

ILittle Ads Get BIG RESULT S!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY' !! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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AL East - status quo
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1977

Jackson, Fisk spark wins

Yankee George Zeber is tagged out by Indians' catcher Fred Kendall after trying to
•core from second on a single to left. The mistake didn't prove fatal, though, as New
York broke a two-game losing streak with an easy 8-3 win over Cleveland The
victory keeps the Yankees 2Vi games ahead of the red hot Red Sox In the wild
American League East Race. (UPI)

Reggie - 3 RBI

Yanks down Tribe...

Bill Lee stalks on top of the mound toward Cariton Fisk durino last ninhf. ii tBoston win Toronto tagged Lee for 11 hits, but the Red SoxX he 3 the g^Je J-jfat bay until getting relief help. The win was the ^m^n^H Tn -.
^*

Bcon'. only ,.„-h.„.«, .„„Sr. „ ^.. l^.^., SoV'^h «™^H"wTn'7upVr'
'"

Pudge - 7 RBI

...Sox silence Jays
CLEVELAND \UPI] - Reggie Jaci^son

drove in four runs with a double and a three-
run homer las» nigh* and Lou Piniella belted a
solo sho' 'o spark an 8-3 victory by the New
York Yankees over 'he Cleveland Indians.

Af-er Piniella snapped a 2-2 deadlock in
•he six'h wi'h his 10'h homer, the Yankees
chased s'ar'er and loser Dennis Eckersley,
13-12, wi'h a four-run seventh, capped by
Jackson's drive deep into the rightfield seats.
I' was Jackson's 24'h homer

Run-scoring doubles by George Zeber and
Jackson gave 'he Yankees single scores in

he seccjnd and 'hird innings, but the Indians
rallied back wi'h single runs in the fourth and
fif'h.

New York starter Dick Tidrow, making his
•hird s'ar' of 'he season and sixth over the
las' -hree years, allowed only five hits but
walked six batters before departing in the
six'h af'er giving up a pair of walks with one
'U' Sparky Lyie came on to pitch out of the
)am, bu' 'he Indians 'agged 'he left-handed
reliever wi'h one run in the seventh before
LyIe struck out Rom Pruitt with the bases
loaded.

Mickey Rivers' infield single scored Roy
Whi'e from 'hird with the final New York run
in -he eighth as Tidrow notched his ninth
vic'ory agains' four losses and LyIe chalked
up hsi 22nd save. The victory also enabled
•he Yankees 'o maintain their 2'/; game lead
over Bos'on 'ne American League tast

TORONTO \UPI\ - Carlton Fisk drove
home seven runs with a grand slam homer in
•he firs' inning and a 'hree-run shot in the
eigh'h while Fred Lynn drove in two others
wi'h a solo homer and a single last night to
power -he Boston Red Sox to an 11-2 rout of
•he Toronto Blue Jays.

The victory was Boston's fifth in a row and
enabled 'he Red Sox tt remain 2'/4 na,Y,^
behind -he division leading New ,u^
Yankees in 'he American League East.

Lef-hander Bill Lee spaced 11 hits over
seven innings 'o record his seventh victory
against 'hree losses. Jim Willoughby finished
up Rookie Mike Darr, making his first major

league appearance, lasted only 1 1-3 innings
and gave up five runs in taking the loss.

Fisk's grand slam, 'he second of his career
came wi'h 'wo out in the first after Darr gave
up a single 'o Rick Burleson, a walk to Lynn
and hi' Jim Rice with a pitch. Fisk then
highligh'ed a five- run Boston eighth with his
21 s' homer of 'he season after Rick Miller
.'>pened the inning with a single and Rick
Burleson followed with a double. Singles by
Lynn and Rice accounted for two runs prior
•o Fisk's bias'.

Lynn's solo homer, his 16fh, came in
six'h off reliever Tom Murphy.

RELATED STORY, PAGE 21.

the

Russ Smith

There oughta be a law

Sale could prove costly
BOSTON \UPI\ - The Boston Red Sox,

which have been pu' up for sale, have lost
money in 'wo of 'he last five years and could
be a bad investment, according to figures
ob'ained by Boston television reporter.

In a broadcast aired last night, Clark Booth
of 'elevision station WCVB reported the
•eam's average profit from 1972 to 1976 was
$570,174 60. Booth said he obtained the
comple'e financial report of the Red Sox
prepared for 'he executors of the estate of
Tom Yawkey, 'he 'eam's late owner.

The Red Sox lost money in 1972 and 1974,
•he report said, while reaping their largest
profi' in 1975 - when the team won the
pennan* and pushed the World Series to
seven games.

When Yawkey died last July, his affairs

were •urned over to a trust. The Red Sox
were pu' up for sale April 1 after members of

he "rust decided running the team was not a

good investment. In his 42 years of
-wnership, Yawkey lost approximately $7
million.

Questioned once on why he spent so
much money on his 'eam, Yawkey snapped,
"Wha* business is i' of anyone how I spend
my m.iney^ O'her people indulge in hobbies.

Why shriek abfjut it if | want to spend money
/n some'hing I like?"

Booth's figures, checked by a Boston
audi'ing firm and circulated among the
groups bidding 'o buy the team, seem to
verify 'he opinion the team is not a good
mves'men' for a businessman who is not a
baseball fan.

The report says generally sports investors
wan' a complete return on their investments
in 10 years. WCVB has learned the average
bid for 'he 'eam was aboot $13 million.
The report says considering the average

profi' fjver 'he las' five years it would take at
leas' 22 years for the investor to get his
m^ney back.

In 1976, 'he 'earn made $1,484 755 in
profits, $1,635,284 in 1975, and $94,275 in
1973.

On -he red side of the ledger, the Red Sox
los' $134,346 in 1974 - when they faltered
•oward 'he end of the season, and lost
$229,116 in 1972 - when the season was
shortened by a players' strike.

The detailed analysis contradicts a
s-a'emen' made by general manager Dick
O'Connell a' 'he 'ime 'he Red Sox were put
up for sale.

In announcing 'he 'eam was accepting
bids O'C-.nnell said, "The Red Sox have
made money for 'he past 10 years, with the
exception of one year 'hat they broke even."

There oughta be a law.

Where has 'he 'ime gone?
Seems like only yesterday spring training

had ended. The Red Sox were returning to
Boston from Florida, ready for the regular
season 'o open.

And when it did, fair weather fans were
almost sorry it even bothered to start.
The Sox were the last team to win their

firs'game, starting off the year with four
losses.

That seemed 'o set the pace for the rest of
he season.
The roller-coaster Sox have slumped and

shorie in streaks. To steal from The Globe.
•hey've been consistently inconsistent (or is
I' inconsistently consistent?). Whatever.

And now it's almost over. There isn't
enough 'ime left in the season for the Sox to
have both a long losing streak and counter it

wi'h a winning one too. They're going to
have 'o make up their collective minds to
make a run for it, or blow it.

And 'hey can do either next week.
F(;r 'he benefit of those who forgot to

pack 'heir Sox schedule before leaving
home, check 'his out: beginning next
Tuesday, 'he Yanks and Sox will go at it

•hree 'imes tn New York, before Boston
heads 'o Baltimore for three there. When the
Sox return to Fenway, Reggie and the boys
will be weiting there for a two-game series.
Should 'he Sox be out of it,

ma'hema'ically, following their closing game
vs, 'he New Yorkers (it is possible) they can
use Sep'. 21 and 22 (open days) thinking up
excuses

Look a' it this way, A lot has been printed
on whether the Sox can still climb into first
place (jr not. If 'hey do, it'd make a heart-
warming movie.

If 'hey don't, sports fans in the area can
•urn 'heir attention to the Patriots, who are
all set to begin 'heir regular season.
And sooner 'han you think, both the

Bruins and Celtics will get unden^^ay. The
Cel's are always good, right in the race until
he end.

The Bruins don't have to be good. The
National Hockey League is fixed so that
almost any 'eam 'hat can afford to pay the
en'rance fee will make the playoffs (so the
Canadiens can win the Cup).

Sports all year long. Baseball, football,
hockey, basketball. Then the cycle repeats,
wver and over and over and over...

I wonder what would happen it there
weren'' sports. That would eliminate the
spor's page ( ,h, no!!).

The Spalding Company could go out of
business.

And 'exciting' announcers like Ken
Harrelson and Len Berman would be
unemployed. Heaven forbid.

Yeah, I guess it's good that spc/rts exist.
Now if our guys down there in Fenway

Would be good enough sports to overtake
•he Yankees, everything would be A<-CK.
We can'' have the Yankees repressnting

•he American League in the World Series.
N(j' af'er 'hat display they put on last year
(vs Cincinnati).

Plus, 'hey give their batboys too big a
share of Series money.
There oughta be a law.
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Nummo Editorial Policy:

Black Student Activism.

Nummo News Editorial Policy

by Wadada Tzake
Classes nave oegun and a new school year permeates the environment

But before we get to heavily involved in the process of studying let ue
pause for a moment to highlight the historical responsibility of Black
students.

^he mere fact that you are at UMass places you among the "privileoed"
class of youth of the worid for much less than 10 per cent of the peoplein'

as^e'Jls.il «Ti« h^L^^®
of ihirtv have oooprtunitles to obtain knowledoeas easily as we have - knowledge is the foundation of action; what voucan do depends on what you know. If you don't know, you can't do.

As Black students we must become concious of our position in the
economy in America and flow with the tide of humanity against op-
preaafon. If we work for the continuation of the American economw
system (capitalism — inhumanity) - we will be destroyed when the
proceaa of change is instituted. Reality does not transform itself, we are
the onea who have to transform it. Students in South Africa are still

demonstrating to the worid that the vouth will never acceot oppressive
confinement. Despite the overwhelming odds these students have been
unrelentkig in the struggle to end oppression. Here in America Black
^udenti who are now in college will have to deal with the reality of the
oppreiak)0 of being "qualified" and 'unemployed" after graduation.

If Black college youth can't get the "pie in the sky" that immediately
implies that no segment of the Black population can either. Black students
should take heed of their historical responsibility to supply leadership to
the disinherited brothers and sisters. The struggle for Black liberation

against racism, and all forms of oppression of man by man should be one
of our principal concerns.

We have a critical role to play in the future of the worid. Mere
assimilation into the institutional framework in an individualistic attempt to

"get over" is useless. It is essential for us to transcend our individuality, to

percieve our collective reality and to try and transform it for the elevation

of our ram Understand that the American educational system was also

designed to perpetuate the oppression of Black people but that as a
student here you will be exposed to many learning experiences which can
be utilized to end that very oppression.

The thir>g to do is to become involved in transforming action. The
principle outlet for this transforming action is your academic area.
Whatever may be your educational objective, it should be persued from
the perspective of utilizing it to help organize Black people, both nationally
and from a Pan Afican ideology, for their own improvement and elevation.

In addition to your academic area, another very significant outlet for a
Black student to gain experience in transforming action is through in-

volvement in Black student organizations. Organizations such as Afro Am
Society, Drum, Black Scientist Society, Nummo News, BMCP and the
Third World Women's Center are all avenues through which Black
students can again invaluable experience in organizing skills and in ad-
ministration responsible positions.

However, due primarily to a lack of collective spirit among Black and
other Third Worid students most of these organizations are understaffed
and suffering from a lack of student participation.

Presently, Nummo News in particular, is suffering from a lack of student
participation. We are in serious need for Third Worid Students who are
studying in the field of Mass Communications and Journalism or have
even a slight interest in the area of Black publications, to come and take
responsible positions on our staff and participate in informing the people.
There are three paid editorial positions; News Editor, Cultural Affairs and
Managing Editor, along with two paid workstudy secretarial positions. Any
Black or Third World student who is interested in training for any of these
positions should attend our weekly staff meeting on Wednesday at. 8:00
p.m. in 103 New Africa House.

Nummo is a swahili word exemplifying the communicative unifying

power of the spoken and written word. It is a weekly publication of the

Black students at the University of Massachusetts and is located at room

103 New Africa House, UMass, Amherst, Mass. 01002.

The newspaper is meant to be a communicative instrument for Black

and other third world students and organizations at the University. It

contains news and information by and about third worid people for the

entire Pioneer Valley community.
Nummo will serve as a bridge to bring about a better understanding of

the struggle and suffering of poor and oppressed people to all its readers.

The newspaper welcomes items from everyorw: news, letters, to the

editor, announcements, book reviews, and commercial advertisements

etc.

Copy deadline is on Frkiay by 5«) p.m. Typed submisswns nrwy be

plaosd in the env^ope on our office door.

By W.J. Wheeler
Nummo News

The Third World corridors in
Webster (7th fl) and Grayson (5th fl

have been systematically abolished.
For 'he past 6 years Third Worid
S'udents have resided on Orchard
Hill in Grayson and Noah Webster
dorms. There has been a continual
Cultural Renaissance that has
helped Third World Students keep
heir perspective of where they are,
where 'hey are going, and what
'hey are about.
The Third World corridors are not

an attempt to segrate Third Worid
S'udents to a specific area. Third
World Students have found it

necessary 'o be centralized because
.^f 'he racism that exist. There have
been confrontations of this sort in

'he past and inorder for Third
World' S'udents to prevent being
victimized 'hey set-up the Third
Worid corridors.

counselor of
Webster. Lisa

Lisa Clarice has been trying"5ince jhir^w 'f.H%f ?*^t
^'

^^i^*"
•h<3 beginning of the semeiter to 1^"1 XX''?,

Students arrived at

recruit Third"" Worid Students o ,^"tn.^^t
'

v. '%u^l
Noah Webster. Lisa Clarke is the ^^^S^tZL"^^ ^iTl^'l'

a^rke's" [ed'Sfa '^n.^T ""h'"t;'^
"°"^^ T"

she was allotted a certain amount ^"
il'^^ ^P ^'?^" /-^^^ r(«?" '

,
of 'ime 'o recruit Third World Head ^"^Rp.'^d.n'rp ^lY^ N «h
S-udents before 'he Third World wllo Ln.ln'M i ?^ k?°^^
corridor.oms^would_be.assignedrc^-^-,^V^^-'-^^^^

Neil said she would assign people
o Third World corridors who have

•o Non-Third World Students.
Lisa Clarke got together with

Samaj Lycurgus and organized a
recrui-ment drive in New Africa

House which was very success-
ful. Many Third Worid Students
urned out and pledged fo-
he Third World corridors.
Bu', 'he Head of Residence of
Noah Webster. Nancy O'f.eil has
assigned rooms on the Third World
corridor *o Non-Third World
S'uden's jumping the gun and
stopping her efY- .'s to fill all the
rooms on the Third Worid corridor.

funny sounding last names,
knowing full well that the students
she assigned were not Third World
S'uden's.
The Third World corridor in Noah

Webs'er had at the beginning of
he sernester 27 possible spaces for
Third World S'udents. Out of the
27 possible spaces 14 are filled by
Third World Students. The
remaining 12 spaces are filled by
Non-Third World Students.
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By WJ Wheeler
Reprinted from
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.

Education and Race is very
important in this country in that iican account for the election of

prisiSn;: " '^^ "°"--^-" o^

W,!?r?d T '^^ ^°^^« °^ Or

erTt^r.^^;.r^a^^^^^^^
Education and Race in his hisS
Perspect.ve of ,, at The Center for

in that environment of just
breathing lifes vibrations blacks'
have been excluded from that or if

they have not been excluded they
have been included only when
violent actions have taken place
court cases. The process is a to and
fro movement all the time of ex-
clusion and inclusion, inclusion at
the pnce of violence.
The period in which we are nowm IS again a period of exclusion

which IS now called reverse
discrimination following a period of
inverse inclusion.

Organizing The Black

Community
from the societal and en-
vironmental and the attempt of
blacks to enter into life here even
while trying to reach back to Africa
has become that ambiguous
ambivalance search for many
blacks. The basic search for one's
self and the basic holding on of
one's self.

If you follow me then you see
that from slavery to freedom there
IS a movement of blacks into
selfdom and into their own
education, so that when we look at
people like Booker T. Washington

Scence outside New Africa Houlfa, UniJr^ally Spring

AK/WaA/tMcytso/7 P®"'.^^''^®^ manner. One way of
helping to ameliorate this problem

summer marked the '^^°'' coordination of activities is
'o organize activities around

This

Dr. Wilfred Carter: author and educator

reconvening of the New Africa
'^ f^^ganize activities around

House S'eering Committee on a
!.P^c'^'c 'hemes. Here, the Steering

regular basis. To those who are V''""^'^^®® ^as proposed that the
unfamiliar with the Steering ^^^ ^^^ '^^ month (Sept. 1977)
Committee, it is nothing new to the .?l

'^® "'"^'''^ World community be
Third World Community. In fact

..^'"dent Involvement in the Third
'he Steering Committee was

^'^'''^
" We feel that this is an

torrried during the transformation ^PP^^P^'a^e theme for this month
of Mills House into New Africa

°®<^3"se this is the time of year
House in 1970. It was then that the ^ ®" organizations are actively
Committee took on the respon-

;®cruit,ng students to join them
sibihty of the overall maintenance V^erefore, student involvement is
and upkeep of New Africa House prerequisiste for all
and the overseeing of the activities

^^'^Qanizations if they wish to
which 'ook place in it. But since

^"."^^'on. If this theme is continually
1970 'he Steering Committee has

^®''®''3'®<^ and attempts are made tomet sporadically and inconsisfflntiw actually recruit -

Racial Understanding. The
following are the chosen words of
ur. Caney.
Some years ago I remember

George Wallace standing in front of
the door of a University trying to
keep out a black student from
entering If we think of that it Is a
very odd thing to do, to stand and
say you give your life to prevent a
man from going into a room to hear
wofds that he should be hearing all

the time.

I think that this is a model that
education and race ax^ linked
together in that if you educate a
man then you cannot enslave him,
and If slavery means than race is

enslaved To educate a race means
that you cannot continue to think
that a race is inferior and you are
superior.

Education in this country has
been used 10 deny blacks entry into
the basic environment in this
country. I am not saying that the
environment is good for blacks or
bad but any education is meant to
feed a person and give him or her
the necessary tools 10 enter into the
environment, to live with it and
benefit from its growth, adding to
ii and receiving from it, any
education that does not do that is a
waste of time. The only reason
v*nich anyone should get an
education is to live to create to help
10 add to the environment and to
support it. Bui blacks have been left
out of the environment, that in-
teraction, that intersection of living

o w»^.i II iimoo liasmet sporadically and inconsistently
This summer some ten con

Africans were snatched out of
iheir environment and placed into a
different environment and no
education was replaced, no
education meaning none, except to
iry to chnstianize, was to deny the
basic human rights. Clearly then
ihai has been the pattern of the
relationship between education and
race, the denial of basic rights to
blacks in this country and in Africa
and in other countries during
colonial times again an attempt to
deny the basic rights of people in
'heir own country. So the play be-
tween education and race is a very
intrinsic play. The movement of
blacks in this country towards
education has been a movement to
reach back to Africa to the
traditional sense of things either
well or badly not having known
these traditions very well and at the
same time to attempt to integrate
into the society, a word which we
know so well.

The christianization of blacks In
ihis country was not by accident
I he christianization was a way to
educate into acceptance of an
aninnal status. The christianization
ot blacks was to martyr them
without giving them the validity of
being martyred, and the process
away from that has been a process
of education and race. To integrate
into the society is to lose one's self
as you go into something else you
become ' integral by going into
another process which is not of
yours. The shutting out of blacks

lly recruit Third World
students into organizations, then

and Dr. W.E.B. DuBois we see a
confrontation of Inegrate non-
integrate, except, reject, various
searches into possibilities of the
technical non-technical approach
into the society. The validation
process interms of education and
race has infected blacks and that
comes back from that whole en-
slavement self and that whole
inegrating into something else.

Built into the educational process
in this country still is that process
,ihat started with slavery, that of
negating the tradition and negating
ihe presence and negating the
human qualities of blacks. This
meant turning blacks heads around
10 value themselves as trying to be
white. So linked to education Is a
whole psychological trans-
formation.

Education has been made into a
dislocated process in the last five
hundred years, and in this country
ihe same process took place.
Education can only come to blacks
when they know themselves, when
'hey don't have to grasp outside to
'ry to validate themselves. When
black can work with their hands if
'hey have to then they can work
with their heads when they have to
ihat combination of essences they
have to bring together. Education is
ihe most important thing for blacks
they have to know technology they
have 10 know chemistry, biology
and they must retain soul the
humanistic and technological ends

• nis summer some ten con-
"^'^en's into organizations, then

cerned Third Worid students came ^® ^^^® *^® makings of some real
'ogether to try to remedy this ^}^^f^ with positive direction,
situation by reorganizing the ® S'eenng Committee has also
S'eering Committee ,k,^f\

suggested some themes for th«

and programs.
In speaking of student recruit-ant f^*- Xu:.^ t Ai _ _ I _i

'lew concerns and new objectives speaking of student recruit-
concerning the Steering Committee "J^nt for Third World organizations
and Its refation not only to the Black

Steenng Committee will at-
community but to the entire Third

.'^mp' 'o do this on a mass level
Worid community as a whole ^'^^ '"'* month on September 20

^u/" 1^® sponsor a mass Third
World Community meeting

Organizational Fair. At this

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

With some new ideas at hand
and using a combination of politics "Organizational Fair. At thisand culture, the Steering Com- "^ee'ing we hope to have tables setmittee sponsored two events this ^P ^^ '^at each Third Worldsummer. In July the musical group ^^^gan'zation can give out In-Jade was brought to the Lumumba ^"^"lanon about its organizationHoom of New Africa House for our ^^''^ " "-ecruits new students into
Tirs summer community gathering, ''s f^i-ganizations. More information
Jaae, 'he backup group of singer T ^® P"n'ed in the next NummoJean Larn, combined an original "^^^^ about this meeting
blend of rythm and blues with some We would also like to make the
conteiTiporary creative funk which S'eering Committee a centralizedkept the packed audience jumping ,^,^"^d'nating body for the Third
ail night. In conjunction with this

W'^rld Community. This could beevent .he Steering Committee accomplished if each Third Worldpassed out a questionnaire to the '^''ganization had representation oncommunity audience. The purpose '^^ S'eering Committee by sending
-'T ne community questionnarie ^' '^^^t on of its members to thewas 'o get new Ideas and ^^ekly S'eering Committee
suggestions concerning Third "meetings held on Tuesdays at 500World events and to get a general P'^- With all Third World
\A? IS^l

consensus of the Third ^'organizations represented underwond Community. '>ne coordinating body thenThe second activity sponsored by cen'ralized coordination of ac-ne b'eering Committee featured ''^'''^s, funds and ideas could takene Uriity Ensemble. The Ensemble P'^^^- """his would also alleviate thea tamihar guest among the Amherst P^^ssibility of activities clashing withcommunity, had the Lumumba ""^another when they occur at theroom filled as they displayed their
^^^^ ''"^e.

'echnical prowess and oenius- Another idea is to havegenius;

Nummo News
It's important 10 reiterate some of

the issues around the Bakke-
California Supreme Court decision
because of the possible reper-
cussions it may have upon Black
and minority student enrollment at
the University of Massachusetts.
When we talk about using 10-15
percent quotas for minority student
admissions in order to meet federal
government affirmative action
guidelines, we're not talking about
discriminating against 'qa£-ified
whiles.'

Specific quotas for minority
enrollment, employment, and
promotion were introduced by the
federal government in-an attempt
to combat institutional racism and

^rm^t' t. •
ycinus, ,.

--vv^ .v. .(J nave a cen-creating 'heir own unique brand of
''^'''®*^ calendar set up in Newcreative Black music. During in- t^'"^^

^''^^^ so that students will
J^®';";"ssion more anouncements T^® ^ consistent source of in-were made concerning the Steering ^f^^^ation concerning community
Committee and its goals and ob ^^^n's. Efforts are being made right

'^'Aillf-.u- "T y ^f^
'hat the community

'o make up for past discrimination
and injustices toward our Black
population. Furthermore, people
recognized that it wasn't practical
for white middle-class professionals
10 work in Black and minority
communities, which they knew
little or nothing about.
How is it possible for a physician,

psychiatrist, or teacher from a
white middle class background to
effectively treat, or work with Black
arxJ minority patients, or pupils
from a low- income status en-
vironment? Even if a physician, or
teacher from outside the minority
community obta>^ an overall view
of the nelghbaH«o<(kl he's about to
work in, there wfll stiN be a con-
siderable tack of sufaiectiva and

cultural identification that might
detract from the provision of quality
service.

Quotas are a simple way of
dealing with previous racial
discrimination and with the im-
balance between Black and other
minority professionals and clients.
Rather than looking at specific
minority communities, matching
'he overall ratios of professionals
and residents with the general
population, and requiring each
university to be responsible for
'raining 'their share of Black and
minority professionals, 10-15
percent admission quotas, hardly
enough to make up for the past
injustices, are much easier to work
with.

jec'ives.

Also this summer during CEEBS
Orientation, the S'eering Com-
mittee passed out questionnaires to
incoming Third World freshmen
This vvas to get a general idea of
vv^iat kind of skills the incoming
freshmen have and what kinds of
hings 'hey would like to do this
year outside of their academics

T? 'fV.7^^
^°'' '^^ Present-Ples to

Third World Organizations

^o.„ -J J' "' '"- community
calendar becomes a reality. The
S'eering Committee also plans to
redecorate the Lumumba Room
where Yvonn's restaurant is

located) with picture collages
posters and plants.

'

These are just some of the ideas
'hat .he S'eering Committee is now
•rying to implement. To make these
Ideas a reality we need, .,^ iiccu more

\A/ u u ;,>-...*».,„„,, s^PPfJ''* trom Third World StudentsWith 'he groundwork firmly laid !"^ """hird Worid organizations
tor a progressive year, the Steering ^9^'" ^e urge all interestedCommittee would like to voice s'^.^^ents and representatives fromS Sf^^.'^i^'^h ^e ^hlnk the

^h'^d World organizations to come
sTri ..ci ?k'^.,^^"'"'""*'>' should '^ \^^ Steering Committee
serujusly 'hmk about. meetings on Tuesdays at 5:00 in theOne of these Ideas Is that we ^^'^'^V G. DuBois Library on the

see .Third Worid ?®cond floor of New Africa House
would like to

activities organised "and co"or
dinated m a much more oderly

Bring all the ideas and propMaTs
you have with you.
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ter Dance Workshop Ensemb
- Where There Is Unity , There Is Strength

Nobody knows the trouble
I see

by David Jackson

Where 'here is unity, there is

s'reng'h...

Many folks are crying and lying
— "There is no place to go and
nothing to do" — lies, trash and
garbage; ironically the door is there,

open it and use your God given
ability to love and support what the
Creator has given you. This valley is

abundantly graced with In-

numerable artists seriously
dedicated in the arena of the
performing arts. Be careful one to

another, for the loss of loved ones
from this fold, not only weakens
our "'ower of poer," but may
somehow count use unworthy of
•heir goodness. Think about it!

On 'he evening of the third day of
•his ninth month, Diana Ramos and
•he Theater Dance Workshop
Ensemble, sponsored by Rick
Jeffries of Jazz Loft North In

Norhampton's Main Street Center,
unconditionally initiated and acted
upon the goodness and pleasantry
of dwelling in an uniquely har-

monious atmosphere.
The mid-evening production was

inaugurated with an instrumental
call by anklet bells and conga from
precussionlst Chris Henderson of
Unity Ensemble with a response
from Kwaku Gyata playing an
E'hiopian bass drum. These spirited

rhythms dually inspired and
ushered guest dancer Eno Donald
Washington to the performance
area. Washington's structured
improvisation was the force, power,
or energy permeating the entire

upper row. His spastic variety of
wing-footed jumps and leaps
splraling between his vigorously
precise and consie movements
perpetuated the commonness of
rhythmic 'hought and sen-
sationalism preserved thereafter.

.j«Ut'^:':^e.^dK$ SS^i^'

John Williams:
people and changes

Black

"Here Now," an excerpt from a
full length work, BLUES MON-
TAGE, commissioned by the
National Endowment for the Arts,
was choreograph by Diana Ramos!
The excerpt was adapted as a folo
and performed by Yves Toussaint,
Toussaints's virile and theatrical
dance of 'he unsupported vision of
a leader enhanced the
photographic montage prepared by
photographer Edward Cohen
highlighting his own works and
•hose of James Van Der Zee
Eugene Smith and Fitz Walker. The
sound of 'he Art Ensemble of
Chicago, -ape arrangement by
Diana Ramos, ritually baptised
Toussain's's vibrant portrayal
consistent to human condition of
ache, disbelief, glory, pain and
strength.

The blues ain't

"This Child's Gotta Live,"
especially prepared for an anti-

s'erilizatlon benfit, conceived and
performed by Patti Oneal, was
directed superbly by Diana Ramos.
The prologue to this work was
elaborately improvised by vocalist

Bearea'her Redd/s wholesome
excerpt of "Brown Baby": Diana
Ramos' conga playing, mourning
and walling throughout Ms.

Kathleen II

Reddy's additional spontaneous
vocalization eloquently surmise the
ri'ual in agony. Patti Oneal's in-

•erpre'ive dance of anguish and
grief was manifoldly captured in

Judyie Brandi's improvisational
narration of excerpts from
Lcjngston Hughes' "The Negro
Speaks of Rivers" and Sarah E.

Wright's novel "This Child's Gonna
Live."

Black People and Changes

Judyie Brandt remarkably
portrays a woman who believes
herself 'o be crippled, a Black
Wv'jman alone she speaks to herself
in "Mary Alice," a monologue
adap'ed from "Les Femmes
Noires" by Edgar White. Brandt
effectively drifts in alcoholic
nonsenses, rhetorically in and out
of past thoughts and conversations
— from rats to retirement, from a
'rain ride by a "brother to" daddy
said, black and poor and can't play
a piano.

"Passion Flower," monologue
excerpt from "For Colored Girls

Who Have Considered Suicide
When The Rainbow is Enuf,"
written by Ntozake Shange, MS.
Brandt convincingly reveal the
negative and positive thoughts of A
BNck women who must somehow
live above and below the hatred of
her livelihood.

Diana Ramos' self-
choreographed solo dance In
Kathleen II personified and
reminsced the trials and tribulations
of Black women In oppression. The
agill'y of Ms. Ramos' movements,
•ogether • with use of her
magnificently fluent facial
distortions, reflected a pure
possession of agony and pain. As a
puppet on a string weakened by the

Mary Alice

Thia Chiid'a Gotta Live

power of Its manipulator, Ms.
Ramos' unlimited retardation with
each mastered movement escorted
her "givin up the ghost" shriek. The
•ermlnatjon of Kathleen II hailed the
aklng of her burden and finally

collapsing in the cruciflsion
p.-isture. This work was performed
as an answer to the University of

Massachusetts and its ad-
ministration.

Piano Piece, excerpt from piano
composition by Marion Brown, was
accompanied by poem, "Black
People and Changes, written and
reched oratorically by John

Williams. A work in progress in-

spired by Amina Meyers' in-

erpretation of Marion Brown's
piano composition "Sunday Come
Down" 'he fusion of these to ideas
was choreographed and joyously
danced by Diana Ramos, as If she
was grazing in 'he grass of a new
found peace.

In "The Blues Ain't" a homage to
he master, Duke Ellington, the solo
and duet of Patti Oneal and Yves
Toussaint culminated the evenings
richness of imagery throughout the
many fiery episodes.

Here Now
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Afro-Am Needs Your Support

Professor Chester Davis: Associate Chairman of the
Dept. of Afro-American Studies.

Overall 'he majority of the faculty
members lean towards Pan-African
socialism as an overall ideological
oerspecive. (Over 'he past 10 years
•hrough — out our experience with

77>e follo\/ving interview with
Professor Chet Davis, Associate
chairman of the Afro-Am Studies
uept was conducted by Vukani
Magubane, News Editor ofNummo
News.

One concrete development that
came ou» of the struggle of the
1960's was the establishment of
Black S'udies Departments on
whi'e university campuses. Prior to
•ha» 'ime not only were blacks
excluded from attending white
campuses, 'heir historical and
cultural role in American society
was no' found in »he curriculum of
'he Universities. Due to the in-

creasingly complicated and
•echnically oriented society in-

stitutions of higher learning were
called on 'o play a vital and
definitive role in »he solution of the
social problems facing America.
Here are excerpts of an interview
conduced with Chester Davis,
AMocia'e chairman of the Afro-Arri
<tep* on 'he history, ideology and
fu*ure of 'he Afro-Am department
here a' UMass.
Nummo: What events led to the

•Mtablishment of the Dubois
Studies Department and what role
did the Black students have?

The events started in 1969 when
btock students from UMass and
o»her schools along with the
clima'e in 'he rest of the country
decided 'hat they would like the
establishment of an Afro-Am
program. In 1968 the first
significant amount of black
s'uden's arrived at the University of
Massachusetts through the CEEBS
program Before 'hat in 1967 they
were fewer 'han 40 black students
on 'he UMass campus. The
s'uden's and 'he few black faculty
'ha' were here decided that they
would like an Afro-Am dept. They
began 'o agitate. The black
s'uden's 'ook over 'he building that
is now 'he New Africa House. After
a series of negotiations with the
administration 'he building was
conver'ed into 'he headquarters for
•he deparment, CEEBS and the
cultural center. Before NAH was
es'ablished Afro-Am courses were
offered 'hrough the English
deparmen' The major for the
deparment was developed in 1972
after 'he department had been in

existance for 2Vi years. By 1973,
•he department had 18 faculty
members. In regards to the student
participation, 'he s'udents were the
spear- head of 'he whole operation.
Had it not been for the students
nothing would have happened.
O'her colleges 'o, at that time
es'ablished departments as a result
of 'he momentum that existed at

•ha' 'ime.

Nummo. Does the department
have a clear cut ideology in regards
to the liberation of Black people? Is

so what IS it.

If by ideology you are referring to
marxism, pan Africanism cultural or
revolutionary naijonalism, 'he
depar'men' does not have such an
ideolcjgy 'ha' is precisely defined.

black S'udies departments we have
found 'ha' for departments to lock
'hemselves into a particular
ideology can be self defeating.

Vicious struggles have occured in

depar'men's which have com-
mitted 'hemselves to specific
ideologies. Many departments have
been des'royed and this does a
grea' disservice to the students.
Depar'ments which commit
•hemselves 'o particular ideologies
•end 'o hire faculty that reflect that

par'icular ideology. We have tried

'o hire people who represent a
par'icular expertise in their par-
ticular area and we have also tried

•o hire p>eople who have been in-

volved in the movement. Our
facul'v members are not only
academics with degrees but have
also been involved in community
developments. Our committment is

•o black liberation. We understand
hat blacks have to liberate
•hemselves and cannot depend on
fjutside forces. Because in-

ternational racism is tied into the
whole question of capitalism and
capitalist expansion and im-
perialism this is why we tend to lean
•owards a pan-African socialist

view. Of course not all of our
faculty members agree on
every'hing but we do have a basis
of agreement that allows us to
function 'ogether
Nummo: What is the future of

the department?
I feel 'hat the black studies

department here has an excellent
fu'ure because we have in-

s'i'utionalized ourselves as a part of
•he university. We understood from
'he beginning that in order to be
any use 'o 'he black students we
had 'o stabilize ourselves as a
department within the college of
Ar's and Sciences. We function like

any other department. We have
commanded the respect of not only
•he campus here but the whole
universi'y sys'em. Our faculty have
w.orked hard and the University
realizes 'his. The department has 7
•enured faculty out of the total 15.

This is a sign of stability. The
department is now creating a
gradua'e program in Afro-Am
li'era'ure. We also plan to expand
nationally. The 2nd annual con-
ven'ion of 'he national council of
black studies will be held here next
April. By heading these we will not
>nly be hosting the convention but
we will be establishing a black
presence in the commonwealth of

Massachusetts. We hope because
of our stability to become a part of

•he national move 'hat is beginning
•o develop black studies as a real

na'ional presence.

— A portion of
the Afro Am courses for fall '77 are
below ihe minimum enrollment.
Afro Am is designed to dispel the
myths about Africa, the myths
about slavery, the myths about
black people up from slavery and to
Ihe present. Afro Am explores the
meanings of racism, capitalism,
Catholicism to the black experience
in America and throughout the
world. Some of the courses offered
by Ihe Afro Am department can be
interchanged with English courses
so that if an English major wants to
take an Afro Am course without
losing an English department
required course this option is open
10 you. The add-drop period is from
Sept. 1 thru 15, so look into the
Afro Am courses right away.
The following courses have

openings for the fall semester. Core
designations are in parentheses ( ).

AFRO AM 155 - REVOLU-
TIONARY CONCEPTS IN
AFRO AMERICAN MUSIC I

(C)

MWF 12:30-1:10 - NAH 315 -
Archie Shepp
An introduction to the history
of Black music from its African
origins to the end of the
nineteenth century. Discusses
styles, characteristics, and in-

strumentation of early African
music and moves to develop-
ment of New World forms from
early religious expressions to the
beginning of the blues. (3
Credits)

AFRO AM 190G - IN-
TRODUCTION TO AFRICAN
STUDIES
W 19:00-22:00 - NAH 315 -
Dovi Afesi Femi Richards
A basic one-semester in-
troduction to Africa from a
interdisciplinary perspective.
The approach is historical in the
sense that it will follow a
chronological sequence from
prehistory to contemporary
limes, but it will examine
political development and
processes, arts, and their role in

African culture, ethnography,
social structures, economies,
and modern nation building
processes. As a survey course, it

is, inevitably limited in the in-

tensity with which it can explore
specific areas of interest; it is

however, designed to utilize the
experience of the core faculty
leam which will offer the course
10 best advantage: each of the
four major units is carefully
integrated with the others for
ihis purpose. (3 Credits)

AFRO AM 227 - RACISM AND
AMERICAN SOCIAL
ANALYSIS (D)
MWF 10:10-11:00 - NAH 110
- William btrickland
An examination of the neglect of
race and class as explanatory
variables in traditional analyses
of American political and social
history. The role of intellectuals
as advocates and adversaries of
Ihe American system. (3
Credits)

AFRO AM 243 - AFRO-
AMERICAN FOLKLORE
WORKSHOP: POETRY
TUTH 2:30-3:35 - Herter 205 -
Bernard Bell

The aim of this course is two-
fold: (1) to introduce students to
Ihe tradition of Afro-American
poetry and (2) to examine the
influence of the Black aesthetic
movement on poetry of the
1960's. Will involve mini-lecture
discussions, tapes of poets, etc.
Class participation is required. (3
Credits)

+ + -t- Cross- listed with ENG
280A + -»- -^

AFRO AM 252 - BLACK IMAGES
IN WHITE AMERICAN
WRITINGS (C)

TUTH 9:30-10:45 - NAH 110 -
Allan Austin
A tracing of depictions of
Africans and Afro-Americans in

major literary works of the
Western world, or the tale of
how ethnocentric myths,
religion, philosophy, science and
pseudo-sciences informed
Western literature and put white
over Black by the twentieth
century.

Prerequisite: a course in major
themes in Western literature or
civilization, and a survey of
British and — or American
literature would be helpful

although not absolutely
necessary. (3 Credits)

AFRO AM 318 - BLACK MUSIC
AND THE THEATRE
TH 19:00-22:00 - Noah 104 -
Archie Shepp
Workshop in composing,
arranging, and performing
music for Black theatre. Involves
work with faculty members in
theatre in creating a musical
score for a play. Prerequisites:
ability to play a musical in-
strument; passable skill in read-
ing music; some knowledge of
scales, chords, and harmony. (3
Credits) -(-»--- Same as OHI
318+ + +

AFRO-AM 362 WRITINGS OF
FRANTZ FANON (D)
MWF 11:15-12:05 - NAH 110
- William Strickland
In-depth examination of Fanon's
analysis of colonialism and his
contribution to understanding of
revolution and political action.
Includes his concepts of
Negritude, participation in
Algerian revolution, involvement
with European liberal left, and
search for his own identity
through struggle. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 391A - IM-
PROVISATIONAL
TECHNIQUES IN BLACK
MUSIC I

W 2:30-5:30 - Noah 104 -
Archie Shepp
Preparation and performance of
literature for jazz ensembles and
school stage bands. Open to all

students by audition or per-
mission of instructor. (3-6
Credits) -»--)--»- Same as OHI
391 -(--(-

-I-

AFRO AM 492 - AFRICAN
SOCIALISM AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
TU 2:30-5:00 - NAH 110 -
Afesi

Focus on major trends of
socialist thinking in Africa. To
provide a serious forum for
critical reading and analysis of
Ihe works of leading African
socialists. In-depth evaluation of
the developmental policies and
practices of selected socialist
orientated African countries,
e.g., Tamzaria, Ghana, Guinea!
Senegal, Mozambique, Nigeria.
Prerequisites: Afro-Am 130 and
131, or permission of instructor.
(3 Crtdlts)

AFRO-AM 494 -'SEMINAR:
RACE RELA TIONS IN THE U S
AND GREA T BRITAIN
MWF 11:15-12:05 - NAH 114
— Lewis Killian

This course will be a com-
parative study of contemporary
race relations in the United
Slates and Great Britain. (3
Credits)

Open Letter To

The Third

World Community

NATO

Conference

Dr. Floyd Williams

By W. J. Wheeler

Dr. Floyd Williams, Professor of
mathematics at UMass, has been
invi'ed 'o speak at the Nato
Mathematical Conference in Liege,
Belgium. The conference, which
runs from September 5 thru 17, will

fea'ure outstanding
Mathematicians and Physicists
from 'he world over. Dr. Williams
will deliver a paper entitled
"Cohomology of discrete series
representations".

Dr. Williams is the author of
"Reduction of tensor products of
principal series representations of
complex semi-simple Lie groups",
which is on the shelves of the
UMass Library. He has also written
several research papers which
appear in various mathematical
journals throughout the world.

This will be 'he first time that Dr.
Williams has been invited to speak
abroad, he has spoken at several
conferences throughout America.
A' 'he last Conference where Dr.
Williams spoke which was held at
Williams College, Williams Town
Massachusetts his topic was
"Holomorphic analysis on
homogeneous space". The
Williams Town Conference was
from Aug. 1 thru 21, 1975. Con-
ferences such as this one and the
Nato Mathematical Conference are
held to bring together various
mathematicians to discuss their
'heories. Dr. William's theory can
be applied to the formulation of
symetry principles and sub-atomic
physics.

So far, every Monday you have
witnessed Nummo News — a
supplement to the Collegian. You
may love Nummo, you may hate it

but Nummo is the Voice of Our
People, and if it seems weak, or
ineffective, it is your fault. So far
the responsibility of Nummo has
fallen on the shoulders of a small
band of people whose professions
are not necessarily journalism. We,
the Nummo staff are trying our
best, but we are overworked.
Nummo invites talented and

interested students of the 5-college
community to come in and take
leadership roles. Nummo invites
those who do not have time for the
commitment to contribute as often
as they can. Contribute: thoughts,
essays, artists, reviews,
photographs, drawings, poems —
and most of news. We need news
correspondents from each of the 5

colleges. For instance if something
of importance happens at Smith or
Mount Holyoke LET US KNOW. If

something is going to happen, LET
US KNOW.
Nummo can be what you make it

. Joining the Nummo staff — you
will have a say in redirecting
energies, pushing toward a higher
consciousness. Don't accept
Nummo as it is. CHANGE IT
DEVELOP IT. There are great
possibilities for more funds to be
allocated. There are possible credits
to be earned as internship-
independent study. Ther4 is a lot of
experience to be gained by wat-
ching how our staff does lay-out.
Learn journalism and Ny-out
techniques.

I want to express the fun-
damental and heartfelt wish of the
Nummo staff. We want Nummo to
survive, and we want you to CARE.

The Nummo News Staff
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Resources For Third World Students

Who Are We?
Upon arriving at UMass we find

•hat we are described as Third
Wc>rld students, whereas in our
home communities we may have
identified along racial and ethnic
lines, i.e.. Black, Latino, Asian-
America, Chicano, Native
American. Now it becomes
necessary ^o understand the
concept of Third World and how it

applies 'o us as students. "Third
World" is an economic and political

'erm defining a group of un-
derdeveloped countries whose
natural resources support the
powerful international capitalist
countries, or the "First World".
Being locked into this oppressive
system, 'he lands and peoples of

•he Third World are exploited and
are continuously involved in

struggles 'o regain control over
•heir na'ive lands. This definition

broadens when applied to Third
World students. We are residents
(jf 'he United States who share a
common heritage of political and
economic exploitation within the
boundaries of this nation. We are
subjected 'o an educational system
'hat denies even our most basic
cul'ural identities.

Our early struggles

During the late 1960's, Third
Wvjrid students around the country
organized to confront the
educational system's inadequacies.
Some of the most immediate
demands were for more meaningful
courses, 'he hiring of more Third
World faculty, an end to
discrimination in admissions
policies, and funding for Third
World student organizations.

Black students at UMass
challenged the University on all of

•hese issues and emerged vic-

onous. b'uaents 'ook over the
building which is now the New
Africa House, as a place to focus
he activities of the Third World
campus community. It is our
responsibility as the present
generation of Black, Latin and
Asian-American students to work
•owards change in terms of what
we are learning, who is teaching us
and how well we are prepared to do
meaningful work once we
gradua'e.

How to become involved
A' present, there are numerous

Third World student organizations
on campus which cover a whole
spectrum of interests; com-
munications and media, journalism,
music, 'heatre, martial arts, political

education, sciences, women's
issues, graphic arts - essentially,
wherever students have skills and
alents to share. Following is a list

.jf 'he organizations and a brief
description of their functions:
Black Mass Communications
Project

BLACK MASS COM-
MUNICATIONS PROJECT (402
Sudent Union; 545-2426) is

currently responsible for
programming over twenty hours a
week of Black and Third World
orien'ed radio programming on the
campuS ^ radio station, WMUA.
BMCP has afforded students a
chance 'o develop skills in editing,

newscast training, production
work, remote tape recordings, and
•raining to obtain a third class radio
license.

Afro -American Society
AFRO-AMERICAN SOCIETY

(424 New Africa House; 545-0794)
is a student organization whose
purpose is to reflect the many
aspects of Afro-American culture.

Tiie group sponsors concerts, films,
lec'ure series and other activities!
Asian American Students
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENT

ASSOCIATION is designed to bring
awareness and understanding of
-ne c<f •he least recognized and
understood minorities - ''he
Asian-American'. The organization
IS ac'ive in political and educational
areas c^n campus and in the
community.
Black Scientists Society
BLACK SCIENTISTS SOCIETY

(425 New Africa House; 545-0794)
is comprised of any Third World
s'uden' declaring a science major.
BSS offers resources pertinent to
he educational experience of such
majors and forms study groups to
aid i's members.
Bilingual Collegiate Program
BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE

PROGRAM (504 Goddell; 545-1987)
was formed to meet the special
needs of the state's Spanish-
speaking residents who want a
post-secondary education. The
BCP has fostered development of
bi- lingual couses. Their efforts have
made 'he entire University com-
munity more responsive to the
needs of Spanish speaking
S'udents by publicizing and
promoting interests and issues
shared by bi-linguai students on"
•his campus.

Black Teens-Permanent Joblessness?

The plight of black teenagers,
whose unemployment rates were
not only the highest during the
recession but have also proved the
most unyielding, is viewed as a
permanent part of the country's
economic system.
These black youths are regarded

as part of a secondary labor class,

with little chance of moving out of
Ihe perpetual state of joblessness or
of escaping the vicious cycle of low
paying jobs that lack security or
chances for advancement.

This is the picture that emerged
in interviews with economists, labor
analysts, manpower experts,
community leaders and black
teenagers themselves.

Contrary to the expectations
raised by the Great Society
programs of the '60s which aimed
10 break the cycle of poverty
through training, remedial work and
job counseling, the cycle proved
resistant. In fact, as the recession
lifts slowly for everyone else, the
job condition of black teenagers
and young adults is steadily
deteriorating.

"The worst part of being
unemployed for me is that I don't
seem to belong anywhere," said
Denise Davis, a 15 year old high
school dropout from the Watts
section of Los Angeles.

"I don't fit into school anymore. I

don't have a husband or a baby to

lake care of. And I don't have a job.

I just feel lost."

The argument by some
economists that joblessness among
black teenagers will be reduced by
the normal process of labor market
activity is contradicted by the
persistence of the high jobless rates

even in prosperous tiej

In 1955, the jobless rate tor black
teenagers was 15.8 per cent,
compared with 10.3 for whites of
the same age. In 1965, it was 26.2
per cent, compared with 13.4. And
in 1973, it was 30.2 per cent for
blacks, compared with 12.6 for
white youths.
The most recent statistics are

equally dismal. As of June 1976,
that rate, according to the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, was 40.3 per
cent for blacks, compared with 16.1

for whites of the same age.
Furthermore, the rate of

joblessness among white
teenagers, though still high, is

expected to attenuate as a result of
a declining birthrate of whites. The
black birthrate, however, is three
limes that of whites and increasing.

Experts and teenagers alike
contend that new policies must
take these factors into account, as
well as others, such as
discrimination.

Dr. Bernard Anderson of the
Wharton School at the University-
of Pennsylvania said, "Fiscal and
monetary policies alone are not
going to solve this problem. You
have to have measures intended to
increase job skills, that invest in

human capital and that attack
institutional barriers.

"The failure to attack these
problems," Anderson said, "is

tantamount to writing off the future
of black people."

Earlier this year, the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress,
noting the predictions of severe
unemployment through at least

1980, expressed its concern about
the social, economic and
psychological impact of the

unemployment on young people.
"I don't think I have much of a

future," said Rachel Smith, a high
school dropout, who lives with her
mother in Watts. "I just get by from
day to day."

By most accounts, the economic
plight of black teenagers is wor-
sening.

In many cities, so many adults
are out of work that funds once
used to aid unemployed youths are
now being diverted to adults.

In some cities, federal aid itself

has been cut.

Though some of these problems
may be eased somewhat during an
economic recovery, others, like

discrimination and poor schooling,
are viewed as more intractable.

Adults and students alike
complained that students were not
being prepared in school
academically or through vocational
counseling.

At the same time, however,
Anderson's research indicated that
job hunting for black youths was
"less favorable" than for white
youths largely because of
discrimination.

Veron Evans, a graduating high
school senior in Los Angeles, said
that he had applied to "about 110
places" but has had no luck.

"Employers are very afraid to hire
black men today," he said. "Even if

you come to an interview clean-
shaven, short hair, looking real nice,
they think you are going to rob the
place or do some kind of damage.
You might be a genius, but they will

never give you a chance."

Black Affairs

BLACK AFFAIRS (113 Campus
Center; 545-3500) is a news service
published three tjmes weekly
•hrough the Daily Collegian - the
UMass student newspaper. Black
Affairs provides up-to-date
reporting on issues and events that
effect 'he Third World campus
community.
CCEBS
CCEBS - Collegiate Committee

for •he Education of Black Students
(New Africa House) is an advocacy
agency which offers academic
counseling, career guidance, and
'u'orial services to Third World
s'udents at UMass. Through its

autonomous admissions system,
he CCEBS program can accept
many Third World students. Once
here CCEBS actively assists those
S'uden's with economic and
academic problems.
Third World Women's Center
THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S

ORGANIZATION (B16 Baker
House) offers workshops,
discussion groups and special
programs in a supportive at-

mosphere for Black, Latin, and
Asian-American women.
Third World Senate Caucus
THIRD WORLD SENATE

CAUCAS (420 Student Union; 545-
0341 ) is a group of fifteen students
representing the Third World
student body within the Student
Senate. The caucus members are
involved in decisions concerning
budget allocations, policy making
and 'he general business of the
S^uden' Government Association.
WBLK
WBLK (424 New Africa House;

545-0767) is an independent radio
s'ation located in New Africa
House. The station will serve the
needs of the University and
surrounding communities by
highlighting a variety of issues from
a Third Worid perspective.
Ahora
AHORA (407 Student Union;

545-2479) is the organized and
united voice of the UMass Spanish-
speaking community. Specific
purposes of AHORA include
recruiting Spanish speaking
students for the University,
promoting educational programs
directed toward careers and job
advancement, and supDortinq

efforts to counter language barriers
and cultural isolation.

Nummo News
NUMMO NEWS (103 New Africa

House; 545-0061 ) is the Third World
community newspaper at UMass,
supplying news coverage by and
about Third World people. The
publication acts as a student
•raining and placement
"-organization for reporters,
photographers, artists, and lay-out
personnel.

Drum
DRUM (424 New Africa House-

5450767) is the Black literary
magazine at UMass catering to the
Third World struggle in the
Amherst area and world-wide.
DRUM is published once each
semes'er and provides an outlet for
'he li'erary and artistic talents of the
Third World community.
Malcolm X Center: Center For
Racial Understanding
MALCOLM X CENTER and THE

CENTER FOR RACIAL UN-
DERSTANDING offer courses, and
colloquia in Black Studies, racial
awareness and understanding,
community outreach, and courses
'hat develop recognition of ethnic
and cultural diversity.

The overall co-ordinating body of
•he Third World community is the
NEW AFRICA HOUSE STEERING
COMMITTEE which is comprised of
representatives from every Third
World organization. The Steering
Committee meets regularly to
assess 'he various programs that
are offered and 'o dicuss com-
munity related issues. All Third
Worid students are urged to
participate on the Steering
Committee, for by doing so we
develop a strong collective
ideology for our entire community.
With your input and your voice

we can come together as a diverse '

ye' unified group whose ideas
become reality and whose lives are
enriched. Our very survival depends
on your active involvement.

For further information contact:
Stan Kinard, Office of Third World
Affairs, 308 Student Union, 545-
0794 or Malcolm X Center, 545-
2819.

Third World Community Orien-
tation

Attention all Black, Asian and
Latin students. There will be a Third
World Organization Fair and
Community Meeting on Tuesday,
September 20 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Campus Center Auditorium. All
Third World Students are asked to
attend.

The slaveship "Wildfire" as it arrived in
Fieri de in 1860. Our labor was needed in
1860 - to the point of kidnap, rape, murder.,
but in 1976 v/e are no longer economically in
demand by racist whites. What is the future
for our black youths?
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Main Street Center; Summer Spot For Black Music
"Anu" in honor of his newborn
son, and "all Black people".

Sulaiman Hakim and Chris Hen-
derson, as 'hey always do,

dissipa'ed any attempts to corner

'heir music definitionly. Rhythms
and reed songs, complex and
serene; balafon solos; blues
streaming from 'he brass throat —

Internationally

reknowned saxophonist Marion Brown
Uni»y Ensemble featuring

Sulaiman Hakim on reeds and Chris

H. Henderson on drums and
African percussion opened an array

of summer concerts at the Main
S'ree' Center in Northampton. Jazz
Lof» North with Rick Jeffries made
•he arrangements and scheduled
performances for the series. Jef-

fries, lookina back «o the planning

Jackson performed with in-

struments — acoustic and electric

gui'ar, flute and his own vocals

which included poetry and im-

provisational recitations. Though
his performance coincided with the

wo hottest days of the year, people

attended and conveyed that they

had heard alot. Jackson's album,

CLARITY has iust been released.

Sulaiman Hakim
drum 'alk and crescendos, full

ensemble arrangements. This gave
examples of Black classical music in

i's mos' vibrant state. Unity En-

semble is on the more.
The Marion Brown-Steve McCall

Duo played August 26th and 27th,

again 'o another full house very

generous and ready with applause.

This concert was the 10th an-

niversary of the Brown-McCall
musical association. Those listening

applauded 'he opening phrases of

Brown's "and then 'hey Danced."

Chris Henderson

She direc'ed 'he fusion of so many
elements and art forms besides the

dance w(jrks »hat she has
choreographed. If this dance
cuncer' is sign of what she has in

mind for 'he coming period, we
have a lot 'o look forward to.

This summer series was made
pcjssible by 'he forsight of Floyd

Andrus despi'e warnings from
fellow business men referring to the

May Day concert fiasco. Andrus
wan'ed 'o support quality music
and ar'is's and provided 'he space
and personal assistance 'hat in fact

proved his point. Presently he with

Jeffries are planning a Fall-Winter

series 'hat will guarantee top

quality concerts twice monthly.
Jeffries said. We are trying to

breakdown distinctions between
musical styles. We also want to

nrovide a showcase for younger
musicians. We want to blend in

local 'alen' along with bringing to

he ever growing audience here, ,„.,, _
,

. _. _ . _,, , ,. ^ .

musicians who afe traveling. After
<B.lly Gait), The Ed Blackwell Tno,

we ge' a footing, musicians ^''^^r Lake, and Michael Gregory

•hemselves will want to check out
-'^c'^son

Diana Ramos
Roach, Vishnu Wood, Kalem Zarif

The Unity Ensemble
s'ages s'ated, "We wanted to see rt

'he people who live here year-round
would support quality music." He
concluded af'er noting the success
.jf 'he Ramos Theatre Dance
Workshop Ensemble of this last

weekend, "We have a solid core
here" ^ ^ ,

Unity Ensemble performed early

in July, singer Semenya McCord
added her moving vocals to each

se'. The ensemble played as tight

as ever bu' took oft in surprising

ways. In mid-July Michael Gregory

Unity Ensemble performed
Augus' 19*h and 20th to a full

house. Kalem Zarif (Billy Gait) was
gues' keyboardist and dance artists

Eno Dcjnald Washington was in-

troduced 'o 'he area. People got

in'o 'he arrangement with Chris

Henderson playing congos and Eno
dancing in an African motrf. For
hf,'h concerts. Unity Ensemble
added a rich bass section calling on

•he 'alents of Kevin Ross and Avery

Sharpe. Bu'ch Campbell who plays

gui'ar debused his composition

Eno Donald Waahington

Stave McCall

The duet dissolved time setttng

forh spontaneous improvisations,

basic sketches, solos and a

reper'oire of compositions by

Marion Brown. Brown has a quartet

album 'o be released by Timeless

Records 'his fall.

Diana Ramos and the Theatre

Dance Workshop Ensemble per-

formed September 2nd and 3rd.

•his area knowing that their is in-

'eres' and support here. With this,

we will be doing our parr to con-

•inue a music 'radition."

some people and groups to

perform will include Vea Williams,

Tim Moran, "Avatar," Joe Fonda,

BrarKJon Ross, Steve McCraven,
Terry Jenour, "Air," "John Betsch
Society," Marion Brown. Unity

Ensemble, Archie Shepp, Max

Chris Henderson and Sulaiman
Hakim in a recent interview
s'ressed how appreciative they
were of 'he people who attended
•heir concerts and who inquire

abou' 'heir forth coming ap-

pearances and recordings. Hen-
derson said, "We feel good playing

in 'his area. I dig it. I dig the people
who come to hear the music."

by Zoe Best

Black Unemployment Rates

WASHI,\/GTON ^AP] - The
summer unemployment rate among
black you'hs 'his year rose to the

highes' level ever recorded, with

more "han one out of three unable

f. find jobs, 'he Labor Department

repor'ed Wednesday.
The depar'men' said 'he number

.,f unemployed blacks, aged 16 'o

21, increased by 100,000 since July

1976 o a 'otal of 756,000 'his

summer. Their jobless ra'e, at 34.8

per cen', was up almost 4 per cent.

By comparison, joblessness

among all you'hs in 'he 16-21 age

group, whi'es as well as blacks,

declined sligh'ly from las' summer,
dr-/pping 'o 15.3 per cen' from 15.9

per cen' in July 1976. But the

depar^men* said i' was only white

jy.;u'hs who benefitted.

By comparison, 'he over-all U.S.

iinemploymen' rate in July was 6.9

per cen*. The ra'e for blacks and

/her minori'ies was 13.2 per cent

wliile he ra'e for whites was 6.1 per

cen'.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall

called 'he figures for black youths
"m.MS* dis'urbing."

Bu' Marshall defended the Carter

administration's efforts to create

jobsagains' recent attacks by black

leaders and organized labor who
have contended 'hat 'he ad-

minis'ra'ion isn'' doing enough.
He 'old a news conference "it's a

serious miss'atemen' of the

si'ua'ion 'o say we're not doing
anything.

Marshall announced plans to

es'ablish 'hree new Job Corps
cen'ers — in Albany, Ga.; San
Bernadino, Calif., and Benton, Pa.

and 'he signing of an in-

eragency agreement with the

depar'men's of agriculture and
Inferior 'o adminis'er the new
Young Adul' Conservation Corps
U)T jobless you'hs.

Bo'h measures were part of a $1-

billion program recen'ly signed into

law by President Carter to put

200,000 young people to work in

public service jobs, park and
fores'ry projects.

The announcements came as

Car'er me' with municipal officials

a' 'he White Hciuse to assure them
ha' his administration will move
m(jre rapidly 'o spur housing and
economic development in the

na'ion's ci'ies.

Marshall 'old reporters that the

various administration programs
will have a "substantial effect" on
unemployment among young
people. Many of 'hese programs
will focus on inner city blacks, who
have Tadi'ionally suffered 'he

severes' unemployment problems.

The 'hree new Job Corps centers

will be 'he firs' of a planned dozen

new ones planned in 'he next 12

m.on'hs. The administration is

proposing 'o double 'he size of the

corps from about 50,000 presently

enrtilled in 61 centers to about

100,000.

wsrli
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Free Assata Shakur
Wednesday, September 7, 1977

Asaata Shakur

Assa'a Shakur- Joanne
Chesimard, Sundiata Acoli-Clark

Squire, and Zayd Malik Shakur
were stopped on May 2, 1973 by
state 'roopers on the New Jersey
Turnpike. The shoot-first, ask-

questions- later incident that ensued
resulted in the murder of Zayd as

well as 'he serious wounding of

Assa'a. Trooper Werner Foerster

was killed. Assata and Sundiata
were charged with several counts
of murder, assault, and possession
of weapons. Finally the state had
'hese Black revolutionaries in a

position they had wanted them in

for some time, as part of the

government's ongoing attempt to

crush 'he movement for Black
liberation in this country. Sundiata
was 'ried in 1974, convicted on no
direct evidence, and sentenced to

life plus 30 years. Assata was tried

in 1977 and was similarly railroaded.

In April 1977 she was sentenced to

life plus 30 years.

As supporters of the Black
liberation struggle, we recognize
our responsibility to do support
work for Sundiata as well as

support work for Assata. The first

manifestation of this has been the
initiation of a campaign to publicize
'he conditions at Trenton State
Prison. This first Assata-Sundiata
Bulletin contains important back-
ground information as well as the
lates' update on the situation of
both Assata and Sundiata.

Assata Shakur is a Black
revolutionary woman who has long
been a freedom fighter in the
struggle for the liberation of the
Black nation in »he U.S. A child-
hood in the south and an
adolescence in New York led her to
recognize that "anybody's life

doesn'' mean anything if you are
Black in Amerika." After a series
cif slave labor jobs, Assata took the
GED and enrolled in Manhattan
Community College where she
became a part of the Black student
organization, and I met a lot of
sistas and brothas who were into
Black history and culture and who
were 'alking about freedom for
Black people. I took to them like a
fish 'akes 'o water. I started reading
everything I could get my hands on
about Black history, culture and
•hen politics and ideology. It was
like being born again. Everything
started falling together and for the
first 'ime in my life I had a clear

unders'anding of the world I lived

in. I began to see this country as the

imperialistic octopus it is and to

understand that this system cannot
be improved — it must be
destroyed and replaced by a

complete change, a revolution. It

was around then that I decided that

•he most important thinv in life for

me was to struggle for the

liberation of Black people and all

oppressed people, to struggle
against all forms of racism,
capitalism, imperialism, sexism, and
oppression. (1976)

Assata worked with the Black

Panther Party in the community
breakfast program, setting up free

heal'h centers and studying to be a

para- medic as part of a medical

cadre.

As 'he government's war against

'he Black liberation struggle
escalated, Assata became a target

of Cointelpro (Counter Intelligence

Program). Cointelpro was part of
'he government's campaign to
smash 'hird world liberation forces
and other struggles, a campaign
which continues 'o this day. Coin-
•elpro used a variety of repressive
'echniques including writing phony
le'ters 'o create distrust, framing
individuals on criminal charges and
even resorting 'o murder.

bnmde ckuini

Therefore, once she was captured,
Assa'a was accused of a variety of

charges including bank robbery,
kidnapping and murder.

In 'he four years since the arrest

on 'he Turnpike, in a series of trials,

Assa'a has been consistently
vindicated. Only the Cointelpro-
inspired shoot-first policy of the
state troopers has put Assata
Shakur behind bars, adding her to a
growing list of imprisoned Black
leaders throughout the country.

In her trial in New Brunswick,
which began January 17, 1977, the
outcome was apparent from the
start. Despite the findings of the
National Jury Project that 80 per
cent of the local population from
which 'he jury would be drawn
were convinced of her guilt and

anxious »o see her punished. Judge
Appleby denied a change of venue;
Appleby denied 'he defense the
right 'o voir dire 'he jury; Appleby
refused 'o allow Assata or her
lawyers 'o read her opening
s'a'ement, or to place 'he trial in a
political context; Appleby ruled out
any reference 'o Cointelpro and its

declared war on Black neoole. The
all-whi'e jury, not interested in the
'ru'h, added 'o the racism of the
entire proceedings. After a trial that
las'ed 'hree months, less than two
days of deliberation led to a verdict
of guilty Qp all counts.
Throughout her four years of

detention, Assata's status as a
political prisoner has been cleariy
recognized by the government.
Constant surveillance, isolation,

denial of visitors and wrist and
ankle shackles illustrate the
government's insistence that she is

a "high security risk." To further
secure Assata's total isolation, she
has been incarcerated in all men's
jails and prisons for three years.
Having spent 1 '/« years in Middle-
sex County jail for men awaiting
'rial, she was, upon conviction,
'ransferred 'o Clinton Correctional
Institution for women. Simply
because of her presence there, new
harassment procedures were
immediately instituted throughout
'he prison: daily strip searches,
res'riced yard and visiting
privileges. The women protested by
work stoppages. Assata was
promptly transferred to Yardville
Correctional Facility for adolescent
males, where she was kept for four
months. In July Assata was trans-
ferred to the Women's House of
Detention on Rikers Island to face
•rumped-up charges in Brooklyn.
The treatment of Assata and

Sundiata at the hands of Amerika is

not unique. It simply illustrates

what all Black brothers and sisters

who struggle inside or outside

prison walls can expect from a

racist government, a government
built upon and sustained by the

lives and labor of the Black people
detained within it. But no people
will be held down forever. Black

people in Amerika are rising and

'heir chains 'oo will be broken.
Around 'he globe imperialism is

under a'tack. The capital of ,

capi'alism cannot survive.

ASSATA UPDATE
Assa'a is still facing murder

charges in Brooklyn Supreme
Court. Of 'he 3 others indicted in

•he case, Twyman Myers was
murdered by NYC police, Andrew
Jackson's charges were dismissed

and Avon White is a well-known
agen' who has testified in several

cases. Assata's last appearance in

•his case was July 6 on a previous

da'e — June 27 — 'he case was
adjourned when Assata fell down
fjn her way into court and was hurt

because of 'he ankle and wrist

shackles she is forced to wear. At
'he July appearance, September 19
was se' down by Judge Starkey for

pre- rial motions. Attorneys are
preparing motions for dismissal

based on failure to prosecute and
•he federal removal rule which
makes i' illegal to move a detainee

back and forth between states

more 'han once.
On 'he N.J. Turnpike case, the

N.J. Appellate Division recently

denied a motion for an appeal of

Judge Appleby's denial of a fuller

hearing on the mis-trial issue of

Juror McGovern's escape from
sequestration. A letter has now
been sent to the N.J. Supreme
Court asking for the riaht to appeal
'his further. Also, in the Turnpike

case, 'he N.J. Public Defender's
office is undertaking the appeal of

'he conviction because of Assata's
indigent status.

Finally, 'he fact that the state of

New Jersey keeps Assata in an all

men's prison when she is in their

custody — a violation of state law
which has survived a hearing before

Judge Fisher — is being appealed
by P.R.O.D. and the National

Conference of Black Lawyers.

Citizens review commission

On 'he weekend of October 21-

23, The New York Citizen's Review
Commission on the FBI will hold

hearings on 'he conduct of FBI-

Coin'el-pro projects and activities.

The purpose of the Commission
and of 'hese hearings will be to

inves'iga'e and make public, the

harassment, extra-legal and
murderous activities (i.e. murders
of Fred Hampton, Mark Clark,

Sandra Prat' and Anna Mae
Aquash) by 'he FBI and other law

enforcement agencies. These
activities have been and are used
against 'he national liberation

struggles, *he women's movement,
peace action groups, gay people,

labor unions and other people

s'ruggling against U.S. imperialism.

Similar meetings were held

recen'ly in la'e 1976, in Min-

neapolis, focusing on the Min-

neapolis FBI Regional Office and its

jurisdiction in Minnesota, North

Dakota and South Dakota. The
hearings focused on FBI activity

against the American Indian

Movement. The FBI, which had

been invited to testify, refused to

appear. The Minnesota Hearing

Board Report and recom-
mendations are available from the

Native American Solidarity

Committee (777 UN Plaza, NYC
10027). Four video tapes of the

hearings are also available.

As in Minneapolis, the New York
Hearing Board will be composed of

abou' 25 people selected by the

Review Commission and
representing 'he viewpoint of Third

Wfjrid, religious, labor, educational

and political communities. They will

lis'en 'o testimony from a wide and
representative spectrum of in-

dividuals and groups who have
been 'he objects of FBI abuse. The
•es'imony will reflect the methods
used by 'he U.S. in foreign natioas

such as Vietnam, Cuba, Chile, and
Angola. It will highlight the
historical and present use of these

•ac'ics against Native American,
Black, Chicano, Puerto Rican
struggles and progressive people,

as par' of everyday U.S. policy.

Your help is needed. For the

hearings to be effective, they must
have 'he broadest possible par-

•icipation and support from in-

dividuals and organizations con-

cerned about constitutional
guarantees and democratic rights.

\' is our hope that you will want
•o sponsor the hearings, participate

in one of the organizing committees
and share this information with

your membership, your friends,
families, church, unions and other
groups.

Testimony
If you or a member of your group

can give pertinent testimony about
government use of the FBI or any
o'her agency to deprive and limit

he exercise of democratic rights
•hrough harassment, intimidation,
reprisals, surveillance or any other
ac'ivi'y, we are interested in your
par'icipa'ion. Testimony should run
abou' 15 minu'es. Recounting first

hand experience is preferable, and
should be documented if possible.
I' will in no way be censored.
Presen'ations will be given by the
groups and individuals submitting
•es'imony; if you are unable to

par'icipa'e you can submit
•es'imony 'o 'he Board. Final

decisions on what will be presented
will be made by 'he Hearing Board
S'eering Committee.

In Solidarity,

Program Committee of
CITIZEN'S REVIEW COMMISSION

'

c-o NASC
777 UN Plaza

New York, NY 10017

Partial list of Sponsoring
Organizations
African Peoples Party

African Peoples Socialist Party

American Indian Movement
An'i Klan Li'iga'ion Project

A"ica Committee to Free
Dacajeweah
Black Ecoi omic Survival

Campaign 'o S'op Government
Spying
Cen'er for Constitutional Rights
Clergy and Laity Concerned
Coalition of Black Trade Unionists
Committee for Public Justice

Environmental Policy Center
Figh' Back
Grand Jury Project

In'ernational Treaty Council
Iranian S'udents Ass. (World
Confederation)

KDP (Union of Democratic
Filipinos)

Mass Par'y Organizing C' littee

Na'ional Alliance Agains .icism

and P(jli'ical Repression
Na'ional Commi"ee 'o Rp n the

Rosenberg Case
Na'ional Task Force for C elpro

Li'iga'ion and Research
Na'ive American Solidarity

Committee
New American Movemen'
New Y(jrk Prairie Fire Organizing

Committee
Pe.oples Alliance

Puer'o Rican Socialist Party

RNA 11 Support Committee
War Resis'ers League
Youth Against War and Facism
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Community Calender
DATES
September 8th
September 9th
September 10th
September 11th
September 11th

September 11th

EVENT
Car Wash
Film, entitled Malcolm X
Concert, Archie Shepp
Rutgers Music Ensemble
Chile Solidarity Day

Rutgers Music Ensemble

PLACE AND TIME
CCAud, 7-9-11

Thompson 104 7:30 b 9:30 p.m.
Look Park Northampton

Crown Point, 8 p.m. Hampshire College
SUB. 2 p.m.

Crown Point, Hampshire College

Featuring
Larry Ridley-bass
Freddie Waits-drum
Kenny Barron-piano
Ted Dunbar-guitar
Frank Foster-tenor sax
Prof. Mark Crawford will be narrating
Bill Hasson-poetry
Vishnu Wood-program coordinator & double bass concert entitled-
History of Afro American Music" 7:30

September 16th
September 16 th

September 17th
September 17th

September 18th
September 20th

September 23

September 23
September 29th

CCEBS Convocation
Puerto Rican Solidarity Day £r
Roy Brown Concert

Film, Blazing Saddles
Umoja Cabaret
After Party

Bubbling Brown Sugar
Film, Puerto Rican
Solidarity: Paradise Invaded.

Safari East
Concert: Sarah Vaughan

NAH 7:00 p.m.

CCC, 7-9-1 1p.m.
F.A.C. 8:00 p.m.

Malcolm X Center
FAC3&8p.m.

Thom. 1068 p.m.

Amherst College 7:au
Buckley Recital Hal

Buckley-Amherst College 7:30
FAC 8 p.m.

For further Information contact Stan Kinard, Office of Third Worid Affairs, 545-0794.

Available Jobs
RESEARCH ASSISTANT

The C.A.O.S. (Counseling
Assis'ance for Older Students) is

looking for undergraduate and
graduate students to fill the
position of Research Assistant.
Applications are being accepted
now 'hrough Sept. 9th. Salary is

paid 'hrough work-study at UMass.
Familiarity with UMass and non-
•radi'ional students is helpful, but
no* necessary. A minimum of 10
hours per week is anticipated, and
hours are flexible. Applicants
should preferably be 23 years of age
or older.

The Research Assistant will

assis' 'he Research Coordinator in

upda'ing 'he 1978 edition of the
publica'ion, "If Only I Had Known",
and assess further needs of the
non-'radinonal student. Other
projec's might include serving on a
committee to develop a student
eac her- course evaluation book,
implement reform of dorm policy
and conditions, etc. Although the
Research Coordinator will oversee
all research activity, the Assistant
will assume responsibility and
ini'ia'ive for individual projects.

NEWS PERSON
The position would be to create

and maintain a Third World
W(>men's section of the EWC
(Everywoman's Center Newsletter).
Number of pages would be
nego'iable according to the per-
son's desire and time. (The person
woukj be getting ideas for stories,

researching, reporting, and writing
all "he items in 'his section — so
•here will be 'ime limitations.) There
is a grea* deal of flexibility in
content and in creation of the
section in general.

The person would be working
collec'ively with one EWC staff
member and one credit intern in

production of the total product. In
addition 'o writing copy each
member would edit, type copy for
iayou', do layout, and help
dis'ribu'e 'he Newsletter. The
person would also work collectively
wi'h 'he other people in the group
in doing correspondence and
business rela'ed 'o the Newsletter

and perhaps writing an oc-
casional press release.

O'her du'ies include attending a
s'aff meeting of all the Center's
members for two hours per week

and staffing at the fro^t desk for

wo hours per week.
If you are interested in this

position please come to Every-
wcjman's Center before Sept. 9
any'ime be'ween 10:00 and 3:30
and 'alk 'o Buffy Spencer.

DEDICATED TO THE
RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AND
HUMAN RIGHTS!

The editors and staff of Nummo News wish tol

^extend the Invitation to all those people who want to,
'help us throughout our second year of publication.

This semester, Nummo will have positions open toi
journalism majors and other students who would enjoy

fbeing involved In the production of the paper. The Afro-
|Am dept. has a special problems course dealing with
Nummo News, in which students can get three credits

)in one semester, or six credits in two semesters. Our
.offices are in New Africa House Rm. 103, telephone
'numbers are 545-0061 and 545-0062.

During the semester if you have a bit of free time,
Vou might write Bro. Craeman Gethers at Norfolk
)Pr Ison. His address Is: Craeman Gethers, Box 43, MCI
^Norfolk, Norfolk, MA, 02156. Craeman also needs
Financial help Inquiries can be directed to either the
student Organizing project at 545-24^5 or the Black

[Cultural Center at 545-0794. Have a goor* semester.

B/ack Culture as an Organizing Tool

There is »o be a very interesting
course offered in the Malcolm X
Cen'er 'his semester titled SW-
1905 Black Culture as an Organizing
Tool. The relationship between
politics and African-American
cul'ure will be investigated from a
historical perspective in an attempt
'o formulate alternative strategies
for political organizing within the
contemporary Black Community.
The instructor of the course will be
S'an Kinard and it meets on
Monday evenings from 7:00 - 10:00
in 'he Malcolm X Center. Interested
s'uden's may sign up for the course
in 'he lobby of John Adanrts Tower.

Ethel Waters

CHATSWORTH, Calif. )UPI) -
Ethel Waters, stage and screen star

who captured the hearts of millions

of fans with her earthy spiritual and
blues renditions of "Stormy
Weather" and "Am I Blue," died

yesterday of an apparent heart

failure at age 76.

Miss Waters, whose en-
lenainment career spanned more
than 60 years, died at the home of

friends at 7:45 a.m. She had been ill

for a number of years.

A deeply religious woman, the
grey-haired Miss Waters made her

Broadway debut in "Plantation

Revue of 1924," scoring one of the
great song hits ever when she
introduced "Dinah". Miss Waters
still was making television ap-

pearances in her 70's until she was
beset by illnesses.

Stricken with diabetes and heart

trouble during the 1960s and living

on a small social security check.
Miss Waters once commented, "I

couldn't be happier because I'm at

peace with the Lord."
h was her renditions of Negro

spirituals that brought her greatest

fame and she was the first woman
ever to sing "St. Louis Blues."

For the past 15 years. Miss
Waters devoted most her time to

ihe Billy Graham Crusade in the
United States, Europe and Asia. For
Ihe last month, she had been
staying with friends Paul and Julie
Dekone in Chatsworth in northern
Los Angeles County.

Funeral services were pending at
Forest Lawn Moruary in Glendale
Calif.

Miss Waters was born Oct. 31,
1900, in Chester, Pa., and said later
Ihe fact that her family was so poor
probably was the reason she never
held on to the fortune she made.
She made her initial stage ap-

pearance at 17 and after achieving
considerable success, toured with a
jazz group and developed into a
leading theater and cafe per-
sonality. She became deeply in-

terested in religion and gave up
singing in nightclubs to concentrate
on spirituals.

The motion picture industry
recognized her talents and cast her
in "As Thousands Cheer," "At
Home Abroad", and "Rhapsody in
Black". She received an Academy
Award nomination in 1950 for her
role in "Pinky".

Her last picture was "The Sound
and the Fury" made in 1958. She
ihen turned to television, appearing
on the "Tennessee Ernie Ford
Show," "Daniel Boone" with Fess
Parker and "Route 66".

Her autobiography, "His Eye is

on the Sparrow", was a best seller
in 1951.

She was philosophical about the
wealth she made and lost. When
forced to subsist mainly on Social
Security in later life, she sakJ, "If
half the people that owed me
money paid it back, I'd be a rich
woman."
She refused to compromise her

past glory by making commercials,
maintaining her dignity as she lived
out her years in Pasadena, Calif.

Miss Waters' later illness kept her
activities down and also forced her
10 lose weight which once had bean
more than 250 pounds.
She confined her singing to

gospel songs, appearing on the
Billy Graham crusades or at
Salvation Army camp meetings,
explaining, "I don't keep my love of
God to myself, I sing it our loud."

CCEBS Announcements
The CCEBS Convocation

scheduled for Wednesday, Sep-
tember 7, 1977, HAS BEEN
CANCELED. It has been
RESCHEDULED for Friday,

September 16, 1977, and will take
place on the second floor lounge of

New Africa House at 7:30 p.m.
During the activity academic

awards from Spring '77 will

distributed and new staff in the
university and the CCEBS program
will be introduced. After the
program, refreshments will be
served. Please dress for occasion!

All CCEBS students are urged to

see iheir academic advisor during
Ihe first two weeks of the Fall

semester. The advisors' names
and room number are noted in the
following list:

Class '81

Carole Watkins Room 219
Phil Hicks Room 211

Class '80

Doris Chin Room 212
Rick Townes Room 210

Classes '79 and 78
Pearl Clay Room 210
Sharif Raasul Room 21

5

Please call at 545-0031 or drop by to
make appointments with your
respective counselor.

Third Worid Womens,
Worlcshops

Nummo News Service

Project Self, an alternative
educational program at the
Everywoman's Center, is launching
its series of workshops. A few of
ihese are of special interest for
Third World Women. "Third World
Women and the Arts", facilitated

by Marilyn Chin and Roberta Uno,
is a sharing and support group in

which sisters can meet, discuss
Iheir works, and encourage each
other as sister artists. This runs for

four weeks and me*ts on Tuesdays
from 7-9 p.m. Another workshop is

"Health Education and Issues for

Third World Women". Facilitated

by Carol Reliford, a nursing
student, this workshop is designed
10 give Third World women an
opportunity to explore and discuss
health issure pertinent to them-
selves. Topics include con-
traceptives, self-help, and how to
deal with your physician. This
workshop will run for 8 weeks on
Thursdays from 7-9 p.m., and credit
is available. Another workshop is

"West Indian Culinary Arts and
Dance", facilitated by Loida and

Dian John of Yvonne's Kitchen in
New Africa House. This workshop
will meet for one weekend (Sat. &
Sun., 12-4 p.m.) and then for four
weeks (Wed. 7-9 p.m.). Other
workshops include: "Ethnic Roots,
Our Grandmothers and Ourselves",
"Frame and Off-Loom Weaving",
"Survival for Mothers", "Women's
Practical Self- Defense", "Hatha
Yoga", "I Ching", "Political
Women: Their Autobiographies",
and "Investment Planning".

Costs for these workshops range
from $12.50 lo $25.00, and partial

scholarships are available. Credit is

available for some of the courses,
most of which begin the week of

October 3. Registration deadline is

Sept. 16. For more information,
drop in at Everywoman's Center in >

Goodell or call 545-0883.
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Senate telegrams Kent State

Brian DeLima, speaker of the student
senate.

By JOHN MORAN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate S'uden' Senate last

nigh' vo'ed 'o express 'heir support of a Kent
S'a'e University s'uden' group opposed to

he cons'ruc'ion of a gymnasium on the site

where four s'uden's were killed by Ohio
Na'ional Guardsmen in 1970.

The 'elegram 'o 'he group - 'he May 4
Coali'ion - reads in par»: "The UMass
Undergradua'e S'udent Sena'e hereby
condemns all moves by 'he Kent State
Universi'y Board of Tnistees and ad-
ministration 'o plow Blanket Hill (site of the

May 4, 1970 killings) and 'he memory of Kent
and Jackson S'a'e in'o oblivion."

Included in 'he lis' were also demands ^o

rename four buildings af'er 'he four slain

s'uden's; admi' 'he injus'ice of 'he murders;
and cancellation of classes on May 4.

I was also announced las' night 'hat Jazz
musician George Benson will perform at

Curry Hicks Cage on Oc'ober 13, 1977.
Ticke's will be $5 for UMass students and
$6.50 f(.ir 'he general public. Tickets should
be wO sale in a few weeks, according to

Union Pr(,.gram Council Organizer Bonnie
Leve'in.

In o'her business, S'uden' Senate
Treasurer Thomas J. Kerrins last night
presen'ed his resignation 'o about 43
members of 'he Undergraduate Student
Sena'e. A successor 'o Kerrins will be
elec'ed by 'he Sena'e a' its next regular
mRe'ina on Sep'ember 14.

The Sena'e heard 'he Summer reports of

Inside
Panama

Presiden' Jimmy Car'er signed over

he Panama Canal yes'erday. The
Washing'on ceremony boasted 'he

appearance of many notable figures.

Pho'os Page 2. For comple'e details on
he his'oric signing, see story Page 5.

Noise
Whir. Whir. Clunk. Whir.
The Grad Research 'owers wheeze on.

To;j loud^ No' necessarily, says at least

ne person. See Christopher Schmitt's
s'ory --n Page 3 for furher details.

O'Neill
Speaker (.if 'he U.S. House Thomas

"Tip" O'Neil defends himself of charges
he was involved in 'he Sfjuth Korean
scandal. S'ory Page 3.

Weather
Thursday fair wi'h highs in 'he lower

70s.' Fair, cwn'inued cool Thursday night
wi'h (Vernigh' lows in 'he 50s Friday,

fair, highs 75 'o 80 Chance of rain near
/er., Thursday and Thursday night.

Kernns, Brian J. DeLima, Speaker of the
Sena'e, and S'udent Government
Associa'ion Co-Presidents Jon Hite and
Pinky Ba'is'e. The Senate followed a very
limi'ed agenda as i' awaits the election of
new sena'ors during 'he last week in Sep-
ember.
S'uden' Senator Susan Birmingham

presen'ed 'o 'he Senate the finished report
>n he progress of 'he Student Union at
UMass. The 30 page document entitled
Student Empowerment: Status Report Fall
1977 was 'he resuh of a series of summer

survey and re'urn it to the Student Senate
ffice.

Speaker DeLima is expected to be a strong
suppor'er of 'he unionization plan for
S'uden's. al'hough 'he plan as presented in
he "S'uden' Empowerment" document is

expeced 'o face some 'ough criticism. The
SGA Co-Presidents are already known to be
pposed 'o some portions of the report.

Sena'e Speaker Brian DeLima credited
Kerrins wi'h 'he initiation of many programs,
such as 'he Distinguished Visitors Program,
several s'uden' cooperatives, the S'udent
Video Projec, and recycling programs.
Sena'or James Gagne called Kerrins "one of
he hardes' wc^rkers around here."
Kerrins said he eventually plans to attend

gradua'e school.

Treasurer resigns

George Benson

to perform at

Cage Oct. 13
mee'ings be'ween representatives of nearly
wen'v S'uden' organizations and officers.
The mee'ings were mandated by a resolution
passed las' spring by 'he Senate "to
reconstitute itself with the prime objective
'f S'uden' empowerment."
Birmingham also emphasized that par-

icipa'ion and organization would be very
impor'an' fac'ors in 'he success or failure of
he S'uden' unionization movement here.
Speaker Brian DeLima also announced the

dis'hbu'ion of a four page survey "o
de'ermine s'uden' opinion on 'he priority of
campus issues for Fall, 1977." The results of
he survey will be used at 'he Student
Unioniza'ion Issue Identification Conference
o be held Sunday, September 18th.

According 'o Greg Tarpinian from the
S uden' Organizing Project, about 500 of the
surveys will be dis'ribu'ed 'o a scientifically
random sampling of students. Tarpinian
said he hoped an additional 20(X) students
wh;j are no' par' of 'he controlled random
sampling will comple'e 'he fifteen minute

By DAN HUSE
Collegian St-^ff

S uden' Gc^vernmen' Association (SGA)
Treasurer Thomas Kerrins last night sub-
mi"ed his resignation 'o the Undergraduate
S'uden' Sena'e. Kerrins will serve as acting
Treasurer un'il a replacement is elected next
week.

Kerrins 'old 'he Sena'e because he was no
l.-nger a s'uden' he did not feel it proper to

con'inue 'o handle Sena'e finances. Kerrins
said he will gradua'e as soon as he finishes

some incomple'e courses, which he said

resul'ed frcjm his ac'ivi'ies as Treasurer.
Kerrins was elec'ed Treasurer by 'he under-
gradua'e sena'e in September, 1976,
f.j||(jwing 'he resignation of 'hen Treasurer
Henry Dcjyie. He was re-elec'ed by 'he
sena'e in March 1977.

When in'erviewed after 'he meeting,
Kerrins charac'erized himself as a "political

reasurer." He said his aim was 'o increase
S'uden' con'rol over 'heir own funds, and to

see ha' s'uden' money was used to ad-

voca'e 'he in'eres's of 'he s'udent body as a

whcile. He said he used his position as
reasurer 'o promote such programs as
Economic Development and Unionization.

Kerrins said he feels he has left 'he Senate
wi'h a s(jund financial base 'o work with in

he coming year. The next 'reasurer should,
he said, ry 'o s'raigh'en up 'he financial and
"clean up abuses".
Kerrins said he favored 'he proposed plan

o re- organize 'he s'udent government
because he feels i' would make it easier for

fu'ure reasurers 'o stick 'o accounting and
leave 'he political chores 'o others. In the
pas' he saw a lack of political direction within
•he Sena'e, bu' said he feels 'hat such
direc'ion should be coming this fall.

When asked how he felt about Kerrins'
resigna'ion, SGA Co-president Jon Hite said
ha' af'er working with him for several years,
he feels Kerrins was very competent. "I'll

miss him as a friend," Hite said.

Thomas Kerrins

Reaction mixed on abortion vote
By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

Local reac'ion 'o 'he Massachusetts
Senate's decision 'o ban public funding for

abijr'ion was varied.

- S-^me S'uden's and s'aff members give

heir opinions:

Lori Krasner, a junior French major from
203 Greenough said, "I' certainly isn'' good.
Pewple should be able 'o have abortions.

Wha' happens when someone doesn'' have
he m./ney 'o 'ake care of 'his?

"I'd be much worse in a lot of ways. If a

woman was raped and ended up with a kid,

i''d be a lo' Wv^rse for 'he government if she
had 'o go on welfare 'o support the kid."

Said a female zoology major who lives in

Melville; 'I 'hink i''s correct. I don't think

here should be public funding for abortion. I

w ,uldn'' wan* my 'ax dollar being used in

ha' way.
"I read in an edi'orial somewhere recently

he suggestion of having a box you could
check on your income 'ax return as to

whe'her you wan'ed your 'ax money spent in

ha' way. I 'hink 'hat'd be a good idea," she
con'inued.

"I'm very happy 'hat 'hey've stopped
using ax dollars for 'hat," said a male
employee a' UMass.
Jean Eish'ain, professor in 'he Political

Science depar'men', said, "The genuine
m.-ral issues ge' clouded by both sides."

"I's clearly a perpe'ration of injustice to

impcjse cer'ain s'andards on 'he poor and
less for'una'e 'ha' 'hose who are upper class

needn"' adhere 'o.

"This doesn'' 'ake in'o account the ob-

jec'ive si'ua'ion women find 'hemselves in,"

she said.

"Public funding is a problem. I have my
-wn moral problems wi'h abortion. But with
he exis'ing circums'ances i' becomes a
iiypocri'ical s'ep.

"'I mean "hings like 'he absence of a

na'ional heal'h care plan, need for full

empli^ymen', 'he welfare policy. Now, 'here

IS no provision whereby women can receive

welfare if "heir husband has a job, continued
Eish'ain.

""My ideal would be to have no laws

regarding abortion on 'he books at all. That

way people could make 'heir own choice, but

here'd be no public sanction.

"The problem on a wide scale is how to

pu' a value on human life. They've been
funding wars all 'his 'ime. They should raise

ques'ions on o'her issues 'oo if 'hey're going

'o (<n 'his lone," she concluded.

O'hers were more curt. "| disapprove of

he ban. Everyone should have their own
choice. They gave it to 'hem, why should

'hey 'ake i' back," said one student.

J./e Dugan, a junior forestry major who
lives a' 27. Flin'lock Lane in Amherst said,

"'We should use federal and state money for

people who can'' afford it. Some people

can'' affor' 'o go into a private hospital for an
abor'ion.

"I's worse 'o bring a kid into the world

hey don'' wan'. It's bad for the kid, and bad
for 'hem," said Dugan.

"That's bad. Certain 'ypes it's necessary
f;.r, like rape vic'ims ... Doesn'' the govern-

men' wan' 'o control masses of poor people

fr .m overcrowding?," said an Environmental

Science major from Amherst.
A female campus employee: "I' limits the

availabiii'y (jf abortion for certain women,
especially poor women. Abortion is a

w. -man's choice. That choite now becomes
a ma"er of mcjney."

Dave Murphy, a Hotel, Restaurant, and
Travel Adminis'ration major from James
said, "I d(jn'' agree with that. If someone
wi'h 'en kids and a low income can't afford

an abor'ion, 'hen it's an extra mouth for

hem •<.) feed.

"H. ,w wcjuld 'hey feel if they were in those

people's shoes?"
Judy Van Handle, Collegian Sports Editor,

said, "I feel i''s unfair to poor women.
However, I 'hink 'here should be another
al'H'na'ive which will not tax the already

verburdened 'axpayer. There should be
m.<re bir'h cc^n'rol education for all women
s;j 'ha' an unwan'ed pregnancy will not

-ccur."

Senate bans funds
BOSTON \AP\ '- The Massachusetts

Sena'e gave final approval 'o legislation

banning use ^A federal or s'a'e money for

abor'ifjns wi'hou' deba'e Wednesday.

The roll call vo'e was 23- 1 5. The 1 5 ' no'

v./es are .Mne more 'han needed 'o

sus'ain heve'o of 'he measure promised
by Gwv. Michael S. Dukakis.

The bill, approved by 'he House earlier,

needs ,nly rou'ine enac'ment in both
branches bef.jre going 'o 'he governor.

The vo'e on 'he bill came af'er Senate
Presiden* Kevin 8. Harrington, D Salem,
ruled 'ha' 'hree amendments 'o 'he bill

pr.jposed by Sen. Rober' A. Hall, R-

Fi'chburg, wen' beyond 'he scope of the
..riginal measure.

The highly controversial bill, as ap-

proved, bans 'he use of public funds for
abi.r'ions excep' 'o save 'he life of a
prospec'ive mo'her.

Tw.; of^all's amendmen's would have
permi"ed spending of public money on
ab(jr'ions 'o pco'ect 'he life or health of
h m.j'her and in cases of rape or incest.

The 'hird was designed 'o reduce use
f abcjr'ion as a bir'^ control method by

qiving family planning, information and
rna'erials (j 'hose eligible for medical
assis'ance.

^
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - In the photo at left. Jimmy Cartsr and Panamanian laader
G«n. Omar Tonijoa sign tha Panama Canal Treaty at tha Organization of American
States as OAS Secretary Gen. Alejandro Orfila looks on. At right Vice President and

Mrs. Walter Mondale chat with former President Ford at left while former Rrst Lady
Mrs. Lyndon Johnson chats with former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller at the
signing of the Panama treaty yesterday. See related story page 5.

Water report:

you WILL live

Lance denies report he will resign

By RANDALL BARISH
Collegian Staff

Sou'hwes* residents who noticed a
sudden drop in wa^er pressure followed
by brown water yesterday need not be
alarmed. You will, it seems, live.

Bu' les' you hinit 'hat brown water is

all here is 'o 'his story, I present the
heretofore unrevealed story of what,
really happened beneath the streets of
UMass yes'erday.

I' all scared las' week when a con-
s' ruc'ion crew working on a sewer near
University Ave. accidentally ruptured a

wa'er pipe feeding Southwest, according
o Coordinator of Community Relations
Gerald Grady. Naturally, 'he water valve
had "o be 'urned off while workers
patched 'he pipe.

Grady said 'he closed valve was
forgo"en abou' for a while.

Due 'o ano'her malfunction on Fearing
S'. yes'erday, Sou'hwest's remaining
wa'er pipe had 'o be temporarily shut
down. Down wen' the water pressure.

Grady said 'he forgotten water valve
was quickly re-opened and the backwash
wf murky wa'er 'hat had been sitting in

he pipe since 'he construction accident
came 'rickling into 'he dorms.

This condition, however, lasted only a
brief 'ime. Grady added 'hat the water

.was no' hazardous 'o your health. #

Correction

The Collegian inadverdently used the term
"men'ally ill" in a headline and story about
•he Boltwood-Belchertown Project in

yes'erday's edition. The correct term is

"developmentally disabled."

WASHINGTON \AP] - Budget Director
Ber' Lance said last night he has no intention
>-jf resigning, despite newspaper reports
claiming he will step down later in the month.
Newhouse newspapers reported last night

Lance will resign after defending himself
against 'he allegations before a Senate
committee Sept. 15.

Robert Deitsch, Lance's chief
spokesperson, denied the report. He said he
did "not know how they would get that

impression. He Lance, says he is looking
forward 'o 'estifying before the Ribicoff
committee and is not resigning."
Two banks gave Bert Lance unusual

•rea'men' when they loaned him money and
covered for his overdrafts before he became
U.S. budget director, the federal bank
regulator said in a report yesterday.

The regulator. Comptroller of the Currency
John G. Heimann, came to that conclusion in

a report on two secondary issues in the
Lance controversy.

Heimann is still preparing reports on
Lance's personal use of bank aircraft and the
original comptroller's investigation of
Lance's banking affairs.

In his latest report, Heimann criticized the
Calhoun First National Bank for its practice
of having a bank employe write checks to
cover $2 million in Lance's overdrafts from
December 1975 to August 1976. Lance was
chairman of the Calhoun bank at the time.

The checks were drawn on the National
Bank of Georgia, which Lance then headed.
If Lance became overdrawn in the Calhoun
bank, 'he money would automatically come
from his account at the other bank.

University seeks two
for high level positions
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

UMass is currently seeking people to fill at

least two high level positions; one as Dean of
'he School of Business Administration
(SBA) and 'he other as Director of the
Depar'men' of Public Safety (DPS).

The responsibilities of these offices will be
handled by Professor Jack Wolfe in SBA and
Saul Chafin in DPS until the problem of
filling 'he posts is met by search committees
in both departments.

SBA recently formed a search committee
consisting of three faculty members
nominated by UMass, three members
nomina'ed by Whitmore and two graduate
s'uden's; one approved by the Student
Government Association, and the other
approved by 'he Graduate Research Center.

The search committee is currently working
on adver'isement for a new dean who they
say will probably be chosen in the spring.
The Depar'ment of Public Safety has yet

•o form a Search committee, according to
Vice Chancellor Robert Woodbury's office.

The SBA position was vacated on August

31 when George S. Odione resigned as dean
of 'he SBA and as Director of the Univer-
si'y's Center for Economic and Business
Research.

Odione's reasons for resigning centered
around his aversion towards working with an
administration which he stated had gone into
a "state of paralysis and shock." Odione said
'hen his main complaint was that the ad-
ministration was making no visible effort to
shift funds from the English and Art
Departments where enrollments were
declining 'o growing departments such as
business.

Director of Public Safety, David L.
Johnston, resigned on July 16 for a similar
position at the University of Pennsylvania.
Johnston, like Odione, cited reasons of
uncooperativeness which motivated him to
accept 'he UPenn position. Johnston said he
especially disdained the state's low conr>-
mitment to public higher education.

Odiorne resigned last August in belief that
five 'o six months would be enough time to
find a person as Dean. It now looks as
hough 'he SBA as well as the DPS will be
wai'ing at least a few months longer than
expected for the positions to be filled.

The comptroller said the service was also
available to some other customers, including
directors, and they were not illegal.

But the practice caused the Calhoun bank
'o lose interest revenue and no penalty fees
were charged Lance, the report said.

The comptroller also questioned whether
Lance did enough business with the Calhoun
bank 'hen to warrant waiving service
charges.

"If such a practice were detected during
'he course of regular examinations, the
comptroller's office would criticize the
management," the report said.

Heimann also traced about $800,000 in

loans 'hat Lance and his family received from
•he Fulton National Bank of Atlanta when he
had been president of the Calhoun bank.
The Calhoun bank had entered into'

a

"correspondent relationship" with the Fulton
bank before these loans were made. That
meant the Calhoun bank deposited money
without interest in the larger bank and
received services in return.

The comptroller concluded that Lance
received his loans opiy because of the
correspondent account.

Bankers often ger loans from other banks
where 'heir bank^ do business. Some have
been prosecuted, however, if their banks
keep an unusually large deposit in the
correspondent bank.

In 'his case, Heimann said, "we do not
believe 'hat the prosecution of any in-

dividuals is warranted."

On Capitol Hill, House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill, D-Mass., rejected suggestions that
Lance should resign while he is under in-
vestigation.

"The gentleman has asked for his day in
court and I think he is entitled to it," O'Neill
said.

Senate Democratic Leader Robert C. Byrd,
D-W.Va., said Lance's effectiveness has
been "seriously impaired and I hope the
matter may be fairly and expeditiously
resolved."

News notice
Veteran Collegian news reporters are

required to attend a news department
meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in Campus Center
902. The department is being reorganized
and writers should come down to find out
where 'hey fit in.
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Students win In faculty talks
By MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

Student government leaders who lobbied
successfully for students to participate in

faculty contract talks have scored a major
victory in representing student's views to
both the administration and faculty.

When the Graduate Student Senate
president and the Student Government
Association (SGA) co-presidents made
public yesterday that students would be
allowed to sit in on the talks with the ability
to bring up student concerns, many faculty
for the first time were forced to think about
student involvement in collective bargaining.
Zena Telona, a member of the chancellor's

staff who is also a member of the ad-
ministration's collective bargaining team,
said "There is no way their presence will not
affect the dynamics of the process."

But the four students who will sit at the

'able, as yet unchosen by the SGA and grad
senate presidents, will serve to make the
negotiations go smoothly for all parties; if

students were excluded, they would be
forced to lobby with both faculty and ad-
ministrators to get their viewpoints heard.
Although students will not be able to vote

on the contract, either during the talks or on
he entire package, by being at the sessions
'hey can watchdog student concerns and
report back to the advisory committees.
SGA co-President Jon A. Hite said, "I

don't think the faculty have anything to

worry about, the administration either."

"They know where we're coming from,"
he said.

Officials in the faculty union don't fear the
student presence either, which they easily

could since students will be discussing many
issues the faculty consider touchy, such as
satarTSs and faculty evaluation.

The question of whether to include

Th« noise level of the Graduate Research Tower's ventilating system has been the
center of controversy since area residents complained in June.

Lawyer appeals sentence

of Seabrook protesters

CONCORD, N.H. [UPI] - Contempt of
court convictions of 10 anti-nuclear
demonstrators should be overturned
because state officials let them enter the
construction site of the Seabrook nucleer
power plant, lawyers told the New
Hampshire Supreme Court yesterday.

The 10 are members of the Clamshell

Alliance, which sponsored demon-
strations at the Seabrook construction

site in August 1976 and May of this year.

They were found in contempt for

violating a court order barring the entry

of unauthorized persons onto the site

Aug. 22, 1976.

They were sentenced to three-month
jail terms and denied bail by Maurice
Bois, then a Rockingham County
Superior Court judge. The state Supreme
Court later overturned Bois' denial of bail.

Bois, now a member of the high court,

did not sit in on Wednesday's arguments

dealing with the contempt convictions.

Lawyer David Rosenberg charged the
group was arrested only after members
were allowed onto the site by the at-

'orney general's office and the Public
Service Co. of New Hampshire, which is

building the plant. He ateo said the 10 did
not have proper advance notice of the
injunction, issued two days before the
demonstration, and thought they would
be charged only with criminal trespass.

"They never would have entered the
property if they knew of the order. An act

of symbolic protest is not a con-
temptuous disregard of the order," he
said.

Assistant Attorney General Edward
Haffer said copies of the injunction were
posted at four locations and demon-
strators were told three times they were
violating a court order, once before they
entered the site.

s'udents at 'he bargaining table "depends on
•he conditions'", said Larry S. Roberts, who
heads 'he faculty union on campus.
"What we've come up with is a viable

plan, a good plan,"" he said.

Roberts said 'he union is "looking forward
•o a productive relationship with student
representatives.""

"I' will not impede the progress of the
•alks 'o have students present,"" he said.
Graduate Student Senate President Sally

Rees said she hopes to have her represen-
'a»ive and advisory committee picked by
Sept. 20.

The SGA co- presidents say they wish to
appoint a representative as soon as they can
find an undergraduate with the time and
background in collective bargaining or
related subjects such as political science or
law.

Meanwhile, the administration and faculty
will continue meeting in "'housekeeping"

sessions 'o finalize ground rules for the talks.
Roberts said it"s "hard to say'" what

facul'y opinion on the inclusion of studerrts
may be.

"Probably a lot of people haven"t thought
about it," he said.

While 'he faculty group, the Massa-
chusetts Society of Professors affiliated with
•he Massachusetts Teacher"s Association,
firs' proposed students sit in on the talks'
administrators also sought out student
par'icipa'ion.

The administration, at the beginning of the
summer, asked the students to form an
advisory committee reporting to the ad-
ministration side to provide students with the
channels to make their views known.
The students responded by asking for

s'udent presence at the table, and it appears
•heir requests to administrators and faculty
have paid off.

Engineer says noise

at grad center OK

rs

5

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The project engineer of the engineering
firm 'hat built the Graduate Research Center
(GRC) disagrees with pollution officials that
'he center produces more noise than per-

missable.

George Kopriva, GRC project engineer
from Francais Associates, the mechanical
engineering firm for the building, yesterday
said he is not convinced of a violation.

"'We're not in agreement with the citation

from 'he pollution officials that the center
produces more noise than permissible.

George Kopriva, GRC project engineer
from Francais Associates, the mechanical
engineering firm for the building, yesterday
said he is not convinced of a violation.

"We're not in agreement with the citation

from 'he pollution control center,"' Kopriva
said. "In my estimation, no violation is taking

place."

Meanwhile, UMass Director of Planning
Jack Littlefield said officials from the Mass.
Bureau of Building Construction (BBC) and
GRC design engineers will meet at a later

da'e 'o discuss possible solutions. "We fully

expect to solve the problem," Littlefield said.

Kopriva said he believes the University
may 'ake corrective action as a "goodwill
ges'ure." Furthermore, he said, he has not
been approached by University officials

regarding a meeting to discuss solutions to

'he noise problem.

S'ephen Joyce, of the Lower Pioneer
Valley Air Pollution Control Center, said the
cen'er has a " otai noise problem". He said
in an interview yesterday that he has formally
notified University officials and the BBC of

•he violations, and has requested them \o

find a plan 'o solve 'he problem.

The inquiry into noise levels at the center
began las' June when residents of Fairview
Avenue, located 100 yards from the struc-
ture, complained 'hat noise exceeded
pollution limits.

The noise from the GRC, said Joyce, is

coming from 'he lower portion of the high
rise sec'ion of the building and portions of
•he low rise section. He said the noise is

caused by "'air moving equipment", such as
ven'ila'ion and air conditioning machinery.
Alan Graichen, also of the pollution control

cen'er, said ""'here is just too much noise
•here."' Specifically, Graichen said, the noise
is coming from Tower C of the complex and
•he cooling 'ower serving the low rise portion
(jf 'he s'ruc'ure.

The August noise test came after two
earlier conflicting tests of the noise emissions
of 'he GRC. In 'he test, Graichen said,

machinery was shut down and then turned
on "sequentially" until the building was
operating normally. Noise measuring
equipmen' monitored the operation.

According to Graichen, the noise was 11

decibels above accepted levels.

Angry Speaker O'Neill

lashes out at colleague
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Speaker Thomas

0"Neill, claiming "I was the victim of a terrific

smear," yesterday accused a freshman
Republican member of the House Ethics
Committee of partisanship in the panel's
inves'igation of South Korean influence
peddling.

In an angry and unusual exchange on the
House floor between O'Neill and Rep. Bruce
Caputo, R-N.Y., the speaker referred to
alleged 'estimony to the panel that South
Korean businessman Tongsun Park operated
(ju' of O'Neill's office during the alleged
bribery operation.

Park has been charged in an indictment
wi'h offering bribes to members of Congress
'o influence 'heir votes in favor of South
Korea. Suzi Thomson, an aide to former
Speaker Carl Albert, reportedly told the
e'hics panel she saw Park on several oc-
casions in O'Neill's office when he was
House Democratic leader.

O'Neill had read a statement criticizing

South Korea for lack of cooperation in the
bribery investigation and Caputo, a freshman
lawmaker, asked the speaker if there were
"legislative remedies'" to force cooperation.
Caputo on Tuesday urged withholding of

foreign aid 'o South Korea as a lever to get
cooperation.

O'Neill said "we ought to await a response
from South Korea," and when Caputo
pressed 'he issue O'Neill recalled published
reports of Miss Thomson's allegations which
he Speaker called "an unfair story about
me.""

"'You were 'he questioner,"" O'Neill told

Caputo.
Caputo and Rep. Millicent Fenwick, R-

N.J., were 'he only committee members
presen' when Miss Thomson was also

ques'ioned by staff investigators.

"I doub' if you questioned whether House
GOP leader John Rhodes gave office space
'o Tongsun Park or if House GOP Whip Bob

Thomas P. O'Neill. Jr.

Michel gave office space 'o him. No, all you
asked abou' were Carl Albert and Tip O'Neill.

I could ask why you were so partisan about
i'. I was 'he victim of a terrific smear," said
O'Neill.

Caputo 'ried 'o reply but was drowned out
by applause from 'he Democratic side of the
House and Democratic Leader Jim Wright,
presiding a' 'he 'ime, gaveled an end to the
unusual exchange.

O'Neill has said in 'he past he attended
'WO bir'hday par'ies in his honor that were
hos'ed by Park bu' he said he never
discussed Korea with Park.

When 'he Thomson allegations were made
O'Neill's aides said Park was in the leader's
office on " nly 'wo or three occasions in

connec'ion with planning of the birthday
par'ies."
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News and briefs
Vets' children

receive benefits
BOSTON \AP\ - Children of Massa-

chusetts ve'erans killed in wartime
service would be eligible for state aid for
higher education under a bill given final
approval by 'he Senate.
The bill applies 'o students aged 16 to

24, who are enrolled in institutions of
higher education and who lost a parent
hrough warMme service in World War I,

World War II or 'he Korean or Vietnarn
conflicts.

I* would provide reimbursement from
•he s'a'e for up 'o $750 each year for as
many as four years for tuition, board and
room and expenses for books, trans-
por'a'ion and school supplies.
Claims for reimbursement would have

'o be filled wi'hin »wo years of enrollment
in 'he school, 'he chancellor of the Board
•
<f Higher Education would determine
eligibili'y.

Drug use on the

rise in Vermont
ST. ALBANS, Vt. [UP/] - In-

erna'ional drug smugglers have reversed
heir shipping lane 'hrough Vermont and
now are using 'he state as a pipeline to
send 'heir merchandise from 'he United
Sa'es in'o Canada, a local newspaper
repor'ed Wednesday
The S*. Albans Messenger quoted

A--orney General M. Jerome Diamond as
saying 'he 'rend was uncovered in recent
inves'iga'ions by 'he federal Drug En-
forcemen* Agency.

Un'il recen'ly. Diamond said, drugs
flowed -hrough 'he so-called "Vermont
Corridor" from Canada south to New
Y.>rk and 'he Eas'ern Seaboard.

Bu' 'he DEA has learned 'hat trend has
been reversed, possibly because of a
shortage of drugs in Canada, he said.

Children boycott
classes in Soweto
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa lu'Pf]

- Mos» of Soweto's 27,000 black school
children boyco'ted classes Wednesday in
an apparen' show of solidarity with 700
eachers who quit their jobs 'o protest
school segregation.

A-'endance on 'he second day of

classes since 'he government took over
•he administration of schools in the black
•ownship 15 miles from Johannesburg
was -vir'ually nil," newspaper reports

Police a' Soweto's New Canada train
s'a'ion prevented about 200 youths from
going in'o Johannesburg, where they
apparently planned »o stage a demon-
stration in support of the teachers who
resigned Tuesday 'o protest South
Africa s racially-segregated "Bantu
African Education" program.

The surprise move was announced
at'er a Soweto meeting called to discuss
•he government's take-over of black
schools 'hree weeks ago.

Canada and US.
talk of pipeline
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - President

Car'er will announce Thursday his
decision 'o build a 'rans Canada pipeline
o 'ransport Alaskan North Slope natural
gas -o 'he lower 48 states, it was learned
Wednesday.

Whi'e H(juse spokesman Jody Powell
said a decision on 'he pipeline will be
announced "within 'he next few days,
possibly sooner 'han later."

Bu' sources indicated Carter will
announce his decision to back the $7.7
billion 'rans-Canada pipeline early
Thursday, possibly in conjunction with a
Whi'e H(juse meeting scheduled with
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott

Trudeau.
Trudeau was in Washington to attend

he Panama Canal 'reaties signing
ceremony.

Car'er las' week sent Energy Secretary
James Schlesinger 'o Canada to discuss
nego'ia'ions for 'he proposed 2,700 mile
Alcan Pipeline Co. project.

Alcan, which has both American and
Canadian backers, wants to bring natural
gas from Prudhoe Bay along a route
which runs 'hrough 'he Yukon roughly
parallel 'o 'he Alcan Highway. The line
would split jn Montana with one leg
going 'o 'he American midwest and
ano'her leg going 'o 'he West.

Repor's indicate Canada wants a $200
million fund 'o offset the social and
economic effec's of the gasline on its

communities, additional pumping
s'a'ions on 'he route, and the addition of
a 120- mile, $400 million loop called the
Demps'er addi'ion.

An Alcan spokesman said construction
could begin in November 1978 and gas
can be delivered "at the earliest in Oc-
•ober, 1981."
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From STEYR DAIMLER PUCH of Europe comes the SDP 280.
A great around town, around campus 10-speed bicycle. This
rugged, well finished bike comes equipped with: 90 lb. high
pressure tires, cotterless cranks, Wemmann Center Pull 999
brakes and a life time guarantee on the frame.

DERAiLLEURS: Shimano front Shimano 500 rear
CRANK SET: SR Apex cotterless cranks
HUBS: Alloy high flange

SADDLE: Wittkop, soft
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When in the shop be sure to take a look at the other specially priced ADS
and Puch bikes.

AMHERST
1 E. Pleasant St.
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NORTHAMPTON
15 State St.
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Panama Canal Treaty
is signed by Carter
WASHINGTON [UP/] - President Carter

yesterday srgned the treaties that would
return Teddy Roosevelt's Panama Canal to
Panama and hailed them as a new U S
commitment to "fairness, not force" in
foreign policy.

Attended by a glittering assemblage of
presidents, prime ministers and diplomats
from 30 Western Hemisphere nations, Carter
and Gen. Omar Torrijos signed the new pacts
under brilliant crystal chandeliers in
Washington's Organization of American
S»a*es headquarters.

Television cameras carried the scene live,

by satellite, throughout Latin America as
Car'er and 'he Panamanian strongman
affixed 'heir signatures to the two, blue-
bound 'reaties that make up the historic
agreement.

"We are here to participate in the signing
of -reaties which will assure a peaceful and
prosperous and secure future for an in-
•ernational waterway of great importance to
us all," Carter said.

"But the 'reaties do more than that. They
mark 'he commitment of the United States
•o 'he belief 'hat fairness, not force, should
lie a' 'he heart of our dealings with the
na'ions of 'he world."

Torrijos led a Panamanian delegation of
more 'han 100 for the Wednesday evening
ceremony at which the Panama Canal
•rea'ies were signed at the headquarters of
'he Organization of American States.

Nineteen other heads of government from
La'in America also attended, and Carter

President Carter

planned -o meet with all of them between
Tuesday and Thursday. All told, delegations
from about 27 countries attended.

Firs' Lady Rosalynn Carter personally was
welcoming leaders of the seven countries
she visi'ed in May and June.

Lady Bird Johnson, whose husband
opened 'he canal negotiations with Panama
13 years ago, was invited to the signing
ceremony and stayed in the Queen's
bedroom of 'he White House.

Gordon Liddy returns
to normal civilian life

DANBURY, Conn. [UP/] - G. Gordon
Liddy says crime doesn't pay - unless
you're good at it and for those who aren't,
•ime in prison could make crime pay better!

"Prisons do not rehabilitate. They educate
in 'he 'echniques and mechanics of criminal
ac'ivity," Liddy, a 46-year-old former
assis'an' district attorney for Dutchess
Coun'y, N.Y., has said.

Liddy, who masterminded the 1972
burglary a' the Democratic National
Headquar'ers in Washington, was released
Wednesday from the Danbury Federal
Correctional Institution after taking a
pauper's oath.

In an opinion page article in Connecticut
Magazine last February, Liddy wrote,
"Prisons serve as a proving ground for the
young convict and as a talent pool for
recrui'ing by the mature."

"Occasionally, a prisoner determines on
his own initiative to discontinue his life of
crime; bu' not often. Most are planning the
nex' big 'score'.

"Those few who give up crime do so for a
varie'y of reasons, but most often because
•hey have been so unsuccessful at it that
•hey are completely discouraged," he said.
When Liddy left the Danbury facility, he

'ook half a dozen boxes containing his

belongings with him in a compact sedan as
he and his wife, Frances, left for their Oxon
Hill, Md., home.
What he left behind were the results of his

legal ba'tle in 'he Connecticut federal courts
where he waged a campaign for expanded
mail privileges for inmates at Danbury.

U.S. District Judge Jon 0. Newman in

April 1976 granted several motions Liddy
argued himself, including one that
broadened 'he categories of "privileged
mail" and another 'hat required "privileged
ie"ers" 'o be opened in 'he presence of the
inma'e.

Le"ers 'o prisoners at Danbury that are
no' "privileged" are opened before being
dis'ribu'ed by officials.

Newman also handed down an order
'U'lining 'he conditions under which
prisoners may be held in solitary confinement
before hearings on disciplinary charges.
The order s'emmed from a complaint by

Liddy 'ha' his lawsuit seeking increased mail
righ's for prisoners had resulted in his being
placed in a locked detention cell at Danbury.
Newman said 'he hearing he granted Liddy

in 1976 was only the 'hird he had agreed to
h(j|d on prisoners' confinement despite
hundreds of requests during the previous
four years.

Many survive cancer
and five productive lives

J

CHICAGO [AP[ - A new group of
children is growing up in the United States.
They ^x^ " he long-term survivors" of child-
hood cancer, a medical team said Wed-
nesday.

They are "children who now are off drugs,
getting n>arried, having offspring of their
own, and becoming productive members of
society," said Dr. John R. Hartman of the
Children's Orthopedic Hospital in Seattle,
Washington.

But, iji^e children who still are battling
cancers, 'hey have specialized needs, he told
'he American Cancer Society's second
national conference on human values and
cancer.

"Obtaining adequate medical coverage for
•hemselves, genetic counseling regarding the
effec's of their own drug and radiation
•rea'ment on their offspring, vocational
rehabilitation, job security, and living daily
wi'h the fear 'hat their disease may recur, are
jus' a few of the concerns and stresses
facing 'his group of young adults."
"We have an obligation to these children,

not only 'o try and give them a life free from
cancer, 'he disease, but free from the
emotional scars of cancer, which if ignored

can be jus' as crippling and devastating as
•he disease itself," Hartman said.

"No longer can 'he child with cancer be
assumed 'o have a fatal disease," he said,
"bu* ra»her, working with the philosophy
•hat cancer in childhood is curable, children
wi'h such cancers as acute leukemia,
Hfjdgkin's disease, non-Hodgkin's lym-
phoma, Wilms' tumor and rhabdomyo-
sarcoma are being given the opportunity of a
normal life span."

In acu'e lymphoblastic leukemia, for
example, 'he five-year sun/ival rate has in-

creased from less 'han 10 per cent in studies
begun in 1964 'o a projected five-year sur-
vival ra'e now of over 80 per cent.

Bu' 'rea'men' can have its penalties of
sickness from strong drugs, radiation
sickness, loss of hair, even loss of limbs,
heavy expenses, and stresses within family
life, Har'man said.

"We need 'o seek 'he cancer patient not
as a s'a'istic or as an isolated organ, but as a
person ... a person who must continue living
day •o day, even while fighting a battle that
far '00 many people lose," said Mrs. E.

M-Mrgan Montgomery, of Atlanta, Ga., a
volun'eer and vice president of the hct. wty.
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down on "Soap
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HARTFORD, Conn. \UPt\ - The outcry
agains' 'he sex farce "Soap" means the
public has again found television's Achilles'
heel - 'he pocketbook - says Dr. Harvey
Jassem.

'Profitability" is a big factor in program
decisions, says Jassem, the 28- year- old
former research director of the National
Ci'izens Committee for Broadcasting.

The committee campaigned successfully
las' year for reduced 'elevision violence by
identifying advertisers whose commercials
appeared most frequently in prime- 'ime
shows with a high violence index.

"I- seems 'o me now that some citizens—
are ge"ing angry at what they see and are
learning how to hold those accountable. The
sponsors and advertisers are scared because
•here's a new game plan.

f/

Jassem, now an assistant professor of
communication arts at The University of
Hartford, questions the origin of the massive
publicity involving "Soap," a program
previewed last May for 191 of ABC's local
affiliates. I' debuts Sept. 13 in prime time.

"I'm starting ttj feel that some of this may
be -he network's doing. Who wants it out?Who says 'Soap' has got a lot of sex in it?
They have an incentive to raise people's
cunosity.

Gieason^i ^^^
'
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from $4.50 up BOOK BIGS
September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit
with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

Cimptrs Suppli
PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON
9 5: 30 Weekdays 95 : 00 Saturdays
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l''s understandable then that people
reac'^ It's part of the price producers and
broadcasters pay for the kind of publicity
•hey want. While a large segment of the
population may be shocked and want to see
I' - another part is shocked and doesn't
want to see it, or their kids to see it," he said

Bizarre husband and wife

shootout in Illinois

HOMEWOOD, III. \AP] ~ A depressed
and lealous wife shot her husband while he
slep', bu' he revived nearly 20 hours later and
•he couple 'hen 'ook turns shooting each
o'her with her gun, police said. It began in
bed and went on as they crawled bleeding
from room 'o room.

The 32- caliber revolver changed hands
several 'imes.

I' ended after police arrived. They said the
woman, who had turned the gun on herself
by 'hat point, fired a final shot at her
husband, collapsed, and died.

Her husband was hospitalized in critical
condition.

Police said the bizarre episode began at 7
a.m. Tuesday in a second-floor condominium
in a comfortable new building in the suburb
of Homewood, southwest of Chicago. It

ended at 3 a.m. Wednesday.

Police said Margaret Radovich, 50, shot
her husband. Theodore, 56, twice in the best
while he slept Tuesday morning and later, for
some unexplained reason, returned to the
bed.

'When he regained consciousness early
•oday Wednesday, he found his wife next to
him m bed and pulled 'he gun out of her
hand, shooting her once in each leg " said
Police Chief William Nolan.
N Ian said Radovich also fired a shot out

•he window 'o attract attention and tried to
•hrow 'he gun 'hrough a closed window
The window broke, but the gun fell back

inside 'he room, and Mrs. Radovich found it

and reloaded i'.

Radovich managed 'o crawl to another
room, followed by his wife, who then shot
him in 'he mouth, Nolan said.
Bu' he still was able to make his way to

another bedroom. There he broke a window
in another attempt to attract attention

Meanwhile, Nolan said, Mrs. Radovich
sho' herself.

When police arrived, after summoned bv
neighbors, 'hey found Mrs. Radovich in a
hallway. She was on 'he floor, and her
husband was in the other room.

Police said 'hat before they could reach
Mrs Radovich, she took one more shot at
her husband 'hrough the doon^/ay The
buHe' missed, and she fell unconscious
She was dead on arrival at a hospital
When it was over. Nolan said, authorities

tound notes apparently written by Mrs
Radovich 'ha' "said such things as life being
•ough and difficult, and one note made
reference 'o another woman."

Police said Mrs. Radovich recently bought
•he handgun without telling her husband
and she had arranged the couple's insurance
papers in a shoe box with explanatory notes
tor anyone who found 'hem. Police would
no' say whe'her 'hey had children or where
Radovich wtjrked

The UNcourse lets you learn what you want, offers more than 100 choices, meets
at times convenient for working people, and is the place for you if academic credit
IS not a concern. This fall join the Credit-Free Workshop Program at the Division
of Continuing Education, UMass/Amherst. Here are some of the workshop groups:

Arts and Crafts, Buddhist Studies. Business, Communities in Action, Dance and
Movement, East/West Integral Studies. Energy Conservation. Foreign Languages
Instrumental Music. Personal Growth. Photography/Film. Political Education
Student Skills, and more!

For specifics, look these over:

Figure Drawing for the Beginner, Landscaping and Grounds Maintenance, Home
Weatherization, Art of Natural Food and Macrobiotic Cooking, Tropical Plant
Families and Their Culture, Silk-Screen Fabric Printing, Jazz Rock Guitar, Resume
Writmg, Estate Planning, Upholstery, LSA T Preparation, Fiddle, Tap Dancing, etc.

For more information and registration, call (413) 545 3410 or 545 3653-we have
regular office hours, as well as some evenings and Saturdays. Or stop by our new
office at Hasbrouck Building on the UMass/Amherst campus. Come meet the
UNcourse!

TheCredit-Free V\forkshop Program
Division of Continuing Education,UMass/Amherst

SORORITY RUSH
BEGINS TONIGHT

6 p.m. Campus Center
Room 174

All University Women Welcome!

(You may sign up for Rush. this evening)
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Behind the

bargaining scene

To the Editor

In Wednesday's Collegian all students
received some good news in that the faculty
union, the Massachusetts Society of
Professors, and the administration agreed to
have student observers in the bargaining
process Unfortunately the article did not
clearly explain the background of the
proposal.

Last spring the Student Senate created
the Collective Bargaining Task Force This
group consisted of student senators,
members of union councils, and professional
staff from the Student Organizing Project,
The Student Center for Educational
Research, and the Legal Services Office. Its

purpose was to research options open to
students in the face of the unionization of the
faculty and to make recommendations to the
Student Senate In the spring, with the
approval of the Senate, this group initiated
the proposal for student observer status to
the MSP Executive Council.

After school ended in May, June, and early
July this group lobbied the Executive Council
to win their support for the proposal. In July
the MSP agreed to the proposal. They also
agreed to present it to the administration as a
pre-condition for negotiations. This all took
place in the current prenegotiations. As
announced yesterday the joint efforts of
students and faculty were successful in
obtaining student participation in the
bargaining process.

This is important because of the nature of
the issues that will be discussed at the
bargaining table Issues such as tenure,
course requirements, the academic calendar,
and grading policies are specifically
negotiated in any faculty contract. The oot-
come of these negotiations affect things like

the quality of professors the university at
tracts and the length of time they stay here.

The most important issue that is never
negotiated but implied throughout contract
talks IS money Who will pick up the cost of
faculty salary and cost of living increases?
Will tuition increase as salaries do? Just as
faculty deserve salary increases, students
deserve low cost tuition. After all, that's
what public higher education is supposed to
be all about The importance of yesterday's
ai:nouncement is that now student par-
ticipation in the bargaining process can make
both parties aware of student concerns.

Henry Doyle
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Great! We ve forced another delay in the clean air laws,
t arter s gas guzzler tax is in doubt, and our anti-air bag
^opaganda is working. Let's up the price six percent.'

editorial comment

Not by park bench alone
By STEVE DUBIN

Sree's and s'anon wagons just do not
make comftjr'able beds. If was time to look
f-r liousing again. To look for a place fo live
we had -o immediately change our identities
•0 mee* 'he rigorous standards of landlords.
We ransformed ourseJves into non-smoking,
ne-less, friendless waifs not expecting
ques's, never read a dirty - book,
yradua-e s'uden's in Physics' Perfect
enan's.

Our firs' consideration was a ramshackle
farm house. Ramshackled, handcuffed, and
qagged is wha* we were showed. Answering
a classified reading NEEDS SOME REPAIR
we look a* -he place The building looks like
wha' was left of 'he Alama. Walking up the
remains .<f -he front steps we enter the

for'ress. Urine stench and must are the
welcoming commi"ee. Maybe 'hey will let us
have a dog? Caved in walls, broken windows,
and r(j"ed .iU' floors create a casual at-
ni .sphere. Cracked and flaking ceilings are
carefully designed for visual variety. Think of
he p;;ssibili'ies. We could rent the place out

f-r he remake of "Gcjne With The Wind" for
he burning .<f A'lan'a sequence.

If no' house, 'hen apartment. I call a local
apar'men's for rent." "Well yes we do. We
are renova'ing .^ur 'wo bedroom apartments
in-o 'hree bedrooms " Interested, but more
impor'an'ly despera'e I ask, "Can you assure
me he bedroom addition will be completed
by Sep'ember 1," She cfurkles confidently,
"Sure, i' 'akes us an hour to slap up that
ex'ra wall." Clearing my throat I terminate

he conversa'ion with, "Oh ... We'll let you
kn.<w."

OK s., maybe some(>ne would like to share
heir h,,use wi'h us. To -he housing office

le-'s see who is looking for roommates. Gee,
l'<k a- all -hose 'acked up index cards
Hnre's -ne:

R.'omma'es wanted. Must be in-

dependen', self sufficient, and willing to
share in all house activities. Only
vege-arians, medi'ators, barefoot back-
packers, in'o 'he occult and bondage
sh.iuld bo'her 'o apply.

Yos, hrough persistence, craftiness, and a
l-ad ,f luck we did find a house. I' is big. h is

cmfor'able. And i* is being foreclosed. Just
in case please save a laundry closet for me in

S uhwes"!

The confidence game

Got a gripe?

...write a letter

By LISA MELILLI

I have -his fear - fear of heights. I mean, it

•ook my parents at least 20 visits to the
amusement park »o get me to ride on the
ferris wheel. And riding my bike? Well, I live

-n a real hilly road and was so scared to ride
up and down 'hose hills, my mother often
w ,ndered 'he sense at all of my having a bike
if i' was going to just sit in the garage the
way i' did!

Well anyways, my friends have always
been -he fearless, confident types - doing
daring deeds. And I always more or less
s'ayed in 'he background, sort of out of it.

And knowing all this, do you know what a
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few of my friends did 'o me over this week-
end? They 'ook me to Puffer's Pond.
"N-w Lisa," 'hey said. "All you have to do

is -o jus' push yourself off. Don't look
d.'jwn."

D ,n'' look' Well, for all of you who have
never been -o Puffer's Pond, that cliff is at
leas- 50 fee' high and there is a bed of rock
ex'ending along 'he edge that if you don't
push yourself off far away enough, you're
sure you're going to land smack onto that
rock bed.

I old 'hem 'hey were crazy watching each
•/f 'hem dive fearlessly and gracefully. And
hen I found myself alone. |t was my turn and
hey were all calling 'o me.
And i' dawned on me that maybe I was

making all 'his stuff up in my head. I mean, I

liave always been one of those introverts
wi'h s(; many fears. And lately, I've gotten
.ver many .if 'hem realizing that those fears
were s'upid and I had missed out on so much
because A 'hem.

I mean, I jus' constantly anguished over
wha' people were thinking of me. A funny
lof>k mean* hate. Anything meant something
bad. I remember when I started wearing
nylon s'ockings in sixth grade, I felt so self

conscious around older girls thinking they'd
laugh a' me. I still can't figure out why I

hough' 'ha*.

I fel' uncomfortable with my clothes, my
nose, whatever I said. I always feared I didn't

ac- my age. Tha' I was immature.
Another fear ccjncerned my interests.

While all 'he girls at school were interested in

dances, discos, bars, and weekend dates I

was m.<re wr less conten' 'o be by myself or

curled up reading a book. I tried to change,
really did, bu' I simply couldn''. It wasn't me.

I was sure no man could ever possibly
wan- me. I mean, I was so boring' And I

w ,ndered abou' 'hat whole thing cjf sharing
y.-urself wi'h someone else. Who would

wan- 'o share my life? Talk about con-
fidence, even when I 'ried 'o muster any kind

f confidence, I was sure everyone thought I

was a snob.

And I -hough' all 'his was unique to myself
and only la'er did I realize 'hat everyone goes
hrough -hese "growing pains". I just
analyzed myself, situations, other people. As
ne of my friends remarks, I never smiled in

pic'ures.

Then some'hing happened I'd say in the
pas' few years since I've been up here at
UMass. I'm no' sure, but | began to feel this
peace of mind, a contentment.

| finally
realized ha' someone, anyone who couldn't
be satisfied wi'h who or what I was wasn't
w -r'h my 'ime.

"Lisa, come .on. Just jump in. You keep on
hinking abou' it and analyzing 'he whole
hing, you'll never do it!" my friends down in

he wa'er yelled up 'o me still waiting for me
o jump af'er all 'his 'ime I was thinking
about 'hings.

Analyzing everything - 'hat was the key. I

used 'o analyze everything so intently and
o(jk everyhing so seriously. For some
reason, I jus' simply had stopped Wf;rrying
my head over 'hings and had just started to

accep- -hings as -hey were, letting fate take
is course. I s'arted accepting myself and not
he fears I had about myself.

So, I cl.osed my eyes and took a deep
brea'h. Then while spreading my arms out

and bending my knees for my jump I opened
my eyes, looked jus' across 'o the other side

f he pond and 'hough' 'o myself "if you
d/n' ake risks, you'll never have any ex-

ciemen- and hadn'- I ou'psyched myself so
many imes befijre?"

And he C(jld wa'er rushed around me as I

lii* -he wa'er hard, 'he cold burning my face
and causing a ringing in my ear. But j got

used i) 'hose funny sensations well before
niy *if-h jump in

In defense of the RSB
As you wended your way up 'he steps in

fr.jn* of 'he S'udent Union 'his morning,
perhaps 'o pick up your copy of the
Collegian, Globe, or Guardian ('he Guar-
dian?), you might have been descended
upon by some folks handing out leaflets or
selling lef'ist newspapers. "Damn pinko
C(.mmies", you migh' have murmured as you
brushed by.

Well, gran'ed, sometimes they are a little

pesky, bu' 'he fact js that the campus'
revolutionary organizations are among its

m>s' colorful fixtures. And at the top of

anyone's list of local revolutionaries is none
o'her 'han 'he Revolutionary Student

hold a peaceful demonstration or, as they did
when he governor visited last semester,
crea-e a minor "disruption". Never to my
kn,.wledge has 'he Brigade damaged people
-r proper'y in any of its local efforts.

Bu* 'here wouldn't be much sense in

defending an organization if it had no
posi'ive attributes aside from its

vociferousness. A look at the RSB's stands
and efforts regarding a number of issues
shvows i' 'o be a concerned, if somewhat
unsuccessful, group.

bill sundstrom

Brigade (apologies 'o the folks at the
Progressive Labor Party, ^^.ho rnust rank a
close second).

Before continuing, the reader should
beware -hat this column is not going to be
some sort ^f satirical dissection of the RSB
and i's ongoing efforts to radicalize the
community. In fact, I would consider myself
a Brigade sympathizer, if not a supporter.
One doesn'* have 'o be a Marxist- Leninist to
see ha' -he RSB breed of activism is vastly

superior 'o 'he more 'ypical UMie passivity,

and 'ha' *he Brigade is sincere in its defense
f s'uden' and minority rights.

C.<n'rary -o popular belief, RSB members
are no' Puri'anical Bolshevik- 'ypes who have
developed an armory somewhere in South-
wes'. In fac, 'hey' re generally an affable lot

who enjoy some of 'he mildly bourgeois
pleasures, including Steely Dan and even
sof'ball, as long as it remains reasonably
n.jn-Cwmpe'i'ive.

Anycjne who has read any Marx knows
ha' one of 'he basic 'enets of his thought is

he in'egra'ion u\ 'heory and practice, so it's

surprising 'ha' people around campus are so
shiicked when 'he Brigade goes beyond
passing i's leafle's around and decides to

One of -he Brigade's major crusades has
been in -he area of racial discrimination. The
RSB spen' much 'ime and effort supporting
Earl Brown and Craemen Gethers in their
s'ruggle for justice and were among the
many 'o demand 'he sale of the university's
s'ock holdings in South African cor-
pora'ions. And 'heir emphasis has always
been on linking such struggles to more
fjeneral and prevalent conditions of op-
pression.

Of course, 'he Brigade did once stoop to a
li"le vulgar realpolitiking when it ran two

candida'es for SGA co- presidents. And
when you come right down to it, Marxism-
Leninism, wi'hout 'remendous modification,
IS dofjmed 'o failure in changing society.

Bu' a' least the good intentions are there.
Suden's who demand some input and
con'rol (jver 'heir own lives are more the
exception 'han the rule on this campus, and
he RSB's presence should be welcome,
even if i- is at 'imes a little annoying.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the
Collegian

'The problem of the ghettos? The ghettos, my dear, are
a solution, not a problem/

From the bottom up Retuming to the battleground
By L ZIMANY

I' is Monday morning and time to take a
scenic casual rustic harmonic jaunt through
'ur Sou'hwest complex on campus. I

liaven'' any idea of what it is or what it

should be - A domain for maggots and
qian' lice - A swamp for dehydrated ducks
and fish or a place 'o dorm some pretty sexy
angles in numbers only a computer would
understand. - Best, it be described as an
in'rusion of raw untrammelled nature!

Overall, it has been a very expansive first

week at 'he big U and this jaunt is telling me
•hat I should make an attempt to determine
he capacity Qf abuse the concrete jungle is

subjected 'o in a mere 48 hours.

From 27 down my cousin crawls out of a
gus'y beer can on the lounge ledge won-
dering and computerizing his trajectory if he
were 'o take an unexpected dive. From
ground up everyone is still a giant and a
hrown beer can is like an ash can off a
destroyer. - Yes, for an ant I might as well
ell him -o stay on top of the world. Hopefully
he will find a Louis Quatorze boudoir dresser
wi'h a mirror that might frame Marie An-
oinette to crash in. Hell, an ant's life in

Southwest is elegant!

Passing through the tunnel I met another
gian' of a man wearing size 16 out-of-
business Earth Shoes. He said he liked to
play his bag pipes at 6:23 in the morning in

he Southwest tunnel for the students and

especially for the birds that live in the nearby
•rees 'hat are still drunk from last Wed-
nesday. After he finished his scrambled egg
mas'erpiece he had a super element of

de'ermination to tell me his name was Lucky
Pi'atto from Newton and his primary purpose
a' 'he big U was to playitecrosse. He then ran
o Boyden almost stepping on my micro
head.

Now it's just a rnatter of time - The
•hunder;jus stampede for the eight o'clock
class will rain upon the pavement. Yes, it's

jus' a matter of time before a good part of
he crea'ive vitality of the UMie will disap-
pear into an absorption with a security, a
craving, and self-elating style. |t is great to
see 'he faces.

If you compute the formula for this place
and divide all the good by the bad you come
up with 'he following. — It is a place an ant
does not have to fall in love with a calendar
photo. Yes, 'hose sexy angles are something
special - 'he reality almost always matches
he dream, but the nightmare of being
s'epped on still exists.

If it happens please remember, "I'd like to

be excommunicated. I want the candle
dashed 'o the ground or whatever and I want
he letter from Rome.

l-'s 'ime 'o pull up an empty beer can and
believe me 'he thought of a Southwest party
gives me new energy to survive another
week.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian welcomes all letters to the editor.

They must be signed and include the author's address and phone
number. Also, all letters must be typed, double-spaced, at sixty spaces
per line, and no more than two pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but they must include a name and

phone number for reference purposes.
All letters are subject to editing, for either content or space, ac-

cording to the judgement of the editors. Due to space limitations, there
is no guarantee that all letters received will be printed.
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By SANDRA CARABINERIS

/ returned a few days ago from Kent State
University. Blanket Hill, the center of today's
controversy, is no longer spattered with
blood, and the Vietnam War is over. But the
spirit of Kent State is still strong and the May
4th Coalition aims to maintain it.

A"emp's by KSU administration to build a
gym on 'he site of the murders drew hun-
dreds ijf students into battle with the ad-
minis'ration, cops, state government and
cour's. Throughout the summer demon-
s' rations, 'en' cities, occupations of the site

and mass bus's of up to 200 burst into the
headlines.

Ken' S-ate 1977 has become a battle-

ground for studen's over how to sum up the
lessons of the past and proceed into the
fu'ure.

By May 4, 1970 millions of Americans were
opposed 'o the continuing of the war in Viet-

nam. Every avenue of change had been
•raveled in attempts *o end U.S. in-

volvemen'. In 'he course of the demon-
s'ra'ions and 'each-ins many came to un-
derstand -he imperialist nature of U.S. in-

volvemen' in Indochina and stood up against
he powers- hat- be »o say, "no more."

Nixon's May 1970 announcement of the
Cambodian invasion brought renewed
pro'es' 'o 'he s'reets and campuses of the
US. The murders at Kent State (and the
o'hers a* Jackson State) were the ruling

class' reply 'o mass opposition by the
American people 'o the war.

Though the hill is empty now, as I walked
vivid memories of guardsmen and defense-
less students came to mind. Four students
died on this very spot. It could have been me.

I was only in junior high at the time, but I

knew that the war was wrong and I joined in

the Moratorium support. When Al Canfora
toldme his story of being wounded, we both
shivered at the memory of his close call. But
how could this have happened? How — in

this country''

Tha' was seven years ago, but have things

I

really changed? Today 'he rulers of this

coun'ry would like us to forget the murders,
fvjrget how exposed the U.S. government
was in -heir drive for profit, power and vain
a"empt 'o dominate the Indochinese people.
Forge' how millions of Americans stood
'oge'her and opposed that war of
aggression. How they stood up to them and
heir sys'em By building the gym on that

si'e, 'hey want to stamp out the example of
resistance 'hat Kent State has become.

I' has sharp significance today when it is

coupled with Watergate, the South Korean
scandal, high unemployment, rising inflation
and every politician's call for "national
unity." They want all "divisions" healed up
.-r plowed under. The rulers don't need any
kind of issues 'hat further show the nature of
heir rule.

At Kent State 19771 could see all that the
students there have gone up against and
stood strong. It is an inspiring example of
standing up against injustice and oppression.
Something many people all over the country
are watching closely.

The situation today is that the con-
s'ruc'ion could begin at any time. Courtroom
juggling is only putting off the hour.

As far as 'he coalition sees it, they have
lost jn 'he courts and must now rely on the
s'rength of 'he students. With the students
a* Kent coming back to the campus, and
schools opening across the country, we are
in a be'ter position. That is why the May 4
C -ali'ion has called for an Emergency
Demonstration and Tent City on Sept. 10 at

Ken'. We will be able to make a strong stand,

ge' 'he word out to more students, and make
a promise 'o be back on Sept. 24 for a

Na'ional Demonstration with all our strength
o win •he battle.

F ,r information about transportation for
Sep. 10 come by the RSB table in the CC,
room 413A, S'udent Union or call 256-0501,
546 8425. A van will be leaving late Friday
nigh'.

Sandra Carabineris is a member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade.
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More course listings
ENGLISH 891K
Introduction to Old Irish

Tym czk ,

Wednesday, 7:00 1000 p.m.
C liege 309 Firs' mee'inq, Sep'. 14.

South

Old Irish IS he language of medieval
Ireland and he language C)f 'he earlies'

CuChulainn and Deidre s'ories. Class 'ime

will be divided be'ween grammar (ap-

pr ,ached frvjm an Indo-European per

spec ive) and ransla'ion of literary 'ex's.

Reading will include "The S'ory of Mac
Da h,/s Pig" and selections from "The
Tain". This course will be par'iculary useful

. medievalisms, s'uden's of Anglo Irish

li eraure, and people wi'h an in'eres* in

linguis'ics.

Requiremen's: a"endance, exercises and

ranslai /n. Vocabulary quizzes and a final

exam
Pre Requisi'es: Permission of 'he in-

s rue -r (586 3908) See 'he ins'ruc'or for the

uiidergradua'e number.
ECON497A: Econ of South Africa

M 230 530, Her'er 209, Instructor;

Seidman.
ECON597C N.E. Econ Inst.

M 19:00-22:00, Mach W 22, Instructor:

5»'idman

ECON 765 Econ. Dev. S'ruct. Prob.

MW 11:15 12:30, Dick 216, Instructor:

p He

GENERAL PHYS. ED. G89 Softball

Schedule Nw, 537798, TuTh 2:30, NOPE
Fields. Bring "Add Drop form 'o Boyden to

add class

Bicycle repair collective

offers Tuesday classes
The Amhers* Bicycle Repair Collective is

ffering free, cjne session classes every
Tuesday a- 4:30 p.m. a* 51 South Prospec
S The m ,^'hly schedule is: Each firs' and
hird Tuesday, basic main'enance and repair;

Sec nd Tuesday, Ten Speed Riding
Techniques; F ,ur*h Tuesday, how 'o buy a
bike.

'Bubbling Brown Sugar'

to begin concert series

The UMass Fine Ar's Cen'er begins its

1977 78 c /ncer' series on Sep*. 18 with 'he

Br ,adway hi* musical, "Bubbling Brown
Sugar" Two performances of "Bubbling
Br ,wn Sugar" will be presen'ed — a 3 p.m.
iria inee and he usual 8 p.m. per^'-'mance
The fine ar*s series will consis* of five

differen' series and some selec'ed special

a'racions. The differen' series are:

Br. ,adway hea're, celebri'y performers,

dance, c.jncer* hall and c^rches'ra Pur-

chasers f a series package receive 'heir

ch.,ice 'f bes' sea's and avoid 'he hassles of

wai ing in line 'o purchase 'icke's.

Tickes can be purchased for an individual

perf..rmance <r v^ne or all of 'he five series.

UMass s'uden's pay half price for all in-

dividual even's and all 'icke's are discounted
wiien bough' in a series.

According "o David Le"ers, an organieer
f he Fine Ar's Concer* Series, 'icke' sales

are going very well. Le"ers advises people
ineresed m buying series 'icke's 'o come by
he Fine Ar's Cen'er box office early for 'he
bes sea'ing.

S me of he 'alen' which will appear in 'he

1977-78 concer' season include 'he Joffrey

Balle', singer Sarah Vaughn, 'he Boston
Symphony, pianis' Oscar Pe'erson and 'he

Canadian Opera.

S me f he special a"racMon performers

include jazz rumpe'er Chuck Mangione, 'he

Na'ional Balle' of Spain, and a return per-

f.rmance of 'he mime Marcel Marceau.

The Fine Ar's Concer' series is funded

primarily 'hrough a $3 s'uden' ac'ivities fee

which every UMass s'uden' pays. S'uden's

receive discoun's.

Addi'ional informa'ion and 'ickets are

.ivailable a' 'he Fine Ar's Cen'er box office

M .nday hrough Friday, 9 a.m. 'o 4 p.m.

Public safety department

to hold bike registration
Bicycle owners in 'he Amherst area will

have a chance 'o help s'amp ou' bicycle

hieves by regis'ering 'heir machines wi'h 'he

UMass Public Safe'y Department next week.
Owners who regis'er 'heir bikes also can

nave heir securi'y devices (such as chains
and locks) checked for effectiveness by the

deparmen' s'aff. Engraving ki's will be given
o ,wners scj 'hey can engrave some
identifying mark, such as 'heir social security

numbers, -n 'heir machines.
These services are available to area

residen's as well as UMass students without
charge.

The advantage 'o registering bicycles with
he depar'men' is *ha' campus police will

have wn record 'he 'rue owner of a bicycle,

said Sg'. Mary Dumas of public safe'y. So, if

a bike is s'>olen and 'hen found in 'he hands
f some.one c»'her 'han 'he owner, 'he police

will be able '6 consul' 'heir records 'o

esablish who 'he owner really is.

The engraving equipmen' is easy 'o use,

she said.

Each bicycle 'ha' is regis'ered will receive a

decal aler'ing po'en'ial 'hieves 'hat 'he

bicycle is engraved and i's ownership a

ma"er of record. "We've run 'he program
f.r several years," Dumas said, "and it's

proven o be highly successful. Larceny of

bicycles has dropped and s'ayed down."
For more informa'ion, call 'he education

and raining office of 'he UMass Public

Safe'y Depar'men' a* 545-2134.

Carter's target: blackjobless
WASHINGTON \UPI - Presiden' Carter,

admi'Mng o black leaders 'hat many public

service jobs do no' reach 'he ghetto,

Wednesday said he would pu' 'op priority on
reversing he "horrible" jobless ra'e among
mn-ori'ies.

Carer me' wrh members of 'he black

c -ngressional caucus, who along wi'h others

i^ave become increasingly more vocal in

complain's abou' "heir 'rea'men' by 'he

adminisra'ion.

"Obviously some'hing has 'o change.
There has o be a re-emphasis," Car'er said

f he Augus' figures which placed

j -blessness among black you'hs a' more
han 40 per cen*.

Rep Parran Mi'chell, D-Md., chairman of

he caucus, quo'ed Car'er as saying: "I

oxpec cri'icism, I 'hink i''s been valid in 'he

pas . I accep' cri'icism from you."
Mi'chell said af'er 'he mee'ing 'hat "for

he firs' 'ime we've go' a s'a'ement on
priori'ies" and 'ha' he wan'ed "a working
rela'icjnship so 'ha' we can move 'ogether."

Car-er, wi'h repor'ers presen' for 'he

pening of 'he session, said he had been
"s udying he s'a'is'ics 'his pas' week,
paricularly since 'he horrible information

came ou' abou' *he ra'e of unemployment
am ,ng young minority 'een-agers."

The problem, he said, is caused by a "lack
f a comprehensive urban policy. There is no
hrus' 'o 'he urban program.

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

In-door Savings too good to bo advertisod.

Coma too for yoursolf!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

> AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrtt CeMUr, across from tho groon 253-5441

Faces^,
ofEarth

Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30-9 Mon.-Thurs. Fri. to 5:00

•Collegian n

NOTICES

EasternMcxintdinSpofts
EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top $12 00

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to
hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hours: M-F 9 30 - 9 00. Sat 9 30 - 5 30
Route 9. Amherst/Hadley Line

413-253-9504

STEREO CO OP MEETING
The Union Stereo Co op will hold its first members'

meeting on Monday, Sept 12. at 7:30 p m in room
166 Campus Center. All are urged to attend.
o c A t ij

We have both at Sigma Alpha Mu 545 0845
fRISBEEi

See vou all at NOPE 2:00 Sunday for an ultimate
game, summer run down and fall future, plus more!
Bring your discs
FOUND

Ladies wallet in SU on 9-6. Call Beth at 546-7009 to
identify.

UMOC
There will be an important organizational meeting

tonight, at 8:00 p m. in CC 811 Keg Tapping
technique, organization of first meet, and more will be
discussed All officers, exec members, and chair
oeople are asked to attend
ATTENTION SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS

Your creative work is needed. Interested in seeing
your short stories, poems, news articles. Southwest
activities in the Southwest Newsletter? If so contact
Linda Venuti 6 9032 or stop by SWA office in
H.impden Dining Commons.
UMASS KARATE CLUB
UMass Karate Club will be every Tues., Wed and

Thurs. at 4 p.m. For beginners at 5 p.m. for in-
termediates in rm. 24 NOPE Instructor Prof Sara
Grimes 2nd degree black belt JKA (Shotokan) style
All welcome 5-1376
WEBSTER
Webster House is cleaning out its storage room

anyone who has articles in storage must pick them up
before Sept. 20. After Sept 20 all unclaimed articles
become the property of the House
STUDENT CHAPTER AMERICAN SOCIETY OFLANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Initial fall semester meeting. All interested students
come and find out what SCASLA is all about Sept
13, Tuesday, 7 p m Rm 917 CC
COLLEGE CHURCH

College Church an interdenomination christian
church 58 Pomeroy Terrace Northampton (off Rt 9)
Sunday Morning worship service 10:30 a.m. evening
service 7:00 p m
MOVIE MALCOLM X

There will be two showings of the movie: Malcolm
X on Friday September 9 at Thompson Hall 104 The
times are 7 30 and 9:30 We urge everyone to attendJAMES BOND

In Man with the Golden Gun Friday Sept 9 Sub 7

cirul 9 30 $1

BULLSHIT I

Most of what you hear about fraternities is exactly
.hat, they are what you make them Come by Room802^Carnpus Center and find out about Lambda ChiAlpha, the newest UMass Fraternity
LOST PARAKEET

Blue Breast with mixed black white and gray wingsAnswers to -.he Beast" or 'Screamer" will land onshoulder or head, Puffton Vil area. Phone Ken 549-

FRESHMENi

«;utmJT^'"®",^^° '^" belongings behind durmg
o TT ^""""^''^O "lay come to our office at 225Berkshire House to see if we have them. After Sept
30,^inquire at the Information Desk in the Campus

SW. MEN'S CENTER
We have 2 or 3 work-study positions. We need anoffice manager, an education coordinator and acommunications person Volunteers especially

n?fi^ hi "^V^^'c
""''''"« ^"'^ counselling. Call 5460263 between 12 5 or 546 4579

FOUND
One parakeet near Fine Arts Center Leave phoneno. at 323 5115 and I will call backJOBS WITH VIDEO PROJECT
The Student Video Pro/ect has several ,ob openings

in video and no-video related work. Technicians
office workers, production. Third World and World
coordinator. Applications available at SUP (409-

Foodstamps available
at credit union window
The UMass S'udent Federal Credit Union

has a separate window for people who
receive U.S. food stamps. The window also
serves 'hose who want to buy money orders

r -ravelers cheques.
The union is open Monday through Friday

from 10 a.m. 'o 3 p.m.

Tag sale this Saturday
to benefit Newman Center

Furni'ure, clothing and miscellaneous
I'ems will be available at the Newman Center
Tag Sale -his Sa'urday, Sept. 10, from 9 a.m.
(J 5:30 p.m.
The -ag sale will be in the social hall of the

Newman Center, and all proceeds will go for
he benefi* ;jf 'he center.

DEADLINE:
This is your last chance!

Today is the last day to oret in on a new and j^reat experience.

You owe it to yourself.

Sign up for Sorority Rush

Greek Affairs Office 203 Hampshire House
Participate in Rush and you will find out why

sororities all over the country are ^jainintr in popularity.

REACH25,000 READERS DAILY! MH:IA4IHimil:|:|.N!Hf,TiM-U.l»lJ.i.«; rmn rvan

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:45

I

p.m., AAonday through Friday. The deadline
is 3:45 p.m. two days before your ad is to

I

appear. Ask clerk for MDC Classified form Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily S. 40 per line

Weekly $.35 per line AAonthly $.25 per line .

ADS CAN BE MAILED SEE OUR SPEEDY
I

CLASSIFIED AD FORM APPEARING IN
EACH MONDAY'S COLLEGIAN.

FOR SALE

Furniiu'v tot sal* 8ed to'abad
'abxs lamos ches! co'<«e table

bookshelf, reclining cha.r Good once
Call 549 5725

'^^^"^^^"iTjiiiiir

HELP WANTED

15 16 cu 'I Ing MUh large freeter
Good -^ond Mahe o«er 546 9207

2 cubic ft. frido*. HO. 263-7660 nitM

Puch Mait I MoMd for Ml*. 1.6 h.p.
•nd hM 300 milM on it. Wm recantly
iun«d and is in good condition Asking
MOO 00 or bMt offer Call Linda 6-6747

Single bod matlra
Robin 549 6434

i and apringt. tIS.

Indirect Oiaca with Burwan fidatitv
Dick Weltatood - lait piano, oattv trio
- dance »16 75 each tax mc Oecibei
Records, Daot 11, P O Bon 631
Laxington, Maaa 02173

Reciiner »20, dresser »15 set of
drawers. (8 Misc Cheap Call 549^19
bv Mo

FOR WENT

7 herlroom act to sublet tot Sept vw

"Ption to rpnevv Bus route in Sund
«U0 665 3163 Call Jell

Interested in offcampua living not far

from campus on Orchard Hill bus route
Includes meals, home like atmosphere
•nd color TV Call 253 9066 Ask to-

Martone Shubert

WANTED

Housaboys wanted for an off campus
sorority Free meels For more info
contact Lynn at 545 2092

Earthfooda ia hiring studcnta now. Wa
•re a collactivaly run vegetarian
restaurant located in the Student Union
Applicetiona available on the kitchen
door locatad bahind the SUB. We are an
aooal opportunity amplovar

On campua racruitar, Rad Crosa Donor
Canter Knowledge of campus
organiiation. grad studant preferred
Write Steva Schiff, fled Croas, 63 Spfid
St

, Spfid Ma Pay spproi $3.00 hr No
phone calle

Bus driver training Appa. will be given
out on Sept 8 at 7 pm in CC163 You
must be over 18, e UMaaa atudent with
•I least 3 someatars left at UMass. and
hold a valid driver s licensa. Bring your
license and proof of your clas

SSTS needs mote help Irom the Third
W'lrld and Women s Community Driver
iramfng meei.no Sect 8 7om CC163

Work Study Position Available
Receptionist - Mornings 20 hrs par
weak Typist 10 hrs. par weak hrs
flaiiibia Apply at Studant Legal Services,
922 Cempus Ctr Applicetions close 9-9-
77

Sorority off-campus naoda kitchen
help Free meals Call 263-9066

V'lutrt workers lor North
Amhetsi Siiplier Home a
temonraty rate program tor
'teiirtQuen! vouih Seeking stall
with maiurilv orior e«Darience
ability to establish & enforce
limits on youths behavior Work
sturtv and Piactirum students
setirl resumes to Pete
ChristoDher 24 Summer St
Ainhnr^f

ROOM WANTED
Need A Room? Rooms

available at e sorority, close to
campus Open kitchen, cheaper
than university *dorms, and a
comfortable etmosphere If
interested contact Debbie or
Peula. 545 2735

PERSONALS

Ride needed, Belchertown to
Amherst, M, W, Th. F mornings. Share
expenses 323-7772

Free beer or? Will trade S W room for

other arna 6 9092

INSTRUCTION

Beginning Weaving, Sept 20 4
Harness floor looms, $50, 12 classes 7 9
p m , Tuesdays, Jones Library Credits
available 253 9368 or 564 7756

TAG SALE

IMVBi
Lambda Oelte Phi Tsg, Craft Bake.

Sale at 389 N Pleesant from 10-6 Sat
Seot 10

AUTO FOR SALE

'66 Vohro 122S 128,000 miles, good
condition, dapandabia 256-8467 after S
M26

'73 Vega GT Very good mechenically
Needs soma body work. tSOO or bast
oflar 253-9752 after 4 p.m.

Ford Maverick. 1970 Good condition,
radio, tBOO 545 1943 day, 549 4479
even.

'71 MG Midget, naw exhaust, naw
roof, lug rack, Misch radials, vary gd
cond 38 mpg »1200 or BO 253 7973

'69 Impala Custom, p s., p.b.. »u,o
sm. 8. ex. cond , new paint, roc tuna up.
Good for car pool 256-0158 1850 or B

'72 VW Baia Bug. Excellant shape Call
549 5879

VW 70 Bug engine great, body
needs wiirk S800 S49 4878 evenings

1975 Chevy Window Van, eaceileni
condition $3200 Sunroof stereo bed
Call Win or J^dv 256 6378 after 5 00

'71 Ford Pinto, good condition. Must
sell immediately t600 negotiable Sea
Jean at 39 Puffton Leave number if not
home

1972 Vege GT Excellant cond $750.
Must sell leaving the state Call S4S-
2163 Ask for Yong

'71 Ford Pinto, good condition Must
sell immediately $600 negotiable Sea
Jean at 39 Puffton, Leave number if not
home

AUTO FOR SAIe

Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS;

SERVICES

'0 Mustang fasloark 4 C $900 or D
I 253 3151

71 VW Sabk $900 plus in new parts
and body 16171 5442311 or 14131 545
2829

'69 VW, good condition, good body
end intarKjr Asking 1450 Call 1-467 3466

End of Season Spaciall 72 Yamaha
350 R5C New tires, brakes, clutch, tune-
up Excellent condition Must sell buying
car $500 Steve 546 8404

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Hiinda CL350 enceiieni condition
Mileage 11.700 Must sell leaving state
S450 <ir best offer Call 722 6975 after
6 00 n m

'71 Honda 750 (faat year) Headers
Mint cond. 13.000 mi. E» fairing. 11100
253 7650

74 Kan Z-1 900CC, mint coind~Kerker
Pipes, Densalube ch.m B l 567

Volvo repairs and maintenance All

years and modala. low pricas Jack 586-
0610

ROOMMATE WAMTFn

Rm naadad by 24 vr old UMaaa stud
on bus Nna Co-op housohold or apt daa
Call 263-5410 - Hal.

Do you have a quiet spot where I can
out my 10'X16' tent for the fall? Will pay
Brian 253 252

1

Need 3rd paraon for 5-room
Squi.-e Village Apt Share ex
oensas Call 5 3500 Bill Mills
Leave message

Honda CB3S0. 8000 miles
Excellent condition, must see it to
believe it! Will sell for $650 or
best offer Can be seen outside
Thatcher Dorm or call Kevm at
546 4612.

ENTERTAINMENT

Big hands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
' 411 536 6075 Still the one a'ter 4 v^s

;i^;nirf7»'iii;iT;iN^;fi.Miiiiii«iniirw:facij|:||e|:Ji^^

Cilege Cak ulato-s nite.s low puces b
lull service' All models avail TI59 $225
^8 $99 95 SI 552 95 HP s tr Com
"I'odore s avai: Model from $15
To'".*""' ** s«'<"ce all calculators we

sell' Before vou buv a.-vwhere else callMoh or Chris at College •, aiculato's' 549

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

' "» -ll .•! .1-1 Amherst (or
...^Vssional office Walking distance toverv.hing $150 n„ month .ncludes

' " OS n W Jnnes 549 J700
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DEFENSE! It'll be the key to

UAAass football hopes this fall. The
AAinutemen are hoping that plays
like this are commonplace this

season as they strive to improve
last annum's 5-5 record. Shown
here is one UAAass defender
wrapping up AAaine running back
Rudy DiPietro while Joe
AAcLaughlln grasps for thin air in

last season's 24-3 AAinuteman win.
Peter AAcCarty and AAcLaughlln
are among the returnees to watch
Saturday when UAAass travels to

Army for its season's opener.
(Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Barnes paroled; will make opener
CRANSTON, R.I. [UP/] - Pro basketball

player Marvin Barnes yesterday was granted
parole from 'he Rhode Island Adult
Correc»ional Institutions - effective Oct. 14
- af»er serving five months of a one-year
sen»ence for probation violation.
The 6'10" Detroit Pistons' forward was

jailed May 16 for breaking state probation
wi»h a handgun arrest in Michigan.

Barnes will miss NBA preseason practice,
which opens Sept. 20, but will be out in time
for 'heir firs' regular season game against the
New York Nets on Oct. 18.

"We are 'erribly disappointed that Mar-
vin's desire 'o ge» out on parole Sept. 16 was
denied," said Pistons' General Manager Bob
Kauffman. "We do however appreciate the
consideration the Parole Board has given in
granting him 'he Oct. 14 release date.
"We believe 'hat this action will to a

degree slow down his progress as a
basketball player. However, we believe being
'he fine person and player he is, he will be
able 'o overcome this adversity as he has
overcome others," Kauffman added.

Galkin, however, said the board carefully
weighed 'he timing of Barnes' release.

"We can'' give him a different release date
'han anybody else who comes up in
September," Galkin said. "Moral at the

prison is a' a low enough ebb right now so
•ha' an early release would really complicate
•hings."'

The bcjard chairman added that Barnes
had been "playing a lot of basketball and was
s'aying in shape." He added: "He Barnes will

jus' have 'o catch up when he gets there
'raining camp."
"No reason for the parole was given," said

corrections spokeswoman Lillian G. Mc-
Daniel. "They give reasons only for denial.

One reason for granting parole is that the
board feels 'he man will make a success for

his parole program."
T(j win parole, a prisoner must show plans

for employment and residence after release.

Barnes' program was resumption of his

baske'ball career with Detroit.

Barnes' prison sentence was originally

imposed las' December but Sup>erior Court
Judge Anthony A. Giannini delayed its start

un'il after 'he National Basketball
Association season.

Giannini ruled 'hat an Oct. 9, 1976, hand-
gun arrest at Detroit Metropolitan Airport
violated Barnes' probation from a three- year-
jld assaui' case.

The 'alen'ed but troubled forward go
hree years' probation and the suspended
sen'ence in 1974 after pleading guilty to

assaulting former 'eammate Larry Ketvirtis

wi'h a 'ire iron during his All-America days at

Providence College.

Barnes' lawyers had argued he should
spend 'ime working with deprived youth
ins'ead of serving 'ime. But Giannini said

Hannah, Gray to settle?
FOXBORO, Mass. [UP/] - New England

Pa'riots Coach Chuck Fairbanks displayed

•he firs' note of optimism yesterday in the

on-going contract disputes with All-Pro

linemen John Hannah and Leon Gray.

Hannah, an offensive guard, and Gray, an
offensive 'ackle, have demanded, through
agent Howard Slusher, that their contracts

be extended. The Patriots had refused to re-

cjpen negotiations since both players have
several years remaining on their contracts.

Fairbanks said yesterday at a post-practice

news conference that "'here is a chance it

will be resolved 'o everyone's satisfaction, as
both sides want jr to happen.

Slusher, obtained by the left side linemates

early 'his summer, was expected to visit the

Pa'rio's management this weekend. During
•he midweek news conference, Fairbanks

said Slusher was "unreasonable at times; but

he works hard for his clients."

Slushet' has a reputation of one of the

hardes' bargainers among players' agen's.

Hannah has threatened to go back to his

family's Alabama farm if he cannot obtain an
extension by Monday. Gray has not indicated

he would walk out.

Hannah, ou' two weeks with a thigh injury,

played well last Sunday against the

Washington Redskins. Gray, sidelined by a

hamstring pull the past few weeks, returned

•o practice yes'erday. He is expected to play

Sunday when 'he 4-1 Patriots close the

exhibition season at home against the

Alan'a Falcons.

Fairbanks also announced that linebacker

Jerry Vogele, injured in Sunday's 45-7 win

over Washington, would undergo surgery

'oday but has not yet been placed on the

injured reserve list. .'

Rookie 'ight end Don Hasselbeck missed
most of Wednesday's practice because of his

bruised knee, but Richard Bishop, Horace
Ivory and Pete Brock, all plagued by minor
injuries, joined at least part of the drill.

The New England coach also confirmed
•he Pa'rio's had traded defensive back John
Sanders 'o Philadelphia for a future, un-

disclosed draft choice.

The Pa'riots still are two players over the

presen' limi' of 48 on the active roster. All

'eams must 'rim 'heir rosters to 43 players by
Tuesday.

Barnes "is not a model to be emulated by the

young and impressionable."
Barnes spen' his 25'h birthday behind bars

.n July 27.

Midway 'hrough his 'erm, he was trans-

ferred from maximum 'o minimum security.

Super
Lamp Special!

LUXO LUMAGLOW

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMPS

$1C95
only 16
Several Colors Available

Plus! A free "TURN ON"' poster
with each Luxo lamp purchase.

at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

*

9a.m. -5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

11 a.m.-4p.m. Sat.

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

BROADWJfrS N£WESJ.HarTESTHm

aS'

BrommSug!^
ivenuuMiam

loiswmiiMznBMBfTr

SUN.. SEPT. 18 3PM & 8PM

Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on Mie. Gen. Pub.-t/.SO, 6.S0, S.SO.

UM A S3.7S, 3.25, 2.75. Other students and senior
citiiens U.50, 5.50, 4.50.
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welcomes you with

10% off
our entire fall inventory

now through Sept. 14

"Clothes Call
"

invites you to a
whole new ap-
proach to junior
m e r c h a n •

dise. .featuring
fam ous maker
fashions, the
latest ideas and
looks of to-

day... all at very
affordable
prices !

IBOMninSt
Northampton Thiiis'.lav til 9

Fine junior faihioni

at truly substemtial

savings I
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PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

/"MS' \
f SUMMER

I SPENT MOST
OF THE 5UA1MER
?lkmQ} 6A566ALL

SOMEDAV I WOULD LIKE
TO BE A PROFESSIONAL
BASEBALL PlAVER

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

ALUMINUM FOH. bv Steve LafIer

fGERALD \S APVEKTlSiNG
OM TV To MAKE NOfJEy
res POLK^^SEMD IN YourN
POOR DOLLARS B<M)DMlTE,
AMD WE'LL SEND YoU Yooft.
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F ANYONE ELSE ACTS
THAT OLD.'

UM by Marty Maceda

Your Birthday By stciia wilder

THURSDAY, SEPTEM-
BER 8 Born today, you
are a highly imaginative
person who is perhaps
overly inclined to take for
gospel the products of his
own fancy You possess
outstanding powers of ob-
servation but are disin-
clined to use them even
when to do so would be in

your interest Rather, you
prefer to nnake your con-
clusions on the basis of
either emotional responses
or outright imaginings. It

is essential that you Degin
to take into account things
as they are in the real
world before you are well
into maturity; otherwise,
you may find that you have
done yourself out of ad-
vancement and ultimately
out of the kind of success
your talents have suited
you for.

An excellent conversa-
tionalist, mimic, and story-
teller, you are a joy to have
in the midst of any gather-
ing. You bring intelhgence,
humor, and high spirits to

whatever .society you move
in. You admire the accom-
plishments of others read-
ily and have an easy man-
ner that often stands you in

good stead. You enjoy the
company of people and arc
not at all fu.ssy when it

comes to choosing associ-
ates. Indeed, perhaps you
are not fussy enough'
Although you have been

Rifted with a strong will,

you rarely employ it.

Rather, you prefer to let

situations, good and bad,
run their natural course
without any interference,
otich an attitude ipay keep
you from ulcers and heart
attacks - but it may also
keep you from reaching
the high degree of success
you otherwise might.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 9
VIRGO (Aug.23^Sept.2'>)

I«ssons taught in the
home will stand you r.

good stead now and in t!.e

days to come. Think back
to your childhood for
answers.
LIBRA (Sept.23-<^)ct.22)

Seek some time alone to
figure out

, the conse-
quences of a move under
consideration You may be
confused by too many
cooks in the kitchen.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-
Nov21) A retiring na-
ture cannot be pushed into

becomming the life of the
party. Accept another's
character as is - or not at
all. Don't tamper.
SAGITTARIUS i Nov 22-

Dec.21) An intellectual

approach is best when the
problem is academic. CHh-
erwi.se you would do well to

listen carefully to what
feelings have to .say.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

Jan.lSi - Take care that
an outburst as a result of

long frustration is not

taken for mental instabili-
ty Explain yourself to

observers.

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-
Keb 18) Your expansive-
ness may strike another as
either exaggerated or
improper. Try to "read"
another's basic nature be-
fore playing to it.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March
20) Take into considera-
tion a loved one's view of

reality. You may be deal-
ing with two separate ways
of looking at things.
ARIES (March 21-April

19/ — I.«arn concentration,
oti'e wise you will find tnat
you are distracted to the
point of failing in your
goals. Ask for an exten-
sion.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20 )

- So long as discipline
is tempered with humor
and justice, you should be
able to exercise it without
losing a friend.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) - Combat a tendency
to put off until tomorrow
not only what can Ix- done
to^ay but what must be
done today!
CANCER (June 21-July

22) Melancholy begets
melanchols Take the long
view of your progress and
you will not be so discour-
aged
LEO (July 23-Aug.22) —

Fickleness and its change-
able reception serve to

confuse you and the issues

you are considering Seek
stability at evening.
'"P>ni<hl l'i77. I riitivl ^l.^Iurl• Svndi

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

50
52

54

56

ACROSS

1 Of men
5 Compress
§ Banana leaf

fabric

14 Lab. chemical
15 Employ 59
16 Large room 62
17 Canada and

Australia, 64
once 65

19 Work with the
hands 67

20 Friendship 70
21 Equilibrium 71

organ 72
23 City 73

Calif.com- 74
munity 75

24 Deep blue
shade

27 Hindu god:
Var. 1

29 Handsome 2
youna man

31 Himalayan 3
anima's

35 Fiery 4

37 Protuberances

Like better
Cinema
feature
Secured with
string

Charge with a
duty
Leisurely
Interjection
of distaste
Spud
Ashen as with
anger
TNT
Modify
Lose interest

'

Flat

Skin disease
Fill by packing
Cleave

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday Puzzle Solved:

StWS RAMI SLANG
ALOP UNIT PEDAJ^
LOMA INSEMINATE
A P E R N U Tplo L D M E N
DENT SllL E R T

S A U LilR E Dlis A P

C A PllR E A P SllT R S

ORANGEFREESTATE
S E G U EllT E T R A T 1 M
T A E lMp E SMa R G

L U R ] DiiS E R F S

V A S S A lIIo id M 1 1 F

INCOMPLETE ICAL
STAMP ANTE NAIL
AIRES STOP ILLS

39 Unsophisti
cated

40 Infamous
42 Pardon 6
44 Hazy 7

atmosphere
45 Smooth 8
47 Nose doctor's

concern 9
49 Daughter of 10

Cadmus 11

12 Newscastle
material

DOWN 13 Ndr. Gump
18 Synthetic

Feminine title cloth
New Mexican 22 Van
native Winkle
Tending to 25
restrict about
Used the blue 26 Spring and
pencil neap
Ho 28 Dutch name
Minh: Asian prefix
leader 30 Prefinal con
Spanish river tests: Informal60 Kind of bean
"Tom Thumb" 32 Very small 61 Drying
composer 33 English river

Flat-topped 34 Kind of lily

hills 35 Succor
Call for 36 Completely
Handkerchiefs finished
Athena title 38 Inasmuch as

41 Hockey posi-
tion: 2 words

43 Rotate
46 Garland
48 Quarrel
51 Hockey

official:

Informal
53 Art gum
55 Eating plans
57 Number
58 Coufse
59 Shut with

force

apparatus
63 Egress
66 Ike

68 Supporting
69 Actor

Ayres

^ 2 J 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

"9- nr 11 12 13

14 15 16

17""
IS 19

To~ ii li

^' 25 26 27 28

r'"
30

li
31 32 33 34

M 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 i 44

45 46 47 48 I
49"

io 51 52 53 IJH
HI^^^H^^

J»
" 56 57 58

59 60 «l 63 ^^^^mf>*

45 66

1

67 68 69

.

>0 71

1
72

n 74 75
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Ernie D a Laker
LOS ANGELES \AP\ The Los

Angeles Lakers signed veteran guard
Ernie DiGregorio 'o a multi-year contract,
he National Basketball Association club
announced ves'erday

Compensa'ion 'o the Buffalo Braves
for DiGregorio and 'erms of his new
con'rac wi»h 'he Lakers were not an-
nounced.

DiGregcjrio, »he 'hird player selected in

'he 1973 college draft, averaged 10.7
poin's and 5.6 assists in four years with
he Braves
"We figure he's one of the best play-

makers in 'he league," said Los Angeles
General Manager Bill Sharman. "He's the
same 'ype of player that Bob Cousy
was."
Sharman and Cousy were teammates

for 10 years with the Boston Celtics.

DiGregorio, 26, averaged 24.6 points
and 8.6 assists in his senior year at

Providence College. He received the Joe
Lapshick Memorial Trophy as the out-

s'anding collegiate player in the nation in

1972 73.

DiGregorio's contract with the Braves
was es'ima'ed a' $2 million for five years
and had (;ne year to go.

The Lakers refused to comment on
reports 'hat 'he Braves would pay part of

DiGregorio's contrac
The 6' DiGregorio won the NBA

Rookie of 'he Year Award in 1973-74
when he averaged 15.2 points and 8.2

assis's.

He was hampered by knee injuries last

season a' Buffalo.

Pistons ink draftee
DETROIT \UPI\ - Ben Poquette, the

Cen'ral Michigan center who was the

surprise 'op draf' pick of the Pistons,

yes'erday signed with the NBA club.

Terms of 'he contract were not
discUjsed.

The6'9" P(jquette, selected by Detroit
in 'he second round, was 'he 36th player

picked overall bu' the Pistons' first

seiec'ion. He is 'he first of Detroit's seven
picks 'o sign and 'he club now has 16

players on its roster,

Poquet'e averaged 16 5 points and 11

rebounds a game for 'he Chippewas and
was runnerup in vo'ing for Player of, the

Year in 'he Mid-American Conference.
His 96 blocked shots sent a Central
Michigan record.

"Ben is 'he 'ype of player who will

come into training camp and give it his

bes'," Ccjach Herb Brown said. "He is a

bfjna fide pro prospec who will help us in

rebounding, where we were weak last

season."

AM chided in note
I

NEW YORK \UPI\ - Chiding
I Muhammad Ali for failing to train

I fiiligen'ly for his Sept. 29 heavyweight

boxing 'itle defense against Earnie

Shavers, Madison Square Garden has
warned Ali 'o 'rain seriously.

In a le"er sent 'oday by John Condon,
•he vice president cjf Madison Square
Garden B>)Xing, Inc., Ali was reminded
ha' 'he bc;u''s promoters have agreed to

pay liim $3 million and 'hey expect a

performance commensurate with that

figure

Ci'ing reports from his Deer Lake, Pa.,

•raining camp 'hat Ali is overweight, has
missed 10 of the last 16 days of training

and plans 'o miss still more, Condon
wrote: "I strongly suggest you
discontinue all activities unrelated to your
figh' wi'h Shavers and spend your entire

'ime preparing 'o defend your title in a

prcjper manner."
Ali was invi'ed to a banquet last night

a' 'he Whi'e House as part of the

Panama Canal 'rea'y-signing ceremony.

Hp was also expected to meet the

President's mother today.

Jackson dropped
LOS ANGELES \UPI\ - Rookie Glen

Walker has won the job as Los Angeles
Rams' punter from Rusty Jackson, a

seccind year man from Louisiana State, it

was disclosed yes'erday.

Jackson was released on irrevocable
waivers wi'h three other players to cut
he squad "o the required 48 for the sixth

Ram pre season game against the
Oakland Raiders at Memorial Coliseum
•omorrcjw night.

Walker, 25, who booted them high and
far for 'he Southern California Trojans
las' seascjn, won 'he punting job because
of his ccjnsis'ency in five preseason
games. On 10 pun's, he averaged 41.1

yards while Jackson on the same number
averaged only 34.9 yards.

The 'hree other players released with
Jacks(jn were Ed Flanagan, a 13-year
ve'eran from Purdue who has played
wi'h De'roit and San Diego; rookie
running back Ar' Bes' from Kent State;
and Rwn McCar'ney, a linebacker from
Tennessee who was a second round draft

ch(jice in 1976 bu' spent the year on the
injured reserve.

Bes' was la'er claimed by Chicago.
Flanagan became expendable when

Rich Saul, a holdout, joined 'he club two
weeks ago.

C<jach Chuck Knox said he planned to

s'ar' Joe Nama'h at quarterback against
he Raiders with Pat Haden playing the

sec(;nd half.

Walden waived
PITTSBURGH \UPI\ - The Pittsburgh

Seelers yesterday announced that
veeran pun'er Bobby Walden was
placed on waivers earlier in the week and
was no' claimed by any other club.

The S'eelers said 'hey now intended to

re-sign Walden and add him 'o their two-
man inac'ive list after the final player cut
nex' week.

Wanna be a star?
Well, here's 'he chance you've all been

wai'ing for! The Collegian, that esteemed
UMass daily newspaper, is holding its sports

s'aff organizational meeting for the fall

semes'er 'onight.

Anyone interested in working with the

Collegian sports department this semester
shr^uld show up at the offices, located at 113

Campus Center, 'onight at 6:30 sharp for the
mee'ing. Topics to be discussed include fall

bea's, features, columns, layout, and in-

ves'iga'ive reporting.

I' is important that all staff members, old

and new, a'tend so that we can get things
headed m 'he right direction.

See you 'here.

WORK-STUDY JOBS
The Student Government Association Office of Com-

munications needs persons to help write and design ad-
vertisements, posters and brochures, as well as issue press
releases.

Journalism, Communications and Design students can
gain practical experience while earning $2.90 per hour.

Pick up applications at

Student Senate Office

Room 420

Student Union Building

Women and Third World Students are urged to apply.

Experience is not necessary.

PABRIES
CHALLIS - in cotton, royon, end new "Lona-Cotto " -

wool/cotton chollis by Stylecrest.

COTTONS • prints, solids, quilts, flonnel.

CORDUROY - by Crompton.
WOOLS - Yoeger tortons, viyello, woshoble wools,

gaberdine, jersey, flonnel, ploids. tweeds, cootings.

CANTON! VELVETEEN - 1CX)% pimo cotton, imported

from Italy by Stylecrest.

VELOUR • 100% cotton, luxurious yet sturdy.

SILK • honon, lining, broodcloth. pongee, chombroy.
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natural textiles
"amherst's fobric center"

22d triangle st amhersr

hours 10 6 men sot 549 3853
Thursdoy mtes til 8

. . . for the creotive sewer!

Get To Know Us

All AT

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL!

Just for students -

a gigantic merchandise

eivEAWAy....

0«tr «M0 in niwelianAM.

Bring entry blank to one of
these participating mall stores:

ALMY'S--
4
free meals for 2,-4 $10 gift certificates; 1 pr. sneakers; 4 pair Levi's; 4 desklamps; ALLEN'S ALLEY - four SS gift certificates; BEAU BRITCHES - one men's

lu^RG^lmr ^'^J.O':;. DO'^^TS - two dozen donuts; BONANZA - 2"d1nne*r"sBURGER KING- two dmners; HALLMARK CARD AND PARTY BASKET- five $5

l^o«''^ "•!'*]"?*' CIFARELLI JEWELERS- $25 gift certificate; CRANE'S
MORlVoNc'

"•^''Cate; CRAZY JOYCE'S TOP SHOP - one tee st,irt; EASTERNHORIZONS— 3 pairs sandals for men-women; GENERAL NUTRITION CENTER —
Grf^'pir"*"^'

''*'' ®'"®""^ STEVENS - 2 six-week memberships; ICE CREAMGALLERY — one ice cream cake; JUST FUN — four $5 gift certificates norTHAMPTON INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS - 2 blankets: P^PA GINO'S - p!Jxa

^?*"oJitt!7A®»^ ~ *'" '*" certificate; PAPERBACK BOOKSMITH - $30 worth of
toooks; PHOTO LAB I- $20 worth of film and processing; RECORD TOWN - Sony AM-
AMn !n«v***'**/

'E^.'NGTON GARDENS- five $5 gift certificates; KAY BEE TOYAND HOBBY — five priies, choice of poster in store; REGIS BEAUTY SALON — twocutsand blow dries; TOURAINE - $10 gift coin; TRINKET SHOP- $20 worth of gift

Tr:*:?c'!*;J^^'^^"^"'''^''^
- 9*" certificates; 2 $10 gift; WHITE CAT SKI AND

. a:.^.? ~ **"* "*" °* "*• 9'«v«s and one hat; WOOLCO — GE Portable Tran-
sistor AM-FM radio- Major Appl.; Converse sneakers- sporting goods; one case GTXmotor oil - automotives; $10 gift certificates - Music Dept.; $15 gift certificate -
sSowTirp ^T'^'5

OLD FASHIONED CANDY- one poind fudgl, candy; "s7oNSHOWCASE — two pairs sunglasses and cases.

r ENTER ME IN THE MALL "!

GIVEAWAY
"Over $800 worth of merchandise"

Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

Name

Address

School
I

I

I
Phone

I

I

Must have student I O to win.
Drawing September 30, 1977.

FRESHMEN

Add more to your

college education with

Army ROTC.

V

CALL:

Captain

Donald B. Legg
UMass '69

545-2321
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Four pros lead

advance at Open
..n9n^.^^ ^"-'-^' ^^ \COMPILED FROM
WIRES] - At the US Open tennis cham-
pionships yesterday, all of the higher-seeded
players won, with one exception.

F(jr 'he men, it meant Guillermo Vilas and
a Harold Solomon triumph. And for the
women, it meant a Chris Evert and a Betty
S'ove victory.

Vilas, the 25-year-old lefthander, seeded
fourth, reached the semifinals with a lop-
sided 6-1, 6-1, 6-0 victory over unseeded Ray
Moore.

Also advancing to the final four was 12th-
seeded Solomon, a clay court specialist, who
beat 10»h-seeded Dick Stockton 6-4 6-4 6-2

Vilas will meet Solomon in one of themen s semifinals on Saturday.
The other men's quarter- finals are to beplayed today. Second-seeded Jimr^!

f^f'^h"coi:?J.^1l?^^^"^'"9
champion, takes on

anki^^ "^.^"""i'
°^^"^^' ^hile third-

r. rr!w o'^"
Gottfried opposes unseededLorrado Barrazzutti.

Meanwhile, Evert shot down Billie Jean
King^-2. 6-0 for her 110th straight clay court
•riumph last night after 32-year-old Stove

Evert has won 11 of the duels, including all
•hree 'his year, the last in the quarter-finals at
Wimbledon, 6-1, 6-2.

King admitted she was no test for Evert
and hinted she may be forced to consider
retirement.

"She could play these (matches on clay) in
her dreams," King said. "I don't feel I was
moving well or changing directions on this
^

\: \T1^^
*"^'^®^' '^ youvcant to know the

ruth. We played a Ipt^t close points. On the
jO-40 points, she played tougher.

"I better "get it together by October or
November or that's it. I'll have to jnake some
big decisions about next year. I'm not 20
years old and I can't change my game.
Physically I'm fit; mentally I have to get
•ough again."

Evert, hungry for a victory here after
losing in the semifinals at Wimbledon, said
she wasn't overly impressed by her sterllna
performance.

"I don't think that I'm playing the best I've
ever played," Evert said. "But I'm certainly
keyed up for this tournament."

Vilas - 6-1, 6-1, 6-0

Solomon - 6-4, 6-4, 6-2

Evert - 6-2, 6-0

Stove - 6-2, 6-2

gave 14-year-old Tracy Austin a 6-2, 6-2 loss
but they left the U.S. Open Tennis Cham-
pionships to rousing standing ovations.

Evert, gunning for her third straight victory
here, kept the three-time former U.S.
Champion running from corner to corner on
'he baseline nearly the entire 65rninutes of
'he match.

I* was if Evert, who said earlier she'd be
"shocked" if she ever last on clay, was
merely practicing her hard, deep drives and
King was 'rying to find something she'd lost

a few years ago.
King, 'rying to come back from knee

surgery last year and hoping to prepare
herself for Wimbledon next year, could do
lit'le more than give Evert a workout.

Evert now meets Stove in the semifinals
•omorrow.

This was 18»h meeting between the 22-
year-wld Evert and the 33-year-old King, two
of the greatest women players in history.

I' was a letdown for the packed stadium
crowd of 12.376, the largest so far at night
•his year. The day session crowd of just
under 12.000 was equally deflated by
Austin's one-sided loss.

The kid said goodbye to the open, but not
before winning the hearts of the spectators
and the respect of the pros.

Austin, who starts ninth grade next week
in Rolling Hills, Calif. High School, saw her
wonderful summer of fun end in the quarter-
finals against the fifth-seeded Stove, 6-2, 6-2.

The 5'1" Austin, who had earlier upset
fourth-seeded Sue Barker of England
enroute to becoming the youngest quarter-
tinalist in the history of the U.S. Cham-
pionship, simply could not handle the many
winners coming off the racket of 6'1" Stove.

Stove, an often erratic player, had 31
unforced errors to Austin's 12, but the tallest
and strongest woman pro also put away an
incredible 37 winners to Austin's five. Stove,
who won nine of 10 games in one stretch]
•ook 70 of the 1 16 points in the match.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Football, badminton,

and 'ennis entries are due in the intramural
office, room 215 Boyden, tonight at 6 p.m.

WOMEN'S CREW - Meeting for all

women interested in competing this fall

'omorrow night at 8 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge in the Student Union. Any
questions, contact Ginny at 546-9366.

FIELD HOCKEY - Needed: two quality
young women to work with the women's
field hockey team. For further information,
contac* coach Mary Ann Ozdarski at 227
B(;yden or call 5-0552.

RUGBY - The UMass rugby club begins
i's fall season this week. Practice sessions

are held Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons at 4:30 p.m. on the rugby pitch
west of Boyden. The club is open to all

members of the university cqmmunity.
Newcomers and veterans are most welcome.
For more information call R. Laurence at 5-

0593.

ULTIMATE FRISBEE - The first ultimate
game of the fall semester will be held on the
NOPE athletic field this Sunday at 2 p.m. Any
area resident is invited and encouraged to
participate, especially those students who
•hink they might like to participate in the
intramural or intercollegiate program during
'he semester. Freestyle and other Frisbee
frolic will also be played. For info call Jerry
Rogers at 549-0044.

VIDEO PROJECT JOBS
Work-study positions available witti Student Video. Submit application by
Sept. 14 to SUP^09 SUB.

^

OPERATIONS
COORDINATORS

Part-time positions available to
coordinate daily activities of the SUP
office—studio. Check in—out equip-
ment, play tapes, office work. NO
VIDEO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
$2.50 hr. — 8-20 hrs. weekly depending
on your schedule.

VIDEO
TECHNICIANS

Part-time position available to ensure
the upkeep of the SUP facilities

equipment. Preventative main-
tenance, minor repair, arranging for

larger repair jobs with local com-
panies. Electronics background
required, with basic video experience
preferred. $2.50 hr. — 10-20 hrs. weekly
depending on your schedule.
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Toronto edges Boston

Yanks widen gap on Sox
Rivers, error aid NY
CLEVELAND [UPI] - The New York

Yankees, one out away from defeat, tied the
score on a two- run single by Mickey Rivers in
'he ninth inning and then won it on a
'hrowing error by left fielder Bruce Bochte in
'he lOrh last night to defeat the Cleveland
Indians 4-3 and increase their lead to 3Vi
games over Boston in the American League
East pennant race.

In addition to being aided by Bochte's
error, which allowed Thurman Munson to

^.:if,rT«ro5^-"^:•^».i^^^^^^

chased Garland and reliever Jim Kern was
greeted by Reggie Jackson's single to left
Munson raced for third and scored the
winning run when Bochte's throw hit the
New York catcher in the back and bounced
into the Yankee dugout.

Ron Guidry went all the way for his fifth
straight victory and raised his record to 13-6
The Indians took a 2-0 lead in the first

inning. Paul Dade led off with a single and
Guidry filled the bases with one out bv

benefited from Toronto's 3-2 triumoh over
'he second place Red Sox.
Wayne Garland had blanked the Yankees

'hrough eight innings when Chris Chamblir,s
started the ninth by beating out a bunt and
reached second when Garland threw the ball
into right field. Chambliss moved to third on
Roy White's infield hit and scored on a single
by Willie Randolph. After the runners moved
up on an infield out, Mickey Rivers tied the
score by delivering a two- run single.
Munson opened the 10th with a single that

After Ron Pruitt struck out, Rico Carty
blooped a 1-2 pitch into center for a two-run
single.

New York 000 000 003 1 - 4
Cleveland 200 100 00 - 3

E - Jackson, Garland, Bochta. DP - New York 1
Cleveland 1. LOB - New York 10. Cleveland 10 SF

-'

Dade.

IP H R ER BB SO
Guidrv (W 13-6) 10 10 3 3 4 5
Garland (L 10 18) 9 10 4 3 3 4
k'tn 110 10

Garland pitched to 1 baner in 10th.

Sox streak snapped
TORONTO [UPI] - Roy Howell's solo

homer and rookie Gary Wood's run-scoring
single in rhe sixth inning backed the four- hit

pitching of Dave Lemanczyk last night and
enabled 'he Toronto Blue Jays to snap an 1 1 -

game losing streak with a 3-2 triumph over
'he Boston Red Sox.
The loss snapped Boston's five-game

winning s'reak.

Lemanczyk, who held the Red Sox hitless
over 'he first four innings, notched his 11th
'riumph in 24 decisions and posted his 10th
complete game. Ferguson Jenkins, 10-10,
went the distance and took the loss.

Trailing 2-1 in the sixth, Howell hit his
fourth honr>e run of the season into the left
field seats to give the Blue Jays a 2-2 tie. Ron

Fairly followed with a walk, reached second
on an infield out and scored when Wood's
stroked a single into center field.

Toronto took a 1-0 lead in the third when
Alan Ashby hit a ground rule double, took
'hird on Tim Nordbrook's single and came
home on a single by Steve Staggs.
Boston got two runs in the fifth on a walko Jim Rice, a double by Carlton Fisk, an in-

field out and a single by Butch Hobson.

Boston 000 020 000 - 2
Toronto 001 002 OOX - 3

Rick Burleson is out at second as Tim Nordbrook throwTtoTIITri!^!^!?
game. Toronto defeated Boston. 3-2. and thus droooed th?^-!i c lL ^*\ "'«*'* •

Yankees in the American League East scramblaTu^i?
^^ **'"^ °' *^«

Scott back in lineup

DP - Toronto 3 LOB
- Ashbv, Ault, Fisk. HR

IP

Jenkins (L 10-10)

Lemanczyk (W 11-13)

- Boston 5, Toronto 6. 2B
- Howell (4). SB - Scott.
H R ER BB SO
8 7 3 3 2 4
9 6 2 2 4 3WP - Lemanczyk 2. T - 2:23. A - 31, 682.

Orioles split twinbill

TORONTO \UPI] - George Scott of the
Boston Red Sox returned to the lineup
agains' 'he Toronto Blue Jays last night after
refusing 'o play in the team's previous two
games.

Scott, who did not play in the last two
contests because he "was not ready to
play," was at first base in Boston's game
agains' 'he Blue Jays.

Boston manager Don Zimmer offered no
explanation of Scott's return.

"Yeah, he's playing, that's all I've got to
say on it," said Zimmer.
Zimmer told reporters if Scott did not want

•o play '-hat's all right. I've got other good
ballplayers."

Speculation is that Scott was angered at
batting in the seventh position in the first
game of Boston's Monday doubleheader
wi'h 'he Blue Jays. But the lineup for last
nigh''s game again listed Scott hitting in the
seven'h position.

DETROIT [UPn - Rookie Lance Parrish,

playing only his second major league game,
drove in four runs with a bases-loaded
double and his first home run last night to

lead the Detroit Tigers to a 12-5 victory over
Baltimore in the second game after rookie
Dave Skaggs drove in five runs to lead the
Orioles to an 11 -inning, 6-2 triumph in the
opener.

Skaggs, who had singled in Baltimore's

first two runs in the seventh of the first
game, keyed a four- run 11th with a game-
sealing 'hree-run double in the opener but
by losing the second game, the Orioles
dropped 4V* games behind New York and
one game behind second- place Boston in the
AL East.

Parrish's double scored three runs in the
fourth and he scored on Stanley's single as
'he Tigers scored four times in the fourth.

' Bill Edelstein

The Grimm Reaper is bacl<

Solomon is shown winning his
match yesterday at the US Open.
He'll meet Vilas in the semifinals
Saturday. (UPI)

Guillermo Vilas blasts away while
winning yesterday at the Open. He'll

meet Harold Solomon in the
semifinals Saturday. (UPI)

I had been standing outside Fenway Park
for 'hree days, first in line at Gate C for
bleacher sea's for the series opener against
'he Detroit Tigers, when first I saw him. A
chill ran up my spine.

"You!" I addressed the pale little man,
"what are you doing here."

Hoisting his 25-man coffin into a more
comfortable position, he spoke.

"I've come for the Red Sox."
His beady, hollow eyes twinkled, and his

heavy Brooklyn accent sounded even thicker
'han usual.

"Haven'' you been keeping up with the
s'andings?" I asked him. "The Sox are hot.
Five out of seven on the road, five games left

wi'h 'he Yankees, and Bill Lee back in top
form. All 'hat and they're only three -and-a-
half back."

The little man just smiled, revealing empty
gums which once housed teeth before he
leaned in'o one too many a fastball.

"Harvey Grimm has never been wrong
before," he boasted. I only reap the teams
which have no chance of winning. That's
why they call me The Grimm Reaper."

Ignoring 'he bad pun and the fact that
Harvey smelled of day- old beer, I countered.
"Wha' about '75?"

"Unfair. I had to use the box for Earl

Weaver's wi'ch doctor," said Han/ey patting
his coffin. "Listen," Harvey continued. "I

wouldn'' 'ry 'o dupe you. You think I'd lug
•his 'hing around for nothing?"

I a'temp'ed a rebutal, but Harvey broke in.

"Tell me, kid, he said reasonably, who do
you 'hink was in 'he visiting locker room at
Tiger S'adium for 'hat final series in '72?"

I eyed Harvey incredulously.

"How could you have known that Aparicio
would 'rip rounding 'hird?" I challenged.
The li''ie guy jus' smiled again and shifted

his load. "That was a great season. The
caske' was knotty pine Even fit the batboy.

"My bes' year, 'hough was '74. Yep, that
was a classic. Seven games up at the start of
•he September stretch run, and I brought on
•he box. Without Fisk, they finished seven
ou'."

"No' this year's 'earn." I shouted, close to
•ears. "This year's 'earn has character. This
year's 'eam has will-power...

"This year's 'eam has Bob Montgomery,"
finished 'he run'. "Look, kid. who have the
Red Sox beaten during most of their road
•rip?"

"Well..." I quipped.
"The Blue Jays, kid. The Toronto Blue

Jays. The Jays have a tough time hitting the
ball in ba'ting practice. The only balls they hit
'o 'he outfield are wind-blown pop-ups."
Now I had him. I finally had the little twerp

exac'ly where I wanted him.

"You're right," I admitted. "You'd better
go right up to Toronto with that thing. All
•hat wind in Exposition Stadium will cool the
bodies before 'hey get to Fenway."
"Glad 'o see you've finally come to your

senses," said Harvey, warily.

"Yep, that wind is really tough up there,
•he way it blows the ball all over the park."
Harvey nodded agreement.
"A club with a shoddy outfield would have

a real 'ough 'ime in Toronto."
"Sure wfiuld," said Harvey.

"Y'know," I said, playing my age, "White
and Rivers and Jackson better have an
undertaker ready for 'em when they all run
into each other chasing one of those pop
flies."

Harvey jus' stood there dumfounded for a
minu'e, 'hen he 'urned and started running,
slowed somewhat by 'he dragging coffin.

"Hey, Harvey," I yelled, "where are you
going?"

"Oh," Harvey screamed, never turning
back, "Canada".
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Toetry
Sand sang like corduroy, breathy biting

needled us to our feet, and sent us

Ai««» '"l'*^® ^ ''°^' between the dunes

"".^o^f:"^ '.l!
?^''''^" amphitheatre walls

?hf niH^?^ ^° °"'' ^"cestors, relearning

Assured rn.u "°*'^'' ^^•''"S ^^« ^^"^P'e.Assured all altars aim at the sky, and fall to the wind

— John Zieman

. . Slow Motion
take me away, I'm running to the crest of a dune
white lake mirror, shard reflection, the sky's baby
indigo, rainbow chorus.

running to the crest of a dune
sand makes love to my feet, sting astringent, naked chest
dripping sea water, sun belt glow, my legs caked w-salt

^liVrLl^T^^T ^^'^ ^^^^^ ^""^^ ^'^PP'"9 in-formation.
ine crest of a dune.

voices of angels and machines, fire
m the olive tree, magritte translations.

dancing up the
crest of a sand dune, clean sweep, brown arms and legs
glistening, sky's too blue sand's too white too real I

can t see the crest.

free fall, parachute attraction, slow roll dive
toy ships float across a pond, a soprano chants,
white cotton wool, the sweetness of baby's skin
I gotta taste of sugar, solar extension.

hitting the sand and roll raising clouds small
storms and stopping, press my face into damp
veil underlayers.

- Lisa Waite

I dreamed I did everything last night
and I could rest under the quiet arms of elm
without my heart's companions of late

filling its regions with the odor
of pain and disorder

never realizing how dangerous thf r quips feel
or how to inflict the weapon to the enemy's side

— Rich Pioii

tBcloV*«ific Salt
weekly /ine arts^iagazine
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Let
yourself

^oPJzza^

I

I $2.00 Off or $1.00 Off
I

Save $2^00 on any large pizza. Or save $1 .00 on any medium
pizza. Th.ck 'n Chewy Pizza or Thin 'n Crispy. . paz^Wrapped up fo 90 or served by candlelight in our cozy den

I!ilT°V'T^ J*"^'^'^
* do-it-yourself salad bar, grinders,deep d.sh pasta and your choice of beer or wine too when

I

you let yourself go to Pizza Hut. Just cut out th.s couponand take It to Pizza Hut Restaurant on Route 9 nearcampus Cinema, from 11 a.m. 't.i midnight. Offer good onregular menu prices only through Sept. 18. One coupon per

Package Store
Discount Liquers

RUSSELL ST. HADLEY
at rhe Mt Farms Mall

Schaefer

BEER
Rose Garden

Liebraumilcli

4iut

12 01. cans 50.7 oz. Bottle

I
customer visit.

424 Russell Street (Rte. 9) Hadley

The saviiijgs

ddidous.

Crown Russe

VODKA
Old

BEER

12 oz. N.R. Bottles

Tues., Sept. 6 to Monday, Sept. 12
^^ reserve the right to limit quantities.

Discorporate and Come With Me
Science Fiction in

the Seventies
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By Rich Pioli

"Our spacemen roving on the
moon (on the TV screen) are
like old pictures of spacemen
roving on the moon, and this
fact is more startling than
spacemen roving on the moon,
our imagination is successful
yet coping with reality we
cannot do it differently."

—Paul Goodman

Science- Fiction
History - Science - Vision

By Robert Scholes
and Eric S.Rabkin

Oxford University Press

Is really that much of what we
consider our best contemporary fiction
the new wave of Science- Fiction?
Certainly it's easy enough to pick Saul
Bellow out of this ambifuous crowd and
safely deposit him where he belongs,
with the likes of Heller and Mailer, but
how many others only belong there?
Much less easy to define are the new.
and sparkling accomplishments of
solid and well known writers such as
John Barth (Giles Boat Boy), Thomas
Pynchon (Gravity's Rainbow), An-
thony Burgess (Clockwork Orange),
Vonnegut, Burroughs, Golding, etc. All
have valiantly straddled from main-
stream literature to employ them-
selves with the many amusing
challenges and problems lurking on
imaginary worlds peopled with the
fantastic, while concurrently declaring
what great substance the entire genre
carries within; much that would be
considered very Important in any
literature.

In great leaps, Sci-Fi is becoming our
modern literature, scanning and ab-
sorbing contemporary culture and
dealing with problems reality cannot
begin to solve. The importance is the
imagination itself, that something may
seem to think can only muddle clear
and precise thinking. Along with this
new prominence comes the demand for
all the glamorous detail; time to
unleash what has always been here —
the speculative and historical analyses
of this phenomenon.

Oxford University Press has
published the very thing, designed for
the purposes of setting records straight
and outlining the exciting vistas of Sci-
Fi. Science Fiction, researched and
written by Brown University prof-
spaceman Robert Scholes and U. of
Michigan prof-explorer Eric S. Rabkin,
takes the necessary academic whack
at shaping the subject via historical,
scientific, mythical, sexual and
visionary interpretations.

More than enlightening, the
historical part throws you directly into
the nucleus of this strange evolution in
literature. During the latter half of the
nineteenth century realistic fiction had
fallen to the laborious task of
presenting the realistic world.
Meanwhile scientists slowly perfected
their instruments of measuring and
vision, slowly rolling back layers of the
unknown until the world began looking
different to us. The doorways yielded
glimpses of the fantastic making or-
dinary life harder to swallow; the
problems of cosmic and atomic space
begged for answers only fantastic
speculation was prepared to answer.
Then, answers began to appear in a
new fictional form.
Scholes and Rabkin begin their

beginning by dividing the achievement
between four unique and very engaging
writers, all of whom possessed the

fertile seed of Sci-Fi; the metaphysica.
speculation of Edgar Allen Poe
(Conversation of Eros and Charmion)
Jules Verne and his eternal romance
with man's hardware (Twenty-
Thousand Leagues), the social
criticism and futurism of Edward
Bellamy (Looking Backward), and
that wonderful exotic adventure of
Edgar Rice Burroughs (The Mars
Books) all come together in later Sci-Fi
works.

between natural and supernatural and
deliberately chose to keep the two
separate. Supernatural only, thank-
you. Well then, for Science Fiction's
best writers there are no clearly
distinguished choices — all are
possible.

However, each passing year bears
more fantastic possibilities, as is the
very thing with New Wave writer
Norman Spinrad's alternate universe

In great leaps, Sci-Fi

literature, scanning and

culture and dealing with

begin to solve.

is becoming our modern

absorbing contemporary

problems reality cannot

H. G. Wells so superbly drew upon
that montage of imagination that his
achievement has been one of the very
best pieces of all times. The Time
AAachine. Its singular greatness is

lengthily discussed in a special section
on "Ten Representative Novels", the
treatment of it along with nine others is

elegantly thorough. -

The twenties and thirties fathered
more important and progressive
contributions; We (Zamyatin), Insect
Play, RUR (Capek, father of the term
Robot) and Stapledon's work all
achieved great new advances for the
new form. Pulpy America, The Golden
Age (with vanVogt, Heinlein, Asimov,
Sturgeon), the Sixties and the New
Wave are all solid branches throughout
this history. With gains beyond simply
far reaching, this intensive evolution
took Sci-Fi far from its cradle (shared
with its brother Fantasy) into a more
responsible realm. After all. Fantasy
writers were also aware of differences

premise in Lords of the Swastika;
Hitler emigrates to N.Y.C. in 1919
never getting to be Chancellor of
Germany. With an idea like this,
Spinrad expands the horizon with a
critical-parody of much militaristic
Sci-Fi popular work that rots, forcing
us to face the rascist power elements
frequently found within the genre. The
literary existence is safe with much
self-examination within. Delaney
(Dhalgren, Triton), Zelazny (Lord of
Light), Joanna Russ (The Female
Man) all continue to purify Sci-Fi into
some fine writing, imaginative forms
extensively sought out and en-
chantingly experienced.

The vision of any great explorer has
always been comparatively unique,
Sci-Fi writers being no exception.
Their future is the largest in fiction

today and there are no easy answers
without an observed experiment; since
the earliest writing man has wanted to

use his knowledge to prolong life longer
if not forever to use an example. The
struggle against death remains un-
changed but prolongation remains
possible in Sci-Fi. And in very literate
ways the artificial life created in Sci-Fi
causes the same human guilt creator
sin that goes back to ancient
mythology. Obviously Sci-Fi is not full

of cardboard characters,but it has had
writers good and bad. Learn to know
the difference.

Other themes discussed, like
Utopias, distopias, other populated
worlds, past events, future events are
given the full treatment in the Vision
section. Vision here being "the desire
to transcend normal experience" is

about as old as Lord Byron but still its

good to see this optimism in the ability
to build better worlds or at least try to
figure out what went wrong with ours.
More various visions include
teleportation, speed of light travel, the
alternate time stream, parallel and
alternate universes, computers, an-
droids, cyborgs, and even sex between
men and all kinds of other things that
move and the ensuing problems ad
infintim...

Representative novels and much
bibliography materials close this in-

structive, compact manual for leaving
planet Earth, a guide book for begin-
ners and old crows alike. Much of the
prose in Science Fiction tends to sound
like that same old literary critism, yet
that could be the first sign of gigantic
acceptance. It has become necessarv
to talk about the past of Sci-Fi in order
to understand its future and our places
in it. This book has done the job rather
neatly, making Sci-Fi at times more
real and reticent than other literature.

See Sci-Fly.page 4
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Heart year

youcouMbeon
a scholarship.

An Air Force ROTC two-year scholarsMp paya
your tuition and gives you $100 a month al-
lowanca And it ptcks up t»i4 ub fof books and lab
taas. aa wen

After college youll receive a commisaion in the
Air Force go on to additional, specialized
training as you get your start as an Air Force
officer There'll be good pay and responsibility
and lots of other benefits and a great oppor-
tunity to serve your country

It all starts right ty9f - in college - m the Air
Force ROTC Look us up see what we have to
offer, and snow us what you can offer m return

llrNrctltlC

WORK-STUDY
Studtnt Govtrnment

Association
Work-Stody Students nMd«d to help
manage a student-run ticket sales
office. Hours flexible and admission
to movies and events sometimes
included witfi job. Reliability a
must. We are an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer.
Applications are available in Room 420
Student Union Building and are due by
Friday.

More Science Fiction

Rusty

Nail Jnn

, TONITE

THURS., SEPT. 8

ROOMRfU OP Blues

FRI. & SAT.

SEPT. 9 & 10

James Hontgomery

Band

EVERY SUNDAY

Widespread Depression

EVERY MONDAY

Hidnight Shift

Rt. 47 Sunderland
Tel. No. 665-4937

HAPPY HOUR 3-7 J
Miller _ 5
Bud mi^ a I
Schliti «fU bottle J

4-
Mixed Drinks 75c 4.

Tues.-Fri. jf

Golf Driving Range J
SI.SO small $2.00 large ?

25c off eacti bucket T
witfi this ad T

GOOD NEWS
UMass faculty and employees

EARN 8% INTEREST

in'^^lSl^a.Twr«m r" '"""' '"' "^'""^ '""""'" ^""'^ '"'""'"' >»»•

Advantages over exist/ng plan :

1 Better interest rate -8 per cent.>|e

2. Better guaranteed annuity rates, therefore better monthly income at retirement
3Jou may transfer from existing plan to MONY plan without any transfer charaeand get new interest rate on transfer amount

«ransTer cnarge

JoXXifa^V^""
""' ^°"^"b"»'"9 as little as $5 Week to the maximum of 1 /6 of

5. You may choose to invest in either fixed or vanable annuity
b. You may withdraw funds any time without penalty
7 You may increase or decrease your contribution

,ou"ac?uZlxZ'
'''''"'"'' ^°"'^""^ ^°"^ ^^°^'^ -^ ' vearly statement of

Why not join MONY s Group Plan of 8 per cent*lnterest rate?

This rate is currently being paid and is not guaranteed.

For info call or write: VUAI B. PANDE Y, Dist. Mgr. Registered Rep
320 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA. 01002
3S4-8344

ITS GOOD TO HAVEMONYIN YOUR FUTURE
O' NfA VORK

J^<i I 'f Insu'di' C CT' iuV , 0( Npa »u'-
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Cont. from page 3

Introductory Bibliography
ofS.F.

Frankenstein, Mary Shelley
Gulliver's Travels, Swift
Utopia, More
Republic, Plato
Conversation of Eros and Charm ion,

Poe
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, Verne
Looking Backward, Bellamy
News from Nowhere, Morris
Princess of Mars, Burroughs
At the Earth's Core, Burroughs
Pirates of Venus, Burroughs
Land that Time Forgot, Burroughs
Thuvia, Maid of Mars, Burroughs
Chessmen of Mars, Burroughs
The Time Machine, Wells
Island of Dr. Moreau, Wells
War in the Air, Wells.
The Iron Heel, London
Literature, Revolution, Entropy

Zamyatin essay, 1923
The Insect Play, Zamyatin
R.U.R., Capek
The Absolute at Large, Capek
Krakatit, Capek
War with the Newts, Capek
We, Zamyatin
Last and First Men, Stapledon
Last Men in London, Stapledon
Odd John, Stapledon
Brave New World, Huxley
1984, Orwell
Island, Huxley
The Skylark of Space, Smith
Best of Stanley G. Weinbaum
Starmaker, Olaf Stapledon
Voyage to Arcturus, Lindsey
Cities in Flight, Blish
A Case of Conscience, Blish
Of Other Worlds, C.S. Lewis
Out of the Silent Planet, Lewis
Perelandra, Lewis
That Hideous Strength, Lewis
The Hampdenshire Wonder, Beresford
Slan, vanVogt
Wonder Stories, anthology, ed Gern-

sback
The Past Through Tomorrow, Heinlein
Revolt in 2100, Heinlein
Puppet Masters, Heinlein
Starship Troopers, Heinlein
Moon is a Harsh Mistress, Heinlein
Citizen of the Galaxy, Heinlein
Stranger in a Strange Land, Heinlein
I will Feel No Evil, Heinlein
Time Enough for Love, Heinlein
The Foundation Trilogy, Asimov
I, Robot,Asimov
The Rest of the Robots, Aslmov
Caves of Steel, Aslmov

THE HATCH
STUDENT UNION

Naked Sun, Asimov
The Synthetic AAan, Sturgeon
More Than Human, Sturgeon
Venus Plus X, Sturgeon
The Legion of Time, Sturgeon
Darker Than You Think, Sturgeon
The Humanoids, Sturgeon
Sturgeon is Alive and Well
Female Man, Joanna Russ
Imperial Earth, Clark
Rendezvous with Rama, Clark
The Stars My Destination, Bester
Demolished Man, Bester
The Computer Connection, Bester
The Simulacra, Dick
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep,

Dick
We Can Build You, Dick
Eye in the Sky, Dick
Ubik, Dick
Flow My Tears, the Policeman Said,

Dick
The Man in the High Castle, Dick
The Wind's Twelve Quarters, Le Guin
Rocannon's World, Le Guin
Planet of Exile, Le Guin
City of Illusions, Le Guin
The Left Hand of Darkness, Le Guin
The Word for World is Forest, Le Guin
The Dispossessed, Le Guin
The Earthsea Trilogy, Le Guin
Again, Dangerous Visions, Ellison
Stand on Zanzibar, Brunner
The Jagged Orbit, Brunner
The Sheep Look Up, Brunner
The Shockwave Rider, Brunner
The Day of the Triffids, Wyndham
Billion Year Spree, Aldiss
Farewell Earth's Bliss, Compton

See more Sci-Fi, page 6

presents

Leslie West
formerly of

MOUNTAIN

'Mississippi Queen

Friday, Sept. 9

Saturday, Sept. 10

CCmEMPORARY FASHION
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LIBERATOR

BOOKSTORE -

WORKERS' CENTER
New England's largest selection of Marxist-Leninist and

revolutionary literature.

Latest publications from the People's Republic of China.

available now!

THE FIFTH VOLUME OF

MAO'S SELECTED WORKS

598 Columbia Road/ Dorchester/ Mass.
(617) 288-2162

Still More Scl-Fi
Gont. from page 4

The Steel Crocodile, Compton
The Unsleeping Eye, Compton
A Canticle for Leibowitz, Miller

Solaris, Stanislaw Lem
The Invincible, Lem
The Investigation, Lem
The Cyberiad, Lem
The Futurological Congress, Lem
Memoirs Found in a Bath Tub, Lem
The Star Diaries, Lem
Hard to be a God, Strugatski

Naked Lunch, Burroughs
Love and Napalm, Export USA,

Ballard
The Dancers at the End of Time,

Moorcock
Warlord of the Air, Moorcock
Barefoot in the Head, Aldiss

Tunnel Through the Deeps, Harrison
Bill the Galactic Hero, Harrison
Make Room, Make Room, Harrison
The Iron Dream, Spinrad
Bug Jack Iron, Spinrad
Venus on the Half Shell, Jose Farmer
Lord Tyger, Farmer
Lord of Light, Zelasny
Four for Tomorrow, Zelasny
The Einstein Intersection, Zelasny

Nova, Delaney
Babel 17, Delaney
Dhalgren, Delaney
Triton, Delaney
Camp Concentration, Disch
Picnic on Paradise, Russ
And Chaos Died, Russ
The Female Man, Russ
Slaughterhouse Five, Vonnegut
Sirens of Titan, Vonnegut
Giles Goat-Boy, Barth
A Clockwork Orange, Burgess
The Wanting Seed, Burgess
Lord of the Flies, Golding
Love in the Ruins, Percey
Children of Violence, Lessing
Gravity's Rainbow, Pynchon
llluminatus Series, Shea and Wilson
Dune Trilogy, Hebert

The above simply remains an outline
to those seeking the careful route to
a larger understanding of the Sci Fi
genre. There are many, many
more; where writers have written
many books I have chosen those
which would serve to illustrate that
writer's most important ideas. As
the list shows Sci Fi is on the rise,

and from remarkably great
sources.

About our cover and

other Sci-Fi

graphics...

The illustrations for this article on Science Fiction

are taken from FRANK FRAZETTA BOOK TWO,
edited by Betty Balantine (Peacock Press-Bantam

Book Publishers) $7.95 paper, a unique collection

of fantasy art.

Asian Studies has NOT been eliminated!!!
We would like to thank everyone who supported us last

semester in our struggle to survive ... We have succeeded and will
be around for a long time to come!

SEVERAL of our English language and elementary courses
are still open. There are no PREREQUISITES for these courses.
If you know liitle or nothing about the Far East you owe it to
yourself to look into our program. We are the only department in a
public institution in all of New England to offer the B. A. in Chinese
and Japanese (language, literature, linguistics)!!! We also offer
the Asian Studies Certificate** (A supplement to any other major
in the university).

PLEASE COME AND SEE US.

OPEN COURSES - NO PREREQUISITES

Asians 150 Development of Modern Asia (D core)
Asians 190A Elementary Sanskrit
Asians 197A Indian Literature in Translation
Asians 290C Asia Through Film
Asians 390A Chinese Calligraphy (l cr.)

Chinese 126 Intensive Elementary Chinese (6 cr )
Chinese 238 Chinese Folk Religion
Chinese 253 Chinese Literature in Translation (C)
Chinese 297A Buddhism in Chinese Literature
Japanese no Non-Intensive Elementary Japanese
Japanese 126 Intensive Elementary Japanese (6 cr.)
Japanese 243 Japanese Literature in Translation (C)
Japanese 290A Tea Ceremony

We v>/ould especially like to encourage those in the fields of Natural Sciences Business
Education, and Human Services to look into this.

ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM, 26 THOMPSON HALL (below the auditoriums), 545-0886.
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Mechanically, King rolled from his
stomach to his back, hitting off the
clattering alarm clock. It was dim in
the small attic room a few minutes
after five.

King moved slowly from his bed. His
aged, leathery skin was moist with
perspiration, and it clung to the shirt
and trousers into which he dressed.
Stopped to avoid hitting his head on

the slanted ceiling, King walked to the
bathroom. He ran water over his hands
and face and wiped his thin, silvery
mane back with wet palms.
At the open window, he drew up the

shade and watched, for a moment, the
early morning traffic on Main Street.
Then he closed the shade. He turned his
large frame and started for the table.
At his feet was the cat. It looked into

his eyes and licked its whiskers.
King's eyes, waxen-green, blood re'd,

met the soft, grey stare of the creature
at his feet.

"You can go to hell!" King grum-
bled. "You're always wantin'
something' from me." The old voice
was harsh, throaty, congested.
King found an unopened bottle of

beer among the several empties on the
small table. He gulped the warm ale; it

flowed freely through his toothless
gums down his throat.
He turned on the radio: ".

. . the two
Santaniello's were also charged with
pandering and illegal possession of fire
arms . ,

."

King lifted his brows and looked at
the radio. "And today will be another
scorcher. The temperature. .

." King
ended the broadcast with a turn of the
button.

He put down the empty bottle,
belched, and went to the door. He
looked over his wide shoulder before he
exited. Cracks of light filtered through
slits in the green shade and the dust-
wooden room seemed suspended; it

hung still, like a shot from a silent
movie.
The cat scampered for the door.
"I'll be back shortly lass," King said

and shut the door.
He crept down the stairway, passing

the second floor tenement where Little
Will and his wife lived. Still quieter was
he going out the front door by the
bedroom window of Vinnie and Lottie.

They owned the building.
King stepped down the wooden porch

stairs noiselessly. The blue-red sky
indicated another fly-swatting, thirsty
day.
With hunched shoulders and

drooping head, King walked across the
street to work. He took the key from his
pocket, opened the kitchen door, and
flicked off the blinking, neon sign.
"Vinnie's Grinders" it read. King
looked at the sign and shook his head.
He opened a seven-pound can of tuna

and forked the contents into a bus tray.
He placed a portion of tuna in a paper
cup, filled another cup with milk,
sealed both cups, and put them in a
paper bag. He shut the kitchen door
and walked slowly across the street,
shuffling silently up three flights to his
room.

"I know I shouldn't yell at you in the
morning, my little woman . . . You
know how I am in the morning, now
don't you?"
He filled two tins with the food. The

KING
By James Odato

At the open window, he drew up

the shade and watched, for a moment,

the early morning traffic on Main Street.

cat drew closer.
It was almost a month ago King had

brought the cat home. He had
discovered her in the passage b^ind
the dumpster in back of "Vinnie's."
He, himself, had been drinking

behind the dumpster. He had given her
milk and they drank together. They
met there a few more times; the cat
always taking the milk he brought. He
had taken her home.

"I don't mean to yell. Tuna and milk.
You know me." A grin spread over
King's unshaven face as the cat ambled
to the milk.

The little cat lapped up the milk; her
little pink tongue delicately and rhyth-
mically plucking up the nourishment.
King swallowed down whiskey and

burped. "Won't be long now, huh? We'll
be havin' a big family won't we little

woman?"
He bent down and pawed the fine hair

of the cat, looking at her bloated belly.
The cat continued with her meal.

"I'll be nice for you. I'll bring you
meals, and the young one's too. Won't
have nothin' but to bring 'em up right.

Away from that there swill out there."
The cat strolled from the food and lay

near the open window. Light whispersof
air came through the shade. King
picked up the cat and placed her on the
bed.

"You mind the castle. I'll be back for
you. Now keep still, lass," King said
and left, shutting the door.

++ -f

King searched behind the hard boiled
eggs in the kitchen refrigerator for a
cold beer. He found it just where he had
hidden it. He opened it and gulped a
quarter of the bottle's contents in a
short swig. The next hour he spent
shredding lettuce, slicing tomatoes and
cheese, and stocking the salad unit and
refrigerator up front. He was mashing
the tuna and mayonnaise together with
his large hands when Little Will, the
manager, entered with his wife, Gloria.
"What's up Doc?" Gloria said.

Together, the couple weighed about 700
pounds, and Little Will was close to two
feet taller than his wife.
Gloria went directly to the

refrigerator in the kitchen and took out

eight eggs. She spilled them and two
cuts of ham onto the grill, and filled the
toaster with bread.

Little Will checked the refrigerators,
kitchen, and salad unit.

"It'sail stocked," King said in a tired
voice.

Little Will strutted up to King,
rubbing his short, bristly hair with his
hand.
"Lottie's fumin'. Last night the boys

were laughin' at tier, and she happened
to find a few beers in the ice chest. She
hit the roof! She was bitchin' to Vinnie,
and you know her . . . So don't be
smellin' of iicker today."
Little Will pulled his trousers up over
his belly. "And you know some of the
boys got picked up by the cops last
night for gamblin' and pimpin'
downtown— I'd stay clear of them," he
said with a wink.
He limped to the dining room and

joined Gloria for the early meal.
"Oh this heat is killing me! I think we

outta move the fan and the T.V. to the
front room. We'll get a better breeze
there, Willy," Gloria said, chewing egg
and toast.

"We'll see. You're the one thatjjkes
to lie down and watch T.V. in the
bedroom!" Little Will said, not looking
at his wife.

"Oh, you do too," she replied.
King went next door to the supply

room and went into the walk-in box. He
took a beer from behind the spaghetti
sauce pan. For the next hour he cut
grinder rolls.

Little Will and Gloria went back
home at 8 a.m. Little Will would return
to work the late shift until 2 a.m.
Nancy and Tony were the first shift.

Nancy wore a black waitress's uniform
and walked bow-legged. She had been
working at "Vinnie's" two decades.
About as long as King.
"So how much you saved for

college?" she asked the boy. He was
tying the apron strings around his
waist.

"I got a ways to go. Workin' here
don't get you rich," Tony said.
"Whacha takin' up there when you

go?" Nancy asked.
"In college? Psychology. Ya. I think

I want to help people deal with their
problems." He began eating a ham and
cheese grinder.

"Problems? Ain't gotta go to college
to learn about problems. You mean you
want to be one of them shrinks? My
brother-in-law went to one of them for
years. Ended up jumpin' from the
South End Bridge. You can't help
people like that," she said, twirling
her index finger at the boy. She nibbled
some potato chips with her coffee.
King strolled by the take-out window

with a shopping-cart full of rolls and
containers of diced onions and tomato
sauce.
His eyes were redder and he wiped

his wide, blemished face with a soiled
dish rag.

Already, many members of the gang
were on the terrace. In the shade of the
awnings, over looking Main St., they
sat, making an occasional remark, as
they read the morning paper. Most

See King, page 8
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King
Cont. from pagt 7

were dressed colorfully.
King felt Howard, the leader, staring

ai him. A dark haired man, Howard
had two brothers and many friends who
were in court this morning, King knew.
Hecontinued wheeling the cart, looking
at the ground.
"Eh," Howard called. Everyone

looked up. "King."
King stopped and stared mutely at

the man.
Howard manipulated his index

finger. "Come 'er."

Showing a bill to King, he said,
"Wanna get me a pack of smokes
across the street."

"Why there's a machine in the dining
room," King suggested.
"They ain't got my brand. Here's a

buck, go get a pack of Thins. Keep the
change and buy a couple beers for
lunch."
King rolled the cart into the kitchen,

then crossed the street slowly, stepping
deliberateiy through the traffic.

+ -I- +
Tony, scrubbing the counter at the

carry out window, had overheard. He
watched King running the errand.
"Why does King always drink?" he

asked Nancy.
A smile rippled over her powdered

face, revealing nicotine-stained in

cisors. "We all drink." she said.
"No, I mean. How come he's always

gettin' drunk? You've known him a
long time."

"Well, I tell ya. King used to be a big
man. Hewas a wrestler. Used to win all
his matches. Used to call him 'King
Pin'." Nancy lit a cigarette and sipped
from her coffee.

"He weighed a good 200 pounds.
Never made it through high school. His
parents died — well — his mother died,
his father was already dead. King,
being the oldest kid, went to work."
"How many kids?"

Nancy exhaled some smoke. "Let's
see, I think there was six. Six or seven
King put the food on the table a good
ten years for them. When they was
grown, he got married. Some floozie.
Had some kids, and the floozie one day
took the kids and left. Poor King, he

"King told me once. He was drunk and

King came in and put the rolls from
the cart into the bin near Tony. He put
the sauce and onions in the refrigerator
beneath the salad unit.

"Nancy," he said, "could you let me

Tony looked out the window and saw the

gang laughing at something Howard was saying.

was a welder — went from place to
place— kept gettin' fired for drinkin'.
Tony looked out the window and saw

the gang on the terrace laughing at
something Howard was saying. King
was walking through the street with a
paper bag.
"How do you know all that?" Tony

questioned.

"It's the truth," Nancy said coldly.

haf a coupla bucks." He looked from
Nancy to the cash register.
"Not this time. Lottle'll be here soon.

She's probably lookin' at us right now
with her binoculars. Ask tier. She
catches me given you money, you won't
be in trouble!."

Howard and some of the gang en
tered the air-conditioned dining room.
Howard rested his foot on a stool and
looked out the window to the street.

Nancy walked from the grill area and
served the men free coffees.

"Hi boys. How ya doin' today," she
said.

"The battle-ax," King said. Tony
laughed, watching.
King sliced two piles of pastrami. He

put one pile In a slice of rye bread,
whistling. He went to the back room,
returning with tobasco sacue, which he
sprinkled heavily with mustard on the
bread. He wrapped the half-sandwich,
then put a cup of milk and the other pile
of meat in his brown paper bag.
"Sure eatin' a lot today," Tony said.
King looked af the boy. He lifted his

shirt, displaying a rounded stomach
and slapped it twice, hard. "I'm a
growin' boy. Fiftynine and goin'
strong, boy, goin' strong!" His green-
in-pink eyes glared with delight. A hot
mist of alcohol clung to the think kitch-
en air; a familiar odor to Tony.
- "Jeez, with all the booze you put
away, its a wonder you ain't in worse
physical condition."
"Booze never hurt no one," King

said. He took his small package and
started away.
"Hey King," Tony said, "I'll lend you

a buck."
King returned. "I don't want your

money, boy, but I need some things for
the home. ..haf one of my beers." He
reached into the bag.
"No, I don't want one. So you don't

want the money for booze? In that case
I feel better." He handed King a dollar.
"No. I'll pay ya back when I can,

boy." He started away.
"Hey King. You ever been

married?"
King turned, looking startled, then a

wide smile spread across his face. "I'm
a bachelor for life," he said. "Women— they're all no-good to me." He looked
down the way at Nancy who was
smoking a cigarette near the gang. She
turned and walked into the grill area.
"Now Kingie. If you do my dishes

before I leave this afternoon, I'll give
you a dollar. No two bucks."
"You're a darlin", Nancy, a darlin'."

Clutching his bag, he left.

See King, page 10
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Voetry
Sooks Knowing the Absurd

COLLECTED POEMS
Paul Goodman

Edited by Taylor Stoehr
4^ pages

Random House

malcontent, as one count me,
for now It is too late ever to
unmake It and chance has
become fate. Yet In this crowd
of every kind of sorrow still am I

signal for a fool and coward, for
few, I think, have seen so fine as
I the remediable faults, and
been unable.

With hardly a well-developed
personal style, more like the ver-
nacular you and I employ to discuss
any matter at hand, Paul Goodman is
smooth and capable of moving us with
his poetry. His interests cover a wide
area of things, none of them very far
removed from the issues that affect all
men, be they love, war or death. Paul
was anti-establishment, not very
popular and not too well off and now
posthumously is on the verge of
reaching many through his heartfelt
truths.

As a social critic he wrote dozens of
books including Compulsory Mis-
education and Growing Up Absurd His
novel. The Empire City takes place in
his home, New York City which also
becomes the subject for much poetry in
this collection.

Estranged from the heart of America
due to this country's unlawful In-
volvement in Vietnam, Paul was an
expatrlot who had no where to go
Much in love with the natural beauty of
America, he often saw fit to run many
parallels between the land and the
men. Lameiting his own inability to
reach the people much of Paul's poetry
sounds like the voice of a failure-

discern from there the quality of
thought that assembled the
remarkable beauty of his simple
language: ^

"My bounding beagle
somewhere in the hay is in-
visible, except her flapping ears
and the white curl of her happy

'I am obsessed by the plain facts:

writing them literally down is all poetry I can.'

Of the millions, I know, who
have gone to the grave
displeased, ungratified, and

It is this tone of unyielding that one

t?fnL^H*'" ^,"^ ^9^'" here; the
tragedy of a son's death is coupled with
the uniustness running rampant in
Washington, at Kent State and in In
dochina.

«* D ,.

^^""^^ ""^^''y 9^^'"9 "P' many
of Paul s poems are prayers. Still the
wrath of humanity swelled about themmd of this philosopher guaranteeing
him that his fears were truly real:

"Everywhere I look about are
there outlines of truth and art
breeding in the dark of this
moment at the edge of the
abyss."

Though this tone is prevalent and
understandably the most vital thing
about his work, Paul Goodman enjoyed
sex, his summers in the country and
the wonderful confidence that ac-
companies conviction. You can begin
on the first page of poetry, what Paul
was writing In his older age, and

tail moving through the swaying
sea. The yellow flowers are
closing in the evening, lam not
lonely for my only world is
softly singing to me as I come."

A lot of the outdoor descriptions ring of
Robert Frost's influence but Frost,
quite older is conservative in
philosophizing and more artistic than
plain-speaking. Frost is colloquial in a
much more regionalized way; Good-
man speaks to all like anyone of us
There are moments full of creative
play beyond the importance of the
idea:

"The engingines of the ailing
plane are st-tuttering I hope
they won't beginnnnn to
stammer: 30,000 feet is too high
for speech defects.

George Dennison, in a memoir in-
cluded in this edition tells of one party
Goodman attended with many "young

women, and they were conventionally
scrubbed, scented and dressed" and
unapproachable to the like of Paul
''Paul by now was sitting on the floor'
leaning against the wall, dismayed and
contemptuous. The dog went to him
and wagged its tail. Paul took Its head
caressingly in both hands and spoke to
It There was self-pity in his voice, but
also admiration and outright gratitude
Yes my darling," he said, "You're the

prettiest one here." Both melancholy
and cleverness survive in his poetry as
they combined in his personality.

Poems of age are fascinating for
their acute awareness of the man's
accomplishments in life and the dismal
failure of finding no receptive
audience. Somehow Goodman survives
his own thick lamentations to provide
the best of brighter insights:

"pften have I dreaming
frightened into puzzlements
awakened, and most days have
proved to be milder than my
anxiety."

As much of a social critic as well as a
poet has made Goodman sound like the
definitive poet for capturing the
upheavals of the 1960s. Blasts at very
real things like the Pentagon, the
bombing squads, the people slowly
killing the magnificence of his beloved
New York, all ring with prophetic
despair of worse times to come
Somehow, Goodman the man is very

much his poetry and you finish his
collection feeling like you've justbecome acquainted with an idol,
someone with something that bears on
you so much that you're changed by it
Well, Paul Goodman has much to say to
you, and in a very honest poetic way.

—Rich Pioli
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To pictt up an application, or if you

want more information, contact:

Office of lh€ SGfl President

430 Sludcnl Union

545-2129

Library Committee

... Recommends policy concerning the Iniversity Library system

Space and Calendar Committee
... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well
as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Organizing Project

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Legal Services Office
'

Continuing Education Committee
... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuing Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary
degrees each year

'Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and recommends action on
parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.

* .^

Express your

opinions'
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GRADUATE STUDENT EMPLOYEES UNION

(GSEU)

GENERAL MECTING

TONIGHT

7 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER

904-908

MhweJ bf a soehf hoar

ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS INVITED

BULLSHIT!
Most of what you hear about

fraternities is exactly that. They are

what you make them.

L

Forget whatever you've heard about

fraternities. You owe it to yourself to get the

facts on the brand new LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

fraternity. Men interested in finding out

more should stop by room 802 of The Campus
Center on Thursday. Friday, or Saturday,

September 7-9, or cad 545-2711.

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

King
Cont. from page 8

In his room, he shared the bag's
contents with the cat. She lay by the
window; her belly bloated. She had not
eaten the tuna King had set out.
"My woman! What happed to that

appetite ot yours?" King took a slug of
whiskey, and picked up the cat.

"You're near aren't you," he said
stroking the fur on her taut neck. "My
wife was the same way, Queenie, when
my second boy came. Wouldn't eat a
thing, no. She made me go out and get
her salted popcorn. That's all she ate!
Don't ask me why!" The cat stared
into the sad, smiling eyes of the man.

"Well, here now. Maybe this salty
meat will tickle your fancy." King
poured the milk and put out the
pastrami.
The cat tongued the meat but did not

take any. She drank in the milk,
somewhat, then left it be.

King bit into his sandwich and
mustard oozed from it and smeared on
his lips. He washed down the food with
a long drink of beer.

He picked up the cat and placed her
on his bed. He watched her with con-
cern. "Now don't you be frettin', I'll be
back directly. . and with a surprise."
He departed watching the cat. A

beam of light, stemming from the
drawn shade, was bright upon her.

"Bye now."
At noon, Vinnie and Lottie came into

the diner. The gang called Vinnie
"Champ" because he was a winning
weekend golfer. And because of his
past reputation with women.
Vinnie, dressed in white khakis and

sandals, was already drunk. His
sunburned face contrasted sharply
with his full head of white hair.

Lottie wore her hair in a long,

braided, pony tail. She had on her usual
loose fitting, flowered dress. "Good
morning," she issued, taking two fresh
danishes and a coffee. With a bang of

the screen door behind her, she sat at a
table on the terrace.

Vinnie joined her after he grabbed
some money from the cash register.

"I'm telling you I heard one. I know a
cat when I hear one. i know what 3 cat
sounds like. He's got a cat up there and
I want it out Vinnie. Tell him." Lottie's

eyes flashed at her husband's, and
Vinnie looked away.
"Come on. King ain't got no cat up

there. What's King want with a cat —
he ain't got no use in no cats. Come on
Lottie."

"Well I'm just going to have to get rid

of him if there's any animals in my
father's house. He can go on Welfare
for all I care — like the rest of the
drunken bums. If there's any animals
in that house you'll be sorry — you'll be
the one to chop lettuce and wash dishes
every day."
"That's the house your father raised

you in," Vinnie said looking at Lottie's

forehead. "We gotta keep it up. What
the hell, we can't have no animals
stinkin' up the place!' Vinnie pounded
his fist on the table getting catsup on
his wrist.

He charged into the kitchen, slam
ming the screen door.

Lottie, forking grime from one set of

initials carved in the table, could see
Virinie, but not hear his conversation.
King looked soberly at Vinnie; his

head stooped to the short, lively man.
Vinnie shoved a five dollar bill at

King. He squinted his blue eyes and grit

a row of large white teeth.

"You been working good this week . .

. It's been real hot. Get a bottle of the
good stuff for yo-jrself, O.K.?

"I have," King replied, and pocketed
the bill.

"Lottie's got a bad allergy's been
actin' up," Vinnie continued. "She's
allergic to cat hair You ain't got no cat
up there do you? Now you're gonna
have to get rid of it King."

"I got no animal up there Champ,
never have"
"No ca;? Lottie says you got a cat.

Said she head a cat up there. You ain't

got no cat? The bitch."

"She's been drinkin' Champ."
"She drives me to drink' '

Vinnie ''churned to the terrace. Lo+tje

stared ai Main St., smoking.
"All set Lot. he was listenin' to the

fadio — one of 'hem pet talks, you know

what I mean. He's always listenin' to
the radio, only thing he does up there."
"Look at how filthy this terrace is.

Why can't you get Tony to clean up
after those loafers?" Lottie looked
scornfully at the gang in the dining
room as Vinnie started picking up
empty cigarette boxes, cups, and
newspapers.

+ + +
King walked through the diner

toward the Men's Room, carrying a
pail, rubber gloves, and cleanser.
"Eh, King City," Howard called.

"Come 'er." He stood about six foot.

His chewing gum crackled as he leaned
against the juke box, rolling his eyes
from his peers to King.
"How'd you like to make a hundred

bucks for a half hour's work? A one-
shot deal — absolutely legit." King did
not respond.
"All you got to do is wrestle Little

Will this Saturday night at the
auditorium." The dining room echoed
with laughter.

"No! Gloria, that's a better match!"
Howard laughed at his jest along with
the rest of the gang. King turned, his
mouth closed tight.

"Well King you was a big wrestler,
why not? You know the sport."
King faced the man, saw through the

diner window, the three-story building
where he lived, and thought of the cat.

"I never wrestled in my life."

"Now you know that ain't the truth.

Tell you what. King, I'll be your agent.
We'll hit the pro-wrestlin' circuit.

Won't even have to change your name

King threw his stare to Howard's
face. "That ain't even wrestlin' — that
fixed, no true sport, ain't real, ain't

wrestlin', fixed," he stuttered.

The gang stared. King went into the
Men's Room.
"Yes, Maam?" Tony asked a

customer at the carry-out.

"Best tuna-fish in town, yes sir
—

"

Nancy told the woman's partner.
A policeman sat in the diner with the

gang. Nancy came in and asked him
what he would like and did not use a
slip.

The gang's laughter filled the dining
area; King could hear. He sprinkled
cleanser over the sink and toilet with
one hand, and pulled a beer from his

pocket with the other. His blood painted
a scarlet crown at his forehead.

+ -f +
At 3 o'clock. King was caught up with

his work: all the refrigerators were
stocked; two roast beefs were cooked;
the terrace was swept; the bathrooms
cleaned; and all dishes washed. King
thirsted for beer.

Nancy gave him the promised dollar.

On a sandwich sale she had run up "No
Sale" and handed King the money.
Lottie had not gotten up from her table,

and Vinnie drank sodas with the gang
in the air conditioning.

King reached into his pocket and
pulled the $5 Vinnie had given him and
added up all his cash — almost $8. He
left through the back way, passing
Lottie on the terrace. She had not

spoken to him at all when he had swept
the terrace earlier, but had kept
looking at the street.

Without looking at her he heard her

say, "now don't go playing your radio

so loud anymore." He kept walking,
feeling her eyes on his spine as he

weeded his way slowly across the

street, anxious to see the cat. Yet, he

walked downtown, knowing Lottie

figured he was heading for the package
store.

A block uptown. King went into the

Army Navy store. He was able to

purchase a thick, red blanket.

"It's hot now, but she'll be needin' it.

And the young ones too, " he thought.

He walked into the liquor store, grin-

ning, and the cashier, gave him a big

brown bag for which he asked. He put

the blanket in the bag, smiling.

Feeling satisfied and anxious. King
walked patiently past "Vinnie's." He
looked ahead at the three-story

building, thinking of the Cat. Like an
athlete in competition, he sweated as

he passed before the grinder shop. He»
felt like a performer in front of a
crowd.
He climbed the porch steps, clutch-

ing his surprise package. He was
alive with violent anticipation; each
step bringing him closer to his goal. He

See King, page 15

The South i at It Again
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By Whitey McCool

The various elements comprising the
mystique that record companies are
now calling "Southern rock" are
surely espied in anything that we of a
less temperature clime have
christened "Southern." For one there
is the element of pride; pride of place,
pride of identity; "Be Proud You're a
Rebel," commands Charlie Daniels
(The South's Gonna Do It Again).
"New York's fine, but it ain't

Doravllle!" proclaims the Atlanta
Rhythm Section in Doraville. Mean-
while Lynyrd Skynyrd's Sweet Home
Alabama is a flag waving tribute to the
Confederacy that appeals to the ear as
the scenery does the eye.
The loner born to ramble is a

character of the Southern school. His
roots are deep in the novels of Faulk-
ner, the dramas of Tennessee
Williams, and the lyrics of the Allman
Brothers' Rambiin' Man (penned by
Dicky Betts). The hero of the Marshall
Tucker Band's Fire on the Mountain as
well as the sore loser in Dr. John's
Right Place, Wrong Time are essential
to Southern folklore as the force out of
place; a rebel sans comrades, course,
or cause.
And then there's love; troo luv and

love that went wrong, the idylic love of
Tristan and Isolde or Frankie and
Johnny, the "somebody-done-
somebody-wrong-song", or poor Elvin
Bishop who Fooled Around and Fell In

Love.

From Capricorn comes a saucy
sampling of the finest of the South. The
South's Greatest Hits is an honest ef
tort by the company from Macon that
first gave birth to the phenomenon and
eventually acquired the title of the
largest independent record company
on earth. The loyalty of the South is

more than evident as the people from
Capricorn have reached deep into the
scores of other company labels to press
a crisp and encompassing review of the
greatest commercial accomplishments
that the region has offered.

The barroom and the barnyard are
aptly represented by all of the titles

and artists mentioned above as well as
Gregg Allman's Midnight Rider, The
Amazing Rhythm Aces' Third Rate
Romance, the Outlaws' There Goes
Another Love Song and Wet Willie's
Keep On SmilinI
The Impact of the British invasion is

extremely overrated when you con-
sider that rock 'n' roll began in the
South with blues, country & western,
3nd the rockabilly ascribed to the late

Elvis Presley. But like the tale of

Johnnie B. Good, much of this culture
IS acquired by many young Southern
musicians as they strut and fret their

way without any formal education in

music and like the development of jazz
we find that there is a great deal of im-
provising and playing-by ear in live

Southern rock.
In the late 60's Eric Clapton with

Cream would grab ahold of a single-

chord progression and allow it to

progress for a half-hour or more. The
Allman Brothers took it a step further

The impact of the British Invasion is extremely overrated

when you consider that rock 'n' roll began in the South with

blues, country ft western, and rockabilly.

(iMusic
and could carry on for hours if the feel-
ing was right. Their education came
from listening sessions of lengthly solos
of one and two chord melodies in the
late 50's and early 60's recorded by
Miles Davis and John Coltrane.

Live Southern rock at its peak is a
jam session minus the cliches and the
redundant hacking of any second rate
musicians that have flooded the
market. The South's Greatest Hits is as
best a collector's album as available
now but passes over the most moving
aspect of the Southern sound; the live
wire that's a live performance.

One album that does successfully
catch hold of this side of Southern rock
is Elvin Bishop's Raisin' Hell, and an
appropriate title it is. Bishop's music
can best be termed "fun-loving-good-
time" soul. It is at once a combination
platter of gospel, greasy blues, and a
hot sizzle of blaring horns reminiscent
of those golden James Bond type
soundtracks.
"The sound quality ain't as good as a

real carefully recorded studio album,"
said Bishop in a recent interview, "but
that has never bothered me before.
Some of my favorite records have

turned out to be recorded in

somebody's basement."
Bishop is a crowd-pleaser and this

latest two-disked live album captures
all the hell raisin' that he generates at
various recitals in various locales.
Raisin' Hell includes some of the best
that he's recorded in his four LP
history with Capricorn. There's an 8-

minute Travelin' Shoes, Sure Feels
Good, Juke Joint Jump, Stealin'
Watermelons, Calling All Cows, the
greasy blues of Little Brown Bird, a 12-

minute Sam Cooke medley and
Struttin' My Stuff.

From a relatively new label. Flying
Fish, comes a unique fusion of main-
stream jazz and country that might
well be designated as Southern swing.
S'Wonderful brings together Eldon
Shamblin, the ex-Bob Wills guitarist,

pedai steel guitarist Curley Chalker,
mandolin player Jethro Bruns and jazz
violinist Joe Venuti for a recording that
hits home a fresh note in country but a
seemingly lost chord ih jazz. Dixie's
whistling a new tune to the swing of the
30's and the strains blend fine. And it

really isn't anything new because it's

been going on ail along outside of the
recording studios and in the backrooms
where country musicians have been
finding recreation in playing jazz
among themselves.

In a similar strain the Dixie Dregs
have debuted on Capricorn with
Freefall which just about encompasses
everything discussed thus far. Their
music, entirely instrumental, is most
certainly country, most suredly rock,
very much jazz, and most of all

Southern. But the parts make up a near
perfect whole that comprise a cleancut
score.

Freefall brings to mind the. Western
swing of the 30's much like S'Wonderful
but with much more power. It is

hopefully the first of an emerging new
strain of Southern music and Dixie
Dregs is setting the style.

The cuts sound very much like their

titles. Freefall, the first band, begins
with fiddler Alan Sloan introducing a
somewhat eerie melody to conjure up
that zero-gravity known to skydivers as
freefall. Later in songs like Refried
Funky Chicken and Sleep a synthesizer
is the predominant instrument and sets
the scene from a jazzy beat to complete
chaos. But the transitions are com-
fortable and the melodies run close
together like a symphony with some
difficulty differentiating from one
movement to the next.

A new group called Stillwater has
come on the scene with an album from
Capricorn by the same name
A sizzling slide guitar exchange is the

high point ot Sam's Jam and a somber
acoustic-tracl< underlines April Love
while Mindbender has bassist Rob
Walker on a voicebox sounding like
Peter Frampton.

Stillwater needs a little time to sink
in with loyal Southern rockers but it

does have a mystique all its own and is

somewhat exotic to the ear. Its got
several of the elements that make the
up best of Southern rock.
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CHRISTOPHER MORRIS BAND
(MCA)

The integration of many kinds of
music ranging from soulful rhythm n'

blues to funk-rock with faint jazz
textures, Is what distinguishes this
debut album from those of most groups
I ve heard lately.

Al Kooper, the architect of Blood,
Sweat and Tears and producer for
Lynryd Skynryd's first album, turns in

another superb producing job as well
as filling in on keyboards for the
Christopher Morris Band, which in-

cludes Christopher Morris and Leslie
Kuipers on guitars, Janet Morris on
bass and Vince Colaiuta playing
drums.
On Otis Redding's "Nobody's Fault

But Mine", one of the two songs here
not penned by CMB's co authors
Christopher and Janet Morris, Tower
of Power's horn section {which graces
side two) strongly complements the
convincing vocals of Christopher
Morris, who does all of the album's
lead singing.

Despite one or two places where the
music gets uncomfortably close to
disco, as on "Go Down Believin'

"

which has a determined, gospel like
chorus, there are enough spacy guitar
licks and enough heart put in those
places so that the album doesn't drag.
"Do You Want To Be Loved" has a

few swirling echoes, and" I Feel Like I

Never Felt Before", the LP's best tune,
combines funky, staccato bass with
Chris Morris' squealing guitar. Both
songs typify a first effort which has
enough space appeal for even most
progressive rock buffs to accept.

— John Bergman

FOGHAT
Live

(Bearsville)

With the widespread success of their

past two discs, Fool For The City and
Night Shift, Foghat have found
themselves thrust into the top echelons
of the rock world. For this reason, it

comes as no surprise that the band has
chosen this as the time to release their

first live album. Comprised of six

previously recorded studio selections.

Live gives ample evidence of the vast

improvement which is so readily heard
now that the group has a steady bassist

(Connecticut's Craig MacGregor) to

anchor the rhythm section along with

drummer Roger Earl. Guitarist-
vocalist Dave Peverett teams with lead

guitarist Rod Price to create the in-

strumental interplay which helps make
songs such as "I Just Want To Make
Love To You" and "Fool For The City"

enjoyable to the ears of any rock &
roller from six to sixty. This record
isn't perfect, but it is better than most
of the uninspired trash many rock
groups have been throwing our way
lately. It burns and earns itself a "not

bad for an album whose mixing was
done up in Sharon, Vermont" B plus.

—Ross Nerenburg

CAT STEVENS
Izitso

(A&M)
Cat Stevens has gone off on tangents

before (his Foreigner and Numbers
LPs) and Izitso finds him off on a few
new ones. With two instrumental
selections, "Kypros" and "Was Dog A
Doughnut," Cat steps into a jazz realm.

rStlprt Guts

Eric Carmen, Harry Ghapin,

Cat Stevens, Heart, Status Quo, and more...

a move further substantiated by Chick
Corea's helping hand on a couple o(^
izitso's cuts. Also, Cat has continued
with something he really got into on
Numbers, making maximum use of

some rather sophisticated and ex-
pensive electronic keyboard equip-
ment. Happily, the results are most
satisfactory, something which may be
attested to by the number of times I

played this disc over the summer.
More mellow than I might have ex-
pected, the best of Izitso's ten offerings
are "(Remember The Days Of The)
Old Schoolyard," "Life," "Killln'
Time" and "(I Never Wanted) To Be A
Star." Some people have summarily
dismissed Mr. Stevens as being all

washed up, but I feel that izitso
warrants a "The Cat ain't no dog" A.

—Ross Nerenberg
HEART

Little Queen
( Portrait)

Freed from the strings of Mushroom
Records, Heart's follow-up to their
smash debut, Dreamboat Annie, finds
Ann and Nancy Wilson on target with
their group once again. Mixing hard
rockers ("Barracuda," "Kick It Out"
and the title track) with acoustic pieces
("Treat Me Well," "Cry To Me" and
the mandolin-driven "Dream Of The
Archer"), Little Queen is, if not quite
as dynamic, certainly more cohesive a
record than was the Wilsons' debut.
Throughout both side of Little Queen,
Guitarists Roger Fisher and Howard
Lesse shine with some splendid
playing, particularly on the
aforementioned rockers. Heart is

obviously a group with an enormous
future ahead of it. Just a step or two
behind Fleetwood Mac, this disc scores
with a "Heart's got soul" A-.

—Ross Nerenberg

THE OUTLAWS
Hurry Sundown

(Arista)
Hurry Sundown is The Outlaws'

fourth album and the quintet's delivery
of hard-driving country rock is typical
of what we've come to expect of these
Florldlans. Fluldly flowing. Hurry
Sundown's nine tunes are dominated by
the electric presence of three guitarists
(Hughle Thomasson, Henry Paul and
Billy Jones) who work well together.
Composing credits are distributed
among all five band members, but
Jones has written the album's two best
songs, "Holiday" and "Night Wines."
The latter is a particular thing of
melodic beauty as it nostalgically
laments the inevitable and unavoidable
passage of time. Hurry Sundown is at
times too crisp and concise, probably
due to the production and engineering
of Bill Szymczyk, who handles the
same chores for The Eagles, among
others. I'd like to hear something along
the lines of another "Green Grass And
High Tides," but Szymczyk has kept
perhaps a bit too much control over the
recording. Still, this is a disc which is

mostly enjoyable and deserving of a
"these Outlaws -lave nothing to fear."
B.

—Ross Nerenberg

HARRY CHAPIN
Dance Band On The Titanic

(Elektra)
Harry Chapin is still weaving stories

telling of life's losers and down-and-
outers. His latest two record set brings
us more of the same with some instant

classics here and some throwaway
fillers there. At times the resulting

songs are brilliantly and perfectly

precise, while at other times they fall

far short into moments of redundant
romantic ramblings. However, it is this

very facet of unevenness which makes
listening to the man so rewarding, for,

although his failures are disturbingly
obvious, they always contain the
heartfelt lyrics which have become the
central focus of Harry's storytelling
style. Harry Chapin is a man who has
entirely devoted his life to his music
and prollflcally works his amps off for
his audiences. Highlights of Dance
Band include, in addition to the title

track, efforts such as "Bluesman," a
humorous ditty about a college kid
trying to learn the blues from an old
master, the wistful "Country
Dreams," and the extraordinary grand
finale, "There Only Was One Choice,"
a fourteen minute masterpiece. All In

all. Dance Band On The Titanic merits
a "no sinking ship here" A-.

—Ross Nerenberg

STATUS QUO
"Live"
(Capitol)

Status Quo are about as subtle as a
porcupine in a balloon factory. They
play heavy metal rock and are
generally accepted as the rock & roll

kings of Europe. However, America
knows them only as an obscure band
which scored a big hit in the
psychedelic sixties with the classic
"Pictures Of Matchstick Men." As is

the case with so many hard rock out-
fits, their music Is highly derivative (a
synonym for unoriginal) and therefore
tends to be overly repetitious at times.
"Live" brings us four sides of the
unabashingly bashing quartet as
recorded during a three night stint at
the enthusiastically pro-Quo Apollo
Theatre In Glasgow. If you like loud
noise, then this is the album for you. If

not, avoid it at all costs; Status Quo are
virtually as ear-shattering as Ted
Nugent. This release rates a "these
guys should realize that they're too old
to be punk rocking." C.

—Ross Nerenberg

ERIC CARMEN
Boats Against the Current

(Arista)

This, Eric Carmen's long-awaited
second solo album, is a big disap-

pointment to fans of his earlier work as
leader of the Raspberries and on his

own. There are only two real

rock'n'roll songs here, and both are
missing something in the hook
department.
The rest of the album consists of long

semiclassical pieces like Carmen's big
hit, "All By Myself". While that sonq
was fine as a change-of-pace from the

more standard pop of Eric Carmen, too
much is too much, despite the

generally good quality of the individual

tunes. And the words are as pretentious

as any this side of Jackson Browne,
quite a letdown coming from someone
who used to write lyrics that one could
identify with as strongly as anybody's.

If you can't get enough of., say, E Iton

John's weepier numbers, then Boats
Against the Current is for you. But we
Beatle and Beach Boy fanatics who
fou."''! sustenance in Carmen's ex-
tensions of their traditions must now
turn to his disciples, such as Pezband,
the Pop, and the Rubinoos, and hope
that Eric will get off his Barry
Manilow-with-deluslons-of-grandeur
rip and start being fun again.

Perry Adier

THIS FALL

SHOP

AMHERST

THURSDAY NIGHTS

OVER 40 STORES OPEN

UNTIL 8 P.M. or LATER

AMHERST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

WE'RELOOKING FOR

RECEPYIONISTS
Volunteers are being sought to aid the Daily Collegian as RECEPTIONISTS.

Responsibilities will include: answering telephones, giving directions and
generally presenting a pleasant welcome on behalf of the Collegian.

if you enjoy meeting and greeting people and have some time to assist the
Collegian, please contact...

Tony Armelin, Business Manager I 545 3500

Weekend in the Woods
There will be some exciting music

making this weekend as the Pines
Theatre Festival wraps up their first
season. On Friday, Sept. 9 the P.T.F
will present Pam Bricker in a solo
performance at 7:30 p.m. followed by
Ellen Mcllwaine at 9:00 p.m. On
Saturday, Sept. lo the Archie Shepp
Quartet will take the stage featuring
highly regarded tenor saxophonist
Archie Shepp, Charley Persip on
drums, Cameron Brown on bass and
Ron Burton on piano. The Saturday
concert will be at 9:00 p.m.
Both concerts are outside at Look

Park's Pines Theater on Rt. 9 In North-
ampton which can accommodate up to
3000 people. Tickets are $3.00 and
available only at the door.
Management advises the public to
bring chairs and blankets. For ad-
ditional information call 584-2223.

Ellen

On September 9, the Pines Theater
Festival, in cooperation with Theatrix,
will present two extraordinary women
in concert under the stars. Headlining
the concert will be Ellen Mcllwaine, a
solo performer whose reputation
acquired national attention when she
was on tour last year with Laura Nyro.
Ms. Mcllwaine, born in Nashville,

(growing up in Japan) has developed a
growing audience with her loosely
defined country blues—rock style
which has been compared by the San
Francisco Examiner to that of Odetta,
John Fahey, Bonnie Raitt and Woodv
Guthrie.

A sensational guitarist, she performs

K«?? P®?^'^' ''"^^^"S' ^«Pe delays,
bottleneck and a brilliant sense of
pacing and involvement with the
audience.

Opening the show will be Pam
Bricker in a rare solo performance.
Her following, too, has grown rapidly in
the past year's work with The Bricker
Band.

Archie Shepp

In case the hand of the media has not
been able to reach you in this busy
vyeek, here is one more hand, grabbing
you, shaking you and pointing you
towards Northampton, where tenor
saxophonist Archie Shepp and his
quartet will perform this Saturday at 9
p.m. "under the stars" at Look Park's
Pines Theater.
Backed by Charii Persip on drums,

Cameron Brown on bass, and Ron
Burton on piano, Shepp will provide his
local fans with a rare treat.
Although he lives in Amherst and

teaches in the UMass Afro-American
department, his public appearances in
the area have not been nearly as
frequent as I — for one — would like.
Shepp has, instead, performed in

Europe, where people seem to be more
appreciative of his sometime
shrieking, often disharmonic, but
always melodic sound.

If you are familiar with Shepp's
music, you need no description of it —
we will see you there Saturday. If you
have not yet experienced Shepp, you

will have to believe that no further
description, comparison or labeling of
his music is adequate.
He has played with many of the

greats of Black Classical music, in-

Archie Shepp

eluding Cecil Taylor and John Coltrane
in the 60's. In fact, despite his lack of a
broad popular audience — and perhaps
because of it — he too is one of the
greats.

TerforrrifU}ce-'

Jug Band Hoedown Swings Back to UMass
Mama Milton's Still Cookin' Hog

Washin' Jug Band is in concert again at
the Student Union Ballroom at the
University on Wednesday, September
14, from 9 p.m. 'til 1 a.m. This per-
formance Is open to the general public
and there is no admission charge.
Mama Milton's Jug Band has been

crazing the Valley now for the past five
summers as the entertainment for the
University of Mass. New Students
Program. They've done scattered gigs
around the Valley and this musical
happening represents their traditional
beginning of the school year reunion
conspiracy.

Mama Milton's plays a naturally
zany mixture of traditional jug band
music. Dixieland, and swing, com-
bining everything into an enlightening

Mama Milton's Jug Band

show.
The line-up of frantic friends for this

falls massive concert will include Vin
Mitchell, the "Old Man" on guitar.

harmonica and vocals; Wayne
"stealin' " Burns on Washboard,
vocals, giant echophone kazoo, and
bottles; Brian "burn 'em" Barth on

trombone; Eddie "Hot Lips" Eitzer on
jug; Andy "Foxy" Fox on conga; Rob
"Baby Face" Gilbert on electric wash-
tub, slide whistle, cowbell, clave,
kazoo, tambourine, maracas, bells,
and his limberjack friend "Satchel";
Gary "ach ale ya ya" Kamen on piano
and keyboards; John "the Pilgrim"
Shibley on guitar, vocals, chatter-box,
and loose knees; Marty "the man"
Schreiner on clarinet; and Mama
Milton's lady Cheryl "never swat a fly

for he may have a favorite fly, he may
sit with her and sigh, sigh the way I do
with you" Weinburg on vocals and
booking agent for Catholic church
organizations.

This crew has been around a long
time so come on down and treat
yourself.

TONIGHT
TWO FOR ONE

8:30 til 11

with

Piccadilly Disco

MOST DRINKS

aad

BEER

Two for Oie BIN 187 It. pleasant st^ amherst, ma.
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THE NEWMAN CENTER
"Roman Catholic Campus Ministry"

invites

New and Returning Students

to meet each other

Sunday, Sept. 11

8:00 p.m.

at the Newman Center

Did you ev^r see q
frog uultfi Q heart on ?

rlVIW is worth the look,

also, we're totally new...

^^lM^ with all the music
HmTB you'll love ... without
^9Kw all the talk ...ym^ 24 hours a day.

WHMPVFM99
C & C LIQUORS
NEXT TO THE TOWN HALL,

AMHERST

Nuyen's VODKA
$1.75 litre

BUDWEISER
1 2 oz. cans

BA* ANTINE ALE

1 6 o^ returnables

$Q998

$C755
1973 Louis Martini

Cabernet Sauvignon
P»g« H....5yppierr)enttofn#Coiiegian...BeiowiheSdit .Sept.8, 1977

& deposit

each

Preview

Jctnes Tate

Lester, Tate

To Kickoff Jones

Fall Poetry Series
Julius Lester and James Tate will

open The Jones Library's Fall Poetry
Series with a reading on Saturday
afternoon, September 10th, at 3 p.m.
Their appearance will see the jux-

taposition of two distinct cultural and
literary traditions in a reading that is

the first of eight to be presented on
alternate Saturdays this Fall.

Julius Lester, born in St. Louis, MO.,
the son of a methodist minister,

emerged from folksinging workshops
with the Student Non-Violent Coor-
dinating Committee as a major
spokesman for radical black politics.

As a professional musician and singer,

he recorded with Vanguard records,

directed the Newport Folk Festival

(196668), and collaborated with Pete
Seeger on The 12-String Guitar as
Played by Leadbeily (1965). He has
recorded original and Afro American
songs, taught black history at the New
School for Social Research in New
York City, and is currently a professor
in Afro-American literature at the

University of Massachusetts.
His first book, Look Out Whitey,

Black Power's Gon' Get Your Mama
(Dial, 1968), has been followed by a
series of writings ranging from black
culture and history to folklore and
poetry. His latest work is All is Well

(Morrow, 1976), an autobiography.
James Tate is also a Professor at the

University of Massachusetts. He
recently returned to Amherst from a

Guggenheim fellowship in Spain. Tate
was a winner of the Yale Series of

Younger Poets Award, a visiting

lecturer at the University of California

at Berkeley and at Columbia, a poet in

residence at Emerson College, and a

recipient of the National Institute of

Arts and Letters Award for Poetry. His

first book of poems. The Lost Pilot, was
published by Yale University Press in

1967 and his poetry has appeared in The
Paris Review, Transatlantic Review,
The New Yorker, The New York
Times, and The Massachusetts
Review. His sixth and most recent

book. Viper Jazz, (1976), was published

by Wesleyan University Press.

Other poets scheduled to read in

coming weeks include Hal Stowell,

Barry Goldensohn, Leo Conellan,
Margaret Robison, Wang Hui-Ming,
Frederic Will, Constance Carrier,
Chase Twichell, Rosellan Brown and
Leon Barron. Richard Wilbur wUI
bring the Fall Series to a close with a

reading on December 3rd.

All the readings are free and will be

held in the Library's Burnett Gallery.

They are funded in part by a grant

from the Massachusetts Council for the

Arts and Humanities, and by con-

tributions from the public and the

Friends of The Jones Library.

King Cont. from

page 10

felt as if the past few weeks had been a
lifetime; the cat was never a stranger
from the outside. And as he ascended
past the second floor. King's heart
pounded, and he sensed it was very
soon his cat would be in labor He
wanted to be with her.
He threw open the door to his room A

light breeze lifted the shade at
the window, but it was deathly hot.
The room was unoccupied.
"Hey, there, lass!" King searched

the room and bathroom, throwing down
his bag. "Hey there. Where are yal"
He raced around the room, blindly,
tossing over the table, the mattress, the
waste basket. The cat was not there
"No, no, no, no, oh . . .No! Can't be!"

He darted to the open window "Not
again!"
He searched the roof, the sun flaring

m his hot face, the cars below noisely
passing. He looked across the street
and his eyes found Lottie who stared
back at him. Her stare penetrated the
sun's glare and there was no city street
noise any longer; to King, it had been
filtered out. He did not see the table
where she sat, the terrace, the building— nothing — only two eyes, two pierc-
ing eyes.

"You . . .
!" King crashed away from

the window, threw open his door,
scrambling down the stairs, savagely.
He descended, pounding on each step,
snorting with fury. Little Will and
Gloria opened their door a crack as he
passed.
He sent the front door into the

bedroom window of the first floor and it

crashed. Lottie, across the street,
came to her feet, seeing, but not
hearing.

The world seemed gone as King
stomped down the porch steps. He spat
with anger, flushing scarlet. His eyes
aimed at Lottie.

A moment from the curb, he was met
by the traffic, and forced to the street;
the tires grinding at his body; the
pavement ripping at his flesh. King
Jied, bleeding.

Within a minute, all the people from
"Vinnie's" were grouped at the curb
Traffic was stopped all along Main
Street; sirens were heard.
Everyone — Lottie, Vinnle, Nancy,

Tony, Howard, the gang — stood pale

and silent. Standing open-mouthed at
the opposite curb, were Little Will and
Gloria. People stood in the doorways of
cars, watching and wiping their
foreheads of sweat.
A police ambulance came through

the clogged traffic. As newsmen
«?f»PKP!?L.P'^^"''®*' *^e attendants
grabbed King and put him on a stretch-
er. Two policemen took notes and
reporters asked questions in the crowd
The ambulance screamed away.
"Did you know him?" the reporter

asked Tony.
"He was King. Worked here. Drank

too much, and that's why he's dead,"
Tony said.

"Hurly. Edward Hurly. He lived here
on the third floor," he answered,
looking dismayed, and pulling up his
pants.

"Anybody see what happened?" the
officer asked. The sun beat down and
long tears of blood trickled to the curb
on both sides of the street.
"He was drunl<. Ran out into the

traffic. Just got hit — I'm afraid,"
Little Will said. He looked at Lottie
talking to the policeman across the
street; she shook her head, wide-eyed.
"I'm gonna question the truck

driver. Thank you," the officer told
Little Will. He and Gloria walked
across the street and the traffic began
moving again.
At the other curb, Nancy dried her

eyes on her apron and Tony had his
arm on her shoulder. Lottie and VInnie
talked to an officer and pointed to the
third floor open window across the
street. Howard, the gang, kids on
bicycles, and everyone else looked
through the sun to the spot.
Then everyone who was in the diner

before, Gloria, and Little Will, and a
few customers returned to "Vinnie's,"
and looked out the windows to the
street. Traffic moved along normally.

In the spotted shade, detached and
unharmed, the mother observed the
whirling world before her with cloudy,
disinterested eyes. She lay protected;
her untouched litter sleeping at her
moist stomach, behind the wooden
beams of the front porch.
The mother licked her mouth, and

softly gazed upon the life by her side.
The earth-brown bed where she lay was
cool, natural, comfortable. The cat
closed her eyes upon the world and fell
rhythmically asleep with her young.

More Listings °°"'- ''«" fn» i6

Theatef^

Sept. 8, 16-17, Under Milk Wood,
written by Dylan Thomas, produced
by the Smith Ensemble Theatre at the
Hallie Flannagan Studio Theatre, 8:00
except for the Sept. 8 performance at
9:00. Tickets are $2.50.

Sept. 9-n, 14-15, How The Other Half
Lives, written by Alan Ayckbourn,
produced by the Smith Ensemble
Theatre, Hallie Flannagan, Studio
Theatre. 8:00, tickets are $2.50

Sept. 10-11, 17, The Riddle Machine,
produced by the City Studio Theatre, A
children's play at 49 Pearl Street,
Northampton. Free admission

Sept. 10 James Tate and Julius Lester,
a poetry reading at the Jones library, 3
p.m. No admission charge.

Sept. 9, lecture — The Last Dream, by
prof. Weizenbaum, Main Lecture Hall,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire.

Sept. 12, Rosh Hashanah Eve Service,
sponsored by the Hillel Foundation,
Sub at 6:30.

Sept. 13, Rosh Hashanah Service,
sponsored by the Hillel Foundation,
sub, 9:30 p.m.

Sept. 13, Lecture: Prof. Thomas
Bottomore, Social classes and modern
society. Converse Assembly Room,
Amherst at 8:00 p.m.

Sept. 11, The Bread and Puppet Sept. 14, Rosh Hashana Service,
Theatre, in conjunction with the Pines Sponsored by the Hillel Foundation!
Theatre Festival, Pines Theatre, Look sub.
Park, Northampton. 8:00, tickets are
$1.00

C^MlSC

.

Listings compiled by Michael P.
Doran and Cynthia Harlen.
Film listings compiled by Steven

Waldman.

Sept. 8, Union Program Council,
Recruitment meeting and discussion of
upcoming George Benson concert, 7
p.m. in Campus Center 169.

Sept. 9-11, all day. Fall Colloquy, 1977:
Art, Technology, and Society. Films,
lectures, seminars, concerts,
workshops — for more info call

Hampshire 549-4600 ext. 525

Listen' Up
Send your listings into

Below the Salt typed

at 60 space margins,

double-spaced one week
ahead of publication.

SUNDAYS
Noon til 9

EXCALIBURG SPECIAL
— Two For The Price of One —

and

Goodtime Hour
from 4 til 8

Quart Pitchers Beer

SUNDAY

81.00

5 ounces of lOffVo beef
on a bulky roll with
lettuce, tomato, cole slaw
and French fries.

The Collegian needs one

work-study person to work

7-10 p.m. Sunday through

Thursday. Must type.

See Bernard Davidow at the

Collegian office or call 5-3500,

BUS FOR WORCESTER

$050
one way

Via Route 9. Every Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Purchase Tickets at Campus Center Ticket Union

Also Serving
Belchertown, Ware, Brookfields, Spencer & Leicester

CHARTER A BUS Deluxe Coach es

Tel. 584-6481 & ask for Emily

WESTERN MASS. BUS LINES

Where anything can happen,

and usually does!
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THURS., SEPT. 8, - 7, 9, and 11 - CCA $1.00
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Creating a Diversion; How to

cMusic
September 8, 8 30 p.m Concert Royal,
d baroque concert on the lawn in front
of Harold F. Johnson Library Center,
Hampshire.

September 8, Roomful of Blues, The
Rusty Nail, $2.00.

September 9, 200 p.m., Randall Mc-
Clellan in Concert, voice, synthesizer
ana 'able drums, Red Barn, Hamp
shire.

September 9, 9 p.m., Ellen Mcllwaine,
Look Park Pine Theater, Rt. 9, North-
ampton, Bring chairs and blankets,
$3.00.

September 9-10, James Montgomery
Band, Rusty Nail, $3.00.

September 11,8:00, Concert History of
Afro-American Music, Robert Crown
Center Hampshire.

September 11, at 4 p.m. Amicus String
Quartet, Memorial Hall museum. Old
Deerfield, free.

September 11, 8:00 p.m.. Faculty
Recital, Eugene Maiek, piano, Sage
Hall, Smith.

September 14-15, Tom Rush, The Rusty
Nail, $4.00.

September 14, University Music
Faculty Recital: Charles Lehrer,
oboeist, Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC,
UMass.

Sept. 14, Mamma Milton's Still Cooking
Hog Washing Band, S.U.B. at 9:00 till

1:00. Free.

cAuditioris

September 8-10, 10 5 p.m., Performing
Arts Division, walk-in registration, Old
Chapel, UMass.

September 9, Bonnie Keaney Girl
Sleuth, Amherst Freminist Repertory
Co., CC room 174, UMass.

.^^

"THE FISH"
from the Intair Collection

Fabric frames turn this West
German pattern, or any other

cloth, into vibrant wall hangings,

which you may assemble yourself,

or have done for you. You can

create clothing, pillows, tote

bags, window shades and drapes,

folding screens, shower curtains,

placemats and so much more,

from the many beautiful fabrics

we've gathered from around the

world!

A complete selection of

pure wool and acrylic yarns,

sewing needs and notions, round
out this area's largest and most
exciting display of imported and
domestic fabrics & yarns.

K rilB 103 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 2S6 8810

Tom Rush live at the Rusty Nail

on Sept. 14 and 15.

September 11, 2:00 and 7:30 p.m.. An
Italian Straw Hat, by Eugene Labiche
and Marc Michel, directed by Jim
Cavanaugh. Women from Holyoke and
men and women are eleigible to

audition, T.V. Studio, Theater
Building, Smith.

September 11, 2:00 5:00 p.m.. The
Children's Hour, by Lillian Hellman.
Anyone in Five College Community is

elegible to audition, T.V. Studio,
Theater Building, Smith.

September 11, 2:00-5:00 p.m., Moliere's
comedy, The Learned Ladies, a new
translation by Richard Wilbur. Five
College Community is eleigible to

audition, Theater 14, Smith.

September 12, 7:30-10:00 p.m., 'The
Children's Hour, Hampshire, (room to

be announced.)

September 12, 7:30-10:00 p.m., 'The
Learned Ladies, Hampshire (room to
be announced).

September 12, 13 7:30 p.m. An Italian

Straw Hat, Laboratory Theater.
Holyoke.

September 14-16, 7:30 p.m., Where's
Charley?, music al comedy, directed
by Walter Boughton. Actors, singers,
dancers needed, Kirby Memorial
Theater, Amherst.

TilTTi

Sept. 8 — Carwash, C.C.A., 7:00, 9:00,

11:00 p.m., Lies My Father Told Me,
Thomp. 104, 8:00 p.m. recommended.

GRADUATE

STUDENTS
Aplications are now being accepted
for the position of Student Activities
Residential Program Assistant.

work with Student Activities
Program Advisors in support
of re-.Kjf;ntial area student
P'ograminq
advise A'ea Governments on
activities and events,
liaison with Residential Area
staff. Community Resources,
and Student Activites (RSO)
Office
Deadline for applications

Friday. Septembers
Student Activities Office

See Mrs. O'Connor
Annual stipend no tuition waiver

Factors of race, color, sex. age, religion,

national origin or handicap are not
considered in the adnnission or
treatment of students or in employment,
in accordance with Federal and State
laws and regulations

James P. Riley

Asst Coor of St. Activities

FRIDAY

BARNEY'S BEANERY
NearCountry Boutiqu*

Caka Dacorating b Suppliaa

LOUNGE
Roughnatt Or Rough Languaga
Not Parmittad Hara

Routa47, Hadlay
CLOSED MONDAYS

NEAR COUNTRY MOTEL
Tal 584 7200

NEVER A COVER OR MINIMUM

WORK-STUDY JOBS
Student Government

Association
Workatudy studants needed for operating
easy rider computerized ride referral service.
This job involvea covering an office and
referring people to rides through a computer
system. It is poaaible to study during the
hours you are on duty. Reliability a must. Wa
are an Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action
Employer.

Applicafions are available in Room 420

Sfudent Union Building and are due by
Friday.

Sept. 9 — Ways of Seeing, Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire College,
9:00 a.m.; The Godfather Two, Merrill
Centre, Amherst 7:00 and 10:00 p.m.,
recommended; Dog Day Afternoon,
C.C.A., 7:00, 9:15, 11:30 p.m. highly
recommended; Man With The Golden
Gun, Mahar, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.;
Malcolm X, Thomp. 104, free.

Sept. 10 — Films and discussion —
WomenArtists-Filmmakers of N.Y.
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire
College, 1:00 p.m.; Modern Times,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire
College, 7:30 p.m., free, highly
recommended; The Graduate, Gamble
Aud., Mount Holyoke, 7:30 and 10:00
p.m., recommended.

Sept. 11 — The Battle Of Chile,

Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire
College, 9:00 a.m., free; Lovejoy's
Nuclear War, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire, 4:30 p.m., free.

Sept. 13 — His Girl Friday, Gamble
Aud., Mount Holyoke, 9:00 p.m.

Sept. 15 — The Eiger Sanction, S.U.B.,
7:00,9:15, 11:30 p.m.; Lies May Father
Told Me, Merrill Centre, Amherst
College, 8:00 p.m., recommended.

Area Moviehouses-

Academy Theater — Rocky, recom-
mended.

Amherst Cinema — The Wizard Of Oz
and Singing In The Rain through
September 13, (highly recommended),
through Sept. 20 The Beast.

Pleasant St. Theater — Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes and There's No
Business Like Show Business.

Mountain Farms Mall — Star Wars
(highly recommended). New York,
New York (recommended), Smokey
And The Bandit, and Little Herbie Goes
To Monte Carlo.

Check with theaters for times.

See Listings,
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Poor
Richards

Rte.9

.Amherst

TUESDAY

25' DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

TV Watch'premierfng in today's Collegian
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105 without rooms
J

'Sardine City' continues
By LAWRENCE UCHMANOWITZ
Collegian Staff

The housing problem at the University,
which a' i»s height had 4(X) freshman and
ransfer students without rooms, is still

unresolved going into the second weekend
wf 'he semester.

There were 105 students still living in the
Campus Cen'er Hotel yesterday, and ad-
minis»ra»ors las* night still did not know
when 'hey would be given permanent room
assignments.

In an effort to clear 'he hotel of displaced
s'uden's before he weekend, low-rise
Suu'hwes' dorm lounges are being turned
in'o makeshif» s»udent bedrooms. "We are
using 'he small floor lounges so the bigger
lounges will s'ill be available for student

use," said John Findley, management
coordinator for Southwest.

Seven'y-five students are scheduled to
s'ay in Sou'hwest while the Orchard Hill -
Cen'ral Area should absorb the remaining 30
according 'o Robert Campbell, director of
Residen'ial Resource Management. "After
•ha\ (dormitory) housing at the University
will be closed until more people leave the
residence hall system for one reason or
ano'her," he said.

Las' weekend, 'he Housing Office reac-
cep'ed junior exemption applications for
c.onsideranon. Only seniors are currently
au'oma'ically exempted from on-campus
living.

"We have been making assignments all

af'ernoon," William F. Field, dean of

S'uden's, said yesterday. He said he hoped
•here would be only 25 to 30 students
wi'hout rooms by noon today.

Field denied 'hat the primary reason for
has'ening students out of the Campus
Cen'er Hotel was to make room for a tax
assessor's conference this weekend.
"S'uden's would have priority over any
conference," he said, "although many
S'uden's may not have an opportunity to
remove 'heir 'hings from the hotel until after
'he conference."

Mvjs' of 'he Students without permanent
rooms are males. "We have 130 female
vacancies, but no females waiting for
rooms," Field said.

A solution 'o this, said Southwest's John
Findley, is 'o break down existing all-female

floors. "But," he added, "»his could cause
problems, as many students are already
se'Med in."

Dfjrmitory residents will not be asked to
'riple up. Field said, although they could form
'riples if 'hey wanted to. He said each person
in a 'riple would be eligible to receive a rebate
'A one-'hird of their board fees.

"Our goal is not just to empty the Campus
Cen'er Hotel," he said. "We'd like to get
s'udents identified with a dorm as soon as
possible. They feel a little isolated over
here."

"If we don't get all of the people out of the
ho'el by 'his weekend, I suspect that we may
lose some of our new freshman altogether,"
he said.

See related story Page 2.

UMass^senior Leo Zimany (Inset) pedals a few more miles to add to the 25,000 that he has traveled In the past 37 months. (Staff photos by Ch

Cycling Jits ' Ul\/lass senior
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By PAMELA UNDMARK
Collegian Staff

Turn, Turn, 'urn. To everything there is

a purpose.

So en'itled is a 25,000 mile cycling
program begun 37 months ago by UMass
seni(jr Leo Zimany.

A physical education major, Zimany
has for 'he pas* 'hree years been cycling
varifjus 60 'o 65 mile- long circuits
hri,ughou' 'he Massachusetts-
C -nneci'cu' area. He says 'he project is

an a"emp' 'o convince people to have a

respec for 'he internal mechanisms of
heir bodies.

"There is not an awareness of what
goes un in'ernally," said Zimany in an
in'erview Wednesday. "People are
li'erally destroying 'heir bodies."
A diabe'ic, Zimany cites his personal

experience with 'his disease as partially

mc/iva'ing him 'o undertake such a
program. In coping with diabetes, he has
been exposed 'o many people "fighting
ffjr every brea'h of air."

"If a diabe'ic is capable of riding 25,000
miles, I tnjpe o'her people will realize their

po'en'ial," said Zimany.

He said 'hat it was a 365-days-a-year
program. The months of April through
Augus' were s'rictly cycling months 40 to
45 hours a week. Before that, he un-
derwen' a vigorous 'raining program of
racque'ball, weightliftinq and stretching.

"I' was no' a question of just jumping
.>n a bike and starting 'o ride," said
Zimany. "The physical preparation was
phenomenal"

Zimany's financial costs, including

hospi'aliza'ion fees, medication costs,

and various other 'raveling expenses,
came *o $20,000, he said. The cost in-

cludes a $10,000 financial loss for not
working. Zimany had a variety of national
sponsors.

"I* all pays off 'hough," said Zimany.
"I come ou' feeling like a ball game on a

sunny day."

Monday, Sep'. 12, marks Zimany's last

day of cycling. He will be completing a
37-mon'h, 25,000-mile program.

Zimany's reward?

"If I can get one person to revamp his

lifes'yle, and one person to respect his

in'ernal body mechanisms, it will be
w.^r'h 'he effort, 'ime and 'he $20,000

"
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Amin in coma after surgery | Grad employes union votes
to rebuild stewards council

Collegian 3

NAIROBI, Kenya \AP\ - Idi Amin, self

proclaimed president-for-life of Uganda, was
reported "in a coma" in a Kampala hospital
Thursday after undergoing surgery for an
undisclosed ailment.

"We believe he'll pull out of it," said
Robert Astles, British-born confidant to the
51 year- old military strong man. But another
aide said later: "The president is in sort of a
corrtfe. |t is serious."

As'les rushed to the former boxing
champion's bedside after learning that
something was amiss following the operation
by a Soviet physician in Mugala Hospital
where Amin, in power since 1971, has
received medical treatment before.

"We don't exactly know what's wrong.
Bu' he's in a coma," Astless said in a
•elephone interview with The Associated
Press from Kampala. "We believe he'll pull
out of it. I'm going over to the hospital right
now 'o see what's happening."

Astles. a white Ugandan citizen who is

married 'o the country's black minister of
cul'ure, said he did not know why Amin
needed surgery. Nor could he say whether
•he comatose state was a normal after-effect
(jf anesthesia, or whether it was induced by
postoperative complications.

Earlier in 'he day, Ugandan radio an-
nounced that Amin had undergone surgery
Wednesday by Dr. Feodor Senkof. Reports
received in Washington listed the name as
Pe'rov Senko.
The broadcast said Amin expressed full

confidence in the Soviet doctor before
entering 'he hospital, praising him for

s'opping an epidemic recently at a girl's

school in Namagunga.
The announcement said Amin was ac-

companied '0 the hospital Wednesday by
Sovie' Ambassador Yevegniy Musiyko.
Reports from Washington said the two men
discussed expanding medical cooperation
be'ween Uganda and the U.S.S.R. before
Amin went into surgery.

In October 1972, 'he 240-pound, 6-foot-4
field marshal was admitted to Mulago
Hijspi'al for 'he Uganda radio described as a
"comple'e res'." He reportedly was sick with
'hroa' 'rouble.

Mulago Hospital is 'he same institution
where Dora Bloch was 'aken on July ?, 1976,

af'er she fell ill a' Entebbe Airport when an
Air France je'liner was hijacked en route from
Tel Aviv and diverted 'o Uganda by
Pales'inian extremists. Israeli commandos
s'aged a celebrated raid to free the
passengers bu' Mrs. Bloch was never seen
again.

Pierpont stages sit-in
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

Pierpont residents gathered yesterday to
protest a University mistake.

Hearing of 'he decision to place 75
s'udents now living in the Campus Center
Hotel into the low rise Southwest dorms,
infuriated residents of Pierpont assembled iri

Jo^d^rn!' ™;™.TIXtorbr?r,?,r;D'obb;/'°°'
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Supreme Court order - build gym
KENT. Ohio \UPI] - U.S. Supreme Co^jrt

Jus'ice William Brennan Thursday over-
'urned a ban on construction of a gym-
nasium at Kent State University near the site
where four students were killed. Kent State
President Brage Golding said it was time for
opponents of the gym to "yield gracefully"
o its construction.

Brennan lifted 'he temporary ban he had
inr>posed Tuesday after listening to

arguments by attorneys for the university
who said 'he state could lose from $2 million
•o $2.4 million if 'he construction is halted.

Universi'y officials, 'he Ohio Board of
Regen's and 'he Bucky Arnes Corp., the
prime contractor for the gymnasium, ac-
cused 'he May 4th Coalition, the main op-
ponen's of 'he facility, of improperly using
•he courts to frustrate a lawful state project.

The coalition wants the site where
Na'ional Guard 'roops shot and killed the
s'uden's during an antiwar demonstration
on May 4, 1970, preserved as a national
shrine.

"I never did think this case was a con-
s'i'u'ional issue," Golding told UPI. Golding
also said Vie hoped no violence would result
from 'he decision.

Project Self plans research, change
By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

Discussion among staff members at

Everywoman's Center is now going on to
determine 'he future of the Project Self
p>fogram.

The Educational Alternatives Program at

Everywoman's Center, located in 506
Goodell, offers the series of workshops by,
for, and about women.
"We'd like to get a research developer to

ake a look at 'he whole program, evaluate it,

and make suggestions," said Linda Spataro,
one of the coordinators of Project Self.

"There probably won't be a PROJECT
SELF series in its present form next spring.
There may be a smaller modified version,"
said Spataro. "But everything is still being
discussed."

Problems she cited included an overload of
paperwork, work overload for the coor-
dinators, and financial problems.
PROJECT SELF stands for Support,

Education, Learning, and Friendship.

"During the past several hundred years,
hundreds of women in the western Massa-
chusetts area have been working together in

various ways to open up new possibilities for
all women," reads a PROJECT SELF
pamphlet.

"We have been seeking to understand
how and why being born female has limited
our lives, and to find ways to break through
hose limits...

"PROJECT SELF rests firmly on the
assumption that the more we learn and share
with one another, the more we know about
ourselves, about our p)ast and present, and
'he more we encourage one another to
stretch into the future, the stronger human
beings we will be," the pamphlet continues.

Most of 'he workshops run for eight weeks
and cost $25. This semester, for the first

•ime, 'here will also be three workshops
offered for four wfteks a' $12.50.

"This is in 'he hope 'hat women will

continue 'o mee' on their own after the

official workshop ends," said Spataro. "It's a
way of bringing women together around a
common concern."

There are 14 new workshop facilitators this

semes'er, in addition to several new
workshops. "Health, Education and Issues
for Third World Women", and "Ethnic
Roots: Our Grandmothers and Ourselves"
are 'wo new workshops.

"That's something every woman can
relate to because everyone has ethnic roots.

This will deal with things like the emphasis
fjn food in the Italian culture " said

Spa'aro.

Also offered will be old favorites like

"Basic Carpentry," "Women's Practical
Self Defense," and "The Lesbian Ex-
perience".

One Women's S'udies credit is available
for some workshops. Registration will be on
a firs' come, firs' serve basis. The registration
deadline is Sep'. 16, and late registers must
paY a $2 fee.

For more information call Everywoman's
Cen'er a' 545-0883, or drop by at 506
Goodell.

Drive-In theatre driven out
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

HADLEY — The sign painters finished
'heir work las' Saturday afternoon. They
pain'ed 'heir message in dark, chunky block
let'ers: "THIS SCREEN FOR SALE"

In 'he wet lowlands overlooking the
Mountain Farms Mall on Rte. 9 stands the
remains of 'he old Hadley Drive-ln. Last year,
af'er 25 years of business, its gates clanged
shut for the last time. Augie, former owner of
'he Drive-ln, runs a newspaper and tobacco
shop in Amherst Center these days.

In 1952 Augie opened his drive-in with the
double feature "Scaramouche" and "Love is

bet'er 'han ever". Recalls Augie: "The place
was mobbed. Why we even had to turn
people away from 'he gate, it was that
crowded. Those were the best years, the
Fif'ies were. Af'er that ...

" his voice trails

';ff.

Things s'ar'ed 'o slack off a bit after a few
years, "I' got so 'hat 'he whole drive-in

business got to be one bidding war: why we
were spending 75, 80, 90 per cent on the
pic'ures alone. All 'he real money was in

concessions, you know," explains Augie.

He says 'he opening of two cinemas in the
new mall didn"' help business much either.

Abou' "'10, 12, 15 years ago" he scrapped
•he old screen. In its place was erected a
$30,000 screen 'hat now stands. Augie says
he has no idea how much it is worth today.
"She must have 15, maybe 20 tons of good
scrap steel left in her," says Augie, "probably
closer 'o 20. That'd be worth sornething to
somebody, I'd say."

What do you do with a 60'x40' drive-in
mr^vie screen in a town like Hadley?
Augie figures 'he five towers which

comprise 'he screen could be taken down
wi'h an ace'yiyne 'orch and some scaf-
folding.

Should anyone ge' 'he notion to leave the
screen in'ac' on its present site and use it for
adver'ising, 'here may be hitches.

Hadley 'own officials won't allow it.

S.-> far, Augie hasn'' had any offers for the
screen. "I'll wai' '»il December and see what
kind of (jffers I ge'. If I don'» sell it by then, I

guess she'll jus' come down, I don't know.
We'll see." He does not seem too disturbed.
"The las' picurei* Le''s see ... 'he last picture
... Y ju know what? I don't even remember."

•heir lounges to protest the incoming
s'udents.

"It's not the students we have grievances
against, it's the University policy of over-
enrolling students in the dorms and not being
able 'o compensate. They've had this
problem over 'he past few years," said Sherri
Schneider, a Pierpont resident.

Floor counselor, Dana Leavitt added, "We
pay for 'he use of our lounge. They can't
•ake i' away. The University made a mistake
and now 'hey're 'aking it out on us."
Many s'uden's spent the afternoon sitting

in 'he Pierpont lounges threatening to remain
even if 'he new residents came. They said,
•hey were planning 'o spend the night in case
any s'uden's 'ried to move in Friday mor-
ning.

A release from the S'udents For A
Democra'ic Socie'y called the situation an
"infringement on our personal freedom."" It

con'inued, "
... S'udents living in Southwest

pay exorbitant rates for minimal living space
... Now we must be crowded together like

ca"le due 'o 'he blunderings of the Ad-
minis'ra'ion. Bu', who pays for this blunder?
You guessed it! The students do. It is your
Adminis'ra'ion 'hat is doing 'his to you. They
are mSking you pay for 'heir mistakes."

John Sullivan, a spokesperson for Pier-

pcjn' dormi'ory said last night the elevator
was broken by s'uden's in an effort to
preven' Physical Plan' personel from placing
furni'ure in Pierpon' lounges.
"We feel 'hat 'his has gone on for long

enough. We should not have to pay for the
adminis'ration's mistakes," Sullivan said.

Pierpon' residen's las' night said they
wMuld make up a' 7 a.m. 'his morning and
occupy 'he lounge, locking arms to halt any
a"emp' by other students to move in.

Kent State

van funded
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
has appropriated $500 'o pay for a van to
carry s'uden's 'o Kent State University in
Ohio 'o demonstrate proposed con-
•ruc'ion of a gymnasium on the site of
'he May 4, 1970 murder of four students
during an an'i-war demonstration.

The van will be leaving midnight
Friday, reaching Kent State in time for a
special program Saturday night and rally
on Sunday. Transportation is being
handled by 'he Revolutionary Student
Brigade. They can be reached either at
heir office on the balcony of the Student
Union (4'h floor) or at their table in the
Campus Center or S'udent Union.

This weekend's rally does not include
any plans 'o "go under the fence to
iccupy 'he proposed site, but one of the
purposes of Sunday's rally is to build
suppor' for a Seabrook-s'yle occupation
-n Sep'ember24'h, according to a group
kn(jwn as 'he May 4'h Coalition.

Approximately 20 students have
signed up 'o go in 'he van and in private
vehicles if necessary. With the presence
of Ken' S'a'e S'udents, and students
from campuses across the country and
non-s'uden' sympathizers, there will be
a- leas' 1000 people at the rally.

Violence is unlikely to occur, as the
goal .of 'he May 4'h Coalition is to enlist

he support and sympathy of as many
people possible. I' is 'he opinion of 'he
cfjali'ion 'ha' unprovoked violence makes
m.,re enemies 'han friends.

By LIZ VERGOZ
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Employees Union last hight decided to
rebuild the stewards council this year.
Members of the GSEU at last night's meeting in the Campus

Center also discussed their history and how it has effected their
present situation.

^^^V'^®?®"!''®^
the Massachusetts Labor Relations Board in Bostonmay be deeding if the GSEU will become a recognized union

«t.S!nt
^°-c^^a'^Person Brad Klein told the 40 other graduate

^«^-?.^'®*^"'/^ ^^^ ""^^""9 that the GSEU plans to reach out to

Snts
department on campus and work for all the graduate

Klein said the stewards council will eliminate the possibility of
competition within particular departments this year.
GSEU organizing chairperson Monte Pearson said the GSEU will

provide democracy through the stewards council
Pearson said the GSEU wants to create friendships with graduate

students from different departments on campus
Pearson recalled the Graduate Student Employees Union

Committee was formed in 1975 during the budget crunch at UMass
in 1975 UMass began to suffer limited budget allocations from the

state, in the last three academic years student enrollment in many of

the schools on campus was high while the University was unable to
hire enough faculty to meet the demand.

Graduate student employment was also affected during thisbudgetary crisis.
**

"..n!!2.nti«i"^''^^ i^®
graduate students were considered

unessential and their jobs were cut back by 34 per cent in 1975UMass graduate students are hired as teaching associates (to's)
teaching assistants (ta's) and research assistants (ra's).
Another GSEU member said she is afraid that graduate students

hired for the unusually large freshmen class this fall will be cut out ofnext year's program.

This semester 500 additional freshmen were enrolled at UMass
creating the need for more instructors. Very few departments were
able to hire new faculty because the annual budget was not finalized
in time for the faculty recruiting reason, which is in the spring.
Some departments that received additional funds from the budget

passed in July, used the money to hire graduate students.
Another problem the GSEU discussed last night was the

inequality in the pay structure for graduate student employees.
One member said for the same amount of work graduate students

can receive anywhere from $400 to $2,000.
He continued, saying that graduate students, never know what

employment they will receive or even if it will be in their department.
The GSEU said that it hopes to create recognition, legal assistance

and a place to go with grievances.

Monty Pearson, organizing chair-
person for the GSEU. (Staff photo by
Ellen Davis).

Bonnto L«vftan, Chairp«r8on of the Union Program Council and David Cantor
diacuaa upcoming plans with new member*.
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Program Council sets

Woody Sfjaw band
and George Benson
By GA YLE SOPER
Collegian Staff

5eorge Benson and 'he Woody Shaw jazz
'e' _highlight 'his year's Union Proqram

Ge
sex

Council calenda

The council's first concert will feature four
bands at 'he University Food Services
barbeque Sept. 22. Appearing will be one
name brand and 'hree local bands, as yet
unnamed, according to council chairperson
B.^nnie Levi'an.

Ticke's for 'he Benson concert are priced
a' $5 for S'uden's and $6.50 for non-
s'uden's. The concert will be Oct. 13 in Curry
Hicks Cage.
The Woody Shaw jazz sextet will appear

N ;v. 4 in 'he S'uden' Union Ballroom," and

on Nov. 19, 'he Bobby Hutchinson quartet
will entertain.

A' a recrui'ment meeting last night, Arlene
Gre'o, publicity director, said tickets for all

council programs will be sold in advance at
•he S'uden' Senate Lecture Service on the
main floor of the S'udent Union. Other
locations are: Record Town in Hadley's
Mountain Farms Mall, Faces of Earth in

Ambers', and Ticketron.

Council meetings are open to all students,
and anyone is eligible to become a member
af'er a"ending 'hree meetings. Members are
en'i'led 'o vo'e for artists who may appear at

concerts during 'he semester.
A mee'ing will be held Thursday, Sept. 16,

a' 7 p.m. in 415A S'udent Union for all

S'uden's in'eres'ed in working on security,

s'age crew or publicity.

5 College an alternative
By MARTHA KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Most college students are aware of the
Five College Interchange program around
Amherst, bu' few ever take advantage of it.

Enrollment in 'he program last year totaled
6,135 S'uden's - only one fifth the number
of college s'udents in the area. Not a big
•urnou' when one considers the benefits of
•his program.

Benefi's like 'he great accessability of
courses and distinguished instructors at no
ex'ra charge, free busing, the variety of
cul'ural events and the open library policy
extended 'o students from each college.
These opportunities presented by the Five
College program enhance every students
learning experience.

Full 'ime undergraduate students at any of
•he five colleges, UMass, Amherst, Smith,
Hampshire, and Mt. Holyoke may take
courses after 'heir first semester at any of the
o'her four colleges.

College instructors as well as students take
par' in 'his interchange. E. Jefferson Mur-
phy, five-college coordinator, explained that
if 'here is a big 'urnout for a particular course

an instructor might teach on two or more
different campuses during a semester, in an
effort 'o 'hin out crowded buses.

Informal cooperative ties among Amherst,
Mount Holyoke, Smith and UMass. have
existed for over a century. The original idea
for es'ablishing Hampshire College in 1965
came from 'he other four Valley institutions.

Astronomy, Dance, and Black Studies are
•he most developed departments in the
program, according to Murphy. Last year,
nearly 300 courses and workshops were
offered by 'he colleges, including 15 three-
credi' courses 'hrough UMass' Continuing
Educa'ion Program.

On most weekends students can choose
among several movies, a play or two, a
variety of sports contests, and art exhibits
and concerts. Lectures, films and concerts
are popular on weeknights. The monthly five
college calendar, distributed at each in-
s'i'ution, lists the events on each campus.

The depth and variety of special academic
programs available to five college students
are hard 'o" match. A complete list of course
and any other information is offered in

CASIAC in Machmer Hall.

Anti-abortion bill steps up i

BOSTON \AP] - A bill to ban the use of
public money for abortions in Massachusetts
has moved another step closer to a
showdown in 'he state Senate.
Wi'hou' any debate, the state House of

Represen'a'ives gave final approval to the
measure Thursday on a 145-6Q roll call vote.
The measure now goes to the Senate for a
similar enactment before landing on the desk
.f Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who has
promised 'o veto it.

On Wednesday the Senate gave the bill an
ani'lal round of approval on a 23-15 roll call.

The latest vote in the House indicated that
an'i-abortion forces continue to command
enough s'rength in 'hat chamber to override
a ve'o by Dukakis. However, in the Senate
ally, 'he an'i-abortionists were three votes
shy of 'he 'wo-thirds margin 'hey would
need 'o ge' 'hair bill by 'he governor.
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UN Secretary - General Kurt Waldheim

Waldheim

pessimistic

in annual

UN report
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. \AP] -

Secre'ary-General Kurt Waldheim, in his
annual repor on 'he state of the world,
prediced yesterday 'hat conditions in 1978
will be "serious and unsettled."
Waidheim said 'here had been virtually no

progress in 'he quest for peace in the Middle
Eas', sou'hern Africa and Cyprus and on
such issues as disarmament, human rights
Eas'-Wes' relations and a new world
economic order.

"The s'akes are very high and the dangers
of failure are increasingly ominous," he said.

"I earnes'ly hope 'hat 'he great efforts being
made 'hrough 'he United Nations and else-
where 'o solve these basic problems will

begin 'o bear fruit before 'he end of the
year."

Waldheim also warned against com-
pJacency and rigidity in the world
<>rganiza'ion and appealed to all goverh-
men's 'o help strengthen 'he "position and

•au'hority" of the Security Councir by
respec'ing its decisions.

The secretary-general made these points
in 'he 25-page report which will be submitted
•o 'he 32nd session of the Genera! Assembly
.opening Sep'. 20:

Sou'hern African - The last stages of
decoloniza'ion in Africa are proving to be the
mos' difficul' and are fraught with "great
and increasing dangers." In 'he absence of
nwjor s'eps fon«/ard, 'he situation can give
rise -o violen' reacions which may in turn
rapidly and unexpectedly threaten world
peace and stability.
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News in Brief
Beanie running 3rd

in New York primary
NEW YORK lUPIl - Secretary of State

Mario Cuomo and Rep. Edward Koch took
sligh' leads over incumbent Abraham Beame
and former congresswoman Bella Abzug rn
yesterday's 'ight Democratic mayoral
primary election.

In 'he Republican mayoral primary, state
Sen. Ruy Goodman easily defeated radio
personality Barry Farber. However, Farber
Will be on 'he November general election
ballot as 'he Conservative party nominee.
The pnmary was 'he first election test for

Beame, seeking his second four-year term
since -he city was rescued from near
bankruptcy.

I' appeared none of the seven Democratic
candidates would win 'he necessary 40 per
can' of 'he vote to avert a special runoff
elec'ion be'ween 'he 'op two finishers to
pick 'he par'y entry in November's general
elec'ion.

With 1,999 of 4,763 election districts
reporting, Cuomo had 80,241 or 22 per cent-
Koch had 73,170 or 20 per cent; Beame had
69, 463 or 19 per cent and Abzug had 57,256
^>r 16 per cent.

Solar action office

to open in Boston
BOSTON [Christian Science Monitor] - A

Solar Action Office, the first state office on
he Eas' Coast designed exclusively to en-
courage development of the solar energy
indus'ry, was announced by Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis.

A $78,750 federal grant from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban
Development will pay for the office, which
will be part of the Consumer Affairs
Secre'ariat and will be headed by William

Osborn, former general counsel for the
Energy Facilities Siting Council.

Proclaiming September "Solar Energy
Month," 'he Governor also announced
Massachusetts will be the first state in the
nation 'o receive federal funds for a series of
conferences across the state to acquaint the
public with all aspects of solar energy. The
firs' will be held later this month in Boston.

Lance resignation

reported by Herald

BOSTON \UPI\ ~ The U.S. Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee opened
hearings Thursday on Bert Lance's banking
career amid unconfirmed reports the federal
budge' director would resign next week
following his 'estimony.

The Boston Herald American yesterday
a"ributed 'he information to unidentified
sources close 'o Sen. Abraham Ribicoff, D-
C(jnn., chairman of the committee.

Lance is scheduled to appear before the
panel in a nationally televised session next
week.

The newspaper quoted the sources as
saying 'he embattled Georgian wanted to
answer allegations against him and might
wai» un'il 'he second or third day of his

•es'imony 'o announce his resignation.

Ribicoft, one of Lance's earliest sup>-

porters, met Monday with President Carter
•o discuss what he called new allegations
against 'he Office of Management and
Budge' director.

Also in attendance at the Oval Office
session was Illinois Sen. Charles Percy, the
ranking Republican on the Governmental
Affairs Committee.

Committee bac/cs

minimum wage iiike

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate
Labor subcommittee unanimously approved
legislation yesterday which would raise the
minimum wage to $2.65 an hour next year
and provide automatic increases in the future
geared to prevailing pay in manufacturing.

A similiar bill is waiting House action and
passage of an increase from the present
$2.35 an hour appears certain before the end
of 'he year.

The $2.65 is a compromise between
President Carter, who originally asked
Congress tp increase the minimum wage to
$2.50, and organized labor, which demanded
$3 an hour.

Senate approves

conversion to coal
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The Senate

yes'erday passed its first piece of President
Car'er's energy package, a bill to require
large power plants to convert to coal fuel.

Before approving the bill on a 74-8 vote,
'he chamber voted to table a move to
prohibit large oil and natural gas firms from
buying up new coal and uranium deposits.
The coal utilization bill would prohibit all

new electric power plants and some major
fuelburning installations - with some ex-
ceptions — to burn natural gas or petroleum
as 'heir primary fuel.

I' also would require existing utility and
industrial power plants to switch from
natural gas to coal by 1990, and those that
were using oil before April 20 of this year
would be prohibited from switching to
natural gas.
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STUDENTS and REVOLUTION
'The Role of Students in the Revolution

is the topic of a talk by John Charlton, British revolutionary.

Date: Saturday, September 10

Place: UMass Campus Center, Rm. 911-15
Time: 7:30 p.m.

ALL WELCOME
Sponsored by the International Socialist Organization
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More problems ahead
for Panama treaties

*^WORK STUDY AND STIPEND JOBS AVAILABLE"

HELP ORGANIZE YOUR UNION!

We are looking for energetic students with skills in organizing, writing, typing, sign

making, graphics, etc.

Learn while you create a better university!

He Inquire at the Student Organizing Project, Room 426, Student Union Building.

An equal opportunity employer.
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - Rumblings in
Congress indicated yesterday that there may
be more problems in store for President
Career's Panama Canal treaties than the
expected Senate ratification fight.

The sleeper issue is that the House may
demand a piece of the action, too.
Although approval of treaties as such is

•he sole province of the Senate, the House
does have a constitutional right to vote on
issues hat involve the disposal of valuable
U.S. properties.

Some House members noted Thursday
hat millions, or perhaps even billions, of
dollars worth of U.S.-owned facilities and
equipment would be transferred to Panama
under 'he new treaty. They made plain they
resent Carter's attempt to settle that matter
by reaty, with no House vote.
"The proposed treaties are among the

most expensive in U.S. history," said Rep.
John Murphy, D-N.Y., chairman of the
House Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee. "The United States is divesting
itself through these agreements of a con-
siderable amount of tangible assets in

property....

"I 'hink the common sense nature of the
people of the United States will lead them to
object strenuously to the disposal of billions

of dollars of assets in Panama unless they are
assured that every constitutional process will

be adhered to in the effectuation of a new
agreement."
Murphy said previous administrators have

sought House approval for disposing of
relatively minor U.S. properties in Panama,
yet 'he present administration believes "the
mammoth investment of the United States in
•he Canal Zone.... can be disposed of without
any say whatsoever from the House of
Representatives."
That view, he said, "is one that is

dangerous for the Constitutional balance of
powers." He urged the House to "assert its
vital interest in the process by which the new
canal treaties will be effectuated."
The same issue provided the only criticism

levelled at Ambassadors Sol Linowitz and
Ellsworth Bunker, the chief U.S. treaty
negotiators, when they briefed the House
international Relations Committee on the
pact yesterday.

Rep. Larry Winn Jr., R-Kan., asked why
'he administration was deliberately
"ignoring" the House's constitutional
junsdiction over disposal of American
property.

State Department legal counsel Herbert
Hansen said he did not feel "ignore" was the
proper word but conceded the ad-
ministration hopes to confine the treaty
issues to Senate ratification alone.

"Disposition of U.S. property by treaty has
been going on for some time," he said.
The attorney generals of four states -

Iowa, Indiana, Idaho and Louisiana - tried
'o raise the same issue earlier this week when
•hey asked the Supreme Court to temporarily
forbid Carter to sign the pacts.

All $6.00

twin bedspreads NOW $5.95

All $10.00
double bedspreads NOW $7.95

Sole Ends Sot. Sept. 1 7th

ofparth
Amherst, Ma.

9:30-6:00 Men. -Sat.

WASHINGTON: Sen. John Sparkman, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, greets Brig. Gen. Omar Torrijos of Panama as he arrives for the signing
of the Panama Canal treaty yesterday. (UPI)

Four arrested for bogus bills
Arrested were Shapiro; Joseph M. "Little

Joe" Napolitano, 34, formerly of Melrose
who was arrested in Portland, Maine;
Orlando M. "Mikey" Napolitano, 61, arrested
in Popano Beach, Fla.; Joseph V. Puz-
zangara, 49, of Revere and Ethel Rotondo,
39, of Dedham.

BOSTON \UPI\ - The Suffolk County
District Attorney's office said yesterday four
men and one woman were arrested in

connection in an alleged conspiracy to
distribute more than $3 million in counterfeit
$100 bills.

District Attorney Garrett H. Byrne and
Gerald E. McDowell, head of the New
England Organized Crime Strike Force said
•he arrests were based on indictments
returned by the Suffolk County Grand Jury.
The indictments relate to the seizure last

July 8 of $3.3 million in bogus $100 bills at

•he home of James B. Shaprio, 33, of 20
Willis St., Dedham

They are charged with violations of federal
counterfeiting statutes which carry a
maximum penalty of life imprisonment if

convicted.

Byrne's office said the investigation is

continuing and more arrests are expected.
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Zero

Mostel

dies at

age 62
PHILADELPHIA \UPI] - Actor Zero

M(<s'el, famous for his starring Broadway-
role in Fiddler on the Roof, died last night at
Thomas Jefferson Hospital at the age of 62.
A spokesman for the hospital said Mostel

died uf a cardiac disorder. He had been
admitted to the hospital Saturday apparently
suffering from a virus but was released the
r>ext day. He was readmitted Sunday
complaining of feeling ill.

Mvjstel was in Philadelphia to star in the
production. The Merchant, which was
cancelled last week when he became ill.

Mostell had been a standup comedian and
ac'ed in films. He was to play the role of
Shylock in The Merchant, Arnold Wesker's
reworking of Shakespeare's source material
for "The Merchant of Venice." The show as
•o open at 'he Forrest Theater in Philadelphia
before going 'o Broadway.
He made audiences howl with his satirical

political sketches, inventing hilarious
characers such as Sen. Polltax T. Pellagra.

His satire was so devastating that he once
was summoned before the House
Unamerican Activities Committee. For a
short ,jme, he was even on entertainment
blacklists.

His career suffered many mishaps. He was
miscas' in a number of his early films — films
like DuBarry Was a Lady" and "Mr.
Belvedere Rings 'he Bell."

Bu' he also soared to the heights with
wc^nderful roles that electrified audiences.
Mos* memorable was his portrayal in 1965 of
Tevye in "Fiddler on the Roof", and his

enacmen' in 1962 of the Nero-like hero of

"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to

•he Forum."
Perhaps his most remarkable achievement

was his Mtle role in 1960 in Eugene lonesco's
drama "Rhinoceros." He created the illusion

of changing himself from a man into a
rhinoceros with such realism that audiences
gasped.

Cri'ics praised him to the skies for his
porrayal in 1958 of the befuddled Everyman
in "Ulysses in Nighttown," derived from
James Joyce's novel "Ulysses."

Zero was one of the inspired pantomime
geniuses on American theater history. He
shared wi'h Groucho Marx the mysterious
alen* of being able to say more with a
cocked eyebrow 'han other actors could say
wi'h a 'housand words.

House agrees

to bomber halt

WASHINGTON lUPI] - On a narrow
hree-vote ma(*gin, the House agreed
yes'erday wiih President Carter and the

Sena'e 'o hal* production of the B1 bomber.
The 202-199 vote to delete $1.4 billion for

he 81 from a defense money bill was the
final official decision to halt production of the
highly sophisticated plane that was to

replace 'he 25-year-old 852 bomber.
The ac'ion came on a $110 billion com-

promise appropriations bill worked out by
House and Senate conferees. The overall

measure passed on a 361-36 vote and was
sent to 'he Senate for final congressional
ac'ion.

The 81 vote, approving an amendment by
Rep. Joseph Addabbo, D-N.Y., to delete the
funds, was a major reversal of House sen-
iment 'hat was expressed in a 243-178 vote
in June 28 which ktfted a similar Addabbo
amendmen'.

Then Carter, on June 30, officially ordered
a halt in production of 'he 81 which had
been under planning and development
s'ages ff^r seven years at a cost of some $3
billion and was ready 'o go into production.
The $1.4 billion would have provided for five

of 'he new bombers.
The Senate subsequently voted 59 to 36 to

suppor' Career's order but House and Senate
conferees could not reach agreement on the

bf^mber and ief' the final decision to the

House.
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Most Drinks 50c

Open 6:00 p.m. • 1:00 a.m
Rte. 5. No. Hatfield
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y^EEKLY SPECIALS

KNICKERBOCKER
12 oz. NR

til 954 case

TUBORG
12 OZ. cans

(CSS
^0 case

BALLANTINE ALE
16 oz. Ret.

Ji;5o ..,
%0 depo

50

deposit
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CORE COURSES
OHI lOOC D ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICSID)

AMERICAN POLITICS (Dl
INTRO TO MICROECON IDl
INTRO TO MACROECONIDi
SOCIETY AND LITE RATUREICI
SOCIETY AND THE ARTS ICI
REGIONAL ECONOMICSIDI

COURSES IN URBAN STUDIES AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

DYNAMICS Of PERSONAL /^ "iD COMMUNITY HEALTHWOMEN SCENTER PRACTICUM
IMAGINATION ENCHANTMENT AND PERSONAL IDENTITY
THE PRISON EXPERIENCE IN AMERICA
WOMEN AND WORK
MEN AND MASCULINITY
SEX ROLES AND HUMAN IDENTITY
ORGANIZING IN THE URBAN ENVIHOMENT
FAMILY AND NEIGHBORHOOD
LABOR IN AMERICA
N BOYS CLUB PRACTICUM
COMMUNITY SERVICES AND THE AGING
PERSONAL IDENTITY AND CULTURAL AWARENESS
ASPECTS OF URBAN AMERICA
BLACK MUSIC AND THEATER
URBAN MENTAL HEALTH CRISIS
IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP
MONSON STATE PRACTICUM
HOUSING ANALYSIS

You < j«t> f eqistwr for thess courses until September 14 at
M( Intirr- Hiiusw 9 5 weekdays Tel S45 ?882

OPENING
WHISTLE

for

Happy Hour Prices

All Day & Every Day

Large Pitcher

of BEER

$0702
Miller

Bud

Schlitz

Plus Free Popcorn

37 North Pleasant St.,

Amherst

Rusty

Nail /

TONITE & TOMORROW
Friday, Sept. 9

& Sat., Sept. 10

James Montgomery

Band

EVERY SUNDAY

Widespread Depression

EVERY MONDAY

Midnifiht Shift

TUES., SEPT. 13

Orchestra Lune

Sunderland Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937

i BROWN'S
\f For Tremendous

Selection and

SAYINGS on

»^ Bedspreads

»^ Draperies

^ Rugs (Really Great)

*^ Bed Pillows

1^ Throw Pillows

t^ Sheets

t^ Mattress Pads

t^ Wall Hangings

1^ Blankets

$^ Curtain Rods

178 No. Pleasant St.

Tel. 253-5862

Parking in rear of store

THE

SAN FRANCISCO: Police officer Dennis Meixner points his revolver at driver (not shown) of bulldozer tellinn hi.« -mi

Government plans cracl<down
on unpaid education loans
WASHINGTON WPI] - The government

is urning to The "specific talents" of a
private collection agency to track down ex-
college students who have defaulted on
$413.6 million in federally guaranteed loans,
'he Office of Education said yesterday.
"We cannot permit students simply to

walk away from their debts/' said Leo
Kornfeld, deputy commissioner for student
financial assistance.

To do so, he said, would "do a grave
injustice tQ the American public who
provided them with an opportunity for
education" and would create "an ex-
ceedingly poor example for the rest of
American youth."
The collector who eventually wins the

government contract to seek out former
students will have an incentive to go after the
longer outstanding debts first.

The Office of Education will pay the firm a
percentage of payments collected, the
largest amounts to be paid on defaults at
least five years old and the smallest on debts
less than two years old.

An estimated $413.6 million is in default
under the Federal Insured Student Loan
Program, or about a 12.3 per cent default
rate since the program began a decade ago.
Since then, the government has

guaranteed $4.6 billion in student loans
averaging about $1,000. However, tracking
the loans is complicated because a single
student may have had more than one loan.
The Office of Education contracted in 1975

with a computer company to put in a
multimillion dollar tracking system to help
solve some of the problems.

In 1976, Congress for the first time
authorized 'he federal government to use
private collection agencies.

A spokeswoman for the education office
said a private agency will be used, besides
106 Office of Education employes working
nationwide 'o collect debts, because "the

collec'ion business requires a very specific
'alen', a kind of experience and talent you
dun'' find outside the collection business."
"Of course, 'he private collectors will not

harass students," she said.

Only 'he collector's salaried workers will
be permitted 'o make the collections, a
res'ric'ion apparently aimed at avoiding
s'rong arm 'actics sometimes associated
wi'h collection firms working on com-
missions.

Heavy drinking doubles
risk of abnormal babies
BOSTON [UPI] - Persistent consumption

of alcohol by women during pregnancy
doubles their chances of bearing abnormal or
defective babies, the New England Journal
of Medicine reported yesterday.
However, heavy drinkers who lower their

alcoholic intake during pregnancy probably
reduce their odds of bearing an abnormal
infant, a team of Boston area medical
researchers discovered.

The survey of 600 pregnant women at

Boston City Hospital defined a heavy drinker
as consuming the equivalent of at least two
or three drinks daily.

Dr. Eileen M. Ouellette, a Harvard Medical

School professor who directed the study,
said 71 per cent of babies born to heavy
drinkers were abnormal at birth.

She said 'hat figure compared to 36 per
cent of babies born to moderate drinkers and
35 per cent of those born to teetotalers.

"I' does appear clear that there is a
definitively increased risk to offspring of
women who drink heaVily during
pregnancy," the researchers concluded.

The researchers found infants of heavy
drinkers did not suckle well. They were also
more jittery and had smaller brains and heads
and poorer muscle tone than normal.

HIDEOUT
Pizza-Grinders-Sandwiches-Cold Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amtierst
Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

Our ExclusivesU EGGPLANT GRINDERS and CANADIAN BACON PIZZA'S

SPECIAL IN STORE OFFER ^SO OFF ANY PURCHASE irifh Clan rf W College ID

"Wo dollYor ovory day from 5:00 till closing, from 3:00 on Sunday."

77^/5 Week's
DELIVERY Specials

1. Buy two large pizzas and get a small pizza FREE!

2. Buy two grinders and get two sodas FREE!

"258-0441n
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Liddy says
he'd do it

all over again
WASHINGTON \AP] - G. Gordon Liddy,

in his first interview since leaving prison, said
yesterday that if a president asked him to
repea' 'he work he performed in the
Watergate break- in, he would answer: "Yes,
'hy will be done."

Liddy said it dramatically, in Latin: "Fiat
voluntas *ua."

Thinner by 30 pounds than when he first

went into prison for burglary, wiretapping
and conspiracy in January 1973, Liddy asked
a small group of reporters to meet with him
on his first full day of freedom.

Liddy was released Wednesday from the
federal prison in Danbury, Conn., after

serving more than 52 months for his role in

the Watergate scandal.

His meeting yesterday turned into a full-

size news conference with an unusual touch.
A man threw an applie pie into Liddy's face
as he entered the room.
A reporter asked Liddy: "If the president of

'he United States asked you to do that kind
of work again, what would you say?"

"Yes." There was no hesitation. "When
he prince approaches his lieutenant, the
proper response of the lieutenant to the
prince is 'Fiat voluntas tua."

Was there any indication that Richard
Nixon wanted Watergate done.

"I have no comment," said Liddy.

Q. Any remorse for Watergate?
A No.

Q. Why not?
A. Just no.

Q. Can you tell us why you went into

Watergate?
A. I can, but I won't.
Q. Can you tell us what you were looking

for?

A. I could, but I will not.

Q. Why won't you?
A. I choose not to.

A' one point, Liddy said "I do not reproach
myself" for his actions.

During the 45-minute conference, Liddy's
five teenaged children stood behind him. His
wife, a schoolteacher, sat in a chair nearby.

Liddy said he had no plans at present to
write a Watergate book, although he said he
had 'ried working on nonfictiop without
much success.

"I don't want to appear to be quixotic in

hese refusals 'o discuss Watergate and so I

will say 'his," Liddy said, almost
apologetically, after a rapid-fire series of

questions.

"There were a substantial number of

differen' reasons why five years ago I opted
for silence. One of them is that if I don't want
you to know something, I simply will not
speak about it to you, I will tell you the
truth."

As Liddy said it, his deep-sunken brown
eyes burned with fervor as they did when he
stood 'rial for the burglary with James W.
McCord Jr. in January 1973.

Poor
Richards

Kte. 9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25* DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

Around New England

Bill allows elderly

free college tuition
BOSTON [AP\ ~ Massachusetts

residents over the age of 65 could attend
classes at state colleges, universities cr
community colleges tuition free under a
bill which won final approval in the
Massachusetts House.
The legislation passed on a voice vote

yes'erday without debate.
The only limitation in the bill is that the

college seats be available without
requiring extra classes in a given subject.

For those over 65 who would like to do
something less intellectually taxing, the
House also gave final approval to a bill

cutting in half the fees charged them for
hunting and fishing licenses.

Delinquent taxpayers

unveiled in Boston
BOSTON [AP] - /Vith ceremonial

fanfare. Mayor Kevin White released the
names of delinquent excise and property
taxpayers yesterday, including public
officials, a large theatre chain and the
bankrupt Penn Central Railroad.

Like a showman who kept his audience
in susp>ense. White removed a cloth
covering photographs of faces or
properies of prominent but delinquent
'axpayers.

The list included two Boston
legislators. Sen. Bill Owens and Rep.
Royal L. Boiling Jr., Executive Council
member Herbert Connolly, and the E.M.
Loew's theater chain. City Hall spokes-
man Benjamin Kilgore said.

The largest single delinquent corporate
'ax was some $17 million owed by Penn
Central, Kilgore said. He said the Lowe
•ab is about $720,000.
White said the public demonstration

'was conceived to further set the mood
for a concentrated effort to collect back
'ax revenues owed the City of Boston"
The mayor's sentiments were echoed

by S'ate Secretary Paul Guzzi who told
members of the Golden Age Club in

Springfield that delinquent taxpayer lists
should be published annually by cities
and 'owns throughout Massachusetts.

"Delinquent taxpayers inevitably in-

crease 'he 'axes all citizens must pay,"
Guzzi said.

Newspaper publication of delinquent
'axpayers in Boston, North Adams and
o'her communities this year has helped
officials speed collection of overdue real
es'ate and excise 'axes, Guzzi said.
The Boston list revealed the Boston

S'ock Exchange building as the single
larges' 'ax delinquent parcel, with $2
million in unpaid taxes, according to Kil-

gore.

Yesterday's
. ceremony followed an

abortive but highly publicized attempt
las' week 'o seize a helicopter owned by
Boston 'rial lawyer F. Lee Bailey for non-
payment of taxes.

SpringfieldJudge
OK's 'Calcutta'

SPRINGFIELD lUPI] - The play "Oh,
Calcutta" is not obscene and can be
performed in the city-owned Symphony
Hall Oct. 8, a Hampden County Superior
Court judge ruled yesterday.
Judge John M. Greaney ruled after a

'wo-day trial that the play, which he
viewed on videotape Wednesday, did not
meet any of the criteria for obscenity.
The play deals with human sexuality

and includes some nudity. City officials
had asked that it be declared obscene
and banned from appearing in Symphony
Hall.

City solicitor William J. Fitzgerald had
said: "it's not a question of whether or
not it should be left to the citizen to
decide by his or her attendance. The
question is whether citizens of
Springfield want this type of per-
formance. I'd say the vast majority do
not."

Almanac predicts
another cold one
LEWISTON. Maine \AP] - Keep your

long Johns handy — the Farmers'
Almanac says the coming winter is going
o be a bitter one.

"For 1977-78, we show another rough
winter, with cold and snow aplenty
although not as bad as the winter just

pas'," says 'he almanac's 161st annual
edi'ion, just off the presses.
The venerable publication was right on

'arget last year when it forecast "a big,

bad winter," followed by a "scorchingly
hot" summer.
"We predicted it first," crows Almanac

edi'or Ray Geiger, 67, who obtains his

forecasts from Harry K. Buie, a retired

astronomer and school administrator in

Inverness, Fla.

"He uses a secret formula, passed
down since 'he Almanac was founded in

1818," says Geiger. '|t'.-. based on
sunspots, 'he position of the planets and
'he 'idal action of 'he moon."
The Almanac has been issuing

forecasts 52 years longer than the
National Weather Service, says Geiger,
wh(j rarely passes up an opportunity for a
good-na'ured jab at the government-run
bureau.

"We call them a 'nonprophet'
agency," he says.
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BARNEY'S BEANERY
N««r Country Boutiqu*

Oak* Decorating h Supplies
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LOUNGE
Roughnaa* Or Rough Language
Not Parmittad Hara

Routa47, Madlav
CLOSED MONDAYS

NEAR COUNTRY MOTEL
Tal 584 7200

NEVER A COVER OR MINIMUM

GRADUATE

STUDENTS
Apllcations are now being accepted
for the position of Student Activities
Residential Program Assistant.

work with Student Activities
Program Advisors in support
of residential area student
programing.
advise Area Governments on
activities and events,
liaison with Residential Area
staff. Community Resources,
and Student Activites (RSO)
Office.

Deadline for applications
Friday, September 9

Student Activities Office
See Mrs. O'Connor

Annual stipend-no tuition waiver
Factors of race, color, sex, age, religion,
national origin or handicap are not
considered in the admission or
treatment of students or in employment,
in accordance with Federal and State
laws and regulations.

James P. Riley
Asst. Coor. of St. Activities

Sweet
Chariot
Im an Air Force officer and my sweet
chariot IS a supersonic aircraft Wfien
I visit home people are happy to see
me And proud They say I'm doing my
part in the community by showing the
young people and the adults that you
really can make it You really can get
your share of A Great Way of Lite

I also feel good about my position in

tfie Air Force community I'm a leader
there, too Im someone the other
brothers and sisters I meet in tfie ser
vice can look to And it reassures them
to know they have a voice in Air Force
matters that concern them
The Air Force needs more leaders
pilots aircrew members math
maiors science and engineering ma
|ors You might be one of them, and
the t)esf way to find that out is in an Air

Force ROTC program There are two
and four year programs Scholarship
and non scholarship Why not look
into all of them and see if one fits your
plans' It s worth it. brother

Air Force ROTC

THE HATCH
STUDENT UNION

presents

LesKe West
formerly of

MOUNTAIN

WE'RELOOKING FOR

'Mississippi Queen

Friday, Sept. 9

Saturday, Se|it. 10

Volunteers are being sought to aid the Daily Collegian as RECEPTIONISTS.

Responsibilities will include: answering telephones, giving directions and
generally presenting a pleasant welcome on behalf of the Collegian.

If you enjoy meeting and greeting people and have some time to assist the
Collegian, please contact...

Tony Armelin, Business Manager I 545-3500

Doors open at 8:00 p.nii
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A moment not
easily forgotten
To the Editor

Richard Nixon has made his million telling
us more lies over network television and the
rightists in Congress are resisting the return
of the Panama Canal Zone to its rightful
owners - the people of Panama.

ft certainly has changed in the past five
years and it makes one wonder what ever
happened to the people who fought for
social and international Justice in the past
decade - where have they gone?

This weekend they are planning to plow
under Blanket Hill at Kent State where four
students were killed by the Ohio National
Guard on May 4, 1970 to make way for a
gym. The reasoning is rather simple. Why
should we commemorate an event that
occured in the 'darkest' era in our nation's
history since the CivH War? America was
defeated wasn't she? Isn't that enough?
When are we going to stand up and an-

swer back with a voice that will remind them
that our memories are not so easily em-
balmed?

The deaths of the four Kent State students
are much more than a reminder of the social
upheaval caused by the war and the corrupt
Johnson-Nixon administrations and they
certainly are not symbolic of any so-called
defeat. They are rather a reminder of a
victory for the American people.

The protests, marches, and ultimately the
murders at Kent and Jackson State changed
the American national conscience if only
briefly. For the first time in our history
massive public opinion against the foreign
and donjestic policies of vested interests in
the government were forced to concede to
the people who are supposedly the true and
final controllers of the nation's destiny -
that's US, all 220 million of us and now they
want to bury it under a gyml

It is sadly ironic that seven years later there
are some Americans - and very powerful
ones at that - who would risk another
tragedy - this time in Panama - for the
sake of some vague and misplaced notion
that America must buUy smaller nations in
order to prove its strength.
W» are strong but we willbejudged not by

th0 brute force we can muster but by
principles by which we govern ourselves.

It is strange, indeed, that the President
who thunders out against human rights
infringement in the Soviet Union can remain
stfent about the desecration of our history at
K»nt State and Jackson State - the
desecration of the memories of students who
died for the Constitutional right to protest
against the wrong doing of their govern-
ment

Could the people who justify building a
gym at Kent State justify building a shoppingmM over Gettysburg?

Can those who see justice in resisting the
right of Panamanians to lay claim to a part of
their own homeland justify the denial of
those same rights to American Indians who
demand the return of lands unlawfully seized
from tham?

It is 1977 - have we forgotten so soon
that we can watch the same reactionary
collective we so indignantly put down less
than half a decade ago return to take back
what they had stolen in the first place? If so
there are some terrible years ahead for
America and perhaps our children will not
have the opportunities we had to make the
needed changes

John G. Oaly, Jr.

To the Editor
Back to school and that means physics for

many! In its never ending search for ways to
help our students, the Physics Department
offers the following glossary of terms:

Calculus of residues — How to clean up a
bathtub ring.

Coma - Italian: multi-toothed device for
rearranging one's hair.

Commutator - A student who drives to
school.

Conic section — Funny paper.
Corona ~ An officer who enquires into
the manner of violent death.
Cosine - The opposite of "Stop sign".
Cusp ~ To use profane language.
Exit pupil - A retiring student.
Flux - Past participle of the verb "to
flex".

Gram ~ To review for examinations.
Grand canonical ensemble — Ecumenical
council

Graph Principal item of a cow's diet.
Ground state - Coffee, before brewing.
Harmonic function — Concert.
Hermitian operator — Recluse surgeon.
Humbug - Noisy wiretap.
Hypotenuse — Animal like rhinoceros but
with no horn on nose.
Len - Singular of lens, specifically a one-
sided optical dement.

Il I'

Physics, anyone?
Marginal ray - A ray of doubtful origin.
Millimeter ~ A bug like a centimeter but
with more legs.

Normal solution - The wrong answer.
Orifice ~ Place of business.
Paradox - Two Ph.D.'s.
Polygon — A dead parrot.
Poynting vector - A redundant term; all
vectors point.

Spectra — A female ghost.
Sphere — A long pointed weapon.
Spin operator - Owner of a Ferris wheel.
Statistical correlation - 36-22-35.
Torque — Conversation.
Ultraviolet catastrophe - Bad sunburn.
Vortex - Point of a mathematical figure
opposite the base.
Watt ~ Will you please repeat that
remark?
Perhaps readers of your columns have

some additional entries to add to this list,

originally publishee by the Eastman Kodak
Company. If so. I will gladly serve as the
compiler.

Arthur R. Quinton
GRC A313A

Asbestos

fought
By DAN PARADIS

Mass PIRG, (Mass. Public Interest
Research Group), has been involved lately in
a campaign to inform the consumer and
manufacturers of asbestos products PIRG is
trying to point out that people are presently
unaware of the health hazards involved by
being in contact with these materials

In talking with the PIRG administrators I

find they feel that the public is often t^
eager to place the blame on a central source- namely, the asbestos plant itself. PIRG
would like to see the products containing

commentary

A job well done

C]HEN5lON IN ISSO."*

To the Editor
Kudos to E. Patrick McQuaid for the

brilliant editorial and production qualities
displayed with the 1977 Back to School
Issue.

The layout and graphic effects throughout
the paper are a credit to Mr. McQuaid and his
staff.

"The Great Collegian Put-On, " the "Arts
and Leisure Pastimes", 'Radio wrap ups,'
'The First Whole Ubrary Catalog,' arid
reviews of summers news and activities at
the University (and more) set his product far
above the commercial issues produced by
other local newspapers.
A tip of the hat to Mr. McQuack for a job

well done.

David Letters

MASSACHUSETTS OAILT

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
mus' be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all
lexers mus^ be 'yped, double- spaced, at
six»y spaces per line, and no more than
'Wf> pages.

Organiza'ions may submit letters, but
•hey mus' include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letter are subject to editing, for
either consent or space, according to the
judgement of 'he editors. Due to space
limi'a»ions, 'here is no guarantee that all
lexers received will be printed.
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asbestos taken off the market, or improved
to coincide with health and safety standards
Their objective is clear cut, they want to get
local industry's support in distributing
asbestos-containing products, which they
hope will reach home with the asbestos
plants themselves. Other directions that they
are taking is the addressing of the Amherst
School Committee on the dangers of
asbestos such as the chipping and dust from
school ceilings and walls. This could prove to
be as endearing as the recent lead paint
panic. The opening of the new Student Auto
Workshop (SAW) is sighted as a possibility
to back PIRG in the recent asbestos brake-
lining issue.

One PIRG administrator sympathized with
the public because of what he believed to be
an elusive list of asbestos products He
named a few as being car brake-linings,
bulletin boards, commercial ships, ceilings
walls, decorations, pot holders, and floor
tiles.

PIRG researchers claim that the dangers
imposed by asbestos are incurable forms of
cancer. The most common cases are lung
cancer, and strange skin malignancies.
Researchers agree upon the stages of
asbestos poisoning. In some cases people
come in contact with chip and dust residues
and get the asbestos on their bodies, through
clothing deposits. Breathing the dust in can
be equally as dangerous.
Asbestos cancer is not necessarily

singular. Ken Silver, a UMass student PIRG
coordinator said that, "Once one brings the
substance in contact with other people they
too are liable to contamination." He con-
tinued to say that, "There are documented
cases of families together contracting
cancer. A family man within the state
recently sent a floor tile to a citizens aware
organization. It was confirmed as being a
potent cancer source.
The investment of two dollars that

students can pay each semester on their fee
bill seems a small amount to pay for the
safety and health of us all in the future. My
immediate impression of PIRG still stands
Their approach and timing appears to be of a
subtle philosophical vintage. They want to
achieve student support without an apparent
hard-selling pitch. In Silver's words,
"Ignorance is in the long run an intolerable'
pnce to pay,"
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The final

frontier
By ALAN SHEPARD

Space; the final frontier. This is the journey
of a UMass education. One's four year
mission, to seek out new lives and ex-
periences, to skeptically go where no high
school dropout has gone before.
The taking up of space, (which is rapidly

becoming a rare commodity as the Housing
Office can attest to) is all that some have
accomplished after their eight semesters
sp)ent here.

When one graduates, Whitmore looks
upon this transaction as follows: Delete No.
7446782 class of 77, enter No. 6231482 class
of 81. If the lone impression that one has left

on this university is with the computer
programer making this entry, than something
was missed along the way.

Even though the university automatically
assigns everyone a student number. It is

one's own choice to be reduced to such. If

the trend towards this numerical iden-
tification continues, the day may not be too
far off when upon approaching a young
prospect in the Blue Wall and asking her
name she instinctively replies, "8253671, but
my friends call me 82."

Now delving into the archives of the overly
used and worn out cliche department, I come
out with two gems. Number one; "College
prepares you for the outside world" (also
referred to by some as the 'real' world).
Number two; "What you get from college is

what you put into it".

If we are now behind this wall of reality, as
implied in cliche number one, it would be

Kent State: America's 'open wound
By JIM PAULIN

"The UMass Student Senate hereby
condemns all moves by the Kent State
University Trustees and Administration to
plow "Blanket Hill" and the memory and
spin* of Kent and Jackson State into
oblivion.

"Rationale: The murder of four Kent State
s'udents on May 4, 1970, while they were
protesting the war in Vietnam, is of grave
concern for all students in the United
S'ates."

The S'udent Senate, and especially the
Revolutionary Student Brigade, are to be
c(;mmended for the telegram they sent and
•heir support for the May 4th Coalition's
effort.

As May 4 Coalition member Chick Can-
fora, said, 'he gym site is an "open wound"
•hat the Kent State Trustees want to ban-
dage with a gymnasium that could have been
pu* in six other locations.

Supreme Court Justice William Brennan
yesterday gave the go-ahead to con-
struction, and Kent State President Brage
Golding had the incredible hypocrisy to
pontificate that "one group has to yield to
•he other group... The group that yields has
•o yield gracefully. To yield toward violence
is no* the American way." If Golding's
statement is correct, then the Ohio National
Guard is a bunch of dirty treasoness sub-
versives who should be deported.

The problem with the National Guard ("tin
soldiers", as Neil Young described them) is

'hat it mainly serves a police function, but is

given military training. When the Ohio
National Guard shot the students at Kent
S'ate, in their minds they were probably
firing a* Viet Cong. Wherr the National Guard
goes to summer camp, they should spend
less 'ime driving around in tanks and more
•ime learning riot control. Perhaps it would
be a good idea to have the state police assist
in 'raining 'he Guard.

If the Kent State Trustees think that by

PRdPoSeo /CENT STATE GVM
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burying 'he site, the issue will rest in peace,
•hen 'hey couldn't be more wrong. President
Goldings statement that he hopes no
violence will occur as a result of the action of
Justice Brennan, leaves me baffled,
"Because if that does happen," said Golding,
•hen 'he cause for which many of these well
meaning and well intentioned students
worked for will go right down the drain

"

The reality is that the construction of the
gym is what could make the cause "go right
down 'he drain." However, the coalition
•akes heart in the fact that the gym at
Columbia University in New York City was
not completed, though it was half finished at
the time that students took direct physical
action against the gym, and consequently,
'he gym was never built on the site.

Ttiere is an expedition leaving from UMass
'o Kent State tomorrow night for an anti-
gym rally. One of the purposes of this rally is

•o build support for another illegal but highly
m.'jral and ethical occupation of the gym site
with another tent city on Sept. 24, like the
one that had been established this summer
until it was evicted by a court order. Anyone
interested in either attending or supporting
•he rally should go to Revolutionary Student
Brigade's table in either the Campus Center
or S'udent Union. The Student Senate has
allocated $500 for transportation.

Regardless of what happens, it is im-
possible to alter history by altering
geography. It's like trying to forget the Civil
War by paving Gettysburg.

When one graduates,

Whitmore looks upon this

transaction as follows:

Delete No. 7446782

class of 77, enter

No. 6231482 class of 81.

Abortion legislation discriminatory

wise to take advantage of this situation by
exploring and experimenting in this land of
make believe. Although there are no student
firemen, for those who always wanted to be
one when they grow older, the university
does provide the opportunity to play nurse,
sportscaster, counselor, newspaper writer,
actor, lawyer, manager, senator, volunteer,
disc jockey or maybe even president.
The moral of cliche number two is to be

assertive. You are heading for an inevitable
disappointment If you choose to lay back
waiting to be discovered. No organizations
have yet reached the point of desperation
where door to door recruitment is necessary.
The university can be an intimidating

place, especially to those who are new to its

environment. But it is certainly far less in-

timidating than the world that sun-ounds it.

Space, or a place in society, for most of us
is our final frontier. In many ways the
university is a microcosm of the larger
system that we all must inevitably face.
Many of the challenges we see now in

relating to people and deriving satisfaction
from our work and activities are the same
that will face us beyond our college days.
The amount of success that we have in

dealing with these now, will greatly affect
our confidence and ability to overcome these
in the future.

Most of the learning that takes place here
does happen beyond the confines and ability

to overcome these in the future.

Most of the learning that takes place here
does happen beyond the confines of the
classroom, where your're only spending
approximately four per cent of your time
anyway.
By taking advantage of the other ex-

perience the university has to offer you're
helping yourself, as well as working to
change the image of this campus as one of
an actiy#^ipority anid. apathetic majority.

Our state Senate recently approved a bill

banning the use of public funds for abortion.
There were, however, enough "no" votes to
uphold the Governor's promised veto.

Senator Alan D. Sisitsky, D-Springfield,
said that everyone was sure of how they
were going to vote.

The bill would prohibit spending federal or
state money on abortions except in cases
where the woman's life would be en-
dangered.

Senator Robert Hall, R-Fitchburg, had
proposed three amendments to the bill that
the Senate ruled went beyond the scope of
the original measure.
Two of these amendments were to allow

spending public money for abortion in cases
where the woman's life or health were in

danger, and in cases of rape or incest.

The third was to give family planning
information and materials to those eligible for
medical assistance, thereby reducing the use
of abortion as a birth control method.

This last amendment should already be in

practice, regardless of the status of the bill.

Aside from the moral issues involved,
abortion is more expensive both financially
and physically than most forms of birth
control.

The legislation is discriminatory against
poor women. Abortion, though a volatile
moral issue, remains, by the present laws, a
choice for each individual. The only thing this
proposal accomplishes is banning legal and
healthy abortions for one segment of the
female population — the poor.

The days of back alley abortions are gone.
Let's not go back there. In a society this
technologically advanced, health care
guaranteed for all people is the only humane
route.

The choice for or against abortion should
be available to all of the people, not just
some.

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the
Collegian.

Graphics artists needed
The Collegian editorial pages are h search of graphics artists, if you

are falriy good af drawing with pen and inl< and thini< you might enjoy
drawing for a readership of 20,000, piease give Biil Sundsfrom a cail at
the Collegian, 545-3500. Thanl< you.
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Chicopee claims world's

largest authentic klelbasa
CHICOPEE (UPI) - Residents of

Chicopee, the nation's self-proclaimed
klelbasa capital, have a question about
the world's largest Polish sausage. But
it's not an ethnic joke, it's a matter of
civic pride.

It seems residents of Rogers City
Mich., have produced a 3,000-pound',
8,775-foot sausage and claimed for it the
title of world's largest kieibasa.

But Chicopee residents say the big
sausage is nothing but a "miie-iong hot
dog" and think they deserve the world's
largest title for a 25-foot long, 107-pound
Polish sausage.
"Ours is in a single and natural animal

casing, not in a bunch of casings tied
together," says Leon S. Partyka,
manager of the local firm that produced
the klelbasa for the town's annual World
Klelbasa Festival that is expected to
attract 25,000 people this weekend.
He points out that Chicopee's entry for

the world's largest Polish sausage was
also produced in the traditional shape
and fashion. That means the pork, beef,
veal and a "secret formula" of spices was
planned and made over a two-week
period, finishing up with a five-hour
session in a smokehouse.
"Ours is the real thing, not a big hot

dog," he says.

Fewer women drop out

at military academies
by Associated Press

Women are holding their own as the
second year of coeducation begins at the
nation's military academies this week. And at
Annapolis, West Point, and the Coast Guard
Academy, fewer freshman women have
dropped out during this year's summer
training than during last year's.

"It has gone much better than anyone
anticipated," a Coast Guard Academy
spokesman said in New London, Conn.
Similar assessments came from the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, the Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colo,
and the Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.

Dropout rates for women, although higher
than that for men, are declining, the
academies said. Spokesmen said women
know what to expect at the academies
because of publicity about the coed
programs.
The proportion of women in the service

academies remains small — one out of every
15 plebes entering this year at the Naval
Academy, for example. The institutions say
they have eased physical requirements
somewhat since goi«g coed in June 1976 but
made no other special accommodations for
.the women.

They also said the women who leave do so
more because they are disenchanted with

military life than because they can't take the
considerable stress - academic or physical
My problem was I wanted the education," a

West Point dropout recounted, "but I didn't
consider the military training."
At West Point, 9.6 per cent of the women

in the class of 1981 failed to survive this
summer's rigorous training, known as "beast
barracks." The figure for the class of 1980
last year at this time was 14.3 per cent. In the
sophomore class, 31 per cent of the women
have dropped out compared to 26 per cent of
the men.
"Over-all, it's going very well," said Maj.
Mary Willis, the superintendent's adviser on
women. "The women are really working hard
to make themselves a part of the corps and it
IS showing in the standards they are setting."

At the Air Force Academy, the women's
attntion rate at the end of last summer was 3
per cent. It is 4.5 per cent this year, an in-
crease of two cadets. But the rate among
sophomore women - 17.9 per cent - is
lower than among men, 19.3 per cent.
At the Naval Academy, 7.4 per cent of the

freshmen women — six of 81 - dropped out
during summer training last year. Four of the
90 women, or 4.4 per cent, dropped out this
year. For the sophomore class, 22 per cent of
the women are dropouts as are 10.8 per cent
of the men.
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Write for _

Right for you

Interested in a valuable
college experience?

^ The Collegian, New England's]
college daily,

may be the answer for yo_u.

Does photography interest you?

sportswriting?
news writing?

edito ria liz ing ?

Third World News
Woman's News
layout?

business?
graphics?

fine arts?

^ editing?

recruitment meeting
Monday Sept. 12

at 7:00p.m. in

Campus Center
Room 917. The only qualification
a student and the desire to learn.

See you there.
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Additional open courses
Southwest Courses

190S Black Culture as an Organizing Tool
Monday 7 p.m.

191B Racism, Group Theory and
Television: as it pertains to Afro-Americans
Tuesday 7 p.m.

191 D History and Culture of Puerto Rico I

Wednesday 6-8:45 p.m.
2981 Sculpture Therapy: An Invitation to

Motivation Monday and Wednesday 7-10
p.m.

Sign up in John Adams lobby.
The courses listed below are open to any

student. In special cases, students may be
admitted after the drop-add deadline. To
register, come to Academic Affairs Office,
John Adams Tower Lobby, Southwest. Both
are at The Next Stage Theater.
THEATER 298G BASIC ACTING
Time to be arrariged. Hampden CPA,

Southwest. Instructor: Michael Rusk. Ex-
plores the creative application of basic

theatre concepts to the art and craft of stage
acting. Ideal of non-majors. Workshop
format. Call instructor 5-2803.
THEATER 398E ACTOR TRAINING
WORKSHOP I

Mon. 6:00-7:30, Wed. 5:30-7:00. Hampden
CPA, Southwest. Instructor: Bill Smitrovich.
Exercises and techniques geared toward the
powers of voice, relaxation, concentration,
imagination, movement, self-awareness and
radiation of action; the focus will be toward
letting it happen. Several fundamental texts
will be on reserve. Call 584 1660.

Women's Studies
WoSt 290 WOMEN IN AFRICA
Nana Seshibe
Wed. 7:00-10:00 p.m. Herter 225
An introductory course on African

women, with particular emphasis on South
Africa and Nigeria. Study of the norms and
values of both societies as they affect
women.

University Gallery opens season

The University Gallery will open its

1977-78 season with three exhibitions. On
view through Oct. 7 are major works by
Larry Bell and Sol LeWitt, and until Nov.
13 visitors can also see selections of
recent gifts to the University's collection,

including works by Joseph Cornell,
Richard Stankiewicz, Ellsworth Kelly,

Robert Rauschenberg, Frank Stella,

George Segal, and others.

On view for the first time in Western
New England is Larry Bell's "The Iceberg
and Its Shadow." An exceptionally large
sculpture, composed of 48 pieces of plate
glass, "Iceberg" is now being assembled
in the gallery under the direction of the
artist.

The exhibition also includes three
works by Sol LeWitt. "Four Unit
Square," a large painted steel sculpture,
is now situated on a terrace of the Fine
Arts Center. LeWitt's other works in the
exhibition include 'Variations of In-

complete Open Cubes," a single work
which involves some 400 separate
drawings, photographs and small wood
sculptures, and "Lines and Color," a
series of 64 brilliantly colored lithographs.

The University Gallery, located in the
Fine Arts Center, is open Tuesday 1 1 :30
a.m. -8 p.m., Wednesday through Friday
11:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday 2 p.m. -5 p.m.

Larry Bell's 'The Iceberg and Its Shadow '.

Amherst NAACP branch

plans first fall meeting

The Amherst Branch of the NAACP will

hold its first general monthly meeting of the

fall Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the Mason G.
Davis Community Center (basement of the
Hope Congregational Church) on Gaylord,
between Prospect and Lincoln.

The major item of business will be a

discussion of Amherst Branch activities for

the coming year. The executive board has
proposed a series of public forums to creat^

a greater public awareness of racial problems
in Amherst: The problems of Third World
students in the schools, the scarcity of Third

World teachers in the schools, problems of

housing, shopping, medical care, police

harassment and employment.

Pianist Eugene Maiek

to perform at Smith recital

Pianist Eugenie MaIek will present the first

Smith College faculty recital of the season
Sunday at 8 p.m. in Sage Hall at Snnith. Free.

North Amherst program

welcomes new residents

"Welcome to North Amherst," a com-
munity program featuring historical slides

and conversation will be held Sunday in the
North Amherst Parish Hall, across North
Pleasant St. from Watroba's Market, at 7
p.m. Everyone is invited; the program will be
directed at students and new residents of

North Amherst.
The Outreach Committee of North

Congregational Church and other residents
of North Amherst have organized an evening

of introduction to the community — a brief

slide show will depict sections of North
Amherst in the 1920s. Talks by Michael
Greenebaum and Steve Puffer will also high-

light the program. Various information on
recreation, youth groups and other programs
will be available.

World champion performs

frisbee feats tomorrow
A World Champion Frisbee Master and his

partner will perform their championship fris-

bee feats for shoppers at the Mountain
Farms Mall tomorrow from noon to 4 p.m.
UMass students Dan Habeeb, who won

his World Champion title last week at the
World Frisbee Championships in Pasadena,
California, and his partner Daryl Elliott, also a
contender in Pasadena, are known as the
New England Frisbee Athletics.

The pair will give demonstrations, in-

cluding Frisbee golf.

Theatre guild auditioning

for musical production

The UMass Music Theatre Guild will hold
auditions for its fall musical production,
"Two Gentlemen of Verona," on Monday,
Sept. 12 and Tuesday, Sept. 13, at 6:30 p.m.
in the 165 Campus Center. There are eight

roles for men, four roles for women, and
openings in the chorus for both men and
women.
The musical is a contemporary version of

Shakespeare's comedy, combining Latin-

rock music and modern verse. "Two Gen-
tlemen of Verona" will be performed in

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall, Nov.
17 to 20. For more information, call 549-4833
or 256-6989.

THE NEWMAN CENTER
"Roman Catholic Campus Ministry"

invites

New and Returning Students

to meet each other

Sunday, Sept. 11

8:00 p.m.

at the Newman Center

VIDEO PROJECT JOBS

OPERATIONS
COORDINATORS

Part-time positions available to
coordinate daily activities of the SUP
office—studio. Check in—out equip-
ment, play tapes, office work. NO
VIDEO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
$2.50 hr. — 8-20 hrs. weekly depending
on your schedule.

SHOE
BIN

VIDEO
TECHNICIANS

Part-time position available to ensure
the upkeep of the SUP facilities

equipment. Preventative main-
tenance, minor repair, arranging for
larger repair jobs with local com-
panies. Electronics background
required, with basic video experience
preferred. $2.50 hr. — 10-20 hrs. weekly
depending on your schedule.

In Celebration of

FRim HAPPf HOUR

' Beers
(PUB MUGS)

from 2:30 til 3:30

mm
Se^mber 9

IS7 n. pleasant st^ amherst,ma.

WANTED
SOPHOMORES:

ADVENTUROUS COMPANION WITH
NO OBLIGATION.

Experience the excitement of ad-

venture training courses in Army ROTC.

There is no obligation to the Army as a

sophomore.

ADD Army ROTC to your schedule

and you automatically add aventure to your

campus life.

SOPHOMORES can do it all at UMass
Army ROTC.
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Notices
UMOCS 1ST MtETING

Tonight IVIonday Sept 12 7:00 p.m. In the Campus
Center Complex' Rm 163 Come find out what we're
about'

ENVIRONMENTAL MEETING
Are you concerned about our environment? Come

meet others and find out how you can help with a
project, or put into action any of your ideas. The
coalition for Environmental Quality will be meeting
next Thurs. Sept. 13, at 7:30 in campus center 805
809. We have available 3 officer positions, if you're
interested, no experience necessary, stop by the CEQ
office, 306 student union and talk to us or call 545-
0618.

FENCING TEAM
The UMass fencing team has positions open.

Practices are Tues, and Thurs. at 2:30 room 8 N.O.P.E.
Foil, Sabre and Free. All are welcome. Any questions
call Sean Conley 549 0303.
WOMEN SWIMMERS

Attention Fish! All women interested in swimming
on the intercollegiate team at UMass there is a very
important meeting today, Monday, at 4 p.m. N.O.P.E.
Pool. Bring suit, no competitive experience necessary.
Everyone welcome. Practices will be held Mon-Fri 4
p.m. -6 p.m.
PARTY

For all Hillel members, guests, and new students,
Saturday night September 10 at 8:00 at Farley Lodge
(opposite Southwest). Beer, punch, munchies and a
nonalcoholic punch will be served, a roaring fire and
good people. Promises to make this party a grand
success. See you there!

BE A VOLUNTEER
Come to our recruitment table at the campus center

concourse. Find out what we're all about.
AUDITIONS
The UMass Music Theatre Guild will hold auditions

for "Two Gentlemen of Verona" Sept. 12 and Sept.
13 at 6;30 p.m. in CC room 165. Auditions are open to
all members in the 5-College Community.
MEETING COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

Sept. 4 Campus Center room 905 7:30 p.m. All

interested welcome.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Concensus of those attending the open house
earlier this week was that an open and free-ranging
discussion of the Bible is^'a great need. The first

Biblical Exploration will be offered by UCF
(ecumenical campus ministry) Tuesday from 7:15-
8:15. 428 SU All will be welcome.
COFFEE HOUSE
The Washington Tower Coffee House will present

the first of the semesters this Sun. nite on the 5th floor
Lounge 8-12 p.m.

THIRD WORLD SCIENCE STUDENTS
This Sunday (Sept. 11. 1977) the Black Scientist

Society will hold its firsfrmeeting of this semester. The
place New Africa House We have a lot to offer you
so be there.

ATTENTION
All interested persons, who want to enroll in an

Emergency Medical Tech. (EMT) class, please report
to CC 176 at 8:00 p m on Tuesday 13 Sept 1977
SHABBAT SERVICES

Friday evening in CC 162.
ROSH HASHANA SERVICES

Starting tonite in the Student Union Ballroom at 7
p.m Tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10:00 a.m. and 7 p m in
the SUB Wed. 10 a.m. SUB.
ROSH HASHANNA

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. services and full holiday meals
(free) Tues 10:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Wed. 10:30 a.m.
1 block up from 5-coll bus stop at s'west-30 N. Hadley
Rd May you be inscribed for a good, sweet yearl
ATTENTION: ASIAN AMERICANS

There will be a meeting for all Asian American
students today at 8 00 pm CC809. Please come
MINORITY ENGINEERS

All minority engineers should attend the 1st general
meeting on Thurs. Sept 15, 1977 at 5:30 p,m. in

Engineering East Auditorium,
INDEX EDITOR APPLICATIONS

Applications for 1978 Index Section Editors will be
distributed Wed. Sept. 14 from 6-10 p.m. at a year-
book open house, which will be held in the office
Academics, Activities, Living and Fine Arts.
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASS.
Welcome Asian students! You are invited to the

first gathering of all Asian Americans: We will have
speakers and a film about Asians in the city called
"cruising J-Town". This will be your chance to meet
other Asians in a personal setting. So if you have the
time, stop by the Campus Center in Rm 809 at 8:00
p.m on Mon., Sept. 12. See you there!
RAPE COUNSELOR-ADVOCATES

Informational meeting for those interested in being
trained to work as rape counselor-advocates,
Wednesday, SepT. 14 7 p.m., Everywoman's Center,
506 Goodell Hall. For other information, call EWC at
545 0883

Elective riding will begin Friday. Sept. 9. Lessons
are available to all members of the college community.
The cost is $5 for one half hour private lesson or an
hour group lesson. Sign up each week at Tillson Farm;
sheets will be posted Mondays at 9 a.m. For further
information call Karin Glassman, 545-0260
LIGHT READING

There is only one place on campus to get books for
pleasure reading; the UMass Science Fiction Society.
We have books, magazines, and comics. Become a
member stop by today, room 434 in the Student
Union building, above the People's Market. And don't
forget our fall general business melftting, Thursday
Sept 15 at 8 p.m. in CC 175.

Rosh Hashana services

to be held in SUB
Jews throughout the world will celebrate

Rosh Hashana, the beginning of the Jewish
New Year 5738 Monday at sundown. Rosh
Hashana begins the period of the High Holy
Days; the ten days of repentance and
renewal of faith which culnninate with Yom
Kippur, the Day of Atonement. At UMass,
services will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom:

Monday, Sept. 12 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 13 10:00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 14 10:00 a.m.

Columnist Jack Anderson
to give lecture Monday
Jack Anderson, America's best-known

political columnist, will give a free public
lecture Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Junior
High School in Greenfield (Rtes. 5-10).

The lecture is sponsored by the Greenfield
Recorder, one of the nearly 1 ,000 daily news-
papers that publish Anderson's syndicated
column, "Washington Merry-Go-Round."

Anderson, who won the Pulitzer Prize in

Journalism in 1972, was among the major
investigative reporters revealing the Water-
gate coverup in the White House. In his

column Sept. 9, he reveals how the CIA was
being used by two Watergate masterminds
in trying to "do me in."

The columnist will speak on "The News
Behind the Headlines " and answer audience
questions.

Chilean documentary film

to be shown in SUB
The fourth anniversary of the military coup

which placed Chile's current right-wing
rulers in power will be observed in the
Student Union Ballroom Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
Michael Moffitt, a political analyst based in

Washington, D.C., will talk on "Terrorism
and Politics in Chile and the U.S.," followed
by the showing of a new Chilean
documentary movie, "The Battle of Chile",
parts I and II. There will be a $2 contribution
asked at the door, $1.50 for students.

Two UMass professors
open fall poetry series
Julius Lester, UMass professor in Afro-

American literature, and UMass professor
James Tate will begin The Jones Library's
Fall Poetry Series tomorrow at 3 p.m. Their
readings will juxtapose two distinct cultural

and literary traditions. Both are distinguished
poets and authors.
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To place a clasttfiMl ad, drop by th« Collcflian
Office between a:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m., Monday
through Friday. The deadline Is 3:45 p.m. three
days before your ad is to app«ar. Ask dark for MOC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates »rt Daily, 45c per line; 5 consecutive
publishing days, 40c per line per day ; 30 consecutive
publishing days, 30c per line per day. 3« characttrs
constitutes one line.
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FOR SALE

Puch Ma« I Moped for tale 1 & h p
nd hat 300 milet on It. Wat recently

tuned and it in good condition. Atking
4400.00 or beat offer Call Linda 6-6747

Single bed mattreaa and tpringt. US.
Robin S49-S434

Indirect Oitct with Burwen fidelity

Dick Wellatood - jaiz piano, petty trio

- dence lis 75 each ta« inc. Decibel

Recordt, Dept. 11, P Bo> 631,

Lexington. Watt. 02173.

Reoiiner »20. dreater »15, »et of

dramert. M. Mim: Cheap. Call S49-4819

by Mo

HELP WANTED PERSONALS AUTO FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Disappointed in your dorm' We offer

large rooms. 24 hr food, good social life

Call Rich at Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

Inter^atad in off camput living not tar

from camput on Orchard Hill but route

Includet maalt. home Ilka atmotphere

and color TV Call 253-9066. Atk for

Mariorie Shubert

Earthfoodt is hiring studentt now We
are a collectiyaly run vegetirian
restaurant located in the Student Union
Applicationt available on the kitchen

door located behind the SUB. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

On camput recruiter. Red Croat Donor
Center Knowledge of campus
organiiation, grad student preferred.

Write Steve Schiff. Red Croat, 63 Spfid

St , Spfld. Ma. Pay approx. t3.00 hr No
phone cella.

Experienced babvsitter to care for 3 &
7 V' old in pleasant home in Echo Hill

Mon Wed and Fn 12 5 m. 256-8667

Sorority off-camput naedt kitchen

help Free meals. Call 253-9066

DisaDPomteO m you' dorm' We offer

large rooms 24 hr food, good social life

Call Rich at Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

Small fraternity needt kitchen and
flining room housegirls Work 5 meals
and eat 10 meals per week Call Jeff at 5
3118 DC meal fee is refundable

Junior - Look at aH the new people
The people who don't know you. There's
hope vei Watchful

Ride needed, Belchertown to
Amherst. M. W, Th. F mornings. Share
expenses. 323-7772, »

Free beer or? Will trade S.W room for

other area 6 9092

ROOM WANTED
Need A Room? Rooms 1

available at a sorority. close to
campus Open kitchen. cheaper |

than university dorms and a
comfortable atmosphere If

interested contact Oe bbie or
Paula. 545 2736

TAG SALE

Lambda Delta Phi Tag, Craft. Bake
Sale at 389 N Pleasant from 10-6. Sat .

Sept 10

CALCULATORS

a
WANTED INSTRUCTION

Houtaboyt wanted for an off-camput
tororrty Free mealt For more mfo
contect Lynn at 545 2092

Beginning Weaving, Sept 20 4

Harnett floor looms, t50. 12 classes 7 9
pm. Tuesdays, Jonas Library Credits
available 253-9368 o' 584 7756

College Calculators offers low puces &
.;ii seivire' Ainnodels avail TI59 »225
S8 $99 95 51 452 95 HP s b Com
'iindiifp s dvati Model from S15
Ri'memhei we service ail calculators we
.ell' Before vou buy anywhere else call

Rob o' Chr.s at College Calrulators' 549
• Vfi

69 VW. good condition, good body &
interior Asking $450 Call 1 467 3465
alter 4

'73 Vega GT Very good mechanically.

Needs tome body work. $500 or beat
offer ?S3-9752 after 4 p.m

Ford Maverick. 1970 Good condition
radio. »8O0 545 1943 day; 549 4479
even.

'71 MG Midget, new exhauat. new
roof, lug rack. Miach radialt, very gd
cond 38 mpg 11200 or BO 253 7973.

'69 Impale Custom, pa., p b
. auto

sm 8. ax. cond.. new paint, rec tune up.

Good for car pool 256 0158 )850 or B

'72 VW Bait Bug. Excalteni shape. Call

549 5879

1975 Chevy Window Van excellent
condition $3200 Sunroof stereo, bed
CaM Win or Judy 256 6378 after 5 00

1972 Vega GT Excellent cond »750
Must sell, leaving the state. Call 545-
2163, Atk for Yong,

'71 Ford Pinto, good condition Mutt
sell immediately $600 negotiable Sea
Jean at 39 Puffton Leeve number if not
home.

End of Season Speciall '72 Vamaha
350 RSC New tires brakes, clutch, tune;
up Excellent condition Must tell, buying
car $500 Stave 546 8404.

AUTO FOR SAIe

71 VW Sqbk $900 plus .n :,ew parts
and body 16171 544 2311 or I413i 545

'69 VW, good condition, good body
and interior Atking $450. Call 1 467 3465
after 4

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Hiinda CL350 eicelleni -condition
Mileage 1 1 700 Musi sell leaving stale
S450 or best offer Call 722 6975 after
6 00 p m

SERVICES

'74 Kaw 2 1 900cc. mint cond Kerker
pipes Oenselube chain B 665 3031

Honda CB3S0. 8000 miles 1

Excellent condition. must see it to 1

believe iti Will sel for $560 or
best offer Can be seen outtide
Thatcher Dorm or call Kevin at 1

546 4612

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

Person aware of Sept 3rdt Grateful
Dead concert m N J who recorded it

trom WMMR or WNEW. want to record
your version Phone 253 2010,
Belchertown We'll be grateful" Atk
for John or Owight.

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All

years and modela, low prices. Jack 586-

0610.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Rm needed by 24 yr old UMaet ttud
on but line Co-op houtehold or apt dea.
Call 253 5410 - Hal

Do you have a quiet tpot where I can
put my ie'X16' tent for the tall? Will pay.
Brian 253 2521

Pnme location in Amherst fo'
nrofessional office Walking distance to
.-veiyiiimg $150 per month includes
iiiiiiiies n M Jones 549 3700 PETS

ENTERTAINMENT

me one .ri*e' 4

Great Dane Puppies
Blue Call 247 5527

AKC eg

RE ACH 25, 000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ILittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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Sports in Brief
Tarkanian axed
LAS VEGAS, Nev. [UP/] - Jerry

Tarkanian, ordered suspended as head
coach of the University of Nevada-Las
Vegas basketball team in compliance
with NCAA disciplinary sanctions, won a
'emporary court order yesterday blocking
he action.

District Judge James Brennan granted
a restraining order and set a hearing on a
preliminary injunction for Sept. 21. The
order prevents the university from
severing Tarkanian from any association
with rhe intercollegiate athletic program.

Tarkanian, who is among the most
successful major college basketball
coaches and whose runnin' Rebels
reached »he NCAA National Tournament
las' season, was to have been severed
effective a» 5 p.m. today, matching the
NCAA's 'wo-year suspension of the
Rebels.

Bur he went to court for a judgment
against the university, the University of
Nevada system, UNLV President Donald
Baepler and members of the Board of
Regents as individuals. His attorney told
he court the severance would cause
Tarkanian to suffer irreparable harm and
hat he should be given due process and
an open hearing.

Attorneys for the university said it was
not the intention of the school to ter-
rninate Tarkanian but to reassign him
since he is a tenured coach and
professor. His salary as coach is $36,000 a
year. He also receives numerous fringe
benefits, provided by the community and
'he Booster Club, which never have been
clearly spelled out.

"I can't say anything, he (Attorney
Samuel Lionel) is suppose to talk for
me," Tarkanian said when asked for a
comment after the court hearing.
"We feel our position is sounder than

any other case I have ever seen against
'he NCAA. We think our position is

unalterably clear," said Lionel.

Lionel said he and Tarkanian attended
'he UNLV personnel session this week
where 'he decision was made to sever
'he coach. UNLV President Baepler did
not attend nor was a representative of
he NCAA present.

"I' is my belief that the university has
•aken all action requested by the NCAA,"
said Lionel.

Galllard quits
SAN FRANCISCO [UP/] - College

Basketball Coach of the Year Bob
Gaillard, citing personal and family
reasons, announced yesterday he will

qui' as head coach and athletic director
a' 'he University of San Francisco at the
conclusion of the 1977-78 season.

Gaillard, who recruited Blue Chip
Players and then built the Dons into a
national power, said he is tired of

'raveling and 'he devotion it takes to be
'he coach of a leading team. He added
he 'ime had come to step down and
'hink about something else.

"I want to be in a thought situation
where I can devote more time to my
family," said he 37-year-old coach. "I'm
'ired of flying around the country at

Christmastime. If you aren't devoted to
coaching 24 hours a day, you just don't
do he job that keeps you competitive.
"When I started out I tried to set some

goals. This will be my 10th year, two
years as a freshman coach and eight
years as a head coach. I thought about it

(qui^^ing) other imes, and it's time now
o get out."

Pats cut Conn
FOXBORO. Mass. [UP/] - The New

England Patriots announced yesterday
'hey have reached the required National
Football League roster limit of 48 players.
The Pa's placed injured rookie

linebacker Jerry Vogele from Michigan
on 'he injured reserve list and waived
ve'eran defensive back Dick Conn from
Georgia.

New England squares off Sunday
afternoon against the Atlanta Falcons at

Schaefer S'adium in their last pre-season
NFL 'ilt. So far, the Patriots are 3-1 in

exhibition play.

On Sept. 18, the Kansas City Chiefs
visi' 'he Patriots to kick off the 1977 NFL
season.

Violence report
BRUSSELS [UPI] - The International

Ctjngress on violence in sports approved
a number of resolutions yesterday
designed 'o educate public authorities
and sports federations in curbing
mayhem in arenas around the world.
"We now have a set of rules, and I can

assure you we will start working im-
media'ely on applying them to eliminate
violence in sports," said William Jones of
Bri'ain, Honorary President of the In-
•erna'ional Amateur Basketball
Association.

The resolutions approved by some 150
delegates from 21 European countries
and 15 international sports federations at
'he 'wo-day congress also called for
global coordination of scientific research
in'o 'he causes of violence.
Measures 'o be 'aken by sports

federations and public officials stressed
•he preven'ive and educational approach.

"Au'hori'ies should make sure that
sports in schools is combined with
education in sports ethics," the
resolu'ion on 'he role of public authorities
said. "S'ric safety norms should also be
es'ablished for sports installations and
condi'ions of access should be im-
proved."

Sports Notices
WRESTLING — Important meeting for all

wrestling team candidates Tues., Sept. 13 at
4 p.m. in the wrestling room, Boyden.

FRISBEE — The first ultimate game of the
fall semester will be held on the NOPE
athletic field this Sunday at 2 p.m. Any area
resident is invited and encouraged to par-
ticipate, especially those students who think
they might like to participate in the in-

tramural of intercollegiate program during
the semester. Freestyle and other Frisbee
frolic will also be played. For info call Jerry
Rogers at 549-0044.

FIELD HOCKEY - Needed: two quality
young women to work with the field hockey
team. For further information, contact coach
Mary Ann Ozdarski at 227 Boyden or call 5-

0552.
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fileasoBs has pm
QIALITV DAY PACKS

aid

from $4.50 op BOOK BAGS
September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit
with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

PEARL STREET,
»-S: 30 Weekdays

NORTHAMPTON
»-5: 00 Saturdays

IF you are a serious student or educator, you're probablv
just as serious about your appearance. For the best in drvcleaning or related services. . .

^

Biaff^i^i
Cleaners

103 N. Pleasant Street
256-8288 NEXTTO JUST DESSERTS

(8)

I .'I

L.Jl

' 'I

All Our
Levi's

Jeans
Denims and
Corduroys

Levi's' for Guys Reduced

Levi's" for Gols Reduced

Levi's' for Boys Reduced

Levi's" for Men Reduced

Levi's' for Juniors .... Reduced

Every Color. Every Style. Every Size.

Every Pair Reduced for This Sale!

{ 201 n. pleasant st. amherst
ri Fairfield Mall chicopee J

Asian Studies has NOT been eliminated!!!
We would like to thank everyone who supported us last

semester in our struggle to survive ... We have succeeded and will
be around for a long time to come!

SEVERAL of our English language and elementary courses
are still open. There are no PREREQUISITES for these courses.
If you know liitle or nothing about the Far East you owe it to
yourself to look into our program. We are the only department in a
public institution in all of New England to offer the B.A. in Chinese
and Japanese (language, literature, linguistics)!!! We also offer
the Asian Studies Certificate" (A supplement to any other major
in the university).

PLEASE COME AND SEE US.

OPEN COURSES - NO PREREQUISITES

Asians 150 Development of Modern Asia (D core)
Asians 190A Elementary Sanskrit
Asians 197A Indian Uterature in Translation
Asians 290C Asia Ttirough Film
Asians 390A Ctiinese Calligraptiy (1 cr.)

Chinese 126 Intensive Elementary Ctiinese (6 cr )
Cfimese 238 Ctiinese Folk Religion
Chinese 253 Chinese Literature in Translation (C)
Chmese 297A Buddhism in Chinese Literature
Japanese 110 Non-Intensive Elementary Japanese
Japanese 12« Intensive Elementary Japanese (6 cr )Japanese 243 Japanese Literature in Translation (C)Japanese 290A Tea Ceremony

* W. would ••p.clally lik. to encour.a. the in th« fi.ld. of Natural Scianc.a Businaa.Education, and Human Sarvicat to look into thia.
vi«ni.««, ousinaaa.

ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM, 26 THOMPSON HALL (below the auditoriums), 545-0886.
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler

ALL Of AMERICA
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THE AR.R\VAL OF
THEIR FOuRKaS/

AMD THE TU\NGS REALr
LY VVKDRK!. .^^

FOL»R.'
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ALFRED KMOOT, WO^
EVER, R.eruses to
PURCrtUSE A FOUR K\T/

WAIT TILL^
GERALD SEES WHAT \'

.

HAVE IN STOPsE FoRHIM!

Your Birthday By steiu wilder

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 9
- Bom today, you are one
of those idealists, humane,
highly artistic individuals
who is destined to suffer
considerably in his own
behalf and because of oth-
ers. It is hard for you to
allow those close to you
their independence. You
are inclined toward an
overly protective attitude
which will hamper, per-
haps even prevent, the
freedom of others. Yet you
yourself are rather insis-
tent upon being free. You
want challenge, opportuni-
ty, and expanding hori-
zons; not activities which
would restrain your spirit
or limit your possibilities.
Given your way, you will
go far.

Unlike many idealists,
you also possess a talent
for organization. You have
difficulty, however, disci-
plining those whose efforts
fall short of what is neces-
sary for the success of an
operation. You will ulti-

mately learn to speak defi-
nitely, directly, and openly
to others without seeming
harsh or unfeeling. When
this time comes, your asso-
ciations will improve.
You have a slight tend-

ency toward impulsive
action. With even a modi-
cum of care, however, you
should be able to keep the
tendency under control.
You prefer to be thought of
as steady, intelligent, hap-
py, and loving. Ultimately.

if you create the image
long enough, it should be-
come reality.

To find out what is in
store for you tomorrow,
select your birthday and
read the corresponding
paragraph. Ut your birth-
day star be your daily
guide.

SATURDAY. SEPTEM-
BER 10

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Personal acceptance of
another's different - and
somewhat difficult - ways
of performing everyd? y
activities is necessary to
the day's success.
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22)

— Take care that in ana-
lyzing your own intentions
you don't mistake fears for
inabihties. It is difficult to
read your own character.
SCORPIO (Oct.23-

Nov.21) — Be mindful of
the effect you have on
loved ones when you speak
ill of your own work. To be
overly modest may be to
be silly in judgments.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22-

Dec.21) — Attain success
and a degree of personal
happiness today through
an as.sociation with one
who knows the way to
commercialize the results
of your efforts.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

Jan.l9) - Idealism and the
practical application of re-
cently discovered talents
don't necessarily go to-

gether today. See produc-
tive outlets for energy.

AQUARIUS (Jan.20-
Feb. ) — A designing friend
may be more concerned
with helping himself than
with furthering your inter-
ests. Protect your future.
PISCES (Feb.l»-March

20
'
— Your own congenial-

ity in the presence of
strangers should be
enough to gain you the
support you need from new
friends.

ARIES (March 21-April
19) — Listen carefully to
those directions given by
tiie young. You may be
incuned to turn a deaf ear
to any but the obviously
mature.
TAURUS (April 20-May

20) Make this a Satur-
day when the whole family
can progress on a project
of mutual interest and con-
cern. There is much riding
on a youngster's success.
GEMINI (May 21-June

20) — Art and aspirations
serve to enhance each
other today as you try to

fulfill an ambition through
creative urges.

CANCER (.June 21-July
22 1

— Make this a Satur-
day to be remembered by
the family. Success may
belong to one alone - but
the results can be shared
by all.

LEO (July Z3-Aug.22) -
Action and reaction tell the
tale where your associa-
tion with friends is con-
cerned. Dont strain a good
thing to the breaking point.
< 'op>Tifthl. If77. Uniled Kralurr .Syndi-

ralr. Inc

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS 54
57

1 Savory 59
6 Saurel fish 61

10 African village
14 64

67
68

70

71
72

73

74
75

Haute, Ind
15 Skier's

accessory
16 Kelly's

possum
17 Far East

artifacts
19 And else-

where:
2 words

20 Fictional

mouse
21 Set apart
23 Puils to pieces
25 Kind of price
26 Showed the

way
27 Existed
29 Allows.
31 Not yet old
33 Tree
34 Causes to

cease
36 Feminine

name
40 Wild

disturbance 7

42 Trial's

companion 8
44 Met. VIP 9
45

weight 10
47 John L Lewis

follower 11

49 Family
50 Arrest: Slang
52 Record the 12

speed 13
53 Wapiti

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puzzle Solved:

6

Macaw
Nitrogen
Cheroot
Pudding and
pie
Oral fluid

Wine area
Relapserinto
sin

European
blackbird
Cry of revelry
Germany's
first president
Short runway
'plane
Moist
Unclean

DOWN

Mouth: Prefix
Air: Prefix

Book pro-

duction plant: 18 Slender and 43 Sluggish
2 words smooth 46 Prevail un-

22 Detail
24 Rain

vigorously
27 Distort
28 The East
30 Sailboat's

spar

H A L E C R A M A B AH a]
A C 1 D H 1 R E S A L N

M 1 N 1 N S K N E A D
A M 1 T Y E A R o A L Y
M A T E L T S 1 V A

5 D N 1 S I P A N D A Sr-r-
H T N

1
D E s Tr A 1 Vj F

E V 1 L R E M 1 T 1 T M G
L E V E

!
S 1 N u s 1 1 N

P R 1? F E 4 s C R E E N

1

T ' E 'm E N T R U S T
S L W 1 F 1 E^H T A T E R
L 1 V 1 ^ E X P L S 1 V F
A M E N T 1 R E £ V E N
M A N G E S T W R enI D

Feminine
name
Negative
decisions
Watering
place
Weatherman's
word
Stranger
Make less
active
Buy on

Adding
machine
product
Marble
Gave
sparingly

checked
48 Entertained
51 Having

pointed parts
54 Franklin P.

and J.Quincy
„^ -^- 55 Remount a
32 Compressed stone

ball 56 Star: Comb.
35 form

boom 58 Rung of a
37 Cyclist: chair

2 words 60 Excuse
38 Wickedness 62 Window part
39 Tall and un- 63 Flat-bottomed

aainly boat
41 Decimal 65 Upright: Abbr.

system 66 Pretentious
base 69 Lock opener

^
4 *

1
r^^^

1

W^ IT TT

14 \l W
T7~ 18 19

21 22

IT' 1* 15- 56-

it

1

29 30 ^V^^ 32^HHBB|
W 34

.,,

35 |H^ TT 38 39

w - 43

4j^
1 11 *^

1
49

Mm 50 51

i
55"

53

$4 55pr™57 T^HS^' sr_
41 62 63 ^164 65 i6

1

68 69

to" 71 72

n
1_

74 75 3
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Six teams will contest AFC title

PR'DAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1977

/V£*W YORK\UPI\ - For nearly a decade,
hree "earns have dominated the American
F(jo'ball Conference and in effect, the
Na'ional Fuo»ball League. The latest to
establish themselves as NFL champions are
he Oakland Raiders, who swamped Min-
nesota 32-14 in 'he Super Bowl for the AFC's
fif'h consecu»ive victory.

Bu' i» is no longer a hree- 'earn race in the
AFC, 'hanks 'o 'he young powers emerging
during 'he pas» 'wo years. Those powers
include New England, Baltimore and Cin-
cinna'i and -he 1977 AFC race promises to be
a dogfigh' among a' least six clubs.

The Raiders, perennial runners-up, finally
ended any doub* las' January »hat they could
win. Bu' as mos' coaches say, it's tougher to
win 'he second 'ime around. It will be
especially so 'his year with the rise of the
young powers.

EASTERN DIVISION
This race should again be a duel between

New England and Baltimore Chuck Fair-

banks earned Coach of 'he Year honors last

season af'er guiding 'he once-lowly Pats into

a wild card playoff berth and then nearly
' upending Oakland in 'he Playoffs. Fairbanks
has continued 'o build his club this year, with
S'eve Grogan emerging as a top NFL
quar'erback and Sam Cunningham
establishing himself as one of the league's
op fullbacks. New England also is blessed
wi'h 'he easies' schedule in the NFL. The
Pa's have a seven-week stretch in which
hey don'' face a club 'hat finished over .500

las' season. And Baltimore is 'he only op-
ponen' 'o win more 'han nine games last

year.

The Col's re'urn one of 'he league's most
feared passing combinations, Bert Jones to

R(;ger Carr, and one y| the top backs in

Lydell Mi'chell. Bu' 'he defense is still a
question mark and 'he refusal of end John
Du"on 'o come 'o 'erms won'' help. Also
hur'ing is 'he loss of 'he 'wo top draft picks
•o injuries. Baltimore should have enough,
however, 'o land a wild card berth.

There is li"le s'reng'h among 'he other
'hree 'eams. Once powerful Miami is in a
rebuilding process and 'he "No Name
Defense" is jus' 'ha' again, having been
completely revamped by Coach Don Shula.
Shula also has had lit'le output from his

quar'erbacks, especially Bob Griese, who's
been having vision problems.

The New York Je's, under new coach
Wal' Michaels, could be one of the youngest
clubs in 'he league and have replaced
Ic^ng'ime s'ar quar'erback Joe Namath with
Richard Todd. The Je's and Buffalo, whose
offense will be buih around superstar O.J.
Simpson, should duel for 'he Eastern cellar.

CENTRAL DIVISION
Cincinna'i's young Bengals collected high

draf' choices over 'he pas' few years and are
finally ge"ing 'heir reward. The Bengals
should finally end Pi"sburgh's domination.
Cincinna'i, wi'h Ken Anderson at the
con'rols, will s'ar* 'wo firs' round picks,
Wilson Whi'ley and Eddie Edwards, in the
defensive line, 'heir big question mark last

season. Wide receiver Isaac Curtis and as
alen'ed a herd of running backs as there is in

he NFL will 'ake care of 'he offense.
Pi"sburgh re'urns with Terry Bradshaw,

Lynn Swann and Franco Harris leading the
offense bu' cornerback Mel Blount is gone
from 'he defense and injuries have taken
heir 'oil in 'he defensive line. Also, the

S'eelers have one of 'he toughest schedules
in 'he league 'his year and will have to

s'ruggle 'o ca'ch 'he Bengals or even qualify
for 'he playoffs.

Cleveland came on strong last season for

..ne of i's bes' finishes ever but the Browns,
who have installed Brian Sipe as their No. 1

quar'erback, are in a difficult division.

Hous'on had offensive problems and all

bu' collapsed las' season after showing signs
..f a rebir'h 'he year before. This could be the
end for quar'erback Dan Pastorini and
possibly coach Bum Phillips.

WESTERN DIVISION
Oakland should cruise to the division title.

The Raiders are high-powered on offense,

heal'hy on defense for a change and are in

perhaps 'he weakest qivision in 'he AFC. If

Ken S'abler has another year like last season,
"here should be no problem walking off with
he division.

San Diego has rebuilt under Coach
Tommy Pro'hro and will have former Los
Angeles s'ar'er James Harris at quarterback.

Speeds'ers Joe Washington, out injured last

season, and Johnny Rodgers, in Canada the

pas' few years, should make the offense
high-powered. The rugged schedule could
be 'he club's undoing, however.

Denver is having i's quar'erback problems.
Craig Mor'on, booed out of New York, will

be he N(j. 1. O'is Armstrong is one of the

The song remains the same
ColJegjan ^B

'op running backs in 'he NFL but the rest of

'he offense was sluggish and new coach Red
Miller, considered an offensive whiz, will

have *o come up wi'h some new wrinkles.

Kansas Ci'y is s'ill young in many positions
and Cv^ach Paul Wiggin has been handed the
•oughes' schedule in 'he NFL. The big

ques'ion marks are still at running back, with
Woody Green gone, and in, the defensive
line.

Sea"le 'urned down a chance at Heisman
Trophy winner Tony Dorsett for a collection

of youngs'ers in 'he draft and will need time
for 'hem 'o develop.

NY tops Tribe
CLEVELAND \AP\ ~ A sacrifice fly by

Chris Chambliss capped a three-run fifth

inning that carried Ed Figueroa and the New
York Yankees to a 4-3 victory over the
Cleveland Indians last night.

Figueroa, 14-9, went all the way for the
11 'h time this season, limiting the Indians to
eight hits as the Yankees picked up their

'hird straight victory and 10th in the last 12
s'arts.

Three of the Yankees' runs were unear-
ned, 'WO of them coming in the decisive fifth.

Willie Randolph led off that inning,
reaching base on the first of two errors by
shortstop Larvell Blanks. Bucky Dent's hit

and a bunt single by Mickey Rivers loaded

he bases against Cleveland starter Jim
Bibby, 12-11.

Graig Nettles' sacrifice fly scored Ran-
dolph from 'hird, Thurman Munson singled
home a run, and Reggie Jackson drew a walk
'o load 'he bases again. Chambliss then
drove a ball to center, scoring Rivers with the
•hird run.

Sox slam Jays
TORONTO [AP\ - Carlton FIsk knocked

in five runs with two homers, and along with
George Scott, helped Boston set a major
league consecutive home run scored as the
Red Sox posted a 7-2 victory over the
Toronto BLue Jays last night.

Cindy Nicholas, 19, of Scarborough, Ont., relaxes with her parents in their nnotel
room after she swann across the English Channel and back in a record shattering
time of 19 hours and 56 minutes. She became the first woman to complete a two-
way, non-stop swim of the English Channel.

Swimmer cuts cross-channel mark

Good food, good drinks, good tymes

1 PRAY STREET • AMHERST, MASS. * 549-5403
next to The Pub

DOVER, England [UP/] - Canadian
eenager Cindy Nicholas Thursday becarpe
he firs* woman 'o swim back and forth

across 'he English Channel non-stop and
ripped 'en hours off 'he record in the
process.

Cindy, a 19-year-old science student from
Toron'o Universi'y, made 'he round trip

crossing in 19 hours and 55 minutes.
Cu' and bruised from 'he five-foot waves

ha' dashed her on 'he rocks off the French
coas', she said, "I am feeling a little tired

because I haven'' slept for 36 hours. But I

expec 'ha» af'er a sleep I will feel good."
She also said she would be back next year

for a six'h bid 'o swim 'he 21 miles between
Bri'ain and France and 'ake 'he "Queen of

he Channel " 'i'le from Greta Anderson, who
did i* five 'imes.

Al'hough bat'ered and weary after leaving
he wa'er, she was jubilant about her swim.
The W(jrs' 10 minu'es came when she

reached Cap-Griz-Nez on the French coast,
where waves 'ossed her among 'he rocks
before she could s'rike out again for England.

"I go' a lo' of cu's and bruises all over.

t

You name i' and I've got them all over my
body," she said. "I got slapped all over the
place."

Bu' 'he swim went beautifully apart from
'ha', she said, adding, "I started at 90 strokes
a minu'e and finished at 92. At no point was I

ever under 90 and never slowed down."
Mrs. Audrey Scott, secretary of the

Channel Swimming Association, said Cindy
"was very disappointed she didn't set a

record for 'he England to France leg. She
missed 'ha' by 'wo minu'es."

She made 'he outbound trip in 8 hours and
58 minu'es — 'wo minutes more than the
one-way women's record, and turned round
'o re'urn 'o Dover in 10 hours 57 minutes.

Cindy, from Scarborough, Ontario, was
accompanied by her parents, Vicky and
James, who hugged her when she came
ashore.

She walked out of 'he water at exactly the
same poin' on Shakespeare Beach where
she en'ered.
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Fisk, who has knocked in 17 runs in his last
five games, including seven against the Blue
Jays Tuesday night in an 11-2 victory, hit a
'hree-run homer in 'he second inning and a
•wo- run sho' in 'he sixth off loser Jesse
Jefferson, 8-15.

In 'he second inning, Scott followed Fisk's
homer wi'h a solo shot, the 16th time this
season 'hat 'he Red Sox have hit con-
secu'ive homers in a game. The old major
league mark of 15 was set by the Minnesota
Twins in 1964.

Fisk's homers were his 22nd and 23rd of
'he season, while Scott hit his 32nd. Carl
Yas'rzemski hit his 23rd of the year, a solo
sho' in 'he eighth inning, accounting for he
o'her Boston run.

The Blue Jays scored 'wo runs off winner
Mike Pax'on, 9-4, in 'he sixth inning when
Doug Aul' hit a bases-loaded single, driving
in S'eve S'aggs and A! Woods.

AL race
EAST

W
New York
Boston
Baltimore
Detroit

Cleveland
Milwaukee
Toronto

86
82
81

67

65
S9
46

54
57
58
73
76
85
91

WEST
W

Kansas City 83 54
Chicago 77 59
Minnesota 77 63
Texas 75 62
California 64 70
Oakland 54 83
Seattle 55 86
Yesterday's Results

Baltimore 4, Detroit

Boston 7, Toronto 2
New York 4, Cleveland 3
Chicago at California 2, ID
Kansas City at Seattle (L)

GB
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28 <A

38
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8
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Paul Dade steals second as Yankee shortstop Bucky Dent reaches for Thurman
Munson's throw. New York won, 4-3, to maintain a 3Vi game lead over the Red Sox
in the American League East race. (UPI)

Connors in semi-finals;

Evert challenges Stove
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. \UPI\ - Defending

champion Jimmy Connors brushed off a
sudden case of "upset fever" in the U.S.
Open Tennis Championships last night by
giving clay court master Manuel Orantes a 6-

2, 6-4, 6-3 lesson before a capacity- plus
crowd 'o gain 'he men's singles semifinals

and avenge his loss in 'he 1975 finals.

Men's 'hird seed Brian Gottfried tumbled
•o I'aly's unseeded Corrado Barazzutti and
women's 'hird seed Virginia Wade, the
Winbledon Champion, was swept aside by
12*h-seeded Wendy Turnbull, both in

s'raigh' se's, but Connors attacked Orantes
like a man desperately protecting his home.
And 'ha' is exac'ly how Connors regards

•his championship.
"I''s mine," he says, "it belongs to me."
Connors was relentless against Orantes,

who bea' him in straight sets here for the title

'WO years ago and dumped him again earlier

•his summer en route 'o the U.S. Clay Court
Championship.
The 28-year-old Spaniard, who also won

'he U.S. Pro Championships last week, never

los' his famous smile, but it quickly turned

from joy 'o frustration and by the end even
he was applauding 'he winners blazing off

Ccjnnors' racke'.

Af'er Oran'es held his opening service,

Connors claimed eight of the next nine

games, allowing Orantes only 16 points

during 'he s'retch.

The crowd, which jammed the aisles and
s'airwells and far exceeded 'he paid total of

12,497, was kind 'o 'he highly- regarded
Oran'es bu' solidly behind Connors, one of

wo American survivors.

C;jnnors nex' faces Barazzutti, a hungry
young gian'-killer who eliminated seventh-

seeded Hie Nas'ase before Gottfried, while
Harold Solomon, Silver Spring, Md., takes
un Argen'ina's Guillermo Vilas in the other
semifinals Sa'urday.

Go"fried, 25, from Lauderhill, Fla., was
humbled, 6-2, 6-1, 6-2, by Barazzutti, who
elimina'ed seven'h-seeded Ilie'Nastase in the
second round. Wade was equally ripped by
Turnbull, 6-2, 6-1.

In 'he women's semifinals today, Turnbull

'akes on second-seeded Martina Navratilova,

who easily defeated Mima Jausovec, 6-4, 6-

1, in 'he firs' stadium match yesterday and
•op seed and 'wo-'ime defending champion
Chris Ever' faces Betty S'ove, both quarter-

final winners on Wednesday.
Turnbull, 24, of Brisbane, Australia, has

shown grea' improvement in the oast vear

so much so 'hat her WTT Cleveland Nets
coach, Mar'y Riessen, 'old her she could
soon be among 'he 'op five women players

in 'he world.

"She's no' called 'The Rabbit', for

no'hing," Wade said. "She picks up every
ball. I didn'' push her enough to make her

crack.'.'

Wade, who beat S'ove in the finals at

Wimbledon while 'he Queen and all of

England wa'ched, said she never really found
her groove on 'he clay here.

WMUA
The UMass football 'earn opens its

season 'omorrow a' Army and WMUA
will be 'here 'o bring you all the action.

Jwin Charlie Holmes, Rick Heideman, and
A.J. Qui"adamo a' 1:20 'omorrow for all

•he play by play and color on 'he voice of

•he 'Minu'eman, WMUA, 91.1 FM in

Amhers'.

IM notice
As of Sep'. 12, a valid UMass ID and

recrea'ion card mus' be shown 'o use
any UMass spor's- recreation facilities,

excluding •he Boyden wrestling room
and •he NOPE judo room. For in-

fjjrma'ion, go 'o 'he In'ramural Office in

room 211 Boyden.
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Minutemen aim at Army
By RUSS SMITH
Collegian Staff

The UMass football team will open its 1977
campaign when »he Minutemen take on the
Cadets of Arn^ at West Point, N.Y.
'omorrow. Game time is 1;30.

If you're wondering how the two teams
s'and series-wise, it's all evened up at 0-0,

because 'his is their first meeting.
Army was 5-6 last year, which is the best

season rhe Cade»s have had in the past four.

UMass ended last season at 5-5, winning
four of its first five, before losing four of its

last five games.
The only common opponent in the two

eam's schedule last season was Boston
Ci,llege. BC beat Army 27 10 and UMass 35-
0.

Army has an amazing knack of winning
season opening games. In 87 inaugural
appearances. Army has a record of 76-8 3.

However, all but one of those openers were
a* home.

With one more victory the Cadets will

reach a career total of 500 wins, a milestone
reached by only 15 other schools in the
his'ory of college football.

The injury bug has made its presence felt

in Army's pre-season camp. It put junior

defensive end Hal burton on the sidelines for

'he entire season. Due to chronic knee
problems, which have necessitated three
operations previously, Burton has been
medically disqualified. He ranked third in

minutes played on the Cadets.
Two other key members have been listed

as questionable starters for Saturday's
premiere. Placekicker Mike Castelli, ranking
second in Army's point parade with 37,

sprained his achilles tendon, while wide
receiver George Dunaway is attempting to

ge' back to 100 per cent recovering from an
injury in his right knee.
From UMass's standpoint, 26 lettermen,

headed by co-captains John Gtadchuk and
Pe'er McCarty will form the nucleus of this

year's squad along with many new faces (12
starters were lost through graduation).

Offensively, five starters return and the
interior line could be strengthened if guard
Russ Cooke and tackle Ross Schubarth can
perform as well as they did in spring drills.

Cooke had a super season as a sophomore
before being sidelined for more than a year
with a head injury. Schubarth sat out last

season due 'o academics.

Jim Penta (64) and Gerry Greene (66) will be in the offensive line, Chris Kurtz (25) will be at wide receiver, and Mike Fallon 17)
will be the quarterback tomorrow when UMass opens against Army. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Mike Fallon is slated to start at quarterback
fur 'he Minutemen while sophomores Tim
Fontaine and Mike McEvilly will be battling
for 'he backup role.

TOUCHBACKS - Opposed to its opener

O ^

las' season, 'his tjme around Army has
le"ermen returning to all four starting

p(>sitions in its defensive secondary, along
wi'h dep'h in its second unit.

The Cade's didn't lose as many starters

(six) as UMass, which could mean more
experienced players.

On paper, i' seems UMass is playing out of
i's class by going against Army.

BC sojourns

to Southwest
Ivy leaguers gird

for season openers
CAMBRIDGE \AP\ - Capsule reports on

•he Ivy League football season which begins
next week

Harvard's Joe Restic: Junior Craig Beling,

one cjf 'he league's outstanding linebackers,

will spearhead a strong, experienced
defensive 'eam. But the offense is less

seasoned 'han last year's 6-3 team. Senior
Tim Davenport should start at quarterback
bu' 'he running back positions are still un-
decided.

Princeton's Bob Casciola: Despite
widespread player inexperience, "we think

we've got a good nucleus of kids who have
been under the gun"; defensive tackle Peter
Funke, running back Bobby Isom and most
of 'he offensive linemen. Senior Kirby
Lockhar' probably will start at quarterback.
Las' year's 'eam was 2 7.

Dar'mouth's Crouthamel: About half of

'he s'arters from last year's 7-2 team are
back. Defense "will be our strength"
because of outstanding tackle Gregg
Robinson and a defensive secondary with
depth. Five starters are sidelined, including
halfback Sam Coffey for six weeks with a
broken wrist. The quarterback is inex-

perienced but All- Ivy placekicker Nick
Lowery is back.

Yale's Cozza: Pagliaro, who ranked 11th
nationally wi'h 114 yards per game last year,

will be 'he workhorse, but quarterback Bob
Rizzo, 'he captain, has been working on the
pass 'o balance the attack. The defense is

"no' very big,"" and middle guard Keith
Bassi, second-team All-New England,
probably won"t start against Brown because
of a leg injury. Kicking is a weakness.

Corneirs Btackman: No other Ivy team has
fewer returning starters and lettermen.
Guard Tony Anzalone is the only starter back
from 'he 1976 offense, which was 2-7. But
•here is All-America lacrosse player Bob
Henrickson, who averaged 10 yards in punt
re'urns last year to place second among
Eas'ern College A'hietic Conference Division
I •earns. Linebacker Terry Lee stands out on
defense.

Brown's Anderson: This year's team is

equal 'o last year's, which finished 8-1 and
missed 'he Ivy 'itie only on a missed kick in

Penn's 7-6 upset victory. Flanker Charlie
Wa'kins is " ne of the best." Starting

quar'erback remains uncertain. Running
backs Seth Morris and Wally Shields each
had about 500 yards rushing last season.

Celts ink Rutger's Dabney
BOSTON \AP\ - The Boston Celtics

signed 6-foot-4 teackcourt player Mike
Dabney of Rutgers yesterday, the National
Baske'ball Association team announced.

Dabney, 'he third highest scorer in Rutgers
history with 1,902 points, averaged 19.1

points and 4. 6. -rebounds a game his senior

year and had a season total of 1 17 assists and
110 s'eals.

The guard will be competing with free

agen's Biff Burrell of USC and Jerry Fort of

Nebraska and with rookies Skip Brown of

Wake Ff)rest and Bill Langloh of Virginia for a

spo' on 'he 'eam.

CHESTNUT HILL, Mass. - "How good?"
and "how soon?" will be th6 questions
answered early tomorrow night when the
promising Boston College Eagles play a
young University of Texas team in Austin.

Boston College features experienced
backs, led by running signalcalled Joe
O'Brien. Texas is led by Heisman Trophy
candidate Earl Campbell.

Both teams are sprinkled with veterans but
each squad has untested units. Boston
Ccjilege has installed a new offensive line and
linebacking corps while Texas has had to re-

build its offensive line and much of its

defense.

"I know we'll be good but it's a matter of
how quickly," said Yukica last week as he
prepared 'he Eagles to open against the
Longhorns for 'he third time in four years.
"We won't know how well we're doing until

we actually see some of these guys starting
in 'heir first varsity game.

Fred Akers, in his first year at Texas after a

successful stint at Wyoming, said his squad
is "young, but just is some experience away
from being a good team."

Returning for Boston College be running
back Neil Green, who gained 113 yards in the
first half last year before being injured in

Boston College's 14-13 win. Green gained
only 50 yards 'he rest of the season.
Anthony Brown, a reserve who gained 404

yards las' season, will alternate at halfback
wi'h Green while sophomore Dan Conway
will s'art a' fullback.

Paul McCarty will open at flanker, and
Bucky G(vdbolt, whcj started two seasons
agtj, will play wide receiver.

As usual; 'he Boston College line averages
255 pounds. "They're big and perhaps more
mobile 'han last year's line as a group," said

Yukica 'his week. "Right now, though, they
lack game experience.

Veterans 'ackles Fred Smerlas and Bob
Moore lead 'he defensive line that includes
newly promoted ends Rives Robertson and
Clin' Gaffney.

Kelly Elias, who picked off seven passes
frcjm his cornerback slot last season, and
s'ar'ing safety Mike Mayock have been
m<jved up 'o aid returning starter Rich
Scudellari a' linebacker.

Jeff Kaufman, a defensive secondary
s'ar'er las' year against Texas, will miss the
name because of a knee injury. Roger
Reddick, Paul Murphy and Jeff Ryan will

(jpen in 'he secondary and Elias will return to
•he cjne corner, if needed.

Jim Wahon, who averaged 42.3 yards last

fall, again will handle the punting while Tim
Mioorman will do the placekicking for the
second year.

Texas will counter with Russell Erxleben,
•he one-man kicking game, who just missed
a 55- yard field goal at the end of last year's
game.

Campbell, Texas' third all-time leading
rusher, will be joined in the backfield by
Jfjhnny Ham Jones and sophomore quarter-

back Mark McBath, who started the four
final games in 1976.

The Longhorns should pass more this

season since Akers has installed a Veer
wffense 'o replace Darrell Royal's Wishbone
a"ac' Texas will be looking for quick Alfred
J.ohnson and Johnny Lam Jones, an
Olympic Gold Medal winning sprinter.

Akers, who has 23 freshmen and
sophomcires listed among his top 44 players,

hopes his young defense will be quick

enough 'o make up for lack of experience.

"We expect to have a more forcing

defense, rather 'han a containing defense as
we have had in 'he past. We have got to

apply 'he quickness the best way we know
how."

(Bottom I. to r.) Lani O'Grady, Grant Goodeve, Dick Van Pat-

ten, Susan Richardson, (middle rowl. tor. )ConnieNewton, and
Adam Rich will all be seen this fall on ABC's hit series 'EIGHT IS
ENOUGH, beginningitsfirstfullseasononWednesday.Sept. 14.

ROOSTER COGBURN
John Wayne plays a can-

tankerous but effective lawman in

Rooster Cogburn,' a western drama
on 'NBC Saturday Night at the
Movies' Sept. 17. Katharine Hepburn
(right) also stars.

Deputy Marshal Rooster Cogburn is

relieved of his badge when a district

judge decides that he is effective, but
a little too rambunctious for a territory

settling down to peaceful ways.
When the judge hears that a mili-

tary wagon train has been ambushed,
he dispatches Cogburn to capture the
outlaws, promising a $2,000 reward
and full reinstatement if the mission
is successful.

Arriving at the fort where the stolen
material was to be delivered.
Cogburn finds that the outlaws have
preceded him and devastated the out-

post. The two survivors who remain
are Eula, a prim minister's daughter,
and Wolf, a young Indian boy.

While in pursuit of the outlaws,
Cogburn finds that Eula—whose
father was slam by the outlaws— is an
effective ally but ati often
troublesome companion.
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EdIJack Albeertson) is not too happy when he comes home from a fishing
trip and discovers he has a young stowaway (Gabriel MelgaH in his car in

the season premiere of NBC TV's CHICO AND THE MAN, Friday,
September 16.
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1 Jackie of

mooners'
7 Classified item
8 Coal or gold
10 Dining room essential
13 Salt's partner (clue to

puzzle answer)
15 Null and—
16 More valuable
17 Question s partner
19 Allow
20 Elementary
22 Foot part

26 Detective Queen
27 Ed of Daniel Boone
29 Afflrnnative

31 Female title

32 Exam
35 Eastern state abbreviated
36 Consume
38 French street
39 Donny or Marie

4:30

4:45

5:00

DOWN

oooo
oooooooo

2 Shirley's roommate
3 Morning
4 Agree with

5 Atop
6 After taxes
7 Bower formed by a bush
9 Sir Hardwick
11 Gardner
12 Fib

14 Church bench
17 Eddie of Switch'
18 Delays
2' Belonging to EIKe
23 Concerning
24 Weep
25 Film star Martha
28 Son of Isaac
30 Transgression
33 Military rank (Navy)
34 After one
37 MTM newscaster Baxter

5:30

(FBI
I ADVENTURES
I KOSCIUSZKO: AN AMERICAN PORTRAIT Cot.
haddeus Kosciuszko of Poland devised the defensive

strategy that slaved off the British at Saratoga and
changed the course of the Revolutionary War An
unusual and widely forgotten American hero Is
remembered In this dramatic reenactmeni

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Noted Broadway press
agent Harvey Sabinson discusses his new book Darljna
You Were Wonderful'
~] THE SAINT

) RED SOX WRAP-UP
) BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
) WILD KINGDOM
UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACOUES COUSTEAU

sleeping Sharks ol Yucatan'm INTERFACE COMMITTEE AGAINST BLASPHEMY
Flash The New Sacrilegious Movies'

Si .K°^'^
Guide for the Married Man 1967 Walter

Matihau. inger Stevens An experienced philanderer
educates a reluctant husband In the art of infidelity (2hrs )

FRONT ROW CENTER Tanglewood The Other Side
of the Lawn' Professional musicians are glimpsed atwork at the Berkshire Music Center at Tanglewood
Mass

.
including Seip Ozawa and Gunther Schuller

conducting classes and Joseph Silverstein with
f:namber ensembles

O SAY BROTHER The Welfare Controversy Professor
Carolyn Shaw Bell discusses the welfare controversv
Other features include a debate on the legalization o(
marijuana and a performance by the jazz troupe Danny
bloan and FriendsO WILD KINGDOM Danger Wild Animals'
CE) MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

):00

6:00

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

EVENING

tISTUOtOSEE
loo NEWS

) HOGANS HEROES

8:00

8:M

ZOOM

8 CBS NEWS
® NBC NEWS

O BLACK NEWS
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
g^ REBOP
AGRONSKY AND COMPANY
PATRIOTS -77 SPEOAL
NEWS
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA
ODD COUPLE
SUPERMAN
NOVA Meditation and the Mind' makes a study of the

scientific basis for transcendental meditation and how it
has become a rnaior million-dollar industryO LITTLE VIC
O ^HIRD WOftLD
® TWENTY YEARS OF SERVICE
®

"^'liP
O^'.'^ENSINGTON Cathy's Hobby Cathy Is fedup vvith playing second banana to her popular husband

and deckles to seek a creative outletO POLKA FUNTIME
ONCE UPON A CLASSK; Little Lord Fauntl.roy'

Episode Five The earl's affection for Cedric has
deepened Consequently, it comes as a shock to him
when another young man challenges Cedric s claim to
the title Lord Fauntleroy

O STATE FAIR AMERICA Special set against the
background of some of America s most popular Uirs
from Pennsylvania to California Stars include Roy Clark
Steven Ford the rock group Kansas. Qabe Kaplan Mei
Tillisjimmie Walker

O THE WONtC WOMAN The Bionic Dog' Part IWhen Jaime Sommers the biontc woman, learns that
Maximillian. the world s first bionic dog. is in danger of
being destroyed she saves its life by helping it escape
arnJ becomea its master

SWEATMOQ BACK-TO-SCHOOL SPEQAL This
special IS a retrospective which will feature highlights of
past episode*

f)
MUSIC HALL AMERK;a Host: Freddy Fender

uests Flash Cadillac Don Gibson. George Jones
DottieWest Martin Mull

8 GABRIEL KAPLAN PRESENTS The Small Event'
FESTIVAL The Bluegrass Ramble Picnic, held thissummer in Syracuse, N Y

. features performances by
the Cranberry Lake Pickin and Singm Society the Blue
Ridge Country Ramblers, the Union Hill Bluegrass Bovsand Jessica Mary Buck

^

SOMETHING PERSONAL Never Give Up profiles
portrait photograpner Imogen Cunningham and her
original philosophy and lifestyle

O TABITHA Tabithas Weighty Problem Tabitha
the grown-up daughter of Samantha. the witch is
defenseless against an amorous world champion

11:45

12:30

1:00

1:30

3:30

3:46

4:00

4:30

SlarTuil" rrtTan'"
""^'' "'" '"^^^^ °° -' °' ^^^

Eo^^f^t./"^*^"^ ''« '^'^'"0 Dutchman' RichardWagner s fiery opera concerns a seaman doomed to sailthe seas until he is redeemed by the fideMty of^a

L7«'"n',.l°?.,
^"'' ^^'= P^°<'"Ct.on features Norman

Srt^ u r^
*",?' °' '"* *P«^ '»8 Charlton HestonPoddy McDowall u S spaceship lands on desolate

^. ^^.J"k"*'
stranding spacemen ,n a worddorrmiated by apes 2.000 years into the future (2 hrs )Om WASHINGTON: BEHIND CLOSED D<»«S Part VPresident Monckton gives orders to stop the anti-war

demonstration, and William Martin is faced with havTnato produce the Pnmula Report
naving

Srrf^Q/fry^.T*^
''•^"^ *^ ^"E MOVIES Dirty

cTllahan ^T ^"I«°<^ "«"' Santoni Del Lt HarriCallahan de^es h.s superiors, ignores properprocedures and gambles with innocent lives in his effort

Ur^e o"t; (RMrrir " """'^'"° '"* '"'^'"•'"•' °'

»

R *fP^^ '^' °'*<=° ^<» Mel Ferrer Rosanna

womanlnn'""T ""'*" *«'"'*' ""» *" '*>-• -^" '^ewoman who warns him that evidence is being fabricatedto prove him a heretic (2 hrs )

-""^^leo

f^?rt^l iS'!fH,^"^°""'*'
1946 Celia Johnson. Trevor

^sewlfe ml, *^*f """'"^ '"^'°' '"^ » suburban
^^^^. **' '" * "'" "«"°" '^•e and carry on ashortbut poignant romance (1 hr 30min )

"-" " °" »

O O 1977 MISS AMERK:a pageant Present.no 50

An^^n^ fl^"" .:'.L"'li
""'P*'* '"' '^« ""« °' MISSAmerica 1977. with Bert Parks and Phyllis George as ctvhosts Live from Atlantic City. N J

««~rgoasco-

ffjj!^'l *' ^'^ '-*''• " ^^ Laurence Olivier

rom^ .

*'°"'" '*'"'*'" Shakespeare's philosophic

n?r^r ° ""*""« '°'*' *"^ '"'"*"«" '<l«"'"y features his

OOa N^l'
the seven ages of man ' (1 hr 35 m.n ,

S,!H>^ril'**'^^°*' ^'^'' ^"^"y Bear' Larry

^Inthl liJiU
* •" °'"" P'°'ec»-ve parent when aneccentric ladles man starts dating Gladys

f,t^^^^^r!*° ""^^^ ^^'***''** '** CONCERT
R^seann w^ J'"*''""^

"""^ '*" 0^««" Delia

:,^^LSt
^°<^y,"e'"«" team up for a concert that

V^-^ .Ease on Down the Road.' Love Will Keep UsTogether and SummertimeO O NBCS SATURDAY NKiHT UVE Guest Hosf

Walfe" (R^ * °'°'* '"'^ '*"*'°' °""' ^'"0«' T°^

JIL^rJL^* ^*" •"'^ ^'" •'°"«» ^^^ Jean *nhurCharles Cobum Department store owner poses as a

I^.h!l.'".!i"
**" *"*'" '" "''*•' 'o investigate labortroubles sides against himself (2 hrs)• CELEBRITY BOWUNG

0NEWS
MOVIE Once Upon a Honeymoon' 1942 Carv GrantGmgerRogers (2hrs )

J ^ -<t,

S
ATHLETES
MOVIE And Then There Were None' 1045 Louis

i2S*^' ^"^ PitzQerald (1 hr 30 min )

RvKn^'V^sT "^ "• ^'' '"« ""^' ^^"*>'

is
AU NK3HT

ABC NEWS
THIRD WORLD
OOOO DAY

IO®NEWS
J AMERICANA Bemiehem' This cinema verlte
documentary about life in an institution for luvenile
delinquents was filmed at the Bethlehem LutheranHome for Children in New York

S.^^^""^" SURVIVAL KIT Idiosyncrasies MentalHealth Segments cover symptoms of emotional trouble

?f!!I2
'"'0^ psychotherapy, community mental healthcenters and the costs of treatment.

Ogg NBC NEWSO CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
©SUPERMAN
® REALIDADES La Defensa de la Tierra' (The Defense
of the Land ) examines the struggle of Chicanos to
regain land rights In Villa Victoria,' Boston residents
reenact their successful battle to keep the bulldozers
out and to institute their own neighborhood
redevelopment plan

7:00

9:15

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:S6

12:00

12:30

1:00

O ASIAN FOCUS

t
DAY OF DISCOVERY
UNDERDOG

Qi) CHRISTOPHER CLOSE UP
SUNDAY MASSO CONGRESSIONAL REPORT® JIMMY SWAGGART© POPEYE

C0 INSIGHT

8® WRITING FOR A REASON
BARRIO

O INSIGHT

SECO
CHAUCE OF SALVATKJN

§
TOP CAT
LATINO
BEST OF THIS MORNINGO FOR KIDS ONLY
IJETSONS
JEWISH HERITAGE
_i DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
FACE THE STATE

_ COMMUNITY AUDITKJNS

« NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
NEWSMAKERS

O COLLEGE FOOTBALL HK3HLK5HTSO BULLWINKLE
O GREAT GRAPE APE•O FACE THE NATION

NEWS
AQUI

I SUPERMAN
ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS
SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

AFTERNOON

AMERICANA A Blind Teacher in a Public School
profiles David Ticchi. a seventh grade English teacher
Who. despite his handicap, engages in counselling and
extracurricular activities in addition to teachingO US OPEN TENNIS CHAMPKJNSHIPS Featuringme women s doubles and men's smgles finals in the
rvation s rnost prestigious tennis tournament. Live from
the West Side Tennis Club. Forest Hills N Y
ff5*!!'^^J"^'**'^^°"«sts Govs William Milliken

D . ,r.',^'°^"
° Rockefeller 1V(D-W. Va ). Pierre S du

B^{>eifl^a',
'*"" "'^^ '^''^' ^"^ ^^^''S*

«0 ISSUES AND ANSWERS
MOVIE Gunfighler 1947 Randolph Scott. Barbara

rustlers *2 hrsT*^
gunfighter runs into a gang of cattle

PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED

HTnhV^^'-'- !Vi^*^ REMEMBERS Aviation 1935'

!^^°?i?i 1.'^" '^'^"^ Pangboms nonstop around-the-
worid tlight. China clippers opening new routes. Amelia
Earhart s solo flight from Hawaii to the U S and the

« ^^EFi^;;;' seIh^"'
"""'^ ''°*' '" '" '"''' '^^-'^

CONVERSATK>NS WITH
DOCUMENTARY SHOW^^SE Going Past Go An

bssay on Sexism examines how sexism affects menand women in all social, political and economic areasand how home and school reinforce sexist attitudes
within society

7:30

O ffl CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN The techniques
of making and caring tor rock gardens are demonstrated
by Jim Crockett at his own home
OO60 MINUTESOp THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY Thel^ystery in Dracula s Castle While two boys are making
a horror movie in an abandoned lighthouse they

=i'!^"?r'A'^'""°"''
necklace and learn that their set isalso the hideout for lewel thieves (R)

O m HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES The
Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew Meet Dracula In search ol
missing Fenton Hardy, sons Frank and Joe and Nancy
Drew travel across Europe to Transylvania to attend an
international rock festival at Dracula's caot'o Guest
stars Paul Williams. Lome Greene~ DANIEL BOONE

S How About Lentils?'

6:58

9:00

6:30

7:30

8:00

8:30

8:45

9:00

Sunday.SePt.il

IREFLECnONS
I GREATER BOSTONIANS
JEVERYWOMAN
) CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP
) LAMP UNTO MY FEET
) CAMERA 3

lUVINGWORO
|DtRECTK)NS
I LOOK UP AND UVE
I DAVEY AND GOLIATH
|IMTERNATK)NAL20NE
)ASHOWOFFArrH
I DRAWING FROM NATURE
) CAMERA 3

IKIDSWORLO
I SPREAD A LITTLE SUNSHINE
J NOSOTROS THEATRE Al Ponerse El Sof
) DAVEY AND GOUATH
) ELDER amerk:an
) CATHEDRAL OF TOMORROW
) OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
I WE BELIEVE
ABC WEEKEND SPEOALS Todays show willpremiere with an ABC Children's Novels for TelevisionThe Winged Colt, adapted from the book of the same

o^-.-o^^*''^ ^'"'* ""»*<=^ *»'" *>« • three-part
presentation '^

O GENESIS TWO
©CARTOON FESTIVAL
ffl SESAME STREET

I MARLO AND THE MAGK: MOVIE MACHINE
I CLIFFWOOO AVENUE KIDS
I LIFT EVERY VOTCE
I ORAL ROBERTS
I SACRED HEART
I
DAVEY AND GOLIATH

I NOSOTROS
I SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

8 NEWS CONFERENCE
TAR2AN

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

4:00

S1978

SUPERBOWL XI HKJHUGHTS
FLINTSTONES
FIRING LINE Host: William F Buckley. Jr The Abuse

01 Power The Permanent Government and the Fall ofNew York' Taking Issue with former city Housing and
Development official Roger Starr are Jack Newfield and
Paul Du Brul. co-authors of The Abuse of Power '

O MOVIE Run To the High Country 1972 Ehc Larsen
Story of a young boy's heroic efforts to preserve and
protect wild animals and their natural environment. (2

81976 PATRKJT FOOTBALL HKSHUGHTS
BULLWINKLE

P GREAT PERFORMANCES Dr Kart Bohm. one of
turopes most distinguished conductors, leads the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra in three works by
Mozart, including Symphony No 34 in C Maior andSymphony No. 40 in G Minor.

MOVIE Journey for Margaret 1943 Margaret O'Brien
Robert Young Foreign correspondent adopts two
English war orphans and brings them home to his
Childless wife (Ihr Mrnin)

S® BASEBALL Boston Red Sox vs Detroit Tigers
MOVIE Bye Bye Birdie 1963 Janet Leigh. Dick Van

Dyke A rock n roll star, about to be drafted gets
involved romantically with a snrwll town girl (2 hrs IO CRITICAL EXPERIENCE

p MOZART IN SEATTLE This cinema ver.te
documentary follows two musical artists, conductor
Milton Katims and violinist Henryk Szeryng as thev
prepare for a Seattle Symphony Orchestra conceri
appearance The program concludes with a performance
of Mozart s Sinfonia Concertante.

'

g MOVIE Clash By Night 1952 Barbara Stanwyck Paul
uglas A lonely woman marries the skipper of a

ishingboat lor security and falls in love with his best
fnend (2 hrs i

S
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNIA Earthquakes
A LEAF FROM THE TOWN RECORD A film on growing

up loyal in America uses a patriotic parade in a typical
small town to capture ironic contrasts with the realities
of the town s unemployment, disenchanted youth aoma
and death w «

3a FRENCH CHEF
D ABC MINUTE MAGAZINE

8:00 ffl EVENING AT POPS Country-western star Roy
Clark performs Lara s Theme. Malaguena Foggy
Mountain Breakdown' and other songs along with Arthur
Fiedler and the Boston Pops, who contribute selections
by Verdi, Nlcolai. Bach W C Handy and John Denver

O p THE MAKING OF THE DEEP' Special depictmo
the hazards and adventures of making the box-office hitThe Deep ' Included are some oultakes from the film'
highlighting the comedic blunders by actors and the
expected and unexpected dangers of filming a motion
picture unden«(ater Robert Shaw is host-narrator

P ©THE SIX MILLK)N DOLLAR MAN Sharks"' Part ISteve Austin ,s captured by a gang of nuclear submarine

nI!t?i!^*K
*."*' '\ 'mpnsoned in an underwater caveguarded by trained sharks Guest stars Pamela Hensley

i^ uowi r°"'
°^eO°^ Walcott. William Sylvester.© MOVIE Fathom' 1967 Raquel Welch, Tony FranciosaA woman parachutist is hired to recover a piece ofequipment necessary to trigger a bomb. (2 hrs.)

ABC NEWSBRIEF

Sis^e'^^hrl^'l^*^'
'"^^"^ °'^'^«"S o* London'

oflt^t IT "-""^ ''°'"«s '° 19-year^ld ChartesDickens, now a reporter at the House of Commons in theperson of Maria Beadnell. a wealthy bankeTTdauahter

S^esSip^f'*'" '""""^ •° property court hir hetakes actlna lessons in a bid for staoe stardom.

p O CBS SUNDAY NK3HT SPECIAL MOVIE CahillUS Marshal 1973 John Wayne. George Kennedy Thewestern drama revolves around a tough lawman who
sets his skills as a tracker against a wily bank robber (2

PO THE BK> EVENT The 1977 Emmy Awards' HostsAngie Dickinson and Robert Blake Alfred Hitchcock
Carol Burnett. Jack Albertson, Farrah Fawcett-Maiors'
Lee Majors. Robert Young. Jane Wyatt. Alan Alda Henry
Winkler are among the presenters From the SantaMonica Civic Auditorium

P WASHINGTON: BEHIND CLOSED DOORS Part VI
Iti the concluding two hours, tension builds to a dramatic
Climax as William Martin gets proof of illegal WhiteHouse activities and President Richard Moncktonsummons him to Camp David for a showdown

PKXADILLY CIRCUS The Author of Beltrafflo' A
shorl story by Henry James forms the basis of this study
Of obsession about a young American who witnesses
the conflict of wills behnreen an English novelist and his
wife fiercely competing for the affections of their frail
son

10:00

10:30

11:00

ASK THE MANAGER
MASSACHUSETTS
THE DRUM

p MD Diabetes Mellitus Dr Arthur H Rubenstein
head of the Diabetes-Endocrinology Center at the
University of Chicago, discusses his research Into the
control of Insulin secretion by the pancreas
^ARTISTS SHOWCASE No Title' by Tava-Hudson.
SIOOO0NEWS

. ASSACHUser

11:15

11:30

ttrs COUNCIL OF RABBISW PICCADILLY CIRCUS The General's Day The late
Alastair Sim stars in William Trevor's comedy-drama asan elderly - but still very lively - retired general who
piris his hopes for his sunset years on a spinster
schoolmarm

CBS NEWS
THE CBS LATE MOVIE The Daring Dobermans 1973

Lharles Knox Robinson. Tim Considine A gang ofDoberman pinschers are finely trained by a group of conmen to steal The dogs successfully carry out a bank
robbery and are then trained to commit another

w^'T.^^.l^i"'^

'

'° sleal millions in campaign funds (R)O MOVIE The Constant Husband 1954 Rex Harrison
Kay Kendall Man with amnesia discovers he has beenmarried several limes (1 hr 30 min i

P MOVIE It s In the Bag 1945 Fred Allen, Jack BennyOwner ol Ilea circus tries to outsmart a couple ofschemers who are trying to do him out of a b-g legacy (1

y.-'ji-'.-

9:30

9:50

9:55

10:00

10:25

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:56

Daytime. Mon^-FrL

MORNING

REFLECTIONS
GREATER BOSTONIANS
FARM AND MARKET REPORT
SUMMER SEMESTER
MORNING Gl ORY
VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS

SEL.fN^i'R'-''^'^^'^^^*'"^^
VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
NEWS
DAILY ALMANAC
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
LAS NOTICIAS DE H~ CBS NEWS
_ TODAY
CAPTAIN BOB
MUNSTERS
GOOD MORNING AMERICA

GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CBS NEWS
BUGS BUNNY AND PORKY PIGOO CAPTAIN KANGAROO

"^SUPERMAN
WALLY GATOR
WRITING FOR A REASON (MONm Culture (TUE THUR )

'

THIS MORNING
CONCENTRATK)N
GOOD DAY
DINAH
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW_ ROMPER ROOM

©LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
ffl WRITING FOR A REASON (MON
InCultureiTUE

. THUR
)

QfflOFFTHEAIRlEXC FRI)
OCHICOANDTHEMAN
© SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
C© FLINTSTONES
©NEWS
CD WEATHER VIEW

8 HERE'S LUCY
SANFORD AND SON® KITTY TODAY

© TOM LARSON SHOW
©STRUMN DRUMMERS
©HERITAGE CORNEROO PRICE IS RIGHT§m HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

ffi EDGE OF NIGHT
©WHEEL OF FORTUNE0® HAPPY DAYS

fsh;*S^lJu^^\^S"ETrug^h?elS^lnL^?w°|^ r^
ooIo;e^;"l^p"e'-''"^'^^°^«^-'^'''->O® ITS ANYBODY'S GUESS" JOKER'S WILD

FAMILY FEUDO CBS NEWS

J
V WA|t;H,Supplement to the Collegian - Page 3

ihrbTsrs'ener'l.s?.' hnl^rll'^^^'K^''^"^
^'^*^ ^«^ '^'^^' '"^kes

WEDNESDAY

. WED.) Dimensions

\
'^a.

1974 TVCompulog SenilcM. Inc

l?PT'.^%^rc"§ ?Tp\"''<='*^^
«^~ "" ^°^

C2an TS,?"""™" """^'^ '"" '='""'=f»= h^m on a cam
Ke'n°s SL/o". ,nrr,^'„rK^%Sr'™' '"°'

nnfl^aa^^^" ^*" Sampson. Monte Markham. A story of the

FRIDAY

, WED.) Dimensions

SUNDAY

(ABC) NOVEL FOR TELEVISION: 9:00 PM E D T
P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T..M.D.T. '

"Washington: Behind Closed Doors" Part VI of the dramawhich explores corruption in the nations capital.

t^S^T^ ^y^^^im^^^ SPECIAL MOVIE: 9:00 PM
E.D.T..M.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T..M.DT

tS^^'H'
.'JS- Marshal" 1973 John Wayne. George KennedyThe western drama revolves around a tough iawrSan who setshis skills as a tracker against a wily bank robber.

MONDAY

^^p'm'c'S^ "kJITt
'*°^'^ '^~ ^" = °'T- POT. -

are wrapped in a strange, spider-like web ^
SATURDAY

AFTERNOON

12:00 OOOO NEWSm SHOOT FOR THE STARS
GQ THE BETTER SEX

12:30 OO SEARCH FOR TOMORROW©WOMAN '77O CE) RYAN S HOPE
CHK^ AND THE MAN
TATTLETALES
©ALL MY CHILDREN
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
SDGOI^SHOW

8 AS THE WORLD TURNS
DAYSOFOURUVES

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
0120.000 PYRAMID
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES— VARK>US PROGRAMMING

GUIDING LK5HT
DOCTORS

_ ONE LIFE TO UVE
I POPEYE
IO ALL IN THE FAMILY
I ©ANOTHER WORLD
I BULLWINKLE

8 GENERAL HOSPITAL
MATCH GAME

ARCHIES
ULIAS YOGA AND YOUO SESAME STREET
GILUGANS ISLAND
MIKE DOUGLAS
BIG VALLEY
MERV GRIFFIN
BRADY BUNCH
NEW MCKEY MOUSE CLUB
UTTLE RASCALS
DINAH
THREE STOOGES
PETTK»ATJUNCTK)N

L^n? ^S^°^^ ^'GHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T.,P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T..M.D.T
"Billy: Portrait of a Street Kid" LeVar Burton stars as BillyPeoples, a young man who takes the first steps on his

ho3l anL 11' H^'"''° ^' 90ing to work at an animll

nSlnl. ??
3«»ending veterinarian's school, but when hisgirlfnend (Tina Andrews) becomes pregnant, his fraailehopes seem doomed.

m y i. mis rragiie

TUESDAY

11^59 \^I^^^^^ NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T..P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
"Rooster Cogburn" 1975 John Wayne, Katharine Hepburn Ano-nonsense minister's daughter helps an aged, one-evedformer deputy marshal win back his badge by outsmartingand outfighting a band of desperadoes and thwarting theirplanned bank robbery. ^

9:00 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. - 8:00 PMMOVIE SPECIAL:
C.D.T.,M.D.T.

ZaV'JMn^^ I""^?
°^ ^""^0® "°y ^«"" ""S^? Paul Newman,

town ;fnh on., ^f
""^PPO'nted "Judge' rules over an outlaw

gr^^s^^ndTare^
"'°'' '°'°'^' '^'''''''' '' ''' '°-"

9:00

1:00

1:30

^00

2:30

3:00

3:15

3:30

4:00

"Sex and the Married Woman" Joanna Pettet BarryNewman. A college thesis, written by a housewife based on

PM C.aT^M l^-^^^^^'
^^'^ P^ ^DT.. P.D.T.

lwa°nSVfn^°J^^^^^^ 'k^^ P^^'^^'
Laughton, John Mills. A

h nk^ hi ^^^"^3f
'^e bootmaker at the turn of the centurythinks he has it made with the cheap labor his threedaughters represent-but his eldest daughter has othe^Ideas (Check local listings for alternate viewing day and

9:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

IO MISTER ROGERS
t FAMILY FEUD
) EMERGENCY ONE
) MY THREE SONS
> SESAME STREET
lONEWS
I INSTANTGAME SHOW
ICANOLEPINS FOR CASH
) BEWITCHED
>ELECTRK: COMPANY

Monday. SePt.I2

6:00

® HOGANS HEROES

7:30

8:00

O CROSS WITS
"^ZOOM

ELECTRk: COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12
I LOVE LUCY
VILLA ALEGRE
NEWS
ZOOM
SI CBS NEWS
BCNEWS
O ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE

_ WRITING FOR A REASON

S ^^c."'^'* * CLASSIC Little Lord FauntleroVEpisode Five The earls affection for c|^r"c hasdeepened Consequently, it comes as a shi^ to hir^

tr/,m»';°":f^^°""°
'"*" Challenges Cedric^ cla°m tothe title Lord Fauntleroy• LITTLE VIC

EVENING MAGAZINE
BREAK THE BANK
CELEBRITY SWEEPSTAKES_ NFL HALL OF FAME

SDICK VAN DYKE SHOW
TATTLETALES

ffl MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

P^.'ii'l.^*"'^'.??^^^^*"'^ Episode Five. Wanted.A Good Home When Virginia's son goes away toboarding school, her daughter acquires"t>oth a puppy
«^°JoM^^^'^®^""*"9 '" « ""^1°" domestic upsetO O '^OUNG DAN'L BOONE The French and heirndian allies are battling the British for the new American
frontier Stars Rick Moses (PREMIERE)

^'"erican

e ® LinLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE CastofisHermione Baddeley guest stars as an aged wanderer
"^^VTIV". **'*'""' ^'°'^ *^«^« ""e *s rejected by theadults but befriended by the children After the death olLaura s beloved dog. Jack, the old woman teaches thegirl to accept Bandit, a stray muttO eS LUCAN Listen to me Heart Beat' Lucan'sinvolyement with a pretty gymnast from a Corrimumslcountry turns into a love aftalr. and the young lovers are

Il',^h'cf!f*^
^^ "V °.*" countrymen Stars Kevin Brophy

S IRONSIDr ' ^""' ^'^'""8 (PREMIERE)

8:58 O NEWSBREAK
QD ABC NEWSBRIEF
O CHILDHOOD A Great Day for Bonzo' H E Bates's

ZT'-^""^''
'°"°"^ '^^«« <=^''<^^«° linked to a

TZTJTi^'T^^' ''^ "'^ <^°9 ^« Oives them, and thi

:rh-i d^TsL'crer
''"' '"•° ''' ""^^'^^ °' '^^ -"

O OJHE BETTY WHITE SHOW Betty White stars asJoyce Whitman, an unemployed actress hoping 'o get |television series as an undercover policewoman, partlybecause she s bored and partly because it would^^rm.t

bC;bL°„d'"[pR&Lr
^'""""^ ''''''' ''""^ '^^-

So NCAA FOOTBALL UCLA vs. HoustonNK^ MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES 'Billy: Portrait
of a Street Kid' Tina Andrews, LeVar Burton. Billy

Th-M^^s ^* '''^ "'*• *'^P* °" ^'s )0"'"ey out ol the

att«nrti„n''
°.°'"° '° ^°'^ *• *" «"*'"«' ''OSP*"" andattending veterinarian's school, but when his girlfriendbecomes pregnant his fragile hopes seem doomed. (2

f^JUP^^K,!*^
^""®' ^''*«"' ^^ Janet Leigh. JacKLemmon. The misadventures of two sisters from Ohioseeking tame and fortune in New York (2 hrs )

f?,.h?'^"^l. ^9 T"E AMERCAS CUP Sven-BertllTaube. Sweden s leading acfor-balladeer. and Ulf

S!?h ,sJ**
'®"o*ned Swedish conductor, are featured

tT hM.r . T'*^."
Symphony Orchestra in this musical

tribute to the America's Cup Yachting competition
entrants, performed at historic Fort Adams

P«9 f!lti!?^
°''''*" "*' * <=*»« °' 3"'"- "^aude extendsa ess-than-sincere invitation to her trying Aunt Tinkle

giLc^i^^®'^''®'^ '°' "^® suffering to comeNEWS

uJ^ "JAFFERTY Medical drama series, starring Patrick

^.2^ « mrM.^^^"*"0 "*"*« Slavin and John Get2
ffi IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY The Curse of Adam'exaniines the American workers desire for morefreedom and fulfillment in his work

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

Th.wH°^L^^'^° *"** AMERKJAN PORTRAIT ColThaddeus Kosciuszko of Poland devised the defensive

l^T^l Tk*'
''''^ °" "'^ ^"'*'"' «' Saratoga andchanged the course ot the Revolutionary^War Anunusual and widely forgotten American hero isremembered In this dramatic reenactment"OOONEWS

HONEYMOONERS
ALL THAT GLITTERS

8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE
THE TONKSHT SHOW Guest host: David Brenner

^OJLD ONES*'^"'*"
°*'"'^' ^^'°*'' ^°""*' ^"°

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
ONEWS
SCREENING ROOM

iJhir^nf*?^
FOOTBALL 77 An ABC Sports serieswhich will feature weekly highlights of key contests

Which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Football
season. »->'.<.'~ii

go TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder. Guesf Frank
pra (motion picture director)

«"w»i rrann

NEWS •

NK3HTSHIFT
AOUl

7:30

8:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

8:SB

9:00

11:30

11:45

12:15

9:30

1:00

1:46

2:15

2:25

oai

i

Tuesday. ScPt. 13

9:58

10:00

^d H^^l "r
"^^'^ "^'^^S Actors Jessica Tandyand Hume Cronyn discuss their Broadway-bound

O LrmE"vrc
'°'"^y^^""^ T''« G'n Game

©evening magazine

SK^d^Ia'^e^^"^^'^
^'''''^ «--

SHANANA
© CMCK VAN DYKE SHOW
©GONG SHOW

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

andR ^l^'^^"!^"'*^^
*^ ^^OLF TRAP Sarah Vaughanand Buddy Rich In a ,azz doubleheader, Sarah Vaughan

and^lf ;:°"«»f"2"
°' "^^ ^*"'' '"C'"<^'ng Misty Bo^y

b1^^,T ^'«l"';0^'
*n Vermont • Drummer Bu^JRicMeads his band in a unique version of West Side

^.?J"l'^'*^"^^ ^"^ CHAMPIONS Heavyweight

Parom n^'"^" 'I
*"'° "'«"'«"*• vvelterweighl'^ cXsPalomino vs. Everaldo Costa Azevedo; hghNveinht& Li?t?rRJ'"i

"'* *^"'° ^'"«^»' 'eatheSh :paniiy Little Red Lopez vs. Jose Torres. Live from theLos Angeles Olympic Auditorium Calif
gl THE RICHARD PRYOR SHOW Guests: Paula Kelly.

O® HAPPY DAYS Fonzie the Movie Star^' Fonzie is

HnH*"!^."^ ' •*'«"' '«=°"'' and IS offered a ir^ o

provided Richie, Potsie. Ralph Malph and theCunninghams go with him

®nkfes^*®^®*'-'-
^"°" "'^ ^x « New York

O UPSTAIRS. DOWNSTAIRS Episode Six An Old

lovTan.^;^'' "''"I,""'
•'^'"'"' Bets 'nvolv^ with an old

h°s bIsfJfen'd'
'""'"= '''"'" '^"»« *"«» ^^ -'e °'

ONEWSBREAK
O SOMETHING PERSONAL Never Give Up' profilespomai photographer Imogen Cunningham and hironginal philosophy and lifestyle

S ^^fpcnitJ ^''J"^
CHAMPIONS Continued

"arr^d Wol**°T'^ °^ I"^ ^^^'^ S*" and theMarred Woman Joanna Pettet. Barry Newman Acouple s marriage is thrown into turmoil when the wife

her'^k on mr,I""V' ' ^*'"" °' '^^ Publica,:,:ot

(2 hrsT
experiences of married women.

O m THREE'S COMPANY Ground Rules' A conflict

Zl.^h?^*' 'k
'^^" ''°*=*" '*^" CO-"" <o a head when

have to r^°,m'°T ',
'>«y'"«"<^- and Jack and Chnssy

/li .l^^"^ "'®"' '^^^'s at the Regal BeagleO IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP 'The Daughter of

r«.,^^T"' ^^^^^'y S*"s stars in this production oGaelano Donizetti's colorful 1840 comic opera set in avillage in the Austrian Tyrol.

Sh^^^^*^ *^ "^ ^'^'^ ^'* '"^^ 'n Russia through thewedding of a granddaughter, this program focuses on
the^t^ypical life of an elderly Jewish ^migram in New

St^ .^^r/*"'*
'''°'*' '* *" ''^""' continuing comedyabout the hilarious exploits of the characfeTs in Uvo

ZT"p""'"^^' "'^ '^'^^ <"^ '''^ Campt^lfs Stars

Damon ^h^nr'n"
"^""''^ ^'"^ ^^»'»'' C*thryn

®A^ S|wsBFw"eF
""' '"' °"^" (PREMIERE)

Wednesday. Sept. 14

6:30

6:56

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:58

9:00

6:00

6:30

6:55

7:00

OOOOONEWS
8D HOGANS HEROES
p CROSS WITS

~)Z0OM
JELECTRK; COMPANY
) NBC NEWS
) ADAM 12

EE) I LOVE LUCY
O REBOP
"JNEWS

I ZOOM
_| CBS NEWS

I NBC NEWS
I CE) ABC NEWS
)NEWS
) ODD COUPLE
) DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

J NEWS
O O FAMILY 'Acts of Love' Part. I 20 year-old WillieLawrence and a girl named Lizzy fall deeply m^ove^bul

b^au«*,hl S'""?
^""^ '""' '"^« '° «"<^ '"e relationship

n^n. f ^ ."^ ^^" exposed to massive radiation and

Br^ke Adrs'
"° """'' "" '^« '"'-« G"«'' »«»-

]2-^ ©MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
10:45 © RED SOX WRAP-UP
11:00 O OPERA THEATRE 'The Flying Dutchman' RichardWagner s fiery opera concerns a seaman doomed to sailthe seas until he is redeemed by the fidelity of a

R^i?I*" ^K°?,
^^'^ ^^^ production teatures Norman

Bailey in the title role and Gwyneth Jones as Senta0000®ONEWS
S HONEYMOONERS

ALL THAT GLITTERS

11:30 OO THE CBS LATE MOVIEO ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson
Guest Peter Strauss
gFERNWOOD 2-NIGHT

DANIEL BOONE
m TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Skullduggery' 1970
Burt Reynolds. Chips Rafferty An anthropological
expedition m New Guinea stumbles upon a band of
blond ape-hke creatures who may be the missing link m
evolution (2 hrs )m ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

9:30

10:00

10:30

10:45

11:00

gELECTRrc COMPANY
NBC NEWS

CD ADAM 12m I LOVE LUCY
O VILLA ALEGRE
CE)NEWS

8 ZOOM
O CBS NEWS

O NBC NEWSOO ABC NEWS
tNEWS
ODD COUPLE

® WRITING FOR A REASON

S1m°^5'-'-
T^^***S remembers Aviation 1936' Film

highlights recall the building of the dingible LZ-129 in

Ell^lorthTi'' ^^''"f^ "'"P '«**="'"0 "P'°'«^ Lincoln
Ellsworth, the national air races and Howard Hughes ashe sets a coast-to<oast recordO UTTUE VIC

O EVENING MAGAZINE
SIN SEARCH OF Butch Cassidy'O BK] MONEY
© DK:k van DYKE SHOW
fla IN SEARCH OF Ghosts'

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORTe UPSTAIRS. DOWNSTAIRS Episode Seven
iisMlusion' A stab at romance is interpreted as a breach

of decorum for Hudson, especially since the obiect of

a affections is Lily, the undemouse parlor maid

frhflA^^^'^^^."^ °''*^* SPEOAL Spider-Man'
Nicholas Hammond, David White. A chance bite from a
radioactive spider endows a young physicist with

^''r^^"°"^
super-human powers and iSunches him on a

^i?^'°". ° ""**'' *" extortionist whose mind-control
plot threatens the lives of innocent New York residents
\ 1 nr. ju mm.)
O A N«HT WITH THE HEAVYWEIGHTS Live from

S^«n U^^^ '" -'? ^^" ^^"^ ^°"' ^"'"0 »^"tS Willbe^ Ken Norton vs. Lorenzo Zanon, Jimmy Young vs

SiSr^i?!^^
'® ENOUGH Is There a Doctor in the^ mI ^^P?"'

1°"" ^'''*'°''^ """^ a temporarily singleDoc Maxwell try their luck as middle-ag^ swinaina

ONEWSBREAK
8 ABC NEWSBRIEF

^t^rffon^^*^^'^
VICTORY GARDEN The basics of

Sn,r:f"'""'
°"*^* S"^^'*^ SP^<^e-Man

O O CHARLIES ANGELS

Srt^rj'-J?"*^
^*'"*' ^^"^ Such Dreadful Lies'Barbara Waring s autobiographical tale envisions whathappens when an imaginative nine-year-old girl starts to

far^tasize - with a little help from her older brother - an
extramarital affair beNveen her surgeon-lather and one
ot his patients

8 MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUSO SPECIAL FILM PRESENTATION Relentless' WillSampson Monte Markham A story of the grueling
pursuit in the wilderness of a band of bank robbers by an
Arizona state trooper (1 hr. 40 min )ONEWS
O FRONT ROW CENTER Just Call Us Dancers' Dennis

P,fiZ^n % ^°'"P«"V Dancers appear at Jacob'sP^low Dance Festival in Becket. Mass , where they
debuted two years ago. This special blends performance
with a look at the personality of Wayne

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
A LEAF FROM THE TOWN RECORD A film on growingup loyal in America uses a palnofic parade in a typical

small town to capture ironic contrasts with the realities

and death"
^ ""^'"P'oV'^^nt. disenchanted youth, aging

©RED SOX WRAP-UP
O PICCADILLY CIRCUS The Author of Beltrafflo A
short story by Henry James forms the basis of this study
of obsession about a young American who witnesses
the conflict ol wills beh(veen an English novelist and his
««fe fiercely competing for the affections ol their frail

OOOOONEWS© HONEYMOONERS
ffl ALL THAT GLITTERS
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Thursday. Sept. 15

6:00

6:30

es6
TOO

7:30

6:00

8:30

6:00

6:30

10:00

OeOtSNEWS
HCXiAN S HEHO€S
CROSS WITS
ZOOM (CAPTIONEO)
ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
A0AM12
I LOVE LUCY

^ ONCE UPON A CLASSIC (CAPTtONED) Little Lord
^auntieioy Episode Five The earl s affection tor Cednc
r»M deepened Consequently, it comes as a shock tomm when another young man challenges Cednc s claim
to the title Lord Fauntleroya NEWS
a ZOOM (CAPTIONEO)
aaCBSNEWS

NBC NEWS
_l ABC NEWS
NEWS
OOO COUPLE
DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
REBOP
DOUBLEPUAV
EVENING MAGAZINE
MOUSE CALL C P R
GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
THAT GIRL
IWACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

1

UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode Eight Such a
Lovely Man Virginia is taken out by a rich and politically
influential nfwn whose help Richard needs with his
career But the relationship creates a social dilemma for
the Bellamys

fl S a BASEBALL Boston Red Sox vs New York
ankees

fl
THE FAMILY AN ENDANGERED SPEQES Is It In the

enes"

aa WELCOME BACK, KOTTERa THE WALTONS Olivia is one of the committee
members chosen to select a new minister tor Walton's
Mounuin after World War II breaks out and Reverend
Fordwtck enlists in the Army
SMZIZMWOTS

EVENING AT POPS Country-western star Roy ClarV
performs Lara s Theme, Malaguena. Foggy Mountain
Breakdown and other songs aiong with Arthur Fiedler
and the Boston Pops, who contribute selections by
Verdi. Nicolai Bach. W C Handy and John Denvera THIRD ANNUAL ROCK MUSIC AWARDS Peter
Frampton and Cher will be the hosts of this two-hour
music special teatunng some ol the biggest names on
the current rock music scene Telecast live from the
Hollywood (Calif ) Palladiumaa BARNEY MILLER Where s Fish' Detective Phil
Fish IS missing mystenously on the day of his
retirement and the rest of the squad try to put the reins
on a vigilante group

a HAWAII FTVE-O The late actor Stephen Boyd guest-
stars as an Irish terronst who brings the bloody strife of
Northern Ireland to tropical Hawaii confronting startled
Five-O Chief Steve McGarretta INCLUDING ME The 1975 Education lor All
Handicapped Children Act has required public school
systems throughout the country to provide special
education curricula tor handicapped children Patricia
Neal hosts this documentary look at six handicapped
young people receiving special educationaa CARTER COUNTRY Ch.e( Roy is eagerly awaiting
the arrival ol the U S President in his typical southern
town when the mayor gives his black. New York-trained
sergeant the burden of telling Chief Roy hes not wanted
at the welcoming party Stars Victor French. Kene
Hoiiiday iPREMIERE)
§ABC NEWSBRIEF

NEWS
a fEDO FOXX Veteran superstar Redd Foxx is the

star ot this fast-paced contemporary comedy-variety
show which will feature some of the biggest names in
show business as guest stars (PREMIERE)a BARNABY X)NES Barnaby Jones looks t>ehmd the

laao

10 45

11:00

11:30

1200

1 00

2:35

2:4S

4:00

4:30

scenes ol television news when a newscaster stages an
event that results in the death of a priest Guest stars
Hobert Heed
a ^ CHALLENGE This follow up special to IncludinaMe examines Massachusetts experience in trvina to
.mplemeni Chapter 766. the law which gives

S
handicapped children the right to a public education

MACNEILLEHRER REPORT
MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens o( London-

Episode Three Love conws to 19-year-old Charles
Dickens, now a reporter at the House ol Commons in the
person of Maria Beadneli. a wealthy banker s daughter
Determined to obtain money to properly court her he
takes acting lessons in a bid lor stage stardom© RED SOX WRAP-UP
a IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY The Curse ol Adam'
examines the American workers desire for more
freedom and fulfillment in his work
ooasaosNEws
§HONEYMOONERS
a THE CBS LATE MOVIE® THE TONKJHT SHOW Host

Guests Johnny Mathis, Tim Conway,
(comedienne)
§FFRNWOOO 2-NIGHT

IRONSIDE
POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPEQAL POLICE

STORY-The Cutting Edge When his partner retires a
30-year police veteran has a hard time adjusting Stars
Sylvester Stallone THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-The
Late Great 1968' Host Henry Gibson Guests Lt William
Galley, author Tom Wolfe, singer Tammy Wynette (R)a ALL THAT GLITTERSa POUCE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL POLICE
STORY-The Cutting Edge When his partner retires, a
30-year police veteran has a hard time ad|usting Stars
Sylvester Stallone THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-The
Late Great 1968 Host Henry Gibson Guests Lt William
Caliey author Tom Wolfe, singer Tammy Wynette (R)8® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

NEWS
a MOVIE The Black Cat 1934 Boris KarloH Bela
L'jgosi (1 hr ISmin )

XAQUI
GOOD DAY

8:30

she must leave her home and loin the light for freedoma ® SANFORD ARMS Bye. Fred. Hi. Phil Theodore
Wilson. LaWanda Page, Tina Andrews and Whitman
Mayo star in the premiere episode about Phil Wheeler s
efforts to pay a $300 mortgage note on the property he
bought Irom Fred Sanlord

aa THE MAKING OF STAR WARS' As told by C3PO
and R-2D-2 A behind-the-scenes look dt i977 s hottest
movie 'Star Wars ' Glimpses of the film itsell will be
offered while taking the viewer behind the scenes in
footage shot while Star Wars' was in production and
some of the most incredible special effects in the history
of the movie industry

aa WALL STREET WEEK Host. Louis Rukeyser 'Wall
Street Goes to the Movies' Guest Joan E Lappin senior
analyst tor the Dreyfus Corpa ® CHICO AND THE MAN Ed Brown returns Irom a
trip to Mexico and discovers he has transported a
youngster across the border in the trunk of his car

10:00

Johnny Carson
Elayne Boosler

Friday. Sept. 16

'.•.•A.*,*.'.*:*;*'

6:00

6:30

6:S6

700

7:30

8:00

aaaaa^Ewsa HOGAN'S HEROESa CROSS WITSa ZOOM
a ELECTRIC COMPANY
§NBC NEWS

ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY

§
STUDIO SEE
NEWS
SAY BROTHER Inside Mother's Island' Features

include a discussion centenng around life in the
Columbia Point Project in Dorchester and a debate on
gay legistiation issues taped before a live audience
aaCBSNEWS
a NBC NEWS

8a ABC NEWS
NEWS

® ODD COUPLE
a PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY Portrait
Through the use ot Nancy s grid system, a correctly
proportioned, full-lace portrait may be created^ LITTLE VIC

EVENING MAGAZINE
_ MATCH GAME
a ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW Guest Sandy Duncan® $100 000 NAME THAT TUNE
© BASEBALL Baltimore Orioles vs. Boston Red Sox® MUPPETS SHOW
§MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORTa WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEWa NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN A
plane with scientists aboard is brought down on
Paradise Island, and threatening to reveal the existence
ol the Amazon culture o( Wonder Woman Once again

10:15

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:35

1:45

4:00

4:30

Randy Powell, and co-slarnng Lima Raymond, Keene
Curtis, Ted Markland and Mary Hamill The drama is set
200 years in the future, alter a nuclear holocaust has
destroyed most ol Earths civilization (PREMIERE)a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN The techniques ofmaking and caring lor rock gardens are demonstrated byJim Crockett at his own home

8 NEWS
m QUINCY No Deadly Secret' Ouincy is without hismost important medical clue - the body - in a bizarre

case in which a body and all medical evidence disappear

c,m'"^
*' °*'*" '° *<='="sa''0"s of fabricating a

a EVENING AT POPS Country-western star Roy ClarkKr '-"'*. ^^^'^^ Malaguena. Foggy Mountam
^^k"**!,"

*"*^ °^*'^' *°"0s a'°"0 with Arthur Fiedlerand the Boston Pops, who contribute selections bv

© reS'ISx'wra^^Ju^p"
'""''' '"' •""" "«"''«'

a macneillehrer report
^ MOVIE The Agony and the Ecstasy' 1965 Charlton
Meston, Rex Harrison Conflict between Michelangelo
and Pope Julius II over painting Sistlne Chapel ceiling (2hrs 30min) "'

'

a DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW Part I The Bare FactsAbout Baldness' Part II Get the Cockroaches Out ofYour Life

Saeo®©NEws
allThatglitters
MOVIE The Executioner 1970 George Peppard, Joan

Collins. American-trained British agent must track down
the traitor involved in a massacre at a country estate (2
hrs 30mln

)a m THE TONK5HT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson
Guests Charlton Heston, David Horowitz (consumer

8

reporter), Steve Landesburg, McLean Stevenson
FERNWOOD 2-NIGHT
SECOND CITY TELEVISION
BARETTA Aggie A retarded girl - a friend of Baretta -

IS marked for death by a narcotics officer when she
witnesses him kill his girlfriend. (R)
§ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

MOVIE
MOVIE Cat Ballou 1965 Lee Marvin, Jane Fonda (2

hrs )

a BARETTA Aggie' A retarded girl - a friend of Baretta -

IS marked for death by a narcotics officer when she
witnesses him kill his girlfriend (R)aa THE MIDNKjHT special
(NEWS

MOVIE Bridge to the Sun' 1961 Carroll Baker James
Shigeta (2 hrs 15min.)

a HOUSE CALL
a GOOD DAY

LaWanda Page continues in the
role of tough-talking Esther and
Theodore Wilson stars as Phil in
the new NBC TV comedy series
SANFORD ARMS'which

premieres Friday, September 16.

8:58

0:00

proi

9:30

_ NEWSBREAK
^ ABC NEWSBRIEF

MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London
Episode Three Love comes to 19-year-old Charles
Dickens, now a reporter at the House of Commons in the
person of Maria Beadneli. a wealthy banker s daughter
Determined to obtain money to properly court her. he
takes acting lessons m a bid for stage stardoma NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN
Continued

aa THE ROCKFORD FILES Beamer s Last Case A
mechanic who lives in a fantasy world starts using Jim
Rockford's Identity, credit cards and clients to play at
being a pnvate eye. and causes Jim a good deal of
trouble and pain

a CQ THE ABC FRIDAY NK5HT MOVIE The Curse of the
Black Widow Tony Franciosa. Donna Mills Authorities
search for an elusive killer whose victims are wrapped in
a strange spider-hke weba MASSACHUSETTS
8 a LOGAN'S RUN New adventure series starring
Gregory Harrison. Heather Menzies, Donald Moffat and

answer
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Support Your Team

UMASS
vs.

ARMY
at West Point, N. Y.

Saturday, Sept. 10 1:30 p.m. at Michie Stadium

It's Much More Than A Football Game!

IT'S A PARADE
IT'S SIGHT-SEEINGI

IT'STAILGAITINGi
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CC hotel may be home
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

S uden's s'aying in 'he Campus Center
H ,el tiave won an agreement from ad-
minisra'ors s'a'ing 'hey could not be forced
u' --f he ho'el in»o any o»her temporary

housing.

Adminis*ra»ors had planned las* week fo
m ,ve he 110 male s'uden's living in 'he
li./el (> makeshift rooms in s»uden» dor-
mi (jry hjunges.
"N .bcjdy wan*s 'o be moved more 'han

.ne more 'ime," said one student living on
he fif'h floor of 'he hotel." Some students
liad been mvoved as many as four 'imes.

F ,r*y-eigh' s'uden's remain in 'he hotel
his morning. The res' moved over 'he
weekend in*o rooms and lounges around
campus.

Off campus housing applications from
s.-phomore males will be considered until the
sh.or'age of male beds is alleviated, an-
n.ounced Dean of S'uden's William F. Field.

There has been no shortage of female
spaces.

Afer s'uden' pro'es's, an agreement was
reached Friday between Fred Preston,
ass.<cia-e vice-chancellor for S'udent Affairs'
Field and Legal Services Office attorney
James S arr. (See rela'ed story. Page 3)

The agreemen* read: "The parties signing
bel /w agree ha' wi'hout exception, the
space being (occupied by 'he student is a
permanen' space for 'he semester unless the
s uden' wan's 'o move."

Preson, Field and S'arr also agreed no
suden-s w>uld be moved into 'he lounge of
Pierp^n- D ,rmi'ory in Southwes', who had
earlier in he day pro'es'ed 'he loss of 'heir
l-,unges.

S uden's m(jved over 'he weekend were
m ,ved in'o both rooms and converted
lounge space, according 'o Robert L
Campbell, Direc'or of Residential Resource
Managemen'.
Campbell said 'hese students are being

m ,ved in'o spaces "all over 'he system
excluding Nor'heas' and Cen'ral" which are
full and have no ex'ra lounge space. Camp-
bell also es'ima'ed -ha' 60 per cent of the
suden's moved during 'he weekend had
been moved in'o reconverted lounge space.

Bill McNamara, head of residence in Cance
Hwuse in Sou'hwes', said Cance has 'aken
SIX s'uden's from 'he hotel and put them into
rec>onver'ed lounge space, and there has
been no 'rouble. "Things are running very
smoo'hiy here," said McNamara.

Adminis'rators place 'he blame on them-
selves for -he dormitory over- crowding. Field
old S'uden's Friday, "I'm ashamed of the
ins'i'u'ion." Field 'old 'he Collegian last
nigh', "We blew some 'hings in 'he ad-
minis'ra'ion, and 'o make up for our
mis-akes, we need s'udent co-operation."

Direc'or of Housing Gerald A. Quarles said
he reason -he Housing Office had tried to
m ,ve he displaced students into dormitories
Sw quickly was so 'he s'udents could "get
in'o a dorm si'uation." He said students
living on 'he fifth floor of the hotel were
going hrough "'erritorialization and
arguments" as a resul' of being separa'ed
from he res' ;jf 'he University.

Field again denied 'he charge that the
s udens were moved from 'he hotel before
he weekend 'o make room for a convention
f ax accoun'ants. "I don't care if the
Campus Cen'er makes an extra grand," said
Field. "The s'uden's are our first priority."
According -o Field, University Housing

was also paying $5 a day per person for
sudens living in 'he ho»el. Housing and the
Campus Cen'er both are divisions of the
Universi'y, bu' cjpera'e under separate
budges. The regular cost of a Campus

Cen-er H./el room is $16.75 a night.
Pres'on also said i' was "possible" 'hat

S'uden's who lived in 'he Campus Center
H ,'el would be eligible for partial boardm ney refunds.

We want a place'
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

"I see 'hese kids in the dorms and I

envy 'hem. All we want is a place," said
Bill Walsh, 18, a communications major
from Sou'h Boston.

Bill Walsh and his roommate, Brian
Burke, a 19-year-old political science
major, also from South Boston, have
been living out of suitcases and' paper
bags in a Campus Center Hotel room for
he pas' 'wo weeks.
Bw'h Walsh and Burke lived in the

projec's in South Boston. "We had to
w ,rk 'o ge' here. We're very fortunate

"

said Walsh.
"I'm he only kid from my eighth-grade

graduating class who went to college
"

said Walsh, a graduate of Boston College
High School. "People where we come
from are looking up »o us."

"I expeced 'o wahz right in here and
he -he books," said Burke. "I need to

more 'han the averagesudy a lot

S'uden'."

Burke said he lost a chance at a
dormi'ory room because he was in the
library s'udying when 'he call came from
he Hvousing Office. When he finally
picked up his housing card, it was too
la'e.

"We don'' have a personal at-
mosphere," said Burke. "We'd really like
a place we could personalize," said
Walsh, "a place we could put our stereo
and hang up pos'ers and maybe put a
few plan's around."

All of 'he confusion surrounding their
housing has hindered 'hem from settling
in a- UMass. "We shouldn't have to put
ime in wi'h all 'hat," said Burke. "We
should be able 'o spend our 'ime
S'udying and socializing."

Even when 'hey have 'he time,
S'udying is s'ill difficult. "It's like the
Sword of Damocles hanging over my
head," said Walsh.

Unrest over Kent gym heightens
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

KENT. Ofiio Abou' 200 demonstrators
a an ani-gym rally yes'erday 'ore down a
fence surrounding 'he si'e of 'he 1970 Kent
S ae shoo'ings and illegally wen' onto the

sie ,f 'he proposed gym. Police made no
a "emp* "o arres' anyone.

Earlier in 'he day, an open jeep with four
men, drove in'o a crowd of demonstrators.
N ne were injured.

I was during 'he 'bird march in 'wo days
ha' demons'ra'ors ripped down 'he fence in

-pposiMon 'o 'he construction of a $6 million
rjym complex near 'he shooting site.

The ac was comple'ely spontaneous, said
Alan Canfora, who was shot through the
wris' by Ohio Na'ional Guard troops during a
May 4, 1970 an'i-war demonstration at Kent

S a'e. Four s'uden's were killed and nine
w-unded a' 'ha' demonstration.

Demons'ra'ors had marched to the home
-f Brage GcJding, president of Kent State,
and yelled, "G(.ilding, Golding, you can't
hide; we kncjw you're on the murderer's
side." On discovering Golding was not at

home, 'hey 'urned and '00k 'he fence down.
Earlier yes'erday, af'er marching through

campus, infuria'ed marchers retaliated
agains' four men in a charging jeep by
bea'ing 'hem with placard poles, pulling

hem frvom 'he jeep, and punching them.
Campus pvolice quickly put themselves

be'ween 'he jeep and 'he Vnarchers, and
arres'ed 'he driver, who was later released.
On Sa'urday nigh', about 300 persons

Miarched behind a man carrying a torch
hrough dorms chan'ing, "Out of the dorms
and in'o 'he s'ree's." A' each set of dorms, a
speaker wi'h a por'able public address
sys'em urged s'uden's 'o join 'he anti-gym
m ,vemen'.

Throughou' 'he Weekend, 'he dorms were
filling wi'h s'uden's, mainly freshmen,
preparing for 'he firs' day of classes 'oday.
Many rooms however, were still vacant last

nigh'.

Close 'o 500 persons in all protested the
qym c-ons'ruc'ion during 'he weekend. Small
groups -f S'uden's came from some midwest
and eas'ern s'a'es. Also present were
members .,f 'he National Workers
Association and Youth In Action, from
various chap'ers in 'he United States.

#nIl!'.T H*'V
^*'*

^I?/ 1?°""^'°V^"'
''°'^" ^^' **"'^* «"^fO"n<ling the site of the proposed gymnasium near the area wherefour students were killed May 4, 1970. The action followed a protest rally at the university last Saturday. Police stood by as thefence was destroyed. lUPI)

The telegram sent in support of the
anti-gym movement in the UMass-
Amherst Undergraduate Student Senate
was "pure social dynamite," said Elliot

Kass, UMass member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade. Kass
and other members of the brigade's
UMass chapter joined the May 4
Coalition in protesting the proposed
gym construction.

Telegrams of support were sent fo the
c.ali'ion by o'her universities as well, in-

cluding a S'uden* group from Soweto, South
Africa.
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Central Council allots

four budgets tonight

nCoWca'idn

By SERENA RICHARD
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council (CAC) tonight
wil! be allocating budgets for four area
cen-ers sponsored by CAC at their first

mee'ing 'his fall.

CAC will also organize elections for two
council (jffices vacated during the summer.
The council meets every Monday night at
7:15 in 'he Chadbourne House seminar room.

Representatives from the four centers,
Ar's and Crafts Shop, New World Center,'
Women's Center, and the Center for
Education on Racism and Sexism will give
•he Ci^uncil a general idea of how much
money 'heir centers will need for operating
'his year. Last year, Central- Area received a
budget of $17,192 from the undergraduate
s'uden- senate; of this amount, $8,600 was
allocated to the four centers.

Because the population of Central has
increased from approximately 1,800 to 2,000
since las' semester, CAC President Mark
Zinan las' week said he anticipates at least an

Among the 30 participants at a skateboard competition was Jim Winters, who
is shown here maneuvering his way through the obstacle course. (Staff photo by
Chris Bourne)

Sylvan election date set
By JANIS FINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Sylvan Area Government held its first

mee'ing of 'he semester last night, and Vice-
Presiden* Michael Fix announced the date
for elec'ions for 'he area governm>in'.
The elec'ions will 'ake place on Sep'. 21 in

each of 'he 'hree Sylvan dorms. Five
represen'atives from each dorm will be
eleced as well as president, vice- president,
reasurer, and secretary. Nominations for the
positions will begin 'omorrow and run until
Sep', 20.

I' was also announced that Student
Government Association (SGA) elections
will be held Sept. 26-27. Nomination papers
^re available 'oday and can be obtained in

McNamara dorm, room 03E for those in-

eres'ed. Six people from the Sylvan area,
( wo from each dorm), will be elected to
represent 'he Area.

President Timothy Bernard presented a
propcisai 'o be considered by the Sylvan
Area Government entitled the Academic-
Program Development Council. The council
will consis' of nine members and will be
funded wi'h $14,000. I' would cost the
Sylvan Area Government, as well as the
N >r'heas' Area Government, $4,000 each
and i' would involve 'wo officers and one at
large from each area.

S'uden* Affairs would also be involved
and rs cost would be $6000. Two heads of
residence and .one assistant director would
be necessary. The area management
coordinator's contribution has not been
de'ermined yet.

The Academic-Program Development
Council would support local organizations
such as 'he Racial Awareness-Training
Program, Anacoana Center, Sylvan Cultural
Socie'y and various other organizations.
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Glen Corriveau shows his stuff in
the freestyle event at Saturday's
skateboard competition at Wildwood
School. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

additional $1,500 to supplement the budget
Las' semester, $9.60 was designated to the
Central budget for every resident of Central
Area.

The office of CAC treasurer was vacated
by Gary Anderson this summer. Anderson
was elected last April.

Zinan said nominations for treasurer will be
opened at tonight's meeting. A popular
election, he said, will be held in ap-
proximately two weeks, with ballot boxes
located in Franklin Dining Commons.
The CAC itself will be selecting a new

Activities Coordinator to replace David
Cantor, who was appointed to the position
las' spring but moved off campus this
semester.

Zinan said the Activities Coordinator is

responsible for planning activities at least
once every two weeks for Central Area
residents and also chairing committees for
•he fall and spring concerts.
Zinan said there are a number of openings

for representatives in the CAC.

Jewish

New Year

starts tonight

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

R>osh Hashanah, Jewish New Year, begins
'onight at Sundown and lasts two days,
marking 'he year 5738 since the begirning of
creation.

Contrary to the other new year. Rabbi Saul
Perimutter of Hillal said the Jewish New Year
is a serious tjme. "A time for Jews to look
back on their lives of the past year and ask
•hemselves what kind of people they've been
and what kind of lives they've led," he said.

R.osh Hashanah begins a period known as
'he "10 days of repentance" which
culminates next week with the observence of
Y.jm Kippur.

"The period of Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur is when people have the opportunity
•(J repen* and seek forgiveness for actions
and deeds 'hey feel to be wrong, and to try
•o start the new year with a clean slate, so
al'hough i' is a serious time it is not a sad
ime because it offers people the opportunity
'o start new," Perimutter said.

"According to Jewish tradition, there is a
heavenly Book of Life in which God inscribes
•hose who merit continued life for the next
year. To be entered into the Book of Life, one
must do teshuvah which literally means a
•urning away from destructive patterns and a
re'urning 'oward better ways of acting.
Hence 'he 'raditional new year's greeting of
"L'Shanah Tovah Tekatavoo" meaning,
may you be inscribed for a good year,'

"

Perimutter said.

The shofar or ram's horn, one of mankinds
oldest musical instruments, is sounded 100
imes during the morning service. Its short
stubbing sounds are a call for repentence,
along with a symbolic casting of sins into
s' reams of running water praying for God to
wash away 'he people's sins called Tashlich,
Perlmu'ter said.

On campus, Rosh Hashanah services will
be held in 'he Student Union Ballroom
'onigh' at 7 p.m., tomorrow at 10 a.m. and 7
p.m., and Wednesday at 10 a.m.
More traditional services will be held at

Chabad House, 30 North Hadley Rd., across
from Prince Dorm, Southwest, tonight at
7:30, 'omorrow at 10:30 a.m., Tashlich at
5:30 p.m. in evening services at 7:30, and
Wednesday morning services at 10:30. Free
meals are served after each service.

Fire department responds

to university incidents
The Amherst Fire Department yesterday

responded 'o a wastebasket fire in the Fine
Ar's Center (FAC) at 12:30 p.m. The cause of
he fire was attributed to the careless
disposaLof a cigarette. Damage resulted in aiaL<

scorchfi nearby wall.

Previous '0 'he fire alarm at the FAC, the
fire djpar'men' responded to an apparent
false alarm on 'he 18'h floor of John Quincy
Adams dorm in Southwest. A resident of

•ha' floor thought there was a fire and pulled
an alarm.

A defaul' arrest was made by Campus
Security Sept. 10 at 6 p.m. Taken into

custody was Richard M. Mayo, 28, of 15
Orchard, Northampton.
No arrest was made in the Sept. 7 larceny

'f an a Conditioner from Guinness
labora'fjry. i he air conditioner, valued at

$126, was ripped from a wall and has not
be^n recovered.

UM seel<s $$ for CC debt
By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

Student leaders and University officials are
once again joining forces for an assault on
he state house to promote passage of a bill

which would require the state to pay the
University's $20.5 million Campus Center
(CO debt.

"We're going to make a concerted effort
to get the part of the building that students
use, excluding the hotel, paid for by the
state," said Student- Government
Association (SGA) Co- President Jon Hite
yesterday.

"We're going to get our figures together
next week and sit down and try to get a

(square footage) figure that'll be the easiest
to sell ( o the Legislature)," he said.
A similar measure, one which would have

included the hotel, last year met with op-
position in the House Ways and Means
Committee, where it has remained,
essentially dead, since passage of this year's
budget.

Hite blamed lack of organized lobbying
efforts for that defeat, but said, "This year
we're going to bust our ass for this bill."

Currently the multi-million-dollar debt is

financed solely by students' Campus Center
fees. Fifty-five dollars of each $69 fee
payment goes toward annual interest and
pnncipal payments on bonds issues by the
University of Massachusetts Building
Authority in 1976. Prior to the bond issue.

financing was on a temporary basis, paying
only the interst, from the time construction
began in the late 1960's.

"I' really was poor managing to leave the
debt on temporary financing for so long,"
said Hite.

Hite said he and those working with him
on the bill, including state representative
James G. Collins (D-Amherst), Dean of
S'udents William Field, and Campus Center
director William Harris, expect criticism of
'he bill from legislators, despite exclusion of
'he CC hotel, which was a major stumbling
block in last year's measure of the bill.

"Some critics will say the state shouldn't
pay for a hotel," he said, "and that the state
shouldn't set a precedent by paying more for
this building than for any other. The most

The

People 's

Market..

The People's Market picked a peck of pickled peppers and put them on the shelf
just for you. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

...offers an alternative to capitalism
By DEBORAH GOODWIN
Collegian Staff

Located in the southeast corner of the first

floor of the Student Union building is a small
non-profit food store that served over 500
people a day last semester, making about
$6,000-7,000 per week.
Known as The People's Market, it was first

established in 1973 against capitalism and
profiteering in traditional grocery stores.

The idea for The People's Market first

came from a nation-wide student govern-

ment conference held during the summer of

1972 and attended by the UMass members.

The idea was also picked up from other

schools, according to the founders of the

market, Ellen Gavin and Gail Sullivan, who

fe|t students and other people were being

charged too much at the grocery stores.

As* a Recognized Student Organization

(RSO) member, there are no overhead ex-

penses and it is student-operated at minimal

wages with the employees working ten hours

a week volunteering two hours without pay.

For 'hose who have shopped at the market

in 'he past, and for those who will be

discovering the store for the first time, a

clean, colorful and oleasant atmosphere
awaits you Monday, Wednesday, and

Friday from 8:45 to 5:30 p.m., and Saturday,

11 a.m. 'o 5 p.m.

The store has more than tripled its sales

since its opening four years ago, according
to Ann Surley, an employee of the store,

"We've gotten away from the cliche of being

a hippy place. It's now much more open.

Being clean is important. We used to have
old furniture which made it look like a

warehouse. How can you sell health foods in

a dir'v store?"

Although The People's Market sells

vegetables, fruits, grains, yogurt, and nuts, it

does not want to be known as just a health

food store. |t carries a wide variety of

pr(jducts, including meat-type products, but

s'ays away from foods with heavy preser-

vatives, candy, and those with no nutritional

value.

Ccjordinator Mark Levitan said the food

only has to be marked up very little in

proportion with traditional grocery stores for

several reasons. Although they deal with

l(jcal venders, many goods are directly

supplied from wholesalers who deal mainly

wi'h food co-operatives.

Selectmen begin trust account effort
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen tonight

will begin an effort to establish a security

deposit trust account for the tenants and
landlords of Amherst.
The 'rust account would hold the security

deposits of area tenants in an interest

bearing account which would remain
unaffected if an apartment complex should

go bankrupt. This account would also

protect tenant security deposits in the case
of 'enant-landlord disputes.

The 'own of Amherst must ask the

General Court of Massachusetts to enact a

Home Rule Bill giving the town authority to

set up such an account, according to Diana

R(imer, chairperson of the Board of

Selectmen.

The selectmen will vote to ask

Representative James G. Collins (D-

Amherst), to file the bill with the General

Court tomorrow. If passed, this Home Rule

Bill would establish a security deposit trust

account system for the town of Amherst.

"Under 'his system, the town manager of

Ambers' wfjuld designate a bank to hold

such an account when the landlord and
'enan' sign 'he lease," said Romer.

The 'enar ' security deposit would be
placed in a joint account in that bank.

In (jther business, the selectmen are ex-

pec'ed 'o dissolve the C^ble Committee, a
committee formed a few years ago to act as
a liais(jn between the Cable Vision Co. and
community users. Appointments were never
made 'o the committee.

"I" was simply a case of disestablishing a

never appointed committee," said Romer.

O'her i'ems on the agenda include the

se"ing of next spring's election calendar, the

de'ermination of budget guidelines, com-
mi"ee appointments, and the announcement
of 'he Belchertown Parade, slated for Oc-
•ober 15.

The Bcjard of Selectmen's Meeting tonight

will be held a' 7:30 in 'he Town Room of the

Town Hall.

expensive one they have picked up is the
S'uden' Senate Building at SMU
(Southeastern Massachusetts University) for

$6 million.

"They'll also say the University made the
decision on financing and now they have to
live with it," he said.

Hite said he and other supporters of the bill

plan to lobby intensively at the State House,
concentrating particularly on members of the
Education Committee, when the proposal is

introduced in December.
"This is a bread and butter issue for

students and we'll be trying to get a con-
census of student opinion on it," he saio. In

addition, said Hite, "we want the University
'o work for this bill. If they don't, I won't
understand why."

Pierpont

coalition

successful
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

There are some students who believe

when an order comes down from the higher

administrative levels of the University, there

is nothing 'o do but abide by it. But not many
of 'hese s'udents live in Pierpont.

When the news came to the students of

Pierpont House in Southwest last Thursday
night that students from the Campus Center
Hotel Wvould be living in the Pierpont student

lounges as temporary, and possibly per-

manen' housing, the Pierpont Coalition was
fvormed.

The Pierpont Coalition was dedicated to

•wo 'hings: preserving 'he lounges in

Pierpont for use by 'he students in the dorm,
and *o finding permanent housing for the

s'uden's in the hotel.

"We want an answer for these people,"

said a spokesman for the Coalition, "but we
wan* an answer 'hat we can all agree with.

We're not going to lock our doors and let the

people from the Campus Center wander
around in 'he cold."

S'udents in Pierpont slept in their lounges

Thursday night so that no room furniture

ctjuld be moved in. Many of the students

were up at 7 a.m., ready to block any
University employes from moving any
furniture.

When a 'ruck from the Physical Plant

came at 9:30 a.m., 75 students gathered at

•he back door within minutes, shouting and
chanting. Two apprehensive Physical Plant

workers reluctantly unloaded their cargo: a

duplicating machine for the head of

residence.

A rally staged Friday afternoon attended

by 150 S'udents helped win the Pierpont

Coalition one of their demands, and the

University agreed not to move any students

in'cj 'he Pierpont lounges.

Bu' even after they had won this

agreemen', 'he Pierpont Caolition kept

working with the students in tne hotel. |t was
Sunday nigh' before members of the

Coali'ion secured the last of their objectives,

and each student living in the Campus
Cen'er Ho'el knew where he stood with the

Universi'y.

Add— drop
There are 'hree days remaining to change

•o or from pass- fail, add, or drop a course
wi'hout record. The deadline is sundown,
Wednesday, Sept. 14

Note: If you are pre- registered for a class

bu' never a'tended, you still need to file an
official drop form with the Registrar.

Ins'ruc'ors will not automatically drop you
from 'heir classes.

South Africa Committee holds teach-in
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa will hold an all day teach-in today in

rooms 904 - 908 of the Campus Center to

educate students to the conditions of South

Africa in preparation for a rally to be held at

•his Wednesday's Board of Trustees
meeting.

A^ their Wednesday meeting, board

members will vote whether or not to sell

UMass owned stocks in companies with

interests in South Africa. The Committee for

he Liberation of South Africa hopes
pressure 'he board into selling the

proxima'ely $550,000 worth of stock
presen'ing 'hem with petitions signed
Universi'y S'udents.

The Committee urged the board, in

.(pen letter, to participate in today's
ivi'ies.
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Kidnapers freed
NEWTON. N.C. lUPf] - Two suspects in

the $150,000 kidnaping of a Tennessee
.bankers daughter were captured Sunday
when a highway patrol cruiser smashed into
their station wagon soon after the hostagewas released unharmeo. ^

Police said more than $148,000 of the
ransom paid for Annette Adams 19 had
been recovered following the arrests ofWayne Garrity, 29, and Shelby Ann Baker
28, of Statesville, N.C.

They were an-ested at Hickory, N.C, when
the police cruiser sped into a motel parking
ot and rammed their station wagon into a
large trash bin.

r}lP^^ ?ff^'J9®"^ '" charge of the
Charlotte FBI office, said the two would be
arraigned before a U.S. Magistrate in
Charlotte on charges of kidnaping the
Vanderbilt University coed.

Miss Adams was dragged screaming into a
stolen car as she was leaving a fraternity
party on the university's Nashville Tenn
campus Thursday night.
The suspects were captured about six

hours after Miss Adams was released by her
abductors outside a motel at Morganton
about 20 miles west of Hickory.

"Thafs what I get for being a nice guy "

Garnty growled. "I should have tied her to'a
tree and pot a piece of tape over her mouth.

That old Chevy wouWn't do but about 80
I looked in my rear view mirror one time and

all I could see was highway patrol cars
spinning around in the road."

Miss Adams, daughter of Maryville, Tenn
bank president W.C. "Billy" Adams, was
seized outside the Sigma Nu fraternity house
at Nashville at 8:50 p.m. Thursday.

Her parents arranged for the ransom dropm Knoxville, Tenn., Saturday night during
the cover of heavy traffic that followed the
Tennessee- California football game, and shewas released at 3:40 a.m. yesterday.

Federal authorities asked for and received
cooperation for news agencies to stifle the
story because of alleged threats from the
kidnapers that Miss Adams would be killed if

authonties were notified of the kidnaping.

Miss Adams was tearfully reunited with
her parents at Morganton, and then returned
to her Maryville home with them following
questioning by the FBI.
"They never threatened me," she said. "I

was blindfolded most of the time, but I could
generally tell where I was by leaks in the
blindfold."

Best said the kkJnapers switched cars at
least three times and released Miss Adams
near a Holiday Inn at Morganton after giving
her $25. Miss Adams immediately notified
police and a concentrated search for her
abductors began.
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Emmy Awards presented

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Wayne Garrity
and Shelby Ann Baker, embrace Juat
prior to yesterday's hearing during
which they ware held under $2604)00
bonds each on charges of kidnaping
Annette Adams, a Vanderbilt UnivarsitY
student.

LOS ANGELES lAP] - Four months late,
the Emmy awards were ready for presen-
tation on television last night, recognizing
achievements on the home screen during the
1976-77 season.

If the 29th awards show had a familiar
look, that was because many of the
achievements, particulariy "Roots" had
already been acclaimed on other award

telecasts by the time the National Academy
of Television Arts and Sciences was able to
put its show on the NBC television network.

"Roots," a series that dramatized Alex
Haley's history of a family that experienced
slavery in America, was nominated for a
record 37 awards. The nominations included
all of those for a lead actor in a single per-
formance - John Amos, LeVar Burton,

SAT's same
since 50's
STORRS, Conn. WPf] - It's time for a

rational task force to review and revise the
Scholastic Aptitude Test before it becomes
an "anachronism," says University of
Conr>ecticut President Glenn Ferguson.

Ferguson, in an interview published
MofKlay in the University of Connecticut
Daity Campus, said the review of the test - a
factor in who gets into college — is dictated
by the continuing decline in SAT scores
natioruilly.

A national panel last month said the dip in

scores compared to those earned by
students in previous years was caused by
many factors, including a change in em-

Woman lieutenant

to NOAA corps

phasis at schools and the influence of
television.

Ferauson said he didn't think the decline inSAT scores is because students are less
intelligent than in years past, but because
they are taking a test that is becomina
outdared.

He said the exam is, "still good, but it may
become an anachronism in time if it is not
reviewed and updated.

'

Ferguson said about 15,000 students apply
to UConn each year - about five applicants
for each opening. And they took essentially
the same SAT when he applied to college in
the eariy 1950s.

WASHINGTON [UPf\ - A lieutenant in
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Corps has been appointed to
the highest shipboard post ever held by a
woman in a U.S. uniformed service, the
NOAA announced Sunday.

Lt. Pamela Chelgren, 28, Port Orchard
Washington, will be a field operations officer
aboard the NOAA's 162-foot hydrographic
survey ship. Pierce. Her duties include the
scheduling and reviewing of the ship's
hydrographic wori<.

Louis Gossett Jr. and Ben Vereen. Also, four
of the five nominees for supporting actor in a
comedy or drama series were from "Roots"
- Ed Asner, Moses Gunn, Robert Reed and
Ralph Waite.

Emmy presentations were late this year
because of an East-West squabble between
members of the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences.

The Emmies were scheduled to be
presented last May, but the Hollywood
chapter of the television Academy staged a
walkout, saying the organization was
dominated by trustees in New Yori< and
other cities. Most series stars refused to
appear on the NBC broadcast and the net-
work found itself without a show.

After court suits and cross-country ac-
cusations, a compromise was reached. The
prime- Mme awards woulc' be presented by
the Hollywood people; the National
Academy would handle the rest. But the two
units remained divided. Hollywood formed
Its own

' organization, separate from the
Easterners.

Appearing as emcees were Robert Blake
of "Baretta" and Angie Dickinson of "Police
Woman." The event was held in suburban
Pasadena at the city's Civic Auditorium.

The Hollywood contingent turned out as
award presenters Carol Burnett, Harvey
Korman, Mary Tyler Moore, Alan Aide, Hal
Linden, Peter Falk, Lee and Farrah Fawcett-
Majors, Henry Winkler, Jack Klugman, Dk:k
Van Dyke, Don Rickles, Jack Albertson, and
Gabe Kaplan.

Also shining were a distinguished group
from television's past: Milton Berle, Robert
Young, Jane Wyan, Sid Caesar, Imogene
Coca, Phil Silvers, Alfred Hitchcock.

Nominations covered the period from
March 16, 1976, to March 13, 1977. A total of
316 nominees were competing in 40
categories.

DoyouwanttoflyP

Face it
. . you've always

wanted to fly! Most of us
remember that feeling . . .

and for a lot of us it has never
gone away.

You're in luck. Air Force
ROTC can set you winging.
Our Flight Instruction Program
(FIP) is designed to teach you
the basics of flight and in-

cludes flying lessons in light

aircraft at a civilian-operated
flying school.

The program is an EXTRA
given to cadets who can be-
come Air Force pilots through
Air Force ROTC. Taken dur-
ing the senior year in college,
it Is the first step up for the
cadet who is going on to Air

Force jet pilot training after

graduation.

Mr Force ROTC also has a
scholarship program to pay
or books, fees, and full tui-

»on. along with $100 a month
This is all reserved for the
cadet who wants to get his life

off the ground . . . with Air

Force flying.

ffr Force ROTC
Call Lt. Col. Richardson

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS
In tho countryl

STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES

METRIC RULES/L-SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others . .

.

See them

at your

Bookstorel

THE

Pizza-Grinders-Sandwiches-Cold Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst

HIDEOUT
Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

Our ExclmivesU EGGPLANT GRINDERS and CANADIAN BACON PIZZA'S

SPECIAL IN STORE OFFER^.SO OFF ANY FURCHASE «Hii Clan of'81 Mk%% IP

/'Wt dtti¥tr tftry day from 5:00 till eloting, from 3:00 on Sunday."

This Week's
'UVERY Specials

1. Buy two large pizzas and get a small pizza FREE!
2. Buy two' grinders and get two sodas FREEI

"256-0441 rt

OPEN RUSH

Tired of overcrowed dorms?

See what fraternity life tias to offer

TUES, NITE 9-11

Refreshments will be served.

Leotards & Tights

84-86 Green Street

Northampton
584-3924 584^4003
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World economy
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The world

economy is characterized by high unem-
ploymen' and serious inflation in many
countries and there is little likelihood of any
rapid improvement, the International
Mcjnetary Fund said yesterday.
The fund said it will require "skill, patience

and courage" on the part of many govern-
ments 'o keep the situation from gettintr
w.-jrse. *"

In i*s annual report, the IMF said unem-
ployment in the industrial nations during the
irst half of this year was still near the peak
levels of the 1974-75 recession

I' attributed the failure to reduce unem-
ployment "mainly to the moderate pace of-utput growth, which has barely offset" the
normal growth in the labor force in most
countries.

"Economic growth rates are generally
subnormal in a setting of high unem-
ployment, excess plant capacity and lagging
investment. Inflation is also a widespread
problem," the IMF said.

The report said the United States has done
better 'han most in reducing both inflation
and unemployment, although the jobless rate*
was still high at 7.1 per cent last month. It hit

9 per cent during the recession.
Fears of exacerbating inflation are

preventing most nations from promoting
more rapid growth of their economies to
reduce 'he jobless rate, the IMF report said.

The IMF, which seeks to promote in-
ernational monetary co-operation and
currency stabilization in the non-Communist
W(jrld, has 130 members, including the
United S'ates. h will hold its annual meeting
jointly with the World Bank in Washington
beginning Sept. 26.

While progress in improving the economy
has been slow in most nations, the IMF
report said a gradual approach is probably
'he only way to proceed without making the
problems of inflation and unemployment
worse.

!

'Fete de L'Humanite'
PARIS \AP\ - Stalinist chants mingled in

•he air with Nashville sounds and Brittany
bagpipes yesterday as French Communists,
confident of new political power, turned oqt
by 'he 'rainload for their giant annual fair
The two-day "Fete de L'Humanite,"

sponsored by the party's daily paper, at-
tracted hundreds of thousands. Some were
nonsympathizers who came for the rides and
bargains, but the air was thick with politics.
The fair, a popular French institution since

1930, took on new importance this year
because public opinion polls show the
Communists and Socialists may win 54 per
cent of 'he vote in crucial national legislative
elections in March.
One 'eacher, who waited with his wife and

aging mother for party leader Georges
Marchais 'o autograph a political tract, told a
reporter: "There will be a change after
March. Why else have we fouqht for so
long?" ^

Marchais 'old cheering crowds at the huge
sports field on the outskirts of Paris he would
not let the Socialists water down the left-
wing program.
"We want the workers, all citizens, to take

an active part tomorrow in running their
criuntry," he said.

Polls say the Communists can expect 22
per cent of the March vote, 10 percentage
points fewer than their Socialist partners.

The two parties have fought bitterly over
'heir joint platform, drafted in 1972, and
Marchais is to meet this month with Socialist
leader Francois Mitterrand to seek new
accorcls and concessions.

The atmosphere at the "fete" had
something of a World's Fair, a party
congress and Woodstock.

Miriam Makeba sang songs of her native
South Africa on one stage, and Moscow's
Bivlshoi Choir performed on another. From a
distant loudspeaker an Irish tenor crooned,
"We shall overcome."
Communist newspapers and organizations

from 57 countries set up stands in the fair's

"International City."

In 'he Soviet Union's, crowds picked up
free books on communism. At Vietnam's,
•hey jostled for greasy spring rolls. The
Palestine Liberation Organization sold
posters, 'he Uruguayans made gaucho-style
barbecued meat and the Cubans poured out
rum with mint sprigs.

Widow held prisoner
NEW YORK \UPI\ - A woman and her

boyfriend have been charged with holding a
widow prisoner for nine months, assaulting
her with baseball bats and lighted cigarettes
and shaving her head, authorities said
Sunday.
The 37-year-.^ld widow, Marie Nievies,

wearing only a raincoat and a tattered pair of
shoes, called police Friday after a friend
convinced her 'hat a crippled daughter could
no' be helped by her woman captor, police
said.

Mary Hernandez*, 28, was arrested Friday
and her 27- year- old boyfriend, Eleuterio
T(.rres, was picked up Saturday, authorities
said.

Bo'h were charged with kidnaping,
assault, grant larceny, unlawful im-
prisonment, endangering the welfare of a
minor and possession of a dangerous
weapon. Miss Hernandez, described by
neighbors as a palm reader, was also charged
wi'h coercion.

Housing Authority policeman Anthony
IMicoletti said Mrs. Nievies told them she had
been held in Miss Hernandez' housing

project apartment on Manhattan's Lower
Eas' Side since last November.

Nicoletti said the apartment was decorated
in red with numerous altars and statues
placed around the rooms.

Mrs. Nievies' captor told her if she stayed
she would use her religious powers to help
•he woman's crippled 15-year-old daughter.
Carmen, police said.

Bu' during her stay, the widow was beaten
wi'h baseball bats and kicked by Miss
Hernandez, Torres and even by her own 16-
year-(»ld son, authorities said. She also was
burned with cigarettes and forced to sign
over her Social Security checks, police said.

Nicoletti said the woman told him she was
not allowed to take a bath for months at a
'ime.

'

She said she was sent out on errands, but
hat her captors threatened to kill her
daughter if she talked.

Mrs. Nievies was 'reated at Gouverneur
Hospital for multiple bruises and released
p(*lice said.

Asian Studies has NOT been eliminated!!!
We would like to thank everyone who supported us last

semester in our struggle to survive ... We have succeeded and will
be around for a long time to come!

SEVERAL of our English language and elementary courses
are still open. There are no PREREQUISITES for these courses.
If you know liitle or nothing about the Far East you owe it to
yourself to look into our program. We are the only department in a
public institution in all of New England to offer the B.A. in Chinese
and Japanese (language, literature, linguistics)!!! We also offer
the Asian Studies Certificate'* (A supplement to any other major
in the university).

PLEASE COME AND SEE US.

OPEN COURSES - NO PREREQUISITES

Asians ISO Development of Modern Asia (D core)
Asians 190A Elementary Sanskrit .

Asians 197A Indian Literature in Translation
Asians 290C Asia Through Film
Asians 390A Chinese Calligraphy (1 cr.)

Chinese 126 Intensive Elementary Chinese (4 cr )
Chinese 238 Chinese Folk Religion
Chinese 253 Chinese Literature in Translation (C)
Chinese 297A Buddhism in Chinese Literature
Japanese 110 Non-Intensive Elementary Japanese
Japanese 124 Intensive Elementary Japanese (6 cr.)
Japanese 243 Japanese Literature in Translation (C)
Japanese 290A Tea Ceremony

• We would espaciallv Ilk* to •ncourag* thos* In th« fields of Natural Sciancaa Buslnaas
Education, and Human Sarvicas to look into this.

ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM, 26 THOMPSON HALL (below the auditoriums), 5454)886.
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economy
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A survey of top

business executives reveals queasiness
about 'he administration's economic policies
and a desire 'o learn President Carter's
specific priorities, U.S. News & World
Repor' said Sunday.
The magazine published brief comments

from 13 of »he nation's business leaders and
mos* of 'he executives indicated they are
confused about which direction the ad-
ministration is headed.
They applauded the White House for

engineering an energy package through
Congress, but criticized the program for
pu'»ing '00 much emphasis on lower fuel
COS'S and 'oo little on finding more fuel.

Their chief desire, U.S. News said, is tax
reform 'hat will provide more incentive for
capi'al investment.
A few of 'heir comments:
-James J. O'Leary, vice chairman. United

S-a'es Trus» Co. of New York: "The ad-
minis'ration really hasn't been tested yet. But
now, for 'he first time, the White House is in

danger of making a false move because
'here's a great deal of uncertainty about
where 'he economy is going from here."

-E. Robert Kinney, chairman, General
Mills, Inc.: 'The worst economic disease
wc-rld-wide is still inflation, and the ad-
minis'ration must continue definite policies
•o discourage rising prices. We want to avoid
wage and price controls which lead to all

sorts of problems"
-Ge(^rge Blakely, chairman, Cabot, Cabot

a'ld Forbes Co.; "I think the jury is still out on
Whi'e House economic policy.... Much will

depend on 'he kind of tax reforms that the
president will put forth.

"If he presiden' would come out with a
'ax package 'hat encourages investment —
wi'n fea'ures like an end to the double
'axa'ion of dividends — business and in-

ves'ors W(;uld feel much better about risk

aking. Bu' if 'hose reforms turn out to be a
(jackage of socialism, the effects will be
harmful."
- Paul Oreffice, president, Dow Chemical:
My main criticism of the Carter economic

policy is 'he confusion that it has promoted...
There's 'alk of taxing capital gains at the full

ra'e, but yoy don't see anyone recom-
mending 'hat losses be deducted in full. A? it

s'ands now, 'here's not enough economic
incen'ive for companies 'o go ahead with
majc^r spending plans."
— Rober' Campion, chairman, Lear

Siegier: "President Kennedy got people
exci'ed by setting a goal of reaching the
moon. Now, we need someone to put forth
some long-range economic goals that can be
achieved. There's too much shooting from
•he hip."

Against
Concorde
WASHINGTON \UPI\ About 200

dem instrators, led by a group of Scottish
bagpapers and drummers dressed in kilts,

marched Sunday outside the White House
ga'es 'o protest supersonic Concorde lan-

dings in New York.

The demonstrators, most of them from the
area ar ;und Kennedy airport in Queens,
carried signs calling on President Carter to

blfx;k landings by the Anglo-French aircraft.

One of 'he leaders of the group, Charles
Love of Queens, pointed at the White House
and complained Carter, "can't support his

Stickeu
Iclcit
Isco—1
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Q-0* Monday
^ ^ Barney's Beanery

Tuesday

Oldies with Gary
Draft 30c

Discount All Drinks

Wednesday
Buy a mug for %l .00

Draft All Nite 10c

Thursday

Most Bottle Beer 65c

Most Drinks 75c

Sunday
Ladies Site

Most Drinks 50c

Open 6:00 p.m. • 1.00 a.m
Rte. 5. No. Hatfield

energy program and 'urn around and let
•hose 'hings fly... I could heat my house for a
year (jn 'he fuel one of them burns on a
single "rip"

The Ford administration approved a 16
month 'rial period of SST landings in New
Yurk and Washington. Court fights in New
York have blocked 'he landings. The plane
has been using Dulles International Airport in
suburban Washington for months.

Car'er has endorsed 'he government's
decisitjn 'o allow the planes to land on a test
basis, bu' has made no long range com-
mi'men' on fu'ure flights.

"Everything is going to be decided here,"
L(jve said, " hat's why we came."
"Once they start to land, we're dead,

•here's no hope then," he said.

The group made a one-day trip on
chartered buses. State Sen. Sheldon Farber,
if Queens, said the SST controversy "is not
merely a figh' by residents surrounding
Kennedy Airport to protect their homes, but
involves major issues of state's and in-

dividual's rights versus those of the federal
government."
Homeowners were having property

"expropriated without proper condemnation
awards being made to the citizens whose
homes will be considerably diminished in
value by severe noise pollution."

Chase in

Washington
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - For three years,

Goodwin Chase was a lonesome dissenter.

On 'he government board where he served,
he was consistently outvoted, 4-1,4-1,4-1,4-
1.

So he decided to quit the government. The
ex-banker packed up his pinstripes, shipped
his furni'ure home, sold his apartment at the
Wa'erga'e and prepared to resume
re'iremen' in his beloved Tacoma, Wash.
Then Jimmy Carter 'ook office and fired

'he o'her members of the federal
Renegotiation Board. Carter asked Chase to
s'ay (jn - as chairman — and permitted him
•<j select 'wo more members, making sure
he Chase viewpoint prevailed. Two other
sea's on 'he board remain vacant.

Chase bought another apartment at the
Wa'erga'e.

Ncjw 'he lonely dissenter is leading the
charge against "excess profits."

The Renegotiation Board is an obscure
governmen' auditing agency with the job of
s'udying 'he profits earned by defense
con'rac'ors and "recapturing" those it finds
'o be excessive.

Over 'he past 24 years, it recaptured $1.4
billion.

Bu' Chase says 'hat was nothing. If the
board had been up to snuff, he says, the
amoun' collected would have, been
"s-aggering."

"Millions, countless millions, if not billions,

wf dollars have escaped the Treasury
Depar'ment," because of the "lenient,

permissive" actions of the board under the
Nixon and Ford administrations, he con-
ends.

Chase, 66, is a distant descendant of
Solomon Chase, founder of the Chase
Manha"an Bank, and of populist William
Jennings Bryan, who the Democrats ran for
presiden' in 1896, 1900 and 1908.

So 'here is a streak of populism in this

plainspoken big businessman.
Chase never finished college and once

pumped gasoline to support his divorced
mrj'her.

During 'he New Deal, he had been a
governmen' bank inspector on the West
Coas' when he saw a business opportunity,
borrowed $2,600 from a friend and bought an
in'eres* in a small bank in Ellensburg, Wash.
Tha' deal launched his business career.
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U MASS COLLEGIATE 4-H CLUB

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

TUESDW, SEPT. M, 7:10 P.M.

FARl£y CLUBHOUSE
For additional info, contact 4-H Office,

219 Stockbridge Hall, 5-2646

FRESHMEN:

INCREASE YOUR OPTIONS

FROM THE BEGINNING.

As a freshman in college, you
are looking ahead to a good first

year. Your ultimate goal is getting
that college degree.

To make that degree more
meaningful, you should increase your
options from the beginning.

And you can do that through
Army ROTC.

Army ROTC offers practical
leadership with on-hand adventure
trainlnji. You'll get management
experience, which aids in developing
men and women to shoulder greater
responsibilities at an eaHier age
than most other graduates.

Get a good start your
freshman year. Increase your
options from the beginning with
Army ROTC.

Learn what it takes to lead.

CALL-

CAPTAIN WILLIAM A. SAUNDERS

545-2321/2322

Interested In Spreading Some Sunshine Into the Lives

of Inner-city Springfield Kids?

Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.) needs

volunteer tutor/companions for these children

•transportation and tutorial supplies provided

•credit available

•contact N.E.S. office, Rm. 403 SUB 546-0910 or Laurie 546-1457

••Organizational/Recruitment meeting, Sept. 12 in 367 Hills So. at 7:30

I BET MY
MOTHER $5
HE COULDIVrTl
LOSE 30 LBS.

"

"In April, I bet my mother $5 she couldn't lose

30 pounds on her own in ten weeks. Her weight

was 164. She took the bet. . .for many reasons,

one being back trouble and because fat Is ugly.

Ten weeks went by and she didn't reach her goal.

I won the bet.

My mother didn't give up. She went to Gloria

Stevens Figure Salon, starting on June 21. By
October, she had lost 30 pounds and looked

great. Now my mother weighs 128 pounds, only

eight more pounds than I. Some people think we
are sisters instead of mother and daughter.

I just want to say how proud we all are of

her. Long live Gloria Stevens."

Joanne E. Bartels,

14-year-old daughter of Mary T. Bartels

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Qweeks for$25
*At All Participating Salons

Fun Exercise Plan if No Contracts to Sign

Diets Compiled Exclusively by Our Dietitian

No Disrobing ^ Individual Programming

.®

FIGURE SALONS
New England's Largest Franchised Weight Control System

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9, Hadley, call 5«4-0l05

Potpourri Mall, King St., Northampton, call S8«-1S33

Mohawk Mall, Main St., Greenfield, call 774-43SS

West Holyoke Mall, Westfield Rd., Holyoke, call 532-1444

Hours Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 9 Sat. 9 to 3

Anti Semitism
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina \AP\ - The

ti*her day 'he Tikvah Delicatessen here was
crowded wi»h shoppers buying honey and a
swee' bread called jalot for the Jewish New
Year holiday of Rosh Hashana, which begins
a' sundown 'oday.

"We hope 'he new year may bring better
•idings for 'he Jews of Argentina," the store
wwner 'old a visitor.

Newspapers on that day carried stories of
he abduction of a Jewish couple. Foreign
diplonna's were working behind the scenes to
ob'ain 'he release of a Jewish family of five
kidnaped earlier by 12 armed men identified

unofficially as security agents.
The abductions were the latest in a long

s'ring cjf incidents involving Jews here. They
have revived suspicions that anti-Semitism is

'olera'ed and even fostered in Argentina by
governmen' leaders.

The military regime denies this, and
Jewish leaders agree 'hat there is no official

an'i-Semi'ic campaign. They blame it on
wha' 'hey describe as small neo-Nazi
•erroris' groups, some military officers and
segments of 'he Argentine news media. But
'hey also accuse 'he government of doing
no'hing 'o counter it.

An'i-Semi'ic outbursts have occurred here
before, bu' 'he current situation is believed
o be 'he most virulent. It started late last

year, coinciding with a step-up in the
mili'ary's campaign against leftist guerrillas.

Firs' came bombings and machine-gun
a"acks on synagogues and Jewish-owned
shops. Thooe actions were blamed on the
neo-Nazi 'errorists.

This year Jews have been kidnaped by
armed groups. Some Jewish leaders
es'ima'e 'hat 30 to 50 Jews have disap-

peared 'his year. A' least 2,000 persons in all

have been reported kidnaped this year.

A rise in incidents of anti-Semitism
coincides with the "Graiver Case," a major
financial scandal involving prominent Jews.
The case stems from a military investigation

in'o 'he financial dealings of an Argentine-
Jewish banker, David Graiver, perhaps one
of Argentina's wealthiest persons. He was
reported killed in a plane crash near
Acapuico, Mexico, on Aug. 7, 1976.

Left-wing guerrillas here allegedly
deposited millions of dollars from kidnap
ransoms in Graiver banks to finance their

• jpera'ions. The probe has resulted in the
arres's of scores of persons, mostly Jews,
including relatives of Graiver and the editor

(A 'he newspaper La Opinion, seized by the
governmen' shortly after the editor's
detention.

Same right-wing newspapers and
magazines claimed the scandal stemmed
from a Jewish conspiracy to destroy the
Argen'ine lifestyle.

The Buenos Aires monthly political

magazine Cabildo, widely regarded as neo-
Nazi, said in an editorial last May that the
military government "should fix the Jewish
problem" by removing Jews from Argen-
tine's political and economic mainstream.
The editorial triggered a protest note from

Argen'ine Jewish leaders to the military

government, h said in part: "Obscure and
pogromis' forces are at work in this coun-
•ry."

Despi'e all this, the Jewish leaders say
•hey are unwilling to make public protests.

The Jews say they believe they are being
singled out because security forces have
l<jng believed that Jews and Communists are

allied.

"I* all goes back to Marx and to the fact

•ha' many Argentines have a background of

ex'reme Roman Catholicism with deep anti-

Jewish psychologist.

During World War II, Argentina supported

Nazi Germany and since 'hen few Jews have
achieved prominence in 'he military. At
presen' no' a single Argentine general is

Jewish and no Jews hold top government
p;>s's.

Argen'ina has more 'han 500,000 persons
if Jewish origin, constituting the largest
Jewish community in Latin America.
Argen'ina's population is about 26 million,
m.iS'ly (;f I'alian and Spanish descent.

Recently 'he liberal political newsletter
Ul'ima Clave, said to have links with
m.,dera'e elemen's in the army, reported that
several neo-Nazi indoctrination centers have
sprung up around Buenos Aires and Cor-
doba, Argen'ina's second largest city, 450
miles 'o 'he north.

A few Jews and others who have been
released from abduction said 'hey had been
lield in places containing such Nazi
paraphernalia as portraits of Adolph Hitler.

They also claimed 'hat men in military

uniforms had called 'hem "dirty Jews" and
made /her an'i-Semi'ic remarks.

In spi'e of 'he abductions and the reports
-f a rise in neo-Nazism, some of the Jews in

Buen<js Aires seemed unconcerned about
heir wwn safety as 'hey prepared for Rosh
Hashana.

J. Fluher, owner of a leather goods shop
acr.-jss from 'he Tikvah Delicatessen, said:

"I'm aware (jf certain problems of anti-

Semi* ism here, bu' I have not been affected
and as far as I can tell, Argentina's main
pr;;blems are a bad economy, terrorism and
poli'ical bickering. These things are more
impor'an'."

Cubans sent

to Angola
WINDHOEK, South -West Africa lUPf] -

Ab(ju' 4,000 Cubans were sent to -Angola
recen'ly 'o stabilize the nation's "most
serious crisis" since the 1976 civil war, the
Sou'h African Press Association said
Sunday.
"Economic problems and stepped up

guerrilla ac'ivity by liberation movements ...

were crea'ing grave problems" for the
governmen' of President Agostinho Neto,
he agency said, quoting sources from
Angola.

In 'he past 'wo months guerrillas in central
Angola have captured four towns previously
held by government troops and the morale of
gcjvernment forces in the south is "at an all-

ime low," i' said.

"This was aggravated by tension between
governmen' soldiers and Cubans," it said.
"The Cubans were reported ^o plan
-pera'ions agains' guerrilla forces, but they
were reluc'ant to make contact themselves.

"I' had become imperative for President
Ne'o 'o s'abilize 'he situation in his country
and for -his purpose another 4,000 Cubans
were allowed into Angola recently," the
newspaper said quoting sources.
The 4,000 Cuban troops would increase to

19,000 he estimated strength of Cuban
roops in Angola and Cabinda, a tjny

Angolan enclave 'o the north separated from
he na'ion by Zaire's entrance to the sea.
The news agency also reported that a

group of local journalists had been taken on
an ,fficial 'our of security forces operations
-n 'he Southwest African border with
Angola.

WORK STUDY JOBS AVAILABLE
SCER RESOURCE CENTER

Several work study studenu are needed to help staff SCER's Resource Center/Llbrery
The Resource Center is a computerized access system for information pertaining to
educational change, higher education and student empowerment. Documents are scan
ned, crossed referenced and entered into our computer for later access. The Resource
Center works with publications, documents, periodicals and has a vigorous "outreach"
program to obtain material from other campus organizations and agencies.

The following positions are available:
Coder/Librarians: These students will scan new materiel to determine subject matter

and code material so that it can be entered into the comOuter by the typists. People will
also serve as reference librarians to help students who wish to use the Resource Center.

Periodicals artd Notebook Coordinator This person would maintain SCER's reference
collection of issue notebooks as well as maintain the periodicals files and bound books It
involves scanning periodicels and coding them for typists es well es eveluating new
material to be included in our notebook series.

Computar Typists/Kaypunchars: People ere needed to type Resource Center in
formation into the computer terminal. The terminal is similar to e typewriter, so no formal
computer experience is needed, though typing skills are important.

Outraach Coordinators ^^o work-study students are needed to coordinate Resource
Center outreach to other orgenizations and agencies. Outreech Coordinators will be
responsible to seek information for the Resource Center. They will work with leaders of

Sli'rS"*
organizations, people involved in Student Unionization end others to see to it thetSCER IS meeting the information needs of our constituency.

SCER is committed to fighting racism and sexism at UMASS. Third World people andwomen are urged to apply.

STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.

W« Student Union
545-2«W
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re on
Bert Lance
WASHINGTON \UP/\ - Sen Henry

Jackson, D Wash., predicted Sunday this
w»H be "decision week" for Budget Director
Ber* Lance, whose future has been clouded
by allegations about his past banking
prac'rces.

Jackson, a member of the senate
Governmental Affairs Committee, said he
wouW not make up his mind about Lance's
qualifica'ions 'o continue in the budget joo
un'il after 'he Georgian testifies before the
panel on Thursday.

"This week will be decision week, because
•his sort of thing can't go on any longer," he
said.

Noting that federal budget preparations
are unden^ay, Jackson said: 'J believe if is

essential 'hat this matter be resolved one
way or the other this week."
The senator was careful to remain neutral

during an interview on CBS-TV's "Face the
Nation," but said Lance is in a "very difficult
position.

"'

"I'm not asking him to resign at this
point," he said. "I've not heard Mr. Lance
and I think decency requires that he be
heard."

Jackson added, however, that even if

•here are no violations of law shown the
question will remain whether Lance's past
record of performance qualifies him to serve
as budge* director. "I think serious questions
have been raised about it ...

"

Une of the major items of the Senate
ir>quirv will be why information about
LarKe's background was not made available
earlier, he said.

Primary talk
DETROIT \UPI\ - Democratic rules

reformers yesterday backed a plan to
eliminate New Hampshire's lock on the first

primary of presidential election years.
But the party's 58-member reform

commission split down the middle on
proposals to police a proposed ban on
presidential primaries earlier than mid-March.

Half of the commission headed by
Michigan Democratic Chairman Mortey
Mfinograd supported a tough enforcement
T^n offered by Rep. Donakj Fraser, D-Minn.
Half the commission voted for an alternate

by White House aide Mark Siegal that could
open a loophole for New Hampshire.
The 'hrust of the original plan was to dilute

New Hampshire's impact on the nominating
process by requiring all Democratic primaries
and delegate selection caucases to be held in
a 13 week period beginning the second
Tuesday in March.

Las- year, 'here were 31 presidential
primaries^n the 54 states and territories that
sent delegates to the party's national con-
vention. New Hampshire held its 1976
pnmary last year on Feb. 24 under a law
requiring »he state to hold its presidential
primary one week ahead of any other. Jimmy
Cafter won the Democratic contest.

The commission also gave majority
support to a proposal that would deny
national convention delegates to candidates
who receive less than 15 per cent of the vote
during primaries in the first month of the
season; 20 per cent during the second
m(jnth; and 25 per cent during the final four
weeks.

The cut-off in 1976 was 15 per cent, but
•he White House has been backing an in-
crease 'o 25 per cent.

Proposals by the commissiofT will be sent
•o state Democratic parties and the national
committee. Its final recommendation will be
made 'o the national party next winter.

If 'he three-month limit on holding
primaries is adopted, state parties could risk

having 'heir convention delegations denied
sea's if 'hey were chosen outside the March-
June "window."
The party law also provides exemptions for

s'ates whose Democrats cannot get their
election law changed to conform with
national Democratic rules. That might
happen in Republican dominated New
H.impshire.

The Fraser enforcement plan would
require New Hampshire in that event to
come up with some other delegate system
such as caucus selection. Siegal's proposal
would not change present enforcement, but
would block states now holding primaries
within the "window" period to change to
earlier dates. That was viewed as a possible
loophole 'o let New Hampshire continue as
he first primary state in the nation.
The commission also adopted a proposed

policy statement which said it was opposed
•o compulsory national and regional
presidential primaries. About half the
members voted for a statement expressing
support for a heavier emphasis on delegate
selection caucases in the states.
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201 n. pleasant st. amherst
f3 Fairfield Mai chicopee

There are inUresling Ihjngs lo do in

Join one of these campus committees: Umieland
>5tud€n( Health fldvlsorq Board

... Recommends policy for the University Health

Services Infirmary

^ Health Council

Scholarship and financial Aid CommiUcc

... Recommends policy on scholarships, fellowships, and financial aid

flthkUc Council

Recommends University health policy exclusive
'" ^^''^''' '''' activities of the Athletic Department, including the

of the Infirmary

Join together with other studprtts

to discuss the issues of the day.

varsity and intramural prof^rams

Program and Budgets Council

... Revieus and advises on the University budget, including both state
and trust fund monies

• CommltUc on the Status of UJomen

... Recommends jtnliry on all matters affecting women on the campus

• flcademic PTlatters Council

... Recommends policy on all aspects of academic life, includm.r
( iirriculum

• 5 College Coordinating Board

... Coordinates .'.-College activities and disburses the monies contributed
by I he 3 colh'Hi-s
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SUPERMARKETS
You Save 70*
three dozen
Small Eggs

•xlKlh* couponing 17 JO purch««« w iryx*
•ickmv* 01 c«ar*n« and iot)»cco pfoouci*

You Save 65^
Hawaiian
Punch

^Qmj
•>.m mo couoon and J 7 50 purchaa* w mor*
•aciusne ot cigarcfl* ti\a loOacco pfoOucts

You Save 34^
Paper

Scot Towels

•nm mo coupon and $7 50 purchaaa w matig—--jT^::!-^—:^-':r—^:!^_-i£"IiHr:^:S.^^^

You Save 32*
Granuiated

Lantic Sugar

4.4 lb.

bag

Green Beans ^t:^^^-

CiaamSlyM

) wnoiawSkcad

Finast Corn^

Finest Beets.

Finast Sweet Peas

Finast Sauerkraut

Mixed Vegetables.

.

MIX OR MATCH

4*1
\n-Stor9 Bsk9 Shop Features'.

16 0/

I Aif Freshene,Renuzit Solid.

Parsons Ammonia
»€1A Wai 19 o< French sty* '5

Finest Carrots

Richmond Tomatoes

Habitant Pea Soup .

MIX OR MATCH

3^

Finast Tomato Juice

Finast Apple Sauce

Libby's Peaches h't.:^ .

Fruit Cocktail »>.,

Scott Facial Tissue .

Nylonge Sponges

MIX OR MATCH

21

I

W•ft^ Bone ittftv^

or FrenchDressing

Shasta Diet Soda

Spaghetti

Broiling Wrap
Flair Napkins H^

Hershey Bars

MIX OR MATCH

60/

•0»

«« hmood BaguW Tlwi

oCiboMacaron.

Raynokls

AJmondof
Mdk Chocoiaia

23 3tl

Fresh Cake Donuts'c:;;-.^?^ ^, 69«

Iced Cupcakes *s«x„d .... 6.o,89*

Fresh Baked Hard Rolls . 6 .»59*
AraUabf onlf In Stort ttrlth In- Start Bakt Shoot

Underblade
$409

lb

RMSt
Bon«l*ss

4 hs 'I

Economy Family Packs

Pork Blade Steaks w

Whole Pork Loin 'In^'^^T

Top Blade Steak "^r *Zr «. 1 .39

1.09

1.19

/^iDAIRY-

nnast Margarine

|[BH pKgs I
Corn on
Quartars

2*oi
Con(

I 8 07
Ironli

16 o/
COn(

Cottage Cheese v-r-

Hood's Yogurt ^.m»r,„.^

Breakstone Ricotta .

Richmond Orange Juice

Country Store s^^T^;> .

'^

Befit Low Fat Yogurt 4.^^,',

Finast Shert>et

1.00

1.00

1.00

.i 75«

1.00

1.00

Assorted Flavors
Graal s«rv«d on
Fruit Cocktail ^1^^ conis ^

4

ShaniePbrtion
Fresh Ham

99[

^MEAT STREET U.S.A.! Finast Pot Pies

^[^^ pKgs I

^ Friuan
Turkay. Chtckan or

Macarooi t Ch««««

O'Cocn
Finasr BttraFrozen Peas ^.

Finast Frozen Spinach
Finast Frozen Waffles.

A'^^i 1.00

5

5;

10 07
t*gs 1.00

1.00

Fresh'Poric

Loin Sale

Butt Portion

$409
lib

lb.

Boneless Pork Loin '^T . . ^ 1.79
Boneless Pork Cutlets .4'?;,.

»

1.49
Fresh Pork Shoulder A..P.:n,c. . . 79*

Fresh Pork Spareribs Le.«> . . .t 1.29

Chuck Roast

89Rib Portion

Loin Portion

Pork Loin Rib Half * 1.19

Pork Loin Loin Half «> 129
Fresh Whole Pork Butts r 99*

Center Cut Pork Chops . ^1.59

USGAi
CHOICE 99f
PRODUCER

Bonsless
Rolled

Pot Roast

Pork Chops
Assorted

Equal Amounts
or Country Style

Pork Ribs

Cliiclcen Parts
Fresh Thighs 69*ii> Freah^^^B
Drumsticks 7Q*k> Legs^0 ^^0 lb

Mr. Deli Favorites at Finest!

Domestic Cooked Ham ... * 1.99
Cooked Comed Beef ... * 1.99
Imported Swiss Cheese . ^ 1.99

4ra/l«M« only In STorat wMh Sarv^ca 0»il Dmptt.

BONUS BARGAINS >

Lorenz Calves Liver f,o«r .

Canned Bacon lmBo^eaca»b.^

Stuffed Clams M.«r^

.

Boneless Beef Kabobs

.

Pickled Hemng 2

Imported Salami Sticks '

r

BEER & WINE
Schlitz Beer

$g39
Tosca Lambrusco .... «r 1.79

LJebfraumilchRo«Ga,<^. . . 'i,?' 1.99

Franzia Wines c^«*s . . . m.enu^2.49

Giacobazzi Wines .... "?' 2.19
»mimbl» onit In finnt ot Madltt

^,

case o( 24
1 2 oz. cans

case
only

Northwest Prune Rums
Red Ripe Tomatoes .... 3.

«

Long Green Cucumt)ers . 80
Sweet Green Peppers . . 3«s

Fresh Carrots 5^

California

Honeydews

39«

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

New Yellow Onions 3cS,49*

IMclntosh Apples

3^69*FIrtI ot the Seaaon
US. No 1

2"-4" m*n.

Amencan Cheese "sX*:

wed C^••**Garlic & Heft.
Finast Vegetables : : . 3;

Vienna Sausage «. .3;
Jiffy Yellow Cake Mix. 4

i

Powdered Sugar u s . . 3c

Light Brown Sugar, s . 3c

1.29

ir 1.09

1.49

2.39
1.59

1.00

.79*
1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1 50* OFF ll
arc $ ? SO purc^as*

1 eictu»'weof c<9»en#

1 L>miron«coupor>

(1) 12 02. canister of

Filter Blend

Lipton

! ^— Tea
m Finast 1
i

Sierra stoneware
in 3 Lovely, hand decorated Designs: GARMflD, BLOSSOM OR SIMPLICITY

20
fbrfbuR $A809 w.lh

Sates planONLY

SET CONSISTS OF:
4 DINNER PLATES 4 DESSERT DISHES
4CUPS 4 BREAD AND
4 SAUCERS BUTTER PLATES

Xtotchlno compltfr Pit— wttobto thiruout th» Promotion.

TNs Week's Feelure

Coffee Cup
with every

$5 00 purchase

Save 50* this week on a Covefed
Sugar Bowl . . ONLY $3 49

Hi

A fascinating library of all the animals birds fish insects

and reptiles of ttie world

'

Valuable reference litjrary for all ages Here is a truely

comprehensive guide to ftie animal kingdom
Magnificently illustrated ttiroughouf

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of the ANIMAL
mj|*^^M%H P^ SKCIAL mniOOUCTONY OFFERWORLD VOLUME 1

99«in 21 -Deluxe Hard Bound
Volumes. VOLUMES 2-21

ONLY $1.99 EACH
Phca* effeclrve Sundey SepMmbef 1 1 Itwu Saturday S«{X«mb«« \T t97 7 We rasarve m« rigm lo Nrnt quantities

ONLY,

l>4o« rasponvbta tor typograp»cat error*
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from our perspective

UMass' refugees
For the 50 or so new students who

are still forced to call the Campus
Center Hotel "home," the UMass
experience has proven to be one of

frustration and uncertainty. Not
knowing where they will be
sleeping from one day to the next,

and occasionally being moved from
one floor to another, these students

have found studying, let alone

leading a 'normal' college lifestyle,

next to impossible.

Now, some two weeks after the

initial housing "crisis" began,

most students have been filtered

into the dorm system. Those who
remain are understandably bitter,

particularly after a weekend of

being shuffled and confused by
University administrators.

For the administration's part, a
considerable effort was made to

find space for the students. Un-

fortunately for the Campus Center

occupants, the administrators have
also been unable to get their story

straight, resulting in repeated
misunderstandings about when and
under what conditions the students

would be moved out. To many in

the hotel, it appeared that they

would be forced into rooms and
lounges against their will, despite a

Friday agreement that such moves

would require the consent of all

parties involved — students and
dormitory officials included.

Hopefully, when the present
agreement is finally clarified for

all concerned, the situation will be
under control. Still, some students
will remain in the hotel until

openings gradually appear in the

dorms. It is understandable. If not

quite practical, that those students
would wish to have the fifth floor of

the hotel, where they now reside,

converted into a dorm for the

remainder of the semester. The
sooner they can be moved Into

permanent locations, the better.

The waiting will continue:
meanwhile, some thanks are in

order to all those students, housing
officials, and dormitory officials

who have worked countless extra
hours trying to alleviate the
problem.
Perhaps the administration,

which is ultimately to blame for

this foible, can arrive at some way
to remunerate the students who
have survived the hassle rather
admirably. More than mere
apologies are in order.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.
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'We bought it, we paid fur it. we built it. and we'll

fight lo the death of the laHt eighteen year old to keep it!'

letters

Students in hotel state demands
To the Editor

We the students now res/ding on the fifth

floor of the Campus Center hotel wish to be
heard! We are all new to the University, and
because of our ignorance of university

procedure and the rights and resources
which are ours we have been taken ad-

vantage of by the administration. Because of

the housing dilemma this semester, we have
not been able to settle down to the

University life which is taken for granted by
most other University students.

We 've paid for an education, and we can 't

study because we 're constantly being moved
and harassed. We 've paid for a regular dorm
room and there aren 't enough to go around.

We've paid our Campus Center fee, and we
are being intimidated into leaving and going
into dorm lounges, despite assurances from
Vice Chancellor Woodbury, Dean of
Students Field, and Fred Preston from the

housing office that we would not be forced

into these lounges and would be allowed to

see the rooms before moving in. We do not

want to live in dormitory lounges and we will

not be forced or threatened with expulsion if

we don't. Some of us have been moved
three and four times within a week, and we
have decided that we are tired of being

moved.
Dean of Students Field has said that he is

concerned for our welfare and that he wishes

us to experience the community of dorm life.

We feel that in terms of community feeling,

meaningful relationships, and the other
benefits of dormitory living, we have
established those qualities securely on this

corridor of the hotel. In view of this, we
demand that the fifth floor of the Campus
Center Hotel be declared an official residence
for the remainder of the semester, and be
granted the rights, restrictions and privileges

of any other residence hall on campus. We
are prepared not to leave our rooms under
any circumstances. After living in the hotel
for two weeks, we feel that we would be
most uncomfortable moving into a residence
hall where relationships are already
established, and furthermore, that we in turn

would be resented by the house residents if

we moved into their lounges.

We would like to thank those who have
stood by us, advised us of our rights, and
supported us through this ordeal —
especially Pierpont dorm. Legal Services,

and those news agencies which have taken
an interest and covered the story.

In conclusion, we feel that the purpose of
any institution of higher learning is to provide
quality education for all who pay to attend.

The longer we are shuffled about and
refused our rights, the longer we clog the

entire University system and decrease the

quality of education at UMass Amherst for

all.

17 Residents of the fifth floor.

Campus Center Hotel

Editorial misrepresents PIRG

To »he Editor

Ir) last Friday's Collegian, Dan Paradis

discussed MassPIRG's involvement in the

asbestos issue. I would like to clarify and
expand upon several of the points he made,
because of the pressing health problems
which asbestos presents to workers and their

families, and potentially to consumers and
city dwellers as well. It is critical to make
clear the actions which workers, citizens and
MassF*IRG can take to alleviate the cancer
perils posed by this persistent and ubiquitous

dust.
'

MassPIRG's invovlement in the asbestos

issue began by monitoring the work of the

Massachusetts Asbestos Commission and
assisting in their search for legislative fun-

ding for their work. Having received $50,000

from the legislgture, the Commission is

aggressively seeking to detect and eliminate

the possible hazard of deterhrating asbestos

ceHings in public schools throughout the

Commonwealth

.

As a second activity in asbestos health

hazards, PIRG is undertaking a project

concerning brake repair and automobile

mechanics. One million garage workers in

the United States are exposed to large

amounts of asbestos dust released during

the "blow out" process of repairing brakes.

Proper work place procedures are needed to

alleviate this hazard. PIRG researchers will

contact brake mechanics throughout the

Amherst-Northampton area to alert them of

this hazard.

. Collegian readers interested in learning

more about asbestos-related health hazards

should consult MassPIRG's fall newsletter.

Students are also urged to attend

MassPIRG's first general meeting of the year

on Tuesday, September 13, at 7:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 162, to find out what PIRG is

doing not only about asbestos, but Nuclear

Power, Consumer Protection, and Telephone

Company rif-offs.

Ken Silver

Making a difference
By STEVE SHULMAN

-53 per cent of all black children die

before the age of five in South Africa.

— Blacks earn 20 times less than whites in

South Africa.

-Blacks have no civil liberties in South
Africa.

— There is one doctor for every 415 whites
and one for every 100,000 blacks in South
Africa.

-Apartheid is the legal system of racial

separation which legitimizes white
minority rule.

— U.S. corporations in South Africa have a
profit rate nearly double the world-wide
average.

Is anyone wondering about the relevance
of these facts to this (our local heaven-on-
earth) campus?
Some of you may not remember and some

of you may not have been here, but last

semester there was a periodic commotion
due to the University's financial connection
with South Africa. It seemed that UMass
owned well over $600,000 in sixteen
multinational corporations with South
African investments. Since these cor-

porations provided military and financial

support to the white supremecist regime, the
Committee for the Liboration of Southern
Africa decided that the best support we
could give to the black freedom fighJers

would be to force the University to sell that

stock and publicize its reasons for doing so.

This would also publicize University com-
plicity and thereby strengthen the resistance

'o local racism. Similar demands have been
made around the country in a rapidly

growing movement against U.S. support of
apartheid ('his summer there was a California

conference of 50 anti-apartheid university

groups). So we circulated petitions, wrote
letters, and held rallies and teach-ins.

From the trustees' point of view, the
commotion must have seemed like an
embarrassment if not downright subversion.
In a display of rational social conscience,
hey issued a statement condemning
apartheid and then proceeded to buy an
additional $20,000 of the South African
stock.

Thanks a lot.

From our point of view, the commotion
was a welcome exercise in survival and
growth. Survival for white as well as black

people in the beginnings of a unified

resistance to the profiteers who create and
capitalize on the mass misery which stret-

ches from New York to Hong Kong. Growth
towards the human side of being by taking

the responsibility to change the conditions

which reduce all of us to pettiness and
prejudice. And with results: the issue became
widely discussed, a variety of people became
involved, the trustees were forced to

respond, and our work spread into the

community over the summer '

This week the trustees will vote on
whether or not to sell that stock. We will

gather to present them with our petitions and
our presence on Wednesday at 1:30 in

Memorial Hall. We hope everyone who
opposes racism .will join us.

But your involvement should be an in-

formed one. Today in room 904-908 in the

Campus Cenner there will be a teach-in with

some extremely interesting people:

11 a.m. - Ann Seidman, a professor of

economics who spent six years in South
Africa, will discuss the role of trans-

national corporations.

1 vp.m. - Nana Seshibe, exchange student

from South Africa and coordinator for

Africa at the Center for International

Education, will be speaking on the
refugee problem in Southern Africa.

2 p.m. - Bheki Langa, the head of the Center
for Racial Understanding, will be speaking

on the history of oppression in Southern
Africa.

3 p.m. - Slide show.
3:30 p.m. - Gregg Williams, Third World

peace education staff person for the

American Friends Service Committee
who just returned from the border states

of South Africa last week, will speak on
"Southern Africa: View of the Front Line

States."

6 p.m. - Film showing of "Last Grave at

Dimbaza," an excellent documentary
illegally taken in South Africa and well

worth seeing more than once.

7:30 p.m. - A rally organizing party with

music, coffee, and poster materials in the

Center for Racial Understanding, Moore
House - Southwest.

Racism affects all of us. Drop by our table

in the Campus Center to talk about it. Come
to the teach-in today and the rally on
Wednesday. You can't wish it away. What
you do makes a difference.
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A long, long time ago, in a city far, far away...
Rahv/ Iflt x/rmr hair han/-. W/->..in !;,>« :« »ii i- • ..... '

"Baby, let your hair hang down, let it all

hang down". While this mere bastardization
of some a.m. melodramatic tune may not
symbolize much to the happy residents of
this peaceful valley, as it is so often referred
to, it does represent incalculable pleasure to
the battered, scared and weary denizens of
New York City.

David Berkowitz, allegedly the infamous
Son of Sam, is in the process of being
arranged in various hospitals around the City,

paul yanowitch

with each borough District Attorney
anxiously awaiting the chance to barbecue
Berkowitz over a blazing fire, provided gratis

by 12 good and true men and women. A
lottery may be held to decide which borough
to try him in; this way, you include the

community in its own legal affairs, produce
harmony and similar virtues within disparate

populations (black, white, brown, red and
green, all lynching together, side by side),

and raise money for some housing project.

While it may be a bit hasty to call

Berkowi'z "he prodigal son, his appearance

has certainly produced a noticeable

ebullience in the normally dour character of

the cities residents. For the first time in what
seems an eternity, the front page is not

reminding us of police ineffectiveness and an

ever present threat; women are returning to

the quaint practice of shyly admitting that

hey are 21; ha»s and caps have all but

disappeared from the heads of young ladies,

as have all attempts to appear older than one
actually is, aided by affected gestures, ar-

tificially colored hair, limps, appearance of

semi-baldness. lo.Jact, long hair swaying in

the morning breeze is making its deserved
re'urn, along wi'h 'he 'emporarily depressed

sales of cosmetics, redolent fragnances and
shampoos, contraceptives and similar items.

However, now that the miesma has

cleared a bit, the sidewalk judges and gutter

lawyers are picking up where they left off,

speculating on the destiny of Mr. Berkowitz
in he cour's. The usual rumors are cir-

culating, either that he will go free, or be

paroled by 1980. I do not believe so. I would

hazard a guess that he will be dead or lyn-

ched before he hits the streets again — New
York's a rough town. He has been found

mentally incompetent to stand trial, meaning

that psychiatrists have determined that he is

either incapable of comprehending the

proceedings going on around him, or he is

incapable of aiding to his defense. The
former seems a bit hard to swallow, as he
was a blue collar worker for 3 years, per-

forming adequately in a somewhat complex
environment. The latter, therefore, appears
to be the reason for the finding, and if the

Court accepts such a finding, Mr. Berkowitz
will be kept in a mental hospital until he is

determined competent to stand trial. If he

does, he may still plead innocent by reason

of temporary insanity, and if 12 people

believe him, he will revert back to the

hospital. If found guilty, he will assuredly

spend many years, if not the rest of his life,

behind bars. It all depends on the frailty of

our memories.

As in all other major murder cases, the

death penalty issue rises to the surface, as

angry residents clamor for the ultimate

solution. Liberals who oppose the death

penalty are forced back upon their heels,

once again, and must put forward tired and
overused philosophic and moral arguments
which are for the most part, inefffectual

when hurled against an angry and emotional

mob. Comments such as "don't even waste
five bulle's on him; use one" are not un-

common. The issue has so pervaded the City

that the mayoral candidates may use it as the

central issue in the run-off, many political

observors predict. Some have even wiped
the dust off of Shirley Jacksons "The
Lottery", and advocate the method of death
found therein; stoning. (Who knows, it may
become America's newest and last loved

outdoor sport.) However, the death penalty,

its advocates and combatants, must wait for

another day, or column.
But now we should reflect on the episode,

and attempt to learn what we can from the
ashes at our feet, as so often advocated by
our pedegagical mentors. What can we learn

from Son of Sam?
— Newspapermen can profit ex-

traordinahly from a good murder; Breslin,

however, has a knack for getting all the good
murders. Gilmore, Berkowitz, who next? If

any of you are depraved and insane, write me
and let me profit financially and
professionally from your blinded rage; I

promise to plead with you to turn yourself in,

write open letters to you in major
newspapers, and make you the talk of the

town. I will be your bitterest enemy, and yet

your greatest friend (after your captured!) I

also promise to contribute your share of the

movie and book proceeds to a worthwhile
charity.

— Don't talk to strange dogs.

-If your neighbor blows your head off

with a shotgun and scrawls funny messages

all over your walls, it is time to move.
-The Daily News and the Post are first

rate papers; there wasn't a rumor in rhe

whole City that didn't eventually mai^e its

way to page one of these papers. In farit,

they printed confessions, statements,
rumors, evidence and any other information
that touched on the Sam story, regardless of

its truth, verasity or appropriateness. There is

really no need to put him on trial now - all 8
million residents of New York City have the

case before them, and not surprisingly have
returned a verdict of guilty, by a unanimous
vote.

— Disco has powerful enemies.
— It's safer to stay home and do your

homework than go parking — in more ways
than one.

— Develop community ties, and hold down
a job befcjre you go off 'he deep end — you
may get out on bail!

— It's funny how parking tickets can get

you in more trouble than you ever imagined
and a' 'he most inappropriate times.

One reporter remarked that it was not
really surprising that this series of events
took place; it was surprising that it didn't

happen more often. Well, there is always an
optimistic side to consider.

Paul Yanowitch is a Collegian Columnist.

Jimmy Carter's Excedrin Headache No. 47— Budget Director Bert Lance's financial "footing'

Fighting the proposed nuke at Montague
By Members of the Hampshire County

Alternative Energy Coalition

Nor'heas* U'ilities has applied for a permit

from 'he Commonwealth of Massachusetts
and 'he federal government to construct two
nuclear plan's with 600-foot high cooling

owers on 'he Montague Plains. Beginning

his fall, hroughou* 'he next year, public

nuclear power

liearings ..n 'he u'ilines' application will be
held by "he licensing agencies.

The hearings are 'o be conducted
simultaneously by 'he federal Nuclear

Regular'ory Commission (NRC), and the

sa'e Energy FaciliMes Siting Council (EFSC).

Oespi'e he join' hearing, each agency has

he power "o deny Norheas* Utilities' ap-

plica'i(jn, and forbid 'he building of the

M ,n'ague reac'ors.

The hearings will focus first on site

sui abili'y, whe'her 'he application should be
denied because of p>ossible environmental
damage he wo reac'ors could cause.

The power of 'he EFSC 'o deny 'he use of

he si'e for a nuclear reactor is critical. In the

pas', all nuclear plants in 'he U.S. have been
licensed only by 'he NRC, which acts as a

lobbyis' and apologist for 'he nuclear In-

dus' ry. The NRC is notorious for granting all

applica'ions for nuclear plants without

-bjec'ively considering 'he issues involved.

The s'a'e EFSC, however, may give a fair

hearing. The Montague application will be
he firs' ever reviewed by 'he EFSC. The five

members of 'he s'ate Council include a

member .jf 'he Conservation Law Foun-
da'ion who will ac as the Hearings Officer,

he Secre'ary of Consumer Affairs, a

represen'a'ive of 'he U'ilities, the Secretary

• ,f Environmen'al Affairs, and 'he Secretary

-f Manpower and Development.

INTERVENTION
Twc> Local in'ervenors in 'he site suitability

hearings are 'he Franklin County Alternative

Energy Coali'ion (AEC), and 'he Hampshire

C<un'y Al'erna'ive Energy Coalition. These
ci'izen's groups have actively opposed the

plan's a' a grassroots level since it was first

proposed. O'her in'ervenors include the

A'orney General of Massachusetts who is

in'ervening on behalf of 'he people of the

C /mm(jnweal'h, 'he New England Coalition

,n Nuclear Pollution, MassPIRG, the Town
/f Mon'ague, Franklin County, and others.

These in'ervenors VsaVe 'aken on the

remendous 'ask of opposing 'he plants at

•he hearings. The utilities have virtually

unlimi'ed resources, while the interveners

have only 'he support of 'he communities
around 'he proposed reac'ors.

Successful in'erven'ion is possible if

peviple can be found 'o work in several areas.

The AEC a"orneys need help researching

issues, preparing 'es'imony, e'c. Experts are

needed o aid in analysis of the issues, or to

wri'e es'im.jny and submit to oral cross-

examina'ion. In 'he Five College Area,

facul'y members can ei'her research and
wri'e es'imony, or supervise students in

doing so, and giving 'hem credit for their

w ,rk. Suden's could constructively direct

heir s'udies 'o one of 'he many facets of 'his

crucial issue. People are also needed to do
public education, fundraising, canvassing,

media work, and other organizing tasks.

Po'en'ial for stopping 'he Montague plants

depends on people dedicating their efforts

(jward 'his goal.

T.J 'he ex'ent 'hat resources are available,

he in'ervenors plan 'o raise 'he following

issues:

1
.
The proposed reactors will damage plant,

animal and micro-life in the Connecticut
River, including rare species in the river as a

resul' vjf:

a. 'he 'hermal effects on the river

wa'er from plant operation;

b. chemical effluents discharged into

•he river from 'he plants

c. en'rappmen' of fish and micro-

organisms by 'he intake of river

wa'er by 'he plants;

d. 'he heat bridge in 'he river caused
by discharge of waste heat;

e. 'he des'ruc'ion of river pools and
he life in 'hem;

f. radiological discharges into the

river;

g. erosion of 'he banks of 'he river.

2 The proposed plants will draw more than

,ne- hird of 'he river water during operation,

seri.'jusly lowering 'he level of the river and:

a. hampering or eliminating

hydroelec'ric genera'ion on 'he river;

b. destroying agricultural land in the

Connec'icu' River Valley, by
lowering 'he groundwater level of

he land along 'he river.

3. The Mon'ague Plains, 'he proposed site, is

a unique ecological area which could be

des'r.oyed by 'hese reactors. The Plains are a

na'ural aquifer, and is 'he water source for

he own wf Mon'ague. The aquifer will be
affec'ed by:

a. he chemical dispersion of salt and
o'her effluen's by 'he cooling

owers;

b. possible leaks, radiological and

o'herwise, from 'he intake and
out'ake pipes in »he river;

c. was'es, chemicals, and petroleum

produc's fil'ering into the acquifer

from plan' construction, laying of

pipes from 'he river 'o the plant, and
levelling of acres of vegetation.

4. The effec's on 'he geographical area

include:

a. climac'ic effects from the heat and

wa'er vapor from the cooling towers,

including fogging, icing and

clouding;

b. environmental and health effects

of 'he constant noise of the towers;

c. socio-economic effects of a v,/ork-

force of 9,000 needed for con-

s'ruc'ion of 'he plant;

d. aes'he'ic effec's of two 600-foot

•owers wi'h accelerated plumes of

wa'er vapor hundreds of feet high,

visible as far as Springfield.

5. Safe'y and economic issues include:

a. 'he dangers and expense of

s'oring spen' fuel on 'he site forever.

Af'er six years, 450,000 pounds of

spen' fuel will have accumulated;

b. loca'ing 'he reactors near ear-

hquake faul's;

c. he refusal of 'he utility to pay for

decommissioning of the plants after

heir 'hirty-year life, costs which

could amount to more than $2

billion.

d. 'he danger of transportation of

nuclear was'es, and 'he emission of

radioac'ivi'y by possible accidents;

e. 'he lack of evacuation plans in

case of nuclear accident.

People in'eres'ed in working on the in-

erven'ion 'o s'op 'he Montague reac'ors

should con'ac The Franklin County AEC,

773 5580, he Hampshire County AEC In-

erven'ion Office, 584-7379, or MassPIRG,

256 6434.
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More open courses
.MON DAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1977

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1977

These courses are open to any student.
In special cases, students may be ad-
mitted after the drop -add deadline To
register, come to Academic Affairs
Office, John Adams Tower lobby,
So(/thwest Both are at The Next Stage
Theater

THEATER 298G
Time o be arranged. Hampden CPA,

S.u'hwes*. lns»ructor: Michael Rusk.
Explores -he creative application of

basic hea're concepts 'o »he art and
craf' ,f s'age ac»ing. Ideal for non-
maiors Workshop format. Call instructor
52803
THEATER 398E
ACTOR TRAINING WORKSHOP I

Mwn. 6 00 7:30, Wed. 5:30-7:00.
Hampden CPA, Southwest. Instructor:
Bill SmiTuivich.

Exercises and 'echniques geared
wward -he powers of voice, relaxation,
CwncenTBMon, imaginaMon, movement,
self awareness and radiation of action;
he fijcus will be 'oward letting it happen.
Several fundamental 'exts will be on
reserve Call 584-1660

There is still some space left in double
listed University courses which can be
used to satisfy Core Requirement 'C.
You must sign up for these courses in the
Southwest Academic Affairs Office,
John Adams Lobby Room J. All
University students are welcome.

His'c>rv 290D - American in History

Valley political activities

topic of meeting tomorrow
T(j acquain' incoming students with

political ac'ivi'v at UMass and in the valley,
here will be short 'alks omorrow at 4:30
p.m by individuals active in local political
groups A parial list of groups represented:
Mass PoliMcal Economy collective. Socialist
Educa-ion Committee, Outfront, Committee
f(jr he Liberation of Southern Africa, and
Graduate S'udents Employes Union. The
mee-ing will be m 'he 6'h floor lounge of
Thompson Tower. For more information
con'ac J-.e Bowring in 'he economics
depar'men* in Thompson Tower.

Legal services office

has committee openings
The UMass S'uden* Legal Services Office

(LSO) is seeking students to serve on" a
search commi"ee for »wo staff attorneys.
The search committee will comprise four
people seleced by -he LSO S'aff and three
people selec-ed by 'he LSO board, with a
minimum ra'io .of 20 per cent 'hird world
people and 40 per cen' women.

Ineres-ed s'uden's, both graduates and
undergraduates are urged *o apply Submit a
brief s'a'emen* of in'erest 'o: B S'ack LSO
Office, 922 Campus Center.

Index plans open house
for new staff members

The Index, UMass' yearbook, will be
iiaving an open house Wednesday from 6 to

10 p.m. Anyone in'eres'ed in photography,
writing, ar* and-or layout and design is

encouraged -o stop by and 'alk with the
sMf.
The Index is also looking for ambitious

pe(>ple 'o edi' i's fine ars, living, academics,
ac'ivi'ies, and news sections. Applications
f/r -hese positions will be available Wed-
nesday nigh*. Any UMass student can join

he Index s'aff - no previous experience
necessary S'op by 'he Index office at 102
Campus Cen'er, and see what goes on
behind he pages of 'he Index.

Teaching opportunity

available for students

The Alerna'ive Learning Program, an
al-erna'ive high school on campus is

recrui'ing UMass s'udents to teach. UMass
credi' is available. The program is looking for
people u 'each courses on all the major
subjec* areas.

The program office is located in Cottage B
-n he road behind Worcester Dining
C ,mm >ns Classes average three ^o six
suden's. For more information, drop by
C /'age B Monday 'hrough Friday between
8:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

Columnist Jack Anderson
to give lecture tonight

Jack Anoerson, America's best-known
poli'ical columnist, will give a free public
lec-ure onigh* a' 7:30 at 'he Junior High
School in Greenfield (R's. 5-10).

The lec'ure is sponsored by the Greenfield
Recorder, ,ne of 'he-nearly 1,000 daily news
oapers ha* publish Anderson's svndinatftri
c ,!umn, "Washington Merry- Go- Round."

Anderson, who won 'he Pulitzer Prize in

J -urnalism in 1372, was anrK>r>Q 'he ma|Of

and Film: The Twentieth Century,
Lec'ure: Monday 1:25; Film showing-
Tuesday 8:00 10:00 p.m. Discussion
Sec-ion 8 Thurs. 11:15, Discussion
Sec'ion 9 1:25

His'(;ry 297C Canadian Political
Theory in Historical Perspective, Lecture:
Tuesday 1:00 3:30.

SW 190D Sex Role Awareness:
Sex Sex Roles in Contemporary Society,
Thursday 7:00 9:30.

SW 190E - Topics in Racial
Awareness: Dynamics of White Racism,
M.-nday 7 10 p.m.
SW 190K Work, Workers and

Cwndi'ions of Working, Wed. 7-10 p.m.
SW 190L Natives and other

Americans: A conflict of Ideals Tues-
Thurs 2:30 4:00.

SW 190S Black Culture as an
Organizing Tool, Monday 7-10 p.m.
SW 191 B - Racism, the Afro-

American and T.V., Tuesday 7-9 p.m.
SW 191J Training in Alcohol

Education, Tuesday 1:30-3:30.

SW 290D - Images of Women
American Film (Co-ed) Film: Monday
10 p.m, discussion: Wed-Fri 11:15.
SW 291 C - Perspectives on In-

s'i*u'i(jnal Racism. Tuesday 7:00-10:00.
SW 2980 African-American Dance

F,,rm§. Tues-Thurs 1:00-2:15.
SW 298P - Being with Children:

In-roduc'ory Practicum in a Children's
Cen'er, Tuesday-Thursday or Monday-
Wednesday Friday, 8:30 12:30.

in

7-

inves'iga'ive reporters revealing the
Wa-erga'e coverup in 'he White House. In a
recen' column, he reveals how the CIA was
being used by 'wo Watergate masterminds
in rying 'o "do me in."

The columnist will speak on the subject.
The News Behind 'he Headlines, " and

answer audience questions.

Christian foundation

programs have openings
For -hose who missed 'he open house at

Uni'ed Chris'ian Foundation, there are sign-
up shee's posted outside its office, 428
S uden' Union.
UCF is 'he cooperative work of nine

Pro'es'an' denominations 'hrough United
Minis'ries in Higher Education. It is

ecumenical, pluralistic and seeks a balance
be ween inner (spiri'ual) and ou'er (social
ac'icjn) concerns.

UMass rape task force

seeks counselor trainees

The counselor-advoca'e group of the
UMass Rape Task Force is seeking in-

dividuals in-eres'ed in applying 'o be 'rained
as rape counselor-advocates. Application is

pen 'o University students, s'aff and
facul'y, and 'o 'he general community.
An inf.orma'ional meeting will be held

Wednesday a' 7 p.m., Everywoman's Center,
506 Goodell, UMass. Job descriptions and
application forms will be available, and
ques'i(jns will be answered about training,
he lole of 'he counselor-advocates, and the
ime commi'men' required.

If you are unable -o attend Wednesday, or
have questions, call Everywoman's Center at
5450883

Support group forming
to help rape victims

There will be a support group for no more
han eigh' adul' (18 years and older) female
rape vic'ims whvo feel 'hey are ready to in-

egra'e 'he experience into 'heir lives (insofar
as his IS possible) and who feel a safe, non-
hrea-ening group is a good way to do this.

Each member mus' be committed 'o the
full 10 weeks.
The group will mee' every Monday,

beginning Sep' 26, for 10 weeks from 7-9
p m. a- Everywoman's Cen'er, 506 Goodell.
The facili'a'ors, Serena Lurie and Leslie
G Idberg, are both counselor-advocates with
he UMass Rape Task Force, and helped run
a suppor' group for rape victims last year.

In'eres'ed women should leave their
names and -elephone numbers at
Everywoman's Cen'er, 545-0883, duhng the
day; in he evening, call Serena at 773-7385,

r Leslie a* 367-2889. Con'act the center
before Sep'. 16.

Stockbridge calendar

12

Stockbridge Calendar
Soccer 'ryouts, Boyden fields, 4

UMass Judiciary. 801 CC, 8 p.m.
s'uden's needed.
STOSAG Yearbook. 102CC, 6:30

Sep",

p.m.

Sep 13
Two S k.

Sep-. 14

p.m.

S uden' Sena'e. 805CC, 8 p.m.
Arbor & Park Club. Farley Lodge, 8 p.m.
Freshman Execu'ive Officers nomination

papers due 432 SU.
Sep'. 15 - Educational Qualities Comm.,
place o be announced.

Table Tennis Equipment
PADDLES, BALLS, NETS, POSTS

at

A. J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

M
Let!s go lo FaiiflSs

for frizza!*"
Lunchume, dinnertiine, snackume. Papa Gino's got pizza for you. And nice

Italian sandwiches. Andspagheiu. And oh, boy. it's all ^jooJ'

Save SO*on your next lai^ge ^
pizza at Plapa Cino*s.

'

Thi* coupon is«ronhM)< toward the purchaic of any large ((ainily-iize)pi2xa at

any p«rticipaiing Pap* Gino's Rcsuurani up to the date of expiration

Ltfnit on« coupon per large pizu purchase ^^VAl
Espues Satvday. Oel«b*r I. itT7 ^^C#^

SALE

Bedspreads

All S6.00
twin bedspreads NOW $5.95

All $10.00

double bedspreads NOW $7.95

Sale Ends Sat. Sept. 1 7th

ofR2U*th
Amherst, Ma.

9:30-6:00 Men.-Sat.

Collegian ^3

Get Ready for the Greatest

"RUSH" of Your LifeLi

Alpine Slide
CRUISE IS HERE!

Alpine Slide offers excitennent and inexpensive fun which requires no
special skills and is enjoyed by all ages. A scenic chairlift ride up is followed by
an exhilarating slide back down through hairpin turns, around curves, and
along straightaways. You're always in complete control over speed and
stopping. Be one of the first to enjoy America's newest sport.

TM

The Chairlift Ride
The view of the valley and the fresh

mountain breeze combine to

heighten your senses. When the

chairlift reaches the summit, the first

phase of your Alpine experience

ends.

The Bavarian Sidewalk Cafe
If all this excitement has built up
your appetite, try one of the hearty

Alpine meals listed on our menu.
Top it all off with a frosty drink from
our well stocked tavern.

Thrill to over 4,000 ft. of sheer excitement!

Introducirrg our money-saving

Mt. Tom

ALPINE CRUISE SPECIAL

Package includes:

• Roundtrip Alpine Buses leaving daily (Mon.-Fri.)

from UMASS CAMPUS CENTER CIRCLE

DAYTIME CRUISE leaves at 3:00 p.m.

TWILIGHT CRUISE leaves at 5:30 p.m.

• Two single ride tickets to the Alpine Slide
(a $5.00 value!)

• Free admittance to the Bavarian Cafe
exciting movies shown nitely

ALPINE CRUISE Special Price - $5.00
tickets purchased at time of departure

GROUP. RATES AVAILABLE

Watch the Collegian for our schedule

of Special Dorm and Group Nights!

For information - call Larry at 549-4745

All rides must be cancelled in event of rain.
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Notices

S ^V MEN S CENTER
We have two or three work-study positions

.jvailable We need an office manager, an education
i:oordinator and a communications person Volun-
teers especiallv needed for creative writing and
counselling Call 546 0263 between 12 5 or call 546
4679
4 J TEN TION

All interested persons, who want to enroll in an
Emergency Medical Tech (EM T ) Classes, please
report to CC 176 at 8 00 p m on Tuesday Sept 13
4V4/V7- GARDE FILM

Avant Garde Film and literature. Com Lit 202, still

has openings The course meets Tr 2:30-5:00 for

lecture and screening, and Th 2 30 345 for discussion.
Sign up in Comp Lit Dept. South College 303 You'll
he glad vou did' (This course was listed in the
schedule book as Modern European Lit")

ARABIC CLASSES
All students wishing to take introductory of inter

mediate Arabic please leave name and telephone
number for Prof Denny at 5 3595
ATTENTION

All HRTH maiors. student branch FSEA will hold its

tirst meeting of the year on Wed . Sept 14 in Rm 903
CC at 7 30 p m
ENVIRONMENTAL MEETING

Are vou concerned about our environment, its

future dnd problems' The coalition for environmental
duality IS having its first general meeting tonight at

7 30 in Campus Center 805 809 Come lom us and
learn about proiects we do, meet others and bring any
of your own ideas We- have three positions for of
ficers available, if you're interested or have any
questions stop by in room 306 student union or call

545 0618
LOST

Irish setter male answers to Lazarus ' one year
old brown leather collar no tags scar under right
eye Lost last Thursday at 6 30 Campus pond Please
all 253 3941
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS

There will be a meeting tonight Sept 13. at 7 30
[I m in Marston 'i32 Election of new officers and
plans for the up coming semester will be the main
topics All are welcome
ATTENTION FORESTERS

The first SAF meeting of the semester will be held
in 305 Holdsworth Hall, Wednesday Sept 14, at 700
p m Everyone is encouraged to attend, especially the
treshmen
SAILING CLUB

There will be a meeting on Tues., Sept 13 at 7;(X) in

CC rm 811 for all officers and those interested in

helping to organize the club this semester. Any
questions call Nancy 549 4578
PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADS
The Council of Undergraduate Students in

Psychology will hold a general organizational meeting
tomorrow. Wed . Sept 14 at 7 00 p m in 304 Tobin
All Psych maiors and other interested students are
cordially ivited

VIDEO PROJECT BEGINS
Come to an introductory orientation meeting to find

out what the Student Video Protect is all about and
how you might get involved' Production cable TV,
irainmgi Meeting Wed Sept 14th at 7 30 room
917 Campus Centei
COIN CLUB

Are you a collector' Come join us tonite for our first

'leeting of the semester. Everyone welcome 7:30
II m CC 901

JOBS WITH VIDEO PROJECT
The Student Video Protect has several lob openings

•n video and non video related work Technicians,
iiffice workers, production. Third World and women's
(Hogrammers Applications available at SUP (409
SUBI
SEXES
We have both at Sigma Alpha Mu 545 0845.

UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
There will be an important organizational meeting

Ml Tuesday at 9 00 o m in the CC 172. It is very im
ooitant that all members and especially potential
members attend this conference. Those unable to
.ittend please contact Bob at 6 9821 before Wed , 9
14

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION
Juniors and Seniors loin now for only S3. Meet new

i.eople, have fun and find out about future lOb op-
portunities Come to our first event Thursday, Sept.
15ih IS our picnic down at Farley Lodge for $1. Beer Is

available. It starts at 4 and lasts as long as you.
(DUCATION OF THE SELF lUNDERGRADS]

Will meet in Crampton Lobby Floor Lounge Tues.,
1 3 30 n m
fXPERIENCE THE BEAUTY OF YOUR INNER SELF

Kundalini Yoga Club M, W. Th 4 6, Tuesdays
Women Only from 7 9
MASS PIRG

Introductory meeting Presentation and discussion
lit fall issues; telcag, asbestos, nuclear power; 7:30
p m CC 162 Call 256 6434 for more info.

DISCOUNT PARTS AND INTERESTING PEOPLE
LST Open Meeting of the Motorcycle Co op is

!onight. in room No 174, Campus Ctr at 8:00 p m
Tell all your friends

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Important meeting Thurs nite Rm 101, 8 00 p.m.

Nf'w mpmhers wplrome Do it m the sky'

BETA CHI
lnit)ortant meeting tonight, 9 12 730 p m.,

Commuter Lounge Discuss smoker and fall schedule.
MORTAR BOARD

Organizational nieeting Tuesday at 5 p.m in 805
809 Campus Center All members please attend so we
I an plan the semester's activities. Any questions, call

Joanne 6 7240

AL PHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega, National Service Fraternity will

hold Its first meeting today Monday, 9 12 77 at 7:30
m in room 905 in the Campus Center All interested

people are welcome.
LOST

Stray kitten, black with gold markings, lost on
corner of State and Finn Streets in Northampton. Call
Baldwin Tel No 584 5436
W/WC/4 FM NEWS MEETS

All former, present and future broadcast Journalists
;ire invited to the first WMUA FM News Dept
meeting of the fall Applications and assignments will

be made <it this meeting IMPORTANT' Wed. 14
Sept 645 CC 162

lOST
A check book with a green card 1-151 form "Im

migration card " and my Social Security number
IM LOST!
Without my wallet Dropped it somewhere between

Russell's Liquor store and Pufton VIg. Brown leather,
old. contained UMass I D

,
yellow sun cards, licenses,

ind $30 00 Keep the money but return stuff within.
Leave at CC info, or call 665-4195 - Rachel. Thank
you.

lOST
Black briefcase containing dissertation notes

1 ost on Tues
.
Sept. 6 in Thompson or Student Union.

I need the notes back urgently. Call Mike 256-0513 or
leave in Economics Dept 1028 Thompson.
tOST

Lost, mens watch. Central Area, Hamilton electric,
with broken strap Call Bob, 253 3938 after 6
Meeting for Staff of Attorney Gen Office Tuesday,

Sept 13, 1977 7:30 801 CC All ludges and advocates
iTtend: Interested parties invited

iMONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 197>

Super
Lamp Special!

LUXO LUMAGLOW

FLEXIBLE ARM LAMPS

$1C95
only 16
Several Colors Available

Plus! A free "TURN ON" poster

with eacti Luxo lamp purchiase.

at the

UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

9a.m. -5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

11 a.m. -4 p.m. Sat.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1977 ,Colle^ian ^^

SUPER TRIVIA CONTEST
1st PRIZE - COMPLETE NEPTUNE FLOTATION SYSTEM

2nd PRIZE $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE

:ic:ic:ic:ic:tC9le:|e:ic:tc3)c MANY OTHER PRIZES *5|:Hc:|«*^c*3|c*5|c

QUESTIONS CAN BE PICKED UP AT PAUL'S ALL TIME FURNITURE
57 E. PLEASANT ST. 549-3603

NEPTUNE
WATERBED
SPECIAL $169.

COLOGNE
CONVERTIBLE

|29$ $259.

'*yi
/.' T

^ -ri '^

V \ 'Ir^.
\

\y
J

;

--' ---^ '\ ^,

y:

To pick up an application, or if you

want more information, contact:

Office of lh€ SGfl President

430 Student Union

545 2129

Library Committee

... Recommends policy concerning the University Library system

Space and Calendar Committee

... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well

as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Or^anizinfj; Project

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student le^al Services Office

Continuing Education Committee

... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuing Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary

decrees each year

Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and rec<nn mends action on

parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.

-''••' LA ^
^.

^^
•r^ — -f^

.^^^'--^

Express your

opinions!

IPQ

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

ROCKY
jHis uhnU' jiff U.1S

<l milll'Mi In niu- sfldl

WINNER OF
BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEARI
Friday at 500. 730, 9:55;

Saturday at 2 15, 5:00, 7 30

Sunday at 2:15, "^,00, 7:15, 930
1*1 U'l SHO* IlLHtli 4 JO b 00 $1 W

l\RA QK;*) mountain fANMS mail00H-3I30 nOUTU maOlI* MAji

w

A brig orrie ago
in a r^riiaxy far far aNvct/

f'-rn^ f"»^^

pQl Friday at 5:00, 730, 9:55;

O
Saturday iit 2 00, 5 00, 7:30, 9:55:

Sunday at 2 00, 5 00, 7:15, 9:30

1*' Jit SHOW tlCuflS 4 10 •> 00 |1 iO

What we have here is a

total lacK of respect tor

the law!"

NEWYORK
NEWYORK

I he war was over

and the world

was tallini4 '/"

m love iu^ain. \
po POBfRT Dt NIR( LIZAMINNELLI

Friday at 6 00, 9 00;

J
Saturday at 2 00, 6 00, 9:00;

Sunday at 2:00, 6 00, 9:00
rwiun SHOW TicKtTs 5 jo 6 oo ii so

PEDlir.FL A.. : , fc M,, (NI F--< lb lOR IWI IITf Sm .% .
»«

• 1 .v

(PCS

Burt Reynolds

Friday at 5:15, 7:45, 9:55;

Saturday ,it 2:30, 515, 7:45, 9:55;

Sunday at 2 30, 515, 7 30, 9:30

n»i uit SHO* ric«TS « 4S 5 is 11 so

An arm tackle is no way to stop "Sam Bam" Cunningham, as this Atlanta Falcon
finds out. Cunningham and the Patriots overran the Falcons yesterday, 29-10, in both
team's final exhibition game. The Patriots raised their record to 5-1, while Atlanta
dropped to 3-3.

Pats clip Falcons in finale

The last thing a college

senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college senior, credit-card offers,

promises and congratulations come pouring in.

Enjoy it while you can. Because it wont l^st.

Out in the world, you'll have to work things out

for yourself. And one of those things is

life insurance.

Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed for you.

the CollegeMaster* the insur-

ance plan chosen by more col-

lege seniors than any other.

Call the CollegeMaster

Field Associate in

your area:
i

• ' j-r
Union Lire

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY.
, Main St.. Amherst 256-8351

FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI\ - Steve Grogan,

ignoring 'he pregame walkout of his two top

blockers, fired a pair of second-quarter

'ouchdowns yesterday ^o ignite the New
England Patriots to a 29-10 preseason
vic'ory over 'he A'lanta Falcons.

Before 'he game, guard John Hannah and
•ackle Leon Gray left the team after two days

c^f con'rac extension talks between their

agen', Howard Slusher, and the club's

management.
The Patriots, who finished the exhibition

season wi»h a 5-1 mark, built a 19-0 halftime

lead. A'lanta, which scored its points in a

•hird period burst, completed the pre-season

schedule with a 3-3 record.

Sox' Hobson
wins TV 38's

10th player title

BOSTON \UPI] Butch Hobson was
named recipient of the "Tenth Player

Award," before yesterday's game
be'ween 'he Boston Red Sox and the

De'roit Tigers.

The Red Sox third-baseman was
baling .264 with 28 homers and 98 RBIs

going in'o the game. He won a car.

The award is presented annually by

WSBK-TV for "'he player who has

performed above and beyond the

capaci'y one would normally expect."

Grogan connected on touchdown passes

./f 31 yards 'o tight end Russ Francis and 14

yards 'o wide receiver Darryl Stingley.

Jess Phillips added a 14-yard touchdown
run, John Smith kicked field goals of 26 and
40 yards and linebacker Rod Shoate was
credi'ed with a safety for blocking a John
James punt out of the end zone.

The Fdlcons scored tdiiy in the third

period on a 63-yard pass from Steve Bar-

'kowski 'o wide receiver Alfred Jenkins, and
added a Nick Mick-Mayer field goal of 22

yards four minutes later.

Bar»kowski, playing his second game with

a brace on his right knee, reinjured the leg

early in 'he fourth period and did not play

again.

New England built a 19-0 halftime edge by
(ju'gaining 'he Falcons 186 yards to 53 over

he firs' 30 minutes.

John Smith opened the scoring 3:36 into

'he second period with his 26-yarder that

followed a short Atlanta punt.

Grogan "hit Francis 2:24 later after

linebacker S'eve Nelson had intercepted a

Bar'kowski pass at the Falcon's 35-yard line.

Shoate, a 'hird-year linebacker, blocked

James' pun' from 'he goal line at 13:29 of the

second period and the Patriots notched
another seven points on the next series of

downs.
Rookie Raymond Clayborn returned

A'lan'a's free kick 26 yards to the Falcon 33.

F;,.ur plays later Grogan hit Stingley, who
was s'anding alone in the right side of the

end zone, 'o give New England its 19-0

half'ime edge.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! !
!
Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the Collegian

Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:4S p.m., Monday
through Friday. The deadline is 3:4S p.m. three

days before your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line, S consecutive

publishing days, 40c per line per day , 30 consecutive

publishing days, 30c per line per day. 38 characters

constitutes one line.

REACH 23,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAI LY!

!

! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! iLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

FOR SALE HELP WANTED PERSONALS AUTO FOR SALE

Sony AM FM radio, new. $50 6 6804
15X6X9

New Rockwall 63R calc Trig (dag-
ridl. m«mrv, tog. AC -DC. «37.50.

Cathy 6 6804

S cu. ft. raf for Ml*. Exc. rond. *90
Call Cryatal or Lvr<n 256-6844

Hoovar compact rtfrig. t60 or b. o.

Parfact for dorm Call 253 7845

10 apaad bicvcia *66. CaN 549-6077

Singla bed mattrasa and apringa. 115.

Robin 549 5434

Indiraci Diaca with Burwan fidality.

Dick Watlatood - lazi piano, pativ trio

- danca t15 75 aach tan inc Oecibai

Recorda. Oapt 11. P Box 631,

Laxington. Maaa. 02173.

German Shepherd pupa - AKC, large

bonad. inieliigant, beautiful, exceptional

with children, watch dog qualitiei, very

raaeonable &49.0496

Pretty girl wanted for semi nude
modeling Must have gorgeous hair, long

enough trfsil on Pictures to be used for

promotional advertising 1'739'2831

*10.00 per hour.

Wanted houaaboy for IGU (aorofitv).

Call Nancy 256-6844 or 54S-00(n.
_

On campus recruiter. Red Croas Donor
Canter Knowledge of canipus
organization, grad student preferred

Write Steve Schiff, Red Cross, 63 Spfid

St.. Spfld. Ma. Pay approx. $3.00 hr. No
phone calls.

Eioerienced habysitler lo care for 3 6
7 yi old m pleasant home m Echo Hill

Mnn . Wnd and Fri . 12 5 o m 256 9667

Sorority off-campus needs kitchen

help Free meals Call 253-9066

Disappointed in your dorm:* We offer

irtrgp -ooms 24 hr food, good social life

< all Rich at Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

SinaM fraternity needs kitchen and
riming loom housegirls Work 5 meals

inrl rai 10 mpals per week Call Jeff at 5

3118 DC msal fee is refundable

Attached couplaa needed to par

ticipate in Social Psychological Study tS

par couple for about an hour Call 323-

5102 or 549-2668 evenings.

CALCULATORS

FOR RENT

ROOM WANTED
Need A Room' Rooms I

available at a sorority, close to
campus Open kitchen cheaper 1

than university dorms, and a
comfortable atmospheie If

interested cc ->taci Debbie or
Paula bib ?73B

Ciliege C aicuiaiois offers low Duces fs

lull seryite' All models ava.l TI59 S225
S8 S99 95 6' $52 95, MP s & Com
M'liclnfe s avail Mode! from $15
Rt.r»i*.mliei we service all calruiators we
sell' Bffoie you buy anywhere else caM
Bill) 111 Chris ai Colteo'' Celcui.jtors' 549

AUTO FOR SAIe

.J.,.ti;,.- .-..'.tui M voij' clorrn' VV e uffer

large rooms 24 hr food good social life

Call Rirh ,it Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

Interested in off-campus living not far

from campus on Orchard Hill bus route

Includes meals, home like atmosphere

and color TV Call 253 9066 Ask for

Mariorie Shubart

WANTED

71 lird P. '.; ,;uod condilior. Must
sell immediateU 5600 negotiai^ie See
Jean at 39 Puffl n Leave number it not

home

Housebovs wanted for an off campus
sorority Free meals For more info
contart Lynn at 545-2092

69 VW good condition, good body &
nipiioi Asking $450 Call 1 467 3465
.liter 4

73 Vega GT Very good mechanically

Needs some body work $500 or best

offer 253-9752 after 4 p.m

Ford Maverick. 1970. Good condition,

radio. »800 545 1943 day: 549-4479

even

Fiat Spydar Conv Excellent cond., no

rust, interior perfect inspection ready

Must sell this week, moving $7,50 or 8

Many extras See Anni Melencon at

Munaon Annex.

Chavalla Suparsport classic Hozangina

4 spaad Hurti shifter convert $1,000

Call Paul Green 14131 467 9899.

Triumph GT- Good engine, lira, AM-
FM $1650 Call aft 6 665 3615

1965 Chevy school bus, now mobile

home $750. Ca'I Jim S46-6S34

70 Ply Cuda V8 Exc cond $900. or

B 256 0368

1 Plymouth C-icket, 4 apd ,
63,000

. Very good condition, $550 No 1

Brittany Manor

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Impale Custom, p.t.. p.b., auto.,

$m 8. ex cond . new paint, rec. tune up
Good for car pool 256 0158 $850 or 8
0.

'72 VW Baia Bug Excellent ahapa Call

549 5879.

SERVICES

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

H.incla CLJ50. e»t:eMeni condit.on.
Mtipage 11 700 Musi sell leaving state

$450 or best offer Call 722 6975 after

6 00 P m

Honda CB3S0. 8000 miles
Excellent condition; must sae it to
believe itl Will sell for $550 or

best offer Can be seen outside
Thatcher Dorm or call Kevin at

546 4612

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

Person aware of Sept 3rd j Grateful

Drad lonrert in N J who recorded it

iiom WMMR or WNEW want to record

your version Phone 253 2010.
Ri'lihertown Well be grateful' Ask
for John or Dwight

Volvo repairs and maintenance All

years end models, low prices Jack 586

061^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ROOMMATE WANTED

Rm needed by 24 yr old UMass stud

on bus line Coop household or apt das.

Call 253 5410 - Hal

Do you have a quiet spot where I can

put my 10'X16' tent for the fall? Will pay.

Brian 253 2S21.

M or F, own rm Puffton. CaM Stave or

Dave 546 5043.

Share 2 bdrm Townhouse. Call 546-

1184

B

End of Sea
350 R5C New ,

.ID Excellent cc
ar '500 Stevf

Spaciaii
"

brake*
uH Must .-i

46-8404

vamaha
.n, tune;

. buying

LOST

Lost Vlw Superliie Lacrosse suck
Sept 1 nr NE field Please call 546 5977

71 Plymouth Cricket. 4 cyl., 4 spd.

52.000 mis. $600 253 9497 after 5 p m

73 VW, ax cond
TE 323 4074

.
siereo. FM, lo mi

Powerful SAAB Sonnet III (741, AM-
I W radio stereo tape dei - No rust, fiber

glass body Fuel economy 35 mpg Only

18.000 miles for only $3500 or bast offer

Calf 549 6616 after 6 p m

69 VW, good condition, good body
and interior Asking $450 Call 1 467 3466
after 4

P'.in,. localion n Amhe'V! fo'
rofessionai office Walking distance to
.•,'rvO'Mi) $tSO per '^(>;nh ^r^-h;f1es

i.',.s OH ' ,.s S49 j700

ENTERT MNMtNT

PETS

Coeat l.^.uu' r-jpp,es AKC reg

aiiio r^ll 24 W27

INSTRUCTION
Bn,--Mni

Golfi $.' Oi ID Mon thru Sat

pm Mill Valley Golf Links. Route 181.

Belchertown MA Phone 323-4079

Beginning \Ai ivmg. Sept 20 4-

Harness floor looms $50, 12 classes 7 9

m Tuesdays. Jones Library Creoits

available 253 9368 or 584 7756

REACH 75,000 READERS DAILY! .|^t llll4llll.».|Ji^U. I |||-f^|if4.Mltllllll|-''-'-"«'''"'-'-'^'-'"*'""'"'"»'^^
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Interested in a valuable
college experience?

»<5 The Collegian, New England's]
college daily,

may be the answer for you.
Does photography interest you?

sportswriting?
newswriting?
edito ria Hzing ?

Third World News
Woman's News
layout?

business?
graphics?

fine arts?
editing?

Come to the fall

recruitment meeting^n^^j^^i^^
Monday Sept. 12 ^"^^^^ ^IBi
at 7:00p.m. in

Campus Center
Room 917. The only qualification
a student and the desire to learn.

See you there.

3HI3HONQMVmVM

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER M, ^977

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

56«r, IP Bt OLAD TO

HtLP, HAM! UJHffI SOKI
OP SYMBOL AFl YOU
UXXQNQf Fai.7

\

'N
<1-\2.

weu, I'M NO! sunt. DUANe,

BUT THt msiPeNT FeiLS
LANce IS, eeniNO a bad
RAP, AND HE U/AMTS SOMt
THING THAWILL DOUJNPLAY
THE SHbNiHCANa OF HIS

PK)BL£MS> \f

UH HUH WELL, TELL ME,
HAM, Jusr Hou em/E ISM 5IWATI0N, ANYUJAY '

HOUAftt BEfiJANP JIMMY
HOLDlNe UPmn M05J
OE THE PRtSb PEOPLE '

r

r >>

NOT 6O0P. nt/w rmu
THEY'RE START- luEBEnEJi
INb TO CALL m^Fi^t
JHEM 'PRICE

f^^^^'
AND PRIPE' _

'

.z^

<2>0rii<Jt.''5U<-- ^

B.C. by Johnny Hart

THE SCENT OF MAN by Peter Tolan

Of LimSI/^WiM^B

^'

N/U6«TywoBR

I'M SD{2{^i... IP

,W wAaJT an

1
\BOT /M UbiB-

'^ovli me TOV^AlT IhJ Ll!^E..

UM by Marty Maceda

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

jjAJCH SNOOPY...:

THINK ^E5sbOiNeTC
PULL THE OlC STATc E

OF LIBERTY ?lAy

',L.

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

Of pnohiAco^

RoVAL mmiiy

15 fifrmiDisiCr

COLLE6E.
THIS y^a..

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler

g£ralD \s im ms PE>rrHot5£
OFFICE RECltVlNG SAUES
REPORTS...

^NOTHtPs SQOOO
FOUR. K )TS SOLD?
GOOD//~^

'

BUT DOWN IN THE. STREETS, A
ROBED FIGURE STR\OeS OUT
\Of A Dr\ft.K ALLEY'
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Your Birthday By steii* wilder

From UNITED Feature Syndicate
For relejue MONDAY, Sept 12, 1977

MONDAY, Sept 12 -
Born today, you possess a
highly original, enterpris-
ing and inquiring mind -
one that may lead you as
often into trouble as it does
into pleasurable and gain-
ful activity. You have a
taste for luxury - but you
also have the common
sense to realize that you
cannot afford luxury at the
price of burdensome
indebtedness.

Yours is a more or less
contented disposition: you
do not yearn for what you
cannot have. This doesn't
mean, however, that you
are not one to try for gain
or that you will not try to
develop your talents and
abilities. On the contrary,
your naturally curious na-
ture will not allow you to
sit back quietly while new
and different things are
going on about you.
You possess a good sense

of humor, but you are
somewhat inclined to hide
it beneath an air of serious-
ness. You have a fear that
others might believe you to

be offering perhaps less
than your best to a given
endeavor were you to add
laughter to the scene. Ulti-

mately, though, you should
mature enough to be able
to bring to your work what-
ever mood is upon you -
whether comic or serious-
ness.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I,et your birthday star be
your daily guide
TUESDAY, Sepi 13

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Reconsider steps re-
cently taken where chil-

dren are concerned. A
change of heart and nund
are in order now.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocf 22

1

-- Wholesome charm may
not get you everything yo:
want today - but it wili

certainly help. Make your-
self welcome; be helpful.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov
21 ) — Though you may not
fmd things quite the way
you wish early in the day,
there should not be a dan-
gerous reversal. Qieer up
at evening.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

Dec. 21) — Cheerful com-
panions yield cheerful
hours of productive
enterprise. Solemnity
yields a failure late in the
day.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) — Peculiar sensa-
tions are not to be taken
lightly. The Capricorn wor-
ried about his health
should seek advice from a
professional.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb
18) — Fits of gloom could
evolve into a long-lasting
depression of spirit. Cir-

cumvent this by .seeking

help from a professional
with new methods
PISCES (Feb. 19-March

20 1 — Allow a sense of

justice to prevail - regard-
les.s of how frustrated you
may become. Hold onto to

good thoughts regarding
children.

ARIES (March 21 -April

191 ' A desire for self-

imprivement may cause
l.'iLohter in the "enemy"
car- 1. In your own, howev-
er, It serves to raise the

general morale
TAURUS (April 20-May

20) An advantage to

those dear to you is an
advantage to you. Don't

forget this, as you tend to

feel left out of things today

.

GEMINI (May 21-.Iune

20) Consider the degree
of affliction before you be-

moan Its mere existence. It

may be that you are more
fortunate than you realize.

CANCER (June 21-July

22 )
— Success comes early

to Cancer today - in spite

of risks taken with matters
vital to the progress of his

career in general.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) -

Work for whatever prog-

ress there is to be made.
Don't refuse to put forth an
effort simply becayse re-

sults do not promise to t>e

of the best.

< 'Vvnght 1»77 United h>aturr .Svndi

rale Im-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Pack clay
into a hole

5 Stuffs
9 Baby carts

14 One
growing old

1 5 Biographer— Ludwig
16 Las Vegas

Droduction
1 7 Magnetized

Item
19 Related

maternally
20 Murder

Slang
21 Changeda

roonn s

decor
23 Mouth

solution
25 Soda

fountain
item

26 Valley
28 Swimming

strokes
32 Bedspreads
37 Adam

Bede
author

38 "^.iD dr'nt

39 Cooks hv
txiilinq

41 Program
listing

Abbr
42 Surface

depressions
45 S'one

prODCMing

device
18 Subordinate

r iler

50 Ontario
community

51 Having
wings

54 Dressed
58 Kind of

headache
62 Hospital

employee
63 Place m a

row Var
64 Social

engagement
2 words

66 Cryptograph
expert

67 Overhang
68 Lived from

day to day
69 Uttered

under oath
70 Secured

with rope
71 Minus

DOWN

1 Malicious
stories

2 Greek
assembly

3DSMor
Victoria

Cross
4 Possess

authority

5 Stroke
gently

6 Cupid
7 Takes on

food
R Washington

Here'
9 Make ready

10 Extended

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday Puzzle Solved

W A ^J T S C rJa PS PAW
AGORA R

fiti, A ^ A R ^NOTIN AdTdRESSED
AMEND TlMfw A <; T Ip

* ^ iH^ L t E WMvi E ED
I R eIisTp E A K U P
1

t^ A U tlBK E L F A ~
F n

t A b I E S TJBD E S T i N E
K r b B K t A nHBT F '«;'

t' T
S 1" T b

" ia5lBT F N
d A h eHh e n t eIbh E R 5
* B A 5 hT|BBT P n 5 f ft

^utte"nuT~ess'^s
TTTr WUUW^ J^TCFTf
Ted siITen reTer

subscrip-
tion

1

1

Caucasian
language

12 Unable to

speak
13 Plant in soil

18 Makedis-
tinct

22 Move in a
curve

24 "Six bells

and—
well'"

27 ---go'"
29 Accompanying
30 Timber wolf
31 ERA or RBI
32 Ill-bred peo-

ple

33 Olive genus
34 Exit

35- - Aviv

36 Gulp
40 Jagged pro-

tuberance

43 Boxer's
handler

44 Housing for

NaCi
46 Organ
47 Bakery item
49 Timely
52 Neighbor of

Nepal
53Chou :

Chinese
VIP

55 Auto control
56 Park in the

Rockies
57 Transfers

DfOperty
58 Illinois In-

dians
59 Turn up the

earth
60 Italian is-

land
61 Bestow
65 New Eng

Diet

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

9 10 11 12 13

'4 i5 16

17 -.8 19

20

M' 22
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The Great Race
AL East leaders

W L PCT. GB
88 56 611
86 57 601 1 Vi

84 58 592 3

NEW YORK
BOSTON
BALTIMORE

Games remaining
New York (181 home (10) Boston (3) Sept

13 14 15; Cleveland (4) Sept 26 27 28 29; Detrort
(3) Sept 30, Oct 12 Awav (8) Detroit (31
Sept 16 17 18; Boston (21 Sept 19 20; Toronto
(3) Sept 23 24 25

Boston (19): home (9) New York (2) Sept
19 20, Toronto (4) Sept 26 27 28 29; Baltimore
(3) Sept 30, Oct 1 2 Away (10) New York (3)

Sept. 13 14 15; Baltimore (3) Sept. 16 17 18
Detroit (4) Sept 22 23 24 25

Baltimore (20); home (10) - Boston (3) Sept
16-17 18; Toronto (4) Sept 19 20-21 22; Detroit

(31 Sept. 27 28 29. Away (10) Toronto (4)

Sept 12 14 (2) - 15; Cleveland (3) Sept. 23 24
25, Boston (3) Sept 30, Oct. 12.

VIDEO PROJECT JOBS
Several jobs are currently available with Student Video. Applications

and job descriptions available at SVP rm. 409 SUB. Prefer work-study—
Video skills not mandatory for all jobs.

Apply by Wed., Sept. 14th

Third World Programmer

Education Coordinator

Distribution Coordinator

Production Coordinator

Womens Programmer

Technicians

Operations Coordinator

An affirmative action -equal opportunity employer

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

1. Half assistantship for the academic year: arts coordinator for Central

and Orchard Hill areas. Person should have experience in planning

and coordinating events such as concerts, plays, readings, art fairs,

(stipend $1,800 for the year)

2. Half assistantship for the academic year: sexism awareness trainer

for Central and Orchard Hill areas; involves teaching course in

sexism awareness, working with Heads of Residence and Resident

Assistants. Applicants should have teaching experience, academic

background in and experience working with issues of sexism, (stipend

$1,800 for the year)

Send resume by Sept. 16 to: Joseph Battista, Helen Schneider, Or-

chard Hill—Central Offices, Mclntire House, University of

Massachusetts.
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AVA«fT-GARDE FILM
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Gieasonx has >in

from $1.10 up

(IIALITV DAY PACKS

and

BOOK BAGS
September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit
with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

C9mp$rs Supplf
PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON
9-5:30 Weekdays 95 : 00 Saturdays

Program Council Film

Committee Members

S«o,*ia'"«"J?*7
"" "T^ *° ""*"" ' '^»«*'"9 on Wed..Sept. 14, 1977, 4 p.m., Rm. 415 S.U.

New members also welcome.

,hl'""S^ T ''^^
?L°S'^

" '^uillermo Vilas II) and Jimmy Connors pause^^ntheir match at the US Open, with Connors clearly in command. Vilas turned "ln«
nis way to a 2-b, 6-3, 7-5, 6-0 triumph yesterday.

Boston's Jim Rice connects on his first grand slam home run ever, his 38th homer
of the year, to lead the Red Sox to a 6-2 win over Detroit, and to within 1 !4 games of
Division leading New York. Meanwhile, the Yankees were splitting a twin bill with
the Toronto Blue Jays, winning 4-3 and losing 6-4. Baltimore yesterday beat
Cleveland 9-5 to close to within three games of the Yanks.

Thomas 3rd to Rodgers
Bill Rodgers, winner of 'he 1975 Boston

Mara'hon, wcjn 'he firs' Cleveland Heart-A
Thon road race yes'erday, with former
UMass All American Randy Thomas 'hird.

R -dgers, 29, of Melrose, ran 'he 13.1 miles
tn 1:04.21 as he bested 1,500 runners.
Thomas, running for 'he Greater Boston

Track Club, finished in 1:05.11.

R -dgers lef' Olympic medalist Frank
Shor'er back in 'he pack. Shorter competed
wi'h a sore hams'ring muscle.

Rick R.^jas, 1975 Pan American Marathon
champion, was second, 24 seconds behind
R (dgers.

PEOPLE'S MARKET |

OPEN TODAY
Come see our new look

Located "Near the Rear" of the S.U.B.

• BREADS • YOGURT • MILK • FRESH PRODUCE

• WHOLE GRAINS • ORANGE JUICE • BAGELS

• NUTS • CHEESE • DRIED FRUITS

• FRUIT JUICES • CANNED FOODS
• MUNCHIES • BAKING SUPPLIES

• BULK PURCHASING • AND LOTS MORE . . .

Hours: M-F9-5:30; Sat. 11:00-5 p.m.
Please bring us your bags.

WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
The People's Market is a non-profit, student run, collectively-operated
food store.

AUDITIONS
for

UMass Music Theatre Guild's

Two Gentlemen of Verona

a Latin-Rock Musical based on
Shakespeare's Comedy

Sept. 12 and Sept. 13,

6:30 p.m. CO room 165

Auditions are open to everyone in

the 5-College Community
For more information: 549-4833, 256-6989

Vilas takes
as Connors

FOREST HILLS, N.Y. [Compiled from
wiresl - Gutllermo Vilas outfought Jimmy
C-nnors in a dramatic third-set tie-breaker
and went on »o beat the defending champion
2-6, 6-3, 7-6, 6-0 yesterday, winning the U.S.
Open Championship and strengthening his
claim 'oward being the No. 1 tennis player in
•he world.

!• was Vilas' 39th consecutive victory and
seven'h 'ournament tjtle in a row. He has
w.,n 46 s'raight matches on clay or clay-like
surfaces.

Connors won the opening set with sur-
prising ease, but Vilas bounced back to take
•he second. With the score tjed 5-5 in the
•hird, •he 'wo traded service breaks at love,
se"ing up a 12-point tje-breaker, won bv
Vilas, 7-4.

His confidence soaring after that brilliant
pressure performance, Vilas went on to
des'roy Connors in the final set, winning it

when Connors sent a forehand wide. At first,
•he line call was not clear, but after a brief
delay, umpire John B. Conan announced
"Mr. Vilas is 'he winner."

Vilas, a 25-year-old left-hander from
Argentina who has been the hottest in the
game -his year, has won 11 of the 21 tour-
namen's he entered and made the finals of
f(;ur others.

And while Connors won the World
Championship Tennis final and Borg won
Wimbledon, Vilas captured 'he prestigious

There IS a difference!!!

PREPARE FOR:

I

GMAT • GRE * OCAT
VAT • SAT

Our broad range o' programs provides an umbrella o' ttsl-
mg know-how that enables us to otter the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days evenings & week-
ends all year Complete tape fac.lities for review of c^ass
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make ups
for missed lessons at our centers

LSAT CLASS OPENING CENTER
SEPTEMBER U AT CAMPUS

"TlaijL world record smile" is on Kathy Schmidt's face after she set a new mark in

the impKn throw in the Fuerth Invitation Track and Field Meet in Fuerth, West
Germany, yesterday. Schmidt, from Pacific Palisades, Calif., threw the javelin 69.32

meters, besting East German Ruth Fuch's old record by 20 centimeters.

CLASSES IN AMHERST
Call Boston for info
25 Huntington Ava.
Boston, MA GSlie

617-261-5150

Outside NY State Only

CALL TOLL FREE

800-22 1-9840

I mpUn
CDUCATlONAt CENTER

'€S' PUf P«B« riON
SPf Cl*llS»S Sine I iqjj,

Centers m fvlajor U S Cities

US Open
falls apart

French Open and now has added the U S
Open 'o his list.

"I'm very happy," said Vilas, who has
published well- received free verse and is

regarded as one of the more intellectual
playing pros. "This tournament doesn't
coun' if you're a runner-up. You have to win
I'. I knew if would be very tough. My main
concern is 'o be number one and I want to
dedica'e this to my country, Argentina."

Vilas, 'he leading moneywinner on the tour
•his year, earned $33,000 from the total Open
purse of $462,420 to give him a total for the
year (^f $330,812.

Connors, who received the $16,500
runner-up prize, hurried from the stadium
wi'h his mother Gloria and coach Pancho
Segura and left in a limousine without talking
'o newsmen.
"On 'he last point, I saw it out," Vilas said.

"I' was so noisy I didn't know what was
happening. Some of the fans shouted that it

was out. I 'urned 'o the linesman and he said
i' was out.

"I Tied 'o get to Jimmy after the match,
bu' -hey were pulling on my headband and
nearly pulled my head off."

Connors, 25, from Belleville, III., left the
cour in a bitter mood amidst the charging
specators. He reached out to swing at a fan
who ran at him and was pulled apart.

"Who's next?," Connors screamed.

* Rusty

TONITE

MONDAY, SEPT. 12

Midnight Shift

TUES., SEPT. 13

Orchestra Luna

WED., SEPT. 14

AHEC TWO STEP

THURS., SEPT. 15

TOM RUSH

FRI., SEPT. 16

JAMES COTTON

Sunderland, Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937
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Red Sox gain on Yankees

Vilas wins US Open title

'Army Air Force' routs UM

NUMMO NEWS V -lume IV, Issue 2

By BILL EDELSTEIN
Collegian Staff

(WEST POINT. NY) - When the UMass
football 'earn departed for West Point on
Friday it figured it would be confronted by
'he U.S. Army, but when the team bus finally

pulled away from the Military Academy
Saturday, 'he players aboard must have
realized 'hat it was 'he United States Air
Force who had devised the home team's
game plan as Army quarterback Leamon
Hall's aerial 'actics produced 32 points in the
Cade's' 34-10 bombing of the Minutemen.

Hall's effort (19 of 33, 310 yards and five

ouchdowns) was good enough to shatter a
couple of Army records and aid and abet in

'he demise of another.
The Cade* QB couldn't have done it alone,

however, a point attested to by the fact that
a' 'he end of the third quarter UMass was
s'ill in the ballgame, trailing only 20-10.
The Minutemen might have even been

ahead at 'hat juncture if not for two fumbles
inside 'he Army five yard line by fullback Billy

Coleman. As UMass cornerback Dave
Croasdale put it, though, the game was a
"•eam loss" — a loss that was cemented
when 'ight end Keith Wilson caught Hall's
fourth touchdown pass of the afternoon^a
16-yarder, 'o make the score 27-10 three
minutes into the final quarter. The
Minu'emen, who had been utilizing a ball-

control offense throughout the contest, were
unable 'o get their passing game together,
and 'he Cadets coasted the rest of the way.
Army got on the scoreboard first, taking

'he opening kickoff and 'driving' 76 yards in
four plays 'o 'ake a 6-0 lead. Freshman end
Mike Fahnestock was the recipient of Hall's
10- yard TD 'oss, but the big play of the four
was a 48-yard bomb from Hall to sophomore
end Bill Skoda.

The UMass ground game, which am-
massed a very respectable 180 yards, saw to
i' 'hat the Cadet lead was short-lived. An
interception by Todd Holt staked the
Minutemen to good field position at the
UMass 47. Six straight runs, four of them by
Coleman, put the ball on the Army 22 and set
•he s'age for a pretty run to paydirt by
Dennis Dent. Croasdale's conversion gave
UMass its only lead of the day at 7-6.

The seven-play drive took 3:11 out of the
•imepiece that UMass coach Dick Mac-
Pherson tried to employ as the Minutemen's
ally.

1 ^ F# r' ^ iHc

Here's the man who did all the damage. Army quarterback Leamon Hall (16) is in control here as he was all Saturday afternoon
against the Minutemen. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

"Our game plan was to keep the ball on
•he ground and eat up the clock," said

MacPherson. It seemed a solid idea since it

would have allowed one Leamon Hall less

•ime 'o spew aerials, and since a football in

Hall's hands was a touchdown waiting to be
scored.

Despite 'he plan. Hall managed to get hold
of 'he spheroid just long enough to heave
•wo more 'ouchdown passes before the half

ended, and Army led, 20-7.

I' wasn't that UMass' offense didn't move
'he ball, i' was simply a case of not being
able 'o finish what it had started.

"What we were doing was exactly what
we wanted 'o do," said MacPherson, "it's

jus' 'hat. ..well, we got beaten. What can I

say?"

O'her 'han Hall, 'he Minutemen's number
-ne nemesis was 'he Minutemen. That's no
misprint, dear reader UMass gave* away the
football six, count 'em, six times. Three on
fumbles and 'hree on passes 'hat fell into the
wrcjng hands.

"I 'hough' we'd cured that problem last

year," said a dejected coach MacPherson
referring to the fumbles, but I guess we'll

have 'o work on it."

Fumbli'is, however, wasn't the only
recurring problem for 'he Minutemen. The
injury bug is also back, and it seems to have
grown teeth. Starting quarterback Mike

Fallon was removed from the game midway
•hrough 'he 'hird quarter, and althougn rne
specifics of his knee injury are not known,
coach MacPherson says 'hat it looks "very,
very bad." Senior guard Russ Cooke suf-
fered a sligh' concussion, and^a gaggle of
players saw 'he 'earn doctor for various
minor aches and pains.

Perhaps Croasdale, a casuality himself,
bes' summed up 'he tone of the game from a
UMass p(jint of view - "Leamon Hall is one
of 'he bes' passers we've faced in a long
•ime."

Then again, perhaps David can be accused
of unders'a'ement.

College grid scores

L

New England

Lehigh 49. UConn
Texas 44, Boston College
New Hampshire 27, Holy Cross 14
Northeastern 21, Rhode Island 12
Maine 12, Lafavette 10

National
Ohio State 10, Miami (Fla)

use 27, Missouri 10
Wash St. 19, Nebraska 10
Notre Dame 19, Pitt 9
Michigan 37, Illinois 9
Michigan St. 19, Purdue 14
Georgia 27, Oregon 16
Colorado 27, Stanford 21

Injury bug bites big

..«>''

.«.

Fullback John Romboli (36) heads for daylight after taking quarterback Mike
FaUon's (7) handoff. The Minutemen running beck gained 15 yards while seeing
limited action on offense in UMass'e 34-10 loss. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT, N.Y. - Some things never
seem 'o change.

The leaves 'urn color each fall. And every
au'umn i' seems 'he UMass football team is

s'ruck wi'h a series rjf injuries.

Las' season 'he Minutemen seemed
headed 'oward a highly successful campaign
un'il a rash of assorted hurts, both major and
minor, felled a number of players.

N.J less 'han nine UMass gridders were
sidelined for a good portion of the 1976
season. Of 'hem, eight were starters or
prospective first-liners.

Well, 'he injury bug has already begun to
bi' again.

Five important Minu'emen were injured
during Saturday's 34-10 season opening loss
•o Army here at Michie Stadium.
"We got those guys back, and now we're

losing -hem again," said a disconsolate
UMass coach Dick MacPherson after the
game.
The most serious loss the team suffered

was quarterback Mike Fallon. The senior
s'ar'er 'ore knee ligaments midway through
•he 'hird quar'er.

According 'o MacPherson, "we're very
concerned," about Fallon's condition. But
UMass will know little more about his status
un'il 'he quar'erback is examined today by
orthopedic surgeon George Snook. "It looks
bad right now," was MacPherson's
estimation moments after the loss.

Fallon, who appears as though he'll be
viewing 'his week's game against Maine
from 'he sidelines, will be joined there by
guard Russ Cooke.

The senior star, who sat out part of 1975
and all of 1976 with a serious head injury,

was reinjured during the game.
Cooke suffered a slight concussion, and

"will be (iUt for awhile," MacPherson
prophesied. Cooke was expected to be an
integral part ^f the offensive line this fall.

The 'hree other injured Minutemen will be
back in 'ime for 'he upcoming Yankee
C inference opener against the Black Bears.

Middle guard Phil Puopolo (liyperextended
elbow), fullback Henry Sareault (shoulder),

and cornerback Dave Croasdale (badly
bruised heel) should all be back in the lineup
by game'ime Sa'urday.
Swphcjmore Mike McEvilly is slated to start

a' quar'erback against Maine, while Cooke's
place may be 'aken by junior Alec Westerlind
(lis'ed second a' right guard on the
preseason dep'h chart).

Three seriously injured starters from a
seastjn ago Kevin Cummings, S'eve
Telander, and Todd Holt - all returned to
ac'ion against 'he Cadets. But Cummings,
all Yankee Conference despite missing the
las' 'hree games a season ago, did not look
sharp.

"He was a help 'o 'he ballclub, but he
wasn'- ca'ching like 'he Kevin Cummings of
las' year," said MacPherson of his split end.
Cummings made no receptions, which

pr(jmp'ed the coach's comment of "I've
never seen him drop so many passes."

Las' season, Cummings ranked first on the
Minu'emen in 'otal reception yardage (358)
and was second on the team in aerials
caught (18).

Bu* right now, MacPherson isn't dwelling
on 'he rehabilitated players. It's the newly-
hur' he's worried about.
"My main concern right now is to get

hose guys back," he said.
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Archie Shepp
Quintet in Concert
The Pioneer Valley was blessed

Sa'urday evening with a concert
performed by 'he Archie Shepp
Quar'e' at Look Park in Nor-
'hampton. The concert was
sponsored by the Pines Theater
Music Festival which drew a fairly

large crowd for a cool night in

September.

Professor Archie Shepp
rewarded 'he ears of the audience

by bringing a Quintet which

fea'ured Charii Persip on the

Multiple Percussion Instrument
(drums), Ron Burton on Piano,

Cameron Brown on Bass and
Charles "Majeed" Greenlee on
Trombone, all master musicians in

'heir .own right.

Continued on Page 2

Why Be Called

Third World
By NKRUMAH LUMUMBA
OLINGA
Political Analysis

Nummo News

Question, do people who use the

phrase Third World really un-

ders'and 'he origin and con-
notations it denotes. This article is

imely and important because most
people of color progressive and
non- progressive permit others to
put 'hem in'o a numerical digit that

nega'es being first. It is serious and
dangerous for a people to continue
o use Third World without in-

ves'iga'ing it's origin.

Charles Deguale first usee! the

phrase when he had to give a report

o 'he 'hen European power block
of 'he world at 'hat 'ime. Deguale
was apologizing for losing the war
o Bro. Ho Chi Minh in North
Vie'nam. The great countries of the

world at that time were afraid of the
outcome of people of color really

controling 'heir own destiny. Back
in 'he early 50's one could see the

even'ual figh' between 'he Soviet

Union and The Republic of China.

The s'ruggles of Mao Tse-Tung is a

prime example of people of color

-rganizing amcmg themselves to

figh' against the powers of Europe.

People of color must realize their

po'en'ial as .oppressed people and

become cri'ical thinkers. A lot of
progressive people 'hink the term
Third World is exceptable because
.>f Franz Fenon (The African
Psychiatrist who used the phrase in

his 'WO major books The Wretched
A 'he Earth and Black Skin White
Mask). People of color soon forgot

his brother's contridictions that he
even'ually admitted to in the
Wre'ched of 'he Earth. He did not
support 'he oppressed Africans in

Algeria un'il he came t© the con-
clusion 'hat 'here was a war going
on be'ween 'he Oppressed and the

Oppressor, and 'hen had to decide
like .j'her Freedom Fighters who
desire freedom from the common
oppressor who they will support,

Bro. Fran'z came to his conclusion
almost 'oo late, he had treated

many French soldiers for their

emotional problems they received

from killing and emotionally
defeating the oppressed Africans.

People of color must t^gin to see
hat language is a large part of their

-ppression. Today in the U.S. and
.-/her par's of the v*orld oppressed
people have not yet realized that

•hey hold a balance of power in the

w.orld 'oday. People of color must
refu'e 'he phrase Third World,
comments or disagreements can be
direc'ed 'o Nummo News, 103

NAH, Amherst, Mass. 0^003

Who is and What is the

i-Lateral Commission
Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

The Tri- lateral Commission was
formed back in 1972, by David
Rockifellow president of Chase
Manhatton Bank of New York City

and almcjst 'he rest of the world.

The prime reason the Tri- Lateral

Commission was formed was to

offset 'he balance of power in the
world be'ween countries of color

and European countries, forming
wha' is called N.A.T.O., and the

Eur(;pean Common Market. THese
rganiza'ions is se' up to maintain
he presen* balance of power of the

world. Why was the Commission
se' up in 1972? Nivion was making
he American people at home and
abr.oad feel 'hat the country was
(^.jing "o 'he dogs in which it was

constantly moving towards since

1976 af'er 'he 'roops were taken
ou* of the South to protect the

newly freed African captive. The
Tri- lateral Commission is presently

rying 'o become a modern form of

slave owners in the world. The
Commission back in 1972 was
grooming Jimmy Carter to be the

next president of the United. They
did no' care about democrat or

republican. The two party system
6ues not mean a thing to this

commission. Jimmy Carter was a

member and so was David Rocky
and his friends who is supposed to

Turn (i Page 7
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Charles "Ma.ieed" Greenlee

Ron BurtcMi

C .ninued From Page 1

The Quintet opened things up
wi'h a familiar 'une from the album
"Things Have Gotta Change",
reflec'ing Prof. Shepp's awareness
'f 'he political status of the world.
The music mixed elements of Afro-
American, African, and Indian
music. This caught the ears of the
young listening audience which
seemed apprehensive to respond at
firs' but as the evening progressed
were captured by Prof. Shepp's
controlled melodic adventures on
Tenor and Sc;prano Saxes.
The -unes ranged from soft

ballads 'o fiery blues all of which
were- played with such intensity
•ha' it boosted the flow of adrenalin
'hrough your body.
Each musician exercised ultimate

mas'ery and control over their
instrument. Bassist Cameron
Brown and percussionist Charii
Persip (best noted for his work with
•he Dizzy Gillespie Big Band) layed
down a rhythmic blanket for each
soloist 'o si' and relax on. Pianist
Ron Burton added a superb choral
basis for 'he improvisational
wizardry of Greenlee and Shepp.
One highlight of the evening was

when Prof. Shepp picked up his
Sfiprano and blew the immortal
Thelonius Monk classic "Round
Midnight" which brought the
crowd 'o its feet.

Prof. Shepp born in Florida,

moved 'o Philadelphia at the age of
seven. He acquired his first

saxophone when he was fifteen.

Philadelphia, home of many
mu'sicians of Black Classical Music,
was a 'raining ground for Archie,
exposing him 'o a wide variety of
music. He attended Goddard
College in Vermont where he
gradua'ed with a degree in
Playwri'ing. He moved 'o New
Y.itk's Lower East side in 1959.
There he me' other musicians who
were experimenting with new ideas
in music, musicians such as Cecil
Taylc.»r, John Coltrane, Ornette
C.Jeman, just to name a few. They
encouraged him 'o create a style all

his own. He did just that, putting to
use a mtjre melodic s'urcture in his
playing, being that melody is in-

digenous music of the Afro-
American Culture.

Because (jf his efforts behind
musical creation. Prof. Shepp along
wi'h o'her musicians of the sixties
such as Df^n Cherry, Cecil Taylor,
and Ornette Coleman were
s'ereo'yped by the "Jazz" critic as
being "Non-Musical" or having
"horrible 'one" making the word
Avan' Garde" have negative

connections. Despite criticism
Shepp has gone on to become one

f 'he -rue giants of Black Classical
Music.

Recently returning from Europe
where he 'oured with his Quartet
Prof. Shepp will be teaching
courses in Afro American music
here a' UMass. We are fortunate to
have amongst us a genius such as
Professor Archie Shepp.

by Kevin Jones
Cameron traun

Philadelphians Fight Back ^ew Leader Hopes
To Fire Up Students

by Andy Feffer spontaneous eruption of anger. At
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. (LNS) - his poin' a police force (estimated

The la'es' in a series of killings and a' over 100) flooded the neigh-
bea-ings by 'he Philadelphia police borhood. Police remained for close
has brough' significant protest by o a month - on street corners, in

he city's poor black and Hispanic vacan* lo's, and stationed on
Cv^mmuni'ies. rovjftops wi'h high powered rifles,

he mos* recen' serious incident According 'o 'he police version
-ccurred earlier 'his summer, on
he af'ernoon of Saturday, July 2,

when a Puer'o Rican man named
Jwse Reyes was hot and killed in

he doorway of his home, in the
poor N«>rth Philadelphia section of

he ci'y, by police officer Gerald
Salerno. While police claim that

Salerno fired in self-defense after

chasing Reyes into his home,
neighbors say 'hey saw police

deliberately shoot Reyes and 'hen
a"emp' 'o cover up 'he killing.

Twen'y people were arrested and
four injured shortly after t^e

sh(j(j'ing, as people attacked
p(ilicemen s'ill in 'he neighborhood
wi'h bricks and bottles in a

f 'he incident, Salerno and his

par-ner were investigating corn-
plain's ha' Reyes was acting

peculiarly and smashing up his old

car. As 'he policemen drove up,
hey say, Reyes 'hrew an ax (which
he was using on his car at the time)

a' he police van, ran into his house,
and reappeared in the doorway
brandishing an iron pole. |t was
hen, hey say, 'hat Salerno fired -

in self defense.

Several of Reyes' neighbors had
a very different accoun' of 'he
inciden'. They say 'ha' Reyes, who
liad been harassed by 'he police

before, ran in fear for 'he safety of
his home a' 'he appearance of a

police van, flinging 'he ax behind
him. Reyes 'hen fell 'hrough his
d.oorway, neighbors say, and was
lying .n his back as 'he police van
arrived a' his house. They say 'hat
-fficer Salerno 'hen aimed at

Reyes, who was s'ill lying in his

doon^/ay, and calmly shot Reyes
wice once in 'he head - after
lis'ening 'o neighbors entrea' him
not .(J shoot. N(j witnesses saw an
iron pole anywhere in the vicinity at

he ime.

Salerno was no' suspended for

killing Reyes, but transferred 'o the
homicide division — even though
he was convinced last year of
assaulting a man he had arrested.

The beating of another baick
man, Alvestus Goode, by seven
policemen. Goode, who was
working as a gas station attendant,

was a"acked after asking a
patrolman 'o move a car the officer

had parked in front of the gas
as s'atio-

The U.S. Attorney's office is

curren ly investigating allegations
ha' 'he homocide division of 'he
Ptiiladelphia police has routinely
and savagely beaten suspects
(ntost iji 'hem 'hird world people)
in he basement of police
headquar'ers in order ot extort
murder confessions.

The ci'y is headed by an ex- cop,
Frank Rizzo, who first gained a
repu'a'ion as an officer who
personally enjoyed bea'ing blacks
and rose 'o police chief and 'hen
he mayor's post, where he has
bragged 'hat he 'would make At ilia

he Hun look like a faggot." Around
he ime of Reyes' killing, Rizzo was
-n a rip 'o l»aly, where he told the
Presidentof 'he I'alian Senate that

"he bes' way 'o deal with criminals
is 'o break 'heir heads."

School Daze

By W. J. Wheeler

Reprin'ed from
Nummo News 4-19-77

Jamaican Migrants
Victims of Capitalism

The source of this report prefers

•o remain anonymous therefore no
names shall be mentioned.

In carder ^o understand why
Jamaicans are hired to pick

Tobacco in North Carolina and the

s'ate of Massachusetts one needs
'o know 'he advantages. They are

hired for one sole reason which is

cheap labor.

Farmers in the U.S. were in

somewha' of a fix, they needed
labor and "hey needed it quickly.

The governmen' is 1943 started

sending ou' small flyers and ads in

newspapers notifying Jamaicans
ha' jobs were available for them in

lab.or camps.

The firs' group 'o come came
volun'arily, 'he second group was
recrui'ed. The ads are fill-in blanks,

little information is necessary. The
ads (jnly require 'hat men be no
older 'han 'wenty-five. Once the

men reach the labor camp they are

given a comple'e army physical. If

hey are not physically fit they are

sen' home.
The government pays for the

passage of 'he workers, but they

mus* pay 'his back. In 1946 the

average wage was 55 cents an

hour. The workers are not citizens

of 'he U.S. so they are not covered

by 'he minimum wage law of the

U.S. Twenty-five per cent of their

pay is sent back to their families. In

1949 hey payed $6.00 too $7.00 a

week for room and board. Each
farmer has his own camp, the

buildings are like old army barracks,

hey contain an average of 48 beds
depending upon the size of the

camps.
The workers come by boat, most

of 'hem, approximately 3,000 of

hem a' a 'ime. The first boat was
called 'he starvation boat by the

workers.

The ads are essentially contracts

for one year's work, if workers wish
•o renew their contract they must
do so at the end of that year of they

are sent home. Some men do not

renew because they miss their

families, which in most cases is the

reason mos» of them signed on to

work, so that they could earn

enough money ^o feed their

families. The average family size in

Jamaica is six 'o eight members.
They have to work six days a

week in mos' camps, Sunday is a

res' day, in most camps religious

cerem(>nies are held on Sunday.
If someone wants to leave camp

hey mus' have a permit from the

camp manager. They are required

o be back in camp by 6 a.m. the

following morning. If someone
wan's 'o visit a camp he or she
mus' pickup a permit from the

manager. No ladies are allowed in

he barracks, 'hey are only per-

mi"ed in 'he visiting rooms.

The rules are not the same in all

camps because 'hey are subject to

he approval or disapproval of camp
managers.

No camp permits gambling,

figh'ing, or women. These can
resul* in 'ermination of contract.

If a worker is a trouble maker he
is of'en 'imes bea*en up by his

fellow workers for 'hey know if they

do no* control him he can make
'hings hard on them all, some
farmers encourage them to do this.

If workers are caught fighting

hey can be either deported or fined

.,r sent »o another camp, in most
cases 'hey are either fined or sent

'o another camp that way the

government doesn't lose a worker.

The managers work for the

government, it is their job to pick

he w.jrkers up and take them to

he camps and regulate their

mc^vemen' 'hrough regulations that

he sees fi'. He has officers under

CHEYNEY, Pa. - It's a new era
for college student body presidents.
As leaders of a population with
common goals in a common
se'tjng, 'heir powers are rarely

challenged.

N(jw, in fact, college ad-
ministrators look to the presidents

... 'f 'he student body for advice on
h.m -hat regulate the work in the acMons which may affect the
fields. It IS their job to see that younger population. They are
•hings run properly in the fields. always pleased when a responsible
The workers do not sick days, s'udent representatives is elected

•hey can however work anytime Being a student body president is a
hat 'hey please, but managers do serious, multi- headache multi-
no' 'olera'e any loafers. The camps housand dollar business
are required to have a doctor and A' least, that's the way it appears
nurse present at all tjmes, the a- Cheyney State College
government requires this. What Rjchard Goodman, the newly
goes on in most camps is that a elected president of the Student
doctor makes a visit to camps once Government Cooperative
.r -wice a month. Association (SGCA) at Cheyney,
The camps have no education knows 'his

facilities on 'he grounds. The only And Goodman - an enthusiastic
way for workers 'o get schooling is leader who is known to be
•hrough 'he mail. The farmers will au'hori'arian in nature plans to
now allow schooling on the -ake advantage of the progressive
property in most cases, 'he primary a'mosphere 'o voice his opinion on
reason why they do this is to keep issues which affect the college
he Jamaicans in 'he dark about Also, recalling a smaller, more
wha- he can do to better himself, in-imate Cheyney - when the
Salesmen come to camps on concept of the "Cheyney family"

weekends and paydays, they have y^as a reality - he intends to
•o have a permit from camp restore 'hat feeling, although
managers to sell their goods. Their enrollment now is higher,
goods are of high quality, but are a graduate of Bartram High
expensive. There are possibilities School in Philadelphia and an Army
for workers to earn extra money by ve'eran, Goodman worked for a
doing piece work. number of PHiladelphia-area Social
Today 'he workers earn $1.50 an agencies, including OIC and the

hour 'ops but everything have PHson Aid Society,
increased at a greater proportion. He en'ered Cheyney in January
They have 'o pay more for rent, the 1975 wi'h his background in social
fare has increased, and if they get ^..^^k and his familiarity with
sick 'hey have 'o pay their own

problems in the city, the Urban
S'udies program was natural for

him.

Now a senior, Goodman has
done a lot of studying over the

summer months to complete
courses, so he could devote a lot of

ime to his position as the SGCA
president.

"I want to instill a sense of pride
about Cheyney in all of the
s'udents," he says. "The students
have 'o believe that the college is

•heir home."
Goodman predicts that youthful

mischief and destruction will

diminish once 'his is accomplished.
"Everyone will be recognized,"
Goodman says resolutely.

According to the president,

service '0 the college, by any
member of 'he college community,
will be recognized ceremonious.
"We'll have a student, or a teacher
-r an organiza'ion-of-the-month,"

he says.

Goodman says 'he new SGCA
will especially encourage
scholarship. In fact, a new ruling

permits only students with a 2.5
academic average or better to
qualify for SGCA office.

"I want more student par-

icipation in every phase of campus
ac'ivi'y," he says. To this end.
Goodman has appointed dozens of
aides and presidential assistants (in

addition to his presidential cabinet
of eight) to head various com-
mi"ees and projects. These ap-
pointees, in 'urn, hopefully will pass
•heir enthusiasm on to still more
S'udents.

medical bills.

Some workers have been in

camps for long periods of time

know how 'o become U.S. citizens.

Mos' of 'hem do exactly that

become American citizens. It is not

easy for 'hem 'o do this, they most
have a' leas' $500.00 saved to

insure 'he government 'hey will not

be liable 'o support them, or they

can marry an American citizen. This

is *he only way for 'hem to get out

-f 'he contract arrangement and
demand higher wages and stop

being exploited by 'he farmers.

All Third World Students are invited
to celebrate Ptierto Rico's first cry
for liberation. El Grito de Lares. A

dance and cultural evening is planned
for Sect, 23rd at 8p.m, at Farley
Lodge. Th:^s event is soonsored by
the Hispanic Council for Human Rights
and the Ptierto Rican Solidarity
Conmittee.
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On August 21, 1971, George
Jackson was assassinated inside
San Quentjn Prison two days
before he was to go on trial. He
would have further exposed the
racist, sadistic brutality rampant in
USA prisons. He had spent most of
11 years in solitary confinement -
for a $70 gas-station robbery. When
prisoners in Attica Prison, outside
Buffalo, NY. heard of Jackson's
death, they called for a silent fast.
Prison officials and guards
responded with lock-ups, beatings
sentences to the "hole". Prisoners
'hen 'ook hostages and D Yard on
Sep' 9, 1971. They armed
•hemselves with makeshift im-

plements, organized their living and
ar'icultated demands. Con-
'radicting the first press reports put
out by prison officials when first

given lines to the outside prisoners

ATTICA
shouted: This is no* a race riot. We
are in 'his 'ogether. There are no
white inmates. No black inmates.
No Puerto Rican inmates. There are
<>nlv inmates." Commissioner
Russel Oswald agreed to the
prisoners' 28 demands, but would

not agree to amnesty for the in-

surgent prisoners. On Sept. Ilth,
Rockefeller ordered Oswald to
cease negotiations and to prepare
an armed assault. On Sept. 13th,
wi'hin four minutes 43 were
murdered by guardsmen, police
and guards. Hundreds were
wcjunded and were tortured in the
following days. On August 29th,
1976, 2000 Attica prisoners initiated
a strike which lasted six days. The
conditions remain the same. In
Solidarity We Commemorate these
struggles!

New York State,

the head and the tail

of the empire;

the state of affairs on Wall Street,
Rockfeller's statue of liberty -
a very coercive overture

to beckon in more
to work on his estate.

To prove abolition of slavery,

to entice with a maidenform padded lie,

to swing a set-up,

which we are free to fall into,

Rocky forces us to live in a constant state
of confusion.

It appears, our only freedom,
is the freedom to get took,

and the only liberty,

M the freedom to get took,
and the only liberty,

is from what money can buy.
With no money,
every act to live, to survive,

is defined as a crime.

Therefore, we have up and down this country and upstate:

New York State Correctional Facility

Fallen brothers of Attica

brothers who remain standing
brothers who remain fighting

from behind iron-grate prison doors
and walled-in solitary

the behind-the-back club of "justice";

death penalty in

deeth penalty out
death penalty almost in again
(ultimately, always in)

amnesty negotiated

amnesty forbidden

pacifism denied
and pacification applied
promises

then penalties and indictments
the club of "justice"

life or death
death?

Three hur>dred years

Three hundred years

Three hundred years to life is enough!

We heard you
fallen brothers of Attica

brothers who remain standing
brothers who remain fighting

You reminded us:

Three ger>erations

Three generations

Three generations of assassinations:

Ludlow, Colorado. April 20, 1914

Starvation pay

Miners strikir>g

John D. Rockeffer

telling his mine administrator

to clear the miners from his company houses
(We all live in a company house)

(Attica is a company house)
(The U.S.A. is a company house)

Miners

evicted fromtthe company houses
set up tents

and with their families

stood on their strike.

ATTICA

The mine administrator

The National Guard
The company gunmen
shot up the tents.

Miners to hide thirteen youngest children

and a pregnant woman
dug a cave
under the largest tent

during the bullet perforated night.

Easter evening

candles lit

quiet uneasiness
miners

and their families

whispered resolve

to continue the strike.

Snubbed out wicks
brought on sleep
in the tents.

Easter night

The Mine administrator
The National Guard
The company gunmen
linked tent to tent

in kerosene
then crouched behind
Gatling guns
posted round.

Instataneous flames
Puncturing rounds
bullets

dropping

the coughing
screaming, fleeing

running and wounded
screaming

and
falling

suffocating

and burning

and
dying.

We remember: Bloody Easter

Thirteen children, a pregnant woman, another
woman and five Ludlow miners.

We remember:

1966 in Arkansas

Two hundred graves in a prison yard
Winthrop Rockefellor, Governor.

One-hundred-twenty armed gunmen
shooting from helicopters
striking peasants
refusing fifty cents pay
for picking coffee all day
Nelson Rockefeller, plantation owner.

1968 near Guayaquil

Three generations

Three generations

Three generations of assassinators

John D.

his philanthropy *

and population control

Laurence
his conservation

and foreign business
and business on foreign beaches
barbwired and guarded by nationals
making safe for plutocracy
jet-ins of alien-alienated degenerates
to be waited on by nationals
in his resort hotel

Wintrhop

his Urban League
and National Guard
since being exported from New York to Arkansas
but never relinquishing board presidency
to international corporate cartel
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Sept. 13, 1971 byzoebest

David

his suite, sixty stories high, atop to administrate
his 'Alliance for Progress", banco after banco
subsidiaries 'o Chase Manhattan
thriving through appropriations, expansions and Manifest
Destinies aided by Secretaries of State
and decades of reliance on right-hand C.I.A.
to formulate investment guarantees via counterinsurgency,
invasions and war, mercenary and conventional
to offer posts of presidency, for sale
to any U.S.A. -trained colonel
or general

«

Nelson

his politics and planning

collections and killing

ranches and drilling

profits and billions

and Attica!

Their Mobile and Standard Oil

Their resorts and plantations
Their ranches and foundations
Their napalm and banks
Their Harvard and supermarkets
Their museums and trusts

Their centers and grants
Their councils and Foreign Affairs

Their profits and assets

Their properties and assassinations

The Rockefellers

Three generations

Three generations

Three generations of assassinators

Empire administrators

living long lives

protected by
The National Guard
The company gunmen
watch dogs and body guards
alarm systems and armies
wiretaps and lists

to asseverate claims of ownership over hemisphere

Empire guard towers
The sky-is-the-limit vertical projectiles

granite based, steel girded concrete
pos'ed doggedly in every American capital

(save the turning-point one)
entombing vaults of blood
debts to workers, fighters

and martyrs.

Fallen brothers of Attica

brothers who remain standing

brothers who remain fighting

from behind iron-grate prison doors and walled-in solitary

injustice and the enemy

We remember: Bloody Monday
Attica, New York, September 13, 1971

But first,

remember
one month before:

One moment, a raised fist

to take over, to liberate from California courthouse "justice

to insist the invitation,

Jonathan Jackson
announced:
"We're taking over! You can take pictures!

We are the REVOLUTIONARIES!"
The next moment shot down
The next moment gone,

Jonathan.

And secondly,

remember
three weeks before:

His mighty hand in its immortal fist

inside San Quentin

through their rifle sights

they cut him down
but not his invitation to resist:

"Settle your quarrels, come together, understand the
reality of our situation, understand that fascism is

already here, that people are already dying

who could be saved,

that generations more will die

or live poor butchered half-lives

if you fail to act.

Do what must be done,

discover your humanity
and your love

in revolution.

Pass on the torch.

Join us,

give up your life

for the people.
'

George Jackson

Brothers of Attica

remembered;

Silen- tas"

and black arm bands.

Prisoners

their silent homage, a non-ordered act,
enraged the prison guards;
their unity, an act of insurrection,
was reason for lock-ups and beatings.

Prisoners

protesting beatings

resisting torture and inhuman commands
fifteen-hundred men
liberating D Yard
setting up tents and organization
dissolving instantaneously
injustice and individualism,

fear to speak
and so

outpourings of grievances
and quickly, twenty-eight demands
and then the manifesto.

Twenty-eight demands:
In essence, "We are men, we are not beasts, and we shall
not be beaten and driven as such!"

In detail:

Food, free from roaches and rat tracks, feces and urine
Medicine, doctors and bathing rights
Mail, uncensored, newspapers and books
Visitations, libraries and hearings
Guarantees to end political and racial harrassment and
persecution

Guarantees of access to legal representation
Guarantees of minimum wage and to end from prison labor
the outflow of profits

accrued to New York somebodies
$1.2 million

according to Vincent Mancusi
Attica Prison Warden,
and guarantees against brutal dehumanization and reprisals.

We remember:

We saw you
brothers of Attica

The t.v. news brought screen flickering scenes
of interviews and proclamations
appeals and declarations

from those in revolt

from those in custody
from ibervers, moved, forwarding demands
and encouraging negotiations;

from politicians, tfieir denials
from prison administratorc. their plans
You spoke:

"If we cannot live like people,

we will at least try to die like men!"

You spoke:

"My life is for the people,

the rest of my life is for the oppressed people!"

You spoke: •

"Wake up! Nothing comes to a sleeper but a dreamf

You spoke:

"If he says no, I'm dead!"

We remember: Bloody Monday

Green trooper trucks

with yellow blaring eyes and snouts
herding out families, observers, news and camera people
pries'S, poli'icians, lawyers, celebrities, negotiator
and State officials.

Fr ,m seclusiwP in Tarrytown

Rockefeller names his as^ult commander
and orders in

The National Guard
and geared-up gunmen

to clear out D Yard.

Thousands of helmeted, masked gunmen
armed with M-16s, shotguns, gas and clubs
shooting from helicopters

shooting from walls.

Instantaneous graves
Puncturing rounds
bullets

dropping

the running and wounded
clubbing the running
falling

and
choking

and
dying.

One moment standing
the next moment, down
the next moment gone
In twelve minutes
thirty-two extended fists, lay tangled and cold
clutching through brown blood,
and eleven

betrayed

by their own.

And now
the period of reprisals

indictments and charges
against sixty-one

who had no guns.

Fallen brothers of Attica

brothers who remain standing
brothers who remain fighting

from behind iron-grate prison doors
and walled-in solitary

injustice and the enemy

Three generations

Three generations

Three generations of assassinators

Our duty to remember: Bloody Monday
Our duty to ask ourselves:

Which side are we on?
Have we crossed the line

to fight the beast

or to follow behind
sliding in its excrement
picking through its garbage, scraps
bickering over favors

in the file of beggars
trailing behind this beast

do we seek -his peace?

Which side are we on? •

Have we crossed the line

to step outside this filthy entourage
-r o follow behind?

Beware.

Tc choose to move out

is to move the monster toward the morsal.

Beware.

To think, to revolutionize your mind
your mind the inside

will ignite

Beware.

To love, love for the people
Revolution is love.
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Thousands Lose Un
employment Benefits

'So the bki«k J«6ders are rtgfrf
?' NUMMO NEWS Page 7

NEW YORK (LNS) Tens of

h -usands .f jobless workers have

I. .8" heir unempUjymen' benefi's as

a resul' f C ingressional legislation

enaced his pas' April.

Previ .usiy, individual s'a^es paid

f -r 26 weeks -f benefi's, and

pe /pie s'ill unable "o find work
c .uld he receive 13 weeks lA

federal 'x'ended benefi's (EB) and
hen feoMl supplemen'al benefi's

30, 1977. A looph(jle in 'he

legislai <n has allowed 'he s'a'es

wii . have Sv> far elimina'ed EB 'o

<)ls dr. (p FSB.

Many w rkers in s'a'es s'ill

ffering FSB are being dropped
because hey can'* afford 'o 'ake

I
bs a salaries lower 'han 'heir

unempl.ymen' benefi's. Recen'

Ifjqisla'iin signed in April forces

pf iple
. accep' any job 'hey are
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•14.5% jobless

(FSB) f r an addi'ional 26 weeks.

All ogeher, 'he 'housands of

vic'ims (f long-'erm unemployment

could receive benefi's for 65 weeks.

Tha" was un'il 'he April cu'backs;

he effec's if which include:

Exended benefi's have been

elimina'ed tn 37 s'a'es, cu"ing off

benefi's for 200,000 workers. In

hese 37 s'a'es, highly disputed

governmen" figures showed 'ha'

unemploymen' had dropped below

4.5 percen', and federal legisla'ion

f. .reed hese s'a'es "o discon'inue

paymens
The FSB was cu* from 26 'o 13

weeks as f April 30 and will be

elimina'f'i at'.qe'her as of Oc'c>ber

ffered, whereas previously,

iinempl.-yed w .rkers had 'o show
ha' hey were searching for work

in heir ,wn occupa'ion. This new
pr ,visi..n has been s'rongly

cri icized by w -rkers because of i's

depressive effec on wages
na ionv^ide

Meanwhile, 'he official unem-

pl ,ymen' ra'e for young black

pe ,ple hi' a new high recen'ly - 35

percen Real unemploymen' is

ac ually higher 'han official ra'es,

m reover Official unemplc^ymen'

figures don' coun' workers whcj

have given up hope of ever finding

a j .b and w -rkers who could find

nfy par" ime ) -bs.

UaS. Gets Into Baby Business
LIBERA TION News Service

NEW YORK (LNS) - The
meaning ,f Jimmy Car'er's pro-

family campaign rhe'(>ric has finally

become clear. The Car'er Ad-
minis'ra'i{)n is suppor'ing
pr -childbir'h legisla'ion proposing

federal ad;*p'i(jn subsidies 'ha»

w uld pay adop'ive families four

imes he amoun' paid 'o a na'ural

m .'her n welfare 'o care for a

min.-ri'y, e'hnic, or otherwise
"lard-o- place" child. And some
sources say 'ha' 'he Adminis'ra'ion

will comple'e 'he package in 'he

near fu'ure by sp;>nsoring
legisla'ion 'o pay ma'erni'y cos's
f -r poor w -men who agree 'o pu'

heir babies up for adop'ion.

Adminis'ra'ion suppor' of

ad -p'ion subsidies comes hard on
ho heels -f recen' Supreme C(jur'

rulings ha' s'a'es are no' required

. reimburse poor Wv^men for

elecive abor'ions, and federal cour'

rulings denying federal funds for

elecive Medicaid abor'ions.
Frederick S. Jaffe, Presiden' of 'he

Alan Gu"macher Ins'i'u'e i.A

Planned Paren'hood calls 'he

ad,p'i.,ns subsidy plan a way of

"hribinq an unfor'una'e class of

w .men o be breeders for "he mj^re

f -r'una e."

The House Legislation

H use bill, H.R. 7200, has already

riassed in he H.-use and will be
r -nsidered by he Sena'e Finance

C .mmi"ee when 'he Sena'e
resumes mee'ing in Sep'ember.

"A Cruel And Bizarre Bill"

One -f he s'ronges' cri'ics .of

H R 7200 a' Sena'e hearings 'his

summer was Maya Miller of 'he

W men, W .rk and Welfare Projec
f he W -men's Lobby. T.oge'her

wi It H .use legislation res'ric'ing

he use f Medicaid funds for

ab -r'ions, said Miller, H.R. 7200 is

"a cruel and bizarre bill 'o salve 'he

conscience -f a s<jcie'y 'ha' wc)Uld

f -rce poor w -men 'o breek children

hey canno' afford."

The Carter Backed Bill

The Carer Adminis'ra'ion a' firs'

pp -sed H.R 7200 -n 'he grounds
ha" adop'ion subsidies are 'oo

r ,s ly. H wever, he Ad
minis raion has since reversed i's

p .si ion and has come ou' in fav;-r

f a m re comprehensive and
'.'xpensive bill ,f i's own, S. 1928.

In r.duced in he Sena'e a' 'he

end f July by Sena'or Alan

Crans .n (D. Cal) he Ad-
ininis rai-n bill includes he House
bill's subsidies and adds m.-re

subsidies f-.r hard ;- place children

c -n inuing Medicaid benefi's for

hem af er adop'ion, and -ffering

addi i nal subsidies o ad.op'ing

families wli - qualify under an in-

r me eligibili y es'.

he Car er bill does no' provide

ma erni y care subsidies for poor

w men wh.- agree ';- pu' 'heir

cliildren up f.^r adop'ion - a

pr .visi-n included in an earlier bill

in r ,duced by Sena'c^r Crans'on.

Bu s-.me sources say ha' 'he

Adminis'ra'ion will in'ruduce
separa e legisla'ion in his area in

he near fuure.

"Firs . Adminis'ra'ion p(ilicies

r.rea e a supply .f babies by cu"ing
ff ab -r'i-n c- he poor and

subsidizing childbri'h," no'es 'he

'W men's Washing'on
Ropresen a'ive," a legisla'ive

hulle in in Washing'on, DC.
"Then (i ) creaes a marke' for

liese babies by paying adop'ive

families f -ur imes he am -un* a

na ural m .her w uld receive 'o

rare f r a minority, e'hnic, -r

horwise 'hard -.place' child
'

Dawson Five
Situation Brightens

DAWSON. Ga. - The situation

has brigh'ened a bi' for 'he

"Dawson 5" — five young black

men accused of murdering a white

man.

Dough'y (Ga.) Circui' Judge

Leonard Farkas las' week sup-

pressed "WO repu'ed confessions

and freed 'hree of »he five suspects

-n 'heir (>wn recognizance. The
o'her 'WO already were free on

b.oiid.

The ruling apparen'ly caught

pr /secu'ors by surprise. "This

gu"ed us," said Dis'rict Attorney

J hn Irwin.

However, 'he s'ate announced a

shor' while la'er 'ha' it would

appeal 'he ruling, 'hus postponing

proceedings indefinitely. Assistant

Dis'ric A'»orney Mike Stoddard

said he appeal could mean a delay

• .f "anywhere from 'wo weeks 'o

Chris'mas."

Roosevel' Wa'son, 21, 'he

alleged gunman in 'he January,

1976 slaying of Gordon "Bubba"
H -well a' a grocery in 'his rural

sou'hwes' Georgia area was 'o

iiave been "ried firs'. Dawson is

loca'ed abou' 20 miles south of

Plains, Presiden' Car'er's home-
own,
Farkas' dismissal of alleged

confessions by Wa'son and J.D.

Davenp>>r' lef' 'he s'a'e wi'h only

he 'es'imony of s'oreowner Lin-

ward "Tiny" Den'on.

He had 'old officers some'ime
af erward 'ha' four black men
enered his es'ablishmen', pu' on

ski masks and robbed him of $100

and ha' af'enA/ard, Wa'son shot

H .well.

The S'a'e claimed a' a preliminary

liearing ha' Wa'son admi'ted 'he

crime and 'he confession was
c;..rr,obora'ed by Davenpor'. Farmer

has charged he defendan's were

f.-rced *o confess under
ques'ioning by Terrell Coun'y (Ga.)

fficers and 'he Georgia Bureau of

Inves'iga'ion.

hers charged in 'he case were
Wa'son's older bro'her, Hen-
derson; J-hnny B. Jackson and his

bro'her, James Edward Jackson.

The judge s'ill refused 'o 'hrow

-u' he indic'men's.

Farmer had argued 'hat 'hey

should have been, 'o "com-
pensate" for 'he defea', delay,

pr;jcras'ina'ion, wrongful bias,

denial -f due process and inhuman
ac'ions of Pa'aula Judge Wal'er I.

*

Geer, Dis'ric' A"orney John Irwin

and prosecu'or Mike S'oddard."

Geer had presided over »he

•tearing of pre 'rial mo'ions bu'

rem -ved himself because of illness.

He had no' ruled on 'he mo'ion 'o

suppress he alleged confessions

during six days of pre- rial mo'ions

in July.
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The group sponsors concerts, films,

lec'ure series and o'her activities.

Asian -American Students
ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENT

ASSOCIATION is designed 'o bring
awareness and understanding of
-ne i)f 'he leas' recognized and
unders'ood minorities — ''he
Asian-American'. The organization
is ac'ive in political and educational
areas on campus and in the
cornmuni'y.

Black Scientists Society
BLACK SCIENTISTS SOCIETY

(425 New Africa House; 545-0794)
is comprised of any Third World
s'uden' declaring a science major.
BSS offers resources pertinent to
he educa'ional experience of such
majors and forms study groups to

aid i's members.
Bilingual Collegiate Program
BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE

PROGRAM (504 Goddell; 545-1987)
was formed 'o meet 'he special
needs of 'he state's Spanish-
speaking residen's who want a
pos'-secondary education. The
BCP has fostered development of
bi lingual couses. Their efforts have
made 'he en'ire University com-
munity more responsive to the

needs of Spanish speaking
s'uden's by publicizing and
promo'ing interests ^nd issues
shared by bi-linguai students on'

his campus.

Black Affairs

BLACK AFFAIRS (113 Campus
Cen'er; 545-3500) is a news service
published 'hree 'imes weekly
'hrough 'he Daily Collegian — the
UMass s'udent newspaper. Black
Affairs provides up-to-date
reporting on issues and events that

effec 'he Third World campus
community.
CCEBS
CCEBS — Collegiate Committee

for 'he Education of Black Students
(New Africa House) is an advocacy
agency which offers academic
counseling, career guidance, and
•u'orial services to Third World
S'uden's at UMass. Through its

au'onomous admissions system,
'he CCEBS program can accept
many Third World students. Once
here CCEBS actively assists those
S'uden's with economic and
academic problems.
Third World Women's Center
THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S

ORGANIZATION (B16 Baker

House) offers workshops,
discussion groups and special
programs in a supportive at-
m.osphere for Black, Latin, and
Asian-American women.
Third World Senate Caucus
THIRD WORLD SENATE

CAUCAS (420 S'udent Union; 545-
0341

)
is a group of fifteen students

represen'ing 'he Third World
S'uden' body within the Student
Sena'e. The caucus members are
involved in decisions concerning
budge' allocations, policy making
and 'he general business of the
S'uden' Government Association
WBLK
WBLK (424 New Africa House;

545-0767) is an independent radio
s'a'ion located in New Africa
House. The station will serve the
needs of 'he University and
surrounding communities by
highlighting a variety of issues from
a Third World perspective.
Ahora
AHORA (407 Student Union;

545-2479) is 'he organized and
uni'ed voice of the UMass Spanish-
speaking community. Specific
purposes of AHORA include
recrui'ing Spanish speaking

S'uden's for 'he University,
promo'ing educational programs
direced 'oward careers and job
advancement, and supporting
effor's 'o coun'er language barriers
and cul'ural isolation.

Nummo News
NUMMO NEWS (103 New Africa

House; 545-0061 ) is the Third World
communi'y newspaper at UMass,
supplying news coverage by and
abou» Third World people. The
publication acts as a student
•raining and placement
organization for reporters,
photographers, artists, and lay-out
personnel.

Drum
DRUM (424 New Africa House;

545-0767) is 'he Black literary

magazine at UMass catering to the
Third World struggle in the
Amhers' area and world-wide.
DRUM is published once each
semes'er and provides an outlet for
'he li'erary and artistic talents of the
Third World community.
Malcolm X Center: Center For
Racial Understanding
MALCOLM X CENTER and THE

CENTER FOR RACIAL UN-
DERSTANDING offer courses, and

colloquia in Black Studies, racial
awareness and understanding,
community outreach, and courses
'hat develop recognition of ethnic
and cul'ural diversity.

The overall co-ordinating body of
'he Third World community is the
NEW AFRICA HOUSE STEERING
COMMITTEE which is comprised of
representatives from every Third
World organization. The Steering
Committee meets regularly to
assess 'he various programs that
are offered and to dicuss com-
munity related issues. All Third
World students are urged to
par'icipate on the Steering
Committee, for by doing so we
develop a strong collective
ideology for our entire community.
Wi'h your input and your voice

we can come 'ogether as a diverse
ye' unified group whose ideas
become reality and whose lives are
enriched. Our very survival depends
on your active involvement.

For further information contact:
Stan Kinard, Office of Third World
Affairs, 308 Student Union, 545-
0794 or Malcolm X Center, 545-
2819.

SQUTHtRN AFRICA
TEACH-IN .

- ^^Otsl, SEPT. 12 ^m.^oi-'^oS
Campt/5 Cenier

11 A.^;. ANNE S' MA.N "TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATE INVESTMENT IN S. AFRICA'
I

1 P.M. NANA SESHIBE "UPDATE ON THE REFUGEE SITUATION IN S. AFRICA" yj

2 P.M. BHEKI LANGA " HISTORY OF OPPRESSION IN AfRICA' V
5 P.M. SLIDE SHOW ''BANKI.NC ON SOLTH AFRICA'

u/ 6 PM "LAST GRAVE AT DIN-iBAZA DOQiNENTARY FILM ON SOUTH AFRICA.

;Ji-^

<

:30 P.M. IN'FORMAL '"ET TOGETHER FOR DISCUSSION AND RALLY ORGANISING -

WITH LOTS OF MUSIC (fROM SOUTHERN AFRICA) .COFFEE .BAN-NER AND POSTER ^
MAKING MATERIALS.
BRING FPIENDS AND WE'LL MAKE POSTERS AND RALLY CHANTS

AT THt
CE.NTE.R FOR RACIAL UNDP PFTATnD INC - ^KX)RE HOUSE , SOLfTHWEST

RALLY !!

"TfVtthtS Will bt y/oVma or\

5ou'f^»ern Africa.

E

Tri- Lateral
C -n inued From Page 1

be some 'ype of liberial man. The
presiden' of The New York Times,

and N.B.C., C.B.S., A. B.C. and

facul'y a' College and Universities

around 'he world are members of

his (organization. We even have so

called liberal professors here at

UMass members of this

• jrganiza'ions which are racist. The
idea (>f 'his organization is for

whi'es 'o unite against people of

color of 'his world. The big joke

abou' U.S. house niggers is that

Andrew Young integrated this

c>rganiza'ion which soul purpose is

o fippress people 'o color in the

w>,rld. They picked 'he right kind of

house nigger for 'his. Carter will not

le' Andrew Young do something
he Cc^mmission does not approve

wf because when he speaks he
speaks for 'hem never for himself.

We mus' learn 'hat what is going
-n over in Southern Africa is

suppor'ed by 'his Commission. If

anyone has comments to those
s'a'emen's please direct them to

Nummo News, 103 NAH, Amherst,
Mass. 01003.

Black Culture as an Organizing Tool

There is 'o be a very interesting
course offered in 'he Malcolm X
Cen'er 'his semes'er titled SW-
1905 Black Culture as an Organizing
Tool.

The ins'ruc'or of 'he course will be
San Kinard and it meets on
Monday evenings from 7:00 10:00
in 'he Malcolm X Center, interested
S'uden's may sign up for the course
in 'he lobby of John Adams Tower.

President Fears Anti-busing
WASHINGTON - The Carter

administration, in one of the rare

public signals it has given on
busing, has 'old Congress that new
an'ibusing legislation would impede
school desegregation.

The busing ban could have
"significan'" impact on en-
forcement of civil rights laws in

schools in 'he North and West, said
civil righ's chief David Tatel of the
Depar'men' of Health, Education
and Welfare.

The administration put its

cri'icism in writing and sent it to

Congress, 'elling lawmakers that

under 'he Jegislation:

"HEW may be unable to require
hat school districts... put into

effec any grade reorganization

plan involving 'ransportation, even
if 'he S'uden's... are presently being
ranspor'ed, and even if the trans-

por'a'ion resulting... would be less

han 'hat currently provided."

Ti'le VI of the 1964 Civil Rights

Ac* prohibits federal funds to

school and other programs that

discriminate on 'he basis of race or

na'ional origin. HEW is charged

wi'h enforcing 'he provision and

can cu' off federal aid or refer cases

'o 'he jus'ice department for

prcjsecu'ion.

M(>s' desegregation-related

busing is ordered by courts, but
some busing occurs under
desegra'ion plans negotiated by
school dis'ricts with HEW. No
precise breakdown has ever been
published, but well over 90 per cent
of busing for integration is court
ordered.

HEW never has become involved

direc'ly in a major city, although it

curren'ly is negotiating with
Kansas Ci'y, Mo.
The legislation sponsored by

Demtjcratic Sens. Thomas
Eagleton of Missouri and Joseph
Biden (jf Delaware would have no
effec on court-ordered busing.

Bu' it would close a provision

under which 'he Carter ad-
minis'ration believes it can require

limi'ed busing 'hrough school
mergers, called "pairing" or
"clus'ering" of schools so that

classes or grade levels can be
desegregated.

The proposed Eagleton-Biden
plan would bar use of HEW funds
for direc of indirect transportation

of S'uden's beyond the school

neares' 'heir homes.
Ct>ngress has passed the

Eagle'on-Biden amendment as part

;.f an HEW bill 'hat is tjed up in

conference on matters other than

'he busing issue.

UV trained and armed
troops &(^dc}{ a peaceful
5iuaen+ der>iOHSf<rd+ior\,

killitto lOO woriTer and
men. SIX hout^ latev,

pro- US righ*-wiw^
qcnftrdlS seiic pov^r

\COUP iwpnsontfd , torKir«d or
Kjlfed.

Vishnu Wood and the Safari East,
featiring:

Vishnu Wood-double lite.ss and Oud
David Frede rick V/aits-oercussion
George Adams-reeds
Klise Wood-flute

Biir-kley Renital Hall, Sept 23

Amherst College, 8 p.m.

Lecture-demonstration
West Lecture Hall-

Franklin Patterson Hall, 2 p.ra,

featuring Vishnu Vfood, David
Frederick V/aits, George ,'dams
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Community Calender
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1977

C/ass of James Harris
Shows: The Fans Love It

September 16th
September 16 th

September 17th
September 17th

September 18th
Septemtier 20th

September 23

September 23
September 29th

CCEBS Convocation
Puerto Rican Solidarity Day &
Roy Brown Concert

Film, Blazing Saddles
Umoja Cabaret
After Party

Bubbling Brown Sugar
Film, Puerto Rican
Solidarity: Paradise Invaded.

Safari East
Concert: Sarah Vaughan

NAH 7:00 p.m.

000,7-9-11 p.m.
F.A.C. 8:00 p.m.

Malcolm X Center
FAC3&8p.m.

Thom. 106 8 p.m.

Amherst College 7:30
Buckley Recital Hall

Buckley-Amherst College 7:30
FAC 8 p.m.

For further information contact Stan Kinard, Office of Third World Affairs, 545-0794.

CCEBS Announcements
Seotemtlr^ CCEB?^k en.

'" P"[f"'n9 a career in law should note that on Monday,bepterriber 26, CCEBS is sponsoring a field tnp to the Western New England Law School inSprrngfield, Ma^ Allmterested CCEBS students must sign up for this trip in room 2^^ with Brian

SeotrmS^^'
Coordinator of the New Afnca House. The last day for signing up is Wednesday

a muT^thLl°<:
'"'°"*'

";
^^^^C^«S Program who is thipking of going to law school this trip I

IfTirT Mn Jl S "5 "^ 1°' '^ '"^ ^"' ""^^ ^' ^'^ '"' ''" '^^ ^^°"d floor lounge of the NewAfrica House on Monday, September 26. » ^ '^ow

The CCEBS Convocation has been scheduled for Friday, September 16 1977 and will takeplace on the ^ond floor lounge of the New Africa House at 7:00 p.m. DuringL activryarademicawards frorn Spring '77 will be distributed. Big Brother - Big Sister introduc?ions will be madeTidnew staff of the program will be introduced. After the program dinner will be served. Please dress
tor the occasion 1 1 ,

»K. K^^P^^^u^^f
*"^* ^'® "'9^ ^° ^ ^^^' academic advisor as soon as possible to review

their schedules. The adv-sors names and room numbers are noted on the followina list-
Class of '81 "

Carole Watkins Room 219

P^ ^^' Room 211
Class of 80

E^.°:^^^*" Room 212
RickTownes Room 210
Uasses 78, 79 (including transfer students) Room 210
Sharif Rasul Room 210

Ho...^ fn^!!
'^" ^'^ °' '^'°P ^^ '^* ^'°^'^"' "^""^ °" ^^« '^^"d floor of the New AfricaHouse to make your appointments with your respective counselor

GET YOUR TUTORS EARLYII!
All CCEBS Students should get their tutorial requests in early. Don't wait until after mid-termexams. See Carol Maranda, in room 217, with your requests or any questions
T-SHIRTSIII

R..,in«I°;^" ^'"'^^^.r'^'
"Excellence Through Involvement" T-shirts now at the CCEBS'Business Office (room 213) for only $3.65!ll

v-v-cdo

CHE- LUMUMBA
SCHOOL

A Third world School for CNIdren ibrlc, ,; Throuch First - Fourth Grad« Levels-The S^^ool IS An Accredrted Private Instrtut.on - CoopemtivelyJnSgid.y^, rents-
Che-Lumumoo FomiNos end Stoff Are Actively Concerned With Internotionol.st IssuesTh. H,stor>. PoliLcs and Culture of Third World Peoples Are OurTumculuTA, Che

.

For Informotio':" tSHW^ _ :

,

c«-^h^^^^^^_^^^^|H VVe Are Looking For.'

jflH^^H A Full Time Teocher. With

S'^^S^^M ^'^''er'ce and Certificof io-

•I
- -'^^^^r^^K '°'^*'''>^'rt^^Ch£-Lumumao

^'^jAi^k^^ ^ -^391^5 ^^^^ Families ard Stoff

jK*7^K^ '^^S^^^l ^° ^'^'^ A PoiihoDl Third
World Curriculum.

Sumon Borm
4J3 25n-60l9

Jt)e School Is At

^w* ^frico House,

University of ^VJss

Am'-,erst, Moss.

0I0C3

^JEEDS TEACHERSi

^yfpnH tho ^ tr"^ f^^^ °^ ^"^^° News wish to

S Du. th '"^K^^
°" *° ^" ^^°^ P^oP'e Who want tohelp us throughout our second year of pubhcation.

This semester, Nummo will have positions open tolournahsm ma|ors and other students who would enjoy

Ar^ Si^rn''^
'" '^' P^°^"^t!°n of the paper. The Afro

N^mn Mo^' ^- '^\^.'^! P'-oblems course dealing withNummo News, in which students can get three credits
in one semester, or six credits in two semesters Our
offices are in New Africa House Rm. 103, telephonenumbers are 545-0061 and 545-0062

«pnone

vou mTnM
^^^^^"^«*er if you have a bit of free time,

PrLT I "^2^^ ^'°- ^'^^^^^ Gethers at Norfolk

iinrf^i. M ^'i'^r.^"
"= Craeman Gethers, Box 43, MCI

ftanci.l h.T^°"''
^-^' ''^^- ^'^^^^^ ^'^o needs

It^fnoJf n ^ inquiries can be directed to either the
5 udent Organizing project at 545-24^5 or the Black
Cultural Center at 545-0794. Have a gooH semester

James Harrii
passes chance to crow

James Harris had a golden
opportunity to crow last Thursday
nigh', bu» he also had something
else; class.

In 'he wake of what might have
been his personally most satisfying
win in pro football, Harris could
have rubbed salt in the Los Angeles
Rams' gaping wounds but — at
least publicly - he chose to remain
silent.

Shipped off to San Diego June
14 after the Rams acquired free
agent Joe Namath, Harris returned
'o the Coliseum Thursday night and
led *he Chargers to an exhilerating
26-25 exhibition victory.

Harris completed 16-of-30 passes
for 234 yards and fired three touch-
down strikes, two to 1972 Heisman
Trophy winner Johnny Rodgers,
while Austrian-born Toni Fritsch

beat 'he Rams with a 22-yard field

goal on the last play of the game.
"No, 'his wasn't revenge," Harris

said after 'he Chargers dealt the
Rams their third straight preseason
loss. "But it ^^as a sweet victory
and I'd like 'o thank my teammates.

"I'm really happy and I'm still

laughing. I got a lot of support.
Johnny Rodgers was great. I'm
really proud of this team."
A year ago in a decision that

some felt was made by Ram owner
Carroll Rosenbloom and not head
coach Chuck Knox, Harris lost his
No. 1 starting assignment to NFL
rookie Pa' Haden.
He was booed frequently by

Coliseum crowds and took his
demotion bitterly. Because Harris is

black and Haden is white, there was
conjecture that the quarterback
controversy split the Rams along
racial lines.

But there were no boos for Harris
Thursday night. Only cheers. When
he was introduced, 'he Coliseum
crowd of 55,946 greeted him with a
strong ovation.

In contrast, Namath received a
mix'ure of boos and cheers when
he came onto the field in the
second half.

"To me," Harris said, "'he
biggest surprise was when I was
introduced. I felt fired up. I was very
happy to know the fans like me.
"We hung in there against the

Rams. I have a lot of respect for
•hem because they're a great team.
We had to play very well to beat
•hem."

The Rams appeared to ha\e the
game won with 5:43 left when Tom
Dempsey kicked a 35- yard field goal
'o make the score 25-23.

Bu' 'hen Harris directed the
Chargers 57 yards in 10 plays to set
up Fri'sch's game-winning field
goal 'hat gave San Diego a 3-2
exhibition record and made the
Rams 1-4.

Ex-Super Bowl Star Tells

White Club
To Forget Application

Lanier apparently did more than
play with 'hat question mentally
and concluded 'hat he hardly needs
•he club - for social status or
anything else.

That assessment of Willie
Lanier's needs is no overstatement.
He is 'he only nationally-known
celebrity who lives in Salisbury.
Plus, he probably pulls in the
bigges' paycheck in Salisbury.

Lanier's wife Cheryl said Monday
•he couple won't resubmit their
application 'o 'he club's board of
directors, whose earlier rejection of
applications by Lanier and by Dr.
Thomas J. Wright Jr. prompted
local protest against the all-white
policy.

Mrs. Wright said she and her
husband were aware of the Lanier's
decision but plan to resubmit their
application.

Lanier, a former all-pro linebacker
for 'he Kansas City Chiefs, is a
graduate of Maggie Walker High
School in Richmond. The Laniers
m(;ved 'o 'he expensive Salisbury
subdivision in Chesterfield County
five months ago.

The applications of the Laniers
and •he Wrights were rejected June
28.

S'a'e's Attorney General An-
•hony F. Troy and former
Republican National Committee co-
chairman Richard D. Obenshain,
who are members of the club,
asked •he^ directors to reconsider
•heir decision.

A former club president said few
persons have been rejected and
acceptance generally is a matter of
routine.

Willi« Lanier

RICHMOND - When
professional football star Willie
Lanier withdrew his application for
membership m the all-white
Salisbury Country Club, he, in

effect, told the racist leadership of
•he club to take their little facility

and cram it.

Lanier's decision to pull his

application didn't come as a
complete surprise. In an interview
wi'h 'he AFRO shortly after, it was
learned 'hat his membership had
been rejected, Lanier said he was
not certain he wanted to be
associated with an organization
•hat followed such a strict racist

policy.

"I really don't know," Lanier told
'he AFRO in response to a question
asking whether he would become a
member if 'he club reversed its

decision agains' his membership.
"Tha-'s (jne you really have to play
with in your mind."

Court reopens Kent State shootings case
(ENT Ohio [UPI] - The 6th US Cirriiit rr^..r ^* a„ on a masfii\/« anr.oai r.4 tk» ^»„-. —^Jli U-[? ^^^'^ ~ "^^^ 6^^ U.S. Circuit Court of Ap-peals officially reopened the seven-year-old Kent Sta?e

su^fS k"'"" ^^^'^'^^l
ordering a new trial in a^ miK

r'^hode/rnTorhet^^''
^'^'"^ ^^^*"^^ °^'° ^^ ^^^

But, in another decision on a current matter of rnnm>versy. the Cincinnati court refused to block constructbnof a gymnasium on the campus near the site of h«shootings. Angry protestors have been demanding al?

morment''
''' "'" '^ ^^'^'^^^^ ^^ ' nationarhSica,

wJ»^®^^®^®'^'
contractor hired to build the gym saidyesterday his crews will begin moving onto the campus obeing construction 'sometime this week " y ^

Both matters steni from the May 4, 1970, shooting deathsof four stutfents by Ohio National Guardsmen ordered ontocampus by Rhodes to quell an anti-Vietnam war protest.

^^^^TJ^^^ l^® ^°"r
students, along with nine personswounded by the gunfire, went to court in Cleveland two

years ago. seeking $46 million in damages from Rhodesformer Kent State President Robert White and Guardsmen'A 15-week tnal resulted in jury acquittals for all the

During the past two years, the victims have been working

vLtr^^^^'''®
-^P^®^' °^ ^^® ^^*«' «"«* ^«^e successfulyesterday in winning a re-trial.

..^i^l
conclude that the plaintiffs shooting victims areentitled to a new trial because the verdict was returned bv ajury, at least one of whose members had been threatenedand assaulted during the trial by a person imeritedfnft^outcome," the appellate court ruled

'"'^^««^«^ '" '^^

nnn i' ^v®
^^'^

°I
^^® ^^^®' '^ ^3s reported to trial Judge

th?r / !.°T9 ^^^^ °"« J"^o^ and his family had beinthreatened three times and assaulted nr, nn. VcSsion

Nn!w2l\ ^^^'"^i. ^^i^^'
reasoning that as Kent Sta^e

University president he had no control over Guardsmen.

Concluded the appeals court in ordering the new trialThese cases essentially present the question of whether

avn;rur;°a"ce""
'"^'°^^' '" ^"^"^^^^'^^ ^° ^-' ^'^^ ^

The court said the "basic issue" to be resolved is the

N«?£>nii'r !f*
°* .1^® .response of state officials and

^tSnl
G"^.^^^"?en;'bers" to quell the anti-war demon-

RS'rb^uiirnra f^^d-are^^^^^^^^
^"^"'"^ °^

' ---^

and other photos on Page 4 zP^^^'^^^^
two requ^esrioT^i?':^"' \^^ '?P^"^'« ^°"^ '^^^ out

bi;!?ding^
^" ^°"s^''"ction of the controversial

ovIr^a^HSre 'S'J^^.'t'^fZZir^S^^^^

=;^j^-^fio~x-"'^^"^^^

See related story

The appellate court noted the threats were related to theupcoming verdict in the case, that the trial judge did not
interrogate the juror to learn what effect the incident had onhim and that the juror remained on the panel

th 'r ^®f
iding to throw out the jury's verdict because of the

threat, the appellate court called the situation "an attempt
to pervert our system of justice at its very heart

"

Although Rhodes and National Guard officials again willbe defendants in a new trial, the appellate court threw out all
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SGA co-Presidents want more work

Treasurer's resignation held ud
i^nUn ^t.J^^^^'^

report requested by the co-presidents to the ^f ,ko ......... .... .... . .

1^By JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association co-
presidents are refusing to accept the
resignation of SGA Treasurer Thomas J.
Kernns pending a detailed financial report of
an August convention in which he and
several other student government people
participated.

"The books don't look right, that's all,"
said co-president Jon A. Hite yesterday.
"We think Tommy (Kerrins) should have
come back with complete list of expens-

"We think that everyone should be able to
find out exactly where the money went.
That's why we're doing this now, because
once Tommy is gone we'll never be able to
find out," said co-president Marion L
Batiste.

Hite and Batiste have asked that Kerrins
present a detailed report of the expenditures
of the trip to Undergraduate Student Senate
at its meeting Wednesday night.
Kerrins had presented his final report and

resignation at last week's senate meeting.
Kerrins yesterday said he thinks Hite and

Baiiste are exercising their veto power for
political motives.

"Thev didn't verify the resignation and
certification of vacancy because they'd like
me 10 stay in office until after a new senate is
elected so they can run someone who is not
a senator now for the treasurer's position,"
Kerrins said.

"I'd like 10 know why it took them two
days to think about it and decide to exercise
iheir veto. Why didn't they question me
about It at the meeting and if it's Pinky
(Batiste) that has a question about the ex-
penditures, why didn't she come into my
office and we could go over it?

"I asked three times (at the senate
meeting) if anyone had any questions and no
one did," he said.

Kerrins said he would present the detailed

report requested by the co-presidents to the
senate on Wednesday night.

Hite said he thought the senate would be
able to again confirm the treasurer's vacancy
after hearing Kerrins' report.

If the questions we have to ask on
Wednesday are answered, then there's no
reason that the senate can't elect a new
treasurer," Hite said.

In a memo dated Sept. 9 to Brian J.

Jack Anderaon. in Greenfield last night, said, "The president should be the

Davl's)'
"°'

^^r""'*' °' ^*^* P*°P'«" S«« -'°^ P-9- 3. (Staff photo by E.lUn

DeLima, speaker of the student senate, Hite
and Batiste wrote that, after reviewing the
figures presented to the senate by Kerrins,
ihey had found "major discrepancies" be-
tween authorized expenditures and what
was actually spent, "... especially centered
around the expenses relating to the National
Student Associations 30th Annual
Congress."

Several members of different UMass
student government organizations travelled
in three vehicles to the national student
government seminar in Houston. UMass ran
almost half of the 50 workshops at the
seminar.

In his report to the student senate Kerrins
had reported the cost of the trip as ap-
proximately $3,905.15. The expenses were
Itemized into hotel and conference fees
travel expenses, parking fees, and ap-
proximate reimbursements.

Revenue for the trip came primarily from
the Student Senate Co-ordinating Com-
m,iiee which authorized the spending of
9i,b00, and from the National Student
Association itself which rebated $1,480 to
ihe Senate. •

The Campus Center Board of Governors
voted on June 15 of this year to contribute
$550 to the trip, but on August 11th, the day
the people were to leave for the conference
in Houston, the Board of Governors voted to
withdraw the money from the conference
expenses.

The loss of the $550 plus approximately
$375 in additional travel expenses accounted
for the $925.15 in unanticipated expenses
according to both DeLima and Kerrins.

Concerning the suspensive veto of the co-
presidents, Kerrins said it was their right to
do so, but that he questioned their motives
and thought they were in some ways abusing
that power in using it to delay the election of
a new treasurer.

Carter's aides knew of Lance overdrafts
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President

carter s three top aides knew in January that

Ef^nk^"''^ ^"^ ^'^ ^^"'"V ^^3d written
5450,000 in overdrawn checks, but they did
not tell Carter, Press Secretary Jody Powell
said yesterday.

Although Lance had been nominated as
budget director at the time and was up for
Senate confirmation, none of the three
thought the President needed to know of the
situation, Powell said.

Powell also said Carter will postpone a
news conference, planned for tomorrow,
uniil "as soon as possible" after Lance
completes his testimony on Capitol Hill this
week.

Lance, under pressure to resign because of
the overdrafts and other questionable
banking practices, is to testify Thursday
before the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee. He attended a two-hour Cabinet
meeting at the White House yesterday and
left by himself afterward.

Powell said he, Hamilton Jordan and
White House Counsel Robert Lipshutz saw
an FBI report citing $450,000 in overdrafts in
1974 and 1975 by Lance and his in-laws, who
founded the Calhoun First National Ban"kin
Georgia where the overdrafts were made.

Of that amount, Powell said, $14,000 to
$15,000 was Lance's personal overdrafts.

None of the three aides, Powell said, "felt
that the FBI report gave rise to a need for
further investigation or bringing it to the
attention of the President."

Powell quoted an official in the comp-
troller's office, whom he refused to identi^,
saying what Lance did was a common small-
town banking practice.

Powell said "a dozen people or so" were
listed in the FBI report as having written
overdrawn checks - none of them related to
Lance campaign spending in the 1974
Georgia gubernatorial race.

The aides also were dissuaded from
fun her action, Powell said, because the bank

corrected the overdraft situation.
Powell said the three aides got the FBI

report soon after it was written Jan. 6, and
decided to follow normal procedure and turn
it over to the Senate only if it was requested.
It was not.

"The judgment we made is, certainly in
light of events, open to comment, at least,"
Powell said. "I certainly wish I had done
something, if there was something there to
do."

In other developments in the Lance case
yesterday:

- Sen. Charles Percy said there was the
"appearance of a cove'-up" of Lance's
problems early this year.
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How many of you freshmen have felt

like Dorothy trying to find Emerald City in

your search for the parking office, Mach-
mer of James House, of that first set of
lecture notes? And how many worldly
upper-classpeople have doubtfully
pointed like the scarecrow in giving
directions? Hopefully University
Directions 77-78, that thick pamphlet
available at concourse newsstands, will

resolve some of these uncertainties.
University Directions is a compendium

of such bric-a-brac as the complete,
unexpurgated definition of RSO, a
quality- rated list of alternatives to the
DCs, an excellent UMass map, and a
concise guide to local politics.

The Directions is revised yearly, ac-
cording to the updates issued by the 120-
odd offices and organizations which
choose to be listed. University
Publications does not intend it to be a
freshman handbook. 17,000 copies have
been printed, which are hoped to be
useful as both a UMass "Yellow Pages"
and a reference guide for all students.

Did you know that the sum total of our
$32 student activities fees is in excess of
$1 million? And that the undergraduate
Student Senate has sole authority over
its use?

This year the production of the guide
was conducted by Bryan C. Harvey,
student editor in charge. Harvey was
careful to arrange the booklet from the
perspective of a seasoned UMass
student; that is, common knowledae

first, then the important information.
In the Crime Prevention section you

will learn that engraving tools are
available night and day to mark bicycles
and stereos for identification. If you are
wondering how to register to vote in

Amherst, there's a helpful section ex-
plaining that process. Also, the Direc-
tions has the only extant list of UMass
abbreviations on campus, just in case
you've wondered what NOPE and
OSCAR stand for. And for weekend
activities, the list of Western Mass fun-
spots is a good starter.

Bryan Harvey has compiled many
facets of UMass life, and exposes them in
palatable style. Of course some are those
things which you learn on day one, like

where to eat, sleep, and drink. But he has
also emphasized many obscure parts of
the University.

His treatment of RSO's, those
misunderstood groups that often have
tables in the concourse, is enlightening.
"Welcome to UMass" pamphlets barely
mention RSO's, yet students should
know exactly what is available to them
here. There is more to going to college
than drinking beer and studying.
The section on "Where to go for Help"

is probably the most important one,
especially to freshmen. Certainly in a
school of 23,000 people, where each is

entirely on one's own, and probably for
one's first time, a list of people to turn to
is a valuable one. Ranging from health
care and crime prevention to religious
groups and alcohol counseling. Direc-
tions is handy and complete. UMass is

not as impersonal as it is said to be, if you
search out the contacts that you want.

Harvey, who was a commencement
speaker during the UMass graduation last
May, this weekend estimated the time to
produce Directions totalled 400 hours,
from when he began collecting his facts
in January until typesetting in June. j

may
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Siudents returning to UMass next year
might find themselves in classes along with
elderly Massachusetts residents.

The Massachusetts House last week
passed by voice vote a bill which would allow
Massachusetts residents over 65 years old to
attend state universities and colleges tuition
free. The bill should be before Governor
Michael S. Dukakis within two weeks.

If approved by Dukakis, the bill would take
effect next fall. The only limitation would be
that colleges woukl not have to give extra
dasses in any subjects to accommodate the
elderly. Those taking advantage of the bill

could enroll in both degree and non-degree
programs.

According to Rep. James G. Collins, D-
Amherst, the bill passed this year because
people, especially legislators, are stereo-
typing the elderly less, and becoming sen-
sitive io "agism" and the problems of the
elderly.

"The elderly should have rights," he said,
during an interview last week.
The bill had been filed unsuccessfully in

the past by groups such as the Association
of Elderly Americans, said Collins.

Collins, who is the vice chairman of the
Senate-House joint committee on education
said he sees many advantages in the bill.

The most practical is that with the
lowering birth rate, many institutions of
higher learning may have to start closing
down.

"This bill would meet the future in a
positive way," he said. Collins said he also
feels that it is a good idea to "continue
lifelong learning" and "seek new experiences
throughout life.

"Ii's hard to be old in America now," he
says, "Inflation has cut people off from what
they want to do."

Besides helping the elderly, the bill would
have a positive effect on UMass. "Campuses
tend to become isolated," Collins said. "The
exclusion of certain groups makes education
of a lesser quality."

As the leader of the state puLlic education

Illegal 'fridges dumped
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The University missed its golden
opportunity to go into the refrigerator
business and earn itself some cold cash.

Instead of trying to make a cool deal
and sell refrigerators it confiscated over
the summer, it went out and "dumped"
them, according Robert Campbell from
the Office of Residential Resource
management.

Actually, the University had no in-
tention of going into the refrigerator
business when it confiscated the
refrigerators. Instead, the refrigerators
were taken for violating the University's
policy on refrigerator size.

Campbell yesterday said that last year

prior to the close of school, notices were
sent out to all students that if oversized
refrigerators being stored in University
storage spaces for the summer were not
removed, the University would take
them.

To prove the University wasn't just
talking to itself, Campbell said "about
fifty to sixty" refrigerators were taken. He
said after the units were removed from
their various places of storage around
campus, they were "dumped". But he
added that those involved "were given
more than ample opportunity to get them
out" before the University took action.

There is no report on what students
who owned the confiscated refrigerators
were doing to cope with the situation.

system, UMass would play a crucial role in
the implementation of this bill, if it is passed.
The question is whether or not people over

65 would take advantage of the bill.

At the present time, there is only one
person over 65 attending UMass, according
to statistics from the office of Budgeting and
institutional Studies.

Barbara Griffith, of the Amherst Senior
Center run by the Council on Aging, said she
thinks there would be senior citizens who
would take advantage of such a program.

Griffith said she "frequently has requests"
for information about similar courses.
Although the center does offer many
programs to Amherst's 1,900 citizens over
60, few can compare to what UMass has.
One reason for this is lack of space.

Janet Gezork, director of the Ann Whalen
Elderly Housing project at 32 Kellogg Ave.,
Amherst, this weekend expressed views
similar to those of Griffith.

"Yes, some would probably take ad-
vantage of it," she said, "depending on their
schedules and when the courses are."

Roberta Fagin, of Counseling and Advising
for Older Students, said that the number of
elderly attending would spread with time.^^ ^^—-— f a ..^>^.« iiyji^avi inriiii lime.

Central Area Council plans Sunday concert
By SERENA RICHARD
Cotlegian Staff

The fall concert was discussed and
scheduled last night for September 18 during
the first Central Area Council meeting of the
semester.

Also on the agenda were the budgets for
the four Central Area centers, and the up-
coming elections for treasurer and activities
coordinator.

Sean Doyle, currently running the concert,
explained that there will be four groups
playing this year: Clean Living, Mad John,
The Bricker Band, and Scaramouche. The
total cost of the concert will be $2,070. The
CAC passed a motion to allocate $335 to help
defray costs.

Nomination papers - for treasurer were
distributed at the meeting. The election will
take place Sept. 28 in the Franklin Dining
Commons from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

At next week's meeting, nominations for
Activities Coordinator will be reviewed, and
the council will then select a new coor-
dinator.

The budgets for two of the four area

^o"J^^^®'® t^'scussed. Ron Coler requested
$3,400 for the Arts and Crafts Shop, and
Cindy t homes from the Women's Center
indicated that it would like to receive $2 539
from CAC. The council will be voting' on
these proposals in the near future. Mark
Zinan, president of the CAC, explained that
the council expects approximately $18,500 in
the total budget this year.

An evening trip to the Alpine Slide, open
10 all residents of Central was discussed and
the CAC will be voting to allocate $200 for
the trip costs next week.
Jon A. HIte, Student Government

Association co-President, spoke about a
number of bills the SGA would like passed
this semester. Non mandatory housing for
juniors and decriminalization of pot were
amonq the issues discussed.

The dorms of Central were not all
represented. Half of the dorms. Baker, Chad-

bourne, Butterfield, Gorman, and Brooks,
had no representatives at the meeting.
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'Lancewill resign'—jack Anderson

By JOE MAGUTTA
Collegian Staff

GREENFIELD - The White House has
already decided to force Budget Director
Bert Lance to resign, and public an-
nouncement is only a matter of how long
Jimmy Carter is willing to hold out,
Washington columnist Jack Anderson said
last night.

Anderson, in an interview following a
speaking engagement at Greenfield Jr. High,
said White House aides assured him of the
decision to remove Lance as a result of his
questionable banking practices while
president of two Georgia banks.

"Put simply, it's a matter of how long
Carter's pride holds out," Anderson said.

Earlier in the evening Anderson, a 1972
Pulitzer Prize winner, told an estimated 375
persons in the packed auditorium that while
he did not know if Lance broke the law, he
did not feel it a function of the press to prove
him guilty.

"I do, however, know that the things he
did were newsworthy. He announced time
and time again that he had told us
everything.

"He did not. We do know he was passing
money around in funny ways. He passed
$450,000 around. To me, that's irregular,"
Anderson said.

For nearly 90 minutes Anderson, a former
Mormon missionary, continuously told
anecdotes ranging from Texas oil millionaires
fortunes to the Watergate cover-up in a half-
comic, half-preaching posture, pausing only
10 remove his green suit jacket.

"Yes, there were violations of the law,"
Anderson said. "That's my opinion. Whether
his activities were illegal or not, the fact
remains if he cannot manage his personal
finances, I don't particularly want him to
manage the country's finances."
Anderson characterized Jimmy Carter as

"an amateur", with good moral principles
and a desire to do a good job as president.

"After another year or two he will be
qualified to be president," said Anderson.
Anderson's daily column, "The

Washington Merry-Go-Round", is carried in
746 newspapers across the country. With
total daily readership around 45,000,000,
"Merry-Go-Round" is the most widely read
political column in the United States. In

addition, Anderson also syndicates
radio and television broadcasts.

daily

Other Anderson observations included:
-Watergate: "A lot of people say

Watergate was a third-rate burglary. It

wasn't. It was a fourth-rate burglary."
-Richard Nixon: "When Richard Nixon

put his hand on the Bible and swore to
uphold the constitution of the United States,
he should have read the constitution first.''

-Welfare: "When I was a young man
growing up in Utah we were always told 'It's

better to climb the mountain on your own
strong legs than to coast down.' I don't mind
the government using my money to help you
out. Not by giving you a check, but by giving
you a shovel."
- Nelson Rockefeller: "I don't want to pay

his taxes. He makes more money than I do."
-Jimmy Carter: "Even if you didn't like

surgeons, if you needed an operation you'd
go to one before you went to a boy scout
with first-aid training. Jimmy Carter is a boy
scout."

Half-way into his talk, sponsored by the
Greenfield Recorder, Anderson launched
into one of his favorite topics: energy.
Anderson maintained U.S. energy policy is

being dictated by the major oil companies,
not the Federal government. Because these
concerns - notably Exxon, Texaco, Mobil
and Standard Oil of California - exert such a
huge influence, alternate energy sources are
not being developed as they should, he said.
"My friends, it is they who are calling the

shots. They intend to keep us hooked on oil
until they've sold the last drop, squeezed the

last dollar out of every barrel," Anderson
said.

Anderson recommended the use of
alcohol fuels to replace petroleum, and
pointed to the successful conversion of
refineries in West Germany and South
America. A three-week investigation into the
per-gallon cost to the consumer showed
alcohol fuel would cost about 10 cents more
than gasoline, he said.

Anderson, 54, received the Pulitzer Prize
for national reporting in May 1972, for his
disclosures of administration policy in the
1972 India-Pakistan crisis.

Anderson last night also told of an un-
successful plot instituted by Jeb Stuart
MacGruder in 1972 for Watergate burglar G.
Gordon Liddy to "off" him.

Selectmen delay 'Home-Rule Bill' appeal
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last
night decided to postpone an appeal of the
Massachusetts Attorney General's ruling
against the enactment of a "Home Rule Bill"
in Amherst.
The selectmen last night also dissolved a

committee, relocated the Amherst Common
Market this Saturday, announced a parade,
and reviewed a parking problem in North
Amherst.
The Home Rule Bill, if enacted, would give

Amherst authority to establish a Security and
Deposit Trust Account for the tenants and
landlords of Amherst.
The establishment of such a trust account

system would hold the security deposits of
area tenants in an interest bearing account
which would remain unaffected if an
apartment complex should go bankrupt. This
account would also protect tenant security
deposits in the case of tenant-landlord
disputes.

The Home Rule Bill will be filed tomorrow
with the state legislature by Rep. James G.
Collins, D-Amherst. However, no final
decision concerning an appeal of the at-
torney general's ruling against this bill was
made by selectmen.

"It is not unheard of that a higher court
would overturn the Attorney General's
decision," argued Diana Romer, chairman of
the board of selectmen.
"We shouldn't lose the opportunity of

going through the court system ... It is a
viable vehicle of having the town protect its
legislative right," she said.

However, Romer also pointed out the need
for a more in-depth study of just what would
be involved in undertaking such action. She
specified the need for determination of any
other reasons for not appealing the ruling, as
well as the need for a second opinion on the
costs which would be involved.

Further discussion concerning the issue
was postponed until next week.

Vice Chairman Nancy B. Eddy voted to

disestablish the Cable Advisory Committee in
a decision to "wipe the slate clean" regar-
ding its existence. Selectman Nathaniel Reed
seconded the motion.
The committee was first established in

1972 to act as a liaison between the Cable
Vision Co. and community users. It was one
to which appointments were never made.

"It was never appointed, because we were
in the process of negotiations," explained
Eddy. "We were uncertain as to the role that
the committee was to be."

Also considered in last night's meeting
was the issue whether the Amherst Common
Market should be closed an hour early as a
result of traffic problems during UMass
home football games, or if, as an alternative,
it should be relocated for the day.
The traffic problem arises from a con-

verging of cars at the Boltwood-Main Street
intersection. It was felt that the football
game traffic in conjunction with the market
traffic would pose serious congestion
problems.

The final decision was to move the
Common Market, itself, to a location on the
North Common. It would be an experimental,
one-day trial for Saturday, Sept. 17.

In this way, the Common Market's
business would be preserved, traffic flow in
the Boltwood-Main Street area would be
expedited, and the additional cost of
engaging extra traffic police officers would
be avoided.

Romer last night also finalized the date of
the Belchertown Parade. It is to be held on
Oct. 15. Any groups wishing to parade
should contact authorities in Belchertown.

The problem of parking at Rooster's, a
local diner in North Amherst was also
reviewed.

A petition received from local residents
had pointed out the parking and noise
problem now in existence, specifically in
regard to trucks. No resolution was deter-
mined.

Southern A fries teach-in Increases sensitivity
By BETH SEGERS
and MOIRA CAMPBELL

Greg Williams left the United States for
South Africa with intentions to boycott all

South African goods from peanut butter to
chapstick. He and his group couldn't do it.

South Africa owns everything.
The Committee for the Liberation of

Southern Africa, organized by the Five
Colleges, sponsored a "Southern Africa
Teach-In" yesterday to inform and raise

interest among the UMass student body.

Workshops on various aspects dealt with
corporate investment, oppression, and Front
Line States in South Africa. The speakers
included Anne Seidman, Bheki Langa and
Greg Williams who have all lived in or visited
South Africa in the recent past.

A rally will be held at 1:30 tomorrow af-

ternoon at Memorial Hall where the Trustees
will be voting on University investments in

South Africa. Videotapes of the workshops
may be seen in the concourse of the Campus
Center today.

The Liberation wants the UMass Trustees
to sell its stock and they said why in the
workshops. Seidman, an economics
professor who spent eight years in Africa,
spoke on the structure of South Africa's
political economy.

The U.S. is the second largest foreign
investor in South Africa and has increased
investments 400 per cent between 1969-70
she said. Corporations currently in South
Africa include General Motors, Ford,
Chrysler, General Electric, ITt!
Westinghouse, IBM and Mobil.
Seidman said that as transnational cor-

porate investment increases, so does the
oppression in South Africa. The country is

governed by a white minority regime and is

run by apartheid, the legalized system of
racial oppression of poverty and
discrimination for the black majority.

Increased capital intensity makes it easier
for the white minority to control South Africa
and not hire blacks, Seidman said. The
Africans, already forced into low-paying
unskilled jobs and prohibited from joining
unions, are confined to 13 per cent of the
land in South Africa, she said.

Seidman said the exploitation of the black
cheap labor market is used to improve the
whites' standing in government. Other
African governments joined South Africa by
1960 in asking transnational corporation to
invest in their countries also.

Seidman said that South Africa has also
received in excess of $9 billion in foreign
loans from the U.S. and other countries.
Although there is no published information
on loans, five U.S. banks make up a large
portion of the funds: Citicorp, Chase
Manhattan, Kidder Peabody International,
Morgan Guarantee end Manufacturers
Hanover.
Seidman cited the position taken by

President Carter that supports the South
African government with black majority rule
incorporated over a period of time. This will

probably not work, according to Seidman,
because the South African government is in
no haste to accommodate the blacks.
The Committee for the Liberation of

Southern Africa wants to stop the UMass
investment of over $540,000 by urging the
trustees to sell their stock. The committee
also advocates a boycott of ITT products and
services, including Wonder Bread, Hostess
Cakes', Morton Frozen Foods, Smithfield
Hans, Scott Seeds, Sheraton Hotels and
Hartford Insurance.
Seidman's talk was followed with

workshops by Bheki Langa on the "History
of Oppression in South Africa ' and Greg

Williams on the "Front Line States."
Langa, head of racial understanding at

UMass, concentrated on a study of the
relations between the Negro and minority
racist regimes in South Africa since the
1600's. He detailed the efforts of England,
France, and Holland to uplift the educational
standards of the Negro during the nineteenth
century. The work of these western
colonizers proved futile because levels which
determined literacy in each culture were so
different. A Negro at that time was con-
sidered literate if he had command of an oral
education as opposed to the Western ideal of
a written education, Langa said.

Langa also related the history of various
movements within South Africa which
failed to reconcile resentments between the
races. Some of these were the Union of
South Africa in 1910, the Native Land Act in

1913 and the Tomlinson Report in the 1950's.

Langa stressed the fact that every time the
South African Black man has tried singularly
or collectively to set up new government or
gain human rights, he has been quashed.
Afncan youth realized in the fifties that,
Langa said, the more they protested, the
more oppressive the regime became.

Langa closed by saying "it would be
suicide" to treat the racial problem in South
Africa as Blacks in America did, by
demonstration and bombing. It has proved
unsuccessful too many times in the past, he
said.

Williams spoke about a trip he took with 14
other Americans to the Front Line States of
South Africa. His topics of discussion stayed
mostly within the political sphere in the
states but he also talked about South African
attitudes towards President Carter and
Andrew Young, the U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations.

Williams reiterated Langa's sentiments
that violence is undesirable in South Africa.
But he did say that violence is often
unavoidable and may be a hecessity in order
for Blacks in South Africa to gain their rights.
What really impressed Williams was the

total cooperation he found among the Blacks
in their determination to be free.

"We need to learn here that there, people
are not stepping on one another for
achievement as they do here," he said.
"There is a great sense of togetherness in
communal villages in order to further the
liberation."

The political process in the Front Line
States also received his praise. In Mozam-
bique, "one comes before the community
and IS judged upon whether he should be
allowed 10 vote or not." The whole political
process," said Williams, "is much more
advanced than here."

The Front Line States are also dealing with
women as an important part of the liberation
process. Although they have a long way to

'

go. South Africans are developing day care
centers and better water systems in order to
leave women more time to develop their
interests outside of domestic life.

As for the South African reaction to
President Carter's policies there, Williams
said that South African leaders are taking a
wa.t and see attitude towards Carter's initial
aid. They won't be fooled by Carter or
Young, said Williams. American aid, he said
IS welcomed and the liberation leaders feel
that once all Americans understand what's
going on in the liberation they will want to
help

Williams concluded saying that UMass
students "have to become political. We have
to lake the same serious vein here."
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Psvfhology llDdergrads

We DO have a say in what goes on
in the Psych, department, but we
need student involvement. Come to
the first meeting of the year of the
Council of Undergrad Students in
Psychology (CX'SP. It will be held
Wed.. Sept. 14 at 7:00 p.m. in rm. 304
Tobm. Become involved in your
department!
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Occupation tactic usefuil

Poor
Richards

Kte. 9

Amherst

TUESDAY

By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

Alihough there are similarities in tactics
beiween ihe May 4 Coalition, the group
opposing construction of the gymnasium
near ihe site of the May 4, 1970, murder of
four Kent State students, and the Clamshell
Alliance which is the main anti-nuclear
power force in New England, there are
significant differences in philosophy.

Both groups have used the tactic of civil
disobedience via physical occupation to
prevent construction. The May 4 Coalition
occupied the proposed gym site with a "tent
ni^Tfor two months during the spring and

25* DRAFTS
summer. The Clamshell Alliance staged a sit-
in on the site of the proposed Seabrook
nuclear power plant at Seabrook, New
Hampshire.

Both groups have used "proper channels"
lo little avail. The May 4 Coalition has gone
10 the end of the road with the courts. Two
supreme court justices have refused to grant
temporary restraining orders against con-
struction of the gym. The Clamshell Alliance
has had very little luck with the courts and
regulatory agencies, regardless of mounting
evidence of the hazards of nuclear energy.

Each group includes many people who
were active in the anti-war movement.

However, the Clamshell Alliance believes

Photos by

Mark Allen

Anti-gym demonstrators displaylnfl a banner at Kant State

in non-violence as a philosophy. But the
prevailing attitude among the May 4
Coalition is that while non-violence can be a
useful lactic, and all its demonstrations so far
have been basically peaceful there is often a
need for militant action.

Before the Clamshell Alliance permits
anyone to join them at a sit-in, it requires that
you go to a workshop in non-violent
resistance. If you do not attend the
workshop, but occupy the site anyways you
will be ineligible to receive any of Clamshell's
legal defense fund to cover your bail and
legal fees.

At a meeting of the May 4 Coalition
during a shootout 2 weekends ago, between
the "liberals" and the "militants", a proposal
lo deny defense funds for unprovoked acts
of violence and to condemn violence in
general was defeated, and several of the
"liberals" walked out.
The May 4 Coalition, though, can maintain

order within its ranks. When demonstrators
marched on to the gym site, they did so with
locked arms. When a jeep drove into a
march, the marshalls kept most of the people
marching forward, instead of attacking the
leep, averting a melee.

Perhaps the four muscular athletic looking
men in the jeep expected no fighting back
when I hey tried to grab a portable
microphone from a woman'r hand at the
front of the march and drove in»o the crowd,

Bui when they saw what came after them'
ihey were terrified seeing several black
members of rhe Youth In Action, an urban
revolutionary group, (which will be merging
with the Revolutionary Student Brigade this
tall to form a communist youth organization)
looking like guerrillas with black berets and
olive drab army pants tucked into black army
hoots.

WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85*

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

Chilean solidarity meeting solid
By ALAN SHEPARD
CoHegtan Staff

About 200 students gathered Sunday
night in the Student Union Ballroom to
attend "An Evening of Solidarity", a
program dealing with the political chariges
ihat have taken place in Chile during the last
five years.

The evening marked the fourth an-
niversary of the military coup that overthrew
the Popular Unity government of Salvador
Allende in Chile and placed the current right
ving rulers in power

A talk was given by Mi:;ael Moffit, a
political analyst from the Institute for Policv
Studies in Washington, D.C.
He was the lone survivor of a bomb that

exploded m a car claiming the lives of
Orlando Letelier. former foreign minister of
Lhile, and his assistant Ronnie Moffit
Moffit s wife.

He spoke of the subsequent cover-up of
the bombing by the United States govern-
ment, where he said, "no arrests or in-
dictments were made." In a response to a
plea by Moffit and Letelier's wife for a re-
investigation of the case. Attornev General

Gregory,

Griffen Bell replied, "What do I need
another Watergate;"'

Moffit explained that the Junta, which has
executed 30 thousand of the 10 million

5!^^'!^
^'""^^ '*^ existence, is very much

r^uU^^T r "'^ ^^°'^ American-based
multi-national corporations, from which itnas already received over $2 billion.

The program was sponsored by the
Western Massachusetts Chile Solidarity
Committee. The money raised by this group
IS sent to help support the current resistance
movement now taking place in Chile.

Hayden coming
Civil rights advocate, author, and

comedian Dick Gregory will speak Thursday,
31 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center.

Gregory will take part in a UMass Student
Unionization Conference which begins
Thursday, along with other featured speaker
Tom Hayden.

Hayden will address the conference in the
CampusCenter Auditorium Sunday at 1 p.m.
Hayden is now working on the Campaign for
Economic Justice, ann is a former student
movement leader

The conference is a result of the Student
Government Association call for
reorganization of the present system, to one
of unionization for collective bargaining.
Hayden and Gregory will discuss ihis issue of
student empowerment through unionization. 187 n. pleasant St., amherst

By CYNTHIA HARHEN
Collegian Staff

What will you do with this newspaper

when you're finished reading it? Or where
will you put the bottle of soft drink when it's
empty?

Instead of just throwing them out, why not

SAVE-ON-TIRES, Inc. route 9, haoley
) MItM Irem Nofthamplon
3 MItM From Amherst
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BUY NOW FOR THE
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recycle? These questions are repeatedly
asked by members of the Student Center
Recycling Project, a student-run, student-
funded organization whose sole purpose is

the recycling of glass, paper and aluminum
products here at UMass.
"The Recycling Project has provided a

convenient and effective way for you to
recycle your paper, glass and aluminum, and
now it is up to you to make it a success,"
said Michael Fager, director of the SSRP in
306 SUB.
The project provides the University

community with barrels in 28 locations and
46 Paxalls (large trash bins) for the recycling
of paper, Fager said.

These containers are conveniently located
throughout the campus and are easily
distinguished from the Physical Plant's
contianers by their markings "Recyclable
Glass Only".
The bins are green and are also

distinguished by their markings. Paper bins
are also located in the SUB lobby. Fager said
the Recycling Project also maintains a
recycling center in Parking Lot 26 next to the
bus garage for glass, paper and aluminum.
Fager said commuters and students living in
dorms without barrels should use this center.

According to Fager, last semester the
project was able to recycle 15 tons of glass
and 105 tons of paper. Repairs on its 12-ton
irash truck and fluctuations in the paper
market resulted in major financial problems
said Fager, and it was forced to operate at a
loss.

This fiscal year has improved considerably
and Fager said he is optimistic. The fiscal
year begins in July.

This success depends on the recyclable
I rash market and the cooperation of every
individual here at UMass, Fager said.
"One of our biggest problems is the people

who throw their trash into barrels clearly
marked for recyclable trash only. This trash
must then be separated by hand," Fager
said.

Ideally, he said he would like to see non-
mixed paper (newspaper and cardborad) as
the main bulk of his shipment. Unmixed
paper brings a much higher price on the
market than mixed trash, Fager said.

However, because of lack of storage space

and separation facilities the sale of strictly
unmixed paper is not possible at this time, he
said.

'Aluminum is also a problem," Fager said.
"Because few cans today are pure
aluminum," he said, there is a problem in

separating pure aluminum cans from others.
The SSRP is organized by a staff which

includes a director, assistant director and
three area coordinators whose respon-
sibilities are to organize the project within the
living areas on campus.

"The decision to recycle glass must be the
dorm's choice. We can't force them to
recycle," said Fager. "What we need is

cooperation and student interest."
Last semester 26 of the 47 dorms on

campus maintained glass recycling barrels
with many dorms, especially Dickinson,
Hamlin and Patterson doing outstanding jobs
in their participation, said Fager. He said that
he would like to see every dorm on campus
take an active interest in the Recycling
Project.

The University Physical Plant disposes of
100 to 130 tons of trash each week. By
recycling 120 tons of trash last year, Fager
said, the Recycling Project was only able to
scratch the surface of this tremendous
amount of trash.

Only one-fiftieth of the trash produced by
this university was recycled last year. Fager
said this figure clearly indicates a lack of
interest and active participation.

The SSRP offers people an opportunity to
take an active concern Tor tne environment
and more specifically for what happens in the
town of Amherst said Fager, who added
limited landfill space in the town is becoming
an increasing problem.
"The University is a tremendous burden

on the landfill space in Amherst. As members
of the community, it's our responsibility to
do our share" said Fager. "This problem can
be greatly alleviated by recycling our trash
here at UMass."

Michael Fager, a senior in Natural
Resource Studies, said he will be leaving his
post as director as soon as he finds a suc-
cessor. He has held the position for the past
14 months.

Fager said a new person will add a new
perspective to the project.

Student fire fighters Paul Schleicher, Donald Erickson and Dwight Havenscheck out the pumping system on their engine prior to a training run. (Staff photo
by Patrick Dobbs)

Firefighters battle booics
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

A group of students on campus are
fighting more than issues. The nine men
living at the North Station Firehouse are
both full time students and firefighters.

This student force is no junior squad.

Since 1968, the student force has
commanded its own engine company
and personnel. Fifty students who lived

on campus then worked out of the
Central Fire Station, responding to steam
whistle fire alarms.

In 1975, the modern building by Tillson

Farm on East Pleasant St. was built and
designed to accommodate students. It

now houses both the student force,

commanded by sophomore Captain
Thomas Vinsky, and the permanent
squad.

"These firefighters are students first,

absolutely," says Chief John T. Doherty,
'and are required to maintain a 2.5 cum.
These men are, however, on 24-hour call

as firefighters." Add to that a tour of
station duty every eight days, he says,

plus training and drills, and you've got a
very busy schedule.

This volunteer program is an
outgrowth of the UMass Fire Depart-

ment, organized in 1956 by UMass
student Paul Knight. This Recognized
Student Organization fought fires and
taught campus safety.

Chief Doherty, more than willing to
recognize the services of this group,
organized in 1967 an independent
student firefighting company.

In 1972, Doherty ended the custom of
students choosing their own members,
fearing the group had become "ingrown"
with limited expansion. Since then, the
Amherst Fire Department has assumed
selection control.

Forty-five students were chosen from
205 applicants the first year. Since then, a
"natural reduction" has occurred
through students graduating or leaving
the program. Four members remained at
the beginning of this year. Five out of
about 20 applicants were chosen this
year.

How about women? No, says Doherty,
for social and practical reasons. The
design of the station house makes co-ed
living impossible. Before anyone com-
plains of discrimination, note that
Doherty hired the first woman firefighter
in the state two months ago. He says that
she ranks among the finest of his

department. J
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Jewish people usher in

the new year joyously

TUtSPAY, SbPTEMBER 13, 1977j

JERUSALEM lUPI} - Israelis ushered in
the Jewish new year of 5738 Monday with
reiigious services at the Western Wall and at
more than 7,000 synagogues around the
country.

Thousands of cars and buses jammed the
roads in the Jewish state at the start of the
iwo-day Rosh Hashanah holiday and police
issued calls for all citizens to report
suspicious objects. Increased security forces
patrolled to forestall any possible Arab
guerrilla anacks.

The holiday started at sundown, just one
day after nine Israelis were lightly injured by a
timebomb explosion in the Beersheba bus
station. Palestinian guerrillas in Beirut
claimed credit for the blast in the Negev
<itesert town.

Sounds of the traditional ram's horn at
Jewish places of worship around the country

marked the beginning of the new year
celebrations.

Many Israelis headed for the southern
resort city of Eilat and police estimated that
40,000 holiday makers would spend the
holiday along the beaches between Eilat and
Sharm el-Sheikh, at the tip of the Sinai
desert.

The theme of holiday messages by Israeli
leaders was a call to return home to the
Jewish state, addressed to the estimated
300,000 Israeli emigrants, most of them in the
United States.

"Come back home. You are not lost and
are not our stepchildren," said Absorption
Minister David Levy.

Extra buses and planes were added to
normal schedules to handle the crush of
tourists and Israelis as hotel owners reported
high rates of occupancy around the country.

Customs maintains power
to open and inspect mail
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The U.S.

Customs Service must maintain its power to
open international mail in order to combat
drug dealers and pornographers, customs
chief Robert Chasen told Congress Monday.
He told a House government operations

subcommittee internal rules for opening
international "letter class" mail - equivalent
to domestic first class mail and small
packages - are being tightened beyond
what is required by law to protect individual
rights.

But he asked subcommittee members to
consider the consequences of legislation
overturning a recent Supreme Court ruling
allowing the opening of overseas mail if there
s reasonable cause to suspect" it contains
contraband.
"Do you really want the international

narcotics syndicates, the child por-
nographers and the professional smugglers
to use the mails as free-flowing conduits
carrying prohibited items such as heroin,

hashish and other poisons directly into this
country - with no restrictions at all?" he
asked. '

Robert Mundheim, general counsel for the
Treasury Department, said he has proposed
new rules to prohibit customs inspectors
from opening mail that appears to contain
only correspondence, reading any
correspondence without a search warrant,
seizing letters even if sent as part of an
otherwise illegal package and sending mail to
other government agencies without a
warrant.

"There must be reasonable cause to
suspect that merchandise or contraband is

contained in sealed international letter class
mail before it may be opened," Mundheim
said.

"The mere fact that letters are sent from a
country which is a known source of heroin
would not alone be a basis for opening
ihem."

Is the will of Howard
Hughes signed by him?
LAS VEGAS, Nev. fUPI) - Ink used on

the so-called "Mormon Will" of the late
Howard Hughes was the same type" used by
tiim to write memos to one of his former
attorneys, a report filed with the Nevada
District Court said Monday.

Attorney Harold Rhoden filed the
document when pre-trial hearings began as a
prelude to an Oct. 3 jury trial to determine
whether the three-page, hand-written
document is authentic.
The court imposed a gag order on at-

torneys ar>d Rhoden filed a lengthy pre-trial

statement listing his witnesses.
Rhoden is substitute executor of the "will"

and has been gathering evidence for the past
17 months in an attempt to prove the
document is valid.

The memos to Hughes attorney Richard
Gray used in the ink sample report were

written in March 1968 and the "Mormon
Will" was dated March 19, 1968.
Rhoden filed a 31 -page pretrial statement

showing he would call 45 witr>esses, in-

cluding former Hughes aides, doctors, 5
handwriting experts, former Utah service
station attendant Melvin Dummar and
Levare Forsythe, an Alaska contractor.

Dummar said in an open-court deposition
earlier this year a mysterious stranger
delivered the document to him. He said he
took It to the Mormon Church headquarters
in Salt Lake City and left it on a desk.

Forsythe came fonward later and identified
himself as a secret courier for Hughes and
said he delivered the document to Dummar
upon prior Hughes instructions.
Dummar receives a sixteenth of the

Hughes estate in the Mormon Will.

Clean water by 1985
might just be a dream
WASHINGTON (UPI) - En-

vironmentalists Monday named the trade
associations representing the steel, oil,
chemical, paper and electronic utility in-
dustries "the Filthy Five" for political op-
position to enforcement of the nation's clean
water laws.

"We have labelled these trade associations
the 'Filthy Five' because of their avowed
efforts to gut the federal water pollution
control program," said Peter Harnik,
coordinator of Environmental Action, the
sitizens group spearheading lobbying action
fo enforce environmental legislation.

Ii is chiefly known for originating the
"Dirty Dozen " political campaigns against
anti-environmentalists in Congress.
The five trade associations named by the

environmentalists were the American Iron
and Steel Institute, the American Petroleum
Institute, the American Paper Institute, the
Manufacturing Chemists Association and the
Edison Electric Institute.

Harnik said the five trade associations
^'ere heavily lobbying Congress to change or
eliminate clean water requirements.

"If they get their way in Congress this

month, the nation will not reach its goal of
clean water by 1985," Harnik said.

Harnik said the five associations have
combined staffs of more than 1,000 people
and combined budgets estimated at $54
million but that all figures, including what
companies belong to the groups, are kept
secret.

Ai issue between the environmentalists
and the trade associations is the Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments, adopted
in 1972 at the height of pro-environmental
action in Congress.

The amendments set 1985 as the target
date for clean water - "zero discharge of
polutants" - and established interim
standards for installing clean-up technology
that were to be met in 1977 and 1983.

Congress is currently considering changes
in the water pollution law and the five trade
associations have sought to remove or defer
the 1983 standards and the 1985 goal of zero
discharge.

FBI agent's son in prison
LOS ANGELES iUPII Christopher

Boyce, 24, son of an FBI agent and
formerly employed in a top security
defense contractor's job, was sentenced
io 40 years in prison Monday for selling

secret CIA information to the Soviet
Union.

Boyce, who had said he was
"disenchanted" with his country because
of Vietnam and Watergate, was told by

U.S. District Judge Robert Kelleher the
stiff sentence was imposed so "Boyce
and others like him understand that you
play this game at the risk of the most
severe penalty.

"

Boyce's accomplice, Andrew Daulton
Lee, 25, previously had been sentenced
to life by Kelleher on the same espionage
charges involving turning over microfilm
and codes to Russian agents at the
Soviet embassy in Mexico City.
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NOW IS THE
TIME

Join

WEIGHT
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EASTHAMPTON-

Wednesdays
AMHERST -

Tuesdays
AMHERST-HADLEY

Wednesdays
NORTHAMPTON -

Tuesdays
Wednesdays

NORTHAMPTON -

Thursdays

For Information
(413) 786 6611
622 No. Mam St

American Legion
Pleasant Street

7 PM
UMass Campus Center Bldg.

7 PM
Howard Johnson's

401 Russell St. (Rt. 9)

9:30 AM, 5 PM & 7 PM
World War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street
7 PM

9:30 AM
Y.M.C.A., Prospect St.

7 PM
Call:

or write

., East Longmeadow. Mass. 01028

$7 00 first meeting, then $3.00 weekly Join now'
I rv.f M RATf N FOR SENIOR TiTlZtN^

FRESHMEN:

INCREASE YOUR OPTIONS

FROM THE BEGINNING.

As a freshman In college, you
are looking ahead to a good first

year. Your ultimate goal is getting
that college degree.

To make that degree more
meaningful, you should increase your
options from the beginning.

And you can do that through
Army ROTC.

Army ROTC offers practical
leadership with on-hand adventure
training. You'll get management
experience, which aids in developing
men and women to shoulder greater
responsibilities at an earlier age
than most other graduates.

Get a good start your
frashman year. Increase your
options from the beginning with
Army ROTC.

Learn what it takes to lead.

CALL:

TONIGHT

BOTTLE NIGHT
Michelob MoIsod Miller Lite

12 oz. Bottles

Distinguished
Visitors

Program
Presents:

DICK GREGORY
humorist, socio-political analyst

Thursday, September 15, 1977

at 8:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center

Lecture Topic:

"A socio-political outlook on America through a black man's eyes."

will be broadcast live on WMUA 91.1 FM

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A
COLLEGIAN REPORTER?

People are needed to cover women's
organizations, conferences, speeches,
cultural events... There's no money, but
good experience and possible credit.

Please call 545-3500, or come to the
Collegian office on the underground floor

of the Campus Center. Ask for Fifi Ball,

Women's Coordinator.

545-2321/2322

A I\ew Concept:

Your Own Moped for the Autumn
(avoiding winter storage headaches)

CAPE MOPED, Cape Cod's leading renter of quality, mopeds, offers
students and faculty a limited number of its superbly maintained
Maiaguti mopeds for use until the snows fall : 60 or 70 days from now.

You purchase for $410.00, and if you decide not to keep it, we will

repurchase for $270.00.

Your Net Cost: $140.00

Our offer to repurchase is bank-guaranteed against delivery in

oroper condition.

For signup appointment call us at 256-6736.

c/o Valley Typing

29 South Pleasant St., Amherst
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Two Americans try to

cross Atlantic in balloon
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (UPI) - Two

American fliers trying to be the first to cross
I he Atlantic in a balloon splashed down in
cold, wind-whipped waters off Iceland
Monday, defeated by bad weather more than
800 miles from their European goal.

Maxie Anderson, 44, and Ben Abruzzo, 47,
both of Alburquerque, N.M., missed a try at
landing on the northwest tip of Iceland
before iheir silver-and-black balloon named
Double Eagle" dropped into the Isaf-

jardardjup, a 50-mile-long inlet of the
Denmark Strait, 17 miles from shore.

A US. Navy helicopter snatched them out
of ihe water and flew them to Reykjavik for a
checkup, but American military spokesmen
said both fliers appeared to be in good
condition. The gondola of heir craft was
equipped to float on the ocean surface.

Anderson and Abruzzo, who set out Friday
night from Marshfield, Mass., did not set
either distance or endurance marks in their
flight, although it lasted almost 65 hours and
covered more than 2,000 miles.

American Ed Yost, 57, who splashed down
250 miles east of the Azores last Oct. 10, has
come the closest to achieving the trans-
Ailantic flight that has been the dream of
dozens of airmen. Yost traveled 2,500 miles
from his launching point on the Maine coast
and stayed aloft more than 107 hours in his
bid to make the record books.
Siorm winds sent the Double Eagle

veering away from Iceland's northwest tip as

Anderson and Abruzzo tried at least to end
)heir journey with a landing on solid ground.

Sailors aboard fishing boats and Icelandic
coast guard vessels tracking the Americans
saw the balloon glide past them at high

speed," a radio operator said at the city
Isafjoerdur.

The balloonists, who had hoped to reach
Europe by Thursday - they said they would
be satisfied with a landing anywhere in
France, Germany or Scandinavia - ran into
difficulties Sunday when adverse weather
patterns kept them looping in circles over
Greenland.

They used up most of the ballast used to
;;®giJ'a<e the Double Eagle's altitude and early
Monday radioed a "mayday" distress signal:
Have to land on the ocean sometime today.

All right at the moment but getting short of
fuel.'

The Navy base at Keflavick, Iceland, sent a
P 3 Orion search plane, a C-130 Hercules
rescue plane and a Jolly Green Giant
helicopter out to track the balloon across the
rough North Atlantic waters between
Greenland and Iceland. High winds in the
area whipped waves up to 14 feet high,
spokesmen said.

The helicopter, which refueled in the air to
keep in close touch with the American fliers,
tracked the Double Eagle as it gradually
descended the last mile to the surface and
splashed down at 5:10 p.m. local time MO
p.m. EOT.

Revisions of welfare
system sent to Congress
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The ad-

ministration yesterday sent Congress a
legislative proposal for the first major revision
of the welfare system since the Great
Depression, a $30.7 billion package of jobs
and supplemental income for the poor

House hearings on the proposed Better
Jobs and Income Act are scheduled to beain
next Monday.

In a letter to House Speaker Thomas P
O'Neill, D-Mass., HEW Secretary Joseph
Cahfano and Labor Secretary Ray Marshall
said the plan would:

"Replace the existing federal welfare
reform programs with a single, coordinated
program io seek to assure jobs, training and
income supplementation for low income
citizens able to work and income support for
low income citizens in need who are not
available for work by reason of disability, age
or family circumstances."
The proposal would:

- Create up to 1 .4 million public service
jobs for the primary wage earner in families
with children. These jobs should serve as
many as 2.5 million different persons on a
temporary basis during one year.
- Consolidate Aid to Families with

Dependent Children, Supplemental Security
Income and food stamps into a single
system.

- Allow families headed by two parents to
receive income supplements if the husband's
earnings are insufficient to support the
family.

The plan would result in a net increase of

$2.8 billion in welfare costs. Congress was
idd.

Slate and local governments should save
$2.1 billion, the cabinet officers estimated.

States that traditionally pay the highest
welfare benefits - California, Illinois, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, New York and Penn-
sylvania - will save more than 25 per cent of
their present welfare spending, they said
No state will save less than 10 per cent of

Its welfare costs. The administration offered
this example of how the plan would work for
a family: the husband, in a husband-wife
family with two children, who could find no
work would get a minimum wage job payina
$5,512 in terms of 1978 dollars.

If the family had no other income it also
would receive a cash supplement of $1,4^4
raising ihe family income to $6,956.

If the husband were working in a private
|ob or a regular public service job rather than
a job created under this proposal, he alsowou d receive a tax credit of $476, raising
family income to $7,432.

About 15 per cent of the public service
jobs can pay 25 per cent more than the
minimum wage.

For persons not able to work - the aged,
blind or disabled without other income —
cash benefits of $2,500 for an individual and
$3,750 for a couple would be provided, the
administration said.

Single parent families in which the
youngest child is under age 7 would not be
expected to work but are eligible for public
service jobs.

'Roots' used as excuse
to talce people hostage
CINCINNATI [UPI] - Saying it was a

"shame" to use the Emmy-winning
television programs "Roots" as an excuse
for taking people hostage, a judge Monday
sentenced convicted kidnaper Jesse Coulter
to 96-to-320 years in prison.

Coulter, 42, of Utica, Mich., stood
passively as Hamilton County Common Pleas
Court Judge Thomas C. Nurre handed down
the maximum sentence on 16 separate
counts of kidnap, assault and weapons
charges.

Nurre sentenced Coulter to nine terms of
7-to-25 years, six terms of 5- to- 15 years and
one term of 2-to-5 years. The judge ordered
the terms served consecutively.

Coulter was convicted by a jury Sati;-oay
of holding eight persons hostage for 15 hours
last Feb. 11-12 at a Cincinnati home for
unwed mothers.

Coulter, who admitted the kidnapings and

pleaded insanity, said the TV series "Roots"
motivated him to search for a long-lost son
born at the home 20 years ago and put up for
adoption. His "search" took the form of
holding employes of the home hostage at
gunpoint.

"It's a shame you used "Roots" as an
excuse for perpetration of this crime," Nurre
told Coulter before sentencing him. The
judge praised "Roots" and noted it had won
six Emmy awards for excellence Sunday
night.

Several of Coulter's hostages escaped by
getting a sawed-off shotgun away from him
and the other hostages were freed later after
a policeman tricked Coulter into surrendering
by posing as his son.
"Had it not been for the heroic hostages

and police, we would now be involved in

sentencing for multiple homicides," the
judge told Coulter.
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Arab-Israeli tensions ^^"^^ ^^"^^ majority rule

anticipated at the U.N.
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UNITED NATIONS IUP!) - The Middle
East could prove the flashpoint of the forth-
coming 32nd session of the UN. General
Assembly, diplomatic sources predict.

The world body will focus on all major
aspects of the dispute, which has worsened
during ihe summer following the failure of
several diplomatic initiatives and the election
of Prime Minister Menaham Begin's hardline
government.

Already on the Assembly's provisional
agenda are ihe following subjects to be dealt
with in separate debates:
- The general situation m the Middle East.
- The question of Palestine and the right

of Palestinian Arabs to establish their own
state.

- An account of a special comminee
report concerning human rights violations in
occupied Arab territories.

- Financing of the two U.N. buffer forces
in Ihe Sinai and Golan Heights.
- Establishment of a nuclear weapon-free

zone in the Middle East.
Egypt also recently requested a separate

discussion of new Israeli settlements in
occupied Arab lands and the extension of
Israeli laws and regulations to these
territories.

"It will be a tough session," predicted
Israeli press spokesman Tuvia Saar. "There
will be concentrated vocal attacks on Israel
with Ihe aim of isolating us as a member
country," he said. "We will fight back."

Egyptian Ambassador Dr. Ahmed Esmat
Abdel Meguid said the Assembly's attention
would be centered strongly on the Arab-
Israeli conflict. "The Middle East," he told
UPI, "will be in the forefront of matters to be
discussed in the new session."

Also dunng the session, the Security
Council will deal independently with at least
three Middle East topics: the Palestinian
question and continuation of the two U.N
r>eace-keeping forces.

The Council is expected to receive shortly
a report and recommendations from the
'Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,"
a 23-member group created by the Assembly
two years ago to promote the Arab-
Palestinian cause.

Last year it recommended a timetable for

Israel's withdrawal from all Arab territories
occupied in the 1967 war and restoration to
the Palestinians of their properties. The
recommended deadline for the withdrawal -
June 1977 - already has fallen by the way-
side.

The two more critical and immediate
decisions to be taken by the Security Council
during the Assembly session will deal with
continued authorization of the two buffer
forces. The mandate of the 4,000-man U.N.
Emergency Forces stationed between the
Egyptian and Israeli lines in the Sinai expires
Oct. 24, and that of the 1,200-man U.N.
Disengagement Observation Forces, be-
tween Israeli and Syrian positions in the
Golan Heights, Nov. 11.

Neither force can be continued without
direct authorization by the Council, which, in
turn, requires Israeli as well as Egyptian and
Syrian consent. If any of the three refuse it,

or make it dependent on pre-conditions, the
delicate military balance in the area could be
jeopardized.

The General Assembly's deliberations will
have a hearing on the Council's task of
maintaining this balance. In particular, it is

Egypt's request for separate treatment of
Israel's new settlements policy that may
bnng fireworks to the Assembly that could
spill over into the Council.

What neutral delegations fear is the
emergence of a "showdown mentality."
The Egyptians have asked priority for

discussion of their agenda item and hope it

will be taken up about Oct. 10, immediately
following the Assembly's general debate.
No development since the 1973 Middle

East war has aroused Arab sensitivities more
than recent moves by Begin's government to
strengthen its hold on occupied Arab
territory by creating new Jewish settlements
and extending Israeli legislation to the Arab
population, according to Arab diplomats
here.

Begin, they feel, is confronting them with
a number of faits accompli which he intends
to use as bargaining points in any peace
negotiations.

The new Israeli policy, the Arabs believe is

likely to sour U.N. diplomatic efforts for a
resumption of the negotiations in Geneva.

UNITED NATIONS (UPI) - Black Africa
will use the forthcoming 32nd session of the
General Assembly to take its political drive
for majority rule in the southern part of the
continent a further step forward.

Recent developments - far exceeding the
rhetoric of the past - have encouraged the
Africans to press their demands in three
directions:

- For establishment of a black majority
government in Rhodesia.

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE PAY MO and i^
Replace Glass

Buy and Sell Cars
Located % mil* past th« Rutty Scupper
on Rt. 9, behind Amherst Landfill.

Mon.-Sat.8-4

Phone 256-6409

- For establishment of an independent
Slate of Namibia in the former mandate of
South West Africa.

- Against policies of racial discrimination
or apartheid in areas still under white
minority rule.

On Rhodesia and Namibia, the situation
has moved from a stage of wordy U.N.
resolutions into a negotiating phase
promoted by western political power.

J/l.

Rusty Nail

Pnt yourself
on the map.
Become a navigator with the
United States Air Force Air Force
navigators are among the finest in

the world They train In the ultra-

modern T-43 let trainer at M«th3r
AFB. near Sacramento. Califor-

nia

TWO, three, and four-year Air
Force ROTC scholarships are
avallat)le to help you get there
by paying tuition, textbooks, lab
fees, and $100 tax free dollars
each month while you're in col-

lege Plus, Air Force ROTC is a
great way to serve your country

Find out about the programs to-

day and chart a secure future for

yourself Your destination is an
Air Force commission, your
checkpoints are excellent salary,

promotions, responsibility, and
Air Force opportunities

Find out today about one of the
finest scholarships in the nation.

It's a great opportunity

Call Lt. Col. Richardson
at 545-2437

Air ForceROTC

TONITE

TUES., SEPT. 13

ORCHESTRA LUNA

^11% WED., SEPT. 14

Aztec Two Step

THURS., SEPT. 15

TOM RUSH

FRI. & SAT., 16 & 17

JAMES COnON

Rt. 47 Sunderland
Tel. 665-4937
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All Our
Levi's*

Jeans
Denims and
Corduroys

Sacco and Vanzetti's lawyers

believed they had no chance

Levi's* for Guys Reduced

Levi's* for Gals Reduced

Levi's* for Boys Reduced

Levi's* for Men Reduced

Levi's* for Juniors .... Reduced

Every Color. Every Style. Every Size.

Every Pair Reduced for This Sale!

FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (UP/) ~ The
Massachusetts State Police Monday
released a voluminous package of wiretap
transcripts related to the Sacco-Vanzetti
murder case, including conversations of the
iaie U.S. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frank-
furter and members of Sacco-Vanzetti
defense committees.
The information has been kept secret and

locked in a vault for 50 years since the
executions of the two Italian immigrants for
Ihe murders of two persons during a $15,OCX3
payroll holdup in South Braintree.

Massachusetts Public Safety Com-
missioner John F. Kehoe said the wiretaps
were authorized on Aug. 8, 1927 by former
slate Attorney General Arthur Reading and
had been requested by the then Public
Safety Commissioner Alfred F. Foote.

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti,
avowed anarchists, died in the electric chair
on Aug. 23, 1927, seven years after a trial

which captured international headlines. They
maintained their innocence up until their

deaths.

The wiretaps were placed on phones in the
old Bellevue Hotel when the Citizen's

National Committee and the Sacco Vanzetti
Defense Committee had headquarters in two

third floor rooms, and on a phone in the Dux-
bury, Mass. home of the late U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter who at the
time was a Harvard Law School professor.
The verbatim transcripts of the Frankfurter

conversations dealt mainly with detailed legal

aspects of the case. At the time Frankfurter
was a vocal opponent to the way the contro-
versial Sacco-Vanzeiti trial was conducted.
One day before the execution of Sacco

and Vanzetti, the following conversation be-
tween two persons inside the Bellevue Hotel
was recorded by law enforcement
authorities, according to the transcripts,
released Monday.

"Hello. Well, it looks as if they will die
tomorrow."

"Yes, but you know they are guilty and
that we have put up one grand and glorious
fight for ihem, even though we didn't have a
chance."
"Do you really think they are guilty?"
"Yes, I do.

"

The names of the two people were not
released.

Kehoe said the nearly 1,100 pages of
documents related to the case are all the
evidence the State Police has in its

possession.

Manufacturers say most
coffee prices are down

201 n. pleasant St. amherst

fi Fairfield Mall chicopee

WW7f PLAINS, N.Y. (UPI) - General
Foods Corp., the nation's largest coffee
roaster, Monday followed the lead of other
major coffee firms in reducing its wholesale
prices on ground coffee.

General Foods said it reduced prices on all

ground coffees by 20 cents a pound, ef-

fective immediately. This takes the wholesale
price of Maxwell House, its leading brand, to

$3.51 a pound. The firm said instant coffees
are not attected by the reduction.

Folger Coffee Co., the No. 2 roaster, Friday
reduced wholesale prices on vacuum packed
coffees by 10 cents a pound to $3.38. The
Cincinnati-based division of Procter 6-

Gamble Co. also reduced prices on instant
coffees by 3 cents an ounce to $4.95 for a 10-
ounce jar.

Also on Friday, Coca Cola Co.'s food
division reduced its ground coffee wholesale
price by 20 cents a pound to $3.28 a pound.
Coca Cola markets Maryland Club and
Buiier-Nut brands of coffee.
The companies all said the reductions are

in line with declines in imported green coffee
prices.

A spokeswoman for Hills Brothers, the
third largest roaster, said the San Francisco-
based firm was "studying the situation," but
had taken no action as yet.

There are inUresUng things \o do in

./()/// one of these campus committees: Umieland
5lud€nl Htallh fldvlsofM Board •Scholarship and fmanclal Aid CommlHee
Recomnrends policy for the University Health ... Recommends policy on scholarships. fellou,ships. and financial aid

cieriices Infirmary

ftihklic Council

... Reviews the activities of the Athletic Department, including the
varsity and intramural programs
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I HcaKh Council ^

... Recommends University health policy exclusive

of the Infirmary
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Join together with other \tudents

to discuss the issues of the day.

> Program and BudgcU Council

... Reviews and advises on the University hudfret, including, both state
and trust fund monies

>Commi^l€€ on lh€ Slalus of UJomcn

... Recommends policy on all matters affecting women on the campus

Academic fTlalUrs Council

... Recommends policy on all aspects of academic life, including
curriculum

S-Colkgc Coordinahng Board

.
Coordinates 5-College activities and disburses the monies contributed

by the 5 colleges

X^
^/^r:<v
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To pick up an application, or if you

wa/it more information, contact:

Office of Ihe SGfl President .

430 Student Union

545-2129

Library Committee

... Recommends policy concerning the University Library system

Space and Calendar Committee

... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well

as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Organizing Project

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Legal Services Office

Continuing Education Committee
... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuing Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary

degrees each year

Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and recommends action on

parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.
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Express your

opinions!
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Analyzing the issues
TUfcSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, }9n

Poliiical organizing is useless when there
are no issues 10 organize around. At the
same lime, organizing around issues has no
broad or continuous impact unless tied into a
more overall political goal.

Those in all spheres of the political

specuum will surely have no qualms with
the preceding statement. Problems emerge,
however, when one questions the substance
and motivations behind one's method of
organ(zaiion and choice of issues.

As usual, in future weeks student "political

heavies" will be searching for the issues
which will appeal 10 the majority of the
studeni body, m an effort to obscure the true
message of their adversaries.

We must view campus media releases with
a critical eye, all of the time understanding
ihat what is printed has been sifted through
ihe mental framework of skilled political

opportunisis. We must learn to question the
motivation of those who invest lots of time
and energy in an effort to make it big on one
issue, but place the burden of more general

i$re$i tarpinian

student organization, - like unionization -
around issues of education arKJ living at

UMass, on "ihem".
Conditions of learning and living at UMass

are at a critical point. We find ourselves
silling on the floors of our classrooms for

lack of sufficient faculty, facilities and ad-
ministrative sophistication. We've been
trained 10 think nothing of it. More than four
hundred students found themselves without
housing upon arriving for the semester, and
have since been moved upwards of five

times. We laugh, however, and chalk it up as
more evidence to support the case that
UMass is a "mickey mouse" institution

where students are no more than abstract
entities with no definite needs or goals
(except, of course, to find the opportunity to
party as often as possible).

I can hear it now: "Sure, the students
won't care if we put them up in the Campus
Center for a couple of weeks as long as we
let them smoke marijuana and break some
light bulbs. What could be better, the Blue
Wall is )ust an elevator trip away."

But, nevertheless, the conference of

"Massachusetts State Assessors" went
smoothly; everything right on time; donuts in

the morning; cocktails at lunch.
Only rarely do our student leaders speak to

Ihe (presumably minor) issues which con-

lerter

Injustice

unmatched
To the Editor:

This fetter is being written on the road
home from the Kent State University rally of
Sept 1 7 Twenty students came to the rally

from UMass, and all were inspired by what
they heard and saw there.

The May 4th Coalition, an organization
founded this past spring, organized the rally

front us daily. They are more concerned with
showing you and I that they're on top of
things of more substantial importance like

Ihe legalization of marijuana. When was the
last time you felt nervous about getting
busied at UMass or in the Amherst area for

smoking a joint? On the other hand, when
was the last time you were upset about the
fact that you are crammed into a 12x12 room
with someone you were at one time friends
with? Or, when was the last time you were
pissed off that you had to go cross-campus
10 Whitmore to cash a check and the line

was 200 feet long? Do you know anyone
who's come to UMass and found out that
their financial aid forms weren't processed
correctly?

Issues exist on different levels. The one
who finds the "best" issue survives the
longest.

It's our responsibility to call our
representatives on the issues and then ask
for an explanation of how they all tie in.

We must be weary of the way issues
become issues. We should keep in mind the
reasons that we're here and what it's like to

live day-to-day in this environment. In our
analysis of the issues which our leaders

shove down our throats we should keep
those reasons in n^ind.

Greg Tarpinian 's columns appear every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

Behind closed doors
By KEVIN KNOBLOCH

Notes on a night out:

8:45 Arrive at the dorm from my off-

campus bachelor abode in high spirits. Too
early to make appearance at bash. Stop by to
visit friends first. Door locked, giggling
within Visiting plans canceled.

9:00 Small crowd waiting for elevator,
pleasantly chatting. Elevator arrives and a
hush sweeps through group. There is no talk
on the way up.

9:30 Elevator arrives at 13th.
9:31 Get a beer.

9:40 Everyone looks well. Lots of new
faces. Smiles and laughter, visibly absent
during the academic week, abound. Beers
only a quarter. I casually treat several friends.

10:15 "Well, Exc-u-u-u-s-eMe<" That's me
doing my Steve Martin routine. Goes over
well. Groucho and Curly are saved for later.

10:30 To bathroom for the third time this

evening. Beer is swiftly infiltrating the lower
organs. Curses.

10:33 Finished with business here but can't
leave. Joe Rude's latest entry longer than
usual. A definite lack of profound literature. I

hastily scrawl "Never trust a smiling dog"
just to the left of the roll.

10:35 Several people socializing directly in

front of mirror. Apparently compensating for

an adolescent fear of straying too far from
potty.

10:40 Bathroom floor sticky with alcoholic
substance. Lose a shoe.

11:15 Intense small talk with petite blond.
He slugs me.

1 1 :30 Female friend calls me out for a shot
of tequila. Accidently take salt and lemon
after shot instead of before. Must repeat for
the record.

1 1 :45 Tell tasteless joke about giraffe with
highballs and record reactions for Psych 301.
Scholarly tendencies show through despite
original plans to relax.

12:15 Time to boogie. Kinks and Stevie
Wonder blare from corner speakers. I dance
with one of the wall flowers. Wall flower
suddenly blooms after second song. I tell her
I have hay fever and retreat to bathroom.

1:00 Crowd in lounge thinning out. A
rumor rapidly spreads of wild sex goings-on
in several rooms on the floor. Glimpses of
half-naked bodies through partially closed
doors confirms rumor.

1:20 Paronoia strikes deep. Wall flower
finds me and closes in. Time to vacate the
premises.

1 :25 I make my escape out the back way.
2:00 Hit the sack. There's no place like

home.

to protest the construction of a gym. This
gym is to be built on the site where four
students were murdered, and another 9
wounded, by the National Guard on May 4th,
1970 These students had been protesting
the invasion of Cambodia and the Viet Nam
war.

Since 1970. the school has triad to cover
up the massacre in a number of ways. They
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attempted to build a parking lot at the site of
the murders, but were confronted by the
students and cancelled their plans. Now they
want to build a gymnasium there, which
before the 1970 incident, was to be built in
another part of the campus.

Obviously the new location was chosen to
make people forget what has happened there
- to make people forget that students
across the country united for a common
cause and refused to let the system hurt
whoever they wanted for their own profits,

to make people forget that students were
punished - killed - for speaking out on
what they felt, and the murderers are walking
around scott-free today. Moreover, these
students were made to look like criminals.

K.S.U. still refuses to recognize the fact that
the Kent State massacre was and is a
horrible injustice.

Students at Kent State. UMass.. and all

over the country feel this is disrespectful,
unjust, and obscene. Who would think of
building a gym at Wounded Knee? All
summer long, students at K.S.U. and their
supporters have resisted the building of the
gym, which was to be completed by Sep-
tember. They fought in the courts for the
cause, but it was a dead end from the
beginning, although it has been said that the
judges were less than unbiased. It has
become apparent that only people power will
prevent the construction of the gym. The site
was occupied by a tent city for 62 days, and
over 300 of our brothers and sisters wen
literally dragged off the area to jail, where bail
was set at outrageous amounts.
But students have held their ovi/n duriryg

their weakest time, and this in itseff is a
victory. Now. in the fall, thousands of

students are returning to the campuses. So
last weekend about 500 people from across
the country were at the rally, to let everyone
know that the issue is not dead.

The students, during a peaceful
demonstration, were harassed by 4 men in a
jeep. Soon after, the jeep was driven right

through the group of protestors, hurting
some. When the students began to attack
the men in the jeep, they were drawn off by
police. The police said the men in the jeep
would not be arrested.

Soon after, the students made for the site

of the would-be gym. which was declared off
limits by a Supreme Court injunction. They
tore down the fence and reoccupied the site

for a short time, and no students were
arrested. This also was a victory.

This rally was held as a springboard for
another rally, which will draw thousands of
students from across the country - as well
as support from foreign countries — and is

planned for Saturday. Sept. 24. A meeting
will be held for those interested in this cause,
in room 413A in the Student Union Building
this Wednesday at 7:30.

There are those who have contended that
the May 4th Coalition and its supporters are
living in the past. We. however, left with the
feeling that we are building for the future.

Mark Allen and 17 othari
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Every year at about this time, the national
media embark upon the age-old event of
Back to Scnool. Women's magazines are the
most helpful to us harried students, however;
issues include everything from one hundred
facial packs that can be made from vending
machine purchases to beauty makeovers on
women making that difficult fashion trans-
ition from high school to college. ("I'm really

ready for college now that I've learned to
pluck my eyebrows." sez coed MaryLou
Finck.)

Since I've been plucking for years I had no
use for Glamour's "101 Ways to Pluck." This
year I opted for Esquire's Back to School
edition and found out something more
important than the caloric value of a Big
Mac. I found out whatever happened to
Hank Healey.

The last time I saw Hank Healey he was in

a whole lot of trouble. He was in eighth
grade, the perpetrator, and I was in seventh,
a mere onlooker, upon the scandal of the
decade at Star of the Sea School. It all began
when Sister Ellen was leaving school late one
afternoon and went to lock the place up.
Naturally they kept the spare key to Our Lady
Star of the Sea School under the status of

Return to the barracks
Hank was quietly removed from the ranks of
the holy and placed in a private school.
And so it was natural to assume that a kid

who had shown such great potential in his
earlier days would go on to bigger and better
things, but I hadn't really thought anything
about Hank Healey until I opened to a page
in Esquire to see a picture of young "Hank"
(Ihe quotations are Esquire's) dressed in a
tuxedo, cigar chomped in mouth and a glass
of top shelf in hand. It seems he made it in

and through Princeton and is about to join
Ihe living. Yes, he's going to Sierra Leone to
teach biology for the Peace Corps. Good
work. Hank. (I hope they taught him at
Princeton that statues don't menstruate.
Well, maybe they do at Princeton ... )

The question of "whatever happened to ...

''
is second only to "what is reality?" this

lime of year, and sometimes when I find out,
I wish the question had remained unan-
swered. But every now and then there are
little moments that make growing up worth-
while. The girl voted "best looking" in high
school dies of terminal acne. The Senior
class president gets busted for embezzling
Junior Chamber of Commerce funds.

But when I see a statue defacer go on to
Ivy Leaguery I wonder why I ever bothered
behaving myself at all when I was a kid.

Mother always told me life was full of sur-
prises.

No, people ain't what they used to be,
ihank God. If the past is prologue, as Carl
Sandburg wrote, the present and future are
sequels, allowing for change and growth, or

deterioration. I suppose college is a time
when most people come to grips with that
growth, or begin to deteriorate. It's not an
easy time, but it certainly is a lot more In-

teresting than obeying those yearbook
commands of "Don't ever change!"

It seems like this is only the beginning of
running into old and slightly familiar faces so
I'd better get used to it. Meantime, check out
the Esquire Back to School issue. You may
find that creep who used to throw up on your
desk in third grade went on to become
Caroline Kennedy's favorite boyfriend when
she's in New Haven ...

B.J. Roche's columns appear every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

b.J. roche

"Our Lady," the Virgin Mary. Any kind of
robber who would be Catholic enough to
make the ccnnection to look there wouldn't
be a robber in the first place, right? Anyway,
on this spring afternoon. Sister Ellen went to
replace the key only to find to her horror that
the statue of the Virgin had been altered,
and, lo and behold, in the outstretched hands
that once held the whole wide world, there
now lay a sanitary napkin.

Horrors.

Well, all hell broke loose at Star of the Sea
for a week or so, but the nuns kept on the
case, hiring third grade siblings of the main
suspects to listen in on their brothers' phone
calls until they finally narrowed it down to
Hank Healey. After many hushed con-
ferences in the convent, threats of ex-
communication and a future in hell (his crime
exceeded that of eating meat on Friday)

]^

editorial comment

A close look at the animated art
By DREW CRANE

Editorial cartoons are used extensively as a
povyerfully persuasive force in the press.
Unlike the printed editorials which should
require some thought and analysis by the
reader a cartoon is simply absorbed with little

Well executed cartoons

of any type can have a

devastating effect on a

controversial issue or they

may simply reinforce the

particular impression their

author wishes to create...

or not critical examination. Why bother to

examine a cartoon? Aren't you supposed to
just look and not bother to think consciously
about it? In the answer to these questions of
yours lies, believe it or not, one of the many
clues to our world's declining condition.

The beauty or evil of a cartoon is the subtle

manner in which its creator summarizes his

opinions of some current political, social or
economic event and conveys them to you.
Depending upon his style and the complexity
of the issue he may present anything from a
simple sketch to a complex drawing com-
plete with characters uttering caustic
comment. Well executed cartoons of any
type can have a devastating effect on a
controversial issue or they may simply rein-

force the particular impression their author
wishes to create in the usually malleable
public mind.

Editorial cartoons are as important as their

lextual counterparts but must be used with
Ihe same discrimination that is necessary for

any semblance of objectivity. Just as you
need varying opinion so should you be able
to see cartoons expressing different views.
To be continually exposed to the thoughts of

or>e editorial cartoonist is a form of

propagandizing which should be ob-
jectionable to both editors and readers.

The Collegian has published almost ex-
clusively on this Op-Ed page editorial car-
loons by the same person, Tony Auth of the
Philadelphia Inquirer, which, although well
done, are particularly repugnant in the
message conveyed. He attacks the obvious
problems of our society but offers a solution
which by implication will only compound our
social ills. He, like so many others, sees the
results of government intervention in the
economy but advocates more regulation and
control. His cartoons only tend to fortify the
myths and cliches of today's liberals and
socialists. Repetition of misconceptions can
only lead to social unrest without the proper
solution in sight. That solution, which I have
slated before and will continue to reiterate
this year, is to discover a capitalism which
this country has never known: laissez faire.

When you take the time to read the

The same standards

should be applied to

editorial cartoons to avoid

the easy trap of unthinking

acceptance which
eventually results in your

voicing opinions you

can't defend.

varying opinions on these pages you should
at least follow through by consciously
thinking about what you read and con-
ceptualizing your agreement or opposition to

these ideas. The same standards should be
applied to editorial cartoons to avoid the easy
(rap of unthinking acceptance which
eventually results in your voicing opinions
you can't defend. If these cartoons are taken
just a bit more seriously then perhaps we can
begin to correct the multitude of blatant

misconceptions and achieve a more rational

social system.

A Job

not so well done
By GREG BRYANT

This past summer marked the not so
startling emergence of the real Jimmy Carter;
stripping away his populist, anti-bureaucracy
facade and revealing rather an elitist-

bureaucrat very much a part of the politician

mentality. Carter has in essence displayed
that he, like scores of Presidents before him,
is unlikely to disturb to any great degree the
Washington machine, while also exuding a
contempt for ihe poorer elements of society
not so fortunate as he.

Carter has for example stated his sen-
timents that Medicaid funds should be
denied as payment for abortions. I'm sure he
realizes that many poor women who cannot
afford an abortion otherwise will be driven to
Ihe brutality of an illegal abortion. Women
who can afford a much safer legal abortion,
on Ihe other hand, do not face such dangers.
Carter does not seem too phased by such
matters though. Quite the contrary, he
clarified his decision by matter-of-factly

declaring ihe inevitably of inequality in our
system, thus nicely justifying an act that

clearly gives the edge to those like himself:
Ihe haves. I was under the assumption
though, that "our" government was created
under the premise of minimizing inequalities,

yei ihey seem merely to perpetuate it. The
American political and economic tradition

has not strayed from this fact. Carter only
seems destined to continue them.

Then ihere is always Carter's proverbial
albatross, Bert "The Banker" Lance. Among
other improprieties, Lance used his position
as head of the National Bank of Georgia
(NBG) 10 acquire a loan to purchase stocks,
then using another loan to pay back the
original one. 01' Bert was found innocent of
any illegal actions, yet the morality of many
of his dealings is being questioned and his

records more closely scrutinized (his political
demise is surely soon in coming).

Jimmy did not hesitate to throw his

support 10 Lance in the belief that his friend's

banking practices were no different than
those of the banking industry as a whole.
This action throws doubt on Carter's own
moraliiy.

«

Being a part of the upper income bracket
himself — and a former member of ;he Tri-

lateral Commission - Carter obviously has
an extensive stake in the capitalist system
and thus will not threaten its existence.
Through his virtue as being a part of the one
per cent of the American population who
essentially run this country, Carter is also
eniiiled to privileges that the vast majority of
Americans are not able to exercise. He
apparently does not wish to alter this aspect
either.

In Ihe case of Bert Lance his privileges

include the aforementioned loans totaling $6
million, ihe amount of stock he was able to
purchase (200,(XX) shares worth about $3
million), and his ability to overdraw his bank
account by a hundred thousand dollars (his

wife and their relatives amassed overdrafts of
over $500,000) until he was told by federal

bank examiners in 1975 to discontinue such
practices. In addition the NBG paid bills

totaling $78,000 for Lance's unsuccessful
gubernnatorial campaign in 1973 and 1974
listing ihem as "bank expenses".

Carter thus sees nothing wrong with any
of Ben's dealings. He simply regards them as
a natural part of the system.

So much for Carter's often publicized
populism. So much for the simple peanut
farmer who was out to battle Washington
and Ihe corporate-megalomania.
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Psychology students organize
To the Editor:

CUSP., the Council of Undergraduate
Students in Psychology, invites all students

interested in psychology (majors, non-
majors, etc.) to attend its first general

meeting of the year on Wednesday night,

September 14. at 7:00 p.m. in Room 304
Tobin Hall.

We are organized as a combination
psychology interest group and lobby for

undergraduates in the department. Our mam
goal is to provide a forum for open com-
munication between faculty and students.

One way in which we hope to have this open
communication is through our office in 301

K

Tobin Hall. The primary function of this

office will be to provide a student "drop-in"
advising system whereby students can come
in and talk informally with other psych
students (CUSP members) about questions,

suggestions, problems or gripes that they
have that are related to the department. If we
can't help you with your questions or
problems, we'll refer you to someone who
can.

This all sounds great on paper, but in

actuality we can't do it alone. We need
student involvement. WE NEED YOUIIII
People are needed to staff the office, work

on a newsletter to psych undergrads, and
other projects that CUSP has planned. Some
of the things that are on the agenda are a
Graduate School Night (where you can find
out about your chances of making it in,

requirements, etc.), writing a current un-
dergraduate handbook, revising the advising
program, raising the standards of core
courses.

CUSP is our organization. It is here to do
whatever we wish it to do. The above
possible suggestions are meant only as
suggestions. We very much want your ideas,

suggestions, etc. The range of things that
CUSP can do is limited only by our
imaginations, and the amount of in-

volvement that you as a concerned person
are willing to put into it. We do have a say in

departmental policy, but we need student
input to be heard. This is a chance for

someone to listen to what you have to say,
and a chance for you to take an active role in

seeing that things get done.
If you are interested in getting involved in

CUSP, but can't make it to our Wed. night
meeting, drop a note by 301K Tobin or call

545-2152. and we'll work something out.

Don't forget Wed. night 7.00 p.m. Room
304 Tobin Hall. See you there!

Kathy S. Hammersia
CUSP President

Hail to the idiots!

To the Editor.

HAIL TO THE IDIOTS! THEY HAVE
RISEN AGAIN

Stand back everyone, and you shall hear, a
tale of idiots, loud and clear. No, I'm not
talking about the administration. I'm talking

about our beloved Student Senate.

Last week, they once again showed their

true colors. They stole 500 dollars of your
money and mine to support their own
political beliefs that Kent State University

should leave unscathed the spot where anti-

war demonstrators were shot and killed, a
number of years ago.

Maybe while they're at it, they ought to

allot a couple of thousand more dollars to

erect a shrine m the middle of the street

where JFK was shot back in '63 And how
about a monument for Charlie Manson?
C 'mon, he deserves one as much as the next
guy.

I'm beginning to believe that the Student
Senate will give my money away to anyone.
Last spring, through the various RSO
organizations, they gave away some of my
money for the Seabrook demonstration, and
they also gave some of my money to the

Peoples Gay Alliance and Lesbian Union.
Hell, that means that they give money away
on the basis of sex lives. Are there any
restraints on how they will give my money
away in the future?

Throwing my money away like that they
even had the gall to tell me that there would
be a seven dollar increase in my student
activities fee for this year.

On this campus right now, there is

currently a housing crisis. And what has the

SS done about it? Nothing! Oh, they have
condemned the administration for their

efforts, but have done absolutely nothing
themselves in the way of solving the

problem. But in the two and a half years that

I've been here, that's always been the case.

Blame the administration!

So I do hereby make a motion that all

further expenditures by the Student Senate
must be approved by the Dean of Students
before they are made. Maybe the rational

thinking of Mr. Field will save me the agony
of watching my irrational peers waste away
the million dollars that the students pay in

student activities fees this year.

Stephen N. Mathieu

T/ie role of criticism

To the Editor:

/ was pleased to see mention made in

the Collegian that the SGA Co-Presidents

will be making critical remarks on the student

union implementation plan produced over

the summer (as mandated by the Student

Senate last May).

Indeed, if there is anything we can't allow

to happen as we get on with the building of

our student union, it is people accepting

without question any proposal. Our union

will reflect our own needs and styles only to

the degree that we each feel comfortable to

give such critical comments.
The opportunity before us in both exciting

and important: to create from the floor up
our union of students, designed to enhance
on every level the opportunity of "every one"
(rather than just a few elected people) to

participate in important student affairs, and
to place the tools of the union (legal,

research, etc. ) in the hands of small councils

of students to help them address their needs.

And let us not forget collective bargaining

too!

All this is important structural-

implementation decision-making and must
be carefully examined, not unquestionably

assumed.

Lyndon N. Preston

On being literate

To the Editor:

/ guess I don't know where to begin dis

letter. I never wrote one before to a real

newspaper. I guess my biggest problem is

not being able to be articulator/. Monday, I

waited for 1 V* hours (or was it 2) too get
excepted into the UMass Rhetoric program.
Than they shut the door. Then Tuesday I got
shut out again. After 55 minutes ... / figered

that today I get hear real early, (8:30). They
open at 9:00 Well it's now 10:15 and the

people havent showed up yet. I realize they
are bisy people but I need to take a Rheteric

coarse. I speek pretty good, but at times my
grammer is a bit shaky. Unfortunately I'm a
junior and haye never gotten excepted into a
Rheteric coarse.

I may deel with every department in dis

university but Rheteric can't seam to get it's

head out of it's as. It's two bad people like I

have two suffer becuz this deportment can't

get strait. Oh well I gess I'll always rite like

dis. Thanks Rheteric people for being so
understandin.

Douglas Paulding

Got a gripe?

Write a letter!

PHI MU DELTA
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Energy Committee rejects

deregulations of gas plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate

Energy Committee, giving momentum to
President Carter's energy plan, Monday
narrowly rejected a plan for the gradual de-
regulation of natural gas prices.

By a 9-9 tie vote, the committee left intact
Carter's proposal for raising the ceiling on
interstate gas from $1.45 per thousand cubic
feet to $1.75.

Republicans and oil state senators,
however, planned to make at least one at-

tempt Tuesday to gradually raise the Carter
price ceiling to $2.41 by 1981 and to a higher
level after that.

Meanwhile, the full Senate continued its

own work on the energy plan, rejecting on a
56-25 vote a proposal to take away free
parking places held by some federal
government workers throughout the nation.

Sen. Charles Percy, R-lll., sponsored the
measure, which would have required that
federal workers — including members of
Congress — who now enjoy free parking pay
the same rates charged by commercial
parking lots.

He said the fees would have encouraged
more use of mass transit by federal em-
ployes.

The Senate also was scheduled to vote on
legislation which would ban the manufacture
of cars that are not fuel-efficient after 1979.

Beginning with 1980 models, no sales
would be permitted of cars which run on less

than 16 miles per gallon, a standard which

Would increase to 21 miles by 1985.
That approach to discouraging the use of

luxury autos is substantially different from
the Carter energy plan, which called for a tax
on hiqh-consumption vehicles but no
prohibition on their manufacture. The House
has approved a slightly watered down
version of the Carter taxing plan.
The conservation portion of the Carter

energy package before the Senate would set
new energy efficiency standards for
buildings, home appliances and industrial
equipment and make low interest loans
available for home insulation.

In the Energy Committee vote, two
Democrats, Wendell Ford of Kentucky and
Bennett Johnston of Louisiana joined with
seven Republicans in the losing effort to
send a natural gas deregulation proposal to
I he Senate floor.

Last year, the full Senate approved
deregulation, but the idea was rejected by
the House.
The deregulation proposal sponsored by

Sen. Clifford Hansen, R-Wyo., would have
continued regulation of natural gas produced
by offshore wells until 1982, but the ceiling
would have jumped to $1.95.
New natural gas produced in states like

Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoma and sold
across state lines would have been im-
mediately deregulated. Gas produced before
the start of this year would have remained
under federal price control.

House and Senate will

not budge on abortion
WASHINGTON (UPI) - House and

Senate negotiators refused yesterday to
budge from their positions on abortion,
leaving a $60 billion appropriation to run
most of the government's social programs
for the next year stalled in its tracks.
The negotiators met for only 28 minutes,

then quit without a date to meet again.
At issue is the use of federal funds to pay

for abortions for low-income women during
fiscal year 1978, which begins Oct. 1.

The House says the federal government
should pay for an abortion only when a
doctor says it is necessary to save the life of
the mother.
The Senate favors a more liberal policy in

which the federal government could also pay
for abortions in cases of rape and incest and
where a doctor says it is "medically
necessary."

The leaders of the Senate negotiating
team. Sens. Warren Magnuson, D-Wash.,
and Edward Brooke, R-Mass., said the
Senate specifically rejected the House
proposal 59 to 34 but the House never voted
specifically on the Senate's proposal.

They asked for a specific vote in the House
on the Senate's position before the Senate
side would discuss any compromise.

Rep. Daniel Flood, D-Pa., the chief House
negotiator, refused, saying the House has
taken its stand in five separate votes, making
it clear how it felt about the Senate's
proposal.

Whereupon Brooke and Magnuson asked
for a recess and the session broke up.

"This is just being stubborn," Magnuson
said, referring to the House. "They won't
give us the courtesy of voting on our
language."

"I don't know of any next step," Flood
I old reporters. "I don't know how they have
the right to insist on what we the House vote
on. That's something new."

Until there is some resolution, a $60 billion

appropriation to run the departments of
Labor and Health, Education and Welfare for
ihe year beginning Oct. 1, on which all other
issues have been settled, is stalled.

The proposed House language is the same
the full Congress enacted a year ago for the
current fiscal year.

Three Iron workers fell to their

deaths at Mass. General
BOSTON (UPI) - Three iron workers

were killed Monday afternoon when the
scaffolding they were working on at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital collapsed.
A Boston police spokesman said the three

men were dismantling an iron staging of a
crane on the roof of the Gray Building, when
a section collapsed into the courtyard
between several hospital buildings.

Hospital officials identified the men as
Michael Flasinski, 31, and his brother Joseph

27, both of Everett; and Richard Costello, 31

,

of Chelsea.

Two of the men fell onto an adjoining
building 13 stories below, and the third man
fell 16 stories into the courtyard. •

The three were members of the
McGarrahan Company, a steel firm in

Boston's Dorchester section. They were
finishing up work on the building, sections of
which were completed as early as 1968.

Robbers use elaborate tools in

bank robbery at Boston vault
BOSTON (AP) - What police believe to

be a well-equipped team of bandits made off

with at least $125,000 in cash from the
Suffolk Franklin Savings Bank downtown
this weekend after cutting open the main
vault with torches.

The bank said the vault was in disarray,
and an audit was being performed to
determine the exact amount taken.
A police spokesman said maintenance

workers discovered the break early Monday
morning. He said it was not clear how entry

into the bank was made, but the robbers
managed to avoid tripping any alarms.
The spokesman said the case had been

taken over by the FBI.

A bank spokesman said the theft must
have occurred after maintenance workers
left Saturday.

One police spokesman said it was the first

time in recent years that a team had used
such elaborate tools to break into a Boston
bank vault.

Early conversion to the metric
system has many advantages
SOUTH HADLEY, Mass. (UPI) - A South

Hadley man's early conversion to the metric

system has saved him a traffic fine.

Robert M. Adams, 22, avoided a speeding
fine recently when he told Hampshire District

Court Judge Alvertus J. Morse he thought
his motorcycle's speedometer was
measuring kilometers per hour instead of

miles per hour.

Adams said he thought he was going only
50 kilometers per hour (30 mph) in a 40 mph
zone. Instead he was traveling 50 mph, police
said.

Judge Morse laughed through much of
the testimony and then placed the charge on
file without a fine.
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Tutors needed
for disabled adults
The Adult Skills Program is seeking

students who are interested in tutoring

developmentally disabled adults in functional

literacy, math and other skills necessary for

successful community living.

In recent years, people institutionalized as
"menially retarded" have been encouraged
10 move back into the larger community.
Many of these formerly institutionalized

persons are now in the much less restrictive

environment of community residences. In

order for community adaptation to be
successful It is necessary for these people to

be trained in essential community survival

skills and not merely "dumped" into the
larger society without adequate preparation.
Any student interested in participating in

ihe Adult Skills Program should contact
Martha Meyer or Peter Murphy at the Mass.
Dept. of Mental Health, Franklin- Hampshire
Area Office, Northampton State Hospital —
584 1644, Ext. 338. Information can also be
obtained through the Boltwood-Belchertown
Project.

Food Stamp info

given Thursday
College students attending UMass who

want to lake advantage of the Food Stamp
Program may do so at the Sunderland Town
Hall, Thursday, 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4
p.m.

Siudent-residents from the Greenfield,
Sunderland, Deerfield, Colrain, Conway,
Bernardston, Erving, Leverett, Montague
and Northfieki should consider this op-
portunity. Those who live in the Amherst,
Pelham, Hadley, Northampton areas should
make arrangements for their interviews
through the Food Stamp Office, 169 Whit-
more, 545-0508
To avoid unnecessary delays in the

processing of applications, students should
bring with them: proof of income
(educational loans, grants, scholarships,
work study, other employments, aid from
home, family or friends); expenses (rent,

utilities, medical, and educational costs such
as tuition, lab fees, activity fees, entrance
and graduation fees, hospital fees, medical
insurance — anything required for entrance
except books and transportation.

Index to hold

Open House tomorrow
The Index, UMass' yearbook, will have an

open house tomorrow night from 6 to 10
p.m. Anyone interested in photography, art,

writing and-or layout and design is en-
couraged to stop by and talk with the staffs

The Index is also looking for ambitious
people to edit its fine arts, living, academics,
activities, and news sections. Applications
for these oositions will be available tomorrow
night. Any UMass student can join the
INDbX staff — no previous experience is

necessary. So stop by the Index office at 102
Campus Center, and see what goes on
behind the pages of the Index.

Christian Science
meeting tonight

The Christian Science College
Organization is inviting Christian Scientist
and organization members to a meeting
tonight at 6:30 in Campus Center 902.

The organization met last week to

establish its function at UMass. Tonight it

will revise its bylaws as well as share the
inspiration of Christian Science.

Rape Task Force

to train counselors
The Counselor-Advocate Group of the

UMass Rape Task Force is looking for in-

dividuals interested in applying to be trained
as rape counselor-advocates. Application is

open io University students, staff and
faculty, and to the general community.
An information meeting will be held

tomorrow at 7 p.m., Everywoman's Center,
506 Goodell. Job descriptions and ap-
plication forms will be available, and
questions will be answered about the training

and role of the counselor-advocates, and the
time commitment required.

If you are unable to attend the Wednesday
meeting or have questions, call

Everywoman's Center 545-0883.

Jug Band in concert
Mama Milton's Still Cookin' Hog Washin'

Jug Band is in concert in the Student Union
Ballroom tomorrow from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
free.

Mama Milton's Jug Band has been crazing
the Pioneer Valley for the past five summers
as the entertainment for the UMass New
Students Program.

Senior citizens

offering courses
The Belchertown Senior Center is

initiating a series of courses taught by senior

citizens ih46 fall. Such courses as cooking.

carpentry, paramedics, bee-keeping, local

history, the bible, the Shakers, vaudeville and
honky-tonk piano, blacksmithing, the one-
room school house, canning, quilting,

knitting, fly tieing, may be offered

There will be a nominal registration fee for

all students, except senior citizens, and some
classes may have lab fees. We are in the

process now of trying to work out a way to

obtain college credit for those interested. Call

the Belchertown Senior Center, 323-4574,

and ask for Douglas Warner.

School of Ed offers

Tape-recording course

New Courses
Educ T591B Tape-recording Techniques and
Audio Production Th 2:30-3:45, 21 A School
of Ed. Instructor: Liane Brandon.

Explores the creative and practical ap-
plication to radio. Basic skills, as well as
opportunity for independent study.

Annual Scholarship

Tag Sale Saturday
The 216 members of the Amherst

Woman's Club present their annual scholar-
ship tag sale. Sat lurday, Sept. 17 from 10-4
p m. This is a household sale featuring all

kinds of things needed for apartments and
rooms, drapes, linens, pots, pans, dishes,
rugs, tables, chairs, clothing, plants and a
misc table. Each year two high school
students are given 500 dollar scholarships.
The two recipients of recent years are at
UMass and one from last year is at Smith.
The members contribute items in good
condition and there have been many good
buys in past sales. This is a good chance to
get what you need for room or apt at a
reasonable cost and help provide scholarship
funds for future students. Please mark your
calendar for Sat., Sept. 17, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Prof. Cohen will speak

on nuclear wastes

Prof. Bernard Cohen of the University of
Pittsburgh will speak on "Hazards from
Plutonium Dispersal and High-Level Nuclear
Wastes." tomorrow at 4:30 o.m. in
Hasbrouk 20. Cohen is director of the Scaife
Nuclear Physics Laboratory and is one of the
world's experts in nuclear reactor waste
studies.

Reunion tomorrow
for all CAS freshmen

CASIAC is sponsoring a "reunion" of all

CAS freshmen with their faculty academic
advisors whom they met with this summer,
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

Also available will be student counselors,
chief advisors from various majors, and
representatives from housing, financial aid,
career counseling, and personal counseling
aoencies. Juq Band concert follows.
Check lobby of Machmer or the Student

Union for location of your counselor or
phone CASIAC at 5-2191.

Environmental office offers

info and counsel
Counseling, career information, in-

ternships, and information on research funds
are again available this year at the Advisory
Office of the Institute for Man and En-
vironment.
The Advisory Office, located in Blaisdell

House behind Thompson Tower, provides
individual help with trying to pick an en-
vironmental major, elective course, in-
ternship, career, or making connections with
professionals in your field of interest. Un-
dergraduate Research Funds are also
available for projects related to en-
vironmental concerns. Grants of as much as
$100 will be awarded.
These funds may be used to cover the

costs of travel, mailings, minor equipment
and materials for students' research. Awards
are made on the basis of research proposals.
This year, proposals must be submitted to
ihe Advisory Office before Oct. 7.

For more information call Gail Anderson,
545-0648. Appointments can be arranged for
times when you are free.

Environmental Quality

meeting tonight

The Coalition for Environmental Quality is

meeting tonight at 7:30 in Campus Center
805 809. The coalition is an environmental
action group attempting to educate the
University community. At tonight's meeting,
the group will oganize project ideas and
introduce new members to the group with a
brief slide show. If you cannot make the
meeting, call 5-0618 or go to the coalition
office. Student Union 30&.

Program Council Film

Committee Members
All members are urged to attend a meeting on Wed.,

Sept. 14. 1977, 4 p.m., Rm. 415 S.U.

New members also welcome.

U MASS COLLEGIATE 4-N CLUB

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING

Collegian ^^

fThe Alt Near

^]^

Monday
Barney's Beanery

Tuesday

Oldies with Gary
Draft 30c

Discount All Drinks
Wednesday

Buy a mug for $1 .00

Draft All Nite 10c

Thursday

Most Bottle Beer 65c

Most Drinks 75c

Sunday
Ladies Site

Most Drinks 50c

Open 6:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m
Rte. 5. No. Hatfield

Project Self workshops

TUESftW, SEPT. 13. 7:10 P.M.

FMHEV eUlBNOOSE
For additional info, contact 4-H Office,

219 Stockbridge H«ll, 5-2444
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UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

colcuhtors
Texos lnstrurr>ents

WAS SALE

TI-59 $300 $224 95

Tl-Se $125 $93 95

TI-57 $80 $59 99

PC-100A $200 $149 95

MBA-FINANCE $80 $59 99

SR-51-11 $70

SR-40 $40

TI-1680 $40

BA-BUSINESS $40

TI-5015 $80

TI-5040 $130

TI-5050M $110

MODULE LIB FOR
58 & 59 $29 95

f . Abov* prie*a Includu A/C Adaplor-Ch»rg»r »n<l Carrying
Cm$9

2. AH abor* calculalora ham full ona-yaar factory warranty

3. Enclota paymant In full with ordar, or ramit $20 with ordar,

balanca C.O.D.

4. Shipping Chargat: Add $3.00 tor calculatora and 4% of prica
lor racalvan.

5. FAST DEUVEBY QUARANTEED only with m.O. or carHflad

chackt. Paraonal chacka will dalay tha ordar until It claar*

bmnka.

HEWLFTT^tgPACKARD

WAS SALE
HP-10 $175 $153 95

HP-19C $345 $299 95

HP-21 $80 $69 95

HP-22 . $125 $109 95

HP-25 . $125 $109 95

HP 25C .. . $160 $140 95

HP-27 .. $175 $153 95

HP-29C . . . $195 $171 95

HP-55 $396 $129 95

HP-67 $450 $374 95

HP-91 $325 $27995

HP-92 . $625 $519 95

HP-97 .- $750 $624 95

STEREO
RECEIVERS

fiDPIONEQT
•I-12M
•I-1M*
•X-M*
•X-M*
«X-7M
tX-MO
SX'tM
SX 4M

MO SAii
••M ISM
trW >4M
MOC $4«3

(MO 1147

MM t»T%

UM (211

(2M (17(

(MO (14*

SEND
FOR
FREE

CATALOGUE
PHONE OHDERS ACCEPTED

ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990

(Add 3% for Credit Card Orders)

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY. STATE COLLEGE. PA. 16801

University of Massochus<?t1s / Arnhcrst

FINE >f?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BRCMDWArS NEWEST. HOTTESTHm

^^

^8.
oft

Bro^Sugar

luujamm kmlmhi jli.ji

WiniOAZZlBIEIITr

SUN.. SEPT. 18 3PM & 8PM

FINE /mS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on tale. Gen. Pub $7.50, i.SO, S.SO.

UMA-t3.7S, 3.2S, 2.7S. On«er (tudcntt and senior

citiiansU.SO, S.SO, 4. SO.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE S4SUU
a. All Ticketron Locations

Project Self is an alternative educational
program at Everywoman's Center at the
University of Massachusetts. Since Fall, 1971
ihis program has provided a forum in which
women can share their skills and ideas with
other women in a non-competitive, non-
authoritarian, supportive manner.

Every woman, whether facilitator or

participant, is understood to be an expert on
herself, and all work together to create a
workshop structure and format that suits the
needs of individuals and the group as a

whole.

Project Self tries to offer workshops that
would be useful to all kinds of women:
mothers, lesbians, older women, students,
working women. Third World women,
returning students, divorcing women, and so
on. In subject matter they attempt to include
skills, creativity, spirituality, history, politics,

personal growth, and cultural identity. As a
result, there is something for everybody.

We offer an opportunity for women to
have the space to learn a new skill or art
form, meet other women, challenge old
ideas, look at new ones, and most of all, to
lap and cultivate that potential within every
woman to explore and expand her talents
and perspective on life.

This fall workshops will be held in four
week, weekend, and eight week formats
depending on the course. Cost range from

$12.50 10 $25.00 and partial scholarships are
available. Credit can be obtained for approval
workshops from the Women's Studies
Department.

Included below is a listing of all workshops
running this Fall. For more information, call
Ihe Everywoman's Center at 545-0883 or
drop in at 506 Goodell Hall on the University
campus. Registration deadline is September
16.

Monday: Reading the Tarot for Personal
Guidance and Growth, 7-9 p.m. Barbara
Rushmore; Survival for Mothers, 7-9 p.m.
Prudence Starkweather; Women's Self
Defense, 7-9 p.m. Sharon Anderson, Kate
Dvorkin.

Tuesday: Peer Counselling Skills: Woman
Helping Woman, 7-9 p.m. Susan Pinsker,
Mekael Askin; I Ching, 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Kaymarion; Third World Women and the
Arts, 7-9 p.m. Roberta Uno, Marilyn Chin;
Political Women, Their Autobiographies, 7-9
p.m. Lucia Bruno, Joanne Levenson; Hatha
Yoga, Sec. 1: 4-6 p.m. Adele Mack; Sec. 2:

(On Thursdays).

Wednesday: Frame and Off-Loom
Weaving, 7-9 p.m. Joyce Davis; Body
Awareness Through Movement. 7-9 p.m.
Crista Coogan; Houseplants, 3:30-5:30 p.m.

Sharon Anderson; Personal Growth Group:
Gesialt and Psychosynthesis 9-11 a.m.
Dorothy Firman; Taking Control of the
Process of Divorce 7-9 p.m.; West Indian
Culinary Arts and Dance, One weekend, Oct.
8&9, and 4 weeks, 7-9 p.m. Dian & Loida
John.

Thursday: The Lesbian Experience, 7-9
p.m. Elizabeth Gordon, Cheryl Schaeffer,
Paula Shanley; Womancraft: A Course on
Psychic Healing, 2-4 p.m. Jean Eribaum;
Older Women's Lives, 7-9 p.m. JoAnne Park;
Ethnic Roots: Our Grandmothers and
Ourselves, 4-6 p.m. Leila Joseph; Beginning
Guiiar Music By and About Women. 7:40-

9:40 p.m. Holly Cormier; Photography for

Beginners, 6:30-9:30 p.m. Georgina Kish;
Introduction to the Sport of Wrestling, 7-9
p.m. Theresa Carr; Health Education Issues
for Third World Women, 7-9 p.m. Carol
Reliford; Investment Planning for Women, 7-

9 p.m. Jan Barbour; Hatha Yoga: Sec. 2: 6-8

p.m.

Weekends: Orienteering and Rock-
climbing, Oct. 22-24 Norma Kawecki, Bertha
Peiruski; Project Adventure, Oct. 7, 8, & 9
Pat Griffin; Hatha Yoga Weekend for
Ongoing Students, Oct. 14, 15, 16 Adele
Mack; Introduction to Assertiveness, Nov. 5
& 6 Merilee Neunder, Joan Eignor; Basic
Carpentry, Sec. I: Oct. 15 & 16, Raindate:
Oct. 22 & 23; Sec. II: Oct. 29 & 30, Raindate:
Nov. 5 & 6.

'Connections' may have freed Conn, politician

HARTFORD fUPI) - Two jurors who
convicted lawyer Bernard L. Avcollie of
murdering his wife yesterday said they
thought the former Connecticut legislative

leader's political connection helped him win
his freedom.

Avcollie, a former Democratic minority
leader, was convicted in July of murdering
his wife, Wanda, but Superior Court Judge
Simon S. Cohen tossed out their verdict and
freed the 45-year-old Naugatuck attorney.

The decision is being appealed to the
Connecticut Supreme Court.

The prosecution argued Avcollie strangled
his 43-year-old wife, Oct. 30, 1975, to
facilitate an affair with a younger woman.
Mrs. Avcollie, the mother of five children,
was found floating face down in the family
swimming pool.

Avcollie maintained his innocence, saying

the woman either drowned herself or tell into
the pool accidentally.

Five of the jurors yesterday attended a
meeting of the General Assembly's
Legislative Management Committee, which
voted not to investigate Cohen. After the
meeting the five discussed their feelings
about the trial with reporters.

"The error of this thing is that you know in
your heart this man Avcollie is guilty and he
either knows the right people or what in the
right spot. If it had been any one of us (the 12
jurors) we'd be in jail," said Sally Cady of
Shelton. "The jury system is a farce. I feel
Ihe Avcollie case was already decided before
we were picked."

"It's evident to me that everyone in

authority felt they wanted Avcollie walking
the streets," said James Brown, also of

Shelton.

In addition to Brown and Mrs. Cady, the
other jurors attending the meeting were
Waliraud Yeager of Shelton, Joseph
Drennan of Shelton and Bernard Smith of
Derby.

All but Drennan said they felt the panel's
decision not to investigate Cohen was a

policy of lawyers protecting Cohen because
he is also a member of the legal profession.

All five strongly criticized the way the trial

was run and said that if Cohen felt the state's

case wasn't strong enough — his rationale

for tossing out the verdict — then he should
not have let it go to the jury.

The five said they would have preferred to

find Avcollie guilty of manslaughter because
ihey did not believe the killing was
premeditated. But they said in Cohen's
charge io the jury he did not give them that

alternative.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by tlie Collegian

Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m., Monday
tttrougb Friday. The deadline is 3:45 p.m. tl«rce

days before your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

TIte rates are. Daily, 4Sc per line, 5 consecutive
publisliing days, 40c per line per day ; 30 consecutive
publisfiing days, 30c per line per day. 38 characters
constitutes one line.
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FOR SALE HELP WANTED PERSONALS AUTO FOR SALE

Sony AM FM rwjio. naw. (50 6 6804
15XSX9.

New Rockwell 63R csic Trig Ideg
red!, memrv. log, AC -DC (37 50
Cethy 6-6804

5 cu. fl rai. for tat*. Exc cond. (90.

CM Crystal or Lvr)n 256 6844.

Hoover compact refrig (60 or b o
Perfect for dorm Call 253-7846

Pretty girl wanted for semi nude
modeling Must have gorgeous hair, long

enough to sit on Pictures to be used for

promotional advertising 1 739-2831.
(10.00 per hour

Wanted housebov for IGU (sorority).

Call Nancy 256 6844 or b4b 0062

Disappointed m vouf dorm' We offer

l.'irae rooms 24 fir food good social life

fall Rich al Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

Snirtll fraternity needs kitchen and
liming room housegirls Work 6 meals
-tnd I'dt 10 meals per week Call Jeff at 5

.1118 DC mi'al lee is refundable

m
^^ Ford Pinto, good condition Must

sell immediately (600 negotiable See
Jean at 39 Puffton Leave number if not
home

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Impais Custom, o s p b . auto

sm 8, ex cond
,
new peint. rec tune up

Good for car pool. 256-0158 (850 or 8
O

SERVICES

Couch. 84',

665 3029
good condition. (7S Call

Kenwood KR1400 receiver Works
great Some parts under 3 month
warranty (9S Call 545 0845 Ask for

Larry 396 N Pleasant

Wopad for sale Used Pacer. (250 Call

Cut 6 8495

Pioneer CTF6161 caasette deck. (215
or best offer Brand new 546 1043. Phil

German Shepherd pups - AKC. lerge

boned, intelligent, beeutiful. enceptional

with children, watch dog qualities, vary

reaaonabto 549 0496

On campus recruiter. Red Cross Donor
Center Knowledge of campus
organitation grad student preferred

Write Steve Schiff, Red Cross. 63 Spfid

St.. SpfId Ma Pay sppro> (3 00 hr No
phone calls

Enperienced babysitter to care for 3 b
7 vr old in pleasant hpme in Echo Hill

Miin Wed and Fri , 12 5 p m 256 8667

Sorority off-campus needs kitchen

help Free meals Call 253 9066

Attached couples needed to par
ticipate in Social Psychological Study (5
per couple for about an hour Call 323
5102 or 549 2668 evenrngs

CALCULATORS

ROOM WANTED
Need A Room/ Rooms

available at a V)rority, close to
campus Open kitchen, cheaper
than university dorms, and a
comfortable atmosphere If

interested contact Debbie or
Paula, 545 2735

CiiMegp t all ularois utfers 'ow puces b
lull sprvire' All models avail TI59 (225
S8 S99 95 5' $52 95 HP s fj Com
"Midore s .*vai; Model iiom S16
R.-mpmher wvp service all calculators we
spH' Bptorp vou buy anywhere else call

R,.l, .,. rh,.% ,,1 rnhegp r alriilalAis' sa9
: 1 1 (,

LOST

FOR RENT

Disappointed m your dorm' We offer

large rooms 24 hr food, good social life

Call Rich a< Phi Mu Delta 253 9034

Intarastsd in off-campus living not far

from campus on Orchard Hill bus route

Includes meals, home like atmosphere
and color TV Call 253 9086 Ask for

Mariorta Shubert

Encellent Earnings Possibility

Mechanically inclined student capable of

servicing Mopeds to be sold -

repurchesed in the Amherst area ISee

ad this issue) If you are a auick leerner.

our mechanics will train you in Mooed
service, repair and maintenance in a

matter of hours Call or write mam ad no

Work Study lOb. principally typing,

some clerical. 10 15 hrs par week
(3 50 hr Elemr Project 5 1981

Gold colored watch Michaels' brand
name Sentimental value attached If

found, call Laurie at 256 6069 or 545
3500 (25 reward offered for its return

Fied IS lost Monday Sept 5. N
Hadley Amherst 4 mo old Lab pup.

black wearing silver chain Reward
Lynne, 545 0889 or Homer 549 5264B

WANTED

Houseboys wanted for an off carripus
sorority Free meals For more info

contact Lynn a' 545 2092

End of Season Special' '72 Yamaha
350 R5C New tires, brakes, clutch, tune;

up Encelleni condition Must sell, buying

car (500 Steve 546 8404

Ford Maverick. 1970 Good condition,

radio, (800 545 1943 day: 549 4479

even

66 Datsun 510 wagon, 69.000 miles.

en mileage New brakes, good body
S900 or b o 367 2259

1971 VW Fastback A gem auto . rbit

eng Great shape After 5 Asking (975
665 3946

Chavelle Supersport classic Hotengine
4 speed Hurt! shifter convert (1.000

Call Paul Green 14131 467 9899

Triumph GT Good engine, tire, AM
FM (1660 Call aft 6 665 3615

1966 Chevy school bus, now mobile

home (750 Call Jim 546 6934

'70 Ply Cuda, V8. E«c. cond (900. or

BO 266 0368

71 Plymouth Cricket, 4 spd 63.000

mi Very good condition. (550 No 1

Bnitany Manor

Powerful SAAB Sonnet III ('741. AM
FM radio, stereo tape deck No rust, fiber

glass body Fuel economy 35 mpg Only

18.000 miles for only (3600 or best offer

Call 549-6616 after 6 p m

'72 VW Baia Bug Excellent shape Call

549 5879

'71 Plymouth Cricket. 4 cvl . 4 spd
52.000 mis (600 253 9497 after 5 p m

73 VW. e« cond
,

TE 323 4074
stereo. FM. Io mi.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
m

H M<l,i L lJ5G .k, pi.pnr ii.ndil.on
M.icaae " 700 Vus! sell leavng slate
S450 "I (lest nt(e> Can 722 6975 atie.
6 00 |i m

Honda CB35<7. 8000 miles 1

Excellent condit on. must see it to |

believe n Will sal for (550 or

best offer Can be seen outside
Thatcher Dorm or call Kevin at

546 4612

Volvo repairs and maintenance All

years and models low prices Jack S86-

0610

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

(irolpssionai office Walking distance to

• vprvthing S150 PP' monlfi ir^cludes
. .,..,.1 r> H J r,,.s 549 3700

ROOMMATE WANTED

Rm needed by 24 vr old UMass stud

on bus line Co op household or apt. des.

Call 253 5410 - Hal

Oo you have a quiet spot where I cen

put my 10'X16' tent for the fall? Will pay

Brian 253 2521

M or F, own rm Puffton Call Slave or

Dave 546 5043

Share 2 bdrm Townhouse Call 646-
1184

PETS

ENTERTAINMENT

B'u Im<i..i>, II, .lis. II Caii 8ot> me Oj at

1 413 b36 6075 Still the one after 4 yrs

Golfl (2 00 W ID Mon thru Sat till 4

p.m Mill Valley Golf Links. Route 181.

Belchertown. MA Phone 323-4079

Oieat Dane Puppies AKC reg
Rlup Call 247 5527

INSTRUCTION

Beginning Weaving. Sept 20 4

Harness floor looms (50, 12 classes 7 9

pm . Tuesdays. Jones Libraiy CreJus

available 253 9368 or 584 7756

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,00 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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Confident Pats await NFL opener
FOXBORO, Mass. (UPli - If positive

thinking were the sole contributor to a

winning season, the New England Patriots

could book their reservations at the Super
Bow! in New Orleans tomorrow.
With some justification, the Patriots feel

they're the team to beat in the AFC Eastern
Division. They were 11-3 last year and in the
playoffs came within seven seconds of

upending eventual Super Bowl winner
Oakland.
They are two-deep at nearly every

position, have one of the easiest schedules in

the league, are spurred by the bitter defeat to

the Raiders and possess a coach who has
built a winner from nothing but draft choices
and free agents.

Above all, they have the satisfaction of

coming into the season as contenders in-

stead of underdogs, something which most
players feel is a help rather than a hindrance.

"I don't believe all this business about how
we can't sneak up on anyone like we did last

year," says tight end Russ Francis, a key to

the 1977 Patriots. 'We didn't sneak up on
anyone last year after our first four games.
Everyone -knew we were coming."

But the schedule could be a wolf in

sheep's clothing. It's loaded with last year's

weak teams but any one of them could pull

ihe same surprises the Patriots pulled in

1976.

And there are other intangibles, starting

with the contract problems of All-Pro of-

fensive linemen John Hannah and Leon
Gray. Both want contract extensions and
Hannah has threatened to go home to

Alabama if his demands are not met. Both
men walked out before the final pre-season
game with Atlanta.

Also, Steve Grogan's passing has been
inconsistent and the defensive front is

questionable beyond the veteran core of

Julius Adams, Ray Hamilton, Mel Lunsford
and Tony McGee.

Grogan helped the Patriots become one of

the league's top rushing teams last year but
he admits his passing could be better.

"That's one of my goals this year," he
says. "I have to improve on my passing, as
that was a weakness last season and in some
preseason games this year. And I'm still

going to run, although that slacked off a little

last season."
The rest of the team is solid. The Patriots

have backs like Sam Cunningham, Don
Calhoun, Ike Forte and Jess Phillips — all of

whom contributed last season. Rookie
Horace Ivory, signed after a holdout, should
help. Andy Johnson, however, was lost for

Ihe season after a torn right knee ligament
torn in the last preseason game.
The defensive backfield, once the league's

doormat, is now anchored by All-Pro Mike
Haynes, Tim Fox, Prentice McCray and Bob
Howard. Backups are Doug Beaudoin, Dick

Conn and top draft choice Raymond
Clayborn of Texas, who had two touch-

downs on kick returns in pre-season.

A strong linebacking corps is led by inside

standouts Steve Nelson and Sam Hunt.

Steve Zabel and Pete Barnes probably will

start in the outside positions. Jim
Romaniszyn injured his knee but a healthy

Rod Shoate and Steve King add depth.

The team also has a well-balanced
receiving corps, led by veteran Darryl

Stingley, rookie Stanley Morgan and Francis.

The ever cautious Fairbanks won't make
any predictions but says the team came
along well in preseason drills.

"We've had a good camp," he said.

"Good spirit, everyone wants to play, and
there are no problems."

Special teams were once a perennial

Patriot thorn but no more. Mike Patrick is

one of the league's best punters and John
Smith has been more than adequate as a

placekicker.

Rookies Morgan and Clayborn have been
so good on the punt and kickoff returns that

Haynes, who led the AFC in punt returns last

year, will be used solely as a defensive back
to start the season.

The key to the team is Grogan. If he can
run the ball without getting hurt and improve
his passing, the offense will be tough to stop.

But the Patriots need good performances

from everyone, especially Cunningham,
Francis, Nelson, Hunt and Haynes.

Haynes, like everyone else, knows the
Patriots have the talent to go all the way. But
he won't say it.

"I tend to look at the Phoenix Suns of
basketball," said Haynes. "One year, no one
thought they were worth anything and they
made the finals.

UiVlass 10th

in NE soccer
STORRS, Conn. (UP/) - The

University of Connecticut soccer team,
with 50 points, remained where it ended
up last season in the preseason poll of

New England soccer coaches — in first

place.

UConn, which split a pair of games
with nationally-ranked teams last week
while most if its rivals were idle, received

all 10 first -place votes, taking a five-point

margin over Brown and 10 over third-

place Rhode Island.

The voting coaches split their ballots

after that, with Bridgeport taking fourth.

UConn plays Bridgeport Wednesday.

Business. Science, Engineering,

This semester is the right time to get aTI
calculator tailored to the work youVe doing.
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SR-5MI
Professional decision making system.

Loaded with statistics functions.

Accounting. Marketing. Education.

Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.

W Statistics plays a major role in dozens

of career fields. Here's a calculator with

the advanced capability you need to

handle your projects. Comes with

Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.

Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-II. Step-

by-step illustrations show how to use its powerful

preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather

data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate

decisions.

The MBA"
Business calculator

A business major's dream machine.

If you're building a career in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to com-
plex business problems at the touch of a key. It is

preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions

and formulas business professionals face every

day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a

valuable calculation for accurate capital budget-

ing. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.

The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12

different cash flows! It also offers pro-

grammability-up to 32 keystrokes for

solving repetitive problems easily.

*Su(nrf'xtf'(1 rt-tail price.
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Your Birthday By Stella wilder

From UNITED Feature Syndicate
For release TUEISDAV. Sept. 13, 1977

TUESDAY, Sept. 13 -
Born today, you are one of

those affectionate crea-
' tures who pines away when
left for too long without
anyone on whom to lavish

your affection. In most
other ways, though, you
are extremely independent
and can, in general, be
found going about your
own busine.ss in your own
way and enjoying to the

fullest your own successes.

You are a cautious individ-

ual for the most part, hesi-

tating perhaps overlong at

times to take advantage of

auspicious circumstances
Although you are not

self-indulgent, you are
somewhat inclined to in-

dulge those of whom you
are fond in whatever small
vices they may have. You
have a great desire for

personal happiness, but
like most people, you are
not at all sure how to about
fulfilling such a desire.

You are not one to drift

aimlessly from one thing to

another, though you may
at times go from one in-

volvement to another in an
extremely annoying way -

annoying to you and to

those responsible for you.

You must learn how to

change horses in mid-
stream gracefully.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
\jet your birthday star be

your daily guide

WEDNESDAY. Sept 14
VIRGO Auk it-vSept^i
Take care not to disturb

another's dream of domivs-
licity You (an be of great
help in the re.scumg of
another's ego

LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-Oct. 22)
.Several entangelmenLs

you didn't expect to be part
of keep you from making
the kind of gains you had
hoped for today. Take time
to relax

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov
21

)
- Self-control and self-

discipline these will keep
you from making the same
kind of mistake other<!

have made - much to their
misfortune.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. ^^
Dec. 21) — Oon't waste
your energy attempting to
deal with matters obvi-
ously either over your head
or too far 'gone* to be
rescued.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

Jan. 19) - Continued self-

indulgence may cause you
to lose out on important
results of last week's
effort. Try to think of the
'other guy "

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb.
18 ) - You shou'd be able to

sense more than a compa-
tibility t>etween you and

another today. Take ad-
vantage of what IS obvious
admiration

PISCES (Feb 19-March
20) Di.ssension on the
employment scene may be
enough to cause difficulties

in getting a new phase of

your work off the ground.

ARIES (March 21-April
i'Ji - ixKik before you leap
- but once you've ascer-
tained where you will be
landin){. leap ahead I Don't
fear new enterprises.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) The pride of work
well done serves to launch
you well into your next
project. Don't hesitate to
ask questions should you
be in doubt.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) — If you are certain

you can master a new
method of accomplishing
an old chore, give it a try.

Better safe than sorry,
however.
CANCER (June 21-Juiy

22) — It should be obvious
to all that you are in dead
earnest regarding your ca-
reer progress. Avoid argu-
ment; speak your mind
peaceably
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —

One person on the employ-
ment scene or on the home
front must take the lead. If

you cannot t>e the 'boss,*

tie a good and responsible
follower.

('(VynnM. HT7, Umird Ftaturr .Syndi

catp Inr

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Kind of

banality
5 Of Of

an inferior

kin(j

10 Pull in a
fabric

1 4 Mountain
Comb form

1 5 Move as a
throng

16 Galm
"Damn
Yankees

1 7 English

1 9 Preposition
20 Bouquet

tester

21 Hard-
shelled fruit

22 Canada
balsam, for

one
23 Remains

undecided
25 Letter

26 Kind of

rubber
30 Of the Fr
31 Woven cloth
34 Where

Crockett
fell

36 Reasonable
portion

38 Malt
beverage

39 Nervous
system
disease 2
words

42 Compass pt

43 Follow/

44 Small spot

45 Appropriate
47 Slacken

gradually
49 Keats'

compositions
50 Off ofStrat

Serv
51 Indolent

person
53 Secure with

a lock

55 Chemical
suffix

56 Inborn
61 Remove by

cutting

62 Less wavy
64 Of the Irish

65 Goddess of

peace
66 Air Comb

form
67 Consider
68 Carbonated

beverages
69 Ending for

side or

least

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday Puzzle Solvea
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DOWN
1 Young
horse

2 Operatic
highlight

3N L team
4 Composer

of verse
5 Looked

intensely
6 Bit

7 Not quite
erect m
posture

8 Rounded
molding

9 Barracuda

10 Roofer
1

1

Up-tight 2

words
1 2 Drug source
13 Large open-

ing

1 8 Corded
fabric

24 Bird struc-

tures

25 Musical
composi-
tions

26 Lost color
27 Separate
28 Woodbine

or Hialeah
29 I love Latin

31 Undergarment
Informal

32 Carroll

character
33 Brings to a

head
35 Prophetic

signs

37 Of a surface
40 Toronto's

prov
41 Gl's mail

add
46 High regard
48 Supernatural

creatures
51 Orchestration

part Infor-

mal
52 "Maple Leaf

53 Hurried
54 Hounds

quarry
55 Egyptian

goddess
57 Melt by

warming
58 Virginia

willow

59 Exceedingly
60 Greek god
63 Literary col-

lection.

1 2 J 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

10 II 12 'J

~

u 15 '6

'7 '3 •^

^^^^H i. 22

24
• M'

26 27 .8 3^' w 32 33

J4 T35 36 37 m-
3 » lO 41

*2 ^H43 44

45 46 " 48 49

H^o -» ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H

53 54 55 w 5? 58 b^ 60

& 62 6J

64 tb

1
66

67 68 69

133
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Hannah, Gray walk;

Johnson gone for year
FOXBORO. Mass (UPIJ - The New

England Patriots had no news on the of-

fensive front and bad news in the backfield
Monday as they prepared for the National
Football League season.
Coming off an 11 -3 season in 1976 and a 5-

1 exhibition record in 1977, the Patriots
seemed playoff-bound this year.

Bui their offensive strength suffered three
bad blows Sunday. First All Pro linemates
John Hannah and Leon Gray walked off the'
leam prior to the Patriots' 29-10 win over
Atlanta. Then starting halfback Andy
Johnson suffered a third quarter injury that
win sideline him for the season.

Patriots owner Billy Sullivan met with
Howard Slusher, agent for the linemen, on
Saturday and twice on Sunday — before and
after the game against Atlanta. Sullivan
steadfastly refused to renegotiate the
players' long-term contracts. Counting the
option year, Hannah has four seasons
remaining on his contract and Gray three.
Through Slusher, the pair has sought

contract extensions and other financial

arrangements to bring their salaries up to a
level of other All- Pro linemen. While coach
Chuck Fairbanks was mulling the
ramifications of the Hannah-Gray question,
he learned Johnson had suffered a torn
medial collateral ligament in his right knee
when an Atlanta defender fell on him in the
third quarter of the final pre-season game.
Johnson, a fourth-year pro from the

University of Georgia, underwent successful
surgery late Sunday at Norwood Hospital by
Dr Donald Akikie.

Red Sox' Jim Rice is a long ball hitter

on two fronts, as he is shown here in

action at the Tedesco Country Club
during a long ball hitting contest, won
by the club's pro.

AL Standings
AMERICAN LEAGUE

East
W L PCT GB

N York 88 56 611 —
Boston 86 57 601 1 Vi

Batt 84 58 .592 3
Detroit 67 77 465 21

Cleve 65 79 .451 23
Milwkee 60 87 408 29 Vi

Tornntn 48

West

93 340 38 M,

K C 87 54 617 ^.

Chicago 79 63 556 8'/4

Texas 77 64 546 10

Minn 77 66 538 11

Calif 68 72 486 18 V,

Oakland 56 84 400 30 Ml

Seattle 57 89 390 32 H

The Patriots will have to use reserve
fullback Jess Phillips as a halfback and hope
second-year runner Ike Forte and rookie
Horace Ivory have recovered sufficiently

from minor leg injuries.

If Hannah and Gray refuse to suit up, they
will be forced to sit out any regular season
National Football League action until their

option years are completed.
Hannah has asked to be traded if his

contract is not extended.
Fairbanks, meanwhile, is concerned with

his roster problems heading into Sunday's
season opener against Kansas City.

"If ihey come back, we'll be glad to have
them. But if they don't, I'm not going to
suspend them," said Fairbanks. "I'll find out
ihe best way to handle the situation if it

comes io that."

The Patriots apparently think the NFL
office will allow them to keep the roster limit

of 43 players while leaving Hannah and Gray
in limbo.

If Hannah and Gray must be kept on the
roster New England would be forced to carry
just 41 players.

"I've got reason to believe we'll work that
out," Fairbanks said.

If Ihe two players remain inactive, Fair-

banks will have a very large hole to plug in

Ihe offensive line.

Shelby Jordan and Pete Brock filled in for
Ihe 1WO All-Pros in the Atlanta game and did
well. But quarterback Steve Grogan and the
running backs will have more problems
penetrating the left side than they did last

year while setting a club rushing record of
2,948 yards.

"I didn't want to say anything against the
young guys who are playing, but I don't think
you can make a comparison with Hannah
and Gray, " Grogan said. He is running less
and passing more quickly this year in their

absence.

PGA cash list

,VfW YORK (UP/) - Dr. Gil Morgan
leaped from 43rd to 20th place on the PGA
Tour money-winning list Monday as the
result of his $40,000 first prize victory Sunday
at the B.C. Open in Endicott, N.Y.

Morgan has now earned $102,253 on the
lour this year, the first time he has reached
Ihe $100,000 mark since joining the tour in

the fall of 1973.

There were no changes among the top 10
money-winners as Tom Watson, who did not
play in the B.C. Tournament, continues to

lead with $305,428, followed by Jack
Nicklaus with $284,509 and Lanny Wadkins
with $238,920.

Top 10 M Winners
I.Tom Watson $305,428
2. Jack Nicklaus 284,509
3. Lanny Wadkins 238,920
4. Tom Weiskopf 197,639
5. Bruce Lietzke 194,597
6. Hale Irwin 191,456
7 Rav Floyd 163,261
8. Hubert Green 138,693
9. Rik Massengale 126,256

10. Jerry McGee 122,629

Sports Notices
AQUATIC WORKSHOP - North Physical

Education Building will be the site of

Springfield YMCA workshops in Basic

Aquatic Leadership and Swimming In-

structional Specialist. YMCA certification in

both areas will be issued after successful
completion of the workshops.
The workshops will take place next

Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 24 and 25, and
will run from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Prerequisite for

registration is proof of current ARC or YMCA
lifesaving. Cost for the weekend (including

handouts and textbooks) is $20.00. Cer-

tification in the basic course is also a pre-

requisite to several other Y aquatic courses.

Information sheets and registration forms
are available from: professor Esther Wallace,
NOPE 105, or from NOPE secretary.

WRESTLING — Important meeting for all

wrestling team candidates today at 4 p.m. in

the wrestling room, Boyden.

INTRAMURALS - Football entries have
been extended to tonight at 6 p.m. Women
and co-ed teams are especially invited.

30,000 people are waiting to see YOUR work!

Fresh Ink

Collegian '9

EosternMountoinSports
the new Five College newspaper

is looking for
WRITERS • PHOTOGRAPHERS • ARTISTS

Credit, salary possible

MEET THE EDITORS

Tonight 7:30 Campus Center Room 908

or call 253-3780

EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top. $12 00

master charge
.1 •'!>••• OX

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to

hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 OC

Hours: M-F 9 30 - 9 00, Sat 9 30 - 5 30

Route 9. Amherst/Hadley Line
413-253-9504

Walt Chcrniak

Get ready fans - September is now
The pot has been simmering all season,

and it appears now as though the Red Sox-
Yankees rivalry is about to reach the boiling
point, as Boston moves into Yankee Stadium
tonight to open a critical three game series.

At present, the pinstripers lead by one and
a half games, and one game in the loss
column, but the Yankees are coming off an
embarrassing weekend split with the Toronto
Blue Jays which was culminated by a 19-3
drubbing on Saturday.

Boston, on the other hand, is red hot,
having won five in a row and eight of its last

nine games. Carlton Fisk has forgotten how
tired he is just long enough to go on a batting
leer, and the pitching, believe it or not, has
actually been good, at least for now.
The Red Sox, though, have no reason to

feel cocky about the series either. Even with
iheir impressive winning streak, one has to
remember that the eight victories have come
against Toronto and Detroit, hardly what
you'd consider legitimate contenders. And
besides, if there is one thing the Sox have
shown us for sure this year, it's that when
they seem to be riding high, it's time to look
out.

Before falling on their most recent hard
limes, the Yankees had been playing the best
baseball in either league, winning in one
stretch 24 out of 27 games.

Reggie Jackson has let his productive bat
make more noise than his productive mouth,
and has been carrying the offensive burden
in the wake of a slumping Thurman Munson.
Mickey Rivers has been doing his thing to

perfection as well, namely, spraying hits,

stealing bases, and scoring runs. Of course,

he has also been misjudging fly balls and
underthrowing cutoff men, but that's beside
Ihe point.

Oiher than Fisk, the Red Sox have been
aided by the bats of Jim Rice, who leads the
league with 38 homers, including that big
grand slam against John Hiller, and, of
course, by the ever-present Carl Yastrzemski.
The resurging pitching, strangely enr .gh,

has been sparked, not by Luis Tiant, Ric'

Wise and Fergie Jenkins, but by rookies Mike
Paxton and Don Aase and Don Zimmer's
season-long forgotten man. Bill Lee.

Paxton, 9-4, will open the New York series
tonight against Ron Guidry, who at 13-6 has
been the Yankees most consistent starter all

season long. The Yankee lefthander features
a blazing fastball, but has been prone to the
long ball this year, a fact which must delight
Ihe Sox' fabled sluggers.

Reggie Cleveland, 9-7, will oppose Ed
Figueroa, 14-9, tomorrow, and Luis Tiant, 10-

8, will do battle with Mike Torrez, 16-12, in

Ihe series' finale on Thursday night.

Ai present the season's series stands at 5-

5, and few of us have forgotten those two
wild weekends in June, when first the Red
Sox, and then the Yankees swept three-
game series against each other at home. The
iwo teams will meet again next week in

Boston for a two game set and by then
things should certainly be hot.

And so, sports fans. Red Sox lovers and
haters alike, hold on to your respective hats,
whichever color they may be. If nothing else,
the series should at least prove interesting,
and if there was any way the Red Sox could
possibly win one and a half of the three
games, they'd probably find a way to do it.

We've all been waiting since March for these
days. Let's just hope that everyone involved
is ready for them.

TAKE THAT - Red Sox fans are hoping that this scene will be repeated this week.
Jim Rice looks back at Tigers' pitcher John Hiller after slamming a grand slam off
him in Sunday's 7-2 Boston win. The Sox take on the Yankees tonight in New York.
lUPI)

Baseball in Brief
Sox invade Big Apple

BOSTON (AP) - It could be the
season this week when the Boston Red
Sox lake the field at Yankee Stadium
tonight for the first round of a three-

game standoff series against the
Yankees.

The Yanks lead the American League
East, one and a-half games ahead of the
Sox.

Yanks-Red Sox relations are not what
one would call jolly.

The Yanks visited Fenway Park early

this season and lost a weekend series. A
week later, the Sox visited the Bronx.
They made up for the previous week's
performance by losing three straight.

The Red Sox led the division through
much of the summer while the Yanks
drifted in and out of contention.

Now the Yanks are on top, and behind
Boston, the Baltimore Orioles are closing

in on both clubs.

The game is televised. Game time is 8
p.m.

NL cites top players
NEW YORK (UPI) - Cesar Cedeno of

the Houston Astros and Willie McCovey
of the San Francisco Giants have been
selected as co-players of the week in the

National League for the period ending

Sunday, Sept. 11.

Cedeno led the Astros to five wins in

SIX games, hitting 12 for 30 (.400) in

continuing his 14-game hitting streak. For
those games, Cedeno hit a home run,
drove in seven runs, scored six and stole
three bases for a total of 51 , second in the
league behind the Pirates' Frank Taveras.

Cards' Brock honored
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Lou Brock of

the Si. Louis Cardinals was recognized as
"the best base-stealer in Major League
baseball history" in a resolution in-

troduced in the senate yesterday by Sen.
Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo.

"Whereas Louis Clark Brock, generally
known as Lou Brock, a great American
and outstanding athlete, on Aug. 29,
1977, at 8:33 p.m., in San Diego, Calif.,

stole his 893rd Major League base
thereby breaking the record held by Ty
Cobb for over 49 years," the resolution
said.

"Whereas Lou Brock, by virtue of his

feat in equaling and surpassing Ty
Cobb's previous record of 892 career

stolen bases, has established himself as
the best base-stealer in Major League
baseball history."

The resolution also commended
Brock's contributions off the field, in-

cluding his work through the Lou Brock
Boys' Club of St. Louis and his place on
Ihe board of the Big Brothers and Big
Sisters of America.
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UMass^s nemesis

Hall named QB
of star backfield
NEW YORK (UPI) - Army's Leamon Hall

is the quarterback who has the pro scouts
both drooling and shaking their heads.

Hall could be the best passing quarterback
in the nation this year but he can't be
considered for pro ball because of his long
military obligation after graduation.

So Halt must confine his heroics to college

football and Saturday he boosted his number
of school passing records to 20 as he threw
five touchdown passes in a 34-10 victory

over UMass. The 6'5", 220-pounder from
Apopka, Fla., who set single game and
career marks for touchdown passes,
yesterday was named quarterback on UPl's
first backfield of the week for 1977.

Joining Hall in the backfield are running

backs Terry Miller of Oklahoma State, Dexter
Green of Iowa State and George Woodard of

Texas A&M.
Hall threw touchdown passes of eight, 54

and 18 yards to freshman Mike Fahnestock, a
16-yarder to Keith Wilson and an 11-yarder
to Tony Landry. He eclipsed Pete Vann's
record of 25 career TO passes and now has
28.

Miller, one of the leading candidates for

the Heisman Trophy this year, rushed for 189

yards and scored on runs of 16 and 13 yards

10 lead Oklahoma State to a 34-17 victory

over Tulsa. He was the leading un-

derclassman in Heisman balloting last

season.
Woodard, Texas A&M's 270-lb. fullback,

scored three touchdowns and rushed for 150
yards to power the Aggies to a 28-14 victory

over Kansas. The bruising Woodard scored

on runs of 14, one and 51 yards to help push
Texas A&M to a 28-0 lead.

Green scored three touchdowns, including

a 51 -yard run on his first carry of the season,

in Iowa State's 35-9 victory over Wichita

State. Green, who had 1,074 yards last year,

also scored on two one-yard runs. He gained

85 yards in 16 carries and then sat out the

second half.

Earning honorable mention for backfield of
the week were West Virginia quarterback
Dan Kendra, Southern Illinois back Clarence
Robison, ^reshman quarterback Bob
Commings of Iowa and Mississippi State
quarterback Bruce Threadgill.

Kendra threw two TO passes and ran for a
third score in West Virginia s 36-0 rout of
Richmond.

Injury picture brightens;

Fallon may play Saturday
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The injury report isn't as bad for the
UMass football team as most people
originally thought.
More specifically, quarterback Mike Fallon

may be back in time for Saturday's Yankee
Conference game against Maine.

Fallon was examined yesterday by or-
thopedic surgeon George Snook, and the
verdict was, at least if not totally favorable, a
bit hopeful.

According to coach Dick MacPherson,
Fallon's leg will not be placed in a cast.

"We're going to give him some treatment
and observe him for the rest of the week,"
MacPherson said last night.

He added that Fallon will be re-examined
by Snook Friday, and if his torn knee
ligaments have responded favorably to the
treatment, he may be able to play Saturday.

If he IS unable to play in UMass' home
opener, Fallon's place will be taken by Mike
McEvilly.

However, guard Puss Cooke's medical
report is not as promising.
MacPherson said that Cooke (slight

concussion) will still "be out for a while,"
and that his starting spot will be taken by
Gerry Greene.

Ross Schubarth is slated to move from his
normal tackle position over to the other
guard post, while the rest of the offensive
line should remain the same.

Alec Westerlind, listed second at guard on
ihe preseason depth chart, has a bad ankle
and will not start Saturday.
The offensive front will line up thusly

against the Black Bears: center-Mike
McLaughlin, guards-Greene and Schubarth,
and tackles-Jim Penta and Bruce Kimball.

Lou Brock is honored prior to last night's St. Louis-Chicago game for his new
car««r stolon base record. Brock was playing in his first contest at Busch Stadium
after eclipsing Ty Cobb's mark. See related story in Baseball In Brief, page 19. (UPI)

BaKimore Oriole shortstop KIko Garcia (3) slides safely into second base with a
steal in action last night against the Toronto Blue Jays. The Orioles defeated the
Blue Jays, ft-3, behind Jim Palmer and pulled to within 2'A gamaa of the idle
YankaM. (UPI)

Palmer notches 16th;

Birds top Jays, 6-3
TORONTO (UPI) - Dave Skaggs drove in

two runs with a pair of singles to help Jim
Palmer earn his 190th career victory and
move the Baltimore Orioles to within 2%
games of first place in the American League
East last night with a 6-3 victory over the
Toronto Blue Jays.

Palmer, who gave up seven hits, struck out
seven and walked three to notch his 16th win
against 11 defeats this season. He was
relieved in the ninth by Dennis and Tippy
Martinez when the Blue Jays scored all their

runs.

Dave Lemanczyk, 11-14, took the loss for

Toronto. The victory enabled the Orioles to
gain a half game on both second-place
Boston and first-place New York who were
idle

Baltimore took a 1-0 lead in the first inning

when Al Bumbry singled and moved to third

when first baseman Doug Ault dropped a
throw on a grounder by Rich Dauer. Bumbry
scored on a single by Ken Singleton.

The Orioles made it 2-0 in the second
when Kiko Garcia reached first on a fielder's
choice, stole second and scored on Skaggs'
single. Pat Kelly led off the Orioles' third with
a walk, stole second and came home on a
base hit by Eddie Murray to make the score
3-0.

In the Orioles' sixth, after Doug Decinces
doubled, Andres Mora hit a sharp grounder
to third base. Decinces was caught off the
bag at second but in the rundown scored on
an error. Mora moved to second on the play
and advanced to third on a single by Garcia.
He then scored on Skaggs' second single of
the game.

Sieve Staggs trippled in two Toronto runs
off Dennis Martinez in the ninth. Staggs then
came in on a fielder's choice.

Baltimore tit 002 001 -
Toronto 000 000 003 - 3

E - Autt, Staggs. DP - Baltimore 1, Toronto 3,

LOB - Baltimore 7. Toronto tO. 2B - Derinces,
Bumbry. 3B - Staggs. SB - Garcia, Kelly.

RuKs Smirh

Pity the poor pinstripers

Is this the real life, is this just fantasy?
Sitting in the Drake on a Saturday af-

ternoon with Murph, Dale, Tim, and Jimmy.
The Sox were on the color screen in front of
us, taking on the Tigers. Other Red Sox fans
mingled around the semi-crowded tavern.

But the important thing — how were the
Yanks doing?

Then the score of the Blue Jay-Yankee
game was announced.

First, 2-0 Toronto. Then 4-1. The barroom
crowd was psyched.

When it was announced that Toronto led
11-3, the Drake was buzzing.

16-3 was almost unbearable. Almost
passed out when the final of 19-3 Toronto
was announced.

That night, I got to thinking. It's not right.

Red Sox fans should feel sorry for the
Yankees. Here's an expansion team with
such well-known celebrities as Roy Howell,
Tim Nordbrook, and Al Woods taking ad-
vantage of the Big Apple's millionnaire
pitcher Catfish (or is it Goldfish) Hunter, and
the rest of Billy Martin's boys.

There should be some sympathy shown
for our neighboring state's American League
entry since their National League team is

having a rough season (the Mets record is

just about opposite that of the Yankees).
Rather than lose any sleep over it, I put the

matter out of mind, figuring the Yankees
could get even with the Jays via a
doubleheader sweep to wind up that series.

It never materialized. The two teams split

the games and the series. Toronto was
smiling. Martin is staying away from the
phone (his job is secure-at least through
tonight's game).
Now the Yankees are feeling badly. They

couldn't sweep the Jays at home, and during
the year have had a rough time with the
other 'new' club, the Mariners.

Their once secure lead of four games, has
dwindled to IVi. 'Hate Yankee' clubs have
been spurting up across the country.

Yei, no one will shed a tear for New York.
In any other league the Yanks would be

kicking tails. They'd be (approximately) eight
games up on the White Sox in the AL West,
11 V? up on Pete Rose's Reds (NL West) and
6'/? up on the Pirates of the NL East (not to
mention 31 games up on the Mets).

But they're in the AL East as we all know,
where they can hide from the Indians,
Brewers, etc., but not the Sox or the Orioles.
And sti'i, not a tear shed.

They have to worry not only about win-
ning ballgames, but whether their car is

being ripped off while they're up at bat;
whether they'll make it out of the stadium
alive if they blow any more games; and who
their manager will be next season.
And still not a sob is heard.

Oh, there were a few students still donning
NY hats still seen on campus yesterday. Not
a single one was purposely tossed into the
campus pond (meaning the NY hat, not the
student). But the 'Go Yankees' and 'Way to
field em (Graig) Nettles-kid' signs have been
removed from the side of the 'Rocket Ship'
library.

Still, no march to church to pray for the
New Yorkers.

Well, I'm gonna do it. I'm gonna feel bad
for the Yankees. I'm gonna go to church and
pray for them.

I'm gonna pray hard. Please Lord, please.
Please don't let the Sox sweep 'em, or sneak
into first place some other way. Please dorCt
let Nettles have another day like 'that day.'
And please. Lord, don't allow the Jays to
pick on the Yanks anymore. Reggie
(Jackson) was really down in the dumps.

Yup, I'm gonna pray extra, sup>er hard.
And if you believe that, I've got this un-

believeable deal I'll give you on a used
Ponliac. And some swampland in Florida you
might be interested in.

Just don't cut in front of Martin in the
unemployment line next month. He feels bad
enough as it is.

Dukakis vetoes anti-abortion bill
BOSTON (AP) - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

vetoed a proposed ban on the use of public
funds for abortions in Massachusetts
yesterday, but backers of the curb planned anew effort to put it on the lawbooks.

Dukakis told a State House news con-
ference the measure sought by Reps.
Raymond Flynn and Charles Doyle, both
Boston Democrats, amounted to
discrimination against the poor.

"I don't believe the people of this state
support a dual standard of justice in Massa-
chusetts based on wealth," Dukakis said. He
predicted the legislature would sustain his
veto.

The bill, opposed from the outset by

Dukakis, was approved by a wide margin in

the House but by less than a two-thirds
majority in the Senate. Thus, opponents of
the curb have been counting on the Senate
to sustain the governor's long-expected
veto.

However, Flynn disclosed a new strategy
for getting the abortion curb into law -
making it a part of a supplementary budget
scheduled for consideration in the House on
Wednesday. He said he and Doyle would
introduce an amendment hooking the ban
onto the supplementary budget, which
contains a pay raise for state employes.

If that occurs, the governor would then
have to try getting the abortion rider stricken
by sending the budget back to the House
and asking for deletion of that particular

section. If that failed, he could veto the entire
budget package. The anti-abortion camp is

hoping that if a pay raise is at stake, either
Dukakis will be deterred from a veto or else a
two-thirds margin will be mustered in both
houses to override him.
Some of the governor's advisors think the

governor could use a line-item veto to kill just
the rider, but Daniel Taylor, Dukakis' chief
counsel, said he doubted such a maneuver
would stand up in court. He said line-item
vetoes customarily are used just for deleting
specific appropriations, not for changing
broad policy provisions.

The Doyle-Flynn bill, subject of bitter
debate all through the summer, would
prohibit the use of government funds to pay
for abortions under the Medicaid program. It

was proposed shortly after the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that states are not obligated to
finance abortions through their welfare
programs.
There has been disagreement over

whether the bill would also cut off state
employe health insurance payments for
abortions. Dukakis said a "reasonable in-

terpretation" of the bill is that such payments
would continue and added this makes the
discrimination in the measure even worse.
The federal government recently stopped

Its support of Medicaid abortions and the
Dukakis administration said the state Would
lake over the entire cost in Massachusetts.
Last year about 5,000 such abortions were
performed in the state, costing about $1
million.
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Trustees to decide
on S. Africa stocks

By GAYLE YOUNG
and MARY BROWN

The UMass Board of Trustees will decide
today if they will sell University owned stock
on companies with holdings in South Africa.
A sub-committee, formed in April xo in-

vestigate the University's stock holdings
after students requested an investigation be
initiated, unar^imously requested stocks in

three companies be sold.

The committee members, including
student trustee Marion "Pinky" Batiste,
trustees Daniel Dennis, Paul Marks and
UMass Treasurer Kenneth W. Johnston,
have also recommended the University
review their holdings in eight other cor-
porations.

The trustees meeting, to be held at 2 p.m.
in Memorial Hall, will also be the site of an
outdoor rally, described as a "teach-in" by
Batiste.

The rally will be conducted by the
Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa.

In executive committee before the full

board session, the trustees will also decide if

ihey are willing to hear a speaker from the
rally outside. A vote will also be taken to
approve the showing of the film "Last Grave
at Dimbaza" during the trustees lunch break.
The film is about the apartheid practices in

South Africa.

Batiste said she is confident both motions
will pass.

Stock in the Amax Corp., FMC Corp.,
Newmont Mining Corp will be sold if the full

board accepts the special committees
recommendations.

Rally organizers say they are satisfied with
selling stock in three companies because
UMass owns stock in many other companies
with holdings there.

These corporations have investments in

the copper and mining interests in South
Africa. The trustee sub-committee has also
asked reviews be conducted of Eli Lilly and
Company, Honeywell, International Business
Machines (IBM) Johnson and Johnson,
Eastman Kodak, Nabisco, Smithkline
Corporation and Pfitzer Inc.

Slocks in Caterpiller, Exxon, General
Electric, Goodyear, General Motors,
Motorola, Sothern Company, 3M, and Xerox
will be reviewed if the sub-committee's vote
passes.

According to Batiste, the group will also
recommend that University investment
counsel include a report on each proposed
investment to keep all future investments

consistent with University investment policy.
if the proposed votes are approved,

Batiste said the committee will spend the
next three months studying the ap-
proximately 3200 shares of stock in the eight

„.cpmpanies 1^ to be reviewed.
The committee will also consider

reviewing stock in other companies the
University now owns, she said.

Last year, students from Hampshire
College, a liberal arts college located four
miles from UMass, occupied the Hampshire
administration building until trustees agreed
lo sell stocks in companies with holdings in

South Africa.

UMass students say they will not go to
these extremes to get the University trustees
io sell their stocks, but will call upon the
trustees to sell "in an orderly fashion."
The trustees have also been asked to hear

an appeal from UMass-Boston Chancellor
Carlo L. Golino, expected to retire next year
at age 65. The trustees recently passed a

motion which would require all senior level

administrators to retire at age 65 unless they
are asked to stay by a majority vote of the
board.

Golino is expected to ask to stay on at

Boston, but some observers say the trustees
will probably turn down the request.

Another personnel matter to be discussed
by the trustees is the appointment of an
associate vice chancellor for community
development and planning.

Batiste said she thinks the salary for the
position is about $40,000.
The trustees may be unwilling to approve

the creation of the position, tabled from the
last board meeting, since the job is being
viewed as unnecessary.
The board is also expected to approve the

operating and fee budgets of the three
campuses at tomorrow's meeting, for-

malizing the budget appropriations UMass
received from state funds in July.

The board will not take up a discussion of
luition waivers, as they had planned to earlier

this year.

The Student Affairs Committee of the
board is in the process of discussing athletic

luition waivers, Batiste said, which were
"sent back to committee" as a result of a

trustee vote in July.

In-state athletes were to receive 66 tuition

waivers, had a June vote approving those
waivers been allowed to stand. The trustees
rescinded it in July.

The student affairs committee is expected
to bring up a full tuition waiver policy
sometime this semester.

*

flMQiNa IN
THI RAIN

70

Amherst paperboy Chris Cosans is in the ram but not exactly singing as he
delivers the news. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)

UMass goes metric

Another UMass first: The in-

troduction of the SI metric system.
See Megan O'Reilly's story on
Page 3.

College dailies

Are there really more college

Inside
dailies than commercial news-
papers? See Page 3 for the answer.

Flood kills 18

Flood kills 18 in Kansas City, Mo.
as worst disaster since 1951 in city
brings 16 inches of rain. See Page
14. .

.

UMass radio

J

Weather
Two interesting features on the

UMass campus are WMUA and
WFCR, two University-owned FM
radio stations. Read about them on
Page 2.

Showers early in the day
Clearing later, with highs in the
mid to upper 70s. Thirty per cent
chance of rain.
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Turn your radio on
WMUA - campus radio I WFCR - the c/assics

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1977

By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Ahem, FM.
In 1933 a curious gentleman named E.H.

Armstrong did a curious thing. He invented
FM radio.

Long considered the poor cousin to AM
radio, FM came of age in the mid-1960's
when the number of stations blossomed
from the original 25 stations licensed to
operate in 1940, to somewhere around 3000
loday. Within a period of a few years FM had
become big business.
The Pioneer Valley today is served by three

FM outlets, though signals from other more
distant stations can be picked up easily. Two
of the stations, WMUA (91.1 FM) and WFCR
(88.5FM) are non-profit educational stations.
(See related story oppositel. The third, WH-
MP, is a commercial 3000 Watt AM-FM
station in Northampton.
What often times distinguishes a radio

station from the ubiquitous m jsical offerings
of its competitors is the quality of the local
news operation. Because both non-
commercial stations, WMUA and WFCR, are
educational stations, they do not face
genuine competition.

"Fortunately-or unfortunately, we are the
only FM station providing full time coverage
of ihe area's news. Most of the other area
news is nothing more than re-fried local wire
stories. Then again, we're also not in the
position of having to compete with other
stations," co-News Director William "Biff"
Price said.

Co Director Robert H. Levine maintained
other local stations, AM and FM, have cut
down iheir commitment to local news. "Rip-
and-read news is out," Levine declared flatly.

Originally conceived as a closed-circuit
siation, WMUA has operated continuously

UMass grad student Jose Tolson
fields requests and business calls as he
•pins the discs at WMUA. (Staff photo
by Dave Rodgers)

since 1948. The 1000-watt station in Marston
Hall IS staffed by 125 students and com-
munity members.

Last July the station revamped its news
operation, switching from conventional
newscasts to a "newsmagazine format". The
5 30 Magazine, according to Price, is an
attempt to integrate hard news storiss with
feature reports and news likely to be
overlooked in a conventional newscast.
"We have never tried a format like this in

the past, so we really are out to see what we
are capable of doing. Stories will be weighed
equally: Big and little. But because radio is
basically an entertainment medium, the
©mphasis will be on features," Price said.

Besides offering a closer integration
between news and public affairs
programming. Price said the new format
allows enough flexibility "to drop everything
if the big story comes around." WMUA will
also program 15 minute newscasts at 7, 7:30,
8, 8:30 and 9 a.m. and noon and 11:55 p m
Price said.

WHMP newsman Hugh Massey disagreed
with Levine and Price, however. Massey, a
1973 UMass graduate, said while the em-
phasis of WHMP's FM programming is on
music, local news is still covered with a
"young slant".

"The new approach calls for tighter editing
and tighter writing. International news is held
10 a minimum. The audience is the young
age group and doesn't particularly care what
happened in Ethiopia on any given day. They
want news with direct consequence and
effect on them," Massey said.
Massey said the thrust of the news is

aimed at the 18-49 "youth market". This
includes, but is not solely focused on
college-age listeners, he said.

"Plus I doubt they will dominate the
market mainly because of the sheer strength
of our signal. We have 3000 Watts FM "

Massey said.

The co-directors said they plan to expand
area coverage to Northampton and
Greenfield, as well as providing more in-
depth Amherst coverage.
The station broadcasted live the Amherst

Town Meeting last May. Levine said full
coverage is expected for next year.

WMUA Sports Director Arthur JQuitadamo said the streamlined format willmake for a smoother transition between the

""^^fJ
^^°''^ sections of the magazine

While sports will still occupy five minutes
ot the broadcast, Quitadamo said beat
reporters covering soccer and cross country
wiH add greater variety to the program
Quitadamo also said the sports staff isplanning a "Game of the Week" program

which wi alternate between women^
basketball and men's hockey. Final
arrangements have not yet been made, he
S3IQ,

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Classical music and jazz enthusiasts have

vA/cr-D^^'^^
^®®" *""'"9 their radio dials toWFCR, 88.5 FM, a non-commercial station

broadcasting from Hampshire House on the
southwest part of the campus.
The station which also broadcasts a

myriad of news programs, is heard in six
states, 20 hours daily.

WFCR is a professional station and em-
ploys only persons trained in radio broad-
casting, although there are two volunteers
working regularly at the station, according to
Joan Wilber, program coordinator.

Being non-commercial, WFCR gets no
revenue from advertising and relies on
grants, five-college aid, and listeners for
financial support. Forty per cent of its
funding comes from listeners.
The station begins each day at 6 a.m. with
Daybreak," an hour of taped classical music

fror^ Boston's WGBH. Works of such artists
as Beethoven, Mozart, Gershwin, Shavez
Bach, Brahms, Vivaldi and Handel are
featured.

WFCR also broadcasts classical music

Monday through Friday afternoons on
"Pedal Point". Late-night classical tunes can
be heard Monday through Thursday at 11:30
on "Music for Night People."

Jazz can be heard on the station Fridays at
11:30 p.m. until sign off at 2 a.m. and
Saturdays at 10:30 p.m. WFCR also
broadcasts special programs, such as
"Dutch Treat," Great Black Music," and
'Music from Germany."
A variety of news shows are broadcast

throughout the week at 1 p.m. Examples are:
"Firing Line," with William F. Buckley;
"Images," reflections of black people and
their lives; "Pacifica," exploring different
cultures; and "National Press Club," with the
world's national newsmakers addressing the
club in Washington, D.C. Also offered are
news programs focusing on Japanese, Arab,
Israeli, French and Spanish news.

"All Things Considered" is the station's
major news show. News, features and
commentary from the National Press Release
in Washington, D.C. are discussed weekdays
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. and weekends from 6 to 6
p.m.

"Daily Roundup", aired Monday through
Friday, presents area events and headline
news. In addition, WFCR broadcasts reading
programs, one for adults at noon, and one
for children at 7 p.m.

v^
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SW Assembly emphasizes qoals Add-Drops
By JILL METIIT7 ' ^^

due sundown
By JILL MEJLITZ
Co' jian Staff

The Southwest Assembly (SWA) plans to
emphasize its goal this semester, that of
combatting racism and sexism in Southwest,
announced Diana Fessenden at last night's
opening meeting in Hampden Student
Center.

Fessenden said not many Southwest
residents were aware of this fact, and the
hope this year of the SWA is to increase
communication between dorm represen-
tatives and their constituents.

The SWA also plans to establish a system
for suggestions to which the assembly can
publically respond. Furthermore, the SWA

hopes to increase its social activities, a prime
student complaint of last year's assembly.

Also last night, the Student Organizing
Project (SOP) presented a workshop ex-
plaining student unionization. It is SOP's
goal to change the University's power
structure and allow the students to take part
in collective bargaining, representatives said.

SOP feels students should have a say in

policies such as tuition raises, food costs,
class scheduling, and helps to protect
student's rights. SOP will hold a meeting this
Sunday, and is sponsoring a lecture by Dick
Gregory tomorrow night.

On Sept. 29, the assembly hopes to
sponsor an outdoor, all-day concert. Ten-

\

latively scheduled are Sass, a hard rock
group, Chris Rhodes, a bluegrass-jazz band,
and Images, a band that has frequented the
Hatch.

The assembly has also planned a carnival
early in October. With rides and concession
stands, the assembly hopes to appeal to the
Amerst community as well as the student
body. The possibilities of a parachuting
exhibition and fireworks are also being
discussed.

Fessenden stressed that in order for these
plans to take place all houses in Southwest
should have elected representatives by next
Tuesday's mandatory business meeting

on Friday
There are three days left to change to or

from pass-fail, add, or drop a course without
record. The deadline is sundown, Friday
Sept. 16.

Note: If you are pre-registered for a class
but never attended, you still need to file an
official drop form with the Registrar, in-

structors will not automatically drop you
from their class rolls.
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By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

Amherst police Monday night issued a
warrant for the arrest of a 22-year-old UMass
Continuing Education student on drug
charges, a police spokesperson said
yesterday.

Michael J. Cosine of 25 Nutting Ave., is
charged with possession of marijuana vvith
intent to sell, possession of a hypodermic
needle and syringe, and sale of marijuana
following a police search of his apartment.
Cosine was not home at the time of the
search.

According to police, events leading to
issuance of an arrest warrant began Monday
morning when Officer Thomas O'Connor
spotted two juveniles on Spring Street and
recognized one as a runaway. Both youths

were brought to the station, where they were
found possessing mariji/ana, and it was
discovered that the second youth wanted on
a felony larceny charge in Chiopee.

From the youths' information, police were
led to obtain a search warrant for Cosine's
apartment, which they entered at about 6
p.m. and found a "sizeable amount" of
marijuana.

Police said further charges against Cosine
were to be sought at Northampton District
Court yesterday.

Correction
An article on page three of Monday's

Collegian incorrectly reported the business
days and hours of The People's Market. The
correct times are Monday through Friday
8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and Saturday, 1 1 a.m'
lo 5 p.m.

Collegian ^
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College dailies: student news and mor
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Pap rally achadulad

^ Alcohol on campus
possible this year

Who owns what?
By LARRY UCHMANOWICZ
Collegian Staff

With the intention of helping citizens gain
the necessary skills to bring about social
change, the Citizen Involvement Training
Project (CITP),a three-year project spon-
sored by the Division of Continuing
Education and the Cooperative Extension
Service at UMass, began last December.
According to Dave Magnani, project

coordinator, CITP attempts to help citizens
answer questions like "Who decides how I

eat, dress, work, and travel? Who owns
what?" and, "How many votes does a dollar
buy?"

Located in 138 Hasbrouck, CITP provides
this training through four formats: con-
sultation sessions, written training materials,
workshops, and a citizen involvement library

and resource center.

According to Robbie Gordon, media
coordinator for the project, the consultation
sessions are free. "After the session,"
Gordon said, "the group or person
sometimes sees that the problem was not as
bas as they thought, or that the problem is

sometimes deeper rooted than they
thought."

Workshops are held on the core needs of
the region in which they are held. CITP has
divided Massachusetts into seven regions: all

with different problems and goals. Methods
for reaching the people include volunteer
action projects, training festivals for citizen's

groups, and through the core workshops.
"There has been good reaction to these

methods," said Gordon. "We hope' to
continue to maintain a profile of UMass
expertise and community involvement."

ine entire project is funded by $188,000
grant from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation of
Battle Creek, Michigan.
The CITP staff includes eight full-time

workers and six to eight work-study students
and volunteers. The staff is "non-
hierarchical," according to Magnani and
major decisions are made by all staff
members, including students.
The staff's background includes mem-

bership on the Governor's Commission on
Community Education, the Governor's
Commission on the Status of Women, co-
founding of the Vocations for Social Change
Office, The Boston People's Yellow Pages,
The Holyoke and Chicopee Children's Yellow
Pages, the Spanish-American Union, and
Public Television.

The staff members are now in the process
of developing, tabulating, and distributing an
in-depth needs survey to show citizen's
groups what types of problems they may
face. Also in the works is a video-project to
raise citizen involvement, focusing on the
question ""Do citizen's have control?"
Some of the groups served by CITP are

the Gray Panthers, the Worcester Area
Alcoholism Council, neighborhood councils,
the Western Mass. Health Planning Council,
drug rehabilitation centers, the Alternate
Energy Coalition, Easter Seals, Home Care
Corp. and others. To date, CITP has served
or worked with over 100 groups throughout
the state.

Group helps rape victims
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Rape is a very real experience. It does exist

on-campus and off-campus as well. It is a
topic that people do not like to discuss,
which is not helpful for rape victims. When
someone is raped, there becomes a need for

them to talk about the experience, to sort out
how they feel about it, and overcome the bad
after effects that occur.

Last year, a "Support Group for Rape
Victims" was started with the help of
facilitators Serena Lurie, and Leslie Gold-
berg. Goldberg is working in a local human
service agency and was at Room-to-Move
for two years. Lurie is a graduate student in

counseling at the School of Education and
has worked at the Boston Area Rape Crisis

Center.

this same kind of group will meet this year
beginning Sept. 26, at the Everywoman's
Center. The group was formed to help

female adult (18 years and older), rape
victims. It will be a small group made up of

eight women, to give each member a chance
to have their say. It will be a "safe" en-

vironment, everything said will be con-
fidential, and there will be no pressure on the
group to talk so members can talk and listen

as ihey wish.

Rape is a frightening and devastating

experience, and after it has happened the
trauma can be very painful. There are many
things the victim has to decide; what to do
about medical examinations, whether or not
she should go to court, and just being able to
talk about it without feeling to blame are
important aspects.

Often a woman will feel unique, she will

feel she is the only one it has happened to.
By bringing women together to talk about
this similar experience, it helps them to see
what others are going through.
A woman may want to deny rape has

happened to her and never think about it.

But in reality, it bothers her in the back of her
mind, which may cause nightmares or other
emotional distress. By not talking about it, in

the long run will hurt the woman more,
because she will never be able to talk

comfortably about it, and never feel really

good about herself.

When a woman is raped she may feel her
power is gone. Her power to control
situations because she had no control in the
rape situation. To get this control back is an
important thing, and this group will be able
10 help women do just this, Goldberg says.
The group will begin Sept. 26. and will

meet every Monday for ten weeks from 7 to 9
p.m. If you are interested contact the
Everywomen's Center, 506 Goodell.

By RUTH MCGORTY
Collegian Staff

There are more college newspapers
published in the United States than com-
mercial daily papers - true or false?

True, according to Dario PoliteMa,
associate professor of journalistic studies at
UMass, who has just completed the fourth
edition of his Directory of the College
Student Press in America.

The directory is published by Oxbridge
Directories, Inc. It lists not only the locations
of student publications, but also historical,
typographical, financial, and statistical in-

formation.

In his research, Politella found that 2,524
college newspapers were printed in 1977
compared to 1,756 commercial daily papers.
2,581 campuses have reported for the latest
directory, listing 5,499 forms of media, which
includes magazines, yearbooks, and campus
radio stations. The campus media claims a
circulation of 11,832,435.
With such a large circulation, the student

press provides a profitable channel to the
college-age market.

"No one ever compiled a directory for the
student press," Politella said, "No one
realizes the power of the student press. It's a
multi-million dollar industry with a buying
power of an estimated $25 billion a year."
He said the directory was invaluable to

politicians and was even used by Robert
Kennedy in the 1964 presidential campaign.
Also, the Nixon Committee to Re- Elect the

President used a copy to send out press
releases and gain promotion.

Other. users of the directory are advertising
agencies, charities, the federal and state
governments, as well as public relations
firms.

As a result of an item in the Wall Street
Journal last spring, Politella received calls

from Washington, Los Angeles, Chicago,
and New York inquiring about the next
edition.

The directory is published every two years.
Politella says he already sees the next edition
as having over a hundred more pages with a
listing of student radio and television
stations, as well as the newspapers.

Politella dreamed up the project of a
student press directory in 1968 when he was
president of the National Council of College
Publications Advisers (NCCPA). It was a
labor of love, all royalties went to the NCC-
PA, he says.

He compiled his directory from the most
authoritative sources available — student
editors, faculty editorial, business advisors,
and presidents of campuses around the
country.

Politella is internationally recognized as an
authority of campus press in America. He is

an author of six books and has written over
500 magazine and newspaper articles.

The Directory has grown from a small
paperback edition to 1968, selling 500 copies,
to the 1977 large hardback edition, selling

over 2,000 copies. It is the most com-
prehensive compilation of data about the
campus press that is available anywhere.

UMass first major
college to go metric
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Ready or not - the metric system is here
to stay and the chemistry department at
UMass leads the country as the first major
university to switch to the modernized SI
(International System of Units) metric
system.

UMass joins Europe, Canada, and Japan in
this venture. Eventually all major
manufacturing countries, including the U.S.
must go SI, which means students and
faculty must learn as well.

Previously, scientists used a wide variety
of metric units and prefixes. The switch to SI
means discarding many units such as the
calorie and replacing it with the international
unit, the joule.

Problem solving currently is plagued by
converting units which in turn slows down
and complicates the process. This chore will
die with the adoption of SI units.

For the freshman chemistry students who
will work with the modernized SI units,
learning will be easy, but the professors must
recondition their minds and rewrite new
problems.

"People have this great fear of the metric
system," says Evan Johnson, head of the
Metric Resource Center in the School of
Education. "They think it will make their lives
more complex, but we've been drifting into it

all along and we just don't realize it."

The department of physics and
mechanical engineering have gone totally

metric and the department's of hotel,
restaurant and travel administration and
home economics are in the process of
switching over.

"Although there has been no official man-
date which says UMass must be metric by a
certain time," explains Johnson, "we're
making a coordinated effort through work-
shops, the Metric Resource Center and the
various departments to spread metric
awareness about campus."

The U.S. is the last nation in the world to
go metric. Economically speaking, we must.
Beginning July of 1978, no European bloc
nation will accept auto imports from the U.S.
if not metric. Next year the U.S. Weather
Bureau will report temperatures only in
degrees Celsius, posted speed limits and
mileage indicators will soon be metric, and
even weight watchers will be counting joules
instead of calories.

There is no need to panic yet. The
|

University Store has a variety of metric-
j

learning resources to assist students and 1

faculty in learning the SI system. "We've)
been anticipating this (the metric switch) for

j

years," said the store's trade book manager, i

Pamphlets, metric converters, and manuals
are available ranging from $.50 to about
$3.50.

According to Johnson, it only takes about >

two and a half hours to learn the S.I. system.
The current metric system used in the U.S.

will soon become a primitive relic. And '

UMass is leading the way in a new era of '

simplified communication.

Mass.
By RICHARD LENIHAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Public Interest Research
Group (MassPIRG) is looking for "people
who are dissatisfied with things," said
Executive Committee member Essie Sch-
wartz last night before a group of about
45 people at a recruitment meeting in the
Campus Center.

Stressing the need for consumer
action, she added, "complaining is good
but doing something about it is even
better."

Founded in 1972 by Ralph Nader,
MassPIRG currently consists of 17
chapters on colleges across Massa-
chusetts. The UMass chapter is working
in the areas of telephone company
reform, investigation of the hazards of
nuclear power and asbestos, as well as
combatting them, and restaurant
sanitation and the development of
alierantive energy sources.

While MassPIRG receives its funding
from students in the form of a $2
negative check-off, it is currently holding
a raffle lo help raise money to get 90,000

signatures in support of TelCAG, the
telephone reform group. The prize will be
a stereo system valued at $680 and the
drawing is Sept. 28.

Peter Rider, Mass. PIRG Project

Coordinator explaining TelGAG, a

telephone reform group. (Staff photo
by Pete Baumann)
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Dick Gregory to speak
at Fine Arts Center

Dick Gregory social satirist, author and
civil rights activist will speak at the Fine Arts
Lenter, Thursday, September 15 at 8:00 p m
. MR? ^''L'^®

Gregory's second appearance
at UMass, he spoke here in 1975. Gregory is
noted for his efforts to call attention to the
hunger problem that exist throughout the
world. One of his efforts was the 800-mile
run against hunger." He ran from Chicago

to Washington, D.C. in 1974.

Gregory's devotion to social problems isvery strong. In August of 1972, he withdrew
o Toronto, Canada for a seventy-one day

Amer c°a
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Gregory's visit is sponsored by the
D^s^tinguished Visitors Program. Admission is

Dick Gregory, comedian a
Thursday at 8 p.m.

nd civil rights activist, will speak at the FAC this

An open letter to you
.1, P,»^^°"^® ^^'^ opportunity to provide
the UMass community with stories about
events that concern Black and Third World
people at UMass. In our section we hope to
provide a statement which will reduce the
social indifference in most of our media and
provide news about events in such a way as
to address the various needs of the Third
World community. Thus helping to make
vour stay in the Pioneer Valley a more
enriching one.

We would like to receive any comments
and advice from the readers of our section
This IS your paper. You make it what it is or
what It IS not. In this manner, you increase
the power and impact of our paper and help
to reduce some of the alienation this society
suggests for Third World people. We wish a
good year for all people, and look forward to
working with you.

Black Affairs Staff

CCEBS Convocation
"An inspiration to Fresiimen"

Amin rests well Black leaders upset

After surgery

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

On September 16, the Committee for the
Collegiate Education of Black Students
(CCEBS) will present its annual convocation
h will be held in the Shirley Graham Dubois
Study Lounge in New Africa House at 7 p m

strument to gear freshmen toward better
academic achievement.

This year convocation will be combined
with the fall reception because of external
problems, that arose from U Mass's housing
situation. "This year the reception and the
convocation will be combined," Jackson
said, "because of the current housing

NAIROBI, Kenya iUPI) - Ugandan
President Idi Amin, who underwent minor
surgery last week, is recovering in a hospital
tent on an island in Lake Victoria and
received his first foreign visitors Tuesday,
Kampala Radio said.

The report said a "special delegation of
Palestinian liberation forces" was the first
group of foreigners to call on Amin since his
operation last Wednesday.

Kampala Radio did not disclose the nature
of Amin's ailment or his condition.

It said Amin was staying in a mobile
medical unit - a tent - provided by his
"suicide striking force" on Carlos Island in
Lake Victoria, near Entebbe.
Amin named the island after the head of a

visiting delegation of American blacks earlier
this year.

The broadcast appeared to confirm that
Amin had net suffered serious complications
from the operation, which was performed by
a Soviet surgeon.

Amin's withdrawal into seclusion coin-
cided with a public outcry from other African
leaders over the execution of 15 persons,
most of them accused of plotting to over-
throw Amin's regime.
However, Kampala Radio said "thousands

of messages" were pouring into Amin's
office in support of his decision to go ahead
with the executions.

In another sign that the unpredictable
Ugandan leader was capaoie or handling his
duties, Kampala Radio said Amin had issued
a proclamation in connection with the end of
the Moslem holy month of Ramadan.

He congratulated Ugandans on their
fortitude during the month of fasting and
wished them a happy future, the radio said.
Amin has not been seen in public since he

went to Mulango hospital for the surgery.
A film of the operation broadcast on

Uganda television last week showed the
Soviet doctor making a small incision on
Amin's neck.

Some Western residents of Kampala said it

looked like a blemish was being removed.

Co-star of "Whats

CONCORD. N.H. (UIPJ - Black leaders inNew Hampshire, bitter over Gov. Meldrim
Thomson's criticism of the late Martin Luther
King Jr., plan to honor the slain civil rights
leader

•*

The leaders planned to meet tonight in
Bedford to coordinate their efforts with an
Oct. 14 testimonial in New York City for
King's father, the Rev Martin Luther King

Thomson refused an invitation from U N
Ambassador Andrew Young earlier this
summer to attend the dinner, saying he
strongly disapproved of Young's and King's
civil rights activities and accused both of
being associated with Communist causes.
The ethics committee of a predominantly

black church in Portsmouth sent Thomson a
letter earlier this week, scoring the governor
for his remarks and urged him to stop.

In addition to honoring King, the black
leaders said they will seek to bring a
significant speaker" to New Hampshire to

appear on college campuses and champion
minority causes.
Thomson, who is chairman of the In-

ternational Conservative Caucus, has
launched a petition drive to seek Young's
ouster. In the letter seeking funds for
Young's removal, Thomson claimed the U N
Ambassador had "deep involvement with
both domestic and foreign Communists and
Communist-inspired terrorists and
organizations."

Annie ^s

Poetry Comer
by wt'a'd'Soh'en) '
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Happening/' recuperates

SANTA MONICA, Calif. IUPI) - Child
actress Danielle Spencer left the intensive
care unit at St Johns Hospital Monday,
reportedly recovering satisfactorily from
injuries suffered in an auto accident last
Tuesday

The 12-year-oid co-star of the TV series,
"What's Happening," suffered a number of
fractured bones m the accident whi^h
claimed the life of her father Timothy Pelt
39.

We
We
are the creation
living within
multitudes of creations
We
are life forms of the universe
Worlds of tomorrow
We
are Man
Who toyed with yesterday
Which destroys tomorrow
We
are today, yesterday, tomorrow

But!

We!
Still!

Destroy

!

Stop! Look! Listen!

Feel!

Annie Carpenter
10-7-75

In an interview with Dr. Michael L
Jackson, the Director of CCEBS, it was
learned that the basic purpose of the con-
vocation is to function as an "inspiration to
freshmen."
"The convocation," he said, "serves as

publicity for goals of the coming year. We
want freshmen to meet each other and "to
understand what we (CCEBS) are trying to
do."

This is the second annual convocation.
Said Jackson, "no type of vehicle existed in
the past" to acknowledge the achievements
of minority students.

Upperclassmen will recieve academic
awards which he is hoping to act as an in-

situation, we don't know where all of our
students are."

Jackson hopes to increase the scope of
the convocation in the future by introducing
scholastic-athletic awards. This will enable
black athletes to be recognized who have
maintained a certain accumulative average
while participating in a full-time college
sports.

125 10 150 people are expected to attend
the convocation. Catering for the reception
will be done by Yvonne located in the New
Africa House.
A party will follow the reception, everyone

is urged to come out for an enjoyable
evening at the New Africa House.

Two Blacks emerge in Detroit primary

DETROIT lUPII - Two black men, in-
cumbent Coleman A. Young and City
Councilman Ernest C. Browne Jr., defeated
two whites Tuesday night in the primary
election for mayor of the nation's sixth
largest city.

The two white candidates, Wayne State
University law professor John Mogk and
businessman Thomas Dailey, conceded
defeat just 2 V? hours after the polls closed at
8 p.m.

With less than 2 per cent of the vote in
from the city's 1,122 precincits, Browne was
leading with 1,925 voles. Young had 1 394
Dailey 766 and Mogk 495.

'
'

Various media projections based on test
precincts identified Young as the top vote-
getter followed in order by Browne, Dailey
and Mogk. Young was said to have carried
black precincts, but trailed Browne badlyamong whites.

Announcements
CCEBS

All CCEBS students interested in pursuing
a career in law should note that on Monday,
September 26, CCEBS is sponsoring a field
trip to the Western New England Law School
in Springfield, Ma. All interested CCEBS
students must sign up for this trip in room
208 with Brian Maher. Career Coordinator of
the New Africa House. The last day for
signing up is Wednesday, September 21. For
anyone in the CCEBS Program who is

thinking of going to law school this trip is a
must. All those signing up for the trip will
meet at 8:00 a.m. in the second floor lounge
of the New Africa House on Monday,
September 26.

The CCEBS Convocation has been
scheduled for Friday, September 16, 1977,
and will take place on the second floor
lounge of the New Africa House at 7:00 p.m.
During the activity academic awards from
Spring '77 will be distributed. Big Brother-
Big Sister introductions will be made, and
new staff of the program will be introduced.
After the program dinner will be served.
Please dress for the occasion!!

All CCEBS students are urged to see their
academic advisor as soon as possible to
review their schedules. The advisor's names
and room numbers are noted on the
following list:

Class of '81

Carole Watkins Room 219
Phil Hicks Room 211
Class of '80

Doris Chin , Room 212
Rick Townes Room 210
Classes '78, '79 (including transfer students)
Room 210
ShaifRaasul Room 21

5

Please call 545-0031 or drop by the
program offices on the second floor of the
New Africa House to make your ap-
pointments with your respective counselor.
PET YOUR TUTORS EARLY!!!
All CCEBS students should get their

tutorial requests in early. Don't wait until
after mid-term exams. See Carol Maranda, in

room 217 with your requests or any
questions.

T-SHIRTSni
You can purchase your "Excellence

through Involvement" T-shirts now at the
CCEBS' Business Office (room 213) for only
$3.65!!!

Reliford, a nursing student, this workshop is

designed to give Third World women an
opportunity to explore and discuss health
issues pertinent to themselves. Topics in-
clude contraceptives, self-help, and how to
deal with your physician. This workshop will
run for eight weeks on Thursdays from 7-9
p.m., and credit is available. Another work-
shop is "West Indian Culinary Arts and
Dance", facilitated by Loida and Dian John
of Yvonne's Kitchen in New Africa House.
This workshop will meet for one weekend
(Sat. and Sun., 12-4 p.m.) and then for four
weeks (Wed. 7-9 p.m.). Other workshops
include: "Ethnic Roots, Our Grandmothers
and Ourselves", "Frame and Off-Loom
Weaving", "Survival for Mothers"
"Women's Practical Self- Defense", "Hatha
Yoga", "I Ching", "Political Women: Their
Autobiographies", and "Investment Plan-
ning".

Costs for these workshops range from
$12.50 to $25.00, and partial scholarships are
available. Credit is available for some of the
courses, most of which begin the week of
October 3. Registration deadline is Sep-
tember 16. For more information, drop in at
Everywoman's Center in Goodell or call 545-
0883.

Black Affairs
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Coming together in unity

The Umoja Cabaret
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Where there is Umoja, there is ur)fty
Where there is unity, there is strength

The Third World student population atUMass may be small in numbers, but not
necessarily in strength. In order
that we may enhance the spirit of unityand strength among us, and to get better
acquainted with each other, all students
new and old, are invited to attend the first
annual Umoja Cabaret. The Cabaret will be
held this Saturday, September 17, on the

tenth floor of the Campus Center from 8
p.m.-l.

Tickets for the event are $1 .50, and will not
be available at the door. Tickets are limited,
and is best to purchase them well in advance!
Attire for the Cabaret is semi-formal. Music
and an open cash bar will be provided.

Tickets may be purchased from Daryll
Maston, Connie Williams, Cheryl Watkins,
and Angela Thomas.
The Umoja Cabaret is sponsored by Afro-

Am, The Malcom X Center, and The Third
World Wornen's Center.

Following the Cabaret, will be an after-
party at the Malcom X Room in Southwest.

Workshops

Project Self, an alternative educational
program at the Everywoman's Center, is

launching its fall series of workshops. A few
of these are of special interest for Third
World women. "Third World Women and
the Arts", facilitated by Marilyn Chin and
Roberta Uno, is a sharing and support group
in which sisters can meet, discuss their
works, and encourage each othei^as sister
artists. This runs for four weeks and meets
on Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m. Another work-
shop is "Health Education and Issues for
Third World Women". Facilitated by Carol

LUTHER

JOBS
Earth foods

Earthfoods is now hiring students for the
fall semester.
We are a collectively student run

vegetarian restaurant, located in the Student
Union. Earthfoods operates as a collective of
people, with each person having a specific
staff responsibility. Besides working regular
staff hours, Earthfoods requires 3 volunteer
hours each week. There is a weekly staff
meeting which is mandatory for all Ear-
thfoods workers.

Cooking experience is very helpful, but
certainly not a pre-requisite for applying. Any
work experience with collectives, large group
cooking, cleaning, stock ordering, and in-
ventory, or any related experience should be
listed on the application form. Applications
are available on the Earthfoods' kitchen door
behind the Student Union Ballroom. We are
an equal opportunity employer.

Everywoman's Center

The Everywoman's Center Newsletter has
a work-study position open for a person to
create and maintain a Third Wortd Women's
News section on the Newsletter. The woman
could work anywhere from 8 to 15 hours per
week. Pay rate is $3.25 per hour.
The EWC Newsletter is a 12 page tabloid

which is published every other month. A
variety of issues are covered... the only
commonality is that these issues are all

connected to vwmen. The EWC Newsletter
attempts to have an anti- racist, anti-sexist,
anti-imperialist perspective as well as an
understanding of issues of class as they
affect women.

Interested people should drop by
Everywoman's Center to talk more about the
position or call Buffy at 545-0883.

^.tnin? p H
*»^«J««hion show A Special Night Affair, held last semester in thestudent Ballroom. This Saturday students are also expected to dress for tha occasion for the upcoming first annual Umoja Cabaret

Nigerian

WASHINGTON fUPI) - Lt. Gen
Olusegun Obasanjo, head of the Federal
Republic of Nigeria, has accepted President
Carter's invitation to make a state visit to the
United States, starting in Washington on
Oct. 11, the White House said recently.

This will be the first state visit by a
Nigerian head of state to the United States.

Thoughts

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Afro- Blue
Dream of a land my soul is

from
I hear a hand-stroke on a
drum

Shades of delight, cocoa-hue
Rich as the night, Afro-blue

Elegant boy, beautiful girl
Dancing for joy, elegant

whirl

Shades of delight, cocoa-hue
Rich as the night, 'Afro-blue

Unknown

Cannondale,

the competition

found out that

we ARE better.

Now it's your

turn. Call

549-6866
\

P.S. We will deliver
to your room or
apartment.

|}^ ^17'^ Dispatcher

A New Concept:

Your Own Moped for the Autumn
(avoiding winter storage headaches)

CAPE MOPED, Cape Cod's leading renter of quality mopeds, offers
students and faculty a limited number of its superbly maintained
Malaguti mopeds for use until the snows fal) : 60 or 70 days from now.

You purchase for $410.00, and if you decide not to keep it, we will
repurchase for $270.00.

Your Net Cost: $140.00

Our offer to repurchase is bank-guaranteed against delivery in
oroper condition.

For signup appointment call us at 256-6736.^

c/o Valley Typing

29 South Pleasant St., Amherst
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Narc charged with perjury
MONTPELIER, Vt lUPII The Vermont

Supreme Court yesterday sent back to
District Court m Burlington for further
consideration the perjury charges against
former narcotics agent Paul Lawrence.
The high court this summer overturned the

1975 perjury convictions on grounds
testimony had been admitted on alleged
crimes for which Lawrence had not been
prosecuted.
The court later agreed to rehear arguments

by the Chittenden County state s attorney's
office.

Chittenden County State's Attorney

William Sorrell said a plea agreement has
been reached and he hopes the case will be
resolved in the lower court in about a week
The stipulation will not affect Lawrence's

perjury convictions in Franklin County
Superior Court, for which the former drug
agent is now serving up to 10 years Sorrell
said.

Lawrence was credited with hundreds of
drug arrests before he was charged with
perjury and lying to fellow police about his
investigations. Former Gov. Thomas Salmon
later issued gubernatorial pardons for people
convicted solely on Lawrence's testimony

SDS outlaw surrenders
NEW YORK lAP) - Mark Rudd, leader of

student uprisings at Columbia University in
1968 and a fugitive, will surrender to
authorities today, his attorney said.
Rudd will surrender at the office of

Manhattan Dist. Atty. Robert Morgenthau at
9 a.m., his attorney, Gerald Lefcourt, said.

Lefcourt said Rudd, once identified as a
leader of the terrorist Weather Underground,
will surrender to the state attorney's office iri

Chicago the following day.
He declined to say where Rudd is now or

why he decided to surrender himself after
years of hiding.

He was indicted in 1969 in Chicago in
connection with bombings by the Weather
Underground.

Lefcourt said Rudd would face
misdemeanor charges here stemming from
the Columbia University demonstrations and
charges, in Chicago stemming from
demonstrations in 1969. He also faces bail-
jumping charges, Lefcourt said.

Rudd was indicted by a grand jury in
Chicago with 11 others for conspiring to
incite and participate in violence during the
'Days of Rage" demonstrations in October,
1969. He disappeared after the demon-
strations.

Rudd, from Maplewood, N.J., was elected
national secretary of the Students for a
Democratic Society in 1969 after he was
expelled from Columbia for leading the
student revolt there. He played a key role in
organizing the Weather Underground.

In 1975, newspapers reported that friends
had received smuggled letters from him that
were written in Cuba. At that time, Rudd was
believed being held in a camp in Piar del Rio
a province southwest of Havana, on un-
specified charges.

The New York Daily News reported then
that the letters said Rudd had been placed in
a camp for the rehabilitation of homosexuals
after he had been arrested.

Convicted embezzler repents
PROVIDENCE. R.I. lUPI) - A former bank

manager convicted of embezzling $487,316
was sentenced Tuesday to up to six years in
a federal prison.

William M. Murphy, 24, of Woonsocket,
R.I., pleaded guilty July 25th to charges of
embezzling from the East Greenwich branch
of the Old Stone Bank.

Before sentencing. Chief Judge Raymond
J. Pettine of U.S. District Court called the
case "a tragedy". He said Murphy's behavior
was surprising for someone without a
previous record.

"You acted so abnormally that I feel the
sentence should carry with it treatment and
supervision," the judge said.

Murphy took an oath that he gambled
away all of the embezzled money. He was
arrested in March while vacationing with his
wife at Walt Disney World in Florida.

"I understand that what I did was wrong
and for that I am truly sorry. The past year
has been one of panic and fear. I'm glad it's
over," Murphy said. "My life right now is

basically ruined. I'd simply like to put the
pieces back together."

Frank Lind, Murphy's lawyer, said his
client was in a "panic" situation, trying to
recoup earlier gambling losses, and said his
lifestyle did not indicate there was ""money to
burn."

Nun charged with "spreading alarm"
SALISBURY, Rhodesia lUPI) - An

American Roman Catholic nun charged with
spreading alarm" in Rhodesia admitted

Tuesday she supports black nationalist
"freedom fighters"' and indicated that if she
were black, she would join them.

Sister Janice Ann McLaughlin, 35, of
^'ittsburgh, lold a court hearing on her
request for bail pending trial that she had
compiled "fact papers" on alleged torture of
blacks by army troops but that she would
Diead not guilty to charges against her.
A tail, bespectacled woman with a jutting

jaw and an aquiline nose, the Maryknoll nun
looked relaxed as she stood in the dock
wearing a white and blue checkered dress, a
blue sweater and sandals.

The judge said he would deliver his ruling
on granting bail on Friday.

. Sister Janice has been charged with
"spreading alarm and despondency" in

Rhodesia. The prosecution contends that the
"fact papers" compiled for the Catholic
Peace and Justice Commission violates the
Law and Order Act.
The prosecution, seeking to deny the nun

bail, entered her diary as evidence. The diar

was confiscated from her apartment hours
after she was arrested at the justice and
peace commission offices Aug. 31.

Police superintendent Daniel D. Stannard
quoted at length from the diary. In one
passage, Sister McLaughlin allegedly wrote:
"If I had a black skin, I would join the boys
guerrillas."'

Oct. 24 Vets' day
WASHINGTON iUPI) - President Carter

Tuesday proclaimed Oct. 24 as Veterans Day
and asked Americans to remember sick and
disabled veterans who are in hospitals.

In a proclamation, Carter said "no act of
citizenship is more worthy of our respect
than a willingness to serve in our armed
forces and to protect and defend our ideals."

He said the blessings of liberty which
Americans enjoy "have remained so because
in each generation there have been men and
women who have been willing to suffer the
hardships and sacrifices necessary to
preserve our rights for future generations."

V2 mile past

Watroba's on right
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OPEN RUSH

KAPPA SIGMA
70 Butterfield Terrace

Come meet the Brotherhood

and see what we have to offer

Thurs. Nite 8:00

Refreshments will be served
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BEAUTIFUL
COLORFUL

THIRD WORLD PEOPLE
AND

OTHERS TOO!!!

HELP your country, your community

and

YOURSELF
GET IT ON with a US Army ROTC

Lieutenant's commission.

Receive mental and physical training

military instruction and money
that can HELP you

GET YOUR HEAD TOGETHER
and MAKE IT

in any scene.

•

CALL: Captain Donald B. Legg, UM 69'

545-2321/2322

OR
Sergeant Major Angel Gulllermo Ramirez

545-2321/2322

IKE
WESTVIEW

Wednesday at Mike's the Best Spaghetti Dinner in Town

Dinner 6:30-9:00

Drinks till - 1:00

SPAGHETTI and MEATBALLS 99"
Glass of Chianti with the Dinner 35' Extra

Daily Luncheons - Special Giant Sandwiches $1.60
Lot of Good Food for The Money

Tel. No. 2S3-9202

Collegtafl 7

SUPERMARKETS
You Save 70*
three dozen
Small Eggs

•*> *m coupon tnaU 60 purchaw or mor«
I in^n •wluMva o< cigar*n> arvl lotMcco producit

|JirJ_^_^J^ " " 1977 Ui»lor.«coupo.ip»t«n<v Ne

You Save 65^
Hawaiian
Punch

^^^^ wim Itw coupon •»() t7 so purch*M or mor«
Iffi^n eicKjaive o* cigaratto ami tobacco products

'^J^*___^^^^^^ ' ^ '»'' Urml CO. coupon p«l««ly M ^4 I

You Save 34^
Paper

Scot Towels

wlt^ ttm coupon and S7 SO purcAaaa or mora
^^^ aicludva ot cigarana and tobacco orodut t»»"** VaaoSapl II 17 1977 LuTiil oria coupon par f«™(y IN S42

You Save 32*
Granulated

Lantic Sugar

4.4 lb.

bag

wiVMTm coupon and 1 7 SO purc^w.* or moraMMl aicKianra ol cjgarana md lotacco producli

mJ'"*' " VKidSapl 1 17 1977 UnM ona coupon par tan^ N 59« '

Green Beans "^"'^^'
or Fianch S»yl« '6 o/

iWtKKaKamw
1 C'aam iltyta ^ q,

Iwtiotaor SKad

FmastCorn

Finest Beets

Finest Sweet Pees

Finest Sauerkraut

Mixed Vegetablea

MIX OR MATCH

4^l

17 o/

inaai 16 o<

I A* FrashanarRenuzit Solid.

Parsoris Ammonia
Wax Beans ';^;:^na' ..

Finast Carrots

Richmond Tomatoes

Hat)itant Pea Soup u

MIX OR MATCH

3-1

Siicad

M»lv*» 29 01

16 o<

Finest Tomato Juice

Finast Apple Sauce

Lit)by's Peaches h":;^.^

Fruit Coclctailc<^.

Scott Facial Tissue

Nylonge Sponges

MIX OR MATCH

2^l

MOcI

?OJk

[

Wian Bona Italian

Of Franc*

K«:6mond BagoHr Thm
or etXM Macaroni

Dresshig

Shasta Diet Soda

Spaghetti

Broiling Wrap
Flair Napkins

HersheyBars

So/

• sal

?«

n«xPoids a in

IHutKilt 140 ct

Mnondor
(M»O<ac0ta<«

In-Ston Bake Shop Fe«tuf«sf

Fresh Cake Donuts'?:iisr ^, 69*

Iced Cupcakes A»onad . . . . 6.or89*

Fresh Baked Hard Rolls 6 . 59*
4ra/(«6M onlf In Storn Mrttfl In-Stof Sat* S/Mwt

Underfolade
$409Roast

Boneless
iUSDA(
(choice)

Economy Family Packs

Pork Blade Steaks f-

Whole Pork Loin

Top Blade Steak '^r "^S,". 1.39

-MEAT STREET U.S.A.!

>\ Am

4lt>9 or

e»^ more It)

Cut into CN3PS
arvjFV^asts

1.09

*1.19

rDAIRY-

Fbiast Margarine

Com Oil

Ouarlsrs

1.00

1.00

Cottage Cheese ;:

Hood's Yogurt F«,»F,urty

Breakstone Rkx)tta .

Richmond Orange Juice

Country Store s^,T^,

Befit Low Fat Yogurt . Ac'^k 1.00

Finest Sherbet

coni

^8o/
coot*

c*c..' 1.00

^75*
•ti' 1.00

Assorted Flavors

Groat sarvad on
FruH Cocktail ^g^^ conis I

ShanlTPorlion
Fresh Ham

99
^

MIX OR MATCH

Rnast Pot Pies
• Frozan
Turkay, CMckan or

Macaroni t Chaaaa

Frozen Peas f««?S^ .

.

Finast Frozen^ Spinach
Finast Frozen Waffles.

4:^0°.' 1.00

Opkgs l.UU
5iai

0»g» 1.00

Fresh"Pork
Loin Sale

Butt Portion

$409
<b

Rib Portion

Loin Portion

Loir> .

RoasiBoneless Pork Loin 'Z

Boneless Pork Cutlets,4T;,

.

Fresh Pork Shoulder A,mPcn<.

Fresh Pork Sparerit>SL».r .

.

lb.

1.79

1.49

t,79«

1.29

99^ est
Chuck Roast
'USGA( Bonalass ^^^^^
.CHOICE) „R<i'«* 2#S#y Pot Roast %^ ^^ lb

PRODUCE-^

Pork Loin Rib Half * 1.19

Pork Loin Loin Half «, 129
Fresh Whole Pork Butts ... * 99*

Center Cut Pofk Chops . . .«, 1.59

Pork Chops
$429

r

Assorted
Equal Amounts
or Country Style

Pork Ribs lb

caaeol24
12 02. cans

BEER i WINE
SchlitzBeer

$C39
Tosca Lambrusco . . . . »r 1.79

Liebfraumiteh«o»G,d,.. . . 'i^ 1.99

Franzia Wines c^*.., . . . -naflrH^2.49

Giacobazzi Wines .

4 ra*)aHa onir In FInnt ot Madtay

>\

California

Honeydews

case
only

magrHjmi

^^r2.l9

Nkxthwest Prune Plums ...» 39*

Red Ripe Tonnatoes . . .Z<^ 1.00

Long Green Cucumbers 8 tor 1.00

Sweet Green Peppers . 3«» 1.00

Fresh Carrots 5^ 1.00

New Yeltow Onions 3 .So 49*

IMIclntosh Apples

3^69*First at (ha Saaaon
U.S. No. 1

2'A" min.

Chiclcen Parts
Fresh Thighs 6Q*ib Freeh^%%a^
Drumsticks 79*ft Legs\0^7 lb

Mr. Doll Favofitat at Finaat!

Domestic Cooked Ham .... 1.99

Cooked Corned Beef . . . «, 1.99

Imported Swiss Cheese . .

»

1.99
AraHatto onlf In Sioeot wHti Sorrtc* DoU Doptt.

BONUS BARGAINS >

Lorenz Calves Liver f-o,ar. . . e99*

Canned Bacon ».por,«,c««».v . * 1.29

Stuffed Clams Mat^rr^*. . 'ir 1.09

Boneless Beef Kabot)S . .

»

1.49

Pickled Herring 2 % 2.39

Imported Salami Sticks .
7..°' 1.59

American Cheese *:« . 'i" 1.00

Garlic & Herb ...irc''.;^* . . Vr 79*

Finast Vegetables *":

Vienna Sausage. «,, .

Jiffy Yeltow Cake Mix

Powdered Sugar us . . Sol?. 1.00

Light Brown Sugarus . 3i^ 1.00

3;2^' 1.00

3^^'» 1.00

AX's 1.00

sierra stoneware
in 3 Lovely, hand decorated Designs: GARLAND, BLOSSOM OR SIMPLICITY

20 Piece Service
tor fouR $A80

ONLY
With

Sales plan

SET CONSISTS OF:
4 DINNER PLATES 4 DESSERT DISHES
4 CUPS 4 BREAD AND
4 SAUCERS BUTTER PLATES

Matching complter Places available thru out the Promotton.

This Week's Feature

Coffee Cup
with every

SS 00 purchass

Save 50* this week on a Covered

Sugar Bowl . . ONLY $3.49
No tddltlonil purchasa I* nacatMry

A fascinating library of all the animals birds, fish insects

and reptiles of flie world

'

Valuable reference library for ail ages Here is a truely

comprehensive guide to tt>e animal kingdom
Magnificently illustrated throughout

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of the ANIMAL
«Ajr^%P%H p^ SOCIAL (NTROOUCTORy OFFEI)WORLD VOLUME 1

99«in 21 -Deluxe Hard Bound
Volumes. VOLUMES 2-21

ONLY $1.99 EACH

Prices aftactiva SurMlay Seplembe' 1 1 tr^fu Saturday Seplembar 1 7 197 7 We reserve tr<e r>gr>t lo iimii quaniities

ONLY

Not raspoosiWa Iw typographical errors
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Twenty die in Kansas
flood, many homeless

WEDNESDAY^ SEPTEMBER 14. 1977

CLASS of 1981
College of Arts and Sciences Majors

IMPORTANT MEETING TONIGHT - WEDNESDAY

^u^^^n ^"*'^"' Union Ballroom-Machmer HallWHtN: 7:00 p.m.

coun^selor"''
"""' "'"^' ""''^ '*""^ '"^""^ «^^««" «"d student

Special Attraction
Mana Miltoi's Still Cookii' Hof Waskli Jig Baid

at 9:00 p.n. ii tke m
A joint production of the
New Student s Program & CASIAC

?rj|.Ir r^i*'
;;^.*V'**""^ '" hand.takes one last look as he leaves his HeartTrailer Court in Kansas City underwater due to severe storms

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) - Rain-swollen
creeks and rivers that surged over their banks
and sent walls of water through sections of
Kansas City left almost 20 dead, hundreds
homeless and what one official called "total
destruction" in some areas.
Rescue workers concentrated their efforts
Tuesday on underground garages at a shop-
ping center, pumping them out in search of
additional victims.
§At midday, the official death toll stood at 18
and there were reports of other people miss-
ing

"We have no idea how many cars there are
or if there's anybody in any of them," said
Frank H. Spink Jr., director of emergency
preparedness for the city, discussing the
pumping operationsat three parking garages
in the Country Club Plaza shopping center.
Most shops and stores were closed when the
flood struck, but restaurants and bars were
open.
The floods, spawned by the heaviest

recorded rainfall in the city's history, hit
hardest at the shopping center in the
southern part of the Missouri city and at a
trailer park and industrial district in the east.
Water rose to five feet and more in streets
and buildings. Telephoneand Doweroutages

were reported.
The rains started before dawn Monday

saturating the ground. When another
downpour hit Monday night, the water ran
off into normally placid creeks and low areas
causing the flooding.
"In all of my born days, in all of my ex-

penence on the job, I haven't seen anything
like this," said Bennie Imperiale, deputy fire
chief.

It was total destruction - large cars
floating down the street, large cars being
stacked like cords of wood, cars being
floated right into businesses, cars floating in-
to people's basments, " he said,
'The currents had to be very strong to pick

up big cars like that. Until you see it, you
would never believe it."

At the Country Club Plaza, flooding from
Brush Creek formed a wall from six to 1 2 feet
high, sending waters rushing through
streets, shops and clubs. Customers in one
restaurant fled hurriedly as the water level
rose to five feet in less than 1 5 minutes.

On the east side of the city, the Blue River
went out of its banks and forced evacuation
of a 500-unit trailer park and caused damage
m the Leeds industrial district.

FRESHMEN:

INCREASE YOUR OPTIONS

FROM THE BEGINNING.

As a freshman in college, you
are looking ahead to a good first
year. Your ultimate goal is getting
that college degree.

To make that degree more
meaningful, you should increase your
options from the beginning.

And you can do that through
Army ROTC.

Army ROTC offers practical
leadership with on-hand adventure
training. You'll get management
experience, which aids in developing
men and women to shoulder greater
responsibilities at an earlier age
than most other graduates.

Get a good start your
freshman year. Increase your
options from the beginning with
Army ROTC.

Learn what it takes to lead.

CALL:

545-2321/2322

i KIRSTFN RATF^s a boys own bridger\ll\0 I CIN D/A I CO Ir^tailationwithslJdesandsomd

student Union Gallery, U. of Ma., September 6-17, 1977 v^ ,

TexQs Instruments
electronic

business colcubtor
ThemSfl

List

Price $79.95

OUR
PRICE ONLY '6995

• 12 Addressable Memories
• Statistics

• Advanced Preprogrammed Financial Functions Including IRR
• Programmable - 32 steps

• Rechargeable - Includes AC Adapter- Charger

at THE CALCULATOR STORE

ihc rnivcrsitv Siarc
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01003

ai Camput Center

at Textbook Annex
(413) 545-2619
(413) 545 3570
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S 1^ ' StOp&SnOp ",K:,s;." I-^I-J B<
^^^ from concenifdle ^am^m .^^^ .

OtanetBfM
Juice ir'<^7

t%LUliIUifn7JLiliTnTnTuTrnTHTHTil Tr^ik

Collegian

Cake
Mix I8V2 oz.

pkg. ^.^ _ £1
AMOrtad Flavors ^^^ ^^onc SITlUOMMon S.pl •;• Sa. &•» 1 / L.ITW On. plc, p., c u.Bm.- ^^^ C^ »\

"HXh irtis coupon and L
« S7 SOpurchaM

39 Ketclti^9Q
<m 14 ounce bottle ^^rV^

^
208§^

Kraft ^:;;ikc^li BundileBee
S<didWhite ^«m*fei7''ir*- .Tii.r.i*'^ m^^

t.{J\Xt

SIMOUS
MIfRICM SngksMI

Amencan Cheese Food SNces^B^rtt^^ \

WWts or Y«Now-12 oz. plig.
Goal Mot s.pi ij s,, s,p, ,,,_.„

^^

7 OZ. can in oil

|:'6uM6L£6l(

Sqftweue<
V«^»V

Bathroom
Tissue

400 Sheet-2 ply rolte

package Of 2

GoMMor S.W \2 Sil SW 17 Limloo, pli, p., cuMOHw

2S

PNI Schneider
West Springfield Store Manager

AtStoo&Shop
we gladly

assist our
food stamp
customers

We try to be helpful to our
Food Stamp customers for we

. realize Food Stamp "money" and
small change gets pretty confus-
ing at times. Whether you're liv-

ing alone, retired or on small
pensions or low Incomes, we'll try

our best to help you stretch your
food dollars as far as they will go.
Our cashiers are more than
happy to assist you and to help
you figure out the easiest way to

pay.

We gladly accept your food
stamps. That's why more and
more people who use them call

Stop & Shop my store' every day.

corner deli rh your lunch
box sandwiches with

Avail It storss «nlh Mtvic* del

CookedHam
Domestic ^^99

Sectioned and formed. ^Ib
Deutschmacher Franks ?' »l

<»

Carando Pepperoni ?*!»•

Austrian Swiss Cheese ?' »1 »•

Stop6PSItop Roasted

Tuik^Breast
Great served hot with gravy qtr

and French tries. ib

tomorepe^^l^
ITS the only place you get your Stop . Shopsworth!

Stop & Shop "Great Beef USDA Choice

BeefBottom

lb allour
Jewish friends.,
May this festival

of the New Year
bring a lasting

spirit of peace to you
and your loved ones.

IrOZen Cool values to thaw
your budget

Rioiind
Boast
BEEr

29Rump Roast Beef Round ^" *1

Beef Eye Round Roast uroTcr;^^

Tip Roast Beef Round c'^e M»
Fresh Brisket of Beef Roast utoTcKe M»
Beef Bottom Round Steak oSs^ttaK n^

OrangeJuice
12 ounce

cans ^^
Sun Glory 49^

M

O p«9S A

BuyFkmmy Pathand Save!

Perdue Chicken Wings 3 to 4 pounds 59c

Beef Round Tip Steak 3 to 4 pounds $1^
Beef Round Cube Steak 3 to 4 pounds s-| 44

26% Beef Burgers ^"""""^To 4TuS
'"^ '''

98!^

Stop&Shop
U S Grade A Fancy

2 lb. bag French Fries

Stop & Shop Vegetables
Peas. Corn or Mixed Vegetables

Cut Green Beans "j^pTsS'

Howard Johnson Ice Cream 'Tc;:'"" 79«=

Macaroni & Cheese Stop & Shop ';r 39=
Stop & Shop Cheese Ravioli ir 89=

HalfGallon

»$tIceGreuii
Assorted Flavors tf^^^C

Absolutely delicious ice cream at a ^^B^^F'
reasonable price ^^^^^V

Stop & Shop Meat Tortellini J^' 79=

Ellios Cheese Pizza -s"*? 89=

Stop & Shop Sausage Pizza X' 89=
Stop & Shop Strawberries ir 59*

Fudge & Pop 24 count ',r«*^ *^'»

Combo Bars 20 count "Tot^ »1

»

Freezer Queen Entrees 2 lb pkg. »1 '•

Salisbury steak Beet Patfie with MushroofT\ or Onions
Beef Chop Suey Sliced T;j,Key Veal Parmesan

Cheese Ravioli or Sliced Beef with Gravy J
dairy You'll love our

IMvEn
N^

Chinese Style Pork Loin »^'sn» » 89=

Potato Salad n«fluitrofOii»vin.9,r »^' -'49c

Stop & Shop Ham Salad r »1 ••

KitChSn You II love havir^g our

ctwffix

''WliiteGcni''

• m
Roasted or

Barbecue Style

2 lbs. Rice Pudding Greek sty»« m, 99*

Potato Salad Regular or Oil & Virwgar
'J^ 49^

/"

Oreat}XiaiBu^atStopoShop!
DOslCICSS Cut thin for Cutlets and Scallopptni ^ .^^^^.^^m^

Vssasteakdl^
Boneless Veal for Cacciatore M I?

Veal Round Roast Leg or Rump Half M*f
Rib Veal Chops MT Loin Veal ChopsM
" Shoulder Veal Chops ^

Fresh Calves Liver ^^

Stop *. Shop

Great Shape
New Country Yogurt Assto Flavors 3 ,'^

Chocolate Chip Cookies Pifebury '"^

Breakstone Sour Cream "?^

Whole Milk Ricotta Cheese It 01 cup

89=

89=

69=

99*
Kraft Natural Swiss Slices \^ 99«

/Wait til you taste
I goodies Mre bake.

^ban

DaisyDonuts
211W02.^^

pkgs.of 12^1

Ideal for those who like very
lean meat . delicious!

-^-

mclntosh,

produce
Rushed fresh to Stop a Shop

11W02.

Plain orAasqrM ^^ f^^i- of 1:

Oatmeal Bread Stop* Shop 2 .ISM
Big Daisy Bread SS,*^ 3^*1
Home Style Spice Cake X*Sr 89^

Louisiana Ring Stop & Shop
Stop & Shop Pies CnooMMt loMf *

|U^No.12%"inin.

self service deli Famous
brand nr»eats for every rneal.

Colonial-MeatorBeef
1 Ib. pkg.

sliced 89^
iiVi pii« 99=

Extra Mild or Beef Franks
Fenway Bologna or Salami
Fenway Franks BeeiMeatorsioggers ;;j »v»
Colonial Center Cut Bacon ,?^ M"
Bologna or Salami X »i

'•

Morrison & Schilf- Unskced

health & beauty aids
Why pay more?

'^'99-
I

^ag* I

PMMXkavctkxt.lM. It-SM 81)1 ir tlMMMMalMt

HiMiQrdews 89
New York State Yellow AM^<(

BagOnkms 79
Butternut Squash lOf Cabbage °"<" 10:

Crest Toothpaste Regular or Mint

Faberge Organic Shampoo
•lite !7«7

1.-99'

seafood MeatlMs meals
easy on your (Mdget

ScaUops '2^

k• '«Mm> Iw lilN • IM um toMw

Cooked fish-nics »5X^5L. M '•

Stop 4 Shop Polkjck Fillets '«- 7 89'
Shrimp Peeled & Deveined '::^SS' 'J^

*4^

Mi«KoM.«Mamy.K<tMiim •Ow^.jn •tr? s, a»» » ,^

,

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amhent Une. 8a.m.-10p.in., Mon.-Satm redeem your Federal Fqod Stamps.
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woman
wins award

BELFAST, Northern
Ireland (AP) - ' Sadie
Patterson won the World Methodist Council
peace award Tuesday for trying to persuade
her countrymen to stop killing each other.
Then she learned a young relative had
become the latest victim in war-torn Nor-
thern Ireland.

"I received a bouquet in one hand and in-

side the hour I heard how a boy of whom I

was proud had died," said the 69-year-old
trade union and peace movement organizer.
"You have to take the kicks in life.

"

Robin SmyrI, tne 25-year-old grandnephew
vjf Miss Patterson, was gunned down in an
ambush at a deserted country intersection
Tuesday as he drove to his job in Plum-
bridge, 55 miles northwest of Belfast.

The young bachelor was manager of a
women's clothing factory and part-time
member of the Ulster Defense Regiment, an
auxiliary militia force comprised almost en-
tirely of Protestants.

The Irish Republican Army, the mostly
Roman Catholic force seeking to wrest Nor-
thern Ireland from British rule and unite it

with the neighboring Irish Republic, claimed
responsibility for the killing.

SmyrI was the 1 ,779th person to die in the
sectarian violence that has plagued Northern
Ireland since 1969.

"The fight will go on to save our country in

spite of the sadness I feel," Miss Patterson
said at her home in Belfast's Shankill district

after receiving word of her award and her
Smyrl's death.
The peace award, acccompanied by a

$1 ,000 prize and medallion, is given annually
to a Methodist who has rendered distinguish-
ed service to the cause of peace in some part
of the worid.

"She has sat with the men of violence and
dissuaded them from bombing and shooting
and h^ been escorted back across the peace
line to her home," the award citation read.
Though her home is in an area often wracked
by violence, it has not been hit by bombs or
bullets.

Her mother died when Miss Patterson was

tm

13, and Miss Patterson raised seve
brothers and sisters while working in a fa«.

tory.

"She has worked in factories practically all

her life and has always been a champion of
social justice, ' said the announcement in

London. "She campaigned forwomen to be
admitted to the police force and has worked
among juvenile delinquents."

Miss Patterson was Ulster's first woman
union organizer and in 1956 became the first

woman chairman of the Northern Ireland
Labor party.

When she began organizing textileworkers.
Miss Patterson recalled "it didn't matter
whether you were a Catholic or a Protestant
because wewere all paid the same pitta nee."

In. 1972 she helped found the Women
TogetherMovement,anorganizationof Pro-
testants and Roman Catholics seeking peace
in Ulster. She chaired the group from 1973to
1976, and also helped start peace groups in

Rhodesia and South Africa.

Last year a group of youths knocked her
down during a peace rally in Belfast and Miss
Patterson still suffers from spinal injuries.

Thompson vetoes

abortion decision
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Oil companies consider
drilling off N.E. coast

in Illinois

CHICAGO (AP) - Gov. James R. Thomp-
son, saying he was acting 'out of a sense of
duty and conscience,' vetoed legislation
which would have denied welfare funds to
poor women who want abortions.

If the veto is upheld by the state
legislature, Medicaid funds will continue to
be used to pay for the abortions of women
on welfare.

Last June,the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that states have the power to prohibit public
welfare funds from being spent on abortions,
and at least 28 states have passed legislation,
to do so.

BOSTON (AP) - A new hurdle may be
ahead of companies interested in drilling for
gas and oil off the New England coast.
The National Marine Fisheries Service has
recommended that the entire Georges Bank
and the Nantucket shoals area off Cape Cod
become a marinelife sanctuary, theChristian
Science Monitor reported Tuesday.
Enactment of the recommendation could

.Tiean a ban or restrictions on oil and natural
gas drilling in those areas to meet conserva-
tion standards set by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, of which
the NMFS is a branch.
The Monitor said the proposal may be a
move to tighten NOAA's grip on fisheries

Big-E starts today
WEST SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) -

Although dwarfed by the Midwest's huge
state fairs, the Eastern States Exposition is
the largest event of its kind in New
England, billing itself as the Big E - sort of a
state fair for the region.

Beginning today, its 56th annual mix of
agricultural competitions, midway rides,

commercialdisplaysandentertainmentmake
this Springfield suburb a resort town for 12
iays and nights.

Officials of the exposition, run by a non-
profit organizatinon, say they hope atten-
dance will hit the million mark for the first

time,surpassing last year's 970,000.

New Englanders come from the far reaches
f Maine and the,suburbs of Boston, farmer

foixing with suburban gardener to watch the
cow judging and the horse show, to be jolted
by midway rides and to tour the buildings
SDonsored by each of the six states.

Police here enlistsome 120auxiliary officers
tb help handle the traffic tieups and to watch
for the occaisional outbursts of trouble.

management in the zone.

NMFS and the New England Fisheries
Management Council have been wrangling
over control of fish stocks since the 200- mile
fish limit law gave jurisdiction to theCouncil,
the Monitor said

In a memo to the NMFS director in
Washington, D. C, the regional New
England NMFS director recommended that
the area be turned into a marine sanctuary
because, he said, the fisheries management
council IS too restricted to protect the bank's
natural habitat.

AFROTC
Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for

your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four-year Air

Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,

books and lab fees, too.

Plus, there's flight instruction

for those who qualify, a com-
mission as a second lieute-

nant after graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
in an Air Force job.

The list goes on. Check It out.

Call Lt. Col. Richardson
S4S-2437

GUMrayita
firaiiMliytlUii
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UNIONIZATION
And CONFERENCE
Workshops

Chancellor Bromery

Issues Plenary

Party

Sunday
3:30 5:30 p.m.

6:30

7:15 9:30

9:30

Carter, aides knew
of Lance overdrafts
WASHINGTON lUPI) - President Carter

or his aides knew prior to Bert Lance's
confirmation as budget director that Lance
and his family had $450,000 in personal
overdrafts, that he had campaign overdrafts,
and that his bank had incurred loan losses,
according to the White House.

In statements Monday and yesterday.
Press Secretary Jody Powell acknowledged
that:

— He, top presidential aide Hamilton
Jordan and White House Counsel Robert
Lipshitz saw a Jan. 6 FBI report on Lance
shortly after it was issued. The report

k

7UldSoulliSl.

IMonhamplon, Mass.

Wed. &Thurs.

Sept. 14&15

HARMONY
ARBOUR

Frl. 8c Sat , Sept 16 & 17

ARTHUR CABLE
BLUES BAND

Sunday, Sept, 18

DUSTY TRAIL

detailed how the Georgia banker, his family
and his in-laws had run up $450,000 in

personal overdrafts at the family bank in

Calhoun, Ga., in 1974 and 1975.

-Carter learned two weeks before
nominating Lance on Dec. 3 that Lance's
1974 Georgia gubernatorial campaign
maintained overdrawn accounts.
— Carter accepts Lance's word that his

Calhoun bank suffered loan losses which
never were repaid in 1975 at the time Lance
was chairman.

Besides making those disclosures, Powell
on Tuesday detailed what Carter personally
knew about Lance's financial problems prior

to nominating him budget director.

He made these points:
— Carter knew only about Lance's problem

with bank overdrafts related to his un-
successful gubernatorial bid in Georgia in

1974. "The President reaffirms the only
matter which stuck in his mind... was the
matter of 1974 gubernatorial campaign
overdrafts."

— "At no time was he (Carter) aware... of
the existence of a Justice Department
referral on this or any other matter. He
cannot personally pinpoint the exact time he
became aware of the campaign overdraft
problems, but... assumes it was in his

conversation with Bert Lance in mid-
November."
— Carter assumed he learned the contents

of a press release on Lance's financial

problems — prepared in response to a
reporter's request but never issued — in a
Dec. 1 conversation with Lance. That release

said the Calhoun bank had loan problems in

1975 "associated with the decline of the
construction industry and related
businesses," and that Lance's 1974
gubernatorial campaign had overdrawn
accounts.
— Carter has read "at least portions" of an

FBI background report on Lance since ex-

pressing wholehearted support for Lance
Aug. 18 after a new report by the comptroller
of the currency was issued.

Collegian n

WASHINGTON - President Carter leaves thb White House with Energy Secretary
James Schlesinger. Carter later announced that he has ordered the new Energy
Department to open its doors for business October 1. lUPi)

Flood volunteers shunned
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UP!) - Hundreds of

volunteers who answered an early morning
plea yesterday for boats and manpower to
rescue victims stranded by rising floodwaters
were amazed that some people did not want
iheir aid.

Bob Bauer, a 23-Year-old truckdriver from
Kansas City, Mo., said he offered his help
about midnight yesterday and planned to
stay as long as he was needed.

"I been out there with the others, trying to
get people out of their cars and off their

houses," he said. "But some people don't
want to come out, and some people we
rescue want to go back right after. It's in-

sane."

About midmorning authorities realized

-* ^:

that a televised plea for help had elicited
more than they could use, and declined any
further offers. More than 400 volunteers
already had converged on a service station
across the street from the Truman Sports
Complex, near the Leeds district, where the
police had placed a mobile command unit.
An officer listening to a direct line to the

police dispatcher downtown relayed distress
calls to waiting rescuers, who sped off in all

types of vehicles to snag people wherever
they were stranded. Dozens of water-soaked
persons, young and old, stood patiently
beside the police vehicles, talking quietly
while waiting for the next call for help.

Bill Papon, 23, from Prairie Village, Kan.,
said he arrived at the command post about
10 p.m. Monday and was almost immediately
sent out.

Lack of Dorm Space, Classes before Labor Day, Rising tuition, overcrowded classes...
What can you do about it?

Attend The 1977 STUDENT
Wfffi

Dick Gregory Tom Hoyden
Thursday,

September, 15

8:00p.m.

Fine
Arts
Center
Auditorium

Dick Gregory sponsored by DVP

Sunday,

September, 18

1:00 p.m.

Campus
Center

Auditorium
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The necessity of choice

By PETER COX

Implicit in political struggle and politics on
the whole is the threat and use of force and
power, often abusively. Unfortunately we
cannot rid ourselves of these factors in

politics. Power and force are a consequence
of politics in that politics by its intent to pre-

serve, attain, or destroy social order must
have the means to reach its end. Power and
force are these means. It is man's last resort

after diplomacy, compromise, and
negotiation have failed.

Most accept this depressing realization as
(excluding those rare pacifists among us)

commencary

inevitable. And by our ready acceptance as
such, acknowledging the futility of making
change, we legitimize the gross abuse of

force and power, making a bad situation

worse. Only only has to look, read, and listen

how political power has sanctified itself, its

violence and manipulation of p>eople, be it

terrorist groups, Mao's Red Guard, or any
police force. Hemingway was right, ideology
is what we have instead of religion. Any
political justification is this new faith from
which the most treacherous acts we see in

the world today emanate.
This brings me to the topic of South

Africa. As many may or may not know this is

South Africa week on campus, with speakers
and films appearing at the Campus Center,
and a rally demanding UMass sell its stock in

companies that invest in that country. I had
an opportunity to attend one of the lectures

and receive some first hand information on
what is actually going on in South Africa

today. Beyond being informed and
enlightened on several issues, I was mildly

disturbed when the discussion centered on
revolt.

One speaker's feelings were that she
expected much violence and terror in South
Africa when the time of revolution appears,
with the possibility of one milljon Black
people losing their lives. When probed on the
possibility of civil war when majority rule is

reached, as was the case in Angola 1975, she
responded that this was not her concern as
yet. Even so, she added, civil war is most
likely because of tribal rivalries and political

factions. This attitude verifies the assump-
tion in many people's minds that the masses
cannot lead themselves but must be led by
an elite even if it entails the death of a million

of them.

The troubling aspect of this lecture was
not so much the use of terms like "the
necessity of violence " and "the inevitability

of civil war" but rather the ready use to

exploit and manipulate many lives for the
sake of liberation — an idea. I am not naive
enough to believe the Vorster government
will yield to majority by mere compromise
and negotiation. The Blacks there don't even
have this alternative even if they were to

choose it, because of South Africa's op-
pressive political environment ^ere Black
political organization, strikes, and lobbying
are outlawed. So the use of violence to attain

political ends is both necessary and valid.

What one must be wary of is the extremity of

use and the potential for abuse in "grabbing
the gun ".

But the Blacks have a choice here. As of

now the students who are leading the revolt

are j^enerally disorganized, being wooed by
two liberation movements in South Africa

(who have organization). They may opt for

one over another. Or perhaps choose be-

tween the two and thereby give rise to the

potential of civil war. There is he likelihood as

things become more volatile of Russian

assistance through Cuban recruits (training

bases, arms, money, etc.). There is even the

remote chance of negotiation with the

Vorster government; though authentic
majority rule as an outcome of such
negotiations would be doubtful. Still these

are viable alternatives with room for new
creative choice apart from organized politics.

They need not accept the inevitable, and the

futility of making change, vis a vis yielding to

an elite party vanguard.

There is much in politics that relies on
power and force. We will never eradicate

that. I am inclined to believe though that

politics is first and foremost a personal act. It

is a statement (e.g. protesting) a process

(e.g. voting) a stance (e.g. belief in

democracy) by the individual. Through each
man's acts, political or otherwise, the world

is structured and defined. In this sense

history is democratic. Every act has its

consequence. We should never lose sight of

that. I hope it is not lost by South Africa.

Revolution starts out initially with popular
support, its actions at the beginning are

legitimized. It is only when the masses ab-

dicate their responsibility of direct par-

ticipation in organization of revolution, and
instead yield their individual power to an
authority figure can centralization of power
and dictatorship occur; hence the abuse of

Dower and force we judge as inexorable.

The Blacks in South Africa have several

choices at their disposal. What is significant

is they realize they have a choice. And this

choice IS a manifestation of their power as
individuals to decide between issues and
courses of action. They face many obstacles.
The demand for compromise is great. But
the hard thing, the real hard thing is staying
close to that base of power where each voice
counts and each act makes a difference;

where all recognize this and power is not
usurped by any one group. In the end we
always get what we choose. South Africa
will get its democracy or bloodbath or what-
ever it decides. Let's hope their choice is a
wise one.

Letters Policy
The Massachusens Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
mus' be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

le'»ers mus» be 'yped, double- spaced, at

six'y sp>aces per line, and no more than
wo pages.

Organiza»ions may submit letters, but
hey mus» include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All le»»er are subject to editing, for
ei'her consent or space, according to the
judgement of 'he editors. Due to space
limi'anons, 'here is no guarantee that all

lexers received will be printed.
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Dismal science and dismal press

»coi]pgian '3

Economics, economics, ding ding ding,

the cash register rings. The "dismal science"
as Thomas Malthus so accurately and
perceptively described it. I think I'll amend
Mr. Malthus' definition by defining it as the
study of slicing up the pork-barrel, ringing up
the cash register and keeping the books.
Anarchism, capitalism, communism,
feudalism, populism, socialism, syndicalism.

Jlmpaulin

etc.; these words have great shock value.

Good time socialism too. There will never be
an economic system that is theoretically

pure. The best one would be some kind of

hybrid that serves the most people the
fairest.

The hell with all these people foaming at

the mouth against capitalism or communism-
socialism. They all need many shots in the
stomach with very long syringes.

And now the word is that the Department
of Political Economy and Social Thought is

mixing psychology with economics. So now

it is going to start charging students $50 per
class hour and a $1(X) per hour for con-
sultation with the professors? Will tuition be
covered by the medical fee? Are there more
repressed individuals in a capitalist or

communist society? If a capitalist society's
super ego is in the advertising agencies, is a
communist state's in the government news
agency?

These and many more profound questions
will have to go unanswered at the moment.
Questions like will P.E.S.T. accept Blue
Cross and Blue Shield in lieu of the medical
fee? Or, should I have my wallet examined?
MEDIA WATCH. Rolling Stone Magazine,
the pioneer of the New Journalism is now
getting into Princess Journalism. The person
assigned to cover Elvis Presley's funeral was
Caroline Kennedy. Probably because she's
an authority on large funerals.

Centerpeace, "The Spirit of the Valley".
Centerpeace is a fairly new monthly
newspaper distributed free throughout the
valley, like the Advocate. Its purpose is to
help people to achieve and-or maintain "self

awareness", (self absorbtion?) But if Cen-
terpeace is the spirit of the valley, then the
spirit of the valley must be the sandman.

The check cashing game
Land of the drobs

By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Just the other day while I was talking to

my ex-roommate, I brought up the in-

convenience of check cashing on campus. I,

myself, dread going anywhere near Whit-
more for more reasons than the check
cashing lines, but that's another editorial.

June, though, gave me another view on
check cashing.

"You know Ellen, I went to Whitmore
today to cash a check."
"You poor thing, you must be exhausted."
"What? Hey, I enjoy check cashing!"
"You've been standing in lines too long,

maybe you should sit down."
"No, it's great; while standing in the check

cashing line, I did my Rhetoric homework,
talked to seven UMies, and went to coffee
with one of ther.i afterward."

Seeing extensive possibilities
about from this kind of interaction,
io you my list:

coming
I present

YourThings to do While Waiting for
Check to be Cashed
(unabridged edition)

1. Learn a foreign language.
2. Do all your back reading (which is not to

say, "read people's backs").
3. Write a Collegian editorial.

4. Read a Collegian editorial.

5. Knit a sweater.
6. Learn to read Braille.

7. Fill out a change of housing card leaving
a male dorm room empty and send it

anonymously to Housing.
8. Write that letter home

meaning to for two weeks.
9. Invent a new name and

you've been

.D number.

10. Develop a new R.S.O. and draw up a
constitution for it.

1 1

.

Try to get an honest looking person to
hold your place in line for "just a minute"
(caution; in trying this, you may very well be
CO idemning yourself to the lines' end).

12. Write a novel.

13. Grow a beard (note: only males need
try this).

14. Play the "Aren't you in my linsert
name of their textbook} class?" (try to fake
it).

15. Develop an elaborate "sob story" so
people will let you ahead of them in line.
(Remember, most stories have been heard
before.)

And, if none of these appeal to you, and
you really hate the lines, I siill have an ex-
roommate who loves cashing checks ... (for a
price).

There is a tale from the old country about
"drobs". Drobs were people who were
educated (or getting educated) with one goal
in mind — to get jobs. Now these drobs in

this old country lived in a society full of

opportunity (so the politicians said) where
anyone who worked hard enough could be
successful. Even a loser named Rocky could
make it.
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Violence at

Kent State
To the Editor

This past week, several events con-
cerning the situation at Kent State
proved to be extremely disturbing to me.
The two main events that come to mind
both occurred this past Sunday, and both
events have a distinct foreboding taste.

The two incidents to which I refer are the
driving of a jeep into a throng of
demonstrators, and the fence-destroying
incident by the demonstrators.

The fact that these two incidents
appear to have purposes that lie at op-
posite poles (the Jeep incident was ap-
parently an attempt to harm the
demonstrators, while the fence-
destroying incident was perpetrated bv
those very demonstrators) indicates xnts

clear conflict that still exists at Kent
State.

I in no way condone the killings of May
4, 1970, but moreover I in no way can
condone killings of any kind, anywhere,
and for virtually any purpose. That is why
the events described distress me so —I
feel that the whole Kent State situation

will result in nothing but turmoil.

While the incident concerning the jeep,

where it is apparent that blatant harm
was intended certainly worries me, it in

no way worries me as much as the fence-
destroying incident does.

Why? It is simple. The people in the

jeep who attempted to hurt the

demonstrators apparently advocate the

May 4 killings (they seemingly believe the

killings were justified, and therefore there

is no reason why a gym should not be
built just to orate justified killings); thus,

they advocate sheer violence. One would
expect nothing less than violence from
those who advocate it.

However, the fact that the demon-
strators would reciprocate one act of

letters

Now in this land, which I've nicknamed
"Drobland" because of all the drobs living

there, one was supposed to develop in all

areas as best he could, to surpass himself in

his talents, his creativity. The way to show
such accomplishment was to be successful
in the job market, commonly called the
"market place".

But there was a contradiction with the
"system" in the market place, for in order to

be successful there, you had to fit in, do as
others, not be different. Well, as one would
guess, this contradicted with the system's
purpose for full creative development. And
instead of revolting or maintaining one's
individual creativity, the drobs avoided the
insecurity of being individuals and worked
solely to fit into the marketplace, hoping and
striving for success. The drobs became
automatons and Drobland became a stag-

nant place because no one was willing to be
different and create change. Drobland was
finally easily defeated by barbarians to the
north because no drob was creative or daring

enough to try a new method, so all their

methods were antiquated.

This may be a tale from the old country,
but it is also a tale from the new country —
now. Because you see, in a way, we are

V.

violence with another purely mystifies me
as well as scares me. According to the

Collegian's report of the incident, this

violence was spontaneous. But it was
violence. I ask, then — why are the

demonstrators at Kent State? Are they

there to protest the building of a gym on
the site where the "establishment"

slaughtered protesters? Or are they there

to protest the building of a gym on the

site where one group of humans pitifully

opened fire on another group of humans
just like themselves?

If the latter reason is true — if they do
just wish to commemorate the site where
an odious crime was committed, a crime

against all humanity — then I wonder
how one can justify attempting to

commemorate a repulsive act of violence

with just another act of violence?

I believe that the objective of the May 4
Coalition can be achieved by peaceful

means — without making hyprocrites of

every one of the demonstrators opposing

the gym.

So, once again I say that I am
disturbed. When those who apparently

advocate the violence of eight years ago
display their violence now, and then

those who supposedly detest that

violence in turn resort to violence, what is

left to happen? Direct confrontation

again? And I ask everyone: if courses

remain in the direction they are heading

for now, will we form another Coalition to

commemorate yet another example of

man's inhumanity to man?

T. Patrick Becit

Everybody's

money
To the Editor:

/ would like to respond to the letter by
Stephen N. Mathieu in Tuesday's
Collegian (Mail to the Idiots!).

The money that the Student Senate
controls is not your money. It has been
paid by all of us and it belongs to all of us.

You suggest that by allocating funds to

certain RSO groups, money is being
thrown away.

The People's Gay Alliance and the

Lesbian Union do represent many
students at UMass. They provide social

interaction, political awareness, and
personal support for a large number of
gay people. I have paid my student
activities fee, just as you have, and I have
a right to see some of its usage directed

toward my interests. You have that same
right and through expressing your needs
to your student senator and by par-

ticipating in the election process, you can
direct a portion of our money to be used
for what you feel are worthwhile ven-

tures.

Don't foster the illusion that
everyone's needs are the same as yours.

From the great diversity of people here at

UMass, we all have the chance to grow
through exposure to alternate thought.

The allocations made by the student
senate to various political and cultural

groups serve to enhance our college

experiences.

Jeffrey A. Tagen

Puerto Rican

independence
To the Editor:

It has been an important Summer for
the Puerto Rican independence
movement and supporters of it in the
U.S. The economic situation on the
island has gone from bad to worse:
unemployment is now as high as 50 per
cent in many cities. Repression against
trade unions and independence militants

^as escalated. The colonial government
of the New Progressive Party is now
negotiating contracts with Mobil Oil,

American Metal Climax, Kennicott
Copper and other such corporations to
exploit rich mineral and oil deposits off
the coasts and in the central mountains
of Puerto Rico. These contracts will

result in still further profits being ex-
tracted from Puerto Rico at the expense
of the Puerto Rican working class.

Here in the U.S., President Carter
continued to pay lip service to the
concept of self determination even as he
gave a mandate to a high level govern-
ment commission to study the feasibility

of making Puerto Rico the 51st state
after the 1980 elections.

Throughout the Summer as well
Puerto Rican communities in Chicago,
Philadelphia, the South Bronx and
elsewhere faced increased police
harassment, no jobs, and no possible
hope for immediate change.

In Northampton, city administrators
have played political football with every
program designed to serve the Hispanic
community. The bilingual education
program, mandated by Massachusetts
law, exists solely on paper. Input from the
Hispanic community in regard to the
hiring of teachers has been ignored.
Other important programs, such as the
New England Farmworkers offices in

Northampton have been forced to

operate with the threat of budget cuts
and permanent phase outs always over
their heads. Police harassment of the
community persisted most of the
Summer. Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton refuses to hire Spanish
speaking people to assist in the medical
treatment of the Hispanic population.
This could result in the death or serious
injury of somebody in the near future if a
translator can not be quickly found in an
emergency. This disregard for the health
needs of the Hispanic community has
already resulted in the callous treatment
of many people.

On the brighter side discussion have
taken place throughout the Summer in

Puerto Rico on the need for forming a

national liberation front of all political
parties and organizations fighting for
independence. Rallies were held in

Puerto Rico by several thousand workers
on May 1st, International Workers Day.
And a major demonstration took place
demanding the immediate release of five

Puerto Rican political prisoners held in

U.S. jails since the early 1950's. Here in

the U.S. as well rallies and meetings were
held to build a large movement in

solidarity with the Puerto Rican in-

dependence struggle.

During the middle of September the
Puerto Rico Solidarity Committee
IPRSC) along with other campus and
community groups will initiate a series of
activities to discuss the political situation
in Puerto Rico and the problems of the
Hispanic population of western Massa-
chusetts. On Friday, Sept. 16 at 12:30 the
Cuban made film 'Puerto Rico' will be
shown. At 8:00 that same day Roy
Brown, one of the foremost cultural
workers of Puerto Rico will perform in a
free concert. On Tuesday Sept. 10 a
recently released film "Puerto Rico:
Paradise Invaded" will be shown as part
of the Commuter Collective Film Series.

A discussion with Akil Al-Jundi of Attica
Now on political repression against the
independence movement will follow the
film. And on Friday Sept. 23rd, an-
niversay of the first declared Republic of
Puerto Rico in 1868, the Northampton
based Hispanic Council for Human
Rights and the PRSC will host an
educational activity and dance at Farley
lodge. There will be poetry, speakers and
music at this event.

We hope everybody will take the time

to attend one or all of these programs.

Increased knowledge is the first step in

any process of political change.

PRSC

Bob Forrant
Coordinator Amherst-Northampton

Reading Centerpeace is as boring as listening
to Henry Jackson.

I prefer "The Spirit of New England,"
WB2 radio. Their motto is "We are you,"
and listening to them you get the impression
that they do hear you, like Jerry Williams
counseling someone threatening suicide on
the air at three in the morning or Joe Green
swooping down with his helicopter to rescue
someone stranded on a rock on the Nashua
River.

But Centerpeace seems to be saying that it

is enlightened to sit around and masturbate.
It's probably the least read paper in the

valley. According to one local merchant,
from whose store Centerpeace is distributed!
an advertising representative from Cen-
terpeace came in to try to sell him ad space.
Well, the merchant told him that practically
no one ever took the paper. The ad rep's
response was that though not too many
people read it, everybody that does patronize
the paper's advertisers, according to other
merchants. Also, its ad rates are higher than
both the Collegian and Advocate. It is

unlikely that the "spirit of the Valley" will be
able to survive much longer in pulp form.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.^

turning into drobs and soon enough we will

live in a drab, unchanging society like Drob-
land. The problem is that too many of us are
like the drobs, preparing ourselves to just fit

in and nothing more, not risking to be dif-

ferent.

It's, part of the reminiscence of the sixties

and the cries of apathy - sure. But what I'm

talking about goes even deeper. It has to do
with people's attitudes and goals. It has to do
with a disillusionment particularly with our
legal and political system. But it has to do
with that common defeatist phrase: "That's
just the way things are." And simply that's

not the way things have to stay. But not
enough people remember that.

Creativity. Ralph Waldo Emerson says so
eloquently that "man is the word made
flesh". That word is the individual creativity

— the difference between one man and
another. But we have forgotten this and we
have forgotten how to explore ourselves, our
differences, our creativity.

Instead, as one friend of mine who
recently graduated from UMass put it: "You
have to train yourself to fit in. You can't risk

being different. You can't create change or

you'll be feared. You have to make yourself

marketable."

But I don't think this is the purpose of a

college experience, to teach yourself how to

fit in with the status quo as so many college

people are doing solely today. Part of a

college experience has to do with this

development of creative talents, this search

for a better way. It's time to be an idealist;

not to bust your brains out for marketable
qualities, but make them grow out with a

new way of looking things. It's lime to

escape from society and fitting into the

status quo. But too many people aren't

taking advantage of this.

James Baldwin, a ghetto-born Afro-

American living and writing in France for the

past thirty years, expressed a more positive

view of the situation in a recent interview

with the New York Times Book Review.
Baldwin said: We hear that students have
gone on to other concerns — themselves
and their careers. But I have met many of

ihem and hear by mail from others, and they
seem bewildered, troubled, at a loss to know
what to do, where to go. I'm not sure they're

as passive and inert as some social observers
say, or wish :.. Maybe those young people
are trying to figure out what's right, what
ought to be done, now that they've seen
before their eyes what's wrong. Inertia, even
despair, can be a stage in one's growth, a

way of coming to terms with what one has
gone through and learned."

Let's hope Baldwin is right. Maybe it takes
only time to know how and where to improve
the system. But so many people I know don't
want to take the time. They're more in-

terested in being drobs and creating a Drob-
land. That's giving up before the battle and
creating a more difficult battle for everyone
else.

Lisa Melilli is a Collegian columnist.
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Flash floods inundate KC
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UP/; - Flash

flooding that sent crests of water surging
into the metropolitan area Tuesday brought
death and millions of dollars in destruction to
the city and triggered power failures, gas
explosions, and fires.

Rampaging river and creek waters, filled
by up to 16 inches of rain Monday and early
Tuesday, caused at least 18 deaths in the
city's worst disaster since 1951.

Although the National Weather Service
predicted the waterways would recede to
iheir banks Tuesday night - barring further
rain - and allow thousands of persons to
return to their mud-covered houses. Red
Cross officials estimated 3,000 people would
remain homeless.
The torrential downpours that caused the

flash flooding ended Tuesday, but water
remained high along the Big Blue and Little
Blue Rivers.

"The destruction was so widespread it is
still difficult to determine for sure how many
people need shelter, " said Bob Jones, Red
Cross public relations director. "There were

as many as 15,000 people displaced at one
time or another and there are at least 500
families in the Heart of America Mobile
Home Park who may not be able to return to
their homes for another day or two."
John Burge, assistant city manager, said

the city itself has incurred at least $4-$7
million in damages and cleanup costs, with
$1.5 million of that figure to bridges and
culverts and $1.4 million to storm and water
facilities.

Burge said no immediate damage
estimates have been compiled for the ap-
proximately 75 businesses in the Country
Club Plaza are that were damaged by flooded
Brush Creek, normally a trickle running on
cement banks south of the Plane. Burge said
preliminary reports indicated nearly 700
homes, apartments and mobile homes in the
city sustained some kind of damage.

Earl Fleer, Kansas City, Mo., school district

spokesman, said 20 of the 90 school
buildings incurred major damage and the
others suffered varying degrees of water
damage that may exceed $750,000.

"We've had a thorough building in-

spection and all but one will meet safety
requirements to resume classes Wednesday,
unless the weather situation changes again,"
Fleer said, adding that one junior high school
was inundated and will not reopen until

Monday.

Many Kansas Citians responded to a call
from the area blood bank that feared it would
fall short of the 270 donations needed daily
10 meet demands of 66 hospitals in a 40-
county region.

"With the media urging people to stay
away from the Plaza where we're located, we
were afraid donors would stay away," said
Ann Cook of the blood bank. "We appealed
to people who were out anyway to stop by
and they did. We abated a potentially
disastrous situation."

On the Plaza, the worst hit section in the
metropolitan area about 50 blocks from
downtown, volunteers and law enforcement

officers labored to move automobiles strewn
by the 20-foot crests of Brush Creek water.
Others worked pumping out underground
parking lots so rescuers could resume the
gruesome task of searching for possible
victims in the vehicles.

Five-foot flows along the Plaza's sidewalks
and fountainlined drives had tossed cars likeeaves in the winds. A Chevrolet Malibu
teetered in the display window of one storeand a Volkswagen was nestled between a
tree and a building about five feet above the
ground.
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Kansas City man wades chest-deap In flood waters which poured over Kansas CItv vMtArHnw tk- ^s...«.. - ^ ,o .. ..

and millions of dollars of damage, amounting to the citys worst disaster stncelKl in thtahLl^rnMl ""* ^^ '**''.!^'

levels have returned to almost normal. (UPI)
oiMster smce 1861. m the absence of further ram, water has

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

%'A ^ ^ 'M

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

Live Entertainment

LUNCHEON
DINNER

Thurs.-Sun.

Men .-Wed.

$1.25 & up
13.55

n:30a.m.-i2:30a.m.

11:30a.m.-10:00p.m.

Cocktails— Take Out Service

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilities

Wed.
Sept. 14

BLUEWALL Bud Night
2 for 1 Buds all Night

Live Entertainment

VETERANS
SOPHOMORES

FRESHMEN
UMASS ARMY ROTO

Veterans earn a US Arr.,^

commission and $2400 while you earn your degree.

Sophomores try something completely

difterent with adventure, travel, and leadership

experience that will be an asset in any career.

Freshmen increase your options

from the beginning.

The FORCE be with you.

545-2322

Thurs.-Sat.
Sept. 15-17

BLUEWALL

no cover Oak
¥¥¥*¥¥-¥¥-¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^M^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

Thurs.,

Sept. 15

HATCH
$ 1 00 cover

First Appearance of the Fall

The Great
Pretenders

¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥
Fri.-Sat.

Sept. 16-17

HATCH
$0002°° cover

Duke &
the Drivers
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Prison protesters put
on liquid diet

I

C^^ANSTON, R.I. (UPI) - Some
maximum security inmates protesting a
continuing lockup yesterday at the Adult
Correctional Institutions were kept on a
liquid diet to keep them from tossing food
from iheir cells. Corrections Director Brad-
ford Southworth said.

"We are having some problems with food
being thrown around and so we are dealing
with that by using a liquid food supplement,"
Southworth said at a news conference.
A modified lockup was imposed after a

violent incident Aug. 26 in which 10 guards
were injured.

Testimony resumes today in U.S. District
Court on an inmate petition to end the lock-
up. Meanwhile, most inmates are protesting
by refusing to leave their cells during the two
hours every other day set aside for showers,
exercise and visiting.

Southworth said that if the court ends the
lockup, "we would have the same situation

we had prior to Aug. 26 - a high number of
assaults and the high cost of medical care for
inmates who require hospitalization outside
the prison."

He said only 66 inmates have left their cells
since last Tuesday and only 22 have had
visitors. He said the next step in easing
restrictions will be to offer high school and
college programs for inmates who want
them.

"It's their prerogative to stay in their
cells," Southworth said. "It's our respon-
sibility to offer the programs and meet the
requirements in the court decision. Our goal
is to give every inmate something to do.
Then there will be less violence."

He referred to a sweeping order from Chief
Judge Raymond J. Pettine of U.S. District

Court requiring immediate improvements in

ACI living conditions and ordering the 100-

year-old maximum security building closed in

a year.

Pulitzer prize winner
Robert Lowell dies
NEW YORK (API - A funeral service will

be held in Boston on Friday for poet-pacifist
Robert Lowell, who died in a taxicab on his

way home from Kennedy Airport here.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet was

returning from a trip to Ireland on Monday
when he died of a heart attack.

During World War II Lowell was jailed for

six months for refusing to bear arms.
Characteristically, he described the ex-
perience afterwards in verse.

He emerged from prison to win two
Pulitzer Prizes and recognition as the
greatest American poet of his generation.
But his abhorrence of war never left him and
in 1965 he turned down President Lyndon
Johnson's invitation to the White House
because of his objection to the Vietnam war.
When he was stricken, the Boston-born

poet was on his way to the Manhattan

apartment of his second wife, essayist
Elizabeth Hardwick, from whom he was
divorced.

Lowell won his first Pulitzer Prize in poetry
in 1947 at the age of 29 for his second
volume 'Lord Weary's Castle," which
reflected his unsentimental attitude toward
his New England roots.

The volume was dedicated to novelist
Jean Stafford, his first wife, from whom he
was divorced in 1948.

Lowell won the Pulitzer again in 1974 for

"The Dolphin."

Born March 1, 1917, Robert Traill Spence
Lowell Jr. was of a distinguished Boston
family whose roots in Massachusetts went
back to 1639. His great-grandfather, James
Russell Lowell, was the foremost p>oet of his

lime, and a cousin Amy Lowell, won a ,

Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1926.

Cholera spreads through
Mideast towards Europe

United Press International - A cholera
epidemic that has stricken more than 2,000
persons and claimed 69 lives in the Middle
East struck Europe Tuesday with cases
reported in Britain, Italy, West Germany and
Holland involving travelers from infected
areas.

Health officials launched an emergency
drive to stop the disease but warned
Moslems on their annual pilgrimage to
Mecca probably will spread it still further —
possibly around the world.

Syria has been hardest hit by the amoeba,
with 2,121 cases and 68 deaths reported
there. Jordan has registered 200 cases,
Lebanon 11 — with one death — and
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Iran and the Israeli-

occupied West Bank of Jordan all have
reported outbreaks of the disease.

One Beirut cholera specialist warned
"ihings could get much, much worse" if the
epidemic is not contained by the peak of the
pilgrimage season in about two months.

Ai least a million pilgrims are expected to
make their way to Mecca in Saudi Arabia,
the holiest place is Islam, and they come
from the Far East as well as the Arab world.
Many are from underdeveloped countries
with sketchy health precautions.

What next?
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI} - The New

Hampshire Commission on the Status of
Women feels the women's liberation
movement is causing a rise in wife beating
and juvenile delinquency, Commissioner
Frances Drown said Tuesday.

And the commission feels efforts to deal

with such social problems should be made at

the local level, not through federally funded
programs, she said.

Mrs. Drown was commenting on the

commission's decision Monday to study
rather than act on her proposal for a local,

voluntary aid program for battered wives, in

which neighborhood families would provide
shelter to women in danger of being beaten
by their husband§. Mrs. Drown proposed the

plan after attending a workshop last week on
battered women.

She said the commission is opposed to

much of what the feminist movement stands

Even under normal conditions, such an
influx can heavily tax sanitation facilities,
although Saudi Arabia has some of the best

health care personnel in the Middle East.
There is fear that when the pilgrims return

io their home countries — some as far away
as Indonesia, Pakistan and the Philippines -
they will take cholera with them.

Jordan has barred pilgrims from entering
its cities and announced it is setting up
"health stations" for them on some desert
routes to Saudi Arabia.

But despite health precautions in the
affected areas, the disease has traveled as far

as Europe.

Two cases have been reported in Britain —
an Iraqi man hospitalized after arriving from
Baghdad and an English woman who had
just returned from a vacation in Turkey.

Italy reported one confirnr>ed case — a
Turkish woman tourist. West Germany said a
38-year-old truck driver from southern
Germany who was in Iraq last month and
drove his truck through Turkey on the way
home had been hospitalized with cholera.

In the Netherlands, health officials said a
Turkish woman who had just arrived from
Ankara was hospitalized with cholera in the
eastern Dutch city. of Nijmegen.

for, although it agrees women should have
equal pay, equal education and a chance for
careers.

"The major theme of the feminist
movement is do your own thing. That's why
it might be a seed to child abuse and other
things," Mrs. Drown said.

Commissioner Gloria Belzil of Nashua said
some v>rtfe beating might occur because
"those women libbers irritated the hell out of
their husbands. " She said she knows a
working woman who was beaten by her
husband and suggested the woman "needed
psychological care " because she upset her
husband by spending most of her paycheck
on herself.

Dr. Murray Straus of the University of New
Hampshire nationally known for his studies
on family violence, said even if feminism
does irritate some husbands, "why should
that give him the right to hit their wives, or
vice versa."

$85
LSAT

Weekend
Review

GIVEN HERE
SEPT 24/25

Intensive Preparation Analyzes

Questlons/Probhtnis/Structure—

Maximizing Scores Within Abllityt

TO REGISTER SEND $85 TO:

Law Board Review Center
or Rockland, Inc.

10 Cupsaw Court
Nanuet, New York 10954

OR CALL COLLECT:
914-623-1473 / 914-234-3702
MOW IN OUR 7TM YEAR

Work Study Position Available

TYPIST:
Approximately ten hours per week.

Hours are flexible. Duties will in-

clude legal typing, as well as some
administrative tasks. Minimum
typing speed should not be below 60

words per minute. Apply

Student Legal Services

922 Campus Center

Applications close Sept. U, 1977
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Universitv ot Massochusetis/ Amtvrsf

FINE >1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

BfKMDMMrS NEWEST,HOnESTHTn

uummm kmli

WITNOAZZlBIIBnr

SUN., SEPT. 18 3PM & 8PM

Flhf /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on Ml*. G*n. Pub. $7.50, *.S0, S.SO.

UM-A-$3.7S, 3.25, 2.75. Other students and senior
cititens U.50, 5.50, 4.50.

F.A.C BOX OFFICE 545 251)

A All Ticketron Locations

for men t woman

ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will

look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610
65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL

shaipoo, cit & stjfle dry $7.51

L0ii Hair Slifhtlj More

witti this coupon on
Tues. or Wed. only

Offer limited to new customers.

PROGRAM COUNCIL FILM SERIES
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Thurs.. Sept. 1 - Enter The Dragon CCA 7. 9, 11 - $1.00
Thure.. Sept. 8 - Car Wash CCA 7, 9. 11 - $1.00
Fri., Sept. 9 - Oog Day Afternoon CCA 7. 9:16. 11:30 - $1.00

Thurs., Sept. 22 — Animal Crackers-Duck Soup CCA 6:30, 8:30, 10 - $1.00
FrI., Sept. 23 - The Sting CCA 7. 9:16, 11:30 - $1.00
Sun.. Sept. 25 - Small Change CCA 7. 9 - $1.00

Thurs., Oct. 6 - Romeo Gr Juliet CCA 7. 9:30 - $1.00

FrJ., Oct. 7 - Let's Do It Again CCA 7, 9, 11 - $1.00

Thurs., Oct. 20 - Seven Percent Solution CCA 7, 9, 11 - $1.00

Fri., Oct. 21 - Death Wish -Lipstick CCA 6:30, 8, 9:46. 11:15- $1.00

Sun., Oct. 23 - Lumiere CCA 7, 9 - $1.00

Thurs., Nov. 3 — Bingo Long Traveling Allstars Er Motor Kings CCA 7, 9 —
$1.00

Fri., Nov. 4 - The Tenant CCA 7, 9:15, 11:30 - $1.00

Sun., Nov. 6 - Godfather II CCA 7, 10:30 - $1.00

Thurs.. Nov. 17 - Obsession CCA 7. 9, 11 - $1.00

Fri., Nov. 18 - Morathon Man CCA 7, 9:15, 11:X - $1.00

Sun., Nov. 20 - Murder By Death CCA 7, 9 - $1.00

Thurs., Dec. 1 - Logans Run SUB 7, 9:15, 11:30 - $1.00

Fri., Dec. 2 - The Omen SUB 7, 9. 11 - $100
Sun., Dec. 4 - Anathan CCA 7, 9 — $1.00

Thurs., Dec. 15 - Jacque Brell Is Alive And Well And Living In Paris SUB 7,

9

- $1.00

Fri., Dec. 16 - Silent Movie SUB 7, 8:45, 10:30 - $1.00

rusty

nail /

TONITE

WED., SEPT. 14

ACTEC TWO STEP

co^-^J, THURS., SEPT. 15

TOM RUSH

FRI. & SAT., SEPT. 16 & 17

James Cotton

EVERY SUNDAY

Widespread Depression

Sunderland, Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937

Notices

WMUA MEETS
First station meeting all members and prospective

members should attend. Wed., 9-14, 7:30 CC rm 162-
175. Important.
LOST

Green card, 1-151 form and social security number
card. Please call 665-2837 at 9-10 a.m. or mail to 320
Cliffside Apts, Sunderland 01375.
ROISTER DOISTERS

Meeting tonight at 6:00 p.m. in CC 178 for Roister
Doister Drama Society. All old members, and any
students interested in theatre production urged to
attend.

RECRUITMENT MEETING
Come to our meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the

Worcester D.C. Blue Room. Find out what we can
offer you.
ATTN PRE-VETS
Be sure to attend our first meeting Thurs., Sept.

15th at 6:30 p.m. i/i CC 903. New members are
welcome.
ATTENTION: ALL UNIV. MEN

Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity presents: Open Rush
Happy Hour 16 cents Miller drafts - Fri., Sept. 16th 3-

9 p.m., 14 Elm St. For more info call 5-3539.
BICYCLE CLUB
There w^ be a meeting tonight in CC 169 at 7:00.

We will have an officer election and a slide show of a
member's transcontinental bike trip last summer. All
invited.

LOST
Set of keys near Amherst Center. Please call 253-

9611.

RECREATION SOCIETY ILSR]
There will be a meeting and social tomorrow af-

ternoon at 4:30 in room 905 CC. Please come we need
to make plans for the semester.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS
There will be a meeting tonight, Sept. 13 at 7:30

p.m. in Marston 132. Election of new officers and
plans for the upcoming semester will be the main
topics. All are welcome.
Vi/OMEN BOWLERS NEEDEDI
Would you like to bowl competitively? Are you

interested in meeting people and having a good time?
Try out for the intercollegiate bowling team. Many
positions still open, for more info, contact Beth 6-
1427.
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CALLING ALL FORESTERS
Our first SAF meeting of the semester will be in 306

Holdsworth Hall, tonight at 8:00. Everyone is en-
couraged to attend, especially freshmen and
sophomores.
SAILING CLUB
We will have our first meeting of the year on Tues

Sept. 20 at 7:00 in CC rm. 905-909. New members are
welcome. Any questions call Nancy 549-4758
VETERANS

Free beer and good times at Beta Chi smoker on
Mon., 9-19. Room 1001, Campus Center Bom
TALENTED?

Brett House is having a coffeehouse. Sat., Oct. 1.

Anyone interested in playing please sign up
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonite at 7 p.m. in Has. 44. We will discuss
coming events for the semester. Old and new
members welcome.
ATTENTION VETERANS

There will be a meeting of the Veterans Advisory
Committee today Wed., Sept. 14 in 903 CC. The
Committee is looking for new members interested in
working with Veterans' Affairs on Campus
COMSTU MAJORS

There will be a meeting for comstu undergrad
majors Thurs., Sept. 15 at 4:00 in Morrill, room 245 to
discuss elections and forming a comstu RSO Group
NAIADS

Pool opens Wed., Sept. 14 for old Naiads (6:00
p.m.) Tryouts for new Naiads will be Sept. 20 21 22
(6:00 p.m. at NOPE).
ACCTG. ASSOC.
Remember our picnic at Farley Lodge this Thurs-

day. Only $1 for members and $1.50 for nonmembers.
CHESS
The first meeting at the UMass Chess Club will be

held tonight. Wed., Sept. 14th from 7 p.m. till closing
in rooms 174-6 of the Campus Center. Important
Organizational Meeting. New members are welcome
NAVIGATORS
Come out to an evening of Christian fellowship Fri.,

Sept. 23rd 8 p.m., rm. 101 CC. Bring a friend. All
welcome.
SKI PA TROL

All current members, meeting Thurs., 9-15, CC 811,.
7:30 p.m. Any new interested people please come to
an informational meeting Thurs., 9-15, CC 811, 8:00
p.m.

STRATEGY GAMES CLUB
Wed., 3-12 p.m., 3-8 in 9 floor lounge 8-close m ^68^

175. Board games, tactics, dungeons and dragons.
Petal Throne, Thirty Years War Boradonino. All
available. All welcome.
TAG SALE
Annual Scholarship Tag Sale Sept. 17, \0-4,

Amherst Woman's Club house, Triangle St. Amherst!
Magnificent array of all kinds of household goods,
clothing, plants, linens.

AL TERNA TIVE AGRICUL TURE
The Coalition for Alternative Agriculture and Self-

Sufficiency will be meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in rm U5
CC. There are many new and on-going projects plus
chances to start your own. Also there may be some
work study and indpendent study available. All are
invited to come see what the Coalition is doing. New
members welcomed.
INDEX OPEN HOUSE
There will be an open-house Wed., Sept. 14 from 6-

10 p.m. for all enthusiastic persons who wish to
become involved in the 1978 production of UMass'
award-winning yearbook - the INDEX.
Whether its art, writing, photography, design or

criticism you are into, come down Wed. night to room
102 in the Campus Center — share your ideas, talent
and yourselfl

Honors Program

meetings scheduled

The new director of the University Honors
Program, Prof. John Sitter, wants to meet
with honors students to discuss the
academic and program needs of students
involved in each area of study on campus.
These meetings will determine some

mechanisms to better fulfill the needs of
honers majors.

The schedule of meetings is:

Education, physical education and health
science majors — tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.
Social sciences — tomorrow at 3 p.m.
SBA, engineering, food and natural
resources - Monday, Sept. 19 at 1:30
Natural sciences — Monday, Sept. 19 at 3
p.m.

TURN TO PAGE 19

Distinguished

Visitors

Program
Presents:

DICK GREGORY
humorist, socio-political analyst

Thursday, September 15, 1977

at 8:00 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center

Lecture Topic:

"A socio-political outlook on Annerica through a black man's eyes.'

will be broadcast live on WMUA 91.1 FM

REACH 25,000 RE ADERSDAILY!!!!Uttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To pUcc a classified ad, drop by ttto Collegian
Offico botwoon 1:30 a.m. and 3:45 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Th« dcadlina is 3:4S p.m. throe
days bofora your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MOC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates »rt: Daily, 45c per line,- S consecutive
publishing days, 40c per line per day; 30 consecutive
publishing days, 30c per line per day. 38 characters
constitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!
!
Little Ads Get B IG RESULTS! ! !

! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! • ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

FOR SALE HELP WANTED CALCULATORS

Sony AM FM radio, n«w. tSO 6 6804
15X6X9

New Rockwell 63R ccic Trig |d«g ~
fid), memrv. log, AC -DC t37.SO
Cathy 6-6804

S cu. fl. raf for Mia Eiic cond 190
CaU Crystal or Lynn 2Se 6844

Couch. 84'. good coiKtilion. 175 Call
665 3029

Kanwood KR1400 racaivar Works
great Soma parts under 3 month
Kvarraniy 195 Call 546 0845 Ask for
Larry 396 N Pleasani

Moped for sale Used Pacer. »250 Call
Curt 6 8496

Pioneer CTF6161 cassette deck 4215
or best offer Brand new 546 1043. Phil

Germen Sheoherd pups - AKC. large
boned, inteNigent. beeutiful. exceptional
Witt) children, watch dog quelilies very
reaeonebis 648.0498.

Fridge. 5 cu . t90 Great cond 549-

3962

Wood stove. Morso 2 8 O Used 5
mo E«c cond Bums 8-10 hrs S385 or B

669 3707

AUTO FOR SALE AUTO FOR SALE SERVICES

ENTERTAINMENT

GoffI *2 00 W ID Mon thru Sal tiN 4
pm MHI VaMey Golf Links, Route 181,

Betcherrown MA Phone 323.4079

Pretty girl wanted for semi nude
modeling Must have gorgeous hair, long
enough to sit on Pictures to be used for

promotional advertising 1 739 2831
41000 per hour

Wented houseboy for IGU (sororimj.

Call Nancy 256 6844 or 5464082

E>p babysitter for 4 yr old boy. own
trans Call Patty 323 6240

Sorority off campus needs kitchen

he«p Free meals Call 253-9066

Excellent Earnings Possibility

Mechanically inclined student capable of

servicing Mopads to be sold

-

repurchased in the Amherst area (See
ad this issuel If you are a guick leerner.

our mechanics will trein you in Moped
service, repair and maintenencc m a

matter of hours Call or write mam ad no

Work Study |Ob. principally typing,

some clerical, 10 15 hrs per week
1350-hr Elemr Proieci 5 1981

ROOMMATE WANTED

Rm needed by 24 yr. old UMass stud
on bus fine Co op houaefratd or ept daa.
Call 253 5410 - Hal

Apt to share Own room in two
bedroom Lantern Court Apt Come at

night from 6-11. Apt. 9C. Amherst Rd..

Sunderland

M or F. own rm Puffton. Cat! Steve or

Oeve 646-5043

Must sacrifice T I SR 52 w PC 100
and many exiras, 1250 David. 549-3977.
eve

College t aicuKiors otfe'S low puces b
lull seivire' All miidels ava.i TI59 »225
M $99 96 6' »52 96 MP « b Com
n»'.flofp s A>i»u Mi>rtei I'om $16
R».m*»mh#»r A»» se'virp all calculators i*i»

spit' 8»'torp voii buy anvwhe'P p'se call

Bi'l) I.I C^'ls M C'lllege Calculaicj' 549
1316 *

LOST

Irish Setter, male, one year old.
"Laiarus ' Brown leather collar, no tags
Lost laat Thursday, Campus Pond
Pleese call 253 3941

Lost men s watch, central area
Hamilton electric w broken strap Call
Bob 253 3938 after 6

Lost my state ten check. Cell 584-5436
after 6.

Gold colored watch Michaels brand
name Sentimental value aliached If

found, call Laurie at 256-6059 or 545
3500 125 reward offered for its return

Fred is lost - Mondey, Sept i. N
Hedlev - Amfierst 4 mo old Lab pup
black, wearing silver chein Reward
Lynne, 5450889 or Homer 549 5264

'69 Impale Custom ps, pb. auto,
sm 8, en. cond . new peint. rec tune up.
Good for car pool 256 0156 »850 or 8

'68 Datsun 510 wagon. 69,000 miles
e> mileage New brakes good body
$900 or b o 367 2259

1971 VW Fastback A gem auto , rbit

eng Great shape After 5 Asking $975
665 3946

Chevelle Supersport clessic Hozengine
4 speed Huni shifter convert t1,000
Call Paul Green 14131 467 9899

Triumph GT6t Good engine tirs

AM FM $1660 Call at 6 6653615

'73 VW. ex. cond.. tterco, FM. Io mi.

TE 323-4074.

AAOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Volvo repairs and maintenance All

years and models, low prices Jack 586
0610

PETS

Honda CB3S0 8000 miles
Excellent condition, must see it to
believe it> Will sell for $550 or
best offer Can be seen outside
Thatcher Dorm or cell Kevin at
546-4612

G'cm: Odne fooows AKC tea
Blue Call 247 5527

TAG SALE

m

1981

home
) Chaw school bus. now mobila
$7S0. CeN Jim 546-8934

70 Ply Cuda. V8 Exc. cond $900 or

B 268-0388

'71 Plymouth Cricket, 4 spd , 63.000
mi Very good condition, $550. No 1

Britteny Manor

Powerful SAAB Sonnet III ('741, AM
FM redio. stereo (ape deck No rust, fiber

gless body Fuel economy 35 mpg Only
18,000 miles for only $3500 or best offer

Call 549 8616 after 6 o m.

'71 Plymouth Cricket. 4 cyl . 4 spd
52,000 mla MOO 253 9497 after 5pm

'74 Kawasaki 21-900 cc. mint con-
dition Kerker pipe, Oenselube chein. B
O Accepted 665 3031. early or late

PERSONALS

An Univ men' Open rush E> Happy
Hour at Pi Lambda Phi 15c Miller drafts
9 16 77. 3 9 p m CaN 5 3539 4 info.

Snirtil Irsternitv needs hitchen and
(lining room hoiisegtrls Work 5 meals
ipd "'at 10 "ipais ner week Call Jeff at 5
1118 OC -neal fee is refundable

Attached couples needed to oar
tKipate in Sociel Pavchologicai Study $5
per couple for about an hour CaM 323-
5102 or 549 2868. evenings

Tag Sale 216 Members Amherst
Woman 8 Club Splendid arrey of all

kmds of household Items Sept 17 10-4
Triangle St Chjbhouae. Amherat

Giant Parish Sale. St Brigid's Center.
No Prospect Si Set Seoi ''' 1C00
300

WANTED

Housebovs wsnted for an off campus
sorority Free meals For more mlo
contact Lynn ai 546 2092

FOR RENT

Interested in off campus Irving not far
from campus on Orchard Hill bus route
Includes meets, home like atmosphere
and color TV Call 253 9066 Ask lor
Martorie Shubert

RtACH 75.000 READERS DAILY" "Litlle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! RE ACH JSOOO R EADERS DAILY"" REACH 25,000 RE ADERS DAILY! '!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS' !!
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
' AND FUKmtK , TIIHR!::v
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LAOeS AW GeNTUJ'teN, TH/S

IS JUST A fVVUlAL LIST. Ait
ovtR THF exea/rinf BRANCH
HBOULAR fOPte L iKt laiAW
ME MAKE evBRyO^ UTJL£
eftRORS IN SALAHClNe mtlR
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T^ ^ ' ^ SUCH MISTAKBS
ABB f«JMAN. I HOff THBY
Miu nei-P iou Pt/7 ihTW
peJisPBcrive si^inAn mis
^AKfs MApe By OUR
eupeeT piRBCTOfi
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B.C. bv Johnny Hart
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THE SCENT OF MAN by Peter Tolan

r[^Raa<?l1U

tJM by Marty Mapeda

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

A BUSME^ an:?

A peck:'

-uT'

HOu/' ABOL/T A WETE-;

anp a liter :"

;:^ VI

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

14,N

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler

WE INTERUPT OUR STORrT ON AL-
FRED KNOOT To RRING "T^O "TVAIS

SAFETY H£SSAGe
^Co(_kS,TH£RH'S OfJLY ONETHlN<

VTHE OTHER GUr iEE-S "To^;;

Your Birthday By steiu wilder

From irNn>:D Keature Syndicate
For release TUESDAY, Sept 13. ISH

WEONESOAY, S«pt. 14-
Bom today, you are very
action-oriented You be-

come easily bored when
you are not actively in-

volved in some endeavor.
You believe in the ancient
Greek ideal of a healthy
mind in a healthy body,
and toward that end you
work consciously and con-
sistently And though you
do not mean to intellectual-

ize everything, that is often
the result of your curiosity

and your constant ques-
tioning.

Somewhat possessive as
a child, you should find

with maturity that you are
able to share what you
have without feeling either
deprived or martyred You
enjoy helping others to at-

tain their ends, whether or
not you are rewarded for

your help in any material
way You tend sometimes
to devote too much time to

your career - at the ex-
pense of your home life

You would do well to divide
your time more evenly be-
tween family life and pub-
lic career.

You have a great deal to

give children m the way of

a happy jutlook on life in

general. You are quick to

discern any difficulties in a
child's grasp of a situa-

tion; fortunately, you are
just as ()uick to come up
with ways of alleviating

the difficulties so that the

child can come to terms
witii his own life.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, selei't

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide
THURSDAY. Sept IS

VIRGO (Aug iVSept. 22)
- Seek companions well
suited to a healthy partici-

pation in your plans for the
day Involve yourself in a
new activity at evening.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)

The IJbra who loves
deeply will live a charmed
life today All will be better
than it was; laughter ami
tears bring understanding.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov

21 )
- You have a great

deal in common with a
young friend Take advan-
tage of that fact and in-

crease your knowledge of a
new social scene.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

r)ec 21 )
- You should be

able to predict at least
your immediate future
today. Direct your atten-
tion toward the young -
and the very young.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

Jan 19) - A highly im-
protiable story will have
you up in arms before
day's end. You would do
well to take the realistic
view of things.

AQUARIUS (Jan aO-Feb
Ifti — You may find your-
self working against your

own best interests today.
Take care not to give too
much time to seeking re-

venge on another.
PISCES (Feb 1»-March

20) - Pride of spirit la

essential to your success
today. Don't allow anyone
to take from you your
enjoyment in your work.
Progress well into evening.
ARIES (March 21-Apri]

19

)

- Whatever you decide
to learn about your next
move, do it quickly and
without looking back You
may discover facts you
don't really tike.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) F'ersevere in your
new interests; otherwise,
you may find that they

'

have faded into nothing by
the time you get around to

this

GEMINI (May 21-June
20 1

- Put into practice
immediately new knowl-
edge regarding a new
activity. You will forget
otherwise, and money will

be wasted.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — Aggressiveness is

necessary if you are to

succeed in a new phase ef

your work today. Try ool to
cerdo it. however.
LEO (.luly 23-Aug 22) -

The ways of youn^ love
prwve extremely difficult

today r>on't encourage an-
other to Involve hinuelf in

romance at this particular
lime.

injnru-t* !'" Iiniln) rralurr SmmI.

TODAY'S CROSSWOBD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Fiji chestnut
STtirustwilh

a dagger
9 Basebailers
Connie and
Earle

14 Have
op(nion of

15 Pliable

r.>etal strand
16 Fa»uous
1 7 Seize with

the teeth
18 Healing

apparatus
1 9 Comic
20 Resembling

Sutfix

21 Juvenile

23 Notwithstanding
25 Amer agnc

dept
26 Those in

power
27 At liberty

29 Over the ---

32 Moderate
35 Run away
36 Knotty - --

37 Excavation
38 Killed

39Kyle ----

NFL star

40 Diseases
41 Poetic time

of day
42 Esteem
43 French morfth
44 - --LeMoko
45 Female

relative

Informal
46 Highlander
48 Asa

minimum 2

words
52 Astronaut's

work 2
words

56 Music unit

57 Devour 2

words
58 Fiber

source
59 Mexican hot

sauce
60 Penned
61 Move

briskly

62 Fancy
63 Beqat
64 Seed

vessels
65 For fear that

DOWN
1 Of rabies
2 Ally with a

group Var
3 Hauls
4 Windmill

sail

5 Confections
6 Sports
championsh

7 Buffalo of

indic. Var
8 Human

head Slang
9 III treat

10 Paid one s

share
1 1 Flower
12 Unite

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday Puuls Solved

CAMP SORTS s I^IaIgI
OREO TROOP L () L A
LITER A T U R E ATr p

TASTE rHn U T T F\ E E
P ElN D SllD E E

PAR AH DIE SllB U R I. A P
ALAMO ^L E

L C M OjT rIaItIa )( I A
E N eWe
D E C E N

nIs U ElisIP !: t ^

tUl aIgiio [) E S

S SBUDILIEIRI
SHUT 1 N EllN A T V E

PARE S T R AJI & H ^' E R

ERSE I R E n[e a E: te t
DEEM "S D AjS "fil^VT

securely
13 Old World

lizard

21 Wine's
partner

36 Ordinary
speech

38 Silverside

42 Elevated
area

22 Playing card 44 Took a look
24 —- Peak

Colorado
mountain

21 Blaze
unsteadily

28 Harness
part

30 Familiar

with
ip31 Look in-

tently

32 Tapered
leveling

piece
33 Singer—

Lane
34 Jazz fan

Slang
35 Dull thud

45 Guides a
vessel

4 7 Sharp at the
end

48 Stay clear of
49 Sojurn
50 Merchandising

events
51 Something special
52 Makes a garment
53 Equal

Prefix

54 Make a
grating

sound
55 Choir mem-

ber
59 1000 of an

inch

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

1

9 10 tl 12 13

)4 15 16

17 18 19

20 I 21 22

2J 24 25 __
26 n 28 2^ 30 J'

n JJ J4 Jb

1
Jo

37

1
J8 39

40 41

43 44 4-) 1
46 47 IB 48 4<) 50 5t

52 5J 'j4 55 56

57

1

58

1

59

60 61 62

6J 64 65

134

Poor

Richards

.Collegian 19

Kte. 9

.\mhersl

TUESDAY

25* DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

CONT. KROM PAGE 17

Humanities and fine arts, special programs
- Tuesday, Sept. 20 at 3 p.m.

Join Sitter during the time scheduled in
ihe Honors Office, Machmer E-23, to discuss
ihe panicular interests of honors students in
your field. If the scheduled time is in-
convenient, come to the office and schedule
an appointment.

Plans to be made

for Kent State rally

The Revolutionary Student Brigade will
have an open meeting tonight at 7:30 in
room 413A in the Student Union. Plans 'will
be made for the demonstration at Kent State
on Sept. 24. Interested students are urqed to
attend.

m ^ ^^

Freshmen Register

now available

Freshmen who ordered a copy of the 1977
Freshmen Register this summer can pick
them up today through Friday and next
Monday and Tuesday on the Campus Center
concourse. Aftenft^ards, the registers can be
gotten at Alpha Phi Omega, Student Union
304.

Minority Engineers

meeting tomorrow
Minority engineers should attend the first

general meeting tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in the
Engineering East Auditorium

Gieisois has m
QUALITY DAY PACKS

aid

fren $4.50 ip BOOK BAGS

September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit

witti a purchase of any pack over $15.00

*^ ^ Cumpm Supplf

PEARL STREET,
9-5: 30 Weekdays

NORTHAMPTON
9-5:00 Saturdays

FALL 1977

SCNAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

Including

THEORY and

SOLVED PROBLEMS

tCeOUNTIM I $}.H
^c'ud'ng ?'^ SoUftf PrObifTiS

•CCOUNTINt II I39S
ifK'udtig Xfh So'»e<3 Pfablsms

ACOUSTICS Mii

*OV*NCED CALCULUS SS SS
n JI-; fig f);s '^r'.'-i t-' .:j i"r <.

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS lor

Eniincirs ( Seiintiitt tS.9S
r: j*;nK '-.SO Soi.f: Pnoie-^s

AOVANCEO
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS tVSS

" ..:-• ^t :33 S. ,-'1 •'
t f-'s

•ADVERTISINfi S3 9S

ANALfTIC 6E0METRT $}.M

APPLIED PHYSICS »4 9$
>- iudpf^K 6-10 ^oi,.^ Pf b'ems

BASIC EQUATIONS OF

ENCINEERINC SCIENCE S3 9S

ASIC MATHEMATICS
*ith Apphcaligns S4 9S

lOOLEAN ALGEBRA
ttt Switchinc Cifcuits S5.9S

I'M uding 150 St-i.tf'' ProtJtemi

BUSINESS STATISTICS $4 95
inc udnR 683 %0'vti ProDtems

CALCULUS $495
I'^ciiiding 1 1 75 So ..fl Pfofiifms

COLLCCE ALSEBRA $3 9}
ifli tyd.nj 1940 Soiled Prlb^em?

COLLEGE BUSINESS LAW $4 95
irtru^ig 681 S'l.vfd P'Qblef"S

COLLEGE CHEMISTRY $3 9$
including 375 SoUed Pfob'en^s

COllltE PHYSICS $3 99
.nciufl'Hf 625 Soued Problems

COMPLEX VARIABLES $4.99
iic'udtnj 640 Spi.fd Pfobier>4

COMPUTER SCIEHCE $4 9$
,nf u^ing 300 So .eii PfobifTis

CONTINUUM MECHANICS $S 95
i'>c'udii| 360 So'vfcf Problems

•COST ACCOUNTING $4 95
inc'udtng ?80 So'wfd Problems

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY $3 50
inciudt'>g 1 75 Solved Problem!

DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMICS $495
including 410 Solved Problems

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS $4 50
including 560 So v.d Problems

DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY $4 95
including 500 Seed Prvjblei^s

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS $4 95
nrjuding SOO Solved P">blems

EARTH SCIENCES $3 SO
including 347 SoUed Problems

CltCTmC CIRCUITS $4 9$
including 350 StMved Pmbiems

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS $4 95
including 160 Solved Prr^biems

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA $3 50
r ,)f1ng ;^G'^ -r .pd P'oblems

ENCINEERINt MECHANICS S4 95
tnciyrling 450 Soi.M Problems

ENGLISH GRAMMAR $3 50
100 Sets 0* Answered fiercises

FEEDBACK t
CONTROL SYSTEMS $4 95

inc j:'ng 680 Soi.ed Pr3D ems

FINITE DIFFERENCES ami
DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS $5 95

tr.-fuding 430 Solved Problems

FINITE MATHEMATICS $4 95
1' ud.ng 750 Solved Probie-^s

First Year
COLLEGE MATHEMATICS $4 95

n Jd ^-i 1850 S.-lv»d Probl(?'"S

FLUID DYNAMICS $4 95
.1 ~f no SgIvi^'3 P'Oblems

FLUID MECHANICS
( HYDRAULICS $4 95

iHi lud.ng 475 if. ved Pr-'Dier^S

FOURIER ANALYSIS $4.95
• n 'tC'"! r05 So ved Prob'ems

FRENCH GRAMMAR $3 SO
33*1 '>r. :f answered tieii ises

GENERAL TOPOLOGY $4 95
If, jdin^ 650 Solved Problems

GENETICS $4 50
n ijiL^j 500 Solved Pror.'er-i

GERMAN GRAMMAR $3 50
3pi ^,p'\ •' ansA.'.d Exercises

GROUP THEORY $4 95
including 600 "^oLed Problems

•HEAT TRANSFER $$95
inr uding 500 Solved Problems

INTERMEDIATE
ACCOUNTING I $4.50

,nr ulir^g 545 Solved Problems

INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMICS $3.95
"leading 260 Solved Prob'erns

Intrtdvctitn (•

BUSINESS $395
inr Ij.ling JOO Solved Problems

Introduction to

PSYCHOLOGY $3 95
including 500 Solved Problems

LAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS $5 95
infiudmg 275 Solved Problems

LAPLACE TRANSFORMS $4 95
including 450 Solved Problems

LINEAR ALGEBRA $4 95
icc'ud'"g 600 Solved Problems

MACHINE DESIGN $4 95
incusing 320 Solved Problems

MACROECONOMIC
THEORY $490

inc ulina 353 So'ved Problems

MATHEMATICAL HANDBOOK
of Formulis nt Tiklcs $4 95

MATHEMATICS
OF FINANCE $3 95

inc'yding 500 So'ved Problems

MATRICES $3 95
ic uling 340 Solved Prib ems

MECHAHICAl VIBRATIONS $4 95
ifl. uding 225 Solved Problems

MICROECONOMIC THEORY $4 95
1 ; jding 310 Solved PfObiemi

MODERN AltfBRA $4 50
iijr uding 425 Sowed Problems

MODERN
ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA $3 95
including JOOO Solved Problems

Modorn IntndMtonr
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS $4 50

including 409 Solved Problems

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS $5.95
in- ujing 775 Solved Problems

OPTICS $9.90
including 346 Solved Problems

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY $0.95
- u1 i|i HOC Solved Problems

PERSONAL FINANCE t
CONSUMER ECONOMICS $3 95

nciuding 49-1 Sc- .*i1 Problems

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY $9 95
""ading 589 Solved Problems

PHYSICAL SCIENCE $3 95
irrudiog 735 So ved Problems

PUNE HOMETIIV $3,M
nciudrng 850 Solved Problems

PROBABIlin $199
inc hiding 500 Solved Problems

PROBABILITY t
STATISTICS $5.99

•VIC .d ^g 7f.o Solved Problems

PROGRAMMING WITH
BASIC $450

^: u^^it 308 Solved Problems

•PROBRAMMING
WITH FORTRAN $4.99

nciyding 300 Solved Problems

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY $4 9$
i-ci-jling 200 Solved Problems

•PUNCTUATION. CAPITAL-
IZATION AND SPELLING $3 50

; ; ; '",pts ^r Answered Eiercists

QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN

MANAGEMENT $9 99
including 512 Solved Problems

REAL VARIABLES $5 95
in-uding 375 Solved Problems

REINFORCED CONCRETE
OESItN $4.99

including 200 Solved Problems

Rfvitw tl ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS $4 99
inc ludtng 4500 Solved Problems

SET THEORY $4.90
including 530 Solved Problems

SPANISH OUMMAR $3.90
?70 Sets oi Answered Eitrcises

STATE SPACE and
LINEAR SYSTEMS tS.99
including 220 Solved Problems

STATISTICS $4 99
including 875 Solved Problems

STRENGTH tl

MATERIALS $9.99
inc'udmg 345 Solved Problems

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS $5 95
including 200 Solved Problems

TEST ITEMS •
IN EDUCATION $1.99

including 3100 Test Hems

THEORETICAL MECHANICS $9 99
including 720 Solved Prc^iems

THERMODYNAMICS $5 9$
including 225 Solved Problems

TRANSMISSION LINES $9.95
-V jdi"g 165 Solved Problems

TRIGONOMETRY $3.95
including 680 Solved Problems

VECTOR ANAITSIS $4.90
including 480 Solved Problems

PRICES SUBJECT TO CMAKfit »»1IH0UT NOTICE •fOUTHCOMlNC PUBLICATIONS

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT'S TOO LATE...

m^ §TF(offi
campus center, univ. of mass, amherst

Stokowski dies
LONDON iUPI} - Conductor Leopold

Siokowski, who brought modern music to
Ihe United States and founded the American
Symphony Orchestra to give blacks and
women a chance at musical careers, died
Tuesday at the age of 95.
A spokeswoman for CBS records said the

white-maned maestro died peacefully at
noon 7 a.m. EDT at his country home in
Hampshire after a mild heart attack.

For the past week he had been under
treatment for a virus infection "but his illness
was not thought to be serious and he was
thinking about still another record," the
spokeswoman said.

His terminal illness began while Stokowski
was recording in London under a six-year
contract he signed with CBS records last
year.

Born in London to a Polish cabinet maker
and his Irish wife, Stokowski became a U.S.
citizen in 1915.

He led the Cincinnati Orchestra from 1909
10 1912, the Philadelphia Orchestra from
1912 to 1938 and the Houston Symphony
Orchestra from 1955 to 1960.
He founded the American Symphony

Orchestra of New York in 1962, which he led
until 1972. Stokowski established it to give
talented youth, blacks and women a chance
at orchestral careers which previously had
been closed to them.
Age never drained his enthusiasm. But it

did breed humility in the man who not in his
early years had spotlights play on his flowing
white hair while keeping his musicians in
relative darkness.
He became one of the world's best-loved

musicians who at the peak of his activity
earned $250,000 a year from guest con-
ducting fees with the New York Philhar-
monic and other orchestras, radio ap-
pearances, movies, record royalties and an
occasional opera performance.

Forgotten were the years when he forced
hissing and booing audiences to listen to
avant-garde compositions a second time,
both to irritate and educate them.

Between 1916, when he gave Mahler's 8th
Symphony its first American hearing, and
1964, when he premiered Charles Ives'
Symphony No. 4, Stokowski spoon-fed
Americans with new works by modern
masters - Shostakovich, Stravinsky.
Varese, Berg, Prokofiev, Schoenberg.

Like his methods, his mind was his own.
"I will play modern music whenever I see

fit to do so and I will play it twice for whoever
cares to listen," he told the board of the
Philadelphia Orchestra in 1932 after his
programming had alienated many sym-
phony-goers.
When he resigned in 1938, he left suc-

cessor Eugene Ormandy one of the world's
greatest orchestras.

The Philadelphia parting was an unhappy
one. For years Stokowski never passed
through Philadelphia on a train without
pulling down the blinds in his compartment.

But he made up with Philadelphia in 1962
when the city honored him on the 50th
anniversary of his debut there.

Stokowski, who studied at the Royal
College of Music in London and in Paris,
Munich and Berlin, went to the United States
in 1908 as organist of St. Bartholomew's
Episcopal Church in New York.

The following year a wealthy parishioner
of Ohio origin suggested him as conductor of
the Cincinnati Symphony. The job was a
springborad to the Philadelphia podium.
One of th world's foremost experts on

acoustics, S.tokowski's great forte was his
knowledge of the acoustical properties of
music which gave him exceptional mastery
of volume and color.

He dabbled in films, including Walt
Disney's "Fantatasia" which pioneered
multi-channel sound.
Death robbed him of one important

engagement.
When he signed his six-year recording

pact last year, he was also invited to conduct
London's Royal Philharmonic Orchestra on
his 100th birthday. Stokowski accepted.

Enterprise makes perfect flight
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE Calif.

(UPI) — The space shuttle orbiter Enterprise
manned by two astronauts made "an
essentially perfect flight" Tuesday in its

second free flight, gliding to a powerless
landing on a dry lake bed after being blasted
loose from its 747 mother ship.

"That sure was fun," one of the En-
terprises' astronauts quipped to Mission
Control after the 75-ton space orbiter
coasted to a stop after a flight of almost one
hour.

Like the first free flight last month,
Tuesday's maneuver was nearly perfect,
though the critical separation between
Enterprise and its Boeing 747 mother ship
was delayed three minutes when Mission
Control in Houston lost radar contact. The
delay caused no problems and did not affect
the 5 minute 28 second glide of the space
shuttle to the landing strip.

"Everything went essentially perfect and
continued that way through the flight," said
Donald "Deke" Slayton, head of the ap-
proach and landing tests. "The ship is in

good shape and we're ready to go again."
Astronauts Richard Truly and Joe Engle

were at the controls as the strange-looking
mated pair took off from this desert test site

promptly at 8 a.m. PDT and climbed to an
altitude of 28,800 feet where explosive bolts
blew the two ships apart 49 minutes and 27
seconds later.

Enterprise then veered right an up and
began a broad U-turn for its glide back to
earth.

Engles described the Enterprise as a
"perfect machine. It flew very well. I was
impressed with the airplane.

Truly said, "it's an excellent handling
machine."
The gliding 'spaceship reached a speed of

more than 330 miles per hour and performed
several maneuvers to test its aerodynamics
and its flying ability before air brakes slowed
it down to a landing speed of 212 mph. The
touchdown at 8:54 a.m. PDT appeared
perfect.

Engle and Truly alternately u€e6 both a
control stick and a computer to test the
ship's flight characteristics at various speeds.
Tuesday's flight had been postponed from

Aug. 30 because of a tropical storm which
drenched the desert runways.
A 'third free flight is scheduled for Sept. 27.

A fourth test will be made in mid-October.

Index to hold

organizational meeting
The Index, UMass' yearbook, will have an

open house today from 6 to 10 p.m. in the
Campus Center, 102. Anyone interested in

photography, writing, art and-or layout and
design is encouraged to stop by and talk with
the staff.

Ambitious people are also needed to edit

various sections including fine arts, living,

academics, activities and news. Applications
for these positions will be available tonight.
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Patroits yank rug out;

dump Rabbit, Briscoe
FOXBORO, Mass. iUPI) - In a surprise

move, the New England Patriots yesterday
waived veteran wide receivers Randy Vataha
and Marlin Briscoe to bring their team down
to the 43-plaver limit for Sunday's regular

season opener against the Kansas City

Chiefs.

Vatjha, 28, was a seven-year veteran who
tied a club record with 51 receptions in 1971.

The standout Stanford graduate was named
to the American Football Conference all-

rookie team in 1971. He led the club in

receiving in 1975.

Many scouts thought Vataha wouldn't
make it as a pro due to his relatively small 5-

10, 170-pound frame, but he became of the

most popular Patriots in the early 1970s after

several long touchdown catches from former
Stanford teammate Jim Plunkett.

After 46 receptions for 720 total yards in

1975, Vataha caught only 11 passes for 192

yards last season.

A Patriots spokesman said Vataha has

been claimed by an unidentified NFL team.

He has 24 hours to decide whether he wants
to go to the claiming team or become a free

agent.

Briscoe is a 10- year veteran from Nebraska
who celebrated his 32nd birthday last

Saturday. He has not yet been claimed by

another team. Patriots head coach Chuck
Fairbanks said.

Briscoe played for six AFL and NFL teams
before the Pats acquired him last fall. In 1970

he was an All-Pro with the Buffalo Bills,

catching a league-high 57 passes for 1,036

yards.

Fairbanks also placed two players, wide
receivers Steve Burks and Don Westbrook,
on the inactive reserve list.
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Army's Leamon Hall, Shott
named to ECAC All-Star team
CENTERVILLE, Mass. fUPI) - Leamon

Hall of Army and Jeff Macerelli of West
Virginia were named Players of the Week on
the first Eastern College Athletic Conference
Division 1 All-Star team.

HaH, a senior quarterback from Apopka,
Fla., completed 13 of 33 passes for 310 yards
and five touchdowns in Army's 34-10 win
over Massachusetts Saturday. Macerelli, a

junior linebacker, made eight unassisted
tackles and figured prominently in two
f<^urth-down drives that shut out Richmond,
36-0.

NFL waiver
Atlanta — Waived free agent defensive

back Tom Moriarty and six-year veteran
defensive tackle Jeff Yeates. Recalled from
the waiver list were free agent quarterback
June Jones and second-year wide receiver

Carl Farmer.
Buffalo — Waiver kicker Carson Long and

wide receiver Len Willis.

Chicago — Placed veteran running back
Mike Adamie and defensive back Len
Waiterscheid on the club's ir>active roster

and veteran running back Larry Schreiber on
the injured reserve list.

Cincinnati — Waived three rookies:

quarterback Tom Ouniven, runnir>g back
Mike Voight and tight end Jim Cort>ett.

Cort>ett cleared waivers and was added to

the taxi squad.
Green Bay — Traded veteran defensive

tackle Mike McCoy to Oakland for defensive
lir>eman Herb McMath and two undisclosed
draft choices.

Houston - Placed safety C.L. Whittington
and lir>ebacker Harvey Hull on the injured

'eserve list and waived running back Horace
Beiton, tight end John Sawyer, wide receiver

Bob Gaddis and punter Rich Sanger.
Claimed on waivers and were awarded rookie
fJorth Carolina running back Mike Voight
end rookie Texas Tech quarterback Tom
Duniven.

Miami — Waived quarterback Steve
Spurrier, cornerback Ken Ellis, receiver-

defensive back Mike Holmes, fullback Stan
Winfrey and receiver Terry Anderson.

Minnesota — Waived veteran safety Bill

Bradley, kicker Rick Danmeier, tackle Bart

Bueiow, rookie tight end Ken Moore and
center Kyle Davis. Signed defensive back
Joe Blahak to a free agent contract.

New Orleans — Waived fourth-year

running back Alvin Maxson and newly-
acquired wide receiver Rick Jennings. Greg
Suit and two unidentified players cleared

waivers and were resigned.

New York Jets — Claimed on waivers and
were awarded Al Palewicz, a linebacker from
Miami (Fla.) who was waived Monday by the

Cleveland Browns.
Oakland — Acquired veteran defensive

tackle Mike McCoy from Green Bay for

defensive lineman Herb McMath and two
undisclosed draft choices. Top draft pick

Mike Davis, a defensive back from Colorado,
was placed on injured waivers.

Philadelphia — Waived defensive end Will

Wynn, safety Artimus Parker and offensive

guard Doug Payton, and placed quarterback
Mike Cordova on the injured reserve list.

Pittsburgh — Placed running back French
Fuqua, wide receiver Theo Bell, guard Steve
Courson and defensive lineman Tom Beasley

on the injured esen/e list.

San Diego - Signed rookie free agent
placekicker Rolf Benirschke, previously

weived by Oakland.

i eattle — Waived defensive back Ernie

Jor es, defensive end Bob Lurtsema, run-

ning back Hugh McKinnis and tight end
Charles Waddell and placed linebacker

Randy Coffield on injured reserve.

Others on the All- ECAC squad include

Navy Tullback Joe Gattuso; defensive back

Bob Davis, Rutgers; safety Mike Galpin,

Navy; fullback Steve Hunt, Holy Cross;

quarterback Dave Kendra, West Virginia;

defensive end Jerry Martin, Syracuse;

defensive tackle Ray Linn, Colgate; defensive

end Chuck Shott, Army; linebacker Rich

Scudellari, Boston College, and end Melvin

Martin and quarterback Bob Ralph from

William and Mary.
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Ted Turner captains

courageous to victory

America's Cup challenger Australia takes a 12 second lead at the starting line in
yesterday's inaguaral race of the yachting classic. But Ted Turner's Courageous was
able to sail back into contention, and eventually won. (UPI)

Alabama alumni active

in pro football this week
ATLANTA (UPI) - The University of

Alabama will have four alumni starting at

quarterback when the National Football
League opens its season Sunday.
Joe Namath (1 962-64) will be starting for

the Los Angeles Rams against the Atlanta
Falcons, who handed their starting
assignment to Scott Hunter (1 968-70) when
Steve Bartkowski reinjured his knee; Ken
Stabler (1 965-67) leads the champion
Oakland Raiders; and Richard Todd (1 973-

75) has the New York Jets' post now that
Namath has moved west.

Steve Sloan (1 963-65), who used to fill in

for Namath when Namath was in Bear
Bryant's doghouse and then led the crimson
tide to a 9-1-1 season on his own, tried his

hand at pro football for a while (Atlanta, 1

966-67), but then switched to coaching and
now is the head man at 8th-ranked Texas
Tech.
The present Alabama quarterback, junior

Jeff Rutledge, was named Southeast Of-
fense Player of the Week by UPI for. his 7-8-

21 5 performance last Saturday when the 3rd-
ranked crimson tide beat Ole Miss, 34-13 ...

When Alabama plays Nebraska in Lincoln,
Neb., in a regionally televised game Saturday
afternoon, it will be the first time those two
have met during a regular season although
they have paired off three times in major
bowls.

Alabama quickness overcame Nebraska
beef in the 1 966 Orange Bowl (39-28) and 1

967 Sugar Bowl (34-7), but the cornhuskers
got their revenge in the 1 972 Orange Bowl
(38-6) ...

Mississippi State comes off probation this
week, and from the way the bulldogs have
started out (wins over North Texas State and
Washington), they look like a sure-fire bet for
a post-season bowl they were denied last

year despite a 9-2 record.
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NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) - Swashbuckling
Ted Turner allowed Australia a 12-second
lead at the start yesterday and then used
superior seamanship to boost America's cup
defender Courageous into a one minute, 48
second victory over the Aussie Challenger in

the opening race of the world series of in-

ternational yachting.

Precision sail trimming by the Courageous
in the light rain provided the key to the
United States win in the start of the best-of-
seven series and skewered the Australian
hope of a Challenger winning an opening
race for the first time since Endeavor of
England beat Rainbow in 1934.
The 12-meter craft, sailing at 8 miles an

hour, covered the 24.3-mile course in about
374 hours after a 12:10 p.m. EDT start. The
speed was extremely slow when you con-
sider that an A.J. Foyt can go 500 miles at
Indianapolis in that span of time.

Turner, the brash owner of the Atlanta
Braves, sailed a conservative race after
gaining a one minute, 18-second lead at the
end of the first leg, a 4.5 mile windward dash
on the Olympic course laid out about 10 miles
off shore on Rhode Island Sound.

Surprisingly, Skipper Noel Robins of
Australia out-maneuvered Turner at the start
and held a 12-second lead as the 30-ton craft
headed into the first of three windward legs.

Turner, sailing in 12.5-knot winds, began a
series of brilliant tacks that pushed
Courageous to a 20-boat length lead as the
Defender began the first of two 3.2-mile
reaches. The 400-vard distance separating
the two craft wi-, ssi great that aerial

photographers ;,ad difficulty getting
Courageous and Auo.ralia in the same frame.

From that point on. Turner played it

conservatively, something he has com-
plained about in his Atlanta baseball team.
He picked up eight seconds on the second
leg and seven more on the third, giving
Courageous a minute and 23 second lead at
the halfway mark.

Robins made his finest contribution to the
Australian effort at the start of the second
half as the Aussies chopped 11 seconds off
Turner's lead to trail by 1:12 after the fourth
leg as moderating breezes floated over the
area and Australia took advantage with its
light wind sails to close ground.

Recreation schiedule
UNIVERSITY CF MASSACHUSETTS

RECREATIONAL ACTIVITY PROGRAM
The following program will became effective SEPTEMBER 9, 1977 and *rlll

continue throughout the Fall Semester except for specially-published schedules
during the following periods: Thanksgiving Recess, Examination Period,
Christmas Vacation, Iiftersesslon, and Special Events.

Th#.|acilitie« are for Students, Faculty and Staff ONLY who must present
proper ideiiel'fCcatlon (Student ID Cards), (Faculty, Staff, & Grad. Students-
R.A. Cards).

SWIMMING POOLS

BOYDEN

N.O.P.E .

HICKS

8:00 AM to
11:30 AM to
7:00 PM to

10:00 AM to

7:00 PM to

10:00 AM to

11:30 AM to
4:00 PM to

9:00 AM (Lap Swim)
1:00 P!^' (Up Swim)
9:30 PM
5:30 PM

9:30 PM
5:30 PM

1:00 FM
6:00 fH

MONDAY THRU FRIEttY

^OrTDAY TK FRIDAY
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIIMVY

SATURDAY a SUNDAY

TUr riAY (, TH-~snAY
SAruTlDAY & SUNDAY

MOKD.\V THRU FRIDAY
KOMDAY THiU FRIDAY

GYM N A S I U M 3

BOTOEN MAIN

OCT. 24, 1977

BOYDEN APX.

N.O.P.E. MAIN

12:00 PM to 10:00 FM
3:30 PM to 10:00 PM

(Above schedule ends

12:00 PM to !;:30 PM
3:30 PM to 5:30 PM
10:00 AM to 5:30 Py

7:00 PM to 10:00 PM

8:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

KONDiAY, WEDNESDAY, FRIIMY
TlESuAY & TP~3DAY

n Monday, Oct. 24, 1977)

MONDAY, WBDNBSDAY, FRIDAY
TUESDAY 6. THURSDAY
SATl'XDAY & SUNDAY

TUESDAY & THURSDAY

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

BOYDEN HANDBALL/SQUASH COURTS

10:00 AM to 10:00 PM MOtCAY, WEDNESIWVY, FRIDAY
11:00 AM to 10:00 PM TJEStAY (, THURSDAY
1P,;P0 AM to 5:30 n SATURDAY & SUHDAY

Participants may be ^sked *b vacate the co«rt 'or cleaning ( ^ mlis»Cas). Reserva-
tions are RE(}UIRED, but must be made one day in advance. Phone calls will MOT be
accepted. Participants must scke reservations in person with proper ID card--
undergraduate ID card; graduate and faculty/staff Recreational Activltr ID Card .

Courts are not reserved on weekends. A gentlenen's agreement Is in order utiere oo*
or more court* should be available every 15 minufee*. Participant* luat •upply
their own equipment.

WEIGHT ROOMS

BOYDEN

H.O.P.E.

12:00 PM to 10:00 PM
10:00 AM to 5:30 FM

8:00 AM to 11:00 AM
1:00 PM to 10:00 PM

10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

MOMDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUMMY

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

BOYDEN

BOWLING al::eys

EFFECTIVE Oct. 3, 1977
4:00 PM to 10:30 PM

(League Nights excluded)
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY

EQUIPMENT ROOMS
BOYDEN & N.O.P.E.

7:30 AM to 10:00 PM
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

tsk:<:s courts
(Northwest of Boyden)

Effective: 9-9-77 to 10-17-77:

3:00 PM to 7:00 PM
10:00 AM to 5:30 PM

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
SATURDAY & SUNDAY

Reservations are required but taust be niade one day In advance weekdays and onFriday for weekends, Including long holiday weekends. Participants must reserve

equl^ent
''"'°" " ''^°"* ''"^^' ^" ""' accepted. Participants supply own

RECREATTCNAC ACTIVITY CARDS

Graduate Students, Faculty and Staff may purchase R.A. Cards at theBoyden Bowling Alleys. Monday through Friday from QrOO AM to 3^0 Ptf.
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LAS VEGAS, Nev.; Top ranked heavyweight contender Ken Norton pokes a little

fun at his next opponent Larenzo Zanon, Milan, Italy. The Norton vs. Zanon bout
takes place tonight as part of a 5 fight card at Caesars Palace. The event will be
televised nationwide.

Norton, Young are big names
in five bout extravaganza
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (API - Ken Norton

and Jimmy Young, the two top contenders
to heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali

are not expected to stumble Wednesday
night in bouts scheduled as tuneups for their

showdown meeting Nov. 5 here.

Norton battles Lorenzo Zanon of Italy

while Young fights Jody Ballard of Houston
in a nationally televised card of five heavy-
weight bouts from Caesars Palace.
The slate of four nationally televised 10-

rounders also include Ron Lyle of Denver
against Stan Ward of Sacramento, Calif.,

undefeated Larrv Holmes of Easton Pa.

facing Fred "Young Sanford" Houpe of Los
Angeles. Also on the program is a 10-rounder
between LeRoy Jones of Denver and Greg
Johnson of New York.

Norton goes along with the pageantry of
Las Vegas when he says, "I have a for-

midable opponent."
But Norton makes no joke about wanting

to fight Ali a fourth time. He broke All's jaw
and won when they fought the first time.
Then Ali won two close decisions in bouts
Norton thought he won.

"I'm really not sure Ali will fight me
again," said the ex-Marine, even though it

was the champion who said he'd fight the
winner of a Norton-Young battle.

Zanon, rated 10th among the heavyweight
contenders, has a record of 20-2-1 but never
has fought a rated American. The 32-year-
old Norton comes off a one-round knockout
over Duane Bobick.
Young lost a decision to Ali and holds a 21-

5-2 record including an upset victory over
former champion George Foreman, who
then announced he was retiring.

The match between Holmes and Houpe
opens the televised card at 5 p.m. PDT.

Ex-Olympians win
LOS ANGELES (UP/) - Michael Spinks,

168, Philadelphia, the second Olympic
champion from Montreal on the card,

needed only 51 seconds of the first round to
dispose of Ray Elson, 174, New York in a
scheduled eight-rounder.

Spinks, now 6-0 as a pro, had Elson down
twice, the second time from a sizzling over-
hand right. Elson couldn't get up.
Howard Davis, 135 Vi, a 1976 Olympic

champion from Long Island, New York, ran
his record to 5-0 as a pro by making a
punching bag out of lightweight contender
Tury Pineda, 137, Mexicale, Mexico, before
scoring a fourth-round knockout.

c
Sports in Brief

Cubans to tour

COLUMBUS, Ohio (API - Cuba's first

athletic team to tour the United States
since Fidel Castro became the Latin

American nation's dictator will be a

powerful volleyball squad, the Dayton
Volleyball Association disclosed
Tuesday.
The Cuban National team will play a

United States all-star squad in seven
Midwest cities, starting Oct. 13 at

Dayton, Ohio, the training site of the

American team.
Cuba ranks second in the world behind

Russia and is co-favored with the Soviets
to win the 1978 world championship. The
United States team is rated tenth.

summer games would not be subject to

improper Soviet control.

Van Deerlin indicated the hearing
would be the first of 9 series dealing with
relationships between the television net-

works and sports.

Buffalo trades pick;

gets Willoughby

BUFFALO — Acquired forward Bill

Willoughby from the Atlanta Hawks for

their second-rourid draft choice in 1978.

Blazers tell Laurel
Olympic TV probed "Nq play, no pay"
WASHINGTON (UPII - Chairman

Lionel Van Deerlin of the House Com-
munications Subcommittee said Tuesdav
he would conduct a hearing in early

October on broadcast aspects of the 1980
Olympic contracts.

Van Deerlin said "numerous questions
have arisen" dealing with the games,
especially due to huge increases in fees
paid by ABC for the right to broadcast
the winter games at Lake Placid, NY.,
and by NBC for the summer games in

Moscow.
On Oct. 3, Van Deerlin said the panel, a

subcommittee of the House Commerce
Committee, will examine negotiations for

the contracts including the role of in-

dividuals negotiating for the rights and
ihe request for an "exemption" from
anti-trust prosecution by the Justice
Department.
He said other topics would include

programming decisions "apparently
made to influ_ence the negotiations";
agreements " covering additional
programming commitments made by the
networks, and assurances that the 1980

PORTLAND, Ore. (UPI) - The Port-

land Trail Blazers said first-round draft

choice Rich Laurel of Hofstra must make
the team before he gets a contract.
"We're no further along," said Stu

Inman, the Blazers' director of player
personnel, of the contract talks. "Right
now I'd have to say that it's very probable
that we will not sign Rich."

Laurel stayed home in Philadelphia
when the Blazers opened a preseason
camp for rookies, walk-ons and free

agents in Salem, Ore., on Monday. His
agent was reportedly demanding a

guaranteed contract, something the NBA
champions no longer feel is necessary for

iheir success.

The first session turnout included
rookies T.R. Dunn and Ricky Brown out
of Alabama, veteran centers Tom Owens
and Dale Schlueter, and free agent Jim
Bradley. Owens is expected to have the
best chance of making the club. Portland
acquired him this summer from Houston
for cash with Robin Jones, the Blazers'
backup center last season, a throw-in in

Ihe deal

Program Council Film

Committee Members
All members are urged to attend a meeting on Wed

Sept. 14. 1977, 4 p.m., Rm. 415 S.U.

New members also welcome.

Meet the Brothers and Sisters of

U-Mass' only CO-ED Fraternity!

All university men and women invited to an informal Rush

TONITE & THURS. 8:00 p.m. — on

Free Beer, Wine, Soda & Munchies

SIGMA ALPHA MU, 395 No. Pleasant St.

Info — Call 545-0845 — Rides

\
To

Amherst
Center

I

I

No. Pleasant St.

"^1 A I
Yellow

^ " House

UMASS
CAMPUS

Colle gigji ^^

Do it in the sky!
with the

U. Mass. Hang Gliding Club

Thurs. Nite, Sept. 15

Rm. 101 Campus Center

New members welcome! Dues only $4.00

DESK CALENDARS
and

DESK PADS

A. J. HASTINGS
45 S. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

i

INDEX

Open House

Wednesday,

September 14, 1977

6-10 p.m.

102 Campus Center

Writers, Artists, Photographers, Layout

and Design . . . Ambitious people erazv

enougli to want to i>e section editors

(News, Fine Arts, Activities, Academies)

If von liked "Star Wars", voull love the INDEX!

Open House

INDEX

There IS a difference!!!
j

fe;;r|

^1^ PREPARE FOR:

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VAf • SAT

Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of test-
ing know-how ttrdt enables us to oiler the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings & week-
ends all year Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make-ups
for missed lessons at our centers

LSAT CLASS OPENING CENTER
SEPTEMBERS AT CAMPUS

Texas Ranger Gaylord Perry pitched his 2820th career strikeout for the second
out of the fourth inning against the California Angels' Don Baylor to pass Cy
Young and go Into fourth place on the all-time strikeout list.

CLASSES IN AMHERST
Call Boston for Info
25 Huntington Av«.
Boston, MA 02116

617-241-5150
Outside NY state Only

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840

mpun
EDUCATIONAL CCNTCH

TCST PRCPARAriQM
SP€CIAIISTS SiNCr '93b

Centers m Maior U S Cities

Tomorrow watch for the beginning of a series by Jim Paulin on World Jai Alai
Hartford. Included in the series on the "world's fastest game " will be how the ga
IS played, betting, and sharp eyed observations of the environment and atmosph
plus the costs involved.

in

me
ere.

Poor
Richards

Rte.9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25^ DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS
• THURSDAY

WHfTE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum. vodka,

tequila 85^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE
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Yanks topple Sox, 4-2
NEW YORK (UPI) - Ron Guidry pitched a

five hitter and Mickey Rivers hit a two-run
homer to trigger a three-run fifth inning last

night which enabled the New York Yankees
to defeat Boston 4-2 and increase their
American League East lead over the Red Sox
to 2V2 games,

Guidry, going the distance for the fourth
straight time, completely overpowered the
heavy- hitting Red Sox with his blazing
fastball and gave up just three hits over the
last seven innings to gain his sixth straight
victory and raise his record to 14-6.

The Red Sox' only offensive effort against
the slender southpaw came in the second
inning when they scored twice to take a 2-0
lead. Carl Yastrzemski led off the inning with
a triple off the right centerfield fence and
scored the first run when Guidry uncorked a
wild pitch with one out. Guidry then walked
Carlton Fisk and George Scott in succession
and Butch Hobson followed with a single to
left that scored Fisk. The RBI was the 100th
of the season for Hobson.

Rookie Mike Paxton started for the Red
Sox and blanked the Yankees for the first

three innings. But New York pushed across a
run in the fourth on a single by Thurman
Munson, a fielder's choice and singles by
Graig Nettles and Lou Piniella.

The Yankees then chased Paxton in the
fifth as they put together four hits to score
three runs. Buckey Dent started the rally by
blooping a single to center and Rivers

followed with a line drive home run, his 11th,

into the right field stands to put the Yankees
ahead 3-2. With one out, Munson singled to

knock out Paxton and Jim Willoughby
relieved and got Reggie Jackson to hit into a
forceout before Chris Chambliss lined a
double to right to score Jackson.
The Red Sox looked as if they might get to

Guidry in the seventh when Scott led off

with a line single to left. But Guidry got
Hobson on a lineout to left field and then
struck out pinch-hitter Bob Montgomery and
Rick Burleson to stifle the Red Sox' hopes.
He then shut out the Red Sox in the eighth
and ninth and finished with nine strikeouts.

Rivers saved the game for the Yankees in
the ninth inning when he made a running
one-handed catch to rob Fisk of at least a
'nnle with a runner on first and none out.
Guidry then bore down and retired Scott and
Hobson to end the game.
The victory, which snapped the Red Sox'

five-game winning streak, was the Yankees'
fifth in six games against Boston at Yankee
Stadium.

Boston 020000000-2
New York 000 13000X-4
LOB-Boston 6, New York 7. 2B-White,

ChamblJsi. 3B-Yastrzemski. HR Rivers (11). SB
Rivers.

IP H R ER BB SO
Paxton (L9-5I41-384403
Willoughby 32-3 2 14
Guidrv (W 14-6) 9 5 2239
WP Guidry T 2:36. A 55,269

Al East
W L

89 56
86 58

.594 3

PCT. GB
.614 -
.597 2V4

New York
Boston
Baltimore 85 58
Games remaining:
New York (17): Home (9) - Boston (2) Sept. 14-

15: Cleveland (4) Sept. 26-27-28-29; Detroit (3)
Sept. 30, Ofct 1-2. Away (8) - Detroit (3) Sept. 16
17 18; Boston (2) Sept. 19-20; Toronto (3) Sept 23-
2425.
Boston (181: Home (9) - New York (2) Sept. 19-

20; Toronto (4) Sept. 26-27 28 29; Baltimore (3)

Sept 30, Oct 1-2. Away (9) - New York (2) Sept.
14 15; Baltimore (3) Sept. 16-17-18; Detroit (4)
Sept 22 23 24-25.

Baltimore (19): Home (10) - Boston (3) Sept.
16 17-18; Toronto (4) Sept. 19-20-21-22; Detroit (3)
Sept. 27-28 29. Away (9) - Toronto (3) Sept. 14 (2)

15; Cleveland (3) Sept. 23-24-25; Boston (3)

Sept. 30, Oct. 1-2.

THE PAIN OF IT ALL - Carl Yastrzemski seems to be summing up the Red Sox'
frustration last night as he swings and misses in the third inning. Yaz hit triple but it

went for naught as his team lost. 4-2. (UPI)

LEAPING FOR SAFETY - Yankev shortstop Bucky Dent jumps to avoid Butch
Hobson's slide after forcing him out in the second inning of last night's game. Dent
began the New York's winning rally with a bloop single and scored on a Mickey
Rivers home run. (UPI)

Judy Van Handle

Sox let big one slip away

"Zimmer said if there's one game that's
the key in this series, it's this one, the first

one." — Red Sox color announcer Ken
Harrelson.

Ii appears that if Don Zimmer's pre-game
estimation is correct, then the Boston Red
Sox are in for a dismal three days at Yankee
Stadium.
As Yankee pitcher Ron Guidry was turning

ihe Red Sox bats into sawdust, his starting
counterpart, Mike Paxton, was making a
slugger out of Mickey Rivers.

Everyone knows by now that the Sox were
up against it last night. A good (not great)
team, a smokinq-hot pitcher, a lineuo loaded
with left-handed sluggers, a hostile crowd
armed with tirecrackers, and a losing
tradition this season at Yankee Stadium.

But alibis are cheap and easy to come by.
The fact of the matter is this: the potent
Boston lineup, save for one inning, looked
absolutely lost before the offerings of one
Mr. Guidry.

The young man's statistics prior to last

night's 4-2 Yankee triumph: 13 wins, six

losses, and a 2.95 ERA. After the game: 14
wins, six losses, and an ERA down around
2.80.

Last night's log: two earned runs, five hits,

nine strikeouts, and three walks.
Ah yes, one Ronald Guidry was clearly in

command last evening at the Stadium. After
a shaky second frame, when he allowed the
only two Sox runs of the game, he baffled
the famed Boston battalion.

Meanwhile, as Guidry took control of the
proceedings, Paxton lost his touch in the
fifth. Rivers drove a two-run homer over the
right field fence. Jim Willoughby soon en-
tered in relief, and Chris Chambliss promptly
knocked home another New York run with a
line double

It is true that Boston had its opportunities.
But the Sox could simply not take advantage
of them.
- Rick Burleson left two runners stranded

in a potentially bigger second inning rally

when he struck out with two runners on.
- Butch Hobson hit a long drive in the

fourth with a man on which was hauled

down on the warning track by Rivers in right
center field.

— And, most notably, player of the week
Carlton Fisk slugged a 420-fooi drive in the
ninth, also with a runner on the basepaths.
But Rivers made a nice over-the-shoulder
catch in front of the warning track in left

center field.

All right, so the Sox hit the ball hard on
some occasions. But Guidry surely had it all

when it counted most.

Just after Fisk's clout, he fanned George
Scott and Hobson, the latter swinging at
nothing but thin air as the heat from Guidry's
fastball singed his lumber.
The Yankees received the clutch hitting

they needed, the Sox did not, and that was a
big determining factor in the way things
turned c'lt.

Act Two in the continuing melodrama
lakes place tonight, when Ed Figueroa and
Reggie Cleveland stroll out to the mound to
iry to baffle their respective foes.

Act Three is set for tomorrow, before the
Bostonians sojourn down to Baltimore for a
three-game series with those Orioles, who
are (pardon the pun) waiting inthe wings.

Then it's back to Fenway Park next week
for another round of baseball with the Yanks.
Think the heart can hold out 'til then?
Oh yeah, one more thing. While the Red

Sox and Yankees were reenacting the Battle
of Bull Run in the rebuilt palace down south
of these parts, Baltimore was idle. No doubt
the Birds were viewing last night's game with
very critical eyes.

Earl Weaver, the best manager in the
American League, has built a little-

publicized, highly capable team from his

wealthy minor league system. A couple of
crafty trades also added some spark to his
crew.

And, for some strange reason, I can't get
Baltimore out of my mind. It's only a
sneaking suspicion, but I get the feeling that
the Orioles may just sneak in the proverbial
back door and take the flag.

They may indeed, but one thing is clear. If

the Red Sox don't get their act back together
soon, the American League East race could
become just a two team dogfight - between
New York and Baltimore.
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S. African stocks sold

Eighty people protesting South African Investments demonstrated outside the
Board of Trustees meeting at Memorial Hail. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein).

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday in

Memorial Hall voted to divest within 90 days
University stocks in companies operating in

apartheid South Africa.

The University owns stock worth $680,000
in 19 companies that operate in South Africa.
The decision to divest holdings in all com-
panies came after Amherst Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery, trustee Daniel Dennis
and Secretary of Educational Affairs Paul
Parks urged total divestment as a substitute
to a proposed vote of partial divestment and
retainment of several companies pending
further review of their operating practices in

South Africa.

The decision also came while 80 people
demonstrated outside Memorial Hall for total
University divestment. A spokesperson for
the Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa addressed the trustees prior to
discussion and the proposal by Park while
most of the trustees viewed the
documentary film about apartheid South
Africa during their early afternoon lunch
break.

Committee representative Claudia
Primeau, a junior from Chatham, Mass., told
the board a vote to sell stocks in the three
companies recommended by the sub-
committee would be "a needless evasion of
responsibility."

"The U.S. is the second largest investor in

South Africa," Primeau said. The university
is going against its own investment policy of
taking "informed and ethical positions" in

purchasing stock, she said.

The government in South Africa follows a

policy of racial segregation and political and
economic discrimination against non-whites,
while upholding a white minority ruling class.

Tha committee appointed by the trustees
last April to investigate the 19 companies
proposed a three-part vote on the divestment
issue yesterday prior to the decision of total

divestment.

The committee had originally proposed to

divest from three companies, Amax Inc.,

F.M.C. Corporation and Newmont Mining
Corporation and to retain holdings in nine
companies which it said "exceeded"
University guidelines, and retain, but further

review, eight other companies.
According to University policy, * the

trustees are to invest only in companies
which commit themselves to the protection
of the environment, public health, consumer
protection, equal employment opportunities
and compliance with national and in-

ternational law.

While Amherst campus Student Trustee
Marion "Pinky" Batiste, a member of the
committee, read to the other trustees the
three part divestment proposal, she told the
board she personally would like to see total

divestment.

"I'd like to divest from all corporations,"
Batiste said. "I feel this (total divestment) is

in the best interest of those people in South
Africa."

Bromery said the trustees have a fiscal and
social responsibility when buying stocks and

New budget proposed

See p. 3

should not invest in companies with interests
in South Africa.

The University, said Bromery, can invest in
other companies with no interest in South
Africa.

He said the trustees should consider using
their investment council to invest in a port-
folio of stocks in the market not interested in

South Africa.

UMass President Robert C. Wood said he
approved of the decision of total divestment
and also of the manner in which the
demonstrating students presented their case.

"I like it," Wood said. "I believe from the
very beginning we had a sympathetic board
over the summer. Pinky's (Batiste) com-
mittee worked very hard and very well."

Wood said Primeau 's presentation and the
shovying of the movie to the students was a
"terribly constructive way lo express in-

dividual's concerns of lie student body."

Batiste last night said she was "a little bit

surprised" with the decision to totally divest.

Batiste said if the decision was not made
yesterday, it would have come up in three
months, when the committee was to finalize

its investigation of the companies it wanted
to further analyze.

West champion in SGA treasurer's bout
By DAN HUSE
and JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Priscilla West, calling for an increase in

student services and representatives,
defeated Jay Milander in the Student
Government Association (SGA) treasurer
election last niaht.

Preceding the election, the Senate ap-
proved outgoing treasurer Thomas J.

Kerrins' report on expenditures for a student
senate trip to Texas last August. The report
had been previously vetoed by Student
Government Association co-presidents Jon
Hite and Marion "Pinky" Batiste.

In other business, the Senate heard
unionization survey results from two groups;
postponed a request for additional funds for

a Kent State trip; and established SGA
election dates for later in the month.
West, who was Assistant Treasurer under

Kerrins, defeated Milander 27 to 13. She said
she supported the plan for senate
reorganization, and would work for greater
student participation in the decisions of the
university.

The new treasurer said she would "like to
be known as a financial treasurer rather than
a political treasurer."

In his speech for treasurer. Jay Milander
said that if elected he would resign four
weeks after the new senate was seated. He
said he would lead the new senate (to be
elected later this month) "through the

financial forest", then resign allowing the
new senate to elect a new treasurer.
SGA co-president Hite said he didn't think

"this Senate should bind the next Senate (in

the choice of treasurer)",

Kerrins submitted his resignation and a
financial report at the Sept. 7 Senate
meeting. The motion declaring a vacancy in

the treasurer's office was vetoed by the SGA
co-presidents. The report veto was made
pending a detailed explanation of the
National Student Association Congress trip

to Houston. Kerrins submitted the report at

last night's meeting.

In the discussion of -the expenditures
Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said, "I take
full responsibility for projections for
necessary revenue and for the operation of
the trip."

The Senate approved the report on the
August convention costs and thereby agreed
to pay for the unexpected convention ex-
penses.

Kerrins said he resented the accusation by
the SGA co-presidents that "major
discrepancies existed between authorized
expenditures and what was actually spent."
Kerrins said, "Mr. Hite's remarks were very
inaccurate. The report bore out that there
was no major dis-array of books."
The Senate finances he said, '"are

organized and very sound financially. He
added, "I don't want to accuse him (Hite) at

TURN to PAGE 2

Former Undergraduate Student Senate Treasurer Thomas Kerrins (left) votes for a
succeseor at last night's senate meeting. (Staff photo by Chris Boume)
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Professors and students alike may benefit from a nine month old machine in
the Reference Department of the University Library. Here Microforms Reference
Librarian Melinda Mcintosh shows UMA work study student Mike Leary (1981)
how to operate the Kodak manufactured Recordak Motormatic Reader. The unit
can make copies from both microfilm and microfiche. Utilizing a liquid
photographic process, the machine can make 8.5, 11, and 14 inch copies for only
fifteen cents. Since its installation in January, 1977, the machine has produced
5347 copies. The operation is limited to library employees and is supervised by
Assistant Reference Librarian Ginny Garrand. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

Changing of the guard

at Greek Affairs office
By ANDREA ATKINS
Collegian Staff

The Greek Affairs Office is undergoing a
major change in personnel this week. Edward
M. Bowe, director of greek affairs is leaving
after four years of work with fraternities and
sororities Taking his place is Shannon Ellis.

Bowe, a 1970 graduate of UMass, will

work at Columbia University for his master's
degree in higher education and said he hopes
eventually to earn his doctorate at UCLA. He
will also work for the Consortium of In-

der>endent Colleges ar>d Universities in New
York, Bowe said.

Blis is tt>e first woman to hold this

position. When asked how she felt about
breaking tradition, she said, "I'm not out to

prove anything."
"Without sounding sexist, a woman can

often look at things from a different point of

view," Ellis said.

The new director stated that she was glad

to be the first woman, but feels she got the

job because she has the "qualifications and
personality" to fill the position.

"Keeping close contact with people has
always been an enjoyable activity," said

Bowe in an interview. As a student at

UMass, he said he found himself loaded
down with campus activities. Among these
were student government, Tfie Index,

Student Union Program Council and
fraternity functions. Bowe was a member of

Beta Kappa Phi, served as chapter vice-

president, rush chairnrtan and inter-fraternity

rush chairman. This experience led him to his

UMass position, he said.

Add-drop deadline

changed to tomorrow

There are two reraining days to

change to or from pass-fail, add, or drop
a course without record. The deadline is

sundown, Friday, Sept. 16.

Note: If you pre- registered for a class
but never attended, you still must file an
official drop form with the Registrar.
Instructors will not automatically drop
you from their class rolls.

Bowe said, "Because I was so involved in

activities on campus, I knew I wanted to get
into something where I could be working
with people."

His first job took him in the County College
of Morris in New Jersey, where he was
assistant director of student activities. Soon
after, iri a "more lucrative position" at the
University of Nebraska, he was program
adviser to the Student Union and a house
father to the Nebraska chapter Kappa Sigma.
When the position at UMass opened, Bowe
said he felt it was time for a char>ge.

"I love Amherst," said Bowe. He said he
has seen a development of a "closely knit
community — a real family" at UMass. His
only regret is that more students do not
consider Greek living as an alternative. He
said he wishes "the citizens of the Com-
monwealth and UMass students themselves
would realize what an outstanding school
this is."

One person who appreciates the school's
outstanding reputation is Bowe's
replacement. A recent graduate of the
University of Illinois, Shannon Qlis comes to
UMass with a B.S. in journalism and a great
interest in communications. Prior to this she
worked as a public relations p>erson for a
Pennsylvania congressman in Washington,
D.C.

Ellis, like Bowe, was involved with a
numt)er or activities at Illinois. I he new
UMass director was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi and was involved with the
Sorority Council. In her sophomore year, she
was council vice president and as a junior,

president.

"Coming to NewEngland from Illinois was
quite a change, but I love it," Blis said. The
new director begins her job at the time of the

"Greek rush"; a time she considers best to

start because she will be meeting
representatives from all UMass chapters. In

addition, she said, she can begin immediately
what she hopes will be a strong "internal and
external relationship."

Ellis said she will work toward developing
leadership in the Greek area and will serve as
a liaison between town offices, UMass of-
fices, alumni groups and national
organizations.

Duke would veto

anti-abortion bill
Compiled from Wires

Michael S. Dukakis yesterday said he
would veto the $17.9 million supplemental
budget if it includes an amendment banning
the use of state funds for abortions except to
save the life of a woman.
"The fundamental issue remains that the

Supreme Court says the issue of abortion is

constitutionally protected," Dukakis said.
"To make those kind of exceptions is a denial
of that right."

Anti-abortion forces in the House have
said thev will trv to add a section to the
budget halting the use of state funds for
Medicaid abortions.

The supplementary budget includes $17
million in pay raises for the welfare depart-
ment in their latest contract and $657,000 for
the welfare department's administration of
the food stamp program. Federal officials

threatened to cut off funds to administer that
program unless the state makes some effort
to cut its error rate.

"I hope the raises for state employes will

emerge as a priority and couldn't be stop-
ped," Dukakis said. "They're entitled to
raises and I want to see them g«3t them."
The governor said his legal office is still

looking into the possibility of vetoing only
the abortion section, if it is attached to the
budget. Although the governor has the

power to line item vote an appropriation, it

has never been used to veto a non-money
section. That power is still untested.

Dukakis said he would prefer to use the
line item veto on the abortion section, if he
can. Hq added his only other hope is to pin

down the members of the legislature.-

"There comes a point in the process where
a majority of the members of the legislature

get tired of that kind of thing," he said.

House members caucused Wednesday in

an effort to bring some order to Thursday's
session.

The House is expected to first take up the
governor's veto of a separate bill banning the
use of state money for abortions. The Senate
could take up that veto later in the day.
When it turns its attention to the sup-

plementary budget. Rep. Raymond Flynn, D-
Boston, has said he will offer substantially

the same bill as a rider to the budget.
House members are also expected to

propose a rider to reduce the state meals tax
ifrom 6 to 5 per cent as of January. The
legislature cut the tax from 8 to 5 per cent in

the 1978 state budget, but made the cut
effective the first of next year.

Dukakis commented on the proposed
additional cut saying, "I'd like to make very
sure that we make a profit around here
before we declare a dividend."

Police officer discharged
A Northampton oolice officer was

discharged yesterday for beating two
Northampton youths with a night stick last
July 31.

Mayor David W. Cramer reportedly based
his decision to remove officer Raymond L.
Goulet, 30, from the Northampton police
force on the "undisputed evidence" he
struck Raymond J. Derovin, 17, and
Raymond Catuono, Sr., 17, when
responding to a complaint of a fight on Bm
St., Northampton.

Goulet will appeal.
During a Civil Service hearing, Goulet

admitted striking the youths, but claimed
Derovin shouted obscenities and tried to
strike him.

The officer with Gouht during the in-

cident, Nicholas V. Divenere, 27, was
reprimanded, but no further action 'was
taken.

In other action concerning the
beleaguered Northampton Police Depart-
ment, officer Donald A. Roy, 31, pleaded
innocent yesterday to charges of breaking
into police headquarters last Sunday night
and stealing money, and of stealir>g a

revolver from the department in November
1974.

Judge Luke F. Ryan released Roy without
bail and continued the case in Northampton
District Court until Oct. 5.

Two days ago, Northampton Police Chief
James J. Whalen and agents of the U.S.
Treasury Department's Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms arrested Roy on
charges of possessing and transferring
sawed-off shotguns, falsifying federal
firearms records, and removing serial
numbers from guns.

Roy, proprietor of the D & G Sporting
Supplies store in Northampton, was tem-
porarily suspended from the police force and
released on $10,000 bail in connection with
the federal charges. He was scheduled for a
U.S. District Court hearing Oct. 3 in

Springfield.

Roy's arrest, together with the beating
incident, has brought calls from the
establishment of a police commission from
two mayoral candidates. Mayor Cramer is up
for re-election this fall.

The police department is currently un-
dergoing several internal investigations.

* West grabs election
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

this time of political moves. The implication
is there."

Hite said he didn't want the whole affair

"to turn into a bloodbath." He continued,
saying, "I'm not going to stab a guy in the
back ^s he's going out the door."
There was some speculation that the vetos

were tools for Hite and Batiste to put their
own choice for treasurer in office.

"The accusation that the veto was a threat
was bullshit. A veto is not a weapon," Hite
said.

In the Student Senate, an SGA veto does
not have the effect of a veto in the federal

government. It can only be used to delay

legislation, not to kill it. Larry Magid of the

Student Center for Educational Research
reported on the results of the on-campus
Unionization Survey, which was distributed

in dormitories last week. Some of the issues

students expressed the concern were about

quality of courses and teachers, check
cashing, number of courses, and over-
crowding in the dorms.

Susan Birmingham of the Student
Organizing Project reported that students in

Southwest dorms have been acth^ in

fighting the attempts of the administration to
place extra students in already full dorms.
Students in Pierpont, Cance, and Moore
Houses have been turning to the SOP for the
resources it has to offer. "It's really ex-
citing," said Birmingham.

A group of students, who plan to travel to
Kent State University in support of the May
Fourth Coalition, requested that the Senate
allocate funds for the transportation of about
50 UMass students. After heated debate
about the support for this cause within the
student body as a whole. Senator Jay Flynn
called for a quorum, which was not met
when the roll was called.
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Students pic/cet

Board of Trustees
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

A group of 80 picketers gathered outside
yesterday's board of trustees meeting to
demonstrate against University stock
holdings in corporations with interests in
South Africa.

The Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa, sponsors of the rally, presented the
trustees with a 2,500 signature petition
condemning UMass holdings in 19 in-
ternational companies supporting the policy
of apartheid.

Apartheid is a policy of racial segregation,
and political and economic discrimination
against non-whites, while upholding a white
ruling class.

After news of the trustee's unanimous
decision to divest thp <stnr.ks rearhfiri the
group, the committee said it would direct
future efforts towards Amherst College, also

a large shareholder of firms operating in

South Africa.

"We're setting a precedent for the
country, thanks to the students who got it

started," said one committee spokesperson.
A police spokesperson said Saul Chafin,

acting director of public safety, was pleased
with the committee's cooperation and
consideration during the rally. The
spokesperson said Chafin hoped his
department's help was acceptable to the
group.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery told the
protestors he was "surprised" at the
trustee's action. He then thanked committee
for their cooperation.
The group eariier in the day sponsored

several speakers who addressed the question
of South African racism. Committee member
Steven Shulmen warned before the decision
was reached, "If they don't sell the stock
today, we're going back next week."

Trustees ask $1 24.5m
from governor

A member of the Committee for the Liberation of South Africa pickets outside
yesterday's UMass trustee meeting. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday
approved a $980,000 renovation of University

property in Boston to accommodate the
president's office, which is being forced to
move from its present rental space because
of state legislative action this summer.
The board also approved a $124.5 million

budget for fiscal year 1979.

According to the trustee decision, four
floors will be permanently renovated on
University property at 100 Arlington St.

Boston which now houses the College of
Public and Community Services of the

A window in the second floor meeting room of Memorial Hail provided a clear view of the outside demonstration for the
Trusteas inside. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein)

UMass-Boston campus.
The state-senate this summer allocated

only enough money to rent the president's
five year old office at One Washington Mall
until the lease runs out in October.
The University has been paying $143,600

annually to rent the president's office.

Until the Ariington St. space Is ready for

occupancy, the University will use money
from its Trust Fund Interest account to rent

office space on a monthly basis, according to

Katherine Hanson, UMass vice president.

Money in this account is derived from gifts

and interest returns, she said.

Two of the four floors being renovated in

the 13 story Ariington St. building will be
used for the presidents office and University

administration, while the other two will be
used by the Boston campus administration.

John Strange, dean of the College of

Public and Community Services, housed in

the building, said Arlington St. is a "fine

location" for a University Center.

The 1979 budget for the University, as
requested by UMass officials, is "not a great
go-ahead budget," Hanson said.

The state senate this summer located $109
million to the University for it's 1978 budget.
Most of the increases in the 1979 budget,

Hanson said, is in the personnel area. The
University has to annualize salaries and also

pay employes for an additional week in 1979.

Hanson said the University has to ap-
propriate 12 month salaries in 1979 to em-
ployes hired midway in 1978. The University

will also be paying it's employes for 53 v^eeks
in 1979 because the state senate added the
extra week to even off the fiscal year, which
ends in June.
The UMass-Amherst campus is aiming for

a six per cent vacancy rate in 1979, a nine per

cent decrease from the last two years of

budgetary crises, according to George
Beany, of the campus budget office.

Before the financial crisis, Beatty said

there was a three per cent vacancy rate on
the Amherst campus. This year the vacancy
rate is down to 1 per cent, he said.

The Amherst campus has 3,706 authorized
positions, of which 3,298 will be filled this

year, Beatty said.

Vacancies were filled this year by using the

$1.8 million additional allocations in the
annual budget. Beatty said 3,509 campus
positions will be filled in 1979.

Applications now open for UMass president
Massachusetts Daily Colleqian
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HELP WANTED: A public institution of
higher learning with little, if any, money —
and no investments — seeks a person
capable of mismanaging its operations in the
role of president. Must be a political op-
ponent of the governor.

Don't worry, Howard White, your ad
seeking applicants for UMass president will

not read this way. White, press aid to out-

going UMass President Robert C. Wood,
yesterday purchased a $25 advertisement
from the Collegian for the Sept. 20 issue.

White was on campus for yesterday's
trustee meeting.

The ad for Wood's successor is looking for

candidates 'with recognized status in the
academic community and broad experience
in positions of leadership in university ad-
ministration."

The president, the ad reads, is the

executive office of the University system, to

whom the chancellors of the campuses
report. .

A search committee, composed of
University trustees, faculty, and students,
has been appointed by Trustee Chairperson
Joseph C. Healy to screen applicants and
recommend a candidate to replace Wood,
who in June announced he would resign his
position effective Jan. 1, 1978.

Former Student Government Association
co-President Paul M. Cionin is representing
students at the Amherst campus while Lewis
C. Mainzer of the political science depart-
ment represents campus faculty, on the
search committee.

As for applicants, the best person to know
.. well, money will help. White has to pay for

ihe ad somehow.
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Plan proposes moving

students out of hotel
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By MARK LECESSE
Collegian Staff

A nine-point plan for relocating students
now housed on the fifth floor of the Campus
Center Hotel was issued yesterday by Robert
L. Campbell, Director of Resource
Management. According to Campbell, there
are approximately 40 male students still living

in the hotel.

The plan provides for two "satellite"

employees of the housing office, Dennis
Fenton, ex-UMass wrestling star, and John
Ringle, to work out of the fifth floor of the
hotel relocating students.

Fenton and Ringle are now living on the
fifth floor in an effort to "establish a trust

with the students there," said Campbell.
According to the plan, when the housing

office discovers an open living space, either

Fenton or Ringle would accompany the
student to lopk at it. If the student decides he
does not want to move into that space, he
may return to the hotel.

Many students choose to move to a space
that they understand is temporary, such as a

dormitory lounge, >ust to get out of the hotel,

Campbell said.

However, the student does not have the

perogative, according to Campbell, to turn

down any space that is classified as "per-

manent." These spaces include rooms or

areas originally designed as permanent
student housing but have been used in the

past few years for other purposes, such as

storage, a lounge or a weight room.
The only exceptions to this, said Campbell,

would be if the space represented "an un-

tenable living situation."

Dean of Students, William F. Field said last

night the administrators "would hold the
right to judge what is a 'real' room."

Campbell said the process of transferring
students from the hotel into fjermanent
quarters will be "inexorably slow", but also
said, "there is no intention to leave these
people here for the semester."

Police in Northampton

digging for two bodies
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (UPI) - State

Police equipped with a backhoe searched in

a heavily wooded area yesterday for the
bodies of two Boston women — believed
slain because they witnessed a murder and
secretly buried in western Massachusetts
two-and-one-half years ago.

Norfolk County District Anorney William
Delahunt identified the women as Susan C.

Webster, 19, and Karen T. Spinney, 18, both
of the city's Jamaica Plain section.

Delahunt said the women were last seen
on the night of Feb. 21, 1975 in the
Rosiindale section of the city, when 22-year-
old Ralph Cirvinale was shot to death outside
a neighborhood bar.

Delahunt said the two missing women
witnessed Cirvinale's murder. He said
authorities believe they were taken to an
isolated spot in the MDC Blue Hills Reser-
vation. There they were stabbed several
times, their bodies were transported to

Northampton in a car trunk and they were
buried, he said.

Police said the search by about a dozen
men was concentrated on woods in the

Leeds section of Northampton, northwest of

the downtown area and near the VA
Hospital.

"They are digging right now for the

bodies," Delahunt's administration assistant

Robert Dillon said yesterday afternoon.

"They'll probably quit at dark and try again

tomorrow morning."
Delahunt said witnesses have told Boston

police the women were last seen in the

company of Thomas Sperrazza, 26, and
John J. Stokes, Jr., 25, both also of Jamaica
Plain.

Sperraza was convicted of Cirvinale's

murder and is serving a life term at Walpole
State Prison. Delahunt said Sperraza has

kept silent, but Stokes talked to police about
the missing women.

Student senate hesitates

funding Kent State trip
By JIM PAUUN
Collegian Staff

A request to fund a second trip to Kent
State University drew mixed reactions from
the Undergraduate Student Senate last

night. No decision was reached on the
request.

Jay Flynn, senator from Wheeler dor-

mitory, asked for a quorom call when the

issue came up. Flynn said his constituents
questioned the worth of sending a van to

Kent State to protest the construction of a

gym near the site of the 1970 Kent State
shootings.

"Questioning the quorom is legal and
prevents a minority from taking action," said

Brian DeLima, speaker of the senate.

Charles Bagli. who along with DeLima and

Student Government Association co-
President Jon Hite last week co-sponsored a

telegram to the May 4 Coalition in support of

the anti-gym movement said, he was
displeased with the Senate action

"The guy acted like the politicians in

Washington; underhanded and deceitful.

Hundreds oif students from UMass signed
the petition supporting Kent State. Where's
he been?" Bagli asked.

A petition is being circulated by Bagli to

call an emergency meeting of the state.

Signatures of 25 senators are necessary to

call an emergency meeting, according to
DeLima.

Last week the Senate allocated $500 to

send members of the May 4th Coalition to

Kent State.
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As a woman Air Force ROTC
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A new wave of demand at the
Union Stereo Co op has evoked an
appeal by Co-op president Richard A.
Dimambro for "more warm bodies"
to maintain the current level of
services.

Shown here is Debbie Merrick,
coordinator of the coop, hooking.up
a receiver.

The Co-op is currently open
Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. Dimambro said ha feared a
reduction in business hours If more
volunteers are not recruited.

There will be a meeting of present
and would-be Co-op members in

Campus Center room 166 on Monday,
October 3 at 7:30 p.m. (Staff photo by
Chris Bourne)

TAKE A BREAK FROM THE BOOKS
BE A VOLUNTEER IN THE BOLTWOOD

BELCHERTOWN PROJECT
Trie Protect is a Five College student organization based at BelchertOM/n State

School and m the surrounding communities that offers a wide range of volunteer
programs including

RECREATION MUSIC APPRECIATION
CREATIVE EXPRESSION CITIZEN ADVOCACY
COMMUNITY AWARENESS PUBLIC EDUCATION
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————— — — — — — CUT OUT ts SAVf- ———— — —— — -- — — — — —
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INCLUDES FREE LEISURE LIBRARY
($35.00 value / Offer good Aug. 15-
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An exceptional value for the professional
or the advanced student.
The Tl Programmable 58 utilizes Tl's state-of

the-art advance m programmable calculators:

Solid Slate Software. This revolutionary

development gives you complete prepro-
grammed libraries, of up to 5,000 program
steps each, in convenient plugm modules
You can also key-in programs you develop,
rtght from the keyboard.

$98 .75

Other Texas Instruments Calculators

Tl 57

Tl SR56
Tl 59

Tl PCI OCA
Tl SR40
Tl SR51-II

Tl 2550-111

$64.95

$67 95
$229.95

$159.95

$23.95

$48.50

$23.95

Tl Bus. Analyst $28 25
Tl 30 S P. $17 25
Tl Money Manager $17 50
Tl 1750 $16.95

Tl 5050M $79.95

CALL OUR 24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE
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ASK FOR OUR FREE 64 PAGE CATALOG INCLUDING

SPECIALTY ELECTRONICS, STEREOS.TAPE DECKS. RADIOS, TV'S

Hewlett Packard
HP-29C/19C

ONLY

$169^5
RETAIL $195.00

The HP-29C has continuous memory capability so
programs of your choice are saved, ready for use, until you
clear them or over write them with more programs.

As a result you can program frequently-needed calcula-
tions once, and then perform them as often as necessary

-

hour after hour, day after day-without bother or lost time
caused by reentering your program.

The 29C also retains data m 16 of us 30 registers, so
you can store away needed constants or record data in the
field for later use.

As an added convenience, the number m the display is

also saved by continuous memory. And the display format
IS kept as well.

You can operate the HP-29C on batteries alone or from
a convenient electrical outlet while tMttenes are being
recharged.

Battery operating time is significantly extended since
the calculator may be switched off between calculations or
m the midst of writing a program without losing program
steps or data.

ORDER NO. HP29C / SHIPPING WT. 3 LBS.

HP 19C: Same features as HP-29C but in the
portable printer configuration of the HP- 10.

MARKLINE PRICE.$309.50 (Retail $345.00)
ORDER NO. HP19C / SHIPPING WT. 4 LtfS.

Other Hewlett Packard Calculators

HP 21

HP 22

HP 25
HP 25C
HP 27

$69.95

$109.95

$109.95

$144.50

$149.95

HP 80
HP 67
HP 92

HP 97
HP 10

$254.50

$387.95

$562.50

$645.00

$154.95

MARKLINE ACCEPTS MASTERCHARGE
CALL OUR 24 HOUR ORDER LINE 1-800-225-8493

UMass Is generally not the place to view nature. Especially not in the center of

campus. This squirrel, however, didn't seem to agree as it stopped for a bit of lunch
at a favorite barrel before retreating to a tree next to the old chapel. (Staff photo by
John Anderson)

Another victim found
in Kansas City fiood
KANSAS CITY, Mo. iUPI) - A 20th

victim was recovered yesterday from the
receding waters of the city's worst flood in

26 years and state officials warned damage
to urban and rural areas could run into

billions of dollars.

City and county officials estimated that

1 ,200 persons were still homeless because of

the rampaging waters along Brush Creek and
the Blue River.

The flash flood was the result of 12 inches
of rain in a 24-hour period Monday. The
water surged into Brush Creek, overflowed
its banks along the fancy Country Club Plaza
shopping center, and moved into the Blue —
wreaking havoc all the way.
A spokesman for the American Insurance

Association said very few businesses
damaged by the waters were covered by
flood insurance.

"As far as we can determine, there are

only 1,358 flood insurance policies in the

metropolitan area," said Frank Lewis, a

regional manager. "Most of those are for

private homes."
In a letter to President Carter requesting

federal disaster aid, Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton
said the loss "is likely to run into the billions

of dollars."

The city's last major flood in 1951 caused
an estimated $1 billion in damage.

City commissioners issued an emergency
declaration yesterday, permitting use of

$225,000 in community development funds
to help low-and moderate-income residents

of the flood-stricken Kansas City, Kan., area.

For farmers, too, the flood meant trouble.

"Some individuals probably will be
knocked clear to their knees," said Raymond
Ritchey, acting Missouri state director of the
federal Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service.

Kent State president

pushes ahead with gym
KENT, Ohio (UPI) - Kent State University

President Brage Golding said yesterday he
sees "no alternative" but to build a gym-
nasium near where four students were shot
to death and proposed dedicating the

building to all victims of the tragedy.

Golding told a news conference he had
formally asked the university Board of

Trustees to dedicate the $6 million complex
to the "slain, the wounded, the National

Guradsmen, the townspeople and the

university community" in memory of those
involved in the May 4, 1970, shootings which
climaxed a campus anti-war demonstration.

Following Golding's news conference, the

May 4th Coalition, the group opposing
construction of the gymnasium at the

proposed site, said it will use "mass action"
to stop bulldozers from returning.

The Coalition also said it will attempt to

reoccupy the site on Sept. 24. The Coalition

had a tent city on the site for two months but
it was torn down by authorities on July 12

and mass arrests were made.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in

Cincinnati, in a related development, was

asked Wednesday by relatives of the slain

and wounded students to issue a 10-day stay
against construction of the building.

Golding said he had made tentative plans
to meet with members of the Coalition but
did not" say whether he will accept a
challenge to debate the issue.

"I see no alternative but to build the
gymnasium on its planned site which is near
but not on the place where the troops fired
and the students fell," said Golding.

Golding said he will ask the trustees to
establish a "quiet anniversary" ceremony for
the university community "to dedicate the
project on noon May 4, 1978."

Golding also said he will personally

construct four benches to mark the place
where the four students died.

He also said he will work to close the
parking lot where the students died, sub-
stitute greenery for asphalt and plant in-

dividual trees where the nine student? jvere

wounded.
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S. African death

mourned by many
The Christian Science Monitor

The death in detention in South Africa of
Steve Biko can only sharpen the tragedy and
anguish already seeping into the fabric of
that lovely land. Biko, a youthful man barely
out of his 20s, was probably the greatest
source of individual inspiration to other
South African blacks to his generation.

He was a key figure in the founding of the
black consciousness movement of this
decade, the aim of which is to end automatic
black servility before whites and develop
pride in being black. And this, to the
authorities, was his crime.

Just over a month ago, this writer was
talking to the tall, sturdily built but quiet-
spoken BiHo in King William's Town, Eastern
Cape Province, where he had in effect been
banished and isolated by the authorities.
Everything that he said confirmed what
many others had said: Biko was a moderate
who believed that black and white must live

together in South Africa in a multiracial

society.

He expected conflict in his country, he
said, because of the way in which relations
between the races had been imposed by the
Afrikaner government. But his aim was to
minimize the conflict. South Africa, he
added, was "in a peculiar situation where
black and white must live together. At the
end there can only be non-racial govern-
ment. Indeed, in the end there will be less
conflict than anywhere else in Africa."

As he saw it, the situation now was
worsening because the Afrikaners had still

not got round to listening to what blacks
want. "They won't listen because they
believe it will be too much."

Shortly after this conversation in King
William's Town, Biko was arrested under the
Terrorism Act. He had been detained for 101
days in 1976.

Perhaps the greatest tragedy of all in

South Africa today is that the Afrikaner
government, so fearful for the survival of the
Afrikaans-speaking people's identity and
culture, does not recognize reason on the
other side when it is voiced or uttered. And
repeatedly this writer heard from moderate
blacks, the warning that if the moderates
were liquidated or brushed aside, only wild
men would take their place.

At the United Nations in New York, U.S.
Ambassador Andrew Young issued the
following statement:

"The sudden and tragic death of Mr. Steve
Biko will prove to be a major loss for the
future of South Africa. No nation can afford
to lose its most dedicated and creative
leadership and yet prosper. I know personally

how much the United States suffered
nationally as a result of the similariy tragic

deaths of President John F. Kennedy, Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., and Sen. Robert F.

Kennedy. These losses cost us neariy a

decade of progress. Certainly a future
nonracial South Africa will mourn the loss of

a dedicated native son, Mr. Biko."

A brave and independent white South
African newspaper editor, Donald Woods of
the East London Daily Dispatch, wrote last
year: "As a journalist who has interviewed
politicians not only at home in South Africa,
but in America, Canada, Britain. Germany,
France, Italy, and Israel, I have not met in any
of these countries a man as gifted with in-
tellect, personality, and human un-
derstanding as... Steve Biko."

Mr. Woods had tried earlier to get South
African Justice Minister Jimmy Kruger to lift

the restrictions on Mr. Biko — to ensure
there was "'articulate leadership" and "avoid
a situation in which black frustration would
give rise to mindless violence." Mr. Kruger's
response? To increase the restrictions on Mr.
Biko.

Monitor correspondent June Goodwin
reports from Johannesburg: A new outburst
of black fury against the system of apartheid
or racial segregation could come with Biko's
funeral, which will probably be held Sept. 25
in King William's Town.

If police try to regulate the people who
show up, there could be violence, sources
say. Memorial services will be held
throughout the country.

Mr. Biko is the 44th person to die while in

police hands during detention under security
laws. He is the 20th to have died since
March, 1976. Justice Minister Kruger said
Mr. Biko died because he went on a hunger
strike on Sept. 5.

Biko's death is likely to unite active blacks
as no other issue would, according to one
longtime observer of the black community.

Certainly the deepest effect will be on the
students and other young people who are
Biko's followers. The youthful Biko had mass
appeal among the 15- to 35-year-olds. And
given the high birth rate in South Africa,
"That's where the guts of the protest are,"'
•wid this observer.

The instant outpouring ot emotion was
evident in a spontaneous prayer service held
in Johannesburg in the office building where
the South African Council of Churches and
the Christian Institute are located. About 250
people showed up only two hours after the
news of the death became known. The 250
included many students from Soweto who
were in the city.

Lance faces new charges

as Senate inquiry opens
WASHINGTON (UP/) - On the eve of

Bert Lance's long awaited public defense
against awaited public defense against what
he termed "allegations, innuendo and
hearsay," the White House was embarrassed
yesterday by a top staff member and new
charges were floated on Capitol Hill.

The charges were made at a hearing of the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee by
a federal bank regulator. He said Lance may
have illegally received $100,000 through bank
overdrafts used in his unsuccessful 1974
campaign for Georgia governor.

Three lawyers who worked on the federal

investigation of Bert Lance's overdrafts at a

Calhoun, Ga., bank said yesterdav the
Justice Department should reopen the case.

Lance, who is scheduled to testify before
the committee today, said judgments about
his qualifications as btfdget director are being
made on the basis of '"allegations, innuendo
and hearsay."

"Scrutiny, investigation - all that's fine,"

he said. "You ought to be able to go through
that. But when you've gone through it, you
ought to be able to present your side of the
case in a sense of fairness — and be heard
out before anv decision is made."

White House Press secretary Powell
said Carter still has confidence in Lance "but
obviously, if he feels that he should ask for
the resignation, of course he would do it. It

would not.. .be any easy thing to do."

State banking officials and bankers say
that Bert Lance's questioned banking
practices would be illegal in most states. 'And
they deny vehemently that the overdraft
policies followed by Lance's Georgia banks
are common practice.

The officials and bankers, responding to a
nationwide UPI survey, used words such as
"unbelievable," "not within normal ethical
standards," — "poor management prac
tice," and "excessive ' to describe the
overdrafts extended to lance by the banks he
controlled in Georgia.

THE HIDEOUT
Pizza - Grinders - Sandwiches - Cold Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street, Amherst
Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2: 00 on Weekends

"We deliver every day from 5:00 till closf

from 3:00 on Sunday."

This Week's
"DeUvery Specials"

1. Buy one large combo pizza and get a steak & cheese grinder

FREE!
2. Buy one small combo pizza and get two sodas FREE!

'256-0441"m

Collegian

Campus Center

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

The good looks you get

from looking good. Start

with dex shoes in sizzling

styles. Now add leather.

Rich, supple leather. Finish it

all off on a distinctive sole.

Dex shoes. Looking good.

Reasonably

priced for

men and women

MANY DEXTER STYLES AT:

BOUES SHOfS
8 Main St., Amherst

European
Corduroy Suits
LOTS OF COLORS

•evrs

Jeans & Cords
A FULL SELECTION... TAKE 10% OFF
OUR ALREADY DISCOUNTED PRICES!

FIRST APPEARANCE
OF THE FALL

^r

HMCH

Thursday

September 15
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Friday & Saturday

September 16-17

THE GREAT PRETENDERS

$1.00 Cover

JK
DUKE & THE DRIVERS

$2.00 Cover

Sundowner Sweaters

Shirts. .

.

tevrs
New Patterns!

10% OFF
NEXT

PURCHASE
WITH

COUPON.

CRANE'S
T-SHIRT

GIVEAWAY
WITH ANY
JEANS

PURCHASE!

%m
^^<

Flannel

Shirts...Western Cut

GRAN
MEN'S SHOP

mt. farms mall

Saturday Sept. 17 BLUEWALL 3 - 7 p.m.

SPECIAL HAPPY HOUR

2 for 1 Beers

FEATURING: SPRINGRAIN
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Shortage predicted for

Boston area housing
BOSTON (UPtt - A regional planning

jgency says housing in the Boston area has
Iropped to its lowest point in 17 years and at

ts present rate will meet less than half the
egion's needs.

"if this trerHJ continues, there is likely to be
\ housing shortage in the region coupled
vith increased pressure on existing housing
supply," accordir^ to a Metropolitan Area
'tanning Council report released Tuesday.
The council said 7,300 new housing units

vere built in 1976 in Boston and com-
nunities bordering it within Route 495, the
owest number since 1960.
The region will need 18,000 to 23,000 new

inits a year to meet growing demand for

lousing, according to the study. From 1980

to 1995, the region will need 16,000-21,000
new units a year, the study said.

Council spokesman Leo Bogorad says the
percentage of the population of homebuying
age is expected to increase from 22 per cent
in 1970 to nearly 31 per cent in 1995, putting,

increasing pressure on the housing market.
The study blames the drop in housing

starts on scarcity and high prices of land,

financing costs, zoning and other growth
restrictions, lower government subsidies,

and the cost of new housing, which has
almost doubled since 1960.

The council study said about 75 per cent of

new housing built in the Boston area

since 1960 was in suburban areas, par-

ticularly southwest and south of the city.

Investigator may travel

to South Korea
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House

committee probing South Korean influence-

juying met privately yesterday on "ex-

remely sensitive" matters, including the

jossibility of sending investigator Leon
Jaworski to question Tongsun Park in Seoul,

Kjurces said.

It also was learned that Park's American
morney plans to fly to Seoul Friday to meet
vith him. Park, a millionnaire rice trader, was
ndicted last week by a federal grand jury on

:harges of trying to influence congressmen
in Korean issues with payoffs, gifts and
avors.

The House Ethics Committee spent two
lours secretly with Jaworksi, its special

:ounsel. He said later he does not know
/vhether he would accept if the South
<orean government invites him to in-

terrogate Park.

For now, he said, there are 'no bags
racked or anything." Committee Chairman
John Flynt, D-Ga., said "the matters which
vere discussed are of an extremely sensitive

lature and it would be nonproductive and
lelf-defeating if they were discussed
)ublicly."

Sources close to the panel's investigation

said "the discussion we had about any
possible Korean trip was very brief," but "it's

under consideration."
A sampling of committee members

suggested mixed opinions on the matter.
Rep. Albert Quie, R-Minn., said, "I think it

would be good if he went."
Rep. Millicent Fenwick, R-N.J., said, "I

would be all in favor it it, provided we can be
assured he would get something worth-
while."

Rep. Lee Hamilton, D-lnd., said, "I would
not favor his going immediately. Some
things have to happ>en before he agrees to go
over," including a South Korean promise a

trip would be productive.
Park, who left for England when the

scandal surfaced, has refused to return to

Washington to face a 36-count indictment by
a federal grand jury. He went to Seoul last

month to visit his 80-year-old mother who
was ill, according to his attorney, William
Hundley.
The indictment was handed down while

Park was in Korea and Hundley said he told
his client to "stay put for the time being."
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Get To Know Us

All AT

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL!

Just for students -

a gigantic merchandise

GIVEAWAY••••

Over ^800 in merchandise.

Bring entry blank to one of

these participating mall stores:

ALMY'S— 4 free meals for 2; 4 $10 gift certificates; 1 pr. sneakers; 4 pair Levi's; 4 desk

lamps; ALLEN'S ALLEY — four $5 gift certificates; BEAU BRITCHES — one men's

sweater; BESS EATON DONUTS — two dozen donuts; BONANZA — 2 dinners;

BURGER KING — two dinners; HALLMARK CARD AND PARTY BASKET — five $5

Hallmark gi« certificates; CIFARELLI JEWELERS — $25 gift certificate; CRANE'S
— one $10 gift certificate; CRAZY JOYCE'S TOP SHOP — one tee shirt; EASTERN
HORIZONS — 3 pairs sandals for men-women; GLORIA STEVENS — 2 six-week

memberships; ICE CREAM GALLERY — one ice cream cake; JUST FUN — four $5

gift certificates; NORTHAMPTON INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS — 2 blankets; PAPA
GINO'S — pizza coupons; ON STAGE — $10 gift certificate; PAPERBACK BOOK
SMI"^H — $30 worth of books; PHOTO LAB I — $20 worth of film and processing;

RECORDTOWN — Sony AM-FM3Band Radio; LEXINGTON GARDENS — five $5 gift

certificates; KAY BEE TOY AND HOBBY — five prizes, choice of poster in store;

REGIS BEAUTY SALON — two cuts and blow dries; TOURAINE — $10 gift coin;

TRINKET SHOP — $20 worth of gift certificates; WEATHERVANE — 2 $10 gift cer-

tificates; WHITE CAT SKI AND TENNIS LTD. — one pair of ski gloves and one hat;

WOOLCO — GE Portable Transistor AM FM radio— Major Appl.; Converse sneakers
— sporting goods ; one case GTX motor oil — automotives ; $10 gift certificates — Music

Dept; $15 gift certificate— Ladieswear; WINNIE'S OLD FASHIONED CANDY — one

pound fudge, candy ; VISION SHOWCASE— two pairs sunglasses and cases.

"Over $800 worth uf merchandise"

Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

ENTER ME IN THE MALL
GIVEAWAY

Name

Address

School

Phone
Must have student ID to win.
Drawing September 30, 1977.

MEETTHE /

Collegian

SUNDAYS
Noon til 9

EXCALIBURG SPECIAL
— Two For The Price of One —

SUNDAY

and

(voodtime Hour

from t til 8

Quart Pitchers Beer

$1.00

5 ounces of lOCfVo b»»f
on a bulky roll with
lattuca, tomato, cola simvv
and Franch frias

The UNcourse lets you learn what you want, offers more than 100 choices, meets at times convenient for working people, and is

the place for you if academic credit is not a concern. This fall join the Uncourses with the Credit-Free Workshop Program at the

Division of Continuing Education, UMass/Amherst. Here are some of the workshop categories:

Arts and Crafts, Buddhist Studies, Business, Communities in Action, Dance and Movement, East/West Integral Studies, Energy

Conservation, Foreign Languages, Instrumental Music, Personal Growth, Photography/Film, PDlitical Education, Student Skills,

and morel

For sp)ecifics, look these over:

Creative Elementary Teaching, Basic Filmmaking, Jazz Rock Guitar, Resume Writing, Self Management for Decision Makers, Sign

Language and Finger Spelling, Weaving, Figure Drawing for Beginners, Swedish for the Traveler, Introductory Taxes, Hatha Yoga.

We could go on and on

For more information and registration, call (413) 545-3410 or 545 3653-we have regular office hours, as well as some evenings

and Saturdays. Or stop by our new office at Hasbrouck Building on the UMass/Amherst campus. Come meet the UNcourse!

For the best selection, choose your workshop right away-most of them begin the week of September 26!

TheCredit-Free V\forkshop Program .^
Division of Continuing Education, |Xx
UMass/Amherst

terri brogan

lor the latest

'eye-deas" in

faslilon irames.

195 N. PLEASANT ST/256-6403

QsternMountoinSports
EMS Day Pack a frameless
knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top $12 00

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to
hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hours: M-F 9 30 - 9 00. Sat 9 30 - 5 30
Route 9 Amherst Hadley Line

413-253-9504

WASHINGTON - Two former Secretaries of State. Dean Rusk (left) and Henr^
Kissinger share a joke while testifying in favor of President Carter's Panama Cana
Treaty before a House committee yesterday. (UPI)

Rusk, Kissinger back
Carter's canal treaty
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former

Secretaries of State Henry A. Kissinger and
Dean Rusk said yesterday that the new
Panama Canal treaty would give the United
States more authority to keep the waterway
open than the 74-year-Qld agreement under
which the canal was built.

Firmly supporting the treaty signed by
President Carter last week, Kissinger and
Rusk sought to answer critics who say the
Panamanians might seize early control, close

the canal or exclude the United States or

other nations from using it.

The treaty, which faces a ratification vote
in the Senate early next year, provides for the
United States to gradually relinquish control

until the year 2000, when the waterway
would be turned over to Panama.

While the two agreements that comprise
the treaty provide for the withdrawal of all

U.S. military forces from the Canal Zone,
they also declare that the United States and
Panama agree forever "to maintain the
regime of neutrality established in this

treaty."

"VVe have in the treaty the foundation for

acting, if need be, to keep the canal neutral

and open," Kissinger said.

He said that the 1903 pact under which the

United States built the canal and established

sovereignty "was not even signed by a
Panamanian ... and is universally regarded as
inequitable."

Rusk agreed, saying, "If, God forbid, it

should ever become necessary for a

president and a Congress to take strong

measures to keep the canal functioning anc
safe, they would be in a far stronger positlor

.... under the Treaties of 1977 than under the

anachronistic Treaty of 1903."

In side-by-side testimony before the Housf
International Relations Committee, Kissinge
and Rusk said that, if the United States were
forced to send troops to keep the canal open,
there would be international support under
the new treaty.

Without the treaty, Kissinger said, "it

would be impossible for even our friends in

the hemisphere to support us."
Rusk told the committee that the terms of

the treaty negotiated with the government of
Gen. Omar Torrijos are much more favorable
to the United States than any agreement he
could have reached with the more
democratic regimes in power at the time he
was in office.

"Opponents of these treaties object to our
making such agreements with a dictator," he
said, but, in fact, the more democratic the
regime, the more pressure mounts for

concessions favorable to Panama.
At the same time Wednesday, the State

Department expressed gratitude over
Panama's decision to permit the Inter-

American Commission on Human Rights to
investigate the situation there. The com-
mission's findings probably will undercut
claims by antitreaty forces that negotiatk)ns
with Torrijos were unwise, officials said.

DANCE THE NFGHT AWAY

Rachid^s
(MT. FARMS MALL, HADLEY)

^9e

1 '^'!: 0«* ^'/J^•/„,"'»*,
'*

Food '""

Served
11:30 AM to
12:00 Midnight

NO COVER
Sun, Mon. Tues. nights
Only $1.50 Wed. thru Sat.

Ist drink 25'

.:<
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from our perspective

A moment of triumph
With the help of considerable The trustees themselves should

prodding from concerned students, be commended for a decision that,
the UMass Board of Trustees voted although It could perhaps have
yesterday to divest all university-
held stock in corporations
operating in South Africa. The
move represents a major victory
for those activists who committed
tremendous amounts of time and

come sooner, was sweeping in

scope, proclaiming that all stocks
involving operations in South
Africa should be sold without
further investigation.

The divestiture will, at least for
effort to the campaign against the the time being, put the university
shocks. back In compliance with Its own

Particularly active In the effort guidelines regarding investments,
was the Committee for the Those guidelines forbid In-
Llberatlon of South Africa, whose vestments in companies who do not
tactics ranged from workshops and commit themselves to various
letters to local publications, to last social goals, including protection of
spring's march on Whitmore health and environment and equal
through a miserable April drizzle, employment opportunities. One
For the Committee, and hopefully hopes that future investments,
for the rest of us, this Is only a particularly those which replace
moment of triumph In the ongoing the ones being sold In the next 90
struggle against South Africa's days, will reflect those values and
oppressive apartheid system.
The boycotts, workshops and

protests will continue until the
black and "colored" people of
South Africa are liberated.

eliminate the necessity for future
protests.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

Artificial additives
and pigeon droppings

Pre-registering is no fun. It's like going to
Mexico and instead of haggling over prices at
a bustling, fly infested market you buy post
cards and Montezuma Tequila T-shirts at
Sears.

It is that time of year that course cata-
logues are used more than toilet paper -
although they may be interchangeable. Just
breeze through the book like my Mend Jon,

Steve dubln

"Duh, I want ah one o' doze, and ah one o'

doze, and ah-ah g-g-gimme ah wa-wa-one a
deeze."

Some forego conventional course listings

and go directly to "the source" for in-

formation about classes, that of friends.,,

They hear about courses by "word of »T>Quth"

(which brings up the question: What other
part of your body can talk?). When
suggesting these courses the description is

'isually, "It's a gut!" This means the course
requirements are a pulse rate, a number two
p sncil, and an IQ not exceeding the number
of floors in the library.

Now, when adding a course don't chase
the chairman of a department around. Don't
bribe a teacher by calling him — or her or it in

many cases — professor or doctor. Go to the
secretary and let her bum a cigarette off you.
Let her keep your pen that she used to sign
your form. Better yet go to the building's

janitor and let him scrawl some kind of of-

ficial looking signature onto your computer
sheet.

When dropping a course auction it off to
the people on the waitirig list. Please, No
Checks Allowed.

Personally I'm in a bind. By avoiding early
morning classes and Core E requirements I'm
left with twelve credits in gym and a psych
course in motivation. The problem is my skin
can't handle the six showers a day and I can't
get excited about going to the motivation
class.

My add-drop sheet is more spotted than a
leopard. With all the erasure marks and rips it

looks like the great white hunter got to it

before the registrar.

All this signing in and signing out I feel like

a guest on the What's My Line Show. Maybe
I'll just audit the damn semester.

Steve Dubin's columns appear every other
Thursday in the Collegian.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
mus' be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

le"ers mus' be 'yped, double-spaced, at
six'y spaces per line, and no more than
wo pages.
Organizations may submit letters, but

•hey mus' include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letter are subject to editing, for
ei'her consent or space, according to the
judgement of 'he editors. Due to space
limi'ations, 'here is no guarantee that all

le"ers received will be printed.
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Of life, death and New York
Belie your fears ye constituents of UMass.

You no longer have to fear that your
presence here might be unexplainable if you
aumit that getting an education is not the
whole answer.

Through prolonged contact with some of
the University's personal identity

Jerry ro$$ers

The formalized normalized
By MARK WILDING

The depressing word out of Washington
these days is "normalize", as in President

Carter's, "We seek to normalize relations

with China." For those of you not versed in

the normalizing ways of the world let me
make clear that only relations can be nor-

malized. Distant relations, blood relations,

and near relations can't be normalized. Also,

relations can only be normalized between
two p>arties, such as Martha's Vineyard and
Massachusetts, or Holboken and Mesopo-
tamia.

From what I've gathered one normalizes

relations by affecting a spirit of congeniality

and compromise. For instance relations be-

tween Israel and ihe Palestinians would be
forever normalized if the latter Would agree

to postponing Israel's destruction in return

fdr an Israeli promise to give up the West
Bank and lop two days off Chanukah.
Edwin Newman in his book "A Civil

Tongue" claims that the use of ize as in

politicalize, strategize, and maximize (and a

slew of others the Carter administration has

popularized) "is thought to have a business-

like ring, or to sound technical. What those

who use ize overlook is that it is a leaden

syllable — and that it imposes monotony on

the language by making so many words

sound the same." Of course he's wrong.

Problem children in school would be that

much more impelled to their civic duties by a

guidance counselor who advised them to

metamorphize their ways and normalize

relations with their teachers than a mentor

who told them to shut up and tow the line.

Boxers would also be grateful to a referee

who made the pre-fight instructions sound

like an address to the United Nations; "I'm

here to normalize relations. Come out clean,

any low blows or stray knees will be con-

sidered a breach of said such relations.

Shake hands and will the most optimizing

man win!

But it is in looking to the past that we see

what might have been if ize had enjoyed the

popularity it does today ... It is 1776 and

Nathan Hale mounts the gallows.

British Commander — "Do you have

anything to say, spy?"

Nathan - "I only regret that I have but

one life to maximize for my country."

British Commander — "What a marvelous

speaker! What a pity that relations between

our two 'countries aren't normalized. Still

your country has been radicalized and we
must ferret them out. Mind you, you're a

decent enough chap. And it would be a

tremendous loss to the world to lose such a
vitalizing speaker. AM those who wish to
commute the sentence — say aye! All those
opposed - nayl Jolly good show, the ize

ha\e Itl"

It is a century later as General Jackson's
troops march into Frederick, Maryland on a
cool September morn. Suddenly a Union flag

is espied. It is being waved by an old gray
head named Barbara Frietchie.

Troops — "C'mon you old gray head, give
us the flag or we'll cut off your supply of
hoochie."

Barbara - "Shoot if you must this old
gray head, but spare your country's flag."

General Jackson - "Maam, we seek
merely to normalize relations."

Barbara - "Well you tell your men to
finalize our deal and the flag is yours."

General Jackson - "Seargent give her
what she wants or I'll privatize you."

President Carter is a man of much in-

fluence. The ize of the nation are upon him
and undoubtedly many admirers will emulate
him in his izing of words and relations. I don't
know about you but Ize sure do miss
detente.

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Paris

Correspondent.

development resources and discussions with
some of my friends (great commentators on
the quality and status of existence and even
better at assessing the whole essence of any
individual - in a word omniscient), I have
developed a radical yet true hypothesis as to
why human beings are quixotically drawn to
UMass and other institutions of higher
learning, sometimes known as dispensers of
higher education.

University life is a point on a spectrum
ranging from birth to death. Not a very in-

teresting or particularly enlightening fact,

this is true, but let's narrow and focus and
see what we can see.

It is also a life that seems to rest, for those
drawn to it, somewhere between high school
and New York.

Throughout our lives we are constantly
developing something or other. In childhood
we develop a sketchy outline of our future
social being. In high school this is narrowed
to more intensive education and increased
movement away from the family and toward
social interaction. And physical fitness is big
too.

And what about UMass?
Well, one of my omniscient friends, P.J.

Prokop, the person who is just finishing up
her assessment of one year of UMass'
existence, points out, rather correctly that
UMass is the zone between high school and
real life.

Now, she's on the right track but falls a bit

short. But before we can go on, let us
contemplate what "real life" is. In the most
extreme sense. New York is the most ob-

vious example of real life. New York is the

most confusing collection of diverse people
and ideas in one place anywhere on the fact

of the earth. If he, she or it exists as someone
or something to be used in social interaction,

he, she or it is also present in New York. So,

if we substitute New York for "real life", it's

then verified that University life exists be-

tween high school and New York.

To guage what this means we must look at

what it means to live in New York, for we
already know what it means to live through
high school, and conduct some com-
parisons.

Another omniscient acquaintance of mine,
Mark Danna, the International Frisbee

Association's New York regional director and
assessor of the state of Frisbee (fast

becoming a popular way of life), spoke to me
about a few of his friends from Frisbee Hill,

just off 72nd Street in Central Park.

Speaking of their developing social beings,

he pointed out, "Basically to live in New
York, you have to be an anarchist."

Our society, the institution that exists so
that individuals develop as social beings and
form means of social interaction, demands
rationality.

Anarchists are, if you stop to think about
it, the most rational people around. They are
intelligent enough and forthright enough to
point out to us the arbitrary nature of all

authority in any form. While most of us will

never reach this pinnacle of socially inter-
active success, while we are at UMass, we
head in that direction.

Think about it and it will all begin to make
sense.

We all increase, hopefully, while we are
here, the level of our intelligence. And the
diversity of people and ideas here forces us
to accept or reject ideas presented to us all

the time. We do this, obviously, based on our
own dearly held beliefs. The formation of
beliefs and, subsequently, a personally
tailored philosophy of life, is one of the most
fundamental processes of human life and
education. The more finely we develop our
personal philosophies of life, the more we
must reject ideas unsuited to our philosophy,
and, therefore, the more anarchistic we
become.

So, the real purpose of higher education
then and our purpose here is to foster the
development of anarchism. This must be
true, because I say so.

Jerry Rogers' column appears every
Thursday.

Pot: the hypocrisy of decriminalization
By TOM DEWINE

There has been a lot of discussion lately

over whether or not Massachusetts should
become the ninth state in the Union to

decriminalize the possession of small
amounts of marijuana. Those who have been
working for decriminalization, such as
UMass co-president Jon Hite, deserve credit
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for their efforts to liberalize our state's

repressive marijuana laws. After all, at least

they are trying to do something about the
problem, which is more than can be said for

most dopers, who are content to get high
and do nothing as long as the police aren't

on their doorstep.

However, before everyone starts rallying

behind decriminalization, perhaps we would
all do ourselves a favor by considering what
decriminalization really means and whether it

truly serves the best interests of marijuana
smokers.

The use of violence

against oppression
To the Editor:

Mr. Beck's letter yesterday characterized
the events of May 4, 1970 as a case of "one
group of humans" "pitifully" opening fire on
another "group of humans". Well, in one
sense he is right, because a group of National
Guardsmen did open fire on a group of
students. But there was nothing pitiful about
it, it was vicious, unprovoked slaughter — it

was murder. And now the same "group of
humans" who sent in the Guard to per-
petrate this crime are working overtime to
obscure even the fact that four students
were shot down, not to mention their own
responsibility.

We would like to ask Mr. Beck why it is

that the driving of a jeep into the demon-
stration, which could have resulted in serious
injury or even death, "in no way worries"
him as much as righteously angry students
tearing down a chicken-wire fence?
We are not "advocating" violence; in fact,

the May 4 Coalition has made every effort to
settle this matter through "acceptable"
channels — right up to the Supreme Court.
The demonstrations at Kent State have been
orderly - but militant, because the people
are determined to prevent construction of
the gym on that site.

It is not the demonstrators who are
creating a confrontation - it is the Trustees
of Kent State, the bankers and businessmen
that they are and that they represent, who
are confronting us with this outrage, forcing
us to struggle against them to insure that
justice is done. We live in a system that
places the profits of a few above the needs of
the many, that forces young men to fight and
die in its wars to plunder the world, that slaps
us in the face with its abuses day after day —

and when the people rise up against all this

they risk being shot down, like they were at

Kent State. Weren't the Vietnamese people
justified in using violence to free their

country from American control? Weren 't the

Black people of this country justified in their

use of violence in the late 60's to defend
themselves in the face of brutal police

repression^ So who is the real source of
violence? The people? We think not.

The violence that the oppressed are forced

to use against their oppressors is not equal to

the violence used by the oppressors to keep
the people down. The violence that the

mugger employs to subdue his victim is not

the same as that which the victim employs tu

rid himself of his attacker.
Peter Kracht

and 25 other

members of the

Revolutionary Student Brigade

Teach-in article

inaccurate
To the Editor:

/ was appalled by the article which

appeared September 13 entitled:

"Southern Africa Teach-in Increases

Sensitivity", in which a number of

statements were erroneously ascribed to

me.
Firstly, not once in my presentation did

I use the word "Negro", a designation

that seems dead and buried even for Eric

Sevareids' vocabulary. Although the

word did not appear between quotation

marks, the attempted paraphrasing of my
statements may cause many readers to

attribute its use to me. Its repeated uae

was apparently not accidental but

seemed rather related to a mental pattern

or attitude.

Secondly, I did not say: "it would be
suicidal to treat the issue in South Africa

as Blacks did in America, by demon-
strating and bombing. " In fact my
statement was exactly the opposite. I

said — and the available tapes will bear
me out — that the Boer regime's

repressive acts and laws, have left

Africans no constitutional or peaceful
alternative to violence; that throughout
our history, peaceful avenues of protest

have been shut down with bullets,

banishment, imprisonment and other

assorted instruments of torture. Hence (I

continued) it would be naive for anyone
to insist on the prescription of nonviolent

agitation as a viable weapon for change.

Thirdly, it is imperative that your news-
paper send out reporters who have some
background in the area they are assigned
to cover. For instance, the Tomlison
Report, the Native Land Act of 1913 or

the Act of the Union of South Africa,

were not humane acts designed to re-

dress resentment to racist and capitalist

exploitation, as implied by the article. On
the contrary, they were acts coldly

calculated to aggravate African ex-

ploitation and entrench white privilege.

Bheki Langa
Director

Center for Racial Understanding

Moore House
cooperation
To the Editor:

We would like to express our sincere
thanks and convey our gratitude to the

staff and residents of Moore House for

their patience and openmindedness
throughout the duration of this housing
crunch. The situation has not been as
easy one for anyone involved. However,
our job has been made far less difficult

through the combined efforts of all

residents. When emotions have run high
within the University, particularly within

Southwest, people of Moore have shown
maturity and used consideration by
seeking information as to the specific

circumstances of Moore House, rather

than reacting blindly to the overall mood
of the campus.

Moore House has two of its floor

lounges converted into temporary rooms
to accommodate some of the male
student overflow. The people on the
floors involved have shown a remarkable
willingness to accommodate and in-

corporate these students into the
mainstream of dorm life.

«

We're proud of the residents of Moore
House for not misdirecting their anger
and frustration with the Administration
by denying the victims of the crisis the
experience of dorm life. We have no
doubt, that by working with Housing, for
the dorm, and with the continued
support of the residents, we will maintain
the exemplary community spirit so
characteristic of Moore House.

Lynn Schiano
Jim Couchon

Heads of Residence
Moore House

At first glance decriminalization seems like

a good idea; lower the penalties for

possession to a simple fine, so that users
won't have to worry about going to jail if

caught off guard by the police. Marijuana
would of course still be illegal and the fine

(which would range anywhere from twenty
to a couple hundred dollars) could prove
awfully expensive if you were caught very
often. Still, if decriminalization is not exactly

ideal, almost any reform in the current law
would be welcomed. However, the question
still remains; is decriminalization really an
improvement?

In all of the states which have thus far

decriminalized marijuana none have lessened
the penalties for the sale of it. In fact in

California, where marijuana was
decriminalized last year amidst much back
patting among liberals, the penalty for

dealing remains ten years to life im-

prisonment. One of the major arguments in

favor of decriminalization (and which has
won the cause the vote of many a con-
servative legislator) is that the money saved
because of no longer having to track down
and try small time users could then be spent
on jailing dealers. By dealers I mean the

friends and acquaintances that you purchase
your marijuana from and who will be placed
in greater danger the minute
decriminalization goes into effect. In fact, in

light of all the money decriminalization will

save the state in enforcement, court costs,

etc. it's hard to determine whether
decriminalization represents the desire for

any genuine reform or simply the realization

by the government that it is more effective to

concentrate on shutting down the suppliers

than harassing the customers.

Decriminalization it seems, is little more
than a smoke screen to divert the energy of

reformers and to conceal the real issue in the

marijuana question. That issue is why our
government insists on keeping marijuana
illegal. Up until the 19X's marijuana was
always legal in this country. Unfortunately
for the past forty years or so we've been in

the midst of a bizarre prohibition that has
ruined the lives of untold thousands who
have wasted in jails across the country.

The Government has stalled in every
imaginable way from having to face the
marijuana issue head on. All manners of

scare tactics have been used (such as the
classically absurd allegation a few years ago
that marijuana may cause men to grow
breasts) yet despite years of intensive
research on an international scale into the
possible side effects of marijuana use (an
investigation far more extensive than those
given drums *or use in our food) the over-
whelming preponderance of evidence
remains strongly in favor of its safety.

Of course oiily the most naive believe that

the government is really concerned over
whether marijuana is harmful anyway. How

can our government, which unquestioningly
permits the unrestrained use of two proven
killer drugs (nicotine and alcohol), possibly
claim with any credibility that our drug laws
are designed to protect the public?

Unfortunately it was easier for the
Government to get us into the present
prohibition than it will be for it to get us out
of it. If the United States ever decides to
legalize marijuana (and we're a long way
from that point yet) few people realize the
incredibly complex legal process involved
before legal marijuana can reach the market-
place.

The United States has many anti-narcotic

treaties with foreign countries which include
agreements that neither nation shall

legalize marijuana. These must be amended
by international negotiations before the U.S.
can even consider legalization. Then the
Congress must repeal the federal statutes

before finally the state legislature can begin
legalizing marijuana once and for all. This
process will take years to complete, and then
only after we decide to start the procedure in

motion.

It's obvious then that we can hardly afford
to settle for so small a so-called reform as
decriminalization, a reform that places our
suppliers in even greater danger than under
present laws once the police are freed to
direct all their energies against them'. Time
spent struggling for decriminalization is time
wasted since all our energy should be
directed toward the ultimate goal, the too
long delayed return of legal marijuana in

America.

Decriminalization is not the answer, short
term or otherwise, for as long as anyone is

being arrested the issue is not resolved and
the injustice is not corrected. If only common
sense would be allowed to prevail in this all

too emotional issue then we could put an
end once and for all to the tragedies our
hypocritical drug laws are responsible for

every day.

Editorial

Staff meeting
There will be a meeting of all editorial

staff members next Wednesday, the 21st,

at 7:00 p.m. in room 901 of the Campus
Center. Anyone concerned with the

writing, drawing or production of the op-

ed pages is urged to attend. Any other

interested persons are welcome. Topics

for discussion will include columns,

graphics work, student government
reorganization and other politics, the

format of the pages, bumper stickers,

and other items of immense fascination

to us all. Please address any questions

about the meeting to Bill Sundstrom at

Vjlhe Co/teff/an, 545-3500.
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News in Brief

Cholera breaks

in Middle East

AMMAN, Jordan (UPI) Jordan yesterday
reported 28 new cholera cases in the past 24
hours but said it was "on its way" to turning

back an epidemic that has killed 68 persons
in neighboring Syria and one in Lebanon.

Jordan has now reported a total of 289
cholera cases. Other cases have also been
reported in Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, the

Israeli-occupied West Bank of the Jordan
and Kuwait.

Bntain, Italy, West Germany and The
Netherlands also have reported single cases
of cholera from travelers from the Middle
East.

But cholera deaths mostly have been
limited to Syria, where over 2,100 cases have
been reported since late last month.

"Jordan is on its way to controlling the

cholera epidemic," Health Minister Ab-
dulrauf Rawabdeh told reporters.

The remarks came as Jordanian health

officials worked overtime to keep the disease
from spreading during the three-day holiday
marking the end of the Moslem holy month
of Ramadan.

Complaints heard

on Women's Year
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Sen. Jesse

Helms called a hearing yesterday to hear

complaints from women contending that

taxpayer-financed International Women's
Year conferences across the nation were
dominated by radical feminists.

Helms, R-N.C, who ooposed the $5
million allocation Congress game the
Women's Year commission, scheduled the
hearing without Senate sanction to review
complaints he said he got from all parts of

the country.

The hearing room was jammed with an

audience dominated by middle-aged women
who applauded anti-feminist comments
made by witnesses, and congressmen who
watched the proceedings.

Most witnesses complained that the 56
IWY meetings - held in preparation for a
national conference in Houston Nov. 18-21
— denied access to opponents of the Equal
Rights Amendment, abortion and govern-
ment-funded child care centers.

Chemical tagging

may catch bombers
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Chemical "tags"

in explosives could speed investigation of

terrorist bombings, an expert told Congress
yesterday.

A. Atley Peterson of the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms told a Senate
Judiciary subcommittee explosive
manufacturers should be required to include
chemical additives which can survive
detonation.

Such chemical tagging, Peterson said,

woukj provide vital clues to the source of the
explosive and held lead investigators to those
responsible for bombings.

While the agency traces about 100 ex-
plosives each month, suspects in criminal

bombings are arrested only about one-third
as often as in firearms crimes, Peterson said
— largely because detonation destroys
evidence.

Compromise passed
on minimum wape

WASHINGTON (UPI) - A Senate
committee yesterday approved a com-
promise minimum wage bill worked out by
the White House and organized labor. The
House finished general floor debate on the
increases and will vote on amendments
today.

Before reporting out the bill, the Senate
Human Resources Committee defeated, 10-

4, an amendment by Sen. Richard S. Sch-

weiker, R-Pa., to allow employers to pay
teenagers less than minimum wage.

Another attempt at the special youth
differential - 75 per cent of the minimum for

the first six months of employment — was
planned on the House floor.

The legislation would raise the current
$2.30 an hour minimum wage to $2.65 next
year, with further automatic increases yearly
geared to average production wages. It also
would cut what employers can deduct from
the minimum wage for employes who
receive tips.

Origina'ly the AFL-CIO sought a $3
minimum compared — to $2.50 by the Carter
administration.

X-ray benefits may
outweigh hazards
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A leading cancer
specialist said yesterday X-rays offer the first

real possibility of reducing the death rate
from breast cancer, but a government
researcher warned the radiation risk might
outweigh the benefits for some women.
The pros and cons of breast X-rays were

debated at the opening of a three-day
meeting sponsored by the National Institutes
of Health to evaluate the benefits and risks of
the mammograms when used to search for

breast cancer in women without symptoms.
Breast cancer is expected to strike one of

every 14 American women sometime during
her lifetime and the disease is estimated to
claim 33,000 lives this year.

Dr. Benjamin Byrd, chairman of the
American Cancer Society task force on
breast cancer, said mammography is the first

significant modern advance in detecting
early breast cancer when doctors say it can
most successfully be treated.

"Mammography offers the first real

possibility of reducing the ever constant
mortality rate from breast cancer," Byrd said.

"If indeed presumptive risks do exist, this

should not nullify the lifesaving potential of
low dose mammography."

Kiddie porn

against the law
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate

Judiciary Committee unanimously approved
legislation Wednesday setting harsh fines

and prison terms for persons who produce,
sell or distribute pornography featuring
children.

The legislation also would outlaw trans-
Dortation of young boys across state lines for

prostitution.

The bill, sent to the Senate floor, makes
the growing child pornography business a
new federal crime under obscenity statutes.
In addition, it broadens the existing law
prohibiting interstate transportation of minor
females for immoral purposes to include
children of both sexes under the age of 18.

The bill subjects those who originate or
distribute so-called "kid porn" to a $10,000
fine, 10 years in prison or both for the first

oTTense. becond ottenders could be .ined

$15,000, imprisoned for 15 years or both.

Maine balloonist

tries for first

BAR HARBOR, Maine (UPI) - Dewey
Reinhard, hard at work preparing for his

attempt to be the first person to cross the

Atlantic Ocean by balloon, said Wednesday
he wasn't discouraged by this week's failure

of New Mexicans Max Anderson and Ben
Abruzzo.

Reinhard, who will launch from Bar Harbor
perhaps during the coming weekend, said he
hopes he has learned from the Anderson-
Abruzzo flight, which came to an end when
their balloon "Double Eagle" came down in

the north Atlantic off Iceland.

He will attempt to follow the shipping
lanes, Reinhard said, staying farther south
than Anderson and Abruzzo.

Lock of Dorm Space, Classes before Labor Day, Rising fuifion, overcrowded classes...

Whaf can you do abouf if?

Attend The 1977 STUDENT
Wfffi

Dick Gregory Tom Hoyden
Thursday,

September, 15

8:00p.m.

Fine
Arts
Center
Auditorium

Dick Gregory sponsored by DVP

Sunday,

September , 18

1 :00 p.m.

Campus
Center

Auditorium

umass student
unionization

MOVIE: EIG£R SANCTION
SUB Thursday, Sept. 15, 7:00 p.m., 9:15, 11:30; $1

starring Clint Eastwood.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The board will hold its first meeting today at 7:30 in

rooms 174-176 of the Campus Center. Newcomers are
encouraged to attend.

PRE MEDS
There will be a very imortant organizational meeting

tonight at 7:00 in room 905 CC, Everyone is welcome.
MOVIE: THE 81ST BLOW

There will be a showing of the movie: The 81st Blow
on Thurs. Sept. 15 in CC 162 at 8:30 p.m. Sponsored
by Resources Judaica. The 81st Blow is a film

documentary about the ghettos and Holocaust of
WW. II.

PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADS
The Council of Undergraduate Students in

Psychology (CVSPI will hold a general organizational
meeting tonight. Wed., Sept. 14 at 7:00 p.m. in 304
Tobin. All Psych majors and other interested students
are cordially invited.

LOST POCKETBOOK
Lost pocketbook - Important contents within,

wailet all forms of 10 and savings pass book and check
book. All accounts are closed out so contents are only
useful to me Desperately need possessions back.
Pocketbook alone has sentimental value. Any info

turn into lost and found at Campus Assistance or call

546-9490.

ISRAELI DANCE COMPANY
Auditions for the Hillel Dance Company will be held

on today, Thursday, Sept. 15, from 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. in

the Cape Cod Lounge. For more info call 545-2526
Hillel or 549-2624.

LOST
A small gold ring with a diamond chip in center. If

found please call Laurie Webster 6 7188
RECRUITMENT MEETING
Come to our meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Campus Center room 917. A great opportunity to gain
a valuable experience.
COCAINE

Dr. Salsa's Medicine Show will take a look into the
history, politics, music and comedy of this con
troversial drug. Tune in tonight on WMUA.
TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT!

That's right, tonight's the night for Mama Milton's
Still Cookin' Hog Washin' Jug Band's spectacular
show, with plenty of excitement and fun. Bring a
blanket!

FOUND
Pen with initials LJS near Hasbrouck. Call Bob after

6 at 253-3938.
ATTENTION ALL H.R.T.A. MAJORS

Our first happy hour, Thurs. Sept. 15 4-6 p.m. at the
Faculty Club. All invited.

SHABBA T DINNER
At 5:30 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 16 in the Kosher

Dining Room in Hampden there will be a special
Shabbat dinner. Those not on the Kosher Meal Plan
must sign up in advance in the Food Services Office in

Worcester DC and pay an extra 50 cents.
CREATIVE SHABBAT SERVICES

Creative Shabbat Services on the theme of
Teshavah-Repentence, 7:00 p.m. Sept. 16, Campus
Center 162.

WANTED FULL TIME BILINGUAL AIDE
Wanted: full time bilingual aide for Hispanic Center,

Northampton $115-wk. Must have understanding of
Hispanic culture, community, problems needs. Ap-
plication accepted at HAC 80 Main St., Northampton
until Friday Sept. 16.

.Collegian J3

GAY DISCO
10 til floor CC
9pm -lam

Friday, Sept.. 16

SI"" donation

Help! Lost eyeglasses Mon. between DKSN and CC
Please call 546 6176. Keep trying. Thanks!
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL MEETINGS

Meeting tonight «or all those interested in working
on advertising and promotion 7:00 rm 416 A.S.V ; for
those interested in working security, meeting at 7 30
904 CC.
COLLEGE CHURCH SERVICES

,
An Interdenominational Christian Church Sunday

Morning Worship Service 10:30 a.m. College-Career
group seminar: 9:30 a.m. For more information call
586-0057.

SCIENCE FICTION I

There will be a general business meeting of the
UMass Science Fiction Society tonight (Thursday) in

CC 175 at 8:00 p.m. Anyone interested in joining the
society is welcome to attend. On our agenda, the
movie.

If you can't make it, but would like to join, stop by
anytime in room SU 434. Science fiction, fantasy,
horror, comics, movies.
COFFEEHOUSE

Brett House is having a coffeehouse, Sat. Oct. 1.

Anyone interested in playing please sign up.
CAMPUS SCOUTS
Our first meeting will be tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

CC (check schedule for rm. no.). Don't miss it we
need to make plansi

UMASS AIKIDO CLUB
Aikido seminar, all welcome, Sunday Sept. 18

Boyden Rm 237, Films will also be shown.
JUGGLINGI

There will be two weekly gatherings of the Pioneer
Valley Jugglers on Monday and Wednesday evenings.
Come and learn this ancient art on the first floor
campus center 7-11 p.m. Bring a friend. Cias, dops
BE A SENA TOR

Nominations for the Undergraduate Student
Senate will remain open until 12:00 noon, Thursday,
September 22. Pick up your nomination papers in

room 420 Student Union.
RELIGION-MYSTICISM
A pupil of Kurdish Spiritual Ustaad IMasler)

Notices

welcomes all seekers of the truth to (free-tuition)

classes and discussions 161 Rolling Green.
AUDITIONS

There will be auditions tonight for UMass Music
Theatre Guild's "Two Gentlemen of Verona ", Thurs.
Sept. 15 at 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center 165. Auditions
are open to everyone in the 5-College Community.
CANOE BARN

Hours for Canoe Rental pick YPS; Mon. 5:30-7:00,
Fri. 1:00-3:00. Other hours by arrangement.
LOST

Pair of black sport eyeglasses in case near Amherst
Center. If found please call Howard 546-4758.
OPEN RUSH, SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

S.A.E. is holding an open rush on Thursday, Sept.
15. All university men are welcome to drop in and
watch the Red Sox game on our cable color television.

Refreshments will be served. We are located on 118
Sunset Ave. For Information and rides call 545-2151.
LOCKER HOURS

Equipment locker hours M,W, Thu- 3:30-6:30, Tu-
3:45-6:30 Fri -8:00-10:00. Rental pickups.
ATTENTION NORTHEAST AREA RESIDENTS

The N.E.A. government is having an organizational
meeting Thur. Sept. 15th, at 6:30 in the NEAG office

in Knowlton basement. Plans will be made for the
Quad's Fall Day, to be held on Sat. Sept. 24th. All

those wishing to participate in the activities should
attend this meeting.
Anyone interested in joining Phi Sigma Kappa Little

Sisters Program call for more information 546-9878.
NES

Tutor kids who need your help. NES gives you free

transportation and available credit. Call 5-0910. Stop
by rm 403 Student Union.

Environmental research funds available

The Advisory Office of the Institute for

Man and Environment has announced that

Undergraduate Research Funds are available

for environmental projects. Grants range in

size from $25 to $200, and cover trans-

portation, postage, small equipment and
other research costs. Proposals are due at

the Advisory Office, IME, by Oct. 7.

Last year, 14 proposals were submitted.

Research topics included silviculture and
forestry, fecal pollution, ozone injury,

vegetational analysis, land use impact on
water quality, solar collectors, anaeorobic
methane converters, petrography in the

Keene Valley, the bottle bill, asbestos

hazards and frog aquaculture. Seven

proposals were funded.

An Undergraduate student interested in

applying for funds must submit a research
proposal, itemized budget and a letter of

endorsement from a faculty sponsor. Last

year, faculty supporting proposals came
from eight academic departments and
MassPIRG. At the conclusion of the
research, the student must submit a

Research Report.

Awards for the year will be announced by
Oct. 28. Additional information is available

from undergraduate advisors in most
departments or from G. Anderson, IME
Advising Office, Blaisdell House (behind
Thompson Tower), 5-0648.

UNIONIZATION
And

CONFERENCE

Workshops

Chancellor Bromery

Issues Plenary

Party

Sunday
3:30 5:30 p.m.

6:30

7:15—9:30

9:30

umass student
untoni^tlon

im^^fiMm?.
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rejects program
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - The New Hamp-

shire Commission on the Status of Women
doesn't want to help banered wives, a
position that has angered other women's
groups and may prompt a new legislative
effort to abolish the agency.

Rep. Gale Morrison, R-Hudson, said
yesterday that Gov. Meldrim Thomson
should remove the commissioners who
rejected a program to aid banered women.
The commission, she said, "has a two-year

history of ignoring its legislative mandate and
the needs of the women of New Hamp-
shire.

"

The New Hampshire Coalition of Battered
Women scheduled a news conference for
Thursday on the steps of the statehouse.
John Artemis, head of the state chapter of

the National Organization for Women, said,

"The commission doesn't care how many
battered women cry themselves to sleep
tonight after betng beaten one more time."
The commission this week rejected a plan

to help battered wives, calling any such
program "an invasion of privacy."

Commission members, appointed by
Thomson, said wife-beating is caused by the
rise of feminism.
"Some women libbers irritate the hell out

of their husbands, " said Commissioner
Gloria Belzil of Nashua.

But the NOW chairwoman said, "It's

dangerous and appalling that a government
commission condones wtfebeating."

Frances Drown, a dissenting member of
the commission who had proposed the

program to aid battered women, said she
would pursue her project. She said several
women's group representatives would meet
in Concord on Wednesday to discuss the
proposal.

Isabel Archey, a spokeswoman for the
Nashua NOW chapter, said, "If anything.

feminism has helped to bring that age-old
horror to light."

Rep. Susan McLane, R-Concord, chair-
woman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, said the commission action and
statements were "worse than absurd."

"They practically said a man has the right
to beat his wife," she said.

Jagger denies Trudeau rumors

MEETINGS

Belchertown recruitmen

t

The UMass College Democrats will hold its
first meeting tonight at 7:30 in Campus
Center 802. All of this semester's events will
be discussed.

The group will be working with Rep.
James G. Collins and the Amherst
Democratic Town Committee. All students,
especially freshmen, are welcome. For in-

formation call Tom at 6-8856 or Bill at 6-8865.

UM College Democrats

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is

holding its UMass recruitment meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Campus Center 915. Any
students interested in joining should attend
this meeting before going to next Thursday's
Program Selection Night.

The project is working to correct society's

misconceptions of the developmentally
disabled through work with residents of the

Belchertown State School. Sixteen super-

visors have prepared 26 programs students
can enter. They will discuss their different

programs at tonight's meeting.

Ski patrol recruitment

The UMass Ski Patrol will have a

recruitment meeting tonight at 8.00 in

Campus Center 811. The patrol is

metropolitan and part of the National Ski

Patrol System. It services several ski areas,

and should expand to several more in

Western Massachusetts.

The group's patrollers don't get paid by
they do ski for free.

For current members, there is an
organizational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center 811. The dates for the
refresher and hill course will be set as well as
plans for the upcoming season.

LONDON (UP/) - Rolling Stone Mick
Jagger — whose name was once linked
romantically with Margaret Trudeau, wife of
Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau —
said yesterday he "wouldn't go near her with
a barge pole."

Jagger also said in an interview with the
London newspaper The Evening Standard,
"\ think she was just a very sick girl in search
of something."
Jagger said it "would have been difficult

to kick her out" of the Rolling Stone night
club appearance last March that touched off
rumors of a Jagger-Trudeau liaison.

"She had six security men with two guns
each. No thank you. She was a very
determined young lady ... er ... older
woman," he said.

Gossip columnists were quick to note that
Mrs. Trudeau had attended the Stones' night
club appearance in Toronto on her an-
niversary - March 5 - without her
husband.

"I wouldn't go near her with a barge pole,"
Jagger said.

Mrs. Trudeau, the 28-year-old mother of
three young sons, separated from her
husband last spring. However, she still

spends time with him and the children in

Ottawa although they don't live together.
She also spends a good deal of time in

New York, where she is frequently seen on
the social circuit.

Jagger also emphatically denied that his
marriage to his wife, Bianca, was about to
break up.

fratsor park

AFTER THE FOOTBALL GAME
SAT. SEPT. 17

4 PM till?

^
LIVE BAND 3 beers for $1.00 ,
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To pick up an application, or if you

want more information, contact:

Office of [hi SGfl Presidenl

430 Sludcnl Union

. 545-2129

Library Committee

... Hecom mends policy concerninf^ the University lAhniry system

Space and Calendar Committee

... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well

as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Or^anizin^ Pnjject

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Lef^al Services Office

Continuing Education Committee

... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuin^i Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary

decrees each year

Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and recommends action on

parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.

^.^r

m^

L>i

Express your ..

opinions!
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FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

*^/»

SIGNED UP FOR INTRAMURAL
TENNIS OR FOOTBALL!!!

io
'N.

>/.We carry the

finest in athletic

supplies and
equipment

.577 MAIN ST. AMHKKST
253-:597:i

> nNO*^^

• PRO KEDS

Automatic savings plan

available at credit union
The UMass Student Federal Credit Union

can help you save money by automatically
depositing your paycheck into a savings
account. Come into the union and ask a teller

for a payroll deduction form. The union is in

the Student Union and open from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Registration at games room
for pool, billiards tourney

The annual UMass pocket pool and three-
cushion billiards tourney will be commencing
shortly. Registration is being taken at the
Games Room desk in the basement of the
Student Union and will continue through
Sept. 23.

A registration fee of $1 is mandatory and
participants are urged to sign up early. The
Games Room is open Monday through
Friday, 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., Saturday's from 11

a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sundays from 2:30 to 10
p.m.

Career development team
offers study skills seminar

The Community Development Center's
Career-Life Development Team is offering a

Study Skills Seminar to help you study
correctly.

The emphasis of the seminar will be
helping you identify your time-wasting study
habits and develop a plan to improve your
study and test-taking skills to help you get
the most from your education.

Two study skill seminars will be held,

meeting for four sessions, each two hours
long in Campus Center 904-900. The
schedule of seminars is:

— Group I: Monday afternoons, 3-5 p.m.,

Sept. 19, 26; Oct. 3 and 17. Call 5-0333 (CDO
no later than 11 a.m., Sept. 19.

— Group II: TuQsday afternoons, 1-3 p.m.,

Oct. 25; Nov. 1, 8 and 22. Call 5-0333 (CDC)
no later than 11 a.m., Oct. 25.

Women office workers
plan Saturday tag sale
The 12 to 1 Group, the organization for

women office workers at UMass, is holding a
tag sale Saturday on the Amherst Common
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Student Legal Services

seeks committee members
The UMass Student Legal Services Office

(LSO) is seeking students to serve on a
search committee for two new staff at-
torneys. The committee will comprise four
people selected by the LSO staff and three
people selected by the LSO Board, with a
minimum ratio of 20 per cent third world
people and 40 per cent women. Both
graduate and undergraduate students are
urged to apply. Submit a brief statement of
interest to: B. Stack, LSO, 922 Campus
Center.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classifitd ad, drop by th« Colleflian

Office between 8:30 a.m. and 3:4S p.m., Monday
through Friday. The deadline is 3.-45 p.m. three
days before your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MOC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c ^r line, 5 consecutive
publishing days, 40c per line per day, 30 consecutive
publishing days, 30c per line per day. 38 characters
constitutes one line.
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FOR SALE HELP WANTED CALCULATORS AUTO FOR SALE

Sony AM FM radio naw ISO 6 6804
15X6X9

New Rockwell 63R cclc. Trig (dag-
rad), memrv. log, AC -DC t37 SO
Cathy 6-6804

Couch, 84', good condition t7S. Call

665 3029

Mop«d for tale Utad Pacar, 4250 Call

Curt 6-8496

Woman'! winter coata, almoit
new Long and short wool Long
raincoat mat 16-18 Short hooded
tuede leather, tiie 9 Call 549-3726.

549 1422. Keep trying

Penaeonic tterao tyttem, 25W per

ch Ex cond 412500 Robin 2564969.
6-10 p m.

For Sale: Beta C8 Mobile unit and 1

tignal kicker entenna and 1 AC
power pack, asking 480-190 Must
tec For cath for bike Call 6 7137

Ask for Rich Willing to talk prices

German Shepherd pups - AKC, large

boned, intelligent, beautiful, aitceptionel

with children, watch dog qualitiet, very

reesoneble 549 0496

Wood stove, Morso 2 B O Used 5

mo Ekc cond BurnsBlOhrt $385 or B

659 3707

ROOMMATE WANTED

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE PERSONALS

Pretiv girt wanted for semi nude
modeling MutI have gorgeous hair, long
enough to sit on Pictures to t>e used lor

promotional advertising. 1 739 2831.
410.00 per hour. _____
Wanted Full-time Bilingual

Community Aide for Hispanic
Center, Northempton IllS-week
Must have understanding of
Hispanic culture. community,
problems, end needs Applicetion
eccepted et 80 Mam St. North
ampton until Friday Sept 16

Work Study lOb. principelhr typing,

some clericel. 10-15 hrs per week
43 50 hi Elemr Protect 5 1981

Must sacrifice T I SR 52 w PC 100

and many entras. 4250 Osvid. 549-3937.

Cnilege C alcuiators oftars tow puces Cr

lull ^e'vire' All models avail TI59 4225
58 i99 95 51 S52 95 HP s & Com
miidoie s dvait Model from $15
Hpmpmbe' wp service all calculators we
sell' Before vou buy anywhere else call

Bob nr Chris at College Calculators' 549
'316

AUTO FOR SALE

69 Impale Cuttom. p t
, p b , auto

,

sm 8, e> cond , new paint, rec tune up
Good for car pool. 2560158. 4850 or 8

'66 Datiun 510 wagon, 69,000 milet.

e>. mileage. New breket, good body
4900 or b o. 367 2269

1971 VW Festbeck A gem auto . rbit

eng Great shape After 5 Asking $975
665 3946

w
1972 Water Cooted Sa/uki 750.

e«celleni condition, $960 or B

Call 549 6691

Showroom conditlen, 1976 Honda
400, lour cyl . shoal lairing & trunk

Only 1900 miles Other entree $1196

or best offer Cell Peter 549-0519

Keep trying

'74 Kawasaki 21 900 cc, mint con

dition Karker pipe. Oenselube chein B
O Accepted 665 3031 earhr or late

Chevelle Supertpon cieecic Hozengme
4 speed Hurti shifter convert $1,000
Call Paul Green 14131 467 I

LOST

Lost men's wetch, central aree

Hamilton electric w-broken strap Call

Bob. 253 3938 efter 6

Lost my ttete tai check Call 584 5436
after 6^

Gold colored watch Michaels' brand

name Sentimental value attached If

found, cad Laurie at 256 6059 or 545

3500 $26 reward offered for us return

SERVICES

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All

veers end models, low prices. Jack 586-

0610

Apt to share Own room m two

bedroom Lantern Court Apt Come at

night from 6 11 Apt 9C, Amherst Rd
.

Sunderland

M or F. own rm. Puffton. Call Steve or

Dave 546 5043.

M otorcyclist factory
trained cycle m echanic
speciatiied for al Ka wasakis.
works on most 0th ers Low
Rates Call Jeff at 584 5406.

665 2462

'66 Ford Fairlane. std. Runs good,
no rust 4275 788 4945

'72 Pinto 4 spd Runs great. 4845.

788 4945

'69 Ford Galaxy 500. 85.000 miles,

runs excellent 4600or best offer 549

1456

67, 4 w dr Jeep Wagoneer, V8,

pwr s«r ,
pwr brk auto trans ,

AM
fM gd cond $1,000 or best offer

Tel Mark Anderson at 253 9034 or

545 2163

'68 Chevy Van Good cond $500

253 3959

'72 VW Bug, -ngine good con
dition, body needs work $650 or 8

387 N Pleasant, after 5

71 Plymouth Cricket, 4 cyl . 4 s(M

52.000 mis $600 253 9497 after 5 m

Triumph GT6t . Good engine, tires.

AM FM $1650 Call at 6 665 36t5

1965 Chevy school bus, now mobile
home. $750 Call Jim 546 6934

'70 Ply Cuda V8 Exc cond 4900 or

BO. 256-0368.

Powerful SAAB Sonnet III ('741. AM
FM radio, stereo laoe deck No rust, fiber

glass body Fuel economy 35 mpg Only

18,000 miles for only $3500 or best offer

Call 549 6616 after 6 p.m.

Honda CB360, 8000 mitae
Excellent condition must sea it to

believe it! Will sell lor $550 or

l>est offer Can be teen outside
Thatcher Oorm or can Kevin at

546^12

TAG SALE

Tag Sale 216 Members Amherst
Women's Club Splendid array of alt

kinds of household items Sept 17, 10-4,

Triangle St Clubhouse, Amherst

Giant Parish Sale St Brigid's Center
No Protoect St Sat Sept 17. 10 00
30C

FOR RENT

73 VW, e« cond ,
stereo FM, lo mi

TE 323 4074

1975 Saab, undercoeted, vry gd
motor, tires, tuned, 1 owner 77,000
mi $2900 Call 256 8074 evenings

Room for rent, 1 bd , kitchen priv ,

trans needed $85 per mo inci util

Hatfield CH7 5527

ENTERTAINMENT

Golfl $2 00 W 10 Mon thru Sat till 4

pm Mill Valley Golf Links Route 181

Belchertown, MA Phone 323 4079

Look' Moped Sale, Moped Salel,

Moped Read
Batavus ~ No 1 says Consumer's

Guide
Motobecane - the largest

manufacturer
Sperta - comfortable 2 paasengar

moped
Come for a test ride and than

decide
Parts PIONEER VALLEY MOPED

accessories
4 Com Street. Northampton, 586-

1064
behind City HaM. 2 mm. from Main

Street.

Ask about our low Moped Sale
Pricesi

See us before you buy, W, T, F,

nitet til 9
Look I Moped Selel Moped Salal

Moped' Come!

Megan - I've ecratchad at your
and found something beautiful.
Happy Birthday Love. S

Attention Anyone wishing to

switch dorms to the Southwett Area
please contact Oan at 546 9144 or

Don 546 4267

All Univ meni Open rush & Happy
Hour at Pi Lambda Phi 15c Miller drafts

9 16 77. 3-9 m Call 5 3539 4 mfo.

SfTiati Iraternitv needs kitchen and
'lining room housegirts Work 5 meals
inrf i>ai 10 meals ner week Call Jeff at 5
i"8 DC Tipal »ee is ctjntlable

PETS

ri'Oijt Dane Puppps AKC 'eg
Bh,.- Ciill 247 5527

R EACH 25,000 READERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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' Sports
Pro dealings
PRO FOOTBALL
Green Bay - Returned rookie

defensive back Terry Randolph to the
active roster and released rookie wide
receiver Perry Briggs.

Kansas City - Acquired running back
Ted McKnight on waivers from the Oak-
land Raiders and cut halfback Pat Mc-
Neil.

Atlanta — Waived running backs
Sonny Collins and Billy Pritchen, wide
receiver Shelton Diggs and defensive
backs Bob Jones and Ron Mabra; re-
signed defensive tackle Jeff Yeates and
safety Tom Moriarity.

New York Jets - Placed second-year
running back Louie Giammona on injured
reserve.

Cleveland — Signed defensive back
Roily Woolsey and placed defensive
tackle Jerry Sherk and quarterback Terry
Luck on the inactive list.

San Francisco - Waived quarterback
Pat Sullivan, running back Kermit
Johnson and rookie linebacker Rod
Martin; placed rookie wide receiver Elmo
Boyd on the injured reserve list and
designated rookie linebacker Mike
Baldassin and quarterback Steve Deberg
to the inactive reserve squad.

Vataha set to sign
FOXBORO. Mass. (UP/) - Wide

receiver Randy Vataha, placed on
waivers by the New England Patriots,

said yesterday he's all but certain he'll

sign with the Green Bay Packers.

Vataha said he expects to report to the
Packers as soon as possible.

'There's all kinds of things to do," he
said. "I have a wife, house, and other
things I have to take ca'e of."

The move, plus the waiver of wide
receiver Marlin Briscoe, leaves the
Patriots with only rookie Stanley Morgan

in Brief
and Darryl Stingley as healthy wide
receivers heading into Sunday's season-
opener at home against the Kansas City
Chiefs. Steve Burks and Don Westbrook
have been placed on the inactive reserve
list.

Vataha joined the Patriots in 1971 after
being cut by the Los Angeles Rams. In six

years with the Patriots he was their fifth

all-time leading receiver with 178
receptions for 3,055 yards, and their

seventh all-time leading scorer with 24
touchdowns for 144 points.

"I'm disappointed, sure," he said.

"This team has an excellent shot at going
all the way to the Super Bowl. But being
cut is also a reality. Every year I've

played, I've been aware this could
happen. The coaches make their
decisions based on the overall effect a
player has on a club."

Vataha has been the team's player
representative since 1974 but says he
does not think his off-field activities led to
his dismissal.

"I don't think that had anything to do
with it," he said.

Dutton reports
BALTIMORE lUPI) - All-pro

defensive end John Dutton reported to

the Baltimore Colts' training camp
yesterday after his attorney recom-
mended that he pay whatever fine the
club imposes and play out his option.

Dutton's attorney, Howard Slusher,
told Colts' General Manager Dick
Szymanski Tuesday - the day
negotiations broke off — that he would
urge Dutton to report.

"I've told him to report, pay whatever
fine they claim he owes and play out his

option. We don't have much other
choice. The Colts have all the leverage,"

Slusher said.

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - A meeting will

be held today at 4 p.m. in room 153, NOPE to
discuss details of coach Frank Garahan's
plan for the fall semester. All interested
women athletes are urged to attend.

According to Garahan, a new program tor

women's lacrosse will start next week.
Although spring usually means lacrosse at
UMass, interest on the part of team members
has prompted the coach to initiate a low
pressure' program this fall which should run
for six weeks.
The game will be modified by reducing

teams from the usual 12 players to eight as
well as shortening the field length to 60
yards. The rule changes will enable the
participants to improve stickhandling

without heavy conditioning and also to enjoy
the game without the pressure of varsity
competition. Players will be divided into four
teams to make up a mini-league.

MEN'S SWIMMING - Swimmers in-

terested in trying out for this year's team
should see coach Bel Melamed at Boyden
Pool. Workouts have begun and run from 4-6
p.m. daily.

INTRAMURALS - A correction: Boyden
swimming pools are open from 7:30-10.00
p.m. on Mon., Wed., and Fri. instead of from
7:00-9:30 p.m. Please make the change on
your recreation schedule.
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t ^f^ CONTEST t

t Wfl^WlffiO ^^^ PRIZE ' Complete Neptune^

t I fi W^^^ Flotation System J
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/
I EflrrI 2nd PRIZE - $25 Gift Certificate t
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Paul's All Time Furniiure. >7F. Pleasant 54<)-lh(n ^
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C&CLIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY 25 3 3091

KNICKERBOCKER
NATURAL
16 oz. returnables

'A BARREL

$5.25
& Deposit

& up

LOUIS MARTINI $4* 1 9
Moutain Red y2Gal.

ROLLING ROCK
12 oz.cans $6.69

to Pizza Hut,

Get V? off any large pizza
with your choice of toppings.
Thick'n chewy (R) pizza or

Thin'n crispy (R) pizza Wrap-
ped up to go or served by
candlelight in our cozy, den at

There's a do it yourself salad
bar, grinders. Deep Dish pasta
and your choice of beer or

wine too when you let yourself

go to Pizza Hut (R) restaurant

on route 9 near campus
cinema, from 11 am 'til mid-
night.

Offer Good on regular menu
prices only through Sept 25,

1977

one coupon per customer visit.

424 Russel Street (Rte. 9)

Hadley

'2 OFF ON

ANYLARGE

PIZZA

4lut

are ^^
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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My ACCOUNTOr HAPS'' 1
THIS TIMB. t^ ,„

''

yes, I
HAVE. ALL
PAIP UP I

AND lAjrfH

FUNDS TO
SPARE'

JIM. IS THERB

ANfTHING iOUV
LIKE "JEXfmCH TO

HAVE.BUTltlHICmOU

CANT POSBIBLY AF-
FORD? '

r^

YOU MEAN, BUimn
LIKE THATdREAT WOULO BE
UTTLBSTOCKOF- AN HONEST
FERIN£> I've HAD MISTAKE,
MY EYE ON? i-^JlM!

^Bi^Aa*—
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B.C. by Johnny Hart

THE SCENT OF MAN by Peter Tolan

UM by Marty Maceda

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

I HAVE LLiHAT MA- BE
A RATMEI5 riFFiCl'LT

QUESTION FOR sa'

7
TZJL I

I ' -e-* ' n
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen
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I solute diametrimiiy
""^
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ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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^^amk CV
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(SOOD PEOPUE CMi GO
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TH\S <SuY CHOSE. "^ LIVE
WITH THE CAKE. PEOPLE'
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Your Birthday By steiu wnder

From UNITED Feature Syndicate
For release TUESDAY. Sept 13, 1977

THURSDAY, S«pt. IS.

1977 - Bom today, you are
all but unerring in your
judgments involving other
people's natures and char-
acters. Vou have an un-
canny knack for predicting
what another will do under
particular circumstances
You understand through
some mnate wisdom
precisely which aspects of
an individual's nature will

drive him to make his
decisions - and under-
standing this, you are able
to predict reactions and
responses that to others
appeared hidden.
You are a remarkably

methodical and thorough
individual, never leaving
undone that which has
even the remotest possibil-
ity cf being accomphshed
On the other hand, you are
wise enough to know when
the time has come to re-

duce effort to a minimum
and to allow a given en-
terprise to come to a halt
Although you have no

love for upheaval and tur-

moil, you are not one to

seek peace at any price
You would prefer a loud,
drag-out fight to an inter-

minable period of nagging.
You do not look forward to

clearing the air with argu-
ment - but you prefer that
to continued befogging

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.

I>et your birthday star be
your daily guide,
FRIDAY. S«pt. 16

VIRGO I Aug 23-Sept 22 i

Jealous rages seem to
be all the thing today, as
friends and loved ones
carry on at the top of their
voices Try to settle
tempers
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
You won't have much of

a chance to have things
your own way today.
Tlierefore, compromist

.

see that another is happ>
getting what he desires
SCORPIO (Oct 23-N( V

21 ) — Take care that youi
lack of enthusiasm doesn't
put a damper on a loved
one's new-found joy Tal-
ent brings rewards at^eve-
ning.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-

Dec. 21) — Chief among
your characteristics is a
love of complications. You
would do well not to court
that aspect of your nature
at this time.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

Jan. 19) — Unless you are
well suited to your present
work, you may find that
this is an especially diffi-

cult time. Prave a point to
a boss.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb.
18) — Prospects prove less
satifactory than they had
appeared earlier in the
week Don't reject anoth-
er's offer of aid; new proj-
ects need more than two
hands.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March
20

1
- Consider well your

own position on the em-
ployment scene Can you
upgrade if Do you really
want to at the present
time''

ARIES (March 21-April
19

1

A great deal of
energy must be expended
today if you are tc pull
enough chestnuts out of the
fire to gain profit from the
act.

I ^URUS I April 2(>May
20) - Speculate if you like,

but take care that you can
afford to lose what you put
out - which does not mean
you will lose, of course
Winning is IN
GEMINI (May 21-June

20

1

Domesticity may
become more than a little

boring at this time. Deliver
on a promise to a child -
but make no further prom-
ises.

CANCER (June 21-July
22) — If you are inclined to
follow another into new
activities, be sure to take
your emergency rations
with you Chances for gain
are few
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —

Restlesness overtakes the
l>eo who has not been fore-

sightful enough to provide
himself with food for
thought Company rescues
you at evening.
CopyriKhl 19:: UnitmJ Fralurr Syndl

rale. ln<-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Exhibit

briefly

6 Fruit salad
ingredient

10H.ST or

L.B J.

14 Blackmore
heroine

15 Gutter site

16 Leafstalk
angle

1 7 Inner Anat
18 Sour fruit

20 Newsroom
section

21 Preserve
22 Lively

outing
23 Black Poet
25 Least upset
27 up;

Drank
30 Witches
31 Sharp to the

taste

32 Smooth
shiny
coating

33 Logger s
tool

36—-Nam or

Cong
37 Penniless
38 Operate a

gun
39 Classified

40 Speak
Dublicty

41 Hair color
42 River to the

Ob
44 Flat

surfaces

45 Makes more
modern

47 Bears the
cost of

48 Chemical
prefix

49 Lion
50 Arizona

native
54 Vocalists
57 Feline

mammal
58 Being Sp
59 Materials m

veins
60 Twilled

cloth
61 Hardy

heroine
62 Trap aloft

63 Fourth
estate

DOWN
1 Withdrew

abruptly

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday Puzzle Solved
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1
aspect

12 Sarah
Eng
actress

13 Precipitation
form

1 9 In harmony
2 words

2 Unfrequented 21 Cash on
3 Branch of

learning
4 Place ot

distress 2
words

5 Man's
nickname

6 Nut tree
7 Deserve
8 Ancient
Burma
village

9 Confederate
soldier
Informal

10 Mark with

spots
1

1

Facial

delivery

Abbr
24 Group of

plants
25 Marsh bird

26 Extrude
slowly

27 Hot rock
28 Bitter

29 Head men
30 Fabric
32 Golf course

feature
34 English

composer
35 Marries

37 Soft cheese
38 More gaudy

40 Preminger
and
Harbach

41 Journalist
Nellie --

43 Livestock s

grazing
areas

44 Exactly right

45 Defeat
unexpec-
tedly

46 Suffix with

radio or tele

47 Past the
prime

49 Manitoba
Indian

51 Fabled giani

52 Stabilizes
prices

53 Angers
55 --- up Add
56 Stumble
57 Cookbook

abbr

1 2 3 4 5

21

6 7 8 9

1
19

to n 12 13

14 15 U

17

24

18

I
25 26

20

23

P

22

I
32

V 28 29

37 38

33
I

31

40
I
41

34 35

M

43 44

39

42

47R
49

<5 44

I
56

I
57

^H
48

1

50 51 52 53

54 h-

51

1
59 60

i) 62 63

123
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Michigan grabs
top spot in poll

Michigan football coach Bo Schem-
bechler's first reaction this week to the
likelihood his Wolverines would be ranked
No. 1 in the country was: "That's a blow!"

But he was grinning.

When pressed on the matter he said with a
shrug, "No, I don't mind. We rode that last

year for a while.
"

Schembechler has made it a policy of
sloughing off the significance of any polls,

insisting no one can really determine a
ranking of college teams without a round-
robin type schedule or a tournament.

Whether he likes it or not, Schembechler's
Wolverines - second to Oklahoma in The
Associated Press' preseason poll - wound
up first in the initial regular season poll of
sport writers and broadcasters throughout
the country.

Michigan, which trounced Big Ten
Conference rival Illinois 37-9 last Saturday,
collected 42 of a possible 62 first-place votes
for 1,162 of a possible 1,240 points in the
balloting announced yesterday. That was 182

more points than runner-up Southern
California, which was first oi four ballots.
Oklahoma, which struggled to - beat

unheralded Vanderbilt 25-23, fell to fifth

place with two first-place votes and 701
points.

Nctre Dame remained third, despite
having a difficult time beating error-prone
Pittsburgh 19-9. However, the Irish were first

on nine ballots.

Alabama, which crushed Mississippi 34-13,
got one first-place vote and was ranked
fourth.

One first-place vote also went to sixth-

ranked Ohio State, eighth-ranked Texas
Tech, ninth-ranked Houston and No. 18
Texas.

Texas A&M, which plays at Michigan Oct.
1 , was No. 7 and Penn State No. 10.

Rounding out the top 20 were No. 11

Maryland, No. 12 Colorado, No. 13
Mississippi State, No. 14 UCLA, No. 15
Oklahoma State, No. 16 Pittsburgh, No. 17
Georgia, No. 19 Florida and No. 20 Brigham
Young.

TEN

-kJai-Alai low-down
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

with a large wicker scoop called a cesta
which is tied to his hand, against the granite
front wall. Upon hitting the front wall, the
ball must land between the under server and
over serve lines on the court floor so the
opposing team has a chance to return the
serve on one hop.
A team loses if it allows the ball to bounce

twice or throws the pelota out of bounce
before it hits the front wall and bounces on
the floor, to the side (a wire screen protects
the crowd from stray balls), or if it hits the

screen protecting the lights on the ceiling, or
the mats between the front wall and the
ceiling. A team or singles player need not
wait for hop to return the pelota, and can
catch it on the fly.

In order to win a game a team must score
seven points. A win is worth one point until

all eight teams have played, then points
double. Twelve games played every weekday
and Saturday night, post-time at 7 p.m.
There is a matinee Saturday at noon. The
games usually last five hours.
Tomorrow: Part tv.c.

545-2321
545-2322

MASSARMY ROTC

THURSDAY, SEPTFAABFP 15, ,977

ATTENTION ALL UNIV MEN
PI LAMBDA PHI FRA TERNITY

PRESENTS

OPEMRUSH

1 Ex-UMass Hurler wins
iCoilegigm 19

HAPPY
HOUR

15<t

MILLER
DRAFTS

Birds clean up in twinbill
in

Fri., Sept 16th
14 Elm St

3 9P M
Tel 5 3539

TORONTO (UPI) - Lee May drove ...

three runs in the opener and doubled home a
run in the second game last night, helping
the Baltimore Orioles to sweep a
doubleheader from the Toronto Blue Jays, 6-

OPEN NIGHTS TILL 11 P.M. DAILY

FROM HERE TO THERE AND BACK
AGAIN -IMPORTED BEERSFROM

AROUND THEWORLD

• MIX 'N MATCH
YOUR FAVORITES

CAMPUS CENTER LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

HkTCH
Fri. & Sat.

Sept. 16 & 17

Duke & The Drivers

{ as I tiss<trtni ml of
li v*i s f'o r (ill las Iv s

HOW MUCH?? (Cirrus a rail

WHATKIINI)?? ivoranhrl,,

25.3-.'5.384

360(OLLK(;KST RT9 AMHERST 256-8433

$2.00 Cover

DLUeWALL

Featuring

Springrain

Special Happy Hour
Right After the Game

2 For 1 Beers 3-7

WANTED

SOPHOMORES:

ADVENTUROUS COMPANION WITH
NO OBLIGATION.

Experience the excitement of ad-

venture training courses in Army ROTC.

There is no obligation to the Army as a

sophomore.

ADD Army ROTC to your schedule
and you automatically add aventure to your

campus life.

SOPHOMORES can do it all at UMass
Army ROTC.

CALL:

Captain William A. Saunders

at

545-2321/2322

5 and 4-2, and move into second place in the
American League East.
The sweep stretched the Orioles' winning

streak to seven games and left them only 2 Vz
games behind the New York Yankees in the
AL East.

Baltimore jumped to a 1-0 lead in the first
inning of the nightcap when Elliott Maddox
doubled off loser Jerry Garvin, 9-16, and
scored on May's double. The Orioles added a
run in the second inning when Andres Mora
doubled, moved to third on a single by Doug
Decinces and scored when second baseman
Steve Staggs threw wildly past first base on
Kiko Garcia's grounder.
The Orioles made it 3-0 in the fourth on

back-to-back doubles by Garcia and Skaggs.
Rookie Rich Dauer's solo homer in the eighth
plated their final run.

Rudy May went six innings for Baltimore in
the nightcap to get credit for his 17th win

against 12 losses and Scon McGregor, who
saved the first game for Mike Flanagan, also
came on to get a save in the nightcap.
The Blue Jays got a run in the fifth on a

solo homer by Roy Howell and Toronto
added a run in the sixth on a run-scoring
single by Doug Rader. After May gave up a
leadoff single to Steve Bowling in the
seventh, McGregor relieved and stopped the
Blue Jays on one-hit in three innings of work
to post his fourth save.

In the opener, the Orioles were held hitless
for the first 3-1-3 innings before Ken
Singleton singled and May unloaded his 23rd
homer. The Orioles added four unearned
runs in the eighth with May driving in one run
with a bases-loaded walk.

Flanagan pitched seven innings to get
credit for his 12th victory in 22 decisions.
Flanagan, a UMass graduate, has now won
10 of his last 12 decisions.

1<..W*^

The UMass men's soccer team's practicing has been paying off, at least in pre-
season scrimmages. The Minutemen sport a 2-1 record in exhibition play. UMass
defeated Eastern Connecticut, 3-0. and RPI, 3-1. but lost to powerhouse 3rown, 4-2.
in their three contests. The Minutemen play Williams Saturday in their last pre-
season warmup, before opening regular season play next Wednesday at Bridgeport
in a 7:30 game. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

KC wins 13th in row;
Mets defeat Carlton
KANSAS CITY (UP/) - Al Cowens hit a

two-run homer and Tom Poquette added a
two-run single to help the Kansas City Royals
extend their club record winning streak to 13
games last night with a 5-2 victory over the
Oakland A's in the first game of a
doubleheader.
The Royals, leaders in the AL West, have

now won 24 of their last 27 games. Their 13-

game winning streak tied them with

Staffers
A reminder for all Collegian sports staff

members: copy is due Friday at 6 p.m. for
the upcoming fall sports special.

If you have any questions and-or
problems with meeting the deadline, drop
by the Collegian offices and see Judy.

Drop off all stories in the staff stories
box on the sports desk.

Philadelphia for the longest winning streak In
the majors this season.

Cowens' 22nd homer of the year followed
a two-out single by George Brett in the first
inning and Poquette stroked his two-run
single with the bases loaded in the second to
give Kansas City a 4-0 lead off loser Rick
Langford.

OAKLAND 002 000 000-2 71
KANSAS CITY 220000 lOX -5 11 1

Langford and Sanguillen; Colborn. Gura 18) and
Porter. W -Colborn, 17 13. L -Langford, 8-17. hrs

-

Kansas City. Cowens (22). Oakland, Jorgensen (3).

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) Winning pitcher

Nino Espinosa singled home a fifth inning run
last night and outdueled 21 -game winner
Steve Carlton to lead the New York Mets to a
1-0 victory over the Philadelphia Phillies.

Espinosa combined with Skip Lockwood
to shut out the Phillies on June 4 in New
York.

^lEWYORK 000010000-150
PHILADELPHIA 000 000 000-0 3 2

Espinosa and Stearns; Carlton, McGraw (91 and
McCarver W Espinosa, 8 12 L Carlton. 21 9.
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Jackson homer wins it!
NEW YORK (UP/) - Reggie Jackson

belted a dramatic, two-run homer in the
ninth inning and made a pair of circus cat-
ches last night to give the New York Yankees
a 2-0 victory over Boston which increased
their lead to 3 16 games over the Red Sox in
the American League East.

Jackson stroked his game-winning homer
into the center field bleachers off loser
Reggie Cleveland, 9-8, on a 3-2 pitch after
Thurman Munson led off the ninth with a
single up the middle.

Jackson, who has come under fire for his
sloppy play in right field this season, saved
the Yankees' from early disaster when he
leaped high against the wall in right field to
spear George Scott's line drive for the
second out in the fourth inning after Jim Rice
had reached base on a single.

Then, in the seventh with Denny Doyle on
second base after singling and moving up on
a sacrifice. Jackson rushed in to make a
diving catch in right-center field off Bernie
Carbo's sinking liner. However, a replay

Orioles sweep

Blue Jays - move

into second spot

clearly showed that Jackson had trapped the
ball, although the Red Sox did not protest.

Ed Figueroa survived fiequent jams in

completing a seven- hit shutout for his 15th
victory against nine losses. He struck out two
and walked three, but was outpitched by
Cleveland until the ninth.

For the losing Red Sox, it was a case of
repeated missed scoring opportunities. They
stranded a total ot nine runners and had
Figueroa in trouble in every inning except the
first and eighth. But Figueroa was a bulldog
when it counted.

In addition to benefitting from Jackson's
catches, the right-hander left Rice stranded

"?80'« :^"c**»0" '• HuflOed by winning pitcher Ed Figueroa at home plate after slugging a two-run hom.r in th. k«-« s w

,(UPI)

at third with a triple in the second inning by
striking out Carlton Fisk and Butch Hobson.
In the fifth, he pitched out of a none-out,
bases- loaded jam by converting Fred Lynn's
bouncer to the mound into a home-to-first
double play and then knocked down Carl
Yastrzemski's hard comebacker and threw

him out at first.

Cleveland, who had beaten the Yankees
seven times in eight previous decisions, held
New York to just four singles until Munson's
leadoff single in the ninth and allowed only
one runner — Bucky Dent in the third inning

to reach scoring position. In addition, the

portly right-hander retired 12 straight batters
from the third through the seventh.

BOSTON
NEW YORK

Cleveland and Fi»k; Figueroa
Figueroa. T5 9. L Cleveland, 9-8.

70

Netmen host URI in opener

000 000 000- o:
000 000 002--2 60

and Munson. W-
Jackson (26).HR-

By RALPH THORESON
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team begins its

brief six-game fall schedule today on the
Boyden courts at 2 p.m. against an enigmatic
Rhode Island squad.

Last year the Minutemen were defeated, 6-

3, by the Rams and this year's UMass coach
Jay Ogden suspects Rhody will field a similar

squad this season.
Ogden, a sport management grad student

here, has a solid tennis background. He is a
member of the U.S. Professional Tennis
Association and has been a tennis teaching
pro for the past nine years in Florida and New
England. In his undergraduate days he at-

tended St. Lawrence University, captaining
the tennis team in 1972.

Ogden, in viewing this year's squad, said,
"we had 45 candidates come out for the
team, so we had a choice of some good
young prospects."
Two of the more prominent hopefuls are

Mark Suetteman from Amherst and Sergio
Strepman, out of New York City. Ogden
expects these two freshmen can help this
year's squad.
The coach also said the loss of last year's

number one singles player Adam Rosen, who
transfered to a California school, will hurt the
singles matches because the team no longer
has a prominent singles player. The
Minutemen have a nucleus of veterans.

however, led by last year's number two man,
junior Alan Green. Green will be joined by
returning players Jim Barnhart, Rick
Sharton, David Nowak, and Steve Heyl.

Ogden said the key to the season will be
the play of his doubles teams. The top two
doubles units of Green-Barnhart and
Sharton-Heyl will have to carry a heavy load
if the team expects to maintain or improve its

second place finish in last year's Yankee
Conference championships.

The Minutemen also placed sixth in the
New England championships last spring.
UMass had never placed higher than 15th
in the tourney prior to the showing.

Last year's successful coach, Bill Brown,
has moved to Colorado and is working for
Digital Corp.

BradGoverman

Jai-Alai means cash
for bettors and fans

The Mess/ah hath cometh

Editor's note: This is the first in a three-
part series on Jai-Alai. 'the world's fastest
sport.

'

By JIM PAUUN
Collegian Staff

Two minutes before post time, at the Jai-
Alai fronton (arena) in Hartford, an hour's
drive from Amherst, a bell starts clanging,
and as one Jai-Alai (pronounced "hi-li")

junkie put it, "It's Pavlovian, the bettors start

salivating and race to the ticket windows. "

When entering the fronton, it's like

reality's suspended. On the scoreboard, the
regular clock is overshadowed by the post
time clock, and the leisure suit, pant suited -

heavily made up bourgeoise sharpies and
would-be sharpies go nuts.

Each game is played with eight teams, one
or two men to a team, depending on whether
singles or doubles matches are being played.
The players are mostly Basque, with three
Americans (Gonzales Joey, the second-best
player), and Knucklehead Randy. One man is

Chilean on the program', only the last names
are given, except for Randy. No birthdates
are listed.

Each team wears a different colored shirt,

according to their order of appearance (post

position), similar to the color coding of pool
balls. Each player has at least eight different
colored shirts, and players who are partners
in one match will be opponents in another.
This makes the game more complex, as the
best player, Bolivar, might be paired with a
lesser one, like Randy.
A player's identification number at a

fronton is on the back of his jersey, while his

post position is on the front. The color of his
jersey is also keyed to the post position (No.
1 red, No. 2 blue. No. 3 white. No. 4 green,
No. 5 black. No. 6 yellow, No. 7 brown. No. 8
purple).

White pants are standard, as is the red faja

(belt-sash) and white sneakers.
The helmet is usually a modified cut-away

football helmet.
When two teams play, one player plays the

backcourt and another plays the front court.
Usually the best player plays the back court.
Randy is almost always in the backcourt, and
when a p)elota (ball) comes his way traveling
at an angle and velocity sufficent to reach
the man in the backcourt, Randy often ducks
and lets the backcourter take it.

A match is won by the first team to score
seven points. The server whips the pelota

TUFiN TO PAGE 18

Relieving the frustrations of a "Reggie
Jackson eats it raw" home run is no simple
task. So, taking up pen, beer, and cigar in

hand, I did what most Americans do when
they seek relief... head for the bathroom.

Disguised as a Blue Jay fan, I entered the
bathroom, threw a little Ivory liquid in the tub
(I'm out of Mr. Bubble), hopped in and sat
back to relax, shortly to realize the only place
to flick the cigar ashes was into the tub. But
what can you do?

After simmering in the tub for some ten
minutes, my attention was grabbed by a
head peering in at me from behind the
bathroom door.

"Who are you?" I asked, obviously
disturbed by the intrusion.

"I'm your Messiah," he responded curtly.
"You don't look like Jacyin Smith," I said,

"but you can come in anyway."
In my usual congenial manner I offered

him the only seat in the room, which he
accepted graciously.

Now I had heard the Lord worked in

mysterious ways, but the Messiah in my
bathroom, sitting on the toilet wearing a
complete Red Sox uniform while chewing a
wad of tobacco was carrying it a bit too far.

Not to be taken in by a bad practical joke, I

recovered from my mental depression to

question the integrity of this character who
had the audacity to call himself my Messiah.

"If you're a Messiah," I began, "prove it.

Revive my rubber duck." (My duck had

sprung a leak and sank to the bottom of the
tub).

Almost instantaneously a beautiful rubber
swan magically materialized in my tub.

"That's pretty good," I said, "you're a
well-read Messiah."

He thanked me with one of those "it was
nothing" expressions.

His integrity assured, I questioned him of
his intentions.

"Well Mr. Messiah, what brings vou
tubside?"

w r »

"I heard you were looking for relief," he
said as he pitched an imaginary baseball
through my shower curtain and the
bathroom window.

"That's not exactly the type of relief I had
in mind, but we could use a pitcher with your
kind of power. Have you got good stuff?" I

asked.

"You forget, I'm the Messiah. I can do
anything," he replied.

"Yah, right, but do you have good baseball
sense. That's just as important you know."

"Try me."
"All right," I said, "Three men on, two out,

Jackson is up. What do you throw him?"
"A grenade," he said and slowly began to

dematerialize.

"Good luckl" I yelled at the space he
previously occupied.

Leaning back in the warm tub I finished
what was left of a Falstaff and a Robert
Burns Black Watch cigar. "Heaven should be
so good", I thought to myself.
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LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin. rum, vodka

tequila 85*

SATURDAY

Happy Hour

after the Game
3-7 p.m. OLDIES

SUNDAY

APPYHOU
ALL NITE

Package Store
"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

Schlitz

BEER

12 oz. cans

CARLO ROSSI

Califomia Wines
Burgundy Chablis

Pink Chablis

Vin Rose

c

Gallon
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Hiram Walker's
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Our cover this week Is the work of
ex-Salt and Collegian artist Donald
McGllvray. Don is now freelancing
his creations In the Seattle area and
was good enough to send us this
particular piece. He Is probably
best remembered on this campus
for the Insightful, funny and very
often controversial UMies cartoons

that appeared in the Collegian and
in Below the Salt. Don is also the
author of Black and White Comics,
a book of cartoons and illustrations

that is still available at several
stores In the Amherst area.

Two for the Show for Smith Ensemble
By Michael P. Doran

UNDER MILK WOOD
By Dylan Thomas
Smith Ensemble Theatre
September 16 and 17

The Smith Ensemble theatre has
produced a solid, well acted inter-

pretation of Dylan Thomas' Under Milk
Wood. Originally a voice play for radio,

the Smith group has given it an
elaborate set and some good action for

the actors, but there are problems.
Seeing as the poetry, the beautiful lines

written by Thomas that capture the
lyric speech of Wales are the main at-

traction in this play, the additions of set

and action should be very carefully
considered, keeping distraction from
the lines to a minimum. Fortunately
the actors' movement did nothing but
add to the play. Unfortunately the set

had the opposite effect.

The problem with the set was that it

was there. There were huge backdrops
of burlap trying to look like nets, slung
unevenly around the stage. The huge
black pointed arches that were sup-

posed to symbolize the church were not

balanced with another equally massive
or complimentary configuration. The
color scheme was awful — astro turf

green with dull black and a light blue
backdrop with the faint shadows of

Milk Wood trees looking more like

something dribbled down from the

ceiling. The tables and the chairs were
not placed in a way as to enhance the
free movement of the actors.

At times the actors were bunched
vertically on an extremely horizontal
stage because of this. Another problem
was the unnecessary use of sound ef-

fects such as the mooing of cows and
the sound of the sea. These sounds were
well provided for by the lyrical lines

Thomas wrote.

The acting in this play was generally
excellent with only one or two ex-

ceptions. Mike Rusk, who handled
almost all of the character roles in the
play, stole the show. His facial

movements, his voice changes, and all

his mime and action were well

executed and very funny. He also

possesses the essential ability for

anyone who wishes to play a drunk —
the ability to belch on cue. Jon Crane,
who played the character of the blind

sea captain and the plotting Mr. Pugh,
added much stability to the play. The
comic image of the malevolent Intent

present in those poisonous eyes behind
those round cheeks as he looks at Mrs.
Pugh Is memorable. Bennett Fischer
played all of his roles well, especially
Willy Niliy the postman, in which he
goes into almost sexual ecstacy while
steaming open a freshly posted love

letter. Jim Metzler was good, but his

voice lacked the essential ability of

differentiation so Important in this play
where there are eight actors playing

Teresa Phillips (Jessica Regelson) gets carried away by
husband Bob (Bennett Fischer) in the Smith Ensemble Theatre's
production of How the Other Half Loves playing in conjunction
with Dylan Thomas' Under Milk Wood at the Hallie Flanagan
Studio Theatre at Smith College.

over sixty parts. Still he adequately
played his parts, maybe only appear-
ing mediochre because of the calibre of
those surrounding him.

The female actors were similarly
good. Dorian Lerner, despite her Alice
in Wonderland looks, played the trollop
well and with good understanding.
Whether sitting on the table twirling a
strand of hair or lying in the goat
pasture she managed to affect sen-
sousness to a high degree. Jessica
Regelson possesses a mobile face to fit

her wide ranging voice and was cast to
good advantage. She manages to go
from all holiness and light to a seedy
gypsy in the span of a few seconds, with
the audience barely aware she is the
same person. The other two female
actors carried their roles well, but the
roles themselves did not afford us a
view of either's potential abilities.

All together the production of Under
Milk Wood put on by the Smith Ensable
Theatre managed to bring the small

town In Wales and the residents' little

eccentricities alive for this viewer. The
complete cycle from night to dusk that
elapses in T/2 hours real time acquaints
one with both the beautiful poetry of
Thomas and also says something about
the culture he was trying to charac-
terize. It is a good play — go to see it.

HOW THE OTHER HALF LOVES
By Alan Ayckbourn
Smith Ensemble Theatre
through Sept. 15

The Smith Ensemble Theatre did
well to choose How The Other Half
Loves as the second show in this two
show repertory. It balances the more
literary and artful production of Under
Milk Wood, being a light comedy with a
simple plot and many funny lines. Mr.
Ayckbourn has used to good advantage
t>oth the style of plot and humor that
were popular during the heyday of

Broadway comedy. The play does take

place in a contemporary setting
though, with many of the jokes and
allusions a little more piquant than
their models.

The stage is set up in an interesting
way. All of the action takes place in the
living rooms of two couples — which
are simultaneously lit and in use, with
the action fluctuating back and forth
constantly. Luckily the Hallie Flan-
nagan Studio Theatre at Smith is set up
so that a play can be performed in

almost any corner of the room — thus
making is possible for them to perform
with a proscenium for one night and
doing a theatre in the round production
the next. The effect of having the
audience all around the acting area,
about five feet above is a heightening of
the comedy of this play because you
are allowed to look down at all the
frantic comedy and not miss a thing.
The intermingling of the two sets of

furniture on stage allowed for free
movement in the entrances and exits
which are very crucial to the flow. It

also points up Ayckbourn's greatest
achievement in this play, which is the
toying with the thin line between the
two sets of simultaneous acting and
dialogue. All this is very funny,
especially when a third couple Is thrust
in between these two households.

Of the six actors in the play Mike
Rusk again stole the show. As the timid
accountant Detweiler he excels with
his rodent-like movements. He is well
suited for the role physically — his
small wirey frame acting as a good
contrast to his would be boss played by
Jon Crane — who is at least four
Detwielers big. Crane again gives an
excellent performance as the rather
loose brained executive who is led to

believe that everyone except his own
wife is having an affair and proceeds to
try to solve their problems while totally

missing his own. His wife, played by
Beth Sweeney, is very funny as the high
class bored housewife who fools around
for excitement with a lower class
rogue. Bennett Fischer, as that rogue,
presented the only acting problem for
this reviewer. The role calls for a surly
character whose every other word is

sarcastic. Unfortunately he has given
us no variation. For example, I don't
think one would be sarcastic about bad
housekeeping In the same way one
would be sarcastic about a sexual
liaison. He could use a little toning
down, not every line should be drip-
ping. His wife, played by Jessica
Regelson, adds a lot of energy to the
production with her extremely strong
voice and good physical presence.
Finally, Dorian Lerner, wIk) plays Mrs.
Detweiler, took turns with her husband
stealing the show. Everything about
her — her dress, her movements, her
voice, and her mouse-like squints —
enhanced her role. She was very good.

I would highly recommend this play.
It is too bad the theatre cannot seat
more people but then some of the
intimacy of this play would be lost. The
last performance is this evening. If you
want a seat you should get there early.

Theater
YOUNG PEOPLE'S THEATER
WORKS
By City Sutdio Theater, Northampton

Reviewed by Cynthia A. Harhen

A spaceship bound for the new world.
A mysterious talking riddle machine. A
shiny silver robot who commands the
ship and five spacesuit-clad children.

These were some of the spectacles
that kept an audience of children
fascinated on Saturday morning when
the Young People's Theater Works
premiered their first play of the
season.
The Riddle Machine, by Canadian

author Betty Lambert, directed by
Andrea Hairston, is the first of four

free children's productions which were
made possible by a Title VI project

YOUNG

^S'S TV^

^^WORKS

grant from the Hampshire County
CETA office.

In addition to the free productions

which will be performed at the new
theater space of the City Studio
Theater, the program will provide

creative drama workshops within the
area schools and ttie community.
The play held the attention of its

young audience by using flamboyant
language, lively action, and a wide
range of outer space sound effects
throughout the performance. With the
attention of its fascinated audience, the
story of the ship's journey to the new
world unfolded, serving as a metaphor
for growing up and meeting new
responsibilities.

The Piddle Machine's puzzling
question, "what is the greatest riddle of
all?" is poignantly answered wtien the
children discover the answer within
themselves-finding one's identity.

A charming play for kids and adults
alike. It can be seen September 17th at
the City Studio Theater.
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cArt/ Dry Ice Under Glass
AND ITS SHADOWTHE ICEBERG

Larry Bell

University Gallery through October 7

Reviewed by Lesley Lawrence

A sensual, visual aura surrounds The
Iceberg and Its Shadow, encouraging
the viewer to become an active par
ticipant in ttie exhibit which is

currently on display at the University
Gallery. The artist is Larry Bell and
the Iceberg is the result of work which
began in 1975, the creation being a
combination of technology and
chemistry, as it is applied to the
creation of modern art.

The title piece is comprised of 48
interchangeable parts which, when
assembled, resemble an iceberg in the
jagged irregularity of its outer
silhouette. Forty pieces have been used
for this exhibit with the number of
possible arrangements being almost
endless.

What is most significant about this
piece are the sheets of plate glass
which the artist has selected as his
medium. Each glass plate is ^ of an
inch thick and has been permanently
treated with a coating of quartz and
metallic inconel. A vacuum deposition
process was employed in coating the

glass which controls the color of the
glass by the proportions of inconel and
quartz used. The end result of this
glazing process is a neutral reflective
surface and a prism effect which is

created as light shining through the
glass ultimately produces colors vary-
ing in depth and intensity.

The glass pieces used in this exhibit

exist as rectangle, triangle or
trapezoidal shapes, with their physical
dimensions relating directly with the
artist's physical size; namely, they are
not wider than his arm span, not taller
than he can reach nor heavier than he
can lift. In this way, the pieces avoid
being overwhelming in scale and
somewhat more inviting to the viewer.
The pieces in this exhibit are

^rt/ Dasenka Galleries Finds a New Home

arranged in a zig-zag fashion creating
a corridor which the participant may
enter and exit, not unlike a maze. The
piece works as a whole due to right
angle relationships whereby all pieces
join at exact right angles and balance
on the weight of their own vertical
thrust, as well as a thin seam of silicone
or rubber cement. A balance is created
so that the weight of the glass rests on
the floor without putting stress on the
seams.
While this review may appear com-

plicated, the exhibit itself is not. Larry
Bell thinks of his art as a teaching or
learning experience and the Iceberg is

just that. It is rich with visual
possibilities. In the words of the artist
"When someone enters the presence of
the Iceberg, then he becomes part of it

through his own mechanism, not
through mine. His perception, his
ability to see and to make decisions
about how it looks, make him an In-

separable part of it during that point of
contact."

This exhibition runs through Oct. 7 at
the University Gallery which is located
in the Fine Arts Center. Gallery hours
are Tuesday 11:30-8, Wednesday
through Friday 11:30-4:30, Saturday
and Sunday 2-5.

By Art AAacCormac

The handsome huge sidewalk clock
In front of the old Harry Daniel's Block
is running again on Northampton's
Main Street. Passersby can stop and
reset their watches by it and if they see
they've got time to drop into the former
men's clothing store to pay a visit to the
new Dasenka Galleries which is now
housed there.

A 200 piece display of graphics and
paintings by "Pioneer Valley artists
entitled "Inaugural Exhibition"

christened the Dasenka's new location
last Sunday afternoon and also marked
the opening of the Northampton
Frameworks, the gallery's own
downstairs frame shop.

Local artists in the exhibition include
Alan Robinson, Abigail Rorer, Bryant
Stewart, Karen Hatch, David Olsen,
and Barry Seace.
According to owner-artist David

Moser the new location will allow
Dasenka to display more graphics as
well as paintings, pottery, and por-
celain exhibits. Dasenka was orginally
located on West Street in Northampton.

Moser says that the frame shop will
specialize in custom museum framing
and might later offer special limited
edition framing.
At Sunday's open house Douglas

Haring, who is running the frameshop
demonstrated various framing
techniques.

The large windup clock outside is not
the only restoraiion. The building's
brick walls have been exposed adding a
certain old world charm, the tin ceiling
has been repainted and an enclosed
foyer has been constructed at the
gallery's entrance.

The building has been vacant since
last November when Harry Daniels
Inc. underwent severe damage from a
general alarm fire. The clothing store
was forced to shut down and Moser is
now renting half of that space once
occupied by the store. The building's
owners, Ralph and Harry Daniels are
negotiating with another business to
rent out the other half.

Regular hours for the gallery and
frame shop will be Tuesday through
Saturday from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. The gallery itself
will be open on Sundays from 3 to 8 p.m.

ALPINE SLIDE CRUISE'S
Nights fi

Every week extra buses leave at 5:30 p.m. from the following locations:

MONDAY - Sylvan Night - Picl<up In front of Cashin Dorm.

TUESDAY - Northeast Night - Look for our red and white Slide Bus in center of courtyard.

WEDNESDAY - Orchard Hill Night - For your convenience - we leave from parking lot behind Grayson.

JHURSDA^- Central Night - Eat early and meet us behind Franklin Dining Commons.

FRIDAY - Southwest Night - Start the weekend off right - leave from horseshoe near basketball courts.

Of course, we invite everyone to Join us any day (Mon.-Friday)

at 3:00 and 5:30 p.m. at the Campus Center Circle for the thrill

of your life!

3 p.m. BUSES return approx. 6 p.m.

5:30 p.m. BUSES return approx. 8:30 p.m.

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE - Call Larry 549-4745

In the event of rain - all buses must be cancelled.
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IBooksI
Tht Feminixation of American

Culture, though the title may suggest,
is not concerned with the social,
economic and political equality of
women In our culture, nor with the
gradual acceptance and Integration of
feminine Ideas. The setting Is mld-
nlneteenth century, Northeastern
United States at the height of an age
entirely dominated by the worst, most
sentimental aspects of the Victorian
spirit. While England's culture
represented a complex and Intelligent
collaboration of available resources,
Americans were laying down the
foundations of our twentieth century
mass-consumer, highly com-
mercialized society. Of course a bit of
history may be necessary to un-
derstand why Ann Douglas chose the
literature and lives of the middle-class
women and the liberal protestant
ministers as her representatives, being
the two classes pushed to the outer
fringes, with no tangible power to af-
fect the affairs of their day.

Although lengthy and somewhat
redundant, the first and second parts of
this book explore in great detail the
history needed as well as the tragic
results that follow. Unless extremely
interested in the social history of the
period, I would advise the reader to
skim Part I for a more general view,
paying closer attention in Part 1 1 to the
chapters entitled. The Escape From
History and The Periodical Press. The
latter includes a short but highly in-

sightful look at the Beecher family and
the literature they produced.

it was a period of remarkable and
explosive transition. Calvinism was
slowly but steadily being defeated by a
more liberal, popular religion directed
to the feelings of their congregations
(75 per cent women) instead of the
minds. By 1933 the disestablishment of
the Protestant church from govern-
ment funding was complete. Ministers
had to rely on public support, creating
a dependence on popularity over
theology. Calvinism had been
authoritarian, repressive, and
dogmatic but more importantly It had
been the leading cultural and In-

tellectual force In the country. That
loss created an enormous vacuum for
which the logical replacement should
have been a "fully humanistic,
historically minded romanticism."

Later in the book, the author will sight
AAargaret Puller and Herman Melville
as rare exponents of such romanticism.
Instead, Calvinism was tragically
defeated and replaced by an anti-
intellectual sentimentalism utilized by
men and women whose temporary
victory In the end did not achieve their
goals — freedom and independence.

Through a domestic, social history
Ann Douglas exposes the vicious circle
in which women were engulfed. Their
education was highly inferior and
superficial — they were not taught how
to think but instead how to serve
others. The church Insisted that they
were spiritually superior to men and so
their role was to guide and help others

novel, it was written by women, about
women but sadly in most cases they
only continued to expound on the
already accepted virtues of sensitivity,
sacrifice, delicacy and spirituality. The
publishing world, a young, highly
commercial business, was ready to
supply the public demands and
welcomed this type of literature

Victorian America: 'The women In

question adjusted to a chronic state

of confusion and were rewarded for

their adjustment/

THE FEMINIZATION OF
AMERICAN CULTURE
By Ann Douglas
Alfred A. Knopf

By Cheryl Sreiberg

by means of influence rather than
action. The great American writers of
the day, unlike the English writers who
explored much of domestic and family
life (Dickens, Eliot), chose to ignore
them while the historians refused them
a place in their stories of war and
adventure. European visitors noticed
how often American women were given
"compensatory etiquette" or "in-
dulgence as a substitute for power".
Eventually women felt that they must
"engineer their well-being In a world
dominated by a sex essentially hostile
to It."

The only role that the women were
allowed to take In the new in-

dustrialized North was that of con-
sumer and the market she chose was
that of literature. With too much
leisure time and the acute need to

escape from a highly stifling life,

women Indulged in literature and the
result was the sentimental, domestic

Finally having an sphere of com-
munication and influence, the author
explains that "the ministers and
women in question did not in actuality
expend their most intense energies
combating those officially their op-
ponents — instead they adjusted to a
chronic state of confusion and were
rewarded for their adjustment."

Although other societies In the
nineteenth century produced great
women writers, America produced not
one. in what I found to be the most
sensitive, well-written section of the
book, Ann Douglas relates the life of
AAargaret Fuller, a brilliant woman
who was forced to turn away from both
literature and her country. After
reading hwo-thlrds of the book. It is in
this biography that the reader realizes
the depth of human understanding
possible in the author's writing and
finally the factual, dryness of the two
earlier parts vanishes. The narrator

ASUPERLAJWE SANDWICH!

THE

BIGGEST-ME
The B.M T. at Subway PS a SUPERLATIVE sandwich
It's the BIGGEST, MEATIEST. TASTIEST cold cut com-
bination on Subway s already famous menu of foot-long
sandwiches The B M.T. starts with American cheese,
continues with baloney . . ham . Genoa salami . .

.

pepperoni . . and finishes with a wide selection of
vegetables and seasonings Here s the best part' The
B.M.T. IS made to your EXACT taste by a Subway
sandwich specialist. When it comes to giant, delicious

I foot-long sandwiches. Subway h.is the best track
I record around! So the next time YOU think of fast-food.
I rr member America's newest alternative . and make
I tracks for the Subway station nearest you. Ask tor
I the B M.T. . . . The foot-long sandwich that s full of
I superlatives from your first bite to the last . . and
I only available at SUBWAY where something de-
I licious is served every sixty seconds

-TASTIEST

iSUBQi^V^

develops a rapport with the reader
which makes Part I i i, "Protest— Case
studies in American Romanticism"
surely the most satisfying part of the
book.

Margaret Fuller was raised and
educated by her father who trained her
in the classics, unlike the education
given to most girls, she was taught to
think and reason for herself, to have a
sense of history as well as community.
Throughout her life, she was con-
sidered aggressive and difficult to
understand, for she was always
searching for knowledge and truth and
therefore expected a great deal from
those she met. Having almost no
female precedents or models to help
her believe in what she was and
discover what more she could become,
was always a problem for her. She was
close friends with E merson and spent a
great deal of time working with him but
eventually chose journalism as her
means of expression. Her happiest
years were spent abroad, mostly in
Italy fighting for the independence of
the Italian people.

With the same vigor and empathy,
Ann Douglas ends her book with a
study of Melville. To Melville,
American society was lacking in the
masculine qualities Calvinism had
once bestowed; it was weak and sen-
timental and he spent a good deal of his
life writing great literature that society
would brutally reject. Yet he could not
leave for he was profoundly American.
Unlike his contemporaries who were
writing for mainly commercial
reasons, Melville believed that art was
not a product but "an experience which
can and must alter the participants
viewof life and himself." In works such
as Pierre, Melville turned openly and
decisively against the middle-class
sentimental reading public he had
previously tried to avoid. He un-
derstood masculinity essentially as
"resistance to sentimentalism, as an
effort at a genuinely political and
philosophical life." Like Margaret
Fuller, he realized the tragedy of a
society that chose domestication over
adventure, emotion over reason, and
mediocrity over Imagination.

Surely the reward of struggling
through the rather uneventful, factual
first hvo hundred pages of this book
comes in this last section. The author
rounds out her view of the period with
these two biographies and the reader
can only realize then the frustration
and sadness which American society
forced on itself and its most talented
minds. For any student of nineteenth
century literature, history or
philosophy, Ann Douglas offers much
in her study of Victorian life which is
both informative and enlightening.

Famous Poot-Long Sandwwicties

OPEN UNTIL 2 AM
7 days a week

33 No Pleasant St
in front of ^i^S3^

Sept. 15, 1977.

BACK ROOM RECORD SHOP j

I

RECORD ALBUM SPECIAL j

ALL 6.98 LIST

993.
With coupon

4
ALL 7 98 LIST |

4.
I76 j

Expires Oct. 1st

WEALSO HA Vt WEEKL Y SPEC/ALS

We buy and sell

USED RECORDS

Also
FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL
12 Ex Roll Printed $2 59
20 Ex Roll Printed $3 59

Located in rear of

College Town Barber Shop
183 N. Pleasant St.

Next to Mobil Station
I

There are still many good tickets
remaining for the 1977-78 Concert
series at the Fine Arts Center.
Season series subscribers save up to

25 per cent on ticket prices, and are
guaranteed tickets to all shows on the
saries.
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tBooks
AWAKE IN THE DARK
An Anthology of American
Film Criticism,
1915 to the Present

Edited by David Denby
Vintage Books $4.95

"My intentions were to
suggest the depth and variety of
American film criticism with
selections from all periods of
movie history after 1915 (the
time when film criticism begins
to get interesting), and to put
together a book of good prose
that could stand on the shelf
next to comparable volumes of
literary, dramatic, art, dance or
music criticism." —Denby

Critics can be a lot of fun, once
they've arranged in their own
professional ways to meet the public.
Of all the various branches of critical
writings, that oft shaky extension
which serves to tell us what to see and
how to see it in the cinema also
manages to tell us who to read con-
sistently about the movies. David
Denby, himself quite a popular hero
around Boston via the Boston Phoenix,
is well aware of the "star-system"
within the movie criticism field
(almost as if they bask in some of the
glittering rays that overshot the true
cinema star) and supports that idea by
assuring us in this well-though
collection of essays that their i v
telligence has in no way been affected
"My contributors are either working
critics or those intellectuals writing
occasionally on movies who have given
themselves to the medium in a totally
uncondescending way." Refusing their
power and authority, critics analyze
film to get "the surface right" and
necessarily bow with modesty before
the immense task of combining values

culled from other art forms and
carefully integrated within this new
synthesis.
Uenby argues for the "sensibility"

and "personal voice" of the American
film critics, warding off the new
"progressive" methodologies: — "The
answer is that the kind of good writing
found in this book is coming under
increasing attack in university film
courses, ^nd is In danger of being
replaced by the new methodologies —
structuralism and semiology — that
now dominate serious film discourse in
France, and increasingly. In England.
This is not the place for discussion of
either of these 'sciences'." — With an
open door policy, David allows the

ml*
\>0^

critics themselves to provide all the
various methods needed to deal in-
telligently about film. Nightmare
dissections "complete with graphs.

y Now
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". X.
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charts, equations, vectors," about such
entertaining movies as "North by
Northwest" only provide a technical
rigidity and imagination block serving
to turn away many potential film
critics.

All this of course, also glorifies the
critic in that his war is long and hard
nowadays as every undergrad sinks
himself into a lecture hall chair to tear
a film to bits in order to understand
more. Denby's conclusion is that
writing about movies is very, very
hard. Hence this delicately selected
anthology with some indisputably
great film criticism.

Divided into seven sections, the
development of serious film writing
begins in 1915 with Vachel Lindsey's
Thirty Differences Between the
Photoplays and the Stage under the
section entitled IN DEFENSE OF A
POPULAR NEW ART FORM.
Panofsky's Style and Medium in the
Motion Pictures (1934; revised 1947) is

perhaps the most graceful technical
writing on film ever and still very vital
in film criticism, "To prestyle reality
prior to tackling it amounts to dodging
the problem. The problem is to
manipulate and shoot unstylized
reality in such a way that the result has
style. This is a proposition no less
legitimate and no less difficult than any
proposition in the older arts." Also in
this first section you will find Pauline
Kael's first New Yorker piece, the
controversially favorable Bonnie and
Clyde (1967).

FILM AS HIGH ART can boast that
these critics have demanded from film
the highest standards imposed on any
art form as in William Troy's piece on
M (1933) where he takes a look at
Lang's work from a classical tragedy
viewpoint. Dwight Macdonalds' 8V2;
Fellini's Obvious Masterpiece also
elevates that work to the highest
standards of any art. In the
"CRITICAL METHOD" section An
drew Sarris explains his Toward a
Theory of Film History — Intro to the
"American Cinema" (1967) and
Richard Corliss' Notes on a Screen-
writer's Theory, 1973 — Intro to

"Talking Pictures (1973) among
others, both serve to strengthen the
value of individualistic criticism
"GENRES, DIRECTORS, PER
FORMERS, ENTERTAINMENT," all

boast tasty trips into their respective
boundaries covering a wide array;
Brando to Cagney, Huston to

Peckinpah, comedies to Film Noir
"Notes on the Contributors" close ttie

book with fine sketches on America's
finest film critics, the entirety having
left a much grander and more in

tellectually realized perspective on the
art of film and performance; a
breathtaking sweep through the entire
film world.
David Denby's purpose to elevate the

film critic to the level of other art
critics is noble, Galahadian, and
painstaking; nevertheless, by cleaning
up the backyard he has ascribed to

greater fame those writers truly and
uncondescendingly engaged in

discovering the many miracles and
mysteries of one of the very greatest
art forms. The intelligence of these
people are what make it so.

_^__ —Rich Pioli

INDIA By V. S. Naipaul
Alfred A. Knopf

IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
By Orville Schell

Random House

The two countries which hold the
greatest aura of mystery to Westerners
today are probably India and China
India, with her ancient secrets and
rituals, held tight to a past over two
thousand years old seems unable to

make a smooth transition into our
modern world according to Mr.
Naipaul. Born in India but raised in

Trinadad, the author has developed a
compulsion to understand the problems
of his ancestor's native land which he
sees to be crumbling — a wasteland of

extreme poverty where the pervasive
influence of the past clouds perception
of the present.

Uncompromising in his distressful
attitude toward India, one can only
wonder how clouded his own perception
is by his inability to understand the

heart of I ndia and its people. He admits
in the forward that, "India is for me a
difficult country... I am at once too
close and too far away." The bit-

tersweet desire to come to terms with
his own roots within his own personal
vision rather than those of India create
an overly subjective interpretation
which makes his ideas about India
questionable.

Still, it is an ambitious piece of
writing which at the least raises im-
portant questions about India's lack of
consistent leadership or unified
ideology and the intellectual depletion

India to accept.
As with V. S. Naipaul, Orville Schell

is also a foreigner, constantly in the
limelight and unable to dig deeply into
the thoughts or feelings of the Chinese
people except on rare occasion.

Hopping from museum to lecture,
lecture to museum, one is frustrated by
the author's factual account of his
journey through the People's Republic
of China which lacks in language and
content the imagination and emotion
fitting such a privileged experience.
With so much unknown to us about

caused by the invasions and conquests China, it is extremely disappointing to
of the past thousand years. With hopes find the author asking so few questions
fo» the emergence of a Modern India,
independent of outside forces, and a
strong conviction for the struggling
civilization, Naipaul sees only one
answer — "The past has to be seen
dead; or the past will kill." The one
idea he knows may be impossible for

of the Chinese as well as of himself.
However being one of the few accounts
existing, it is certainly worth reading
for the information it lends.
With the ability to grasp detail and

recall conversation, f^r. Schell cap-
tures small segments of life in China,

especially at the Shanghai factory and
the Tachai People's Commune. The
people he meets are always warm and
accepting of their American visitors,
never criticizing America only the idea
of capitalism. Everywhere they are
conscientious of their duties to their
society as well as to each other and
amazingly, all seem happy and
fulfilled. If they question their lives,
they need onlv to look at the old woman
sitting outside her home with feet four
inches long, crippled because they
were bound at age ten or at the man-
sions in Shanghai once owned by
centers to realize that life has im-
proved for all since the Revolution.
Admiration as well as love for Mao is

present everywhere and everyone in
China including the American visitors
believe that Mao's ideology will live
long past his lifetime on earth. (This
book was written before Mao's death.)
The author warms up a bit toward the
end of the book and the reader
discovers that the people of his journey
have captured his heart. With traces of

^mascara and rouge from a local
theater production the night before, the
whole village wakes at sunrise to bid
their guests farewell. The reader can
only wish that someday he too has the
opportunity to visit China.

—Cheryl Sreiberg

SIX MEN
By Alistair Cook
Alfred A. Knopf

I must admit to feeling guilty about
this review. I feel as if I had just sat
through the reminiscences of my dear
grandfather and then proceeded to
poke holes in all his long held values
and beliefs with words like outmoded,
dull and unrevealing.
The book Six Men by Alistair Cook

can only be recommended on the basis
of style. It is a fine example of good,
solid, old-fashioned British-English
composition, with virtually unused
words speckling well formed and
coherent paragraphs. But we all knew
that Mr. Cook could write well. The
problem is that he does not put this gift
to work in these six short biographies.
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He also uses his intimate acqualn-
tenances with the subjects (Charlie
Chaplin, M. L. Mencken, Humphrey
Bogart, Adiai Stevenson, Bertrand
Russell, and Edward the VIII) to no
real advantage in the context ot
revelation or personal insight.

In such a book, where all but one ot
the subjects were long time friends,
(the exception of Edward VIM is ex-
cused by the fact that he personally
covered the ten days of his abdication
for N.B.C.), things should go one of
two ways: either Mr. Cook is revealed
through his thoughts about these men
and their human condition, or he can
reveal these men and their lives to the
reader with little intrusion by himself.
Studs Terkels' new book. Talking to
Myself, is a good example of the for-
mer. Any well written biography is an
example of the later. Unfortunately
Mr. Cook achieves neither. What we
get is a watery, uninformative view of
both subject and author. I do have one
nagging doubt. Maybe it is that Mr.
Cook really did reveal himself as a
fairly mediocre man awash in a sea of
great men whose real Importance he
lacks the ability to grasp. In either case
the book is, therefore, not very good
reading.

Maybe I expected too much from
Grandpa. Maybe we should be satisfied
with a well written, easily read book.
Maybe he has never come to the point
in his life where he had to probe his own
deepest thoughts about the world and
its people. I could forgive this if he did
not include himself so often in such
maudlin ways. Also, like his book about
America, the shallowness of his
thoughts on his subject tended to make
his subject seem shallow. In two of the
essays he remarks on how much he
admires the ability of a person to
employ the English language in order
to keep at a distance or at least battle
with the world (i. e., H. L. Mencken and
Adiai Stevenson). Subconsciously he
has recognized his only ability to
contend with his world. Even though
the Book Of The Month Club has
recommended this one, I wouldn't.

—Michael P. Doran
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D̂oes the Record Industry Own the Alternative Press?
Provoeathe Reading Below

AIRTO
I'm Fine. Howare Are You?

(Warner Bros.)

Airto's albums have always been
Interesting tor their inventive tusion ot

Brazilian, jazz and rock elennents, but
on his debut tor Warners he seems to be
tollowing George Benson's example by
throwing in a tew too many com-
mercial concessions. There are lead
vocals throughout almost every track;
string synthesizers are occasionally
brought in to give the -sound some
additional smoothness that it doesn't
need; and Tom Scott even appears on a
couple ot tunes to play the same sort ot

sax solo that he plays on everyone
else's records.

The result is a rather ordinary
album, and one which allows the
musicians involved a chance to do little

more than tag along unen-
thusiastically. Ot the album's better
moments, "The Happy People" is an
undiluted Brazilian piece and seems to

be the sort ot music that Airto and his

band have the most attinity for. And
the "Celebration Suite" is exciting and
evocative, although it steals its major
theme from a song on Airto's 1973
album, Fingers.

Airto is still a brilliant percussionist,
and provides some of the album's most
interesting moments with a variety of

exotic and rhythmic sounds, but as a
whole, there's too much sound and not
enough substance. I still recommend
Airto's music, but I suggest you go
back to his earlier CTI and Arista
albums to hear the creativity that he's
really capable of.

—Brett Milano

like. This anthology is, for the moment,
the best introduction.
New Wave features selections from

the excellent albums of the New York
Dolls, the Ramones, and the Flamin'
Groovies, plus just the right cuts from
the uneven works of the Runaways and
the Damned. There are songs from
forthcoming albums by Talking Heads,
Richard Hell, the Dead Boys, and the
Boomtown Rats, as well as a couple of
tunes by Patti Smith and Little Bob
Story that may never make it to other
LP's. They even throw in something by
Skyhooks, whom I've never heard
described as a New Wave band, and yet
it sounds fine here.
Due to contractual obligations, many

important New Wave artists could not
be included. But there is sufficient
diversity on the record; anybody who
thinks that the Ramones, Patti Smith,
Talking Heads, and the Flamin'
Groovies even remotely resemble one
another just isn't rock'n'roll person. If

you are so closed-minded that you can't
find anything here to get Into, then
you've only yourself to blame for being
bored with current rock.

—Perry Adier

Lee (ex-Ten Years After) on a disc
called On The Road To Freedom, which
included George Harrison and Stevie
Winwood among others.
Weak In The Knees begins strongly

enough with a Dave Loggins tune,
"Goodbye Miss Sadness," which has
good harmony vocals.
As one keeps listening, however,

some initially impressive licks grow
repititious. The six various guitar
players including unheralded John
Prine's ex-sideman Reggie Young,
play riffs that are in short time, too
predictable.

Lefevre, who sings and plays
acoustic guitar, is also joined by four
piano players, banjo man Bobby
Thompson and Charlie McCoy, who
plays excellent harmonica on a good
bluegrassd) version of Dylan's "Girl
From The North Country."
"All My Love," however, sounds too

much like disco, and "Love As One" is

too much preaching {"Just thank the
Lord for the freedom we don't have to
die...") for most of us to take alongside
an uninteresting melody. The same
goes for "Understand It ("Lord, I

guess we'll understand it someday...").

Side two really displays Young's
genius. Even though it is a collection of
"leftovers" dating back as tar as 1974,
it is as fine a side of music as Neil has
ever released. "Star of Bethlehem,"
recorded with Emmylou Harris, "Will
To Love," "Like a Hurrican," and
"Homegrown," an ode to that precious
green weed, are all incredible in their
own unique way. American Stars'n
Bars will prove popular with hardcore
Young fanatics as well as with those
unfamiliar with his music. It is not an
album to be missed.

—Tom Aversa

Shprt Guts

Warmer moments like "Banjo Boy"
are redeeming factors of the album,
but Weak In The Knees still leaves
mine intact.

— John Bergman

NEW WAVE
(Vertigo- British import)

By now you must have heard about
punk rock, but due to the ultra-
conservative policies of radio stations
and the concentration by the media on
"punk's" extra-musical aspects, you
probably don't know what it sounds

MYLON LEFEVRE
Weak In The Knees
(Warner Brothers)

The only people whom Mylon Lefevre
will make "weak in the knees" with his

debut album Weak In The Knees, will

be those who are truly devoted
Christians, Lefevre has worshipped
Christ for a few years, dating at least

back to '73 when he teamed with Alvln

NEIL YOUNG
American Stars'n Bars

( Reprise)

After Neil Young's twelve years at
the top, one is forced to wonder when he
will finally burn out. If American Stars
'n Bars is any indication, his demise is

still a long way off. All kinds of music
can be found on his newest release.
Mellow folk, country, smokin' rock'n
roll, and extended solo guitar work all

blend together to make Stars'n Bars
just as good as anything he's done in

the past.

Side one was recorded with Crazy
Horse as well as with Ben Keith on steel
guitar, Carole Mayedo on violin, and
Linda Ronstadt and Nicolette Larson
on background vocals. The overall
flavor is country and there is not a
weak song among the five.

HAPPY THE MAN
(Arista)

Happy the Man gets one point for
naming themselves after an obscure
Genesis song, and a few more for
putting together an album which is

polished enough to make you forget it's

only their debut. Although the alubm is

primarily instrumental, this is not
fusion music: it's an intelligent and
creative extension of some of the
characteristics of "progressive" music
that we've come to know and love over
the years.

There are arrangements which take
each piece through an imaginative
series of changes and developments;
performances which sound spon-
taneous without being improvised; and
passages of rocking exuberance. And,
save for a few nods in Gentle Giant's
direction and the occasional Floydian
slip, their music is original and im-
mediately recognizable as their own.
Particularly admirable are the

keyboard textures in "Carousel" and
"Starborne." Happy the Man's album
is an encouraging sign that there are
still enough up-and-comirjg bands to
keep progressive rock alive and vital.

This is definitely one to go for.

—Brett Milano

Gong Live etc.

Virgin VGD 3501 (import)

It's no ordinary coincidence that

founding Gong member David Allen
went to Baudelaire's evil city, Rim-
baud's homeland, and came back to

Britain with Gong, a poetic, surreal,

musically mysterious entourage if one
ever existed. Somewhere between
Devonshire and Algeria their sound
billows on the wind, their cosmic
recesses are drunken boats swiftly

bringing you through the barriers of

isolation to mantric rediscoveries of

what it must be like to truly let yourself

go.

Mystery and mischief reign absolute
somewhere between their professional
command of Bebop, Eastern, African
and plain ole amplified electric and
eclectic guitars.

I^irst picked up by the French as new
members of their Avant-Garde, Gong
later signed to Britain's Virgin records
(who else?) where Allen's true

wizardry was to propel the group into

his impressively peculiar "Radio

Gnome Trilogy;" a humorous attempt
at an entire planet Gong mythology
replete with Pot Head Pixies, the
Octave Doctor and Flying Teapots. Of
course the sales never approached
their imaginations in skyrocketing to
the moon and their abrasive,
sometimes serene and always well-

intentioned flirtations with unreality
became more sure-footed and
grounded in reality as time wore on.

Allen left the band, Hi^lage embarked
on his solo career as did most other
original members and Gong was left an
exhausted, less whimsical, and much
paler semblance of its old self.

Recent releases Shamel and Ejj-

presso cannot testify to the wonderful
approach to life and fun Allen's
creation had.

Gong Live fortunately carries back
from oblivion wondrous strains
preserved from an earlier age when
Gong's self-reliance and humor vyere
still pure. Culled from live recordings
during 1973, 1974, and 1975, these

performances testify to their clever-
ness and versatility with every-
sharpened clarity. With nice and
lengthy coverage from the trilogy
which originally consisted of Flying
Teapot (1973), Angel's Egg (1973) and
You (1974) Malherbe's reeds get much
playing time and lend the pro-jazz aura
to the band while Tim Blake's syn-
thesizer works endlessly for the
ethereal effect as a diving board for
Gili Smith's space whispers. Guitars
trickle through the melange like
waterfalls, a particular image Steve
Hillage's playing can't seem to get
away from nowadays.

Throughout four sides Gong keep up
a high energy performance never so
consistent on the studio recordings,
showing forth a new and powerful
aspect; a reassertion that works ef-

fectively for their very personal
material. These recordings emit a very
strange atmosphere for their owner;
they take you pretty far out and only
connect to what's down here from the
top of the heap. The playing is fine, the

vocals loose and outlandishly com-
municative; a performance for poets
not without its connections to the
contemporary poetry scene.
You can bop and scat along in non-

sensical grandeur far removed from
the dull, cosmic ride most rockers
afford us. You can also feast upon this

creation's two attempts at making a
single and breathe a sigh of relief to

know that you might have been crazy
enough to want them.
The final side takes Gong up to their

new regroupment late in September,
1975, a little while before Shamal but
the strings to their past still being held
tightly with mostly You material.
Always destined as cult material,

Gong Live will probably be the last

release so extraordinary and whim-
sical for any of these folks.

"Long after most other properly
alternative bands had either collapsed
into disarray or slipped their skins.

Gong continued, purposefully self-

reliant." — Angus Mackinnon NME

—Rich Pioll
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liquid air fluid breathing undulate like snake scales

emitting musk perfumes, ttie calm before the storm,

oppressive weightlessness sweat stain fecundity,

a radio blares away invisible in the dark charged night,

summer comes on the skin in the night on a flood

a pressure a heated caress of every Inch of skin.

summer comes at the height of heat wave

summer comes on the skin salt and scented

summer lies on the chest in the dusk

summer breathes ammonia and speaks in tongues

summer shudders one perfect rhythm, then hides

while cricket song chills into silence

—zusaan south

Voetry

Suburban

Persona Non Grata

I dreamed the bastards evicted me from everywhere

No Trespassing signs were posted on the perimeter of the campus

The anthracite asshole had me purged then said it was nothing personal

I dreamed the American Legion had a convention in the Campus Center and all
the old soldiers faded away from boutulism from Oxford Pickles

I dreamed the groom to be busted me for swinging from the gutter while I was
reaching for a beer.

When there was no where else to go, I became a guerilla beyond the pale and was
constantly on the barricades.

I listened to Woody Guthrie and he said, "I saw a sign, it said No Trespassing,
looked behind it, there was nothing on it."

— Jim Paulin —

Clothes make the woman,

break the man.

Crippled homes, dark oil drums

piled high,

greasy shadows.

Murmurs from stinking lizards

echo through the night.

Warm odors, changing guards

above and beyond the manhole.

In the mourning
the only new faces in church

are the priests'

Sun glissando

gasoline rainbow

allow the rains.

There's a faith in finding worse

that I may return.

— P.R.

t\'

RECORD TOOinS

.^^VftW Madness

^ecord Sale
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£nTIRdinVfnTORHOf=
SERIES ()'>8

$379STEREO LPS
SERIES T^s

STEREO LPS
8 TRACK TAPES
& eaSSETTES u 79

HUNDREDS TO eHOOSE FR©M-N© LIMIT!

SELECT YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS-ON FAMOUS LABELS
ALL MUSICAL eATEGORIES-POP-ROeK-JAZZeLASSieAL-ETe

ECORD TOWN
Records & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

jasnsffiBi^
Rte. 9. Hadley, Mass.
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^Preview
Sarah Vaughan

atFAC

Sarah Vaughan, a living legend in the
music world will perform at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall on Thurs-
day,September 29.

The Sarah Vaughan concert Is the
start of the Concert Hall Series which
also Includes performances by Benny
Goodman, Oscar Peterson and Woody
Herman.
Tickets are now on sale at the Fine

Arts Center box office.

Sarah Vaughan has garnered world-
wide accolades for her vesatility,
which musically bridges ail generation
gaps. Not only is she a consistent
winner In polls conducted among the
public, she emerges on top in surveys
conducted among her musical peers.

in 1974 she won the Playboy
Magazine All-Star Poll as the
"Favorite Female Singer."
She is a giant in the music Industry

and has appeared in major clubs and
concert halls in the United States,
Europe, Asia, Australia and Japan.
She has been called by singer Tony

Bennet "the greatest singer In the
world," and Frank Sinatra added, she
is "a singer who sings so good, I want to

cut my wrist with a dull blade and let

her sing me to death."
Sarah Vaughan first started her

professional career In 1942 as a vocalist
with Earl "Fatha" HInes. Since then
she has performed with other giants of
the music industry, Billy Eckstlne,
Dizzy Gillespie, Charlie Parker and
others.

She has recorded albums with as few
as two musicians and has employed as
many as 104 musicians on other
albums, including "Sarah Vaughan
and Michel Legrand."

She sold over 2,000,000 copies of "It's
AAaglc." Over the years her outstand-
ing singles and albums include,
"Tenderly," "Broken Hearted
Melody," and "Misty."
Tickets for the September 29 concert

are now on sale at the Fine Arts Center
box office, open 9-4 Monday through
Friday, and all TIcketron outlets.
Ticket prices are: General public $7,

$6, $5. UMass students are $3.50, $3.00,
$2.50. Other students and Senior
Citizens are $6, $5, $4. For more in-

formation call 545-2511.

Roy Brown in concert
Roy Brown in concert
September 16

Library Lawn, UMass
Roy Brown is one of the pioneers of

the new song movement in Puerto
Rico. He was one of the original

members of Grupo Taone, and along
with Noel Hernandez, he helped found
Disco Libre, an independentista record
company.

in a recent interview. Brown talked
about his identity as a Puerto Rican
artist in the movement for in-

dependence:
"Art has become a huge industry,

controlled, I'd say, 90 per cent by North
American capital. That means they
control TV, films, record companies,
record distribution within the whole
island. Puerto Rican artists with a
political conscience therefore are very
limited in what they can do."
"This is a phenomenon all over the

world. The North American imperialist

culture has taken over the mass media,
and controls the artistic vision. This
mass media has become at best, a
mere mindless form of entertainment,
feeling no social obligation toward the

betterment of humanity. This art is

superficial, repetative; it shows in the
quality of the movies, the TV shows,
the songs which are sung," he said.

"We must look for and encourage
artists who will be committed. Maybe
this is the word we must begin to use,
because 'protest singers' doesn't say
enough. That refers to some singers,

maybe like Bob Dylan and others,who
simply say that things are wrong and
drop out. On my recent trip to Peru, I

found that singers there hated that
term, because it meant to them singers
who made a good living speaking about
peoples' problems without being
willing to identify themselves with the
struggles of these people to make
things better."

"We are not like that. We have an
answer. We have a program and we
know where we are going. We are not
just unsatisfied, not just protesting. We
are personally committed to the
struggle. Our songs are not pamphlets,
they are poetry. We intend to tran-

sform culture and along with It the
political and economic structures. We
are revolutionaries."

Good food, good drinks, good tymes

1 PRAY STREET * AMHERST, MASS. * 549-5403
next to The Pub

Mushroom
Travel Agenoy

Fastest trip to

TAOS New Mexico

r

Fri.. Sept. 16, SUB $1
6:45, 9, 11:15
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This time the bullets are hitting

pretty close

to home!
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V isitors

P rogram

Presents DICK GREGORY
humorist, socio-political analyst

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1977

AT 8:00 P.M. IN THE FINE ARTS CENTER

Lecture Topic: "A socio-political outlook on America through a black man's eyes."

will be broadcast live on WMUA 91.1 FM
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This Space Could Be Yours

c^usic
September 15, at the Rusty Nail, S4
cover, Tom Rush.

September 16, at 8:15 p.m , Hln-
dusthani Music, Asad Ali Khan, been
and Pandit Gopaldas, pakhawaj at the
Buckley Recital Hall, Music Center,
Amherst College.

September 1«, at the Rusty Nail, $3
cover, James Cotton Blues Band.

September 16, at the Easthampton
Community Center, Raintree country
and bluegrass at 7:30 p.m. $1 ad-
mission.

September 16, near the Campus Pond
(UMass), Roy Brown, Puerto Rican
singer at 8 p.m. Rain location: Wor
cester Dining Commons, Southwest
residential area.

September 17, at the Rusty Nail,
Sunderland, James Cotton Blues Band,
$3 cover.

September 18, at 3:00 and 8:00 p.m. at
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall,
Bubbling Brown Sugar, a Black
musical straight from Broadway
(tickets vary in price).

Joanne Tanner, flute. University Music
Faculty Recital.

September 21, at the Rusty Nail,
Sunderland, Mitch Chakour and the
Mission Band ($?).

September 22, at the Red Pantry,
Sweet Pie, see September 21.

September 22, at the Rusty Nail,
Sunderland, Vasser Clements, $4.

September 23, at the Buckley Recital
Hall, Music Center, Amherst College,
Professor Vishnu and his Trio, a Black
Cultural Committee Concert.

September 19, at Wright Hall, Smith
College, Lies My Father Told Me, free
at 8 p.m.

September 19, at Thompson 104,
UMass, America I Love You,
sored by Hillel, free at 8 p.m

cArt
spon-

"Filni

September 20, at Mt. Holyoke's
Gamble Auditorium, Roman Holiday, 9
p.m., $1.

September 20, from the Progressive
Film Series, sponsored by the Umass
Commuter Collective, Puerto Rico-
Paradise Invaded. Free at 8 p.m. in
Thompson 106.

September 22, two Marx Brothers
flicks. Animal Crackers and Duck Soup
In the Campus Center Auditorium. AC
at 6:30 and 10 p.m. and DS at 8:30 p.m.

September 15, at 7, 9: 15 and 1 1 :30, The
Eiger Sanction in the Student Union
Ballroom ($?)

September 15, at 8 p.m. Lies My Father
Told Me at the Merrill Science Center,
Amherst College ($?)

September 15, a science flick. Playing
Dice With the Universe at 8 p.m in
Seelye Hall, Smith College. Physics
and Astronomy discussion follows.
Free admission; no prerequisites.

Theater

September 18, at the Rusty Nail, J*P|«'">>««' 1*/ in the Student Union
Sunderland, Wide Spread Depression, Ballroom, UMass, Magnum Force ($?)
30's swing and jazz, $2 cover. ^* *-^' '' ^"*^ ^'\^.^5 p.m.

September 18 at the Old Deerfield
Memorial Hall Museum, a program of
piano music for four hands presented
by the Old Deerfield Sunday Afternoon
Concert Series at 4 p.m., free in the
Music Room.

September 19, at the Rusty Nail,
Sunderland, Midnight Shift, $1.

September 20, at the Rusty Nail,
Sunderland, Orchestra Luna, $2.

September 21, at the Red Pantry,
Belchertown, Sweet Pie, ($?).

September 21, at the Bowker
Auditorium, UMass, 8:00 p.m.

4

September 16, at Mt. Holyoke College,
The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, at
Gamble Auditorium for $1 at 7:30 p.m.

September 16, at the Merrill Science
Center, Amherst College, The Harder
They Come sponsored by the People's
Choice Films at 8 and 10 p.m. for ($?).

September 17, for the kiddies, Dr
Doohttle, at 2 p.m. for 75 cents at the
Wrights Hall, Smith College. Part of
the SOS Children's Film Series to
benefit the People's Institute.

September 17, at 7, 9 and 11 p.m..
Blazing Saddles in the Campus Center
Auditorium, ($?)

September 17, the Marx Bros in
Animal Crackers at Mt. Holyoke
College's Gamble Auditorium for $1 at
7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

September 17, three-hour-muslcal-
marathon Woodstock for $1 at 7 30
p.m., only at Wright Hall, Smith
College.

September 17, The Harder They Come
(see September 16 notice).

September 18, The Harder They Come
(ditto).

September IS, at the Hallie Flannagan
Studio Theatre, Smith College, How the
Other Half Loves, written by Alan
Ayckbourn, produced by the Smith
Ensemble Theatre. 8:00 p.m., $2.50.

September 15, at the Mt. Holyoke
College Amphitheatre, the Arts in
Performance Series presented the
Bread and Puppet Theatre's produc
tion of The Ballad of Masaniello. 8:30
p.m., $2.50 for students and Sr.
citizens; all others $3.00.

September 16, at the City Studio
Theatre, 49 Pearl St., Northampton, A
Report to an Academy, by Franz
Kafka. A one-man show with Mike
Miller, $3.50.

September 16, at the Hallie Flannagan
Studip Theatre, Smith College, Under
Milk Wood, by Dylan Thomas,
produced by the Smith Ensemble
Theatre. 8:00 p.m., $2.50.

September 17, produced by the City
Studio Theatre, 49 Pearl St., North-
ampton, The Riddle Machine (see
review in this issue). Admission is free.

September 17, Under Milk Wood (see
September 16 notice).

September 18, Bubbling Brown Sugar
(see "Music, September 18" notice).

September 17, A Report to an Academy
(see September 16 notice).

September 15 - October 7, Umass,
University Art Gallery, Urry Bell,
"The Iceberg and Its Shadow and Sol
LeWitt works. Also now through
November 13, Recent Gifts to The
University Collection.

September 15-16, John Stritch: welded
iron and steel sculpture. Also Sep-
tember 19-30: Hampshire College Art
Faculty Exhibit. Mon.-Fri., 10-4:30,
Hampshire College Art Gallery.

September 15-30, Dasenka Galleries, 18
Main Street, Northampton. Inaugural
exhibit to celebrate the gallery's new
downtown location. Contemporary
graphics, painting sculpture, pottery
and crafts, Tues.-Sat. 11-5 and 6-8 p.m..
Sun. 3-8 p.m.

September 15 - October 2, Smith
Museum of Art, Projects by seniors.
Thru Oct. 14, New York City prints and
photos. Thru Oct. 16, Modern
Illustrated Books. Through Nov. 6,
Navajo Blankets Tues.-Sat., 11-4:30
p.m.. Sun. 2-4:30 p.m.

September 15-16, "A Boy's Own
Bridge" by Kirsten Bates. UMass
Student Union Gallery.

September 19 - 30, UMass Student
Union Gallery, an installation by Vito
Acconi, who will also speak at 8 p.m.,
231 Herter Hall; reception following at
the Gallery.

^

September, For the month of Sep-
tember, the Jones Library is displaying
the sculpture, watercolor and acrylics
of three women in the Burnett Gallery.
Anne Wang, Louise Minks and Joanne
Ball, local artists.

(iMisc .

cAuditiori^

September 15, the UMass Theatre
Guild will hold auditions for Two
Gentlemen of Verona at 6:30 p.m. In
Campus Center, room 165. This ren-
dition is a Latin-rock musical based on
Shakespeare's comedy.

September 15, The Kirby Memorial
Theatre will hold auditions for Where's
Charley?, a musical comedy directed
by Walter Boughton. Actors, singers,
and dancers needed. Kirby Theatre,
Amherst College at 7:30 p.m.

September 16, Where's Charley? (see
September 15 notice).

September 15, a lecture entitled Ovid
and the Metamorphosis of Greek
Tragedy delivered by Mary-Kay
Gamel Orlandi, Professor of Classics
and Complit at UC-Santa Cruz; Wright
Hall, Smith College, 3:45 p.m.

September 18, Hillel Foundation
Brunch with Professor Gordon Levin In
the Porter Lounge at Amherst CoIIm*
at 11 a.m.

^

September 20, Five College Eighteenth
Century Seminar entitled A Mutual
Fashioning: Diderot and the En-
cyclopedia at Seelye Hall, Smith
College from 5 to 6 p.m. Guest is Arthur
M. Wilson, Dartmouth College.

September 21, Black Cultural Com-
mittee Lecture by Hoyt Fuller, editor
of First World Magazine, entitled The
Need for Black Criticism in the Arte. In
the Converse Assembly Room,
Amherst College at 8 p.m.

Now through October, Inquiring minds
may pry into various courses and
workshops in silver working, pottery,
watercolour landscape painting, rug
and tapestry weaving, stained glass
and batik which will be offered by the
Leverett Craftsmen and Artists.
Telephone 549-6871 for registration
details or more info.

Thanks to some and blanks to others...

you know who you are and we know what you think.
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Gregory calls youth to action
By MARK HOHAN
Collegian Staff

Comedian and socio-political analyst Dicl<
Gregory told a crowd of about 1600 last night
that it's "the young folks that got the power
to change things in this world."

Gregory's speech, co-sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program and the
Student Organizing Project, was attended by
a racially mixed crowd at the Fine Arts
Center Auditorium.

Gregory began with a stinging and
humorous 30 minute monologue designed
more for comedy than message. Gregory
then paused to greet the crowd before in-

troducing more serious and sensitive topics.
Gregory touched upon nearly every

political problem of the day in proving that
"the super pimps are trying to manipulate
us," and asserting that "the trickin' has gotta
stop." Gregory then called upon the young
people to assert their power.

"The power ain't in a gun, it's not locked
in a bank vault, it's not locked in the color of
your skin. The power is from within. The
power is locked in your heart. The power is

love. Not the fun kinda love ... but the love
that knows no envy or hate."

The crowd remained attentive, although
pausing for frequent applause and laughter.

Gregory said it was the young who
decided to stop the Viet Nam war and it was
the young who have led the fight to give life

and dignity to the people of South Africa.

Gregory turned to Kent State and said
"youngsters used the power and beauty of
their bodies" to stop the building of the
gymnasium on the site of the 1970 shootings.
Gregory cited the importance of the site in

the upcoming court case against the Ohio
governor and National Guard.
"Now someone will think twice when they

try to get slick."

Gregory touched on a variety of other
subjects including busing, women's issues
racial tension at Carson Beach in Boston'
and the upcoming University of California
Medical School quota system court case

If I grew up in a land that detested

segregation then I could tolerate someone
getting upset %vHh-<juota systems. I only
asked for an equal education and you
couldn t give it to me."

The white super rich are trickin' us, with

gas shortages and coffee shortages. We
gotta stop the trickin'."

Gregory especially related his views to the
University scene.

I
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Nuclear plants refuel

"You gotta tell these institutions of higher
learning that they exist to serve you, you
don't exist to serve them. They gotta start
educating you and not indoctrinating you."

Gregory attacked President Carter on
numerous fronts, most notably religion.
Gregory questioned the kind of Christianity
which could condone the exclusions of
Blacks from its church.

"President Carter is a born again Christian.
That's good. I'm a retried bean."

Gregory qualified his comments on religion
by adding that "there was nothing wrong
with religion or Christianity, but until you get
the spirit together you can kiss the rest good-
bye. If America becomes the number one
spiritual country in the world, then poverty
will be gone."

Gregory played down the Bert Lance
controversy saying that what Lance was
doing wasn't any different than what
they're doing at the Chase Manhattan InNew York. They're just slicker."
"You gotta turn this thing around; I'm

tired of living in a country thtit spends more
money on a federal highway system than it

does on a federal education program, if we
could only get 90 or 95 per cent of the young
people registered to vote then we would
instill some fright into those big politicians
that hold the money for your education."

Gregory, a former professional comedian
who became a well-known social com-
mentator in the 1960's, is famous for his 800-
mile "Run Against Hunger" and his 1972 71-
day fast to dramatize the seriousness of the
drug problem in America. He now spends his
time lecturing and writing.

Gregory's visit was the first Distinguished
Visitor's Program lecture of the year and
helped kick off the 1977 Student
Unionization conference to be held here on
Sunday.

By ROBERT CONANT
Collegian Staff

Two major New England nuclear plants
will undergo refueling process this fall in

preparation of upcoming high demand
periods this winter.

Northeast Utilities, owners of Millstone I &
II nuclear facilities in Waterford Connecticut
and major shareholder of the Connecticut
Yankee facility, yesterday told the Collegian
in a phone interview that both the Millstone II

and Connecticut Yankee facilities will shut
down for six-to-eight week stretches this fall

to allow for refueling.

Gerry Doughty, a spokesman for Nor-
theast Utilities, said the two plants will be
refueled during the low demand months of
October, November, and December in

preparation for the high demand period of

January through April. The third facility,

Millstone I, is to undergo refueling next
spring sometime.
According to Doughty, most facilities will

be operating at full capacity during the
months of January through April. Doughty
sdid the base load of power during this

period is high because the energy demand
for heating homes and buildings is high.

Nuclear-generated power facilities supply
much of the energy required to fulfill the
base load demand he said. "During the peak
demand periods," said Doughty, "oil-
generated and hydroelectric facilities cover
the fluctuating demands. Peak demand
hours occur between the hours of five and
eight p.m., when the most energy is used,"
he said.

Doughty said the Connecticut Yankee
facility is led for refueling in late October and
early November with the Millstone II plant
refueling set for the end of November.

The nuclear facilities which Northeast
Utilities has shares in, accounted for 66 per
cent of the total energy supplied by the
company during the period of January
through April for its customers, according to
iigures supplied by Doughty. Other New
England nuclear plants in which Northeast
Utilities has shares are Yankee Rowe,
Vermont Yankee, and Maine •Yankee.

Hayden to kick off

union conference
By JACK GRAYELL
Collegian Staff

Tom Hayden will commence a day of
activities focusing on the drive for student
unionisation at the Campus Center this
Sunday, September 18. His speech is

scheduled for 1:00.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery will also
speak on issues relevant to the unionization
movement later in the day.

The initial emphasis of the day is to get
students involved in political decision-
making. Through workshops, students will
be able to express dissatisfiaction with
campus practices according to Jim Starr of
the Legal Services Offices. Based on a
student poll, each workshop will concentrate
on an issue shown to be of most importance,
i.e., quality of teachers and overcrowding of

dorms. These groups will then break down
into sub-groups dealing with more specific
gnevances. These grievances will then be
transformed into policies.

Following the workshops will be a
discussion of unionization stragegy and
operation. Students will get a chance to
question how a union could benefit them
individually.

The evening "Plenary Session" will be
conducted like a political convention.
Policies originated in workshops will be
voted on in order to formulate a platform for
the st-udent union.
A spokesperson for the Student

Organizing Project urges all students to
attend the day's activities as this is a rare
opportunity to turn complaints into con-
structive political action, the spokesperson
said.

weather news inside

you may see need to bring an umbrella
to classes today, but it won't be raining
until nightfall. Temperatures will hit the
70's during the day, falling to the 60's by
partytime.

The Northeast Area Government has
announced plans for Fall Day, a day long
celebration featuring music, food, and
people. See Ellen Davis' story on Page 2.

Following years of research, the Valley
Health Plan is now in full operation
providing medical services to UMass
faculty, staff, and students. Debbie
Wallace has the story on Page 3

(0
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Travel bureau to open
barber shop spree

in Campus Center

Officials of the Campus Center Board of Governors consider plans for the

BarnJtore)
'*''" '^* ^'^"^^ ^"'*^" °* Springfield. (Staff photo by Howard

By RICK YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center- Student Union Board
of Governors (BOG) last night voted to
allocate space for the Central Travel Bureau
of Springfield, Ma. to operate a travel agency
where the Campus Center barbershop now
stands.

The board also voted to employ a driver to
operate a van providing transportation for
handicapped students to the Campus
Center. The van will be driven by work-study
students on week nights during the
semester, at an estimated cost of $3.50 per
night.

The board elected six chairpersons for the
committees which operate under the BOG's
jurisdiction. Those elected, and the com-
mittees they will head include: Linda

Issenberg, Food Committee; John Foley,
Finance Committee; Bruce Belcher, Space
Committee; Jane Kaplan, Operations
Committee; David Kantor, Programming
Committee; and Michael Federow, Con-
stitution Committee.

Vacancies on the board include eight at-
large positions, and area positions in South-
west, Central, and Northeast residential
areas. The Graduate Student Senate will also
appoint one member.

Discussion followed concerning the
disappearance of lounge furniture from
student lounges in the Campus Center
complex. Campus Center director William
Harris said the furniture was probably taken
by Recognized Student Organizations. The
matter was sent to the Space Committee for
further review.

By JOS QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Extra funds won't bring recovery

UMass Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
yesterday told the Faculty Senate the $81.9
mrllion the UMass-Amherst campus has
requested for fiscal year 1979 will not return
the campus to the conditions prior to the
three years of budgetary crisis.

"In order to take this University where we
were" before 1975, said Bromery, it would
take a budget of $87-88 million."

Bromery told the senate the University
hopes to cut the vacancy rate from 1 1 to six
to seven per cent during the 1979 fiscal year.

Bromery also announced the appointment
of George Beatty to the position of budget
director, replacement Warren Guiko vvho
Bromery said left for another position at the
University of Hawaii.

Bromery said a search committee will be
formed to identify a successor to Beatty'

s

former position as Associate Director of
Budgets.

Faculty Senate yesterday began another
semester of bi-monthly meetings by listening
to reviews of summer events from Bromery,
and Vice Chancellor and Provost Paul L.
Puryear.

Senate Secretary Terence Burke told the
other senators arrangements to fill any
senate and committee vacancies should be
completed in time for the next meeting in

two weeks.

Bromery also told the senate a meeting will

be held this afternoon at 2:30 in Bowker
Auditorium to discuss the latest plan of
reorganizing the state's public higher
education system.

Bromery told the senate he is working with
UMass Trustee Stephen G. Breyer to ensure
that all members of the University com-
munity can offer their thoughts on the
planning process during the present search
for a new University president.

Breyer chairs a committee composed of
five trustees, five faculty, and three students
which will screen applicants and recommend
candidates for president to the full board,
which will make the final decision.

UMass President Robert C. Wood early

this summer announced his resignation

effective Jan. 1, 1978 after serving seven
years in the office.

Bromery also introduced to the senate
James L. McBee as the new Vice Chancellor
of Administration and Finance. McBee
began his duties in July.

Vice chancellor and Provost Paul L.

Puryear outlined a new organization of his
associate provosts and also summarized the
present stage of the administration's five
year plan.

Puryear said Vere C. Chappell is over-
seeing administrative areas as an associate
provost; David. C. Bischoff, the academic
programs; and Eugene B. Piedmont, in an

the research and graduateinterim role,

school area.

Puryear said a search committee, which
will soon be organized, will identify a per-
manent associate provost for the research
and graduate school area by July, 1978.
Puryear told the senate the long range plan

IS currently in a "holding pattern" pending
action from the President's office and Board
of Trustees.

Puryear also said there may be some
uncertainties" as to how far the planning

stage should go until a new president is
identified.

The new Vice-Chancellor James L. McBee sits beside Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery at yesterday's bi-monthly Faculty Senate meeting.

NEAG Fall Day will feature bands
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Plans for the Quad's annual Fall Day,
better Northeast Area representation were
topics of discussion at last night's first

meeting of the Northeast Area Government.
The meeting, which was held in B1

Knowlton, was attended by 22 people
representing all the dorms in the quad,
except two.

"To get people together," said NEAG Co-

President Diane Lauricella, the area will be
having Fall Day from noon to 6 p.m
Saturday, Sept. 24.
A beer wagon with 40 kegs of beer will be

on the Quad, as well as a refreshment stand
with soft drinks, potato chips, and hot dogs
Everything will be 25 cents.

Entertainment will be provided by the Pam
Bricker Band from 12-3 p.m., and by London
a 60's British rock group from 3-6 p.m.

Rain day for the event will b? the following
Sunday, Sept. 25. If it rains then, it will be
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held in the Worcester Dining Commons.
Co- President Lauricella also marked the

event as the "beginning of an effort to re-

organize things in the Northeast Area."
The next NEAG meeting will be Thursday,

Sept. 22, at 6:30 in the basement of
Knowlton House, which is serving as the
area's office. By then, Lauricella hopes to
have two reps and an alternate from each
dorm elected.

Starting next week, NEAG will also be
having office hours in B1 Knowlton, which
can be reached by calling 545-1595.

After next week, the group will rotate
meetings from dorm to dorm.
Dave Goodhue, NEAG Co-President,

encouraged the representatives present to
hold organized meetings in their dorms to
actively seek the opinions of more people in

the area.

"There are a lot of good people and ideas
in the Quad," he said, "We just have to find
them." Goodhue also urged full represen-
tation of Northeast area.

NEAG secretary Carol Nunly announced
plans to put out a weekly or monthly area
newsletter, which was described by
Lauricella as "another way of getting out to
people."

SGA senator Marian Lemire, from Mary
Lyon, said the Northeast-Sylvan area doesn't
have adequate representation in the student
senate.

Lemire said next week is nomination week
for Student Government Association
elections, which will be held Sept. 26 and 27.

Interested students have until noon on Sept.
27 to file nomination papers, which can be
obtained in room 420 of the Student Union.

$16 million

given in

financial aid
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Approximately $16 million in financial aid
will be awarded this year, a 10 per cent in-
crease over last year, according to Student
Services Director Daniel Fitzpatrick.

Of this $16 million, half will be awarded in
bank loans and outside funds, the remainder
alloted in federal and state aid monies $3
million of which will be alloted for work
study, according to Fitzpatrick

Presently 8,400 UMass students receive
financial aid. Ten per cent of the ap-
proximately 9,000 students awarded
assistance this year declined aid.

The UMass Financial Aid office is the
largest in New England in terms of volume
according to Fitzpatrick, referring to the
12,000 applications received from under-
graduates this year.

Fitzpatrick noted that through a "highly
dedicated and competent" staff, 80 per cent
of applicants received notice of financial aid
decisions before they left school last May.
He said that in previous years there was

"considerable chaos" because the office was
understaffed.

Fitzgerald said that one weekend 1,000
applications were processed by staff
members who brought approximately 125
applications home with them.

Coilcgian
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The Fme Arts Center reflecting pool captures the image of a young couple pausing duringr^^TJiSS?^^
'American Cup'

Great race to see
By MEGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

Whether you're an old salt or prone to
seasickness, loaded with cash or
scouring the garbage cans in the D.C.,
booked up with a heavy date or
desperately seaiching for something to
do this weekend, no matter what! Head
down to Newport, Rhode Island for the
time of your life at the America's Cup
Race finals.

The two 12-metre yachts. Courageous,
the American defender and Australia, the
challenger, will compete for the world's
oldest international sporting trophy. In

the 126 year history of the race, America
has never lost.

Ted Turner, skipper of the
Courageous, who has a reputation as a
relentless egomaniac, guided
Courageous to her second victory
yesterday in the four-of-seven-race
series, beating Australia by 5'/? minutes.
The final race this weekend will climax

an event which has attracted an
estimated 4 million tourists this summer.
The celebration of the anticipated
American victory is guaranteed to result
in a wild bash with dancing in the streets
and a people-watching extravaganza, the
likes of which may never be seen again.
The race was named after the

schooner America, a blockade runner
during the Civil War which won the
Hundred Guinea Cup against Great
Britain in 1851. The America's owner
presented the cup to the New York Yacht
club under a deed of gift that calls for
friendly competition between foreign
countries and the race has been known
as the America's Cup ever since.

In the old days, rules required
challengers to cross the ocean under sail

on their own bottom. In 1958, after a 21
year absence of races, regulations were

altered, dropping this requirement and
opening the challenge to 12-metre class
which is the largest active racing class in
point of size today.
The Courageous, which was the 1974

cup winner, is only the second yacht in
100 years to defend the cup twice, the
first being Columbia in 1899 and 1901.
Both Courageous and Australia

emerged victorious after surviving the
extensive elimination series this summer
against challenges from France, Sweden
and Great Britain.

The weekend race will begin Saturday
morning and can be enjoyed by land or,
by boat, unquestionably the best way!

Fe.ries carrying from 50 to 500
passengers will operate during the
weekend. The prices are high with the
standard being about $30 per race. More
ingenuous sailing nuts with less cash
have resorted to rowboats, sunfishes,
and even canoes on the choppy waters!
All spectator craft must remain outside a
diamond-shaped perimeter around the
race course patroled by the Coast Guard.
Those who opt for the land will find

Brenton Point State Park and Fort
Adams State Park to be the best shore
viewing spots in Newport, and Fort
Wetherill and Beavertail in Jamestown.

If you don't have a place to stay and
lack the $60 for the practically non-
existent hotel rooms, the Chamber of
Commerce has gathered the names of
private homeowners willing to rent out
rooms for about $10- per person, per
night. Those who prefer sleeping under
the stars will have about 6 campgrounds
to choose from.

Newport, also the sight of the Tall
Ships Bicentennial celebration, is a
hangout for everyone from the polished
chic to your basic boat bum. And even
without the yachts, it's a great place to
spend a weekend.

Valley Health Care
services community
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A Health Maintenance Organization called
the Valley Health Plan, put into effect in the
Spring of 1976, is a non-profit corfjoration
organized to provide comprehensive health
care services on a pre-paid basis. Available to
UMass faculty, staff, and their families, it is

also open to families and individuals located
generally within a 15-mile radius of Amherst.
The Valley Health Plan contracts for

clinical facilities, and full time care of doc-
tors, nurses, technicians, and other health
professionals affiliated with the University
Health Services (UHS), and Amherst
Medical Associates (AMA). The facilities of
the Cooley Dickinson Hospital, specialty
hospitals, and the Amherst Nursing home are
also available when needed.

The plan stresses prevention of serious
illness by encouraging early diagnosis and
treatment. Comprehensive care is available
to members and their families, 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week.
The plan aroused controversy last year

because students feared faculty members
treated at University Health Services would
get preferred treatment. Students also felt

the services would be overcrowded. A
sun/ey taken last spring of a random 1500
students, indicated that 80 to 90 per cent of
those surveyed were satisfied with the
treatment they were getting.

They survey also showed that compared
to a similar poll taken in 1970, the services
provided had improved greatly by 1977.
The program currently has 1200 members

who use the infirmary at UMass, and another
5000 members using serviced provided by
Amherst Medical Associates.
"The quality of staff has improved,"

Director of University Health Services Barry

W. Averill said, "A few short years ago, we
were short doctors; for the first time, this
year we have a full staff of better trained
physicians. We had a hard time keeping
professionals in the past because they
wanted a more diverse practice. They
wanted to see different kinds of patients and
now they'll have this chance," Averill said.
Without the formulation of the Valley

Health Plan, a comprehensive program
whereby the families of married students
received coverage under a special health
plan, would not have been possible. With the
VHP, however, there are now enough
patients to make such a program
economically feasible, Averill said.

Prepaid health care is a model of the
future, according to Averill because quality,
low cost care could be shared with the
faculty. Averill researched this project for
seven years, travelling to other health care
facilities. Averill said, "ther was no proof (of
success) to show in the outset, but if this
year goes as good as last year did, we have a
very positive program going."
The doctors for the program were

screened by a search committee made up of
two doctors, a nurse, a student from the
Student Advisory Board, and a health ad-
visor. Following interviews five physicians
were hired, two of them women.

I he cost ot the plan is $34 per month per
individual, and $81.00 per month per family.
Included is professional and hospital care,
out-of-the-area care, and ambulance ser-
vices.

The VHP is governed by a 15-member
board, including nine elected community
leaders, six of whom must be members, and
one student. The other five members are
representatives of VHP's two provider
groups, UHS, and Amherst Medical
Associates.

Day Care Center special
By CYNTHIA HARHEN
Collegian Staff

The sign on the door of No. 4 Skinner Hall warns visitors

"Be Quiet, Remove Your Shoes and Open Door Carefully,

Babies on the Floor."

Stepping cautiously, one is greeted by the sight of the
warm, bright, simply decorated room of the Infant Day Care
Center. Cribs, mobiles and toys fill the room. The sound of
gently cooing babies and watchful caregivers playing
together on the plush, toy-covered rug greets your ears. The
center is peaceful and one is impelled to speak in a hushed
voice.

Marilyn Hood is a caregiver at the center who holds a
masters degree in Family Life Studies from UMass and is
currently coordinating programs with the Child Care
Program. She is a soft-spoken woman who obviously enjoys
her job. As she spoke, she carefully watched each baby and
a few times during the discussion, was interrupted in order
to attend to the needs of a baby.

"Our objective is to observe the rhythm and response
patterns of each infant and thereby keep our schedule in
tune with what each infant needs, Hood said.
The Center now cares for seven infants between the ages

of two and nine months and currently, there are three spaces
open. The Center is open five days a week and offers half-
day care between the hours of 9 A.M. to 12 -P.M. Hood
Pressed that the program is open to any member of the
community Or university who needs childcare.

Six month old Cora Weimer sat happily playing with
brightly colored plastic rings and balls. Hood explained that
the baby was discovering the differences between objects
through her sensory-motor perceptions. According to Hood,
the Center's curriculum closely parallels that of the Piaget
Theory of Development which stresses that a child's
development takes place in a series of stages.

Babies at the Infant Day Care Center are well cared for and
their adult "playmates" include three Caregivers and
numerous students majoring in Early Childhood Develop-
ment, Public Health and Nursing.

The Center was established by Roberta Collaide, an Infant
Researcher and associate professor at the UMass School of
Ed. This program was established by an adjunct through the
Psychology department.

Within the basement of Skinner Hall are Human
Development labs which offer various playgroups and
workshops for children and parents alike.

"We hope to expand more in terms of service to new
parerits,

'
said Hood. "The Resource Center is a space for

people to learn more about every aspect of human
development." These workshops stress the importance of
the family as the primary educator and the still greater im-
portance of a happy baby. Hood said.

As seven and one-half month old Rachel squeals and
happily throws an orange toy in the air, it appears as though
the Center is a success.

Six month old Cora W«lnar-HodM givM a big smila to
let It b« known that tho onjoya the Day Care Center
(Staff photo by Oava Rodoars)

I
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Bubbling Brown Sugar Call it what you want'

songs
"Take The A' Train", and "Stompin At The Savoy ".

Bubbling Brown Sugar

BubhfinJ^'
^'^^^^^^ 'o J^"^P and shout,bubbling Brown Sugar

loy IS what it's all about
Bubbling Brown Sugar
Bubbling with a happy beat

aubbling Brown Sugar
IS a stimulating H^rtem treat.

Robert M. Cooper

Broadway's newest, honest hit, BUB-
BLING BROWN SUGAR premieres the 1977-
78 Concert Series at the Fine Arts Center
University of Massachusetts.
BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR is the first

event of the Broadway series. Tickets arenow on sale at the Fine Arts Center Box
Office.

The hit musical will be presented by the
national touring company twice on Sunday
September 18. The matinee performance is
at 3 p.m., the evening performance is at 8

Bubbling Brown Sugar takes its audience
on a musical flashback tour into Harlem
dunng the Black Renaissance of the post
World War I era. It then traces Harlem show
business from the speakeasies of the '20's to
the wartime litterbugging at the Savoy
Ballroom, and '50's rhythm and blues at the
Apollo. Though it hasa few new songs, most
of the material is drawn from the rich past -
spintuals, gospel, the blues, jazz and pop.

Bubbling Brown Sugar takes you to the
period when the cafe society crowd from
downtown went uptown to the Cotton Club
Small's Paradise, Connie's Inn and all the "iri
spots."

The Panama Canal Treaty
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Asst. Editor

The Panama Canal treaty is receiving a lot
of publicity recently because it is very
symbolic in representing a change in
traditional U.S. policy in regards to its'
control over South America. South America
\s a Third World area that the United States
has been protecting and policing ever since
the Monroe Doctrine.

The Monroe Doctrine was really written by
John Q, Adams to keep the U.S. out of war
in Europe. Yet it stated that Europe was
barred from colonizing any countries in

South America. It also said that the U.S. will
not interfere with European Affairs. Later the
U.S. literally invaded Columbia, who then
owned Panama, and created the country we
now know as Panama.

Teddy Roosevelt established the "The Big
Stick Policy" when European countries tried
to collect on debts owed to them by various
South American countries. The U.S. con-
fronted every militaristic attempt by Europe
to collect on its debts. Now most of South
America is in debt to U.S. because of this
policy that strenghtens the U.S. basis of
power and control over the Third World.

President Carter's policy is to try to ap-
pease the Third World and civil rights leaders
on the basis of civil rights. Most capitalist
controlled countries are exploited and do not
want this so-called "U.S. protection". It

usi 3llv means increased U.S. control.

The Pananna Canal treaty, would mean
withdrawal of US. hegemony over the Third
World of South America "'"his is why so

many politicians and right wingers are so
much opposed to the treaty.

The treaty has a gradual twenty-five year

'f.?f?l
°^ ^^- ^°"^^°' °^®^ South America.

All U.S. businesses that reaped profits from
U.S. by control of South America will suffer
greatly if the treaty is allowed to pass.

It the treaty is passed next year it will be
interesting to watch how future Presidents
will deal with the Panama Canal.

More on Panama
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The head of

Panama's government recently invited the
chairman of the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights to make a first-hand visit to
Panama to determine whether human rights
are being violated.

"Panama is not perfect," said Gen. Omar
Torrijos, in a cable released by the
Panamanian embassy in Washington, "but
we do respect the human rights of all those
persons who live within our geography."

Torrijos told Andres Aguilar, the com-
mission chairman, that he would "welcome a
statement and a visit by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights to see first

hand the reality of our human rights
policies."

"You are welcome to travel anywhere in

Panama, to speak to anyone, and report to
the world," Torrijos said. "I will give you the
keys to our jails, and if you find any political
prisoners, you can release them."

Torrijos said he was extending the in-

vitation because "there have been a number
of unfounded and irresponsible charges
made against my government about alleged
violations of human rights."

'Call It What You Want' is a column
that has been established in the Black
Affairs section of the Daily Collegian. The

columnist. Terrell Evans will present his
views on matters he feels are of im-

portance to the Third World community.
The column will appear once a week on
Friday. Comments and criticisms can be
sent to Terrell Evans, Black Affairs, c-o
the Daily Collegian 113 Campus Center
UMass Amherst, Ma. 01003.

The 'Beautiful' 'Colorful' Army ROTC
The Beautiful" •Colorful" Army ROTC poppin' his finger. Sir I'm telling you."

A scene from th. Broadway Hit Musical. "Bubbling Brown Sugar "
Faaturina .uch

A whole new music was discovered by
visitors to Harlem nightlife: the music of
Duke Ellington, Cab Calloway, Fats Waller
Eubie Blake, Earl Fatha' Hines, J.C. Johnsori
and Billies Holiday.
A whole new kind of dancing was going

on at the Savoy - something called the
Lindy Hop.

Something special was happening up in
Harlemtown and anybody who knew
anything knew that.

The essence of the "something" was
captured and put on the Broadway stage -
Its called Bubbling Brown Sugar.

The national touring company with or-
chestra will perform the musical which Clive
Barnes noted "Boils with Dazzlement."

Bubbling Brown Sugar won the 1977
Grammy Award for the Broadway cast
album.

Tickets for Bubbling Brown Sugar are now
on sale at the Fine Arts Center box office
open 9 4 Monday through Friday, and all
Ticketron outlets.

On the day of the performance, box office
opens one hour before performance. This
Sunday, the box office will open at 1 p m

There are still tickets available for both
performances. 100 tickets are available for
the evening show, and 550 tickets are
available for the matineee performance.

Ticket pnces are: General public, $7.50,
6 50, 5.50. UMass students are $3.75 3 25
2.75 and other students and Senior citizens

^'T. I^e^'.^^' ^^- ^°' n^o^e information
call 545-2511.

How many of you saw the big 5 x 8
inch advertisement placed by the Army
ROTC, Wednesday, Sept. 14 on Page six
of the Collegian?

I did.

Hnww many of yoii noticed the big, boldand beautiful letters?

I did.

And, how many of you were "turned
on" by the words these letters com-
posed?

I wasn't.
I found the slang terms the Army

ROTC "so graciously" attributed to Third
World people extremely repugnant. To
imply that this is the type of phrasing that
will bring Army ROTC Third Worid
students, only shows that Army ROTC
would not know how to relate to them if

they did come.
The wording "Beautiful", "Colorful"

"Third World Students and Others Too",
signifies a couple of things.

Here is the reasoning, in fiction, behind
using such words.

"Well Major" said the Captain, "we
know they all think they are beautiful.
They haven't stopped talking about it

since that phrase, "Black is Beautiful"
came out some ten years ago. So let's
use beautiful."

"You're right Captain," said the Major,
"let's use 'beautiful', hit them on their
own level, we can't miss using their own
words."
"Now Major," said the Captain, "I

figure if we use 'colorful' that will catch
em too. Ya' know some of them
characters are pretty funny. Have you
ever seen one walk? Justa' singin' and

Right again. Captain," said the MajorWe got a winner this time. Do you know
any more of dat', wathcha' call it, slang?"

Yes sir Major," barked the Captain "Iknow a few more. There's 'Get it on' and
Get your head together' and 'Make it '

"

"Good, let's print that," said the Major.
Even the part of the ad that reads "And

Others Tool!!" is a put down. These
words insinuate that the 'others' are the
only 'serious' people, and if Third Worid
people want to get 'serious,' they had
better join the Army ROTC.

I have seen quite a few 'serious'
brothers and sisters on campus. I feel
that only the 'serious' people will stay
away from an organization that will print
degrading garbage like this.

Actually the whole ad is a farce.
There's nothing the Army or its ROTC
can do for me, except put me on the front
line of any major battle that comes along.
That bit about "Help your country,

your community ...
"

is crazy. Ever
wonder why black servicemen in any
branch service is stationed so far from
the U.S.? Is is because if Revolutionary
times occur again, the best, the biggest
the strongest, the fiercest, and some of
the rnost experienced black fighters will
already be in check, 10,000 miles from
home.

"Beautiful?" "Colorful?" the only thing
the Army ROTC will get with this ad ismaybe a rainbow, the next time it rains.
As for the UMass Daily Collegian I

don t have anymore to say except that
pitifiable judgement was used in allowing
an ad of such degrading character to run

Founder of S. Africa

Movement dies
PRETORIA, South Africa \AP] - Steve

Biko, widely regarded as a founder of the
black consciousness movement in South
Afnca, died a week after starting a hunger
strike in prison. Police Minister James Kruger
announced yesterday.

Biko, 30, was taken from prison to a
Pretoria hospital Sunday after refusing to eat
or drink for six days, Kruger said. He died
Monday.

Johannesburg's black newspaper, the
World, appeared with its front pages edged
in black and devoted entirely to Biko's death.
He was regarded by many, the World said, as
the most important black political voice in
the country.

Biko was the 21st black to die in police
detention in the past 18 months.
An honorary president of the Black

People's Convention, Biko was detained by
secunty police Aug. 12 and arrested in
connection with riots in Port Elizabeth
Kruger said.

Announcement of the death brought an
outcry of criticism of South Africa's white
minority government.
At United Nations headquarters in New

York, US Ambassador Andrew Young said-

"The sudden and tragic death of Mr. Biko
will prove to be a major loss for the future of
South Africa. No nation can afford to lose its
most dedicated and creative leadership and
yet prosper.

"I know personally how much the United
States suffered nationally as a result of the
similarly tragic deaths of President John F
Kennedy, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
Sen. Robert F. Kennedy," Young said.
These losses cost us nearly a decade of

progress
"

Mourners gave black-power salutes at a
prayer service in Johannesburg and black
miembers of the multiracial congregation
shouted "amandia" (power) at the close of
the ceremony held by the South African
Council of Churches.

Helen Suzman, a liberal opposition
member of parliament, described Biko's
death as a tragedy to South Africa and called
for the immediate repeal of the law that
allows detention without trial.

In London, Britain's governing Labor Party
issued a statement expressing "extreme
disquiet and shock" at Biko's death.

Biko had lived as a banned person for four
years, restricted to King William s Town.

Notice on Black Affairs

Black Affairs will print on
Wednesday and Friday of every
week. We are a news service
published in the Daily Collegian.

Black Affairs provides up-to-date
reporting on issues and events that

effect the Third World campus
community.
Black Affairs welcomes all ar-

ticles, commentaries, short stories,
and poems. Remember th«t we
need your support to function ef-
ficiently.

Black Affairs
Announcements

CCEBS Convocation tonight

The CCEBS Convocation has been
scheduled for Friday, September 16, 1977,
and will take place on the second floor
lourige of the New Africa House at 7:00 p.m.
During the activity academic awards from
Spring '77 will be distributed. Big Brother -

Big Sister introductions will be made, and
new staff of the program will be introduced.
After the program dinner will be served.
Please dress for the occasion! I

Asian American Picnic
The Asian American Students Association

is sponsoring a getting together picnic at Mill
River Park, North Amherst on Sunday,
September 18. There will be a bari^ecue as
well as sports activities such as volleyball,
basketball, tennis, Softball, etc. Rides will be
available at the bus stop in front of Morrill
Science Center at 11:30 a.m. that morning.
Food will be provided but it would be helpful
if you could bring something like chips,
potato salad, macaroni salad, etc.
Come out and meet other Asian

Americans.

Drum Meeting
There will be a Drum staff meeting

Wednesday, September 21, at 7:00 p.m. in
room 425 of the New Africa House. All old
staff members and editors must be there.
Anyone with experience in newspaper or
magazine layout are welcome to attend
Contact Vickie - 545-0794 for additional
information.

Afro-Am Recruiting
The Afro-Am Society at UMass is a

student organization whose purpose is to
reflect the many aspects of Afro-American
culture. We sponsor concerts, film and
lecture series, and other activities. In
sponsoring these programs the "Society"
seeks to give all students an opportunity to
become aware of the richness of the Afro-
American experience.

All students interested in joining Afro-am
are invited to attend the next Society
meeting on Sunday Sept. 18, at 8 p.m. All
meetings are held in New Africa House room
317.

Workshops
Project Self, an alternative educational

program at the Everywoman's Center, is

launching it's Fall series of workshops. A few
of these are of special interest for Third
Worid women. "Third Worid Women and
the Arts", facilitated by Marilyn Chin and
Roberta Uno, is a sharing and support group
in which sisters can meet, discuss their

works, and encourage each other as sister

artists. This runs for four weeks and meets
on Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m. Another
workshop is "HealtTi Education and Issues
for Third Worid Women". Facilitated by
Carol Reliford, a nursing student, this
workshop is designed to give Third Worid
women an opportunity to explore and

LUTHER

discuss health issues pertinent to them-
selves.

Costs for these workshops range from
$12.50 to $25.00, and partial scholarships are
available. Credit is available for some of the
courses, most of which begin the week of
October 3. Registration deadline is Sep-
tember 16. For more information, drop in at
Everywoman's Center in Goodell or call 545-
0883.

Everything you wanted
to know about being a
Third World student,
but was afraid to ask

Come to the Third Worid Student Get-
Together and find out what's happening.
There will be speakers representing the Latin,
Asian, and Black Community's.
An exotic West Indian Dinner will also be

served.

It's all free, so conrv» down and check it

out, Sept. 20, at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium, and bring a friend.

Thoughts
Tve decided long ago
Never to walk In anyone's
shadow
If I fail. If I succeed
At least I live as I believe

No matter what they take
from me
They can't take away my
dignity

Because the greatest love Is

happening to me

Learning to love yourself.

Is the greatest love of all

George Benson
from the motion picture

"The Greatest"

Picture of the Week: Ohh... Professor Archie Shepp! Don't play so hardi A scene
from Shepp's concert held last Saturday. Sept. 10, to an enthusiastic crowd at Look
Park. (Photo by Edward Cohen)

JOBS
Earthfoods is now hiring students for the

fall semester.

We are a collectively student run
vegetarian restaurant, located in the Student
Union. Earthfoods operates as a collective of

people, with each person having a specific

staff responsibility. Besides working regular

staff hours, Earthfoods requires 3 volunteer
hours each week. There is a weekly staff

meeting which is mandatory for all Earth-

foods workers.

EVERYWOMAN'S CENTER

The Everywoman's Center Newsletter has
a work-study position open for a p>erson to
create and maintain a Third World Women's
News section on the Newsletter. The woman
could work anywhere from 8 to 15 hours per
week. Pay rate is $3.25 per hour.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Annie's

Poetry Corner

REBIRTH
Leo
the lion

Strong
Wild
Free

Living

Dying
Changing
always into newness
Black

Loving in intensity and scope
Gentle
Piercing

Fire

Look upon the lion
and be reborn

Annie Carpenter
1976 c

Jtfi IWork Study Jobs Available
SCER has several jobs available for work-study students willing to share

their skills and energy towards student empowerment.

People are needed to do research on collective bargaining, academic

issues. Third World issues, legislative research, and alternative agrjculture.

In addition, we need people to help build departmental and residential

union councils through conducting surveys and needs analysis.

Work-study students are also needed to work in SCER's Resource Center

as information analysts and librarians as well as to type Information into our

computer terminal (good typists, please). We need graphic arts and produc-

tion staff, report editors, typists, and general office assistants.

SCER is committed to fighting racism and sexism at the Universrty.

Women and Third World people are urged to apply. SCER- -406 Student

Union, 546 2892.

406 Student Union

545-1S92
MmMMM iMWii^^''
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Learning is the debater's trait

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1977
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1977,

5y CHARLOTTE TRENCHARD
Collegian Staff

When you think of a person on a debate
team, do you get a mental picture of a
Poindexter type person who sleeps with a
file cabinet, eats library books for lunch, and
runs around challenging people to argue with
him? Well, if you do, don't feel bad. It's a
common misconception. So dismiss Poin-
dexter from your mind and read on.
Anybody can become proficient at

debating if they work hard enough at it

according to David Donovan, a graduate
assistant of the UMass Debate Union. The
only qualities a prospective debater need
have are an intense desire to learn coupled
With a willingness to work.
"You have to be disciplined," Donovan

said, 'willing to invest a good deal of time in
It, and possess some degree of intellectual
ability, which everyone here at UMass has."
On Oct. 5, the team will host this year's

first debate "Resolved: Two members from
Oxford College, England will debate
Resolved: This house prefers pornography

to censorship," with UMass debaters Rocco
DeBruscio and co-president of the debate
team Mary O'Malley.

"It will probably go over well," said
Donovan. "It's a timely topic on the UMass
campus especially since there's been so
much controversy over whether or not
pornographic movies should be shown here
on campus."
The Debate Union placed 21st in a national

competition last year in Springfield, Mo It

begins this season Oct. 1 and will be sending
teams to Tennessee, Kentucky and Dart-
mouth. This year's major topic is "Resolved:
That U.S. law enforcement agencies should
be given significantly greater freedom in the
investigation of, or prosecution of, felony
crimes."

Other topics will include nuclear power
marijuana and capital punishment.

The goal of a debate is not to win an
argument" stressed Donovan, "but is aimed
at educating the participant as well as the
audience.'
Anyone interested in learning to debate

should contact the team advisor. Prof. Ron
Matlon, or any of his assistants in Machmer
Hall.

Newcomers to the debate team are taught
the basics of argumentation and then learn
the techniques through practice. This year's
team will include about 20 new debaters.

"There are a lot of people running around
with potentially brilliant ideas," said
Donovan. "They )ust don't know how to
articulate their thoughts," he said.

Campus spots

Collegian meeting
An important meeting will be held Mon.,

Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. in the Collegian Office for
all students who signed up for the Collegian
News Staff Campus Bureau. Important
business will be discussed!

Yom Kippur breakfast
Or Thursday, September 22, at the close

of Yom Kippur services (at approximately
7:30 p m.), there will be a break the fast

snack served in the Student Union Ballroom.
Everyone who would like to eat must sign up
and leave a meal ticket for dinner on
Thursday, September 22, in the Hillel office.

Student Union room 302 by Monday,
September 19.

7 0ldSottlliSI.

Monhamplon. Mass.

k

Wed. & Thurs.

Sept. 14&15

HARMONY
ARBOUR

FriS Sat, Sept. 16 8(17

ARTHUR CABLE
BLUES BAND

Sunday, Sept. 18

DUSTY TRAIL

Professor Ronald Matton steers a hopeful enthusiastic squad of debaters toward
another exciting season of competition. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

Weekend
Review

GIVEN HERE
SEPT 24/25

intensive Preparation Analyzes

Ouestions/Problems/Slructure-

Maximizing Scores Within Ability!

TO REGISTER SEND S85 TO
Law Board Review Center

or Rockland, Inc.

10 Cupsaw Court
Nanuat, NewYorIc 10954

OR CALL COLLECT:
914^23-1473 / 914-234-3702
ItOWIMlMm 7TM YKAR

Tech Hifioffersyou70 brands,
nd soundrooms to olav them i

In most stores that sell stereo, you're not ex
actly encouraged to play the equipment
on display. In fact, many stores

have big signs that tell you "Don't
Touch the Merchandise!"

But at Tech Hifi we invite you
to come;7/a>^ any of the 70 brands
of quality components we have on
display. Not just look at them

Take as much time as you
hke in our soundrooms to

compare all the stereo equip
ment you want to hear.

If your budget is around $359, one of the systems
you might want to try this week fea-

tures the powerful Marantz 2215
am/fm receiver, reliable BSR

20BPX belt-drive turntable, famous
KLH 101 loudspeakers, and an

ADC cartridge.

It's a great-sounding system.
But don't take our word for it.

Come play it this week
at the Tech Hifi neai vou.

(HEiasEstech hifi
Soundrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

fei//*2>Z(Mr///Mj-

nnt In a S«ri*s

SrMD^4AN
ON YOUR CHEST
The cxily aufhon/ed and signed
Ralph Steodman r shirts

available anywhere'

S M. L. XL Blue gold, red
Medium weight $5.95.

Heoi/V weight $4.95.

State shirt size cxDiorond weight
Ericlose S 75 tor postage-and
handling for each shirt ordered
Send ct^eck or nroney order to

Mil* High Shirt Factory
PO fto)(403l/C18
Boulder. CO 80306

Sorry no C O D s Colorado
residents add 3-1/2% tax

VETERANS
Beta Chi Veterans Fraternity's

FREE SMOKER
isMon , Sept 19 ,8pm

Room 1001 , CampusCenter

"Refreshments "

ALLVETSWELCOME

Put Yourself
on the map.
Become a navigator with the
United States Air Force Air Force
navigators are among the finest In
the world. They train in the ultra-
modern T-43 jet trainer at Mather
AFB, near Sacramento, Califor-
nia.

Two. three, and four-year Air
Force ROTO scholarships are
available to help you get there
by paying tuition, textljooks. lab
fees, and $100 tax free dollars
each month while you're in col-
lege. Plus. Air Force ROTC is a
great way to serve your country.

Find out about the programs to-
day and chart a secure future for
yourself. Your destination is an
Air Force commission, your
checkpoints are excellent salary,
promotions, responsibility, and
Air Force opportunities.

Find out today about one of the
finest scholarships m the nation.
It's a great opportunity

Call Lt. Col. Richardson
at 545-2437

Air ForceROTC

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL

presents

lla.m. till dusk
CLEAN
LIVING

THE
BRICKER
BAND

JAMAICA
WAY

SUIM. SEPT. 18

byob

basketball court between OH&Central

in case of rain concert will be \n SUB

.Collegian

1200 arrested

in South Africa

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa lUPI] -
Police backed by dogs Thursday arrested
more than 1,200 black students holding a
memorial service for a black leader who died
in jail.

But a whites-only rally at Cape Town
University went ahead as scheduled and a
white editor told mourners Police Minister
Jimmy Kruger must "bear the ultimate
responsibility" for the death of Steve Biko.

Biko, 30, founder of the "black con-
sciousness movement" in South Africa, was
found dead in a jail cell Monday after an
eight day hunger strike. He was the 20th
black to die in police custody in 18 months.

Students at the black Fort Hare University
about 80 miles west of the Cape Province
port of East London, met Thursday on the
university's sports field to hold a memorial
service for Biko.
The youths, most of them dressed in

black, had just begun to sine the hiark
nationalist anthem "Nkosi Sikelele Afrika"
God Bless Africa when six vans of riot police,
many of them pulling dogs on leashes, drove
up and surrounded the playing field.

A witness said the police watched the
service for several minutes and then ordered
all women students to leave. When they
refused, the police ordered all male students,
estimated to number between 1,200 and
1,300, to climb into four large trucks.
The witness said the black youths obeyed

without protest and boarded the vans peace-
fully, although many gave the clenched fish
black power salute as the vans drove away.

Maj. Gen. Dawid Kriel, South Africa's riot
control chief, said later the memorial service
was illegal because it violated the Riotous
Assemblies Act.
The act, passed last year after race riots

killed more than 650 persons, mostly black,
prohibits the assembly of more than two
people without special permit.

Kriel said the arrested students were
detained and questioned at various police
stations in the area and that some might be
released.

A judge first banned the all-white Cape
Town University rally for Biko, then lifted it

only one hour before the service was
scheduled to begin. The judge, Edward
Rorich, said police asked him to withdraw
the ban but gave no reasons for the reversal.

Showcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD,
West Springfield

733-5131

BARGAIN S 2.00 til 2:30
mATlMEES EVERYDAY

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BOND 007^
THE SPYWHO
LOVED iVIE

Coil«9e baakettMU
isn't a game.

Its a business.

A tough,
victou*. J
cutthroat
biialMM. /n>tr Mi«v i' a uinncT

GREGORY PECK,
tcMrat

PG

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES
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News in Brief

Governor Wallace
sued for divorce
MONTGOMERY, Ala. [UPI\ - Cor-

nelia Wallace sued Gov. George C.
Wallace for divorce yesterday charging
she had rrwved out of the governor's
mansion because he had committed
"actual violence" upon her, and she
feared for her "life and health."
"The reason for the breakup of this

marriage was not incompatibility but the
commission of actual violence and
cruelty," by Wallace, Mrs. Wallace
contended in a cross- complaint filed in

Montgomery County Circuit Court.
The governor sued for divorce

Monday, contending a "complete in-

compatibility of temperament" brought
about the breakup of their marriage of
ey? years.

While not spelling out the "violence"
which she claimed Wallace committed
upon her, Mrs. Wallace asked the court
to award "liberal sums of alimony,
sujjport and maintenance."

State's economic
climate improves
BOSTON \UPI\ - Administration

efforts to improve the state's economic
climate helped to create 4,800 new jobs
over the past six months, resulting from
the expansion of 132 industries, Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis said yesterday.

"The economic stagnation and decay
people were decrying a few short years

ago has ended," Dukakis said in a press

conference. "We have made a long-term,

sprious effort through our Economic
Development Program to nurture our
home- based industries."

The figures were contained in a report

compiled by state Department of
Commerce and Development Com-
missioner John Marino.

Drug smuggling

off Boston coast
BOSTON [AP] - The seaswept New'

England coast that decorates a thousand
postcards has apparently started to foster
a new industry. Drug smuggling has
become big business here.

Twelve tons of marijuana were hoisted
from the hold of a 73-foot Honduran
fishing boat Wednesday, and the cache
may be just the latest sign that smugglers
are developing a New England con-
riection.

Tradltlorwilly, the dark expressways of
the drug traffickers led to southern points

Mass. industries

seen expanding
BOSTON \AP] - A reported increase in

the rate Massachusetts industries are ex-
panding shows firms are not leaving in large
numbers, state officials say.

The Dukakis Administration announced
Thursday that 132 Massachusetts industries
expended facilities, creating about 4,800 new
jobs in the state, during the first half of this
year.

A report compiled by the state Department
of Commerce and Development said plant
expansions averaged six per month during
1975, 17 per month last year and 23 per
month during the first half of this year.

"This puts a lie to the myth that com-
panies are leaving the state in droves,"
Secretary of Economic Affairs Howard
Smith said at a news conference.

The report includes only industries and
only expansions involving real estate trans-
actions.

Commerce and Development Com-
missioner John Marino said the firms
estimated they planned 4,800 jobs as a result

'of expansions, but not all the positions had
been filled.

He said jobs are counted when the firm
begins to move personnel and equipment
into the expanded area.

During the same six months, 48,000
persons were added to payrolls in the state,
according to the Division of Employment
Security, Smith said.

like coastal Florida and the New Orleans
waterfront. But now, with stepped- up
patrols, the heat is on in the South.
The smugglers, in shabby tramp

freighters, converted fishing boats and
sleek motor yachts, are piloting up the
coast to the coves and islands chiseled
out of the New England shores.

"It's a lot down there," said the
Custom Service's James Sullivan after
inspecting the bales of marijuana found
in the hold of the Juliana I.

^ The boat, with her crew of 11
Colombians, was spotted by the Coast
Guard cutter Active 120 miles northeast
of Boston Monday, flying no national flag
and bearing no visible sign of her home
port.

A boarding party discovered the
marijuana when it forced the boat to
heave to for inspection.

EPA reports on

environmental quality
BOSTON \UPI\ - The automobile is

the worst enemy of New England's
environment, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency said yesterday.

In its annual report on the quality of air

and water in the six-state area, the EPA
said "automobile pollution continues to
be the region's most serious en-
vironmental problem." But the agency
said there was major concern about the
spread of PCBs, toxic chemical elements
which do not smoothly break down after
being placed in the environment.

William R. Adams Jr., regional EPA
administrator, said tougher laws are
needed in the future to bring the smog
problem under control.

He said with the exception of northern
New Hampshire, numerous violations of
public health standards concerning car-
related smog were recorded around the
region.

In addition to the smog situation, the
EPA reported carbon monoxide levels
were being recorded in many urban areas
although the levels are down regionwide.
The agency said carbon monoxide levels
in Springfield, Mass., were measured at
2.5 times above the health standard.

The "dirtiest air" was reported at
Springfield and Worcester, Mass., and
Milford and Derby, Conn. The agency
said the "cleanest air" was found in

Vermont's jcaledonia and Orange
Counties.

The report had a positive report on
water quality, claiming 51 per cent of
major rivers and tributaries in New
England are suitable for fishing and
swimming. That was a 3 per cent im-
provement over last year.

Rusty Nail

rONKiHT^
TOMMORROW

JRII) -^ SAT, 1() 417

JMIES conoN

FVERY SUNDAY

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

tVERYMONDAV

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

Tues. , sept. 20

OReHESTRA LUNA
Rt. 47 Sunderland

Tel. 665-4937
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MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
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FIRE SALE
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A long ome ago
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What we have here is a
total lack of respect for
the law'"
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September Back To School Special
with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit

with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

Campers Supplf

PEARL STREET,
9-5: 30 Weekdays

NORTHAMPTON
9-5:00 Saturdays

\VH()lJ:i.()A|-()h I'lU^NCIIBHilAl)
(Limit loo)
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HAPPY HOUR 4T ill close

r.MVHHSITYDr. 549 r>H(SI

gZ^^^I?%^"'^V^ '"""" ^•" *•'"" "•"""'• "I"'"" before the Senate

(UPl'
" Committee on mettem conc.rnms W personal finance..

Bert Lance appears

before Senate Committee

'y-,

R

from the people who gave you "The Jazz Singer"

Sol. Sepl. 17,1977 7:00,9:00,11:00 CCA

Q' A,

BEAUTIFUL
COLORFUL

ENGINEERING
YOU RE CAREER ORIENTED YOU'RE INTERESED IN ENGINEERING.
YOU RE AN INDIVIDUAL SEEKING EXPERIENCE IN PROBLEM

ANALYSIS, REQUIRING DECISION MAKING RESULTS YOU WANT
MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE EX
PERIENCE THAT WILL BE AN ASSET IN AN ENGINEERING CAREER OR
ANY CAREER YOU MAY CHOOSE

IF YOU ARE THIS INDIVIDUAL. YOU CAN GET ALL OF THIS EX
PERIENCE THROUGH THE ADVENTURE OF UMass Army ROTC.

CALL: CAPTAIN DONALD B. LEGG

545 2322

THIRD WORLD PEOPLE
AND

OTHERS TOO!!!

HELP your country, your community

and

YOURSELF
GET IT ON with a US Army ROTC

Lieutenant's commission.

Receive mental and physical training

military instruction and money
that can HELP you

• GET YOUR HEAD TOGETHER '

and MAKE IT

in any scene.

CALL: Captain Donald B. Legg, UM 69'

545-2321/2322

OR
Sergeant Major Angel Guillermo Ramirez

545-2321/2322

WASHINGTON [AP] - Budget Director
Bert Lance told the American public "my
conscience is clear" yesterday and he made
a point- by- point defense of his personal
loans and overdrafts as a Georgia banker

Lance, one of President Carter's closest
aides, said at Senate hearings into his
financial affairs that published allegations

• have caused him "profound shock and
disappointment.

"I did not ask for this fight but now that Iam in it, I am fighting not only for myself and
for my family but also for our system " he
said.

Lance, who has said he will not resign
declared, "Is it part of our American system
that a man can be drummed out of govern-
ment by a series of false charges, half truths,
misrepresentations, innuendos and the like?"'
He asked the nationwide television and

radio audience to be the jury "for I am secure

and comfortable knowing that my con-
science is clear and that the people's verdict
will be a fair and just one."

Lance had been saving up his point-by-
point rebuttal for the committee hearing
which his supporters have referred to as "his
day in court." Some of his arguments had
been made previously by Lance or his
assistants, but he saved his most com-
prehensive defense for his appearance
before the committee and the cameras
At one point. Lance made a face-to-face

challenge to Sen. Charles Percy of Illinois
the committee's senior Republican, who had
previously asked whether Lance may have
backdated checks to take advantage of
income tax deductions.
Lance said he found Percy's statements

'puzzling... regrettable" and offered an
explanation that led Percy to concede: "It
was wrong for me to even raise the
possibility."

oic e s

c200

FOSJRS
AREA'S BEST SELECTION

ALSO
BAMBOO WASTEBASKE.TS

BLIUOS LAMP SHAMS
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;*:'; BEDSPREADS

^'; MERCANTILE
(AMHiRTT CA^HtACe SNAPS')
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Victim of

massacre
testifies
HARTFORD CITY. Ind. [UP/] - The lone

survivor of a Valentine's Day massacre
tearfully testified yesterday how four men
blasted her son and three stepsons to death
and she bared her back to show her own
shotgun pellet scars to the jury.

'^'\ lav real, real still and didn't move,
although my hands were trembling," said
Betty Spencer, 44, who played dead face
down in front of a coffee table until the men
left her mobile home last Feb. 14. Mrs
Spencer testified for 2 Vi hours in the trial of
Roger Drollinger, one of four Indiana
suspects being tried separately.

"I heard some clicking noises behind me "

she said. "Suddenly a shot was fired and a
piece of Greg's head fell right beside mv
face."

^

'Then they started shooting again," she
said. "The firing ceased and I realized' I was
still alive. It's a strange feeling to know
you're still alive."

However, she said, "I heard one of the
intruders say get that second one again.'
They shot me again. This time I felt my wiq
go off of my head."
The murderers, she said, then ransacked

the trailer and fled with $36 in one of the
family cars.

"I said, 'Is anybody alive?' Nobody an-
sered. I heard this horrible noise and I

realized it was the blood rushing from our
^boys. It was a horrible sound." Tears fell
from her eyes and her voice trembled in
Blackford Circuit Court and at one point she
displayed scars on her back to the jury of
seven men and five women.

Mrs Spencer identified Drollinger, 24
Waynetown; David Smith, 17, Win'gate'
Michael Wright, 21, Crawfordsville; and
Daniel Stonebraker, 20, Darlington, as the
intruders.
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BARNEY'S BEANERY
N«ar Country Boutlqu*

Cak« Oscorat^ng Cr Suppllaa

LOUNGE
Roughnast Or Rough Languaga
Not Parmlttad Hara

Rout* 47. Hadlav
CLOSED MONDAYS

NEAR COUNTRY MOTEL
Tat. 6M 7200

NEVER A COVER OR MINIMUM

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ ^ SI i^ ^
Mandarin Szechuen

Cuigine

* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up
DINNER $3.55

Thurs.-Sun. Il:30a.m.-12:30a.tn.

Mon.-Wed. 11:30a. m.-10:00p.in.

Cocktails— Take Out Service

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilitie§

•frtff t\

Xi
-' ( • - » -

I
i m

' I '
'

> _ "

To pick up an application, or if you

want more information, contact:

Offic€ of lh€ SGfl Pf€sid€nl

430 Slud€nl Union

. 545-2129

KANSAS CITY. Mo.: Robin Gillam, a bookkeeper at the Country Club bank inKansas City uses an iron to dry off $100 bills. Currency and checks stored in thebanks vault were dampened by the flooding which hit Kansas City 9-12 (UPI)

Library Committee

... Recommends policy concerning the University Library system

Space and Calendar Committee
... Recommends policy on the utilization of academic space, as well
as the academic calendar

Student Organizing Project Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Or^anizin^ Project

Legal Services Office Board

... Sets policy for and oversees the Student Lejral Services Office

Continuing Education Committee
... Recommends policy on all aspects of Continuing Education

Honoray Degrees Committee
... Recommends recipients of honorary
degrees each year

Parking Appeals Board

... Reviews and recommends action on
parking ticket appeals

Also, Fine Arts Council, Extension

Council and Teacher Evaluation and

Improvement Committee.

>yx^>^>-jtt>r
-

Express your *

opinion^
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Come to the Front of the
Student Union Building

Today at Noon,
Students will be Publically

Schackledfor
Speaking OutAgainst:

* university parking, towing and check cashing policies
« quality of courses, teachers and placement counseling
* higher tuition and dorm fees than ever before
« nnismanaged and overcrowded dorms

They say changes are needed

,

and Student Unionization is the way.
They say weshould all

Attend The
UNIONIZATION ISSUESCONFERENCE

Sunday, Sept 18, 1 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Campus Center

«TomHayden
* Chancellor Bromery, Student Leaders.
« Participate in the issues workshops.
* Help identify the problems, the solutions too.
« Party at 9:30p.m.

AnriounccmcMH
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Is UMass really

a waste of time?
I get paid to make it easy for you to skip

class. The Student Senate Lecture Notes
Program pays me $7 per class to sit in on a
crowded microeconomics course and jot

down everything relevant the professor says.
The official rationale for hiring me is that I

relieve you ot the burden of notetaking,
thereby allowing you to devote your full

attention to the lecture.

But the official rationale is not accurate.
Notes are taken only in large introductory
classes (mine has over 300 students) and the
very nature of an introductory class belies
the official explanation for hiring student
note- takers. I would conservatively estimate
that at least 50 per cent of the students in

any given introductory class are not in-

terested in much the professor says, are

bob nielia

bored stiff, and are there simply to fulfill a
core requirement. The professor knows
this and, I assume, lectures accordingly. This
means that he-she doesn't cover much
ground, introduces only the most elementary
concepts, and presents them as simply as
possible. He-she does this with the
realization that most students don't care
enough to really apply themselves to the
material and would be lost if the course
moved faster or were more complex.

It is next to impossible to ask questions
because the class is too large. The huge size
also prevents the instructor from getting to
know any of the students, which thus pre-
cludes any type of fruitful instructor-student
relationship. All you are really there to do is

shut-up and listen, or daydream if you prefer,
or doodle, or most anything else just so long
as you keep quiet.

The only motivation you have for at-
tending class is an external motivation, a
Sword of Damocles hanging over your head
- a grade. Remove the Sword and there is

no longer any reason for attending class.
And that is exactly where I come in. I remove
the Sword by attending class for you.
A student of average sensibility will anend

class (most of the time) and only buy my
notes for those classes he-she misses. But a
really sensible student will buy all of my
notes and anend class only rarely, if ever.
Only a fool will waste his- her time (attending
class) and his her money (buying my notes).

This sounds outrageous, and I realize I

have come perilously close to saying that a
UMass education is a waste of both time and
money. But although I have strayed to the
cliff's edge, I haven't toppled over.

For most students, four years at UMass is
something of a waste of time and money. It's
a waste not in the sense that you aren't
learning skills which will get you (if you're
lucky) a middle-level job, but rather in the
sense that it doesn't allow you to develop
your truly human potential.

Despite the rhetoric, UMass is not a place
which encourages you to grow, to expand
your horizons and heighten your awareness.
It is, to oversimplify, a place which is

designed to teach you how to shut-up and

listen, how to take orders, how to accept a
fragmented, alienating environnr>ent. UMass
IS all these things not because it wants to be,
but because it must be.

It must teach you how to accept a frag-
mented, alienating life because that is what
you will experience in your job. It must teach
you to shut up and take orders because the
job you get will require you to shut-up and
take orders.

All this has been imbedded in our con-
sciousness since birth, and we accept it

because it is the only existence we know. If

we ever experience an environment where
these social realtions are not present, we will

naturally begin to question and fight against
a society which treats us in such a de-
humanizing manner. Thus the people who
control our society (and you all know who
they are), and who live the good life in

proportion as the rest of us don't, structure
our schools and jobs in such a way to ensure
that we don't ever experience a non-
deadening environment.

If you want practical proof of my con-
tention, take a Five College course
sometime. You will find that Amherst, Mount
Holyoke and Smith College have vastly
different environments and social relations
than those prevalent at UMass. Their en-
vironments are not deadening - and it is no
coincidence that the jobs their students will

get (if they have to work at all) will not be
fragmented and alienating like ours will be.
To put it bluntly, we are being trained to take
orders from them.

If this sounds somewhat grim — it is. But
there is something we can do to improve our
environment here at the university; we can
empower ourselves, for only with power can
we change our environment; no one is going
to do it for us. And the only way we can
effectively conquer and wield power is to
unionize.

Due to space limitations, what I have said
IS both incomplete and oversimplified. But it

is essentially true. For a more thorough and
scholarly treatment, read Schooling in

Capitalist America, written by two UMass
professors; Herbert Gintis and Samuel
Bowles. If that doesn't convince you, and
you want to see for yourself, hop on the Five
College bus.

And if you think you haven't got the time
for these things, skip a few classes. You can
always buy the lecture notes later.

Widespread
apathy

Where have all the student activists gone?
Gone to endless meetings everyone. Oh,
when will they ever learn, when will they ever
learn? {apologies to Robert Zimmerman]

The typical UMass student (if there is one)
IS perceived by student activists as being
very apathetic. Apathy, along with happy
hour drafts and joint rolling colloquiums,
ranks as one of the favorite UMass pastimes!
For several years students have responded to

Helping battered women

Jaymartus

Bob Melia's columns appear every Friday
in the Collegian.

Editorial

staff meeting

Next Wednesday, at 7:00 p.m. in room 901
of the Campus Center, the Collegian's op-ed
staff will once again get together for an
enchanting evening of conversation and
controversy. If you are a writer, graphics
person, or just interested in the editorial
pages of this paper.
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campus political issues with a level of par-
ticipation comparable perhaps to the
audience of a golf match being broadcast on
the radio. A variety of people, differing in
their ideological oerspe<;tives and, all sharing
the fate of beir.g student activists, have
attempted to change this seemingly natural
phenomenon: apathy.

Trying to shift their burdens of being
active to the broader shoulders of more
bodies, has in fact failed miserably. While
there have been gasps of wide interest in
particular concerns, the inertia and time
consuming process of follow- through here at
the university usually condemns the ultimate
fruition of plans, to sheer mediocrity. The
efforts have included the most traditional
forms of recruitment for the traditional
activities; student senate, area governrrwnts,
committees, via elections and appointment
drives. This is fairiy bland, and remains only
as a historically persistent format for in-
volvement. Others have more direct ap-
proaches of involvement through depart-
ments and dormitory groups (as opposed to
individual representatives). While this is a
better structure and may offer more direct
involvement, it requires a caring and com-
mitted student, who we all know is as scarce
as funds for a Womens soccer team. Where
have the successes come for student ac-
tivists?

A few days ago, the University Board
(bored?) of Trustees divested 40 per cent of
the endowment fund, because it was in-
vested in corporations engaged in South
Africa. This was a result of a student initiated
petition, which had at its peak two hundred
active participants. Only a fraction of that
peak group persisted with continued direct
actions. Their dedication was commendable
- Conducting teach-ins, spending in-
numerable hours at the Campus Center
concourse, trying to impact upon student
apathy. While 2500 signatures were garnered
and many were educated through films etc.,
only the core group was willing to be active
till the end. They were successful despite the
general lack of community support. They
won because they were right, and key people
began to perceive their unending com
mittment to see their eventual victory. What
worked was the substance of their
arguments and the lack of a viable counter
viewpoint.

This can be applied to other conflicts.
Student activists might do better to make
activity most fruitful for those involved and
to leave those who aren't to get themselves
motivated. An issue is needed that will rival
the roots of apathy on this campus, in and of
Itself. If any issue could do that, the
decriminalization of marijuana could...
Jay Martus' columns appear every other

Friday in the Collegian

A woman had been beaten
repeatedly by her husband. She
sought help from the police several
times and was turned down. Now
she's in prison for killing her husband
in self-defense, according to the
Woman's Resource and Survival
Center.

The woman, from Clementon, New
Jersey, is Roxanne Gay. Her husband was
Blenda Gay, linebacker for the Philadelphia
Eagles.

The Center, which is helping to raise

money for Gay's $45,000 bail, is the first

federally funded shelter for women in the
US.

Half of the married women in the nation
are abused to some degree, and ten per cent
of them, or five million, "are badly battered,

'

according to Representative James Howard.
Howard, along with two other members of

Congress, introduced a bill last week that

would authorize shelter and counseling
services for battered wives or husbands.

Traditionally married women have been
considered the property of their husbands
The notion is obviously erroneous.
"The New Hampshire Commission on the

Status of Women feels the women's

liberation movement is causing a rise in wife
beating..." read an article in yesterday's
Collegian.

That may be true. As opportunities for
women increase, so do the numbers of
vvomen who, though shy to take the initial

fifi ball

step, will be quick to follow behind others
with similar non-traditional aspirations.
Commissioner Gloria Belzil, of Nashua,

suggested a husband-beaten womari
needed psychological" care because she

upset him by spending most of her paycheck
on herself.

These are both cases of misplaced fault.

Let's let people know somehow that we
don't believe this kind of myth anymore.
The Woman's Resource and Survival

Center can be reached at (201) 264-4141.
For more information about the proposed

legislature, call Nancy Blades at (202) 225-
4671, or Mimi Griffith at (202) 22&-6636. The
three Representatives sponsoring the bill are
James Howard, Lindy Boggs, and Newton
Steers.

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the
Lollegian.

Criticism aimed
at Collegian
To the Editor

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian has
a responsibility to the student body at

UMass to provide accountable and
accurate information. The Collegian Is

the most effective medium on campus;
almost every student has some contact
with it nearly every day. This alleged
newspaper has upon its shoulders the

monumental task of being not only the

student body's voice but also the major
source of the information that we
receive. In observing the facilitation of

these two prime roles by our newspaper,
one can only conclude that this paper is a

failure.

The gravity of problems here at the

university are great enough to warrant
better headlines than, "Sardine City

Continues". Subsequent articles tend to

'be an uninfarming and uninterested. The
housing crunch at UMass is a ve^
blatant blunder by our illustrious ad-

ministration It is a situation where thp

paper pushers at Whitmore have beer
caught giving the students the shaft, r.

doing so, they havi handed to us cau.se

and reason for more student input i
administrative policy. They have made 't

extremely clear that our lack of con
fidence in them i:; justified.

Not to be expected to champion our
cause Is the S.G A. The ties of these
junior politicos to the administration is

too great. Further, the students at UMass
have a lack of confidence in our thesplan
statesmen. They accomplish little other

than obtaining occasional favors from the

administration in order to stifle our
unrest.

As administrators squat in Whitmore
and the S.G. A. maintain their regal state
of benevolence in the Student Union
they create a gap between themselves
and the student body-faculty. The time
honored institution, Collegian, can bridge
this gap. It is time for the Collegian to get
Its hands dirty and become the keystone
of this enterprise. Now is the time for the
rebirth of investigative journalism
necessary to establish the vital links. In-

depth reporting, not cursory articles,

should be the Collegian's guide.
Our administration has to be shown

that we are watching. If we are to control
our own destinies then we must use our
most influential medium to our own
benefit. The administration allows us the
institution of a newspaper. We must use
this institution to better the system from
which it was wrought. The Collegian
nust once again become the eyes, ears
'ind voice of the people in the community
'if the University of Massachusetts.

David Q. Brenner

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all le^'ers 'o fhe editor. They
'Tius' be signed and include the author's
iddress and phone number Also, all

le'-ers mus' be 'yped^ double-spaced, at
six'y spaces per line, and no more than
w., pages.

Organiza'ions may submit letters, but
hey mus* include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letter are subject to editing, for
ei'her con'ent or space, according to the
ludgemen* of 'he editors. Due 'o space
limi-ations, 'here is no guarantee that all

ie"ers received will be printed.

By MARSHA KAZAROSIAN

The 'media experience'

:ollegian ^3

Well, it must be clear to everyone by now.
Violent television shows compel people to
commit violent crimes. Surely, anyone who
read the related article in the Collegian
recently can attest to this fact.

The article was about a man who was
convicted of 16 counts of kidnaping, assault
and weapons charges. He admitted his guilt,
and then proceded to plead that the
television series "Roots" motivated him to
do it.

For all of you people who aren't suf-
ficiently convinced of the effect of television
violence, let me give you a few more
examples.

Recently, a young boy in Florida was
charged with murdering and robbing his
neighbor, an elderiy woman. His lawyers
entered a defense of "media overload", a
close cousin of "too much television".

Do you believe me now? It wasn't his fault
at all. Apparently he watched too much
"Kojak". Now, let's be honest. If you were
overexposed to "Kojak", you might have
done the same thing.

As a matter of fact, I can give you a
personal example of a similar instance that
involves a close friend of mine. It happened

several weeks after his third mental break-
down.

Apparently he saw a diving spectacular
filmed in Hawaii, where a man dove off a 50
foot cliff. My friend subsequently jumped off
the Golden Gate Bridge. Now do you see my
point?

If you saw someone jump off a cliff
wouldn't you follow? And furthermore, don't
let the fact that my friend was mentally ill

distract you at all. That has nothing to do
with it.

If they hadn't shown that show on T.V., he
would still be resting comfortably in Nor-
thampton State Hospital.

As a matter of fact, I'm sure that no one,
especially psychotic or mentally ill killers,

would even think of hurting anyone unless
they first saw it on T.V. Especially since T.V.
makes the villain look so appealing. Wouldn't
you rather be like the villain, grovelling in jail

instead of imitating the heroic policeman? I

would.

Therefore, because of the harmful effects
of T.V. violence, I propose that there be
absolutely not even a hint of violence on T.V.
anymore, because violence is just not
realistic.

For example, if we must have a show that
includes a murder, that's fine. Just omit all

reference to the actual murder. This will

make everything much clearer, not to
mention keeping it clean and peaceful. Who
needs to cloud the issue with the actual
crime?

I can remember the good old days when
nothing unpure was allowed on any screen.
A movie called "The Great Lie" with Bette
Davis is a prime example of a censored movie
with a wholesome storyline.

The story was about a woman who has a
child fathered by her friend's husband. How
pure can you get? Of course, certain dirty

words were deleted, i.e., the word
"pregnant" couldn't be used. Instead, they
said the woman was "special".

Now this made things a whole lot clearer,
besides purifying the movie.

But things were different in those days.
Now everyone says "pregnant" on T.V., and
look how many people are.

So, in conclusion, I can safely say that by
eliminating all violence on T.V., you will

eliminate all violence in the world.
And, by the way, the first and foremost

show to combat is not "Starsky and Hutch",
or "Baretta". No, my friends, according to
the most recent polls, the most violent show
is "The Carol Burnett Show." So down with
Carol Burnett, and peace and harmony live

once more.

Let's seize the time
By DAMON THOMAS

It has been my experience that, beyond
the confines of the Pioneer Valley, very few
people know, or care to know, about the
Kent State gym controversy. Among friends,
neighbors, and others in my hometown and
vicinity I have received many of the same
replies in response to my questions about
their views on the gym controversy. "I don't
know enough about it" and "It doesn't
concern me" were two of the more typical
responses from these people.

I was appalled at their general lack of
understanding of the problem, yet perhaps
they didn't see that they were only being fed
highly-edited, piecemeal information on the
Kent issue by the local media. With only
scattered objective accounts of protest
activity being reported, all lacking in any real
rationale as to the nature of the protest, it is

easy to see how people would dismiss the
protests.

However, when I heard remarks like "They
should bring in the Guard to do it again,"
"Lock them up for good," and "We've got to
presen/e law and order," it occurred to me
that there was more than just a lack of
understanding involved. A terrible sickness
and hatred was at work here, and unless
these individuals and others like them can
recognize the divisive inhumanity of their
opinions, the misunderstandings and
alienations will grow worse, not better.
We as a nation don't seem to have

progressed very far since 1970, both in terms
of implementing lasting social change and in

developing healthy, understanding attitudes

towards each other. The latter is

unquestionably of great concern, but let us
not neglect the importance of the overall
process of on-going political, economic, and
social change, of which changes in con-
sciousness are part of.

America in May, 1970 was a society unjust
to its poor and its minorities, run for the
benefit of a privileged few, lacking in its

proclaimed democracy and liberty (con-
tingent, of course upon one's definition of
those slippery terms), ugly and artificial,

destructive of human and natural en-
vironment. It was, like the wars that it

spawned, "not healthy for children and other
living things".

The Vietnam War, the rallying cause for
students at Kent and other universities, was
the embodiment of those ills of our society-
destruction of people, destruction of en-
vironment, depersonalized use of
technology, war by the rich and powerful
against the poor and helpless, justification
based on abstract rationality, hypocrisy and
lies, and a demand that the individual
regardless of his conscience, values, or self,
make himself into a part of the machine, ari
impersonal projectile bringing varieties of
death to his fellow human beings.

This was, and is America in its naked,
undisguised form, complete with everi
deeper social ills: monotonous com-
mercialism, service conformity, the com-
petitiveness of living, the loneliness and
anomie of cities, the ruin of nature by
machines and pollution, the coarse
materialism many values and above all, the

plastic, artifical quality of everything. The
protests, culminating in the murders at Kent
and Jackson State, were directed against
those evils as well as the War, which
exemplified all of them.

The KSU Administration and Trustees are
trying to make us forget the War, are trying
to make us forget all that has happened in
the 1960's, how strong people can be in
unified opposition. Their message is clear
"Be a student-consumer, join the productive
apparatus of the state, be an unquestioning
part of the impersonal machinery of this ugly,
mass society. But, above all, don't protest,'
don't complain. Forget the prisons, forget
that symbol of inspiration Kent State, forget
that you must be repressed for the good of
society. Because if you don't forget and if

you do decide to get out of line, we won't
hesitate to use our prisons and M-1's and
police to silence you." That's the real
message.

Let us not lose sight of all that remains to
be done. Nor let us forget, or allow to be
stamped out, the lessons of our past, for we
need to draw on previous experience and
knowledge to aid us in our struggles today.
The spirit of Kent and Jackson State will not
be plowed under by bulldozers! The ruling
powers hope that we will bury our noses in

our books and forget our proud history of
resistance to the war and to injustice so that
we will not be inspired to resist them in the
future. Let's seize the time and make the
struggle around Kent State 1977 another part
of the people's history our rulers would like

to forget.
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Member* of Pi Kappe Alpha gather in front of their future fraternity houee at
410 North Pleasant St. The UMau chapter, started In 1978. will move into the
residence Jan. 1, 1978. The house wiU hold 60 persons when renovations, which
begin next month, are compiete. PKA presently has 34 members. (Staff photo by
Diane Crawford)
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Tire iron, steai< Icnife

evidence at hearing
WATERBURY, Conn. [AP^ - State police

found a bloody tire iron, a bent steak l<ntfe
and bloody handprints in a Prospect house
where a worr»an and eight children were slain
July 22nd, a state trooper testified Thursday.

Those facts emerged during a Superior
Court hearing in which the state won per-
mission to get palm prints and blood samples
from Lome Acquin, 27, of Waterbury. He
was indicted last week on charges of
murdering the nine victims.

Acquin's lawyer immediately said he
would appeal the blood and print rulings.

Acquin is charged with the murders of his
foster brother's wife. Cheryl Beaudoin, her
seven children and a visiting child and with
setting fire to the Beaudoin house. Several of
the victims suffered stab and bludgeon
injuries, police said.

Trooper John A. Witte testified that a tire

iron found in one of the Beaudoin's bedroom
was "covered with a reddish like substance"
and hairs or fibers.

Unidentified fingerprints were found in
one bedroom, palm prints were discovered in
another room and there were "prints which
looked to be in bk>od in the bathtub," he
said.

A "bloody" steak knife with a bent blade
was found in the kitchen, he added.

"The end section of one of the chiWren's
cribs had massive red stains on it." Witte
said.

Under cross examination the trooper said
he saw "nr«riis on the defendant Acquin's
leg, scratches on his face" after he was
apprehended, but he had no way of knowing
how the injuries occurred.

Eariier in the hearing Acquin, dressed in a
three piece denim suit, refused to enter pleas
before the judge on the advice of his at-
torney. Judge James Henebry entered in-

nocent pleas on behalf of the defendant.

Defense Atty. John Williams argued that
Acquin should not be required to plead to the
charges until the state's attorney complies
with a defense motion for evidence and
statements that may be used against him.

Henebry decided to proceed with the plea
anyway but later granted a defense motion
for a wide range of evidence in the case.
Among the material requested was a

statement by a woman that Williams claimed
"tends to show the defendant was not near
the house" at the time of the slaying.

The statement was made by Joyce
Graham, who Williams declined to further
identify.

The state is also required to give the
defense within two weeks other evidence
that may clear Acquin, scientific tests made
at the crime scene, statenr>ents made to the
police and Acquin's criminal record.
Acquin n^ade incriminating statements to

police, Williams has said.

Minimum wage hikes
effective in January
WASHINGTON [AP\ - The House beet

back attempts Thursday to require a k>wer
minimum wage for teer^agers and then
passed legislation that will raise the nation's
wage ftoor to $2.65 an hour in January.

The measure wfll also boost the minimum
wage to $3.06 by 1980 - a 75-cem increeseWW the cun-ent $2.30 hourtv minimum.

About 3.1 TniHion of tf>e ruition's 90 mitRon
workers are paki the current minimum wage.

The bill passed 309-96, sending it to the

Senate where a similar biH has been ap-
proved in committee.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill broke a

tie vote on the controversial business-backed
proposal to pay youths or>ly 85 per cent of
the minimum wage for their first six months
on the job.

The sub-mininrHjm wage amendment
failed, 211-210. Even without O'Neiirs vots
- his first since becoming speaker last
January - the anr>ef>dnr»nt would have
failed on a tie vote.

.\Ll IMA.SS ME-N WELCOME-

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
ON

Mon. Sept 19
Tues. Sept 20
Thurs. Sept 22
Sun. Sept 25

8-9 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
7 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS

388 NO.PLEASANT ST.

Big white brick house i>ne block from cam ;' us

CALL 5-0210 FOR INFO

Ihe Jolly Bull

ANNOUNCES

LOBSTER SPECIAL $5^'
every Fri. Evening

Includes:

•Baked Stuffed Lobster

Salad Bar

Potato

•Vegetable

A NEW CONCEPT
Sun. -Fri. 12pm-10pm
'The Plccadeli Pub". ..light dining...

sandwiches. ..crepes...

served in thecocktail lounge $l'"'to$2

FALL PRINT
SALE!

September 19, 20 & 21

Mon., Tues. and Wed.

PICASSO PARLO
VASAMELY VK 'fjl'

8 S

Hundreds of fantastic art reproductions by:

.
Picasso

. Renoir Monet . Van Gogh . Cezanne . Dali

K/ee Chagall
. Miro . Wyeth . Magriite . Etc.

CAMPUS CENTRE CONCOURSE

sponsored by THE UNIVERSITY STORE

10:00a.m. to4:00p.m.

All print s $2. 7^ each or n^i, f,,r $>()()'

The same fine enfertoinmenf

The Jolly Bull Singers now presenting
the Broadway show Guys & Dolls

Jolly Bull Rt.9 Hadley

Get To Know Us

All AT

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL!
Just for students -

a gigantic merchandise

GIVEAWAY....

Even if you HAVE to buy your

receiver* or amp*somewhere else,

you owe your ears and your

investment in stereo to buy your

loudspeakers from us.

Om ^MO in iMreliaii4iM.

Bring Mitry blank to ont of
thoso fMrticipatrng mall stores:

ALMY'S— 4 fre« meals for 2; 4 $10 gift certificates ;1 pr. sneakers; 4 pair Levi's; 4 desk
lamps; ALLEN'S ALLEY — four $S gift certificates; BEAU BRITCHES — one men's
sweater; BESS EATON DONUTS — two dozen donuts; BONANZA — 2 dinners;
BURGER KING — two dinners; HALLMARK CARD AND PARTY BASKET — five $5
Hallmark gift certificates; CIFARELLI JEWELERS — $25 gift certificate; CRANE'S— one $10 gift certificate; CRAZY JOYCE'S TOP SHOP — one tee sttirt; EASTERN
HORIZONS — 3 pairs sandals for men-women; GLORIA STEVENS — 2 six-week
membersliips; ICE CREAM GALLERY — one ice cream cake; JUST FUN — four $5
gift certificates; NORTHAMPTON INSTITUTION FOR SAVINGS — 2 blankets; PAPA
GINO'S — pizza coupons; ON STAGE — $10 gift certificate; PAPERBACK BOOK-
SMITH — $30 worth of t>ooks; PHOTO LAB I — $20 worth of film and processing;
RECORD TOWN— Sony AM-FM 3 Band Radio; LEXINGTON GARDENS — five $5 gift
certificates; KAY BEE TOY AND HOBBY — five prizes, choice of poster in store;
REGIS BEAUTY SALON — two cuts and blow dries; TOURAINE — $10 gift coin;
TRINKET SHOP — $20 worth of gift certificates; WEATHERVANE — 2 $10 gift cer-
tificates; WHITE CAT SKI AND TENNIS LTD. — one pair of ski gloves and one hat;
WOOLCO— GE Portable Transistor AM-FM radio— Major Appl.; Converse sneakers— sporting goods; one case GTX motor oil — automotives; $10 gift certificates — Music
Dept.; $15 gift certificate — Ladieswear; WINNIE'S OLD FASHIONED CANDY — one
pound fudge, candy; VISION SHOWCASE— two pairs sunglasses and cases.

ENTER ME IN THE MALL
GIVEAWAY

It's common knowledge that loudspeakers when
adequately powered will determine what your
component system will sound like. You see, there are
some twenty or so companies that devote their
energies to electronics, i.e. Sony, Marantz, Kenwood,
Yamaha, Pioneer and JVC to name just a few. And by
and large they all perform well, look sharp, and sound
pretty much the same.
A speaker on the other hand, is designed to

reproduce music as its creator conceives it. As a
result some have lots of bass and no highs, or an
enhanced mid-range or treble so accentuated only
your dog and a few of the local brown bats can fully
enjoy.

Back in the sixties, people like Edgar Villchur, Roy
Allison, Win Burhoe, Henry Kloss to name a few, got
into designing their speakers to be electrically and
acoustically accurate. Back then as now, our buyer
preaches with almost Graham-like enthusiasm,
extolling the virtues of the music boxes these men
designed.

We feel that this "Boston Sound" as it's called, is

the most 'accurate, exciting way to listen to music.
(An amazing fact is that aU seven brands of loud-
speakers we display are made within a 100 mile
radius of our store.)

ADVANCE ALLISON AR EPI BURHOE
ADVENT ACOUSTIC

Do us and yourself a favor. Come and listen.

•Our pMces on Sony. Pioneer Marantz. JVC are usually lower than the other guys and we(u anything we sell or they sell nqht here m our own service department

Open til 9, Sat. til 5

"Over $800 worth of merchandise"

Mountain Farms Mall

Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

I Name
I

I Address

I

I

I
Phone

I

School

Must have student ID to win.
Drawing September 30, If/?.

We service everything we sell

nmHERST nuDio
•jjl5*-jjl^

in our own service department JUiik

586-2552

in our own service department

259 Triangle St., Amherst 549-2610

Collegigji ^^

Notices
INTERNATIONAL CAFE

The loft II, Che-Lumumba school will host an In-
ternational cafe and tag sale. Sat. Sept. 17 9 y.m -7
p.m. Sweetster Park, Main St., Amherst
LOST
A pair of brown framed prescribed glasses in a light

brown leather case. If found, please call Stbcey
Cacace at 253-2418.
ROOMMATE WANTED

1 AM LOOKING FOR SOMEONE to share e 1

bedroom apt. with me. Privacy insured. $90-mo. 320
Cliffside Sunderland. 665-2837 call from 9-11 a.m.
MOVIE ON JEWISH IDENTITY
Award-winning documentary done for Israeli TV on

self-attitudes of American Jews. Monday Sept 19,
Thompson 104. 8:00 p.m. Free
RAP GROUP
Rap group for Jews who have non-Jewish partners.

Monday, Sept. 19, Campus Center 801. 4:15 pm
SHUBBAT MORNING SERVICES
On Saturday morning, Sept. 17, there will be

Shubbat services at 10:00 a.m. in Student Union 302
All are welcome.
GA Y DISCO

Tonight starting at 9:00 p.m. on the CC 10th floor
the first disco will start underway. There will be great
music and everyone is welcomed. $1.00 donation
ALL UMASS MEN
Open rush at Beta Kappa Phi - come down and

meet the brotherhood and check out this years
campus intramural champions. Check paper for
details.

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Presents an exhibition by conceptualist Vito Ac-

conci Men., Sept. 19- Fri., Sept. 30. Lecture Mon
Sept. 19, 8:00 p.m., 231 Herter Hall. Reception will
follow at S.U.G.
INTERESTED IN SOCCER

P

Come to our kick-off meeting tomorrow (17thl at
10:00 a.m. in the fields across from Boyden Gym
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

The Navigators will be holding a gospel rally and a
good time hour Fri., Sept. 23rd, 8 pm Rm 101 CC.
You are invited and bring a friend
TM CLUB MEDITATION ROOM
There is a room reserved in the Campus Center for

TM meditators to use in the afternoons, from 3:30-6
p.m., Monday Friday. Check the schedule by the
elevator doors on the concourse level for the specific
room. Call 549-5335 for more mfo on the UMass TM
program.
NOTHING TO DO?

Stop by 23 Phillips St. and meet the brothers of
Zeta Psi. Good refreshments and good company
starting at 8:00 tonight.
COFFEEHOUSE

Brett House is having a coffeehouse Sat , Oct. 1.

Anyone interested in playing, please sign up
J. P. STEVENS BOYCOTT COMMITTEE MEETING

Thursday, 9-15 7:30 p.m. Campus Center Rm 911-
915.

BETA CHI
Smoker is Monday, 9-19, Rm. 1001 Campus Center,

8 p.m. All vets welcome.
KAPPA KAPPA PSI

Honorary band fraternity will sponsor a smoker
Sept. 21, 8:30 p.m. 412 Grayson. All interested per-
sons are welcome.
WOMEN ENGINEERS
S.W E. invites you to a FREE spaghetti dinner

Tues., Sept. 20, 5:30, Skinner 217.
OPENING BRUNCH
On Sunday, Sept. 18, in the Commonwealth Room

of the Student Union (next to the Ballroom). Hillel will
have its opening get acquainted brunch. All are
welcome. Fee for food only.

CENTRAL AREA RESIDENTS
There will be an election for Central Area treasurer

on Sept. 28. Anyone interested in the position come
to the Area Council meeting Sept. 19 at 7:15 in
Chadbourne seminar room.
A CHALLENGE!
We challenge you to come to the Strategy Games

Club this Sunday in the Campus Center Rm. 162 from
12 to 12. Insane antics, unusual people, and lots of
fun. SHATTUCK
LOST

Sot of keys with the initials S.B.W. If found please
call 6-9025.

MINORITY ENGINEERING PROGRAM
All minority engineers should anend the general

meeting Thurs. 9-15 at 5:30 p.m. in Engineering East
Auditorium.
UMASS MARCHING BAND
UM Marching Band is having a Grinder Party Sept

16, 7:30 p.m. Old Chapel - All welcome.
A benefit dance and raffle will be held tonight,

Friday, at 9 p.m. at the Quonset Hut on Route 9 in
Amherst. The dance is sponsored by the Graduate
Student Employees Union, and there will be a $1
admission charge at the door Everyone is welcome to
attend.

AASA PICNIC THIS WEEKEND
This Sun., Sept. 18 at Mill River Park in North

Amherst, there will be a picnic for all members of the
AASA. There will be lots of sports, fun and food. It

will be held rain or shine, so do cornel If you would like

to help out or you need a ride, call Oiane at 6-5964.
See you there.

LOST
A large sum of money in Brown Bank envelope.

Important. Please return if foundlll 546-4224, ask for
Rich. Reward.
WORK STUDY JOB
Toy Lending Library located in North Village Apts.

needs Librarian to work late afternoons or evenings. If

interested call Mark Segar 545-0333.
TOY LENDING LIBRARY IS OPEN
Toy Lending Library located at North Village Apts.

in <he laundry building will be open Monday, Sept. 19
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Come and get details on free
membership.

Alternative high school

needs students to teach

The Alternative Learning Program is re-

cruiting UMass students to teach in major
subject areas. Credit is available through the
School of Education.
The program is an alternative Ngh school

on campus. Fourteen students from Hamp-
shire County attend the program full time
and take classes from three fulhtime staff
and about 25 UMass stud^ts each
semester.

Subject areas include: science fiction,
typing, Spanish, anthropology, women's
history, U.S. history, swimming, g^nastics,
photography, English, silver,n;and art.'

Suggestion*? are welcome. i'- «

If interested, drop by Cottag^i^ on the
road behind Worcester Dining Cciiimons be-
tween 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. %
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ALL ORGANIZATIONS REQUESTING FUNDING
from ihcF.V. 77r«

(hchuril Hill Area Government, Program Support Qiteijory

Groups should seek applications

froni()HA(, ofrite Dickinson 105

Forms should be siihmlttecl no later than

Friday Sept. 25rd.

Any questions should he addressed to

Scott Wieler 614 Webster or eff Cohen 519 Field

MEET THE ,

uncouth!
The UNcourse lets you learn what you want, offers more than 100 choices, meets at times convenient for working people and is
fA;e place for you if academic credit is not a concern. This fall join the Uncourses with the Credit-Free Warkshop Program at theDivision of Continuing Education, UMass/Amherst. Here are some of the workshop categories:

Arts and Crafts Buddhist Studies. Business, Communities in Action. Dance and Movement, East/West Integral Studies Enerqv
Conservation, Foreign Languages. Instrumental Music, Personal Growth, Photography/Film, Political Education, Student Skillsand more! '

For specifics, look these over:

Creative Elementary Teaching, Basic Filmmaking, Jazz Rock Guitar, Resume Writing, Self Management for Decision l\Aakers Sign
Language and Fmger Spelling, Weaving, Figure Drawing for Beginners, Swedisti for the Traveler, Introductory Taxes Hatha YoaaWe could go on and on ' ' n

For more information and registration, call (413) 545-3410 or 545-3653-we have regular office hours, as well as some evenings
and Saturdays. Or stop by our new office at Hasbrouck Building on the UMass/Amherst campus. Come meet the UNcourse!
For the best selection, choose your workshop right away-most of them begm the week of September 26!

TheCredit-FreeWorkshop Program
Division of Continuing Education,

UMass/Amherst
ceS^
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CHARLIE'S
We arc now scrxin^ c r(^[)('s ^ otTikMtcs

Tucsdny is Amlu-rst College Ni^hl

Thursdciy is UMASS Ni^hl

10% off all Food and Drink w/respectlve ID's

1 Pray St Amherst

(Next To The Pub)
Happy Hour 4-7PM

Americans 'cash in'

on fire insurance

Fri., Sept. 16. SUB $1
6:45, 9, 11:15

This time the bullets are hitting

pretty close

to home!

NEW YORK \AP\ - Americans are in-
tentionally burning down their own buildings
at an increasing rate in an effort to "cash in"
when they're in financial trouble, insurance
officials said yesterday.
"Arson is a negative economic indicator,"

said Gene Kacson, vice president of the
Insurance Information Institute. "During
times of an economic downturn, we always
have an upturn in arson claims."
"We estimate that 1 1 per cent of all the fire

losses are attributable to arson," Kacson
said. "Arson has grown over the last several
years. But during periods of bad economic
conditions, arson does rise."
The Insurance Services Offices, a

statistical organization, reported that fire in
the United States caused an estimated loss
of $310 million in July, the latest month for
which figures are available. That was $35
million, or 12.7 per cent, higher than July

The figure, which includes both insured
and uninsured losses, brought to nearly $2.3
billion the total estimated fire loss through
the first seven months of the year, up from
about $2.1 billion in the period in 1976.
Arson "tends to be commercial rather than

personal," Kacson said.

"If they were residences, they would be
apartment houses, more than single-family
dwellings," he said. "People very seldom
burn down their own homes. We just don't

find that occurs very often. It only happens
sometimes when someone wants to sell their
house and can't.

"If people have structures that are not
useful in an economic sense, there may be an
inducement to cash in," Kacson said.
"Secondly, some people may find expenses
are high and will use arson as a way of
getting out from under a negative situation.

"In general, this fact is accepted, by
police, fire and government officials," he
said. "During difficult business cycles we will
find warehouse fires at a higher level than
during prosperous times."

Kacson said insurance companies don't
pay claims "when it's obviously arson" but
that in many cases "it is very hard to tell."

Industry spokesmen also say that an
estimated 1,000 people are killed in
deliberately set fires each year.

Paul Sawin, spokesman for the National
Fire Protection Association in Boston, a non-
profit organization that gathers statistics and
provides information on fires, said arson
"has been growing at an absolutely
staggering rate.

"In 1964, we had 30,900 cases of arson
"

he said. "In 1975. we had 144 ino rases The
property loss in '64 was $68.2 million. In '75
It was $633.9 million. That's quite a jump."

^^s*

Graduate Student Employees
Union (GSEU)

BENEFIT DANCE
•;•:•. •:••.

A MALPASO COMPANY FILM Also Slar-.ng HAL HOLBROOK CoStar-mg MITCHELI. «VAN OAVIO SOUL

FELTON PERRY ROBERT URiCH Mus.c LALOSChIFRIN SlOr> By JOHN MILIUS Screenplay Dy JOHN MmUS ino

MICHAEL CIMINO ProOuceflSy ROBERT OALEY DirecteO Dy TED POST PANAVISION • TECHNICOLOR '

F»om Warner Brjs Qa Warner Comrnunications Cortipany

TONIGHT

atrheQuonsclHut

onRt9

9 pm I pm

€MMM<

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! M:J^4ltmiIIirUU!H-t.T.T.l-lrf.i.1.l-t*J .I JIJlLimi

To place a classified ad, drop by the Collegian
Office between 8:30 *.m. and 3:45 p.m., /Monday
through Friday. The deadline is 3:45 p.m. three
days before your ad is to appear. Ask clerk tor MDC
Classified form. Classifieds

The ratesare: Daily, 45c per line; 5 consecutive
publishing days, 40c per line per day , 30 consecutive
publishing days, 30c per line per day. 38 characters
constitutes one line.

t:iM:|IHM»HI^*.^W:i:yiT«i;»>i.^.j.|.|-|^J.lJ.l.J,y.^
Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS;

FOR SALE

Sony AM FW radio, ne* S5C £ uS&4
>5X6X9

New Rockwell 63R calc Trig (d«8
radi memry, loo, AC - DC $37 50
Cathy 6 6804

Couch. 84 . good condition S75 Call
665 3029

Women's winter coats, almost
ne»» Long and short wool Long
raincoai sues 16 18 Short hooded
suede leather si^e 9 Call 549 3726.
549 1422 Keep trying

Panaaonic stereo system 26W per
ch. E«. cond $125.00 Robin 256 8989
6 10 p.m.

For Sale Beta CB Mobile unit and 1

Signal kicker antenna and 1 AC
power pack, asking $80)90 Must
sac For cash for bike Call 6 7137
Ask tor Rich Willing to talk prices

Gsrtnan Shepherd pupa - AKC. large
boned. inteWigeni. beautiful, exceptional
with children, watch dog qualities very
raaaonable 5490496

10 speed bike, excellent condition
$65 Hardly used 256 0529 after 5

ROOMMATE WANTED

HELP WANTED

Pretty girl wanted for semi nude
modeling Must have goreeous hair, long
enough to sit on Pictures to be used for
promotional advertising 1 739 2831
$1000 per hour

Wanted Full time Bilingual
Community Aide for Hispanic
Center Northampton $115 week
Must have understanding of
Hispanic culture. community,
problems, and needs Application
accepted ai 80 Mam St North
amcton until Friday, Seoi 16

LOST

Lost mens watch, i.entrai area
Hamilton electric w broken strap Cai'
Bob. 253 3938 after 6

Lost my state tax check Call 584 5436
after 6

Gold colored watch Michaels brand
name Sentimental value attached It

found, call Laurie ai 256 6059 or 545
3500 $25 rewarri otterprt lor its 'ciu-r.

CALCULATORS

Must sacrifice T I SR 52 w PC 100
and many extras, $250 David. 549 3937,
eve

TAG SALE

Male roommate wanted for Brittany
Manor Apt Interested? Call Rick 6 1447

Apt to share Own room in two
bedroom Lantern Court Apt Come at
nighi from 6-11 Apt 9C, Amherst Hd

.

Sunderland

M or F. own rm. Puffton. Ckll Steve or
Dave 546 5043

Tag Sale Saturday. September
145 Rocky Hill Rd . Hadley

Tag Sale 216 Members Amherst
Woman s Club Splendid array of alt
kinds of household Items Sept 17.10 4
Triangle St Clubhouse, Amherst

Giant Parish Sale St Brigid s Center
No Prospect St Sat Sept »7 10 00
300

C.tipgp C aU utdiiiis nffe'S low pt ices b
i..i' -.pivc c' All "irirtpis ava'i TI59 $225
S8 S99 95 5' $52 95 HP s & Corr^

' I'ciore s dvaiJ Mil del from $15
R.TTiHmber wt» service all calculators we
.»'ii' Before vou buy anywhere else call

H .h 1.1 Chns ji Cdilegp Cairulators' 549
MIC

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Ford Faifiane, std Runs good,
no rust $275 788 4945

72 Pinto 4 spd Runs great $845

788 4945

69 Ford*Galaxy 500 85.000 miles

runs excellent $600 or best offer 549
1456

67. 4 w dr Jeep Wagoneer VS.
Dwr str

.
pwr brk auto trans . AM

FM gd cond $1 000 or best offer

Tel Mark Anderson at 253 9034 or

546 2163

68 Chevy Van Good cond $500
253 3959

'72 VW Bug. engine good con
dition, body needs work $650 or 8
O 387 N Pleasant, after 5,

SAAB 99
Amherst Coll

V G $795 Box 1258,

71 Van 18000 mi on 76 eng 26
mpg Full c^Jsl m h out Radials Askmo
$2650 542 3116

AUTO FOR SALE

'69 Impala Custom, p s d b auio
sm 8 ex cond , new paint rec tune up
Good for car pool 256 0158 $850 or 8
O

'68 Daisun 610 wagon 69.000 miles.
ex mileage New brakes good body
$900 or b o 367 2259

1971 VW Fastback A gem auto . rbit
eng G'eat shape After 5 Asking $975
665 3946

Chevelle Supersport classic Hozengme
4 speed Hurt; shifter convert $1,000
Call Paul Green (413) 467 9899

Triumph GT6t , Good engine, tires.

AM FM $1650 Call at 6 665 3615

1965 Chevy school bus now r^obile
home $750 Call Jim 546 6934

70 Ply Cuda. V8 Exc cond S900 or
B 256 0368

Powerful SAAB Sonnet III ('74), AM
FM radio stereo tape deck No rust, fiber
glass body Fuel economy 36 mog Only
18.000 miles for only $3500 or best offer
Call 549 6616 after 6 p m

'73 VW. ex cond., stereo. FM. lo mi
TE 323 4074

1975 Saab, undercoated vry gd
motor, tires, tuned 1 owner 77 000
mi 12900 Call 256 8074 evenings

'71 Plymouth Cricket. 4 cyl., 4 spd.

52,000 mis $600 253 9497 after 5 p.m

e^J^Ay"'*" o»"».'»«d & wagon, Rea
065-4384

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1972 Water Cooled Sazuki 750.
excellent conditio" $950 or 8
Call 549 6691

Showroom condition. 1976 Honda
400 tour cyl

. shoel fairing b trunk
Only 1900 miles Other extras S1195
or best offer Call Peter 549 0519
Keep Trying

74 Kawasaki 21900 cc. mint con
(lition Kerker pipe. Denselube chain B

Accepted 665 3031 early or laie

SERVICES

01)1.* lessoos Beg to Adv &

ENTERTAINMENT

Golfl $2 00 W 10 Mon thru bat nil 4
Dm Mill Valley Golf Links R- ite 181.
Belchertown MA Phone 123 4079

PERSONALS

Volvo repairs and maintenance All
years and models, low prices Jack 586
0610

Motorcyclist factory
trained cycle mechanic
specialised for all Kawasakis.
works on most others Low
Rates Call Jeff at 584 5406
665 2462

FOR RENT

Room for rent. 1 bd
. kitchen priv

trans needed $85 per mo. incl util

Hatfield. CH7 5527

Looki Moped Sale Mooe.i Sale',
Moped Read
Batavus No 1 says Coi ,umer s

Guide.
Motobecane the ngesi

m anufacturer
Sparta comfortable 2d j senger

m oped
Come for a test nde „ then

decide
Parts PIONEER VALLEM OPED

accessories
4 Con/ Street, Northamii; 586

1054
behind City Hall. 2 min I. Mam

Street

Ask about our low Mo; Sale
Prices'

See us before you buv, T, F.

nites til 9
Look' Moped Sale' Moped Sale'

Moped' Come'

Attention Anyone wishing to
switch dorms to the Southwest Area
please contact Dan at 546 9144 or
Don 546 4267

All Univ mem Open rush b Happy

a ^«7-,' '^i
Ir'-^bda Phi 15c Miller drafts

9 16 77. 3 9 p m Call 5 3539 4 mfo

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !
!
!Little Ads Get BIG RESU LTS!! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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Graduate school exams Testimonial Banquet held

scheduled to take place for UMass alumnus
GSFLT Schedule: The next Graduate There will be a testimonial banquet tobchool Foreign Language Test will be ad- honor UMass alumnus George Richason

ministered on campus Oct. 8. Although the tomorrow following the UMass vs Maine
application deadline has already passed, football game.
candidates can still register to take the exam The festivities begin at 5:30 p m withon a walk-in basis. Contact the Community cocktails and dinner at the Worcester Dinina
Development Center, Berkshire House, 545- Commons. The cost of $10 per person in-
0333, for further information or to have your eludes a contribution towards a gift Ticketsname placed on the walk-in list. The next test "lav be purchased from Arthur Warren
date IS Feb. 4, 1978 and the application dead- director of food services
line for this session is Jan. 6, 1978.
MAT Schedule: Effective Sept. 22

through May 25, 1978, the Miller Analogies
Test will be administered on Thursdays
(except 11-24-77 and 12-29-77) at 1 p.m. in
Berkshire House 303. Candidates for the
exam must present a check for $6.50,
payable to UMass, to the test administrator
at the time of testing. Candidates are entitled
to three institutional score reports to be sent
out at the time of testing and must have the
complete addresses (including zip codes)
with them. A photo I.D. and several No. 2
pencils will also be needed.

Recital of Saxophone

held at Amherst College
A recital featuring Lynn Klark on saxo-

phone and Aileen James on piano will be
held tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. at Amherst
College's Buckley Recital Hall. Tickets will be
sold to cover expenses.

Herter Gallery exhibits

New York sculptor
The work of New York sculptor Irene

Krugman is being exhibited at the Herter
Gallery through Oct. 1.

Krugman will exhibit a series of drawings,
collages and blackboard reliefs. Her work
deals with the relationships of space and
time, the present and the timeless.

Herter Gallery is operated as a teaching
gallery by the UMass Art Department. The
management of the gallery is handled by 12
undergraduate and graduate students as part
of a course in gallery management.
The following is a schedule of speakers

and exhibitions at the Herter Gallery this fall:

Speakers:
Alan Sonfist, Oct. 11, 8 p.m., 227 Herter

Hall

BIyth Bohnen, Oct. 6, 8 p.m., 227 Herter
Hall

Dottie Attie, Oct. 27, 8 p.m., 227 Herter
Hall

Nancy Spero, Nov. 1, 8 p.m., 227 Herter
Hall

Exhibitions:

Irene Krugman, Gallery 1 and 2, now
through Oct. 1

Rossane Retz Knips, Gallery 3, Sept. 18
through Oct. 1

BIyth Bohnen, Gallery 3, Oct. 2 through
Oct. 14

^

Nancy Spero, Gallery 1 and 2, Oct. 16
through Nov. 2

Dottie Attie, Gallery 3, Oct. 16 through
Nov. 2
Nancy Pyle McGee, Gallery 2, Nov. 6

through Nov. 17
Larson (Glass), Gallery 1 (Sun Gallery)

Nov. 6 through Nov. 17
UMass Women Fundraising Fair all

galleries, Nov. 19
Design Dept., Nov. 4 and 5
Design Department Exhibit, Gallery 1, 2,

and 3, Nov. 23 through Dec. 9
Tom Grafignano, MFA, Gallery 1 and 2

Dec. 11 through Dec. 21
Rick Bates, BFA. Gallery 3, Dec. 11

through Dec. 21

Towing begins Monday,
rules strictly enforced

Towing for decal violations begins
Monday at 7 a.m. All vehicles must be parked
in their assigned lot.

Particular problem lots (lots 50, 46 and 21)
and meters will have stricter enforcement.
The peripheral lots will also be enforced.

If you intend to park a motor vehicle on
campus between the hours of 7 a.m. and 6
p.m., you must purchase a lot permit or use
the Campus Center Garage or meters.
Campus Parking Office hours are 8 a.m. -4
p.m.

kPeople's Gay Alliance

sponsors disco dance

The People's Gay Alliance will sponsor a
disco tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on the
10th floor of the Campus Center.

Music will be provided by a disc jockey.
The dance will be a great opportunity to

meet other gay peopfe from the area. A $1

donation is requested.

^or further information call the alliance at

545-0154.

Richason, who graduated from UMass in
i5«/, currently serves on the Associate
Alumni Board of the University, and is also a
past chairperson of the UMass Athletic
Council.

'Puerto Rico' shown
today in Campus Center

The Puerto Rico Solidarity Committee willshow the film, "Puerto Rico" today at 1230m Campus Center 904. There will also be anupdate on the labor movement

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1977

Increased wife beating
linked with feminists
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - Feminists and amember of a conservative women's com-

mission confronted each other Thursday
over the commission's attitude toward
battered women.

Frances Drown of the New Hampshire
Comniission on the Status of Women
defended the commission's position that
there IS a connection between the rise of
feminism and the increase in the number ofwomen beaten by their husbands

3 convenient locations ... all next to BIG 'Y'

• HAMP PLAZA
• FAIRVIEW
» BRECKWOOD

KING STREET ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BIG y s SHOPPING CENTER

\A/IIBRAHAM ROAD
SPRlNGflElD

SCOTCH
Big 'Y' Brand

80 PROOF
1.75 LITRES

WHYPAYM0.59?

Big 'Y' Vodka
1.75 LITRES

100 PROOF
Whypay»10.79?

ICE BOX
PINA COLADA

25 PROOF
WHY PAY '3.19?

QUART

COCO LOPEZ
CREAM COCONUT
15y20zCan

WHY PAY MORE?
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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B.C. by Johnny Hart
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PEANUTS by Charles Schulz
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THE SCENT OF MAN by Peter Tolan
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

UM by Marty Maceda

TUBORG GOLO
KB. 4 0024 12ozcans

WHYPAY'6.99?

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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Your Birthday By st«iu wilder

From ITNITKU Feature Syndicate
For release TUESDAy, Sept. 13, 1977

FRIDAY, Sept. IS. 1977 -
Bom today, you possess a
sharp, penetrating intelli-

gence and a warm, inviting
sense of huirior that has the
effect of guaranteeing that
you will never take your
mental superiority so seri-
ou.sly that you will offend
tho.se you are dealing with
You will achieve what you
wish to achieve, for you
will not brook that kind of
pressure that would pre-
vent you from doing so
You are always free with

your material offerings
and your spiritual support,
regardless of the person or
enterprise in need of them
You will have to take care,
however, that you are not
so free with your aid that
you lend your support to

endeavors or individuals
who are bound for objec
tjves you would not ap-
prove of had you real
knowledge of them
Although you are often

set tasks that others man-
age to avoid, and are often
given responsibility that
should by right be assigned
to others, you never leave
those ta.sks undone or shirk
those responsibilities You
are quick to feel the injus-
tice of an overload, should
It placed upon you - but
you are proud of your repu-
tation for being able to
accept an overload and not
be "undone' by it

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
U-t your birthday star lx>

your daily guide
SATURDAY, Sept 17

VIRGO I Aug iKSept 22

1

- An inventive mind must
work in conjunction with a
set and acceptable goal;
otherwise, chaos may well
result.

LIBRA I Sept "B-fW 22

1

— You will get what you
want out of this day - if you
are wise enough to want
what It IS po.ssible to get'
Rest on your laurels at
evening.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2.1-Nov
21 »

- An overly energetic
approach to a new project

may interfere with plans to

get the project off the
ground before the day
ends.

SAGITTARIUS Nov 22-

Dec. 21

1

An orderly
spirit in a fit body: this is

the formula if you hope to

meet with success insofar
as emotional stability is

concerned. Dry your
tears'

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19 1
- You should find

yourself at a tremendous
advantage by day '.s end if

you follow the advice of an
expert in your field

AQUARIUS fJan 20-Feb
18 1 .Make this a Satur-
day for joint enterpri.se

Community activities may
leave somelhinj; to be
desired: add your experi-
ence to the pot

PISCES I Feb 11* .March
20

1

Subdue your own
temper and you will be
able to deal tH-tter with
tho.se who.se habit it is to be
quiet, contemplative and
peaceful

ARIES '.March :J1 April
19

1 I>on't mistake anoth-
er's re.serve for anger You
can ask questions and feel
sure of gaining whatever
answers are known
TAURUS April 20-May

20) - Affection and toler-

ance go together Uon't
hesitate to speak your
piece - but don't allow
another to mi.squote you
later in the day
GEMINI I May 21-June

201 Originality of pur-
po.se must precede origi-
nality of method Other-
wise, there is no point in
being in the vanguard
CANCER i.lune 21-.July

22
1

- You can a.ssume
leadership on the home
front - and hope that the
appearance will carry the
authority. Otherwi.se. you
may have to compromise.
LEO (July 2;i-Aug 22 1

-
Employ humanitarian
principles in all your in-

volvements today You nei-
ther want nor can afford to
gain a reputation for being
unfeeling or unkind
I npvrwhl l»77 Unllrrt K>.>lurr SyiKli

rilr lii.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Slight by
ignoring

5 Careless
dressers

10 E Indian
carpet

14 Give an
edge to

1 5 Feminine
quality

1 6 Steel

ingredient
1 7 Com of India

18 Watchful
1 9 Awkward

fellow

20 Warming
device

22 Exigency
24 Utilization

25 Semesters
27 Fell in

globules
29 Fish
32 Palm

Springs, for

one
33 Boat

accessory
34 Synthetic

fiber

36 Checks the
course of

40 Sudanese
monetary
unit

42 Icecream
concoctions

44 Interrogation
45 Thoroughfare
47 On no

occasion
49 Before in

time Prefix

50 Calendar
abbr

52 Preserve
ones
standing 2
words

54 Cut down
58 First

USSR
premier

59 --- way
sireef

60 Quantity of

film

62 Betsy and
Diana

65 Poses
67 Mutiny

vessel
69 Colony of

bees
70 The

Pentateuch
Var

71 Sea eagles
72 Always
73 Solid precip
74 Nose Slang
75 Fender

blemish

DOWN
1 Supreme

Persian
ruler

2 Nobody
3 Deviating

from a norm
4 Kitchen tool

5 Bees, e g
6 Near the

horizon
7 Arabian Sea

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puz2le Solved

21

M
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gulf

8 Alaska
9 Jeers

10 Be unwell
1

1

Assemblage
12 Spur
13 Fed the kitty

21 Work Prefix

23 Lowers
26 Athenian

poet
28 f^eatpie
29 Rail bird

30 Follow In-

formal
31 Knobs
35 Of an armed

force
37 Outgoing
38 Grape

refuse
39 Peter Pan

pirate
41 •— we

forget"

43 Most dire
46 12 months
48 Nevada

tourist

center
51 Portions
53 Trolled
54 Prices paid
55 Of a labor

group
56 Backward

Prefix

57 Acquire
through ex-
perience

61 Printing

machine:
• Informal

63 Tranquil
64 Spanish

painter

66 Carpenter's
fool

68 New form:
Prefix

f/,6 cAfri£fi^

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

i_̂
21 1" ^ 24" 26 " 28

""

29 30 31 r ^lU
33 r 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 1"
45 47 rr 49
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54 55 56 57 b8
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1I
^\ 63 6^

65 66

1

67 68

1
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"
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Clock beats yacht UConn babied?

NEV^PORT, R.I. [UPI\ - Courageous,
with a big lead over the challenging yacht
Australia, yesterday failed to cross the
finish line within the SVj hour time limit

and "no race" was declared in the
second race of the America's Cup series.

Both boats lofted pennants to indicate
they would race today in a rerun of the
secono race in the best-of-seven series.

Cuban hoop tour

WORCESTER, Mass. [AP] - In its

only appearance in the East, Cuba's
national basketball team wilt face Holy
Cross College when it makes its first

American visit since 1959.
Arrangements have been made for a

Nov 26 game at the Holy Cross campus,
according to the office of Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass.

NY Marathon set

NEW YORK [AP]- A record 5,000
persons, including Bill Rodgers of
Boston, who won last year's event in

2:10:09.6., will participate in the 1977
New York City Marathon on Sunday
Oct. 23.

The race of 26 miles, 385 yards will

begin on the Staten Island end of the
Verrazano Bridge and weave through
Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx and
Manhattan to the finish line at West 66th
Street in Central Park.

Also among the runners will be Frank
Shorter, a four-time Olympic medalist
who was runner-up here last year;

Chantall Langlace of France, who set the
women's world marathon record this

year in San Sebastian, Spain; Lynn
Schreiber of Greenwich, Conn., the
mother of quadruplets, and Lou Gregory,
74, a veteran marathoner who was a
member of the 1932 Olympic team.

STORRS, Ct ~ The University of
Connecticut, somewhat shell- shocked,
hopes to retain some credibility
tomorrow. The Huskies will meet Navy in
Annapolis.

Coach Walt Nadzak says the UConn
program is a positive one and that one
devastating loss can't destroy it. Nadzak
was still high on transfer quarterback
John Chase, whom he says is going to be
excellent.

The first year head coach has changed
one thing. He feels that his no-contact
approach may have "babied" Con-
necticut. The UConn's have been hitting

during practice sessions this week.

Also, in an effort to shore up the
secondary, Nadzak is installing
sophomore Andre McGuire at safety. He
had played wingback.

Knox gets pact

LOS ANGELES [UPt] - Chuck Knox
today agreed to an extension of his

contract as head coach of the Los
Angeles Rams, team president Carroll

Rosenbloom announced.
Knox's old contract was for this season

and three additional seasons. The new
agreement is a revolving five year

contract which means that Knox will

have five years on the pact, a year
automatically being added at the end of

each contractual year.

No other terms were announced.
"Chuck Knox's record speaks for it-

self," Rosenbloom said. "He's the NFL's
winningest coach for the four years he
has been in Los Angeles."

"I'm very happy about this," Knox
said. "I have enjoyed greatly coaching
the Rams. I look forward to being the
coach for many years to come."

Fever builds for 78 World Cup
BUENOS AIRES. Argentina [UPI] -

Things are starting to fall into place for the
1978 World Cup Soccer finals in Argentina.
Many uncertainties remain, but the

C'Utlines of the maximum "fubol" event next
^ une are becoming visible, both in terms of
organization and competitors.
The World Cup pits the national teams of

every soccer- playing nation recognized by
the International Football Federation (FIFA)
in an elimination every four years to select 16
finalists who then engage in a 38- match
p ayoff for the FIFA Cup. Cup winners will be
df?cided in the final match at River Plate
Stadium in Buenos Aires June 25.
The players are professionals, selected

from the top teams in each country.
Officials of the Argentine organizing

committee known by the awkward title of
"Autarchic World Entity" recently made a
tour of Venues at Mar del Plata, Rosario,
Cordoba and Mendoza and said they found
stadium construction 70 per cent complete,
or more.
New stadiums are up and their pitch is

already a lush, well-tended green in Mar del

Plata, Cordoba and Mendoza. An existing
stadium is undergoing major reconstruction
in Rosario, as are the two stadiums
designated for World Cup play in Buenos
Aires - River Plate and Velez Sarsfield.
The organizers are expecting about 40,000

foreign visitors. They are making 400,000
tickets available abroad, to be sold in a
package deal with hotel space and air fare to
Argentir>a via the state-run Aerolineas
Argentines or its designated subcontractor.
The 400,000 tickets average out to somewhat
more than 10,000 foreign spectators at each
of the 38 matches.

Argentine sportswriters have gone out on
a limb to predict the following 16-team line

up:

Argentina, Austria, Poland and Iran in

group 1, playing in Buenos Aires and Mar del
Plata; West Germany, France,
Czechoslovakia and Mexico in group 2,
playing in Buenos Aires, Rosario and Cor-
doba; Brazil, Holland, Hungary and Nigeria in

group 3, playing in Buenos Aires and Mar del
Plata; Italy, Sweden, Romania and Peru in

group 4, playing in Cordoba and Mendoza.
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Orchard Hii!

4pm till?

BELL'S PIZZA
All Pizzas are not created equaL

Enjoy the distinctive difference of Bell's

65 University Drive(Next to the Stadium)

Stop by before or after

the game
and experience

the finest tasting pizzas

and grinders

FREE DELIVERY on campus

Sun.-Thurs.

549-1311 253-9051
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• Yan Con contender visits UM
CONT. FROM PAGE 24

6-5 record, the first winning season in eight
years for IVIaine. Bicknell did not just ac-
complish this with miracle x's and o's for he
has a considerable amount of talent on hand.

For the second weekend in a row the
Minutemen will be facing a good college
quarterback in Massachusetts native Jack
Cosgrove. Although not quite the caliber of
Leamon Hall, Cosgrove can throw the ball
with authority and is always a threat on the
ground.

Joining Cosgrove in the backfield will be

halfback Rudy DiPietro, who set a Maine
single season rushing record last season by
gaining 943 yards. DiPietro rushed for 120
yards in 28 carries last weekend and is only a
little more than 200 yards shy of the school's
all-time career rushing total. At fullback will

be senior Jim Hood who carried for one of
the Black Bears scores last weekend.
When Cosgrove does go up top he will

most likely be looking towards senior Rich
McCormick, last year's top receiver. The
other wide receiver is another senior, Stan
LaPointe.

The Black Bears have added some size and

strength up front to bolster their defensive
corps and will be looking to stop tlje
Minutemen's ground game.

Maine enters the game reasonably healthy,
although linebacker Steve Giordano will sit
out the contest due to a knee injury (what
else?) sustained last week.

According to MacPherson, the Black
Bears have been talking about this weekend
as the pivotal part of their schedule. A victory
over UMass would be a great psychological
boost, but for those more skeptical Black
Bear fans a touchdown would probably
suffice.

Welfare abortions back for vote
BOSTON [AP] - A feverishly debated bill

to end public financing of abortions for
weiTare recipients is uacK in or the Massa-
chusetts Senate now that the House
overrode the governor's veto.
Opponents of the bill believe they have

enough votes to sustain the Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis' veto when the issue reaches the
Senate floor Monday, but abortion foes have
already prepared another confrontation.
The House Thursday overrode the

governor's veto of the controversial
legislation after one and one half hours of
arguments that both sides admitted had
been voiced over and over again. The vote
was 151-to-70 - four votes more than would
have been necessary to sustain the veto.

In anticipation of losing the battle to
override the governor in the Senate, the co-
sponsors of the bill have planned another
strategy. Reps. Raymond Flynn, and Charles
Doyle, both of Boston, say they will propose
an abortion rider to the supplemental state
budget scheduled for debate in the House
Monday. If passed, the provision would
achieve the same results: prevent state funds
from being used to finance welfare abor-
tions.

But Dukakis has promised to veto the
measure, guaranteeing another storm of
debate IT the legislature adds the Doyle-Flynn
provision to the budget.

The House vote Thursday to overririp tho

sTdl°.
'°"?^."^ «"^°^'°"^' debars; bothsides, including several personal attack^nnthe governor by anti-abortioSs '^'''

°"

Doyle called the governor the 'sweetheartoMhe abortionists" and a "merchant of

When the Dukakis vetoed the legislation

tho^h,
^^'="?^' ?'^ P«" ^^s dripping withthe blood of unborn babies."

Rep^ Max Volterra, D-Attleboro criticized
t>oyle for his colorful tnetaphors and accused
him of trying to sidestep the issue.

The bill, Volterra charged, "discriminates
in the worst way with what people need
most, medical services."

Volterra said although he would vote to
sustain the veto, he believed a compromise
could be worked out if Doyle and Flynn

would soften their position.
The bill as written permits the state to pay

tor abortions for welfare recipients only if the
mother s life is in danger. Several legislators
who voted to sustain the veto indicated they
would have voted in favor of the bill if it had
contained exceptions for victims of rape or
incest.

^

Rep. Mel King, D- Boston, accused sup-
porters of the Doyle-Flynn bill of being
naive in arguing that the bill would cutdown the number of abortions performed in

Massachusetts.

People receiving welfare would still seek
aoortions. King said.

"The only difference is that people with
the means will be able to walk away alive and
people who don't have means will end up
maimed or dead."

The vote to override the governor's veto
included 136 Democrats and 15 Republicans,
while 43 Democrats, 24 Republicans and 3
Independents voted to sustain.

mMmMmmmmm'^ Booters
YOU'RE CAREER ORIENTED. YOU'RE INTERESTED IN MANAGE
MENT.

YOU'RE AN INDIVIDUAL SEEKING EXPERIENCE IN PROBLEM
ANALYSIS.REQUIRING DECISION MAKING RESULTS. YOU
WANT MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND LEADERSHIP EX
PERIENCE. EXPERIENCE THAT WILL BE AN ASSET IN A
MANAGEMENT CAREER OR ANY CAREER YOU MAY CHOOSE.

IF YOU ARE THIS INDIVIDUAL, YOU CAN GET ALL OF THIS EX
PERIENCE THROUGH THE ADVENTURE OF UMass Army ROTC .

^f^^^^-%m$
FIRST HOME GAME TOMORROW!

!

start the sea'son off right

—

support your minutemen

ti

X%<v«
"esf/,,

top Jeffs
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Mark Shannon scored two goals while Ion
Bogdaneris and Bill Leary added singletons,
as the UMass soccer team rolled to a 4-2
victory over Amherst College yesterday
afternoon, boosting the Minutemen's
preseason record to 3-1.

Coach Russ Kidd was impressed with his

Jho^K^ii"-?^'^''"''""'''
""""""" "»*"" ''ontrolledthe ball 75 per cent of the time".

"We sat out tour ot our starters including
co-captain Ed Niemic," Kidd added.

Kidd went on to say that he had a chance
to look at a lot of his players in a game
situation and also had a chance to play three
goaltenders.

The booters next and final preseason tilt is
Saturday afternoon when they travel to
Williams College.

Poor
Richards

Hie «
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MEN'S TENNIS
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

UMass 6 URI 3

TODAY
None

MENJ FOOTBALL (0.11 - v,. MaineHo™?""*
MEN S TENNIS ( 1 -01 - vs. Boston University Home 2 d mWOMEN S CROSS COUNTRY (0-01 - vs. L'^r„cu't-'SpMngfie(d, „ UConn. ,2 n«,n

Steeler's Blount back;
ends 56-day holdout
PtTTSBURGH [UP/] - Cornerback Mel

Blount, a mainstay in the Pittsburgh Steelers'
defensive secondarv, last night ended a 56-
dav holdout and reported to the team for the
1977 season.

Blount also dropped a $5-million
defamation of character suit he had filed
against Steelers coach Chuck Noll. Lawyers
for the Steelers would have had to answer
the suit Friday in court in New Orleans.
A Steelers spokesman said Blount's

current contract, which runs through 1979,
was not renegotiated or extended.

Blount, who will be in his eighth season
with the team, was fined for missing the
entire pre-season training camp, the
spokesman said.

Blount and his anorney, Reg Foster, met
with Steelers president Dan Rooney for one
hour Thursday, and later at a hurriedly called
news conference Rooney said in a

statement;

"We have resolved our differences and are
happy MeJ will be piayino with th« Sto^arm.
That was our primary objective during this
entire matter."

Blount said he "reconsidered several
things" and felt it was in his best interests to
return to the team.

Blount sued Noll after the Pittsburgh
coach sa»d Blount's rough play could qualify
him as belonging to what Noll called
professional sports' "criminal element."

Noll made the statement in July during
testimony in a slander suit filed against him
by cornerback George Atkinson of the Oak-
land Raiders. A federal court jury ruled in

favor of Noll.

Blount, who lives in Slidell, La., and raises
quarterhorses on a farm he owns in Georgia,
was named the National Football League's
most valuable defensive player in 1975.

Bronco's Miller wants snakepit
DENVER [UPf] - Denver Bronco coach

Red Miller says he not only wants his team to

be feared but its fans, as well.

"I believe Mile High stadium can become a
snake pit," Miller said. "I want National
Football League teams to hate to come here
so bad. The fans in Denver already have a
reputation for being vocal, but I'm looking to
them to become the loudest.

Mile High stadium's seating capacity goes
up to 75,000 Sunday when the Broncos take
on the St Louis Cardinals in the season
opener for both teams. The stadium's new
10,000 east stands completes an expansion
program begun four years ago.

"I remember when I was coaching in

Baltimore, and the stadium is a horseshoe
there, too," Miller said. "Well, in one game
the officials were forced to call time out 10
straight times because the fans wouldn't be
quiet. That's the kind of noise I'm looking
for."

Meanwhile, the Cardinals have been
working out this week in Laramie, Wyo., to
adjust to the region's light air which many
visitors say causes a shortness of breath.

Miller said he was not bothered by the
Cardinals new training approach.

"That has no effect on us," he said. "Let
them do what they want to."

Bowlers await season
The UMass bowling teams return this fall

and hope to equal or better their fine per-
formances of last season.

Th women's team last year finished first

sports notices
MEN'S SWIMMING - Swimmers

interested in trying out for this year's
team should see coach Bei Melamed at
Boyden Pool. Workouts have begun and
run from 4-6 p.m. daily.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any
undergraduate woman intersted in trying
out for the women's basketball team -
there will be an informational meeting on
Thursday. Sept. 22 at NOPE, Room 22
(AVA) at 7:30 p.m. Any questions, call

Mary Ann Ozdarski at 545-0552.
INTRAMURALS - A correction:

Boyden swimming pools are open from
7:30-10:00 p.m. on Mon., Wed., and Fr.,

instead of from 7:00-9:30 p.m. Please
make the change on your recreation
schedule.

in the Tri-State League, which boasts such
schools as West Point, UConn, WPI, Cornell
and Lowell.

The women also took first place in the
regional tournament and attended the
National Team Championships in San
Antonio, Texas.

The women however were hit hard by
graduation and hope to come up with some
new talent during tryouts later this month.
The women are led by returning Juniors Beth
Schneider and Amanda Garcia.

The men's team also had a fine year,
finishing third in the 15 team Tri-State
League. The men are led this year by
returning seniors Paul Stutzman and Roger
Norcross and sophomores Mitch Forman
and Mike Berard.

Berard last year competed in the Collegiate
National Championships in Reno, Nevada
and finished 20th in a field of 32 of the
country's best bowlers.

Both the men's and women's teams are
hoping to pick up some additional talent in

the rrtl-offs, to be held later this month at the
Boyden lanes. All are encouraged to attend.
Watch the Collegian for time and date of
Roll-off.

i
GAY DISCO

10 th floor CG
9pm -lam

Friday, Sept. 16

$l«odonati<in

^^'"^^—^^ ^^^™"%^^^««*#«"™i^

THE COLLEGE CHURCH

An Interdenominational Christian Church:
I

Dr. Paul MacVittie, Pastor;

Rev. James Kirkpatrick, Assoc. Pastor
Rev. Larry Snowalter, Assoc. Pastor;

Ms. Jan Holton, Asst. to the Pastor

Sunday Services:

morning worship service, 10:30 am.
College/Career Group Seminar, 9: 1 5 am

Vespers-informal worship, 7:00 pm.
College Student Retreat: October 7,8,9 Grotonwood Ma.
Topic: "Recognizing and Developing Your Potential"

workshops on motivation, leadership,

goal-setting and values clarification

For more information call : 586-0057

L

church located conveniently off Rte. 9 in Northampton
on Pomeroy Terrace 1 mile past the Coolige Bridge, take a left

FALL 1977

SCNAUM'S OUTLINE SEMES
THEORY
SOLVED

SALE

Bedspreads

All $6.00

twin bedspreads NOW $5.95

All $10.00

double bedspreads NOW $7.95

Sole Ends Sot. Sept. 1 7th

Faces^,
ofEarth

Amherst, Ma.

9:30-6:00 Mon. -Sat.
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VETERANS!
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a
VETERAN
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even
MORE.
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ETC
James C.Faison
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Sox salvage win;
Tiant, Doyle star

NEW YORK lUPI] - Veteran Luis Tiant
and relief specialist Bill Campbell combined
to pitch a nine-hitter and light-hitting Denny
Doyle delivered a three- run triple in a six-run,
sixth inning last night, leading the Boston
Red Sox to a 7-3 victory over the New York
Yankees and to within 2y2 games of first

place in the American League East Division.
The victory salvaged the third game of the

big series with the Yankees and enabled the
Red Sox to go into a second place tie with
the Baltimore Orioles, who forfeited their
game in Toronto.

O's pulled

off diamond
TORONTO WPI] - Rather than risk injury

to one of his players, manager Earl Weaver of
the Baltimore Orioles willingly let a game be
forfeited to the Toronto Blue Jays last night
when he pulled his club off the field in a
protest over a tarpaulin which was covering
the pitcher's mound in the left field bullpen.
The Orioles were trailing 4-0 entering the

last of the fifth inning when Weaver ap-
proached third base umpire Marty
Springstead and asked him to order the
removal of a tarpaulin, which had been put
on the pitcher's mound in the Blue Jays'
bullpen in the left field corner to protect it

from a steady rain.

Weaver argued that the tarp was a
potential danger to his left fielder, Andres
Mora, but Springstead refused to comply
with Weaver's request and the Orioles'

tempestuous skipper then pulled his club off

the field. The Orioles were given 15 minutes
by the umpires to get their players back on
the field and when they did not return the
game was forfeited to Toronto.

It could end up being a costly loss for the
Orioles, who entered the game only 2'/?

games behind the first place New York
Yankees in the American League East. But
Weaver was more concerned about the
safety of his players than the effect the loss
had on the pennant race.

The last game forfeited in the Major
Leagues occurred on June 4, 1974, when the
Cleveland Indians forfeited to the Texas
Rangers at Cleveland.

Tiant, responding to the challenge of a
"must" game late in a so-so season, yielded
a solo homer to Reggie Jackson in the fourth
inning and a two- run homer to Thurman
Munson in the eighth after Paul Blair had
singled before giving way to Campbell. Titant
yielded eight hits, walked one and struck out
four as he received credit for his 11th win
against eight losses. Campbell allowed only a
pinch-hit double by Dell Alston in the ninth in
his 1 and two thirds innings of relief.

Yankee relief ace Sparky Lyfe, who took
over in the fifth when starter Mike Torrez
developed a sore shoulder, went into the top
of the sixth with a 1-1 tie but was bombed
out by an onslaught of six Boston hits.

Bernie Carbo started the uprising with his
third single of the game, took second on a
passed ball by Munson and scored the tie-
breaking run on a single up the middle by
Carlton Fisk.

Singles by Carl Yastrzemski and Jim Rice
filled the bases and George Scott followed
with a two- run single to put the Rex Sox
ahead 4-1. Fred Lynn walked to load the
bases and Butch Hobson hit into a force play
at the plate before Doyle, batting .242 when
he entered the game, ripped his three-run
triple down the right field foul line.

The Red Sox took a 1-0 lead in the second
inning against Torrez when Rice doubled into
the left field corner, went to third on an
infield out and tallied on a wild pitch.
The Yankees lost the services of center

fielder Mickey Rivers in the third inning when
he suffered a sprained left ankle returning to
first base on a pickoff attempt by Tiant after
hitting a single.

WMUA
The UMass football team opens its 1977

Yankee conference schedule tomorrow
against Maine at Alumni Stadium and
WMUA will be there to bring you all the
action. Join Charlie Holmes, Rick
Heidemann, and A.J Quittadano at 12:50
p.m. tomorrow as the Minutemen take on
the Black Bears over the voice of UMass
sports, WMUA, 91.1 FM in Amherst.

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FULL UQUOR UCeNSE

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 MIn.)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. — 6:00 p.m.-ll:00 p.m.

PCV>^

Whu Fifkt TrtHic?

Easy farfcinf

WE ARE CLOSE TO:

Townhonc Apts.

BrMtfyviM

N. VilUgc

Piifftoii VilUft

Presitftiitial Apts.

Crtstoicw

Mill H«llo«

U.Mm.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

SCHLITZ
12 oz Cans

5.95 case

FOLONARI
Valpolicella, Bardolini

Soave, Lambrusco
Rose 68 oz

$3.79

TUBORG
12 oz Cans *

$5.95 case
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Netmen trounce
Rhody in opener

FRIDAY, SEPTtfMRFP )6, 1977

fly RALPH THORESON
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team yesterday
picked up a hard- fought 6-3 victory over a
stubborn Rhode Island team on the lower
court.

The victory, first of the season for the
Minutemen was especially pleasing to coach
Jay Ogden because of his team's ability to
win the matches that went three sets.

Rick Sharton, playing as UMass' number
•one singles man, won a hard-fought three set
match over the Rams number one man, Mark
Braunstein.

Ogden pointed out that Sharton's was the
key match because it was the fifth individual
wirr for the team, thus clinching an overall
victory going into doubles play.

The Minutemen did have a letdown in the
doubles matches, however, winning just one
of three. The big surprise was the defeat of
the number one doubles team - Al Green
and Jim Barnhart. Ogden said, the doubles
play must be steadier if UMass expects to
have a successful fall season although the
singles play was a very bright spot in the
season's inauguaral match.

"I was especially pleased with the play of
freshman Mark Huetteman and Keith
Hovland, who each won their respective
singles matches and teamed up for the only
doubles victory," Oqden added.

The Minutemen's next home match will be
tomorrow at 2 p.m. against Boston
University on the lower courts. All of the
team's matches will be held on the lower
courts this year.

UMass 6, URI 3
Singles - Sharton (Ml daf Braunstein (Rl)- 6-7 7-

6, 6-4

Barnhart (Ml def. Lancallotti (Rl; 6-2, 6-4
Devonit (Rl) daf. Hay) (Ml; 6-3, 6-4

UMass' number one singles player.
Rick Sharton, follows through on his

sarve during yesterday's match. (Staff
photo by Bob Higgins)

Nowak (M) def. Scotland (Rl; 6-7, 6-3, 6-1
Huettennan (Ml def. Olado (Rl); 6-2, 6-1

Hovland (M) def. Ediman (Rl); 6-0, 6-7, 6-2
Doubles - Braunstein, Devonis (Rl) def Green

Barnhart (M); 2-6, 6-2, 6 2
Olado, Lancellotti (Rl) def. Heyl, Sharton (M)- 6-3

6-3

Huetteman, Hovland (M) def. Scotland, Joyce (Rl)
6 2. 6-2

Women harriers
open up season
By DAVE RODMAN
CoHegian Staff

The 1977 UMass women's cross country

team will open its season tomorrow when it

travels to Storrs, Conn., to take on the
University of Connecticut and Springfield
College in a triangular meet at noon.
Backboned by five returning letter winners

and three outstanding first year runners, the
squad and new coach Charlotte Lettis are
eagerly awaiting this first test of the season.
"We're a good, solid team," said Lettis, "a

team similar to last year's, with a couple of
additions. We're definitely as deep, which is

a UMass tradition."

UConn has last year's New England
champion, sophomore Lavinia Muncy, and
probably very little else. Muncy, a national
AAU qualifier, ran away from the field in last

night's NE meet, but suffered a stress
fracture in the spring and couldn't compete.
According to Lettis, she's all the way back
from that injury.

Springfield signed a contract for the meet,
but supposedly doesn't have a cross country
team and may not show. If they do, the
Chiefs boast Sue North, a sub-five minute
1500 meter runner.

Lettis said the meet would be run over a
5,000 meter (about 3.1 miles) course, part of
the UConn men's course. She described it as
"rough and hilly, and all off paved roads."

Lettis said this year's team was "improved.
if anything," from last year's squad, which
was undefeated (4-0) m dual meets, notched
two invitational wins (Lowel' and Brandeis),
was 2nd in the New Englands, 3rd in the
Easterns and 14th in the Nationals.

Veterans from that stellar squad include
seniors Sue Swartz, Johana Chapman and
Jane Weizei, juniors Debbie Farmer and
Anne Bradshaw and sophomore Barb
Callahan Newcomers Tina Francario,
Priscilla Wilson and Eileen Everett should
also crack the front running group, Lettis

said.

Everett (no physical) and Bradshaw (sick)

will not make the trip tomorrow.
The meet may not provide much com-

Jane Welzel cruises through the or- Petition, but will serve to break the ice and

chard during a home meet last year. She Zl^^Zu^t'^^I^^P1?1 .!!!!. ^.'^"^l^'Llff.T!
will lead the UMass harriers into Storrs,

they will face later this year. Lettis pointed

-, ^ (c.^ .».. I- I- n t.
o^t that with women's track and cross

Conn, tomorrow. (Staff photo by Rob country on the rise, the New England scene
Cartin) yyjH (^^ much closer this year.

Gridders greet
hungry Bears
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The UMass football team makes its 1977
home debut tomorrow afternoon when the
Minutemen host Yankee Conference rival
Maine in a 1:00 encounter at Alumni
Stadium.
The Minutemen are looking to rebound

from last weekend's 34 10 setback to the
Cadets from Army, while the Black Bears will
be searching for their second victory of the
young season after squeaking past
Lafayette, 12-10, last week.

Maine will also be looking to end two
rather dismal streaks it has compiled against
UMass. The Black Bears have failed to defeat
the Minutemen since a 10-8 victory way back
in 1965 and have gone seven seasons
without a touchdown against UMass.

From prior performance Maine appears to
be the perfect cure for the Minutemen, but
UMass coach Dick MacPherson is not taking
the Black Bears lightly.

"We've got to be fully prepared," said
MacPherson "There can't be a game any
more important than this one. It's our
opening game in Yankee Conference play
and we've got to win it.

"

The game will mark the first time since
MacPherson has been at UMass that the
coaching staff will call the plays from the
sidelines. This turnabout was necessitated
because of the injury to starting quarterback
Mike Fallon last weekend. Fallon, though his
injury is less serious that previously thought,
will not dress for tomorrow's game, leaving
inexperienced sophomore Mike McEvilly at
the helm.

McEvilly, who saw his longest varsity stint
last weekend (21 minutes), was one for nine
in the aerial department and had two passes
intercepted. However, another outing like
that is not expected this week.

"He was nervous, he'll play better this
week," said MacPherson.

Guard Russ Cooke, who sustained a slight
concussion at Army last weekend, will also
have to sit out tomorrow's game, while
defensive back Dave Croasdale is listed as
doubtful with an injury to his heel.

Maine arrives at Alumni Stadium with
perhaps its finest football team in many
years. Last season, in his first year as head
coach. Jack Bicknell led the Black Bears to a

TURN TO PAGE 21

Bill Edelstein

Alternative academics
This university is prejudiced. Prejudiced

against Red Sox fans.

All of New England is locked in a life-and-*

death pennant race, and the thought
foremost on tfie mind of my physics prof is

that it sure would be dandy to read chapters
seven through nine on relativity.

My "Aspects of the Campaign" lecturer

considers the political milieu sociologically

fascinating, and if I would be good enough to

peruse through 153 pages in the green
"Sociological Fascination of the Campaign"
text, I will understand why.

My Russian Literature instructor (alone,)

gave me a break. I only have to browse
through the "War" section of "War and
Peace."

Assigning this kind of work in September,
when the Sox aren't even mathematically

eliminated, is most certainly a form of cruel

and unusual punishment. Red Sox fans have
constitutional rights too, y'know.

I'm not advocating that no books be read

nor papers written until mid-October, for that

would undermine UMass' highly regarded

accreditation rating. I'd simply like a rational

compromise, such as the following alter-

native list of month-and-a half-long courses:

HISTORY OF THE SPITTER
PROF WHIT TOOEY

We'll study how all the great ones loaded

the bail, and discuss whether or not the use

of Slippery Elm to work up split is a sign that

the pitcher may be tiring. If time permits,

we'll look into the rumor that the first spitter

was actually the result of nasal congestion.

Requirements - Students will be ex-

pectorated to attend class regularly.

Prerequisites Anatomy 302, Upper
Level Mucus.

POLSCI294- INSTIGATION
DR.HUGHSTARTEDIT

The class will learn how to create
dissention through the use of inflamatory

speeches, tasteless insults and elaborate

practical jokes.

Reading List ~ "Winning With Attitude"
- Reggie Jackson.

Requirements - A term paper blaming
somebody else for the lousy grade you will

receive.

Prerequisites - A big mouth and the
ability to use it around reporters. (NOTE:
POLSCI 294 is also JS 254.)

PSYCH 111 - THE TWISTED MIND
OF THE STRIKEOUT VICTIM

DR. GEORGE SCOTT
Just what is the man who took the called

third strike saying to the umpire? Why does
he put his fist through the water cooler? Will

he be a chronic wife- beater?

These are only a few of the questions with
which we will be dealing in an attempt to
clarify the motivation for the actions of the
big whiffer.

Reading List - "Ball Four" - Jim
Bouton.

Requirements - A 42 ounce bat and
blurred vision.

Prerequisites — Strikes one and two.

PHYSICS 221

VELOCITY OF THE BEANBALL
DR.THISMANISINJURED

This course will delve into the con-
troversial new formula F(as)T-

B(a)L(1)^^'^'D'-r(IP). We will spend little

time on Sal Maglee's Theory which was later

disaproved by Jack Hamilton's Law
Requirements - Two lab practicals on the

first student who questions the integrity of

the instructor, one autopsy report.

Prerequisites A good head for numbers.

MGT365
PROBS OF THE SKIPPER

PROF B MARTIN
An independent study concerning itself

with the effects of a banana- nose on a

baseball manager. We will deal with the

aspect of being short and ugly. Wanna fight?

Requirements - Winning 95 games and
avoiding getting fired.

Prerequisites - Minnesota, Detroit and
Texas.

So next time your professor tells you to

"hit the books," take out your trusty

Louisville Slugger and power a hardcover to

the base of the blackboard.

TV WATCH.suDDlementtothe CoHegian. Vol.l,lssue2

NFL--andHo ward-make season s debut
By Bill Edelstein

Now that the Red Sox have suffered
through yet another losing series at Yankee
Stadium, the time has come to turn our col-
lective attentions to the upcoming football
season.
The ever-lovin' Patriots open things up the

day after tomorrow (that's Sunday for you
day of the week freaks) against Kansas Ci-

ty's Chiefs, at Fabulous Foxboro. The
Chiefs are this season's top candidates for
the "They're making fools of themselves
out there" award.
The game most assuredly won't be as
easy as the final score will in-

dicate, however, because starting at right

guard and tackle for the Pats will be a paper

bag and ruptured inner-tube respectively.

First-string starters at those positions,John
Hannah and Leon Gray,who walked out on
New England due to salary disputes, can be
found at a local Howard Johnson's wat
ching the game, sipping sodas and getting
fat.

Still in all, the Patriots will be heavy
favorites against Kansas City whose defen-
sive line isn't quite the match for the Pats
respective bag and tube.

The much maligned New York Giants
open their slate with the Washington Red
skins. The Giants have a chance to win this

game, but they won't. They never do. The
last time the Giants won their opening
game was in 1925 when they beat Vassar
College, 19 17. Vassar had three

touchdowns called back because of a
rough play.

Monday (that's two days after tomorrow
for you days-after-tomorrow freaks) marks
the start of another season of Herbiverous
Howard sounding like a garden vegetable

by lip-synching irrelevant statistics handed
him by some ABC lackey.

Yep, the San Francisco 49'ers take on the
Pittsburgh Steelers in one of the worst
mismatches since Custer took on Sitting

Bull in the Astrodome. Howard will un-

doubtedly mention the fact that he was
privy to umpteen one run baseball games in

a row (he mercifully took a leave of

abscence for the last Red Sox Blue Jays
massacre) so why shouldn't his streak con-

tinue on into the football season, you lucky

tans, you.

Handy Dandy Don Meredith will be back
in the booth with Howie and fun-loving
Frank Gifford. Don will be there because it

was discovered that his acting career
paralleled his football career -whenever
some important scene came up, Danderoo
couldn't handle it.

Gifford, himself is hack because he
reminds New Yorkers of a time when the
Giants could actually claim to play football.

When the Giants get good again Gifford

will be fired. His is a secure job.

All we, as television viewers, can hope for

is that Alex Karras returns to the press box
one night and silently 'pacify' the ABC trio.

Alex was fired owing to gross in-

competence.
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MORNING

BUOS BUNNY AND ROAO RUNNER
CB BEARS
SUPER FRIENDS
THE NEWS
THE NEWS

I WHAT S NEW MISTER MAGOO?
GGY PANTS AND THE NITWITS

aSCOOeV SLAFF A LYMPtCS
QGY PANTS AND THE NITWIS

IN THE NEWS
SSKATEBJRDS

ARCHIES-SABRINA
VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS

f SPACE ACADEMY
E ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU

ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU
CARHASCOLENOAS
IN THE NEWC
BATMAN Mfl'j^r.

YOOK ^StNilNuiS
KRO FTSSUPC (SHOWn
iTMA I TAR2» ^

HOTFl'^3€
IN THE ^feVS
ucuuc

S) SEAH i AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM
IN THE N' vVS

AFTERNOON

9INI
ABA

il
8 HO

IN'

12:00

12:26

12:30

r.OWUNG
ANNIE

2:00

2:15

3:00

3:30

4:30

S:00

•WACKO
BSthund^
a CANDLE
9IDREAMOF,~ IN THE NEWS

8 FAT ALBERT
RED HAND GANG

DANIEL BOONE
IN THE NEWS

^ S GRAND PRIX TENNIS SUMMER TOUR Live
coverage ot the semifinals of the $150,000 Grow US
Doubles Championships originates Irom Houston^ SECRETS OF ISIS

MARLO AND -^HE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
CANDLEP1N SUPERBOWL
CANDLEP1N CHAMPS
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
GARNER TED ARMSTRONG

1:28 ^ IN THE NEWS
1:30 a THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL Angel and

Big Joe Story tells of the moving friendship which
develops between a yoong Hispanic and a telephone
lineman

8 NCAA FOOTBALL Brown vs Yale
THIS WEEK IN BASEBALL

Q) NCAA FOOTBALL ABC Sports will provide regional
coverage of the following games Alabama vs
Nebraska. Iowa St vs Iowa, Brown vs Yale, San
Diego St vs Arizona

I
SOUL TRAIN
O GRANDSTAND Sports news and features with

host Lee Leonard Bryant Gumbel and various NBC
sportscasters participating

MOVIE Tarian and the Leopard Woman' 1946
Johnny Weissmuller Brenda Joyce Tarzan sets out to
break up a warlike tribe of natives who dress in
leopard skins with iron claws (1 hr 30 mm )© MOVIE Out All Nighf 1933 Zasu Pitts, Slim
SummerviHe An overprotective mother tries to
prevent her son from marrying his one true love (1 hr
30 mm )

O O MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL Boston Red Sox
vs Baltimore Orioles New York Yankees vs Detroit
Tigers

B MOVIE Further Perils of Laurel And Hardy' 1967
Narrate Jay Jackson A collection of the most
hilarious moments in Laurel and Hardy's early careers
before they were a team and afterwards (1 hr 30 mm )

SI^RSUADERS

8 DANIEL BOONE
IRONSIDE

a CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR WBA World
Lightheavyweiflht Championship Fight; Victor
Gaiindei vs Aivara (Yaqui) Lopez. Woodward
Handicap 24th running for 3-year-olds and up, at a
mile and one-eighth From Belmont Park, Elmont. N Y
8) MOVIE Night After Night 1932 George Rati. Mae
West The owner of a speakeasy wants to be
educated so he takes lesson from a school teacher d
hr 30 min i

S
MISTER ROGERS
THIS IS THE NFL

ffi ABC'S WIDE WORLD Of SPORTS World
Lightweight Boxing Championship with Roberto Duran
vs Edwin Viruet

> THIS WEEK IN BASEBALL
INCLUDING ME (CAPTK>NED) The 1975 Education

for All Handicapped Children Act ttas required public
school systems throughout the country to provide
special education curncula tor handicapped children
Patricia Neal hosts this documentary look at six
handicapped young people receiving special
education

5:30 m ELECTRIC COMPANYe ADAM 12

8 LAST OF THE WILD African Fury
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

6:00 m STUDIO SEE0OO® NEWS
ffi HOGANS HEROES
JB 786 CHALLENGE This follow-up special to
Including Me' examines Massachusetts experience
in trying to implement Chapter 766. the law which gives
handicapped children the right to a public education

6:30 SO ZOOM
O CBS NEWS
S^^NBC NEWS
_ NEWS

BLACK NEWS
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
ABC NEWS

7:00 fiSREBOP
I AGHONSKY AND COMPANY
YANKEE COME BACK

I BAXTERS
I
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
[ETCETERA
lODD COUPLE
SUPERMAN

7:30 ^ NOVA The Williamsburg File' Williamsburg was a
small rundown Virginia town until the 1920s, when the
city was reconstructed in the image of its historic iSttv

century predecessor Chief archaeologist Ivor Noel
Hume shows how the restoration was effected,

« LITTLE VIC
THIRD WORLDM B BASEBALL Baltimore Onoles vs Boston Red

BPOLKAFUNTIME

f^
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC Little Lord Fauntleroy'

inal Episode Minna s claim that her son is the
nghtful Lord Fauntleroy is being investigated as Mr
Hobbs and Dick arrive from New York , convinced that

Cedric IS in danger
•:00 B B UNCLE TIM WANTS YOU Musical-variety

special starring Tim Conway in a comedy salute to tr>e

United States Armed Forces, with Bernadette Peters,
Jonathan Winters and the Marauis Chimps,

B THE BIONIC WOMAN The Bionic Dog' Part II

Jaime Sommers escapes to the Sierras with
Maximillian, the bionic dog, but when a forest lire

breaks out and Max is injured, he turns on Jaime and
they are trapped in the midst of the (lames

BS^SH The Missing Fish' Del Phil Fish heads for

the precinct house for his last day on the force and
vanishes mysteriously enroute

B FESTIVAL Highlights of the 1977 World
Championship of Senior Drum and Bugle Corps' The
best of the best senior drum and bugle corps
formations of the world perform in champ«onshlp
competition irvAllentown Pa

8:30 B SOMETHING PERSONAL Rape A comparison of
the video pieces No Lies and If It Happens to You'
tells of the different courses of action open to a rape
victim

i

SPORTS
PROFILE
POR THE
WEEK

8P

(NBC) NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME. 4:00 PM E.D.T.
.3:00PMC.D.T.
Baltimore Colts vs Seattle SeahawKs; Houston Oilers vs.

New York Jets; Oakland Raiders vs. San Diego Chargers.
(Check local listings tor game in your area.)

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 4:00 PM E.D.T. - 3:00 PM C.D.T.
Dallas Cowboys vs. Minnesota Vikings.

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 6:45 PM E.D.T. - 5:45 PM C.D.T.
A post-game program presenting scores, highlights and
sports news.

MONDAY

SUNDAY

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 1i30 PM E.D.T. - 11 :30 AM C.D.T.
News and features on the NFL and other sports news of the
day.

(ABC) COLLEGE FODTBALL '77: 12:30 PM E.D.T. - 11:30 AM
C.D.T.
An ABC Sports series which will feature weekly highlights of
key contests which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA
Football season.

(NBC) GRANDSTAND 12:30 PM E.D.T. - 11 :30 AM C.D.T.
Coverage of regional NFL football telecasts.

(NBC) NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME: 1 :00 PM E.D.T.
-12:00 NOON C.D.T.
Cincinnati Bengals vs Cleveland Browns; Kansas City Chiefs
vs. New Englarid Patriots; Buffalo Bills vs. Miami Dolphins.
(Check local listings for game in your area.)

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 1 :00 PM E.D.T. - 12:00 NOON C.D.T.
Atlanta vs, Los Angeles; Chicago vs. Detroit; Green Bay vs.
New Orleans; Philadelphia vs. Tampa Bay; New York vs.
Washington; Denver vs. St. Louis. (Check local stations for
game and time in your area.)

(NBC) GRANDSTAND 3:30 PM EOT. - 2:30 PM C.D.T.
Sports news and features with host Lee Leonard.

(ABC) MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL: 9:00 PM E.D.T. - 8:00 PM
C.D.T.
Pittsburgh Steelers vs. San Francisco 49ers from Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania.

SATURDAY

(PBS) GRAND PRIX TENNIS-SUMMER TOUR: 1.00 PM
EOT. -12.00 NOON C.D.T.
Live coverage from Houston of the semi-finals of the $150,000
Grow U.S. Doubles Championship.

(ABC) NCAA FODTBALL: 1:30 PM E.D.T. - 12:30 PM C.D.T.
Regional coverage of the following games: Ohio State vs.
Oklahoma; Maryland vs. Penn State; Harvard vs.
Massachusetts; Brigham Young vs. Utah State; additional
game to be announced. (Check local listings for game and
time in your area.)

(NBC) GRANDSTAND: 2:00 PM E.D.T. - 1:00 PM C.D.T.
Sports news and features with host Lee Leonard.

(NBC) MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL GAME-OF-THE-WEEK:
2:15 PM E.D.T. - 1 :15 PM C.D.T.
Teams to be announced.

(CBS) SPORTS SPECTACULAR: 4:30 PM E.D.T. - 3:30 PM
C.D.T.
USAC Trenton' 150 mile race for Indianapolis-type cars, from
Trenton Motor Speedway, Trenton, N.J.

(ABC) WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS: 5:00 PM E.D.T. - 4:00 PM
C.D.T.

TV WATCH,supplement to the Colleqian Page

3

856
9:00

10:00

10:15

10:30

11:00

P SB OPERATION PETTICOAT Yeoman Hunkle
i CO nan Hunkle Part I John Aslin stars as a
submarine skipper during W W ii (lustrated because
the Navy considers his sub unfit ' ,ombat When the
craft 'uns into a sandbar, the Cap: discovers that five
nurses are distracting his men (PREMIERE)® ABCNEWSBRiEF
B INSIDE THE CUCKOO'S NEST Scenes from One
Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest are contrasted with the
realities of life at the Oregon State Hospital, where the
Academy Award-winning movie was filmed. Modern
therapy techniques are glimpsed and the films actors
descri! ^- their personal experiences
Wi€a Coo v'ATUROAY MOV" SPEOAL Mayday at
tO.tfiO Feet' 'S/'fi David .)ans.-n, )on Meredith The
lives of the passengers aboc-d . disabled airliner
depand on th; jntned skill of 't. copilot after the pilot
'S ;(jr;su3''/> ounded by guntir. (r. i2hrs)O NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT •>£ MOVIES Rooster
Ooghun; -.975 Oscar winners John Wayne and
^<a^^.ar|r^p Hepburn star as a deputy marshal and a
prime m:nister s daughter who team up to pursue a
gang of outlaws for separate, but equally motivating
reasons 3 hrs 15 min )B O) STARSKY AND HUTCH Starsky and Hutch on
Playboy Island' Starsky and Hutc^ go undercover as
convention delegates to a tropical sland to investigate
a series of murders, and find themselves in a luxury
hotel staffed by the most beautiful women in the
world Guest stars Joan Collins Samantha Eggar
ffi PBS MOVIE THEATRE Hobson s Choice 1954
Charles Laughton John Mills A tyrannical Lancashire
bootmaker tnes to keep his three daughters from
marrying but his spunky eldest girl has other ideas (2
hrs )

S NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Rooster
Cogburn' 1975 Osca' winners John Wayne and
Katharine Hepburn star as a deputy marshal and a
prime minister s daughter who team up to pursue a
gang of outlaws for separate but equally motivating
reasons (2 hrs 15 min )

ffi RED SOX WRAP-UP8 TRIBUTE TO THE AMERICA'S CUP Sven-Bertil
Taube. Sweden s leading actor-balladeer, and Ulf
Bjorlin, the renowned Swedish conductor, are
featured with the Amencan Symphony Orchestra in
this musical tribute to the America s Cup Yachting
competition entrants performed at historic Fort
Adams
BBOGSNEws
q) KING OF KENSINGTON The Lottery' Larry k ses a
winning lettery ticket purchased by himself ^V. three
other friends

B MOVIE The Devil s Eye 1960 Jarl Kulle. Bibi
Andersson Determined to deflower a pastor s virgin
daughter. Satan resurrects Don Juan, the greatest
lover of all lime, to the world of the living (1 hr 30 min )

SB NEWS
MOVIE A Man in the Wilderness' 1971 Richard

Harris, John Huston Northwest frontiersman, in 1820,
after being badly mauled by a bear is left tor dead He
survives with a rare determination and comes to be
looked upon as a God by the Indians (1 hr 30 min )B MOVIE Carmen Jones 1954 Harry Belafonte,
Dorothy Dandridge Passions flare between an army
guard at a parachute plant and one of his co-workers in
this modern day version of Bizet's Carmen '

(2 hrs )B MOVIE Station West 1948 Dick Powell, Jan Greer
Army officer in disguise, is sent to uncover mystery of
hijackers and murderers (2 hrs )^ CELEBRITY BOWLINGB MOVIE The Revenge of Frankenstein' 1958 Peter
Cushing, Francis Matthews Baron Frankenstein joins
forces with small town German doctor in his latest and
most terrifyino expenment (2hrsiB a NBC'S SATURDAY NIGHT UVE Guest host
Fran Tarttenton Guests Leo Sayer. Donnie Harper
Singers (R)

8 ATHLETES
MOVIE Elvira Madigan 1967 Pia DegermarK

Thommy Berggren (1 hr 30 min.)

Sunday, Sept. 18

AFTERNOON

12:00 B9 COUNTRY CORNER The centurles-old tradition
of the colorful Contra Dance, a commonplace
community activity in New England since the earty
settlers brought it to America from the British Isles, is

traced as it flourishes today

B FACE THE STATE

J
MEET THE PRESS
ISSUES AND ANSWERS

^ MOVIE East of Sudan 1953 Anthony Ouayle, Sylvia
Sims Story of small group ol people who escape the
murderous horde* of Moslems during the uprising
against General Gordon of Khartoum (1 hr 30min )B MOVIE Jesse James 1939 Tyrone Power Henry
Fonda Story of Jesse and Frank James, and
circumstances that set them on the road of crime, love
of Jesse and the girl he rnarrled (2 hrs )

1 00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:30
1:15

12:30 B LOWELL THOMAS REMEMBERS Aviation 1936
Film highlights recall the building of the dirigible L2-
129 in Nazi Germany, a British ship rescuing explorer
Lincoln Ellsworth, the national air races and Howard
Hughes as he sets a coast-to-coast record8 '''HE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day
gPATR'OTS '77

BRIEFING SESSION

f9
GRANDSTAND Lee Leonard is host with Bryant

umbel and various NBC sportscasters p>articip>ating

Today's program will be wrapped around regional NFL
football telecasts

CONVERSATIONS WITH
LOWELL THOMAS REMEMBERSS KOSCIUS2KO AN AMERICAN PORTRAIT Col

ihaddeus Kosciuszko ol Poland devised the defensive
strategy that staved off the British at Saratoga and
changed the course ot the Revolutionary War An
unusual and widely forgotten American hero is

remembered in this dramatic reenactment

fl THE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs Washington
edskins

SI
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Buffalo

illsvs Miami Dolphins

B TARZAN
B NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Kansas
City Chiefs vs New England Patriots

B FLINTSTONES
B FIRING LINE Host William F Buckley. Jr The
Race Against Jerry Brown' The issues in the
upcoming elections for the governorship of California
are discussed by two Republican contenders. San
Diego Mayor Peter Wilson and State Rep Kenneth L.
Maddy

1:30 B MOVIE Mission Over Korea 1953 John Hodiak,
John Derek Two officers argue about their jobs in the
Korean conflict and later show their true colors to one
another (1 hr 30 mm )

BBULLWINKLE
2:00 B B GRAND PRIX TENNIS: SUMMER TOUR Live

coverage ol the finals of the $150 000 Grow U S
Doubles Championships originates from Houstona MOVIE Boys Ranch 1946 Butch Jenkins, James
Craig The ways and woes ot an ex-baseball player,
trying to raise Wvo paroled orphans on his large Texas
ranch (2 hrs )

6D BASEBALL Baltimore Orioles vs Boston Red SoxB MOVIE Bunny Lake Is Missing' 1965 Laurence
Olivier, Carol Lynley Investigation among several
homosexual characters and assorted oddballs after a
child IS kidnapped (2 hrs )

8 NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
GRANDSTAND Sports news and features with host

Lee Leonard and Bryant Gumbel
a PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED
OO ^HE NFL TODAY Dallas Cowboys vs, Minnesota
Vikings

8 GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS Bobby Riggs'

MOVIE Task Force' 1949 Gary Cooper, Jane Wyati
Nava officer tights for appropriations for carriers in

the ffcce ot heavy Air Force oppKJSition (2 hrs )

8 ADVENTURES
NEWS CONFERENCE

Sp
THE SAINT

D RED SOX WRAP-UP
5:00 g BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

©CORAL JUNGLE Sea Snakes
a UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Tagoon ot Lost Ships

63 MOVIE The Long Grey Line 1955 Tyrone Power,
Maureen Hara Old tech sergeant complaining over
enforced retirement ends with a promise that he can
liveat West Point (2hrs )

8 FRONT ROW CENTER
SAY BROTHER Inside Mother s Island' Features

include a discussion centering around life in the
Columbia Point Project in Dorchester and a debate on
gag legislation, taped before a life audience

8 MY PARTNER THE GHOST
PBS FALL PREVIEW

EVENING

S:00 00®NEWS
a AMERICANA Number Our Days' this year's
Academy Award-winning documentary short subject,
tells the story of a community of elderly Jewish people
in Venice. Calif

, who have created their own unique
culture

6:30 a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT What Price Bliss'
looks at weddings with an eye to cutting costs and
avoiding frauds Covered are such topics as buying
wedding clothes, receptions, nngs and honeymoonsa® NBC NEWS
aCANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL

SB
SUPERMAN

i REALIDADES Media and the Latin Community'
examines the information needs ol Hispanics in the
U S and the ways to use media resources available to
share Latino traditions and culture with the rest of the
population

8:* a ™E NFL TODAY A post-game program presenting
scores highlights and sports news

700 aa CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN The basics ot
starting a new lawn and the jungle ol lawn care
products and apparatus are covered by Jim

3:00
3:30

4:00

BQ 60 MINUTES
O® THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY Gus A
Yugoslavian mule named Gus, with the unique talent
ot kicking field goals is hired by the beleagured owner
ot a pro foott>all team to save the team and help them
to victory in the Super Bowl Stars Edward Asner,
Harold Gould and Don Knotts,

a Q) HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES The
Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew Meet Dracula' As the
rock festival continues, Nancy leads Frank and Joe lo
their missing father, the ur.conscious victim ot a
vampire-like attack in Dracula s castle Guest stars
Lome Greene, Paul Williams (Conclusion)

B DANIEL BOONE
7:30 O FRENCH CHEF Chocolate Cake'

8 FRENCH CHEF
B EVENING AT POPS Singer Pearl Bailey,

accompanied tiy her husband, drummer Louis
Bellson, performs Smile Cabaret. Tired' and
Hello. Dolly! Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops
contribute Sousa s Ei Capitan March. Dvorak's
Overture to Carnival and an Oklahoma'' medleya UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Night ol the Squid

PB THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Sh,irks' Part
Steve Austin is being held captive by killer sriorks

controlled by a madman who is hijacking a nuclear
submarine Guest stars Stephen Elliott

a THE BEST OF ALL IN THE FAMILY' Special
presentation starring Carroll O'Connor. Jean
Stapleton, Rob Reiner, Sally Struthers and special
guest Henry Fonda celebrating the first 100
broadcasts ot the popular show (R|

B MOVIE Red Ski^s of Montana 1952 Richard
Widmark. Jeffrey Hunter Firefighters ot the US
Forestry Senrice caught in a blazing inferno with no
avenue ot escape (?hrs)

9:00 aa MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Four Success' comes to Charles, not in

romance with Maria Beadnell. but in his writing career,
as he is offered a lucrative contract that holds out the
prospect of nches lor his impoverished family He also
meets another young woman, Catherine Hogarthaa CBS SUNDAY NIGHT SPECIAL MOVIE The Life
andTimesof Judge Roy Bean 19/2 Paul Newman, Ava
Gardner Roy Bean s lite for a span of thirty-odd years
IS recorded with all the excitement ot the era (2 hrs 25
mm I

a ® THE BK3 EVENT Life Goes to War' Johnny
Carson is the host and narrator tor this special
recalling the events o' wartime and the ways in which
Americans - Irom factory workers to film stars -
responded

aB THE ABC SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE Young Joe.
iTie Forgotten Kennedy Peter Strauss, Barbara
Parkins Drama focusing on the eldest Kennedy
brother who undertook a perilous World War II mission
in one last attempt to return a hero and achieve the
family dream that a Kennedy be the first Catholic
President (2 hrs )

10:00 a FINDINGS A Film About Remhold Marxhausen'
The professor from Concordia Teachers College in
Seward Neb

, is a man whose leep appreciation tor
art in everyday life has led him to teach whole
communities how lo find beauty in their own
backyards
BASK THE MANAGER
B MASSACHUSETTS

10:30 B THE DRUM
a MD Epilepsy Or Roger N Rosenberg, chairman
ot the Department ot Neurology at the University ot
Texas Health Science Center, talks about the research
which led to his delineation ot a new neurological
disease called Joseph s Disease

11:00 a ARTISTS SHOWCASE Migration' by Bill Viola
aaBcsNEws
B MEDIX
B PICCADILLY CIRCUS Time and Time Again Tom
Courtenay stars in this adaptation ol the successful
London stage comedy about a man at odds with the
conventional world and his courtship ol a woman
engaged to another man,aa NEWS
a MOVIE The Two ot Us' 1968 Michel Simon. Luce
Fariole Young Jewish boy is sent to live in the country
with an old man, a bad Catholic but a fervent antl-
Semite who is unaware ot the boy's heritage (1 hr 30
min,)

a MOVIE Cabin in the Sky' 1943 Ethel Waters. Lena
Home All-Black musical fantasy of a woman fighting
the devil and his siren-workers for a marv's soul (2

hrs »

® NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE Inspector Clouseau' 1968
Alan Arkin, Frank Finlay Scotland Yard calls on inept

,

French detective to crack potential robbery, (R) (1 hr,
"

30 mm )

B WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS

B MOVIE The Bedford Incident 1965 Richard
Widmark, Sidney Poitier Cold War story ol
authoritarian submarine commander scouting Russian
subs near Greenland (1 hr, 45 mm )

11:40 a CBS NEWS
11 56 a THE CBS LATE MOVIE MAS H Hawkeye and

Trapper John arrange a party and raffle to raise the
tuition money needed lo send a Korean house boy to
medical school Kojak Deadly Innocence' A father
pushes one ot his sons to commit murder in order to
prevent the discovery of a previous crime (R)a NAME OF THE GAME

11:25

11:30

Oaytimc.Monr-Fri.

7:00

7:25

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

9:50

9:55

10:00

10:25

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:56

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

MORNING
aa CBS NEWS
a® TODAY
a CAPTAIN BOBB UNDERDOG

8 GOOD MORNING AMERICA
NEWS

8 GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CBS NEWS

8 MR MAGOO
a CAPTAIN KANGAROO

§
ARCHIES
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
B WRITING FOR A REASON (MON , WED.)

Dimensions in Culture (TUE., THUR )

MIKE DOUGLAS
CONCENTRATION

I GOOD DAY
DINAH

ePHIL DONAHUE SHOW
ROMPER ROOM

B LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
BOFFTHEAIR(EXC FRI)
8CHICO AND THE MAN

SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
® FLINTSTONES
ffl OFF THE AIR

S3
NEWS

5 WEATHER VIEW

8 HERE'S LUCY
SANFORD AND SON

§ KITTY TODAY
TOM LARSON SHOWm STRUM'N DRUMMERS

©HERITAGE CORNER
B8 PRICE IS RIGHT
a® HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
8® EDGE OF NIGHT
©WHEEL OF FORTUNE

SB HAPPY DAYS
MOVIE Mating ot Millie' (MON), 'Doctor Takes a

Wife' (TUE ), The Legend of Custer' (WED ), Caprice'
(THUR ), Honeymoon With a Stranger' (FRI )aa LOVE OF LIFE
OS'T'SANYBODY'SGUESS

8 JOKER'S WILD
FAMILY FEUD

a8 CBS NEWS
ARERNOON

3:15

3:30

4:00

!
DBS NEWS
SHOOTFOR THE STARS

!)
THE BETTER SEX

\a SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
I WOMAN '77

l® RYAN'S HOPE
JCHICOANDTHEMAN
I MATCH GAME
IBALL MY CHILDREN
I YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
J©GONG SHOW
!a AS THE WORLD TURNS
ffi DAYS OF OUR LIVES

) GREEN ACRES
I BS20,000 PYRAMID
) BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

\B VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
Ia GUIDING LIGHT
I ©DOCTORS
I©ONE LIFE TO LIVE
)WALLY GATOR
Ia ALL IN THE FAMILY
J® ANOTHER WORLD
) BUGS BUNNY
I® GENERAL HOSPITAL
I NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
I MATCH GAME
) HECKLE AND JECKLE
) VILLA ALEGRE (EXC, THUR.)
IB SESAME STREET

Id DINAH

O MIKE DOUGLAS
a BIG VALLEY
8 MERV GRIFFIN
©BRADY BUNCH
©SUPER HEROESm LITTLE RASCALS

4.30 ©MUNSTERS
B PETTICOAT JUNCTION

5:00 OB MISTER ROGERS
©FAMILY FEUD
©EMERGENCY ONE
© NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
fro MY THREE SONS

5:30 a SESAME STREET
a MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
aB NEWS

8 INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLEP1NS FOR CASH

© GHOST AND MRS MUIR
B electrk: company

Monday, Sept. 19

EVENING

6:00 8808® NEWS
© HOGANS HEROESm CROSS WITS
B^OOM

6:30 8a SOMETHINGS HAPPENING An introduction to
the educational services of television shows how
individual programs are helping to change the quality
ol America's educational system,® NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

m i LOVE LUCY
6:55 B NEWS
7:00 a^OOM

aa CBS NEWS

8 NBC NEWS
B ABC NEWS

® NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
B WRITING FOR A REASON

7:30 8 ONCE UPON A CLASSIC Little Lord Fauntleroy'
Final Episode Minna s claim that her son is the
rightful Lord Fauntleroy is t>eing investigated as Mr,
Hobbs and Dick arrive from New York, convinced that

C^edric is in danger

a DAILY NUMBER
8 EVENING MAGAZINE
a S100.000 NAME THAT TUNE
8 that's hollywood
® candid camera
© dk:k van dyke show
btattletales
8macneil-lehrer report

THAT'S HOLLYWCXJD Masters ot Disaster A
behind the scenes look at the men and machines that

have caused floods, buried cities, and burned
buildings in the movies

8:00 a UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode Nine The Nine
Day Wonder' The 1926 General Strike sends shock
waves that divide the Bellamy household and Hudson
exf>eriences difficulty in maintaining discipline among
the servants

a a YOUNG DAN'L BOONE A disgraced British

officer turned p\xMe robs Daniel ot a valuable load of

furs, including those Hawk had saved to buy his

freedom, then the officer also carries off Peter as a
hostage

a ® LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE Times of

Change' Charles Ingalls makes his first trip to Chicago
to attend a Grange convention and daughter Mary
goes along to see her fiance. John Edwards, but by
the time they return home their excitement has turned
to sadness and disillusionment

a B THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS Angels and
the Bums' Kate Jackson, Jaclyn Smith and Cheryl
Ladd are enlisted by the bums, Buddy. Stuf. Dancer,
Boychick and Moose, to help them save the annual
Miss Harbor Beauty Contest Stars Christopher
Murney Stuart Pankin and others (PREMIERE)
© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
a CROCKETT'S PLANT CLINIC Viewers can phone in

their questions lo the noted plant physician, during
this special

8:56 BNEWSBREAK

If
TUESDAY

" the ,v\/eek

J
(D

Q)

a

Tit

it

(NBC) MOVIE OF THE WEEK: 9:00 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. -

8:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"The GJrl In the Empty Grave" Andy Griffith stars in the role
of Abel Marsh, the chief of police in a small, rural California
town where a couple is found dead and it is reported that
their daughter, believed to have died several months earlier,
has been seen alive. Featured is Sharon Spelman.

WEDNESDAY

1974 TV Compulog Services, Inc

SUNDAY

E.D.T., P.D.T.

-

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM
8:00 PM C.D.T.. M.D.T.
"Young Joe, the Forgotten Kennedy" Peter Strauss, Barbara
Parkins. The drama focuses on the eldest Kennedy brother
who undertook a perilous World War II mission in one last at-
tempt to return a hero and achieve the family dream that a
Kennedy be the first Catholic President.

(CBS) SUNDAY NIGHT SPECIAL MOVIE: 9:00 PM
E.D.T., P.D.T. -8:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"The Life and Times of Judge Roy Bean" 1972 Paul Newman,
Ava Gardner. Roy Bean's life for a span of thirty-odd years is

recorded with all the excitement of the era.

MONDAY

(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T., P.D.T. -8:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"Gable and Lombard" 1976 James Brolin, Jill Clayburgh. The
story, based on fact, is about the romance of two of
Hollywood's top stars of the '30s who fought the powerful
studio bosses' attempts to control their private lives in the
name of their careers.

(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 8:00 PM E.D.T.,
P.D.T. - 7:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"A Killing Affair" Elizabeth Montgomery and O.J. Simpson
star as detectives who, while working together, establish a
close personal relationship, much to the dismay of his wife
(Rosalind Cash).

FRIDAY

(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. -

8:00 PM C.D.T.. M.D.T.
"The Return of the Pink Panther" 1975 Peter Sellers,
Christopher Plummer. The bumbling French sleuth Inspector
Closeau goes into madcap pursuit of the priceless gem, The
Pink Panther.

SATURDAY

(NBC) SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T., P.D.T. -8:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"The Reivers" 1969 Steve McQueen stars in this film adapta-
tion of William Faulkner's last novel, set in a small Mississippi
town, about a child-like man and his young sidekick (Mitch
Vogel) who 'borrow' the boy's grandfather's shiny yellow
Winton Flyer and head out for a fling in Memphis.

(PBS) MOVIE THEATRE: 10:30 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. - 9:30
PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"The Browning Version" 1951 Michael Redgrave, Jean Kent.
Terence Rattigan's memorable play vividly etches the life of a
lonely middle-aged schoolmaster who has failed both as
teacher and as husband, now being forced into early retire-

ment because of his ill health. (Check local listings for alter-

nate viewing day and time.)

If

4

*

name OTineir careers. nate viewing day and time.) ^

9 00 S*c^i$iL'(WX?D"%'a,ter T^ii« q,,rh r,,..H, I I

''^ B ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Members ol the cast Of BALL THAT GLITTERS
Srh.,. w..^. ,.f'KfU-^JL^?,"^l

°'^^'^'"' •-'?* '^e Boston production of the Tony^winning musical 12:00 S TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK 'The Thief Wh

9:30

10:30

11:00

ABC NEWSBRIEF
_ CHILDHOOD Easter Tells Such Dreadful Lies
Barbara Waring s autobiographical tale envisions what
happens when an imaginative nine-year-old girl starts
to fantasize - with a little help from her older brother -
an extramarital affair between her surgeon-father and
one of his patients

aa THE BETTY WHITE SHOW Betty White stars as
Joyce Whitman, an unemployed actress hoping lo get
a television series as an undercover policewoman,
partly because she's bored and partly because it

would permit her to turn down the alimony checks
from her ex-husband

a ® NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Gable
and Lombard' 1976 James Brolin, Jill Clayburgh
Based on tact about the romance ot two of
Hollywood's top stars ot the '30s who fought the
powerful studio bosses' attempts to control their
private lives in the name of their careers, (2 hrs 30
min )

a B ABCS MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL San
Francisco 49ers vs the Pittsburgh Steelers from
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

© MOVIE The More the Merrier' 1943 Jean Arthur,
Joel McCrea. Young couple and elderly cupid iri

mixed-up rooming house in crowded conditions of
wartime Washington (2 hrs,

)

B AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Prophets and
Promise of Classical Capitalism Using the certainties
of Adam Smith. David Ricardo and Thomas Malthus
economist John Kenneth Galbraith follows the birth of
classical capitalism in 19th-century England, France
and America in the first ot a 13-part series,a a MAUDE Maude's liberal beliefs are put to the
test when she insists that her grandson, Phillip, invite
his friend. Sam, to spend the night, but then she's
confronted by an unorthodox situation

10:00 a NEWS
a a RAFFERTY A Point of View' Dr Ratterty
becomes involved with a blind girl, a rape victim and an
aged lothano

B UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode Nine The Nine
Day Wonder' The 1926 General Strike sends shock
waves that divide the Bellamy household and Hudson
expenences difficulty in maintaining discipline among
the servants

a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORTa 'NSIDE THE CUCKOO'S NEST Scenes from One
Flew Over the Cuckoo s Nest are contrasted with the
realities ot life at the Oregon State Hospital, where the
Academy Award-winning movie was filmed Modern
therapy techniques are glimpsed and the film's actors
describe their personal experiences
"IBNEWS

I ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
^ ALL THAT GLITTERS

11:30 aa THE CBS LATE MOVIE The Girl Who Came Gift
Wrapped' 1974 Karen Valentine. Richard Long A jaded
magazine publisher gets a gift-wrapped, bikinied girl
as a 40th birthday gift, (R)a® NEWS
© IRONSIDE

B ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
iB^NEWS

THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host David
Jrenner Guests: Jimmie Walker, Charo. Dr. Wayne
Dyer (writer)

SI
SCREENING ROOM

D COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which leatures weekly highlights ot key contests
which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Football
season

a® TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.

Tuesday. Sept. 20

EVENING

6:30 a BEST KEPT SECRET Samples of programs will
illustrate the range of unique approaches to traditional
subject matter.

tNBC NEWS
ADAM 12m I LOVE LUCY

B BEST KEPT SECRET This program gives adults a
sample ol the range ol unique approaches to
traditional subiect matter, and how TV production
techniques make the subject real and important to the
young viewer

6:56 BNEWS
7:00 a ZOOM

8a CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS

BB ABC NEWS
BNEWS
©ODD COUPLE
B DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:31

&00

1:30

9:00

11:45

12:00

12:15

1:30

Sre
9:30

9:56

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

a ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Members ol the cast of
the Boston production of the Tony-winning musical
Chicago

'

a DAILY NUMBER

8 EVENING MAGAZINE
MUPPETS SHOW Guest: Rich Little

a S2S,000 PYRAMID
®SHANANA
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW® GONG SHOW

§ MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOESa B UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode 10, The

Understudy A bitter quarrel over the line of
succession breaks out in the servants' quarters when
it appears that Hudson will be unable to take charge of
an important dinner partya CORAL JUNGLE

S® THE RICHARD PRYOR SHOWB HAPPY DAYS 'Fonzie.,.the Movie Star'' Part II

While awaiting his Hollywood screen test, Fonzie
accepts a challenge to compete in a water skiing
contest. He doesn't know that the tie-breaker will be a
ski lump -over a shark,

a SEVEN ON THE ROAD A look at the joys and
sorrows ot our urban communities,

8 ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTORB LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY Airport 59 Laverne
and Shirley win a plane trip to a professional football
game and Laverne. who is afraid ot flying, winds up at
the controls after a surprising mishapa MASSACHUSETTS REACTIONa INCLUDING ME The 1975 Education tor All
Handicapped Children Act has required public school
systems throughout the country to provide special
education curricula for handicapped children. Patricia
Neal hosts this documentary look at six handicapped
young people receiving special educationa a MASH. Maj Charles Emerson Winchester
becomes a reluctant member of the MASH,
company when his predecessor. Maj, Frank Burns,
still Suffering from the trauma of his blighted romance
with Hot Lips.' goes AWOL and receives a permanent
transfer

a® TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Girl in the
Empty Grave Andy Griffith, Sharon Spelman, A couple
is found dead and it is reported that their daughter,
believed to have died several months earlier, has been
seen alive (2hrs )

a B THREE'S COMPANY Jack Looks tor a Job
Jack Tripper's principles are at stake when he is hired
as a male model, then learns he is to pose nude lor a
magazine centerfold

B MOVIE A Night to Remember' 1958 Kenneth More.
Ronald Allen. As the unsinkable' Titantic sinks in the
Atlantic a freighter which might have averted the
tremendous loss of life remained anchored with its

wireless turned oft and ignored repeated rocket
signals (2 hrs )

B IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP Roberto
Devereaux' Beverly Sills and Richard Fredericks star
in Gaetano Donizetti's operatic version of the tragic
love story of England's Queen Elizabeth I and the Earl
of Essex Julius Rudel conducts

aB SOAP Episode Two Secrets are revealed when
sisters Jessica Tate and Mary Campbell meet tor
lunch, and a surprise awaits both the Campbell and
Tate families when they gel together tor dinner,

EE) ABC NEWSBRIEF

a NEWS
aa LOU GRANT After being fired. Grant heads for
LA to find a new job He looks up an old friend who
suggests he take over the city desk on a newspaper
But the final decision rests with the publisher, who is a
woman Stars Edward Asner (PREMIERE)
a OS) FAMILY Acts of Love Part II After a stormy
romance, which includes dealing with Lizzy's
exposure to radiation. Willie and Lizzy are married at

the Lawrence home
a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
a IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP The Daughter
of the Regiment' Beverly Sills stars in this production
of Gaetano Donizetti's colorful 1840 comic opera, set in

a village in the Austrian Tyrol

8Oa0®CE)NEWS
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

a a ^"^ CBS LATE MOVIE Kojak: A Wind From
Corsica David Opatoshu guest stars as a private

detective with a world-wide reputation for getting
results at any cost The Alpha Cajjer' 1973 Henry
Fonda. Leonard Nimoy A Los Angeles p>arole officer
masterminds a million-dollar gold bullion heist. (R)

fl B THE TONIGHT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson.
uests Kelly Monieith, Erma Bombeck
~ FERNWOOD 2-NIGHT
IRONSIDE

, TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Thief Who—ime to Dinner' 1973 Ryan O'Neal, Jacqueline Bissel,
A jewel thief robs from the rich to give to the poor -

himself (R)

d
ALL THAT GLITTERS
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Thief Who

Came to Dinner' 1973 Ryan O Neal. Jacqueline Bisset
A jewel thiet robs from the rich to give to the poor -

himself (R)

1:00 a® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

Wednesday. Sept. 21

6:00

6:30

655
7:00

7:30

7:31

EVENING

08ea®NEWS© HOGANS HEROES
B CROSS WITS
BZOOM
§TV FOR LEARNING: READING

NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

B I LOVE LUCY
TV FOR LEARNING Reading
NEWS
ZOOM
a CBS NEWS

8 NBC NEWS
B ABC NEWS

fNEWS
ODD COUPLE

ffl WRITING FOR A REASON

O LOWELL THOMAS REMEMBERS Aviation 1937

Film highlights recall the Miami air show, the start ot

transatlantic clipper ship service between the US. and
Britain, the B-17. battleship of the skies, and two
tragedies - the Hindenburg crash and Amelia
Earhart's disappearance

a DAILY NUMBER

8 EVENING MAGAZINE
IN SEARCH OF Swamp Monster'

a®BICI^CNEY© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW •

BIN SEARCH OF
B MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
a S2S.0O0 PYRAMID

8:00 afflUPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode 11 Alberto'
Georgina strikes up a friendship with a wild and
declasse society girl who introduces her to the world
ot movie making and creates a rift in the servants'
quarters involving Frederick, the footman,8a GOOD "nMES A mysterious little girl with even
more mysterious scars touches the lives ot Willona
and the Evans family when they inadvertantly discover
her well-kept secret and then tell it to the police

P B THE OREGON TRAIL Hard Ride Home Evan
Thorpe scolds his son, William, when he learns that
the boy has stolen a spear from a sacred Indian burial
ground and provoked an attack on the wagon tram
Stars Rod Taylor, Tony Becker, Darleen Carr
(PREMIERE)

a B EIGHT IS ENOUGH Trial Marriage Tom
disapproves when Mary moves into an apartment with
her fiance' without being married© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR

8:56 a NEWSBREAK
B ABC NEWSBRIEF

9:00 a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Tender bulbs are
re-located and stocks are sowed in the greenhouse
before the colder weathera a THE CBS WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES A
Killing Affair' Elizabeth Montgomery, OJ Sirr.pson
Two detectives are caught up in an interracial love
affair while working on a series of vicious crimes i2
hrs)

a B CHARLIE'S ANGELS Angels on Ice' The girls
go into show business as skaters in a big time ice
revue to find out why two of the shows stars
disappeared.

B MOVIE The Strange One' 1957 Ben Gazzara, Julie
Wilson Military school cadet terrorizes lower
classmen in attempt to discredit son of an officer.

After his plan is discovered the cadets put him on a
tram, sending him away from school (2hrs )a CHILDHOOD Possessions Set in a Welsh mining
town in the Depression-ridden 1920s,i George Ewart
Evans story recalls the struggle ot a widow and her
children who must sell their p>ossessions to make
ends meet ~ including their beloved family pony,
which laces mistreatment in the hands of its n«w
owner.



Pige 4 TV WATCH, supplement to the CoUegian

10:00
SHODNEW

MOMTY PYTHONS FLVMQ CIRCUS

_^^ BIG HAWAII GwKly K«k« FMrt refuses lo

T^^L^'iS^*'' '""~"* »"0«f c«»e biH)ht to spoil
n«f 11W MrlMay luau pwticuiarty when It brings a
hWKtaome crop duster helicopter piiol into her lite
Sla/sam Potts, John Oehner (PREMIERE)

^^t^SSSl^,^*^^ P^eseottng Archie Shepp
nignNghls from the concert pertorinence o( the Archie
Shepp^^^^ Quertw. taped from Look Parv ,n

IMACWEIL-LEHHCR REPORT
COUNTRY CORNER The centuhee^*! tr^l.hoo of

Bje cokxtu. Contrs [>«H:e a commonpl«ce comrrHinity
•ctlvttv in Ne» EnQlwid since the evly satttore

^'XJis:^::^;:^ ''°" "^ ""^ ••^^ '• '^^

11:00 m RNOINOS A Film About R«nhoW Manchausen
The prolesaor from CooconHa TMChers College m
S^werd. Neb is • man whoM dMp appreciahon lor
•i\ m everyday ttte has led him to teach whole
commonrties how to And baauty In ihatr
backyards

731
8:00 ii

10:30

11J0
• AU. THAT QUTTEfK

12:00

1:00

a a THE CSS LATE MOVIE HawaU Fh^eO" Two
mechanics are found slain the night before a Ug race
The AstrofMkji 1072 Jackie Cooper, SuaanClarli First
man on Mars is in|urad so govarrMnent replaces him
wfth a double (f^

• • THE TONWMT SHOW Moat Johnny Carson
Guest: Tony Randall

iFERNWOOOT^^eOHT

STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKV AND HUTCM-Death Notice Strippers
Ginger and Sonja are murdered after getting warning
notes from a timid man MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- The
Werewolf of Woodstock Michael Parks. Tige
Andrews A man is turned into a werewotf by an
electrical storm at Woodstock (R)
<ABC CAPTK)NED I4EWS

STARSKY AND NUTCH-MYSTERY Of THE WEEK
STARSKV AND HUTCH- Death Notice Strippers
Ginger and Sonja are murdered after getting warning
notes from a timid man MYSTERY Of THE WEEK- The
Werewolf of Woodstock Michael Parks, Tige
Andrews A nrvan is turned into a werewolf by an
electncai stofm at Wcxxlstock (R|•a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder.

•-.30

Thursday. Sept. 22

6:00

8:30

6:96

700

EVENING

taONEWS
I HOGAN'S HEROES
iCROsswrrs
1 2(X)M (CAPTIONED)

FOR THOSE WHO CARE ABOUT CHILDREN'S
Joan Gan^ Coof>ey creator and producer of

Sesame Street, discusses the programs
development philosophy and effectiveness, as well
as chiklren s educational programming in general
^^ NBC NEWS
SA0AM12

I LOVE LUCY
SHEWS

2oa

7:30
i

MOM (CAPTIONED)~ CBS NEWS
NEWS

_ ABC NEWS
NEWS
000 COUPLE
0IMENSK3NS IN CULTURE• REBOf>
DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGA2NE
HOUSE CALL Immunisation'

aOONGSHOW
HOLLYWOOO SQUARES

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
THAT GIRL
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
qpUBLEPLAY
_ UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode 12 Will Ye

No Come Back Again' The Bellamys vacation at a
hunting lodge in Scotland where the Eaton Place
suffers have a tough time roughing it However the
romantic atmosphere intensifies James's feelinos lor
Gaoraina

• m'^t. WALTONS John already the father of lour
sons, IS m a dilemma over what to do with a little blackDoy^a stray, who doesn t understand why he cant
bacoine a member of the Walton family Todd Bridoea
IS featured

S
GROWING UP
^WELCOME BACK, KOTTER And Baby Makes^oor Gabe and Julie settle down at home but find

thamsrtves with their hands full as they try to adjust to
twins Meanwhile, Barbarino complicates Gabe s lifeWhan he insists he be promoted with the other
swaatltogs.

il CHIPS Undertow Seven mambers of the L A^nva loottMll taam appear as members of an ofl-
••^«)n baakatball taam who play the California
Highway Patrol

iBASCBAU Boston Red Sox vs. Detroit Tigers
M2IZI-ROOTS
a WHAT'S HAPPENING! Rerun Gets Married'

_run suddenly finds himself a reluctant bridegroom
whan Maria, the new girl in school, asks him to marry
her '

0:00 a EVENING AT POPS Singer Pearl Bailey,
accompanied by her husband, drummer Louis
Bellson, performs Smile. Cabaret. Tired and
Hello Dollyi' Arthur fiedler and the Boston Pops
contribute Sousa 8 El Capitan March. Dvorak's
^erture to Carnival and an Oklahoma'' medley• 9 HAWAII RVE-O Guest star Rossano Brazil
portrays a wealthy shipprng magnate, one of whose
freighters is hijacked on the high seas and then
sought by fIvaO Chief Steve McGarrett and the Coast
Guard

a MAN FROM ATLANTIS Melt Down'- Mr
Schubert promises to stop his plan to submerge the
world in water in exchange lor Mark Harris Stars
Patrick Duffy Guest stars Victor Buono (PREMIERE)m a BARNEY MILLER Goodbye Mr Fish' Part II

Det Fish returns from the missing, but can't accept
the tact that this is his last day on dutym IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY The Trouble that Truth
Makes Illustrates some of the problems faced in
society by freedom o( thoupht• a CARTER COUNTRY Union vs The
Confederacy' Chief Roy falls into a trap when he treats
his annual negotiating session with the mayor as the
game they usually play

0:58 a ABC NEWSBRlcF
10:00 ONEWS

e THIS WEEK

SI ROSETTl AND RYAN If You Cant Trust Your
wyers In front of hundreds of witnesses, an

eccentric TV commercial actress fires a pistol at a pro
football sUr during a luncheon in his honor, then hires
Rosetti and Ryan to defend her Tony Roberts and
Squire Fndell star (PREMIERE)

fa ''EDO FOXX Guests Slappy White, Rev Ira Linn
igers. Prince Spencer

a BAHNABY JONES JR begins a risky
impersonation as a hired mercenary to determine if a
missing Vietnam veteran has joined the ranks of the
commando band which may be involved in an
assassination plot

a MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London
Episode Four Success comes to Charles, not in
ronwnce with Maria Beadnell. but in his writing career,
as he IS offered a lucrative contract that holds out the
prospect of riches for his impoverished family He also
meets another young woman. Catherine Hooarlh» MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

RED SOX WRAP-UP
_ IN PURSUIT OF UBERTY The Trouble that Truth
Makes illustrates some ol the problems faced in
society by freedom of thought.

a *NOY GRjWiTH SHOWm ALL THAT GUTTERS

i.

12:00

100

0:30

10:30

10:«
11:00

11:30 a THE CBS LATE MOVIE Whan the Legends Die'
1972 Richard WIdmark, Frederic Forrest A conniving
e«rodeo star teaches and corrupts an orphaned
Indian boy on the rodeo circuit But once the boy
tiecomes a rodeo star, his dissatisfaction with his
success causes him to strike out on his own . ( R)a THE TONKjHT SHOW Host Johnny Caraon. Guast:
Merie Ear le (actress)

a fERNWOOO 2-NK3HT
a THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH' Hawkeye and
Trapper John arrange a party and ralfle to raise the
tuition money needed to send a Korean house boy to
medical school Ko)ak Deadly Innocence' A father
pushes one of his sons to commit murder in order to
prevent the discovery ol a prevtous crime (R)• NEWS
9 IRONSIDE

WUCE STORY-THURSDAY NKJHT SPEOAL
LK;E STORY- The Gamble The tranafer of a desk

oHIcer to the vice squad leads to a series of exptosive
developments THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL- The
Third Unofficial Miss La* Vegas Showgirl Pageant'
Steve Allen is the host and Rose Marie is the color
commentator (R)

a ABC CAPTK)NEO NEWSm POL«E STORY THURSDAY NKJHT SPECIAL
POLICE STORY- The (iamble The transfer of a desk
officer to ;he vice squad leads to a series of explosive
developments THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL The
Third Unofficial Miss Las Vegas Showgirl Pageant'
Steve Allen is the host and Rose Marie is the color
commentator (R)

aaTOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder

Friday. Sept. 23

EVENING

6:00 aoaasNEws

ip

HOGAN'S HEROES
p CROSS WITS
^ZOOM
I BEST KEPT SECRET This program gives adults a

sample ol the range o' unique approaches to
traditional subiect matter and how TV production
techniques make the subiect real and important to the
young viewer

® NBC NEWS~ ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
a BEST KEPT SECRET This progrim gives adults a
sample of the range of unique approaches to
traditional subiect matter, and how TV production
techniques make the subiect real and important to the
young viewer

6:96 a'^cWS
7:00 a SAY BROTHER Can the Sun Be Your Enemy'

Henrietta Aiad/em relates her 24-year struggle with the
often fatal disease known as Lupusaa CBS NEWS
B'^BCNEWS

§03 ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODDCX)UPLE

a PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY
7:30 a OAILY NUMBER

a EVENING MAGAZINE
a MATCH GAME
aSHANANA
a $100 000 NAME THAT TUNE© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
IMUPPETSSHOWGue-i Rich Little

MACNEIL-uEHRER REPORT
MATCH GAME
a WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

) NEW ADVENTURES Of WONDER WOMAN
) SANfORD ARMS The Grandparent Alter his

grandmother lets it be known that she considers the
Sanlord Arms to be less than the ideal place to raise a
young boy 12-year-old Nat develops a yen to go and
live with his grandparents

SI a DONNY AND MAKE Guests Redd foxx, Kris
nstofferson

6:30

8:58

ftOO

0:30

10:00

10:30

10:46

11:00

11:24

11:30

11:54

12:00

12:54

1 00

1:S«

2:00

3:54

4:24

BASEBALL Boston Red Sox vs Detroit Tigers
_ a WALL ITREET WEEK Host: Louis Rukeyser
The Economy Shifts into Low Guest Economist LacyH Hunt, vice-president of The Fidelity Bank

rj
a CHKX) AND THE MAN Su Casa. Mi Casa' Ed

rown tries to locate the (amily of Raul, the Mexican
stowaway, and learns that the boy is an orphan which
makes it very hard to resist the boy s request to'stay at
Ed's place

a NEWSBREAK
SABC NEWSBRIEf

MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Four Success' comes to Charles not in
romance with Maria Beadnell, but in his writing career
as he IS offered a lucrative contract that holds out the
prospect ol riches for his impoverished family He also
meets another young woman, Catherine Hogartha a LOGAN'S RUN Logan and Jessica believe
they ve found Sanctuary in a beautiful city near a
parched desert where their hovercraft broke down,
until a series of strange phenomenon leaves them witti
second thoughts

aa THE ROCKFORD PILES Trouble In Chapter ir
The author of a best-selling women's manual hires Jim
Rockford to Investigate threat, that have been trwde
against her life

JP ff ""1^ **^ fRIDAY NKJHT MOVIE The Return ol
the Pink Panther' 1975 Peter Sellers repeats his classic
role as the bumbling French sleuth Inspector Closoau
In madcap pursuit ol the priceless gem. The Pink
Panther Also stars Christopher Plummer, Herbert
Lom. Catherine Schell (2 hrs. 24 min )

S
MASSACHUSETTS
CROCKETT'S VTCTORY GARDEN The basics of

starting a new lawn and the jungle of lawn care
products and apparatus are covered by Jim
SHEWSa SWITCH Pete and Mac follow the pro tennis
circuit to track down a murderera a QUINCY The Contender' Foul play is
suspected in the death ol a boxer after a
championship match Former txjxing great Joe Louis
and pro fighter Randy Shields, the leading contender
for the junior weltemveight championship crown, have
cameo roles

a EVENING AT POPS Singer Pearl Bailey
accompanied by her husband, drummer Louis
Bellson. performs Smile.' Cabaret.' Tired' and
Hello. Dolly! Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops
contribute Souse's El Capitan March. Dvorak's
Overture to Carnivar and an Oklahoma'' medleyO MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT® RED SOX WRAP-UP
O DAVID SUSSKINO SHOW Don't Get Sick in
America - The Runaway Cost of Medical Care'eea®NEws© MOVIE Adventure of Sherlock Holmes' 1939 Basil
Rathbone. Ida Lupino Holmes enters the case when a
plot to steal the Crown Jewels is covered by attempted
murder of a young lady

8 ALL THAT GLITTERS
gQNEWS

O MOVIE The Horsemen 1971 Omar Sharif, Leigh-
Taylor Young Afghanistan elite horsemen called
Chapandez engage in the world's most dangerous
sport. Buzkashi

a® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson

8 SECOND CITY TELEVISION
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

a FERNWOOD 2-NIGHTa BARETTA The Ninia Baretta s life is endangered
when he goes up against an Onental killer expert in
the use of all the martial arts and bent on revenge for
his daughter's death (R)a MOVIE Under Capricorn 1949 Ingrid Bergman
Joseph Gotten (2 hrs )a BARETTA The Ninja' Baretta s life is endangered
when he goes up against an Oriental killer expert In
the use of all the martial arts and bent on revenge for
hiodaughiers death (R)

a® THE MIDNKJHT SPECIAL

8 NEWS
MOVIE Thanks a Million' 1935 Fred Allen, Dick

Powell (1 hr 45 mm.)
a HOUSE CALL
a GOOD DAY

CAMPUS CENTER LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

HKTCH
Fri. & Sat.

Sept. 16 & 17

Duke & The Drivers

$2.00 Cover

DLUeWiML

Featuring

Springrain

Special Happy Hour
Right After the Game

2 For 1 Beers 3-7
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Bromery discourag
V ANDREA A TKIN<i ^ . ^^By ANDREA ATKINS

Collegian Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last
niqht told students to think twice before
making concrete plans for unionization
during the Conference on Student Em-
powerment held in the Campus Center.
He said the bargaining between ad-

ministration and faculty is handled by
negotiators and is bound by legal structures
which students should consider.
He outlined some of the inner workings of

the administration at UMass and ended his
speech with a short question and answer
period where he responded to questions on
student action and the housing problem.

In collective bargaining, Bromery ex-
plained, there are two sides represented
(administration and faculty). The addition of
student negotiators would add to the
complication which already exists while
keeping to three issues which are outlined in
a state law regarding contract negotiations

In discussing the limits of University
power, Bromery explained this law which
"gives the governor the final word" on
programs at state institutions. The chancellor
extended his statement by defining two
maior points of the law: first, labor unions
can bargain only for wages, hours and
conditions and, second, once this settlement
IS reached, the contract must be sent to the
governor's office for approval. There the
settlement is subject to veto without
comment from the governor.
"Contracts are explicit," Bromery said. "If

any of the parties fail, then penalties fall on
the whole group." He suggested that
students carefully look over the "mechanism
that now exists" for student action before
changing it.

The chancellor continued by introducing
what he called "the ability of externa! politics
to invade University life." Bromery said
because of pressures from government
about one third of Whitmore" must account
to the federal government for the money
they spend.
Commenting on the survey of 57 issues

made by the Student Center on Educational

UMass
bear statue

• ]•

The UMass bear statue, missing since last
October, reappeared this weekend in its

original place, above the main entrance of
the Student Union Building. The bear was a
gift of Hokkaido University in Japan and was
presented to UMass as a symbol of friend-
ship. It was presented to the University by
former UMass President Jean Paul Mather at
dedication ceremonies for the then new
Student Union in January, 1957.

Notices
Scheduling for the Collegian blood drive

begins today. Donors should go to the
Collegian business office, 113 Campus
Center, to sign up for a time to donate.
Available hours are. tomorrow, 5 to 9:30
p.m.; Wednesday, 2 to 8 p.m., Thursday, 5 to
9:30 p.m.

The donor center is now located in the
Public Health Center, next to Morrill Science
Center.

Reporters on the Collegian Campus
Bureau must attend a meeting tonight at 7:00

in the Collegian office. Assignments will be
finalized and the campus governance system
discussed.

Research (SCER), Bromery proposed the
topics be broken into related categories
specifically, education and economy.

The SCER survey questioned UMass
students on their priorities in terms of
spending. Bromery said he was "pleased" to

see that academics was first with most
students.

Bromery said in certain cases, more ef-
fective student representation was needed
but re-stated the existing system could be
effective. Concerning the housing problem
he admitted there were some mistakes made

union
by the administration but in solving the
problem, it wanted to stay away from
computerization which might create more
problems. Bromery said next year's ad-
missions fTiight be altered somewhat to
compensate for this year's record freshman
class.

D.t^r.Xk«roru^^",™^.:^sr.:!t:n:«^^^^^^^^^^
li.t.n. IStaff photo by John Andorionl

**°°"'''"'^^
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Campus News
Political activist Tom Hayden was the keynote speaker at

yesterday's Conference on Student Empowerment. See the story on
page 3.

Three professors and three teaching assistants were presented
distinguished awards at the annual Faculty Convocation Friday See
story and photos on page 3.

Reporter Mathew Kovary sought out the prince at Amherst
College and carne up with a royal interview. See his story and photo
ot Pnnce Albert Gnmaldi on page 4.

Mike Simons beamed in on the UMass Science Fiction LibraryThe story is on page 2.
•.>">€. y.

Worldwide News
The United Nations will open tomorrow, facing 120 items on its

agenda. See page 5.

Oil company profits are up again. See page 6 for details
Homeowners '" ^oston and other cities are forming a protest

group to keep the SST out. Story on page 6.
» k-

13 nations are meeting to discuss minerals in Antartica. See frigid
story, page 6.

Vice-President Mondale spoke out in support of Bert Lance. See
page 6.

Weatlier
Rain all day. Hey, don't get upset, it's only one day two at the

most. If you're paranoid, I've got a great deal in a used ark.

Student union

mal<es gains
By BRUCE KAYTON
Collegian Staff

fl

UMass students organizing student
unionization yesterday said the union will be
run by the students and for the students.
"The point is the people that are doing the

coordinating will come directly from the
grassroots councils. There won't be
representatives, there will be spokesper-
sons," said Greg Tarpinian, an organizer of
the movement.

There were a variety of speakers and
workshops yesterday on student
unionization. Approximately 450 oeoole
attended a session with nationally known
student rights activist Tom Hayden at the
Campus Center Auditorium. Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery last night spoke and a
discussion followed the speech. (See related
story.

)

The student union is still in its infant stage
flnd the leaders of the movement hope to
look back at yesterday as the day when
things really got moving, they said.

Only 15 20 people attended the afternoon
workshop but student organizers said they
are happy with this turnout.

"It only takes a small number of people of
affect change," said Tarpinian, "and
remember we're only in the discussion
stage."

Brian J. DeLima, soeaker of the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate said a thousand
people were reached when Dick Gregory
spoke at the Campus Center Auditorium and
another 450 were reached when Hayden
spoke.
One result of the day-long conference is a

statement made by the students expressing
the students' dissatisfaction of being
powerless in their own University.
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Warrants for 61

at Kent State

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 19^ 1077

KA^^^^' ^^'° ^compi/ed sources] -
Warrants have been issued for the arrest of
61 persons who briefly occupied the site of
the proposed $6 million gym at Kent State
University, adjacent to the 1970 massacre of
four students by the Ohio National Guard
who were demonstrating against the U.s'
invasion of Cambodia during the Vietnam
war.

Construction of the facility is scheduled to
begin this week, possibly today, said Kent
State University President Brage Golding.
The proposed site is at least 120 feet from the
actual location of the shootings' site he
added.

Two protesters were arrested Saturday
when they and two others attempted to stop
workers removing trees from Blanket Hill
The tree- moving effort got underway as U S
Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan
Jr. rejected the May 4 Coalition's latest
maneuver to halt construction.

Karen E. Gordon, Cleveland Heights, and
Julia Cochrane, 24, Kent, had buried
themselves horizontally in a hole workers had
dug to transplant a tree from the con-
struction site.

Cochrane escaped serious injury when a
backhoe operator, suddenly and without
warning, according to police, scooped up a
load of dirt next to the spot where she was

burrowed. Police dragged her by the arms for
100 feet, until they realized she had fainted,
and then picked up her feet and took her to a
hospital where she was placed under ob-
servation.

It is unclear as to whether the sight of the
descending scoop made her lose con-
sciousness.

The operator of the front end loader was a
Kent fireman whose hose had been cut
dunng the burning of the university's ROTC
building two days prior to the May, 1970
shooting.

Also arrested Saturday was Greg W.
Currie, Cleveland Heights, sheriff's deputies
said, adding that Currie and a female juvenile
were sitting in a hole dug for a tree.

Gordon and Currie were charged with
resisting arrest and disorderly conduct and
were being held yesterday in the Portage
County Jail, Ravenna, in lieu of $3,000
secunty bond apiece.

"You better plan on being here for a long,
long time, for every day it takes to build this
gym," one protester chided at police, who
have been guarding Blanket Hill 24 hours a
day to protect workers and the site.

Collegian reporter Brad Goverman will file

a detailed report on what happened at Kent
State this weekend in tomorrow's Collegian.

Conferences mean $
By ELIZABETH S. KENT
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center's most lucrative
market is conferences, according to William
M. Harris, new director of the Campus
Center. Harris wants to make the complex
financially viable, and in doing so, reduce the
debt-fee which the student body now has to
pay.

The present debt service amounts to $1.7
to $1.9 million. For the past two years, the
Campus Center fee has increased $13, from
$66 to $79.

The Campus Center must be made more
attractive to prospective conferees, Harris
said, to take advantage of the large con-
ference market. This would also benefit the
residence halls and ddining commons by
expanding their use dunng the large summer
conferences.

According to Harris, the University Store
coontributed about $250,000 toward the
Campus Center debt service. The University
Store is budgeted to contribute $321,000 for
fiscal year 77-78.

There is a precedence for the state paying
for the campus centers of state schools,
Harris said, so it is possible the state would

finance some part of the UMass Campus
Center debt.

There is currentiy legislation before the
state house to achieve just that. There is,

however, no possibility the state would
reimburse students for monies already paid
on the debt, Harris said.

Campus Center Board of Governors and
Harris are presently considering a proposal
for a new check cashing service in the
complex.

Moststate universities around the country
have commercial banks on campus, Harris
said.

The new director came to UMass in June
from Rutgers University. He was director of
Student Activities and the campus center
there, and was also the assistant dean of
students.

As director of the Campus Center Harris is

responsible for its various operations and
services. These include food services, the
University Store, Conference Services,
Accommodations Services, and the
maintenance and operation of the entire
complex.

Harris has permarrently filled the position
formerly held by three acting co-directors:
William F. Field, O.C. Bobby Daniels, and
Kenneth H. Dean.

Julia Cochrane, member of the Kent State University •tudent^o^^SifS'dgym opponent, bur.ed herself In a hole planned for a tree at the gym annex .he Shewas taken into custody by campus police. (UPI)

UM Child Care System
can baby the pre-schooler
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

In a small second floor office, a young
woman listens attentively as a secretary
explains the registration forms before her. On
display around the room are drawings and
paintings obviously done by young children.
The office belongs to Mark Segar, director

of the UMass Child Care System (CCS),
coordinated by the University's Community
Development Center. The young woman is a
mother hoping to register her child in one of
the on-campus day care programs.
CCS attempts to alleviate some of the

problems encountered by parents of pre-
school aged children by providing day care
programs. It also provides a babysitting

Sci-Fi Library-reading isn't 'forced'
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

"May the Force be with you" is the
greeting you may expect but won't ever get
from the librarians or patrons of the Scierice
Fiction Library, located in room 434 of the
Student Union.

The library, an RSO group, began in 1964
and now claims to have over 10,000 volumes
of science fiction, horror, fantasy material
and comic books.

President Lou Wysocki said most of the
present 100 members just come in to talk to
the librarians about the latest happenings in
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science fiction and claims the library is "the
only place on campus for light reading."
The library is also the meeting place for

other small groups on campus such as
people interested in strategy games and the
Star Trek Lives group, a clearinghouse for
Star Trek information.

The UMass Sci-Fi Library, an affiliate of
the New England Science Fiction
Association (NESFA), receives advance
warnings of forthcoming movies and books
as well as advance copies from both Bantam
Books and Fawcett publishers.
Wysocki said members of the library also

publish a newsletter and hold two annual
parties, one on Halloween and the other on
Walpurgis Night, which falls on the eve of
May 1. Walpurgis Night is when witches and
other supernatural beings ride through the
skies. "We celebrate it, but it's not as well
known," Mary Trompke, the library's
secretary said.

Library members have a table in the
Campus Center throughout the semester
where third and forth copies of library books
are sold. The profits going toward buying
new titles as well as subsidizing people going
to various science fiction conventions.
The Science Fiction Library is open to all

members of the five-college community and
the $2 per Semester membership fee entitles

the member to take out any five books for a
week, renewable, and free entrance to all

parties and films sponsored by the library.

referral service, which matches babysitters
with community families.

Although the programs are open to the
five-college community, UMass students are
given first priority in enrolling their children in
the five Student Affairs-sponsored day care
schools.

The Infant Care Experimental Center, in

North Village Apartments, offers half and full
day sessions for children aged three months
to two-and-a-half years.

North Village also houses the New World
Day S9hool and the North Village Children's
Center.

The Grassroots Cooperative School is

situated in the First Baptist Church on North
Pleasant Street. This program stresses
parental involvement both in the classroom
and in policy-making decisions. These three
schools are designed for children from two
and-a-half to five years of age.
The University Day School, housed in

Bowditch Lodge, works in conjunction with
the School of Education.
The children, aged two-and^a-half to six

are offered an open classroom with various
activity areas, including art, blocks, and
science.

The school is staffed by student teachers
as well as a head teacher and an assistant
teacher.

According to Segar, these programs were
originally started by parent groups who
eventually approached the University for
sponsorship.

"UMass has the cheapest day car, as far as
what the parents have to pay, in the state of
Massachusetts," stated Segar. The reason
for this low cost is due to a University
subsidy of one half the expense of these
nrograms.

All the l:CS schools have interns and work
study students involved in the day care
services, which Segar beiieyes adds to the
enthusiasm and energy of the programs.
There are many positions open to in-

volvement by students with a variety of skills,

such as art, dance and landscaping, which
aids in the design of playgrounds.
CCS has only two male staff members, but

last year had six male interns.

There are only a few openings currently
available. There are no infant child care
openings, which are more in demand than
the other programs. There are still a few
afternoon op>enings. For more information
contact the Child Care Office, 221 Berkshire
or call. If space is unavailable, the office will

refer you to off-campus day care programs.
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Hayden following

union progress

Former 60's activist Tom Haydan spoke Sunday afternoon at the Campus Center
Auditorium, kicking off the Student Unionization Conference. (Staff photo by
Donna Jacobson)

'Reorganize'— Bromery
By MOIRA P. CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bronr>erv Friday
offered a plan to reorganize the Massa-
chusetts Board of Higher Education's role

with the state university system.
"The present Massachusetts Board of

Higher Education," said Bromery, "should
be retained with a redefinition of its role and
function focused primarily on the state-

federal and public- private liaison." Such
action would retain UMass-Amherst as head
of the three UMass campuses in Amherst,
Boston and Worcester.

Bromery's plan differs from thai of Paul
Parks, director of Educational Affairs, for the
state, who suggested that the state Board of
Higher Education split into regional sections.
Park's proposal, introduced this summer,
would divest UMass of its position as head of

the UMass campuses.
Bromery addressed himself to this topic

and two others including the changing
University presidency and the faculty
collective bargaining effort during the

Convocation Speech to University faculty.

Bromery's proposal for reorganization
within public higher education also includes
"a horizontal separation of the three major
segments of public higher education, an
effective and functional statewide coor-
dinating board with equal representation
from each segnr>ental board, protection
against direct political influence for future
planning, and determination of resource
allocation as a function of public higher
educational program needs."

Bromery also announced that the UMass
Board of Trustees will select and name an
interim president of UMass if no candidate
has been named by January 1, 1978, when
present President Robert C. Wood's
resignation becomes effective.

Bromery, concluded the speech saying he
hopes the outcome of faculty bargaining
sessions will be to the mutual benefit of both
the faculty and the University's objective to
provide quality teaching for its students. He
said the duty of the University community is

to "pull together this year to improve our-
selves and our prospects."

By CAROL YN GUERRA
Collegian Staff

Political activist Tom Hayden addressed a
crowd of about 200 students in the Campus
Center Auditorium last night, citing the
importance for students to put forth a
collective effort in organizing a union of
students.

Hayden was the second keynote speaker
of the Student Unionization Conference held
here this weekend, organized by the Student
Organizing Project.

Hayden commened UMass students in-

volved in the protest of UMass investments
in South Africa for their substantial victory
through the decision of the Board of
Trustees to divest their holdings in cor-
porations based in that country. Hayden told
the crowd that out of 17 votes on the board
of the University of California system, only
six supported withdrawal of that university's
holdings in South Africa.

Hayden then addressed his talk to the
subject of a union of students at UMass. He
said he plans to follow the progress of ac-
tivities geared toward such a unionization on
the UMass campus with great interest.

He went on to say that in the 50's and 60's,
the "Student Union" was someplace you
went to get coffee and the only reason for a
membership would be to use the school
pool. He pointed out that the idea of a union
of students aimed at a valid and active part in

the decision makfng of university policies
was something students were not allowed to
be in a position to conceptualize.

In the 60's, students had no rights,
Hayden said, and the concept of students
having rights was looked upon as
revolutionary. Student governments could
take no stand on issues and students in

general were told they were not fit to think
for themselves and had no voting rights, he
said.

Then things began to change, Hayden
said. Out of small debates in the growing
unrest on campuses in the 60's, came the
foundation of activities which helped
desegregation of the south, "frozen for a
hundred years," and created an atmosphere
for the rise of minority rights, including those
of women, he said.

Abolition of the draft, the toppling of two
presidents and the end of the Vietnam war,
he continued, were also results of student
protest in the last decade.
He said he feels Kent State and Jackson

State are key examples of how the past
tragedies and anti-war efforts connected
with the protest of students of the Vietnam
war are threatened with direct attempts of
the involved officials to place them in ob-
scurity forever.

He went on to say that historically, this can
be shown to happen frequently. A "return to
the old days" of superficial peace Is what
those who would wish to avoid con-
frontation by further investigations and
persistance are actively trying to do with the
building of the gynasium proposed for the

Distinguished Teachers given awards
By PATTY KIT
Collegian Staff

The University recognized its most out-

standing teachers last Friday at the annual
Faculty Convocation with the presentation of
the "Distinguished Teacher Awards" and the
"Distinguished Teaching Assistant Awards."

Distinguished Teachers Awards were presented to (left to right) Bruce Hodleym,
Maurice Levin. Ed Phinney, Susan Currier, Gary Monroe, and Ed Wolff in a ceremony
at Bowker Auditorium. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

The three recipients of the teaching award
were professors Bruce Hoadley, Maurice
Levin and Edward Phinney. Teaching
assistant awards were presented to Sue
Currier, Garry Monroe and Edward Wolff, all

graduate students. Each award consists of a

citation from the University and a check for

$1,000 provided by a grant from the AMACO
Corporation.

The distinction is determined by a strict

criteria. Selections are made by a faculty and
student board appointed by the provost.

They consider the ability of the teacher to

stimulate students through challenging ideas

and effective communication techniques.
The teacher must also have full knowledge

of subject matters and the ability to interpret

and relate the result of contemporary
scholarship, be interested in counseling
students and show evidence of consistently

distinguished work for at least three years.

Hoadley, an associate professor of forestry

and wildlife management, was described by
his students as "dedicated, demanding and
encouraging; interesting because he is in-

terested." Levin, professor of Slavic
Languages, makes Russian challenging and
dynamic, students said, by emphasizing
student participation. The third award
winner, Phinney, a professor of Classics, was
described by members of his class as "spell-

binding and capable of generating en-

thusiasm even at 8:00 in the morning."
Currier is a teaching assistant in the

Rhetoric department, Monroe is a teaching
assistant from accounting, and Wolff won
his teaching assistant award for his work in

the mathematics department.

site of the Kent State Student slayings.
'I fear in this country the rights and

achievements of the last decade are being
cut back," he said. By initiating some
achievement here, "you can influence the
rest of the country and use it as a building
stone to the future."

This effort requires change in the present
social cliniatB of the United States and
change in attitudes, he said, "It is for us to
decide."

Hayden said the poor in this country are
the most tragic victims of the present
system. Middle Cl'qss "nest eggs" are being
snatched away arid a college education can
no longer be looked upon as a way of moving
up the ladder and a vehicle to economic
opportunity. Graduates are now among the
ranks of the unemployed, he said.

The dream of upward mobility through
education is starting to crack, Hayden said,

and rampant individualism is the "blessing
and curse" of organizing students. It is

important for students to see that in order to
secure and strengthen individual rights for

each student, there must be a collective

effort. Students must be willing to feel a part
of a class of people or social group without
fear of losing their individual freedom and
identity, he said.

The government could begin a campaign
to rekindle prosperity in this country, Hayden
said, by reversing the cutbacks in social

programs and education programs and
stopping the (exploitation and manipulation
of defenseless people.

Hayden said, a program of majority
economics should be put into law; but
posing a threat to the present system is

something that causes much resistance. Full

employment and housing, education through
college, and health care should be "a matter
of human right," he sdid, but these things are
alien to the present economic situation in

United States.

Franklin D. Roosevelt suggested these
things 30 years ago as an economic bill of
rights, saia Hayden, and now we are told we
do not have this prospect.
He said the system should be reorganized

along the lines of the aforementior>ed goals;

he sees them as the "quality of life."

He outlined a three point plan.
Representation of the labor force of any
corporation or corporate entity on its board
and labor's participation in all investment and
corporate decisions of the corporation is one
point stressed in the plan,

The transition of fossil fuel energy to solar
energy is another point in Hayden's plan.

"No one can create a monopoly of the sun"
Hayden said, and a more equal represen-

tation of women and minorities in corporate
executive positions should be achieved.
He said the concept of reinvestment of

capital has gone "haywire". There must be
some legal guidelines of who comprises the
board of directors of corporations which
have a great power base in the political and
economic functions of this country.

The struggles of the 60's opened up a

crack for the 70's and created more op-
portunity for social progress and economic
democracy, he said.

Hayden said most of the people who jailed

the student activists in the '60's are now
serving time themselves in the 70's. He says
this with no "revengeful" feelings but to
emphasize what was resisted then is now
truth accepted.

He also said the 60's struggle has un-
dergone it's searching and now can arise in a
progressive and f irong unification of socially
minded people in the 70's using social and
economic frustration as the unifying basis.

If the government fears us learning the
truth so much, known by its efforts to cover
up so many things, it must show us "we have
power, Hayden said. Because of this, he said,

vve are living in a country where the
government is at war with its citizens.

A past organizer himself in 1961 for civil

rights, Hayden co-funded the Students for a
Democratic Society in 1962. He was among
the Chicago 7 defendants in 1969 and 1970
resulting from his involvement with the anti-
war movement against the American in-

volvement in Vietnam.

He became a candidate for the U.S.
Senate in 1976. Running on a democratic
ballot in California, he was not elected. He
felt the weaknesses in his campaign was the
fact that many young people have become
disillusioned in the present electoral system
and the bulk of the young vote was not
represented.

Hayden is now working on a campaign for
economic democracy through a statewide
organization in California. The organization's
goals are to make social and political
changes in California.
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CEQ
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

Does It bother you that one day our
oceans won't be clean enough to swim in or
that soon recycling will be a way of life?
The UMass Coalition for Environmental

Quality (CEQ) would like to promote a new
awareness of environmental issues through
the education and involvement of students in
various projects.

Formed in 1970 by the Undergraduate
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Student Senate, it has since been dealing
with many different issues. But the
organizations's involvement in campaigns
and projects is severely limited by the lack of
student concern and participation. Although
there are over one hundred members, only
about ten of these people are truly involved.

At a recent meeting President Carol Entin
gave an introduction to CEQ, and suggested
some projects be undertaken. Pointing out
that someday recycling will be mandatory
she proposed that all soda machines ori
campus be stocked with only returnable

Profile

bottles.

CEQ would also like to sponsor an en-
vironmental film festival and continued
action dealing with wildlife issues, such as
the dolphins and whales. These projects
could all be very successful if student par-
ticipation would increase, Entin said.

There are no paid positions in the CEQ, but
there are many advantages to this. Meeting
people with similar interests and working
together for a common cause can be a very
satisfying experience. The coalition also
organizes canoe trips, potluck dinners, hikes.

m

Prince's life heir-raising
By l\/IATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Prince Albert Grimaldi, 19-year-old heir
to the throne of Monaco, is alive and well
and living at Amherst College.
The prince, now beginning his fresh-

man year, is at the request of his family
being treated like any other student.
He lives in a freshman dorm with

students his own age. When it gets too
noisy, he leaves his single room, marked
"Big Al", and walks to the Amherst
Library to study introductory courses in
political science, history, economics and
English.

The prince is becoming a quite familiar
figure on campus. Friends who recognize
his tall, neatly cut, dirty-blond profile
wave to him from across the lawn.

Pnnce Albert oppears to be unaffected
by his position in life. He is sincere but
quiet, and never offered more than asked
— the sign of d veteran interviewee.
Phnce Albert walks around campus

without a bodyguard, although it is

believed the Grimaldi family has taken
private security measures. But this
reporter had no trouble tracking the
Prince down one morning before classes,
and actually met him for the first time
standing in his royal pajamas.

Albert is soft spoken, and speaks
slowly without an accent. As a
youngster, he learned French and English
simultaneously, due to the influence of
his famous American mother and
aristocratic father.

Rarely has there been a royal family
which has been as loved, photographed
arxj doted on as Monaco's Grimaldi's.
Albert is the son of Prince Rainier III and
Princess Grace, former movie star Grace
Kelly. In 1958 all 4,000 citizens of Monaco
heralded the arrival of the Gnmaldi's first

son. Prince Albert. Albert's sister.
Princess Caroline, is one year older thari

the prince, and is engaged to be married
to Philippe Junot, 37-year-old French
businessman within the year. Albert's
other sister, Stephanie, 12, has her royal
heart set on ballet.

The prince is neither what one might
call talkative, or humorous. He is a
serious individual, a bit nervous and
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Albert Grimaldi

reserved in his behavior. Although far
from being pompous, he rarely
elaborated on any topic and answered
questions with a quick staccato delivery.
"Do you like to travel?"
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"Yes."
"Do you have a favorite city?"
"Not really."

"Why is that?"
"I like London."
"Why do you like London?"
"It has personality."
"Do you have a home away from

home? Perhaps here in the states?"
"Philadelphia."
"Why is Philadelphia your home away

from home?"
"My mother's family lives there."
Being heir to the throne of Monaco has

certain benefits. At home, the prince lives
in a 200-room pink-and-while palace
surrounded by flowers, flags, and
snappily dressed guards. Monaco, a 450-
acre princedom on the French Riviera, is

not much bigger than New York's City's
Central Park. It is an international
playground for the rich, and according to
Prince Albert, is a favorite convention site
for congressmen and business
executives.

The prince is a great fan of the Grand
Prix and knows several famous race car
drivers, most notably Jackie Stuart, who
the prince says recently retired.

Monaco is also the site of an in-

ternational television festival that rivals
the Cannes Film Festival a few miles
away. According to the prince, television
shows from around the world are viewed
and judged every spring just like the films
at Cannes are.

But being heir to the \hrone can
sometimes be inconvenient. During his
public high school days in Monaco,
Albert dated girls under the watchful eye
of a chaperof^e. The Prince admits having
someone follow you around can certainly
cramp your style. So when asked if he
ever identified with the overprotected
prince in Mark Twain's The Prince and
the Pauper, he smiled for the first time
during the interview and said, "yes."

VASAKfLY \'\i.U)\<

and assorted adventures. There was even a
trip to Provincetown to watch the whale
migration.

There are also many academic advantages
to be gained while working with CEQ, such
as learning how to put together a newsletter,
or gaining experience working with the
general public. It may even be possible to
earn a credit while working on a specific
project.

It requires no knowledge of environmental
issues to become a member of the coalition.
Entin said many people are afraid to join
because they feel they don't know enough
about ecology and conservation to par-
ticipate actively. She stressed one of their
objectives as an organization is to educate
people, and that everyone's time and effort is

considered very valuable.
CEQ will hold their election meeting Sept.

22 at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 903.
There are still positions available including
secretary, vice-president, projects coor-
dinator, and newsletter coordinator.

Kent film
The film "Kent State - May 1970" will be

shown at 7:30 p.m. in Student Union 413A. It

is a documentary depicting the events
leading up to and including the shooting of
four students at Kent State May 4, 1970, for
protesting the war in Vietnam. Discussion
will follow which will include events going on
now at Kent State concerning the building of
a gym on the site of the murders. The film
will be shown by the Revolutionary Student
Brigade. Everyone is invited.

"TRUST WHAT
YOU KNOW"
"Just learning about

something isn't really

enough You have to trust

yourself to use the knowl-
edge. That's having

confidence. How else could
I do something as com
plicated as this?"

And if you haven't used
tampons yet, knowing more
about Tampax tampons"
protection can give you
another kind of confidence.

That's why you'll find instruc

tions and answers to the

questions young women ask
most often in every package.
Tampax tampons The

more you know about them,
the more you trust them.

TAMPAX.
VAin OMv MV lAMPAX INi: )Rcr,((Am' fA(VltR VA',

YOU RE CAREER ORIENTED YOU'RE INTERESTED IN MANAGE-
MENT.

YOU'RE AN INDIVIDUAL SEEKING EXPERIENCE IN PROBLEM
ANALYSIS,REQUIRING DECISION MAKING RESULTS. YOU
WANT MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND LEADERSHIP EX
PERIENCE. EXPERIENCE THAT WILL BE AN ASSET IN A
MANAGEMENTCAREER OR ANY CAREER YOU MAY CHOOSE

IF YOU ARE THIS INDIVIDUAL, YOU CAN GET ALL OF THIS EX-
PERIENCE THROUGH THE ADVENTURE OF UMass Army ROTC

AojfA 1.a », & xcici

MON. et TUES. SPECIAL -
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for y2 Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

salads— homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs~ pizzas

all served with your favorite
beer or cocktail

55 University Drive

Sun — 12-1 a.m., Mon-Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri. & Sat. 11-2 a m.
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U.N. fall session
has big agenda
UNITED NATIONS, NY. [AP\ - The

United Nations General Assembly opens its
three-month fall session tomorrow facing a
crowded agenda dominated by the racial
confrontation in southern Africa and the
status of Israeli-occupied Arab territories.

Other issues among the almost 120 items
scheduled for debate are human rights
bndging the gap between rich and poor
nations, curbing political terrorism and the
admission of Vietnam and the newly in-
dependent African state of Djibouti to U N
membership.

But the scorecard on the 32nd General
Assembly session is likely to be based on
what the world organization can do to help
resolve the conflicts and potential conflicts in
southern Africa and the Middle East.

A leading African diplomat told reporters
ast week that the United States is going into
^^® .^.ss'on with "more authority and
credibility

, largely because of the success ofwhat he described as "the Third World-
oriented diplomacy" of Ambassador Andrew

th°.T?'>^® ^ll^y
^'^^"^ "^-S- chief delegate to

the United Nations. It will be Young's first
taeneral Assembly session.

Scores of heads of state and foreign
ministers will be on hand for the first phase
of the session, and many governments are
counting on the high-level contacts to
provide the needed impetus for progress in at
least some of the complicated issues.

Middle East foreign ministers here for the
assembly session are to try to begin a new
round of indirect, U.S. -mediated peace
discussions.

The presence of one head of government,

Uganda's President Idi Amin, could touch off
a storm of controversy here. Amin, whose
regime has been widely accused of brutality
has said he would like to address the
assembly, but no official communication has
been received here yet.

These are the main issues before the
General Assembly:
- Rhodesia: The latest British-American

plan for ending Rhodesia's 12-year-old
rebellion and transferring power to the black
majority will be examined closely in the
assembly and in the Security Council.

The plan provides for a black government
to be chosen by the end of 1978 in a one-
person, one-\.ote election overseen by the
British and a U.N. representative, A U N
peacekeeping force would act as a buffer
between Rhodesian government forces and
black guerrilla armies.

President Carter is expected to appeal for
the support of the British-American planswhen he addresses the assembly Oct 4
-South-West Africa: The assembly and

council will also assess the continuing in-
ternational efforts to bring about majority
rule in South-West Africa, home to 100 000
whites and 750,000 blacks. South Africa
rules the terntory under an old League of
Nations mandate the United Nations
disallowed in 1966.

The five Western members of the council
- the United States, Britain, Canada, France
and West Germany - have been negotiating
with South Africa and the black nationalist
South-Vyest Africa People's Organization on
a plan for independence by the end of 1978.

NOMINATIONS OPEN
Nomination oaoers are now available for the positions of

Student Senator and memoer of the Campus Center—Student
Union Board of Governors. Nomination papers may be ob
Tamed at the STudent Senate Office, 420 Student Union, and
must be returned by September 22 a^ 12 noon. Elections will
be held Tuesday, Sept. 27 and Wednesday , Sept. 28
More information is available at the Student Senate Office.

Student Government Association
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FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

VaughanSarah

The finest singer in the worU" — 1 onv Bennett

THURS., SEPT. 29 8 PM

THE GOLD'C¥SKY -^ %

RIGOLETTO"
:K! Zh^l' -!?-_ COMPANY Of so -~- •- !•

HANOSOMI IMAGINATIVE StTS f«5H COlOKFOt COSTUVIs"

MON., OCT. 3 8 PM
FINE /4?TS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Ji!? 'J7 T'^ Mii'If/r
""'^ P^rform^ncB, Gen.

»nd.Jnit'
^

i"^
A " 50. 3, 2.50. Others studentsana senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE 545 2511
& All Tickefron Locations

rusty

nail A.

TONITE

MONDAY SEPT. 19

MIDNIGHT SHIFT
^

TUES., SEPT. 20

Orchestra Luna

WED., SEPT. 21

HiHHitJul of liiuCS

THURS., SEPT. 22

VASSAR CLEMENTS

FRI., SEPT. 23

HRBQ

Sunderland, fAa.

Jit. 47/Tel. 665-4937
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Mondale speaks,
on Lance hearings
COLUMBUS. Ohio [UPI] - Vice

President Walter F. Mondale says he
believes Budget Director Bert Lance has
helped his own cause with appearances
before the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee.

But the vice president declined to say
this weekend whether' he felt Lance
should stay on with the Carter ad-
ministration or resign.

"Let us await the outcome of the
hearings," Mondale told reporters
Saturday in Columbus, Ohio, where he
addressed a $125-a-plate fund-raising
dinner at the Ohio Democratic party.

"I think he has done very well at these
hearings," Mondale said of Lance.
"Already his presentation has helped to
remove some of the charges hanging
over his head. The proper thing to do is to
let him have his day."

Americans for

democratic action
WASHINGTON \UPf] - Americans

for Democratic Action joined in the
criticism of President Carter yesterday,
saying his domestic policies are
"jeopardizing his liberal support for
renomination and reelection in 1980."
The liberal organization said in a

statement issued by its national board
that It is "concerned with the underlying
assumption of this administration that
life is unfair" and little can be done

about it."

Leon Schull, ADA National Director
said, "President Carter is retreating from
long-time Democratic progressive
positions and reneging on the realistic

expectations many citizens derived from
his campaign commitments, and the
Democratic party platform

"

The ADA said the administration's goal
of balancing the budget and at the same
time increasing defense spending has
hurt employment programs and other
social services.

Board members specifically criticized
the administration for:

-A welfare proposal that
redistributes poverty rather than in-

come."
— An economic stimulus package that

favors individuals and pnvate industry.

-A job-creating proposal that had less
than one-fourth of the total package
going toward direct job creation.
-A job-creating record that will be

insufficient to drop unemployment by 1

per cent during the first year of the
Carter presidency.
-A rood stamp program that omits

many working poor now eligible for food
stamps.

Profits for oil

companies, 1977
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Profits for 21

top oil companies in the first six months
of 1977 were greater than their total

profits for the entire year of 1972, the
consurner-oriented Energy Action group
said yesterday.

James Flug, director of Energy Action,
said figures published by the leading
comp)anies show their profits increased
from $2,822 billion in the first half of 1972

to $5.74 billion in the first half of 1977 in
current dollars.

"In fact," said a statement issued by
the group, "the reported profits for the
first six months of 1977 exceeded the
profits reported for all of 1972 by $30.3
million."

The group said while oil company
profits were rising by 103 per cent since
1972, the last year before the Arab oil

embargo, earnings of the average
American worker increased by only 38.5
per cent and energy prices increases
ranged from 77.4 per cent for gasoline to
140.4 per cent for fuel oil.

13 nations meet
on energy shortages

LONDON [AP] - Representatives of
the 13 nations that control Antarctica
meet here today to discuss what to do
with their frozen assets on a barren
continent that scientists say holds vast
energy, food and mineral riches.

Their decisions at the 10-day con
ference may head off a major in-

ternational political battle and couW have
far-reaching effects for a world
threatened with energy shortages and
famines.

The countries are the "consultative
members" of the Antarctic Treaty
organization that for 19 years has con-
trolled the icy continent that accounts for
one-tenth of the globe's land surface.
These nations are the United States,

the Soviet Union, Japan, Britain, France,
Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
Chile, Argentina, Belgium, Norway and
Poland.

Scientists say the polar ice contains an
estimated 90 per cent of the world's
largest reserves of protein, in the form of
fish, krill - swarms of small, shrimp-like
crustaceans -- and other marine life;

huge deposits of coal, iron ore, oil and
natural gas, and possibly large quantities
of Plutonium, nickel, copper, gold, cobalt
and other rare metals.

Homeowners are

against Concorde
MIAMI [AP] - Homeowr>ers in six

cities, including Boston, are joining
forces to keep the supersonic Concorde
jetliner from landing in their cities, a
lawyer for of>e of the groups said
yesterday.

'We have information that the Con-
corde will be allowed to land in several
cities in addition to New York and
Washington," said Ellis Rubin as he
anr>ounced iformation of a group called
Emergency Coalition to Stop the SST.
Other coalition members are in New

York, Chicago, Boston, Honolulu and
Dallas, he said.

Rubin, who once represented residents
complaining of noise made by con-
ventional jets at Miami Airport, said they
expect the Carter administration to allow
the Concorde to land at other cities when
a test period is over this fall. Rep. Leo
Ryan, D-Calif., has set a Sept. 24 an-
nouncement will clear the way.
The Environmental Protection Agency

has opposed the controversial airplane on
grounds that its landing and takeoff are
too noisy.

IM4SS

STIDEM FEDERAL

CREDIT OIOK

WORK STIDY POSITiO.\

miLADLE

Secretan Rpfpptienist

$2.5i, Ir.

10 hours per week

.Must be able to type well and be

available when needed.

( ontatt PKTF:R KlAHiM
54i>-2800

Deadline: Fri.. Sept. 23

An Equal Opportunity
Employsr

Di UJT) M\ PUKS
tleisoBs has m

from $4.10 op BOOK B1(i$

September Back To School Special
with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit

with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1977

PEARL STREET,
9-5: 30 Weekdays

NORTHAMPTON
9-5:00 Saturdays

3 DAYS ONLY
SALE

MEN'S TRAOmONAL
SILADIUM® RING

ONLY $59.95
Regularly $85.00

/IRTQ1RVED RING DAY
That's when the ArlCarved representative will be here
to help you select your custom-made ( ollege jewelry.

It's also the day you can charge your ArlCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

TODAY!!
Sept. 19, 20, 21 - A/Von., Tues., Wed.

10a.m.-3p.m.
Deposit $10.00

uir )'ff@ffi(

campus center univ of moss, omherst

Why pay full price for skiing?

Free Transportation! 8, Discount Lift Tickets!

JOIN THE SKI CLUB
Membership signup.

Club info

Trip info

Ski films. .

.

Wed.,Thurs. Fri.

Sept. 21, 22, 23

Mon.,Tues., Wed.
Sept. 26, 27, 28
10a.m.-3p.in.

CC CONCOURSE:
Next to Univ. Store

•Collegian ^

nnast
SUPERMARKETS

Extra Bonus

IfflmI

It"

You Save 47^
Hi-C Frait

Drinks

AssortMl
Flavors

ft
iffj*^

• lMOscoupixiinolMOi)(jiclii'.e K r

t<cius..e 01 cigjreiie and toluccij pr,«iuf n
VjirOSeot 18?4 197? l .m,i .mf loupw [,». -aru

You Save 38*
Duncan Nines
Cake Mixes

Assorted
Flavors

—^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^- - • - " ....... ....t: 1 uu|A/<> tiT' 'di'iiiy n Tio"* mmjm e>cius:»f oiojareneana looiccopioauc!"
VduaSepl 18 ?4 197:

!
m,! oo»ro<Jliw>l)«tlam,i, N'

You Save *r^
Taste O' Sea
Dinners

Froz«n-Sol«,
Fish or

Floundw

Kraft Dinner

Sweet Corn

Sliced Beets

Finast Sweet Peas

Green Beans

Comet Cleanser
MIX OR MATCH

Ma< lU')

Fmasl Whole Kernel
Cream Style

or Whole
I Tina'Sf Brand

f in^st Regulw Cul
f"'*'nch Style

160/

*.l'itMcouOomno t' ''':j^ « r - •vt
e»riusiwe oi tigarenp d'>c <,.i :i rjn,,( <

• a:.(lSepl 18?4 19" . ,".,1 j,* , „p,„, ;,, ,^,,,.1, H ','

01* Ldtei 1 4 o;

L

Habitant Pea Soup

Vienna Sausage .h^s

Finast Waxed Beans

Aluminum Foil

Airwick Solid.

Finast Sliced Carrots
Ifi iniiK.e i;<lii

MIX OR MATCH

'5
'. ounce can

Shasta Diet Cola

Grapefruit JuIcOb. e. ««.

Tomato JuiceM..^...

Libby's Peaches ^Hir .

Fruit Cocktail ...s

Richmond Napkins «.

MIX OR MATCH

Frozen Food Values at Finast!

Finast Pot Pies

French Dressing K,.,

Finast Applesauce

Tomato Juice .»

Spaghetti

Viva Napkins

Nylonge Sponges
MIX OR MATCH

80/

'^"•'^1

?^^

Chicken. Turkey.
Macaroni & Cheese5e $ipkgs

Qoz
pkgs

Morton Dinners .::•'. 2.':; 1.00
Boil - in - Bag Entrees -:. 4 :: ;; 1 .00

Cliicken Parts

57* ;:;53*

MEAT STREET US.A,!
u
{"•

FrMh
BrMtt
Qtri.

Underblade Roast
Beef Rib Steak shccut

D>*/A?y

U S P 4 Choc* It) 1.09

1.79

Blue Bonnet

2 >i

Bone-In BeefLoin
Sliells of Beef

$^59

Mr. Deli Favorites! S' _. 5,

CooliedHaml^
Domestic

freshly Sliced »1

Whole
Untrimmed
Custom Cut

Margarine
Quarters

Cottage Cheese se*,,,, . . . !*o^'69*

Finast Low Fat Milk. . . pCCg 1.19

Cream Cheese Ph^;-,^ A^z 1.00

PiMsbury Biscuit c^";'.rs**7c"on°,', 1.00
Kraft Swiss Slices T^ '^^ i.OO

^ Minute Mata
tOONPure . cr 1.00Orange Juice

BffeyersIceCream
$469Sea(test

'all natural'

half

gallon

carton

Short Cut Eitra Trim

Shell steaks ib 1.99

Shoulder for

LdOndon Broil

$^09Boneless

lb.

( CHOICE

)

Cooked Corned Beef 1.99
Carandos Genoa Salami 1.99
Carando's Dandy Loaf 95*
Imported Swiss Cheese ,1.99
AfilmbI* Onlf in Sroras mrth Struct Dtli Otpts

In -Store Bake Shop Features!

Assorted Turnovers 4 89*
Fresh -Baked Hard Rolls. 6 ,59*

Fresh Cake Donuts"on"n^^ . .
69*

Atailmbit Only m Storti with In-Stort B»k» Shops

lb.

Brisket of Beef

87*FrMh Avg. Wt. 7-9 lbs

•xcallant for Pot Roast

Flat Cuts 167 1b

Boneless Stew Beef
Boneless Chuck Steaks.
Colonial Master Shoulder

rPRODUCE

lb

1.19

1.19

89*

FreshWholeFowl

47*4''^ to 6 lbs Plump. Maaty
Cul up 57' lb tor Slaw

or Fricassaa

Beer and Wine Shoppe!

Schlitz Beer
Tosca Lambrusco

only OeW9

'is,' 1.79

Liebfraumilch Wine <^^. 'i,r 1.99

?4o.'
tiOt

A railablt Onlf in FintsI of Hadloy

Health i Beauty Aids!

Listerine Mouthwash .

Aim Toothpaste ^o- o-f i ..t-.

Arrid Deodorant '<:':; ."^^
.

Schick Super II Blades

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Fresh Chicken Uvers r 59*
Fried Chicken •'.r/^iv::?^. . . t^ 5.49
Nepco Franks jum«M..a s^, . . ,. 1.09

Yellow Ripe
Bananas

.0

Delicious Apples '^tSiicRo;''. 3 .S^ 89*

Bartlett Pearsc*^ 10 ..79*

Fresh Crisp Celery Hearts . p.. 49*

Green Sweet Peppers . . 3*. 1.00

2^.25*

BONUS BARGAINS
Uverwurst Chubs :.'^..:^ .

Thorn Apple Valley • .-.Tr

Sausage Meat . ..

Jones Sausage H

Beef Burgers '
.*

Green Cucumbers
Cnsp Bread

'•

Powdered Sugar
bght Brown Sugar
Jiffy Yellow Cake Mix
Pie Crust Mix H.".. .. . 3:. 1.00
French Dressing :::.r;;

2
" 1.00

Finast Soft Margarine 2 1.00

, til- 1 >

•*' JV' L>pt

«: :o 89*

r,:r. 1.49

- 1.19

1.69

. 2.39
8 1.00

69*

3 . 1.00

3. 1.00

4 . 1.00

Use in

Fruit Salads

Butternut Squash "'^^"^
Dalicious

Bakad 10^69*

YOU SAVE 20*

Royal Gelatins
- 6is»1

f?^j^^ V*O.S«>Dt '8 .'4 '^?' M

50* OFF
Nestoa Ught
Iced Tea Mix i..

I f^^j

if

sierra stoneware
in^ Lovely, hand decorated Designs: GARLAND, BLOSSOM OR SIMPLICITY
'^ "^ ^ 20 Piece Service

for four: $A80
ONLY

SET CONSISTS OF:
4 DINNER PLATES 4 DESSERT DISHES
4 CUPS 4 BREAD AND
4 SAUCERS BUTTER PLATES

Matching completer Pieces available thru out the Promotion.

A fascinating litrary ot ail the animals birds, tish insects
and reptiles of the world'
Valuable reference library tor all ages Here is a truely
comprehensive guide to the animal kingdom
Magnificently illustrated ttiroughout

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of the ANIMAL
^AM^^^V^H VV^ S»Ei. 'A' >NTR0DUCTORY OFFERWUKLD VOLUME 1

In 21 -Deluxe Hard Bound
Volumes. VOLUMES 2-21

ONLY S1.99 EACH
ONLY99

prices effertivp Sunnay Sepiemcier 1H 'hiu S.itii'rt,!, Sfflcmnpr .'4 ' i' f
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from our perspective

Do someone a favor today
This week marks the third

sraighi semester the Collegian
will be sponsoring a blood drive to

kick off the UMass Donor Center's
blood collecting efforts. While the
bought of giving blood sends chills

down !he spines of some of the
more squeamish editors at this

publication, those who have given
before realize the benefits of

knowing they have helped someone
in need far outweigh the minor
discomforts involved.

UMass' Red Cross Donor Center,
which recently moved from its old
location in the Health Center
(infirmary) to the Public Health
Building (next to Morrill), is part
of a blood collecting system that

services more than 220 hospitals in

Maine and Massachusetts alone.

Las year, the Red Cross collected
aboui 360,000 pints in this region,
while the local hospitals required
more !han 400,000. The region is

STiving for, and coming close to,

self sufficiency.

UMass operates the only on-

campus donor center in the North
easiern U.S. During the center's
first year in operation two years
ago, ii collected about 1100 pints,

and last year improved its yield to

1547 pints. This year, with even
more open hours than before, there
are great hopes for a further in

crease.

The donor center will be open for

he rest of the semester Tuesday
and Thursday from 5 to 9:30 p.m.,
and Wednesday from 2 to 8 p.m.
This week a sign up sheet will be in

he Collegian business office for

donors to pick a convenient time.
Donaing blood usually takes

from 30 minutes to an hour of your
ime. Ii might even be a welcome
break from studying, partying or
unionizing. The blood you donate
may help anywhere from one to six
pa: lent s — so do someone a favor
and sign up.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of ttie

Collegian Board of Editors.

A colorblind judiciary?

"Someone should give Judge Johnson a

barbed wire political enema". This statement
of obvious endearement for the Judge was
made by Alabama governor George Willace,

who later withdrew the statement due to the

tastelessness of the medical analogy
(through an equally bitter apology), on a

recent 60 minutes program Mike Wallace
then confronted George with another in-

spired gem from the horses...; in this pithy

ditty, Wallace claimed that "this country is

run by thugs and Federal judges".

This latter maxim is certainly more truthful,

though distinctly less colorful and graphic

than the former, but it represents a growing

dissatisfaction among bureacrats with the

actions of the federal judiciary in its quest to

set right the many wrongs brought to its

attention. Since 1954 the rank and file of the

elite corp of judges have been seizing school

districts and running them according to their

own subjective dictates. However, now, a

little more than 20 years after the Supreme
Court had ordered schools to end
discriminatory policies directed against

minorities, it may be forced to do the reverse,

and end practices directed against whites.

In October, the United States Supreme
Court will hear the case of one A/Ian Bakke v.

the Board of Regents of the University of

California, a suit brought by Bakke seeking

admission to the medical school at the Daivis

campus. Bakke is basing his case on a

principle which has been, and remains, the

subject of much vitriolic debate these days;

the concept of reverse discrimination. The
case, and the fundamental principles in-

volved, are best summed up by the first two
lines in the decision of the California

Supreme Court, handed down in Septemtier

of 1976, when they decided in favor of

Bakke

"In this case we must confront a sensitive

and complex issue: whether a special ad-
missions program which t>enefits disad-
vantaged minority students who apply for

admissions to the medical school... offends
the constitutional rights of better qualified

applicants denied admission because they
were not identified with a minority. We
conclude that the program, as administered
by the University violates the constitutional
rights of non-minority applicants because it

affords preference on the basis of race to

persons, who by the University's own
standards, are not as qualified for the study
of medicine as non-minority candidates
denied admission."

It is undeniable that minorities and
disadvantaged persons have been subject to

discrimination, incidious in many cases,

particularly in the field of education. Every

citizen should be, and is, entitled to receive a

quality education regardless of her or his race

according to the Supreme Court.

If the Constitution is "colorblind," we
cannot sanction discriminatory policies or

practices, regardless of whom it affects or

their race. The 14th amendment prohibits

discrimination in that it states that "no
person shall be denied equal protection

under the laws". The Civil Rights Acts

proscribe discrimination on the basis of any

of the so called "suspect" categories: race,

creed, color, sex or national origin. It is hard

to sanction the admissions procedures at U-

Cal- Davis in the light of these lofty concepts.

The admissions policy of the University of
California that is the subject of this litigation

sets aside a fixed number of spaces in every
entering class that are to be reserved for

disadvantaged students. It serves to
establish an obvious quota, a practice that in

almost all other circumstances has been
declared most foul and incidiously
discriminatory. The Court must now decide if

there are compelling reasons or interests

0^;=^ I
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which outweigh the palpable denial of an
individuals civil rights.

In my opinion, this question need not be
addressed by the Court when it decides this

case, for there are alternative admissions

procedures, legal in nature, which will

achieve the objective sought by the

University of California- Davis, and do it in a

more expeditious fashion. This method is

one that is used by many graduate schools

around the country; it consists of the rational

approach of considering the applicant as a

whole — not just a litany of scores in a

manila folder. This obvious and logical

approach calls for examination of the ap-

plicants' background, social status, access to

educational institutions and opportunities, as

well as their activities, scores and intelligence

quota.

Graduate schools are, for the most part,

not seeking a homogeneous body of

students; they are se.uching for a variety of

students whose backgrounds are different

and who maintain disparate and varied in-

terests. They are tied together by one
common bond: the university has deter-

mined, by whatever methods, that thest

students are capable of achieving academic
success in the immediate environment. This

judgement should, quite naturally, take into

account obstacles that served to impede the

students progress on the educational

treadmill.

The admissions policy of the U-Cal- Davis

has many problems in its own right. It

precludes disadvantaged whites from ap-

plying to the "reserved seating" section. One
of the great assets of our country is that we
have disadvantaged of all races, colors and
creeds.

There are those who claim that there is no
such concept as reverse discrimination: they

claim that discrimination is majority based,

that is, it occurs only when perpetuated or

practiced by the majority of a culture on a

particular minority. Hence, by definition, a

minority cannot discriminte against the

majority.

Despite the fact that legislatures, when
they enacted the 14th amendment, and Civil

Rights Acts, probably didn't believe that

such a concept was worthy of consideration,

to define the concept in such a manner is to

badly mangle and contort what has

previously been considered precise

definition. If one uses the majority- minority

concept, then everyone will proudly display

their own particular familial ties to some
minority group; only the white, male, Anglo-

Saxon Protestant will suffer (not that I

wouldn't like to see this!).

I believe that the lofty concept of equality

should not be tainted by a practice such as is

being used at the University of California at

Davis Medical School If the Constitution of

the United States is colorblind, and if Justice

IS blind, than let all be weighed equally, as

total human beings; composed of mind, spirit

and history. If racial equality is to be
achieved, it cannot be done through con-

scious discriminatory policies. Besides, if

schools go entirely on scores, I'll never get

into law school.

Paul Yanowitch's columns appear every

Monday in the Collegian.
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Unionize now
There is no^doubt that the revolutionary

college movement of the seventies is student
unionization. And just as the revolutionary
movements of the sixties concerning civil
rights, the war and basic student rights were
exercised at UMass, the revolutionary
movement of unionization has. In fact, no
where else has the issue of unionization been
as fully developed as at UMass in the past
four years

But it isn't until now that the call for the
formation of a student union at UMass has
been so eminent nor the moment so op-
portune. There is a need for a student union
now with faculty collective bargaining.
Student input is essential and never before
has the organizational body behind such a
union formation been so fine to carry out the
qoal of creating such a body.

lisa melilli

Drawing the lines at Kent State
Wednesday night's news seemed to bring

a compromise to Kent State 1977. Its new
president, Golding, proposed naming the

gym that will cover the site of the murder of

four students, after the four students, the

wounded, the National Guardsmen, the

townspeople, and the University community.
(After the name is put on the building there

probably won't be any room for windows or

doors).

However, Saturday's bulldozers came with

Charles bajili

the same intention; to bury 'the spirit of

Kent and Jackson State". Golding's 12-point

proposal is more like a bear trap hidden by
pretty flowers and shrubs. Pretty on the

outside but deadly if you step inside.

The Kent State Administration is implying

that all the May 4th Coalition and the

students of Kent want is "recognition" of the

tragedy. In view of this they are only too

happy to continue to build the gym; name it

after all the "victims" (students and
Guardsmen alike), put shrubs where the

Guardsmen stood and fired, trees where the

nine students fell wounded and benches

where four died.

When we pull away all the pretty flowers,

shrubs and trees though, the sharp, vicious,

jaws of the trap are only too apparent.

First of all, what kind of memorial is this

gym and assorted fauna? A mixture of sweat

SOX and death knell. Golding will even

personally build some benches for reflection.

They want to plow the spirit of Kent State

into the ground and then resurrect some
drama, tragic for all concerned, gutted of all

political content!

When we talk about the spirit of Kent and
Jackson State we're talking about students

uniting to take a stand against oppression

We're talking about a time of tremendous
upheaval and social movements - the Civil

Rights movements. Black Liberation, and the

anti-war movement. The problem stood out

and the people stood up and rocked the

country with their struggle against

discimination and a war of aggression.

That was the 60's and many things are still

the same today. Discrimination with 40 per

cent unemployment among Black youth and
the notorious Bakke decision, attacks on
health care and social services; neutron

bommbs and arms races; unemployment
racing inflation; all these are still a fact of life

under this system in 1977. The profit-hungry

system that people began to learn about in

the 60's is still here.

We need to draw the lines, and declare the

two sides. Kent State 1977 echoes as.

a

clarion call for all the people in this country

that are tired of being driven down, pushed
around and sold out TODAY, the spirit of

Kent and Jackson State is standing up,

uniting, and opposing oppression. It's

something to be damned proud of. Our
memorial must be more fitting with that spirit

and not some empty sweat sox and fauna

that takes the heat off of the murderers.

The four students murdered May 4th, 1970

were the victims of the government's

response to people's rebellion to their im-

perialist war. Now they propose that the

Guardsmen were also victims May 4, 1970.

Hardly. Gov. Rhodes, who compared the

stucent protestors to Nazi "brownshirts and
nightriders", was not a victim. The mayor of

Kent who declared that protesters should be

put down "by any means necessary" is not a

victim. The Guardsmen that pulled the

triggers and murdered four students and
wounded nine, are not victims. They and the

class that runs this country, are the p>er-

petrators. A memorial that includes Guard-

smen and protestors is a mockery, more
deserving of Saturday Night Live or Alice

Cooper.

The final sharp teeth of Golding's 12-point

proposal-trap are the actual trees and
bushes. Now that they've tried to rewrite

history, making students and Guardsmen
victims, they are continuing to try and
change the physical geography of the in-

cident May 4, 1970.

On May 4, 1970 there were only two trees

in the National Guardsmen's field of fire.

There was a clear line of sight to the parking

lot and practice field where the most vocal

and militant students stood (more than 200
feet from the Guardsmen). Now numerous
trees — planted by the administration -

block that original view, so that if you went
there today you'd think the Guardsmen fired

into the trees and didn't know there were
students down in the parking lot or on the

practice field. The gym (which will go on top

of the area four students were wounded) and
Golding's green thumbery would continue to

distort that physical layout which gave me a

cold chill to see it two weeks ago.

The gym should be built but not on its

present site (any of the seven alternative

sites would do, including the 17.2 acres they

bought to build it on in the first place).

Golding should take his "memorial" back to

the capitalist's graveyard where he got it. It

has no place in our history.

The only ones that will fall into this latest

bear trap are the rulers themselves,

especially Golding when he debates the May
4th Coalition this Thursday night at Kent

State. By the way, this man who proposes a

quiet "memorial" for all the "victims" of

Kent State also sits on the Board of cor-

Op-ed staff meeting

Members of the Collegian editorial staff

are invited to attend an evening of zesty

discussion and titillating controversy this

Wednesday evening at 7:(X) in room 901 of

the Campus Center If you have ever worked
on the oped pages in some capacity (be it

writing, drawing, or production), it is your

duty to come or let the Executive Editor

know if you can't. Anyone else interested in

editorials and related things is also welcome
to come. Any questions can be addressed to

Bill-Sundstrom at the Collegian, 545-3500.

poration in South Africa. Will he memorialize

the South African Blacks who've died under
the brutal system of apartheid to which his

corporation quickly rushes in search of

greater profits?

The May 4th Coalition and the students of

Kent have not let all this go unanswered.
They greeted the bulldozers last Saturday.

But the time for action is this Saturday,

September 24th. The date of the reestablish-

ment of tent city on the site of the murders,
and the gym. Students all over the country
have been called on to come out to Kent to

support the moving of the gym.
Fellow students! The bulldozers are

moving on the site where four students were
murdered. With this gym they're trying to

crush the spirit of Kent and Jackson State.

We have to move that gym! We have to

preserve that site, as it is, and remember
what happened. We have to shine the light

on our proud past so that it can illuminate the

path to the future.

All out for Kent State September 24.

Charles Bagli's columns will appear every

other Tuesday in the Collegian
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capitalism. UMass may have a radical
economics department and the reputation of
being a progressive university, however most
students are not interested in a Marxist
revolution particularly at a place where they
only intend a four year stay.

But members of the SOP of even two
years ago were not interested in who UMass
students were, it seemed, for never did they
seek out the input of students nor curb their
radical approach to attract all students.
Members of the SOP thought they had all

the answers and anyone with a different
answer was wrong, anyone with a not so
radical approach was called a reactionary.
And most of the people giving a more
conservative answer were in the SGA.

Gradually a third party took form in the
Senate: those who were for the union for-

mation, but didn't take to the way SOP was
going about it.

But SOP activists have one problem
inherent with all campus activity activists:

lack of time for studies. At the end of spring
1976, the SOP core was members who were
bounced out of UMass.
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effect upon the university decision-ma
process. However, at the inception of SOP in

1973, many SGA members were against the
idea of forming a union. A split developed in

the Senate. There were the "unionists" and
the "conservatives". SOP cleariy had to
prove itself, but did everything in its power to
worsen the situation.

The problem with SOP was with many of
its student workers who saw SOP not as an
in- house organ of the SGA, but as an ad-
versary group working to antagonize the
Senate. They were not working with the
Senate to form a union but working against
the Senate to destroy it so a union would
have to be formed for lack of anything else.

The problem with SOP also lay in the fact

that they saw their mission not only in

forming a union, but in battling sexism,
racism, and a series of other oppressions
which made it difficult for students to figure

out just exactly what SOP was all about.
SOP stretched itself and seemingly
minimized the issue of unionization.

SOP also became a "closed clique" en-

compassing one set of persons — campus
radicals out to save the worid from
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/iously, a union should grow
in philosophical terms, so what

better method than to put this philosophy
into tangible action?

The SOP is also only focusing its attention
on one issue - unionization. Therefore they
will expend their energy on only one area.

And the SOP is no longer a "closed
clique" like in the old days. They are actively

seeking the input of students. They say this

input is essential.

At the same time, SOP is not lowering
itself completely to the commonality of all

students but is actively educating students to
understand the concept of unionization and
thus to be better participants in the union's
inception and development.
SOP has grown from a select group to one

which truly understands what a union is — a
group serving a group. And after four years
and approximately $240,000 of the Student
Activities Tax Fund poured into SOP over
the past four years, isn't it about time SOP
finally made this realization?

Lisa Melilli's columns appear every
Monday in the Collegian

letters

Disposal criticized

To the Editor:

We were outraged to read of the

manner in which the university disposed

of the over-sized refrigerators. This was a

terrible example of waste. For those who
missed the article concerning this matter,

the refrigerators that were found to

violate the University's standards were
dumped. Didn't anybody in Whitmore
care enough to suggest giving them
away? Don't our administrators realize

how many needy people are simply

unable to afford a refrigerator? I am sure

that the local welfare office would have
been more than happy to utilize the

refrigerators in a much more worthwhile

manner. We most certainly hope that the

next time the University decides to

remove refrigerators somebody in

Whitmore will use his-her head and do
some good for those who may be less

fortunate than they. It would not take

much more than a few simple phone
calls.

This was just another blatant example

of how the United States assumes that it

is a country of unlimited resources that it

can afford to waste indefinitely; yet this

doesn't excuse any individual institution

to follow the assumption of this "right.

"

Eileen English

and Rebecca Frye

Setting tfie

record straight

To the Editor:

American Cup? The headline is in-

dicative of the amount of research

Megan O'Reilly did for the article on the

America's Cup. [Fri. 9-16\ There are a few

glaring errors any sportsperson would

recognize.

1 — The second race of this match

racing final was abandoned as the first

place yacht did not finish the 24.3 mile

course within the 5.5 hour time limit

[though Courageous was 5.5 minutes

ahead at the time].

2- America was a yacht that was

constructed specifically for races in

England to try to win her builders,

speculating gamblers, some hard cash. It

was later that she became a runner.

3- Courageous is not the second

yacht to defend the Cup twice; think

back to 1967 and 1970, the yacht was

Intrepid, how soon we forget the most

innovative 12-meter ever designed.

4- Great Britain's challenge was

dropped early in the campaign before a

yacht could be constructed. Australia

was required to sail against yachts from

Sweden ISverige], France [France I] and

Australia [Gretal III. Courageous had to

fend off her stable-mate Independence,

designed and skippered by Ted Hood
[74's winner in Courageous] and En-

terprise skippered by Lowell North.

5 - Finally the last race isn 't likely until

today or Tuesday as either yacht can

request a lay day. So let's get it together,

research isn't that hard.

R. Scott McKenzie

A serious issue

To the Editor:

The selection of the next f^esident of

this University is a decision with far-

reaching implications for the students,

faculty, and staff and for all of public

higher education in the Commonwealth.
While the story on page 3 of Thurs-

day's Collegian — concerning the place-

ment of an advertisement for the

position of President - was clearly in-

tended to be humorous, it could have a

detrimental effect on the search process.

I placed the advertisement in the

Collegian on the direct instruction of the

Search Committee, acting through its

Senior Consultant. Presumably, the

Committee gave that instruction in the

belief that students at the Amherst
campus, as well as other Collegian

readers, could provide nominations and
recommendations valuable to the

Committee. Neither I, nor any other

member of the staff of this office, have

any direct connection With the Com-
mittee's work.

I hope very much that despite the

Collegian's attempt at humor, members
of the Amherst campus community will

take most seriously their opportunity to

influence the selection of the next

President of the University.

Howard White
Director of University Relations
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15.

A CONCISE HISTORY OF MODERN PAINTING. 332 plates, 93 in

color From Cezanne 'o 'he present Cubis's, Expressionists,
Abs'rac Pop Art, etc. Paperbound. Pub. at w.95.

Sale SI. 98

AMERICAN EDUCATION: THE TASK & THE TEACHER by
Johansen. An overview of 'he rules that education has played in

he pas', and the expectations that both society and individuals
hold for It 'oday Many illustrations and 'ables. 401 pages. Pub at
$895.

Sale $1.98

BASIC DATA PROCESSING, by Abrams All the fundamentals of
daa processing, programming, etc. 502 pages. Pub. at $10 25

Sale $1.98

CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, by Olmsted Over
800 pages. From se's and functions to indeterminate forms Pub
a $13.50.

Sale $1.98

CHEMISTRY. Matter, gases, reactions, organic, inorganic,
biochemistry, electrochemistry, etc 416 pages. Pub. at $11.50

Sale $1.98

ECONOMICS TODAY. Massive 750 page illustrated encyclopedic
wvork Pub. a; $11.95

Sale $1.98

ADVANCED CASES IN MULTINATIONAL BUSINESS
OPERATIONS. 27 fascinating case studies on operating and policy
ut large in'ernational corporations Coca Cola, NCR, Chase
Manhattan, etc. Pub at $16.95.

Sale $2.98

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM. Teaching
and learning, grow'h and maturation, discipline, evaluation,
raditional views, etc. 4th ed. 532 pages. Pub. at $11.95.

Sale $1.98

PHYSICS: MATTER, ENERGY AND THE UNIVERSE. Massive
550 pages, 135 opics Elec'ricity, a'oms, solids, fluids, radioac-
ivjty, etc. Includes answers. Pub. at $9 95.

Sale $2.98

10. INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY, by Haber. Massive, 850
page encyclopedic work. Behavior, cognition, learning, memory,
motivation, personality, maladjustment, therapy, etc. Profusely

Pub at $13.50.

Sale $3.98

illus.

THE ART OF THE RENAISSANCE. 250 plates, 51 in color, by 93
ar isfs. Age of rebirth & genius from 14ih-l6th centuries. Paper-
bound Pub. at $6.95.

Sale $1.98

CHEMISTRY: A CULTURAL APPROACH Elements, com
pounds, organic chemistry, origin of life, environment, etc Illus
Pub a- $12.95

Sale $1.98

HOW TO KEEP FROMGETTING FIRED. Practical guide to help
insure security & livelihood. 7 ways to make yourself in

dispensible, how a company judges you, etc. Pub. at $10.

Sale $1.98

ESSENTIALS OF MANAGERIAL FINANCE. Taxes, credit &
security analysis, cash flow, inventory, loans leases, and dozens
uf other topics. 685 pages. 6 h printing of 3rd edition. Pub at $14 95.

Sale $2.98

SATURATED MODEL THEORY. By Saeks Intended for he
graduate level logic course, this book gives an account of the

principal construction of pure, first order model theory. It

discusses such topics as: saturated model criteria for elimination
of quantifiers and model computeness, rank and degree of element
ypes, two cardinal theorem, etc. Pub. at $15.95.

Now Only $1.98

MONOAV SfcHltrAARhR 19. 1977

16.

17.

18.

CUTTING COMMUNICAflON COSTS AND INCREASING IM-
PACTS, By Verdaman, Malterman, Vardaman. A complete plan
for improving and analyzing an organization's written documents,
with work sheets and step by step procedures. Pub. at $11.95.

Now Only $1.98

FRENCH LIBERALISM1789-1843— Simon Ed. Selective readings
on he many facets of French liberalism offering a cross section of
critical opinion and analysis after 1848. Pub. at $12.95

Now Only $1.98

AMINE OXIDASES AND METHODS FOR THEIR STUDY. By
Adier. Invaluable guide to enzymologists directly concerned with
amine oxidases, and to researchers in related fields. Pub. at

$14.95.

Now Only $1.98

19. MATHEMATICS AND LOGIC FOR DIGITAL DEVICES. By
Culbertson. Written to serve as an undergraduate college textbook
for mathematic and electronics majors, this book covers per
mutation and combinations, number systems, logic. Boolean
algebra, proposition, and circuit analysis. Pub. at $15.95.

Now Only $1.98

20

21

CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS, A PROBLEM APPROACH.
By Norman Smith. This book is intended to assist the student at
both the college and early graduate level who is struggling for a
comprehension of elementory thermodynamics, the backbone of

physical chemistry Pub. at $15.95.

Now Only $1.98

ENGLISH JUSTICE BETWEEN THE NORMAN CONQUEST
AND THE GREAT CHARTER 1066-1215 — Sienton. This volume
discusses the history of English justice in the period of the Norman
Conquest, of the Angerian achievements, and of the contrasting
reigns of Richard I and John. It is the culmination of a lifetime of

research by the author on the vast mass of evidence which lies

behind he commons, the pipe rolls, and the early rolls of the

King's courts of justice. Pub. at $16.95.

Now Only $1.98

22. CONTEMPORARY ECONOMICS — Milton Spencer The author
+ias conveyed a vivid sense of pertinence and importance of

economics by presenting a balanced treatment of theory,
problems and policies. Although the coverage is comprehensive it

is also concise. Charts and illustrations are employed as well as
photographic essays and historical pictures. Pub. at $15.00.

Now Only $2.98

23. COBOL SUPPORT PACKAGES — Naftaly Organized approach
o he use of Cobol which is also applicable in general to fortran.
Pub. at $12.95.

Now Only $2.98

24. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF ELECTRONICS - Robinson The
purpose of this book is to develop an understanding of the basic
principles of electronics as simply as possible. Some history of

electronics as well as speculation on the future is included. Pub. at

$14.95.

Now Only $2.98

25.

76.

27

SOCIAL PATTERNS AND POLITICAL HORIZONS — Sellars
This ext links the behavioral sciences with philosophy by shed
ding historical light on current social problems and offering
perspective to examine priorities. It discusses the theories of Plato
and Aristotle, the rise of Christianity, the impact of Marxism,
socialism, etc. and draws parallels to today. Pub. at $10.00.

Now Only $2.98

MOLECULAR WAVE FUNCTIONS AND PROPERTIES —
Snyder. This text is of primary importance to active researchers
in molecular electronic structure, molecular spectroscopy,
photoelectron spectroscopy and thermodynamics. Pub. at $14.95.

Now Only $2.98

PHOTOMETRIC ORGANIC ANALYSIS — Sawicki. A detailed
discussion of the effects of environmental and structural changes
on wavelength position and intensities of compounds in resonance
siruc'ures. Pub. at $19.50.

Now Only $2.98

Sale
Originally Published at up to $23.95

Priced at 99^ to '5^^ - None Higher!
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253 Triangle Street
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Notices
ATTENTION: 1ST GENERAL MEETING

There will be an important Ist general meeting of
Resources Judaica on Monday, Sept. 19, at 7;30 p.m.
in CC 808. All are welcome to attend.
ALL U-MASS MEN

Open Ru«h and Monday Night Football or Red Sox
Tonite - Betta Kappa Phi - 388 No. Pleasant St. Call
5 0210 for info. 8:00 p.m.
RAP GROUP

Rap Group for Jews who have non Jewish part-
ners Monday. September 19, CC801. 4:15 p.m
MOVIE ON JEWISH IDENTITY

Award-winning documentary examining different
personal views on American Jewish Identity.
Discussion to follow. 8:00 p.m September 19

bJ°Hilkir"
'^ '''*' °'""'*'°" '° '""o^ Soontored

LOST
A pair of brown framed prescription glasses in a

Shgwcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

SAMUM $2.00 tit 2:30
^mMrmmEB EVERYDAY

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BOND 007
THE SPYWHO
LOVED ME

PG

VETERANS

i

Army
ROTC
has
a
lot

going

for

it.

For
a

VETERAN
it

has
even
MORE.

INTERESTED -.

CALL:
LTC
James C. Faison

PLEASE CALLTHEATBE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

light brown leather case If found, please call Stacey
Cacace at 253 2418
IMPORTANT D VP MEETING III

6:30 p m. CC 162 BE THERE
CENTRAL AREA COUNCIL
The Council meets tonight at 7:15 in Chadbourne

Seminar Room (Basement) to discuss Center
budgets, the treasurers election and other activities.
All reps and interested oeople please show up
SHATTUCK
GREEKS

All interested Greeks: there will be an Activities
Meeting in the Greek Council Office, Student Union,
at 7:30 p.m Plant sale will be discussed.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Come and meet the sisters of Gamma Sigma Sigma

on Sept. 19 and 20. Coffee hours will be held from
8:00-9:30 p.m. Rm 304 Student Union. Come and
find out what a service sorority is all about.
UMASS JUDO CLUB
Judo Club invites old and new members to come to

our Tues and Thurs. workouts 7:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Boyde Wrestling Room. It's a great experience
HONOR STUDENTS

Organization meetings with John Sitter, Dir. of
Honors. Monday at 1:30 - SBA, Engineering, Food &
Nat Resources majors. Natural Science Majors
Monday at 3:00 Natural Science Majors Machmer E
23.

BETA CHI
Smoker is Monday 9-19, Room 1001 CC. 8:00 p.m.

All vets welcome.
BOLTWOOD - BELCHERTOWN PROJECT

Information meeting tonight at Hampden D.C. at
7:30 p.m. A valuable volunteer experience is available.
Find out more tonight.

UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
There will be a brief but mandatory meeting of all

members and probationary members in the CC 908 at
7:00 p m tonight. All others interested in the unit
please attend.

2 POSITIONS FOR NON WORK STUDY AT SWWC
2 undergraduate co-ordinator positions. They in-

volve programming, planning and administrative
work Salary $450.00 per year. Please send statement
of interest to Anne Butterworth, c-o Southwest
Women's Center, or call 5-0626. Deadline September
23.

MANDATORY BOWLING CLUB MEETING
There will be a mandatory bowling team meeting —

.Cojieaian ^^

Tuesday at 4:30, September 20, at Boyden Lanes. Any
problems call Paul 253-5122 or Beth 546 1427
LOST

Lost: Tobacco pipe, dark brown sar^dblast finish,
curved stem, on Goessmann steps Thursday at 10:10.
Reward Call Kathy, 6 4030 evenings, Rm. 407 Caahin
CONSUMER ECONOMICS SEMINAR ^ 1977

Cons. Econ. Summer Interns will report on their
Work experience Place: Skinner Lounge, Tuesday,
Sept 20 at 5:30 p.m All Cons. Econ. Majors and
interested persons invifprt

IF YOU MISSED US. ..

The brothers of Zeta Psi are giving themselves and
you another chance Drop by around 8:30 tonight at
23 Phillips St.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
APO will meet tonight 9-19-77 in Rm. 906 CC at 7:30

p.m Officers meeting and Las Vegas Night Chairmen
meeting at 7:00 p.m. Any interested student urged to
attend.

N.EAG ANNOUNCES FALL DAY!
On Sat

, Sept. 24, the Northeast Area Government
will sponsor a Fall Festival in the Quad with music,
beverages and food. All are welcome'

INTRO MEETING b DISCUSSION OF BOSTON
CONSUMER CONFERENCE
Monday 8:00 p.m at Skinner Lounge, (fie'Student

Chapter of ACCI will hold a brief intro meeting and will
discuss travel plans for FREE Consumer Conference
(Sat 24th) in Boston.
ARABIC 110 and 130 TONIGHT

Arabic 110 and 130 will be taught beginning
tomorrow at the scheduled time. Rooms to be an-
nounced. Call W. Denny, 5-3595, today for room no«,
STUDENT UNION GALLERY

Presents an exhibition by Conceptualist Vito Ac-
conci Mon Sept 19 thru Fri. Sept 30 Lecture Mon.
Sept. 19 at 8:00 p.m , 231 Herter Reception will follow
at S.U G.

ATTORNEY GENERALS OFFICE STAFF
All lodges and advocates should attend a staff

meeting on Tues. Sept. 20, 1977; 169CC - 7:30 p.m.
Expect to see you. Paul will be there. All interested
students p/ease attend. Cases and assignments will be
handed out
COME RAP WITH US
Weekhr rap group for Jews with Non-Jewish

partners meets today in CC801 at 4:15 If can't make it

but interested, call Lisa 6-5183 or Reuban 6-9057

Fulbright overseas grant available for students
There will be an orientation meeting for

seniors and graduate students who are in-

terested in applying for an overseas Fulbright
grant for 1978-79 tomorrow at 4 p.m. in

Campus Center Rm. 903. Details of the
program will be explained and application
blanks will be distributed to those interested
in applying for the program.

Applicants are expected to have language
proficiency sufficient to carry out the
proposed study and to communicate with
the people of the host country. For persons

applying to a country where knowledge of a
foreign language is requirea, the minimum
requirement is two years of language study
at the college level, or its equivalent, before
application. In the fields of language and
literature, four years of language prep>aration

or the equivalent are indicated.

Students unable to attend the meeting
should see Professor Gerard Braunthal,
Department of Political Science, Rm. 310
Thompson Tower.

[*ni;IM:IJL4IHi.4UII:JJ !«l!m.TiT.I JJ>l .! JI Il.ri l^'JMIIl.|-J.IJ iE i<.M.l .i.

To place a classified ad, drop by tite Collegian
Office between 8 30 a.m. and 3:45 p m., Monday
through Friday The deadline is 3:45 p.m. three
days before yoor ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line, S consecutive
publishing days, 40c per line per day, 30 consecutive
publishing da/s, 30c per line per day. 30 characters
constitutes one line.

REACH n,000 READERS DAILY?!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTSt!t!REACH2S,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Lmi> Ad. Gpt RIG PPStllT.;.

FOR SALE CALCULATORS AUTO FOR SALE

Wuiren t winief toais aitnosi
new Long and short wool Lono
raincoat kiies 16 18 Short hooded
suade laathei. sue 9. Call S49-3726.
549-1422 K»ao iryioQ

Panatonrc siarao »v«tam 25W per
ch Ek cond »12500. Robin 256-8989.
S-10 p.m

For Sale Beta CB Mobile unit and 1

signal kicker dnienna and t AC
power pacK, askinu »eo (90 Must
lac For ca»h fu, bike Call 6 7137.
A«k for Rich, Wi Ippo to 'alk Drices

('..Meo* La'riiiatoff. :»ifefii low OMces b
'nil sefv..-c' An frod'is dvaii TiM S225
68 599 95 SI 462 95 HP « & Com
rT'odore % **¥»•! Model frum $15
Br-merfber. w« wwvce all calcuiarors wf
sell' B*'lore vou buy anvwheie else cal'

Bt)b ..' Chris at College Calculators' 549
i3lfi

SERVICES
S
Oboe icssuns

Reedmaking $5
586-0467

Beg
45 rnin

o Adv b
47 hr Karen

10 toeed bike encellent condition.
465. Hardly used 256 0629, after »

HELP WANTED

\ZJm
campus center univ. of mass, amherst

Wanted houaebov at Lambda Delta
.Phi. Call Bernie at 5 1219 or 549 0939.

Small torority needs lunch pnt washar.
dishwasher Work 5 meals, eat 7. Call

649 1587

fcxpert typing Mary Beth 586-1206.

Wanted A competent mender for
minor sewing repairs $2.50 per hr Call
256 0395

Volvo repairs and maintenance AU
vears and models, low prices. Jack 586-
0610.

Votorcrclist lactory
trained cycle mechanic
specialized for all Kawasakis.
works on most others Low
Rates Cdll .Jeff at 584 5406
665 2462

'66 Ford Fairlane. str Runs good
no rusi $275 788 494S

'69 Ford Galaxy 500 8S.000 miles,

runs encellent. $600or best offer 549
1456

67 4 w-dr Jeep Wagoneer V8,
owi str . pwr brk. auto trans . AM
fM, gd cond SI.000 or best offf^r

Tei Mark Andersoi a! 263 9034 or

S4b 2163

'68 Chevy Van Good cond (500
253 3959

SAAB 99 V G. $795 Bo> 1258
Amherst Coll

71 Van 18,000 mi on 76 eng 25
mpg Full cust in & out Radials Asking
S2650 542 3116

'70 Ply Cuda. V8 Esc cond. $900 or

B 2660368

1975 Saab, unde'coaied, vry gd
motor, tires, tuned. 1 owner 77 000
mi $2900 Call 256 8074 evenings

122 Volvo psrts. sed b wagon Rea
665 4384

AUTO FOR SALE

'69 Impala Custom, p s., p.b., auto.
siTi 8. e« rend . new paint, rec tune up
Good *or car pool 256-0158 $860 or 8

'68 Oatsun 510 wagon. 69.000 miles.
e» mileage New brakes, good body
»9o0 or b o 367 2269

1971 VW FaMback A gem auto 'bit

eng Great shape After b Asking $975
665 3946

Chevelle Supersport classic Hoiengme
4 speed Hurt/ shifter convert $1,000
Call Paul Green (4i3| 467 9899

Fiat 124 Spyd 69 Runs e>c 546 4095

1972 Oatsun 1200 coupe Auto illOO
586 0723

/4 Chew Vega Good cond $1200
Call Patty 323 6240

LOST

Gold colored watCh Mut-aels brand
name Sentimental value attached If

found, call Laurie at 266 6069 or 545
3500 $75 reward offered Ilt its retuir

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Showroom condition. 1976 Honda
400, four cyl

, shoel tair.ng & trunk.
Only 1900 miles Other extras $1196
or best oftei Call Peter 5490519
Keep trying

Honda 460 Musi sen Denms S45
0981 $426

?4 Kawasaki K2400 ex cond WP
Header. K81 s F&R Ceriam shocks Call
666.1464

'74 Kawasaki 21 900 tc. mmt con
ditinn Kerker pioe. Denseiube chain B
O Accepted 665 3031 eany or lite

FOR RENT

Room tor rent 1 bd . kitchen pnv .

nans needed $85 oc '^-r. nci util

Hdtf.el.'l CM/ ?j527

ENTERTAINMENT

Golf $2 00 W iD Mtr, th-i, Sal till 4

p.m Mill Valley Golf Links, Route 181

Belchertown, MA Phone 323 4079

PERSONALS

Look' Mooed Sale Mopaa Salel
Moped Read

fiatavus No 1 says C3r,sumer's
Guide
"Motobecane the largest
rr anufacturer

Sparta i.omfortable 2 passenger
moped
Come fo' 3 test ride and then

[fecide

Pjrts PIONEER VALLtv MOPED
accessories

4 C. n/ Slieei Ni.rthampto. 586
1054
behind City Hall, 2 mm from Mam

Street

Ask atjovjt our low Moped Sale
Prices'

See us befoie yoi. b„. '

nites til 9
Look' Moped Sale' Mnped S^U''

Voped' Come'

Would you like to move to tfie Sylvan
area and a guiet suite' Two girls wouie
like to switch out. Call 6^66

R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! 'iLittie Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!
!
!!Lmie Ads Get BIG RESULTS!
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Williams kicks UMass in pre-season finale

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER ]<), 1977

By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Despite a 2 final loss to a good Williams

team, the UMass soccer team had an
unquestionably Tine preseason. The bottom
line stood at three wins and two defeats. The
first of those losses came at the hands of a

Brown team which many feel is the best in

New England, along with UMass' big rival

UConn. The Williams club which beat the

Minutemen on Saturday had an impressive
7-4-1 ledger for 76.

At Williams, the Minutemen were
somewhat doomed right from the start. They
were missing, for various reasons, defender
Ed Niemiec and forwards Joel Mascolo and
Tommy Koutsoukos. Midway through the

first half, midfielder Willy Sorensen suffered

a knee injury. His status for the opener on
Wednesday against Br.dgeport is

questionable.

The first half was scoreless. This was due
partially to offensive disorganization and
defensive excellence. The ball, for a good
part of the half, was constantly in the UMass
zone. The defense, minus co-capt. Niemiec,

continuously shut the door on the Williams
attackers. Co-capt. Larry Aronson had a

particularly strong half. Mike St. Martin,

converted to defense this year, also played
well. Mark Hodgdon, in goal, rose to the task
when tested.

The problem, though, was offense.

"We were playing one sophomore and the
rest freshmen on the front line," said coach
Cap Kidd afterwards. "Nothing like

education through experience, is there?
Another reason is, since it was only a
scrimmage, players were constantly being
shuffled in and out. It's tough to get your
offense together under those circumstances.
Hopefully there will be more punch with the
return of the regular forwards."

Preston Kise and Will Temby split the
goaltending chores in the second half. Both
Williams goals were scored in rapid suc-

cession early in the half off Kise. The second
seemed as though it caught the UMass
defense off guard, the only really serious

lapse it had all afternoon. Afterwards the
defense settled down and held the Williams
shooters off. Again Aronson and St. Martin
were effective. Greg Omasta also played a
solid game.

Offensively, UMass was frustrated, to say
the least. Mike Shannon and Ion Bogdaneris

were continuously thwarted by the Williams
defense.

"I'm not disappointed (by the loss),"" said
Kidd. "We should have had three or four
goals. It was the same against RPI la 2-1

victory).

"We were out toughed. There was a lot of

nacKing out there. Since they were operating
with only one ref, there were a lot of missed
calls. Towards the end, it was getting to be
like a wrestling match.'"

The preseason, which began with double
and triple sessions back on August 26,
comes to a close with Tuesday's practice
session. The regular season begins on
Wednesday night in Bridgeport.

Kidd, his assistant coach Joel Dryer, and
all of the Minuteman soccer team look to the
"77 season as its most successful. Judging by
the preseason, it should prove to be a very
successful indeed.

Duffers seek revenge

in Yan Con tourney
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team, complete
with a new coach and a new look, travels to
familiar Stowe Acres Country Club this

afternoon in hopes of regaining the Yankee
Conference title it lost there a year ago to
UConn.

The team's new coach is Ed Vlach, who
takes over a squad devoid of seniors and
marked by youth, inexperience and un-
certainty.

The team is led by co- captains Flynt

Lincoln and Jimmy McDermott, who both
had excellent spring seasons. But behind the
two co-captains are several young, talented,

promising but as yet untried players.

From that store of young players Vlach has
chosen juniors Jeff Orr and Bill Campbell,
sophomores Vic Lahtiene and Mark Duggin,
and freshman John Lien to make the trip to

Stowe with Lincoln and McDermott.
Vlach drew his line up from performances

in early season qualifying and the scores
from a practice match last Friday against
Amherst College, which UMass won by
some 16 strokes.

Vlach said that his lineup is figured from
day-to-day, and could change considerably
from match to match.

"The players have been told that any
memoer ot tne team can cnaiienge anyone
else to try to take his position in the lineup,"

Vlach said.

Sam Cunningham bams through the Kansas City defense yesterday at Schaefer
Stadium. Cunningham led the New England running attack with 106 yards. (UPI)

Pats eke out win over KC
FOXBORO, Mass. [AP] - A third- period

11 -yard touchdown run by reserve fullback

Jess Phillips and two earlier scores by wide
receiver Darryl Stingley gave the New
England Patriots a hard-earned 21-17 victory

over the underdog Kansas City Chiefs
yesterday in the teams' National Football

League opener.
Chiefs fullback MacArthur Lane scored

from the one and rookie running back Tony
Reed scored on a ten-yard sweep in the first

11 minutes of the game.
Reed's touchdown had come after

linebacker Jim Lynch picked off a Steve
Grogan pass at the Patriots' 19-yard line.

But with 52 seconds lift in the period,

Stingley, celebrating his 26th birthday,

scored from 34 yards on a reverse.

With a minute and eight seconds left in the
first half, Grogan connected with Stingley for

a 21 -yard touchdown pass to tie the game

after the Patriots' Pete Barnes had scooped
up a fumble by quarterback Mike Livingston,

who had been sacked by safety Tim Fox at

the Chiefs' 42-yard line.

The Patriots' winning drive late in the third

period came on seven plays covering 59
yards capped by Phillips' score from the 11-

yard line.

Phillips had replaced fullback Sam
Cunningham two plays earlier when Cun-
ningham was slightly injured. He returned

later.

Kansas City did not score after the first

period except for a 22-yard fourth period field

goal by Jan Stenerud.
The game also turned bitter later in the

fourth period when Patriots' tight end Russ
Francis was ejected for fighting with Lynch.
On the same play, Francis had been called for

illegal motion, nullifying a 43-yard run by
Cunningham.

I

!^

I

TEL.
253-9202

Vlach added that he has confidence in his

young crew but admitted that he really had
no idea of what to expect this afternoon.
"I'm still very uncertain of just what this

team can do," Vlach mused.

He did say that he considered Lincoln and
McDermott the only solid players he had,
and that they alone could not make a win-
ning golf team. "It will all depend on just how
well our young players are able to come
through." Vlach noted.

The scoring in today's match will be
figured the best five of seven scores, with the
main competition expected to come from
New Hampshire, Rhode Island and UConn,
which last year ended the Minutemen's
three year reign as Yan Con champs.

Schubert stars
CHICAGO IAP\ - Ex-UMass star Steve

Schubert returned a punt 70 yards for a
touchdown and Walter Payton rolled up 160
yards rushing and scored twice to lead the
Chicago Bears to a 30-20 victory yesterday
over the Detroit Lions in their National
Football League opener.

Schubert's punt return came in the second
quarter to break a 7-7 tie and the Bears never
trailed again. The Lions, who fell behind 27-7
at one point, came within seven points
before Bob Thomas sealed the victory with a
35-yard field goal.

ALLUMASSMEN WELCOME

OPEN RUSH

BETA KAPPA PHI
ON

Mon. Sept 19
Tues. Sept 20
Thurs.Sept 22
Sun. Sept 25

8-9 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
7 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS
\

388NO.PLEASANTST.
|

(Big white brick house one block from campus! I

CALL 5-0210FOR INFO I

ALL ORGANIZATIONS REQUESTING FUNDING
troiii the L V. 77 TcS

(hLliurd Hill Ana dot cniiiunL hoijniw Siippitrl (jititjonj

(iroiips slioiild seek .ipp Mentions

liuiii ()ll,\(i oftiee Dickinson ID3

I onus should lie siiliniilted no l.ifei (li.in

I ri«l,iijSe|H. 2)r(l.

.\nij qnestions sIkmiUI he addressed to

Scott WIeler OllWehsler or ietllohen SI'Hield

DOONESBLRY by Garry Trudeau
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1 /

OF jm scAM)AL my
TUdNOunoee loo
UMITBD FOfi HIS TESTI-

MONi W Be OF ANY
fiEAL USE W US. ^

BUT I HEARD MS COC-
LB6B SEMUNAR RESUMES
THS WEEK. WHETHER HIE
6ET HIM OR NOT, Hm SURE
HE'LL H/f/e TOANSWER.
T) HIS Lima CHAR6ESI

r
PH K/GSIN6fl?'

eXPlANATION!

\Hey.amEy!
LETHIM6^
HIS COAT
OFf, MAN!

,

B.C. by Johnny Hart
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n
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

iN5TEAP OP li'ATCHlNc

T\ VOU SHOt'wC BE
REAPING A 300k :

.NSTEA:? Jr ^ATCMi\c
TV WOU COiJ^V BE
5TRAiGHTEMN6 UP

,\5TEAC OP tiATCHuVG
"V ^0UC0UL[?clt\3E
PLACING OLTSiC^E

^" -T^^l
iX.

:0 LIFE "TmAN not
O/ATCHlNc '\ '

This space available. Interested cartoonists

should see Bob Higgins at the Collegian office

by Tuesday. Bring samples of work.

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

AJOUJ ma. 3/^aJ55EAJ, the FVf^f^SE OF TH£5B. STUOE^JT SE/J/^B H£/)f^/^oy

/?/?£ To TAJl/£STi6ATB THE fOLLOU/A)C /)lia.6A7?OfOS A6^/^ST ycO:
...MMhGB^Cyi£... 3aJ T^a J.'^-mo/OTH pefi/CO AS AOTHOfl C>F THB

/CDf^KL snR\p''iuHATMBXT7y )^do ojedOReu) yooa -jo\<-e S/i^tcTo

yoofK comic sT/iiP E^ER eoOfJca. ....
^ M/r7B£R Tioo:. . yoo PUT-

U^ THE s^frE/^Mcmj^un^ /iS Coa^Aye'fiAu to ^ecumb jiXEs //j Tljo

Oi FFaee^Jt co/y>( c sTfi ifis . AJ0/n6G^ 7?i^£^.. . yoo FiAkiF o^ AJurr^eaoos

CCCASiOj^S, 05BD THE iiamd^S OF acllX)a0ES6£^/?)^''^i^0/lH/Ay'^A/A^S5W
Fori p^S^^iM- Comic 7f?iPS^ /yro OiO/oor/C^^^AM?s^ T'hcsB C^R /oo^/s i s^

/^ i>c yoo /^Ff^RT TH^s^Tfi-'P^ o^ >ou^ FSbgi^\LJ>^omE^Q,/iQ%.

^^AJ(y»6E/^ /=Z)0/^ . . .
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IJM by Marty Maeeda

ALUMINUM FOH. bv Steve Lafler
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Your Birthday By Stella wilder

Krom UNITKD Feature Syndirate
For release WKKK of Sept 19. 1977

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
19 -- Bom today, you are
inclined to put too much of

yourself into a single
project while other proj-
ects are allowed to go by
the board This level of
corrunitment is admirable
if you have little to do but
unsatisfactory if you wish
to accomplish a great deal.
Beware of dissapointing
yourself and those who
love you. You are not a
conservative individual

;

yet you often give that
impression because of

your lack of enthusiasm
for new enterprises.

You are mtelligent and
sensitive, rarely making
mistakes involving accu-
racy or know-how. But, it

IS difficult for you to tell

the difference between
projects which will be
uplifting and those which
won't. Because you insist

upon staying with an en-
deavor until the bitter end,
you are often bored with
the routine that is estab-
lished as a result.

You possess courage and
at times a fiery nature.
You have tremendous in-

ner warmth and can be
counted among the best of
friends. Not overly con-
cerned with money, you
emphasize such suul-.sati.s-

fying elements as freedom,
integrity, and the develop-
ment of the spirit in your
goals

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
liCt your birthday star be
your daily guide TUES-
DAY. SEPTEMBER 20

VIRGOiAug.23-Sept 22)
- Don't rely on one who
has proved inadequate to

the .situation in the past.
Seek out a "new broom" to

sweep clean with
LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct.22i -

Courtesy will open more
doors for you than you
think. Try approaching a

higher-up with a concise
plan for a change.

SCORPIO( Oct .23-
Nov 22) — Refuse to take
action against those who
have caused you difficul-

ties. Revenge will only
cause you personal
anguish.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-
Dec.21) - An alert and
thoughtful response to a
call for help should prove
both welcome and reward-
ing to all concerned.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan 19) - Training of a
new faculty opens new
fields of interest for you.
Use the day wisely; recon-
sider change.

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Febl8) - A tendency
toward tx>ssy behavior

may cause difficulties with
old friends Think before
speaking

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) ~ You should be able to
assume the leadership nec-
essary for getting ahead
with the present phase of
your work. Morning hours
may be difficult.

ARIESi March 21-April
19) — Shyness in the face
of new experience may
cause you to lose out on
what could have been a
fascinating adventure

TAURUS( April 20-May
20)- This is a day when
neatness counts. A disor-
derly approach to prob-
lems early in the day may
create confusion at eve-
ning.

GEMINI. May 21-June 20)
" Keep general efficiency

high by going by the rules.

This gives best results.

CANCER(June 21-July

22) — Take care that you
don't unwittingly spread
malicious gossip Check
out all rumors

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) —
Because you know how to

intere.st a member of the
opposite sex, you may end
the day with an embar-
rassment of riches.
I iipyniihl 1D7: I nitrd Kr.lurr Midi,

c.n*. In-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Light bed
4 Keen
9 Supported

1 4 Near East
cloak

15 Hop-
flavored
beverage

1 6 Duration of

absence
1 7 Summerhousi

with a view
19W

Hemisphere
range

20 Inquired
21 Kind of

price

22 Spread
grass for

drying
23 Without

Suffix

24 Anwar
Egyptian
president

26 Can prov
29 The Gold

Bug' author
31 Order of St

Augustine
Abbr

32 Slave
33 Agreement
36 Move

Strongly
38 Small

amount
39 Wines
41 Liftthe

spirits of

43 Tit for --

44 Coasted

46 Wild ass of

Asia
47 Airline

abbrs
49 Summer in

France
50 Mans

nickname
51 Surface

depression
52 Undersized

animals
54 History

book entry
58 U S inc tax

people
60 Took on

calories
61 Walter

Golfer of

old
62 Prima
64 Violently

agitated
66 Conform
67 A Ford
68 Or not

69 Falsehoods
70 Acts
71 Put to proof

DOWN
1 Intrigue

2 Corpulent
3 Speaks
4 Snowmobile's

predecessor
5 Possessed
6 Centaurus

star
7 Altar

structure

8 Advance
tr.al

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday Puzzle Solved

F A L ?^T C T s H F I L W
A M E £ R N T I D E A
t? F F IE. « u N 1 T ^ R I A N

R T sHc L ^ R E tHo S E

B T T M E Is L rc"
T 7 E U

& I, w E R L^ S L Y

L A wBm I D A sHl E F T S

E V E $5 A T
I N«S A I L

ILA R L S^«. F D
^ lHi D E

A N I mL E B A R R E D

E A R W I G "P L
A B E S

A B aHp E N N 1 B |l^ H E

S P r R E T I N s T A P E
r U ^. E I D L E A U R A i_

R E, D T E A S £. P E N 5

9 Blurt out Truckee
10 Trojan hero 40 Located
1 1 Equestrians 42 Willfully

Item destructive
12 Seths 45 Upper plate
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Sports Calendar
SATURDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FOOTBALL - UMass 28, Maine
WOMEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY - UMass 19, UConn 44

MEN'S GOLF (0-0) - Yankee Conference Championships Stowe, Mass.
WOMEN'S TENNIS (0-0) - Springfield Home 3:00

TOMORROW
None

-M-QtiDAY^JE.PTJEMBER 19, 1977

Sox overpower Birds;

Yankees outslug Tigers
BALTIMORE [UPI\ - Designated hitter

Ted Cox, making his major league debut,
spoiled "Thanks, Brooks Robinson Day" by
ripping three singles and a double and
scoring three runs yesterday which helped
the Boston Red Sox salvage the last of a
three-game series with a 10-4 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles.

A record crowd of 51,789 paid tribute to
Robinson, Baltimore's all-time third base
great, then watched disappointedly as the
Orioles cropped to JVi games oehina the
New York Yankees in the American League
East.

Cox, recalled from the minors eariier this
week, scored after a walk in the third, singled
and scored in the fifth, and came home after
a double in the ninth as Boston overcame an
earty 4-2 deficit to move within one game of
second place Baltimore in the American
League East.

DETROIT [UPI\ - Dave Kingman and
Reggie Jackson each hit homers in com-
bining to drive home five runs and southpaw
Ron Guidry won his seventh straight game
yesterday to give the New York Yankees a 6-

5 victory over the Detroit Tigers.

New York has now won five out of six

games with the sweep of the three-game
series with Detroit to maintain its edge over
second- place Baltimore.
Jackson hit his 30th home run and reached

the 100 mark in RBI for the season with a
three- run blast in the third inning which
followed a walk to Graig Nettles and a single
by Thurman Munson.
Kingman has played just two games since

becoming a Yankee but has doubled his AL
home run count to four after following a
leadoff walk to Lou Piniella in the second
inning with a towering shot into the left field

seats.
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A SUPER BUY FOR STUDENTS
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NE grid
New Hampshire 26, Boston Univereitv 14
Rhode Island 14. Holy Cross
Navy 38, UConn
Tennessee 24, Boston College 18
Dartmouth 14, Princeton 11

Yale 10, Brown 9
Northeastern 10, CW Poet 10

Yan Con
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UHN
UConn
URI
Maine
BU
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Pet. GB
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000 1
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Female Pak Retail $1 .29

Hurry while they last!!

* Women harriers triumph
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

the top five, but still, its amazing how they've
taken to the collegiate level of competition.
"Sue Swart2 is such a tough kid. She's

very consistent, an outstanding runner who
is always in the top five, no matter what the
competition.

"Beth (Collins! looked great too. She was
injured last year, but has come back and is

running strong again.

Lettis was also surprised at the ability
shown by UConn's mystery runner, Kelly
Nelson.

"I don't think she ran at Penn State," she
said, "but she certainly could have. She's a
fine runner."

With such a convincing win, UMass has
served notice to the rest of New England that
it is once again one of the top contenders for
the NE title.

* Gridders
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

of consecutive years without allowing Maine
a touchdown nnay finally come to an end.
But as Cosgrove rolled out on third down,
Minuteman defensive and John D'Amato
caught him from behind, jarring the ball loose
into fellow defender Todd Holt's hands and
the scoreless skein remained intact.

UMASS FUMBLINGS - Coleman, the
game's leading rusher, ended with 127 yards
gained. His starting backfieid mate Hank
Sareault finished with 81 yards gained in 14
carries ... Punter John Romboli hit for an
average of 36 yards, this figure being
deceptive since he booted a perfect coffin

corner kick in the second quarter, which left

Maine on its own three yard line .

VVith its convincing win, UMass has once
again stated its claim as one of the foremost
contenders for the NE title. Several teams
have strengthened themselves, but not many
NE schools can boast the depth at quality
displayed by the Minutewomen.

Male Pak Retail $1 29

ODK][Mi^ffi§OW§Wo)ffi(l
compus center/univ. of mass./omherst

M-F 9 a. m.-S p. m. ; Sat. 11 a. m.-4 p. m.

Table Tennis Equipment
PADDLES, BALLS, NETS, POSTS

at

A. J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

MONDAY M(;HT kmhum.i.

POOR RICHARDS
//<//;/>> Ihmr l^rirrs ill \i^lil

— FRKE HOT DOGS

-

GIANT H FT. TV SCRKEN

Rt. 9. Amherst

Vision
ShoujCQ$e

(formerlv House of Vision)

KentWhalmi - LicsnMd Optician

We are Specialists in:

• Fashion Eyewear
• Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
•Free Adjustments Anytime
•We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

THE HIDEOUT
(formerly the Hungry U I)

Pizia Grinders - Sandwiches - Cold Drinlcs
103 North Pleasant St., Amherst

Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily
til 2:00 on Weekends

Our ExclushesH EGGPLANT GRINDERS and CANADIAN BACON PIZZA'S

"Wt dtllver every day from 5:00 till closing, from 3:00 on Sunday."

''256-0441 #/

Sports Notices

MEN'S SWIMMING - Swimmers
interested in trying out for this year's
team should see coach Bei Melam«ed at

Boyden pool. Workouts have bfegun and
run from 4-6 p.m. daily.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any
undergraduate woman interested in

trying out for the women's basketball
team - there will be an Informational
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 22 at NOPE,
room 22 (AVA) at 7:30 p.m. Any
questic.is, call coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
at 545-0552.

TexQs Instruments
electronic

business cq cubtor
The nriBfl

"

List

Price

OUR
PRICE ONLY 6995

• 12 Addressable Memories „

• Statistics

• Advanced Preprogrammed Rnancial Functions Including IRR
• Programmable — 32 steps

• Rechargeable - Includes AC Adapter -Charger

at THE CALCULA TOR STORE

the rnivcrsih Store
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTFR
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01003

at Campus Center

lit Textbook Annex
(413) 545 2619

(413) 545 3570

Collegian is

Upsets highlight NFL
as campaign begins
Opening day action in the National Foot-

ball League yesterday was marked by three
major upsets and a number of surprises.

Los Angeles, Cincinnati and Washington,
all prime candidates for the playoffs this
season, all fell as the NFL opened its 58th
season.

Scott Hunter, filling in at quarterback
because Steve Bartkowski had a knee
operation earlier in the week, completed 10-
of-17 passes and sneaked across for the
game-clinching touchdown to lead Atlanta
to a season opening 17-6 upset of Los
Angeles.

Hunter, scheduled to be the backup before
Bartkowski reinjured his right knee in the last
exhrbition game, directed a 76-vard Atlanta
drive early in the third period, capped by his

Women set

for opener
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team opens its

season today with a 3 p.m. match against
Springfield on the NOPE courts.
This afternoon's match marks the

beginning of five weeks of competition for
the 14-member UMass team, which is

coached by Bill Yu, a '77 UMass graduate.
Although Springfield traditionally fields

good teams, Yu is "very confident" about
today's match, as wll as the rest of the 10-
game season.
Yu said the team's chances are good this

year because the Minutewomen have an
"excellent number one player plus depth."
The team's number one player is a fresh-

man, Cathy Maher. Playing in the second
and third singles spots today will be
sophomore Carolyn Mooney and another
freshman, Lee Robb.

Seniors Dawn Minaai and Jennifer Ranz
will make up the first doubles team.

After today's action, UMass will take on
Smith Wednesday. That match, along with
the Sept. 24 match against Tufts and the
Sept. 29 match against Mt. Holyoke, should
be the toughest for the team, according to
Yu.
The season will climax with the MAIAW

tournament on Oct. 15-16 and the New
Englands on Oct. 21-22. Last year the team
had four players in the New Englands, all of
whom are back on the team this season.
They are Minaai, Mooney, Cathy Sullivan,
and Martha Awiszus.

Other members of the team include sisters
Jane and Chris Carlson, Debbie Halperin,
Sherry Lurie, Jackie Isgur, Karen Holt, and
Fran Meyers.

own 1-yard scoring run to give the Falcons
their second TD.

The Rams, favored by two touchdowns,
got their only points with 5:42 left in the first

quarter when Joe Namath threw a 27-yard
TD pass to Harold Jackson. Namath, making
his first regular season start for the Rams
after 13 seasons with the New York Jets,
threw a flurry of passes in the final period in a
desperate effort to avert the upset. The
Falcons stopped his best bid when Ray
Easterling recovered a fumble at the Atlanta
13.

Larry Poole ran 12 yards for a TD and Don
Cockroft kicked field goals of 41 and 25 yards
to send the Cleveland Browns to a 13-3 upset
of the Cincinnati Bengals. The highly favored
Bengals, losing the first home opener in the
club's 10-year history, could manage only a
25-yard field goal by Chris Bahr.

Martha Awiszus was practicing

yesterday for today's first women's
tennis match against Springfield.

(Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

A LEADER OF THE PEOPLE

Nominations are open for

the Student Senate and

Campus Center Board of

Nomination

papers are available in

420 Student Union,

and must be returned by

12 noon, September 22.

Elections will be held

Monday, September 26 and

Tuesday, September 27.

-Student Government Association-

Monday Nisht Football

Rod Sox Basoball
and

OPEN RUSH
at

BETA KAPPA PHI
388 No. Pleasant St.

TONITE 8 P.M.

Call 5-0210 for info.

Refreshments
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UM bowls over Bears

RUNAWAY - In this sequence. UMass fullback Henry Sareault blasts through a big hole opened up In Maine's defensive lined), avoid, a last-ditch
tackle attempt (c), and races into the clear (r) during the Minutemen's big win. (Staff photos by Dave Rodgers)

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Senior Bill Coleman rushed for two first

half touchdowns and Chuck Balboni and
Dave Oouvadjian added two more in the
second half to lead the UMass football team
to a convincing 28-0 grounding of Maine in

both teams' Yankee Confe'-ence opener.
The victory, before 8400 at Alumni

Stadium, was the 12th straight for the
Minutemen over the Black Bears. The shut-
out also kept another streak going, for it

marked the eighth season in a row that the
Black Bears have failed to cross the goal line

against the Minutemen.
To only mention the names of those who

scored the touchdowns would be an injustice
because this was a true team effort —
sparked by the play of the often unheralded
offensive and defensive lines. The
Minutemen front lines opened gaping hole^
on offense, as UMass gained ^ yards on
the ground, while the defense shut off the
Maine running attack, limiting the Black
Bears to a net yardage of zero in 30 attempts.
That's right - zero!

The play of Ross Schubarth, Gerry
Greene, Mike McLaughlin, Bruce Kimball,
and Jim Penta (recipient of the game ball) ori

offense, and the stubborness of John Willis,

Phil Puopolo, Joe McLaughlin and Dave
Bemis on defense was unquestionably the
key to the UMass win.
"We felt all along that our strength would

be in the line, both offense and defense,"
said UMass coach Dick MacPherson. "We
feel we're good in other areas, but we have

the ability to be great there. Those kids
worked hard to add some strength this

winter, and ft really paid off today."
With the offensive line shooting off the

snap of the ball, the Minutemen were able to
sustain a steady, grinding ball control of-

fense. UMass wasted little time establishing
the tempo of the game.
The Minutemen marched 60 yards in 11

plays - all on the ground — off the opening
kickoff to take an early 7-0 lead. Coleman
completed the drive with a one-yard plunge
into the end zone, but the big play in the
series was a fourth down keeper by
sophomore quarterback Mike McEvilly to
sustain the march.

"That was an important series," com-
mented MacPherson. "It was important to
set the tempo early, especially since our
missed opportunities hurt so badly last week.
We did fumble on our second series, but that
didn't hurt, where it could have been costly if

we fumbled from the outset."
The Minutemen defense held the Black

Bears in check and the offense went back to
work late in the second quarter. With the
help of a Maine face-mask penalty, the
Minutemen drove 49 yards in just five plays
for a score. The series ended on an 11 -yard
scamper by Coleman, and the Minutemen
had themselves a 14-0 lead at the half.

UMass struck again midway through the
third quarter wf>en it put together its longest
series of the t>allgame. McEvilly and com-
pany romped 70 yards in 13 plays with
Balboni going over from the two. McEvilly hit

receiver John Gladchuk on a big third down
play midway through the march, and may

have caught Maine's underworked
secondary napping.

McEvilly, who was three for nine in the
passing department and received his plays
from the sideline, was not disappointed with
the coach's reluctance to take to the air.

"Sure It's tun to pass, but if you don't
have to there's no sense doing it, " said
McEvilly.

The final UMass tally came with less than
two minutes remaining in the game. The
Minutemen went 50 yards on eight plays
with Douvadjian, who woke up a rathor

dullened crowd with his slashing running
style, carrying it over from the two.

For the Black Bears it was a long af-
ternoon, and early into the fourth quarter
their frustrations reached a climax. Maine's
QB Jack Cosgrove, who ended the afternoon
with a passing log of 12-20 for 15 yards,
found tight end Bob Murphy for a 37-yard
gain and a first down and goal situation.
After two Maine running plays it was third
and five and it appeared that UMass's streak

TURN TO PAGE 14

Rushing, line play Icey

IVIinutemen's victory

Harriers tame Huskies;

women romp in rain
By BRAD RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
had a rainy but relaxed time of it Saturday as
It easily defeated UConn, 19-44.

Jane Welzel held off an early and sur-
pnsinq challenge from UConn's Kelly Nelson
and finished first in 20:04.7 over the 3.2 mile
course.

Nelson, a transfer from Penn State, was
second in 2043.0 after losing about 30
seconds over the last mile to the fast-
finishing Welzel.

The next six places held a couple of
pleasant surprises along with another verse
in UMass' song of success, entitled.
Running With the Pack."

The surprises were in the persons of Tina
Francario and Priscilla Wilson, two
precocious newcomers, who finished third
'20:541 and fourth (21:11), respectively.
The next four spots also saw red-clad

harriers come home, as Sue Swartz, Barb
Callanan, Beth Collins and Debbie Farmer
combined to lock up the meet.

Frosh Linda Welzel (yes, Jane's sister; ran
well in her first collegiate varsity race and
ended up tenth.

Laurie Wolf, Bonnie Shulman and Kathy
Kirkham notched 12th 14th places for the
Minutewomen, as UConn was only able to
nut three runners into the top 14.

Coach Charlotte Lettis was pleased with
her team's performance, and was "especially
impressed by the freshwomen."

"They took control from the start and ran
easily — well witr.m themselves," she said.
"They were a little jittery at the start, but
they had calmed down by the tirst mile,
where they were smiling and talking to me.''
The biggest problem the UMass women

had was staying on course, as the rain which
didn't clear until race's end, had washed the
lime markings away. The rain also made the
footing treacherous and slowed the times
somewhat.

"I think the course was a little longer than
3.2", explained Lettis. "I'm glad this first

meet was slow, though, because now we
can work up from here."
UConn was hurt at the front of the pack by

the loss of Lavinia Muncy, last year's New
England champ, who is injured 3nd who will
not be able to compete until indoor track
season

To further demonstrate its dominance of
the meet, UMass kept three of its top runners
at home, as Johara Chapman has a sore
knee, Anne Bradshaw is sick and Eileen
Everett hasn't had a physical.

Lettis expects to have Chapman, Brad-
shaw and Everett back for the team's next
meet, on Friday at Williams College.

Lettis had nothing but praise for her
women.

"Jane is in even better shape than last

year," she said. "She ran easily and went up
Heart Attack Hill' without any trouble. She
ran a pood last mile, which I was glad to see.
"The two freshwomen have looked good

in practices, and I expected them to crack

TURN TO PAGE 14

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The final rushing statistics of UMass's 28-0
win over Maine Saturday gave the
Minutemen an overwhelming 347-0 edge.
Individually, the UMass leaders were Bill

Coleman 127 yards, Henry Sareault - 81,
and Dave Douvadjian - 60. But as the saying
goes, "the battle was won in the trenches,"
both offensively and defensively.
The impression produced from this game

IS this: Last year, UMass was maligned of-
fensively for failing to produce offensive
dnves. Maybe a couple of runs, a pass, and
then a punt. But in Saturday's game against
the Bears, time after time UMass had long-
lasting offensive series start from deep in its
own territory and ended up in either the
Bears' end zone or close to it.

Credit should go to the six running backs
Coach Dick MacPherson used throughout
the game. Besides the three previously
mentioned, Dennis Dent, John Romboli, and
Chuck Balboni were used as various running
positions. All six picked up a combined total
of 347 yards.

But without the offensive line, nothing
could have been accomplished. Gaping holes
were given to the backs. Not just little

openings for one or two yards but six, seven
and even ten yard gains were produced by
the five offensive linemen and either two
tight ends and two wide receivers.

Guard Russ Cooke was missing from
action due to a slight concussion, but that
didn't stop the cohesion of the line as Ross
Schubarth, Gerry Greene, Mike McLaughlin,
Bruce Kimball and Jim Penta and either
Kevin Cummings or Moses Williams were
continuously driving their opponents several
yards back from the line of scrimmage.

"There is no question the strength of our
team is the size and strength of our offensive
line. It's a credit to all the athletes' winter and
summer conditioning and willingness to
work as a unit," MacPherson said.

Defensively, the front line of John Willis,
Phil Puopolo, Dave Bemis, and John Mc-

Donald was outstanding. Out of a total 12
Maine first downs, only one was produced
by rushing. In 30 attempts, Maine combined
for a net ground yards.

"Defensively our linemen contained the
run and it was exactly what we wanted, Our
linebackers (Steve lelander, Peter McCarty,
and Joe McLaughlin) were all over the field
and our secondary (Kevin Sullivan, Steve
Mcinnes, John Beerworth, and Todd Holt)
did a good job containing the sweep,"
MacPherson added.

Offensively Maine oufaerialed the
Minutemen, 115-45, in net passing yards and
also in passing first downs.
"We felt that Mike McEvilly (subbing for

the injured Mike Fallon) wouW have more
confidence in handling the running game.
That was why his play calling was con-
servative. He was determined not to make
mistakes and he kept his poise and did just
that. As time goes along his passing con-
fidence will improve," said MacPherson.

Quarterback McEvilly completed three of
nine passes for 45 yards. His longest aerial

was a 20-yard pass to receiver Kevin
O'Connor for an important first down.
Coverage on specialty teams was noted by

MacPherson for being "solid." UMass
allowed only two total yards on punt returns
and 27 yards in kick returns.

"Our confidence and enthusiasm were just
great today," said a happy tight end Moses
Williams after the game. "Everybody was
pulling for each other. We knew that our loss
to Army the week before was a mental
defeat. There is no way we can outrush
Army by almost a margin of 2 1 and have lost
the game. Today we proved we can play and
play without mistakes."'

"Coming out of the Army game, we knew
we had to eliminate the mental mistakes or
know that if we make them, forget about
them and keep plugging away but not just
dwelling on that one mistake. Against Maine
today, our confidence just oozed," said
MacPherson.

MacKimmie voting called illegal
By LAWRENCE UCHMANOWICZ
Cofhgian Staff

Paul Yanowitch, student attorney general for the Student
Government Association yesterday reported that
Mackimmie House in Southwest has been illegally basing
voting procedures for their house council on race and sex.

"Basing the right to vote on race or sex is illegal," he said.

The present method for electing house council in

Mackimmie House is based on 16 members; eight white and
eight third world students. This is further broken down,
among the white seats, into four female and four male seats.

The third world seats are not based on sex as there is an
overwhelming majority of males among third world students
there, according to Bruce Rose, Mackimmie head of

residence.

"This is in direct violation of the one man — one vote
principle of government," Yanowitch said. "The constitution

of Mackimmie House has not been revised since 1971 and is

outdated."
Rose, yesterday answered this argument saying "if all that

stands in our way at the present time is simply having
someone retype our constitution, we will do that.

"Our goals," he said, "are to develop a community that is

sensitive to itself; a community that can bring about
awareness on such subjects as racism, sexism, and gay
riahts We can't be traditional and do this.

"We aren't trying to change things overnight," Rose said,
"but if we can just open people's minds to the problems we
face we will consider our system successful."

"This is the first we have heard of this system

"

Yanowitch said, "it can possibly be done legally, but I terid
to- believe that the system at Mackimmie does not meet the
guidelines of the SGA constitution."
At present, according to Rose, the breakdown of third

world to no-third world students in Mackimmie House is
approximately 20 per cent to 80 per cerjt, respectively.

If the SGA guidelines were followed," said Rose "then
the white males would have the oven/vhelming majority in
our house, and with that we wouldn't be able to have the
success with the programs that we have had in the past

"
"The R.A.'s (resident assistants) have a complete set o1

goals that are reviewed weekly, and they have a high suc-
cess rate," Rose said.

^

"I am hoping for adequate input from all sides in this
issue," Yanowitch said, "but unfortunately I have to go with
the law.

°

"There are other ways to do the same thing legally
"

Yanowitch added, "they could form a committee to steer the
problems of the house, or they could just let each floor have
two representatives and suggest to the students that one of
them be a minority."

"I hope Paul has the respect to communicate with us on
this issue," said Rose. "I'm sure that we can reach an
agreement among ourselves."
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funding

revived
BOSTON [UPI] - The issue of state

funding of abortions died yesterday in the
State Senate, but was revived several hours
later by the House.
The Senate upheld Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis' veto of a bill to allow the use of
Medicaid funds for abortion only to save the
life of the woman.
The vote was 22-17 to override four votes

short of the two-thirds needed.
The Senate then voted to reconsider its

vote, but again failed by a vote of 22-16 to
override

Less than three hours later, the House
voted 141-86 to adopt an amendment to the
fiscal 1978 supplemental budget which
would ban the use of all state funds for
abortions except to save the life of the
woman.
The amendment would affect state em-

ployes and legislative employes covered by
health insurance plans paid up to 90 per cent
by the state as well as Medicaid recipients.

The Alliance, a state employes union, has

TURN TO PAGE 5

"Freshman" Ben Mangan ponders his financial investments in the Student Union
before catching the late Stock Exchange reports. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein)

• A feminist lawyer, dressed in a robe
she borrowed from a minister, was sworn
in yesterday to replace a judge she helped
oust from office. Story Page 6.

I
CO

• America's Cup sailing race
proved to be exciting for the
thousands of spectators at

Newport Harbor this weekend,
including Collegian reporter
Megan O'Reilly. Story Page 3.

• Do New Englanders suffer
from high levels of smog? "Yes,"
says the Environmental
Protection Agency. See Page 6.

• Weather - Cloudy and cooler
today, with rain developing. Continued
rainy, windy and cool tonight and
Wednesday.

Senate split on Lance
WASHINGTON [AP] - Senate com-

mittee members, concluding two weeks of

hearings into Budget Director Bert Lance's
financial dealings, disagreed yesterday
whether Lance misled them during con-
firmation hearings nine months ago.

Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-lll., said the
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
never would nave confirmed Lance if it had
known about his bank overdrafts, bank
loans, use of aircraft and other transactions.

He called on Lance to resign.

But Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo., said

"It's a little bit late in September to say, 'My
Lord, if I had known of the overdrafts, I

wouldn't have voted for Bert Lance in

January'."

President Carter and Lance met privately

yesterday. White House Press Secretary
Jody Powell disclosed the meeting, but said

he had no information on what was
discussed or who requested the session.

In a related development. Deputy Atty.

Gen. Peter Flaherty appointed three Justice
Department . .fficials to review the allegations

against Lance and "make preliminary

recomendations as to what, if any, further
steps by the Justice Department are ap-
propriate

"

The Justice Department review will be
conducted by Cono Namorato, chief of
criminal prosecutions on tax cases: Edward
Barnes, a criminal division attorney and John
Kenney, an assistant U.S. attorney in New
York who primarily handles banking and
securities cases.

"I have directed this review team to go
over all files, reports, records and other
material in the various Justice Department
offices" to arrive at their recommendations,
Flaherty said.

The Comptroller of the Currency had
referred material concerning Lance's
allegedly improper use of bank-owned
airplanes to the department to consider
whether criminal charges should be brought.
The Senate committee yesterday took the

unusual step of calling four ot its employes to
explain what Lance tolo tnem before he was
confirmed on January 18

Kent St.

brealms

ground
KENT, Ohio \UPI] - Giant earth movers

yesterday began breaking ground for a
gymnasium annex at Kent State University
near the site where four students were shot
to death during an anti-war demonstration
seven years ago.

Opponents of the gym heckled police and
hurled bags of red dye at construction
workers.

Only one of the three bags of dye broke
and the other two were dumped into a hole
where some trees taken from the con-
struction site were to be transplanted.

Between 25 and 50 demonstrators,
members of the "May 4th Coalition", held a
rally near the site and then moved toward the
area chanting, "Cops off campus, move the
gym."
They were pushed back briefly by Kent

State security police who cordoned off the
area.

The first piece of machinery was moved
onto the construction site early yesterday
with an escort of six university campus police
cars.

One demonstrator stood briefly in front of
the truck carrying the machinery but he was
moved by police without incident.

Portage County Sheriff Al McKettrick said,

"this is all I really expected" in regard to the
number of demonstrators.
"We weren't expecting any trouble, and as

is quite evident, we did everything possible
to avoid a confrontation," said McKettrick.

"It is obvious the protesters are meeting
with some resentment from students at the
university now that classes have resumed,"
he said. "Some of the students are bad
mouthing the protesters and it is obvious
they don't like it."

"The moving of the gym site would cost
millions of dollars more which would result in

higher tuition, higher room and board and
more financial difficulties for the people
attending the university," said sophomore
Karen Heckelmoser from Valley View, Ohio.
"The Coalition has tried to do some good

in the courts but it has failed there and
elsewhere
"The Coalition is giving the university a

bad nanne," she sakj.

Sophomore Paul J. Palsa, from Pittsburgh,
said the majority of the students at Kent
State have suffered because of a "small,
selfish minority".

"I'm aware that the vast majority of this

school is turned off, fed up and tired," said
Palsa.
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Archives: storehouse ofpast
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1977

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Want to know what the
University was like last

year? Fifty years ago? The
day it began? Then visit the
University Archives on the
25th floor of the library and
let Archivist Katherine
Emerson guide you on your
journey into the past, daily
8:30 to 5:00.

The University archives
contains all the records and
publications by and about
the university throughout
its history. This includes
annual reports, complete
files on catalogues and
course listings.

Emerson said the ar-

chives also contains every
issue of the Collegian that
has ever been published,
including when it was first

caWed Aggie Life from 1890-
1901, and the college Signal
from 1901 to 1914. These
are available in most ad-
ditions in both bound
volumes and on microfilm.
Loose copies are available
from years since 1971.
Emerson boasts that

archives contain almost all

masters and doctoral
theses submitted to the
University for awarded
degrees.

As she pointed
to the theses, she
gave a graphic
demonstration onhow the
University has
grown.
"From 1911 to

1962 there are
only six - and - one

half shelves
donated to these
theses but there
are over 98 de-

voted to them
from 1962 to
1977," Emerson
said.

As well as
senior honors the-

ses, archives also

contains collec-

tions of papers
from people who
have been ad-
ministrators,

officials and
faculty members
here.

For people not
directly interested
in UMass history,

the archives con-
tain collections

not relating to the
University, such
as the W.E.B.
DuBois collection,
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Women 's

health info

essential

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the first in a weekly series of articles onwomen s health care by Julie Melrose, a University health aide.

In a land where the media have yet to say just exactly where onthe female body a Tampax is supposed to go, women's health careinformation can be hard to find. .

It's either locked in the closet with pornography or locked in the
gynecologist's office with the professionaljournals. Either way i^remains largely inaccessible to the majority of American womenWomen are taught, from an early age, that their bodies and bodily
functions are cause for embarassment and should not be
discussed.... not even amongst themselves
They are told that the only people qualified to deal with healthproblems specific to women are gynecologists, 95 per cent of whom

Ho^tT"-
^0"^en have to do is simply place themselves in their

doctors competent hands and health needs will be met

hJo^^f/I^^K""^ °V^® ^^'"9' ^^^^ ^3^® happened to women whohave placed themselves in those hands:
They have undergone hysterectomies (surgical removal of the

uterus) which were not medically indicated. According to Our

R^?ifr ^"T'*'?^' ^ ^°°^ ^""en by the Boston Women's HealthBook Collective (Simon and Schuster, 1975), recent studies estimate

wolri'^^ M ? ^'^^""^ o^ »hese major surgeries performed in recent
years could have been avoided.

=.J^^^ ^^^® ^®u 9'''®" inadequately tested contraceptive drugsand devices which were later found to be dangerous. These were

Sbufed
^'^ ""^'^^^ ^^®' ^^°*"' *^®" °" ^^® ^^®'^^ ^3s

HiJomf«^,f''?^,^^"
^°'*^' "P^" complaining of severe menstrual

discomfort, that cramps are imaginary or that they will disappear

H^oLDi t^''® r""'
^"^^ ^^^y"- °'"9S h«'P^"' 'n relieving such

discomfort have been removed from the market due to reported

femJned'av^irabl"' "° '^ ^°^^"^'^"^ '^"^^^^"^ ^^^s.' have

ir,oLll!v ^r® ^ ^'''''®^^' ^o"owing rape experiences, to such

Z^J^T^ °"J^^.
P^^ °^ physicians that some wo^en have

S thl^a e^ Sf'^
examination to be as humiliating an experience

(^ They have been given a drug, diethylstilbestrol (DES) which
suppcwedly prevents miscarriages, though it was already known tobe ineffective at the time of prescription. As a result of this severalhundred young women whose mothers took the drug now suffer

from vaginal cancer, virtually unknown in women under 50 prior totne use of DES.
They have routinely gone through the often devastating ex-perience of having entire breasts removed because of cancer Yetaccording to EHen Frankfort in Vaginal Politics, (Bantam, 1973) and

2«.tf?n^^'
^"'*^^*'"'

'L^^^ V«^ ^° be proven that radical

blSsTcancef^
^"^ """'^ effective than less drastic treatments *or

nftln^Ko^^"!?
^"^ sterilized against their will. Poor women haveoften been duped into consenting to surgery and used as "practicecases in teaching hospitals.

oi-ui-e

The list of atrocities resulting from poor quality women's healthcare goes on.

thJ*i!!.«^fw
®^^^®^^^^ ^^? ^ movement among women to reclaimU^e knowledge and care of their bodies from the male-dominatedmedica profession. Female nurse-practitioners now perform many

gynecological procedures traditionally done by doctors
belt- help workshops, in which women learn about their bodies

n^^ht'^^^''^ V? '®''°?"'^® ^^® symptoms of many common health
problerr.s are taking- place all over the country

»A/^mon°A®"°«H^J°
""^^^ "®^ resources and facilities available to

rhrgrcomfort^abr'
""'' "" '''"«'' ' "°"^" ^^^ ^° "^^ ''^^

A lifetime of negative messages about female bodies has leftArriencari women embarrassed to seek the medical help they need

.J^^I'Lf^'^o^ ^''®!.® ^^^^ *^ ^^^^ ^°"^3n of menstrual age or

h^ t^tJ^i^"^ f
^^P '^ "^"O^

^^^^ ^''^ "^°"^hs, cervical cancer ?ouldbe otally e im.nated in this country. Our Bodies, Ourselves reportsthat currently, one woman in 200 dies of the disease. That gives ussome Idea of the number of women not receiving adequate healthCdr6.

Whether we like it or not, medicine is a business in this country
I he more infornied women are as consumers, the more likely theyare to receive the care they deserve.
The majority of unnecessary hysterectomies are performed bvphysicians in pnvate practice who have a great deal to gain bvrecommending such costly operations.
Women's ignorance about their own bodies leaves them prev tosuch profiteers. k «7 iw

Women have a right to good medical care. They have a hoht to
visit a doctor without fear of negligence or sexual mutilation But

Im^^^J "^^ '^°" ^ ^^"^ ^^ '°"9 ^s *he "medical mystique" isallowed to continue. Women must take doctors down from thepedestals and assume responsibility for their own health care
Being informed is the first step.

Church saved from destruction by $1 sale
Ayfacp n ion ni 1- ................ ^WASHINGTON, Mass. [UPf] - Church

officials have decided to turn a 78-year-old
Episcopal chapel over to residents of this
Berkshire County town for $1 instead of
razing the stone structure.
Church officials approved the proposal last

week and town officials yesterday said they
expected the agreement to be approved by
W«hington residents.

"We hope we can get everything squared
away and have the chapel turned over to the
town by the end of Octobef," selectman
Henry MacLaren said.

Both sides said their attorneys would meet
soon to work out a deed agreement for St.
Andrew's Chapel. There were loud protests
from Washington residents when church
officials earlier proposed tearing the chapel
down.
About half of the town's 400 residents,

including folk singer Arlo Guthrie, gathered
at the chapel in July to protest the proposed
destruction.

Western Massachusetts tpiscopal Diocese
Bishop Alexander D. Stewart yesterday said
the chjrch changed its plans for the chapel
"in view of the large number of people who
showed so much interest in the chapel"

Stewart, who had originally called for

destruction of the building so that it could go
to its "final reward," proposed the new
agreement during a meeting of the church's
Western Massachusetts Diocesan Council
last week. The council approved the plan 16-

1 with one abstention.

"If they want to take it over and take over
the worry for it, then that's their privilege,"
Stewart said

The agreement calls for turning over the
church to Washington residents with the
stipulations that the church be given first

refusal rights if the chapel is ever sold, it

cannot be leased or used for commercial
purposes, and a commission of five people
who are active members of churches be
appointed to supervise the chapel's use.
MacLaren said town officials are

"delighted" with Stewart's proposal. "We're
quite satisfied with the selectmen and
everyone in the town."
He said residents will use the chapel,

which is the only church in the town, for
non- denominational Sunday evening ser-

vices.

"We plan on using it. It won't just sit

there," MacLaren said.

He said selectmen discussed the church's
acQuisition during a Sunday meeting and

decided
meeting

"we will have to
to appropriate $1

have a town
from available

funds to buy the chapel. But I figure that will
pass by about a 99-1 vote."
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America's Cup Race

'Courageous' in splendid sail
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

"If you don't get your boat out of the way
you re gonna be in big trouble," yelled Coast
Guard sailors lamely into their megaphones
as they failed to hold back the frenzied flotilla
of spectators with sharp blasts from their
fire-hoses.

Through the thick haze of exhaust New-
port Harbor this weekend resembled a flow
chart of every conceivable sailing craft to
ever float on water as adoring fans escorted
the Courageous, 1977 America's Cup
defending champion, back to its head-
quarters on Bannisters Wharf.
Winning the final race by a margin of two

minutes, Courageous swept the four of
seven race 4-0, as any one of thousands
present can tell you. The New York Yacht
Club retains its trophy as America bakes a

new batch of heroes to characterize, idolize
and then discard with over-use.
The level of sportsmanship displayed by

the losing Australians is commendable
considering their overall inability to get ahead
after the first 10 minutes of each and every
race.

Light winds and some tactical errors were
the main problem acknowledged by the
Australian skipper Noel Robins, but more
likely it was the determination and superb
sailing skill of Courageous skipper Ted
Turner and a flawless performance by his
crew that won them the race.

Again in the final race Courageous spotted
wind shifts the Australians did not. In the 28
minutes of the race, Australia sailed in the
wrong direction for 90 seconds giving the
American 12-metre a lead even more than
needed to win the race.

,

Australia lost the four races by a total of

seven minutes, 48 seconds. The individual

time differences were 1:48, 1:03, 2:32, and
2:25, in that order. Time ran out on Thur-
sday's race as neither boat crossed the finish

line within the alloted five - and - a - half

hours due to light winds.

The New York Yacht clubbers looked on,
mildly amused in their navy blue blazers as
they stood high and dry aboard their
humongous yacht. They were an interesting
study along side the drunken derelicts in
rotting Chinese junks, canoes, wind-sailcraft
and engine propelled life rafts.

The most amazing thing about the
America's Cup Race is the good feelings
generated by the competitors and the crowd.
It was like one big extended family related by
a love for excitement and fine yacht racing.

Northampton mayoral race

UMass student on ballot today
OE MAGLITTA expand bus service within Ninrthamr.t«r. rko .__ .l_ .i .. . ^'By JOE MAGLITTA

Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Four Democratic
candidates, one of them a UMass student,
will appear on the ballot for mayor in a
primary election to be held here today.

Because there are no Republicans or
Independents on the ballot, the city's new
mayor will be today's top Democratic vote
getter.

Incumbent Mayor David W. Cramer, 48,
last night told the Collegian his campaigri
effort "worked out very well" and that he
fully expects to win re-election.

"Hopefully by this time (tonight) I will

continue to be mayor," Cramer said. Cramer
is seeking his second two-year term of office.
Jonathan Roche, 23, a student on leave

from UMass, was an unsuccessful candidate
for Northampton School Committee in 1973.
Roche recently said he based his one-man
campaign effort on 'the idea that real
campaign issues were not being raised by the
other three candidates". He was unavailable
for comment last night.

Harry S. Chapman Jr., former city
councillor at large, last night said that recent
surveys showed his chances to be "pretty
good."

"Eighty per cent of Northampton is

dissatisfied," Chapman said. "Whether or
not this dissatisfaction is transferred into
votes remains to be seen (today)."

George D. Tobin, 60, owner of a Florence-
based construction firm and a newcomer to

political races, last night predicted a tight

race.

"It could go to any of the three can-
didates," Tobin said.

Tobin said Roche's young age rules Roche
out as a serious contender.

Roche, on leave from UMass to earn
money for next semester, has a plan to

expand bus service within Northampton
through private subsidy. He has also
proposed the creation of a plan to purchase
development rights to agricultural land in the
area.

Chapman, owner of a Florence grocery
store, has in recent weeks been a vocal critic
of the Cramer administration. Chapman
charged that Cramer had failed to provide
the city with any direction. "Since last June,
when I announced my candidacy, I have said
the city is drifting from crisis to crisis. Right
now we are losing momentum as a city,"
Chapman said, "but Northampton can
progress."

Chapman ran third in a Mayoral primary
race in 1975. Chapman has called for a
streamlining of city government and greater
governmental openness. "People in Nor-
thampton don't see government as a hostile
force, but as an extension of themselves

"

Chapman said last night. At least
two internal investigations in the department
are now undenA^ay, according to Cramer.
Last week a city patrolman was arrested on
theft and federal firearms charges. Earlier in
the week, one officer was discharged and
another reprimanded for use of unnecessary
force while arresting two teenagers last
summer.

Central
Council
proposes

budgets
By BETH SEGERS ^^
Collegian Staff

Budgets were proposed and explained for
Central Area's programs last night at a
Central Area Council (CAC) meeting. The
information provided will be used next week
when the vote on funds appropriation takes
place.

The meeting of CAC representatives and
program leaders involved description of the
needs and services provided by the New
World Center, Women's Center, Craft Shop
and the Racism Awareness Program.
CAC is operating with a budget of $17,192,

based on the 1800 students who lived in the
area as of last November.
CAC receives $9.40 for every Central Area

resident.

Other items on the agenda included plans
for a trip to the Alpine Slide Run for Central
residents, announcement of treasury
elections on Sept. 28, approval of a
Greenough sponsored movie, and discussion
of the snack bar in Greenough and the
greenhouse in Brooks.

Explanation of the budget for the New
World Center was given by N Krumah
Olenga, a graduate student who coordinates
events for the group.
The New World Center provides cultural

programs for Asian, African and Puerto
Rican students in the area. Its name was
changed from its former title, the Third
World Center, because of "negative con-
notations," Olenga said.

Olenga's proposed $3,225 budget includes
salaries, plans to continue the cultural
programs, costs of travel and office needs,
and the purchase of "Last Qrave at Dim- •

baza," a documentary film on South Africa ^

that helped influence the UMass Board of
Trustees' vote last week to divest its South
African funds, Olenga said. "Last Grave at
Dimbaza," filmed illegally and smuggled out
of South Africa, costs $400, Olenga said.
The Craft Shop, run by Greenough's artist

in residence Ron Coler, is seeking a $3,400
budget for this year. The money accounts for
salaries and supplies of silver, leather, <

ceramics, photo and tools. ,'

Cynthia Thomas of the Womens' Center
described the services her group would
provide from its share of the Central Area
budget. Films, workshops and collogues are
offered to all area students as well as library
and counseling services.

The Racism Awareness Program offers
films and the use of the racism library to area
residents while classes are also planned.
CAC approved plans for a trip to the

Alpine Slide Run on Friday, Sept. 30. The
trip, offered to 200 Central residents, will cost
just $3.00 a person because .of a group
discount and a $200 donation from the CAC.
Twenty residents in each dorm can sign up
for the trip which will leave at 5:30 p.m. Rain
date is Sunday, Oct. 2.

Elections for CAC treasurer will be held
Wed., Sept. 28 at Franklin Dining Commons
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

'Home Rule' stumped
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen last
night voted to include in the upcoming town
meeting an article investigating possible
appeal of a recent ruling against "the enact-
ment of a "Home Rule Bill" in Amherst.

Massachusetts Attorney General Francis
X. Bellotti earlier in the month ruled against
the bill, which if enacted would give the town
authority to establish a "Security and
Deposit Trust Account" for Amherst tenants
and landlords.

The Selectmen last week voted to post-
pone action.

The Selectmen also reviewed 22 articles
for inclusion in the upcoming October town
meeting, announced participation in a state-
wide "Citizen Advocacy Week" to benefit
the mentally retarded, and approved an
article calling for the creation of a committee
for town meeting to study gun safety in
Amherst.

After a 45- minute executive session before

their regularly scheduled meeting, the
selectmen unanimously voted to turn the
case over to town meeting's consideration.

Board Chairman Diana Romer said the
selectmen's support of the article would be
dependent on "subsequent information" on
the legal cost involved in filing an appeal with
the attorney general's office.

Rep. James G. Collins (D-Amherst) last
week filed the "Home Rule Bill" with the
state legislature.

Passage of the bill would allow for the
creation of a trust account system to hold
the security deposits of area tenants in in-
terest yielding accounts. The account would
be unaffected if an apartment complex were
to go bankrupt.

The account would also protect tenant
security deposits in any tenant-landlord dis-
putes.

Discussion last night centered on the
possible cost of having the town represented
in the case by an attorney other than town

(Sttff photo by Amira Rahm»n)

Central Area Pres. Mark Zinan
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Radio Club serves and enjoys
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

Contrary to popular opinion, ham radio
differs from citizens band greatly, according
to Amateur Radio Club member Jerry
Quenneville.

Unlike the basic 40 channels of Citizens
band, hams transmit on frequency space
which they are holding for possible military
use. Because of the vast number of
frequencies a ham can operate on, their
broadcasts are generally not interfered with,
as can be the case with citizens band
Quenneville explained.
Whereas citizens band operators with

loose federal regulations, ham radio
operators are more tightly controlled. A
prospective operator must pass two exams
before being given a novices license allows
the operator to use only Morse code on a
limited frequency range.

So as not to discourage future hams, club
president Tom Kopec yesterday said the only
hard part about getting a license is waiting
for it to arrive by mail. Hams are subjected to
a system of incentive licensing, by which
they are allowed more privileges as their
technical knowledge and proficiency in-

crease. Kopec said.

There are five levels of licenses a ham can
achieve. The majority of club members are
novices, but all levels are represented in the
total membership
The Amateur Radio Club, a Recognized

Student Organization, gives students the
opportunity to enjoy themselves while
performing the basic public service of trans-
ference of information.
Begun 30 year ago, the UMass radio club

now has between 20 and 30 members. The
majority are electrical engineering majors,

l^opec and QuenniviHe said, who are willing
to teach everythirig anyone needs to know

about owning and operating a ham radio.

The clubs' purpose is to spark new interest
in ham radios, to advise those interested in

purchasing ham radios, and to help them to
maintain those sets that they have pur-
chased. Club members also have the op-
portunity to borrow the four transceivers
owned by the club. Kopec said.

Mainly a service hobby, hams have a
definite purpose, Quenneville said. In

general, they provide a pool of technically
skilled persons, enhance international
goodwill, and prepare for possible
emergency communication.
Hams can "pass traffic," said Kopec, and

by doing so, can relay messages throughout
the country in under 48 hours. In

emergencies, hams can almost guarantee the
transference of the message in under three
hours, he said.

In the past, UMass hams have provided
communication between organizers and

Telephone Co. challenges petition
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

An attempt has been made by New
England Telephone Co. (NET) to prevent the
inception of a Telephone Consumer's Action
Group (TELCAG) by challenging the groups
initiative petition on a technicality.
The petition to put the question "before

the people " on the ballot in November was
accepted as valid by both Secretary of State
Paul Guzzi and Attorney General Francis X
Bellom.

The challenge was made by NET Vice
President Duane Aldrich on the basis the
petition was "defective and not in con-
formity with the constitution ..." Evidence
offered by NET to support this position was
the failure of seven petitioners to include
their home address on the same line as their
name.
There will be a TELCAG petitioners

meeting Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in Campus
Center 171.

The challenge of the petition is the latest

counter by NET to clear itself of charges of
predatory and unauthorized billing prac-

tices" revealed and publicized in a survey
conducted in March 1977 by the Public
Interest Research Group of Massachusetts
(MassPIRG).

Accorddng to Stephen Morgan, executive
director of MassPIRG, customers have
reported being "threatened with service
discontinuance" if they question the
legitimacy of the $1.50 charge.

Waskewich Galleries salesman Raymond Ranere yesterday sold a reproduction of Picasso's Don Quixote to Alan Smith whohappens to have the same print on his T-shirt. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein)

Carter urges higher quotas
WASHINGTON \AP\ ~ The Carter ad-

ministration yesterday urged the Supreme
Court to rule that blacks and other minorities
can be given special treatment by a state
medical school's admissions program.
The Justice Department said, however,

that the high court should put off any
decision on whether Allan Paul Bakke was
denied admission to the University of
California at Davis Medical School solely
because he is white. Bakke had brought suit
charging reverse discrimination.

In a 74-page legal brief signed by Atty,
Gen. Griffin Bell and other top Justice
Department officials, the administration
endorsed in sweeping and general terms
affirmative action programs that take race
into account in order to overcome effects of
past discrimination.

But while endorsing the use of
"reasonably selected numerical targets" by
such programs, the government brief said
"rigid exclusionary quotas" could not pass
constitutiona' tests.

"In making the difficult admissions
decisions, reasonably selected numerical
targets for minority admissions can be useful
as a gauge of tne program's effectiveness,"
the Justice Department brief said

It later drew a distinction, not fui'y ex-
plained, between such "reasonable goals
and targets" and quotas

That argument did not go as far as some
civil rights attorneys had hoped. Those
attorneys argue that even quotas - rigidly
reserved slots for minority applicants —
should be ruled legal because they meet a
"compelling state interest" in providing
needed minority doctors and other
professionals.

The argument probably will not draw rave
reviews from opponents to affirmative action
programs who see any use of racial criteria to
help minorities as a type of reverse
discrimination.

The government brief said the legal record
in Bakke's case is not complete enough to be
the basis of a Supreme Court decision that
could determine the future of all affirmative
action programs in education and business
and profoundly affect race relations.

Bakke, a white civil engineer from Sunny-
vale, Calif., argued successfully before the
California Supreme Court that the medical
school's special admissions program
deprived him of his constitutional rights.

He said he would have beem admitted if

the special program had not allowed
students with lower academic qualifications
to be accepted ahead of him.
The state court ruled that the 14th

Amendment, insuring equal treatment to all

citizens, prevented the school from making
race a factor in admissions. It said the

amendment was violated by the program
which reserved for minority students 16 of
the 100 places in each year's entering class.
The Justice Department's position, except

for its briefly mentioned opposition to in-
flexible quotas in such programs, followed
closely the reasoning of the National Con-
ference of Black Lawyers, one of more than
160 organizations and individuals to file

friend-of-the-court briefs in the case.
"We think the government's brief in its

present form is acceptable," said Victor
Goode of the black lawyers group. "It's
much better than we first had been led to
believe."

Actually, the thrust of the Justice

imernTn^l^'"' ^^^ *^^ P^«^"« O^^
sS'wee'r ^"' ^^^*^'°" '" ^^« P-t

PoNc'yM^t'emenr" ^'^° '^^"^ ^ ^-^
Although we have made progress in

eliminating discrimination case-by-case thema,or civil rights laws have been effective fo^
httle more than a decade. The pervasive
effects of past discrimination remain withTsThe vast ma,ority of our racial and language
minorities remain poorer and less educated

IZJ'^V^' unemployment, and are ess

soda Jh "T^ !^^ ^°^^^^ - economic,
social and political - that bear upon thei
i'ves than .s the white majority

workers at the annual spnng concert. Kopec
said the club also participated in a annual
Emergency Preparedness Session, held in

June, to demonstrate the relaying of
emergency communication In case of an
electrical shutdown.

UMjISS

mmi FEDERAL

CREDIT UNION

WORK STUDY POSITION

AVAILABLE

Secretarj/Keceptltiist

ii.H/it.

10 hours per week

Must be able to type well and be
available when needed.

Contact PETER BLOOM
545-2800

Deadline: Fri.,Sept.23

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

The University of Massachusetts seeks application, for and nominations
of candidates for the Presidency. The University is a three-campus institu-
tion with a full range of undergraduate, graduate, and professional pro-grams and a wide variety of research projects.
The President Is the chief executive officer of the states university system

to whom the Chancellors of the campuses report.
The trustees seek candidates with recognized status in the academic com-
munity and broad experience in positions of leadership in university ad-
ministration.

Send application or nomination with curriculum vitae by November 1 to-

^_ ^ '•••®»'<*en»iol Search Committee
AttntProf.DorothyN Mor.holl.SeniorConsultont

P.O.Box 2132
Boston. Massachusetts 02106

An Equal Opportunity. Affirmative Action Employer

m>

SOim-IWEST
woiVEivrs

CENTER

2 Undergraduate co ordinator posi
tions open for the academic year.
These positions involve programm-
ing, planning, and administrative
work and require energetic,
selfmotivated people

Salary: $460 per year

Please send statment of interest and
relevant experience to Anne Butter-
worth, Soutftwest Women's
Center. Southwest Residential
College, or call 5 0626 for further
information

Giveyour
Seeta
break.

Sink into

soft suede.

Get your

kicks with a

wedge sole.

ice in

.\>

Rejo

long, easy

wear. Stop by

and try a pair.

Levi's for Feet.

The right shoe

for

i

your jeans

and the left.

:^

^'r>.

rusty

nail /».

Tues. Sept. 20

ORCHESTRA LUNA

Wed. Sept 21

ROOMFUL OF BLUES

Thurs Sept 22

VASSAR CLEMENTS

Marathon
$400Qpp
ANY PAIR

( with this ad...$3'"' OFF any pair
under $25 offer expires Oct. 1, 1977)

Fri& Sat

Sept 23 & 24

NRBQ

Sunderland. Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665-4937

CVBAEb

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

(^ FairfieW Mall/chicopee
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Peaceful Aikido..

../Attack with love"
Aikldo is a martial art; a means of protecting oneself. It Involves three basicpnnclples: non-dissension, non-aggression, and non-resistance.

^

andSunSlv'ni^htL'l^.fi'inT"''
''" ^«^"»»^-V «"« -""^^V "'Qhts seven until nineana Sunday night at seven. Anyone interested is welcome to attend.

Northampton police

discipline officer
NORTHAMPTON [AP] - The much

criticized Northampton police force has
disciplined an eight-year veteran officer for
allegedly driving his cruiser through a red
light and then denying he did it, officials said.

Police Chief James J. Whalen said officer
James E. Brennan was suspended for
five vyorking days effective Sunday for
operating the cruiser recklessly, without
using its flashing lights, and falsifying a
report about the incident.

When contacted last night by telephone,
Whalen told the Collegian he does not talk
with college newspapers.
A second officer reportedly involved in the

incident yesterday denied that his resignation
had anything to do with the ' affair.
Provisional police officer Michael Helems
said he was planning to quit the force
anyway. Helems was the beat officer on duty

at the time of the incident on August 12,
officials said.

A couple driving through a Northampton
intersection that day complained to police
that the wife, who was pregnant, had been
badly startled by the cruiser running the red
light, officials said. The names of the couple
have not been released.

Northampton Mayor David Cramer last
week said he would appoint a special
commission to investigate the force, saying
that public confidence in the department had
been battered by a series of recent
developments.

This month alone, one officer was charged
for illegally selling firearms and stealing
$10,000 from the police station and another
was fired for allegedly beating up two
teenagers.

^Abortion bill alive
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

charged anti-abortion groups are using the
amendment to hold hostage the sup-
plemental budget which includes $17 million
in pay raises and increased expense
allowances.

Dukakis has said he would veto any
budget which includes an anti-abortion
amendment.

Rep. Raymond L. Flynn, D-Boston, who
co-sponsored the original bill with Rep.
Charles Doyle, D-Boston, and the amend-
ment to the budget, said "while I support the
state employes, in good conscience I cannot
back down in our fight against abortion."

Doyle deferred responsibility of the state
employes pay hikes to Dukakis, saying, "the
governor has made a decision. He favors
abortion... over giving state employes their

well-deserved pay raises."

He added, "I think it is absolutely brutal
the governor of Massachusetts is using the
state employes as a whipping boy."

Doyle said, "I will guarantee the governor
of Massachusetts the abortion issue will not
die.

"This is merely the first battle in the fight.

We will be relentless in our fight... until the
unborn children of the Commonwealth are
saved."

Before approving the Flynn amendment,
the House rejected 135-87 an anti-abortion
amendment by Assistant House Minority
Leader William Robinson, R- Melrose, which
would have exempted cases of rape, incest,

certain diseases or where the fetus will suffer
deformity or debilitation because of disease.

Doyle urged rejection of the Robinson
amendment, saying the word "debilitation...
constitutes abortion on demand."
Another amendment by Robinson to

include only cases for treatment of rape and
incest was rejected by a narrower vote of
118-108.

A third anti-abortion amendment, the
broadest one offered and supported by many
prochoice legislators, was rejected 147-80.

Senate Ways and Means Chairman James
A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford. said he was con-
sidering separating the amendment from the
supplemental budget so state employees pay
hikes would not be jeopardized.

Other sources in the Senate said there
would be attempts to kill the Flynn amend-
ment when the supplemental budget
reached the upper chamber.
The House must still vote on several other

amendments - one to reduce the meals tax
from six to five per cent, and another to
increase local aid - before the $17.9 million
budget goes to the Senate.

Collegian meeting

Organizational meeting for persons in-
terested in working in Collegian's new
Amherst Town Bureau, tonight at 7:30.
Collegian Office, Campus Center, 113.
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September Back To School Special
with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit

with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

campers Supply

PEARL STREET, NORTHAMPTON
9 5 30 Weekdays 9 5:00 Saturdays

3 Positions available with the N.E. Sylvan Area

1 Depatmental Assistant/?ac/a/ Awareness Training Specialist 4,500
plus apt in Sylvan Area Teach 3 credir coures fall and spnng semesters,
work with Head of Residences and resident assistants in N.E. Sylvan
Area Applicants should have a masters degree and previous teaching ex-
perience

2. Sex Role Specialist; 3,600 and tuition waiver

1 Responsible for developing a sex role component for the Sylvan N.E.
Area staff

2 Teach 3 credit courses fall and spring semesters

Applicants should have Masters degree or equivilant experience.

3 Academic Coordinator 3,600 and tuition waiver
Person should be able to administer Colloquium program in the

N E Sylvan Area

Applicants should have Masters degree or equivilant experience.

Send resumes by Sept 27 to

Linda Nellisor H.E. Sylvan Area office,

103 Johnson House, University of Massachusetts

3 DAYS ONLY
SALE

MEN'S TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM® RING

ONLY $59.95
Regularly $85.00

71RTQ1RVED ring day
That's when the ArlCarved re()re!>entaliYe will he here

to help you select your custom-made ( ollege jewelry

It's also the day you can charge your ArlCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

TODAY!!
Sept. 19, 20, 21 Mon., Tues., Wed.

10a.m. -3p.m.
Deposit $10.00

campus center univ. of mass, omherst

Feminist lawyer ousts
judge in recall vote
MADISON. Wis. \UPI\ - A feminist

lawyer garbed in a borrowed robe was sworn
in yesterday to replace a judge she ousted
from office for suggesting rape might be a
normal reaction to women's clothing and
society's permissiveness.

This feels very good, if you'd like to
know, " Moria Krueger said after reciting the
oath of office as Kane County's first woman
judge before a crowded courtroom that gave
her a standing ovation.

"But what I see most clearly is the hun-
dreds of people who worked so hard to make
this day a reality," she said.

"I now accept one of the most important
responsibilities that the people can bestow
on an individual - that of sitting in judgment
of others"

Ms. Krueger, 33, who out-polled Judge
Archie Simonson by a 3-to-2 vote margin in

an unprecedented recall election Sept. 7, had
been unable to order a robe in time for the
ceremony. The robes of other county judges
were too large for her.

She was thinking about renting a
graduation gown until a friend loaned her a
robe.

"It's a minister's robe," she explained.
Simonson, 52, was voted out of office for

the remarks he made about rape May 25 as

he was about to sentence a 15- year-old boy
to a year of court supervision at home for
taking part in an assault on a girl Nov. 8 in a
high school stainrt/ell.

Simonson, who was not at the ceremony
said he was not mad at anybody."

"If I have anyone to blame, it's the 52 per
cent that chose not to go to the polls and
vote," he said. I can only ask the Lord to
forgive them, for they know not what they've
been doing."

Among the friends and dignitaries present
for the swearing in were Ms. Krueger's
husband, Edward; her mother, Mrs. Robert
Mackert of Nanitowoc; U.S. District Judge
James Doyle and Justice Shirley
Abrahamson, the first woman on the
Wisconsin Supreme Court.

Never have I seen a turnout such as this,"
said Circuit Judge Richard W. Bardwell, who
administered the oath of office and who said
he had observed many investitures in his 21
years on the bench.

Attorney Eric Schulenburg, a friend of Ms.
Krueger, said Simonson's recall would make
all judges more careful about what they do
and say on the bench.

"I do expect a great deal from you as a
judge," he told Ms. Krueger. "If you do only
half of that, you'll be an excellent judge."

Report says NE suffers

from high levels of smog
BOSTON \AP] - The Environmental

Protection Agency has released a report
which says that New England continues to
suffer from high levels of smog, despite
efforts to control it.

The EPA, in its annual report on En-
vironmental Quality in New England, said the
federal health standards for allowable levels
of photochemical oxidants, or smog in the
air, in the region are exceeded at all their
monitoring stations except in Berlin, N.H.

EPA Regional Administrator William R.
Adams, Jr. said the figures show that "we do
not have a handle on the smog problem and
in order to protect public health, state and
federal agencies are going to have to adopt
more stringent regulations in the future."

However, Berlin was cited in the report for
violating health standards by having excess
amounts of suspended particles in its air.

Other cities cited for such violations were
Worcester, Mass., Rutland, Vt. and
Springfield, Mass.
The report says that 50 per cent of the

smog problem comes from automobile
exhaust and the rest come from stationery

sources such as dry cleaning, incineration,

and printing and papering operations.

The report also says that many states are
on their way to complying with federal goals
for water quality and predicts that by 1983 at
least 94 per cent of the region's waten^ays
will be "fishable and swimable."
The report says that 62 per cent of Maine

and Vermont's major waterways currently
meet federal standards while Rhode Island
boasts 64 per cent swimable. The report said
that Massachusetts lagged furthest behind
EPA standards with only 28 per cent of its

waterways swimable or fishable.

The EPA also expressed concern about the
levels of certain toxic substances being
released into the environment in the region.

Of particular concern, it says, is the level of
polychlorinated biphenyls, PCBs, found in
the New Bedford, Mass. area. The report
said the PCBs are being released into the
Acushnet River, and could pullute clam flats
in Buzzard's Bay.
The report also cites the Sprague Electric

Co. of North Adams, Massachusetts for
releasing PCBs into the Hoosic River.

Carter welfare plan draws
criticism from both parties

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - HEW Secretary
Joseph A. Califano Jr. appealed yesterday
for bipartisan help on passage of President
Carter's proposed $31.1 billion welfare
overhaul, but immediately ran into criticism
from members of both parties.

Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of the

by 1981. Congressional action is not ex-
pected this year.

Much of the initial skepticism on both
sides of the aisle centered on the proposed
system's increased costs and administration.

Califano said the plan had the support of
governors. But several Republicans said

Carter's plan is "a dream of some planner In Washington... a plan to
socialize welfare in this country."

—Rep. L.A. Bafalis, R-Fla.

House Ways and Means Committee which
must approve welfare changes, called

Carter's proposal "totally unworkable." And
Republicans said it would lead to a welfare
state.

As Congress opened a long round of
welfare reform hearings, Califano asked for
"all the nonpartisan wisdom we can muster"
in preparing the first major revision of the
welfare system since the Great Depression.
Welfare reform, he said, is "too serious to

be turned into a partisan discussion."
Although some lawmakers had kind words

for Carter's proposal. Rep. L.A. Bafalis, R-
Fla., called the plan "a dream of some
planner in Washington a plan to socialize
welfare in this country." He said the cost
increase was underestimated by more than
$11 billion.

Carter would create a $31 .1 billion package
of jobs and supplemental income for the
poor to replace current family welfare
payments, food stamps and aid to the
disabled. The administration says $2.8 billion

is new welfare spending
Carter is aiming for enactment of the plan

governors are seeking fiscal relief through
welfare reform. Rep. Steven Symms, R-
Idaho, said the governors represent "a tin

cup brigade."

The potentially most damaging criticism
may have come from Ullman, who said at
least 16 million of the estimated 32 million
persons who would draw benefits under
Carter's plan would be getting monthly
welfare checks for the first time. "That's
totally unworkable" administratively, said
Ullman.

In addition, Ullman said he objected to
Carter's Program for Better Jobs and Income
for the same reasons he objected to Richard
Nixon's Family Assistance Plan - because
the amount in welfare checks is based more
on family size and income rather than on
whether able-bodied recipients are holding
jobs.

According to HEW estimates. Carter's
plan would reduce the number of persons
eligible for welfare benefits from 40 million to
36 million but would increase the number
receiving benefits from 30 million to 32
million.
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TTiis is the semester to get your

programmable.

TheTI-57
Its self-teaching

system gets you
programming

fast.

bio

•^EJ^

locki Tl Programmable 57. The powerful
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easy-
to-follow, self-teaching learning guide-over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and ex-
amples. Quickly learn the value of making re-

petitive calculations at the touch of a key.

Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula-
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide ad-

dressable locations to store and recall data. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at

any point in a program. Also a powerful $i*^^^*"^ t^^*
slide rule calculator with logs, trig func-
tions and advanced statistics routines.

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major inno-
vations to bring the power of programming to
you -even if you've never programmed before:
1

.

Extraordinarily powerful -at remarkable low prices
2. Revolutionary plug-in modules put complex formulas to work

at the touch of a key.

3. Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of

programming through advanced programmings — language you
can understand.

7995

Porsonoi
Pro9rammlr)g

Tl Programmable 58. up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories Master Library

module contains 25 prewritten programs in

math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of steps- up to 5000 Library

programs may also be addressed from the key-

board or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new
PC-100A printer/plot- $'J ^^ A 95*

It lets you plot,ter 124print headings and prompt -messages.

Tl Programmable 59. More powerful than the TI-58. Up to

960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store

up to 960 steps. And, record and pro-

tect custom programs. Also 10 user $^%^^^^Q5
flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types

of branches. 2
Optional Libraries. Applied statistics. Surveying, Real

Estate/Finance, Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00* each.

The Tl 58 and 59.

Both use

revolutionary

plug-in

Solid State

Software"
libraries.

FREE.
When you buy a Tl Programmable 58
or 59 you can get this 19-program

Leisure Library.

A *35.00 value if you act now.

Football Predictor. Forecast score point spread Bowling
Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers Golf Handicapper. Up-
date handicap from latest round s score Bridge. Computes
points from tricks made and bid U.S. Chess Federation
Rankings. Wins, losses draws Codebreaker. 3.024 possi-
ble codes make tfiis a unique challenge Black Jack. Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery number-tells you )f you re high
or low -but IS it jiving you' Nim. Play the machine each
time It gets better Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub
Quarterback. Call plays Photo 1. Compensate for change
m photo enlargement magnification Photo II: Fill-in-flash.

Computes correct lens f-stop m strong ambient light Use
It with a PC-100A and have even more fun Computer Art.

Hangman. Put in a word, second player guesses or hangs
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages Print and record them
on 59 s mag card Use the card to replay the message
Biorythm. Plots all three cycles

Laisure litirartf

Leisure Library comes
Milh Pluqin module
Library manual Quick
reference guide Label
cards Library wallet

r
Ofter good trom August 15 to October 31. 1977. Aere s

wltat you do. Fill out ttiis coupon Return it lo Tl with your

serialized Customer Information Card (packed in the box)

along with a copy of a dated proof of purchase showi.ng

the serial number Important. Your envelope must be

postmarked no later than October 31 . 1977

Leisure Library Offer

P Box 53. Lubbock Texas 79408

Name

Address

City

State Zip.

Tl 58 or 59 Serial Number (from back of calculator)

L
Texas Instruments reserves the rigtit to substitute software libraries of equal value twsed on availat)jljty

Please allow 30 days tor delivery Offer voKt where profiibiled by law Good in continental U S only

_l

'Suggested retail price

©1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

Texas Instruments
INCORPORATED 45529
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Ex-FBI director Helms may be indicted
TUESDAY. SFPTPMRFP 20, 1977

/V£W YORK [AP] - The administrative
director of a legal defense fund for FBI
agents said yesterday he has been told by
"the highest sources" that former CIA
director Richard Helms will soon be indicted.

Marvin Liebman of the Ad Hoc Citizens'
Legal Defense Fund for the FBI made the
comment in response to a query about a
statement former Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon issued on behalf of the group
Monday promising money for Helms' legal
defense for his 'possible indictment."
A sutx»mmittee of the Senate Foreign

Re(atior>s Committee has recommended per-
jury charges be filed against Helms for his
1973 te«inx)ny on CIA activities in Chile.

"I have heard from the highest sources
ttiat tt>e indictmen of Helms, which had been
pending, would be harxjed up," Liebman
said. "We don't say anything about the legal
thir^. We just want these guys to have the

^Pavement
princesses

'

on CB now
This call over the citizens band air waves is

becomir>g familiar everywhere. "Are you a
lonely trucker? If you want some action,
meet me at ...

It's a sales pitch being used by prac-
titioners of the world's oldest profession.
They have discovered the power of broad-
cast advertising.

The "pavement princesses, " as CBers
have dubbed them, now are operating as far

north as Maine.
Maine State Police Lt. Reynold J.

LaMontagne said there have been reports of
"air traffic" involving hookers and motorists
along the Maine Turnpike. But troopers
petroling the turnpike from southern Maine
to Augusta have not run into any brothels.

"It's a mobile thing," LaMontaqne said.

"No one does business in the same place.
"

Irooper (jary h-miiips said he has heara
such conversations on the CB waves.

"But," he said. "I couldn't pin it down. At
times you'll hear people there making
arrangements to meet each other and you
can tell by the conversation they have never
met before."

Phillips said he keeps a CB unit in his

cruiser tuned to Channel 19, the truckers
broadcast frequency. He said he traced one
transmission to a trailer truck and watched.

"This sweet young thing climbed out of a
carar>d into a truck, " he said. "The truck sat
there for several hours, and you know they
weren't reading magazines."

Trooper Raymond Arkan, who patrols the
Mair>e Turnpike, said there were a few in-

cidents under investigation earlier this

sumrr>er.

"Nothing ever came of it though, and we
couldn't prove anything," he said.

Business at a certain point on the highway
was lively for a while, he said, but has
quieted down.

Prostitutes who use CB tend to con-
centrate their business along the highways,
according to several police chiefs inter-

viewed. The hookers know it is tougher for
law enforcement officials to rack them if they
keep on the move.

But there are some who prefer the
comforts of home. According to some CB
listeners, there are hookers who solicit

business to their own apartments or motel
rooms.
"Everyone knows it goes on — anyone

who's been in CB tor a while,' one CB
enthusiast said. "And there's a lot of lonely
guys out there who aren't driving trucks."

Officials regulating CB admit the market is

wide open for expansion. State police admit
hookers have a free range along the inter-

state highways and a spokesman for the
Maine branch of the Federal Com
munications Commission says, 'We spend
very, very little time on CB."

Prostitution arrest

for males passes
BOSTON \AP] - Men, for the first time in

Massachusetts, could be arrested for

prostitution under a bill given final approval
by the state Senate.
The bill was approved without debate

yesterday It has already won House ap-

proval.

The loophole in state law came to the

attention of law enforcement officials after

the conviction of a Brockton man on
prostitution charges was overturned by the

court
The bill, which awaits only routine

enactment in both branches, would also

bring the state s- prostitution laws into

conformity with the state Equal Rights

Amendment to the constitution.

best defense possible"
Simon, in a telephone interview, denied

being privy to secret information that a
Helms indictment was forthcoming. But he
said the ad hoc committee decided last

Thursday "if that happened that we would
expand our scope to cover that as well."

In January 1975, in secret testimony,
Helms admitted he withheld from Senate
committees some information about CIA
work in Chile and withheld information about
the Nixon administration's desire to have the
Marxist government of Salvadore Allende
overthrown.

Dunng the first hearings Helms denied -
usually with simple yes or no answers -
involvement in the successful coup of
Allende's government. However, at the 1975
hearings, Helms said he thought he should
have answered the earlier questions "in a
much more extensive way."
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News in Brief
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SAN FRANCISCO - Rain - beautiful rain - poured down on Northern Cali-
fornia early yesterday, bringing hope that the worst drought in the state's historymay be endmg. (UPI) '

Tornadoes ravage

Pennsylvania town
LAKE CITY, Pa. \UPI] - Two tornadoes

demolished 12 houses and damaged 70
others in this small town along Lake Erie
Sunday, leaving more than 100 persons
homeless.

Despite the heavy property damage, police
reported only two minor injuries.

The tornadoes, which struck duriQg severe
thunderstorms shortly before 3 p.m. EDT,
also caused extensive damage to the
unoccupied Elk Valley Middle School in Lake
City and to a manufacturing plant in nearby
Fairview.

Police in Lake City, a town of 2,100 per-
sons, said 12 houses were destroyed, 20
severely damaged and 50 received minor
damage. The Red Cross and area churches
arranged shelter for the homeless.

Lake City Mayor Walter Cashdollar asked
the office of Pennsylvania Gov. Milton
Shapp for National Guard assistance, but the
request was denied. Lake City police said.
One person was reported injured in Lake

City, and one in the town of Fairview.
Strong, gusty winds accompanying the

IV/iy pay full price lor skiing?

Free Transportation! & Discount Lift Tickets!

JOIN THE SKI CLUB
Membership signup.

Club info

Trip info

Ski films. .

.

Wed.,Thurs. Fri.

Sept. 21, 22, 23

Mon.,Tues., Wed.
Sept. 26, 27, 28
10a.m.-3p.m.

CC CONCOURSE:
Next to Univ. Store

Open Rush

Sigma Phi Epsiion (Sig Ep)
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Tech Hifi offersyou70brands.
And soundrooms to play them in.

'f [T 1 ' 'S; Iff ^4 e- >. 1^ ';t; r>.

In most stores that sell stereo, you're not ex
actly encouraged to play the equipment
on display. In fact, many stores

have big signs that tell you "Don't
Touch the Merchandise!"

But at Tech Hifi we invite you
to come play any of the 70 brands

of quality components we have on
display. Not just look at them.

Take as much time as you
like in our soundrooms to

compare all the stereo equip-

ment you want to hear.

If your budget is around $359, one of the systems
you might want to try this week fea-

tures the powerful Marantz 2215
am/fm receiver, reliable BSR

20BPX belt-drive turntable, famous
KLH 101 loudspeakers, and an

ADC cartridge.

It's a great-sounding system.

But don't take our word for it.

Come play it this week
at the Tech Hifi near you.

CTRl yggi

I

tech hifi
Soundrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

thunderstorms caused property damage tin
other areas of Erie County and in adjoining
McKean County.

Sextup/et chances

good, say doctors

LEYDEN, The Netherlands [UPI] -
Sextuplets born to a 28-year-old Dutch
housewife have a good chance of becoming
medical history's second set of sextuplets to
survive, doctors attending them said
yesterday.

"All is going well," said Dr. Jan Ruys of
Leyden's University Hospital where Cornelia
Jacoba Aafje Nijssen, the wife of a Dutch
steelworker, gave birth Sunday to four boys
and two girls by Caesarean section.

Mrs. Nijssen was eight months pregnant
and the weights of the six babies ranged
from 2.2 to 2.7 pounds. The birth of all six
babies took only 70 seconds.
"The babies are in reasonable condition,"

Ruys said. "There is no early stage decline as
sometimes happens with premature births."

Shortly after the sextuplets were born,
hospital officials said they had a 75 per cent
chance of survival.

The only set of sextuplets to survive more
than a few hours after birth were born to
Mrs. Susan Jane Rosenkowitz in Cape
Town, South Africa, on Jan. 11, 1974.

Tax credits passed
for home insulation

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The Senate
Finance Committee, in a see-saw vote that
changed as absent members were polled,
tentatively decided yesterday in favor of tax
credits for home insulation.

But tax credits for solar, geothermal and
wind energy devices received unanimous
approval.

The home insulation tax credit first failed
on an 8-8 tie vote, but was reversed when
absent Sen. Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y., later
cast a yes vote. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex.,
the only member not voting so far, could
change the outcome, but he is thought to
favor the credit.

The closeness of the vote was an in-

dication of the slipping popularity of the
home insulation credit, which critics have
charged would simply lead to higher prices
for insulation and would pay homeowners
for doing something they would have done
anyway.

New plan offered

for sprawled giraffe
MARWELL, England [AP] - Britain's

Royal Navy came to the aid of Victor, the
sprawled giraffe, yesterday with an
imaginative plan to hoist the downed animal
to his feet with a system of winches and
scaffolds.

The report from Victor's keepers was
guardedly optimistic as the 15- year-old, one-
ton resident of the Marwell Zoo spent his
fourth day sprawled, his lanky legs askew,
out in the open on the floor of his cage.

Victor collapsed Thursday, apparently
while trying to mate with one of his three
female companions at the zoo, 70 miles from
London.
Since then, his veterinarian owner John

Knowles and interested observers around the
world have tried but so far failed to come up
with a way to get him back on his feet.
Knowles said yesterday that Victor's con-
dition was much improved following a
Saturday night scare that the animal with an
eight-foot neck was on the verge of death.

Conn, legislature

called racist, sexist
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - The Con-

necticut Legislature is racist, sexist and
shows disregard for the physically han-
dicapped in its hiring practices. Rep. Boyd
Hinds," D- Hartford, said yesterday.

Hinds, in a memo to the Legislative
Management Committee made public
Monday, raised strong oDjections to a
proposed affirmative action plan for the
Legislature.

That committee is made up of both
Republican and Democratic legislative
leaders and runs the General Assembly.
He said the plan did not do enough for

minorities and "reflects a callous position
regarding the problem of unemployment in
the state."

He said a study of full-time legislative
employees and state-wide patronage
showed "racist, sexist," and "anti-city
practices," along with a "disregard for the
problems of the handicapped."

Hinds has been a constant critic of the
state's failure to move quickly enough to
eliminate discrimination.
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An 'oppressed' population

remains unnoticed
fly DAVID MOFFETT

There have been lots of columns written,

sp>eeches given, classes conducted and near

riots started over the subject of expression

and it seems to me that this situation is

petting a little out of hand. No one, it seems,

gets left out; not blacks, wox women, ru>t

commentary
homosexuals, none of those popular and
designated segments of out little mini-

society are left alone in the endless search to
abolish discrimination and replace it with
numerical equalrty.

Wdl, I don't know about you folks but I'm

rather sick and tired of hearing all of this stuff

while I am a member of a much maligned,
oft- misinterpreted and downright misun-
derstood segment of the campus population
that never gets advocated; matter of fact

most people don't even think of us as an
oppressed majority. What I'm talking about
(you knew alt ak>r>g I'd get around to it

sometime didn't you?) is being a psychology
major at this campus, or for that matter any-
where on this earth. My contention is that
we're a persecuted and misunderstood
bunch, for sure.

When I think of all the stereotypical things
people say to me, of all the frustrating

misconceptions that exist about us I feel like

protesting the construction of everything, let

alone gyms. "Oh, you're a psych major! That
figures." What figures? This statement is

often accompanied by wary glances and
defensive looks as if I was arnr>ed with a red

copy of Freudian Slips and was secretly

picking apart personalities .

Everyone assumes that

us psych majors are

brilliant incisive shrinks

yvho sit around at parties

observing and analyzing

everyone's actions... I feel

like a pre-med student at a

social function...

'A psych major??

Oh, that explains it...

I can't even figure out my own dreams yet,

which is a prerequisite to analytic behavior.

Everyone assumes that us psych majors

are brilliant, incisive shrinks who sit around at

parties observing and analyzing everyone's

actions. People seem to think that WE think

we're members of a superior race cause we
know what's going on inside your skull and

YOU don't hah hah.

"Ask Dave, he'll tell you why you just did

that." I feel like a pre-med student at a social

function, "Listen, Doc, I've got this little pain

...
)"

"Hey, Dave, I had this dream last night ...
"

or "Hey, Dave, why doesn't George Scott
feel nrtentally competent?"

I get the feeling people expect me to say
that his problem goes back to his toilet

training and that the Sox are a bOnch of

manic-depressives and that's why they're so
streaky. Gooosh, / don't know why!

I've thought of telling people who are into

chemicals or astronomy to avoid putting

them on mental alert to protect their ego
from my razor sharp analytical skills but then
again I'd probably be expected to be able to

rant with authority concerning those sub-

jects ...

Another thing that worries me is that IF we
don't fit into the 'Freudian Observer'

characterization that people find handy then
we might just as easily find ourselves

relegated to the status of the 'He's Crazy
Then' characterization. I know people who
can easily explain insanity in terms of being a
psych major; "A psych major?? Oh, that

explains it ...

"

And how about those wiseass chemical

engineers and business majors (usually who
are bemused with our low status on the job
ladder) who are constantly exerting their

superiority over us.

"Oh, you're a (snickers here) psych major,

huh? That must be really interesting, huh?
(Interesting - a key conversational ploy
used to indicate a humorous attitude.) My
brother was psych, graduated last year. (This

is the bait - we all love to hear what kinds of

jobs our fellow psych majors landed.)

Yeah, he's working for ITT driving a truck.

Yuk yuk yuk. The business majors love it and
I'm pissed ...

Another thing please; we are not all going
to become psychiatrists either and yes I do
know that they have the highest suicide rate

because of the tendency to go bananas
trying to figure themselves out.

And contrary to popular belief, 79 per cent
of all psych majors declare their major prior

to the spring semester of senior year ...

Really, some of us are serious enough, short

of becoming street corner counselors, about
the field from the start.

While I'm on the subject, have any of you
fellow psych majors out there yet discovered
how to deal with friends' parents, esc>ecially

female friends' parents (whose dads tend to

think of all boyfriends as potential hubbies.)

"So what do you do in school son?"
Meek answer, 'I'm a psychology major

sir."

"Oh". Long pause here. "One of those
huh? So what you gonna do with that, huh
kid?"

So ends a once promising parent-future

son-in-law relationship, I mean, who wants
to be referred to as "

... one of those ... ", like

it's a form of leprosy or something.
So anyway, just try to understand our

oppression and deal with it within your-

selves, work to free us from the bonds of

your incredible narrow-mindedness and deal

with it within yourselves, work to free us
from the bonds of your incredible narrow-
mindedness and just try to comprehend our
motivations, empathises with our inter-

actional perspectives, attitudinal con-
siderations and personality configurations.

It's easier than it looks.

And the rest of you psych majors, start

asserting yourselves and come out of the
closet.

ME — I'm gonna go into bad chemicals.
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On the new exhibitionism
Collegian n

Today you don't have to be a rich neurotic
with an imported head doctor to revel in the
sweet pains of confession. And you don't
have to be a bearded Viennese guru to enjoy
the privilege of minding other people's
business. Today's message is let it all hang
out - the farther out, the better. New
liberation movements, pop psychology fads,

laissez-faire standards of writing, all afford
the opportunity to be intellectual (and hip)

while opening your bleeding heart wide.
^ven insanity is glamorous; since Sylvia

Plath and Anne Sexton, every suicidal,

depressed soul is a poet. Edgar Allen Poe
may have been the archetypical wasted
writer, but he had nothing on these two
ladies as far as charisma is concerned. It

would be difficult (at least) to read feminist
interpretations into The Raven and El

Dorado. Who needs spook stories anyway?
As long as there's a nouvelle literary tradition

to back you up, you might as well leave
posterity a free verse history of your sex life.

Ah, sexl Partly because of women's lib

and gay lib, the individual's sexuality is not

only out of the closet and out of the
bedroom, but out of hand. This is the age of
Coming Out. Let it be known to all who's
what: Mary's homosexual. Bill's a swinger,
Orville's a reformed fetisher, Seymour's a
transvestite. If you aren't sure what you are,

just read about someone else's experiences
as a hooker or closet queen, then decide for
yourself. Or if you're too lazy to read books,
ask a stranger on the bus. On the other hand,
if you're a mature lonelyheart seeking that
special someone to share your secret (?!)

karenhermann

delights, simply place an ad in the personals
column of any with-it newspaper.

Seriously now, I suppose there's nothing
inherently wrong with social liberation

movements or, for that matter, with con-
fessional writing. I believe that in the long run
the influences of feminism and gay liberation

will improve our society, though I'm not sure

that the common run of confessional poetry
will add anything substantial to American
literature.

What I deride gently is the overenthusiasm
(with its personal and literary manifestations)
which accompanies every new current in

society. I am also amused by the commercial
operations (viz. Werner Erhard, Rolfing,

swingers' clubs) which profit from societal

insecurity while fostering self-preoccupation
in the name of self-understanding.

With time, of course, all passes. There will

be another Victorian age, an era of buttoned
dollars and tightly locked bedroom doors.
Thirty years from now, we, today's young,
will reminisce at card parties about the
"shocking seventies" and our scandalous
college behavior. Fifteen-year-olds will hide
in their mattresses volumes of silly lesbian

poetry that we yawn at today. But that's

subject matter for another column.
Tsai chien, amigos!

Karen Hermann's columns appear every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

Road to reality

Mass confusion among the masses
By DREW CRANE

By BOB GOLDSMITH

You haven't really lived until you've
worked for CASIAC during registration

week. Pariced by the registrar's office, I

discovered more about the university, the

people who run it, and those who are over-

run, than I had from going to classes and
eating three years worth of quiche lorraine. It

seemed as if every undergrad on campus had
some problem with the registrar, the bursar,

or both. When asked why they were in

trouble, some victims argued that they had
been shafted by the computer. Others ad-

mitted to their own demise. At this juncture

assigning fault is pointless, but perhaps a

look at some of the more common and lethal

mistakes may save some needless agony
next February. Contrary to popular belief,

registration is not .lard.

The most popular registratiorr game this

year had to be "Find the Credits". For some
undiscernable reason, math majors were not

overly thrilled about some of their courses
being assigned equal credit with Badminton
100. In fact, one, believing that she had
indeed snared a one credit calculus course,

asked to apply for an underioad. Apparently
the blame for this particular mess belonged
to the computer, who just might have been
trying to underscore the fact that he's after

all, only human.
Another factor which added to the

confusion was lunchtime at the Registrar's. If

you have ever added a Rhetoric class (did I

miss anyone?), you know how hard the

women in that office work, and I couldn't put

in eight hours there without breaks. Even so,

closing the office for an hour at the busiest

time of registration day is only slightly more
considerate than asking three freshmen to

live in Hamlin's weight room. Why they

couldn't have staggered their lunches, I'll

never understand. Still there is some comfort
in knowing that Whitmore holds about as

many people as curry Hicks does, though not

quite as comfortably.

As a sophomore I decided to change my
major. Lots of people decide to change their

majors every day. Registration day is not the

time to decide to change your major. Very
few people who dump their five Chemistry
courses to look for a new life in Poll. Sci

make it to October with a full head of hair. A
general rule is as follows: The emptier your

add-drop form is, the better you'll sleep.

Among CASIAC's many registration

duties is its role as campus traffic cop. An
example of this function would have a fresh-

man walk in the door and ask where Mach
mer Hall is. Upon being informed that he's in

the right building, he might inquire where the

CASIAC office could be found. Finally,

secure in the knowledge that he does have

the capacity to find his way around, he'll

undoubtedly disappear out the door, opting

to work out his schedule on a quieter day.

suppose I could write a book on the
irregularities of registration day, but even if I

were to make my fortune selling it at the

Annex, my final advice would be the same.
1 Do your planning at pre- registration

time and you'll have less to worry about
when your schedule comes.
2 Speak up if you have a problem. If your

question seems stupid (very few are), put a

oag over your head before coming in, but
don't be afraid to ask! Someone in CASIAC
can probably answer 90 per cent of your
questions, and should know where to find

answers to the rest.

3. Let your fingers do the walking. There is

no use wearing out your Adidas "Joggers"
over a problem that can be handled over the
phone. You're paying $19 for the privilege, so
vou might as well use it.

4 DON'T PANIC! A scheduling problem is

no reason to lose your appetite, even though
3C dinners might. Even if you don't have a
ingle course on registration day, a full

chedule can be worked out if you sit down
ith an open course liting and methodically
uild your semester. The 14 day add-drop

period is designed specifically for that
purpose. If you're still in trouble after day 14,

/ou have my permission for an anxiety at-

tack. Come down to CASIAC first, though,
and just maybe we can share it.

Words of wisdom?

By ELLEN PLAUSKY

While walking up to the UMass library

reserve desk, I wondered how many flights

I'd have to go up for a study room this time.

In the past it had always been 16 or 18 floors.

Today, though, I was lucky, I only had to go
up to the tenth floor.

Trudging up the stairs I was determined to

get some work done, but after turning the

key, flicking on the light, and nearly

collapsing into the chair I almost gave up
hope.

As in all the other study rooms I've been
in, the walls from floor to ceiling were graffiti

laden. Why do I always feel a compelling
need to "read the walls"? Only about 10 per

cent of it was actually worth reading. It was
basically a mixture of song lyrics, poetry,

dumb questions, Bible quotes, profanity and
"boredom" notes, nothing too impressive.

(Still, the sailboat drawing did break up the

monotony.)
By why can't they ever give me a room

that I've "read " before? Maybe then I could
study. It's just not fair.

Imagine if all the time spent writing on
walls was added up. Boggles the mind,
doesn't it? I have nothing against graffiti

writers ( I used to be a part time writer myself
until I realized that it stunted my growth), but

they shouki reconsider. Would they write

this if they had to read it every day? And, if

we pay for the right to have some place to

study, shouldn't it not be a distraction?

But what can be done about it? The
University's repainting them would only be a

waste of time and cnoney (unless Nazi-type

guards stood watch.) Within a week, they'd

look the same. But, how about letting the

students help out? If students were issued

tiny paint cans with their study room keys,

consider the following suggestion ... Instead

of commenting on another's graffiti that you

disapprove of, (and thereby adding to the

problem) simply paint it out, voicing your

opinions while helping UMass.
I doubt that it would work though; the

paint would probably be ripped off — but

you never know. Can you imagine a clean

study room wall? Were they ever clean?

Were the workers building the library the first

in a long line of contributors? Will I ever get

to the point of this editorial? We may never

know.

Actually, the only time that I feel the

graffiti has ever given me any inspiration was
to write this editorial. Please, though,
remember that everything that you don t

write will save time for the next person who
feels compelled to read it. Thanks, I really

would appreciate it.

Ellen Pfausky is a Collegian Commentator.

Everyone guides their life by some basic
system of values, whether they realize it or

not. The multitude of philosophies that have
affected us are man's attempt to explain (or

negate) reality. However, most people never
bother to question the ideas they hold (or

their source) and consequently their life is a
confused jumble of various philosophies,

resulting in their lack of purpose and self-

esteem.

commentary

One aspect of your education here is to

become aware of yourself and the direction

in which your life is going. Not only should
you use your acquired knowledge to

question what you are learning in academics
but you must also use it to identify and
question the values guiding your life. For
without a rational philosophy, self-doubt

emerges from your subconscious mess of

contradictions to chain you to a life of

mediocrity and deny the greatness you could
achieve.

It is the nature of mankind that we must
use our minds to perceive the facts of reality

and act to insure our survival. Unlike animals,

we cannot rely on instinct for our existence
and can only prosper to the extent ihat we
use reason to guide our course of action. In

order to do this you must have a fully

consistent philosophic base to act from.

Novelist-philosopher Ayn Rand provides

letter

Candles can

be hazardous

T^o the Editor:

This letter is intended as an urgent
reminder and a warning regarding the use o\
candles in residential buildings. One of the
dorms in Southwest had a midnight fire over
the weekend caused by an open candle
flame left unattended in a student's room. In

this case there were no injuries and damage
^as confined to the room. We cannot expect
to be so lucky in the future. If you doubt the
danger from such a fire in a "fire-proof" con-
Crete structure, reflect on the fact that a
!^imilar fire ignited by a candle in a com-
parable Southwest dorm last year burned out
the room completely, caused serious smoke
damage to rooms along the entire corridor

vvith toxic fumes] and generated tem-
peratures so hot that both floor and ceiling

concrete slab 10" thick] were cracked.

Candles are to be used in student rooms
ONLY under the strict rules laid down by
university regulations and fire prevention
guidelines [if in doubt, check with House
'itaff]. Any usage which fails to conform
'OSes a grave threat to the safety of other

residents. [The same point applies to

unauthorized and careless operation of hot

plates or other cooking devices.] Violations

will be dealt with promptly and firmly.

Penalties for causing a fire through misuse of

candle or appliance will include recom-
mendation for removal from the university,

not merely from the dormitory system.

The residence halls at UMass-Amherst
have never had a fatality due to fire.

Thoughtful vigilence from everyone is

needed if this admirable record is to con-
tinue.

Jim Matlack, INAaster-Director

Southwest Residential Collate

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for

either content or space, according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

such a foundation in her philosophy of

OBJECTIVISM. Its basic tenents, to quote
Miss Rand, are:

"1. Reality exists as an objective absolute
- facts are facts; independent of man's
feelings, wishes, hopes or fears."

"2. Reason (the faculty which identifies

and integrates the material provided by
man's senses) is man's only means of

perceiving reality, his only source of

knowledge, his only guide to action, and his

basic means of survival."

"3. Man - every man — is an end in

himself, not the means to the ends of others.

He must exist for his own sake, neither

sacrificing himself to others nor sacrificing

others to himself. The pursuit of his own
rational self-interest and his own happiness is

the highest moral purpose of his life."

"4. The ideal political-economic system is

laissez-faire capitalism. It is a system where
men deal with one another not as victims and
executioners, nor as masters and slaves, but
as traders, by free, voluntary exchange to

mutual benefit."

"It is a system where no man may obtain
any value from others by resorting to

physical force and no man may initiate the
use of physical force against others. The
government acts only as a policeman that

protects man's right-; it uses physical force
only in retaliation and only against those who
initiate its use, such as criminals or foreign

invaders. In a system of full capitalism, there

should be (but historically has not yet been) a

complete separation of state and economics,
in the same manner and for the same reason
as the separation of state and church."
You can choose to mould your own

personal philosophy to act as an inherent life

guide or you can drift aimlessly throughout
life, avoiding the questions of survival you
face daily and suffering the consequences of

blanking out. But it is a choice you cannot
avoid.
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Look here!
There will be a meeting for all editorial

pages staff members Wednesday night at

7:00 in room 901 of the Campus Center.

Anyone who had done writing, graphics, or

production work for the op-ed pages should

attend. All other folks interested are also

welcome. If you have questions or cannot
make it please call bill Sundstrom at the

Collegian office, 545-3500.

PURE COlhlCIDENCE ?
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ST PAUL, Minn. - Making his first appearance since his surgery four weeks ago
which revealed an inoperable cancer, Minnesota Senator Hubert Humphrey speaks
before the Minnesota convention.

Blacks, liberals back
administration's stand
in discrimination case
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Blacks and

liberals gave lukewarn^. endorsement
yesterday to the administration's stand in the
case of Allan Bakke, a whitp man who said
he failed to qet into medical school because
of reverse racial discrimination.
They were not totally pleased with the

legal brief which supports taking race into
account in college admissions but neither
endorses nor rejects racial quotas.

But they said it was an improvement over
earlier proposals.

However, the Anti- Defamation League of
B'nai B'nth termed the government bfief "an
unfortunate political push in the wrong
direction.

"

Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-Md., chairman of
the 16-member black congressional caucus,
said the government's position "appears to
be consistent with the statements of the
President on affirmative action programs."
Members of the caucus saw an early

"working draft" of the brief, Mitchell said,
and the final product 'is much closer to the
position we wanted the Justice Department
to take."

"The working draft had the Justice
Department coming down against af-

firmative action programs at the University of
California. This is a clear reversal that
represents the bottom line," said Mitchell.

Joseph Rauh Jr., vice president of
Americans for Democratic Action, said
public pressure forced the government to
change its position on the Bakke case.

"In a 180 degree shift, the government has
now muted its opposition to numerical goals
and quotes," Rauh said. "Although it is not
the brief the civil rights movement would
have written, it is a lot bener than the draft
circulated 10 days ago. We can live with it."

The Anti- Defamation League, which filed
a friend of the court brief endorsing Bakke's
stance, termed the government brief "the
product of enormous pressure brought on
the administration."

It said the government has 'abandoned
the position that every American is entitled
to consideration for admission on the basis
of his or her own merits."

.
HEW Secretary Joseph Califano said the

government's brief "demonstrates the
constitutional validity and national necessity
of affirmative action programs."

"The brief underscores the need to
remove the historic sttain of racial

discrimination from our society through
special admissions programs that seek out
qualified minority applicants and that in-

crease the number of qualified minority
students in college professional and graduate
education, " Califano said.

White House Press Secretary Jody Powell
said the Bakke brief "shows strong support
for affirmative action programs to help
rememdy the still-present effects of past
discrimination.

"At the same time, it states opposition to
rigid exclusionary quotas which make race
the sole factor in reaching decisions without
concern for qualifications."
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Pair set for balloon launch
BAR HARBOR, Maine lUPI] - Two

Colorado men. whose dream is to make the
first successful crossing of the Atlantic in a
balloon, yesterday readied their silver and
black "Eagle," for a launch they hoped
would come tonight

Dewey Reinhard, 47, and Steve
Stephenson, 44, both of Colorado Springs,
planned to make a computer projection to

determine if the weather was favorable to
begin their 3,000 mile trip.

A decision to leave the Bar Harbor launch
site will be made by Reinhard and Stephen-
son, according to a technical adviser for the
$250,000 project.

The adviser said the balloonists would be
trying to project prevailing winds to deter-
mine if they would be taking a southerly path

- avoiding the chilling air and weather that
defeated Them earlier this month in a similar

trans-Atlantic balloon trip.

Maxie Anderson and Ben Abruzzo, both of
Albuquerque. N.M., launched their attempt
Sept. 9 from Marshfield, Mass. But they
became ost m a blinding snowstorm and
ultimately ditched their balloon off Iceland
Sep!. 12

Reinhaf'i and Stephenson feel they have a
better chance of making it because they have
"the advantage of all the experiences of the
14 previous attempts," including five menwho lost their lives.

Reinhard said he is convinced they will
make it to Europe because they are well-
prepared. But even he admits weather is the
primary factor in the ultimate success of the
trip.

"If we run into bad weather, that could be
the end of the trip,"" he said.

Reinhard said he would give up the trip in

such circumstances because "I love living."

The silver and black balloon, silver to
reflect the sun, was designed by Edward
Yost, who also attempted a trans-Atlantic
balloon trip last year but had to ditch off the
Portugal coast just 530 miles short of his

destination.

Yost still claims a record for traveling
farther than anyone else who has made the
attempt.

The envelope is made of an extremely
tough fabric, while the seven-by-15 foot red,

yellow and orange gondola with "The Eagle"
printed on it, constructed by Reinhard's wife
and three sons, is made of fiberglass.

The gondola can be converted into a boat.
It IS loaded with safety equipment, including
two marine radios, two aircraft radios, two
emergency locator transmitters, a broadcast
receiver, and a Loran navigation receiver for

communications.
With this radio gear, Reinhard will try to

remain in constant touch with his meter-
ological adviser in Washington, D.C., who
will be analyzing weather data from satellites

and other sources
Reinhard and Stephenson will also keep in

contact with ships, aircraft, and ground
stations in North America, on the Atlantic,
and in Europe.

Should "The Eagle" - named after
Charles Lindbergh's plane which crossed the
Atlantic 50 years ago - be forced to ditch,
Reinhard and Stephenson will try to sail the
gondola towards the nearest land.

TONIGHT

BOTTLE NIGHT
.Michelob Molson

12 oz. Bottles

Miiier Lite

9-1

ShqwccLse
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfitid

733-5131

WUmAm $2.00<'' 3:30
mmtucet evekyday

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BOND 007'
THE SPYWHO
LOVED ME

coiiegian '^

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE PAY MO anil nf.
Replace Glass

Buy and Sell Cars
Locatad % mila past tha Ruatv Scuppar
on Rt. 9, bahind Amharat Landfill.

Mon.-Sat. 8-4

Phone 256-6409

Carter meets Dayan
for Middle East talks

Colle9« baik^tfoall

i«n't a gune.
H's a business.
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University of Massochus<?tts/ Amherst

FINE y4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Sarah Vaughan

The finest singer in the u>orU'— Tony Bennett

THURS.. SEPT. 29 8 PM

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

THE GOLDOVSKY
GRAMD OPE
THEATER
"RIGOLETTO

WASHINGTON [AP\ - The Carter ad-
ministration opened a new round of Middle
East diplomacy yesterday with Israeli Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan and said it would be
willing to talk with the Palestine Liberation
Organization if the group accepts United
Nations resolutions recognizing Israel.
Dayan carried to President Carter and

Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance proposals
for a settlement that would return some
territories to the Arab countries but maintain
Israeli military control over the west bank of
the Jordan River.

Administration officials, while not op-
timistic about a breakthrough in
negotiations, emphasized a determination to
get the Palestinians admitted to the peace
table.

The administration said the United States
"would be willing to talk with the PLO if they
accept 242 and 338," the 1967 and 1973
Security Council resolutions implying ac-
ceptance of Israel's existence and promoting
peaceful settlement of the Arab- Israeli
conflict.

But a State Department spokesman, in

rriaking the statement, said the United States
"is not in the business of imposing our
views" and that all parties to the dispute
must agree on who can participate at the
Geneva conference the administration hopes
to have reconvened by the end of the year.
Throughout the summer the ad-

ministration invited the PLO to accept the
U.N. resolutions. President Carter in August
said if the Palestinians took that step it

"would open a new opportunity for us to
start discussions with them."
The department's statement, in respohse

to questions at the daily news briefing,
appeared to go a step further by referring to
the PLO directly.

Dayan arrived with some mystery
surrounding his travels of recent days. After
boarding a flight to New York in Brussels he
disembarked secretly and went to Paris for a
day before returning to Israel Sunday to
corifer with Prime Minister Menahem Begin.

"I thought it was worthwhile to report to
him about the meeting I had on my way,"
Dayan said. "That's what I did. I went back
to Israel and told the prime minister about
it."

COMPANY Of 50 "^ -^
WTm OMCHftTKA

F«SH. COlOHf Ul COSTUMES

GSUSEPPEVER'Jl
HANDSOME IMAGINATIVE StTS

MON., OCT 3 8 PM

FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT Wil
TIcicets now on sale for both performances. Gen
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM.A-S3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens M, 5, 4.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE 545-251)
& All Ticketron Locations

Supper club fire doors
locked routinely—waitress

: J

• ALL UMASSMEN WELCOMK I

OPEN RUSH

BETA KAPPA PHI

CINCINNATI [AP] - A waitress working
in the Beverly Hills Supper Club the night a
fire killed 164 people told a congressional
hearing yesterday that fire doors at the
supper club routinely were kept locked.

Janetta Johnson, who was injured trying
to get out of the overcrowded Cabaret
Room, also said aisles leading to the room's
single exit were blocked by tables and chairs.

"It was like trying to get an egg into a
Coke bottle," she said of the jam up at the
door.

"I just knew that smoke was going to kill

me. People were screaming and pushing
trying to get through that single exit door."
Ms. Johnson, who prefers that

designation, said she had seen the fire doors
unlocked "perhaps eight times" in the two
years she worked there. She testified she

saw an employe unlock back fire doors the
night of the May 28 fire.

She was one of a series of witnesses
testifying about the fire before the sub-
committee on Consumer Protection and
Finance of the House Committee on In-

terstate and Foreign Commerce.

Ms. Johnson, of Erianger, Ky., said people
were very orderly at the outset, but "their
speed was hindered by chairs and tables in
the ramps and aisles. I looked back and the
smoke was so black it was like crude oil

rolling in the air."

The waitress said the aisles were so
congested as the crowd tried to go through
two single doors into a bar service area that
she jumped atop a table and ran across
tables to one of the doors.

BE A LEADER OF THE PEOPLE

lues. Sept 20
Thurs. Sept 22
Sun. Sept 25

8-9 p.m.
8-9 p.m.
7 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS

388 NO.PLEASANT ST.

Big u fiiic brick house one block from campus!
CALL .S-()21() FOR INFO

>••• • •••

•

Nominations are open for

the Student Senate and

Campus Center Board of

Nomination

papers are available in

420 Student Union,

and must be returned by

12 noon, September 22.

Elections will be held

Monday, September 26 and

Tuesday, September 27.

-Student Government Association
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This fully manual belt drive

transcription turntable has for

many years been the machine by
which all others are judged. Low
mass arm, superb suspension
and German precision are but a
few of its fine features. Fitted
with an Empire 4000D1 car
tridge, this turntable not only
carries a suggested retail of

$249.90 but will outperform all

but the most exotic turntables.
(Included in the package is the
Monitor Audio Stylift that lifts

the arm at the end of the record.)

The marantz 2216* is an up to date version of an older but still

excellent model (model 221 5B) that one of our competitors still

features in their antiquated systems. The main improvements
have been phase lock loop FM, a cleaned up phono pre-amp
section and a more durable power supply that allows you to keep
the volume levels up, and trips to the «?hop (yes we have one in

Amherst) down. At its advertised price of »249.95 the 2216 is an
excellent buy, but as the head unit in one of our featured systems
the value could be considered phenomenal.

TOTAL SYSTEM RETAIL $884.80 a^m Ott
ONLY 16 TOTAL SYSTEMS AT ^^^l9

Audio Lab ALIO's
if volume and concert hall

realism is what you're after, this

new speaker from our garage
might just fit the bill. Our audio
buyer selected the components
to be an excellent balance
titween efficiency, moderate
cost and outstanding per-

formance. (12" woofer, 4V2"
midrange, 272 "tweeter plus a
V4" Piezo rear firing hoin
tweeter for that spacious sound)
5 yr. warrantee Value $300/pr.

Philips GA 427

Belt Drive

Semi-automatic turntable
complete with wood base, dust
cover and Empire 4000 D1
cartridge
Retail value $205.00

The Ugly Duckling (from the business end)
We all know California styling tends to be a bit bizarre, but the
designers at the Tushinsky Temple sound really outdid Liberace
on the SUPERSCOPE- QR-450. In spite of themselves, behind
those putrid pink dialights, is a pretty amazing two-four channel
receiver by marantr for SUPERSCOPE' . Made originally to sell
in the $300-$350 price range, this receiver by virtue of the
following specifications heads up our featured system of the
week. The amplifier section puts out a modest 15 watts
(measured by us) RMS per each 4 channel at a surprisingly low
0.1 % THD in quad. However, strap it into stereo with a simple flip
of a switch and it develops a healthy 33 watts per stereo channel.
And its FM section is astonishingly competent with a measure
1.8 uv sensitivity and phase lock loop to keep it in tune with your
tunes.

TOTAL SYSTEM RETAIL $795.00 ^01

Q

OUR DELIVERED PRICE vO I %3

Acoustic 10

Loudspeakers
An air suspension design we
stole from one of the big five

speaker makers and produce
ourselves at a fraction of the
cost. The 10" woofer and 2V2"
phenolic tweeter are warranteed
for five years by us.

Retail value $240.00/pr.

OUR OTHER GOOD BUYS
Receivers

MARANTZ
2216

2226
2238
2252
2275

SONY
STR6800S0
STR5800SO
STR4S00SD
?STR3«)0
STR1800

QRUHDIG
RTV740

SUPERSCOPE
by Marantz
Qr-450

SANSUI
221 Demo

JVC
JRS 10011

JRS-200II
JR S-300 II

JRS-600II

PIONEER
SX450
SX550

Sugg
Retail

$249,96

329 95
399 95
479 95
64995

64995
54995
449 95
299 95
199 95

369 95

299 95

189 95

199 95
299 95
399 95
750.00

21995
279 95

OUR LOW
PRICE

S188
258
318

369

439

509
445
350
227
129

(excellent

240 choice 220V
switchaoiei

168 m ugly pink

74

159

240
320

519

149

159

Amps £r Tuners
Marantz 510M

(256 watts perch.) $995 $690.00
Marantz 11 50 D Dolby 599 95 374.96
Marantz 1070 23995 178.00
Marantz 104 Tuner 17995 129.00
Sony TA 3650 Amp 340 00 280.00
Sony TA 2650 Amp 229 00 195.00

SonvST2950Uolby Tuner 229 00 195.00

Replacement Cartridges
and Styllj

MICRO-ACOUSTICS
282C
2002e

Shur6Vl5 Type III

Empire 4000 D-1

Pickering SE 1

Grade F3 +
Grado FCR +
Plus replacement needles lovec MOOO in stoo*) tor AOC -
Audio - Technica - Slenton - Shure All needles tor
ceramic cartridges $4 00 ea regardless o» list'

Cassette Tapes by
TDK Cr Maxell

Maxell AVC 90 (Great general purpose tape) 1.49 ea
Maxell UD)(L I and II C90 2.88 ea.
TDK SA C90 (ttie best cassette available) 2.79 ea.
TDK AD C90 (new generation 120 us equalization)2.72 ea.

Buy 10 Cdssettes of any brand and
get a Maxell T-shirt FREE. '

Loudspeakers
ACOUSTIC10 Value to 240 pr. 120. pr.

lOur o*n nandcrafted version ol one ol Boston s Big Deal
Audio Mouses'

I

$89 $49.00
115 70.00

90 00 51.60
8500 29.20
49 50 18.70

50 00 19.00

25.00 9.00

AUDIO LAB AL X
AVANCE V
ADS 500
EPMOO's
EPI 201 s (used mint)
EPI 350's

GESGeostaticD120
BURHOE Green
BURHOE White
BURHOE Lt. Blue
BURHOE Blue
BURHOE Silver

ALLISON ACOUSTICS*
In order to Keep a windshield

valley we don t advertise Allison
will be the lowest
cartridges and replacement

OUR LOW
jgg Retail PRICE

300 pr. 149 pr.

220 pr. 170 pr.

290 pr 200 pr.

200 pr 148.00
500 pr. 300.00
800 pr. 575.00
1200pr. 814.00
22J pr. 170pr.
280 pr. 240 pr.

349 pr. 280 pr.

500 pr. 375 pr.

800 pr. 695 pr.

in my car and peace in the
prices t>ul rest assured, ours

Turntables
Philips GA 427 170.00
Philips GA 406 260 00
Philips GA 312 270 00
ThorensT0166MKil 275.00
ThorensTD145MKIIC 395 00
Thorens 165C 249.00
BIC960 182.00
Garrard 440M 109.90
Garrard 775M 149 90

94
179

188

180

290

119

127

68

88
Our low price includes a Pickering SE 1 on all turntables except
312 406 Thorens units which have the Empire 400001 fitted

Open 'til 9, Sat. 'til 5 We service everything we sell

nmHERsi
586-2552

in our own service department

259 Triangle St., Amherst

Project Self Workshops
deadline extended to Fri.

The registration deadline for Project
Self Workshops has been extended to
Friday, Sept. 23. Project Self is a series of

workshops by and about women.
Supportive, non-competitive workshop
settings provide a space for women to
acquire new skills, make friends, and
learn about ourselves as women. More
information and a Project Self brochure
can be obtained by calling or dropping by
Everywoman's Center, 506 Goodell Hall,

545-0883. There are still openings in the
following workshops:

Project Adventure; Weekend; October
7, 8 and 9; $25.

Intro, to Assertiveness; Weekend;
November 5 and 6; $25.

Survival for Mothers; 8 weeks; Monday
7 9 p.m.; $25.

Political Women; Their
Autobiographies; 8 weeks; Tuesday 7-9
p.m.; $25.

Hatha Yoga - Sec. 1; 8 weeks;
Tuesday 4 6 p.m.; $25.

Hatha Yoga - Sec. 2; 8 weeks; Thurs-
day 6 8 p.m.; $25.

Body Awareness through Movement;
8 weeks; Wednesday 7-9 p.m.; $25

Houseplants; 8 weeks; Wednesday

Poor
Richards

Rte.9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25* DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum. vodka,

tequila 85"^

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

3:30-5:30 p.m.; $25.

Taking Control of the Process of
Divorce; 8 weeks; Wednesday 7-9 p.m.:
$25.

West Indian Culinary Arts and Dance;
4 weeks and Weekend: October 8 and 9
and Wednesday 7-9; $25.

The Lesbian fcxperience; 4 weeks;
Thursday 7-9 p.m.; $12.50.

Older Women's Lives; 8 weeks;
Thursday 7-9 p.m.; $25.

Ethnic Roots: Our Grandmothers and
Ourselves; 8 weeks; Thursday 4-6 p.m.;
$25.

Photography - Beginners Sec. 2; 8
weeks; Wednesday 6:30-9:30; $25.

Health Education and Issues for Third
World Women; 8 weeks; Thursday 7-9
p.m.; $25.

Orienteering and Rockclimbing
Beginning to Intermediate; Weekend;
October 8, 9, 10; $25.

Hatha Yoga Weekend for On-going
Students; Weekend; October 14, 15 and
16; $25.

Basic Carpentry Sec. 2; Weekend;
October 29 and 30; $25.

Investment Planning; 8 weeks;
Thursday 7-9 p.m.; $25.

Series of environmental

appreciation trips planned
Title VI CETA project workers are

combining their efforts to encourage
among community residents a
knowledge of the natural environment,
its use and appreciation.

The first trip of the series will begin at

Mill River Recreation Area in North
Amherst at 9 a.m., Saturday, Sept. 24.

For further information call the Amherst
Recreation Department, 256-6781 , or the
Hitchcock Center 256-6006. The program
is open to everyone at no cost.

Anti-nuclear coalition

seeks members tonight

The Alternate Energy Coalition, a local

affiliate of the Clamshell Alliance, is working
in the five-college area to stop nuclear

power. Everyone interested in becoming
actively involved in alternate energy and anti-

nuke work is invited to attend a meeting
tonight at 7:30 in Converse Hall at Amherst
College. Help generate human energy.

Communication Disorders

majors meeting Thursday
All Communication Disorders majors are

invited to attend the association's first

meeting of the year Thursday, at 4 p.m. in

Campus Center 165-169.

Items on the agenda include discussion of
redirecting the club's role and increasing
benefits for members. Dr. Melrose, nerw
department chairperson, will discuss
departmental curriculum. A SMASHA
representative should be present to explain
how the association can become a member
of a statewide student group.

Going Up? Link Grant of the Atlas Elevator Co. works on a cable he's replacing

in the library elevator shafts. (Staff photo by Dave Rodger*)

Amherst Dog Pound
lists current residents

The following dogs are at the Amherst
Dog Pound, Wagner Farm, 217 North East

St., 253-7294, and may be either claimed or

adopted:

— Male, Collie-St. Bernard mix, amber and
white, hit by auto on Belchertown Rd. and
found in Colonial Village.

— Female, Spaniel mix, small, black and
white, long hair and timid.

— Male, Shephard pup, Lie. No. 1251.
— Female Samoyed, picked up on a

complaint at Brandywine Apts.
— Female, St. Bernard, — extra large,

with tags, picked up on State St.

Hampshire Alternative

Energy Coalition meets
The Hampshire County Alternative Energy

Coalition is holding an organizational
meeting tonight at 7:30 in its new office on
Main Street (three doors down from C&C
Liguors). All interested in stopping the
proposed Montague Nuclear Power Station
and working for a non-nuclear future should
come.

REACH 2S,0OO READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTSiii! REACH 2S,0e0 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! MLittie Ads Get IIG RESULTS!!!!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a.m. and
3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Cinssified form

CIossifieds
The rates are: Daily. 45c per line: 5

consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! tUttle Atfs Qet IIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Ford Fairlame. sid Runs good no rust

$275 788 4945

'69 Impala Custom, p s . p b aulo . sm 8
t'« ronr< new pamt, rec tune up. Good
for car pool 256 0158 $850or^_0

'69 Ford Galaxy 500 85.000 miles, runs
jxcellent S660 or best offer 549 1456

'67, 4wdr. Jeep Wagoneer. VS. pwr str
,

pwr brk, auto frans . AM FM, gd r.ond

SI 000 or best offer Tel Mark Anderson at

253 9034 or 545 2163
'68 Chevy Van Good cond $550 ,253 3959

Chevelle Supersport classic Hojengine 4

'.peed Hurt/ shifter convert. $1,000 Call

Paul Grren 14131 467 9899

70 Ply Cuda, V8 Exc" corid S900 orBTo.
2% 0368

1975 Saab, tindercnated. vry gd motor
tirfs uined 1 owner 77 C'X) mi $2900
C.)ll 256 8074 i-venings

AUTO FOR SALF FOR SALE CALCULATORS SERV/CES

on 76Eng , 25 MPG FuN
Radials Ask S2,660 542-

71 Van 18000 rni

cust in & out

J3116
SAAB 99 VG 795 Box 1258 Arnherst (:oil

"

Fiat 124 SPYD 69 Runs exc 546 4095

74 Chevy Vega Good cond $1,200 Call

Patty 323 6240

67 Ponticac Bonneville. goodengir>e, runs

w.;!l $300 or BO 549 0197 MUST SELL
FAST

Classic 67 Mustang H,p ?89 sidn.iard,

strong engine, new exhaust system, good
body, brown with vinyl top $550 6 1453.

68 Volvo Automatic, 96,000 mi Runs well.

New exfiaust $600 Paul253 5061

1970 VW Excellent condition Must sell.

A-,king $1,400 Call nite 253 5741_ ^
67 VW Bug Fall inspec sticker Very rusty

hut runs Ilk. H top S225 586 4156 _

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE

Showroom condition. 1976 Honda 400.
four cyl

,
shoel fairing b trunk Only 1900

,

miles Other extras $1196 or best offer.

Call P<;lpr 549 0519 Keep trying.

74 Kawasaki 21 900 cc. mint condition.
Kerker pipe, DenseUibe chain B O
Acf epted 665 3031 .

early or late

Honda CB350 8000 miles Excellent
condition must see it to believe it' Will
sell for S550 or best offer Can be seen
outside of Thatcher Dorm or call Kevin
at 546 4612

74 Kawasaki K2400 E)<~cond WP Header
K81 s F&R Ceriani shocks Call 665 3464

Honda 450 Must sell Dennis 545 0981
$425

FOR RENT

Room for rent. 1 bd kilihen priy
. trans

needed $85 per mo. inci util. Hatfield
CH7 5527

10 Speed Bike Excellent condition $65
H.j'dly used 256-0529 after 5

Attention Audiophiles for sale connoisseui
turni,3ble £f AKGP7E cartridge 1 month
oi<i mint condition Call Wendy after

7 30p m at 546 7150

For Sale BSR 610 turntable Shure
tnclfje $25 Call Fnc 546 5795

College Calculators (.tiers -ow price & full

SO' ic" All ...u.lrtls avail T 159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 $52 95 MPs Et Commodore's
ava ' Models from $15 Remember we
servK.e all calculator^ we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Oboe Lessons Bey to Adv h Reed
making $5 45min S7 hr Karen 586 0467.

PERSOn/ALS

car-

HELP WANTED

Office Coordinator full time Student
Center for Educational Research (SCER) at

UMass seeks full time office coordinator to
help toward educational and social

change Office skills plus ability to com
prehend printed matenal Graphics,
editint) computer skills helpful Resume'
lo Larry Magid CC Box 18, UMass 545
2892 Women and Third Worfd people
urqed to .ipply

Small Sorority needs lunch potwasher,
dishwasher Work 5 meals, eat 7 Call 549-

ISR7

ENTERTAINMENT

Golf $2 00 W ID Mon thru Sat till 4
Mill Valley Golf Lmks. Route
Belchertown, Ma Phone 323 4079

p m
181.

ROOMMA TE WANTED
- —

Own Rm Coed Swiss Vil Apt 253 7480.

SERVICES :::

Wanted houseboy at Lambda Delta Phi.

CallBetnieatS 1 2 1 9 or 549 9039^

Wanted Youth Group Leader Jewish
Community of Amherst We are looking
for an energetic, creative, and committed
young man or woman w a background in

Jewish Culture i) language to work w,^

the teen group of the community Salary
to be negotiated If interested call 256 8086
after 7 OOp m

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

Motorcyclist factory trained cycle
mechanic specialed for all Kawasakis,
works on most others Low Rates. Call

Jeff at 584 5406 . 66S 2462

Would you like to move to the Sylvan Area
and a quiet suite' Two girls would like to
switch out Call 6 5965

Look' Moped Sale. Moped Sale'. Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer's
Guide Motobecane the largest

, manutarturer Sparta cnmfortatMe 2
passenger moped Come fc a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Con/ Street,
Northampton 586 1054 Betund city hall, 2
mm from Main Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buy,W T. F. nites til 9 Look' Mooed Sale'
Moped Sale' Come'

Person aware of Sept 3rd's Dead
Concert m N J who recorded the show
<",m WNEW or WMMR would like to

leiord your veision Phone 253 3938 We'll

1)6 Grateful' Ask for John B or Dwight.

Wanted a competent mender for minor
.twrng repairs $2 50per hr Call 256 0395

Expert Typing Mary Beth 586 1206

INSTRUCTION

Hypnotism learning groups now forming
Increase reading rate comprehension
retention recall concentration etc
through hypnosis and self hypnosis Raise
grades easily Your goal sets the limit Intro

meeting Thu Sept 22 at 7 3 9p rr

rm 915. Campus Center lost Hyp
noconsuitant and Master educator 532
5703

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!
! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Little Ads Get tlG RESULTS!
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C fi £ WORKSHOP
Free workshop designed to help students test to the

full extent of their abilities. Tuesday, Oct. 4 7-9 p m
CC 163 64
BOi TWOOD B£LCHERTOWN PROJECT

Information meeting tonight at Van Meter Lounge
at 7 30 p m. Find out what we have to offer youlll
SAILING CLUB
We will have our first meeting of the year tonight at

7 00 in CC 906-909 New members are welcome Any
questions call Nancy 549-4758

SKIERS!
The ski season's coming! Start it off right by joining

the UMass Ski Club Membership drive Wed., Thurs.,
Fri., Sept. 21-23, 10 a.m. -3 p.m. CC Concourse
HONOR STUDENTS

Organizational meetings with John Sitter, Dir of
Honors Tuesday dt 3:00 for Humanities and Fine Arts
Maiors. Special Programs Majors Machmer No. 23
WOMEN ENGINEERS
Remember? Tonight is the FREE Spaghetti dinner in

Skinner 217 5 30 See you therel
SCUBA CLUB

First meeting tonite- concerning U.R.I, in-

tercollegiate dive Any persons interested in joining
the dub or making the dive come to Rm 178 (lower
level) at the CC at 7:00 p.m Concerning Dive: URI will

provide accommodations, food and unlimited air for
»6 The dive will take place the weekend of Oct. 1.

Any questions call Fred, 546-5331
LOST

A leather shoulder bag with Engineering texts
Reward offered Please call 546-4210
PIRG

Will hold bi-monthly meetings the 2nd and 4th
Tuesday of every month in the campus office 413
CSU at 4:00. All those interested are welcome.
SOLAR ENERGY

Meeting of all those interested in Solar Energy
come to meeting tonight at 7 30 p.m. 901 CC. All
Welcome
TEL CAC MEETING
Meeting tonight for those interested at 7:30 m

171 CC
EREE INSTRUCTION NO SIGN UP

At Student Union Craft Shop Photo Dark Room,
Batik, Woodworking, stained glass. Pewter, Silk
Screen, Silver, Leather and Pottery. No charges
except for supplies
FOUND
Swimming goggles in women's locker room at

Hicks Linda 549 4758

WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM
Women's Studies Majors and certificate students:

the Women's Studies Office needs your help! As our
mailing list is incomplete, and we want you to receive
all information, please call or drop by 1545-1922. 508
Goodell) to reaffirm and update your address.
STUDENTS OP OBJECTIVISM

There will be a meeting of those interested m

discussion of the philosophy of Ayn Rand, Wed
nesday 9-21 77 8:00 p.m CC 177 for funher in

formation call Drew Crane 549 0360
HONORS STUDENTS

Course listing forms for the Fall 1977 semester were
due last Friday 9 16. If you have not yet submitted
yours, do so immediately.
NES

Experience counts. Tutor with NES. Help children
who want to learn. Free transportation and credit
Stop by rm. 403 S.U Call 5-0910, 6 1457, or 549-1668
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Doubts, questions, and any other form of open
minded searching are welcome at UCF's weekly hour
of Biblical Exploration in 428 Student Union, Tues.
fro/n 7:15-8:15 p m. Brief, simple communion service
follows for those who want it Facilitated by Pete
Sabey, UCF Team Ministry All welcome.

PHOTO CO OP MEETING
There will be an important meeting for all members

and interested parties of the Photo Co-op in the
S.U.B on Thurs., Sept. 26, at 7:00 p.m. promptly.
LECTURE BAILY BARON

There will be a talk given by Baily Baron, she will

speak about her travels through the Jewish com
munitiesof the US S R It will be held Tues Sept 20,
7 30 p.m in CC 806 809 Spdnsored by Resources
Judaica.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meeting Thurs., Sept. 22 Campus Center, Rm 902

at 8:00 p.m New members are welcome.

KAPPA DELTA PI MEMBERS!
All members please call either Patty (549 6799) or

Debi (527-0414) for information. We don't have your
new local addressesll
PLEASE SHUT UP!

I

To the blonde girl in the back of the room in History
364A The rest of us would like to hear the prof, and
not you. Thank you.
YOM KIPPUR WAR MEMORIAL CANCELLED
The Yom Kippur War Memorial ceremony

scheduled for tonight (Tuesday) has been cancelled
FREE INSPIRA TlON
Can be found in CC 902 at 6:30 tonight. Come and

find out what the Christian Science Organization is all

about The public is invited Business mtg after.

Members please
BREAK THE FAST

All students who wish to partake in the Break-the-
fast following Yom Kippur services on Thursday night,
must bring in meal tickets and sign up in the Hillel

office today
ZAMIR!
Anyone interested in working on Zamir, the Israeli

radio show, should come to a meeting tonight at 7:30
in SU 302.

ATTENTION PRE DENTS
First meeting of the year Thurs 730, all freshmen

and new members interested in the field of dentistry
are strongly encouraged to attend. CC 805-809

DC menu
LUNCH - Deli ham on a roll, Pizzi., oJoiub: Nutty noodles, Pizza.
DINNER - Roast pork, Spiced apples. Beef and vegetable stew, BASICS; Spanish soy-

beans, Fried fish squares.
TOMORROW

LUNCH - French Dip Sandwich, Quiche Lorraine, BASICS; Garden chili Quiche
Lorraine.

DINNER - Veal Parmigiana, Baked fish-Newburg sauce, BASICS' Eggplant Par-
migiana. Baked fish.

Promoter forces new court fight

over 'Oh, Calcutta' ticket sales
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. \AP\ - A new court

fight over plans to stage "Oh, Calcutta!"
here is scheduled for a hearing today, with
the promoter of the nude musical attempting
to force sale of tickets at the Civic Center.

Dyke Spear, of Hartford, Conn., earlier

won a court decision halting an attempt by
city officials to have the play declared ob-
scene and banned.

This time. Spear is asking that the city be
required to put tickets for the Oct. 8 per-

formance on sale at the Civic Center box
office. Hampden Superior Court Judge Paul
A Tamburello rejected Spear's initial request

for a court order, but ordered the further
hearing.

Mayor William C. Sullivan last week
refused to sell tickets at the Civic Center,
saying the play was not scheduled for

performance there. "Oh, Calcutta!" is to be
performed at Springfield Symphony Hall,

one block away.
"I just said no, that we shouldn't be an

agent for this play," Sullivan said.

Although Sullivan said tickets for Sym-
phony Hall events are not ordinarily sold at
the Civic Center, Spear contended that the
practice is not unprecedented.

Flutist Joanne Tanner
to give recital tomorrow

The Department of Music and Dance will

present Joanne Tanner, flutist, in recital

tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.
Mrs. Tanner will perform Bach's Suite in B

Minor, Mozart's Concerto in G and a piece
entitled Concerto composed by her husband,
Dr. Peter Tanner, professor of Percussion.
An orchestra conducted by Dr. Tanner and
composed of area professionals, will ac-
company Tanner. The recital is open to the
public free of charge.

Not only is Mrs. Tanner's husband par-

ticipating in the recital, but also their two
sons; Mark on the cello and Eric on the violin.

Environmental Science

plans educationdl program

Considering the highly competitive job
market in education, it is imperative to be a
well trained specialist, whether your bag is

humanities, social studies or the natural and
physical sciences. However, it is also par-

ticularly advantageous to be a
multidisciplinarian:

The program in Environmental Education,
designed by Dr. Linda Lockwood, is highly
personalized and flexible to your needs and
interests.

Further information concerning the
program is available by appointment on the
sign- up sheets outside of the following
offices:

Marshall Hall - basement (Dr. Lockwood's
office) Tuesday 10 a.m. 1 p.m., Wednesday
10 4 p.m., Ms. Freida Howard.
227 School of Educ. Monday 11 a.m. - 2

p.m., Thursday 2 - 6 p.m., Ms. Basha
Goldstein

Marshall Hall - basement (Dr. Lockwood's
office) Monday 9 12 p.m., Tuesday 9 - 12
p.m , Wednesday 9 12 p.m , Dr. Lockwood.

Telephone action group

to hold meeting tonight
The Telephone Consumer Action Group,

TELCAG, campaign will hold its first

organizational meeting tonight at 7:30 in

Campus Center 171. It will help to create an
organization to protect us all from New
England Telephone.

Phys. Ed. majors plan

organizational meeting
All interested physical education majors

are urged to attend a meeting to organize

special programs of student interest, select

undergrad representatives to serve on a

committee with faculty, and create campus-
wide identity for the physical education
majors club.

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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B.C. by Johnny Hart

The UNcourse lets you learn what yuii want, offers more ttian 100 choices, meets

at times convenient for workiny people, and is the place for you it academic credit

IS not a concern. This fall join tlie Credit-Free Workshop Program at the Division

of Continuing Education, UMass Amlierst. Hero are some of tlie worksliop groups:

Arts and Crafts, Buddhist Studies, Business, Communities in Action, Dance and
Movement, East/West Integral Studies, Energy Conservation, Foreign Languages,

Instrumental Music, Personal Growth, Photography/Film, Political Education,

Student Skills, and more!

For specifics, look these over:

County GuverniDent Timely or TmiewonP, Figure Dr.nving for Beginners. Land-
scaping .mil Grounds Maintenance, LSAT Pn.'parjtion, Science Fiction A Mystical
Literature, i'/nting for Self Enrichment, Conversational English for Foreign Stu-
dents, Dreams and Dream Interpretation, Sign Language .md Finger Spelling, etc.

For more mformation and registration, call (413) 545 3410 or 545 3653 we iiave

regular otfice hours, as well as some evenings and Satuniays. Or sto[) ))y our new
office dt HdshroucK Building on the UMass Amlierst campus, Corne meet the

UNcoursf'

The Credit-FreeWorkshop Program
Division of Continuing Education, UMass/Arrtierst

T
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PEANUTS by Charles Schulz
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This space available. Interested cartoonists

should see Bob Higgins at the Collegian office

by Tuesday. Bring samples of work.

United Skates ofAmerica

I ROLLER SKATING

Have a
roller skating party

on us...

'United Skates ofAmerica:
ROLLER SKATING open skating

.,,
DISCO NITE

10 00 12 00 PM
Age 18 & Over

Only

FREE ADMISSION

^y^ 566Memorial Dr. (Rt.33)

~7J; Chicopee .Mass.

•^ 1^ 592-4120

Fund Raising Parties
Fun Parties *

Group Rates
Transportation Provided (60 People Minimum)
Fund Raising Programs
Top 50 Music
Refreshments Available

UNITED SKATES OF AMERICA
566 MEMORIAL DR. (RT.33)

CHICOPEE, MASS
592-4120

Just 20 Minutes From UMass

5 Miles Past Mt. Holyoke

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

DM by Marty Maceda

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Laf

Your Birthday ByStellaWUder

Kroin UNITF:0 Feature Syndicate
For release WKFK of Sept 19, 1977

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER
20 — Bom today, you are a
sentimental person given

to much wishful thinking

Quick to forgive and for-

get, you are often disap-

pointed to find that the rest

of the world is not so. You
are not the 'l)ossy' type and
find it difficult to give

orders. Though you realize

the importance of tact and
diplomacy, they are not

virtues that come easily to

you.

You have a healthy se-

curity drive, but you can't

always tell when it is

motivating you. Fear of

not succeeding may keep
you at a project that bores

you, whereas what should

be motivating you is a

desire to work in a particu-

lar field or endeavor
Remember, a fear of not

succeeding is not the same
as a fear of failure; the

former leads to frantic

activity, while the latter

may lead to no activity at

all.

Inclined to moods of

gloom and doom, you are
not a terribly inspirational

person. Young persons

may go out of their way to

avoid you simply because
you tend to talk down their

interests and provide noth-

ing of your own interests to

take their place. Beware
when advising your own
children; you could lead

them quite far astray.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph,
l-et your birthday star be
your daily guide WEDNES-
DAY. SEPTEMBER 21

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22)
— Make an effort to com-
pensate another for having
beaten him to the punch in

a recent race for career
success. Tact pays off.

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22) -
Undue excitement could
interfere with progress by
day's end. Seek to lessen
activity.

SCORPIO* Oct. 23-
Nov.21) — There are
plenty of reasons why an-
other finds it difficult to
display affection openly.
Encourage them to talk
about it.

SAQITTARIUSINov.22-
Dec.21) — Don't be too
matter-of-fact about your
feelings, others may be-

lieve you are unfeeling.

Express yourself openly.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — Refuse to pro-
duce humor at another's
expense. The young may
cause concern today; dis-

cuss the day's problems
freely.

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-
Feb.18) - Explanation
may be in order. Choose

the right time and the right

words and all should be
well at day's end.

PISCES(Feb 29-March
20) — An intense curiosity
may bring you into conflict

with another's privacy.
Understanding is neces-
sary.

ARIES( March 21 -April

20) - Take time to study
another's t)ehavior more
carefully. You may dis-

cover much to interest you.
New horizons appear.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) — Take care that your
concern for another's suc-

cess does not cause you to

appear overly critical of

the efforts he or she is

making.

GEMINI(May21-June20)
— Method and the wise use
of time: these will guaran-
tee you a good end to a bad
beginning. Be wary of

shortcuts to success.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) — There is nothing
more detrimental to suc-

cess than feeling sorry for

yourself. Try to deal with
failure in a positive way.
LEOlJuly 23-Aug22) -

A detached approach is

essential if you wish to

analyze accurately the sit-

uation on the home front.

lofiynftht. 1977. United Feature Syndi

cate. Iiu-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Is out front

6 Numerical
prefix

10 Satisfy
beyond
desire

14 Confess
15 Molten

metal
refuse

16 Amiss
17 Kitchen

accessory
18 Metal

fastener
19 Himal wild

goat
20 Denuded

Rare
22 Bitter

criticism

24 Quarrel
26 Makes
27 Critic

31 Bunghole
plug

32 Take
look"

33 Fictional
narrative

35 Apple -"
38 Win
39 Pulled along

behind
40 Towering
41 Boundary
42 Extracted

ores
43 Makes dirty

44 T.l!e

45 ... with

Do without
47 Perused

hastily

51 Female
student

52 Involved by
necessity

54 Alarms
58 King or

Norman
59 Release
61 Empty
62 Grain for

brewing
liquor

63 Hindu god
Var

64 Greene or

Burr
65 Fusses
66 Male animal
67 Slightest

DOWN
1 Colleen
2 Correct
3 Part of

USA
4 Military unit
5 in

Entered
6 Her Serene

Highness
Abbr

7 Modified
organism

8 Performing
art

9 Granted a
share of

10 Subordinate
ruler

11 Be in store
for

12 Group of

clans
13 Circuit

courts
21 Large fancy

marble
23 Shade of

green

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday Puzzle Solved
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25 Mortise's
arm

27 Fit ot anger
28 Alaskan

governor
29 Ineffective

30 Was a crew
member

34 Of Hindu
sacred writ-

ings

35 Unpleasant
sensation

36 Ailments
37 More
39 Having

boundless
energy

40 Ballet •

feature 2

words
42 Comedienne

Hines
43 Out of the

ordinary
44 Is painful

46 Call for help
47 Southern

city

48 Press with

the hands
49 0f Loren s

land Prefix

50 Resign
53 Singpr
55 N Z t.mber

tree

56 Adam s

grandson
57 Spanish ar-

tist

60 Touch a

base runner

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

10 1) 12 13

14 15 16

\7 !8 19
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22 23
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Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S GOLF - UMass 464; URI 477; UNH 481; UConn 486; Vt. 487; Maine 507
WOMEN'S TENNIS - Rained out.

TODAY
None

TOMORROW
MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER (0-0) vs. Bridgeport A\f^a^ 7:30
MEN'S VARSITY TENNIS (2-0) vs. New Hampshire /^w»y 1:00
WOMEN'S TENNIS (0-0) vs. Smith Av^a^ 3:30

UESDAY , SEPTEMBER 20, 1977

Michigan retains top spot

in UPI coaches grid poll
/VfW YORK [UPI] - The University of

Michigan retained its No. 1 ranking and
Southern Cal was again rated No. 2
yesterday, but there was a great deal of
reshuffling in UPl's top 20 teams, selected by
its board of coaches.

Michigan received an overwhelming 27
first place votes, compared with five for USC
and four for Oklahoma. The Sooners moved
from sixth to fourth in this second week of
ratings, but the biggest leaps were made by
Penn State, which moved from ninth to fifth,

and Texas, which went from 13th to ninth.

Alabama and Notre Dame took the
greatest plunges in the ratings, as they were
both upset on Saturday. Notre Dame, which
was the No. 1 team in the preseason
balloting and dropped to fourth last week,
fell to 15th as the result of Saturday's 20-13
loss to Mississippi. Alabama, which was No.
3 last week, dropped to 12th following its 31-

24 loss to Nebraska.

Ohio State moved from fifth to third and
Colorado and Florida moved into the top 10
— Colorado No. 8 and Florida No. 10. Texas
Tech beat out Texas A&M for the sixth spot
by just five points.

Several teams which were unranked last

week moved into the top 20. They are:

Nebraska, 11; Washington State, 13;
Arkansas, 14; and West Virginia, 19.

NEW YORK [UPI] - The United Press
International Board of Coaches Top 20 teams
after the second week of the college football
season with first place votes in parentheses:

TEAM POINTS
1 Michigan (27) 370
2. Southern Cal (5) 303
3. Ohio St. (2) 279
4, Oklahoma (4) 253
5. Penn St. (1) 223
6. Texas Tech 169
7. Texas A&M 164
8. Colorado 94
9. Texas 82

10. Florida 42

11. Nebraska 31
12. Alabama 22
13. Washington St. 19
14. Notre Dame 17
15. Arkansas 16
16. Mississippi St. 11

17. Brigham Young (tie) 8
17. Pittsburgh 8
19. Oklahoma St. 7
20. West Virginia 6

Note: By agreement with the American
Football Coaches Association, teams on
probation by the NCAA are ineligible for top
20 and national championship consideration
by the UPI board of coaches. Those teams
currently on probation for 1977 are: Ken-
tucky, Michigan State, Redlands (Calif.),

Western State (Colo.).

Sports in Brief

Sox acquire Bailey
CINCINNATI [UPI] - The Boston Red

Sox have claimed Cincinnati Reds
outfielder Bob Bailey on waivers, the
Reds have announced.

In addition to the waiver price, the
Reds yesterday also received left-handed
pitcher Frank Newcomers, 23, from the
Boston farm system. Newcomers has
been assigned to the Reds Indianapolis
farm club.

Bailey, 34, played in 49 games for

Cincinnati this year, batting .253 with two
homers and 10 RBIs. In 1976 he batted
.298 in 69 games for the Reds.

Newcomers compiled a 6-15 record
this season, pitching for Bristol, Conn., of

the Eastern League. Last season he was
14-6 with Winston- Salem, N.C., of the

Carolina League.

Birds get Briles
ARLINGTON, Tex. [UPI] - The Texas

Rangers announced yesterday they had
sent right handed pitcher Nelson Briles to

Baltimore for the $20,000 waiver price.

Briles, the Rangers player represen-
tative, had worked as both a starter and
reliever this year He compiled a 4 07
earned run average in 28 appearances
and had a 6-4 record.

LA heading for title

LOS ANGELES \AP] ~ The Los
Angeles Dodgers head toward the

National League West Division crown
with a home attendance record already

established and a home run mark within

sight.

As they go to San Francisco for

tonight's game against the Giants, the
Dodgers could become the only team in

baseball history-to have four players with
30 or more home runs in a single season.

Steve Garvey, Ron Cey and Reggie
Smith have already reached the plateau

of 30 and Dusty Baker is at 28 with a
dozen games remaining in the campaign.

The record of three has been reached
by 13 National League teams and four
American League clubs previously. There
never have been four on a single team.

Plimpton in goal?!?

FITCHBURG, Mass [UPI] - The
Boston Bruins opened training camp
yesterday with 24 players and author-
goalie George Plimpton.

Plimpton, who has worked out with
professional teams in other sports and
then written about the experiences, will

be filmed trying to stop the Montreal
Canaaiens prior to an exhibition game
with the Bruins.

Joining Plimpton at practice were
veteran goalies Gerry Cheevers, Gilles

Gilbert and newly acquired Ron
Grahame, formerly with Houston of the
World Hockey Association.

Since the Bruins signed Grahame after

last season, reports have been
widespread that Boston would trade
Gilbert for a quality defenseman
"When you have three super

qoalter.ders, I feel like it's pretty tough to
carry three all year," agreed coach Don
Cherry yesterday. But I think we're going
to start with three and go from there.

"If a trade does come up, naturally,

we'll qo for it But I don't think there will

be a trade before the season starts. We're
just qoing to wait and see. Whatever
qoaltenders are stopping the puck (in the
exhibition games), they're the ones that

play. It's that simple."

Pacers ink Flynn

INDIANAPOLIS \UPI\ - Mike Flynn, a
third year professional, signed his 1977
contract with the Indiana Pacers, coach
Bobby Leonard announced yesterday.

Flynn averaged 8.2 points last season
as a reserve guard. He also shot 71 per
cent from the field.

PI KAPPA ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

=^

Tonight Tues. Sept. 208:00-10:30p.m.

374 North Pleasant St.

(corner of Fearing and No. Pleasant Sts.)

ForRidescall and Information call 545-2150
Refreshments will be served

The nevi S-F blockbuster

by the author of

the DUNE Trilogy

Told as only the best-

selling author of the

DUNE TRILOGY could tell

It -the riveting tale of a

race of people impris-

oned for centuries on an

alien planet, and of the

terrifying results when
humans are used for ex-

perimentation without

their informed consent

Certain to challenge

and fascinate tans
. . . beyond the surface

thrills and excitement.'

-Publishers Weekly

A Berkley/Putnam Book

Just Published / S8 95

at all bookstores

I

I

I

Freshest

Selection

of Dresses

in Town...

10% OFF
any Dress
(WITH THIS AD..

offer good until

Oct. 1. 1977).

We ve got the lorgest selection of dresses

we've ever hod—dresses ore strong ogoin
tl^is year, and you're sure to find tl^e one

you'll love ot the Bus Stop... most under '39.95

BUS6IOP
197 n. pleasant st./ annherst/ ma./ 256-0140

Collegian 19

UMass halfback Bill Coleman (40) dives over for the first of histwolouchdovvns In

the Minutemen'8 28-0 victory over Maine on Saturday. Coleman gained 127 yards on
19 carries. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

We are no>v servin${ crepes & omelettes

Tuesday is Amherst College Night

Thursday is U Mass Night

10% OFF with Respective College J.D.'s

1 Prey St.

Amherst 549-5403
Next to

ThePub

(^

Drive a YAMAHA
for pennies eacii Year...

The Telcag campaign will hold a drawing for the featured Yamaha audio com-
ponents on Sept. 29 at 700 in the Campus Center concourse, where tickets are
available every day Tickets are just fifty cents each, or three for a dollar Well let
you know if you win.

UNIVERSITY MEN
I

University Housing is not your only living option

Fraternity life (iffers many advantages t(i the right

kind (if pers<in. Hyou're the type (if person wh(i w<iyld

;

rather live in a h<ime than a d(irm then we invite y(iu t(i

KlISHSAK

While yd u're meeting the brdtliers (if SAK y(»u can

enj(iy the Ked SdX game (in (»ur rable TV.

Tues., Sept. 20 vs. NY Yankees
7 pm

Refreshments will be served

S 118 Sunset Av«. For rides and info call 546-2151

SFK WHYS A F IS AMFHICA'SI-AKGFSTFKATFKNITY

Sox fans on NY City:

'Apple has a worm in it'
BOSTON [AP[ - To hear Red Sox fans

tell it, New York isn't even a nice place to
visit.

"Boston's small. New York's big and they
should have everything there, but they
don't," said Boston rooter Dave Anderson of
Canton before last night's Red Sox-Yankees
series.

"What they got is the Son of Sam."
Cozy Fenway Park was packed for the

two-game series that was do-or-die for the
Red Sox, and the Boston fans surveyed
before the game were boiling with frustration

at what could be another near miss for the
home team.

"If the Yankees win, they bought it," said
Bob Sagnella of Providence, alluding to New
York's purchase of free agents. "They
should have run away with it."

"The Yankees are too lucky" said John
Mintee of Boston. "They're lucky they didn't
kill each other by now the way they fight In

the clubhouse."
Bill Benson of Boston detected favoritism

for the Yankees within the American League
hierarchy.

"The Red Sox paid for Rollie Fingers and
Joe Rudi last year but they had to give them
back," he said, citing a decision by Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn. "But the
Yankees shelled out money for everyone in

sight and no one said boo."
The Red Sox, however, didn't escape the

fans' lash.

The consensus was that Boston's pitching
staff of veterans had let the team down and
that the Red Sox' own Internal problems
were damaging.
"They stuck with Scott too long," said

Lorraine DeAmato of Somerville. "When he
complained about batting seventh they
should have taken him the hell out and put
Yaz at first."

Bill Bryson of Boston blamed Boston
Manager Don Zimmer for the allegedly

chronic Boston managerial trait of being
"too soft."

"I bet they (Red Sox) are down In the
clubhoue having a couple of pops tight

now," Bryson complained as the Yankees
clouted batting practice home runs.

Franco Harris (32) of the Pittsburgh Stealers, leaps over a fallen San Francisco
defender and evades Dave Washington (50) to score on a 14 yard run in first half
action last night.

Steelers rip 49ers, 27-0
PITTSBURGH [UPI] - Franco Harris ran

for 100 yards and two touchdowns last night

to become the National Football League's
20th leading all-time rusher and lead the
Pittsburgh Steelers to a 27-0 victory over the
San Francisco 49ers in their nationally-

televised season opener.
Terry Bradshaw passed 15 yards to John

Stallworth for another Steeler TD, while Roy
Gerela added field goals of 49 and 47 yards
and three extra points.

Harris' rushing performance, in 27 carries,

game him 5,233 career yards, moving him in

front on Lenny Moore of Baltimore for 20th
place on the all-time rushing list. Harria, a six-

year veteran, also moved into a tie with Jim
Taylor of Green Bay for fourth plaQ^ on the
all-time list of most 100-yard games in a
career, with 26.

Harris' touchdown runs of 14 and seven
yards also made him the Steelers' third all-

time leading scorer with 282 points on 47
touchdowns.

Gerela tied his own personal Steeler record
for his longest field goal with his 49-yard kick
In the second quarter. However, Gerela's all-

time personal career record is a 50-yarder he
kicked as a Houston Oiler, and the Steelers'
longest field goal ever was a 51-yarder by
Lou Michaels.

Cornerback Jimmy Allen set up two of the
Steelers' touchdowns with Interceptions. His
interception of a Plunkett pass on the Steeler
38 that came 37 seconds into the second
quarter resulted 10 plays later with Pitts-

burgh's first TD on Harris' 14-yard burst off-

tackle.

Midway through the final quarter Allen
picked off another Plunkett pass on the San
Francisco, 13 and returned it to the 6. Three
plays later, Bradshaw, who had been sacked
for a 10-yard loss on the second play from
scrimmage, hit Stallworth with his 15-yard
scoring pass.

Harris' other TD with 4:25 gone in the final

quarter capped a seven-play, 62-yard drive.

Gerela kicked his 47-yarder for the only
scoring in the third quarter.

The Steelers continued their success on
Monday night home games, nt; ver having
lost a game. The Steeler defense also
stretched to 30 straight r'^aular season

games their record of not giving up a touch-
down in the first period.

The Pittsburgh defense kept the 49ers
bottled up deep inside their own territory the
entire first half as Plunkett was able to take
the team no further than their own 36.

Jays top Birds

as Garvin sliines
BAL TIMORE [AP] - Jerry Garvin dealt

Baltimore's pennant hopes a severe blow
Monday night, allowing nine hits while
pitching the Toronto Blue Jays to a 3-1
victory over the Orioles.

The rookie left-hander, 10-16, gave up a
sixth-inning home run to Rich Dauer. He
then eased out of an eighth-inning jam by
getting Lee May to hit into a double play with
runners on first and third, then retired three
straight batters in the ninth with Orioles on
first and third.

Elliott Maddox opened the eighth with his
third hit and went to third on a single by Ken
Singleton after Dauer fouled out trying to
sacrifice. Veteran Doug Rader, playing his
first major league game as an outfielder,
slipped and fell on the wet grass when he
appeared to have a chance to get Maddox at
third.

Rick Cerone drove in two Toronto runs
with a single in the second and a double in
the ninth. Roy Howell's singled in Gary
Woods in the third.

Sports Notice
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any

undergraduate woman interested In

trying out for the women's basketball
team - there will be an informational
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 22, at NOPE,
room 22 (AVA) at 7:30 p.m. Any
questions, call coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
at 545-0552.
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Linksters recapture YanCon title

Sophomore co-captain Flynt Lincoln

taas-off in the Yankee Conference
Championship at Stowe Acres C.C.

Lincoln fired a 73 that earned him low
medalist honors and sparked his team to

a 13 stroke victory over URI. (Staff photo
by Pat Oobbs)

By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team battled rains,

steamy heat and less than ideal conditions

yesterday, but prevailed through it all and
regained the Yani^ee Conference Cham-
pionship at Stowe Acres Country Club in

North Central Mass.
The duffers, who last year lost the

championship to a determined UConn
squad, got solid performances from all seven
players, and scored a whopping 13 strol^e

victory over runner-up Rhode Island.

The Minutemen tallied 464 stroltes, an
excellent score given the weather, while
second place URI totaled 477. The Wildcats
from UNH placed third at 481 while last

year's champion UConn finished fourth with
a 485 total. Vermont took fifth place at 487,

while Maine pulled up the rear with a 507
aggregate.

The linksters, who had three of only ten

sub-80 rounds, were led by co-captains Flynt

Lincoln and Jim McDermott and surprising

junior Jeff Orr.

Lincoln, a sophomore, collected four

birdies en route to an amazing one-over-par
73 effort that won him low medalist honors.
McDermott, a junior, continued playing the
consistent golf that has been his trademark
for the last two years. McDermott sho* a 75.

The big boost for the Minutemen,
however, came from junior unknown Jeff

Orr. Orr playing in his first match for UMass,
collected three birdies, and fired a super

round of 74.

Freshman John Lien and Sophomore Vic

Lahtiene shot BO's, while junior Bill Campbell
played fine golf, from tee to Green, but had
putting problems, en route to an 82.

Sophomore Mark Duggin shot an 86 that

did not figure in the best 6 of 7 scores format.

Cariton Risk is congratulated by teammates after slamming a three-run homer

against the Yankees in action last night at Fenway. The Sox defeated New York 6-3

to pull within 3%. (UPI)

Fisk homer paces Sox
BOSTON [AP] - Carlton Fisk drove a

three- run homer in the third inning and the

Boston Red Sox held on for a 6-3 victory

over the New York Yankees Monday night

behind the pitching of Reggie Cleveland.

The triumph kept alive Boston's p>ennant

hopes, enabling the Red Sox to move to

within 3 '-6 games of the Yankees in the

American League East.

Fisk broke a 1-1 tie with his 24th homer, a

line shot high into the screen in left. With one
out, rookie Ted Cox looped a single into

shallow right-center for his sixth consecutive
major league hit. Jim Rice lined a single to
left- center, sending Cox to second, and both
runners moved up as Carl Yastr/emski
grounded out.

Fisk leaned into starter Ed Figueroa's first

pitch for his homer into the screen.

Dave Kingman pulled New York to within

4-3 with a pinch-hit homer in the eighth, his

third in three games since being acquired by
the Yankees last week. But Yastrzemski got

that run back in lining his 25th homer into the

center field bleachers in the Boston eighth.

Fisk followed Yastrzemski's homer with a

triple to right- center and George Scott

followed with an RBI single, shelling

Figueroa, 15-10.

Cleveland surrendered a solo home to

Thurman Munson in the first and another run

on cor>secutive doubles by Roy White and
Munson in the sixth. Then, after giving up
the home run *n Kingman, the Boston right-

hander settle ' "iwn to improve his record to

10-8.

New coach Ed Vlach was very, very

pleased with his team's performance, and
had especially high praise for Orr's effort.

"I knew that Orr was really going to help

this team," said Vlach. "But I really did not

expect him to come on this fast, I was
pleasantly surprised.

'I expected to get solid performances
from our two co-captains Lincoln and

McDermott, but I was tremendously pleased
with how well our young players were able to

come through."
The next stop for the linksters will be the

all important New Englands, coming up this

weekend at Longmeadow Country Club.

After that comes the Toski Intercollegiate

Tournament, followed by the qualifying for

the ECAC's.
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They said it
-Compiled from wires by Dave Rod-
man-

Houston Oiler coach Bum Philips, after
being presented a game ball by his

players after their opening win:
"That's what I need, another

(bleeping) football."

Tampa Bay coach John McKay after
the Bucs opening loss:

"We played horse manure football.

The offensive line refused to block. We
can't protect the passer. We blew
coverage in the secondary."
Michigan football coach Bo

Schembechler on the officiating in

Saturday's Duke-Michigan game, won by
Michigan:

"I don't accept those delay of game
penalties. I don't think we delayed. That
fellow has a defective watch, he ought to
get it fixed."

Joe Namath. when asked to assess his
debut with the LA Rams:

"The only way I can assess it is that we

lost. It's tough to think of anything
positive when you lose."

Steeler QB Terry Bradshaw, before lost
night's game with the 49ers:

"I've got to win, I'm scared of losing. I

hate it, I dread losing. I can't stand It."

Steeler cornerback Mel Blount, who
returned to the team last week after an 8
week holdout:

"If they {49ers) throw at me, I'll pick off
a couple."

Carlton Fisk of the Red Sox, after
keying Boston's win over NY last night:

"I didn't hit that ball (3rd inning homer)
real good. I hit five balls farther than that
in NY last week and they were all outs."

"We've got to win tomorrow night —
pretty soon you run out of tomorrows."

Yankee manager Billy Martin, after last
night's loss:

"I'll be very satisfied if wa win
tomorrow night. A split is all we need
here. I would have liked to have won both
of these games here, but now I'll have to
settle for a split."

Ru8s Smith

Records, streaks, and things
Records, streaks, and things.

Things existent in each phase of life.

Longest time married happily (record of

five hours, six minutes held by a couple now
serving time in a psychiatric ward); most
dumb moves in a row by a person in office

(held by an ex-president of the US), etc.

Sports also has its recorded streaks. Most
wins in a row by a basketball team in the

NBA (LA Lakers-33) Consequetive baseball

victories in the major 'eagues (27, ^y the old

N.Y. Giants, give or take a couple of games).

Qut It has come to the surface that there

are those streaks which, although not of-

ficially recorded, should not be put into our

subconscious cometery to be forever

forgotten.

For those of you who might have

forgotten or whose subconscious timetable

of events has been in the cobwebs, consider

this a quick refresher couse:

Most times choking in Super Bowl games:

four — the Minnesota Vikings excel in this

department, having looked pitiful each time,

climaxing in the ridiculous contest last year

vs. the New England Patriots well-loved

Oakland Raiders.

The Vikings also hold the record in

dumbest statements by a coach (one by

one). Coach Bud Brant explained (in

essence) — look how much money he's got

because his team has been there so many
times (through never coming away with an

SB ring).

Funny, that's not how Viking fans feel —
they'd rather see some rings on their boys'

.fingers than more money in their team's

pockets.

Most frustrating seasons (for fans): seven

straight, held by the American League

Boston Red Sox between the years of 1968-

74, inclusive, when the Sox couldn't buy a

pennant.

During those years was an unforgettable

occurence — when they ended the season a

half-game back of the Detroit Tigers who
had played one more game (baseball strike).

The Sox had a chance still to win their flag

but blew it three-quarters of the distance

from third base to home plate.

And as if it's not enough, since they

already hold the record, the Sox have started

another bid at topping that streak.

Their 1976 season left many a disap-

pointed fan stragging down the centerfield

bleacher stairway. And then they went one

step further (ignore the poor pun) and

proceeded to blow the minds of thousands

along the East Coast and Massachusetts by

allowing fans to believe they'd make a

comeback in '77 only to choke in the final

month of the season.

Will they win a pennant by '84?

Will Don Zimmer ever lose weight and look

like a manager?
Largest consumption of aspirin: 3,769

regular flavor, 182 orange flavored. ..by the

Tampa Bay Buccaneers after each loss last

season (only 14 straight).

Aspirin has proven ineffective enough, and
the NFL Bucs are reportedly switching to a

mild form of pain killer.

Unfortunately, the Bucs can't seem to

remember to take the pain killers after their

NFL contest and not before

Least loyalty to a team: John Hannah-

Leon Gray — one month.

These two ex-Patriots got to thinking one
night after Foxboro was long locked up.

Though under contract, the two have

taken upon themselves to take a hike

because of a lack of enough funding.

Feeling underpaid and overworked, the

teammates (or ex-teammates as they no

longer are playing on a team) canceled their

loyal bonds to their contracts as though they

had signed them using invisible ink.

Hopefully the Pats can continue their

winning ways without the loss of these loyal

'superstars.'

Biggest waterhole: The National Hockey
League.

Once respected as a decent sport, with

only a few teams and plenty of decent talent,

the NHL has proceeded to put franchises in

cities that thought a block of ice was a girl

who turned down any guy that asked her to

come up to his dormitory room and see his

tennis trophies.

The Kansas City Scouts and Colorado

Rockies are about as close to being hockey

teams as the '76'ers are to baseball. I guess

they really don't have to worry too much
about that, though — their record could

hover somewhere around 2-63-24 and they'd

still make the Stanley Cup Playoffs.

Time's unbelieveable screwjobs: Tie be-

tween the following:

(A) what Larry Barnett did to the Sox the

Cincinnati in '75.

(B) what refs did for USSR in basketball

game vs. USA in '72 Olympics.

(C) what officials did for Oakland vs.

Patriots in playoffs last year.

(D) what Yankees paid batboys after

Series last year (lest we forget this gem) and
will try to do again this year.

Wish-l-were-there beer-fest: Cleveland's

ten cent beer promotion two seasons ago.

Most people wanting to go home: (Tie)

(A) The Yankees when losing (getting

killed by) the Blue Jays 11-3 midway thru a

shell-shocking game.

(B) The Orioles (and Mr. Weaver
especially) when they didn't feel like playing

and found a reason to forfeit what may be an

important game.
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A Black Nr<^t S«fvic« PuMcJtion

Institutionalized Racism Affects Both
Whites and Blacks

On Thursday, September 15,

Dick Gregory spoke before a crowd
of over 1,500 at the Fine Arts center

auditorium. His talk was the first in

a series of lectures sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitors program.

Since his widespread popularity

in the early 60's, Dick Gregory has

been an outspoken and respected

advocate for human rights in the

United States. He has been in-

volved in various student

movements most recently in the

Kent State issue. According to

Gregory "The young have the

power to change things". It was the

young who decided to end the

Vietnam war and it was the

students here who led the fight to

bring dignity to millions of people in

South Africa. "People have an
example, thanks to you." In his

sharp and often humerous criticism

of the American system, Gregory
called for an end to the
manipulation of the American
people by the handful of "white
super-rich pimps". He was
esoecially hard in his attack of

America's injustice to its black

population. "No national group in

this land could take what black

folks here have taken from white
folks for over 500 years." I am living

in a country where the German who
could have killed my daddy can

come and feel more comfortable
than my daddys boy." He also

attacked the hypocracy involved in

the Bakke case by saying "If I grew
up in a land that detested

segregation then I could tolerate

someone getting upset with quota
systems. I only asked for an equal

education and you couldn't give it

to me."
Dick Gregory called on both

black and white students to "tell

these institutions of higher learning

Vukani Magubane

that they exist to serve you, you
don't exist to serve them." They
gotta start educating you, not
indoctrinating you." In-

stitutionalized racism effects both
blacks and whites.

Amidst the comedy and humor,
Dick Gregory touched upon every
social and political problem facing
America today. America as Dick
Gregory sees it, is headed for
serious trouble and unless people
get together and educate them-
selves to whats happening, we are
all headed for self-destruction. Dick
Gregory does not pretend to be a
"prophet" as some have labelled
him, but he does see himself as one
person who cares and calls upon
others to do the same... for
humanity.

E

DEDICATED TO THE
RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AND
HUMAN RIGHTS!

The Political Implications of the Bakke
The Bakke Case, a supreme

court case which 'nvolves Allen

Bakke, a 34 year old white man
and resident of California, claims

that he was unconstitutionally
descriminated against because he is

white, when he was denied en-

trance to the medical school at the

University of California at Davis,

while supposedly less qualified

Black people and Hispanic people

(oppressed Nationalities) were
admitted under a special ad-

missions program. The word
"quota" is used in other articles to

win sympathy for Bakke's claims.

The Bakke case is, in actuality,

the tip of the iceberg, as for as

attacks on the National Democratic
gains of Black and other oppressed
nationalities are concerned. Why?
Because the United States,
monopoly capitalist, imperialist

system is in trouble. A world of

trouble. Because of National
liberation struggles of oppressed
colonies, and the development of

class struggle within neo-coionial

states are causing the shrinkage of

the U.S. world empire abroad. But
in order to maintain the same level

of profits the U.S. ruling class,

acting through the U.S. state has
found it necessary to pull back the

resources (millions and millions of

dollars) used for social programs
and affirmative action programs. It

has had to eliminate workers
benefits, lay off many workers and
simultaneously increase production

(speed up factory and plant work)

run away from those unions that

are not corrupted, and begin to

invest more money in its un-

derdeveloped regions mainly the

"New South."
Again concerning the Black

Colony, the United States ruling

class and gov't, has found our
problems unsolvable and our
demands unresolvable.

While large sectors of our

population have constantly been
held in a state of unemployment
even more of our people have been
thrown into this serious situation.

Because of the wretched situation

(poor, unemployed and landless)

that our people are held in the

overwhelming majority of Black
people depend on Gov't, social ser-
vices to say alive. This also serves
to break up our families and keep us
from rebelling. Cases such as the

Bakke case serve as ra-

tionalizations for these attacks

and cutbacks. How so? Even
though there is clear evidence that

Bakke is not being descriminated

against (white people have been let

into the school with scores lower
than his).

Withing the last 2 weeks, the

Carter Administration and the

Justice department have thrown

their support behind the contention

that "racial quota" systems
inherently descriminate against

whites and are therefore un-

constitutional. To quote the New
York Times September 13, 1977

issue "...precise racial quotas
amount to using race as a toof to

descriminate against whites." This

means that any affirmative action

or admissions programs can be
viewed as "a total that

descriminates against whiites."

Reverse discrimination, reverse

racism, these are two of the biggest

lies ever to be thrown on our

people. To be racist the ruling class,

gov't, and masses of a particular

race must own and control in-

stitutions that create and carry out

policy made in favor of their race at

the detriment of other races.

Black and other oppressed
nationalities in this country have no
such power or the economic base
to support it. This case is really just

another blatent method of blaming
the victim.

Other impications of this case
reveal that National equality and
civil rights for Black people and
other oppressed, nationalities can
never be a reality, or the solutions

to our problems. This also implies

that the viewing of racism as the

main enemy of the Black people is

erroneous. Racism is not only a

thought process of white people it

is a material benefit, that all white

people benefit from. White skin

privilege counts in job premotions
and real estate transactions, etc.,
supported by U.S. monopoly-
capitalist system, the courts, and
the dominant cultural super-
structure. Therefore descrimination

can only be ended with the

"destruction of the material base of

racism which can only come with

the destruction of the sytem of

capitalism."

Now in analyzing this in terms of

classes inside of the Black colony,

the Black Street force, unemployed
Black workers. Black youth and
tempenprolitariat ha^e lived under

these, extremely miserable con-

ditions for years.

UMass Rahman, A Critical

Analysis of the Black Liberation
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Struggle, I.B.P.S. pg. 5.

If this attack on the social

programs is successful it wil make
their situation even worse, (already

somewhere around 3.3 miilicn to

3.5 million Black people are

unemployed, this figure does not

mention those that have given up
looking for work) and the fuse will

be lit.

What is also significant about

this case is how will it affect the

Black petty bourgeoise, who mainly

because of the struggle of the

1960's have been able to ascend
fjartly into the economic structure.

These answers we will have to

wait for until the supreme court
ri;ling

If! ^riy case we must build a

strong Revolutionary Nationalist

Black Students movement to fight

back against these attacks on our
people.

In unity there

is strength.

By Chaka Amin
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A History Lesson in Blacl< Music
B^ KEVIN JONES

Frank Foster

September 22, 1977 - The
music professors of Livingston

College of Rutgers University
presented a chronological history of

African-American music at the
Crown gymnasium at Hampshire
College. The Colloqui, the
President's Office and Hampshire's
Afro-American Music Dept., spon-
sored this program which attracted

a capacity crowd. Narrator Prof.

Mark Crawford introduced six of

today's finest musicians; Frank
Foster on reeds, Larry Ridley and
Vishnu Wood on double bass violin,

Ted Dunbar on guitar, David
Frederick Waits on multiple per-

cussion instrument, and Kenny
Barron on piano.

As Larry Ridley accompanied him
on bass, Prof. Crawford explained

the origins of Black Creative music.

He brought the audience back in

time to a village in West Africa

(Nigeria). He described the im-

portance of music in the Yoruba
Nation as Master percussionist

Freddie Waits performed a drum
interlude in the motif of West
African af>d Congolese rhythms.

Prof. Crawford explained the

effect of slavery on the worksongs
of the IBOO's, pointing out that this

was the beginning of Black classical

music in the United States. Then,

Blacks began forming their own
churches and began singing

spirituals. To accompany this in-

formation a trio of flute, bass and
guitar played the well-known
spiritual, "Nobody Knows the

Trouble I've Seen."
Mr. Crawford carried the

audience still further in time as he
discussed music during the civil war
which was the 'blues'. Blacks sang

the 'blues' because they were still

not free, even after the Eman-
cipation Proclamation. Following

this, the Rutgers Music Ensemble
played a funky blues piece.

Supposedly, happier times came
about with the 'gay nineties' and

the expanding progress of Manifest

Destiny. This time period gave birth

to what is known as 'Ragtime;

From left: Frank Foster, reeds; Kenny Barron, piano; Larry Ridley,
double bass; Ted Dunbar, guitar.

music of a new era forefronted by
John Coltrane. This new era does
not have a name, simply because
there is no one word to describe the
music that Black musicians create.

As the ensemble finished out the
program with 'Giant Steps',
'Naima', and 'Impressions', all by

John Coltrane, one could feel the
message which these six musicians
had to deliver. This message was
that African American Black

Creative music is a music which is

indigenous to our unique cultural

history and any attempt to recreate
this music by another cultural

group and call it their own, shows a
lack of respect for the Black
musician.

illustrated in a piano solo performed
by pianist extraordinaire Kenny
Barron.

In the early 1900's, Dixieland

bands in New Orleans created

songs like, "When the Saints go
Marching In." Prof. Crawford

From left: Larry Ridley, double bass; Ted Dunbar, guitar; and David
Frederick Waits on multiple percussion instrument.

Photos "by Edward Cohen

continued his superb narration as
he told of the movement of Blacks
to the big cities of Chicago, Kansas
City, New York. In these urban
centers, 'Swing' was born, im-

plemented by the creative efforts of

big band leaders such as Count
Basie and Duke Ellington.

After World War II, Benny
Goodman became the "King of

Swing"; Paul Whiteman was the

"Father of Jazz." Black musicians

began to react to whites stealing'

their music. Musicians such as

Theloniius Monk, Charlie Pa.ker,

and Kenny Clarke got together and
decided that they would invent a

music which no one could steal,

called Bebop' because of its speed
and complexity. 'Bebop' developed
at many places in Harlem
(Monroes, Minton's Playhouse etc.)

where musicians thrived in a

creative situation. The Livingston

ensemble expressed this freedom
as they kicked off a Dizzy Gillespie

tune entitled 'Bebop'. No one could

doubt the mastery of the musicians

of the Rutgers Music Ensemble
themselves as they played the

Professor Mark Crawford

Puerto Rico Must Be Free
Roy Brown in Concert

THIRD WORLD ORGANIZATIONAL FAIR AND FREE
COMMUNITY DINNER

On Tuesday, September 20, 1977 the New Africa House
Steering Committee is organizing and sponsoring a Third
World Organizational Fair and free community dinner.
The purpose of this Fair Dinner is +o bring the entire Third
World community together and to recruit freshmen and
upperclassmen alike into the various Third World
organizations on campus.
Faced with the dilemma of limited student participation

in Third World organizations, the New Africa House
Steering Committee has sponsored this Organizational
Fair to give students a chance to learn about, talk to and
ge; involved with the many Third World organizations on
campus. There will be speakers at the Fair representing
the Asian, Latin and Black communities along with a free

movie and a free dinner.

In order to make this event a success, we would like all

Third World organizations to send a representative or two
to this function. Tables have been set up so that each
organization can give out information about Its group and
recruit students at the same time. We anticipate a large
urnout so we would like to have all tables set up by 6:00

p.m.
The success of this program and our attempts to educate

the Third World community depend upon your cooperation
in making a strong community a reality. We need all the
help we can get.

Where there is Unity — there is Strength.

7:CX) P.M. Cam-ous Center /ufiitoriura

Roy Brown, Puerto Rican cultural

worker and independista, shared

his musical expressions of the

struggle with close to six hundred
people this past Friday at UMass.
The concert began a week of

activities planned by the Commuter
Collective, the Hispanic Council for

Human Rights, and the Puerto

Rican Solidarity Committee to

educate the commOnity about the

Puerto Rican liberation struggle.

Prof. Johnetta Cole of the Afro-

American studies department

Roy Brown

spoke at the concert of the present

reality in Puerto Rico: upwards of

40 per cent unemployment, 70 per

cent of the families barely getting

by on food stamps, 35 per cent of

Puerto Rican women sterilized, 15

per cent of the land occupied by the

U.S. military, 1.4 billion in profits

extracted last year from Puerto

Rico. The strong and powerful

music of Roy Brown stated in clear

terms that Puerto Rico must and

will be free. Que viva Puerto Rico

Libre!

e

All Third World Students are invited

to celebrate Puerto Rico's first cry

for liberation. El Grito de Lares. A

dance and cultural evening is planned

for Sect. 23rd at 8p.m. at Farley

Lodge. Th-'s event is soonsored by

the Hispanic Council for Human Rights
and the I^ierto Rican Solidarity
Conjnittee.

Vi shnu Wood and the Safari i^ast.

featuring:
Vishnu Wood-double bess and Gud

David Frede rick V/aits—Dercussior^

George Adams-reeds
KLise Wood-flute

Bnr-kley Rer.ital Hall, Sept 23

Amherst College, 8 p.m.

Lecture-demonstration
West Lecture Hall- /i J :. \ ;cL' ^

:

Franklin Patterson Hall, 2 p.m.

featuring Vishnu '^ond, David

Frederick V^aits, Ger.rge .'dams

Scenes From the Umoja Cabaret

CCEBS Convocation and Reception
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UMass Out of South Africa
SOUTH AFRICA
TMiMmiwMaams'4

Victory to the struggle of the

South African Nationalist. On
Wednesday, of this past week the

Committee for the Liberation of

Southern Africa won a victory for

the struggle in South Africa. The
organizers of the Southern Africa

support Committee has been
around for over one year. The
victory was hard collective con-

sisted work. There was very serious

students involved with ttte groups

work. We will be having a meeting

to continue the struggle. The
meeting place will be in the

Collegian Thursday, Sept 22, at

7:00. All interested people should

come to this meeting. It also should

be noted that the Collegian did not

want to print Friday, the completed
statement by the Committee for the

liberation of Southern Africa to the

Board of Trustees. I was one of the

organizers for the Southern Africa

Support Committee. The
organization has been around for

over one year. The victory was hard

collective consisted work. The
committee would like to thank all

people who have supported efforts

for the University to divest all its

stocks in South Africa. Here is the

statement read to the Trustees that

aided their opinion to totally divest

all of the UMass stocks out of

South Africa.

STATEMENT TO THE TRUSTEES
BY THE COMMITTEE FOR THE
LIBERATION OF SOUTHERN
AFRICA

As a representative of the

C.L.S.A., I'd like to address myself

to the pKJsition which you, as

trustee of UMass (an equal op-

portunity employer), are taking in

relation to our investments in

corporations doing business in

South Africa. We believe that your
decision to review university

holdings if eight of those cor-

porations, to retain investments in

five, and to divest three, is at best, a

needless postponement, and at

worst, an unlawful evasion of the

university's legal and moral
responsibilities. In answer to

previous trustee statements, we do
not believe that the specific

practices of individual companies
are a relevant issue. As the primary

suppliers of critical technology and
capital to the South African

economy, U.S. firms operating

there are actively and irreversibly

involved in strengthening and
perpetuating the system of

apartheid which is, and has always

been, the cornerstone of the South
African economy. U.S. cor-

porations' involvement in apartheid

is not a matter of corporate policy,

but it structurally inherent in the

political and economic relations in

South Africa. Therefore, we believe

that in line with university

regulations and our role as a

promoter of social values, it is the

responsibility of you, as trustees of

the University of Mass., to divest all

of the holdings in corporations

involved in South Africa.

American corporations stress the

positive advantages of the creation

of jobs for some African people.

They talk of training programs and

workers. Today in 1977, 80 per cent

of all Black South Africans live

NKRUMAH LUMUMBA OLINGA
Some U.S. companies paid as little

as $40.00 a month to Afrteen
equal pay. But the structure of

apartheid is carefully designed to

prevent equal opportunities for

Black and White regardless of

corporate practices. Corporate
claims of reformism never speak to

the fact that apartheid prevents
Blacks from receiving a decent
education and from organizing

trade unions. It forces them to live

in deprived areas, denies them any
freedom of movement, or the right

to vote, or to seek alternative and
better employment. Government
policy prohibits the ownership of

land or private business by Black

South Africans. The most striking

example of laws that contradict

such corporate promises are those

POLITICAL ANALYIST

that specifically prohibit Blacks

from supervising any white
workers. Individual attempts at

equal opportunity employment are

obviously futile under this system,

G.M. advertises its administration

of equal pay for equal work, but the

government never allows equal

work, so the issue of pay is

irrelevant.

The spectacular economic
growth of the past 20 years in S.

Africa was and still is financed by
foreign investment. The U.S. is the

second largest investor in S. Africa,

and has access to the capital and
technology so desperately needed
for the continuing economic ex-

pansion of the White owned and
controlled economy. For a

Scene from the demonstration to urge trustees to divest South
African stocks.

South Africa May Not Make Atom Bomb

Although the Soviet allegation

about South Africa's acquisition of

an atomic bomb caused concern in

many parts of Africa, the general

mood was one of silence and

disbelief — based not on South
Africa's emphatic denial but on a

better understanding of the

situation.

The Soviet News Agency Tass,

which broke the news on August 9

claimed that South Africa had

nf>ade an atomic bomb and was
about to carry out a test.

A few days later the Soviet Press

was saying that thanks to the

nuclear contract between South

Africa and the French firm

Franr^tone, Pretoria "was going to

produce plutonium to fabircate 100

atomic bombs in the next year."

On hearing the news in Lusaka,

Zambia, during his -African tour,

French Foreign Minister Louis de
Guiringaud denounced the

statements as absurd and without

foundation, maintaining that the
two nuclear reactors sold by France
to South Africa would not go into

operation until 1982.

But no sooner had the Minister

arrived back in Paris than he ex-

pressed concern over evidence that

he said had emerged to support the

Soviet allegation. He warned South
Africa of the "consequences" if it

carried out tests.

However, African observers saw
the Soviet allegation as not un-

connected with what they call

"Franco-Soviet quid pro quo bad
play in African diplonnacy".

The Soviets, it was believed,

chose the moment of de
Guiringaud's visit to Africa to make
the announcenr>ent so as to em-
barrass the French - perhaps in

retaliation for France's anti-Soviet

policy in Africa, a policy clearly

manifested during the recent in-

vasion of Shaba province, in Zaire

from Angola by Katangese rebels.

All in all, it paid off. In Dar-es-Sal-

aam, de Guiringaud was given the

worst reception "in all my life",

which forced him to cut sfiort his

visit there, because the Tanzanian

authorities refused to grant his

request for an official apology.

While the French assessed the

result of their shattered diplomacy

there was, all the same, concern in

Africa about South Africa's nuclear

capability.

It is no secret that South Africa

developed a technology for

uranium enrichment in 1975 and
that she also acquired the technical

knowhow to make an atomic bomb
largely as a result of six years'

international espionage and
perhaps the callaboration of certain

Western countries.

In 1975, it was reported that a

method developed by the West
German scientist, Dr. E.W. Berker,

which involves the forcing of

uranium through the nozzle of high

speed gas, was passed on to the

South Africans.

Many attributed Berker's recent

dismissal to his close links with the

South Africarw. This presumably

was a move by the West German
authorities to avoid em-
barrassment, yet the fact remains

that there has been secret co-

operation at the offical level be-

tween West Germany and South
Africa in the nuclear field.

A handful of Africans however,

who believe there are peaceful

motive factors behind South
Africa's quest tor nuclear energy,

hold that Pretoria is anxious to steer

.away from its heavy dependence

on electricity generated in Black

African states.

During Portuguese colonial days

in Mazambique, South Africa

helped to build the Cabora Basse

dam as a source of electricity for its

industry. It also entered into a

similar agreement with the Por-

tuguese in Angola which commits it

to build the connene dam to

provide electricity to Ovamboland
in Namibia.

South Africa's power needs in

the next five years are likely to be so

enormous that it might have to

apply to Zaire, for example, for

connection to the Inga dam and
that would mean passing the cable

through Zambia and either Zim-

babwe or Botswana.
There are currently no threats to

power from the Cabora Bassa dam,
and coal remains the principal

source of electricity for South
African mines and industries.

A/I the same. South Africa's

pursuit of nuclear energy as a

precautionary measure has many
implications.

First, it indicates that the

apartheid regime does not envisage

any change in its political system —
a fact clearly shown in the last

twelve months in spite of world
pressure following the Soweto
riots.

To many Africans military

confrontation with South Africa is

no longer merely possible but
inevitable in the end and such a

confrontation would be on the

conventional level.

France's sale of two nuclear

reactors did make Pretoria's

acquisition of an atomic bomb a

much more immediate possibility.

Africans dislike the nipping con-

sciousness of it and that perhaps
may be the psychological effect the

South Africans themselves want it

to have on Black Africa.

Thus while South Africa's

nuclear capacity is deplored, it is its

acquisition of conventional
weapons that is causing grave

concern in the continent and here

France stands out as an enemy.

France has been noted as the

principal supplier of arms to South
Africa since the US and Britain

began in the late Sixties to comply
with the UN arms embargo.
Although France put its own

embargo on air and ground weapon
supplies to South Africa in 1975
and now says it would extend this

to naval equipment when the last of
the two submarines currency on
order has been delivered in 1978, it

is known South Africa can now
manufacture French arms under
licence.

A few weeks ago, Pretoria

claimed it would soon be an ex-

porter of arms. In the cir-

cumstances it is hard to see how
relations between France and norls

Francophone African states wiH

improve. Indeed a constant
reminder is the statement attributed

to the then South African Defense
Minister: ""Where would South
Africa be today without France?'*

In recent weeks however, there

has been a marked change in

France's policy towards South
Africa and this, in spite of France's

post relations has been welcomed
in some non-Francophone African

states in that It could lead to total

withdrawal of the French
diplomatic support South Africa

has for so long enjoyed.

De Guiringaud has already
pledged that France will no longer

protect South Africa from "justified

condemnation"' at the UN and it is

porbabty that South Africa's few
Francophone friends like

Presidents, Houphouet-Boigny of

the Ivory Coast, Senghor of

Senegal and Bongo of Gabon may
re-appraise their policy of dialogue

with South Africa — something on
which they differ with many non-

Francophone African heajs of

State.
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Victory to the Struggle

profitable business, corporations
require stability in the countries in

which they operate. Therefore,

sound business practice requires

U.S. corporations to oppose any
disruption of the economy. In S.

Africa this necessarily means
supporting the repressive status

quo.

In order to do business in S.

Africa, a corporation must
guarantee a given percentage of its

income to the government, much
of which goes to the military

machine that represses all Black

attempts at self rule. So, when this

is recognized, that no matter what
these corporations claim to
practice, just through their active

presence in S. Africa, they are

directly supporting apartheid and
the White racist economy.

These corporations are not in S.

Africa to raise the African standard
of living, they are big business
doing just that — the biggest

business possible, and apartheid is

profitable. Today U.S. investments
equal 2 billion in S. Africa. Rates of

return on innestments are high -
the world wide rate of return on
U.S. investment in manufacturing
is 10.8 per cent — in S. Africa the

figure averages more than 18 per

cent. Black-White wage gaps
continue to widen. The average
White worker makes 14 times as

much as his- her African coworker.
In 1972, only three U.S. cor-

porations out of the 350 in S. Africa

were paying their African workers
above the poverty datum line,

(approximately $140 a month),

below the poverty level. So when
we look at the returns gained from
UMass' investments in 16 of these
corporations, we are looking at the

results of apartheid: the ex-
ploitation of the indigenous people
as a cheap labor force. There is

nothing in the history of S. Africa's

economic development to support
the argument that increasing in-

dustrialization must inevitably lead

to improvement in the quality of life

for everyone. The last twenty years
of intensive economic growth have
also been years of intensifying

poverty, oppression and ex-
ploitation for Black people.

We must divest our university

•III
lilt

Chancellor Bromery addresses demonstration after trustees vote to
divest all South African stock.

holdings in these corporations
because they actively strengthen
racism and oppression in S. Africa,

and they also contradict our
policies as stated in the university's

"Guidelines for the Investment of
the Endowment Fund".
The university will seek to invest

in corporations that have a
responsible posture in matters
relating to: (1) the protection of the
environment, (2) public health, (3)

consumer protection, (4) equal
employment opportunities, and (5)

compliance with national and in-

ternational law. The university will

endeavor to take informed and
ethical positions when ever it

exercises its voting rights as a tock
holder and may communicate
directly with management when
there is evidence that the cor-

poration is not acting responsibly in

the public interest. And when there
is evidence that a corporation in

which the university owns stock is

persistently engaging in activities

that grossly contrary to these
guidelines, the Treasurer, after

consultation with the investment
counsel, will recommend the sale of
that stock.

Our own criteria make these
investments unacceptable from
both a moral and legal point of
view. And the Trustee position to

retain our stocks in order to in-

fluence corporate policy through
our voting rights, ignores the reality

that our small holdings give us no
leverage to direct or apply pressure
on this multinational giants.
Divestment is the only real

statement available to us. Finan-
cially this divestiture will not be
hazardous to the university, for it is

a minimal investment, yet any
holdings in corporations doing
business in S. Africa support the
apartheid system we all verbally

deplore. Immediate and total
divestment is obviously a realistic

option for this uniiersity. Last
month, over 50 university and
church groups met at the university

of California to organize their own
divestment. The National Council

of Churches has already divested

over 10 million dollars worth of

investments. Several city govern-

ments across the nation have
successfully passed resolutions
prohibiting city purchases from
corporations working in S. Africa,

such as ITT. And I have a news-

3lack South African murdered by poUc0. is remove by com, a,jss Arr.can struggU

pap.v Clipping here from Wisconsin
ot,vious,y .ttecn us B/ac«*

that speaks for itself. ^nd requests be paramount. A
MADISON, Wisconsin - In 'a

""esolution of the Black People's

surprise decision on May 20, the
Convention of S. Africa atates:

Wisconsin attorney general ruled "To reject the involvement of
that the University of Wisconsin's foreign investors in this exploitative

holdings in corporations in vesting economic system." Mrs. Fatima
in South Africa violate state law. I^^er of the Indian Congress of
The ruling was based on a 1972 South Africa: "The apartheid

law that prohibits ""Investments in government grows stronger by the
any company, corporation, sub- ^^V because of its solvency, which
sidiary, or affiliate which practices '^ Qets from foreign investors. If the
or condones through its actions government had an economic
discrimination on the basis, of race, shock, things might begin to
religion, color, creed, or sex." The change ...

"

University of Wisconsin has $14 The late Chief Albert Luthuli,

million invested in such cor-

porations.

Last semester Hampshire College
divested and this semester, here at

UMass, student support is growing.

noble prize winner and president of
the African National Congress:
"

I he economic boycott of South
Africa will entail undoubted hard-

ship for Africans. We do not doubt
We're collecting thousands of that. But if it is a method which
signatures, and there are teachins shortens the day of blood, the
and rallies that have been widely suffering to us will be a price that
attended in support of liberation we are willing to pay. In any case,
struggles in Southern Africa. we suffer already, our children are
We, the Committee for the often undernourished, and, on a

Liberation of Southern Africa, and small scale (so far) we die at the
other members of the university whim of a policeman."
community, found it quite absurd We feel the role of the university
that you would go to the cor- is to educate and create a better
porations to receive an objective society both on and off campus,
view as to the corporations' own and we resfuse to accept our
practices. And then base your
decision on whether to divest or

invest solely on their own response
in self defense. I am sure you are

aware that these corporations

employ multi-million dollar public

relation firms to deflect

criticism.

In answer to the corporate view-

point we have decided to express
some views of the Black South
African people themselves, since

democracy demands their opinions

contradictory participation in the
blatant exploitation and denial of

human rights of the peoples of
South Africa. As citizens of UMass,
we hold you, the Trustees of our
university, responsible for the task

public of ending our support of the racist,

settler, minority regime in South
Africa. We demand that you divest

all of our investments in the 16
corporations doing business in

South Africa and publicize your
reasons for doina so.

Lawmakers Search For Child Pornography Solution
Wi7/ Money Dictate Morality

By ABDUL SEIFULLAH
and MUNIR UM'RANI

Child pornography is a tightly

cloaked, multi-million-dollar racket.

By police estimates about
300,000 children nationally are

sexually abused and used in porno
films. Reportedly, these children are

abused by a steady clientele of

about 70,000 persons.

The preference seems to be for

young boys, some as young as 3-

years-old.

"A particular favorite source of

subjects for the child abusers to

draw on are the one million run-

aways reported each year," ac-

cording to Congressman John
Conyers, (D-Mich.) chairman of the

House Judiciary subcommittee on
Crime.

Conyers, who recently began
hearings in Washington on the

lucrative child porno racket, noted

that many of the children, often

lonely, hungry and a stranger in a

new town, "are seduced with offers

of friendship, money, drugs or just

a good meal.

"Runaways, already disen-

changed with their life-style at

home, are an easy mark for persons

hustling minor children for their

own aberrant sexual tendencies

and for the accompanying por-

nographic traffic in photos, films

and related materials," a sub-

committee release said.

Although there seems to be
some Black children and adults

involved in porno, the distributors

and the participants are primarily

rrwddle and upper-class Caucasians.

Harold Thomas, commander of

the Youth Division of the Chicago
Police Department (CPD) said,

"Very few black kids are involved in

child pornography in the Chicago
area."

He said, "The few blacks that are

involved are 'regular gays' or

adults. Thomas said an in-

vestigation conducted recently by
his office revealed no evidence of

child pornography currently in

Bilalian areas of Chicago.

Robinson said when he walked a

beat he would talk to the operators
of porno shops to to determine the

clientele.

"Most of the people I observed
seemed to be middle and upper-

class," Robinson said adding that

he observed "doctors, lawyers,

professionals and educated people.

"Some of the people involved in

child pornography make million-

dollar decisions every day,"
Robinson said.

"Black folks will take up anything

that white folks do. I think that our

challenge is not to be responding

and reacting ... but rather to look at

the strengths of the black com-
munity."

Finley said, "Black children need
stable family lives or families in

which they can grow up with a

healthy attitude and feeling

towards themselves and adults."

Dr. Na'im Akbar, prominent
Bilalian, psychologist, lecturer, and
author, said child pornography
"shows how far out of the natural

order of things that the human race

has come.

"No animal in the whole animal

kingdom will molest its young,"
Akbar said.

He said, "Psychologically it is

very destructive to children — not

only children involved in child

^pornography and abuse — because
it shows a very oversexed at-

mosphere that is prevalent in the

whole society: on television, in

advertisement and everywhere.
This is destructive to all of our
youth."

The former head of the
psychology department at More-
house College in Atlanta, Akbar
said child pornography is not

prevalent in the Bilalian community.
"but if it is epidemic in the

Caucasian community, I think it is

just a matter of time until it

becomes widespread in the Bilalian

community," he said.

The noted psychologist pointed

COUUD CARE LESS ABoOT COMTRlBOTIf^G To TME MOPAL
BR£AKDO\MM_OF THE SOCI&TY— OUR CDMCEPKl IS DOLLARS

J

to the significant rise in the in-

cidence of suicides committed in

the Bilalian community as an
example of the tendency Bilalians
have to emulate "what we see the
Caucasian communities doing.

"Suicide was almost unheard of

in the Bilalian community ten years

ago," he observed, adding that the

problem of child pornography is

symptomatic of the problems
affecting society in general.
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Busing Protests Curbed in Chicago
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WASHINGTON - President
Carter has set a lO-day time limit for

selected members of his Cabinet to
give him a report on what can be
done with the Humphrey-Hawkins
full employment bill "to make it

work" to overcome ordered to give
him the unemployment.

Ordered to give him the report so
the legislation can be finalized are.

Secretary of Commerce Juanita
Krebs, HUD Secretary Patricia

Harris, Labor Secretary F. Ray
Marshall and Transportation
Secretary Brook Adams.
The committee of four begins

meetings with Senator Hubert H.

Humphrey and Congressman Gus
Hawkins immediately.

The Carter move in support of

full employment legislation came
Wednesday morning during a 60-

minute conference in the CabinSt
Room with Congressman Parren J.

Mitchell, chairman, a^^d 12
Congressional Black Caucus.

The conference included Carter's-

admitting he was "horrified" at

statistics released on record high
unemployment among black
citizens.

The accent on "what to do about
the emerge.ncy" came at the in-

sistence of the black Congressman
and leaders nationwide who
lambasted Carter for failing to back
up his campaign promises and'
improve the lot of black citizens

who are "always last hired and first

fired."

Congressman Mitchell told the
AFRO immediatly after the Black
Caucus members emerged from the
White House, they held an
assessment meeting and agreed
"Carter is clearly moving in the
direction we want him to go,
toward full employnr^ent legislation.

Mitchell said, "The recent figures

on black unemployment caused the
president to shift closer to the
position we want.
"He said he wants to meet with

the Caucus on a regular basis and
suggests that the next meeting take
place within two or three weeks.

"This will be after he gets the
report from his Cabinet.

The Cabinet members will

examine the whole of the economy
because as Carter said, we can not
make a piece- meal approach to

unemployment. We must see how
we can get the entire economy
moving again."

Later Mitchell said the President

expects criticism from the Black
Caucus; the criticism has been valid

and he expects it to continue.

Mitchell quotes Carter as saying
it is his long desire and wish to work
in partnership with the
Congressional Black Caucus.

Mitchell also quotes Carter as
admitting full employment had not
previously been a priority of his

administration but because of the
state of the economy and the
statistics released last week on
black unemployment, the situation

now has a high administration
priority.

The Wednesday emergency
meeting at the White House
followed on a late night meeting the
day before, when the Caucus
decided to question Carter about
his over-all plan and approach
toward improving the economic
situation of large cities.

Definite answers were asked on
"What specific action will you take
to lead us to full employment. What
is your time table?"

Mitchell said the Caucus decided
to call on all communities to im-

mediately round up citizens for

"putting pressure on the White
House, mayors, governors and
manpower programs for jobs for

us."

He said the Caucus is calling for

coalitions of ministers, labor,
-NAACP and Urban League
chapters, students and all groups
"to keep the pressure on" until we
get jobs.

Mitchell said the Black Caucus
notes that black unemployment by
official figures was 40.4 per cent in

August, 1977.

The Caucus told President
Carter: "Far too many black
families live in urban slums and
rural shacks.

"We must eliminate income and
unemployment disparities which
continue to exist for black
Americans.

"Government intervention can
do for black citizens and the poor
what it has done for the wealthier
through the tax system and direct

aid to business through grants and
contracts.

"The President must assume the
moral leadership of the War on
Joblessness and federal machinery
and private mechanism must be put
into place toward implementation
of a full employment economy.
"Heads of major federal

departments, leaders from the
black community, corporate
executives, labor leaders, religious

leaders, mayors and governors
must be brought together under the
leadership of the President to plan
and coordinate all efforts to attain
full employment."

Both Mitchell and Rev. Augustus
Hawkins, D-Calif., co-sponsor with
Senator Hubert Humphrey of the
Humphrey-Hawkins Full Em-
ployment Bill said Carter is moving
closer to support of the measure.

CHICAGO. Sept. 14\UPI\ - The
police started a get-tough policy

today against demonstrators at

schools involved in the city's

voluntary school busing program.
And a circuit Court judge ordered

the Chicago Board of Education to
stop the transfer of 270 teachers in

a faculty desegregation plan
designed to meet Federal
desegregation guidelines

Under the new police policy,

demonstrators will be allowed only
across the street from the schools.
Mce than 100 persons demon-
strated peacefully today at four
schools involved in the south-
western part of Chicago.
The new policy began after 300

Bogan High SChool students were
suspended for walking out of

school yesterday to protest the
busing program. Thirty-three
protesters were arrested for
refusing to disperse, the police said.

Bused to White Schools
Black and Hispanic children are

being transported from crowded
inner-city schools to largely white
schools in the southwestern part of
the city. The program began with
the opening of classes last Wed-
nesday.

Joseph Hannon, the Superin-
tendent of Schools, ordered the
students who walked out yesterday
to be suspended for three school
days.

A pel

tor al

"A bunch of young thugs and
hoodlums are about to take over

, the streets," James Rochford, the
Police Superintendent, said at a
news conference. "Public safety is

my responsibility, and the events of
the last couple of days have caused
a change in our strategy."

The police have also increased
patrols in troubled areas and will

strictly enforce the city curfew,
barring persons under the age of 17
from the streets after 10:30 p.m.
Mr. Rochford siad.

Preliminary Injunction

Judge Francis T. Delaney issued
a preliminary injunction against the
faculty transfer plan. He ordered
the school board to return teachers
to their original assignments.
The judge said there had not

been enough testimony to show
how the transfers affected the
racial composition of teachers in

both sending and receiving schools.
The suit was filed by the Chicago

Teachers Union and five of the 270
teachers who were transferred

because their previous schools
were overstaffed.

The teachers were part of a
group of 2,212 teachers reassigned
in a plan adopted by the board last

sXrtf l^sy a^er a Federal administrative

In law judge threatened to withhold
$85 million in Federal aid unless
faculty desegregation guidelines
were met.

The union said the teacher trans
fers violated their seniority rights.

Foes Shot While Amin Rests

others of the 16-member
Congressional Black Caucus.

NAIROBI, Kenya - Ugandan
President Idi Amin was recovering
from a brief operation late last

week, as 15 of his foes were
executed at a public square in

Kampala, the Ugandan capital.

There had been reports of his

being in a coma following the
surgery, but that apparently was
not true.

In Bonn, West Germany, one
government source said, "If there
was anything to that (coma) story,

(our) embassy in Kampala would
have sent us a cable. An awful lot

of fanciful stories about Uganda
have originated from Kenya lately.

"

Amin left Kampala Hospital last

week following a very short
operation during which he never
lost consciousness.

The official, reached by
telephone from Nairobi, said Amin
had left the hospital for "security
reasons" and went to an island in

Lake Victoria.

Radio Kampala reported that
Amin underwent an operation
Sept. 7 for an undisclosed ailment
and later denied clemency for 15
persons to be executed in public by
firing squad today.

From Surgery

was through.

While there was no official ex-

Western residents of the capital

said a film of the operation was
shown on Uganda television the
night of Sept. 8. The surgery

incision on the back of Amin's
neck, they said. Amin was seen to
get up and walk away from the
operating table when the doctor
reported lasted a matter of minutes
and Amin was conscious
throughout.

The surgery consisted of a small

planation of Amin's apparent
disappearance since his surgery,

western observers noted the un-
predictable Ugandan away from
public view, especially at times of
crisis.

A firing squad executed the 15
Ugandans whom Amin denied
clemency. They were blindfolded

and tied to trees in a public square
before thousands of spectators.

Amin warned later that anyone who
opposed 'him "is actually com-
mitting suicide."

The shots were heard ringing all

over Kampala," one diplomat in the
Ugandan capital reported.

The men feel dead in a single

volley from the firing squad, ac-

cording to the diplomats.

The diplomats in Kampala said

the square around the clock tower
began filling up with spectators
early in the day and eventually the
crowd swelled to "several
thousand" jammed together to

watch the spectacle.

News of the executions was read
on the main evening television

news program. Kampala Radio
made only passing references to
the shootings and said the 15 were
executed as a "legitimate measure
to maintain public order."

By BARRY ADAMS

Affirmative action very rarely

works effectively; partly, because
third world groups. Blacks, and
women, who are supposed to
directly benefit from federal af-

firmative action regulations, have
little or no input into the actual
affirmative action mechanism.
Laws have already been enacted

for the provision of equitable
minority enrollment, employment,
and advance within a given frame-
work, but loopholes, and various

Interpretations of legislation may

Affirmative Action
allow certain others to side-step
and to ignore affirmative action
regulations. So, it's up to us to see
that 'affirmative action' operates in

our best interests by taking a look
at everyday situations and par-
ticipating in the 'affirmative action'

process.

Here, at the University of Massa-
chusetts-Amherst, we can observe
the number of minority students in

our classes to-and-from lectures, in

specific academic programs, and
major fields of interest. It's im-

portant to question whether or not
the enrollment and advancement of
minority students in Sociology,
Psychology, Mathematics, English,

Legal Studies, Public Health,
Engineering, Afro-American
Studies, Business Administration,
Chemistry, Zoology, Education,
Pre-med, and other major fields of
interest reasonAbly reflect the need
for the above kinds of expertise in

Third World communities within
Massachusetts and throughout the
country. We should become more

involved in recruiting students,

faculty, and employees (including

administrators), so that 'affirmative

action' can work more effectively to

benefit those who are supposed to

benefit from affirmative action
legislation.

Although UMass, Amherst has
done comparatively well with the
implementation of affirmative
action regulations, there's still

considerable room for im-
provement. But it is extremely

important for us to become actively

involved in the 'affirmative action'

implementation process, so that

issues, such as those raised in the

Bakke-California Supreme Court —
"medical school" case, and legal

misinterpretation of affirmative

action legislation will not stifle the

progress of the Third World
community. Blacks, and women
with respect to getting an equal

share of the resources.

Kent State Unrest

Kent State May 4, 1970, four
students were shot dead and nine
others wounded by National
Guardsmen during a massive
demonstration against the Vietnam
Wfir.

Kent State May 4, 1977 — seven
years to the day after the shootings
thousands of students begin a
fierce struggle against the building

of a gym. A gym that the Kent
State Administration intends to

build right on the site where the

four students were killed,

destroying the hill and burying -

these murders and all they
represent. Since May 4th students

have occupied the hill where the

murders took place, setting up a
tent city. Hundreds have been
arrested. The battle has gone on,

on the hill, in the courts, and it still

continues today. The University

hoped to start construction over
the summer when all the students

were gone. But construction was
halted all summer as each
demonstration forced court orders

against construction. And last

Sunday, September 11, as the last

court injunction was lifted, giving

the go ahead to the bulldozers, 500
students from Kent and campuses
around the country demonstrated

at Kent giving a powerful indication
that the struggle is far from over
and that a new wave of it has
begun.

Even though the courts have
finally ruled in favor of the gym, the
demonstration on September 11,

gave this message: "We can't abide
by a decision of the same courts
that let the murderers of Kent —
Gov. Rhodes of Ohio and General
Delcorso, who ordered the
shootings, go free. And even if

construction begins the fight isn't

over. We'll move it brick by brick to

another site!"

And last September 11 these
words were put into action as the

five hundred demonstrators tore

down the fences surrounding the

site and took over the hill for 15

minutes, giving a taste of what's to

come this September 24.

September 24. That's the day
when the May 4th Coalition at Kent
State University is calling on
students all over the country to join

students at Kent in a demonstration
of thousands that will take back the

site for good.

The Revolutionary Student
Brigade, part of the May 4th

Coalition at Kent State, is working
on campuses across the country to

bring students to Kent on the 24th.
What's Behind the Gym?

What's behind all this? Why are
the Trustees, the government, the
police, and the courts so deter-
mined to build the gym on this site?

Is is the cost of moving as they
often claimed? No - its already
cost them more trying to crush the
struggle than it would to move the
gym.

Is it the lack of land? No. The
University purchased 17 acres of

land away from the site of the
shootings 10 years ago — expressly
for this gym.
So what's going on? Why are

they determined to build the gym
— and why are thousands of

students determined to stop it?

Because Kent State and Jackson
State (where 10 days after Kent
two Black students were gunned
down) stand as a reminder of a time
when the rulers of this country
desperately want to cover up. They
don't want to be reminded of the

bloody war they launched against

the Vietnamese. A war they tried to

pass off on us as "defending
democracy" which millions came to

see for what it was. Many were
beginning to see the real cause of it

— the whole rotten system of

imperialism under which the
Rockefellers aruj Morgans drive us
off to war to save their power and
profits.

They don't want to be reminded
of how people by hundreds and
thousands militantly fought to end
the war and went up against those
that caused it. In fact, they want to
forget the whole penod of the 60's
and early 70's that Kent State
symbolizes. This was a time of
tremendous upheaval and social
movements - the Civil Rights
movement. Black Liberation, and
anti-war movement. The problem
stood out, the lines were drawn, the
sides were clear. And people stood
up and rocked the country with
their struggle against discrimination

and the war of agression.

And they want us to forget their

vicious response to protest. The
shootings at Kent were not "ac-

cidents". These murders were
exactly what the rich in the country
wanted as a response to the

rebellion sweeping the country.

This is why they want to stamp
out the lessons of Kent and
Jackson State. And then they dare
to call the demonstrators who want
to move the gym - "rabble-
rousers living in the past". But if

Kent is relevent only to the past,
then what are they afraid of?

The truth is that when they're

saying "build the gym" they are

saying "forget the past". "It was a

bad time. We need to heal the

wounds and reunify the country.

Things have changed."
But this is all a lie to save their

own skins. And the lie rings out
with every worker that is thrown
out onto the street because a boss
couldn't make a profit off his work.
And a lie rings out with every attack

we face on our schools, our
hospitals, and every last thing we
need to survive, because for the

banks, investing in the cities it isn't

In IVIemory of IVIrs.

Moral Decadence of Society Lynn Fairfax Stevens

^
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Child pornography, rape, incest,

sexual mutilation and abuse,
sodomy, adultery, fornication... ail

constituents of the World Society
of today and major causes for its

rapidly growing moral decadence.
Western culture is well known for

its many different forms of por-

nography, for its number of in-

vented sexual devices, for its

number of Farrah Fawcetts and
"Playboy" contestants, more so
than its recognition for the number
of diseases cured or its methods of

wiping out crime and molesting of

its youth.

Karien Zachery

The major and national focus in

dealing with the moral decadence
of society right now is on child

pornography. "A multi-million
dollar racket" and among the most
morally destructive forces in

society, child pornography has
demanded more attention from
public officials and aware citizens

than World War II. If the masses
realized the rapid moral and mental
death society is coming to, por-

nography being one of its worst
enemies, a major panic would
sweep the country overnight.

Over 300,000 children a year are
abused in the propagation of

pornography, some as young as 3
and 4 years old. Where are the laws
and leaders that protect society
against such influences?

"Although there seems to be
some Black children and adults

involved in porno, the distributors

and the participants are primarily

middle and upper class Caucasians.

Some of the people involved in

Child pornography make million-

dollar decisions everyday," Renault
Robinson said, executive director of

the Afro-Americans Patrolmens
League. (AAPL)

It's quite clear in which direction

this "White Supremist" orientated

society is growing or declining.

With our only future, the youth,
being mentally destroyed by an
oversexed society, there is little

hope for the survival of this culture.

As the production of sexually

suggestive entertainment steadily

increases, Western culture will

soon produce a nation of un-

balanced sexcrazed youth, totally

destructive to humanity.

profitable. And a lie rings out for
Blacks and minorities as they here
promises and laws of equality but
face worsening discrimination
everywhere, finding it harder and
harder to survive. And a lie rings
out in Southern Africa, Chile, the
Mideast, where the U.S. capitalists

hunger for profit, and war looms
again in the future. And our rich

rulers plea for "national unity" in

the face of problems is just another
lie when you think about its millions

of us who do all the sacrificing and
a handful of them who rake in the
billions.

The lessons of Kent State stand
out for us to grab onto and use to

build the struggles we face today.

We can t let them bury the memory
of Kent State. It stands as a symbol
of a time when the lines were
drawn, the sides were clear, and
people stood up and fought against
what was wrong. And the profit-

hungry system that people began
to learn about in the 60's is still

here. It hasn't changed its nature
and we face its problems everyday.

"National Unity" isn't what we
need. It's what they need to

support their attacks. We need to

draw the lines, and declare the two
sides. And we need to call out our
rulers and their system and decide
that we can never stand in

"national unity" with them and that

we need to struggle against them
every day.

Fellow students! The bulldozers

are moving on the site where four

students were murdered. With this

gym they're trying to crush the
spirit of Kent and Jackson State.

We have to move that gym! We
have to preserve that site, as it is,

and remember what happened. We
have to shine the light on our proud
past so that it can illuminate the
path to the future.

Come to Kent State sept 24
move the gym.

|Mrs. Lynn Fairfax Stevens
(June 19, 1941 - Sept. 14, 1977

The staff of Nummo News would
like to extend the deepest sym-
pathies to the Nelson Stevens'

[family in this time of sorrow.

Lynn Fairfax Stevens was born

June 19, 1941. While she attended

Walnut Hills High School, she kept

very busy with her creative dancing

as a hobby. She appeared in many
T.V. and Young People's talent

shows, and also in Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania on Paul Whiteman's
Show. She was also seen in the

annual Jabberwock Shows
sponsored by the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority.

After receiving her Bachelor
Degree in Speech Therapy in 1963
from Ohio University in Athens,
Ohio, she became the wife of

Nelson Stevens. They lived then in

Cleveland, Ohio, where Lynn was
employed as a speech therapist by
the Cleveland Board of Higher

Educatio n. Later she and her

husband attended Kent State

University where she received her

Master's Degree in Communication
and he in Art. Now a family with

son. Marc, they moved to Dekalb,

Illinois, where Nelson taught Art at

the Illinois North University. In

1972, they moved to Amherst,
Massachusetts, where Nelson
became Art Professor and Lynn,

Professor in Communications, and
decided to get her Doctorate in that

field. Had she not become seriously

ill in November, 1975, she would
have received it in June, 1977.

She is the daughter of Matthew
L. Fairfax and the late Bobbie Baker
Fairfax. She is survived by her

husband, Nelson Stevens, and

eight year old son. Marc, and
father, Matthew Fairfax.

From the poem-
Some Time At Eve

... A few who have watched me
sail away

will miss my craft from the busy
bay;

Some Friendly barks that were
anchored near.

Some loving souls that my heart

held dear.

In silent sorrow will drop a tear -

But I shall have peacefully furled

my sail

In moorings sheltered from storm
or gale,

And greeted the friends who
have sailed before

O'er the Unknown Sea to the

Unseen Shore.

by Elizabeth Clark Hardy
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gxplojtpd Third Vorld

v'ewborn bellies shrink.
Indigestible worms retreat
in our vomit.

(c) zoe best

Black Newspaper Appeal
"And to the Republic for which it

stands . . one nation, under God,
indivisible ... with liberty ano justice

f .>,- all." This quote obviously taken

from the "Pledge of Allegiance" to

America, is perhaps better known
as "the American dream," as we
have so often heard of. For it has

yet to even resemble a reality. The
mere thought of America
distributing true liberty and justice

to all, is truly in itself a rather far

fetched idea. Not only is it your

dream that you would be liberal and
just. America. All of us who are not

native born Americans wish to God
... that you were liberal and just.

Due to the injustice the American
system is built on, over half of its

population, who are not white and
not of European heritage, are

always either misrepresented or not

represented at all.

To the Third World community ...

this is not your country. And the

American system of government
was not structured to protect and
develop Third World people. If we
do not represent ourselves within

this country, we will continue to

either be misrepresented or not

represented as being a "living"

body of people. "Living" in the

sense that there is definite positive

motion within our community. We
cannot look to the media of this

country to work in our favor, when
the oppressed population is the

strength of this country

The media is the most vast and
widespread means of com-
munication available. It is America's

vital source of control over the

masses. In being so, it is crucial that

we as Third World oppressed and
misrepresented people organize
and represent ourselves. If we fail

to fulfill our own responsibilities we
cannot blame America for our
conditions.

The media of Third World people
on the campus of UMass urges the
support of all Third World students.
If we don't support ourselves, we
will continue to be looked upon as a

lifeless, leaderless, powerless, body
of people ... and we will be treated

as such. Our immediate
organization is crucial for our
survival in this country. In hopes
perhaps that we will "crown thy
good with brotherhood, from sea to
shining sea."

GRE Workshop

Tuesday, Ortobe^ .:

, 7 til Q ^.m. Camnus Center
Room No. 163 and ^6;. for student T^lannin{r to
take the Grpduflte Record Exajnination '^titude
Test in October and December. Uiie workshor
will include information about the test, tir.s
and strate(-y for tp-kinr the test, and practice.
The workshor ic not designed to develope ver-
bal or mathematical skills. It's riumose is to
hel- students test to the full extent of their
abilities. ?re-Gradupte f.tudy Advisoiy CAGi;\C
Machmer ?r-?7f "elerlione number 5)it^-?l9i.
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SEPTEMBER 20

With "Paradise Invaded" Akil Al-

Jundi of Attica Now and the New
York Committee to Free the Five
Nationalist Prisoners will speak.
The Five are the longest held
political prisoners in the western
hemisphere and currently a nation
wide campaign is being mounted to

demand their unconditional release
from U.S. prisons. Akil has long
been involved in the campaign to

free the Five and in prisoner

solidarity work since the Attica

prison uprising.

The film will start at 8:00 in 106
Thompson Hall.

Announcement

FBI PLOT TO KILL HAMPTON EXPOSED
"V, t *e go! lo fare the fad thai some people tat »ou Pighl fire b*»( with fire.

bul we ia« toy put out fire best »ith »»aler. We s«\ »ou don't tlnht racnm Hilh
racism— we're gonna flght rarUm with solidarity. We sa» »om don't fight

capilalistn with Black capitalism :tou right capiulbm with sncialKm."

-FRED HAMPTON

SPEAKS
l^edr frcd i%6mpto^'s

brother oo L^e

c^rvspotan to l>f"^ ^'*

moriCrtrS to joStiCC

H<^rr^ptot^•' u..ll
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The editors and staff of Nummo News wish to
extend the invitation to all those people who want to
help us throughout our second year of publication.

This semester, Nummo will have positions open to
journalism majors and other students who would enjoy
being involved in the production of the paper. Our
offices are in New Africa House Rm. 103, telephone
numbers are 545-0061 and 545-0062.

During the semester if you have a bit of free time,
you might write Bro. Craeman Gethers at Norfolk
Prison. His address is: Craeman Gethers, Box 43, MCI
Norfolk, Norfolk, AAA, 02156. Craeman also needs
financial help inquiries can be directed to either the
Student Organizing project at 545-2415 or the Black
Cultural Center at 545-0794. Have a goori semester.

Student Senate

Elections
The Student Senate

elections are to be held at
the end of this month. All
Third World students in-

terested in running for
Student Senate positions
should come to the Third
World Organizational Fair
on Tuesday, Sept. 20 in the
Campus Center Aud. at
7:00. All contact Stan
Kinard at 5 0794

Notice
African Institute of Martial Arts

will be starting classes on Thurs-
day, Sept. 22 in the Malcolm X
Center. For all those interested,

please see Wednesdays Black
Affairs section of the Collegian for

course times.

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

Lance asked official for "clear recordXA

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Bert Lance
personally asked a federal banking official to
lift a disciplinary action against his family-
owned bank last November so he would
have a "clear record" when he became
budget director, according to new testimony
revealed Tuesday.
The written testimony from an attorney in

the comptroller of the currency's office
conflicted with sworn statements by Lance
and Donald Tarieton, the banking official
who lifted the disciplinary action 11 days
before Lance's appointment was announced
last Dec. 3.

In the testimony - given under oath to the

Internal Revenue Service - attorney
Michael Patriarca said Tarleton recalled
Lance saying: "Jimmy Carter wants me to be
the head of the CMB and I want to go into it

with a clear record, so I just wondered if you
could see your way clear to lift the
agreement on Calhoun First National Bank."

Patriarca's statement also indicated that
Lance - after making a request on behalf of
nis bank - told Tarleton to come to him if he
ever found anything in government that was
not right."

Patriarca said he did not hear Lance's
comments personally, but was informed of

them by Tarleton during a dinner con-
versation in February.
The attorney's testimony was made public

by the Senate Governmental Affairs
Committee, which said it received the
document from the IRS yesterday morning
The committee completed nine days of
public hearings on the Lance affair Monday

Patriarca told IRS agents he and TarietoVi
discussed Lance on Feb. 23 in Cye's River-
gate Restaurant in Miami.

Patriarca said Tarleton swore him to
secrecy and he agreed "he would treat their
discussion confidentially." He said he "did
not come forward" sooner with the in-

formation because of his pledge to Tarleton.

"His decision to divulge this information
voluntarily to IRS investigators was
prornpted by the fact that testimony before
the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
did not accord with the information Mr
larleton had previously told him" the IRS
report said.

The date of the Lance-Tarleton meeting

l^^'mo
"].^'"°ed in Patriarca's testimony to

the IRS. But a spokesman for the Goverrv

r"% 1976
^°"'"'*"®® ^'^ '^ occurred
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Students

to attempt

state lobby
By CHARLOTTE TRENCHARD
Collegian Staff

In a fourth attempt to organize a state
wide unit lobby for students,' 16 out of 30
invited state schools showed up for this
year's first Mass. State Student Association
(MSSA) conference held here in the Campus
Center this past Sunday.

It was an extremely encouraging turn
out," said Jon Hite, co-president of Student
Government Association, "The schools
responded on very short notice, and that's
probably why more didn't show up.
"Anytime you can get 16 people up here

on a Sunday afternoon, you know you're
making progress. We're expecting even
more people to show up when we meet
again at Bunker Hill Community College on
Oct. 9 to discuss a constitution for the
MSA," Hite said.

The keynote speaker of the conference
was Rep. James G. Collins (D- Amherst) vice
chairperson of joint committees on
education. Collins urged students to unite
and offered his assistance if students need
help.

Representatives then discussed the
problems of student trustees, how they
could increase voter registration among
students, and a bill proposed by Secretary of
Education Paul Parks, which calls for

"vertical integration."

If the proposal is adopted, the state would
be divided into five geographical regions,
schools would then be forced to compete
against each other for state funds.

"It's not a good plan," stated Pinky
Batiste, also co-president of the SGA. "We
asked people what they thought of the
proposal and nobody was in favor of regional
segregation. Reorganization is badly needed,
it's just a matter of finding the right plan."

The three previous attempts at forming a

statewide student lobby all folded after minor
successes said Hite. The first tried to

combine public and private schools and
didn't work because the interests of the two
were not the same he said. The second failed

because it was too radical, and the third

folded due to lack of interest, Hite said.

This time it can work, according to Hite,

but itjs going to take commitment, money,
and hard work.

"If we get together, we could have a very
powerful iobby," Hite said. "There are 99,000
full-time students and some 30,000 part-time

students enrolled in state institutions of

higher education. When 99,000 people are

talking, someone is listening. Students can
no longer afford the luxury of not having a

lobby in legislature."

Attending schools included represen-

tatives from North Adams State, Greenfield

Community College, Westfield State,
Springfield Tech., Holyoke Community,
Fitchburg State, Worcester State,
Framingham State, North Shore Com-
munity, Salem State, UMass Boston, UMass
Amherst, Bunker Hill Community, Mass. Bay
Community, Southeastern Massachusetts
University, and Mass Maritime Academy.

< -H.il ~.4~> i->(K)

Though there are many serious moments of studying, there is also time to play, as
evidenced by these residents of Orchard Hill. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)
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•The Southwest Assembly last night
defeated a motion to fund a student trip

to Kent State University. See Mathew
Kovary's story on Page 2.

• Student Attorney General Paul
Yanowitch will hand in his resignation at
the Undergraduate Student Senate
meeting tonight. The senate is now
accepting applications for the position.
See the story along with a preview of
tonight's meeting on Page 3.

Unionists

see hope

in Bromery
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Students involved in the unionization
effort said yesterday in a hastily called
meeting they were encouraged by Chan-
cellor Randolph W. Rromery'sVemarks at the
Conference on Student Empowerment this
past weekend.

^
Bromery said students should examine the
mechanism that now exists^' for student

action before changing it. Jim Starr of the
Legal Services Office said he felt Bromery
was raising problems, saying here's what I

think you should look at."

Starr said he found Bromery's tone more
encouraging than when the chancellor spoke
at the last unionization conference "one or
two years ago." He said Bromery was then
saying it wouldn't work.

Michael Pill of the Campus Center Board
ot Governors was not pleased with the
chancellor's suggestion that students turn to
the present system of governance to b.ino
about their wishes.

"Chancellor Bromery has a lot of chutzpah
pointing to the existing governance system
when he has been deliberately avoiding and
ducking the existing system. He has gall to
point to that as an alternative."

The chancellor had ajso said that labor
unions can bargain only for wages hours
and conditions. Starr said Bromery "didn't
point out that frequently other things are
r>arqained for which are optional."

One of the options open to students is to
press the legislature to recognize a union of
students, which was suggested at the
conference by Bromery. "He made it sound
like It was the only one (option)," Starr said

Starr called this "a typical managerial
argument with organizers; what we have
now works or what you want is difficult to
obtain '. Starr said students also had the
options to negotiate contracts on different
levels of the University; with the department
heads, for example.

Another option, he said, would be for
students to convince trustees to negotiate in
campuswide contracts each year. These
contracts would cover issues such as tuition
and the date of the first day of classes.

• Yom Kippur, a Jewish holidy, begins
tonight at sundown. For an explanation
and some of the holiday terms, see Mike
Simon's story on Page 2.

1

Weather

Cloudy, chance of showers or drizzle.

Variable cloudiness Wednesday night,
lows in the forties. Thursday; more sun,
less ^ain, a little warmer.
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Chapman wins
Northampton
mayor race
By JOE MAGLITJA
CoHegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The city has a newmayor today.
<• a ,,cw

Harry S. Chapman Jr. 39, edged David WLramer in a primary election yesterday to win

oiLir\^°'^®^'' ^^'"^ '" o^'ce. "I'm just
elated, I ,ust don't know what to say"Chapman told the Collegian last night

Since no Republican or Independent
candidates ran in the mayoral race top
Democratic vote-gener Chapman won the
position.

w«?J\°^^f' ^"^ '^^^ ^^'e a'so decided
yesterday because only Democrats appearedon the ballot. Eight remaining contests will
t>e decided m a November election.

With all 14 wards in. Chapman collected a
total of 1986 votes; Cramer had 1811 votes-
George D. Tobin, 60, owner of a Florence
construction firm placed third with 1648
vot«. UMass student Jonathan Roche
finished a distant fourth with 284 votes

i>iTI^^'^
^^^^ reported 5,877 of the city's

14,000 registered voters turned to vote in the
cold rains yesterday.
UMass chemist John H. Matteson 47 was

soundly defeated in his third bid for the Ward
5 council seat by a 679-190 margin. John E
Fitzgerald Jr. will fill the seat vacated by a
retiring council president
Two at large school committee seats were

decided from among three candidates
Christine F. Grab, 19, a Smith College

economics major, edged out UMass
philosophy professor Robert P. Wolff 43 on
a 2,522-2,491 vote. Top vote-getter Johri D
Lawlor, 46, lead the group with 3271 votes.
Chapman, an unsuccessful candidate

against Cramer in 1975, in recent weeks had
openly criticized Cramer for letting the city
dnft He charged that Cramer had failed to

provide the city with any direction during his
two year administration.

Cramer also called for the resignation of
Police Chief James J. Whalen following
recent departmental troubles. Last week a
city patrolman was arrested on theft and
federal firearms charges, and another
discharged for the use of unnecessary force
Another patrolman was handed a temporary
suspension Monday for the reckless
operation of a police cruiser.
Chapman said last night he didn't know

how much of a role police department
disturbances played in his election.
Cramer said last night, "I called (Chap-

man) and wished him the best of luck I told
him I woukj be glad to help in the transition
penod. ' He declined further comment.

Yom Kippur
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The bear over the door of the Student Union has mysteriously

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

reappeared after several months hibernation.

SWA turns down Kent State money
By MATTHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

The SouthWest Assembly (SWA) last
night defeated a motion to allocate $250 for
student transportation to Kent State to
protest the cor.struction of a gymnasium on
the site of the May 4, 1970 student killings
according to Diana Fessenden, president of
the SWA.

Chuck Pooler, of the Revolutionary
Student Bngade, defended the bill before the
vote saying, "Over half of the 91 students
who signed up for the trip to Kent State
Friday were from SouthWest."
Mark Cavanaugh, former communications

coordinator for the SWA, spoke against the
bill saying, "If the supporters feel as strongly
as they say they do, they should be happy" to
spend $10 or $15 for transportation to Kent
State. I really don't think it's a good idea for
the assembly to set a precedent of funding
-non- SouthWest groups."

Fessenden expressed dismay with the
assembly's decision after th'j meeting.
"Although the money wouldn't have been
spent in SouthWest, it still would affect the
lives of the students. The Kent State ad-
ministration is trying to pull the wool over it's

students eyes, and the UMass administration
could try the same thing," she said.

cx?/a"^®
Berkowitz, vice president of theSWA, was also upset with the vote. "Since

the assembly frequently deals with moral
issues and since we are trying to foster a

more humanistic atmosphere in SouthWest
I feel It s our duty to allocate funds for the
tnp, he said.

The motion to fund $250 for bus tran-
sportation to Kent State Friday was defeated
/-il on a roll call vote.

Berkn^ r,
"^^^ .^"""'^ '^'^^'^- treasurer; Diana FSJTde^resident and Bruce

to Ke°n7s at "a^rs^niX "s
"
W""'

Revoluntionary Student Brigade defend a trip

Labi^ )

^^* ' Southwest Assembly meeting. (Staff photo by Howard

By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Today is holiest Hebrew day
Beginning at sundown tonight, Jews the

world over will observe Yom Kippur, the day
of atonement, the holiest day in the Hebrew
calendar.

"Yom Kippur is marked by refraining from
material comforts such as eating, drinking
and washing from siindown to sundown to
bnng out the essential goodness that is in
man through abstinence and prayer," said
Rabbi Israel Derren of Amherst's Chabad
House on 30 North Hadley Rd.
The evening service tonight, called Kol

Nidre, refers to vows made between man
and God and asks for annulment of these
vows and is likened to a legal document
When read, three people stand with the
torah (five books of Moses) representing a
court of law or a Beth Din.

Rabbi Derren cautions, "Kol Nidre is only
for transgressions between man and God for
those between man and man Yom Kippur
will bnng no attonement unless the injured
party is appeased and forgives the tran-
sgressor."

During the following day, the general
theme of the prayers are regret and
repentance for the past years actions, but no
matter what point a person is in his or her
life, they can always turn back to the true
goodness that is in one, Derren said.

"The conceot of the dav of atonement is

characterized not as much through
repentance, but rather return," Derren said.

The closing prayers, known as the Ne'ila,
refers to the closing of the heavenly gates
that were particularly open and receptive to
prayer on Yom Kippur, and as such, close
and complete that particular period of the
year, Derren saio.

Rabbi Derren added a historical note
explaining why Yom Kippur is observed at
all, and said on the first Yom Kippur the
Israelites were pardoned by God from the sin
of the Golden Calf and that day has been
known as the day of atonement ever since.
On can^Dus, services will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom tonight at 7,
tomorrow at 10 a.m. and Ne'ila at 5:30 p.m!
followed by a break the fast snack.

More traditional services will be held at
Chabad House, tonight at 7 and tomorrow at
10:30 a.m. with dinner at 8:15 p.m.

Commuters reassess
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Most people are not aware of what
activities the Commuter Collective is in-
volved in, said collective member Lucia
Bruno as the group met yesterday to assess
Its status and consider proposals for the
coming year.

In addition to sponsoring the Progressive
him Series, a series of topical films shown
ree of charge even/ Tuesday in Thompson
106, and a Day Care Center, they also agreed
to support the Revolutionary Student
Brigade's efforts to send a group of students
to K.ent State University this weekend.
The Commuter Collective appointed six

commuters to the Undergraduate Student
Senate and agreed to advertise and interview
applicants for the collective's Student
Judiciary position.

The collective also agreed on a regular
meeting time of Wednesdays at 2- 15 pm
and set Sept. 26 as the date for the Com-
muter Collective elections - the same day as
the Undergraduate Student Senate elec-
tions. Commuters can vote in the Campus
Center Concourse.

It was also decided to fund one of the
members for a work-study position in the
office, doing general office duties.

Kent State group meets tonight
Final information about transportation to

Saturday's demonstration at Kent State will
be given at a meeting tonight at 6:30 In the
Revolutionary Student Brigade office, 413A

Student Union. Affinity groups and alter-
native programs for persons not going to
occupy the site will be discussed. Supporters
of the May 4th Coalition are urged to attend.

Aztec Two-Step coming Sept 27
Aztec-Two Step, the folk rock singing

duo, will perform here Sept. 27 at 1 p.m. as
part of the last major outdoor event of the
season, sponsored by the Union Program
Council and Food Services.

The two man band, featuring Rex Fowler
and Neal Shulman, has been playing record-
breaking concerts all over New England.
Since their debut in 1971, they have also

recorded three successful albums, "Aztec-
Two Step", "Second Step" and most
recently, "Two's Company."

Three other bands will also provide en-

tertainment at the concert which will take
place at the barbeque pits across from
Southwest, including Cooper Dodge and
Loose Caboose. Food and beverages will be
available, followed by a barbeque from 43f
to 6:30 p m

P/RG
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (MassPIRG) launched its
Phone Fighter Campaign" today to

establish a special Telephone Con-
sumers' Action Group (TELCAG)
through the initiative petition process

Hundreds of students from 18 colleges
affiliated with MassPIRG will begin
fathering 90,000 signatures, of which
57,000 must be certified and sent to
Secretary of State Paul Guzzi by Dec 7
From there the petition is sent to the
legislature where it is enacted as law or
placed as a referendum question on the
November, 1978 ballot.

-rJo^A^^'^® '^y MassPIRG to establish
[ELCAG was further bolstered by an
updated report on New England
Telephone Co. (NET) released exclusively
to the Collegian last night.

According to the 49 page report, in one
year, "Massachusetts consumers have
been socked for 80 million more dollars in
additional telephone rate increase
allowance".
The report explained that rate hikes for

residential service users are subsidizing
the marketing of expensive business

iCQlle gjjjr> 3

communication equipment that is un-
derpriced for competitive reasons. The
report also indicated that since 1970 rates
for noncompetitive residential service
increased 193 per cent while rates for
competitive business equipment in-
creased 84 per cent.

In response to a preliminary report

bearing similar statistics NET called the
charges "hogwash".
The update report also warned of

service representatives using hard sell
tactics to push three-phone packages
and giving customers misleading in-
formation about cheaper service options
Another report on the results of a

MassPIRG sun/ey conducted last March-
charged NET with conducting "predatory
and unauthorized billing practices" The
survey reveals that NET "is' billing
thousands of residential customers whoown their own phone (one not bought
from NET) a $1.50 monthly charge
despite the fact no Department of Public
Utilities (DPU) tariff or regulation
authorizes such practice". All charges
made to NET customers must be cleared
by the DPU.
According to Stephen Morgan

executive director of MassPIRc'
customers have reported being
threatened with service discon-

tinuance" if they question the legitimacy
of the $1.50 charge.
NET called the charges of the March

survey "just another sham" and "a
blatant attempt to gain publicity and no
notoriety"

But in an April 29 meeting between
representatives of MassPIRG and NET
Morgan proved the results of the March
sun/ey by phoning randomly customer
service representatives, both of whom
quoted the $1.50 unauthorized monthly
charge. Morgan also released to NET
representatives at the April 29 meeting

TURN TO PAGE 10

Red Cross still needs blood
By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

"A much higher percentage of the
population at UMass are potential blood
donors than the general population, because
of age; because everybody's healthier here

"

said Jane Murphy, director of Donor
Recruitment for the University.

The Northeast Regional Red Cross Blood
Program, for whom Murphy works hasmoved its UMass headquarters frorf. the

Health Services Building to the Public Health
Building, room N344.

The Center here is "the only permanent
center on a college campus in the northeast
region," said Murphy. Their hours are ex-
panded this year also to Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 5-9:30 p.m., and Wed-
nesdays from 2-8 p.m.

This week the Collegian is sponsoring a
blood drive, for the third consecutive
semester. Last year. Murphy said, "there was
always room for more" at the center. Walk-
ins are always welcome though it's more

Five centers help women
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

Every year there are rapes on this campus.
And every year there are many women with
drug or alcohol related problems. But none
of these people have to handle their
problems alone, because at UMass there are
five women's centers all ready and able to
help out.

There is a women's center in every
residential area on campus, each providing a
counseling service for any women with just
about any problem. Whether you just want
to talk about something personal, or be
referred somewhere for specialized help, the
women's center is the perfect place to go,
according to counselors at Northeast- Sylvari
Women's Center.
Each center has a library, with room to

read and relax. They have a wide selection of
books ranging from feminism to health to
women's history.

The women's centers also hold workshops
in various docms at different times. These
workshops are on many diverse subjects
such as non competitive games, male-female
relationships, contraceptives, and natural
childbirth. Many of them include films, guest
speakers, discussions, and of course,
refreshments, according to Marielizabeth
LeBlond, a counselor at the Northeast-
Sylvan Area Women's Center.

The Northeast- Sylvan Area Women's
Center offers colloquia on several different
topics including assertiveness training
women's health issues, self-help and
consciousness raising. The Orchard HillWomen s Center will be offering a three-
credit course during the spring semester on
assertiveness training and leadership skills
Some of the centers hold coffeehouses
throughout the year featuring female
musicians.

The Northeast-Sylvan A'ea Women's
Center has been in operation for about four
years now, and provides counseling for drug
and alcohol abuse, peer sex education
human awareness, academics, rape, and
lesbian counseling.

But even with all the activities offered
there, it is difficult to get students to work at
the women's center It seems as though it's
hard for students to commit themselves, said
LeBlond but the hours of the worriens
Centers are flexible, so anyone interested in
working at one should look into it. Certain
centers have both day and night hours.

Next week there will be coffeehouses held
in each dorm of the Northeast-Sylvan Area
by their own women's center, to acquaint
women with some of the counselors and to
announce what some of this year's plans are,
LeBlond said at yesterday's meeting.

efficient to make an appointment, saidMurphy

Donating blood usually takes about one
hour.

To make an appointment to give blood
today or tomorrow, come down to the
Collegian business office and sign up.

..hoMrnn'^K ""^"'^l
"^^^^ 9*^en before

shouldnt be scared away,'" said Murphy.

good
"°^ 3 ^'^'cult thing. It makes you feel

To give blood you must be in qoodphysical health, weigh atleast 110 pounds

hon?/hlr ' T""^"^"^^d '^«3' within fou;
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°'^ donating, and be between 17and 66 years of age.

The Red Cross doesn't make a profit at all

on the blood you give, said Murphy. They sell
It to hospitals at their cost.
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^'°f ^^^ ^ "^^ system wherebyevery Massachusetts resident, no matterwhere they are in the country when theyneed it, is guaranteed blood.
^

The Northeast Regional Red Cross BloodProgram services more than 220 hospitals inMaine and Massachusetts. Last year the Red
Cross collected about 360,000 pints in this

t'rvsiis.
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Two years ago, in the UMass center's first
year of operation, about 1100 pints of blood
were collected. Last year it was 1547 and
this year, because of this increase in the
number of hours the center is open, an in-
crease is again expected.

Yanowitch to resign
By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

Student Attorney General Paul Yanowitch
will submit his resignation effective Oct 5 to
the Undergraduate Student Senate at their
meeting tonight Applications for the at-
torney general position will be accepted until
noon Sept. 26.

The Student Government Association co-
presidents will appoint a nine member
Search Committee, to be approved by the

senate, which will review the applications
and recommend three candidates to be
attorney general. Of these three the co-
presidents will choose one, to be approved
by the senate.

At tonights meeting, the senate will
consider a motion to allocate funds for the,
transportation of a group of students to Kent
State University. The purpose of this trip is to
lom m a nationwide protest against the
construction of a gym on the site where four
students were killed by the National Guard in
May, 1970.

The senate will also vote on a resolution toextend the selection process for boards and
committees to include the entire Coor-
dinating Committee. Up to now, selection forthese positions was carried out solely by the
office of SGA president. The intent of the
resolution is to make the selection processmore participatory and decentralized".

In other business, the senate will consider
the establishment of a Collective Bargaining
Committee. The purpose of this committee
would be to select a candidate for the
position of Undergraduate Student Observer
at the bargaining sessions ' between the
taculty union and the administration The
corrimittee would also create a Negotiating
biib-committee to represent students in the
event of negotiations between students and
other parties on a University wide level.

Student senate elections for the upcoming
year will be held on Sept. 26 and 27. The
deadline for submitting nomination papers is
noon Thursday.

People's Alliance to protest Bakke decision
By CAROL YN GUERRA
Collegian Staff

The People's Alliance (formerly The
Fourth of July Coalition) will hold a meeting
tonight at 7:30 at 21 Market Street, Nor-
thampton, to form arcoaltion to overturn the
Bakke decision, stemming from a recent case
questioning admissions policies of univer-
sities, appealed to the Supreme Court by the
University of California at Davis. California
A spokesperson for the proposed coalition

said the theme behind dissatisfaction with
the lower court's decision is the idea of
Institutionalized racism, a term denoting the
fact that discrimination has been so accepted
for many years m American institutions that
it IS a very real part of the institutions.

The University of California at Davis
Medical School was one such institution
until the Affirmative Action (government)
program was created This program recruited

the participation of institutions of higher
learning to enroll a certain number or
"quota" of minority students, said the
spokesperson.
UC Davis Medical School, in its first

couple of years on existante, is purported to
have only accepted three minority students
out of 87 admissions. A study by the
Association of American Medical Colleges,
research has shown, states blacks who had
successfully completed the first two years of
medical school had lower Medical College
Admission Test (MCAT) scores than whites
who had not made it through. Bakke claims
discrimination because - the Affirmative
Action Program having been expanded at
UC Davis - some of the 16 minority
students accepted to the program in 1974
were 'less qualified" than him.

Bakke is a 37 year- old engineer. He applied
twice unsuccessfully to the UC Davis
Medical School; once in 1973 and again" in

1974 The discrimination suit filed in 1974
came to a conclusion in 1976 when the

California Supreme Court ruled in favor of
Bakke for his discrimination charges of
"reverse racism" in the admissions policies
of the medical school.

Reverse racism is a term used to describe a
way of looking at the compensating civil

rights programs established in education,
housing and related areas of constitutional
rights during the 16 geared to assist black
Americans. The coalition spokesperson
attributes the trend of whites challenging
affirmative action to the unemployment
situation in the country today.
A spokesman for the proposed coalition to

oppose the California decision through
building a mobilization to speak out agairisi
the decision when it comes before the
Supreme Court, says the idea of reverse
racism isn't the question. He states that
Bakke is trying to say that color shouldn't
enter into admissions policies, but the people
who oppose the decision feel that until in-

stitutionalized racism is counteracted by
proqrams such as the Affirmative Action

Program, the initial racism will always be a
burden to us all.

There is another underlying concept and
accompanying question in this conflict, the
spokesperson said, and that is the concept of
the need for more good medical schools and
the reason why the medical profession has
been k'fept so closed to many people of all
races who have a strong desire to offer
professional health care assistance to the
American people.

Perhaps the "monopoly" on the service
professions by associations seemingly aimed
at remaining elitist should be questioned the
spokesperson said, and the professional
schools expanded and opened up to more
people who have the desire and ability, as
Bakke states he has, while continuing their
affirmative action policies. But, the coalition
organizer stated, until th's is a reality,
because of the economic situation in th^'
country, and the advances of the past
decade in civil rights for minorities should not
suffer because of this situation.
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The Murder of Fred Hampton

Bill Hampton to speak at UMass

Bill Hampton, brother of Fred Hamp-
ton will be speaking at UMass this Friday,
September 23, in Room 163 of the
Campus Center at 7:30 p.m.

Bill Hampton is leading a national
campaign to see that the killers of his
brother are brought to justice.

Fred Hampton, one time Black Panther
Party leader, was murdered by Chicago
police in 1969. Almost one hundred shots
were fired into his apartment while he lay
asleep. The court cases that followed
revealed: Hampton's bodyguard was an
FBI agent; this agent provided the police
with a plan of the apartment including an
X marked "Fred sleeps here," the raid

took place after J. Edgar Hoover ordered
the FBI to "cripple" the Black Panther
Party on June 20, 1977. U.S. DISTRICT
COURT JUDGE JOSEPH SAM PERRY,
AFTER PREVIOUSLY ACQUITTING
THE FBI AND OTHER AGENCIES OF
INVOLVEMENT IN THE CASE, OR-
DERED A HUNG JURY TO ACQUIT THE
SEVEN POLICEMEN WHO TOOK PART
IN THE RAID.

The following is an extract from an
interview with Bill Hampton published in

the July issue of Socialist Worker,

national newspaper of the International
Socialist Organization.

Hampton: "My brother was a rising
young leader who was killed at the age of
21... He was not just a leader of Blacks,
but whites as well. While he was
chairman, the Illinois Black Panther Party
were organizing free medical centers,
free breakfast programs, free clothing
and free busing to prison programs.... If

the Panthers were dope dealers or
criminals, they would not be such a
threat. But the Panthers, the things they
were doing, were exposing the system.
When you live in a corrupt system, you
can't expect the people who are corrupt
to send the corruptors to jail. It is more or
less a law of who has the most clout.
Everyone's help is needed. A victory
would not be just a victory for the Clark
and Hampton families, but for all the
countless working people. Black, yellow
and brown people that have been
murdered by the Government.."

Also at the meeting, the film "The
Murder of Fred Hampton" will be shown.

Bill Hampton's visit is being sponsored
by the Internatinal Socialist organization.
The public is invited.

Reviews of the broadway play. Bubbling Brown Suqar
By MARIO A. BARROS

There was a packed house at the Fine Arts
Center Sunday night to be both entertained
and educated by the smash Broadway
smash, BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR
BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR is a musical
tour through Harlem at a time that is warmly
referred to as the 'Harlem Renaissance

"

After WV^' i, Harlem was the center for all
phases of Black culture, it was alive with new
music, lumping with new dances and most
importantly, it was filled with starry-eyed
Black writers, directors, actors and musicians
who were certain that a Black artist's hope
and home was Harlem as he-she walked off
of the subway and through the fabled "Purly
Gates" at 135th St. and Lenox Ave

BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR captures all

of this and more. From the uptown Speak-
easies to the Savoy Ballroom, BUBBLING
BROWN SUGAR is there with the music, the
dance and most importantly, the vivaciously
captivating feeling of the time and place.
When one was in Harlem, one lived like he-
she never lived before. BUBBLING BROWN
SUGAR takes you through the Harlem
Renaissance years and allows you to do a
little living too as John Sage and Checkers
(Bobby Hill and Glover Parham) take you to
all the hot spots with Jai Oscar St. John
setting the scene for each spot with a song
and a dance that captures both you and the
feeling of the Harlem scene.

BUBBLING BROWN SUGAR literally
bubbles over with the excitement and beauty
of post WW I Harlem. It conveys also the
hopes and dreams that created all those
musical milestones and works of art. The
show is truly a smash and truly warrants the
seal of enthusiastic approval.

Q.!!t/r"®"®Jc°T-^L*?^^^iy'*
'lotte** S"'^'^'^ hit family musical, "Bubbling BrownSugar with Eubie Blake, Duke Ellington, Billie Holiday, and Cab Calloway.

Remark on blacks by New
Hampshire Gov. brings criticism

Annie's

Poetry Corner

Black man
Black man
We are a winner
Hold our neads high
Touch the sky
It's our minds in this

sign of times
That scares the man
cause it s he who is

dying
Behind
Our strong black minds

Annie Carp's. iier

MANCHESTER. N.H. \UPI\ - Gov. Mel-
drim Thomson said Wednesday a
threatening demonstration protesting his
attacks on black leaders would involve
persons who "don't believe in the orderly
processes of government."

Thomson was reacting to criticism from
New Hampshire black leaders of his refusal
to answer a telegram which urged him to
tone down his remarks critical of U.N.
Ambassador Andrew Young and the late Dr.
Martin Luther King.

The Rev. Ralph Henly, pastor of the New
Hope Baptist Church in Portsmouth, said
Sunday some form of "demonstrative ac-
tion" would take place Wednesday if he did
not receive an answer by then. The telegram
also asked for a meeting with the governor.

"A demonstration would indicate the kind
of people they are," Thomson said. 'It's not
because they're blacks, but because they are
a stripe of people who don't believe in the
orderly processes of government."

Thomson said he wouldn't be intimidated
bv anyqne and said he would be coming out
w fi more criticism of Young in his U.N.
^-.^-oiamation. He said he had not yet read

the telegram and would respond to it when
he got the time.

Henly, pastor of the state's only black
Baptist church, said Tuesday the church's
seven member ethics committee would
decide Wednesday what course action to
take

"It could be a rally or something like that.
But whatever it's going to be, it will be public
so the governor can see our sentiments,"
Henley said

He said he would detail the church's plans
at a news conference.

In a related matter, a spokesman for the
black leaders said Tuesday that Coretta King,
wife of the slain civil rights leader, would not
be able to attend a Sept. 27 rally in New
Hampshire.

Mrs. King had tentatively scheduled a visit

to the state to react to some of Thomson's
criticism of her husband. But Melvin Bolden
said he understood Mrs. King would not
come because she will take ori a job at the
United Nations.

Boideri said black leaders were trying
fjet the Rev. Ralph Abemathv u. ^,^.^1 >;

,

rally.

to

By CHARISSE WILLIAMS
Black Affairs Staff

Bubbling Brown Sugar made its ap-
pearance at the Fine Arts Center, Sept. 18 for
two performances at 3 and 8 p.m. This
broadway hit has been highly acclaimed by
cntics. Its brilliant and tantalizing per-
formances has dazzled audiences from
Boston to Washington.

Its message, unlii<e past plays which tends
to be art for art sake, reveals the untold story
of black stars from the roaring twenties' to
the explosive sixties' who helped shape the
American entertainment world. Un-
fortunately because of racism that existed
and still exists, these stars are not nationally
recognized for their contributions.
The play delivers its message by walking

down memory lane in Harlem where it all
began. We see the Harlem that drew the 'jet
set' to Its theatres and night club doors We
see the thousands of blacks that came from
the south to pursue a better future. We see
Cab Calloway, Bessie Smith, Billie Holiday
Lena Home, Bill Robinson, and many others
that made Harlem the black cultural capital
of the world.
The actual production was marred by the

poor acoustics of the Fine Arts Center. Due
to this It is hard to accurately judge the
quality of the performance, particularly the
singing. What was audible did not deserve
the standing ovation or the continual ap-
plause. The singing was average and only
twice did it make my spine tingle or send
chills down by back. First was when Francine
Claudia Moore sang "I Got It Bad." The
second time was, "God Bless The Child"
sung by Mable Lee. The costumes and
dancing was well designed and
choreographed. This is what pulled the show
through.

On the whole, Bubbling Brown Sugar was
good for a touring company, but there have
been better companies and also worst.

Carter admits to black

unemployment problem
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The Carter ad-

ministration, acknowledging the problems
posed by rising unemployment and sluggish
growth, indicated recently it is prepared to
spend more money to stimulate the economy
if current efforts falter.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall said it is
already clear that a bigger effort is needed to
find jobs for unemployed blacks and youths.
He said the administration may seek to
expand its efforts under the Comprehensive
Employment Training Act, under which
725,000 jobs already are being created.

The move toward stimulus follows a three-
month decline in the leading economic in-
dicators and an August jump in the
unemployment rate to 7.1 per cent, with the
administration acknowledging the jobless
rate is 40 per cent or higher among urban
black youth.

Over all black unemployment hit 14.5 per
cent last month, matching a post-World War
'I bicjh set during the depths of the recession

September 1975.
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Third World Women's Center
Black Affairs

cpf

The Third World Women's Center located
in B16 Baker House in Central Area, is

currently organizing its agenda for the fall

semester. This organization, develops and
utilizes the creativity, intelligence and energy
of Third World people in activities that
contribute to positive development of Third

Announcements

World sisters at the University of Massa-
chusetts.

The majority of the 1976-1977 school year
was spent meeting and recruiting women for
the Center. There were two very successful
workshops, dealing with relationships
between Black men and women.

During the Third World Women's Week
(April 19-24), some events included "Distant
Voices" (a play) and "360 Degrees of
Fashion" (a fashion show), written, planned,
and developed by sisters on and off campus!
Featured guests included Dr. Francis
Welsing, Vinnie Burrows, and a concert
performance by Melba Moore. Other ac-
tivities of the year included movies, speakers,
and a Third World Women's Pot Luck
Dinner.

This year, the Center has taken an active
part in showing "Malcolm X" and planning
the Umoja Cabaret, to be held Saturday,
Sept. 17th. We need more ideas and support
for planning our calendar for the rest of the
school year. The first meeting of the Third
World Women's Center will be Sunday
September 25th at 3:00 p.m. All officers and
members are urged to attend. Any sisters
(especially freshmen) interested are
welcome. Come with your ideas!

For further information contact: Cheryl
Watkins-Third World Women's Center
Coordinator, calling from off-campus 253-
9%1 or on-campus 545-6388.

CCEBS
All CCEBS students interested in pursuing

a career in law should note that on Monday
September 26, CCEBS is sponsoring a field
trip to the Western New England Law School
tn Springfield, Ma. All interested CCEBS
students must sign up for this trip in room
208 with Brian Maher, Career Coordinator of
the New Africa House. The last day for
signing up is Wednesday, September 21 For
anyone in the CCEBS Program who is
thinking of going to law school this trip is a
must. All those signing up for the trip will
meet at 8:00 a.m. in the second floor lounge
of the New Africa House on Monday
September 26.

DRUM MEETING

There will be a Drum staff meeting
Wednesday, September 21, at 7:00 p.m. in
room 425 of the New Africa House. All old
staff members and editors must be there.
Anyone with experience in newspaper or
magazine layout are welcome to attend
Contact Vickie 545-0794 for additional in-
formation.

Poor

Richards
Rte. 9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25^ DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS

Get Down to the
Best Disco In town

The Asian American Students Association
IS sponsoring a disco at the campus center
10th floor on September 23 at 9:00 The
disco will benefit the Kenney Chin-Liz Young
defense fund. They are Asian Americans
who were unjustly convicted for a crime they
never committed. Like so many other third
world community organizers, they have been
the target for police repression. They were
used as scapegoats for the secret service's
incompetence in the supposed assassination
plot on Japanese Emperor Hirihito's life. It is
not only an issue for Asian Americans but
also of the entire Third World community
Please come and support this worthy cause
Admission $1.00.

African Martial Arts

All those interested in joining the African
Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcolm X Center, and the
New Africa House Cultural office

LUTHER
TWlMGS SHOULD BE

^BeTTB? RDR YOOR UMa eJ

SOOM, HARDCORE.'

On Wednesday, September 21st, Hoyt
Fuller, Editor of First World Magazine, an
international journalist of Black thought will
deliver a lecture "The Need for Black
Criticism in the Arts" at 8:00 p.m. at Con-
verse Hall, Amherst College.

Mr. Fuller was the former editor of Black

World Magazine. He was an assistant editor
for Colliers Encyclopedia, and was an
associate editor with Ebony Magazine. He is

listed in "Who's Who in America ", Black
American Writers Past and Present, and is

author of "Journey to Africa".
The public is invited.

THOUGHTS

"While telling the truth Is a thing to be admired, the ability to tell a good

politician^''"^^
^° ^"^^""^^ ""^^ ""^"^^ ^° ^^^°"^^ ^ '^^ye^ o*-

By David M. Warren

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

KMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM MMMMMMMMMannMl
The

THURSDAY

WHITE
LIGHTNING

NITE
all gin, rum, vodka,

tequila 85^

TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
TECHNIQUE IM

SUNDAY

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

L

LECTURE-WED.
SEPT.2I 7:30pm
MACHMER £-16
Sims non Profit edcc. ors

Affirmative action upheld

WASHINGTON [UP/] - The ad-
ministration Monday said universities should
certainly take race into account in admitting
students but it stopped short of endorsing
rigid racial quotas to compensate for the
effects of past discrimination.

The stand was made in a long-awaited
legal brief the Justice Department will file
with the Supreme Court in the case of a
white man who claimed "reverse
discrimination" against him by the University
of California.

"The position of the United States is that
we favor affirmative action," Attorney
General Griffin Bell told a news conference.

"We do not think the case involves, except
in n secondary way. quotas. There is a line
between goals and quotas, and if you cross
the line we would not be able under the
Constitution to enforce the quotas."

The request

^^^^MMAMfMV^AAMAWWMi
"The Presidents attitude !s

vay," he said.
the same

woman
of

asiatic

beginning
throw
off

western
mental
slavery

Caucasian
mentality

conditioning you
to do
as he has you to do
to know
to speak
to walk
to talk

until even
your reflection

no longer gives
back a true

image
but

only

a

gray
dis-tor tion M Shareef Rasooi
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TRENTON, N.J.: The fallout from a Chinese nuclear bomb blast which occured
9 17 was monitered yesterday by New Jersey Dept. of Environmental Protection
in expection that a cloud of the fallout is expected over New Jersey. (UPI)

Carter's nuclear bill

killed in Congress
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The House

yesterday dealt President Carter a severe
setback, in his bid for worldwide moratorium
on Plutonium production, rejecting over-
whelmingly an administration amendment to
terminate the Clinch River nuclear breeder
reactor.

Members also killed a compromise move
oy Rep Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., that
vvould have authorized $75 million to keep
the proiect in its current status while the
admintstration considered its policy for
another year.

The vote against the administration
-'ent was 246 to 162, Dodd's com-

• was defeated 277 to ^29
The action came during floor con-

sideration of a $6 7 billion authorization bill

^or the Energy Research and Development'
Administration.

The Clinch River hguid metal ^ast oreeder
reactor at Oak Ridqe, Tenn

, has become a
focal PC nt of Carter's plan, announced April
7, to seek international cooperation for a halt
in proliferation of plutonium which can be
used readily for weapons

Carter's original budget asked for $150
million, but after the April announcement, he
reguested that Congress reduce the amount
for fiscal 1978 to $33 million for completion
of design work and phasing out the project.

The Senate already has voted to fund $75

million for the one year "status quo"
position. No money was included m ap-
propriations bills for fiscal 1978, but
proponents pian to seek a supplemental
appropriation to cover the new amount
authorized.

Rep George Brown, D-Calif., pushing the
administration amendment, argued the
Clinch River breeder is not needed to meet
the nation's energy requirements, and also is

"inherently more expensive" that either
light water reactors or coal- fired plants.
Dodd said his compromise was best

because "we owe the new administration d
fair chance to test its non-proliferation
policy.'

But supporters of the breeder, which
produces more olutonium than it uses during
The process said the United States should
gain the technology from further develop-
ment of the demonstration project on
commercial uses of the breeder.
"Wh.n we're doing is buying an insurance

policy." said Rep. John Anderson, R III.

Chairman Olin Teague, D-Tex., of tne
House Science and Technology Committee,
said he talked with officials of France, Great
Britain, West Germany and Japan, and all

said they planned to go ahead with
development of the breeder despite Carter's
call for a moratorium.

Primary results:

Mayorial elections
By The Associated Press

Voters braved heavy rains yesterday to
whittle down the number of candidates for
'ity offices in 10 Massachusetts cities and
•he weather seemed to dampen voters'
enthusiasm.

Worcester voters were trying again to
decide whether to build a $14.9 million
downtown civic center, rejected Feb. 15 by a
margin of about 2,000 votes from 36,000
cast.

Five cities had contests for mayor, and in

two where incumbents are not seeking re-

election, the fields were large.
Six candidates were vying for the two slots

on the November ballot to succeed Fall River

Mayor Wilfred C. Driscoll, and nine were
running for a chance to replace Revere
Mayor William Reinstein.

Rfiinstein announced he would not seek
re-election after he was indicted on charges
of accepting kickbacks m connection with
the construction of the city's $15 million high
school

In Quincy, embattled Mayor Joseph
LaRaia drew five opponents, including state
Sen Arthur H. Tobin, who is also president
of the city council.

LaRaia has been criticized because he
sought information from confidential police
reports, information the police chief said
could reveal the identity of undercover
agents infiltrating organized crime.

L-

Flyina
Swimmers

Join NAIADS the club of aquatic art, stunts,
synchronized swimming and ballet. Lessons
for novices and advanced technique for
experienced swimmers. Be a part of a great
qua'ic show in the spnng' Have fun
developing a dean body sport

Bring vou ana your suit to NOPE pool
September 20, 21, 22, at 6 om and learn to
fly like a dolphin

For more information contact:
* Dhwp 665 3142 Gai! 546 7415 Cheryl 253-

5833

U.N. opens to

world wide strife
UNITED NATIONS, NY \AP\ - The

32nd General Assembly opened yesterday in

a swirl of colorful costumes worn by many
delegates from more than 140 countries.
There also was a foretaste of the haggling to
come.

Formal opening of the session was delayed
almost two hours in a dispute over whether
Cambodia should be given a vote. Sources
said the new Communist government of
Cambodia, now listed as Democratic
Kampuchea, is refusing to pay $36,984 in
back dues incurred by the ousted regime of
Gen. Lon Nol.

The problem finally was set aside and
Lazar Mojsov, deputy foreign minister of
Yugoslavia, was chosen president of the
assembly for this session by acclamation. His
election had been assured as the East
European choice for the rotating presidency.

Hard blows are expected at Israel and
South Africa during the three-month

session, with Israel hitting back and South
Afnca sitting it out.

Israel has become the target of many U N
members - including its traditional ally the
United States for expanding Jewish
settlements on the West Bank of the Jordan
Hiver. South Africa is a perennial target for
Its racial policies and for not yet granting
independence to the disputed territory of
South-Wfcst Africa.

For the third year in a row, South Africa is

boycotting the assembly to avoid getting
ejected, as happened in 1974.

On recommendation of the Security
Council, the assembly's next action will be to
admit Vietnam and the former French
African colony of Djibouti, swelling U N
ranks to 149 members.

Blackout in Montreal
MONTREAL \UPI\ - A massive power

failure blacked out Quebec, Canada's largest
province, for more than two hours yesterday,
trapping thousands of people in Montreal's
elevators and subways and causing hun-
dreds of minor traffic accidents.

A spokesman for the Hydro Quebec
power utility said the blackout - apparently
caused by a transformer malfunction in the
far northern part of the province began at

3:25 p.m EDT. "A good part - if not all -
of the province has been wiped out," he said.

Two hours after the blackout began, a
Hydro Quebec spokesman said power vvas
being restored quickly throughout the
province.

"It's back up almost everywhere,"
spokesman Andre Saindon said. "It's gettirig
back up very fast across the "whole
province."

Child abuse bill approved
BOSTON lUPI. The Senate yesterday

gave initial approval to a bill which would,
under coun order, authorize the emergency
transfer of a child authorities believe is being
abused.

The child could be removed from the
custody of his parents or guardian when the
youth is found to be suffering from, is in
danger of, or needs treatmerit for serious
abuse or neqiert

The child would be turned over to a
licensed child carp agency or individual for 72
hours. After three days, the parent or
guardian would have to appear before the
court to prove why they should regain
custody.

The bill now awaits near final approval
frorn the Senate.
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Staff members must attencTjJ
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moeting Thursday at 4:00
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TONIGHT
PUB MUG ]VIGHT

25' BEERS
with

JIM PLUNKETT
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SUPERMARKETS

Extra Bonus
Fresh

Large Eggs

•m »»s coopM. «! IMO ooicruw or irwe
ticiusin ol ciurant jno lotaccT lyoducls

Vil«)S«9l 1«?< '97' imilontcoupixipe'lim^i, H 646

You Save 47
Hi-C Fniit

Drinks

Assorted
Flavors

itninii coupMijndl? iOpuicruseoi mwe
ticiusiwciiciMnMjndiotaccTiyoducIs fillip e.ciusirt utrnuienf ind !«urrn™oi,«-K .

*"n!nis rouponim] i/ iopu.cMse» m«r |

,jt^^Jill 2'!r---nr-'s -"i-iJiiC?, » _ ^j^^Jj:2'I!z''^Sz£^j>2^'JJ^ .^o^»Mg5^29r^°"-- " "J

You Save 38^
Duncan Nines
Cake Mixes

Assorted
Flavors

*'ih!nisroupoiiKii] J7 50 puiciuse » m<Kp

You Save »1*»

Taste O' Sea
Dinners

Froz«n-So««.

Fish or

Flounder

Ki^ft Dinner

Sweet Com -s

Sliced Beets

Finest Sweet Peas

Gi-een Beans TL^t:^^- ,eo.

Comet Cleanser

Macaroni t Cna««e 7 ' . o]

WholaKamal
Craam fitylt 1 e o;

or Whora
Fmast Brand y g q^

IToj

*"'"•'' .'^JO'^^anfl S.MOou'C'iiS* 0» more I

yf VdliOSao^ l«^< 1977 t .mil ont [OueooBai timuv M '.71 '

Habitant Pea Soup

Vienna Sausage LibCys So;

2'OflLabar i4o/

MIX OR MATCH

Finast Waxed Beans
, 15 !6 ounce can

Aluminum Foil

AinA^ick Solid

?*)"

An Fresh«n«f

Finast Sliced Carrots
16 ounce can

MIX OR MATCH

Shasta Diet Cola

Grapefruit Juice

Tomato Juice Ms.

Libby's Peaches

Fruit Cocktail ^,s

Richmond Napkins
MIX OR MATCH

•>gai

B.g T,!.

bJtcsrJor

French Dressing

Finast Applesauce

Tomato Juice

Spaghetti

Ken & 8 oz

25 (M

' Finast

or Fibow Macaroni

mttrf

2tb

Oeccwaio'Viva Napkins"?

Nylonge Sponges
MIX OR MATCH

$
for

P«Q Ol ?

Frozen Food Va/ues at Finast!

Finast Pot Pies
MEAT STREET U.S.A.!

Chtck*n, Turfccy,

Macaroni ft Ch
pKgs

Morton Dinners .;:r i"^ 2;;^' 1.00
Boil-in-Bag Entrees '.r 4^"/, 1.00

Chicken Parts

.' ^^
Mr. Deli Favoritas! ; v» y

Cooked Ham^.
Domestic

Freshly Sliced »1
lb

FrMh
BrMtt
Otrs
57* r53*

Underblade Roast utTTc^ .,1.09

Beef Rib Steak sho.,c«. . . . . » 1.79

rDAIRY—

,
^^Blue Bonnet

"N

Bone-in BeefLoin
Shells of Beef

$^59Whole
Untrimmed
Custom Cut

'\ Margarine
Quartert2 H

Cottage Cheese s.«„„ . . . :^'69«

Finast Low Fat Milk. . . j^Z^ 1.19
Cream Cheese ^J^.. A^% 1.00

f cooti 1.00

1.00

PiUsbury Biscuitc^X^
Kraft Swiss SIrces ;?;;;S^ X'

corn l.UUOrange Juice 'tSSZ^

BreyersIceCream
SaaNest

'aH natural'

half

gallon

carton
»1

Short Cut Extra Trim

Shell steaks b 1.99

Shoulder for

London Broil

$^09
lb.

Boneless

)U5DA(
(CHOICE)

lb.

Brisket of Beef FreshWhoieFowi
FrMh A¥g. Wt 7-9 lbs
•>c«<l«nt tor Pot RoatI 87:Flat Cut* i.«7 lb. ^^^ lb

Boneless Stew Beef ,. 1.19

Boneless Chuck Steaks. . . ,^ 1.19

Colonial Master Shoulder . . » 89«

4''^ to 6 lb«. Plump. M«*ty
Cut up 57- lb. tor St«w

or FricMsee 47"

r

Bear and Wina Shoppa !

ocniitz Beer 120; c^j .

.

Tosca Lambrusco .

.

Liebfraumiteh Wine <^si '^
4ra<<«bto Only in Finast ol Hadfy

only

24 o<
DOl

HaaMi t Baauty Aids!

Usterine Mouthwash . . 'i>"

Aim Toothpaste -.00.. I*,. V<2.'

Amd Deodorant '«;**'
. r^v'

Schick Super II Blades .
'«^

5.39

1.79

1.99

1.00

1.00

1.U0

1.00

PRODUCE

Fresh Chicken Livers .,59*

5.49

1.09

Fried Chicken ''.v?;^;?^

Nepco Franks ju^M« b.^.

4 lb

bag

^^%

Yeiiow Ripe
Bananas

Use in

Fruit Salads

Delicious Apples ""^"il^'. 3 ,2« 89*

Bartlett Pearsa*^ 10, 79*
Fresh Crisp Celery Hearts . r*. 49* m^0^ ^^^^^^
Green Sweet Peppers . . 3 *, 1 .00 0^,,^,^§1 „ m%Q^
Butternut Squash »^^^ . 2 *, 25* ^'^'^ m%# ^ ^#^^

Cooked Corned Beef ^1.99
Carando's Genoa Salami. * 1.99

Carando's Dandy Loaf . . ^ 95*

Imported Swiss Cheese . 1.99
A\>»ilabl» Only in Stwua wlih Sfrica Dali Dapis

In-Store Bal<a Shop Faaturas!

Assorted Turnovers . . . . 4.>89*

Fresh-Baked Hard Rolls. 6.0. 59*

Fresh Cake Donuts'c":.^ ... 69*
Arallabl* Only in Stores with InSton Saks Shops

BONUS BARGAINS
Liverwurst ChutDS
Thorn Apple Valley

'

Sausage Meat
Jones Sausage B

Beef Burgers t .?'<iri::^.s 'A

Green Cucumbers ., .8
Cnsp Bread '

'

Of Botogn.

Powdered Sugar
Light Brown Sugar .3,
Jiffy Yellow Cake Mix 4.

Pie Crust Mix b.-, .... . 3

;

French Dressing XX-^r^ I

Finast Soft Margarine. 2

89*

1.49

1.19

1.69

2.39
1.00

69*

3^1 1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

YOU SAVE 20*

Royal Gelatins

6i.»1
i?T?]^i

•nff" !t*»4cOupor
ViwSecl <e 24 197' M i'

H<fe. ' I ii ' iif _>

50* OFF
Toe < • OB or 24 4t. c«m»ier ol

Nestea Light
iced Tea IMix

I Ij^^g VakaSep' 'R ^4 'J'

Sierra stoneware
in 3 Lovely, hand decorated Designs: GARLAND, BLOSSOM OR SIMPLICITY

7
4^'- '^..

>^-. <,
^^

20 Piece Service
for four $A80

ONLY
*i|h

Sales plan

^:o SET CONSISTS OF:
4 DINNER PLATES 4 DESSERT DISHES
4 CUPS 4 BREAD AND
4 SAUCERS BUTTER PLATES

Matching completef Pieces available thru out the Promotion.

TfilsWMk'sFMtura

Saucer

with •vary

$5.00 purchai

^ve SO* this week on a

Creamer... ONLY $3.49
No •ddWonal ptirch«M It naem^ry-

A fascinating library of all the animals birds tish insects

and reptiles of the world

'

Valuable reference library for all ages Here is a truefy

comprehensive guide to the animal kingdom
Magnificently illustrated throughout

ENCYCLOPEDIA
of tiie ANIIMAL
WORLD
In 21 -Deluxe Hard Bound
Volumes. VOLUMES 2-21

ONLY $1.99 EACH

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

VOLUME 1

ONLY99
Prices effective Sunday September 1 8 thru Saturday September 24 197 7 ^^ reserve the fqf^l to \t^>* rju<iriti|tes Nol respoPSiBle 'O' typographical errors
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The Kent State affair

With only two more days before at least 70
UMass students, a figure that will probably at

least double by Friday, leave to demonstrate
against the desecration of the scene of the

1970 murder of four students by the Ohio
National Guard at Kent State University,

it

feels like the approaching end of some kind
of weird, non-traditional political campaign

Jim paulin

Yom Kippur meditation
fiK CATHY JO SHULMAN

Nazi Germany, 1944 12,000 Jews were
killed daily at the Hell on Earth, Auschwitz.
The total consequences of the "Final
solution" brought death to five and a half
million Jews and horror and misery to the
millions of survivors and their families.

South Africa, 1977, there is a mortality rate
of 53 per cent for Black babies between the
ages of one and five years old, because their
daddies can't make enough money to fill

their little bellies. Eighty per cent of the total

Dooulation (who are Black) live on 13 per

cent of the land which is dry barren and
forbidding. The White population lives on the
remaining 80 per cent, enjoying the highest
standard of living in the world.

I study these human atrocities because
they fill me with wild emotion which I

eventually transmit into positive energy.

Sometimes I feel crushed under the heavy
weight that falls on me, all the tears of those
that cried, becomes a vast ocean, which
engulfs me and I find myself drowning,
sinking.

But I can learn from the past and present
plight what has happened to my brothers

Waste not, want not

By JAMES M. KOZLOWSKI

You do not have to look far to see the

waste of food. Look around and you will see

at various dining commons at UMass
people's trays littered with foodstuffs such

as meat, salads etc. This type of attitude to

food really appalls me. Why can't we take

only what we can eat? Why do we have so

little regard for food?

We believe that we have an abundant food

supply with no need to worry about a

possible food crisis, yet we continue to waste

food. We waste food because we feel care-

free, lazy and apath»etic that our abundant
food supply will not change. The fact

remair^, many changes do affect our rich

food supply such as the environmental

plights of drought, flooding, and soil erosion.

At the dining commons food is often

wasted. How can this action be justified?

This behavior is irrational because we are not

open to the pressing worldwide problem of

starvation. Starvation exists because under-

developed countries are extremely poor in

land, water and grain. Their methods for

farming and land use are poorly utilized.

America is looked upon as a food provider in

solving the world's food shortage problem,
yet this attitude cannot be justified. We can
help underdeveloped countries by showing
concern in developing their resources
through advanced farming techniques and
better land utilization.

On a smaller scale, we should be food
conscious in the United States by not being
watchful. We should be more concerned
about others' needs and not just our own.
Some common misconceptions about food
must be examined. We complain bitterly

when our own dining commons serve a meal
that we do not like, yet people in the under-
developed countries would be extremely
happy for one of our disliked meals.

Ar.itudes such as "I do not care about

underdeveloped countries as long as I am
well fed" or more simply "Who cares?" are

selfish. Our attitudes must be re-evaluated.

We cannot solve this serious problem by

being unconcerned. We have to take an

active stand against food waste by taking

only what we can eat and by thinking before

wasting.
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and sisters around the world. I know that I

am young, and still very impure and really

don't know all that much, but I do know that

these are lessons, warning us to follow a new
path and rid ourselves of hatred, class

distinction and human injustices. Maybe the

way to do this is by compromising all our
differences. That is up to everyone, together

to decide, and surely if we don't reach some
mutual agreement it could mean (nuclear?)

disaster.

I try to let my heart be my guide, even
though it burns with sorrow and torment
sometimes, it paints a bright and beautiful

future that we can achieve by realizing that

we all must be directed by love and sincerity

and not greed and selfishness. Although I

will continue to cry, and to sleep with
restless, nightmare filled dreams, I will wait
until I become fully educated (by life and
school), and possess the capacity to touch
each person's heart, so that together we can
overpower the evil force which is con-
taminating our Earth by emulating goodness
and love. We sho ild strive to once again
become harmonious with nature &nd free our
beautiful souls.

I believe that this can occur through
educating ourselves, with our hearts as our
motivating factor, and our past as our
teacher. I believe in the GOOD POWER OF
THE PEOPLE!

This is an issue that was brought to

prominence by the Revolutionary Student
Brigade's table variously located in the

Student Union and on the Campus Center
concourse, with its banner, leaflets, petitions

and most recently, a film about the Kent
State incident.

Ever since school started, the Collegian

has provided saturation coverage about the

gym and its opposition. Collegian reporters

have traveled to Ohio every weekend this

month, and twice they hitchhiked at their

own expense. When the Collegian has been
unable to have reporters out there, it has

relied upon that huge, multi- mouthed beast

with invisible anonymous antennas, the wire

services. Though we use both the AP and

UPI wires, I use the singular "beast" instead

of the plural "beasts," because, for practical

purposes, they are Siamese twins. Nearly

everyday since school started, Kent State

has been in the pages of the Collegian.

frequently on the front page.

Another campus organization that has

given its support to Kent State has been the

Undergraduate Student Senate. SGA Co-

President Jon Hite, along with Senate
Speaker Brian DeLima and RSB member
Charlie Bagli, co-sponsored a motion that

passed almost unanimously sending a

strongly worded telegram of support to the

May Fourth Coalition, the group opposing
the siting of the gym. Also, the senate

funded a van to go there two weeks ago.
The University of Hawaii, DeLima's former

Alma Mater, also sent a telegram of support.

Professor Bagli is now writing a bi-monthly

column in which he will educate all you
oppressed people having such a good time

out there as to the nature of the class

struggle, with an occasional concession to

Good Time Socialism.

Many cheap shots have been taken at the

RSB. I am not a member, and neither Mao
nor Trotsky is my patron saint. RSB has its

own particular social-economic analysis

Unionization story

To the Editor:

/ was extremely disappointed in the
Collegian's coverage of the Student
Unionization Conference this weekend.
The success of the events were greeted
with a negative response, apparent by
the Collegian's choice of the front page
headline in Monday's paper: "Bromery
discourages union." Bromery 's response
can be seen as a positive reaction, in that
he is responding seriously to a potentially
viable tool for student empowerment.
Yet, the headline was not exactly in-

spiring. Nor was Bromery himself. A
more fitting headline could have been,
Bromery Bores Crowd of 100. Bromery
did not come out against Student
Unionization, but he did nothing to
encourage students, did not answer
guestions sufficiently, nor did he offer
alternatives.

I saw the conference as a positive and
inspiring learning experience, and my
criticisms of the conference necessarily
stem from that base. Tom Hayden, who
strongly advocated unionization and
drew a crowd of 400. deserved front page
coverage.

Carol Lubin

Story inaccurate

To the Editor:

The administration of Kent State
University certainly seems determined to

build their gym on the site of the May 4,

1970 murders. They have used every
weapon at their disposal - courts.

arrests, injunctions, and police
harassment. Now they turn to yet
another part of their arsenal — the
distortion of truth, the twisting of facts.

Yesterday's front page story "Kent
State Breaks Ground" was riddled with
misinformation designed to slander the
just struggle of Kent students against
construction of the gym. "The moving
the gym site would cost millions of
dollars more which would result in higher
tuition ... " This is very interesting,

especially in light of the fact that the
Trustees have spent more money on
lawyers and court fees in their attempt to

put down the struggle against the gym
than it would have cost to have simply
moved it. Why wasn't it built on the 17
acres of land that they purchased for it in

the first place?

"The vast majority of this school is

turned off ... [by the anti-gym protests].

"

Then why did a poll taken in February,
1977 show 70 per cent of the Kent State
student body opposed to construction of
the gym?
"The Coalition has tried to do some

good in the courts but it has failed there
and elsewhere. " Then how is it that the
coalition has delayed construction since
last spring - through the summer, when
there were so few students on the Kent
campus?
What has 'failed" at Kent State is the -

administration's attempts to bulldoze the
spirit of Kent State into oblivion. What
Kent students are "turned off" by is

repeated attempts by the University to

cover up what happened on May 4, 1970.

The only "millions". involved here is the
outrage of millions of people across the
country who support the just demands of
the May 4th Coalition.

which they are entitled to, though not many
people agree with it. However the most
ridiculous charge being made is that "all this

Kent State stuff is just the RSB" is non-
sense, because, last I heard, they've only got
six members, contrary to the letter to the
editor recently, signed by "

... and 25 other
RSB members." Someone goofed there.

But, like Tom Hayden said Marx said,

American radicals are crotchety and
sectarian." They sure are. No one is happier

to criticize one leftist group than another
leftist group. If someone wanted to destroy

the American revolutionary left, all he-she
would have to do would be to call a con-
vention for the purported reason of offing

the pigs, distribute machine guns to the
various sects and individuals, and they'd all

be dead before they left the hall. The
Spartacus League would open fire on the

RSB, and the YIA would open fire on the

Sparts, and the Communist Party U.S.A.
would shoot at the YIA, and the radical

feminists would mow down C. P. U.S. A., The
Yippies, anarchists and independent radicals

would fire at will randomly. Revolutionary

pacifists would be used as shields.

The cheap conservative pricks who accuse
the senate of pissing away money by funding
trips to Kent State, and therefore, they imply
bankrolling RSB, should take a close look at

"normal UMie type things" in the SGA
budget if wasted money is what they're really

concerned with. I think it's just a red herring.
Express your support of this protest to

your senator and area government for

transportation dollars.
The "Love it or leave it" crowd should

consider the countries where it's been
presented as a choice. When I was in Miami,
I didn't see any of those bumper stickers on
any qusano (right wing Cuban exile) cars.

Furthermore, I urge that a tent city be
established on Haigis Mall next to Whitmore
this weekend in support of the one being
erected on the gym site. Civil disobedience at

KSU is optional this weekend. Many people,
including myself need to be back on campus
next week and not in jail. But if I didn't need
to work on getting the hell out of here, I

would definitely step over the line.

Anyone interested in going should go to

the meeting at the RSB office, Student
Union balcony, above the candy counter.
Also read Julius Lester's immensely
significant poem in tomorrow's Below the
Salt, "The Kent State Massacre".

Jim Paulin's columns appear every
Wednesday in the Collegian,

The Kent Administration is making
every effort to portray the May 4th
Coalition as a handful of rabble-rousers
who are isolated from the students of
Kent State. They do this precisely
because the Coalition has been suc-
cessful in mobilizing students in stopping
construction. They do this precisely
because they themselves have become
increasingly exposed and isolated
through the course of the struggle to
move the gym. For example, K.S.U.'s
President Golding was soundly defeated
Tuesday morning in a debate with Al
Canfora, a member of the May 4th
Coalition and one of the students
wounded at Kent State. This debate took
place before an audience of nearly 800
Kent students.

Like filthy tenement rats trapped in a
corner, the Kent State administrators and
trustees are lashing out in a desperate
attempt to avoid having their plans
crushed by the victorious struggle of
'Students at Kent.

Long Live the Spirit of Kent and
Jackson State!

Move the Gym!
On to Kent State, Demonstrate Sept.

?4i

Peter Kracht
Member of Revolutionary

Student Brigade

Continuing the

struggle

To the Editor:

On May 4, 1970, four students were
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Sports: more than a game
"Sport is equivalent to religion in modern

society in that its chief function is to rein-
force traditional boundaries and definitions
of reality. It reinforces the belief that by being
competitive, disciplined and hard working
one can arrive at the American Dream, which
is manifest in individual achievement.

"

— Harry Edwards,
sociologist and author of

The Sociology ofSport

billsundstrom

American sport is everything obnoxious in

the world of sports. It is also everything
obnoxious in American life.

The myth of American sports is indeed the
myth of the American dream, the myth that
through competitive effort one can rise to
prominence and p>erhaps even domination.
Those who would put forth this view of
sports fail to remind us that only a tiny
minority of players ever make it in

professional sports, and that pro sport is one
of the prime examples of corporate
monopolization in this country.

But the most damaging aspect of sport is

not the myths it maintains for prospective
athletes, but rather for its fans. Many sport
fans are naive enough to believe that
professional athletes and their coaches and
management play for the love of the game.
Well it is true that in American sports
"Winning is everything." This is because
winning is roughly equivalent to money (lots
of money), and sports are played for the love
of the money.

Sport is the great American escape. As a
form of entertainment it has no more
redeeming value than "Kojak". It occupies
the minds of millions with statistics and
.moi^k battles that serve to divert the mind
from real problems. Why concern oneself
with SALT talks, labor issues, or Kent State
when the pennant race is so close in the AL
East?

Now don't get me wrong. I do enjoy
recreational, participatory sports. You might
even catch me viewing a Sox game now and
then if there isn't a good movie on the tube.
But those addicts (some of whom even claim
to be progressive thinkers) who spend hours
a week in front of the set with a six-pack of
beer probably have no idea how much these
"games are" warping their minds.

And warping it is. Sport epitomizes the
oppressive stereotype of masculinity. A man
cannot be a man unless he is willing to risk

his well-being in the arena. Thus the stigma
of the loser - "I've aot to win, I'm scared of
losing. I hate it, I dread losing. I can't stand
it," as it was so eloquently put by Terry
Bradshaw, quarterback of the Pittsburgh
Steelers. Losing seems to diminish one's
masculinity, but no one even questions why
there must always be winners and losers, and
especially why there are always so many
more losers in this world than winners.

Should you doubt my words on this issue,

I urge you to check out a Little League base-
ball game sometime. Or figure out how much
money the city you live in has spent on
constructing civic centers so that
psychopathic fans will be able to throw
bottles at the opposing ball players with
greater convenience. Or count the number of
hours you spend pursuing the box scores
and listening to Dick Stockton's play-by-
play. Were Marx alive today he would no
doubt describe a new opiate of the masses.

Bill Sundstron is Executive Editor of the
Collegian.

killed and nine others wounded by
National Guardsmen at Kent State. The
guardsmen opened fire on a rally called to

protest the war in Vietnam, the invasion

of Cambodia which had been announced
four days earlier, and the presence of
guardsmen on campus.
Now, seven years later, Kent State

University is attempting to wipe out the

memory by building the world's largest

gym on the site of the shootings.

Why is the unviversity so intent on
covering up the site? Why is it important

to keep the site preserved?

After the shootings at Kent State, over

700 universities across the country closed

down, forcing the U.S. out of Cambodia
within 60 days of the invasion. Kent State

became a symbol of the nationwide
struggle against the war and against

oppression. Kent State 1970 proved that

students uniting can change things. Here
at UMass students have seen examples
of student activism accomplishing its

objectives, first with the protest in

Pierpont, then with the protest over

South African stocks. What they are

trying to do with the gym is make us
forget that we have the power to change
things.

The main reason for the importance of
Kent State today, though, is the fact that

things haven 't changed that much since

1970. The main difference now is the

feeling that nothing can be done, that it's

not worth it to try to change things.

The administration at Kent State has
been attempting to stop the protest

without a direct confrontation that would
attract publicity. Instead they have at-

tacked protesters through police

harassment and kangaroo courts.

Protesters have been jailed for burned
out tail light bulbs, faulty exhaust pipes,

and other minor traffic violations. The
police incited four students to charge the

protesters in a jeep. Eight students are

now in court for occupying the site. The
judge has ruled that no mention is to be
made of the murders on the site, and no
mention is to be made of the gym i.e., no
evidence is to be presented by the

defense. The defense challenged one of
the members of the jury that was a
National Guardsman. The judge wouldn't
accept the challenge. This is this

country's version of a fair trial "by an
impartial jury" guaranteed by the sixth

amendment.
Students! Our past is being bulldozed

over in order that we forget that we have
the power to stop oppression, but the

oppression still continues.

Remember the Past.

Continue the Struggle.

Come to Kent State on Sept. 24!

Russell Swan and 50 others

Editorial staff

meeting

All editorial staff members are urged to

experience one of those "once-in-a-

lifetime" meetings by attending the op-

ed staff meeting tonight in room 901 of

the Campus Center at 7:00 p.m. Writers,

graphics folks, and anyone interested is

.vyelcome to an3nd. If you have any
questions, please call Bill Sundstrom at

the Collegian, 545 3500.

Abandon your

anonimity

A number of columnists
and student leaders have
made their stands on student
unionization clear. However,
there remains a silent
majority who have not aired
their opinions surrounding
this crucial issue. If you
have some thoughts on
unionization and how it will
affect students, type them up
and drop them off at the
Collegian, downstairs In the
Campus Center.
Representative letters will
be printed in a later issue.

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for
either content or space, according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there o guarantee that all

letters received oe printed.
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Around the world

Siege ends in

Portugese prison
OPORTO. Portugal [UP/] - Ten

convicts who had vowed to fight fof
liberty or death" released 20 hostages

and surrendered yesterday, ending a 24-
hocir siege inside their maximum-security
prison in return for transfer to another
lail.

One convict died, the prison warden
artd chief guard were seriously wounded
and four other persons were injured in a
pun battle that began the escape at-

tempt. After the prisoners surrendered,
police said guards had caused all the
casualties, but they gave no further
explanation.

Vorster dissolves

white parliament

in South Africa

PRETORIA, South Africa [UPf] -
Prime Minister John Vorster yesterday
dissolved South Africa's all-white
parliament and ordered general elections

Nov. 30 to seek support for the govern-
ment's racial anf foreign policies.

In announcing the snap election, which
comes 18 months ahead of schedule,
Vorster accused certain "governments,
world organizations," and other bodies of

meddling in South Africa's internal af-

fairs.

"What I am asking the electorage to do

is to say whether they agree with my
standpoint and that of my ministers that

no other country has the right to interfere

in our affairs or to prescribe to us,"
Vorster said.

The election announcement came after

months of widespread calls for change
within South Africa from high ranking
visitors such as U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Andrew Young and
British Foreign Secretary David Owen.

Canadian police

give abductors

more time

Sherbrooke. Que. \UPI\ - Police
knuckled under yesterday to a threat to
behead kidnap victim Charles Marion and
agreed to give his abductors up to three
hours to escape with a quarter- million
dollar ransom.

In a bid to save Marion's life and
prevent a "crime war" against credit
unions across Quebec, police accepted
the kidnapers' demand for a three-hour
delay between delivery of the ransom
money and the release of Marion, a credit
union manager.

The swift acquiescence by police,
acting on behalf of Marion's employers,
the Caisse Populaire de Sherbrooke,
followed a threat from the kidnapers that
unless their demands for the three- hour
grace period were met within 48 hours
Marion would be beheaded.

FBI paid informers
WASHINGTON [AP] - The FBI says it

paid more than $1 .6 million to informers who
spied on the pKJiitical and financial affairs of
the Socialist Workers Party during the past
16 years, according to documents disclosed
yesterday.

The cash payments were made-
periodically from 1960 through 1976 to 301
volunteer informers who joined the party or
its affiliate, the Young Socialist Alliance, to
gather information about the Trotskyite
groups' activities, the docutments showed.
The Political Rights Defense Fund, which

is financing the party's multimillion-dollar
lawsuit against the FBI, made the documents
public. The material shows the FBI was
"passing out big chunks of cash for political
dirty tricks," said Sid Stapleton, the defense
fund's i^tional secretary.
The defense fund noted that the

documents "provide information only on FBI
payments of money from 1960 to 1976 to
informers who were members of the SWP or
YSA "

The FBI has acknowledged having 309
informers who joined one group or the other,
and documents show that all but eight of
them were paid.

In addition, the FBI has acknowledged

using more than 1 ,000 other informers to spy
on the party at various times during the 16
years although they did not join it. The
bureau has provided no information on the
amount of money paid to those spies.

The documents are the FBI replies to
interrogatories from party lawyers seeking
information about the informer payments in

the course of the damage suit. The suit

accuses the bureau of illegal harassment and
disruption of legitimate political activities.

In response to court orders, the FBI
previously provided limited descriptions of
the informers' work and the type of material
collected.

In both instances, the bureau identified
each informer by a code number in a
procedure approved by the court to protect
the informers' identities. By matching the
code numbers in both sets of documents, it

is possible to determine what the FBI ap-
parently got for its money.

For example, the documents show that
informer No. 306 was paid $34,779 from 1968
through 1976 and fed the bureau more than
200 party letters and memos, budget
statements, list of party members, political

strategy papers, newsletters and publicly
distributed leaflets.

CIA trips and falls
WASHINGTON [UPf] - The CIA spent

$247,000 buyir>g poison African mushrooms
for experiments in the 1950s and 1960s, Dr.

Charles Geschickter, of Georgetown
University in Washington, told a Senate sub-
corrwpittee Tuesday.

Geschicktef, head of a medical research
fund, said he became involved with the CIA
in 1953 when the agency expressed interest

in financing research on anti-cancer drugs.
He said the National Institutes of Health

also was involved in some CIA projects,

including a study on concussion and the use
of radar to induce drowsiness in monkeys.

Th.e CIA, he said, spent $247,000 on
poisoned mushrooms from Africa and
$127,000^ analyzing them.
Why Afrtca, asked Sen. Richard Sch-

weiker, R-Pa. "We have mushrooms in

Pennsylvania."
"These were poison mushrooms,"

Geschickter replied. Why, he was asked.
"Apparently to poison someone,"

Geschickter answered. "I didn't follow up."
Another $177,000 was spent by the CIA in

"trying to cure chronic alcoholism," he said.

"I don't krxjw how successful this was."
A former CIA official, Philip Goldman, told

the panei he devek)ped a long string of dirty

tricks for the CIA's technical services from
1968 to 1968. These included melting swizzle

sticks, glass ampules and launchers for tear

gas and stink bombs, gas capsules which
could cause violent sneezing to be concealed
in carpets and doctored hamburger to in-

capacitate guard dogs.

The dissolving swizzle stick, he said, was
desigr>ed to contain drugs which would be
assimilated in a cocktail as the stick disin-
tegrated.

"It would be undetectable," he said.

Another item, "which worked perfectly,"
was a fine hypodermic needle which could
inject substances into corked wine bottles
without detection.

* PfRG
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

results of an earlier survey which showed
nine out of 10 service representatives
were still quoting the illegal billing.

The DPU, according to a MassPIRG
press release also found NET billing

practices "inadequate, unreasonable,
and unfair."

In an attempt to head off the inception

of TELCAG, NET Vice President Duane
Aldrich delivered a challenge Sept. 14 to

Guzzi and Attorney General Francis X.

Bellotti, claiming the TELCAG initiative

petition was "defective and not in

conformity with the Constitution, and
that it shoukj accordingly be rejected."

NET based this claim on the failure of

seven of the 10 petitioners to sign their

names on the same lines as their ad-

dresses.

Mel Brooks
The Producers

Thursday. Sept. 22

7:30 and 9:30
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$1
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New look for "What's Happening"

The Collegian is revamping its What's
Happpiiing and Notice'; sections to make
them better organized and more
readable The transition will be complete
with next Monday's issue.

The deadline for both sections is 7 p.m.
two days before publication.
Organizations that want information in
either section for Monday issues must
have it in by the preceding Thursday
night, beginning tomorrow. Forms for
both sections are available at the front
window of the Collegian business office.
113 Campus Center.

The Notices section is open to all
campus organizations to report meetings
and non public activities. Each notice is
limited to 30 words and listed under the
organization's name. Lost and found will
continue to be run under Notices.

The What's Happening section is open
to all campus a.rea sponsors of public
activities. Each item is limited to 50

words If there is a cost for the activity, it

must be stated. What's Happening will

have three subsections: a list of events
happening daily throughout the week, a
list of events for the day of the issue, and
a list of the next day's events.

Information for either section need not
he typed, but it must he on the form
available in the Collegian office and
tL'rned in at the office, or mailed to the
news editor Both sections are being
handled by the news department to avoid
duplication. No help wanted notices or
notices of vacant work-study positions
will he run.

The Co\]eq\an realizes there are certain
releases that may not fit appropriately
into either What's Happening or Notices.
If any group feels this is the case, or if any
point needs clarification, call or write the
news editor, Bernard D^idow, 545-3500,
113 Campus Center

/'Sit; '.'Oiyizruji^-r; / ^rr.r^l^ti\

FINE /1?TSCE^JTER PRESENTS

Sarah Vaughan

THURS., SEPT. 29 8 PM

RiGOLETTO'
-I%

fOWANv Of '.C

MANOSOVt iMAGlNATIVf M'<

MON.. OCT, 3

r»Hh COlOIVUl COSfUMfS

8 PM

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now, on sale for both performances Gen
Pub S7, 6, 5. UM A S3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens t6, 5, 4.

F.A.C. BOX OrFICE54$ 2511
& All Ticketron Locations

School for all seasons:

senior citizens will teach
School for All Seasons, a program of

courses taught by senior citizens, com-
mences its fall semester with a bee-keeping
course that will begin when it is fully
enrolled.

There will be a $10 registration fee for the
course, but the course will open with a free

orientation class. Those interested can call

Douglas Warner, 256-8403.

Financial aid for students
to meet day care costs

If you are currently receiving financial aid
^t UMass, you may be eligible for a National
Direct Student Loan of up to S175 each
semester to assist you in meeting day care
costs.

Only single parents currently rnceiving
financial aid and married students who are
'^ach aid recipients will be considered for day
Ciire assistance. To request consideration for
this additional assistance, submit your name,
^itudent number, and a photocopy of youi
Daid bill from your child's day care center to
the Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore hv
Oct. 1.

Parents r, :he aforementioned categories
who have not yet filed for financial aid may
be considered for spring semester assistance
by filing the necessary forms available m 243
Whitmore. Copies ot paid spring semester
day care bills will be due February 10.

This assistance is any available to those
students who do not currently qualify tor

Title XX assistance.

Scene from
Theater.

Verdi's "Rigoletto" performed by the Goldovsky Grand Opera

Concert Series presents ''Rigolletto
rr

The most universally popular of all the
great operas from the pen of Giuseppe Versi,
his incomparable "Rigoletto," will be
brought to Amherst in its entirety on Oct. 3
when the Goldovsky Opera Theater performs
at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.
A company of 50, including principal

singers, orchestra, conductor and staging
ataff, will be involved in the presentation of
Verdi's 126 ye.ir old masterpiece which has
been fully staged under the artistic direction
of Boris Goldovsky known to millions as
"Mr. Opera".
The opera, based on the Victor Hugo play

"Le Roi S'Aniuse, will be sung in English in a
special version by Goldovskv and Sarah

Caldwell, so its plot will be clearly un-
derstandable as it is converted into living
theater for a twentieth century American
audience.

Rigoletto is being presented at the Fine
Arts Center as a special attraction of the
Concert Hall. Tickets for Rigoletto are now
on sale at the Fine Arts Center Box Office
Monday through Friday, 9 a .n. tc 4 p.m and
'^t all Ticketron outlets.

Ticket prices are: General public, $7 $6,
and $5. UMass students are $3.50, $3.00, and
$2.50. Other students and senior citizens are
^6. $5, and $4. For more information or a
season brochure, call 545 2511.

Aquatic workshop held

this weekend in MOPE

Spnngfield YMCA workshops in Basic
Aquatic Leadership and Swimming In-
structional Specialist will take place Saturday
and Sunday, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. in the
North Physical Education Building.

Prerequisite for registration is oroof of
current ARC or YMCA lifesaving. Cost for

the weekend including handouts and text-
books, IS $20

YMCA certification will be issued or
successful completion of the workshops.
Certification in the basic course is a
prerequisite to several other YMCA aquatic
courses.

Information sheets and registration forms
are available from Prof. Esther Wallace,
NOPE 105, or from NOPE secretary.
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AUlO FOR SALE

69 Impala Custom, p s . p b auio
, sm 8

I'x fo'ir) new p,iint, rec tune up Good
tot caf oooi 256 0158 $850 or B

'67. 4W'dr Jeep Wagoneer. V8, pwr str
,

pwr brk auto Tans , AM FM. gd cond
Sl.OOO or best offer Tel M.jrk Anderson at

??>3 9034 or 645 2163

68Chevv Van Good cond S550 253 3959

VW BUG I9ra good iTiecfT cond. rebuHi
• rig 40 OOO mi snow tires ugly $550
Kathv 538 3100x2159

65 Cfievv Truck w th 68 V8 eng 4 spd std
8ft bed workhorse 253 3586 $900
MEGOTIABLE

1973 Triumph Oaytona 500 Excellent
Londtion Best Offer ovft 57^0 253 2943
dttPr 7 Very low milage

67 Pontiac Bonneville, good engine runs
well S300 or B 549 0197 MUST SELL
FAST

67 VW Bug Fail mspoec stu kr;. Very rusty

but runs like a lop $225 586 4156

66 Ford Fairlatne. stfl. Runs good, no rus;

S??", ;88 4945

Fiat 124 SPY069 Runs exc 546 4(»5!

M Cf»evy Vega Good cond~$lT26a Call

Pniv <?J6240

19/5 Saab > .
<

;•-, 'uiioit. • .Hv-t-r ;,' 'KJO nil $2900
LjI: t'5l 8074 venmus

IflTO VW. E«itllervt cond.t;i.'i Must sen
As- iMQ $ 1 40C' r<!il riif«" 263 5741

/I Van 1<^ 000 'tii on 76 Eng 25MPG Full

1.' n h mit Rartials Ask S2 660 542

SAAB 99 VG 795 Box 125c Amhtrsl CoH

Classic 67 Mustang hivP 289 standard,
sirony engine, new exhaust system, good
body, brown with vinyl top $550 6 1453

68 Volvo Automatic . 90 0)00 mi Runs well

New exhaust $600 Paul 253 5061

Cf>evelle Supersport classic Hozengine 4
npeer! Hum shifter convert $1,000. Call
Paul Green i413i467 9ffle

70 Ply Cuda. V8 Exc . ond $900 or BO
2% 0368

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Showroom condition. 1976 Honda 400.
four cyl

. shoel fairing h trunk Only 1900
miles Other extras $1195 or best otfer
Call Pf'tcr 649 0519 Kf-ep trying.

74 Kawasaki 21 900 cc. mint condition
Kerker pipt- Denselube chain B O
Accepted 665 3031 .

ea'ly or late

1972 Honda CB 460 Fast dependable
$550 or BO 665 4204 Phil or Maggie.

74 Kawasaki k2460. Ex ^nd WPTfeader
KHIs Ff^R Ceriar:shnrk-; ClM 665 3464

FOR RENT
Room for rent. 1 hd kitiheoprK tr,ins

'•• ''''' 'H') 1" ' "lii rn ' iitii H.tttif'Irt

CH7 !A2/

FOR SALE
"

10x50 Mobile Home G.-od conction $3 bOO
Ca"617 544 324<J KEEP TRYING.

10 Speed Bike Excellent condition. $66
H.ir.iiv isfd 256 0529 after 5.

Attention Audiophiles 'or sale connoisseur
:)j'i Mtiic f:j Ak,GP7E cartridge 1 month
oiiJ mint comition Call Wondy aftfr

7 30p m 11546 '160

For Sale BSR 610 turntable "

;ritl<icS25 Call cfii, ':>46 ::. '9'

ForVIVITAR auto extension tube set
Minolta S20 Call Steve 665 4878

Handwoven 100" Alpaca wool poncho
from Bolivia 665 2048

Essentials of Microcomputing An
oyi.'rview saves your time & money ap
plying this new technology 30pg booklet,
52 25ppci. from Applwd Microcomputer
Systoms Box 68C, Silverlake, N H 03875,

Must Sell T I, SR 52 with FC 100,,extras
$230 oi R EAS_gfter David 549 3937

ENTERTAINIVIENr

Golf! $2 00 W
Mill Valley

Bpkhertown,

ID Mon thru Sat, till 4 p ni

Golf Links, Route IR'

Ma Phone 323 4079

ROOM/VIA TE WANTED

HELP WANTED
Wanted houseboy at Lambda Delta Phi

Call Bernie at 6 1219 or 549 9039.

Wanted Youth Group Leader Jewish
Community of Amherst We are looking
'or an energetic, creativi:-. and committed
young man or woman w'th a background
in Jewish Culture it language to work with
the teen group of the community Salary

it) be negotiated If mte-ested call 256 8066
after 7 OOp m.

Small Sorority needs lunch potwasher.
dishwasfier Work 5 meals, eat 7 CaM549
1587

Office Coordinator full time Student
Center for Educarional Research (SCERl at

UfVlass seeks full tme office coordinator to
hvl(.- towa-rl educational and social
change Office skills plus ability to com
prehend printed 'natenal Graphics,
' ditini). computer skills helpful Resume
•o Lirry Maqid LC Box 18, UMass 546
.^89? Women ''I T •- i \\-\,i pnopln

CAtCULATORS

CoHetje Calculators .i^crs lov. pr.i , f> -i:'!

•..• 'vi; • All -,ui)(Ms .li.jii T169$2^5 68-
$99 '<5 u- $52 96 HPs h Commorioff s

van Models rrom $16 Ri-memf)«?r, i,>'

.'rvtre all cai' iiiatr^s we sell Bef '*' \ -

'uy anyuher« el.ie, can Boo c
v,iif.,,eCal< MiMtors 549 !3I6

Own Rm Swiss Vil Apt 253 7480

LOST

Lost Large leather like brown bin
derwith notes from 5 courses Lost near
Machmer ot Thompscn Very Important.
If found please call Marybeth Rm 218
Johnson Hse 545 0724 645 0725 545
3884

SERVICES

Person aware of Sept 3rd's Dead
Concert m Nl.J who recorded the show
from WNEW or WMMR would like to

record your version Phone 253 3938 Well
be Grateful AskforJo^nP .nDwight

Volvo repairs and maintenance Al! years
and models low prices Jack 586 0610

Motorcyclist factory trained cycle
mechanic spccialed for all Kawasakis
works on most others Low Rates Call
Jeff at 584 5406 665 2462

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subjects. Send $1. for

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles, Cahf 90025 i213) 477 8474.

Expert Typing Mary BethM6 12^~
Contact Lens Wearers. Save on brand
name hard and soft lens supplies. Send for
free illustrated catalog Contact Lens
Supply Center. 341 t Camelback,
Phoenix. Arizona 85012

Horses Boarded Northampton "Srnall
private stables, miles of trails Reasonably
priced Call 584 1764 or 584 1282

PERSONALS
Would you like to move to the Sylvan Area
and a gyiet suite' Two girls would like to
switch out Call 6 5965 _

Look' Moped Sale, Moped Salei, Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer s
Guide Motoberane the largest
manufai t'ir.'t Sparta comfortable 2
passerwjei mooed Come tor a lest nde and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED arcessones 4 Con/ Street,
No.tii.ir-ipton. 586 1054 Behind city hall. 2
iti.ii iroiti Mam Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us hetore you t)uyW T F nites 'III 9 Look' Moped Sali-'

Mopiv) Salf' Cornn'

INSTRUCTION

Wanted. ._ competent menu.': lo' niinot

A'ing rr>pairs $2 50per hr Call 26o 0395

Les ons Be
i'

46t»M.
T4f,7

:t Reed
S86

Hypnotism learning groups now forming
'rrrnaif rMa.iii-.i rate coiTiprefwnsioii
n'tent", concentration el

'f"ou'; IS and s«»lf hypnosis
Raise, grade), sasriy Your goal sets the
iirnit. Intro rneeting Thu. Sept. 22 at

7 8 9p rn
. rm 916. Campus Center Inst

Mvcnoi.unsuilant and Master Educator
M

iH.HIH:iliHI-l4ll-IIIMIIH'lllin^llM;ltii|^Hllll.wi^!t>r nji.iJii.iiiKJiiiii^
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Notices
f^fllSBte PRACTICE

There will be ultimate practice on the field behind
NOPE today and tomorrow at 4 p m. You must attend
at leaat one practice to play in this weekend's inter-
collegiate game.
GAY SLIDE SHOW

If you would like to see d slide show produced for
the P B A s Speaker s Bureau and give some feed
back drop by CC 915, 7:30 tonight Everybody is

welcomed and encouraged to attend
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonite at 7 p m in Has. 44 We will discuss
possible dates for STAR Panies. Observing at the
Orchard Hill Observatory after the meeting, weather
permitting

MOVIE
Mel Brook's Young Frankanstam in the S.U. Ball-

room at 7, 9, 11 p.m Cost $1 00.
CHESS
The UMass Chess Club will meet tonight. Wed.

Sept 21st from 7 p m till closing in room 802 of the
Campus Center. All are welcome
UMASS MARCHING BAND

The Dutchman is coming!
LUNATICS ANONYMOUS

Are you med, crazy, or just plain insane? Well,
we've got the organization for you We are into hair
pulling, tongue biting, and other self -inflicting ac
tivities. Tonight The Strategy Games Club. CC
BOLTWOOD PROGRAM SELECTION

Sign up meeting is tomorrow night at the Campus
Center 163 Complex at 7:30 p.m. Hope to see you
therel

KAPPA KAPPA PSf
Honorary Band Fraternity will sponsor a smoker

Sept 21, 1977, 8:30 p.m , 412 Grayson. All interested
persons are welcomel
GROUP MEDITATION

Radiant Circle Meditation Group meets tonight at

8:15 for Creative Heart Meditations Campus Center
Rm 911 915
TALENTEDP

Brett House is having a coffeehouse, Sat., Oct 1.

Anyone interested m playing please sign up
STOCKBRIDGE STUDENT SENATE

Senate meeting tonight at 8 p.m in 805 CC. All

freshman and senior senators must attend. Everyone
else welcome.
STOSAG

Stockbridge Yearbook meeting tonight at 6:30 in

102 CC
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

The Council of Undergrad Students in Psychology
wit) hold its second meeting tonight. Wed., Sept. 21 at

DC menu
TODAY

LUNCH - French Dip Sandwich,
Quiche Lorraine, Basics; Quiche Lorraine,

Garden Chili.

DINNER - Veal Parmigiana, Baked
Fish-Newburg Sauce, Basics; Eggplant
Parmigiana Baked Fish

TOMORROW
LUNCH — Hamburgers, Fried Rice,

Basics; Bean Burgers, Vegetable Fried

Rice.

DINNER - German Supper Salad
Sandwich, Baked Chicken-Supreme
sauce, Bread Buffet, Basics; Baked
Chicken, Hearty Latin Stew, Bread Buffet

V.
Saturday hours held

at the CASIAC office

CASIAC is now open on Saturdays from
10 am to 1 p.m. to provide academic
counseling, requirement sheets and majors
hand outs. University forms, and general
information on special programs.

New members invited

to Pre-Dent meeting
The Pre-Dent Club will hold its first

meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Campus
Center 805-809. All freshmen and new
members interested in dentistry are urged to

attend.

Court battle is dropped:

'Oh Calcutta on tour
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. \AP\ - A renewed

court battle over plans to bring the nude
musical play "Oh! Calcutta! ' here ended

Tuesday when the promoter dropped his

lawsuit.

Dyke Spear, of Hartford, Conn., said he

was withdrawing his suit against city officials

to avoid further legal proceedings. He had

wanted to force the sale of tickets for the

play at the Civic Center box office.

Earlier, Spear won a courtroom clash with

the city when a judge dismissed a suit by

municipal officials who wanted the long-

running Broadway play declared obscene
and banned.

Last week. Spear filed suit at Hampden
Superior Couri seeking to reverse the city's

rejection of his application to sell tickets

through the Civic Center box office Officials

noted that the play is scheduled at another

citv-owned auditorium, Springfield Synrv

Dhony Hall, not at the Civic Center.

Spear, pronioting a tour across the nation

of 'he musical, will bring it here Oct 8.

His promotion of the play, which includes

skits spoofing sexual mores arvj simulated

ntercourse, has brought legal snags else-

8 00 p m in rm 304 Tobin. Committees will be formed.
Issues will be discussed Become involvedl
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
The First Envir Sci. Council meeting of the year will

be held Wed Sept 21, in Marshall Hall Library 7:00

p m All Envir Sci students are urged to attend this

important meeting
FALL INTO FITNESS

Physical Fitness Workshop, Fall into Fitness",
Mondays, October 3. 10. 17 7 00 p.m 9 00 p.m
University Health Center room 302. Register by calling

549 2671 Ext 181 First come, first serve.

YOM KIPPOUR SERVICES
Please loin us Wednesday evening at 630 p m. and

Thursday at 10:00 am for services at the only or

ihodox synogogue in area the Chabad House near
Prince Dormitory across from Whitmore.
LOST-

Lost one key on blue plastic chain. Lost on Sunday
at Orchard Hill Central Concert - if found call 546-
6506
YOM KIPPUR SERVICES
Yom Kippur Services begin tonight Wednesday

with Kol Nidrei at 7:00 p m Thursday services begin at

10:00 am and resume at 5:30 p.m All services take
place in the Student Union Ballroom.
ISRAELI DANCING CANCELLED
Due to Yom Kippur, Israeli dancing will not be held

tonight (Wednesday) He will resume as usual Sept.
28
YOUNG FRANKENSTEIN

Don't miss young Frankenstein Saturday night 7, 9,

and 11 p m in the Student Union Ballroom $1

ROCKCLIMBING
Interested in forming climber's pool of 5 college

area rockcllmbers. The two purposes are to find

<)artnerson weekdays and sharing transportation and
expenses on long trips. Contact Martin Earle or Brian
Osborn 256 0637
FILM CLASSICS
Thursdays showing at the Newman Center, class

room 2, is the Fritz Lange thriller M with Peter Lorre
Show begins at 7 for 50 cents.

PHOTO CO OP MEETING
There will be an important meeting for all members

and interested people of Photo Co-op in the Suffolk
room in the SUB on Thursday, Sept 22nd at 7:00 p.m
promptly.
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There IS a differenceiif
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^ PREPARE FOR:
^—

' V^

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VAT • SAT

Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of test-
ing know-how tttat enables us to otter the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings A week-
ends all year Complete tape lac.lilies for review o' class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make ups
lor missed lessons at our centers

WEDNESDAY, SEPJEAAB^R_2j^977.

Watch forGMATclass
opening ! Call our local

Rep. 546 7853

CLASSES IN AMHERST
Call Boston for Info
2S Huntington Ave.
Beaton, MA (Silt

617-2A1-5150
Outside NY State Only

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840

I MPMN
COUC«riONAL CINTfH

S»ICi»HS'S SiNfl Kjjb

Centers m Maior U S Cities

2 FORM -"^
••mmm

At Hardee's^ we're having a special on roast beef sandwiches.
2 for a $1. Even if you're not a roast beef fan,

at these prices you'll become one.

2 ROAST BEEF SANDWKHES
F0R$1.

Good at all participating Hardee's.

Hacdeer
One coupon per C(«tcimer pl«^^«>

The place that brings you back

Coupon expires Sept. 20, 1977

.J

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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B.C. by Johnny Hart
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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This space available. Interested cartoonists

should see Bob Higgins at the Collegian office.

Bring samples of work.

WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

pLfitJTS IN UiE^TF<?N /veu.'-

Ei^6LAA){i UFRB- Re-FOELSO

LAST UOE£K.. CRITICS

Um^} Of P0SS(8LE C9/4CAy

j/U TH5 RtAcioR. ^^oauf^S,

but 10 /\6tp£^)t^GtnfiSS\VE

RaOIAIIOM LfAKS.. .

Otf\(i\f\L^cu^m iHSy

UM by Marty Mared*i

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler

DAY'
TME OTME/'s days ^ill fea-
ture THE APVE-NTU^ES
OF GERALD AS USUAL .

j

NEXT \Aj£EK- 6.ENB GOEIS
WEST!
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Your Birthday By steiii wilder

From UNITP:d Feature Syndic«.«
For release WKKK of Sept 19. 1977

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM-
BER 21 Born today, you
are one of those re.stless

individuals who may have
difficulty adjusting to any
kind of routine. You thrive
on change You do not
work well in an open-ended
situation, but need to know
that there is a definite,

achievable goal. You work
quite happily when you
know that a change of

effort is ahead and when it

will occur

Although many think of
you as a emotional person,
you are actually quite ca-
pable of keeping your emo-
tions under control. Your
love of variety and a fanci-
ful imagination encourage
you to play with your emo-
tions, not always feeling
deeply those you show to
others. Your serious emo-
tions you keep to yourself.

You are a tolerant and
understanding individual,

seldom annoyed by other
people's quirks. Indeed,
you are usually more curi-
ous and friendly with peo-
ple others may consider
more than a little unusual.
Not an especially social
person, you have from ear-
liest childhood enjoyed
your own company more
than that of anyone else.

For this reason you will

probably choose a career

that at lea.st gives you
periods of work away from
people.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l-et your birthday star be
your daily guide
THURSDAY, SEPTEM-

BER 22

VIRGOiAug 23-Sept 22)
Seek out areas of com-

patibility rather than con-
flict in your associaton
with another Bring peace
to a relationship

'IBRAfSept 23-Oct 22) -
You can greatly enhance
your relationships on the
home front if you will leave
authoritarianism behind
you.

SCORPIO( Oct .23-
Nov21) - Seek the happy
medium in your dealings
with others. Otherwise,
you may commit yourself
to more than you can han-
dle.

SAGITTARIUS! Nov. 22-

Dec.21 )
— You may have a

difficult time coping with
the consequences of anoth-
er's upset nervous system
Problems grow at evening.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan 19i Chances for a
happy and productive day
increase as you bring your
feelings of disappointment
under control.

AQUARIUSi Jan. 20-
^>b 18) - Another's ap-
pearance may be intrigu-
ing but may not tell the full

story lx)ok beneath the
surface for valuable quali-
ties.

PISCESfKeb 19-March
20) - You may get more
than you bargained for to-

day if you insist upon doing
your own "thing." Seek
help from another
ARIESi March 21-April

19

)

— False friends prove a
hindrance to progress.
Don't expect much from
one who has disappointed
you before.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20) — Your aspriring na-
ture combines with ambi-
tion to move you a long
way along the path to suc-
cess in your particular
field today.

GEMINI(May21-June20)
— You can get what you
want from a close friend
today Keep his best inter-
ests in mind, however
CANCER I June 21-July

22) — Aspects of another's
character which cause you
pain or embarrassment
should be discussed,
changed But don't push.
LEOiJuly 23-Aug22) —

Though another may en-
courage you in a wish to
shirk your duty, you would
do well to keep a promise
Complete a goal.
lupyn«(>l. \T.- L'nitnJ tulurr Syndl

calF lot-

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Might of a

nation
6 Young

bovine
1 Burmese

tribe

1 4 Existing
1 5 Instrument
16 Pairs
1 7 Laterai

Surfaces
18 Man-kilhng

fish 2
words

20 •-- the mark
Conform

21 Lacerated
23 Free of

superfluity
24 Greek

marketD'ace
2P Demanded

as due
28 Bonus
30 Social units

T Stone
32 Family

relationships

2 words
36 Tibet ox
^7 Amphibians
38 Can Nat

Expn
39 Spent a

night

42 Religious
painting

4 4 Bold
15 Pipce of

shot
46 DicKen 3

charactpr
49 Hooded

jacket

50 Swedish
'Siand

51 Alleges
52 Canadian

northiand
Abbr

55 Giving in

great
amounts

58 More
unusual

60— Cong or

Nam
61 Century

plant

62 Dm
63 Ending with

div and rev
64 Morning

moistures
65 Steno s co-

worker

DOWN
1 Gone by
2 Mixture
3 With both

eyes open
4 Feminine
name

5 Make like

new
6 Snake
7 Showing
knowledge

8 Boy s o'
girl s

nicKname
9 Gratuity

10 Non-
believer

1 ^ Colony of

t)ees
."

f q i.ne

1 J 1^1
1- the

q irstion
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29 Equal Fr

30 shave
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vowel
33 Of an island

republic
34 Being Sp
35 Fix firmly m

place
37 Emblerr-.

40 Hard rubber
product

41 Goads
42 Individuals
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45 Be profita-
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46 Find a solu-
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47 de lune
48 Speaks in-

coherently
49 Congress
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warrant
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Reds reflect on 1977

players too confident
CINCINNATI lUPf] - The Cincinnati

Reds, having fallen short in their quest for a
third straight world championship, have
supplied some interesting answers to the
question, "What happened?"

In lengthy interviews, manager Sparky
Anderson, George Foster, Pete Rose,
Johnny Bench and Joe Morgan gave their
opinions. Excerpts:

Anderson: "The club was careless. I was
careless I don't think it started in spring
training as some claim. I think it goes as far
back as 1975 We finally won a world
championship, something no other Reds'
team had done since 1940

"t think I got careless in the way I started
handling players in 1976. But we were so
strong that despite this carelessness, we won
again. I got carried away and bragged and
bragged about the team. And by so doing, I

put things into their heads that wouldn't
have been there.

"This past spring I helped put all of us on
an ego trip. Now I realize the carelessness
started all over again. It set the tone for the
vyhole year.

"I've made notes in a book. This has been
the worst season I've ever seen a club have
in missing signs. I have other things in the
notebook that I'll correct.

Foster: "I feel I haven't been hitting in
clutch situations as I did in the past. Last year
I hit only 29 homers, but I went more for
contact.

"Last year I had more discipline. I knew
when and when not to go for a home run
with two strikes on me. If a home run doesn't
mean a tie or a victory and there are runners
in scoring position, I should try to make
contact with two strikes on me instead of
swinging for the fence.

"Actually, I've hurt the club more than

helped it. I don't feel like I've been as con-
sistent as in the past."

Rose: "I believe I've played as hard as I

could under the circumstances. It was hard
to keep psyched up when we kept losing.

"Anyone can play when you're five or six

games on top. I would like to have more hits

than I've got. I try to play harder when we're
losing because we look so bad and we're
getting a closer look from fans.

"I had a couple of slumps where I went
one for 10 against New York and two for 15
against Chicago even though I felt I hit the
ball hard. It gets you down."

Bench: "We created a worldwide-known
big red machine. But like every machine it

doesn't always function perfectly. Mainly
because this machine is made up of people
and they're susceptible to mental problems
and lapses.

"After all the glory and riding the crest,
sooner or later gravity will pull you back to
earth. Hell yes, I wanted to win. But we
didn't. It's now not a one-team league."

Morgan: "My feeling is we lost because
we lacked the consistency we had the last
five years - consistency in pitching, fielding,
clutch hitting and the mental aspects of the
game.

Statistics are deceiving. Pete Rose, Ken
Griffey and I can all be hitting .300. But if

we're not hitting .300 at the same time, it

doesn't mean a whole lot.

"We had a chance to do something special
- be the first national league team to win
three straight world championships. That's
what hurts. We as a team didn't do the job.
"What makes me the unhappiest of all is

that we didn't make the Dodgers earn the
(National League West) title. In honesty, I

have to say we gave it to them."

Kingman disai • • • inted;

Red Sox washed out
BOSTON {AP\ - Slugger Dave Kingman

took one look at Fenway Park's famed
"Green Monster," the 37 foot left-field wall
— and was disappointed to learn he was not
in the starting lineup.

However, the New York Yankees' newest
strong boy got a chance to show what he
thought later Monday night when he golfed a
towering shot off a light tower above a high
screen atop the wall for a homer.

Despite Kingman's blast, the Boston Red
Sox went on to a 6-3 victory, moving to
within 3y2 games of the Yankees in the
American League East.

Kingman, who played for the New York
Mets, San Diego Padres and California
Angels before being picked up by the
Yankees last Thursday, looked fonrt/ard to
another shot at the wall last night. However,
he had to wait as heavy rain postponed the
1977 season finale between the Yankees and
the Red Sox until tonight.

"I had seen Fenway Park many times on
television and had heard stories about he
left-field wall," Kingman said. "I knew the
wall was close, but it was more than I ex-
pected. It's something else."

Kingman, playing out his option to
become a free agent next month, felt he
would be right at home at chummy Fenway,
but emphasized that his future services will

be available to the highest bidder.

"With wind blowing out, Wrigley Field in

Chicago is a home run hitter's dream, but
Fenway is by far the easiest to hit in," he
said. "I mean for base hits, not just homers.
You can just tap the ball and get a hit here."

After taking batting practice in his first visit
to Fenway, Kingman was disappointed when
he learned that New York Manager Billy
Martin didn't have him in the starting lineup.

"I kind of thought they got me for this
series in Boston," he said. "I was a little

disappointed, but I'm not criticizing Martin.
He has 25 guys who got him this far.'

"He's got his reasons. I'm not sure what
they are, but I'm not second-guessing him."

With Mickey Rivers hobbled,
"

Martin
started Paul Blair in center-field, explaining:
"I believe in pitching and defense. Blair is
one of the best centerfielders in baseball. I'm
not going to take him out for a home run
hitter." Martin said.

"I also didn't consider using Kingman as
the DH (designated hitter), either. Take out
Lou Piniella? Not on your life. Piniella is

hitting .332 and I want him as the DH."
Kingman has appeared in four games for

the Yankees. In 10 times at bat, he has three
homers and a double, scored three runs and
driven in five. He also has struck out five
times.

Sports Notice

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any
undergraduate woman interested in

trying out for the women's basketball
team there will be an informational
meeting on Thursday, Sept. 22, at NOPE,
room 22 (AVA) at 7:30 p.m. Any
questions, call coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
at 545 0552.

MEN'S SWIMMING - Swimmers
interested in trying out for this year's
team should see coach Bei Melamed at
Boyden Pool. Workquts have begun and
run from 4-6 p.m daily.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

None
TODAY

yyOMEN'S TENNIS (0-0) - vs. Smith Away 330VARSITY SOCCER (0-0) - vs. Bridgepon^^ry 30MEN'S TENNIS (2-0) - vs. New HamSsh^eAZyVoO
TOMMORW

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY (0-0) vs. Springfield Homf -^-V)JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY (O-Or^rSpXTeld'^o^ 4:45

Vj^, DNr SDAY, SEPTtMBbR ?1 1077 —,^^^^-—

SkmIR
One of The Sfon A .Shnn t ^mr^3,„..e ^^^ ^^^ ^W

£Megi^n 15

One of The Stop & Shop ComDanifs

Nate quits after 14 years
CLEVELAND \AP\ - Veteran Cleveland

Cavaliers center Nate Thurmond announced
his retirement yesterday after 14 seasons in

the National Basketball Association.

The 36-year-old finished his career with
the Cavs last season after having played for

the Chicago Bulls and, earlier, for the old San
Francisco,Warriors.

Thurmond injured a knee in the middle of
the last season and underwent corrective
surgery early this year. He came back to
make a brief appearance with the Cavs in the
NBA playoffs.
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I

ALHIMA.S.SMEN WELCOME

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
ON

Thor$.Sept22 8-9 p.m.
Sun.Sept25 7p.m.

388 NO.PLEASANT ST.
(Bii: while brick house one bK>ck from campus)

CALL5-0210FOR INFO
REFRESHMENTS

Freshest

Selection

of Dresses

in Tov/n...

10% OFF
any Dress
(WITH THIS AD..

offer good until

Oct. 1, 1977).

We've got the lorgest selection of dresses

we've ever hod—dresses ore strong ogoin
this year, and you're sure to find the one

you'll love ot the Bus 5top...nnost under -39.95

BUS8IQP
197 n. pleasant st./ amherst/ ma./ 256-0140

FALL
AT

THE
SP0RT
STORE

Dail > KKf) 1 liiir*«lio tilH

1 7Ki « Vorili l*lfit»aiii Sum
\inli «r*i 2.";:i-27M»

hTOPHITS! ^,
i LOW PRICES!

iSr^ords and tapes on sale now thru Saturday. September 24

ncii

EtIK 399
IP SFRILS 798

ELVIS PRESLEY:
Moody Blue
LIMIT: 1 PER CUSTOMER

399
LP SERIES 798

CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
Crosby. Stills & Nash
8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.»4

599
LP SERIES 898

STARS WARS: Soundtrack
8-TRACK SERIES 895 5.99

399
LP SERIES 798

FLEETWOOD MAC:
Rumours
8-TRACK SERIES 796 4.94

SERIES 798

STEVE MILLER BAND:
H.jok ot Dreams
1 TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
LP SERIES 698

KENNY ROGERS:
Daytime Fnends
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
LP SERIES 698

THE ISLEY BROTHERS:
Forever Gold
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
LP SERIES 698

RITA COOLIOGE:
Anytime Anywhere
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

HEATWAVE
Too Hot To Handle

> ' .1^ &') .. O^ .... .!>.' tw. ,

[99

COMMODORES

[99

rK-^wl i*
" "° ^^ ^^'^ catcher Carlton Fisk and third baseman Butch Hobson's

vJnu!L S""
v'ew) inritation of "crashing into the boards." In action against theYankees Monday night. F.sk dove and came up with the foul ball. Sox won, 6 3

[44
^^ LP SERIES 798
HEATWAVE:
Too Hot To Handle
8 TR SERIES 795 4.94

LP SERIES 798
ROSE ROYCE:
In Full Bloom
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

LP SERIES 698
ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCH.:
A New World Record
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

^9 LP SE(LP SERIES 798

COMMODORES:
Corrmodores
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

FOREIGNER

nns uu TMC rw THw
COIO«IC(

YES
GOt^ FOR THE ONE

Timi or n« airtm

TH£.
HLWN PWRSONS PWOiECT

I flOaOT

WOULON T »¥*NT TO BC LIKE rOU
8«r*K00WN CON T LET ITSMOW

399
LP SERIES 798

FOREIGNER: Foreigner
8-TR $ERIESJ95 4.94

[99
LP SERIES 798

YES:
Going For The One
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

[99
LP SERIES 798

THE ALAN PARSONS
PROJECT: I Robot
8TR SERIES 795 4.94

Pats begin weeic iiealthy

but with much work ahead

LP SERIES 798

PETER FRAMPTON:
Im In You
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

lii.K CJI.M^

i.1
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S,,|,„^^ li

1
.NjMiiii;,11.

III. 1 •iivl l.lV.IIV

ALICE COOPER
Lace andWMslwy

FOXBORO \UPI] - The New England
Patriots entered a long week of training
Monday with a healthy squad and a great
deal of work to accomplish.
Nose tackle Ray Hamilton suffered a

sprained ankle and Sam Hunt received a 10-
stitch-gash in the side of the face in Sun-
day's 21-17 win over Atlanta. Both were
expected to play next Monday night against
the Browns at Cleveland.
Of more concern to Coach Chuck Fair-

banks was the ease with which Kansas City
moved the ball both on the ground and in the
air. The Chiefs gained a net of 180 yards
rushing and 219 passing.
"We didn't think they'd run that well but

tnen, we didn't tackle as well as we did in the

preseason games," said Hamilton. "I'll tell

you, we don't expect to give up that much
yardage every week but I do think Kansas
City has one of the best offenses we'll see."

Fairbanks agreed. Kansas City "presented
the most severe test to us so far" but added
"our defense made the big plays."
The coach also spoke kindly of his offense,

which gained 241 yards ground behind fill-in

Starters Pete Brock and Shelby Jordan on
the left side of the line.

Brock, a second year player from
Colorado, is relieved the first-game pressures
are over 'I wanted to play well," he said,
"because if we lost, I didn't want to be the
excuse."

399
LP SERIES 798

KISS: Love Gun
3-TR SERIES 795 4.94

699
LP SERIES 998

JUDY COLLINS
So Early In The Spring

8-TR SERIES 995 6.99

399
LP SERIES 798

SANFORO TOWNSENO
BAND
e-TR SERIES 795 4.94

399
LP SERIES 798

ALICE COOPER
Lace and Whiskey
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

249
OUR REG 2.99
The Holder. Expands
and contracts auto-
rnatically to accom-
fTiodate books, records
'apes and more'

OUR REG 2 99

Phonograph needles
Choice of 30 styles

Fit most stereos

that take diamond
stylus needles

EACH

Elvis Presley poster,

20x28 Full color

Rains bring big problems

with winter Olympic site

I
Unutual*|r h«»vy Ovrr^arxlv majr
'•quir« our Mitlinf r««»onabl«
«»irfhtif> limit* on torn* o* th« Capfto' <!I^

i#Qg — k->. N^

Availabl{^only at the Bradlees t>el32v
""

r<ii\ij^ Si. J\ortkAmplvn. "

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. [UPI] - Measures
designed to prevent soil erosion at the site of
the 1984 Winter Olympics began Monday,
the Lake Placid Olympic organizing com-
mittee said.

LPOOC President Ronald M. MacKenzie
said the measures were being implemented
in the area where the athletes' housing
complex will be constructed at Ray Brook.
The problem at that area has been

compounded by recent heavy rainfalls, at the
same time construction reached into the
qround water and clay levels of earth, Ramon
Lopez, project general manager for the
Gilbane Building Co., said.

The Gilbane Company is the project

manager for the games and brought in an
outside erosion expert to study the problem.
"With the combination o these two

factors, the run off probiein became
significantly worse," Lopez said, "and we

realized that an outside consultant must be
engaged expeditiously."

Organizers said Lopez toured the Olympic
village site this past weekend with the expert.
Dr. Lynne H. Irwin, Assistant Professor and
Highway Research Engineer, of Cornel!
University.

Dr. Irwin recommended a system of filter

fabric sediment fences, winter hardy
vegetation and the use of wood chips to
relieve the problem, the committee said.

Irwin added that the problem could
become a serious one if it were allowed to
continue.

He added however, that "the measures I

have recommended to Mr. Lopez will
alleviate the soil erosion at this site."

Organizers said the erosion problem was
only evident at the housing site, which is

scheduled to be completed in two years.
After the games, it will be turned into a

federal youth corrections facility for 'he
northeast.
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Fall sports special inside

Booters kick off

1977 season
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

UMass soccer team will be traveling to
Bridgeport tonight to kick off their 1977
season with a 7:30 contest. The team
finished the preseason with a 3-2 mark.
UMass co-captain Ed Niemiec said,

'Bridgeport has always been a perennial
powerhouse in the New England area."

Thus far this year, though, Bridgeport has
an 0-2 ledger, having lost to Southern Illinois

University and UConn. However, both those
teams are ranked high in national and New
England polls, respectively

Niemiec said UMass has never beaten
Bridgeport m their brief two-year series,

having lost to them last year by a 4-2 score in

overtime
"Bridgeport has a very good offense and

an excellent defense including a real super
qoaltender in Eric Swallow," said Niemiec.

So, the Minutemen will be up against a
tough, experienced team that has most of its

high scorers back from last year. But, the
fact that the Minutemen have never beaten
Bridgeport in the past should add to the team
incentive to get their initial win against
Bridgeport and start their season off on a
winning note.

Under the coaching of Russ Kidd, the
booters have been prepahng for this opener
since the close of last " season. Team
members feel that this year could be a big
season, possibly resulting in a berth in the
New England playoffs.

After tonight's contest, the booters will
travel to the University of Maine for a 10:00
a.m game on Saturday.

They will then travel to Keene State for a
game on Sept. 28th before returning here for
their home-opener on Saturday, Oct. 1

against the University of Vermont.

,-'*? ^

Wet women's tennis team
floats onto Smith court

The UMass mens soccer team will strive for a lot of offensive dribbling thisseason. Beginning today, the booters take on Bridgeport in hopes of winnlna

By ED POWERS
Collegian Staff

Rained out of its initial match of the fall

season against Springfield College, the
UMass women's tennis team hopes to open
Its schedule today against smith in a 3:30
match at the Smith College courts. The
Springfield match has been rescheduled for
Sept 28

Although rain has hampered practice
sessions coach Bill Yu was very confident
and excited about the possibilities of a strong
showing this fall by the women's tennis
team

Associate Athletic Director Bob O'Connell
-^aid. "The girls were very excited after their
initial practice session last Thursday af-
ternoon with their new coach."

Yu, after examining the schedule, ex-

pected the toughest matches of the season
to be against Smith, Tufts, Mt. Holyoke and
possibly Dartmouth.

Except for freshman Cathy Maher at the
number one singles spot, Yu is unsure about
the remainder of the lineup. He hopes to
become quickly acquainted with each of the
girls' tennis abilities in order to put together
the best lineup he possibly can.
Yu said he is also looking forward to the

Massachusetts Association of Interscholastic
Athletics tor Women (MAIAWI tournament
in the middle of October. The women will be
represented by two singles players and one
doubles combination.
One prerequisite of the tournament is that

those entered must have played a majority of
their matches in the position they are entered
at. For this reason, Yu hopes to set his lineup
for the ten match fall season as soon as
possible.

Into the stretch
EAST

New York
Baltimore

Boston

W L PCT. GB
93 58 616
90 61 596 3
89 61 .593 3%

Turner sailed thru $$$
on his way to cup win

Downpour dampens Hose

Yanks finale set tonight

BOSTON lUPI] - Nature has delayed the
Boston Red Sox destiny for at least a day.
An all-day downpour yesterday forced a

one- day postponement of the Red Sox'
season finale against the New York Yankees,
a game Boston must win to stay in the
American League East race. Boston, with 12
games to play, trails New York by 3 Vi games.

If the weather allowed ~ and the forecast
indicated a day dotted with drizzle and
downpours - the Red Sox were to send Luis
Tiant, 11-8, against Mike Torrez, 16-12.

Another rainout tonight could force a

rescheduling to Oct. 3, the day after the
regular season ends. The game would be
played only if it affected the outcome of the
pennant race.

With the game meaning so much to the
Red Sox, it would seem a rainout would
make them fidgety. But second baseman
Denny Doyle, who suffered through three
straight days of wet weather that delayed the
1975 World Series between Boston and
Cincinnati, shrugged off any possible added
pressure.

"I've been involved in too many big games
that have been rained out to worry about
this," he said. "You know, a day of rain is like

coming to the park and finding out that your
baseball shoes haven't been polished.
There's nothing you can do about it. You just
,')ut up with it

"^her*. have been times when the pressure
/was greater Vou can'* let a few drops of rain

bother you," Doyle said.

He was among a handful of Boston players
who hung around after the game was called
off. Most of the Yankee players never left

their hotel.

"There's nobody here," said pitcher Cat-
fish Hunter, as he looked up from his card
game with Yankee coaches to discourage
any media inquiries in the quiet Yankee
dressing room
The day of rest figured to help the ailing

right leg of centerfielder Mickey Rivers, a
last- minute scratch before Monday's night
game. Paul Blair started in Rivers' place in

the first game, won 6-3 by the Red Sox.
Without Rivers, the Yankees are down to

one centerfielder, a fact that kept Manager
Billy Martin from pinch-hitting for Blair in the
first game.

"I hope Rivers isn't feeling better until

Thursday," said Boston captain Carl
Yastrzemski. "They say that guy has
problems in the field. Well, we haven't seen
any He's been tremendous."

Boston shortstop Rick burleson added:
Rivers is one of the top candidates for MVP.

He's been underrated defensively and he's
their catalyst offensively. He makes things
happen."

After tonight's scheduled game, the Red
Sox go to Det'-'i for a four game series that
starts tome a/. The Yankees have
tomorrow oft Detore playing -i three-game
weekend set at T :ronto.

NEWPORT, Rl. \AP\ - The King's Point
Syndicate, which backed ttie America's Cup
efforts of Courageous and Independence,
riin short of money late in the campaign, says
Atlanta Braves' owner Ted Turner.

Turner, who skippered Courageous to the
23rd defense of the prestigious sailing
trophy, said yesterday he had to pay $10,000
of his own money to buy sails for the 12-

meter yacht.

Contacted by telephone in Atlanta, Ga.,

g Turner said he purchased two new jibs and
two spinnakers after being told the King's
Point Syndicate couldn't come up with the
money.
"They were trying to raise additional

money and I figured there was no way they
would be able to buy me some new sails,"

Turner said. "So I went ahead and got them
on my own."

Real estate developer Alan Bond, head of
the Australia syndicate, had to mount a
fundraising drive back home to finance new
sails after his yacht defeated Sverige and
became the challenger.

The cup campaigns for three American
yachts and challengers from Sweden, France
and Australia cost more than $12 million.

Meanwhile, Courageous was still tied up
Tuesday at a Bannister's Wharf pier while a
few remaining crewmembers cleaned out

their gear and prepared the yacht for her
departure.

George Zacharkow, chairman of the King s
Point Fund board of directors, said the
veteran sloop would be leaving Newport on
Thursday for the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy.
Zacharkow said Courageous and In

dependence would be put on disolay Sept
28 Oct. 1 during the academy's alumni
weekend. Then they will be put in storage at
Minneford's Yacht Yard, where both were
built.

Turner, who beat Australia by 2:25 Sunday
for a 4-0 defense shutout, is interested in
buying Courageous to mount another
campaign in 1980, independent of the King's
Point group, according to a crewmember.
Zacharkow, however, said the syndicate

did not intend to sell the yacht, which
successfully defended the cup in 1974 in
another 4-0 shutout of an Australia sloop.
Southern Cross.

"Our intention is to retain the yacht if at all

possible, ' Zacharkow said. "We don't want
to sell off a winner."

Meanwhile, the mast was removed
Tuesday from Australia so she could be
towed to New York for shipment back to
Perth. She was scheduled to leave Newport
on Thursday.

Palmer cools Toronto;

Orioles still kicking
BALTIMORE \UPf] - Rookies Eddie
Murray and Rich Dauer smashed homers
behind Jim Palmer's seven- hitter and 18th
victory last night to help the Baltimore
Orioles edge into second place, three games
out of first place in the American League
East, with a 5-2 triumph over the Toronto
Blue Jays.

Palmer, 18-11, saw Murray snap a I-I tie
A'lth his 23rd homer in the fourth inning.
Dauer's third homer against Toronto, and
fourth this year, came in the fifth.

Ken Singleton's two-run, bases-loaded
single in the seventh chased losing rookie
starter Jim Clancy, 4-7, for Tom Murphy.
Walks to Mark Belander, Pat Kelly and a
single by Al Bumbry loaded the bases.

Gary Woods tripled across Toronto's first

run in the second and Dave McKay singled
home a second run in the seventh.

Only 4,301, the second disappointing
crowd in as many nights, watched the
Orioles keep their pennant hopes alive by
boosting their record since August 29 to "IS-

6 It was Palmer's fifth straight win.
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-Men's cross -country

Harriers run for roses

through green pastures
By Mike Burger
Collegian Staff

No nrwtter how well the UMass men'
cross-country team does this year, one
thing's for sure. The Larriers will have a lot
of company with which to share it. Pro-
vidence, Northeastern, and UMass repre
sent the top three teams in New England.
The Fnars are coming off an awesome year
which saw them place ninth in the country.
UMass coach Ken O'Brian said the com-

petition is so intense in the East that pro-
bably six teams, (Penn State, Rutgers,
Villanova, Providence, UMass, and Nor-
theastern) will hold down six of the top 20
spots in the national rankings.
Locally, Providence is the team to beat.
The Friars one-two punch last year was All
Americans John Treacy and Mick O'Shea,
both products of Ireland. O'Shea
graduated but Friar coach Bob Amato pick-
ed up super freshman Gerry Degan (13:36.5
time for five kilometers), who is tabbed as
being able to surpass O'Shea's times
before he graduates.
Treacy returns along with another
sophomore All-American -Dan Dillon- and
veterans Ed Hartnen and Gerry Crooke.
"Providence is a rich team. One would

think that losing somebody like O'Shea
would hurt them as a contending team but
they may be stronger depth-wise this
year," said O'Brien.
Providence may be the team to beat but

for some reason, topping Northeastern is a
"sweet thing, "according to O'Brien. Unlike
any other New England team, instead of a
one-two punch, the Huskies have a one-
two three attack with Jon and Bob Flora,
plus Bruce Bickford.

Bickford, the United States' best under 20

years of age steeplechaser, came on like
gang busters last spring and may turn out
to be the best Northeastern runner. The
Huskies have depth but are not as deep as
UMass. If their four through seven runners
even approach the level of the top three,
tfte Huskies could be a serious problem for
UMass and Providence.
Harvard was the surprise team last year as

it captured the Eastern championships
(IC4A's) when all seven runners peaked on
one afternoon. Harvard is still an enigmatic
team with no real one-two punch, but is a
team that runs well together. On one good
afternoon Harvard may surprise as it did
last year in the IC4A's.
How does UMass compare with these

teams? "We can hold our own with
anybody and that includes any team on the
East Coast. I think anyone of the three local
teams (Providence, Northeastern and
ourselves) can be number one in New
England. It willbe close," O'Brien said.
Schedule-wise, the Harriers meet the
cream of the crop in the first three meets of
the season. After opening against Brown
and Boston College this Friday, Han/ard
and Providence will be the competition
next Tuesday. Four days later. Nor-
theastern and St. John's will go head to
lead with UMass. A week later, Manhattan
^nd Syracuse, and UConn will meet UMass
It Van Cortland Park in New York.
After two Yankee Conference meets, the

.:hampionships battles will be waged. The
Yankee Conference, New Englands,
IC4A's, the Eastern Eights, and the
NCAA's will determine just how far UMass
will go.

"There is no doubt in my mind that we
have the talent to be among the best in
•^'•^•v England and maybe the East. We just

Mike Quinn in action. (Staff photo
byDave Rodgers)

have to put our heads together, strive for
consistency, and work hard. But the poten-
tial IS there," said UMass captain Mike
Ouinn.

Competition should run strong
By Mike Berger
Collegian Staff

You walk into cross country coach Ken
O'Brien's office and immediately you see on
theledgeoftheblackboard.fourAII-Amencan
plaques accumulated in the past three years
The fifty-six year history of Massachusens

cross country shows a record of 259 winsand
119 loses for a .690 winning percentage.
Under 0"Brien the harriers have won 74 dual

meets, lost 23 and have captured a record
seven straight Yankee Conference crowns
(1970-76) as wellasthe1973NewEnglandand
1974 IC4A titles.

No fall sport, save women"s cross country,
can claim as much success as O'Brien's

roadmen. This year, the pattern should be
continued, and maybe to further heights.
Despite the loss of All-American John

McGrail, this year's squad returns five of the
top seven scorers plus an All-American
transfer from Providence College.

I n the past three years, O'Brien has had two
'frontrunnig'AII-Americanstoleadhis squad.
Thisyearagainthe pattern remains. Lastyear
as UMassswepttoa 10- 1 dual meet season, its

seventh straight Yankee Conference crown
and runner-up in the New Englands,
sophomore Mike Quinn came of age asan
awesome runner.

O'Brian and assistant coach Arnie Morse
knew Quinn was a good runnerandalsoknew
he hadagood chance to improve. Butlastyear
Quinnopeneduptheyearwinninghisfirstrace,
beating All-American teammate McGrail.
After that, everyone had a feeling that no one
could ever predict Quinn's success that year.

Quinn wonfour outofthefiveracesheranina
dual meet competition, won the Yankee
Conference meet, and climaxed the season
with a record shanering second placefinish in

theNewEnglands.Histimeof23:13forthefive-
mile Franklin Park course was seven seconds
behind one of the best national collegiate
runners in the country - Providence's John
Treacy.
Two weeks later, in the nationals, Quinn
became the first UMasscross country runner
to earn All-American statusasa sophomore.

in thesummerot 1976, O'Brian learned that
ProvidenceAII-AmericanStetsonArnoldhad
transferredtoUMassbut<vouldhavetositouta
year because Arnold was tecupperatingfrom
hepatitis. Arnold is set to run again, and ac-
cording to O'Brian, should regain therunning
form that made himoneofNewEnpland'stop
runners in 1975.

"Onceanathleteof national caliber sitsouta
year, hehastolosesomething,"saidO'Brian.
"But Arnold isanextremelyskilledrunnenft^ho
has worked hard to regaintheconditioninghe
had in 1 975

. We are pleased with his progress
and know it may be a month or two before he
gets all of his timing together.

"

The key to this year's team is depth and the
pre season prediction is that itisthebest ever.
Following the one-two punch of Quinn and
Arnold, is a group of seven runners.
Co-captain Frank Carroll suffered a serious

cold last season that prevented him from
reaching the running form that was predicted
of him. Presently ranking astheschool'sfifth
fasteddistancerunnerever,onlysurpassedby
four All-American teammates, Carroll is

expected to regain the form that also makes
him a potential All-American.
Junior Kevin McKusker, winning theUMass
Relays and Boston College Relays
steeplechasesaswellastheNewEnglandmeet
steeple come? intoseasonasarookiebutwith

TURN TO PAGE 15

JVs bolstered by Frosh

Stetson Arnold,
sensation. (Staff
Rodgers)

the harriers' latest

photo by Dave

By Kevin McCaffrey
Collegian Staff

The freshman cross country team begins
another fall campaign with great
expectations of retaining its title as the best
sub varsity team in New England.

"It's our deepest talented group,"
commented third year coach Arnie Morse,
"Whereas our two other championship
teams had 4 or 5 strong individuals, this
team has 7 or 8 good runners

'"

A boost to Morse"s optimism is 3
competitors who are following in the
trackshoes of older brothers who competed
for UMass. Bob Hunt, 6th in the N.Y.
States, is younger brother of Jim Hunt,
successful New England half miler. Last
years Central Mass champ Mike Dorion
enters UMass in the shawdow of long
distance brother Paul. Runnerup from
Western Mass., Craig Arnold hopes to
duplicate brother Stetson's honors as All

American.
Other front runners include Acton's Matt

Anderson, New Jersey's Kevin Molteni,
and Connecticut's Jim Gallagher, all top
finishers in their respective state
championships. Eariy season injuries to
New Jersian Joe Lagan and Garde Wells of
Newton force them out of action for several
weeks. Both Logan and Wells were
runners-up in their state'scompctitinn and
should pose a serious threat to the top five
positions when healthy.
Completing the freshman squad are Tim
Beauparlant, Dan Berkowitz, Peter
Dreisens and Tom Gildea, all top runners
for their high school teams.
The season opens against Boston College
and Brown, Friday at Franklin Park in

Boston, just one of three meets at Franklin
Park in a span of eight days. Mid season
invitationals in Poughkeepsis and Albany,
NY. comprise the only competition before
the Nevy England's Nov. 5 in Boston.
According to Coach Morse the tradition of
fine cross country teams at UMass will be
carried into another year.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly Soufh China)

^ >f m * j^

Mandarin Szechuen
Cui8ine

* Open 7 days a week

Specials

LUNCHEON $1.25 & up
DINNER 13.55

Mon.Thur. ll:30a.m.-10:00p.in.
Fri.-Sun. ll:30a.m.-l 1 :00 p.m.

Cocktails— Take Ouf Service

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilities
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Have you tried lutonny at UMass and had
no clients?

Are you a student who needs a tutor
but can't find one?

COME
TOGETHER!

Counseling Assistance for Older Students
IS organi/'ing a tutor bank. Register with
CAOS and get connected.

CAOS Rooms 203 207 Hasbrouck
545 0057
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Women s cross country

Women harriers strive

to keep good thing going
By Dave Rodman
Collegian Staff

New women's cross country coach
Charlotte Lettis probably explained it best
when she said, "the upper-classwomen like

Jane (WelzeO and Johara (Chapman) had
to go through a mental thing of accepting
themselves as women runners. Now, we
have new women coming in who say 'I'm a
runner, so what*"
What that means, according to Lettis, is

that women's track and cross country is

growing in both quality and quantity, on
the New England level as well as at UMass.
What it also explains is how the
Minutewomen could lose three of their top
ten runners and be "a better team than last

year, and definately as deep," according to
Lettis.

Lettis said the 1977 squad has 19 women
out for the team, "the most ever," for the
third year team.
At the end of last semester, cross country
head coach Ken O'Brien was faced with
replacing Julie Lafreniere and Maggie
Crowley, two of his top seven runners, who
graduated. Junior Bonnie Bukowski would
also be gone for the fall, on exchange in the
Midwest.
At the beginning of this semester, O'Brien

discovered sophomore Monica Scott, who
ran consistently in the top ten last season,
would be taking the semester off from
school.

Since the women's cross country program
does no recruiting, all the coaching staff

could do was wait and see what September
1 would bring.

What it brought was seven freshmen,
three of whom have turned out to be
outstanding runners. Two of the three had
the credentials that announced them as
potential frontrunners, but, as often
happens, an unheralded walk-on has
appeared to challenge even the veterans.
Eileen Everett of Watertown is the dark

horse of the season.
"She was completely unknown to us,"

said Lettis, 'but she's been a pleasant
surprise. She's a strong runner and has
been keeping right up with everyone."

Evfrett has not had a physical, so she did
not run in the team's first meet last Friday,
a 19 44 win over UConn.
Tina Francario is one half of the frosh
'Dynamic Duo." Last year she ran for
Brockton High, which took second in the
state girls' cross country meet. She has

also run 11:18 in the two mile and finished
second in that race in the state girls' track
meet.
Francario made an auspicious debut into

collegiate varsity competition when she
finished third last Friday, beating all of her
"more experienced" varsity teammates
except Welzel.

The second half of the "DD" is Priscilla

Wilson of Mohawk Regional High, last

year's state girls' cross country champions.
Wilson, Mohawk's number one runner,
finished seventh in the state cross country
meet, according to Lettis

Another frosh, Linda Welzel of
Hopkinton, has followed her sister Jane to
UMass. She also had an encouraging
introduction to collegiate running by
finishing 10th against UConn.

Ten veterans form the backbone of the

team, which was undefeated in four dual

meets last season, along with winning the
Lowell and Brandeis Invitationals and
finishing second in the New England's,
third in the Eastern's and 14th in the
rtationals.

Welzel, a senior, appears to have regained
the form which made her the number two
runner in New England in 1975. Lettis said

she ran "easily" in winning the UConn
meet, and she has returned from the

summer in good shape.

She had good seasons in both cross
country and track last year. She was a

consistent top ten finisher in dual meets,
was 17th in the NE meet, 37th in the

Eastern's and 160th in the nationals in cross
country. On the track, she was fourth in the

indoor Eastern three mile (17:42.8), placed
in the top five in the outdoor Eastern three

mile, was fourth in the UMass Relays two
mile (11:26.4) and won both the two mile

(11:48.3) and the three mile (17:42.7) in the

Albany Invitational.

Junior Sue Swartz is the "most consistent
runner on the team, who is always in the

top five." according to Lettis. She never
finished lower than eighth in a dual or

invitational meet last year, and finished a

fine season by finishing 11th in the NE
meet, 26th in the Eastern's and 117th in the

nationals. She also had a good season on
the track, placing in the top five in both the

indoor and outdoor Eastern's three mile.

Lettis said sophomore Barb Callanan has
looked "fantastic" in preseason workouts,
and that she may turn out to be the most

im

improved runner on the team. Callanan was
consistently bettering her times last season
until an ankle injury late in thecampaign kept
her off the traveling squad for the postseason
championship meets.
Beth Collins put in some hard work overthe
summer, after being injured last fall, and it

paid off in the UConn meet, as he finished
seventh.

Junior Debbie Farmer is another
consistent runner who ran her best time of

the year last season in the nationals. She
finished eighth in the UConn meet.
The remaining veterans include track half-

milers Laurie Wolf and Sue Mulligan, miler
Kathy Kirkham, junior Anne Bradshaw and
senior Johara Chapman. Bradshaw and
Chapman did not compete in the UConn
meet, as Bradshaw was sidelined with a
cold, and Chapman a sore knee.
Both were steady performers last year,

particularly Chapman, who was top runner
on the team early in the season, and was
always in the top three. She finished in the
top five in the indoor and outdoor Eastern's
two mile, and although she's a bit out of
shape, according to Lettis, "she'll be up
there before long."

"Our veterans were improved by the
experience they gained last year," said
Lettis. "They know what competition's all

about, and that includes the freshwomen.
"There's no holes in this team - everyone

is a decent runner. Still, we expect a tough
season, because other teams have
improved as well. Hopefully, we've
improved that much more."

O'Brien expects the toughest competition
to come from Middlebury College, last

year's NE champ and Eastern runnerup.
"They return their team intact, including

Mo Thorpe and Lin Putnam," said O'Brien.

"If they've added any runners or skiers who
can run, they'll be even tougher."

Middlebury was NCAA cross country
skiing champion last year, and most of its

runners are skiers, including Putnam, who
was individual champ in the NCAA ski

meet.
Other strong teams, according to O'Brien,

will be Williams, Radcliffe, and Brandeis, if

it can find some depth to support two good
frontrunners. Radcliffe, which has added
national caliber runner Johanna Foreman
and Rhode Island state champion (track
and cross country) Cathy Sullivan, along
with the deptn it had last year, should be
the most improved team.

Rt. 47 Stfnderlofid

Tel. 665-4937
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-Men's soccer

Minutemen shooting
for a star studded season
Bv Jack Atkinson
Collegian Staff

It's going to take three big D's' this year
to come back from last year's disappointing
58 1 record: Depth, Desire, and Defense.
But fear not, tor the 1977 UMass soccer
team is strong on ail three counts Just ask
coach Russ 'Cap' Kidd.

Only four seniors are gone from the '76

squad. Their places will be taken by an ex-
rellent crop of freshmen and some new
hotshots up from the junior varsity team.

The co-captains, Larry Aronson and Ed
Niemiec, are both three-year starters at
fullback. They anchor a very strong
aetense which should result in few opposi-
tion goals.

The backfield is deep with talent. In addi-
tion to Aronson and Niemiec, such
stalwarts as Pat Veale, Mark Vassalotti,
and the versatile Mike St. Martin give the
Minutemen a solid corps which should
keep the opposition at bay. Two key men in

backup roles are sophomres Dave Abel and
Greg Omasta. Abel can switch to halfback
when necessary and Omasta can play
anywhere on defense.

The defense, though, begins in goal.
UMass comes on strong with Mark Hodgon
in the starting role. This is his first year as
number one, but he gained valuable ex-
perience last season while backing up Mark
Hanks. Preston Kise and Will Temby will

joust for the number two position. All three
should provide solid netminding all season

Booters' Co- captains

long.

While not as deep as the defensive corps,
the midfielders are no slouches either.

Seniors Andy Moore and Willy Sorenson
are the veterans of the lot A second year
starter in his sophomore season, Mark Vas
ington, and T J. O'Brien make up an
unspectacular, though very dependable,
crew. John Thomas, a sc phon-re up from
the JV's will provide needed assistance at
midfield. He is extremely versatile, like his
ex-JV mate St. Martin. Kidd likes to occai-
sionally rotate his backs and midfielders, so
that makes the liks of Thomas and St. Mar-
tin all the more valuable

Up front at fonrt/ard, UMass is blessed
with two hot Canadian freshmen and a

good crop of sophomores and juniors.

Freshmen striker Tommy Koutsoukos of
Montreal has a great future ahead of him.
Mention his name and the coach's eyes im-
mediately lighten up Along with freshman
teammate Ion Bogdanens, Koutsoukos
made the Quebec Select Eleven team, an
excellent testament to their talents.

"Tommy's scored in each of our scim-
mages and his passing has been excellent ",

Kidd beamed Koutsoukos' shots are
bullets, and his passes are on the mark.
Besides the Montreal express, UMass's

front line includes wingers Joel Mascolo
and sophomte Mike Shannon. A big im-
provement has come from Billy Leary. He
has been very impressive in practice and
can play anywhere up front.

While not quite as impressive as the

defense, the offense should be able to hold
Its own this season. Right now, the offense
has a few lapses in its passing game, but
that may be corrected with experience.
Overall, the mmutemen area well balanced
club which could surprise and excite a lot of
people.

One major stumbling block for UMass
could be the schedule. The Minutemen
play against six of New England's nine
toughest teams, while UMass ranks tenth.
The Minutemen open up against fourth
rated Bridgeport tonight at 7:^

Included in the season slate are UConn
(first in N.E., ninth in the country), Rhode
Island (third in N.E.I, and Vermont (fifth in

the area). Kidd added, " We have a very
strong schedule and there are no easy
games. The Yankee Conference is a good
one. We're on the road for the first three,

and they could go either way."

The verdict? With a strong defense and a
well balanced offense, plus excellent scrim-
mage results, this could be the best
Minuteman club in years. "We'll find out
tonight, " Kidd said.

Except for unforseeable circumstances,
the field behind Boyden will be the new
home for the Minutemen. The field is a
natural bowl and is also well suited for soc-
cer. It features a scoreboard and excellent
sound system.

The Minutemen play host to Vermont in
the home opener on Saturday, Oct 1 at
11:00a.m.

Aronson^ Niemiec to lead charge
By Mark Marchand

Collegian Staff

This year's edition of the UMass soccer
team wilt be captained by two well-

experienced veterans whose careers have
paralled each other during their three years
in the UMass soccer program.
Seniors Ed Niemec and Larry Aronson

were both voted in as co-captains last

November by their teammates, and, as
coach Russ Kidd puts it, 'They've now
been at work about ten months in

developing this year's team
"

"They've been a tremendous help to me in

putting this squad together,' Kidd added.

Both Aronson and Niemec have been
playing varsity ball since the start of their
second year at UMass and Aronson said,
"our close fnendship over our career here
has helped our role as co-captains."
The 5' 10", 175 lb. Aronson is a native of

Merrick, N.Y. and is studying public rela-

tions and sports administration as part of
his BDIC curriculum. He began playing
soccer in the eighth grade before entering
Calhoun High School in Merrick where he
begun to play soccer on a regular basis.
From there, he was recruited by UMass and
began playing on the varsity squad at the
outset of his sophmore year.

Aronson is and has been a durable player

Larry Aronson tries to break up an opponents rush last season for the
Minutemen (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)

during his UMass career as he will have a
streak of 40 straight starting roles in varsity

games if he starts all 14 contests this year.
When asked about his hopes for the 1977

season, Aronson was quick to express his

optimism for a year that will far surpass last

year's dismal 5-9-1 record. "One major
reason, " Amnson said, "has been the 150
percent improvement in the coaching of
Russ Kidd. He now has more confidence
and experience."

Aronson went on to say that "if everyone
on the team puts in as much effort towards
playing as Russ does into coaching, we'll

have a 13 1 season."

The third member of his family to attend
UMass, the 6'1", 185 lb. Ed Niemiec was a
walk-on candidate for soccer in his

freshman year. He began his varsity career
as a sophmnre and has been plagued by
ankle injuries in the past two seasons.

Niemiec is a marketing major and plans to

go on to gradute school although he is

uncertain as to when he'll enroll.

The tall, rangy senior is a native of Bram
tree. Mass and attended Braintree High
School, where he ran track in addition to
playing soccer Also, according to
Niemiec. Braintree High is an acknowledg
ed soccer power as six graduates currently
captain their college soccer teams.

Niemiec shares Aronson s optimism about
the upcoming season although he is just

recovering from a toe injury.

"The team is closer as a unit and has
much better communication," Niemiec
said.

Both captains have much praise for the
soccer program and are glad they chose to

attend UMass for both academic and
athletic reasons.

'UMass was my first choice although I

was recruited by other schools," said Aron-
son "If I had to do it over, I'd come here
again."

The soccer squad should be off to one of
Its best starts in recent years if the en-
thusiam of its co captains is any indication
of the team spirit m general.

Both Aronson and Niemiec should provide
ample leadership In combination with
Russ Kidd'b able coaching, the factors
should combine to give the Minutemen one
of the main ingredients for success on the
college level-team morale
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Armour Star Hot Dogi " . 89'

Armour Star Sliced Bacon *1'«

Hebrew National Franks M"*

Stap&Shop''meEye''P&rkSale!

PoHiClKms
^^ Center $

Cut ^°"
Stop .^ Shop Biq Eye' Pork qivo'. yoi

fnoip vaitie loi yoii' doM.ir

1 3 cenlo( 13 Biadr
1 3 Sirloin ChopsAssorted Pork Chops

Countrystyle Pork Loin Ribs
Sirloin Pork Loin Cutlets

Boneless Center Cut Pork Chops
Pork Loin Roast Rib Portion

FlreshPotie
Shoulder
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs
Fresh Ham Shank or Rump Half

Pork Butts BcsTn 99^= Pork Feet

Pork Hocks 59^ Neck Bones

Italian Sausacse
^

Primo Brand- Hot or Sweet -2' 2-3 lb pkg ^^

Breakfast Pork Sausage

(•jos

(•|09

(•|59

(•|89

79-

Half Gallon Tub
Assorted Flavors

Chopped Broccoli siop»Shop 3
Broccoli Spears sioi«snop

Stop & Shop Vegetables
»'•'!- Ci >n O' Pp.1S rind C.li'OlS

Snow Crop Orange Juice

Seneca Apple Juice 4
Howard Johnson Fried Clams
Macaroni & Cheese Ho*.vfl j .-^rson

'

Stops Shop Fish Sticks

Raw Haddock Portions

IVIeat Lasagna s^.;nShop

Stop^t Shop Meatloaf

Johns Pizza Cneose cr Sausaqp

Cert nly Citrus

Choc-Lil Covers

»1

39^

59'

69^

M
U 99'

. 49^

. 49'

,.
»1"

'. 'I*'

"., 89^
t']09

D3Kery Feast your eyes on these

goodies.

W
F'esh

Fresh
Pprk

lb

99'

39^
49'

19

u
English Muffins

Stop&Shop ^^ Jo/ *^
Regular or Split ^ *«' °'* ^

Big Daisy Bread :".:..?>:;:: 3 .'^.".' »1

Buttercrest Bread vahvah 2
'•'.'i;^

*1

Countrystyle Donuts 2 .U. U »1

Slop t Shop - Suga' O' Cmnamon

Cinnamon Coffee Cake "^W"' ',?, 69*

Stop & Shop Orange Cake ',"'." 89*

Stop & Shop Lemon Pie "°- 89*

fe 031 ry YouH love our

Slop & Shop

lb

Si 09

I
corner deli Lunch Itmp tijiinqs

A. a at s'O'es A f" '>(•
. ;e oe

««*:

|S«2^ Bstiway Beef

B<ilogna99!
Weaver Cooked Turkey Roll *^'^*

Cheddar Cheese IVlammoth M"^

Stop</ShopCooked

CornedBeef
Brisket"^^^
Glazed Danish Ham 79
Stop & Shop Cole Slaw 55

Stop & Shop Tuna Salad ' »r'

Hard Rolls Baked Fresh Oa.iy ^' ' 6 49

'N(
^

stop & Shop "Great Beef'

7B<meBeef

Beef Chuck Underblade Roast ^^ 89<

Beef Chuck Blade Steak «-*•*« ^l**'

Beef Chuck Stewing
Beef M"

At Slop s Shop
AO --liiil wvilh

USDA Ciiotco

licci n.itiK.llly

u)C it lO' Ion

(lprrio<,s ,inrl

''.KO'

LowFkt
Stop & Shop

Great Shape
Breyers Yogurt ;

All Natural AssoneO Flavors

Minute Maid Orange Juice
Hati Gallon I'Om concentrate

Corn Oil Margarine
Hood Cheese Spread Slices

Arnerican While 01 veiiow irioiv, orally Wrapped

Temptee Cream Cheese '*:::; "", 69*

89^

89'

69*

99*

Gallon Sun Glory

BruitFlavored

Drinks
69^

Orange,
Grape or

Fruit

Punch PiHbc Jug

health & beauty aids

We want
to be your

\

Food Stamp Store.

Why pay nxjre lor

Listermint Mouthwash '""> 114*

^jBjj^ KllCnen iniust mmutes
bile inio

California Red

Fresh^.
20 ounce

Heat .. It's delicious

Fresh Double Cheese Pizza

Stop & Shop Cole Slaw
Macaroni Salad siop«shop

99* ^^i^^ypies
Mcintosh $
U S No 1

T' 1 Minimiirr f

Arrid X-Dry Deodorant '^%t°^.T^ M '•

seafood save on Mtets,

ready to cook.

Haddock Fillets
Frozen

Good eating

'. 49'

Butternut Squash 10*^

Egg Plant 3-M
Green Peppers 3 *1

2 lb. bag Can-ots

Cut)anelle Peppers 3
Green Cabbage

39^

10*

3t> no*
t'O/tfl

T«»i»OS*ji
ft)/*"

Cooked Shnmp saiads.^e ,**»,

Squid (Calamari)

Mini Fish Cakes
Cooked Haddock Fillets

Taste Sea- Fro/en

C( oked ' ioui^der Fillets
•!." -v^a F.o.'en

- »it i^w> i9m**ml

'i,' 99^

p^ I

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst |jne.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Stickers strive for comeback
By Jim Gleason and Melissa Gallagher
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team, led by
Coach Judith Davidson, have its best
season in recent history when it begins the
1977 season tomorrow The Minutewomen
consist of 11 returning veterans. They lost
only two to graduation. Cheryl Meliones
and Sue Kibling are the teams leading
scorers and Gayle Hutchinson and Kathy
Gipps are definite standouts.
Last year, UMass compiled an 8-6 record

and was invited to compete in the New
England Playoffs, where it was 1-2.

Although the season was highlighted by
the participation in post season play, the
team ended the season on a disappointing
note.

Three games lost by one goal particularly
hurt the team. One team member blamed
the defeats on poor morale.
It is felt that the Minutewomen didn't play
to their potential because of a reported lack
of communication and togetherness.
Instead of working together, they were, at
times, blaming each other for their failures.
But this year the atmosphere is different.

Practices are spirited and a sense of unity
prevails on the squad With this new found
togetherness and veterans returning,
UMass has unlimited possibilities.

Meliones at rigKt inside (nine goals),
Kibling at left outside (four goals). Ginger
Bulman at nght outside (three goals), and
Julie McHugh at left inside(two goals), did
the bulk of the scoring and all four are back
this year.

Lynsie Wickman at centerback also
scored two goals and Sue Kreider at right
link chipped in with one score
Rounding out the starting positions are

Judy Kennedy at left link, Jody Wickman
at left back and Kelly Sails at right back.
On defense Hutchinson and Gipps

provided the team with its most consistent
^TQd play. They recorded five shutouts and
allowed 21 goals for a 1.5 goals against
average. Their only lapse came against
Springfield team, which scored seven goals
against them.
Even though the Minutewomen look

improved over last year, they face a
rougher schedule. All of the teams which
they were beaten by last year are on the
slate, including two tussles with
Spnngfield.

Second year coach Judith Davidson is

confident that her team will have a strong
year

Just how strong? Tomorrow's 3:30 home
game against Springfield will be an early
indication.

Gipps agem in goal
By Jim Gleason
Collegian Staff

If anyone needs to be convinced that the
UMass field hockey team is going to be one
of the best in New England, it isn't Kathy
Gipps. She should know, since she is a four
year veteran of college competition and has
never before been so excited about her
team's pssibilities.

"We could go all the way (to win the New
England Playoffs) with this team. They're
all in good condition, both mentally and
physically, and they're experienced, " Gipps
enthused.
She speaks as though the team will take'

her there, but it isn't so. The Minutewomen
look to her to keep them in close games.
She's the last line of defense, and she has
proven to be a capable goalie.
Last year, Gipps recorded five shutouts

(six including post-season play), bunching
them in a stnng of four straight while turn-
ing a team going nowhere (3-4 record at
that point) into a playoff contender.
A look at the figures show that defense
was a strong point of the team. In UMass's
eight regular season victories, she had a
remarkable 0.37 goals against average. But
Gipps is uneasy when talking about last
year's accomplishments.

'I didn't have a bad year but I did play
below par. I missed some easy shots which
cost us. I wasn't reacting quick enough.
But that's been taken care of this year. I've
been running..."

If indeed Gipps is reacting quicker this
year, there should be no problems at the
goal position. Her size (5'9". 150 lbs.) is

bigger than most netminders and gives her
the natural ^^ ..ntage of covering more of
the goal. But it is Gipps's experience which
is her most invaluable asset.
Playing the position for eight years (four

years at'South Framingham High School),
she has learned how to cut down the angle
of the shooters and when to be agressive.
Incidently, her senior year high school team
was Bay State Champs, when it was
unbeaten and, more remarkably, unscored
upon.

"She is very agressive which makes her
so good", says teammate Judy Kennedy.
"Also, she is excellent on her clears. We all

have a lot of confidence in her."
If Gipps has a weakness, it is that she uses

her stick, too much. She has been working
on this in practice under coach Judith
Davidson's supervision. Gipps appreciates
the fact that Davidson is a former field

hockey goalie for Gipps feels that David-
son's practices involve the work of the
goaalies much more than other mentors!
Field hockey is the only sport Gipps plays

in varsity level and that is by choice. She is

active and extremely successful in in-

tramural competition.. Last year, her
teams won titles in football, basketball, and
Softball in the women's division.

"I think playing two or more sports on var-
sity takes up too much of my ttnrw. I need
that time to work with my major which is

marketing because by main goal right now
is to get a job after graduation," Gipps
noted But Gipps can play field hockey
once again with the Boston Club Associa
tion after degree-time.

This summer Gipps and the rest of the
UMass team took time out to attend

Merestead Hockey and Lacrosse Camp to
get a head start on working with each other
as a unit.

"It has helped a lot and we're playing and
communicating better this year than last
year," Gipps remarked.

TURN TO PAGE 15

Kathy Gipps. a mainstay in goal for the past three seasons, hopes to lead

r«?/
«

'"u *f^"'rf"
tearnmates to the Northeast playoffs again this season,

(btaft photo by Pat Dobbs)

REGENCY
We have 12 stylists able to

communicate with you!!

Hairstylingformen and

women at it's best.

1 89 N. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST
253-9526 253-7341

THE CELLAR

FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

EQUIP YOL'R TEAM WITH THE BEST

FOR FALL INTRAMURALS!!!

l/l/b/77Gn s tenn/'s

Frosh brigade lends
new look to netters

By Ellen Davis
Collegian Staff
Five freshmen are what is special about

this year's UMass women's tennis team.
Out of the fourteen players selected to be
on the team, five of them are freshmen.
Of those five frosh, two are playing in top

spots, and two are sisters.

The best freshman, as well as the team's
number one player, is Cathy Mayer from
Amherst. Maher just moved to this area
from Canada, where she was ranked fifth in

her age group last year. Her performance in

her 16 and under age group was so good
that she became sponsored by Slazenger.
Listening to team coach Bill Yu, it's easy

to understand why Maher has been so
successful in tennis. She has a great serve,
is good on both the forehand and
backhand, is very agile, and is a baseliner.
Maher's interests go beyond tennis,

though She is a philosophy major here at
UMass, and hopes to go on to law school.
Another top frosh, and the team's third

singles player, is Lee Robb from Florida.
Robb is a very powerful opponent who
uses deep, flat, hard drives.

"It's strange to have two freshman in top
spots, but they're certainly qualified, "says
Yu.
Happy they made the team together are

the two freshmen sisters, Jane and Chris
Carson. The Carsons are from Cambridge,
where they played on the Cambridge Latin
High School team for four years.
Fran Meyers rounds out the quintet of

freshmen on the UMass squad.
But the veterans on the team should not

be overlooked.
Playing second singles is returning
sophomore Carolyn Mooney from
Winchester. Yu also has words of praise
about Mooney, who he says is a good
competitor. "She's very consistent and
steady. Very tenacious," hesaid. Mooney's
style is characterized by lots of topspin.

TURN TO PAGE 15 The Carson sisters, Chris(l) and Jane(r), both made the UMass women's
tennis team this season. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

UMass nets

Yu to coach
Minutewomen
By Ellen Davis
Collegian Staff

As well as having five freshmen on its

roster,the 14-member UMass women's
tennis team also has a new coach this year.
Just hired last week was 25-year old

BillYu, a '77 Umass graduate who majored
inmicrobiology.

Tennis is now everything for Yu, who
livesin Puffton Village. Besides his

newcoaching job, Yu teaches at Amherst
Tennis Academy and plays in New
Englandtournaments.

Yu has been playing tennis for eight years.
He took two years off from college just

topursue the sport.

Yu is very excited about his new job.
Hesays it is his "first coaching job with
somuch talent."

Members of the women's team are just

asexcited about Yu.

"He's really interested and
enthusiastic, "says sophomore Carolyn

Mooney. "Everyone's really psyched."

Freshman Jane Carlson feels he is "ex-

cellent," as well as a "nice guy."

First singles player Cathy Maher says

thatYu is a "good tennis player, knows a
lotabout tennis, and has coached before."

As far as the future goes, Yu says he's in-

terested in owning and manaaging In

thetennis business.

At Hardee's" we're having a special on roast beef sandwiches.
2 for a $1. Even if you're not a roast beef fan,

at these prices you'll become one.

2 ROAST BEEF SANDKVKHES
F0R$1.

Good at all participating Hardee's

Haideer
The place that brings yon back

of Hadley
430 Russell Street

Hadlev Ma.

Coupon expires October 4, 1977
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The new UMass women's tennis
coach. Bill Yu flashes his own
form (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)
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Varsityfootbo//

Sept. 10 Army Away 1:30
Sept. 17 Maine Home 1:00
Sept. 24 Harvard Away 1:50
Oct. 1 Youngstown St. Home 1:00
Oct. 8 Boston Univ Home 1:00
Oct. 15 Rhode Island Home 1:00
Oct. 22 Connecticut Aw^ay 1:30
Nov. 5 Holy Cross Home 1:00
Nov. 12 New Hamps!iire Away 1:00
Nov. 19 Boston College Away 1:30

Coach: Dick MacPherson

Mens cross country

Sept. 24

Sept. 27

Oct. 1

Oct. 8

Oct. 15

Oct. 29

Nov. 5

Boston College/Brown

Brown 12:00
Harvard/Providence

^"- Franklin Pk., Boston 3:30
St^ John's Northeastern/Rhode
Island ^"Northeastern 11:00
Manhattan/Connecticut/
Syracuse
^" Mdx\ Cortland Pk., N.Y. 12:00
New Hampshire/Vermont/
Bentley Home 12:00
YanCon Championships

^' URI 11:00
New England's

^t Franklin Pk., Boston 12:00

Coach: Ken O'Brien

JV vo//eyba//

Sept. 30 Bridgewater St, Home 6:30
Oct. 4 So. Connecticut Home 6:00
Oct. 8 Springfield Away 1:00
Oct. 15 Northeastern/MIT ^'^ AAIT 1:00
Oct. 26 Franklin Pierce/Berkshire C.C.

Home 6:00
Oct. 27 AAt. Holyoke Away 8:00
Nov. 3 Smith * Away 7:00

Coach: Bonnie Buongiorne

F/e/dhockey
Sept. 22 Springfield Hom.e 3:30
Sept. 24 College Sportsday Home 9:00
Sept. 26 Central Conn. Away 3:30
Sept. 28 Keene State Home 3:00
Oct. 1 Northeastern Away 1:00
Oct. 4 Mt. Holyoke Home 3:30
Oct. 7 Colgate ^^ Cortland Away 3:00
Oct. 8 Cortland State Away 11:00
Oct. 12 Yale Home 3:30
Oct. 15 Bridgewater State Home 11:00
Oct. 18 So. Connecticut Away 3:30
Oct. 22 New Hampshire Away 1 1 :00

Oct. 25 Plymouth State Away 2:30
Oct. 27 Smith Home 2:30
Nov. 1 Connecticut Home 2:30
Nov. 4 Springfield

Coach: Judith

Away

David]

3:00

(on

Fall Sports Schedules
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Vo//eyba//

Sept.24 Vt./UNH @ UNH 1:00

Sept 30 Bridgewater State Home 6:30

Oct. 4 So. Connecticut Home 6:00

Oct. 8 Springfield Away 1:00

Oct. 11 Salem St./E. Nazarene
Home 6:00

Oct. 15 Northeastern/MIT ® AAIT 1:00

Oct. 18 Central Conn. Away 6:00

Oct. 22 Williams/Bridgeporf/AAaine

Home 1:00

Oct. 27 AAt. Holyoke Away 7:00

Oct. 29 URI/Keene/B.U. Home 1:00

Nov. 1 Holy Cross/E. Conn. Home 6:00

Nov. 3 Smith Away 8:00

Nov. 5 Connecticut Away 6:30

Nov. 8 Keene/Westfield St.

@ Westfield St. 6:30

Coach: Dianne Thompson

l/ars/ty /r/en s soccer

Sept. 21 Bridgeport Away 7:30
Sept. 24 AAaine Away 10:00
Sept. 28 Keene St. Away 3:30
Oct. 1 Vermont Home 11:00
Oct. 4 Harvard Home 3:30
Oct. 8 Boston Univ. Away 1:00
Oct. 14 Rhode Island Home 3:30
Oct. 18 W. P. 1. Away 3:30
Oct. 21 Connecticut Away 3:00
Oct. 26 Westfield St. Home 3:00
Oct. 29 Boston College Home 1:00
Nov. 2 Springfield Away 7:30
Nov. 4 New Hampshire Away 2:00
Nov. 12 Providence Home 1:00

Coach: Rijss Kidd

A/fen s go/f

Women's tenn/s

JV cross country
Sept. 27 Harvard/Providence Away
Oct. 1 Northeastern fKsN^'i

Coach: Arnie Morse

Sept. 19 Yankee Conference
Championships

Stowe, Ma.
Sept. 23-24 Yale Tournament fK\N^'i

Sept. 26-27 New Englands

Longmeadow, Mvi.

Oct. 2-3 Toski Intercollegiate

Invit. Tourn. Home

K

'. *^^ '^''

.<

:!^

r

\ ft.,::

Sept. 19 Springfield

%^p\. 21 Smith

Sept. 24 Tufts

Sept. 26 Central Conn.

Sept. 29 Mt. Holyoke

Oct. 1 Boston College

Oct. 6 Keene State

Oct. 10 Dartmouth

Oct. 12 So. Connecticut

Oct. 15-16 MA)AW Tournament

Oct. 19 Connecticut Home
Oct. 21-22 New England's

3:00

JV/ootba//
Oct. 7 Dartmouth Av/ay 2:00
Oct. 24 Rhode Island f^sN^sj 2:30
Oct. 30 Boston College Home 1:30

Nov. 6 Connecticut Av^ay 1:00

Mov. 13 New Hampshire Home 1:30

Coach: Clarence Bi-ooks

JL^

W
'^lifs.

/^7
*<iKi^

'

•^*

Special credits

Layout Dave Hodman' Judy Van Handle
Paste- up - Ron Aren^a Boh Higgins

Gerry Grenier, Randy Glenn, Judy Van Handle
Front cover photos - Pat Dohhs, Dave Rodgers

Centerfold photo - Dave Rodgers

Special thanks - Collegian graphic dept.

JVsoccer
Sept. 28 Keene St. 3:30
Oct. 4 Harvard Home 3:30
Oct. 15 Amherst Home 1:00
Oct. 19 W. P. 1. Away 3:30
Oct. 21 Connecticut Away
Oct. 24 Holyoke C. C. Av/ay 3:30
Oct. 28 Springfield Away 2:30
Nov. 1 Berkshire C. C. Home 2:30

Coach: Joel Dryer

Mens tenn/s

Sept. 15 Rhode Island Home 2:00
Sept. 1

7

Boston Univ. Home 2:00
Sept. 21 New Hampshire Away 1:00

Sept. 28 Connecticut Away 3:00
Oct. 1 Vermont Home 1:00

Oct. 7-8 YanCon Championships

UAAass

J\/f/e/dhockey

Sept 22 Sp"ngfield Home 4:45
Sept, 26 Central Conn. Away 4:45
Sept. 28 Keene State Home 4:15
Oct. 1 Northeastern Away 3:00
Oct. 4 Mt. Holyoke Hom.e 4:45
Oct. 12 Yale Home 4:45
Oct. 15 Bridgewater State Home 12:15
Oct. 18 So. Connecticut Away 3:30
Oct. 25 Plymouth State Away 3:45
Oct. 27 Smith Home 3:45
Nov. 1 Connecticut Home 3:45
Nov. 4 Springfield Away 3:00

Coach: Mary Ann Ozdarski

Women s go//
Oct. 7 Rhode Island/Cortland

@ URI

Oct. 21 Rhode Island Home
C.^ach: Jane McGahan

Women's cross-country

Sept. 17 Connecticut/Springfield

^' Conn. 12:00
Sept. 23 Williams Away 4:00
Sept. 27 Brandeis/Radcliffe

@ Franklin Pk. 4:00
Oct. 8 Albany State Away 2:00
Oct. 12 Vt./Dartmouth

@ Dartmouth 4:00

Coach: Charlotte Lettis
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UMass set to spike and punch
By Leo Peloquin
Collegian Staff

Whatever ups, downs, peaks, or valleys

are in store for the UMass volleyball team
for the 1977 season and in future

campaigns, there is one thing that head
coach Dianne Thompson wants to make
clear. The entire squad , both the varsity

and the junior varsity, will face all obstacles

together, as one cohesive unit.

'We feel it is vitally important for the

success ot the volleyball program to run it

as one unit as much as possible,' said

Thompson, summing up the coaching
beliefs of herself and her assistant, junior

varsity coach Bonnie Buongiorne.
And they practice what they preach.

Since Sept. 6, when 35 hopefuls showed
up for the first practice, all preseason
scrimmaging has been of ^' intrasquad

nature and the JV's and varsity have not

been split into separate squads, even for

practices. Both coaches have been
working very closely together and during

the regular season, players will be moved
back and forth freely between the two
squads.
Thompson, back for her second season

as head of the volleyball program (she also

runs the softball program with the help of

her hand-picked assistants and teaches in

the physical education dept.) ts confident

that there will be a major inprovement over
last year's 9 2o-1 season
'We are optimistic about the future. We

seem to have strong players even though
we have a young group as a whole,' said

Thompson.
The present roster reflects this fact. Of

the 26 women that remain before final cuts

(which will whittle the squad down to

181, nine are freshmen, nine are

sophomores, five are juniors, and only

three are seniors. Five players are returning

that have JV experience and four that saw
action with the varsity last year.

The reason for the optimism in the fact of

such a youthful feam? 'The one big chance
that we have over last year is that we seem
to have more height and vertical jumping

ability... the group that we havp nght

now... they are picking up the new
strategies and skills very quickly,'

Thompson said proudly. Both coaches are

extremely pleased with the progress that is

being made.
The new strategies and skills that

Thompson speaks of are related at least

partly to the major change affecting U.S.
amateur volleyball this year All such
organised volleyball will finally be played

under one set of rules.

The rules are termed international

(Olympic) rules and they are being
instituted so that when Olympic years roll

around, it will be easier for potential

members of the Olympic volleyball squads
to blend in to the international style of

play.

The major physical changes include
shortening the playing court by six inches,

lowering the net by Va of an inch, and the

use of antennas . Antennas are vertical

extensions of the sideline poles that will

enable officials to make more accurate
judgements on sideline calls.

Other changes, intended to speed up the
flow of the game, include the institution of

the thre^ ball system (so a ball will always

be immediately available to use for play),

the outlawing of deliberate coaching
(shouting instructions) during the game
from any person outside the playing area,

and a rulle which limits the number of

substitutions that can be made by each side

during a game. The maximum used to be
12, but had been cut down to six.

Finally, a block by a member of the team
on the defensive will not count as a 'hit'

The defensive side normally getss three hits

to return the ball to the offensive side and a

block used to count as one of the hits.

TO PAGE 15
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The UMass volleyball team gets in shape for the

upcoming campaign. The Minutewomen, coached by

Diane Thompson, will be playing 30 matches this season.
(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

GETSTRAIGHTAs IN COLLEGE
BY BEATING THE SYSTEM

This IS a book that shows you how
to beat the systenn. It contains

proven methods that work every

time. Some methods are devious

and some are straight. It also in

eludes hundreds of short tips that

add up to success and superior

grades.

My name s Dale Rich, and I wrote

the book I'm telliny you about

But let me tell you something

about myself. I hold three college

degrees. Two underyradudle de

grees with Honors and a Master'-i

Degree I earned each one at a

different college. When I was an

undergraduate, I was on the Deans
List of Honor Students EVERY
semester I was chosen to be a

member of my college's National

Honor Society, and I was elected

Treasurer. Before graduation, I

was granted an Outstanding Lead

ership Award for my collegiate

activities.

That's some of my hands on ex

perience from your position. On
the other side, I've taught at a weJt

known State College. rve()ref)ared

tests and have graded students. In

short, I've been part of the system

from both sides

I know how to beat the systeni

and I've proven it Im POSITIVE
you Cdn_ beat the system too. My
book, '"/ /' s/A' 1 /(,/// 1 /\

(Ol U (,l /;) /)7 \/ /\(, I III

.S > S / / 1/ will show you how

If you're a Freshman, this book is

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL, My
former classmates agree. If we had
this book when we started, we
would have saved hundreds of

hours of wasted study. And we
would have got better grades more
easily.

If you're a Sophomore, Junior, or

Senior, you already know how
tough It was getting tfiL-rc. And
your grades probably refJect the

battle. This book tells yOu how to

get the grades that will raise your

average. It will also let you stop

beating your head against the wall.

You can get As easily.

I 'm so Positive you can beat the sys

tern that here's my GUARANTEE.
Try the book for one semester If

you don't get the grades you want,

return it in any condition. I'll send

you the full fjurchase price the

same day the book is returnefj No
questions asked!

Now, I know some of you still

may not order this book. To you,

all I can say is - I'm sorry. I hope

you make it through college with

whatever grades you can get.

To those of you who order this

book, I say CONGRATULA-
TIONS! This may be tlie wisest

decision of your entire under

graduate career.

Many of my former classmates

would have gladly paid SI 00 to

Dale Rich - Marion Publishers

22 Rio Vista Street, No Billenca, Mass 01862

make it through some courses. I'm

offering you a book that will show
you how to get superior grades in

all courses for only SIO. At this

[jrice, It's cheaper than nriost of

your textbooks, and it's more

valuable than any of them.

Remember, I'm giving you a

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
You must be IIOS; satisfied.

There's no delay in mailing. I

won't wait for your check or

money order to clear the bank, I

trust you. You'll yet SUPER
FAST DELIVERY, Your order

will be processed as quickly as

possible. We try to fill all orders

the same day they're received.

Just fill out the coupon and mail

It in.

r

I Dale, maybe you're full of crap, t)ut I've yot nothing to lose. I'.l order your hook fur $10 jnd III try it tor one semester

I
But if I'm not completely satisfied, by the end of the semester, I'll returti ttie bocjk tor j toll retuiut On thjt tjasis here's

I
my order

Send me .copy(ies) of G£ T STRAIGHT A s IN COLLEGE. BY tiLATiNG THE SYSTEM

D I've enclosed an extra dollat tor First Class postji.)*'

Name

,

' Address

;c.ty

College or University

Statt ./.P
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Uncertainty marks men's slate

^''•M^i^^i^

Co-captain Jimmy McDermott. (Staff
photo by Pat Dobbs)

By George O'Brien
Collegian Staff

As the fall, 1977 edition of the UMass
men's golf team gets set to tee off for

another season, it finds itself with a new
coach; a lot of big gaps to fill; several

young talented but as yet untried players;

and many, many question marks.
The team's new coach is Ed Vlach, who

takos up the reins from Fan Gaudette After
"iix very successful years here Gaudette left

UMass this summer for a new job at West
Genessee High School in New York.
Vlach , although new as a varsity coach, is

certainly no stranger to the UMass golf pro-

gram. He has served as coach of both
freshman and junior varsity golf teams
(back when UMass had them) and as coach
of the Stockbridge team for the last five

years In all, Vlach has been with the golf

program for some 14 seasons.
Vlach is a member of Amherst Country

Club, where he holds a number of records
<3nd titles, including the top course round of

68, and two club championships (1970,'73).

He was runner up in the title bout this year
to Urnass lacrosse coach Dick Garber.
Vlach heads up a team dominated by
sophomores and juniors. He is faced with
some big gaps to fill, left by departed
seniors Bobby Sanderson, Tim Diskin and
Billy Locke and sophomores Mark Powers
and Ron Laverdiere, fine golfers who decid-

ed not to compete this season.
To fill the voids, Vlach has a few returning

veterans and a score of youngsters,
talented and promising, but with little ex-

perience.

The squad is led by recently elected co-

captains Flynt Lincoln and Jim McDermott,
returning standouts from last year.

Lincoln, a sophomore, has lived up to all

his potential as a fine, very solid performer.
A team leader as a freshman, Lincoln is ex-

pected to become one of the finest golfers
UMass has ever seen.
McDermott, perhaps the most consistent

of the linksters last spring, continues to im-
prove. This summer, McDermott was one
of five collegiate golfers chosen to repre-
sent the state in the Tri-State tournament.
He finished second overall.

But two men do not make a winning golf
team. If UMass is to have any of the suc-
cess it has enjoyed in the past, a lot of suc-
cess must come from the supporting cast,

which must supply needed depth and
stability.

Vlach said that Lincl'n and McDermott
were the only two sure starters he has, and
that all the other positions on the squad
were "up for grabs."
Vying for the open spots are several

players, some of whom return from last

season, and some of whom are newcomers

"

to the team. Included are strong freshmen
prospects John Lien and Marty Hunt;
sophomores Rick Duggin, Mark Sivel, and
Vic Lahtiene; and juniors Rick Campbell,
John Cibrowski and Jeff Orr.

Based on performances in early season
qualifying and a practie match against
Amherst College last Friday, Vlach decided
on a lineup of Lincoln, McDermott, Orr,

Campbell, Lahtiene, Duggin and Lien,

which competed Monday at the Yankee
Conference Championships in Stowe. As
Vlach has said, however, the lineup can
change considerably from match to match.
"The players have been told that any

member of the team can challenge anyone
else to try to take his position in the line-

up," said Vlach.
The season ahead is not a long one, but all

the matches are very important. The
Yankee Conference Championship, the
New Englands, the Toski Intercollegiate

Tournament and finally the ECAC's in mid-
October make up the Umass schedule.

Co-captain Flynt Lincoln. (Staff photo
by Pat Dobbs)

Women build program slowly but surely
By Bill Tarter

Collegian Staff

The UMass women's golf team in only its

third year of existence, and is still very

much in the growing stages.

A common symptom the women's golf

program shares with other sports during

expansion is a lack of experience. The
women have only one veteran back from
last year's team- Lisa Romano. An eight-

r
handicapper, Romano is expected to lead
the small supporting cast of four members.
The other golfers on the team include
Maureen Ryan, Jane McCarthy, and Janet
Keyes. What they lack in numbers they
hope to make up in spirit.

But these women do have a highly
qualified coach. Jane McGahan, the
Minutewomen's mentor, is currently the
assistant pro at Hickory Ridge golf course,
and is an accredited LPGA card carrier. The

card qualifies her for participation in

women's pro tour.

McGahan acknowledges that the team is

in a "building stage." She would like to see
more prospects out on the golf course, but
realizes the resources will remain limited as
long as current high school systems stay
the same. "The only way a woman c4||
compete at that level is to join the men's
team," she said. This discourages par-
ticipation in general, McGahan added.

McGahan thinks that it is too early to
judge the possible outcome of the 1977
season. "Only time will tell concerning the
progress of the three new entries to the
team," she said.

McGahan feels the inclement New
England weather will always handicap a
team like UMass against areas that receive
year-round sunshine, such as Florida or
California. "There is no substitute for play-

ing," she said.

...•,'Xir" O 1977 I-. D i(m R

To a lot of people in the world,
Germany makes the best beer.

To a lot of people in Germany,
Beck's makes the best beer.
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Crew
Men anxious to start

upcoming fall season
By Gary Adinolfi
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's crew team is anxiously
awaiting the opening of the 1977-78
season. Coach Chic Leonard, a graduate of

UMass, is very optimistic about the upcom-
ing season. This is Leonard's first year as
UMass varsity crew coach. He had three
very successful years as freshman coach
here (1972 1974). As freshman coach his

teams finished second twice in the Dad Vail

Championships and took the title in his final

year.

The first two weeks of practice for this

season's team have gone about as well as
expected
We've been running and gunning,

"

Leonard said "Things are a little

disorganized right now but hopefully
everything will fall into place before too
long."

Leonard points out that things are running
a little behind schedule since heiust return-

ed from Amsterdam two weeks ago where
he represented the United States at the

World Rowing Championships
"Had I been able to be here over the sum
mer," Leonard said, "I would have been
able to get things organized much faster."

The team will look to co-captains Rick Ed-

wards and Steve Frackleton for the leader-:

ship as the path to the Dad Vail Champion-
ships is carved As usual the outfit that will

pose the biggest threat will be the Coast
Guard. It has won the Dad Vail Champion-
ship for the last two years and would have
to be considered the favorite for the up-
coming season

"It's too early to guess how we will do this

season," Leonard pointed out, "But our
goal is to make the Dad Vail ^'^i^L C '

The first important race will be the Head
of the Charles on the Charles River in

Boston. October 23 is the date and it will

give a good indication of how the team will

fare the remainder of the season.
As for the freshman team. Coach Leonard

is very happy that Steve Loomer will be tak-

ing up the coaching chores.
"Steve has great potential as a coach, and

I know that he will do a fine job," Leonard
commented.
Right now the coaches have about 40

freshman trying out for the team, but they
are still looking for more. Any freshman in-

terested should contact Chick Leonard in

room 9 of the North Physical Education
Building.

The prospects for this year's team, both
freshman and varsity, are bright, so look for

a successful season as the team attempts
to make its ultimate goal, the Dad Vail

Championships.

Women have optimism
for two-meet campaign
By John Gever
Collegian Staff

Optimism looks to be the byword for this

year's UMass women's crew team, which
will compete in two regattas this fall before

the regular season begins in the spring.

Coach Doug Frost said that although the

competition will be very tough, when the

spnng roils around this year's women could
be in the top ten nationally.

Coming off a good season last year. Frost

said, "1 was pleased with last season. We
wanted to beat Philadelphia, and we didn't

but we rowed extremely well against

them."
Referring to this year's squad, most of

whose members are returning from last

year. Frost noted, "We have much more
experience, much more depth (than last

season) with a good turnout of new peo-

ple.
'

Although the team lost three members
through graduation and another who is tak

ing the year off, "We have more than

enough talent to replace them, easily

enough, " Frost said.

The fall season differs from the spring in

that the spring matches are usually dual

< meets, during which the two boats line up
at the start and race each other. The fall

regattas have a large number of shells from
many different schools, and the boats start

at 1U second intervals, racing the clock

rather than each other. The spring mat-
chups are also usually run over a distance

of 1500 to 2(XX) meters, while the regattas

may be as long as three miles.

The fall season starts on October 8th, with

the Holyoke Regatta, which will take place

on the Connecticut River in Holyoke. Then
on October 23, the UMass crew will journey

to Cambridge, Mass. for the Head of the

Charles Regatta. It is the world's largest

crew regatta, the highlight of the season
for every team. Almost every squad in the

country will compete in this race.

Although the UMass women look as if

they do not have much of a chance of win-
ning, these races are important in that they
afford the squad an opportunity to race
against the top teams in the country and to

prepare for the spring season, they are also

a lot of fun, "as much of a social gathering
as a race, " Frost said.

It looks like a good season is in store for

women's crew fans.

A lot of room remains on the squad for

more women, especially taller ones. If you
are interested, give Ginny Peebles a ring at •

546 9366.

Wickman at work

i.

Lynsie Wickman, a junior standout tor the UMass field hockey team, goes
through her practice paces Wickman and her teammates are hoping to get

their season off on the right foot tomorrow, when the Minutewomen host

Springfield (Staff phota by Pat Dobbs)

Vv^lilpasons has em
(II ALITY D\V PKkS

and

from SI. .10 up BOOK ms
September Back To School Special

with a copy of this ad get a $2.00 store credit

with a purchase of any pack over $15.00

^^ C9mp9fs Supph/

PEARL STREET,
9 5:30 Weekdays

NORTHAMPTON
9-5:00 Saturdays

.QsternMountoinSpofts
EMS Day Pack a frameless

knapsack with a back pocket
and drawstring top $12 00

master ctwfge VISA

EMS Book Pack a zippered
opening pack large enough to

hold two loose-leaf ring binders
and a couple of books $10 00

Hour*: M-F 9 30 - 9 00 Sat 9 30 - 5 30
Route 9. Amherst Hadley Lme

413-253-9504
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Drive a YAMAHA
for pennies each Year.

The Telcag campaign witt hold a drawing for the featured Yamaha audio com-
ponents on Sept 29 at 700 in the Campus Center concourse, where ticl<ets are
available every day licit ets are just fifty cents each, or three for a dollar. We'll let

you know if you win

SYSTEM VALUE '680"

MIKf'ft
wEsrviEw ^H
BESTSPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

TONITE! 6:30-9:00

OOPS!!! SORRYWERANOUT...BUT

WE'RE READY FOR YOU THIS WEEK.

LOT OF GOOD FOOD FOR THE MONEY "

'A MILE PAST
WATROBAS TEL. NO. 253-9202
ONRIGHT

Rugby

Ruggers ready selves

for YanCon battles

C^'n'e^ellclVha'^^i^o'ntrp.'"'
'"^ '"'"">'"' '" '" °"»'"-" '» «- ">« Vank.e

By DaveOlmos
Collegian Staff

The UMass rugbyclub got its fall season
off to a surprisinglygood start last weekend
with convincing victories over the
Dartmouth College rugby side on the pitch

near Boyden.
The first side faced a very large Berkshire

pack and had to rely on the speed of its

backs for victory. Doc Laurence, club

coach, cited the play of Dave Palazola as
being important in the 28-4 UMass victory.

Dartmouth was surprised by the first side

by a score of 31-10. An individual

performance was turned in by Kelly

Attridge, who set teammates up, broke
tackles and scored on two trys. Laurence
also said the play of Mark McCabe was
'exceptional' Especially pleasing to the
coach about his teams play was that

against both Berkshire and Dartmouth, the
ruggers played their own style of play and
were successful.

Only three returning players from last

year's first side are back in their green and
white jerseys. Larry Tebo returns at scrum,
Hugh Chester-Jones at second row and
Brian Coolbaugh at a wing forward .

However, these players are not alone in

their previous rugby experience. Laurence
says about half of the sixty players
practicing with the culb have played rugby
at various levels.

The club travels to the University of
Rhode Island in Kingston this weekend to
compete in the Yan-Con tourney as
defending champions. The tournament
consists of eight teams from the
conference and is a single elimination
tourney.

Laurence feels Umass has a good chance
of winning The B side from Umass will

compete at home against the Concord
rugby club Saturday at 1 p.m.. The team
will then leave for URI about 8 a.m.
Sunday.

Club practices are on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 4.30 p.m. on the pitch west of
Boyden Gym Laurence encourages
anyone interested in playing rugby to come
and practice with the team. Laurence
emphasizes that size and strength are not
the only requirements for a good rugby
player. The club has players of many sizes

shapes and experience. It is rumored that
the tun doesn't end right after the game.

UnionLife

The
Very Feminine
Question of

Life Insurance
In these liberated times no woman need

settle for weak, ineffective financial

planning. Developing financial

independence and estate security for the

future is as important for women as it is

for men. Your Fidelity Union Life Field

Associate knows that and can help you

achieve a C'ollegeMaster ^ or other

program which will meet your needs now
and in the future.

Call the Fideiit) I nion Field Associate

in your area:

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

747 Main St., Amherst

256-8351
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Mini-booters prepare

for season's opener

with promising outlook
By Judy Keefe and Billy Tarter
Collegian Staff

This years junior varsity soccer team
promises to be the strongest in UMass' s
history.

In an effort to expand the UMass soccer
program over a 65 players were recruited
from thesurrounding New England area,
the philosophy being that with more
athletes to choose fron, more quality
players will emerge.

The coiaches hope the tactic will help
UMass achieve a reputation alongside such
longtime New England powers as UConn
and Brown An example of the youth of
this year's team is that in a squad of 28,
only three are sophomores, while all the
rest are freshmen. It seems needless to say
that inexpenence as with most JV teams, is

the Minutemen's weakness.
JV coach Joel Dryer, who is also

Spikers

strive for

team unity
By Jeffery Glynn
Collegian Staff

Expect a new outlook this year for the
UMass volleyball teams.
The junior varsity squad, according to

coach Bonnie Buongiorne (pronounced
Bon jorn) is working on four nrw offenses
and two new defenses. The reasons for

these new plays is so that the
Minutewomen will be better able to
counteract the strategies used by opposing
clubs.

For example, a team which spikes the ball

often will force Umass to utilize the block
more often as its most effective way of
scoring. In contrast, if their opponent is a
relatively weak hitting team the
Minutewomen can turn to the offensive
and do the spiking them selves.

This Willi be the first year in which
Buongiorne acts as a fuli-time UMass
coich . She has been a player-caoch for

tn- • Stater --ii! Associatton in

"S

Stiek >»^'ei s
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I

field b'

^ ski hoc'
same succ.

assistasnt coach for the varsity soccer
team, graduated fron the University of
Illinois and has only been at Umass since
January Dryer is a graduate student. He
handles the team with a rather direct no-
fooling around approach.. He says he
expects a fine season from this year's team,
with a record to match, or improvement on
last year's 6-3 mark.

Top freshmen prospects to watch for are
Antonio Estainislow fron Ludlow; and two
high school teammates from Springfield,

Scott Cooper and Peter Dion. The star of

this year's JV team was set to be Bob Abt,
but he won't be able to prove his worth to
the team, since he has been promoted to
varsity.

The team has an eight game schedule this

season. Included are clashes against such
notjble opponents as UConn and Harvard.
The Minutemen's first game is next
Tuesday at Keene State

Catttpus Centet^
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Minutemen look for prospects
By Andy Blume
Collegian Staff

The UMass baseball team opens up its fall

season today against American International
College at home in Lorden FieldatSp.m. The
fall team playsanine-gameexhibition season
to stay in tune for the spring, when the "real
season" takes place. As one of the three fall

coaches, Jim Bedard, says: "We play com-
petition, not as good as the Yankee Con-
ference, but decent. Themainemphasis is on
findingthepeoplewhocanhelpwiththevarsity

in the spring and improve last year's record of
20 17."

Bedard and George Flood and Arlan Barber
will be searching through the freshman and
juniorvarsitytalenttofind21playersforSpring

coach Dick Bergquists' varsity roster.

Thirteen ballplayers return from last year's

varsity team. They include second team All-

New England star Ed Skribiski. Skribiski, the
team MVP, lastspring tied the UMass record
for hits in a season with 50. He hit a fine .357

while playing second and third base for the
Minutemen.

The
General's
Place
35 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6166

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS!

10% discount with ad on
• FIBERFILLII VEST REG. $26.95
with water repellent poplin shell

• GGIDEMT. PARKA SHELL
REG. $44.95 extremely water repellent

and wind resistant

• MT. McKIMLEY PARKA REG. $49.95
same as above with Fiber fill 11 insulation

OKANOGAN FIBERFILL II PARKA
REG. $49.95 durable and water
repellent Bayhead Shell

Two more solid hitters, first baseman Dale
Stone and catcher Charlie Ciccone who hit

.289and.283respectivelyinthespringalsoare
coming back.

Lastyear'sleaderinhomersandRBl's.andan
All-New England second-teamer, Mike
McEvilly, is playing football thisfallalongwith

teammateJohnCzerapowicz.Thirdbaseman
Leo Kalinowski is out injured.

Second baseman Mike Stockley and out-
fielder Neal Lojek round out the last year's
varsity returnees. Unless the coaches can
convert one of the veterans to shortstop, it

iooksas if UMass will be lookingforone, since
starter Jim Cullen has graduated.
Bedard and hisassociates willbetryingtofind

threenewpitcherstoreplacelastyear'slosses.

Returnees include staff ace Tom Nigro (5-4,

2. 14 ERA), Doug Welenc, Dave Tewhill, and
Dave Stoller.

The JV team has a finecropof athletestofill
varsity shoes. Leading JV returnees include
centerfielder Tom Hunt(.5O0 batting
average), catcher Dave Oleksak (.472), third
baseman Tom Good (.375), shortstop Mark
Leahy (.355), and catcher Phil Small (.310).

Leading pitchersare Doug Aylward (3-0,0.70
ERA), Chris Collins (4-0,1 .75 ERA), and Jim
Lewis (3-0,4.78 ERA).
The team plays all but one game at home.
UMass plays AlC three times, Berkshire
Community College twice. North Adams
State once, Springfield College twice, and
Western New England once.

* Spikers ready to go
CONT. FROM PAGE 10

The UMass squad
will adjust to these changes by
experimenting with multiple offenses such
as the 6-0, the 5-1 , the 6-2, and the 6-3 (the
numbers referring to the different
combinations of hitters and setters
respectively) and a variety of defenses
which include the no block.
The varsity will play a 30-match schedule

again this year. This year, however, in

order to win a dual match, the team must
win the best of five games. In tri and quad
matches, each match will be decidec by the

I
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first team to win two games.
This year's team which belongs to no set

conference of league, opens its schedule
with a tri match in New Hampshire where
the Minutewomen will face New
Hampshire and Vermont. The match
slated to begin at 1 p.m. Saturday.

IS

The home opener, vs. Bridgewater
State, which beat the spikers 1o-5, last

season, will be played at NOPE gym a week
from Friday. The JV game will be take
place first and will begin at 6-3o p.m. The
season will end with the State Tournament,
to be held at Salem State on Nov. 1 1th and
12th.

New teams on the agenda this year
include the University of New Haven, Holy
Cross, Boston University, Eastern
Connecticut and Vermont.

* NeIters
CONT. FROM PAGE 7

Carolyn is one of three sophomores on the
team, the other two being Sherry Lurie and
Jack Isgur.

There are four juniors on the team - Cathy
Sullian, Debbie Halperin, Martha Awisz js,

and Karen Holt.

Two seniors. Dawn Minaai and Jennifer

Ranz, who play first doubles together,

complete the squad.

Coach Yu hopes to continue building up
the team by getting more freshmen

interested in tennis, and by continuing

practice during the winter months.

Right now the women practice two and a

half hours a day, and concentrate on drills

such as two-on-one They also play ladder

matches on their own time. Coach Yu
hopes to get together with each player for

one and a half hours a week as well.

Since Monday's match against Springfield

was postponed until next Tuesday because
of rain, the team will be opening its season
at Smith today. UMass's first home match
will be Saturday against Tuft'- 2:00.

i^X' country
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

ample strength and endurance.
Juniors Lou Panaccione and MattWolffand
seniors Bob Neil, Tom Wolff, and Neat
McGrail, were consistent contestants in in-

door and outdoor Yankee Conference track

competition and all have the habit of running
well together in a pack.

Sophomore Mike Morris (9:15) and Jay
Legere (9:12) showed great promise in their

freshman season and have the potential to

crack into the top seven at any time.

"One thing that'sevident to meisthatwear*»
not weaker than last year but much stronger.

All of our runners have reported in excellent

condition,- probably the best conditioned
runners as a whole I have seen. The question

this year is how close can our 3-7 runners stay
with Quinn and Arnold. But we're excited,

optimistic, and anxious to go," said 0' Brian.

i^ Stickers
CONT. FROM PAGE 6
'I want (to beat) Bridgewater State anu

especially Springfield really bad, " Gipps
said, showing her competitive side. They
both beat us last year but we're better
now."
Convincing? The Umass field hockey
team can have a very successful season as
long as Kathy Gipps plays up to her
potential.
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I nto every

thrill-packed, fun-filled

life some dull spots must fall. Fondly you'recall the times you've
counted your toes until you 're ready to scream.

Don't. The neighbors will con^plain.
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PAUMA denied recognition
B^^ DAN MONTUORI
Collegian Staff

The Professional Association of UMass-
Amherst's (PAUMA) importance as a
governance body is being felt by many
UMass organizations, but the UMass Board
of Trustees is still unwilling to cooperate with
the union.

At PAUMA's first general meeting of the
semester yesterday, speaker Charles Lyman
said, "The Faculty Senate, the Chancellor's
Office, and other university governance
bodies are willing to work with PAUMA, but

SCER reports...

we still aren't recognized by the UMass
Trustees."

Other business included reports by the
Committee on Governance Recognition, the
Personnel Appeals Committee and the
Personnel Policy Committee.

Chairman of the ad hoc Committee on
Governance Recognition, Harry Brooks said
"Presently, the UMass Trustees are
preoccupied with finding a new university
president, but now is an effective time to
start gaining trustee recognition, because
once a new President is found PAUMA

recognition will be one of the first things on
their agenda."

Peter Wozniak of the Personnel Appeals
Committee said, "This summer, PAUMA
successfully acted as an initial mediator in a
professional staff member grievance case."
"Wozniak said PAUMA was able to initiate

negotiations between a professional staff

member and his supervisor concerning a
termination of employment, which resulted
in a satisfactory agreement for both parties.

"Because of PAUMA's success in this
case, we feel that the chancellor's office will

be more willing to work with PAUMA in the
future," Wozniak said.

Donald Lisneski of PAUMA's Personnel
Policies Committee said the University
Personnel Policy Committee is in the process
of reviewing the current Trustee Professional
Non-academic Staff policy in the areas of
employment security, grievance procedure,
staff development, evaluation procedure and
employee classification.

"Although the review procedure is a
complicated process, it is now beginning to
take shape," Lisneski said.

Students voice

major concerns
By CYNTHIA HARMEN
Collegian Staff

Check cashing, quality of courses and
teachers, dorm overcrowding, and academic
counselling are among the chief concerns of
UMass undergraduates, according to a
campus unionization survey of 1000
students.

The sun/ey compiled by the Student
Center for Educational Research and the
Student Organizing Project, covers 57 issues
ranging from the quality of courses to the
legalization of marijuana. This broad range of
topics avoided any bias of issues which the
SOP would like to see organized.

Project workers were pleased with the
results^wWch showed an interest in those
.jisues directly affecting UMass students,
jtccording to SOP organizer Susan Bir-

mingham, the survey ia exceptionally
valuable because it suggests some general
trends and takes a step toward student
decision making. Seeking student's opinions

on issues is, essentially, what student
unionization is about, Birmingham said.

"The idea behind unionization is to
organize students so they can effectively
address the issues which affect them"
Birmingham explained.

Armed with feedback from sun/eys such
as this, SCER and SOP members will attempt
to devise some viable alternatives to these
"top priority" problems. These suggestions
will then be taken to the Undergraduate
Student Senate which will decide which
option is the most realistic answer. The
senate, in turn will push for administrative
and top-level action, Birmingham said.

Birmingham pointed to one positive result
of the survey project. Six courses determined
by students were added to the Economics
department.
As the result of the combined efforts of

over 50 concerned students, Birmingham
said the survey has proven "resourceful and
promising," considering the initial data
gathered.

SCER members Doug Moretan and Teri Malo (left to right) discuss results from
recent student poll which showed check cashing and academics to be highest
priority issues for students. (Staff photo by Steve Lesser)

Gethers spends day on campus
By CHARLOTTE TRENCHARD
Collegian Staff

Craeman Gethers, former UMass student
who is now serving an 8-12 year prison
sentence at Norfolk State Correctional In-

stitution in connection with a 1974 Mac-
Oonalds robbery, spend his first furlough
idlking with students on the UMass campus
yesterday.

Gethers spent the day traveling around
campus with Stan Kinard, Office of Third
World Affairs Coordinator. Gethers talked
^ith students during a conference held in the
Dukes room of the Student Union, spoke

with Dean of Students William Field, and
visited the New Africa House, where he
spoke at some length with co-defendent
Robert Earl Brown. Brown, who was also
convicted in connection with the robbery,
will be on probation until 1980. He and
Gethers discussed new strategies for
bringing a new case to court, including work-
release programs and probation.

Gethers explained to listeners, "All I want
is a chance to present all the evidence, and I

haven't even been given that right yet. Only
bits and pieces of the evidence has been
presented in court so far."

Gethers, who has been through two trials

and four lawyers, said he is fed up with the
people who have been defending him up to
this point.

"I fired them all and I'll fire this one too
(Gethers' current attorney is Mathew
Fineman of Boston) if he doesn't do what I

want him to do," Gethers said.

Dean William Field, who spoke to Gethers
yesterday said, "Craeman has good
academic standing here at the University,
and I hope that he will return to finish his

studies and get his Bachelors Degree. We
(the Administration Office) have been in

touch with him all along and have done what
we could to support and cooperate with
him."

Student Government Association co-
president Jon Hite said "Craeman Gethers
and Robert Earl Brown together are a perfect
example of the miscarriage of the American
justice system. There were alot of legal
hassles that hurt them, and they were not
given a fair shake." The SGA has also
supported Gethers* throughout the past two
years, Hite said.

Gethers expressed little contempt for the
system of justice in America today. "I have
no time for anger. I have to concentrate on
the situation at hand and deal with it ac-
cordingly. My case is not an unusuality. It's

been going on since the beginning of time.

Knowledge is what I need now, but that's
only 10 to 15 per cent of what I need to
change my situation. I have to learn the law
and approach the case in terms of the facts. I

do have an urgent need for money right now.
My defense committee is just about broke,
and lawyers don't want to work if they're not
getting paid," Gethers said.

"The law enforcement agencies are set up
on the notion that they're there to protect
the community, and people are brainwashed
into thinking that police forces are effective
in their investigation. Police just want to
solve a case so that the community will be
put at -ease," he said.

Gethers also noted, "The guy who really
did it may still go in there from time to time to
get a Big Mac! The community has been
given a false sense of security."

"I have no time for anger. I have to concentrate on the situation at hand and deal

with it accordingly," Craeman Gethers said yesterday. (Staff photo by Diane
Crawford)

Weather: Hate this
weather? Heh, so do I

truckin' in this 60 degrees
cloudiness... seems like it's

20 degrees this second day of
fall...TGIF!
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Student trained for

emergency medicine
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The letters EMT stand for Emergency
Medical Technician, but to the bearers of this
title, they mean much more.
To Randall Silveira and others like him, an

EMT is a professional who has been trained,
certified and registered by the state "to
administer expert emergency medical care in
the field, irregardless of the circumstances of
the accident or sudden illness."

A Junior at UMass and member of the
Student Auxiliary Firefighter's Force of the
Amherst Fire Department, Silveira is "first a
student, second a firefighter, and third an
EMT."

Silveira, under the direction of Chief Jack
Doherty, has a dual responsibility to the
North Fire Station: the duties of both student
firefighter and a registered emergency
medical technician. In this capacity, he has
th«^opportunitv to be one of the two EMTs
required by law to be present when the
station ambulance responds to an
emergency call.

"As a registered EMT, I am certified in
basic life support personal safety, car-
diopulmonary resusitation (CPR), emergency
cardiac care (ECO, as well as standard and
advanced first aid," Silveira said.
'Emergency medical technicians serving on
an ambulance have the greatest opportunity
of any segment of society to alleviate human
suffering at the scene of accidental injury or
sudden illness during transportation to a
medical facility. With proper training and
experience, the EMT is equipped to serve as
the most valuable lay member of the
emergency medical team outside the
hospital," -he said.

Presently enrolled in the BDIC program
majonng in Emergency Health Care, Silveira
Mid, "I got my start with the UMass Fire and
First Aid Unit. Through working with this
group, I gained the first-hand knowledge I

would later be needing in my chosen field."

"Last January I took part in an internship
co-ordinated by Susan Roundy of Monson
State Hospital. Working with her, I taught a
course in CPR, assisted in the purchasing of
the hospital's newly acquired ambulance,
and helped to develop a personnel schedule
for the Monson emergency medical
technicians," he said.

Silveira, a native of Taunton, Mass., spent
the summer working as a registered EMT
with a Taunton ambulance service. "I also
worked for the Bristol County Ambulance
Service which involved my being on call any
hour day or night," Silveira said.

"Next semester I plan to further my
education by enrolling in an advanced
program to graduate with a Bachelor of
Science degree in Emergency Health CareMy future goal is to become a paramedic- all
facets of experience I am getting now will
prove beneficial to me later," he said.

"I guess I would say the main reason I am
interested in emergency medical training is
because it is a field in which I can make myown decisions without anyone telling me
what to do. Pushing buttons, recognizing
symptoms, something is different every day
Sometimes it is routine, sometimes it is very
exciting, sometimes it is tragic, sometimes it
IS nauseating, but there is always the hope
that I may be able to help the victim of ac-
cident or sudden illness which could
someday be you."
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Girl and Bear head back for home after watching an exciting game at the
NOPE fields yesterday. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)
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Randall P. Silveira, Jerry Casey and Donald Erickson. EMTs for the Amherst Fire
Dept.. relax on their back-up ambulance. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

NEAG disapproves

funding Kent State

demonstration
By DAVE OLMOS
Collegian Staff

Student representatives of the Northeast
Area Government voted last night to submit
a motion of disapproval to the Student
Senate for its recent vote to allocate funds to
finance transportation to Kent State for
student demonstrators.
The first part of the two part motion ex-

Dressed sympathy with the cause of the Kent
bt. demonstrators. The second part states
NEAG dissapproval of the "power politics"
which NEAG representatives feel were used
in the Student Senate meeting to grant the
funding for the Revolutionary Student
Brigade.

in other NEAG business, plans were
finalized for the Fall Day event being held in
the Northeast area Saturday, Sept. 24. In the
event of rain the activities will be held on the
following Sunday outdoors or in the Wor-
cester Dining Commons.

Dave Gpodhue, NEAG, co-president,
submitted an attendance policy calling for

the dismissal of student representatives in

the case of three unexcused absences.
Goodhue said he feels the policy is necessary
to create a responsible area government
which he hopes will lead to an "increased
participation in students in creating a sense
of community in the Northeast area."

Services for handicapped

discussed by BOG
By DEBBIE GRAhh
Collegian Staff

Better services to handle the needs of the
handicapped students at UMass were some
of the many changes proposed and passed
by the Campus Center Board of Governors
last night.

Board member John Foley suggested
setting up a study commission on services
and opportunities within the Campus Center-
Student Union complex for students with
special needs. A group of students and
administrators would make a thorough
evaluation of many areas affecting handi-
capped students including programming,
food services, transportation services, the
physical environment and more. From these
evaluations the Board will determine what
recommendations to make to the Campus
Center administration for the improvement

of certain services, or the development of
new ones. This motion was passed
unanimously.
A motion was also passed involving the an

gallery in the Campus Center. The board
decided to allocate money for an exhibit of
art done by handicapped people. These
exhibits will include audio-visual sup-
plements of the artists at work or showing
their methods.

Brian DeLima, a representative from the
Undergraduate Student Senate, spoke on
the rental fees that the campus center ad-
ministration was considering imposing on
student organizations that occupy office
space in the Campus Center and Student
Union. According to DeLima, the students
own the Campus Center complex, and pay
for its use with the $79 Campus Center fee
every year. DeLima said it would be unfair to
charge the RSO groups rent.
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UlVlass faculty salaries below national average
By VJILLIAM BLUESTEIN
Collegian Staff

UMass-Amherst faculty salaries rank
medium and below national averages ac-
cording to figures released yesterday by the
Chairman of the Negotiating Committee of
the Massachusetts Society of Professors.
Norman Watts said the average $27,800

salary of a full professor here is about 50 per
cent of the national average. The $20,800
average of associate professors ranks a lower
39 per cent.

The lowest rank is that of an assistant
P'ofeosor. The $16,000 average salary ranks
only 17 per cent of the national average. An

associate professor has tenure while an
assistant does not. This means the younger
faculty, who are usually at the assistant level,
rank the lowest of all faculty. The ability of
the university of attract and retain young
professional talent is hampered by this low
level. Watts said.

The primary reason for these medium to
low averages is a result of UMass professors
not having received a cost of living increase
for the past four years, due to the state's
fiscal crisis.

This is in violation of state law, according

Waiting lines cut

at dining commons

to Watts. During the last four years the
Consumer Price Index has increased by 36
per cent. This means that the purchasing
power of a UMass professor has shrunk by
approximately 40 per cent. Nationwide
faculty at other public universities have
received increasres averaging four per cent
per year. Watts said.

In comparison to faculty elsewhere, the
fringe benefits at UMass are also poor,
according to Watts. Professors here pay into
the state retirement system. This system is

viewed by many professors to be a bad risk.

Watts said the state has experienced
problems with this system because it is not

concurrently funded, resulting in inadequate
funding, and a pension system on unsound
financial ground. Other fringe benefits
common to most universities, like dental and
eye care, are not present here. Watts said.

The deteriorating economic position of
UMass faculty was one of the major reasons
a faculty union was formed at the university.

Contract negotiations between the MSP
and the administration are scheduled to
begin on September 26. Issues to be
discussed during the negotiations include
faculty salaries, fringe benefits, working
conditions, and grievance procedures.

By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Efforts to speed up production and cut
down waiting lines are just some of the
improvements to be instituted at university
dining commons' this semester, according to
University Food Services Director Arthur
Warren.
Warren said that soft ice cream machines

may be installed in some dining commons
but the high cost will limit how many will be
available.

There will also be at least 20 new items on
the menu, many the result of student
comment cards, according to Assistant
Director of Menu Services Marie Cappadona.

New England Night and International Tour
Night will be among the Special Dinners.

Pizza, a new item at the dining commons
because of student request, is popular but a
"difficult product to make widely ac-
ceptable", said Warren.

Of the 10,700 students on the meal plan at

UMass, about 6000 use the 14 meal plan.

Wasted food is still a problem. Last year,
surveys showed that 60 per cent of the waste
could have been eliminated if students had
chosen half-portions, Warren said.

A barbecue sponsored by the Union
Program Council and University Food
Services will be held at the barbecue pits

across from Southwest September 27,

Warren said.

/*

Tricia KIley takes a mouthful at Worcester Dining Commons. (Staff photo by
Howard Barnstone)

Trustees defend closed sessions
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

The chairman of the UMass Board of
Trustees last night defended the board's use
of the executive session, saying the board
has always acted in the public interest.

Joseph P. Healey, in a telephone in-

terview, said the trustees' closed door
sessions have always been "above board".
A bill in the state legislature waiting for a

House vote next week would broaden the
1968 state open meeting law to include the
meetings of the University trustees.

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti earlier

this year ruled that UMass is exempt from
the open meeting law.

The Massachusetts Newspaper Publishers
Association is supporting the current
legislation, saying that reporters from
newspapers in Springfield and Lowell have
been prevented from attending meetings of
trustees at UMass at the University of
Lowell.

While an editor and reporters from the
Springfield Newspapers yesterday said they
could not recall any problems with UMass
trustees, Lowell Sun Managing Editor
Kendall Wallace last night said his reporters
encouraged some problems for awhile when
the U Lowell trustees began to call too many
executive sessions without stating their

purpose.

After Sun reporters challenged the
frequent closed door sessions and "forced
the issue" the ULowell trustees became
"fairly good" about holding executive
sessions, Wallace said.

Wallace said the current ULowell board
holds executive sessions only for discussing
honorary degrees and faculty union contract
negotiations.

Healey said the UMass trustees "follow
most provisions" of holding executive
sessions allowed by current law which
permits closed door sessions for discussing
personalities and contract negotiations.

Earthfoods treats veggies we//
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Have you been looking for around campus
for a good vegetarian meal? Well, look no
further. You will find just what you have
been longing for in the Student Union
Commonwealth room. There, you will find

Earthfoods, a cafeteria-style vegetarian
restaurant.

According to Joanne Fillatti Earthfoods
was started in the spring of 1976 by a small
group of students interested in providing an
alternative to vegetarians on campus.

Since then, Earthfoods has evolved into a
collectively, student-run, non-profit
organization, Fillatti said.

The atmosphere at Earthfoods is friendly
and relaxing. The menu is posted each
morning on a blackboard, reminiscent of a
few of the area restaurants, and adds a
quaint note to the atmosphere.
As a kind of morning teatime, Earthfoods

offers herb teas and coffee, as well as a
variety of muffins.

According to Fillatti, lunchtime choices
include soup, salad, and casseroles. Ear-

thfoods also combines these choices in a

Luncheon Special each day. The average
price of a Special is $1.50. The lunchtime
menu also offers items such as quiche,
marinated tomatoes, and vegetarian pizza.

Most of the staff at Earthfoods, new this

semester, hope to incorporate some new
ideas. To do this, and to insure the continued
operation of Earthfoods, your support is

needed.

Earthfoods is open from 9:30 a.m. until

5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The
Earthfoods staff welcomes you, so stop in at

teatime, lunchtime, or anytime.

3nday I

epted I

Thank God It's Fridayl

Healey said the UMass trustees always
state their purpose for holding executive
sessions, and always hold open votes on
issues.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,
yesterday said the intent of the current open
meeting law is that meetings of all public
bodies be open, and UMass "should be
doing it now."

Collins said the state legislature has
opened all its hearings to the public.

Gov. Dukakis

will speak on

solar energy

By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Governor Michael S. Dukakis will deliver

the opening remarks at the Western Regional
Solar Energy Conference at UMass on
October third, at 9:30 a.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. The Solar Action Office
of the Massachusetts Executive Office of
Consumer Affairs and the National Solar
Heating and Cooling Information Center are
sponsoring the event.

The conference will address a variety of
topics concerning all areas of solar energy.
The need for training professionals and
informing consumers will be discussed, as
solar energy becomes an increasingly

vaiuaoie energy source. Other topics to be
covered include heating costs, installation

guidelines and local building codes.

Basic ideas concerning solar heating
technology and costs will be presented in a
special evening session for consumers. This
should be of special interest to homeowners
in the area because of a recent plan
developed by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development. The
program consists of providing Massa-
chusetts with funds to give grants to 1,375
homeowners and builders or developers who
install solar hot water systems, according to
the UMass Energy Affairs Office.

The conference is one of a series of solar
energy conferences to be held in Massa-
chusetts during September and October.
Following the Amherst meeting, sessions will

be held in Swansea and Worcester.
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Black Affairs
Craemen Gethers visits

UMass

ColJegiar
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fly ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Craemen Gethers, who was convicted of
the still controversial 1975 robbery of
MacDonald's on route 9, made his first

appearance on campus yesterday since his
conviction in 75.

Craemen's purpose for coming to UMass,
is to expose the inconsistencies of the court
procedures, and contradictory statements of
state witnesses. "I just want to state the
issues," said Craemen. "I can prove my
whereabouts at the time I was supposed to
have committed the robbery. I can prove that
I was in no condition to even commit any
robbery, and I have the results of two
polygraph tests that confirm my innocense."

At the time of the MacDonald robbery,
Craemen states that he was on crutches.
According to him, he turned his ankle the
day before, while playing basketball. The
UMass infirmary has records that support
Craemen's allegations. These records were
used in his defense.
The main topic of Craemen's conversation

was his displeasure over his previous three
lawyers. Craemen feels that they did not
represent him to the best of their ability.

In fact, Craemen refers to all three lawyers
as "incompetent." His reasoning is based on
three main points. The first being that his

lawyers failed to interrogate or interview the
state witnesses on their previous statements.
Secondly, the failure to bring forth witnesses
who were on Craemen's behalf, and lastly,

the failure of the courts to acknowledge the
implications of two positive polygraph tests.

Craemen commented that his case is not
the typical Perry Mason, or the Young
Lawyers that one views on television.

Factors involved in a real court scene are

prejudice, police pressures for a conviction,

district attorneys seeking to enchance their

records, and a system of the rich vs. the

poor. "Unless you have big cash," noted
Craemen, "you don't stand a chance."
Craemen will return to UMass in about a

month. He asks for all to support him in any
way possible. Letters can be sent to Craemen
Gethers' Box 43; MCI Norfolk, Norfolk,

Mass. 02056.

V ./ _
Craemen Gethers visited UMass yesterday to talk to students and administrators

bout his court case. (Staff photo by Diane Crawford)

Vishnu Wood in concert

at Amherst College
As part of a Fall cultural series, Vishnu

Wood, bassist, and Safari East with per-

cussionist Freddie Waites and saxaphonist
George Adams will be in Concert Friday,

September 23, 1977, at Buckley Recital Hall

on the campus of Amherst College.

Vishnu Wood, an assistant professor of

Music at Hampshire College, attended the
Detroit Institute of Music and performed for

many years with the Randy Weston Sextet.

Mr. Wood has performed also with Alice

Coltrane, Pharoah Saunders, and Archie
Shepp.

Freddie Waites, from Jackson, Mississippi,

started with Little Willie John, Ivory Joe
Hunter and Percy Mayfield and also has
worked with the Temptations, Stevie

Wonder, McCoy Tyner, and with Duke
Ellington to name a few. He is a member of

the M'Boom re: percussion group. He is

presently on the faculty of Rutgers University

and was named as one of the outstanding

percussionists of the year.

George Adams is a self-taught tenor

saxaphonist, flutist, vocalist, composer who
has worked with rhythm and blues bands
throughout the South, including the Fat

Back Band. He has also performed with

Charles Mingus, Art Blakey, and Roy
Hayr^es. He also recorded with the Gil Evans
Orchestra, and Hannibal Marvin Peterson.

He is one of the strongest horn men on the

International tour circuit.

Concert tinrie is 8:00 p.m. and the public is

irtvited.

Thoughts
"The most Immediate

danger of the population
explosion is that it increases
the number of fools among
us."

By David AA. Warren

Vishnu Wood will be in concert
tonight at Amherst College.

African News

DAR ES SALAAM - Mozambique is

reportedly planning to set up a Zimbabwe
Institute. According to Minister of State in

the Presidency Jose Oscar Monteiro, the
Institute will aim at mobilizing and increasing
support for the liberation struggle in Zim-
babwe (Rhodesia) and for other liberation

movements.

Call it what you want' is a column that has
been established in The Black Affairs section
of the Dai/y Collegian. The columnist, Terrell
Evans will present his views on matters he
feels are of importance to the Third World
Community. The column will appear once a
week on Friday. Comments and criticisms
can be sent to Terrell Evans, Black Affairs, c-
o the Daily Collegian 113 Campus Center,
UMass Amherst, Ma 01003.

Third World corridors

detrimental

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

At the beginning of this school semester,

the existence of Third World corridors in

Grayson and Webster dorms were
threatened by the lack of students.

I have convinced myself these corridors

tend to be more detrimental toward Third

World students than helpful.

The corridors existence isn't political,

other than the fact that there are a large

number of Third World students living

together in a dorm setting. We must admit
that the primary rationalization for the

'Ca// it what you want'

existence of most organizations on campus
is political.

The corridors have little or no educational
value. There is no set up for tutors or any
other academics avenues.

The corridors may even serve as an in-

strument of isolation. They may isolate Third
World students from other students in the

dorm. Therefore, the students are prevented
from having to deal with non-third world
students on a dorm level.

Finally, the primary reason for existence of

Third World corridors is social. Obviously,
the more socializing a student does, means
less studying he or she will do. With the right

combination of people, the corridors can be
noisy and distractive. Thus, preventing
students who want to do work, from doing it

when and where they choose.

In order for students to live in this type of
setting they must have a certain degree of
discipline about themselves. They must be
able to say no to frequent social gatherings
that come up within the corridors them-
selves.

To say that without the corridors black
students in the area would lose funding from
student activities isn't necessarily true.

The same students that live on the

corridors can just as easily form an

organization of their own, if they were living

throughout the dorm. This group could carry

on the same type of cultural events the Third

World corridors are used to presenting.

This is 1977, there may have been a

political need for Third World corridors in the

past, but today they seem to exist from the

idea of large numbers of black students living

in an immediate area, as neighbors.

The Racial Quota question
By JAMES LEWIS

Black Affairs Asst. Editor

The racial quota is under attack. The effect
of this decision is as important as the bussing
decision. In October, the country will face an
important case. Allen Blakke has charged the
university of California at Davis with reverse
racism. He says that he was more qualified to
enter the Med school than the sixteen Blacks
and Hispanics who did enter.

It is impossible for a racist institution to
commit reverse racism. The decision will set
authoritative policy for Third World em-
ployment. The racial quota would give Black
people and minorities their proportional place
in profession according to their number in

population. It is insane to charge an af-

firmative action program with reverse racism.

This is an obvious attack the white peple will

use, more and more in the future, because
the monopolizing of the system will not
permit a free enterprise system, and more
and more white people can only hope to
maintain a middle class status. Mr. Blakke is

34 years old and this is the second time he
has been turned down. His attempt to blame
"unqualified minorities" is an unjust attack
on the rightful establishment of Black
profession, due to them, in this country.

There were 34 white with lower scores than
his who were accepted for the school. There
were 100 slots to be filled. This is an obvious
attempt of this racist, suggestive lie to insist

its supremacy at the loss of non-white
people. This type of action is insane and is

condemned by Truth. The truth cannot be
held back, no matter what the power invents.

At this time the Staff of Black Affairs would like to extend a grateful thank-you to the
following people. Earl Brown, Charisse Williams, Mary Custard, Renee Mobley, and Ed
Cohen.
These people took time to contribute articles as well as their time to Black Affairs.

Charisse Williams:

The Staff wishes you a safe and enjoyable trip as you set forth upon your venture to

Ghana. Best of luck in all that you encounter and experience.

HAHJEE'S TIACE*
Midwoy between Amherst 6 Northampton on (Xt. 9. Discover o unique

restoufont feoturing PERSIAN SPECIALTY FOODS.
Our DINNER MENU offers o selection of PERSIAN SPECIALTIES,

SHISHKADOOS. CREPES, VEGETARIAN DISHES. SEAFOOD DELIGHTS. After

dinner emoy o delightful Dessert Crepe, Porfoit or Dohlovoh with c cup of

Turlvsh Of Arabic coffee Enjoy o refreshing cocl^toil or gloss of beer or

wine with your meal

5d4-9797.

1 1 tOO om-l 1 tOO pm Mon-Thurs

FrI & Sot til 1 om Rt 9 Hodley

Announcements
Bill Hampton
to speak tonight

Date: Friday, September 23, 1977.
Speaker: Bill Hampton. Place: Rm. 163,
Campus Center, UMass. Topic: "The Murder
of Fred Hampton." Also: The film, "The
Murder of Fred Hampton" will be shown.

CCEBS
All CCEBS students interested in pursuing

a career in law should note that on Monday,
September 26, CCEBS is sponsoring a field

trip to the Western New England Law School
in Springfield, Ma. All interested CCEBS
students must sign up for this trip in room
208 with Brian Maher, Career Coordinator of
the New Africa House. The last day for
signing up is Wednesday, September 21 . For
anyone in the CCEBS Program who is

thinking of going to law school this trip is a
must. All those signing up for the trip will

meet at 8:00 a.m. in the second floor lounge
of the New Africa House on Monday,
September 26.

WBLK RSO 104

WBLK is a student run facility located in

New Africa House. It was proposed in the
spring semester of 1976 to the un-
dergraduate student senate. It received an
initial grant of $7,585.00 for equipment, then
it was granted a fiscal 77 budget of
$17,018.00, this money was used for the
extra equipment renovation of the site,

building of the facility records and supplies!
This year WBLK has a budget of a little over
$11,000,000 which will be used for com-
pletion and operation of the station.
We need qualified and dedicated people

for all facets of the station's operation.
WBLK does not have an FCC license at this
time and obtaining this will be the major
thrust of the organization this year. We will

still broadcast at low power until we obtain a
license from the FCC.
WBLK is dedicated to providing an outlet

for Third World and progressive issues and
culture.

WBLK is having a meeting in room 422,
New Africa House this Saturday at 2:00 p.m.
We are looking forward to seeing you
there

(For further information contact Raoul
Roach or Van Jackson at 545-0794).

Black Affairs

Picture Of The Week: The thrill of Victoryll Dr. Carol Carter Brooks Asaociatft nir«rtnr « tK- <-« •** c r* .. .

More Announcements

What is the New World Center

On Sunday, September 25, 1977, the
Central Area New World Center will be
having its first general meeting in the lounge
of Butterfield Dorm at 7:00 p.m. All students
of color are invited.

The New World Center, which is located in
B16 Baker House, focuses on issues mainly

LUTHER

concerning students of color and human
rights. It sponsors such events and affairs as
forums, teach-ins, conferences, movies,
parties, poetry readings, and other cultural
events.

One thing that is important to the Center is

that concerned students who are willing to
work and have a good time become involved
in the Center. There are a lot of things that
you can do, and your contribution will be
important. The experience of working in the
Center will be one that you will benefit from
as well as being of benefit to other people of
color.

Don't forget now, come on Sunday, at
7:00 p.m., in Butterfield Dorm.

In Unity There Is Strength,
Nkrumah Olinga, Coordinator

African Martial Arts

All those interested In joining the African
Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcolm X Center, and the
New Africa House Cultural office.

Get Down to the

Best Disco in Town
The Asian American Students Association

is sponsoring a disco at the campus center
10th floor on September 23 at 9:00. The
disco will benefit the Kenney Chin-Liz Young
defense fund. They are Asian Americans
who were unjustly convicted for a crime they
never committed. Like so many other third
world community organizers, they have been
the target for police repression. They were
used as scapegoats for the secret service's
incompetence in the supposed assassination
plot on Japanese Emperor Hirihito's life. It is

not only an issue for Asian Americans, but
also of the entire Third World community.
Please come and support this worthy cause.
Admission $1.00

The Third World
Women's Center

The Third World Women's Center located
in B16 Baker House in Central Area, is

currently organizing its agenda for the fall

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

WHY MAKE A
|v\AXIMUM EFFORT
FOR A JOB WITH
A MIN»MUNA

semester. This organization, develops and
utilizes the creativity, intelligence and energy
of Third World people in activities that
contribute to positive development of Third
World sisters at the University of Massa-
chusetts.

The majority of the 1976-77 school year
was spent meeting and recruiting women for
the Center. There were two very successful
workshops, dealing with relationships
between Black men and women

During the Third World Women's Week
(April 19-24), some events included "Distant
Voices" (a play) arid "360 Degrees of
Fashion" (a fashion slrow), written, planned,
and developed by sisters on and off campus.
Featured guests included Dr. Francis
Welsing, Vinnie Burrows, and a concert
performance by Melba Moore. Other ac-

tivities of the year included movies, speakers,
and a Third World Women's Pot Luck
Dinner.

This year, the Center has taken an active
part in showing "Malcolm X" and planning
the Umoja Cabaret, to be held Saturday,
Sept. 17th. We need more ideas and support
for planning our calendar for the rest of the
school year. The first meeting of the Third
World Women's Center will be Sunday,
September 25th at 3:00 p.m. All officers and
members are urged to attend. Any sisters

(especially freshmen) interested are
welcome. Conne with your ideasi

For further information contact: Cheryl
Watkins-Third World Women's Center
Coordinator, calling from off-campus 253-

9961 or on-campus 545-6388.

jf••••••••••••••••••••••• jf

Bell's Pizza House
Ik-

It's fhe little things J
I \ y " that makes Bell's a j^

Froo Delivery on Campus Suo-Thurs. )f

great p/zzo .

I,>s't one of a kind"

Bell's Pizza.

253-9051
549-1311 65Univ. Drive ^^
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APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
FOR

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL

The Student .\ttornev General is the chie. liaison between
the Student Senate and the Student Judiciary. The position

involves coordinating and assigning advocates to the

various cases brought before the Student Courts.

Applications are available in 430 S.U.,

and must be returned by 5 p.m.,

Friday, September 30.

SGA is an Equal Opportunity

Affirmative Action Employer
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News in Brief
Moluccan gunmen
sentenced to Jail

ASSEN, The Netherlands [UP/] -
Smiling and joking, seven South
Moluccan gunmen were given prison
sentences ranging from six to nine years
yesterday for their role in the seizure of a
school and train last May in a terrorist

operation that cost eight lives.

The public prosecutor had demanded
maximum 10-year sentences for the
seven, who took more than 170 persons
hostage - including 110 children — to
press demands for the independence of
iheir island homeland.
The 19-day seizures were the longest

hostage-taking incidents in modern
records.

Reading the 20-minute verdict, Judge
Frans Fliek said the defendants' actions
"could not be justified by their political

ideals.

"Especially for people saying they fight

for their freedom and that of their

suppressed brothers and sisters,

bereaving other people of their liberty

should be an unacceptable weapon," he
said.

The defendants appeared hardly
impressed. When the judge had finished

reading the verdict, they joked among
themselves and slapped each other on
the back.
Three of the men, considered the

ringleaders in the school takeover, were
sentenced to nine years in prison. The
three already had police records in

connection with previous South
Moluccan actions.

New York resort

caters to gays
HILLBURN, N.Y. [AP] - The land-

mark Motel-on-the-Mountain embarked
on a new policy of catering to
homosexuals yesterday and irate local

residents said they feared it would
change their community.
Some citizens threatened demon-

strations outside the motel, which sits

atop a large hill 30 miles northwest of
Nevy York City and advertised itself as the
"ultimate resort for gays in the Northern
states."

Local residents talked of enlisting the
support of Anita Bryant, who led a

successful campaign for repeal of a
Miami-area ordinance prohibiting
housing and job discrimination against
homosexuals.

"I think they are over-reacting," said
Thomas Esposito, 30, the manager of the
100- unit motel. "I personally feel their

fears are unwarranted."
The residents said they were con-

cerned that the motel would to establish-
ment of other homosexual-oriented
businesses and draw pornography
dealers.

More Vietnamese

to enter U.S.A.
WASHINGTON lUPI] - From 45,000

to 60,000 additional Vietnamese refugees
will come to the United States within the
next four years, a State Department
official told the Senate Human Resources
Committee Thursday.
He urged federal refugee aid programs

be extended.
Philip C. Habib, undersecretary of state

for political affairs, urged federal refugee
aid programs be extended to handle the
new arrivals.

Habib said the new refugees, will arrive
at the rate of 15,000 per year for three or
four years under a program announced.

Franlc/in teachiers

orderedjailed
DEDHAM, Mass. [AP] - Another 27

Franklin school teachers were ordered
yesterday to jail in the bitter deadlock
which has tied up a school system of
5,000 students for seven days.

Norfolk County Superior Court Judge
John M. Greaney sent the teachers to
join eight of their leaders sentenced
Wednesday to indefinite jail terms for

defying his order they return to classes.

Twenty five of the junior and senior
high school teachers went to prison. Two
others agreed to report Friday After
observing the Jewish Yom Kippur
holiday Thursday.
Judge Greaney also ordered 50 more

teachers to appear in his court Friday and
another 50 Monday to face sentencing on
the same charge of contempt of court.

He said he was considering levying
heavy personal fines instead of jail

sentences.

Carter's energy program
damaged in Senate
WASHINGTON [AP] - In a major new

setback to President Carter's energy
program, the Senate declined 52-46
yesterday to scrap an industry-supported
plan to deregulate new natural gas.

The crucial test vote was a clear defeat for

the President's proposal to continue federal

price controls on gas and marked the latest in

a series of blows his energy plan has been
dealt by the Senate.

It came despite a major, last-minute
lobbying campaign by Carter and other top
administration officials.

Some administration allies prepared to

mount a filibuster to keep the deeply divided

Senate from approving the rival industry-

backed measure, while others talked about
the possibility of seeking a compromise with
deregulation forces.

Republicans joined with oilstate

Democrats in defeating the administration-

backed effort to kill the deregulation
measure.

Sponsored by Sens. James Pearson, R-

Kan., and Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., the
proposal would substitute for the President's

plan the immediate deregulation of newly
produced onshore gas.

Under Carter's plan, federal price controls

would be retained but the $1.45 per-

thousand-cubic-foot lid would be increased
to $1 .75. The administration bill, approved by
the House in August, would also extend
price controls to the now unregulated
markets within gas-producing states.

The effect of yesterday's vote is to keep
alive the industry deregulation proposal,
which is similar to legislation passed by the
Senate in 1975 but rejected by the House.
Although the Senate is still free to accept

the President's plan, this was viewed by
Senate leaders as unlikely.

Even before the vote. Carter was reported
ready to accept as last-resort compromise a

measure like one proposed by Sen. Bennett
Johnston, D-La., calling for gradually
removing price controls from gas over a four-
year period.

Senate sources said both the President
and Vice President Walter Mondale had been
calling senators urging them to support such
a compromise if the administration position
is rejected.

Gas producers contend the price controls
have kept gas prices artificially lower,
discouraging exploration for new gas
supplies and prompting shortages such as
those of last winter.

American nun
released in Rhodesia
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [AP] -

An American nun who openly sympathized
with black guerrillas in Rhodesia was freed

from jail and expelled from that war-torn

country yesterday During a flight here she
said she believed international pressure

brought about her release.

Sister Janice McLaughlin, 35, a Maryknoll
nun from Pittsburgh, had been jailed for

three weeks on security-law charges after

she and three colleagues prepared a report

criticizing the white Rhodesian government's
treatment of black civilians in the five-year

guerrilla war.
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ENGLAND

SEE ALL THE

STYLES FOR

MEN & WOMEN
AT:

BOLLES SHOES

\
8 MAIN ST., AMHERST
DAILY 9:00-5:30,
THURSDAY TILL 8:00

Spirit.-^mt^'

OPEN NCGHTS TILL
UPM DAILY

BOLLA ITALIAN WINES
Soave

Valpolicella
Bardolina

UNLIMITED QUANTITIES OF ICE:
CUBES & BLOCKS

$2',99
/5

KEG HEADQUARTERS
Largest stock & selection

of draught beer In the area

PIELS -HEINEKEN

253-5384

256-8433

338 College St. CRt. 93 near Poor Richard's!

Faces^-
ofgarth

Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:3U - 6:00 Mon.-Sat.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ '>n ^ ^ -^i

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

LUNCHEON $1.25 & up
DINNER 13.55

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

Il:30a.m.-I0:00p.m.

11:30a.m.-n:0«p.m.

Cocktails— Take Out Service

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilities
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Nuclear cloud moves White heroin
faster than predicted takes its toll
WASlNINnrniK/ \iipi\ _ -ru^ ,^w:^o^.:.,„ . . .. _WASHINGTON [UPI] - The radioactive

cloud from last week's Chinese nuclear blast
is crossing the United States faster than
expected, and expanded rain forecasts have
raised the possibility of fallout in many
eastern states, officials said yesterday.

In western states already covered by the
cloud, however, federal officials reported no
signs of unusual radioactivity reaching the
ground.

The Environmental Protection Agency said
a new forecast showed the leading edge of
the cloud blanketing the East Coast from
North Carolina to Canada by last night, 24
hours earlier than initially predicted.

In addition, it said, forecasts of possible
rain Thursday night and Friday were ex-
tended to cover a broad region from the
upper Mississippi River Valley to the Ap-
palachian Mountains. Earlier predictions had
showed the area of possible rain centered
over the Great Lakes.
The expanded rain forecast "automatically

increases the concern" about the possibility
of small amounts of nuclear "rainout" falling

to Earth, where it might contaminate pasture
land and get into cows' milk, an EPA spokes-
woman said.

"We're hoping that there will be no rain or
that the rainclouds will remain below the
nuclear cloud, reducing the amount of rain-

out," the spokeswoman said.

The debris from the four megaton blast.

touched off by China Saturday, began
crossing the U.S. West Coast Tuesday at an
altitude of about 35,000 feet. EPA officials
said it was still at that altitude.

Samples taken from 37 monitoring
stations operated by the EPA and the Energy
Research and Development Administration
- most of them in areas already reached by

the cloud - showed radiation levels of less
than half the normal background level, of-

ficials said.

I here was no unusual activity in samples
from Alaska and the Pacific Northwest,
where cloud passed through Tuesday and
Wednesday." the EPA said. "There is no risk
to public health in western states and we are
not advising any protective actions at this
time."

No precautions were suggested for
Eastern areas either, although EPA officials
said Ohio had advised farmers to move cattle
into shelter and feed them stored grain until

'

the cloud passed.
Full monitoring is planned in the cloud

area, the EPA said, with advisories to be
issued by either federal or state officials if

needed.
The agency s. ^d the leading edge of the

cloud should cover an area bounded by
North Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky and
Oklahoma to the south, by the Great Lakes
region to the west and by Canada to the
North by early Friday morning.
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SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI] - Dealers
selling deadly white Mediterranean heroin in

Springfield probably didn't know they were
selling dope that was 20 times as strong as
normally sold on the streets, police said
yesterday.

Tests at the Department of Public Health's
Division of Food and Drugs Laboratory at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst
showed the drug - which has killed one
person and injured 1 1 others - is 69 per cent
pure heroin, Captain Robert Maffen said.

Heroin normally found on the city's streets is

three or four per cent pure, he said.

"I'm sure they didn't know what they had.
If they did, they could have cut it 10 times
and still have had almost double the normal
street strength. Why settle for half of the
value and why sell a drug you know is going
to give hot shots and kill people?" Meffen
said.

Police yesterday continued to talk to in-

formants but we haven't come up with
anything worthwhile. There's no more
evidence of any sales and we're still

looking," he said. "I'm sure whoever's got it

has gone underground."
Meffen said the dope was the strongest

heroin he had seen in 30 years as a
policeman.

"The only theory we have is somebody
stole it somewhere and thought it was street
stuff when it really hadn't been cut yet," he
said.

A teen-aged boy and an 11 -year-old girl

have been charged with possession of the
white heroin. Gabriel Martinez, 17, of
.Springfield, was being held in lieu of $500
bail pending a Sept. 30 court appearance on
charges of possessing 10 bags of the drug.
The girl was released in her parents'

custody pending a juvenile hearing on
charges she possessed 17 bags of the heroin.
Her identity was not disclosed.

Meffen said police were also waiting to see
if other addicts would suffer overdoses from
using the heroin.

"The unfortunate part of this is that ad-
dicts go off by themselves to shoot up and
someone might have an overdose from this
stuff and not be found for a couple of days,"
Meffen said.

Meffen said police were "expectihg they
might find other victims of the drug"
because "if one dies, who knows what might
happen to others? We're just sitting and
waiting."

U.S. to abide

with arms pact
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance said yesterday the United
States will allow the 1972 U.S.-Soviet
strategic arms accord to expire Oct. 3, but
will abide by its provisions as negotiations
continue with Russia.

Vance said U.S. observance of the pact's
provisions was conditional on Russia
similarly exercising restraint.

Vance made the disclosure in a letter to
Sen. John Sparkman, chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, as he
met with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko in a new round of talks on strategic
arms limits.

After a first five hour session, both
ministers acknowledged to reporters at the
State Department the search for a new
Soviet-American strategic arms limitations
lasting through 1985 remains beset by
problems.
They agreed to meet again in the late

afternoon to discuss the Middle East
situation. Gromyko meets President Carter
this morning.
"The main strategic arms issues remain

unresolved. Those are the issues we are
addressing," Vance said.

Gromyko added: "We waded into the
stream and have not emerged. There were
lots of rocks. When we will get out I cannot
say. I urge patience. We want to see success
in the talks."

The U.S. "unilateral statement" informally
extending the current strategic arms pact will
be the subject of a hearing by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee Monday. Chief
U.S. arms negotiator Paul Warnke will
testify, committee aides said.

The declaration states:

"In order to maintain the status quo as the
negotiations are being completed, the United
States declares its intention not to take any
action inconsistent with the provisions of the
Interim Agreement which expires Oct. 3 ...

provided the Soviet Union exercises similar
restraint."

Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash., was
reported by aides to be deeply concerned by
what he considers to be the administration's
efforts "to circumvent" a congressional
prerogative to review arms agreements. Sen.
Sam Nunn, D-Ga.. was said also to be
disturbed.
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This is the semester to get your

programmable.

The TI-57.

Its self-teaching

system gets you
programming

fast.

rrVoking Trocks
into Programming

Tl Programmable 57. Thepowertui
superslide rule calculator you can program
right from the keyboard. Comes with an easy-
to-follow, self-teachmg learning guide — over
200 pages of step-by-step instructions and ex-
amples Quickly learn the value of making re-

petitive calculations at the touch of a key.

Recall entire instruction sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula-
tion. Eight multi-use memories provide ad-

dressable locations to store and recall data Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep Insert or delete at

any point in a program. Also a powerful $1*^^^*"^ ^^r^*

slide rule calculator with logs, trig func-
tions and advanced statistics routines.

The TI-58 and TI-59 combine three major inno-
vations to bring the power of programming to
you -even if you've never programmed before:
1

.

Extraordinarily powerful -at remarkable low prices.

2. Revolutionary plug-m modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key

3 Step-by-step learning guide that takes you from the basics of

programming through advanced programmings- language you
can understand.

79 95

Pcnonai
Progrommnq

Tl Programmable 58. up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories, f^aster Library

n
module contains 25 prewritten programs in

math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of steps - up to 5000 Library

programs may also be addressed from the key-

board or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new
PC-100A printer/plot- $ -^ ^ ^ t^^*
ter. It lets you plot,

print headings and prompt- messages. 12495

Tl Programmable 59. More powerful than the TI-58 Up to

960 program steps or up to 100 memories, rwlagnetic cards store

up to 960 steps. And. record and pro-

tect custom programs. Also 10 user S^^^^^^Q^^
flags 6 levels of subroutines 4 types ^^^^W
of branches. Jmi^^
Optional Libraries. Applied statistics. Surveying, Real

Estate/Finance. Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00* each

The Tl 58 and 59.

Both use

revolutionary

plug-in

Solid State

Software"

libraries.
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Lance returns home

CALHOUN, Ga: (UPI) Bert Lance acknowledges applause from the citizens of
Calhoun as they welcome him back home at the Gordon County Courthouse.

WASHINGTON [AP\ - Bert Lance
returned to Georgia as a private citizen

yesterday, still facing large debts, govern-
ment investigations and an uncertain future.

The former budget director and his wife
flew from Washington's National Airport to
his hometown of Calhoun, Ga., on a private
plane that he rented himself.

"You know I've got to come back to
Georgia," he told Atlanta radio station WSB
by telephone before his departure. "That's
where our home is."

Lance, who resigned Wednesday after
eight months and one day as President
Carter's budget director, said he plans to
"get a little rest" but has made no decision
yet about any other job.

"We'll take that as we have been taking
things — one day at a time," Lance said.

In Atlanta, John Stembler, chairman of the
board of the National Bank of Georgia which
Lance ran until last January, said, "Bert can
have the job of chairman if he wants it

tomorrow."
Lance met with his attorney, Clark Clifford,

before leaving Washington. He did not go to
the Office of Management and Budget's
offices, but an 0MB aide said Lance would

FREE.
When you buy a Tl Programmable 58

or 59 you can get this 19-program
Leisure Library.

A ^35.00 x'alue if you act now.

Football Predictor. Forecast score point spread Bowling
Scorekeeper. Track 90 bowlers Goll Handicapper. Up-
date handicap from latest round s score Bridge. Computes
points from tricks made and bid U.S. Chess Federation
Rankings. Wins, losses draws Codebreaker. 3 324 possi
ble codes make this a unique challenge Black Jack. Acey
Ducey. Craps. Mars Lander. Pilot to a safe landing Jive
Turkey. Guess mystery number -tells you if you re high
or low -but IS It living you'' Nim. Play the machine each
time It gets better Sea Battle. 15 missiles to sink sub
Quarterback. Call plays Photo 1. Compensate for change
in photo enlargement magnification Photo II: Fill-in-flash.
Computes correct lens f-stop in strong ambient light Use
It with a PC-100A and have even more fun Computer Art.

Hangman. Put in a word second player guesses or hangs
Memo Pad. Write, enter messages. Print and record them
on 59 s mag card Use the card to replay the message
Biorythm. Plots all three cycles

t*fl«iw Libron^

Leisure Library comes
with Plug -ir) module
Library manual Quick
relerence guide Label
cards Library wallet

r
otter good from August 15 to October 31. 1977 Here's
what you do. Fill out this coupon Return if to Tl with your
senalizea Customer Information Ca'fl (packert in the box),

along with a copy of a Oated proof of purchase showing
the serial numbef Important. Your envelope must be

postmarked no late- th.in October 31 1977

Leisure Library Ofler

P a Bo« S3 Lubbock Texas^408

Name

Address

City

Tl 58 or 59 Senai Numbp (from back of calculator)

I-

, .ggesied 'etaii price

1977 Texas instruments incorporated

Texas Instruments
INCORF'OR ATED 45529

Tech Hifi has 70 brands of stereo
you can play, not just look at.

Some stereo stores have signs that say "Don't
Touch The Merchandise".

But at Tech Hifi we encourage you
toplay any of the 70 brands of quahty
components we display.

You can take as long as you like in

our soundrooms to compare all

the systems and components
you want to hear.

Which means, at Tech
Hifi your ears will tell you
what to buy - not a salesman.
« *a >«iA« V.

If your budget is under $400, ask us to set up

this $319 system for you to play. It features

the famous Marantz 2215B stereo re-

ceiver, reliable Garrard 630 automatic

turntable, and two KLH 100 loud-

speakers.

If you decide to buy this system, or

any other at Tech Hifi, you can play it

at home for a week and still

return it for a full refund. No
questions asked.

Come play this week at

the Tech Hifi near you.

tech hifi
Soundrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

return to the capital Monday to host a
reception for the budget and White House
staffs.

Four federal agencies are still investigating
Lance's banking and personal financial
affairs prior to his appointment to head
0MB.
The head of Georgia's Banking Depart-

ment, Jack Dunn, said several questions
about Lance's banking practices would have
to be resolved before Lance could take on
another bank job.

"it's not a clear yes or no on Bert," Dunn
said.

However, the NBG is a nationally char-
tered bank and Dunn's office does not have
jurisdiction over it.

The Justice Department has been in-

vestigating Lance's private use of an NBG
airplane to see if he violated campaign laws
or was misapplying bank funds. Lance flew
on the plane about 800 times as bank
president in 1975 and 1976, occasionally to
political and sporting events and once to the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans.

Lance said the trips were in the bank's best
interest.

The Internal Revenue Service is trying to
decide if Lance owes back taxes on the trips,

while the Federal Election Commission is

checking for possible campaign law
violations.

The Securities and Exchange Commission
is irivestigating whether the bank omitted
pertinent information about Lance's finances
in its statements to stockholders.

Carter's eyes

open for new
budgetmaker
WASHINGTON [AP] - President Carter,

the weight of the Bert Lance affair lifted from
his shoulder, began a hunt yesterday for a
successor who is certain to face tougher
scrutiny than Lance did before being con-
firmed as the government's chief budget-
maker.
As Lance, the first of Carter's Cabinet-rank

officers to quit, left for a long weekend at

home in Georgia, the President's advisors
started eyeing his prospective successors
and the chairman of a Senate committee
pledged to scrutinize Carter's choice more
closely before granting approval.
"While speculation on possible Lance

successors has not centered on any one
person, these names have surfaced:
— James T. Mclntyre Jr., director of

Georgia's budget office in 1972 while Carter
was governor and now deputy director of the
Office of Management and Budget, which
Lance had headed.
— Robert Strauss, former charman of the

Democratic National Committee and now
the U.S. ambassador for trade negotiations.
Strauss has said, however, that he would not
take the job.

-Alice Rivlin, director of the
Congressional Budget Office.
— Hale Champion, former California

finance director and now an official at the
Department of Health, Education arid
Welfare.

Lance himself indicated that he expected
his successor to get a more thorough going-
ove than he did.

And he seemed to be concerned that it

might scare good prospects away.

DONALD S CALL

Registered Opticians
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from our perspective

Rewriting history
On a college campus, people are

likely to foster the misconception
that history exists solely In history
books. But real history Is Inex-
tricably linked to the very
buildings and battlefields men-
tioned in those books. In fact, even
where the books have failed to

record history accurately or
completely, the Parthenons and
Wounded Knees remain, vivid
Images and reminders of the past
that is an integral part of us all.

Thus Tom Hayden could speak of

the controversy surrounding the
proposed gymnasium at Kent State
as a question of who would write

waging this war, been arrested,
missed their classes, devoted their
weekends and lost their jobs, are
not dreamy radicals who wish this
were still the 60s. They are people
who remember Orwell's eerie
portrayal of a society that
rearranges and fabricates its own
history and would like to prevent
the same kind of thing from hap-
pening in the U.S. In 1977, let alone
1984.

The students of Kent State will

certainly survive if the gym Is

constructed. A tragic event in our
history will still be read about in

books on the war. But the most
poignant reminder of that tragedy— "Exhibit Number One," as Dick
Gregory put it — will be plowed
over forever.

No, no one would build a parking
lot on Bunker Hill, but the people
who plan where to build gyms and
parking lots are also the people
who would like to forget Kent State.

Hopefully the protesters this
weekend won't let them.

All unsigned editorials represent
ttie opinion of a maiority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

this small but significant episode of

American history. To alter the
landscape at the very site where
four innocent students were shot in

1970 is comparable to taking an
eraser to this history books.

Alternative sites for the gym
existed before the present one was
chosen, and the obvious question is

why the trustees at Ker>t State
would choose the most con
troversial location. Claims have
been made that this is the cheapest,
or perhaps most convenient, place.
But after months of protest and
coi'-t cases, and the involvement of

hundreds in the battle to oppose the
cor . ruction, it seems that the site

is both costly and decidedly in-

convenient.

When It was apparent that op-
position was stronger than the
trustees had expected, a "com-
:>romise" position was attained —
*he gym would be dedicated to the
students shot, and to the National
Guardsmen who shot them down.
Such an act once again refuses to

acknowledge that someone was
wrong when the shooting occurred.
And once again, history is re-

written.

The protesters who have been

Athletic department rip-off
How many people realize that they are

paying $30.00 a year towards intercollegiate

athletics here at UMass? Most are unaware
of where and what their "athletic fee" is

used for. Being of a curious nature, I have
found that almost $600,000.00 is raised each

year from the fee. Where does the money

Jaymartus

go? It goes solely to pay tor intercollegiate

sports and not the intramural program. A
separate fee, the physical education fee

($20.00 p>er person for one year), pays for the
intramurals.

Of the $30.00 spent on intercollegiate

athletics, $8.00 per student per year is

supposedly collected to pay off the stadium
building debt. This $8 is clearly established as
being an equitable assessment per capita
(head), of shared cost, for the use of the
stadium. While many would argue that they
could care less if the stadium exists or not,

we are obligated to cough up $30.00 a year,

with $8.00 earmarked for the UMass Building

Authority and friends. Guess What? The
Athletic Department isn't giving all of our
$8.00 to pay off the stadium. When the
stadium was first built there were ap-

proximately 10,000 students. Eight dollars

per year then totalled eighty thousand

0\P:^.|
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dollars. As enrollment increased, the
prescribed formula for paying off the stadium
was ignored. Now, even with an enrollment
of over 18,000 students the contribution is

still only $80,000.00 per year. The total

money siphoned off since the stadium was
built is $476,000.00! Where does the rest of

the money end up? Back to the Athletic

program.

Of the rest of the money, over $300,000
goes to men's sports, with less than $50,000
for women's sports. Football and basketball

comprises almost all of the money for men's
sports. While the Athletic Department is

seeking an increase in its fee to extend its

women's sports programs, it claims it can't

fund the demands for new sports because it

hasn't enough money.

(Bromery's speech

covered well
To the Editor

My congratulations to the Collegian for
your coverage of Chancellor Bromery's
appearance at the Conference on
Student Empowerment. Bromery's
comments, in all likelihood, will lead to

greater student involvement in the
unionization issue.

In the article entitled "Bromery
Discourages Union" [Collegian Mon.,
Sept. 19,] Chancellor Bromery called on
the students to "think twice" before
creating a student union. Students, says
Bromery, should consider that there are
Administrators and Faculty involved in

collective bargaining and the addition of
students would only "add to the com-
plication" of university affairs. In the
Chancellor's opinion, the students do not
represent a viewpoint that could be
potentially valuable to their own
education.

In this view, the students are expected
to accept policy decisions handed down
by the Administration without any input.

For those of us who feel our opinions can
be of some use to our own education,
this comes as a direct insult.

Further on in his speech, Bromery
suggests that the students use the
existing apparatus for student action
before they think of unionizing. I assume
that "mechanism" for student empow-
erment that Bromery is refering to is the
Student Government Association. This

Two claims are made to justify this blatant

sex discrimination. First they assert that

women in athletics is a new phenomenon.
More accurately, their attention has been
forced to change because of external

pressure. The department of Health,

Education, and Welfare mandated for 1978

that any institution receiving federal funds

must not discriminate on the basis of sex

(Title IX). Up until four years ago about

$200,000 a year went to athletic scholarships,

exclusively to men. Now about $25,000 finds

its way to women. Second, the Athletic

Department feels that women are not

showing a significant interest in sports to

warrant significant resource allocations. This

year about seventy women want to form a

women's soccer team. They have opponents
(a potentially large schedule), qualified

participants, and desire. I think that con-

--mo'nst/. A. ';/

Muxes an interest. The Athletic Department
efused them even a few hundred dollars for
jniforms, buses and equipment, to start their
/enture.

The time has come to end this lunacy and
reorganize the process of decisionmaking

n the Athletic Department. Our white-male
Inminated athletic department is an active
ind enthusiastic participant in the National
-ollegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), a

' iroup which mandates that students cannot
:ontrol the governing body of the Athletic
)eDartment, and has consistently fought the
agical and reasonable reforms of Title IX
gainst sex discrimination. Given all this,

low do they dare to ask for a fee increase?

Jiiy Martus' columns appear every other
nday in the Collegian.

author was a member of the SGA, and I

believe the administration could not
possibly have designed a better system
for students to hopelessly entangle
themselves in. The staunchest of non-
union supporters agree that the Student
Senate has been largely ineffective in its

attempts to change any kind of
University pplicy regarding students.

The need for a Student union is for the
students to decide; after all, it's our
education. Contrary to what the
Chancellor may believe, the students are
intelligent enough to offer a much
needed perspective toward university
policy. To ignore the will of the students
and to blatantly state that students would
only add to the confusion of university
policy is a direct insult to the student
body. If the Administration does not
value the opinions of the students how
could they possibly make decisions that
are advantageous to the student body?

Clifford Monac

In response

to 'discrimination'
To the Editor

/ would like to respond with a few facts
to Paul Yanowitch's editorial in the
Monday Collegian concerning the Allan
Bakke case. Mr. Yanowitch based an
argument on the assumption that it has
been proven irrefutably that Allan Bakke
has, in fact, been the victim of reverse
discrimination, and the further assump-
tion that the University of California at

Davis has been shown to be operating a
strict quota system.

It would be very difficult for any
prosecution to demonstrate that Allan
Bakke was twice denied admission to
Davis solely because he is white. Bakke 's

age, now 37, may weigh more heavily
against him than his race, as may any
number of other variables. For example,
the fact that he received his un-
dergraduate degree 10- 15 years ago may
mean that his educational background,
despite his 3.5 GPA, is simply inadequate
for the Davis medical program. In ad-
dition, Bakke has been denied admission
to ten other medical schools besides
Davis. To my knowledge, he has not filed

S(Jit against these universities for
"reverse discrimination", which would
indicate that there may be other factors
making Allan Bakke an unsuccessful med
school candidate than his race.

Further, the Davis med school ad-
missions policy sets aside 16 places in
sach class of 100 for "disadvantaged
students". Those candidates who qualify
w disadvantaged, a category which is

"^ot restricted to racial minorites and into
fvhich white students may fall, compete
whin that category for admission. The
'^PA cut-off point for these students is

- ^-2.2. The GPA cut-off point for regular
candidates is 2.5. A glance at the picture
'>f the Davis med school class of 1977
'ppearing in this week's Newsweek
<hows that there are considerably more
han 16 women and minority students in

he class. Presumably, these students
"^cre able to compete successfully for

^^'nission without special consideration.

Honest mistakes, Pres.,

are certainly tolerable

sCoUe^ian"

Being both a concerned student and a
conscientious citizen, I'm always alert for
new ways in which I can serve my campus
and my country, and that's why as soon as I

heard that Mr. Lance had resigned I sent the
following letter to President Carter:

Dear Mr. President (I wrote):

' understand you are having some

guess he has no more

bobmclia

problems down there in Washington. As far

X as I can tell, your associate, Mr. Lance, was
forced out because he forgot to tell one bank
that the $450,000 collateral he had put up for

their loan was already pledged to another
bank. Mr. Lance maintained he was in-

nocent, but people said he had to go.

I don't believe this. Mi. President, and I'll

j

tell you why. Although I have never actually

committed overdraft, I admit that I have
looked at other people's checkbooks with

lust in my wallet. I had also once forgotten to

tell my dad that my mom had already given

me the 1 5 cents for taking out the trash and I

collected from him, too. So I'm not about to

criticize Mr, Lance — no one can remember
everything.

But it seems that some people, especially

Senators, can't understand this, and now
you have to find a new budget director. I

know it must have been hard to fire an old,

dear friend (don't get me wrong, sir, I'm not
implyirig that your friendship had anything to

do with Mr. Lance getting the job. Our
governor, Michael Dukakis, won't give any
jobs to legislators' friends, and now he has

Health
So many of us have families who've come

"up from under", who started out poor,
worked very hard, and ended up well off.

They've indoctrinated us with some pretty
tight-fisted attitudes. It's time now for us to
realize that those inalienable rights; life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, must be
guaranteed to all people whatever the cost.

Clydesdale and Francis, two UMass Food
Science professors, in their book Food,
Nutrition, and You (1977), quote Coles and
Clayton:

"Let me describe what I have seen among
50 or so people who live in four small cabins
at the edge of a large plantation (in

Mississippi). In child after child I have seen
evidence of ... malnutrition, with consequent
injury to the body's tissues — its muscles,
bones, and skin — accompanied by a
psychological state of malaise."

"Diarrhea, chronic sores, chronic leg and
arm (untreated) injuries and deformities -

All the evidence that I have been able

to assemble fails to persuade me that

Allan Bakke has been disCnminated
against because he is a white m^^le as he
claims. Like Mr. Yanowitch, I do not like

the idea of a quota system, in part

because quota systems can also be used
to prevent or curtail the hiring and ad-
mitting of members of socially disad-

vantaged groups. For example, I would
be distressed to learn that there could be
no more than 16 minority students at

David because of a strict quota system. I

am also not persuaded that twelve years

of affirmative action has had the dramatic

effect on hiring policies that many white

males irrationally fear it has. And I would
hate to see Allan Bakke win his case on
the strength ofsuch irrational fears to the

detriment of affirmative action.

Lorrie McGee

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for
either content or space, according to the
judgerrient of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

no friends, so

problems).

What I suggest you do, sir, is send Mr.
Lance up here in January, when UMass
President Robert Wood resigns. I think Mr.
Lance would like it here because we are far

more tolerant of simple, honest mistakes,
especially overdrafts. Let me give you a few
examples.

Last spring Chancellor Bromery
discovered that too many students were
writing overdrafts. Instead of questioning
them (like they did to poor Mr. Lance),
Chancellor Bromery devised a far more
humane and intelligent solution; he simply
shut down the check-cashing facilities in the
Student Union. Now we have to wait in line a
half hour at Whitmore if we want to write
overdrafts and everyone is happy.

Also, the Chancellor and his associates
recently made an overdraft themselves. You
see, Mr. President, they pledged the same
dormitory room as collateral for tuition
payments from 400 students. These students
paid $900 each for the room, which means
that the Chancellor overdrafted $360,000.
Yet none of us would ever be so small-
minded and mean spirited as to question the
Chancellor's integrity, far less his in-

telligence.

Yes, we are always willing to tolerate
simple, honest mistakes here. Some would
say that that's the reason this University is in

the shape it's in, but don't pay any attention
to those SOP radicals; the administration
sure doesn't - they just keep on making
mistakes.

But not only would we forgive Mr. Lance
his trespasses, we would enthusiastically
welcome him because his special talents are
desperately needed here. We need someone
who can outwit Gov. Dukakis when it comes
to juggling books. Every year we ask him for
money to improve our school; but each year
he says he doesn't have any to give us.

However, all the time he had a $69 million

dollar surplus which he didn't tell anyone
about.

Only recently has it become clear what he
is going to do with the money. He has just
vetoed a bill which would deny poor women
state-subsidized abortions and he plans to
use the surplus to pay for their medical bills.

This seems most generous of him but it's

really not, because, Mr. President, he figured
that the money he has to spend on abortions
will be returned to him in spades 18 years
from now when he doesn't have to send all

these poor kids to UMass.
As a born-again Christian (I don't really

understand how you can be born again, Mr.
President, but if I accept Mr. Lance's word I

would certainly never question yours) I am
sure you find this idea repijisive. What kind
of man would not give kids a chance to be
born even once, let alone twice?

I hope I have impressed upon you our
desperate need for a man of Mr. Lance's
calibre and character, and now that he's
unemployed perhaps you could persuade
him to come to Amherst. In fact, Mr. Lance's
resignation might be the best thing that
could have happened for all of us, for it's

obvious that a man with his track record is

needed here far more than in Washington.
There is just one thing you might want to

warn him about, though. The Bursar's office

only honors personal checks up to $50.

Sincerely,

Bob Melia
Bob Melia 's columns appear every Friday

in the Collegian.

inalienable right
they are everywhere around ...

Clydesdale and Francis go on to quote
Senator Ernest F. Hollings:

"Fifteen million desperately poor
Americans are going hungry in America
today. Most of them are young children
whose brains and bodies v^ill be forever

fifi ball

stunted by a lack of food. Many others are
women and old people for whom America's
promise of plenty has been a lifelong sham.

"These are Americans who will forever live

outside the normal systems of society and
free enterprise and whose contribution to the
future of America will be virtually non-
existent until something is done to reverse
the horrible cycle of poverty."
He goes on, "Americans are going hungry

because the food stamp program does not
work for large numbers of them, ... because
they do not have the money to buy food, ...

because the tree commodity food program is

a farce, ... because the world's largest food
delivery system ... has for the most part
ignored the poor who so desperately need
our help."

What we need is a national health, dental
and food plan that guarantees as healthy an
existence as possible for all the people. There
should never exist a situation in this country
where"someone is starving or otherwise mal-
nourished, and has no way out. We, most of
us, enjoy a very secure living standard all the
time. Our parents may grumble about bills,

but we've never been backed into a corner
like those people in Mississippi.

No one should ever be denied the right to
achieve their full potential. That right is

removed in cases of neglected health due to
poverty.

If our country's morals are to be based on
the notion that personal freedom is sacred,
then that freedom must be guaranteed to all

citizens.

Yes, any national health care, dental care,

or free food plan is going to cost tax money.
But, so what? We can certainly afford to
insure that no one in our country starves or
goes without necessary medical attention.

It's silly for us to worry that the system
might be taken advantage of. Only until the
sickness and starvation are totally eliminated
can we allow ourselves the luxury of that
kind of selfishness.

Fifi Ball Is the Women 's Coordinator of the
Collegian.

I NEV5R DID UNDERSTAND ALL Tf^e Poss.

I Tf^OUOHT THBY HREPIDY HAD ^ Um^Y.
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from our perspective

Rewriting history
On a college campus, people are

likely to foster the misconception
that history exists solely in history

books. But real history is Inex-

tricably linked to the very
buildings and battlefields men-
tioned in those books. In fact, even

where the books have failed to

record history accurately or

completely, the Parthenons and
Wounded Knees remain, vivid

images and reminders of the past

that is an integral part of us all.

Thus Tom Hayden could speak of

the controversy surrounding the

proposed gymnasium at Kent State

as a question of who would write

waging this war, been arrested,

missed their classes, devoted their

weekends and lost their jobs, are

not dreamy radicals who wish this

were still the 60s. They are people

who remember Orwell's eerie
portrayal of a society that

rearranges and fabricates its own
history and would like to prevent
the same kind of thing from hap-

pening in the U.S. in 1977, let alone

1984.

The students of Kent State will

certainly survive if the gym is

constructed. A tragic event in our

history will still be read about in

books on the war. But the most
poignant reminder of that tragedy
— "Exhibit Number One," as Dick

Gregory put it — will be plowed
over forever.

No, no one would build a parking

lot on Bunker Hill, but the people

who plan where to build gyms and
parking lots are also the people

who would like to forget Kent State.

Hopefully the protesters this

weekend won't let them.

All unsigned editorials represent

the opinion of a majority of the

Collegian Board of Editors.
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this small but significant episode of

American history. To alter the

landscape at the very site where
four innocent students were shot in

1970 is comparable to taking an
eraser to this history books.

Alternative sites for the gym
existed before the present one was
chosen, and the obvious question Is

why the trustees at Kent State

would choose the most con
troversial location. Claims have
been made that this is the cheapest,

or perhaps most convenient, place.

But after months of protest and
cou''t cases, and the involvement of

hu-.dreds in the battle to oppose the

con'w ruction, it seems that the site

is both costly and decidedly in-

convenient.

When it was apparent that op-

position was stronger than the

trustees had expected, a "com-
oromise" position was attained —
he gym would be dedicated to the

students shot, and to the National

Guardsmen who shot them down.
Such an act once again refuses to

acknowledge that someone was
wrong when the shooting occurred.

And once again, history is re-

written.

The protesters who have been

Athletic department rip-off
How many people realize that they are

paying $30.00 a year towards intercollegiate

athletics here at UMass? Most are unaware
of where and what their "athletic fee" is

used for. Being of a curious nature, I have

found that almost $600,000.00 is raised each

year fronn the fee. Where does the money

jaymartus

go? It goes solely to pay tor intercollegiate

sports and not the intramural program. A
separate fee, the physical education fee

($20.00 per person for one year), pays for the

intramurals.

Of the $30.00 spent on intercollegiate

athletics, $8.00 per student per year is

supposedly collected to pay off the stadium

building debt. This $8 is clearly established as

being an equitable assessment per capita

(head), of shared cost, for the use of the

stadium. While many would argue that they

could care less if the stadium exists or not,

we are obligated to cough up $30.00 a year,

with $8.00 earmarked for the UMass Building

Authority and friends. Guess What? The
Athletic Department isn't giving all of our

$8.00 to pay off the stadium. When the

stadium was first built there were ap-

proximately 10,000 students. Eight dollars

per year then totalled eighty thousand

dollars. As enrollment increased, the

prescribed formula for paying off the stadium

was ignored. Now, even with an enrollment

of over 18,000 students the contribution is

still only $80,000.00 per year. The total

money siphoned off since the stadium was
built is $476,000,001 Where does the rest of

the money end up' Back to the Athletic

program.

df the rest of the money, over $300,000

goes to men's sports, with less than $50,000

for women's sports. Football and basketball

comprises almost all of the money for men's

sports. While the Athletic Department is

seeking an increase in its fee to extend its

women's sports programs, it claims it can't

fund the demands for new sports because it

hasn't enough money.

Two claims are made to justify this blatant

sex discrimination. First they assert that

women in athletics is a new phenottienon.

More accurately, their attention has been

forced to change because of external

pressure. The department of Health,

Education, and Welfare mandated for 1978

that any institution receiving federal funds

must not discriminate on the basis of sex

(Title IX). Up until four years ago about

$200,000 a year went to athletic scholarships,

exclusively to men. Now about $25,(XX) finds

its way to women. Second, the Athletic

Department feels that women are not

showing a significant interest in sports to

warrant significant resource allocations. This

year about seventy women want to form a

women's soccer team. They have opponents

(a potentially large schedule), qualified

participants, and desire. I think that con-

stitutes an interest. The Athletic Department
refused them even a few hundred dollars for

uniforms, buses and equipment, to start their

venture.

The time has come to end this lunacy and
to reorganize the process of decisionmaking
in the Athletic Department. Our white-male

dominated athletic department is an active

and enthusiastic participant in the National

Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), a

group which mandates that students cannot
control the governing body of the Athletic

Department, and has consistently fought the

logical and reasonable reforms of Title IX

against sex discrimination. Given all this,

how do they dare to ask for a fee increase?

Jay Martus' columns appear every other

Friday in the Collegian.
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(^Bromery's speech

covered well

To the Editor.

My congratulations to the Collegian for

your coverage of Chancellor Bromery's
appearance at the Conference on
Student Empowerment. Bromery's
comments, in all likelihood, will lead to

greater student involvement in the

unionization issue.

In the article entitled "Bromery
Discourages Union" [Collegian Mon.,

Sept. 19,\ Chancellor Bromery called on
the students to "think twice" before

creating a student union. Students, says

Bromery, should consider that there are

Administrators and Faculty involved in

collective bargaining and the addition of

students would only "add to the com-
plication" of university affairs. In the

Chancellor's opinion, the students do not

represent a viewpoint that could be
potentially valuable to their own
education.

In this view, the students are expected

to accept policy decisions handed down
by the Administration without any input.

For those of us who feel our opinions can

be of some use to our own education,

this comes as a direct insult.

Further on in his speech, Bromery
suggests that the students use the

existing apparatus for student action

before they think of unionizing. I assume
that "mechanism" for student empow-
erment that Bromery is refering to is the

Student Government Association. This

author was a member of the SGA, and I

believe the administration could not
possibly have designed a better system
for students to hopelessly entangle

themselves in. The staunchesi of non-
union supporters agree that the Student
Senate has been largely ineffective in its

attempts to change any kind of
University pplicy regarding students.

The need for a Student union is for the

students to decide: after all, it's our
education. Contrary to what the

Chancellor may believe, the students are

intelligent enough to offer a much
needed perspective toward university

policy. To ignore the will of the students

fffid to blatantly state that students would
only add to the confusion of university

policy is a direct insult to the student

body. If the Administration does not
value the opinions of the students how
could they possibly make decisions that

are advantageous to the student body?

Clifford Monac

In response

to 'discrimination'
To the Editor

/ would like to respond with a few facts
to Paul Yanowitch's editorial in the
Monday Collegian concerning the Allan

Bakke case. Mr. Yanowitch based an
argument on the assumption that it has
been proven irrefutably that Allan Bakke
has, in fact, been the victim of reverse

discrimination, and the further assump-
tion that the University of Califorhia at

Davis has been shown to be operating a

strict quota system.

It would be very difficult for any
prosecution to demonstrate that Allan

Bakke was twice denied admission to

Davis solely because he is white. Bakke 's

age, now 37, may weigh more heavily

against him than his race, as may any

number of other variables. For example,

the fact that he received his un-

dergraduate degree 10- 15 years ago may
mean that his educational background,

despite his 3.5 GPA, is simply inadequate

for the Davis medical program. In ad-

dition, Bakke has been denied admission

to ten other medical schools besides

Davis. To my knowledge, he has not filed

suit against these universities for

"reverse discrimination", which would
indicate that there may be other factors

making Allan Bakke an unsuccessful med
school candidate than his race.

Further, the Davis med school ad-

missions policy sets aside 16 places in

each class of 100 for "disadvantaged

students". Those candidates who qualify

as disadvantaged, a category which is

not restricted to racial minorites and into

which white students may fall, compete
within that category for admission. The

GPA cut-off point for these students is

2. 1-2.2. The GPA cut-off point for regular

candidates is 2.5. A glance at the picture

of the Davis med school class of 1977

appearing in this week's Newsweek
shows that there are considerably more
than 16 women and minority students in

the class. Presumably, these students

were able to compete successfully for

admission without special consideration.

Honest mistakes, Pres.,

are certainly tolerable
Being both a concerned student and a

conscientious citizen, I'm always alert for
new ways in which I can serve my campus
and my country, and that's why as soon as I

heard that Mr. Lance had resigned I sent the
following letter to President Carter:

Dear Mr. President (I wrote):

I understand you are having some

bobmelia

problems down there in Washington. As far

as I can tell, your associate, Mr. Lance, was
forced out because he forgot to tell one bank
that the $450,000 collateral he had put up for

their loan was already pledged to another

bank. Mr. Lance maintained he was in-

nocent, but people said he had to go.

I don't believe this. Mi. President, and I'll

tell you why. Although I have never actually

committed overdraft, I admit that I have

looked at other people's checkbooks with

lust in my wallet. I had also once forgotten to

tell my dad that my mom had already given

me the 15 cents for taking out the trash and I

collected from him, too. So I'm not about to

criticize Mr. Lance — no one can remember

everything.

But it seems that some people, especially

Senators, can't understand this, and now
you have to find a new budget director. I

know it must have been hard to fire an old,

tiear friend (don't get me wrong, sir, I'm not

implyiiig that your friendship had anything to

do with Mr. Lance getting the job. Our

governor, Michael Dukakis, won't give any

jobs to legislators' friends, and now he has

Health
So many of us have families who've come

"up from under", who started out poor,
worked very hard, and ended up well off.

They've indoctrinated us with some pretty
tight-fisted attitudes. It's time now for us to

realize that those inalienable rights; life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, must be
guaranteed to all people whatever the cost.

Clydesdale and Francis, two UMass Food
Science professors, in their book Food,
Nutrition, and You (1977), quote Coles and
Clayton:

"Let me describe what I have seen among
50 or so people who live in four small cabins
at the edge of a large plantation (in

Mississippi). In child after child I have seen
evidence of ... malnutrition, with consequent
injury to the body's tissues — its muscles,
bones, and skin — accompanied by a
psychological state of malaise."

"Diarrhea, chronic sores, chronic leg and
arm (untreated) injuries and deformities —

All the evidence that I have been able

to assemble fails to persuade me that

Allan Bakke has been discriminated

against because he is a white male as he

claims. Like Mr. Yanowitch, I do not like

the idea of a quota system, in part

because quota systems can also be used

to prevent or curtail the hiring and ad-

mitting of members of socially disad-

vantaged groups. For example, I would

be distressed to learn that there could be

no more than 16 minority students at

David because of a strict quota system. I

am also not persuaded that twelve years

of affirmative action has had the dramatic

effect on hiring policies that many white

males irrationally fear it has. And I would

hate to see Allan Bakke win his case on
the strength of such irrational fears to the

detriment of affirmative action.

Lorrie McGee

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two paqes.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for

either content or space, according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

no friends, so I guess he has no more
problems).

What I suggest you do, sir, is send Mr.

Lance up here in January, when UMass
President Robert Wood resigns. I think Mr.

Lance would like it here because we are far

more tolerant of simple, honest mistakes,

especially overdrafts. Let me give you a few
examples.

Last spring Chancellor Bromery
discovered that too many students were
writing overdrafts. Instead of questioning

them (like they did to poor Mr. Lance),

Chancellor Bromery devised a far more
humane and intelligent solution; he simply

shut down the check-cashing facilities in the
Student Union. Now we have to wait in line a

half hour at Whitmore if we want to write

overdrafts and everyone is happy.
Also, the Chancellor and his associates

recently made an overdraft themselves. You
see, Mr. President, they pledged the same
dormitory room as collateral for tuition

payments from 400 students. These students
paid $900 each for the room, which means
that the Chancellor overdrafted $360,000.
Yet none of us would ever be so small-

minded and mean spirited as to question the
Chancellor's integrity, far less his in-

telligence.

Yes, we are always willing to tolerate

simple, honest mistakes here. Some would
say that that's the reason this University is in

the shape it's in, but don't pay any attention

to those SOP radicals; the administration

sure doesn't — they just keep on making
mistakes.

But not only would we forgive Mr. Lance
his trespasses, we would enthusiastically

welcome him because his special talents are

desperately needed here. We need someone
who can outwit Gov. Dukakis when it comes
to juggling books. Every year we ask him for

money to improve our school; but each year
he says he doesn't have any to give us.

However, all the time he had a $69 million

dollar surplus which he didn't tell anyone
about.

Only recently has it become clear what he
is going to do with the money. He has just

vetoed a bill which would deny poor women
state-subsidized abortions and he plans to

use the surplus to pay for their medical bills.

This seems most generous of him but it's

really not, because, Mr. President, he figured

that the money he has to spend on abortions

will be returned to' him in spades 18 years
from now when he doesn't have to send all

these poor kids to UMass.
As a born-again Christian (I don't really

understand how you can be born again, Mr.

President, but if I accept Mr. Lance's word I

would certainly never question yours) I am
sure you find this idea rep,^lsive. What kind

of man would not give kids a chance to be
born even once, let alone twice?

I hope I have impressed upon you our
desperate need for a man of Mr. Lance's

calibre and character, and now that he's

unemployed perhaps you could persuade
him to come to Amherst. In fact, Mr. Lance's

resignation might be the best thing that

could have happened for all of us, for it's

obvious that a man with his track record is

needed here far more than in Washington.
There is just one thing you might want to

warn him about, though. The Bursar's office

only honors personal checks up to $50.

Sincerely,

Bob Melia

Bob Melia 's columns appear every Friday

in the Collegian.

inalienable right
they are everywhere around ...

Clydesdale and Francis go on to quote
Senator Ernest F. Hollings:

"Fifteen million desperately poor
Americans are going hungry in America
today. Most of them are young children

whose brains and bodies will be forever

fifi hall

stunted by a lack of food. Many others are
women and old people for whom America's
promise of plenty has been a lifelong sham.
"These are Americans who will forever live

outside the normal systems of society and
free enterprise and whose contribution to the
future of America will be virtually non-
existent until something is done to reverse

the horrible cycle of poverty."
He goes on, "Americans are going hungry

because the food stamp program does not
work for large numbers of them, ... because
they do not have the money to buy food, ...

because the free commodity food program is

a farce, ... because the world's largest food
delivery system ... has for the most part

ignored the poor who so desperately need
our help."

What we need is a national health, dental

and food plan that guarantees as healthy an
existence as possible for all the people. There
should never exist a situation in this country
where"someone is starving or otherwise mal-

nourished, and has no way out. We, most of

us, enjoy a very secure living standard all the
time. Our parents may grumble about bills,

but we've never been backed into a corner

like those people in Mississippi.

No one should ever be denied the right to

achieve their full potential. That right is

removed in cases of neglected health due to

poverty.

If our country's morals are to be based on
the notion that personal freedom is sacred,

then that freedom must be guaranteed to all

citizens.

Yes, any national health care, dental care,

or free food plan is going to cost tax money.
But, so what? We can certainly afford to

insure that no one in our country starves or

goes without necessary medical attention.

It's silly for us to worry that the system
might be taken advantage of. Only until the

sickness and starvation are totally eliminated

can we allow ourselves the luxury of that

kind of selfishness.

Fifi Ball Is the Women 's Coordinator of the
Collegian.
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MURDER OF FRED HAMPTON
Hear Bill Hampton (Fred's
brother) on the campaign to
bring his killers to
justice

The movie, "The Murder of

Fred Hampton ", will also be
shown

Date: Friday September 23 (tonight)

Time: 7:30 p.m. Place: UMass CC 163
(sponsored by International Socialist Organization)

HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE, Fla.: A young giri. one of some 55 Cuban refugees
who arrived in the United States yesterday, is carried from the chartered jet in which
she was transported. (UPI)

Cubans reunite ^^ ^
with families ^Xlf^'^f^

In America ^ ^
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE, Fta.

\AP] - A band of U.S. citizens and two
dozen of their Cuban relatives, many of them
aged and some in wheelchairs, arrived

yesterday from Havana to begin new lives in

the United States.

The 55 arrivals got off a chartered Eastern
Airlines flight on a gray, muggy afternoon.
They smiled and waved to a small crowd that

cheered and waved signs saying "A Warm
Welcome" and "Bienvenidos." Later they
were taken to a Miami hotel for reunions with
their families.

The group was given permission to leave

Cuba last month by Cuban President Fidel

Castro as a gesture of friendship relayed to

Sen. Frank Church, D-ldaho, during his visit

to the island.

It was the largest group to leave Cuba
since 1973, the year of the last Freedom
Flights, which brought 260,557 Cuban
refugees to the United States between 1965
and 1973.

The group arriving Thursday after the 43-

minute flight from Cuba was greeted by
officials from the State Department and
other agencies.

Wayne S. Smith, State Department
deputy coordinator of Cuban affairs, said

that prior to yesterday's flight approximately
84 family units containing American citizens

and Cuban nationals were in Cuba with a

total of about 3(X) persons eligible to leave.

He said about half of those chose to remain
in Cuba. He estimated that after this flight,

there would be "probably another 100 people
or so to bring out."

"THE FISH"
from the Intair Collection

Fabric frames turn this West
German pattern, or any other
cloth, into vibrant wall hangings,
which you may assemble yourself
or have done for you. You can
create clothing, pillows, tote
bags, window shades and drapes,
folding screens, shower curtains,
placemats and so much more,
from the many beautiful fabrics
we've gathered from around the
world!

A complete selection of
pure wool and acrylic yarns,
sewing needs and notions, round
out this area's largest and most
exciting display of imported and
domestic fabrics & yarns.

103 N PtEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256

STUDENTS • FACULTY
r He C^AZH^R CONN^CTJON

INTRODUCTION SALE
ONEDAYONLY
MEN'S LEATHER BLAZERS
FOR SCHOOL. SPORT, OFFICE
ALWAYSIN STYLE
ALLFIRSTQUALITY
SELLING ELSEWHERE $150.00

NOW ALLONEPRICE

$85.00
SATURDAYSEPT.24 9-5
HOWARD JOHNSON'S MOTEL
401 RUSSELLST. AMHERST, HADLEY
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The Speed Reading Course

Dr. Vearl McBrlde world reknowned educator and author will be
presented in the 5 College area. There will be a series of FREE one hour
lectures explaining the course, dates of classes and tuition. Increase your
reading speed with greatly increased comprehension.

This course if for

eBUSINESS PEOPLE
ePROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
eTECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
eTHE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

Dr. McBride's panoramic reading has been featured on national TV and
radio with students reading many thousand words a minute. These lectures
are designed to inform you what panoramic reading can do for you.
Panoramic reading can save you hours a week at the same time increase
your comprehension. Learn to read 3-10 times faster, and a greater under-
standing of what you read.

THE FASTEST READERS IN THE WORLD ARE TAUGHT BY MCBRIDE
METHOD OF PANORAMIC READING.

Attend one of the following FREE one hour lectures at the following
time and places:

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Russell St., Hadley

Mon.. Sept. 26-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Tues., Sept. 27-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m

.

Thurs., Sept. 29-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8.30 p.m

.

Two final meetings. Friday. Sept. 30 - one at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

Presented by the National Readmg Enrichment Institute, a non-profit org.

Attendance is limited to 50 people.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1977

Knights of Columbus

sponsoring shoe sale

Amherst's Knights of Columbus are
sponsoring a Women's shoe sale tomorrow
from 12:30 - 5 p.m. at the Newman Center.

Remedial colloq program

at the Amherst library

The Southwest Residential College is

creating one credit courses (colloquia) in the
mechanics of writing — sentence structure,

grammar, punctuation and the fundamentals
of mathematics.

LANDRY'S MARKET

Rib Steak
Boneless Chuck Steak
Delmonico Steak
Bone In Chuck Steak
Breakfast Sausage
Cubed Steak
Slab Bacon
Top Round Steak
Domestic Ham

711 Main St.

Amherst
Mon Sat. 9 9
Sun. 10 3

1.59 Liverwurst .991b.
1.191b. Bologna 991b
2.99 Muenster Cheese 1 691b.
.69 lb.

1.191b. BEER
1.591b. Miller's 12 oz cans 5.95cas'j
1.391b. 1 556pack
1.791b. 3.79
1.99 Almaden Wines ( 'A aal 5 )

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

Amherst
Cycle Shop

253 Triangle Street

Amherst 549-3729

Sales-Rentals

Repairs

We need teachers. Application forms for
teaching in the First Year Remedial
Colloquium Program are available at South-
west's heads of residence or from the Colloq
Office, Room 4 John Adams Lobby. Un-
dergraduates who are accepted into the
program - on the basis of faculty recom-
mendation and perhaps a writing sample -
will enroll in 3 two -hour Teacher Training
Workshops which will be taught by a
professional. Students who complete this
workshop will receive two credits.

Undergraduates and professional staff will
be expected to teach a minimum of 16 hours
(usual Colloq structure is two hour classes
for 8 weeks). Application deadline is Sept.
29.

The Amherst Dog Pound
has available residents

The following dogs are at the Amherst
Dog Pound, (Wagner Farm, 217 North East
St., 253-7294), and may be either claimed or
adopted:

- Male, Collie-St. Bernard mix, amber and
white, hit by auto on Belchertown Rd. and
found in Colonial Villaqe.

- Male, Shepherd pup. Lie. No. 1251.
- Female Spaniel mix, small, black and

white, long hair and timid.

— Female Samoyed, from Brandywine
Apts.

— Female Shepherd, black and tan, found
on Rolling Ridge Rd.

— Male Shepherd, black with tan face
found in South Amherst.

.Collegian ^^

— Male, long hair mix, black with tan,
picked up on Forestedge Rd.
— Male, Shepherd puppy, black and tan

with white on chest.
— Male, hound-spaniel mix, gold with

black face markings, from Amherst College.
— Female, Shepherd mix, black and tan,

picked up at Puffton Village.

— Shih-Tzu or Lhasa-Aphso, contact Dog
Officer, Amherst Police Dept.

DC Menu
TODAY

T ^^'^9^.^~« ^""2 Grinder, Ham and
Turkey Cold Plate, Basics; Tuna GrinderSummer Salad Plate.

DINNER - Roast Beef-Onion Gravy
Fish Fry Plate, Hot sauce, Basics; Fish Fry
Plate, Hot sauce, Colache.

TOMORROW
BRUNCH - Clam Roll, Devonshire

Sandwich.

DINNER - Salisbury Steak-Sweet and
Sour sauce, Eggs, Sharp-Cheese Salad
Plate.

SUNDAY
BRUNCH - Meatball Grinder,

Broccoli - Cauliflower Casserole.

DINNER - Roast Turkey-Dressing,
Vegetable Chow Mein-Dry Noodles.

Northeast's fall concert

begins at noon tomorrow

The free Fall Day Concert in Northeast
Area will start tomorrow at noon. The Bricker
Band will play, as well as London, a British-
rock group.

New England Frisbee Athletic members
Daryl Elliot and Dan Habeeb will demonstrate
advanced frisbee free style techniques.

Rain date is Sunday.

Physical education club

meeting for P.E. majors
The Physical Education Club, for all P E

majors, will meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
NOPE 22. If you have interest in curriculum
development and student activites, and
some motivation for physical education
issues, then get involved.

Soprano recital to be
performed in Amherst

Sheila Rose Bushman, soprano, will

perform a series of arias by Strauss and Bach
in a recital Sunday at 4 p.m. in Grace Church,
Amherst, free.

Also on the program will be the Biscogli
"Concerto for Trumpet and Bassoon."

Bushman is an adjunct faculty member of
the Performing Arts Division of UMass'
music and dance department.

THECLASS
OF '77
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See Formula One racing at its best October 1 & 2 at

Watkins Glen, New York.

Improve your education at the First Toyota Grand Prix of the

United States. It's the new name of the United States

Grand Prix, held since 1961 at the Glen.

Study the laws of physics as the world's fastest Formula
One cars zip around a 3.4 mile course at speeds

up to 200 MPH.
Observe international diplomacy in action as
drivers from many countries compete for the

World Championship of Formula One Dnvers.

Learn economics as you mingle with the jet set.

Expensive? Not at all, thanks to the exclusive

discount ticket package available only at your

participating Toyota dealer.

THE FIRST

TOYOTAGRAND
PRIX,

See it and save up to $11.50!

Buy a Toyota discount ticket package and get substantial savings
on a general admission ticket. And with its purchase, you will also get

a free racing garage tour pass, plus

half-phce savings on reserved grand-
stand seats.

You can save up to $11.50 per
person on this exciting race weekend That's a savings you can't afford to pass up,
whether you're going alone, or taking a friend.

So you'd better hurry into your participating Toyota dealer now. While he still has a
supply of these exclusive discount ticket packages.

And while you're there, see the Celica GT Liftback, the Official Pace Car of the Toyota
Grand Prix And all the other pace setting Toyota cars and trucks. There s a Toyota just

right for your needs. On campus. Or off.
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THERES A
LITTLE BIT OF

THE GRAND PRIX

IN EVERY
CELICA.
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YOU ASKED FOR IT

YOU GOT IT

TOYOTA MOTOR SALES us A INC 1977

TOYOTA
GRAND PRIXFORMANCE.
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Student dependents health plan
Students who have paid the basic health

fee may enroll their spouses and children at
the University Health Services. Dependents
will receive the same comprehensive
package of services that is currently provided
to students for an additional fee of $41 .50 per
quarter. This is an inclusive fee and includes
coverage of the spouse and all dependent
children.

Included in the program are unlimited
physician and nurse practitioner consultatian
as well as specialty consultation, including
pediatrics, gynecology and pre-natal care.
Inpatient care and 24- hour emergency
coverage at the University Health Center is

provided. Also included are allergy shots
(except cost of serum) and immunizations,
laboratory, physical therapy and x-ray
services Most medication prescribed by plan
physicians is available with a 50 cent co-
payment.

Other sefvices include eye examination
($10 co-payment); mental 'health con-
sultation, including couples and family
counseling; emergency dental services,
dental education, and initial examination
(except xray). Other dental services are
available on a co-payment or fee-for-service
basis as time permits. Health education
services include Cold Self-Care, and
programs in alcohol, exercise, human

Drama Society in need "Freedom, Loyalty, Dissent, " "The
American Mind," and a biography of the

Of Staff for fall production controversial 19th century Boston preacher,•^
Theodore Parker.

The service will take place in the Unitarian
Meetinghouse at 121 North Pleasant Street,
Amherst.

sexuality, ana women s health to name a
few.

The University Health Center is the
primary provider of your basic health care
plan Services previously mentioned are
available there. If you decide to enroll your
family in the Student Health Plan, you and
your family will benefit from a coordinated
system of care delivery which stresses
prevention of illness, early diagnosis
treatment and health education. These
comprehensive services are available at one
location at a predictable, budgetable ex-
pense.

You may enroll your dependents in the
basic health program during the month of
September.
So that students and their families may

fulfill their responsibility to use the Health
Services properly, plan members will be
invited to an orientation program to learn
more about procedures and how to use
services.

Without obligation, the following session
has been organized where the plan will be
described, tours given, and questions an-
swered, for your benefit, in 302 University
Health Center: Monday, Sept. 26, noon and
Tuesday, Sept. 27, 7 p.m.

Call 549-2671, ext. 181 if you are interested
and cannot make these times.

The Roister Doister Drama Society needs
3 master electrician, technical director and
Tiaster carpenter for the fall production of
'Tom Jones." If interested, contact Karl
Ulen 549-4729, Lynn Engler 256-0223, or
Sheila Mathiews 546-5582.

it is also looking for original one act plays
o present for their spring production. If you
ire interested m having your play produced,
-ontact Karl Allen at 549-4729 or Sheila
\/lathews at 546-5582.

School for all seasons:

Senior citizens to teach
The School for All Seasons is on the look-

)ut for talent. We are looking for senior
-itizens who have talent or life experience
hey would like to share with others.
The school intends to offer a variety of

ourses taught by senior citizens. Students
iterested in registering for courses should
ontact Douglas Warner at 256-8403. A
irochure of courses should be available
hortly. Classes should commence in late
September or early October.

Black cultural committee
)resents concert tonight

The Amherst College Black Cultural
Committee presents an evening of music at
ie Buckley Recital Hall tonight at 8:15 p.m.,
ee.

The concert will feature Prof. Vishnu
Vood and his trio from Hampshire College
/here Wood teaches music. He will play the
tand-up bass. Accompanying him will be
ieorge Adams on reeds and Freddie Waites
n drums.

lenry Steele Commager
o speak this Sunday
Henry Steele Commager, professor of

American history at Amherst College will

ddress the Unitarian Society Sunday at 11

m. His topic will be "Nationalism and the
agenda of the Eighties."

Dr. Commager wrote many volumes,
•eluding, with Samuel Eliot Morison, "The
rowth of the American Republic," also

Poetry reading Saturday
at the Amherst library

Barry Goldensohn and Hall Stowell will
read from their poetry at The Jones Library
tomorrow at 3 p.m. The reading will welcome
a new resident to the Amherst area, as well
as recognize a familiar poet from the hills of
Wendell.

Laetrile useless says
Mass. Cancer Society
BOSTON \UPI\ - Laetrile, a substance

made from apricot pits which many claim
can cure cancer, is useless and may be
cancerous in itself, according to the Massa-
chusetts Cancer Society.

"Laetrile requires a degree of consumer
protection at least equal to that provided for
security sales and processed foods," the
society said in response to a number of
questions posed by a state senator.
"Exempting Laetrile would only kill curable

cancer patients and enrich a few promoters,"
they said.

The group cited testimony by Dr. Joseph
F. Ross, a professor of medicine at UCLA,
before a U.S. Senate subcommittee in which
he said he knew of persons who had died of
Laetrile poisoning.
A bill to legalize the substance extracted

from apricot pits, filed by Sen. Roger L.
Bernashe, D-Chicopee, co-chairman of the
Legislature's Health Care Committee, could
come up for a vote in the Senate next week.
Bernashe last week submitted 22

questions to the Cancer Society regarding
Laetrile, which is currently banned by the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
The society's eight- page response to

Bernashe attempted to knock down a
number of key pieces of evidence often cited
by Laetrile supporters.
The use of Laetrile is not legal in 27

countries as had been claimed by supporters,
the society said, based on a poll taken of 70
countries. The poll showed Laetrile illegal in

54 countries, unknown in 13 and legal in 3.
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Univc.3(tv of Mossachus^fts/ Amhefsf

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Sarah ^ -W Vaughan

"The finest stnger tn the world" —Vany Bennett

THURS.. SEPT. 29 8 PM

rusty

:he goldovsky, -^ "%

"HEATER
"RIGOLETTO"
'
V -'ij ~. "^r- COMPANY Of JO

HANDSOMf IMAGlNATIVf StTS HKSH COIOIWUI COSTuMtS

MON., OCT. 3 8 PM
Flhf >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L
Tickets now on sale for both performances Gen
Pub. $7. 6, 5 UM.A.$3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens S«, S, 4.

F AC. BOX OFFICE S4S 2511
& All TIcketron Locations

Tonite Fri. Sept. 23

& Sat. Sept. 24

NR BQ
Every Sunday
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

Every Monday

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

Tue$. Sept. 27

BRICKER BAND

Sunderland. Ma.

Rt. 47/Tel. 665*4937

TONIGHT S. U. B.

7:30; 10:00

A SPACE ODYSSEY
$1.00

DVP

\L\iW

D/st,ngu/shec/ Vts/tors Program js the mojor Student lecture organization on
campus. It exists to provide a diversified lecture schedule, drawing lecturers

from the arts, sciences, the political sphere, humanities and International
affairs. It Is funded and organized entirely by students. If you are Interested
In choosing speakers, and working on programs, then YOU should become
a member of DVP.

First new rriember meeting is Men.,

Sept. 26 at 430 p.m.

in the Herter third floor lounge.
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CONCERT
Living Stones Sat., Sept. 24, Cape Cod Lounge -

S.U. 7:30-10:30 p.m. Free admission. All welcome
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE CLOSED ON WED-
NESDA YS

Beginning Sept. 28, the Financial Aid Office 243
Whitmore,"will be closed on Wednesdays til further
notice.

PLANNING MEETING
Diabetes meeting for all interested students, to plan

the future meetings. We need your ideas, Monday,
Sept. 26, 7:00 p.m., room 169 in the Campus Center
COMPANION PROGRAM
The Companion Program is looking for "Big

Companions" to give 2-3 hours a week to an Amherst
child during the school year. Call Amherst Community
Resource Center 253-2591.

LOST KEYS
Keys in small blue leather case. Lost on Monday. If

found please call Karin 584-7670.
AASA

Be sure to attend the Asian American Students
Association meeting Mon., Sept. 26 at 8:00 in rm. 809
Campus Center.

VOLUNTEER CLEARING HOUSE
Interested in doing volunteer work? Come visit us in

the basement of Jones Library in Amherst Center or
call ACFHC 253-2591 and we'll place you in an area of
your choice!

LOST
Eyeglass in light blue case. Lost Sunday at Orchard

Hill Concert. If found, please call Joan 6-8595.

SUCCAH BUILDING
Help build a Succah for UMass. Meet at 11:00 a.m.

on Sunday, Sept 25 at the Hillel office in Student
Union 302. All welcome.
FRIDAY NIGHT SERVICES

Shabbat services tonight (Friday) at 7:00 p.m. in
Campus Center 162. Start the New Year off right
MURDER OF FRED HAMPTON

Will be shown tonight. Also Bill Hampton, Fred's
brother, will discuss the campaign to bring his killers
to lustice. UMass CC 163 at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by
the International Socialist Organization.

ISRAELI DISCO
Disco sponsored by Hillel for 9 25 will be

rescheduled for a date in October
THE PA TH TO GOD

Informal classes and meeting on Mystics' Path to
Knowledge, Absolute Peace, held by one papil of
Kurdish Spiritual Master, Ostaad. 161 Rolling Green
Amheret 01002.
RA POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Field House has two positions available for RA's for
this semester. Applications may be picked up in rooms
205, 308, and 304 by Sept. 26th
FOUND

Male German Shepherd puppy. Three to eight
months, no I.D., black with greytan markings, floppy
ears. Contact Janet at 549-5582.

N.E.A.G. PRESENTS FALL DAY
On Saturday, Sept. 24th, the Bricker Band and

London will perform along with other local talent for
the Quad's Fall Day. Refreshments, hot dogs and
popcorn will be served for 25 cents. So corrie to
Northeast between 12-6 and let us entertain you
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY

Directed by Stanley Kubrick. See it tonight at 7:30
and 10:00 in the S.U.B.
NOPE POOL
NOPE pool will be closed Sat., Sept. 24, and Sun

Sept. 25
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AUTO FOR SALE

66 Chevy Truck with 68 V8 eng 4 spd std

8ft bed workhorse 253 3586 $900.

NEGOTIABLE

70 Ply Cuda. V8 Exc. cond S900 or 8 0.

256 0368.

1973 Triumph Oaytona 500 Excellent

condtion. Best Offer over $750. 253 2943

after 7. Very low milage

'67 Pontlac Bonneville, good engine, rone

well $300 or 8.0 549-0197. MUST SClL
FAST.

FiV 124 SPYD 69. Runs exc. 546^4095.

68 Volvo. Automatic, 90,0)00 mi Runs well.

New exhaust $600. Paul 253 5061

74 Chevy Vega. Good cond. SI, 200. Call
Patty 323 6240

67 VW Bug - Fall inspoec sticker. Veiy rusty

out runs like a top. $225. 586 4156.

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

Plush Camper - converted CMC school

bus. fully equipped, ex.'cond A house on
w^°ls^re8t •"' *?'^:'.y. fraternity,

travelinq bsnri. roadshow. Call 536 1949

CALCULATORS

Two Goodyear Poly.
Call 665 3257 EVES.

Tires G 78 15 $45.

1975 Honda 400 Super Sport bought new in

1977 4.400 mi Perfect cond Lug
rack sisy bar master chain&lock. Ask

$1,000 Call Steve 549 3957 between 5 7

Electric Guitar, thin body twin pickup w
vibrato, fully adjustable bridge. $150.
Negotiable. Call John 549 0478.

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail. T 159 $225. 58-

$99 95, 51 $52.95 MPs & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators. 549-1316

Collegiate research papers Thousands on

file All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog. Box25918 2. Los

Angeles, Calif. 90025 1213) 477 8474

Horses Boarded Northampton Small

private stables, miles of trails Reasonably

priced Call 584 1754 or 584 1282

Fnpenjryoing^Ma ry Beth 586^1206

VIVITAR
Minolta

auto extension tube set.

$20. Call Steve 665 4878
For

Must Sell T.I. SR 52 with PC 100, extras

$230 or REAS offer. David 549 3937.

1970 VW. Excellent condition. Must sell.

Asking $1 ,400. Call nite 253-5741

.

Classic 67 Mustang. HYP 289 standard,
strong engine, new exhaust system, good
body, brown with vinyl top. $550. 6-1453.

Chevelle Supersport classic Hozengine 4
speed Hurtz shifter convert. $1,000. Call

Paul Green (413) 467 9899

1976 Suzuki GT550 15,000 mi $1,200. or

BO. 256^0176 Walt

74 Kawasaki 7-1900cc. Mint condtion
Kerker pipe, Denselube chain. B.O 665
3031 early or late.

friumplfraO Bonn. 2500 on rbit VG
cond. w/extras First $600. or BO 546

6670

74 Suzuki 2S0 on/off. Exc. cond 253-2475.

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

MOTORCYCLISTS factory trained cycle

mechanic specialized for all Kawasakis

work on most others. Low Rates Call Jeff

,it584 5406 665 2462

Essentials of Microcomputing: An
oveniew saves your time & money ap
plying this new technology. 30pg booklet.
$2 25ppd. from: Applied Microccmp"?f>r
Systems, Box 68C, Stiverlake, N,H. 03875.

SAVE up to 50% on tennis Shoes! Men's,
Ladies Canvas&Leather, Reg. $18.-30. just

$10 14 50. Call 538-3131.

Golf! $2 00 W ID Mon thru Sat till 4 p m.
Mill Valley Golf Links, Route 181,

Belchertown, Ma. Phone 323 4079

TRAVEL

ROOMMA TE WANTED

1976 Harley Davidson FX. Low milage. Ex.

cond 256 0529. Serious calls only.

Handwoven
from Bolivia

100% Alpaca
666 2084

wool poncho

Vi/oman Wanted for a Coop Farmhouse.

Isolated location in Montague 10 miles

from campus 100 acres land. State

Forests all around. Call 367 2673 Leave

name& Tel. No

HITCHHIKERS. Sign Giant Dayglo

Thumb Reuseable. 5 big ones for S2.

Trident Studio. Box 12 Sturbridge, Ma.

01566

PERSONALS^

Own Rm. - Swiss Vil. Apt. 253 7480

1968 Rambler. Exc. Cond. Mech. 666 3634

1971 Plymouth Wagon. Motor and body In

good condition. New parts. Call 546-4538.

1973 LTD. Brougham. PS PB AC Ex, Cond
»1,500. Call 773 3294

68 Ford Galaxy 500. 85,000 miles Runs
excellent Best offer around $500 549

1456

Attention Audiophiles for sale connoisseur
turntable & AKGP7E cartridge. 1 month
old mint condition. Call Wendy after,

7:30o.m.at546 7150

Stereo Pioneer SA9100 Sony ST5150
Teledyne Speak BIC 960 Nill Sacf. 665
^TA.

10x50 Mobile Home Good condtion $3,500
Call 617 544 3240. KEEP TRYING.

For Sale BSR 610 turntable Shure car

tndqe S25 Call Eric 546 5796

HELP WANTED

Wanted houseboy at Lambda Delta Phi
Call Bernie at 5 1219 or 549 9039.

LOST

Person with truck to -haul dryer from

SpgfId to Cape $15 323-4586

5 Student distributorships available. Call:

253 3965 between 8 11am

Lost- Large leather-like brown bin-

derwith notes from 5 courses Lost near

Machmer or Thompson Very Important.

If found please call Marybeth Rm 218

Johnson Hse 545 0724 545 0725 545

3884

SERVICES

Houseboy Wanted. Part time. Good food

in exchange tor kitchen work. Contact

Kathv at 253 9215 between 6:30 8:00

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices. Jack 586 0610

Would you like to move to the Sylvan Area

and a quiet suite' Two girls would like to

switch out Call 6-5965.

Look! Moped Sale. Moped Sale'. Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer's
Guide Motobecane the largest

manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2-

passenger moped Come for a test ride and

then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Conz Street,

Northampton, 586 1054 Behind city hall, 2

mm from Mam Street Ask about our low

Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buy;

W, T, F, nites til 9 Looki Moped Sale!

Moped Sale' Come'

ATTENTION: Anyone wishing to switch

dcMms to Southwest, please contact Dan
at 546 9144 or Don at 546 4267

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIO RESULTS!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Liftte A4» Get §IC RESULTS! ! !!
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The UMass women's soccer club kicked off its inagural season yesterday by
winning two out of three games against Smith College. Here Elaine Cotant is
about to score for the Minutewomen in one of the two UMass wins. According to
coach Louie Macedo, the Minutewomen are organized as a club team, and will
play about 10 games this season. The next action for the UMass squad will be this
Wednesday, when the Minutewomen take on Mount Holyoke on the Boyden
fields. <Staff photo by Rob Carlin)

7 0ldSouil)Sl.

Northampton, Mass.

Wed. & Thurs.

Sept. 21 & 22:

SKYUNE
FrI. &Sat.

Sept. 23 & 24:

HARMONY
ARBOUR

Sunday, Sept. 25:

Welcome the return of

COLORADO
EXPRESS

SALB

SAfALL Rl/GS

8L0VS£S SKIRTS'
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JV stickers tie Chiefs
By JOE KITTREDGE
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity field hockey
team began its season with a 1-1 tie

yesterday against a good Springfield team on
the field behind NOPE.
The first half was piayed pnmarily in the

Springfield end as the UMass offense
controlled play early. After applying constant
pressure on the Chiefs' goal, the effort finally

paid off.

Following an errant clear, UMass in-

bounded the ball to the left of the Springfield
goalie Carol Hughes took control and rifled a
shot past the netminder and halfway up the
net.

The score seemed to wake the dormant
Chiefs' anack up and Springfield then put
pressure on the Minutewomen's defense.

But Karen Stifler did an excellent job in goal
while the fullbacks also help up their end of
things. The Minutewomen thus went into the
locker room with a 1-0 halftime lead.

The Chiefs picked right up where they left

off in the second half and once again carried
the play. UMass persevered, though, as the
defense continued to come through.

Springfield's pressure finally paid off as
Engrid Tator scored on a breakaway with just
under three minutes to play.

The remainder of the game was played in

the UMass end but Springfield has no real

scoring chances.
Both teams looked sharp for an opening

day game. The tie extended UMass's JV
unbeaten string to 15 games, which runs
over two seasons. The Minutewomen's next
game is at Central Connecticut on Monday.
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ELECTIONS
for

Undergraduate Student Senate and
Campus Center Board of Governors

will be held
Monday, September 26
Tuesday, September 27

Commuters

Greek

Third World

All Others

POLLING PLACES

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

New Africa House and Goodell (BCP)

Vote in Your Dormitory

Student Government Association

10-4 p.m.

10-4 p.m

4-8 p.m.

4-8 p.m.
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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B.C. by Johnny Hart
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PEANUTS by Charles Schulz
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen
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Your Birthday By st«iia wilder

Krom UNITKO Feature Syndjtale
for release Wf:EK of Sept 19, 1977

FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 23
— Bom today, you posses.^

unusual generosity and a
sympathetic nature, which
may leave you short of
material goods for much of
your life But, you will gain
so much affection and re-

spect from others for your
generosity that your spirits

should soar. You like to

daydream, which may be a
good thing, for it enables
you to gain pleasures of the
mind even though physical
pleasures are denied you.
Vou have a tendency to do
too many things at once,
often finishing nothing.
You must use your natural
discretion and discern-
ment to curb this tendency.
Sentimental at heart it is

hard for you to separate
sense from sentiment. This
will often cause you to

make unwise, perhaps
even costly decisions in

terms of personal achieve-
ment. Not terribly ambi-
tious for personal success,
you are always ambitious
for friends and loved ones,
and often give more of

yourself to further their

careers than your own.
Committed to the happi-

ness of those you love, you
will work hard to ensure
their welfare. TTiis does not
mean that you will suc-
ceed, however. Your senti-

mental nature may often

negate your efforts, lieam
to say no.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph
Let your birthday star be

your daily guide.

SATURDAY. SEPTEM-
BER 2)

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct.22) -
Keep your ambition under
control today There is

much to tempt your
involvement; don't take on

too much at one time.

SCORPIO I Oct .23-
Nov.21) - A sympathetic
and generous spirit enable
you to sustain hurts an-
other unwittingly hurls

your way. Change is for the
t)etter.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Don't allow
yourself to become overly
dependent upon a pleasing
personality to do your
work for vou.

CAPRrC0RN(Dec 22-

Jan.l9) — You can endear
yourself to another
through fair action. Don't
worry about anything but
the apphcation of justice.

AQUARIUSi Jan. 20-
Feb.181 — If you can keep
your attention focused on
the affairs of the young in

the family, you can be of

great.

PISCESfFeb 19-March
20) — Whether business or
domestic partners have

annoyed you lately, this is

a day for making peace.*
Rest at evening

ARIESf March 21-April
19 1 Flattery comes eas-
ily to you today Take care,
however, that it does not

t>oomerang, bringing fail-

ure by day's end.

TAURUS I April 20-May
20) Use whatever wiles
you can to smooth the way
for new ideas to help in

getting an old project off

the ground.

GEMINK May 21-June 20

1

- Whatever is essential to

your peace of mind must
be sought and gained with-
out delay This is a Satur-
day for making friends.

CANCERiJune 21-July

22) - Considerable bicker-

ing on the home front may
cause you to throw up your
hands on plans for faniily

fun in PM hours
LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22» -

Since you seem to thrive on
argument, you might do
well to insist upon a heai-
mg for your opinion. It

may not make the world go
'round.

VIRGOiAug 23-Sept.22)
— You should be able to

find some mutual ground
of understand upon which
to base an intellectual

partnership with a

newfound friend.

' opyriRht i977 Vmleft Kr.turr Syndt

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1

1 On the crest
of

5 Fjord of

Norway
9 Picture

transfer
4 Roman

emperor
1 5 Division of a

tribe

16 Storehouse
17 Bunker
1 8 Insipid

1 9 Seed-eating
bird

20 Isolate

22 Signaling
devices

23 Companionless
24 Put ones

name to

25 Contrive
28 Interrupted

2 words
32 IS as

good as a
mile

33 Nasal
system
cavity

34 Exist

35 Violent

speech
36 Beat m a

way
37 Stomach
38 Muscular

spasm
39 Young ox
40 Island

blit?ed in

1941
4 1 Slips and

slides

4 3 road
Secondary

highway
44 Go wild over
45 Writing

instruments
46 Spin on an

axis
49 Dickens

character
53 With

reference
to

54 Time penoo
55 Repose
56 Public

square
57 Boleyn
58 Actor ----

Asther
59 John

US
president

60 Do a garden
chorse

61 Waste
allowance

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday Puzzle Solved
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DOWN
1 One who is

opposed
2 Three-
masted
schooner

3 Danish
money

4 People s

party
member

5 Paraffin

hydrocar-
bon

6 Designate
7 Unsatisfactory
8 Undivided
9 Preliminary
Sketches

10 Everlasting
Poet

1 1 Anxiety
1 2 As neat as -

13 Optical
product

21 Accountants
concern

22 Liquid for

pancakes
Var

24 Detecting
system

25 Runs
26

ombranf
Ceramic
technique

27 Da
Italian artist

28 Puts on the
payroll

-29 Defied
30 Characterized

by anger
31 More up-to-

date

33 One cubic
meter

36 Actor
McQueen

37 Turkish
emblem

39 Break
40 10 mills

42 Ecstatic
state

43 Had awe of

45 Dried plum
46 Engrossed
47 Alone in

class
48 Color
49 Geometric

solid

50 Coiffeur s

concern
51 Capri e g
52 Means of

trial

54 Command to

a horse

1 2 3 4

21

5 6 7 8

1
22

9 10 11 12 13

u )5 16

17 18

I
lO

20

28
I 23 24 ^^^M

25 26 27 » 29 30 31

32

I
40

34

35 P IP

43

38

41 42

49

JJ^^^H'*' 45

46 47 48

1

I
54

1

T 51 52

53 55

56 57 58

59 6C
61

145
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Men's tennis correction
The Collegian incorrectly reported

yesterday that the men's tennis team would
be having a match with New Hampshire
today, UConn on Sunday and BU on
Wednesday.
The correct schedule is:

Monday, at UNH; Wednesday, at UConn;
and Saturday against Vt. at home.
The team opened its season last Thursday

by defeating the University of Rhode Island,

63.
Rick Sharton, Jimmy Barnhart, Dave

Nowak, Mark Huetteman and Keith Hovland
all won their singles matches, while Huette-
man and Hovland won in doubles to wrap up
the win.

Huetteman and Hovland, who are only
freshmen, have been the pleasant surprises
for first year coach Jay Ogden. He said at the
beginning of the year that the doubles
combinations would be key, and the fresh-
man pair seem to provide some strength in
that area.

t r^»

I D FLIP FOR YOU - UMass running back Billy Coleman is upended by a pack
of Maine Black Bears. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Amherst, Massachusetts

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 Springfield
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 8 Springfield 1

TODAY
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY (0-0) - vs. Brown, Boston CoWeae Awav 6:00
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY (1-0) - vs. Williams>lwvaK 4:00 J

Spikers open at UNH

Sunday Chowdown

GIANT
SUB

$2.00

FEE MONEY

"1
I

.-^UiHITMOKI

The Rents and Fees Committee reviews
i

the fees and budgets set by the University |

such as Residence Halls and Dining

Comnu>ns fees, and the Health. Campus

Center, and Fine Arts fees.

Meetings are held everv Monday at !

I
'."iO p.m. in Room 80] CC. Membership |

I

is unlimited and i)pen it) all.

Student Government Association

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass voUeyball team leaps into

action tomorrow when it travels to Durham,
New Hampshire to take on UNH and the
University of Vermont in a tri-match slated to

begin at 1 p.m.
UMass coach Dianne Thompson said that

she is only planning to travel with the
minimum nine players with the hope that the
group can remain injury-free. The select

group will come from among the following:

seniors Heidi Dickson and Kathy Higgins;

juniors Diane Mandragouras and Kathy
Shinnick; sophomores Joyce GresI, Chris

Kelly, Deb Kuzdeba, Lisa Lee, and Donna
Sasso; and freshmen Maria Minicucci and
Peggy Barber.

Thompson said the selection process was
especially difficult because all of her 21

players are evenly matched and compete
intensely in practices.

Thompson expects UNH, which beat the
Minutewomen in NOPE last year by scores of
15-6, 15-13, to be the tougher of the two
foes. UVM is a new addition to the team's
schedule.

The contest will also provide the op-
portunity for UMass to unveil its brand new
6-2 offense.

There are two major reasons why
Thompson is optimistic about her squad's
chances of picking up a win. "I feel that
skillwise and knowledgewise they are one of
my better prepared teams to go on the floor
for their first game," she said. She is also
extremely pleased with the team com-
munication and the way the women function
as a unit under playing conditions. She feels
that this could be the key to victory.

WHOLE LOAF OF FRENCH BREAD
(Limit 100)

SERVED 4PM-10PM

HAPPY HOUR
4 TILL CLOSE

IM\'1:KS1 IN' Dr. r>4^) r>8(5i

Sept. 24 7, 9, n p
S. U. B. $1.00

^mm^

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FUU UQUOR UCENSe

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:O0 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.CX)Min.)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. — 6:00 p.m.-ll :00 p.m.

rlV*
A

,c>f^'

Nhf Flint TraHic?

Easf Partmf

WE ARE CLOSE TO;

Townhouse Apts.

Iran^iM

N. Villaii

f ufftoR Villtft

f rtsidinliat Apts.

Crtstnt*

Mill Hollo*

U.Mass.

The Solly Bull
ANNOUNCES

LOBSTER SPECIAL e^ ^-
everyFri. Evening 5«95
Includes:

Baked Stuffed Lobster
^ Salad Bar

Potato
Vegetable

A NEW CONCEPT
Sun.-Fri. 12pm-10pm
"The Piccadeli Pub.. ..light dining...

sandwiches... crepes...

served in the cocktail lounge $1 to $2

The some fine enferfoinmenf
The Joriy Bull Singers now presenting

the Broadway show Guys £ Do//j
Jolly Bull Rt.9 Hadley

I
I

Stoneware

WEEKL Y SPECIALS

SCHLITZ
12 o2 Cafis

5.95 (. jsc

FOLONARI
Vdlpolicellii. Eardolini

Sodve Larntrusro
Rose 68 o/

$3.79

SCHMIDT'S
12o2 cans

$5.95 case

£arth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

Collegian i9

Williams faces
women harriers
By DAVE RODI\/IAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
travels to Williamstown this afternoon for a
dual meet with Williams College, the number
three team in New England last year.

Williams, according to head coach Ken
O'Brien, returns its entire team, including
sophomore Mary Hakala from Alaska, its

number one runner from a year ago. Other
returning veterans include Michele Cuts-
forth, Lisa Capaldini and Debbie Gregg.
. UMass easily defeated Williams last year,
18-45, as Julie Lafreniere and Johara
Chapman tied for first, and UMass harriers
took 10 of the next 11 places, with Hakala in

third.

"We plan on going out harder today than
in the UConn meet," said UMass coach
Charlotte Lettis. "A fast start will be the key
in our big meet on Tuesday against Brandeis
and Radcliffe at Franklin Park (in Dor-
chester), because on that course, getting a
good position early is important.

"This meet will be good for building up
experience for the later meets. Some of our
runners are still feeling their way — they
don't really know what they can do."

UMass will run the same lineup as in the
UConn meet, with the addition of Eileen
Everett and Jo Chapman. Barb Callanan and
Anne Bradshaw are both sick and will not
travel.

Showtime for harriers
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

•The next eight days may very well
determine just what kind of team the UMass
harriers will be this year. They will be on the
road facing six teams, four of which could
easily be one of the top teams in the East.

Tonight at six, UMa^ will open up its

season against Brown and Boston College at

Brown. Four days later, UMass will gear up
its forces, travel to Franklin Park in Boston
and take on Providence College and Harvard
in what may be billed as a cross country
titanic struggle.

Topping it off next Saturday, the harriers

will again be on the road at Franklin Park,
facing off against Northeastern and St.

Johns of New York, with the Huskies of NU
just as tough as Providence.

Tonight's meet against Brown and B.C. is

being viewed as a warmup meet for Tues-
day's contest against Providence and
Harvard.

"B.C. and Brown have two good in-

dividuals each, but they just don't have the
depth our team has. We don't anticipate any
problems," said coach Ken O'Brien.

O'Brien is resting three of his top runners
in preparation for next week's PC-Harvard
meet. Captain Mike Quinn, Stetson Arnold,
and Kevin McCusker will not make the trip.

O'Brien will send ten runners, most of whom
are on the same running level.

Co-captain Frank Carroll will head the

squad which will also include veterans Lou
Panaccione, Neal McGrail, Jay Legere, Bob
Neil, Steve Hilyard, Glenn Lyie, Michael
Morris, and newcomers Steve Bugbee and
Jerry Pratt.

Both Brown and B.C. have two fine

runners but lack the depth to challenge
UMass. For the Eagles, Dick Hayden and Bill

Roach represent the top two, with both
running around the 25:20 mark for five miles.

Hayden was second in the steeplechase

at the New England's while Roach ran

second to winner Mike Quinn in last year's

UMass 19-43 triumph over the Eagles.

B.C. last week placed fourth in a five-way
meet won by Providence.

For Brown, Sean McCracken and Harvey
Barlow are the one-two punch but again
Brown has very little for its 3-7. runners. In

Frank Carroll (sans cap) will be leading
the Minutemen into Providence tonight
as the harriers open their '77 campaign.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

last week's action against St. Johns, which
Brown lost 19-43, McCracken was fourth
(26.38) and Barlow-sixth (26:54) in the five

mile race.

UMass holds the series edge with both
teams, winning 14 of 16 meets with B.C. and
3 of 5 advantage over Brown. Last year's
score against both teams was UMass
winning 19-42.

Booters aim for 2nd straight;

travel to Black Bear country
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Going for its second victory in as many
starts, the UMass soccer team travels to
Orono for a Saturday morning match against
the Black Bears of UMaine.

Maine has yet to face a Yankee Con-
ference opponent, but sports an overall 2-1

record. The only loss came at the hands of
Bowdoin by a score of 1-0.

Maine's strength lies in its defense. All-

Yankee Conference goalie Phil Toraney and
fullback Phil Dugan will try to fend off the
powerful UMass offense.

Offense seems to be the "Maine"
problem. The Black Bears have a fine
halfback in Joe Costa, but little else.

Otherwise it's a freshman front line. The
UMass defense should have little trouble
containing them.
The Minutemen will be trying to avenge

last year's 2-1 overtime loss. "Any time you
have to play them on their turf, they're
tough," says UMass coach Russ Kidd.

UMass recorded a devastating 5-0 triumph
in Bridgeport on Wednesday in its season
opener.

In that game, freshman sensation Tommy
Kotsoukos tallied three times in his first

varsity start. Also, senior Joel Mascolo had

two goals and one assist which doubled his

entire output of last year. Balancing out the
effort on Wednesday night was UMass
goaltender Mark Hodgdon who notched a
shutout while recording eight saves.

After tomorrow's game, the booters will

travel to Keene State on Wednesday af-

ternoon to play the Owls before returning

home on Sat, Oct. 1 to square off against

Vermont in the home opener.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - NOPE will be

closed this Saturday and Sunday from 7
a.m. -7 p.m.
RUN FOR FUN - The intramural

department will sponsor six weekly cross
country runs open to the L/Mass com-
munity, beginning October 2nd, not
Sept. 29. The site will be the apple or-
chard, with the races being about two
miles. Watch these pages for more in-

formation.
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Stickers stifle Springfield
h MISSY GALLAGH&R ........ " %^By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

UMass field hockey co-captain Lynsie
Wickman drove a solid shot past Springfield
goalie Sharon Schmickley to clinch a 1-0
Minutewomen win over their arch-rival
yesterday at NOPE field.

Wickman's drive r^ulted from a penalty
corner with two and a halt minutes remaining
in the first half of regulation play. Seconds
earlier, Lynsie's sister and teammate, Jody
predicted a UMass goal was forthcoming!

The victory was from a total team effort
"

said Lynsie Wickman after the match.
"Everybody wanted to win," noted

second- year UMass coach Judith Davidson
The UMass stickers desire was represented
•n aggressive, relentless play
The evenly-matehad teams play was at a

standstill until midway through the first half
when the Minutewomen unleashed six shots
on goal, the last of which was fatal.
The UMass squad continued to dominate

the half, allowing the Chiefs to penetrate
within the 25-yard mark for only 31 5
seconds.

Springfield applied its strongest pressure
at the 29- minute mark in the second half with
two shots on goal, but UMass goalie Kathy
Gipps was ecual to the task with fine kick-
out saves. Netminder Gipps "came through
when she had to," Davidson praised.

Gipps counterpart Schmickley had seven
saves in the second half for a game total of

The solid team play had contributions from
every member. "Everyone came through
when they had to," explained the smiling
UMass coach.

Davidson commended her whole squad.
Left outside Sue Kibling controlled 98 per
cent of her passes, enabling her to maneuver
play down field. Right inside Cheryl Meliones
gave as much as she could give," according

to her coach.
Right outside Ginger Bulman performed

her task and kept the ball to the outside.
Centerback Lynsie Wickman did a "great job
distributing the play," Davidson lauded
Right back Kelly Sails also saved her best -

every Champions. Within its two-year reign
Spnngfield also qualified for the Nationals
twice.

Left link Judy Kennedy constantly pushed
the ball into the attacking part of the field.

Jody Wickman at left back and Sue Kreider
at right link supported both the offense and
defense. Gayle Hutchinson was a stalwart on
defense, while Julie McHugh also turned in a
sol»d pe'^ormanre.

Substitute Laura O'Neal carried much of
the offense in the final minutes of play

For the seniors, yesterday's contest was
their first triumph in four years against
bpnngfield. Their elation was expressed with

flying sticks, hugs and a few happy tears.
The victory was a fantastic season opener

but as Davidson pointed out, there is "still a
long way to go." If yesterday's game is an
indication, it should be a pleasant trip.

Gin;:rL7:r'H:?.tT,Xorb:V'rDc^^^^^^^ """"•" "• ""•""^' «'•"' •'-^•V ,>... wh«. CH,.v, MeUon,. ,„ .„,
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A star is born...or made

Gridmen visit Crimson
in television clash
By BILL EDEL STEIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass football team will voyage to
The staid, old Halls of Ivy tomorrow to
engage most of the Harvard 11 in what
UMass head coach Dick MacPherson calls
"the biggest game of the season." The game
will be televised regionally at 2 p.m. on ABC-

The portion of the Crimson squad that will
be noticeably absent from the fracas is
starting quarterback Tim Davenport. It was
announced yesterday that Davenport was
out of action for the season, having fractured
vertebrae at the base of his neck. Harvard
athletic department spokesman Joe Ber-
tagna said that Davenport sustained the
injury last week while scoring Harvard's first
touchdown against Columbia on a five-yard
run. The gutty senior signal-caller, however,
played the entire game, completing 8-16
passes and leading the Crimson to a 21-7
victory.

Davenport's injury, though not serious in
the sense that he is walking about campus
relatively healthy, wealthy and wise, is

frighteningly serious in a football sense. If

Tim had received another neck-knock, it

could have paralyzed him for life.

Harvard head coach Joe Restic treated the
problem with ultimate candor. "We're simply
not going to be able to replace him," said
Restic.

Although offensively crippled along with
Davenport's neck; the Crimson still have
plenty of defense to try and stop the
Minutemen's ground game. Bob Baggott,
Charlie Kaye and Russ Savage (helluva name

for a 210-pound defensive end) all managed
to break into the All- Ivy League team in one
way or another. Since UMass' bread is

buttered on the ground, it will be strength
against strength when the Minutemen
possess the pigskin.

"We'll go straight at them," said Mac-
Pherson, sounding a bit like Teddy Roosevelt
speaking of his Roughriders. "We plan to use
a lot of trap and counter- plays, but we'll mix
them up. They're too good for us to keep
running the same play at them," added the
coach.

UMass' defense, which has revised its
pass coverage since the man-to-man style
was picked apart by Army's Leamon Hall,
will employ a zone defense against Harvard.
The Minutemen may not be forced to worry
about the pass too much, however, owing to
the absence of Davenport. ("Tim can throw
the wide-out type of pattern better than
anyone we've had here." - Restic) Top
candidate to replace Davenport is Larry
Brown (no, not the ex-Redskin) who doubles
as a starting pitcher for Harvard's horse-
hiders when he's not playing football.

The quarterbacking situation for the
Minutemen, on the other hand, is promising.
Starting QB Mike Fallon, injured in that
fiasco at West Point, is a probable starter
against Harvard.

"Unless something happens between
today and tomorrow, Mike will play," said
MacPherson.

The injury report in other areas is not quite
as rosy. Dave Croasdale's foot has made him
questionable for tomorrow's encounter and
Russ Cooke is lost for the season with a
recurring head injury.

Are superstars born or made?
This burning question has created as much

of an uproar with sports theorists as the
inheritance-versus-environment baffler has
caused with biologists. Indeed, the two
complexities seem to parallel each other.
To provide some background: The

argument on superstardom concerns
whether an outstanding athlete outruns the
pediatrician who tries to spank him (born-
inherited), or whether a superbly co-
ordinated speicmen is, at one time in his life,

a klutz like you and I (made-environmental)!
This latter side of the argument implies that it

takes much work and dedication to cure fits
of clumsiness.

Knowing full-well that sports theorists will,
despite a lack of documented facts, sally
forth into heated debate like blithering' idiots
until the dilemma has been resolved, I took it

upon myself to conduct an in-depth study
into the life of the most super of all super-
stars: Reggie Jackson.
The first stop on my itinerary took me to

Wyncote, Pennsylvania - Reggie's birth-
place. I spoke with his parents, Ernest and
Julia

"Mrs. Jackson, was there anything you
experienced while carrying Reggie to term
that gave you any indication as to his super-
stardom?"

"Nothing really, though I do remember a
pect///a/- incident I experienced while carryinq
Reggie."

"

"Would you like to talk about it?"
"Sure. Ernest and I had just come back

from the grocery store. We bought
tomatoes, a ten-pound bag of potatoes and a
20- pound mutant rutabaga. The bagger at
the store put in the tomatoes first, then
crushed them with the potatoes and the
rutabaga."

"That's not unusual."
"Not in itself, but then Ernest emptied the

bag on the counter and angrily threw a
tomato. At that instant, I felt something in
my stomach duck."

"Were there any after-effects?"
"Well, the tomato rolled all the way to the

wall."
^

"Tell me, Mr. Jackson ... uh, may I call you
Ernest?"

"Sure, sure. Just don't call me what
Reggie used to call me."
"Oh? What was that?"
"Feller."

"That's beautiful! He likened vou to Bob
Feller, the pitching immortal."
"No, he called everybody feller. Terrible

eyesight."

"I see. Were you the type of father that
had a bat and ball in his son's hands as soon
as he was able to walk?"

"Definitely. I remember that day as if it

were yesterday. Little Reggie had just turned
seven, and as he stood up for the first time, I

handed him a baseball."

"Did he take it with his right or left hand?"
"He dropped it."

This data seemed to indicate that the
superb athlete is made, not burn. To prove
this hypothesis, I went to see Reggie's base-
ball coach at Arizona State, Bo Baugh.

"Bo, you coached Reggie Jackson ...
"

"Reggie who?"
"Guy that used to call you 'feller'."

"Oh, yeah, I coached him."
"Was Reggie any more dedicated than the

other players?"

"Put it this way, if I had a nickel for every
practice session that Jackson missed, I

wouldn't be living today.
'

"You'd have died of starvation, huh?"
"No, I'd have been buried alive in nickels."
"So Reggie's talent was latent."
"You could put it that way.

"

"What was the single greatest con-
tnbution Reggie made to the club?"

"It was May 11th, 1965. The game with
Southern Cal, Reggie didn't show up."

This latest data was what led me to my
final, and, I believe, argument-ending theory:
Superstars are neither born nor made, they
simply have candy bars named after them.
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Saturday. Sept. 24

7:00

7:30

BOO

826
856
9:00

926
9:30

1000
10:26

10:30

10S6
11:00

11 26
11 30

11:56

8OOoo
8

MORNING

VILLA ALEGRE
SOMETHING ELSE
JABBERWOCKY
WAY OUT GAMES
ARTHUR AND COMPANY
THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
SPACE NUTS
UNCLE WALDO
gBUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER

C B BEARS
©SUPER FRIENDS
IN THE NEWS
IN THE NEWS
Q WHAT S NEW MISTER MAGOO'
YOUNG SENTINELS
ffl SCOOBY S LAFF-A-LYMP1CS
BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWITS
IN THE NEWS

8 SKATE BIRDS
ARCHIES-SABRINA

VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS

g SPACE ACADEMY
ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU

CARRASCOLENDAS
IN THE NEWS
BATMAN - TAR2AN
THUNDER
© KROFFTS SUPERSHOW 77
BATMAN-TARZAN
YOUNG SENTINELS
HOT FUDGE
IN THE NEWS
NEWS
ffi SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM
IN THE NEWS

12:26

12:30

12:56

1:00

1 26

1:»

AFTERNOON

12:00 OO^ACKO
Q BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWITS6 Q) CANOLEPIN BOWLING© THUNDER
© MOVIE The Lone Ranger 1956 Clayton Moore. Jay
Siiverheels Two men investigate the unrest between
Indians and wtiites wtien a wealthy rancher and his
family get in the middle (2 hrs )

§IN THE MEWS
O FAT ALBERT
_ RED HAND GANG
IN THE NEWS

_ WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
O SECRETS OF ISIS

8MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
CANDLEPIN SUPER80WL

O CANDLEPIN CHAMPS
© CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING© GARNER TED ARMSTRONG
O IN THE NEWS
O WALL STREET WEEK Most Louis Rukeyser The
Economy Shifts into Low Guest Economist Lacy H
Hunt vice-president ot The Fidelity BankO THE CSS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL The Show
Musi Go On Two school friends learn it s not easy to
Sing in front of an audience

8 NCAA FOOTBALL Harvard vs Massachusetts
NCAA FOOTBALL ABC Sports will provide regnsnal

coverage of the following games Oklahoma vs Ohio
State Maryland vs Penn State Massachusetts vs
Harvard Bngham Young vs Utah State

2:00 O IN PURSUIT OF UBERTY The Trouble that Truth
Makes Illustrates some ol the problems faced m
society by freedom of thought

O SOUL TRAIN
O ® GRANDSTAND Sports news and features with
host Lee Leonard Bryant Gumbel and various NBC
sponscasters participatingO MOVIE Tarzan Triumphs 1943 Johnny
Weissmuiier Frances Gitford A hidden city in the
jungle is taken over by a squad of Nazi paratroopers. (1
hr 30 mm i

§REO SOX WARM-UP
@ MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBAU
BASEBALL Boston Red So« vs Detroit Tigers

3:00 O DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE Murder One
examines the recent Supreme Court decision rein-
stating ttie death penalty Also, three inmates in
Georgia and three inmates in North Carolina who are
all on Death Row' are profMedO MOVIE Penis of Pauline 1967 Pal Boone. Pamelia
Austin Harrowing experiences of a tieautiful girl who
becomes involved m a series ot hair-raising incidents,
while searching for her childhood boyfriend m hr. 30mm I

S THE HTZPATRICKS Max and R J s frien^ ,ip is

severely shaken when Max s new bicycle is stolen
while his friend was supposedly watching it Stars Bert
Kramer Mariclare Costello PREMIERE)
O® LPGA GOLF TOURNAMENT Live coverage ol
the semifinals ot the Sarah Coventry Ladies
Professional Golf Association Tournament originates
from the Bound Hill Country Club in San Francisco
8IFK)NSI0E

CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR USAC Trenton. 150
mile race lor Indianapolis-type cars, from Trenton
Mo* ' i *dway Trenton N J

g": .S THE NFL
tto -->BCS VlflDE WORlD OF SPORTS Live coverage

of Olympic tioxing Gold Medalist Sugar Ray Leonard s
first professional eighl-rouhd fight against Frank
Santore the Southern 500 Slock Car Race from
Darlington S C a special profiK. of Pele the retiring
SOC.Cfi SPn<;alion

§ THIS WEEK IN BASEBALL
RED SOX WRAP-UP

5:30 O ADAM 12

O '-AST OF THE WILD Wolf

© HOLLYWOOD SQUARES© jREEN ACRES

EVENING

600 O 3i EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW Mr Chief
J J t^co incorporates dramatizations ot three famous
tridi.s before early 19th-century Supreme Court Chief
Justice John Marshall Landmark precedents for the
judicial branch federal vs state authority and com-
merce were set by Marbury V Madison. McCulloch V
M,:ryidn i drid Gibbons V Ogden
000@NEWS
©HOGANS HEROES

6 30 O CBS NEWS
0®'^BCNEWS
gNEWS

BLACK NEWS
©ADAM 12

© ABC NEWS
§AGRONSKY AND COMPANY

WILD KINGDOM Cheetahs Shall Survive'

BAXTERS
O LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
©ETCETERA
©ODD COUPLE
©SUPERMAN

7 28 iJOPINKJN
7:30 Q NOVA Benjamin From birth until the age of six

monihs little Benjamin is closely scrutinized as
scientists and child psychologists attempt to learn

more about early child development

§
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
THIRD WORLD
SCHOOLS MATCH WITSm DICK VAN DYKE SHOWM POLKA FUNTIME

Qi ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Man from Nowhere
IS a mysterious figure in black who stalks an orphan
girl in 19th-century England A friend joins her in

setting up a trap to snare the elusive stranger
7:31 e HOT FUDGE
8:00 O O THE BOB NEWHART SHOW Bob Hartley sees

his well ordered life turned topsy furvy when he and
his wife Emily move 10 a new Chicago residence

P ® THe-BIONIC WOMAN Fembots in Las Vegas
Part I The son ol a deranged scientist plots to steal

America s first directed energy ray weapon and
reactivates his lather's army ol female robots to ac-
complish his goal

3:30

4:00

'.30

5:00

7.00

«

8:JD

8:56

9:00

9:30

9:58

10:00

10:15

10:30

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:30

1:15

1 30

1:45

3:45

4:00

A 30
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MONDAY
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*-uV
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(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T.,P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
"In the Matter of Karen Ann Quinlan" Brian Keith and Piper
Laurie portray the anguished parents of the young New
Jersey woman who lapsed into a coma and suffered irreversi-
ble brain damage, leaving them with the agonizing decision
as to whether or not to keep her alive.

FRIDAY

11/4 TV Compuiog Services Inc

SUNDAY

(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E D T P D T -

8:00 PM C.D.T.. M.D.T. '

"

"The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald" John Pleshette, Ben
tiazzara. An incisive portrait of Lee Harvey Oswald and his
involvement with President Kennedys death.

SATURDAY

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.D.T.. P.D.T -

8:00 PMC.D.T.. M.D.T.
"The Longest Yard" 1974 Burt Reynolds. Eddie Albert It's

not how you play the game that counts but whether you win
or lose, when a team of convicts are given a once-in-a-life
sentence chance to tackle their oppressive prison guards in a
football free-for-all.

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.D.T, P.D.T. - 8:00 PM
C.D.T.. M.D.T.
"Kill Me If You Can" Alan Alda stars as Caryl Chessman,
California's notorious red light bandif of the 1940's, who was
arrested and charged with sex crimes, convicted and spent a
dozen years on death row before finally being executed Talia
Shire plays Rosalie Asher. a young attorney who helped
Chessman with his defense and appeals.

(NBC) SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 900 PM
E.D.T., P.D.T. -8:00 PMC.D.T., M.D.T.
"The Reivers" 1969 Steve McQueen stars in this film adap-
tation of William Faulkner's last novel, set in a small
Mississippi town, about a child-like man and his young
sidekick (Mitch Vogel) who 'borrow' the boy's grandfather's
shiny yellow Winton Flyer and head out for a fling in Mem-
phis. **

(PBS) MOVIE THEATRE: 10:30 PM E.D.T.. P.D.T - 9 30
PMC.D.T., M.D.T.
"Fame Is the Spur" 1946 Michael Redgrave, Rosamund John
A young idealist rises to political power fighting for the rights
of the oppressed, but he begins to abandon his liberal cou«e
and devoted followers, including his wife and friends. (Cfie^
local listings for alternate viewing day and time.)

Ob. >H Retiremrni Blues , ,. u^.edand-
unhappy after leaving the New York Police Department
until a retired neighbor Jalks him into going out on the
tovvn

CD MUSIC HALL AMERICA
O Si LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER Zubin Mehta
conijucls d'li) ;,o(;rano Shirley Verrett is guest soloist
in ihis New York Philharmonic Orchestra concert,
telecast live Irom Avery Fisher Hall Selections are
Irom Mozart s The Marriage of Figaro.' Wagner s
Tristan und Isolde and Stravinsky s The Rite ol
Spring

O O THE JEFFERSONS George s boasting ol how
well he IS Jomg heads him lor disaster when the un-
derworld gt'ts into the aclO ® OPERATION PETTICOAT Yeoman Hunkle.
Yeoman Hunkle Part II Skipper Matthew Sherman
must make an agonising decision when Yeoman
Hunkle and Ll Clairereid are trapped in a flooding
torpedo room while their sub is under attack
8NEWSBREAK

THE JEFFERSONS CONTINUED

fl® NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Hard
imes 1975 Charles Bronson, James Coburn and Jill

Ireland star in this action film set in the Depression era
in New Orleans. atx>ut a mysterious stranger who
suddenly appears on the scene and proceeds to turn
the rough-and-tumble boxing world ol the boys in the
backroom on its ear (2 hrs )e Q) STARSKY AND HUTCH Fatal Charm Hutch s
romance with a pretty nurse turns into a nightmare
when she feels rejected and sets out to destroy him
Guest stars Karen Valentine

® MOVIE The Monitors' 1969 Guy Slockwell. Susan
Oliver Thoughtful, intelligent, emotion-lree t>eings ol
another world dedicated to universal brotherhood are
inctiargeof our world (2hrsi

O O THE TONY RANDALL SHOW In the premiere
episode, Franklin s daughter Bobby, who has been
away at school, decides to come back to Philadelphia
to go to college Franklin is elated she is coming
home especially since he didn t want her to go away
but IS stunned to learn the real reason she is retur-
ning

CS) ABC NEWS8RIEF
e O THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Guest Jim
Nabors

CE) THE LOVE BOAT Series is launched with three
vignettes The Captain and the Lady guest starring
Bonnie Franklin, Centerfold guest starring Meredith
Baxter-Birney: One if by Land gueSI starring Jimmie
Walker Suzanne Somers Stars Gavin McLeod. Bernie
Kopeii and others iPREMIERE)

g RED SOX WRAP-UP
IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP Roberto

Dt-vereaux B<^veMy SiMs and Richard Fredericks star
in Gaetarlo Donizetti s operatic version ot the tragic
love story of England s Queen Elizabeth I and the Earl
01 Essex Julius Rudel conducts® PBS MOVIE THEATRE The Browning Version 1951
Michael Redgrave. Jean Kent An aging and unpopular
public school teacher whose wile is having an allair
with another master is forced into early retirement due
to III health ii hr 30 mm )

OOOQ)NEWS
© KING OF KENSINGTON

8 ©NEWS
MOVIE Five Card Stud 1968 Dean Martin. Robert

Milchum Professional gambler gets involved in a
crooked poker game and almost ends up dead.O MOVIE The Postman Always Rings Twice' 1946
Lana Turner John Garfield ThrMler about an illicit love
between a young wife and her husband s worker who
plot to murder the husband (2 hrs 15 mm )O MOVIE Top Hat 1935 Fred Astaire Ginger Rogers
Two young people meet and fall in love, but she thinks
he s her best friend s husband (2 hrs im CELEBRITY BOWLING® MOVIE The Long Ships 1964 Richard Widmark
Sidney Poitier Vikings battle Moors for fabled
treasure (2 hrs 5 mm )

O © NBC S SATURDAY NIGHT UVE Host; Sieve
Martin Guest Jackson Browne

g ATHLETES
MOVIE Accident 1966 Dirk Bogarde, Stanley

Baxer i1 hr 45 mm )

S MOVIE Backtrack 1968 Neville Brand Peter
Brown (1 hr 30 mm )O MOVIE The Secret Partner 1961 Stewart Granger,
Haya H^raff-oi (2 hrs )

S
ABC NEWS
THIRD WORLD

O GOOD DAY

12:30

1:00

g MOVIE Apache Territory 1958 Rory Calhoun,
rbara Bates. Drifter crossing the hot Arizona desert.

rouls a tiand ot marauding Apaches to rescue a young
girl who was the sole survivor ol a wagon tram, d hr )© MOVIE Planet Earth 1974 John Saxon. Diana
Muldaur An astronaut finds himself in the future in a
world splintered into civilizations. (1 hr 30 mm )® ISSUES AND ANSWERS
§CALL IT MACARONI

PATRIOTS '77

BRIEFING SESSION
© NFL PRE-GAME SHOW Feature on excessive and
unsporlsnianlikp vioienct" in pro lootball

CE CONVERSATIONS WITH
O INCLUDING ME The 1975 Education lor All Han-
dicapped Children Act has required public school
systems throughout the country to provide special
education curricula for handicapped children Patricia
Neal hosts this documentary look at six handicapped
young people receiving special education

^v

gMCHALE'S NAVY

1:30

2:00

3:30

4:00

Sunday. Sept. 25

AFTERNOON

12:00 n ^ AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Prophets and
Promise of Classical Capitalism Using the certainties
ol Adam Smith, David Ricardo and Thomas Malthus.
economist John Kenneth Galbraith follows the birth of

classical capitalism in 19th-century Engiar>d, France
and America in the firr' jf a 13-part series.

8 FACE THE STATE
® MEET THE PRESS Guest Rep Farren J Mit-

chell (D-Maryland)

_ NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Baltimore
Colts vs New York Jels

§
TARZAN
NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Baltimore

Colts vs New York Jetsm FLINTSTONES
® FIRING LINE Ho t William F Buckley. Jr The
Problem of the lllegi's' Roberto de l^ Madrid, the
governor of Baja. Mexico, discusses the issue ol
illegal aliens crossing into the U S Irom Mexico
O THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day
S THE NFL TODAY Dallas Cowboys vs New York
Giants

© BASEBALL Boston Red Sox vs Detroit Tige
(Q BULLW1NKLE

IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP Roberto
Devereaux Beverly Sills and Richard Fredericks star
in Gaetano Donizetti s operatic version of the tragic
love story of England's Queen Elizabeth I and the Earl
01 Essex Julius Rudel conducts
O THE NFL TODAY Dallas Cowboys vs New York
Giants

O MOVIE Gulliver s Travels 1939 Animated cartoon
based on the tKX)k by Jonathan Swilt about the I7ih
century traveler (1 hr 30 min )

£0 MOVIE Jason and the Argonauts 1963 Todd Arm-
strong Gary Raymond Fable about Jason s search lor
golden fleece (2 hrs i

® GREAT PERFORMANCES Leonard Bernstein
conducts Ihe Israel Philharmonic Orchestra in a
performance ot The Song ot the Earth, Guslav
Mahler's song-symphony based on six Chinese
poems by Li-Tai-Po that describe the bittersweet
memories of age surveying youth
e ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA Horses® INDIAN SUMMER Summer life on the Santa Ana
Pueblo Reservation is seen through the eyes of 12-

year-old Ervin, a tribe member who describes ttie local
customs and introduces viewers to the different
generations of his family

P© NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Oakland
RTiidersvs Pittsburgh Steelers
e^Bi
C3 ADVENTURERS
Qt MADE IN AMERICA: ROME, NY The recon-
struction ol Fort Stanwix in Rome N Y , has become a
major force ol urban renewal in the downtown area
Workers residents and locaf historians give their
views on what Ihe proiect means to the cily

§ RED SOXWRAP-UP
ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Members ol the cast ol

the Boston production ol the musical Chicago talk

about the show
© MOVIE Between Heaven and Hell' 1956 Robert
Wagner. Terry Moore A young Southerner learns
about life through his war experiences I? hrs )

©THE SAINT
O BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
©IRONSIDE
O UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Seciels ul the Sunken Cane
O MOVIE 3:10 to Yuma 1957 Glenn Ford. Van HeUin
Witness to holdup succeeds against all odds in

holding outlaw leader prisoner lor train to Yuma. (1 hr.
30 mm I

® L.P.G.A. GOLF TOURNAMENT Live coverage of
Ihe finals of the Sarah Coventry Ladies Professional
Golf Association Tournament originates from the
Round Hill Country Club in San Francisco

O SAY BROTHER Can the Sun Be Your Enemy''
Henrietta Aladjem relates her 24-year struggle with the
often fatal disease known as Lupus Also featured is a
debate segment concerning abortion legislation lor
Medicaid recipients

C0 MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

6:00 OONEWS
6:30 OCONSUMERSURVIVALKrr Home Buying A Piece

of the Block looks at home mortgages, contracts, title

insurance and housing development builders and
tours Ihe less-than-perlect older house spruced up lor
sale

ICBSNEWS
I CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL

ONEWS
© NFL POST GAME SHOW

4:15

4:30

5:00

5:30

© MOVIE Heaven Knows Mr Allison' 1957 Robert
Mitchum Deborah Kerr A marine corporal finds
himself casted on a Pacific island with the only other
inhabitant a nun (2 hrs )

^SUPERMAN
7:00 O ® CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Tender bulbs

aiu re iiK died and stocks are sowed in the
greenhouse before the colder weather,
OQWMINUTES
O© THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY King ol
the Grizzlies Moki, a Cree Indian .ind ranch foreman,
IS threatened by a 10-foot grizzly bear that he had
rescued years before when it was ar orphaned cub~ C© HAROY BOYS-NANCY O^PW MYSTERIES
lystery of King Tut s Tomb In Egypt, Frank and Joe

are caught in a dangerous adventure involving the
golden idol stolen Irom the pharoah's tomb.

7:30 QUENCH CHEF Meatloal Masquerade'^ FRENCH CHEF
8:00 O S) EVENING AT POPS American Vignettes' Ballet

star Edward Villella dances in a celebration of America
and American music, featuring on-location filmed
sequences set at West Point and on the Calitornia
coast Conductor Arthur Fiedler is glimpsed in lilmed
moments from American history

OO THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT. PART II. Presenting
an all-new musical extravaganza compiled Irom 30
years' worth of priceless Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer films
Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly narrate and perform
together in all-new numbers directed by Kelly

O CQ THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Deadly
Countdown Pan I A hired killer stalks Steve when he
18 selected for a mission to link up two space
satellites Guest stars Jenny Agutter. Lloyd Bochner.

8:30 © MOVIE Fort Worth 1951 Randolph Scott. David
Brian A famous gunfighter tries to battle lawlessr>ess
in the West through journalism (1 hr 30 mm )

8:58 ONEWSBREAK

»:0Q e 3i MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Five Fame Personal and professional
problems arise lor Charles He determines to marry
Christine Hogarth but Ihe courtship runs into trouble.
His disagreements with well-known artist Robert
Seymour over the publication of The Pickwick Papers'
spell disasterO THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT. PART II. ContinuedO© THE BKS EVENT Kill Me II You Can' Alan Alda.
Taiia Shire Caryl Chessman. California's notorious
red light tiandit of the 1940s was arrested and
charged with sex crimes, convicted and spent a dozen
years on death row before finally being executed (2
hrs >

O CB THE ABC SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Longest
Yard' 1974 Burt Reynolds, Eddie Albert It's not how
you play the game that cour.is but whether you'win or
lose, when a team ol convicts are given a oitce-in-a-llfe
sentence chance to tackle their oppressive prison
guards in a football free-lor ail l2hrs 27 mm)

10:00 O TOM WOLFE S LOS ANGELES The famed writer,
who appears before the camera, presents a satirical
study of the lifestyle aTid quality of life

neighborhoods ot Los Angeles© ASK THE MANAGER
@ MASSACHUSETTS

10:30 ©THE DRUM
® DANIEL FOSTER, M.D. Estrogen
Menopause Guest Dr Paul C MacDonald
of the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology at Ihe
University ol Texas Health Science Center

11:00 O ARTISTS SHOVITCASE Lea Grammont by Ros
Barron
000©NEWS© MASSACHUSETTS COUNCIL OF RABBIS® PICCADILLY CIRCUS Napoleon The Man on the
Hock Actor Kenneth Griffith reconstructs Napoleon s
last SIX years, when he lell France lor exile on Ihe Isle
olSt Helena

8 CBS NEWS
CQNEWS

O THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH' A notorious
black-marketeer hijacks a vital shipment of
hydrocortisone Kojak How Cruel the Frost. How
Bright Ihe Lights A distraught husband shoots a
woman he mistakenly thinks is his wife IR)O MOVIE The Brotherhood' 1968 Kirk Douglas. Irene
Papas Story about the involvement ol a lamily In the
Mafia as two brothers disagree about a syndicate and
go separate ways (1 hr 30 min,)

O THE CBS LATE MOVIE When the Legends Die'
1972 Richard Widmark, Frederic Forrest. A conniving
ex-rodeo star teaches and corrupts an orphaned In-

dian boy on the rodeo circuit. But once the txjy
becomes a rodeo star, his dissatislaction with his
success causes him to strike out on his own (R)S ELVIS—THAT'S THE WAY IT IS An investigation
into tfie phenomenon thai was Elvis - capturing fhe
ups and downs he experienced while putting his act
together Featuring 30 songs Irom his record-breaking
run at the International Hotel. Las Vegas.© WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS

11:57 Q MOVIE Body and Soul 1947 John Garfield. LMH
Palmer Boxing champ mixed up with crooks, chooses
between h««) girls, and decides not to throw fight (2
hrs )m MOVIE Fall Safe 1964 Henry Fonda. Walter Mat-
tTiau The U S s accidental bo(nbir>g of US S R. and
the retaliation on America (1 hr 55 min )

1:77 a SUNDAY 0«>EN HOUSE

in various

and the
chairman

11:15

11:27

11:30

7:2S

7:30

S:00 f|o<

10:25

10:30

11:00

Oaytlmc.Mon.Fri.

MORNING
7:00 do CBS NEWS

"1 ffi TODAY
I CAPTAIN BOB
J UNDERDOG
m GOOD MORNING AMERICA
HNEWS
) GOOD MORNING AMERICA
ICBSNEWS
) MR MAGOO

_»0 CAPTAIN KANGAROO
gpk ARCHIES

6:30 © NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
9:00 e Si WRITING FOR A REASON (MON WED 1Dimensions in Culture (TUB THUR )O MIKE DOUGLAS

8 CONCENTRATION
GOOD DAY

) DINAH
) PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
)
ROMPER ROOM

5 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
9:30 OffllN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

ilCHICOANDTHEMAN
3 SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
5 FLINTSTONES
DNEWS

9:56 £Q WEATHER VIEW
10:00 Q HERE'S LUCY

Q SANFORO AND SON© KITTY TODAY
) TOM LAFOON SHOW
J STRUMN DRUMMERS
1^ HERITAGE CORNER

\ PRK^ IS RIGHT
) HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
) EDGE OF NIGHT
) WHEEL OF FORTUNE

_ «0 HAPPY DAYS
© MOVIE Barefoot Mailman (MON ), The Robe'
(TUE ). The Day the Fish Came Out (WED ). Alono
Came A Spider (THUR ), That Tennessee Beat' (FRI )

11:30 O® SESAME STREET
OOLOVEOFUFE
!l® IT'S ANYBODY'S GUESS

I JOKERS WILD
D FAMILY FEUD
lOCBSNEWS

AFTERNOON

OOQNEWS
SHOOTFOR THE STARS
THE BETTER SEX
Si IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMINGO SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
i«)MAN '77

_CB RYAN'S HOPE© CHICO AND THE MAN
1:00 a MATCH GAME

ALL MY CHILDREN
_ lUNG AND THE RESTLESS
©©GONG SHOW

1:30 flQ AS THE WORLD TURNSO© OA YS OF OUR LIVES© GREEN ACRES
2:00 ©ART IN PUBUC PLACES (FRI.)O (0(20.000 PYRAMID

© BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
2:30 OfflVARKJ'JS PROGRAMMINGOO GUIDING LIGHT

Offi DOCTORS6 ffi ONE LIFE TO LIVE
©WALLY GATOR

3:00 IS ©ALL IN THE FAMILY
Q© ANOTHER WORLD
©BUGS BUNNY

3:15 a ©GENERAL HOSPITAL
3:30 8 NEW MK^KEY MOUSE CLUBO MATCH GAME© HECKLE AND JECKLE® VILLA ALEGRE (EXC TUE . THUR.) Crockett's

VicloryGardenlTUE
)

4:00 e® SESAME STREETO DINAH
Q MIKE DOUGLAS
QBK] VALLEY
O MERV GRIFFIN
Special

IMON )

©BRADY BUNCH
fiD SUPER HEROES
_ UTTLE RASCALS

4:30 OMERVGRIFnN(MON.)
MUNSTEP"
PETTICOA1 ^uNCTOH

5:00 a9 MISTER ROGERS
FAMILY FEUD
EMERGENCY ONE
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR_ MY THREE SONS

8:30 fi SESAME STREET
MARY TTLER MOORE SHOW
QDNEWS
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLEPINS FOR CASH
GHOST AND MRS MUIR
ELECTRC COMPANY

9:00 O CHILDHOOD Possessions Set in a Welsh mining
town in the Depression-ridden 1920s, George Ewart
Evans story recalls the struggle ol a widow and her
children who must sell their possessions to make
ends meet - including their beloved family pony,
which laces mistreatment in the hands of its new
owner

8O THE BETTY WHITE SHOW Mitzis surprise birth-
day party (or Joyce is spoiled when Joyce discovers
her diamond necklace is mtssing Irom the houseO IMPACT The Medicine Show' Host: Linda Harris
This special focuses on common medicines and how
they work

fl CE) ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL New
ngland Patriots vs. Cleveland Browns Irom

Cleveland. Ohio.

© NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES In Ihe
Matter ol Karen Ann Ouinlan Brian Keith and Piper
Laurie portray Ihe anguished parents of Ihe young
New Jersey woman who lapsed into a coma and
suffered irreversible brain damage, leaving them with
the agonizing decision as to whether or not to keep
her alive. (2 hrs )© MOVIE Savage Innocents 1961 Anthony Ouinn
Peter O'Toole A look at the effect of the white man on
the Eskimo way ol life (2 hrs)
ffi AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Manners and Morals
of High Capitalism examines the colorful robber
baron' industrial capitalists of the late 19th century and
their Ideas on the making and spending of money.
John Kenneth Galbraith considers how their attitudes
still affect our society

9:30 OO MAUDE A UFO was sighted over Tuckahoe, but
no one believes it because Maude spotted it

10:00 ONEWS
O O RAFFERTY The worlds of music and medicine
meet under life-or-death conditions as Dr Sid Rafferty
treats a classical virtuoso violinist, Victor Ehren. and a
rock star, Janis Fowler

® IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY The First Freedom' The
series' final episode explores whether freedom ot the
press Is an indispensable instrument of or a serious
threat to rational government

10:30 O MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
11:00 O DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE Murder One

examines the recent Supreme Court decision rein-
stating the death penalty. Also, three inmates in
Georgia and three inmates in North Carolina who are
all on Death Row' are profiled

00©NEWS
§ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

ALL THAT GUTTERS
O THE CBS LATE MOVIE McCabe and Mrs. Miller

1971 Warren Beatty, Julie Christie. A crafty small-time
gambler looks to make his fortune, but then allies
himself with a madam and they both profit enormously
- until the representative of a mining combine ap-
proaches McCabe with an otter that's dangerous to

O © THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host: Sammy
Davis, Jr Guests Bonnie Franklin. Victor Borge© IRONSIDE

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
(QNEWS

12:15 8 SCREENING ROOM
6S COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights ol key contests
which are scheduled during Ihe 1977 NCAA Football
season

® TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.

NIGHTSHIFT
8 SOUND OFF

Tuesday. Sept. 27

EVENING

6:00

6:30

(EXC. MON.) Young Peoples

6:30

6:56

1
7:00

Monday. Sept. 26

EVENING

6:00 eOOO®NEWS© HOGAN S HEROES® CROSS WITS
gZOOM

ELECTRrc COMPANY
©NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

CD I LOVE LUCY ^
S) AS WE SEE IT Boston Story Part II Conflicting
attitudes about Judge Garnly's 1975 order of a more
thoroughgoing plan lor desegregation are examined
§NEWS

ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Man from Nowhere
IS a mysterious figure in black who stalks an orphan
girl in 19th-cenlury England A friend joins her in
setting up a trap to snare the elusive stranger.8O CBS NEWSO NBC NEWS
8 CS) ABC NEWS
©NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
® WRITING FOR A REASON8 DAILY NUMBER

§ EVENING MAGAZINE
$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD

©CANDID CAMERAm DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
eg TATTLETALES

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
® UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode 13. Joke
ir' Tragedy looms when Georgina. against Ihe

Bellamy family's strenuous objections, renews her
friendship with a group of irresponsible young
socialites

a O YOUNG OAN'L BOONE Daniel makes a
dangerous deal - he agrees to let the Shawnees
capture a group of settlers rather than see them killed,
and his own people believe he has betrayed themO © LHTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE My Ellen
Laura and Mary Ingalls go swimming with their friend
Ellen, who is mysteriously drowned, and her mother -
having lost her only child - becomes temporarily in-
sane and thinks that Laura is her dead daughter

CS THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS The Shortest
Yard The bums, while trying to teach several young
boys they don't fiave to play dirty foott>ali to win. find
themselves in a game against the meanest and dirtiest
team in San Pedro Guest stars Frank Gifford® ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

9m QNEWSBREAK
(Q ABC NEWSBRIEF

7:31

8:00

7:30

17:31

1 9:00 Gs
Over'

NEWS
rAhTSflEROES

3 CROSS WITS
fflZOOM
a electrk; company© NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

D I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE rr Boston Story' The conclusion of this

three-part series visits some ot the magnet schools
set up by Judge Garrity, each associated with a
college or cultural institution to provide additional
resources for Ihe schools

6:56 QANEWS
7:00 e^OOM

aOCBSNEWS~ NBC NEWS
_ EQABCNEWS
©NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
80IMENSK>NS IN CULTURE

ELUOT NORTON REVIEWS Cast members Barbara
Rush and Tom Troupe and producer Morton Gottlieb
discuss the Boston production of the comedy hit

Same Time. Next Year
'

8 DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE

a MUPPETS SHOW Guest Madeline Kahn.Q $25,000 PYRAMID© SHA NA NA
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW -
® GONG SHOW

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES8 Si UPSTAIRS. DOWNSTAIRS Episode 14

Noblesse Oblige The young Marquis of Stockbridge
woos Georgina and asks Lord Richard Bellamy lor hei
hand in marriage despite touchy uncertainties
surrounding his social position and family
backqrounr)

8 DESTINATION AMERICA
@ THE RICHARD PRYOR SHOW8 CB HAPPY DAYS Hard Cover Richie and Fonzie

are caught in a girls dorm after curfew and have to
resort to drastic measures when the house mother
makes her room check

O PRIME CONCERN An indepth look at city living
the problems ami the joys© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

8 30 8 ffl LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY In This Corner In

order lo raise money for the Orphan Fund Benefit.
Laverne and Shirley find themselves in awkward

, positions when they have to wrestle The Masked
Marveletles. two professional female wrestlers

9:00 8 GROUP PORTRAIT Four contemporary New York
State artists are glimpsed at work in this television
collage which examines how two painters and two
sculptors live, practice their craft and perceive
themselves

a O M.A.S.H. Radar's desire to fulfill his manhood
and go on leave to Seoul, encouraged by Hawkeye.
leads to unexpected consequences that very nearly
break up Iheir friendship

O© POLICE STORY Pressure Point David Janssen
stars as an all-too-concerned wafch commander police
sergeant, whose intense loyalty to his men - as
protector, confessor, marriage counselor - involves
him in such serious off-duty problems as alcoholism,
suicide and paranoia

8 Q) THREE'S (X)MPANY Janet's Promotion Jack
and Chrissy apparently do Janet a disfavor by talking
her into trying for a promotion at the florist shop where
she works
© MOVIE The Long Wait' 1954 Anthony Quinn.
Charles Coburn A man suffering amnesia learns he s
wanted tor murder and robbery (2 hrs )

fi IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP La Traviata
everly Sills and Richard Fredericks star in this new

production of Giuseppe Verdi's opera, performed by
ttie San Diego Opera (iompany
a a ONE DAY AT A TIME Julie gets involved in a
predicament she is sure she can handle and Ann is

sure she cannot (First of a lour part episode )8a SOAP Episode Three Jessica Tale hides in the
Kitchen when her relatives, the Campbells, come for
dinner, and her sister. Mary Campbell, along with fhe
Tate's servant. Benson, tells Jessica some shocking
information

9:56 a ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00

10:30
11:00

11:30

12:00

SNEWS8 LOU GRANT A young terrorist invades Ihe
Tribune and holds the news reporters hostage
8 C0 FAMILY The First Time Buddy and her
boyfriend. T J,, find themselves m a peer group
situation where they feel pressured to experiment
with sex

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
GREAT PERFORMANCES Leonard Bernstein

conducts the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra in a
performance of The Song of the Earth,' Gustav
Mahler s song-symphony based on six Chinese
poems by Li-Tai-Po that describe the bittersweet
memories of age surveying youth.

aO88® Q) NEWS© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
aa THE CBS LATE MOVIE Kojak Two-four-six for
Two-Hundred A sophisticated thief unsuccessfully
tries to steal a truck and his lawyer doesn't seem to be
in a rush lo get him out of jail A Very Missing Person'
1972 Eve Arden. Julie Newmar. A schoolteacher turns
into a private eye to investigate the disappearance ol
an heiress. (R)

a © THE TONKjHT SHOW Guest host Sammy
Davis Jr Guests Nancy Wilson. Arte Johnson.8 FERNWOOD 2-NIGHT
©IRONSIDE
® TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Plaza Suite' 1971
Walter Mallhau Maureen Stapleton The screen
adaptation of Neil Simon s play which contains three
separate stories about people staying m a certain
room at a famed New York hotel

g ALL THAT GLITTERS
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Plaza Suite' 1971

Walter Matthau, Maureen Stapleton The screen
adaptation ol Neil Simon's play which contains three
separate stories about people staying in a certain
room at a famed New York hotel

a© TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder
gNEWS

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
8 5 ALL NIGHT

BAXTERS
NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
GOOD DAY

Wednesday.Sept.28

EVENMO

6:00

6:30

iaaa©NEws
)HOGANS HEROES
) CROSS WITS
)ZOOM
lELECTRrc COMPANY© NBC NEWS

©ADAM 12

® I LOVE LUCY
® AS WE SEE IT Rapid City. S D . students dramatize
three aspects ol school desegregation as it effects
Native Americans in Ihe tnlogy The Promise

'

6:55 ©NEWS
7:00 OZOOM

8a CBS NEWS

8 NBC NEWS
® ABC NEWS

©NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
ga WRITING FOR A REASON

HEAVYWEIGHT
BOXING

CHAMPIONSHIP
NBC Sports will present World

Heavyweight Champion Muhammad
All's 15-round title defense against
knockout specialist Earnie Shavers
Thursday, Sept. 29, live from New
York's Madison Square Garden.

Ali. regarded by many, including
himself, as the greatest heavyweight
champion of all-time, has a career
record of 54-2-0. The 35-year-old
champ will face definite danger
against the powerfully built Shavers,
who is considered to be the most
devastating puncher among today's
heavyweights.
Shavers, 31, has a ring record of

55-5-1 with a total of 53 knockouts,
among them a first-round demolition
of heavyweight contender Jimmy
Young, a man many boxing experts
felt beat Ali in their 15-rounder in 1976.
The Ali-Shavers title match will be

fhe highlight of a full night of sports
entertainment, which will include
other bouts, interviews with key
figures and features relating to the
championship fight.

CONSULT OOH USTINGS FOfl LAST MINUTE NET
WORK CHANGES AND FO« EXACT AIR PME

7:30 a LOWELL THOMAS REMEMBERS Aviation 1938
Filmed highlights recall how Wrong Way' Corrigan

' Hew to Ireland instead ot Los Angeles, a new speed
plane record for flying coast lo coast is set and
Charles Lindbergh takes off lor Russia,

a DAILY NUMBER

8 EVENING MAGAZINE
IN SEARCH OF Secrets ot Life'

a@BK3MONEY
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW® 'N SEARCH OF The Swamp Monster

g MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
J25.000 PYRAMID

8:00 a Si UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Episode 15 All the
King's Horses James returns from America with
renewed enthusiasm for the future But the stock
market crash of 1929 drastically alters the (ortunes of
the entire household

8 a GOOD TIMES After being abused and aban-
doned by her menacing mother. Penny is made a ward
of the court - forcing Willona to make an agonizing
decision tfjat could change Ihe rest ol her lite

a® THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS Hot
Air Hero Grizzly Adams and Mad Jack befriend a
French balloonist who. quite literally and unex-
pectedly, drops in on them, thanks to a shotgun blast
by Mad Jack —
a CE) EKjHT is ENOUGH Triangles When David s
roommate begins dating both Joannie and Susan he
learns the true meaning of hell hath no lury like a
woman and her sister when they compare notes© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

8:30 a a BUSTING LOOSE Fire wrecks Lenny s apart-
menl. and he reaches the txjiling point, too. because
he blames his buddies for starting the blaze.

8:58 BNEWSBREAK
9:00 a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Jim tours

Holland's Keukenhof Gardens, the showplace of the
Dutch bulb industry, where hundreds of varieties ot

tulips and other flowering bulbs are displa veda a THE CBS WEDNESDAY NKaHT MOVIES
•Jackson County Jail' 1976 Yvette Mimieux, Tommy
Lee Jones A career woman takes a drive cross-
country, but It turns into a nightmare of persecution
and vicitimization.

a© THE OREGON TRAIL Waterhole Evan Thorpe
and Luther Sprague tMtlle a dust storm, intense heal.
exhaustion as they search for water for the westward-
bound pioneers Guest stars Kim Hunter

a CE) CHARUE'S ANGELS The Angels go undercover
as stewardesses to find out why a friend of Sabrina's
IS being terrorized into hijacking a plane© MOVIE The Brave Bulls' 1951 Mel Ferrer. Anthony
Quinn Mexico's top matador suffers a period of fear.

(2hrs )

® CHILDHOOD An Only Child' Frank O Connor's
story IS a study of ideals and hero worship the five-

year-old son of an ex-British Army soldier living in

Ireland must forge his own convictions when those of
his father and his schoolmates come into conflict at

the start of the 1916 Insh Rebellion
9:30 a PICNIC Bntish comedians Ronnie Barker and

Ronnie Corbett play eccentric characters enjoying a
day m the counlry

9:58 CO ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 a NEWS

a © B'G HAWAII An epidemic of typhoid threatens
lo spread and rancher Barrett Fears and his son.
Mitch light lo contain not only the lover but the
dangerous confrontation between ranchers and
squatters spawned by reports of the disease Guest
stars John Larch. Tricia O'Neill. Cal Bfellini.

9:30

SUNDAY

THE LONGEST

YARD
Burt Reynolds stars as a lailed ex-

superstar quarterback who mobilizes
his fellow convicts for gridiron battle
against their oppressive prison
guards in The Longest Yard.' on The
ABC Sunday Night l^ovie. Sept. 25.

Paul Crewe (Reynolds), a former
pro-football hero, winds up in

Florida's Citrus State Prison, con-
victed of resisting arrest for auto
theft. After experiencing punishment
detail and solitary confinement.
Crewe accepts an offer from Warden
Hazen: a speedy parole in return for

organizing a prisoners' football team
which will play the guards' semi-pro
squad in a public scrimmage.
Crewe is faced with the dilemma of

throwing the game and making
parole, or keeping his team s respect
by doing his best to win. despite the
warden s threat at half-time to link

him to a prison murder—and a life

sentence—Should he emerge vic-

torious As the final seconds tick

away, Crewe makes his choice in the
dst—and longest—yard
OONSUtt OtlR LISTINGS FOR LAST y'NUTE NET
WORK CHANGES AND FO« EXACT AIR TIME



Page 4 - TV WATCH, supplement to the Collegian

• © BARCTTA New Girl m Town A drug dealer
issues a h(i conlraci on Tony Bareltas new partner adog trained lo snift out drugs• TOONT now CENTER The Casmo Produced with
the BerKshire Theatre festival, this turn-ot the century
ghost vaudeville drama focuses upon the historical
and cultural significance ol the original Stockbridae
Playhouse during the lime when it was the local
gambling casino

10 30 O MACNE IL L EHRE R REPORT
11 00 a TOM VWLFES LOS ANGELES The famed writerwho appears t>e(o(e the camera, presents a satirical

study of the lifestyle and quality of lile in various
neightK)fhoo<1so( Los Angeles

ga^a^t^r^^_) AKiOV Gfn^tlfi SHOW® ALL THAT GLITTERS
11 30 Oe THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-O When anumber of businessmen are Killed Five-O finds

themselves investigating a blackmail operation The
Story ot Pretty Boy Floyd 1974 Martin Sheen. Kim^rby Charley Arthur Floyd attempted to escape
poverty and moved to the city only to become 4n-meshed in a life o( crime (R)O ffl THE TONIQMT SHOW Guest host Sammy
Davis Jr Guests Buddy Rich. Tom Oreesen
(comedian)

.roooi.

a FERNWOOO 2-NIGHT
^IRONStOE
C0 STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEKbTARSKV AND HUTCH- Snow Storm A million do^arswor h of pure cocaine is missing after a huge drug
bust and Starsky and Hutch are accused ol going into
business MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- R^ck-a-Die
Baby Kim MiUord Member of rock group has
premonitions about impending disaster that comes
truG (H)

® ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
1200

1:00

2:36

2:45

Q STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY Of THE WEEKsTaHSKY and HUTCH Snow Storm A million dollars
worth of pure cocaine is missing after a huge drug
bust and Starsky and Hutch are accused of goina into
business MYSTERY OF THE WEEK Rock a Die
Baby Kim Milford Member of rock group has
premonitions about impending disaster that comes
true (R|

© TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder
NEWS
I SPY

3:45 QSALLNKSHT

Thursday. Sept. 29

) DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
) THAT GIRL
i MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
\ DOUBLEPLAV
_ _ UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Final Episode
Wh.iht^i Shall I Wander- Richards pending
retirement from political life and Georgina s aala
marriage lo the Marquis of Stockbridge bring the
servants to the rea'ization that their life at Eaton Place
IS approaching its endO THE WALTONS Ben leaves Walton s Mountain
after losing his pan time )ob and his hopes ol
berommg .i lull Iiohj employee at Jarvis used car lot

P ® HEAVYWEK3HT BOXING CHAMPK3NSHIP Live
from Mddison S«juaie Garden in New York City NBC
Sports will telecast the IVround bout in which World
Heavyweight Champion Muhammad Ali will defend his
title against Earnie Shavers, who is considered one Of
the most devastating punchers among todays
hedvyweights

e 09 WELCOME BACK, KOTTER Buddy Can You
Spare a Million'' The sweathogs become finalists in
the $1 000 000 New York State lottery and find them-
selves at odds with Mr Kotfer. who claims a fourth of
the prize

8 ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
(0 WHAT'S HAPPENING! II s All in Your Head

When Dee goes to the school psychologist to seek
help tor a friend he is sure the fnend is fictional and a
comedy ot errors tiegins

8:58 QNEWSBREAK
900 O EVENING AT POPS American Vignettes Ballet

star tdward Viiieiia dances in a celebration of America
and American music featuring on-location filmed
sequences set at West Point and on the California
coast Conductor Arthur Fiedler is glimpsed in filmed
moments Irom American history

OO HAWAII FIVE-O Jean Simmons guest stars as a
bra.jen magazine writer who becomes Five-O Chief
Steve McGarrett s nagging critic as he investigates a
puz/ling kidrupping caseO EQ BARNEY MILLER Bugs Cockroaches aren I

the only Dugs infesting Capt Millers squad room
when an exterminator accidentally uncovers several
concealed microphones

© MOVIE Requiem for a Heavyweight 1962 Anthony
Ouinn Jackie Gleason A veteran boxer is lorced to
quit after 1 7 honest years in the ring (2 hrs IO AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A PRINCESS James Mason
stars in this semi-fictional film atiout two people s
diverse recollections of life in royal India A former
princess now living in London pines for her luxurious
past while an Englishman recalls the poverty of the
masses and the cruelly of the upper class

Out of the Closet Chief

1200

1:00

236
2:46

m THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH' A notorious
black-marketeer hijacks a vital shipment of
hydrocortisone Kojak How Cruel the Frost How
Bfight the Lights A distraught husband shoots awoman he mistakenly thinks is his wile (R)
©IRONSIDE
® POLK^E STORY-THURSDAY NKiHT SPEQAL
HULICfc STORY- A Dangerous Age' Arch Tatum too
close to retiremeni lor his liking, is teamed with a
headstrong young rookie THURSDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL- Adolf Hitler A Portrait in Evil Peter Lawford
hosts this comprehensive and new evaluation ol themadman of modern history (R)
ffi ABC CAPTKJNED NEWS

Wii??^S^OHyTn^"'^""'^°y ^^^'^ SPECIALPOLICE STORY A Dangerous Age Arch Tatum too
close to retirement for his liking, is teamed with a

cdI^^«P"9 ^"""9 fookie THURSDAY NIGHTSPECIAL Adolf Hitler A Portrait in Evil Peter Lawford
hosts this comprehensive and new evaluation of themadman of modern history (R)"® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

NEWS
MOVIE The Mummy s Hand 1940 Dick Foran

GeorgeZuco (Ihr ISmin )

Friday, Septembef23.1977

iiid

§

Friday. Sept. 30

EVENING

6:00

6:30

6:30 ^ CARTER COUNTRY C
Hoy IS dumdtoundeO when

EVENING

8-00

ey HOGANS HEROES
W CROSS WITS
^ ZOOM ICAPTIONED)

6;» ©ELECTRIC COMPANY
©NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

© I LOVE LUCY
S} AS WE SEE IT Carol City Irom the Miami suburb of
Carol City Fia shows what happens at a successfully
desegregated school when school redistncting
ihipatens to upset a comfortable balance of whites,
DidCKs and Cuban Americans at the lAcal high school©NEWS
O ZOOM (CAPTIONED)OO CBS NEWS
§NBC NEWS
© ABC NEWS
NEWS

© ODD COUPLE
^ DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
OREBOP
O DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE
©HOUSE CALL AtMetiClniufies

Q GONG SHOW
© HOLLYWOOQSOUARES

6:56

7:00

7:30

Peterson one of his best friends, announces he is gay
and IS fired by the school t>oard

9:58 © ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 QNEWS

O THIS WEEK
OffiREDOFOXX
O-BARNABY JONES Diane Baker stars as one of
Betty s closest friends who shows evidence of a
beating and reluctantly admits that her hustiand is
responsible

GB FINDINGS A Film About Reinhold Marxhausen
The professor from Concordia Teachers College in
reward. Neb is a man whose deep appreciation for
art in everyday life has led him to teach whole com-
munities tiow lo find beduty in their own t>ackvards
8MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY The First Freedom The
series final episode fxpiores whether treedom ol the
press is an indispensable instrument of or a serious
threat to rational government
ooeo©©NEws
§

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW ^

ALL THAT GLITTERS
THE CBS LATE MOVIE El Condor ma Jim Brown.

Lee Van Gleet Two prisoners escape their chain gang
and set out to find and conquer an impregnable for-
tress filled with gold m the Mexican desert The for-
tress IS guarded by Mexican soldiers headed by a
general who intends to keep the gold lor himself (R)O® THE T0NK5HT SHOW Guest host John Denver
Guests Carl Reiner Valerie Harpere FERNWOOO 2-NK3HT

10:30

11:00

OOeO®NEWS
©HOGANS HEROES© CROSS WITS
)ZOOM

_| ELECTRIC COMPANY
©NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12© I LOVE LUCY
® AS WE SEE IT In Retreat students from Austin
Tex discover thai the challenges of a rugged outdoor
retreat can encourage understanding among people ol
different races and backgrounds.

6:56 ©NEWS
7 00 QZOOM
HQ CBS NEWSQ NBC NEWSO© ABC NEWS
§NEWS

ODD COUPLE
PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY Wind on

thi' Moor emphasizes the credtion ol unusual lightinc
for dramdlic effect

7:30 Q REALIDAOES Media and the Latin Community'
examines the information needs of Hispamcs in the
US. and the ways to use media resources available to
share Latino traditions and culture with the rest of the
population

8 DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE

O MATCH GAME
§SHANANA

$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW© MUPPETS SHOW® MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
7:31 ©MATCH GAME
8:00 ©©WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEWO O NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN A

Japanese man with telekinetic powers kidnaps a
prominent scientist and his invention, which increases
his power to monumental proportions, to take the
revenge on Wonder Woman he has planned for 35
years

P© SANFORD ARMS Ted Wilson stars m the role of
Phil Wheeler, d widower and the new owner of the
Santord Arms, the most exclusive rooming establish-
ment in Watts

e © OONNY AND MARIE Guests: Lucille Ball Ray
Bolger Pdu. Williams PaulLynde© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

8:30 © Qi WALL JTREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser A
JunKul iniu JuriK Bonds Guest Harry B Freeman Jr
Associate Manaqmg Partner of Lord, Abbott and Co

ffi CHKX) AND THE MAN Take Me. I'm Youra'While Raul is trying to convince Ed Brown to adoDl
him, Amanda Wilkerson, a caseworker IrotTithe
Department ol Social Services, arrives with the
adoption papers

8:58 ©NEWSBREAK
m ABC NEWSBRIEF

9:00 © MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens ol London'
Episode Five Fame Personal and professional
problems arise lor Charles He determines to marrv
Christine Hogarth but the courtship runs into trouble
His disagreements with well-known artist Rot>en
Seymour over the publication ol T^e Pickwick Papers'
spell disdsterBO LOGAN'S RUN Guest star Horsi Buchholz plays
an archeologist and gun collector who makes a
pretense ol offering hospitality lo Logan and his
pursuer. Francis, who have made a temporary truce
but actually Intends to make them prey in a life-and-
death hunting party •' ••

P© THE ROCKFORD FILES The Battle of Canofla
Park Jim Rockford is the prime suspect in a homicide
when the police find evidence - his gun, which was
used in a robbery death

8 © THE ABC FRIDAY NK3HT MOVIE Trial of LeeHarvey Oswald Part I Lome Greene, John Pleshette
Gripping drama details the trial ol Lee Harvey Oswald
accused assassin of President John F Kennedy© MOVIE Zorba. the Greek 1964 Anthony OuInn
Alan Bates. A British Writer and a Greek opportunist iri
Crete take lodgings with an aging courtesan (2 hrs anmm )

> ,*. j«

9} MASSACHUSETTS
9:30 ffl CROCKETT'S VK^TORY GARDEN Tender bulbs are

le-iocdted and stocks are sowed in the greenhouse
before the colder weather.

10:00 ©NEWS
©O SWITCH Pete and Mac enter the perilous world
01 Gfdnd Prix racing to solve a homicide after a top
racing driver is killed under mysterious cir-
cumstances Guest stars Morgan Fairchild, Michael V
Ga?2o

O © OUINCY A Question of Time An alleged ac-
cidental drowning at a health spa pits Quincy against a
slick attorney who attempts to prevent adverse
publicity from affecting profits

ffl EVENING AT POPS American Vignettes' Ballet
star Edward Vilieila dances in a celebration ol America
and American music, featuring on-location filmed
sequences set at West Point and on the California
coast Conductor Arthur Fiedler is glimpsed in filmed
moments from American history

10:30
11:00 8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW
s-.., ^ - G've Em Death: The
Bailie over Capital Punishment'
0000©©NEWS
8 ALL THATGLITTERS

MOVIE Buck and the Preacher 1972 Sidney
Poiiier Harry Belafonte Black-oriented Western of
hustler preacher (2 hrs, 30.Tiin iO © THE TONK5HT SHOW Johnny Carson
celebrates his T5lh anniversary as the host of this
popular lale-night entertainment show. Film clips ol
some of tfie most memorable moments will be shownO FERNWOOO 2-NKjHT

8 SECOND CITY TV
MOVIE The Secret Weapon 1942 Basil Rathbone

Nigel Bruce Holmes combats Dr Moriarty who has
kidnapped the inventor ol a new bombsight (l hr 30mm I

© BARETTA Soldier in the Jungle' Tony Barelta is
ordered to go lo any length to stop a professional killer
who has come lo town with a syndicate contract' on a
local mobster, but the hit man turns out lo be Baretla's
closest childhood ifiend (R)

ffl ABC CARTONED NEWS
12:00 © MOVIE The Night of the Generals' 1967 Peter

OToole Omar Sharif (2 hrs I

12:30 fj BARETTA Soldier in the Jungle' Tony Baretta is
ordered to go to any length to slop a professional killer
who has come to town with a syndicate contract' on a
local mobster, but the hit man turns out to be Bareltas
closest childhood friend (R)

1:30 O © THE MIDNIGHT SPEQAL Host Helen Reddy
Guests Fleetwood Mao. Byrds. Gary Wright
Hamilton. Joe Frank and Reynolds. Queen Barry
Manilow.

^

tVief
LOWEST PRICES AROUND!

• Introducing a line of quality custom leather goods:
Choose a hide from 1 1 earth colors ' we'll make any garment on display.
• Students with current college ID. discount of 5 per cent with cash payment thru
Sept. 1977.

Student Layaways

Coats (sheepskin & leaf
Jackets (motorcycles & leisure)

Hides and Skins Vests Skirts
Bags Belts Purses Aprons and More !

Men's Vests starting at $22!
20 Center St.

Northampton
(across from Police station)
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Services will be tomorrow
for UM Treasurer .inhnonn

Kenneth W. Johnson

By JOE MAGLITTA '

Collegian Staff

Services for Kenneth W. Johnson
Treasurer of UMass for 25 years, will be heldtomorrow at 2:30 p.m. at North
Congregational Church, In Amherst.
Johnson, 83, Memorial Dr., Amherst, died

at his home Friday. He was 59.
UMass President Robert C. Wood last

night said Johnson was one of a handful of
men who made University expansion "take
off" in the 1950's and 1960's.

"He was an incredibly powerful force. He
created control. His capacity with the
legislature was superb. He adjusted to
changing philosophies adeptly - and as a
gentlemen. He followed University policy
faithfully. He gave his whole life to the
University. He was a superb public servant,"
Wood said.

Johnson was a key figure in the building
and growth of the Amherst and Boston
campuses, and the medical school in
VVorcester. Under his supervision and
planning, over 100 buildings were built at the
cost of more than $200 million.

Daniel M. Melley, UMass director of Public
Affairs, last night, said "Virtually every new
building over the past 25 or 26 years was built
under his supervision."

Melley said no plans have been made for a
replacement.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last
night said, "The University owes him a
tremendous debt of gratitude."
John W. Haigis, Jr., former Board of

Trustees member and chairman ot the
Buildings and Grounds Committee, last night
called Johnson the single most instrumental
man in the University's master growth plan.

Kent State demonstration

another fence bites dust
By BRYANT M. JORDAN
Collegian Staff

\ f^' M
'^^^''' ^^'° ~ ^ 'a''fle flroup of^ demonstrators Saturday tore down the fence

- • surrounding the site on which the Kent State
University administration plans to build anew gym.
The site, adjacent to the area where four

Kent State students were shot down by Ohio
National Guardsmen on May 4, 1970, was
then occupied by approximately half of the
200 demonstrators present.

One woman was arrested during the 20
minute occupation, according to an
unidentified demonstrator who participated
in the action.

The assault on the fence and subsequent
occupation by about half of the demon-
strators, many masked with bandanas,
followed a march around the campus.

In the course of the march the demon-
strators stopped four times. In each instance and

Revolutionary Student Brigade, and the
Communist Youth Organization, the
demonstration was aimed at winning four
demands from the schools trustees and
administration.

The four demands are: move the gym,
cancel classes permanently on May 4, name
four buildings after the four dead students,
and a statement from the administration that
the shootings were an injustice.

The May 4th Coalition is a group which
was formed this year after word had leaked-
out of the administration's plan to build the
gym on and around the area of Blanket Hill,

where the students died, according to
Roseanne "Chic" Canfora, a member whose
brother, Allan, was wounded in 1970.
One of the speakers at the demonstration

was activist- lawyer William Kunstler, 58, who
defended the Chicago 7.

"In a bourgeois society, there are....

contradictions which can be exploited

"They have a right to free speech, also" he
said.

Prof, of sociology, Jerry Lewis, a Faculty
Observer coordinator, in comparing
Saturday's demonstration to those held
between May 1 and 4, 1970, said, "This time
there is more humane management of
conflict."

Paul Palsa, 20, a student at Kent State and
supporter 6f the administration's plan to
build the gym, at first claimed to speak for all

20,000 students at the university when he
said the construction should go on.

Like Palsa, Carl Gould, 54, a professor of
aero-space technology at Kent felt the
demonstration Saturday, like the one on May
4, 1970, was instigated by outsiders.
However, the FBI investigation into the Kent
State shootings and the events which led up
to them found no reason to believe such was
the case.

"He was the finest public servant I've ever
known," he said.

Johnson came to UMass as treasurer in
December of 1951. He was also president
and trustee of Sheomet Farm Foundation,
Winchester, N.H. The religious retreat center
was founded by him and his family.
"He was a man of faith who had deep

insights and convictions about the spiritual
dimension of life. He was most at home in
the out of doors, next to the earth, and
especially when he was receiving people at
the family's retreat," said Rev. Philip Hail,
pastor of the North Congregational Church!
Johnson was a member, former deacon,

and senior deacon of the church. He was
also an active member of the Rotary Club.
He was born in 1918 in Winchester, N.H.,

and was graduated from Thayer' High
School, Winchester, in 1937 and the
University of Vermont in 1941.
He served as a second lieutenant in the

U.S. Army Medical Corps from 1942 to 1946.
That same year, he was named assistant
professor of industrial management at
Samson College, part of the associated
colleges of upper New York State.
He became acting dean of faculty at that

college. In 1950 and 1951 he was assistant to
the provost at Champlain College State
University, N.Y. He also pursued graduate
studies at Cornell University, Ithaca.
Wood last night said most faculty and

students did not fully appreciate Johnson's
contributions to the Unversity.

"Popularity was not his main concern,"
Wood said. "Over the last 10 years or so a lot
of students and faculty members looked
upon him as a great conservative, who only
cared about dollars and cents.

"Naturally, a University treasurer has to be
concerned about money. People tend to
forget that in his last big role was in the
South African stock divestment. At the Sept.
14 meeting, it was Johnson who reminded
people of the 1973 policy agaist stock
holdings of this nature. They called him
conservative, yet his last official action was
to join hands with (student trustee) Pinky
Batiste in the divestiture," Wood said.
He is survived by his wife Elva A. (Tarhell);

two sons, the Rev. Sanford R. Johnson of
Ashfield, and Kenneth W. Johnson, Jr.; two
daughters, Amaret T. and Anita L. Johnson,
both of Amherst; a brother, Elmer l!
Johnson; and a sister, Mrs. Evelyn L.

Coburn. both of Winchester, N.H. The
funeral will be private, at Sheomet Farm

a short speech was made memorializing one
of the four slain students.

At the end of the speeches several
demonstrators spray-painted the walls,
through stencils, the name of one of the four!
Also stenciled on the wall of each of the
buildings were the words, "Never Forgive or
Forget.

The demonstrators, protesting the
"desecration" of the site near where the
students were killed, shouted in unison after
each building dedication.

"Sandy Schueur, your spirit lives! We'll
never forget and never forgive!"
The shout, at each stop, was addressed to

one of the four dead.
To Sdn&f Schueur was dedicated the

Speech and Music Building; to Jeffrey Miller
the library; to Allison Krause, the Art
Building; to Steve Schroeder, the School of
Business Administration.

The shootings in 1970, which left nine
other students wounded, climaxed four days
of student protests against President Nixon's
order to commit American combat troops
into Cambodia.
Most of the demonstrators Saturday

appeared to be students made up of con-
tingents from colleges and universities from
as far away as Berkeley, California. However,
also on hand to lend their support were
members of the Vietnam Veterans Against
the War and the National United Workers
Organization, along with Youth In Action.
Organized by the May 4th Coalition, the

we've been exploiting them al

summer long" to halt construction of the
gym, he said.

After noting some of the 60s "leaders of
free sp>eech" have turned away from the
struggle, Rennie Davis (Chicago 7) to work
for John Hancock Life Insurance, Kuntsler
declared their actions "do not affect the
spirit" of what is happening today.

Two of those wounded by the National
Guard in 1970 also spoke. Allen Canfora and
Thomas Grace, shot in the right wrist and left

foot respectively, told of the events which
led up to the shootings and of harassment
they allege they have received from police
and the judiciary since then.

Grace called the administration's move to
build the gym on the present site an "at-
tempt to cut into the people's history. If they
build it, someday it'll be torn down," he said.

For all those responsible for the killings at
Kent State in 1970, Grace said revolutionary
justice should be administered to them.
"And by 'revolutionary justice' you know
what I mean," he said to the demonstrators.

During the demonstration on the com-
mons a small group of pro-gym students,
some wearing shirts which read, "Move the
Coalition," carried a banner reading, "Build
Our Gym."

Many demonstrators immediately lined up
before the banner in an attempt to keep it

from being seen. Shortly afterwards, the
banner was hung from the Taylor Hall porch.
One faculty observer (FO) warned" a

coalition marshall to order \he anti-gym
demonstrators to move away from the sign.

Fall may chill the spirit, but these members of "London " helped the NEAGsponsored Fall Day raise some warm spirits. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)
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Panther leader

tells of FBI plot

to murder brother
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By RUTH MCGORTY
Collegian Staff

Civil rights were violated and police
brutality t(X)k place in the suspicious 1969

bro^hjf
^^'^^'^'"a to Bill Hampton, his

Hampton spoke before a crowd of about
75 persons and showed a documentary film
in the Campus Center last Friday night.

According to the film, Fred Hampton was
killed by the Chicago police on Dec. 4, 1969
Ninety-nine shots were fired into his apart-
ment where he was sleeping at 4 a.m.

The court cases that followed revealec
that Hampton s bodyguard was an FBI agent
Who was paid $30,000 a year to inform the
FBI of Black Panther activities

The police who took part in the raid
testified that they did not know Fred was in
the apartment and upon entering, were fired
at first The film showeo no one can explain
where these shots went as there were no
holes m that side of the wall

The Federal Grand Jury dismissed the case
due to lack of evidence. It was the longest
federal court case in history, lasting 18
months They are now appealing the case
which should start around November or
December, Hampton sairi

Hampton, a school teacher in Chicago is
oresentlv travelling around the country

speaking to various groups to raise money
for the legal expenses.

"We want to get a much support as we
can," explained Hampton, "We want to
prove that civil rights were violated, too
much force was used, and that obstruction
of justice took place.

My brother was not just a leader of blacks,
but whites as well. While he was chairman,
the Illinois Black Panther Party was
organizing free medical centers, free break-
fast programs, free clothing and free bussing
to pnson programs. If the Panthers were
dope dealers or cnminals, they would not be
such a threat. But the Panthers, the things
they were doing, were exposing the system.

When you live in a corrupt system, you can't
expect the people who are corrupt to send
the corruptors to laii It is more or less a law
of who has the most clout. Everyone's help is

needed. A victory would not be just a victory
fof the Clark and Hampton families, but for
all the countless working people, black,
yellow and brown people that have been
muroereo oy the government ' Hamton said
in an interview in Socialist Worker.

Hampton deschbea the Black Panther
Party as still being active, /et not as
publicized. "Therp'<; not as much emphasis
in the media today like there was in the 60's
- it's more individualistic today in society,
but things are still happening.'

Faculty union unhappy

over lack of salary info
By LAURA KENNEY
CoHegian Staff

Promotion and eauity salary increases for
133 faculty profes "-'bers from
both Boston and ^ , . ,_i campuses
have been approved by the faculty union
effective Sept. 10. 1977 The union, though.
according to Massachusetts Society "of
Professors (MSP) P-esident Larry S.
Roberts, is unhappy about the way in which
the administration announced its intentior to
make the salary increases.

In February of 1977 the UMass faculty-
professional staff unior .vas formed, which
Included four groups: the MSP, the Faculty
Staff Union (FSU), the Mass. Teachers'
Association (MTA), and the National
Education Association (NEA). Negotiations
for a contract began last spring; previously,
UMass staff and faculty had not had a
contract

By the end of May, problems had occurred
between the union and the administration
with regard to salary increases not included
'- corfact negotiations Sai'i '?obci,'t3,

"Equity raises were going on, and the union
was not consulted We vvanted to know the
criteria being used for the raises...we needed
information such as names and amounts.
Meanwhile, the faculty was complaining, and
the administration was unresponsive to our
requests"

Throughout the summer, according to
Roberts, the union received no commun-
ication from the administration. But on Aug.
31, the UMass administration announced to
the faculty that 133 faculty members, the
majority being promoted professors, would
receive pay raises effective Sept. 1. The
administration had not previously consulted
or negotiated with the union concerning
these raises; such negotiation is required by
law, according to the MSP.
The union replied that such short notice on

the raises did not give the members enough
time to review the increases properly. The
union felt it had been put in an embarassing
position by the administration, as legally the
raises could not be approved until reviewed.
The union had to delay the increase
payments of the faculty members whom it

represent*.

Members of the MSP and the FSU
composing the union's Joint Coordinating

Committee
' ICC), met on Sept. 10 to discuss

the proposed raises After a quick review, the
JCC decided to let the administration im
plement the currant salary increases.

Yot the JCC members were not satisfied
"Vith their review, for they discovered that
equity raises for those who work at the
UMass Boston campus were lower in
genera! than those given to workers at the
UMass-Amherst campus. In addition,
Roberts said, "the raises were still not
uniform" on the Amherst campus. He said
he feels there is "great inequity '

in UMass
salaries.

In a conversation with UMass-Amherst
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromer^-, it was
revealed that the criteria used for the
P'omotiop and equity raises was the same
criteria used in previous years, and the
promotions followed the norma! procedure
followed for many years He said that in the
future, any rules for criteria will be contained
in the new contract

According to Bromery, the union probably
*eeis the -ritena should be the same for
salary increases on both Boston and
Amherst campuses and said he believes they
will probably bargain for this in the contract
negotiations.

"Personally, I don't think that the ad
minisiration accepts this view," Bromery
said. "There are fundamental differences be-
tween UMass-Amherst and UMass- Boston,
not only between the institutions but also
betweeri the faculties. The campuses'
missions are basically different."

The promotion and equity increases were
not part of contract negotiations. As of now,
the union and the administration have
finished the housekeeping portion of
negotiating, and should be starting the actual
contract negotiations next month. The
contract will be lengthy, including such
topics as salary, working conditions
grievances and fringe benefits.
Roberts said, "If the administration

chooses to be benevolent and cooperative
for the good of the entire University, the
contract could be settled in as short a time as
six months Realistically, it will probably take
a year" Bromery said, that in viewing
negotiating procedures of other area
schools, the settlement will take place in

closer to 18 months.

c:()llr^ian 3

Ho?i!I
"«/"P;o" a"svvered questions following a showing of a film of the life anddeath of his late brother Fred Hampton, Friday night at the CO. (Staff photo by Peterw. tsaumann;

Heuristics Lab to teach
frosh engineering students
exactly what not to do
By DARRELL GIBBS
Collegian Staff

For the first time at UMass, a teaching
resource called the Heuristics Lab, designed
to teach students how to learn and not what
to learn, is being implemented in the fresh-
man engineering program.
The Heuristics Lab is part of a broader

program called the Cognitive Development
Project, and is under the directorship of Jack
Lochhead. This lab has been used for two
years under federally sponsored grants in the
University's elementary calcuius-based
physics course. Another grantf for $77 915
announced by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare last Wed-
nesday, made the development of an
engineering-based program possible.

Emphasizing student discovery rather than
formula memorization, this program
aeveiops new approaches to teaching basic
problem solving skills.

"The majority of the students are hand-
picked. They are predominately the type who
floundered in calculus,' said Prof. Mel
Janowitz, a noted research mathematician
and teacher in one of the engineering
classes

"It is not a traditional lecture. The students
break up into small groups, »vhich are then
given a problem to solve. As the students
work through the problem verbally, they
realize mistakes and learn from each other."
Janowitz sees the role of the instructor as

that of "discussion mediator" when the
students can "simply not agree on a solution
to a problem." If there is a specific area
where many are confused he will "take the
class back to the blackboard."
There has been no grade evaluation thus

far in the sen-,ester so any enthusiasm is

guarded. Janowitz, however, senses "a
complete change in atmosphere. Each
sessior> is vibrant with discussion and noise."
Janowitz also warned that the first exams are

rarely adequate indication of the learning
done

Lochhead talked about the implementing
of funds for the project. "Most of the money
went toward design of new courses and the
modification of existing ones lo make them
more consistant with recent research
developments." Lochhead said he sees the
role of the instructor m a rolorfu! light

"It is analogous to the situation of the
coach and the athiete. The coach is an expert
at watching the athlete and figuring out
weaknesses. Then he is better able^o adapt a
style to suit the athletes strengths."

Lochhead advised that 'any teacher could
handle the course out only if he or she
wanted to. The teacher has to be willing to
come down off rps pedesra' and work ".ith
Ttie students Qufte frankiy, many are not."
He said, he nas found that undergraduate

teachers are often the perfect solution. With
teachers just a year or two older and prone to
the same mistakes, ^esaid, students are less
inhibited and more receptive to learning.
According to Lochhead, the best conditions
would have numerous undergraduate
teachers working within ? framework of a
few essential professors.
The program has received minimal funds

from the University and is working on the last
year of its grants It will need additional
money if it is to survive, and study new
possibilities in teaching the unteachable.

Reaction from the students has been
overwhelming and consistently favorable. In
surveys filled out by physics students over
the last two years, comments were con-
tinually enthusiastic over the concept
Among the freshman engineering students

this year, David Decker and Kim Holmes
agreed on one aspect of the program's ef-
fectiveness, holmes said "in the lao vou have
a better chance of working out what you
don't understand" Decker added, ''Talking
the problems out makes ii really clear what
you are trying to figure out."
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LSO provides
free legal help

Maureen Clarke,

which is located in

a student secretary, keeps busy at the Legal Services Office
room 922 in the Campus Center. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

By RANDALL BARISH
Collegian Staff

Students with legal problems need not be
concerned with the usual exorbitant legal
fees demanded by lawyers if they use the
Student Legal Services Office (LSO).

LSO, located on the ninth floor of the
Campus Center, is designed to aid students,
free of charge, in individual legal problems^
as well as dealing in issues that affect the
entire student body.

The office, which represents UMass
students in the Amherst area, gives legal
advice to students working for unionization,
those who feel they have been unjustly
ripped- off by the University, and those who
have tenant-landlord conflicts.

Karen Brandow, administrative assistant

of LSO, said that in addition, the office staff

is working on cases such as trying to release

teacher evaluation forms to the public,

compensating students who haven't
received their security deposits from
bankrupt landlords, and trying to convince
the Welfare Bureau to stop making welfare
students pay them their work-study money.

The office is staffed by three full-time

attorneys, two full-time and two part-time

paralegals (lawyer assistants), and several

support staff members. The attorneys are

graduate students and the paralegals are

undergraduates.

Brandow said LSO can't handle conflicts

between students or even between students
and faculty members. "Ethically, we can't

represent one student against another. We
are lawyers," Brandow said. If a student has
the type of problem that LSO doesn't handle
she said, they'll be referred, to another legal

service like the University Ombudsmen.

Students with legal problems should bring
them up with any of the paralegals in the
office to determine whether they should
make an appointment with one of the at-
torneys or should go to the Ombudsmen.
The office is open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

Ina Forman, a LSO paralegal, said the
three attorneys each specialize in a different
legal category. Forman said one attorney,
James Starr, deals with student unionization
and University- related problems; another,
Ellis Landset, deals with criminal and family
problems; and the third, Michele Leaf, deals
with housing, family, and problems outside
the University.

Brandow said there is no main director of
this legal service. "Important decisions are
made by the staff as a whole," she said, and
sometimes the staff members change roles.

Case files are kept in drawers in the main
reception room. Adjoining this room are
separate officers where the attorneys work
and conduct confidential interviews. A
nearby reference library filled with volumes
of state and federal laws, and case studies is

available for LSO staff members for research.
Brandow said she finds it "depressing" to

see how students are "being ripped-off."
She said it's about time students were
"educated about their legal rights and to
exercise them."

Weather or not all's Fair
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By CINDY YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Despite the inclement weather, the
Eastern States Exposition has been con-
tinuously drawing thousands to its gates.
The exposition, commonly called "the Big
E", is in its 56th year.

Spread over an area of 175 acres, in West
Springfield the exposition offers a wide
variety of free entertainment, exhibits, and
attractions. There is so much to see and do,
that many visitors come back two or three
times during the two weeks.

The exposition is the virtual "land of milk
and honey" for the sweet tooth. There are
over 1(X) concession stands, where you can
purchase all types of fudge, cotton candy,
and candy apples. You can taste the
delicacies of dozens of countries and still

have room for a piece of homemade apple
pie.

"Funland", a mini-amusement park
consisting of 40 rides and shows, is a major
drawing card at "the Big E". There are
special rides for the children, along with such
favorites as the all-popular "Giant Slide."

A consumer's delight; "The Better Living

Center" occupies 1^,000 square feet and
holds 170 booths and displays, all designed
to help make your life better. Exhibits vary
tremendously; from vacation tips to crafted
jewelry; from health food to the Saladnr^atter

Cooking School.

"Youth in Action", was the theme of this

year's "Youtharama." Both the4-H Club and
the Future Farmers of America were on hand
with various demonstrations arxJ contests
concerning livestock and gardening. Over
3,000 members came from all over the
Northeast to participate in the fair.

The most impressive part of the fair was
the "Avenue of States." Where else couW
you visit ail six New England states within
walking distance? The "Avenue" consisted
uf six majestic buildings, replicas of each
original state house. Within each building,

were displays intended to represent the
many facets of life within the state.

Big "The Big E" was a fun-filled affair for

•ill I* you missed it this year, make a date to

no next year. You may arrive home with
;,(.••.rg feet and a stomach ache, but it's

<vorth every minute of it.

The
Big

The Big E's haunted house has terrifying holographic and strobe light effects.

(Staff photo by Jim Webb)

Asian Studies alive and l<icking
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Contrary to the rumors spread last spring,
the Asian Studies Program is alive and well
at UMass.
The program, which currently enrolls 350

students, was slated for elimination by 1982,
according to Provost Paul L. Puryear's five-

year plan for revising the academic depart-
ments at UMass.
Whien the plan was released last spring,

Asian Studies faculty and students began
organizing to keep the program on campus.
Letters were sent from the Asian Studies
office to other colleges with similar programs
around the country asking for support.
About 150 responses were received, ail

favorable.

According to Nina Rose of the Asian
Studies office, "We found out we have a
national reputation. Other schools have used
our program as a model for constructir>g
their own."
On April 20, 3(X} students and faculty from

the Asian Studies and Slavic Languages
programs demonstrated at Whitmore to

protest the five-year plan. In addition, 5,000
signatures were collected on petitions asking
that the programs not be eliminated.

Representatives of the program met with
the provost this summer to present their

case, which included the letters of support
from other schools. Rose said when
presented with the new information about
the program and its importance, the provost
changed his mind.

Even though the program has not been
eliminated, the expectation that it would be
has hurt enrollment. Many students were
apparently discouraged from enrolling hy
their summer counselors, Rose said. Also,

the program is "badly understaffed ", with

only six instructors, one of whom is a visiting

lecturer.

The Asian Studies Program offers two
majors, Chinese and Japanese, and an in-

terdisciplinary Asian Studies Certificate. It

presently offers 26 courses and is the core of
the five-college Asian Studies Program. In

addition to the six Asian Studies faculty

members, 21 other UMass instructors offer

related courses.

The program also offers students op-

portunities to study abroad. In their junior

year, Chinese majors may go to Tunghai
University in Taiwan for a one-year program.
Those interested in going must have studied

at least two years of Chinese.

Japanese majors may attend Hokaido
University for a year. Also, the Asian Studies
Program has arranged for students to study
tea ceremony for a year at the Urasenke
Academy in Kyoto, Japan. This program is

open to all students in the five-college area.

Peace Corps office opens
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
CoHegian Staff

Organized through the cooperation of the
Peace Corps in Washington and th#»

Department of International Agricultural

Studies at UMass, this semester, for the first

time on campus a Peace Corps Information
Service has been set up.

The main purpose of the information
center on campus is to provide information
about the Peace Corps and to encourage
graduating seniors to apply for admission.

Especially beneficial to those interested in

overseas work, the Peace Crops provides
valuable career tracing and job experience.

Their belief is that American technology
cannot merely be exported but must also be
adapted to suit the cultures of other
countries.

Carmine Russo, the on-campus coor-
dinator, has spent two years in India and two
years in Ghana as a Peace Corps volunteer
worker. Becoming interested in the ^eace
Corps while still an undergraduate at UMass
in American history. Russo, after graduation

was sent to California for a three-month
intensified course in poultry breeding.

After that, he began his work in the Peace
Corps. Russo sakJ some of the obfectivw of
the Peace Corps are to supply technical
service, to give foreigners a view of
Americans, and to give the American
volunteers a better understanding of the host
country.

Basically a development program working
with people on a one-to-one grassroots level,

the Peace Corps tries to develop a unique
understanding of our country through
American influence ail over the world.
The Peace Corps is mainly interested in

students from the Codege of Food and
Natural Resources, as they are in high
demand. Russo. though, encourages ail with
an interest tn the Peace Corps to seek htm
out most afternoons in 117 Drapier Hall.

Russo also encourages all former Peace
Corps volunteers on campus to contact him.
As a chance to learn a specialized field and

gain practical job experience, for those with a
sense of adventure, the Peace Corps is a
great opportunity that is worth looking into.
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Over 100 nations
combat inflation

r' ctve'tr. °awar/'""'°'"*
''^""^" °' '^'"'^^ ^™ ^•'^•^ '« ^^a first wdm:S"to

WASHINGTON \AP\ - In a policy shift
that could mean more jobs for workers
around the world, the International Monetary
fund IS urging its member nations to speed
up economic growth wherever possible to
erase the threat of a renewed recession.

The week- long annual joint meeting of the
IMF and the World Bank will open here
today. President Carter will deliver a
welcoming address to the delegates, mostly
finance ministers and central bankers from
the IMF's 131 member nations.

The IMF's policymaking body, the Interim
Committee, said in an important com-
munique Saturday night that it is concerned
about "the faltering of economic activity
dunng recent months in a number of in-
dustnal countries." It noted unemployment
remains at recession levels in many nations.

The statement represented a shift from the
fund s emphasis on fighting inflation.
Although the committee did not single out

any country by name for criticism, officials
said later there was special concern over the
pace of economic growth in Germany and
Japan, which have failed to meet their
economic growth targets for the year.
The United States received generally good

marks for its performance so far in 1977 but
the recent slowdown in U.S. economic
growth clearly was a matter of concern.
The committee said it welcomed recent

steps by some nations to stimulate their

economies. It added that a number of others
should soon be "strong enough to make
their contribution to growth of the world
economy."

IMF officials were even more explicit aboutthe need for new growth policies at a news

meeting"'^
"""'"^ Saturday's committee

Committee Chairman Denis Healey, who
also IS the British finance minister, said many
delegates were "taking much more seriously
the risk that the present recovery might peter
out."

H. Johannes Witteveen, the IMF's
managing director, said there was a con-
sensus among most delegates, who included
U.S. representatives, that "some stimulation
of demand without stimulating inflation"
was needed because of lagging economic
growth, especially in Europe.
Demand can be stimulated by a country

through tax reductions, public works
projects or other government spendino
programs. **

Healey said the committee did not ad-
vocate particular demand policies. "The only
thing that was agreed on is that every
country has its own problems and different
kinds of stimulus are appropriate for different
countnes," he said.

He said there was emphasis on the need
tor policies that would increase imports and
promote world trade.
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Discrimination
against white woman
SACRAMENTO, Calif. [UPI] - The

NAACP, declaring that whites have
benefitted for years from "special ad-
missions" policies yesterday denounced a
federal court order requiring the University of
California to enroll a woman who charged
she was denied admission because she is

white.

"Special admissions for sons and
daughters of alumni, especially rich alumni,
football players, baton twirlers, and
basketball players are as common with in-

stitutions of higher learning in this country as
good old American apple pie, "Virna Canson,
director of the West Coast Region of the
NAACP, said in a written statement.
"The furor starts when blacks and other

minorities seek to fulfill their desire for
professional training."

U.S. District Court Judge Thomas J.
MacBride granted a temporary restraining
order Friday that allows Rita Clancy, 22, a
Russian immigrant, permission to register for
classes Monday at the UC Davis School of
medicine.

MacBride said Mrs. Clancy probably would
have been admitted if 16 of 100 openings in

the class had not been reserved for disad-
vantaged minority students, who are
selected from a separate pool of applicants.

An affidavit from the university filed in

court said Mrs. Clancy was first on one of
four waiting lists used to determine who will

be admitted to the 84 openings not covered
by the minorities program.
The Clancy case is the second "reverse

discrimination" suit to be filed against the
University of California.

A suit filed by Alan Bakke is scheduled
before the U.S. Supreme Court during the
second week in October, although a decision
could take several months.
Bakke was denied admission to the Davis

medical school five years ago at age 32 and is

seeking a ruling by the court on whether
affirmative action programs for racial

minorities and women are constitutional.

Mrs. Canson said an NAACP petition to
intervene in the Clancy case noted that
before the program began, UC's medical and
dental schools "were almost wholly white,
thus evidencing the pattern of prior

discrimination against black students and
prospective students."
"The real tragedy is that the real parties in

interest have never been heard," Mrs.
Canson said. "The real parties are not the
university, not those whites complaining
about 'reverse discrimination,' but those
groups classified as minorities who have
historically been discriminated against."

and employees of the House Fair Em-
ployment Practices Committee asked the
court to affirm its ruling favoring Mrs. Davis.

Mrs. Davis was fired in 1974 and filed suit
against Passman in federal district court at
Shreveport, La. Judge Tom Stagg rejected
her claim and she appealed to the 5th Circuit.
The circuit court reversed Stagg's ruling

and returned the case to his court for Mrs.
Davis to press her claim for an unspecified
amount of damages and back pay. It also
said Passman could defend the dismissal on
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grounds other than congressional privilege,
but he chose instead to ask for the en banc
rehearing.

"A representative is not an imperator and
is never above and beyond the law," the
two-member majority said in the Jan. 3
ruling. "Any other view could not be squared
with the whole predicate upon which our
constitutional life depends."
Judge Warren L. Jones, the dissenter, said

the courts should refuse the case because of
the doctrine of separation of powers.

Non-profit group
for unwed mothers

Pointing to yearly statistics which show 60
per cent of all teen-age mothers are unwed, a
non-profit organization yesterday announced
a nationwide campaign to reverse the
growing numbers of teen-age pregnancies.

Ending their national convention Sunday,
the National Organization of Non- Parents,
said the teen-age non-parent campaign is

backed by a $30,000 grant from the
Education Foundation of America of West-
port, Conn.

"Each year more than a million teen-age
women get pregnant," said Peter Cott, NON
vice-president, "and more than 600,000 of
these are unmarried."

Cott said teen-age mothers account for
more than one-fifth of all births in the United
States today, and that only 20 per cent of
sexually active teens use contraceptives.Should government

jobs be for men only? Un-donates art
* # DENVER \UPI\ - Aiithnritifts saiH Mr«!

"Few in this group can be happy about the
choices which their pregnancies require;

hasty marriage, abortion or out-of-wedlock
birth," Cott said in a statement.
He predicted a sharp increase in

adolescent parenthood as a result of abortion
funds being cut from Medicaid.
The Baltimore-based organization's "Be a

Teen-age Non-Parent ... No KIDding"
campaign includes distribution of non-parent
buttons, bumper stickers, posters and
pamphlets, as well as "motivational and
educational advertisements" to make teens
aware of birth control methods.
"We will try to get young people thinking

about the economic and emotional im-
plications of premature parenthood," Cott
said. He said the teen-age parent is severely
limited in seeking education, job training, or
finding a suitable lifestyle.

NEW ORLEANS [UPf] - A federal ap-
peals court will hear arguments today in the
attempt by former Rep. Otto E. Passman, D-
La., to invoke congressional immunity as his
defense in a sex discrimination suit filed by a
fired woman employee.

Shirley Davis said she was fired because
Passman decided his deputy administrative
assistant should be a man. The 5th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 2-1 Jan. 3 that
the firing violated the Fifth Amendment and
Passman could be sued.

However, Passman requested and was
granted a rehearing before the court in an
"en banc" session attended by all 15 judges
of the 5th Circuit.

Passman served in Congress for 30 years
but was ousted from office last year amid
reports he received gifts from South Korean
Tongsun Park and was involved in other
questionable practices. He refunded $1,700
in unsubstantiated government travel
allowances in May, 1976, and was accused
two months later of using his congressional
influence to obtain foreign aid food ship-
ments for the St. John Maritime Co. of
Washington.

He denied wrongdoing in every case.
The Justice Department has endorsed

Passman's side in the Davis case, while Rep.
Morris Udall. D-Ariz., and other members

DENVER [UPI] - Authorities said
yesterday an artist who described herself as a
"fiery old lady" walked into St. Mary's
Episcopal Church and demanded that she be
given the religious art works she donated
before it seceded from the main Episcopal
church.

Officials said the dispute wasn't settled
until police were called. She eventually left
with some of the works.

Mina Conant Billmyer said she has been a
member of St. Mary's for 30 years, but left

the fold last November when other members
voted to secede from the regular Episcopal
Church. Secessionists opposed a decision to
altow women to be priests as well as other
actions.

Mrs. Billmyer said she has made or given
to the church nearly $4,000 worth of art-

works and now wants them back. Church
officials refused, so Mrs. Billmyer took
matters into her own hands.

She entered the church Saturday during
confessions, genuflected at the altar, then
tried to remove a mosaic tabernacle she had
donated. It was too heavy so she began
collecting 14 wood drawings she made that
depict the stations of the cross.

Church officials barred the door and called

police. When church officials refused to sign

a complaint, officers let her leave — with the

artworks.

What can you do to further

the battle for decriminalization?

IMPORTANT MEETING
Tonight at 7

MachmerW26
bring all pour frientsf
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Hearings today
Panama treaty

MON DAY. SEPTEMBER 26, 1977

WASHINGTON [AP\ - The Carter ad-
ministration planned to take its fight for the
Panama Canal treaty to Congress today as
the committee that must ratify it begins
hearings on relinquishing control of the
waterway.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and treaty
negotiators Ellsworth Bunker and Sol
Liriowitz were scheduled to testify Monday
before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, which has direct jurisdiction over
treaties.

Defense Secretary Harold Brown and Gen
George Brown, chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, were to discuss the treaty with the
House International Relations Committee.
The treaty has been signed formally by

PrMident Carter and Panamanian leader
Oftiar Torrijos but cannot become legally
bifTding until it receives Senate ratification.

There actually are two treaties but they are
considered indivisible. One calls for turning
over control of the canal to Panama by the
year 2000. The other gives the United States
the right to defend the canal in perpetuity.

Also in the Senate, the Banking Com-
mittee planned to look into ways of stream-

lining federal bank regulations and a variety
of banking practices. These matters came
under scrutiny because of Bert Lance's
financial transactions.

,. '-!r^®
resigned last week as chairman of

the Office of Management and Budget after
investigations of his affairs by a Senatecommmee and several government agen-
cies.

The full Senate was to resume ebate on
natural gas pricing. The issue probably will
aominate floor action for the entire week
because of a filibuster by liberals who oppose
relaxing controls on natural gas prices.

A vote on a debate-limiting cloture petition
was scheduled for Monday. Its adoption
would halt the filibuster. Sixty senators must
vote for the petition if cloture is to be in-
voked.

House members scheduled another vote in
midweek on whether to increase the national
debt ceiling by $83 billion. The increase was
turned down last week.

Unless the debt ceiling is increased, some
federal spending may have to stop Oct. 1.

Public meetings on
hydroelectric plan
WALTHAM, Mass. \UPI] - The Army

Corps of Engineers has planned a series of
public meetings throughout New England for
discussion of the proposed Dickey- Lincoln
Hydroelectric project.

The initial sessions will be held in Maine
Thursday, Oct. 20, in Fort Kent, and Wed-
nesday Oct. 26., in Augusta.

Meetings have also been scheduled for
Nov. 14, in St. Johnsbury, Vt., and Boston
Nov. 21.

Col. John P. Chandler, head of the Corps'
New England office, said the reason for
scheduling more than one public meeting
was to get a broad spectrum of public
opinion on record regarding the future of the
$690 million project.

The project was first authorized- by
Congress in 1965. However, environmental
groups have formed a united front against its

construction.

The twin-dam project is designed to

capture the spring runoff from the upper St
John River Valley near the Maine-Canadian
border which will be generated into elec-
tncity.

Included in the proposed construction
plans are a 335-foot earthfill dam and a 760-
megawatt generating station near the village
of Dickey just above the confluence of the
St. John and Allagash Rivers.
A second, smaller dam would be built 11

miles downstream at the villaoe of St
(-ranees to retain discharges from the bigger
dam anc* regulate the flow of water.
A draft environmental impact statement

was released Sept. 1, but according to
Chandler, the blueprint was designed not tomake conclusions about the project but help
others make conclusions.

In addition to public comments at the
meetings, written statements are also beina
accepted by the corps.

Data processed from
two Voyager spacecraft
IOWA CITY, Iowa [UPI] - It could take

Richard West as long as 33 years to process
data radioed back from the two Voyager
spacecraft as they travel through space.

West, a data technician at the University
of Iowa, doubts he will still be on the job in
2010 when Voyager I and II finally travel out
of radio range - "but maybe my son will."
"The transmitter on Voyage is strong

enough so that we should be able to track
the spacecraft for the next 33 years," he said.
"And if interest remains high and the
government continues to fund the program,
we could track it and process the data for 33
years."

Scientists have said that after that time the
two spacecraft will be long gone from the
solar system and the radio signals will be too
weak to reach Earth.

The spacecraft will have traveled nearly
580 million miles when they reach Jupiter in
two years. Along the way, they will have
gathered information about the planets, stars
and interplanetary space.

Each craft carries instruments including a
device built at the university's physics
department that is designed to measure radio
and plasma waves. West processes that
information.

The data is gathered by the Voyager in-
struments and radioed to Earth tracking
stations. Those stations then send it to the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena
Calif., where it is sorted and recorded on
magnetic tape. A stack of tapes is then sent
periodically to Iowa City for processing

Nepotism— Boston politics
BOSTON [UPI] - Eight Boston City

Councilors who criticized patronage and
nepotism in city government during this fall's
preliminary campaign have 23 relatives on
the public payroll, according to the Boston
Globe.

The newspaper reported Sunday many of
the city officials actively intervened on behalf
of their job-seeking relatives.

Twenty-one candidates will challenge the
nine city council councilors in Tuesday's
preliminary election.

Of the nine incumbents. The Globe
reported only Lawrence S. DiCara has not
used his office to secure a job for a family
member. His mother became a Boston
schoolteacher before DiCara was born.

Albert L. O'Neil, who has been a vocal
critic of preferential treatment in public
hiring, denied using his influence to obtain
public jobs for two sisters and two nephews.
The immediate family of Patrick F. Mc-

Donough is well represented on the public
payroll. His wife and daughter hold full time

city jobs, his two sons were summer em-
ployees.

A. lannella works for the school depart-
ment, Suffolk Superior Court, Suffolk
County Court, and the state treasurer's
office.

Joseph M. Tierney has a sister, a mother
and two brothers on the public payroll and
his brother-in-law a dentist at a neigh-
borhood health clinic.

John KerriglH" "has had two family
members employed by the Boston School
Department; his father and brother-in-law.

Louise Day Hicks' son works for the city
Public Facilities Department. His last job was
with the Boston Arena which is operated by
the city

Frp '.y.

GloU
peddler
son-in-ii.>

Suffolk Cv-.

Langone, identified by The
"f the more blatant influence
<ed his intervention in his
jessful application to be a

• r probation officer.
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ZETA PSI
OPEN RUSH

COME FOR

Monday Night Football at 8:30p m
Wednesday night 8:00pm-l0:00pm

23 Phillips St.

For information & rides call

256-6845 or 545-3118

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
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•X-

•x-
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APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
FOR

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL
The Student Attorney General is the chief liaison between
the Student Senate and the Student Judiciary. The position
involves coordinating and assigning advocates to the
various cases brought before the Student Courts.

Applications are available in 430 S.U.,
and must be returned by 5 p.m.,

Friday, September 30.

SGA is an Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action Employer

"This was federal money," he said "not
the city payroll

'

GRADUATE
STUDENTS
WANTED

TO INFLUENeE CAMPUS AeTIVITIES
,,„ AND TO
SERVE ON eAMPUS COMMITTEES

Graduate students hove representative.: ^„
BrrH"?V°'"'"'''^^^ ^"^^^°^'he'ca-p,° CenterBoard of Governors, Parking and Transpo?tat1SnCouncl. Health Counci^^. Library Committee
Karl<ing Appeals Board. Committee on the Status
of Women, and others,

Bn^nnin'^ ^^^a'^^
Openings for the CollectiveBarge, ning Advisory Committee and for theGraduate Observer at the Collective Bargaininq

sessions. ^ ^

For more information and for applications to siton committees contact Graduate Student Senate
room 919 Campus Center 545-2896

Note:
Next Graduate Student Senote meeting
Monday, September 26.1977 7:00 P.M.
Campus Center

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY /
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Th^G.S.S. does not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, sexual or offectionol preference, color,
age, religion, handicap, marital status, national
origin or ancestry.
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from
around
the
world...

-^^^-s^
Dress tq>

with the Luxury
of PURE SILK!

-Cowlncck Tunics
-V neck Tunics
- Draw String Pants

All at 50%OFF
Our Original Low Prices!
illililiiliiillllillllllllllllllllllllllilllllll

§W Take -p^
10-30%OFF
Selected Fall

DRESSES &
JUA\PERS !!

-:

_;

3 DAYS ONLY!
Thurs.,Fri.,&!Sat.

Scpt.29-Oct.l

HOURS
»5 Vlim SI NOBTHAMTTON

• AW)N.-SAT :W to 5:30
•THURSDAY till 9 RM.

Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan appears on "Face the Nation" on CBS-
Television, yesterday.

Cease-fire arrangement

near Israeli border

xOiximziiiiinimrxiinimnnirfi

By United Press International —
Palestinian guerrillasand Christian rightists

battling in the mountains near the Israeli

border said yesterday they had agreed on a

'

cease-fire arranged by the United States.
Israel admitted its troops crossed the border
and said the guerrillas rocketed a Jewish
frontier town.
The guerrillas, who earlier in the day killed

a number of Christian civilians with a barrage
of mortar shells fired from their stronghold in

a 12th century Crusader castle, announced,
"Palestinian forces stopped firing at 5 p.m. in

accordance with orders from the learder-

ship."

A salvo of the Palestinians' Soviet-made
Katyusha rockets slammed into the Israeli

coastal town of Nahariya after the deadline,

however, in the second guerrilla attack on an
Israeli settlement of the day.
UPI correspondent Mathis Chazanov

reported from Metullah, Israel's northenmost
town and a vantage point overlooking the
battle zone in southeast Lebanon, that
British-built Centurion tanks moved along
the frontier.

Troops in U.S. -built armored personnel
carriers moved into Lebanese territory where
the Palestinians and the Christian .forces
supported by Israel have been battling for

aoouT lu aays, Lnazanov reported.
Israeli military censors for the first time

permitted journalists to report the armored
vehicle drive into Lebanon, but they banned
publication of other details surrounding
Israeli activity in the area.

The Speed Reading Course

Dr. Vearl McBride world reknownnd educator and author will be
presented in the 5 College area. There will be a series of FREE one hour
lectures explaining the course, dates of classes and tuition. Increase your
reading speed with greatly increesed comprehension.

This course if for:

eBUSINESS PEOPLE
ePROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
eTECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
•THE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

Dr. McBride's panoramic reading has been featured on netional TV and
radio with students reading many thousand words a minute. These lectures
are designed to inform you what panoramic reading can do for you.
Panoramic reading can save you hours a week at the seme time increase
your comprehension. Learn to read 3-10 times fester, and a greeter under-
stending of whet you read.

THE FASTEST READERS IN THE WORLD ARE TAUGHT BY MCBRIDE
METHOD OF PANORAMIC READING.
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Israeli radio earlier reported "a cease-fire
appears to have taken hold in Lebanon
among all sides."

"Presumably it has been mediated by the
Americans," the government-run network
said.

Israel agrees

compromise
JERUSALEM [AP] - Israel approved a

four-point U.S. compromise proposal
yesterday to reconvene the Geneva Middle
East peace conference, the government
announced.
The proposal calls for a single all-Arab

delegation at the opening of resumed talks,
followed by working-group talks betweeri
Israel and individual countries, and the in-
clusion of Palestinians - but not known
members of the Palestine Liberation
Organization PLC - among the Jordanian
representatives, the announcement said.

It was approved at a meeting of Prime
Minister Menahem Begin and his cabinet.

If accepted by the Arabs, the formula
could break a long deadlock over the
question of who will represent the
Palestinians in negotiations. But early Arab
reaction was negative.

A senior Foreign Ministry official in Cairo,
echoing a long- held Arab position, said
Egypt is unlikely to accept a plan that does
not specifically allow the PLO to attend
resumed peace talks. Syria was expected to
take an even harder line against PLO ex-
clusion.

A top Jordanian official said last week his

country supported the idea of a single all-

Arab delegation.

Israel reversed its opposition to the idea of
one Arab bloc at Geneva apparently because
of the way the proposal handles Palestinian
representation.

Israel's refusal to allow the PLO to attend
the conference has so far stalemated all

efforts to renew the talks. The Israelis refuse
to deal with the PLO because of its long
history of terrorism and because its charter
calls for the dismantling of the Jewish state.

Israeli government officials said the newly
endorsed plan raises hopes that the con-
ference could still meet before the end of the
year, which has been a target of President
Carter's Mideast policy.

Attend one of the following FREE one hour lectures at the foilowina
time and places. ^

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Russell St., Nadlay

Mon.. Sept. 26-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p m
Tues., Sept. 27-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m

^^ Thurs., Sept. 29-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8.30 p.m.

Two final meetings. Friday. Sept. 30 - one at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

Presented by the National Reeding Enrichment Inetltute. a non-profit org.

Attendance is limited to 50 people.
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Panamanians were
'bugged' by U.S.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, I977

.
WASHINGTON [UPt] - The Senate

intelltgence Committee will look into the
reported disappearance of a U.S. Army ex-
sergeant allegedty involved in intelligence
activities against Panamanian officials durina
negotiations on the canal treaty.
A committee spokesman said "we will

look into the alleged departure" of the
former sergeant. He refused to comment on
reports the panel planned to subpoena the

record"
s'^s^'geant and his military

CBS TV reported Sunday the 28-year-old
former sergeant from Brooklyn N Y who
received an honorable discharge in August
left for Panama last week '

Widespread reports in the past month said

Panamanian treaty negotiators in 1974 and
•975, collecting information about their
personal and sexual habits. These reports
«aid the Panamanians discovered the
electronic surveillance and used the in-
formation as blackmail to obtain more
favorable treaty terms trom the United
oT3TGS.

The committee has already held two secretsessions including interviews w^th^A
^Zon^Tl'''' ^"^"^^ ^"^ Ambassadorstllsworth Bunker and Sol Linowitz whonegotiated the pacts.

Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, chairman ofthe committee, told reporters last week after
he secofid session there was no indication
U.b. intelligence activities had affected theoutcome of the negotiations.

But he refused to say whether surveillance
gad in fact been carried out and whether the
Panamanians, having discovered it, used the
information as a bargaining lever

form^«H th"!
'° ^^^ ^^^ ^^9eant had in-

;er^n%'.SSSZrt;°m^^^ ^"««'"« ^"^

Sen. Je^ Helms, R-N.C, leader of thebrewing Senate battle against treaty
ratification, told CBS in Dallas "I was told bya distinguished colleague who was in a
position to know th&t the sergeant was givenan honorable discharge with nothing more

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

MBA PROGRAM

An Admissions Reprcseniative from
Harvard Graduate School of Business Adm.n.strat.on

will be on campus

Monday, October 3, 1977

to meet with students interested in

the two-year MBA Program

Contact the
Career Planning and Placement Center

for more details and to sign up for
an information session.

Harvard Business School is committed to
the principle of equal educational opportunity
and evaluates candidates without regard to

race, sex, creed or national origin.

1

Left-wing activities

•:®^ita!:B,liawsuit fPHOTO PROCESSING PRICES
>

tSALTIMUHE [UP/] - The editor of an
intelligence newsletter has admitted he has
collected and given intelligence on liberal and

fnH'^'I!?
^^""^ ^° ^^« ^^^ a"d other stateana federal agencies since 1967 it was

reported yesterday '

John H. Rees of Baltimore made the
•dmission in a deposition filed in U.S. District
Lourt in Washington in connection with abwsuit brought by the Institute for Policy
Studies against the FBI and Washington
^lice, according to the Baltimore Morning

*,ll:m®
depcKition, Rees said he supplied

»ie FB with information on the Washington-
tesed Institute for Policy Studies by callina
•gente and sending them his biweekly-
TewsJetter.

The institute's suit dalms police and FBI
agents and informants infiltrated the institute
in the early 1970s and spied on its activities

Rees said he has distributed to police
agencies data on the noncriminal activities of
many liberal and left-wing persons and
groups.

He refused to say whether he has received
government money for the general in-
formation he offered, although he said he
received no payment for his intelligence
reports on the Institute of Policy Studies.
Rees said the privately distributed

newsletter is sent to the FBI, Internal
Revenue Service, Bureau of Alcohol
Tobacco and Firearms, Secret Service'
Customs Service, and the state police of
Maryland, New York and Michigan-..aiyiaiiu, .NOW T orx ano Michigan.

Mourners for Steve Biko,
violence In South Africa
K/NG WILLIAM'S TOWN South Africa

i;?^'
- Angry blacks among the nearly

20,000 mourners returning from a peaceful
open-air funeral for black leader Steve Biko
Sunday clashed with police and stoned two
black officers to death, police reported.

Division Police Commission Brig. B J
Smal said police opened fire to disperse the
rioting crowds and wounded two blacks in
the segregated township of Mdantsane
outside the coastal city of East London 30
miles east of here.

COLOR
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Smal said the two dead policemen were

waiting at a township bus terminal when
mourners from the funeral arrived. He said
the mob set fire to two cars, overturned three
others and looted a township shopping
complex before the crowd was dispersed.

The violence followed a massive out-
pouring of antigovernment fervor at Biko's
funeral in an open-air sports stadium here in
which grieving blacks raised their fists and
voices in black power salutes and songs.

DISCOUNT PRICES "A"

at the University Store Compus Center

FAST

SERVICE

French leftist's increase
membership in senate
PARIS \UPI] - The French left increased

ts membership in the upper house of the
Senate yesterday but fell far short of
vresting control from the ruling government
:oalition.

The elections by 43,000 hand-picked
/oters were held in the shadow of a deep
plit in leftist ranks.

Irfterior Minister Christian Bonnet an-
lounced Sunday night the complex Senate
lalloting gave the left an overall 106 seats
ind the ruling coalition 189 seats.
The .eft appeared to have done less well

han oiiginally anticipated because of a split
)ver economic policy for the March general
-Sections.

Under the constitution, one-third of the
295-member senate is elected every three
years. Voters are not the public, but a
restricted number of members of the lower
house and departmental and municipal
councils.

Some leftist gains had been expected
since the bulk of the voters were municipal
council members. The left won the national
rriunicipal elections last March, increasing
the number of its voters for the Senate
ballot.

All four Giscard cabinet ministers runninq
for election won.

MON. a TUtS. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Vz Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

MONDAY m<;ht KOOTRAI.I.

POOR RICHARDS
lln/ffty llnnr i*rivvs ill \i}ihi

— FREE HOT DOGS —
GIANT 8 KT. TV SCREEN

Rt. 9, Amherst

/

salads— homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite
beer or cocktail

3riv#» ^^^ «— L .
r>5 University Drive

Sun 12-1 am.. Mon- Thurs 111

Amherst 549-5713

Fri & Sat. 11-2 a.m.
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Prime Minister tallcs—

a new army in Rhodesia?
SALISBURY, Rhodesia [UPf] - Prime

Minister Ian Smith yesterday gave qualified
approval to the principle of one-man, one-
vote and said black guerrillas would be
considered for inclusion in the Rhodesian
army after the transition to majcritY rule.

The prime minister also said he would be
willing to consider disbanding the crack
Selous scouts, a military unit accused of
atrocities by black guerrillas.
He predicted there could be a majority rule

settlement by the end of 1978.

His remarks, which represented a
significant shift from his previous stands,
came in an interview with World Television
broadcast in London. A transcript was
released by the government in Salisbury.

Smith described as "completely unac-
ceptable" the pending Ar^glo-Anrierican
proposal that the existing armed forces be
replaced by an army t>ased on black guerriHa
forces.

measured up to the existing standards would
t)e considered for inclusion, regardless of
their previous records.

Asked if he would be prepared to allow
guerrillas to return to civilian life, including
giving them the right to vote, he said:
"Yes, I believe we have got to face up to

this kind of thing if it is part of a set-
tlement under those circumstances I

believe we have got to forget the past and
look to the future."

Asked if allowing former guerrillas to vote
meant they also could join the new army in
f^hodesia after majority rule he replied:

"Oh, certainly."

The questioner, former British Labor partyMP Brian Walden, asked Smith if he was
reaching the point where he might accept
the Idea of one-man. one-vote "for the
greater good of all Rhodesians."

But, in a departure from his pravious stand "Yet " Smith «mH "»»#j»k *^^^ • ^ .

thjt guerrillas couW not be incVatadlrS would^iketSCTihaT^^'iSi^^^tSS'^^
tha armed forces, he «iid thoaa who are for pra«irvlno the k!nd oftSSTa^th^

have referred to.... I am actively researching
in that direction now."

He said he would want safeguards for the
white minority's interests and guarantees
that the courts, the forces of law and order
and the civil service remain free from politics.

He suggested a parliamentary "blocking
mechanism" for whites might ensure that
such gurantees are not overturned.

Gloomy
economics
WASHINGTON [AP] - The

congressional Joint Economic Committee
issued a gloomy forecast yesterday that
foresees little improvement in unemployment
or inflation next year and lays a big share of
the blame on the Federal Reserve Board.

Congress and the Carter administration
must share the burden, the report said,
because they are not being very "ad-
venturesome" in devising a taxing and
spending policy to get the economy back on
its feet.

The committee scoffed at the idea that the
government can't successfully fight inflation
and unemploynr>ent at the same time. As
examples of workable solutions, the panel
suggested less reliance on taxes to pay for
unemployment compensation and Social
Security and proposed that revenues from
President Carter's energy taxes be used to
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help states cut their sales taxes.

In its mid-year review of the economy, the
committee said that despite optimistic
assumptions about consumer and govern-
ment spending, "a fairly sluggish per-
formance" is expected because of weakness
in business investment and the nation's
deteriorating international trade position.
"Further substantial reductions '

in
unemployment seem unlikely to occur in the
near future, and the inflation rate will con-
tinue to be high and dominated by the rapid
growth of unit labor costs," the report
stated.

The government reported the jobless rate
for August was 7.1 per cent of the work
force. Inflation has slackened in recent
months. The August rise in consumer prices,
a modest three- tenths of 1 per cent, was the
smallest rise in nine months.
The panel accused the Federal Reserve

Board of being so obsessed with inflation
that it has reduced the money supply by nine
per cent in five years.

"This disastrous policy was a principal
cause of the magnitude and length of the
recession; it has been a perennial source of
obstruction to recovery; and it now threatens
to abort the recovery entirely if the policy Is

continued," the report said.
The committee read recent signals as

indicating the Federal Reserve Board is

planning another tightening of credit, and
called that ir^appropriate.

The committee's criticism of the Fed's
monetary policy was rejected by Republicans
on the Senate-House panel. If infteton is to
be conquered, they wrote, the growth of the
money supply must be reduced gradually to
five per cent a year.

IT'S UP TO YOU

w% Ji nJ

and Tommorrow
for

Undergraduate Student Senators
and

Campus Center Board of Governors

Polling Places

Commuters
Greeks
Third World

All Others

J
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union 10a.m.-4p.m.
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union 10a.m.-4p.m.
New Africa House 10a.m.-4p.m.
and Goodell(BCP)

Vote in your Dormitory 4p.m.-8p.m.

Stucfenf Government ^TT'^rinfffrn
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Prostitution: consent
to assault?
"Whenever you think of the town of

Milwaukee, you think of...?" The stock

answer, according to that commercial jingle,

was beer. However, in recent times, it seems
to have established a reputation for itself as a

haven for judges with sexual more's of a

stange nature, as seen by the hullaballou

surrounding Archie Simpson's retirement.

But, now that Arch has gone the way of the

Edsel, some think that justice has triumphed

and sin has been washed away from
Milwaukee's bench. Wrong, or so some
think, in the wake of another spectacular

decision made a few days ago by Judge
Ralph Gorenstein. The judge dismissed a

fourth degree assault charge against a 23
year old man accused of indecently touching

an undercover policewoman. The story

reported in the last pages of the financial

section of the New York Times stated that

the policewoman was posing as a prostitute

on a street corner when she "observed the

paul yanoH itch

defendant reach around her shoulder and
grab her left breast, kisssng her at the same
tinne". The basis of the complaint was that

she never gave her consent, ergo the sexual
assault charge.

The basic question of interest here, is the
following; does the prostitute waive her

rights to consent before sexual advances are

"legal," due to her profession. Women have
the right to be free from sexual assault, such
is clear. It would be decidedly improper to

grab a woman's breast and kiss her (unless it

was your wife or Anita Bryant, professional

freemartin) if you had never met her before.

However, the prostitute is a separate case,
with many special circumstances.

Suppose that, a la New York hookers, the
prostitute was lewdly gesticulating and
acting in a salacious manner; (such isinown
as the hard-sell technique among hookers)

would this make a difference, legally? I bet it

would, as most, if not all juries, would let the
defendant go, swayed by the arguement that

the woman "advertised" her wares and gave
her implied consent for sexual liberties to be
taken by those who so desire. This of course,

is the antithesis of the liberal doctrine, that

one should be safe from bodily harm and
assault, regardless of the circumstances.
More on that shortly.

Suppose now, that the policewoman was
not openly soliciting; would this make a

difference? It is not surprising that

prostitutes have never had much success in

court on sexual assault charges. Juries frown
on cries o* rape from the mouths of

prostitutes, because they believe that a

hooker, due to specialized nature of her

chosen profession, has waived her right to

explicit consent, and in its stead stands the
doctrine of implied consent.

Is there a line that can be drawn where
implied consent must give way to explicit

consent, even in the case of the prostitute?

That is, without a "go ahead' from mission
control one can examine the merchandise
end give a playful squeeze to insure ripeness;

yet to actually sample the wares, explicit

consent must be given, along with cash on
hand. This seems to be what the Judge is

aiming for, given the fact that he states that
"a touching of this type is implied consent",
and then states later that "I severely
disapprove of sexual abuse and rape".
Besides, according to this scintillating jurist,

"There was no harm done here besides
touching".

What this serves to demonstrate is a

strange and anomalous quirk that has been
permanently woven into the fabric of the
law. That is, judges have recognized, either

implicitly or explicitly in certain cases, that

human beings cannot restrain themselves in

two areas, these being closely related. First,

the area of libido and secondly, the control of

emotions.

If someone insults your mother and casts

aspersions on your heritage, you may take

steps to cause the denegration to cease: one
particularly useful and masculinely satisfying

way is to punch the hell out of the ugly

bastard who is heaping those torrid remarks
on your saintly head. Others, like myself, turn

and run if he is bigger, produce mulch out of
his scrawny, little weasel body, if he fits that

description, or solicit outside support if it

looks like a fair fight.

If your date lets you get to second base,

you may be able to slide across home plate if

your lawyer is good. Third base is

automatically a score, and first to home
could get you probation. But, try stealing

home if you don't even belong in the dugout,
and it's a// over.

But is this the way the law should func-
tion? Here, people's rights to speak and be
safe in body and person are being swept
aside because the human soul is so badly
scarred and faulted that we cannot control
our thoughts and urges. If I speak to a
crowd, and take an unpopular stand that
may cause the crowd to raise their collective
ire, instead of protecting me, and my sup-
posed sacrosanct right to speak, the
authorities will either prevent me from
speaking or arrest me for violating some
vague nuisance statute. Of course, I may be
thankful that the crowd did not perform
collective surgery upon my precious well-

tempered body sans surgical' instruments.
However, instead of examining the more

interesting and crucial questions, the judge
decided to restrict his semi-intelligent

thoughts to increasingly ridiculous com-
ments. For example, he stated that officers
(policewomen) "want to go out there and
pose as hookers. That's the type of thing
they're going to have to do. A battery is

something else (in reference to assault and
battery). But a touching of this type is im-
plied consent".

I am surprised that the judge didn't but-
tress his thoughts by soliciting help from the
so called classical school:

"Frailty, thy name is woman"
— Hamlet

Pau/ Yanowitch's columns appear every
Monday in the Collegian.
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Bakke and affirmative action
Affirmative action has been met with

varied criticism and support long since its

inception in the mid-60's. Proponents for

affirmative action claim it can be an effective

tool for improving educational and job
opportunities for racial minorities and
women. They are right. Opponents argue
that affirmative action, in its attempt to
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rectify both past and ongoing discrimination,

can itself generate "reverse"
discrimination." They are right.

Thus when the cas>' of Allan Bakke, a 37
year old white male who charged. that the

University of California medical school at

Davi^ discriminated against him, reaches the
Courts in October, affirmative action will be
put to perhaps its greatest test. A court

decision ruling against Bakke will maintain
affirmative action's "equal opportunity
employer" policy, while a decision ruling in

favor of Bakke will most definitely strike a

decisive blow to the already shaky af-

firmative action guidelines.

Archibald Cox, Harvard law professor and
former Watergate special prosecutor, will be
the man representing the case of the
University of California. Although Cox is

"guardedly optimistic" about his chances of

winning, it appears he will be the underdog in

the match.
Affirmative action does not "demand"

that a given number of blacks or women
must be hired by a given firm or accepted by
a given university. What affirmative action

does demand is that a genuine effort be
conveyed by these respective companies and
colleges to recruit, train, and hire qualified

minorities. Affirmative action does not call

for quotas. Here at our own University we
see MacKimmie dormitory using quotas to fill

its House Committee. Is that creating an
equal opportunity?

I am not saying that quotas are always
wrong, but rather to express that a fine line

exists between quotas and affirmative ac-

tion. Quotas, in some instances, are needed.
Where discrimination is blatant, where, to

use the example given by Secretary of

Health, Education and Welfare Joseph
Califano, there are no blacks in police

departments or fire departments in

predominantly black areas, a set number of

blacks should be hired. Where unions have
barred blacks from jobs, hiring quotas are

needed.
In other instances, as with Mr. Bakke, I

believe quotas are unjust. Should a citizen

like Bakke, guilty of nothing more than being
a white male, be stepped on in an attempt to

make a path for minorities and women to the

employment line? Should an institution of

higher education, such as U-Cal-Davis lower
its standards and accept someone with a 2.1

cum and reject someone with a 3.5, as in

Bakke's case?
I answer "no" to each question. My inner

feelings tell me that America has been and
still is a racist country. Minorities have been
and still are discriminated against. Who is to

say that a white institution will give that

genuine effort to recruit minorities? I want to

say that Bakke is wrong, that the Hispanic
with the 2.2 cum, or the black with the 2.1

should be accepted. But I can't logically

convince myself that using discrimination to
remedy discrimination is a proper strategy. It

doesn't make sense. Discrimination is a
delicate and sensitive issue, but quotas are
such a crude tool.

Lyndon Johnson, a proponent for af-

firmative action, said in a 1965 speech at
Howard University, "You do not take a
person who, for years, has been hobbled by
chains and liberate him, bring him up to the
starting line of a race and then say, 'You are
free to compete with all the others,' and still

justly believe that you have been completely
fair."

Just by saying that firms and universities
should give a real effort to recruit minorities
is not enough. A college should be required
to show that it is putting forth an effort, with
scholarships and the like, but it should not
need to adhere to strict quotas. Quotas are a
convenient method for measuring the
"genuine effort" given by universities and
firms to recruit minorities, but convenience
does not suggest effectiveness. Califano
used as an example of good intentions the
Harvard Medical School, which offers a
program of special instruction for minority
students before enrollment. That is making a
genuine effort without the use of quotas.

It may take as long as next summer for a
decision to be reached in the Bakke case.
Somehow, even though I see America as
discriminatory, I'll be pulling for Bakke.
Affirmative action can be extremely ef-

fective, but in some cases it can be very
unjust. ^

Ronald J. Arena is Editor-in-Chief of the
Collegian.

Lance resignation:

Watergate revenged?

letters

To the Editor:

The UMass student body is not
unanimous in rejoicing the departure of
Bert Lance. I regret it. This was not,

finally, a triumph of the people over
corruption. This was no Watergate.
Lance after all, was never accused of any
self-interested pursuit at 0MB. The
Lance affair, property speaking, was not
even Watergate revenged. The Elephants
did not come back this time for a
cheering victory over the Dirty Donkeys.
Lance was the most conservative,

business-oriented spokesman of the

administration.

The only similarity between Lance 's fall

and Nixon's is that each was a power test

between Congress and President. The
similarity is slim. This time David did not
lay low Goliath. A more appropriate

image would be Lurleen tackling George.
This time Congress vanquished not an
imperial president but an impotent
cripple. The Lance affair is Just one more
testament that the hUl is only strong
when it blocks constructive policy-

making. Our representatives and senators
do not flex their muscles by devising
solutions to the threats that loom over
the next decade, like energy and Panama.
They show their strength by rejecting

Carter's proposals.

The triumph of our hydra-headed Hill

bodes ill for anyone who wants a
government capable of concerted action.

We need radical alterations in the
business community's attitudes toward
pollution, auto safety standards, mass
transportation. Carter's weakest area of
support was already the business
community. Now he lacks any decent
liaison with the nabobs who own, at
modest estimate, forty per cent of the
Senate. No businessman in his right mind
would offer himself up as Bert's

replacement if he must face the same
scrutiny Bert just got. A man does not
get rich on other people's efforts [and
how else could a man get rich?] without
experimenting a good deal to test the
elasticity of our laws. It is this natural,

irrepressible child-like curiosity that
drives men to money and power.

Yes, Bert had his airplane and his

bottomless bank account. But then,

countless senators have junketed with
their wives in Turkey or taken a dip in the

secretarial pool. So what? Children and
their games. The question that should
decide our support for public men is not
whether they rre corrupt — their un-
natural appetites for power and wealth
make that all too likely — but how their

corruption coincides with public policy.

The greatest tragedy of the Lance affair is

that the Hill has distracted our attention
from Tong-sun Park. We have been
bamboozled. The Case of the Korean
Kitchy-koo is far more disconcerting than
Lance's Advances because votes were
bought for nooky.

David Dunlap

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for

either content or space, according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to sp>ace
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letter^ received will be printed.

The power of clothing
Power is the difference from one to the

next. And think, the only time power is

vacant, where everyone is the same to the
other, is when there is an absence of
clothing. There is nothing hiding or creating
an image that doesn't exist. Everything is

exposed and there can be no denial of who
or what you are.

But add clothing, and this equality ends.

Suddenly it's easy to hide, easy to portray
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yourself as something, anything you choose.
Think: what is your first reaction or im-

pression of a person wearing high platforms,
flashy clothes, snapping his or her fingers?
Plastic you say, disco.

Or what about a person with raggy jeans,
frizzy hair, a t-shirt, a ratty sweater? A type of
stoic, a hippy, a radical, one could say.

Clothing is a political message you can't
avoid. It tells a passer-by about your views,
your conception of yourself and something
about your outlook on life without your eyes
saying anything.

For a disco person, most would say it's

something plastic, interest in entertainment
and that's as far as any interest goes. For a
stoic, a hippy, it's a denial of the status quo.
It's a political message that you want out of
the system just the same as it is for a political

figure trying to garner the support of a
particular interest group by saying he is like

them.

Probably the two politicians who most
expressed themselves and their views
through their dress were McGovern and
Carter. Running a very liberal ticket,

McGovern, the advocate of legalization of

pot, end to the Vietnamese War, proponent
of an extensive welfare system, was clad,

yes, distinctively in suits, but with bell

bottomed pants and wild print ties — the

young and liberal modes in the dress of the
late sixties.

Running on a popularist image. Carter was
always beset in casual flannel shirts, to

match his down-to-earth grin.

Or think what happens to friends once
they graduate from school and are looking
for a job. Their hair gets cut, their jeans
misplaced somewhere along the way,
replaced by nice suits, jackets and ties.

They're certainly making a political

statement. Yes, I want to be part of the
establishment is the message their clothing

carries.

Sloppiness is an expression of lack of

concern as neatness shows a sense of pride.

The look of clothing may also lead someone
to class your economic standing. This is a
mystique; misleading, yes, however most
people unconsciously class you by the type
of clothing you wear and by how expensive it

looks.

In your clothing you present yourself. You
get people to think of you in some way
before they even know you. This is the
power behind clothing. This is the personal
expression which carefully illustrates the
difference between one person to the next.

So what is the point behind power of
clothing? Simply don't let what someone
wears fool you. Don't be mislead. The most
stark raving conservative may be bearded
wearing scuzzy jeans patched in more places
than there is original jean material. The most
eloquently dressed female may be a radical.
A nicely suited gentleman may in fact be very
poor. And so on.

Another point is to remember the power
behind what you wear — to know how to

maneuver a person's conception of yourself

through what you wear. Also, one should
remember the importance of clothing when
seeking some sort of opportunity whether it

be finding a job or admission to an academic
program.

Lastly, remember that your clothing is not
an eternal barrier to who you are and though
you may at first deceive someone by what
you wear, sooner or later they'll see through
the costume.

Lisa Melilli's columns appear every
Monday in the Collegian.

By MARK WILDING

Editor's note - Collegian columnist Mark
Wilding is in Paris studying at the Sorbonne
for a year. He won't give out his address,
saying only that he sleeps under a different
bridge every night.

our man in paris

Paris: it is a dream city where the streets
are paved with mattresses and burgundy
flows in the Seine, where the natives drive
like madmen, and the music of "Figaro"
bursts forth from every other window. And
for a young American eager to submit
himself to the delights of this modern Sodom
and Gomorrah things could be worse. But of
that gendre of discovery another time.
Rather let me talk of first impressions.
Americans aren't disliked as much by the

aloof French as one would have thought.
Instead they are looked on as curiosities.

After all, what other nation puts cheese in

the refrigerator? The French claim it's easy to
distinguish an American in Paris and they're
right. He is over five feet tall and carries a
camera with him.

On the banks of the Seine
It's no wonder the French are so small

when one sees what they have for breakfast.

An average French breakfast includes two
little crusty rolls (called croissants) with
butter (sometimes) and a cup of coffee. Tell

them that breakfast is the most important
meal of the day and they dismiss the in-

formation as American propaganda.
Meanwhile I sit at the table hunched over my
Bangladesh hors-d'oeurve of a breakfast

craving an Egg McMuffin with a side order of

hash browns, and orange juice in a Ronald

Me - "No, the Concorde is bad!"
(touche!)

Needless to say my French hasn't

progressed far but I think I got the point

across.

As for the sights, the only one that I've

seen thus far has been the Eiffel Tower,
which I can't help but see as it is just outside
my window and across the river. You can
imagine what an eyesore it is. At least its

inhabitants are pretty quiet though and the

elevators are in excellent condition, so it's a

Americans aren't disliked as much by the aloof
French as one would have thought. Instead they are
looked on as curiosities. After all, what other nation
puts cheese in the refrigerator?

McDonald glass with the poisonous lead
decals on the side. This is what culture shock
is all about.

I had my first French argument last night
and it kept me pumped up for hours after.

Translated it went like this-

Jacques - "The Concorde is good, don't
you think?"

pretty good bargain compared to Southwest.
Well the hour has quickened and it

becomes late. I'll settle down now with my
future perfect verbs and conjugate late into
the night (with the curtains closed of
course). A bientot.

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Paris
correspondent.

'Anyone who sees God in me can't be all bad.'
By FRANK DENTON

What's in a hero? I'm not referring to the
sandwich, which is a manifestation of a hero.

I'm suggesting mother-smooching, knuckle-

busting, crime-fighting idols. I'm talking

about weak little men with liquid chins and
mellow eyes who write verse. I'm implying

women with determination, power, and
money.

About the only thing common to this

society's heroes is their variety. However,
there do seem to be characteristics frequent
in our social examples. Prinr>ary among them
is a quality I can only describe as charisma.
Another is uniqueness. Perhaps another is

mastery of their environments, or maybe
consistency in relationships.

There are more heroes today than ever
before; a phenomenon that appears to be
directly correllated with the search for a
godhead. In these idols we can find all those
qualities we ourselves yearn for — powers,
charms, and successes which each of us
associate with superiority, with being god-
like.

A person's favorite fantasies and the

people he-she attempts to emulate are in-

dicative of the type of character bottled

inside. Think, for example, upon friends who
idolize Farrah Fawcett- Majors. Consider the

athletic types who squander hard-earned
holds up George Bernard Shaw or Groucho
savings betting on the sox. Examine your
inage of someone who holds up George
Sernard Shaw or Groucho Marx or Shirtoy

Temple as ideal. People tend to imitate and
reproduce more or less imperfectly the god
they create.

Probably the most stable people are those
who find a god evident in each and every
person. They, ultimately, have found a
godhead or image with less weaknesses and
inconsistencies than any individual person.
And it is these people who come closest to

emulating a god they believe in. It is these

people I would like to know most — anyone
who sees God in me can't be all bad.

As a result of our sympathies toward
various characters, we often end up in their

occupations, seeking similar goals and
overcoming similar problems. And the one
who finds a god in everyone? That person is

a new hero.

Frank Denton is a Collegian commentator.
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Mating, 7 30 p.m., Camput Canter 905. Evarybodv
attend other meetinga, 7pm
ALPHA ZETA OMEGA

Meeting 6 30 p m Stockbr.dge, 201, RefrMhmenta.
CnmSTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Meeting 7:30 pm. Campua Center 911 -SI 6.
fS&S CLUB

Meeting 8:00 pm 56 Rolling Green, Electiona. pizza
and bear.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting, 7:00 pm Campua Center 903 anyone

ntereated ia invited.

DIABETES
Meeting 7 p.m. Campua Center 169 for aR intereated

studenta.

FINANCIAL AID

fuSlrnotr
''"'"-'•^ ''•«'""*"° Sept 28. til

COMMUNITY HEALTH UNDEPGPADUATES
Intereated in attending the N E S.O.P.H E Con-

tNFIRMARy VISITOR TRAINING

LOST
Green leather key chain, around Fine Arte Center

Call Donna 6 7346.
LOST

Burgundy cotored key caae, between library, Hener
and Whitmore If found bnng to Campua Center Info
desk

LOST
Gold Butova watch w-tan face. Contact 646-7661

Reward
LSR SOCIETY

Meeting Tuesday 400 p.m. Campua Center 906.

Wed., Thurs., 3:30-

and Fri.. 8-10 a.m

OUTING CLUB
Equipment locker hours: Mon

6 30 p m and Tuea., 3 45-6:30 p m.
OUTGOING CLUB
Canoe Barn hours Mon 4:30-600 p.m. and Fri., 1-3

pm All others by appointment.
PHYSICAL THERAPY CLUB

Meeting 7:30 pm NOPE 22
ZETA PS I

A oat together, 8:30 pm 23 PhHIipa St. Call 266-
6845 (or info and rides.

TO PERSONS USING THE POOL
Strict enforcement of Univ. rules and presentation

of recreetion l.D required by all participants.

What
TODAY

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
^••tino 7 p.m. Campus Ctmtr 904. AH

persons with election credentials wiH be
etigibie to vote.

OUTING CLUB AUCTION
Greet bargains on old and used equip-

rnent Tonight 7 p.m. Campus Center 101
(basement). Inspection starts 6:30 p.m

TOMORROW
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Discuaaion and reeding 7:15-8:15 p.m. 428
Student Union. Simple communion will
follow.

CASIAC G.R.E. WORKSHOP
S,^ workshop to help students test

? ?*',«^"f?;' °^ *' '-^ P'"- Campus
Center 163-164.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Meeting 8:30 p.m. Campus Center 902, all

welcome, for more info call Trida, 266-8035
PROGRESSIVE FILM SERIES

'''*^'***'-

Movie 8 p.m. Thompson 106, "Sacco and
Vaaretti." Free.
SAILING CLUB

Meeting 9 p.m. Campus Center 903
elections will be held.

Rally held for Franklin teachers
BOSTON [UPf] - More than 1,000

persons, including Chicago bollermakers and
Australian garment workers, participated
yesterday at a rally for striking Franklin
school teachers.

Teachers and union supporters from 200
Massachusetts and New England locals were
among the crowd at the Franklin Equestrian
Center to demonstrate their "expression of
support for fair, good-faith, collective
bargainir^."

The dispute between the educators and
school committee has so far resulted in the
jncarceration of 34 teechers and the Im-
position of $250-a-day fines on an additional
28. The work stoppage, which began Sept
16, has kept some 5,500 students on an
extended summer vacation.

Meanwhile, negotiators represemir>g the
Franklin Education Association btkI the
school committee huddled yesterday at 6
p.m. at ttie Parker House in Boston to rer>ew
efforts to agree on acceptable language for a
r>ew teecfwr contract.

Discussions were slated to start with
consideration of a school committee
counterpropoeal to the latest FEA package.
The school committee negotiators prorrtptly
left the contract talks Saturday night after
presenting their response.
"The fact that they walked out after of-

fering a counterproposal is indicative of their
insincere bargaining attitude." charged FEA

spokesman Joseph Ferrari. "Some members
of the school committee team wanted to go
on, but their legal counsel ordered them to
leave the room."
The school committee's package came in

response to an earlier FEA proposal, which
contained revised language affecting in-
voluntary transfer policy, class size, a sick
teave bank, salaries, an arency fee, length of
the school year, and nutrition contract. The
FEA also made changes in longevity fees and
the extra compensation to directors.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH — Cheeseburgers, Country
Broil Sandwich. Basics; Bulger ar>d Bean
Salad, Hi-Protein Spaghetti-Tomato
Sauce.
DINNER - Pot Roast-Jardlnere

Sauce, Fried Fish. Basics; Carrot Loaf,
Fried Fish.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Cold Cut Deli Plate.

Macaroni £r Cheese. Basics; Herbed
Chick Pea Salad, Macaroni b Cheese.
DINNER - Sept. B.B.Q. Barbecued

CNcken Half, Indoor Menu-Franklin Calf.

Quiche, B.B.Q. Basics; Same.

'••• "•"^ .i......i.,....i-i»,. . . . I I
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' 1 mile past
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MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL

PATS
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CLEVELAND
tel. -

253 9202
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Bedspreads

l)t'dsprfads from India and
I*akisian many of i hem hand
loomed and hand dyed. Numerous ^
(olors and paiierns. Single (twin) ^^
sizes (72" X 108") and double sizes
(90" X 108").

Fkccs^,
ofgarth

r.t Post Office. 9:30-6:00 Monday thru Soturdoy.

As Of

September30th
The Hatch will be closing at 3:00p.m. The Dining
Room will remain open until 7:00p.m. for study
purposes.

The Coffee Shop will be open until 12:00 Midnight
every day as usual.

Collegian '^

Boneless Beef
Chuck Roast

Delicious

Pot Roast

FuliCut
Sirioin Steak

$^39
With

Tenderloin

lb.

Extra Trim
Tail-less

Porterhouse
Steaks

$^59
US DA
CHOICE

'

lb.

Shoulder for

London Broil

$^29
More Finest Meat Values!

Beef for Stew
19

MORE VALUES FROMMEA T STREET, U.S.A. I

I

Boneless
Thick & Juicy

lb.

Boneless for

your Favorite Recipe*1
lb

Sirloin Steak
"5^*^^°-

T-Bone Steak JTe-Tr. .1.79
Beef Loin Shell Steaks . . 1.99

1.89

1.59

1.99

1.39

Bone*ess Beef Lom

Boneless Cube Steak
Face Rump Steak
Top Blade Steak*'.

Shcxi Cu!
Beet LD«n .

More Meat for your Money!

Chuck Steak
^.^F Boneless

Underblade »109

Family PaK
2^/2 to 3 lbs Avg

lb

Chicken Thighs

Drumsticks

89f
Chicken Breast

99f

4 lbs.

or

more

Lassar $^00
Amount lie

Fresh Lean
Beef

.0

Family Pak Delicious
Chicken Dark Meat

99

Mr. Deli Favorites!

Cooked Ham
»1 j/lr. 0,

Cacc.ato'e

Tender
Split all White

Family Pak Meat

Boneless Veal cl,._

Frierich Smoked Tongue
Frierich Smoked Butts . . ,

Fresh Lean Spareribs . . . .,

Fresh Pork Shoulder ptT. .

.

Calves Liver L':„c 1.29w^o.e ^

lb.

1.39

1.19

1.59

1.19

r 79*

1.09

Domestic
Sliced to

Order — ^ ,

Baked Ham f^

$irie

ed

^^<^''

lb

Franco American
Spaghetti

143/4

oz.

cans 98* 2

Tex

Grapefruit Juice
Finast

Coffee

46 oz. cans 1
Regular,

Elec. Perfc

or Drip lib
can

sierra stoneware
TMtWMk'sFMIuraKbni:

Dessert Dish

PRODUCE—

Virginia Styl

Freshly Sliced

A»»ilabl» Only in Stores with $erv:c» D*li 0«f/f$

In Store Bake Shop Features

!

Enhched Rolls - ^. . . .
, . , , 79*

Assorted Cookies..-,.. 12 0.99*

Iced Layer Cakes asv^^^o . -. 1.99
Artflabl» Only in Stortt with In -Stern Bakt Shops

Richmond
Orange Juice

602.
cans
Frozen88

ISOOpuretMii

Sm« SO* this weak on • large VegeMK* Bowl ..

.

OMLY $4.M. No MMWonal pwrchaM !• nicntary.

Sunrise fresh Dairy Values!

lis? Margarine
* ^^Tt^*' Richmond—^^ 1 lb

Quarters ^^ pkgs

NuForm Cottage Cheese «,,, '„, 69*

3 H
Finast Cheese Food
Colombo Yogurt *

12 o.

all natiifa'

99<

4S;99«

^^''k:o^
Fresh

Iceberg Lettuce

Seedless White Grapes .
69*

Honeydew Melons e. 89*
Red Ripe Tomatoes '^: 29* ^-^ - - .

Green Cucumbers 3-29* IViaCiniOSn AppieS
Sweet Potatoes 5 , 1.00 ^^ mg^ ^^mh>

Your Choice ! Fresh Produce ^2 fZ ^^^O

5^ 98*Tatertx)y French Fnes. .

.

Birds Eye Cool Whip t^:, 59*

Pepperidge Farm "• - '-r 89*

Beef and Wine Shoppe Features <

Schlitz Beer ;T/-if, •

; 5.39
Tosca Lambrusco Wine . .

' 1.79
Rose 'Garden Liebfraumilch ' 1.99

Available Only in Finast ol Hadley

Golden Gulf Hand Breaded Gourmet
Seafood . . . Unique Oriental Breading

^ntail Shrimp
29or ScallopsS

Frozen ^^
Breaded

Green Cabbage nt.^^'^'^^z . . ^ 10*
U.S. No.1
2 '4" min.

3 lb

Frozen Shhmp Nuggets . , . 2.79
Frozen Breaded Oysters 3.19

You Save 47'

Crisco
Shortening

f2£l
*.4nf?l' ',Oy..r.ft;|',*'.,

You Save 31 ^

GoM Medal
FkMir

flM^
It"— —— — '————— — — ——'^ — — ^'^"L-JcJ—T—— "''

'

i
Prtf .

•..'hj. Si/n^]fiy Ser'n^'infT ? 5 thf J Saturday October ! 19^7

I'ld ''41,1. . .,1' 11 ,

' ot •
1 ^H' ' i f'

You Save 51
Finest

loe Cream
Mtgal.

carton T
lyi

Yoii Save 61 ^

Finast
Butler

Quarters

ryi

We reserve the ng^t to I'mtt auant't'ps Not responsible tor typographical t.tof:
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Yanks sweep twinbill;

magic number now 5
NY sweeps Jays
TORONTO \UPI] - Ed Figueroa and

Sparky Lyle combined on a five- hitter and
Graig Nettles drove home his 100th run of
the season yesterday, enabling the New York
Yankees to complete a 15 0, 2-0,
doubleheader shutout sweep of the Toronto
Blue Jays and reduce their magic number for
clinching the American League East to five.
The Yankees, who lead second place

Boston by three games with seven games to
play, pounded out 20 hits in the opener
including homers by Reggie Jackson, Cliff

Johnson, Lou Piniella and Dave Kingman to
back the seven- hit, 10-strikeout pitching of
Ron Guidry.

The Yankees scored their first run of the
nightcap in the fourth inning when Thurman
Munson and Jackson stroked back-to-back
singles and Chris Chambliss drew a walk
from loser Jim Clancy, 4-8, to load the bases.
Nettles then singled in Munson, but Jackson,
also attempting to score, was thrown out at
the plate by Blue Jays' right fielder Bob
Bailor.

New York added an insurance run in the
ninth when Del Alston, caught off third base
on a grounder back to Clancy, dashed home
when the Blue Jays' pitcher threw the ball
into the dirt at third base.

Figueroa, 16-10, was removed from the
game in favor Lyle after the Blue Jays put
together a single by Bailor and a walk to Al
Woods after two outs in the eighth. Lyle
struck out Roy Howell to end the threat and
went on to retire the Blue Jays in the ninth
for his 25th save.

In the opener, Jackson stroked his 31st
homer of the season in the first inning after
successive singles by MicKey Rivers and
Nettles. Johnson belted a solo shot during a
three- run second and added a two- run blast
in the seventh after Piniella had greeted

reliever Jerry Johnson with his homer.
Kingman hit his fourth homer as Yankee in a
four-run ninth.

Sox swamp foe
DETROIT \AP\ - The Boston Red Sox,

fighting to stay alive in the American League
East race, powered their way past the Detroit
Tigers 12-5 yesterday with the help of
homers by Carlton Fisk, Carl Yastrzemski and
Butch Hobson.

Right-hander Reggie Cleveland, 11-8, went
all the way for the win while rookie Ed Glynn,
2-1, took the loss, lasting just one inning.

Boston's Rick Burleson led off the game
with a double. After a walk to Ted Cox,
Burleson went to third on a fly to right to Jim
Rice and scored on a fielder's choice before
Fisk hit his 26th homer of the season into the
upper deck in left.

Boston made it 4-1 in the second as
Hobson led off with a triple and scored on an
infield out. Yastrzemski's 27th homer in the
third made it 5-1.

Hobson's 30th homer, a two-run blast,

came in the eighth. Ben Oglivie hit his 20th
home run of the season for Detroit.

O's demolished

CLEVELAND \UPI] - Rookie shortstop
Alfredo Griffin doubled home two runs
during a five-run fifth inning before Rico
Carty all but finished off Baltimore's
American League East pennant hopes with a
three-run homer in the seventh which
produced a 9-4 victory by the Cleveland
Indians over the Orioles.

The loss left the Orioles four games behind
the front-running New York Yankees in the
loss column with six to play.

Carl Yastrzemski slides into second base with a steal yesterday as Tito Fuentes
applies a tardy tag The Sox beat the Tigers, 12-5, but lost a half-game to the Yankees
as New York swept a doubleheader from the Toronto Blue Jays. (UPI)
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WHO ARE THESE GUYS?

We're (Jnique...,

Zeta Psi is 20 men living, working (Seating

together in a close knit group.

Come and meet us at

ZETA PSI
Stop by

Monday night at 8:30 for Monday night

Patriots game

or Wednesday night 8pm to lOpm

23 Phillips St.

call 256-6845 for rides and/or information

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

DVP
Dfst/ngu/shed \/fs/tors Program \% the mojor student lecture Organization on
campus. It exists to provide o diversified lecture schedule, drav^ing lecturers

from the arts, sciences, the political sphere, humanities and international

affairs. It is funded and organized entirely by students. If you are interested

in choosing speakers, and working on programs, then YOU should become
a member of DVP.

First new member meeting is Mon.,

Sept. 26 at 630 p.m.

in the Herter third floor lounge.

I

Pitching impresses
.Collegian 15

!i" ''3*smen topple Berkshire, tie AlCBy WAL T CHERNIAK
Collegian Staff

Pitchers Mark Brown, Chuck Thompson
and Dave Stoller combined to limit the
opposition to five singles as the UMass fall

baseball team defeated Berkshire Com-
munity College, 5-2, at Lorden Field last
Thursday.

The Minutemen opened their fall season
last Wednesday by tying American In-
ternational, 2-2. The game was called after
eight innings due to a curlew.

Brown was the most impressive of the trio,
fanning six men in the three innings he
worked, while allowing only one unearned
run and a meek first inning single. Stoller

whiffed three and Thompson one, as the
Minutemen hurlers combined for 10 strike-
outs in their nine innings of work.

UMass got on the board first in the home
half of the second inning when John
Gallagher reached first after Berkshire third
baseman Mike Waldorf misplayed his soft
roller. Claude Tetreault fanned and Dave
Oleksak popped up, but then Rick Flynn
drove a two-out walk and shortstop Glen
Dooling drilled a line drive single to right
center to give UMass a 1-0 lead.

Berkshire countered against Brown in the
third, however, taking advantage of his only
wild streak of the game. After striking out the
first man he faced, the lanky righthander
walked leadoff man Tim Mooney, who

American League
PACT ^

N«w York
Boston
Baltimore
Dstroit

Cleveland

Milwaukee
Toronto

X-Kansas City

Texas
Chicaoo
Minnesota
California

Seattle

Oakland
X- Clinched division title

EAST
W L

96 59
93 62

93 63

PCT.
.619

.600

596

GB

3

72 84 .462 24 V4

69 86 .445 27
65 92

62 103
.414 32
.335 44

WEST
W PCT. GB

.643

.573 10 54

.554 13 '/4

526 18

462 28
389 39 Vi

99 55
90 67
87 70
82 74

72 84
61 96
59 95 383 40

Saturday's Results
Boston 8, Detroit 2

Baltimore 4, Cleveland 1

Minnesota 4, Milwaukee 3
Texas 3, Oakland 1

Kansas City 4, California 3
Chicago 8, Seattle 3, Night

New York at Toronto, Ppd.. Rain
Yesterday's Results

New York 15, Toronto 0, 1st
New York 2, Toronto 0, 2nd

Boston 12, Detroit 5
Cleveland 9, Baltimore 4

Milwaukee 8, Minnesota 6, 1st
Minnesota 8, Milwaukee 4, 2nd
Kansas City 6, California 3, 1st
Kansas City, California 2, 2nd

Texas 5, Oakland 4, 1st, 14 innings
Texas 8, Oakland 6, 2nd, Night

Seattle 5, Chicago 4

proceeded to steal second and advance to
third on a wild pitch. Brown struck out the
next batter as well, but then uncorked
another wild pitch to send home Mooney
with the tying run.

The score remained deadlocked at 1-1
through the middle innings, as relievers
Thompson of UMass and Joe DeCicco of
Berkshire both stalemated their opposition
A two-out single by DeCicco and a walk
placed Thompson in momentary hot water in
the fourth, but he rebounded to strike outTom Nash and end the threat.
UMass finally launched its winning rally in

the bottom of the seventh, as the Minutemen
scored four runs, aided greatly by a series of
Berkshire miscues.

Dooling doubled to open the inning, his

third hit of the game, as the rightfielder
mis)udged the ball and let it get behind him.
When the throw back to the infi-Id &ot away
the alert Dooling scooted into third.
The Minutemen then proceeded to

combine three walks, an error by the short-
stop, a sacrifice fly and a soft, looping single
over a drawn-in infield by Gallagher into four
rather tainted runs to take a 5-1 lead.

Berkshire came back to push across a run
in the eighth against Stoller, but that was all
It could muster, as Coach Gus Bedard's
troops held on to capture their first victory of
the fall exhibition baseball slate. UMass' next
opponent will be North Adams State
College, whom the Minutemen will entertain
at 3.00 p.m. on Tuesday afternoon at Lorden
Field.

National League
Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

St. Louis
Chicago
Montreal
New York

X-Los Angeles
Cincinnati

Houston
San Francisco
San Diego
Atlanta

X- Clinched division title

EAST
W
97
91

80
80
71

60

WEST
W
94

85
77

72

67
59

L

58
65
74
76
84
94

L

61

72

78
84
90
97

PCT.
.626

.583

.519

.513

458
390

PCT.
606
.541

497
462
.427

.378

GB

6W
16 V4

1714

26
36 W

GB

10

17
22 ',4

28
35)4

Saturday's Results
Philadelphia 1, Montreal
Pittsburgh 7, Chicago 3

Cincinnati 8, Atlanta 7, Night
Los Angeles 1, Houston 0, Night

San Francisco 3, San Di'igo 2, Night
St. Louis at New York, Ppd., Rain

Yesterday's Results
St. Louis at New York, 2 Ppd., Raii

Philadelphia 8, Montreal 5
Cincinnati 4, Atlanta
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago
Los Angeles 5, Houston 4

San Diego 9, San Francisco 2

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

The rates are Daily, 45c per line: 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

^a^ .^*\i:Vf*rm Q^ rnlH w:^;f ijJMJU.l
AUTO FORSALB

65 Chevy Truck wiih 68 V8 eng 4 spd std
8ft bed workhorse 253 3586 $900
NEGOTIABLE

1973 Triumph Daytona SOO^EKcellem
condtion Best Offer over $750 253 2943
after 7 Very low mil3ge

'67 Pontiac Bonneville, good engine runs
well $300 or B O 549 0197 MUST SELL
FAST

Classic 67 Mustang HYP ajg^tandard,
strong engine, new exhaust system, good
body, brown with vinyl top $550 6 1453

1968 Rambler Exc Cond~Me^h~^6e 3634

1971 Plymouth Wagon Motor and^dy ir

good condition New parts Call 546 4538

1973 LTD Brougham PS PB ACTiTrCond
$1500 Call 773 3294

69 Ford Galaxy 500 85 000 miles Runs
excellent Best offer around $500 549
1456

70 VW SQBK Exc mecfiBody^ needs
work 28 MPG S650 Neq Tom 549 4600
X343

'O Pont Cat Air AfWFM Ster~Nliirt7^ns
ball Dependable $350 Kevin 549 3509

1964 Mercury. Excellent Interior, good body
runs well Needs muffler $190 584 5547

69 SAAB 99 Std . runs very good front
wheel dr no rust radial tires 75 000
miles Musi sell $795 or B O Call 256
0656 EVES

1975 SAAB Undercoated. vry gd efig~&
lires Tuned 1 owner 77 000 miles
$2 900 Call 256 8074 EVNGS

FIAT 128. 2(lr 28 000 m, AMFM and stereo
r,issette Fine rond 5 2642 or 2643 .liter

/f) ni ,)sl. f(it Ni,.| R,„ 211

1%9 VW Bug L«i run . one) Bodv fair

i.Qh .1 H () 256 6007

66 VW Bug S475 00 Call after 5p m for

MO TORCYCLE FOR SALE

.ilUiH.WH.iil IIJ ilW

1976 Su/uki GT550 15 000 mi sTaOO or
B 256 01 76 Walt

Triumph 650 Bonn 2500"on rt>lt~VG
cond w extras First $600 or BO 546
6670

74 Suzuki 250 on off Exc cood K3 2475

1975 Honda 400 Super Sport bought new in

1977 4.400 mi Perfect cond Lug
rack sisy bar master chain&lock Ask
$1000 Call Steve 549 3957 between 5 7

74 Kawasaki 7 1900cc Mint condtion
Kerker pipe. Denselube chain BO 665
3031 early or late

FOR SALE

Stereo Pioneer SA9100 Sony ST5150
Teledyne Speak BIG 960 Nill Sacf 665
3P?4

Electric Guitar, thin body twin pickup w
vibr.tio fully adjustable bridge $150
Neqotiable Call John 549 0478

Essentials of Microcomputing An
overview saves your time h money ap
plyifu) this n.'w terhnolo(|y 30pg booklet
$2 25ppd from Applied Microcomputer
Systems Box 68C Silverlake N H 03875

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis Shoes* Men s
Ladies Canvas&Leather Reg $18 30 lUSt
$10 14 50 Call 538 3131

Plush Camper convened GMC scfiool
bus fully equipped ex cond A house on
wheels great for family. fraternity,
iravelinq banc! roadshow Call 536 1949

Women s Suede Coat Excellent condition
Si/e9 Call 549 5951 after 6 OOp m

CALCULATORS

College Calculators oftH^^ iow pru .. a tuii

service All models avail T159 $226 58
$99 95 51 $52 95 HP s b Comnodore s
avail Models from $15 Rememtier we
service all calculators we seli Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chns at
CoHeiie Calculators 549 1316

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
tile All academic subjects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles Calif 90025 (213i 477 8474

After 5 i>'Mi..ss.nn,tl typinc) 734 (X)4<J

Gestalt I

Im.-, 7

HI qomi) personal growth group
10 lor inlormatiiin Call 367 2385

ROOMMA TE WANTED

Woman Wanted lor a Coop Farmhouse
Isolated location in Montague 10 miles
from campus 100 acres land State
Forests all around Call 367 2673 Leave
name Er Tel No

Yoga Meditation mass.igt- Qn going
• iriiup Will 7 10 tor iiilormaiion call 367
238;,

TRA VEL

WANTED

10x50 Mobile Home Good condtion $3 500
Call617 544 3240 KEEP TRYING

Attention Audiophiles for sale conrioisseui
turntable & AKGP7E cartridge 1 month
old mint condition Call Wendy after
7 30r m at 546 7150

Shure car-
For Sale BSR 610 turntable
tridqe$25 Call Enc 546 5795

Two Goodyear Poly fires G 78 15 $45
Call 665 3257 EVES

1976 Harley Davidson FX Low rnilage Ex
cond 256 0529 Serious calls only

Handwoven 100" Alpara wool ponrho
' Bolivia 665 2084

Q2QBQQ^Q^^QQJ]Q2|^J^^Q^^

HELPyVANTED

Person with truck to ^aul dryer from
Spgfid to Cape $15 323 4586

5 Student distributorships available Call
253 3965 between 8 11a m

Houseboy Wanted Part time Good food
in exchanqe for kitchen work Contact
K.ithv al 253 9215 between 6 30 8 00

Group Organizers Needed $$$ plus frmqe
Ix'iiys ,ill for |„st (|ettii«| 20: customers
liir thi most excitmq ncfe in New England
The Alimii' Slid.' Cruise HURRY befor,.
< old wiMilier loses you $$ Call Larry 549
4745 Keep Trviiiq

Meaningful Jobs arr still available The
student orqani/inq project is lookinq for
|)en|)l( who an* interested in working with
'h<- Campus Umoni/ation effort Both
wnrksiudy and noii workstudy positions
.ire opiMi App'y at the SOP office rm 426

Wanted 5 cub ref ndqer iior 546 6845

HITCHHIKERS Sign Giant Oayglo
Thumh Reuseable 5 big ones for $2
Triiient Studio. Box 12 Sturbridge Ma
01566

LOST

Lost Large leather like brown bin
derwith notes from 5 courses Lost near
Ma.-.hmer or Thompscn Very Imponant
If found please call Marybeth Rm 218
Johnson Hse 545 0724 545 0725 545
3884

PERSONALS

SERV/CFS

MOTORCYCLISTS factory trained cycle
mechanic specialized fo' all Kawasakis
work on most others Low Rates Call Jeff
at 584 5406665 2462

Volvo ' p.ii' I maintenance All years
iiru.es J,ii k 586 06'P

Sliidi'iit Umo'i Rli1

Horses Boarded Northampton Small
i"iiati stain',.;, miips (if trails Reasonably
P'ued Cdli584 1 754 or 584 1282

Look' Moped Sale. Moped Sale' Moped
^^•'^(i Batavus No 1 says Consumer s
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufdi turer Sparta comfortable 2
passenger mo(«-d Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEYMOPED accessories 4 Con/ Street
Northampton 586 1054 Behir>d city hall 2
mil, from Main Street Ask about our low
Mot«'d Sale Prices' See us before you buyW T F nites til 9 Look' Moped Sale'
Mopi'd Sale' Come'

Listen To Power Radio WMUA Sat
2.1 n< 6a m

, WSYL '97 7 FM' Mon
1.1 m 4,1 m PU\K N POP'

Come Meet The Prince of Wales at Zeta
'

' V!i."il.,y .,1 8 30 23 Phillips S- Call
?'>6 6,S45for ,n»,.-..i,,!„in h '..1es

LH.IH',',IIJ|.HH.IIHJIIIJJIJ!lLI,i.||J|.|JH.||Hj„,„|, ,, ,,,„| | j.,^,n^t,H„
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Dent romps in the rainstorm
Roll-Up

Batnboo
Shades

Dennis Dent, who scored the only touchdown UMass needed Saturday against Harvard, slices through the Crimson defense
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

NFL sees
no upsets
The Oakland Raiders, or anybody else,

may think twice before ever cutting Errol

Mann again.

Mann, who was released by Oakland late

in training camp and called back just before

the season started, kicked field goals of 21,

40 and 41 yards in the second period

yesterday to give the defending sup)er bowl
champion Raiders a 16-7 victory over their

AFC archrivals, the Pittsburgh Steelers.

Mark Van Eeghen ran eight yards for a

touchdown for Oakland's other score.

Mann, who was cut by Detroit last year

and signed by the Raiders midway through
the season after Fred Stelnfort was injured,

was recalled by Oakland when San Diego
claimed No. 3 draft choice Rolf Benirschke.

The Raiders had tried to sneak Benirschke
through on the final waiver list un-

successfully.

Steeler errors contributed as much to Oak-
land's victory as the Raiders' own per-

formance. One field goal and Van Eeghen's
touchdown followed Steeler turnovers and
Pittsburgh also ended three of its own
scoring threats by turnovers, including a late

fourth-quarter drive.

The Steeler score came on a 43-yard pass
from Terry Bradshaw to Bennie Cun-
ningham The Steelers also drove to the

Oakland 37 on their next possession but their

comeback hopes were dashed when Brad-

shaw's pass was intercepted by Charles

Phillips.

In other games, St. Louis overcame
Chicago 16-16, Washington downed Atlanta

10-6. Dallas romped over the New York
Giants 41-21, Los Angeles humbled
Philadelphia 20-0, Houston stopped Green
Bay 16-10, Baltimore defeated the New York

Jets 20-12, Cincinnati overran Seattle 42-20,

Detroit edged New Orleans 23-19, San Diego
outclassed Kansas City 23-7, Miami edged
San Francisco 19-15 and Denver downed
Buffalo 22-6. Minnesota rallied to beat

Tampa Bay 9-3 Saturday night and New
England plays host to Cleveland tonight.

Jim Hart war, 16-of-24 for 215 yards and a

TD and Jim Bakken kicked three field goals

to lead St Louis over Chicago. Hart put on a

passing display in the first half, hitting 11-of-

13 for 162 yards. His 12 straight completions

broke a club record of nine set by Charlie

Johnson in 1966. Mel Gray caught five for 95
yards.

Washington, aided by a key pass inter-

ference penalty, broke a 3-3 tie late in the

third quarter on a Billy Kilmer-to-Mike

Thomas scoring pass and held on for a

victory over Atlanta.

Tony Dorsett's first two TDs as a pro,

Roger Staubach's 235 yards passing and
critical first- half mistakes by the Giants

helped Dallas, which took a 28- point lead

before New York could score. Dorsett, the

1977 Heisman trophy winner and college

football's all time leading rusher, scored from
34 yards out -^ the longest run from

scrimmage for Di^las in two years.

Joe Namath passed for two TDs in the

opening half and the Los Angeles defense

took care of Philadelphia as the Rams, now
1-1, impressed.

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY'S RESULTS

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - UMass 17. Williams 45
SATURDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FOOTBALL - UMass 17. Harvard
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - UMass 7, Maine
MEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - UMass 27, Boston College 50
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Your Birthday Byst«iia wilder

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER
26 — Bom today, you are
one of those for whom it is

difficult to relax The
moment you have com-
pleted one task, or one
phase of a task, you want
to move on You cannot
rest feehnK unoccupied.
Beware you don't exhaust
yourself in your mad dash
to - you are not sure
where!
You work long and hard

and with a will - but are
not quite sure toward what
ends. You possess talents
and are quite willing to

employ them But. left to

set your own goals you find

yourself at a loss as to

where to begin Most im-
portant to your success
would seem to be a trusted
partner who thinks as you
do and who knows how to

harness your talents to

productive ends.

Your personal relation-

ships may be of the nip-

and-tuck variety until you
are an adult, for trust

comes slowly to you. But
as work matures you. you
learn to relax control of

your emotions, and should
be able to form good,
stable, happy relationships
with others

To find what is in .store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph

l-et your birthd.iv st.ir be
your daily «uidc -

TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER
27

LI8RA(Sept 2.i-Ort 22»
Don't allow your naturally
sympathetic nature to be
fooled into a venture you
really cannot condone
Keep morality level high

S C O R P I I O c t 2 :t
-

Nov 21 1 Don't go out of

your way to take a chance
• but if a chance presents
itself naturally, you might
do well to risk it.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21 ) — Make progress
with your own project at
this time. Effective effort
on another's behalf will not
come easily today.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — To get the most
out of the day, you will

have to get the most out of

yourself. See to a matter of

health in A.M.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) — You may be
tempted to take on your
own responsibilities and
those of another this morn-
ing. Don't!
PISCES* Feb. 19-March

20) — Your lazy corre-
spondence may cause per-
manent damage to an old

friendship. Mend your
ways!

ARIES' March 21-April

191 The wise Aries will

forgive and forget - as
soon as possible There is

little to be gained by a late

.start Kise early

TAURUSi April 20-May
20 )

— Whatever you under-
take today, relax Nothing
will be worse for progress
than a display of nerves

GEMINKMay 21-.June20)
Although you may wish

to avoid It, you will proba-
bly find yourself front and
renter before day's end.
Try to enjov the attention

CANCERiJune 21-July
22

1
- Make an effort to

catch up with work left

over from yesterday This
IS a good time to tie off
loose ends before they tan-
gle.

LEO(July 2:»-Aug.22i —
Save your energy for late

in the day when an emer-
gency situation may re-

quire you to act quickly
and with effectiveness.

VIRGOiAuR 23-Sept 22)
- Courage and faith in

your own ability to work
out your problems: these
will enable you to end the

day in good spirits.

'npvru'hl l*t.i. lin)f«*d Kejtur*. .SmkIi-

I i4U* ln(

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Keep in

possession
5 Criticizes

harshly:
Slang

10 Messy one
14 Straight

as
15 Three Greek

Goddesses
16 Nonexistent
17 Judge
18 Professed
20 Lady —
— Edward
Vl's succes
'SOr

22 Vanquish
23 Son of Hera
24 Feudal slave
25 Miraculously

supplied
foods

28 Cried pierc-
ingly

32 Japanese
sash

33 Montana city
35 Desist s

partner

36 Orange seeds
38 Less adulter-

ated
40 Setting of an

event
41 Information

drawn forth

43 'Not now'"
45 New Eng

Diet
46 Went
48 Scarlet and

yellow —

50

51

52

55

59

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

False state-

ments
Russian river

Believer in

Islam
Titled

Britishers
Earths
envelope
Defy
Constrict an
opening
Affect
slightly

Shakes
peare's river

Coats Infor

mal
Indulges to

excess
Eye part

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday Puzzle Solved:
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N ^ E D N E W S N 1 T E R

DOWN
Pilgrimage to

Mecca
Greek
theaters
First

mortgage
eg
Lower in

dignify

Supports
2 words
Finishes up
the track
Dilettante
Daisy —
Yokum
Dispatcner
Head cold
symptoms
Apply oil

Informal

12 Earthenware 37
pot

13 Fruit decay 39
19 Silk

Prefix 42
21 Obtain 44

forcibly 47
24 Tabloid news

paper 49
25 Was dejected
26 Tolerate 51
27 Acrobatic 52

stunt 53
28 Valuable 54

violin Infor-

mal 55
29 Singer 55

Frankie — 57
30 Poly _
31 Conveyance 58

documents
34 Back country 60

Slang

Marine mol-
lusks
Football
officials

Attempts
Nevada city
Risks pro-
voking
Malicious
destroyer
Ma)or
Ship's spar
Mr Harbach
L A air prob-
lem

,

Not straight
Roof part

Vacuum tube
Suffix

Senators
Abbr
Hawk parrot

12 3 4 & 6 7 8 9 |H>0 11 li 13"

His H16

^^18 ™
22

|H-|J HBis

44 Wt*^Hso Hp HHH
52 54 HP ™^^

«o —hm 6,

-ML JlH66 H67
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Bruins melt. Eagles molt as harriers romp
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1977

By MIKE BERGER
Co/hgian Staff

The UMass harriers, minus three top
runr>ers, easily defeated Boston College and
Brown in dual meet action in Providence
Friday night.

Under cloudy and cool conditions, UMass
placed five runners in the top nine positions

on the way to a 27-50 win over the Eagles

and a 27-59 win over Brown. The harriers,

now 2-0, wait one day before taking on
Providence and Harvard in probably the most
important dual meet of the season.
Without co-captain Mike Quinn, Stetson

Arnold and Kevin McCusker, who were
resting for the Providence- Harvard meet
tomorrow, Coach Ken O'Brien relied on the
services of co-captain Frank Carroll to set the

pace for his teammates.
Carroll responded with a third place finish

(26:37), 19 seconds behind race winner Sean
McCracken of Brown (26:18). Other UMass
finishers were Lou Panaccione — 4th,

(26:41 ), Man Wolff - 5th (26:47), Tom Wolff
~ 6 th (26:51) and Michael Morris - 9th

26:56).

As the race approached the mid- mark (3

miles), McCracker, Bill Roach of BC (second
place finisher — 26:24) and Carroll were fairly

close together. The pace was a quick one as

McCracken was nine seconds off the record

of 26:09 for 5.5 miles.

Central Conn,

hosts stickers
The UMass field hockey team, should the

rain hold off, will be shooting for its second
straight victory today as it travels to Central

Connecticut to take on the Blue Devils.

Game time is 3:30.

Saturday's College Sportsday, that annual
extravaganza of scrimmages, was cancelled
due to the inclement weather. UMass would
have played host to several of the finest

Northeast field hockey teams in the day-long
competition.

The Minutewomen, coming off a 1-0
victory over their biggest area rival,

Springfield College, played host last season
to the Central. UMass won that game, 1-0.

The season- opening win over Springfield
was a complete reversal of last year's per-
formance, when the Minutewomen took it

on the chin in the 1976 opener, 7-1.

The victory also marked the first time in

what seems an eternity that UMass has
defeated a Chief field hockey squad. It also
marked a milestone in that the
Minutewomen beat the reigning Northeast
champ. Springfield had taken the regional
tournament two straight years, and with the
titles also represented the Northeast in the
National tournament.

Following today's game, UMass will play
host to Keene State on Wednesday.
The junior varsity Minutewomen will also

be in action today. Game time for the JVs is

set for 4:45.

ft^e^uyn/A

Tonite
Mon. Sept. 26

Tues. Sept. 27

HRICKI R RAMI)

Wed. Sept 28

BAILEY BROS.

Thurs-Sat.
Sept. 29- Oct.l

FAT

McCracken, after setting the pace with a
4:35 mile and a 9:17 two mile, gradually broke
away from the pack and won the meet.

"This was a good meet for all our run-

ners," said O'Brien. "It was a quick,

aggressive meet where everyone ran the first

two- three miles at a quick pace. Mostly
everyone who ran felt the race was run at a
quick pace but no one felt they over-

extended themselves.

"I think this puts us in a good position to

develop as a team. We're in good condition

physically and from this meet I can see most
of our runners running in a pack, at a good
level of running, time wise."

O'Brien felt one of the most important

features of the meet was the performance of

senior Frank Carroll. Through most of last

year Carroll never got over the effects of a
serious cold which consequently affected his

running. However, "Carroll, re-established
himself as an aggressive runner who sets the
example," said O'Brien.

The meet as a whole was a good warmup
for the harriers who now face the "iron" of
New England with tomorrow's meet arwJ

Saturday's against Northeastern and St.

John's. Quinn, Arnold, and McCusker will

rejoin the team Tuesday and most obviously
their services will be needed.

Kevin McCusker (c) sat Friday's meet out, but with Franit Carroll (i, in cap) in 3rd, Lou Panaccione (2nd from r) in 4th and Matt
Wolff (r) in Sth, UMass dominated BC and Brown. 27-50-59. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Spikers stuffed by Vt., UNH in tri-meet trial

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - If the UMass volleyball

team learned anything at all from its season-
opening tri-meet setback at the hands of

New Hampshire and Vermont, it can be
sp>elled out in one simple phrase: lack of
defense.

"It was our defense which hurt us,"
UMass coach Dianne Thompson said. "By
far, it was our biggest problem."

But a few quirky turns of fate didn't help
the Minutewomen, who lost their inaugural
contests of the season.

In the first match of the tri-meet affair,

UMass took it on the chin, 12-15, 15-10, and
15-10 against Vermont.
The Minutewomen then played host New

Hampshire, and bowed out of the day's
activities by a 15-2, 15-1 count.

In the initial match, UMass came out
strong with a lineup consisting of Kathy
Higgins, Joyce GresI, Beth Kuzdeba, Chris

Kelley, Donna Sasso, and Peggy Barber. The
sextet combined for a 15-12 first-set win.

"At one point, we led only 13-12, but the
team came through and won," Thompson
said.

But perhaps the turning ,-)oint of the day
occurred in the second set wi£h UMass upr, 9-

6. While serving, the Minutewomen were
called for, a quirky out-of-service rotation
penalty. The mishap gave the serve back to
the Catamounts, who quickly took ad-
vantage of the UMass error to get back into
things.

Quirk of fate number two occurred at the
end of the second set. According to

Thompson, the scoreboard read 14-10
Vermont, but the official scorer had the

count at 15-10 UVM, so the decision went to
the Catamounts.

"It was a weird ending, and it threw us off
a bit," Thompson noted.

In set number three, UMass "led from the
very start," the coach said, but found itself

tied at nine later on in the proceedings.

Then, said Thompson, a Catamount took it

upon herself to serve up a bevy of winners,

and the Minutewomen wwent down to

defeat.

The same UVM spiker also victimized the
Minutewomen in the second set, when she
got her hands on the ball and befuddled the
UMass crew with some stellar serving.

Against New Hampshire, UMass just

"panicked," Thompson said.

"The scores seem lopsides, but there were
some good rallies," she added.
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Counselor Positions
Applications and job descriptions
aval la bleat P.G.A. office 41 3B S.U.

The P.G.A. is an Affirmative Action Employer.
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Student Government Association

HOMIHATIOH PAPERS

available In Room 404 Student Union for

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE

(area government for commuting students)j

Completed forms are due Friday,

September 29, before 5pm.

Elections will be held Oct. 4 and 5
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Eph-women step aside

as UMass chugs along
By DA VE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The cast was slightly changed from a year
ago, but the outcome was virtually the same
on Friday as the UMass women's cross
country team easily downed Williams
College, 17-45, as Jane Welzel shattered the
Willaims' course record by 1:23,

Last year, with Julie Lafreniere and Jo
Chapman leading the way, the
Minutewomen defeated Williams 18-45 on
the apple orchard course.

Friday, Welzel ran the 3.25 mile course in

19:57, after breaking loose from a pack of
teammates and William's Michelle Cutsforth
during the second mile.

Her time was exceptional, given the
weather condition's, which Cnapman
described as cold, with a misty drizzle," and
the course, "very hilly and muddy, with
terrible footing

"

Tina Francario ran with Welzel for a time
before settling back into school. She finisned
in 20:12.

Francario's co-frosh sensation, Pnscilla

Wilson, provided the major excitement of the
race when she outkicked Cutsforth over the
last 30 vards to finish third in 20:29. Cutsforth
was fourth.

Sue Swartz was fifth in 20:42, and Debbie
Farmer tied the old course record, 21:20, as
she finished sixth. Providing the depth
necessary to wrap up the meet were Linda
Welzel in seventh and Beth Collins in 10th.
Coach Charlotte Lettis told the runners to

go out fast, and they did, hitting the first mile
between 5:30 and 5:35. At the mile mark
Jane Welzel and Francario broke away frorri

Swartz, Wilson and Farmer, who pulled
slightly away from Linda Welzel and Collins.

The middle section of the course wound
over a golf course, which was extremely
muddy after the current lengthy stretch of
bad weather The pack strung out through
this section, setting up the order of finish.

Williams was weakened by the absence of
sophomore Marv Hakala, its too runner last

year, who is in Finland. Lisa Capaldini ran
sick, and could only finish eighth
The Minutewomen's next meet will be

tomorrow against Brandeis and Radcliffe
UMass defeated both schools easily last year
by 23-58-72 scores at Franklin Park in
Dorchester, tomorrow's meet site.

Jo Chapman, shown in action last

year, finished 15th on Friday as the
Minutewomen crushed Williams
College, 17-45. (Staff photo by Rob
Carlin)

Linksters seek title repeat
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team, which last

week regained the Yankee Conference
Championship, will try to make it two in a

row today as the Minutemon travel to nearby
Longmeadow Country Club to defend their

title in the New Englands.
The duffers, who won by a whopping 13

strokes last weekend at Stowe, will go with a

lineup of juniors, Jeff Orr and Bill Campbell
sophomore Vic Lahtiene, and co-captains
Flynt Lincoln and Jim McDermott

Lincoln, low medalist a week ago with a

73, will be playing on his home course.
McDermott, who shot a 75 last week, will be
defending the nnedal he won a year ago at

Now Seabury C.C.
Surprising Orr earneo his spot with lineup

via the fine 74 he shot at Stowe Lahtiene
and Campbell, meanwhile, earned their spots
by shooting the two iow scores in a 36 hole
practice match this week.
The tournament wiM be a two day affair,

with the best four of five" scores counting
each day.

Both coach Ed Vlach and . co-captain
McDermott were optimistic about the

linksters' chances. They also exyressed
concern for the weather and the condition of
the courses, which will be considerably less
than ideal

The competition will be a little stiffer this
week than it was at Stowe, with almost 40
teams on hand. The mam competition is

expected to come from Dartmouth,
Providence, Yale and URI.

Sports Notices
UMASS FRISBEE CLUB - Meeting

tonight at 7 p.m. in room 176 Campus
Cente' Mdvies of the 1977 World Frispee
Championships will be shown Ultimate
competition for the full year, shirts, discs,
and changes in the Coordinating Boarh will

he discussed. Al! are welcome. For info call

Jerry Rogers at 549 0044.
WATER POLO - Team memter.s and

?inyone interested in playing intercollegiate
'.v-iter polo should attend a meeting at
Bqyden Pool tomorrow night at 6 p.m. No
experience in the'sport is necessary. Women
r^re especially urged to attend Any
nuestions, call BiH Tharion at 549-0779.

THEHIDEOUT
Pizza-Grinders-Sandwiches-Cold Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst
lonmrlv ihc 1 1 unKf v 11 Hours 11:30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

Our ExclmivesU EGGPLANT GRINDERS and CANADIAN BAGON PIZZA S

'lift dtliftr •vtri day from S:00 till doting, from 3:00 on Sunday,"

MONDAY NIGHT . , ^
'

'
[

'
'

~^, ~~ ^~
fOOTBALL SoeciaS

* Buy two large pizzas and get a small pizza free! ^ ^^^

"256-0441"
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Rampant runners romp, p. 18

Unksters in New Englands, p. 19

Defense dominates Harvard, 17-0
By BILL EDEL STEIN
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Dennis Dent did his best
Mark Spitz impersonation and the UMass
defense rose to every occasion to propel the
Minutemen to a 17-0 whitewashing of
Harvard Saturday before 9000 soggy fans
and countless dry ones who had the good
sense to stay home and watch the game on
their television sets.

During the entire first quarter and one play
into the second, the two teams sloshed
about the field, trading punts, fumbles and
runs up the middle. Then, just when the fans
were ready to make Harvard Stadium their

collective water bed, the Big Snoo/e was
interrupted by the flying feet of little Dennis
Dent. Dent accepted a Mikr Fallon screen
pass at the UMass 31, paused a moment
while tackle Ross Schubarth disposed of one
Harvard defender and then outswam another
into the murky depths of the endzone.
"The play was designed to start inside and

then go outside, but Schubarth took the man
outside, so I stayed inside," said Dent.
When it was all over, the play had covered

69 yards, the score stood 6-0 and the
Minutemen had all the points they would
need to hand the Crimson their first setback
of the young season while improving their

own record to 2-1

On the ensuing play, Harvard halfback Rob
Kinchen made his bid to abruptly tie the
contest at seven by returning Dave
Croasdale's kickoff 95 yards for an apparent
touchdown.

Closer inspection of the playing field

revealed Harvard's Lou Launcella kneeling
beside a linesman's yellow penalty flag, and
clutching his helmet as if someone had hit

him in the head with a sledgehammer.
Lauricella was a convicted clipper.

"It was a big play in the game because it

took a touchdown off the board," said
UMass head coach Dick MacPherson.
The penalty loomed even larger as the

Crimson offense suffered through its fits of
impotence while the third quarter ran down.
To be exact, the Harvard offensive unit

didn't have much time to show its inef-

fectiveness because UMass controlled the
ball for eight of the first 10 minutes of the
quarter

The Minutemen took the second- half

kickoff and marched down the field like a
cross between Patton's Third Army and the
East German wviter polo team. The drive
stalled at the Harvard three-yard line,

however, when Billy Coleman's second
fumble of the game was pounced on by
Harvard cornerback Fred Cordova.
When the UMass defense stacked-up

three running plays for no gain, the Crimson
brought in Jim Curry to punt the ball to safer
territory. Whether Curry had intentions of
trying to run for a first down instead of
booting the ball away is the subject of
debate The fact is that Curry took enough
steps before punting to be called for traveling
in the NBA. The kick was partially deflected
and it expired at the Harvard 20. Six plays
later, Coleman made UMass fans forget
about the turnover by punching the ball over
rom the two.

The Harvard faithful were momentarily
encouraged when, just three minutes after
•he second TD, UMass punter John Romboli
was converged upon at the Minutemen's
nine-yard line after a bad snap from* center.

If the Crimson's sprit hadn't been broken
by Coleman's score, the UMass defense took
all the fight out of Harvard during the next
three plays.

On first and 10 from the UMass nine,
Harvard quarterback Larry Brown handed off

to Kinchen who was supposed to go around
right end Kinchen had just enough time to

duck as linebacker Joe McLaughlin wrapped
him up for a five-yard loss, back at the 14.
On second and 15, Brown completed a

^even vard pass to fullback Scott Coolidge.
On third and seven from the UMass seven,
Brown faded back to pass, got sacked and
coughed-up the pigskin. His fumble was
recovered by UMass' John D'Amato at the
Massachusetts 23-yard line. It had taken the
Crimson just three plays to lose 14 yards, the
football and any chance at a comeback.

"Playing in Harvard seems to key us up,"
said MacPherson. "That's what happened

with the defense after Harvard got the ball
deep in our territory."

Dave Croasdale added a field goal in the
final quarter to increase the UMass lead to
17-0, but by that time the game was out of
hand, since the Harvard offense was having
a tough enough time trying to get a first
down, without even considering the
possibility of two touchdowns.

In all, UMass held the Crimson to 132
yards total offense, including 39 yards
rushing in 40 attempts.

UMass QB Mike Fallon returned after a knee injury suffered two weeks ago to lead the Minutemen to a 17 win over Harvard
Saturday. Fallon was 2-3 passing and ran for two key first downs as he was named Chevrolet Offensive Player of the Game by
ABC-TV. (Staff photo by Dave RodgersI

Booters bump off Black Bears;
second straight shutout victory
Bv~DARLENE LORKIEWICZ
Collegian Staff

ORONO. Me. - A strong team effort

brought the UMass soccer team its second
shutout victory of the season Saturday,
when the Minutemen combined forces to

beat Maine, 7 0.

UMass came on quickly, scoring just 12
minutes into the game. "We felt it was very

important to score a goal early in the game,"
said UMass coach Russ Kidd. He added that
the Minutemen had expected a strong game
from the Black Bears.

Freshman Tommy Koutsoukos opened the
scoring with his first of three goals, assisted
by fullback Ed Niemiec.

Fullback Larry Aronson passed to Mike
Shannon, who booted in a breakaway
second goal.

Defense told the story for the Minutemen on Saturday as they stifled the Harvard Crimson, 17 in Cambridge. Here, the
UMass wolfpack descends on the lamb. Harvard QB Larry Brown, for one of at least seven sacks they recorded on the day.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

The third goal was netted on a fine pass
from Joel Mascolo to Koutsoukos, who
calmly beat the goalie.

Score nummer four was authored by
Koutsoukos, benefit of a stolen ball.

The remaining three goals were scored in

quick succession in the last 10 minutes of the
game. Mark Vassington led the barrage by
scoring with the assist going to freshman
Bob Ab't.

Bill Leary netted the final two goals,
assisted by Ion Bagdaneris and Mascolo.
The Maine offense never seemed to get on

the track in the one-sided rout as Aronson,
Niemiec, Mark Vassalotti, Pat Veale and
Mike St. Martin continued to control the
defensive half of the field.

Preston Kise and Will Temby split the
second half in goal, replacing starter Mark
Hodgdon. "Both had to come up with good
saves to preserve the shutout," Kidd said.

In talking about this year's team, Kidd
pointed out that the Minutemen have tallied

the 12 goals in two games as compared to 17
goals m the entire 1976 season He attributed
this year's early success to a "total team
offort."

The next game for UMass will be at Keene
St Wednesday at 3:30.

BOOTER BANTER Koutsoukos's three
goals give him six in two games ...

Vassington and Leary both scored their first

varsity goals ... for the second time in as
many games UMass used all of its players.
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Craemen Gethers— Example of the U.S. System of Justice,

'I Don't Have Time To Be Angry'

Craeman Ge hers.

The Case of Fred Hampton

By W. J. WHEELER
Nummo News Staff

Bill Hampton, surviving brother

of late Chicago Black Panther Party

leader Fred Hampton (who was
killed by Chicago Police 4 a.m. on
December 4, 1969) is presently

touring the U.S. to organize

support to reopen his brother's

case. U.S. District Court Judge
Joseph Sam Perry, who after

previously acquitting the F.B.I, and
other agencies of involvement in

the case, ordered a hung jury to

acquit the seven policemen who
took part in the raid on Fred

Hampton's apartment at 2237 West
Monroe St. on Chicago's West
Side.

Bill Hampion

Bill Hampton spoke briefly before

showing the film "The Murder of

Fred Hampton" in C.C. 163 at the

University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. After the film presen-

tation Mr. Hampton answered
questions Brs6 elaborated on the

case. He stated that his brother's

bodyguard William O'Neil was on
the payroll of the F.B.I, as an in-

forrrwnt. He stated that this was
not known at the time of the trial

but was later discovered in

documents during testimony in the

trial. William O'Neil according to

Bill Hampton received $30,000 to

watch the activities of Fred and the

Party and that thats why it was later

proven that Fred was asleep during

the raid. O'Neil had evidently put

somethinng into Fred's food, and
even O'Neil admitted that Fred

Hampton didn't use drugs aruf that

he was paid to drug Chairman Fred

so that Fred would not be able to

defend himself during the raid.

The trial which was in Federal

Court for the past eighteen months
is over, the judge threw * out. Bill

Hampton is presently appealing the

judges directed verdict. He feels

that the judge did not have the right

to give the jury a directed verdict

when the jury was in a deadlock

Vukani i Ia f^ub;' ne
I'.uriimo I ews Str'ff

Craeman Gethers was back in

Amherst (Thurs.) for the first time
in over 2 Vj years. He spent the day
talking to students about his case. I

would like to make people aware of

the situation. "All I want is a

chance to present all the evidence,

and I haven't even been given that

right yet. Only bits and pieces of the

evidence has been presented in

court so far.

Craeman Gethers has had two
years taken from his life. According
to Craeman all he wants to do is

"put the facts up front. What
happened to Craeman can be a

lesson on how this system works.

This situation can happen to

anyone. When asked about his

feelings on still being in jail while his

co-defendant Earl Brown was out
on parole Craeman said, "I don't

think it's fair, how can the same
crime weigh more heavily on one
than on the other. I don't feel that

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

my back is to the wall even though I

know it's completely unfair for me
to be in prison. " Despite the in-

justice that has led to two years

being taken from his life Craeman
Gethers does not seem bitter. "I

have no time for anger. I have to

concentrate on the situation at

hand and deal with it accordingly.

My case is not unusual. It's been
going on since the beginning of

time."

Craeman described his case as
being "in a state of limbo," at the
present time. He has not been able

to do what he wants in his pursuit

to clear his name — put the facts

up front. Right now his defense
fund is in urgent need for money. "I

do have an urgent need for money.
We are just about broke. Money
will make the difference." $1,000

dollars has already been spent on
his defense.

Joan Little Up
For Parole

Again, Decision

Due Nov. 15
and that it should have been ralEIGH, N.C. [UP/] - Joan
declared a mistnal and they should

y^tle, acquitted two years ago of a
have been granted a new trial. Bill ^^,,^er charge in a widely
stated that he is in the process of publicized trial, became eligible for

!?5?J1"11!J",!!H!L^!!'?°"AT^ P^^o'e on a breaking and entering

conviction Friday and state paroles
and that he expects motions on the
trial to start within the next six

months or a year. The actual work
won't begin until November or

December.
He stated that although it came

out in the trial that the F.B.I, had
admitted to writing false letters to

cause disruptions between different

black organizations and had tried to

cause conflicts between the
Panthers and the Muslims, people
might ask if all this evidence came
out well, why didn't anything

happen?
Why didn't the judge just convict

the perpetrators of the charges
leveled against them? The people
must remember how corrupt it is

and this was the type of judge that

didn't want people to be bucking
the federal system. In his opinion it

was just to say OK, well we know
the evidence, we know the F.B.I,

did this but we are not going to do
anything because the F.B.I, is

suppose to do those type of things,

and that in this Great America if the
Panthers and other groups are

subversive, the F.B.I, is suppose to

spy on them.

So this was the attitude that was
built around the judges attitude and
the trial. There are twenty eight

defendents named in Bill Hamp-
ton's suit two of them are F.B.I,

agents. Bill Hampton stated his

main objectives are to prove,

Numl>er one that the Civil Rights
were violated. Number two, that

they used too much force upon
entering Fred's apartment Number
three, obstruction of justice.

officials began work on her case.

Luther Mitchell, the case analyst

for the paroles commission han-
dling her case, said she had been
told to anticipate a decision by
about Nov. 15. The decision will be
made by the commission.

It was her second attempt at

parole. A bid for freedom was
rejected late last year, reportedly for

a violation of rules at women's
correctional center in Raleigh
where she is serving her term.

Miss Little, 23, has been working
for a Raleigh dentist under a work-
release program since the spring.

She was acquitted in August,
1975, of a murder charge in the
death of Beaufort County jailer

Clarence Alligood.

She testified she was fending off

a sexual attack at the jail where she
was awaiting an appeal of a 1974
breaking and entering conviction.

She has served 26 months of her

7-to 10-year sentence for a breaking

and entering in Beaufort County.

Most of the time has been spent

at the women's facility in Raleigh.

Mitchell said the parole in-

vestigation would "mainly be
concerned with her proposed kind

of employment plan and
residence."

She told parole officials, he said,

that she plans to continue working
for dentist David P. Lane, who gave
her a job when it appeared no one
wanted to hire her.

She also told officials she plans

to live in the Raleigh area if she is

freed and will buy a house.
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The brotherE nbove f. re demonstrr ting
the true rneoninc of unity -nd rtrent^-th

Our orientation nriust be built on
the realities of our situation. Our
history has made our present day
realities. So our orientation must be
built on our history of struggle. If

we are to build a scientific Massa-
chusetts Black Student Association
we have to build ourselves on a set

of principles.

deal with the problems of

organization and cadres. A
movement without organization is

like a man without a head. So we
must concentrate on building a

revolutionary Black Student
Association that can lead the

millions of Black students in this

country.

the petiti bourgois myth of having it

made or making it big. They must
identify with the majority of Black
people who are black workers. It is

Black workers who make up the
core of the Black Revolution. The
Black working class is the class that

we, students must unite with.

Being that students are geared
into the middle class. Black
students must give up the middle
class illusion. Cause, that's all it is,

is an illusion for Black people.

Black students must commit
class suicide. Give up the class

aspirations of the so-called middle
class, unite and struggle with the

Black working class for national

liberation.

While our conference is action

orientated, we must watch our-

selves in becoming romantic,
adventurist and overzealous. We
should not become anti-theory or

anti-intellectual cause this will lead

to senseless actions.

Malcolm X,

The True Spirit

of

Black America

Third World Organizational Fair

Criticism Spurs

Honor For King

ITie photo r^bovc cicjc'riy rev*;.- Ir the
bcr-'uty r nd oneness of the .iOther in-
f^ nt reL t ionshi

p

4W

ThMe principles shoukJ heighten
and represent the best of tt>e last

iixtaen years of struggle.

The first principle is Action or
Pnctice is Higher arnl More Im-
portant than Theory. Theory if It is

to be living nmjst be based on
practice and must serve practice.

Whatever theories we have wiH
only beconr>e reality through actual
practice or action. What we need is

a basic framework to base our
actions on arKi our tt^eory will

develop as we move into action.

This was the basic difference be-

tween students in the GCs and 50's.

Students in the 60's didn't sit

around theorizing about the
probiam they did something about
it.

When four black students satin
at a lurKh counter on Feb. 1, I960 it

was a break from what students
normally did in America. The sit-in

movement was the first mass Black
student movement since the
1920's.

Each student rTK>vement in our
history comes at times of mass
nnovements of our people. Each
moverT>ent has been spontar>eou8.

But what makes our movement
different?

The significant difference be-

tween our fT>overr>ent and the

movaments \r\ the past is our
movement comes at a tirr>e when
the mass movement is in a lull or

low tide, where few people are

involvad. The purpose of our
movement is to rebuild our peoola's

mass movement. We should also

take into consideration nmx our
movement is organized and
revolutioruiry nationalist. So our
movement is a rww movement in

that sense.

In devekiping a planr>ed or
scientific movement we have to

IM
I AM ih

" . U 1 • * . . . > »
y »
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We shouM all see ourselves as

cadre, the permanent bo&t of

workers, for the Black Revolution.

"To carry out revolution we must
have revolutionary ideology and
also a revolutionary organization.

Organization ensures the realiza-

tion of ideology. Organization
ensures that words are matched
by deeds. If we speak of ideology

without speaking of organization,

that is mere empty theorizing...

Practising means organizir>g. If we
want to practice anything, we must
have an organization and must
make ideology one with
organization. It is actually out of tt>e

needs of action of the needs of

revolutionary practice that we must
have a revolutionary ideology. No
revolutionary nxjvement can take

place without being prepared and
promoted by ideological cam-
paigns... Without revolutionary
theory arid revolutionary ideology,

there can be no revolutionary

actions. However, theory and
ideology ak)ne are obsolutdy in-

sufficient". (1)

In order to do this... "Cadres
must mingle with masses in this

movement, march in the bank to

set an example for the masses,
pprsuade and organize them,
understand their feelings and
aspirations, ar>d concern them-
selves with their everyday moral
and material life.

They must show modesty and
simplicity, listen to the opinions of

the masses, gather the masses
^vperierKes and knowledge to

uotfipliment their own experier>ces

and knowledge" (2)

To develop tNs kind of mentality

students must transform them-
selves through struggle. What does
this mean?

It maara that studanta must lose

We don't want to become book-
worms and have our revolution in

an ivory tower. The point is to know
how to read books in order rx)t to
become a bookworm but to acquire
krwwledge, to enrich our mir>ds
with scierice in all practical matters.

We must learn not only through
books and newspapers, but also in

practical life, in our own work, in

the summing up of the experiences
of our work, through frequent self

criticism and criticism...

We must combine learning
through books with learning from
the practice of life, work, the ex-

periences of the collective, the
experiences of the collective, the
experiences of one's organization...

The lessons of success and also the
lessons of failure. Theory con-
stantly linked with practice and
practice enlightened by theory, our
mir>ds active at all times and our
thinking always linked with action,

this is our method of learning. (3)

This is the best way we can build

a state-wide Black Student
Association is having a unity be-
tween action and practice.

This weekend we want to ad-
dress ourseh/es to issues that affect

Black students equally across the
state and also local issues and how
linked together can enrichen the
rrK)vement.

The issue of student cutbacks
affect all statewkje programs. It is

not the student's fault that a

majority of spending of funds goes
to the military-industrial complex.
The only way for the Black student
community to fight cutbacks is

through mass demonstrations.

( 1

)

Problems of Cadres and
Organization; LeOuan

(2) Ibid

(3) LeDuan. Problems of Cadres
and Organizatkxi

On TDfcSDAY Sept. 20, the New
Africa House Steering committee
sponsored a Third World
organizational fair. The purpose
was to bring the Third World
community together and to recruit

freshmen into Third World
organizations. Various speakers
from the Asian, Latin and Black

communities addressed the fair.

The fair was very successful in

recruiting new membership into the

various Third World organizations

on campus.

Photos b'.^ .>o Oleinenc ciuu .cv/c'-rd wOiieri

Scenes From El Grito de Lares Celebration
The picture above cle^ rly demonstrates
the purpose of the L-te !)r il' rtin
Luther King.

CONCORD. N.H. - Black
leaders in New Hampshire, bitter

over Gov. Meldrim Thomson's
criticism of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr., plan to honor the

slain civil rights leader.

The leaders planned to meet this

week to coordinate their efforts

with an Oct. 14 testimonial in New
York City for Dr. King's father, the

Rev. Martin Luther King Sr.

Gov. Thonrjson refused an in-

vitation to the dinner sent to him by
UN Ambassador Andrew Young.
Thomson said he strongly disap-

proved of Young's and King's civil

rights activitties and accused both
of being associated with com-
munist causes.

Eariier this week, the Ethics

Committee of the New Hope
Baptist Church in Portsmouth, N.H.
sent Gov. Thomson a letter of

complaint about the governor's

remarks and urged him to stop.

In addition to honoring Dr. King,

the black leaders said they want to

bring a "significant speaker" to

New Hampshire to appear on
college campuses and champion
minority causes.

Gov. Thomson, who is chairman

of the National Conservative
Caucus, has launched a petition

drive to oust Young. In the letter

seeking funds for Young's removal.

Gov. Thomson claimed the UN
ambassador had "deep in-

volvement with both domestic and
foreign communist-inspired
terrorist*; and organizations.

/#
I have seen

the

mountain top
i§
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Wood

Vishnu Wood.

By ZOE BEST

Vishnu Wood and the Safari East
concert held at Buckley Recital Hall
at Amherst College on Friday,

September 23rd, featured a per-
cussionist who has worked with the
Temptations, Stevie Wonder, Duke
Ellington and McCoy Tyner, a reed
man who has performed with
Charles M'ngus, Art Blakey, and
Roy Haynes; and of course, Vishnu
Wood who has performed with
Alice Coltrane, Max RoaclvPharoah
Sanders, Archie Shepp and the
Randy Weston Sextet. Freddie
Waits, named one of the out-
standing percussionists of the year,
has played in this area with
M'Boom, Sly Hampton and with
the Livingston at Rutgers group
who played at Hampshire College
several weeks ago. George Adams,
who played reeds and flute, per-
formed in this concert after coming
from a two-week session playing
with McCoy Tyner. Vishnu Wood,
bassist, is on the music board for
the National Endowments of the
Arts and is currently (Assistant
Professor of Music) at Hampshire
College.

After intruducing the musicians,
as prologue to the concert, Bill

Hassan, (Student Activities
Director at the University of Massa-
chusetts) offered a plaintive
commemoration to the remem-

brance of John William Coltrane on
his birthday. Standing in profile to
nx)st of the audience, he whistled a
medley of Coltrane tunes —
"Nature Boy", "Straight Street",
"Giant Steps", and "Impressions".
When the response had sub-

sided, Vishnu Wood disclosed the
format and purpose of the concert
explaining how during the mid 60's
group music had been projected by
the commercial media - rock n
roll, acid rock, hard rock, various
other rocks, fusion, so-called "jazz"
rock and most recently punk rock.
This has had the overall effect of
the creative Afro-American
musician in that tho soloist is no
longer the focal point of music. He
or she is lost in the group. This
diffuses Black classical music and
its impact. He quoted George
Russell, "This music is an en-
dangered species." Wood con-
tinued, "Taking this into con-
sideration the concert will feature
the musician as an individual

creative artist and each instrument
in solo will be a virtuoso expression
of African-American origins. The
concert program will show the life-

force of the music and the different

aspects of the history of the music
outside of chronology. Each one of
us represents in our playing the
history in that we include the
hollers, the cries, etc. We're not art

musicians; we're cultural

George Adams

musicians. People can stand up ana
play the syntax, but they're not
playing the music."

Opening the performance with
"Impressions" by Coltrane, Vishnu
Wood unleashed a rapid pulse.

Percussionist, Freddie Waits and
George Adams quickly followed.
Emitting stacatto cries from his

tenor sax, Adams, arching back,
alternated between hoisting his

instrument and dipping it, aiming its

mouth into the elbowed
microphone. He lifted then dropped
notes, designing their breaking and
scattering. He checked out the
audience to see how they were
taking this. In turn, those from the
front row to the encircling balcony
sensed the humid density of the
music to come and were already
caught up 7n its articulated spell.

In this first place, extending the
tradition set forth in drumming by
Art Blakey and Max Roach, Freddie
Waits interspersed and overlapped
fulgurant cymbal strikes with
thunderclaps from voluminous bass
rhythms. He chose to condense
textures sliding like a master into

rhythms of talking drums and
antiphonal Africanisms.

The first prolonged applause
from the paced hall quieted when
Vishnu Wood began bowing the
first lines from "Khadesha".
Dramatically playing double stops
pizzicato with his left hand shooting
out horizontally, Wood suspended
notes counterpoising gravity,
setting in motion concentricities,

only to translocate the audience to
North Africa to experience Moorish
motifs majestic in their mystery. He
demanded everything from the
strings, striking them below the
bridge on his instrument, pulling

from the wooden reverberations a
drone as heavy as a skyful of
locusts descending, falling upon
ears like fever. Vishnu Wood
catapulted his bass to full or-

chestration, grafting resonances as
vast as North African horizons and
as exact as the theme "Khadesha "

that he composed. In response to

the tumultuous applause. Wood
raised both fists. Again applause,
again the uplifted fists and smiles.

More applause and another salute.

Paying homage to the great hand
drummer, "Mr. Big Black", Vishnu
Wood introduced the next work of

the f)erformance, "Afro Black".
Freddie Waits began at a walking
pace to pass between a rapid fire

fusilade and welling bass rhythms.
After startling the attentiveness of

the audience with tight-skin

reflections from drum heads, crisp

and sure, he stood. Slow motion
arms set the cymbals to purring.
From brassy undertones, he blew
from a small wooden or bamboo
flute a cylandrical melody
elongated as the beginning silver

filagree of a river taking course
through a steep-banked valley and
its echoes. The flute ornamented
the first phrases from the balafon.
In delicately timed sequence he
sent forth harmonic rhythms until

the volume fell away as if a jour-

ney's distance engulfed it. Waits
transferred the balafon sticks to the
drums and cymbals. Creating metal
vibrato and bell clear accents, he
broke bounds with three hard
beats. The drumming veered. It

pronounced dance impulses. A
column of booming calls burst into

various tempos. Exhibiting further
the origins of his art, he extended
the solo with hand drumming.
Power and velocity threatened the
very stands that supported the
drum set. Supersonic barrages
tapered into quieter patting that

dissipated into the only silences of

the evening. At the right moment,
while sounds were still being

sought from the hall's atmosphere,
everyone iumoed go in ovation.

Opening the first sketches of

"Alfie", George Adams pressed
together clusters of atonal

Safari East featurina from left to right: Vishnu Wood
— double bass, Georae Adams — reeds, Frederick
Waits — multiple percussion.

seductive notes. Poised away from
the microphone he suggested
melody by way of humming
nuance. More style came to the
fore when he sped-spoke, scatted
and fused subtle vocals with those
of his flute, dancing in duet.
"Dancing" is no metaphorl George
Adams was doing it! His soprano
message wheeled as he twisted and
heaved propelling his song
momentarily from a one-leg stance.

Accelerating the tempo and
charging the energy he exchanged
flute for tenor sax and began what
we hoped would never end - his

imaginative enjambments
projecting that idiom of speaking
where a word's final consonant
takes a minute to reach. Applause
spontaneously followed each
embellishment to "Alfie". Con-
trasting the baritone ranges of his

instrument he divested each note of
its parts and took them out, out,
out! Tenderiy he would elevated
the elegtnt theme, then suddenly
plunge arxl honk to only radiate so
much feeling. A voice from the
balcony yelled, "Much love!" Full

house appreciation answered his
closing prayer- like meditations.

During the solo sequences from a
Berber composition of North
Africa, "Marakesh", Vishnu Wood
carved out haunting tones
depending on the unplumbed bass
throbs, sounds so lush that they
amounted to lowering a galaxy of
interplay from the other two in-

struments. Volitant trap syn-
copations and middle zone bars
from the tenor sax arose overtop
Wood's playing. The tenor sax
skidded. Drum volleys commanded.
Vishnu unveiled continual im-
provisational change-ups out-
pouring exuberant, sable arpeggios.
Excerpts from "Love Supreme"
spotlit the bluesy crying from a
solitary saxophone. Vishnu Wood
elicited gongs while Freddie Waits
built up undertones on the kettle

drums.

As soon as it was recognized,
applause greeted the prelude to the
last composition of the program,
written by John Coltrane dedicated
to Paul Chambers and titled "P.C."

In solo, Freddie VVaits forged top
statements over rolls from
chanting drums. Standing to the
rear of the stage with Adams,
Vishnu Wood discharged a series of
vocal trills. The triumvirate of
musicians culminated their per-
formance returning to the "P.C."
melody. During the subsequent
wild ovation, someone yelled, "Play
all night!" The audience would not
seat itself.

After Wood referred to Ellington,
the trio began their final
arrangement of "Since I Fell For
You" by Buddy and Ella Johnson.
The saxophone intoned a night-
street song but soon the whole
block was there for a party-time
swinging blues. George Adams
again bending from side to side,
folding down and up, dispelling
serpentine lines plush in soft bluesy
breathiness. Rolling his shoulders
he let flare from his horn the
burnished fugue riding the strong
beats from Wood's bass and Waits'
percussiom By this time hands,
feet, heads and some who made it

to the aisles were dancing.

In an interview before the
concert, Frederick Waits spoke if

his present work and why he and
other musicians are at Livingston
College at Rutgers. "We know
what's going to happen. We're all

Americans - we're Black
Americans and what have you...

I

think Americans now, alot of us are
beginning to realize it's a heavy
situation man; it's a politcal
situation. We're realizing that our
music is not enough. Alot of us are
beginning to deal and at the same
time, we still got to keep playing."

After discussing extensively of
how Black classical music is

withheld from people who want to
learn of it or from those from which
it springs, he concluded, "We don't
have ample visibility." He explained
how he and other musicians have
chosen to make music "visible".
"The player, he or she, has to
become part of academia; we're
musicians, creative people working
today. We're not the guy who
recorded 20 vears ago and is now
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David Frederick Waits

Celebrate Coltrane's Birthday

trying to teach. We are the people
who're out here now. Someone has
to hold down the fort like Ridley,

Vishnu Wood and Max Roach. We
played at Hampshire College, not
for money, but for visibility." The
Hampshire concert laid out the
major style contributions flowing
from Africa, the slave trade, the
social conditions and history of this

country. Featured were Kenny
Barron on piano, Freddie Waits on
percussion, guitarist, Ted Dunbar,
bassists, Larry Ridley and Vishnu
Wood and Frank Foster on reeds.

Teaching can take place during a

concert. Waits analyzed his more
recent lecture demonstration held
in Hartford. "The music hall was
jammed. We rapped and played.
The music wasn't lightened up at

all. We had rapport almost one to

one. We're not dealing with the
European situation; we're dealing
with a man-to-woman situation."

Referring to the purpose of the
Hampshire College concert
highlighting periods in Black music,
he commented on the importance
of organizing these opportunities
on behalf of the music makers.
"People like Vishnu are important
because we have to get up and rap
with people. Alot of people can't
hear anymore. ..they're being
programmed by musak....They
don't know what they're hearing so
we have to speak. The spoken word
they understand, so suddenly they
realize what we've been playing all

this time."

His department at Livingston

College is both dedicated to Black
classical music and to the
musicians who are creating it. His

department is not confined by
status-quo tokenism because the

college itself supports the
department and the department
head, Larry Ridley, has tenure. He
noted that in one year's time, the
department enrollment has
doubled. He believed that if

students and communities
elsewhere want something more
than tokenism, they will take stands
on behalf of the artists in their area
and together they will find ways of

structuring things so that dedicated
musicians can perform, work,
share, exchange and teach in a

respectful, vibrant setting.
Livingston musicians in traveling

found that students and musicians
coming up are tired of having to

learn from those who do not un-

derstand or care about Black
classical music. They concluded
that the teaching of this music has
to come from the people who are

creating it. He said, "The African

continuum is like Max Roach —
you have to go to the source."
Waits gave another example of

how the creators of Black classical

music can look for opportunities to

disseminate further the impact and
understanding of their great art

form. He told how his colleagues at

Livingston as a unified and
cohesive group has invigorated a

miseducational and misnamed
organization. The National
Association of Jazz Educators, that

only a year ago had one token
Black member on its board. At last

year's convention the Livingston

group was elected to the national

board and they are now organizing

this coming year's convention to be
held in Dallas Texas. He said,

"We're going to bring people like

Vishnu Wood, Archie Shepp and
Max Roach. We have support from
our university to do this." Frederick

Waits was specifically appointed to

edit the association's magazine,
DRUM, which is available to music
students across the country.

Another way of raising the

visibility of this music in a com-
munity was mentioned by Waits,

that of radio programs. He
suggested that when musicians do
perform and teach in an area, that

they should be interviewed by
people who conduct these
programs so that the music can be
understood from those who are

formulating it.

A lecture-demonstration that

Waits was to conduct was canceled
because proper space and con-

ditions were not available. Com-
menting on this he said, "The fact

that we couldn't get the space for

the lecture demonstration we can
understand because we recognize

that the music is not respected...

Once we truly realize that this

music is not respected — although
in a montary way they try to make

money off of us — we must ask
we get ahead of thishow do

situation."

Like Waits, Vishnu Wood freely

insists that, "Grassroots musicians
have to get involved in areas other
than performing. Within
academia," he says, "there are
people with no professional track
record teaching African-American
music. We are important to in-

stitutions of higher learning."

Vishnu Wood is serving his

second year of a term with the
National Endowments to the Arts.

He and others loyal to Black
classical music have fought for the
respect and resources necessary to

perpetuate that music at a

respectable level. He noted how he
has found, "...disregarding the
music born here, 90 per cent of the
money goes to sports or to the
genre of music that perpetuates
European classical music." He
believes a national touring program
needs to be developed. "There's no
forum for the creators, the in-

novators and perpetuators of this

cultural idiom. We need to come
together to exchange ideas, to

share information,etc."

In addition Wood sees as
necessary efforts like those initiated

in part by Bill Hassan who worked
on the first Black Musicians
Conference held in this area in

1970. Wood wants to see the
Amherst area open up as a place
where Black classical music can be
presented in all its forms. He hopes
to contribute further in making it

available to young musicians and
students by way of lecture-

demonstrations, workshops,
classes, without having the par-

ticipating musician-teacher or his or
her music be exploited.

Nationally he looks forward to
seeing the establishment of tours
which would send to cities and
towns, to schools and centers, to

lecture halls and concert halls

grassroots music as it is being
developed in urban based com-
munities.

On behalf of creative Black

musicians. Wood advocates in-

ternational exchanges and looks

forward to the establishment to a

greater extent of links with Third

Worid countries.

Vishnu Wood who hosted the

performance at Buckley Recital Hall

carried forth the principles that

Waits and he have laid out. Besides
the dedication to Coltrane, titles of

compositions were listed before the

performance began and then
repeated throughout the concert.

This was not only teaching, but a

show of respect for thosa in at-

tendance who came to hear who
were uplifted and who also ap-

preciate receiving understandings.

Those who attended this per-

formance of Vishnu Wood and the

Safari East shared in a jjubilant

expression of Black classical music
— arid the frosting on the cake —
they got in on a birthday partyl
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Africa Progress

NEW SHIPS FOR NIGERIA
LAGOS - Nigeria's National Shipping Line has signed contracts for the

buildmg of a total of 19 ships with South Korea ana Yugoslavia.
The nine conventional cargo ships and 10 container ships that make up

the order should begin arriving in Nigeria around October next year. When
the last ship is delivered, probably in 1980. Nigeria's National Shipping Line
fleet will have increased to 28 vessels.

SATELLITE STUDY FOR AFRICAN GEOLOGY
LONDON - A study group of geologists from 11 Commonwealth

African countries met in Lobatse, Botswana, m early September to assess
the use of Landsat Imagery - pictures of the earth taken from space
satellites.

The meeting was convened by the Commonwealth Geological Liaison
Office because of the increasing use of Landsat Imagery in studying the
earth's environment and resources.
A team of experts from the London Institute of Geological Science took

part in the study group, which spent most of its time examining Landset
pictures of areas of particular interest in Africa.

The study group follows a seminar of top Commonwealth geologists in
Accra, Ghana, in April last year, and Botswana, Ghana, Kenya, lesotho,
Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia
took part.

TANZANIA L INK WITH INDONESIA
DAR ES SALAAM - A two-year technical cooperation agreement has

been signed between Tanzania and Indonesia. Under the agreement, three
Indonesian experts are to begin work with the Tanzanian Harbor Authority
to help in port management, and the maintenance and operation of the
country's inland waterway system.
A port administrator, a captain and an engineer are to come to Tanzania

from Indonesia.

A port administrator, a captain and an engineer are to come to Tanzania
from Indonesia.

INTEGRA TED FISHING FOR ECOWAS?
ACCRA - The Economic Community of West African States

(ECOWAS) could set up an integrated fishing industry with its own
processing plants along the coast of West Africa.

The proposal has been put forward by the ECOWAS fund for co-
operation, compensation and development, and would involve establishing
an ECOWAS fishing enterprise which would have the right to use the
territorial waters of the Community.

Dr. Romeo Morton, the Liberian director of the fund, has expressed
concern over the way "our water are being used by non-African interests
to exploit one of our most valued and indispensible natural resources.

"

The ECOWAS fund has also studied the possibility of establishing an

COIfNG TO r.S. — Nigerian head of sCaCe. Lt. (Jen. Olesegun Obasanjo
(I,>. sern with Zambia President Kenneth Kaunda in Ndola, Zambia, will
visit the I niCed Sla(es at Ihe invitation of President Carter in Urtober. U will
mark the first .such visit of a Nigeria leader in vears and the improved
relations is attributed to diplomatic efforts of IN. Ambassatior .Andrew
\oung.

integrated ECOWAS iron and steel industry, airline co-ordination and the
creation of better road communications between member states

ANGOLA-ITAL Y CO OPERA TION
ROME - Angola and Italy are to set up )oint commission for economic

co-operation, and have already signed a number of agreements on
technical co-operation.

The agreements are understood to cover energy, transport com-
munications, industry, fishing, education, and health. Italy is also to grant
some development aid to Angola.
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Firebomb

Editors

Home

By NICHOLAS HANKS

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
\UPI\ - A gasoline bomb was
thrown at the honr>e of the editor of
South Africa's largest black daily

newspaper early last Monday, but
caused only minor damage and no
injuries.

The firebomb attack followed
emotional weekend memorial
services for Steve Biko, 30, a black
leader who was found dead in his
jail cell two weeks ago - the 20th
person to die in police custody in
the past 18 months.

Percy Qoboza, editor of the
World, caned the attack on his
home "ghastly, particularly for my
children who saw firsthand violence
in i^ naked brutality."

Qoboza said in a burglary screen
on the windows of his house
prevented the bomb from landing

inside.

"This attack on me and my
family follows very closely on a
venemous hate campaign which
was instituted by the minister of
justice, Mr. Jimmy Kruger, with the
solemn benediction of the prime
minister Mr. iJohn) Vorster, who
also added his powerful voice to
this hate campaign, " he said.
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Student Struggle Against Apartheid Continues

What Welfare Reform

Offers Poor People
By Craig A. Palmer

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - An unemployed person with a spouse two
children and no family income could get a public service job and sup-
plemental income totaling $6,956 under President Carter's welfare reform
proposal.

That income might be increased even further through a tax credit under
certain conditions.

Carter's Cabinet officers for labor and welfare outlined this example in a
letter to Speaker Thomas O'Neill last Monday, proposing the first major
revision of the welfare system since the great depression of the 1930sHou^ hearings on the 162-page legislative proposal began this week
The $30.7 billion package of jobs and supplemental income for the poor

would "replace the existing federal welfare programs with single coor-
dinated program to seek to assure jobs, training and income sup-
plementation for low income citizens in need who are not available for
work by reason of disability, age or family circumstances," the letter said

It was signed by Health, Education and Welfare Secretary Joseph A
Cahfano Jr. and Labor Secretary Ray Marshall.
They said the proposed better jobs and income act would:
- Create up to 1 .4 million public sen/ice jobs for the chief wage earner in

families with children. Children, supplement security income and food
stamps.

-Allow families headed by two parents to receive income supplements
if the husbands' earnings are insufficient to support the family.
New jobs would be created to improve public safety, provide child care

operate recreation programs, work with sick and elderly persons or
weatherize homes.

These, however, would be temporary jobs for person who can't find
anything else, lasting no longer than a year "to insure that public service
jobs do not become institutionalized."

The programs will be available to one or two-parent families with
children.

To make private jobs more attractive, even at the minimum wage, the bill

provides a tax credit for workers in jobs either with private employers or in
other public jobs not created by the welfare bill.

Using the earlier family example, family income could be increased by a
$476 tax credit to $7,432 this way, the Administration said.
Women heading families in which the youngest child is under seven

years of age are not expected to work, although jobs would be made
available if wanted.

The basic cash benefit for such families would be $4,200 in a family of
four.

For persons not able to work - the aged, blind or disabled without other
income - cash benefits of $2,500 for an individual and $3,750 for a couple
woukj be provided.

States would be encouraged to supplement the federal benefits.
For a family of four getting AFDC payments and food stamps, benefits

now range from $6,132 in New York City to $2,556 in Mississippi, said a
summary of the bill.

Black Job Prospects

Called 'Quite Cloudy'

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1977

WASHINGTON - For the
nation's black unemployed, more
bad news could be around the
corner.

That message is clear from an
address made by Dr. Andrew F.
Brimmer, president of Brimmer and
Co., before the National Alliance of
Businessmen.

Dr. Brimmer, former governor of
the Federal Reserve Board, spoke
to the group last week at a time
when the latest jobless figures put
the black rate at 14.5 per cent
overall and at 40.4 per cent for
black teens.

Brimmer told the businessmen a
vigorous and expanding economy
would be necessary to cultivate
jobs for the hard-to-em-.
"A sustained, high level of real

economic growth is a necessary
underpinning for any program to
create jobs for the disadvantaged,"
he said.

But the prospects for such
economic growth in the years
immediately ahead "is uncertain,"
Brimmer warned.
Worse, looking at the likelihood

that the growth rate in real GNP

might run roughly at 4 Vi per cent
through 1981, Brimmer said the
unemployment rate than could be
approximately five and three-
fourths per cent and the inflation
rate 5 '72-6 per cent.

"The prospects for jobs would be
quite cloudy" under those cir-

cumstances, he declared.
Brimmer expressed doubt the

economy would perform at a level
which would meet expectations of
the Carter Administration - which
hopes to cut unemployment to four
and three-fourths per cent by 1980.
He told the businessmen blacks

not only have failed to share
proportionately with whites in gains
from the current economic ex-
pansion but that they suffered
higher employment while the rate
was going down for whites.
"Reversing this trend," he

suggested, "will tax the
imagination and skill of both the
public and private sectors."

Among national economic
policies which make it harder to
reduce unemployment among the
disadvantaged are sizable increases
in the minimum wage and seniority

provisions affecting layoffs and
promotions.

Dr. Brimmer says the
"distressing" black-white em-
ployment picture over the 2 Vi years
must be kept in mind when the
quest is pursued to expand job
opportunities for the disad-
vantaged.

In the two and a half years the
nation has been pulling out cf the
1973-75 recession, unemployment
has gone up for blacks and down
for whites.

Brimmer warned, as he has in the
past, that congressional approval of
a new minimum wage, from $2.30
to $2.60 hourly, blacks will suffer
most when this costs jobs, and
especially black teens.

He said blacks, women and other
minorities were hardest hit by
layoffs during the 1973-75 recession
due to seniority systems.

Brimmer said he shares the view
that in the short-run "there is no
obvious way to resolve" the
ongoing conflict between seniority
rights and the push for more af-
firmative action.

Carter Boosts Minority Firms

Carter

Taps Tyrone Brown
For Hooks' Seat on

FCC

WASHINGTON - Minority
businesses won 6,265 sales con-
tracts valued at $355.2 million

during the first nine months of
fiscal year 1977 (Oct. 1, 1976-June
30, 1977) with the help of the U.S.
Commerce Department's Office of
Minority Business Enterprise
(OMBE).

Construction-related
procurements adding up to $184

million accounted for the largest
portion of total contract dollars.

Contracts to provide services added
another $76.4 million to the nine-
month total.

The average contract won by
OMBE — client firms was valued at
$56,703.

The sales totals are based on
reports from 225 OMBE - funded
local business development

organizations around th6 country.
Federal, state and local govern-

ments were the biggest customers
although increasingly, minority
firms are winning sales in the
private sector.

A breakdown of the contract
awards shows that the federal

government accounted for 30 per
cent, state government, nine per
cent, local government, 18 per cent
and the private sector, 43 per c«nt.

Th#y cJon't know ©ach other at alf

By ROBERT BENJAMIN

WASHINGTON [UPI]
President Carter will nominate
attorney Tyrone Brown to fill the 21
months left on the Federal Com-
munications Commission term
vacated by Benjamin Hooks, ac-
cording to a White House
spokesman.

months was not satisfactory. He
withdrew his name as a com-
mission candidate.

At that time. Brown did not rule
out a full seven-year term, but the
White House aide Hamilton Jordan
would comment on whether Brown
was promised a seven-year term
after the 21 months expired.

Brown originally refused to Jordan's spokesman said Jordan
accept nomination to fill the term
left by Hooks, the first Black person
appointed to the seven-member
commission which regulates U.S.
broadcasting and communications.

When Hooks left the FCC this
summer to become executive
director of the NAACP, he said
another black should succeed him.

Blacks are urging the FCC to help
increase minority ownership and
participation in broadcasting.

Brown, 34, an attorney who was
fornr>er general counsel for the
Post-News-week stations, was
regarded as Hooks' successor. FCC
observers referred to the com-
mission's "black seat."

But when Carter said earlier in

the week he was nominating
Charles Ferris, counsel to House
Speaker Thomas "Tip" O'Neill D-
Mass. to succeed Richard Wiley as
FCC chairman - with a full seven-
year term - Brown indicated 21

and Brown met and "discussed it

further," and "he (Brown) notified
us_he had evaluated it and if the job
was open, he woukJ like to be
considered."

Like Ferris — who is popular in

Congress and is expected to get a

quick confirmation in October —
Brown must be confirmed by the
Senate, his chairmanship would be
the first time the FCC is controlled

by Democrats since 1964, and is

expected to lead to a more liberal

commission.

The term of the current chair-
man, Wiley, a commissioner ser-
ving a seven-year term when
President Ricfiard Nixon appointed
him chairman in 1974, expired in

June. But Wiley stayed on until

Carter could find a new chairman.
An FCC spokesman said com-

missioners make about $50,000 a
year, and the chairman makes
$2,500 more.

TO BE EQUAL
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piack South African Leader Steven Biko
Dies In Detention

LIBERAlIOf} News Serv%3e

"B looks cae ivred ,/ srjnding at the
toudhlines to i^izness 2 game that they should
be playing They want to do things fzr them-
selvee and all by themselues"

—Steven Blko, 19 70

NEW YORK CLNS)—Steven Bike refused to stand
on the sidelines And m recent years he may
have done more ihan any other individual to
extend the boundaries ot political activity in
South Africa, helping to kindle an upsurge of
black resistance that has made Soweto an inter-
national symbol zi the struggle against white
supremacy On September 12, less than a onth
after he was ck: aired by the South African pollcft
Steven Blko died, raising to 21 the number of

~
African activists who h^ve perished in polioi
custody during the past year.

9

V, -T

mp- •

.^SvSteven Biko was only 30 years old tmen .„
died and was pxacilcally unknown outside his
own country Brtb fa.ts simply attest to the
significance cf h.s rcle inside South Africa
itself Fcr he was one of the principal
figures in a new generation of black activists

Instrumental in the tonnatlcn of the South
African Students' Organization (SAS)) and the
Black Peoples' Convention (BPC) , Biko "helped
re-ignite the feeling that blacks <ould fight
back," commented a ve-eran observer of South

at the American Committee en
what was important about him.'

African politics
Africa. "That^s

ne ricxc ti'e >ears, SASO became the
g :t a new generation cf black activists

:-.- gy Bike and ethers drew on the experiences
nr Afri:an states and of black Americans
il:p what came to be known as the "black

.-..'.Cit&B m:vement " And gradually they began
br.rio'.e :cns^ icusness mtc action

' ir -ery important tc rid ourselves of
-ri whi.h yields disillusionment in the
: -i K 2I aii^^esft," the SASO newsletter

.r. *9'0 "The read will be long and hard,
*i d? few and sporadic •'

•: ey 19"'3, SASO had ad^ar:ed far enough along
:ad tc re-eive the ultimate reward from the
xco' The -rganlaaticn wasn't banned out-
^t was simply barred from activity at two
-tree universities whlsh Africans are

'^ r: attend And mcst of its leaders,
^r,g?:ev£n Blko, were "banned"--restricted

•:ghts to travel :r engage in p^lltiial

I

r4And that was .ertainly nc accident Bike
was initiated intc politics firsthand at the
tail end of the last massive wave of black
political activity m 1963- Expelled from
school after his ::lder brorher was jailed as
a suspected militant, Steven dedicated himself
to reviving the spiti' cf struggle once he
returned tc shcol

It wasn't easy In the wake of the Sharpevi)
Massacre in 1960, the gcvernnient had locked up
virtually all rhe 'e;cgni2ed black polltlial
leaders and .lamped d?wn en any expression :f
black polltl-al ariv-.^y

Taking o g-i-n Icik a*- !:he situation m 1^*7

Biko wrcte cf "the -.ypp cl black man we ha'

e

today":

i* t-^rned cu' , by 1^3 it was too latV for
errment The seed had been planted,

b Piko wrote, "Not cnl> have the whites
giilcy of being on the offensive, but, by
:k wilful maneuvers, they have managed to
-^ rhe respcnses of the blacks to the
it ion Not only have they kicked the black

hey have also told him hew to react to the
F:r a long time the black has 'been listeiting

patience to the advice he has been receiving,
'h painlui slowness he is now beginning to show
•-hat it is his right and duty tc respond

t kick in thie uay he sees fit.''

1
"

jin the spring cf 1976. led by young studenis
«h. rrinkly acknowledged Bike and his SASO col-*
L'-ag-ei as a major inflience, people m Soweto.
snd '-.her black townships responded in a way that
..h.k .rhfe structure ci apartheid to its founda-
'^*"' ..'^^""*^ ^^^" there has been nc turning b«ck,
acd '^re have been frequent predictions that another
upri ihg could happen at any time.

chell, he Icoke cCth"Reduced •' z av oh ^g-.r^
^ _

ODe at the j.h':' p.-'^-tS" >:'^ur^.ure' ayid a-cepte
what he regr.rie as -h- K^viroble pcsi-ic^
In th^ pr^'yocy ; A. 5 '.s-./er his face iwit'a
in 8i ent c :-:i^ -.-.;-, .v. :»/ vfci^r.^ scciety but
bpzgh:eK£ up \r, aheepish :>bedtence as he s^^ce
out huriytr.g :>-- r^sp-.y^c; t-j hi^ maetei a impa-.
tient call... .V l^br . t . cr -^chU v^ments by wh 'uf
in the fUld 'f ^- i^r:ce—jhi-h he under atar^^'
only haz-L'y-.ier e r> ^»QZr:; h^rr rhrcw auccy a-u/
hopes tha* 'harg^ vi?'. ^-^.^ -irne A' I in aZ

,

the black rr-o*. f-..£ b^- in-c X ^hfU, a shadcu) ci
a man, cz-npU^^'^y defea-^d, drcynir'g in hvf 1^
misery, a e-auf 'j^,d i b-ar.r,^ m^ y^i^^ ^f
oppression u^i'X eh^-^ -h '-.midiVy

-he timeUe wrcte tHffie vrrdg, Btke hitf-
acr.e a great deal to throw off the yoke

' *lth ether militant black students, he
^'i of expressing his political activity
•he white-dominated National Union cf

ir: an Stjdents (NUSaS) Although NUSAS
€-? tr-aklng dcwr. the system of white
,. Pik. pressed the idea that blacks

F-.'£Je their own political pricritles
•r.eir own organi2a:i:ns And m 1968 he

^d rr,e founding of just such an organiza
re ?-y-h Afti.an Students' Organization.

Sec
:

P.k

ar.d

Drg

xa

in

'-btedly, this had a lot to do with the
ii Air I -an gcvernment's decision to arrest

-n At;g.5t 18 Charged with fomenting unr
:.-al'jng statements urging "violence and

Blko was held without trial until he
^ h-mget strike en September 5- A week

- 'he government announced that he had di
r T'. Flizabeth hospital

^n> nit pleased, nor am I sorry, said
2 Minister James Kruger "Biko's death

6
-

est

ed

\

u

cmong rhe African majority to whom he had

helped bring a i fenewed h:pe, the response was
quite different --^s^-^ ,

"I dcc^t kaow anybody under 40 who didn'l
herc-wcrship S'.€ .et Blk-," a Scweto iil^h^-
told one we3t€-?i -eprrter/ "And 1 hlver r
met anybody .h t^elie - frr ore m:men- that
he would *t«.r» e -h^»»- .t -; <i€»th." ,J

Whatever -h- Trs'- :f his death, Bik; l&f-
a mark that r: g.rve-r.mer.t edic' -an erase.

A? he wr:ro ir 19-O. qurtlng GLinean
President Sen:. T:t'c. "T: take part in the
Afriran re- rli'im. l- :? p^, encugh tc -^-i-^ i
revoiuriona:y =:r,g i:. m:sr fashlrn rhe
revoluticr. wi-.r. -he p^opls And if y:, fashl:-.
It With rhe perp'.e -t^ sr-gc ^111 :ome bv
themselvtr "

1

Cross burning raises controversy
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A cross burning outside a Third World
party Saturday night is the center of con-
troversy among Third World students the
administration and the rest of the campus
body at Hampshire.

''Obviously it was the prank of students
who were intoxicated or some such thing

"

said Peter Gluckler, public relations director
'»t Hamoshire Colleae.

"The burning itself was not a staged act of

racial statement but it implies that issues of
racism are always there" he said

House Staff who was at the Third World
party disagreed with Gluckler, saying that itwas "pure speculation" on his part

If you take the burning of a cross at face
value, It ,s a blatant act of racism. If people
drink they should still be held accountable fo^
their actions," Stevens said.

. "T,^^J^?^s speak for themselves, and Idont think the president (Adelle Smithbimmons) considers it a prank either"
Stevens added.

cumbi,

Simmons last night said "I believe it was
racist, whether it was done as a prank ornot

In a public statement issued to theHampshire College community yesterday
afternoon, said she deplored the cross
burninq and voiced her disappointment ?n
the act_ The statement also called upon theHampshire College community to insSre tha^such an act would not happen again.

1
1
'^'y'^*^'®'' said the cross burning occurred at

11:45 p.m., Saturdays when a student or

group of students constructed a cross out of
two two-by-fours and drove a single naH
through it.

**

According to Gluckler, the cross was then
ignitfcd outside the Merrill B Lounge a
residential hall where Third World students
had gathered for the party.

Gluckler said when the Third World
students saw the fire, they called the fire

arril'pT'"tH
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CAS to reconsider

language requirement
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Tonight there will be an important general
meeting of the faculty in the College of Artsand Sciences concerning its language
requirement and the results may have aprofound effect on at least 4,500 of the
undergraduates within its jurisdiction
The present language requirement, which

moct / T^""^ °' completely unknown tomost students and faculty, requires all newLAb students beginning in 1978 to take alanguage proficiency examination todemonstrate expertise or the lack there of or

ra;i?u?gy'^^^'^^^'°^^^--'-^o-'9n

Physics professor Morton Sternhein
petitioned the college for a general faculty
meeting because the new requirement
which will affect over 6000 students a year'was passed at a faculty meeting last spring
attended by only 60 faculty out of 700.
"Any change in something as important as
the language requirement should be
discussed by a majority of the faculty"
Sternhein said yesterday. "And many were
not present at the meeting because the
motion wasn't even listed on the meeting
agenda. **

Sternhein said he hopes tonight's meeting
will result in a recall of the proficiency exam
requirement and reinstatement of the
old requirement until a majority of
student and faculty opinions can be heard.

The old requirement expected all CAS
majors to take a foreign language up to the
140 level (approximately three semesters)
unless they had four years of one language

of Innfh«f^'l°V°"\'^"9"^9« ^"d two yearsof another in high school. A student was alsoexempt If he or she had attended a foreignhigh school abroad for at least one yS?where English was not the predominantlanguage spoken." ^ «"ominani

"This is where the major differences would
occur as these exemptions would no longer
be acceptable." according to the Dean of theCoNege of Arts and Sciences, Jeremiah
Allen. This will increase the number of

k'' o^«^'°"®^ •" 3 foreign language by
about 3,000 a semester," he said last night

According to Allen, the faculty meeting at
which the new language requirement was
passed was attended primarily by foreign
language department faculty. Although noone last night would say for sure, some said
they felt that the student enrollment in the
foreign language department is floundering
and the new requirement will provide biaoer
caseloads for the faculty.

The major opponents of the language
requirement are the different science
departments within CAS. "It's not necelir^
for an astronomy student to study a foreignlanguage unless the student attends agraduate school which requires it," saidWi liam Irvine, professor of astronor;iv

o.Ji']!'!If
^"^ "".^"^ ^^'«"c® students com-

plain that a required language overcrowds analready extensive and difficult program
However, here's no proof that science

tho *u ^^o^ ^°''^« '" ^o^eign languages
than other CAS students," said profeisor of
biochemistry Linda Slakey.

Sternheim said he plans to propose the
niajor changes at tonight's meeting in ad-
dition to the recall of the new requirements.

foL'!ni?Ir^o*^*'""^
'"^*'*"^ °* '^* ^°"^9® °^ '^'^^ «"^ Sciences over the college's

\lZ?r T ?® requirements could be lively because a number of parliamentary

First, that voting on important measures inCAS take place by mail ballot and secondly,
that the language requirement be optional by
department.

"I believe the college is losing students
because of the rigid requirements " Star-
nheim explained. "Many other auniversities
have dropped the language requirements,

allowing students to concentrate more on
science."

Tonight's meeeting begins at eight in
Hasbrouck 20.

Allen said he expects a lively meeting
because a number of parliamentary tangles
will be involved. "I hope I can handle it," he
said. "I think I can."

Carter and Senate battle over energy
WASHINGTON [AP\ - The Senate

yesterday dealt major new blows to
President Carter's energy program, promp-
ting a counterattack from the President
against the oil industry and an appeal to
senators to stop dismantling his plan.
Accusing big oil of trying to "jeopardize

our energy future," Carter urged the Senate
to reject "narrow special interest attacks on
all segments" of his national energy
program.

I ne President spoke in the White House
press room after the Senate Finance
Committee, rejecting the heart of his energy
plan, defeated his proposal to force con-
servation by taxing U.S. crude oil.

But even as Carter was speaking, the full

Senate rejected in a new test vote his plan to
keep federal controls on natural gas prices.
The 53-39 vote, following action to halt a

filibuster of an industry-supported
deregulation measure, was the second time a
majority of the Senate has gone on record
against Carter's gas- pricing plan.

It came despite the President's threat to
veto any bill that deregulates natural gas
prices.

The vote killed an effort by Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., and other ad-
ministration allies to revive the Carter plan
The rriove was engineered by Senate
Republicans and oil-state Democrats.

Last week, the Senate voted by a six- vote
margin to continue debating the industry
proposal to lift price controls from natural
gas as an alternative to Carter's proposal
The President had told reporters earlier he

thinks the committee vote against his oil tax
plan can be reversed.

In an apparent effort to make sure that
happens. Carter walked into the press room
an hour later and delivered a personal
statement before television cameras
The President said, "the lobbying efforts

of the oil and gas industry on deregulation of
natural gas prices itself show how the special
interests are trying to block enactment of the
entire energy program. As we depend more
and more on energy imports, the special
interests should not be allowed to jeopardize
our energy future."

Carter added, "I call on the Senate to act
responsibly in the interests of the great
majority of Americans to reject narrow

special interest attacks on all segments of the
national energy plan."

"The Congress has been lobbied con-
tinuously by the oil and gas industry to
deregulate the price of new natural gas

"

Carter said. "
... By 1985, the industry

proposal will cost the average American
family that heats with natural gas an ad-
ditional $150 a year.

"It will cost the consumers almost $10
billion every year and will produce little, if

any, new supplies."

Carter said his proposal for partial
deregulation "would give producers strong
incentives to explore and to develop new
supplies of Jiatural gas through a price which
will be six times higher than the price was
five vears ago.

r Free concert at Hatch

L

The location of the Aztec Two-Step
concert has been moved from the fields by
Alumni Stadium to the Hatch.

Aztec Two- Step may be seen at the Hatch
tonight from nine to midnight free of charge,
with Schaeffer beer being sold three cups for
a dollar. Loose Caboose and Clean Living will

be performing at the Blue Wall.
Originally these groups were to be part of

the barbecue concert planned for Southwest

which was cancelled due to bad weather.
There will be no cover charge at either the

Blue Wall or the Hatch as the Undergraduate
Student Senate has guaranteed to cover
expenses which total about $3500, according
to Priscilla West, treasurer of the Senate.
The Senate was originally going to cover

the barbecue expenses with money from
selling beer and receiving a percentage from
the dining commons food sales.
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Rep. Collins commutes

between classes

and chambers

By ANDREW MIGA
Collegian Staff

"This nation is going to be faced with
substantial changes in lifestyle before the
turn of the century." State Rep. James
G. Collins, D-Amherst, said in a recent
Collegian interview, As a result of less

energy and limited resources people will

be less materially oriented. You'll find a
return to more basic values."

The 31-year-old Arlington, Mass.
native is currently serving his third term
as representative from the 4th Hampshire
District, which includes Amherst. Collins

graduated from UMass in 1968 with a
B.A. in Political Science. Now he is

working on his Master's degree here and
plans to write his thesis on the
reorganization of public higher education
in Massachusetts.

Education and energy are Collins' main
areas of interest at the State House in

Boston. He is currently vice chairman of
the joint Committee on Education,
chairman of the Special Commission on
Unequal Educational Opportunity, and a
member of the joint standing Committee
on Energy. ^
"What Massachusetts needs to do

concerning energy is to develop a
diversified system where no single source
such as nuclear power is overem-
phasized," Collins explained.

'We have to sit down and critically

examine our energy needs over the long
run. Next we must look at factors such as
cost, environment, safety, jobs, and
dependability in order to make an in-

telligent decision on the best energy
method," Collins said.

Collins believes that Massachusetts
should only build as few more nuclear
plants as it has to considering energy
needs.

"We must move towards alternative
forms of energy while we stress con-
servation," Collins said.

Collins was a supporter of House 6075,
a bill which gives the state a stronger
voice in controlling nuclear power by
limiting on-site storage of spent fuel,

creating an independent nuclear advisory
commission, and providing publicized

evacuation plans for each site.

"The limit on spent fuel is the key part
of the legislation," Collins explained.
"The state is the first line of defense in

nuclear regulation. Spent fuel is the most
serious and dangerous problem. The bill

limits on site storage of used fuel to two
cycles, which turns out to be eight years.
We are hoping that this will put some
pressure on the federal government to
come up with a viable solution by then."
The Nuclear Safeguards Act, House

6075, is now in the House Ways and
Means Committee. Collins said he
believes the bill eventually will be signed
into law.

In his five years at the State House,
Collins has done much work involving
public higher education in Massa-
chusetts.

"We need a strong initiative in the
legislature to build and safeguard public
higher education." Collins asserted, "Our
two priorities should be low cost tuition

and fiscal autonomy in order to insure a
high quality, affordable state educational
system."
The Democratic representative at-

tacked Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' plan for

reorganizing higher education. "The
governor's plan lacks any substantive
merit. I think it will be defeated. A
university education should be diverse;
creating regions with schools offering
only certain subject areas is bad."

Collins said he believes that the various
state schools have to put aside their

differences and stop competing with
each other for funds.
"The potential for a strong public

higher education sector has begun to
form. I hope that faculty, students, and
staff from all the schools can come
together and work with the legislature for

mutual benefit," Collins stated.

Collins also pointed out a bill passed
both the House and Senate late in

August forming a public higher education
commission to study the need for

reorganization.

Collins views himself as a liberal "more
concerned with results than with

TURN TO PAGE 4

Economists debate Hampshire stock sale
By L YNN SHAPIRO
Hampshire Correspondent

Three economists last night spoke at

Hampshire College regarding the fate of

$13,000 v/hich was invested from South
African stocks last May.
The debate stemmed from an urgency

expressed by the new president, Adele Smith
Simmons, that Hampshire adopt a

widespread investment policy so that she
can go and solicit funds.
The economists, Robert Zevin of the

United States Trust, Robert Swann of the
International Independence Institute (a non-
profit fund) and Jack McClullum of the
Common Fund who handles investments for
over 200 colleges, all agreed there would be a
cost in forsaking conventional corporate
investments, but that there are socially
constructive alternatives.

Zevin said the United States dealing with a
single system where everyone who sells

security is obviously trying to maximize the
profits of their firm, that social con-
siderations come second.

The only meaningful choice an investor
can make is not among conventional in
vestments but between these and some
other alternative which might achieve dif-
ferent social and political pcrposes.

"But unfortunately the deck is stacked
against the alternatives," said Zevin.
Swann recommended that the college

'decide investments on the basis of positive
instead of negative criteria."

Swann compiled a list of socially
progressive investments which included land
trusts, co-operative nursing homes, and
investment in organic materials.
Other alternatives are for the college to

make mortgage loans to students, or to lend
money to Hampshire alumni who want to
engage in other kinds of enterprises.

"This is obviously not as safe," said Zevin,
"But it is a socially concerned investment.''

Comptroller says he'd

still hire Bert Lance
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The comptroller

of currency and two other federal officials

who help regulate the nation"s financial

institutions yesterday said they would hire

Bert Lance to head a bank if the decision
Were theirs.

Comptroller John Heimann, George Le
Maistre, chairman of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., and Stephen Gardner, vice
chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,
testified before the Senate Banking Com-
mittee.

Sen. Edward W. Brooke, fl-Mass., asked if

they would hire Lance to head a bank.
All three said they would, despite a federal

finding of past "unsafe and unsound"
practices at the Calhoun National Bank in

Georgia, which Lance directed.

"They made a mistake and it was
corrected," Heimann said. ""It shouldn't be a

permanent disability.""

Le Maistre added, "I would put him to
work producing new business, because at

this moment he"s probably the most popular
man in Georgia

""

The committee is attempting to determine
whether banking laws should be tightened
and whether the practices that caused Lance
to lose his job as federal budget director are

widespread.

Much of the testimony was inconclusive
because the regulators all said they are still

conducting studies on the frequency of such
practices, including bank overdrafts and
personal loans for bank officers from
correspondent banks.

Pot petition started
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By JOHN MORAN
Collegian Staff

A group of about thirteen students last
night began organizing a drive for 58,000
signatures on an initiative petition to
decriminalize the possession of marijuana in
Massachusetts.

Student Government Association co-
President Jon Hite, one of ten Amherst
residents to file the original petition, ex-
plained what had been done thus far con-
cerning the petition, the legal intents and
implications of the proposed act, and the
overall strategy for gathering the signatures
statewide.

The group is scheduled to meet again next
Monday night at seven to decide on the
management of the petitions. The 58,000
signatures must be received by State
Secretary Paul Guzzi before 5 p.m. Wed-
nesday, December 7th.

A summary of the proposed act states it

"would make possession of marijuana a non-
criminal act." Pot would still not be legal but
penalties for possession would be reduced to
a fifty dollar fine for each citation. The fine

would be payable by mail within twenty-one
days and no criminal record would result.

Locally, the group plans to have a table on
the Campus Center Concourse to gather
signatures from students and to go through
the dormitories. Jon Hite told the Collegian
last night even more people are needed to
bring petitions to their home towns to gain
signatures. The possibility of getting
signatures at some of the other state colleges
was discussed.

Corrections

Kenneth W. Johnson was 59 when he
died, not 83 as implied by a typographical
error in yesterday's lead story on page 1. His
address was 83 Memorial Drive.

In yesterday's page 1 Kent State story, the
number of demonstrators protesting the gym
site was erroneously reported due to a
typographical error. The correct number is

2.000.

Elections today
rollegian 3

By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

Elections are continuing today for the
Undergraduate Student Senate and the
Campus Center Board of Governors. The
Senate has 30 seats for commuters, 15 for
Third World people, two for each dormitory
with more than 250 residents, and one for
every other dorm. The Board of Governors
has eight open seats, elected from the
student body at large.

In another election Peter F. Quintan was
recently elected president of the Stockbridge
Student Senate. Other officers elected were
Nancy Evans, vice president; Peter Hasak,
secretary; June Delehanty, treasurer; and
Cheryl Marcotte, senator at-large.

According to Senate Director of Com-
munications, Jim Gagne, there are two slates

of candidates running tor commuter seats.
One slate of 24 people supports student
unionization. The opposing slate of 12 people
does not identify itself with any issues.

For Board of Governors there is a slate of
eight people running, said Gagne, who
oppose charging RSO groups rent for their
offices, because students have already paid a
$79 Campus Center fee.

Polls for the commuters and Greek areas
will be open today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student Union.
Third World polls will be open from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in New Africa House and at the
Bilingual Cultural Program in Goodell. All
other students can vote in their dormitories
from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.

Election results will be announced
Wednesday night at , the Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting.

Bear goes into hiding
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Reports that the UMass bear is missing
once again are partly true. The bear no
longer sits on a shelf over the door of the
Student Union Building but this time its
location is known.

"We've got it in a safe place right now
uritil we can come up with a way to secure
it" Dudley Bridges, manager of the Campus
Center's Buildings Operations, said
yesterday in a telephone interview.

The bear was returned to the Student
Union sometime between Friday Sept. 16
and Saturday Sept. 17 after its mysterious
disappearance last year. Buildings

Operations removed the bear the following
Monday morning, Sept. 19, Bridges saidWe didn't want to just leave the bear
there once it was returned. It was bolted
down (to the Student Union) the first time
They (whoever removed it) even cut the
bolts," Bridges said.

Bridges reported that there wasn't any
damage to the bear but that he and other
members of the Buildings Operations staff
want to be sure of the bear's safety once it is
replaced.

A Buildings Operations staff meeting
tomorrow morning should help to decide
what will be done with the bear. Bridges was
unsure of the solution: "I don't know...
maybe the students can come up with
something."

University Without

Walls: something
very different
By CAROL ANN TOMICH
Collegian Staff

Set back off North Pleasant St. sits

Wysocki House, a rather quaint white house,
the headquarters of perhaps one of the least
known programs of the University.

The program, known as the "University
Without Walls'" (UWW), turns out to be an
individualized Baccalaureate degree program
for adult students. It had its beginnings in

1971 at the University by a pioneering group
of graduate students from the School of
Education. In fact, Ed Harris, previously one
of these students, is now the director of
UWW.
UWW students are older people, who, for

reasons of either job or family respon-
sibilities, are unable to attend classes full

time in the traditional way.
Although class attendance is one way to

earn credits, a great many alternative
methods of accumulating graduation credits
are offered.

The CLEP exams, for example, or another
of the various exams offered by the
Educational Testing Service or University
Departments may result in credit toward
graduation and-or the satisfaction of specific
graduation requirements.

Also, independent studies, practicums,
and internships are available to help students
earn credits. An independent study, as
defined by UWW, "involves a written or oral
response to directed readings" while
practicums and internships" involve
supervised learning activities which are
evaluated by student and faculty in terms of
stated educational goals." According to
Debbie Houston, UWW assistant to the
director, students do the majority of their
work toward graduation through these non-
traditional means.

But the most unique concept in credit
earning is titled "Credit For Prior Learning".
Though this means, students may receive
credits for learning that has occurred outside
of formal academic institutions. Students

With the extended forecast calling for more cold, wet weather UMass may
never rid itself of all this mud and puddles which seem to plague everyone
everywhere. (Staff photo by Steven Polansky)

Wysocki house, located near the School of Education building, provides alter-

native education programs to older students, who are not able to attend classes in

the traditional way. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

must prepare a portfolio in which they not
only describe their experiences but also
analyze them in terms of what they learned
from them.
These portfolios are then evaluated by a

team consisting of both UWW faculty
members and what is termed "outside ex-
perts" who determine how much credit the
student's past experience is worth. Credit for
Prior Learning can indeed be valuable and
help eliminate unnecessary courses on a level
the student may be far beyond.

Consider, for example, the case of one
man involved in the UWW program whose
interest lay in political science. Were it not
for Credit for Prior Learning, his un-
derstanding of political factors learned
through his five years as selectman and
seven years as county commissioner would
have received no recognition. Other students
have published either books or poems — a
note-worthy achievement that certainly
deserves some credit.

Students in the UWW program do not
have a major, per se. Technically, they are allUWW majors who fulfill an "area of con-
centration". These areas are usually more
specific than one of the pre-established
university majors. Some examples include
"Elementary and Bilingual Education",
"Dental Health", and "Urban Planning". The
majority of students, Houston explained,
usually go into social service areas such as
criminal justice, psychology, sociology, and
education.

All students must fulfill university core
requirements.

However, upon entering the program, the
student may find that some or all of these
requirements may have already been fulfilled

through either transfer credits, credits earned
through prior learning, or those acquired
through national testing or departmental
exams.
When a student enters the UWW program

he is assigned to an advisor, who helps him
determine his area jf concentration. The
student himself then seeks out a faculty
sponsor in his area of interest whom he feels
can help him shape his degree program.

Houston maintains that there is a great
shortage of sponsors for the students. It

seems that there is no monetary com-
pensation or any other kind of recognition for
sponsors. Thus, many instructors and

professors would rather not involve them-
selves in a position that involves time and
work yet merits no obvious rewards. As a
result, UWW is always on the lookout for
more sponsors.

•

Currently, the UWW program is serving
250 students. The majority of students are
women, and their average age is 35
Students apply to the program through
Wysocki House; the staff there then works
with the regular University Admissions
Office, usually through the Transfer Affairs
Office since UWW students are almost
transfer students. All students -in the UWW
program, however, must be unable to attend
college through the traditional program.

From its small beginnings in 1971, UWW
has branched out to a totalof six "clusters"
or extensions of the program. The six
k)cations are in Amherst, Boston, Worcester
Pittsfield, Springfield, and Cape Cod.
Due to lack of funding, however the

cluster located on the Cape does not have an
advisor and students there must keep in
touch through one of the nearer clusters All
the UWW staff are located in Wysocki
House, along with Amherst's cluster advisor
Ruth Hooke.

Although most of the staff is ad-
ministrative, the program has three faculty
members who teach classes and do in-

dependent studies with students: the three

members include Diana Diamond, who
specializes in rhetoric, literature, and
Women's Studies; Jackie Stanton, whose
interest is psycology; and Marvin Kalkstein
the resident science expert. However, as
Houston explained, everyone at UWW finds
himself doing a variety of jobs, including
advising and administrative work, so that all

positions in the program overlap at one point
or another.

The staff at UWW are a dedicated group
of people, working together to help people
get a college degree in a way that will not
interfere with their already established job or
family life. It is a valuable program, and one
that deserves more support and recognition
in its outstanding effort to encourage people
to continue their higher education.
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Accused in '63 bombing

Ex-KKK member arrested
BIRMINGHAM, Ala \UPI] ~ A former Ku

Klux Klansman was arrested yesterday and
charged for the 1963 Birmingham church
bombing that claimed the lives of four youna
black girls.

**

Authorities said the arrest of Robert
Chamblis. 73, came after a Jefferson County
grand jury, looking into a series of racially
motivated bombings during the period
issued an indictment.
A source close to the investigation said a

second person was charged in connection
with a racial bombing, but refused to say if

the charges involve the 1963 blast.
The source said previously the in-

vestigation is continuing and more indict-
ments are likely.

''We're not through, " the source said
This IS just beginning. We expect to request

the grand jury to return more indictments inthe future regarding the bombings"
Sources previously said Marietta, Gaanorney J.B^Stoner was being investigated

by the grand jury in connection with thechurch borribing and nearly 60 other racially
motivated bombings in the same period

The name of the second person indictedwas not released pending his arrest

The blast, at the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church went off as the four young girls were
removing their choir robes on the morning of
Sept. 15, 1963. More than 20 other persons
were treated at area hospitals.

The bombings claimed the lives of Cynthia
Wesley, Carol Robertson and Addie Mae
Collins, all 14, and Denise McNair 11

State Rep. Chris McNair,- the father of

Denise McNair, refused comment on
Monday's indictments.

"I'm going to keep it 100 per cent," he
said. "That's all I have to say. When I'm
ready to make a statement, you'll hear it."

Cynthia Wesley's father, Claude A
Wesley, said he was glad some progress had
been made toward solving the case.

"I feel mighty proud that some steps have
been made to bring somebody to court " he
said. "Some progress has been made Of
course no one has been convicted.

waited this long, I'll wait some"I've

more."
When asked if grief over the death of his

daughter has lessened over the years.

Wesley said, "every day it hits my mind itwas the greatest shock I've ever ex-
perienced. It's just unexplainable."

The case was reopened last year by At-
torney General William J. Baxley, who saidhe knew who was responsible for the
dynamite blast that played a major role in the
passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Chambliss testified before the grand jury
last month. ' '

After the bombings, Chambliss was
convicted along with Charles Cagle and John
Hill in Birmingham recorder's court onCharges of illegal possession of dynamite
But the convictions were appealed and themen were found innocent by a circuit court

' "" """°' "• udugnier nas lessened over the vear<s
--•'- -"v"-"""!* were appealed

^^S^m^^mm^l Ji ^\ mm mm
ver me years, men were found innocent by a circi

(central Area Council allocates annual budgets
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Central Area Council last night allocated
annual budgets to area centers at an hour-
long meeting in Chadbourne.
CAC is allocating $200 to the Sexism

Program, $500 to the Racism Awareness
Program. $1,950 to the Women's Center
$2,600 to the New World Center, and $3,250
for the Craft Shop. The remaining money will
be channeled into a variety of events, such as
coffeehouses and the spring concert.

Other items discussed at the meeting wereCAC activities. The activity for this week is a
bus excursion to the Alpine Slide this Friday
The bus will leave at approximately 5:30 p m
in front of Greenough and Chadbourne and
at the bonom of the Central Area hill The
cost of the trip will be $3 for ttie first 20
people who sign up, $4 for others

A new activities coordinator, sophomore
Jay Flynn of Wheeler dorm, was elected at
the meeting. Flynn will receive a weekly
salary of $10.

The position of CAC Treasurer is open and
those running for office are Neal Hunter, Ken
Kravitz, and Leo Murphy. Hunter ' and
Murphy were present at the meeting to
introduce themselves.

Hunter, a junior living at Brett dorm,
served as representative to the Council last
year He said he has managed finances at a
service station.

Murphy was "very active in Brett last
year," Assistant Manager of the Collegian
Graphics Department, and Assistant
Manager of the Greenough Snackbar. He
said he has also done bookkeeping for a
department store.

CAC voted to combine the budgets of the
Sexism Awareness Program and the

Women's Center, alloting a combined ex-
penditure of $2,150 for the two programs.

Cynthia Thomas, coordinator of the
Woman's Center, pointed out that although
both programs are similar in their purposes

and functions, the Women's Center "is not
combatting sexism - that's our difference ...

While we are doing that, that is not our major
goal ". Earlier, she described the Women's
Center as a "place where women can get
together in a non-threatening environment."

Grad Senate votes seats
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night
held committee elections and discussed their
purposes at its meeting.
Two senators will be inducted onto the

Election Committee, including David Cohen
and John Furbish. The Election Committee is
responsible for the education of senate

for
officers, and observes procedures
elections and campaign petitions.
The finance committee makes recom-

mendations for the allocation of GSS funds.
Elected to this committee were Mary
Sparkes, Jim Waldo, Phil Broduer Vic
Sawicki, Kathy Farris and Alan McArdle.
Only one senator, Lorraine Yasinski was

elected to the Affirmative Action Comriiittee
this week. Two more senators and three non-
senators will be elected at a later date- - -.

.v,.^^.,...,^ ,u, i„e eaucation ot senate senators will be electedUM professionals try for union status
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

The Professional Staff for Collective
Bargaining (PSCB) yesterday approved its
bylaws, elected officers and an executive

comrriittee in efforts to bring a petition for
membership ,n the Union of Professional

fSfd^SL'^^^'r^^^°'^ '^^ MassachusettsLabor Relations Commission.
The petition, a standard step in the

PIRG to hold workshop
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN -
Collegian Staff

The Mass PIRG will hold a Public SpeakingWorkshop this afternoon at 4 p.m in theStudent Union Suffolk room

<;Jm!
;;^o^kshop is part of a Public Interest

?>! D.oA°^'^"' ^®'"9 coordinated byMassPIRG staff member Susan Kohler
According to Kohler, the main goals of PIRG
are to educate students in social change and

!S,t^?T^^ ^u^'^'
^^^"9® '" general. She

nnSt I
^' .'^°^9h PIRG students canundertake individual projects. Through these

projects, the students learn to use specific
public interest skills. Not only do these skillshelp them m their individual projects, butthey will also help them in future public
interest endeavors.

muup.o

Kohler explained that these workshops
were developed with student interns this
past summer m both Amherst and Boston

I he whole idea of the workshops is to help
students develop into more effective social

• Collins
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

rhetoric." His liberal slant is evident
concerning the issues of abortion and
marijuana.

"I agree with Dukakis' recent decision
to veto legislation which would have
prohibited the use of welfare funds for
abortion," Collins said "Abortion should
be a personal moral decision. The state
should do more to prevent the need for
abortion and spend more money on
adoption and daycare."
The decriminalization of marijuana is

favored by Rep. Collins. "It doesn't make
sense to give someone a criminal record
for pot that isn't selling it."

"I'm very happy with my job as a state
rep," he remarked. '"My greatest
satisfaction comes in helping people
handle the problems they come to me
with I get about 120 calls and letters a
week. One half of those are people
having trouble with government - new
aws. Social Security hassles, tax mixups
- they come to me as a last resort. I find
>eing able to help very satisfying,"

change agents by equipping them with the
skills and tools that they need to be suc-
cessful, Kohler added.
The regular PIRG meetings of this

semester will be held on the second and
fourth Tuesday of each month at 4 p.m. inroom 413C of the Student Union.

According to Karen Meenan of the PIRG
office these meetings will include discussion
of projects. Ideas, and strategies, election ofmembers to the State Board of Directorsand obtaining student feedback
Some of the meetings will be business

meetings, while others will be Public Interest
bkills workshops.-

During the winter and spring credit-free
workshops will also be held at UMass The
winter vyorkshop will be in Public Advocacy
This Will include skills such as lobbying
negotiating and effective letter writing The

Pet';Pon"°;K'°'.."" ^^ °" "'"''^ting
Petition^ This will cover how to use thereferendum process to get an issue on the

unionization process, calls for an election for
professional employees of UMass to decide if
they want to unionize. Approval of a con-
stitution, the election of officers and for-
mation of an executive con mittee are all

«

necessary steps towards the presentation of
the petition to the Commission, according to
the newly elected staff president.

Leone Stein yesterday said "'the Labor
Heiations commission nearing should occur
within one month, under normal conditions."

UPE is organized to further the interests of
any and all professional staff employees at

the University of Massachusetts-Amherst
who are not eliflible for membership in any
other unit." according to the UPE bylaws
passed yesterday by PSCB.

The description specifically includes the
non-academic staff of the University; officers
ot UMass, research, administrative and
enforcement workers. The exact description
of who IS eligible will ultimately be deter-mined by the UMass Board of Trustees.

If UMass professional employees vote for

'S^lt^T'' "] ""S^ ^^«V ^" autor^aical^be members of the Massachusetts Teachers
Association and the National Education
Association with which UPE is affiliatedaccording to UPE bylaws.

<"""atea.

The bylaws require that "no person shall
be admitted to or be continued as an activemember m the Association who is not also amember of the Massachusetts Teachers
Association and the National Education
Association."

UPE would levy grievances between
professional staff members and the ad-
ministration in such areas as evaluation
promotion, merit pay increases, conditions of
employment, work assignments, outside
Official job specification and disciplinary
actions including suspension, dismissal or
demotion.

Officers elected to further the efforts ofthe Collective Bargaining Staff include
President Leone Stein from UMass Press
Vice-President Stan Rosenberg frorri
Continuing Education, Secretary Dot GThayer from the Psychology Department and

sll^ces
^^^^^^ ^'°"' Financial Aid

The members of the executive committee
who, according to UPE bylaws, exert control
over the officers and committees formed
within the UPE, include Ruth Hook from
University Without Walls, Sally Ives from the
Sociology Department, Bud Martindale from
Physical Plant, Gary Scanlon from Financial
Aid Services and Rick Shanor from the News
Bureau. ,

Spread Some SuMshine Jnto Zhc
Cms Of Jmer-Cily Sprkfield Kids!

Join Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.)
and be a tutor/connpanion to these children.

* transportation & supplies provided
* credit available

* choice of 4 different comnnunity centers

Call N.E.S. office (located at 403 S.U.B.) 545-0910
OR

Contact Laurie Brenda 546-1457

201 n. pleasant st/amhersf
(^ Fairfield MaH/chicopee
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Women 's health series

Collegian s

Various health services offered
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

This is a second in a weekly series of
articles on women's health care.

This article represents an attempt to
compile a comprehensive list of health
care services available to women on the
UMass campus.

For the remainder of the semester, this
series will deal with specific health issues
of concern to women. Hopefully, the
articles will prompt women to seek help
for a variety of concerns. It is important
that they be familiar with the resources
and facilities available to them.
A few general notes. All services

mentioned in this article are free or
covered under the Student Health Plan
unless otherwise indicated. All contacts
with the University Health Services
(UHS) are strictly confidential. Sen/ices
for which no phone numbers have been
listed here may be reached through the
main UHS number (549-2671)

CONTRACEPTION
UHS handles all methods of con-

traception other than abortion and
sterilization, for which it makes off-
campus referrals. It is required that a
patient who has never been seen at UHS
for contraception before attend a con-
traception education session which lasts
approximately one hour.

Included in this session is a slide show
on contraceptive methods, a film about
pelvic examinations and a question-and-
answer period.

Education sessions take place in room
302 of the Health Center on Mondays and
Thursdays (3 p.m.) and Tuesdays and
Wednesdays (7 p.m.). They are open to
all members of the University com-
munity, male and female.
The Tuesday evening sessions are

designed especially for couples, although
everyone is welcome. In addition, there is

a session for men only on the first

Monday evening of each month.
After attending the education session,

patients wishing to obtain contraceptive
devices, counseling or follow-up care (for

in*

those already using contraception) may
do so by making an appointment at UHS.

This semester, a follow-up support
group for women who use diaphragms
will be forming to discuss issues and
concerns specific to those who have
chosen this method. Meetings will be
Thursdays at 2:30 p.m. Interested women
should call the Community Health
Education office.

Contraceptive products are available
through the University Pharmacy at cost
plus a small handling fee.

RAPE CARE
Rape victims may receive medical care

at UHS whether or not they choose to
contact the police. Services offered to
rape victims include a general physical
examination for injuries, V.D. and
pregnancy preventive measures and
counseling.

A routine part of the medical
examination is the collection of sperm
which may be used as evidence should
the victim choose to prosecute. This
evidence may not be released without the
victim's permission.
The UMass Rape Task Force trains

counselor-advocates who are available to
rape victims upon request. These
counselor-advocates provide support and
information and will accompany the
victim to court if necessary. Counselor-
advocates may be contacted 24 hours a
day through UHS or the University
police. The Task Force also runs a
support group for rape victims. In-
formation is available through
Everywoman's Center (545-0883).

SEXUALL Y TRANSMITTED
DISEASES

Resources for patients who may have
sexually transmitted diseases include
screening, counseling and treatment
programs. A public health nurse or other
staff member will aid the patient in in-
forming sexual partners if he-she so
desires.

WOMEN'S HEAL TH
EDUCATION

The Community Health Education
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BASS HAS GONE OUT WITH MORE GIRLS
*

THAN THE UMASS. FOOTBALL TEAM. 7x

Bass^OO's r«atty>9et arottnd. In failt, we cfoni ^
know ot a scho6\ they haven't tlustJeb, biked.^og- "

ged or \]fke6 through. Which makes Bass more '

popular than your star quarterb^k. -^
^

That's>t»ecause Bass 100's^ ^00% cd^ort^We. ;

They'll keep babying^our feet even if you havf to 4<'«HJ
from history 6n soutn camptjs to psych on the north«de."^

\ou c«h team up Bass 100^ witH every casual fashion. They i^ sporty with
everything ffom jeans to jump-suit^ starts to T-shirts, * * '\

And Bass 100's have the musrfe of a^llback. Just try and wear them out..OKr *

top- notch quality leather can take it. So can tKd ail-natural, genJine rubbersole...

^.^ii;!^ ~~-~-v..^^all the whHe giving you a cushy txjuncy, light-on-yog^ feet walk.

>v So make a pass for Bass, and have fun playin' the field.

> y Sho«mak«rt to AiTMrica for flJhundrMl yMrc

office sponsors a variety of educational
programs related to women's health care.
Staff members will put on programs in
dorms if so requested.

DES
Women who believe their mothers may

have been given the drug
diethylstilbestrol (DES) during
pregnancy are strongly urgeo to be
screened for vaginal cell abnormalities
which may be caused by DES. The
screening involves a simple staining test
and can help detect any abnormalitief-
that might become problematic later on.
"DES daughters" may obtain counseling
and referral services by contacting UHS

PREGNANCY
Pregnancy testing is available at UHS

by appointment. A woman must wait 42
days after the start of her last menstrual
period to be tested. Problem pregnancy
counseling and counseling for those who
wish to discuss pregnancy with a staff
member may be arranged through the
Health Education Office.

PERSONAL COUNSELING
Personal counseling is available to

women on campus through many dif-

ferent agencies.

The Mental Health Division of UHS has
a large staff of professional counselors
qualified to do personal, couples, family
and group counseling.
Everywoman's Center has two

counselors on the staff. Both of them do
feminist counseling; one does Lesbian
counseling. The term "feminist coun-
seling" refers to a type of counseling that
concentrates on the individual woman's
potential and needs rather than societal
expectations of women.

Other counseling services for women
are at Room To Move (545-0400) and the
Lesbian Union (545-3438).

Peer Sex Educators and Student
Health Aides working in the dormitories
provide information, counseling and
referral for issues of sexuality and health
care.

Payment of the Student Health Fee at
UMass entitles you to the use of a rare
resource: easily accessible, low cost
health care. Use it.
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High officials cited for

committing sexual acts
Columnist Jack Anderson reports that

several high government officials, including
Mississippi Senator James Eastland, appear
to have successfully blocked the prosecution
of a Mississippi police official who allegedly
forced a woman to have sex with him.

Anderson quotes F.B.I, sources as sayihg
that Lieutenant Jack Moulder, a vice-squad
chief in Jackson, reportedly obtained
warrants for the arrest of a woman on drug
charges. Moulder then threatened to serve
them unless she (quote) "submitted to him
for sexual intercourse, both natural and
unnatural."

After the charges were investigated by the
Jackson Police Department, the F.B.I, was
called in to determine whether the woman's
civil rights had been violated. Sworn
statements from witnesses, and other
evidence, including a lie-detector test of
Moulder, backed up the woman's story.

Anderson reports, however, that Moulder
unsuccessfully attempted to rig the
polygraph teSt given him. When he failed it

anyway, the vice-squad chief threatened to
expose all he knew about the after-hours
activities of certain powerful political and
business leaders in Jackson if he was
prosecuted. Anderson says Moulder is

reported to have said, "If I go down, I'm not
going down alone."

After that threat, Anderson reports, the
investigation began to go Moulder's way.
The Mayor of Jackson suddenly declared

that the evidence against Moulder was in-

conclusive and returned the vice-squad
officer to duty.

The Mississippi Bureau of Narcotics
suddenly found three warrants against the
woman in question, and threatened to send
her to prison for allegedly "buying drugs"
from state officers.

In Washington, Senator James Eastland of
Mississippi complained to the Justice
Department about the F.B.I, handling of the
case. Two agents from Washington were
quickly dispatched to Jackson.

Shortly after that, Anderson reports, all

investigation of Moulder was quickly and
quietly dropped. Robert Haulberg, the U.S.
attorney from Mississippi, attempted to
present the case to a grand jury, but was
overruled by the justice department.

Senator Eastland, who heads the Judiciary
Committee in the U.S. Senate, in the
meantime, says he "can't remember
anything" about the alleged sexual extortion
affair.

Legionnaires disease still

affects many Americans
BURLINGTON, Vt. \UPI] - In an unusual

step, the national Center for Disease Control,
Monday set up a field laboratory at the
Vermont Medical Center Hospital to study
what officials said is an apparent outbreak of
Legionnaires disease.

The laboratory, staffed by two specialists,
is believed to be the first of its kind ever
established outside CDC headquarters in

Atlanta.

A statement released by the Medical
Center Hospital listed the two specialists as
Drs. Claire Broome and Stella Goings. Dp.
Broome is an expert in growing and isolating
the organism believed responsible for the
disease and Dr. Goings is a specialist in

hospital infections, a hospital spokeswoman
said.

Officials yesterday confirmed two more
cases of Legionnaires disease, bringing to at

least four more cases of the pneumonia-like
illness identified in Vermont since July. One
of those cases involved the Sept. 15 death of
a person who was not identified by hospital
authorities.

The other three cases involved people
released in good condition from the hospital,
including one last Saturday.

It was recently confirmed that the death
last year of a Medical Center nurse was the
result of the disease and last June a patient
at the Veterans Administration Hospital in

White River Junction was released in good
condition after a bout with the disease.

Ecology kick— of the body
\UPI\ - Young America's off on a kick

that soufKJs like a jawbreaker - The Ecology
of the Human Body Movement.

It's meant to be a life saver! There's no
national or local organization. No mem-
bership list.

The goal in this movement: postpone the
date with the undertaker as long as humanly
possible.

One becomes a member in good standing
by taking exceedingly good care of her-his
life-support system for survival on planet
earth. That is, the human body.

Fill it with poisonous chemicals or foods,
mess it with drugs or cigarettes, pollute it

with venereal disease, don't give it enough
exercise and, well — the lifespan is going to
be shorter than nature intended.
A guy who is careless will not get as many

years out of his life-support system as a pal
who pays as much attention to himself as he
did to his first car

But why call this the Ecology of the
Human Body Movement? That's what it is.

Ecology, you see, is the branch of science

concerned with the inter-relationship of
organisms and their environment.
What goes into the body gets in through

the mouth, nose or skin. Some chemicals, for
example, are absorbed through the skin.
Food - solid or fluid - goes in through the
mouth.

Things that mess up the body also go
through the mouth - alcohol, cigarette
smoke, foods tainted with carcinogenic
chemicals, for example.
Some things that foul the inner en-

vironment go through the veins - as
happens when one shoots up with drugs.
The air that goes into the system through

the nose can be loaded with harmful junk,
too. Pollutants from auto exhausts,
chemicals from a steel mill, gases and some
solids such as in cocaine sniffing.

Young Americans on the Ecology of the
Human Body trail are trying to fill body
mainterwnce requirements — nourishment
and activity — necessary to keep functioning
properly and strongly.
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campus
A SUPER BUY FOR STUDENTS

"I have definitely benefited from the proper
diet, motivation and exercises given to me by
the well qualified technicians at Gloria Stevens.
I have lost 14% pounds and 11 inches to make
my figure more shapely than it has ever been."

Lyiia Kligman

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
'At Ar Pdrticpdt'^q Sdions
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At A! rdrticpdt'^q bdions ^

6weeks for$25
Unlimited Visits'

Fun Exercise Plan No Contracts to Sign

Diets Corr.piled Exclusively by Our Dietitian

No Disrobing ^ Individual Programming
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Female Pak Retail $1 .29

Hurry while they last!!
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FIGURE SALONS
N«w England's Largwrt Franchis«d t^tight Control Systam

Mountoin Forms Mall CAti NOW
Rt. 9 Hadley 584-0104

Hours Mon thru Fn 9 to 9 Sat 9 to 3
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Male Pak Retail $1.29

campus center univ. of moss, omherst
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.: Sat. 11 a.m. -4 p.m.
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News in Brief
Hospital beds to be eUminated

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The nation's
hospitals should eliminate 100,000 un-
necessary beds by 1984 and increase
occupancy rates of those remaining, the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare said Monday.

HEW proposed new national health
planning guidelines to control the growth
of health care facilities and equipment.

"The guidelines will help put the
brakes on construction of new hospital
bed space and high cost specialty ser-
vices, such as open heart surgery and

computerized x-ray scanning," HEW
Secretary Joseph Califano said in a
statement.

Hospital costs "now threaten to
bankrupt our health care system," he
said.

The guidelines are intended for use by
the 205 local health systems agencies
across the country in planning the
allocation of health resources.
The guidelines set as a goal a reduction

by 1984 in the supply of non-federal
hospital beds from 4.5 beds per thousand
persons to 4 beds per thousand.

Quinlan case is just old hat
LANDING, N.J. [UPI] - A television

drama last night renewed interest in the
Karen Ann Quinlan right-to-die case, but
folks in her home town said they were
tired of hearing the same story for more
than two years.

Many people in the Morris County area
where Karen lived said they have been
reading about the historic case since she
slipped into an irreversible coma on April
15, 1975.

For them, the recently published book
by the Quinlans and the television movie
are just another version of the same old
story.

"People are fed up around here. I just
don't feel things like that should be
exploited," said Roberta Morris, who
lives near St. Clare's Hospital in Denville,
where Karen was first placed on a
respirator.

Alonso dances 'Giselle' again
NEW YORK [AP] - Alicia Alonso,

who danced her first "Giselle" in 1943 in
the United States, is back to do the
difficult ballet. For the first time in years
she's here under a visa granted by her
native Cuba.

Miss Alonso, one of the century's most
highly regarded ballerinas, is 56 and still

going strong in a profession whose stars
usually retire in their mid 30s.

Miss Alonso, director and prima
ballerina of the National Ballet of Cuba,
takes ballet class for an hour and a half in

the morning and rehearses one to three
hours in the afternoon, six days a week.
She says she isn't sure why she is able

to perform a difficult, full-length ballet
like "Giselle" at her age, but notes, "It is
a mistake thinking that dancing is done
with the legs. The mind is most im-
portant."

This is Miss Alonso's fourth visit to
dance in the United States in the last two
years but the first in which her visa was
issued by Cuba. Previously she had gone
from Cuba to Mexico and then on to the
United States.

Mass. auto insurance lowered
BOSTON [UPI] - The state's auto

insurance rating bureau yesterday
recommended significant reductions in

the cost of most automobile insurance
coverage for Massachusetts drivers next
year.

Last month, the insurance industry's-
Massachusetts Automobile Rating
Bureau requested a 7 per cent, $55
million rate increase for 1978.
James Hunt, director of the Insurance

Department's Automobile Insurance
Rating Bureau, said the group's

recommendations would not be com-
pleted until 8 p.m. yesterday but would
call for "significant" reductions in
"most" major classifications of auto
insurance across the state.
He confirmed that the most dramatic

recommended reduction would be in the
cost of collision insurance.
Hunt said the bureau would not

recommend any increases for types of
coverage, but would recommend that the
costs of some odd, little-used types of
:overage remain the same.

Stiff criminal penalties against

producers of pornographic films
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House voted

yesterday for stiff criminal penalties against
producers and distributors of pornographic
films and other materials depicting sexual
exploitation of children.

The measure, passed on a 375-12 vote and
sent to the Senate, would provide up to 20
years in prison and a $50,000 fine for anyone
producing or participating in sexual abuse of
a child under 16, and up to 15 years in prison
and a fine of $25,000 for distributing or
showing the materials.

The provisions were added to a bill ex-
tending the 1974 child abuse act for five

years through Sept. 30, 1982. The original
measure dealt with physical abuse of

children, and sexual exploitation was added
to its coverage.
The overwhelming vote came despite

warnings that the bill might not stand up in
court. Those warnings came from Rep. Peter
Rodino, D-N.J., chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, and Rep. John Con-
yers, D-Mich., whose judiciary Subcommittee
earlier Monday approved its own child
pornography bill.

"What we are asked to do here is the
reverse of our intention," Conyers said. "You
are going to furnish an obvious out to any
lawyer representing a child pornographer
and who has read the decisions of the
Supreme Court on obscenity."
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New York is

darkened again
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Consolidated Edison

blacked out part of Westchester County and
cut power by 8 per cent in New York City's
five boroughs yesterday.
"We have a report of trouble on our

system in Northern Westchester," a Con
Edison spokeswoman said. "It appears to be
storm- relaied trouble on transmission lines."

Blacked out in Westchester County, which
lies immediately north of New York City,
were the communities of White Plains!
Pieasantville, and part of Mount Vernon. Cori
Ed said power was cut off in those areas in
an effort to avoid further trouble.
The utility urged customers to tum off all

unnecessary appliances, such as air con-
ditioners, washing machines and toasters.
The reduction went into effect as a heavy

thunderstorm was forecast for the city,
packing gusty vvinds and heavy lightning!

It was the first major power reduction
since the one that preceded a massive
citywide blackout July 13 when the city was
left without electricity for up to 25 hours.
The spokeswoman said the 3:30 p.m. EDT

voltage reduction came after the utility lost
generating capacity at two Indian Point,
N.Y., nuclear generators and its Bowline
Point generator, also m northern West-
chester.

The oil-fired "Big Allis" plant in Astoria,
Queens, was brought back into service.

"All our generators have gone to
maximum capacity," she said. "We are
appealing to the public to cut down on
usage."

The Pope cites

80th birthday
VATICAN CITY \AP] - Pope Paul VI

marked his 80th birthday yesterday with a
regular day of work while world leaders
lauded his drive for world peace. He ap-
peared in good health despite his stated
belief that death is approaching.

President Carter's message of
congratulations cited the Pope's "tireless
efforts to promote human rights" and deep
appreciation for the moral leadership.
As on previous birthdays of his 14-year-old

papacy, the pontiff shunned excessive public
observance. The white and yellow vatican
flag used to mark such occasions was raised
over public buildings, but the offices
remained open.
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refreshments Call 545-0070 for info
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AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE PAY MO and uf.
Replace Glass

Buvand Sell Cars
Located '/i mile past the Rusty Scupper
on Rt. 9, behind Amherst Landfill.

Mon.-Saf. 8-4

Phone 256-6409

Bugging studied on Panama treaty

~^

GOOD ICE TIME AVAILABLE
at

WILLISTON ACADEMY RINK
tasthampton, Mass.

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A Senate
subcommittee issued a subpoena Monday
directing a former Army sergeant to produce
any records on allegations that U.S. in-
telligence bugged Panamanian delegates to
the new Panama treaty negotiations.
The subpoena named Hor Rodriguez

Brustmeyer, 28, formerly of Brooklyn and
believed to be in Panama now.
A spokesman for a Judiciary sub-

committee said its chairman, Sen. James
Allen, D-Ala., and members met yesterday
and decided to issue the subpoena. The
subcommittee also voted to subpoena any
records of various federal agencies relating
to Brustmeyer or his service in Panama. The
agencies are the FBI. Justice Department,
Army Department, Defense Intelligence

Agency, Central Intelligence Agency and the
Army Records Center.
Widespread reports in the past month said

U.S. intelligence had bugged the
Panamanian treaty negotiators in 1974 and
1975, collecting information about their
personal and sexual habits.

These reports said the Panamanians
discovered the electronic sun/eillance and
used the information as blackmail to obtain
more favorable treaty terms.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, testifying
Monday before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, said the Panama Canal treaties
were "not affected in any way" by U.S.
intelligence monitoring.

Vance said he wanted to "lay to rest"

reports that the American government
monitored Panamanian negotiators.
The Senate Intelligence Committee had

been handling the case exclusively until
Allen's subcommittee subpoenaed Brust-
meyer.

The Intelligence Committee has held two
secret sessions, including interviews with
CIA Director Stansfield Turner and Am-
bassadors Ellsworth Bunker and Sol
Linowitz, who negotiated the pacts.

Intelligence Committee Chairman Daniel
Inouye of Hawaii told reporters after the
second session there was no indication U.S.
intelligence activities had affected the
outcome of the negotiations.

Another diamond broker reported missing

V
call Ron (anytime):

527 4012 or 527 4639;

NEW YORK [AP] - Another young
diamond broker was reported missing
yesterday as police and Orthodox colleagues
of one who disappeared on the eve of Yom
Kippur were puzzling over that case.

Authorities had not immediately linked the
disappearance last Tuesday of 25-year-old

Pinchos Jaroslawicz with the report filed
yesterday that Shiomo Tal. another diamond

dealer, had not been seen for three days.
Police had ruled out kidnaping in

Jaroslawicz' disappearance because no
ransom had been reported and said that
because of his reputation, they did not think

he had embezzled the fortune in gems he
was believed carrying with him. The case
was assigned to a missing persons squad.

Last weekend, Jaroslawicz' Jewish
colleagues assembled one of the most
unusual search parties seen in this city,
where almost 17,000 missing person reports
are filed each year.

Tech Hifi has 70 brands of stereo
you can i^y, not just look at.

Some stereo stores have signs that say "Don't
Touch The Merchandise".

But at Tech Hifi we encourage you
to play any of the 70 brands of quahty
components we display.

You can take as long as you like in

our soundrooms to compare all

the systems and components
you want to hear.

Which means, at Tech
Hifi your ears will tell you
what to buy - not a salesman.

If your budget is under $400, ask us to set up
this $319 system for you to play. It features

the famous Marantz 2215B stereo re-

ceiver, reliable Garrard 630 automatic
turntable, and two KLH 100 loud-

speakers.

If you decide to buy this system, or
any other at Tech Hifi, you can play it

at home for a week and still

return it for a full refund. No
questions asked.

Come play this week at

the Tech Hifi near you.

tech hifi
Soundioom-s you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

V

PLANT SALE
dates: SlSFr.27,2ii;»)
PLACE: S.U.II.

sponsored by Greek Area
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A matter of taste

TUESDAY, SEPTEMRFR 27, 1977

When asked how it was that he chose to
look at the world the way he does, a
prominent UMass Economics professor said,

Because it tastes good; it makes sense to
me."

Baffled by this simplistic appraisal of the
relative merits of competing world views;
and understanding the irrelevance of the
empiricist approach to understanding reality,

a student asked, "Why does it taste good;
what determines one's preference?"

Briefly, this is what he said: "You and I are
each products of history. We were born; we
live; and we die. We were born in a certain
way, in a certain place, at a certain time. We
live a certain way, we lived a certain way, we
were taught to live a certain way. And we die
somewhere, at some time, for some reason.
All of these things have or will have their own
effect on the way we look at the world
around us, and our roles in it. We are, in large
part, determined by our own history. But the

^TCfi farpinian

beauty about history is that we can also
determine its course.

As students at UMass we find ourselves in

a unique historical and social setting.

People have little say in the decision to
take certain classes, live in certain places, eat
certain food, cash checks in particular
places, park in certain lots, pay certain fees,
deal with certain professors, smell certain
smells, read certain books, come to school
before Labor Day, and on and on.

Several thousands complain each day.
Very few take it upon themselves to

change it. Paradoxically, history can be
changed; history can be made; history can be
wiped out. It isn't all recorded. It won't all be
recorded. It does happen, however. People
like you and I have changed things.

Some questions, with their mechanical
answers, emerge: Why don't people act to
change things? It's their history, of course.
When do people act that haven't acted
before? When things get bad enough. Why
don't people act when things are bad? It's

their history.

What? Where does this leave us?
It provokes many to say that things on this

campus don't "taste good". It leaves many
more to say things don't "look good". When
things don't taste good, you don't swallow
them, for fear of becoming sick, pissed off,

disheartened, or used. When things don't
look good, you stop looking. You try to
forget you saw them. You avoid them. You
look above them, below them, but not at

them. If you catch youself looking you flinch.

You don't, however, try to change them. It's

too easy to close your eyes.

Most everyone will tell you that many
things don't look good at UMass; South-
west, graffitti, urine on the rugs, broken
windows, leaky ceilings, artificial streaks, the
library walls, and President Wood's
helicopter.

Not everyone will tell you that things taste

so bad that they want to get rid of them. Not
everyone will get to the point where they
consider, compare, sprt, and then start acting
in such a way as to change the way things

are; even though we can collectively alter the
course of our own history as students at
UMass.

Seldom are people in this society taught
that they can assume control over the way
their lives are going. Our history dictates that
we remain passive: "Don't speak unless
you're spoken to; don't you dare contradict
your father; don't touch the glass, it might
break ... " Our individual survival in this
society dictates that we maintain that
passivity: "Don't rock -the- boat, you're liable

to get fired; better get your hair cut if you
want to get hired; better not say something
the professor doesn't like, you won't get an
'A' ...

"

What if a large number of us didn't like

what was happening to us? Would our
survival be threatened? Could we change
things? Could we alter the "taste buds" of
the generations to come?

Sure. It's happened before. The American
Revolution. The Civil Rights Movement. The
eight hour work day. Public schools for the
working class. Social Security. The divesture
of stock$ in Southern Africa by the UMass
board of Trustees. The peasant rebellions of
1348.

What if a large number of

us didn 't like what was
happening to us? Would

our survival be threatened?
Could we change things?

Could we alter the

''taste buds'' of the

generations to come?

All of these things have resulted because
of hard work, commitment, sweat, and
organization.

In order for you and I to live in a world in

which all people can go to school, live in a
decent environment, learn, and assume
responsibility for the direction of their own
lives, we must organize. We must begin
dealing from a position of strength not
weakness; numbers not words; expectations
not reservations.

In short, we must begin to think seriously
about the future course of our own lives,

evaluate the worth of the situation in which
we find ourselves at UMass, and ask whether
it is the model for what we hope will come.

If we find ourselves disenchanted we
must think of alternatives. A Union of
students, addressing the real needs of
students, is such an alternative. But it isn't

going to come about through high-powered
media tactics, a student senate 'facelift', or
sloganizing. It will come about through
participation, concern, and an awareness
that things can and should be better.

It will taste good. It will make sense.

Greg Tarpinian's columns appear every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.
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In favor

of student towing

To the Editor:

This Wednesday night. September 28,
the Student Senate has its last chance to

decide on the proposal for a student run
tow sen/ice. If for any reason they do not
approve the plan, bids will go out and
UMass students will be faced with
another year of Amherst Towing.

The idea for a student run tow service
clearly reflects the desres of the student
population. Time and again the senate
has ignored this mandate and chosen to

take the less controversial path [for them]
of doing nothing. The present state of
affairs is intolerable for many students
who desperately need some relief from
the caprice of Amherst Towing.
A student run tow service is not a new

idea, it has been modified a number of
times trying to find the most acceptable
plan. These are the Pro's and Con's of
the present proposal.

Advantages

7. All revenue from towing and storage
fees would be kept in the UMass com-
munity.

2. A student run tow service will

provide approximately 280 hours per
week of student employment.

3. A grievance procedure will be
created that will be easily accessible to

the students.

4. Storage facilities would be more
conveniently located on campus.

5. Cost per tow would be reduced four
dollars and possibly more.

6. Profits [if any; the system can run at
cost], would be channeled back to

student activities.

7. The plan is simple and geared
towards protection of students cars and
property.

8. A student run tow service is feasible
and can be implemented quickly. An
attack on the parking regulations,

although closer to the root of the
problem, would be a protracted struggle
with no clear end in sight.

9. The Amherst Towing Company
would be eliminated from UMass forever!

Disadvantages
J. A student run tow service would

require an initial 5 year loan of $30,000
from the Student Senate.

2. Students would be put into a
position of towing other students.

In weighing these arguments, keep in

mind the factors that will remain constant
irregardless of who is doing the towing.
First of all, towing will continue to be
done in response to a police call. Which
cars are to be towed will still be deter-

mined by the police in accordance with
university Motor Vehicle Rules and
Regulations. Secondly, we do not like our
cars being towed no matter who does it.

The Committee to Stop Amherst
Towing has collected 6000 signatures
and spoken to hundreds of students on
campus. The input from these students
indicates that a student run tow service
would be a big improvement over the
present situation. Students who support
this proposal need to make themselves
heard on this issue. Make sure that your
student representative is aware that you
believe this proposal to be a priority and
to vote accordingly. For more in-

formation please call 253-7124.

Wayne Langley
Committee to Stop
Amherst Towing

Young white males

should stick together

To the Editor:

It may be that affirmative action will for

some of us mean "discrimination in

reverse". If so, we'lljust have to grin and
bear it. What I'm hoping is that we white

males, especially we younger white males
who are most likely to be affected, can
begin taking steps to look after one
another like many blacks and women
have done. And if we can do it quietly

and decently without a lot of
righteousness and fanfare, maybe all of

us, in the long run, will be better off.

Guy Traynor

Money wasted

on Kent State

To the Editor:

$2738 have just been wasted. This is

one seventh of the money that will be
taken from an account for sponsoring

organizations. The Student Senate gave
that amount to a handful of UMass
students [estimated 110] who are
planning to demonstrate this coming
Saturday against the building of the gym
at Kent State.

After talking to various students on
campus, I found many were against the

senate's decision for appropriating this

sum of money.
Many felt that the money should have

been spent for things at this university

and not Kent State. This money could
have been spent on this campus for

programs which would benefit a greater

number of students, rather than allowing

a select few to express their political

beliefs.

If these few are so dedicated to this

issue, they should be out peddling for this

money. But they are so unorganized that

it makes it impossible for them to get
together and raise the money on ttieir

own, so they take your money instead.

Voting for senators is taking place
today; be sure that the senator you vote
for does what you want and not what he
wants; he represents you, not himself, at

these senate meetings.

Edward D. Mansur

Anita

deserves respect

To the Editor:

While reading Niel Moeller's brilliant

satirical commentary on Anita Bryant,

one must pause to wonder what
motivates the author to hurl down such
invective "from on high."

It is impossible to determine whether
Mr. Moeller has a personal stake in the

gay liberation movement, for while

passing judgement on the sexual
practices of others, he is reluctant to

admit to any of his own.
I suspect that what truly motivates Niel

is the powerful emnity that we all feel for

a strong ideological adversary. An ad-
versary strong enough to risk bearing the

brunt of a thousand Johnny Carson jokes
and ten thousand editorials like Mr.
Moellers, all to speak out for what she
believes in. An adversary of such
determination that she would risk a
professional career, her livelihood, to

speak out for what she believes is right.

There is no blame in fearing and
respecting such a person.

And yet, curiously enough, the
criticism directed at Ms. Bryant these
days never seems to get above the level

of personal slurs, and sophomoric puns.
In vain, I have searched for a newspaper
article that explores the complexities of
homosexuality in a mature and
thoughtful fashion.

Perhaps the great wrong that Anita
Bryant committed, and that for which
she surely will hang, is that she has dared
to be different. For in an age when
homosexuality is considered to be ac-

oeptable after as little thought as when
homosexuality was condemned, Ms.
Br/ant refuses to think the same way
everyone else does.

"All I can say to Anita Bryant is Good
Luck," wrote Mr. Moeller. Well, I can't

say anything to Anita Bryant. Because of
her opinions, she would never be allowed
on campus.

Andrew Kirsch ,

"We've got the powerI"
Crowd of twenty five hundred

Saturday's rally at Kent State,

"You've got our pies tool"
Aaron Kaye, yippie.

Strange bedfellow indeed.

Frieda Kreitner, 50 year old housewife
from Cleveland was there. So was Aaron
Kaye, alias the Pie Man, who has pied such
luminaries at Abe Beame, Phylis Shiafly, and
E. Howard Hunt. And Bill Kunstler was there,

allegedly attired in a bullet proof vest.

They were three of the hundreds who had
made the political pilgrimage to Kent State
last weekend. The demonstration was in

protest of the building of a gymnasium on
the ground where National Guard Troops
opened fire on students seven years ago.
And liberal democracy being what it is, each
attendant came with his-her own political rap
on the subject. Nevertheless, the differences
among the Revolutionary Student Brigade
the Spartacus Union, Alumni of Kent State,

the vegetarians and the carnivores, ivy

leaguers and state schoolers, anarchists,

communists and young democrats were all

laid aside long enough to create an en-
vironment of enthusiasm, support and hope.
You can put your fingertips through the

bullethole in a sculpture atop Blanket Hill,

although I didn't try. It's much more difficult

than it first appears.

And the plowing up of the land has begun,
but it's still not too late to sod it over without
too much change in the original site. As of
last weekend it wasn't too late to stop.

The Revolutionary Student Brigade
organized the trip from Amherst, and two
busloads of people left the Campus Center
Friday evening. Before leaving, ten "affinity

groups" of eight persons each were formed.
Each group included a student who had been
to Kent State previously, who acted as
historian, legal advisor and general in-

formation person. The Brigade should be
commended for its organization, as should

the Student Senate for its funding. UMass
was the envy of the higher priced spreads, as
It was the only school which provided almost
total funding for the trip.

Those attending from UMass were not
raving radicals; not all agreed with the
Brigade's politics. Though the analysis of the
Kent State situation varied, all recognized
that there is something wrong here. The
demonstration was a statement of that
belief.

Perhaps if anything, Kent State has given
us something to stand up for. After years of
ambiguities and tenuousness, the young
people of the nation are needed again. The
call has been confused by the political

b.j. roche

motives of radicals and conservatives alike;

nevertheless, it is up to the individual to sort
out his-her feelings and examine his-her
political priorities. It is a responsibility with
which most of us are unfamiliar, having been
born later than our counterparts of the
sixties. The changes of the seventies reflect
and compensate for that shakiness.
The use of affinity groups is one such

change; the individual is important, but not
totally alone. As part of an affinity group I

was one in 2500 last weekend, but I was also
one of eight very different and interesting
people. Hence, an experience which could
have been quite scary if I had gone it alone
became more fun, more informative and less
risky.

The rally was highlighted by a short
speech by Bill Kunstler announcing the suit
against Kent State President Brage Golding
and the Grand Jury which is reportedly
investigating the leaders of the May 4
Coalition, who had organized the rally.

After a couple of hours of speakers the
march began around campus, circling back
to its origin point.

As the march arrived back to the rally site a
recording of "Ohio" was played on the
podium"s loudspeakers. The effect was at
once chilling and enraging. Up the hill lay the
site, and the decision as to whether to oc-
cupy the land had yet to be made, officially

anyway.

The front of the otherwise orderly march
began running up the hill to the chain link

fence, which students, faces covered with
bandanas, had begun to pul! down.
A tide of people swarmed onto the site,

muddier than usual from the light rain that
had been falling. In the end, a group of half a
dozen students sat triumphantly atop a
yellow earthmover. Their faces were covered
with bandanas as they made speeches from
atop the monstrous dozer. As they spoke,
two people spray painted "'We won't forgive
or forget" on the machine.

It had been a victory by default, as few
police were to be seen at the site until the
speeches had been finished. As students
were leaving peacefully a crew of about six
riot police were seeing that they kept on
going.

I sat down for a breather after the rally

before heading back to the bus, and it was
then my pleasure to meet Jamal the gypsy,
who was a great fan of Taj Mahal (a UMass
alumnus). We talked and I asked him what
he had thought of the day.

He was optimistic. "If you can make things
crumble in a police state like Ohio, you can
do it in the entire country. I really believe
that."

We exchanged goodbyes and I went to
catch up with my group. The sun was
coming out and I looked up to see the clouds
moving on. From the corner of my eye I

noticed a police officer on the roof of a
nearby building with a movie camera aimed
at me, shooting.

B. J. Roche's columns appear every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

Pot-smokers and capitalists
By STEPHEN A. MODENA

It is a well worn truth that the capitalists

are our oppressors. The truth of it is clear as
the print in Collegian articles and sup-
plements which tell us so. Sometimes it is

couched in the tight rhetoric of a
Revolutionary-Student Brigade letter to the
editor; sometimes in the people-ese style of
Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga of Nummo
News.

This short article will dare to be pro-
capitalist in a very leftist, hand-wringing
atmosphere. Some people might even see
some logic in it.

Capitalism at any level, as I personally

understand it, operates on a speculative

basis. Someone gets a bright idea or has an
attack of intuition. He-she calculates how
much gain there is to be made if money is

laid out now, versus how much will come
back if the idea or venture works.

That is how gasoline arrives at the pump
ready to fuel your car or food at the co-op to

fuel your body.

I can discuss the operation of capitalism at

any level for illustrative purposes since any
RSB member would readily swear on a stack

of Mao's Sayings that capitalism is a total

rip-off from top to bottom, everywhere,
anytime.

Any capitalist likes to estimate the risk

involved in lending his-her money to a

stranger. How many strangers have you lent

money to lately? Taxes don't count.

Now, let's take a look at the last joint you
smoked and how it may have arrived to you.

So you bought less than an ounce from a

good friend and he- she let you smoke some
before CASH payment, right? You know that

person made something on it, but the price

was right for that beautiful stuff. Besides, he-

she gets the stuff on a trip out-of-state every

two weeks and someone has to pay for gas
and just living. Anyway, you are a steady

customer and the cops aren't too hard

locally, so the risk is low here and the price

isn't a "rip-off". Therefore, it is understood
that price will vary depending on quantity,

quality, availability, and the chance of getting

busted and confiscated.

That out-of-state buy is likely to have
passed through a number of hands in the

distribution system since it landed on the
coast of Maine. But those are all quantity
deals and each finger that touches it gets a
few pennies an ounce mark up adjusted to
the same conditions as above.

Let's stop for a second. If you're buying

some stuff for five bucks, there's no hassle.

But, if you have got to lay out $20,000 CASH
because they won't sell in a lot smaller than
that, where do you get the money?
From a bank, you get the money. Maybe

not the Chase Manhattan, but a bank
anyway. Now if this bank "red-lines" you,

you can't bitch to the state anti-

discrimination commission, can you? You
understand that he-she only wants to protect

his-her investment and there is nothing
personal or anything like that involved. It's

unfair, but usually capitalists have to think

that you will really score big; and the return

on the investment that they set definitely

violates the usuary laws (state interest

ceilings).

Now think all the way back to the grower,
that peasant in the highlands of Haiti who
grows the stuff because the police will kill

him if he doesn't. If he got paid just 10 per

cent of the final street value of what he
grows in one season, he'd be OK. He is really
getting ripped so you can smoke a joint.

The vicious capitalists of the story would
tell you straight to your face that everyone
has to make a living. The peasant is lucky
that he was chosen to grow the stuff,

because he was starving before anyhow,
given the government and the im-

poverishment of Haiti.

The RSB would legalize the stuff, destroy
the blackmarket by instituting a state co-
operative, and the peasant would be "looked
after" like in Cuba.

However, the facts of today are: marijuana
growing and distribution is a growing in-

vestment area with increasing demand for

quantity and quality. Nonetheless, it is still a
speculative investment constantly
demanding in the inflow of more new, high-
risk capital.

In short, smoking a joint fires a blood-
sucking profiteering adventure in the best
tradition of the Industrial Revolution, never
stopping to count the social casualties

among the oppressed. Where are your
principles?
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'Kojak' needed

for testimony
MlAM/ [UP/] — A defense attorney plans

to use television violence as grounds for

acquittal of a 15- year-old youth charged with
murder who has been a virtual TV addict for

the past 10 years.

The trial of Ronney Zamora, accused in the
shooting death of an elderly woman, opened
yesterday with jury selection.

His attorney, Ellis Rubin, has pleaded
Zamora "not auiltv bv reason of insanity

because of his intoxication with television

violence."

Circuit Judge Paul Baker previously ruled
he will allow the novel devense, but warned
Rubin, "I will not permit testimony on how
television violence will affect children in

general.

"There is no question that the effects of
television violence is a new defense and I'll

not preclude the defense, but I'm only
concerned with how it affects this defendent
in this case," he said.

Baker also said he will allow defense
testimony from Telly Savalas, star of the
television show "Kojak." Savalas, a critic of
television violence, was subpoenaed by
Rubin during a visit to Miami Sept. 17.

Zamora is accused of first degree murder
in the shooting death June 4 of Mrs. Elinor

Haggart, 83.

She was found shot to death in her Miami
Beach home, which is next door to Zamora's.
Pathologists said she died of one gunshot
wound to the head, inflicted by her .32

caliber pistol.

A co-defendant, Darrell Agrella, also 15,

will be tried separately in November.
Zamora's mother, Yolanda, said in a court

deposition she would wake up in the middle
of the night and find her son in front of the
television set. She said she would send him
to bed time after time, but he would always
return almost immediately. In the morning,
she said, she would find him asleep on the
floor in front of the set.

Mrs. Zamora said her son once asked his

father to shave his head like Savalas and
acknowledged "Kojak" was his favorite

show.
She said her son's fascination with

television started at age 5 when a baby sitter

put him in front of the set and forgot about
him.

Middle East

peace is liopeful

UNITED NATIONS \UPI\ - Many of the

world's most prominent diplomats came to

New York yesterday in hopeful search of

breakthroughs on peace in the Middle East
and the transition to black majority rule in

Rhodesia.

But Don Jamieson, Canada's secretary of

state for external affairs, told the opening
general debate of the 1977 U.N. General
Assembly that the global body's record in

solving problems is poor and that some of

the world's headaches are even bigger and
more dangerous than a year ago.

Secretary of State Cyrus vance set talks

with Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
and U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim.
Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmi was
waiting for a private chat with Vance.

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
was scheduled as the first of the superpower
delegates to speak. His address today could

include comment on the U.S. -Soviet

decision to continue observing the 1972

strategic arms limitation agreement beyond
its Oct. 3 expiration.

Most delegates from the 149 U.N. member
nations concentrated on a pair of weekend
developments:

- Israel agreed to a U.S. proposal that

Palestinian representatives be included in a

pan-Arab delegation at any reconvened

Middle East peace talks in Geneva. But Fah-

mi then said any such talks woukj have to

include the Palestine Liberation

Organization.

— Rhodesian Prime Minister Ian Smith
said in Salisbury he may allow blacks to join

the Rhodesian army they have fought for five

years. Smith previously had turned down
such a proposal, contained in a new U.S.-

British plan.

Israel said any Palestinians in an Arab
delegation at Geneva cannot be PLO
members. But without the guerrilla group,
Fahmi told reporters, such a pan-Arab
delegation "will be a non-starter."

WMECO is

under question
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. \UPI\ - Rep.

Richard P. Roche, D-Springfield,
yesterday asked the state Department of

Utilities to investigate whether Western
Massachusetts Electric Co. illegally billed

consumers for political activities.

"The Department of Public Utilities

should consider asking WMECO, as well

as other utilities, to make available

reports providing individual accounting

of all contributions to support or oppose
political referenda," Roche said.

He earlier said WMECO had illegally

charged its customers "tens of
thousands of dollars for political and
other purposes." The utility has denied
any wrongdoing.

But Roche said yesterday "any in-

dividual or business which has control
over basic necessities, such as electricity,

have an extra responsibility to be ac-
countable to the public they serve. In

order to end any doubts or arguments
over the points I have raised, I would urge
the DPU to conduct a vigorous, thorough
and fair investigation into utility finan-
ces."

The "Cage", Curry Hicks gymnasium is a big lonely place early in the morning.
Elaine Gilbert enjoys the quiet. (Staff photo by Peter Baumann)

There were 19 people who found
The BIG Deal in last week's ad.

For those of you who weren't

very observant—

Announcing!
The Re-introduction of the THORBI3 TD 165C

We're usually not inclined to purchase manufacturer's close outs, but this

was just too good to pass up. Considering that it's still the best all around
manual turntable made— to sell for under $250. A low mass tone arm, im-
comparable suspension and a deluxe wood base and hinged dust cover are
only the standard features. We've added the MONITOR AUDIO Stylift (an
ingenius little device that lifts the tone-arm at the end of the record), and
fitted Empire 4000D1 cartridge. The combined retail value of this package is a
not-so-cheap $304.90.

BUY il TODAY AT OUR >IM//£/?Sr STORE FOR

$14900'only 74 left in stock

Open til 9, Sat. til 5 We service everything we sell

nmHERST nuDio
586-2552

in our own service department

259 Triangle St., Amherst 549-2610
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Concert series to feature Fiedler, Ozawa
?|T

Subscription series tickets for the Fine
Arts Center 1977-78 Concert Hall Series are
still available at the Fine Arts Center box
office.

Season series tickets holders can save up
to 25 per cent of the total ticket cost. Seats
are guaranteed for each show and holders
are notified of special events at the Fine Arts
Center.

Tickets for the dance serres, orchestra
series, concert hall series and celebrity series
are on sale at the Fine Arts Center box office,
open Monday through Friday, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
For more information, call 545-2511.
The 1977-78 concert series features the

New England premiere of the Joffrey Ballet,
a homecoming concert with Benny
Goodman, and return performances of
Marcel Marceau, Arthur Fiedler, Seiji Ozawa,
along with the holiday favorite. The Nut-
cracker.

Legendary Soviet pianist Lazar Berman
opens the celebrity series on Oct. 26. Ber-
man, "the Phenomenon of the Music
World," will perform The Suite From Romeo
and Juliette, transcribed by Prokofiev,
Chaconne by Bach-Busoni and the Sonata iri

B Minor, Listz.

Arthur Fiedler will conduct the Boston
Pops Orchestra on Nov. 19 as the second
event of the celebrity series.

Winner of the Tchaikovsky competition,
violinist Eugene Fodor will perform on Dec!
8, and world-famous flutist Jean-Pierre
Rampal and his keyboard partner Robert
Veyron-Lacroix will return for their third

consecutive appearance on Feb. 11, 1978.
The Concert Hall Series features living

legends of jazz and includes Sarah Vaughan
this Thursday. The king of swing, Benny
Goodman, will perform with his sextet as
part of the University Homecoming on Oct.

Oscar Peterson, often considered the
World's Greatest Jazz Pianist, will perform
Feb. 26, 1978.

Woody Herman, with his 14-piece Yotmg
Thundering Herd, will round out the concert
hall series with a performance on April 13,
1978.

Dance Series
The Dance Series opens with the New

England premiere of the world famous
Joffrey Ballet with three performances on
Nov. 15, 16 and 17. Each performance of the
Joffrey Ballet will feature a different
program.
The Hartford Ballet will present the holiday

favorite. The Nutcracker on Dec. 3. The
UMass Symphony, conducted by Wayne
Abercromie, will accompany the ballet. The
Nutcracker will also be presented twice Dec.
4 with a special matinee performance at 3
p.m. and an evening performance at 8 p.m.
The Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre

will return to the Fine Arts Center for three
performances on Feb. 7, 8, and 9, 1978.
The dance series concludes with a per-

formance by Merce Cunningham Dance
Company on March 8, 1978 as part of an
extended residency in Massachusetts.

All performances of the dance series are

part of the National Endowment Dance
Residency Touring Program.

Orchestra Series
The orchestra series commences Nov. 2

with an all baroque program, featuring harpi-
chordist and the Springfield Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Robert Gutter

Seiji Ozawa will conduct the Boston
Symphony Orchestra on Nov. 18. The
program will feature Symphony No 30 in C
Major by Haydn, and Mahler's Symphony
No. 1 in D -Major.

The Orchestra Series concludes with
Thomas Schippers conducting the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra March 10, 1978.
The Fine Arts Center presently has four

special attractions planned with more events
to be scheduled.
The master of mime, Marcel Marceau will

give two performances Feb. 24, 25, 1978.
Following the wordless wonder will be the

Verdi opera "Rigoletto" on Oct. 30. This
production by the Goldovsky Grand Opera
Company will be sung in English and be
accompanied by full orchestra.
Chuck Mangione, with the Chuck

Mangione Quartet, will perform in Concert
Oct. 30.

Rossini's comic opera "The Barber of
Seville" will be presented by the Canadian
Opera Company on Feb. 16, 1978. The
"Barber" will also have a full orchestra and
be sung in English.

The National Ballet of Spain has recently
been scheduled for a performance at the Fine
on Dec. 10.

All performances are at the Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m., except matinees which
begin at 3 p.m.

Information for season tickets and sub-
scription brochures are available at the Fine
Arts Center box office or by calling (413) 545-
2511

.

IT'S UP TO YOU
mmkmskn

Arthur Fiedler

for
Undergraduate Student Senators

and
Campus Center Board of Governors

r Polling Places^
Commuters
Greeks
Third World

All Others

J

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union 10a.m.-4p.m.
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union 10a.m.-4p.m.
New Africa House 1 0a.m.-4p.m.
and Goodell(BCP)

Vote in your Dormitory 4p.m.-8p.m.

•student Government ^TTTfnffrrrr
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Notices
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION & BAP

Film tonight on Internal Auditing ' 7 p.m. in th«
Campus Center Rm 917
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION ft BAP
The public accounting firm ot Laventhol & Horwath

will be speaking Thursdav night Campus Center 917

HEVMAKERS
Square Dancing lessons tonight Cape Cod Lounge

S U B 8 10 Dm
MOPTAR BOARD MEMBERS
Meeting tonight Machmer Hall Rm E-35, 5 D m.

oartv afterwads Questions call Joanne 6-7240
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Meeting tonight Campus Center Rm 902 at 8:30
m more info call Tricia 266 6035

POLITICAL SCIENCE SOCIETY
Meeting tonight Thompson 412 at 7:30 p m Pi

Sigma Alpha members welcome
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Security meeting tonight 6 30 p m Student Union
rm 415. anyone interested m working on concert
security please come
SAILING CLUB

Meeting tonight Campus Center 903 at 9 pm
elections will be h<?ld

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
Applications for Who's Who in American Colleges

and Universities are available in Student Senate
Office 420 Student Union
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

Meeting tonight at 530 p m in University Health
Services rm 302, tour afterwards, all welcome
UL TIMA TE FRISBEE TEAM

Ultimate practice today, tomorrow and Thursday at

4 p m at NOPE Alumni game & barbecue Saturday
and game against Clark Sunday
UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION

Biblical Exploration tonight 7:15-8:15 p.m.
discussions and readings, all welcome m 428 Student
Union
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB

Meeting Thurs 9 29 at Campus Center rm 174176
M 8 00 p m New members welcome.
\A/ATER POLO TEAM MEMBERS
Meeting tonight at 6 pm Boyden Pool, anyone

interested should attend, no experience necessary
Any questions call Bill Tharron 5490779

What's Happening

Tuesday

CASIAC PRE-GRADUATE STUDY AD-
VISORY

Free workshop designed to help student
test the extent of their abilities. Tuesday,
October 4, 7-9 p.m. Campus Center rm. 163-

64.

HELP STOP NUCLEAR POWER
The Hampshire County Alternative Energy

Coalition is working to replace nuclear power
with sane energy program. Join us and help

DC Menu

TODAY
LUNCH Cold Cut Deli "Plate,

Macaroni and Cheese. Basics; Herbed
Chick Pea Salad, Macaroni and Cheese
DINNER - Sept. B B.Q. Barbecued

Chicken Half, Indoor Menu-Franklin
California Quiche, B.B.Q. Chick. Basics;
Same.

TOMORROW
LUNCH OF. Roast Beef Sandwich,

Link Sausage, Pancakes. Basics; Golden
Burger- Roll, Batter Dipped Fish Cones.
DINNER ~ Meatloaf Italiano, Baked

Ham-Raisin Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate.
Basics; Spinach Wheat Croquettes,
Baked Fish-Crumb Sauce.

plan Fall actions. Tonight Converse Hall rm
304, Amherst College 7:30 p.m.'>

PROGRESSIVE FILM SERIES FALL '77

Tonight "Sacco and Vanzetti,"
Thompson 106 at 8 p.m.. Free.

DISCUSSION
Tonight Mark Mills, news director at

Channel 57 will discuss "TV. News: A
Reporter Takes a Critical Look at the
Profession," at Smith College 7:30 p.m.
Wright Hall auditorium. Open free to the
public.

Representative

on campus
Representative James G. Collins (D-

Amherst, South Hadley) has announced that
he will hold office hours on Saturday, Oc-
tober 1, 1977.

From ten until noon Representative Collins
will be at the Amherst Town Hall. He will be
at the Campus Center at the University of

Massachusetts from 12 until 1:00 and at the
South Hadley Police Station from 1:30 until

3:00.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1977
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Dorms to hold fire drills

Flhf >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now on sale lor both performances Gen
Pub. $7, 6, J. UM A $3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens-S6, 5, 4.

FA C. BOX OFFICE 545 2511
& All TIcketron Locations

TOMORROW!!

"NIGHT OF THE
LIVING DEAD"

PLUS

2 THREE STOOGES
(eURLY.LARRY,iV\OE)

CCA. 7.9,11

A WEEKEND PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR
m education, counseling, psychotherapy, healing arts

OCT. 21-23

MtltTr-l"^ ^l '^A
A,^^°^*^^*°" *°^ Humanistic Psychology at the University ofMassachusetts, Amherst

„ 2 GRAD CREDITS
20^n depth full day workshops, general experiential sessions, special celebra-

Biofeedback for practitioners, couple counseling. Black identity theory
Transpersonal education. Restructuring Self Concept, bodymind. Healing from
the Inside Out, the Mechanics of Consciousness, Workshop Design skills
growth work with the aging.

Pre-register by Oct. 14 for lowest fees

For brochure: AHP, Suite 6-T, 2 Washington Square Village NYC 10012 or
phone (413) 545 2591.

a , >«
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Within the next few weeks, total
evacuation drills will be neld in all dormitories
on campus. The reasoning behind this drill is
two-fold:

- to fulfill the University's obligations in
meeting state law on school evacuation
drills, and
- to acquaint all residents with the sound

of the fire alarm system, so that in the future
when that sound is heard, they will leave the
building.

This will mark the fourth time the drills will
be performed. In the past, they were met
with varying degrees of success. As in past
years, the drills will be announced in all
buildings via the public address system just
before the fire horns are sounded.

Evacuation during a fire alarm was an
important lesson learned by those in JQA
Tower last semester. A Friday night party
was held in the building. At 1 a.m. Saturday
morning, someone pulled a false alarm. The
fire trucks came, there was excitement for a
while, and then everyone went to bed At
3:30 a.m. a fire broke out in a room on the
terith floor. The occupants activated the
building fire alarm system immediately
However, no one wanted to leave - thinking
It was only another false alarm. As heat and
heavy smoke rolled into the corridor
residents became acutely aware that there
was -ndeed a fire, and began to evacuate.
The tenth floor now was being obscured

by smoke, and some residents had to travel
down the corridor. Others evacuating from
above the tenth floor were met by heat and
smoke in the stairwell. Since the stairwell is

;>;iii.,RAMs »nu iLtnuucirriii on aucirt ;3. 192:, ncriMb
Uf rJM Of I«l MUSI VICIOlfc, JUSTICI WrAHTMlNT CAMPAIGNS
*I^AI\SI RADlfALi IS THIS LlSTUII*

mi HLM IS « SIABIM, AILOUKT Of THf I\FAMDlb l»iO TRIAL
A.M' rMI SH UARS Of D€SPA1LATE APPIALS. DURlVi, MllOi TMt
Th/» ITALIAN A.NAIlOllsr<i STWJCCLtD TO LLIAP TUtWfLVES Of
<5)A«(*S Of HJRlt* A.Nn ROtlCRV OlSPlTf TKI KIAMi Of
UIDtSCI THAT PtllSTH' TO TlltlR ISHCXtSft. IT llA-Sd'T UNTIL
JUL) 1». W, niAT Tilt STATl Of 'lA-SSAiMLISlTTS Is AKTI-
flP»TIOS Of Tltl urCOMIM SOth A,\MvmbARlr OF TMtIR DtAT»
ISsUlllA PII0CLW.ATIOS >TAIINC HlAT PRUUPICt ACAISST
fORllCNlRS A,\D IIISMOINTS »T IXI TIHI PRULNTID iACCO
AMLiANi^TTI FRJ»I RICIIMNG A (AH TkUL

THOMPSON 106

8PM FREE
TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 27

OPEN RUSH
ATTENTJON ALL UNIVERSITY MEN

PHI MU DELTA
FRAT/SOR. PARK

TUES. SEPT. 27 8 PM

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

FOR RIDES OR INFO CALL

545-2163

total y enclosed and shouldn't be subject to
smoke, investigation revealed a fire door onthe tenth floor was held open, permitting
heat and smoke to be drawn into the large

wouTwoT"'' ''' ''"' ^'' '' ^^^''^"'v

fr.^°Tl,
'^sidents encountering these

forrriidable conditions on upper floors had to

fr?»nHc
° ^l^^.^:f

counselors, concerned
friends, and firefighters.

History has proven that fatal fires can
occur in steel and concrete structures, even
though the outer shell, wall, floor and ceiling
members and non-combustible. It is the
contents of these buildings that do bum.
Desks, chairs, bedding, paper, books
posters, stereos, etc., are all combustible!

University policy states that in the event of
a tire the area around the fire should be
sealed off the building fire alarm activated,
tne b-jni emergency number called to
report the fire location, and the building
evacuated. **

Last year, 70 false alarms caused hundreds
of students and staff to be inconvenienced

r/oic?°'®^ ^"u
""^'^ ^^^^ a'arms are

registered, the University population
becomes apathetic towards evacuationsA false alarm is a criminal offense, and the
responsible party can receive a jail sentence
a stiff fine, and be removed from the
University academically

Fire kills 12,000 people a year in the United
btates and injures several million more. The

'

next fatal fire could be here at UMass. Whenthe fire horn sounds, take it seriously and
evacuate. It may save your life

^^c^tcc^^^
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To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Little Ads Get tlG RESULTS

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

66 Chavy Truck with 68 V8 eng 4 spd sid
8fl bed workhorse 253 3586 $900
NEGOTIABLE

1%9 VW Bug E>ic run cond Body fair
$325 Of B 206 6007

66 VW Bug $475 00 Call after 5p^~Tor
into 665 4832

1973 Triumph Daytona 500 Excellent
corxltion Best Offer over $750 253 2943
after 7 Very low milage

MOTORaYCL£ FOR SALE

122Vo(vo Dans sedErwaaon Rea 665-4384

1f71 Ford Econoline Super Van. 6 cyl
. good

cortdition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5. 739 7680 Keep Trying

1976 Suiuki GT550 15,000 mi. $1 200 or
B O 256 0176Walt

Jerru Jeff Wallnr
Jonathan Edwards

Sunday Oc-tobcr ifc, B-oo PM
bhn m Qrctnc Hdl|,SnTt/i Golicqt

O^ntnal fld mission *(e.co

om.^h student, in odv/ancc . •i -w so

titKets dveiiabic. £t
^m^th CuAcQt. BocKStorc ; R:tc5 cf Ca^fh . (\mhf.rsi;

icK^<-rcn,oKa?s
: Oocabcdics , ^^-olH^i Hadic^ :

T^^ bacK Room, Mc-thcmptcn
Ht D»'inl',inq cr- SmMciOo

uPRODOCED IN ASSOCI^ICN WITH CftME'XT K'JSlO

ms Chsvy Impaia New tires. Very good
condition. Automatic. $300 Call 367 2396

1971 Plymouth Wagon Motor aricTbody ir

good condition New parts Call 546 4538

•VW Bug. Running cond 2mounted sno
MOO or Best Offer Call 413-477 8258

Triumph 650 Bonn 2500 on rbit VG
cond w extras First $600 or BO 546
6570

74 Suzuki 250 on/off Exc. cond 253 2475

Essentials of Microcomputing: An
overview saves your time & money ap-
plying this new technology 30pg booklet
$2 25ppd. from: Applied Microcomputer
Systems, Box 68C, Silverlake. N H 03875.

S^VE up to 50% on fenn7s ShoesT MerVs.
Ladies CanvasEfLeather Reg. $18 30 lust
$10 14 50 Call5383131.

Women s Suede Coat ExceiiervTconditiori'
Si/e 9 Call 549 5951 after 6 OOp m

CALCULATORS

^^^^^ff^^^^?ff^

College Calculators offers low price & full
service All models avail. T 159 $225 5«
599 95^ 51 $52 95 HP s & Commodort^
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before youbuy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at
Lollege Calculators 549 1316.

After 5 iiro(t'S.sion<il typing 734 0044

Yoga Meditation massage On go^ng
group Wed 7 10 tor information call 367-
2385

Complete Bike Overhaul. Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95. Winter bike storage
$6.00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
SkisPeloton 549-6904 584 1016

ROOMMA TE WANTED

HELP WANTED

1975 Honda 400 Super Sport bought new in
1977 4,400 mi Perfect cond Lug
rack sisy bar master chainEtlock Ask
$1,000 Call Steve 549 3957 between 5 7

1973 LTD Brougham PS PB AC Ex Cond
S 1. 500 Call 773 3294

1968 Rambler Exc Cond Mech 665 3634

70 VW SQBK Exc mech"~Bod7^n€i^s
work 28 MPG $650 Neg Tom 549 4600
X343

70 Pont Cat Air AMFM Ster f»Jev7trans
bati Dependable $350 Kevin 549 3509

1964 Mercury-Excellent Intenor, good body,
runswell Needs muffler $190 584 5547

69 SAAB 99 Std
, runs very good, front

wheel dr
.
no rust, radial tires 75,000

miles. Must sell $795 or BO. Call 256
0666 EVES

1975 SAAB Undercoated, vry gd eng &
lires Tuned 1 owner 77,000 miles
$2,900 Call 256 8074 EVNGS

FIAT 128. 2dr 28.000 mi AMFM and stereo
cassette Fine lond 5 2642 or 2643 after
7p m

. ask for N»'i Rm 2ii

74 Kawasaki 7-1900cc. Mint
Kerker pipe, Denselube chain
3031 early or late

condtlon.

BO 665-

Women Wanted to complete cooperative
household in Belchertown, Call 253 7968.

Meaningful Jobs are still available The
student organizing pro|ect is looking for
peopl.' who are interested in working with
the Campus Unionization effort Both
workstudy and non workstudy positions
are open Apply at the SOP office rm 426
Student Union Bid

Woman Wanted for a Coop Farmhouse
isolated location in Montague 10 miles
from campus 100 acres land State
Forests all around Call 367 2673 Leave
name & Tel No

TRA VEL

HITCHHIKERS Sign Giam Dayglo
Thumb Reuseable 5 big ones for $2
Trident Studio, Box 12 Sturbridoe Ma
01566

^

WANTED PERSONALS

Wanted 5 cuh refridgerator 546 6845

LOST

FOR SALE

Stereo Pioneer SA9100 Sony ST5150
Teledyne Speak BIC 960 NiM Sacf 665-
3634.

10x50 Mobile Home Good condtion $3 500
Call617 544 3240 KEEP TRYING

BKirErocirrNiJS^rso^^
Neg Carier Time Lite Excl Cond $200
or best oHer Call 546 9732 aft 6:00 p m

Electric Guitar, thin body tw^ pickup w7
vibrato, fully ad|ustable bridge $150
Negotiable Call John 549 0478

Two Goodyear Poly TTroTG 78 15 $45
Call 665 3257 EVES

Plush Camper converted GMlTschool
bus, fully eguipped, ex cond A house on
wheels great for family. frafernrty
travplinq hanr' loadshow Call 536 194<*

Houseboy Wanted Part time Good food
« in exchange for kitchen work Contact

Kathv at 253 9215 betwMn6 30 8:00

5 Student distributorships available. Call;
253 3965 between 8 11a.m.

Group Organisers Needed SSTplusTrirtge
f)f;nys all for |ust getting 201 customers
for the most exciting ride in New England
The Alpine Slide Cruise HURRY before
rold weather loses you $S Call Larry 549
4745 Kf'f [) Trying

Lost Large leather like brown bin
derwith notes from 5 courses Lost neai
Machmer or Thompson Very Important
If found please call Marybeth Rm 218
Johnson Hse 545 0724 545 0725 545
3884

SERVICES

RIDERS WANTED

Ride Needed daily to UMass from Spfid
Split cost 739 6252

STEREO N.kko 9090 RCVR 60W RMS ch
4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Egualizer AR
Turntable new $1,800 Now $950 or trade
for motorcycle of e^u,V .aiup 543 5979

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Littl« Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

MOTORCYCLISTS factory trained cycle
mechanic specialized tor all Kawasakis
work on most others Low Rates. Call Jeff
at 584 5406 665 2462.

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

Horses Boarded Northampton Srriail

private stables, miles ot trails Reasonably
priced Call 584 1 754 or 584 1 282

Gestalt on gome) personal growth group
Tu-, 7 10 forintormation Call 367 2385

Collegiate resaarcJNi papers thousaridson
file All academic subjects Send $1 tor
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles Calif 90025 l213l 477 8474

Look! Moped Sale. Moped Sale' MopedRead Batavus No 1 says Consumers
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2passeriger moped Come tor a test nde and

MOPcA^"^'' '^^"^ PIONEER VALLEYMOPED accessories 4 Conz Street
Northampton. 586 1054 Behind city hall 2

Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buyW. T, F, nites til 9 Look' Moped SaleiMoped Sale' Cornel

Listen To Power Radio~WMUA^SaT2am 6am WSYL (97 7 FMlMon
la m 4a m PUNK N' PQPi

To Susan who called la m 9/20/77
contact me again Victor L

Please

Jetua Ramcarnated, named Michael (See
Daniel 12 1, Revelations 3 12) religious
authorities suppressing the truth For
detailed explanation of Revelations wnte
Johannes De Silentio P,0 Box812, SouthB^d, Indiana 46624,

Bicycle* Fall Special Complete overhaul
3 or 10 speed $22 plus parts Mon Sat
10to6 Bicycle Repair Collective 51 S
Prospect St 256 6862 Open til Nov

kLlMilliHTTry

TT) y:V ?v'i'i-rr:^-ii.Tf .v«-f^r)»'
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Sox, Jays halted
BOSTON [UPI\ - The scheduled

game between the Boston Red Sox and
Toronto Blue Jays was postponed by rain
last night after the Blue Jays finished
batting in the top of the first inning
The game was re-scheduled as part of

a twi-night doubleheader beginning at 5
p.m. tonight. Umpires waited over an
hour for showers to subside before
deciding to call the game.
The Blue Jays loaded the bases against

Luis Tiant in the first inning on a double
by Bob Bailor and a pair of walks but
tailed to score. Tiant was listed as a
possible starter along with Bob Stanley
for the second game of Tuesday night's
doubleheader. Don Aase will start the
opener for Boston. The Toronto pitchers
will be Jeff Byrd and Dave Lemanczyk.

Yanks win, 4-2
NEW YORK [UPI\ - Thurman

Munson singled in the decisive run in the
fourth inning and Sparky Lyie pitched
three shutout innings in his 69th relief
appearance of the season tonight,
leading the New York Yankees to a 4-2
victory over the Cleveland Indians.
The Yankees' fourth straight win gave

them a 3'>^ game lead over the Boston
Red Sox and a four-game lead over the
Baltimore Orioles, both of whom were
idle and reduced their magic number for
clinching the American League Eastern
Division title to four.

Munson delivered the game-winning

hit with two out in the fourth after Bucky
Dent reached first on an infield single and
stole second base. Loser Don Hood
struck out Willie Randolph and Graig
Nettles but Munson then singled through
the left side of the infield to drive in Dent.

'84 games In L.A.
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo [AP] ~

The city of Los Angeles, stressing its
spartan bid to the end, was named overNew York Sunday to be the American
host for the 1984 Summer Olympic
Games.
The U.S. Olympic Committee, meeting

only briefly in secret after hearing the
final presentations from each city voted
55-39 to accept the proposal of Los
Angeles, which last staged the Olympic
bames in the United States in 1932 TheUSOC decision virtually assures the
California city that it will stage the
Games.

Mets get Medich
NEW YORK [UPt] - The New York

Mets Monday obtained right-handed
pitcher George "Doc" Medich from the
Seanle Mariners for the $20,000 waiver
price.

Women trek to Bostor
for Franklin Park clash

Medich, who broke into baseball with
the New York Yankees in 1973, was 1-0
at Seanle after compiling an 11-6 mark
with Oakland. The A's obtained Medich
from Pittsburgh in a nine- player spring
training deal after he was 8-11 with the
Pirates last season.

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
will face Its biggest challenge of the dual
meet season this afternoon when it travels to
Franklin Park in Dorchester to battle Rad-
cliffe and Brandeis.
The women will be sharing the fairways

and sidewalks around the Franklin Park Golf
Course with the men's varsity and JV teams
who will be running Providence and Han/ard'
The meet will be run over the 3.0 mile loop

also used by the J Vs. Coach Charlotte Lettis
said It would probably be in "awful shape -
a slow course," after the last ten or so days
of rain.

Head coach Ken O'Brien said Brandeis
would probably have pretty much the same
squad as last year. They have two fairly good
front runners. Donna Randle and Mona
Milstem, who were 4th and 9th in last year's
meet, won by UMass 23-58.
"They may not be as deep in the back

though," said head coach Ken O'Brien.
Radcliffe is expected to give the

Minutewomen the most trouble, particularly
out front where the Ivies have strengthened
themselves dramatically with the addition of
Johanna Foreman and Anne Sullivan.

Foreman has competed or numerous
national teams in international competition
according to Lettis, and has run a 2:05 800
meters. She was second in the Massa-
chusetts girls' state cross country meet butmay not be the strongest cross counnry
runner on the team, Lettis said

That distinction belongs to Anne Sullivan
who according to Lettis, won the Rhode
Island state one and two mile titles in track
and the state cross country championship'
She has run the two mile in 10:57 and has run
10 miles in 58 minutes.

Radcliffe was mediocre at best last year
but started to come on late in the season'
and now have a year's experience behind it'

UMass beat them 23-72 last year at Franklin
Park.

UMass will be led by senior co-captain
Jane Welzel, who is undefeated in two dual
rrieets so far this year, and who broke the
Williams course record by over a minute in
her last race.

Two frosh sensations, Tina Francario and
Priscilla "Dill" Wilson, and senior co-captain
Sue Swartz and junior Deb Farmer, have
provided meet winning depth in the first two
outings.

Beth Collins has also cracked the front
running group, and when healthy, Barb
Callanan, Jo Chapman and Anne Bradshaw
are all capable of running up front.

"This will be a tough meet for everyone "

said Lettis. "We'll have to go out hard again
like we did against Williams. I think the
vvomen will have to be more conscious of
places, rather than times, because the course
will be slow.

"This will be a meet to show us what we
need to work on for the New England's I

expect a tough meet."
The women will take the gun at 400 p mand will be attempting to raise their second

to 4 0.

Due to a persistent lack of sunshine the

SUMMER'S END FESTIVAL
HAS BEEN CANCELED.

HUT
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Schaeffer Beer 3 for $ 1
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Also: Loose Caboose and Clean Living
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PEANUTS by Charles Schiilz

"I can't tell you
how much I Icve

you,"h^ said.

" Try." 5he said.
*» T'
I'm very fond

ofyou/'hesaid,
"Nice try."

she said.

Li
WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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WHAT NKXT? by Dick Janssen

I M by Marty iMaieda

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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Your Birthday By st«na wilder

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER
Yl Born today, you are a
highly individual person
with strong self-detemii-
nation Vou find it difficult
to work in any but a posi-
tion of authority Yet you
are intelligent enough to
recoRnize that you must
learn to work in a suborin-
date capacity if you are
ever to rise You get along
reasonably well with other
people, and should be able
to rise above your feelings
about being an "underling"
in the interest of serving
your feelings of friendship
Though a natural leader,

you are inclined to overdo
It, taking upon yourself
many chores which should
be delegated to others. You
are quick to learn, howev-
er, and should discover
that this inclination does
not usually serve the inter-
est of the project in gener-
al Once this is learned
success will come more
quickly and more often.
You often grow impa-

tient for results, putting
pressures upon others
without much thought for
the pressures which they
may already have It is,

however, to your credit,
that should your actions be
protested, you are willing
and quick to lessen their
burden.

.
To find what is m store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding par.^raph
I^t your birthday stiir be
your dailv guide
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM-

BER 28

LIBRArSept.2,^-r)ct :>2i

This IS an excellent time to
make contacts with those
who can be influential on
your behalf in career mat-
ters

SCORPIO' 0(t2;t-
Nov.21 I Don't turn your
attention too completely to
"visiting firemen Take
your own position on an
i.vsuc and stick to it.

SAGITTARIUSfNov 22-
Dec.21

»
- Unless you back

up an Idea with action, you
will make no progress, no
matter how creative or
inventive you've been
CAPRICORN(Dec 22-

Jan.l9) ~~ If you are tactful
in your approach to a new
friend, you will soon find
yourself in a favored posi-
tion

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-
P'eb.l8) Business re-
cently neglected should
come in for more than its
usual share of attention
Be deliberate in actions
PISCESiFcb. 19-.March

20
1
- To enjoy the end of

the day. you must work
during its beginning. Begin

f^n'^
'" "^"'•"•ed by night-

ARIES'.March 21-April
'y» Plans for advance-
ment may blur as you
attempt to explain them to
another You may have to
Ko back to the drawing
board

TAURUSi April 20-May
•«'> Afternoon is favor-
able to your interests Em-
ploying morning hours in
he interest of another will
benefit you.
GEMINKMay 21-.June20)
Be around when you're

needed - especially where
children are concerned
Overcome a threat of insu-
bordination peaceably
CANCER..June 21-July

-'2
1

Fnjoy yourself in the
company of others late in
the day You may have tomake choices, whether you
want to or not
LEOi.Iuly 2;t-Aug 22) -

You may wi.sh to slacken
.vour efforts late in the
afternoon Remember all
work and- no play may
"'ake you ill as well as
dull'

VIRGOi Aug.2;{-Sept.22i
Take time immediately

f«>r rest an.l relaxation
V ou may have been biting
off more than enough to
choke yourself:

' """I '••'Inn Mn,tr
.11.- In,

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

« 1 Bring dishon
or upon

6 En —All to-
gether

11 Find the sum
of

14 Airplane sec-
tion

15 Tin Pan ~
16 Make an ef-

fort
17 Citrus pro-

duct 2 words
19 Place for

Nicklaus
20 Mrs Dick

Tracy
21 Lively play
22 Gypsy

Love" com-
poser

24 Rush head-
long

26 Oriental pal
ace sections

27 Rosebush
features

30 Stops
32 Secure firmly
33 Ordinal num-

ber
34 Asian holiday
37 USSR city
38 Certain m

vestments
39 E Indian

noblewoman
40 Third Prefix
41 Sure things

Slang
42 Gymnastic

device
43 Roams

45 Some pools
are

• 46 Depended
48 Hospital

room
49 Portends
50 Disfiguring

mark
52 Pole used as

a mast
56 Clothing ac-

cessory
57 Phase two: 2

words
60 High moun-

tain

61 Blowup
one's ego

62 Martinique
peak

63 Network
Abbr

64 Rome's nver
65 Equipped for

battle

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday Puzzle Solved:

DOWN

1 U K. native
2 Rabbit's rela-

tive

3 Down with m
Pans

4 Lyric poet
5 Language
Abbr

6 Army officer
7 Astringen'
compound

8 Garment
9 Part of an hr

10 Ciiium
11 Initially 3

words

12 Have a vision
13 Cleaners and

18 Important
times

23 Cockney's
"present"

25 Adjective suf-
fix

26 Head cover
ings

27 Jog
28 Take on
29 Stays late in

bed
30 Coins
31 Concludes
33 Can politi-

cian
35 Ending with

incand int

36 Bound
38 Gun sight
39 Auto
41 Patio torch
42 Pronoun
44 Metal
45 Difficult

46 Rosters
47 Can artist —

Carr
48 Lloyd or Paul
— Ba'seball
great

50 Plant disease
51 Animal shel-

ter

53 — Springs
54 US author
55 Oboe
58 High priest
59 Resort center

ff
52 53 54 55

H42
65

1

1 -."••' --• •» •.^. P''^ v-^rrr-,^I.V?r,„
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Scenes from a Saturday shutout

The UAAass football team got a
little bit of .something from
everyone Saturday as the
Minutemen beat Harvard, 17-0.
Left, Billy Coleman looks for some
running room while being pursued
by a couple of Crimson defenders.
Lower left, Dave Douvadjian seeks
space for some clear sailing. Lower
right, David Bemis tries to break
up Harvard quarterback Larry
Brown's pass. The Minutemen host
Youngstown State Saturday in
hopes of gaining their third straight
shutout win. (Staff photos by Dave
Rodgers)

NOMINATION PAPERS
available in Room 404 Student Union for

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
(area government for commutins students)!

Completed forms are due Friday,

September 99, before 5pm.

Elections will be held Oct. 4 and 5

Collegian 19

Telander, Fallon cited
as Yan Con standouts

UMass defensive end Steve Telander
Maine tailback Rudy DiPietro, Boston
University kicker Ron Verrelli, and New
Hampshire tailback Bill Coleman have been
seected as the Yankee Conference
defensive offensive, kicker, and rookie
players of the week following outstanding
performances for their respective teams last
Saturday.

Telander, a 6'3", 217 lb. senior from Rome
f .i'^^f-

°"® °^ "^^"V defensive standouts
for the Minutemen in their 17-0 triumph over
Harvard. Telander had two sacks among histwo four tackles and two assists, while
recovering a fumble and causing two others
with -jarring tackles. He also caused a poor
punt by pushing a blocker into the punter
while playing three quarters of the game with
a broken thumb.

DiPietro scored a touchdown and gained
ia4 yards in 34 rushing attempts as the Black

Bears upended Central Connecticut, 45-20.
His yards gained rushing established a new
single game standard, surpassing his own
record which he set last season.

Verilli was selected as MVP of the Beanpot
game between the Terriers and Nor-
theastern. He set a school record distance for
a field goal (49 goals) as well as field goals
kicked in a game (three). He scored 13 points
in BU's 37-15 triumph.
Coleman gained 79 yards rushing in 19

carries and scored a touchdown as the
Wildcats downed West Chester, 26-0. He
also caught scoring passes of 49 and 12
yards from UNH quarterback Jeff Allen.

Honorable mention: Mike Fallon (UMass-
QB), Ned Belardinelli (UConn-TB), Steve
Tosches (URI-QB), Mike Hodgson (Me-TE)
Dick Duffy (UNH-DB), Tom Marhefka (URI-
LB), Maron Clark (UConn-QB), Dennis
O'Connell (UConn-LB), Allen (UNH-QB)

APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
FOR

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL
The Student Attorney General is the chief liaison between
the Student Senate and the Student Judiciary. The position
involves coordinating and assigning advocates to the
various cases brought before the Student ( ourts.

Applications are available in 430 S.U.,
and must be returned by 5 p.m..

Friday, September 30.

SGA is an Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action Employer

Sports Notices
WRESTLING - Very important team

meeting for all candidates tomorrow at 4
p.m. in the Boyden wrestling room
WATER POLO - Team members and

anyone new that is interested in playing
intercollegiate water polo should attend ameeting at Boyden pool tonight at 6 p m No
experience is necessary. Women are urqed
to attend, if there is to be a fall season Anv
questions, call Bill Tharion at 549-0779
INTRAMURALS - Yesterday's intramural

track meet has been postponed until
Wednesday at 3:30 at Derby Track.

RUN FOR FUN - The Intramural
Department will sponsor the first of six
weekly cross country runs Sunday in the
apple orchard. Registration will be at 10:30
a.m. at the base of the water towers on
Orchard Hill. The race will begin at 1 1 :00 and
will be about two miles. It is open to the
University community.

r —Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S GOLF - Postponed
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Postponed
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Postponed
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Postponed
WOMEN'S TENNIS - Postponed

TODAY
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Brandeis-Radcliffe Away 400
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Harvard- Providence Away 3 30

K^cM.'l i'i'^'°"
VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Harvard- Providence /I ^aj.MEN S GOLF - New Englands at Hampden Country Club

Poor
Richards

Kte 9

Amhersl

TUESDAY

25' DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS
THURSDAY

ROCK W ROLL
AND OLDIES

Rolling Rock Beer

also G in Vodka,
R u m ,

'^ e qxi i I a

85'

The Speed Reading Course

Dr. Vearl McBnde world reknowned educator and author will bepresented m the 5 College area. There will be a series of FREE one hou^lectures explaming the course, dates of classes and tuition Increase voureading speed with greatly increased comprehension
^

This course if for:

•BUSINESS PEOPLE
•PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
•TECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
•THE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

Dr. McBrides panoramic reading has been featured on national TV andradio with students reading many thousand words a minute These lecturesare designed to inform you what panoramic reading can do for youPanoramic reading can save you hours a week at the same time increaseyour comprehension. Learn to read 3-10 times faster, and a greater under-standing of what you read.

THE FASTEST READERS IN THE WORLD ARE TAUGHT BY MCBRIDEMETHOD OF PANORAMIC READING.
MUbHIDE

timeTnd"pZ.°'
''' '°"°"'"' '"" °"* '°"^ '*^*

* ^^« '°"ovving

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Russell St., Hadley

Mon., Sept. 26-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p m
I ues., Sept. 27-2 meetings, 6.30 and 8:30 p mThurs., Sept. 29-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.

Two final meeting.. Friday, Sept. 30 - one at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

Preser^ted by the National Reading Enrichment Institute, a non-profit org.

Attendance is limited to 50 people.

y . f .' V tr-y »Tt r.-?;".rr>r»<'jMiFyTjTTO',-T^'T
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Quinn, Arnold and Co
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Cdtic announcer Johnny Most would term
today's cross-country meet with Providence
and Harvard "World War III." Sports analyst
Howard Coseli would express it as a "titantic
struggle " Former TV showman Ed Sullivan
woutd call it a "really big show "

Today at 3:30 at Franklin Park in Boston,
Providence College, rated sixth in the nation
by Track and Field News, hosts the
Minutemen and Crimson.
"No question it is an important meet,"

said UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "Anytime
you run against a national power ffke
Providence, you want to do well. We will get
another shot at Providence in the N«w
England's and IC4A's, so if we beat them
tomorrow, or they beat us, that doesn't
mean that team has a superior edge. The
teams are so close, personnel wise, you really
can't predict the outcome."

This tri-meet features three teams with
excellent frontrunners and good depth.
However, Harvard, according to O'Brien,
may be susceptible to d«pth problems in the
fourth and fifth runners, due to injuries.

Like the Red Sox and the Yankees, both
UMass and the Friars have "stars." For
UMass, captain Mike Quinn and Stetson
Arnold, both All-Americans, line up evenly
against Providence's John Treacy and new-
comer Gerry Deegan.

Last season Providence was invincible,
stretching its undefeated streak to 38 dual
meet victories over a four year period. The
Friars were led by Treacy and Mike O'Shea
who either alternated winning all the meets
they ran in or finished first or second.

This year with O'Shea's absence, the
Friars went out and recruited Ireland's two-
mile record holder Gerry Deegan.

'Deegan, throughout the summer, was
beating Treacy in long distance races. So
Providence did not lose anything by
O'Shea's absence. They just went out and
got somebody better, " said O'Brien.

Arnold, as a freshnrnin and sophomore, ran
with Treacy as a teammate and in his junior
year decided to transfer to UMas«. Before
leaving Providence, he did manage to earn
All American status. However, Arnold had to
sit out last year due to a mild case of hepa-
titis. He is fully recovered and should figure
prominently in today's race.

With the apparent tradeoff between the
frontrunners of both teams the meet will be
determined by the finishes of each team's
third, fourth, and fifth men. Providence,
again by graduation, lost the services of
John Savoie who was meet in and meet out
almost guaranteed to be the team's third
finisher.

"tf Providence has a weakness, it's that
the team's third, fourth, and fifth men are a
little weaker," said O'Brien. "Losing Savoie
hurt them. Last year our team was hurt by

Cleveland Browns' quarterback Brian Sipe (17) find himself in a rather pracarious
'^ f l^K^!* 7-

?"*"'^ 'nebacker Sam Hunt (50) rushes in to throw him for a loss
in first half action last night.

Cockroft kicks, Pats fall
CLEVELAND \UPI\ - Don Cockroft

booted a 35- yard field goal at 10:15 into
overtime last night to give the Cleveland
Browns a 30-27 victory over the New
England Patriots.

It was the Browns first overtime victory
ever.

Cockroft earlier had booted a pair of 37-
yard field goals, the last one giving the
Browns a 27-24 lead over the Patriots with 55
seconds left in regulation time.

But New England's John Smith kicked a
34- yard field goal with no time remaining to
tie the game 27-27. The Patriots moved 81
yards in seven plays, including a key third-
down pass from Steve Grogan to Russ
Francis for 28 yards to the Cleveland 17 with
one second left.

The Browns had gone ahead after

linebacker Charlie Hall intercepted a Steve
Grogan pass intended for tight end Francis
with 2: 11 in the regulation time. Hall snagged
the ball at the New England 30 and was
tackled at the 27. Cockroft followed with a
37 yard field to give the Browns a short-lived
27 24 lead.

Brian Sipe connected on 16-of-23 passes
for 165 yards and two touchdowns in
regulation and Grogan completed 15-of-23
for 172 yards and two TDs.

The Browns' first touchdown came in the
first quarter on a 5-yard pass from scatback
Greg Pruitt to running back Brian Duncan.
The other Cleveland tally came on a 26-yard
pass from Sipe to Gary Parris with 7:20 left in
the third period to bring the Browns within
17-14.

this but I feel we are stronger this year and
can finish in a better position."

What it comes down to Is which pack of
runners finishes ahead of the others. For
Providence, New England six- mile champion

Dan Dillon along with Peter Crooke, Larry
Reed, and Ed Hartnett, all members of last
year's New England championship Friar team
will match up against UMass's Kevin Mc
Cusker, co-captain Frank Carroll, Matt and
Tom Wolff, and Lou Panaccione.

tonir^'^r '^T''!!*'
'^''" ^°P«^""V '«t his heels say hello to his former PC teammatestoday when the Minutemen meet PC and Harvard. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Riiss Snilfh

The also-rans have their say
For some, the funeral was weeks, even

months ago.

And there were those that were dead
before their season had begun.

But as the baseball season (basketball and
hockey to get underway -hortly) winds and
grinds to a close, excuses for what was
supposed to happen but never quite
materialized, can now be expounded upon.
Or what did happen?
Though some of them may not be

relatively correct, they may be precise in
theory.

Reasons (otherwise called excuses) why
the Sox won second or third place in AL East
and blew their second straight pennant:
Don Zimmer: "Well I think we had to play

too rough a schedule. How can anyone
expect us to do well in Yankee Stadium?
Look what happened the last time we played
a series there. Balls ordinarily hit in center-
field in Fenway were long outs up there.
That's inhuman. And illegal. They should be
forced by the league to move their fences in
- especially when we come to town."
George Scott: "Not enough Blacks on the

team. This team has always been run by a
racist organization. Personally, I hope
someone decent buys the team." (Note:
Scott was traded to the Milwaukee Brewers
immediately following his statement. The
management felt he was a dangerous in-

fluence on the other two Blacks employed by
the Sox, and was therefore a troublemaker.
Billy Conigliaro is being returned to the Sox.)
Don Aase: "Pitching. That's where we

blew it. I should've been brought up early in

the season.
! could've won the Cy Young

Award. A'.d Bill (Lee) should've pitched
more ofton, even if Zim doesn't like him.
Sure he's a little spacey, but at least he
doesn't give up homers as though they were
early Christmas presents."

Capt. Ca'l Yastrzemski: "'It's those sneaky
Yankees fault. All season, we counted on
them choking. With the dissension on that
team, there's no way they should've played
this good all season. We choked instead of
them. Maybe we should've gotten (Dave)
Kingman for our series with them." Only
goes to show you, you can't trust anyone
from New York!"
Why-How the Yankees won the AL east

pennant:

(Reggie) Jackson: "I have done it all. My
timely hitting, only exceeded by my won-
derful fielding, has gotten us (Yanks) where
we are now. Next year I'm going to ask for a
raise, not to mention a clause stating the

exporting of one homerun-strikeout king
(Kingman) who could hurt my status as a
team leader. But how can I get rid of that
glory hog, what-his-name, Thurmostat
Munson?"
The hat trick choke (the three stooges?):
Texas, Chicago, Minnesota. At one point

late in the season, they and Kansas City's
Royals were within 1 y2 games of each other
in the AL West race. Currently, Texas and
Chicago are still within 1 V2 games of each
other, while KC is 10 up. Forget the White
Sox (like their Red counterpart).

Chicago's Oscar Gamble: "I thought we
were only three games back with seven
games to go. I dunno. I think I got us con-
fused with the Sox from that other league
(AL East). I dunno. I'm from New York, I

don"t wanna get involved."

Texas" Bert Campaneris: "It's that kid,

Randle's (Lenny) fault. Once he hit our
manager early in the season, it demoralized
the whole team. Next thing you know not
only he is gone, but we've got another
manager. And another. And another. Got so
I didn't know who I was playing for. Hey, I

can't talk to you anymore; Tve gotta put my
green-gold-white uniform on - got a game
against the Rangers." -

Minnesota's Rod Carew: '"We never
expected to win the division. And ne^r
expect to in the future either. This state
(Minnesota) is lousy for sports. We can't ((lay

baseball. Don't have a basketball team. Our
North Stars play to tie. And the Vllclngs
couldn't win a Super Bowl game if their

opponent left at halftime."

Why not the Pirates:

Pittsburgh's Bruce Kison: "Too many
Blacks and Hispanic peoples. It's a well-
known farce that Blacks are only good in

basketball. Look at the '76'ers. What's that
you say - I'm on the air now - oh, O.K. Uh,
gee, I don't know how come we lost the
pennant. Because Phllly won it? I dunno. I'm
from New York. I don't wanna get involved."
How come the LA Dodgers?
Cincy's Mr. Hustle - Pete Rose: "Hey,

don't ask me. As long as I have a good
season, I couldn't care less if we end up
behind the Braves (Atlanta). I don't mind
finishing second."

Added Johnny Bench: "Personally, I've

got restaurants to run. I don't want to be
freezing my — off sitting behind home plate
with snow coming down when I could be
home watching the Bengals. Plus I got bored
playing the Yankees last year in the Series.
Let someone else beat 'em."

New students required to take a language
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The College of Arts and Sciences faculty
last night threw out a motion to reconsider
the current language requirement which was
adopted at a poorly-attended faculty meeting
last spring.

The current language department states
that every CAS student must either pass a
140 level foreign language course or a
proficiency test administered by the
University. No exemptions based on high
school foreign language credit will be
granted.

The motion of reconsideration submitted
by physics professor Morton Sternheim was
voted down 97-42, well under the majority
would have need to pass.

The entire controversy over the current
language requirement is a result of a petition
recently circulated by Sternheim and signed
by 29 CAS faculty members who were
dissatisfied with the manner in which the

Proficiency test only exemption
current language requirement was adopted.
Although the requirement adoption which

was of major importance was democratic in
legality," said Sternheim, "It was not in spirit
as a great majority of faculty members were
not present. The motion was not well
publicized."

Heated debate surrounded the motion, itsmam purpose, according to Sternheim, was
to allow a majority of the faculty to vote for
his or her preference of three options
regarding the language requirement. The
options were to create a departmental option
of defining a language requirement for their
majors, 2) reinstatement of the language
requirement in effect prior to May 3, or 3)to
continue the current language requirement in
effect, adopted May 3.

Various members of the foreign language
department and CAS curriculum chairman

Julius Lester interpreted the motion as a
display of open hostility to foreign language
and culture. "If the departments can decide
that a foreign language requirement is not
necessary, then what about the natural
science requirements? Such action would
transform the University into nothing more
than a glorified community college."

Lester, whose curriculum committee
originally proposed the current language
requirement at last spring's meeting, sup-
ports the college's more stringent standards
reasoning that "no other colleges grant
requirement exemptions based on credit
received a high school."

Sternheim later replied that no other
college requires its majors to take an
examination to demonstrate ability in a
requirement either.

The well-attended meeting of 175 persons

was plagued by constant confusion and
misunderstanding. It was believed th'at d
controversial proposal to vote on the motion
by mail ballot was a procedural aspect of
Sternheim's motion. Sternheim realized that
ttois proposal was not specified on his motton
after the CAS faculty had already voted it

down.
The faculty passed a motion to send to the

curriculum committee a proposal for the
institution a special degree which would
award a BA or BS superior to those students
who have demonstrated intermediate
proficiency in foreign language and in each
of the three core areas, and to those who
have already completed the foreign language
requirement as it existed prior to the May 3
vote was also passed.
The motion was passed based on in-

formation handed out on in a memorandum
at the beginning of the meeting and support
by Professor DuFau, French department
head. There was almost no debate on the
motion whatsoever.
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Election resuits incompiete

Union slate •

Voting irregularities cited

minatesnew senate
.

^®
*'^J® ?* students supporting the unionization effort

elected all of its members while the "non-affiliated" slatewon the remaining eight seats in the commuter branch of
the student senate elections held last night and Monday.

Orie hundred thirteen senate seats were contested In the
election. The Board of Governors results were not available
at press time.

Ten per cent of the eligible commuter voters cast their
ballots, and 25 per cent of the Greek and dormitory students
also voted.

Voting Irregularities were reported in Johnson, Field and
Butterfield dorms. The problem at Field house was that there
were no student senate ballots, only Board of Governors
Johnson had no one to man the ballot boxes so no election
was held.

Reld and Johnson houses will hold their elections as soocr-
as possible, probably next Monday or Tuesday, accordTnato
Janice Perry co-chairperson of the Student Government
Association (SGA) Government Affairs CommrttAL There is
also the possibility the election will be held one da/Shfy

Butterfield chose to elect a dorm council along the lines of
government structure planned under the proposed union^
Butterfield will send a representative from the couheil as a
spokesperson in the senate.

Government Affairs Committee co-chairperson Don M
Bishop said "the biggest problem is manpower". The lack of
manpower was due in part of the fact that the elections were
held early in semester before new Government Affairs
people were chosen, he said. The tables were being run by
dorm councils, senate volunteers and people in the dorm

If any of the results are contested the candidate must first
appeal to the Government Affairs Committee. After that
they may appeal to the floor of the senate rather than the
student attorney general as a last resort. Perry said she did
not "expect problems."

By JON KLEIN Collegian Staff

rv
Eight of the 12 "non-affiliated" candidates were elected

trom the commuters. The election matched union sup-
porters against those "who thought that there were other
important issues" in the words of SGA Co-President JonMi^ Others felt the non-union slate was in fact anti-union
The non-affihated slate was informally organized by agroup of people including Hite and former SGA president

Kaul Cronin. These people found others Interested In running
on a slate not committed to any particular issue.

The union slate was organized by incumbent senators as
well as those not usually associated with student govern-

\ ment, but involved in the unionization effort. The senators
J j
convinced the others the best way to bring about

^'iuniQBizatlon was by running for the senate with the in-
iptimbertts for the senate.

The following are the winners and the dorms they
represent. Other dorm results will be posed in the student
senate qffice and announced at tonight's senate meeting:

Butterfield - Marie Smith; Crampton - Patricia
Malumphy; Mary D. Lincoln - Charles Triangle; Thoreau -
Bob Wheaton, Pierpoint - Anderson and Barenbura-
Wheeler - Jay Flvnn.

**'

The following are the winners of the commuter election
ihey are listed with their total votes following-
Birmingham 145: Foley, 144; Levetan, 143; Tarpinian, 136-

Whelan, 133; Austen, 129; Betty Doyle 134* Moore l?q'

Kropp, 113; Kippax, 113; Souweine, 112; Balfour, 111'

. "*°'';«l^°a'.'^^^"^'
""O^'' Connolly, 100; Sasaki, 100- Ep-

rf"'K°.f\'^®'A^'
120; Corrivegu, 93; Kelly, 93; Brown, 74;

Campbell, 74; Dion, 77; Milender, 83; Young, 89, Aleis, 93.

I

"^"o^a^te Mention: Kenney, 71; Paulin, 62; Raymond, 37-
Uiebano, 60; Funer, 51; McGuire, 24; McEnroe, 35; Benson'
bb; Bennet, 66; Smerling, 38; Schramm, 68; Cohler 43

USSR eyes arms pact
Th« Soviet Union ymt«itiay causht th« Unhed

StatM by surprtM but It wm a plaaaant ona for a
changa. Thay offarad to Join with tha Unitad Stataa
a«d Graat Srttafn In a traaty to ban ttitdarsrounil
nuciaar tasting. Saa tha fully story on Paga 8.

Burners under fire

Tha Third World Community of Hampshlra
Cotlaga is anragad ovar Saturday's cross-tHirntng
Ineidant. A committaa was formad yastarday to
invastlgata tha mattar furthar. For mora datails, saa
Bath Sagars story on Page 2.

Weather; drying time

Talta your pick summer, spring, or fall? Today,
fair with highs in tha TOs. northwest winds 15-20
m.p.h. with only 10 per cent chance of rain ... Down
to 50 tonight and fair with tamps back up to 50
tomorrow.

f
Aztec Two Step

Hatch guests
Aztec Two-Step a two man Folk-rock

group performed last night in the Hatch.
Despite the last minute change from the
intended outdoor performance in the
Barbeque pit across from Southwest,
the Hatch was filled to capacity with
admiring fans.

Staff photo by Janie Portnoy
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Hampshire

deals with

fburnings

Meeting set

tomorrow

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire College Third World
Community yesterday said it "reserves the
right to deal with the perpetrators (of any
more racial incidents) by any means
necessary and by its own choosing."

The Third World community released its
statement in response to a cross burning
incident last Saturday night outside a Third
World gathering.

"The cross burning was the most blatant
and despicable act of racist violence ever
perpetrated on the Hampshire campus," the
Third World statement read.

Hampshire College President Adelle Smith
Simmons told the Collegian last night she
will appoint a special committee to determine
who is responsible for the cross burning.
Simmons also said she will meet on Thur-
sday afternoon at 4:30 with college faculty,
staff and students to discuss the incident!

A makeshift wooden cross was placed and
set afire at 11:45 Saturday night outside
Merrill B. Lounge, where members of the
Third World community were holding a
social gathering. The fire was already ex-
tinguished by inclement weather before fire
fighters arrived at the scene, a Hampshire
College spokesperson said.

"This act, whether intended as a prank or
not, cannot be tolerated on Hampshire
property," said Simmons. "The symbol of
the burning cross represents the worst
aspects of racism that, unfortunately,
continue to exist in our society."

The Hampshire Third World community
said the cross burning act was "designed to
instill fear and to warn the Third World
students that it is only the beginning of
further acts of violence to be inflicted on
them in the future."

Simmons called upon every member of the
Hampshire College community "to accept
responsibility for ensuring that similar actions
do not occur again at Hampshire College."

Simmons said "Hampshire, as an
educational institution, has a particular
obligation to strive to end racism in this
society.

"I deplore such an action and am per-
sonally deeply disappointed that such an act
took place on Hampshire campus," Sim-
mons said.
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*^^^ °* Succoth, the Jewi.h holiday celebrating theharvest. Mark Curelop, Elise Sherman, Sharon Bromberg. Howie Frim and Seena
hlh H^K^T '!!

'^'* ^~**»^'°"«' Succah which wa. constructed by Hmel member^behmd the Student Union. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)
members

Hatch cuts schedule
By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

Students accustomed to a late afternoon
coffee, tea, or gossip break in the Hatch, will
soon be forced to vacate that venerable
lounge.

Effective Sept. 30, the Hatchet and Pipe
Lounge, affectionately called the Hatch
close at 3 p.m.
Campus Center Food Services Director

Jack McGill says the Hatch just doesn't
make enough money between the hours of 3
and 6:30 p.m. to justify its operation during
that time.

"The costs of running the Hatch were
more than was being generated in
revenues," McGill said yesterday. "There's
just no business between 3 and 6 p.m."

Although its doors are now bolted at 6:30
p.m., it was not too long ago that the Hatch
was open until 10 p.m. When the Coffee
Shop in the Campus Center complex opened
in 1970, the Hatch's regular crowd began to
dwindle. And finally in the spring of 1973, the
Hatch began closing at 7:30 p.m.

In addition, McGill said, since the Hatch is
basically a "commuter lounge", most
commuters leave campus around 3 or 4 p m
when classes are finished.

"The dining room will remain open until
6:30 p.m. for people who want to study,"
McGill said, "but nobody will probably use it

anyway. But we'll try it and see how it works
out."

According to McGill, the Hatch was barely
making enough money during the late af-
ternoon hours to cover the cost of one full-
time supervisor.

"We didn't even make enough money to
cover the wages of the five student employes
who work during those hours," McGill said

But, unlike 1973 when several student
employes were laid off due to the early
closing, McGill says no student jobs will be
lost.

"The students working in the Hatch during
the afternoon hours will be absorbed into
other food services areas," McGill saidWe tried leaving it (the Hatch) open late

''?/.®^u-^"""9
finals/' McGill continued,

Dut I think only about six pecole used it

"

So It appears, for the time be.ng anyway
that students, professors, and teaching
assistants of Hatch 101 -Introduction to
Procrastinatiort - will have to find classroom
space elsewhere.

Bluewall, anyone?

Police beat

Car thefts plague lots

Southwest

to hold

carnival

Money woes

emphasized

By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Assembly (SWA) last
night voted to take steps to improve its

SfoiJf oo'^'
o"'^'®^ ^y sponsoring a carnival

uct. 20-23 in Southwest, the first carnival to
be held on campus, according to Joni
Mersky, carnival coordinator

During the first two weeks of school the
assembly spent $9,000 and we have the same
amount left for the rest of the year," Diana
Fessenden, SWA president said.
Something has to be done."

The carnival is expected to net $4 000
according to Mersky.

"There will be 2,000 helium balloons, some
clowns and a dozen rides, including a tilt-a-
world, a round-up and a ferris wheel

"

Mersky said. "The profits will be used for
other Southwest events," she said.

In the past the SWA has been known as a
"light touch" among non- Southwest groups
looking for sponsors, according to Bonnie
Ward, SWA treasurer. "Our image as a light
touch has pot to stop," she said.

The budget crunch was announced to
assembly njembers one week after they
turned down a request for $250 by the
Revolutionary Student Brigade to bus
UMass students to Kent State in protest
against the building of a new gymnasium.

"When considering bills for the rest of the
year, members of the assembly should
exercise fiscal prudence," Gregory Maynard,
SWA co-treasurer said. "We're in good
shape but we have to keep our priorities
clear."

In other action, the assembly plans to
sponsor a movie show every two weeks at
the Hampden Center for the Performing
Arts, in an effort to boost finances and
provide recreation.

The Social and Cultural Programs
Committee, headed by John Adams dorm
resident Rick Orlando, will chose the movies
and anyone interested in working on the
committee is welcome.

A free concert, featuring James Mon-
tgomery and Chris Rhodes, is scheduled
tomorrow on the horseshoe in SouthwestRam date will be 2 p.m. the following day'

By JACK GRAVELL
Collegian Staff

A rash of auto break-ins and -thefts has
swept the campus in the past week with at
least eight incidents involving between $75
and $430 damage, according to campus
police.

In addition, two cars were stolen and later

recovered.
Director of Public Safety, Saul L. Chafin

said yesterday all car owners should check
their cars periodically to avoid delay in case
of theft. A UMass student's car was
recovered Monday by the Springfield Police
before the owner knew it was missing.

Records and a spare tire rim valued «l $200
were stolen from a car parked in Fraternity-
Sorority lot last week. In one of Southwest's
parking lots, two radio speakers valued at
$105 and some tapes were taken from a car.

Total damage and theft was estimated at
$430 for a car parked in Lot 21. An 8- track
tape deck, four speakers, and a camera were
stolen. The roof was slashed. Chafin also
recommended that students store valuables
out of view.

Also, according to campus police, a 27-
year-old Amherst man yesterday allegedly
pulled a knife on a campus police officer who
was pursuing the man in connection with the
robbery of a woman's wallet in the Fine Arts
Center at 11:31 a.m. Bernard S. Chase of the
Village Inn, Amity St., was then ap-
prehended at gunpoint.

Correction
The election results in yesterday's

Collegian on Page 3 were for the Stockbridge
freshman class, not for the Stockbridge
Student Senate as reported.
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SMU sues state

on freezing order

-^/^llegian 3

BOSTON \AP\ - Southeastern Massa-
chusetts University has launched court
action to force Beacon Hill officials to keep
their hands off personnel decisions.
The suit, made public yesterday, is

scheduled for a preliminary hearing in
Suffolk Superior Court tomorrow.

Principal defendants are Administration
Secretary John R. Buckley and Educational
Affairs Secretary Paul Parks. SMU charged
that Buckley and Parks have illegally im-
posed a hinng freeze because the school has
not submitted a personnel stabilization plan
showing how 38 jobs will be eliminated.
The action is viewed with interest by other

schools, faced with the same showdown An
attempt severs! years ago by a predecessor
of Buckley to veto a University of Ma
ssachusetts leasing agreement was thrown
out by the state Supreme Court.

UMass President Robert Wood told Parks
last week that he cannot find any law
authorizing the secretary to order the school
to submit a personnel stabilization plan.
While UMass has not yet gone into court

on the issue, the state colleges were reported
to be considering a suit similar to SMU's.

Buckley and Parks ordered the schools in
August to file "attrition and stabilization

plans." When SMU did not comply, a ban on
all hiring was imposed.
The appeal by SMU for a restraining order

nu ifying the freeze contends that the action
IS Illegal because it violates the school's fiscal
autonomy. The litigation asks the court to
force Buckley, Parks and others to process
personnel forms and to declare the
stabilization directive for higher education
invalid.

Buckley recently imposed a similar freeze
on agencies within his own secretariat The
freeze was lifted last week when a
stabilization plan was filed, a Buckley aide
said.

The stabilization plan is the key to Gov
Michael S. Dukakis' stated goal of reducing
the number of state workers by 3,000. The
governor wants the cutback to be effective in
July, two months before his expected
pnmary contest for renomination.
Because of fiscal autonomy, only SMU

trustees can make the personnel decisions
inherent in the directive from Buckley and
Parks, the court suit argues. Under fiscal
autonomy, schools have broad powers in
personnel and spending decisions.
The hiring freeze threatens, according to

the SMU petition, to do irreparable harm to
the school, its students and employes.

Reps void
abortion
financing
WASHINGTON [AP]- The House

rejected yesterday a proposal to use
federal funds for abortions in cases of
rape, incest or medical necessity, clearing
the way for a compromise with the
Senate on abortion and passage of a
$60.2 billion social legislation bill.

By a vote of 252 to 164, House
members rejected a resolution that would
have endorsed the abortion language
already agreed to by the Senate.
The lopsided defeat was far short of

the two- thirds majority needed for the
House to adopt the Senate's more liberal
approach to abortion funding.
The House position is that federal

money should be spent on abortions only
when a woman's life is jeopardized by a
full-term pregnancy.
House and Senate conferees are now

expected to resume efforts to reach a
compromise on the volatile issue.
Senate conferees had demanded the

vote by the House and walked out of a
conference after House members refused
to agree to one. The senators maintained
that their chamber had twice rejected the
House position on abortion.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill had

predicted that the House would not
accept the Senate's language, but he
also said that Senate leaders were
confident that even if the language were
defeated, the abortion question could be
resolved within 48 hours.
The dispute by the House and Senate

conferees was delaying passage of an
appropriations bill for the departments of
Labor and Health, Education and
Welfare. Current funding for those
agencies runs out on Friday.

Parents
reject

proposal
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Pregnancy-

related death and injury among poorwomen are likely to increase with the
withdrawal of public funds for abortions
Planned Parenthood said in a report
yesterday.

Federal funds for all but life-
threatening pregnancies were cut off
Aug. 4 under legislation which expires
baturday. Congress was expected to act
this vyeek on a new version of the anti-
abortion law which Planned Parenthood
opposes.

"Pregnancy-related mortality and
morbidity which have steeply declined in
his decade are likely to rise again, with
the poor, the black and the young the
main victims," said Planned Parent-
hood s Alan Guttmacher Institute in an
analysis of Department of Health
tducanon and Welfare data.

The ban would cause increased death
and injury among poor women from
botched, illegal and late abortions and
increases in unwanted children,
illegitimate births among teenagers, and
social costs.

It said at least 261,000 low income
women - 85 per cent of them welfare
mothers - obtained government sub-
sidized abortions last year at a cost of $61
million.

The average cost of an abortion in the
United States last year was $280 - or
$42 more than the average monthly
welfare payment for a welfare family
Planned Parenthood said.
The cost of an abortion is less than

monthly family welfare payments in only
13 states and the District of Columbia.
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Northampton committeeman

Lawlor visits class
By RICHARD LENIHAN
Collegian Staff

The winner in last week's Northampton
bchool Committee primary last night stated
before a Project Ten Practicum in city politics
he felt he would have won by a much wider
margin had it not been for bad weather
John D. Lawlor, who finished first in a field

of three, addressed his talk to the subject of
campaign strategies. Explaining his victory
he said, "We spent more time listing and
developing issues, which is supposedly not
popular any more."

Lawlor went against another political
tradition by not going door-to-door, opting
instead to concentrate on candidates' nights
factory appearances and bingo nights.
"The only reason I vetoed the door-to-

door campaign is that everyone else was
doing It," he said. "It becomes a matter of
over-saturation. It was a calculated risk and I

think this time it worked out."
Lawlor, who has been active in Nor-

thampton politics since 1952, said his name
was a liability as well as an asset. Responding

.^.?a!u®
question of voter familiarity, he said

While you pick up friends you also, by
taking stands, pick up enemies."
He responded to accusations that he won

last week because he is a member of a
Northampton political "machine" by saying
there are no real machines in Northampton.
Each candidate develops his own

organization," he said.
Lawlor discussed the importance of

elderly, female and ethnic voters to the
election results. Although he would not say if
the success of female candidates was due to

a high turnout of female voters he did say
'Whether they (the voters) were female or
not, they voted for female candidates."

Discussing voting among the elderly he
said, "Transportation is no longer of primary
concern among the elderly because of the
large number of ballots filed early." He also
said ethnic background was only important
in certain wards.

While Lawlor was the clear winner of his
race, there will be a recount to determine
who will get the second spot on the ballot.
Christine F. Grab, a Smith College student,
beat out Robert P. Wolff, professor of
philosophy at UMass, by 31 votes.

A poll of Northampton voters, taken by
several members of the class before the
election foreshadowed "two major upsets",
according to instructor Ken Mosakowski.'
One was the loss of incumbent Mayor David
W. Cramer and the other was the victory of
Adeline Murray in the city clerk's race.

Project Ten, now known as the Inquiry
Program, is an experimental program based
in Pierpont House in Southwest. Students in
the program learn through seminars,
workshops, and tutorials. "City Politics" is a
practicum in local politics. Students in the
class gain experience by working in cam-
paigns for various candidates in the area.
Activities include polling, handing out
pamphlets door-to-door and at the polls.
Several students in the class had worked for
Lawlor, and Mosakowski, said he thought it

may have made the favorable difference in
the outcome of the primary. Lawlor ex-
pressed his appreciation to the students for
their help.

Holiday exams irk Jews
By MICHAEL McGRATH
Collegian Staff

A memo sent to the faculty by Provost
Paul L. Puryear stating quizes and
examinations should not be scheduled on
Yom Kippur Day, Sept. 22, has created a
misunderstanding, according to Thomas
Chamberlain, scheduling officer.

Chamberlain said, "The words 'should not'
does not mean the professor cannot give
tests on this day but that he has been ad-
vised not to."

Some students, according to Pinky
Batiste, co-president of the Student
Government Association, thought no tests
were to be given on this day and did not
attend class because of their religious beliefs

As a result," said Batiste, "the students
missed the tests given and are worried about
the consequences."

Associate Provost Vere Chappell ex-
plained, "Both the administration and the
faculty have had experie/ice with this type of
situation and we do have a general policy
which should be followed, though there is no
set law, because each professor has his own
schedule to meet and may be forced to
administer tests these days."

The procedure to follow, according to
Chamberlain, is that any student wht^has
religious intererence with his classes should
make arrangements with the professor
previous to the class. If arrangements cannot
be made, the student should see Cham-
berlain, who will resolve the matter.

"If students come to us with problems, we
attempt to help them, but only two students
have contacted the administration in

"

this
case and as far as I know their problems have
been solved," said Chamberlain.

Northampton School Commltte. member John D. Lawlor Jr. lectures KenMosakowski's Cty Politics da.. Ie.t night at Pierpont. (Staff photo by Peter Lee"
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The great white fear, affirmative action?
The case of Allan Bakke, a 37 year old

white male, who charged the University of

California medical school with reverse
discrimination,' will reach the Supreme Court
in October. Many view this case as the most
important court hearing since the 1954,
Brown vs. The Board of Education. Allan
Bakke's case certainly warrants the attention
of everyone, because the final decision of the
court will definitely touch us all.

As Ronald Arena pointed out in the
editorial section of Monday's Collegian,
affirmative action does not guarantee,
demand, or oversee that a certain number of

blacks or women be hired by a given
university or firm. The intention of af-

firmative action is to assure that a sincere
effort be made by those universities and
firms, to recruit, train, and hire qualified

minorities.

Strangely enough, it seems to be the
sincere-genuine clause of affirmative action,
that is causing all the furor. If a sincere effort

is to be made by respective schools and
firms, then it stands to reason that some
whites who normally might have gained
entrance to graduate schools or job em-
ployment, now will not, due to the recruiting

and hiring of qualified minorities.

Yet in the words of Arena, "should a

citizen like Bakke, guilty of nothing more
than being a white male, be stepped on in an
attempt to make a path for minorities and
women to the employment line?"

I too pose some questions. Should a tired

old woman riding a bus, guilty of nothing
more than being a black female, be arrested
because she denied the laws of Jim Crow
and failed to give up her seat to a white
male? Should three little girls sitting in a

Birmingham church in 1964, guilty of nothing
more than being three little black girls, be
dead now from a bomb hurled by whites into

the church? Should the Scottsboro boys,
guilty of nothing more than being nine black
males, been incarcerated for a crime they
never committed, all because of the false

testimony of two white females who lied

about being raped in order to cover up their

own promiscuous? Should a citizen like

Craeman Gethers, guilty of nothing more
than being a black male, be snatched from an
institution of higher learning and jailed,

Balalian News/cpf

"By folly, you're r ifht ! You were
the last one hired--.iell, you won't
be the first fired. ThPre's one
ahoari of you.**

simply because "someone" black committed
a crime, and "someone" black has to serve
time.

Throughout our history, being guilty of

nothing more than being Black, Latino,

Native American, or Asian-American, has
meant discrimination, oppression, suffering,

blood, sweat, and tears, incarceration, and
death,

To automatically assume that because of

affirmative action, any minority student to

benefit from the act will all possess cums of

only 2.0 and be accepted, while whites, of

course having nothing but 4.0 cums, will be
rejected. This trend of thought is absurd and
racist.

Did anyone notice how sickfully quick,

mainstream America tossed out of her

thoughts that maybe, just maybe mind you,

that the minority student with a 3.7 cum will

not be automatically rejected because he-she
graduated from a non-white college or

university.

For Harvard Medical School to realize the

educational imbalances in our elementary-

secondary school system, and to offer a

program of special instruction for minority

students before enrollment, is an example of

a sincere effort to recruit minorities. Yet to

assume that all minority students need
special instruction before being capable of

Commentary

competing with tt^eir fellow white con-
stituents is wrong.

I remember watching an episode of "All In

The Family," where Archie Bunker failed to

make it as a member of a prestigious bowling
club. A black man who bowled as well as
Archie but not better, was accepted because
he was black. A friend of Archie's, at-

tempting to console him remarked that

things were changing and everyone will have
to learn to accept them. Archie
acknowledged that things were changing but
noted that everytime it does he receives a

kick in the butt.

I feel that many whites think that it will be
very easy and painless in correcting past
wrongs. This is not true, and should not be
expected. It is very easy to take a stand on an
issue, but very difficult to deal with the issue.

Whites as well as blacks felt that "separate
but equal" was wrong. Yet whose cries were
heard when black children first began to sit

beside white children in the classroom?
It is a fact that minorities and women have

been discriminated against in job em-
ployment. Yet who cries out "reverse
discrimination!", when minorities and
women rightfully step through that door of
opportunity, barred for so long by the same
people who now are devoted opponents of
affirmative action.

It is going to hurt, white America. It may
be known as affirmative action, quotas, the
civil right act to employment, or whatever.
But the sting will be felt, because whites will

have to deal with the possibility of losing

employment not only to other whites, but
also to qualified Blacks, Native-Americans,
Latinos, and Asian-Americans. Un-
derstandably, this will be difficult for many
whites, but there is no way this can be
avoided.

Minorities have pained and hurted for so
long from past and present injustices of our
society. Now the time has come for whites to

taste this bitter pill. It is my hope that white
America will decide to hurt along with the
rest of her citizens so that a true start for a

better tomorrow can be made.

Angela Thomas is Editor of Black Affairs

In defense of third world corridors ' Sarah Vaughan at FAG
By MARY E. CUSTARD
Black Affairs Staff

Year after year Third World students
fight to keep Third World corridors, now
someone has decided that they are
detrimental.

Third World Corridors are and were not
designed to be totally political, although
in Amherst anytime Third World people
are toaether in anv tvoe of nraanizBH
group, It is thought of as political.

Commentary
Just tiecause Third World students live

together does not mean they are

prevented from dealing with non-third
world students in the dorm. If minority

students did not want to deal with white

students, it wouldn't matter if they were
the only Third World students on an all

white floor. The corridor does not
prevent dorm interaction, that decision Is

made by the individual.

The primary reason for the Third World
corridor is not social. True, they may be
many social gatherings on the corridors,

but this does not mean little or no
studying is done. If your head is where
it's suppose to be you will study. If all

you're here for is socializing you will do it

no matter where you live.

Education cannot be limited to
academics. Third World Corridors
provide education, maybe not in the
traditional sense through books and in

the classroom, but from living together,
learning from and about each other,
uniting for a common cause, and helping
each other out when the need be.

As long as Third Worid corridors exist,

they will have spiritual, cultural, political,

organizational, and educational values.

^^tPCEC^l^LjlLiJU^^

Sarah Vaughan, a living <egend in the
music world will perform at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on Thursday, September
29.

The Sarah Vaughan concert is the start of
the Concert Hall Series which also includes
performances by Benny Goodman, Oscar
Peterson and Woody Herman.

Sarah Vaughan has garnered world-wide
accolades for her incomparable versatility,

which musically bridges all generation gaps.
Not only is she a consistent winner in polls

conducted among the public, she emerges
on top in surveys conducted among her
musical peers.

She is a giant in the music industry and
has appeared in major clubs and concert
halls in the United States, Europe, Asia,
Australia and Japan.

She has been called by singer Tony
Sennet "the greatest singer in the world,"
and Frank Sinatra added, she is "a singer
who sings so good, I want to cut my wrist

with a dull blade and let her sing me to
death."

Sarah Vaughan first staged her
professional career in 1942 as a vocalist with
Earl "Fatha" Hines. Since then she has
performed with other giants of the music
industry, Billy Eckstine, Dizzy Gillespie,

Charlie Parker and others.

She has recorded albums with as few as
two musicians and has employed as many as
104 musicians on other albums, including
"Sarah Vaughan and Michel Legrand."
She sold over 2,000,000 copies of "It's

Magic." Over the years her outstanding
singles and albums include, "Tenderly,"
"Broken Hearted Melody," and "Misty."
Ticket prices are: General public $7, $6, $5

UMass students are $3.50, $3.00, $2.50.
Other students and Senior Citizens are $6,
$5, $4.

Tickets for the September 29 concert are

now on sale at the Fine Arts Center box
office, open 9-4 Monday through Friday, and
all Ticketron outlets.

Viewpoint is a column designed for our

readers to express their views on various

subjects. In this manner, the staff of

Black Affairs hopes to establish an open

Dear Terrell,

I think you are so right about the Third
World Corridors being detrimental. If I am
separated from my Black brothers and
sisters, how am I supposed to experience
the good and beauty they have to offer

and vice versa. Some white people have
never lived near any Third World people
outside of the university and they have all

kinds of crazy ideas about Third World
people. Yet by living with them in dorms

line of communication between our
readers and us. Viewpoint does not

necessarily represent the views of the

staff of Black Affairs. All articles must be
typed.

they can clear up these misconceptions

and see how much they have to offer.

Also when these people graduate and go
out into the world, they will be able to

have a more open mind and know that all

people are equal. It does not matter what
the color of one's skin is, and that we all

need each other in order to find true

happiness.
Michael P. Brugger

(a white male)

David Sibeko writes UMass

We are thinking of you

The entire Third World Community would like to extend its most
heartfelt condolences to the Eldridge family in their time of sorrow.

I read with the greatest pleasure in a
national newspaper that the Board of

Governors of the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst have resolved to sell all

the stock held by the University with
companies that invest in apartheid South
Africa.

The struggling people of Azania, whose
suffering is growing in direct proportion with
the intensity of the struggle, will regard this

act as a concrete gesture of solidarity, fit to
be emulated by all who genuinely uphold
principles of democracy in the United States
and elsewhere.

Since the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst was the launching pad for the PAC
Mission to Europe and the America's drive

for the isolation of apartheid South Africa,

when I was invited to speak there soon after

the Mission was established in 1970, the Pan
Africanist Congress feels justly proud to

share in this, achievement.
Above all in PAC we pay tribute to the

student body at UMass, Amherst, and to the
WEB. Du Bois Afro-American Studies

Department and the Liberation Committee
for Southern Africa, in particular, for having
spearheaded the drive against links between
apartheid South Africa and your University.

Excellent as this victory of the withdrawal
of UMass stocks from companies investing
in South Africa is we should not be com-
placent. The Azanian people's struggle is

going to be protracted and our freedom
fighters need all the moral and material
support that can be raised. The exemplary
act of solidarity from UMass in Amherst
must be extended to cover the whole of the
USA, up until all economic, military, cultural

and diplomatic links with apartheid South
Africa have been severed. And we trust that
our true friends will stay with the struggle
through to total victory and the establish-

ment of mutually respectful ties between the
United States and a liberated Azania.

Sincerely,

David M. Sibeko
Permanent Observer Rep at the UN and

PAC Director of Foreign Affairs

Collegian 5

High notes.
'HIGH NOTES' is another 'first' for

Black Affairs. It is a column that has been
established in The Black Affairs section
of the Daily Collegian. Mario Barros is
Black Affairs' literary critic. Look for his
column to appear every Wednesday in
Black Affairs.

Hollo people, I'm Mario Barros and you'll
be hearing from me in the future regarding
the various Black cultural events here in the
Valley. Hopefully I'll be able to give you the
lowdown on concerts (both previews and
reviews), plays, albums and whatever other
forms of entertainment may apply.
To start off with, I'd like to express both

satisfaction and sadness concerning the
recent showing of the hit play, BUBBLING
BROWN SUGAR. I was very satisfied with
the show itself, but saddened somewhat by
the low turnout by the Valley's Black
population. I really expected to see a bigger
turnout but that's the way it goes ...

The music world is pretty quiet at the
moment but a few worthy notables are. Mass
Production and Rose Royce, both with
strong second acts and Barry White making
a strong bid to return from the bargain bins
to his former status. Mass Production
continues to deliver the strong word (their
stage show has got to be checked out!!) but
more importantly, they also continue to

render those ballads which are soooo
mellow. On this LP they are thankfully much
more noticable. Rose Royce has mellowed
out somewhat with pretty good results. The
LP has a laid-back feel to it and the slow cut,
"Waitin' On You" has all the smoothness of
"I Wanna Get Next To You.'" Barry White's
latest is pretty nice and contains the mon-
ster, "lt"s Ecstacy When You Lay Down Next
To Me" (how's that for a long title!?). The
rest of the LP carries on the same mood and
sets a very nice tone for your evening if you
know what I mean.

That's all for now, but do keep your eyes
out for the upcoming George Benson
concert and two new LPs by Ashford and
Simpson and by one of my favorites. Impact,
a group that features ex-Temptations singer,
Damon Harris. So til' later take care and be
watchin' for the word.

Black Affairs

Boiling Black Molasses
Considering the fact that both of the

performances of Bubbling Brown Sugar
were almost sold out, it is safe to say a large
portion of the campus community saw the
show. Many were probably excited by what
they saw and assumed that they had walked
away with a fairly decent view of what
Harlem was like in the 20s and 30s. One
could also say that the show gave Black
actors and dancers some work for a minute,
and one could also safely say that the actors
and dancers had portrayed what they
thought Harlem was like in the 20s and 30's.

In the first place, many of the clubs in

Harlem where the top flight bands played
only catered to the White clientele and many
of the downtown clubs did not allow Black
folks in them. Another factor that is very
important is manyof the Black folk in Hariem
were hard working people who did not
frequent the night spas in abundance. One
got the impression from the play that Hariem
was aglow twenty four hours a day with
people adancing and asinging up and down
the street. A kind of plantation North at-

mosphere.

I was offended by the fact that the
arrangers and composers of the songs

Announcements

CCEBS

All CCEBS students with an interest in

Business should note that on Monday,
October 3, a recruiter from the Harvard
Business School will be coming to the New
Africa House. He will be available to talk with
students at 3:30 p.m. in the second floor

lounge of the New Africa House. All in-

terested CCEBS students must sign-up for

this recruiting program with Brian Maher,
CCEBS Career Coordinator, in room 208 of
the New Africa House. The last day for

signing up is Wednesday, September 28.

presented were not properly identified with a
slide of that person. One of the most
significant pieces in the production ""Love
Will Find a Way" by Eubie Blake was an
important song of that era and I felt that it

was important for the audience to know that,
as was it important for the audience to know
the identity of Bert Williams, Miller and Lyie,
Ethel Waters, and Bessie Smith when their
materials were presented.
One could be misled by reading the play

bill. It would have you thinking that credit
should be given to people who had not
originally conceived of these ideas. It was a
classic, cheap ripoff trick of playing on the
ignorance of the audience if they did not
know any better.

I am sure if anyone was sitting past the
fifth section, nothing was audible.

I must give credit to the musicians in the
production. They did at least stick as close to
the music as possible. I hope that these
observations are taken in a positive vain so
that aspects of the Black Musical Theatre
when presented, can be seen in their most
accurate historical perspective.

Bill Hasson

A scene from Vishnu Wood and the Safari East concert held last Friday, Sep-
tember 23, in the Buckley Recital Hall of Amherst College. (Photo by Edward Cohen)

LUTHER

INDEX

Mary Custard has been named Editor of
the Activities section of the INDEX (UMass
yearbook). She would welcome any Third
World input. Anyone interested in giving her
ideas or being on the staff to aid in writing,
layout design, or photography please call

Mary at 546-8481.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

'
I HAD TO^eam:

GET eOLOTOA6REE
JO STOP TVftSTlNG

Annie's

Poetry Corner

I CANNOT LIE
I cannot lie

I need my black man by my side
I need his brain power
I need him to think

I need him to stand tall like the mighty
pine

I need his mind to merge with mine, to
keep us in line with the light of truth

No! I cannot lie

I need my man
by my side

I need my man
to plant good strong seeds of light

I need my man
to be my friend

I need my man
to be my lover

I need my man
to help create a strong black tomorrow

absent of sorrow
I need what I have
I have what I need
Strong black feeling in control
My man is brain soul power
No!
I cannot tell a lie

Annie Carpenter 1976

Thoughts

"No man Is a mystery,'for if you
divine his face you will know the

secrets of his soul."

—DAVID M.WARREN

MIKf'O
WESTVIEW ^jp
BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

TONITE! 6:30-9:00

DAILY LUNCHES

GIANT SANDWICHES FOR 1.60

% MILE PAST
WATROBA'S
ON RIGHT

Tax included

TEL. NO. 253-9202

FEE MONEY
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the fees and budgets sei by the l!niversily I

The Rents and Fees Committee reviews

such as Residence Halls and Dining

Ct>mmons fees, and the Health. Campus

Center, and Fine Arts fees.

Meetings are held e\erv Mondav at

i

l-.iO p.m. in Ri)c)m 801 CQ . Membership |

is unlimited and Dpen lo all.

Student Government Association
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TM techniques hard to accept?

Graphic by

Randy Glenn

By CHRIS BOURNE
Collegian Staff

There have been many claims for Tran-
scendental Meditation since it was first

introduced to this country in the late 1950's.
Some of these claims, such as lower blood
pressure, improved performance and better
attitude, have been partially substantiated by
research at Harvard, Stanford, UCLA, and
other universities around the world.

The newest claims for meditation are
somewhat harder to accept. They include
levitation and invisibility. "We like to call

them supernormal abilities," said Eric Sch-
wartz, a mediator who claims to be able to
levitate himself.

Schwartz, who has been meditating for
about five and a half years, learned the
technique of levitation in Switzerland at the
Maharishi European Research University
(MERU). "The first evidence of these
supernormal abilities came about a year ago.
Two women at MERU reported experiences
like levitating," said Schwartz.

Schwartz declined to demonstrate his

abilities because it's the policy of the TM
Program not to give performances. "If we
did give demonstrations, people might get
the wrong idea about what we're trying to
do," Schwartz said. "I think this is part of the
higher consciousness that we are trying to
attain, not an end in itself."

The powers are referred to as supernormal
because "they are powers that aren't normal
right now." Schwartz feels they will become
accepted in the future. "Look at all the things
we do every day that would have been
regarded as magical a hundred years ago.
Things like flying and walking on the moon."

Schwartz doesn't see the powers as
violating natural laws. "I think that we're

using laws that we don't understand yet. For
instance the invisibility might be caused by
bending light rays around the body. Einstein
predicted that massive objects would bend
light and it has been proven that it happens.
That's why you can see stars around the
edge of the sun during an eclipse."

Irene Cullen, who runs the Amherst TM
Center on Lincoln Ave., said there are about
1,500 meditators in the area out of a
population of about 150,000. She said
anyone can learn to meditate through an
introductory course.

"The course cost $85 for students and
that's all. You can keep on meditating for the
rest of your life. There are seminars that are
offered free of charge that you can attend."

Cullen also said there are advanced
courses offered for additional costs but you
don't have to take them.
The courses, which teach the supernormal

abilities, cost about $250 a week. "They
involve staying at centers for a while. Most of
the centers are rented; we don't own them."

Cullen said there are five branches to the
TM Program. "There is the International
Meditation Society (IMS) which teaches the
techniques to adults; the Students In-

ternational Meditation Society (SIMS),
which teaches the techniques to students;

the Spiritual Regeneration Movement, which
was the first branch of the program; the
Maharishi International University, which is

the college that conducts research into TM;
and the American Foundation for the
Science of Creative Intelligence (AFSCI),
vyhich conducts research into the theoretical
side of TM. We are a non-profit organization
certified by the U.S. government." Cullen
also said SIMS is a Recognized Student
Organization (RSO) group.

Cullen said courses which teach super-
normal abilities can be taken by anybody.
"At first, they were only offered to people
who were trained as instructors, but now
they are open to anyone who has been
meditating for six months or more."
The abilities don't mean you can sit down

and alleviate yourself across the Atlantic said
Schwartz. Most people are only able to stay
a few inches off the ground for several
seconds. Cullen showed several pictures of
peop'e levitating. One showed a man about
six inches off the ground. Another series
showed two women sitting side by side; one
of them moves up and forward toward the
camera.

There are about seven people in the
Amherst area who are able to levitate ac-
cording to Schwartz. Several more are at-
tending training sessions.

The glacial era returns?! Several ice sculptures graced the Fine Arts Center lawn
yesterday as part of a project depicting the glacial origins of this valley. Here Rob
Carlin takes a closer look. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)

Host Family Program ^

continues at Amiierst
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

Amherst College, in an effort to
alleviate the anxieties of international
students, has continued the Host Family
Program, begun in 1972.

UMass had the original international
student association from which Amherst
College adopted the idea. "Our program
got its start when the concept of host
families was brought up at an Amherst
Town Committee meeting," said Mrs.
Alfred Guest, founder of the Amherst
College Program.

"From there, I took it to the 'Women of
Amherst College' who decided the idea
would be beneficial for the incoming
students," she said.

"The ordeal of living in a foreign
country can bewilde' incoming fresh-

men," she said. "We attempt to contact

the students before they come to
Amherst in order that they have an in-

terest in coming.
"Also, they are met by their host

families when they arrive. We are trying
to help the international students with
the little things that would confuse them.
For example, shopping downtown or
opening a checking account," she added.

Approximately 15 students are par-
ticipating in the program. Each is

assigned a host family, volunteers who
are Amherst College administration and
faculty.

Mrs. Douglas Wilson, program
coordinator, said, "We ask the families to
invite the students to their homes for
dinner at least once a month and include
them in family excursions and
celebrations. In this home away from
home, the students learn about American
social customs and have a place to turn in

times of stress," she said.

To a lot of people in the world,
Germany snakes the best beer.

To a lot of people in Germany,
Beck's makes the best beer.

Items may not be exactly as pictured"

CHECK OUR INEXPENSIVE PLANT SELECTION

191 N. Pleasant St.

DijBCOUNT OVER 3000 ITEMS EVERY DAY
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Nuclear bomb test

successful in Nev.
YUCCA FLAT. Nev. [UP/]- A weapons-

related nuclear device in the 20 to 150 kiloton

range was detonated deep underground at

the Nevada Test Site yesterday. Although
officials had warned it could sway tall

buildings in Las Vegas 95 miles away, the
blast was not even felt there.

The device, codemaned "Coulommiers"
after a variety of French cheese, was
triggered at 7 a.m. PDT at the bottom of a

vertical shaft 1,738 feet deep.
A puff of dust swirled up above ground

zero when the device was touched off at a

site in the northern portion of Yucca Flat, but
a spokesman for the Energy Research and
Development Administration said ground
movement was very slight.

The test was termed a success and no
radiation leaked into the atmosphere.

Observers in Las Vegas 95 miles away
were unable to feel the blast. Federal officials

had warned that workers in high rise

buildings should seek secure footing at blast

time because of shock waves that could
sway tall buildings.

For several years U.S. scientists have been
working on development of a nuclear device
that would be difficult to detect when it was
detonated.

Tuesday's lack of ground movement could
indicate the yield was at the lower end of the
20 to 150 kiloton range - the equivalent of a
maximum force of 150,000 tons of TNT - or

that scientists have succeeded in developing
a nuclear device that is difficult to detect.

Coulommiers was the 306th U.S. un-
derground nuclear test since the ban on
atmospheric testing went into effect in 1963.

USSR eyes arms deal
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - The Soviet

Union yesterday offered to join with the
United States and Great Britain in a treaty to
ban underground nuclear testing for a limited
period.

In a speech to the U.N. General Assembly,
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
said, "The prohibition of all nuclear weapons
tests would be a major step conducive to
lessening the threat of nuclear war and
deepening detente."
The United States has long sought a

comprehensive test ban treaty. Negotiations

are scheduled to resume in Geneva next
week and the announcement by Gromyko
caught American officials by surprise.

Shortly after Gromyko's speech, the
Soviet diplomat and Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance left for Washington for talks in

the White House with President Carter.

In his speech, Gromyko said the Soviet
Union had repeatedly stressed its willingness
to enter an agreement banning underground
testing.

"Today we are taking one more step
forward," Gromyko said.

Black youths riot in Dimbaza
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [UPI] -

Police fired birdshot and teargas yesterday to

disperse a mob of 500 black youths that set

fire to government offices in the black
township of Dimbaza for the second day in a

row, police said.

Maj. Gen. Dawid Kriel, Deputy Com-
missioner of police in charge of riot control,

said there had been no injuries and no
arrests.

Kriel estimated damage to the building and
a Ciskei government light delivery van that

was gutted by fire at $10,000.

Disturbances in the township, 40 miles

northwest of East London, began Monday
when youths set fire to the offices of the
Eastern Cape Bantu black Administration
board.

A 17-year-old black youth died in the
flareup of violence when police fired into the
crowd.
The new outbreaks of violence followed

the funeral Sunday of former student leader

Steve Biko, who died more than two weeks
ago while in police custody.

BOYDEN TEN PIN LANES
Open Bowling

Mon.-Sat 4-10 30
Starting Oct 1 1977

Mixed league now being formed.
Contact bowling alley 545-2239

LAST CHANCE

JO/A/ THE SKf CLUB TODA V

L*ST DAY OF

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

CC CONCOURSE

NEXT TO BOOKSTORE

FIRST MEETING

104 THOMPSON B 00

SKI FILMS

OFFICER NOMINATIONS

CHECK our OUR STEAMBOA T TR/P

APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN
FOR

STUDENT ATTORNEY GENERAL
The Student .'\ttorney General is the chief liaison between
the Student Senate and the Student Judiciary. The position
involves coordinating a*nd assigning advocates to the
various cases brought before the Student Courts.

Applications are available in 430 S.U..

and must be returned by 5 p.m.,

Friday, September 30.

SGA is an Equal Opportunity

Affirmative Action Employer

SAvE-ON-TIRES. Inc. route 9. hadiey \ ::r. r.rr,"'""
OWM HON.. TUtt., WED. A Fill. t-i:00. THURS.f TO TFJitA^lDjPir

I lIlP^ WholMtlt to th« public

I lllkw ^^ CAM ARRAMQi TO HAVe YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.
MICHELIN . FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE •

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH • ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL-
PLiJS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. •um..moc.auotnm«o.^

FIRST ANNIVERSARY
SALE

BIAS PLY POLYESTER
GOOD YEAR. FIRESTONE,
ARMSTRONG, LEE, ETC.

A7tx13 1 5«75

BUY NOW FOR THE
FALL INSPECTION

RADIALS
OOUBLE-STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL WHITEWALLS

- - nmriuux
MZE

Aurv

29.95

PLU8F.E.T -'•-•» WW r„«„w 34.95 I

PRE-SEASON MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
SIZE

A7ti13

C7lx13

C7li14

E7li14

E7fx14

F7ta14

F7to14

Q7li14

Q7II14

H7IK14

H7ta14

SMxIS

F7II1S

Q7fi15

G7li1S

TYPE SALEPfUCl.

Ooodyr. PE Bk.

Arm W
TAC W Bm
LMPEBk

TAC SUB BM

LmPEBK

TAC W BM

LmPEBK

TAC W BM

LmPEW
TAC W BM

Plr«Ni Bk.

TAC W BM

LmPEW
TAC W BM

H7li1S LmPEBK

M7lhi15

L7li1S

TAC W BM

TAC SRB W

17.95

24.95

27.95

26.95

28.95

28.95

29.50

30.95

31.95

34.95

35.95

20.95

29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

35.95

39.95

RADIAL SNO'S
BIZE TYPE

BR7II13

ER7ti14

FR7II14

OR7II14 TAC

NR7II14

Ofl7fi1S

HR7ti1S

LR7II1S

•lud<4M«

•tud-lMt

34.95

44.95

24 95

37 S'

41 ^:

48.95

56.95

56.95

5495

56.95

49.95

Mima nxi fitu mi sm£S tu

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL SNOW TIRE

145«13 $33 95 165114 $43.95

155*13 $37 95 165.15 $42.95

I6S1I3 $39.95 P'uiTaiet

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
K":!'",'?H!~.~" -w.-" 586-2544

NOHB

S4T '%i

TIHtS ) ti ; pm
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SUPERMARKETS

Boneless Beef
Chuck Roast

Delicious

Pot Roast

(choice)

s
Full Cut

Sirioin Steak

$^39
With

Tenderloin

lb.

Porterhouse
Steaks

$^59
Extra Trim

Tail-less
lb.

Shoulder for

London Broil

Boneless
Thick & Juicy

'us'da?
(choice)

More Finast Meat Values!

Beef for Stew
Boneless for ^^^1 1^9

your Favorite Recipe H
lb

T-Bone Steak Be'^To,; .1.79

1.99

1.89

1.59

1.99

1.39

Beef Loin Shell Steaks

Sirloin Steak Ek'neiessBee't'o,.

Boneless Cube Steak

Face Rump Steak^'e;'u.n

Top Blade Steak"^ rrr *:';

More Meat for your Money!

Chuck Steak
$409

MORE VALUES FROM MEAT STREET, U.S.A. !-

Fresh Lean
Ground Beef

,0
Family Pak

2V2 to 3 lbs. Avg

CHOICE
Boneless

Underblade 1 lb

Chicken Thighs

Drumsticks

89f
Chicken Breast

99f

4 lbs.

or

more

Lesser $^09
Amount |ir 99[

Family Pak Delicious

Chicken Dark Meat Boneless Veal S'oar;

Tender
Split all White

Family Pak Meat

. . ,r 1.39

Frierich Smoked Tongue. ,1.19

Frierich Smoked Butts . . r 1.59

Fresh Lean Sparenbs . . . 1 1.19

Fresh Pork Shoulder p*':<
. . ,

79«

Calves Liver "It 1.29v^ho.. < 1.0S

Mr. Deli Favorites!

Cooked Hann\^, %
Domestic
Sliced to

Order

-n'

lb

Baked Ham ^,
$4991

Franco American
Spaghetti

143/4

oz.

canssa
sierra stoneware

Sorry, Our Face Is Red!
Due to the tremendous

demand, we are temporarily

out of Stock of some sierra

STONEWARE Items. We will

be back in stock as soon as
possible.

Fresh from Baker Street at Finast!

English Muffins

3 r 1.00

4rs 1.00

Finast Fresh

A Breakfast Favorite

Big Round Top Bread

Finast Junior PiesA,,var,e..

Fresh Cloverleaf Rolls 2TJ 1.00

Nescafe Finast

Instant Coffee Coffee

mrm '<^^"p iib. ^^^^^^^r can I^^HH

PRODUCE— —
',

'.' \:vv.C'^ Fresh

P't-W^f^M^ Iceberg Lettuce

Seedless White Grapes . .. ^ 69* ^bTfT^^L^^^ heads

Honeydew Melons ea 89*

Red Ripe Tomatoes X29* M^olntOfih AnoleS
Green Cucumbers 3,o,29* l¥iaCiniOSn MRpies
Sweet Potatoes 5... 1.00 ^^ ^m ^\^

Your Choice! Fresh Produce
^ 3 ^^^ ^* ^^ g^%M^K

Green Cabbage b:::!^';'^^ . . .t 10* 2v*- mm. ^^ bag ^^ ^^

Virginia Style

Freshly Sliced '^

Av»il»bl» Only in Stores wtth Service De(( Oepfs.

InStore Bake Shop Features!

Enriched Rolls Hr...sMe . . . 30. 79*

Assorted Cookies la-g.. 12.o,99*

Iced Layer Cakes asv,-i..i . ^. 1.99
Avmlabl9 Only in Stores with M Store Seke Shops

Richmond
Orange Juice

60Z.
cans
Frozen88

.;^98*raterboy French Fries.'

Birds Eye Cod Whip t^< 59*

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Richmond Quarters J% $4
MargarineO p^qs 1
Finast Low Fat

IMilk
gallon

plastic
$419

iug

Golden Gulf Hand Breaded Gourmet

Seafood . . . Unique Oriental Breading

Fpntail Shrimp
29or Scallops ^b

Frozen
Breaded 3 lb

Frozen Shnmo Nuggets

.

Frozen Breaded Oysters

. 2.79

. 3.19

You Save 47^

Crisco
Shortening

ft^i^i
«,tlMl., I .Nil". ("0 J' SOOm-

• e"tiu'.i»ea»ciQ*ii-"»' JixJ""

vaWiwl 7'>"^' •'">' '
'« ""'

You Save 31*

GoM Medal
Flour

You Save 51*

Finast

ice Cream

carton rr

You Save 61 *

Finast
Butler

Qu«1sr|

I
Prices ettective Sunday September 2"^ thru Saturday Ocfoher i 197 7

II ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^IHB^^H ^BIH^^HBIH^HtaB^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
I mtti !»<>.; uuoar>.jnii(' '-OauiL'>a<>Fiv more

-^
weTe::r::^e7g".~ "tTuaTtJes ^o» respons.We tor typograpn.cai errors

|

fot-i.>r 1 197 7
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Mexican opium poppies destroyed
u WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1»77

1 in the thin air, its

'astic tank con-
done herbicide.

Flores called
Ji.tidd now. You're

Mex/CO [AP] - Helicopter XC-GID
shuddered and bucked as pilot Carlos Aguilar
Lomeli, hunting opium-producing poppy
fields, coaxed it up a windy canyon high in
the Sierra Madre Mountains.

Four- hundred feet above, flying backup in
another Bell 212, Juan Flores watched
Lomeli's machine labc'
cargo hold filled with
taining 250 gallons of

"Left, come left, L
over the radio. "Straigh
lined up."
With the 40- foot spray boom barety

skimming the tops of pine trees, Lomeli
suddenly found himself over a one-acre
clearing filled with 2% foot high crimson
flowers.

For five seconds, herbicide drained from
the helicopter. It would leave the field, about
350 miles south of Columbus, N.M.,
chemically burned in 36 hours.

Lomeli and Flores are agents of the
Mexican attorney general's office and part of
a 250- person, 18- helicopter task force
waging a ground and aerial war against
opium poppies.
The poppies come into season in the

spring and fall here, the periods of maximum
rainfall.

The task force, with support from the
army, covers a four state area stretching
from the southern end of Sonora and

Wheaton man
kills two In car
BELTSVILLE, Md. lUPf] - A Wheaton

man was charged with murder yesterday in
the deaths of a man and a woman in a car
police said he forced through a guard rail and
down an embankment.

State Police identified the victims as
Michael P. Ferencz of Stratford, Conn., and
Terry Wright, 18, of Birmingham, Ala.

Police said John R. Orange, 22 repeatedly
rammed the rear of Ferencz' car as it drove
down the exit ramp between southbound I-

95 and eastbound 1-495 at about 1 a.m. The
victims' car crashed through a guard rail,

down a 180-foot embankment and landed ori
its top.

Police said Orange's car also went over the
bank and he suffered head and back injuries.
Police said Orange was naked when the
accident occurred.

Chihuahua, which border Arizona, New
Mexico and Texas in the north, down
through the coastal state of Sinaloa, bor-
dering Sonora on the south, and parts of
Durango, east of Sinaloa.
The man who heads the task force in the

area, designated as Region Six, is Carlos
Aguilar Garza.

Aguilar Garza, who is headquartered in

Culiacan, says the area is by far Mexico's
largest producers of opium, the source of
heroin.

U.S. drug enforcement officials, who fly
with the Mexican crews as observers, say the
area accounts for a major portion of the
heroin sold in the United States. Mexico has
become the main supplier of heroin in the
States.

KKK march in Alabama
MONTGOMERY, Ala. [AP] - With a

medley of tunes, not just the old theme song
of racial strife, the hooded remnants of the
Ku Klux Klan are marching again. And,
again, they are encountering angry
resistance, black and white.
But the battleground is moving also to the

courts, says Imperial Wizard Robert M.
"Bobby" Shelton. And, he says, in com-
bating school busing, "we're even offering
our legal services to blacks."
Some black parents indicated a willingness

to accept the offer, Shelton says, "but the
I^AACP and other organizations scared them
off."

Shelton, who reigns over the United Klans
of America, says the KKK is becoming more
aggressive and more visible in court and in
the streets.

And, as beofe, its marches have touched
off racial violence even though Klan leaders,
in some instances, maintained that their
protests were aimed at nonracial issues.
About 100 Klansmen who paraded

through downtown Mobile last Saturday
carried signs denouncing the state's work-
release program for prisoners, which allows
convicts to take outside jobs before they are
released.

Blacks stood by, jeering the white-robed
marchers and drowning out their speakers
with songs and freedom chants.
A black policeman, Donald Pinkney, off

duty and out of uniform, was beaten by
fellow officers and arrested on a charge of
assaulting another policeman. Pinkne/s
father said his son attended the rally merely
as a "citizen and observer," ready to assist
any other officer who might need help.

Other Klansmen, with the public support
of a black city councilman, have been given a
permit to parade this Saturday in downtown
Montgomery. The target of their protest,
they say, is the Panama Canal treaty.

Luther Oliver, one of four blacks on the
nine-member City Council, supported the
request for a parade permit, and even offered
to sponsor it if requested. He said he is a
strong believer in the constitutional right of
free soeech.

Task force talks

on battered women
HARTFORD, Conn. [UP/] - A state task

force on abused women has been told most
battered females lose their best protection
when they refuse to take legal action.

Connecticut court officials Monday told a
state advisory committee to the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights the biggest
problems in the fight against domestic
assaults are the victims themselves.

But at various times during the daylong
state Capitol hearing, women spectators
angrily denied that courts do everything
possible for battered women.

Either through fear or change of heart,
battered women often decline to press
charges even though the husband or boy-
friend has been arrested, according to Irving

Aronson, assistant prosecutor for the
Hartford Court of Common Pleas.

Aronson said many of the 200 to 300 cases
per month involving domestic assaults are
referred to the court's Family Relations
Division.

Joseph Rafala, administrative supervisor
of the Family Relations Division, said only
about one per cent of the more than 5,000
cases in Connecticut year year involving
some form of intentional injury to a female
reach trial.

The Speed Reading Course

riding .p„d wi,h „„,„ incJ«d comp"*;;.™?,:,"''""
'""-' «""'

This course if for:

•BUSINESS PEOPLE
•PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
•TECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
•THE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

hm:RMf

SweaCer/ i

mth tws V
Ad- oh

orFtS{ EXPIRES; Oct &T7

1

PVBARs

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

1^ Fairfield Mal/chlcopee

tlme^rp,::^"'
^'* '°"°'^*"» =""- »»-' -tur.. •t the following

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Rutsoll St., Nadlty

^le".
' IZ ll

~
I
"••'!""•' '^ -"^ « 30 p.m.

Thur^ Sent 29~ ^'^^^^'^S*' ^^30 and 8:30 p.m.nurs.. sept. 29-2 meetings, 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Two fin., m-ting.. FHd.y. Sept. 30 - on. .t 6:30 p... .„. 8:30 p.m.

Pr...nt.d by th. N.tion., R...i„, EnHchn..„t ln«,tut.. . non-profit org.

Att.nd.nc. is ||mit.d to 50 p.op|..
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iCoiiegian "

VMh M. OIK<>on wid • |7 aOpurtftM.

CakeMm
2918V2 oz. package

Assorted Flavors

Cinud fcfcx- S«ca M S«t Oci H orm pog ;«' '- ./Uotm^ 223

Wiff) m*a co^^MXi and i S' SO pu'ch.M i ij_\

S
Stop&Shop
16 ounce bag ^^^ <^p^^ -^^^

Rn., Medium
^

FREE
20 OZ. loaf Stop & Shop

yUgDaisyBread
Sliced White

one tO«f p«'rutiom.r 221

wmtm olMvan an) • 17 » purtfM*

FREE!
3 oz. pkg. Stop & Shop

SoStDrink
%M^^^ Assorted
I*11J& Flavors

or BroMi
Good Mcv" SfM ?6 S»i Oti ' l.twi on» l>.g p»' ^ jilof^

I

jjfj^^T^^
i

^_ 'rC.'y ' .'/iri'airtg •"">
With Ihii coupon ana . »7 SO pu,ons« S;i,|~S

Imp^ialil;^ FREE!W
5 oz. pkg. Stop & Shop ^'

IWkSles
226 i'i

1 lb. package
Qtr. lb. sticks

tjQoO Mrn S#p' it S«l Oct 1 L't^l on« e*g ;>.jr cysioriw

^1
Frozen ;^l

Good Moo S«pl M S«l Oti 1 L,m.lon.p.g d.. c..»lo"». 222

13
g

I -5 6V2 ounce tube ^
j

,3 Pepsodent gi
^ Toothpaste ^

'

«.^a Mon Sept »- S*i Oci 1 C^^ I
t (uM 0»' CwMome' 228 '^-

lis Reg or Ur scented ^i

Save

L

Savings m our Self Service Deli

HUlshire Eirm-Sfnoked

Sausafle'is9
Child Mild or Gem Beef Franks ;.' 89^

Stop & Shop Sliced Cold Cuts ;4 89^
Bologna, P4P or Spiced Luncheon Loal

Rath Beef Weiners """> 89'

Rath Sliced Bacon ;^ *1"

Swift Corned Beef Brisket S;^,:::; ^TM"
Cooked Ham-Domestic ^rro^sr*" ;^ *2"

Thebest chickeiiin all

New Etifitlaiid are here.
Now vou can b^ieat chicken ... "White C3em" or PeitJue only

aTsSprC^. plus you save over -B with these coupons.

Good foods from our Service Deli.

AvtitMlt. fr •lor.s l.«lur)f>g scrvic. d.li

2 Great Chickens from Maine & Maryland.

'^WhiteGem''
^^^%^ 9 ^ Whole 2V2-3 lbs.

Chickeiis
U.S. Grade "A"

100% natural chicken They re FRESH Maine
chickens, specially prepared to make them a

better buy Nothing is added No water No ice

You pay only for good, meaty, delicious chicken

_g WJh mn coupon L_J •__« With inn oo«on 1 ~ I I

Ca»no « ICarando Brand Pepperoni
Carando Brand Mortadella

Cooked Salami «^-t,v.~

Hot Ham-Carando Ecco Brand
Provolone Cheese siS,

BakedHam r.79^

Cut up or Split ''n^.Ti.f'''"45s ^^^ jw ib
"White Gem" Chicken Breast 2/. 3 pounds 99c

Chicken Legs -^^^ 79'. Chicken Wings 1^3^ 69^
"White Gem" Chicken Uvers 69f
"White Gem" Combination Pack ^*^3^.S^r^'' 89s

stop & Shop Meat Loaf •*»

Stop & Shop Chicken Salad
Stop & Shop Vanilla Tapioca

VCorner Deli Soft Rye Bread

rovMC rwH-at Perdue Whole 2y2^ lbs.

Values frorr our own kitchen.

2 Mb. pkg. Greek Style

RioePudding ocy
or Macaroni & Cheese ^W^W

2 ib. pkg. Meat Loaf
Stop A Shop Gelatins 2;:;' 89*

Catch tt)ese great seafood vakies.

Flresh

Scallops *2?
Turbot Fillets "«- .r»1»»

Ff»8h Pollock Fillets r M ••

Cooked Fish Cakes "riS.'" ;: 79*

Stop & Shop Fish & Chips ''JS * 1
•*

From Stop A Shops own bakery . . .

9lop«Sliop

Com 8 oz. or Bran 10W oz

Buttertop Bread stop* shop 3 ;::i M
Cinnamon Raisin Buns ..tTi.'T'n 89*

Kitchen Cupboard Donuts -.^li,'?.? 89*

English Muffins <:s:^ 3^'^.*)

Pineapple Pie siop»shop ^' 89^

Maple Nut Cake stoptsrtop ',^'89'

It" /

ChickensH9You don't have to go anywhere else to buy Perdue chicken. ^" ^^
]

Perdue Chickens Cut up or Split ^^^ 3 po^^^s 55s
Perdue Chicken Breast 3 to 4 pound package >i

«

Chicken Legs 3 :r^. 89s Chicken Wings Perdue
3-4 lb pkg

GROUND BEEf

LEAN

IfiNiH «fMl tip uiitii more meat to ciotuMi^

26^ Grernid BeeSfitf
k. 'Contains not rmre than 26% fat Any size pkg. ^tw^^r

26% Poof BUrOOfS * <»"t*^ >^ "vre than 26% fat-Any size pkg gQS

'^VLean GiwuMlBeei
*Lean contains not rDore than 20% fat. Any size pkg.

;

v^fl Mor^ Sepi »-S« Oc- ' ^-
>' one »•• oe" Cuiiome. 230 ^7 -.. | '

32 or )iv Slop 4 Shop

Spaghetti ^j
Sauce gi

Meal Mushroom or Plain ^Z\
aoooMor San » Sal Oct • J^—l
L ..w on« tai p*. c ,Mo>rm

'^

fell

:^ IT/^ oz. package ^I
Betty Crocker gi
Blueberry £~l

Muffin Mix ^j
o^ D^ft De'CjSiome* 232>*~'|~

1^1

re ii
16'^ oz. package

Betty

Ma
Crocker ^'
ished

I

Potato Buds ^1

Save li^ Save

::^ IB oz. pkg Slop 4 Shop^ |Z3 24 oz. pkg. Slop * Shop /

^ Fro»vT»((n Pack ^|=:g, Slunad-Fiaan

^ Cheese ^i^ Peppers or

Rzza E!3 Cabbage

20%' Burgers Any size pkg. M-
Lean Beef Burgers contain not

more than 20% fat.

We want
to be your

Food Stannp Store.

All-week special from our dairy.

Low Fat
Milk*^
Great Shape

LxNig Island

Frying Peppers ^esh sibs^i Green Peppers cn^p 3ibs»i

Fresh Egg Plant 3 ">» M Buttemut Squash 1 0s

Green Cabt>age 10s 4" Ivy Plants Assorted 99c

Hefty Lawn

Cleanup

Trash Bags ^|
>O*M0n Sec M S* Or- ' ,._^~'l

ggffjr^^eryj p) Igfl^TC^^g^Vpfli

5 count paciiag.

OoooMo" Sw M-Sa On c^_,,
LrfTM on* (wg [j». cuawflw. 243^P^I

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the HadleyAmherst Line. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

^i-«v:'*WVW^v*,''.V-^ .* *:*«*««^-v*1*.-«iMMi.-. . <• * * i*V«)E< <»*.*..
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KSU: real and unreal
By JOHN BERGMAN

Practically all of it was real. Above all else,

even the awe that the over 2500 gatherers

showed on their faces at KSU on Sept. 24,

the predominant realness of it all is this

writer's most immediate conclusion.

Before the rally, the people, most of them
students, strolled around and looked at the

campus. Some were shown a May 4, 70
bullet hole which went through a half- inch

thick portion of a tall, steel structure. The
bullet was fired from a National Guardsman's
M-1 rifle.

A noontime gathering of all persons was
held at the base of the same hill where nearly

seven and a half years before, KSU students
sprinted up in terror, scampering around a

massive building.

Just prior to "beating feet" to the
gathering site at noon, this writer saw what
he deemed the only "unreal" spectacle of

the day: A gravestone (albeit with roses)

which so inadequately commemorated the
four slain - Sandy Scheur, Jeffrey Miller,

William Schroeder and Allison Krause — it

was pitiful. It seemed a dream to me for a

moment that this gravestone should not
have engraved on it a single word of how
they died and what were the circumstances.
A fellow named Carter introduced

musicians whose appearances were scat-

tered among over a half-dozen speakers at

the gathering in "the valley". The speakers
included William Kunstter (a lawyer who
defended the Chicago?), who predicted, "I'll

bet most newspapers will say tomorrow that

200 people were here, but look around'ja;

you know it's bullshit!"

KSU students holding up a huge "Build

Our Gym" banner tried to distract Kunstler's

fat, booming voice with cries from a porch
area, but the 58-year-old lawyer trudged
determinedly on, denouncing injustices in

places like Angola and South Africa and
urging us "not to forget" injustices in our
own country like the Wilmington (N.C.) 10.

Another speaker, a Revolutionary Student
Brigade member who said N.Y. City was his

home, criticized the rich-income classes for

their almost total control of all of the U.S.'s

wealth and control "at a time when many

from other classes, especially in the ghet-
toes, are starving." In firebrand fashion, he
also knocked the Bakke decision as well as
"the prejudices of the N.Y. Daily News and
1001 others (newspapers) like it."

A KSU black leader voiced KSU's black
groups' alliance with opposers of the Kent
State murders "for the first time since it

happened, " according to a reliable source.
Then, following Kinstler's warning "not to

forget", the 2500 marched to four different

buildings which they dedicated to the four
slain.

The united vows of "Sandy Scheur (Jeff

Miller, Bill Schroeder, Allison Krause), your
spirit lives, we'll never forget, we'll never
forgive" wailed throughout tne sky, as did a

vocal, genuine, "Kent means: Fight Backl"
The fight climaxed at the proposed gym

site which about 55 per cent of the embattled
foot soldiers occupied. A woman told folks

to return on Oct. 23, the date when the
gym's construction is scheduled to begin in

earnest.

NBC people, photographers and FBI men
were at or near the site while the cops were
mainly plainclothesmen, save for three very
noticeable ones on a rooftop who aimed their

cameras towards us.

Someone yelled that it may be teargas
time, to get those bandanas ready for

protection. The teargas never came and the
mob circled the site's perimeter before
exiting.

The Sept. 24 rally might have stopped
KSU's trustees from planning to build the
gym at that site, one of seven sites on that
campus, the largest land-wise in Ohio.
At least, the rally may have received enough
media exposure for many readers to realize

that not just a handful of "activists" oppose
the gym site.

After all was over — the shouting, a few
arrests (very few "incidents' actually oc-
curred) and the blaring of Niel Young's
"Ohio", PLUS the occupation of the site, I

recalled one guy at the latter who scanned
the rooftops to make sure the Guardsmens'
cameras didn't suddenly become rifles, and
brother, this dude was '"scared shitless."

"This dude" was me.
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Do RSO's promote factionalism?

By STEPHEN N. MATHIEU

I'd like to point out a problem that I feel is

reaching crisis proportions on this campus. It

is one that affects every student that pays his
or her SATF fees at the beginning of each
semester.

Supposedly, the SATF money belongs to
all of these students, so theoretically, it

commentary

Right decision - wrong reasons
The Bakke case presents a problem not

only for college students and those wishing
to go to graduate schools, but to every
American because it encases so much that is

wrong in American society.

What the case boils down to is this: There
now exists in this countries' institutions of

michael p. doran

higher learning quota systems that prescribe
so many seats for whites and so many seats
for minorities. A man named Bakke is

protesting this system in the Supreme Court,
saying that his space in Davis (UCal) medical
school was given to another person solely

because he was white while the other person
was of a recognized minority.

U-Cal felt that in order to adhere to Af-
firmative Action guidelines they would need
to set up a quota system. From their poin; of

view a quota system is the only way to make
sure they are complying with these
guidelines, and I think it is easy to see their

point. If your federal grants and other
funding depended on compliance with
Affirmative Action guidelines you would
want to be as sure as possible that they were
adhered to. It is unfair for the government to

set up guidelines without setting up means
for compliance. Moreover it is unrealistic for

us to ask, in carefully worded
bureaucrateese, that these guidelines should
be met by some other means. Quasi-
imperatives were historically the lifeblood of

racism in thi^ country.

I am not, however, satisfied with the way
quotas are set up. What happens with the
present system is the same old story; so
called social progress is made at the expense
of the poor and the middle class. Instead of
the minorities filling the spaces of those who
have been the traditional racists in this

country — those with the power and the
money — the minorities are filling the spaces
of those who are from the middle classes and
couldn't afford Harvard, or those who didn't

know a legislator on the appropriations
committee.

To be a demagogue for a moment I would
like to suggest a new quota system: Admit
everyone on the basis of the old system, then
delete from that list everyone from a family
making over $75,000 a year along with those
that got a letter of recommendation from a
powerful legislator. Then fill in with minority
applicants. This will insure that the admission
to medical school or any school is not only
free from racism but is also free from any
social class discriminations. But, knowing

this system would be unacceptable in the
United States I have come to accept that the
inevitable burden of paying for the sins of
racism will have to be borne by those who
are innocent of it.

i predict that the decision in the Bakke
case will be to uphold the quota system.
Unfortunately this will happen for the wrong
reasons. The Supreme Court will not decide
this case o i the basis of the constitutionality

of racism, but rather on the position of our
country in a worid concerned with the racism
in Africa. We would not be able to say to the
Blacks who will eventually take back all of
Africa that we are not racist — but that we
do little to make sure that minorities get into
our graduate schools — and still expect them
to believe us. The Soviet Union could
present a better case. It is clearly in the in-

terest of our industrial and technological
congtomerates to "appear" to be
representing a non- racist country. I dislike

being on the side of these people, and I

dislike the way quotas are geared to make
the middle classes pay for the past policies of
the upper classes, but at the moment I think
this is the only way to progress in any
significant way.

Michael P. Doran is Assistant Executive
Editor of the Collegian.

should be spent in areas where everybody
can share and benefit from it. However, at
the present time, that is not happening. Let
me explain.

There are certain RSO groups on this

campus that do seek to serve everybody. To
mention a few, there are the various student
coops: stereo, auto, photo, etc. Also, there
are organizations like Earthfoods, Peoples
Market, UMass Student Federal Credit
Union, Lecture Notes, Index, Collegian,
Student Video Project, Outing and Ski Clubs,
Room to Move, and the transit service here
on campus.

Everybody on campus can benefit from
these groups and services. Everybody is

invited to take part. However, that is not the
case with a number of other RSO funded
groups. The groups of which I speak are
those private and special interest groups, at
least one of which every student at the
university is not a part. Let me isolate a few
of these groups as an example.

Everywoman's Center, according to the
publication, "Where Your Buck Stops", in

the Spring of 1977, "is a place where women
can drop in for information, conversation,

and coffee. There is always at least one staff
woman available to women calling or coming
into the center." Without my doing a thing, I

and every other man on this campus have
been isolated and told that this place is for

women. Half of the campus is ostracized
from this group. Then, in answer to this, a
men's center is created — another group
that in name alone isolates itself from half of
the campus.

Resources Judaica is another group of
which I speak. Their goal is to promote
awareness of the Jewish Community on this

campus. This is all well and good, but if you
fund this group, should you not also fund a

Moslem group, a Catholic, an Episcopalian,

and a Presbyterian group? It's only fair.

Next, I'd like to focus my attention on the
various RSO funded Third World groups,
specifically, CCEBS, Black Scientists,
WBLK, BMCP, Afro-American Society,

Asian-Am, Ahora, and Bilingual Collegiate

Program.

CCEBS (Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students) is a program to
allow admission to low income and academic
problem- bearing Black Students. (Where
Your Buck Stops — 1977). This is a great
thing, in theory, but why should it extend
only to Black and Third Worid students? Are
not there a lot of poor and academic-
problem-bearing White students out there
who deserve this same opportunity? Why
then, is this discrimination made?
WMUA, since I've been here, has always

been open to all students, regardless of race,

color, creed, or national origin. Why, then, is

an all black operated and controlled radio

station being set up on this campus? It seems
to me that this is totally contrary to the idea

of a fully integrated campus community.

To dwell no further upon these groups, I'd

like to point out a fact that I find quite in-

teresting about all of the private and special
interest groups on campus.

They all profess that their main cause is to
"increase the social awareness of the UMass
community with our cultural programs." I

say no, not true. I believe that the members
of most of these groups are seeking to
identify with somebody else with the same
ideals and aspirations. They are motivated
more by their own selfish desires than
anything else. If these people were as socially

aware and concerned as they make them-
selves out to be, Belchertown, and North-
ampton Volunteers, Room To Move, the Red
Cross, and other organizations like this

would be turning volunteers away in droves.
However, such is not the case. They seek
"social awareness" only when it will some-
how benefit themselves.

In my hometown, there exists a British

American Club, a Franco-Am Club, a Finnish
and Irish-Am club, and many other social and
cultural groups of this nature. They all

perform some tremendous services for the
community, and what's more, they all fund
themselves. And they have existed for years.
So, in closing, I'd like to put forth a challenge
to all of the private and special interest

groups on campus: Prove to this community
that you could make it in the "real world".
Get off the public payroll and support
yourselves.

My guess is that those groups truly
dedicated to their cause will find a way to
survive, but the handout seekers won't have
the guts enough to make their groups
survive. Their cause will no longer seem that
important.

The party phenomenon
By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Is it true that UMass has more parties per
weekend than books in its library? Is it true
that the students here party more than they
study? Do some of the true party fiends
actually know what studying is? Or better
still, do they care? The answers to these
questions later.

UMass, to some of the state (and probably
the country) is known as a party school. At
least, at my high school it was. Whenever I

mentioned that I was planning on attending
UMass I had to be prepared for a succession
of jokes and cute comments which, it

seemed, were inevitable.

So, last year, with beer mug in hand and a
bottle of vodka tucked in my suitcase; and
with glistening expectations, I arrived on

campus. But try as I might, I was unable to
find a party till later that evening.
And it was a party. Lasting well into the

night, I can only be thankful that the next day
was set aside for pre-registration with no
classes.

Since UMass students were rumored to
live from party to party, it seemed like I'd

have a lot to adjust to.

When I started meeting people, though, I

realized that parties were not the only thing
on campus. Everyone else was interested in

their studies, student government, sports
teams, and the wide range of clubs on
campus. But, what happened to the UMass
party spirit?

Well, I found it. It's still alive and kicking
on weekends (and nightly in certain South-
west towers). And I've adjusted to it.

Weekend parties are a great relief from the
pressures of a busy week on campus. The
majority of students submit to at least one
weekend party, whether it's for two people
or an entire dorm.

Friends visiting UMass on weekends get
the wrong idea about us. They see our
school only as a continuous party. But,
maybe it's better that they think of us that
way. It sort of lends an aura of magic to their

impression of us. And, as long as we know
that we do study, why not let them think
whatever they want?

Oh, the answers to the questions in the
first paragraph are: no, probably, possibly,
and I doubt it.

— See you at a party sometime ...

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.
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More on pot and

capitalism

To the Editor:

/ agree with Stephen Modena's
characterization of the marijuana industry
as a "blood-sucking profiteering ad-
venture ... "I think the pot business is

analogous to our tobacco industry. Both
gain enormous profits from the sale of
historically non-essential [luxury-
pleasure] drugs which are, for whatever
socio-political reasons, now considered
essential by large segments of the
population. While one industry is said to
be legal and the other is called illegal, it

has been politically expedient for the
product only of the legal industry to be
officially deemed hazardous to our
health. There \s a factor of legal risk in the
illegal industry. But I suspect that a
survey of those incarcerated for pot
related 'offenses' would show that the
amount of risk to the big profiteers is very
small. [Imagine putting cigarette smokers
by the score in prison, and throwing an
occasional tobacconist or cigarette truck
driver!\ Indeed, the main effect of the
illegality of the pot business, and the
main difference between the two smoke
industries is that with pot, merchandise
and profits are not subject to restriction

or taxation. Big time pot speculators are
making fantastic profits, and as Mr.
Modena says, they are "

... in the best
tradition of the Industrial Revolution ...

"

I do not agree with his contention that

there is a connection between pot
smoking and political idealism or even
political awareness. Mr. Modena implies
that there is such a connection when he
asks his final question of pot-smokers,
"Where are your principles?"

I do not agree that we live in a "very
leftist, hand-wringing atmosphere."

Finally, I think that Stephen Modena's
gibes at Nummo News and the
Revolutionary Student Brigade are not
humorous and have no place in the
Collegian. His insidiously racist words are
no better than a cross burning on a lawn.

Kenneth Kornfield

Getting the

story straight

To the Editor:

The Collegian news editor received a
call from us complaining about the
inaccuracies and misleading nature of the
article entitled, "LSO provides free legal
help," printed in Monday's Collegian.

Our main concern is that inaccurate
news coverage results in a loss of
credibility for all of us.

Among the many inaccuracies we wish
to correct are the following:

1] our staff attorneys are not graduate
students - they are law school
graduates and certified attorneys having
passed the Massachusetts Bar
Examination.

2] Although it is a conflict for us to
represent one student against another,
no such conflict exists between students
and faculty members.

3] The Ombudsman is not a legal
services office.

4] Students should call to make an
appointment before discussing their legal
problem with our staff.

5] While all staff members share in

'

decision-making and other day-to-day
office tasks, we do not "change" roles,
i.e. a non-certified attorney cannot
practice law.

Legal Services welcomes coverage by
the Collegian, but next time, please be
fair to us and your readership and get
your story straight. Thanks.

Legal Services Staff

Afternoon crowding

on BR route

To the Editor

/ am sending this letter in the hope of
improving an intolerable situation. That
is, the overcrowding on the Belchertown
Road [BR] bus outbound runs after 11
a.m. weekdays. During the lunch rush
and through the afternoon there are
niany people trying to get to Amherst
Centre. They must take the Belchertown
Road buses, due to the restriction on
discharging passengers in town on the
Belchertown Centre and South Amherst
routes. This makes overcrowding on the
BR outbound inevitable.

The solution to this problem would
seem to be to run buses specifically to

Amherst Centre, as you seem to do
occasionally. These buses should run
within two [2] minutes prior to the
Belchertown Road outbound. This would
allow the people going to town to board
this bus, and the people going further on
the BR route to board their bus. This
would insure that no-one trying to get to

Rolling Green, for instance, would be left

. behind because they were unable to fit

on the bus which they were waiting for.

Thank you very much.

Richard Sidney

Beating the

bus-stop blues

To the Editor:

Do you ever get upset or disgusted
with the bus service at UMass? Does it

always seem that the buses are late when
the weather stinks or when you are in a*

hurry or when you ran to make it to the
bus stop on time? Has a bus driver ever
bypassed the stop you wanted to get off

at?

Did you ever realize that YOU could
help alleviate these problems? Do you
know about the sign above the front door
that says "EXIT THROUGH REAR" or
something similar. Even more important,

do you do it? Do you know that almost all

the buses have a cord to pull that alerts

the driver to the fact that you want to get
out?

Buses sometimes run late — it's a fact
of life. There are times when the traffic is

bad, sometimes they break down and
occasionally there is a new driver. If you
think about it, you can probably
remember sometime when you were in a
private vehicle and the traffic was bad or
your vehicle broke down. Maybe you can
even remember how nervous you were
when you first started to drive — it is the
same for a bus driver the first few times
[s]he drives a bus.

Most bus routes have either 11 or 13
stops to them. It seems like everybody
likes to get in through the front door and
that most people like to get out there too.

Many times no one will even use the back
door. Therefore the bus sits at a stop for
a minute longer than necessary. In this

case 10 stops theoretically means a bus
10minutes late. Now, whenever possible,
people getting in the front as others exit
through the rear helps speed the bus on
its way. It also makes sense that when
almost no one is getting off the bus but a
whole lot are getting on that some of the
people attempting to ride the bus should
get on through the back door.

The bells and buzzers are really handy
things if used properly. The time to pull
the cord is not after the bus is past your
stop and it's not even when the bus is at
your stop. The time to use it is just
BEFORE the driver reaches the particular

stop, f^ease realize though that the driver

is not deaf and only one person needs to

pull the cord for any one particular stop.

UMass bus drivers are not tour guides.
Therefore when a driver yells out "SBA "

or "School of Ed" [s]he is not pointing

out the sights of Amherst, but asking if

anyone wants that particular stop. Let
them know that you want to get out, but
don't necessarily wait for the driver to

ask.

One final word. If you are running for a
bus and the driver has pulled away into

traffic it might not be safe for the driver

to stop for you. There is probably another

bus in 20 minutes or less anyway. But ...

if you run at the bus from in front of it

you are creating a safety hazard and
there is no way you will get on that bus to

ride. The driver will stop to make sure

[s]he doesn't hit you, but that is it. You
could get hurt practicing this stunt, and
the only way the drivers have to make
you realize this is by not letting you on
the bus.

Claire DeLuca
UMass bus driver

Letters policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing, for
either content or space, according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that al

letters received will be printed.
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News in Brief
Bush meets with

Teng Hsiao-ping
HONG KONG \UPI\ - George H.

Bush, former chief of the United States
Liaison Office in Peking, met yesterday
morning with Chinese Vice Premier Teng
Hsiao-ping, according to the New China
News Agency.
They "had a friendly conversation,"

NCNA said, but the agency gave no
details of their talks.

Bush is in Peking on a private visit. On
Monday night he was honored at a

banquet hosted by Hao Teh-ching,
president of the Chinese People's In-

stitute of Foreign Affairs.

Brzezinsici meets
Schmidt in Bonn
BONN [UP/] - President Carter's

national security adviser Zbigniew Br-

zezinski arrived yesterday on the third leg

of a three-nation European tour.

Brzezinski met with Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt who also hosted a dinner for the
President's security adviser.

Diplomats said East-West relaxation of
tension, the Belgrade follow-up con-
ference on European Security and
Cooperation, proposed troop cuts in

Central Europe and human rights
problem topped the agenda in the Bonn
talks.

C/asses resume
at Medford H.S.
MEDFORD, Mass. [AP] - Classes are

scheduled to resume at Medford High
School today after two days of racial

tension which led to the scool's closing
yesterday.

School officials closed the 3,800
student high school Tuesday shortly
before noon, a spokesman for the high
school said.

Afternoon classes were interrupted
Monday after fighting broke out among
several students. The school also was
evacuated Monday for what tumed out
to be a false fire alarm.

Police said no arrests were made. They

said about 10 Medford officers were at

the high school Monday and Tuesday.
The Medford School Department

issued a statement Tuesday saying the
four-year school had been shut down for

the day "in the interest of the health and
safety of the students.

"

Fran/clin teachers
fined andJailed
FRANKLIN. Mass. [AP\ - Fines of up

to $600 per day were imposed yesterday
on about 50 striking Franklin teachers, as
negotiators returned to the bargaining
table in an effort to end the 13-day
dispute.

Other teachers have been jailed.

Frank Davis, Norfolk Superior Court
clerk, said Judge John Greaney imposed
retroactive fines on about 50 striking

teachers. He said the fines included $50
daily levies for last week; $100 for those
out of work Monday; $200 for yesterday;
and $400 for today.

Davis said the fines set by Greaney will

continue to increase until Friday's $600
levy. Thereafter, he said, the fine will be
$600 per day.

Greaney said the Franklin town
treasurer may be ordered to impound the

salaries of the teachers who have been
fined. The judge said the money seized
would be turned over to the court to pay
the teachers' fines.

Murderer appeals
death law in Fla.
NEW ORLEANS [UP/] - Attorneys for

convicted murderer John Spenkelink
yesterday pleaded with a federal appeals
court to delay his execution until he can
appeal the constitutionality of Florida's
death law.

An earlier stay order by a lower court
expires Friday.

"The appeal has been filed and
presented to a three-judge panel," said a
spokesman for the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals. "They would have to rule

before Friday."

Spenkelink, 28, was convicted of

shooting and hacking to death a fellow
prison escapee at a Tallahassee, Fla.,

motel in 1973.

Not enough evidence yet
for Kent State retrial
CINCINNATI lUPf] - In his first reaction

to a court order that he must again stand trial

in the Kent State shootings case, Ohio Gov.
James A. Rhodes contended yesterday there
is no evidence he caused the deaths of four
students on May 4, 1970.

Attorneys acting on Rhodes' behalf ap-
pealed the retrial order by arguing in court,

"There is no evidence that any action, or

omission to act, of Gov. Rhodes was the
cause of any injury ...

"There is no evidence that Gov. Rhodes
misused any of his powers. There is no
evidence that Gov. Rhodes took personal
command of the National Guard at Kent or
that he issued any order to the National

Guard on May 4, 1970.

"The uncontroverted evidence in the
record can lead reasonable minds to only one
conclusion: at all times Gov. Rhodes acted
reasonably, in good faith and within the
scope of his duties as governor."
Rhodes had ordered the guardsmen into

Kent to quell an anti-Vietnam war demon-
stration and the guardsmen shot and killed

four students and wounded nine others.
Rhodes' appeal to the 6th U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals was the governor's first

reaction to the court's order two weeks ago
that a retrial be conducted in a $46 million

lawsuit filed by relatives of victims against
Rhodes and guardsmen.
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Tropical storm
threatens Bermuda

iColiegi^n ^5

Students then and now

MIAMI [UP/] - Tropical storm Dorothy,
located southeast of Bermuda, threatened
yesterday to become the fourth hurricane of
the season within 24 hours, the National
Hurricane Center said.

At noon EDT yesterday, Dorothy was
centered near latitude 31.3 north and
longitude 63.7 west, about 100 miles south-
east of Bermuda. Packing top winds of 50
miles an hour, the storm was moving east-
northeast at 20 miles an hour.

Hurricane forecaster Paul Hebert said
Dorothy, the fourth storm of the Atlantic
season, passed about 100 miles south of
Bermuda yesterday, but no strong winds
were felt on the island.

The hurricane center also reported several
areas of cloudiness and showers over the
western half of the Caribbean, but none
showed evidence of organization.
The season's first two hurricanes, Anita

and Babe, came to life in the warm waters of
the Gulf of Mexico and moved inland in

Boyle's murder

trial postponed
MEDIA, Pa. lUPI] - Former United Mine

Workers President W.A. "Tony" Boyle left
Crozer Chester Medical Center yesterday,
one day after his second murder trial was
postponed because of his health.
Delaware County Judge Joseph Catania

rescheduled the murder retrial for next Jan.
16 vyhen Boyle again will face charges for the
slayings of union rival Joseph "Jock"
Yablonski and his wife and daughter in 1969.

Catania granted the postponement for the
ailing 75-year-old former union boss after
hearing testimony in his chambers from
doctors about the defendant's medical
condition.

Boyle, who has a history of heart
problems, was taken from the courthouse to
the nearby hospital Sept. 19, suffering from
chest pains. Doctors at the hospital did not
diagnose his illness as a heart attack but said
he suffered a "cardiac episode."

Mexico and Louisiana, although neither
caused major damage.

Anita aimed its 186 mph winds at the
Texas coast and threatened residents from
Corpus Christi to Brownsville for two days.
But It then took a turn to the south and cut
across the northeast coast of Mexico
flattening a small fishing village Sept. 2.

It slammed into a mountain ridge and
broke up into little more than showers before
Its remnants crossed into the Pacific Ocean.
Babe was a minimal hurricane packing

winds of 75 mph when it cut across the
Louisiana coast near Morgan City, 110 miles
west of the mouth of the Mississippi River
Sept. 5.

The storm sent tides eight feet above
normal and cut electrical power and
evacuation routes in several coastal com-
munities.

^^M^fi'^^^^^ ^^^^ - Eight years
ago, UCLA student body president Tom
Norminton set aside money from his
office budget to buy gas masks for the
staff.

Norminton's wife, Meg, was student
body president at UCLA last year, and it's
obvious times and issues have changed
One of her toughest financial decisions
was what kind of table to buy for the
prospering student union.

"In the '60's, there was something
bigger than all of us," said Mrs. Nor-
minton, who was back on campus this
week as a part-time student. "Now,
there's nothing more important than you
are. So people are into EST, yoaa
biofeedback." ^^ '

Mrs. Norminton, 22, who headed the
student government from the spring of
1976 until she resigned last fall, said her
husband "was president in the middle of
the war, with the riots."

"My year, the students went to school
went home and got drunk," she said iri
an interview in her husband's swank
Beverly Hills law office. She works in the
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law office along with going to school.
Norminton, 29, remembers his year as

president from 1969 to 1970 as having 'a
crisis every day.

"There was always a crowd or a mob,"
he said. "The anxiety level was reaiiy
high. I can remember coming back to my
dorm room and thinking 'How can this go
on? What's going to happen?"
What happened, the couple agreed, is

that student energy burned out and they
became tired of fighting. That fatigue has
combined with the lack of a central issue
to unite students in the '70s.

"When I ran for office," said Nor-
minton, "people wanted to stop the
war."

When Mrs. Norminton campaigned,
"they wanted benches at the bus stop
and pass-fail grading" she recalled.
The couple agreed there are many

issues to fight for now — including the
environment, equal rights, gay rights -
but the only goals common among most
students today are similar to those most
oarents have for their offsorina — getting
good jobs and making money.

M'^'^'W^tfkf^iMM^

Sji^read Some Sunshine hto Zhc
Cms Of hner- City Spmfield Kids!

Join Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.)
and be a tutor/companion to these children,

• transportation & supplies provided
• credit available

• ctioice of 4 different community centers

Call N.E.S. office (located at 403 S.U.B.) 545-0910
OR

Contact Laurie Breda 546-1457
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New England Governors
adopt next year's budget

ROCKPORT, Maine: Governors Dukakis and Thompson
moment at the fall meeting of the New England governors.

(N.H.) share a light

ROCKPORT, Maine [AP\ - The New
England Regional Commission adopted a
$7.7 million budget yesterday including $3
million to help rehabilitate New England's
railroads.

The spending plan for the 12-month period
beginning Oct 1 focuses on transportation,
economic development and energy
programs of the federal-state panel.

Funds to repair railroad roadbeds, creating
350 jobs, will help 14 railroads in the six-state
region.

Of the total, $962,000 will be spent in

Massachusetts, followed by Maine
$632,000; New Hamoshire. $4M,000;

Connecticut $407,000; Vermont, $339,000
and Rhode Island, $277,000.
The Boston and Maine Railroad would

receive $832,000, the most of the individual

railroads, followed by the Providence and
Worcester Railroad, $515,000; Maine Central,

$458,000; Bangor and Aroostook, $350,000;
Central Vermont, $212,000; and Lewiston
and Auburn, $112,000.

Railroads receiving $50,000 or less each
are Narragansen Pier, Rhode Island Port
Authority, Rhode Island DOT, Delaware and
Hudson, Montpelier and Barre, Vermont and
Green Mountain.

. The NERCOM funds will hire labor, with

y
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WE STARTED FROM NOTHING
3 YEARS AGO!
COME SEE WHERE
WE ARE NOW!

WED. 8:00-10:00 CALL 256-6845 OR 545-3118

23 PHILLIPS ST.
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REFRESHMENTS
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the railroads supplying materials and
supervisory personnel.

David Stein, NERCOM transportation
program director, said additional funds
would be spent to determine the tran-
sportation system that would best serve New
England's commercial and recreational needs
in the future.

Stein said that for many purposes,
railroads provided the most energy efficient

means of moving goods. He said one $69,000
study would try to find a way to reduce the
reliance on automobiles for travel in New
England.

Another $30,000 of the $3.4 million
transportation budget will be spent to assure
progress continues on plans for high-speed
rail passenger service between Boston and
Washington.

Plans for Nuke
ROCKPORT, Maine \AP] - The regional

administrator of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency told New England
governors yesterday that ne wants to bring
about "a healthful and pleasing environment
for the region."

But William Adams Jr. said he did not
expect it would be necessarv to run head-on
with economic development goals to carry
out that policy.

Adams, who became the region's EPA
chief in July, spoke to the New England
Regional Commission, which is made up of
the six New England governors.
New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson

asked Adams how he felt about nuclear
power. Plans to build a atomic power plant at
Seabrook, N.H., have stirred public
demonstrations, and led to the arrest of 1,414
demonstrators at the plant site earlier this
year.

"Nuclear power has a place in our
society," Adams said, adding, "I expect the
problems of Seabrook are behind us now."

Construction of the $2.5 billion plant was
delayed for more than four years because of
regulatory challenges.

WORK/STUDY OPENINGS
IN THE ENERGY OFFICE

POSITIONS INCLUDE
LIBRARIAN, GRAPHICS AR-
TIST, AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS.

Call Andrea (50926) or come
to A25 Grad Research
Center.

University of Massochusctfs / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Sarah Vaughan

"The fineit singer in the world"—lany Bennett

THURS.. SEPT. 29 8 PM

THEGOLDOVSKY
3RAN0 OPERA
":heater
"rigoletto"

T-
• Z'r-A -' "_ COMPANY OF 50 •*" 1-"
* -1^ . .-™. . WTM OXCHfJTKA

HANDSOME IMAGINATIVE SETS

Jil^
F«fSM COlOOrui COSTUMES

MON.. OCT 3 8 PM

FINE /RJS CENfER CNCERT K4.L
Tickets now on sale for both performances Gen
Pub. $7, 4, 5. UM-A $3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citiiens-U, 5, 4.

F.A.C. BOX OFFICE 545 2511
& All Ticketron Locations

Calculator Exchange
Another reason why we are the calculator store.

A ihanci' to buy or sell usi-d calmlalors

come 10 ihc store for details

Starts Mon. Oct. 3

Ihui^ in vouK listd aikuliitors anv time

The Calculator Store

™[Mlffi§IFWajto)ffl(§
camous cenler/univ of mosi /omherst

RtOUCED AOUIT I STUOCHT PRICES FOR TWI IITE SHOW TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

TONIGHT
THE CLASSIC HORROR FILM

• i2igf)t of ttje Hibing IDcab*

PLUS

2 - Three Stooges with Curly
AND A

Three Stooges look alike

contest. Case of Heineken to

the winners.

CCA. $1.00 7,9,11

Job opportunities for

volunteers are available

Volunteer opportunities are still available
through the Boltwood-Belchertown Project.
The project, a student-run organization

based at Belchertown State School, offers a
wide range of volunteer programs including:
community exposure and awareness, dance-
coffeehouse, creative expression, leisure
time, citizen advocacy and public education.

Volunteers receive an initial orientation,
continuous supervision and direction as well
as the option to participate in periodic work-
shops related to the field of developmental
disabilities.

Students do not have to be in a human
service- related major to volunteer. It takes
only a willingness to meet new friends and
learn new skills. One colloquium credit is also
available.

For more information contact
Rogers, 323-6311, ext. 295, 296.

iColJe gif^Qi7
Cindy

:]GOOD ICE TIME AVAILABLE
at

WILLISTON ACADEMY RINK
Easthampton, Mass.

^
call Ron (anytime):

527 4012 or 527-4639/
- ! W> -<»' I — ^ --^

Stan Connary
in

Thurs. Sept. 29
MaharAud.

$ 1 .00 Admission

7,9,11

Unauthorized vehicles
continue to be towed
Unauthorized vehicles parked in edge or

peripheral lots on campus are subject to
towing, just as they are in core lots.
Any vehicle that does not have a parking

decal assigning it to the lot it is parked in will
be considered an unauthorized vehicle.
Vehicles without decals should be parked
only at meters or in the Campus Center
garage. Those persons who wish to purchase
decals may do so at the campus parking
office. Spaces in many parking lots on
campus are still available.

If students, faculty, staff and visitors will
comply with these regulations, "there should
be a reduction in towing," according to Saul
Chafin, University director of public safety.

Attempt to cross Atlantic

again delayed by Dorothy

BAR HARBOR, Maine [UP/] - Tropical
storm Dorothy, charted just south of Ber-
muda Tuesday, forced yet another delay in a
planned attempt to cross the Atlantic by
balloon.

Balloonists Dewey Reinhard, 47, and
Steve Stephenson, 44, both of Colorado
Springs, Colo., had been preparing for a lift-

off as early as Wednesday morning when
they received word that the low off Bermuda
had developed into a fast- moving storm,
headed in a northeasterly direction.

"We were just sitting down to lunch when
we got the call," said Don Whitton, technical
adviser to the $250,000 project, 'it now looks
like Saturday is the earliest they could go."
Whitton said Reinhard is determined to

make a successful crossing and is taking no
chances.

"Dewey won't be rushed into it," he said.

Reinhard, a businessman with con-
siderable experience in ballooning, has been
preparing for the trip a long time and had
thought a "12-hour window" in a weather
system would be available for a Wednesday
liftoff.

Weather experts had calculated that if the
silver and black "Eagle" took off before the
"window" opened, it would carry Reinhard
and Stephenson around in a circle. But they
had warned if the liftoff were too late it

would be caught in a "trough" carrying it

toward Florida.

Originally, the pair planned to lift off last

week, but a computer charting their course
showed prevailing winds would have pushed
them across the continent towards Michigan
rather than over the ocean.

Meanwhile, they have worked on refining
the performance of electrical equipment they
will carry with them.

Notices
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION

There will be a get together" tonight 6:30-8 p.m.
Skinner Lounge, refreshments.
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
The office will be open 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. New

Africa House 718, drop by or call 545-0617 anytime
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting 7 p.m. Hasbrouck 44, observing af-
terwards, weather permitting.
BICYCLE CLUB

Meeting Campua Center 911 at 8:30 p.m. Planning
for Vermont Folliage Tour, all invited
BOTANY SEMINAR

Dr. H,W Johanson will speak Thursday 9-29 in
Morrill Science Center 203 at 4:30 p.m. Coffee serveH
prior to seminar at 4 p.m
BRIDGE CLUB
Anyone interested in playing Bridge get in touch

with Richard Stoffe (6-7869) or Craig Sherwood (6-
7746).

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Meeting Thursday 8 p.m. Campus Center 901,

please come.
COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Help save the Dolphins and Whales, interested
persons please contact Pat Boucher 584-6427 and
come to the meeting 4 p.m. Student Union 306
COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Dr. H, Gunner will speak on "Pesticides in the
Environment", Thursday Campus Center 903 at 7:30
p.m. Everyone welcome.
COLLEGIAN

People interested in writing for dance events please
attend meeting today at 7:30 p.m. at Collegian office
Campus Center 113.

COUNCIL OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS IN
PSYCHOLOGY

Meeting in Tobin 304 at 7:30 p.m. Slides followed
by a discussion. All Psych majors are invited
HISPANIC PARENTS COORDINATING GROUP

Parents interested in having Bilingual-Bicultural
school programs are invited to a meeting at Teacher's
Lounge, Mark's Meadow School, Wednesday, Oct. 5
at 7 p.m. For more info call 549-6754
HOME ECONOMICS

There will be a "get together" tonight in Skinner
Lounge 6:30-8 p.m. Refreshments will be served
ISRAEL EMERGENCY CAMPAIGN

D s Please contact Bill 546-

Persons interested in aiding Israel Emergency Fund
Campaign please call Jodee at 549 1338 or leave name
in Hlllel Office, S.U. 302.
LOST

Eye glasses in light blue case. If found please call
Joan 6 8595.
LOST

Brown wallet with
6614, reward.
LOST
Two keys hooked by thread, please contact HabiB

665-2837, or leave at Campus Center Lost & Found.
FOUND

Calico Cat, contact Angelo 6-7616
MOBILIZATION FOR SURVIVAL '

Meeting on anti-nuclear weapons and nuclear
power teach-ins, Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Unitarian
Church 121, North Pleasant St. All interested please
attend.

NATIONAL EXCHANGE
Meeting Campus Center 913 7 p.m. For those living

off campus please contact Carol or Mr. Loder in
Registrar's Office 256-8755 between 4 and 7 p.m
NEWMAN CLUB

Film Classics Series, Thursday Open City at
Newman Center, classroom 2 at 7 p.m. 50 cents
PARACHUTE CLUB

Meeting Campus Center 176 at 8 p.m. New
members welcome.
PROGRAM COUNCIL ART COMMITTEE
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS

Meeting Holdsworth Hall 203 7 p.m. There will be a
guest speaker, all are invited.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
There will NOT be a meeting tonight, however, next

Wednesday 8 p.m. Campus Center 177 and each
succeeding Wednesday evening. Interested persons
of philosophy are invited.
UMASS CHESS CLUB

Meeting Campus Center 902, new members
welcome.
UMASS SKI PATROL

Meeting for all patrollers Thursday 8 p.m. in Suffolk
Room 301 Student Union. New candidates will meet
Oct. 12, 8 p.m. Campus Center 903.
V/OMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM

This is a request for all Women's Studies Students
to forward their address to the office via phone (545-
19221 or visit 508 Goodell so they may update mailing
list.

WSYL FM RSO 386
Music for a Change. WSYL FM 97.7 olavs what vou

want, no commercials. Sylvan request line 545-0191.

What's Happening

TODAY
CIRCUS
A traveling circus, the DEVA KUMPANIA

will perform at 8 p.m. at The Next Stage'
Southwest Student Center, in Hampderi
D.C. today and tomorrow.
READING
"Reading at the Broadside" Fiction:

Robert Abel, Poetry: David Lenson, music by
Henderson and Lenson 8 p.m. The Broadside
Bookshop, 247 Main Street, Northampton.

Robert W. Mitchell, regional director of the
Federal Energy Administration, will speak on
"New England's Energy Posture and
Alternative Energy Sources," 4:30 p.m. Has-
brouck 20. Coffee and tea at 4:10 p.m. Public
IS invited.

TOMORROW
CONCERT

There's a free outdoor concert featuring
Chris Rhodes and James Montogomery on
the Southwest Horseshoe, from 3 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. All invited.

SPEAKERS
Two workers from the Roanoke Rapids,

North Carolina, J. P. Stevens Plant will be
speaking at the Central Labor Council Hall,
Springfield at 8 p.m. The film "Testimony''
will be shown describing working conditions
of J. P. Stevens employes.
MOVIE
"The Big Store," starring The Marx

Brothers, at the Campus Center Auditorium
at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. $1. A selection of Marx
Bros, short subjects will also be shown.

REACH25,000 READERS DAILYf'.'Uttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,OOOREADERS DAILY!!!! REACH25,000 READERS DAILY. !..LmteAis^;7ilGRESULTS!
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

Rb ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25.000 RFAOFP^^nAll v.. .Hft^AlHG^ttlG RESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE

IfTI Datsun 510. Rurw very well, body fair

30MPG Hwy ,AMFM radio, new radials
Best offer 665 25 12

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE

Laverda SF750. parts and options 5,800mi
A super machine. 323-4026 Steve after 6.

HELP WANTED

Woman Warned to complete cooperative
household in Betchertown. Call 2S3-7968.

ROOMMA TE WANTED

1S71 Ptym. Roadrunner 383 w/options.
Exc. corxlttion Steve 323-4026 after &3,m.

SB VW Bug $475.00 Call after 5p.m for
info 666 4832

1171 Ford EconoKne Super Van, 6 cyl., good
condition. Moving must sell - call Mike
after 5, 739-7680 Keep Trying.

13W Chovy Impale. New tires. Very good
coodition. Automatic. $300. Call 367-2396.

122Volvo oarts sedErwaaon Rea 665-4384

1971 Plynnouth Wagon. Motor and body in

good condition New pans. Call 546-4538.

•VW Bug. Running cond. 2mounted sno
MOO. or Best Offer. Call 413-477-8258.

1973 LTD. Brougham PS PB AC Ex. Cond
$1,500. Call 773 3294

1976 Suzuki GT5S0 15,000 mi.
BO. 256^0176Walt.

Triumph 660
cond w/ extras.

6670

$1,200. or

Bonn. 2500 on rblt. VG
First $600. or BO 546-

1968 Wam blar. Exc. Cond. Mech 666-3634.

70 VW SQBK.Tx^mech Body needs
work 28 MPG $650 Neg Tom 549-4800

70 Pont Cat. Air AMFM Ster New trans-
batt Dependable $360 Kevin 549 3509.

1964 Mercury-Excellent Interior, good body,
runs well Needs muffler $190 584 5647

89 SAAB 99. Std
, runs very good, front

wheel dr
, no rust, radial tires 75,000

miles Must sell $795. or 8.0. Call 256-
0656 EVES.

1975 SAAB. Undercoated, vry gd eng &
tires Tuned 1 owner 77,000 miles.

$2,900 Call 256 8074 EVNGS
FIAT 128, 2dr' 28^000 mi

, AMFM and stereo
cassette Fine cond 5 2642 or 2643 after
7p.m

, ask for Niel. Rm.2ll

1969 VW Bug Exc run cond Body fair

$325 or B O 256 6007

1973 Honda CL360. excellent condition
ll.700mi $500 Call 546-9441 Nights.

74 Suzuki2S0 on/oft. Exc. cond. 253-2475.

74 Kawasaki Z-1-906cc. Mint condition
Kerker Pipe, Oenselube chain 8 665-
3031 Early or Late.

1973 Triumph Daytona SOD. Excellent
condtion. Best Offer over $750. 253-2943
after 7. Very low milage.

1975 Honda 400 Super Sport bought new in

1977 4,400 mi Perfect cond Lug
rack/sisy bar master chain&lock. Ask
$1,000 Call Steve 549 3957 between 5 7.

FOR SALE

Meaningful Jobs are still available The
student organizing project is looking for
people who are interested in working with
the Campus Unionization effort. Both
workstudy and non workstudy positions
are open Apply at the SOP office rm.426
Student Union Bid

Housaboy Wanted. Part-time Good food
in exchange for kitchen work. Contact
Kathv at 253-9215 between 6:»-8:00

Woman Wanted for a Coop Farmhouse.
Isolated location in Montague 10 miles
from campus. 100 acres land. State
Forests all around.. Call 367-2673 - Leave
name b Tel. No.

IBr. in 2Br. Apt. $102. /mo Util inc '/^mi.

from N. Amherst. Bus stop Call 549-1517

After 5 Ofofessional typing 734 0044

"
TRAVEL

HITCHHIKERS. Sign-Gi^nt Dayglo
Thumb Reuseable 5 big ones for $2.
Trident Studio, Box 12 Sturbridge Ma.
01566.

PERSONALS
WANTED

Group Organizers Needed. $S$ plus fringe
benys all for |ust getting 20t customers
for the most exciting ride In New England.
The Alpine Slide Cruise - HURRY before
cold weather loses you $$ Call Larry 549
4745 Keep Trying.

Wanted 5 cub refrldgerator 546-6845

2 14" Front Tires. Call Joe 546-7880~

'»Si4 VE THOUSANDS

Barnbuilder will build barn at cost of
materials in exchange for Rent Free
apartment Call 533 9820

5 Student distributorship* available. Call:
253 3965 between 8 1 1 a .m

.

SERVICES

RIDERS WANTED

Stereo Pioneer SA9100
Teledyne Speak BIC 960
3634

Ride Naadad daily to UMass from Spfld.
Split cost -739^252.

MOTORCYCLISTS factory trained cycle
mechanic specialized for all Kawasakis
work on most others Low Rates Call Jeff
at 584 5406665 2462

Look! Moped Sale, Moped Salei Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer'

s

Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer. Sparta comfortable 2-
passenger moped Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEYMOPED accessones 4 Conz Street
Northampton, 586 1054 Behind city hall 2mm. from Mam Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Pncesi See us tiefore you buyW. T, F, nites til 9 Looki Moped Sale'i
Mooed Sale' Come'

Sat
Mon.

Sony ST5150
Nill Sacf. 665-

Marantz Model 27 Sterio Receiver 30 watt
S Chan Excellent cond $200 Call after

9 00P M Frank 549 3841.

Astrology Charts Er Readings 9 yr
s Professional Lous Neubel 549-6426
Amherst

To Penn. State (State College) Leaving
10. 17 returning 10 10 Call Melissa 253
2782

Horses Boarded Northampton Small
private stables, miles of trails. Reasonably
priced Call 584 1 754 or 584 1 282

Women's Suede Coat. Excellent condition.
Size 9. Call 649 5951 after 6.00p.m

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis Shoes! Men's,
Ladies Canvas&Leather Reg. $18.-30. just

$10 14 50 Call 538 3131.

AUDIO

STEREO: Nikko 9090 RCVR eOW.RMS ch
4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Equalizer AR
Turntable, new $1,800 Now $950 or trade
for motorcycle of equal value 549 5979

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for
mail order catalog. Box25918-2 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213) 477-8474.

Yoga Meditation massage. (3n going
group Wed 7 10 for information call 367-
2385

Listen To Power Radio: WMUA
2a m 6a.m.; WSYL (97 7 FMt
la m 4a.m. PUNK N' POP"

To the girl whose turntable I fixed Want to
meet you Leave ptioneat Coop

Jasus Reincarnated, named Michael (See
Daniel 12 1, Revelations 3:12 religious
authorities suppressing the For
detailed explanation of Revel- write:
Johannes De Silentio P Be South
Bend, Indiana 46624

Bicycles Fall Special Comp:
3 or 10 speed $22 plus par^
10to6 Bicycle Repair Colle
Prospect St 256-6852 Open ti

laul,

Sat.

1 S.

CALCULATORS

Schwinn 10-SD. Asking $75.00 256 6950

BESELER 23C-II El Nikkor 50mm f4 36mm
Neg Carier Time-0-Lite Excl Cond $200
or best oHer Call 546-9732 aft. 6:00 p.m.

J«iT4 .111.1.1.1 JJlslJUJUiiiilUHIIIiflti^l

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail T 159 $225 5fr
$99 95, 51 S52.95. HP's (t Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell. Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators. 549-1316.

Complete Bika Overhaul. Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95. Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549-6904. 584 1016

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models^ low pnces Jack 586 06 10

Gestalt on going personal growth group
Tues 7 10 for information Call 367 2385

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis Learning Group-
meeting Wed rm 174, T
Campus Center at 7 & 8:3Dp
hypnotized Thurs come at 7

to begin course come a:

reduced Large turnout-all v
5703

!Lit1lc AdsG*t IIGRESr
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not
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532
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Negotiations underway fo

medium security prison
BOSTON [UP/] - Negotiations are under

way between state officials and lawmakers
to locate a medium security prison and
additional pre-release centers in the Boston
area in exchange for a population cut at
existing prisons. Senate Ways and Means
Chajpnan James A. Kelly said Tuesday.

Kelly, D-Oxford, said he favored the
Boston location for a new prison because 73
per cent of the population incarcerated at
Walpole, Norfolk and Concord state prisons
was from within Route 128.
"We are trying to work out a compromise

with Commissioner Hall and the Black
Caucus whereby if the Correction Depart-
ment would agree to set a capacity limit on
Walpole at 500 beds we would try to get a
medium security facility inside 128," Kelly
said during a recess in a pulbic hearing on a
$5.26 million capital outlay budget.

Kelly said he, Correction Commissioner
Frank Hall and legislators planned to tour the
Boston area next week to inspect proposed
sites for the medium security and pre-release
centers. Kelly said unused facilities at Boston
State Hospital would be included on the
tour.

Tenant counselor now

available for housing

The Off Campus Housing Office is in-
volved in two new projects to coordinate its

outreach services to student tenants with
consumer complaints.

The office will have a tenant counselor
available to students at the new office of the
Amherst Tenants Association, Main Street,
Amherst, on Tuesdays from 10 p.m. -3 p.m.

In conjunction with the Amherst Tenants
Association, the office is also monitoring the
Small Claims and District Court for Hamp-
shire County. This project should lead to
documentation of how tenant claims are
handled by the court system locally.

The Off Campus Housing Office is open
from y a.m.-o p.m., Monoay through Friday,
and Wednesdays from 9 a.m-8 p.m.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - O.F. Roast Beef Sandwich.
Link Sausage, Pancakes, Basics; Golden
Burger, Batter Dept Fish Cones.

DINNER - Meattoaf Italiano, Baked
Hanv Raisin Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate,
Basics: Spinach Wheet Croquenes.
Baked Fish.

TOMORROW

LUNCH - Junior Club Sandwich,
Quiche Lorrairie, Basics; Quiche Lorraine,
Boston Baked Soybeans- Brown Bread.

DINNER - Mini Egg Rolls-Sweet and
Sour, Chicken Chow Mein, Stuffed
Shells- Meat sauce, Basics; Chicken
Chow Mein, Mini Egg Rolls, Stuffed
Shells-Tomato sauce.

DIU€WALL

I"
The budget would provide funding to

allow the Correction Department to renovate
facilities at the Bridgewater and Gardner
state hospitals and turn each into a 150-200
bed medium security prison to relieve alleged
overcrowding at existing prisons.

However, representatives of a half dozen
groups opposed to prison expansion testified
at the Senate Ways and Means Committee
hearing that prison admissions during the
last eight months were significantly lower
than estimated by correction officials a year
ago. They said overcrowding no longer was a
significant problem.
"The department has revised its predic-

tions for the end of this year downward by
600 - that is, the prediction has been
reduced by precisely the number of new
prison cells originally requested by the
governor," John Osier of the Massachusens
Coalition Against More Prisons told the
committee.

Millers Falls Company
may move from county
GREENFIELD, Mass. [UPf] - The Millers

Falls Co. may move its plant from Franklin
County if state and federal financial com-
mitments for a new Deerfield industrial

complex are not finalized this week, a
spokesman said Tuesday.
James N. Mitchell, president of Millers

Falls Co., said the commitments must be
finalized by Friday and construction must
begin within three weeks if a timetable set by
the tool manufacturer's parent company,
Ingersoll Rand, is to be met.
"What happens during the next two days

IS crucial to Millers Falls building in Deerfield
or anywhere in Franklin County," Mitchell
said.

The company employs 600 people and is

one of the county's largest employers. It had
repeatedly threatened to leave the area
before deciding to move its plant from a
nearly 100-year-old building in Greenfield to
the proposed Deerfield complex.

Mitchell and members of the Deerfield
Economic Development and Industrial Corp.,
planners of the complex, planned meetings
vyith state and federal officials this week to
discuss the proposed $1 million plant.
The state is to provide 30 per cent of the

cost of the proposed industrial complex,
which would then be leased to Millers Falls,

and the federal Economic and Development
Administration would pay 70 per cent of the
construction cost.
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Four journalists named
to join Nieman Fellows
CAMBRIDGE Mass. \UPI\ - Four

journalists from other countries were named
Tuesday by Harvard to join 11 Americans in
the 40th class of Nieman Fellows for 1977-78.

The four associate Nieman Fellows are
Arun Mathai Chacko, 29, chief reporter for
The Indian Express in New Delhi; Obed A.
Kunene, 40, editor and political columnist for
llanga in Durban, South Africa; Karol J.
Szyndzielorz, 40, senior columnist on foreign
affairs for The Daily Zycie Warszawy in War-
saw, Poland, and Satoshi Yoshida, 29,
economics reporter for the Kyodo News
Service in Tokyo, Japan.

Chacko plans to study international
relations, comparative governments and
fiction writing. Kunene will concentrate on
the social, economic, political and
educational disciplines and the mass media.
Szyndzielorz will focus on international
problems and energy policies. Yoshida will
study the history and government of the
United States and the effect of the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations on
U.S. foreign policy.

Special for Community Day Weekend
Wed. 28th

Large selection of long sleeve dress shirts,

sport shirts, slacks and genes

SS'* each or 3 for $20"<'

MIX AND MATCH
Drop in and see our new Ladies Department

Thompson's
13 North Pleasant St.

c/5

OPEN RUSH
AT

SIGMA PHI EPSILON ("Sig Ep*')
ON

Tuesday Sept. 27th at 8:00 P.M.
And

Wednesday Sept. 28th at 8:00 P.M.

"Sig Ep" is located on 9 Chestnut St.

No. PleasantTr i^ AttlherSt.

refreshments Call 545-0070 for info

Campus Center Liveentertainment

Chris Rhodes
Bond

.^

L
Special

Springroin

WED. two4one
SeptiO beers till II

THURS. FW. & SAT.

Sept.29,30,Oct1

SAT. Happy Hour
330.730 two4one

beers tiii 1

1

"V
FW. & SAT.

Sept.30 Oct1

C^HATCH
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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Your Birthday By st«iia wilder

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM-
BER 28 - Bom today you
are an ambitious and im-
patient person who finds it

difficult to wait for results

Your impatience with slow
results can turn to pessi-

mism and you tend to

waste a great deal of emo-
tional energy bemoaning
false hardships. You ad-
mire people who get things
done, little realizing that
you are, or could be, one of
those people yourself. You
are quite willing to work
hard and long for what you
want - but you are not
willing to wait in the wings
for situations to resolve
themselves naturally.

You are admired for

your inteUigence, but you
are not an intellectual.

Problems, plans, ideas in

the abstract don't appeal
and are often incom-
prehensible to you. Yours
is a practical intelligence,

enabling you to grasp and
employ principles of

mechanics. As a student,

you may not enter into

discussion very much and,
as a result, may gain a
reputation for being either

shy or sullen. Fortunately,

you are neither; your tend-
ency toward silence in

groups will pass with the
passing of your student
days.

You will give a great
deal of your time and effort

to secure the happiness, of

loved one.s Whatever criti-

cism ma> be leveled at

your perhaps inordinate
urge for success NOW is

almost completely negated
when this aspect of your
character is understood
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, .select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

THURSDAY SEPTEM-
BER 29

L!3RA(Sept ii-Oit 22)

Ideas without action might
as well be non-existent
Implement new plans; de-
legate authority.

SCORPIOiOct2.'!-
Nov.21) — If you wish to

improve your perform-
ance, relax. There is little

progress to be made if your
nerves are showing.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-

Dec.21) — You would do
well to turn your thoughts
to the various tasks at

hand. Don't spread your-
self too thin.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — Take decisive
action t)efore it's too late,

regarding the future of a

youngster Educational
matters are important.

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-
Feb.l8) — Procrastination
is the enemy of progress
Make sure those under
your care realize this lie

fore it's too late

PISCESiFeb 19-March
20 » — Carry out your plan.'

to the letter, or you may
unwittingly leave out

something essential to the

success of the whole.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) - A question of educa-
tion arises early in the da>
and may conflict with
questions concerning vaca-
tion-time.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) — Carry out plans thi.s

morning before you at-

tempt to draw up new ones
for new projects Introduce
an old friend to a new one.

GEMINKMay 21-.lune20i
— Promises may delight
others, but accomplish-
ments will .satisfy your
own soul more. Please
your own sen.se of .self.

CANCER) June 21-July
22) — An unusual business
opportunity may cause you
to change plans. An emo-
tional confrontation at eve-
ning unsettles surround-
ings.

LEO) July 2.VAug22t -
Remain alert to the minor
changes of mood exhibited
by others during a time of

ticklish enterprise. You
can make or break the
day:
VIRGOi Aug.23-Sept 22)

- It will take considerable
thought and only a little

less action to bring you to

the top of your form today.
<op>nt!hl 1977, L'nilfcl heaturi- Svndt

rjir. Inc

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS

1 Incite

5 Babylonian
hero

10 English title

14 European
river

15 Put off

16 Injurious
17 Foraging

animal;!
words

19 Entertain-

ment sched-
ule

20 Squelch:
2 words

21 Time periods
23 Poet
26 Habitual

drinker
27 Bodily pain
30 Bargains
34 Port of

Israel

35 Roared
37 Tore with the

teeth
38 Appeal to

39 Sight organs
Informal

41 Goddess of

vengeance
42 Resident of

Suffix
43 Inert gas
44 Russian

liquid

measure

45 Group of
seven

47 Short per-
son's prob-
lem: 2 words

50 Fool
51 Destroyed by

blows
52 Careful study
56 Immured
60 Leave out
61 Insincere

agreement: 2
words

64 Coast ar

phenomenon
65 Fur-bearing

animal
66 It royal

name
67 British

weapon
68 Signs of grief
69 Mouth Prefix

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday Puzzle Solved

s H A M E M A S S E A D D

c A B 1 N A L L £ Y T R Y

R A N G E J U 1 C E T £ £

jI E S S r H P 1 L E H A R

T E A R 1 1 H A R E M S

T H R N S c E A S £ S

R 1 V E T T £ N T H 1 T f T
R E L 1 B N D S 1 R A N 1

T E R I C E R T S 1 H R S £

S T R A Y S I H £ A T £ D
R E L 1 E w A R D

M E N S I c A R I S Ip" A 1\

T 1 E S E c N D S T A
Ti Js.

A L P E L A T £ P £ L £ E

S Y S T 1 B E R A R M £ d'

DOWN
1 Hangs

loosely

2 Bakery pro
duct

3 "Dies —

"

Day of Wrath
4 Talked again
5 Paradisiacal
6 Bohea, for
one

7 Ship section
8 Be in want
9 Apprehender
10 Dispute

11 Greedy
12 1760 yards
13 Letters
18 Mixer
22 Ribbed

fabrics

40 Gorges 3

words
44 Storage sur

faces
46 Reduce slack

ness
24 Small amount 48 Migfity

25 Kitchen Items nations
27 Fundamental 49 Top-notch

principle

28 Not blunt

29 Nasty per
son Slang

31 Lower m
amount

32 Austrian re

gion Var
33 Employees
36 Evil

39 Printing

machine

athlete
52 Tankards
53 Release
54 Lie at anchor
55 S^one Suffix
57 Itemize
58 Outer Prefix

59 Believe
62 Spanish com

Abbr
63 Sun speech

12 3 4 Wg^i 6 9 HIlO n 12 13

^Hli

17 le "
23 34 3^H|26

L_L^^^

V It 29 ^JO 31 32 33

H43
^41

4« 49

pHi ! zmm« 53 54 5b |m 57 158 19

to 61 ^^^«3

1" -1;;^--
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Phillies top
Chicago;

clinch flag
CHICAGO [UPf] - The Philadelphia

Phillies are National League Eastern Division
Champions for the second consecutive year
and slugger Mike Schmidt feels it was harder
the second time around.

The Phils captured the division title

yesterday when pitcher Larry Christenson hit

a grand slam homer and drove in five runs to
record his 18th victory, a 15-9 triumph over
the Chicago Cubs. The win sends the Phils
against the Dodgers in a best three-of-five
series for the NL pennant starting in Los
Angeles next Tuesday night. Philadelphia's
last pennant came in 1950.

"We climbed a bigger hill this year than
last year," Schmidt said after hitting his 38th
homer and scoring three runs. "I feel we're a
better club than last year's when we had a
15-game lead through most of the season.
We had to come from behind this time."

Christenson was the star in the clincher as
the right-hander paced the Phils' 16-hit
attack off six Chicago hurlers. Christenson,
18-6, went seven innings and left during a
five- run Chicago eighth. Tug McGraw
mopped up for the Phils.

.WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1977

,/
j^f^hjteft lu) D

Poor

Richards
for man C woman

"It was one of the best hits I had but not
the best," said Christenson of his third home
run of the season. "I recall last season when I

hit two off of Mickey Lolich in New York to
help in a come-from-behind victory. It came
at a time when the team was struggling."
With the Phils leading 4-2, Christenson's

homer highlighted a seven-run seventh
inning off reliever Dennis Lamp. The other
runs scored on Garry Maddox's two-run
single and Bob Boone's RBI double. Boone
knocked in three runs altogether and Sch-
midt hit his homer in the eighth inning.

NY warned
on stub sales
NEW YORK lUPf] - The State Attorney

General yesterday asked four New York
professional sports teams to end their
practice of requiring fans to purchase one or
more exhibition game tickets if they buy
season tickets.

Attorney General Louis J. Lefkowitz said
season ticket fans should have the right to
choose freely whether they wish to purchase
tickets for exhibition games.

In letters to Roy Boe, President of the New
York Islanders; Michael Burke, President of
Madison Square Garden Center Inc.; Ralph
Wilson, President of the Buffalo Bills; and
Norman Sonju, President of the Buffalo
Braves, Lefkowitz said the practice placed an
"unfair burden" on fans.

»

The practice of requiring fans to buy
preseason tickets is followed by the New
York Knickerbockers and Buffalo Braves of
the National Basketball Association, The
New York Rangers and Islanders of the
National Hockey League, and the Buffalo
Bills of the National Football League,
Assistant Attorney General Stephen Mindell
said.

The leagues have left the matter to the
discretion of team management.

Russell signs

with ABC-tv
NEW YORK [UPf] - Bill Russell, generally

recognized as the greatest defensive center
in the history of basketball, signed an ex-
clusive multi-year contract yesterday with
ABC-TV as a sports commentator,

"Russell's future with ABC will not be
limited to basketball," said Roone Arledge,
ABC news and sports president, in making
the announcement. 'He will be an all-

purpose sports commentator and, because
of his intelligence, quick wit and current
affairs we expect him to add a special
dimension to many of our programs."

Russell, a veteran of 11 championship
Boston Celtic teanas and a five- time most
valuable player in the NBA, covered pro
basketball for the network from 1971 to 1973
and worked for ABC at the 1972 and 1976
summer Olympics.

Philadelphia Phillies' shortstop Larry Bowa takes a champagne bath after his team
beat the Chicago Cubs, 15-9, yesterday to clinch the National League East pennant
Philadelphia will meet the Los Angeles Dodgers in the NL playoffs. (UPI)

ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will
look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610
65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL

. ret & style dry $7.50

LoiK Hair Slightly More

with this coupon on
Toes, or Wed. only

Offer limited to new customers.

Rte.9

Amherst

WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS
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THURSDAY

ROCK N' ROLL
AND OLDIES

Rolling Rock Beer

Elaine Contant (r) of the UMass women's soccer club is in hot pursuit of a
Smith College player in action from last week's season opening match. The
Minutewomen will be playing their first g$me of the home season today at 3:30
when they take on Mount Holyoke on the Boyden soccer field. UMass' season
will stretch into late October. (Staff photo by Rob Carlin)

finhg through
Hie number imuM
with Tl's programmable calculators.

FREE seminar
for everyone.

Whatever your discipline, field of

study or background, Personal Pro-

gramming is a valuable asset In

today's world. It's easy, useful and
enjoyable. You owe it to yourself to

learn about it.

Sen^inar covers:

•Elements of problem solving
methods and techniques

• Adaptingacalculatortoaproblem.

• Intro to personal programming

Also available:

• Basic programming instruction.

• Programmable calculators to use.

Date Time. Oct. 5th, 1;30pm

Kiiu:o. Litmpus Center, Hm 101

ATTINTION INQINIMt.
FREE technical workshop on the ad-

vancea technologieb inside Tl program-
mablH calculators

D.iiH Timn Oct Bth,3 30pm

Plijce Campus Center, Rm 101

V

Texas Instruments
1977 TeiJS mslfum»nt', inro'OO'alM I N( OK POK A I I n 4S')1J

PLANT SALE
l>LiU:]S: S.U.H.

sponsored by Greek Area

Soccerposes

ad dilemma
NEW YORK [UP/] - The scene: soccer

fan in front of a TV set. Television an-
nouncer: "The Cosmos are backing Seattle
to the wall.... Pele centers to Beckenbauer...
A pass to Hunt on the wing.... He shoots....
Oohhh!! The goalie pushes it round the post.
Now the Cosmos line up for a corner kick....

"And we'll be back in a minute with more
soccer action."

Who will know what happens during that
minute? Only the fans at the stadium.
The agonized TV viewer watches a

commercial, opens a beer or crunches a
potato chip in frustration.

Soccer is a non-stop sport. Will it change
to meet the demands of commerce and bring
in the money it needs to grow?

"No," is the resounding answer given by
the North American Soccer League Com-
missioner, the president of TVs — the in-

dependent television network that broad-
casts NASL games — and at least one
general manager.

"I don't think it's in anyone's interest to
change the game," Phil Woosnam, the
commissioner, said recently.

But some suggested changes have been
bandied about by those who think or fear
that soccer may have to meet the demands
of a public and television used to stop-and-
go sport, bred on the excitement of high-
scoring games.
The main fear is that businessmen will

bully or entice soccer officials into instituting

timeouts, an artificial stopping of the game
to permit TV commercials, which are
common to other American sports.

Woosnam says such a change has no
place in soccer's future. It would destroy the
game's momentum, which he says is a
"critical factor."

Nevertheless, the television viewer still

sees a game that is interrupted by ads.
"it's a real irritant, it breaks the flow of the

game," said Dick Berg, general manager of a
new franchise in Oakland.

At Berg's suggestion, the Dr. Pepper soft-

drink company tried one solution to the
problem during the past season— a com-
mercial that occupied three-fourths of the
screen, the remaining quarter being devoted
to the match.

"It got just a fantastic response," Berg
said. "I think it will become a part of all our
sports programming."

Eddie Einhorn, president of TVs, disagrees.
"That's completely against the whole

theory of advertising," he said. "No client is

going to go for that."

Einhorn said TVs does attempt to stage
the commercials when play is at a lull and
makes the interruptions longer, but less
frequent, because fewer interruptions are
less "offensive."

Following this policy, TVs missed two
goals in the seven games it televised this

season. Einhorn said missed goals were
replayed.

"I haven't got one bad piece of mall at this

office," he said.

But Woosnam, like Berg, argues that there
are incentives for sponsors at least to give
the new split-screen commercial format a
testing.

"I think it's going to have a positive in-

fluence, it will keep people tied to the
television while the sport proceeds on a
normal basis. Instead of going to the kitchen,
like they might do in football, they'll stay In

front of the TV, and the commercials," he
said.

He also said that because of soccer's
"international aspect", it is in Madison
Avenue's interest that it succeed un-
blemished here.

That opens up an entire new field for
Madison Avenue and the media," he said,

speaking of possible U.S. World Club and
World Cup contenders of the future. Einhorn
also thinks international competition will

"spice up" soccer's appeal.

"This is a natural growth of the sport.

Country to country competition is bigger
than league competition," he said. "The
whole soccer world culminates in the World
Cup."
As a matter of record, in soccer-mad

Europe, live game coverage is never in-

terrupted by ads. Britain, Belgium, France,
Germany, Switzerland and other countries
broadcast commercials before the game, at
halftime and afterwards. The Coca Cola Co.,
another soccer sponsor, says it has no plans
to use the format but is keeping its options
open.

Luncheons
Today at 12 noon, the UMass football

team will present its second luncheon of tKa
year at the VFW Building on Main St.

The public is cordially invited to attend
each luncheon, which will feature Coach
Dick MacPherson and several of his players
and coaching staff.

The luncheons will be held each Wed-
nesday from now until the end of the season.
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Yanks win, Sox chase
WEDNESDAY^ SEPTEMBER 28, 1977

Sox silence Jays
BOSTON [UPI\ - Bill Campbell, looking

every bit like the million-dollar relief pitcher
the Red Sox purchased last winter, notched
his 30th and 31st saves last night in keeping
Boston's flickering American League East
pennant hopes alive with a 6-5, 5-1 sweep of
the Toronto Blue Jays.

Campbell, who leads the American League
in saves and has made 68 relief appearances,
pitched 1 2-3 innings in each game to pass
Dick Radatz for the Red Sox' club record for

saves. He has been credited with nine saves
in his last 10 games.
The victories stretched the Red Sox'

winning streak to five games and eight of the
last nine games.

Carl Yastrzemski and Jim Rice each
passed milestones in the nightcap won by
Luis Tiant, now 12-8. The ^-year-old
Yastrzemski, who drove in two runs in the
opener, knocked in his 100th run with a third-

inning groundout in the second game,
making him the fifth oldest player in Major
League history to drive home 100 runs in a
season.

Rice, who missed the first game because
he was stuck in traffic, had a pair of hits to
become the first Boston player with 200 hits

in a season in 30 years. Johnny Pesky,
Boston's first base coach and Rice's batting
instructor, accomplished the feat three
times, the last time in 1947.

The Red Sox built a 5-0 lead through six

innings of the nightcap, getting two runs in

the second off unlucky Dave Lemanczyk.
George Scott and Fred Lynn hit one-out
singles and Butch Hobson was credited with
an RBI double when second baseman Dave
McKay and rightfielder Otto Velez collided
on the third baseman's fly. Lynn, who moved
to third on Hobson's hit, scored on Denny
Doyle's groundout.

In the third, Ted Cox singled and Rice
doubled for his 200th hit before Yastrzemski
grounded out scoring Cox. Boston added
two runs in the sixth on a single by Carlton
Fisk and a triple by Scott, who continued
home on a throwing error by McKay.

JV's nip PC
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — While the war was raging
over the running supremacy in New England
varsity competition, UMass coach Arnie
Morse's squadron encountered a battle of its

own in the JV ranks, as the sub-varsity teams
from UMass, Providence and Harvard met
yesterday at Franklin Park.

After the dust senled the freshman
harriers had shutout the Crimson, 15-50, and
surprisingly manhandled the Friars, 23-35.

Individually, Providence's Dave Ball ran
the soggy 3.1 mile course in 15:23, good for a
5 second victory over Kevin Molteni of
UMass. Mike Dorion of UMass was third.

Rounding out the scoring positions for the
Minutemen were Craig Arnold, Bob Hunt,
and Tim Beauparlant, who finished 5th-7th,
all under 16 minutes.
"The Providence team possesses three

very good runners," said Coach Arnie
Morse." The winner of today's race, Ball, is a
4:08 miler from Ireland, and Radcliffe was
Rhode Island's state champ. The com-
petition was there and we responded. I'm
pleased with the way they tackled the
course, I told everyone to attack the second
mile hard, and that's exactly what they did."
The times turned in by Molteni and Dorion

are the third and fourth fastest times ever
recorded for a UMass runner on the Franklin
Park course.

"Yes, I'm happy with the times, and I'm
impressed with Molteni and Dorion," said
Morse. "Our fifth place finisher Tim
Beauparlant was a pleasant surprise as he
raced above expectations."

In the past few years teams from
Providence and Northeastern have posed the
only serious threats to the Minutemen's
stronghold ot the best JV team in New
England.

The sole challenge left to the team's
winning ways confronts them this Saturday
at Franklin Park, when Northeastern and St.

Johns stroll into town.

Notices
WRESTLING — Important team meeting

for all candidates today at 4 p.m. in the
Boyden wrestling room.
SPORTS COLUMNISTS - Mug shots for

columns will be-taken tomorrow afternoon at

3:00 p.m. or thereabouts. Come to the
Collegian offices then, or if you have any
problems see Judy in person.

\S^fa^

Ton ite

Wed. Sept 28

Boiley Bros.

Thurs., Fri., Sat,

Sept.29-Oct.l

FAT

Every Sunday

Widespreo^
Depression

Toronto Blue Jays' outfielder Al Woods was carried off the field last night in the
2nd inning, in the first game of a doubleheader at Fenway Park. Woods was injured
after he chased down a ball hit by Red Sox rookie Ted Cox. lUPI)

Yanks roll along

NEW YORK lUPI] - Thurman Munson
scored from third base on Jim Bibby's

second wild pitch of the ninth inning last

night enabling New York to score a 2-1

victory over the Cleveland Indians, the
Yankees fifth consecutive win.

The triumph, their 11th in 13th meetings
with the Indians this season, reduced the

Yankees' magic number for clinching the
American League East title to three games.
Munson led off the ninth with a single and

moved to second on Bibby's first wild pitch
of the inning. After Reggie Jackson drew an
intentional walk, Lou Piniella advanced the
runners with a sacrifice bunt. Then, with
Dave Kingman at bat, Bibby, 12-13, threw a
pitch into the dirt, for his third wild throw of
the game.

Dick Tidrow started his seventh con-
secutive game for the Yankees since being
inserted into the rotation for injured Catfish
Hunter. He pitched 7 1-3 innings before
giving way to Sparky Lyie, who pitched 1 2-3
innings to raise his record to 13-5.

Every Monday

Af j&A/jgnr shjtt:

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S GOLF - First in New Englands
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - 19-37 Providence 19 UMass 37; UMass 15 Harvard 45
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - UMass 28 Radcliffe 35
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - UMass 15 Harvard 50; UMess 23

Providence 35

TODAY
FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Keene State Home 3:00
MEN'S SOCCER - vs. Keene State Away 3:30
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Keene State /4way 3:30
MEN'S TENNIS - vs. UConn Away 3:00
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs. Mount Holyoke Home 3:30
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Keene StateAyome4:15

7 Old South Si
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Linksters capture fourth NE title
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team, sparked by
strong performance from co-captains Flynt
Lincoln and Jim McDermott and sophomore
Vic Lahteine, squeezed by a determined
Central Conn, squad to win the rain-

shortened New England Championship
yesterday at Hampden Country Club in

Springfield.

It was the Minutemen's fourth consecutive
New England title and their second straight
victory of the fall season. Last weekend, the
linksters won the Yankee Conference
Championship at Stowe.

The tournament, scheduled to be a two-
day tournament, with one round at
Longmeadow Country Club and one round
at Hampden, was shortened because of
constant rains on Monday to an 18 hole affair

at Hampden.
Half of the.42-team field teed off early

yesterday morning, while the other half
played their 18 later in the afternoon.

UMass, one of the teams to play in the
morning, posted a total score of 310, best
four of five scores counting. They then had
to wait and see If their effort would be good
enough to win.

Central Conn, playing in the afternoon

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China )

^ ^f m it) 5^

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

LUNCHEON
DINNER

Mon.-TTiur.

Fri.-Sun.

$1.25 & up
13.55

ll:30a.in.-10:00p.m.

n:30a.in.-ll:00p.m.

Cocktails— Take Out Service

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Faeilities

round, paced by consistent scores from all

five players, finished only two shots shy of
the mark at 312. Southern Conn., URI, and
Quinnlpiac all finished at 314. After going to
the score of the fifth man, URI finished third.
Southern Conn, fourth and Quinnipiac fifth!

Once again, the Minutemen were led to
victory by co-captains Lincoln and Mc-
Dermott, who continued to play the steady,
consistent golf that has been their mark over
the years.

Lincoln, a sophomore, playing in his home
town of Longmeadow, shot a super round of
75, only a stroke off the medalist winning
score of 74.

The medal was won by Bill Littlejohn of
Salem State, who won it on the second hole
of a four-man playoff.

Lincoln, who started his round slowly,
finished with an eagle three on the par five
eighth hole.

McDermott, who was hampered by torn
ligaments in his right wrist, played truly
inspired golf and finished with a solid 75.
An unexpected boost to the Minuteman

cause came from Lahteine. Lahteine, who
shot an 80 last week at Stowe, fired an

Stickers

meet Owls
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

t

Weather permitting, the UMass field

hockey team will play Keene St. today at 3:00
on the field behind NOPE.

The Minutewomen, after a win and two
straight postponements, are eagerly awaiting
the arrival of the Owls, who UMass defeated
last year, 4-1.

UMass coach Judith Davidson said that
her team should be favored, but also added
that the opponents "are young and improved
over last year."

"They have basically the same team as last
year and I remember them as a hustling,
scrappy team. So we can't play easy with
them. We can beat them as long as we're
aggressive too because I think we have more
talent," she said.

Due to the rain, UMass was forced to

practice inside all week. Yesterday was its

first day outside since the end of last week.
Whether there is any effect on the team
remains to be seen.

impressive 76 yesterday, and that was the
key to the UMass triumph.

Junior Jeff Orr, who shot a solid 74 at
Stowe, struggled to an 84 yesterday. Junior
Bill Campbell shot an 88 which did not figure
in the best four of five scoring.

Coach Ed Vlach was very pleased with his
team's performance and felt more satisfied
than he did last week. "This tournament is

bigger than the Yankee Conference match,"
he said. "There were six schools at Stowe,
there were 41 here. We beat the best in New
England."

Vlach thought that his team perhaps had a
slight advantage by playing its 18 holes in the
morning.

"In the afternoon there were many
footprints in the greens left by the players
from the morning round. It made puttino
difficult," said Vlach.

Vlach added that the wind was not as bad
in the morning as it was later in the af-
ternoon. "We only had to play four holes in
the wind," said Vlach. "The team that played
in the afternoon had it for eight or nine
holes."

The Minutemen will now try to make it

three wins in a row as they get ready for the
Toski Intercollegiate Invitational tournament,
coming up this weekend at home at Hickory
Ridge Countn/ Club.

>

Judy Kennedy stickhandles downfleld In a recent UMass field hockey match
(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

UM booters shoot
for third straight win

The postponed game with Central Conn.,
scheduled for last Monday, has been
rescheduled for Oct. 20.

The junior varsity game will follow the
varsity game today at 4:15.

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Shooting for its third straight win of the
season, the UMass soccer team travels to
Keene State today for a 3:30 contest.

Coached by Russ Kidd, the Minutemen
have gotten off to a tremendous start this

fall, as they have yet to be scored upon in

their two contests.

UMass will be facing a talented Owls team

V.

SENATE
MEETING
TONIGHT
7 p.m. sharp.

Senate election results will be
announced and new senators

will be seated.

CAMPUS CENTER 163
Student Government Association

which finished its 1976 season with an 8-5-2
record, although coach Ron Butcher was
very unsatisfied with the mark.

According to Keene State sources.
Butcher is one of the best coaches on its

athletic staff and in his eight-year tenure as
soccer coach has compiled an impressive 96-
21-8 record. Last year, though, the
Minutemen were victors over the Owls in a
tight 1-0 contest.

One of the Keene State standouts is senior
goaltender Tod Belron, who formed the
backbone of the Owls' defense last year
while allowing 17 goals in 15 contests. He
also had six shutouts. •

According to Kidd, though, the Owls have
been guilty of some unsportsmanlike tactics

in the past years.

"They have a very talented team, but they
really don't play a clean game of soccer,"
said Kidd. "In last year's game three of our
starters, including Joel Moscolo and Ed
Niemiec who are with us this year, were
taken out of the game in the first ten minutes
due to illegal hits.

"They were very obvious violations and
the tapes that we had of the game only

confirmed it. I really hope today's game is

not the same," Kidd added.

Kidd expressed some concern over the
fact that his team has not had much outdoor
practice over the past week due to inclement
weather.

"I really don't think it'll have any effect,

but I just hope it doesn't continue," Kidd said
of the rain.

After today's contest at Keene, the
Minutemen will return home to prepare for
their home opener against the University of
Vermont on Saturday t 11:00. The soccer
team will be making its debut on the newly-
prepared field directly behind Boyden
building; an event that they've been eagerly
anticipating since the beginning of the
season.
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Women harriers

have close call

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1977

8y DA VE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass women's cross
country team weathered its dosest dual
meet in the last two years as it defeated Rad-
cliffe yesterday at Franklin Park in Dor-
chester. 28-35. Brandeis also ran, but did not
finish enough runners to compile a score.

"I was impressed with Radciiffe," said
UMass coach Charlotte Lettis.

Anne Sullivan, Radcliffe's standout fresh-
man from Rhode Island, led the whole race
and won handily in 17:53 for the 3.1 mile
course.

Co-captain Jane Welzel ran most of the
race in second, finishing 31 seconds behind
Sullivan in 18:24.

Tina Francario and Priscilla Wilson moved
after the two mile mark to get by three Rad-
ciiffe runners and Donna Randall of Bran-
deis. Francario was third in 18:41 and Wilson
fourth in 19:06.

Radciiffe provided a surprise and a scare
as it put three out of the next four runners
across the line, with Randall sixth.

At this point, the score of the meet was 18-

21 in UMass's favor, with four runners across
for each team, as rapidly immproving frosh
Linda Welzel finished ninth for UMass.
Then, however, Radciiffe faltered badly,

arKi UMass took advantage of it with
superior depth, as Debbie Farmer, Sue
Swartz, Jo Chapman and Eileen Everett
grabbed 10th-13th places to insure victory
number four this season.

At the gun, Sullivan raced into the lead,
and was never headed. By the two mile
mark, the order was fairly well set, with
Sullivan, Welzel, Sarah Linsley (Red.),
Francario, Wilson and Randall beginning to
spread out.

At about 2y* miles, Francario made a
move and spurted by Linsley, followed
shortly after by Wilson.

Francario said after the race, "This is the
first time I reaily used strategy. I started slow,
then focused on people's backs until I reeled
them in. When I came up beside their last girl

(Linsley), I knew I had her. When i made my
move, I knew she would never stay with
me.

"

Farmer ensured the win by running what
Lettis called, "an incredible race." She
worked the last 'i mile to pick up several
positions and fill the important fifth spot.
When Lettis said, "you (the team) ran your

best race so far," Farmer had the classic
comeback.

"Did we run that hard?" she asked. "I

wondered why I felt so terrible - I thought I

was just running bad."
The Minutewomen showed how much

they've improved over the last year by
bettering their times from the 1976 Radciiffe
meet. Welzel improved her time by 1:36,
while her sister Linda, in her first year of
running, ran a better time than Jane did last

year (19:34 compared to 19:50).

Francario's time would've put her ahead of
Amherst's Marina Buckley last year, while
Wilson's mark would've placed her in

second. The only other veteran who
markedly improved her time was Farmer,
who was 22 seconds quicker. The other vets
were either hurt or sick.

"I felt good, but it had to run hard," said
Jane Welzel. "The heat bothered me, though
— it dried me out until I wasn't sure where I

was - I just kept running."
"I don't feel anything," said Francario.

"I'm numb. It was a hard race."
"I know what we need to do now," said

Lettis. "We'll work on strength and distance
work.

"We know exactly where we stand, so it

was good that we were challenged like this.

We still pulled through and that's im-
portant."

Johanna Foreman did not make the meet

PC outruns legmen
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Junior Dan Dillon finished a
surprising third, and with teammates John
Treacy and freshman Gerry Deegan tieing for

first, Providence dashed any hopes of a
UMass victory as the Friars proved why they
are rated sixth in the nation by Track and
Field with a 19-37 dual meet victory over the
Minuteman harriers.

Providence raised their season record to 4-
with a dual win over Harvard while also

raising their consecutive dual meet victory
streak to 40, over the last four years.
Meanwhile, UMass' record stands at 3-1 with
yesterday's defeat to the Friars but with a
victory over the Crimson, 15-45.

Providence easily won the meet with
Treacy, Deegan, and Dillon all crossing the
finish line with a time of 24:01 for the five
mile Franklin Park course. UMass scored
next with co-captain Mike Quinn's fourth
place finish (of 24:17). Junior transfer from
Providence, Stetson Arnold scored his first

UMass points with a fifth place time of 24:32.
The Friars put the finishing touches on the

victory as Mike Byrne and Peter Crooke
came in with six and seventh place finishes
to ice the meet with 19 points. UMass' other
scorers were Frank Carroll, 8th (24:56); Lou
Panaccione, 9th (24:57); and Tom Wolff,
11th (25:11) for a team score of 37.

Harvard's first man finished after the top
five UMass scorers had completed the race,
producing a score of 15-45.

"Our team was optimistic on the way
home from the meet that we had given
Providence a hard meet," said UMass coach
Ken O'Brien. "I had no idea Dillon would be
this good so early. Providence has a strong
team with all their runners in excellent shape,
but our team showed today that we have
potential to catch them."

Providence coach Bob Amato was not
surprised with Dillon's performance saying
that ne knew at the beginning of the season
^hat ne was^oing to have a great campaign-

"We altered Dan's training in that we
rested him for part of the summer," said
Amato. "We have him gradually increasing
his running workouts with the idea that Dan
won't peak at the early part of the season. It

seems to be working for him and I expect
him to improve even more over the season."

The Providence coach added that he felt

his team being picked as the sixth team in the
nation was justified and may even be picked
higher by the end of the season.
UMass captain Mike Quinn felt by the

season's end UMass would be much closer
to Providence and he personally felt that he
would be closer to Treacy, Deegan and
Dillon.

"This is my first actual race since last

spring and also my first actual competitive
racing coming off a slight knee injury over
the summer," he said, "but I feel myself and
the rest of the team will be closer to
Providence by the end of the season."

Arnold said he had no idea that former
teammate Dillon was in as good shape as he
showed in yesterday's meet. He also said
that by the year's end UMass will beat the
Friars either in the New Englands or the
IC4A's.

"I know myself that Mike and I will be
much closer to Treacy and Deegan before
the year's end and also our 3rd, 4th, and 5th
men will move up on Dillon. We were good
today but we'll get better," said Arnold.
The meet itself was run under sunny and

warm conditions on a slightly wet course and
was decided early. Treacy, Deegan, and
Dillon broke away from the pack and ran a
quick 9:05 two mile. Their teammates Peter
Crooke, Mike Byrne, and Ed Hartnett were
sixth, seventh and tenth while UMass
controlled the fourth and fifth spots with
Quinn and Arnold, respectively.

At the finish, Arnold passed three runners
to the fifth position, while Carroll fought his
way to eighth, Panaccione, ninth, and Wolff
11th.

UMass will have three days to rest up
before taking on two more tough opponents.
Northeastern and St. Johns on Saturday at
Franklin Park

UMass froah harriar Tina Francario blasts past Radcliffe's Sarah Linsley and Into
third place, to the obvious delight of a UMass fan. UMass won, 28-36. (Staff photo bv
Dave Rodman) '

for Radciiffe, supposedly because of a
schedule conflict. Lettis said it wouldn't have
made a difference.

"Tina (Francario) and Dill (Wilson) are
both better cross country runners than her
so I dofi t think it would have made a dif-
ference," she said.

Along with that, UMass was hampered by
Illness and injury. Beth Collins turned an
ankle halfway through the race and may be
lost indefinitely. Anne Bradshaw had a sore
achilles along with her cold and didn't travel.

Jo Chapman is coming off an injury and is

not quite into shape. Barb Callanan has the
flu, but ran anyway, finishing looking like

death warmed over. She will definitely be in

the top seven when she recovers. Sue
Swartz had a severe side cramp, but still

finished.

"With Sue (Swartz), Barb (Callanan and
Johara (Chapman) back, Radciiffe won't
come as close, but the New England's will

still be a battle, said Lettis.

The Minutewomen will now be idle until

Oct. 8, when they will travel to Albany State.

ludy Van Handle

Don't hate the Yankees
It h^s become fashionable to hate the New

York Yankees.

Hate, hate, hate. It reverberates all over
campus.

"I hate the Yankees. They built up their

team the wrong way ...
"

"I can't stand them .. all they did was go
out and buy a pennant ...

"

"They make me sick. They're a bunch of
egomaniacal, all for themselves, selfish

players ..."

Whoa. Wait a minute. Look at the stan-
dings.

If the Yankees were (or are) a selfish

bunch of baseball players, they would not be
in first place.

I (and please don't throw any bricks my
way) actually admire the New York Yankees.

Yes, and it's a shock even to me. Me, the
Boston Red Sox fan. Me, the person who
has devoted countless hours to listening to
Ned Martin and Jim Woods. Me, the person
who sat in the Fenway Park bleachers and
cheered when the Red Sox went on their big

mid-summer rampage.
So why do I admire the Yankees?
It's simple. They came through in the

clutch.

Faced with media pressure, hatred from
the rest of the league, and the knowledge
that every team was aiming for it. New York
still went out and is in good shape to win
itself an American League East pennant.
Boo Reggie Jackson all you want, but he

has won almost two dozen games with
clutch hits.

Despise Bill Martin, but he has proven that
he can manage a team to a second-straight
title.

Condemn Mickey Rivers, but the man has
hit over .300 and still, despite a reputation as
a mediocre fielder, shone in center when
the Sox played the Yanks a few weeks ago.

Now, it is true that George Steinbrenner is

not among the most beloved owners in the
game, but why condemn him because he has
money and is willing to spend it for quality
players?

And perhaps this is delving into my
philosophy of professional sports, but it

simply reads thusly: Pro sports are money.
Them that has. gets, and them that don,'t
don't.

Look at Sam Pollock of the Montreal
Canadiens. Scorned and defiled by many, he
still remains a shrewd operator with a keen
business mind. Piling up draft choice after

draft choice, he built his team into a power-
house.

So it is with Steinbrenner. Although he
hasn't taken the Pollock approach, he still

used his wealth to build up his team.
People belittle the Yankees by saying they

don't have a farm system. Hey, now, really.

How about Ron Guidry? Or Thurman
Munson? Or any of the players New York
traded away to get Willie Randolph, Chris
Chambliss, Graig Nettles, and Mickey Rivers?
All farm system products, they.

The Yanks also have one of the best
catching prospects in all of the majors resting
down in West Haven. Don't think they aren't
equipped with scouts and coaches.

I guess what this all boils down to is

simple: envy. People who downplay the
Yankees do so because they are envious of
their wealth and power.
Tom Yawkey may have been a nice man,

Calvin Griffith may be trying to hold the line

on spending, and Phil Wrigley may have
been a congenial old chap, but they are
unable to function in the ruthless world of
professional sports. A look at their teams'
standings is proof in itself.

Good clean fun in professional sports is a
hoax. It's whether the balance sheets report
a gain or loss is what primarily matters now.
Money talks in pro sports. It always will.

Until league offices rule that a team must
hold the line on spending will there be a stop
to the buying and selling.

It seems to me that most people who hate
the Yankees do so because they have money
and prestige.

So hate Reggie Jackson because he has a •

big mouth and an even bigger ego. But don't
put the man down because he makes so
much money. More power to him if he can
get it.

Hate Mickey Rivers because he assaulted
Bill Lee. But don't malign him because of his

competitive spirit.

And hate Billy Martin not for his team, but
for his personality

But please don't hate the Yankees. Hate
the money, if vou will, but not the team.

Public higher ed wins hiring freeze battle
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The governor's office has backed down on
it's threat to public higher education's fiscal
autonomy after one state university filed a
lawsuit protesting the governor's attempt to
institute a hiring freeze at the school.
The governor's office yesterday rescinded

it's hiring freeze for the state higher
education system after Southeastern
Massachusetts University (SMU) took to
court Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, Secretary of
Educational Affairs Paul Parks and Ad-
ministration Secretary John R. Buckley.

Parks, Dukakis, and Buckley could not be
reached for comment last night.

Dukakis plans to cut 3,000 jobs from state
payrolls by means of an attrition program
before his re-election bid in 1978. The
governor has instituted a hiring freeze on
state agencies not complying with the at-

trition program.

Originally included among the state
agencies were the state's higher education
institutions.

SMU claimed in it's suit that the gover-
nor's hiring freeze violated guaranteed fiscal

autonomy of the higher education in-

stitutions.

The governor's office sent letters in

August to state colleges and universities
outlining the attrition plan to trim personnel.
Additional letters were sent in September
threatening a hiring freeze if attrition goals
were not met.

While UMass received a letter in August,
UMass President Robert C. wood last night
said the University did not receive the
September letter.

Assistant Secretary of Educational Affairs
Richard Ames said, "We all agreed that we
did not have the legal authority to freeze

hiring, because of fiscal autonomy,"
"There had been a misunderstanding," he

added. Ames said he expects court
proceedings to be halted in light of the
"clarification".

UMass-Amherst Student Government
Association co-President Jon Hite said "the
governor's threat is another act of his in-

sensitivity to the needs of public higher
education.

"SMU's lawsuit took a lot of courage, but
their victory will have far-reaching impact of
all public higher education," Hite said.
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12 dorms to hold
repeat elections
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Irregularities in the Student Senate and
Board of Governors elections held Monday
and Tuesday have forced new elections in
twelve dormitories, as well as appointments
of new senators by the Greek council. Board
of Governors elections will be also repeated.

According to Government Affairs
Committee co-chairperson Janis Perry the
new elections will be held before October
10th.

Monday is the deadline for all challenges.
Challenges must be submitted by 4:00 p.m.
The committee will meet at 5:00 p.m. to
decide which challenges are valid. They will
also designate the time and place of the new
elections.

Unchallenged senators will be seated next
Wednesday at the senate meeting.

Co-chairperson Donald M. Bishop said the
irregularities were caused by a shortage of
people to run the election. "Everywhere the
problem has been man power," Bishop said.
Perry added "it's the same problem every
year."

Irregularities were reported in the fol-
lowing dorms: Chadbourne, since about fif-

teen write-ins all had the same handwriting;
Field, because the ballots were delivered to
the dorm a day late; and Brett, since there
were forty more ballots cast than there were
computer cards of eligible voters. Bishop
said the Brett returns were an apparent
attempt at "ballot-stuffing".

Johnson, Lewis, VanMeter North and
South, did not hold elections due to a lack of

people to staff the polls. Cashhin, Knowlton,
Coolidge, and Kennedy Lower and Middle
had ballot boxes missing. Moore did not hold
an election.

The BOG elections will be repeated
because, "many places ran out of BOG
ballots," Perry said. There were enough
missing ballots to change the results, she
added. The Government Affairs Committee
hopes to hold a centralized BOG election
possible at a dinning commons, she said.

The Greeks were originally allocated four
seats in the senate, but the senate last night
voted to give them two more. The top four
vote getters will be seated in the senate while
the Greek council will appoint the other two.

Senate Speaker Brian DeLima said to
alleviate the problem of finding election
workers he hoped to form an election
commission to run all future elections.

During this election, the tables were
staffed by dorm councils, senate volunteers,
and people in the dorm.

In other results the commuter election
matched a union slate against a non-
affiliated slate. The union candidates elected
all of its members, while the opposing slate
elected eight of it's representatives.

With 113 senate seats at stake, ten per-

cent of the eligible commuters voted.

Twenty five per cent of the Greek and dorm
students voted.

Rob French practices his skate board techniques at the fine arts center with the
aid of a make-shift ramp. He was joined in his practice by seven other boys from
Amherst and Pelham. (Staff photo by John Anderson)
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Bromery won't ask for top spot;

trustees would have to invite 'him
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass-Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery last night said he would have to be
invited to apply for the post of UMass
president, or someone would have to enter
his application for him to consider the UMass
presidency.

Bromery told the Collpgian in a telephone
interview from Ohio last night he "would not
send in an application for the presidency."
He said either the UMass Board of

Trustees would have to "invite" him to apply
as a candidate to replace president Robert C.
Wood, who is resigning January, or
someone would have to enter his application
for him.

Bromery also said while he has heard
"rumors" that he is among candidates being
considered for director of the United States
Geological Survey, he has "not been con-
tacted by anyone from the federal govern-
ment" about the post.

"I am not actively seeking any other
positions outside the University, " Bcomery
said. He added he saw last Friday's issue of
Science magazine which listed him as a
candidate for the federal post.

Bromery said there would be "a lot I would

have to understand from the Board (of
Trustees)" before he would consider the
office of UMass president, or serve as interim
president.

The University trustees this summer
determined that anyone appointed as interim
president in January cannot be considered
for the permanent position.

high degree of flux" now. Examples of this,
he said, are that there are many new trustees
seeking to settle into their roles, and the
uncertainty in the University over the status
"of UMass-Boston Chancellor Cario L. Galino.
Sources say Galino is presently petitioning
the trustees to stay on the past University
retirement policy.

"I am not actively seel<ing any otiier positions
outside the University."- Chancellor Bromery

"I would need to know what kind of
president the board would want," Bromery
said. "I would need to know whether they
wanted a continuation of a Bob Wood
presidency, or what."
Bromery also responded to reports in local

media which said he has served as chancellor
here long enough.
Bromery said he has "exceeded the

average life span " typical for a position like
his, but added "as long as I am effective I

will stay (at UMass)."
"I would leave the University in a difficult

position if I were to exit now," Bromery said.
Bromery said the University is in a "fairly

Bromery is also in charge of formulating
and implementing policies concerning
collective bargaining with the faculty union
in the role as the University Executive Vice
President.

Bromery took the position in March after
about 1600 faculty on the Amherst and
Boston campuses a month eariier chose the
Massachusetts Teachers Association to
represent them at the bargaining table.
Bromery took the position saying he would

work in that capacity until Dec. 31, 1977, at
which time a review would be conducted by
himself and the trustees to decide if the
position is a "workable one."
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Bakke
By MARK HOPAN
Collegian Staff

In less than one week, Allan Bakke's land-
mark reverse discrimination case will go
before the United States Supreme Court.
What effects could the Supreme Court

decision have on the three campuses of
UMass, and in particular the Medical Center
in Worcester? After talking to administrators
on all three campuses the apparent answer is
- very little.

The Bakke case centers around a white
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viewed from UMass
California male, Allan Bakke, whose ap-
plication to the University of California
Medical School was rejected. Bakke fought
the case in the California Supreme Court on
the grounds that he was discriminated
against by a quota system.
The system he contends, allows less

qualified minority students to be admitted to
the school.

The California court upheld Bakke's case
and ordered him to be admitted, saying that
the 16 seats reserved for minorities was
discriminatory. Next week the University of

California will bring the case to the U S
Supreme Court.
The UMass Worcester Medical Center

affirmative action director, Margaret Booker
told the Collegian that the school does not
use a quota system.
"We set a goal of 10 per cent students

with minority backgrounds and we try to
meet it through our recruitment," said
Booker. She added the school has met that
goal or come close but standards have not
been lowered to achieve that goal.
Booker continued by saying that the
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Seabrook nuclear station
faces construction delav<
CONCORD. N.H. \AP] - After years of

regulatory setbacks, construction of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant now faces
some delay from labor disputes.
Two-percent of the construction work is

completed, a Public Service Co. spokesman
syas, and already the plant is troubled by
labor problems.
As of yesterday, 850 construction em-

ployes were at the oceanfront site, most of
them working on excavation, erection of
temporary buildings and installation of
utilities.

Hunter wins
Neal D. Hunter was elected Central Area

Government treasurer yesterday. According
to Richard A. Fryer, Central Area Vice
President, 25 per cent of the area voted in

Franklin Dining Commons. The final results
were - Hunter-241 votes, Leo F. Murphy-
141, Ken S. Kravit2-31, write-ins-17.

But there was no work on the cooling
tunnels and related marine activity because
of disputes with two unions - InternationaJ
Union of Operating Engineers and The
Laborers International Union of North
America.
The dispute with the operating engineers

deals with bargaining problems. The issue
with the laborers is money - the hourly rate
and differentials for underground duty.
The company maintains that technically,

lack of work by those unions isn't a delay
because the work hasn't begun and the
dispute is but a minor part of the entire
construction picture.

Frank Shants, PSC spokesman, said that
eventually the entire work force will be as
large as 3,000 persons, and only 250 of them
will be connected with work on marine and
tunnel operations.

"It is not a strike. It hasn't shut down the
project. It doesn't affect the rest of the
project. And we are hoping it will be

resolved," said Shants.

In 1972, Public Service estimated that the
plant - which would use two nuclear
generators - would be completed between
1979 and 1981 at a cost of $1.2 billion.

Now, the company hopes to have the first
generating unit completed by the end of 1982
arid the other two years later at a cost of $2 3
billion.

The company blames the delays on federal
regulatory agencies which have been
reviewing and re- reviewing the plant En-
vironmental groups have contributed to the
delays with appeals.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, for
instance, has yet to complete its activity on
the proposal. It has set dates in October to
receive briefs on the company's financial
status and another review of the cooling
tunnels.

Medical Center can only admit Massa-
chusetts students. Consequently, they
advertise throughout the state with only a
slight emphasis on minorities, she said.
"We have used present minority students

to recruit potential minority candidates,"
added Booker.

At the Boston Campus, Dean of Ad-
missions Douglas Hartnagel said that the
school also has "goals we set in relation to
the area we serve."

Hartnagel said the goals are proportionate
to the population of the greater Boston area.
The goals are met through their recruitment
programs only, he said.

"Our recruitment has been pretty much on
target," said Hartnagel, while adding that no
standards are lowered to admit minorities.

Hartnagel did say some students apply
through the Special Admissions Program,
which is designed for students with special
academic problems (such as com-
munications disorders or older students).

At the Amherst campus. Assistant Dean of
Admissions Juan Caban said that the
campus has no quotas and no goals in ad-
missions of minority students.

"We try to recruit minorities, but our
standards are not lowered," said Caban.
Caban said both he and Assistant Dean

Muriel Wiggins go to high schools
specifically to recruit minority students.
Caban Is the admissions officer in charge of
the Bilingual Collegiate Program, while
Wiggins works with other minority students
and the Committee for the Collegiate
Education of Black Students (CCEBS).

Amherst man
charged with

knife attack
An Amherst man arrested by campus

police for allegedly pulling a knife on a
campus police officer pleaded not guilty in
Northampton District Court Tuesday on
charges of larceny of less than $100, assault
with a dangerous weapon, and carrying a
dangerous weapon on his person.

Bernard S. Chase, 27, of the Village Inn
Amity St., was being pursued by a campus
police officer in connection with the robbery
of a woman's wallet in the Fine Arts Center
at 11:31 a.m. Tuesday when he allegedly
pulled a knife on the officer.

His case will be continued to October 4th.

The Chair Affair
A 22 year old UMass student was

arraigned in Hampshire County District Court
and charged with petty larceny yesterday
police said.

Edward Mulvaney, 427 Greenough was
arrested by Amherst Police at 1:30 yesterday
morning for carrying a chair out of the "Time
Out" bar in Amherst Center.
On September 26-7th, police said 10-speed

orange bike belonging to David E. Stutack of
411 John Adams Tower was stolen from the
John Adams Tower bike rack. The bike was
valued at $200, police said.

Will Step-up Patrols
Police said on September 27th between 5

and 6 p.m., the ramp door of Whitmore
Administration Building was kicked In. The
vandal didn't enter, police said, even though
a window was broken.

Police reported $125 worth of damage was
done to the windshield of a car belonging to
Jeff D. Helgerson of 302 Thatcher, North-
east. The car was parked on Thatcher Way.

On September 26th between 3 p.m. and 1

a.m. the following morning, a Concord men's
bike belonging to Gerald E. Hallaren Jr. of
296 North Pleasant St., was stolen from the
Graduate Research Center rack police said.

Police reported they are increasing patrols
to prevent break- ins.
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By JERRY ROGERS
Collegian Staff

Dean of Students William F. Field and
other University employees have been
named in a $1,000 suit filed by members of
Outfront. a monthly UMass student
newspaper.
The suit alleges the defendants caused

various reference and production materials
belonging to the newspaper to be removed
from the Commuter Lounge sometime
during last Intersession and discarded.

Also named in the suit, filed Tuesday in

Hampshire County District Court, was
Bernard F. Wilkes Jr., assistant director of
the campus center; Dudley Bridges, manager
of campus center building operations; Ed-
ward Kelley, professional technician; and
other campus center employees.

Neither Field, who was then acting

director of the Campus Center, nor Bridges,
could be reached for comment last night.
The two were most active In negotiations
with Outfront before the filing of the suit.

Wilkes said the fact that the suit was filed

Tuesday was "news to me" and said he had
little firsthand knowledge of the affair. He
maintained his only involvement with the
matter was a discussion in a Board of
Governors (BOG) nr>eeting and through an
agent of the company holding the Univer-
sity's insurance policy.

The negotiations prior to the filing of the
suit included the filing of a claim by Outfront
for reimbursement through the insurance
company. The claim was denied.
James Starr, student Legal Services Office

attorney, and BOG co-chairperson Michael
Pill, also an attorney, prepared the one-page
complaint, 16 plaintiffs' interrogatories and
the accompanying summonses.
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Energy ctiief says
NE must save oil

By ERNIE CORRIGAN
and FRED WINER
Collegian Staff

The New England Director of the Federal
Energy Administration, Robert Mitchell
yesterday said the logical solution to Nevv
England's energy problems is the high
conservation of existing oil reserves the
increased use of coal and nuclear power.

Mitchell predicted the energy outlook for
New England will be grim if an alternative
source of energy to reduce our dependency
on oil is not found.

"In 1971 our import of oil from OPEC was
14.2 million barrels of oil. We are now im-
porting 41.3 million barrels each year. Massa-
chusetts depends on oil for 85 per cent of its
energy needs. If we don't do something to
turn the flow, we are just going to die on the
vine," Mitchell said in a lecture in Hasbrouck
Auditorium yesterday.

Mitchell pointed out that our present rate
of extraction our coal reserves will sustain us
for 400-500 years. "But, (because of en-
vironmental opposition), we can't mine it and
we can't burn it."

Mitchell said there are problems with
nuclear power. He cited transportation and
storage of nuclear wastes, and plant safety
as major concerns. "And these," he said,
"have not been addressed satisfactorily to
this point."

Mitchell, however, advocated the limited
use of nuclear power. "In the context of
today's technology," he said, "it is logical for
us to proceed with Seabrook I and II."

«____^ ^, ^^^^^^^^_ Mitchell said the public must be educated
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problams yesterday in Hasbrouck. (Staff photo by Chris "We've got to do something to discourage

Student leaders are opposed
to new appointment rules
By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

Opposition to a recently passed motion
calling for broader participation in SGA
appointment procedures was raised at last

night's student senate meeting.
SGA co-president Pinky Batiste and

Acting Attorney General Paul Yanowitch
opposed the motion, saying that it violates
the constitutional powers of the SGA
presidents' office.

Backers of the resolution claimed that it

follows the spirit of the unionization
movement by decentralizing the ap-
pointment procedure.

The controversial resolution, passed last
week by a vote of 16-14, requests that the
SGA co-presidents extend the process of
selecting candidates for SGA boards and
committees to include the Nominating Sub-
committee of the senate. Appointments have
in the past been made by the SGA
presidents' office and approved by the
senate.

Yanowitch said he felt the resolution is

unconstitutional. Referring to the selection
process, Co-president Batiste said, "if it's

given to a comminee it will never get done."
Senator Greg Tarpinian said the resolution

is only a request, but "if the co-presidents do
not abide by the resolution it is a political

statement on their— part in contradiction of

the will of the senate."
In other business, the senate allocated

$450 to send Senator Kwaku Saunders to
Los Angeles to meet with Stevie Wonder
and his agents in an attempt to secure an
agreement for a concert to be held at Alumni
Stadium in the spring.

The senate also voted $800 to sponsor a
debate to educate UMass students on the
Bakke case, which is coming up in the
Supreme Court.

In addition, $500 was given to help
MassPIRG sponsor a lecture by Ralph Nader
on initiative petitions as a means of student
political action.

Support groups form; discuss sexism
By RUTH MCGORTY
Collegian Staff

Plans for the creation of a support group
to counter departmental discrimination
against women was discussed last night at a
meeting led by undergraduate Janet Op-
penheim.
Oppenheim said the support group would

differ from the existing women's centers on
campus. A group of women from each
department would meet to discuss the
problems relating to that field. "Men can
sympathize with your problems, but not
empathize," she said.

Oppenheim started research on
discrimination against women faculty last

semester, in conjunction with a seminar
"Women in Science" she taught during
Women's Week. At that time she said she
interviewed some of the women faculty in

the Science Department to hear grievances.
Surprisingly, many women opened up and
told her the problems of discrimination, she
said.

Oppenheim, with the support of two
faculty. Dr. Janis Shaeffer and Dr. Grace
Rollason, has been working on organizing

women support groups in the departments.
She said the group would try "to funnel

discrimination to the right authority and to be
supportive. Also, it will give women who are

having trouble the chance to stand
together."

"The group would be a form of discussion.

to get together and talk about problems,"
she said.

Problems in areas including academics,
career opportunities, thesis work, and
personal problems would be discussed.
At present, there are support groups in

Zoology, Botany, and Forestry Departments.
Oppenheim said she would like to see them
in every department. The ultimate goal Is to

have an office for support groups, with a file

on each department, so that women can find
out what's going on, she said.

She said her next step will be to seek out
at least one women from each department to
act as a liaison to the support group.
Any women faculty member or students

interested in helping with the organization
contact Janet Oppenheim at 545-0162.

Wiieelchairs need a pusii
By MICHAEL SIMONS .

Collegian Staff

UMass has been selected as the host for a
"Wheel Chair Superstar Competition" to be
held on Saturday October 22nd at Boyden
Gym, according to Larry Lajoie, the com-
petition's coordinator.

Lajoie said applicants will be able to
compete in any five of 10 scheduled events.

Points will awarded to the top five scorers.
There will be eight divisions and an in-

dividual's total score will go towards a final

score in that division.

"The person with the highest score will be
the overall winner, but trophys will, be
awarded to the first second and third place in

each competition," Lajoie said.

"To make It a fair competition, Lajoie

explained, "we broke it down into eight
divisions ranging from severely in-

convenienced down to blind, deaf or no
limbs involved, and everything in between"

The main site of the contests will be by
Boyden gym, but events will also be held on
the banks of the campus pond and on the
library lawn.

Applicants can contact the Handicapped
Affairs Office located in the Dean of

Students Office in Whitmore, or can call-

write Lajoie at 8 Hartford St., South Hadley.

Telephone 553-5557.

A meeting for volunteers to help with the
running and scoring of the competitions will

be held tonight at Thompson 104 from 7-8 or
may call Lajoie.

the emotionalism, and get down to a more
realistic approach to the problem," he said.

"If nuclear proliferation isn't safe at this
point," asked a student, "how can limited
use of nuclear be considered safe?" Mitchell
replied he believes at the present level
nuclear power is "reasonably safe," and they
have a "satisfactory technology and
reasonably satisfactory plant safety."

He was then asked If he felt that
"reasonably safe" was safe enough. He
answered, "I think so."

Mitchell also discussed the need for
conservation of oil which he feels, could save
up to 97 million barrels of oil per year, by
1985. The United States in the first half of
this year has increased its consumption of oil

by 6 per cent, he said. He also added, 11 per
cent of the world production of petroleum is

used to fuel this country's automobiles. "I
hope", said Mitchell, "that we are never as
dependent on one source of energy as we
have done in the past."

Proponents of alternative energy sources
such as solar, wood, and geothermal would
have been displeased with Mitchell's forecast
of their viability in the future. "The com-
bination of these three sources will only yield
a savings of 39 million barrels of oil per year,
by 1985," he said. Mitchell said he feels these
industries have potential in the future, but for
now "the technology is not there." New
England could quadruple its use of wood
with proper forestry management, but we
need a more efficient way to burn it."

As for solar power, Mitchell said he feels it

has the potential to provide 25 per cent of
our energy needs, but even then not until the
year 2020. Geothermal power Is the most
uncertain of the three in his opinion, he said.
"In a couple of years we can look at it to see
what it may be able to do," he said.

Hampshirites

respond to

cross burning
By SUSAN O'NEIL
Collegian Staff

Representatives of a Hampshire
College third world organization last

night said they were doubtful that an all-

campus meeting, called after a cross
burning incident at the school last

weekend, will eradicate racism on
campus.

"I really don't think the all-college

meeting will do any good," said Irvienne
Goldson, a Hampshire College third

world spokesperson. "It might serve to
let everyone know what happened, and it

might get people thinking, but that's all

that can be expected," she said.

Lauren Price, another third world
spokesperson, disagreed. '

"We're going to try to rectify these
problems in general. We will try to
overcome any racist attitudes which may
be present, and try to straighten things
out," Hampshire public relations director
Peter Gluckler said last night.

Hampshire President Adelle Smith
Simmons called the all-campus meeting
of students and faculty after the cross
burning incident outside a party for
minority and foreign students.

Gluckler said several specific proposals
would be discussed at the meeting, and
that the school planned to intensify its

investigation of the cross burning. A
committee will also be appointed to look
into racism on campus, Glucker said.

"This incident was abhorrent and
insensitive. We ought to do everything
we can to overcome these things,"
Gluckler said. He said the majority of
people on campus found the incident
"generally disgusting."
Gluckler said the school had not

received any negative comments about a
statement by foreign and minority
students Tuesday. The stater^ent vowed
to use "any means necessary" to end
"racist" incidents "of terrorism by some
white students." "They can't be
blamed for using strong language in that
statement. They're damned mad,"
Gluckler said.

"I doubt they'll ever catch the person
who burned the cross, " Goldson said. "It

probably wouldn't do any good anyway,
since racism would still remain even if

they removed one or two individuals."
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UMass video news show
kicks off its first season
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By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

The Student Video Project, who last year
produced UMass' original soap opera,
"Strife of Life", will be continuing its

Coordinator, training students in all aspects
of video television, and producing various
shows of interest to students are its main
tor students interested in video work.
Hopefully they can eventually use video as
an integral tool for social change, " Skillicorn

programming this year with a new show
called "Valley Magazine." The show will

follow a documentary format, including
many topics of interest to students such as
academic and recreational tips, information
on local personalities and ramnus news.

The Student Vidio Project, a Recognized
Student Organization (RSO), is located in

room 409 in the Student Union Building.
According to David Skillicorn, Managing

said. The equipment and resources are
accessiDie to all students, and training
workshops are offered three times a week to
familiarize students with video equipment
and its uses.

During the 1976-77 academic year, a
variety of activities were videotaped on
campus and in the surrounding community.
These were shown on closed circuit
televisions in the Hatch, Campus Center

union program council and wmua
present
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Coffeeshop, Blue Wall, and on the Amherst
Public Access Channel. Some of the
programs shown included speakers from the
Distinguished Visitor Program, concerts on
campus, live coverage of the 1977 Toward
Tomorrow Fair, and the May 1977 oc-
cupation of the proposed Seabrook Nuclear
Power Plant. These tapes, after being viewed
by students on campus, were put into the
videotape library.

Besides Strife of Life the project last year
produced a magazine video show, "Im-
provisions".

According to Michael Cuddy, production
coordinator, plans are now underway for a
continuation of the magazine show, based
on the WBZ "Evening Show" in Boston. The
title of the show recently changed to "Valley
Magazine", will be shown every other week
on campus. Cuddy said "Valley Magazine" is

an ever expanding project involving many
new video concepts."

Besides "Valley Magazine", there are a
variety of new shows planned by the project.
One ongoing series about the University
Dancers is now being taped. Cuddy said he
hopes the program will "show some of the
joys and frustrations of being part of a dance
ensemble."
A "Women's Video Collective" has been

formed within the project to involve women
in the training and production process. In
addition, the position of Third World
coordinator has been established to meet the
needs of the Third World community, Cuddy
said.

Coverage of home basketball games and a
weekly campus news show are two other
projects being planned.

Skillicorn said he feels "student interest
and commitment are the prime factors
determining what is taped. Any importin;
events or speakers on campus are viauVc
resources for video production," he said. For
example, two and a half hours of the Sep-
tember 24 protest at Kent State was taped
on location in Kent, Ohio according to Mark
Gunning, Education Coordinator.
At present, sixty students are involved

with the project, however, any student can
become a member and is entitled to use the
equipment.
A meeting will be held tonight in the Cape

Cod Lounge at 8 p.m. Topics to be discussed
are plans for the year, a gener^'l oven/iew of
the structure, and demonstrations of video
equipment.
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Joe O'Brien takes time out for an
evening game of football outside his
"dorm". (Steff nhoto by Chris Bourne)
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Stevens boycott group
gathers local support

.ColJe gia_Q 5

By PATTI TROPED
Collegian Staff

Early last semester a student organization
was formed with the hope of educating
consumers about allegedly illegal and ex-
ploitive acts being practiced by the J. P.
Stevens Company, the second largest textile
corporation in the United States.
JP- Stevens with 85 plants nation-wide is

based pnmarily in North and South Carolina
Michelle Naples and Jeniffer Wexler

spokespersons for the UMass committee to
boycott J. P. Stevens said last night, "Our
group has been involved for the most part in
supporting the boycott at the local level We
have worked through the summer holding
public meetings to educate the consumer on
the issues, as well as talking with
representatives of local stores selling J P
Stevens' products."

They have also set up a table in the
campus center concourse, where members
of the UMass community are encouraged to
stop by and ask any questions they may have
on the issue.

The group has been working closely with
the national boycott supporting organization,
which is primarily concerned with getting the
larger chain stores to stop selling the
products. They have been successful thus far
in getting Bradlees to join in the boycott
effort, as well as awakening the interest of
other stores that may be potential sup-
porters, Wexler said.

Michael Schippani, boycott coordinator of
Boston, is scheduled to speak at a public
meeting for support tonight at 8:00 at the
Springfield-Westfield-Chicopee Labor
Council Hall, located at 164 Chestnut Street
in Springfield.

Egyptian foreign minister
sees Mideast "explosion

'

UNITED NATIONS lUPI] - Egyptian
Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmi warned
yesterday Israel was pushing the Middle East
toward "an explosion" from which "no one
in the world" would be safe.

Fahmi said he would introduce a seven-
point resolution in the United Nations
demanding Jews quit establishing new
settlements in occupied Arab lands and
calling on Israel to stop imposing Israeli law
on Arabs in occupied regions.

Fahmi flatly rejected a proposal Israel said
it agreed to a unified Arab delegation at any
peace talks in Geneva to include Palestinians
so long as they are not members of the PLO.

In the toughest address yet during the
largely ceremonial speeches in the opening
debate at the 1977 U.N. General Assembly,
Fahmi challenged his Israeli counterpart,
Moshe Dayan, "to stand here before you"
and pledge Israeli willingness to get out of
the occupied territories and to recognize the
right of Palestinians to an independent state.
Dayan sat quietly, listening with arms

folded - but there was no indication of an
Israeli walkout. "We are not children," one
Israeli diplomatic source said.

Fahmi said that if the situation in the
Middle East "remains stagnant, an explosion

will become inevitable, an explosion that will
dwarf all previous ones with no one in the
world safe from its devastating material and
spiritual consequences."

Fahmi's speech indicated a toughening of
the Arab stance even as hopes for a
reconvening of Middle East peace talks in
Geneva, brightened a few days ago, again
appeared to be dimming.

In related events. President Carter, seeking
a "mutually acceptable road to Geneva" for
Mideast peace negotiations, met with leaders
from Syria and Jordan yesterday and heard
Arab insistence on a PLO role in the talks.

Foreign Minister Abd Halim Khaddam of
Syria told reporters after meeting with Carter
his country stands firm on its position the
Palestine Liberation Organization should
participate in any talks — a policy rejected by
Israel.

Carter also met with Sharif Abdul Sharaf,
chief of the Royal Court of Jordan.
There was considerable stir within the

White House after Arab journalists quoted
Khaddam as saying of his meeting with
Carter that "our two viewpoints coincided to
form a unified Arab delegation, including the
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Mary Jane MacDonald, director of the North Village Childrens Center, leads two
of 14 youngsters on a walk around campus. She was aided in this fresh air event by
three student teachers from UMass who work at the school. (Staff photo by John
Anderson)

Package Store
''DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MICHELOB

1 2oz. cans

Gold Seal

CATAWBA
PINK

$6.69 cQse $2.99 gal

Schenly

Vodka

$3.99 Qt.

Scotch Royal

12 YR OLD
SCOTCH

$5.99 5th

Tuesday Sept. 27 to Saturday Oct. 1.

We reserve the right to limit quontities
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News in Brief

B' 1 bombers
remain in budget
WASHINGTON [UPf] - The House

Appropriations Committee yesterday
refuse to cut $463.4 million from the
Pentagon's budget for construction of
three B-1 bombers.

The surprise 34-21 vote was to reject
President Carter's proposal to eliminate
the B-l Bomber funds from the current
1977 budget. Under a 1974 budget law the
panel's vote apparently is not subject to
further consideration in the House.

Carter earlier ordered a halt in
production of the B-1 but the money
involved in Wednesday's vote was ap-
proved by Congress last year and was
available for obligation until Carter
proposed recision' of the funds.

It was Carer's recision' proposal that
was rejected.

The law requires that Congress vote to
approve proposed recisions within 45
days after they are made or the money
automatically remains available for
spending.
The 45 days will expire Oct. 4. Rep.

Sidney Yates, D-lll., an opponent of
the B— 1 and a member of the ap-
propriations panel, sought to send the
recision measure to the floor of the
House but he was defeated on a 27—23
vote.

WBZ TV spurs

inquiry of House
BOSTON [UPI] - The Massachusetts

House yesterday unanimously authorized
an investigation into questions raised by
a television news team regarding the
conduct of a number of legislators, in-

cluding Speaker Thomas W. McGee.
The unusual vote came after

lawmakers spent more than two hours
criticizing the report by WBZ TV's in-

vestigative news team, which focused on
gifts received by legislators, appearances
by lawyer-legislators before state,
commissions and possible conflicts of
interest.

The House voted 226-0 to have its

Ethics Committee investigate specific
references made by the news team in a
37-minute report aired Tuesday night.
The action places the committee
chairman, Thomas H.D. Mahoney, D-
Cambridge, in the difficult position of
investigating McGee, the man who
appointed him.

"The committee accepts this
challenge, or assignment, with the
greatest pleasure," Mahoney told the
House. "We realize it will not be the most
pleasant of tasks

"

The commitee is scheduled to deliver
an interim report within 30 days.
The WBZ report also referred to

Senate President Kevin B. Harrington, D-
Salem, and House Majority Leader
William Q. Maclean, D-Fairhaven, in an
examination of legislators jobs.

U.S. abortion funds
object of debate
WASHINGTON [AP] - Pressure

mounted yesterday for quick House-
Senate agreement on an abortion policy
before money runs out for government
social service agencies whose funds
depend on the outcome.
House and Senate conferees planned

to try to write a compromise somewhere
between strict limits on federally funded
abortions, which have been adopted by
the House, and more liberal ones en-
dorsed by the Senate.
At stage is a $60.2 billion ap-

propriations bill for the Department of
Labor and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare for fiscal year
1978. Current funding for those agencies
runs out Friday, the end of fiscal year
1977.

^

State budget goes
minus abortion bili
BOSTON \AP] - A supplementary

state budget will go to the Senate floor
next week minus an anti-abortion
amendment, but with an additional $11.6
million in appropriations.
The version agreed to Wednesday by

the Senate Ways arid Means Committee
brings the total budget to $31.3 million,

instead of the $19.7 million voted by the
House

The committee voted to separate the
money part of the budget, including
some $16.1 million for a state employee
pay raise, from an amendment to ban the
use of state funds for welfare abortions.

"I don't want to tie up an item I know
will be vetoed with the pay raise, and,
therefore, deny those raises to state
employes who negotiated in good faith,"
said Sen. James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford,
committee chairman.

Kelly's move passed by a 4-1 vote of
committee members present with only
Sen. Joseph Walsh, D-Boston,
dissenting.

Rep. Raymond Flynn, D-Boston,
author of the abortion rider, has said he
will attempt to amend the bill when it

comes back to the House fpr approval in

its new form. However, Kelly said
opinions differ on whether an amend-
ment is possible as long as an identical
bill is still pending.
The largest item added by the Senate

committee was $11 million to finance the
cost of medical care for general relief

recipients at city-owned hospitals.

SEC starts probe

of Lance's banic

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The
Secijrities and Exchange Commission
took legal action against "insiders" who
got a $2 million loan from the same
Chicago bank which loaned $3,425,000 to
former Budget Director Bert Lance,
Commissioner John R. Evans said
yesterday.

Evans said a commission investigation
is underway.
Evans told the Senate Banking

Committee that SEC investigators had
found many cases in which insiders got
personal loans from banks in which their
companies had deposited funds.
These included a $2 million loan to two

directors of Daylin, Inc., by the First
National Bank of Chicago, the same bank
which loaned Lance $3,425,000 while
holding deposits of $250,000 from his
Georgia bank.

Evans said the SEC sought civil action
against the Daylin directors because the
loans were not disclosed to stockholders
as required under federal securities laws.

Chairman William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
asked Evans whether he saw any dif-
ference between that loan and the same
bank's loan to Lance.

"In principle, I don't see any," Evans
said, but added he did not wish to discuss
Lance because of the investigation.

Senators stonewall

natural gas bill
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Leaders of a

Senate filibuster on natural gas pricing
showed no signs of surrender yesterday
as the impasse slowed other
congressional business and threatened to
force the Senate into a second all-night
session.

Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia continued a simple tactic of
trying to wear down the two freshman
Democratic senators carrying on the
filibuster in the name of low natural gas
prices for consumers.

But Democratic Sens. James
Abourezk of South Dakota and Howard
Metzenbaum of Ohio vowed to block a
vote on deregulation by the unusual
device of calling up about 500 amend-
ments, one after the other, for Senate
action. There was little debate, just a
seemingly endless string of votes on
proposals that had little chance of
passage.
With the exception of a two- hour

breakfast break, the Senate had been in
session since 9 a.m. Tuesday.

At issue is a critical portion of
President Carter's energy plan allowing
for higher natural gas prices at the
wellhead, but providing for continued
federal controls.

Late Tuesday, Carter administration
officials said they would agree to a
compromise natural gas price ceiling of
$2.03 per thousand cubic feet, a 28 cent
increase over $1.75, the original price in
the energy plan.

The price is currently fixed at $1.46.
On the only real test vote so far, the

Senate indicated tentative although
narrow support for an industry- backed
deregulation plan sponsored by Sens
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Tex., and James B
Pearson, R-Kan.
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to Pizza
Get a lirge pitcker of keer for 29'

29c gets you a laroe pitcher of beer
when you order our large, 9 topping.
Thick'n Chewy Pizza. Enjoy it by
candlelight in our cozy, den at-

mosphere. There's a Do It Yourself
salad bar, grinders, deep dish pasta
and your choice of beer or wine too
when you let yourself go to Pizza Hut.
Just cut out this coupon and take it to

Pizza Hut Restaurant on Route 9 near
the Campus Cinema, from 11 a.m. 'til

midnight.

Offer good on regular menu prices only
through October 9, 1977.
One coupon per customer visit.

UMDC ^29

41ut
422 Russell street

(Rte.9),Hadley
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are ^^

ddidous.

JimhetSt Qarfiageghops
Creativity is a natural at

PROFESSIONAL STYLING
COLORING
HAIR STRAIGHTENING

SUSAN PERKINS
BY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONE 549 3667

elc. etceL^
eic. etc. eke
eke. etc
elc. etc

clean, concise, correct copies

THE DOWHTOWN MALL
Antiques, Art & Crafts, Banking,

Bicycles & Mopeds, Books, Clothing,

Deli & Restaurants, Doctors &
Lawyers, Gifts, Gourmet Cookware,

Hairstyling, Printing & Copy Service

Records, Stereo Equipment

Travel Agency, Yarns & Needlecraft

EAsy LiviNq CloihEs

et cetera
copy corp

549-0566
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unique items from the himalayas

The University of Massachusetts
Fln« Arts Center

Proudly Announces

Special Programs In the Arts

Workshops - Master Classes - Lectures
Demonstrations - Clinics

with

Sarah V«u)hin Critique and Discussion September 29 3 30 Choral Room (R 44
)

erit Geldovtky Opera Workshop October 3 lO A M Bezonson Recital Hall

Illy Taylor W0fl<5hOP October 11 11 15 Beianson Recital Hall

Laiar •rinan Mosfef Class October 27 lO A M Bezanson Recital Hall

Anthony Nowman lecture Demonsfrafion November 2 2 30 Bezanson Recital Hall

Charloi Kaualoiki C(ini« November 18 To Be Announcea

illy Taylor Trio WorlishOD November 21 1 OO Bezanson Recital Hall

M*r<« Cunningham
. Oanco Company

lecture Demonstration
Master Class

March 7 To Be Announced

Oicar Polorien Master Class March 13 10 A M Bezonson Recital Hall

illy Taylor Workshop April 11 HAM Bezanson Recital Hall

Woody Horman Clinic April 13 2 30 To Be Announced

The Special Prosram In The Arts

Is Open To The Public

The programs ore NOT the scheduled
performances by the artist. They ore
intended as an educational experience

'

for those in attendance.

For more information, call 545-3670

VALLEY SUPPUER8 OF
SMOKERS' REQUISITES

Prescription Tobacco Blending
Free Pipe Club European Briar*

Unuaual Gifts Hand Carved Meertchaum Pipat
Easy term credit and lay-away plan

PIPE REPAIRS

"C/lin/tttM Pipe<k aH)d(wa>.^

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Good selection of Used
paperbacks & hardbacks in

good condition. New stock

arriving daily. Many art books

and books on most crafts now in.

Now Open Thurs.&Frl. 'til 8 p.m.

549-6052

Sandwiches ColdCuts
bagels Salads

Open Till 2 A.M.

askadventura, we'vebeen there!
Get the most tor your money, whettier traveling
first class or on a shoestring. Were authorized
agents for all airlines, scheduled and charter, and
will find the best fare for you.

Were experienced Our staff has visited 80
countries and all 50 states We can help you with
cruises, honeymoons, resort hotels, or a simple
ticket to Chicago There s no sen/ice charge, as
long as you purchase your arrangements through
us Discover why Adventura is the fastest growing
agency in Western fvlassachusetts

adventufQ travel

Victorian Dresses
20's, 30's, & 40's Clothing

Potpourri/Barettes/Combs/Boots

Jewelry & Mementos of Yesteryear

"lilaifaVc

SPECIAL TILL OCT. 8...

BUY ONE PAIR OF COMBS,
SAVE 50% ON SECOND PAIR!

'"i.H-^

vWfat first sight
; r^ Fine Clotties for Women

Fine Yarns & Supplies

ORIGINAL DESIGNS IN

NEEDLEPOINT & CREWEL
EMBROIDERY FLOSS

RUG YARNS & CANVAS

LESSONS A VA ILABLE 549-61 06

STEAMERS

• HEALTHFUL COOKING
•SAVES VITAMINS
• QUALITY STAINLESS STEEL

r.-:5»"

r Reg. M°°

SALE: $099

OPEN THURSDAYS TILL 9 P.M. FREE PARKING

...at the *Y' Of North i East Pleasant Streets
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Abortion controversy solution: birth control
By TOM DEVINE

The longer the battle over abortion rages
in America the further away we seem to be
from a final solution to the issue. Part of the
reason for this is that both sides in the issue
hold such irreconciliable views. To the anti-

abortionists abortion is murder while to
supporters it is a basic human right. With no
middle ground for compromise the argument

To the anti-abortionists

abortion is murder

while to supporters it is

a basic human right.
"

becomes more and more heated, but with no
solution in sight.

To complicate matters, there has been
virtually no insight or leadership offered by
our Government as to how to proceed in this

maner. Since abortion is such an emotional
issue (sure to alienate voters no matter what
position is taken), most politicians avoid
discussing it as much as possible. Con-
sequently, we have witnessed in recent years
the spectacle of the issue being thrown back
and forth between the courts, the Congress
and the states with the result that nothing
has been resolved to anyone's satisfaction.

Personally I'm unconvinced that life as
experienced by a fetus is of any less value
than the lives I see pass before me in the
Campus center coffee shop. However I

won't bore you with my views since I hope
that abortion itself, with a little bit of
progressive thinking, may well become
irrelevant in the near future.

It's no news to anyone that our planet is

becoming grossly overcrowded. As our
population relentlessly rises the quality of our
lives correspondingly declines. Our
democracy works far less effectively with a
large population than with a smaller one, and
it is hard enough for us to provide a decent
life for our people without adding to our
numbers.

Scientists have been telling us for over
thirty years that we must implement some
type of national birth control program or face
the inevitable decline of both our cultural and
political institutions. Despite all warnings
however, our government has chosen to
follow its usual policy of doing nothing until a
crisis arises. (The best example of this policy
is our nation's energy program. Although the
present shortages were predicted by
scientists decades ago, nothing was done
until the shortages actually occurred. Now
we have to resign ourselves to the wholesale
raping of the planet just to buy us enough
time to develop alternate energy sources.)

Despite the fact that progress in the area
of birth control has been inexcusably slow,
some startling breakthroughs have been
achieved. For example, scientists are
currently perfecting a tiny valve-like in-

strument that if inserted in the body by a
simple operation, would have the effect of
making pregnancy impossible. The nice thing
about this device is that it wouldn't interfere
with your sex life in any way. Then if you
decided to have a child, you would simply go
to your doctor and have the valve adjusted. If

you were a normal, healthy person to begin
with, you could have a child with no dif-

ficulty.

The effect of all this of course would be
that we could have children strictly by choice
and not by chance. Without unwanted
pregnancies there would be no need for

abortions. It sounds ideal, but there's a catch
to it.

This new birth control device, along with a

AmAL CAfnATfO

No Dilby! Safe effective birth control is not
where it's at. Snap to it boy!
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host of others now under development, is

not likely to become wide-spread very soon
without more money for research and a
greater national commitment to birth control.
The best means for financing and for in-

troducing these devices on a mass scale
would be of course, our dear Uncle Sam.

It's true there is something On^ellian
about the Government becoming so involved
in our sex lives, but the alternative is to wait
until our population problem is as bad as in

China, where one must ask the Govern-
ment's permission to have a child. Besides,
we in America already allow the Government
a great deal of power over sexual matters.

For example, in the case of homosexuals
we allow the Government to deny people
certain rights purely on the basis on whom

they sleep with. Even something so ob-
viously harmless as public nudity is outlawed
almost everywhere, yet what possible
justification does the Government have to be
concerned over what we do or do not wear?

Rather than all this fighting between
abortionists and their foes it might be a
better idea if those who are concerned over
this issue would unite in a common effort to
make birth control a top national priority. For
once let's try tackling a problem before it

gets out of hand!
If we can only produce and make

widespread (by law if necessary), these new
birth control devices than we could kill two
birds with one stone; our population problem
and the abortion controversy.

Tom Devine is a Collegian commentator.
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Institutional racism
By EDWARD COHEN

I would like to respond not only to Massa-
chusetts Daily Collegian Editor in Chief's
commentary about reverse discrimination,
but also of the growing racism that seems to
be permeating the Collegian as of late.

To begin with, I would like to analyze what
Mr. Arena has written. He writes,
"proponents for affirmative action claim it

can be an effective tool for improving
educational and job opportunities for racial

minorities and women. They are right.

Opponents argue that affirmative action in its

attempt to rectify both past and ongoing
discrimination can itself generate "reverse"
discrimination. They are right."

Who is right, Mr. Arena? You cannot make
such a statement without some facts or
figures to back it up. If you examined your
American history books, you will see that
what is now called reverse discrimination has
in past years gone under different names.
When mobs of angry white parents were
throwing rocks at school buses of- black
school children, the issue was called more
local community control of schools. When
white police were clubbing and beating
people protesting segregation and
discrimination during the Civil Rights
movement of the 60's, the issue was that
police were trying to put down a riot Against
the American system of order and justice.

The issue is racism.

If you have ever seen the film, "Birth of A
Nation," you will see how the Ku-Klux-Klan
saved the south from black politicians and
"carpetbaggers". Racist stereotypes are
laced throughout the film. This film describes
a period of time when a post slavery

Pot production is

not exploitive

To the Editor

/ almost choked on a roach when I read
Stephen Modena's column on "Pot
Smokers and Capitalists." Behind his
pseudo-economic reasoning lies the
contention that smoking a joint helps
"fire a blood sucking profiteering ad-
venture. " Well you can keep on toking
because Modena is all wrong. Smoking a
joint is actually one of the last remaining
ways not to help a capitalist line his
pocket with a workers sweat.

Let me explain why pot is different
from all the commodities which are
produced by workers in the capitalist's

factory. Marijuana is grown [produced]
by farmers not workers and capitalists.

The farmer harvests the finished product
which he then sells, smokes, or stashes
to seed next year's crop. The farmer sells

a product which he owns and therefore
meets the capitalist exporter as a fellow
trader; not as a submissive worker. The
farmer does not sell himself to the
capitalist for wages. Instead, he sells pot.
[Have you noticed that dope dealers at
any level never seem to work\ Chances
are that the farmer also grows most of his
own food so his survival does not depend
on the local price of pot.

The production of marijuana is one of
the few activities that remains outside the
control of exploitive capitalists Perhaps
that's why several of the giant tobacco
companies are secretly lobbying for

government was instituting token attempts
at ending practices of slavery which were
part of institutional life in the United States.
Slavery was legally over, but sharecropping
developed into a form of legal slavery, which
was in many instances as oppressive as
slavery. Then as now, the concept of reverse
racism was used to mask racism.
You write, "Here at our own University,

we see MacKimmie dorm using quotas to fill

its House Committee. Is that creating an
equal opportunity?" The context that you
put this in is implying that it is not creating
equal opportunity. If this is the system that
MacKimmie is using, and it works to create
equal opportunity, then why can't it be right?
I. remember an article in the Collegian ot
Tuesday, Sept. 20, in which attorney general
Paul Yanowitch said that "This is a direct
violation of the one man one vote principle of
government."

If we take a look at the history book, we
see the existence of the Grandfather clause,
a piece of legislation adopted by many
southern states after Reconstruction was
cancelled, which said that a person could not
vote unless the person's grandfather voted,
and since the grandfathers of most black
people of voting age were slaves, with no
voting privileges, this successfully took away
the right to vote from potential black voters.
Also be aware that women had no voting
privileges until the passage of the nineteenth
amendment in 1920. This grandfather clause
law ended equal participation in voting for
black voters, and therefore in government.

Mr. Arena writes that "my inner feelings
tell me that America has been and still is a
racist country." You are right about this one,

People by the government
The premise that this country's govern-

ment exists of by and for the people or-
dained over 200 years ago by the founding
Tathers, is very near being twisted into a de
tacto situation where the people exist of by
and for the government.

Jerriirogers
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^ince a iy country which allowed racism to
pxist and which pursues an active policy of
genocide against non-white people, cannot
he anything but racist. You wrote that
somehow, even though I see America as

discriminatory, I'll be pulling for Bakke."
Please place this last statement into a proper
ontext. If you examine enrollment figures

'or these vanous medical schools, not to
mention law schools and other professional
schools and colleges, you will see that the
r akeup of these schools is mainly all white,
with only token representation by non-white
students. To say that Bakke was denied a
place because of an affirmative action
program is insanity. For an editor-in-chief of
the Collegian to take this position is

.Htrocious.

Look at a few recent headlines: "cross
burning raises controversy," "young white
males should stick together," "Hampshire
deals with cross-burnings." If the Bakke case
IS placed in proper context, then you can see

a racism that is growing stronger. If an editor
of the Collegian, or any mass com-
munications person makes a stand on this
issue, it should be one which helps white
students deal with their own racism and the
racism that they see existing in a racist
system. All mass communications people
should in fact support the fight against
racism. It is unfortunate that the list of ar-

ticles, commentaries, editorials and letters

maintaining racist positions is growing. To
many white students, they might even seem
as though they are saying something logical,

but once again, if put in a proper perspective,
it's very easy for someone to twist words
around and make racism sensible in a racist
society.

it should be a goal of all white students to
actively resist racism and end racist attacks
against non-white students, to insure that
there really is a movement to promote equal
opportunity for all.

One by one in recent years various rights
and civil liberties of individuals have been
infringed upon and regulated by the actions
of the state and federal governments.

Perhaps this is just an ebb in the
movement for national sovereignty for all
citizens through a democratic-populist form
of government in contrast to the progress
made in this area from the late 1950's to the
early 1970's. None the less, it points out that
those of us who would fight for our personal
civil liberties, which the framers of the
Constitution intended to guarantee for us,
and a responsive- representative government
can ill afford to rest on our laurels.

Blacks and other Third World people,
women and organizers of the 1960's were
justifiably proud when the seventh decade of
this country was ushered in and they were
able to look back on an impressive list of
accomplishments and victories in the areas
of insuring individual civil liberties and an
open government.
The organized people composing these

groups wielded hefty political clout, and still

do, and constituted an effective check on the
actions of the federal bureaucracy.

Students, too, were organized and per-
formed much the same check-type function
vyith respect to the modes of conveying a
higher education to students.
And the national and local media also

sprung to life with the onset of investigative
journalism and adversary reporting.
The logical extensions of these events

would have been the influx of blacks, women
and populists into state and federal
government positions, and, right along with
the institution of the 18 year old vote, the
increasing organization of students into a
block as politically powerful as the others.

In Bunerfield dormitory the other night
just such a topic was discussed at a meeting
of all the residents - student unionization.

For almost 45 minutes students debated
the picayune procedural details of instituting
a union, until it was pointed out that none of

the participants, in anything they had said
indicated they were against the concept of
unionization. Three foreign students also
contributed information on the operation of
student unions in England and one indicated
her consternation at the attention accorded
procedural details and political protocol
rather that actual group action.

The conservative administrating of higher
education institutions that accompanied the
recession-inflation has caused ad-
ministrations to retreat and refuse to
acknowledge students' rights. Students have
been thrust into a position of bargaining with
a weak power base because they have
stratified themselves. We are more con-
cerned with our degrees and "getting a job"
than with our own freedom to determine the
value of our educations.

And the Bakke case soon to be heard by
the Supreme Court represents a significant •

and unfortunate challenge to this country's
attempt to correct historical wrong.

Our legal policy of precedents or stare
decisis often serves to maintain injustices
accorded the less powerful in often hostile
courts. If the Supreme Court decides the
Bakke case for Allan Bakke, it will be saying
that It's more important to maintain the
sacrosanct image of the law than it is to
correct legally sanctioned social injustices of
the past.

The House of Representatives vote against
using federal money for abortions and the
Supreme Court's ruling on the same issue
are direct attacks on the civil rights of
women. And the conservative backlash
evident in many of the state women's
conferences preceeding this year's first
national conference scheduled for Houston
Texas from November 18 to 21, is a
deliberate attempt to cut women's political
power.

There have also been, in recent history,
numerous court cases serving to shroud the
operations of government and hinder the
reporting of those operations by the media.

If a constant, organized and adversarial
eye is not continually monitoring the
government, the organizers of the 1960's
may become the organized (and govern-
mentally regulated) of the 1980's.

Jerry Rogers' columns appear every
Thursday in the Collegian.

Gldget goes...

legalization. Once pot becomes legal the
government will certainly ensure that
production and distribution falls com-
pletely into capitalist hands. But today,
the marijuana producer stands outside
capitalist social relations as a lonely
reminder of a Jeffersonian ideal; the
independent yoeman. In fact the more
pot we smoke, the more eager the ex-
porter becomes for the farmer's crop,
and the higher the price the farmer will

receive. So as you toke into oblivion
remember that some self-sufficient in-

dependent farmer is counting on you to
cop another ounce and save him from the
grip of wage slavery.

Alan Staple

Arena reasoning under

false premises
To the Editor

/ think it's sad that Ronald J. Arena
would support Bakke in his case against
UCal, while still agreeing that this country
is racist.

Mr. Arena is reasoning under several
false premises: 1\ that UCal-Davis has
lowered its standards, 2\ that UCal-Davis
operates under a system of quotas, and
3\ that this is reverse discrimination

7\ White students with cums as low as

2.3 are considered for admission,
minority students - 2. 1. No minority

student is ever admitted who is not
qualified or able to meet the strict

standards of medical school.

letters

Walt Disney Productions is re-creating
those zany and wacky movies again, but with
a massage, eh, message. Aloha Kent State!

Gidget played by Sally Fields, bounces and
giggles her way back to our cinemas. The
"modern" Gidget merrily prances about in a
bikini made of army surplus fatigue material.

21 UCal-Davis reserves sixteen spaces
for consideration of disadvantaged
minority students, but does not always fill

that allotment as a quota would imply. If

sixteen qualified minority students are
not found among the applicants, then
some spaces go unfilled.

3] In a nation such as the United
States, one of many different cultures, a
profession such as the medical
profession should reflect that diversity.

There is more to consider in a medical
student's application than his-her cum;
what must be considered is how well this

doctor could serve the public - the
patients ~ and one's background is

certainly a part of this. For example, if a
substantial percentage of this country's
population does not speak English, then
this country's doctors must reflect this
need.

In a country where discrimination is

rooted so deeply in its institutions, a
ruling in favor of Mr Bakke would be a
highly dangerous way of condoning
further discrimination.

Lucy Montes

Difference doesn't

justify Bryant

To the Editor:

/ feel compelled to respond to Andrew
Kirsch's letter which appeared in the

Collegian in which Mr. Kirsch had
defended Anita Bryant's tirade of op-

pression by stating that she "dared to be
different". Mr. Kirsch makes it sound as if

Ms. Bryant is to be glorified merely
because she is being different, and that
her "difference" somehow justifies her
actions. If this is true, then why aren't the
homosexuals whom she persecutes held
in similar high regard?

The fact that Ms. Bryant does what
she "believes is right" also fails to justify
her actions, as one may have said the
same for Hitler.

I also fail to be convinced by Mr.
Kirsch's statement that we live "in an age
when homosexuality is considered to be
acceptable". I was under the impression
that it is still far from "cool" to be gay,
and in fact, that homosexuals are the
most oppressed group in our society
today. If Mr. Kirsch disagrees with me on
this point, I suggest that he try living as a
homosexual for a while.

«

In conclusion, I propose that Ms.
Bryant does not dare to be different at all.

She conforms to reactionary pressure to
continue the oppression of gay people,
and recites her false interpretations of
scripture to justify her hatred. Speaking
as someone who has borne the brunt of
many jokes over the years, I don't feel
sorry that Ms. Bryant has had to "bear
the brunt of a thousand Johnny Carson
jokes". Ms. Bryant is a woman with
fascist attitudes and is neither to be pitied
or respected.

Degli Altri

SATF provides

for diversity
To the Editor:

Steve Mathieu appears ignorant of a
few facts concerning the University and
the uses of SA TF funds.

First, there are over 20,000 people
enrolled at the university. The diversity of
interests represented by these people
cannot be met simply by funding
organizations that sincerely appeal to
everyone.

Second, not even/one is Jewish, black
gay, handicapped or female. Does Steve
feel that the distinct numbers of people
making up these groups, each of whom
pays the SATF fee, should be barred
from using money THA T THEY PA Y for
furthering their group interest? Ap-
parently so.

Third, RSO funding goes to groups
because they do not have access to
channels that would permit them to raise
funds. Many people in these groups use
their own money because the funding
that their group receives is simply not
enough. There is also the Catch -22 which
prohibits groups receiving RSO money
from raising their own funds. Otherwise
their funding can be cut off.

Finally, the lack of 'social awareness'
on the part of Steve Mathieu has un-
fortunately led him to believe that if it's

not for everyone, then it should not be for
anyone.

Kenneth Stoller

She is also decked out in a beret - with a
button pinned on - "Give It Back To The
Indians, I Did'" - and a black arm band on
her freckled upperarm.
Tony Orlando and Dawn are out of

retirement to sing the soundtrack, "0 hio",
the Crosby, Stills, Berkowitz, and Feliciano
tune. Jim Nabors does the background
screeching. "How many more" and ad-libs
the between verses la da da da da da da da's.

Fred McMurray, Gidget's pop, has a bit

part as the bulldozer driver that attempts to
stampede the protesters. His only lines are,
"Geez, kids just used to cut down the nets
from the basketball hoop ater a big game pr
rip down the goal posts. Now the little

bastards wanna tear down the athletic
facilities before it's even built. How's the

Steve (liibin

give 'way corn-
administration goin'

plimentary tickets?"

Demonstrators, protected from the sun by
straw hats and girl watcher sunglasses,
skateboard around the proposed gym site
obstructing construction. Bob Denver, Dobie
Gillis, and Annette Fullofjello plays bongos
and volleyball while chanting, "No more
causes, so give gym to Jaws!" Ronnie
Howard hopping afjout clad in Kent State
athletic shorts with blood red suspenders, is
the leader of the coalition. He keeps the
dissidents shocked in bandanas, bullhorns
and beer.

A jeep with O.J. Simpson, Don Meredith,
and Joe Kapp scrambles through the crowd
trying to frighten the student strikers. The
jeep is siezed by the demonstrators and
transformed into a planter for their herbal
garden.

The film climaxes when ushers dump tear
gas in the cinema aisles and the local
National Guard performs a 21 gun salute.
The flick is terrif! So from Gidge and me,

"See ya there and tootles!"

J
Steve Dubin 's columns

Thursday in the Collegian.

appear every

/
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DEDHAM, Mass [UPli bunio ot me more than 40 jailed Franklin Mass.
teachers who appeared before Judge John Greaney at Norfolk Superior Court,
talk to supporters from courthouse window. More striking teachers from
Franklin are in court to face contempt charges for defying a back to work order.
The strike by more than 280 teachers is in its 13th day.
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Hostages held for ransom
by Red Army guerillas
DACCA. Bangladesh [UP/] - Japanese

Red Army guerrillas holding 155 hostages
aboard a Japan Air Lines DCS jetliner told
airport authorities early Thursday they
planned to execute an American Jew within
hours because all their demands had not
been met.

Authorities identified the hostage only as
John Gabriel and told newsmen at the Dacca
airport that he was a friend of President
Carter. Authorities released no further in-

formation on the hostage.
The Red Army hijackers made the threat

despite being told that the Japanese
government had agreed to their demands for
a $6 million ransom. Airport officials said the
hijaclters were holding out for the release of
nine comrades jailed in Japan as well as the
money.
The guerrillas hijacked the plane on a

Paris-to-Tokyo flight shortly after a stopover
in Bombay. They later forced the jetliner to
land in Dacca.

In a statement given to airport officials, the
hijackers said they were determined to "free
the Japanese people from oppression."

Irish peace
on horizon
LONDON lUPf] - Britain and Ireland

yesterday pledged to work jointly to bring an
end to eight years of bloodshed in Northern
Ireland and Britain promised to restore self-

government to the embattled six counties of
the north.

The agreement came at the end of daylong
talks between British Prime Minister James
Callaghan and his Irish counterpart Jack
Lynch at No. 10 Downing Street.
A joint communique issued after the

meeting said the two prime ministers "were
united in reaffirming their commitment in the
immediate future to achieving the earliest
possible restoration of peace and political
stability in Northern Iretend."

Violence between the province's two-
thirds Protestant majority and one-third
Roman Catholic minority population has
cost nearly 1,800 dead and between 18,000
and 20,000 injured in the past eight years. At
present some 14,000 British troops are trying
to keep peace between the warring factions.
The statement said Callaghan promised

Britain would work to restore a provincial
government to Northern Ireland which has
been ruled directly from London since
March, 1976.

Britain at that time abandoned further
efforts to bring about agreement between
the Protestants and Roman Catholics on a
new provincial government in which both
would share power.
The statement said that in the meantime,

before a full power sharing provincial
government is restored, Britain would hand
over "a range of powers" to a locally elected
body under arrangements acceptable to both
Protestants and Roman Catholics.
Government officials quoted Callaghan as

promising there would be no integration of
Northern Ireland in the rest of the United
Kingdom.
The sources said Lynch told Callaghan

that Ireland still had ultimate Irish

reunification as its long term aspiration. But
they said he did not make a major issue of
this.

The statement said that despite the
agreement of the Japanese cabinet to pay
the $6 million ransom, they would kill their

hostages one by one unless their compatriots
were freed from prison.

The first victim, they said, would be
Gabriel, one of 13 Americans aboard the
plane.

^oot-Long Sandwiches

In front of <?-"^'^^

33 E. Pleasant St.

lyOPEN TILL 2, 7 DAYS A WEEK>

getting through
the number maze
with Tl's programmable calculators.

FREE seminar
for everyone.

Whatever your discipline field of

study or background. Personal Pro-

gramming IS a valuable asset m
todays world Its easy useful and
enjoyable You owe it to yourself to

learn about it

Seminar covers

•Elements of problem solving
methods and techmqiies

• Adapting a calculator to aproblem

• Intro to personal programming

Also available

• Basic programming instruction.

• Programmable calculators to use.

D.ite Time Oct 5th 1 30 pm
Pl.u e Catiipiis Center Rtn 101

ATTENTION ENGINEERS.
FREE technical workshop on the ad-
vanced technologies mside Tl program-
mable calculators

Ditte Titne Oft Bth 3 30 pni

PUice Campus Cfinter Rni 101

Texas Instruments
V,

pi-is .^*i!'umenis i I N ( < >K »»( )K A I » J
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'HAHJEE9 'PlACrl
^""at's Happening

Midwoy between Anr^herst b Northampton or. Rt 9. Discover o uoiouerestouront feotufing PERSIAN SPECIALTY FOODS
Our DINNER MENU offers o selection of PERSIAN ^PFriAiTic^mHKADOOS. CREPES. VEGETARIAN DISHES. ?Lf^'^Sel GHTS rf ei

wLwfh ' T ^'^°' ° '^'^^^'^9 "*^'^^°" o^ 9'Q" Of beer orwine with youf meol ..
^^

5ft4-9797.

1
1
tOO om- 11 ,00 pm Mon-Thur

$

FrI 6 Sot til 1 om Rt 9 Hodley

TODAY
CIRCUS
DEVA KUMPANIA Traveling Circus will

perform at 8 p.m. at "The Next Stage,"
Southwest Student Center in Hampden D.C.

CONCERT
Southwest Area Assembly is having a free

concert featuring Chris Rhodes and James
Montgomery on the Southwest Horseshoe
from 3 to 9:30 n.m

MOVIE

arJ^^ r^ ^^°'%'" ^^'""9 the Marx
Brothers Campus Center Auditorium 7 9
and 11 p.m. $1 along with a selection' ofMarx Brothers short subjects

SPEAKERS
Two workers from the Roanoke Rapids

North Carolina, J. P. Stevens Plant will speak
at the Central Labor Council Hall, Springfield
8 p.m. Also showing the film "Testimony."

STUDENT BRIGADEREVOLUTIONARY
MEETING
Tonight 7:30 p.m. in Student Union 413A

There will be a slide show of the Sept 24
demonstration as well as summary
discussion of the current struggle. Also an
explanation of RSB principles

TOMORROW
DISCO

Lesbian Union sponsoring a Women's
Disco, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. $1. All women
welcome.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Junior Club Sandwich
Quiche Lorrame, Basics; Quiche Lorraine,

r^ MMrPo''®'^
Soybeans-Brown Bread

DINNER - Mini Egg Rolls-Sweet and

Ih^H P^^*^®" ^^°^ l^ein. Stuffed

qt^SLH^^H %^'"'^' ^^s'"'- Same,
btutfed Shells-Tomato sauce.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Fishburger, Turkey Divan

niMil,cl^^^\^'®
^°^ ^°^' "Turkey Divan

R.?iH^I^~ ^^^^^' ^^"^^^ Fish, Basics;
Baked Fish, Crusty Soybean Crowd

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 830a. m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY

Five college program
for residential exchange

Residential exchange is a program which
enables students in the five-college area to
live away for a semester (without trans-
ferring) at Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke, Smith, or University of Massa-
chusetts.

Any sophomore of junior living on campus
can participate. Applications are available in
the Housing Office. For more information
call the Residential Exchange coordinator'
Monique Chireau (Mount Holyoke) at 538-
3068.

The application deadline is Oct. 12.

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY? •! ! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecuti\/e publishing days. 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AyjOfORSALe

1971 Oatsun 510. Runs very well, body fair
30MPG Hwy ,AM FM radio, new radials
Best oHer 665 2512

1971 Plym. Roadrunnar 383 w/options
Ekc condition Steve 323 4026 after 6o m

122Voivo oartt sad&waoon Raa 66&4384.

66 VW ¥Ji. S475 00 Call after 5p.m. for
mfo 665 4832

1971 Ford Econoline Super Van, 6cyl
, good

condition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5, 739 7680 Keep Trying.

74 Fit 128"5a000 mi Good cond $1 500
549-0519

Schwinn 10- SO. Asking $75 00 256 6950

FOR KENT

MOTORCYCiefOR SALE

1 Bdroom on farm, 15 mins. from campus
Available to strong woman $80 + 772
0612after6 A REAL DEAL'

*"* Looking for a roon^hroughou^all
Semester. 467 9401 after 5 ask for Steve.

WANTED

Triumph 650 Bonn 2500 on rbit VG
cond w extras First $600. or BO 546
0070.

^^^JP Brouflham. PS PS AC Ex. Cond
*1,500. Call 773-3294

89VW Bug. Running cond 2mounted sno
J400 or Best Offer. Call 413-477-8258

70 VW^SQBJT Exc mech B^dT"?^^^
work 28 MPG $650 Neg Tom 549-4600
Ao43.

70"i»^t. Cat. Air AMFM Ster New trans"

-—!!* Dependable $35 Kevin 549 3509

1964 Mercury-Excellent Interior, good^body
funs well. Needs muffler $190 584-5647.

'

*'whf»1^^
" ^'*^ "-"^v^ry good, from

^heel dr
, no rust, radial tires. 75,000

06KEV^r
'*" *^ °' ^ ° ^^" 2^

19eB^Rambler. Exc Cond Mecfv 665-3634

1975 SAAB Underroated7"\^^d eno &
o^L,^,!^"*^ ^ °*~"«^ 77,000 miles
«,90a Call 256 8074 EVNGS.

F'AT 128.'2dr^doo;n,7AMFM and ste7eo
cassette Fine cond 5 2642 or 2643 after
'P m

,
ask lorNiel, Rm 211

70 Ford GaliiTSflOTA/C, 7200 miles, Good
Cond. $500. 253-3071.

1977 Pinto. New~ tires brakes Must~seir-
Moving Eves 256 6475 Days 256-0472

70 Chevy Mallbu^07^A^ PS AM FM
fadio, new exhaust system, new brakes
and morel $950 or BEST OFFER 546 5811

19B8 Volvo 1225 Ex CondJPauTMg^TSS"

166 Chevy Impala New tires^Very "good
r-ondition. Automatic $300 Call 367 2395

1971 Plymouth WagoivMotoriridbod^rr
good condition New parts Call 546 4538

1973 Triumph Oaytona SOO Excellent
condtion Best Offer over $750 253-2943
after 7 Very low milage

197B Honda 400 Super Sport bought new in
1977 4,400 mi Perfect cond. Lug
rack/sisy bar master chain&lock Ask
$1,000 Call Steve 549 3957 between 5 7

1973 Honda CL36a~ excellent c'ondition
ll.700mi $500 Call 546-9441 Nights.

74 Kawasaki zT-900cc
. Whm^or^tion

Kerker Pipe, Denselube chain BO 665
3031 Early or Late

"f^,^"'"*^^^^ 15-000 mi $1 200 orBO 256 0176 Walt.

^^"«"ki2S0on/off. Exc. cond 253^475^

Laverda SF750, partsTrido^i;^~5800rn7
A super machine 323-4026 Steve after 6

FORSALE

'^'"c*d''"'*
opening* HALF TIME

CLERICAL with ecumenical campus
ministry. $3/Hr acad cal. 545-2661 United
Christian Fn.

Stereo Pioneer SA9100 Sony ST5150
^etedyne Speak BIC 960 Nill Sacf. 665^

Maran^z Model 27 St^HoRi^^wer3oT;;^t

f n^oT.
^"cellent cond $200 Call after

9^00P M Frank 549 3841

Ladies Canvas&Leather Reg. $18 30 lust
S'O 14. 50 Call 538 3131. '

GIGANTIC TAG ^AlF-Bi5^s^l,7t^^n
^ems^ Clothing, plants, stereos, furnlre
Saturday 10 1. ,f ram Sunday 19 Stro,
St near Wildwood School,

ng

Astrology Charts ft
s Professional Lous
Amherst

Readings 9 yr
Neubel 549 6425.

Houseboy Wanted Part time Good food
in exchange for kitchen work Contact
Kathv at 253 9215 between 6:30-800

Experienced Painters for outdoor work
with oil base stain Call Bruce 665-4770

.

Tutors Needed for me and engr math
courses GoiMlrates^Call Jeanne 5-2843

Lead Vocalist wanted for to^H^^Tb^
Exp nee No Folk 549 649

1

Wrk /Stdy for Chadboume Security 64150.

Group Organisers Needed $$$^u»7r;n";qi^
benys all for ,ust getting 20t customers
for the most exciting ride in New England
The Alpine Slide Cruise HURRY before
told weather loses you SS Call Larry 549474* Keep Trying

PROGRAM^STAFF, half tif^^T^^f^r
ecumenical campus ministry team
Responsibilities inci planning 6 coord of
shortterm, issue oriented programs
shared administrative resp'
Theol educ Erordin not required Growing
commitment to Christian Gospel of
liberation h social involvement &in-
terpersonal skills necessary Salary
equivTAUCF 545-2661.

Meaningful Jobs are still Tv^n^blT^fhe
student organising project is looking forpeople who are interested ,n working withthe Campus Unionisation effort Bothworkstudy and non workstudy positions
are open Apply at the SOP office rm 426btiidoni Unicm Bid

Women Wanted to complete cooperative
household in Betchertown. Call 253-7968.

214- Frwit Tires. Cairjoe546^^^a0^

Woodcutter, apply in person B 3 Emerson
6 9p m Phone:546-7234

nSAVE THOUSANDS

Horses Boarded Northampton Small
private stables, miles of trails Reasonably
priced Call 584 1754 or 584 1282

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All years
and models, low prices Jack 588-0610

Expan Typing, only 40cents/page. Call
after 6, Mon. Thurs . 256-8484

Barnbuilder will build barn at cost of
materials in exchange for Rent Free

__apartment Call 533 9820

HITCHHIKERS Sign Giant Dayglo
Thumb Reuseable 5 big ones for $2
Trident Studio, Box 12 Sturbridge Ma
01566

PERSONALS

RIDERS WANTED

To Penn. State (State Collegel Leaving
10 17 returning 10/10. Call Melissa 253
2782

AUDIO

4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Equalizer AR
Turntable, new $1,800 Now $960 or trade
tor motorcycle of equal value 549 5979

College Calculators offers low price & full
service All models avail T 159 $225 58
599 95^ 51 $52 95 HP s & Commfdorfs
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

^•^"'"q" ?
Suecle Coat Excellent coftditlB^^

Si/e9 Call 549 5961 after 6 OOom

ROOMMA TE WANTED

IBr m 2Br Apt $Up,' mb UIil inc ',mi
I'om N Amherst Bus stop Call 549 1517

?^« !,
^""' Overhaul. Reg

^n^ .^°^ *2' ^ ^'"'«' bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
SkisPeloton 549 6904. 584 1016.

After 5 professional typmq 734 0044

Collegiate research papeTsTthousandson
''le All academic subiects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles Cal.f 9O025 f213i 477 8474

b»Jh o"*"^
^"'•- "^^P*"^ Salei, Moped

n H
^"-^"» ^° 1 «ys Consumers

Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2passenger moped Come for a test ride and

MOPPo'^"^^ '^^"^ PIONEER VALLEYMOPED accessories 4 Conz Street
Northampton, 586 1054 Behind city hall 2

Moped Sale Pncesi See us before you buyW T. F, nites til 9 Look' Moped SateiMoped Sale' Comei
TO DAfrom RALPH: See you Sunday niteon the late run to Where?
Listen To Power Radii^WMUA SaT

]IZ -^""o ^^^'- '9^^ FMlMon
^a m 4am PUNK N POPi

^Vaa,
ai'l^^elJTmable

I fixed Want to_meet vou Leave ptioneatCo op

Darnel 12:1, Revelations 3: 121 religious

detail'?
,*"PP'«^'"9 'f'e trut^To

detailed explanation of Revelations wnte

lof,^ R?T i^ P'"* P^^* Mon Sat10^ Bicycte Repair Collective 51 SProspect St. 2S6-6852 Open tilNi^w

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis Learning Groups 2nd Orqan
mefting Wed rm 174. Thurs rm 90?
Campus Center at 7 & 8 30p m Those not
hypnotised Thurs come at 7 Those ready
to begin course come at 8 30 Fee
rpfiured L.irqp turnout all welcome 532
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Notices S. Korean accused in bank fraud

AMHERST COMMUNITY FORUM
Continues monthly Friday luncheont at Unitarian

Meetinghouse 121 No Pleasant St beginning
tomorrow Meetings will run from 12;16-1:30 pm
$2 25 For reseryations call 253 2848
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Smockar Friday Sept 30, main lounge Field dorm, 8

p m Interested in pledging please attend
BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN PROJECT

Volunteer opportunities are still open, call 323-6311
ext 296

BOWLING CLUB
Meeting today 4:30 p m Boydan Lanes, men &

women
CENTRAL AREA COUNCIL

Alpine Slide Trip, Friday 5:15 p.m. cost $3 for first

200 people to sign up with their dorm grea council
rep

. $4 after first 200
CHA BAD HOUSE CLUB

International Sukka Party tonite 8:30 pm Prince
House Southwest, 30 N Hadley Rd. Refreshments,
no charge

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH AT UMASS
Holy Communion at the ARK, Sundays at 6 p m

Supper follows, 758 N Pleasant Street
GRADUATE STUDENT EMPLOYEES UNION

'Union Maids' & "Harvest of Shame ", will screen
tonite 8 pm Thompson Hall 102 $1
HILL EL

5 College meeting 8 p m Chapin Lounge; Amherst
College all welcome'
INTRAMURAL OFFICE

N OP E gym closed for women's varsity volleyball
game Friday Sept 30 and Tuesday Oct 4

1

all

IYENGAR COLLECTIVE

Yoga class begins Oct 14th 4 30 6 pm 270
Pleasant St Northampton Eight weeks $20 for
students $32 for others Call Jennifer 256 6456 to
register

JAPAN AMERICA CLUB
First organizational meeting Saturday Oct

Campus Center 904, 7 p m Pot luck refreshments,
welcome.
LOST

Purple wallet, between town and campus, if found
turn m at Campus Center info desk
LOST

Mickey Mouse Doll at J A party. If found caU Carrie
or Dee 6 8260 sentimental value
FOUND

Pair of glasses in Engineering East BIdg Call 6-5676
FOUND

Calculator last week, call 546-1191 Richard Galli
FOUND

6 ' yellow notebook Fri

Harris inside now at lost &
Teresa Brown
NAIADS

Meeting, come prepared to swim, don't miaa.
NURSING STUDENTS

Meeting Campus Center 162-175 at 12:30 p.m.
today Farewell brown bag lunch for our sisters from
Wales
RESOURCES JUDAEA

Informal discussion 7 p m. Student Union 415, for
anyone concerned.
ZAMIR

Meeting for anyone interested in working on
ZAMIR Student Union 302.

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - South Korean
businessman Tongsun Park and a close
adviser to religious cult leader Sun Myung
Moon were accused yesterday of secretly
gaining control of a national bank, then
fraudulently selling $500,000 worth of shares
to the public.

The Diplomat National Bank of
Washington and Charles Kim, who resigned
in April as the bank's chairman, immediately
consented to the allegations brought by the
Securities and Exchange Commission
without admitting or denying guilt.

Park, who is now in South Korea, his
associate Spencer Bobbins and Moon's
executive assistant Bo Hi Pak did not
consent to the charges. But their attorneys
said at a U.S. District Court hearing they
would soon comply.

near Morrill, name W.
found information desk.

Judge John Pratt signed an injunctive
order to prevent Diplomat Bank and Kim
from future use of "devices, schemes and
artifices to defraud."
The SEC, filing the complaint, said the

investigation was conducted with the aid of
federal banking regulators and two
congressional panels that have probed Park's
affairs.

The SEC said the Diplomat Bank became a
national bank under charter from the comp-
troller of currency in 1975. In a public offering
of 97,000 shares of stock to raise $2.4 million
that year, the bank said no individual would
own more than 5 per cent of the offering.

Actually, the SEC said Park and Pak were
in control of 53 per cent of the stock. For
corporate purposes, effective control usually
can be administered with 5 per cent of out-
standing stock.
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B.C. by lohnny Hart

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

Tom waits at FAC tomorrow
Tom Waits, recording artist, writer and

performer, will appear at the Fine Arts Center
tomorrow at 8 p.m.

General admission tickets are $2.50 and
available at TIX on the main level of the
Student Union. Tickets can also be bought in

Amherst at Faces of Earth, Sun Music and
Backdoor Record Shop; in Northampton at

Sound Ideas.

Waits will feature songs from his latest

album, "Small Changes."
The concert is sponsored by the UMass

Program Music Council. This group will also
bring to campus: George Benson, Oct. 13;

Woody Shaw, Oct. 28; and Bobby Hut-
cherson, Nov. 19.

Deaths linked with legionnaires disease
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
iffUC-

BURLINGTON, W [UPI] - Two more
deaths in Vermont were attributed yesterday
to Legionnaires disease, bringing the number
of fatalities linked to the pneumonia-like
illness in the state to three since July.

It is believed the three victims represent
the largest cluster of Legionnaires disease
fatalities in the nation since the July, 1976
outbreak in Philadelphia killed 29 people.
However, a doctor from the Atlanta-based

Center for Disease Control told a news
conference Wednesday at the Vermont
Medical Center hospital there was no cause

for alarm concerning the Vermont outbreak.
Dr. Claire Broome, a CDC investigator,

said all six cases of the disease found in
Vermont since July, including the three
deaths, involved patients who had suffered
major illnesses or undergone operations such
as kidney transplants. She noted three of
them were successfully treated with anti-
biotics and released from the hospital.

There is no reason for tourists to drop their
planned visits to Vermont^ she added,
because there is no evidence the disease is

transmitted from person to person.

In-door Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrtt Ctnttr, across from tho croon 253-5441

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

The Speed Reading Course

Or Vearl McBride world reknowned educator and author will be
presented in the 5 Collaga area. There will be a series of FREE one hour
lectures explaining the course, dates of claaset and tuition. Increase yourreadmg speed with greatly increased comprehension.
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

This course if for:

•BUSINESS PEOPLE
•PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
•TECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
•THE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

Dr McBride 8 panoramic reading has been featured on national TV and
radio with students reading many thousand words a minute. These lectures
are designed to inform you what panoramic reading can do for you.
Panoramic reading can save you hours a week at the same time increase
your comprehension. Learn to read 3-10 times faster, and a greater under-
standing of what you read.

THE FASTEST READERS IN THE WORLD ARE TAUGHT BY MCBRIDE
METHOD OF PANORAMIC READING.
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Attend one of the following FREE one hour lectures at the followina
time and placas: ^

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Russoll St., Nadloy

Mofv.. Sept. 26-2 meetings. 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.
Tues.. Sept. 27-2 meetings. 6:30 and 8:30 p.m
Thurs., Sept. 29-2 meetings. 6:30 and 8:30 p.m.

Two final meetings. Friday. Sept. 30 - one at 6:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.

Presented by the National Reading Enrichment Institute, a non-profit org.

Attendance is limited to SO people.
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

THURSDAY, SEPTEM-
BER 29 Born tfxlay, you
have been gifted by. per-
hap.s, an embarra.s.srnent
of riches where talents are
concerned As a result, it

may be extremely difficult
for you to settle on a single
career You may find your-
-self well mto middle age
before you are able to
focus upon a single goal in
such a way that it becomes
not only achievable but a
source of happiness. Once
you reach this stage you
must be careful not to
spread yourself too thin, or
you may loose all the
ground you've gained.
You draw loyal and last-

ing friends to your side, in
good times and bad. On the
other hand, you can be a
frightening enemy. You
are not adverse to throw-
ing your weight around
when you deem it neces-
sary; yet. no one could be
kinder, more considerate,
more sympathetic to oth-
ers when to do so doesn't
jeopardize your own prog-
ress. It IS perhaps a selfish
attitude; but one which
may be necessary to the
furtherance of your own
particular career
You pos.sess tremendous

vitality Only illness can
keep you from expending
energy You do not like
leaving work to vacation
away from home The fact
that you con.sent to su< h

vacations at all is more a
proof of your wish to please
others than a .sign of unsel-
fishness.

Til find what is in stort-
for \iiu tomorrow, select
voui tjirthdav ^jnd read the
corresponding paragraph
l.et our birthday star be
><iur (lailv guide
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
LIBRAiSept 23-Oct 22)

Concentration is essential
today if you are to make
the gains promised by gen-
••ral circumstances. (live
facts and figures your
attention.

S C O R P I O I () c t . 2 .3 -

.Nov. 21 1 Early morning
gaiety should keep you
from succumbing to anoth-
er's black mood later.
Keep your own council at
evening.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec 21

1
— Evening festivi-

ties may require you to
behave m ways quite for-
eign to your habit, though
perhaps not your nature
Join the fun

'

CAPRlCORNiDec.22-
Jan.l9( — Moderation in
all things is called for.
Don't be tempted into ex-
cessive eating or drinking
by a festive occasion.
AQUARIUS! Jan 20-

Feb.l8) - Take time out
today to help another. This
is a good time for showing
the attitude of cooperation
you wish to be known for.

PISCES(Keb 19-March
20) — There may be ro-
mance around the corner
for you today Take your
time responding to anoth-
er's overtures, however
ARIES( March 2I-April

19
1
- Rely on another to

steer you in the direction
you should go at this par-
ticular time Take advice
and be glad for it

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) Put off business
decisions of importance to
your future This is a poor
time to attempt to steer the
course of fate

GEMINHMay 21-June20)
Save energy and thought

for PM This IS no day for
asking favors; make an
effort to fulfill your own
daily potential

CANCERiJune 21-July
2-1 Try out a new
method of operation where
career activitiy is con-
cerned Don't expect an-
other to pull vour weight
and his.

LEQiJuly 2.i-Aug22) -
Unless you are really will-
ing to take on more than
your share of the responsi-
bility, you would do well to
refu.se involvement in a
nc^ project
VIRGO. Aug 2.1-Sept. 22)
(iains made in the morn-

ing can be relished at your
leisure during evening
hours Teach others.
..p»rii!hi I'l:: Injifii i.,.i,iur. Suirti-

';.lt In.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS 53 As written:
Music UNITED Feature Syndicate
Ivory sources
Nutritive
Teutonic sign
Explosive de- Wednesday Puzzle Solved-

54
58
61
62

63
64

65

66

1 Speak imper-
fectly

5 Water-bound
land

10 Flavoring
14 Scent
15 Mikitaand

Musial
16 City of India
17 Moldings
18 Fern
20 Sloping plane 67
22 Election win-

ners
23 Acquires by

labor
24 "The - Mu-

tiny"

26 Impair
27 Inns
30 Pittsburgh

team
34 Poets
35 Swear
36 Under the

weather
37 At a — Be-

wildered
38 Mock
40 Gypsy
41 "It'san — t"

42 Throw off

43 Brought up
45 Sets in order
47 Oriental

skiffs

48 Chapeau
49 — hairs

Quibble
50 Seed tufts

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10
11

vice

Tanker
Assam silk-

worm
Schools of
whales
Clothing
— a record

DOWN

Realty units
Greatly loved
person
Shore bird
Monarch's
daughter
Doctrine
Taints
Singer
Frankie —
Terminates
When repeat-
ed, a fly

— Desert
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27 Eddie —
Olympic
champ

28 Venerate
29 Scene
30 Paronomasia

47 Extra wheels
49 Flat
50 Army instal-

lation
51 Spiced meat

stew
31 Popes triple 52 Attend to

crown

12

13
19
21

25
26

— ueseri v.' wvyh

Japanese ge- ^^ Miss Terry
|-»'~ 33 Rides on

snow
atm
Show plea
Sure
Corn units
Approaches
Sour
A moment
French dry
cold wind

53 Stimulate
deeply

55 Steady
56 Unite secure-

37 A57 Red and Dead

35 Sever
39 Fool
40 Nabs
42 Discontinue 59 Doze momen
44 Send forth tarily
46 London s 60 Time periods

waterfront Abhr

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1
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Los Conquistadores
capture 3rd relay title
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

"We're number one," shouted Ferdinand
B. Singleton. "Three times."

He said it all, as his team, Los
Conquistadores, won its third straight 440
yard relay title in the annual intramural track
meet yesterday at the Derby Track.

Last fall and the spring before that, Los
Conqistadores; Singleton, Todd Bausley,
and Ismael and Al Ruiz won the race. This
year, Ismael coached the team and was
replaced by Dave Hinds. There was no meet
last spring

Yesterday, they won by 20 yards over four
other relay teams. Their time of 47.0 seconds
was slower than last year's 46.0.
"We should've run faster," said Al. "We

Blazers chop
BUZZARDS BAY [AP] - Veteran guard

Dave Bing, who announced his retirement
from basketball last week, was signed by the
Boston Celtics yesterday.
The team also announced here that its

captain, 15- year veteran John Havlicek came
to undisclosed terms as the Celtics prepared
to launch its exhibition game season.
The 34-year-old Bing, the number one

draft choice of Detroit in 1966. olaveri 10
years for the Pistons. He spent last year with
Washington, but reportedly was unhappy
there.

The 6-foot-3 185 pound former Syracuse
star has a lifetime scoring average of 21.9
points per game, 17th highest in National
Basketball Association history.

He averaged 16.2 points last season and
appeared in all 82 games.

Bing's shooting percentage is .440.
Celtics Coach Tom Heinsohn and team

president Red Auerbach tabbed Bing the
prospective No. 3 guard, behind Jo Jo White
and Charlie Scott.

Bing's signing means that a crop of rookie
guards in the Celtics camp will be cut. Last
year's No. 3 guard, Kevin Stacom, likely will

be retained.

Bing has appeared in four All Star games
and five playoffs.

Havlicek will bring a 21.4 point average
into his 16th NBA season.

Run for Fun
The Intramural Dept. will sponsor the

first of six weekly 2 mile runs this Sunday
rn the apple orchard. Registration is at
10:30 a.m. at the base of the water
towers on Orchard Hill, with the race
starting at 1 1 a.m. It is open to the UMass
community.

JV stickers win
By JOE KITTREDGE
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity field hockey
team yesterday extended its two-season
unbeaten streak to 16 with a convincing 5-0

victory over Keene State on the NOPE field.

Fran Cornacchioli scored two goals for the

Minutewomen, while Becky Haag, Patty

Bossio, and Becky Haag added the others.

Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski was pleased

with the win, terming it a "total team effort.

Every player saw action and that's the way
we like to play the game," she added.

C's sign Bing
PORTLAND, Ore. \UPf] - The NBA

champion Portland Trailblazers yesterday cut
their roster to 13 players, releasing veterans
Dale Schlueter and free-agent Jim Bradley,
along with rookie forward Ricky Brown from
Alabama.

Schlueter, a 6-10 center, had nine years
experience in the NBA with various clubs,
including Portland. Bradley was a forward
with experience in the ABA.

Coach Jack Ramsay had announced he
would cut the squad to 13 players, leaving it

there until the National Labor Relations
board makes a ruling on an NBA proposal for
teams to carry an 11-man roster.

Columnists
SPORTS COLUMNISTS - Please

show up at 3:00 today at the Collegian
offices to have your mug shots taken.

haven't worked out together yet. We just
met today and worked on handoffs."

Hinds led off, and made up the staggered
start on all but the Young Stars, running in

lane six. He handed off to Singleton, who
picked up a couple yards down the back-

TURN TO PAGE 15

" Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY SOCCER - UMass 1 Keene State
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 2 Keene State
WOMEN'S SOCCER - UMass 6 Mount Holyoke
WOMEN'S TENNIS - UMass 6 Springfield 3
MEN'S TENNIS - UConn 5 UMass 4
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - UMass 3 Keene State
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 5 Keene State

TODAY
WOMEN'S TENNIS (2-0) - vs. Mount Holyoke Home 4:00

^SSr:
3 convenient locations ... alt next to BIG T
•HAMP PLAZA
> FAIRVIEW

» BRECKWOOD

KING STHfET ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BIG Y s SHOPPING CENTER

WIIBRAHAM ROAD
SPRINGFIEIO

SEAGRAM
7 CROWN

80 PROOF
1.75 litres

WHY PAY
•12.95?

_ mj

KING WILLIAM
SCOTCH WHISKEY

BIG 'Y' Blended
80 PROOF 1.75 litres

WHYPAYM0.99?

I

HARVEY'S
BRISTOL CREAM

25oz btl.

WHY PAY
•8.20? 5.59

DUBONNET
APERITIFS WINE

oiiBONiir|Red or White

QUART
infi Why pay '5.99? 3.99

CANADIAN RARE
WHISKEY

i NEW! Imported

FADOS ROSE
25oz bottle

WHYPAY»2.19?

1.75 litres

WHY PAY '9.99?

SCHAEFER BEER
Your choice:

24-12ozcansor
24-12ozN.R.'s
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BOYDEN TEN PIN LANES
Open Bowling

Mon.-Sat. 4-1 0:30
Starting Oct 3 1 977

Mixed league now being formed.
Contact bowling alley 545-2239

^^nllrri III 15

Women booters bombard
MHCin home debut 6-0

Campus Travel Center
SUNSHINE FLIGHTS

From

Optional land packages available

Via Delta and Capitol

from N.Y./Phila/Boston to Miami & Orlando

GMPUS TRAVEL CENTERCampus Center
University of Mass

3rd Level
545-0500

^
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Starring
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a fight for love and j<lory."*

Friday^ Sept. 30; $1.00
[Mahar Aud. 7,9:15,11

OUTDOOR CONCERT
James Montgomery

6:00 p.m.

Chris Rhodes

3:00 p.m.

Date: Thursday, September 29th, 3 p.m.-9:30 p.m
Place: Southwest Horseshoe

RAIN DATE: Friday, September 30, 2 p.m.-8 p.m.
James Montgomery 2:00 p.m.
Chris Rhodes 4:00 p.m.

Sponsored by the Southwest Assembly

4.99

FOR BOOZE & BEER
"^'R' NEAR & HERE

Right in

the heart of Amherst !

Save your time, tires, and gas.

C&C LIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY
253-3091

Minutewomen's home opener. {Staff photo by John Anderson)

By GARY ADINOLFI
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's soccer team scored
an impressive victory over Mount Holyoke
College yesterday on the intramural field just
below Boyden. The Minutewomen were led
by the three- goal performance of Elaine
Content and Barbara Douglas, who scored
two goals in the 6-0 romp. Kelly Tuller ateo
chipped in with one goal to complete the
scoring.

UMass dominated the play from the outset
and in the first half Mount Holyoke could not
even manage a shot on goal. For most of the
first half the play was in the Mount Holyoke
end with Contant scoring the first goal of the
game three minutes into the first half. It

came off a throw-in from the right sideline
and her shot deflected off the hands of the
MHC goalkeeper and into the right corner to
make it 1-0.

Contant made 2-0 with about eight
minutes remaining in the first half on a nifty
move in front of the net to get the goalie
down and out. By this time the score could
have been 5-0 but UMass just missed on
three opportunities only moments before.
Twice Contant was set up in front of the

net but both times her shots sailed high. She
once came down the entire length of the field
on a brilliant individual effort but lost control
while attempting to fake around the op-
posing goalkeeper. One UMass score was
negated on an offsides call but Contant
scored her third minutes later to give UMass
a 3-0 lead at the end of the half.

The second half was pretty much the same
story but Mount Holyoke had the edge in the
first few minutes of play. During this span
the Lyons were able to come up with their
only scoring threats of the game, but were
turned back by two sparkling saves by Diane
Buckhout.
The first save came on a free kick directly

in front of the UMass goal and the second
was on a partial breakaway down the middle.
But both times Buckhout was equal to the
task and was able to record her third straight
shutout.

Later in the half UMass was awarded a
free kick and Tuller took advantage of it by
keeping the ball on the ground and placing
into the left corner to put UMass up by four.
Just a few minutes later Douglas scored to
give the Minutewomen a 5-0 lead and it was
just a matter of playing out the string. But
UMass was not finished. The Minutemen
continued to storm the MHC goal and
Douglas completed the scoring with her
second on a rebound off the post to make
the final score 6-0.

"I was very pleased with the team as a
whole," a happy Luis Macedo said. "They
did everything that I asked them to do in

practice.

"They are a very coachable team," he
added. "They will always try to do everything
that I ask them to do. I really enjoy coaching
them."

^

The Minutewomen will travel to Mount
Holyoke on October 12 for a return matchup
before heading to the Tufts Tournament on
October 29.

Netwomen burn Chiefs
By ED POWERS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team won its
second impressive victory of the fall season
by beating Springfield, 6-3, in a rescheduled
home match yesterday on the NOPE courts.
The win was keyed by the strong play of the
three doubles teams.
The doubles teams swept in fairly easy

fashion as the first doubles team of Dawn
Minaai and Jennifer Ranz defeated
Springfield's Wolfe and Nuara 6-0, 6-1; the
second doubles team of Martha Aswiszus
and Cathy Sullivan defeated Noane and
Itiseerman 6-2, 6-3; and the third doubles
team of Chris Carson and Fran Meyers
defeated Kuzazal and Cararthus 6-0, 6-1.
UMass won three out of six singles

matches to ensure victory. Cathy Maher lost
a tough one at number one singles to Robin
Rich, ranked number one in New England in
18 and under doubles, 6-4, 1-6, 5-7. At
number two singles Carolyn Mooney of
UMass defeated Kate Purcell 6-3, 6-3. Lee
Robb of UMass lost to Barb Arvanitis at
number three 4-6, 1-6.

Sherry Lurie of UMass won a hard fought
battle at the number four spot by defeating
Mary Jane DeSouza 3-6, 7-5, 6-3. Jackie
isgur lost to Jan Penzi at number five 4-6, 3-

6; and Jane Carson defeated Mitch Peloquin
at number six 6-3, 6-4 to complete the
scoring for UMass.
The win was another step forward toward

a successful season for coach Bill Yu and his
team, as Springfield defeated UMass last
season 5-4. The women hope to continue
their winning ways this afternoon when they
face a very strong Mt. Holyoke team in a 4:00
match on the NOPE courts.
Following today's game, the

Minutewomen will play two successive home
matches, against Boston College anc Keene
State.

UMass' season will stretch into late Oc-
tober, and will climax in the New England
tourney. Prior to that, the Minutewonen will
have competed in the state tourney.

*3rd relay title
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

straight before handing off to Al, who
opened up a huge lead, since he was running
on the inside, and Hinds and Singleton had
wiped out the stagger.
He gave the baton to Bausley, who

wavered slightly before exploding down the
homestretch to ease up in the last ten yards.

"I put my fastest men in the leadoff and
anchor positions," explained Ismael. "That
way we had a strong kick from Todd and a
good lead from Dave. I also set it up so Tuffy
(Singleton) would line up at the end of the fly
zone (10 yard zone before the baton passing
area) and Todd at the beginning, so our
fastest men would run the farthest.
"The key was in the handoffs, though."
All five of Los Conquistadores ran track in

high school. Bausley and Hinds ran for
UMass as freshman. They intend to come
back and make it four straight.

"I just hope there's more competition
"

said Al. "I don't like it when there's no
challenge."

"Everyone should get involved in this,"
said Singleton. "This year's meet was much
better - there were more people involved.

"It's a good workout," added Hinds. "It's
good for the mind and body.
"We've established a. tradition, and we

intend to carry it on.".
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Booters squeak
by Keene State
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

KEENE. N.H. — Freshman sensation
Tommy Koutsoukos scored the only goal of
the game on a direct kick after a Keene State
penalty to lead the UMass soccer team to a
physical 1-0 victory over the Owls here
yesterday.

The victory proved that the Minutemen
deserved their newly assigned ranking of
number three in New England, which is

currently shared with UConn, ranked 15th in

the nation.

"They really outplayed our offense, but I

was happy to come home with this win,"
said UMass coach Russ Kidd. "Our defense
was immense with Larry Aronson, Mark
Vassalotti and goalie Mark Hodgdon having
sup>er games."
The win was no Cakewalk for the

Minutemen, who had to contend with some
illegal hits and trips dished out by the Owls,
most of which went unnoticed by the two
referees. Senior co-captain Ed Niemiec had
to sit out part of the first half and most of the
second after falling victim to a kick delivered
by Owl netminder Todd Delorn.

After the game, Kidd was extremely
critical of the way the refs handled the game.
"This isn't the way soccer is played and it

only makes it worse when the refs don't pick
it up," said Kidd.

The Owls, coached by eight-year mentor
Ron Butcher controlled the ball for almost
two-thirds of the game, but the Minuteman
defense was equal to the task as it stopped
charge after charge. "It happens in this
game; my goalie Todd Delorn thought that
he had Koutsoukos' shot covered, but he
apparently misjudged it," said Butcher.
The loss dropped the Owls' record to 2-1

this season, and was also the first time that
they had been scored upon this year. On the
other hand, UMass said its 1977 ledger
upped to 3-0 while it remained unscored
upon in 1977.

Other major contributors to the UMass
effort included aggressive Pat Veale and
Andrew Moore on defense. Moore was
specifically cited by coach Kidd for his ex-
cellent defensive work when defending
against corner kicks.

The game itself was pretty lackluster until

Koutsoukos scored at 14:15 in the first half.

Coming from a direct kick awarded after a
penalty, the ball struck the post to the right

of the Owl netminder and careened into the
goal. It was Koutsoukos' seventh goal of the
season and he is currently averaging an
impressive two goals per contest.

After that score, the game remained
uneventful until about 10 minutes left in the
game when the Owls began an all-out effort
to tie the contest. Sensing defeat, Keene
State mounted several offensive thrusts only
to be stymied by a "hard as nails" UMass
defense.

Exhaling several sighs of relief after the

contest, coach Kidd said, "You come up
here, play a game like this, and you thank
God when you come away with a win."
Booter Banter: The Minutemen now have

an undefeated streak of seven games and
five straight shutouts that includes the tail-

end of the 1976 season ... This was the
second year in a row that Ed Niemiec was
injured in the Keene State game ... UMass
has a chance to break into the national
rankings of it defeats Vermont in the UMass
home-opener on Saturday ... Koutsoukos
had root canal work done on one of his teeth
minutes before boarding the bus but it didn't
appear to slow him up too much.

By JIM GLEASON
CoUegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team, behind
Cheryl Meliones' two goals, defeated
previously unbeaten Keene St. 2-0 yesterday
on a soggy NOPE field.

The Minutewomen controlled and
dominated play throughout the game, but
their inability to score kept the game close.

The first half was characterized by UMass
missing several good opportunities as its

passing and shooting were off.

UMass coach Judith Davidson com-
mented on her team's early poor play: "We
were standing around doing nothing; there
was no anticipation. I think it was because
there was a big letdown after the Springfield
game."

The game was scoreless until Meliones
stickhandled in on the right side and let go
with a low, hard shot which eluded Keene St.

goalie Colleen Pettigrew with seven minutes
remaining in the first half.

In the second half, the Minutewomen
came alive, perhaps realizirig that the score
was still close. But the Owls defense also
came alive and Pettigrew made many fine
saves

As the game neared the close, Meliones
again scored, this time on a very difficult shot
in which she reversed the side of her stick
and fired in a hard shot. Sue Kibling drew the
assist.

With the score 2-0, the game was over
even before the horn sounded.

Davidson complimented the play of
Meliones. "Cheryl played an exceptional
game. They were really big goals."

Ginger Bulman and goalie Gipps also
received praise. Bulman was largely
responsible for keeping the pressure on the
Owls and Gipps made the big saves when
called upon.

"Kathy (Gipps) is the stabilizer on
defense", said Davidson.
The final statistics remained lopsided from

hafftime. Shots on goal were 23-3 UMass,
and saves were 14-2, also in the
Minutewomen's favor. Penetration time was
13 minutes for UMass and only 3:04 seconds
for the Owls.
Summing up the game, Davidson said she

was pleased with her team's play. 'I liked our
support on attack. That kept the ball in their

zone most of the game."

About UMass' lackadaisical play in the first

half. Davidson could only say "it was good to
see we can come back after playing lousy."

Dave Hinds, leadoff man for Los Conquistadores, hands off to second runner
Ferdinand Singleton on the way to a 20 yard victory in the 440 relay at the Intra-
mural track meet yesterday at the Derby Track. Hinds and Singleton combined
with Al Ruiz and Todd Bausley to run a 47.0 and cop their third straight relay title.

See story. Page 14. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

Yankees clinch tie

Stickers shutout Owls
NEW YORK lUPI] - Reggie Jackson's

first inning grand slam and subsequent
homers by Graig Nettles, Mickey Rivers and
Thurman Munson last night carried the New
York Yankees to their sixth straight victory, a
10-0 rout of the Cleveland Indians which

enabled them to clinch at least a tie for the
American League East Pennant.
The Yankee victory, combined with

Boston's loss to Toronto, left New York four
games ahead of the Red Sox with only four
games left.

Rich Eckel

How to build up UM football

Cheryl Meliones battles a trio of Keena State defenders for the bail in yesterday's
field hockay game. Maliones scored h«r first two goals of tha season while leading
the Minutawoman to thair sacorui straight victory. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Attendance at UMass home football

games has been dwindling over the p>ast few
seasons, and must be leading members of
the team and the athletic department to

wonder what the loyal student body is doing
on Saturday afternoons.

On a rather damp and gray afternoon two
weeks ago, the Minutemen played their first

of five home games this season against
Maine, and attendance figures released
estimated the crowd at 8400.

Now that may not sound bad, but more
than 18,000 students attend this institution,

and not all of those 8400 in attendance were
students. Then when you consider the fact

that many high school football games in

other regions of the country attract bigger
crowds, UMass' home attendance begins to

take on miniscule proportions.

So where are the students?

Assistant athletic director Robert
O'Connell remembers back when in the early

60's football was actually BIG at UMass.
According to O'Connell, 65 per cent of the
student body attended home football games
during that era. But that's not all.

On Friday nights before the big home
games, the women who resided on the
western portion of the campus, and the men
who lived on the eastern side (remember,
there was nothing so sinful as coed dorms
back then) would assemble outside the
Student Union building. Then, as O'Connell
related, a huge bonfire would be ignited. The
UMass band would then march out of the
hills and strike up the music, and finally, the
glorious UMass football team would appear
on the Student Union balcony and parade
by.

Now that's what I call spirit, and no folks
this scene didn't come from a 'Gidget goes
to College' movie.

O'Connell realizes that times have
changed, and the idea of a bonfire before this

week's game against Youngstown State
would probably go over as big as a Ronald
Reagan demonstration against the Panama
Canal trteaty.

So how then, can UMass increase its

home attendance at football games? Now I

don't say I have all the answers. I'm not even
a marketing major, but a few of these

suggestions might be considered by the
athletic department.

First we must start with the basics.

Therefore UMass football coach Dick
MacPherson should arrange his schedule so
that all home games are played under bright

sunny skies, with temperatures in the mid-
70's. Students might not be interested in the
game but at least they would get one helluva

tan. A more practical suggestion might be a

domed stadium with sunlamps.

The scheduling of teams is also a problem
for the Minutemen. Who wants to watch
such non-entities as Rhode Island, Maine
and Connecticut? Since we all know UMass
can't go BIGTIME because of budget
restrictions, it's going to have to revert to

deceptive practices. Why not advertise that

Ohio State and Notre Dame will be appearing
at Alumni Stadium in the upcoming weeks?
Stranger things have been done in the

business world.

Athletic director Frank Mclnerney might
consider blacking out all televised sports

programming on Saturday afternoons be-

tween the hours of one and four in the
Amherst area. That way many students
might be less inclined to sit home and watch
the Minutemen's biggest competitor on the
tube — the pro bowlers tour.

In order to attract all factions of the
student population, the concessions must
expand their current menu of hot dogs and
coke. There are too many vegetarian football

fans in the area who are forced to stay home
because of this limited assortment currently

being offered. Such items as carrot bars,

prune juice and yogurt must be added if the
athletic department intends to cater to all

students.

If none of these work, coach MacPherson
should revert to my fail-safe plan. After
studying the entire university budget and
receiving instructions from members of the
education department, MacPherson should
imbezzle a huge sum of money, and then
recruit the best high school players in the
country.

Why not? What's ten years in Walpole
when you've got a packed house and a
winner.

tBafjTDvT
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Agostinho Neto

Poet President of Angola

From boundless Africa and above the
treachery of neocolonialism comes the
poetry of Agostinho Neto. Anxious,
seething abundant, his words ripple like

images across the flow of life. Like muted
drums carrying messages of pain find
suffering and like a river's roar booming
indignation, Neto's poetry

, profound,
humanistic, vital, has become the source of

inspiration for a movement, a naton, a
contintent.

It is no accident that his works remain, to
this day, unpublished in the USA. Tortured
and imprisoned by PIDE, the Portugese
secret police, Neto's anger is precise; his

mastery of language is so well honed that he
weaves images and shapes thought with a
few sparse but well chosen words- a feat
that ruling classes everywhere with all their

tehcnological media-marvels and cultural
trappings strive to rival. Amidst a concerted
campaign to discredit the infant People's
Republic of Angola and its leaders and to
suppress all relevant literature, these poems
come to you fully revealing the true natureof
a great man.

Kenneth Shain

Poet-President of Angola

THE BLOOD AND THE SEED
by Agostinho Neto

We
from boundless Africa

And above the treachery of "crocodiles"
Span the majestic and invincible forests
across the flow of life

Anxious, seething, abundant our rivers'

roar

Through the harmonius sounds of muted
drums
Through the eyes of youth in multitudes
Multitudes of arms, of pain, of hope

From boundless Africa

beneath the claw
Bleeding from grief and hope, from sorrow
and strength

Bleeding on this earth torn by hoes
Bleeding with the sweat of forced labor in

the cotton fields

Bleeding hunger, ignorance, despair, death
From the wounds on the black back of the
child of the mother

of honesty
The blood and the seed

#

From boundless Africa

Black

And bright like mornings of friendship
Desirous and strong like the pace of
freedom

Our cries

Are drums heralding desire

In the harmonius voices of nations
Our cries are hymns of love from the heart
Flourishing on the earth like sun-lit seeds
Cries Africa

Cries of mornings that our seas cough up
bodies
Chained by
The blood and the seed

-Behold our hands
Open to friendship with the world
United in certainty

For the future of man
For right for friendship for Peace

From our toes grow roses
Perfumed with the perserverance of the
river Zaire

And with the grandeur of the trees of
Maiombe
In our souls

The way of friendship through Africa

Through the world
In our eyes the blood of life

Turned towards hands beckoning love
throughout the world
Hands of the future-inspiring faith in the
vitality

Of Africa-human land of Africa

From boundless Africa

Germinating under the sun of hope
Creating bonds of brotherhood in freedom
from want
From anticipation for peace
The blood and the seed

For the future behold our eyes
For Peace hear out our voices
For Peace here are our hands

from Africa united in love

translation by Kenneth Shain
• B.R. Gruner,1977

SANGRANTES E GERMINANTES
de Agostinho Neto

Nos
da Africa imensa

e por cima da traicao dos crocodiles
atraves das florestas majestosas invenciveis
no rodarda vida

ansiosa fervente caudalosa nos rios

rugidores

no som harmonioso das marimbas em
surdina

nos olhares juventude das multidoes
mundos de braces de ansia de esperancaf

da Africa imensa
debaixoda garra

sangrantes de dor e esperanca de magoa e

forca

sangrando na terra desventrada pelo

sangue das enxadas
sangrando no suor da roca da compulsao
dos algodoais

sangrando fome ignorancia, desesperos

morte
nas feridas no dorso negro da crianca da

mae da honesti

dade-
sangrantes e germinantes

da Africa imensa
negra

e clara como as manhas da amizade
desejosa e forte como os passos
liberdade

da

Os nossos gritos

sao tantas mensageiros do desejo
nas vozes harmoniosas das nacoes
OS nossos gritos sao hinos de amor para os

coracoes
florescendo na terra como no sol nas

sementes
gritos Africa

gritos das manhas em que nos mares
crescem os cadaveres
acorrentados
sangrantes e germinantes

-Eis as nossas maos
abertas para a fraternidade do mundo
pelo futuro do mundo
unidas na certeza

pelo direito pela concordia pela Paz

Nos nossos dedos crescem rosas

com perfumes da indomabilidade do Zaire

com a grandiosidade dos troncos do

Maiombe
Nos espiritos

a caminhada de amizade pela Africa

pelo mundo
Os mossos olhos sangue e vida

voltados para as maos acenos de amor em
todo o umndo
maos em futuro-sorriso inspiradoras de fe

na vitalidade

da Africa terra Africa humane

da Africa imensaa
germinantes sob o solo da esperanca

criando lacos fraternos na liberdade do

querer

da ansia da concordancia
sangrantes e germinantes

Pelo futuro eis os nossos olhos

Pela Paz eis as nossas vbzes

Pela Paz eis as nossas maos
da Africa unida no amor

AGOSTINHO NETO, 1974

THE WORKS OF DR AGOSTINHO
NETO. PRESIDENT OF ANGOLA
AVAILABLE IN AMERICA

IIM PORTUGUESE:
Sagrada Esperence (Lisbon:Sa da
Costa, 1974.)

Poemas de Angola. (Rio de
Janiero:Editora Codecri,1976.)

IN ENGLISH
Revolutionary World, ed. David H, De
Grood, trans. Kenneth S. Shain Summer
1977 (Amsterdam:B.R.Gruner Publishing

Co.)
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$1.40
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Co-Editors: Bob Armstrong Rich Pioli
Fiction: Cheryl Sreiberg

Art: Lesley Lawrence
Music: Ross Nerenberg
Dance: Sharon True

Contributors:

Perry Adier
Don Aucoin

John Aversa
Mario A. Barros

John Bergman
R. Arps Garrett

Silver Laurie
Brett Milano

Judith Rice
Kenneth Shain

Tony Sheperd
Bill Sundstrom

Jenifer Swanson
Sharon True;S

Debbie Wallace
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Dance

Movement On Display

DANCE GALLERY
by Sharon True

Dance Gallery, the dance company in
residence at Mt, Holyoke, presented an
impressive "gallery" of dances at its Fall
Concert Sept. 22 and 23 at Chapin Aud
With the possible exception of the first
dance, "Opaque", (choreography- Karen
Steele, music- Ravel's "String Quartet in F")
in which the love" sequence appeared stilted
and unspontaneousand the man (Peter
Schmitz) nearly took an awful spill at one
point, all the other dances sparkled with
pizzazz, originality and precision.

Following the love disillusionment-grief
story of "Opaque" was a poetry-dance
entitled 'Adam and Eve". No music was
gsed in this dance, the rhythm and dramatic
action being impelled forward by the
dynamic expressiveness of the dancers'
voices sp^^ing both in unison and soliloquv
to the vvords of Karl Shapiro's "The Adarn
and Eve Poems".'

This was a touching dance in both the
physical and the emotional sense of the
word. To illustrate: Eve, after having been
created (the result of the androgynous
"adam-being" being split by "The One" into
two- a female and male half- according to
ancient myth) scampers tp a nearby pool to
get a drink of water; Adam folllows and
kneels beside her. As they cup their hands
and begin to drink, by accident their hands
touch. They are simultaneously shocked and
delighted with the pleasurable sensation
oftheir first kiss, a kiss of the hands. This
poignant moment of discovery subsequently
evolves to a joyful physical touching- and
hugging and holding and wrapping-around-
one-another.

Shapiros poems give equal emphasis to
the characters of both Adam and Eve-
neither "rules over the other, and Eve is not
condemned by Adam for eating the
forbidden fruit (he asks how did it h^pen
not why did you do it). Their vulnerability
(the tail-between-the-legs nervous
contraction positions) their bewilderment at
vvhat was happening, (the uplifted faces)
their pure and uninhibited expression of love
and need for one another were all sensations
and experiences which they shared and felt
equally. I found this to be a refreshing non-
sexist interpretation of the Adam and Eve
story.

"Nexus of Dreams" and "Debussy Dance"
choreographed by Peter Schmitz and

Hannah Kahn respectively, were both fast-
moving complex works in which the
movement explored every dimension of
space imagineable, pursued to its fullest
realization. The swift changes in direction in
line (such as sharp, extended linear lines' to
soft curves) and in quality (from punctuated
,
piercing thrusts of arms and elbows, heels,

hips to drawn-up
, sustained positions with

the focus downward, suggesting gliding
flight) were all executed pecisely, and wove
a rich, ever-changing tapestry of movement
to music by Maurice Ravel and Claude
Debusey.

Katherine Sanderson's "It's a Long Way to
Tipperary" rounded out the gallery of dance
with an excellent flourish of humor. The
dance is essentially an up-dated version of
Alice in Wonderland, with Alice being played
as a normal dumb little kid by Peter Schmitz
and tall, lanky Katherine Sanderson taking
the role of the cigar smoking "Cheshire
Puss".

Highlights of the dance included the
outrageous appearances of a singing
dancing group (performing a syrupy-sweet
rendition of "Happy Birthday to You"
ahilarious take-off of the typically over-amp ified gestures musical theater soloists
employ singing "You'll Never Walk Alone"
and a finger and head-wagging vaudeville
mterpretationof "It's a Long Way to
Tipperary"), and Alice's own little scenes
such as her fifteen or so plaintive replies
What??" each one different from the other

'°A. ^ ®.. C^esire Puss's repeated
Alice. ..Alice.. .Alice", her Let's Make a

Deal crazed indecisiveness over which door
to choose to go through

, her "watch me do
this, wasn't that good?... here let me try it
again... )ust one more time for sure "

etc
show-off scene for the Chesire Puss.
Although some might argue that this was
more an acting scene than a dancing one itwas precisely the movement which
accompanied the singing and dialogue that
gave the comedy its punch.
Dance Gallrey is a company worth seeing-

rf!St' i°'
^^^" Christmas program "A

Child s Chnstmas in Wales" Decenber 3 and

Dance Gallrey is a company worth seeing-
watch for their Christmas program "A
Child's Christmas in Wales" Decenber 3 and
4.

A Moving Display

Reflections on the Art of Joanne
Popsicle

by Don Aucoin

The evening began innocently enough. An
invitation from a friend, free tickets to a play
in which a girlfriend was perforiTiing, a trifle

called "Once Upon a Mattress," The play
lurches fonA/ard. The acting ability ranges
from cigar-store Indian passivity to a kind of
noisy competence. Thus far, a pleasant
evening. One was not seeking epiphany in a
high school auditorium.
Suddenly, one is startled by the appearance

of the Princess who is soon to sleep on the
Pea. Her presence is strangely riveting, and
serves as an explosion of air into a vacumn.
Her face is unusual, and sends one flipping
through the file cards of memory to find the
antecedent. Bergman. ..no, Hepburn. ..no-
but of course! Garland! The same piquancy,
the same crushed rose-petal mouth (with a
hint of sadness tugging at the corners), the
same porcelain-doll face. One searches in

that face for a portent of things to come, and
guesses at her past.

She bounds about the stage, singing,
whirling, injecting a serum into the
bloodstreams of her fellow actors. The males
in the cast, who had previously moved with
the awkwardness of waltzing mannequins,
seem to come alive and reflect some of her
glow, for she gives off not just heat, but
light

One continues to watch, enchanted. It was
as if she had sprung full-blown from the
womb of some nameless Muse. Her style is

unique; finally, she vitiates the need for
comparison. In her best moments she is

lunging towards trancedence (the metaphor
is clumsy, but then, so is the magic). Her
role calls for her to be ungainly and dizzy,
but she has the self-assurance of one who
knows that she is possessed of a large talent.
There is much here, much grist for the
literary mill. She puts one in mind of many
other actors and actresses whom one has

seen in the past (perhaps that is why she is

so significant to the writer.) They too
labored in obscurity, serving their art
faithfully and brilliantly. They too rise above
their scripts. They too act for themselves
alone, not for somnolent crowds who blink
at them from the dark.
And her audience is no different. They are

impervious to all nuance, oblivious to
excellence. What must it be like to work
before such people? To need applause of
sneezing grandmothers, constipated
businessmen, young toughs doing bad
James Dean impressions, giggling
pubescents, whining and sighing children, is

a dismal state of affairs indeed. One sees an
alarming individual at intermission, an
amorphous hulk in whose beefy brow can be
seen the signs of a declining civilization.
What can Joanne Popsicle say to such
people? How can she dazzle, those empty
eyes, how can she set those dead nen/e-
endings tingling? Where are those big-game
hunters to match the daring of an amateur
actor? This persistence in the face of such
apathy is uplifting. On this evening, this
young woman surely could have coaxed a
smile out of a corpse.
Mass reaction is torpidf, though, and critical

reaction would probably be dull and
unimaginative. Meaningless words such as
"irresponsible", "exuberant", etc., would
be tossed about to explain the phenomenon
of Joanne Popsicle. They will fail to discern
that she has at once the force of a hurricane
and the subtlety of a zephyr. She is the
small-town ace raised to apotheosis. She
can go in any one of several directions. She
can dive into the shallow, glitzy world of the
sitcom, and be successful in it. She could
probably preserve a place in the pop
pantheon. Or she can shape her craft,
honing it until she finds a vehicle worthy of
her considerable gifts. Or (glum probability!)
she canglide through the years unknown,
content with the encomiums of those who
once thought to pay tribute to her artistry.
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"A beautifully acted, haunting movie."
-e' M_.c»' f.y r.

"Scene after scene is unforgettable.

"Geraldine Chaplin plavs her role
exquisitely and Ana lorrent Is an
a-stonlshinK child actress."

— JacK Kroil, Newsweek

"A moving,

brilliant film.

A must to see." V'.: ^
— Mariorje Rosen. V|'-'-- kf
Ms Magazine ^\,^ ^/J

Starring CieraldincChaplin. Ana lorrcni

Direcicd by C arlo, !iaura Cria!
NOW AT THESE TWO AREA THEATRES

AMHERST CINEMA IaCADEMY OF MUSid
253 5426

I
EVES 7: 1 5&9:00

584-8435
EVES 7 1 5&9:00

NOTE: NO DOLLAR NITES THIS FILM

TONIGHT
TWO FOR ONE

8:30 til 11

Piccadilly Disco

MOST DRINKS

BEER

Two for One

Texas Instruments
electronic colcubliors

1

I

I

I

I

Texas Instruments
portobte electfonic

colcubtor uuith memofy
TI-1025

Texas Instruments
eiectromc colcubtor

uLith orithmetic menrxxij

n-i050

PtHIORlViS THF
OP^HATi()IJS AND
VFRSAIiiF MEMORY
EVEN M()R{ USfFIJL

MOST NEEDED
C:OMES WITH A
THAT MAKES IT

PfHIORMS ADDITION
MUl TIPLICATION
PtHCfNTAGES SOUARF
HANDY CHANGE SIGN
RFVFRSE KEY

SUBTRACTION
DIVISION

ROOTS HAS A
KEY AND A

I

I

I

LIST

PRICE
$10.95

OUR
DISCOUNT <q ^Q
PRICE

LIST

•PRICE

OUR
DISCOUNT

PRICE

$12.95

$11.49

I
I

at the calculator store

famous center imiv of moss omhersf

TONIGHT' see The Big Store with the
M.trx Bros sponsored by the Recieation
Citih free ticket with $10 purchase at the
store (Uianlity of tickets limited

I

I

I
I

I
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The University of Massachusetts
Fln« Arts C«nt«r

Proudly Announces

Sptclal Prosrams In th« Arts

Workshops - Master Classes - Lectures
Demonstrations - Clinics

with

Sarah Vau^han C'l'iQue and Discussion Seo'eniDe r 29 3 30 Choral Room (B 44
)

Botit Coldoviky Ope'O Workshop OcioDe- 3 '0 A M Se/anson Recifoi Hall

Billy Taylor *OfH$hop 0<to^«' i: 11 15 Beionson Reciiai Hqii

Laiar Barman Vos'er Class 0';'obef 27 10 A M Be/anson Becitai Hall

Anthony Hawman lec'u'e Demonstrot on NovcmDer 2 2 30 Be^onson Recital Hall

Cri«ri»< Kaualeiki ' . NovemDe' 18 Tc Be Announcea

Billy Taylor Trio WorksnoD NovemDe' 21 : OO Bezanson Recital Hon

Marca Cunningham
Danca Company

le;'u'e Demonstra*
Maste' C loss

cn March 7 To Be Announced

Oscar Paiarien Mas'er Cioss Morcn 13 10 A M Bezonsori Recital Hon

Billy Taylof' Workshop April n HAW Beionson Recital Hall

^ oody Harmon Clinic April 13 2 30 lo Be Announced

The Special Prosram In The Arts

Is Open To The Public

The programs are NOT the scheduled
performances by the artist. They are
intended as an educational experience
for those in attendance.

For more information, call 545-3670

Neto
Supplement to the Collegian
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GOODBYE TO THE HOUR OF LEAVING
BY Agostinho Neto

My mother
(all the black mothers
whose sons have left)

You had taught me to yearn
As you yearned in the difficult hours

Yet life

Killed in me that soul-sprung hope
I no longer hope
I am he from whom hope comes

I, my mother, am the hope
We are

Your sons
On our way for the faith that feeds the life

Today
We are the naked children of the sanzalas
The boys without training that play ball with knotted rags
In the mid day sand
We are the same
Contracted to waste our lives in the coffee-fields

The ignorant black folks

Who must respect the white man
And dread the rich

We are your sons
Of the black bairros

Yonder where electric lights have not reached
Where the downtrodden fall

Abandoned to the rythmn of the dance of death
-Your sons
With hunger
With thirst

With shame to call you Mother
With fear of crossing the street

With fear of men
Ourselves

Tomorrow
We will intone hymns of liberty

When we commemorate the day
Abolishing this slavery

We are going in search of light

Your sons Mother
(all the black mothers
whose sons have left)

They are going in search of life.

translated by Kenneth Shain
• BR. Gruner,1977

Trouble in The Valley
RING BEFORE ENTERING

Will The Pioneer Valley Secede*

THE EVENT

September 21 , 1977 is a day that we are not
likely tfor generations to come. The great
event for many ,of our grandparents was
World War I; for our parents. Pearl Harbor;
for our older brothers and sisters, the
assassination of JFK; and now, for out
generation, there is the Day of Occupation.
As we all know, September 21st was the

day twenty-five armed students supported
by five battalions of 500 students each,
surrounded the Amherst and Northampton
city halls, smashed down the doors, shot all

the leading officials, and began what they
termed, "the occupation to end all

occupations and then some". Students from
all five colleges participated ir the small, elite

strike force: Five from the University, four
from Smith, seven from fVlount Holyoke,
eight from Hampshire, and one from
Amherst. The Amherst student surrendered
to the FBI later that afternoon, claiming that
he had gotten on the wong bus and had
"nothing to do with politics".

"How could I possible be involved in

something like this," h« stated, "with the
MCATS on October 15n, I have no time for

mixers, let alone social change]"

The surprise attack ever, their initial aims
reached, the students settled in for what
they knew would be along and bloody fight.

While the National Guard forces rolled in

towards the Valley, two student battalions
were detached to the Amherst commons.
The other three regained in Northampton
and took over 'key strategic centers",
including the train station, bus depot, all gas
stations. Cousin N/yilliam's, and Fitzwilly's. A
small detachmen* of fifteen students took
over Bart's ice ceam store for no apparent
reason.

What puzzled state and local officials while
all this was gang on was: Where did the

students get their weapons* (And fine

weapons they were!) Several BMW
automobiles (with Smith stickers on the rear

bumpers) wer9 now re-equipped so that they
could fire Surface-to-Air missies in lightning

speed. There were hundreds of anti-tank

bazookas, rapid-fire machine guns, napalm
cannisters (organic--"Made from a unique
family recipe for you, from us, Delaware"
read the label), and Polish cannons. The
mystery was cleared up a week later when
one of the students admitted that his

Hampshire College Division III project had
been: "Weapons of War: Invention and
Improvisation". Apparently, this student had
been assembling all that was needed to

equip a modern army.
Day of Occupation lasted several days. We

all know the historical outcome. We all read
the reports in the New York Times,
Boston Globe, and Daily News (covered
by Jimmy Breslin, he titled his story: "Sons
and Daughters of Sam"). We all saw the
flashy covers of Newsweek and Time: MAD
STUDENTS RUN AMUCK and TROUBLED
TIMES AHEAD*. We heard Eric Severaid
and Barbara Walters lament the passing of

civilization. But what really happened those
five short days when the world we thought
we knew so well slipped out of our fingers*

When the FBI and the National Guard
received reports on the strength of the
student forces and the damages they had
already inflicted, they held their troops at a
distance from the Valley and waited for

federal instructions. President Carter was
alerted. He released this statement:
/ have received the FBI reports on the tragic

situation in the Pioneer Valley in Western
Massachusetts. At this time, I am ordering
the National Guard to halt until a possible
peace settlement may be negotiated. In

respect ot this settlement, I am sending Bert
Lance to meet with student officials at their

headquarters in Northampton, the
establishment know as Fitzwilly's. I

understand that this location was "once a
nice place to spend an evening, but is now a
singles pick-up joint". I am hoping Mr.
Lance and the students can come to some
agreement when they meet there tomorrow
afternoon.

Lance and five students from the strike

force met at one the next afternoon. Three
hours later the group emerged. One student
motioned to the press for a microphone and
shouted, "Hey, not only does this clown
want an unconditional surrender, but he
stole our wallets! No peace, baby!"
The situation became very tense. It was

obvious that unless a peace settlement could
be reached between the students and the
United States government, there would be
mass bloodshed, vast destruction and no
classes.

THE PRESS CONFERENCE
It was becoming a media event. Five

students faced a hall of tense journalists and
officials. The hot white lights burned their

faces. The cameras properly set up, a cue
from the director, and a Hampshire student
spoke:

"We all know shy we're here. Or maybe we
don't. We've been under some incredible

pressure lately to get the Hell out of the

buildings we've occupied and give it all up.

Well, we don't want to give it all up. Maybe
we should explain what we do want.

"

The Smith student interrupted:

"Our list of demands is short and sweet
One, we demand that the Pioneer Valley

officially secede from the Union of the

United States of America, that the

government to be established here be
parliamentary and New England Socialist in

form. Two, we demand that this new nation

be called Naturalland, and that it be granted
a period of three years of non-inteference in

which to establish a national economy,
anthem, Olympic team, and the postal

service which will issue an exciting variety of

colorful postage stamps. Three, we demand
the right to exile anyone who is presently

living in this Valley for social, political, or

personal reasons. Four, we demand the right

to develop a People's Army. Finally, five,

everyone here must speak French. Ou est la

Gare! Gateaux! Vive I'escargot!" Laissez-les

manger les gateaux vive notre republique.

Amid wild applause from fellow student
members of the strike force, she sat down.
There was a short period of silence, then a

student announced that the press could ask

questions.

The journalist from the New Yorit Times
asked, "Where will you get the money to

build up a nation*"
"Well," began one of the students, "I

work tatDles in the dining commons. My folks

said they'd help pay for books."

Rlgoletto

'A new breath of life in the operatic

world I 'is how the critic of the Boston
Herald described the Goldovsky Opera
Theatre, and New England based
organization has been making headlines for

the past 25 years by producing opera that is

living theatre, sung in understandable

English, convincingly acted, and impeccably

staged.

The Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre

willpresent a new exciting production of

Verdi's RIGOLETTO in €nglish on Monday
October 3 at the Fine jPkrts Center Concert

Hall. %
S:

The company of 50^ offers you a first-hand

picture of a major new development in the

three hundred year old union of music and
dance that is known as opera.

Tickets for RIGOLETTO are now on sale at

the Fine Arts Center box office arrtl all

Ticketron outlets.

Several questions later and the conference
was over. Yes, the situation was a bit more
clear, but the deadlock still remained. The
government announced that it would not
negotiate on any of the issues until the
students apologized to Bert Lance. The
students refused to apologize until the
National Guard were pulled back. The
government agreed to call the Guard back if

the students would accept the nation of
Bolivia in exchange for Northampton. This
last point angered the students and they
unleashed one of their battalions on
Mountain Farms Mall. Two hours later all

that was left standing was a "tanks" game
from "Just Fun".
Furious at the waste of human productivity

and crass capitalism. President Carter
ordered Federal troops to march on the
Pioneer Valley. September 25, 1977. Who
can forget the sight of tanks in the Amherst
Common* Or the sound of one of the
Southwest dormitories as it crashed to the
ground, a target of a US missle* The battle
lasted a bloody twelve hours. When the
firing was over and the smoke had cleared.
National Guardsmen had taken over all the
major student strongholds and the elite

brigade that had commandeered the
battalions had surrendered.
At this time, however, there are hidden

pockets of resistance all over the Pioneer
Valley.

COMMENTARY
Did it have to happen* Certainly student

unrest is nothing new, but did it have to take
an extreme view*
The Pioneer Valley was once a lovely place

to live. One visitor called it, "One hell of an
area. Really! It's one hell of a place to live!"

He was not drunk.

But today there is debris on the streets. The
Day of Occupation is not yet a memory. The
reality of that time still lingers. Let us for the
moment put aside the tragic remnants of

history and examine the event itself. The
Day of Occupation took place because
people wanted a change, but a change that

was ill-defined, misshapen, confused,
leaden, and club-footed. Still, there is the

energy to consider.

You must decide if the move towards
secession was just one. We all know what
took place, but how shall we relate this to

future generations*
In the meantime, there are several pockets

of resistance in the Valley right now. Find

these people and send their names and
photographs to this column care of Below

GOOD ICE TIME AVAILABLE
at

WILLISTON ACADEMY RINK
Easthampton, Mass.

^
call Ron (anytime):

527 4012 or 527 4639/

BKBRRmm
I

Sweator/ i

offtK EXPIRES; octi.n I

KOtrss
the Salt,

Scott Haas [ 201 fi. pleasafit st./amherst
• ^ f^ Fairfield Mall/chicopee y

NOW IN PAPERBACK!
A brilliant, bizarre, funny and
frightening new novel which

explores contemporary
values in America and their

effect upon us all

Richard

WHiLAROAND
Hl^ BOWLING
TROPHIES

A Perverse Mystery
$2.95 • Simon and Schuster

A Touchstone Book 7\K

Oth*r Brautigan Titles also
available from Simon and Scliustor:

REVENGE OF THE LAWN • THE ABORTION •

THE HAWKUNE MONSTER • LOADING MERCURY
WrTH A PITCHFORK
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Tonite Thurs.
Sept. 29- Sat. Oct. 1

FAT

Every Sunday

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

Every Monday

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

Sunderland. MA.
Rte.47 Tel. 665-4987

i JUST LIKE

/VKDNEY
IN YOUR
POCKET...

CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS'.

It's no gamble.
Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for
years. Why not
put your money
on a sure thing

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

SELL

A WOMAN TRANSCENDS

Sun-bleached bone statue stands at themouth of the cave. Cool, detached, waitinq
Lacerating eyes perforate the muffled space
in the passageway between us. Electric
disturbance. Ten footsteps, ten thousand
excuses, ten million fears separate me from
She. blip knots of madness swing like coiled
snakes from the black stone domed cavern
ceiling. Traps, I precariously hung through
the eroding years, out of my horror out ofmy awe. Ultimate paradox

Rite of passage begun. Perspiration of blood
b inds my vision. I sense my way fon^/ard so
slowly, so very slowly, that one inch of pro-
gress takes a century. On my pierced
tongue, texture of chants. Syllabic submis-
sion to the sorceress. There are knots of ter-
ror in my straining muscles as my body spins
through the darkness, a whirling prayer
wheel in honor of her. She, who is my other
half, my divine twin. Only my desire allows
me to slip through the hang ropes. Only my
hope propels me over the belladonna spittle
that lies in puddles on the surface of the
floor. One step more. . . Passage completed

J intact, we celebrate my dance of resurrec-
tion. The moon's liquid warmth sweeps
across my body. My pores inhale the honey
and wine that emanates from her being I am
totally saturated Completely immersed in
this graceful goddess. I go where she leadsme A ziggurat of bluest lapis lazuli and
brightest sapphire. A tower, reaching arms
to the night sky. We begin to climb and aswe ease upwards, limitations fall away sur-
render to the earth below which' seems
more and more distant. Removed. Dissolv-
ed.

IV
A woman transcends. In the indigo heavens
a firey comet speeds by, perfectly undivided.'

— Jennifer Swanson

dogma days

one kid once got ip trouble for smiling,

as the black spectral figure hovered

like Christ himself up there

and slapped him. he wasn't there to enjoy

himself she reminded him with a ruler, like a monk
throwing his book at an Incan. like a

person who never came to life,

every boy knows that angels won't save him.

Rich Pioli

Flying Words
o ppjement to the- Collegian • • ,•• '.',' *,

Bel6Wthe'$aft-Paoe:y:

WHY IS SIGUNDA STEINFULLER
DEAN OF BEER?

WHY NOT?
Fellow Beer Persons,

Life is full of unanswered questions such as: Is there intelligent life
elsewhere in the universe? And if so, do they wear socks?

In beer, however, there are no unanswered questions. Because there
is only one word for beer, and you know it.

Schlitz.

Therefore, as your Dean of Beer, I suggest you research
the essential Tightness of the word for yourself at your next
social function. Or even your next antisocial function.

And please note: The recommended source
material for locating the word can be found in any
phone booth. In other words, look in the Yellow
Pages. Under ''Beer'

Thank you.

THERE-SJUnOMUJOgD^^^ aMDYOUKMOWIT.

GHOSTS MAY BE DISTILLED

Precipices we hang onto
are edges installed;

precipices we fear
are ledges to new worlds.
Teeth and fingernails inter.
Do not watch. Probe.
A red light turns green.

l>.^icK^

26 March 1977
zoe best

A Battle for Sanity

The self reproach,

torment,

and tears.

The morals we grow up with
and the values we form-

Are pitted against each other.

The shame-the indignation

-confusion-

r^epHeJe-"' ^°'^ °^ "^^ 9-«^ a^acious

tomorrow.
resolution and

Judith Rice

Jm««««

Spread Some Sunshine Jnto Zhe
Cives Of 3mm- City Springfield Kids!

Join Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.)
and be a tutor/companion to ttiese ctiiidren.

* transportation & supplies provided
* credit available

* choice of 4 different community centers

Call N.E.S. office (located at 403 S.U.B.) 545-0910
OR

Contact Laurie Breda 546-1457

black hole

TRIBUTE IN BLACK SAND

you are encircled by an aura
of dazzling stars
scattered on ebony sand beaches-
a spattering of diamond jewels-
tiny crystals

sparkling me into a state of painful
awareness-

white light refractions shimmering
pulling eyes in search-
i scoop up the sooty grains
trying to seize one star of you-
onestar
i could flick into that
my pupil-

an eternal kalidescopic screen.
but my hands are like nets
nets of the fisherman
whose hoped for treasure of a catch
glides through with ease. .

.

you are sliding through my life

much too freely

and I

(who always took pride
in collecting-the bended
knees of fallen stars)

now
genuflect before
the single star

who rises.

— Jennifer Swanson MEET SIGLINDA AT WATKINS GLEN GRAND PRIX OCT. 1 & 2
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Musique Clique
Paul Bley NHOP

Paul Bley - Niels Henning Orsted
Pedersen

(Inner City)

Putting two outstanding musicians
together in a setting relatively devoid of an\
constraints on their collective creativit<

does not guarantee an outstanding
recording, as Inner City should have
discovered with this 1976 release.

Actually, this meeting of Canadiar
l^eyboardist Bley arid Danish bassis*
Pederson (NHOP only so that the name wi
fit on the album cover) is pleasant enough,
and does even have its moments of
brilliance. What it lacks is variety and
emotional power
The blame seems to lie mostly with Bley,
who incidentally composed seven of the
nine pieces on the album. His usual cool
intensity is too cool here, and when the
communication with Pedersen so
necessary in a duo session breaks down, he
often resorts to redundant block chords
and repetitive phrasing.
In places, though, Bley is colorful and

imaginative. Playing both electric and
acoustic piano, his style is sparse and
subtle, in contrast to the dense 'power
piano' style characteristic of the best-
known new music pianists- Taylor, Jarrett,

and Tyner. Still, Bley fails to experiment
with texture on this album as he has on
other efforts, particularly on the electric.

Occaisional hints of marvelous overtones
and fuzzy nnging sounds suggest that Bley
is being all to conservative.

GRATEFUL DEAD
Terrapin Station

(Artista)
The Grateful Dead have produced anumber

of good albums and at least a couple of great
ones, but it is still their lengthy and fantastic
live concerts for which they're chiefly noted.
The San Francisco group's Springfield

Civic Center show last April won many of the
older Dead heads over to the Dead's '75

studio LP, Blues for Allah, a truly superb
album of intricate material, well
executed. Terrapin Station, however, is

not as consistently dynamic as Blues For
Allah; it's inventive but not sensational.
'Estimated Prophet,' with a bit of reggae

and Tom Scott playing sax, is catchy
with' Ace' Wier singing optimistically! 'My
dawn's coming anyday, don't worry' bout
me...'), but the lyrics elsewhere aren't
always cleanly audible. 'Passenger', for
instance, is interfered with via burdensome
string orchestration.

MAX WEBSTER
High Class in Borrowed Shoes

(Anthem /Mercury)
Rerr>ember JoJo Gunn? Remember Spirit?

Remember the James Gang? Remember
that Camaro that you had an affair with?

Remember your first beach party? Your
first drunk? Getting wrecked and going to

an amusement park with your date?

Remember high school love? Making it in

the hallway before the bell? How loaded

you got at your first rock concert? The few
good cuts on Max Webster's second album
are sorta like that. I can hear this album
cruisin' Ft. Lauderdale Easter vacation. I

can hear this L.P. through the haze of

fevered adolescence. The instrumentals,

vocals and lyrics are simplistic but sincere.

The lyrics sweet little rock poems. The
band manages to look respectably weird on
the cover photo.

Some salvage herein.

Silver Laurie

Sparks
Introducing Sparks
Co/umbia PC34901

I happen to be one who gets very excited at
the sight of a new Sparks album; they
always contain such great music. But a
couple of listens (all the way through) to
Introducing Sparks drives home the fact that
it is one record that is very difficult to get at
all flustered over.

The record opens promisingly enough with
a great Spector cum- Raspberries styled
number, 'A Big Surprise'. Castanets and
everything. 'Occupation' is next, and the
sound dates to very early Sparks, when they
were at their weirdest musically,
conceptually, vocally and lyrically ('We
cowboys are a hardy breed, we eat our
beans and tumbleweed, we're good on
horses, good with guns, we smell, but so
does everyone'), with some scorching guitar
work lying just below the song's surface.

Ladies' and 'I'm Not' are preludes to mush
of what is wrong with dide two of the
record- one of Sparks' (actually chief
songwriter Ron Mael's) greatest assest has
long been their knack for an inspired hook,
and these songs, as well as three - fourths of
those on the flip side, tend to neglect strong
hooks in favor of pounding rhythms Again,
however, great lyrics.

Pedersen does a little better. He is at
present probably the world's greatest 'jazz'
bassist, and certainly one of the busiest.
His complete mastery of the instrument is

awesome, and on the album he displays a
broad range of styles from delicate
harmonies to percussive thumping to
melancholy bowing. Pedersen has spent
the last few years sitting in with a number
of major figures in the jazz world, and his
unsupassed ability makes his popular
'discovery' inevitable.

The compositions on the album are
primarily of the European 'new music'
genre, although the musicians harken back
to their jazz roots on 'Caria', a blues
progression where Pedersen slips into a
definitive walking bassline while Bley fools
around with altered chords and some
almost traditional sounding solo runs. The
remainder of the pieces are subdued and
introspective, with a varying degree of
sympathy generated between the
musicians. Of interest is CarIa Bley's
composition, 'Olhos de Gato,' in which
Pedersen plays a droning bass part of only
four different notes beneath Bley's colorful
phrases.

Despite the problems, it's nice to see
another label giving musicians like Bley and
Pedersen a chance to work in this sort of

setting. While there is nothing really new
here, the integrity of the music puts the
album miles ahead of the typical
commercial slop.

Bill Sundstrom

'Sampson And Delilah' is a good song
because of the band's poised playing behind
Weir's energetic vocals, and Donna
Godchaux's composition 'Sunrise,' an ode
to husband Keith, is lovely, but 'Lady With A
Fan, 'though a space tale, is not comparable
favorably to, say, the beautiful'St. Stephen,'
an early Dead gem.
And while many of the sextet'sclassic

songs establish lone vocals and vital restraint

followed by the fabulous instrumental rifts or
strong dual singing, side two'sTerrapin
medley has too little restraint and again, too
many strings.

Deadheads will likely insist thatTerrapin
Station still beats the pants off 70percent
ofthis year's records, but recommendations
to buy it should be restricted to Deadheads
only.

John Bergman

STRAPPS

Secret Damage
(Harvest)

Secret Damage ain't so secret, nor
subtle. Here we have a perfect example of
formula rock. Bop Bop a little drum riff, or
Whee a thin synthesizer whine, off into
four bars of heavy guitar. A hit of rasping
monotone screaming mildly decadent
verses. Do I need this? Excellent production
and photos by Mick Rock disguise this
record as good music Don't let em fool
ya. Noel Scott-keyboards needs his fingers
slapped with a ruler and his synthesizer
confiscated. Ross Stagg vocals and guitar
obviously has Led Zep wet dreams should
meditate on the secret meaning of things.
The other two are untalented if innocent
bystanders. I'd have to be tied up to listen
to this one through. What a pan, huh?

Silver Laurie

Finishing off the side is the albums primo
numero, 'Forever Young'. It's got it all-
melody, lyrics, great guitar and drums
Suffice to say that it would be real fine were
Introducing Sparks composed of ten of
these babies rather than the relatively
mediocre matenal that it instead is.

Side two: Goofing Off' is all souvlaki and
pita bread. Once more -great lyrics, weak
melody, which also sums up Girls On the
Brain' (which opens like Iggy's
'Nightclubbing'l, and Over the Summer'
(their new 45, which I had hoped would be
an interesting cross between Sparks and the
Beach Boys but is in fact no such thing).
Finally, Those Mysteries', all slush. It

reminds me of unflavored Italian ices.
This IS the first Sparks album with no

Sparks we are not even told which studio
musicians (all nonenites, incidentally) play
which instruments. The Mael brothers'
bands have always been excellent and have
always made major contnbutions to the
respective record's sound, and it is probable
that the lack of a real band this time around
has brought about the highly unfocused
inconsistent and uninspired nature of
Introducing Sparks. The album's title is
ternbly ironic in light of this 'Sparks' in
name has been around for a while, but when
they finally get around to being 'introduced'
there is no Sparks to introduce.
Bring back Earle Mankey
PhiZip Mi/stein

Are You
An Astronaut?

An Astronaut
HIDDEN SPHERES, ABSTRACTEYES

SUNRA

Cosmos
(Inner City)

Solo Piano vol. 1

(Improvising Artists)

"Astro Black Mythology
Astro-Timeless Immortality

Astro-Thought in Mystic Sound
Astro-Black of Outer Space

Astro- Natural of Darkest Stars
Astro-Reach Beyond The Stars
Out To Endless Endlessness
Astro-Black American "

Philosopher-poet Sun Ra is one of the
ultimate explorers in music today and has
been for decades. The metaphor for some of
his wildest far-reaching accomplishments
rests comfortably in space exploration; like
an astronaut he seeks the newest worlds and
the truest gods. Like monks his Arkestra pro-
fess their faith against the commercial and
superficial realm of modern American music.

Cosmos extends the metaphor en-
compassing as many interesting vistas as
any Sun Ra album of the past. These
devoted preists to his vision provide the pro-

per exotic blend of sound to create these vi-

sions of sound. As you release to the plea-

sant strangeness of "Moonship Journey" or
"Journey Among the Stars" it becomes ap-

parent what is lacking from most types of

music we listen to — that which transcends
to a level where familiarity and strangeness
become one and the same; contradictions
and similarities mean nothing.

Sounding like mainstream in an occasional
riff, sets a starting ppint for listening and
before you know it you're off and running in

what sounds like an infinite array of noises
and rhythms intentionally constructed to
alter your listening waves, this man has
jumbled everything together to create blocks
of music as sweet and cryptic as you can
get. "Moonship Journey" is notning so
spectacular that no one else couldn't have
devised it, but no one else can come up with
entire album sides of this stuff except Sun
Ra. And he does it with intense conviction.
When dedication is the name of the game
Sun Ra will be crowned the king of all musi-
cians, high priest of aural plains. Solo Piano
also conveys Sun Ra's ideology in a more
personal vein. Paul Bley's production re-

mains subject to Ra's mastery and prefers
back seat to his concentrations which in-

clude a beautifully Ra-ified version of
Jerome Kern's Yesterdays among more
personal material. Sometimes I feel Like a
Motherless Child begms the album with an
intensity that could only be evinced from
Sun Ra.

Both of thv<ise new releases can introduce
you to untold pleasantries and wonderful
trips beyond. Try studying to these and
you'll probably fare better due to their
meditative quality. Or you might turn the
volume up and catch up to Voyagers I and II.

-RIchPloll
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The Meaning of the Enz
"MUSIC AND MIRTH FROM THE ENZ

OF THE EARTH"

SPLIT ENZ
DIZRYTHMIA
(CHRYSALIS)

In 1975 when ROXY MUSIC toured
Australia, lead guitanst Phil Manzanera
caught one of the strangest looking
groups he had ever seen on the tube
Amazed at their technical skill and
professional air for a place like Australia
he sought to meet them personally.
Little did he realize that night that this
strikingly original act. Split Enz would
be opening for Roxy Music on that same
tour. So began the real beginning for
Split Enz as the musical force we have
come to reckon with here today. Of
course there were many struggles
travelling around New Zealand and
Australia as an acoustic ensemble long
before that but thanks to Phil
Manzanera, Split Enz made it to London
where Manzanera produced Mental
Notes, their first album for Chrysalis.

Mental Notes has a split personality in
Itself; Manzanera's production was
thick and professional yet Splitz Enz
were restrained and wary of their new
position on the other hemisphere. Like a
thick syrup Mental Notes poured much
that was beyond description over its
listener, and still managed to hold even
more precious eclecticism back . Where
King Crimson or Roxy Music developed
a particular style of production
technique to complement their
idiosynchratic sound, Splitz Enz simply
could not hold everything together
without alot of assistance, and although
the production of their debut album in
some ways appeared a hindrance to the
mi SIC, It was a thanks to Manzanera for
getting them there in the first place.

Confidence began to build as the band
toured Great Britain and America in '76
and '77. Their costumes, a self-parody

\ modern burned -out -businessman- cum-
<;lownsuit helped to accentuate the
lyhcs of lead singer Tim Finn; a very
mocV serious approach to apocalyptic
and modern tragic situations coating

DWIGHTTWILLEY BAND
Twilley Don't Mind

Arista)

Sincerely, the Dwight Twilley Band's first
-P, was a gem, an endlessly enjoyable
synthesis of pop styles of the 50's and 60's.
It was one of my four most-played albums of
last year, and Twilley Don't Mind is well on
Its way to the same distinction. But for an
entirely different reason.
This record was really disappointing when I

first got it. But I have eaten my words once
too often lately because of records that grew
on me. Sd I have been playing the thing over
and over and over for a couple of weeks now
,
trying my damndest to love it. The sound is

unmistakeably Twilley, there are all sorts of
neat liittle touches to the arrangements, and
the production is superb. It has all the

their act with a more emotional
philosophy. The parody was obvious
and Split Enz let themselves go in small
halls and nightclubs all over America to

cheers and laughs and sweet rocking
good times. The shyness and
unfamiliarity was wearing down to
reveal the talents of classically-trained

professionals and a singer that harkened
back to Bowie, Ferry and even further
on down the rock line to the roots with
stances and swinging hips like a Lennon
or Presley. Modern zany rock had
come. The appearance was more that
visual, beyond hallucinatory to actually
meaning something; the suits not too

earmarks of the kind of music I would go
nuts over . So why don't I?

The main problem with Twilley Don't
Mind is that all the songs, with one
exception, have almost the same beat. This
can work on high energy albums like those
of the Ramones, but on lower-key efforts
there has to be more variety or the result is

snoozeville (Eric Carmen take note). It has
taken a great deal of effort to be able to
distinguish between the cuts here, and at
times when I am listening to one I still expect
part of another to come in.

Keep your eyes posted for a single from this
album. (Arista: may I suggesf'The Haunting
Sleeping.") Until then, stick with Sincerely
. Now that I've done my duty, I think I'll go
play that one again . .

.

Perry Adier

GENTLE GIANT
The Missing Piece

(Capitol)

Gentle Giant fans rejoice: This is the album
we've been hoping they'd make. After a
dissapointing studio set (Interview, a rush
)ob by the band's own admission)and a
stalling-for-time live album, the logical
successor to 1975's excellent Free Hand is

finally here. The Giant have saved their
music from stagnation by taking a different
approach to the recording of this one. A few
of these songs were featured eariier this year
in concert, so the band was evidently
omfortable with this material before they
went into the studio. As for the rest, the
Giant is now taking a more straightforward
jnd aggressive approach to their music, and
as a result this is one of the most energetic
albums the band has made.
The first notes of "Two Weeks in Spain"
>houlJ be enough to convince you that this
IS no throwaway album. The tasty rock riff

which opens the piece catches your
attention immediately, and once again it's

that classical Gentle Giant sound, with the
^'ocals being a perfect mixture of gutsiness
-jnd sophistication and the band tearing into

I complex arrangement as though there was
nothing to it. The major difference is that
this song is only three minutes long, as is

^'verythiiig else on the first side. This is

hardly a move towards commercialization,
but a sign that they are mastering the skill of
becoming more concise in their musical
'statements.

The rest of side one is the surprise, in which
^Jicint pulls out the stops and rocks harder
'hdn ever before. "Betcha Think We
Couldn't Do It" 13 the track that tells the
^'')ry the Giant realizes that they are
surprising their audience, and take great

pleasure in doing so. "Who Do You Think
You Are?" and "Mountain Time" continue
in this vein, with Gary Green's guitar taking
firm control and guiding the Giant's sound
closer to rock and roll than it's ever been.
Also on side one is "I'm Turning Around", a
fine ballad with one of this year's most
memorable choruses.
Those who've been missing the more

intricate and less immediate side of the
Giant's music can find it on side two. "AS
Old As You're Young " is a return to the style
of previous Giant albums, with the
keyboards building up some nice textures
and a madrigal-like quality in the vocals.
"Memories of Old Days" is a long,
contemplative piece which sounded good in
concert and better here, with some subtle
interweavings of acoustic guitars.
"Winning" is the closest thing this album
has to a weak track, but the interesting use
of percussion saves it from being a
throwaway. And it does serve to prepare you
for the finale, "For Nobody", a classic Giant
track which has another one of those
instantly memorable themes and some fine
multiple harmonies. Special mention
throughout the album goes to Kerry
Minnear, who always seems to come up
with just the right keyboard sound at the
right time.

The critic in me wants to find something
nasty to say about this album to prove I'm
objective, but to no avail. This album has
hardly anything wrong with it, and is running
a close competition with Wind and
Wuthering and Silly Sisters as my favorite
album of the year. If you have ever been
interested in Gentle Giant or in progressive
rock in general, this is one piece that you
shouldn't be missing.

-Brett Milano

ROBIN TROWER
In City Dreams

(Chrysalis)

Now that Robin Trower feels that he has
proven himself a most capable guitarist, he
has done an about face on In City Dreams
and delivered an album which stands as a
showcase for Robin Trower the group, not
Robin Trower the guitarist. Comparisons to
Hendrix are no longer truly valid, for Trower
has surrounded himself with three excellent
band-members who all shine and sparkle in

their respective roles. In City Dreams
reveals a quartet who have faith enough in

their own ability to avoid falling into the trap
of performing as merely Robin Trower and
three chaps named Joe.

Vocalist James Dewar, who has been with
Trower from the beginning (six albums ago),
turns in a fine performance on this disc. His
lyrical deliverances are as smooth and
breathy as ever as he gets more of a chance

to reach for the limelight. The rhythm
section, once a team for Sly Stone, unites

cohesively to provide a solid foundation for

the strong blending of heavy metal, space

rock, and R"^ B. This is drummer Bill

Lordan's fourth album with Trower, while
bassist Rustee Allen is the welcome
newcomer. Both are virtually as steady as
the Rock of Gibraltar.

BE BOP DELUXE
Live in the Air Age

(Harvest)

The critics have been predicting big things
for this British quartet ever since the early
seventies. Led by composer-vocalist-
guitarist Bill Nelson, Be Bop Deluxe play an
inspired form of space rock, producing a
total sound somewhat akin to a band in

which Pink Floyd meets Jeff Beck meets
Mott the Hoople.

Live in the Air Age (one LP plus one LP-
sized EP), chronicling Be Bop's '77 tour of
the United Kingdom, should earn the group
quite a few new followers, but it won't break
them wide open The reason for this is taht
the recording suffers from Nelson's less than

.
perfect vocal style. His range is relatively

iTmited and his delivery unemotionally staid.

Additionally, his lack of verbal
communication with his audience between

far removed from those chaps gettinq
out of the office after a 'bitch of a day'
music depressingly funny like alot of
lives and the delivery pure rock and roll
This was no place for burn-outs. Those
fortunate enough tohave attended were
witnessing the beginning of one of the
only new bands to remember what
meaning meant to the Bonzo Doq Band
or the Mothers.
After a couple of personnel changes

mtovx^.?/!;!'"^'^ *° '-°"^°" »o recordDIZRYTHMIA
: A more informal

production of their better attributes
namely rock and twisted roll with a
razor edgr that tickles as it gently tears
you apart.

Co produced by Geoff Emerick and Split
Enz, DYZRTHMIA reminds me of that
fascinating performance at Paul 's Mall last
March. Tim Finn is twice as much the singer
he was on Mental Notes and his
compositoions remain the ever sly
tho serious elegies to love and death
arid life Bold as Brass opens the album
with what could be a very interesting
single, a sharp whine pierces and the
Enz blow It out like never before; the
mix seriously owing much to the
Beatle s experiments in production back
with Revolver; the incessaant buzzing of
the album being something like John
Lennon should appreciate. The highest point
of Dyzrythmia is reserved for the final spot
with Jamboree, a building celebration of
life ail captured in the beautiful imagery of
carnivals and fairs, indicative of the Enz's
ever inspiring approach to existence-light
carefulyet ever anticipating the worst pitfalls
of modern life.

This faster and more imformal Split Enz
deserve much more attention with this
recording and they'll probably get it. What
remains is to see how much of their
onginality will be sacrificed in order to round
up a larger following. Like Roxy Music they
may harden into a slickness that will never
chip away from them. But just as they jump
from album one to album two was what was
necessary for them to continue creatively
Split Enz may find for themselves a formula
where their contribution to rock will always
be recognized and appreciated.

Rich Pioli

For his part, Trower brings us masterful
guitarplay which is as crisp as any from his
past. However, there is a marked feeling of
both restraint and economy; whereas once
Robin would be proud to do an extended
solo, he now picks and chooses his spots.

His most rollicking work is to be heard on the
cover version of the old Bobby Blue Bland
number, "Farther Up The Road, " as well as
on the hypnotically bluesy "Little Girl."

Throughout the LP's nine tracks, Trower is

dominant without being overbearing.

Although Trower is too progressive to be
considered as a singles artist, "Love's Gonna
Bring You Around" is a catchy enough piece
of melodic balladry to warrant its being
issued as a single. No doubt about it, it's the
tune which most impressed me after but one
playing of the whole album

«

In any case, now that I've heard the entire
album a multitude of times, every cut has
some basic strength which stands Dut like

Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis at a Salvafion
Army rummage sale. In City Dreamsis one
of the best efforts that Trower has ever put
out. It should be pleasing to old and new
fans alike as it scores resoundingly with a
"Trower Power rules the hour" A.

Ross Nerenberg

songs makes for a most incomplete picture
of how exactly Nelson relates to the people
who are putting bread on his table.

Fortunately, his guitar-play is excellent.

Andy Clary plays some fine keyboard in

tandem with Nelson's bombastic riffs, but
Nelson holds the spotlight with his axe as
top dog. Be Bop's rhythm section is

secondary, but consistently solid.

Selections here should be familiar to Be
Bop aficiandos from past albums, except for

two cuts, "Piece of Mine" and "Mill Street

Junction. ' Both of these are set to vinyl for

the first time, although the group has been
performing them live for some time.

Despite its drawbacks. Live in the Air Age
IS an enjoyable album, but Be Bop Deluxe
should be seen live, not merely heard. Their
future is still in front of them. (B)

Ross Nerenberg
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Dress up
with the Luxury
of PURE SILK!

-Cowlneck Tunics
-V neck Tunics
- Draw String Pants

All at 50%OFF
Our Original Low Prices!
illlillliiiiillliiiillllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

§W Take'^
10-30%OFF
Selected Fall

DRESSES &
JUMPERS !!

3 DAYS ONLY!
Thurs.,Fri.,&'Sat.

Scpt.29-Oct.lM
*M i{] In

Homs • AU)N.-SAT. :10to5:30
• THURSDAY : till 9 RM.

255 MAIM SI. IVORnUMTfON
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TIRES

27x174 Gumwall
IRC 90 lb.

27x1% Gumwall
IRC 85 lb

27x1% Blackwall
20x1 75 Blackwall

BOO

6 50
4.50

4 50

499

3.99

2.25

1 99

TUBES

All Sizes 2.50 126

BIKE LIGHTS

Battery operated
Cibie

5 50 226

Generator sets
Pletscher

9 00 450

Luggage carrier 6 50 495

Bike Bells
6 ft cables

1 00 50

for locks
Pedals 10 spd
Metal

Pedals rubber
Rex floor pumps

4.50

4.25

4 00
6 50

225

200
200
450

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Cinelli stems
Regina
Oro Chains

Flamme Red

18 00 11 95

1195 6 96

Label rims
Cyclo Cross

11 50 795

Super tires

Shimano
16 40 1095

Uni glide chains 9 95 695

(all quantities are limited)

1E Pleasant St.. Amherst
549 6904

15 State St , Northamptor
584 6538

Waxing Away
UTOPIA

Oops! Wrong Planet
(Bearsville)

Oops! Wrong Planet, released only six
months after the masterpiece Ra album,
marks a new direction for Todd Rundgren,
Kasim Sulton, Roger Powell and "Willie"
Wilcox. This does not mean much though,
because every Rundgren or Utopia album
blazes a fresh path. Twelve songs, all under
four and one half minutes make up Oops!
Wrong Planet. On Ra, four of the seven
songs were over seven minutes .

Utopia has turned completely against
society on this album. Titles like "Abandon
City", 'The Martyr", "Rape of the Young",
and others all show more than a mild
discontent with the condftion of our world.
Todd handles guitar, saxophone (•!!),

engineering, and production, while Sulton]
Wilcox, and Powell play bass, drums and
keyboards, respectively. All band members
take some lead vocals, but fortunately, Todd
does most of the singing. The major
weakness of the album lies in the weak
voices of Wilcox and Powell.
The music displays the usual instrumental

expertise, and most of the tunes find the
band right on the mark. "Trapped", "The
Marriage of Heaven and Hell", and "Love in
Action" are the best cuts on side one. The
Martyr", "Abandon City", "Rape of the
Young" and "Loveisthe Answer" from side
two are easily as good as any older
Rundgren material. Despite the negative
"Love is the
Answer", the closing cut, leaves us with
some hope.
After some in depth listening, any fan of

Rundgren's can hear that Oops! Wrong
Planet once again displays the usual high
standard of excellence marking all of Todd's
endeavors.

BOB JOHNSON AND PETE KNIGHT
The King of Elflands Daughter

MADDY PRIOR AND JUNE TABOR
Silly Sisters

(both Chrysalis)

It should be common knowledge to
Steeleye Span fans by now that there have
been some changes within the group, but for
the unenlightened: guitarist Bob Johnson
and fiddler Peter Knight both left earlier this
year, to be replaced by one new member,
John Kirkpatrick, and the return of an old
one, Martin Carthy. The new Steeleye is

doing fine, having played some successful
concerts in England and premiering some
new material which should make their next
album an essential one. But while we're
waiting, we've been provided with these
twonew releases from past and present
Spanners.

Silly Sisters is the earlier of the two
albums, having been available as an import
nearly a year before its American release this
summer. Both the album and the brief
British tour which followed it were the result
of a collaboration between Maddy Prior
Steeleye's vocalist, and June Tabor a
traditional singer who'd spent the past few
years performing in folk clubs. This is a
purely traditionalalbum, with the songs
ranging from hymns to bawdy ballads to
tearful tales of lost love. The instumentation
IS all acoustic and forms a simple and
sensative accompaniment, but, predictably

It's the vocals that steal the show. Maddy''.
voice IS as regal and ethereal as ever, while
June's IS deeper and more earthy and the
interweaving of these two voices is often
quite exquisite.

The King of Elflands Daughter is the
album that Knight and Johnson left Steeleye
to make. It's an elaborate musical fantasy,
complete with narration and an assortment
of singers to handle the vanous roles. The
songs cover a variety of styles, .but the
instrumentation is usually second to the
narrative thread. Knight's superb fiddling
appears on only one track, and more often a
sort of orchestral-rock sound is used to suit
the vanous characters. How much you'll
appreciate the album will probably depend
on how well you enjoy heanng such tales of
elves, trolls, and enchanted princesses. Two
memorable moments are Alexis Korners
humorous portrayal of a troll who howls the
blues as he rolls into elfland, and Mary
Hopkin's performance of "Beyond the Fields
We Know," an anthem to discovery and
imagination. And you'll be glad to know that
everyone involved lives happily ever after.

Brett Milano

SLY, SLICK AND WICKED
Ju Par (Motown)

A lot of people have asked, 'What's
happendd to the MotownSound?' Well, that
topic is too lengthy to be covered in this
review, but, in short, the Motown Sound
has been moved to the westcoast
electrically rendered by the T-Connection'
left by Norman Whitfeild, produced ^nd
arranged by 'The Harris Machine' and
sugared and spiced by Shalamar. But, ladies
and gentlemen, the 'Motown Sound'and its
vanous influences are still with us.

The most 'Motownish' thing that Motown
Itself has released of late (through their
custon label, Ju Par) is an LP entitled Sly,
Slick & Wicked a three man vocal group.
It's all there from the strong leads and tight
harmonies to the instrumentation that, while
impressive, yields to the talents of the
vocalists who in the true Motown tradition
are the focal point. Sly, Slick £t Wicked is an
excercise in the 'Motor City' sound that's
both faithfully nostalgic and refreshingly
new. One listen and you'll see that the
'Motown Sound' is still alive and well.

Mario Barros

REGENCY

Wif have the latest styles

ill 111 ill (I for yon!

'ask about our

apprentice hainutte/'

253 9526 189 N. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST 253 7341

THE CELLAR

Ficticious Poetry
THE STORY OF THE PIED PIPERS-A

MYTH
HE REALLY WAS A BRILLIANT

PUPPETEER
by Zusaan South

Imagine the universe inside an ant farmWe unconciously go about our affairs with
a purposeful air. The tunnels in an ant farm
are preserved by covering the glass with
black paper. No light comes through
giving the ant a feeling of continuity and
safety. When we lift the barrier we are
faced with a narrow maze of neat tunnels
and hallways. Our domestic ant
frantic/ scurries in the deeper regions We
are fascinated by the strange symmetry of
their hallways odd angles are formed by the
intersection of parallel lines shapes drawn
by multi level study always delightful with
the magnetic patterns. In order to preserve
this occasional treat we always replace the
black paper, or the ant will abandon the
exposed tunnels. Fallen into disuse they
eventually crumble and collapse depriving
us of architectural masterpiece Dav is
fading. '

Let's say we'll look at the ants again
another day and go out for a walk in the
dusk. The pale cast on the southern
honzon shadows the clean grayness of
daysend. The crickets chum out the broken
staccatto that we rarely hear, preferring
instead to let it sift into our
unconciousness. The sound of our boots
on the roadway is harder to ignore as the
dull scrape traces our passage. There is a
kind of womb-ness to the dusk. A warm
invisible mist seems to wrap us in soft
breathing blankets and our minds drift in
reverie through places we'll never be able
to remember. Vague images of an old man
ifi China gold leaf design, and metallic
glow flash and fragment and hide beneath
your monologue. One by one, as the sky
blackens, the stars intensify. Each one
strikes us with a separate and peculiar
emotion. When we stare intently at one
star It dances around, as if uncomfortable
at being pmned by gaze. Finally it slips
away, flickers a few times, and recedes
lust as our ant in his glass and sand
universe disappeared into his interior cities
I he stars are lit with unearthy brilliance
I hey seem to swarm on the periphery
swimming at the corners of our sight We
talk to ourselves the whole while. Without
speaking we discuss with ourselves the
whole of our lives. Turning your head you
tix your gaze again. Again a star quivers
trembles with anxiety, fades and recedes'
Over there. Look. The constellation of the
Pheades. The picture of the Seven Sisters

1 1

he youngest was gifted with the name of

Maia. No one remembers her now She
pleads with her radium song for you
Listen. That chill and slow melody You
must hear it with your sight for it's out of
range of your ears. Listen. That thin and
sad sound, it mutates, repeats, disturbs
your sense of quietude with cold
insistance. She sings her story born in
the blackness of a forest with no mother
with no father she drifted naked and slight
through violet shadows and haze.. "I am
the last of an extinct race that has evolved
to another place living in sighs and secret
whispers"...Alone she nervously watched
all directions, grew eyes on all parts of her
body. The birds were fascinated by this
glittering blinking creature.
The raven desired her The song is a

keening silent screaming harmony
penetrating to the center of your every cell.
The ant colony is one complete organism

aware of its own existance. Each ant is but
a single cell with it's own special function
The tunnels are like the veins and arteries of
the human circulatory system. Each red
corpuscle and white cell is a worker ant
carrying food and banishing the intrusive
alien elements. The ant has no needs of its
own, existing for the colony. The organism
IS a living pulsing unit of survival The
colony IS happy in its fullness. Satisfied and
sated in it's busy cellular motion.
The stars have grown so bright as to be

fnghtening "I was cold I was alone I hid
in the shadows they could not find me I slip
through in smoke the raven desired me a
talon pierced my thigh I see
everything " You hug yourself, wrap
your arms tightly across our chest, you
retire to the muted yellow light of your
room. You find safety in the golden warmth
of the patterns on your walls. You brew
some spice tea and find comfort in a soft
chair. You look to the window, and
beyond, to the layers of midnight ink. An
ant crawls mechanically along the sill The
paper is on the other side. Star chorus sifts
through the spaces visible between tree
branches. Ants can drag 10 times their own
weight and grasp an object with hard-clasp
mandibles. You sip your tea and your hand
trembles, spilling tea pale liquid into the
saucer. The word "ant" leaps out at you
making no sense. The twistng antennae
symbols have lost their meaning. From the
depths of amnesia you remember the
resigned terror once felt in a dream.
Gun-metal gray airships hovered in

formation over the meadow. Day was
fading. Dull glint from the silent cruising
fleet. Cold menace. You forgot your
purpose. I pointed to the sky and said, "It
doesn't matter now, I am with you."

"Bitter Days'

Debbie Wallace

I wandered into the depths of loneliness,
surrounded by images that remain unnamed.
I am walking through a fantasy,
hoping that reality is not too far in the distance.

I once discovered who I was, and a special glow, helped
put my mind at ease.
Now, it is as if I never tried at all.

I long to touch the tenderness of friendship
the warmth of someones smile.
I have become afraid to risk, to seek out.
for sparks fly out at me, as I do.

I have become buried in my lonely journey,
wondenng, and hoping for a hint of warmth to ease my
self image.

I have not given up, I was once much too strong,
to let the winds turn me into ashes.
I plan to take my dusty shoulders by a raging fire--
and help that glow return to me.
So once again, I will feel special to be me.

The saucers have landed and the airfield

isn't your neighbor's backyard or a verdant
woodland glade. A sage in a Chinese
garden complete with carefully set out
pools and goldfish was wearing a mandala
pattern robe. His two disciples sat at his
feet, one at each side. The ants dragged
heavy loads through the greenery.
Multivision scanned complete
circumferance from a shadow. The sage
spoke, "The landing field is your own
central nervous system." Imagine your
cerebral cortex is inhabited.

Imagine symbiotic parasitic relations Fat
white, baby ant slug hides in the inner
chambers. Suppose that even now, as you
read this, the puppeteer is carefully
monitonng your vision, your reactions your
hormonal secretions and the muscles
tensing in your shoulder and jaw. A chill of
raised flesh flows down your back. The
light seems to bright, doesn't it? Your
friends are suddenly strange, distant do
you understand them? Do you? Do they
know you? If they do, then they know me
for I control your every move. When I

smile, you smile. When I cry, so do you. Is
It really you who decides when to eat
dnnk, and sleep? Why do you do all those
things that you don't want to? Those odd
little motions that confuse you. Where do
they originate? How do the stars sound?
What melodies do constellations generate?
Imagine the universe inside an ant dragging
a talon-pierced shadow through a blue
dusk country of dwarfed stylized trees
shining twisted pieces of metal, inaudible
music, and goldfish swimming mandala.

Fini

»vjKn.

The Travel

You gave me the ribbons of life

and tied them into a bow of happiness

We sailed on the stream of love
and walked through the forset of dreams

We climbed the mountains of hope
and swam in the river of destiny.

We ran through the fields of freedom
and captured a moment of serenity.

Judith Rice
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A FATAL WILL TO POWER
Aguirre, The Wrath of God
a film by Werner Herzog

starring Klaus Kinsi
German in English Subtitles

After pillaging and claiming for the Spanish
crown other beautiful and exotic terrain in

the Americas, Pizarro led his army into the
Amazon basin in search of the legendary El

Dorado. There he sent an exploration party
ahead to travel up one of the Amazon
tributaries. Along with Don Pedro de Ursua
and Don Lope de Aguirre, the leaders of

those conquistadors of theexpeditionPizarro
sent the priest whose diary is purpotedlythe
source of the story.

Various problems ensue resigning Doh
Pedro to return to Pizarro's encampment.
Upon this announcement de Aguirre
mutinies shooting his leader and any others
set against him. As the raft moves further
down the river, Aguirre's sense of power
increases. The party also becomes more
weakened with various attacks from the
natives on shore and problerhs of food. Still

Aguirre's power forces the entire division to
their deaths slowly and painfully.

Werner Herzog masterfully relates this

horrific story leaving none of its agonizing
detail out. It is a film of powerful beauty as
well; the ethereal quality exhibited in the
opening scene as the army of conquistadors
cling to the side of a mountain in the Andes,

slowly descending along their forward
course, is beautiful in all its mist- shrouded
silence. Filmed on location, the elements of
that climate are paradoxical in themselves
leaving even our modern imaginations at
their mercy.

From this general sense of scene to a more
particularized, more objective viewpoint,
Herzog films the journey in unbearable yet
beautiful detail. His close-up shots dominate
the film with their remarkable candor. Slowly
we watch de Aguirre's crazed desire for
power mutiply with each shortfall that
overtakes his companions. He takes
command, claims all territory for himself, and
as the only survivor in the final scene,
hallucinates that he will form a more perfect
race. The workings of his mad mind are
demonstrated fiendishly slowly as the
quietness of this deformed men (resembling
Oliver's Richard III very much in his style)
ascends to insufferable rage and power-
crazed obsession. The madman has come
fully into view although we watched closely
at all times. His transitions are perfectly
filmed and so smoothly as to be virtually

indiscernable in their forms. Truly it is the
case of the madman always being there and
our finally realizing it as more information is

graphically handed to us.

The diary from which the story of the quest
is told is also the product of Werner Herzog
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LANDRyS MARKET
The Oldest Grocery Store in Amherst

711 Main St
Amherst
Mon.Sat. 9-9

Sun. 10-3

You may be able to beat Landry's prices
But you can't beat the Landry's quality!

Bone-In Chuck SteakBEER
Miller's 12 oz. cans 5.96 case

1.56 6-pk.

WINE
Almaden Wine ( 'A gals.) 3.79 ea.

MEAT
Standing Rib Roast 1.59 lb.

Rib Steak 1.591b.

Delmonico Steak 2.991b.

Boneless Chuck Pot Roast 1.09 lb.

.69c lb.

1.191b.

1.591b.

1.391b.

1.791b.

Breakfast Sausage
Cubed Steak
Slab Bacon
Top Round Steak

Specials Tues. thru Tues.

DELI
Domestic Ham 1.991b

Liverwurst 99c lb

Bologna 99c lb

Muenster Cheese 1.691b

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Belchertown Bus Route

' Parking in the rear

)

and serves its purposefor the greater part of
the film, until one of the men, in a fit of fever,
drinks the priest's ink mistaking it for
medicine. From that point on, the film
enters a visionary and nightmarish
conclusion where the audience watchesthe
entire remaining crew suffer through fever
and hallucinations until they are no longer
living. Alone, and still deluded into thinking
he is greater than God, Aguirre is consumed
by the wildness of the land he was
determined to possess. Wild monkeys
envelop his raft and cover the corpses
strewn around as the picture ends.
The devastating effect of this film is

creatively exploited to its possible limits by
this stunning director's techniques. With all

his visual artistry in check, Herzog
confidently cuts his scenes and lays them
together in manners echoing his themes.
The exposure to the wilderness is beautifully
contrasted with the protagonist's
obsessionto continue and conquer. His
objective camera documents the entire film
in such a way as to leave its audience with
no questions as to what such a scene could
have meant. The film is clear, trancedent
and breathtaking. That Herzog has a relish

for the peculiar is clearly evidenced here as in

his other films, this freshness is welcomed
from German cinema and there is much to
this man that the serious film artist and
student will want to know.

Rich Pioli

Modern Aztec

Concert Review-Interview
Aztec Two Step The Hatch
9/27/77 by Janie Portnoy

Rex Fowler and Neal Shulman, better
known as Aztec Two-Step, performed in

the Hatch Tuesday night. Prior to their

performance, I had the pleasure of joining
them for dinner at the Top of the Campus
restaurant. At the table were pianist
Gordon Cohen, Michael
Finkelstein, (drummer), David Gross (bass),
and David Sleight (electric guitar). The
interview went rather well, although much
of the talk, was about David Gross' burnt
steak.

Rex Fowler is as easy going and happy
off- stage as he is on. When asked what he
thought of UMASS he replied, 'It looks like

a complex of condominiums." As for
playing in the Hatch, "It irks me to play in a
cafeteria " That was the general feeling of
the men in the band. They felt the
acoustics were poor in the Hatch. I

wondered what kind of crowd Rex enjoyed
performing for. Going along with the theme
of most of their songs, he said, "a loving
crowd." Does he ever think of doing
anything different with his life? "Sure. All

the time. The grass is always greener... you
know." I knew, but decided to ask Neal
how he felt, as well.

He swallowed his scallops and replied,
"

There's nothing else I'd rather be doing
"

After discussing his age(almost 25) Neal
reflected upon his reply. "The Beatles
didn't want to be Beatles when they were
thirty. But, look what happened. You
never know." The Beatles were a big
influence on Neal's outlook on music, as
were Bob Dylan and Phil Ochs. Neal likes

an audience who "listens to mellow things,
but boogies. I don't want to have to
respond to the audience. It's the other way
around." Neal is big on acoustic music,
but also enjoys doing rock, funk and jazz
with the band. " The band has been a big

influence. hveryone is different with
different habits. " He thinks UMASS is a
"nice place ,"but prefers small concerts
halls to places like the Hatch. Rex Fowler
and Neal Shulman met in Boston about six

years ago. Unsuccessful at making it on
their own, they decided to become a team.
Their name Aztec Two-Step was derived
from a poem by Lawrence Ferlinghettilon
their 1972 album"Aztec Two-Step"). One
year ago, the men in the band you saw
Tuesday night were added.

The performance exemplified hard work
and preparation. The band was so tight, it

was difficult to believe how shortly they've

been together. The harmonious quality

Aztec Two-Step previously displayed was
accentuated by the talent of the other men
in the band. As "Baking" began, the crowd
roared. Hands clapped, feet stomped;
everyone was high and smiling. Other
favorites like "Conversation in a Car" and
new songs such as "Pajama Parly" and
"You and I" provided a soft, easy
atmosphere, as everyone samk into their

chairs to soak it all in.

The outstanding quality of Aztec Two-
Step's performance was unity. The band
was so together that the audience was
drawn into a series of rising and falling

emotions; the actual climax occuring with
"Cosmos Lady". A standing ovatton
ensued with "Prisoner" and "Dean
Moriarty". It was a good night for Aztec
Two-Step despite the poor acoustics in the
Hatch.

I later apologized to Rex Fowler for taking
a picture of him during dinner. "Hey, he
said , You don't have to apologize. You've
got to be ballsy. It's the way to get your job
done " He buttered his bread and gnnned.
I guess that's show business.
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Staged Art
CABARETBRECHT OPENS THE NEW

DOORS FOR CITY STUDIO THEATRE
byTONYSHEPERD

\,
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Vs City Studio Theatre celebrates its first

birthday, it moves into a new theatre space
at 49 Pearl Steet in Northampton. According
to Directors Mark Cuddy and Margaret Van
Sant, CST will open its season with
CABARET BRECHT: TO SEE US FROM
THE GROUND UP,
CABARET BRECHT is from the works of

Bertolt Brecht, adapted and arranged by
Johnstone Campbell and Enn Williams.
Campbell is a professor in the Inquiry
Program at UMass , teaching Dramatic
Literature, and Williams is a UMass student,
majoring in Radical Theatre studies

• CABARET BRECHT is intended to de-
emphasize the presonality of Brecht, and
focus on his material "

It examines how he
looks at American culture and history,"
Ms. Williams said Saturday. "We've treid to
pick pieces where Brecht utilized the
American theatrical tradition," Mr. Campbell
added
CABARET BRECHT uses songs, scenes,

and poems from THE THREEPENNY •

OPERA, THE CAUCASION CHALK
CIRCLE, AND MAHAGONNY. It is an
evening which looks at American culture and
politics through vaudeville, lyric prose,
personal poetry, amd music hall songs. It will

be performed Thrursday through Saturday
evenings at 8 pm, and Sunday afternoons at
2:15 pm from September 29 thrugh October
23.

"The cabaret setting seems a natural
because most of Brecht's work touches
upon the popular entertainment of the
nightclub, miusic hall or cabaret in one way
or another, Mr. Campbell went on to say.
"Our purpose is to direct the
audience'sattention toward its culture and
the society of which it is a part."
"The script is a medley

, but we have tned
to build it around two interconnected
progreessions; Brecht's theatrical-political
development and his increasingly complex
attitude toward his use of American
culture," Ms. Williams said.

Mark Cuddy, the director of CABARET
BRECHT, added to Erin Williams comments:
"Brecht's early work was forceful but often
contradictorv whereas his later work was

Special return engagement by popular demand!

FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
SEPT. 30&0CT.I
AT THE HATCH
9:00 pm

ADmiSSION

Sn.50 - FRIDAY and SATURDAY

more pinpointed and refined."
Mr. Cuddy is also the Managing Director of

City Sutdio Theatre, a position he has held
since January of 1977. He also directed the
play, CHICAGO, for CST, as well as the
critically acclaimed LENNY. Cuddy also
played one of the two leading roles in

VOLUNTEERS, an American premiere that
will play Off Broadway in December. Cuddy
came to CST in the Fall of 1976 as a director,
and assumed his present position a few
months later.

"One of the most impressive things to me,"
Mr. Cuddy went on to say, "was the
collaboration that has taken place during the
preparation of CABARET BRECHT. The
group effort has really made it work.
Without this cooperation, it wouldn't have
happened "

CABARET BRECHT: TO SEE US FROM

Sol Lewitt
Graphics and Sculpture
University Gallery

A sampling of works by a well known and
controversial artist is currently on displayiat
the 'University Gallery through Oct. 7. ^ol
Lewitt, the featured artist, is well known for

his graphic and sculptural works which are
considered to be minimal art by definition.

Minimal art deals with the reduction of
forms to very basic, simplified elements
such as straight lines, angles, or geometric
shapes which are monochromatic in color.

With this in mind, it becomes somewhat
easier to understand what Lewitt had in

mind when he created these works.
Lewitt IS concerned also with deductive

reasoning and schematic planning in this

very rational, calculated system. He deals,

most consistently, with cube forms which
exist in this shovv as a series of unfinished 8
inch wooden squares which have been
painted white. These squares represent all

the possible permutations of an open-
ended cube ranging from 3 to 11 sides. The
sum total of these permutations represents
approximately 122 combinations.
Accompanying these cube forms are a
combination of drawings and photographs
representing each cube at the "drawing
board" stage and as each appears in its

finished state.

In keeping with the cube forms is a large

scale sculpture which has been placed in

the middle of the Fine Arts Center
overlooking the reflecting pools. This
sculpture measures 5' by 11' and is

constructed of white metal which makes
for an impressive sight when set against the
gray of the surrounding building. This
figure is open on every side and consists of

4 large squares on the top and bottom, 2
large squares for each of the sides. A
spatial relationship is apparent when
viewing this piece as the white square
displaces the space around it, creating an
effect of optical dynamics.
While Lewitt's work is not about color, he
has become more involved in using color A
series of 60 lithographs have been created
displaying straight, not straight and broken
lines using all possible combinations of
black, white, yellow, red and blue for lines

and intervals. Here Lewitt serves to teach
the viewer about color and line and the
existing relationships in a way few of us
have ever thought of before. Lewitt
encourages the viewer to think, pondenng
what IS possible and obvious, as well as the
reasoninq behind it This reasoning is what
makes this whole concept appear new and
innoveitives.

THE GROUND UP is the first of four main
season productions that CST will offer this
year. Following CABARET BRECHT will be
THE LAST MEETING OF THE KNIGHTS OF
THE WHITE MAGNOLIA , by Preston
Jones, directed by CST's producing Director
Margaret Van Sant. The third slot will be a
musical, yet to be announced, also to be
directed by Ms. Van Sant. The final

production of the season will be THE
HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES, by F.
Andres Leslie, from the story by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, , directed by Mark Cuddy.
City Studio Theatre will also offer its first

New Plays Festival this winter, /\/here local
playwrights will have their previously
unproduced work presented for the first

time. CABARET BRECHT will also be
repeated later this season in a late night
cabaret setting.

Color has also been introduced in a series

of color grid systems which illustrate the
relationship between line and color, these
grid systems range from a series of very
basic straight or curving lines set against a

so|jd ground of red, yellow or blue, to a
mdre complicated latticework of colored
lines utilizing all of the surrounding spaces.
Again, the emphasis is on the interaction

between line and color and the many
continuous possibilities that exist in this

ordered spectrum. In some respects this

classifies Lewitt as a conceptual artist as he
is involved with science and technology in

the creation of a sophisticated
communication system.
In a systematic retreat from color

interplays are Lewitt's large scale chalk
drawings which appear along one wall at

the University Gallery. These drawings
exist as 6 different geometric forms ranging
from a circle to a trapezoidal shape. The
importance of these figures is derived from
the ability to apply an open system to a
specific and literal space, squating drawing
with the act of measurement. No one form
assumes more importance over the others;

this becomes apparent when the forms are
superimposed on the flat wall surface.

As a minimal artist Sol Lewitt
acknowledges lines and minimal forms as a
linguistic basis for art. He employs this
language in flexible grammar which is

varied whole still remaining consistent. In
this respect, Lewitt's art exists a language
created by the artist, with a message which
can be appreciated by the wiewer.
This exhibition is on display at the

University Gallery which is located in the
Fine Arts Center. Gallery hours are Tuesday
11 30 8, Wednesday throggh Friday
1 1 30 4 30, Saturday and Sunday 2-5.

. and when asked where they had gone,
the farmer replied, "Why back to get
more."
front lawn fine arts center this week site of
tfjinsiont art 'phillips and north /art dept.
faculty constructed outdoor environmental
structuresblocks of ice freestanding
stylized clusters punctuated random focus
of small stones /on top of the ice alongside"
on the grass ' gravel nestling in the
crevices. /phillips explains piece rep-

resents ice age interactions between land
and ice force/shadows of the
past perhaps foreshadow future /perhaps
|ust delight in the strange
clean juxtaposition of form the
composition should
friday or Saturday
weather

be around
decision of

till

the
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Special Program
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in the At Arts
A new program designed as an

educational experience for students and
members of the university community will
start this week with a critique and
discussion featuring the legendary vocalist
Sarah Vaughan.
The program. The Special Program In The

Arts, IS sponsored by the Fine Arts Center
and the Provost Office of the University of
Massachusetts. Dr. Fredrick Tillis and Fritz
Steinway have been coordinating the
program.
The Special Program In The Arts will

feature many of the artists and performers
who will appear at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall during the 1977-78 Concert
Series.

Sarah Vaughan will inaugurate the new
program on Thursdayin room 44 at the Fine
Arts Center.
The University Vocal Ensemble under the

direction of Dr. Terry Stackpole will
perform selections of their repertoire. Miss
Vaughanwill critique their presentation and
then lead a discussion with those in
attendance.

Coordinators of the Special Program in
the Arts stress that these events are not
concerts by the performers, that they are
intended asan educational experience.
Boris Goldvosky, known throughout the

world as'Mr. Opera' will present an opera
workshop on Monday October 3 atliOO
a.m. in the Bezanson Recital Hall at the Fine
Arts Center.

Television music director and world
famous jazzpianist Billy Taylor will present
threeworkshops and afree concert with
theUniversity Jazz Ensemble.

The ensemble is presently working with
thematerial.Mr. Taylor will practive with
theensemble in October and November
Billy Taylor will lead a workshop on

Octoberll. A free concert will follow after
eight weeks of rehearsals by theJazz
Ensemble.On November 21, Billy Taylor
and Trio with the University Jazz Ensemble
will present a free concert in the FineArts
Center Concert Hall. A workshop will be
held in theafternoon, and endApril 19.
The legendary "Soviet Pianist, Lazar
Bermanwill teach a master class at the
Bezanson Recital Hall at 1:00PM October

Lazar Berman recently received the Listz
Record Gand Prix for his Melodiya
recording of the compltte Listz
Trancendental Etudes.
Anthony Newman will give a harpsichord

demonsration and lecture in the Bezanson
Recital Hall.

Charles Kavaloski, French Horn and chair
holder with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra wii present a clinic on November
18.

During the second semester, the Merce
Cunningham Dance Company will present
a lecture, demonstration and master class
for piano on March 13 in the Bezanson
Recital Hall.

Woody Herman, a big band leader for
over forty years will lead a clinic for bog
bands on April 13.

More events for the Special Program in
the Arts are presently being scheduled and
will be announced at a later date.
The public is invited to all events in the
program. For groups or class information
call 545 3670.
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Special Program
Mr. Boris Goldovsky, known as 'Mr.

Opera'to millions of listeners of the
Metropolitan Opera broadcast, 'Opera News
Onthe Air' will present a Free Opera
Workshop on Monday October 3 at 100a.m.
in the Bezanson Recital Hall at the Fine Arts
Center. The opera workshop is part of a new
Special Program in The Arts, being
sponsored by the Fine Arts Center. For more
information on Mr. Goldvoskys' workshop or
the presentation of Rigoletto,call 545-3670.

Tuping Paper
5^; 5^ ^i>-<
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Tupewrlter Ribbon
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Sights, Waits

WHYHrrCH?
*>**

An evening with Tcm Waits will be
presented at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall on Friday, September 30th.
Author of four albums as well as the

Eagles hit single 01 '55, Tom Waits is

emerging as one of the few original
personalities of the '70's. Using a blues-jazz
format, provided by his backup trio

consisting of standup bass and sax, Tom
will provide a look through a window of
words as his special part of American life.

The allnight diners, truckers, hucksters,
and lonely lovers will all get their due come
Friday night.

Tickets may be purchased on campus at
Tix, located on the main level of the
Student Union Building, and in Amherst at
Faces of Earth, Sun Musif , and Backroom
Records. Tickets are $2.50 and general
admission only.

This concert is presented by the Union
Program Council, who will also be
presenting George Beson, October 13th,
Woody Shaw on October 28th, and Bobby
Hutchinson on November 19th. Please
remember, NO cans or bottles will be
allowed in the Fine Arts Center.

lake a warm Peter Pan or Continental
Trailvvays Bus to Bc^ston, New York and
many other places. Play it sate!

CONTIMENTAL HUVIIWATS
PETERMN OUS UNES

MAKE LIFE SIMPLERFORYOU

I

For Intomiation, Schedules and Prices,

Contact Campus Ccnfer Bus Office

545 2006 or 549 6000
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Tickets to the vast majority of these concerts
may be purchased at Campus Center
Tiketron.

Five College Area

Sarah Vaughan, Sept. 29; UMass Fine Arts
Center, student rates.

Tom Waits, Sept 30; UMass Fine Arts
Center, $2.50 general admission.

University of Illinois Contemporary
Chamber Players, Sept 30; Amherst
Colllege (Buckley Hall), free.

Fat.Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1; Sunderland Rusty
Nail.

Sharon DeFremery (soprano) and Philip

DeFremery(guitar), Oct. 2; Deerfieid
Mf-morifjl Hall Museum, free.

George Benson,Oct. 13; Curry Hicks Cage,
$5 00 lUMass students), $6.50 (general

publici

Woody Shaw, Oct 28: UMass
Bobby Hutchinson, Nov 19; UMass.

Out of Town .

Oh Calcutta, Sept. 30; Bndgeport, Ct. Klein

Memorial Auditorium, $9.50, $8.50(2
shows)

Richie Havens/Don McLean, Sept 30
Boston Symphony Hall, $7.50, $6.50, $5.50.

J. Geils,

Oct. /; Springfield Civic Center, $6.50
general admission, $7.50 dayof show.

Jean-Luc Ponty.Oct. 7;

Berklee Performance Center, $7. 50, $6.50.

Rock ^ Roll Revival.Oct. 13; Hartford
Civic Center, $7, $6, $5.
Rod Stewart, Oct. 14; New Haven
Colhseum $9 50, $8.50.

Frank Zappa. Oct 17; Hartford Civic
Center, $7 50,$7, $6.50.

Robin Trower/Derringer,Oct 18; New
Haven .Coliseum, $7.50, $7, $6.50.

Aerosmith,Oct 24; New Haven Coliseum
$7 50, $7, $6 50.

Jazz Festival, Nov 13; Hartford Civic
Center, $10. $9, $8.

Jethro Tull, Nov 19; Springfield Civic
Center (sold out).

U MASS.

Acconci
Monday, Sept. 19 Friday, Sept. 30
Student Union Art Gallery

Conrad Bergsuhneider
Environment with Paintings
Monday, October 3 Friday, October 14
Lecture 8 p.m. Mon., Sept. 19Herter231

Sol Lewitt Prints and small sculptures
Thru October 7

Fine Arts Center
University of Mass. Art Gallery

Laii y Bell "The Iceburg and its Shadow'

AMHERST

Exhibition of watercolors, drawings and
prints
by American painter Clarence Carter

September 21 October 16
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday - Friday

1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday - Sunday
Mead Art Building Amherst College

Hampshire College Art Falculty Exhibit
Sept. 19 30 Monday -Friday 10a.m. -4:30p.m.
Hampshire College Art Gallery
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DNA research may be conducted
By MARY WYATT
Collegian

UMass is currently in the middle of a
controversy concerning experimentation
with the DNA molecule.
DNA, the genetic component of life, is the

material that carries the chromosomes
necessary for hereditary information to be
shaped in humans. The issue being debated
IS a process known as recombinant UNA
research. According to Prof. Curtis Thane of
the Microbiology Dept., this procedure
consists of splitting and recombining theDNA molecule in the laboratory. Not oc-
curring in nature, this process can lead to
scientific advancements in the fields of anti-
biotic and cancer research.

Marvin Kalkstein, a University Without
Walls coordinator, believes the decision to
allow DNA research at UMass should not be
made by the university alone, but rather in
conjunction with the townspeople of
Amherst.

"The creation of a new organism by
tampering with the evolutionary develop-
ment may create a new ecological problem.
Safeguards are built in nature to prevent
catastrophic organisms from developing.
There is always the potential of disrupting
that balance," Kalkstein said.

"Of course, I think the idea of a genetic
'monster' is a minor issue. I can't rule out the
possibility; to some degree anything is
possible. However, this tends to sen-
sationalize the issue," he added.

Professor Robert Mortlock, Chairman of
the Microbiology Department said, "The
DNA issue is starting to be looked into more
rationally. Scientists have begun to look at
their work more carefully. Recombinant DNA
is probably not as dangerous as one might
expect, although a great deal of precaution
must be taken."
"Looking at the situation carefully, I do not

think we are unleashing a Pandora's box. We

cautious progress," he ad-
are following a
ded.

Kalkstein said, "The development of this
new technology, significant to the biological
sciences, is an early enough stage so that the
townspeople can have a say in the matter. I

believe the issues involved are not so radical
that the public cannot understand them. We
want to inform the public so a group of lay
people will be able to deal with the extremely
complex study and be able to make
recommendations."

Prof. Thome explained the methods of
recombinant DNA. "It is a sophisticated
research that involves taking genes from one
source and putting them into chromosones
of a different organism," he said. "The
chromosomes are split into similar pieces
which carry genes and are put back together
outside the organism. In many cases, the
genes function as well exposed as they did in

their original habitat."

Thorne added, "I can't speak for the
university, but I think that DNA research
should happen here since it is such a useful
tool to be used in many areas of genetic
research."

But the matter is under nationwide debate
The National Institute of Health has set up
guidelines to be followed by those DNA
researchers funded by federal grants. There
are now bills before both houses of Congress
to make the NIH guidelines mandatory for all
DNA recombinant research.

Thorne said, "The NIH has worked very
hard and dealt with a lot of informed people
on writing up guidelines dealing with safety
Only certain organisms are allowed for
experimentation and only laboratories
furnished with safety equipment can be
used. Great precautions have been taken and
need to be taken to prevent the recombinant
DNA from getting out of the lab."

"If the experimentation is done at the

university, there must be a Biohazards
Committee. It is a prerequisite before the NIH
will allow research to be done. The board will

probably be made up of professors, scientists
and townspeople," he added.

Kalkstein said, "Aside from the NIH
regulations, there are standard laboratory
safety procedures to accompany research of
any kind. Other issues besides safety must be
taken into consideration. There are social

and ethical matters to be seriously looked at.

For instance, gene implantation and genetic
engineering are grave moral issues," he said.

Thorne said, "in my opinion it is no dif-
ferent than handling infectious organisms
which have been experimented with for
years with very few accidents. You can
imagine where we would be without this kind
of bacterial research today and where we will
be tomorrow if genetic research is not carried
on," he said.

nn«!S- '^^i'^nMlv"'
^ '^oo^'^Jnator at University Without Walls, investigates

possibilities of DNA research at UMass. (Staff photo by Debbie Snyder)
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Mam^hire College President AcMIe

.Smith Simmons has nanwd a sxxM
ieience professor to chair a committee
miGh will study last weekend's cross
Durning, and other racial incidents at that
school. Story, Page 2.

"^

UMass veterar» met last night
^Jormufate plans for 9n advisory group
?>wWch will deal specifically with veteram
M UMass and their problems. See Oebbki
W^iace's story, Page 3.

Equipment funding questioned
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flQuimt restricting import See Fage Itj

Two nrwre cases of te^ionnaifae'
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WEATHER
Mostly sunny with highs in the middle

eCs. Partly cloudy at night just to prepam
our spirits for a rainy weekend.

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Botany professor Otto Stein yesterday at
the Faculty Senate meeting questioned
university administrators about the
whereabouts of funding for scientific
equipment in this year's budget.
The senate also held committee elections

and discussed vehicle parking problems for
some faculty during its afternoon bimonthly
meeting.

The depleted amount of funds for
scientific laboratory equipment, supposedly
a top priority in the 1978 fiscal vear budget
prompted Stein to question Provost and'
Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs Paul
Puryear and Chancellor Randolph W
Bromery about a transfer of $140,000 from
program support accounts to faculty staf-
fing.

Bromery replied that faculty staffing was a

top priority as indicated by Seymour
Shapiro, dean of the School of National
Sciences and Mathematics.
Bromery said the staffing used up all the

L. Puryear and Chancellor Randolph W.
"However, there may be some money for

equipment it we get the tull two million

dollars in capital outlay we requested,"
Bromery said.

For the first time in three years, the
senate's Program and Budget Council was
not asked to go over the budget with the
university administration, according to
council chairperson Harvey Kline.

"Consequently," Kline said, "I have to run
around and get all the information I needed
from the deans."
"What is the need for a faculty senate if

you don't ask the faculty what their needs
are," said Stein.

Sociology Professor David Yaukey was
elected chairperson of the senate Rules

Committee, composed of newly elected
members Harvey Kline and George
Chametzky and incumbant Sidney Sufrin.

Alice Freedman and Paul Mankin were
elected associate delegates to the UMass
Board of Trustees
The faculty continues to be plagued by

parking problems as riders in faculty carpools
cannot be delivered to their buildings without
parking stickers.

"There are too many people who would
take advantage of the situation if it were not
controlled," said Vice-Chancellor of Ad-
mmistration and Finances James L. McBee.
"The bad outnumber the good five to

one."
"The lack of cooperation on parking

matters leaves a bad taste in my mouth "

said Psychology Professor Sheldon Cashdan
'we weren't asked if we'd mind parking
meters or the other inconveniences in
parking," he said.

Gov. will open economic talks
By DEBORAH EDWARDS
Collegian Staff

Governor Michael S. Dykakis will speak at
the dedication ceremony of the University
Center for Economic Development, Monday,
10:30 a.m. in the Campus Center.

Other speakers will include an aide of
Senator Edward Brooke, Congressman
Michael J. Harrington, UMass President
Robert C. Wood, UMass Chancellor Ran-
dolph W. Bromery, State Sen. John Olver,
and State Rep. James Collins.

The Center will offer technical assistance
in economics tO' businesses, communities
and individuals throughout the state. As part
of the Community Renewal Studies Program
at the UMass Institute for Man and En-
vironment, the center will also work on the
problem of venture capital and the need for
overall economic planning by local com-
munities, and help to develop job op-
portunities in areas of hiqh unemplovment.

The new center is backed by a $100,000
grant from the U.S. Department of Com-
merce Economic Development Ad-
ministration, as a result of a proposal by the
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
new center, Ray Werbe.

The assistance will be offered as a public
service at no cost but will not replace the
services of private practitioners, Werbe said.

"Our primary role will be to help identify
problems, help identify solutions and offer
direction to whatever professional assistance
is needed," he said.

Center policy will be guided by a seven-
person Executive Committee under Werbe's
chairmanship. Committee members will

include the director of the Institute for
Governmental Services, the dean of the
School of Business and officers from two
state agencies: the secretary of the Executive
Office of Communities and Development and
the director of the Office of State Planning.

"The work we'll be doing wHI involve
government, business and the State
university in a way that will have a multiple
impact," Werbe said.

He added that the $100,000 grant covers
one year with strong possibilities for annual
renewal. The University Center for Economic
Development will operate in cooperation
with ongoing programs of the Center for
Community Renewal Studies. The latter
center is involved or has recently have in-

volved in community development projects
some 15 areas all over the Commonwealth,
including Ayer, Buckland-Shelburne, Fit-

chburg, Greenfield, Lowell, Melrose,
Peabody, Revere and Taunton.

Dukakis will also speak at the Western
Reginal Solar Energy Conference at 9:30 a.m.
in the Campus Center. Topics of the con-
ference include the need for training
professionals, and informing customers
regarding heating costs, installation
guidelines and local building codes.
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Inquiry begun on Hampshire cross-burning
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1977_u

By BETH SEGBRS
Collegian Staff

The Hampshire College president
yesterday appointed a social science
professor to head an inquiry into last
weekend's cross burning outside a Third
World party.

President Adelle Smith Simmons told 300
persons crowded in a campus dinina
commons, that Frank HolmcfUist will chair acomminee to study the weekend incident
and any other incidents of racism which
nave or may occur."
Simmons last night told the Collegian she

has not yet named the entire committee but

said it will consist of faculty and students of
the Hampshire College community.

Holmquist could not be reached for
comment last night.

Members of the Third World community
contacted last night by the Collegian ex-
pressed "mixed feelings" over the Simmons'
speech and declined to give further com-
ment.

The Hampshire controversy centers
around the burning of a cross outside a Third
World social gathering held Saturday night.

Simmons addressed the college members
in a 20 minute prepared speech and then left

immediately. Simmons last night said several

5-college newspaper

to bring peopletogether
By KAREN FARMENTER
and JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

A new Five College newspaper debuts
today hoping to "serve as a real vehicle for
bringing the Five College community
together."

According to Executive Editor Jan Thaw,
the bi-monthly newspaper will be distributed
to over 30,000 students at each of the five
colleges in the Pioneer Valley.

Tve lived in the Pioneer Valley for four
years," Thaw said, "and it's a really great
place to go to school. We'd like to open the
valley up to more college students," she said.
Thaw, a 'fourth-year" student at Smith

College, along with David Zatzkis and Lind-
sey Gruson of Hampshire College, began
organizing the newspaper last spring.

We tried to get school support and
funding," Thaw said, "but we couldn't get it

probably because we either went through
the wrong channels, or we were too late." As
a result, she said, the project "fell flat."

"In June, we started again, and went full

scale, Thaw said, and enough money was

.%.^- 'r*!.*- - •. '«*'i

raised through contributions and advertising
to finance the first 20 page issue.

The paper will contain a full-length
calendar section with an emphasis on the
arts, and other features concerning the Five-
College area.

"The Pioneer Valley is so packed with
people forming the new ideas of the
decade, " Thaw said. "We really wanted to
capitalize on this."

According to Thaw, local businesses have
been "most interested and cooperative" in

helping to share the future of Fresh Ink.

"Our efforts seemed to have paid off,"
Thaw said, "but what will really break us or
make us is whether people like us or not,"
Thaw said.

Thaw said the tabloid will expand to
possibly 24 pages by the next issue.

"But if there is enough interest, we can go
to as large as we want," she said.

But according to Thaw, the paper has
encountered some problems attracting
UMass students.

"We're very interested in UMass
students," Thaw said, "and we'd love to
have them work with us in distribution,
advertising, layout, or anything else."

^

Aleta Pedrick stretches before her yoga class at the Amherst Ballet Center. (Staff
photo by Howard Darnstone)

Try yoga to kick a habit
By NANCY CALLAHAN
Collegian Staff

Have you been searching for a way to
"kick those habits" that are driving you
insane' Yoga may be what you've been
looking for.

Diane Flaherty holds classes three times a
week in "Hatha Yoga" and "Maternity
Yoga" at the Amherst Ballet Center where
she rents studio space.

Flaherty, who also teaches yoga in the
Physical Education Department at Amherst
College, has been certified to teach for four
years and has had her classes approved by
the Pioneer Valley Childbirth Education
Association and several area doctors.
The classes will run eight weeks.

"Beginners Intermediate Yoga"', Tuesdays at
8 p m , starts Sept 27 and "'Beginners Yoga"
also at 8 p m., starts Thursday, Sept. ^.

"Maternity Yoga'" will be held Tuesday
mornings at 10 a.m. and will begin when
Flaherty has enough vvomen enrolled. There
Will be a $20 fee per course

Flaherty says she offers her courses in-

dependently because her philosophy of living

is to keep her costs as low as possible.

Flaherty says yoga is a non-competitive
form of exercise involving relaxation of the
body muscles through breathing techniques
and stretching. Yoga is a private time,
Flaherty says, to get in touch with one's
inner self.

Flaherty says yoga is beneficial because
one becomes patient with the body. The
genile feelings attained from the exercises
carry over into other aspects of life, she said.

Maternity Yoga is designed to help
pregnant women feel good about themselves
and the changing shape of their bodies, said
Flaherty. She also said yoga exercises will

help ease labor by strengthening abdominal
and back muscles involved in delivery. Yoga
is especially relaxing for women who are
house bound because it helps speed up
recovery.

She said Maternity Yoga was not to be
confused with the Lamaze technique of
natural childbirth which educates women for

the physical processes involved in actual
labor and delivery.

people told her they wish there had been
opportunity for discussion after her talk.

"In retrospect, I wish we had set up
smaller discussion groups on various parts of
the campus to discuss my talk," Simmons
said. The president added that some
students had gathered together on their own
after the campus meeting to air their views
among themselves.
The investigative committee set up by

Simmons was requested earlier yesterday in
a resolution released by the Hampshire
College faculty. The statement identified the
aim of the committee as "producing con-
crete policies and guidelines guarding
against the repetition of similar or less ob-

vious every day racist episodes in the
future."

Simmons said further committee ap-
pointments will be made by the beginning of
next week. She said the Hampshire College
community has reacted to the cross burning
incident "with one voice ... members of the
white and black communities have met
separately and together to condemn it."

Citing the history of racism in the nation,
Simmons said "it is no longer acceptable in

our society to demonstrate overt and
deliberate prejudice."

She said, "the incident that occurred at
Hampshire was more typical of decades past
than 1977."

w^ohT"**' ^'T^"^ l^*'''*'
°"^ "^"''*' '"'^"' ^^« "'^ Five-College newspaperWhich hopes to brmg the community together.

Reference center on
nuclear power opens
By MICHEL E JOSEPH
Collegian Staff

Northeast Utilities has opened a Nuclear
Power Reference Center at their Amherst
office located at 237 Triangle Street. A
reception was held Wednesday Sept. 28
from 3:00-5:30 p.m. for community and
academic leaders and the general public.
Robert L. Klein, Amherst District Manager,
said the center was opened in Amherst
because "this is an area where many
questions are raised about nuclear power."

The center, open weekdays from 8:00 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. is set up to serve anyone with
concerns about nuclear power. Klein
stressed that students in particular should
utilize the center, whether or not they have a
specific concern, or for classes. Information
in the center could be used for speech
classes, science, or current events.

The center is basically a library, Klein said.
Much of the material may be taken home.
There are 20 position papers put out by the
Montague Nuclear Project Information
Center and pamphlets concerning Northeast
Utilities in general, and other projects are
also available. For example, pamphlets on

research projects, energy conservation,
nuclear safety, power plants, and specific
reports are available to consumers. The
Montague Nuclear Power Station license
application and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission final environmental statement
will be open for public inspection. There are
also many detailed books which could be
particularly useful for students writing
reports.

A great deal of the information is biased,
which is to be expected since there are public
debates about Northeast Utilities opening
the Montague Nuclear Power Station, Klein
said. However, much objective and critical

literature is available. Representatives will be
at the center to talk to visitors and the center
someday hopes to show films and slides to

small groups. In addition, a film lending
library is available with films that are not
readily accessible elsewhere. A list of films

provided by Northeast Utilities is available at

the center.

The main goal of the center is to provide
factual data to students and the public so
that they can understand and judge the
nuclear power issues, according to material
obtained at the center.
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Outfront,
By JERRY ROGERS
Collegian Staff

Staff members of Outfront, a monthly
UMass student newspaper, face upper level

University and Campus Center employees in

a $1000 suit that both sides feel could have
been avoided.

The action, filed Tuesday in Hampshire
County District Court by student Legal
Services Office attorney Jim Starr, involves
the alleged removal of Outfront files,

reference materials and production materials
from the Commuter Lounge sometime
during last intersession and the subsequent
discarding of them. Starr worked with at-

torney Michael Pill, co-chairperson of the
Board of Governors to prepare the one page
complaint, 16 plaintiffs' interrogatories and
summonses filed.

The interrogatories request certain in-

formation from the defendants, and they
must be answered by the defendants. The
suit claims that responsibility for the
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administration
discarded material lies with Dean of Students
William F. Field, who was acting Campus
Center director until last summer. Assistant
Campus Center Director Bernard F. Wilkes,
Jr., Manager of Campus Center Building
Operations Dudley Bridges, Professional
Technician Edward Kelly and any other
Campus Center employees who may have
been involved with the cleaning of the
Commuter Lounge during Intersession.

The plaintiffs contend their material was
thrown out by Campus Center employees
who cleaned the Commuter Lounge during
Intersession, even though it was tied in

bundles or packed in boxes and obviously
not refuse material.

Bridges said the plaintiffs were "so
wrong ... it (the room) was just like trash".
He said no "bad faith" was involved and
claims his employees threw out only what
was obviously trash.

In denying the plaintiffs claims that the
material was neatly stored. Bridges said, "If I

had something oif value it would not be

RSO groups will not

pay for office space
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

Rising concern over whether or not

Recognized Student Organization would be
charged rental fees for occupied space in the
Campus Center Complex by the Campus
Center administration led co-chairperson

Herb Tyson to make a proposal resolving the

problem at last night's Board of Governers
meeting.

The motion that all RSO groups or co-op
organizations legitimately allocated space in

the building by the BOG space committee
will not be charged, assessed or taxed in any
way by the building administration for the

use of that space was passed unanimously
by the board. This will assure that student
organizations will have the right to use the

space that all students are helping pay for

with the Campus Center fee, according to

board members.

Other motions passed by the board include

BOG Finance Committee Chairperson John
Foley's motion to allocate up to $200 for the

purpose of hiring interpreters for the deaf at

all Distinguished Visitors Program lectures

and other public speeches held in the CC-Su
complex, and Programming Committee
Chairperson David Kantor's motion to limit

the number of admission-charging films

presented in the Campus Center to four a

week in order to provide RSO groups with

more time and space for alternative

programming in the CC complex.

The BOG also looked into the problem
facing fine art students. Because un-

dergraduate student artists have no place to

exhibit their works, the board has decided to

set fall 1978 as the date for the conversion of

the SU Art Gallery to a Student Art Gallery,

where UMass undergraduates will have the
opportunity to exhibit their artwork.

Grads send Kent St. letter

By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

In addition to committee elections, some
important issues were dealt with at the

Graduate Student Senate meeting Monday
night, according to Senate President Sally

Pees.

Passed at the meeting, was a motion
which would send a letter to the President of

Kent State University from the Graduate
Student Senate, Rees said.

It stated, "The Graduate Student Senate
of the University of Massachusetts urges you
to reconsider your decision to proceed with

the building of a gymnasium on the site

where four students were slain during an
antiwar demonstration. The memory of these

students and those that were killed at

Jackson State is part of our heritage.... To
put an impediment in the way of history is to

put an impediment in the way of progress."

Rees said it was also brought to the at-

tention of the senate that graduate students

with research assistant contracts were
having problems receiving pay.

According to the minutes of Monday's
meeting, "Sally checked with Dean Pied-

mont and found out the holdup was due to

Provost Puryear's requesting departments to

include a job description with the contract.

Many departments did not do so and con-

tracts were held up. She asked anyone
having problems meeting the fee deadline

(Oct. 7) to contact the senate office."

Another motion was passed according to

the minutes, "recognizing 8(30 non-degree
graduate students as a special constituency
with rights of representation.

"The election committee will be handling
details of how this election will take place.

Any interested non-degree student should
stop in at the senate office."

Rees said the senate will also elect people
to the Advisory Committee on Collective

Bargaining at the next Graduate Student
Senate meeting on Oct. 5.

stored in that (strewn about) manner."
In an Outfront memo to Bridges last

January, the plaintiffs requested a reim-

bursement of $500 which they contended
was a "fair and proper resolution".

Bridges memo in reply pointed out the

condition of the room when it was cleaned
and claimed exterminators had to be called

in. He denied any obligation to reimburse
Outfront.

The University's insurance company also

denied the liability of the insured employees
and denied the claim for $500 made by Pill,

acting for Outfront. Pill had become involved
in the matter after it was discussed at a BOG
committee meeting.

Last summer, Starr brought the matter to
the attention of University attorney Sidney
Myers, but no settlement was reached.
The Outfront claim had been upped to

$1000 upon reassessment of losses.

Bridges feels the suit "should have, could
have" been avoided with better storage of
records by the plaintiffs.

Pill and James Jordan of Outfront in-

dicated a willingness to negotiate but,
Jordan claimed, the two face an "ad-
ministrative stone wall".

Pill said he thought the suit also had to be
filed as a matter of credibility, and Bridges
admitted the existence of "tension".

Swans are 'a swimmin' in the hiatus of a few sun shiny days between rain storms.
(Staff photo by Sue Donnelly)

NEAG discusses union
By BRUCE KAYTON
Collegian Staff

The Northeast Area Government
discussed a variety of topics ranging from
student unionization to whether officers

should wear green shirts at certain events at

last night's Northeast Area Government
meeting.

Four people representing the student
unionization movement gave a talk and slide

show on the unionization movement. They
stressed, as they have in previous meetings
that the student unionization movement will

give the students power to voice their

concerns over university policies.

Two centers, a Women's Center and a

Third World Center, were allocated $100
each, in order to get off the ground. The
centers will also receive $500 from the
Northeast Sylvan area office.

Thatcher Dorm was given $82 to stage a

coffee house on Nov. 6 for the entire Nor-

theast area. There was some debate as to

whether Thatcher should get the money
from NEAG because no definite policy has
been set up for the handling of coffee

houses. However, the student represen-

tatives voted Thatcher the money, and
agreed to have a meeting on coffee house

policy next week. Hamlin will also be having
a coffee house on Oct. 3 a 8 p.m. which is

open to all Northeast residents.

The policy of obtaining liquor licenses for

dorm parties was brought up, but not
resolved. The extent to which the person
signing the license, usually the Head of

Residence, will be held liable is still in

question.

Diane Lauricello, co-president of NEAG,
praised everyone who helped in the Fall Day
activities held Sunday. The activities cost
$1700, but would have cost only $1300 if it

had been held outside as planned.
During the Fall Day Activities, NEAG

officers wore green shirts so that they could
be easily noticed. Student Representatives
were informed of this for the first time last

night. The shirts cost a total of $17 and some
student representatives wondered why they
were being informed of it afterward. Other
representatives asked why they could not
wear green shirts, too. However, a vote was
taken and it was agreed that the money
would be allocated from the area govern-
ment.

The prospect of having a Halloween
function and a Fine Arts Festival will be
discussed in the future.

Vets get organized

Ron Corraveau, acting Chairperson of the Veteran Advisory meeting, chaired last

night's organizational n>e«ting. (Staff photo by Sue Donnelly)

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

"Veterans are once again organizing on
campus" was the feeling expressed at the

Veterans Organization meeting Thursday in

the Campus Center.

The purpose of the meeting was to give

veterans a voice, by setting up an advisory

group that deals with veterans and their

problems.

Ron Corriveau, acting chairperson, said

veterans need to be able to direct energies

and programs that have to do with other

veterans. Veterans should have a voice in

how these programs are run according to

Corriveau. Discussing plans with other

administrative offices along with the
Veterans Affairs office was another im-

portant goal.

Those veterans that did attend the

meeting appeared enthusiastic but the

turnout was disappointing. There are about

3000 veterans at UMass, and the group
hopes to publicize more effectively so that

more veterans will attend, and be
represented.

To be the most effective, the advisory

group will provide sources of information for

veterans. Corriveau said the areas of in-

formation would be directed toward financial

aid, employment, the job bank, tutors, the

veterans lounge located in room 411 in the

student union, and the garden plots for

veterans. Some veterans do not know about
many of these resources available to them,

Corriveau said.

To make veterans feel they are a part of

the administrative process is very important,

Corriveau said "To have a place to channel

complaints and form a cohesiveness bet-

ween the different groups involved with

veterans is a clear need," he said.

The Loan Fund, a special short term fund

set up for veterans is almost out of money.
Corriveau stated the importance of saving

the fund because of the lack of financial

sources available to veterans. Veterans are

not eligible for work study, but do receive

v.A. work-study benefits ot 9:<^.bU an hour

with no provisions for increase. Very few
veterans receive the Basic Education Op-

portunity Grant so the short term fund is an

important assistance to them.

The meetings are open, and veterans are

urged to go when they can, and look for

notices on the time and place. The meetings

will be once or twice a month.
The group plans on sending seven

members every two weeks to talk with Art

Hillson of the Veterans Affairs Office and
inform him of their needs. There is also a plan

to set up a table in the Campus Center with

information that will help veterans. In ad-

dition, information for married veterans, as

well as health information, food stamp and
student- help loans will be coordinated at this

table.

Until the next meeting, offices will be

coordinated by the members that attended

last night's meeting. Corriveau, now
chairperson, said he does not want to"run S

the show '. If the effort is put into the group '

and other veterans see the need to have their

»

opinions count, then this group will really
j

hove an impact, Corriveau said.
(
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In memory of Steve Biko
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Asst. Editor

The passing of Steve Biko indicates again
the duty of us all to keep hinn living in our
minds and in our hearts. Steve Biko is a great
man. He will not be dismissed from us if we
are the type of people who dislike the in-

justice in ourselves and in other people, and
work to see the establishment of an equal,
non- racist, non-sexist, non-sick society.

If we take a look at what he did and what
he lived for, we know that we must see him,
use what he left for us to hear, carry his ideas
so far as we can agree, and maintain the
standard of life and reality which will force
our experience to deepen and challenge the
evils of this society in our experience, until
we are free from this insensitive sick lie, the
lie that is chaining us with this false sense of
being.

Steve Biko is cited as the founder of the
Black consciousness movement in South
Africa. He was killed while in a South African
prison on September 13, 1977. The police
department said he died as a result of a
hunger strike. The medical examiner is not
allowed to release the autopsy report. It has
been stated by the examiner that he died
because of severe brain damage; in other
words, he was tortured to death.

Mr. James Kruger is Justice and Police
minister in South Africa. He needs police and
prisons. Kruger has immense power. He does
not have to account for anything he does
with maintaining control of Black people
there. He would be the one largely

responsible for Biko's death.

Biko taught Black people, students mainly,
to have pride in themselves as Black people.
He was working to receive his degree in law
next year. He was arrested on August 11,

and was never let out of prison.

Biko was the first president of the South
African Student's Organization (SASO). He

had been banished to a Black Township near
King Williamstown. He was also president of
the Black Peoples Convention (BPC). Before
he left he said that BCP was determined not
to allow "mental rape and mental op-
pression" to continue. He said that he
wanted to encourage Black people to get the
proper view of themselves and of the need to
struggle. He expected the exact pattern of
struggle to define itself within the next five

years.

Biko believed that right now is the last

opportunity for peaceful change, and that
the majority will not accept separate
development. He felt that whites must ac-
cept the honesty of the Black search for
change and consent to deal with Black
organization.

In the words of Biko, "I do not doubt the
eventual outright racial conflict in South
Africa. All we can do is minimize conflict. All

of us are involved. I want to keep the conflict
at a minimum level.

In this country we have a situation peculiar
to all of Africa: Black and White must live

together. At the end there can only be a non-
racial government.

If the white power structure wants to see
any peaceful change they must realize the
Black is not going to accept separate
development (Apartheid). The last chance
for peaceful change is to accept the honesty
of Blacks in their quest for peaceful change."
An editor once said, "As a journalist who

has interviewed politicians not only at home
in South Africa, but in America, Canada,
Britain, Germany, France, Italy, and Israel, I

have not met in any of these countries a man
as gifted with intellect, personality, and
human understanding as Steve Biko."

I, the writer of this article, loved Biko. I

never knew him and never met him, yet he
stands tall for me. People of all types owe it

to themselves to learn about him, especially
the Black people in America.

Steve Biko

Student Senate Report
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

The Student Senate, this past Wed-
nesday, September 28, passed a motion
allocating $800 to the Black Mass Com-
munications Project. This money will allow
BMC. P. to sponsor a pro and con debate
on the controversial 'Bakke Case'.

Distinguished guests will be recruited from
Washington, D.C. as well as from the five

college area, to participate in a three panel
discussion. Though no specific contracts
have been arranged, it is hoped that persons
working closely with the case, may be ob-
tained to sit on the panel.

The major purpose of the program is to
heighten awareness among the student body
of the facts and possible consequences of
the Bakke decision

The tentative date for the debate is Oc-
tober 11th Further information will appear in

future pages of Bfack Affairs.

The Senate, at this meeting, also

welcomed its newly elected members.
Among them, two new Third World
Senators were present. Robert S. Key and
Harry Yee received their orientation into the
Third World caucus. Other Third World
Senators elected include, Lucy Montes,
Carolyn Yee, Jose Santiago, Jose Candelario
and Ana Melo.
One candidate, a Craig Sherwood, elected

on the Third World Ballot, is not a Thira
World student. Yet because his name ap-
peared on ballot, he received 110 votes.
Sherwood was not present at the meeting
Wednesday. In all probability, it is likely that
he will be recalled by the Third World
Constituency

There are still six Third World seats that
have yet to be filled. Third World students
who can attend Senate meetings every
Wednesday evening are urged to contact
Stanely Kmard. Kinard may be reached in the
Office of Third World Affairs, 308 S.U.B.

Some burning

questions

A burning cross?

We'll never say die.

An incarcerated brother?

We'll fight all the harder
A lost professor?

We'll learn from his absence
Fight for a "Mills" house?

Prepares us for war.
Take away an
organization?

AAakes the others stronger

A slain leader?

A stronger one will come.

Terrell Evan's

Xall it what you want'

Cop shot a fifteen year
old?

Gives us the answer.
A man wears a white
sheet?

There is no need to.

Exploit a country?
Plant the seeds of revolution.

Exploit a country?
One more on our side.

Call him a "mad man"?
He doesn't eat out of your

hand.
A racist newspaper?

We'll read you, know you.
A burning cross?

We'll all be a'fire one day.

Fine Arts Center

starts special program
AMHERST, Mass. — A new program

designed as an educational experience in the
performing arts for students and members of

the university community began this week
with a critique and open class discussion
featuring the legendary vocalist, Sarah
Vaughan.

The event is called "The Special Program
In The Arts", and is sponsored by the Fine
Arts Center and the Provost Office. Dr.

Frederick Tillis and Director of Development,
Fritz Sweinway are coordinating the
program.

The "Special Program In The Arts" will

feature many of the artists and performers
who will appear at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall during the 1977-78 Concert
Series.

Sarah Vaughan inaugurated the new
program on Thursday in room 44 at 3:30 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Center.
The University Vocal Ensemble under the

direction of Dr. Terry Stackpole performed
selections of their repertoire. Miss Vaughan
critiqued their presentation and then lead a

discussion with those in attendance.
Tillis and Steinway stress that these events

are not concerts by the performers, that they
are intended as an educational experience.

Following the program with Miss
Vaughan, Boris Goldovsky, known
throughout the world as "Mr. Opera" will

present an opera workshop on Monday
October 3 at 10 a.m. in the Bezanson Recital

Hall at the Fine Arts Center.
Television music director and world

famous jazz pianist Billy Taylor will present
three workshops and a free concert with the
University Jazz Ensemble.

Both Mr. Taylor and the University Jazz
Ensemble have the score for the com-
positions they will perform together. Mr.
Taylor will lead a workshop on October 11 at

11:15 a.m. A free concert will follow after

eight weeks of rehearsals by the ensemble.
The concert, 8 p.m. on November 21 will

feature works by Billy Taylor and Dr. Fred
Tillis of the University music department.
A workshop with the ensemble and Billy

Taylor will also be held on April 11, 1977, 11

a.m.

The legendary Soviet Pianist, Lazar
Berman will teach a master class at the
Bezanson Recital Hall at 10 a.m.,' October 27.

Lazar Berman recently received the Listz

Record Grant Prix for his recordings of the
complete Listz Transcendental Etudes.
Anthony Newman will give a harpsichord

demonstration and lecture on November 2 at

2:30 in the Bezanson Recital Hall.

Charles Kovaloski, French Horn and Chair
holder with the Boston Symphony Orchestra
will present a clinic on November 18.

The Merce CunninGham Dance Company
will present a lecture, demonstration and
master class, March 7 in the Bezanson
Recital Hall.

Jazz Pianist Oscar Peterson will present a
master class for piano on Monday, March 13.

Survival: Third Worid Organization
By EARL BROWN
Black Affairs Staff

The major theme exonerated from the
recent Third World Organization Affair was
survival. Traditionally students have been
complemented by their organization, CCEBS
and BCP are examples of this relationship.

Yet in view of our historical struggles, we
have problems. Simitar to the great Poverty
Program, we have suffered from cutbacks,
and lack of interest. In order to avoid ex-

tinction, groups are asking for your support.
Analyzing the struggles that have ap-

peared in the past, there were less than fifty

Black students at UMass in 1967. This is not
taking into consideration the entire 3rd
World Community. At the same time, the
only organizations that developed were the

Steering Committee, Afro Am Society,

Drum, Harambee and CCEBS. In a period of

five years, the Black student population had
climbed to approximately 600. The CCEBS
program had increased their effort to allow
other Third World Students in the program.
The current WE. B. DuBois Dept. (known as
the Afro Am Dept.) was in its first year of

operation. The Bilingual Program (BCP) was
started to meet the needs of Latino students.
The initial effort generated in the late 60's

also led toward groups as BMCP, and
Nummo News. Groups operating prior to

1973, were complemented by the Black
Science Society, Black Social Science, Eco
Latino, John Adam Third World Room,
Coolidge Upper Third World Room, Central
Third World Center, Sylvan Third World
Center, and Grassroots (presently Nummo
Newspaper). Thus, the big question we have
to ask in 1977, can we continue the struggle?

The struggles did not occur without the
pains of physical and mental stress from

many brothers and sisters. The creation of

the WEB. DuBois Center came about in

1972, because Black students took over New
Africa House (formally Mills House) to bring

Black culture into existence. In fact, no
organization has come into existence

without some type of fight. lUe Collegian

had to be taken over twice in the 70's to

establish Nummo and Black Affairs. In

bringing our situation to the present, the

Latino community in the Spring semester
had three heated confrontations wi^h the

Student Senate in keeping their culture alive.

Yet aside from the general struggles two
principle problems remain. The first relates to

cutbacks. This area has severely hampered
the progress of many organizations. In many
cases some programs have been deleted

from groups' budgets. Another problem
associated with budget cuts, is the fact that

certain Student Government Association
groups control certain monies. This com-
munity has been slow in tapping the resources
available to us. Secondly, the biggest
problem facing all groups is participation by
their constituents. These groups are func-
tioning, but it is not at 100 per cent capacity.
Are students interested in a secondary
education, or are they satisfied with the
traditional education experience?

In summation, Dick Gregory said "you
students have a big job ahead of you." In

relating this to the Third World Students at
UMass (and the five College area), have a
personal vedette. We will survive culturally
(which include educational, politically-

organizationally, and socially), or we will

gradually phrase out of the picture.
Remember what happened to the brother
who started Watergate. This could happen
to the rest of us.

Black Affairs
Announcements

CCEBS
All CCEBS students interested in pursuing

a career in medicine should note that on
Thursday, October 13, CCEBS is sponsoring
a field trip to Albany Medical College in

Albany, New York.

Students must sign up for the trip with
Brian Maher, career coordinator, in room 208
of the New Africa House. The deadline is

Friday, October 7. Those signing up will meet
at 8:00 a.m. in the second floor lounge of the
New Africa House on Thursday, October 13.

Index

Mary Custard has been named Editor of
the Activities section of the INDEX (UMass
yearbook). She would welcome any Third
World input. Anyone interested in giving her
ideas or being on the staff to aid in writing,
layout design, or photography please call

Mary at 546-8481.

African Martial Arts

All those interested in joining the African
Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcom X Center, and the
New Africa House Cultural office.

Sylvan Cultural Society

Sylvan Cultural Society — meetings every
Sunday at 7:00 p.m.

Annie's "1

Poetry Corner
Just Because
Who told you that you have to love me
Just because
we met in parking lot of many cars
Just because
we ran through the empty spaces where cars

were absent
Just because
I fantasized you as a God and me as a

Goddess
running from world to world
Just because
at the break of day
I found my yesterday sitting on a shelf in the

back of my mind
and can't tell if we were a dream
Just because
I have shouted my love for you
to every heavenly star

and '.^ey shouted love back to me
Just because
I wished you to be a star

so I could then shout my love for you
Just because
I live for you to love me
Wish that you would not

Just because
You have told yourself

t
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The Revolutionary Student Brigade

presents.

National speaking tour

L Annie Carpenter
10-7-75C

The Revolutionary Student Brigade
presents a National Speaking Tour this Tues-
day (Oct. 4) on the UMass campus. All
representatives of the press are invited to a
press conference at 5:CX) p.m. in room 413A
of the Student Union. The speakers will be:
Al Canfora — wounded on May 4, 1970 at

Kent State University and a leader in the
struggle to move the gym today.
Ed Whitfield - Black student leader

involved in 1969 takeover of administration
building at Cornell University demanding a
Black Studies Department.

Cliff Cornfield — national member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade, on why we
need a young communist organization to
lead youth in the struggle for a new world.

LUTHER

They will be available for interviews to
answer any questions.
What were the 60's all about? What was

behind the anti-war and Black Liberation
struggles? What are the lessons from those
movements that we need to point the way
forward today?
What are the struggles facing youth and all

the American people in 1977?
The tour will deal with all these questions

- and why the next imoortant step for youth
who want to see a change in this country is

the convention being held at Kent State this
October 22. Why we need a young com-
munist organization for youth to once again
stand in the forefront of the fight for a new
world.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

'A moving,

brilliant film.

A must to see."
— Wa'ione Rosen
Ms Maguine
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Robert Chambliss

moved for protection

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. [UPI] - A man
charged in the 1963 church bombing that
claimed the lives of four young black girls has
been moved to an isolated section of the
county jail as a precautionary measure.
"We didn't have any harassment yet, but

there was a slight incident while he was
talking to his attorney," said Lionel Bragan,
chief correctional officer. "Someone yelled
something at him.

"But we haven't had any serious incidents.
We just don't let anyone in long enough or
let him out long enough to have one."

Robert Chambliss, 73, has been in the jail

since late Monday when he was arrested on
four counts of first-degree murder for the
bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church.
Tuesday afternoon, when Chambliss was

escorted to an interview with his lawyer,
black prisoners in the jail's gym learned he
was in a nearby room and jeered.

Chambliss showers alone and his meals
are taken to his cell, while other prisoners eat
with prisoners on their blocks.

"That's not good jail policy," Bragan said,

"but it's the best way in this case. We
haven't had any problem and I don't want
any."

Chambliss' eighth-floor cell is in an area
normally reserved for women.

Swedes warm to

Andrew Young
America's UN Ambassador, Andrew

Young, who accused the Swedes of being

"racists" a few months ago; has been invited

to Sweden next month for what promises to

be one of the warmest overseas receptions

he has ever received.

It turns out that Mr. Young's comment
that the Swedes treat blacks as badly as they
are treated in the New York borough of

Queens offended a lot more people in

Queens than it did in Sweden.

While Queens rose in outrage, the Swedes
kept the whole thing in perspective. They
realized that Mr. Young's comments came
when he was being pressed by a reporter,
and both the Swedish press and government
played down Mr. Young's remark that the
Swedes are "terribly racist."

As a Swedish diplomat explains it, many
Swedes have a warm place in their hearts for

Martin Luther King, with whom Mr. Young
was closely associated during the civil-rights

struggle in the South.
"It sounds funny, but the comment about

racism actually helped him in a way in

Sweden," the diplomat continued. "It put
him on the map ... and, of course, what he
said turned out to be true."

The diplomat was referring to an incident
which occurred a few days after Mr. Young
made his controversial remark. In the city of

Sodertalje, south of Stockholm, a number of
immigrants from Turkey were assaulted by a
Swedish youth gang claiming that the
foreign immigrants were taking jobs away
from them.
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DACCA. Bangladesh: Military officials question two hostages released from a hi-

jacked jet yesterday. Carloe Wells Karabian (R) told reporters she thought she was
being taken out to be shot. (UPI)

Five hostages freed

from Japanese plane
DACCA, Bangladesh \AP\ - A band of

masked hijackers holding a Japanese jetliner

full of hostages freed five passengers, or-

dered breakfast and seemed ready for a third

day's siege today after the Japanese
government asked for more time to meet
their demands.

Counting the five hijackers, 151 persons
were reported still on the plane.

One of those released early yesterday,
former Hollywood actress Carole Wells
Karabian, said the terrorists were armed with
guns and grenades and had been "terribly

rough" at first but then relaxed somewhat
after negotiations began.
She said the hostages were denied food

for the first 24 hours and were not even
allowed to go to the toilet.

Those still on the plane besides the
hijackers were 14 crew members and 132
p>assengers, including 10 other Americans.
A spokesman for the Japanese cabinet

said the government was trying to round up
one of the hijackers' ransom demands in

New York - 60,000 U.S. $100 bills, a total of

$6 million.

The other demand was for the release

from Japanese jails of nine prisoners,

"comrades ', most of them known terrorists.

The spokesman said the government was
canvassing the prisoners, but two reportedly
refused to accept the otter ot freedom.

After a cabinet meeting last night, the
spokesman said the demands could not
possibly be met before this afternoon.
The hijackers,* identified as members of the

ultraleftist Japanese Red Army, have
threatened to begin killing their hostages one
by one, starting with California banker John
Gabriel, unless the ransom money and the
prisoners are delivered.

They had set a deadline of midnight 2 p.m.
EOT yesterday, but late yesterday a
spokesman for Japan Air Lines - JAL -
spokesman said the gunmen asked that
breakfast be delivered to the plane Friday
morning.

Asked whether this meant they were
extending the deadline, the spokesman
replied, "You might as well take it that way."

Earlier yesterday, the gunmen had finally

relented and ordered that food and toilet

tissue be brought to the- DCS.
The JAL plane, commandeered Wed-

nesday morning on the Bombay-Bangkok leg
of a flight from Paris to Tokyo, sat in the
stifling heat and humidity of Dacca's in-

ternational airport.

House members endorse
neutron bomb research
WASHINGTON \UPI] - The House

yesterday overwhelmingly endorsed research
into a neutron weapon that kills people but
does not destroy property.

The decision came on a 297-109 defeat of

an amendment that would have banned such
research by the Energy Research and
Development Administration.

The House went on to pass the ERDA bill,

330-78, and sent it to the Senate. President
Carter asked for the research authority,

stating he would decide after further study
whether to propose development of the
weapon.
Democrats who stood together in op-

position to such past armament con-
troversies as the B-1 bomber split on the

neutron issue with 176 voting against the
amendment authored by Rep. Thedore
Weiss, D-N.Y. Republicans were in nearly
solid opposition to Weiss, with only 10 voting
in his favor.

The weapon can be developed as a
warhead on an artillery shell or carried as a
bomb.

Armed Services Committee members
Reps. Thomas Downey, D-N.Y., and Bob
Carr, D-Mich., who stood with Weiss in the
fight earlier this year in which the B-1
bomber was killed, defended the weapon as
not only a deterrent against a Russian land
attack in Europe but also as less destructive
than a nuclear bomb.
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New group
helps women
in business
AUGUSTA, Maine [UPI] - The new U.S.

Small Business Administration director in

New England thinks women need help to
succeed in business. He doesn't like to say
why, but will admit it's because male busines
people are biased against them.

"I like to think it's becoming less true, I

have a responsibility to see it become less

true," Stanley Weinberg said. "I want to
reorganize our priorities to give women that
extra bit of help they need to overcome the
attitudes of the business community."
The SBA should "help drive a wedge into

the thinking of the businessman" so women
can move into business and help create jobs
and stimulate the economy, he said.

Weinberg added he will "make special ef-

forts to find the needs of women interested
in going into business and to meet those
needs."
The SBA is a federal agency established to

work with the small business community. It

provides low business development loans,
management counseling services and low
interest disaster relief loans to small
businesses.

Weinberg was in Maine to address the
New England Governor's Conference in

Rockport. He warned the governors and the
people of New England are going to be
hearing "lot more about women and
business.

"We have a lot of work to do to reshape
our programs and priorities," he said. "But,
we are committed to this because we believe
we have to get out and help women start

business, and help women already in

business do better."

"It may sound simplistic, but the first thing
we have to do is let women know that our
loan programs apply to them equally, and
that they can make it in business on their

own," he said. "The SBA has got to do a
better job communicating with women.

"I am searching out opportunities to
address women's problems and find out
what they think their problems are, and what
they think we should be doing," Weinberg
said.

Vance meets
with Fahmi
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance yesterday met Egyptian
foreign minister Ismail Fahmi in an effort to

revive sagging hopes for a Middle East peace
conference. Fahmi said afterwards he was
"optimistic".

Fahmi, who had made a biting attack on
Israel Wednesday in the U.N. General
Assembly, said, "This meeting reflects the
seriousness with which the United States Is

working to convene a Geneva conference."
"I'm optimistic for this reason, and hope

we are moving toward a conference this

year," Fahmi said.

Hodding Carter III, Vance's spokesman,
said the talks indicated that "all parties are
interested in having a Geneva conference
and this is the time to go. We are trying to
see if a consensus can be developed.
Asked to characterize the current state of

Vance's efforts, he said, "It may be in-

teresting, but we do not think it is useful to
stick a thermometer in every half hour to see
what the temperature is."

Vance was trying to defuse the explosive
rhetoric of speeches in the U.N. General
Assembly which has surrounded the
negotiations.
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The Episcopal Church
at UMass

welcomes you to

the ARK

for

Worshi(), Study, Prayer, Fellowship,
Counseling and the Sacrements

Holy Communion every Sunday at 6
pm, followed by dinner. All

/t'Icome

Drop by any time or call 549 6772

578 N. Pleasant St., (just north of
Grad Research) Robert Granfeldt,
L.ChHplam

Showcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131
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"We deliver every day from 5:00 till closing
from 3:00 on Sunday."

"THIS WEEKEND'S
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Thinks college is one big time-out.
Holds school record for most gomes played.

Once managed to drop 7 passes and 3 courses in same day.
Col drinks Lite Beer from Miller because it's less filling.

With his schedule he can't afford to get filled up.
Today he has to be in two places at once.
Insists on playing center and quarterback.

Spends spore time going to class.

Lite Beer from Miller.

Everything you alwoys wanted in a beer. And less.
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News in Brief

Legionnaire disease
hits New Hampshire

CONCORD, N.H. [UPI] - New
Hampshire has recorded its first
suspected case of Legionnaires disease
state PuWic Health Director Maynard
Mires said yesterday.

Mires said blood and tissue samples
from a woman patient have been sent to
the national Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta.

People should "not make a big thing
out ofthw," he said, because officials are
not afraid there will be any outbreak" of

the disease in New Hampshire.
Mires woukj not name the patient or

where she was hospitalized but did say
she has been treated and is doing well.
He said the samples were sent out at the
request of the woman's doctor.

It will take about seven weeks to
receive a reply from the CIC which would
help us determine what she had " Mires

said.

With seven confirmed cases of the
disease in Vermont, he said he expects
additional requests for testing from
doctors and hospitals.
The state is sending information to all

hospitals and medical referees detailing
now to collect suspected cultures of the
disease for testing, the health director
said.

Abortion bill to

affect federal pays
WASHINGTON [AP] - The

congressional impasse over abortion will
not cut off federal welfare benefits for the
nation's poor, officials said yesterday.

But it may mean a reduced paycheck
for thousands of federal bureaucrats
unless the dispute is resolved by Oct. 18.
The controversy over federal funding

of abortions for poor women is tied to
legislation providing $60.2 billion for the
departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare.
The current funding authorization for

the two departments expires today, and
approval of operating money for next
year has been delayed in Congress by the
abortion dispute.

Members of a House and Senate
conference committee were meeting
yesterday to seek a compromise on the
abortion issue. Their eventual recom-
mendation must win approval by the full

House and Senate before the legislation
can be sent to the President for his
signature.

Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., said he
expected members of the committee to
"scream at each other for a while" before
reaching an agreement.

The committee has been deadlocked
tor three months on the issue.
The Senate maintains that the

government should pay for abortions in
cases of rape, incest or where "medically
necessary," a phrase detractors say is
vague enough to allow abortions under
almost any circumstances.
The House insists that the government

should fund abortions only when a
woman's life would be jeopardized by a
full-term pregnancy.
Each side has rejected the other's

position. The House voted Tuesday
against accepting the Senate proposal.
Meanwhile, officials at various

government agencies and the
congressional appropriations committees
said yesterday spending on welfare
programs can proceed in anticipation of
future funding.

As a result, persons will continue
receiving government checks from
programs such as Aid to Families with
Dependent Children and Supplemental
Security Income for the aged, blind and
disabled.

Psychoanalyst says
women more mature

Her Say News Service -
Dr. Theodore Rubin, a renowned male

psychoanalyst, has agreed with what
many women have been saying all along
... that women are "more highly evolved

and developed, and much more mature"
than men.

Rubin says a man's world today is
"one in which competition and self-
glorification are vitally important ...

" He
adds that war is almost a natural ex-
tension of this man's world and is

perhaps "the final and most ridiculous,
primitive, anti-human, masculine game."
The psychoanalyst, writing in this

October's issue of Ladies' Home Journal.
says women in society have become "the
safeguarders of the gentler and more
mature human feelings," and have a
broader outlook on life than men.

MaddOX recovers
after heart attack

MARIETTA, Ga. [UPI] - Former
Georgia Gov. Lester G. Maddox -
stncken with a heart attack but in "high"
spirits - was expected to be removed
from the Urban Medical Center's in-
tensive care unit today.

"His spirits are high," spokesman
uonna Stone said yesterday.
She said Maddox' condition was still

listed as "guarded" but she believed it
would be upgraded when he is taken out
ot the intensive care unit, which she
expected today. "But that's up to his
physicians," she said.
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Economy shows signs that

growth targets reached

}k:'
'4r

Tlie Jolly Bull

ANNOUNCES

WASHINGTON \UPI] - The economy is
showing signs of resurgence after a lack-
luster summer performance, giving the
administration a "degree of comfort" that its
growth targets can be reached, Treasury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal said
yesterday.

Blumenthal's comments were prompted
by a Commerce Department report which
said its Index of Leading Indicators, designed
to forecast future economic trends, in-
creased by 0.8 per cent in August - a
healthy gain.

Department analysts also revised the index
for July to a 0.2 per cent gain, instead of the
originally announced 0.2 per cent decline.

"It IS encouraging to us that things seem
to be picking up after the summer lull and
moving in the right direction," Blumenthal
told a news conference.

There s a certain degree of comfort about
the likelihood that the economy will be
moving forward on the track that we had
envisioned for it."

Blumenthal said the administration is
sticking to its prediction that real growth in
the economy will reach about 6 per cent for
all of 1977 and 5.3 per cent for next year.
The report said the 0.8 per cent increase in

the indicators for August pushed the index to
131.3 on a 1967 base of 100. Six of the 10
indicators available for August increased,
three declined and one, the layoff rate, was
unchanged.

The index went into a minor tailspin duringMay and June, and when the preliminary
July figures showed another slight dip, some
pnvate economists were suggesting a new
recession might be on the horizon

Station
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A NEW CONCEPT
Sun. -Fri. 1 2 pm-1 pm
The Piccadeli Pub.. ..light dining...

sandwiches.. .ere pes...

served in the cocktail lounge $1 to $2

The same fine entertainment
The Joily Bull Singers now presenting

the Broadway show Guys d Doll%
Jolly Bull Rt. 9 Hodley

MOSCOW [UPI] - The Soviet Union
yesterday fired a space station into orbit
prompting speculation that the Russians
planned a new manned space flight to
coincide with the 20th anniversary of the first
Sputnik next week.
The new space station, Salyut 6, replaces

the Salyut 5 station which fell out of orbit
and burned up on re-entry August 8 after less
than 14 months in space.

Lauching of the new Salyut fueled
speculation that the Soviets may be
preparing another manned orbital flight in

connection with the 20th anniversary of the
Soviet space program Oct. 4 or Nov. 7
celebrations of the 60th anniversary of the
Russian revolution.

The Soviets have not had a man in space
since February when cosmonauts Vikto
Gorbatko and Furi Glazkov hooked up with
Salyut 5 for an 18-day scientific mission.
The official Soviet news agency Tass

reported that Salyut 6 was orbiting the earth
every 89.1 minutes at an orbital inclination of
51.6 degrees at distances ranging between
136.08 miles and 170.8 miles above the earth.

The station has been launched for the
purpose of conducting scientific and
technical research and experiments and for
checking on the design of onboard systems
and quipment of orbital stations," Tass said
The news agency said the Salyut 6 mission

and the processing of inflight information
was under control of the spaceflight center
near Moscow.

"According to telemetric information the
stations onboard systems are functioning
normally," the Soviet agency reported.
Western observers have predicted that the

next Soviet space spectacular could involve
the linkup of two Salyut stations in space to
form a large orbital laboratory.
The Soviet space endurance record was

set in 1975 when a pair of cosmonauts spent
63 days aboard Salyut 4.

Visits to the space stations since then have
been considerably shorter - a 49-day
mission in August of last year, an abortive
two-day mission last October, and the 18-day
mission of Gorbatko and Glazkov in
February.

Panama defense planned
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

said yesterday if rioting breaks out in Panama
because the Senate rejects the Panama
Canal treaty, he is committed to defending
the watenrt/ay even "if it takes 100,000
troops," according to a California
congressman.

m^m^^^^^^^^

In a separate meeting. Carter also told the
chief executives of major movie companies
he believes the United States can defend the
canal "against any military action."
And both the President and Attorney

General Griffin Bell said the House would
have a chance to consider the treaty but,
despite conservative contentions, the Senate
had the sole power to ratify.

Carter met with House Republicans in a
closed White House meeting, and Rep
Robert Dornan, R-Calif., said later the
President warned if the Senate turns down
the treaty there is a distinct possibility rioting
and sabotage may erupt in the Canal Zone.

"But I will tell you," Dornan quoted the
President as saying, "I will defend the
Panama Canal. I can defend it. Some people
say it will take 100,000 men to defend it.

Well, I've got the troops and I will use them
if it takes 100,000."

"However, will you in the Congress back
up a sustained action in the Canal Zone?"
Carter continued, according to Dornan.
'That is the serious question over the
possibility of a conflict there."

A presidential aide said the congressman
had "broken a long-time rule" by quoting the
President directly and denied Carter had
talked about possible disturbances.

Dornan said the President also called
Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos "a dic-

tator.. .an enlightened dictator who has
concern for his people."

Seeking support for the treaty, Carter told
the film industry leaders: "It's very important
I have your support on matters crucial to this
country." He said the treaties are "an un-
popular item but I believe if they are ac-
cepted it will be a great step fon^/ard
economically and militarily."

The President stressed he believed the
canal could be operated on a cooperative
basis with Panama and added "I think we
can defend it against any military action."

Bell testified before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee the canal treaties do
not require ratification by the House - a
frequent argument raised by conservative
foes of the treaties.

Bell said the text of the Constitution and
historical precedent show "a treaty disposing
of the territory and property belonging to the
United States can be self executing" once
ratified by the Senate.

Ronald Reagan and other treaty critics

argue the Constitution requiras the House to
vote on any measure that involves disposing
of federal property.
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Dissident Episcopalians

oppose female priests
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Her Say News Service —
In the wake of last year's ordination of the

first Episcopal women priests, some 23
Episcopal parishes have fled the fold and
voted to establish a new, "pure" church in

America.
The dissident Episcopalians, calling

themselves the Anglican Church, held a
meeting in St. Louis last week to elect a
bishop and establish poJicy.

The separatists, at the end of a three-day
conference, announced a program which
included barring women from their priest-

hood, outlawing divorce and extramarital
sex, and avoiding membership in the more
liberal National Council of Churches.

Conference participants did not discuss
and create the new program; it was an-
nounced to them.

In Texas, Dr. Ginger Jarman of Autsin's
United Campus Ministry, has announced a
secession in the other direction.

Jarman, along with other women, has
announced a series of "sister celebrations."
These are non-sexist worship sessions
designed to attract christian women who feel
uncomfortable attending church services
where "father love" and "brother love" are
emphasized and women are left out.
Jarman says women who are religious

can't "wait for a new generation of scholars
and liturgists to publish new translations and
worship materals." Instead, they frequently
give up religion altogether.
She says the "sister celebrations" want to

make it clear that the Almighty is not only the
"God of the patriarchs," but also the "God
of the matriarchs."

Suspects plead innocent to

heroin possession charges

UMASS ARMY ROTC
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SPRINGFIELD, Mass. \UPI] - Two men
pleaded innocent in Springfield District Court
vesterdav on charges of possessing the

highly toxic white heroin that has been sold
in the city for the past two weeks.

Benijno Rodriguez, 27, of Springfield,

pleaded innocent to possession with intent

to sell the drug and was ordered held in lieu

of $500 bail pending an Oct. 6 trial, a court

spokeswoman said

Armand Labounty, 24, of Chicopee,

pleaded innocent to a count of possession of

the drug and was released on his own
recognizance pending a Nov. 14 trial.

Police said both men were arrested in

Springfield's North End late Wednesday.
Capt. Robert Meffen said Labounty was
picked up after police allegedly saw a sale of

the dope. Rodriguez was arrested on a

warrant issued after heroin was allegedly

sold to an undercover narcotics agent last

week.

Crackdown on drug smuggling
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - A federal task

force is being formed to fight drug smuggling
along the New England coast and will be
operational within 30 days. Sen. William D.
Hathaway, D-Maine, said yesterday.

Hathaway said he was informed of the
new effort by the director of the White
House Office on Drug Abuse Policy, Dr.
Peter G. Bourne.

Bourne asked that the task force be
organized after meeting last week .with
Hathaway, who told him of reports of in-

creased drug trafficking and smuggling in

Maine.

The task force is being organized by the
New England director of the Drug En-
forcement Administration, Edward Cass, and
Bourne said in a letter to Hathaway it "Is
expected to have a significant impact in

suppressing the illicit drug traffic in Maine,
Rhode Island and Massachusetts with
particular emphasis on Maine."

It will be made up of personnel from DEA,
U.S. Customs, the U.S. Coast Guard and the
Internal Revenue Service, Bourne said.
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The Speed Reading Course

Dr. Vearl McBride world reknowned educator and author will bepresented in the 5 College area There will be a series of FREE one hourlectures explaining the course, dates of classes and tuition Increase yourreadmg speed with greatly increased comprehension

This course if for:

•BUSINESS PEOPLE
•PROFESSIONAL PEOPLE
•TECHNICAL READER

•THE STUDENT
•THE GIFTED CHILD
•THE SLOW READER

LOW COMPREHENSION READERS

Dr. McBride's panoramic reading has been featured on national TV and
radio w.th students reading many thousand words a minute These lectures
are designed to inform you what panoramic reading can do for you
Panoramic reading can save you hours a week at the same time increase
your comprehension Learn to read 3-10 times faster, and a greater under
standing of what you read.

THE FASTEST READERS IN THE WORLD ARE TAUGHT BY MCBRIDEMETHOD OF PANORAMIC READING

Attend one of the following FREE one hour lectures at
time and places:

the following

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR INN
401 Russell St., Hadley

Mon.. Sept 26 2 meetings. 6:30 and 8:30 p mTues., Sept. 27-2 meetings. 630 and 8:30 p m
Thurs.. Sept. 29 - 2 meetings, 6:30 and 8.30 p.m.

Two final meetings. Friday. Sept 30 - one at 6:30 p.m. and 8 30 p.m.

Presented by the National Reading Enrichment Institute, a nonprofit org.

Attendance is limited to 50 people.
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter
accused the Senate Thursday of timidity in
facing energy issues, but said he thinks
senators will stop opposing his energy plan
"once they realize the consequences of an
absence of courageous action."

Carter, noting the Senate is facing
"tremendous pressure" from lobby groups,
urged Americans to let their senators know
"what their duties are" in the energy policy
field.

"I think the Senate realizes this is the
major legislative product that we expect this
year," he said. "And for us to devote a full

year of work and come out with an in-

consequential or inadequate energy program
is something I don't believe the Senate will
face. They have their own reputations to
protect."

The President said even if the Senate
rejects key parts of the White House energy
plan, however, the House is likely to "be very
adamant" in conference committee sessions
in demanding a measure acceptable to the
administration. He called the House-Senate
conference "in effect a third branch of
government."

Carter compared Senate opposition to his
energy plan - both in committee sessions,

where key fuel taxes have been rejected, and
on the floor where there has been a 10-day
filibuster over natural gas regulation - to
early opposition in the House, which
ultimately left most of the White House plan
intact.

"There were times several weeks ago
when we were quite disappointed at the
progress that had been made in the House,"
he told a news conference.

"As the members of the House of
Representatives began to realize the
enormity of the consequences of their timid
action ... the House acted responsibly after
giving us a disappointing time for a few
weeks. I think the Senate is now in that
posture.

"I think as senators hear the voice of the
American people - as they realize the
consequences of an absence of courageous
action - I think they will move to adopt the
major parts of the program."

Carter said natural gas price deregulation
- the issue that has held up the Senate for
almost two weeks - is unacceptable
because it would give producers a $70 billion
windfall in the coming decade with little

increase in production.

Carter aid sees danger in

restricting foreign trade
NEW YORK \AP] - One of President

Carter's top advisers on the international
economy warns of a "siege mentality" he
sees developing here and abroad against
foreign imports.

Richard N. Cooper, undersecretary of
state for economic affairs, said yesterday
that "it is the responsibility of leading
governments, foremost the United States, to
warn what the dangers are" of restricting

foreign trade.

Otherwise, he said, "The net result will be
less employment and lower income."

In a question period, Cooper was asked
about ruinous foreign competition to the
New England shoe and textile industries. He
replied, in part, "It is incumbent on the
government to provide assistance to
distressed industries."

Cooper, an official also in the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, insisted that
"imports are anti-inflationary" in a talk

entitled "U.S. International Economic
Policy" delivered to 90 luncheon guests of
the Policy Forum Inc. from the business and
academic worlds.

"We need a much more buoyant
economy," Cooper said as he outlined a five-

part Carter administration strategy which
includes:

- "Keep demand increasing for goods
and services at a rate that will not re-iqnite
inflation."

- Pledges by the leading industrial
countries not to restrict foreign trade.
- Conserving energy and developing

alternate sources.
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Watch your language
"I met these two chicks' at a party last

night..."

"How many girls' live on your floor?"

"Say, 'boy', just what do you think you're

doing?"

Our language can be degrading in blatant

or subtle ways.

Long ago we decided that, unless used in

friendship or by a much older person, to call

a male over 18 "boy" was a put-down.

Middle-aged and older women sometimes
refer to themselves as girls. This

phenomenon, and its counterpart in males,

illustrates the premium we put on youth.

Have we become so afraid of age that we try

to delude ourselves with this kind of mental-

verbal trick?

There's a middle ground for the ages

between when one is a boy and a man. It's

"guys", a term that's also occasionally

applied to groups of women. There is,

however, no real middle term for girls-

women. Do females become women after

going through puberty? We are at an in-

between age where each of our possible

labels may sometimes apply.

Terms like "chick" and "broad", when
applied to girls and women, are wrong not

only because of obvious inaccuracies but

because connotations often associated with

those labels can't be generalized.

Politically and physically, "women" is

correct, even for females in high school,

referred to as "young women". But

emotionally we may not be ready to call

ourselves women. Does "women"hood
imply a shift into full-fledged adulthood?

What difference does it make? As with

"boy", calling a woman "girl" is degrading.

There are certain characteristics, not only

physical ones, that go along with being a

woman-more maturity, responsibility,

wisdom in having experienced that much
more, and, with all those things, greater pride

and awareness in one s self. To address

anyone as if younger than they actually are is

a subtle put-down.

It's not just men who make the mista''.es.

We should all be more conscious of the

emotional consequences of our language,

both in speaking and in writing, because it

perpetuates false ideas. Physical maturation
being what it is, there will always be am-
bivalence surrounding the labels "girl-

woman" and "boy-man". We can try for

more accuracy.

It's important that we train ourselves to
include females in our male- dominated

tUi ball

speech patterns. When speaking
hypothetically we often talk about a "he" or

"some guy"" doing something. It"s hard to

override the myths that exist deep in our
language patterns. We should be writing 's-

he", not just "'he'" (or "she"') when we're not
talking about an individual whose sex we
know.

Instead of saying things like "'mankind"' or

"man'" when referring to the human race, we
should say '"people"" or ""humankind" to

include everyone.

Words that designate positions; like

chairman, salesman, policeman, selectman,

should be chairperson, salesperson, police

officer, selectperson.

Because the media isn't the first to reflect

social changes, we may find these habits

even harder to break because of their per-

petuation we receive through other sources.

These terms will sound awkward and silly

at first, but as they become habit, that

embarrassment will drop away and we'll be
addressing ourselves more accurately and
equitably.

Our language, because we use it so
frequently, determines how we think, even
what concepts we are able to grasp.

Though you, on the surface, may agree
with what the Woman's Movement stands
for, if you don't incorporate little

philosophies like these into your daily,

personal lives, you continue to subscribe to

the outdated, inequitable system.

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the

Searching for answers
By DREW CRANE

Collegian.

College students are at that crucial stage in

life somewhere between youthful in-

dependence with its zeal for change and
complacent adulthood with its tacit ac-

ceptance of the status quo. During youth
there is an idealism which flourishes in the

maturing mind prompting a quest for the

greatness that seems possible yet is very

difficult to attain.

The struggle of clearly perceiving a

problem and effectuating a solution often

'A glorious procession of ignorance
By HABIB ELIAS MOUALLEM

The people are the slaves of life, and it is

slavery which fills their days with misery and
distress, and floods their nights with tears
and despair.

-GilbranKhalilGiibran

Slavery is moving over all places in a

glorious p" • sion of ignorance. The artisan

slaves for employer, women slave for

men, the I lave for the rich, man slaves

fo' *ear, h. anger, jealousy, selfishness,

pride, hyp' racism, bondage, parents'

past, cowat etc... Why give one's self up

fo false conceptions founded on delusions?

'he universe is not an accident with no

ourpse' Why wear garments of restriction

and passivity and retire on beds of

obedience? Slavery is continuous and
ontagious.

We should not make UMass a marketplace

apathy. The question one would ask —

what would I leave for the world of bodies,

which is not soul-less, and for the universe,

and the docks of turning sand and wind.

What shall we tell the death- master if we go
by' He will not be excited if we go to him
with a bagful of non-life! We have to tell him
a )oke, play him a tune, play a game with him;

for death also wants to learn.

So let's believe we are responsible, let us
feel responsible towards whatever we are

doing, whatever situation, no matter how
absurd Let's leave our masks home and take

a stand which resembles us resembles our

face, fate, and go on. Let's exercise our love

more to live more happily. Let's give more
and ask more from life. Let's pay more at-

tention to the music dormant in every one of

us. Let's stand naked in the sun, so that her

warm rays would kiss our lives and bless our

existence. Everybody is together, though our

efforts are not combined. So why not give a

hand to each other through cooperation,

persistence, patience and forgiveness.

Oh my fellow students, education does not

come without struggle. As I see it, academic

education is not more than a collection of

information, most of which is forgotten later

on Attention' Here and now is the place to

start unfolding our infinite potential to create

and live life in its full meaning. Here and now
people... attention! My friends of the wind,

let's unite and work together for more in-

tegrity Let's combine our energies with a

spirit of sacrifice, feeling that readiness to

give and to help ventilate and dust each

other's room from all stinking residues of a

predominant negative habit of thinking.

There is good in the world nd it is up to those

who wake up to help other beings through

the chain that binds their tormented souls to

agony and misery.

overwhelms many individuals. When facing

the problems that have plagued mankind for

centuries each generation feels that they are

somehow closer to the solutions yet forced

to struggle even harder under an ever in-

creasing burden of acquienscence by the

majority. Those few who survive and
transcend into adulthood assume the

responsibility of carrying the worli ahead on
their shoulders. They are the youthful

revolutionaries, the radicals, the idealists

whose dream of a better future for them-
selves (and as a consequence, the rest of

mankind) provides the impetus to progress

and the stimulus to the stagnant mind of the

mediocre.

These leaders of mankind in every pur-

poseful endeavor project a magnificent

radiance of self confidence. They know
precisely and completely who, what and why
they are. Their ego - their self-esteem — is

their source of personal energy and the

motor of the world To the extent that they

are guided by a rational philosophy they

project a sense of life (their deepest view of

existence and their relationship to existence)

which conveys an unbreached commitment
to objective reality and an undiluted sense of

the value of existence. They view life as great

and beautiful and are convinced that the

universe is open to the efficacy of their

thought and effort. They know that they can
effect a change for the better nd they do it.

But there are also those leaders who act
without a rational philosophy as their guide

and cause far more harm than good. Their

motives are laudable but their methods and
results force a social regression far worse
th.an the public lassitude. They attack the

externalities of a problem instead of the

source and the change advocated often

ironically burdens further their zealous ef-

fo'-ts.

The advocacy of violent political and social

revolution is an attempt to force the human
mind to change. It has never worked and
never will. The body may falter but the

human spirit is immortal. -

In order to effect any change you have to

begin in the realm of ideas. For only through

an appeal to reason can there be a per-

manent change for the better. The attempt

to transform ideas which have endured for

(.enturies will be difficult and require several

generations to accomplish. But peaceful

transition, no matter what the relative time

span, is unquestionably better than the

violent slaughter advocated by many
revolutionaries today.

Only when you have begun to question the

essential base of your own thoughts can you

begin to understand your interaction with

others and ultimately work within society to

change for the better. And this requires a

continuance of the spirit of youthful in-

dependence; the quest for what should and

ought to be rather than mindless resignation

to that which is.

Drew Crane is a Collegian Commentator.

Cross-burning

parallels KKK activities

Collegian ^^

The Ku Klux Kfan, or more specifically, its

spiritual influence, has arrived in the Pioneer

Valley.

Last Saturday evening a makeshift
wooden cross was planted outside the Merrill

B. Lounge at Hampshire College, where
members of the Third World community had
gathered for a party, and set on fire.

The buring cross, the long-time terrorist

symbol of the KKK, was simply a prank,

according to Peter Gluckler, public relations

director at Hampshire College, and "the

burning itself was not a staged act of racial

statement...." Then again, Mr. Gluckler is

entitled to be blind. He's the public relations

director.

Labeling the cross-burning a "prank" is

equivalent to laughing off a written threat of

bodily harm delivered to your doorstep.

In echoing the words of Hampshire
College President Adelle Smith Simmons,
the symbol of the burning cross "represents

the worst aspects of racism that continue to

exist in our society."

And in view of racial incidents perpetrated

on the UMass campus in the past, I am
convinced that Saturday's episode at

Hampshire College could just as easily have

happened outside the New Africa House as

the Merrill B. Lounge.

The burning of the cross, whether sincere

or an actual joke, sadly re-awakens memories
of the Ku Klux Klan, a "social" organization

very much alive today in these United States.

While the Klan as a physical body represents

no direct threat to the Valley, its idealogy has

apparently penetrated our midst.

Today's Klan isn't a whole lot different

from the Klan of 1900. Although originally

formed to frighten carpetbaggers out of the

South during reconstruction and stem the

kevin knobloch

seemingly increasing invasion of Catholics

and Semites, the KKK gained notoriety as a

white supremacy group as soon as the blacks
were given the right to vote.

The Klan admitted only native-born white
gentile non-catholics and called themselves
"100 per cent American," apparently
neglecting the fact that their ancestors had
crossed the Atlantic from Scotland and
Ireland not too many years before. In this

case, being a true American meant being
white and Protestant and the Klan dedicated
itself to the notion of Aryan supremacy
which European dictators were to take up
just prior to the Second World War. The Klan
participated in racial intimidation, with
violence and terror as their weapons and
waged war against the non-Americans. Their

activities included lynching, church burning,

murder and branding human hides with acid.

True American pursuits, indeed.

Ironically enough, the Klan's original

constitution included a declaration that it

would guide itself by the ideals of chivalry,

mercy, humanity and patriotism.

The parallel between the Klan's beliefs and
those of Adolf Hitler are frighteningly close.

The Klan's plans to carefully weed all "non-
Americans" from its society is mirrored by
Hiter's belief of Aryan supremacy.

Hitler's dreams of the perfect race, ap-
parently, did not cease to exist with him. The
Klan flourishes today, the most recent
aboveground activity taking place over the
weekend in Montgomery, Alabama, where
the hooded Klansmen have added several

more relevant issues to their cause.

The Klan's new image is deeply rooted in

negative action. Masquerading the Klan's

emphasis on racial strife by offering legal

services to blacks who wish to reject

desegregation school busing (said the Im-

perial Wizard, Robert M. "Bobby" Shelton),

the Klan plans court and demonstration
action to stop school bussing, to denounce
Alabama's work release program for

prisoners (which allows convicts to take
outside jobs before release from prison) and
to protest the ratification of the Panama
Canal Treaty.

While recognizing the Klan's constitutional

rights to free speech and assembly, I can
hardly condone or appreciate their cause.
And the open terrorist methods, such as the
one that took place at Hampshire College
Saturday, as well as the long history of racial

intimidation that can be credited to this

"educational" valley, are of the same breed.

Kevin Knobloch's columns appear every
other Friday in the Collegian.

An attempted definition
Much has been written recently about

Allan Bakke, the white male who is suing the

University of California because, he claims,

he was denied admission to medical school

due to the existence of a quota system which
allows non-whites to be admitted under

different standards than whites.

The central concept involved in the

controversy seems to be something called

"reverse discrimination" or the idea that two
wrongs don't make a right. But thus far no
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Funding

isn't wasted
To the Editor:

In Reply to Stephen N. Mathieu:

To make things easy I'll just go down
your article {Commentary, Sept. 7] and
critique it segment by segment. In the

beginning of the article you state the

nature of the student activities tax fund,

SATF, and correctly assert that it should
be used for all students. Your explanation
and perception of the inequities you cite

are however fictitious and
misrepresentative.

You speak of certain groups \R.S.O.]
that are meant to serve the entire

campus, e.g. the Collegian, WMUA and
the Transit Service. I agree that these are

campus wide services that many people
use but what you must understand is that

these are only one type of community
and student service that the Senate
funds. Personal and human services are

completely different and have to be
looked at in a different light. You speak of
groups that you consider private or
special interest such as the "Every
Woman's Center." You claim to feel

ostracized because you're not invited to

join and participate in this group. I guess
YOU don't acknowledge the needs or

desires that women may have as social

beings that can't or aren't satisfied by
male company, and vica versa.

letters

one has been able to define reverse

discrimination adequately, and consequently
the whole debate has travelled in circles, or,

at best, ellipses. In an effort to get the debate
going in at least spirals, I have contacted
several eminent authorities on discrimination

and asked them to air their views and
perhaps clarify the situation.

Organizations segregated by sex for

socialization and support have existed
since the creation of societies and I can't
see how their existence here at UMass
can be seen as either new or detrimental.

Your next erroneous statement involves
Resources Judaica: you express concern
in the area of religion. If you would read
the Constitution of Resources and the
Senate Budget Rationale you would
know that Resources was funded entirely

because of it's cultural emphasis and
cultural education program.

After that comment you move on to

"Third World" groups \What ever that

is'\. You tell me it includes CCEBS,
WBLK, Black Scientists, BMCP. Afro-
American Society, Asian-American
Students Assoc, Ahora and BCP. The
fact that you can attack ALL of these
distinctly different organizations under
one absurd accusation shows not only
your ignorance but your unwillingness to

investigate the truth. All of these budgets
come under rigorous scrutiny every year
and are carefully reevaluated. Your
presence at a 3 a.m. Budget Committee
meeting will be appreciated.

You callously mention the names of
these groups yet you conveniently
neglect to explain the nature of their

existence and rationale for funding. Just
to brief you on a couple of these groups,
WBL K is not an all black station any more
than WMUA is an all white station,

WBLK is an alternative station similar to

V/SYL and the station in Southwest.
What made you assume that it was all

black? Did you check it out? Of course
not, its easier to take cheap shots from
the Collegian editorial page than to in-

volve yourself in some of these programs
and activities!

CCEBS
I Committee for the Collegiate

Eduction of Black Students] receives
probably less than 15-20 per cent of its

total budget from student money — the
remainder is obtained from other sources
[something you later condemn them for
not doing]. You ask why poor white
students aren 't helped by CCEBS, but in

fact they are! CCEBS is for white
students also and offers a wide variety of
activities, tutorials, and programs for all

disadvantaged students. Many member
of CCEBS are there to help others [like

Belchertown, and Red Cross]. Your point
about WMUA being an Equal Op-
portunity Employer was totally irrelavant
to the topic, and when you question the
sincerity of one's commitment because
it's a quest for social awareness [an
unsubstantiated accusation] I wonder
exactly what SPECIAL INTEREST you
represent. How do you determine wht
constitutes a legitimate and bonafide "All

American" RSO group?

Just a few more questions. How could

you, of sound mind and body, attempt to

draw correlations between a private

organization formed hy citizens of a town
along ethnic lines and a SATF service

RSO group? How do you catagorize

some groups as handout seekers and
some as legitimate?

I strongly feel that students, all

students, should and for the most part do
benefit directly or indirectly from the
SA TF. If you honestly believe that money
is wasted on funding the groups that you
criticized I'll have to believe that my
SA TF was wasted in the space used for

your commentary.

Herb Tyson, Co-Chairman
Board of Governors

Letters policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. -They

must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include *a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the

day before publication. Any letters

received later will be published at some
later date.

"Reverse discrimination," said George
Wallace, "is when I have to sit next to blacks

in both lunch counters and buses. Two
wrongs don"t make a right."

"Isn't that just plain discrimination?" I

asked of him.

"Don't be ridiculous, boy," he snapped. "I

wish there was plane discrimination in this

country. I don't like them in the air any more
than on the ground."

I thanked the Governor for his time, but

being more interested in school admissions

than modes of transportation, I called Lester

Maddox. Surely, I thought, if anyone could

shed some ^ light on discrimination in

academia it would be the man who took an

axe-handle in hand and vowed that separate

was more important than equal.

But Lester was no more helpful than

George. ""Reverse discrimination is every bit

as American as discrimination and apple pie.

If it wasn't I'd have passed out axe-heads,

not axe- handles. Reverse discrimination and
discrimination are both just means to the

same end. And in my opinion, the meaner
the better."

If Wallace and Maddox thought that

reverse discrimination is no different than

discrimination. Governor Dukakis thought

the problem was only a figment of our

imagination.

"There can be no reverse discrimination

unless there first exists discrimination,"

Dukakis explained. "And at the school I went
to, although it was one of the most elite and
whitest schools in the country,

discrimination didn't exist. We'd admit

anyone who had the money; it just so

happened that only whites had the money."
I asked the Governor if he could explain

why no blacks could afford to go to elite

private schools. "It's obvious," he replied.

"They never worked hard to get rich, like I

did. All they do is sit around and collect wel-

fare. But I intend to get them off welfare and
on workfare. At $2 an hour they should be
able to save enough money to go to school in

just 37 years and nine months. Unless, of

course, they also want to eat."

It wasn't until I got hold of Bert Lance that

I found someone willing to defend the

concept of reverse discrimination. "We
bankers do it every day. I discriminatingly

lend my bank's money to another bank in the

hope that its president will reverse the cash
flow and make me a sizeable unsecured

personal loan. Two wrongs don't make a

right, but they do make a profit. So you can
see that reverse discrimination and
discrimination are inseparable. If you
eliminate one you eliminate the other, and I

find them both too profitable to dispense

with."

I thought it only fitting to let President

Carter have the last word. "I don't like the

term 'reverse discrimination' at all," the

President said. "Let's use 'racial purity'

instead. I think you'll admit that racially pure

medical schools have a certain charm; a

charm which is important to protect. So
although I would never prevent a black

student from moving into a white medical

school, neither would I encourage it.

"My solution,"" the President continued,

"would be to provide federally subsidized,

low- income medical schools. We could build

the first one at Grambling, and I would
personally ensure that although it might be
separate from California medical schools, it

would nonetheless be equal in every

respect."'

If these acknowledged authorities on

discrimination can't agree on the meaning of

reverse discrimination, I don't think the

Supreme Court can possibly get to the root

of the problem. But a solution to the Bakke

case is possible, if only the court will use the

same brilliant logic it employed on the

abortion issue.

In the first and second trimesters of the

school year, the Court should rule that the

University of California can admit students

by different standards. But in the third tri-

mester, the student must stand or fall on his

or her own merit. At this stage, reverse

discrimination would only be allowed if the

life of the applicant's mother is in danger.

This is the only fair and sensible decision

the Court could make, for it would, in the

best tradition of the American judiciary, leave

everyone equally dissatisfied.

But the true beauty of having the Supreme
Court make the decision is that if it should

ever decide that its decision is discriminatory,

well — it can always reverse itself.

Bob Melia's columns appear every Friday

in the Collegian.

Copy deadline

Deadline for all columns will be 4:00
p.m. the day before your column is

scheduled to appear in the paper. Any
columns received later than that will most
likely not be printed. If you have any
questions, please call Bill, 545 3500.
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What* 8 Happening
TODAY

DISCO
Lesbian Union is presenting a Won>en's

Disco tonight 9-1 a.m. $1 donation rewested.
All women are welcome.

SATURDAY
MOVIES
"A Shot in the Dark," Gamble Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke 7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
"Swept Away", Lecture Room I, Merrill

Center, Amherst, People's Choice. 8 and 10
p.m.

"Take the Money and Run", by Woody
Allen, Campus Center Auditorium, 8, 9:45
and 11:30 p.m.
COFFEEHOUSE

Brett House is having a coffeehouse
beginning at 8:30 p.m. All are welcomel
Refreshments will be served.
RECITAL

David Leisner, guitar, Buckley Recital Hall,

Music Center, Amherst.

SUNDAY
COFFEEHOUSE
Northeast Area Government will hold its

first coffeehouse, featuring some gifted
talent. Music begins at 8 p.m. in Hamlim
House basement.
MOVIE

Feature length "Three Stooges Movie" at
Campus Center Auditorium. 75 cents, shows
1, 2:30, 4, 5:30, 7, 8:30 and 10 p.m.

"Leadbelly," Black Cultural Committee
and Afro-American Society Film, Penny
Cultural Center, Octagon, Amherst, 3 p.m.
"Two Minute Warning", sponsored by

Grayson House, Campus Center Auditorium
call 545-0012 to check times (7, 9, 11 p.m.).
"Swept Away" Lecture Room I Merrill

Center, Amherst 8 and 10 p.m.

RECITAL OF CHAMBER MUSIC
Philipp Naefele, violin; Estella Olevsky,

piano: Phillip deFremery, guitar; Mathias
Naegele, cello works in Shubert Rach-
maninoff, at Sage Hall Smith 8 p.m.

RELIGIOUS
Arnold Westwood will speak on "Faith

and the Love of God," at 11 a.m. Unitarian

Meetinghouse, 121 North Pleasant Street,

Amherst. Musical interludes will include

Springfield recycles aluminum
In addition to aluminum beverage cans,

Reynolds Aluminum Recycling Company
pays 17 cents a pound for clean household
scrap aluminum items such as aluminum
siding, door and window frames and lawn
furniture tubing. These items must be free
from all non-aluminum materials except paint
and broken into three foot lengths.

If there is any doubt as to whether a

material is all aluminum, a sample should be
taken to the mobile unit and inspected by
Reynolds personnel.

The mobile unit will be at Eastfield Mall,
every Tuesday in October from 10:30 a.m. to
noon.

For information on aluminum recyclinc call
(toll-free) 1-800-243-6000.

Hydroelectric power instead of nuclear

BOSTON [UPI] - New Englanders could
save $1 billion by using hydroelectric power
instead of nuclear reactors and fossil fuels, a
Massachusetts legislator said Thursday.

Rep. Richard Roche, D-Springfield, said a
study conducted by his staff showed
Massachusetts has the potential to orodure
one thousand megawatts of hydroelectric
power - the same as a large nuclear power
plant.

And the state, he said, already has several

existing dams which could be converted to
generate hydroelectric power cheaply.

"The major obstacle to developing more of
our waterpower remains a psychological
one; many people feel it's simply a romantic
notion from a bygone era and are unwilling
to invest in it," Roche said. He said he will file

legislation to simplify state licensing
processes and work aith the congressional
delegation to do the same on a federal level.

More cases of Legionnaires disease
BURLINGTON, Vt. lUPf] - Two more

cases of Legionnaires' disease were con-
firmed Thursday in Vermont as investigators
continued to study hospitals in 19 states
where the mysterious illness has shown up.

Since July, seven cases have been con-
firmed in Vermont and an eighth case has
been termed "highly probably" by officials of
the Center for Disease Control working in the
state.

CDC said three of the seven patients may
have had the disease before they were
admitted to the Medical Center, the state's
largest hospital.

Three of the seven have also died from the
disease. Nationwide, fourteen persons have
died from the illness since a July 1976
outbreak at an American Legion Convention
in Philadelphia killed 29.
According to CDC officials in Atlanta, the

disease is caused by a bacterium which can
be diagnosed and treated with antibiotics.

No one is sure how the pneumonia — like

disease spreads, and there is no evidence to
show the illness can be transmitted from
p)erson to person.

Doctors said the two latest Vermont
patients have recovered from the disease but
remain hospitalized for other medical
problems. One patient apparently had the
disease prior to hospitalization and the other
contracted the infection at the Medical
Center, CDC officials said.

The CDC said the patients had been
watched since early September when it was
first thought they might have the disease.

"Further confirmation of patients under
observation since early September may be
forthcoming," a spokesman said.

Medical authorities are also examing "a
group of selected patients and Medical
Center employees in an attempt to arrive at a

more accurate estimate of incidents in the
community," the CDC said.

Politics for cover story of 'Nutshell'

Campus politics is the cover story for this
year's Nutshell Magazine, which is being
distributed free on campus by The New
Students' Program of the Community

Development Center.
The magazines will be available in dor-

mitories and the Student Union beginning
tomorrow.

Hadassah leader speaks
on 'The Zionist Movement'

Marian Greenberg, actively involved in the
Zionist Movement for 50 years will speak
here Sunday at 11 a.m. in the Com-
monwealth Room of the Student Union.

In the mid-1930's, she became the first

youth Aliyah Chairman for Hadassah,
enabling her to work closely with Henrietta
Szold, Hadassah's legendary founder.

As a leader in Hadassah, Mrs. Greenberg
served as national vice-president, chair-

person of the National Youth Aliyah

Committee, editor of the Hadassah
Newsletter (now Magazine) and headed the

Medical Center Building Fund.

She will speak on, "The Zionist
Movement; Where Has It Come, Where is It

Going?
"

excerpts from compositions by Jay Stryker
on the organ. Everyone welcome.

CANTATA
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Amherst

7:30 p.m. featuring "The First Cello Sonate"
by Bach. Series is open to the public with an
optional offering for the benefit of the church
building fund.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

^GOOD ICE TIME AVAILABLE
at

WILLISTON ACADEMY RINK
Easthampton, Mass.
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PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FULL UQUOR UCEMSE

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)
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WHERE CAN
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FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Soiilhwest dorms at UMass

549-5592
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Notices

AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
Interested m volunteer work? Visit basement of

Jones Library in Amherst Center or call 253 2591
AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER

The Companion Program is looking for "Big
Companions." 2 3 hours per week call 253-2591
AUTHENTIC RELIGIOUS TEACHINGS
A pupil of OSTAD welcomes all seekers of truth to

discussion meetings free, 161 Rolling Green Amherst
BETA CHI

Meeting Monday 7 30 p m
C A A S S
A colloquium designed to give practical har>dt-on

experience in managing fruit trees, meeting Oct 5th in

Burterfteld Lounge
CREDIT UNION

Food Stamps will be redeemed at the farthest isle
on the right in the Colonial Lounge of the Student
Union Mon Fri 10 3 p.m,
DIABETES GROUP

Meeting Monday 7 p m Campus Center 169
HILL EL

Special Shabbat Dinner at 530 p m tonight, if not
on Kosher meal plan 75 cents extra. Sign up at
Worcester D C food office
HILL EL

Marian Greenberg will speak on "Zionist
Movement" Sunday Oct 2, 11 am in the Com
mon wealth Room Fee for food only
INTRAMURALS

Effective Sat Oct 1, NOPE and Boyden pools
will be open from noon to 5:30 p m every Saturday
KAPPA KAPPA PS I

Dutchman Meeting Oct 1. 9 p.m McNamara
Lounge $2 dues payable refreshments served
LOST

Brown blue striped sweater from Brittany Manor
around 7:20 p m Tues evening Reward, call Roy 5-
0915 or 256-8446
LOST

Small white Peek A Poo (Pekinese and Poodlel
from in front of library Answers to "Pepi" Please call
either S46 7344 or 546 6292

Motor vehicle inspection

ends on the fifteenth

Although one- half of the Fall Inspection
Period has elapsed, only one-third of
registered motor vehicles has been in-

spected.

The registrar urges owners of uninspected
motor vehicles and trailers to visit any of the
4,200 official inspection stations now and
have their vehicles inspected. Immediate
inspection will give the owner enough time
to have a rejected motor vehicle or trailer
repaired to meet the statutory equipment
requirements.

The Fall Inspection Period ends Oct. 15
and all motor vehicles must display the
current yellow inspections sticker thereafter

Amherst Dog Pound still

has available residents

The following dogs are at the Amherst
Dog Pound, (Wagner Farm, 217 North East
Street 253-7294), and may be either claimed
or adopted:

-Male shepherd, black with tan face,
gentle, found m South Amherst.
- Female Boxer, tan, with collar and vet.

tag, picked up on Morgan Circle, Cushman.
— Shih-Tzu or Lhasa-Aphso, contact Dog

Officer, Amherst Police.

Resource center holds
Divorce support group

The Amherst Community Resource Center
is in the process of interviewing potential

participants for a support group of recently

divorced and separated men and women.
The group will focus on using new data

which the divorce-separation has brought to

light to help us grow as individuals.

For more infonmation, call the Amherst
Community Resource Center, 253-2591.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Fishburger, Turkey Divan,
Basics; Vegetable Hot Pot, Turkey Divan.
DINNER - Steak, Baked Fish, Basics;

Baked Fish, Crusty Soybean Crowd
Pleaser.

SATURDAY
BRUNCH - Omelet, Sausage Links,

Duchess Meat Pie, Deli Ham Sandwich.
DINNER Spaghetti- Meat sauce.

Shrimp Saiart Roll.

RUNHAY
BRUNCH Scrambled Eggs, Grilled

Ham Slice, CJam Roll, Beef and Cole
Slaw Sandwich

DINNER
Bake,

Fried Chicken, Squash

J
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NATIONAL EXCHANGE
Picnic at Groft Park in South Amherst Saturday,

Oct 1, at 11 am For both former and present ex
change students.
THE NA VIGA TORS
Sunday School classes on the Epistles Campus

Center 904 908 8 30 9 30 am This and every Sunday
PHI KAPPA PHI

Meeting Tuesday, Oct 4, 4:30 p.m , 1 18 Herter Hall
Student members are welcome
PHOTO CO OP

Meeting Thurs., Oct 6, Suffolk Rm 7 p.m
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS

First social event, Mon , Oct 3, 7:30 p m Room 153
N OPE
RED CROSS
Walk in donors are badly needed to fill today's

schedule at the Center, from 5-9:30 p.m in the Public
Health Center N 334 Thanks.
ROCKCLIMBING

Seeking climbers with experience for trips from 5
college area to form co op for equipment. Contact
Martin Earl 253 3013 or Brian Osborn 256 0637
UMASS ICE HOCKEY CLUB

Interested m organizing a UMass Ice Hockey Club
call Dusty 549 2635
UMASS MARCHING BAND

Grinder Party, Oct. 1. 7:30 p.m. Old Chapel, all

welcome!
WHEELER DORM

The Grail Is Coming," Watch for further updates
of the quest for the Holy Grail. King Arthur is still

looking

WSYL FM
Moody Blues Special Show, Tuea. 7 p.m.. Tune in

97 7 FM
THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION DINNER

Seniors and Juniors interested in exploring
graduate theological education are invited. Details
from U C F. 545 2661 Please respond by Oct 3
FRISBEE

Ultimate Frisbee will be played tomorrow with
Hampshire College on the fields near Southwest at 2
p m The barbecue pits will be started at noon; keg
provided, bring donation and own food. Also,
Ultimate with Clark Sunday at 1:30 p m on the NOPE
field

BOYDEN TEN PIN LANES
Open Bowling

Mon. Sat. 4 10 30
StartifiqOct 3 1977

Mixed league now being formed.
Contact bowling alley 545-2239

Feature Length - Three Stooges

^^»> 75 Oct. 2
CCA.

1:00. 2:30. 4:00. 5:30,

7:00. 8:30 & 10:00 p.m

union program council and wmua
present

WAITS
in concert

Friday,Sept. 30th

8 p.m. at the F.A.C.

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 30, 1977

Monday, October 3
Through Friday, October 14, 1977

Environment With Paintings

Opening October 3, 8:00 p.m.

Student Union Gallery

Sports in Brief
[Coilegiani7

Red Sox sold
BOSTON \UPI]~ Haywood Sullivan,

who caught for the Boston Red Sox two
decades ago and former trainer Edward
"Buddy" Leroux yesterday announced
an agreement for their 13-member group
to purchase the American League team.
The sale, for an estimated $15 million,

is expected to be finalized Oct. 31. The
other 13 American League owners must
ratify the purchase by a three-quarters
vote.

Mrs. Jean Yawkey, one of the three
members of a trust which has run the
club since the death of her husband
Thomas on July 9, 1976, joined the group
as a limited partner after Sullivan and
Leroux made their offer on Sept. 1.

"The price was one factor in the
decision and the fact that Mrs. Yawkey
decided to join the group was another,"
said trust member Joseph Lacour
yesterday. A noontime news conference
was held at Fenway Park to announce
the impending sale.

"We have to hammer out a contract
for the sale, but for all intents it is sold.
We do not anticipate any problem," said
Lacour.

Sullivan and Leroux will be considered
general partners and will handle daily
operations of the club. The other 11
members, which include former Boston
Celtic star Frank Ramsey, will serve as
limited partners.

The Sullivan- Leroux group was among
five bidders for the team.
A-T-0 Corp. of Ohio, the parent firm of

Rawlings Sporting Goods, reportedly

made the high bid of $17 million and bids
were also made by Jack Satter, owner of
Colonial Provisions Corp.; Marty Stone, a
business executive who works as the Red
Sox' batting practice pitcher for a hobby
and a group headed by former Red Sox
Star Dom DiMaggio.

Awol Pats to return

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - John Hannah
and Leon Gray, two standout offensive
linemen who left the New England
Patriots in a contract dispute, said
yesterday they would decide soon
whether to return to the club, as the
NFL's player-club relations committee
suggested.

"I still have the option of retirement
and I'll have to consider that," said
Hannah, a 6'2", 265-lb. fifth-year guard
from Albertville, Ala., where his family
runs a farming business.

"I think the fans can understand my
position," he added. "It's the difference
between playing the NFL and personal,
private enterprise."

"My gut feeling is that I want to play
football," said Gray, a 6'3", 255-lb.
tackle, also in his fifth year. "But I just
want to weigh my feelings and look at the
whole thing objectively."

Kuberski injured
BUZZARDS BAY, Mass. [UP/] -

Forward Steve Kuberski of the Boston
Celtics was placed on the injured reserve
list yesterday after it was discovered he
had suffered a broken right hand.

J

Interested in Leadership,
friendship, Service?

If you have been involved in scouting, key clubbing or similar service organizations; then ALPHA PHI OMEGA is for you We are colleqemen dediCHted to the principles of leadership, friendship and service.
college

J^t-P^A P^f OMEGA is the largest national fraternity with over 550 chapters on college campuses across the U.S. We have no house

w nro?/.rr Wp\i!o h 'i T""'^ 'T '°
f?'"'^

"^^" ^^^' ""^ ^'" ^^ ^°'^'"9 ^^^ ^^9^^ "'9^^' ' Walk-a-Thon. and a Blood Dnve to name atew pro|ects We also hold several social functions.

ou^fn^ok^!^rnZ!!!r^^^^^^^ 't'^/fl
'° />"mamf k. making friends, developing leadership abilities and having fun to join us atour smoker tonight, bept. 30, at 8 pm, Field dorm main lounge.

BEER &MUNCHIES

nroiiiry^snTflff a:l*T»iJ:Wi 'VJIIif.f.f.ll-

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

SS^SBEBDDI!
Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

attUiiii

AUTO FOR SALE

1971 Datsun 510. Runs very well body fair

30MPG Hwy .AM FM radio, new radials.

Best offer 665 251

2

1971 Plym. Roadrunner 383 w,' options.
Exc condition. Steve 323 4026 after 6D.m

^ - VW BUG - Very good cond , no rust
S1800 Or BO Call 253 7273 after 5 PM

122Volvo oarts sed&wagon Rea 665-4384

1966 Chevy Impala. New tires. Very good
condition Automatic. $300. Call 367-2395.

1971 Ford Econoline Super Van, 6 cyl., good
condition. Moving must sell - call Mike
after 5. 739 7680 Keep Trying.

74 Fiat 128^0000 mi Good cond. $1,500.
549 0519

1968 Volvo 1225 Ex "Cond Paul 649-67587

FOR RENT

1 Bdroom on farm. 15 mins from campus.
Available to strong woman. $80. + 772-
0612after6A REAL DEAL!

helpwantId

Tutors Needed for me and engr. math
courses. Good rates CallJeanne, 5-2843.

Wrk/Stdy for Chadbourne Security 64'l5()~

ams&asoDEBsas
SERVICES

ROOMWAf/TW

68 Firebird 360 Eng 4 ON THE FLOOR Gd
cond, qd tires. BO. over 600. 665 2177.

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE
1973 Triumph Daytona 500 Excellent

condtion Best Offer over $750. 253 2943
after 7 Very low milage.

68 VW Bus, Rebuilt engine, runs well,

recently painted. Asking $795. Janis 253-

7159

69VW Bug. Running cond. 2mounted sno.
S400. or Best Offer. Call 413-477-8258.

70 VW SQBK Exc
work 28 MPG $650
X343

70 Pont Cat. Air AMFM Ster New trans
batt Dependable $350. Kevin 549 3509.

69 SAAB 99
wheel dr

.

miles Must
0656 EVES

mech Body needs
Neg Tom 549 4600

Std., runs very good, front
no rust, radial tires 75,000
sell $795 or BO Call 256

1973 Honda CL350, excellent condition
ll.700mi S500 Call 546 9441 Niqhts

74 Kawasaki Z 1-900cc. Mint condition
Kerker Pipe. Denselube chain BO. 665-
3031 Early or Late

1976^ Suzuki GT550 15,000 mi. $t,200. or
BO 256 0176 Walt.

PROGRAM STAFF, half time, for

ecumenical campus ministry team.
Responsibilities incl planning £r coord of

short-term, issue-oriented programs,
shared administrative resp,
Theol educ Oordiri not required. Growing
commitment to Christian Gospel of
liberation & social involvement. Etln-

terpersonal skills necessary Salary
equivTAUCF 545-2661.

The job you've always wanted! Get paid

to read, do homework, or watch television'

The only catch Is that you must have work
study; and stay awake all night. Call Pete
Chnstopher at 549 6699

I Am Looking for a room throughout Fall

Semester. 467 9401 after 5 ask for Steve.

Would you tike to switch from Orchard
Hill to a non smoking room in either

Central or Northeast. Call 6 6651

ROOMMATfWANTED

Complete Bike Overhaul. Reg
$29 95, ..Now $21 95 Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549-6904. 584-1016.

Collegiate research paper*. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1, for

mail order catalog, Box25918 2, Los
Angeles, Calif, 90025 (213) 477-8474

After 5 professional typing 734-0044

IBr in 2Br Apt, $102 mo. Util inc. 'jml
from N Amherst Bus stop Call 549 1517,

Volvo rep.iir<; and maintenance. All years
and models, low pnces Jack 586 0610

Expert Typing, only 40cents'page Call

after 6. Mon Thurs
,
256-8484

WANTED

Women Wanted to complete cooperative
household in Belchertown. Call 253-7968.

PERSONALS

Laverda SF750, parts and options 5,800mi
A super machine 323 4026 Steve after 6.

74 Suzuki 250 on off Exc cond 253 2475,

FOR SALE

1964 Mercury-Excellent Interior, good body,
runs well Needs muffler. $190 584 5547.

1975 SAAB Undercoated. vry gd erig &
t'les Tuned 1 owner 77 000 miles
42,900 Call 256 8074 EVNGS

FIAT 128. 2dr. 28.000 ini AMFM and Mhibu
cassette Fmp rond 5 2642 or 2643 .ifter

7r) m ,isl. for U\f\. Rm.2!l

70 Ford Galaxy 500, A/ C.~7200 miles, Good
Cond $500 253 3071

1972 Pinto New tires-brakes, Mus' sell

Moving Eves 256 6475 Days 256 0472

70 Chevy Malibu a)7 Auto PS, AM FM
fj^io, new exhaust system, new brakes
and more' $950 ur BEST OFFER 546 b8H

TAG SALE SAT Oct 1 97 Belchertown Rd,

Amherst

Marant/ Model 27 Sterlo Receiver 30 watt
S Chan Excellent cond, $200. Call after
9:00P M. Frank 549 3841.

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis ShoesrMerTI,
Ladies Canvas&Leathpr Reg $18 30 lust

$10, 14 50 Call 538 3131,

GIGANTIC TAG SALE Beds, kitchen
Items, clothing, plants, stereos furniture
Saturday 10 1. if ram Sunday 19 Strong
St near Wildwood School

Schwinn 10 SD A-t n
, $75 00 256-^50~

Used HIFI All • in excellent cond.
Some still ir .\,.r'..Mi> ;.,dll546 4035.

Women's Suede Coat Exo'llnnt-condition
S/-'9 C 111^49 59^1 attflrS QOp m

Immediate openings HALF TIME
CLERICAL with ecumenical campus
ministry $3 Mr, acadcal, 545 2661, United
Christian Fn.

Houseboy Wanted. Part-time, Good food
in exchange for kitchen work Contact
Kathv at 253 9215 between 6 30 8:00

Group Organizers Needed $$$ plus fnnge
benys all for |ust getting 20t customers
for the most exciting ride in New England
The Alpine Slide Cruise HURRY before
coW weather loses you $$ Call Larry 549-

4745 Keep Trying

Lead Vocalist wanted for top area band.
Exp noc No Polk 549-649!

.

Experienced Painters for outdoor work
with oil base stain. Call Bruce 665 4770.

Meaningful Jobs are still available The
M'^ ' 'n/ing projerl is looking for

pc •!'. mterostpd m wnrkinij with
ilie 1^.111. ()\ih» IJnionizaiion effort Both
workstudy and non workstudy positions
,ire opiT- Apijly it ft'P SOP ,"f':-n r-i -1?(5

StMflen! l.lr,;.:,r, B|.

214' Front Tires Call Joe 546 7880

RJDERS WANTED

To Penn State (State Collegel Leaving
10/7 returning 10 10 Call Melissa 253-

2782

AUDIO

Look! Moped Sale. Moped Sale', Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer's
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2
passenger moped Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Conz Street,
Northampton. 586 1054 Behind city hall. 2
mm from Main Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buy:
W, T. F, .nites til 9, Look' Moped Sale'
Moped Sale' Come!

STEREO: Nikko 9090 RCVR 60W RMS ch
4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Equalizer AR
Turntable, new $1,800 Now $950 or trade
for motorcycle of equal value 549 5979

Listen To Power Radio WMUA,
2a.n, 6,1 m WSYL (97 7 FMl
1a m 4a m, PUNK N' POP'

Sat
Mon.

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All -nodels avail T159 $225 58
$99 95. 61 $52 95 HP s & Commodore s
avail. Models from $15 Remember wp
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Boh '" Th'^s m
College Calculators, 549 1316

To the girl whose turntable 1 fixed Want to
meet you Lpave phonpatCoop

Jesus Reincarnated, named"Mk:haei (See
Daniel 12:1. Revelations 3 12) re(»gious
authorities suppressing the truth. For
detailed explanation of Revelations write
Johannes De Sllenfio P.O Box 812 South
Bend. Indiana 46624.

Bicycles - Fall Special. Complete overhaul'
3 or 10 speed $22 plus parts Mon Sat
I0to6 Bicycle Repair Collective 51 S
Prospect St 7«i6.6RR2 Onon ril IVInv

i^^Wi^^>l^^^f|.!^t^.Ml^i^^^^llfi^Blr.1l:l^^Ji^i|^i^llU:R^^i^;l.^^|.|/^Nl^l^u^
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Sports Calendar

WOMEN'S TENN,S - M,. H^'re'^^U^Mal"!'"^''

^^a^n M °^^ ^""''^"^ ''" - ^^ Nor,heastern.S,. Johns-Rhode Island

womIL^q TcMKM?9,'^f,''
'2-<" - " Northeastern <««.>K 1:00

v.'o^?J^'^^'^ "" - «. Vermont Ho™ 1:00
VARSITY MENS SOCCER (3-0) - vs Vermont Horn. 1 1 nn

sy:^°srE^i[^H^o^°K¥v?^or^^"^^^^
MCM'C rr^, r -r

SUNDAYMEN S GOLF - Toski Intercollegiate Invitation Home 1:00
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* Gridders host Penguins
CONT, FROM PAGE 22

thrive on the ground game. Tailback Mar-
schell Brumfield (37 attempts, 219 yards, five
touchdowns) heads up the Youngstown
attack, while fullback Dwight Dumas (106
yards in 21 tries) is his complement in the
backfield.

On defense, the main man to watch
according to MacPherson, is Greg Fitz-
patnck, a 6'2", 210 lb. junior linebacker.
Over on the UMass side, the injury report

IS still not good. Steve Telander, who was
the most recent selection as Yankee Con-

ference defensive player of the week, broke
his hand in the Harvard win and will be out
tor at least three weeks. His place will be
taken by John D'Amato, while Peter Russell
has been elevated to second string behindD Amato.

Safety Joe Harrington will also get a
starting shot for the Minutemen. He is set to
till in for John Beenrt/orth, who is also side-
lined With an injury.

Mike Fallon is slated to start at 08 for the
Minutemen, as his knee "is in better shape
than last week." according to MacPherson

All just retains title
NEW YORK \UPI\ ~ Muhammad Ali barely
saved hts world heavyweight championship
last night when he staved off a late charge by
Earnie Shavers and almost knocked out the
challenger m the 1 5th round to score another
controversial unanimous decision.
The crowd of 14,613 booed the decision of

the officials, who gave Ali a better break than
he seemed to deserve. Eva Shain, the first

woman to score a championship fight, and
official Tony Castellano both had Ali winning
nine rounds to Shavers' six, while referee
John Lobianco had Ali 9-5-2. UPI scored it 8-
6-1 for all.

Ali, who lost the 13th and 14th rounds to
the inspired fourth-ranked slugger, staggered
Shavers in the final round with punishing
lefts and rights to the head. Shavers stayed
on his feet on sheer will-power to the end

NY loses...
NEW YQRK \UPI\ ~ Wayne Garland,

facing a 20- loss season, fired a six- hitter last
night and the Cleveland Indians defeated the
New York, 4-1, to keep the Yankees' magic
number for clinching the Amencan League
East Pennant at one.
Boston and Baltimore both won last night

and trail the first-place Yankees by three
games with three games remaining.

Garland, a 20- game winner last season tor
Baltimore, walked three and struck out one
in pitching his 21st complete game of the
season for a 13-19 record.

Cleveland scored the first run in the third
inning when Alfredo Griffin drew a walk off
starter and loser Ed Figueroa, stole second,
moved to third on Dave Oliver's single and
scored when Larvell Blanks bounced into a
fielder's choice.

Figueroa left after the next pitch to Andre
Thornton with a strained muscle in his left
side, yielding to Ken Clay. Rick Manning
belted his fifth home run of the season into
the right center field bleachers with no one
on in the fourth inning for the Indians'
second run.

The Indians added a run in the fifth after
Griffin stroked a leadoff single to left. Jim
Norris walked and Griffin went to third when
Norris was thrown out stealing, Oliver then
cracked an RBI single to center field to make
it 3-0.

...as Sox
win again
BOSTON \AP] - American League

slugging leader Jim Rice drove in four runs
witK his 39th homer and a sacrifice fly

yesterday powering the Boston Red Sox to a
7 3 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays.
The victory kept the Red Sox

mathematically alive in the AL East race.
Rice rallied the Red Sox from a 2-0 deficit

by belting a homer after Rick Burleson had
Singled and Ted Cox doubled to start the
Boston fourth Rice's homer to the right of
the 379-foot mark in left-center gave him 376
total bases for the year, the most by an
American League slugger since Mickey
Mantle had the same number in 1956.

The blast off Toronto starter Jerry Garvin,
10 18, enabled Rice to boost his league lead
in homers. It also marked his 202nd hit.

Toronto rallied to tie the score 3-3 in the
fifth, but the Red Sox came right back for
two deciding runs. Butch Hobson doubled
and Steve Dillard sacrificed. Burleson walked
and rookie Cox drove in Hobson with the
second of his three hits. Rice followed with a
sacrifice fly scoring Burleson.

The victory went ^o Bob Stanley, 8-7, who
relieved starter Mike Paxton with the bases
loaded and two out in the fifth after Toronto
had tied the score.

and All's cornermen jumped with joy and
relief at the decision.

Ali, who has now been pressed to go 15
rounds in six of his last nine fights, had much
more of a struggle than he bargained for to
earn his $3 million purse and far more than
the officials' cards would indicate.
Among those present at ringside were

former Secretan/ of State Henry Kissinger,
comedian Milton Berle, singer Robert Merrill
actor Sylvester "Rocky" Stallone, "Yankee
Clipper" Joe DiMaggio and singer Tony
Orlando.

Match the proper colors to the clues showi below.

London s Fang

Beatles Fields

Chandlers Dahlia

Schools Board

Calcuttas Hole

Popes Helper

Wambaughs Knight

High-class Blood

Capri s Grotto

Hugos Pimpernel

Gainsboroughs Boy.

Robin Hoods Will

Kaabas Stone

Dukes Mood

When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.

We hope you have some fun with the challenge
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in Milwaukee
beer capital of the world

That s why we d like to offer you another challenge
-the Pabst challenge Taste and compare Pabst Blue
Ribbon to any other premium beer You'll like Pabst
because Blue Ribbon quality means the best-tasting beer
you can get. Since 1844 it always has

PABST Since 1844.The quality has always come through
PABST BREWING COMPANV M„.auK,e. W„

.
Pec. He,.M., I.I

, .,.arK. NX. Los An.e.es. Cal., . Pa.s.. G.n.„,.
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DOONESBIRY by Garry Trudeau
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PEANLTS by Charles Sthuiz

HOW C?I5SU5TIN.G.'

SOMEBOPV STOLE ALL
HIS CREP(TCAI?D5.'.'

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

Unck bunky ouolked

+V\fOuah a screeo
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick Janssen

UM by Marty Maceda

ALLMIMM FOIL by Steve Lafler

Since THE Gv;AKDlSA
CAKE, GERALD EATS HiM!

AU- THATS' _
LEFT IS THE
KEYS
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
— Born today, you are a
liKhthearted individual, of-

ten accu.sed of not taking
life seriou.sly enoujih. You
have a tremendou.sly
uplifting sense of humor
which prevents your bein^
overly .solemn about ari\-

thinn For while you fan, in

fact, be very .serious about
your career, your "life,"

you cannot be solemn Fur-
ther, you believe .solemnity
to be the death of creative
enterprise Those who do
not realize the difference
between beinj; .solemn and
being serious will never
understand you
Highly intuitive, you

should learn to heed that
voice within which .seems
to recognize danger before
it occurs, success before it

is indicated and the gen-
eral mood of the public.

Were you to have prior
knowledge of these three
aspects of daily life, you
would be able to circum-
vent mo.st drawbacks and
reach your goals well

ahead of .schedule.

You are fond of people
but are aware that many of

them will be devious when
It is to their advantage to

be so. You are careful
never to place yourself in a
position where you may be
taken advantage of At the
same time, however, you
are careful never to ap-
pear untru.sting. You make

It a point to appear confi-

dent, friendly and trusting
- for the sake of thftse

friendships which arc loyal

and diir.ibli*

To find what is in sttiic

for >()u tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
Let \our birthda\ star be
your daih guide
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 1

LIBRAi.Sept X\-(U't:>2'

Kiisiness matters may
crowd all else from jour
schedule early in the day
Make yourself available to

lint' of influence

SC O R PI O I Oct . l;.!-

^ov.21 i Being the stic-

kler for accuracy that you
are. \ou iiia\ have a diffi-

cult time of it today getting
things "right."'

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.2'2-
I)ec2Ii - A conflict of

interest could cause the
kind of confusion that leads
to permanent setbacks.
Reserve an opinion.

CAPRICORNiDec 22-

Jan 19i ~ You would do
well to postpone a journey.
There is no time like the
present for keeping close

to home and completing
chores.

AQUARIUSiJan 2 0-

Feb.l8) - A craving for

affection could lead you
into an involvement you
will later regret Temper
feeling with reason.
PISCES(Feb 19-March

20 1 — Put off decisions

concerning busine.ss until a
later date This is a gO(^tJ

day for accepting a new
challenge
ARIES .March 21-April

l!)i A number of oppor-
tunities may present them-
selves in A .M Take your
time making a decision
that could have long la.st-

mg effects

TAURUS April 20-Mav
2iii You wtmid be ill

advised to allow >()ur natu-
ral generosity's full sway
today. You could end day
with a huge financial loss.

GEMINIiMay 21-.Iune20i

lake care not to spoil

the effects of yesterday s

enterprise New methods
must be tried out - only
until thev fail

CANCER'.June 21-.Iuly

22 1 This should ba an
exceptionally happy day
for you and yours .An em-
ployment scene "tiu'ldv"

proves helpful late in the

day
LEO'.July 2;t-Aug22)

Catch up on correspond-
ence A telephone lall may
be m order if ynu feel you
have neglected a friend
Make up for lost time
VIRGOi Aug -M-Sept 22)
You can succeed where

others have failed if you
will pay strict attention to

the directions circum-
stances take. They are
new I

Today's Crossword

ACROSS 48 Arthurian
legend prin-

cess: Var.
1 Boxing match 50 Melancholy

Social one
Poison
Small circle

Peevish
Go through

51

53
57
61
62

5 Miserly
10 Where Banff

is: Abbr
14 Report
15 Main body

trunk
16 Being in 64

actuality 65
17 — eavesdrop- 66

ping 67
19 Clayey soil

20 Cash saleslip68
21 Cardinal num-

ber 69
23 Garment
25 Baseballer —

Santo
26 As-white as

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puzzle Solved:

29 Most un-
pleasant

34 - poker
35 Issue with 6

authority
37 World's land

surface 7

38 Airline for 8
Toledo 9

39 Took to one-
self 10

41 Sandpiper
42 Totally: 11

2 words •

44 French air- 12
plane

45 Verse 13
46 Faithful 18

"— downi "

Corroded
Sicilian resort
Four-man
bob —
African
villages

Wise guy

DOWN
Noun ending
Whitish
Man's name
Withdrew
Covered, as
a floor

Interjection
of annoy-
ance Scot
Sea eagle
Monkshood
Certain race-
horses
Ancient
Asian country
Not pro-

ductive
Bitter in

meaning
Supporter
Lose vitality
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22 Exercised 43

suffrage 45
24 Cut
26 Active 47
27 Gem 49
28 Dances
30 Leaf-cutting 52

ant
31 Actor — 53

Flynn
32 Equine 54
33 Kind of song 55
36 The largest

number 56
39 — a-Dale 58

Robin's 59
friend

40 Bulldog and 60
final 63

Went down
Atlantic
fishes
Combines
Required to
go
Furnished
weapons
Venomous
snakes
Make muddy
Hollywood
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Spikers set for Bridgewater
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1977

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team opens its home
schedule tonight at NOPE gym with a best of
five match against Bridgewater State. The
game will be played after the junior varsity
team opens its season against Bridgewater's
JVs at 6:30 p.m.

The varsity lost to Bridgewater last year by
identical 1015 scores and is 0-2 on the young
season. For the Bears, it is their opening
game and their first under rookie coach Ron
Mannoogian, a former AAU volleyball
performer. UMass coach Dianne Thompson
reports that Bridgewater has five or six

returning starters, all of which are talented
performers and she expects the game to be a
close, hard-fought affair.

She attributed last Saturday's double set-

back at the hands of New Hampshire and
Vermont to the team's lack of offensive
punch. She said, "We weren't able to serve-
receive the ball quite as well as we should
have The strategy of being able to switch
from defense back to offense just wasn't
there."

She also said that the fact that it was the
first time that the new group of players had
performed together as a team caused them
to be somewhat apprehensive and unsure of
themselves, especially when they fell behind
in the games.

Deb Kuzdeba, a sophomore who is one of

the stronger hitters on the squad, agreed.
She said that the team played too defen-
sively and lacked the necessary setting and
hitting needed to spark the offense.

Thompson does not view the loss as being
a total catastrophe. She said that it helped to
highlight some of the weaknesses of the
team and that the coaches and the team are
now working harder than ever to overcome
them.

She said that the team has been working
on the offense and the defense, especially
the positioning aspects. She wants the
players to know where they're supposed to
be on the *loor and what their responsibilities

are so they dor^'t panic under game con-
ditions.

Except for Heidi Dickson, whom Thomp-
son hopes will bolster the hining attack, the
rest of the starting lineup will remain pretty
much the same although the positions of- the
players may change somewhat. Thompson

said that one of her team's major objectives
IS to cut down on its high number of net
violations. The Minutewomen committed 10
in their first match
Thompson emphasized the fact that

neither her nor JV coach Bonnie Buongiorne
were frustrated by the team's unimpressive

start. She said, "We're not down ... We're
still as optimistic as ever and even working
harder than we were at the start." She said
that the players were skilled and that it was
just a matter of putting it all together.

Hopefully, they'll find the missing
ingredients in time for tonight's game.

JV booters shutout Owls
By JUDY KEEFE
Collegian Staff

A convincing win over Keene St. Thursday
marked the beginning of the UMass junior
varsity soccer team's season. The score may
have been 3-0 but it certainly didn't indicate
the overpowering play of UMass over the
Owls.

The first half was total domination by
UMass, although the Minutemen didn't
score their first goal, by Tarek EInabli from
Dave Mains, until 30 minutes into the game.
UMass was taking the play to Keene State

while keeping the ball in the Owl's end of the
field practically the entire first half. In fact,
UMass goalie Mark Marilla had to make only
two saves during the first half.

On the other side of the coin, there was
constant pressure on Keene St. goalie Peter
Stevens, as he had 14 saves in the first half.

But Stevens held up well under the pressure
until the first goal. Then he seemed to
unravel. The second goal, scored by Will
McEnroe with an assist going to Ted
Erickson, came about a minute before the
first half was over.

Keene St. coach Joe Palumbo said, "The
UMass offense was just overpowering. Our
defense was just standing around." He
added that UMass was tough opposition but
that his team hadn't had enough time to
practice as he would have liked, and that it

could have played better.

The second half seemed tobeginwhere the
first half ended. Two minutes into the second
half John Heslin fed to halfback Bret Simon,
who then scored. Said Dryer, "That first goal
in the second half set the tempo for midfield
play during that half."

The second half seemed to be more
balanced than the first half with Stevens
garnering five saves and Marilla making four.
Still, UMass was in the driver's seat and
Keene St. never even represented a threat.

Spread Some Sunshine Jnto Zhe

Cives Of 3mer- City Sprinfield Kids!

Join Northern Educational Services (N.E.S.)

and be a tutor/companion to ttiese children.

* transportation & supplies provided
* credit available

* ctioice of 4 different community centers

Call N.E.S. office (located at 403 S.U.B.) 545-0910

OR
Contact Laurie Breda 546-1457

Poor
Richards
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"There were no stars in the game, it was a
total team effort, " noted Dryer.

UMass's next game is slated for Tuesday
at home vs. Harvard.

Netmen meet

Catamounts
By DAyE RODhAAN
Collegian Staff

The oft-rained-on UMass men's tennis
team will play its third match of the year
tomorrow, against Vermont on the lower
Boyden courts at 1 p.m.

In the absence of first singles player Al
Green (med boards), coach Jay Ogden will

be going with Rich Sharton at the number
one spot. Jim Barnhart will play second
singles, with Steve Heyl, Dave Nowak, Keith
Hovland and Mark Huetteman taking the
third-sixth singles spots, respectively.

Ogden said he would work out doubles
combinations today, and because of the
missing Green, would have to "do some
switching."

The Minutemen are 1-1 after losing their
last match to UConn.

"I think we'll be much more up for this

match," said Ogden. "I think the players
were looking past UConn when we played
them."
Ogden said he only knew Vermont had lost

to UNH, 6-3. He said UNH was again sup-
posed to be the power in the YanCon
tournament, which it won last year.

"We expect Vermont to be tougher than
UConn," said Ogden.
Vermont was third in last year's YanCon

tournament, with UMass second.

SATURDAY

Happy Hour

after the Game
3 7 p m OLDIES

SUNDAY

APPYHOU
ALLNITE
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$199.
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BSR 20 BPX turntable
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Golfers to host Toski;

vie for third straight win
fly GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team will try to
make it three victories in a row this weekend
as it hosts the fourth annual Toski In-

tercollegiate Invitational Tournament at
Hickory Ridge C.C. in South Amherst.
The linksters won the Yankee Conference

Championship at Stowe two weeks ago, and
last Tuesday won their fourth straight New
England title at Hampden C.C.
The Toski tournament was started three

years ago when the brothers Toski Jack,
Ben, Tom, and Bob — decided to dedicate a
collegiate tournament to their father, Walenti
Toski, who spent most of his life serving golf
in the area.

The Minutemen, who won the first annual
Toski as well as last year's event, will go with
a lineup of Flynt Lincoln Jim McDermott,

Jeff Orr, Vic Lahteine and John Lien. The
scoring in the tournament will be the best
four of five scores counting each of the two
days.

Co-captains Lincoln and McDermott once
again led their team to victory last week with
solid 75's. Surprising sophomore Orr
provided the spark needed to carry the
duffers past Central Conn with a 76.

Leading the invading forces trying to wrest
the cup from the defenders will be Temple
University, which won the event two years
ago.

Also on hand will be Central Conn, URi,
Yale, Harvard, UConn, Salem State, Boston
College and many others. The total field will

be 21 schools.

Coach Ed Vlach, confident of his team's
ability, warned that the competition will be
gunning hard for the Minutemen, trying to
knock them off on their home turf.

Cathy Maher, the UMass women's tennis team's number one singles player, laces
into the ball in yesterday's match against Mt. Holyoke. Maher won her tussle in

three sets against a tough Lyon opponent. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

Women bow to Lyons;

greet Eagles today
By ED POWERS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team bowed
to a very strong Mount Holyoke team, 6-3,
yesterday afternoon on the NOPE courts.
The loss was the first setback for the
Minutewomen this season.
UMass battled m the wind, and the final

score doesn't accurately indicate the
closeness of the match. Number one singles
player Cathy Maher won an exciting three-
setter over_jIean Osachuck 3-6, 7-6, 6-2; and
number fo«*jSingles player Sherry Lurie won

abeth Montesano6-4, 6-4. The
ilayers for UMass didn't fare as

by beatin

other sing

well

Carcly

6 at num
Granakos
Jackie Is

y lost to Kim Colson 0-6, 1-

'o; Lee Robb lost to Cynthia
6-4, 3-6 at number three;

to Tucker Dacey 5-7, 5-7 at

number five; and Jane Carson lost to Lisa
Meeks 4-6, 6-4, 0-6 at number six.

First doubles started things off right for
UMass as Dawn Minaai and Jennifer Ranz
defeated Mount Holyoke's Cummings and
Munger 6-2, 6-1. The second and third
doubles teams fought hard to gain the much
needed wins for UMass, but it was not to be.

Martha Aswiszus and Cathy Sullivan were
beaten at the number two doubles spot 6-1,

2 6, 3 6 by Wildoner and Hanckinson; and
Chris Carson and Fran Meyers were defeated
at the number three doubles spot 2-6, 6-7 by
McNerny and Daby.

The Minutewomen will attempt to get
back on the winning track this weekend in a
1:00 match tomorrow afternoon against
Boston College on the NOPE courts. Coach
Btll Yu expects the match with BC to be a
tough one.

Craig Arnold will be in action at
Franklin Park tomorrow as the sub-
varsity meets Northeastern
University. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ ^ SI <$) ^
Mandarin Szechuen
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* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up
DINNER 13.55

/^

Mon.-TTiur.

Fri.-Sun.

n:30a.tn.-10:00p.m.
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10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252
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Harriers face stiff test
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Sat., Oct. 1

CC Aud.
8:00. 9:45, 11:30
admission $1.00

By KEVIN t^cCAFFREV
Collegian Staff

Four All-Americans are scheduled to
respond to the starter's gun tomorrow at
Franklin Park in Boston in a quadrangular
cross country contest beginning at 11 30

Northeastern, Rhode Island and St. John's
provide the competition for the UMass
contingent who hopes to maintain its poll
position as the second best team in New
England. Providence currently holds the
number one position with Northeastern third
UMass All-Americans Mike Quinn anri

Stetson Arnold will match talents against
Northeastern's nationally recognized harriers
Bruce Bickford and John Flora. The con-
frontation between these two New England
powers has developed into one of the bitter
rivalries in the Northeast.

In last year's early season match-up
UMass finished on top, 26-30. On the
strength of their 3rd, 4th, and 5th runners
the Minutemen narrowly defeated the
Huskies in the New England's, 87-88.
"Both teams have virtually the same

personnel as last year," commented head
coach Ken O'Brien, "The story of this
particular meet is whether we can bunch up
men in the middle positions. This year the
meet should be equally as close."

St. John's, out of the Metropolitan league
in New York, comes into the meet sportina a
record of 2-2.

"They possess several good front runners
in Steve Callaghan, transfer student Tom
DellaVilla, and freshman Ross Donahue, but
throw them together with a handful of All-
American's and experience begins to show "

said O'Brien.

Rhode Island enters the contest with a
batch of new recruits. Several freshmen
figure predominantly in the future success of
their cross country program, but they remain
a relatively young and inexperienced squad.

"It'll be tough to throw them up against a

buzzsaw like Northeastern and UMass,"
commented O'Brien.

The sub-varsity teams from UMass,
Northeastern and St. John's will stage a
preliminary contest at 11:00 before the main
event.

Take a

SEMESTER
AT SEA with the

Institute for Shipboard
Education and the Univer-

sity of Colorado.
Let this unique inter-

national program add an
important dimension to your
undergraduate experience.
Each semester the S.S.

Universe* —the education
ship— sails to fascinating

areas of the world.

Fully accredited, courses
transferable.

Next sailing: Around-
the world, Spring Semester,
1978.

For further information:
Institute For Shipboard Education
Taj Mahal Building - Suite 206

P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854-0195

18,000 ton, Liberian registry

Stickers battle Huskies
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The undefeated UMass field hockey team
will journey to Northeastern tomorrow,
seeking its third straight victory in as many
starts. The 1:00 p.m. contest is the
Minutewomen's first flight from their nest at
NOPE this season.
The Minutewomen are the heavy favorite

Player for player, UMass holds the edge over
the Huskies. UMass coach Judith Davidson
commented that UMass should win if it is the
aggressor.

Davidson said she expects a "fast oaced"
game from the scrappy Huskies. With
UMass' quickness, it should be equal to the
task.

Last year, the UMass stickers suffered a 2-

defeat at the hands of the hustling Nor-
theastern squad.
The Minutewomen can't afford a sluggish

start. A slow start against Keene St. on
Wednesday allowed the Owls to give the
Minutewomen a tough game. Despite
UMass' lackadaisical play, the Minutewomen
downed Keene St., 2-0, at NOPE field. Cheryl
Meliones provided the scoring punch with
both goals.

UMass displayed relentless, agressive play
in a thrilling season opener when it defeated
Springfield, 1-0. Lynsie Wickman's drive
evaded Springfield's goalie, Sharon Sch-
mickley, in the first, half. The Minutewomen
never relinquished the one-goal margin.
The Minutewomen return home for

Tuesday's contest against Mt. Holyoke at
3:30 at NOPE field. UMass is expected to win
this game, also.
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Fashion looks for Fall

Earthy, sophisticated color . . .

so't drapey fabrics . . . cha iis,

luxurious velveteens, cotton
' ^lour. crompton corduroy
in every color . . .

bordered & mixed prints,

pure cotton . . . sat<is. silks,

and so much more

103 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) ?56 8810
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Gridmen greet Peng
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass football team will be taking a
break from its New England schedule
tomorrow when Youngstown State invades
Alumni Stadium for a 1:00 (12:50 WMUA)
jjame.

The clash represents the third time in as
•lany years that the Minutemen have in-
iuded a midwestern school on their
schedule. Western Illinois began the skein in
'975, while Toledo was UMass's foe from
he 'heart of America' last year.
"It's a good thing in terms of national

-xposure to schedule teams from other parts
o* the country," UMass coach Dick Mac-
P^erson said. "In years to come, hopefully
vv.''ll be scheduling more teams like them."

The Minutemen, though, will be faced
.» th a tough bird in the form of the
? -^nguins, who play an independent slate.
Youngstown State, an Ohio-based

i.ollege, is a "rock 'em, sock 'em" crew
according to MacPherson.

They really come out of the coal and steel
country and meet you head on," the coach
added.

P'imarily composed of Ohio players, the
Penguins are coached by Bill Narduzzi. In his
two years at Youngstown, Narduzzi has
compiled a 9-10 record.

Just prior to his arrival on campus, the
Penguins were a Division Two titan. Youngs-
town qualified for the divisional playoffs in

1974, but were defeated by perennial power-
house Delaware, 35-14, in the first round.
Youngstown slipped to 5-5 in '75, and

went ore notch further down (4-6) last
season. But the Penguins did win their last
three games of the 76 campaign.

This season, Youngstown is 2-1. Last
week It toppled Western Illinois, 37-16. Prior
to that, the Penguins lost to Tennessee Tech,
38-22, and began their season by defeatina
Villanova, 13-10.

"They run an offense quite similar to
ours," MacPherson said. "They also have a
great tradition of quarterbacks."
Younqstown's most famous graduate.

Ron Jaworski, has gone on to pro fame with
the Los Angeles Rams and Philadelphia
Eagles as a quarterback.

This season, the Penguins have yet to
decide on a number one signal- caller.

Bill Fink, listed first on the depth chart, has

completed nine out of 19 passes, good for
160 yards. His partner, Keith Snoody, has
logged a 16 of 35, 204 yard performance thus
far.

Primary recipient of the Quarterbacks'
losses has been flanker Jim Ferranti, listed

at 5 8 ,148 lbs. He has snagged 14 aerials
and gained 214 yards, although no catches
have been for touchdowns.

Like the Minutemen, though, the Penguins

TURN TO PAGE 18

Mike Fallon eludes Harvard defendars in last week's 17-0 shutout win over th« rrim««« coii
the Minutemen this week. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

°"' '^'" °''*' ^^' Crimson. Fallon will again be at the helm for
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Et tu, Shana?

Catamounts visit

UM booters' lair
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

After starting the season off with three
straight wins on the road, the UMass soccer
team returns home to host the Catamounts
of the University of Vermont at 11:00 a.m.
'omorrow morning.

The contest will be the biggest one thus
fj for the Minutemen as the Catamounts are
cu ently ranked second in New England and
13ti nationally.

Cor^h Russ Kidd's Minutemen are now
tied fo thii^with UConn in the New England
ranking ||j|d are looking for a win over
Vermont toMove up in the New England poll
and posslB^ break into the national elite.

The UM4s« booters have momentum on
their side « they are fresh off of a tough 1 -0
in over Keene St on Wednesday and are yet
to be scored upon.

They'll need all the help they can get,
though, as they are up against a Vermont
powerhouse that has yet to be tested ths
year. The Catamounts Sports a currer.t
ledger of 4 0.

Against Vermont last year, the Minutemenwere soundly defeated by a 6-0 s^orealthough, according to Kidd it really wasn't
-dic^ative of how well UMass played Tn the

"I know coach. Rinehart (Vermont) very
well and we're both looking forward to one
hell of a game," said Kidd. "This type of
battle is good for soccer in New England.

"Vermont has a veteran team with the
assiest goafe I've ever seen," Kidd con-

tinued. "He's tough to beat so we'll have to
make our shots count."

Saturdays game will mark the first time
the booters play on the newly prepared field
behind Boyden; an event that has been
anticipated for quite some time. Kidd is
extremely pleased that his home opener will
take place there and is grateful to the groundcrew from the Physical Plant for rushing to
get the field in shape on time.

Senior co- captain Ed Niemiec is listed as
questionable for Saturday's game by Kidd
after sustaining an injury in Wednesday's
contest at Keene State. Niemiec has a sore
thigh, stemming from a weird play when he
was kicked by Keene State's goaltender
Todd Delron.

According to coach Kidd, this is the
highest ranking that UMass has ever had in

the New England poll, and to maintain it, a
win on Saturday is a must. "This is our
biggest game thus far, we're trying not to
look ahead," Kidd said.

After Saturday's contest, the booters will

host the Crimson of Harvard Wednesday
afternoon at 3:30 before traveling to Boston
on Saturday to square off against the
Terriers of Boston University.

Boater Banter: benior co-captain Larry
Aronson is setting a mark for durability as the
Keene State game was his 29th straight

victory start... UMass is nearing its total goal
output for last year. The booters scored 17

(joals in the entire 1976 season and have
notched 12 goals in 3 games already this

year.

I guess I'm just feeling a little bit like Jack
Kilpatrick of "60 Minutes" fame, but reading
Judy Van Handle's column of Wednesday
September 28, made me see red.

Yes, Judy sounded very much like Shana
Alexander while making her calm, reasonable
and logical plea, "Please don't hate the
Yankees."

Well, even though I consider Kilpatrick a
blowhard who's never had a sliver of grey-
matter within the vast wasteland of his bald
pate, I can't help but rebut Judy's column as
Jack would counter Shane's point.

Judy, you poor misguided woman.
You have the unmitigated gall to barge

into a huge, yet close-knit circle of Red Sox
fans and idealistically tell us "don't hate the
Yankees. ' This is tantamount to walking into
Northern Ireland and telling the Catholics not
to dislike the Protestants, or attending a
meeting of the American Legion and
suggestion they curry favor toward George
McGovern.

Do appeals of this nature ever meet with
positive response? I think not.

If your premise isn't bad enough, Judy
your justifications for such a statement are
even worse. You say you "admire" the
Yankees because they "came through in the
clutch." Well this is nothing but purest
balderdash.

There was never any "clutch" in which to
come through. Boston simply lost too many
games to allow New York the luxury of
choking.

Take into consideration that Baltimore
series when the Orioles twice claimed victory
from the Red Sox. Baltimore, itself then
dropped a contest to Boston, giving the
Yankees even more breathing room.

And who can forget that fiasco in Detroit
when the Hose led the Tigers 3-0 with
possibilities for more, and then came up on
the short end of a 5-4 verdict? The recent
loss to Toronto must be included as well. In
that game the Red Sox stranded more men
than the Titanic while falling one short of the
iast place Blue Jays.

Let us remind ourselves that during the
month of September the pinstripers were
losers to Boston in three out of their five
encounters. When the Yankees had a chance
to choke, you can be sure that they took full
advantage of it.

You advise us to tolerate the likes of Billy
Martin, Mickey Rivers and George Stein-
brenner. I'd expect this sort of propagan-
distic drivel from the irrational inhabitants of
Poughkeepsie, Judy, but not from a person
with your ability to see through the facade of
the public relations man. It is common
knowledge that the aforementioned trio
performs unnatural sexual acts upon small
woodland animals. Accepting such men as
good competitors" would surely set society

back hundreds of years.

As a team, the Yankees set a poor example
for our youngsters. If they don't win, they're
at each others throats, one player blaming
the man at the next locker for his own short-
comings. I don't know about you, Judy but I

wouldn't want my son or daughter going
through life accusing the neighbors of
botching a pop-fly that was his all the way.

Don't get me wrong, I'm for normalizing
relations with my enemies just as much as
the next man, but I refuse to go about the
procedure blindly, letting my forgiveness fall
where it may, so to speak. One must be
selective when absolving the people he
despises, and the New York Yankees as a
team and as an organization, are much more
deserving of 50 gallons of battery acid for
their whirlpool bath than absolution.

No, the answer clearly is not to cease ill

feeling toward the Yankees, but to continues
to detest them. If you don't hate the
Yankees, now is a good time to start. If you
do hate them, nurture that hatred; let it

blossom into plots against Graig Nettles' life.

I'll do my part, however, to make sure that
innocent people aren't injured, Judy. If some
true Red Sox fans see you near a television
set at playoff time rooting against Kansas
City, I'll come to your defense. I'll convince
them not to do to you what they had been
saving for Mr. Nenles ... by pleading insanity
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ELVIS

in eONCERT
a look

at a legend

"Elvis in Concert," a musical special
starring the legendary musical
phenomenon, Elvis, will be broadcast
Monday, Oct. 3 on CBS-TV.
The entertainment special,

highlighting Elvis' music and
mystique, was videotaped this sum-
mer at concerts at the Omaha Civic
Center in Omaha, Neb., and the
Rushmore Plaza Civic Center in Rapid
City. S.D
The program conveys the particular

excitement and electricity generated
by this master showman. Also cap-
tured are the other unique aspects of
an Elvis concert, including the
ecstatic audiences and the
simultaneous blend of precise
musical preparation and infectious
carnival atmosphere.
The disarming combination of the

supreme confidence of a superstar
with the boyish smile of the kid next
door, the Elvis mystique and his per-
forming magnetism made Elvis the
unique, never-to-be-forgotten em-
bodiment of the fantasies of millions
around the world.
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10 26

10:30

1055
10S6
11:00

MOHNING

e ARTHUR AND COMPANY

8 THINK PINK PANTHER
BAHBAPAPA

S
FILM FESTIVAL
UNCLt WALDO
SESAME STREET

SBUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER
C B BEARS
SUPER FRIENDS

IN THE NEWS
a SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
IR THE NEWS
MISTER ROGERS
SWHAT S NEW MISTER MAQOO'>

YOUNG SENTINELS
SCOOBY S LAFF-A-LYMPJCS

IN THE NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

SKATEBIROS
_ ARCHIES-SABRINA
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Battle of Billys

Pond An hour-long adventure follows the treacherous
exp»o»t» of two t>oys who attempt to stop a giant tanker
in a battle against a polluting detergent factory^ VILLA ALEGRE

IN THE NEWSa SPACE ACADEMY
S ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD ALI
CAHRASCOLENDAS

O'NT
SELE

if)

in a

I
Ia SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
I INT

1228
12:30

12:Se

1:00

2:00

j the news
Irebop
) batman - tarzan

s
thunder
kroffts supershow '77

> batman-tarzan
i hot fudge

1128 a IN THE NEWS
1130 a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT

)NEWS
Je SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM

11 56 O SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
11 Se a IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

12:00 a DANIEL FOSTER. M D Hypertension' Guest Dr
Norman M Kaplan of the University of Tenas Health
Science Center

aa WACKOaa BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWITSaa CANDLEPIN BOWUNG^ MOVIE The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold
1958 Clayton Moore. Jay Siiverheeis Lone Ranger and
Tonto go after hooded riders murdering Indians in
order to order to find a lost Indian city (2 hrs )a l*^ THE NEWS
a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN J.m tours
Holland s Keukenhof Gardens the showplace of the
Dutch bulb industry where hundreds of varieties of
tulips and other flowenng bulbs are displayedan^AT ALBERT
a9 f^ED HAND GANG
a IN THE NEWS
O WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEWO SECRETS OF ISIS

SMARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
CANDLEPtN SUPERBOWL

a CANDLEPIN CHAMPS
® CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING® GARNER TED ARMSTRONG

1:28 a IN THE NEWS
1:30 a WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser A

J unKet into Junk Bonds Guest Harry B Freenr«nJr..
Associate Managing Partner of Lord Abbott and Coa THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL The
Magnificent Si« and a Half The story of hilarious
escapades involving a group of six imaginative
children, plus the one half, a little girl named Peewee
(R)

aa NCAA FOOTBALL
9 a TRANSAMERICA OPEN TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS Live coverage of the singles and
doubles semifinals of the $125,000 1977 Transamerica
Open Tennis Crtampionships originates from the Cow
Palace in Sar Francisco

8 SOUL TRAIN
GRANDSTAND Sports news and features with host

Lee Leonard Bryant Gumbel and various NBC
aportscasters participating

« TARZAN
a BASEBALL Baltimore Oriot«s vs Boston Red

So«

S
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
MOVIE Kung Fu 1972 David Carradlne. Barry

Sullivan A Chinese-American pnest is hunted for the
murder of Chinese royalty (1 hr 30 mm )a THE RTZPATRKiKS The whole family is upset
when Mo is accused of cheating on a sctvx>l test

8 IRONSIDE
CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR WBC Light

Heavyweight Championship Fighf featuring
titiehoider Miquei Cuoiio vs Mate Pariov in a 15-round
bout The Cup Handicap, fifth running for 3-year-olds
and-up at a mile-and-one-quarter. from Belmont Park
Elmont N Y

RED SOX WRAP-UP
THIS IS THE NFL Mysteries of the Reef

'

_a ABC'S W«DE WORLD OF SPORTS Today s at»w
will feature soccer star. Pele in his final game from
Giants Stadium in East Ruthertord. New Jersey The
contest will pit the New York Cosmos, against Santos
of Brazil

® THIS WEEK IN BASEBAU
^DANIEL BOONE

5:30 a ADAM 12

8 WORLD OF SURVIVAL
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

8 00 a • EQUAL JUSTTCE UNDER LAW The Trial of
Aaron Burr The former U S Vice-President was tried
for treason in 1807 Landrriark precedents were set
involvng the extent to which fair tnal can protect the
rights of an accused and the sutipoena power of the
ludiciary with respect to the Presidencygovs NEWS

HOQAN'S HEROES
8:30 a CBS NEWS

Sa NBC NEWS
NEWS

a BLACK NEWS
@ ADAM 12

^ ABC NEWS
7:00 a AGRONSKY AND COMPANY~ WILD KINGDOM Coatr

BAXTERS
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA
ODD COUPLE
SUPERMAN
OPINION
NOVA The Genetic Chance' Recent scientific

developments have made it possible to detect defects
in unborn babies However important sthical
questions must t)e considered The hereditary
disorder of hemophilia serves as a t>asis of study— DAILY NUMBER

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
THIRD WORLD
SCHOOLS MATCH WfTS
DK;k VAN DYKE SHOW
POLKA FUNTIME

_ ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Battle of Billy s
Pond An hour-long adventure follows the treacherous
exploits of two boys who attempt to stop a giant lanker
in a t>att'e against a polluting detergent factorya ^OT FUDGE
a a THE BOB NEWHART SHOW Dr Hartley S
attempt ai providing psychological aid to men about lo
leave prison has him climbing the wallsa 9 THE BIONIC WOMAN Fembots in Las Vegas
Part II The son of a deranged scientist holds Jaime
Sommers Oscar Goldman and Dr Rudy Wells
responsible for his father s death and demands them
as ransom for the energy weapon he stole and
launched into space

M5
340

3:30

4:30

7 31

8 00

October 1 October 7, 1977

0)

e.

Canal Zone
CANAL ZONE, the newest in a series of films pro-

duced, directed and edited by Emnny-winner Frederick
Wiseman, will premiere Friday, October 7 on PBS.

Filmed in tfie ten by fifty-mile strip of Central America
which the US. has owned, operated and controlled for
more than sixty years, CANAL ZONE is the eleventh in

a9 FISH Fish Behind Bars Part I Former Del Phil
Fish IS arrested and tailed during a demonstration for
senior citizens rights

a MUSIC HALL AMERKJA Hosts Slatler Brothers
Guests Brenda Lee. Ronnie Dove. Earl Scruggs
Revue. Billy Swan "

« M 9 9 CELEBRATE! Ethnic folk dances from many
different nations are interpreted by the Mandala Folk
Ensemble

9 9 WE'VE GOT EACH OTHER Judy fires herself
from her |ob after a conflict with her boss's top model
and attempts to become a housewife, a move that
threatens her sanity and aJnvjst rums Damon s

(prem"re?"'*'
^""^ '"'^ ^*''*"^ *'''''*' *'*'

9 9 OPERATKJN PETTICOAT Dooley is a Daddy'
Tokyo Rose. Eleanor and Franklin Roosevelt
Secretary of the Navy and the Navy top brass become
involved when Dooley receives an eight-month-old
letter from his wife and now thinks she's expecting ababy "

8 58 9NEWSBREAK
» 00 a IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP La Traviata

Beverly Sills and Richard Fredericks star in this new
production of Giuseppe Verdis opera, performed by
the San Diego Opera Companya 9 THE JEFFERSONS George is seeing an ofd
Navy buddy, but is it a man or a woman'' Louise is
suspicious and George is confuseda 9 NBC SATURDAY NK3HT AT THE MOVIES The
Reivers 1969 Steve McQueen. Sharon Farrell Film
adaptation of William Faulkner's last novel set in a
small Mississippi town about a child-like man and his
young sidekick who borrow the boy s grandfather's
sfiiny yellow Winton Flyer and head out for a fling mMemphis (2hr8 )

**

a 9 STARSKY AND HUTCH I Love Ywj, Roste
Malone Starsky becomes romantically involved with
an underworld gangsters daughter and is compelled to
use the relationship to gam evidence for a Senate
investigation Guest stars Tracy Brooks Slopea MOVIE Color Me Dead 1970 T3m Tyron Carolyn
Jones A man. poisoned, spends his remaining hours
searching for his kilter (2hr8 )a MOVIE The Sorrow and the Pity' 1972 Marcel
Ophuis documentary uses interviews and footage to
meticulously portray the Nazi occupation of France
dunng the Vichy regime and its attendant anti-
Semltism (4 hrs 20 mm

)

**• • 9 THE TONY RANDALL SHOW Hans Conreld
guest stars as Judge Franklin's prodigal lather who
returns lo Philadelphia lo see his son and
grandchildren five years after Walter has stopped
speaking to him

*^*^

9:58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 9 a THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Guest Steve

Lawrence

a9 THE LOVE BOAT Three vignettes Oh Dale''
starring John Rltter. Jennifer Shaw. Marti Thomas
The Main Event starring Sherman Hemsley LaWanda
Page. A Tasteful Aflair' starring Jacyin Smith, Dennis
Cole

^^ "* fll99999NEws
« « ® ?5!S^°^'^'^^'*°^ON Save OW George'
11:30 a MOVIE The Spy Who Came in From the Cold 1965

Richard Burton Claire Bloom Story of hypocrisy and
^trayai In the world of espionage (2 hrs 30 mm )a 9 WEEKEND Host Lloyd Dobyns Court battle
coming up in Texas between ranchers and power
agencies. l2-,^ear-old Brooke Shields worlds
youngest sex symtKDl. housing for the elderlya MOVIE North by Northwest' 1959 Cary Grant EvaMane Saint Madison Avenue ad man is mistaken for a
Central Intelligence man and from then on his life is in
constaniperll (2hrs 30min )a MOVIE A Raisin In the Sun 1961 Sidney Poitier
Claudia McNeil Frustrated but indestructible black
family in Chicago are stirred into emotional flux when
the proud matriarch of household receives a JlOOOO
life insurance payment (2 hrs )

S
CELEBRITY BOWLING
MOVIE Guns at Batasi 1964 Richard Attenborough

Jack Hakwins Account of British miiiurv life in
present-day Africa

1230 ©ATHLETES
1 00 9 MOVIE Enter the Devil' 1971 Irene Kelly Josh

Bryant (1 hr 30 mm i

f. uoi

^ * IPJiP^^^^"'* °' "'^ Coral Sea 1959 Cliff^bertson. Gia Scala (1 hr 30 mm )

2:00 a MOVIE Do Not Fold Spindle or Mutilate' 1971

. ^ ^'®" ^ayes Vmce Edwards (1 hr 30min )
3:30 aSALLNKjHT
3:45 a ABC NEWS
4:00 a THIRD WORLD
4:30 a GOOD DAY

Sunday. October 2

Wiseman's series of documentaries on the operation ot
American institutions

Beginning with a trip through the Canal onboard a
Japanese freighter laden with automobiles bound for
Europe, CANAL ZONE depicts the daily life of the
American residents, a scenario played out against the
background of the treaty negotiations between the US
and Panama.

Although it departs geographically from the con-
^nental US, CANAL ZONE is in every way a logical part
of the continuing Wiseman chronicle. The Canal Zone is
like a small city. The main business of the Zone is the
proper functioning of the Canal The film shows the prin-
cipal kinds of events that are involved in the governing of
the Zone and in the operation of the Canal. fVleetings in
the Governors office, the work of the courts schools
commissaries and hospitals, the issues debated in com-
munity meetings, the technical work involved in the
operation and maintenance of the Canal, and the leisure
activities of the Zonians, are among the events shown

Recently, after thirteen years of frequently bitter
negotiation, Panamanian and US negotiators signed a
"principle of agreement" on a future Panama Canal trea-
ty. If approved by the plebiscite in Panama and by the
U.S. Senate this fall, control oi both Canal and Zone will
gradually be yielded to Panama by the year 2000.

As with his other films. CANAL ZONE is filmed in
black and white and has no narrator or commentator to in-
terpret the events filmed. Patrick Sullivan, writing in The
New Republic notes: "Wiseman constructs his films so
that we find ourselves there, with the camera We are
observers: routine situations, representative sorts of en-
counters, conversations, duties, expressions and at-
titudes come together to create their own story

'

'

^^^^i^MaMiBMaMiMMiM^HHMaMiMii^MaaiMHa^i^^H

AFTERNOON

12:00 a ® AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Manners and
Morals of High Capitalism' examines the colorful
robber baron industrial capitalists of the late 19th
century and their ideas on the making and spending of
money John Kenneth Galbratth considers how their
attitu:tps still affect our societya ''ACE THE STATEO® MEET THE PRESS
~| CQ ISSUES AND ANSWf^RS

) NFL GAME OF THE WEEf
_ MOVIE Them 1954 James Whitmore James
Arness Stale police investigate mysterious killings on
the Moiave Desert (2hrs )

12:30 a a THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast Aiith news and
features on the NFL and other sports neAS of the daya PATRIOTS 77

1:00

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

4:00

8 BRIEFING SESSKJN
NFL '77 Football news, interviews and features with

Larry Merchant, Lee Leonard Bryant Gumbol and
reports contributed by NBC sportscasters in the field9 CONVERSATIONS WITHa CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Lawyers Advise and
Represent takes a ludicious lCK?k at lawyers legal
fees, how to select the right attorne/ for your needs
and how to decide when legal advice is really needed
A segment examines prepaid legal plans and leaal
clinics

a9 THE NFL TODAY Atlanta Falcons vs New York
Giants

P ® NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New
England Patriots vs New York Jets

SI
TARZAN

^ FLINTSTONESa FIRING LINE Host WHIiam F Buckley. J r Roberts
Elegant, former Hong Kong bureau chief tor the Los
Angeles Times, and Doak Barnelt. the China expert at
the Brookings Institute, talk about developments in
Red China

9 ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Stars Barbara Rush
and Tom Troupe and producer Morton Gottlieb talk
about the current Boston production of the hit comedv
Same Time. Next Year
BULLWINKLE
a AUT0BKX5RAPHY OF A PRINCESS James

Mason stars in this semi-fictional f;lm about two
people s diverse recollections of life in royal India A
former princess now living in London pines for her
luxurious past while an Englishman recalls the poverty
of the masses and the cruelty of the upper class9 MOVIE Run Wild. Run Free 1969 John Mills. Sylvia
Syms A mute 10 year-old boy is taught by a retired
Army Colonel about nature and a white colt that runs
wild on the Dartmoor His spee :h returns when his
t>eloved colt IS in danger (2 hrs)

S
BASEBALL Baltimore Orioles vs Boston Red Sox*
MOVIE Fun in Acapuico' 1963 Elvis Presley. Ursula

Andreas Story of young man working as lifeguard and
entertainar in Mexican resort city (2 hrs )9 Q**OUP PORTRAIT Four contemporary New York
State artists are glimpsed at work in this television
collage which examines how two painters and two
sculptors live, practice their craft and perceive
themselves

9 TRANSAMERICA OPEN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Live coverage of the singles and doubles finals of the
I125.000 1977 Transamerica Open Tennis
criampionships originates from the Cow Palace in San
Francisco

9 NFL '77 Wrap-up of today's football news with Larry
Merchant. Lee Leonard and Bryant Gumbel9 DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE Guess Who s
Pregnant^ In 1977. one out of every 10 American girls
under age 19 will become pregnant This documentary
tells the story behind that shocking statistica 9 THE NFL TODAY St Louis Cardinals vs
Washington RedsKins

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS Henry Aaron'
FBI
FORMBYS ANTKHJE WORKSHOP
ADVENTURERS
ON THE REAL SIDE
THE SAINT
RED SOX WRAP UP

_ BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS David Duke
imperial wizard of the Ku Klux Klan. and Frank Collin'
national coordinator of the National Socialist Parly of
America, discuss their organisations' philosophies in
a special hour-long open foruma UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
"The Smile of the Walrus'a ON DEATH AND DYING A production of the NBC
Religious Programs Unit An in-depth interview with
Dr Elizabeth Kubler-Hoss one of the pioneers in the
field of counselling the dying (R)

IP
MOVIE The Film Flam Man' 1967 George C Scott

Michael Sarrazm A wily old con man teaches a youngAWOL soldier the art of flim-flamming (2 hrs )9 MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

6:00 a COUNTRY CORNER The centuries-old tradition of
the colorful Contra Dance, a commonplace community
activity in New England since the early settlers
brough* it to America from the British Isles, is traced
as It flourishes todaya® NEWS

8:30 a ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE Pizza and Company'a CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL® NBC NEWS
(g SUPERMAN
a 9 THE NFL TODAY A post-game program
presenting scores, highlights and sports newsa 9 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Jim tours
Holland s Keukenhol Gardens, the showplace of the
Dutch bulb industry where hundreds of varieties of
tulips and other flowering bulbs are displayeda9 60 MINUTES
a ® THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY The
Treasure of Malecumbe Two boys search for a
fortune in pirates' gold in the Florida Keys, but they
ar^ pursued by Spangler and Launette who are each
determined to have the booty for themselves9 9 HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES
•Mystery of the Hollywood Phantom' A detective s
convention in Hollywood turns into a perilous chase
when participants disappear at a film studio where
Nancy Drew is attacked by a phantom figure

eg IRONSIDE

a SHOW OF HANDS Pottery Emma Amos and Beth
Gutcheon begin this series with a show on pottery9 CELEBRATE! Ethnic folk dances from many
different nations are interpreted by the Mandala Folk
Ensemble

5:30

845

7:00

7:30

8:30

858

9:00

9:30

10:00

8:00 a 9 EVENING AT SYMPHONY The Boston
Symphony Orchestra returns tor a fourth concert
season with Music Director Seiji Ozawa conducting a
program of Bartok's Music for Strings. Percussion
and Celesta' and Vieuxtemps' Violin Concerto No 5 in
A ' Concertmasler Joseph Silverstein solos on the
violin

99 RHODA Ida Morgenslern . indomitable mother of
Rhoda and Brenda. returns Irom a year of touring the
country with her husband to discover one daughter
divorced and the other unwilling to discuss the state of
her innocence

a 9 THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Deadly
Countdown Part II Sieve sets out to find the men who
have kidnapped Melissa McGrath and forced her
father to atiort a mission

8D MOVIE The Bravados 1958 Gregory Peck. Joan
Collins A man seeks vengeance against the
murderer-rapist of his wife (? hrs )

_ 3 ALL IN THE FAMILY Archie s got more to lose
than his collateral when ho secretly puts everything on
the line and chases his GrHat American Dre<im'-
buying Kelcy s Bar
~) NEWSBREAK

) ABC NEWSBRIEF
Ja MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Six Possession Now an unrivalled success
at writing. Charles takes a country holiday with wife
Kate and their new baby However, he is increasingly
drawn lo his sister-in-law Mary Hogarth, the only
person who seems to understand him

SALL IN THE FAMILY (CONTINUED)a THE BIG EVENT Just a Little Inconvenience'
Lee Maiors. James Stacy Story of a Vietnam veteran
trying to help in the rehabilitation of his bitter,
withdrawn friend who lost an arm and a leg in combata9 THE ABC SUNDAY NK3HT MOVIE The Trial of
Lee Harvey Oswald Part II Ben Gazzara. Lome
Greene If Lee Harvey Oswald had lived to stand trial
for the assassination of President John F Kennedy,
would he have been found guilty or innocent? The
verdict IS sought by highlights of the key events in
Oswald's life (2 hrs )

_ J ALICE Flo's ex-husband makes an unexpected
appearance at Mel's to announce that after five years,
their divorce wasn't legal after all9 VISIONS Original television drama returns for a
second season with Murray Mednlcx's 'Iowa ' in which
a brief, bittersweet family reunion brings together
three generations who relive loving and painful
memories and discover something about themselves.
Warren Stevens and Bethel Leslie head the cast9 9 KOJAK Chartes Cioffi guest stars as mobster
Arnie Brace, who Kojak has been ordered to leave
alone, but he must question Brace's girttriend after
she witnesses a cop killing

® ASK THE MANAGER
\ MASSACHUSETTS
) THE DRUM
® DANIEL FOSTER, MO Kidney Failure Guest: Dr.
Floyd C Rector of the University of California School
of Medicine

199999 NEWS

.^CBSNEWS
11:30 a ARTISTS SHOWCASE An Artist in the Seventies'

by Peter Campus
a THE CBS LATE MOVIE MA S H ' Ll Col Blake
promises to cancel the transfer of a nurse if Trapper
John agrees to represent the 4077th in a boxing
tournament Koiak Unwanted Partners' Crocker must
choose t>etween his duty as a police officer and his
loyalty to a friend who is now the prime suspect in a
murder (R)

a MOVIE Fade In 1968 Burt Reynolds. Barbara
Loden Local lover, who never lost the game of love
nor learned the true meaning of emotion, falls in love
only to have his life become an Intense struggle not to
lose someone who proves to be his kind of woman. (1

hr 30min.)

a MOVIE Night Must Fall' 1937 Robert Montgomery,
Rosalind Russell Suspenseful story of girl slowly
learning identity of mysterious brutal killer terrorizing
the countryside (2 hrs lOmin.)

a THE CBS LATE MOVIE El Condor' 1970 Jim Brown.
Lee Van Cleel Two prisoners escape their chain gang
and set out to find and conquer an impregnable
fortress filled with gold in the Mexican desert. The
fortress is guarded by Mexican soldiers headed by a
general who intends to keep the gold for himself (R)® NBC LATE NK3HT MOVIE Loving You 1957 Elvis
Presley, Lizabeth Scott Small town boy is discovered
by a female press-agent and makes good with her ex-
husband's hill-biiiy band (R)(2hrs.)m WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS

9 MOVIE The Bobo 1967 Peter Sellers BritI Ekiand
An aspiring singing matador is promised a booking if

he can seduce the most desirable woman in

Barcelona
1:40 a SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

1030

11:00

11:15

y^ ^fiAw>vA-v<^
' '^^t- '^^^^n^^^m

OaytlmCeMon.-Frl

V^OHNING

700

7:25

aaCBSNEV
8® TODAY

CAPTAIN BOB
©UNDERDOG
® GOOD MORNING AMERICA
a NEWS

7:30 OGOOD MORNING AMERICA8 CBS NEWS
MR MAGOO

8 0C aO CAPTAIN KANGAROO
©ARCHIES

8 30 ©NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

(MON
, WED.)

October 1 October 7,1977

9 00 a IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
a MIXE DOUGLAS
a CONCENTRATIONa GOOD DAY
aOINAH
® PHIL DONAHUE SHOW© ROMPER ROOM
©LEAVE IT TO BEAVER9 WRITING FOR A REASON
Dimensions in Culture (TUE THUR )

9:30 aCHICOANDTHEMAN
© SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
flft FLINTSTONES

IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
NEWS
weather view

sISf'o'r'-d'a'^n'^I^'n'^^'''^^^--*"^"^'"
magazine (thur.)
kitty tod
tom i.arson show
strum'n drummers
heritage corner

PRICE IS RIGHT (EXC THUR)
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
EDGE OF NIGHT
PRICE IS RIGHT (THUR.)

_ WHEEL OF FORTUNE9m HAPPY DAYS

is. ^Ti'fc ?°'o
Yesterday' (MON ), Count Three And

A
'^ y^i.'A ^""O* Wilderness' (WED), Together

Again (THUR ). Solid Gold Cadillac' (FRI )
"«'"""i

5
a SESAME STREETa LOVE OF LIFE® KNOCKOUT
JOKER'S WILD

8 FAMILY FEUD
a CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

11:00

11:30

11:55

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

4:30

5:00

5:30

fl09NEWS
TO SaTThE LEAST
THE BETTER SEX

IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
_ SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
WOMAN '77

9 RYAN'S HOPE
CHICOANDTHEMAN
MATCH GAME
_ ALL MY CHILDREN
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS9 GONG SHOW

AS THE WORLD TURNS
_ DAYS OF OUR LIVES
iREEN ACRES
B A STORYTELLERS TOWN (FRI.)

I $20,000 PYRAMID
EVERLY HILLBILLIES

S^'ARIOUS PROGRAMMING
GUIDING LIGHT® DOCTORS

m ONE LIFE TO LIVE
WALLY GATOR
9 ALL IN THE FAMILY

9 ANOTHER WORLD (EXC. WED., FRI.) American
League Championship Playoffs (WED). National
League Championship Playoffs (FRI )® ANOTHER WORLD (EXC. WED., FRI 1 American
League Championship Playoffs (WED). National
League Championshp Playoffs (FRI )©BUGS BUNNY
9 GENERAL HOSPITAL
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
MATCH GAME
HECKLE AND JECKLE9 SESAME STREET

_ DINAH
O MIKE DOUGLAS
SBIG VALLEY

McRV GRIFFIN
©BRADY BUNCH
©SUPER HEROESm LITTLE RASCALS
©MUNSTERS
9 PETTICXDAT JUNCTIONa9 MISTER ROGERS

FAMILY FEUD
EMERGENCY ONE
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
MY THREE SONS
SESAME STREET

_ MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW

§9 NEWS
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLEPINS FOR CASH© GHOST AND MRS MUIR9 ELECTRIC COMPANY

Monday. October 3

6:55

7:00

EVENING

8:00 9899® NEWS9 HOGAN^S HEROES

S
CROSS WITS
ZOOM
ELECTRK; COMPANY

f
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
9 AS WE SEE IT The School Desegregation Missed'
from Memphis, Tenn., tells the story of an all-black
school that was not desegregated by court order
where students from a low-income area lack the same
opportunities as students in desegregated schools

8 NEWS
ONCE UPON A CLASSK: The Battle of Billy s

Pond' An hour-long adventure follows the treacherous
exploits of two boys who attempt to stop a giant tanker
in a battle against a polluting detergent factory99 CBS NEWS
9 NBC NEWS
89 ABC NEWS

NEWS
© ODD COUPLE
9 WRITING FOR A REASON

7:30 9 DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE9 S100.000 NAME THAT TUNE
a THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
©CANDID CAMERA
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
Til TATTLETALES

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
THAT S HOLLYWOOD

_ MY KINGDOM FOR LOVE: ABDICATION Historic
film clips and first-hand reports of participants provide
an intimate account of British King Edward Vlll's love
for Mrs Wallis Simpson. The Duke of Windsor's 1936
atKJication caused a constitutional crisis as well as a
family rift that nearly lasted until his death in 1972.a a ELVIS IN CONCERT A musical special starring
the late superstar The broadcast was videotaped this
summer at concerts at the Omaha Civic Center in

Rapid City. S D
a ® LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The
Handyman' In Charles Ingalls' absence. Caroline hires
a handyman to complete work on the unfinished
kitchen, but his presence is a source of gossip in town
and tension in the Ingalls home
a 9 THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS Magnificent
Moose' The usually mild mannered Moose finds
himself in the boxing ring against a bully who wants to
humiliate him in front ot his girl and the admiring
Ralphie

© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR9 AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Karl Marx - The Massive
Dissent describes the social and political context of
the limes in which Marx lived and follows the evolution
of Ins Ideas that led to the philosophy espoused in

Das Kapital

8 58 a NEWSBREAK
9 ABC NEWSBRIEF

9 00 a CHILDHOOD An Only Child' Frank O'Connor's
story IS a study of ideals and hsro worship the five-

year-old son of an e«-British Army soldier living in

Ireland must forge his own convictions when those of
his father and his schoolmates come into conflict at

the start of the 1916 Irish Rebellion.
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MONDAY

t^n? ^S^^'^^ ^'^^^ AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T.,P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T..M.DT
'•Murder in Peyton Place" Four members of the cast of thek>ng-running TV series- Ed Nelson, Dorothy Malone ChrisConnelly and Tim OConnor-star. The bodies 5 a young

Si'^'J.t''^^
1°'"^^''^ "'^^ '" P^y'°" P'^ce are discovered and

irJonn fhl^ric?!^^?
^" epidemic of suspicion and intrigueamong the residents.

WEDNESDAY

%4
9:00 PM E.D.T.,

1974 TV Compulog Services. Inc

(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES
P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.

r5!!?^ "^f"® "*T®^ ^^'®^ •-*»< Night- Susan Dey, Kevin Mc-

^ ^r^^ M P°*®^"' d^af^a o' child abuse, concerning a deep-

2Lh h^r ?? ^^l^r^
mother's serious psychiatric problem^and her attempt to take them out on her daughter.

THURSDAY

8:00 PM E.D.T.,

SUNDAY

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E D T P D T -

8:00PMC.D.T..M.D.T.
-.r.u.i.

•^The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald" Part II. Ben Gazzara Lome
Greene John Pleshette. The verdict is sought in the motion
picture that highlights key events in the life of President JohnKennedys assassin, recreating the fateful events in Dallas
and dramatizing the court proceedings that never were.

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.D.T. P.D.T. - 8:00 PM

"Just a Little Inconvenience" Lee Majors, Barbara HersheyA Vietnam veteran tries to help in the rehabilitation of his bit-
ter, withdrawn friend who lost an arm and a leg in combat A
schoolteacher's romance with the maimed veteran is com-
plicated by his lack of self-esteem

(CBS) PREVIEW MOVIE SPECIAL-
P.D.T. - 7:00 PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
"Papjllon" 1973 Steve McQueen, Dustin Hoffman. The as-tounding but authentic story of a convict, sentenced to life
imprisonment on infamous Devil's Island, who again and
again choses to live free—or not at all.

FRIDAY

i^p'M ?.°D^'.'^J'i"l."°"'"^
»^" "" ^•°'^- "'"'T'

"A Very Dangerous Love" Linda Purl, Desi Arnaz Jr. A plain
Shy. unsophisticated girl from a strict Italian family finds
herself pregnant and entangled in a vicious adoption racket

9:00 PM E.D.T.. P.D.T.
(CBS) SUSPENSE DRAMA:
8:00PMC.D.T..M.D.T.
"Escape From Bogen County" Jaclyn Smith, Mitchell Ryan
The story tells of a ruthless political czar who strips his youno
wife of her human and legal rights

f-

/
w

a S THE BETTY WHITE SHOW When John Elliot
learns the quickie divorce he and Joyce obtained in
Tijuana. Mexico, was not valid, he is put in the
humiliating position of having to beg her for another
divorce. (First of a two-part episode)a® NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Murder
in Peyton Place Ed Nelson. Dorothy Malone The
bodies of a young couple who formerly lived in Peyton
Place are discovered and the slaying triggers an
epidemic of suspicion and intrigue among the
residents. (2 hrs

a CE) ABCS MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Oakland
Flaiders vs Kansas City Chiefs from Kansas City,
Missouri

a MOVIE Lifeboat' 1944 Tallulah Bankhead. John
Hodiak Story of 8 sun/ivors of a freighter sunk by a
German U-boat. (2 hrs )a AMERICAN SHORT STORY Nine American authors
are represented in this series of short story
adaptations F Scott Fitzgerald's Bernice Bobs Her
Hair' tells of an ugly duckling girl who is transformed
into an alluring vamp In Sherwood Anderson's I'm a
Fool,' a young racetrack tout's exaggerations involve
him in a romantic idyll.

a MAUDE The liberated woman has no place in
society-at least that is what Victoria Buttertield's
father professes as Maude protests

8 NEWS
a RAFFERTY Or Rafferty plays detective for an

airline stewardess and matchmaker for a comic strip
artist and an orphan

S
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW A six-part series

showcasing works by video artists begins with The
Selected Works of William Wegman '.Wegrnan uses
video techniques to humorously explore mans
system of communications
§OAWN OF LAUREL AND HARDY
OOONEWS
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

a ALL THAT GLITTERS
a a THE CBS LATE MOVIE Lotte.s From Three
Lovers' 1973 June Allyson. Ken Berry. Three letters,
delayed for a year by a plane crash, change the lives of
three sets of lovers (R)

aa THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host: John Denver
Guests: George Burns. Dr John Lilly (scientist). Terry
Garr, Kenny Rogers~ IRONSIDE

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
_NEWS
SCREENING ROOM

_ COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights of key contests
which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Football
season.

8a TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.
NEWS

a NIGHTSHIFT
BAQUI

8:30

0:00

9:30

9:58

10:00

Tuesday. October 4

EVENING

6:00 ooea®NEws
©hoganTs

6:30

_ _S HEROES
©CROSS WITS
~ZOOM

ELECTRIC COMPANY
^ NBC NEWS
® ADAM 12

SD I LOVE LUCY
i AS WE SEE IT Freedom of Choice' examines the

innovative style and curriculum of a Portland. Ore
,

magnet school which attracts students from all over
the city In 'Alternative Learning Program '

Providence. R I., students establish and guide a
unique school in what was once a downtown twwiina
alley <

6:55 Q)NEWS
7:00 ©ZOOM

a CBS NEWS

8 NBC NEWS® ABC NEWS
®NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
a DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Scheduled guests are
actor Frank Langella and director Dennis Rosa of
Dracula.' the new production of the classic horror tale
atthe Wilbur Theatre

a DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
MUPPETS SHOW Guest: Edgar Bergen

0t25.OOO PYRAMID
®SHANANA
ffi DICK VAN DYKE SHOW® GONG SHOW
S MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
0ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOESO MAKING TELEVISION DANCE Choreographet
Tw/la Tharp explores the creative relationship
between television technology and modern dance
Performances include a rehearsal of Once More
Frank' with Mikhail Baryshnikov and the premiere of
Country Dances

'

10:30

11:00

11:30

7:30

12:00

1:00

1:35

1:45

8 DESTINATION AMERICA
® NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP

PLAYOFFS The top team in the National League West
plays host to the winner in the Eastern Division in the
irst game in this best-of-five seriesO® HAPPY DAYS My Cousin the Cheat' True to the
Fonzarelii code. Fonzi will have nothing more to do
with his cousin when the youth skips school and
cheats on an exam

PRIME CONCERN
© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
a DOCUMENTARY SHOWCASE Guess Who's
Pregnant^ In 1977. one out of every 10 American girls
under age 19 will become pregnant. This documentary
tells the story behind that shocking statistic.O a LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY The Pact' Shirley
meets a man who sweeps her off her feet, but Laverne
determines his true colors and tries to protect Shirley
from the roving eyed lothario

8 MASSACHUSETTS REACTION -

MARK RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL Live Irom the
State University of New York at Buffalo, the witty
political humorist t>egins a third season of comedy-
with-muslc specials, spoofing everything from the
Washington scene to religion

0aM.A.S.H. An irrepressible prankster from BJ's
past shows he is still in good form when his visit is
heralded by a report the Provost Marshal Is checking
lo see if B J is a medical impostor

a THREES COMPANY Strange Bedfellows' After
a w¥d party in Jack Tripper's apartment, landlord
Stanley Roper gets up on the wrong side of the wrong
bed

© MOVIE The Frogmen' 1951 Richard Widmartt. Dana
Andrews. US Navy demolition team is assigned lo
destroy a Japanese submarine base. (2 hrs )

8 GUESS WHO'S PREGNANT! Follow-Up'
THRACIAN GOLD This documentary was filmed at

the Museum of Fine Arts exhibit of ancient golden
artifacts from Thrace.

ONE DAY AT A TIME Ann's temper overheats.
Julie's feelings ignite, and it could all be too hot for
Paul to handle when he asks Julie to accompany him
out of town Part II of a four-part storya SOAP Episode Four Jessica Tate and her
sister. Mary Campbell, exchange a newsy bit of
information about Jessica's daughter. Corinne, and
Chester Tate is faced with an ultimatum.

a POISONING OF MICHIGAN In the fall of 1973. Battle
Creek. Mich., saw the mysterious poisoning of cattle
and people by the chemical PBB This report looks at
the long-range consequences and lax controls
involved in the case.
§ABC NEWSBRIEF

NEWS
O LOU GRANT Lou is shocked to find out the

attractive woman he has been trying lo meet is the
rival editor from the Today' section of the Tribune,

a FAMILY Has Anybody Seen Our Ship' On
learning that her ex-husband is planning to remarry
Nancy tries lo break up the relationship.

g MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
MARK RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL Taped Oct. 4

at »he Slate University of New York at Buffalo, the witty
political humorist begins a third season of comedy-
with-music specials spoofing everything from the
Washington scene to religion

8 DAWN OF LAUREL AND HARDY
000®CE)NEWS© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

a ALL THAT GLITTERS
aO THE CBS LATE MOVIE Kojak: Be Careful What
You Pray For' Three Puerto Ricans finance their plans
to buy a farm by stealing plumbing supplies Anatomy
of a Crime' 1969 Darren McGavin. Ted Knight David
Rose is hired to look into allegations that a woman has
found a wealthy man's kidnapped daughter. (R)O ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host: George
Carlin Guest: Norm Crosby

§
FOREVER FERNWOOD
IRONSIDE
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Death Sentence'

Cloris Leachman. Nick Nolle A juror in a murder case
discovers that the wrong man is on trial and finds her
own life threatened by the real killer - her husband (R)

a ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
a TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Death Sentence
Cloris Leachman. Nick Nolle A luror in a murder case
discovers that the wrong man is on trial and finds her
own life threatened by the real killer - her husband. (R)

S®
TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

NEWS
a MOVIE Charlie Chan at Treasure Island' 1939
Sidney Toler. Cesar Romero (1 hr 45 mm )

S'

8:30

8:56

9:00

Wednesday. October 5
.S^^'€\*s^*« -<S|^-N-^ ^*« ^.:(^''

EVENING

731
800

6:00

630

OOeO®NEWS
©HOGANS HEROES
©CROSS WITS
fflZOOM

g ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS

©ADAM 12

CQ I LOVE LUCY

a *S WE SEE IT A Chicago student returns to his
native Mexico, exploring his feelings of alienation in

'Where Do I Belong?' In Miami, high school students
film the dilemmas of a 'Cuban Dropout.

'

6:55 a NEWS
7:00 a ZOOM

CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
©ABC NEWS

® NEWS
ODD COUPLE
WRITING FOR A REASON
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
IN SEARCH OF Michael Rockefeller'

® BIG MONEY
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

S)
IN SEARCH OF
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
(25.000 PYRAMID
NOVA Bye Bye Blackbird' An assessment of the

problems caused by America's population of 500-

mlllion blackbirds examines tX)th man and nature

a GOOD TIMES Willona anxiously awaits the
decision at>out her pending motherhood from the
adoption board and thinks the odds are in her favor,

but Bookman's secret scheme may stack the deck
against her.

O SB NATIONAL LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
PLAYOFFS Game two featuring the winners of the
National League East and West Divisions The game
will be played in the ball park of the Western Division
team.

a EIGHT IS ENOUGH Double Trouble Problems
develop when Tom and Abby break up and he begins
dating Ellen Manning, a divorcee.

a ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
a MAKING TELEVISK:>N DANCE Choreographer
Twyla Tharp explores the creative relationship
between television technology and modern dance.
Performances include a rehearsal of 'Once More
Frank' with Mikhail Baryshnikov and the premiere of
Country Dances.

'

a BUSTING LOOSE Lenny is overcome with guilt

when he is attracted to VInnie's girl on a double date
and learns the feeling Is mutual.

NEWSBREAK
CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Its time to plant

bulbs as Jim visits an Amsterdam suburb to explain
why and how to select and plant bulbs for a garden
come next spring.

O THE CBS WEDNESDAY NKjHT MOVIES Mary
Jane Harper Cried Last Night' Susan Dey. Bernie
Casey Rowena Harper is a deeply troubled young
mother whose serious psychiatric problerns lead her
to take them out on her daughter in this drama about
one of the nation's most serious social problems-
child abuse. (2 hrs.)

CHARLIE'S ANGELS The Angels go undercover
as stewardesses to find out why a friend of Sabrina's
is t>eing terrorized into hijacking a plane

MOVIE Titanic' 1953 Clifton Webb. Barbara
Stanwyck. The stories of the doomed passengers of

the Titanic. (2hrs )

a GREAT PERFORMANCES The Marriage of Figaro'
Mirella Freni. Hermann Prey and Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau star in Mozart's classic opera of mistaken
identities and love affairs Dr. Karl Bohm conducts the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

O WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Strychnine in the
Soup' Two thriller addicts meet and fall in love at a
mystery play However, the girl's aristocratic mother
considers the man. an interior decorator, an unworthy
match for her daughter, prompting the suitor to take
action

9:58 CS) ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 ONEWS

a BARETTA 'It's Hard But It's Fair' Tony Baretta
goes undercover as the trainer of a burnt-out former
welterweight champion lo trap a killer,a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DAWN OF LAUREL AND HARDY
O0O®Q!)NEWS
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-O Danny is
involved in a shooting of a teenager and public opinion
runs against him See the Man Run' 1971 Robert Culp,
Angle Dickinson An actor receives a wrong number
call from a kidnapper and starts scheming for his own
profit. (R)

O a THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson.
Guests Gabriel Kaplan. Florence Henderson,
Tn3ia.>:sa Cruso (plant expert). Ann-MargretO FOREVER FERNWOOD© IRONSIDE
® STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKY AND HUTCH- Texas Longhorn Starsky and
outch have to move fast to catch a pair of killers before
an agonized widower takes the law into his own hands
MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- Song of the Succubus The
leader ol a rock group is haunted by a musical star who
committed suicide (Ri

p STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKY AND HUTCH- Texas Longhorn Starsky and
Hutch have to move fast to catch a pair of killers before
an agonized widower takes the law into his own hands
MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- Song of the Succubus The
leader of a rock group is haunted by a musical star who
committed suinde (Rl

TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.
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10:30
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1 00
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THURSDAY

PAPILLON

Papillon,' the incredible but true
story of a convict's harrowing 13-year

ordeal in the hell of Devil's Island,

from Henri 'Papillon' Charriere's
book, will be presented Thursday,
Oct. 6 on CBS-TV The special stars

Steve McQueen and Dustin Hoffman
Enroute to Devil's Island, Papillon

meets Louis Dega. an urbane and in-

famous counterfeiter. He agrees to

protect Dega in return for money to

finance his escape.
Papillon's first attempt ends in

disaster. Betrayed, he is captured

and sentenced to two years in solitary

confinement. Emerging from solitary,

he immediately tries another escape.

This time, Papillon gets as far as Col-
ombia before he is captured.

Upon his release from five years'

solitary confinement, Papillon finds

his friend Dega now a broken and
demented old man. But Papillon, his

thirst for freedom unquenchable,

makes new plans to escape—or die in

the attempt.
CONSULT OUR USTINOS FOR LAST MINUTE NET
WORK CHANGeS ANO FOA EXACT AM T1MC

9:30

0M
1000

10 30
11:00

11:30

® MOVIE EneiTiy Below 1957 Robert Milchum, Curt

Jufgens ADsort>ing WW II drama as enemy
submarines try to outmaneuver each other (2 hrs )

m O) CARTER COUNTRY Trouble in the Mayor s

Office' Chief Roy faces trouble when he walKs Into an
unexp>ected confrontation in the mayor's office

m ABC NEWSBHIEF
Anewsa Q) R^OO FOXX Guests: Rodney Oangerfield. OC.
Smith. Jackie Gayie

S MASTERPIECE THEATRE 'Dickens of London'
Episode Si> Possession Now an unrivalled success
at writing. Charles lakes a country rH>liday with wife
Kate and tf>eir new baby However, he is increasingly
drawn to his sisterin law Mary Hogarth, the only
person v/ho seems to understand him.

MACNEIL-LFHRER REPORT
DAWN OF LAUREL AND HARDY

7:31

9:00

)ANC
tlBiBNEWS
GRIFFITH SHOW40Y

( ALL THAT GLITTERS

t

Tt)ursday. October 6

EVENING
6:30 O ELECTRIC COMPANY

NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE IT The Football League That Died' tells

the story oi a predominantly black foottvall team in

Harnsburg Pa that was placed on probation
following an after-game tight and not allowed to play
other schools in the league

8:96 QNEWS
7:00 a ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

a CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
O ABC NEWS

®NEWS
ffl ODD COUPLEm DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:30 O ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin
Hcod, a i2-part adventure, opens the series' second
season Left m the care of the king s forester by his
tilled Crusader father, young marksman Robin learns
his true and noble identity and journeys to the royal
court to regain his estate

8 DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE

O HOUSE CALL Diabetes

a GCNG SHOW
ffi HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

8
THAT GIRL
MACNEIL-LEHREH REPORT
DOU6LEPLAY

8:30

8:58

9:00

O EVENING AT SYMPHONY The Boston Symphony
Orchestra returns lor a fourth concert season with
Music Director Seiii Ozawa conducting a program of

Sartok's Music for Strings. Percussion and Celesta'
and Vieuxtemps Violin Concerto No 5 in A '

Concertmasler Joseph Siiverstein solos on the violin

Oa PREVIEW MOVIE SPECIAL Papillon 1973 Steve
McQueen. Dustin Hoffman The astounding but
authentic story ol a convict, sentenced to life in prison
on the infamous Devil's Island. wf>o again and again
chooses to live free - or not at all (3 hrs )

a S AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
PLAYOFFS Tonighl's contest features the winners of

the American League Easi playing host to the winners
o( the Western Division

a CB WELCOME BACK, KOTTER Just Testing Mr
Kotter nas his tiands full when he must decide to

either help Jjlie with the housework and babies or
help Barbarino with a make-up lest

m ROBERT YOUfW, FAMILY DOCTOR
S NOVA Bye Bye Blackbird An assessment of the
problems caused by Americas population of 500-.

million biackbi'dSRxamin ; both man and nature

a a WHAT'S HAPPEN IG! Trial and Error Rai is

afraio to tell the grocery market owner that a new
delivery bicycle he's bough for Rai has been smashed
by a c?r Instead he takes the driver to court - and
loses

NEWSBREAK
a DROUGHT Tr>e severe drought affecting the

western halt of tne United Slates is examined with the
focus on Colorado. Idaho California and Washington
Water policy makers in a panel discussion include
Assistant Secretary ot tne Inter,or Guy Martin. Govs
John Evans ol Idaho and Scolt Matheson of Utah

a REVIEW MOVIE SPECIAL Papillon (Continued)

a CE) BARNEY MILLER Corporation Captain Miller

and the det«5ctives of the 12th Precinct track down a
corporate vandal who bills himself as the Hawk

a ''XE CBS LATE MOVIE Dirty Dingus Magee 1970
Frank Sinatra. George Kennedy Dingus Magee, a
s'ippery badman who keeps slipping through the
fingers of the law. finds himself with a strongbox full of
valuables that he is unable to open. (R)

P ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson
uests Jane Tonda. Bob Uecker.
FOREVER FERNWOOD
THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH' Lt Col Blake

premises to cancel the transfer of a nurse if Trapper
John agrees to represent the 4077th in a boxing
tournament 'Ko|aK Unwanted Partners' Crocker must
choose between ms duty as a police officer and his
loyalty to a friend who is now the prime suspect in a
murder (R;

©IRONSIDE
® POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
POLICE STORY- Glamour Boy' Police Officers
Calabrese and Jamison have a hard time keeping up
with Al2n Richardson, a con man-escape artist with a
lot ol class THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-The World
Series of Trivia Host: Richard Dawson Guests:
Buster Crabbe. The Shirelles (H)

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

POL'CE STOPY-Giamour .Boy Police Officers
Calabrese and Jamison have a hard time keeping up
with Alan Richardson, a con man-escape artist with a
lot of class THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-The World
Series of Tnvia' Host: Richard Dawson. Guests:
Buster Crabbe The Shirelles (R)

1.00 OTO TOMORROW Host Ton Snyder

Friday. October 7

EVENING

©NEWS
TaKTS HEROES

CROSS WITS
ZOOM

Q ELECTRIC COMPANY
® NBC NEWS
^ ADAM 12

ffi I LOVE LUCY
a AS WE SEE IT Rights and Responsibilities' from
Hickory, N C . recounts the struggle at Hickory High to
set up a system ol school government fair to students.
faculty ai^d administrators alike

NEWS
SAY BROTHER
a CBS NEWS

§NBC NEWS
CE ABC NEWS
NEWS

© ODD COUPLE
IS PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY
Geraniums' Nancy shows how to mix paints for the
exact shade 'equired and how to use color contrasts
to advantage

a DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE

8:30

8:58

900

800

830

8:56
700

7:30

October 1 October 7,1977

MATCH GAME
SHANANA
$100 000 NAME THAT TUNE
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
MUPPETSSHOW
MACNHIL-LEHRER REPORT
MATCH GAME
a WASHING TON WEEK IN REVIEW
a NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN A

series of strange occurences in the mysterious
Bermuda Triangle area threaten a planned nuclear
testing station, and Wonder Woman is pitted against
bn unscrupulous weapons dealer who seeks to control
the area

a S AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
PLAYOFFS The winners in the American League West
are host to the American League East titlist,

a ® DONNY AND MARIE Guests Robert Young,
Neil Sedaka Miss Ameiica Susan Perkins.

a ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
a a WALL STREET WEEK Host: Louis Rukeyser.
^e Man from Dreyfus Guest: Monte J. Gordon,
director ol research for the Dreyfus Corp,

a NEWSBREAK
ABC NEWSBRIEF
MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'

pisode Six 'Possession' Now an unrivalled success
at writing, Charles takes a country holiday with wile

Kate and their new t>aby However, he is Increasingly
drawn to his sister-in-law Mary Hogarth, the only
person who seems to understand him

a O SUSPENSE DRAMA Escape From Bogen
County' Jaclyn Smith. Michael Parks The story of a
ruthless political czar who strips his young wife ot her
human and legal rights (?hrs.)

a CD 1XE ABC FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE Black Market
Baby' Linda Purl. Desi Arnaz. Jr A young college girl

becomes pregnant, and she and the lather-to-be are

caught in the middle of a desperate struggle with a

black market adoption ring out to take their baby
© MOVIE The Long Ships' 1964 Richard Widmark.
Sidney Poitier Adventures of a Viking searching lor

the Golden Bell of St James (2 hrs 30 mm.)

8 MASSACHUSETTS
BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS A unique comic talent

returns to television in ten programs culled from his

network series The premiere potpourri includes the

classic 'girl in the tub' blackouts, a visit with Percy
Dovetonsils. the Poet Laureate of the United States.'

and the US space program as seen through the eyes
ot two monkeys

NEWS
OELLA REESE AND WOODY HERMAN IN

CONCERT With the Young Thundering Herd, lazz

greats Delia Reese and Woody Herman team up for a

concert that includes 'Ease on Down the Road.' 'Love
Will Keep Us Together' and Summertime.

'

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DAWN OF LAUREL AND HARDY
000®Q)NEWS
ALL THAT GlTTTERS

_ MOVIE The Love Machine' 1971 John Phillip Law.
Dyan Cannon Life and times of Robin Stone, a

ruthless man at the top in show business who uses
others for self-gam (2 hrs 30min.)

a ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
Guests: Phyllis Newman. Dorothy Fuldhelm
(journalist). Charlie Callas

§
FOREVER FERNWOOD
SECOND OTY TV
MOVIE The Voice ol Terror 1942 Basil Rathbone.

Nigel Bruce Holmes tries to stop saboteurs who
threaten by radio (1 hr 30min )

CO) BARETTA 'Nothin' for Nofhin" Baretta locks horns
with a tough nine-year-old street kid who is

outsmarting cops and crooks alike lo help feed his

family, which is being deprived Dy his mother's
compulsive gambling (R|

a MOVIE Caper of the Golden Bulls' 1967 Stephen
Boyd. YvetleMimieux (2 hrs)

a BARETTA Nothin' lor Nothin ' Baretta locks horns
with a tough nine-year-old street kid who is

Outsmarting cops and crooks alike to help feed his

(amilv which is being deprived by his mother's
compulsive gambling iR)

® THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
NEWS
MOVIE Captain China' 1949 John Payne. Lon

haney. Jr. (2 hrs.)

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:0C

12:30

We're open '*iii mMmlght tonigh
nniHERST nuDio

SYSTEMS ON SALE
SUPIRSCOPI
by *

Model SMS 500 compact receiver featuring

BSR turntable

highly efficient Two Way Marantz built speaker system.

SUPlKSCOPf

by -

LE $171

Sony STR 5800 SD Receiver with built in FM Dolby
Allison IV Loudspeakers
Thorens TD 125 MK II w Audio Technica AT20 Cartridge(demo)
Retail value $1250 SALS $900

Marantz
Model SMS 540 compact receiver

BSR turntable

Cassette deck built in

Powerful speaker system! 10 in woofer, 4'/? in

Pioneer SX 450 Receiver
Garrard GT 10 Belt Drive Turntable complete
Burhoe Crimson Loudspeakers
Retail value $578

Marantz 2216 Receiver (current model)
Thorens TD165C Manual Turntable

Advance V Loudspeakers (in natural walnut)

Empire 4000D1 Cartridge

Retai; value $753

Pioneer SX 550 Receiver

Marantz 6150 Direct Drive Turntable

Burhoe Brnen Loudspeakers
Shure M75E.' Cartridge

Retail value $750

Extra Specials

SALi $239
mid range, 3 in tweeter)

SALE $338

SALE $459

Superscope 302A Dolby Cassette $99 95
Superscope ED310 Front loading Dolby CAssette Deck $122
Teac A 170 Doltiy Cassette $136
Dual 1237 Turntable complete $99
Marantz 6150 Direct Drive Turntable complete w/ Base, Dust Cover, and
Grade Cartridge $139
Bic 920 Turntable $57 complete
Pioneer SX 450 Receiver $136
Kenwood 4070 Receiver $229
Marantz 2500 (world's most powerful receiver 250 plus watts per channel)

Burhoe Model Crimson Loudspeakers 109 pr

Soinv quantities limited, rainchecks available on some items, not on
others

SALE $449

[Open til 9, Sat. til 5 We service everything we sel

nmHERST nuDio
8iii>lvi» 1*

i586-2552

in our own service department

259 Triangle St., Amherst 549-2610
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rmButterfield

seeking status

as union council
By ANDREA A TKINS
Collegian Staff

Residents of Butterfield dormitory expect
to file for status as a dorm council this week,
the first group to seek official recognition as
what unionization organizers call the
"building blocks" of a student union.

Butterfield representatives are busy
gathering the 50 per cent plus one signatures
needed to form a house council, according to
Susan Hoffman, resident of Butterfield and
member of the Student Organizing Project
(SOP).

Residents of Butterfield voted to form a
dorm council at a house meeting last

Monday. Their petition wilt be presented for
approval of the Undergraduate Student
Senate.

There is "clearly a consensus" in favor of
the council, Hoffman said, and there should
be no trouble in obtaining the necessary
signatures.

Decentralized student councils "will be the
building blocks of the Student Union,"
according to Student Empowerment, a
booklet written by student union advocates.

"Councils will have, among other powers,
the ability to formulate and ratify union plat-
forms, guidelines, and contracts," the
booklet states.

Students at Butterfield are hopeful their
example will provide the impetus for other
dorms to form councils. Ultinnatety, But-
terfield would "hook up with these dorms for
more power," Hoffman said.

Hoffman said the dorm, under the council
set up, would have a spokesperson who
would "relate to the Central Area govern-

ffk Story on Pwgtf t
^^^, «.; how Yoti mn mm0-

i«i«9^V wW WMl isoiwQet, out opt to 8w
(mWlWm mm 0* yOUT OnCWBO.

Who's Who In the Faoiity Sorwte:
Hed> Brody sheds tight on WHtiam Price,

a comnruinica^ns studies (Mrofesscr and
watt (tescribed "master of cerenrKmies" at

Faculty Senate nwetings. See Page 3.

The Soviet Union nrwiy soon launch
another manned spaceflight. Pg. 4.

Two Bulgarian trawtms were seized by
AroOT^tina. Pg. 4.

A hiiacked Japanese jet is bdng ^own
from Bangladesh to the Mid-East. Pg. 4.

Weather

Cloudy and cold, tf you plan on goir^

outsida, don't Thte is Yeti weather.

ment and to the campus government."
Members of the house would hold weekly
meetings where everyone would be welcome
and issues would be discussed in an "open
forum." This procedure would assure that
"no one person would make decisions for

everyone else," Hoffman said.

The first issue the union would take up
would be the installation of room phones in

Butterfield. The council will function where
area governments cannot. Hoffman
said, "Area governments allocate money.
There is no way to change things which
directly affect the students." They will also
discuss other residential issues such as
mandatory dorm requirements and main-
tenance.
The decision for a Butterfield dorm council

was derived from long discussions held this

summer by SOP members and the Siudent
senate. According to Hoffman, "SOP
surveyed dorms and departments to see
which were ripe for organizing." Butterfield
has a history of active residents and house
meetings making it "ripe" for such an
organization.

Hoffman said the new dorm council would
be able to "draw on the resources available"
to them: SCER can help do research and
SOP can help organize.
At last Monday's meeting, many questions

were raised about technical practices and
tactics, but there was no disagreement on
the formation of the council according to
Hoffman. Three exchange students ex-
plained the unionized system in Europe's
universities which function well enough to
haridle most of the students' problen^.
"They encouraged us." Hoffman said.

•^t^. ' '•i.-'
'^

Saturday's soccer game brought many fans to Boyden fiald, but none war*
more enthusiastic than thssa two potential players as they created their own
game style. (Staff photo by Dale Qrlawold)

Slavic power? 'Da, comrade

r

By NIEL MOELLER
Coihgian Staff

At a time wtwn nationat upswing in

"ethnic pride" is as evident as the nearest
'Polish Power" T-shirt, enrollment In UMass
Slavic Studies department courses has
reached an all-time high, accordir>g to
department head Robert A. Rothstein.

In addition to enroHir>g 337 students this

fall, the departnr>ent boasts of high marks
gh/en its graduate program by a review

committee in a report issued earlier this year.

The MA degree program was called com-
parable to "the better Ph.D. programs in the

field," by the committee.

Yet the department seemed in danger of

t}eing eliminated last spring as part of a five-

year plan, now being re-evaluated, proposed
by Provost Paul Puryear.

That plan called for elimination of Slavic

Studies, along with Asian Studies, as early as

1978.

Ironically, according to Rothstein,
demonstrations protesting the plan may have
been at least partly responsible for the up-
surge in enrollments, as well as for spurring
interest in the department's plight among
Polish-Americans around the state.

"We received support from the Polish-
American community, including petitions
from 99 different communities with 3,500
signatures, in response to material sent out
by the students in the Slavic support
committee," said Rothstein. The committee
also made calls to legislators and sent letters

protesting Puryear's proposal to members of
the Board of Trustees.

In the legislature, Rep. Kenneth Lemanski
(D-Chicopee) filed a resolution passed in

August calling for a center for Polish and
Slavic studies on the UMass-Amherst
campus to carry on cultural activities, show

films, prepare material on Polish culture for
schools, and train teachers.

"In the long rur», if we can demonstrate a
need and interest, perhaps with foundation
money, perhaps a pem^nent center win be
buih." said Rothstein.
"We have expanded on contacts with

Polish-Americans." said Rothstein. 'One of
our graduates is teaching PoMah at Palmer
High School this fall and he has a hundred
students."

In addition, through the Outreach
Program, funds will be provided for lectures
on Slavic culture, including one Monday

evsnhig on PoS^-American culture, said
Rothstein.

Nmo, under a program soon to be ar»-

nounced, the departnr>ent wM provida a
pedodicai Iterature transistion aarvioa. fior

UMass teculty members, to be calad the
Slavic Translation Bureau and coordtatlad
by departnrwnt nwmber Edvward StawiacM,
said Rothstein.

So, for the present, with enroNn>ent high
and its programs receivirvg support from
across the stats, nr>embers of the Slavic
Studies faculty can bid their students, "Do
Widzenial" knowing they will, irKleed.

again".

Kent gym opposition head

to speak here tomon'ow
By DAVE OLMOS
Collegian Staff

Alan Canfora, a leader of the May 4th
Coalition opposing the building of the Kent
State gym, will speak tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in room 165-69 of the Campus Center as the
start of the Revolutionary Student Brigade's
(RSB) east coast campuses speaking tour.

Canfora was at Kent State during the May
4, 1970 shootings of four students and was
shot through the wrist during the incident.
He will give an account of what happened at
Kent State during the recent demonstrations
and will discuss the progress the coalition
has made in stopping the gym construction.

Another speaker will be Ed Whitfield, a
black student leader involved in a 1969 take-
over of the Cornell University administration
building in order to demand organization of a
black studies department at Cornell.
The third speaker, Cliff Cornfield, a

national member of the RSB, will speek
about the goals of the organization arnJ the
formation of a nationwide revolutionary
youth organization.

The east coast tour is part of a larger
nationwide speaking tour to build support for
the RSB national convention to be held at
Kent State on Oct. 22-24. It is also intended
to "bring attention to the questions of
summing up the movements of the 60's and
making people conscious of some of the
struggles and problems of today," according
to Charlie Baglie of the UMass office of the
RSB.

The three speakers will be followed by a
slide show of the Wall Street demonstration
for jobs for youths and a question and an-
swer period.

The RSB office located in room 413A of
the Student Unron will provide any additional
information about the speakers or any other
question concerning the RSB.
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'a life of pol

State Senator, John W. Giver walks
through the UMas. campus where heonce taught chemistry. Qiver says that
his family and the world of politics takeup most of his time now. (Staff photo bySteve Lesser) ^

OHAG f

budget

postponed
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Voting on the Orchard Hill Area Govern-
ment (OHAG) budget was postponed last
night in order that a new Finance Committee
be set up to provide recommendations on
the budget proposals.

In submitting his recommendation for an
$1 1 ,000 budget, OHAG Treasurer Jeff Cohen
told the representatives budget proposals
totaling $16,618 had been to the Finance
Committee, which consisted of only three
people
Cohen said he felt the recommendations of

such a comminee would not be useful to the
representatives and was submitting his
proposal in order for OHAG "to have
something to work with". A motion by
Cohen for OHAG to become a Finance
Committee as a body of the whole" was
defeated.

Cohen was asked by Bill Coffee of
Grayson house for his rationale m pairing
down the proposals, which he gave. After
further debate, Cohen withdrew the motion
Approved was a proposal by David Markman
that OHAG advertise for new Finance
Committee members, in accordance with
affirmative action guidelines
Cohen asked that anyone wishing to be on

the committee contact him.
Earlier in the meeting a motion was ap-

proved to allocate $50 to Grayson House
Council for equipment for a coffee house on
Oct. 10.

By STEPHEN TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

Commenting on his political career is State Senator John W

T.f,s Universiw. and anended M,T. acquiring ^'0. InZH^;^.

„™ .°'®^i'l°..'''
^""^ energetic man. Olver states, "the political lifa i.

?sZ^Sl '^"'F^ ""^ '°^- ^^'^ '"^'^^'^ <" success of a DO i idan

back imo or.°' S°'°*
'" ""'"='' '°"' ^ons'^uents wil? voW voC

dS £-r;°-
-^^^^^^^

dei^eloping legislation, constituency services and r^n?,^ ^.'

and'°o7LShl?'"^ ' ^^"^^ ^"^ ^--« ^- ^^« impta'T'iL^e"

Olver is very much in favor of an ethics code. "Of course I am infavor of adopting an ethics code for the senate but the?ea^ JZT.
""T. l&'°''" '"" ''!"' ^°"«V ^"^ h'de the"; incorne ''

'"''"'

and RnrSn^M " example the account of ex^senators Joseph DiCarloand Ronald MacKenzie, who were found guilty by the^ate senmp

9teT:Z^;'^:T!l'^^^^ "S°-« peoj;wh?hLTi^n'
thiir K

power, allow that power to corrupt them becausp nf

ropar,neruS,?rnV:i;^ic=afwr''
-°'"' -° -^-^ '- °'

?eHifEv"~-"-'-»^^^^^^^^^
Hm«eve^ he d,d strongly emphasize that "the vast mlJTri'v of our

fam
t'hf b^t^ihey ca'n

'°'"' ""' """""''
'" ^^'"8 *»i' constituents

vA/inH J^h"
^?''°' °^ establishing alternative energy sources such as

:^'ir-«o&rp°asK^^^^^^^^

^r,0 ra^^r^r an^d'=du"al ^h I"",' ^t~abortiori where the woman is a victim of rape or inc^s " He Liso
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seJ^edTntlMqfs.'" 'h^
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'il^""^
°^ Representatives m 1969 and

Sed to off ce in T^tT ^^ '^^" ^'" ^°' ''^'^ ^«"«^°^ ^^^ was

energy, state administrator of transportation, and vic'e chairman oJ

..ta^Hinn"®^ '"J^® ^r^""'^
^°' ^" educator tumed politician? Olvers anding up and smiling admitted a keen interest in archaeoloav "

TaS^r 'k'"L''
°^ ^^""^^ ^"^"•'^9 archaeoogists in farawaylands, but. who knows, who knows?" ^
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Sy/van elections set for tomortow
By JANIS EINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Newly-elected President Linne Donaldsonannounced at last night's Sylvan AreaGovernment meeting that elections for areagovernment representatives will be held
tomorrow. The deadline to sign up is r^ti-mght tonight. Three representatives from

Wint"eTec?e°d"
'"' ^"° ^"" ^^^^ ^°-

Donaldson was elected president of thebylvan Area Government Sept. 21 when she
defeated Peter Vicker with 140 votes to 57Donaldson said "My first goal this year is to

try to establish communications between
area programs, the area office, and area
government ' She also expressed a desire to
see a broader base of participation in the
area

Also elected Sept. 21 was Joel Jordan as
vice president and Jim O'Connell as

treasurer. They each ran unopposed andeach received 142 votes.
'"PP°sea and

There are positions available for editor ofthe Parchment, director of SYL TV and
director of the Craft Shop. Hinng com

tCrosiZr^^"^^^
'-^ "*9^^ ^- -ch of

Five-College Exchange
a 'moving' experience
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Wild Tech
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By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Whether it's the mini metropolis of UMass
the traditional ivy-covered halls of Amherst
College, the modern architecture of Hamp-
shire College or the other unique attributes of

^ouiH^K ^°"^9ef' ^he one of your choice
could be yours for a semester

The Five-College Residential Exchange

M^^^'^"'.^"'®^
sophomores and juniors from

UMass, Amherst, Hampshire, Smith and Mt
Holyoke colleges the opportunity to attend
another of these five schools for one
semester without transferring. Requirements
for the program are that the student be livingon campus at ms-ner scnooi and be in goodacademic standing.

^

According to Monique Chireau asophomore at Mt. Holyoke and 'theprogram s coordinator, this option has been
available since 1973. "Generally," she said
there has been a decrease in the par-

ticipation of the program from a Jack of
publicity.

On the average, there have been about 30

participants per semester; the majority of thestudents come from UMass and go toAmherst. Said Chireau, "There is nodelineation according to major ... studentsusually do not switch for reason of course?

n^o";°f'V°: ' ^'^"9« '" lifestyle Ye°manypeople feel that the program would be? bighassle, but It snot ... I'd really like to g«more people involved." ^

In order to be accepted to a school for a

stuTn?;' ^".ft^"'^ ^^ ^" ^^^«' amoun° o1students switching schools so that an equalarnount of space is available. One must pay

att^nHi;?K \°' '^^ ^^"^^''^^ °^ »he school

rnct f .k""^
°"'^ ^^' ^° P^V about half the

canno"^ if h°°"'
^""^ ''°^''^- ^ Student

awTv Uh h"^
"""'^ '^'" ^^° semestersaway, and has to re-apply to the programeach sernester. If one drops out of theprogram for any reason during the semester

schoor''°"
"""""^ ^°"''"9 ^^ *^^'' °^"

rall°'M
°'® information about the programcall Monique Chireau. The aonliriinn '

deadline is Oct. 12.
application

Fac-Sen overseer low-Price-d
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

At any Faculty Senate meeting in the oast
year, a familiar sight has been a large man
seated at the front of the meeting room,
overlooking the assembled senators. What is

not as familiar to the casual visitor is the
identity and function of this overseer.
"As presiding officer of the Faculty

Senate, my function is to recognize people,
to maintain order- simply, to keep the
meeting going," explains William Price, 46-
year-old assistant professor of com-
munications studies.

Price characterizes his role as "more or
less the master of ceremonies." The sub-
stantive duties of the office include deter-
mining the agenda for the meetings and
serving as a member of the senate's Rules
Committee.
The job offers no extra pay, "just a little

extra tension," allows Price. He attributes his
election to a knowledge of parliamentary
procedure, a subject he has taught.

"I didn't really want the job that much, but
when they came to me and asked me to do it,

I said yes, just to be helpful. I believe in doing
my bit."

Price claimed not to be disturbed by the
behavior of the senators at this semester's
first meeting: newspaper reading was
widespread, and senators walking out at
mid-meeting was commonplace.

"That's typical of any meeting of a
legislative body, be it the UMass Faculty
Senate or the United States Congress."
Pnce acknowledged the tedium of that
particular session adding, "The next meeting
will probably be as dull."

Brightening a bit as he inspected the more
distant future, the presiding officer predicted
"Things will heat up eventually - it generally
takes a while for things to get started."
A question bound to occur to a visitor of a

Faculty Senate meeting is, "What is the
purpose of this thing?" Price thinks the body
is important in "providing a faculty voice to
the governance of the University".
Specifically, the senate has primary
responsibility for the academic curriculum; it

reviews, through committee, proposals for all

new courses, programs and majors.
The senate has limitations. It is merely an

advisory body, the administration doesn't

Women's
Choir

in tempo
By JILL METLITZ
Collegia!, Staff

In an era characterized by Barbara
Walters, co-ed dorms, and the Equal Rights
Amendment, one might consider the
existence of a women's choir passe'. Not so,

according to Prof. Wayne Abercrombie,
conductor of the UMass Women's Choir.

A theory behind a women's choir, em-
phasized by Abercrombie, is that it allows the
members to perform music expressly
composed for female voices. He also oointed
out the stereotype identifying men as "non-
artistic, insensitive, and unaesthetic" has
only begun to shed.

At the present time, the number of women
desiring to perform in a choir is substantially

larger than the number of men. A women's
choir enables each individual to have the

opportunity to perform.
Kyle Hoffman, a member of the choir, said,

"I'd go crazy if I couldn't sing." This is

remedied by the fact that the choir, offered

as a one-credit course, is available to both
music majors and non-music majors. Its

small size of only 25 to 40 women is an
advantage allowing more personal attention

and the chance to perform more challenging
music.

Abercrombie was hesitant to label the type
of music the ensemble performs. He
narrowed it down, however, to every type of

music excluding top forty and show music.
He presents a large repertoire of music,
including contemporary pieces finished as
recently as two weeks before a performance.
Music written by a former UMass student
Karen Tarlon, was performed last semester
and will again be performed this spring.

The choir will perform Oct. 15 in Bowker
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. in the Women's
Choir Festival. The choir will be joining the
Smith College Glee Club, Mount Holyoke's
Coro, and the Concord Community Choir.

Each will perform for approximately 15
minutes and then join together for a final

number. The choir will also perform with the
University Chorus in December and May and
at other functions by invitation.

have to follow the senate's recom-
mendations.

There is, however, the surging new
development of a faculty union, an
organization that may "bargain the Faculty
Senate right out of existence," Price said.
"This is going to be a significant year for the
Faculty Senate, because the whole
relationship of what it does might be very
changed by the time the union finishes its
contract."

It's possible the new contract will call for

the abolition of the Faculty Senate. Price
expressed some concern about this
possibility. He would like to have the
governance system "remain pretty much the
same." This does net indicate an anti-union
sentiment, thjpugh. "Collective bargaining is

important, especially since the Faculty
Senate is strictly advisory to the ad-
ministration," he said.

Asked how good a job the UMass ad-
ministration is doing. Price laughed. "I think
it has problems. The biggest problem right

now IS that there's nobody up there (An
allusion to Pres. Robert C. Wood's
resignation.) We're fortunate here on the
Amherst campus to have Chancellor
Bromery to provide some continuity."
Bromery, said Price, is doing a good job, "as
well as can be expected."

Price defended the Faculty Senate's
censure of Provost Paul L. Puryear last
spring. Puryear, he said, had taken action
without the required consultation with the
senate.

Tom Waits performed Friday night, Sept. 30, in the Fine Arts Center Auditorium. His drunken mannerisms and bum-hke
image attracted many fans and curiosity seekers as well. Waits' raspy voice turned off some of the spectators, but the majority
of the audience felt their time was well spent on his lengthy performance. (Staff photo by Janie Portnoy)

Internships Office will do a 'job' on you
By MARY GRANDPRE
Collegian Staff

«

Has the prospect of starting "cold turkey" in the job market after

graduation ever bothered you? There is a way to get practical ex-
perience while still earning graduation credit. The Office of In-

ternships at UMass gives students an opportunity to work in their

fields full- or part-time and receive academic credit.

An internship is "the only time an undergrad can set up their

entire semester of study," says Ellen Wolf, a program coordinator at

the office located in 408 Goodell. The program is interdisciplinary,

she said, and there are opportunities for internships in any major on
campus.

Students don't have to rely on the office to find an internship for

them, Wolf said. "It's all self-initiative on the part of the student,"
she said. Students may solicit the organization of their choice and
arrange an internship with the office.

Some students who participated in internships this summer of-

fered their experiences and compnents about the program.
Steve Speidel, a senior majoring irt landscape architecture, said he

feels internships should be a mandatory part of a college education.
"It's easy to sit around in class and theorize," he said.

He did an internship this summer with a andscaping firm in

Seattle, Washington. Part of a 10-person staff, Speidel did plant
counts, calculations for planting grass and seeds, and worked in

parks.

Also doing an internship during the summer was Roger Luoff, a

junior political science major. He worked for Common Cause, a

citizens' lobby group which deals with reforming procedures in

government. He coordinated the California Common Cause while
working in Washington, D.C. and also coordinated lobby efforts to

pass government-funding of elections and monitored senate sub-
committee hearings.

Alexander Daugherty worked for the Manhattan Legal Services in

East Harlem as a paralegal. A senior legal studies major, he was an
advocate for the litigation for poverty rights and interviewed many
Spanish and black residents who were below poverty level.

Uaugherty wrote letters to judges, clients and attorneys, inspected
tenants' housing conditions, and represented clients in court cases,
under an attorney.

An internship, he says, "offers the intern opportunities for work in

the future, even if you don't want to do that kind of work."

The Office of Internships will hold recruitment meetings for spring
semester internships this Wednesday and Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center

.
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156 hijacked in

Japanese jet

"^1^,

DACCA, Bangladesh [AP] - A Japanese
jetliner commanded by five heavily armed
hijackers and carrying at least 30 hostages,
including three Americans, took off and
headed toward the Middle East yesterday
night after a terror-filled 5'/^ day siege at

Dacca airport.

The hijackers, members of the ultra-leftist

Japanese Red Army, did not disclose their

destination. But Hajime Ishii, chief of a

Japanese diplomatic team sent to Dacca,
was quoted as saying he had "reached
agreement with a certain country in the
Middle East for a landing of the hijacked
plane."

The plane took off after the terrorists freed
more than 100 hostages and after hours of

delay caused by hard tropical rains and a

bloody but short-lived coup attempt by
Bangladesh army rebels.

Along with the hijackers and the captives,

the DC^ also carried a $16 million ransom
and six "comrades" of the hijackers released
from Japanese prisons in response to the
terrorists' demands.

A Japan Air Lines official in New York said

the JAL DCS carried fuel for 12 hours' flight,

giving it a range of more than 5,000 miles,

enough to reach either Libya or Yemen,
countries where Red Army guerrillas have
found refuge in the past.

In Tokyo, a JAL spokesman said the
hijackers told the pilot to head for Kuwait,
but it was not known if the plane would land

there. Kuwaiti authorities said it would not be
allowed to land there.

One Japanese woman among the freed

hostages told reporters in broken English the
experience was "terrifying and in-

credible". But she said the hijackers did not
injure any of the passengers.

"Very bad time," she said.

"Very, very bad time but we very lucky
too."

Airport sources said the jet left 45 minutes
before a government- imposed curfew was
to take effect in Bangladesh at 10 p.m. loc^l

time noon EDT.
Bangladesh officials cleared the plane for

takeoff despite a last- minute telephone
appeal from Japanese Prime Minister Takeo
Fukuda, who asked that it be kept on the
ground until all the passengers were freed.

Officials in the airport control tower,

headquarters for government negotiators

involved in the tense radio communications
with the hijackers, said there were 30
hostages — 24 passengers and six crew
members — aboard when the plane left

Dacca.
Airline officials in Tokyo gave a conflicting

account, saying there were at least 29

passengers and between seven and nine
crew members aboard.

Bangladesh officials said those still aboard
included three Americans, 17 Japanese, two
Australians, one Indonesian and one New
Zealander Their identities were not im-

mediately known.
JAL had said there were 12 Americans

among the 156 passengers and crew aboard
the Paris-to-Tokyo flight when it was
hijacked Wednesday after leaving Bombay
and was forced to land at Dacca.
Among the Americans reported released in

Dacca was former California Assemblyman
Walter Karabian and his wife, former
Hollywood actress Carole Wells Karabian.

The hijackers also freed California banker
John Gabriel. Officials said Gabriel had been
targeted for execution by the terrorists if

their demands were not met. He was
reportedly seriously ill and was rushed to a
hospital after his release.

In a carefully staged drama the hijackers

traded away more than 100 hostages in

exchange for their ransom demands and
finally for permission to leave Dacca airport.

The largest exchanges occurred early

Sunday when 59 persons were freed in a
step-by-step trade of hostages for cash and
"comrades". Most of the released prisoners
were Red Army members jailed in Japan
after previous terrorist incidents.

Gunfire erupted at the airport shortly after

the 60 were released, signaling the start of a
brief attempt by army rebels to oust
Bangladesh leader Maj. Gen. Zaiur Rahman.
Government officials said scores were

reported killed in fighting at the airport and in

the Bangladesh capital of Dacca, three miles
away.

Witnesses said at least four army officers

at the airport were marched out to a hangar
by the rebels and executed by gunfire during
the short-lived rebellion.

Rahman later broadcast a message on the
state radio accusing "selfish quarters" of

trying to exploit the government's preoc-

cup>ation with the hijack crisis. Rahman, the
president and martial law administrator,

assured the nation the rebellion had been
quelled over a group of more than 40
hostages in return for safe passage from
Dacca. The hijacked jet had sat at an isolated

berth near the marshy fringe of a runway
almost continuously since it landed.

In a tense moment Saturday, the hijackers
- their patience apparently strained —
ordered the plane into possible takeoff

position. The government countered by
rolling out a fleet of vehicles to block the
runway, and the plane later returned to its

isolated outpost, still surrounded by
venicies.

Territorial fishing rights

disputed in Argentina
[UPf] — Two Bulgarian fishing trawlers

damaged by gunfire in a territorial fishing

rights dispute were escorted toward the
southern port of Puerto Madryn yesterday by
Argentine destroyers.

The Argentine destroyers oper>ad fire on
the trawlers Saturday in the latest incident in

a 10- day dispute with Eastern bk>c fishing

vessels over Argentina's 200- mile territorial

limit.

Rear Adm. Jorge Isaac Anaya was quoted
as saying three Argentine petty officers

drowned Saturday when a motor laurKh
overturned in heavy seas as it attemoted to
go alongaide a Soviet trawler also detained in

ihe Atlantic 170 nr>iles from the Argentine
coast.

The indepef>dent r>ews agency Noticias
Argentines also reported that one Bulgarian
crewmember from the trawler Ofelia,
wourxjed by Argentine naval gunfire, was in

"satisfactory" condition after an operation.
The Ofelia and the Soviet trawlers Frans

Hals and Prokoryevsk arrived in Puerto
Madryn yesterday escorted by Argentir>e

warships. They joined five Soviet fishing

vessels detained by Argentine warships for

fishing violations beginning Sept. 22.

The navy said the Aurelia, with er>gines

damaged by gunfire from the destroyer
Piedra Buer>a, had to be taken in tow for the
200-mile trip to Puerto Madryn, some 1,000
miles south of Buenos Aires on the
Patagonian coast.

However, heavy seas forced the Argentine
escort to cast off the tow and the Aurelia
was adrift with the Fiedra Buena on watch
nearby, the navy sakj.

The navy said the General Belgrano and
three other destroyers discovered the two
Russian and two Bulgarian ships early

Saturday fishing for hake 170 miles off the
Argentine coast.

The navy said both Russian vessels hove
to in response to Argentine challenges but
the Aurelia and Ofelia attempted a dash for
the open sea.

Prices drop
Supermarket shoppers got a break last

month, with prices edging down almost 1 per
cent, an Associated Press market-basket
survey shows.

Continuing declines in the cost of coffee
and pork ch^M. ak>ng with scattered savings
on a variety of other items, helped offset

increases, rruinly in the price of orar>ge juk:e.

The AP drew up a random list of 15
comnr>only purchased food and nonfood
items, checked the price at or>e supennarket
in each of 13 cities on March 1 , ISTH and has
rechecked on or about the start of each
succeeding ownth.
The latest survey showed that the

marketbasket total at the checklist store
declined during September in 10 cities,

dropping an average of 1.9 per cent, and
increased in three cities, rising an average of
2.9 per cent. On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill at the checklist stores was
eight-tenths of a per cent lower at the start of
Octot>er than it was at the start of the
preceding month.
The situation was an improvement over

August when prices remained fairiy steady,

with the marketbasket total increasing at the

checklist stores in six cities, decreasing in six

cities and remaining the same in or>e. The
average marketbasket bill decreased about a
third of a per cent during August.

Seven years of fund raising came full circle as Pineland Hospital dedicated its new
150,000 dollar therapeutic swimming pool in Pownal, Maine. Dr. Will Burrow; Mrs.

and Gov. James B. Longley; and Mental Health and Corrections Comm. George
Zitney. Some 38,000 dollars still needs to be raised to complete the project.

Soviet space program

may be launched again
MOSCOW [AP] - When the Soviet

Union launched the world's first artificial

earth satellite 20 years ago, not everyone in

the West professed to be astounded.
Then- President Dwight D. Eisenhower

initially dismissed Sputnik 1 as "one small
ball in the air."

Nonetheless, the Oct. 4, 1957, launching of
Sputnik — a 185- pound silvery sphere
equipped with four whisker-like antennas —
catapulted both the Soviet Union and the
United States into an era of intense and
expensive space rivalry.

That single "ball in the air" has led to
hundreds of increasingly sophisticated
satellites whirling around the globe, with
missions ranging from biological experiments
to secret military communications and
reconnaissance.
Another Soviet space first, the orbital

flight of Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin in 1961,
compounded the mounting Soviet-U.S.
technological competition with crash
programs to develop manned space ex-
ploration.

The launching of a ntw Soviet space
station, Salyut 6, last Thursday has increased
speculation among Western observers that
Moscow may be planning a major space
spectacular to mark not only the Sputnik
anniversary but also the upcoming 60th
anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution next
month.

Soviet officials, however, have denied that
any such spectacular is in the offing.

Where does the Soviet space program
stand today, 20 years after Sputnik?

Despite the Soviet failure to achieve a
manned moon landing. Western scientific

observers say the Soviets have forged ahead
with a space effort that on balance is larger,

more diverse and better-funded than current
U.S. space activities.

According to an authoritative study
compiled by the U.S. Library of Congress in

Washington, the number of successful
Soviet space launchings in recent years has
been running at a level about 3 times higher
than American launches.
The Soviet program has put greater stress

on military applications of satellites and other
space technology.

Data from the Library of Congress study
show that from 1957 through 1975, the
Soviets conducted a total of 586 launchings
for apparent military purposes, in contrast to
their 292 launches of civilian space vehicles.
By comparison, during the same period

there were 326 U.S. military launches and
323 U.S. civilian launchings.
"The vigor of the Soviets' military space

program - combining military satellites and
strategic missiles - has been continually
maintained," commented one Westerner in
Moscow who specializes in watching. Soviet
military developments.
The diplomatic and political value of data

gathered by the extensive Soviet satellite
reconnaissance network was illustrated in

August by the international uproar over
alleged plans of South Africa to test a
nuclear bomb.

In that incident, Soviet satellite photo
analysts reportedly detected what appeared
to be facilities for a nuclear test being built in

South Africa's Kalahari Desert.

This prompted Soviet President Leonid I.

Brezhnev to send an urgent personal

message on Aug. 6 to President Carter

warning that a South African test was im-

minent.

Following the Brezhnev message. Carter

ordered a closer U.S. satellite observation of

the suspected test site, and this was said to

have confirmed the Soviet findings.

The South African government sub-

sequently declared it had no intention of

exploding a nuclear device.
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GOOD ICE TIME AVAILABLE
at

WILLISTON ACADEMY RINK
Easthampton, Mass.

V
call Ron (anytime):

527 4012or527-4«39/
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Whole
Leg of Veal

or Rump
Half

Shank
Half » 1.19

Seafood Favorites!

Frooen Cod nilet

Tray

Pak99
Frozen Salmon oTSS * 1.79

Prince

Mushroom,
Meat, Plain

48 oz.

jar

Center Cut Chuck
Steak or Roast

7-Bone

Carando Pepperoni r, 1.99

Top Blade Steak rL':.r.'^- . ,b 99*

Ground Beef (Lll^l^m.S'S?.!.
. . ,. 79*

veal UnOpS Sirtoin or Shoulde' . ... lb 1.39

Rib Veal Chops ,. 1.49

Loin Veal Chops ^ 1.79

Veal Shank.cs-e* Bon, in ,b 79* I

Pork Shoulder
.0

lb.

Chuck Roast ^u';;;Jsi^". t79*
Undert)lade Steak Bone,n . . . ,t, 89*

Stew Beef TL«rrr,';r. . ^ 1.09
Beef Short Ribs ,b 79*

Shoulder Roast Bone,e« . . . . ,b 1.39
Beef Shoulder fT^ZV^, ..... 1.49
Boneless Beef Kabobs. . * 1.39

/"

rBAKER STREET

Italian Bread
FInatt

Fresh
16 oz
loat49

English Muffins Fnas, . .
3%' 1.00

DOnUtSRa,n,Sog., 2^'n 1.00
Big Sandwich Bread . 2'U' 1.00
Wheat Bread cr«K«, . . . 2'fvr 1.00
Frankfurt Rolls 25'r2 1.00
Hamburg Rolls fs^ . . . 2!^,/ 89*
Fresh Deli Rolls p,a,n

»

s»,^ f,% 45*
Finast Grinder Rolls. 0< 4 39*

PRODUCE

Fresh Italian

Sausage

Eastern Washed
Potatoes

Marco Brand
5 lb. box 5.45

Lesser ^^
Amounts ib 1.19 IH lb.

Mr. Deli Special! /!':'» Z^,

Baked Ham i«r d,,;^

More Mr. Deli Treats!-^

Italian Hot Hanrica,an«, ...» 2.19

Carando's Pepperoni . . «. 1.99

Genoa Salami c»«xk>s . . . . ,b 1.99

Virginia S}yl«

FrMh«ySlic«d

I

*1
lb.

Red Grapes c

Bartlett Pears caM<xT,«

Yellow Onions
Fresh Celery Hearts

Green Peppers s.....

Fresh Carrots.

Red Radishes . .

,

Cucumbers loog Ceen

Foliage Plants

Size A 201b.

No. 1
bag99
Cortland or

Mcintosh Apples

Assoflea Gfeen
3 inch pots

Orchard Run
U.S. No. 1 19!

BEE/7 & IV/A/E

PabstBeer
$e59

Italian
Tomatoes

Del Gaizo
or

Tesorl
^^^^
can

Grocery Values from Finast!

Blue Ribbon
case only f? oz 'cans

case of 24 5
'acKersLaDel

) biwTis A Pteces'.

Folonari Wines "LV 3.69
Tosca Lambrusco '^,' 1.79
Almaden Wine r^cT^'^^^o'i; ^^ 3.79

B»»r • MriiM frwnt ArmUtbl* onlf in FInnt of Htdl*r

Mushrooms
Bread CmmbSpcgresso

Progresso Soups .

OniCK rCclS Progresso . .

Clam Sauce w^h'X'^.'

Italian Dressing rc^^ooc

Finast Grated Cheese

24 o^
cans 1.00

. 'L°n'67*

2'c°an°^89*

220 02 00(
cans 99

10' I 02
can

«

Richmond
OrangeJuice

V^ gallon

carton

Sur)rise Fresh Dairy Values!

Ricotta Cheese b:,s?^„

Light N' Lively Milksea.,es, ^^89*
Finast Ricotta v^^SfvI . . . 'conf79*

Av»U»blt only in Stof»a with Survic* D»li D»pt%.

In-Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Italian Bread . . 4 :.;' 1.00
Fresh Baked Hard Rolls . 6-,59«

Iced CupcakesA^M . . . 6-«89*
Av»ilabl» only in Storms with InStor* Bak» Shops

FROZEN FOODS

Round Ravioli
Loulse-A Tasty
Quick Meal

13 oz
pkg 78

Jeno Cheese Pizza. .

.

Garlic Bread b-^-cco . . .

Broccoli Spears F..a,. . . .

Shrimp Scampi Tas,eo sm .

Buitoni Lasagna f^^&« .

Pumpkin Pie M,ss-r,.n,s . . .

NuForm SpumoniHood,
Breyer's Ice Cream . .

39*

. '^S'78*
6 or

• p»g

2;^g/89*

pkg 1.39

%l' 2.29
46 o; i CO
Dkg 1.39

. ccs: 99*
1 gal
cont 1.69

*6 07 t\e%t
COM 99

BONUS BARGAINS
Tomato Paste Contadtna

16 oi
bol

6 07
I*

89*

59*

1.19

Mozzarella Balls '^^rj^Mr^t^J 79*

Finast Margarine com o,i . 2pL^ 99*
Cheese Food ,^.-;^sr„. X 1.49

. . 2cii^98*

Mueller's Spaghetti "vt'^rX 39*

3bo°s 1.00
%°^ 39*
'«°'59«

Ballard Biscuits Ptslotty 2pV,s29*

Italian Dressing f,

Spaghetti Dinner «-«« rangy

Penn Dutch Noodles .

Finast Aluminum Foil. 3"." 1.00
Oscar Mayer Bologna
Jones Sliced Bacon .

.

Dkg

'^,' 1.09

okg 1.69

You Save 96^
Ronzoni

Spaghetti

«<ii< this coupor an) t' SO pwcluu « mve
(ciuvvt atcovent and iab>ccoprg«ucts

You Save *1*'

Gem
Blended Oil

gallon

can

mi ~ VaKOcI ?m>uOct I \in L MKI on* COUXX pt. IJUMy N »43 l^^»5B»

.Phc** •ff*ctiv« Sufxtay Octobar 2 thru Saturdiy Octobw 8. 1977"
"" ""

•ilMhistoupwinoi; bOpvcruuvmorl
t at cK

25* OFF
Finast

any size

pkg-

Domestic Provolone
imported Romano
Gorgonzola Wedge
Italian Sharp Wedge

•il« ir«5 couoor «M $7 SO pmcXaM « moi«

You Save 26^
six-pack

Pepsi-Cola

e-Pack
12 oz. cans

•nm !«« coven and t7 so pwtnau at irwieiciuvMiM doatincmiiatufcoiii^urK . . ,, "T .-,— .-„_ , , •""•> coanm am >' xi pwcnas* at irwi a

v«IOci?.h.„Oc. l.9Ti«.«c1ii^5r^lMM4 • 120 v*-Or, 7«,V(i^7?,T,*^.'*"**"'"^" -..I BIW!t ^ .«K*« <.«C««,n.a«..*.etOBr<-UCR
I-.»».^..»_^»_r--!^— — — — _ ^ir **' v*«Oti ?ii»uOtt • I9r l«i»iiinico«po>i(».Ut».Jy N »4S Vlf***^ VjmOci 7i»»uOci « ifri imtivmcovfontmiax*, M U) '^"^^^ "*" ^" ^* ^^ ^* ^* ^* "^ •• ^* ^* •• ^* "^ ^» "^ "^ ^» • ^mtmwm^ ^m mm ^m mm «m a^ «» ^m » m^ m mm ^m mm wm ^m ^m ^m ^J
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Toward a student union
Americans have a tradition of

dealing with power structures as
Individuals, rather than collec-
tivefly. But the complex and con-
centrated nature of modern in-

stitutions has required the
development of new means for
gaining influence. So it is that we
students, as consumers of an
educational "product" and par-
ticipants in a contract which states
the conditions for the consumption
of that product, find ourselves
seeking collective empowerment
where as individuals we have
failed.

Events of recent years have
provoked the reexamination of the
nature of the modern public
university and the student's role in

it. Two pervasive myths about in-

stitutions of higher learning per-
sist, despite repeated evidence that
they are fallacious, and serve to
stifle efforts to organize and
mobilize students.

One myth is that the modern

As a result of all this, students
are forced to see the university for
what it really Is — a place where
student interests do not necessarily
coincide with those of the faculty or
administration, and where there is
less and less reason to be a passive
student In hope of imminent em-
ployment.
And hence we arrive at that well-

worn topic, student unionization.
Were students to actively par-

ticipate in a union, the benefits
would be enormous — lobbying at
the State House with real (20,000
people worth) voting and financial
power, bargaining with faculty and
administration on a legally equal
footing. And, perhaps most im-
portantly, gaining confidence and
practical experience in organizing
and acting collectively for future
interactions with big business and
big government.
The danger in the formation of a

union is that it could itself become
another large, impersonal and

university, like the small college of
old, is an organic and "friendly"
Institution devoid of antagonisms
and adversary relations. But if the
actions of the administration and
state government are insufficient
refutation of this position the
recent unionization of the UMass
faculty certainly leaves no
question.

A second popular belief is that
the university can provide one with
a good job upon graduation, and
that it is thus desirable just to log
one's four years here and get out.
Well, for most of us that job op-
portunity Is at best tenuous, even in
some of the sciences where work
was once plentiful. Engineering
and business majors, who might
feel secure at the moment, are
nonetheless vulnerable to the In-
discriminate vicissitudes of the job
market — who can say what the
situation will be in ten, even four
years' time?

undemocratic Institution, many of
the union advocates on this campus
devoted much of their summer to
attempting to design a union
structure that will remain
democratic and participatory. But
even the most participatory
theoretical structure will remain
elitist in practice without the
willful participation of many
students.

That is precisely where the ac-
tivists of the Student Organizing
Project (SOP) and the student
government have failed, in spite of
their diligent efforts. Apparently
no one has made it clear to the
majority of students exactly what
they stand to gain from
unionization—perhaps because no
one really knows (there has never
been a true union of students in the
U.S.). Until someone "brings It

home" to the students, most will
remain skeptical of what they will
benefit by joining.
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The Student Senate has voted this
year "The Year of the Union," and
considering the election results of
last week there exists a strong
possibility that some sort of union
structure for student government
will be voted Into effect by next
summer. Organized around dor-
mitory, academic and other In-
terest councils, such a system
would be the first to actually
represent students according to
their real interests. But the fear
remains that if students still refuse
to participate, the same old core of
union politicians will run the show.
A union without a broad base of

student support will be as
powerless as the present form of
student government has ever been.
Bargaining without the threat of
some unified action (such as tuition
or fee strikes) or lobbying without
the support of a sizeable number
will be a lesson in futility.

Students should begin to ask
questions about the reorganization
plans. Only in that way will they
come to understand, criticize, and
eventually be comfortable with
whatever structure is arrived at.
They should demand to know who
will be responsible for what at all
stages In the development of the
union, so that they may ultimately
share the power that will hopefully
be a result of their participation.
Beware of anyone who suggests

that student unionization will be a
panacea for all our problems at
students. The nature of the society
that produces, maintains and
surrounds the university precludes
that possibility. And wrestling any
amount of power from the
bureaucracies and special in-
terests that presently clutch onto It

will be an arduous, frustrating
task. The rev/ard? ReaJ power, and
real confidence In ourselves as
individuals. And at long last, the
beginnings of real change In a
society that is in dire need of It.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

(Television

consciousness

To the Editor

In regard to the racist, discriminatory,
arid bizarre commentary by Stephen N.
Mathieu on September 28, 1 would like to
express my deepest regret. Your
ignorance and your TV-made mind
perhaps cause you to write such totally
ridiculous diatribe as a way of getting the
selfish attention you apparently need.
Certainly you were unaware of what an
awful projection of yourself was
published.

I feel sorry for you, because your
perceptions of the "real world" are way
off. Let me tell you that it is something
more than your hometown social clubs.
Your capitalistic narrow mind doesn't
allow you to see that we pay taxes as well
as you do, that the "public payroll" is our
money too. There is no free ride. We
have the right to promote educational
supportive, ana cultural activities for our
people, in our own language and in our
own way, without your discriminatory
needling. Our values and culture are part
of our daily lives, and for that matter, so
are taxes.

Therefore, the real problem is that we
need even more money from RSO in
order to educate people like you that the
"real world" is something else besides:
MacDonalds, Lite Beer, Starsky & Hutch,
Farrah Fawcett Majors, Star Wars,
Johnny Carson and the Red Sox.

Jose G. Trajo
Editor of Eco Latino
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I was, being human, born alone;
I ann, being woman, hard beset;
I live by squeezing from a stone
The little nourishment I get.

- Elinor Wylie from Let No Charitable Ho, e

Since the beginning of time there h s

always been this question of where a
woman's craftiness comes from. Gene: s

says it came from a snake or man fro n

whom she was begotten. The Greeks saic it

came from a box and grew from curios! '.

Despite what those from the past ha e
said, however, a woman's craftiness do s
not come from a box or a snake, but actua y
from a woman's need to be effective. M. n
has simply not left a woman with any oth ir

way to express her wants and obtain the n
than through her craftiness. It is her or y
source of power. It is, you could say, partfcf

the female ego.

So, I hear so many men saying — how cin
I trust a woman with her craftiness? I'll t ill

you quite simply - respect her and treat h ir

as an equal so there will be no need for h ir

craftiness.

I don't think there is anything more i

furiating than a man who, when asking i n
"intellectual" question, turns away from
woman with whom he has just been talkm

),

to another man. It's happened to me anc I

Some PAUIVIA
corrections

To the Editor:

The article appearing in the Collegian
on September 23rd has given the
Executive Committee and other members
of PAUMA cause for concern. The
headline, "PAUMA Denied Recognition"
is misleading in that it seems to imply that
a specific action was taken by someone
denying recognition. This was not the
case. PAUMA is, in fact, recognized as a
governance unit both by the campus
administration and by the other campus
governance units. The current discussion
of recognition centers around the fact
that formal recognition of the
professional staff does not exist in Board
of Trustee Document No. T73-098, the
Governance Doctrine, while faculty and
student interests are specified.

The first paragraph of the same article
refers to PAUMA as "the union". The
Professional Association [PAUMA] is not
a union and has no union affiliation.

Another organization known as the
Professional Staff for Collective
Bargaining [PSCB] is attempting ^ to
establish a union for professional staff. It

is not affiliated with PAUMA.
The goal of the Professional

Association of the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst is to work with the

administration, on behalf of the
professional staff of this campus, in the
development of personnel policies and

OliCHARl) HII.I. MKN'S CKNTKR
IS SEEKING

THREE COORDINATORS
PICK UP JOB DESCRIPTION AT

THE CENTER, 119 GRAVSON - O.H.
THESE ARE PAID POSITIONS OEAOLINE OCT 14. 1«77

EQOAl OPPORTUHITV AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
'^**^** ' ' ' '

'
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Franklin teachers will appeal fines

MON. a TUBS. SPECIAL -
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for V2 Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

salads— homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

55 University Drive

Sun — 12-1 a.m.. Men- Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri. & Sat. 11-2 a.m.

FRANKLIN, Mass. [AP\ - Teachers who
were fined a total of $135,950 during a two-
week strike plan to appeal those penalties,
the president of the Franklin Teacher's
Association said.

Mary Elizabeth Carlson said lawyers were
preparing the appeals. In addition to the fines
imposed on teachers, the union was fined a
total of $165,000, imposed at the rate of
$15,000 a day for 11 days.

Ms. Carlson said the association's 280
members pays dues of $10 a year, providing
an annual income of $2,800.

"I don't know where we will get the
money if the fines stand," she said.

During the strike, 74 teachers were jailed
but not fined.

The strike ended last Friday morning. The
association and the school committee agreed
on a contract three hours before 71 more

teachers were to appear in court on con-
tempt charges.

And, another 50 teachers, originally due in
Norfolk Superior Court on Monday, are
scheduled to appear there on Tuesday.
Judge John M. Greaney is to decide then
whether they must sign a pato purge
themselves of contempt charges.
The Franklin school system has 286

teachers, 11 schools and 5,000 students.
On Saturday, the 47 directors of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association,
meeting in Hyannis, called for major revisiori
of the state's collective bargaining law.
They approved a resolution calling for

right-to-strike legislation and other measures
to increase the power of teachers at
bargaining tables.

State law prohibits strikes by public
employes, including teachers.

Career development library

is open Thursday nights
The Career Library (Room 119, Berkshire

House) and the career-personal counseling
service of the Community Development
Center will be operating from 6 - 9 p.m.
Thursdays, beginning Oct. 13. These ex-
panded hours are in addition to CDC's
regular hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

The Career Library contains resource
materials, including audio-cassettes,
designed to facilitate exploration of career
areas and graduate programs on a self-help
basis. Counselors are available.

In addition, a variety of workshops are
offered on an on-going basis, to deal with
specific areas, such as study skills, resume
writing, interviewing skills and career op-
portunities for various majors. For further
information, check the Collegian regularly
call 5-0333, or visit the CDC, Berkshire House
123.

reading the beginning of the Torah im-
mediately after the last portion is completed.
The last section of Deuteronomy is read,
followed by the first section of Genesis thus
assuring that the cycle has been made
complete. This is the only time of the year
that the Torah is read at night.

The entire community is invited to share in
the merriment and celebration of this annual
holiday. The evening, sponsored by B'nai
B'rith Hillel, will begin with the Maariv
Service and continue joyously into the night.

Student jobs available

in research and sales work
The Student Employment Office presently

has off-campus employers seeking students
to work part-time in areas such as research
and sales. In many cases, work may be done
on campus at one's own convenience.

For further information contact Ellie West
at Student Employment, 239A Whitmore or
caal 545-0801 or 5-1951.

Simchat Torah celebration WMUA plans blood drive
tomorrow in Student Union wmua is sponsoring a biood drive this

week at the UMass Blood Donor Center
The holiday of Simchat Torah, or

"Rejoicing with the Torah", will begin
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge of the Student Union.

This is a grand celebration, involving the
entire Jewish community, both young and
old, based on the six-century old custom of

Appointments are suggested but not
required. For an appointment call Jane at
586-2871.

The donor center, in N344 of the Public
Health Center, is open Tuesday, 5 to 9:30
p.m.; Wednesday

, 2 to 8 p.m.; and Thur-
sday, 5 to 9:30 p.m.

WHEH DO MUSIC Mil
SAY BUDWEISER
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danskin :i\:z
Leotards & Tights •Children*

84-86 Green Street
Northampton

5843924 584-4003
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DONALD S CALL
Registered Opticians——

October ealendar of Events
take a look at our selection

56 Main St. Amherst Mass.
253-7002

Sun. Mon.

"Rigoferto" Concert Ha«, FAC
8 p m
2

Opera Workshop, Bezanson,
Boris Goldovsky 10 am
3
/^ew England Book Show U
Lib Main Fl thru 10-13

Tues.

fmr Arts Centef R»*( *-i^\

Newman Club M.M-fi»t.j

23

lumipie ( CA 7 9(>

30

10

Newman Club hike at Skinner
St Pk 12 30 m

Rpnd4*/vuus With Freedom T».,)f j.

.
• !

An lecture Om • Ciow C <: i(it8ii"
Employment Interview Workshop
B.'»s 3IH ' !• •

24

Rachel ThDrnpson 104 8 p m
Employment Interview Workshop
. " n.'ik^i,,,,. 318

"New School Che" film Thorn
106 8 and 9 p m

little Big Man" Baker 7:15
and 10 pm $1

Exhibition on Environment SU
Gallery 8 o m all week

11

"The Murder of Fred Hampton
Black Panther" Thorn 106 8
and 9 30 p m

Monty Python and the Holy
Grail" CCA 7. 9. 11 p m $1

Opera 'A/orkshop. Bezanson
Billv Taylor 11 15 am

'ohn Willenbether {in.t.! GjMoiv
( A ; thru \,,w 1 i

Blood ol the Condor Thompso" '<16 8

t
'

Network I C A ' 9 h M 11 ' %

25

Rebellion in Pantagonia SuH 8 h 10

Study Skills Seminar CC 9(14 908 '3

Wed.

Recital. String Bass Bezanson
Rec Hall FAC 8 p m.

Chancellor Lecture Series.

Intro Lecf Trans Meditation
Machmer E 16 7 30 p.m.

faculty Recital Bowker Aud. 8
p m

Newman C'uh Mass and
Dinner Newman Ctr 4:30 p m.

'Earth' Nlew^ian Ctr 8 p m
SI and Wed

Recital, Freri h Horn Bowker
Aud 8 1

'^

Thur.

7
"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" SUB 8 and 10:30 pm

"Romeo and Juliet" CCA 7
and 9 30 p m $1

Dance Concert. Music Dance
Faculty, Bowker Aud. 8 pm

Friends of Library Annual Sale
U Lib Mam Fl 9 am. -7 p m
thru Sat

Fri.

13

19

faciiltv *'•

Oeiiv*-'

.

4 ' 1 p m SI

"Cabaret" (musical) Concert
Hall FAC 8pm

George Benson Cage 8 p.m. S5
and $6

L ibrary Exhbtm Main Fl. U Lib.

20

26

31

Newman Canter Maioween Pany
America I Love Vou Thompson 104 8

p fn

Employment Interview Workahop
Berkshiie 318 7 p m

Mohawk Nation Thompson 10^ fl

Seven Percent Solution CCA 7 9 11

Film festival CCA 10 "ip " I^Mnis
The Front Si jH 7 n 1 1 ,, m sl

"Lets Do It Again" CCA 7. 9,
and 11 pm $1

"The Wizard of Or" SUB 4:30,
7, 9. and 11 pm

Hecital, MusicDance Faculty
Bowker 8 p m.

14

Multi Band Concert, Concert
Hall FAC 8 p.m.

"The Point" CCA 7 and 8:30,

10 pm

International Folk Dancing 8
9:30 p m CC lounge SU

Sat.

8

^°^" # «i-

.o\4^^ *"
*^\xJ^

21

Death Wish b Lipstick CCA 6 30
'I 4', h " 'S i: 1 S!

International Folkdancing S U C C
L!u,i,|i' 8p m

27

What s Up Doc CCA 7 9 blip-,,
Master Class Be/anson 10 noon

a- V CS' \?^ J?

V,

22

28

Romeo and Juliet Rantl Thtr 8pm
Mildenlb S2 others $3
The Eiorcist Mahar 6 4?) 9 1115pm

S'

'oody Shaw Sentat ' SUB 8pm
r,,.asef AC

DVP

29

^^V'*^
/..%-.°

Outside
Proposal

Meeting

Mon. night

6:30 pm
903 CC

pick up a proposal

form in DVP
office, 415 SU

PERSONAL SERVICE TO
STUDENTS & BUSINESSES IN

THE 5- COLLEGE AREA

29 S. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

expert typists and proofreaders rush iobs,

IBM Selectrics word processor— for letters,

resumes, etc... guaranteed
perfect multiple originals

M-F 10*6 SAT 10-2 TEL 256-6736

THE
SP0RT
STORE

l)Hil> I0>6 TInirNfluy -lil8

I 78a North PlrHKiinl Sirr«*i

AiiiIktwI 2.».'J-27I<#
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Notices
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION it BAP

Speakers on interviewing and resume writi'ig.

Tuesday, 7 p m Campus Center 804 Free beer and
munchies
ANTHRQPOLIGISrS

Opportunities for Anthropologists Outside the
University, will be discussed at 3 45 p.m Machmer
WIS Wine and cheese, all invited
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Meeting Campus Center 804, it it imperative that
you attend
B£TA CHI

Meeting 730, Commuter Lounge, discussion of fall

activities.

DIABFTES GROUP
Discussion 7 p m Campus Center 169, interested

persons welcome
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

Meeting Campus Center 903. 6 30 p m All members
should attend
HILL EL

Rap group with r»on Jewish partners Campus
Center 802. 3:45, all welcome
ISSUES OF AGRICULTURE

Meeting Campus Center. 174.
members welcome.
LOST

Wallet, brown leather gold initials 'D P W " Lost in

Blue Wall Tues . Donald 546-7841
LOST
Woman s gold watch w black band. Inscription on

back. Karen 546 6720
LOST

Tiger cat. w-white chin and belly Missing in

7-9 pm New

Biittetfieid Central area Contact Helen in 325 But
terfield or Jerry 549 0044
LOST

Please if you've found my silver necklace w-uncut
amythest return to 30 Nutting Ave Reward.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS

Social event. NOPE 153 7:30 p.m. Open to alL

fOUND
Gold necklace outside Campus Center, if you can

describe it and lost it about a month ago call Nancy
546 7433

PRE DENT CLUB
Meeting Campus Center 901, 6:30 p.m. October 5

Speech about school and admission requirements.
New members welcome.

SOUTHWEST MENS CENTER
Meeting for all interested men at Men's Center

office (Kennedy Lobby) 7 p m.
UNION STEREO CO OP

Meeting Campus Center 166. 7:30 p.m. All members
welcome
UMASS OUTING CLUB

Meeting Campus Center 153 164 7 p m. Talk on
backpacking in the Amherst area
UMASS RAPE COUNSELOR ADVOCATES

Rape victim support group at Everywoman's Center
7pm For more info, call 5-0883
UMASS VOLLEY BALL CLUB

Organizational meeting and practice 8 p m NOPE
Gym Bring ID and volleyball.

WSYL FM
Listen to "An Extremely Funny Show", from 7 - 10

pm WSYL FM 97 7 on your dial

What's Happening

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

TODAY
EXHIBITIONS
Student Union Gallery presents an

exhibition by Conrad Bergschnider Oct 3
thru Oct. 14.

Student Union Gallery presents "Video
Works by Howardena Pindell, Oct. 3 thru
Oct. 14.

THE GOVERNOR
Along with Senator Edward Brooke and

Congressman Michael Harrington will be in
the Campus Center at 10:30 a.m. to dedicate
the new Center for Economic Development
A DEMONSTRATION AND WORKSHOP

with Eleanor Buckworth, professor at the
Univ. of Geneva, Switzerland, will visit the
School of Education, 4 p.m. in rooms 148-
150 of Marks Meadow School
LECTURE
"POLISH AMERICANS - UNMELTABLE

ETHNICS?" with Prof. S. Blejwas of Central
Conn. State College, will be presented in
Thorn 106, 8 p.m.

TODAY
OPERA
The Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater,

"RIGOLETTO," with orchestra and \r\

English. For reservations and more info call

545-2511. Concert Hall, FAC 8 p.m.
PHYSICAL FITNESS WORKSHOP

"Fall into Fitness" University Health
Services 302, 7-9 p.m. three-week workshop
aimed at helping you develop an enjoyable
physical activity plan. Register by calling 549-
2671 X 181. First come first serve.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
There will be a meeting of the Index Photo

Staff tonight at 6:45 in Campus Center
102 (Index oTTice). All interested
photographers are urged to attend. Topics to
be covered are photo assignments, equip-
ment policy, photo seminars, and general
photo procedure.

TOMORROW
MOVIE

"Little Big Man," starring Dustin Hoffman
and a Three Stooges movie Campus Center
Aud. 7:15 and 10 p.m. $1.

"New School and Che," part of the
Progressive Film Series, Thom 106, free.

».>;>. l*hn Km4ci , <!.FrttfEbb

"hi'st Musnal" - 8 I oiu .VwjrdN

"(>«« 0/ //>«' ntiisl c\i.ilini(, imuiiinutiiv unJ ifftitiif

rnusuuh in \rjr»."- Wall Strcft jiiuriul

Thursday, October 13 8 prri

and Sextet
A leader in the American musical experience

tor over 40 years

HOMECOMING CONCERT

Saturday, October 15 8 pm

FINE /«TS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General Public $7. 6, S. Um A S3.50, 3, 2.50

Other students and senior citizens S6, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box OMice M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937
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Mon Thurs 5 15, 7 30. 9 55
T»i iiti SMOa ficul'S 4 15 •> li I yi

DC Menu
LUNCH - Sausage Grinder

Corn and Cheese Pudding.
DINNER - Roast Beef, Chicken

Chicken Kiev Sandwich.

TODAY
Corn and Cheese Pudding, Basics Vegetable Grinder

Kiev Sandwich, Basics; Spinach Noodle Casserole,

PG

oie,

JAMES BONOmr
THESPY
UUHO

LOVED ME
ROGER
MOORE

Mon Thurs 5 00, Mb, 9 30
fWI UTI SxOHr TIC«CIS 4 » S M II St

A long Ofne age; f.<i\
tn d galaxy jar J^

'

far(?^v3y l^-

5HARTi^ S

pq

Mon Thurs 5 00, 7 15,9 30
'•1 1"! 5ilO« •lOI'S 4 JOriOO II M

•s^fesi-

PT.

Mon Thurs 5 15.7 30,9 30
rwi I IT! 5«o» Ticurs 1 4i 1, li i: >>c

REDUCED ADUir 1 SlUDlNF PRICES FOR TWI LITE SHOW IICHEIS lIMlIEO lU Sf ATIMG

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH2S,000READER$ DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!f!!LinitAdsG«fil©RE$ULTS!!!!

Clossifieds
REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!LittteAdsG«t BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Uni»A^Q«t BIG RESULTS!!!!

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy 65 G cond 150 or BO Krako 549
1520

122Volvo oarts s«d&waaon Rna 665-4384

68 Firebird 350 Eng 4 ON THE FLOOR Gd
i.ond qdtiff-s 8 over600 666 2177

70 Ford Galaxy 500. A C 7200 rr^iles. Good
Cond S500 253 »71

1972 Pinto New tires-brakes. Must sell

Moving Eves 256 6475 Days 256 0472

70 Chevy Malibu 307 Au"to Ts ^mTm
radio new exhaust system, new brakes

^nd m6rei S960 or BEST OFFER 546 581

1

74 Fiat laSO OOb' mi 'Good condTsTysob
549 0519

1976 Su/uki GT550 15000 rrn $1,200 or

B 256 01 76 Walt

Maranti Model 27 Sterio RetPiver 30 watt
S Chan Excellent Lond $200 Call after

9 00P M Frank 549 3841

SPECIAL OF THE SEASOI^ T^K^Was^ki
I 1900CC Mint condition Low price' B
665 3031

1973 Honda CL350. excellent condition
II 700mi S500 Cdl' 546 9441 Niohls

74 Su?uki250on oH Exc cond 253 2475

FOR SALE

PROGRAM STAFF, half time, for
ecumenical campus ministry team
Responsibilities inci planning b coord of
short term, issue oriented programs,
shared adminisiralive resp
Theol educ &ordin not required Growing
commitment to Christian Gospel of
liberation h social involvemert. &in
terpersonal skills necessary Salary
equiv TA UCF 545 2661

Immediate openings HALF TIME
CLERICA. with ecumenical campus
ministry $3 Hr acad cal 545 2661 United
Christian Fn.

WANTED

Drafting Table .ind 2 drawer nr>etal tiling

rribinet Michael 628 3231

LOST

1971 Ford Econolme Super Van, 6 cyl . good
condition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5 739 7680 Keep Trying

1966 Chevy impaia New tires. Very good
condition A iTomatic $300 Call 367 2395

1967 Mercedes 200 Diesei 30000 mi on new
engine S!'''eo A C, pwr ->teerina radiais.

new paint -.^S'lO Call 253 7284

'^ir condition $1300 as is.Triumph GTt

72 BMW 2002 w paint, fires, exhaust, lots

rpore Exc '^nd S3000 546 7680

71 Plymouth Cricket 4cyi 4spd 31MPG
It s gotta cjo Make offer 253 9497 Aft 6

72 VW BUG - Very good cond , no rust

'Hfifi Of B ' r' 253 7773 after ^ pm

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Triumph Daytona 500 Excellent
condtion Best Offer over S750 253 2943
after 7 Verv ^ow miiaqe

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis Shoes' Men s

Ladies Canvas&Leather Reg SIS 30 just

$10 14 50 Call5383131

Typewriter 1947 Woodstock types well $20
256 6610

Used HIFI All equipment in excellent cond
Some still in warranty Call 546 4035.

5 Cubic ft. Refrig Periect for dorm roorr>

253 5847 after 7 PM Ask for St^^ve

Free Kittens Avail 10 4 Su/anne 628 3231

Clairicon Stereo system AM FM radio. 8
T.Ti.k player. Garr;ird turnt hie 'nt:'

biJM.ikers Quad Excellent cond -LTyO

MOBILE HOME FOR SA 1

1

10x50 MOBILE HOME Good onclitio«n

Ask n() $3600 544 3240 KEEP TRYING

HELP WANTED

The |ob you ve always wanted* Get paid
to read do homework, or watch television'

The only catch is that you must have work
study, and stay awake all night Call Petf
'''-'•.Tophpr 3t549 6699

Houseboy Wanted Part time. Good food
'i •«( I'.inqe for kitchen work Contact
K I'nv .It 253 9215 between 6:30 8:00

Experienced Painters for outdoor work
with oil base stain Call Bruce 665 4770.

Lead Vocalist wanted for top area band
Exp nee No Folk 549 6491

Tutors Needed for rne and engr math
courses Good 'ates Call Jeanne. 5 2843

Wrk /Stdy for Chadbourne Security 64150

ROOMMA TE WANTED

IBr 28r Apt , riid Oiil .'if , mi
. stf)p rall649 bM

ROOM WANTED

I Am Looking for a room throughout Fall
Semester 467 9401 ifter 5 ask lor Stove

HIDtRS WANTED

Tfi Penn State btue College 1 1 tvirui

107 r. iLiiMrg ill 10 r.allMpl^s.i 25'J

Lost BLACK 3 Ring notebook on Sun
derland bus Mon 9 26 Contains Micro 250
notes Call Sandy 665 4291 Please

AUDIO
'

J3I
STEREO Nikko 9090 RCVR 60W RMS'ch
4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Equalizer AR
Turntable, new SI ,800 Now $950 or trade
(or motorcycle of equal value 549 5979

CALCULATORS

College Calculators cffori, Ioia. pr.ce ii lull

servire AH models avail. T159 S225 . 58
$99 95. 51 S52 95. HP's & Commodores
avail' Models from $15. Rerrtember. we
service .ill calculators we sell Before you
buy anywnere else, call Brib or Chris at

College Calf :ilatots 549 1316

StRVICtS

Complete Bike Overhaul Heg
'29 95 \ow $2i 95, Wmti; oike storage
$6 CO. Also' bikes, skatebo.irds and ,XC

Skis Peloton 549 6904. 584 1016

Learn while asleepi DETAILS, free tape
book, equipment catalog Sleep Learning
Box24CP Olympia.Wa 98507

Expert Typing, only 40cents page Call
,itter6 Mon Thurs 256 8484

SPEED Reading! Easy to use t)ook S2 95 or

1 REE catalog Box 1254. Omaha. Ne

Volvo repairs

'1 nio'lels

Reliable Student to clean house, cook
h.ihysit in exrhanqe for room and board
Call 782 48?'-ves

SPEED Reading! Easy to use booir$2 95 or
FREE catalog Box 1254, Omaha. Ne

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academir subiects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 <21 3) 477 8474

TRA VEL

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson
Bnni) ,) inend $55 each Terry 253 3834

PERSONALS

and maintenance All years
ow prices J. irk '^tfif. 'Xfi

I., ok! Moped Sale, Moped Salei. Moped
• .1(1 Batavus No 1 says Consumers
Guide Motobecane the largest
iiianufacliir.r Sparta comfortable 2
oassenqer moped Come for a test nde and
trun decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Con/ Street.
"; .rih.irni.ion. 586 1054 Behind city hall 2

., <r,)m Main Street Ask about our low
"."op-f| Sale Prices' See us before you buy;
>/y 1 F. nites til 3 Lr)ok' Moped Sale!
VIopMl Sale' Come'

Jesus Reincarnated, named Michael TSee
Daniel 12 1. Revelations 3 12) religious
authorities suppressing the tr'ith For
detailed explanation of Revelations write-
.Johannes De Silentio PC Box 812. South
Bend, Indiana 46624

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHrPS!
AmeriLdn Foreign No experience
required Excellent pay Worldwide travel

Slimmer |oh or career Send $3 00 for

inlormation SEAFAX, Dept E 10 Box
2049, Port Angeles. Washington 98362

To the girl whose turntable I fixed Want to

t vou Leave p none at Co op.

iCollegian "

Retirement notes

a new twist
Retirement speeches are boring: some

poor fat slob, either kicked out of office for

incompetence, age or unethical behavior
stands before us and spits drivel for hours.
Quoting pithy maxims and telling Henny
Youngman one-liners, the 'lucky guy' keeps
us snoring, oblivious to his departure over
fruit cup and a Timex. But, suppose that we
didn't have to listen to the winding,
discursive, self-effacint prattle put forth.

Suppose instead, that we were privy to the
short concise notes that were sent to the
boss, or the close relative. Impossible, you
cry? Can't be done? Wrong, geriatric breathi

Pat, Julie, David:

While praying with me last night, Henry
told me that I should take a vacation. Bob H.
says that California is nice this time of year.

We won't be gone long, I hope: just in case,
take Checkers down from the wall. Bring
some copies of the Post along in case he
starts splitting at the seams. Pat: don't forget

How to trust a woman
usually answer his question and walk away.
It is irritable, condescending and not only

downgrading to the woman, but to the man
himself because he is showing-off his

rudeness.

I don't believe there is anything more
frustrating than a man who only looks at and
speaks about the physical side of a woman.
Another is a man who lectures away at a

lisamelilli
woman as if she were his student and turns

away when she says something to him about

him.

All of these types of behavior show lack of

respect and down-grade (perhaps unin-

tentionally) a woman, her character and her

own sense of independence. It is as if the

man were saying, "You cannot exist without

me. I am better than you and so you must

depend on me."

This inhibits a woman's character, her own
sense of power and independence and leaves

her to only one method: craftiness, like

"squeezing from a stone the little nourish-

ment" one can get as Elinor Wylie expresses

in her poem.
So man has created the craftiness he

deplores.

So what is the magic word for stopping

this craftiness? — respect. Many men have
told me they like a woman who can look up
to them. Well, so does a woman. She likes

someone who can not only look up to but

who looks up to her. The male should not

have to be superior to a woman, but should

be equal. There should be mutual respect.

Equality is the key word. A woman likes to

be taken seriously, as an equal. She likes to

know that she can be as effective as a man.
A woman likes to know that her mind is

just as important as her body. She likes to

have her opinions, knowledge and in-

telligence respected. She likes to have her

whole self respected.

Society, unfortunately, has left this equal

respect to the wayside since the beginning.

The Roman and Greek wives were left to

raise the family. Not even was the husband
expected to remain faithful to them. A
woman had no power. She was not a citizen.

She was practically a slave — to her own
home.
And this slavery continued through the

ages. In America, in the 19th century when
the first industrial plant opened in Lowell,

Massachusetts, any woman who worked
there (and there were many) was not

respected when she returned home. Was it

that man feared the guile of woman to take

over his dominant position in society?

Virginia Slims advertisements do well in

depicting the craftiness of women, showing
them smoking behind screens, in the wine
cellar, and equally depicts the husband's
reaction. He always kicks her out. (A blessing

for the wife!)

A feminist movement which in actuality

began in the 16th century has finally built up
enough momentum in this decade to reach
many people and has definitely invaded

college campuses, so hopefully our
generation will not have the same biases and
mind-restrictions as the generations before

us.

And with this feminist attitude, this in-

doctrined equality of women, comes one
basic humanist idea — equality of all. And
from equality comes trust. Dismantling

someone's freedom causes rebellion, in the

case of a woman her craftiness, which leads

to further distrust. Take away this slavery,

this inequality, and you'll have trust. Respect
on one side creates trust and respect on both
sides.

How do you trust a woman? Leave her

everything, leave her power and she'll leave

her craftiness.

Lisa Melilli's columns appear Mondays in

the Collegian.
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procedures and in other university and
governance matters which affect the

I

professional staff.

Charles D. Lyman
Executive Officer and Speaker

Executive Officer

and Speaker

Kent editorial

\an insult

To the Editor:

/ recently read an article in the editorial

section of this paper which only served to

further destroy the already dwindling

faith I had in the Collegian as an objective

reporting media. I am referring to Steve

Dubin's article about Kent State, "Gidget

goes ..." [9-29], in which he ridicules the

action taken by the students at Kent by
setting them in a Disney type scenario.

Well Mr. Dubin, that type of analogy may
fit your mentality, but it insults mine, as I

am sure it does the Senate who found it

important enough to allocate students

over three thousand dollars for two trips

to Kent. Your view also insults the 82
students who sacrificed their weekends
to attend the national demonstration last

September 24. Also insulted are the over

two thousand other students, from all

over the nation, who also attended that

raaly.

Your treatment of such an important

issue shows me, as well as the rest of the

Collegian's readers, that you are unin-

formed of the issues you write about.

You probably don't realize that Kent
represents more than Just a gym. You
probably can't comprehend the ideals

and principles at stake in this issue.

Nobody ever put that in a Disney movie.

I suggest that you attend the seminar
next Tuesday, in room 165 of the Campus
Center. This lecture will feature Alan

Canforas, one of the nine students in-

jured at Kent, and a member of the May
4th Coalition. Maybe he can put the issue

on a plane such that you can understand
it.

Roberto Bolandrina

Letter

misrepresented

To the Editor:

As the author of a recent*letter to this

paper, I expected and hoped that my
comments would elicit some response
from the Collegian readers. I would have
been disappointed had they not.

Nevertheless, I was dismayed to read
Degli Altri's reply of 9-29. For either Mr.

Altri completely misunderstood my
meaning or is guilty of wholesale
misrepresentation of my views.

Mr. Altri suggests that I glorified Ms.
Bryant simply for daring to be different. I

did not give such a reason [and an absurd
one it would be\; moreover, I did not
attempt to glorify her in the least.

What I did say was, "There is no blame
in fearing and respecting such a person".

Unfortunately, some misguided titie

writer at the Collegian singled out a part

of this sentence and came up with "Anita

deserves respect". The choice was totally

arbitrary and not at all indicative of the

theme of my letter. Why didn't the

Collegian choose the other half of the

same sentence and entitle my letter,

"Anita should be feared?" The result

would have been no less devastating in

prejudicing my letter's intent.

What I did try to point out was that:

1. Disagreement between human
beings should be conducted on the level

of ideas and not on the level of per-

sonalities. Hurling insults demeans not
only the victim of those taunts, it

demeans the hurlers as well.

2. The greatest wrong that Anita

Bryant has committed is that she will not
conform to conventional wisdom. I do
not mean to imply that Ms. Bryant has
been blameless in the conduct of her

campaign. Yet I do feel that in today's

world where homosexuality is accepted

by most intellectuals and would-be in-

tellectuals, it is her non-conformity which
has caused her the most trouble.

3. Newspaper articles concerning such
important and complex themes as

homosexuality should be written in a

mature and sensitive manner.

It is Mr. Altri's opinion that Ms. Bryant

is a woman of facist attitudes, a con-

former to reactionary pressures and
perhaps even a Hitler. I, for one, refuse to

be swayed by such name calling any

more than by the name-calling of certain

"anti-homosexual rights" groups.

Andrew Kirtch

^

your cloth coat, and remind Davie to bring
his baseball cards.

Remind me to tell ...

damn Butterfield.

Dickie

Jimmy:
I have decided to return to Calhoun. I

understand that the bank is having problems

paulyanowitch

with some damn bureaucrats. Besides,
peanut crop is up. I am taking the 12:00 flight

out from Dulles on Calhoun International

Bank Airline. I left a check for the amount I

owe you on your desk. After all, remember
what Shakespeare said: "neither a borrower
nor a lender be". See you Saturday at Billy's

(burb) BarbeQ.

Shylock Lance

Duke:

Hokkaido bear returned, so I am moving

on. By the power vested in me by the Board

of Trustees of the University of Massa-

chusetts, I hereby award you the following

degree with all privileges under custom and

law it may bring. A Bachelors degree in

Higher Education Planning. By the way: is it

true that you aren't going to run for

reelection? Just remember; you won't have

Bo-Bo to kick around anymore!

Woody

God:

I quit; damn Bishops are getting on my
case. But, they will change their minds when
they walk into the Executive Bishops Bath-

room and get hit in the face with a bra. That

will teach them. Anyway; Avey Maria, gee

it's good to leave you, doing the Episcopal

Rag.

Ex- Presiding Bishop

John M. Allin

To whom it may concern:

To hell with you. Some advice: don't walk
the streets at night; invest your pay in blue
chips; eat Kosher hot dogs; pie Bella if she
opens her fat trip. If all else fails — secede.

Abe Beame
God:
I am getting too old for this business.

Going to Florida to a small retirement

community I heard of. Maybe in my spare
time I can get a job promoting yogurt.

Most obediently,

Moses

Angelo:

The time has come, the walrus s^id, to talk

of many things,

of Nortons, Foremans, Fraziers and stepping

from the ring.

The name of Ali will go the way of other

greats, down infamy row.

Until a new divorce, more alimony, and I

need more dough.

Some say I did it for the cheers — as sweet
as flowing honey;

Never you fool — I did it for the money.
The Greatest

Whomever:
We are taking a small vacation to catch up

on some new developments in the legal

world. Can be found at the Federal

Penitentiary School of Law.

White House Staff

Anyone who cares:

Promised my old man that I would be a

student one semester out of eight. This looks

like it. Besides; have to start looking for

bourgeois non work-study job; send all offers

to Paul Yanowitch, 422 Student Union. No
qualms; I sell to highest bidder. Old Hawaiian

saying; Kanili hia Ii ki kia do. Means this

week: take a left at Ki Kia Road.

pestilence, war, famine and rage

Paul Yanowitch's columns appear every
Monday in the Collegian.
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Bill Tarter

Soccer - The coming of age
By BILL TARTER
CoUegian Staff

-fi

For some, the war is over.
At the expense of our beloved Back Bay

Bombers the insufferable New York Yankees
were sipping the bubbly, in honor of clin-
ching their second consecutive Eastern
Division Crown.

For the Red Sox, they now have months to
contemplate all those if's and but's and could
have's and should have's which are
inevitable for a team that finishes as close as
they came.

Now that the '77 edition of the Towne
Team has become past history, we are
forced to swallow the condolence, "wait till

next year," once more.
Meanwhile, across the river from where

the Yankee victory celebration was taking
place, in a land the locals call "Joisey", a
sports event of even greater magnitude was
"eing held.

" A man called Pele was playing in his last
professional game. It wasn't just the end of a
season, but the end of a legendary career.
For the fans that appreciated the game, it

was the end of an era.
To those uninitiated with the sport of

soccer - he was the best, the model all

players would aspire to.

To understand his greatness you would
have to use other sport analogies. He was
soccer's equivalent to O.J. Simpson, Bobby
Orr, Julius Erving or Willie Mays.

Even this may be an injustice to the man
because his fame, unlike the others, is world-
wide. There is not a continent on the globe
where he is not revered and considered the
epitome of the hero.

When you say the word soccer one man
comes to mind — Pele.

When he arrived in America three years
ago, along with the magic foot packed inside
his suitcase, he also brought with him the
dream of accomplishing what everybody else
had considered a lost cause - resurrecting
soccer into a major sport.

Not just something that the private
schools played, or that 'thing" a lot of those
crazy foreigners liked to do on weekends, but
something that competed with other
pastimes of football and baseball.

Pele summed up his thoughts in his native
Brazilian tone, "If I fulfill this hope I will have
achieved the most important goal of my life."

(Apparently, soccer also taught him the
ability to play upon words.)

Realistically, nobody thought one man
could carry a struggling sport on his
shoulders. It seemed impossible. Yet in the
same city that hosted this week's
Muhammad Ali Heavyweight Championship
fight, the NFL's Giants and Jets and the
pannant winning Yankees, an exhibition
soccer game outdrew them all.

Over 75,000 people absorbed the soaking
ram to witness Pele's farewell and to thank
him. In typical Hollywood fashion he scored
a goal in this, his final game as he had so
many times before.

As the game ended the players of both
teams hoisted him upon their shoulders and
carried him around the field for the last time.
The chorus of "Pele! Pele! Pelel" grew long
and loud while Pele himself was gleefully
waving two flags, one Brazilian and one
American.
Genuine tears of joy poured down his

cheeks. It was a touching moment, his
"impossible dream" had been realized, the
75,000 there would attest to that.
Dreams don't always come true, but to

those that are gifted - they do.

Jets upend erring Pats

with last-second kick
NEW YORK \AP] - Al Palewicz recovered

punt returner Mike Haynes' fumble with one
minute to go and Pat Leahy kicked a tie-

breaking 32- yard field goal with 23 seconds
remaining to give the New York Jets a 30-27
National Football League victory over the
reeling New England Patriots yesterday.

The Patriots, 1-2, who lost 30-27 to
Cleveland in overtime last Monday night,
appeared to send Sunday's game into over-
time, driving 75 yards for a tying touchdown
on Steve Grogan's 27-yard scoring pass to
Darryi Stingley with 1:27 left in the fourth
period

But the Jets, 1-2, after failing to move and
punting, got the ball back at the New
England 29 when Shelton Diggs and Billy

Hardee stripped it away from Haynes and
Palewicz, a linebacker on the special team,
recovered. The Jets stayed on the around.

Bruce Harper rumbling for 14 yards on one
play to set up Leahy's winning kick.
New York, trailing 20-14 going into the

final period, roared ahead with two touch-
downs.

First, linebacker Greg Buttle intercepted a
Grogan pass and returned it 44 yards for a
score, then quarterback Richard Todd threw
a 25-yard TD strike to Wesley Walker. Leahy
missed the extra point on the second score,
giving the Patriots their chance to tie it.

Each team scored two touchdowns in the
first period, Todd getting both for the Jets
with a three-yard pass to Charlie White and a
seven- yard quarterback keeper and rookie
Raymond Clayborn scoring one for New
England on a 100-yard kickoff return.
Todd's touchdown pass to White 6:20 into

the first period capped a 59- yard drive high-
lighted by Walker's 38-yard reception that
put the ball on the New England 21.

*Booters fall in overtime
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

net," UMass coach Russ Kidd said after the
contest. "Both Mark Hogdon in goal and
Larry Aronson on defense were excellent."
The biggest chance for the Minutemen to

break into the lead came midway through the
second half when freshman Tommy
Koutsoukos was awarded a penalty shot
after being tripped on a breakaway in front of
the Vermont cage. But, on a play that's
usually a sure goal 99 per cent of the time,
Koutsoukos didn't score as his blazing shot
struck the post to the left of the Vermont
netminder and bounded off to the left.

"It's the first time in my life that I've
missed a penalty shot," lamented Kout-
soukos. "That was the difference; if I had
scored on that shot, we would have won."

Another factor in the Minutemen's loss
was the below-par performance of a co-
captain Ed Niemiec, who is still bothered by
an injury to his thigh that he received in the
Keene State qame last Wednesday.

ifAirgame cffc/cs
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

"Our offensive Ytne is tough, no doubt
about that, " said offerwve tackle Rosa
Schubarth. Yourtgstown threw eight mart on
the line and we still contained them. It's not
one nnan but everybody. No matter vsrhat
they throw against us. t think we can handle
it." he said.

"Ed is usually a dominating force in our
game and to have him not playing at 100 per
cent had to hurt us," Kidd explained.
The Catamounts were led by Phil

Stevenson, who registered two goals and
one assist enroute to one of his finest per-
formances this season.
Vermont mentor Joe Rineheardt saw his

team raise its record to 5-0 this year with the
win. "It was simple, we wanted it more than
they did," Rineheardt said. "Each team had
their chances and the missed penalty shot
when UMass seemed to have the
momentum really inspired us."
The UMass loss saw its record slip to 3-1

on the year and was the first time this season
that the ball found its way into the
Minuteman cage.
Mascolo was assisted on his first goal by

Bill Leary and received a pass from Ed
Niemiec to score his second. "Both goals
were just a case of me being in the right
place at the right time," explained Mascolo.
Coach Kidd was pleased with Mascolo's
performance and said that "Joe was ready to
pop a few."
The game itself was a physical affair that

saw the ball change hands very frequently.
Koutsoukos, a Montreal native, was injured
twice in the first half, the second injury
resulting in a btoody nose that caused him to
sit out part of the first half and a few nunutes
of the second.
The toss shouW see the Mlnuten>en drop

down from their number three ranking in
New England while Vermont should improve
upon its number 13 spot in the national poll.
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lOONFSBlKY hy Garry Trudeau

WAS GLOBAL
CATASTROPHE CAUSED BY
EXTRATERRESTRIAL

INTERVENTION?

Immanue! Velikovsky one
of the greatest scientists of

our time, gives startling

geological evidence to

support his revolution

ary ttieory that the dis

asterous cataclysms
which rocked our planet
and destroyed entire civil

izations were brought about
by incredible forces outside
the world itself
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THE

HIDEOUT
(fitrmvrly the Hungry I I)

103 North Pleasant St.

Hours 11:30-1 AM Daily,
til 2:00 on weekends

We deliver every day from 5:00
till closing, from 3:00 on Sunday.

"Monday Night
FOOTBALL SPECIAL
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen
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'Buy two large pizzas and
get a small pizza FREE"

UM b| Marty Maceda

ALUMINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

Your Birthday By St«lla Wilder

MONDAY. OCTOBERS
^Bom today, you are a
sincere, affectionate and
sympathetic person - but
you are not inclined to

demonstrate your concern.
Many think of you as an
aloof and isolated individu-
al In truth, you observe
and inwardly respond to

everything that goes on
about you As a very young
child, you may well have
been tempermental, but a
lack of family encourage
ment in the display of

emotion gradually caused
you to develop a veneer of

unresponsiveness
A person of great deter-

mination, what you decide
to do you will do if you have
even a modicum of the
talent necessary. You are
not frightened by large
odds: rather, they chal-
lenge you At the same
time, however, you are
wary of taking on more
than your limitations can
tolerate Thus, though you
may happily accept a chal-
lenge, it IS never a chal-
lenge that comes equipped
with insurmountable
obstacles.

You have seldom tieen

discouraged by anything
life has brought you. You
will know success, failure,

grief, happiness, disap-
pointment and fulfillment -

- and you will face your life

with a rational approach

In short, you are one whu
says yes to life, not mt
To find wh;it is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I^'t our birthda) star be
>()ur (lailv uuide
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

LIBRA.Sept iMXl 22i

You might be wise to keep
negative responses to
yourself, especially in re-

action to another's recent
efforts to succeed.
SCORPIOOct 2;t-

.Nov 21 1 Important mat-
ters may take up more
time than you had hoped
You have to put off leisure-
time activity

SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec.21) - Moming confu-
sion could cause you to

react badly to another's
suggestion for afternoon
fun and profit. Make sin-

cere apologies.

CAPRICORNiDec 22-

Jan.l9) — If you are de-
pending upon the benefits
of an immediate success,
you may tie disappointed
Success IS sure - but dis-

tant.

AQUARIUSf Jan.20-
Feb.l8) — Keep to your
own concerns today Oth-
ers may ask for your
advice, but you would do
well to keep your views to

yourself for now.
PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) — Tact IS essential in

your dealings with others
today - and most espe-
(iall> should you do busi-

ness with lonii-term
friends

ARIES'.March :!1-April

19

1

You are probably
your own worst enemy at

this time Take advice
from those who have an
objective view of the situa-

tion

TAURUS' April 20-May
20

1 Take no risks with
profits already in hand
This IS an excellent time
for resting on your laurels
Advise a youngster on his

future

GEMINIiMay 21-.Iune20i

Unless you can remain
emotionally calm, you will

very likely upset your own
and another's apple cart.

Rationalize difficulties.

CANCERi.Iunc 21-.July

22 1 What you anticipate
is wor.se than the reality

fast approaching. Relax
and prepare to move
quickly, and accurately.
LEOiJuly 23-Aug22) —

Guard personal relation-

ships with the young Chil-

dren look to you with trust

and confidence Take care
not to mar the image
VIRGOiAug 2.-J-Sept 22)

— Refuse to take sides in

an argument that does not

really concern you. You
could easily be persuaded
into an untenable position

CopyriKhl ITT Uniird KMturr Si,ndi

r.ilc ln4

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Sorrowful
word

5 8. Pacific

island
group

10 Santa ---

Cahf
community

14— screen
process

15 Ike

16 Affirm with

confidence
1 7 Propound
1 8 Based on

semi
conductors

20 Railroad
mountain
structure

22 Roma is its

capital

23 Airhne
abbrs

24 Furrow
25 Deliver to an

enemy
28 Showy

displays
32 After rec of

order
33 Kind of race
35 Arless seat
36 Smelling of

decay
38 Actor

Robert
40 Wife of

Ramachandraio Knocking
41 Fragrant sounds

liquid 1 1 Egg-shaped
43 Lap dogs; 12 Bristle:

Informal Prefix

45 Arrange
tableware

46 Brings back
into use

48 Bob Hopes
forte

50 Path
51 Reliable
52 Resources
55 Wanderers
59 Arouses

emotionally

61 Piano, drum.
and sax.

eg
62 twiusical

team
63 Make happy
64 This:

Spanish
65 Grows old

66 Isaac's
mother

67 Extensive

DOWN
1 Serpents
2 Detroit or

BC
footballer

3 As well

4 Spit

5 Flounced
6 African

plants
7 Not very

harmful
8 Japanese

sash
9 Assisting

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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13 Zone
19 Filthy

places
21 Pre-eminent
24 Kind of

canoe
25 fwlore igno-

ble

26 Irregularly

toothed
27 Solicits

28 Glass rec-

tangles
29 Outcry
30 Carried
31 Having

small
grains Mm

34 Ran easily

37 Places for

deep think-

ing
39 Amer In-

dian leader
42 Cheers
44 Wild apple
47 Chinese

civets

49 Turned to

water
51 Monica
52 Verdi

heroine
53 Primly

proper
54 Graf-— :

Ger battle-

ship

55 Zooiound
56 Of the Scots
57 Ceremonial

act

56 Bathroom
item

60 Int'l Law
Assoc.
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Spikers bow to Bears
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Before an extremely partisan and vocal
crowd, the UMass volleyball team lost its

home opening match to an experienced
Bndgewater State squad at NOPE gym on
Friday night.

The final scores were 12-15, 12-15, 15-10,

and 11-15, but the match could have easily

gone the maximum five games as both teams
appeared to be very evenly matched.
UMass led early in the first game but

Bridgewater battled back to tie the score at

six. For the rest of the game the lead see-

sawed back and forth with neither team ever
leading by more than a point until, with the
score even at 12, Bridgewater took ad-
vantage of some poor returns and a couple
of missed hits by UMass to post the 15-12
win. Again, as in last week's tri-match, the
spikers seemed to panic when they fell

behind.

Bridgewater picked up where it had left off

in the second game as the Bears opened up a

quick 6-1 lead behind some strong spiking
and overall sparkling offensive play.

UMass, on the other hand, could sustain

no kind of a consistent offense. Heidi

Dickson's outstanding spiking brought
UMass to within four at 10-6 but the women
from Bridgewater kept their cool and gained
a 13-6 lead. With Dickson serving bullets, the
Minutewomen rallied to within one at 13-12

but again, their opponents survived to win
15-12.

The visitors looked like a sure bet to sweep
as they opened up a 7-2 lead in the third

game. UMass looked very confused as a

number of hittable shots fell in between
players and the team seemed to always wind
up crowded into one corner of the court.

Freshman Peggy Barger, the tallest player

on the UMass squad, was the one bright spot
as she came up with a couple of key blocks
and spikes to keep the spikers within striking

distance at 9-5.

From that point on, the momentum
shifted in favor of UMass as, for the first

time, the women began to gain confidence in

their offensive attack, i ney ran ott a string of

nine points to Bridgewater's one and won
the game 15-10.

In the final game, the tables were turned as
it was UMass that started out fast, gaining a

quick 5-0 lead. However, Bridgewater battled

back to tie the score at eight and were never
headed as it went on to win the game 15-11

and the match three games to one.
UMass never quit, though, as Bridgewater

had three serves for match point before it

Lir spikers lose
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

Entertaining is the only word which
describes what happened last Friday night at

the NOPE gym. The UMass junior varsity

volleyball team played Bridgewater State in

its first match of the season and lost by a

score of 6-15, 15-7, 9-15.

Not entertaining, you say to yourself.

Perhaps boring?

The score does not indicate how exciting

this match actually was, not only to the
player or the fan, but everyone connected
with the game.

It began as a rather pallid affair, with
Bridgewater scoring the first six points, 11

out of 15, and winning the game by a score
nf 15-6. The Minutewomen looked awful,

with mixups in communication between the

front and back courts as the reason for giving

Bridgewater most of their points.

The second game began to look like a

-eplay ot the first. UMass was trailing 6-1

yvhen Coach Bonnie Buongiorne, looking a

little discouraged by the score, called time
out.

Now it was the fans' turn to revive the
team. They clapped frantically, and yelled

"Go UMass" at the top of their lungs. The
*ans felt that it was now their responsibility

o do their own type of coaching, the kind

that builds confidence into players who have
ost it.

The results were quite startling, as the
Minutewomen scored fourteen out of the
next fifteen points to win the game 15-7.

everything that they did from spikes to saves
had been executed perfectly. The
momentum (or confidence energy) had
switched to their side.

However, in the decisive third game,
Bridgewater began like the first two, building

up a seemingly insurmountable 8-1 lead,

before Coach Buongiorne wisely called

another timeout. But fan enthusiasm did not

take a break, and they applauded wildly

when the Minutewomen returned to the

court.

For the second time in the match, the

UMass »ix, which consisted of Elizabeth

Masse, Joyce GresI, Brenda Simmons,
Joanne Eames, Christine Perron, and Lisa

L<^, came back and tied the score at 9 before

bowing 9-15.

clinched the win.

Despite the loss. Coach Dianne Thompson
was very happy with the team's per-

formance.

Peggy Barber spikes during Friday's

volleyball match. UMass lost to
Bridgewater State in four sets. (Staff

photo by Pete Baumann)

She said, "This team has nothing to be
ashamed of ... This is a whole different team
from the one last week in New Hampshire ...

I'm not sad at all."

Stickers win
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team avoided
Saturday's rain and captured its third victory,

to remain undefeated with a decisive 2-0 win
at Northeastern.

UMass coach Judith Davidson com-
mended her squad's play for being a "very
balanced affair, everyone played well."

Both UMass goals were scored in the first

half. Co-captain Cheryl Meliones fired a hard
drive to attain her third goal in two qames.
Meliones' last victim was Keene St.

Sue Kibling's flick shot, into the right
corner of the Huskies net, added an in-

surance goal.

UMass clearly controlled the contest
except for the waning moments of play. The
Minutewomen penetrated past the 25-yard
mark for 15:10 of regulation play. The
Huskies could only muster 2:03.

Davidson lauded her entire team for its

outstanding play. The Minutewomen's
anticipation was the best it has been all

season. The UMass stickers' "passing was
excellent", noted Davidson. Their passes had
finesse, as well as power when it was
needed, she said.

Judy Kennedy, at left link, was simply
"spectacular". Kennedy, who was injured for
most of last season, performed the best
game Davidson has seen her play.

Jody Wickman received laurels from her
coach, also. Wickman's "cut was just
perfect," Davidson commented. Wickman,
at left back, made a straight cut into an open
area, drew the defense, and left her team-
mates plenty of breathing space.

Sports notice
WRESTLING - All candidates for the

upcoming season must attend an im-
portant meeting tomorrow at 4 p.m. in
the Boyden wrestling room.
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Sub harriers win
In the sub-varsity contest before the main

event Saturday, UMass continued its quest
towards the New England's by soundly
defeating Northeastern in a dual meet, 19-41.

Led by the consistency of Mike Dorion and
Kevin Molteni, who shared first place in

15:26, the Minutemen pushed across six

runners before the Huskies could manage
three.

Bob Hunt, Craig Arnold and Matt An-
derson finished the scoring for UMass with
4th, 5th and 7th, respectively.

The efforts of Tim Beauparlant and Jim
Gallagher as sixth and seventh men polished
off the too ten.

* Gridders
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

the score was already 33-0 UMass by that

time, and all that was left was for the subs to

play out the string, and for Fallon and
Cummings to set their records.

Almost overlooked in the light of the
unexpected passing show was the fact that

UMass' senior halfback Billy Coleman
continued to show that 1977 may be his best
year ever.

Coleman gained 127 yards in 16 carries,

including 43-yard and 20-yard scampers. His

day's work pushed his rushing total up to 395
yards for the year.

But passing was the story of this game.
And MacPherson was not shocked by his

team's ability to throw.
"It's not a new wrinkle to our attack," the

coach said of his willingness to go to the air.

"I always knew Mike Fallon was a good
passer."

And Fallon proved that the Penguins were
sitting ducks for his tactics.

WHERE CAN
A PIZZA LOVER

FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

healed across Irem
SoiilliwesI clonus at UMass

549-5592
g«By-ii5BragiXj,.«M
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FRIDAY'S RESUl T9
^^VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - Bridgewater State over UMass, 12- 16-,2, 16.12, 10.,5, IS-

VAHiblY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 2 Northpa«!tPrn n

,:^'LTi''' "°^^ COUNTRY ITM^-arUVcheastern 49; St. John^s 60

St ^T^s^Nir-^°v=e^^L t'zz'rj '
'°^'

MEN'S GOLF - Toski Intercollegiate Invitational Home

UMass harriers' depth

keys quad meet win

Cats stop netmen, 5-4
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team dropped
two out of three doubles matches and
consequently its match with the University of
Vermont Saturday by a 5-4 score.
The match was begun on the lower

Boyden courts, until rain forced the coaches
to move the match indoors at the Amherst
Tennis Academy in Sunderland.
The singles matches had been completed,

with the teams splitting, and the doubles had
negun when the rams came, forcing the
postponement.
Steve Heyl, at third singles, defeated

UVM's Bruce Rockowitz, 3-6, 6-4, 7-6.
Freshman Keith Hovland, playing at fourth
singles, beat the Catamount's Mark Com-
pagnon, 6-4, 6-1. UMass' other frosh star
Mark Huetteman, downed Vermont's Frank

Babbott, also in straight sets, 7-6, 6-3, to take
fifth singles.

Huetteman and Hovland were also the
only doubles combo to win, as they defeated
UVM's Jeff Degrott and Neil Light, 6-2, 7-6.

"I'm very pleased with their play," said
coach Jay Ogden of his freshmen. "They've
really been doing a job for us."

Hovland and Huetteman were moved up
to fourth and fifth singles, respectively for
the match, and "did well," according to
Ogden.

"They'll do well in the Yankee Conference
matches at number three doubles too "

said
Ogden.

"It was a close match that could have
gone either way. We were unbelievably even
and this year's Yankee Conference should be
the closest in a while, since there are five
really good times."

All-American Stetson Arnold chugs
through Franklin Park on his way to
second place Saturday. (Photo by Matt
Mangan)

EARN OVER '600 A MONTH
FORTHE RESTOFYOUR

SENIOR YEAR.
Ifyou are interested in math, physics or engineering,

the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the NUPOC-Collegiate Program (NUPOC

IS short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if
you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for
the remamder ofyour senior year Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School, you will receive an additional
year ofadvanced technical education, education that
would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year of training
you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. Only one ofevery six applicants will be
selected, and there are fewer than 300 openings. But
those who make it find themselves in one of the most
elite engineering training programs anywhere. With
unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in
four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education
opportunities.

For more details on this program, ask your
placement officer when a Navy representative will be on
campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below;
or send your resume to Navy Nuclear Officer Program,
Code 312, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity.

OFFICER FROGR.-WISOFFK^E. NAVY RKCRnilNG DISTRICT. >\s.47 1.4424 44(.2

NAVYOFFKER.
ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, IT'SAN ADVENTURE.

By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass men's cross
couritry team adopted a winning formula at
Franklin Park in Boston Saturday by em-
ploying the philosophy that "the team that
runs together, wins together."

Responding faithfully to the challenge of
competing without the services of two of the
top three runners on the squad, UMass laced
up victories number four, five and six on the

Pf^^/°"• o^^
^^^ ^'"'s^ ''"6 the score read:

UMass 31; Northeastern, 49; St. Johns, 50-
and Rhode Island, 94.

Individually, NU's John Flora set the

oo"^2°.^)f,^'""'"9 °" ^'s ^^ome course in
^3:55. UMass's fast-charging All-American
Stetson Arnold overcame St. John's Steve
Callahan with 100 yards to go and claimed
second place in 24:06.

In a pack of harriers further back the
Minutemen's Lou Panaccione represented
the force that pulled four teammates into the
next seven positions. Panaccione finished
4th in 24:40, Kevin McCusker 6th in 24-48
with the brotherly effort of Matt and Tom
Wolff rounding out the top ten in 25:05 and
25:08, respectively.

"I'm really pleased and somewhat sur-
prised at the performances of our middle
runners," said head coach Ken O'Brien
'Lou Panaccione blazed like fire over the
latter part of the course, and Kevin Mc-
Cusker, Matt and Tom Wolff, and Mike
Morns all ran strong, supplying us with a
heck of a group."
What could have dictated the outcome of

the meet were surprises before and after the
race. Bruce Bickford, Northeastern's All-
America selection, was in street clothes on
the sideline when the gun sounded, and Mike
Quinn, UMass's celebrated harrier, did not
finish when he was forced to drop out after
three miles because of stomach cramps.

"Yes, I was surprised Bickford wasn't
running, but without Frank and Quinnie, two
of our top three runners, the outcome was
certainly balanced: not by design but by
circumstance, said Coach O'Brien.

Co-Captain Frank Carroll sat out the
quadrangular contest.
Commented O'Brien, "It has been our

policy in the past to regulate the races of our
top runners. Frankie looked tired in our last
race against Providence, so instead of
running him in our third contest in the past
eight days, I decided to rest him."

After the race, immediate concern was
directed towards Mike Quinn. "Hopefully,
it's just a stomach cramp," said O'Brien.
"This is the first time this season we ve run in
the morning. Digestion is different, perhaps
that was the cause. The next few days we'll
be observing Mike closely."

"I felt fine before the race," explained
Quinn, "but at the mile mark I began to feel
the cramps. I tried to shrug it off, and for
awhile I forgot about it, but with every bump
in the course it lust got worse. I felt good all

this week, I'll just have to wait and see what
happens."

O'Brien was quick to single out "depth" as
the key to impressive victories over rival

Northeastern, St. John's and Rhode Island.
"Quinnie and Stetson have been there
beforp, but several of our scorers today
haven't."

At the two mile mark of the race Lou
Panaccione was the Minutemen's 6th rtian,
and 12th overall. With a mile and a half to go
he started his drive towards the frontrunners
to become UMass' second man.

"With about a mile to go I caught a pack
of runners," said Panaccione.

"I didn't feel good at all at the early stages
of the race, but fortunately felt stronger as
the race progressed."

Kevin McCusker showed an improvement
of 30 seconds .over his best time on Franklin
Park.

"I felt after my last race, concentration
alone would improve my performance. When
Lou went by me near the end of the race I

got pulled in with him," said McCusker.
Northeastern coach Everitt Baker ex-

plained Bickford's reason for not competing
as an "aggravated hamstring."

"It's just a slight pull. I worked on a farm
this summer, that could have done it

"

replied Bickford.

The Huskies' All American should be back
m action in a couple of weeks, and barring
any further injuries, should make his
presence felt in the New England s.

"Many people will view this meet and
debate whether Northeastern deserves their
ranking," said O'Brien. "I think the rankings
are justified. Bob Flora never runs that well
this early, but always rises, in the big ones.
With Bickford healthy they're the same
threat as last year, possessing three very
good front runners."
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Gridders paste Penguins, 54-13
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

It was almost unbelievable.

Take that back. It WAS unbelievable.

The UMass football teann discovered
Saturday that a football could be thrown as

well as run, and using the aerial route,

demolished Youngstown State, 54-13,

before 7200 fans at Alumni Stadium.
After relying upon a ground attack to

churn to their previous two wins, the

Minutemen, now 3-1, let their passing attack

out of the closet against the Penguins and
rolled up an extremely impressive victory.

More specifically, the chief offensive

architects of the triumph were quarterback

Mike Fallon and tight end Kevin Cummings.
Fallon threw five touchdown passes to

establish a UMass single-game record

(breaking the old mark of four, held by Jerry

Whelchel and Peil Pennington). Four of the

TD tosses came in the first half, when the

Minutemen were building up a 33-7 in-

termission lead.

In all, Fallon completed 11 of 15 passes in

the first half, good for 188 yards.

Fallon threw only three times in the second
half, but his only completion out of the trio

was an historic one. It was directed by
Cummings, who revived memories of his

1976 season as he hauled in a 22-yard touch-
down toss.

With the reception, Cummings broke the

Minuteman mark for most scoring passes
caught in a game. He eclipsed the old mark
of two, which had been held by 10 players.

But why the decision to go to the air?

"The key was that Youngstown threw an
eight-man front against us," UMass coach
Dick MacPherson explained. "The coaches
upstairs picked it up, and we decided to

exploit it."

That UMass did, who no- hols- barred
passing attack.

But to only credit the offense would be a

grave injustice to the Minutemen's defensive

unit, which forced four Youngstown fumbles
and intercepted one pass. Four of the five

Penguin turnovers led directly to UMass
scores.

After Fallon was stymied on a quarterback
keeper on fourth and one from the Penguin
22 early in the first period, Youngstown gave
the ball back to the Minutemen on its own
one.

A holding call on first down pushed the

Penguins back to their own 10, whereupon a

fouled-up handoff by quarterback Bill Fink

caused the ball to bounce loose. Defensive

end John Willis pounced on it on the

Youngstown one. After two running plays

got the Minutemen nowhere, Fallon rolled

out and threw a play-action one-yard touch-

down pass to a wide-open Cummings.
When Youngstown got its hands on the

ball again, new quarterback Keith Snoody's
fumble on first down was pounced on by

defensive end John D'Amato at the Penguin
23.

Fallon immediately took advantage of a

befuddled group of Penguin defenders to hit

Cummings with a 23-yard paydirt toss.

The score continued to mount as in the
second period as Fallon threw scoring passes
to Moses Williams (22 yards on a super
sliding catch) and to John Gladchuk (eight

yards).

Sandwiched in between the touchdowns
was a 26- yard scoring jaunt by Hank
Sareault, who bowled over three Penguins
on his way to the end zone.

Although Youngstown did answer with
one first half TD on a five-yard scoring pass,

:**«'^?-v*'.3»;--»?-^%v Nr
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FB Hank Sareault (X) follows Ross Schubarth (77) and Bruce Kimball (68) through the left side of the line on his way to a 26

yard TD run in the 2nd quarter. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

UMass air game clicks

Booters dumped by Cats

despite Mascolo's heroics
By mark marchand
Coffegmn Staff

Joel Mascoto notched two goals for the
UMass soccsr team on the Boydan field

Saturday afternoon, but it wasn't good
enough as the UMass soccer team fed to the
Universrty of Vermont in overtime for the
second time in three yeers.

Mascolo's goals canrie in the second half

as the Minutemen fought back from a 2-0
deficit which the Catamounts had built up in

the first haff

After that, the game renwtned at two
apiece until regulation time ended ar>d the
two ten minute overtinrM periods began.
Vermont scored once in each of those
periods and wtien the smoke cleared the
Catamounts were the victor by a 4-2 score in

a ganr>e in which they had been ciearty

dominated by the Minutemen in regulation

time.

"We played great and had some good
chances but the baU just didn't go into tt>e

TURN TO PAGE 12

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

After the game UMass head football

coach Dick MacPhe'Son was asked whether
the 243 net yards passing was a new wrinkle

in the UMass offense.

"A new wrinkle? No, I wouldn't say that.

We have always had it. We just decided to

exploit it today," said MacPherson.
Before this victory over Youngstown,

UMass had completed just ten of 32 passes
in three games. Its opponents had compiled
523 yards wtttle the UMass aerial attack was
limited to 186 total yards.

But Saturday, five out of the eight

Minuteman touchdowns were scored via the

air. Not just one yard "dump passes" but

legitirrute bombs, includir>g touchdown
passes of 23 yards to tight end Kevin
Cumrr>inas. a 21 yarder to the other tight

end Moses Williams, and a 48 yard com-
pletion to split end Dennis Dent.
Mike Fallon came all the way back from a

knee injury to er^oy his best passing day en
route to setting a new record for most touch-
down passes thrown in a game. Falton,

establishir>g the record (set by Peil Pen-
nington in 1972), threw five TD passes, three

to Cummings. On the day, Falkjn completed
12-18 passes and had no interceptions.

Cummings set a record for most touch-

The UMass defense, shown here stopping a UVM shot on goal, held the Catamounts In regulation, but succumbed in over-

time, 4-2. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

down passes received in a game set by
himself last year with two. Against Youngs-
town, Cummings caught five passes for 93

yards.

Cummings, injured for the latter half of the
'77 season, but still managing to compile
enough statistics to make him one of the

Yankee Conference leading receivers, en-

joyed his best day since coming back from
his knee injury.

"It sure makes me feel good to see the

Kevin Cummings of old come alive again.

With him going well, it t^es pressure off our

wide receivers, our runners, and our quarter-

back," said MacPherson.
"I'm glad to help this team again," saki

Cummings. "The first game against Army, I

didn't have my timing back and I dropped a

few. But today, my rhythm was there and my
confidence was greetty boosted/' said

Cummings.
According to FaHon, Youngstown w«

expecting a total running game from UMass.
"Coach Conataer up in the press box

noticed they were continuously Iming up 8
man defensive fronts on the lirw of scrim-

rruge. We then adjusted our strategy and hK
them with play-action fakes, sHowing Kevin

Cummings and Moses Williams to get

open," Falk)n saki.

Probably the rTK)St outstanding catch

of the day was by Williams. WH>-

iams, with his defender all over him,

lunged for the 21 yard pass thrown by Fallon,

and came up with the pass while sprawled on
the ground. Williams let everyone know how
he felt about catching his first TD of the year

with a dance that can never be described.

"I knew it had to come sometime. It was
just a question of when," said Williams.

"That's just a sign of the times. Williams'

play was actually a busted play with Moses
and Kevin Cummings in the same area. The
play was designed differently but when
you're hot, you're hot," said MacPherson.

MacPherson added that although the

passing game was the most pleasant aspect
to be remembered, the most consistent

ingredients of the team, the offensive and
defensive lines, and the running game were
the keys of the game.

"Our offense had trouble getting going at

the beginning but the hits by our defensive
linemen causing the fumbles changed the

momentum of the game in our favor,"

MacPherson said.

The running game, thanks to halfback Bill

Coleman (124 net yards and his third over

1(X) game), compiled 297 yards to give

UMass its highest offensive putout of the

year. UMass compiled 517 total offensive

yards.

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Sarah comes to UMass By KEVIN JONES
Nummo News Staff

The irresistable voice of Sarah Vaughn, Photo by Edwin
J. Patterson

Anyone who has happened to be
at the UMass Fine Arts Center
concert hall last Thursday evening
was treated to a lyrical adventure
by one of the finest singers this

century has known, Sarah Vaughn.
Bountiful applause rang out as

"The Divine Sarah", in her
resounding beauty, strutted on to

the stage before an anxious and
well attended audience. Her ac-

companiment for the evening
included Schroder on piano,
Warren Booker on bass, and the
great Jimmy Cobb on drums.

With a voice of velvet, a relaxing

smoothness that erased every
worry in the world, she bellowed
out the lyrics to a recent popular
tune "Feelings".

This night, Sarah demonstrated
her fantastic range which she has
developed over her 30 years ex-

perience in the music business.

Without hesitation she sang
throughout the musical framework
of "The Man I Love" and "On a
Clear Day". Moving ballads such as
Tadd Dameron's "If You Could See
Me Now" and "Everything Must

Change" highlighted her per-
formance. Ms. Vaughn then
scatted changes to "I Remember
April" which exhibited her amazing
sense of pitch.

Drummer Jimmy Cobb kept
things hot with fiery and evenly
executed fills, extrodinary brush
work, and magnificently accurate
time keeping. Cobb, being a master
and innovator of his profession has
worked many years with Miles

Davis, Cannonball Adderly, Bobby

Timmons, Stan Getz and Dizzy
Gillaspie. He gained his experience
working behind singers like Billie

Holiday, Pearl Baily and Dinah
Washington.

Pianist Carl Schroder managed
to build an anti-climactic per-

formance through his use of

consonant chordal structure and
cliche embellishments. He often
failed to bring about interest and
excitement in his playing as it

lacked various elements indigenous
to black music.

His playing didn't distract from
the whole of Ms. Vaughn's per-

formance as she was in control of
her total environment of sound.

She increased the audiences
motivation to listen adeptly with
renditions of Gershwin melodies, A
Foggy Day in London Town, and
Thelonius Monk's immortal
"Round Midnight".

Sarah Vaughn born in Newark,
N.J., began singing at the Mt. Zion
Baptist Church in Newark. She
took piano and organ lessons
between 1931 and 1939. She en-
tered in an amateur contest at the
Apollo Theater in New York and
won. She was then recommended
by Billy Eckstein, who was working

Sarah Vaughn. Photo by Edwin J. Patterson

for Earl 'Fatha' Hines, for a debut as

a second pianist and vocalist with
'Fatha' Hines.

She began work as a vocalist
with John Kirby's combo at the
Copacabana in New York between
1945-46. With the help of a
Musicraft recording contract and

the entnusiasm of musicians such
as Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie

Parker who praised her voice as a
new development in music, she
began to make her way toward a
wide listening ajjdience. She gained
national attention first with her
recording of "I'll Wait and Pray"

Continued J '-. ^

Support gathers for 'Hirohito Case

Kenneth Chin, Photo by Ed Cohen.

October 4 will mark the second
anniversary of the infamous
"Hirohito case." Two years have
passed since the mass news media

broke a story about the arrest of
two Asian-Americans who were
believed to be connected to a
suspected assassination plot. The

target was Emperor Hirohito of
Japan who was on a historic first

visit to the U.S. Overnight the story
became sensational international
news. The Secret Service, who
made the arrest, appeared to have
aborted a possible international
incident. News reports spoke of a
seized "arsenal" of firearms and a
"library" of communist literature.

The story came exactly 22 days
after the attempted assassination
on President Ford by Lynette
"Squeaky" Fromme. Exactly 9 days
before, Sara Jane Moore missed
hitting President Ford with a .38
caliber bullet by only four feet. This
attempt came after her release from
Secret Service questioning. The
Secret Service, under fire by
superiors and Congressional
Committees for improperly
protecting the President, once
again stood erect after the aborted
Hirohito assassination plot. The
public believed that the Secret
Service was back on the job.

However, two days later the Secret
Service mysteriously withdrew
from the case and transferred it to
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms. Yet the case has
since been known in the in-

ternational press as the "Hirohito
case." The two Asian-Americans
were never formerly charged with
attempted murder or conspiracy to
assassinate His Majesty. Was there
in fact a plot as real as the attempts
on President Ford's life?

A UMass public health student
states, "Absolutely not! I couldn't
care less about the Emperor of
Japan." Kenneth R. Chin, a fresh-

man, was one of the two Chinese-
Americans arrested by the Secret
Service. Presently, Elizabeth J.

Young, the other Chinese-
American is living in New York city

where the incident occurred. The
two were held in a Federal
detention center for five days. Both
shared the apartment the Secret
Service had ransacked. Later, both

were charged with violations of the
1968 Federal Gun Control Act. The
two were licensed hunters and
licensed by New York city to own
firearms. The Federal violatk>ns

were totally unrelated to the
original accusations by the Secret
Service and the mass news media.
They were subjected to two jury
trials; the first of which ended with
a "hung jury" because of an issue
over the legal definition of
residence. The trial judge had given
an incomplete and illogical

definition. After the second trial,

with the residence issue cleared up
in favor of the government, the two
were found guilty. Ms. Young was
convicted of taking her hunting rifle

across state lines while Mr. Chin
was convicted of conspiring with
her to do this and receiving the fire-

arm.

Facing five years and-or $5,000
fine and ten years and-or $10,000

Ccntinut Pi: 4
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Something you
need to know

By Chaka Zulu
Sfsters and Brothers, in the many articles that are published in this

newspaper which speak to specific issues concerning oppressed peoples
of color, there are terms that are used that we do not come into contact
with everyday. Terms such as Capitalism, Imperialism, Colonialism Neo-
colonialism, National Liberation Struggle, Socialism, Revolution, Classes
etc.

These terms we hear in speeches given by representatives of different
organizations, we see them in leftist newspapers, in books wrinen by
revolutionary thinkers and on posters. We see these terms yes but do we
understand what they mean and how they affect our lives? 'Suprisingly
enough, many of us don't. I therefore propose that this newspaper should
print each week a new and different list of terms and their subsequent
definitions. I also propose that you the reader take this newspaper and
once or twice a week briefly familiarize yourself with these terms.

These terms are important to know because they are key in un-
derstanding the nature of our oppression. Also when you find out exactly
what our oppressor is all about and where he is weakest, you may not be
as afraid as you thought.

So for the first week I propose that we define the terms: Capitalism
Impenalism, Colonialism, National Democratic Revolution, and National
Liberation.

Capitalism is an economic system based on the exploitation of man byman for the benefit of a few at the expense of the many. It is a system
where the means of production (land and factories) are concentrated in the
hands of a few, and the goods that are produced are not based on the
needs of the people but on the dictates of the economic market (which
they also control), and whatever else will bring in profits.

Imperialism -is the highest stage of capitalism, it is an international
expansion of capitalism, where a capitalist nation extends beyond its
national boudaries in order to exploit the natural and human resources of
other usually weaker nations, for example the United States.

Colonialism -a higher state of imperialism, where after the process of
gaming control of the weaker nation has been completed, the imperialist
nation occupies the conquered territories with its military forces an army
of administrators to gear the development of the colony to satisfy the
needs of the "mother country", and in some cases settler, to displace the
enslaved people from their own land.

National Liberation Struggle- is a process where a colonized people
decide to "no longer" bear their oppression, and, through planned,
concise and spontaneous actions, organize themselves to defeat their
oppressors. National Liberation Struggles are for the obtaining of Land and
Power and the establishment of an independent Political Economy, in
other words Self Determination National Liberation struggles take many
years and go through many different changes. The oppressor is highly
afraid of National Liberation Struggles and will use any means at his
disposal to stop a peoples freedom struggle. This is why violence is a
necessary factor in the process of liberation.

National )Democratic Revolution-a part of the a. ti colonial process
consisting of different stages due to the changing p al circumstances.A National Democratic Revolution can consist c>verything from a
movement for civil rights and equality, to armea struggle. A National
Democratic Revolution is a process that takes years, and r«->,,ir««; a« much
unity as t o^sible from all sectors of our population.
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What is the 24 hour Trick?

The lecture by Dick Gregory was
extremely important. The content
of that lecture can only be ap-
preciated by the desire to do and be
right. He very carefully constructed
the American picture for Black
people as well as white people. His
message was dynamic and
collective. He built his lecture
around the "24 hour Trick." What
is the "24 hour Trick?"

In the dictionary, trick is defined
as a dupe, stupe, con,; to cheat
someone or rip them off. In the
streets, a trick can be any thing a
prostitute uses to get money from
some prospecting male. Through
dealing with pimps and other
prostitutes, she can learn not to use
her body in getting someone's
money.

Using the idea called the "24
hour Trick," Gregory clearly
presented some facts about living

in this country. The country
repeatedly lies to its people -
white and Black - filling the
American people with delusions in

the politics, energy, industry, CIA,
media, medical facility, foods,
religion, water, social role,
everything, and etc.

From the moment we wake up in

the morning til we go to sleep at
night, and even in our dreams, we
are under a constant mental
education and suggestion.

Gregory said the CITA admitted
publishing a report stating that it

has over 200 journalist placed to
manipulate the countries' media.
Gregory showed through letters by
the government, how the cause' of
ozone depletion in our atmosphere
was due to nuclear testing and not
due to aerosol cans. He asked
everyone, "Do you all know why
the ozone is being depleted."
People said "aerosol cans." Then
he said, "see how quick your
statement came out. 'Aerosol
cans' You all didn't even think
before you answered it." Since
most aerosol cans are indoor, the
chances are very unlikely that
aerosol would affect the ozone
layer.

He talked about how in 1962,
millions of people in the U.S. were
injected with a cancer virus — SV-
40 - when they thought they were
receiving polio shots. He had a
personal letter from the govern-
ment reinforcing his claim. He read
the letter to the audience.
He talked about the minds of

women and how they are duped
with delusions about their sexual
identity. Many women are not

Sarah Vaughn Continued

,jaid her

time or

oecially

;an in a

and then "It's Magic" which sold

2,000,000 copies.

Ms. Vaughn, howeve-
dues' as all musicians at c

another must do. It wat
hard for her as a black w
business controlled primarily by
white men. She often had difficulty

finding restaurants to eat in and
hotels to sleep in while she was on
the road. Other incidents of racism
also occurred as one time she stood
on stage at a Chicago night club as
an all white audience hurled rotten
fruit at her.

As a strong woman she stood up
to such punishment to-become the
most respected of our time. Her
voice, completely different from
that of Billie Holiday or Ella Fit-

zgerald, contains controlled tone
and vibrato. Her ear for chord
structure, enables her to change or
inflect melody as an instrumentalist

would.

Sarah (somestimes known, as
"Sass") has the remarkable ability

to sing out her emotions and
feelings as she did Thursday night
expressing sensitivity throughout
the milieu of moving ballads up-
tempo standards, and modern
popular tunes. As of today no
singer has yet to project such a

tonal quality in her voice and
charismic personality. This has
made "The Divine Sarah" one of
the most important figures in Black
Classical Musi-

aware of the extent to which the
medical racketeer industry
manipulates their lives.

He expressed concern about the
many women who were un-
consciously sterilized in the country
when they thought they were
getting abortions. He mentioned
the fact that many doctors are not
doctors. He expressed a deep, deep
desire for the women in this

country and elsewhere to develop
the proper intelligence for them-
selves and for the freedom of man
as well; "for I can't be free until

woman is free."

He talked about the CIA set up of
Watergate, assassinations of
Martin Luther King, the Kennedys,
The Korean affair and New York
City black out, the economy, the
state of the union.

He said the reason we can't solve
our problem with the rich racists

who control the country is because
we have the same mentality he has,
a racist mentality. This is true for
Black people as well as white
people. He talked about how the
Kent State shooting was ordered;
how those guards went out with
expressed intent to shoot white
demonstrators.

Basically, a lot of it said that most
Americans are filled with all types
of misconceptions about the
government and its people. He very
convincingly presented facts to
support the idea the government
does not care about its people. The
American people are filled with so
much hate, through racism and
sexism, that they don't ever see
how society has taken away any
natural dignity. This is the Trick, the
"24 hour Trick." We, as people.
Black and white, are so filled with
perverted, debased, frivolous
thinking that we don't even see that
we don't really want to be like that.

No person is born with the hatred
and darkness this country breeds
and tries to hide. But the Trick is so
effective, we don't even see that
we are the country. Our country lies

within US. It cannot exist anywhere
else. The trick has mentally and
physically removed us from our
duty as human beings to stand
opposed to any debasement of
ourselves.

He talked about religion being
false because of our false ideas

about it, but that our religion lies

within us. He talked effectively

about this.

We have to stop letting the Trick

trick us, and work to develop that

spiritual nature of love and con-

by James Lewis

sideration that we were born with,

and have been tricked out of.

He talked about how powerful
the force of right is, how much
more powerful the force of right is

compared with any nuclear
weapon. He talked about the
authority that right has over wrong,
once it has been realized that right

is a universal idea, dreamed about,
felt, desired by all peoples. He
talked of the realization of God
being achieved when persons "get
their spiritual thing together," and
realize that this whole indifferent,

racist, sexist trip is simply a trick by
the "master pimp."

Most prostitutes start out at a
very young age, and are put out on
the street by older men who know
how to seduce their young minds.
That's the King Trick by the master
pimp. Are we selling our bodies, our
minds, our selves? There is much to
prove so.

Who is the master pimp? Is it the
rich, white males who control this

society? Are they not the ones who
created this mess? It seems like

Gregory was saying that this pirup,

(Tricker), can only be something in

one's own thinking. We can only
hate someone else if we hate
ourselves. We don't change the
racist, sexist hate that breeds our
people because we think the same
way. Certainly that pimp has to be
something we have accepted, been
tricked into bearing. Certainly we
carry him. We can only be duped
because we are dopes, trained
dummies that swear up and down
that we are a better person for
stealing money and screwing in one
evening.

Lastly, Gregory said with, current
throughout the lecture, that we, as
students, have a big job. Students
will later run the country. It was
always students who showed the
power structure that they, as
people, were not going to stand for
it. If we are going to right the
wrong, we have a big job.

We must first get our spiritual

thing together. Then we will have
the nature, disposition, ability and
power to work for the right, and
cast out the wrong.

I asked Mr. Gregory "What is the
most important thing you would
say to Black people?" He an-
swered: "Take time out to think
about yourself, to get yourselves
together.

The second thing he said is to
watch your diet, watch what you're
being f e -^

Killer to pay $25,000 into man's estate

NASHVILLE, N.C. lUPI] - An
elderly white storekeeper has
agreed to pay $25,000 to the estate

of a black farm worker he killed

after pleading no contest to in-

voluntary manslaughter.

In addition, Joseph Judge, 73, of

Whitakers, was given a 10-year

suspended jail term and placed on
probation for three years.

He was originally charged with

second degree murder in the death
of Charles Lee, 43, who was shot
April 16 and died April 18.

The charge was reduced through
plea bargaining.

Judge was accused of shooting

Lee during an argument in Judge's

store in which Lee claimed he had
been shortchanged $7 by Judge
earlier in the day.

He died of a bullet wound to the
chest two days after he was shot.

Nash County Superior Court
Judge John Webb said Judge must
pay Lee's estate $12,500 im-
mediately and must pay the rest of
the money, with interest, in a year.
He was also ordered to pay court

costs.

District Attorney Frank Brown
said it was decided plea bargaining
was the best way to settle the case
after talking with Lee's widow. Mrs.
Leola Lee, other family members

and witnesses.

Outside the courthouse,
members of a group calling itself

the "peoples coalition for
freedom," picketed during the half-

hour trial.

"This trial shows the hypocrisy
and injustice upheld by the courts
and our entire political system,"
said group spokesman Nelson
Johnson when the case ended.
"The judge, the district attorney

and everyone within the case knew
that it would be a short trial with no
jury selected. But in order to make
some show that justice was being
done, a jury was selected for a half

hour before the final plea
bargaining was done," said
Johnson.
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Meeting at Hampshire College
Cross Burning Condemned

of racist incidents, it nevertheless is

the most vicious manifestation of
the lynch-murders of thousands of
black men and women throughout
this nation's history.

Such insensitivity on the part of
white students, as well as white
faculty who have chosen the veil of
silence, was vehemently con-
demned at the meeting of the Third
World Organization. Moreover, the
members pledged that they will no
longer tolerate any more such

incidents and if they should occur
the Third World Community
reserves the right to deal with the
perpetrators BY ANY MEANS
NECESSARY and of their own
choosing.

Meantime, the new
president of Hampshire College,
Adelle Simmons, has issued a letter

to the Hampshire Community
roundly condemning the Klan-like
racist cross burning incident.

Petrog/yphs

Concerned L>tuclents and Faculty meet at Hampshire College

On Saturday, September 24,
1977, a few of the Third World
Students at Hampshire College got
together at the Merrill House
dormitory. At 11:45 p.m., a burning
cross was spotted in the court yard
in direct view of the Third World
students present.

The Amherst Fire Department
reported that the 3x3 foot cross
was doused in gasoline, but due to
the inclement weather the fire did
not spread.

The resident director of the
house apathetically viewed the

situation as being a prank. The
incident might have gone un-
noticed, except that the cross was
of the Ku Klux Klan type, and was
burned outside Merrill house,
where the Third World students
were participating at a social event.

Some Third World students later

found out from undisclosed
sources that the cross-burning
incident was indeed an act of
terrorism by some white students
designed to instill fear and to warn
the Third World Community on
campus that this was only the

beginning of further acts of
violence to be inflicted on them in

the future.

In a meeting of Hampshire
College Third World Organization
on the evening of Monday, Sep-
tember 26, 1977 a consensus was
arrived at to the effect that the
crossburning was the most blatant

and despicable act of racist

violence ever perpetrated on the
Hampshire campus. While this has
been only one of a continuing series

Dance of death
a constant shaking of bones and

recombinant moans
in the age of a six-legged

pestilence;

the dancing
the lovemaking
lubricated by earth's torso;
the reservoir

that of Tikal

of Titicaca, of the Nile

of the Mississippi;

layers of tide lines

profile of the sun's shadow
to frame time

to rear a return from exile

and the wave's print

to tell the form of the front.

to nurse by remembrances
in low relief;

from waters, foam of white sperm
smelling of opened earth.

Spirals of fingers are songs
apertures of light are welcoming

wombs.

The sea speaks
the target descends
in a whirlpool

succumbing to a death pull;

the alien are returned to the belly.

From the center, rebirth

from hearts of skulls

subterranean milk

Ancient stones abound.

The lateral slab of the seventh
stone

opened by bullet holes
from makers with eyes
with uplifted arms
to grammar
to restore.

Zoe Best

"YarJBircJ" Ihse^rcU of Unity at U. Ma SS,

LQdk for

Yard Bird

as He
Confinues

his SearcK ^r

Affirmative Action̂
<y BTvy dc-Lis

Title VI of the 1964 Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Act
regulates government spending for
Health, Education, and Welfare
(HEW) Department grants, for
research, and for education.
Funding for grants, research
projects, and education can be
refused, whenever affirmative
action guidelines are not followed.
There are certain measures that
must be met in order for a particular
entity to receive (and to continue
receiving) federal grants, research
funding, and monies for education.
These measures include an af-

firmative action plan that should
include: (Da written statement of
policy, (2) an employee who's
specifically assigned to monitor and
carry out the affirmative action
plan, (3) a system for monitoring
the plan, and (4) supportive ser-
vices for carrying out the af-

firmative action plan.

The statement of policy should
include the institution's, or
organization's policy toward

meeting affirmative action
guidelines. For example, measures
that explain what percentages or
quotas will be used and why; how
those quotas are justified in terms
of other considerations that were
used to assess qualification; and
how these assessed qualifications
reflect the applicant's expected
future performance in a given field

after graduating, for instance.
Other considerations, besides test

scores and grade averages, may
include achievement, community
activities, whether or not an ap-
plicant had been working full-time

while studying, and personal ex-
perience, as it relates to a given
academic discipline.

The person assigned to
monitoring and carrying out the
affirmative action process should
have the ability to influence the
process and should provide
ongoing updated reports on the

affirmative action mechanism.
Systems of monitoring the af-

firmative action process should
include the following type of self

auditing: (Da means for problem
identification, (2) workforce
analysis, (3) applicant analysis, (4)

existing salaries, and (5) job and
student-body classification. An
institution, or organization is ex-

pected to periodically fill out EE01
and EE04 forms that ask questions
about they system for monitoring
affirmative action processes.

Very few (if any) institutions, or
organizations actually meet written
statement of policy, monitor, and
monitor system requirements. In

some instances, an institution may
be losing out on a lot of available
funds, because affirmative action

(aa) guidelines are not met. in other
instances, organizations (or Irv

stitutions) may be receiving funds,
although they are not fulfilling aa
guildlines, because the government
auditor and-or funding source
decides to overlook certain

regulations that involve affirmative

action.

Unfortunately the University of

Massachusetts (although it has one
of the best affirmative action

mechanisms) apparently didn't
have a written statement of policy;

a person specifically assigned to

monitor and carry out affirmative

action policies; a viable system for

monitoring the affirmative action

process; nor sufficient supportive
services for carrying out the af-

firmative action plan, last semester.

It's important for interested in-

dividuals to question why this

university's 'affirmative action'

mechanism is kind of 'shaky' and
it's important for interested parties

to see that an affirmative action

process does, in fact, exist, so that

the affirmative action process can
be seen in a more tangible fashion.

It's commendable that UMass
withdrew its investments from U.S.

corporations that were either

based, or rr>aintained branches in

South Africa, but there's also an

overwhelming number of problems
with equality that exist in this

country (i.e., right here at UMass.-
Amherst and in the Five-College

Area).

Actually, Blacks, minorities, and
women at UMass and the Five-

College Area can exercise corv
siderable control over the manner in

which grants, and research and
educational funds from the federal

government are dispersed, but such
a task would require genuine
concern and involvement
(especially from those who directly

benefit from affirmative action

guidelir>es).

Future articles on 'affirmative

action' (which will appear bi-

weekly) will discuss how affirmative

action relates (or doesn't relate) to

other situations in this country;

affirmative action processes;
models for affirmative action;
recruitment; economic status;
statistical date needs; and faculty

and administrative minority and
female ratios.
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OCTOBER 8'" DAY OF THE HEROIC GOERILLA

DIA DEL OJERIllERO HEROICO S KOCTVBRE
THIS DAY cnMMFfr)PATES CV^E , AND ALL WHO ARE CARRYING
FORWARD 1. 1 BF RAT I ON STRUGGLES.

Two films: Che and the New School

What is important is that people
become more aware every day of

the need to incorporate themsefves
into society and of their own im-

portance as motors of that

society... It is necessary to develop

a consciousness in which values

acquire new categories. Society as

a whole must become a huge
school.

Ernesto "Che" Guevara

In commemoration of the 10th

anniversary of the assassination of

Che Guevara, two films, "Che" and
"The New School" will be shown,
Tuesday, October 4th in Room 106

of Thompson Hall at 8:00 p.m.

On October 8th, the day of Che
Guevara's assassination, in Cuba, in

parts of Africa and within guerilla

enclaves in Latin America, The Day
of The Heroic Guerilla will be

celebrated. In Cuba it is the op-

portunity for the children of the

country to remember how they

have won their independence from

U.S. imperialism and to

acknowledge the leadership of all

ages, even among themselves that

press forward the principles for

which Che Guevara represented.

In 1965 in Algiers, Che Guevara

stated, "There are no frontiers in

the struggle to the death. We

cannot remain indifferent in the

face of what occurs in any part of

the world. A victory for any country
against imperialism is our victory,

just as any country's defeat is a

defeat for all. The practice of

proletarian internationalism is not

only a duty for the peoples who

struggle for a bener future, it is also

an inescapable necessity."

In this period, Che Guevara met
another doctor, from Martinique,

Frantz Fanon who had taken part in

the Algerian struggle for in-

dependence from the French and
who had visualized Algeria as

becoming the main front in

launching Kwame Nkrumah's
formulations for a unified Africa.

(Che Guevara noted the writings of

Fanon and sent them to Cuba to be

translated and published as books
for the first time.) Together Fanon
and Guevara discussed the
historical precedent of the

progressive forces fighting fascism

in the Spanish Civil War. Fanon
wrote how Europe had depended
on allies to further their in-

dependence from Nazism: "The
countries against which the
manifestations of Nazism were

most immediately directed, leagued
together and pledged themselves
not only to liberate their occupied
territories but literally to break the
back bone of Nazism, to root 'Out

the evil where it had sprung up, to
liquidate the regimes to which it

had given rise. Well! The African

peoples must likewise remember
that they have had to face a form of

Nazism, a form of exploitation of
(people), of physical and spiritual

liquidation clearly imposed...."

In January 1965, Che led a force

of Cuban guerillas to participate in

the Kinshasa rebellion in the
Congo. Lumumba's efforts to
liberate Congo were snuffed by
C.I. A. directed nationals.

Kwame Nkrumah documents this.

Today we must remember that
Fanon and Nkrumah were
assassinated in that they were
injected with cancer. Lumumba and
Guevara were assassinated. The
United States C.I. A. planned and
took part in each murder. To read
and understand history of this

period as it pertains to Latin

America, to Africa, and to this

country, we must go directly to the
writers of history reading from
them, which is not the same as
reading about them. The film,

"CHE" can serve the purpose of

By ZOE BEST

providing an objective glimpse of

"Che" Guftvara.

"Che" wote about tfie role of

youth in making revolution, about
their responsibilities in sharing the
making of the future. Cuban society

depends immensely on their

educational system - that is, their

yotrth. The level of literacy and
educated understanding of Cuba's
people is manifested by the speed
in which it has conquered
ignorance and prejudice.

Cuban education is the topic of

the film, "THE NEW SCHOOL". It

is no coincidence that schools in

Cuba have names of their patriots

and martyrs, but also they know the
names of the standard bearers of

struggle from "Los Estados
Unidos."

The United States - like

Malcolm X, and most recently a

junior high school was named by its

students. The Kent State Junior
High School. These schools pay for

themselves within three years after

construction because students not

only study, partake in the arts,

develop technical skills, but they
put all this into practice by working
in both industrial and agricultural

production.

After the intensive literacy

campaign in 1961 of each one teach
one, illustrated cinematoqraphically
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in the Cuban film, "LUCIA", Cuba
emerged with the lowest iHiteracy

rate in Latin America — 3.9 per

cent. Today that figure has been
reduced even more.

In the book, THE CHILDREN OF
CHE by Karen Wald, she asks a

child, a member of the Union of the

Pioneers, "There are many people
who think that children are not

capable of participating in a

revolution nor of doing serious

work. Do you agree with this?" The
child answered, "We can take part

In the struggle, even though some
think we can't. We could carry

messages, or help those who are

fighting. But since we already have
this revolution in our country, the

way we help is by studying, passing
each grade, maintaining solidarity

with all peoples of the world, and
coming to school every day on
time."

Adult education thrives on a

mass scale in Cuba. Worker
peasants can enroll for preparatory

training so that they may enter the

universities. University education is

a thoroughfare for all the people of

Cuba. All in all Cuba is a '"huge
school".

Commuter Collective is spon-
soring these films. They'll be shown
at 106 Thompson Hall at 8:00 p.m.
Films start on time. There is no
admission.

SONG TO FIDEL

by Ernesto "Che" Guevara

You said the sun would rise

Let's go
along those unmapped paths
to free the green alligator you love.

And let's go obliterating

insults with our
brows swept with dark insurgent

stars.

We shall have victory or shoot past
death.

At the first shot the whole jungle

will awake with fresh amazement
and

there and then serene company
we'll be at your side.

When your voice quarters the four

winds
reforms agraria, justice, bread,

freedom,

we'll be there with identical accents
at your side.

And when the clean operation

against the tyrant

ends at the end of the day
there and then set for the final

battle

we'll be at your side.

And when the wild beast licks his

wounded side

where the dart of Cuba hits him
we'll be at your side

with proud hearts.

Don't ever think our integrity can
be sapped

by those decorated fleas hopping
with gifts

we want their rifles, their bullets

and a rock

nothing else.

And if iron stands in our way
we ask for a sheet of Cuban tears

to cover our guerrilla bones
on the journey to American history.

Nothing more.
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Chin-Young case continued from page one

fine respectively, Ms. Young and
Mr. Chin were given suspended
sentences and three years
probation. In light of the two's

dean record, the over 100 letters of

support from community
organizations and individuals and
the Government's inability when
asked by the sentencir^ judge, to

produce the slightest evidence as to

the existence of an sasassination

plot, the judge was compelled to

not send the Chiriese-Anrtericans

back to prison.

APPEAL EFFORTS
In an appeal effort to the Second

Circuit Court of Appeals, a three

judge panel affirmed the con-
victions without giving formal legal

explanations. Defense requests for
a transcript of the proceedings
were rejected because the tape
recordir>g was "defective."

Because Young-Chin believe
they have been victims of a gross
violation of their human rights, they
have filed a request for a case
review by the U.S. Supreme Court
The Court is expected to annour>ce
their decision wfiether or not to
hear the case sometime this faW.

In the meantime, Mr. Chin, who
started school here this past
September, apparently has more

than hour-exams on his mind. He is

pursuing a career in Environmental
Health. In the past he has helped
organize a free health clinic, health
fairs in New York city streets, and
demonstrations for better health
care in the Chinatown community.
All this on volunteer time. He did a
four year hitch with the Navy and
was an honorably discharged
Vietnam Veteran. After his
discharge he actively supported the
ami war movement.

Ms. Young, a graduate of the
Univ. of Calif, at Berkeley, is

presently working full-time on a
publicity campaign to gather

support for the defense if and when
the case goes to the U.S. Supreme
Court. She is also attending
plumbing school where she is the
first woman plumber trainee in New
York State. According to reports,
national support for the "Hirohito
case" is slowly gathering. Already a
number of Asian-American
organizations are supporting the
Amicus Curiae brief (friend of the
court) being filed by the Asian-
American Legal Defense and
Education Fund. The Asian
American Student Assoc, of
UMass is also supporting the
defense case. The two defendants

believe that without this support,

the Government will successfully

complete their attack on the Asian-

American community. Mr. Chin

states, "Using Asians as scape-

goats is not new. Neither is our will

to fight back. But this racism must
stop sometime; what's a better time

than now?"
For more information and a

detailed account of the case,

contact the Asian-American
Students Association, New Africa

House, Room 418; Tel: 545-0517 -
Young-Chin Legal Aid.

Che Lumumba School For Truth
The Che-Lumemba School —

Loft II - was founded in 1972 as an
alternative. Third World elementary
school. The school serves children

between the ages of 5 to 12. It was
created out of a growing concern
felt by Third World parents at the
University of Massachusetts that

their children's needs were being
met by the public schools. Third
World children were and are a
minority in the public schools in

Amherst. Such questions as
identity and the history of the
achievements of Third World
people were not adequately dealt

with, if at all. Further it was felt that

the needs of Third World children

were different from those of non-
Third World children, i.e. who am I?

why am I different? These were just

some of the questions that had to

be answered and dealt with.

With this emphasis and initiative.

Loft II was begun. The School was
allocated four classrooms, one
store-room-office, and a bathroom
on the fourth floor of the New
Africa House at the University,

which also houses the nationally

known W.E.B. Dubois Department
of Afro-American Studies.

The school applied for and
currently has accredidation from
the Amherst Public School system.
Che-Lumemba is now in its sixth

year. During this time the school
has had students, parents, and
teachers, of African, Native
American, Asiatic, Chicano, and
Puerto RIcan descent. As the
philosophy of the school evolved, it

was felt that the make-up of the
school must reflect this growth.

Accordingly in the beginning of the

1975 school year Che-Lumemba
began to accept and welcome
progressive European-background
families and staff, understanding
that a large majority of families and
teachers involved must be of Third

World background in order to

maintain and develop the school's

identity and goals.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
The educational program of Che-

Lumemba is geared toward the

development of children who are

able to think critically, analytically,

and creatively in seeking alternative

solutions to the problems we face

in the world around us. Children

who possess a strong academic
foundation and clear values, who
are unafraid to question and
challenge.

The curriculum of the school is

multicultural. Each unit deals with a

particular country or group of

people (e.g. Cuba, Native
Americans). All learning ex-

periences, whether in Spanish,

math, history, art, field-trips, etc.

are related to these central themes.
In this way, the children learn to

understand and analyze the forces

shaping societies and people's way
life. Each unit lasts several weeks
and each teacher may develop his-

her own program based on it. In

addition to this general theme,
current events are stressed so that

the children develop an ap-

preciation of the importance of

history, not only as an academic
area, but in their own lives. Also,

stress is given to learning Spanish,
and multi- language skills are in-

tegrated into the rest of the
curriculum.

The curriculum emphasizes
problem-solving skills and
processes. It also endeavors to

instill a sense of worth and dignity

and respect for others. The school
studies and tries to practice the
Seven Principles of the Kawaida.
They are Umoja (Unity),
Kujishagulia (Self-Determination),

Ujama (Collective Work and
Responsibility), Ujamaa
(Cooperative Economics), Nia
(Purpose), Kuumba (Creativity),

and Imani (Faith). Finally, the
acquisition of self-discipline is seen
as a valuable asset in the
development of children.

To summarize, the curriculum is

a collective development which
relies on the active and genuine
participation of the children, the
families at school and at home, and
the community at large. It is, thus, a

tool through which the children

develop a strong self-identity and a

commitment to change.

WHERE WE STAND
Throughout the development of

Che-Lumumba three goals have
remained firmly in our minds:

/ . The Necessity for a Com-
mitment to Social Change in U. S.

Society. We are committed to

social change — the elimination of

racism, discrimination, sexism,
class privilege and other ex-

ploitation of one human being by

another. To this end we seek to
develop a sence of social con-
sciousness in our children to en-
courage them to join in the struggle
against social injustice however and
whereever it may occur.

2. The Necessity to Dev^op
Academic Skills which have been
Historically Denied to Third World
People.

Because in North America Third
World Peoples are exploited both
as workers and racial minorities,

their deprivation is dramatic and
severe. A statistical breakdown of
the North American population
shows that, far out of proportion to
their numbers. Third World People
make up a significant portion of the
unemployments lists, welfare roles,

prison population, etc., and fill up
the lowest paying sections of the
workforce. What this means is that
Third World People are regularly

denied the opportunity to rise

above their economic and cultural

position as it now exists. This is

accomplished through the

systematic denial of the skills

necessary for such social ascen-
dence. It is one of Che-Lumumba's
primary goals to counteract this

tendency through the development
of useable skills.

3. 77?e Necessity to Counteract
the Ethnocentric Perspective of the
Public Schools.

Che-Lumumba operates from an

international perspective placing

emphasis on African, Hispanic,

Asian, and Native American roots.

which in addition to composing a
sizable and the most exploited
portion of this country, constitutes
the majority of the peoples of the
world. It is logical, then, that the
school is committed to a
multicultural, bilingual philosophy
as vehicles leading toward ethnic

pride in our children coupled with
their firm commitment to the
struggle for the liberation of op-
pressed poeples everywhere.

The school attempts to instill

these goals within the framework of
cooperation and collective unity
among students, parents, and staff.

We further believe that as the
children develop, so must parents
and staff, as well as the home life of
the school's families, not only to
keep pace, but in order to set the
example in action as well as words
to "Serve the People!"

The Che-Lumumba School
operates as a collective of parents,
children, and teachers who are
committed to the goals of the
school. The parents contribute their

talents, whether as teachers,
curriculum developers, ad-
ministrators, cleaners, etc. Tuition
is according to the families' ability

to pay. The only funds which the
school receives are from tuition,

fund-raising events, and con-
tributions from student groups in

the Five College Area. Con-
tributions, therefore, are always
welcome.

Hampshire College Moves

Toward Enlightenment by: Johanna P. Brassard and Edwin
J. Patterson

Nummo News Staff

Proposed Resolution of the
Hampshire College Faculty,
September 29, 1977.

"The Hampshire College
faculty condemns in the
strongest possible terms
the outrageous affront to

the Third World community
stemming from a cross
burning outside a Third

World gathering at

Hampshire on Saturday,

September 24. There are
few acts that could be more
threatening and
provocative given the
obvious symbolic nature of
such a deed in the context
of American history.

The faculty recognizes
that the mere passage of a
resolution deploring this

event will only draw with
the on-going and chronic
problems at Hampshire.
The faculty believes that
this incident removes any
complacency regarding the
welfare of Third World
peoples and consequently
we request and support an
immediate and thorough
College-wide investigation

of all difficulties facing the
Third World community at

Hampshire with the aim of

' producing concrete policies

and guidelines guarding
against the repetition of

similar or less obvious
everyday racist episodes in

the future."

This proposal was part of an
address delivered by Hampshire
College President Adelle Smith
Simmons in the Main Dining Room
of the Campus Dining Commons
jlast Thursday.
i Attended by the faculty, staff

land close to half of the student
body at Hampshire College, the
meeting began at 4:35 p.m. and
^as finished by 4:46 p.m. President
Simmons formally outlined the

views of the College administration
toward the crossburning last

Saturday night, and went on to
inform the community of the
specific steps she had taken in

regard to the incident.

The President turned toward the
issues saying that she had "kept
The Board of Trustees fully in-

formed of the happenings of the
last few days,"' that all parents had
been notified, and that she had
'"met with students of the Third
World Organization to hear of their

concerns first hand. Simmons also
stated that a faculty committee —
headed by Frank Holmquist of

Hampshire's Social Science
department — had been appointed
in accordance with the Faculty
Resolution in order "to investigate
this and any other incidents of
racism which have or may occur."

Before the following discussion
among faculty staff, students and
President Simmons at Franklin

Patterson Hall, we were able to

speak with two members of the
Third World Organization at

Hampshire College.

Irvienne Goldson told us that the
investigative committee would be
composed of white members of the
Hampshire community, with only
two representatives of Third World
organization included. Miss
Goldson stated that the Third
World Organization feels the
responsibility for rectification of the
crossburning to Third World
students rests solely on the
shoulders of the White Hampshire
population. Therefore the In-

vestigative committee should find
its majority of representation
among the whites of Hampshire
College.

Gary Owens, a recent graduate
of Hampshire, described last

Saturday's trouble as coming "out
of nowhere". According to Irvienne
and Gary, it seems that last

Saturday night a group of Third

World students held an informal

get-together in the first floor lounge
of section A at Merrill Dormitory. At
first they were not aware of

anything unusual going on outside
of the window — but soon the
burning cross was clearly seen.
Although rain appeared to ex-

tinguish fire at the base of the
cross. The pieces then fell apart and
were brought to a loading platform
by firemen. They were to be
disposed of on the morning of

September twenty-sixth.

Gary Owens said that one could
define the Hampshire Third World
Organization as a "loose coalition."

To his mind, the coalition had never
before been the target such blatant

condemnation, and he assured us
that the Third World Community
would design their own in-

vestigation of the racist incident,

regardless of the faculty committee
and discussion-workshops planned
by the administration. But Gary did

not want it to be thought that Third
World students at Hampshire
College seek revenge for the
Saturday evening cross burning.
They simply desire justice to be
done by those wronged. We think
the general concensus to be that

The Third World Students at

Hampshire College have been
severely wronged.
< Black and White students,

faculty, and staff met in an Ad Hoc
workshop at 5:30 p.m. in Franklin

Patterson Hall. There was a call for

any information as to the identity of
those involved in the perpetration
of the crossburning incident to be
submitted to Mr. Frank Holmquist,
the chairman of the Faculty
committee to investigate racist

incidents on the Hampshire College
Campus.

It was felt that the consciousness
of Blacks and Whites, students and
administrators, needed to be raised

regarding racist attitudes in

America. Ruth Washington,
Coordinator of Third World
Students and Academic counselor

Hampshire college meeting.

Photo by iiiwin Jw Patterson

at Hampshire college felt that we
should all be interested in un-
derstanding one another's cultures,

and while we don't have to fully

accept another culture, we must
certainly respect that culture.

We feel that a good summary of
the general feeling on The Hamp-
shire campus at this time is con-
tained in a quote from Gloria

Josephs, a member of the faculty at

Hampshire, presented by President
Simmons at the meeting in the
Dining Commons:

"Colleges, like all other
educational institutions,

infevitaWy and invariably

reflect the culture of their

society, and Hampshire is

no heavenly exception! The
fact that racism exists on
this campus is the ex-

pected, and should come
as no great surprise. In a
society that perpetuates

and encourages existing

social ills such as racism,

sexism, poverty and crime,

so consistently and ef-

fectively and efficiently,

racism has become, as H.

Rap Brown once said about
violence, "as American as

apple pie". But that is not
•to say that we should
calmly accept an act as

cross burning as just

arrother incident of racism,

or as a prank, or as the act

of an over-dosed or strung

out individual; no, such an
act should evoke a sense of

outrage in everyonel"
Adelle Smith Simmon's final

words at that meeting are
paraphrased here: We must all

work in the weeks and mont^
ahead to solve our (social)

problems.
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Majority rule 'deals' called laughable

by Kgosinkwe Moesi
BALTIMORE - The question of

majority rule in southern Africa is a

war issue. It encompasses a violent

clash of cultures, nationalisms and
orincioles. The white minority
regimes vehemently express a

perverse stereotyped, dogmatic
brand of nationalism, white
supremacy This nationalism is a

cultural off-shoot of Europe's,

cultural arrogance and colonial

record in Africa.

The norms of colonialism were
based on the myth that the African

is inferior. ..that the African has no
dynamism to create history, wealth

and civilization.

White settler communities in

southern Africa are following these

absurd anachronisms to the letter.

The result? Economic ex-

ploitation and political suppression

of Africans.

However, Africans have never at

any time in history compromised
with white supremacy. African

resistance to white domination
dates three centuries back 'Alutta

continue! (the struggle continues)

is the religion of black people in

souther Africa.

But the big question has not yet

been answered! what is the future

of majonty rule?

South African Premier John
Vorster says the Bantus or tribal

homeland is the future. Rhodesia's

Ian Smith says "not in my life

time."

In South Africa independent

homelands are the "perfect stage

for racial segregation."

There are eight homelands

Idi bans church groups

NAIROBI. Kenya [UPI] -
Ugandan President Idi Amin has
accused 27 banned religious groups
of involvement with the U.S.

Central Intelligence Agency and
plots to overthrow his government,
Kampala Radio said.

A broadcast monitored in Nairobi

said Amin had turned down an
appeal from the Anglican Arch-

bishop of Uganda, the Rt. Rev.

Silvanus Wani, to have the ban
against the groups revoked.

Amin agreed, however, to meet
with leaders of the Seventh-Day
Adventist Church, the Salvation

Army and the Uganda Baptist

Mission to discuss the ban, the

radio said.

Prospecting for gold out

DARES-SALAAM, Tanzania -
Tanzania has banned gold

prospecting in the Lake Victoria

mineral region after thousands of

persons set up camp to work

abandoned mines.

The government was reported to

be concerned that the illegal pros-

pectors, who came from as far

away as Kenya, Zaire, and Rwanda,

were draining the nation's foreign

exchange by selling the gold

abroad.

Authorities were also reportedly

upset at reports that dozens of

people were dying in the gold pits

because of accidents and illness.

Armed policemen have now been
posted at the mines to keep

prospectors away.

Africa Progress

DAR ES SALAAM - The
African Development Bank has

granted a multi-million dollar loan

to the East African Development

Bank.

The money is to be used to

finance industrial development
projects in the three member states

- Tanzar^ia, Uganda and Kenya —
of the East African Community
(EAC).

Though major doubt surrounds

the future of the EAC, with many of

the joint public corporations now
reverting to national status, the

ADB loan is intended to provide the

basis for future economic co-

operation between Community
members.
NEW STATUE TO HONOR
NKRUMAH

ACCRA — A new statue in honor
of the first president of Ghana, the
late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, is betr>g

erected in the Ghanaian capital,

Accra, close to the spot where Dr.

Nkrunnah declared Ghana in-

deper>dent in March 1957.

The $900,000 statue will replace

on earfter representation of Dr.

Nkrumah which was destroyed

duhng the 1966 milKary coup which
overthrew him. Dr. Nkrunriah died in

exile in 1972, though he is buried in

Ghana.

The commissioning of the statue

followed a report of special

committee set by Ghana's present

ruling military government to

assess ways of honoring the late

Ghanaian leader.

Other statues of prominent
Ghanaian political figures are also

to be erected, it has been an-

nounced.

KENYA FOOD AID FOR
MOZAMBIQUE
NAIROBI - Kenya's President

Jomo Kenyatta has donated a gift

of more than 27,000 bags of maize

of victims of floods in Mozambique.
The maize, with a total weight of

about 2,500 tons, is to be shipped

from the Kenyan port of Mobasa to

the Mozambique capital, Maputo.
In Mozambique, it will be
distributed by the United Nations

Development Program.

HELP FOR MILLION IN CHAD
SCHEME
PARIS - About one million

people in the Sahelian zone of Chad
are expected to benefit from a new
multi-million dollar development
program designed to help Increase

the development of crop farming,

sustain and improve veterinary

services, expand forestry working
and iT>aintain water supplies.

The project is being financed by a

$1.9 million credit from the In-

ternational Development
Association (IDA), a part of the

World Bank, and a $1.9 million

grant from the Car^dian In-

terr^tional Development Agertcy.

divided according to tribal ethnic

background. The homelands oc-

cupy about 23 per cent of South
Africa's land area.

African have no rights in the rest

of the country.

However, 80 per cent of black

people live in 'white' South Africa.

Any European from any part of

the world has all the rights in South
Africa.

Africans detest this state of

affairs and regard homelands and
homeland leaders with the con-

tempt they deserve.

Homelands are the ultimate

ideological rationalization of the
policy of racial discrimination.

The argument that homeland
leaders can work within the system
to bring majority rule is too cynical

and naive to be taken seriously.

The South African legislative

system has completely sealed off all

loopholes for a black person to

squeeze out to a position of power.

The same divide and rule tactics

are working like magic in Rhodesia.

The regime plays on African

tribal division and weak per-

sonalities and buys the man on the

street with money.
There are more blacks in the

Rhodesian army than whites.

Can western "settlement"
initiatives bring majority rule?

Do not make me laugh!

Western diplomacy is more
concerned with minority rights in

southern African than with majority

rights.

"What is going to happen to

whites? Please Nkomo or Sithole,

assure us," is what they say.

In the final analysis the future of

majority rule is simply a question

who will win the war.

What is happening to black

people now is a mere technicality.

The fact that many people shy

away from is that southern Africa is

in a state of war.

The war was declared the very

first day that the white man saw a

black man and said, "kaffir I am the

boss."
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Carter goes to Nigeria on Nov. 25 Dinner to honor Dr. King

WASHINGTON - President
Jimmy Carter's Nov. 25 visit to
Nigeria, the first by an occupant of
the White House to black Africa,

marks a dramatic change in U.s!
policy.

Although Nigeria, one of this

country's major oil sources, has
remained on friendly terms with the
U.S. in recent years, it has been a
tenuous sort of acceptance on both
sides.

Until United Nations Am-
bassador Andrew Young warmed
up relations between the countries,
Nigeria chiefs of state were not

being invited to this country.
Former Secretary of State Henry

Kissinger bluntly was told he would
not be welcome in Nigeria during a
swing through Africa during the
Ford Administration.

But in October, Lt. Gen.
Olesegum Obasanjo, head of state
of the Nigeria federal government,
will pay a visit here at the invitation

of President Carter.

President Carter's personal in-

sistence on Including Africa and
South America on his upcoming
11 -day trip "to promote the sort of
world we all want to live In," Is a
"testament to Andy Young" and

his diplomatic efforts, a State
Department spokesman said.

Young is expected to visit Nigeria

with Carter.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's
national security advisor, said, the
Administration considers Nigeria "a
most important African country
which has had a "moderating
influence" in African politics.

Nigeria is Africa's wealthiest and
most populous nation.

The president will go to Caracas
Nov. 22. Then he will fly to Brasilia

Brazil, on Nov. 23; Lagos, Nigeria,

Nov. 25; New Delhi, India, Nov. 27-

28, Tehran Iran, Nov. 29; Paris,

Nov. 30; Warsaw, Dec. 1, and
Brussels, Dec. 2.

NEW YORK - Ambassador
Andrew Young, permanent
representative to the United
Nations, is chairman for the first

dinner of the Martin Luther King Jr.
Center for Social Change which will
be held at the New York Hilton on
Oct. 12.

The dinner will honor the Rev.
Dr. Martin Luther King Sr., pastor
emeritus of the Ebenezer Baptist
Church in Atlanta, and honorary
president of the Martin Luther King
Jr. Center for Social Change.

Ambassador Young, In a recent
interview, said, "Dr. King's strength
and his dedication to the ideas
espoused by his son, Martin Luther
King, Jr., are well known to us all.

His ability to endure adversity is

known to us all.

While many of us have expressed
our respect and admiration for him
privately, I am pleased to serve as
chairman for this dinner honoring
him.

Scenes From

South Africa

South African's gold mines are death traps for the
'original nnan"

Criticism of Carter

seen good

LOS ANGELES - James Farm-
er, former director of the Congress
of Racial Equality, (CORE) says
criticism of President Carter by
blacks was justified and apparently
did some good.

"It's not a matter of too high
expectations, but too low delivery,"

Farmer, now head of the Coalition

of American Public Employers, said

Tuesday.

He said Carter seems to have
accepted the criticism and now
appears to be taking the correct
actions to increase minority em-
ployment significantly.

B'nai B'rith criticizes U.S. stance Bal<lce

NEW YORK - The Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

said that the Justice Department
brief on the use of racial quotas In

college admissions "deliberately

waffles the basic question and
constitutes an unfortunate political

push in the wrong direction."

The brief, an amicus curiae in

The Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke case to be heard
by the Supreme Court next month,
urges that race be allowed as a
factor in examining an applicant's

qualifications for college entrance.

According to Arnold Forster,

ADL's genoral counsel, while the
government's brief appears to

oppose quotas, that position is

ovenA^helmed by its insistence on
race preference.

"But once this is permitted,"
Forster said, "a loophole is opened
in the constitutional barrier against
racial quotas large enough to
render that barrier meaningless."

Forster said that ADL, which has
also entered a friend of the court
brief in the case - on the side of
Bakke - does not advocate the
strict use of grade point averages
aptitude tests.

"Obviously," Forster declared,
"an applicant may be considered
on a wide variety of standards,
including overcoming educational
disadvantage, but such standards

cannot legitimately include race,
religion, ethnic origin or sex."

He went on to say that the
government's brief confuses af-

firmative action with racial
preference and supports racial

goals or targets, which were not
involved in the Bakke case.
He called the brief "the product

of enormous pressure brought on
the Administration" and asserted
that the government has "aban-
doned the position that every
American is entitled to con-
sideration for admission on the
basis of his or her own merits."

Declaring that ADL is "deeply

disappointed in the government's
position, which we believe violates
President Carter's campaign
pledges," Forster said it Is now up
to the Supreme Court to weigh the
merits of the argument and come to
a decision.

"In the last analysis," Forster
said, "the government's brief must
stand or fall on Its constitutional
merits and not on its politics."

Government control of railroads

. In this tiny two room house lives a family
of 7. Not Included Is the father who has to work far away in

order for them to live.

•S-'JM^
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JIGSAW FOR DIPLOMATS
Owen - Young plan fof Rhodesia was

culmination of weeks of diplomatic travels

V

U.N. Security Force or farce ?
// the Owen-Young plan rea-

ches the Security Council it is

by no means certain that the

proposal for a UN force for

Rhodesia will be approved.
The Russians might use the
veto and the Chinese position
is impossible to assess. The

idea of UN involvement in

Rhodesia marks a big change
in British policy --

Lion Tamers
Moveme^ntr''°'"''°"^'^

''°'^^" ^'^^'^"^ '" '^^ ^''^''^^^ Liberation

All the world is underdeveloped, and the
proof is the existence of the Third World.
Josue de Castro

I'm looking at a group picture of you,
published in a safe Sunday newspaper
spread wide on a family table,
thousands of tightwire miles away
from your lion-hunting silence.

Your faces are all set against
the world's hill and gully
and your own flat savannah,
reported only during every other drought,
every other famine, every other genocide'
across the centuries of leonine serfdom,

'

across the uselessness of the burnt grass
across the stench of the stinging wind.

You sit down now with your re-educated men
the unity healing the ancient divisions
with touching elbows and shoulders,
locking out the crippling solitude
with matching dreams and actions.

At this distance, even I can hear
the dying swish of the useless tail,

the hereditary roar dropped to a moan,
the old lion house crumbling away,
the new land rising slowly in your eyes.

Isn't she lovely ?

Andrew Salkey

'REVOLUTIONARY STVIDENr BRIGADE

NATIONAL SPEAKING TOUR
volued ir tti tjkeowr cf
ad'%Kia:i\i:io'i buiUing u't

-Ciruilt IMivertitji Jfrnuiing
Black Studit* DrfzrtTnt.

Ken'.

h SF£AK£H-tm uhu ut •utd a -^oung eon-
'•u^ttt orjBnizati:!''. to lead

J >».• jiTl i.

f- i. - ^* for ifOu ; h and tlw
trm.j^r rf ucr-kini clitt

TUE., OCT. 4 7:30 -CC rm. 165-169
MISS BLACK AMERICA. Claire Ford. 18, of Mephis
Tenn., after her eie <n Santa Monica, c«Mf

Revolutionary Student Brigade
The Revolutionary Student

Brigade presents a National
Speaking Tour this Tuesday (Oct.
4) on the UMASS campus. All

representatives of the press are
invited to a press conference at 5:00
p.m. in room 413A of the Student
Union. The speakers will be:

A/ Canfora — wounded on May
4, 1970 at Kent State University and
a leader in the struggle to move the
gym today.

Ed Whitfield - Black student
leader involved in 1969 takeover of

administnition building at Comeii

University demanding a Black
Studies Department.

Cliff Cornfield - national
member of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade, on why we need a
young communist organization to
lead youth in the struggle for a new
world.

They will be available for in-

terviews to answer any questions.
What were the 60's all about?

What was behind the anti-war and
Black Liberation struggles? What
are the lessons from those
rrrvements that we need to point

the way fon«/ard today?
What are the struggles facing

youth and all the American people
in 1977?

The tour will deal with all these
questions - and why the next
important step for youth who want

to see a change in this country is

the convention being held at Kent
State this October 22. Why we
need a young communist
organization for youth to once
again stand in the forefront of the
fight for a new world.

Coming: Tuesday- Oct. U- Lome Gross,
lecture on "The Medi^ : It's Implicat-
ions on black Culture"
Converse Hall Amherst College 8 P.M.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1977

AnnouncemBnt

Notice:

There will be a meeting of the
Nummo News photo staff, Monday
night (tonight) at 7:00, new
members are welcome. For those
who would like to join the staff, but
have little or no knowledge of
photography, a course will be
taught starting tomorrow (Tuesday
October 4) at 6:30 in Butterfield
dorm. Please sign up for it in the
Nummo News office.

PUBLIC SERVICE
NOUNCEMENT

AN-

All CCEBS students with an
interest in Business should note
that on Monday, October 3 a
recruiter from the Harvard Business
School will be coming to the New
Africa House. He will be available to
talk with students at 3:30 p.m. in
the second floor lounge of the New
Africa House. All interested CCEBS
students must sign-up for this
recruiting program with Brian
Maher, CCEBS Career Coordinator
in room 208 of the New Africa
House. The last day for signing up
IS Wednesday, September 28.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

There is a Coordinator's position
available for anyone interested in
working at the Anacoa Cultural
Center (Northeast Area Third
World Center).

This is a paid position and
resume's must be handed in by Oct.
6. For more information contact
Susan Allen in Dwight House or at
S464535.

Andrew Salkey—
Zoe Best

ANDREW SALKEY

Jamaican author and poet,
Andrew Salkey. who is now
teaching at Hampshire College and
Zoe Best, who has recently return-
ed from her home state of Oregon,
will read poetry at N'Fafa Gallery, at

33 West St. (near Green Street) in

Northampton, on Thursday, Oc-
tober 6th at 8:00 p.m. A donation
will be asked at the door. Refresh-
ments will be served after the
reading.

(Poetry from this hemisphere —
north, central, south and Carib-
bean; libera tion poetry; committed
poetry; political; historical; poetry
reflecting the lives and cause of
working, oppressed. Black and
Brown peoples.)

Breaking out of the Long Silence
(For Suni Paz and Ramiro Fer-

nandez)

Breaking out of the long silence,

walking on thorns out of the death
of her parched valley of no work,
no sky, nothing to look forward to,

she dragged her swollen, bound
feet

into the plush city of hit-and-run.

Having broken the long, steep slide,

walked away from the sucking
waste

of runrH>ured jobs, sun-tricked pride,

river stones in her mouth, no hope,
she cursed the day she left behind
the atavistic silence and the dead.

Then, turning to her first resolve,

making the city of zinc sprout trees
and ripe fruits to fk)od her drought,
she sprang like claws on the backs
of the brick hard metropolitan men
and ripped their lean meat, sweetly.

Recently, she and her five children *

(unfathered by a surfeit of fathers)

have driven urban stakes of their

own
down into the ever-booming iron

aorta;

yet they're now blindly near the
edge

of a new, ironic, descending
solitude.

Andrew Salkey
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Governor visits campus

Dukakis; solar energy now
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

Governor Michael S. Dukakis yesterday
kicked off an all-day Regional Solar Energy
Conference at UMass with a pep-talk on the
necessity and potential benefits of the
commercial development of solar energy.

Dukakis began his address with "My
presence here gives you a sense of how
senous the energy situation is," and in-
formed about 150 conferees that the
widespread development of solar energy
could open a possible 11,000 jobs in MasM-
chusetts by the 1980's.

The governor said that although Massa-
chusetts IS viewed as the leader in
developing solar energy technology, the
industry is still lagging.

"Too many people don't believe we '^ave
an energy problem. That's why we're
lagging and that's why the President's
energy bill which strongly recommenas
energy conservation is fairing so poorly in the
Senate," said Dukakis.

"Solar holds the prospect of an industry ina new sector of our economy and of ageneral life style which meets a great manyof our social goals," Dukakis added

Dukakis described solar technology as
real, here now and "capable of competing

with electricity." He also said that solartechnology development would mean a

inHnlf f!!'^^'.®
P^"®'" °^ commercial and

industrial development."

Dukakis did not want to place blame on

portunity to launch a univer-
sity-affiliated, state- supported project.

President Wood, who recently leveled
such charges against the governor, withheld
similar comments during the chief of state's
brief visit.

Paul Parks, state secretary of educational
affairs, a Wood foe, remained silent also

**tf^Td like to see our state the leader
of solar er^ergy development.,

"

Gov. Dukakis
the oil industry for perpetuating the energy
problem, but he did add, ".... I don't wantm
suggest the oil companies have won blue-

interes^
"°^ ^^"^°^ °'' '^°"^"^'^'^ent to public

Closing his address to th'e Solar Con-
ference, Dukakis said all signs are promising
and hopeful. "I'd like to see our statebecome the leader of solar energy
development in the country."

Dukakis continually attacked by fellow
legislators because of what they have termedas his indifference to public higher
education, welcomed yesterday's op-

Complete coverage

of Gov. Dukakis's visit

on Page 2 w^

VOLUME evil, ISSUEJ
Supreme Court ruling

Governor Michael S. Dukakis returned to UMass yesterday to speak at the solar
energy conference and the dedication of the University Center for Economic
Development. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein)

Gays still termed "immorar'
WASHINGTON \AP] - The Supreme

Court, in a busy first day yesterday of its fall

term, let stand the ruling of a state court in
Washington that homosexuals are immoral
and may be fired from their jobs.

The court refused to hear the appeal of
James Gaylord, fired in 1972 when his
homosexuality was discovered by officials at
the Tacoma High School were he had taught
for 13 years.

impermissible.

Union said.

the American Civil Liberties

"This Supreme Court maintains its record
of gross insensitivity to individual rights," the
organization said in a statement from its New
York headquarters.

The Supreme Court of Washington upheld
Gaylord's dismissal which came after he
admitted being homosexual to a vice prin-
cipal who acted on a tip from a former

Supreme Court denies appeal; upholds

earlier ruling— 'homosexuality is immoral'

Gaylord contended that his constitutional
rights were violated when his status as a
homosexual was used to dismiss him. The
Washington Supreme Court ruled that
honiosexuality is immoral and Gaylord could
be fired even though he was accused of no
homosexual act.

Civil liberties attorneys, who had hoped to
use the case to have the Supreme Court
review the rights of homosexuals, predic-
tably were outraged by the court's action.

"The case presented the Supreme Court
with an opportunity to say that
discrimination against people by government
because of their status are homosexuals is

student. He has not been able to find another
teaching job but now works for the Tacoma
Federation of Teachers, according to the
appeal record.

Although there never was any allegation
Gaylord did anything improper on the job,
the school board fired him for "immorality."
The court said Gaylord's efficiency was
impaired once his homosexual status was
known.

Homosexuality has been widely con-
demned as immoral, the court said, and
keeping him on as a teacher might be in-

terpreted by students as adult approval of
homosexuality.

The Supreme Court's brief order does not
set legal precedent but indicates the court
could not muster the four votes needed for
review. Justices William Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall said they wanted to hear
the case.

The court last heard arguments on a case
involving discrimination against a
homosexual 10 years ago when it ruled a gay
alien could be excluded from the country
under a 1952 law barring persons "afflicted
with a psychopathic personality."

The American Psychiatric Association no
longer regards homosexuality as a
psychiatric disorder.

The American Civil Liberties Union lawyers
urged the Supreme Court to deal with
discrimination against homosexuals in the
narrow framework of public, rather than
private, employment.
The U.S. Civil Service Commission has

issued guidelines saying a person cannot be
found "unsuitable for federal employment
solely because that person is a homosexual."

Supporters of homosexual rights em-
phasized that the court decision set no
precedent and would not overturn existing
state or local laws protecting gays against
discrimination.

"Needless to say I'm disappointed," said
James Gaylord, the former Tacoma high
school social studies teacher whose job was
at stake.

"For me it is the end of the road," said
Gaylord, who now works for the Tacoma
Federation of Teachers. "I'm not terribly
happy about losing, but someone eise will
win, believe me."

through the ceremonies.
The Dukakis.Parks- Wood fued

originated soon after Dukakis took office in
1974 when he proposed to cut public higher
education spending by 10 per cent.

thr^fo^h"^ I ^°V
"'°'^ °^ *^« 'monies back

sen^ t,oZ"'"'^
assistance, but Dukakissent another sting into the Wood ad-ministration when he recently proposed toreorganize public higher education in the

state. One of Dukakis's plans to

uST'.'f'^" '' '° decentralize the threeUMass campuses

That proposal is still under scrutiny.

'

GOOD
MORNING!

Alumni help seniors

The Placement Office has Invited
UMass alumni back to campus to help
graduating seniors join the beseiaed job
market.

According to Placement Office of-
ficials, the pilot program will be set up in
three different workshop sessions. See
story. Page 3.

Gandhi arrested

India's prime minister Indira Gandhi
was arrested yesterday and charged with
abusing her power in India. Government
officials claim she misused government
monies in purchasing 104 military jeeps
Gandhi claimed the arrest was political
See Page 6.

Filibuster ends

The end of a two-week filibuster on
natural gas enabled Sen. Henry Jackson
to propose a plan that would eliminate
federal gas price controls in 1987. See
Page 7.

Cosmetics dangerous

The cosmetic industry makes money
portraying women's bodies as unclean
§nd in need of various cosmetics, soaps,
deodorants and perfumes. However,
many cosmetics and deodorants sold
over-the-counter end up doing more
harm than good. The third article of a
weekly series on women's health by Julie
Melrose appears on Page 2.

Weather

Partly ctoudy today, breezy and cool
H»ghs in the 50s to near 60. Fair con-
tinued cool tonight, with lows in the mid
30s with scattered showers. Sunny and a
little warmer Wednesday.
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Duke dedicates econ center

Governor Michael S. Dukakis addresses the
solar energy conference before an audience of 150.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

"We were beginning to develoo the reDutation of being

Mfchaers DukS'.' °^w''''"
government/' Governor

cerer^onvfnr th«V.
"^"^ yesterday at the dedicationceremony for the Universitv's new renter for EconomicDevelopment (UCED) ".

economic

Dukakis said that mayors, selectmen, city councilors and
businessmen are working hard together to "rebuild and
revitalize the state's economy."

The center will offer technical assistance in economic
areas to businesses, communities and individuals
throughout the state. It is part of the community renewal
studies at the UMass Institutue for Man and Environment.

Other speakers at the dedication ceremony included
Raymond A. Werbe, chairman of the Executive Committee
of the UCED; Daniel Harrington, deputy director of the
Economic Development Administration (EDA); UMass
President Robert C. Wood; Amherst campus Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery, Richard Smith, an aide of Sen.
Edward W. Brooke; James G. Collins (D-Amherst);John W.
Olver (D-Amherst) and Steve Perlstein, aide to
Congressman Michael J. Harrington.

Aides to Brooke and Congressman Michael J.
Harrington said that the two men were not present at the
dedication because they were involved in congressional
issues.

John W. Olver (D-Amherst) speaking for himself and
Senate President Kevin B. Harrington, said there is a need
for both "preventive and remedial" knowledge to assist
cities.

Solar energy means jobs

^IlVif ?Fo ^T®* 9- ^°"'"s (D-Amherst) speaking for
himself and Speaker of the House Thomas W. McGee said

!^p TT^'^fJ^^ ^®"^®' "'^ ^^® ^VPe of outreach probram

UniveJsit
^' ^

co"*'nu'ng and expanding part of the

Steve Perlstein, an aide to Congressman Harrington

niii
Congressman favors having an Economic

Development Administrative office in Boston. The closestEDA office IS in Philadelphia and Perlstein said President
Carter has promised to consider placing one in Boston.

Perlstein said Congressman Harrington felt there ought
to be another way to help finance businesses. "The presentEDA IS uncreative and inflexible," he said.

The new center is backed by a $100,000 one-year
renewable grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce
bconomic Development Administration, as the result of a
proposal from Raymond Werbe, director of the Institute forMan and Environment.

Wood stressed the importance of linking the University
with business Wood said there would be no cranberry
industry in Massachusetts without the University's ex-
tension service. "Now we are engaged in building another
link I am sure that we are on an adventure well begun
that will pay off in dividends."

Gordon Sanford, the director for the new center, came
from West Carolina University where he administered a
similar program serving the West Carolina area.
"We are like the fabled tortoise, we're getting off to a

very slow start, but we will keep moving until we ac-
complish our objectives," Sanford said.

UMass President Wood speaks at the dedication
ceremony for the new University Center for
Economic Development. (Staff photo by Howard
Labitt)

The message of yesterday's Western Regional Solar
Energy Conference was clear even to a layman's ears-
promotion of solar energy development in this state as
well as dissolving misconceptions held by both the public
and business community toward solar energy feasability

Governor Michael S. Dukakis' appearance as in-
troductory speaker at the conference made it clear the
state would do everything it could to get solar energy into
Its commercial development stage. The governor's address
emphasized the importance of maintaining the state's role
as leader in the solar energy field.

Dukakis also stressed the importance of solar energy
not only as a vital energy source, but as a stimulant of
social and economic benefits.

According to Dukakis, widespread development of solar
technology will open a possible 11,000 job opportunities in
Ni^ -=ichusetts alone by the 1980's.

Because of the state's leadership status, Massachusetts
was awarded by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development HUD) a grant program which will provide
1375 homeowners with $400 each toward purchase and
installation of solar domestic hot water systems.

But from the questions raised from the floor, it would
appear the government's stimulation in this state solar
energy growth stage has also raised some problems
confronting consumers as well as small business and
entrepenuers of the field.

Standards, guarantees, durability and quality of systems,
cost and financing were just some of the questions raised!

According to Mr. Rye Loope, expert in solar designs and
professor at Yale University, the standards question is a
difficult one to answer

"Because of government pushing", said Loope, "the

solar industry will do in six months what ordinary industry
growth does in two years."

But to insure standards, questioners were assured by
panelists, state building codes will be involved as well as a

^Lh m'"^ ^'^'^n"^
°^ installers, and government im-posed Minimum Property Standards

r^-.f^Jho'
^"°'^'"9 ^o Loope, HUD grant monies can

Jwcti^f Ti!
9°^«^"'^ent certified systems, so these

systems will have to meet with government standards.

A panel of experts representing banking, consumers
and technologists in the field of solar energy fielded
questions by perspective solar energy system retailers
concerning bureaucratic hassles in obtaining loans to take
on the new wave of demand triggered by the HUD grants

Massachusetts Secretary of Consumer Affairs Christine
bullivan s response was an assurance that the Solar Action
Office would lobby the Small Business Association on
behalf of the retailers request. Said Sullivan, "A lot >:an
happen if you push hard in the right places."
Some conferences expressed concern over how durable

so^ar system designs were and what guarantees were being
offered by retailers.

According to Loope, "Most manufacturers are designing
the physical construction to propogate a life expentency of
about 25 years. " Most guarantees are for five years Loope
said, since it is a relatively new field.
The solar energy conference was the third such con-

ference sponsored by the Massachusetts Executive Office
of Consumer Affairs-Solar Action Office and the National
Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center. The Solar
Action Office was formed by Christine Sullivan in this past
summer to promote and encourage the use of solar energy
in Massachusetts.

Women 's health series

outweigh
Editor's note: This is the third in a weekly
series of articles on women's health care.

By JULIE E. MELROSE
Collegian Staff

There is a myth which, this year alone, will

contribute to the injury of approximately
55,000 American women according to the
National Commission on Product Safety.
Some of them will go blind. Some will lose
their hair. Others will suffer the pain of

bladder infections or severely irritated skin on
their legs.

There is also a myth which, this year alone,

will put $8 billion into the pockets of those in

the cosmetics industry. Not by coincidence,
its wording is the same as the first: that
women's bodies are dirty, smelly and
unattractive unless depilated, deodorized,
douched, drawn on and drenched with
perfume.

As consumers, we hear constantly about
the Federal Food and Drug Administration's
(FDA) testing, research and guidelines for

prescription drugs. But what of the so-called
cosmetics sold over-the-counter to anyone
who asks for them? '

These products' availability, packaging

and advertising suggest they are harmless
and mild. Who would ever guess that inside
those delicate pastel cans of Feminique and
Nair lurk chemicals strong enough to kill a
proverbial moose?

Certainly not the uninformed female
consumer, looking for ways to make herself

more attractive in a society where beauty is
at a premium for women.
For her, the drugstore is the key to

achieving the standard of beauty set for
women in this country. The "beautiful"
woman is small, thin, without body hair and
free of the odors of hard work and sex. (The
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current trend of child pornography should be
no surprise to any of us.)

Mature female bodies just aren't that way
naturally. Women find themselves needing
help to look like models in cosmetics ad-
vertisements. And the cosmetics industry,
after setting the standard of beauty, comes
galloping up on its white horse to offer her
assistance.

In an interview with Nora Ephron (Crazy
Salad, Knopf '74), Jerry Delia Femina, whose
advertising agency handles Feminique's
campaigns, describes a hypothetical
situation: A woman uses vaginal deodorant,
jumps into bed with her husband and has her
first orgasm.

"If I can feel I was responsible for one
more orgasm in the world, I feel I deserve the
Nobel Peace Prize," Delia Femina remarks.

He, himself, attributes the improvement in
sexual relations not to the product itself but
to increased self-confidence on the part of
the user. (Ironically, vaginal sprays are
portrayed as improving sex. Used before
intercourse, they often cause skin irritation in
both partners. They also numb tongues).

Producers of cosmetics exploit women's

TURN TO PAGE 5
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Amherst won
backrulebill

CAC
Collegian 3

By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of
Selectmen last night voted not
to back an appeal of a recent
state decision against the
creation of a security deposit
trust fund.

The appeal is slated to
appear on the warrant at the
Oct. 17 Town Meeting.
Chairman Diana H. Romer

abstained. "With the cost
high," she said, "and a lack of
certainty in the case, I just
can't make up my mind."
The Security Deposit Bylaw,

passed by the Town Meeting
last May, calls for the creation
of a trust account system for
area landlords and tenants.
Under the system, both
tenants and landlords would
have to approve any with-
drawals from the mutual,
interest yielding account.
Backers say the bylaw would
protect tenants if the landlord
declared bankruptcy. The
account, they say, would also
protect tenant security
deposits in any tenant-landlord
disputes.

Massachusetts Attorney
General Francis X. Bellotti last
month ruled against the bylaw
on the basis that enactment
was outside the town's powers
of legislation. The selectmen
voted last week to send the
article to 4he Fall town
meeting.

The selectmen postponed . _ „ _

recommendation to ban recombinant DNA
research. Romer said they would conduct a

work-session on Wednesday before making
a recommendation to Town Meeting. The
article, as it now stands, would prohibit

"research that would produce novel genetic

combinations between novel genetic
combinations." The proposed ban would
hold until potential dangers and social im-

plications could be adequately reviewed.

The selectmen also voted to support three

articles examining possible future sources of

water for the town. Article three calls for the
appropriation of $63,000 for a testing

program for new water wells in Lawrence
Swamp. The two other water proposals call

allocations

Centra/ Council, Amherst Selectmen;

legislators of the round table

Fifty dollars for the Wheeler
coffeehouse, planned for
October 20, will be used for
sound equipment and food.

Wheeler will receive $400 to
sponsor "Monty Python and
the Holy Grail" on October 11
at Campus Center Auditorium
7, 9 and 11 p.m.

The Brett slide show, set for
October 1 1 , will receive $1 5 for
its program concerning racism
and native Americans.

A spokesman for the Men's
Center, a Central Orchard Hill

organization, asked for $1,575
each from both residential
areas. "It is difficult," said Rich
Fryer, vice-president and

secretary of CAC, to make
those kind of allocations
because the semester has
already started. Next week the
council will vote whether or
not to spend this money.

"The Alpine Slide fiasco,"
said Fryer, is a problem "we
want to investigate." Fryer
was referring to the trip

planned for last Friday which
was cancelled due to a phone

making a

for the consideration of purchasing future
water from the town of Belchertown, and the
Metropolitan District Commission.
Town Manager A. Louis Hayward said if

the article passed Town Meeting, legal
counsel would probably be provided by an
outside firm. Hayward said while he did not
know the exact cost of such legal action, he
said it would probably be around $7,000.
Town meeting would have to provide legal
funds for this year, or subsequent years. Cost
to the town, he said, would be reflected in
the future in reduced use of the town
counsel, or from next year s Duoget.

Selectman Nancy B. Eddy last night said,
"My overriding concern is the home rule
issue. Eddy said earlier in the meeting she
was "on the fence" for appeal of the ruling.

Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, last
month filed the "Home Rule Bill" with the
state legislature. Romer said last night the
chances of the legislation being approved are
"not too good."

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Central Area Council approved at ameetmg last night proposals that would
'"f^^l^e spending $315 of its budget. Funds
will be allocated in the following areas $50

^°\^,^^^y^^'^^Q Coordinator's salary, $50 for
a Wheeler Dorm coffeehouse, $400 for a
movie sponsored by Wheeler, and $15 for a
slide show sponsored by Brett Dorm

Louise Sapp, affiliated with the UMassRecycling project, proposed that a work-study student be hired for the position ofRecycling Coordinator at a $50 salary Theperson holding this job, Sapp explainedwould go around to dorms and supe^se all
recycling programs.

call Thursday night from
Mount Tom saying that the
tow operating the chairlift was
broken. Tiie following day, it

was revealed that the chairlift

was in working order. The

Alpine Slide trip has been rescheduled foi

tomorrow. Fryer admits that the council is

still confused regarding the mix-up last week.

Ann Meissner, a representative from
Chadbourne Dorm, discussed the dilemma of
cars getting "ripped off" from the "P" lot at
Chadbourne. The council plans to meet with

Robert Joyce of the UMass police depart
ment to find out what can be done about this
problem.

Ron Coler director of the craft shop stated
the hours of the center: Tuesday- Friday,

5-9 p.m.; Saturdays, 12-5 p.m. There may
also be some craft colloquiums, Coler added.

Alumni to help seniors Join job market
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

If you are a senior and dread the thought
of that first job-search experience, the
Placement Office is offering a program this
fall that may be of help to you. The office has
designed a series of workshops that will
bring successful UMass alumni back to
campus to help seniors prepare for the job
market.

The program is being coordinated by
Assistant Director of Placement Anne
Schewe and Kenneth Sommers, a graduate
student who is an administrative assistant to
the director of Student Services.

According to Sommers the program is one
of the many ways that "we are trying to
make the placement office more responsive
to stujJent's needs."

"We contacted a number of alumni who
have achieved prominence in various fields

and invited them to come back to campus
and meet graduating seniors, relate to them
what the job market is like, what it is like to

work, how to prepare for an interview, and
how to prepare a resume," said Sommers.

The program is on a trial basis this

semester. It will consist of three sessions, all

geared towards seniors in the Arts and
Sciences Department. "The professional

schools will be next semester because they
generally have less trouble finding a job,"

Sommers said.

Sommers said that the first two sessions
will be two-day programs. "The alumni will

be put up overnight in the Campus Center
Hotel."

The first night of each session will consist

of a panel discussion with six alumni
speaking. A question-answer session will

follow and afterwards there will be time for

more informal discussion between students
and alumni.

Sommers said the second day of the
program was to involve alumni in classroom
presentations and discussions.
"the faculty response to the program has

been very disappointing. We sent out letters
to 50 faculty members in the College of Arts
and Sciences, including all undergraduate

advisors, and only three have responded,"
said Sommers.
The first session is Oct. 13 and 14 for Arts

and Science majors who have some type of
social service in mind. "That could range
from working in a hospital to working in
politics," said Sommers.

Belchertown Road Sunoco ernployee Donny Serpliss applies the finishing
touch to the Fall Auto Inspection on this successful auto. Deadline is Oct. 15.

(Staff photo by Jeff Stone)

The second session will be Oct. 20 and 21
and is geared toward students who are in-

terested in working in the business world.
The third session will be only one night

and is designed for students who have no
idea of what field they want to enter.

"All the participating alumni majored in

the arts and sciences and hdve graduated in

the past ten years. We felt they could relate
better to the current situation if they were
recent graduates," explained Sommers.

The first session will feature such alumni
as Albert Sweeney, a UMass graduate in

psychology who now works in the Boston
Police Commissioners Office. Also standing
will be Sara Sellinger, an English major who
is now a program coordinator at Danvers
State Hospital; Cynthia OIkin, a teacher who
majored in political science; James Smith,
who was a political science major on the
UMass- Boston campus and now a state
•representative from Lynn, and others.

The second session will bring John
Commerford, a political science major who
now works in the White House, and will

direct the White House Conference on
Economic Development to be held next
spring. Also coming will be Bob Dallmeyer, a
sociology major who is now Director of
Public Relations for United Technology.

Sommers said the Placement Office haa
sent out some 300 invitations to the students
and the response has been better than the
faculty but "disappointing also."

"We really thought that more students
would take advantage of this opportunity to
help themselves. We think they could get a
lot out of it," Sommers said.

Interested students or faculty can contact
Anne Schewe in the Placement Office at

Hampshire House or Sommers in the
Director of Student Serxices Office, 229
Whitmore.
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Rosalynn Carter dedicates

Mailman research center
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BELMONT, Mass [AP] - First Lady
Rosalynn Carter said yesterday that "mental
health absolutely needs to be included in the
national health insurance program.
The president's wife made the comment at

a news conference following the dedication
of the $3.2 million Mailman research center
at the McLean psychiatric hospital.

"For one out of four families who are
directly touched by mental illness," the
president's wife said at the ceremony, "this
center represents hope.

"For the scientific community it marks a
major step forward in our quest to learn more
about the function of the human mind."

Mrs. Carter arrived at Hanscom Air Force
Base Monday afternoon from Washington
and then drove to Belmont to dedicate the
center, where approximately 1,600 invited
guests and news media were on hand.
She was to anend a $500- a- plate cystic

fibrosis fundraising dinner Monday night in

Boston sponsored by the cystic fibrosis
Susan L. Curtis Foundation, named in honor
of the late daughter of former Gov. Kenneth
Curtis of Maine, current chairman of the
Democratic National Committee.

Following the dedication, Mrs Carter met
with Dr. Seymours. Kety, head of McLean's
psychiatric research laboratories, and Dr.
Shervert H. Frazier, chief psychiatrist at
McLean. Mrs. Carter then toured the facility
and held the brief news conference.

At the news briefing she was asked how
the president reacted to the resignation of
Bert Lance, former director of the Office of

Management and Budget who left under
pressure.

"He (the president) has the unique ability
to turn off the pressures at night," she said.
"But the Bert Lance affair took its toll on
him."

At the Mailman dedication ceremony, Mrs.
Carter said, "We're learning more about the
causes and treatment of schizophrenia,
paranoia, depression and other severe
mental disorders. Since I have been involved
with the President's Commission on Mental
Health, we have had pressed upon us daily
the crucial need for research.
"Our report calls for more federal support

for research. In fact, research money is the
only money that we have asked for at this
time."

Mrs. Carter, the honorary chairwoman of
the mental health commission, said that
while accompanying her husband on his trip

next month to four continents, she plans to
meet with mental health officials of the
various countries.

"We can speak out forcefully about the
need to erase the stigma connected with
mental illness," she said.

Construction of the Mailman center
started two years ago and was completed
this spring. The entire cost of the buHding
was raised throujgh private donations, in-

cluding a $1 million gift from the philan-
thropic organization founded by brothers
A.L. and Joseph Mailman, after which the
center was named.

Dukakis deliberately distorted

data on new jobs available
BOSTON [AP] - The House Republican

floor leader charged yesterday that Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis has deliberately distorted
data on new jobs created by private industry.

Rep. Francis W. Hatch of Beverly said the
governor inflated figures when he said 1,968
new jobs were created by 23 firms. Hatch
said his staff discovered that only 296 of
these jobs were full-time and 350 were part-
time. The rest don't exist, he said.

Hatch, who is expected to announce his
candidacy for the Republican nomination for
governor soon, said Dukakis' jobs statement
was followed by a $2,500 luncheon at the
taxpayers' expense. He said the balance of
the governor's claim that 132 firms added
4,800 jobs seemed to hold up.

"Don't get me wrong," Hatch told a news

conference, "every new job we get is a plus
for the state. But the governor shouldn't
deliberately inflate the figures just to boost
his own image in a statewide advertising
campaign."
He compared what he said was the

governor's distortion of the new jobs total

with the past statements by the governor
that there would be no new taxes if he were
elected. There was a record hike in taxes in

Dukakis' first year at the helm.
Alan Raymond, a Dukakis spokesman said

the figures cited by the governor were
supplied by the companies. He said the
precise figures for a particular company were
not so significant. The important issue which
the governor was emphasizing, he said, was
the jobs commitments made by the firms.

Japanese Red Army returned

hostages to Algerian authority
ALGIERS, Algeria \UPI\ - Eleven

Japanese Red Army extremists ended a six-

day, 6,000-mile, $6 million saga yesterday by
freeing the last 19 hostages aboard a Japan
Air Lines DC-8 and turning themselves over
to Algerian authorities.

Algerian police whisked the extremists
away in three gleaming black limousines.
Though the hijackers had threatened
wholesale slaughter, the drama of torturous
negotiations and cumbersome exchanges of
Red Army prisoners and passenger hostages
ended without a drop of blood being spilled.

At the airport terminal the hostages — 12
passengers, including one American, and
seven Japanese crew members — happily
toasted the end of their 135- hour ordeal with
orange juice. Algeria discourages public
consumption of alcohol.

The end of the six- day, 6,000- mile
hijacking cost the Japanese government a
record $6 million ransom.

The Algerian government declined to say
whether the five original hijackers and their
six radical comrades released by Japan had
been arrested, given asylum or told they
could leave the country. Nor was it clear
what would happen to the ransom of U.S.
$100 bills extorted from the Japanese
government.

In Tokyo, Chief Cabinet Secretary Sunao
Sunoda said the Algerians had laid down
tough conditions for accepting the hijackers.
Sonoda indicated Japan might have to give
up hope of recapturing the terrorists or
recovering the ransom.

Algerian officials declined to say anything.
In the past, they have taken hijackers into
custody for questioning but then promptly
extended political asylum.

However, Algeria has done well at
recovering and returning ransom money,
usually within a week or so.

Violence near Johannesburg
leaves 1 dead, 7 wounded
QUEENSTOWN, South Africa [UP/] -

Police said yesterday they killed a 20- year-old
black who was trying to set fire to a black
policeman's home. Seven other persons
were wounded dunng a weekend of violence
in this farm town 450 miles south of
Johannesburg.

Brig. Piet Smal, the local police com-
mander, said the unidentified black man was
brandishing a gasoline bomb when police
rushed up in a patrol car, drew their pistols

and killed him Sunday night.

Two homes of black policemen in the
same segregated black quarter of the town
were burned to the ground Friday, and more
than 50 rioters have Taeen arrested.

Black policemen, symbols of the white
government's authority, have been frequent
targets in South Africa's nationwide anti-

government unrest.

Sporadic violence has erupted in this
eastern cape province since the sudden
death Sept 12 in police custody of Steven
Biko, the 30-year-old black nationalist who
lived in nearby King William's Town.

Smal estimated rioters have caused
$70,000 in damage in the past four days,
razing a post office in the black quarter,
partly burning a government office and
wrecking chairs, tables and windows in a hall

where a black beauty contest was in

progress.

"They turned the place upside down,"
said a white Queenstown resident, Sandy
Greig. A mob of about 150 ran from the
beauty show after it broke up in disorder and
descended on nearby white suburbs. They
smashed windows in two white-owned
houses and damaged six shops.
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Unemployment rate—the same
BOSTON [AP] - Massachusetts'

seasonally adjusted unemployment rate for
August remained at 6.1 per cent of the labor
force for the third consecutive month, ac-
cording to the state Division of Employment
Security.

The statewide figure is adjusted to take
seasonal variables in the job market into
account and provide a figure which can be
compared to the national unemployment
rate.

Nationally the rate increased to 7.1 per
cent from 6.9 per cent in July.

The number of Massachusetts residents
who are unetpployed decreased by 16,200, a
decline of nearly 10 per cent, said DES
director John D. Crosier.

The number of people with jobs rose by
9,300 during August.

The preliminary figures were released
yesterday.

During August unemployment not
seasonally adjusted dropped in all of the
state's eight major metropolitan areas. The
Worcester rate of 5.1 per cent continued as
the lowest, while the New Bedford area was
the highest with 7.4 per cent.
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Hotel

residents

to meet
tonight
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

All students who have had to live in the
Campus Center Hotel at some time this
semester will have a meeting tonight at 9-30
in room 922 of the Campus Center.
According to the Legal Services Office

(LSO), its staff will talk with the students at
the meeting about what the present situation
is and what options are available for re-
dressing the students' grievances.

The discussion will include the option of
remaining in the Campus Center Hotel. Also
discussed will be rebates for those who feel
they must withdraw from the University
because they are too far behind in their
studies from having to move around so many
times, said Jim Starr, staff attorney for LSO.

Dean of Students William F. Field last
night said rebates would be possible for
students leaving the University if there is a
valid reason. Each rebate would be examined
on an individual basis, he said.

John Ringle from the Housing office last

night said he thought the few students who
were thinking of withdrawing are now living

In a dorm and are fairly satisfied.

Ringle said he cannot attend the meeting
because the administration was requested
not to come by LSO. He said LSO told him it
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felt the students would feel uncomfortable
and wouldn't open up if members of the
administration were present.

Starr said the denial of certain privileges

such as access to lounge space, laundry
facilities, and student government would
also be talked about. He said they will

provide legal information pertaining to the
situations.

Starr mentioned, "Last week a student left
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on Friday afternoon for the weekend and
when he returned found all of his belongings
moved to another room. He had trouble
finding things."

The student had heard nothing of the
action which was taken to triple up the
students because of the bankers coming
from a convention. We have advised him of
the different options which are available to
him to redress this action, the LSO said.
At present, there are still ten students

living in the Hotel according to Alice
Woynar, Housekeeper. She said, "The
moving out is slow. Last week just a few
went. I think one is going today."

According to one of the students living in

the hotel there are about five students who
wish to remain living there. He said, "We like

it here. We don't want to go to a dorm where
we don't know anybody. We're all settled in,

we like our roommates and don't want to
move."

Students form anti-union RSO

BN^R

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

It is "a terrible abortion of justice to push
unionization" on the student body, ac-
cording to a group that is forming to bring
the question to a school-wide referendum.
The "Non Unionists Students"

organization is attempting to gain
Recognized Student Organization (RSO)
status. The members have already written
their constitution and are close to having the
10 names necessary to gain RSO status.

Student Senator James Potts, who

referred to the push for unionization as an
"abortion of justice" added it is "an un-
necessary clog in an already over cloggea
system."
He continued, "basically we feel that the

job of the student is to learn and the job of
the administration is to administer. There
should be a mutually exclusive nature to
each one."

Freshman Pat O'Donnell, who helped
create the organization, opposes
unionization because he said he feels that
under a union "the quality of education will

go down, then the reputation of UMass will

go down." He also said that he feels that
faculty negotiations "are delicate enough
without a third party" of students.

O'Donnell, a business major from Sher-
born, last night said he also objected to
student empowerment because "students
don't have enough experience. I'd rather
trust my future to someone with 20 or 30
years more experience."

O'Donnell said he feels the present
structure can deal with the problems facing
the school. O'Donnell added student apathy
would be just as prevalent with a union as it

is now.

• •# UMass student dies

from gunshot wound
Services for Margaret Silva Boutin, 27, a former UMass student,

will be held today in Haywood Mortuary, Haywood, California.

Boutin, of 107 Cliffside Apartments, died Friday in her home of a

self-inflicted gunshot wound, according to Franklin County Medical
Examiner Dr. Henry A. Rys.

Enrolled in the UMass School of Continuing Education, Boutin
was born on Sept. 16, 1960 in Rayham, the daughter of Manuel and
Margaret Paige Silva of Clearlake, California.

The burial will be in Holy Sepulchre Cemetery, Haywood,
California.

Lecture series begins
The Chancellor's Lecture Series begins its fourth year of

operation tomorrow night at 8 in the Campus Center with Bernard
Berger, a nationally known specialist in water research.

Professor Berger is director of the Water Resources Research
Center here and serves on a number of panels and commissions
concerning water resources at the state, federal and international
level, including the President's Office of Science and Technology.

Berger served with the U.S. Public Health SeiVice for 25 years
before joining the UMass faculty in 1966. He was educated at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University.
The Chancellor's Lecture Series, founded in 1974, is a means of

recognizing excellence on campus. Previous speakers in the series
include William Heronemus, solar wind expert and Walker Gibson,
a specialist in the English language.Qinm\
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insecurities and then claim to be providing a
valuable service. Ads for vaginal sprays

suggest they make the user in some way
cleaner. In fact they do the opposite,

polluting a naturally c4ean area of the human
body with deodorants, perfumes and
propellents.
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The human vagina has a natural cleansing

process in which waste materials are shed
down to the vaginal entrance. A daily

washing of this area with soap and water and
wearing underwear that allows absorption
and air circulation should preve^it strong
vaginal odor.

A persistent foul odor is often the sump-
tom of a condition that requires medical
attention. Vaginal sprays only mask the
symptom. They may also irritate a healthy
vagina and increase its susceptibility to
infection.

Alberto- Culver makes $40 million a year
from the sale of FDS, a vaginal spray.

Because such sprays are classified as a

cosmetic rather than a drug, FDA testing
requirements for them are minimal.
FDS was given only three tests before

being introduced to the market. One test

proved that the spray did no injury to the
labias and vaginas of twenty rats over a
three-day period. The other two tests in-

volved less than 100 human subjects and
were similarly short-term.

Commercial douche preparations have
been another big seller for the industry.

Douching (irrigation of the vagina) was used
in ancient times as a therapy for genital

disorders. Today it is associated with
cleaning and deodorizing the vagina. There is

disagreement amont doctors as to whether
douching is harmful or not. Some say it

washes away normal secretions that protect
the vagina from infection.

A pamphlet put out by UMass Health
Services in 1975 suggests that douching be
done only when symptoms of a disturbance
of vaginal ecology are present. In this case, a

vinegar or baking soda douche may be
helpful. Commercial douche products
contain chemicals which may cause further

irritation. The pamphlet says they should not
be used.
Many other cosmetic preparations are

potentially harmful. The First Ms. Reader
(Warner, '73) reports that cream depilitories

(hair removers) can cause skin irritation,

allergic reactions and eye injuries. Nail

polishes can catch on fire if the wearer's
finger comes into contact with a flame. Many
make-ups, until last year, contained No. 2
Red dye. Bubble baths can irritate the
bladder and surrounding tissues.

Realistically, the unnatural standard of

beauty for American women is not going to

change overnight. Each year, the cosmetics
industry sinks millions of advertising dollars

into guaranteeing that it won't.

Women have the option of deciding they
will no longer endanger their health to look
like the "cosmetics giants'" idea of what a
woman should be.

The greater the number of women ap-
pearing in public with their bodies in a natural

state, the faster the unnatural standard of

beauty will fall. And the cosmetics industry
will come tumbling after.
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Indira Gandhi arrested for
abusing her position in India

NE\A/ DELHI [AP] - Seven months after
her iron grip on India was broken in a
stunning election defeat, Indira Gandhi was
arrested yesterday and charged with abusing
her position as prime minister. She promptly
charged the arrest was political.

Authorities said at least 10 other persons,
including four former cabinet ministers and
Mrs. Gandhi's personal secretary, also were
arrested.

Mr. Gandhi, 59, was charged in two cases
under India's Prevention of Corruption Act,
officials reported.

They said she was accused in one case of
"illegally conniving" with others in

pressuring two companies to obtain 104
jeeps for campaign work in several election

districts including her own.
The second charge alleged Mrs Gandhi

misused her position by awarding a $13.4
million government oil drilling contract to the
French firm Consultancy Services de
Petroles, despite a lower bid by an
unidentified American competitor.
Taken into custody at her family home

here, Mrs. Gandhi declined an offer of bail on
a personal bond before she was whisked
away in a sedan to detention at the head-
quarters of the Delhi armed police force.
The former prime minister, defeated in

national elections last spring, said in a
statement that her arrest "is to prevent me
from going to the people ... to discredit me in

their eyes
"

Labor Dept. proposed policy

for controlling cancer chemicals
WASHINGTON \AP] - The Labor

Department proposed a comprehensive new
policy yesterday for controlling the more
than 1,500 known or suspected cancer-
causing chemicals now found in the
American work-place.

The proposal establishes for the first time a
systematic procedure for quickly identifying,

classifying and regulating carcinogenic
substances that threaten workers' health.

In the past, cancer-causing agents have
been dealt with on a case-by- case basis — a
system which Labor Secretary Ray Marshall
described as "trying to put out a forest fire

one tree at a time."
Only 17 of the 1,500 to 2,000 chemicals

identified as known or suspected to cause
cancer have been brought under regulatory

action by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration in its six-year history.

The Labor Department proposals were
announced as officials of the National In-

stitute of Occupational Safety and Health
reported the results of a survey that

estimates nearly one million Americans are
potentially exposed to known carcinogens at

their workplace.
The survey estimated that another 20

million workers — about one of four in the
labor force — encounter potentially
dangerous pollutants at their jobs ranging
from noise and oil mist to known cancer-
causing agents like asbestos and benzene.

Israel angry at conference
[UPI] — Israel was described yesterday as

stunned and angry at publication of a joint

U.S. -Soviet note on resumption of the
Middle East peace conference in Geneva, but
an authoritative Israeli source in New York
said the conference could resume this year
with Palestinians entering by the back door.

Israel remained firm that it would never
deal with the Palestinian Liberation
Organization as such, but the source said it

would be possible for Palestinians to sit in on
the conference as members of the Jordanian
delegation even if their loyalties lay with the
PLC.
"We are not going to check their

credentials at the door," the source said.

"Their sympathies might be with the PLO,
they might have some affiliation with the
PLO and they might even be in the pay of the
PLO, but if they enter the Geneva conference
as members of the Jordanian delegation we
will accept them."

Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan was
quoted in Tel Aviv Monday as saying the
Carter administration's policy shift in favor of
the Palestinians posed "a great danger" to
the existence of Israel, and all indications
were that his meeting Wednesday with
President Carter would amount to a show-
down in U.S.- Israeli relations.

The new crisis in U.S. -Israeli relations
arose from a joint U.S.-Soviet statement
Saturday by Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
which said a new Middle East peace con-
ference should insure "the legitimate rights

of the Palestinian people" and establish
"peaceful relations ' in the region.
The statement did not mention the PLO by

name but in it the United States accepted for

the first time the idea of "Palestinian rights."

Previously Israelis and Americans have

refused to accept the concept that the
Palestinians had "rights" although the
United States has said the interests of the 3
million Palestinian refugees must be taken
care of.

The statement was greeted with pleasure
by the Arab nations and rejected outright by
the Israelis. Authoritative sources said U.S.
Ambassador to Tel Aviv Samuel W. Lewis
informed Prime Minister Menahem Begin of
the statement last Thursday, and that Begin
flatly rejected it in a stormy meeting.

Dayan, in a New York statement to the
national Israeli newspaper Yedioth
Ahronoth, called the joint U.S.-Soviet
statement "pro- Palestinian" and said it

"shows an American change of position in

this matter."
"I see in the attempt to advance the cause

of the Palestinians and the PLO at the ex-
pense of Israeli a great danger for the
existence of the state of Israel," he was
quoted as saying.

Authoritative sources also expressed
amazement that the United States would
choose this time to bring the Soviet Union
back into Middle East affairs. The sources
said Soviet influence had been waning in the
Middle East and although Russia is co-
chairman with the United States of the
Geneva conference, the joint action served
only to enhance the Russian position.

Some Israeli sources said they believed
Carter had acted with the Soviet Union to try

to improve deteriorating U.S. -Soviet
relations.

UPI State Department Correspondent Jim
Anderson said the sharp strains that
developed yesterday between Israel and the
United States were jeopardizing Vance's
attempt to convene the Geneva conference
by the end of this year.
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10 persons in

camper killed
PLANT CITY. Fla. [AP] - Federal

investigators gathered Monday at a rail-

road crossing to reconstruct the collision

between a passenger train and a pickup-
camper that killed the 10 persons jammed
into the truck.

None of the 40 passengers aboard
Amtrak's Floridian was injured as the
train - on the final leg of its Chicago-to-
St. Petersburg run — rammed the pickup
broadside Sunday night.

While members of the National Trans-
portation Safety Board met with railroad

officials and train crewmen at the ac-

cident scene, medical and police per-

sonnel teamed at Tampa General
Hospital to identify the men, women and
children killed in the wreck.

Police Sgt. Ruffin Cain said by late

Monday authorities had identified eight
of the victims — all of whose bodies were
mutilated and charred.

The eight were all from the Dade City

area north of Tampa.
The crossinq is in a thinly populated

section of this rural area, which bills itself

as the strawberry capital of the world,
about 25 miles east of Tampa in Central
Florida.

Policeman's job

under inquiry
BOSTON \AP] ~ State Police

Detective Lt. James DeFuria opted for
early retirement after learning a special
Suffolk County Grand Jury is in-

vestigating his activities, WCVB-TV
reported yesterday night.

DeFuria has been acting head of the
investigating arm of the state Fire
Marshal's office for the past several
months. The office's investigation
reports are used as factors in determining
insurance settlements for fire losses.

State officials said the grand jury's
investigations are the most far-reaching
arson inquiry in state history.

Channel 5 reported that the in-

vestigation involves the testimony of a
secret witness who is currently in

protective custody.
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The Tl Programmable 57.

A powerful super slide rule calculator.

Supplementing basic addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division functions, the Tl Programmable 57
provides many advanced mathematical capabilities
to simplify problem solving:

• Functions of X - square square root reciprocal
factorial* y" and \'

y

• Logarithmic functions- common and natural
logarithms and their inverses

• Trigonometric functions and their inverses (solved in

degrees radians or grads)
• Statistical functions - mean variance and standard
deviation operate on two variables

• Nine levels of parentheses and the ability to store up
to 4 pending operations let you handle even complex
equations quickly and easily

• Eight multi-use memories for storing and recalling
values and addition subtraction multiplication and
division of data to memory

• AOS"' algebraic operating system AOS is more than
)ust algebraic entry It s a system that allows you to

enter problemsexactlyasthey are stated algebraically
without rearranging the order of the problem or
resorting to the use of memories to store partial

results This is accomplished by the use of a full

algebraic hierachy coupled with multiple levels of
pending operations and parentheses This permits
easy left-to-nght entry of expressions - both
numbers and functions
AOS provides an incredibly powerful, easy-to-use

system for problem solving And makes the calculator
part of the solution - not part of the problem.

list price $79'^ OUR PRICE
$69^5

COME TO THE PROGRAMMING
SEMINAR TOMORROW!!

at the calculator store

"Li'l Abner Fw

creator retires
NEW YORK [UPI] - Al Capp, creator

of Dogpatch, U.S.A., that microcosm of
Americana, has decided to retire, taking
the entire Yokum family with him.
The 68-year-old cartoonist's satirical

comic strip, "Li'l Abner," will be run in

daily newspapers across the country for

the last time on Nov. 5 and in Sunday
papers on Nov. 13.

Capp's comic strip began in 1934 and
was distributed at its peak to 900
newspapers by the Chicago Tribune-New
York News Syndicate.

Nothing was sacred in Capp's car-

toons, which rapped everyone and
everything from corporate chiefs General
Bullmoose to the institution of marriage
(Sadie Hawkins Day).

Capp enraged feminists with his

portrayal of big-chested, leggy women
who ranged from the Ail-American
sweetheart, Daisy Mae, to the "street-

wise" and earthy Moonbeam McSwIne.
Capp lives in Cambridge, Mass.

Children used

as 'guinea pigs'
RADNOR, Pa. [UPI] - Television

advertising researchers are using
American children as "guinea pigs" In

secretive studies to determine their

hidden needs, TV Guide magazine
reports.

The research findings are used "to

develop television commercials
calculated to make children grab for

supermarket impulse items or nag

parents for sponsor brands," according
to an article published in the Oct. 8 issue.

It said some manufacturers and ad
agencies are doing their own testing but
larger projects are assigned to prominent
research firms such as New York's
Gilbert Youth Research or Child Research
Service of Rutherford, N.J.

Abortion
upset
NBOS [UPI] - The Massachusetts

Senate will consider a 1978 supplemental
budget with an anti-abortion amendment
substantially weaker than one approved
by the House last month.
The $33.4 million supplemental budget

contains $16.1 million in state employees
pay raises which have been jeopardized
by an anti-abortion amendment attached
in the House by Rep. Raymond L. Flynn,

D-Boston.
Flynn's amendment would prohibit

state funding of abortions except to save
the life of the woman. Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis has said he would veto the entire

supplemental budget If an anti-abortion
amendment were attached.

Last week, the Senate Ways and
Means Committee voted to separate the
anti-abortion amendment from the
budget so state employee pay hikes —
negotiated to begin last August — would
not be jeopardized.

But Monday following an hour-long
caucus in the office of Senate President
Kevin B. Harrington, D-Salem, the
committee met again and reversed itself,

voting 7-4 to re-attach the amendment to

the budget.
Sen. Ways and Means Chairman

James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford, later said it

was determined during the caucus there
was not enough support for separating
the amendment from the budget.
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New plan to eliminate

gas price controls in 1987
WASHINGTON [UPI] - With a series of

history-making rulings, Senate leaders ended
a two-week filibuster on natural gas
yesterday, enabling Sen. Henry Jackson to
propose a new plan that would eliminate
federal gas price controls in 1987.
Jackson said Energy Secretary James

Schlesinger isn't opposed to his Idea — the
first indication yet that the administration
might accept eventual deregulation of new
natural gas.

Filibuster leaders conceded defeat just

hours after the new Senate rules took effect
and they blamed their defeat on the White
House.
"We have given it the best try we could

have and we will call off the filibuster ef-

fective immediately," said Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, who staged the delay
to ward off victory by those favoring
deregulation.

"We have had the rug pulled out from
under us by the President," said Sen. James
Abourezk, D-S.D. The Senate then ad-
journed for the night.

As the filibuster ended, Jackson's new
plan took center stage in the multi-bllllon-

dollar controversy. In the past, the
Washington Democrat has supported ad-
ministration efforts to maintain federal

authority over natural gas prices, but his

compromise calls for elimination of those
regulations on newly discovered natural gas
in 1987.

Jackson said Schlesinger knew of the plan
and "did not object to it," although President
Carter threatened a week ago to veto any
natural gas bill with deregulation In It, and
Schlesinger noted that position again on
Sunday.
Under Jackson's plan, newly produced

natural gas would be sold at $2.03 per
thousand cubic feet immediately, up from
the current ceiling of $1.46. The price could
rise to $3.48 by 1985 and controls would be
removed Jan. 1, 1987.
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FREE technical workshop on the ad-
vanced technologies mside Tl program-
mable calculators

Date/Time On 5th 3 30 pin

Place Campus Center Rm 101

Texas Instruments
V,

'9~' Ipias Instruments inco'pp'.ilri" I N( OK f'OK A I I I)

The plan was designed to woo the vote
switches Jackson thinks he needs to win
since key Senate votes in the past two weeks
showed deregulation forces with a small
majority.

Republicans and Democrats who favor
deregulation hailed Jackson for trying a
compromise, but did not commit themselves
to it.

Jackson was able to introduce the
compromise — which could come up for a
vote this week - due to history-making
rulings implemented by the Senate
leadership to crush the filibuster.

With Vice President Walter Mondale
presiding, the leadership won approval of
four key rulings to eliminate the chief

weapon used in the filibuster — amend-
ments.

The rulings allowed the presiding Senate
officer to throw out amendments he con-
sidered dilatory; to refuse certain time-

consuming motions and roll calls; and to
allow individual senators to withdraw their

own amendments.
Armed with those parliamentary tools,

Majority Leader Robert Byrd called up an
amendment every five seconds and Mondale
quickly ruled them out of order.

The parliamentary moves reduced a stack

of 300 amendments to about 125 before
Metzenbaum and Abourezk threw in the
towel, but there were angry protests from
senators that the leadership was abusing its

power.
Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md., said the effect

would be to "establish a dictatorship in the
Senate," and Sen. Gary Hart, D-Colo., called

it "an abuse of leadership authority."

Byrd, red-faced and emotional, defended
his actions in a seven- minute speech.
"What about the abuse of the rules that

every senator has been subjected to for the
last 13 days "and one night?" Byrd shouted.
He said Mondale was "trying to get the ox

out of the ditch," and concluded: "It is time
to stop this foolishness."

At that stage, about half the senators got
up and clapped. Almost all the Senate's 100
members were present.

The administration, like the filibuster

leaders, wanted to maintain federal price

controls over natural gas, but it did not
support the delaying tactics.

Toxic fumes

found in school
KANSAS CITY, Mo. [UPI] - Toxic fumes

spread through an elementary school

yesterday and sent 160 children to hospitals

complaining of dizziness, nauseousness and
sore eyes.

Kansas City Superintendent of Schools
Robert R. Wheeler late yesterday said

authorities had not determined if

Marlborough Elementary School would be
able to resume operation today.

Wheeler said the fumes possibly were
carbon monoxide and had been circulated

through the school's ventilating system.
"All children were treated and then

released," Wheeler said. "The hospitals

report that no child was seriously injured."

He said he has met with representatives

from the city's health and fire department in

efforts to find the cause of the fumes.
"At this point we have been unable to

determine the source of the fumes that made
our children ill," Wheeler said. Tests con-
tinue today and if the source of the trouble
has been located and corrected we will open
Marlborough School.

He said if the cause of the trouble is not
located today children will be transported to
other locations for classes.

Many of the students vomited or fainted
when they left the classrooms and emerged
in the cool air. Some fell to the ground in

tears.

The school was evacuated around 10 a.m.
after a furnace was turned on, said Earl Fleer,

a spokesman for the school district.

He said the two-story brick school in the
southeast part of the city housed about 270
students in three grades — kindergarten, 5th
and 6th.

"We've got everything under control
now," Fleer said. ;'We do not have any
confirmed serious illnesses — that is we
don't know of any student who will have to
be hospitalized. We're monitoring them now
to make sure there aren't any after-effects."

Fleer said the students were taken to five

area hospitals by ambulances. The majority
of the students were taken to Baptist
Memorial, Research and Children's Mercy.
"They were taken to the hospitals as a

precautionary move — we were dealing with
sort of an uncertain situation," he said.

An investigative team was at the school
Monday afternoon searching fqr the source
of the fumes.
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a bad experience
Being at a loss for subject matter this

week, I begged my friends for inspiration.

One acquaintance, Jean, a Ph.D. candidate
at another university, at last provided me
with a story.

"Why don't you do a column on nutty
professors? That's always good for laughs."

"Great idea, Jean, but I haven't had any
nutty professors at UMass."
"You don't know what you've missed, kid.

I can tell you a thing or two."
Jean proceeded to describe her ex-

periences with Professor X, teacher of an
upper division linguistics course at a
prestigious midwestern university. Though
the Collegian's editorial standards forced me
to delete all expletives and to disguise the
professor's identity thoroughly, I present this

karen hermann

sad tale approximately as it was narrated to
me.

On the first day Mrs. X, a middle-aged
apoplectic wearing a tight girdle and sandals,
strutted into class and surveyed her twenty
prospective victims with a smug grimace.

"Drop this course," were her first words,
delivered with a professorial smirk. "If you're
like your fellow students, this course will be
much too hard for you. Why, most of you
probably can't even write a coherent sen-

tence. You should be informed right now
that this isn't a 'gut' course. There are going
to be exams, papers and homework. If you
don't know how to pronounce big words like

diphthong, you're in trouble. And if you're
smart, you can find plenty of other places to

show off. So drop this while you're ahead."
Jean didn't heed the professor's advice.

She stayed the entire semester, along with
fifteen other stubborn souls. It proved to be
one of the worst mistakes of her under-
graduate career.

"Don't you forget, language is alive, alive-

o!" Professor X would sing out, with the
gusto of a theologian citing a choice
aphorism. "Words are alive and full of magic,
just like the green growing grass."

"I just love teachin' the young!" was
another stock phrase of this professor who
had no office hours and refused to talk to
students after class. In-class discussion was
condemned as a rude interruption of X's
lecture.

Oddly enough, though, X opened class

each day by scanning the students with her

bulldog leer and asking: "Does anyone have
a question? Or an answer?" Or course, the

students knew better than to respond. They
sat patiently while X berated them for their

lack of curiosity and initiative. "When is

somebody going to ask one little question,

huh?" she would rant before commencing
her lecture.

One day, however, Jean felt compelled to

make a comment. X (who knew no Chinese)

had made an erroneous remark about the

grammar of a Chinese dialect with which

Jean, a student of Asian languages, was
familiar.

"This is a class in English, not a Chinese
grammar course," the professor sneered at

Jean's criticism, her watery codfish eyes
bulging with annoyance. "And I simply can't

teach a student who won't be taught."
After that incident, Jean kept quiet. In the

course of the semester she endured many
emotion-charged discourses concerning X's
rural heritage, her menopausal anxieties, her
unhappy childhood and her drinking habits.

At one point X confided that she had a life-

long crush on Alfred the Great {"What a
Man!"), though she mercifully spared the
class the intimate details of her fantasies. By
the end of the semester Jean had learned
nothing new about linguistics, but she could
have written a book-length psychohistory of
Mrs. X.

Does Professor X sound familiar to you?
Probably not. We UMies are lucky in that our
university is relatively free of tenured in-

competents. Unfortunately, though, there
are a few here. If you are trapped in a course
taught by one of these misfits, you are likely

to finish the semester with immense
frustration, little or no new knowledge, and a
bad grade.

You should realize that there's nothing you
can do about a professor who has tenure. A
full professor cannot be fired or demoted,
though he may be as dotty as Daffy Duck.
The department head and ombudsman can't

help you with that unfair "C" on your trans-

cript at the end of a miserable semester. The
only thing to do is to learn to identify a loony
before the end of Add- Drop period. To help

you to recognize "bad apple" profs, here is a
partial list of their characteristics.

1. They have no office hours.

2. They talk incessantly I in class!) about
their favorite drinks.

3. They do not allow classroom discussion
or criticism.

4. They rant about their nasty third grade
teachers.

5. They quote from Rebecca of Sunny-
brook Farm.

Karen Hermann's columns appear every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

Mauidin, Chicago Sun-Tim«
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By STEPHEN MATHIEU

Dedicate gym—
reasonable solution

.Collegian q

Spirit at Kent State lives

"Never Forgive or Forget".
Yes, this is one of the many ridiculous

slogans being perpetrated by our friends who
want to keep alive the horrible memory of
Kent State. They are another group that
leads me to believe that the only thing that
has been learned from history is that nothing
has been learned from history.

It is people like this that kept open the
wound of the Civil War from one generation
to the next, and "kept alive the memory" so
well, that today, over 100 years later, there
still exists a feeling of bitterness in the minds
of a lot of people towards their southern or
northern countrymen and women. Yes, I

think that that is a very real goal that we
should all work- toward. Instill our bitterness
into as many future generations as we
possibly can.

It would have been great if we had said,
"Screw you, Germany and Japan" after
Worid War li. Yes, Sir, keep that memory
ahve. I think that we made a terrible mistake
m rebuilding Peari Harbor. We should have
left it in shambles to "preserve the memory".
When is all of this stupidity going to end?

VVill it take another clash with police, more
violence, and possibly more destruction for
us to realize our stupidity?
To me, there does seem to be a solution

that would be logical to end this foolishness.

It IS one that would "keep the memory alive"
and at the same time, satisfy the school's
desire for the new athletic facility.

Build the gym, and dedicate it to the four
students that were killed there. By doing this,
thousands of future students will benefit
from the gym, and each time they walk
through the doors, a large placque would
greet them, and be there to remind them of
the historical significance of the place they
currently stand.

The protestors, however, of the gym have
rejected this idea completely. They seek an
unconditional surrender on the part of the
administration. "Yes sir, baby, we're going to
show those lousy turkeys in the ad-
ministration what student power is all

about."
I can understand the bitter feelings of

those people who had a personal stake in the
whole incident back in 1970, but I cannot find
it in myself to condone what they are doing
today.

To carry this hatred and bitterness on into
the future will serve no constructive purpose,
and to try to breed this hatred and bitterness
into the minds of other people who were
never involved in the affair is a terrible in-
justice, as great as what happened in 1970.
The victims of this injustice become full of
hatred toward people that they might have
become very friendly with under normal
circumstances.

However, the people who seek to per-
petrate these bitter feelings don't care about
that. The only way to live is their way, and
their own goals and ideals are the only ones
that count. You don't have a freedom of
choice or the right to express your own
opinion when dealing with these people. Any
opposition toward their views has the effect
of a declaration of war. They don't seem to
understand the concepts of diplomacy and
compromise, and most important of all, the
concepts of love and respect for their fellow
man and woman.

Will there ever be an end to the bitterness
and hatred that surrounds Kent State? I

don't know. There are a lot of narrow minded
people who want to dwell upon and live in
the past. But there are many more who are
interested in building a better future for
themselves and those around them. I like to
think of myself as being a part of the latter
group. I can't help but think that if all of the
money and time that these protestors have
put in had gone towards a revitalization
project in a Springfield or Boston ghetto that
far more benefit could have been received by
the poor who have to live in them. I think that
a greater deed for society would have been
accomplished, and I think that efforts of this
nature would be much more appreciated
than the efforts at Kent State.

But then, again, that is my opinion. You all

have to set your own priorities.

When the FBI comes to visit the
Revolutionary Student Brigade it could be
for any number of things, never before for

"negotiations". But, on the morning of

September 24, while buses were pouring into

Kent State from New York, St. Louis,

Berkeley, Texas etc., the FBI, with the Dept.
of Interior came to the office of the RSB at

Kent.

They wanted to set up secret
"negotiations" about the gym, between the
Brigade and President Golding of K.S.U. This
was a strange turn of events. Kent State had
been an armed camp for a week, the news-
papers screamed terrorist and impending
violence and the administration warned all

Kent students to go home. Yet, now,
Saturday morning, few police were to be
seen and the F.B.I, wanted to set up secret

negotiations? Why?
The truth of the matter was that KSU

Trustees and administration and" Governor
Rhodes had gone all out to bust the May 4th
Coalition and the spirit of Kent and Jackson
State. They had gone all out to build the
gym, white wash the murders of four

students and lie about the unjust war the
students had stood up against. And it all

blew up in their faces.

On September 24 students from Kent and
schools all across the country rallied 3000
strong against the gym, proclaiming they
were carrying on the spirit of struggle of Kent
and Jackson State. 2500 marched against

the campus, reasserting the naming of four

buildings after the martyrs of 1970. Finally in

defiance of court injunctions which have
already led to over 300 arrests, about half the

marchers smashed through the cyclone

fence surrounding the construction site and
while others cheered, marched onto the hill,

claiming it as territory sacred to the people's

struggle in the United States. The ruling

class is out to bury this history, but the

demonstration shows cleariy their bulldozers

are digging them a pit they don't like at all.

.They were definitely on the run. In spite of

a press blackout (or distortion), fieavy police

Charles ba$$li

intimidation, and threats of suspension 1000
Kent students showed up at the rally to join

with the 2000 others from around the
country. The call by the May 4th Coalition

had struck a chord for students across the
country. And it was forcing the KSU ad-

ministration to tighten the leash on the police

and the FBI to scurry for negotiations.

The demonstration on the 24th was a

success. The press blackout exploded.
Moving the gym is now a national issue.

Thousands of students have taken up as this

struggle as their own. Many people came
into the fight out of anger that the school
was in fact planning to desecrate the graves
of four innocent individuals, victims of a
tragic assault. Anger at the coverup and the
arrogance of a government that continues to
slap us in the face with such blasphemy.
Now many students realize that they are

so intent on burying the memory because,
for the rich, Kent is not some moral tragedy
but a bitter reminder of the wave of struggle
against the Vietnam War and invasion of
Cambodia that rocked the country during
Kent State. The murder of four students
during this upsurge at KSU and two students
at Jackson State, a Black college in

Mississippi, had fueled the furnace of
rebellion. It is this memory — and this

example — that they were out to bury.

The demonstration also gave the struggle
at Kent itself a shot in arm. Coalition

meetings since the demonstration have
grown tremendously. The show of support
gave Kent students the inspiration to carry
on. They again see the possibility of stopping
the gym.
The construction goes on at Kent State

but the struggle is not over. Many new
people went to Kent State (76 from UMass)
and are back home to help organize for the
future. The RSB has called for a national
armband day on October 12 to be followed
by another national demonstration October
22nd in the spirit of "what goes up, must
come down."

Finally, I urge all students to come hear Al
Canfora, a student shot at Kent State May
1970, speak tonight - C.C. Rm. 165, 7:30, on
the struggle to move the gym and the
rebuilding of a revolutionary student
movement.

Charlie Bagli's columns appear every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

Consideration before smoking
c/nA/c-\/ . • J » .... ^^

Some of today's letters on
unionization are responses to

our soliciting student opinion
on the subject.

Student Union

coverage criticized

To the Editor
It is encouraging to see that the

Collegian has finally taken a stand \of

sorts] on the topic of student
unionization. Obviously, the time is soon
coming when a decision will have to be
made once and for all regarding the
union: the money will either dry up or be
renewed; the professional organizers will

either begin to organize students or move
on to greener pastures; the rumor of
union itself will either bear fruit or take its

place as another footnote to student
history

Unfortunately, the Collegian appears
to have made some rather elementary
breaches of logic in its presentation of
the unionization situation on this cam-
pus. First, you stated that students ought
to organize to defend their interests, as
have the faculty. What you fail to

mention, however, is that faculty
organized for reasons far distant from
those contemplated by the Student
Organizing Project. Faculty did not
organize because they felt an inadequate

impact on the governance of the

University; they organized because they

wanted to negotiate over salary and
conditions of employment [student-

faculty ratios, teaching load, etc.].

Comparing this with the issues facing

students is like comparing apples and
oranges. Those who have been waiting
\for three years and at considerable
student expense] for students to buy this

comparison are a sad example of
organizing skills.

Second, the Collegian stated that

students ought to participate in a union
because of the variable job market. The
logic seems to go like this: since the

University does not really care about
student interests {assumption No. f], and
since a student union will change this

situation [assumption No. 2], students
ought to organize to protect their future

jobs [conclusion]. What the Collegian

fails to notice is that UMass students
have expressed their opinions about the

future job market in the most compelling
terms: they have changed the pattern of

course enrollment. I suppose the
Collegian ought to be congratulated for

'

at least attempting to tell the Business
and Engineering majors that they have
somehow chosen wrong, and that they

ought to band together shoulder to

shoulder in order to make a decision they

have already implemented.
In short, the Collegian seems to have

failed to shed any new light on the

unionization issue. Perhaps, if the
Collegian were to apply the journalistic

standards of critical thinking to the issue
instead of a mindless public relations
instinct, more students would become
interested. But as long as the SOP and
the Collegian insist on engaging in ter-

minal doses of wishful thinking, students
are going to continue to do what they
have done for three years: ignore them.

Hector Ames

letters

By RICH SIDNEY

A Matter of Consideration.

With the appearance of the militant non-
smoker onto the set of life comes the
suspicion that, perhaps, the non-smoker is

correct in his militancy. To a large extent, this

is fallacious. All that is required is a certain

amount of consideration on the part of both
the non-smoker and the smoker. In many
instances, a smoker will light up a cigarette,

seeking his relaxation, not realizing that there

is a non-smoker sitting nearby not enjoying

the waste smoke drifiting by him.

At this point I feel I have you sufficiently

interested to tell you that, while I am a non-
smoker, I have no wish to make you a non-
smoker in my stead. All I ask, is that when
you light your cigarette, take a look around.

If there is any doubt as to the next person's
tendency away from your smoke, ask them if

they mind. They may want to move, so that
the smoke will not bother them, or they may
ask you, politely, I hope, to wait a few
minutes. There are few instances where the
latter is best complied with. Such places as
classrooms, where a person cannot leave, or
an elevator, which is a very close en-
vironment, are two good examples of this

sort of consideration would hold true. When
it is possible, I always try to do the first if

someone wants to smoke. My room-mate is

a smoker, and the understanding which we
have worked out is that he always sits down-

wind from me. We always have a window
open, and if the room still fills with smoke,
one of us, depending on who is more able,

moves.

I am extremely allergic to tobacco,
although some forms bother me more than
others, all forms still do. When there is

cigarette smoke in the air, which is not being
circulated away from me, I become
physically ill. Some of the symptoms are a

shortness of breath and hyperactivity. Th^
shortness of breath can be as simple as more
rapid respiration, or as complex as not being
able to breath at all, as a result of my lungs
rejecting the whole breath because of the
impurities. Often, my nose will clog, trying to
filter the air, and my eyes will begin to water,
causing me to lose my vision. Someone lit a

cigarette during an exam I was taking, and I

was forced to leave the exam and walk,
blind, to health services, to have my eyes
washed out.

According to State Law, there are certain

places where smoking is not allowed.
Through two sections. Chapter 465, section

28 of the state fire laws, and Chapter 271 , the
recently enacted Public Smoking law, the
restrictions are listed. They include
classrooms, elevators, supermarkets, public

auditoriums and the like. In these places, it is

more than inconsiderate to light up, it is

illegal.

I have no wish to restrict your right to kill

yourself anyway you deem reasonable, and I

favor euthanasia, I would be very ap-

preciative of your efforts to not kill me or

disturb my less than well-balanced health

through efforts to be considerate of my air.

In this vein, I have been questioned as to why
I did or did not ask someone to put out their

cigarette in a given situation. I follow a basic

set of rules, which can be summarized in

three questions that I ask myself before
asking someone to move or put out their

cigarette.

1

)

I ask myself if I am getting clean air to

breath. This keeps me from looking for

cigarette smokers when I don't really need
to, and allows someone who is not bothering
me to continue smoking.

2) I ask myself if there is any territorial

factor to take into account. If I am in a

professor's office or someone's home or car,

I will step out, move, open a window, or take
some similar action. I am not out to get the

smoker, just because he happens to light up.

I am only interested in my own health and
well-being.

3) The last factor I take into account is the
legal factor. If it is illegal to smoke, I will ask
someone to put out a cigarette, whether or

not there is another alternative, such as

moving, or having the smoker move out of

the air pattern bringing the smoke to me.
These are my rules, self imposed, for

judging in which cases to ask someone to

put out their cigarette, or for me to move. I

try to be considerate of the smoker, and his

habit. All I ask in return, is the consideration

of the smoker for my clean air.

In support

ofS.O.P.
To the Editor

/ want to express my support for the
Student Organizing Project and their

attempts to build a student union.

Student government [S.G.A.] is worse
than useless, because they are not
concerned with some of the real issues
facing students.

Decisions are made in the university on
the basis of who has the power, and
students are powerless. Administrators
will have their jobs no matter what
students do, so they are not at all con-
cerned with responding to student's
needs Overcrowding in the dorms,
overcrowded classes, and academic
issues [i.e. putting the F back into the

cum] are all reasons for supporting the

S.O.P. in dumping student bureaucrats.

The time for the union is now! No more
student politicians who think they can

represent us! Student Senators are all on
the Whitmore payroll, anyhow. Power to

the students! Power to the Union.'

Diane Morrisey

Students in charge:

'a dead issue'
To the Editor

Having seen your invitation to respond
to the issue of student unionization, I

take this opportunity to share my
feelings.

Probably the worst thing about student
government as it presently exists is that it

is students who are in charge. I realize

that this may sound odd, but I believe it

to be true.

First, it is important to remember that

students are transients. They come for a
few years, and then leave for jobs or

other schools. They have no real lasting

investment in individual schools. As a
result, student government tends to be
run by either wild-eyed radicals or

student bureaucrats who really don 't give

a damn about what the average student
thinks.

Fortunately, the current plan to

establish a student union offers a remedy
to this situation. Under the union,

"professional" staff will be in some of the

kev decision-making positions within the

structure. Obviously, students who have
had very little experience in the real world

cannot be expected to negotiate with
hardened faculty and administrators who
will probably have high-powered labor
lawyers working for them.

Students will have to hire their own
negotiators, who will have a tremendous
amount to say about what students do or
do not get. Students will have to rely on
the information prepared for them by
their staff And each year, it will be the
staff telling the new crop of students
what's going on, not the other way
around.

Obviously, this will result in a much
more efficient organization. But some
people will probably still feel that
students ought to be in charge.

Fortunately, this is a dead issue.

Students haven't been in charge of

student government for three years. Ever

since the student organizing project was
formed, the student senate has spent
more of students' money on
"professional" staff every year. As of

today, your money is being spent on a

"professional researcher" [at $17,000]

and his assistant [at $8,000]; two
"professional organizers" at $12,000; a
"professional Third World organizer" at

$12,000; a "professional economic
developer" at $10,000; a "professional

auto pool manager" [for the student

senate's private fleet of eight vehicles,

'also paid for with your money] at

$10,000; and a host of other

"professional" video technicians,

consultants, and the like.

Fortunately, the students get a piece of

the action, as most of the students

working in the Student Organizing

Project are also on the payroll.

Think about it. With no power at all,

"student empowerment" is costing

students over $200,000 a year. Real

power is much more expensive [with no
money back guarantee].

Ted Curtis

Letters policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include *a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the
day before publication. Any letters

received later will be published at some
later date.
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Life of a screenwriter

can be extremely tedious

MIAMI: Ronny Zamora is surrounded by his young friends during a recess of the
1st day of the second week of his trial for the 1st degree murder in the June slaying
of 83-year-old Elinor Haggart. See related story on Page 11. (UPI)

Alicia Alonso's Giselle is

still among the greatest
NEW YORK [UPI] - Alicia Alonso

proved her reputation as one of the finest

Giselles of the century when she danced
the role with her old company, American
Ballet Theatre, at a single gala per-

formance Sept. 29.

She won more than 20 curtain calls.

Miss Alonso first danced Giselle in

1943. Her last performance of it in this

country was in 1958; since then she has
worked in Cuba with the Cuban National

Ballet. She now is 55, her vision still

marred after four operations for detached
retinas and one for cataracts.

But the ageless ballerina proved onCe

again on the stage of the Metropolitan
Opera House that - like Juliet - Giselle
is a role that can only be properly in-

terpreted by an artist of experience and
maturity.

Her conception of Giselle is of a young
girl reluctant to accept the blandishments
of the disguised prince, and once she
gives herself to him wholeheartedly she is

reluctant once again to believe his

betrayal. In the second act, as the dead
Giselle risen from her grave to protect
Albrecht, she is pure love and com-
passion, with all the hurts and disap-
pointments of life washed away.

HOLLYWOOD \UPI\ - Socially and
economically the lowest man on the
Hollywood totem pole most generally is the
screenwriter who catches hell from
producers, directors, actors and critics.

Ernest Lehman is in a position to know.
He's written 15 screenplays, including such
hits as "Sweet Smell of Success", "The
King and I", "Westside Story" and "The
Sound of Music."

But Lehman is convinced the very best
tales are never brought to the screen.
"The stories that go on behind the making

of movies are better than anything they put
on film," he said the other day.

"I know. You can't believe the flow of
blood, ruined lives, broken marriages,
neglected children and friends stabbing one
another in the back — all to entertain people
and make a few bucks.

"Usually the writer finds himself in the
middle. I remember once I had to write a new
scene for 'Sabrina' in the middle of

production. I ran to the set with two copies
of new dialogue. I should have had three

copies.

"I gave one to director Billy Wilder and
one to William Holden. There wasn't one for

Humphrey Bogart. Bogey blew up. Foamed
at the mouth. He screamed, 'Get this writer

out of here and send him back to Monogram
where he belongs!'

"It was my first picture and I was horrified.

Wilder said there would be no more shooting
until Bogey apok>gized. Bogey took me to his

dressing room for a drink and that settled

that.

"I wrote 'North By Northwest' for Hit-

chcock and went on location with the
company to Bakersfield, Calif. Cary Grant
was the star and he'd sit in a limousine with
me and complain that 'This is a David Niven
picture, not a Cary Grant picture.'

"Cary is wealthy and like most rich stars he
watches a buck closely. He asked me out to
dinner one night and we ate in the hotel

dining room. He out-fumbled me for the
check. I was astonished a lowly screen writer

would get stuck with the tab by a rich star.

"Cary assured me by saying, 'Tomorrow
night it's my treat.' Next day he suggested
we try the coffee shop. I said no. So we went
to the dining room with a placard that read,

"All You Can Eat $2.65.' Cary was ecstatic.

He said, 'That's for us.'

"He was up all night from over-eating. But

I love that quality about Cary. He's unique.
he doesn't care what people think."
Lehman recalled how he tried to convince

William Wyler to direct "The Sound of
Music" for producer Richard Zanuck.

Lehman, who was to write the memorable
screenplay for the film, took Wyler to see the
Broadway production of the musical.
"Wyler hated it," Lehman recalled. "But

he said, "Keep trying to talk me into directing
the picture."

"We flew to Austria together to look at
locations. All the while Wyler was busy
working on deals to make other films. I

wanted Julie Andrews to play Maria Von
Trapp, but Wyler was opposed. Said she
wouldn't do at all and he began interviewing
unknown German girls for the part.

"When we got back to California he told
me Julie would be perfect for 'The
Americanization of Emily'."
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Re-opens

Sat. Oct. 8

at 3pm for

happy hour

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE PAY MO and o
Replace Glass

Buv and Sell Cars
Located % mile past the Ruaty Scupper
on Rt. 9, behind Amharat Landfill.

Mon.-Sat. 8-4

Phone 256-6409

1^

V.

ex.

no cans or
bottles please

Thursday Oct. 13 8 p.m.

Curry Hicks Cage Tickets $5.00 with student ID $6.50 public
Available at Tix (only for student tickets), Faces of Earth, Backroom Records, Sun Music
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ond Sextet
A leader in the American musical experience

for over 40 years

• HOMECOMING CONCERT -

Saturday. October 15 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances
General Public $7, 6, 5. Urn A $3.50, 3, 2.50.
Other students and senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - Americans'
income grew faster than inflation last year for
the first time since 1973 and almost 18 per
cent of all families made $25,000 or more, the
government said yesterday.

Improved economic conditions during
1976 also meant that the number of persons
living in poverty declined by 902,000, the first

drop in that category in three years, accord-
ing to a new study on income released by the
Census Bureau.

The study, based on nationwide interviews
conducted in March with 65,500 households,
said the median family income last year was
$14,960, an increase of 9 per cent over 1975.

Since there was a 6 per cent rise in prices
between 1975 and 1976, median family in-

come was up $450 or 3 per cent in terms of
buying power, the study said.
Median income, in this case, means that

half the families in the survey earned more
than $14,960 and the other half earned less.
The number of families earning more than

$25,000 increased from 16.4 per cent in 1975
to 17.8 per cent last year, a figure reached
only once before in this decade in 1973.

Overall, it was the first time since 1973
Americans did not lost ground to inflationary
pressure. Family income decreased by 4 per
cent, after adjustment for inflation, in 1974
and declined another 3 per cent in 1975.
The increase last year, the report said,

"reflected the recovery of the economy from
the recent recession and the abatement of
high-level inflation."

Defense witness testifies

in T.V. intoxication trial

Sunderland, MA.
IRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937
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MIAMI [UP/] - A teen-age defense
witness in the murder trial of Ronny Zamora
- in which the defense claims Zamora was
"intoxicated" by television — yesterday
testified the defendant never talked to her
about television.

But the witness, Tina Steiner, 16, also
testified that two prosecution witnesses told
her they would do "all they could" to put the
15-year old defendant in prison.

Miss Steiner, a slender, soft-spoken girl

who said she met Zamora several months
before he allegedly killed his 82-year-old
neighbor, Mrs. Elinor Haggart, was the third
defense witness as the trial entered its

second week.
The case has drawn national attention

because defense attorney Ellis Rubin has
built Zamora's defense around claims the
junior high school student was addicted to
television violence. Rubin contends Zamora
was under the influence of "involuntary
subliminal television intoxication" when he
shot Mrs. Haggart June 4.

Before Miss Steiner testified, the jury was
sent out of the courtroom. Rubin told Judge
Paul Baker he hoped the girl would con-
tradict testimony from two prosecution
witnesses who testified last week Zamora

never discussed television and only watched
one program, the pro basketball playoffs.

But when the jury returned, the girl, ap-
parently to Rubin's surprise, said Zamora had
never discussed television with her.

Rubin pressed her and asked again: "He
never talked about TV?"
"No," she replied. When asked if Zamora

acted normal. Miss Steiner said he was "very
on and off."

"Sometimes he was very nice," she said,
"and sometimes he was very withdrawn and
kind of moody."

But Miss Steiner also testified the two
prosecution witnesses, Paul Toledo and
Timothy Cahill, "told me they would do all
they could to put him away for as lona as
they could."

"

Toledo and Cahill accompanied Zamora on
a two-day spending spree to Disney World
following the slaying. The prosecution last
week presented several witnesses who linked
Zamora to a car, cash and other items stolen
from the victim's home.

Rubin told the court actor Telly Savalas
would testify Wednesday. In opening
remarks to the jury last week, Rubin said
Savalas' program "Kojak" was Zamora's
favorite.

Senator Lowell Weicker Jr.

possible Presidential candidate
HARTFORD [AP] - Two Connecticut

Republicans have begun initial work in other
states for the possible presidential candidacy
in 1980 of Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr.

Former state GOP Chairman J. Brian
Gaffney of New Britain, expected to be
Weicker's campaign manager if the senator
decides to seek the nod, said he has assigned
state Sen. John A. Gawrych of Torrington
and James F. Donnelly of Southington to lay
groundwork in New Hampshire, Vermont
and Rhode Island.

Donnelly, former executive director of

Republican state headquarters, said
yesterday he and Gawrych were still working
unofficially because Weicker is not a forr^al
candidate.

"We expect word on Weicker's availability
in the next three or four months," he said of
the Greenwich Republican.

"We've begun to talk to people in New
Hampshire," Donnelly added. After returning
there within the next couple of weeks, "we
expect to make an exploratory visit to
Vermont and Rhode Island."

REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads G«t §10 RESULTS!
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
345p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 345p.m three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line •

REACH25,0O0 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ad»0*t •IC RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

Chevy 65 G cond.
1520

150 or BO Krako 549

Marantz Model 27 Sterio Recaver 30 watt
S Chan Excellent cond $200 Call after

9:00PM Frank 549 3841

122Volvo oarts sed&waaon Rim. 665-4384

70 Ford GaTaxySOOT A /C. 7200 miles. Good
Cond S580 253 3071

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawasaki
Z 1900CC Mint condition Low price' B
665 3031

68 VW no rust $550 MikeIJA 603 6 8653,

FIAT 128, 74. 28000ml AM/FM. cassette
stereo, good gas, fine cond Call 5 2642 or

2643 after 7pm,, ask for Niel, Rm,211.

1973 Honda CL350, excellent condition
ll.700mi S500 Call 546 9441 Nights

7TSuzukr250Tn off ^7c cond 253^75"

PROGRAM STAFF, half time, for
ecumenical campus ministry team.
Responsibilities inci planning & coord of
short term, issue-oriented programs,
shared administrative resp
Theol educ Etordm not required Growing
commitment to Christian Gospel of
liberation h social involvement. &in
terpersonal skills necessary Salary
equiv TAUCF 545 2661

WA N TED

Drafting Table and 2 drawer metal filing

cabinet Michael 628 3231

.

Reliable Student to clean hou>e cook,
babysit in exchange for room aid board.
Call 782 4837 eves

Female Roommate. Own room $95 mo.
+ elect. Call 665 4404 after 6:30 p.

m

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subiects Send SI for
mail order catalog. Box25918 2 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213) 477 8474

Seamstress wanted to alter unlined winter
coat Tom 253 5408

FOR SALE

74 Fiat 128 50,000 mi
549 0619.

Good cond $1,500.

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis Shoes! Mens.
Ladies Canvas&Leather Reg $18 30. just

$10. 14. 50 Call 538 3131.

1971 Ford Econoline Super Van, 6 cyl
, good

condition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5, 739-7680 Keep Trying

70 Chevy Malibu 307 Auto PSTaM-FM
radio, new exhaust system, new brakes
and morel $950 or BEST OFFER 546-5811

Typewriter 1947 Woodstock types well. $20
256 6610

Pair Nike Waffle Trainers Brand new-size
7 CallJulie 549 6791

Immediate openings HALF-TIME
CLERICAL with ecumenical campus
ministry, $3 Hr acad cal 545 2661 United
Christian Fn.

The job you've always wanted! Get paid

to read, do homework, or watch television'

The only catch is that you must have work
study; and stay awake all night Call Pete
Chnstopher at 549 6699

LOST

SmI. White Poodle from in front of lib.

Answers to PEPI Please call 6-7344, 6292

Lost BLACK 3-Ring notebook on Sun"
derland bus Mon 9 26 Contains Micro 250
notes Call Sandy 665 4291 Please

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610.

SPEED Reading! Easy to use boolT $2^95 o^r

FREE catalog. Box 1254, Omaha, Ne

Learn while asleep! DETAILS, free tape
book, equipment catalog Sleep- Learning
Box 24 CP. Olympia, Wa 98507

Expert Typing, only 40cents page Call

after 6, Mon. Thurs , 256-8484

AUDIO
TRAVEL

1967 Mercedes 200 Diesel 30000 mi on new
engine Stereo, AC, pwr steering, radials,

new paint $2600 Call 253 7284

Broiler Oven $25 Becky 5 3971 or 5 3972
407 Butterfield 5 7 p m. Keep Trying

Triumph GT6>-Fair condition $1300 as is.

665 36 15 aft 6PM.

72 BMW 2002 new paint, tires, exhaust, lots

more Exc cond $3000 546 7680

71 Plymouth Cricket 4cyl 4spd 31MPG
Its gotta go Make offer 253 94^7 Aft 6

72 - VW BUG - Very good cond , no rust

$1800 Of B O Cil! 253 7273 aftc- 5 PM

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1973 Triumph Oaytona 500 Excellent
condtion Best Offer over $750. 253 2943
after 7 Very low milage.

Clairicon Stereo system AM FM radio, 8
track playpr Garrard turntable, four

speakers Quad Excellent cond $200

Used HIFI All equipment in excellent cond
Some still in warranty Call 546-4035

Typist 65WPM. 20 hrs. workstudy avail. Call

• MassPIRG 256 6434 $2 50 hr.

Deskclerk/ Auditor Nights weekends
Apply Howard Johnsons, Rt 9.Hadley

Wrk /Stdy for Chadboume'Securify 64 150

ROOMMA TE WANTED

STEREO Mikko 9090 RCVR 60W RMS ch
4B0SE 901 Speakers BSR Equalizer AR-
Turntable, new $1,800 Now $950 or trade
for motorcvcle of equal value 548 5979

DYNACO SCAQ80 StereoT AMP 30W
RMS Chan Cynaco FM 5 TUNER both Ex
cond Must be sold together List $540
selling for $200 Call Jeff 546«79T

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson
Bring a friend $55 each Terry 253 3834

PERSONALS

1976 Suzuki GT550 15,000 mi
BO 256 0176 Walt

$1,200 or

5 Cubic ft. Refrig. Perfect for dorm room
253 5847 afte- 7 PM Ask for Steve

Free Kittens Avail 10 4 Suzanne 628 3231

MOBILE HOME FOR SALE

10x50 MOBILE HOME Good condition
Askings 3500 544 3240 KEEP TRYING

HELP WANTED 111

Experienced Painters for outdoor work
with oil base stain Call Bruce 665 4770

IBr in 2Br Apt $102 mo Util inc '.mi
fromN Amh,.,s; Bus Slop Call 649 1517

I Am Looking for a room throughout Fall
Semester 467 9401 ,iftor 5 ask for Steve.

'

CALCULATORS

College Calculators utters low price & full

service All models avail T159 $225 58-

$99 95 51 $52 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Look! Moped Sale. Moped Sale' Mop.>d
Re,iri Batavus No 1 says Consume s
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2-
passenger moped Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Con? Street
Northampton, 5861054 Behind r.ity hall, 2mm from Main Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buyW T. F. nitps til 9 Look' Moped Sale'
M-.Dod Sale' Come'

RIDERS WANTED SERVICES

To Penn Stata (State CoHegel Leaving
1017 returning "10 10 Call Melissa 253
2:'a:

Complete Bike Overhaul Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95 Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549 6904 584 1016

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
American Foreign No experierce
reguired Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Summer )ob or career Send $3 00 for
information. SEAFAX Dept E 10 l.ox
2049 Port Angeles. Washington 98362

To the girl whose turntable I fixed Want to
rnet't vou Leave p none at Co op

^;^j,Ni^i^.|.l^lf^l^:U.Ml^'illll^llll^lli^^l:llJ:il^l^.^lll:»..^L...,.,^J,.u.l^.Ml^|J.».,J.^u.^
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What's Happening

TODAY
FALL FASHION SHOW
The women from Sigma Kappa invite all

university women to come and meet them by
attending a Fall Fashion Show. They are
located at 19 Allen St., Amherst, call 256-
6887 for more info.

MOVIES:
-"Little Big Man," starring Dustin

Hoffmann and a "Three Stooges" Movie
Campus Center Aud. 7:15 & 10 p.m. $1.
Sponsored by Baker Dorm.
- "The New School-Che", Thompson 106

at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

TOMORROW
LECTURES:
-Introductory on Transcendental

Meditation Machmer E-16 7:30 p.m. for more
info call 549-5335.

- Chancellor's Lecture Series Campus
Center Aud. 8 p.m. The public is invited.
Bernard Berger will begin with a talk entitled
"Water Supply, A Limiting Resource?"

-Dhiravamsa, Teacher of Vipassana-
tnsight Meditation will talk about the practice
of awareness at the Campus Center 917 8
p m. No admission charqe.
-Physics and Astronomy Colloquium

presents Dr. Kosta Tsipis from the Center for
International Studies, MIT. "Cruise Missiles:
Triumphant Technology with Ominous
Implications" Hasbrouck 126, 4:30 p.m.
Coffee and Tea 4:10.

DEBATE
-A debate between the International

Debate Team of Great Britain and two
students from the UMass Debate Union at

Mahar Aud. 8 p.m. The topic will concern the
controversy over pornography and cen-
sorship.

MUSIC
University Music Faculty Recital: David

Neubert, string bass, Benzanson Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center 8 p.m.

DAILY
The Office of Internships is recruiting this

week. There are two meetings this week;
Wed. 7:30 p.m. and Thurs. 7:30 p.m. Campus
Center 101 Plan to come to one of these
meetings or stop by the Office of Internships
408 Godell.

VOLUNTEERS
The Citizen Advocacy program needs

volunteers to assist mentally retarded per-
sons in leading more meaningful lives. The
program is designed to establish on - to - one
relationships between an interested citizen
(advocate) and a mentally retarded person
(protege). Call the Citizen Advocacy
Program, Fran McNulty, Coordinator 584-
5772.

HARVEST GLEANERS
All members of UMass community are

invited to spend a half day gleaning after the
potato harvest. Potatoes will be made
available to the poor people in the area
through the Survival Center Because of the
delicate timing of potato harvesting, gleaners
will be needed on very short notice. Persons
willing to give some of their time to the
hungry should leave phone number at UCF
(5-2661) or Hillel (5-2526) or First
Congregational Church (253-5055) or Grace
Episcopal Church (256-6754).

Notices
AASA

Our office in New Africa House 418 will be open
every day from 11 am to 9 p m
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AND BAP
A program in interviewing and resume writing will

be presented by speakers from Touche Ross and Co.
Campus Center 804 at 7 p m Free munchles and beer.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
Meeting of the U M A R A 7:30 p m Ham radio

meeting new members invited to lOin.

CAAS:
Practical Orchand Skills Colloque meeting,

Wednesday, 7pm In Butterfield Lounge Central
Res Area For more info call Teresa 253-2871.

CHABAD HOUSE CLUB
Simchat Torah Celebration 830 pm Chabad

House across from Whitmore Services smgmg and
dancing and free meal
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Free inspirational meeting any Tues night at 6:30
pm in the Campus Center Check CC bulletin for
room number All welcome.

COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE
AND SELF SUFFICIENCY

Meeting tonight Campus Center 904-908 7 p m
New members Aelcome as well as ideas for new
proiecTs

HEYMAKERS
Lessons will continue tonight, including club tips

and banner raid planning, 8 pm Cape Cod Lounge,
SUB

LOST
Navy blue canvas pocketbook leather shoulder-

strap Reward, (no questions asked). Call 256-8478
LOST

Keys on chain with leather holder, in Southwest
Horseshoe. Call Mary at 6 6234.

MUS/C DEPARTMENT
Singers needed for Madrigal group. Rehearsals

Tues night. Call Michele 549-0552 or 546-2870.
NOMINATE DISTINGUISHED TEACHER
You can nominate a teacher you feel is excellent for

the '78 Distinguished Teacher Award Both faculty
and teaching assistants-associates can be nominated.
Send letter of nomination to Ms Digiammo, Provost's
Office, Whitmore Deadline is November 18.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting 6 30 p m. Stockbridge 311 Guest speaker

Dr Borton Bring dues and any ideas for fund raising

activities

RED CROSS
Joday thru Thurs WMUA is sponsoring a blood

drive at Donor Center in Public Health Center Rm. N.
344 House Tues and Thurs 5 9 30 pm and Wed, 2-8
pm for more info call Jane 586 2871

SAILING CLUB
Meeting 7:30 p m Campus Center 802 to discuss

ne«t weeks regatta patches and recreational sailing
SYLVAN AREA GOVT

Budget meeting Wednesday 9 pm, Cashin Rm. 02.
All interested groups send a representative

HILLEL
Simchai Torah Celebration beginning at 7:30 pm

in the Cape Cod Lounge, SUB. everyone is welcome

Sty/e change

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Biblical Exploration, free and open search of a

passage from 7 15 to 8:15 o m, m 428 Student Union
Open to all regardless of background or convictions
UNIVERSITY HEAL TH SERVICES

Contraception Education Sessions for men and
women Rm 302, Mon,, Thurs . at 3 p m and Wed at
7pm Special sessions for couples Tues 7 pm.

The deadline for the What's Happening
and the Notice section is 7 p.m. two days

before publication. Organizations that want
information in either section for Monday
issues must have it in by the preceding

Thursday night. Forms for both sections are

available at the front window of the Collegian

business office, 113 Campus Center.

The Notices section is open to all campus
organizations to report meetings and non-
public activities. Each notice is limited to 30
words and listed under the organization's

name. Lost and found is run under Notices.

The What's Happening section is open to

all campus-area sponsors of public activities.

Each item is limited to 50 words. If there is a
price it must be listed. This section has three

sub-sections 1. a listing of events hap-
pening daily throughout the week, 2. — a
listing of events for the day the issue ap-
pears, and 3. ~ a listing of the next day's
events.

Information for either section need not be
typed out, but ,t must be on the form
available in the Collegian office. Both sec-

tions are handled, by the news department to

avoid duplication Also, the Collegian will not
be running help v^nnted notices or notices of
vacant work-study positions.

UMASS COIN CLUB
Meeting at 7:30 pm Campus Center 901. Small

time collectors encouraged to attend Comix
collectors welcome
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB

Meeting for election of new officers, Thurs., Oct, 6,

8 D m Campus Center 163-173. Bring membership
card if you wish to vote

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Hamburgers, Ham Apple
Sandwich, Basics; Oatburgers, Cheese
Ravioli.

DINNER - Roast Turkey- Dressing,
Seafood Newburg-Puff Paste, Basics-
Roast Turkey Dressing, Greek Style
Skillet.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Brown Derby Sandwich,

Fried Clam Plate, Basics; Fried Clam
Plate, French Vegetable Salad.
DINNER - Chinese Beef & Peppers,

Baked Fish Creole Sauce, Fruit Plate-
Melon, Basics; Baked Fish- Creole Sauce,
Cheese Nut Loaf- Mushroom Sauce.
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DOONESBURV by Garry Trudeau
HARRIS, I mi SUP Of aXJRSC
POSE W'VE HEARD I HAVE
ABm JHE coNFucnNo 80'm
INIERPKETATIONS OF JHAl'S IN
THIS IREAIi ' WNllONaL '

set, UHAl IHt TREAjy-
MAKERS HAD TO TAKf
INTO CONSIDBRAriON WAS,
THAT meRE UJAS NAIIONAL
PRJDE AT STAfce ON BOTH

Sides. '

B.C. by lolinny Hart

msM HM A QOCUMENT
miCH THE U.S. CLAIMS GUARAN^
Tif^ OUR PI6HT or /NTERVENnON
10 PROTB-J M CANAL. AND ItlHICH
PANAMA ClAm DOES NOT QUAR^

AHTBE OUR RJ6HT

imoi/j. jHt

LANOUAbe
MUST BE
PLemLB
AS HECK I

THAT'S m BtAlfTY
OF n, KJR&yf l/UHY

DOW THINK n
l/UAS FOURTEEN
iEARS IN THE
MAKING^

/atf

PEANUTS by Charles Scliulz

OCT. 8 (5

MATiONAL
J0G&IN6
DAV

IL 1

'#/#/# >a Camret at homecoming
WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

Tickets for the musical "Cabaret" and the
upcoming Benny Goodman concert are on
sale at the Fine Arts Center.

"Cabaret," winner of eight Tony awards
including best musical, will be at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
Benny Goodman, the King of Swing, will

perform Oct. 15 at 8 p.m.
Cabaret is set in early 1930s Berlin, just

before stormtroopers took over Germany.
The musical blends a feverish period of
history with the vibrancy of modern song
and dance.

Peter Boynton, a 1977 UMass graduate,
will play Cliff Bradshaw, a poor American
writer. He has been performing in regional
theatre and summer stock.

Benny Goodman, a leader in American and
international music for more than 40 years,
will play selections from his popular and jazz
hits, including "Sextet." Goodman is in-

delibly identified as the one man who started
the "Big Band Era" in the 1930s.

Tickets are on sale now at the Fine Arts
Center box office and all Ticketron outlets.

Hou; ca'x he

1/ke f^\^lf•?'

Ivs easier fh.an
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen
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Vision
Shoujcose

(formeflv House of Vision)

KantWhslsn - Licensed Optician

We are Specialists in:

• Fashion Eyewear
• Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
• Free Adjustments Anytime
•We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

,
tNC.
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AlUMINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

W6LL THEN' LETS GET
HIGH AND ftyVM OURORTEK^
jSlVE AGAINST THE CAKES'.

.Collegian ^^

Your Birthdaii By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4

Born today, you are one
of tho.se deeply affection-
ate person.s who i.s far
more able to .su.stain phy.si-
cal than ennotiona! pain
Nor need you love in order
to feel hurt FIven rela-
tively distant fricnd.s can
cause you emotional
upheaval; all they have to
do I.s give some .sij^n of
displeasure either with you
or with your work You arc
a highly sensitive individ-
ual who must be careful
that that sensitivity does
not do you emotional dam-
age.

Although you enjoy peo-
ple and have no difficutly
working with others, you
are fully capable of taking
the initiative when left to
your own devices In fact,
you at times surpri.se your-
self with the facility with
which you take command
when the situation calls for
it. Becau.se you never of-

fend or feel superior to
those under you, you don't
create enemies F'ven your
followers are your friends
You enjoy doing your

work well and receiving
just prai.se for it On the
other hand, you find it

difficult to concentrate on
work which does not inter-

est you at a "gut" level
You are considerate of all

with whom you come into
contact - but suffer con-
tinual disappointment th.st

the reverse is not the ca.so

To find what is in .store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l>et your birthday star be
your daily guide
WEDNESDAY. OCTO-

BER 5

LIBRAiSept 2:{-(>ct 22i

The wi.se Libra will bend
with the wind. There is no
percentage in bucking ma-
jority opinion - at lea.st for
the time being.

S C R P I I f ) c t 2 :t
-

Nov 21
1

- Cooperate witn
others in an effort to "nail

down' promised benefits
for effort earnestly exert-
ed You can win your
points by evening.
SAGITTARIUSi Nov. 22-

Dec21i This could be an
exceptionally fine day for
the Sagittarius who is will-

ing to allow friends and
family members their own
chance at gain
CAPRICORN Dec 22-

lan l!i) You will do well
to keep up your enthusi-
asm for a newly launched
project. Don't allow others
to think you've grown dis-

interested

AQUARIUS' .Ian 20-
KeblSi Act as a concili-
atory agent when others
take after each other
hammer and tongs Ynu
can bring peace to a chao-
tic situation.

PISCESFeb l<(-,March
20

1
What applies to th<'

other fellow" may not ap-
pl> to you today Make

every effort to realize what
the pattern of present ac
tivity IS

ARIESi March 21-April
19

1

An unusual day
sparks an interesting, ex-
citing evening of adven-
ture Friends bring a new
dimension to an old
project

TAURUS' April 20-Ma>
20

1 This IS a good da\ for
the natural-born peace
maker Arguments seem
to develop out of the most
innocent of remarks at this
time

GEMINI May 21-.Iune 20)
— If you can keep both
your wits and your health,
you should be able to end
this day with boih spiritual
and material gain
CANCERi.June 21-.Iuly

22
1 Talent is essential to

a successful day (harm
and wit help things along,
but they ( aniiot bring
about success all by them-
selves

LEOi.luly 2.I-Aug.22i

It's the c.irly bird that
catches the worm At the
same time, he may also
antagonize those who pre-
fer to take a more leisurely
course

VIRGO. Aug. 23-.Sept,22i
Pleasure and dutv need

not be contradiction.s m
terms Make an effort to
enjoy what you have to do,
and to do what you enjoy
'. jivnthl i-:; 1 ,„r,.<l ^r,4ttl^l .Svnrti

...r. 1,1,

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Sports
officials

Informal
5 Legal
excuse

10 Resounding
blow

14 W Indies
shrub

1 5 American
mink

16 Mountain:
Comb form

1 7 Showing
curiosity

19 Shade of

green
20 Wound
21 English king
23 Cheese
26 Cedar

Rdpids
University

27 Smokers'
accessories

30 On the loose
34 Leave out
35 Severe m

effect

37 Turmeric
38 Talk trivia

39 Baked eggs
41Biblical

judge
42 Historical

epoch
43 Karl Marx

follower
4 Immediately

t5 More
inquisitive

*7 House area

50 New form
Prefix

51 Best
member

52 Kind of Old
West
party"

56 Regal
60 Macaws
61 Former

French VIP
64 Child's early

word
65 Man's name
66 Mr Ludwig
67 Fish sauce
68 Inclined

from the
vertical

Var
69 Fatal

DOWN
1 Balustrade
2 Numerical

prefix

3 Conforms to

a size
4 of

hand
5 Thoroughfare
6 Fleur-de
7 Airline for

Istanbul
8 South

African

9 Signify

10 Annoy
1

1

Open space
12 Close in

space
13 ----Coast
18 Part of a

tooth

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Puzzle Solved

A .L, A 5 s A M A R [T A

i. I, L, K A L I B 1 A V f R

p^ 01 ^{
p 5 L I S T A T^ c

iJ N 2. W,
,5

H E Ll T

1

' M L 1 A

I T A 5 K N I 1

B I. T R A Y I P A r p A N T
5

A R l» E L A V I S
-

r- L

5 ? u ^M D N A T I 5 1 T W

1 % T E R P E K E Si S r
1

R E 5 T R E S 1 c M ^ Y

R A D I S u R E

\ 5 c E T S I R A M B L c R c;

1 M p A S i 1 N b R
il T

D 'J E T c
<_ A T E P S A

(±1 & _E_ c S M R M 1^ ^ E E
7-

22 Put into

cipher
24 Plumbing

assembly
25 Attribute

27 Yukon Terr
mountain

28 Insect stage
29 Ridicules
31 "Good

Night 'girl

32 Criminal
33 Expose to

contagion
36 Of certain

vases
39 Winter

forecast
40 Very bold
44 Punished by

fine

46 Squid
organ 2

words
48 Tacit

49 District on
the Thames

52 California

county
53 Lengthy, m

time
54 Cocjor Can

so
55She Fr

57— tasse
58 Animal s

nome
59 Christmas
62Guido s

note
63 The human

race

t 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

w n 12 U

u 15 14

17 18 19

20 ^^^H2l 22

I|||^H2J 24 25

1
26 I

// 28 iV 3 J 3i 32 3i

J4 ^^H3S 36

1
37

W
1

3? 40 4;

42 43 ^Hh*^^
45 46

1
47 48 49

^^^^H53 51 ___pmi
52 iJ 54 55 ^^^H56 57 58 59

60

1

61 62 63

64 65

1
66

6/ 68 69
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Sparkplug Cheryl Meliones, shown here clashing with a Keene St. player, hopes to

add to her goal total today when the stickers meet Mt. Holyoke at 3:30 at NOPE.
(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Stickers seek revenge,
take on Mt. Holyoke
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team is prepared
to take on the Lyons from Mt. Holyoke today
in a 3:30 game behind NOPE.

Coming off an impressive 2-0 win over
Northeastern on Saturday, the
Minutewomen are hoping to continue their

excellent play and avenge last year's 3-2 loss

to Mt. Holyoke.

UMass coach Judith Davidson is "not
looking for an easy game " referring to the
fact that Mt. Holyoke recently trounced
Wellesley 6-1

But the Lyons should be wary of the
Minutewomen, for their accomplishments

are equally impressive. UMass has to its

credit three straight shutout wins over
formidable opponents.

The most revealing statistic which clearly

shows UMass* domination is not in the
scores. It is, however, in penetration time
which has been heavily in UMass's favor in

its past games.

While the stickers have only scored five

goals in three games, that has proven more
than enough because they have controlled

play.

Every aspect of the Minutewomen's play
has improved since the beginning of the year
which is very encouraging as the team heads
into the bulk of the toughest part of their

schedule. UMass is 3-0 on the year.

Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S GOLF — UMass first in Toski Intercollegiate tourney
TODAY

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Southern Connecticut Home 6:00
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Mt. Holyoke A/ome 3:30
VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Han/ard Home 3:30
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Mt. Holyoke /yome 445
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL ^ vs. Southern Connecticut/Vome 6:00

Tomorrow
None

Maddox out for playoff opener
LOS ANGELES [UPI] - The Philadelphia

Phillies received some disheartening news
Monday on the day before their first playoff

gsme with the Los Angeles Dodgers when it

was learned that centerfielder Gary Maddox
probably will miss the first two games
because of a knee injury suffered Sunday.

Maddox, who hit .293 this season and is

considered one of the premier defensive
outfielders in the majors, fouled a ball off his

left knee while batting in the second inning

against the Montreal Expos and, according
to team doctor Dr. Philip J. Marone, he
suffered a contusion of the kneecap.

"It caused fluid to build up on the knee
joint which limits his ability to walk," said

Marone. "We have been applying ice to it

and he has been doing some work on the
pressure machine to try to reduce the
swelling. I would doubt if he could play up to

his ability, if he is able to play at all."

187 n. pleasant St., amherst

Booters face Harvard
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

The UMass Soccer team will take on
Harvard this afternoon behind Boyden at
3:30. UMass enters the game with a 3-1

season log while Harvard checks in at 1-1.

UMass is still feeling the sting of defeat at
the hands of Vermont on Saturday. Now that
they've lifted much of the pressure off of
themselves, i.e. no goals against in addition
to no defeats, they should be a looser, more
potent bunch come this afternoon.

Harvard is in the midst of a rebuilding
process. Their main strengths are their goal-
tender, Fred Herold, and junior forward Lee
Nelson.

Herold played well in the Crimson opener
against Columbia, despite letting in three
goals. It was 1-1 going into the second half,

when the Harvard defense collapsed into a
state of suspended animation. Without
Herold, Columbia might have approached
double figures. Herold also played well in

Harvard's only win, a 5-2 decision over
Wesleyan.

Sports Notices
WRESTLING - All candidates must

attend an important meeting today at 4
p.m. in the Boyden wrestling room.

INTRAMURALS - The intramural
cross-country meet will be held on the
Orchard Hill course (located between the
two green water towers) Oct. 12. The
meet will begin at 12:30 p.m. Entries are
due in to the Intramural office by
Thursday at 5 p.m.

Coaches pick

UPI top 20
NEW YORK [UPI] - The United Press

International Board of Coaches top 20 teams
after the fourth week of the college football
season with first-place votes and record in

parentheses:

TEAM

1 Southern Cal (15) 14-0)

2. Mi9h)gan(14)(4-0)
3 Oklahoma (10) (4-0)

4 Texas (3-0)

5. Colorado (4-0)

6 Ohio State (3-1)

7. Nebrasica (3-1)

8. Alabama (3-1)

9 Arkansas 14-0)

10 California (4-0)

n Penn State (3-1)

12. Brlgham Young (30)
13. Notre Dame (3-1)

14 Pittsburgh (3-1)

15. Houston (3 1)

16 Texas Tech (3-1)

17 Texas A&M (3-1)

18 Florida (2 1)

19 Louisiana State (2-1)

20. Wisconsin (4-0)

POINTS

358
355
333
230
211

191

99
96
81

40
30
18
16

15
10

8
6
5
4

3

Note: By agreement with the American
Football Coaches Association, teams on
probation by the NCAA are ineligible for Top
20 and National Championship consideration
by the UPI Board of Coaches. Those teams
currentiv on orobation for 1977 are: Ken-
tucky, Michigan State, Redlands (Calif.),

Western State (Colo.).

Harvard's other asset, Lee Nelson is a
fellow with whom the UMass defense will
have to reckon. He popped in two goals and
added an assist in the Wesleyan game.

After Nelson and Herold, Harvard has a
crop of unknowns who shouldn't present
that much of a problem. Rebuilding years
tend to be rather painful, and the Crimson
have a rocky road ahead.

"Harvard's big problem is recruitment,
their team used to be like the UN," said
coach Kidd. Co-capt. Larry Aronson feels
that UMass has to win big to have any real
effect on the final New England rankings.

FOOT-NOTES: It's been a tough season
for co-capt. Ed Niemiec, who's been plagued
with nagging injuries ... Halfback Andy
Moore continues to earn plaudits from both
teammates and coaches ... While observing
the Vermont videotape, the conversation
was punctuated with "ifs" ... PR dept. has
enlisted Mickey Dolenz to solo during half-

time, future guests include Jimmy Carter,
Farrah Fawcett- Majors, and Francis the
talking mule.

Bing arrives;

C's prepare
By CURT P. KOHLBERG
Collegian Staff

Last week Red Auerbach of the Celtics
signed Dave Bing, a seven year All Star, after

Bing had announced his retirement because
of a coaching change in the Washington
Bullet organization.

Bing, who in his prime was one of the
quickest, smoothest shooting guards in the
N.B.A., joined the Celtics on Tuesday. He
cited the reason for his retirement as "Dick
Motta was hired and K.C. Jones was fired,

and that was the problem in a nutshell. It was
my decision not to return to Washington. I

informed (general manager) Bob Ferry that I

had no intention of going back there."

As a guard for the Syracuse Orangemen,
he averaged 28.4 points a game in a three
year varisty career which saw him named to
the All-American first team in both 1965 and
1966. He re-wrote the Orange record book
and still holds the Syracuse scoring and
assist records for guards.

After an illustrious career with the Detroit

Pistons in which he was named to the N.b.A.
All-Star team six times, Bing joined the
Capital Bullets in 1975 and played as a third

guard behind Tom Henderson and Phil

Chenier.

He suffered a detached retina during the
1972 season that required surgery, and his

playing time and scoring average have been
on the downswing since then, when he was
still one of the premier guards in the league.

Bing will join starters Jo Jo White and
Charlie Scott in the Celtic backcourt, and
with the recent signing of forward-guard
John Havlicek to a new, one year contract,

the green's playmakers' look older and more
experienced than ever.

Cedric "Cornbread" Maxwell and Norm
Cook are promising prospects to rebuild

what used to be the Celtics strength, the
forward line.

Curtis Rowe will be back for another year

but holdout Sidney Wicks might find himself

with another team. Dave Cowens is happy
again, and the Celts will try to put the Doctah
and Co. in the emergency ward, and regain

the Atlantic Division crown.

Mushrooms & Cheese Omelette $1.95

Seafood Crepe or Vegetable Crepe

served with fresh salad $3.50

delicious drinks - come in and try us!

IPray St.

Amherst 549-5403
Next to

Trie Pub
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Sox 77: What they were

CollegJaQ 15

t •

The last of the ninth inning Saturday
afternoon at Fenway Park was a tribute to

the '77 version of the Red Sox in itself. The
Sox showed us that there was still a spark of
the '75 version that took the "Big Red
Machine" to seven games in the World
Series.

As well as the Yankees played since the
All-Star break, the Sox did not roll over and
play dead. They never once gave us a sign
that they were abandoning the fight. Don't
label them "bums" or "talentless, money
hungry losers" just because they won't be
hoisting the American League pennant
above Fenway Park next year. They gave it

their best shot.

I think few people realize how much the
injury to Dwight Evans affected the Sox.
Evans was off to his most productive season
when he tore up his knee which put him in

hibernation for the rest of the season.
Perhaps what the Sox missed most of all was
Evans' play in right field and his strong arm. I

feel that Evans' presence in the lineup could
have made the difference between first and
second place.

One player who comes to mind when
discussing big plays is Bernie Carbo.
Saturday Carbo came through with heroics
again with his one out, two-run homer in the
last of the ninth to bring the Sox within one
run of the Orioles. The thing that made the
homer even more incredible was the fact that

everyone in the ballpark was expecting him
to hit it.

One popular misconception about the

1977 version of the Red Sox is the constant
chatter about the Sox home run power.
Granted, they are one gf the most powerful

Red Sox teams to come along in several
years, but what most people forget is the
effect of Friendly Fenway on the home run
statistics.

One only has to look at these statistics to
see what I mean. One statistic, in particular,

stands out. That is home runs hit on the
road. Looking at this you will find that the
Sox are only slightly ahead of the Yankees in

home runs hit on the road. The total dif-

ference is determined by the fact that the
Sox play 81 games in a telephone booth and
the Yanks play 81 games in an airport. Don't
have a coronary, I am not saying that the Sox
are a non-powerful team, they are just not
the barrage that most sportswriters crack

them up to be.

It doesn't take much imagination to figure
out that the Yanks would have a far greater
amount of homers if they played their home
games in Fenway. Conversely, if the Sox had
to play in the Stadium 81 times a year their

home run output would probably approach
mediocrity. In Fenway Park the ordinary fly

ball becomes instant heroics, a la the six balls

the Baltimore Orioles clouted out Saturday
afternoon.

But don't condemn the Sox because they
were unable to take the American League
East flag. Don't throw darts at your '77 Sox
team picture in hopes of revenging the
culprits. But look at the Sox season as a
successful one. I mean, they kept you in-

terested in baseball while the foliage was
beginning to change color. They kept you in

front of the tube when you should have been
reading your Philosophy book. But most of
all, they gave the Yankees a pennant race
they aren't likely to forget for a long, long
time.
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Spilcers prepare for SCSC

UMass quarterback Mike Fallon (11) shows the stuff that made him ECAC co-
player of the Week, leading UMass over Youngstown 54-13 on Saturday. (Staff photo
by Chris Bourne)

Fallon player of week;

2 others on star team

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Still recovering from a tough, four set loss
to Bridgewater State on Friday night at
NOPE, coach Dianne Thompson's volleyball
squad must match up tonight vs. Southern
Connecticut, a perennial volleyball power.
Again, it is a home contest and will start right
after the J.V.'s from each school tangle at 6
p.m.

Southern Conn., under the direction of
second year coach Joan Barbarich, took to
the court for the first time this season last

weekend at Central Connecticut. They
placed third in a tournament involving teams
from all over Connecticut and Rhode Island.

They were 10-0 last season and were the
third ranked team in the East based on their
victory in the consolation game of the
Eastern Regionals Tournament. UMass gave
them a tough match in the regular season,
losing 12-15 and 9-15.

The good news for the spikers is that
Southern Conn, lost about nine of their
regular players from their 1976 squad.
However, Coach Barbarich claims that,
although she has a less experienced group,
the players on the 1977 squad are more
skilled individually than those from last year's
undefeated crew.

Thompson plans to go with the same
group that came so close on Friday night.
She said that the team has been working
mainly on backcourt coverage and blocks
and that she expects Southern Conn, to be
very strong in the hitting department. She
also said that she hopes that her squad is

able to gain an early lead in the games and
hold on to it.

Despite the team's 0-3 record and
Southern Conn.'s impressive credentials, she
remains confident.

She said, "It's going to be a tough one for
us but I think we're in the mood to finally get
in the win column."

UMass quarterback Mike Fallon was
named co-Player of the Week on the fourth
weekly Eastern College Athletic Conference
Division II All-Star team, it was announced
yesterday.

Linebacker-kicker Jim Vallis of American
International College was the other pick.

Fallon completed 12 of 18 passes for 210
yards and fi /e touchdowns in the
Minutemen's 54-13 romp over Youngstown
State Saturday at Alumni Stadium. He
played just 36 minutes during the rout.

Other UMass players named to the honor
roll were tight end Kevin Cummings and
middle guard Phil Puopolo.

Cummings had three touchdown
receptions in the UMass rout, while Puopolo
was in on eight tackles and caused two
fumbles.

Fallon was also named co-recipient of

offensive player of the week laurels in the

Yankee Conference All-Star picks an-
nounced yesterday.

Fallon shared the honor with New
Hampshire tailback Bill Burnham, who
rushed for 114 yards and scored four touch-
downs while the Wildcats were routing
UConn, 42-7. The four TD runs gave Bur-
nham a career total of 35, which is a New
England as well as UNH record.

Rhode Island linebacker Tom Marhefka
was named defensive player of the week for
his 12 unassisted tackles and two assists in

his team's 28-0 win over Maine.

Rookie player of the week honors went to
UConn quarterback Maron Clark, who ran
for 60 yards and completed eight of 19
passes as his team was beaten by the
Huskies. Clark set up UConn's only touch-
down of the game with a pass reception early
in the action.

Honorable mention: Puopolo, Cliff Pedrow
(UMass-HB), Rich Moser (URI-FB).

The largest selection

of hard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in the countryl

STRAIGHT EDGES/T-SQUARES

METRIC RULES/LSQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others,..

see Ihem

at your

Bookstore'.
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Judging by the scoreboard, the UMass cheerleaders
of Youngstown State, Not content with just
pushups, guys. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

a halftime
had plenty
show, even

N

to jump for joy about on Saturday in the Minutamen's shellacking
band leader Parks got Into the act. Next week, though, we want

Golfers re-take Toski

Netmen vs. Terriers..

Frosh stars Keith Hovland (I) and Mark Huetteman, undefeated doubles team, play
today at 2:30 vs. BU on the lower Boyden Courts. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

...in search of .500
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team will con-
clude the fall regular season this afternoon
when it meets Boston University on the
lower Boyden Courts at 2:30.

The Minutemen will be attempting to-raise

their record to 2-2, which coach Jay Ogden
feels is key going into the Yankee Con-
ference matches this weekend.

"If we are 1-3 going into the seeding
meetings, it will be harder to get a good draw
for the tournament," said Ogden.

According to Ogden, BU looked "im-
pressive" at the ECAC championships in

N6w Jersey two weeks ago. The Terriers also

beat UConn, 6-3. The Minutemen lost to the
Huskies, 5-4.

"It should be a pretty good matchup," said

Ogden. "BU was not very strong last year,

but apparently they've picked up some new,
good people." -

Ogden will have his number one singles

player, Al Green, for the first time this year.

Green has only played one doubles match all

year (a defeat vs. URI), and his timing may be
off, Ogden said.

"It'll be good to have him back," said

Ogden. 'He needs the work."
Rick Sharton, who has been "playing well

and putting out a consistent effort," ac-

cording to Ogden, will be at second singles.

The coach said he has been having trouble
with his backhand volleys, but worked on
them yesterday in practice and should get
them under control.

Playing at number three will be Jim
Barnhart, who Ogden said is a little weak
after coming off a sickness over the

weekend.
Newly elected captain Steve Heyl will be at

fourth singles.

"Heyl seems to be peaking," said Ogden.
"He played a good match at number three

against UVM, and I expect another good
match from him. He's been improving im-

mensely."

Freshman Keith Hovland and Dave Nowak
will play fifth and sixth singles, respectively.
The doubles combos will have Green and

Barnhart at number one. Sharton and Heyl at
number two, and the freshman duo of Hov-
land and Mark Huetteman, undefeated this
fall, at third.

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team successfully
defended its Toski Invitational Tournament
title Sunday and yesterday at Hickory Ridge
Country Club in Amherst as it shot a 613 to

beat 20 other teams.
Trailing Southern Connecticut by four

strokes after the first round, the linkmen
came back yesterday under windy and cold
conditions to shoot a 310 and overtake both
SCSC and Salem State, which also led

UMass after one round.
Southern (615) ended up second, with

Harvard (622) third, Salem (625) fourth.
Central Connecticut (627) fifth. Providence
(628) sixth, Siena (6;'0) seventh and URI
(631) eighth.

"I'm very, very proud of the fellas," said

coacb Ed Vlach, "They were four shots
down after the first day, but they felt they
could come back — they never gave up."

Highlight of the tournament was a new
course record (67) from the championship
tees by Billy Day of SCSC.

Day and Richard Belanger of Salem tied
for tournament medalist at 147, with Day
winning a one hole playoff to take individual
medalist honors.

U Mass's brightest point, other than the
victory, came when co-captain Jim Mc-
Dermott scored an Eagle on the 11th hole,
which "certainly helped us on our way
back," according to Vlach.
Low man for the Minuteman floggers on

Sunday was Vic Lahteine, who shot a 74.
McDermott and John Lein both shot 76'8,

while co-captain Flynt Lincoln shot a 77 for
the fourth scoring round.

McDermott shot a 75, Lincoln a 77, Jeff
Orr a 78 and Loin an 80 as UMass made its

comeback yesterday.

"The scores were higher than I an-
ticipated, " said Vlach, "but so were
everyone's. The weather was wet and sloppy
Sunday and windy and cold yesterday, and
the scores reflect this.

"Everyone was looking to clean our clock,
since we've won this three out of four times,
but all my men came through pretty solid."

Russ Smith

Of summer and second place
From the Peter Pan bus I could see it as we

cruised along the Mass. Turnpike. The lights

towering above the park... the shamrock
green paint of Fenway's outer exterior... the

Citgo sign.

Yet the walls hid nothing. It was as though
I had x-ray vision.

I envisioned the field; free of litter, and
neatly mowed. Missing were ball players,

fans, concessionaires, etc.

The season had ended unofficially three

days ago (Saturday).

But it seems like yesterday... the season
was opening. The Sox got off on the wrong
foot while teams like the Dodgers got off to

flying starts.

And those summer games; four first inning

homers off of Mr. Hunter led him to an early

shower... bleacher fights, the Scoreboard's

instant replay, torrential downpours followed

by a Texas Ranger doubleheader sweep
(which ended at 2:30 a.m.), 20 oz. Labatt

beers, and almost passing out (from the sun
or the beers?).

Fenway Park — a fun place to be.

Well, it's closed now. No more replays,

screaming fans, home run innings.

As the world knows, the Orioles and Red
Sox executed each other while the Yankees
grabbed the pennant.

But let's face it; the Yanks have a better

team. Over the past fifty-two games, they

went 41-11. That's baseball.

The Yankees can hit, run, and have decent
pitching for the most part. Just because their

fans have to wear binoculars to see who's at

bat doesn't mean a thing. F«nway may be a

better park but the Yanks have a better team.

It was an interesting season for the Sox.
Winning streaks and losing streaks. But

that's baseball.

Excuses will be coming forthwith from the

mouths of Sox fans on why, when, how
come, and when the Sox failed to climb into

first place.

They will vary from the lack of timely

hitting, inconsistent pitching, atrocious

managing (added with a lack of com-
munication); to Yankee Stadium being too
big, not getting the breaks, and the weather.

But the only rational reason the Sox ended
up in second ( could've just as easily been
third) is that the Yankees won more games.
That's all.

They don't deserve credit for finishing

second because second means nothing in

baseball. Second's no better than third or

fourth.

Maybe they deserve credit for stayir>g in

the race for as long as they did. They could
have been out of it months ago like some
other supposedly 'major league' teams
(Mets, Braves, Expos).

And the fans who hung in rooting for them
down to the last out, unlike the ones (myself

included) who threw in the towel back in

Baltimore a couple of weeks ago, deserve
something.

New Englanders can turn now to the

Patriots (unless they lose one more game)
and soon the Celts and B's.

As Paul Simon's song goes "...there were
three men down, and the season lost. And
the tarpaulin was rolled, across the winter

frost..." or something like that.

Fenway will be closed up.

But if you need something to keep you
going through the cold winter nights here in

Amherst (they're on the way) just comfort
yourself with this thought:

Spring training is only five months away.

r
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Wounded Kent St. student

Canfora calls for mass action
By DAVE OLMOS
Collegian Staff

Emphasizing that the May 4th Coalition
can through "militant mass action have a
chance to stop the gym and put a halt to the
final criminal cover-up of the murders," Alan
Canfora, a leader of the coalition, spoke last

night before a sparse but solemn-faced
audience at the Campus Center.

Canfora came to UMass as part of an east
coast tour of campuses sponsored by the
Revolutionary Student Brigade.
"We have not lost, we plan to continue

our struggle," he said. Canfora, who was
shot in the Kent State incident of May 4,
1970, explained the struggle by putting it into
an historical perspective recounting the
Vietnam War and the events which led up to
the shootings.

He explained how the board of trustees at
Kent State changed their plans to build the
gym on land which they specifically pur-
chased and made plans in 1973 to move the
gym to the shooting site without informing
the public until November 1976.
He also told of how the board of trustees

refused to show plans of the gym, rename
four buildings after the dead students or
close the school on Ma y 4. Canfora called
these actions "all part of the cover-up of the'
lessons of the struggles of the 60's and the
truth about the murders".

The May 4th Coalition would still like to
see some lawful action taken against Gov.
Rhodes of Ohio and the guardsmen who did
the shooting, Canfora said.

He also explained the problems of some of
those who were injured during the incident
but have received no compensation from the
state for the medical costs. "I don't care if

any money is given, just that they get the
criminals in court," he said.

Over the years, Canfora said he has given
up hope on the "crooked judicial system in

this country." He told how he sat listening to
court testimony by the National Guard such
as "Students throwing tons of rocks and
golfballs with nails, apples with razorblades,
and bags of waste products."
Some guardsmen, he said, testified they

were hit by 50 to 100 rocks and that the rocks
darkened the sky. All this testimony, Canfora
said, was lies, because he was there and he
saw none of it.

About the shooting by the guardsmen
Canfora said he feels either a specific order
was given the guardsmen to fire or that the
members of Troop G, which fired made the
decision by themselves. He explained how all

the guardsmen but 12 went up the hill above

the parking lot and how those 12 picked out
targets, turned and started to fire on the
students.

Those targets were the students who were
most vocal and active in the demonstration.
Canfora told how he was hit in the wrist by
one of the guardsmen's high-powered rifles

while trying to take cover behind a tree.

Students scrambled to hide behind cars as
the guardsmen fired for 13 seconds into the
crowd with rifles having a range of two miles.
"These 13 seconds seemed like two or three
minutes," he said.

During the last part of Canfora's prepared
speech he explained how he feels the need
for some sort of total change in the American
system of government. He said a socialist
system is the solution.
The second featured speaker was Cliff

Cornfield, a national member of the RSB
who spoke about the goals of the
organization and the formation of a "Young
Communist League" at the RSB national
convention to be held at Kent State Oct 22-
24.

Cornfield said, "Kent State has raised
many fundamental questions about this
society." He said he feels the goals of the
communist organization would initially face
the tasks of righting wrongs such as the gym
at Kent State and the Bakke decision, with
the long range goals being socialism and
revolution.

During the question and answer period
following the speeches, a question was
asked concerning the combining of the Kent
State issue with political opinions such as
socialism. Canfora explained he feels in-

cidents such as Kent State happen because
of problems rooted in the capitalist system of
government such as the rich people con-
trolling the decisions of government.

Cornfield spoke on the question and said
he also felt Kent State is a product of the
capitalist system but emphasized one
doesn't have to be a communist to
denwnstrate at Kent State.

Canfora expressed a lot of hope for the
upcoming demonstration at Kent State. A
survey taken recently at Kent State showed
70 per cent of the students as opposing
construction of the gym. Canfora expects a
larger turnout of Kent State students this
time because they were scared off and told
to go home for the weekend by the ad-
ministration during a September demon-
stration.

Even some of the dormitories were put
under a 24-hour lock-up keeping students
from entering or leaving during the
demonstration.

Inside

Hotel students meet
The former student residents of the C.C. Hotel this semester met last night and devised

a list of negotiation points to present to the administration. See Page 3.

Towing Icebergs
nJSHJ?^^'^^ ^^^^7

^"^i?^^
^^® "^"''^ ^^^^^ °" ^he 'dea of Mississippi River boatpaddlewheels is seen as a feasible way to supply water to arid nations, ^ee Page 2.

Help for students
The identity and functions of the University Ombudsman have been uncovered See

Page 3.

Hypnosis Feature
Relax with the Page 2 feature story on hypnosis by B.K. Nelson.

weather
It's gonna' be sunny and warmer today with the temps high, 65 to 70. Enjoy!

"
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Alan Canfora, a leader of the May 4th Coalition, addresses an attentive group asthe rnam speaker for the Revolutionary Student Brigade National Speaking Tour
(Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Trustees to decide

future of Golino
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass Board of Trustees
today may decide whether or not 64-year-old
Carlo L. Golino will remain as chancellor of
the UMass-Boston campus.
Although the trustees last month

rescinded a six-month old mandatory
retirement age for University administrators
at 65, there appears to be a feeling amoni]
the Boston campus community that Golino
should step down, a confirmed source said.

Golino last night declined to comment
when contacted by the Collegian.
Amherst campus Student Government

Association co President and Student
Trustee Marion L. Batiste yesterday said
"some people think he (Golino) is not doing
his job properly.

"There will be heavy discussion which will

revolve around whether he should leave,"
Batiste said, adding the trustees may not
decide what to do with Golino today.
The trustees last June lowered the

mandatory retirement age for administrators
from 70 to 65, but rescinded the policy at last
month's meeting and decided to deal with
Golino's status today.
Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery last night said the six month old
University retirement policy was rescinded
last month by the trustees because they felt
it was inconsistent with the national trend to
use people's productivity to its fullest extent.

The June vote lowering the age to 65
"should not have been tied so closely to
Chancellor Golino."

Bromery also said he could not comment
about the age situation because he said he
felt he had nothing to do with the matter.

Batiste also said she will question the one
million dollar renovation plans at the
University building on Arlington St., Boston,
to accommodate the president and other
University administrators presently at One
Washington Mall.

"Personally, I think this (one million
dollars). IS too much money to spend for

renovations, ' Batiste said.

The trustees last month decided to move
the president's office to 100 Arlington St.,

after the state legislature this summer
refused to allocate money for renewing the
least at One Washington Mall in the present
University annual budget.

The five year lease expires this month. The
University paid $143,000 annually to rent One
Washington Mall.

The trustees are also expected to discuss
policies at the Worcester University hospital
and name five people ^or honorary degrees
for the 1978 commencement Among those
being considered fcr honorary degrees are
television news broadcaster Barbara Walters,
actress Bette Davis, US. ambassador to the
United Nations Andrew Young and the
author of Roots. Alex Haley.
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^mjTou are getting sleepy...
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Collegian Staff

Hypnosis is not sleep, and it's not a
state of unconsciousness It is a state in
which a person is vary deeply relaxed, a
state in which he ts not actn^efy thinking
about anything ,n particular. It's a sta^
where his conscious nmd is off on a
cloud, so to speak, and his sub -conscious
mind IS there actfng as a receivar,
receiving all information, all impressions
all stimuli from a source, and in this case
the source is a guide or a hypnotist I
prefer to call myself a guide.

"

~ Hypnotist Ken Morse

Morse, a certified professional hyp-
notist from Holyoke, demonstrates
hypnosis in this manner in a series of

sessfons this semester in the Campus
Center. He has practiced hypnosis for 13
years He received his master's degree in
educa.ion here at UMass, \A;here he also
received his bachelor's in psychotogy. He
IS presently pursuing the field of
educational psychology through hyp-
nc>si8.

The hypnotist, or "guide", outlines his
process of hypnosis to about 30 people
seated m a mae^ng room during a weekly
session. The 0foup focuses its attention
on a blue disk affixed to a wall as he
speaks. Morse then asked the people to
close their eyes. He turns on a tape deck
playing a steady, metronome- like beat,
and resumes speaking.

"... At times you will hear me use the
words permit, allow, and let as I speak to
you. You must allow me to help you
relax; you must try not to help me. Listen

Icebergs could be

help for dry Arabia
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Icebergs equipped with sophisticated
versions of Mississippi River boat pad-
dlewheels may soon be the manner in which
the parched Arabian peninsula gets its
supply of water.

Arabia's Prince Mohamed Al Faisal
yesterday proposed in a paper to the First
International Conference on Iceberg
Utilization the installation of paddlewheels
with huge arms that would propel 100-
million-ton icebergs from the Antarctic
continent to the Arabian peninsula or any
arid nation.

His plan calls for the paddle "arms" to be
attached to both sides of an iceberg, with
powerplants situated on its top.
UMass professor of geology Joseph H.

Hartshorn said last night in a telephone
interview the idea "has been suggested by
very serious scientists" and "looks
feasible, " although the exact method is

obscure.
Hartshorn explained that the icebergs of

Antartica are large, flat pieces of floating ice
shelf, and are tabular, which would be easier

to transport. He suggested that if a plastic
sheet was placed over the icebergs, the main
problem encountered would be that of
getting th6m into the Red Sea because of its

shallowness.

Faisal's proposal contrasts with more
traditional plans for large-scale iceberg
transport and use, most of which have in-

volved conventional tugboats or even
nuclear powered "supertugs".

Faisal said that by equipping both sides of
the iceberg with paddlewheels rather than
placing the propulsion system at the rear, the
ice mass could be easily navigated.

He said paddlewheei propulsion would
begin with the iceberg being towed by
conventional tugboats from its location to an
area that provides better preparation con-
ditions. Then the propulsion "arms" would
be attached to cables surrounding the
iceberg and placed below the surface of the
water to provide maximum thrust.

Hartshorn said the idea has been studied
by Code Regions Research Engineering
Laboratory in Hanover, N.H., and that it isn't
all that far-fetched. 'We were going to make
aircraft carriers out of ice in World War II."

Matlack asks SWA for

teaching assistant money
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

James Matlack, master-director of South-
west last night asked the Southwest
Assembly (SWA) to allocate $3,600 for the
salary of a new teaching assistant who would
help train resident assistants in Southwest

The assembly tabled the motion until next
Tuesoay to provide time for assembly
memoers to speak with constituents and
consider the motion

The SWA IS operating under a tight
budget this year due to an $1 1 ,000 cut dunng
the summer; a main consideration for the
assembly, according to Gregory Maynard,
SWA co-treasurer.

Maynard said he was not in favor of Mat-
lack's proposal because the $3,600 could be
better spent on other Southwest activities.

Matlack, who was introduced to the
assembly for the first time last night, said
there are currently 190 resident assistants in

Southwest that would be enrolled in a
counselor training program should the
motion go through. The new teaching
assistant would work with Winifred Noel,
assistant area director of Southwest, who is

in charge of staff development

Matlack said he would like to meet with
assembly members regularly to establish
strong working relations.
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to my voice, and think of the rmiscie
groups you w»|l be relaxing... permit
yourself to relax, deeper and deeper,
down and down...."

Before the 30 minute demonstration of
hypnosis through "progressive
relaxation " ends. Morse has induced a
very deep state of relaxation into his
participants. He also asked thtam to
picture a goal they would like to pursue,
and "let it turn about" in their minds.
"Believe it will come true, and it wilt
come true," encourages Morse.
Morse will begin teaching a 10-session

non-credit course on learning through
hypnosis and self hypnosis tonight and
tomorrow nigt at 7 and 8:30 In the
Campus Center 805 and 809. Enrollment
is still open.
The course is primarily designed to

increase learning abilities in areas as

reading, concentration, ei(lt! -Ilening
comprehension. However, once self-
hypnosis is mastered (through a three-
sitep practice procedure), one can direct
one's self toward any realistic goal, from
better athletic performance to breaking
habits according to Morse. He says
"Your particular goal is your only limit"
with si^-hypnosis.

Hypnosis unleashes abilities through
what Morse refers to as "an Implanting of
suggestions, which stick via rein-
forcement." Reinforcement following the
ten- week course takes the form of three
^aily five mjnute practice sessions in self-
^vpnosis. Mone points out there is

'absolutely no danger" to self- hypnosis,
stressing "You are always in control, you
are completely capable of awaking
yourself at any time."

^^f
Jewish Community celebrates Simchat Torah, the holiday of the harvest

signified by singing and dancing which took place in the Campus Center last night.'
Ibtaff photo by Howard Labitt)

Police Beat

iVIeal tickets stolen
By l^ATHESN KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Meal ticket books are being eaten up all

over campus, according to campus police.

Last week campus police reported three
separate incidents involving meal ticket book
thefts, two of which were taken out of
dormitory rooms.

A robbery involving $500 worth of meal
tickets, travelers checks, stamps and a watch
was reported Sept. 30 by owners Tom
Warnick and Paul Queeney of 305 D Cashin
Two Springfield men, Tim D. Le Clair of 64

Correction
An error in yesterday's page 5 story

concerning the student anti-union group
trying to seek RSO status cited James Potts
as a student senator. He is one of the
founders of the anti-union group.

Timothy Circle, and btephen M. Ethier of 48
Clydsdale Lane, were charged with the theft.

In another incident, meal tickets valued at
$312 disappeared Sept. 30 during a floor
party, according to owner Phillip Holland
1602 John Adams. Holland said he left the
room during the party and later discovered
his meal tickets were gone.

Hampshire Dining Commons was the
scene of another meal ticket rip-off valued at
$100, campus police reported.

In other news, a $200 Underwood type-
writer was stolen from the University Power
Plant sometime between Sept. 17 and Oct. 3,
campus police said.

Notice
There will be an important meeting for all

Collegian Campus Bureau staff members
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office. If

unable to attend, please call Dottie or Jim at
the Collegian.

CC Hotel residents
to seek negotiations
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

About 25 students who had to live In the
Campus Center Hotel at the beginning of the
semester met last night with staff members
Mane Gutierrez and Jim Starr from the Legal
Services Office ILSO) and after discussing
their grievances drew up points of
negotiation to be presented to the ad-
ministration.

They are as follows:
1. That rent rebates appropriate to the

amount of time and inconvenience we ex-
perienced be given.

2. That students who are no longer able to
continue trying to cope with the problem be
allowed to leave the University for the
remainder of the semester and receive
refunds, excluding food costs.

3. That if any students in the future have to
accept temporary or otherwise in-
convenience on-campus housing for reasons
within the control of the University, they

Collegian 3

shall be given refunds from their housing bill
at a rate of [negotiable] per day that they are
inconvenienced for the first three days and
Inegotiable] per day for every day thereafter

4. That students who wish to remain in theUC^ Hotel be allowed to do so and that
others who were in the hotel but havemoved, be allowed to move back if there isgood reason for doing so, such as: room-

Tu,H^ t^^° ?T°I^® ^° ^^^ detriment of a

. 1h !
^ ^fu}^'

^^^'"9 roommates who are
understandably hostile because of being
disrupted this late in the semester; being the
only freshperson among seniors in a suite-
having roommates with incompatible life-
Styles.

5. That students who had to live in the
hotel be given first priority for any open room
assignments next semester.

6. That any students who had to live in the ./°'"'^' Campus Center Hotel residents meet with (on the right) Jim Starr andCC. Hotel for more than three days be ^^"^ Gutierrez ISO attorneys and Jerry Quarrels from the Ho. «iln n« .

ttyThooseT Soso."
'"^ "^^^ ""^^^^^ ' '"'"" ''''' °'''°"' °^^" ^° ''' students^lStaff "hoVrDat^Glroldl

°''"'' ^°

Answer to your questions:The Ombudsman
By DARLENE LORKIEWICZ
Collegian Staff

A question frequently asked of the people
in room 821 of the Campus Center is "What
is an Ombudsman and what does he do?"
The job of Educational Policy Studies

professor and University Ombudsman
Robert R. Wellman is to "assist any
petitioner in the procurement of a just
settlement of a grievance."
The idea of the Ombudsman was born in

Sweden in an effort to aid anyone who held a
reasonable grievance against the govern-
ment and had access to no other avenues of
appeal. It was officially established there in

1809 and has since spread internationally to
areas including corporations and university
campuses.
UMass adopted the concept of 1970 when

Prof. Ellsworth Barnard was appointed to the
office.

The Ombudsman is independent of ad-
ministrative and student control and has no
decision making powers. According to
Wellman, the whole idea of the Ombudsman

is to handle grievances "objectively and
neutrally."

The office exists to serve any member of
the university community, including
students, faculty and staff. It handles
problems ranging from grades, credits and
waivers to housing, towing and personnel
actions.

The Ombudsman, who has access to
people and information, can help when
conventional avenues of appeal have been
exhausted or reach a dead end.

According to Phylis Foster, assistant
Ombudsman, the office handles from 500 to
600 documented cases per year. This number
does not include the numerous unrecorded
requests for information and help.
The office caseload is roughly 90 per cent

students, five per cent faculty, three per cent
staff, and two per cent people off the street.

According to Wellman, the Ombudsman is

a tenured faculty member and is allotted
release time from teaching duties to serve.
The Ombudsman serves a two-year-term and
may be reappointed for a second two-year
term.

The candidate is chosen by a selection

committee consisting of members appointed
by the presidents of the Faculty Senate, the
Undergraduate Student Senate and the
Graduate Student Senate, and is appointed
by the University chancellor and president.
Removal from office requires requires a two-
thirds vote of each senate, meeting
separately.

Approximately 100 institutions of higher
education in the United States have
established Ombudsman offices. The UMass
Ombudsman's Office is relatively unique
said Wellman, because it deals with the
entire University community, while many of
those established deal only with students'
problems.

New elections to be held
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Government Affairs Committee met
Monday and chose to hold new elections
today and tomorrow from 4 to 8 p.m. in the
12 dormitories where voting irregularities in

last week's elections occurred. Board of
Governors (BOG) elections were tentatively
scheduled for next Monday and Tuesday
from 12 to 6 p.m. in the dining commons.

Challenges had to be submitted in writing
and only two were turned in. Challenges
from Patterson House and the Board of
Governors were accepted.
The Patterson challenge was based on

returns rather than voter irregularities. Steve
Ross won the election with 120 votes. Stuart

Abrams tied Luann Johnson with 51 votes.
David DeManche received 49 votes, and
Barry Feldman, who had withdrawn one
week earlier, received 19 votes.
DeManche protested since Feldman's

votes could have put him into the run-off
with the other two candidates.
The BOG elections were repeated due to

missing BOG ballots at the voting tables or
that some BOG ballots were not delivered
until the second day of voting.
BOG elections will be held at Franklin

dining commons for Orchard Hill and Central
residents, Worcester for Northeast and
Sylvan residents, and Southwest will be split
into two precincts, with elections held at
Berkshire and Hampshire. These locations
are pending dining commons approval.

•I

1

J.A. Perras works intently on his craftwork in the Student Union Crafts Shop,
located on the first floor of the Student Union. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

Sirica reduces Watergate terms

-%*

Judge John Sirica. (UP!)

WASHINGTON [AP] - U.S. District
Judge John S. Sirica ended his long in-

volvement in the Watergate case yesterday
by drastically reducing the sentences of the
biggest fish netted in the scandal.
He reduced the two and one-half year to

eight-year sentences of John N. Mitchell,
H.R. Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman to a
period of "not less than one nor more than
four years."

Ehrlichman, who went to prison without
waiting fc the outcome of his appeals, thus
becomes eligible for parole from his \A'ater-

gate cover-up conviction after Oct. 28.
He still is under a 20-month to five-year

sentence for his conviction in the so-called
Watergate plumbers case but it was ex-
pected the judge in that case would reduce
the time to conform with that handed out by
Sirica. For Haldeman the magic date is June
21 next year and for Mitchell, June 22.

Sirica made his decision after hearing tape
recorded requests for leniency by the three
men, and eloquent pleas by their lawyers.

Sirica was chief judge of the U.S. District
court in the District of Columbia when the
seven Watergate burglars were indicted on
Sept, 15, 1972. He assigned himself to hear
their trial and that began an involvement that
ended only yesterday.

"I'm glad it's the last major decision I'll

have to render in this case, " he told a

reporter before entering court. "It's a long,
difficult case, in many respects a sad case!
I'm glad to see the end of the tunnel."

There are no more Watergate
prosecutions pending and it is expected that
Sirica will soon voluntarily take the title of
senior judge, which will free him from day- to-
day courtroom responsibilities. He is 73.

Mitchell, Haldeman and Erhlichman were
convicted of conspiring to cover up White
House involvement in the Watergate scandal
and of lying about it afterward. They found
their conviction and sentences up to the
Supreme Court without success and there
were no judicial remedies remaining other
than Sirica's action.

Ehrlichman, 52, formerly domestic
counselor to Richard Nixon when he was
president, has been in the federal prison
camp at Safford, Ariz., since last Oct. 28.
Mitchell, 64, who was Nixon's attorney
general, went into prison at Maxwell Air
Force Base in Alabama on June 22 and
Haldeman, the Nixon chief of staff, entered
the prison facility at Lompoc, Calif., the day
before.

If Sirica had failed to reduce their sen-
tences their only other recourse would have
been intervention by President Carter.
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Viewpoint IS a column designed for our

readers to express their views on various
sub/ects. In this manner, the staff of Black
Affairs hopes to establish an open line of

communication between our readers and us
Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs. All articles
must be typed.

More concern for

Third World corridors
I thought when a person wrote an article in

a newspaper, the information gathered was
to be based on actual fact and-or personal
experience? If so maybe someone should
learn the rules of writing a newspaper article.
I always learned to write what you know and
not what you heard from Johnny's friend's
cousin's sister's boyfriend.

I'm referring to the article that was written
in Friday, September 23, 1977 Collegian
Black Affairs section by Terrell Evans en-
titled "Third World corridors detrimental," I

would like to know, have you ever actually
lived on a third world corridor? I don't think
so, if you had you would not have written
this article.

In the article you say "There is no set up
for tutors or any other academic avenues "

I

beg your pardon, come again? i see you
don t come up to Orchard Hill very much if

you did you would know that there is a third
world cultural center located on the first floor
in Emily Dickinson and is open from 7-11 for
anyone, not only third world students but for
anyone who wishes to study. It has been in
operation for the past three weeks and has
three coordinators, not only that but gives
workstudy students a chance to work there
for workstudy. On Sundays the facilities are
used for OHAG (Orchard Hill Area Govern-
ment) meetings. Also available to students
from the center are lecture notes, a library
arid a typewriter that has Spanish keys
(N N' ). Tutors are available thru the
center for Spanish, zoology and other
subjects.

You say in the article students are
prevented from having to "deal with non-
third world students" as long as we are on
that subject why don't we talk about CCEBS
and the Afro-Am dept.? Are they using an
old dorm for their offices because they don't
want to deal with non- third world people
also' NO. The reason CCEBS doesn't get
offices in Whitmore with everyone else is for

Announcements
CCEBS

All CCEBS students interested in pursuing
a career m medicine should note that on
Thursday, October 13, CCEBS is sponsoring
a field tnp to Albany Medical Cnli«np in
Albany, New York.

the same reason the Afro-Am dept. doesn't
emerge with the rhetoric, history, and art
departments, because when you have unity
you have strength and they don't want to
lose It for when you have strength you have
POWER. You feel there is no longer a need
for such unity, for such strength, for such
power. I strongly disagree there is as much
need now as m the 60's, only difference be-
tween them and now is the 6 has turned to a
/ and that's about it.

You write "In order for students to live in
this type of setting they must have a certain
degree of discipline about themselves." Well
this IS as true for people on third world
corridors as it is for anyone if a person
doesn't discipline themself then they mioht
as well not go to school. What's the use of
coming to college if there is no self
discipline?

Finally you say the primary reason for the
corridor is social, that '"the more socializing a
student does, means less studying he or she
will do^ Is that not true for any dorm, or any
floor the more a person socializes the less
studying, but who's to say what too much
socializing is? How do you know that
someone isn't studying? What gives you the
right to assume? You go on to say "With the
right kind of people, the corridors can be
noisy and distractive. " What do you mean by
that statement it has me puzzled. I'm sure
you have never been on one of these
corridors before if you had you would know
that our floor is quieter than most of the
other floors that are all non-third world And
then most other dorms I have visited this
semester.

I hope the next time you choose to write
•an article you make sure you have your facts
straight, and they are facts and not someone
told me that because that's not going to

Sincerely,
Wilma Eileen Tynes

High Notes...
'HIGH NOTES' is another 'first' for

Black Affairs. It is a column that has been
established in The Black Affairs section
of the Daily Collegian. Mario Barros is
Black Affairs' literary critic. Look for his
column to appear every Wednesday in
Black Affairs.

Yes, Richard Pryor does have a TV
show, and yes, I was one of the people
who thought it would never come to
pass. When you listen to his recordings,
you don't get the feeling that he's family
viewing time material. Not necessarily
because of the vulgarity because I feel
that vulgarity is the furthest thing from
the essence of creativity (yes, in Mr.
Pryor's case too). I think the message
that the man delivers has a little to do
with It too. The vulgarity just adds a little
more fire to his already biting comments
about life, sex, death, society and yes
white folks.

'

In softening things up for the tube,
Pryor hasn't copped out, so to speak, ot\
us by going down to a more "ac-
ceptable" type of black humor. Instead of
protraying a waiter who can't get an
order of steak and baked potato right, he
plays a member of an expedition' of
scientists studying the Egyptian pyramids
who's locked in a tomb upon finding
evidence that it was Black people who
discovered music, medicine, art, etc. To
some people, it's a strong thesis, but
some people aren't really ready to deal

with that and would have locked him in
the tomb too! Yet in essence, many
stations last week "locked him in the
tomb'" by removing him from his "Family
viewing" time slot.

Admittedly, Pryor may not be long for
the television world, but I advise you to
watch If you can. The man in his com-
ptexity and controversy does have a lot to
offer. As usual with his material, one can
laugh or one can learn - hopefully (and
again, usually) one can do both.

Before I go, let me tell you that
Pleasure (Fantasy recording artists) are
coming to our fair campus and they are
definitely worth the price of admission.
I II have a little more to say about them
next week. I'll end with a congratulations
and best wishes Nick Caruso, he knows
why and those of you who don't should
find out. I'll see ya' next week, 'til then
try to be happy.

— Mario

New Civil Rights Movement, more jobs

iy Medical College in

Students must sign up for the trip with
Brian Maher, career coordinator, in room 208
of the New Africa House. The deadli-ne is

o^'
^^^^^^^ ^ """^ose signing up will meet

at 8:00 a.m. m the second floor lounge of the
New Afnca House on Thursday, October 13.

Index
Mary Custard has been named Editor of

the Activities section of the INDEX (UMass
yearbook). She would welcome any Third
World input. Anyone interested in giving her
ideas or being on the staff to aid in writing,
layout design, or photography please call
Mary at 546-84841.

African Martial Arts
All those interested in joining the African

Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcom X Center, and theNew Africa House Cultural office

Sylvan Cultural Society
Sylvan Cultural Society - meetings every

Sunday at 7:00 p.m.

By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Asst. Editor

The Chairman of the congressional Black
Caucus, Rep. Parren Michell (D) of Mary-
land, IS signaling the move towards full
employment for all Blacks and poor persons
willing to work. The civil rights movement for
the last twenty years has centered its energy
on equality in education. Now Black leaders
are pushing for more jobs

Corretta Scott King, the latest delegate to
the United Nations, now says "full em-
ployment is the No. 1 issue." She made this
announcement following an announcement
to join Andrew Young as part of this nation's
official UN delegation.
The Humphrey-Hawkins bill mandates that

the government reduce unemployment to 3
per cent among adult America is within fo^r
years. Blacks have been pressuring congress
to pass this bill.

Craemen Gethers:

Is his case still alive?
By EARL BROWN
Black Affairs Staff

Two weeks after the appearance of
Craeman Gethers. at the UMass campus
one has to wonder if his case is still alive!
This question is relevant when we consider
that Gethers was a student at UMass trying
to receive an education. He was stolen from
this community for supposedly participating
m the August 7, 1974 robbery of a McDonald
restaurant. He waits, after twenty-six months
spent in Norfolk State Prison for another
chance to appeal his case before the
Superior Court.
The case of Gethers is one of old hat

Where white witnesses (three), identified
two Black males after police lured their
identification! Thi claim Craeman_^was a
participant bAause they remember fllifa^fal
features, eveTT though the robber that night
wore sunglasses, had a red belt across his
hairhne, and pointed a shotgun at their faces.

This IS odd that the witnesses could
remember the robber three weeks later with
limited view of the candidates. Secondly, the
state added another weakness, the police
showing of a single picture of Gether. The

LUTHER

normal procedure is for witnesses to view a
spread of different pictures.
The Court has refused to acknowledge

two positive polygraph test, would verify
Gethers claim that he did not participate in
the robbery. Finally, Craeman had numerous
witnesses to verify his whereabouts. Yet the
legal representatives have only brought
fourth one witness to state where Gethers
was that night. All these events have allowed
a free man to spend twenty-six months in jail,
while allowing less than thirty hours on the
outside for three furloughs. I ask, when will
this injustice be rectified?
From the view of his co-defendant, I have

to say I am disappointed that in twenty-six
months Gethers has not moved from Nor-
folk. He is no closer toward reversing this
(injustice on him. What does it take to tell
people he needs support? Support to write
letters to get him a parole, pardon or on
release programs, while he fights to clear his
record. If people are serious about Gethers
freedom, support him in his struggles This
could be a letter, or come to the Craeman
bethers Defense Committee, October 13th at
4 p.m. on the second floor of New Africa
House.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

August report indicates that Black job-
lessness peaked 14.5 per cent, equaling the

Kk r^" ''«t U"«^P'ov^e^nt among
Black teenagers hit over 40 per cent.

Black leaders have been pressuring Carter
to live up to his promises for Black em-
ployment. Carter was almost forced to meet
with Black leaders and spell out his plans
Carter did say that "currently, 35,000 jobs a
week are being added in urban centers
where many low income Blacks live."

Mr. Mitchel, along with Senator Shirley
Lhisom and other caucus members has
called for a nationwide series of demon-
strations for/obs, to culminate in a march on
Washington in the Spring.

As Black people, or just concerned people
we have to watch the future of this
movement and our leaders, and participate in
this effort to unify our people.

Malcolm X Center

sponsors tournaments
The Malcolm-X Center is sponsoring Table

Tennis and Pool tournaments. Trophies will
be awarded to respective winners. Advanced
class winners will receive larger trophies. Get
involved in the tournament. We are en-
couraging men and women. There will bemen and women divisions in each event
Participate, socialize, and enjoy.

Each tournament, pool and table tennis
will have two levels of expertise, novice and
advanced.

Deadline for applications is October 14
Entry fee is 50 cents to be paid on or before
your first game.

For more information, call Carl McCargo at
the Malcom X Center 5-2876.

HOW DID
^U SET -(OUR

MOTMEJ? TO DO YOUR
HOMEyJORX,

LILY?

Annie's

Poetry Corner

ILOOKED FOR YOU
I did look for you
through the drifting snow
through the cones of sunrays
within the laughter of the crowd
through the want of your touch

I looked for you
within the words you spoke
In the road of endless journey
In the suns of your eyes
In the direction in which you sent me

Yes
I did look for you

Annie Carpenter
1976 (C)

Autumn Scenes
Photos by Marilyn Mankowsky,

Dale Griswold, Howard Labitt,

Laurie Traub and Dave Rodgers.
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1 0^ 4 ounce can
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From the clear waters of Idaho

n«shRainbow
Trout c'ZeS '1*?
ShrimpNew Sun Glory iv;;^', i,^ »2*«

Frozen Fillets .
'- ':

Cooked SaJad Shnmp
Stuffed Clams "•- "

(1 29

t 1 09

Regular maple or thick sliced

SU^K^Stiop Sliced

Bacon *r^
Cold Cuts .,.,•;."'..::,, 89-

Stop & Shop Hot Dogs jr,-;:., ;• 79^

Fenway Franks *•

Bologna & Salami

Stop & Shop "Great Beef USDA Choice

Be^Round
I^iRoast

Chicke'

NoodI)
.LlSouflnior

Nibiets

I

Stop & Shop-Whole

KernelCorn
Cream Style Corn
NiblfetsCorn

Del Monte

Slop*
Shop

G'een Giani

To help you turn Great Beef into
delicious meals Cooking with Color our

system of labeling to show you best ways to cook

lb

In our stores with service delis
Available n siA'cs '"J';' -^5 a comei oe>'

Stop&Shop

Pasiromi'l
Turkey Breast
Fresh Tuna or Ham Salad '

Deutchmacher Franks ceito

Deutchmacher Bologna
Weaver Chicken Roll , 99
American Cheese '-araoLakes r »i«9

Great Beet $4 19
USDA Choice 17
Great Beef

USDA Choice

89-
»•• 79

$109

11 19

Beef Round Tip Steak M *?

Shoulder Roast Beef Chuck
Shoulder Steak Beef Chuck u&^c^hSe 'V'
Beef Top Round Roast GeatBeet usoAChoce $i»
Beef Top Round Steak Geataeei usoAChoce $-|59

Beef Chuck Cubed Steak ufoTc^lL M '^

Chuck Stew Beef G eat Beet uSDA Choce $1»

Assorted

Gfeen Giant

Slop t Shop

Slw 1
S'K)p

Center 1
3 Blade ^ 2 S«r1an Chops

Values from Our own kitchen

Stop&Shop-Fk«sh
Cheese Pizza 99r
Stop & Shop Potato Salad . 49'

Come get your Stop & Shopsworth

^^ U.S. Grade A FarKv ^ ^
OrangeJuice
Stop&Shop x-*i

Rhodes Bread Dough 99'

Lenders Bagels '".;,?..f- 39'
Stop & Shop Cheese Pizza ". 79'

Ellios Cheese Pizza > See '. «v'
Shoestring Potatoes '3 M

ManPleasers
Banquet Dinners
CniCkenlTo/ Turkey 19 OJ ^^ki^^fi
Cf>oppea Bef iRo,- o' veai20o.' 3^3^
Pie Crust Shells Oronoque . 89
Pound Cake SaraLee *" „ 99c

Strawberries Cai-Treat '• 59^
Birds Eye Cool Whip 59^
'2 Gal. Ice Cream ..j.«v„: 89^

Sweet Peas
Medium Peas
Stop & Shop-Cut

C^eenBeans
Mixed Vegetables
Cut Wax Beans

A!^01^e Imported ttalian

Dmiatoes
Pear Tomatoes
Tomato Puree

Sun Glory

A 60/ $^

3 \\U 89'

3 1^^V cms ^^K

Stoot
SrK)p

35 07 can

3170J $.<
cans I

41607 $-4

— c»ns I

415;0/ $4
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69
Sioo & Shop

C'jsh#0 29oz c*n

Slop 4 Shop
29 Oi can

49=

49=

Sirloin Cutlets Pork Loin
Center Cut Pork Chops Loin
Countrystyle Pork Ribs Loin
Fresh Pork Shoulder Picnic
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs

,

lb

$i69

$-|49

99'

69'
$139

I lb

Potatoes

Sauerkraut

Help yourself

to these savings

Slop i Snop
SkcM or Wnow

leo;
cans ^B

Slop t Sfiop

CranberrySauce

CookedHam OOf
Cryovac - Shank Portion %^r ^^^ib

Colonial Master
Picmc Wafer Added 89<

Slop , Shop C'yov.i, C^ QQ
Wale' AdOed | J

$229

Water Added ^^ 39

Dollar stretcfnmg dairy buys

Natural Ifogiirt
SCop&Shop ^ %m
Assorted Flavors ^^ ^L

Stop & Shop Biscuits 8. M
10 Couot-Homeslyie O' Bunermi*

Hood Cottage Cheese " 69'
Small or Largp Cj'd

Cheese Food Slices •.. 99^
SlOpSShoD l^ai. djaiV W'dDped Wn,tp or ypllr^

Parkay Margarine 59^

Smoked Pork Shoulder
Cooked Ham Rump Portion
Stop & Shop Cooked Ham Slices
Smoked Pork Shou lder Roll
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"W*4;teGein»' ^^^

Chickeii Breasts 99!
Legs -%--,-- 79c vvings -,7.^69'=
Perdue -^^^n09

Fruit Cocktail

Bartlett Pears

Assorted Flavors

Hi-C Drinks
Hawaiian Punch
Libby Tomato Juice

Campb^'
C^^^ga«% Chicken

'^^^••J* Noodle

iri Hea^y Syrup

Stop » SN>p

<6o/ can

5I60: $H
C<ns I

5160/ $-1
cans I

3"o' $1
cans I

3l«0i $•(
cans I

89
,ns' 89^

55^

'5"-l
cans I

79'?0o;

ChickenBreasts

?8o/69

Chicken Wings i-e'Oi.e 2 .-2 !t

Ugs

Ruicy

:!ue Criicker'

?• .-3 lbs 89'

79

Vegetable Soup 'ft' 6
Progresso Soups 2

Minestrone Lentil or Tomato

Friends-Small Pea

Baked Beans
Hunt's Tomato Sauce 3 ;.;, M
Chef-Boy-Ar Dee e^^aon 2 can, 89

';• Beef Ravioi. Srsqhen *iih Meatballs or Meal BaM-a Ron

Franco American

%iaglietti °^ °

^^ Tomato Sauce srop.shop
7c'.n's'1

^^'^f Tomato Paste s.op.sr>op 5cV„'.«i

to'^b:;^:; jj'' Stop&Shop-Canned

'Meat ban a Rom

cans ^^1

Food Stamp Store

Baked m our own ovens

BigDaisyBread
Stop & Shop^ ,(

sliced whrte ^P '^

Hearthside Genuine S.. _ ..

Casual Elegance Dinnerware
This week

^Dinnerplate
With jk^A

K . B^ I each $3 mMJ%M
N *- / purchase ^^V^^R,

;^ iBiiFtlettPeats3-99°

Stop & Shop- Canned A $^
Beverages^^^rol

12 oz can 99*
C niciian oi in* S»a QQc
.n Wai« 7 01 c»n 0\J

»

99

Fresh f4ew England

Carrots

Libby Corned Beef
Solid White Tuna
Gallon Can $

La%iagnoiaOil
Underwood Deviled Ham :.' 79
Corned Beef Hash .r^:, c';-' 69
Stop & Shop- Ration #%A(

Squash P^^
10

Butternut
6 Pack of

15'i 02. caoi

3
car \j\y

99
lb.

Friskies Buffet ^^:'::^, 5'cr.'M

Kitty Cat Food 5cV^M
jd.iT.oii l»'l^i)doce Salmon & Kidney Of Halibut Dinner

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the HadleyAmherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

lost

ORANGE CAT

please come home

253-5149

Collegian

Carter meets with both
Israeli and Egyptian leaders

]^?iAM.#tjypg^'
''OWSnultt M

Nonhtrnpitin M*%>

Harmony Arbour

Oct 5&6, Wed eihurs

Andy May & Texas Tabby Crabb i

Oct 7 Fri

Andy May h Texas Tabby Crabb.
with Steady Rollin

Oct 8 Sat

OKTOBERFEST

Sun . Oct 9

Arthur Cable Blues Band
Skyline
Mountain Life

Harmony Arbour
Special Guest
Bob Stone

3 p m to 1 a.m.
$2

.u f.^. S^" '^^««"*«"^ Carter meets with Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dyan in
the UN. Plaza Hotel yesterday. During their meeting. Carter, assuming a direct rolem Mid-east negotiations, told the Foreign Minister, "We've made some very good
programs." (UPI)
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Mass Senate turns down
strict anti abortion bill
BOSTON lAP] - The Massachusetts

Senate yesterday voted down a strict

abortion ban, opting instead for a bill that
would permit state funded abortions in cases
of rape, incest or where the health of the
mother is endangered.
A move to substitute the language of the

House-passed Doyle-Flynn amendment was
defeated by a 20-18 vote of the Senate. The
Senate must still vote to accept the more
liberal language adopted by the Senate Ways
and Means committee.

That vote is likely to come Wednesday
when the Senate returns to work on a $33.4
million supplementary state budget. The
budget includes a pay raise for state em-
ployes and an amendment banning the use
of state money for elective welfare abortions.

A PUBLIC DEBATE

UMass vs. The International Debate Team of Great Britain

PORNOGRAPHY VS. CENSORSHIP

AFFIRMATIVE
Rocco DePruscio
University of Massachusetts

Mary O'Malley

University of Massachusetts

NEGATIVE
R. Victoria Schofield

Oxford University

Philip Engelmon
University College of

London

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

8:00 P.M.

Wednesday, October 5. 1977

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Debate Union
and the Speech Communication Association Committee on

International Discussion and Debate.

Senate President Kevin Harrington, D-
Salem, adjourned the session quickly
Tuesday after the language change was
voted down.
The vote followed more than an hour of

wrangling in the Senate President's office
over parliamentary maneuvers involving the
abortion amendment.
Those opposed to the Doyle-Flynn bill

picked up three more Senate votes Tuesday.
Sen. John F. Parker, R-Taunton; Sen. Denis
L. McKenna, D-Somerville, and Sen. B.
Joseph TuHy, D-Dracut, all voted with
previous opponents of the abortion bill.

Tully and McKenna, both members of
Ways and Means, voted for the language
recommended by the committee.

Parker, explaining his vote, said, "I believe
firmly these are two very important issues
that should not be tied together. These
people state employes have waited a long,
long time for their pay raise... It is dead
wrong to tie these issues on there."

UN/TED NATIONS \UPI\ - President
Carter assumed a direct role in the Middle
East negotiations yesterday appealing for

"good faith negotiations" on both sides and
reaffirming the U.S. commitment to Israel's

security.

He later held separate private meetings
with the Israeli and Egyptian foreign
ministers.

In his address to the General Assembly,
Carter attempted to define the American
Mideast role and to reassure the Israelis that
a joint Soviet-American call to convene a
Geneva conference was not an attempt to
impose a settlement.

"We do not intend to impose from the
outside a settlement on the nations of the
Middle East," he said.

But, he warned, "of all the regional
conflicts in the world, none holds more
menace than the Middle East. War there has
carried the world to the edge of nuclear
confrontation... So true peace — peace
embodied in binding treaties — is essential.

It will be in the interest of the Israelis and
the Arabs. It is in the interest of the American
people."
A senior White House official, later ex-

panding on Carter's speech, repeated that
the United States commitment to Israel

"remains unshakeable."
Carter's speech tried to answer some of

the criticisms raised by the Israelis to the joint

U.S. -Soviet statement.
One was that the statement does not

mention U.N. Security Council resolution

242, which recognizes the right of Israel to

exist within secure borders and treats the
Palestinian question as a refugee problem
and which has been the basis for the Geneva
conference.
"The United Nations Security Council has

provided the basis for peace in Resolutions
242 and 338, but negotiation in good faith by
all parties is needed to give substance to

peace," Carter said.

Another criticism said the statement
readmits the Soviets to the Middle East,

something that the United States and Israel

have worked to prevent in the past.

"We are staying in close contact with the
Soviet Union, with whom we share
responsibility for reconvening the Geneva
conference."
And a third criticism pointed to the joint

statement's reference to "legitimate rights"

and said it gives the Palestinians something
that should be negotiated in the final con-
ference.

Dole claims U.S. right

to intervene in Panama
WASHINGTON \AP] - A Panamanian

negotiator said U.S. officials should stop
saying the new Panama Canal treaty gives
the United States the right to "intervene" in

Panama's affairs, according to a confidential
diplomatic cable released yesterday by Sen.
Bob Dole, R-Kan.

Dole claimed the cable proves Panama
does not accept the United States' right to
send military forces into the Canal Zone to
defend the canal's neutrality.

But the cable did not specifically address
the military question.

The cable, received by the State Depart-
ment Thursday from the U.S. embassy in

Panama, summarizes a conversation bet-
ween an American political counselor and

negotiator Carlos LopezPanamanian
Guevara.
The cable said, "Any assertion whic**

seems to claim a right to inten/ene in
Panama's domestic affairs is almost sure to
be challenged here."

The cable says Lopez was "disturbed over
some of the testimony before the com-
mittee."

The cable, signed ""Gonzalez,"" said: "He
said that Article 4 means nothing more than
what it says. 'Intervention is simply forbidden
by international law,"" he said. 'Panama
cannot agree to the right of the U.S. to in-
tervene.' He urged that U.S. officials stop
using the term 'intervention' in describing its

rights under the treaty."

DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD 1978

Students, staff, foculty and alumni can now nominote

faculty and teaching ossistants/ossociates for the Teaching

Award which will be awarded in September, 1978. The

purpose of the award is "to identify and honor distinguished

classroom teaching, particularly on the undergraduate level.'

If you know of a person who you feel is an excellent

teacher, send a letter of nomination to Ms. Mary Ann

Digiammo, Provost's Office, Whitmore.

DEADLINE: November 18. 1977

Panamanians protest

U.S. intervention
PANAMA CITY, Panama [UPI] - Scores

of leftwing university students demon-
strating against the new Panama Canal
treaties yesterday stoned and then set fire to
U.S. Ambassador William Jorden's car
which was parked in front of the University
of Panama campus, a U.S. Embassy official

said.

American Charge D'Affaires Raymond E.

Gonzalez said no one was in the car at the
time and there were no injuries in the in-

cident but the vehicle was destroyed.
Ambassador Jorden currently is not in

Panama. Gonzalez declined to say where he
was.

Gonzalez said he used the car to go to the
campus, on the invitation of the university

and the Mexican government, to attend the
opening of an exhibit of Mexican ar-

chitecture.

"While I was watching the exhibition,

some students started stoning the car. I was
told they were from the school of law where
there had been a rally — probably an anti-

treaty rally - earlier in the day," he said.

Gonzalez estimated that about '"50 to 100"
demonstrators were involved in the incident.
He said he was driven back to the embassy

by university officials who told him he "could
pick up the car after the crowds thinned out.
Unfortunately they got out of hand and set it

on fire."

When firemen arrived to put out the blaze,
the demonstrators smashed the firetruck's
pumping mechanisms, and the firemen were
unable to quench the flames, authorities
said.

A government spokesman said no arrests
had been made. The university campus is off
limits to members of Panama's National
Guard.

Gonzalez said the embassy had advised
the Panamanian Foreign Ministry of the
incident and that "they expressed regret that
this was happening."

Leftwing student groups have been a
focus of opposition of the new canal treaties,

which would grant Panama ownership of the
waterway by the year 2000.
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Senate rejects 50-46

Carter's energy plan
WASHINGTON [AP] - The Senate voted

yesterday to lift price controls from newly
discovered natural gas, rejecting President

Carter's proposal for continued regulation of

the scarce fuel.

Breaking a 2 V? -week deadlock, the Senate
approved the deregulation proposal by a 50
to 46 vote, then went on to pass the overall

natural gas bill by voice vote.

A House- Senate conference committee
now must decide the final form the bill will

take. The House passed a comprehensive
energy bill in August that contained the

President's proposal for continued price

controls.

In New York, White House Press

Secretary Jody Powell quoted President

Carter as terming the Senate legislation

"unacceptable " and declaring "I will not sign

an unfair bill." "It is an injustice to the

working people of this country ...
" the

President said. "I hope and expect that a

reasonable bill will emerge from the con-

ference committee and be approved by both
houses.

"I look forward to signing legislation that

provides adequate production incentives

while protecting the interests of American
consumers. I will not sign an unfair bill."

Deregulation would increase gas prices,

with the cost of immediately deregulated gas
rising at a faster rate than that remaining

under federal price controls. The Senate bill

contains a clause that would require gas
pipelines to give homeowners the first

chance to buy the cheaper gas still under

government price controls.

Under the Senate's deregulation measure,

there would be a lid on prices of new gas of

about $2.48 per thousand cubic feet for the

next two years until controls are removed.
The price limits would be removed from
newly discovered onshore gas after two
years and from offshore gas after five.

Natural gas, which has increased four-fold

in price since 1973, is now unregulated if

used in the states where it is produced, but

controlled under a $1.46 ceiling when
shipped in interstate pipelines.

Carter, and the House, want to end this

dual market by extending controls to the

interstate markets while lifting the price lid to

$1 75 for newly discovered gas.

The Senate's action was a major setback

to Carter's energy program. But it was ex-

pected after three previous trial votes

showed deregulation forces had the upper
hand. The Senate passed a similar decontrol

measure in 1975, but it failed by four votes in

the House.

Congress compromises
on Tenn. breeder reactor

WASHINGTON \UPI] - House- Senate

conferees agreed yesterday on a com-
promise $80 million authorization for the

plutonium-producing Clinch River breeder

reactor project in East Tennessee, making
major concessions to the Carter ad-

ministration.

Conferees expressed hopes the action

would satisfy President Carter, who opposes
the project, and avoid a presidential veto.

Sen. Frank Church, D-ldaho, said Tues-

day's action "certainly ought to be viewed at

the White House that we want to cooperate

as much as we can."

Agreement came after less than a hour of

debate and a rejection by Senate members
on a 6-6 tie vote of a $97.8 million figure.

The agreement would prohibit con-

struction or site preparation activity during

the 1978 fiscal year.

The Senate-passed version of an
authorization bill for the Energy Research

and Development Administration included

$75 million for the project at Oak Ridge,

Tenn., to keep it in a status quo situation for

a year. The House voted $150 million for full-

scale continuation of the project, including

initial construction.

Carter asked Congress to cut the funds to

$33 million, just enough to finish design

work, then phase out the project.

That proposal last April came as Carter

asked world leaders to join the United States

in a moratorium against proliferation of

plutonium, a vital ingredient in nuclear

weapons. International reaction since then
has been to continue production.

The $80 million figure was suggested by
Sen. Wendell H. Ford, D-Ky., shortly after

the slightly higher, $97.8 million substitute of

Rep. Walter Flowers, D-Ala., was voted
down by the Senate. Despite objections by
Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr., R-Calif., the House
went along with Ford's figure and the Senate
followed suit.
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Collegian 9

Around New England
No worry about

Legionnairs in Vt
BURLINGTON, W. [UPI] - State

Health Commissioner Marshall McBean
says there is no reason for tourists or
parents of Burlington area college
students to be worried about an outbreak
of Legionnaires' disease in Vermont.
The outbreak has resulted in at least 12

deaths in Vermont since Aug. 1, but
McBean said Tuesday there is no
evidence the disease is contagious. He
said none of the people who have
contracted the disease were college
students.

Oil tanicer malces

it througti bridge
BOSTON [AP] - the oil tanker Mobil

Fuel made it through McArdle Bridge on
her second try yesterday, about 12 hours
after the ship struck the drawbridge and
knocked out direct highway access be-
tween East Boston and Chelsea.
The Coast Guard reported no oil was

spilled, despite a crack in the fonA/ard hull

of the 649-foot tanker.

City crews restored service on the
drawbridge about 5:15 p.m. yesterday
authorities said. Boston Public Works
commissioner Joseph Cassaza said the
tanker bent a support to the bridge's
drawspan but that the hydraulic life

system had not been damaged.

Boston's assistant city attorney,
Harold Carroll, said the city would seek to
recover the cost of repairing the
damaged bridge, and was ready to file

suit in federal court to seek funds for the
repairs.

At a news conference, Cassaza said rK>

estimate had been made on the cost of
the repairs. But he said the damages
could run as high as $250,000.

Hoiyolce man
identifies Iciiler

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPf] - A
Holyoke man told a Hampden County
ju.y yesterday he found Steven Carey
hiding in the cellar of a Holyoke home
several days after a real estate agent was
killed in Springfield.

Roger Beaudoin testified he was
standing on a bucket when he found
Carey, 29, hiding in a crawl space in the
cellar and "he yelled something at me like

'freeze' and shot a gun, and then I flipped
off the pail."

Carey is accused of murdering
Margaret Rossow, 62, of Longmeadow
who was stabbed and strangled in

September 1976 while showing a vacant
Springfield house.

Police said Carey allegedly fled to
Holyoke where he lived in the crawl
space of the home for several days eating
candy bars, beer and some meat he
found in the building.

Ex-senators appeal
extortion conviction

state

than
we're
U.S.

BOSTON [AP] - A three-judge federal
panel yesterday heard the appeals of two
former state senators who contend their
conspiracy and extortion convictions
violated their right to legislative privilege and
immunity.

Lawyers for Ronald C. MacKenzie of
Burlington and Joseph J.C. DiCarlo of
Revere argued their case for an hour in U.S.
Appeals Court before Judges Frank M.
Coffin, Bailey Aldrich and Elisha Avery Crary.

Francis DiMento, lawyer for DiCarlo,
clainried his client was entitled to the same
legislative-privilege as U.S. senators.
"There is no reason to believe

legislators require less protection
federal legislators," he said. "All
asking is equal treatment with
congressmen."

Assistant U.S. Attorney Edward Lee
claimed there is no such privilege for state
legislators.

"In addition, this conviction was not based
on legislative acts, but on the extortion of
$40,000," Lee said.

MacKenzie and his wife, Jan, were present
in the courtroom during argument on the
appeal, but DiCarlo was not there.
The two former lawmakers were convicted

last February of extorting $40,000 from the
New York consulting firm of McKee-Berger-
Mansueto in 1971. The payments were
allegedly made to assure a favorable report
on MBM's work by a legislative committee
headed by DiCarlo.

The two men were sentenced to one year
each in federal prison and $5,000 fines.
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Includes Our Entire Stock of Famous Maker Suits

• 3 piece vested European cut
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• Wide selection of colors and styles

Sizes 36-44
Reg. $40 to $ 1 00 NOW $32 to $80

Save Now and Layaway
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Layaway Plan
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hold your
purchase
until
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OffoiLeathers
Suede Jackets.
includes Our Entire Stock

• Short and medium lengths
• Wide selection of styles

Sizes 36-44
Reg. $65 to $ 1 80 NOW $53.25 to $ 1 53
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Large Selection of
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Levis
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Pre-Washed excluded
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master charge
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sale ends-October 15, 1977
Auburn Mall • Auburn, Mass. Midland Mall • Warwick, R.

Mohawk Mall • Schenectady, N.Y.

Mountain Farms Mall • Hadley. Mass.

MacKenzie resigned his Senate seat.
DiCarlo was expelled by a vote of the Senate.

Earle Cooley, MacKenzie's lawyer, argued,
"If the convictions are tained by improper
admission by DiCarlo's legislative acts, then
a new trial is required.

"The government never suggested that
DiCarlo acted alone. The whole theory was
one of joint action - If DiCarlo's conviction
must be reversed, then because of the way
the cases was presented fairness requires a
new trial be granted to Senator MacKenzie,"
he added.

Lawyers for the two forrrier senators also
contended the government made unfair use
of hearsay testimony. The testimony was
that of MBM vice president Anthony
Mansueto about alleged conversations with
Sen. James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford. Man-
sueto testified Kelly told him DiCarlo could
solve his problems for $100,000.
"From the very first day the spector of

Sen. James Kelly hung over these
proceedings," Cooley said.

Kelly was named an unindicted co-
conspirator, then later dropped from the
case.

Lee countered that Mansueto's testimony
about the conversation was admitted only to
show his state of mind and how he had been
put in fear of the pending legislative probe.

Cooley said later he may also file a motion
for a new trial based on possible prejudice in
the jury. That appeal would differ from the
appeal on legal issues heard Tuesday.

Indira Ghandi

released In India
NEW DELHI, India [AP] - A judge freed

Indira Gandhi yesterday after 16 hours in
police custody and she promptly resumed
her political comeback campaign. But the
government appealed to a higher court and
said it would press for her trial on corruption
charges.

Demonstrations erupted in more than a
dozen cities as supporters of the 59-year-old
former prime minister protested her arrest.

Tear gas fumes penetrated the packed
courtroom in Delhi as police battled pro-and-
anti Gandhi demonstrators outside.

Mrs. Gandhi dabbed at her eyes with a
handkerchief and leaned toward the judge to
hear his ruling above the noise of the
demonstrators.

Police reported 1 1 1 arrests and more than
15 injuries at the Parliament Street court-

house and another violent protest outside
the home of Prime Minister Morarji Desai.

Scattered violence and hundred of arrests

were reported in other cities.

One of the largest demonstrations was in

Calcutta, where a leader of Mrs. Gandhi's
Congress party urged 3,000 supporters to
launch a campaign of civil disobedience. He
later was detained by police.

At Madras, authorities halted a demon-
stration by taking 1,500 Congress party
workers into protective custody.

In an interview after her release, Mrs.
Gandhi charged that "hundreds and
thousands of people have and are being
arrested and are being tortured ..." She did
not elaborate. Many thousands were
reported jailed during a period of emergency
in her own 11 -year rule. Asked if she was
worried by the sequence of events, she
replied: "Fear and Indira Gandhi do not go
together."

Magistrate R. Dayal declared that on the
basis of evidence presented there "are no
grounds for believing that the accusation
against Mrs. Gandhi is well founded." He
ordered her released with no restrictions on
her movements.

A government source said the ruling
political leadership had pressed for Mrs.
Gandhi's arrest despite warnings from India's
Central Bureau of Investigation that charges
and evidence were not ready.

In a speech to the United Nations General
Assembly in New York, Indian Foreign
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee defended the
Desai's government and said its election
victory last March "lifted the pall of fear that
hung menacingly over our people."

It was an unprecedented appearance in

the dock for the woman who ordered the

jailing of an estimated 100 000 political foes

during the 21 months of emergency rule that

capped her 11 -year reign as prime minister.

Many of those jailed opposition leaders later

helped forge the Janata party coalition that

defeated Mrs. Gandhi and her Congress
party in parliamentary elections seven
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Soviets develop
new "killer satellite"

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1977

WASHINGTON [UP/] - Defense
Secretary Harold Brown, speaking on the
20th anniversary of Russia's triumph in

orbiting the first earth satellite, disclosed
yesterday the Soviets now have "operational
capability ' of destroying some U.S.
satellites.

Brown also struck a more pessimistic note
than President Carter on prospects for an
early strategic arms control agreement with
the Russians.

His disclosure was the first that Soviet
"killer satellite" vehicles, previously
described as only partially successful in five
tests since last year, are poised for potential
use should hostilities break out.
Brown told a news conference that some

U.S. satellites are vulnerable.

"That's my judgment - they have an
operational capability that could be used
against some kinds of satellites," the
secretary said when questioned.

Defense officials said later the Soviet
system - which maneuvers the killer
satellite close to its target and destroys it by
use of explosives - was judged effective
against some U.S. spy and communications
satellites which operate at lower altitudes,
but that higher space vehicles are considered
safe at present

The United States has started develop-
ment of its own space weapon that would
home in on Soviet satellites and crash into

them to destroy their effectiveness. But
Brown described that effort as "preliminary
exploration and design" of the technology.

Noting many military uses of space —
such as intelligence, early warning and
communications - are non-hostile and
contribute to deterring war, Brown said, "I

would hope we could keep space from
becoming an area of active conflict."

Carter has suggested to the Soviets a ban
on anti-satellite weapons — a proposal on
which they have not acted.
Brown said "significant" progress had

been made in the latest round of arms
negotiations with the Russians, but added,
"we are sufficiently far from agreement that i

cannot forecast when it might come or what
its nature might be."
He voiced hopeful reductions in weaponry

could still be achieved in the next strategic
arms limitation talks, but "we may very well
have to settle with the Soviets on a more
restricted and less far-reaching agreement in

SALT II" than the 1,500 launchers for each
side proposed by the United States last

March.
On Carter's statement Tuesday at the

United Nations about use of nuclear
weapons. Brown said that in past "I think the
U.S. has not faced up to having a policy on
this... It does not say that we might not be
the first to use nuclear weapons. It says we
would not use nuclear weapons without
being attacked."
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A CONCISE HISTORY OF INDIAN ART 200 plates, 30 m full color
Traces Indian An from 5500 B C to the present Pub at $12 50

Sale $3 98

2 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY Understanding Human Interaction
Giant, almost 600 pages Aggression, violence, love, sexual behavior
environment, etc Profusely iHus Pub. at $12.95.

Sale $1 96

3 EXPLORATIONS IN MANAGERIAL TALENT The traits and
abi'ities yvhich make a successful manager Includes a Self Descnption
Inventory test, sconng it and comparative results Pub at $8 95,

Sale $1 96

GREEK ART Profusely illustrated vuith 249 plates, 31 in color
Beautiful 2nd edition packed with detail, easy to read Covers
rything 1200 100 B C Paperbound Pub at $6 95

Sale$1 98

tJUtohiuS

5 WHAT IS CHEMISTRY? A Chemical View of Nature Atoms
elements bases, solutions, electrochemistry. organic and
biochemistry, etc Includes answers lllus Pub atS13 95

Sale$1 98

6 A SHORT CALCULUS AN APPLIED APPROACH 75 topics in
over 400 pages 5th pnnting Includes answers Pub atS15 95

Sale $1 98

DIAGNOSTIC AND REMEDIAL READING, by Wilson For
lassroom and dmic Research findings and insight of professional

reading therapy Emotional, educational and physical causes
Techniques and motivation for help How parents can help Pub at
$6 95

Sale $1 98

DIGITAL COMPUTER ANALYSIS, by Turner Concepts and
methods for developing knowledge of digital computers, logic circuits
system components History of computers, number systems com-
puter elements, logic counters, decoding, etc 511 pages Pub at
S1 1 25

Sale $2 98

9 THE ALGEBRA OF VECTORS AND MATRICES By WadeConcerned largely with an elementan/ exposition of the algebra of
vectors and matrices, this text covers also the basic concepts ofmodern algebra in a broad sense group, integral domain, field nnq
bases, dimension, and isomorphisms Pub at $10 96

Now only $1 98

10 AN INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC AND ART IN THE WESTERNWORLD - Wold and Gykler An illustrative look at music and art from
the early Greeks to the twentieth century It includes Romanesque
Gothic and the Renaissance, the Romantic Realism ano
Impressionism, among others It is not intended as a histon/ of fine
arts or of music, rather an introduction to the stylistic character and
cultural climate of the important art epochs of western civilization It
also shows how the vanous arts responded to sociocultural condition
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Now only $2.98

11. THE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION OF FEBRUARY 1917- Ferro Muchhas been written on the October Revolution, but this book provides an
in depth analysis of the events during the February Insurrection and upto June of 1917 that lead directly to the second stage of theRevolution Ferro dramatically recreates all the developrnents andpresents the facts behind such leading men as Kerensky Pnnce LvovLenin, Trotsky and Stalin in this valuable source book Pub at $9 95 '

Now only $3 98

12 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY -Allingeretal A practical presentation by

rh^^r'!!" TJ"^ '^^ '°P'" °^ P''"^^^ importance in inorganic
chemistry divided into three general parts the structures of organicmolecules, the reactions these structures undergo, and the deter
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Nowonly $5 98

13 THE LAST BEST HOPE- McDonald, Decker, Govan This 1100page text covers the history of the United States by presenting achronological approach and also new unearthed information
examining vanous interpretations and summarizing biographical
essays Pub at $23 95
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Now only $5 96

Originally Published at up to $23.95
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Whole
Leg of Veal

or Rump
Half

Shank
HaH lb 1.19

Center Cut Chuck
Steak or Roast

Seafood Favorites!

Frozen Cod nilet

99r
Frozen Salmon r^S ^ 1.79

Tray

Pak

7-Bone

yuSDA?

Carando Pepperoni ^ 1.99
Top Blade Steak ":r.:t'^- . i^, 99*

Ground Beef allL,1^, £-??.?.
. . „ 79*

Veal UnOpS S.ricn G. Shoulde' . ... lb 1.39
Rib Veal Chops ,, 1.49
Loin Veal Chops ,. 1.79
Veal Shan k.o.si«« Bone in i^ 79*

Fresli

Poilc Shoulder

lb.

Chuck Roast ^u:df^:^''^

Bone tn

Prince

Mushroom,
Meat, Plain

48 oz.

rPRODUCE

^"^JUi^A

[

Underblade Steak
Qfc»v» , Daesf Boneless 4 ibs or moreVJICW Dt;cl (Lesser ami lb i 19|

Beef Short Ribs
Shoulder Roast Boneiess .

.

Beef Shoulder """•'"" '^
London BfOtI

it. 79*

lb 89*

. 1.09

lb 79*

. 1.39

1.49

Fresh Italian

Boneless Beef Kabobs. . ^ 1.39

Marco Brand
5 lb. box 5.45

Lesser
Amounts lb 1.19

Mr. Deli Special'

Baked Ham> d^,

Virginia Style
Freshly SUcad

*1

rBAKER STREET

Italian Bread
RnMt
Frwh

16m
loet49

English Muffins f«., . .3'X 1.00
DonutSp.«,.sog« 2'S% 1.00
Big Sandwich Bread .

2'1^' 1.00
Wheat Breadc.*.., . . . 2^" 1.00
Frankfurt Rolls 27^2 1.00
Hamburg Rolls f^siss . . . 2'^^^ 89*
Fresh Deli Rolls P,..,s«o«, ?Ji45*
Fmast Grinder Rolls ?Si 39*

L

Eastern Washed
Potatoes

Red Grapes
Bartlett Pears c*.om«

Yellow Onions
Fresh Celery Hearts

Green Peppers
Fresh Carrots (mic^»

Red Radishes . .

.

Cucumbers Long G-een .

Foliage Plants
**^**'°"*"

Sue A 201b.

Nal bag99
Cortland or

Mcintosh Apples

3 inch pots

Orchard Run
U.S. No. 1 19?

lb \C,

More Mr. Deli Treats!-^
Italian Hot Hamca^an^s ... * 2.19
Carando's Pepperoni . . * 1.99

Genoa Salami ca,»>*,s . . . . ,b 1.99
Awailtbim only in Stores with Sarvict Omit Oepfs.

In-Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Italian Bread 4 ':^ 1.00
Fresh Baked Hard Rolls . 6»,59*
Iced Cupcakes As«xi«, ... 6.o, 89*
Atailabl* only In Store* w/tfi In-Stora Bmka Shop*

1/

Italian
Tomatoes

Del Gaizo

BEER & WINE

PabstBeer
$C59

can

Richmond
OrangeJuice

.0

—FROZEN FOODS

Round Ravioli
Loul««-A Tasty ,30^
Quick Mm! pkg 78

Blue Rittbon
caMonly

case of 24
1 2 oz cans

'5

Grocery Values from Finest!

2'c^'s 1.00Mushroomss'l^'sTp^s

Folonari Wines ^L7 3.69
Tosca Lambrusco '&?' 1.79
Almaden Wine ^TL'::^, ™, 3.79

•••f • WlM ffwnt *nU»bl» only In Finmt ol Htdlty

Bread Cmmbspogresso.

Progress© Soups . .

Chick PeasProoresso . .

.

Clam Sauce wh,^^^.'.

Italian Dressing R,chn,ona

i cans

15 o?
can

Finast Grated Cheese M'

67*

2ct^89*
220 o; QfW

cans 99
'°c;n°' 89*

59*

1.19

16 oz
bol

Vz gallon

carton

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Ricotta Cheese BTi^a'^Sn . 'c^on°,'99*

UghtN'UvelyMilkseaiies, cc5:!'89*

Finast Ricottav^^ie^M'S. . . . ['^f79*

Mozzarella Balls 'S'ro^"3r«b^,^ 79*
Finast Margarine co,.o,i . 2:.'^^ 99*
Cheese Food .i.-.r-^., . X' 1.49
Ballard Biscuits p*^ . . 2X^s 29*

Jeno Cheese Pizza. .

.

Garlic Bread B-««xo .

.

Broccoli SpearsF^.,, . .

.

Shrimp Scampi r»„ o sm .

Buitoni Lasagna f.„^&„ .

Pumpkin PieM.s sn..m» . .

.

NuForm SpumoniHoods
Breyer's Ice Cream .

.

2;£^'89*

'^ 2.29
4602 A CO
(Dig I.09

<^99«

39*

1.39

cont

', gal
cont 1.69

BONUS BARGAINS
Tomato Paste con,«^. . . 2'ci^'s98*

Mueller's Spaghetti vts^';-;X 39*
Italian Dressing f»,„, . . 3go°,^ 1.00
Spaghetti Dinner Krantanov

Penn Dutch Noodles .

Finast Aluminum Foil. 3^^'^ 1.00
Oscar Mayer Bologna '^°/ 1.09
Jones Sliced Bacon . .

;* 1.69

%°i 39*

'.S°/59*

You Save 96^
Ronzoni

Spaglietti

^0^3
•I" iKn (outmn toe I! 50 pmc hise a mat
eidusive ol ogjieiK tm looatco prooucis

You Save *V'
Gem

Blended Oil

gallon

can

12^5IJWJ"
VjlKlOcl PlhruOtI « \9!' I .m,l on» coupoo (X, ljm,l, N 641 I^JBliTil

Prices effective Sunday October 2 thru Saturday October 8 197
/"" " ~

25« OFF
Finast

Domestic Provolone

any size
'"iported Romano

pkg. Gcvgonzola Wedge
Italian Sharp Wedge

You Save 26^
six-pack

Pepsi-Cola

6-Pack
12 oz. cans

""~~— — --— — — — — — — -*£!•«._ ___.»_ — —__ _-._»-r^Dor. o^'a^'S •"'*Jfjr"^ '""I*! ?t»»u(X. • 1977
I .m,i on, touporpw t»n.^ NM

We reserve tt,er,or,t to limit quantifies ~ ~
f^lr7sZ!Z^'^';Z^;:^^Z^s

IU3

•«gy*»^'-
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GSUE: now more than ever
By the GSEU EXECUTIVE BOARD

Now in its third year, the Graduate
Student Employees Union (GSEU) welcomes
all new and returning graduate students. We
recently completed legal hearings with the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Board which
will determine if the GSEU will be the legal
bargaining agent for graduate employees in

Recent years have shown

a drastic act in the number

of graduate employee

positions at the university

contract talks with the university. While over
500 graduate employees have signed cards
supporting our case, the university ad-
ministration has disputed it by claiming our
work is mainly financial aid and not vital to
the functioning of the university. As we
confidently await the MLRB's decision,
many have asked why a graduate employees
union is needed and what a union can do for
graduate employees. A brief history of
graduate employee cuts underscores the
need for a union.

In the spring of 1975, the university at-

tempted to eliminate hundreds of teaching

assistant (TA) positions. In the wake of many
positions being cut, graduate employees
organized and created the GSEU.

Another threat to graduate employee job
security occurred last spring when the ad-
ministration anempted to cut over a hundred
graduate employee positions. In response to
this threat, hundreds of graduate students
met at GSEU meetings and worked with
other groups to prevent the cuts. As of the
start of the 1977-78 academic year, most of
the slated cuts were restored!

However, recent years have shown a

drastic cut in the number of graduate em-
ployee positions at the university. Between
the 1974-75 and 1976-77 academic years, the
university has cut 396 teaching and research
assistant positions! This disturbing trend

illustrates our job insecurity and highlights

the need for a union. In addition, a graduate
employee union can address the problem of

under-paid graduate student labor!

According to the Graduate School Bulletin
(1976-1977), TA contracts involve 20 hours
of work per week, at a rf te of $3600 for the
academic year. However, According to the
Graduate School Factbook 1976-1977, the
average TA-RA receives less than $2600 for
the academic year, and for work requiring
over 20 hours a week! The GSEU maintains
that the university should adhere to its

publicly-stated guidelines with the
development of higher guidelines for
compensation.
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Besides striving for job security and
compensation commensurate with our work,
we are doing many things to promote the
interests of graduate students. We have an
active grievance procedure, where individual

graduate employee grievances are dealt with
in an effective and efficient manner. Within
the last month, we have held a social hour in

the Campus Center and a dance at the

almost internationally famous Quonset Hut
so that graduate students can meet students
outside their individual departments.

«

In order for the GSEU to be a strong and
effective union, we need the active support
of all graduate employees. We invite you to
our next general meeting which will be on
Thursday, October 6 at 4 p.m., in Campus
Center 804. We have some openings on our
executive board and need help in the areas of
publicity, departmental organizing, fund-
raising, research, or whatever your heart
desires! Join us Thursday so that we can all

have a good time. See you then ...

Which "white

America"?

To the Editor

Concerning certain statements in

Angela Thomas' commentary (5-251 such
as, "It is going to hurt. White America,

"

and "White America deciding to hurt

along with the rest of her citizens" — Ms.
Thomas, which "White America" are you
talking about? Is it one which lives in fine,

big houses, owns two cars and a camper,
goes on a vacation every winter and
summer? Maybe this is the image that

comes to mind whenever you think,

"White America". Then perhaps you
need to be reminded about another
"White America ", that of Appalachia and
of urban slums, of white cultural

minorities, that of persons from- im-

migrant-laborer and rural-sharecropper

backgrounds, that of people working
overtime lor extra jobs] Just to keep their

heads above water, and other people
who have become middleclass only
recently. These people have traditionally

land still now\ faced the "possibility of
losing employment" anytime the
economy went slack.

The question posed to you, Ms
Thomas, is WHICH whites are going to

. end up "tasting the bitter pill, " as you

ediloriol
commeni
.All si^iKMl editorials. carttMMis aii<l Icllers

represen I solely the o|)iiii<Mis <»f ilieir authors.

Meet the "press"

Wicked bunnmed out
It seems as though everyone is writing

about "language" these days. One recent
editorial discussed the definition of "reverse
discrimination". Another one talked about
the use of pronouns like "he" and how they

billsundstroni

affect our attitudes toward women in

society.

What I could never figure out is whether
our language determines the way in which
we think, or if it's the way in which we think

determines our language. Before I reached a

final decision, I decided to give a couple of

friends a call to discuss the matter.

"Hey, Dave, this is Bill".

"What's happening?"
"Well listen, I want to write this article

about language and how it affects our at-

titudes...."

"Oh, wow. Fuckin' intense."

"Really. But what did you think about that

editorial the other day?"
"Wicked bummed me out."

"For sure," I agreed. "Could you elaborate
on that?"

"I dunno, Bill. I'm kinda mellowing out
right now. How 'bout I give you a call

tomorrow?"
"For sure, for sure. Take it easy."

My next conversation wasn't going much
better. Mary was relating the story of

cleaning up her apartment after Saturday
night's party.

"Wicked rude," she sighed. "Really
grossed me out after having such a good
time, y'know?"

"For sure. But about that article..."

"Really. Well, I thought it was kind of off

the-wall."

"For sure. But what would you say if some
guy called you a 'babe'?"

"Oh wow. I'd be bummed, wicked
pissed."

"Yeah, I see what you mean. Well, listen,

I'll catch you later."

"Bye".

By this time I was having doubts about the
column. If my friends couldn't articulate their
views any better than this, maybe I should
quit. Then again, maybe this was the very
proof I needed. Ultimately I was totally
confused - I couldn't decide if I was really
into it or just wicked out of it.

I had to get my head together, so I

dropped in on my friend Dan. We both spent
the evening smoking controlled substances.

'Man, am I spaced..."

"For sure," I smiled.

"How's your column for this week
coming?"

"Bogus - I'm really bummed."
""Hey, listen, man, if you wouldn't get so

Ultimately I was totally

confused — I couldn't

By VINCENT BISCEGLIA

One of the many definitions offered in

Webster's for the word "press" is "to harass;
oppress; trouble." Assuredly, this definition

of the word is meant to describe "press" in a

different context: however, in the manner in

which I wish to use it, that of the country's
newspapers and journals, I believe it still

applies.

It appears evident to me that this country
cannot continue without a spectacular
scandal, a political crisis or any story short of

sensational. It simply will not sell

newspapers!

Since the ending of the Vietnam conflict, a
good headline was hard to find. Sure, your
"Governor Signs Bill" still appeared but
nothing of substance or anomaly surfaced.
So, the reporters dug in the sewers of society
to retrieve'"Watergate", "Son of Sam", and
last and least the "Bert Lance Affair". Who
and-or what will be next? Has our much
feared "Big Brother" finally reared his ugly
head in the form of the American free press?
Is it, in fact, wrong to assume that the crime
Richard M. Nixon committed, that of the
coverup, would not have come to pass if his

fear and hatred of the press, which is

common knowledge, was non-existent?
Is any public official safe? Will the press

resume its fanatic for filth in the past of yet
another political figure? Surely, Jimmy
Carter has sowed some wild peanuts in his
day!

It bothers me that world opinion of the
moral and ethical character of this country is

gutter level at best. To thank for this we have
the almighty press. Instead of informing
objectively, the press spews its own
ideologies and accusations of credible

government figures on the fertile minds of

the hitherto uninformed public. Assuredly,
these accusations are, to a degree,
somewhat substantial. However, that is not
the point. These cases receive such an
abundance of recriminatory and imputative
press that the public cannot decide on a

stand in an unbiased manner. Thus, we are
told the facts instead of being informed
objectively.

Until the American public realizes that the

newspapers and magazines of this country
are only a facet of the overall information

structure currently available, they will

continue to be manipulated in their opinions
of current issues and events. This leads to

the conclusion that ours is not a "Free
Press" that is vacant of subjection and bias,
but rather an opinionated journal that should
be read "between the lines" into the true
heart of the matter at hand.

Vincent Bisceglia is a Collegian Guest
Commentator.

Bump, bump, bump

decide if I was really

into it or just wicked

out of it.

wicked intense about writing, you could
really mellow right into it."

"Oh wow," I said, as it suddenly began to

come clear. "That's unreal. You mean, if I

just get kind of laid back I won't feel so
wicked stultified?"

"For sure, for sure. Even if it comes out
kind of off the wall, it will be your own trip."

"Hot shit," I criech. "I'll go type it right

away."
"For sure, for sure...."

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the

Collegian.

By STEPHEN A. MODENA

I think that there are some undergraduates
on this campus who are going to get into a

bind in the next year or two. I'm talking

about an academic logjam that may stretch

UMass into a five — or even six — year
degree program.

Some of my acquaintances among under-
grads have complained about not being able
to satisfy this or that requirement. Well,
that's no big deal: there is always a course or

two that can't be scheduled because of

conflicts.

Suppose, on the other hand, that you had
already been bumped out of Rhetoric for

your freshman year, bumped out for your
sophomore year, and now — three strikes

you're out — there is just no room this fall

either?

In the case that I am thinking of, the
person wised up and got out — straight to a

private college in Springfield where he got
into that Rhetoric course and two other
mandatory courses that also had been put
into a holding pattern in the meantime.
Two points to consider: 1) he may have

been an isolated case which is statistically

insignificant, and 2) wasn't he lucky that his

father could afford to pay the higher tuition?

I'm not trying to pull out all plugs and yell

"fire!" If you department is fairly nebulous

about requirements, as for some inter-

disciplinary degrees, there's no problem. One
need only pick and choose from just about
everyone else's curricula.

However, some people have confided to
me that they are worded. There are
departmental requirements to be met, such
as total number of in-department credits to
be taken. Due to over-subscription problems,
certain courses can't be taken until junior
year and even senior year. (I'm not con-
cerning myself with multi-prerequisite, high-
level courses.)

But the crunch may come when trying to
plan ahead in order to design in a coherent
and thoughtful manner, just which courses
would compose a worthwhile specialty. In

other words, when your prospective em-
ployer looks at your record, you don't want
him to say: "Whydja take all this junk?" It's

toooo late then.

Have you been refused entrance to a
course due to "over-subscription?" Did you
ask if there were an unusually large number
of students signing up that year, or if there
are the same, usual number of students
without enough courses to be signed up for?

Budget cuts and job freezes have to be
translated into a reality or two, somewhere.

I noted with interest the very recent faculty
controversy over language requirements for
CAS. Dean Allen had said, "This (aban-

donment of exemptions) will increase the
number of students enrolled in a foreign
language by about 3000 a semester."

Three thousand more per semester sounds
like a lot to me. And you had problems
getting into Rhetoric! Does the college have
the money or staff to implement this? Could
it wipe out advanced level foreign language
courses in the respective departments? Does
this mesh with Puryear's Plan to redistribute
some CAS monies?

Do you remember that housing problem a
few weeks ago which was somehow related
to a record size incoming freshman class? It

IS entirely possible that this campus is getting
top-heavy with students. That's right, I said
top-heavy with students relative to prevailing
and projected capacity and money. And
what are projections worth? The money
voted by the legislature is the primary yard-
stick.

I have not intended to point any fingers of

accusation. I am not leading up to a for-

mulated solution which I would like to sell.

Just take a moment and consider your
scheduling plans. How many years will it take
you to finish a four year program?

Stephen A. Modena is a Collegian

commentator.

letters
say? The ones with the real clout and a
long background of real privileges and
high-level benefit from this racist society?
Or will the ones who have already "tasted
the bitter pill" be again carrying the brunt
of the burden?

To fight and defeat affirmative action
would be a very bad mistake, as it is a

worse mistake for the more vulnerable,

disadvantages and powerless whites to

continue to use society's racism, as they
had in the past land at times with
brutality], to keep people of color in an
even more desperate situation \which
only works to their own detriment in the

long run]. But to discount all expressions
of anxiety by the economically-politically

more vulnerable whites as maliciously

motivated and racist is also wrong.

What IS needed IS not dog-fighting, but

cooperation.

Joseph Bazan

Language require-

ment at issue

To the Editor:

The decision over how to determine
language proficiency, recently under-
taken by the Faculty Senate, took too

much for granted in the very concept of
having a language requirement at all.

There is no doubt that retaining a
language requirement justifies many

more positions in those departments than
would otherwise be necessary to handle
those interested in the subject. In other
words, packing a few departments in

such a way with very respectable talent

does not broaden the university's of-

ferings, but rather narrows the total

possible courses that might otherwise be
offered.

To counter this charge of the university

predetermining how the student will

spend his-her money [possibly four

semesters of language or an entire

semester's load, roughly $400.00], one
might point out that this requirement

adds to the university's national integrity

and therefore to the academic "quality"

of its graduates. There should, then, be
an effort to determine if a certain

language is particularly essential to a

given major This may occur, for

example, if a large percentage of work in

the field has been published in a foreign

language and remains, on the whole,

untranslated This would mean a major-

dependent ]if necessary] rather than a

college dependent language requirement.

If taking a specific language does not
* qualify one as having a better back-

ground in his her major then the question

must be asked: why does a foreign

language broaden one's world view any
more than a good course in history,

philosophy, sociology, art, or literature?

Each of these areas have received

cultural input from the entire world, and
one might be equally broadened by its

study, though I would not suggest that

the university test proficiency or place
requirements in any one of these areas.

The university language requirement,

in its present form, limits the options the

student may avail him -herself to and not
necessarily \even in a majority of cases]

for the long run benefit of the student.

Before the Faculty Senate continues in

its quest over how to administer the

language requirement, I suggest that a
reexamination of its bases be made.

Dan Sanes

Lost in the SOP sliow

To the Editor;

/ have read a lot lately about the

student union in the Collegian. / have one

question. I have lived in the dorms for

over two years, and I have not once seen

an organizer from the Student Organizing

Project. My roommate has never seen an
organizer. None of the people on my floor

or on the floor below have ever seen an
organizer.

This IS my question: who are the
organizers organizing if they don't
organize the students-* Do they organize
themselves? How much have they gotten
paid for it?

I may not know much, but I know
when I'm being snowed. And I don't like

it.

Fred Jennings

Remember the past

To the Editor:

This letter is directed to Stephen
Mathieu, and his article "Dedicate gym
- a reasonable solution." Mathieu
seems to believe that to forget what
happened in the past is the best way to

enter the future. But I see differently. One
doesn't progress in school by forgetting

the previous lessons, and so it is in life.

We cannot progress towards a more
perfect society unless we remember the

bitter lessons of the past, and to try to

prevent them from happening again. We
cannot forget what happened at Gettys-

berg, lest we fall into the pit of slavery

again. We cannot forget Viet Nam lest

our leaders take us into another war of

conquest that murders our youth. We
cannot forget the Civil Rights movement
lest decisions like the Bakke Decision set

us back in our struggle against

discrimination. We cannot forget Kent
State, lest we lose our right to protest

oppression and injustice to the horror of

National Guards' bullets.

That's what we're fighting. Ever since

the tragedy at Kent the Administration

and the Trustees have been working to

rojj us of this valuable lesson paid for

with students' blood Soon after the

event the Administration put up several

small trees to obscure the site. In 1971,

they attempted to bury the site under a
parking lot, but were stopped by student .

action. Now in 1977, the Administration

is trying again to rob us of our history.

They plan, and have begun to bury the

lesson of Kent under the concrete and
brick of the gym. Well we intend to fight

that gym. We intend to keep the lessons

of Kent and Jackson State alive and well.

We intend to stop and move the gym,
and show the people that we do not

forget.

Roberto E. Bolandrina

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include *a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the

day before publication. Any letters

received later will be published at some
later date.

^*^
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Poll shows opinion
on public health care

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1977

CHICAGO \AP\ - A pollster who advises
President Carter says there is only one
program for which the American public is

willing to have its taxes raised - national
health care.

Patrick H. Caddell said yesterday that
support nationwide for raising taxes for a
federal health care program has increased
from 46 per cent in 1975 to 51 per cent in

1977. He said only 16 per cent favor the
current health care delivery system.

Speaking before a symposium on National
Health Care sponsored by Blue Cross and
Blue Shield, Caddell said, "Health care is the
exception to the rule that the public's per-
ception is that the government is not
working well, that it is spending inef-
ficiently."

Caddell, Carter's official pollster during the
campaign and now an unofficial Carter
adviser, said he expects the President will
use data from his survey to develop a plan
that will expand the government's role in
health care and insurance.

"National health care is perceived by the
public as the last great initiative on the social
dgenda," said Caddell, who is president of
Cambridge Survey Research Inc.

The most serious concern of Americans,
other than becoming unemployed, is a
serious illness in the family, especially one
involving a family breadwinner, he said.
"Most people feel they don't have resources

National health

binds economy
AUGUSTA. Maine [UPI] - National

health insurance could end up bankrupting
the U.S. treasury unless there are strong
controls on its implementation, Maine
Human Service Commissioner David Smith
said Tuesday

"'The skyrocketing costs of medical care
need more attention from the public," Smith
said in an interview. "People need to realize

where medical costs come from, they have
to realize those costs come out of their

pockets and out of their paychecks."
The Boston office of the U.S. Department

of Health, Education and Welfare will hold
public hearings in Augusta, Portlarid and
Presque Isle Thursday to hear recom-
mendations for initiating a national health
insurance plan.

Smith said many people are not aware of
the high cost of medical insurance because it

is paid for by their employer. Some firms
spend more on medical insurance than on
raw materials, he said.

"General Motors, the largest corporation
in the world, spends more for health in-

surance than for the steel used to make its

automobiles," said Smith. "It's incredible —
but true."

A national health irtsurance plan modeled
on the existing medical care programs for the
poor would be expensive to the point of
straining the r\ational economy, the com-
missioner said.

The present system for billing provides no
incentive for the provider of the services —
either a doctor, hospital or other medical
facility — to hold down costs. Smith said.

"We need to change that system as it now
applied to Medicaid and Medicare," he said,

"because it's already a problem in those
areas."

Smith said because providing nearly free

medical care to everyone would cause severe
financial problems for the government, he
favors instituting a national insurance to

protect persons from catastrophic illnesses,

v/here the cost of treatment is so high it can
tankrup a family.

Hospital exempt
from liability

for sterilization
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - A federal

jjdge will exempt a state hospital from
I ability so that it can sterilize three blind and
mentally retarded girls, the hospital's lav^'yer

predicted Tuesday.
The judge has already indicated he will

allow the operations.

Parents oif the three girls, aged 12, 13 and
15, have asked a federal court to allow their

daughters to be sterilized because the deaf,

mute, blind and retarded children would not
be able to cope with pregnancy and child-

birth.

The names of the girls from three different

families and the parents have been withheld
by the court.

The parents, who had been turned down
by several privgte hospitals, asked the court
to force the University of Connecticut's John
Dempsey Hospital to perform the
starilizations. But the hospital felt it might be
sued if it undertook the operations.

to pay for a medical catastrophe."
Caddell said two-thirds of the people are

"very concerned" they won't be able to pay
for future medical care unless the govern-
ment takes steps to guarantee full health
care service to every American.
He said 51 per cent of the public favors

higher taxes for government health
programs, while 43 per cent is opposed. "In
view of the anti-Washington, anti-
government, anti-tax mood I think this is

surprising and I think support for govern-
ment involvement in health care and for
higher taxes will continue to grow."
He said Americans increasingly blame

hospitals, drug companies and insurance
companies for rises in medical costs.

Caddell said his survey showed that 16 per
cent of the American public want to keep the
current health care, system, 26 per cent want
the federal government to pay insurance
premiums for the poor, 34 per cent want a
national health care program that guarantees
medical treatment for all and 18 per cent
want a totally nationalized medical system..
The rest of those questioned were un-
decided.

Carter has promised to come up with a
national health insurance program ever since
the campaign and Joseph Califano, secretary
of health, education and welfare, is com-
mitted to making his recommendations to
Carter by early next year.

^T.V. Intoxication
MIAMI \UPI\ - Attorney Ellis Rubin's

"TV intoxication" defense in the Ronny
Zamora murder trial suffered a setback
yesterday when the judge refused
testimony from a psychologist on the
effects of television violence.

Rubin, calling it "the heart of my
defense," sought to question Dr.
Margaret Thomas, a Florida
Technological University psychologist,
about the general effects of television
violence on teenagers.
"How can I equate the effect of

television on Ronny Zamora without
showing what the effect of television is

on everybody? " he asked.
Rubin contends the 15-year-old youth

was under the influence of "'involuntary
subliminal television intoxication" when
he killed 82-year-old Elinor Haggart last
June 4.

Judge Paul Baker questioned Dr.
Thomas for more than an hour with the
jury out of the courtroom.

Dr. Thomas told Baker, "Television
violence is positively associated with
aggressive behavior." But then Baker
asked, "In any of your tests or scientific
journals, have you ever conclusively
linked any particular television program
or amount of television violence directly
to a homicide or any crime?"
When Dr. Thomas answered no. Baker

said, "The testimony is excluded."
Baker had told Rubin before the trial he

would only allow testimony about the

effect of television on Zamora and not on
all children.

Dr. Thomas was the second witness
barred by Baker Tuesday. He also ex-
cluded the testimony of psychologist
Jack Jacobs because of his doctorate in

education, not psychology.
Earlier in the day psychologist Walter

Reid testified Zamora was a "fairly

classical sociopathic personality."' Rubin
said he wanted to show through Dr.
Thomas' testimony that sociopaths "are
more affected by violence on television
than any other category of human
beings."

Reid said Zamora displayed "little

remorse or guilt" when interviewed 25
days after killing Mrs. Elinor Haggart,
who had caught the youth burglarizing
her home.
Zamora may be able to tell you "why

something is wrong", Reid said, "but
that doesn't seem to affect his sub-
sequent actions." A sociopath, he ex-
plained, knows right from wrong, but
doesn't care.

Under cross-examination, however,
Redi said Zamora showed no sign of a
major mental breakdown or psychosis
and admitted to the prosecutor: "I think
he can distinguish right from wrong."

Earlier the 15- year- old defendant's
mother, Yolanda Zamora, told the court
that Ronny once said he would
"memorize everything on television so
maybe someday I'll get to Hollywood."
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At Hardees were having a special on roast beef sandwiches
2 for a $1. Even if you're not a roast beef fan,

at these prices you'll become one

SCHNIDirS vs.SEX

1 ROAST BEEF SANDWKHES

I

R)R$1.
Good at all participating Hardee s

N

Hardeer
one coupon per customer, please

of Hailiey

Kid RiissHI Street
Hadlev. Ma

Coupon expires October 18, 1977

I

I

We lost one. _
But we don't mind. Sex may beat the pants off us, but

who ever heard of running to the store for a six of sex.

Schmidts
The beer that might make
Philadelphiafamous.

C SCHMIDT & SONS. INC .
PHILA

.
PA.
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Notices

AMHERST DOG POUND
The fotiowing doga ara at tha pound, you can aithar

claim or adopt ona:

-Mala ahapherd. black v* tan face, gantla. found in
South Amhartt

- Shih-Tzu or Lhaaa Aphao. contact Ooo Officer,
Amharat Police Oapt.
- Femala iabrador mix, black, old, and fat, found on

Pondview Dr w-ltc. No 806.
-Femala Alaakan Malamute, spayed, 3 yra old

white. » - ~ ~,

-Male Beagle, brown, black, and white, picked up
on Station Rd
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting at 7 p.m in Haabrouck 44. Obaerving
afterwarda. weather permrttir>g

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting in Oickinaon Hall 7 p.m. The room will be

poated on entrance ft Bicycle Club board. Anyone
interested in Vermont Foliage Tour should attend. All
invited.

BRIDGE
Looking for experienced bridge player call Rich

Stoppe 6-7869 or Craig Sherwood 6-7746
COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB

Meeting 7;30 p.m Campus Center 811. There are 3
openinga for flying members.
EXECUTIVE ASSOCIATION
SB A. students meeting Thursday 7 p.m. Campus

Center 164. Interested students are welcome.
FRISSEE PANEL DISCUSSION

Discussion in Lewis basement Thursday 7 p.m.
Free

fILM COMMITTEE MEETING
Meeting at 3:30 p m. Student Union 415A. Please

be prompt.
INDEX

Editors mandatory meeting Campua Center 102 7
p m.

NEWMAN CLUB
Thursday 6tha offering with Luta Bunuel'a

irreverent clasaic, Virdiana Claaaroom 2 at 7 p.m for
50 cants.

FOUND
Onyx necklace in Berkshire Dining Commons. Call

Beth 6-9022.

LOST
Friday in the Hatch, management notes, please call

253 9583

SAILING CLUB
Meeting for Florida 8ailir>g during intersesaion.

details will be discussed. Tuesday, Oct. 10, all are
welcome.
STUDENT CHAPTER - AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS

Meeting Thurs. 6:30 p.m Campus Center 917. New
people welcome.

STUDENT OF OBJECTIVISM
Meeting 8 p.m Campus Center 177 for discuaaion

of the philosophy of Ayn Rand.
UNIVERSITY HEAL TH SERVICES
Diaohram users there will be education-support

meetings Thursdays at 2:30 p.m University Health
Center 250

UMASS AIKIDO CLUB
The way of self development, alt welcome. Wed. h

Fri 7-9 p.m. and Sun. 2-4 p.m. For more info call

Charles 584 5492.

VETERANS WEEKL Y MEETING
All veterans invited to organizational

important. Student Union 411 5:30 p.m.
meeting.

ZION LOVERS
General meeting Campus Center 903 at 7:30 p.m.

For tha formation of a Zioniat-larael movement on
campua.

PRE DENT CLUB
Dr. Sweeney of Harvard Dental School will apeak

on Wed. October 5, 6:30 C.C. Rm. 901. On admieatons
to the school. AH welcome.

BOTANY SEMINAR
The Dept. of botany seminar speaker for tomorrow

wiH be Dr. Donald U. Wiae. His topic will be "New
Global Tectonics". Dr. Wise is a member of the
Department of Geology on this campus. He will be
apeaking at 4:30 p.m. in Room 203, Morrill Science
Center. Coffee wilt be served prior to the seminar at
4:00 p.m.

PROGRAM COUNCIL ART COMMITTEE
A video installation will be presented Oct. 17-28 by

Kit Fitzgerald and John Sanborn in the Student Union
Gallery and outside the Student Union.

Whale defenders switch
Christian Science Monitor

LONDON - After three years of harrying
Soviet and Japanese whaling fleets in the
Pacific, the ecological pressure group
Greenpeace is swinging its attention to the
North Atlantic.

The aim is to protect dwindling whale
stocks in waters around Iceland and Norway
by sending a trawler to the area and laun-
ching small boats with orders to position
themselves between whalers and their

quarry.

The 485 ton Sir William Hardy, moored
near London, has been earmarked as the
Greenpeace command vessel and a cam-
paign is now under way in Europe to pur-

chase it and have it ready for operations as
soon as possible next year.

Like the campaign in the ' Pacific,

Greenpeace's European crusade on behalf of
whales is based on the conviction that too
many whales are being slaughtered and that
international conventions designed to
protect species in danger of extinction are
not working properly.

Icelanders pursuing the giant fin whale will

be a prime target of the expedition vessel,

but there are plans also to limit the killing of
sperm, Sei, and Minke whales in North Sea
waters.

When the Greenpeace vessel steams into

an area where whaling is taking place, rubber
dinghies will be launched over the side, and
crews will seek to get between whalers and
whales and so prevent harpooning.

One of the organizers, Allan Thornton,
says the method, though sometimes
hazardous, has worked well in the Pacific. He
says the operation will be in the form of a
peaceful protest with no attempt on the part
of Greenpeace to use violence or threats.

Worldwide, whales are being slaughtered
at the rate of one every 20 minutes. There is a
total ban on killing the giant blue whale, now
down to a mere 1 or 2 per cent of its original

numbers.
The fin whale, second largest species still

n existence, is under heavy pressure from
whalers seeking its oil and other byproducts,

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Brown Derby Sandwich,
Fried Clam Plate, Basics; Fried Clam
Plate, French Vegetable Salad.
DINNER - Chinese Beef and Peppers,

Baked Fish-Creole Sauce, Fruit Plate-

Melon, Basics; Baked Fish-Creole Sauce,
Cheese Nut I oaf-Mushroom Sauce.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Deli Ham, Broccoli Cauli-

flower Casserole, Basics; Broccoli Cauli-
flower Casserole, Lentil Salad Plate
DINNER - Fried Chicken-Supreme

Sauce, Chopped Beefsteak Special,
Basics; Fried Chicken, Herbed Soybean
Casserole

all of which Greenpeace claims could be
replaced by synthetics.

Earlier this year, the International Whaling
Commission reduced by over one-third the
number of whales that can be legally caught,
bringing the permissible total down to under
18,000. Greenpeace thinks that figure is too
high and wants a total moratorium on
whaling for an extended period.

To back up claims that whales are being
overexploited, the organizers of the new
European campaign intend to have the
command vassal carry a group of biologists

who will conduct their own survey of whale
stocks and catch rates.

The current legal limit for the North
Atlantic is just under 4,000 a year, and if

Greenpeace finds evidence of greater
numbers being taken, it will lodge a com-
plaint with the International Whaling
Commission.

Rare species shown above diving into

waters off Greenland.

I wish I could study like my sister Kate

At most universities in the United States, if

you were an undergraduate student who felt

that you had a serious problem with reading,
organization of research materials, or even
taking notes, you would have several options
you could try. You could invest your money
in worry beads, try bribing the professor, or
quit and pump gas. The hysterical discovery
of the obvious is that most universities don't
care whether you can cut it or not. All too
often the prevading thought is that you
should have mastered all the "necessary"
educational skills before you ever got to
college. Unfortunately, that response serves
the speaker, embarrasses the listener, yet
really answers nothing.

Out of the small number of universities
that are concerned with the learning
problems that its students may have, UMass
is or>e of the rrK)St aware. It's Com-
munication Skills Center (CSC), located in

Goodell, not only has a well- trained staff, but
virtually any learnir>Q device you rrwght need.
It's specialty designed labs, advanced
learning techniques, and one-on-one

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR

sessions with students who need personal
consideration, all point in one direction: a

candle in the window if you feel you're
getting lost or behind in your work.
With a population of over seven hundred,

the CSC student body ranges from those
who have physical handicaps, such as

dyslexia or the hearing-impaired, to those
who would rather be dragged by a horse
than write a research paper. Established in

the Spring of 73, through the Provost Office
in response to a Faculty Senate mandate, the
Communication Skills Center was no ac-

cident. While there have never been as many
undergraduates as there are today, it is also a

fact that one- quarter of them have a reading
comprehension level par for an eighth
grader, and S.A.T. scores have never been
lower. We get so much of what we know
from tube artd transistor that we are rapidly

becoming a society of the "almost " read, the
"almost" educated. The idea that we need to

retain or sharpen our learning skills isn't as
much a discovery, as it is pragmatic
assertion.
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FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

A ROBERT CHART()FF-IRWI\ >X'INKLER I'r.Kluaion A KEN RUSSELL f ,!.„

RUDOLF NUREYEV 'VALENTINO'
LESLIE CARON • MICHELLE PHILLIPS .kiCAROL KANE

AsMKMic IV.KliKcr HARRY HENN -VirKKMbv KEN RUSSELL .hkI MARDIKMARTIN

Dirctcdbx KEN RUSSELL- IVodmal In IRVilN WINKLER mJ ROKERLOURLOEF

R MtTNicTfo :: vjy United Artists

THIS WEEK AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU

y^ r..
.
V lohn Ktnilet Fred Ebb

"Hcst Miisiijl" - S liiMN Awards

"Ont 0/ //'c niifit iwitim;. ini,n;tnjtiii and illi\tni

'>iu\ii.uls in \iur\." - Uull Slrirl Imiriial.

Thursday, October 13 8 pm

and Sextet
A leader In the American musical experience

tor over 40 years

- HOMECOAAING CONCERT

Saturday, October 15 8 pm

Fll^ >RTS CENFER CNCERT FHL

Tickets now on sale for both performances

General Public $7, 6, 5. Urn A-$3.50, 3, 2.50.

Other students and senior citizens $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

:^fc

TAKXMfM M I'K II UhN ...,„,
\ Hllf f II M
Ih.-

Franco
Zefmrclli
rriHliii liiin •>!

Romeo
JULIET

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! • Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a. m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

<JlJ.•^lHi^i.l:lni»^^!l.i'.^^^!.l!lit^^T^^TPF
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1()\T» storw...
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AUTO FOR SALE MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

73 Fiat A 1 $1,100 256 8226

71 Mustang GraTideYirPwTrsT,"550 774
3652

1973 Triumpfi Daytona 500 Excellent

condtion Best Offer over $750 253 2943

after 7. Very low milage.

1970 Triumph GT-« 4- Exc mecfi ? Int AM
f-M, steel radlals witfi 2 snows $1,200 or

BO Doug 546 4647

68VW Bus Rebuilt engine, runs well,

recently painted. Asking $795 Jams 253
7159

72 BMW 2002 new paint, tires, exfiaust, lots

Tiore E«c cond $3000 546 7680

71 Plymoutfi Cricket 4cvl 4spd 31MPG
Its gotta go Make offer 253 9497 Aft 6

1976 Suzuki GT550 15,000 mi $1,200 or

6 O 256 0176 Walt

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawasaki
Z 1900CC Mint condition Low pricei BO
665 3031

.

74^Suzuki250on off. Exc. cond 253 2475

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50% on Tennis Sfioes! Mens,
Ladies Canvas&Leatfier Reg $18 30. just

$10 14 50 Call 5383131

PROGRAM STAFF, fialf time, for

ecumenical campus ministry team
Responsibilities inci planning it coord of

short term, issue oriented programs,
shared administrative resp
Theol educ &ordln not required Growing
commitment to Christian Gospel of

liberation £t social involvement, &in
terpersonal skills necessary Salary
equiv TAUCF545 2661.

Jhe job you ve always wanted! Get paid

to read, do homework, or watch television'

The only catch is that you must have work
study: and stay awake all night Call Pete

Chnstopher at 549 6699

Female Roommate Own room $95 mo
• elect Call 665 4404 after 6 30 p m

Reliable Student to clean hou.se. cook,
bdbysit rn exchange for room a id board
Call 782 4837 eves

Seamstress wanted to alter unlined winter

coat Tom 253 5408 Expert Typing, only 40cents page
afier6, Mon Thurs

, 256 8484
Call

LOST

Lost BLACK 3 Ring notebook on Sun
dprland bus> Mon 9 26 Contains Micro 250
notes Call Sandy 665 4291 Please

Volvo repairs and maintenance All y
and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

years

TRA VEL

BIk Badge Case with valuable Ids $2,500

Reward 256 8226
Hot Air Balloon fligtits $75 Intro lesson.

Bring a friend $55 each Terry 253 3834

72 VW BUG • Very good cond . no rust

$1800 Or BO Call 253 7273 after 5 PM.

1967 Mercedes 200 Diesel 300O0 mi on new
engine Stereo, A C, pwr steering, radiats,

new paint $2600 Call 253 7284

Typewriter 1947 Woodstock types well $20

256 6610

Typist 65WPM 20 hrs workstudy avail Call

MassPIRG 256 6434 $2 50 hr

Deskclerk/ Auditor Nights, weekends
Apply Howard Johnsons, Rt 9, Hadley

AUDIO PERSONALS

Triumpfi GT6 + Fair condition $1300 as is

665 3615 aft 6PM

122Volvo oarts sed&waaon Rea 665-4384

70Ford Galaxy 500. A cy720d"m^ies7Good
Cond $500 253 3071

68 VW no rust. $960. Mikel JA 603 6 8653

F

I

aT 128. 747 2806OrnT

^

m"^ F

M

'

cassette

stereo, good gas, fine cond Call 5 2642 or

2643 after 7pm ask for Niel, Rm.211.

Pair Nike Waffle Trainers. Brand new-size

7 Call Julie 549 6791

Broiler Oven $26 Beckv 5 397Tor 5 3972

407 Butterfield 5 7 p.m. Keep Trying.

Used HIFI All equipment in excellent cond

Some still m warranty Call 546 4035

5 Cubic ft Refrig Perfect for'dorm room

253 5847 after 7 PM Ask for Steve.

Free Kittens Avail 10 4 Suzanne 628 3231

Marantz Model 27 Sterio Receiver 30 watt

S Chan Exi ellent cond $200 Call after

9(X)P M Frank 549 3841

7 c^ [):'M)

CCA $1.00
=»*= =w=

74 Fiat 128 50,000 mi Good cond $1,500
549 0519

70 Cfievy Malibu 307 Auto PS. AM FM
radio, new exhaust system, new t>rakes

and morel $960 or BEST OFFER 546 581

1

1971 Ford Econoline Super Van, 6 cyl., good
condition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5, 739 7680 Keep Trying

Turntable PE2038 Auto Man Excel cond

$50 Neg Call David 256 0223 evenings

HELP WANTED

Immediate openings HALF TIME
CLERICAL with ecumenical campus
ministry, $3 Hr acad cal 545-2661 United
Christian Fn

y^rk/Rtdy for Chadbourne Secunty 64150

Vets interested in part time worl< on
wkends' An 8hr day pays about $40 , no
taxes Call Al Lasot.i 256 6381 a'rer 6p m

~^ ROOM WAN TED

I Am Looking tor a room throughout Fall
Semester 467 9401 after 5 ask for Steve

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545 3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

WANTED

Drafting Table and 2 drawer metal filing

cabinet Michael 628 3231

DYNACO SCAQ80 Stereo AMP 30W
RMS Chan Cynaco FM 5 TUNER both Ex
cond Must be sold together List $540
selling for $200 Call Jeff 546 8791

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low price & full

service AH models avail T159 $225 58
$9995. 51 $52 95 HP s b Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
t)uy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

SERVICES

Complete Bike Overhaul Reg
$29 96 Now S21 96 Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes skateboards and XC
Sk.sPeloton 549 6904 584 1016

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
lile All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles Calif 90025 (2131 477 8474

Look' Moped Sale, Moped Salei, Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumer's
Guide Motobecane the largest

manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2
passenger moped Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Con/ Street,

Northampton 586 1054 Behind city hall 2
mil, from Mam Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buy,
W T, F, nites til 9. Look' Moped Sale'

Moped Sale' Come'

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS'
Ameii(,an Fo'eign No experience
required Excellent pay Worldwide travel

Summer |ob or career Send $3 00 for

information SEAFAX Dept E 10 Box
2049 Port Angeles, Washington 98362

Maura, greetings from Amherst to
Brooklyn's finest photographer and
barmaid' Top the morning to you Love.
Maureen

INSTRUCTION

Voice Lessons Conservatory grad

styles Beginners welcome 256 8478

a
All

REACH2S,000 READERS DAILY! •••Little AdsGet BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Adt Get tIC RESULTS'! !!
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What*s Happening
TODAY

DEBATE
International Debate Team of Great Britain

will debate on the topic of the controversy
over pornography and censorship.

LECTURES:
- Dr Kosta Tsipis from Center for In-

ternational Studies MIT, on "Cruise Missiles:

Triumphant Technology with Ominous
Implications" Hasbrouck 126, 4:30 p.m. Tea
and coffee at 4:10.

- Bernard Berger will begin Chancellor's

Lecture Series with a talk entitled "Water
Supply, A Limiting Resource?" Campus
Center Aud. 8 p.m. Public invited.

- Dhiravamsa, Teacher of Vipassana-
Insight Meditation will talk about the practice

of awareness at the Campus Center 917 8
p.m. Free.

THE NEW MR. GREEK
Will be crowned tonite, all UMass women

are invited to Sigma Delta Tau's open rush.

7:30 p.m. for rides and info call 545-0527.
NOMINATIONS
Sought for teaching award. They are given

to faculty members who have served three or
more years at the University, and to teaching
assistants with no time restriction. Please
submit names to Distinguished Teacher
Awards Committee, Provost's Office,
UMass, Amherst, Mass. 01003. Until 11-18-

77.

MUSIC
Recital: David Neubert, string bass,

Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center.
ANNUAL SALE

Sponsored by the Friends of the Library
starts Thursday from 9 till 7 p m. There will

be a large selection of books paperbacks,
magazines, phonograph records, and
inexpensive stamps.

George Benson performs

at Curry Hicks Oct. 13th

The 1976 Grammy Award winner, George
Benson, will perform at the Curry Hicks Cage
Oct, 13.

Benson has been recording for more than
20 years and has won jazz polls nationally
and internationally. Tickets are now available
at TIX on the main level of the Student
Union, and cost $5 for UMass students with
a valid student ID, and $6.50 for general
admission

Tickets are also on sale at Faces of Earth,
Sun Music, Backroom Records, and Sound
Room in Northampton.

UMass version of the

traditional Octoberfest

UMass' version gf the traditional German
Octoberfest will hit the Fine Arts Center
Friday with a "boom — boom, boom."
The annual Octoberfest, where the main

attraction is tuba music instead of beer and
sausages, will be held beside the reflecting

pond of the Fine Arts Center from 4 to 7:30

p.rn. on Oct. 7. It is open to the public; the
only charge will be for food. Beer, Oc-
tubawurst and sauerkraut will be offered.

"The real purpose of the Octubafest, said

George Parks, director of the UMass mar-
ching band, "is to have a nice festival and yet

show what the tuba can do," which is more
than )ust make noises. It can also be used to

play a sonato or concerto.
' It's a very mellow instrument, very

melodic," Parks said.

The UMass Faculty Oompa Band and the

U.S. Coast Guard Tuba Quartet will perform
oompa and classical music. The event will

end with a mass tuba ensemble.
Other musical participants in the Oc-

tubafest will be the Town and City Four, a

barbershop quartet, and the UMass
Minutemen Marching Band.

Unexpected visit by

Carter's sister to hospital

COLUMBUS. Ohio \UPI] - Ruth Carter

Stapleton, sister of President Carter, ac-

companied by her husband and Hustler

Magazine Publisher Larry Flynt and Flynt's

mother, made an unexpected visit to

Children's Hospital Monday.
Flynt said he invited the Stapletons, who

spent the weekend at his home in suburban
Bexley and left Monday night for Los
Angeles, to visit him.

Hospital Administrator Stuart Williams

said Mrs. Stapelton, an evangelist, was
interested in the hospital's neonatal intensive

care unit.

Williams said Mrs. Stapelton, whose
husband, Robert, is a veterinarian magazine
publisher, arrived at the hospital with only a

half hour's.noticp and did not want publicity.

TOMORROW
THE SPECIAL PROGRAM IN THE ARTS

Sarah Vaughan will inaugurate the new
program on Thurs. Fine Arts Center 44 3:30
p.m. Program designed as an educational
experience for students and faculty.

GAY MEN'S RAP GROUP
Support group; at the Student Union

428 UCF Office Thurs. 7-9 p.m.
- There is also a massage workshop at

7:30 p.m. Campus Center 163-164. People
should not eat one hour before. Every one is

welcome.
POETRY READING
Zoe Best, Andrew Salkey N'FAFA, 8 p.m.

35 West St., Northampton. Donation $1.

Refreshments.
INTERNSHIPS

Meeting TONIGHT for all students in-

terested in doing internship spring semester.
Campus Center 101 at 7:30 p.m.
MOVIES

- Emmanuelle II. Student Union Ballroom,
7, 8:45, & 10:30 p.m.

- Romeo and Juliet, Campus Center Aud.
7 and 9:30 p.m.
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boONESBlRY by Garry Trudeau

c:()llegian is

THIRD WORLD STEERING COMMITTEE

PRESENTS A

CABARET AND DANCE

FEATURING

" PLEASURE
"

SAT. OCTOBER 15. 8:00 P.M. STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

ADMISSION $2.00
Tickets may be purchased at the TIX Office.
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PEANLTS by Charles Schulz
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IF VOUR QUESTION 15

ABOUT THE CEILING, I

CAN Answer it

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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ThPSe records and tapes un »o^^
Available only at
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%9 LP SERIES 698

RITA COOLIDGE:
Anytime . . . Anywhere
8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

389
LP SERIES 798

CHICAGO: Chicago X

8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

lly heavy demands may
require our setting reasonable

quantity limits on sorne of the

Items in fairness to all customers
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EMOTIONS: RejOice
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Something To Love
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LP SERIES 798

PETER FRAMPTON.
I'm In You
8-TR. SERIES 795 4.94
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KISS: Love Gun
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18 black light llxture

with 15-watt fluorescent

bulb. 6-ft cord, built-

in switch With hardware

444
LP SERIES 798

BOSTON: Boston
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

599
LP SERIES 898

STAR WARS: Soundtrack
8-TR SERIES 895 5.99

79
REG. 1.99

Snap Jack wall frame
displays single or
double LP jackets
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Bradlees, King St., Northampton
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UM by Mfirty Maceda
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Your Birthday By St«lla Wilder

From UNITED Feature .Syndicate
For release WEDNESDAY, Oct 5. 1977

WEDNESDAY, OCTO-
BER 5 " Born today, you
are a .slow, methodical in-

dividual who seldom
makes a rash or impulsive
move. This does not mean
that you don't respond
quickly to events or situa-

tions; only that you do not

act without first weighing
the consequences. Your
feelings may run quite as
deep as those of the most
sensitive - but your reac-
tions rarely become
observable. Because you
are careful to base your
behavior upon specifics

rather than the general
picture, you are usually
both accurate and practi-

cal.

A good organizer and
natural-born leader, who
considers his followers be-

fore himself, you are capa-
ble not only of achieving
success for yourself but of

leading others to it, asking
only that they cross that

threshold on their own.
Such responsible concern
IS admired and, by those
whose good fortune it is to

be the recipients of that

concern, greatly appreci-
ated.

One for whom first

things come first, you can
be counted upon to keep
promises, carry out duties,

and to perform in such a
way that no one can find

fault either with you or
your work. Yet you are not

so serieus about life that
you lack humor. Indeed,
your humor saves many a
situation from becoming
either boring or overly dif-

ficult

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I.«t your birthday star be
your daily guide
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Make an effort to delay a
decision until late in the
day Make your excuses
such that no one can deny
an extension

SCORPIO* Oct. 23-
Nov.22) - A duality of

interests must not result in

a duality of effort. Select
an activity for the time
available and stick to it.

SAGITTARIUSiNov.22-
Dec21) - You should be
able to work out the details
of your next project with-
out too much difficulty.

Consider a past effort for
clues.

CAPRICORNi Dec 22-
Jan 19» - A family en-
terprise can be combined
with an employment activ-
ity so that all ends are
served.

AOUARIUSi Jan. 20-
Feb.18) - Be ready with
an alternate plan just in

case This is a good day for
testing your own ability to

adapt to new situations.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) Mediocre effort

yields mediocre gains. Do
what you can to reinstate
yourself in the esteem of
one who can work to your
good.

ARIES( March 21-April
19 )

— Don't be surprised to

find yourself in conflict
with a business associate.
Tact makes the difference
between success and fail-

ure.

TAURUS( April 20-May
201 - Improve your posi-

tion on the home front and
on the employment scene.
Make it a point to get along
with those in authority
GEMINI(May21-June20)

— The decision-making
process keeps you busy
today. Don't waste time
trying to make up other
people's minds for them,
however.
CANCERlJune 21-July

22) — The time spent in

preparation for the day's
work may take up most of

your energy Rest your
mind and body at evening.
LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22) —

A professional association
may keep you hopping to-

day as you try to keep up
with changes in the status
of your position.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Changes may lie re-

quired at a moment's
notice Be prepared and it

will be easier to reap gains
from seeming losses.
(opyriiiht. 11(77 United Vtmtan Synil-

cmle. IfK*

Today's Crossword

ACROSS 48

501 Done
5 Flowers

10 Bridle---- 51
14 Got up
15 German 53

president
16 Spanish 57

river

1 7 Poetic form 61
2 words

19 Unrestrained 62
outbreak

20 Examines m 64
detail

21 Flaccid 65
23 Fr -Can

damsels 66

Expressed
pleasure
Combustion
residue
Calculates
the value of

Source of

fright

Golfer Gene

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Puzzle Solved

of

25 A feast-- -

famine
26 Military unit

29Traditional-
minded
composer

34 Cupid s

counterpart
35 English

town
37 Characteristic

activity rale

38 Negative
prefix

39 Explosive
missle

41 Handle
rudely

42 Mexican
friend

44 Blue Jays or

Mets
45 Boundary
46 N Amer

sport

67
68
69

6
7

8
9

10

1 1

12

The 'A

"U AR ••

Immoral
person
Speak
incoherently
Accustom
Var

Christie

Exuded sap
Bangs in

Metal

DOWN
Spheres
Electrical

unit

Jacobs
brother
Converts fat

by heating
Whoopee-
maker Brit

Portly

Serial Abbr
Irish-Gaelic

Squelch 2
words
Cotton
fabric

Irish Rose s

mate
Vacuum
tube Suffix

"r f F
fj
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1 3 Table d---
Meal

18 About
2 2046
pounds

22 Angry
24 More

unyielding
26 code
27 Perfume
28 Thing that

refreshes
30 Judah's son
31 Urge for-

ward
32 Meager
33 Pulled

behind
36 Playing

cards
39 Wafer bird

40 Ordains
beforehand

43 Captured

45 French cold
wind

47 Beat out,

jUSt

49 Distribute

by measure
52 Attack

warning
53 Fish-hook

feature

54 U S SR
river

55 Contributed
56 Fr Can

name
58 Prescribed

sljip's

course
59 European

volcano
60 Made a

study of

63 Weapon
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Hannah, Gray reunited with Pats
FOXBORO \UPI\ - All pro linemates John

Hannah and Leon Gray returned to the New
England Patriots yesterday, 23 days after

they walked out on the team, and said they

will stay for the rest of the season and

resume contract talks after the final game.

The return marks a major victory for club

owner Bill Sullivan, who felt he would be

letting all national football owners down if he

caved in to the demands of the two players,

who are in the midst of long term contracts.

"I'd like to say Leon and John have made
the decision to return to the ballclub under

terms of their previous contracts and the

conditions of the hearing," said Coach and

General Manager Chuck Fairbanks, as the

nervous linemen sat alongside the coach.

"From my point of view, I am very pleased

they're coming back, both for my personal

welfare and the welfare of the ballclub."

At the end of the season, Fairbanks said,

"we will negotiate their contracts in good
faith,"

Gray, under contract through the 1979

season, said after last week's hearing in

Washington he would return to the team if

he was assured new contract talks would be

started immediately.

Hannah, who reportedly had asked to be

traded, showed up in the Schaefer Stadium

parking lot at 4:27 p.m., and went right into

the meeting with Fairbanks and Chuck

Sullivan, the club's legal counsel. Hannah,

who returned from his Albertville, Ala., farm,

is under contract until 1980.

Gray arrived at 5:04 p.m., four minutes

Sports in Brief
All to defend title

NEW YORK \UPI\ - Muhammad Ali

will defend his heavyweight title early in

Februan/ aaainst the winner of the Leon

Spinks Alfio Righetti bout. Bob Arum,

President of Top Rank. Inc., said

yesterday.

Arum said he has signed contracts

with Ali and his manager, Herbert

Muhammad, plus Spinks and Righetti

calling for the champion to receive $3.5

million and the challenger between

$200,000 and $300,000

Tehran, the capital of Iran, is the

leading site. Arum said. Other potential

sites, he said, are New York's Madison

Square Garden and Las Vagas' Hilton

Hotel. Arum added negotiations are

underway with all three networks for

home telecast of the bout.

Arum said he expects to announce an

exact date and location for the bout by

early next week.
The fight between Spinks, the Olympic

Light Heavyweight Champion from St.

Louis, and Righetti, the unbeaten (26-0)

Italian Heavyweight, will take place in

November, said Arum. The bout, also

promoted by top rank, probably will be

held in Las Vegas, he added.

Arum said the contract with Ali aod his

manager was signed on Aug. 19 and

prevents the champion from signing for

another bout in the interim. Spinks and

Righetti signed a week later, he said.

House eyes NCAA
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A house

subcommittee has opened an in-

vestigation of the National Collegiate

Athletic Association in connection with

its penalties against the University of

Nevada- Las Vegas and other universities.

Rep. John Moss, D-Calif., chairman of

the House Commerce Subcommittee on

Oversight and Investigations, said

yesterday the panel already has started

its inquiry. He said the probe was
prompted by a request from Rep. Jim

Santini, D-Nev., and 67 other house

members from 33 states.

Santini, a member of the Moss
Subcommittee, made the request after

the NCAA put the Nevada basketball

team on probation for two years and

ordered the suspension of its coach,

Jerry Tarkanian, for alleged recruiting

violations.

V Moss said his panel has "received

evidence from (Nevada) concerning

alleged abuses of authority by the NCAA
as well as reports of similar problems
from other major universities."

"The Subcommittee will attempt to

determine such things as whether the

NCAA is violating any antitrust laws,

whether the investigative methods of the

NCAA provide for due process, and
whether the penalties assessed to

violating institutions, athletes and
coaches are fair and equitable," he said.

Gate records set
NEW YORK \AP] - A record total of

more than 38.7 million fans attended

major league baseball games this season
according to unofficial figures released

Monday by Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.
The total of 38,746,723 represented an

increase of 24 per cent and shattered last

years record of 31,318,331. The 1977
figures include more than three million

fans who attended home games for the

American league's expansion franchises

in Seattle and Toronto. Seattle drew
1,338, 511 and Toronto attracted

1,701,039.

Eighteen of the 24 established fran-

chises showed increases led by Los
Angeles, which set an alltime record of

2,955,087, an average of 37,406 for 79

playing dates.

Philadelphia attracted 2,700,070, the

third highest total in major league history

and Cincinnati's two-time world
champions drew 2,519,670. The New
York Yankees drew 2,103,092 and Boston
set a club record with 2,073,529.

Cosell mouths off

CONCORD. N.H. [UP/] - Gov.
Meldrim Thomson yesterday took
umbrage at ABC sportscaster Howard
Cosell for saying a former University of

New Hampshire football player "came
from nowhere."
Thomson sent a telegram to the sports

announcer regarding Cosell's remarks

Monday night aboout Kansas City Chiefs

linebacker Dave Rozumek, captain of the

1975 UNH football team.

Thomson said Cosell said Rozumek
"came from nowhere" when the

linebacker tackled an Oakland Raider.

When sportscaster Don Meredith
corrected Cosell and said Rozumek came
from New Hampshire, Cosell repeated,

"he came from nowhere".

after the stated deadline, and also went
quickly inside the club's offices.

Absent from the 45-minute meeting was
agent Howard Slusher, who became the two
linemen's representative last spring after

Hannah and Gray returned from their first

pro bowl game. At the pro bowl, the two
learned that other all pro linemen were
making much more money than Gray's

reported $60,000 and Hannah's estimated

$65,000 salaries.

Hannah, a fifth-year veteran from
Alabama, and Gray, also in his fifth year from

Jackson State, reported to the club's training

camp in July, saying they wanted their

contracts renegotiated. Sullivan refused "to

budge by one dime" from the contracts that

are in effect.

They left the squad Sept. 11, one hour

before the club's final exhibition game
against Atlanta at Schaefer Stadium.

Even after the walkout, Slusher met with

Sullivan, his son Chuck and Fairbanks.

Slusher left Fairbanks' house in the early

hours of Sept. 12, telling the players that the
Patriots had refused to open contract ex-

tension talks.

Hannah went home and Gray stayed in the
Boston area. Stories circulated that Hannah
had insisted on being traded to Denver and
that Gray would sit out the season.

The two were reunited last Wednesday in

the Washington offices of the NFL
management council, which ruled the

players could return to their team - without
fine or loss of pay - if they reported by 5
p.m. Tuesday.

The Patriots, expected to be an AFC
powerhouse this season, have lost two of

their first three games. The team's problems,

however, have been traced to a shoddy
defense rather than poor play by fill-ins Pete

Brock and Shelby Jordan.

TONIGHT

THURS.
Great Pretenders

Sigma
Delta Sorority

Tau
"Have you ever considered

sororities?" Come see what life at S.D.T. is

about and what we have to offer you!

JOIN US AT THE FOLLOWING PARTIES;

The
• Fourth Annual Mr. Greek*

Contest

Itohan Feast Night

"Sundaes on Mondays"

Pub Nite

Hawaiian Nite

Closed Date

W«d. Oct .5<

7:30-8:30

W«d. Oct. 12:

5:30-6:30

JMOM. Oct. 17:
7:00-7:45

Wd, Oct. 19:
8:30

Mom, Oct. 24:
7:00-7:45

Mf«d. Oct. 26:
7:00-8:00

409 N. Pleasant St. (near Mass. Ave.
intersection)

For rides and info.: 545-0527

We look forward to meeting you!

Clip & Save

two4one
beers

SAVEONTIRES. Inc. route 9, huuy 3 MIlM Irem Northampton
3 MIloo From Amhorst

OPEN MON.. TUES., WED. « FRI. 9-6:00. THURS -9 TO 7 P M SAT 9 to 3 P M

TIDCC CA^M & CARRY
I inr J% Wholesale to the public
I mk\# WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. superseoes«lloth»ao.

FALL INSPECTION

SALE
BIAS PLY POLYESTER
GOOD YEAR, FIRESTONE,
ARMSTRONG, LEE, ETC.

SIZE ^*'* P'*c*

A78X13 15.75

BUY NOW- INSPECTION
ENDS OCT. 15

B78x13
C78x14

078x14
E78x14

20,95

23.50

24.75
H78x14
H78x15

L78x15

26.75

29.95

RADIALS
OOUBLE-STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL WHITEWALLS

.. FIRtroOALIOUALITV

SALE
Price

Plus F.E.T.

29.95^,

37.95 .a

40.95...

45.95 ea

PLUS F E T WWTEWILLS ONLY 2.00 MORE

FIBERGLASS BELTED
Mad* by

MAJOR U.S. TIRE MFQR.
SAME QUALITY AS

NEW CAR EQUIPMENT

878x13
C78x13
C78x14

E 78x14
F78x14

...... G78xi4
»^- ^'^of 078x15

WHITEWALLS

2350
26»«

FIRST QUALITY

560x15

FORVW

RECAPS
YOUR CHOICE
ANY SIZE

A 78x13 Sno's I THEM

n8«^20«hsr ,15«

2995

PLUS F.E.T.

H78x14
H78x15
J78X15

L78x15

30^5

9535

PLUS TAXES

B.F.GOODRICH
FIBER GLASS BELTEDblems

078x15 BK 27.95 *FXT

E78x14 W
F78x14 W
G78x15 W

H78x15 W

29.95 A f-^f

34:957^

PRE-SEASON MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS

4
SIZE

A78x13

078x13

078x14

E78x14

E78x14

F78x14

F78x14 !

078x14

078x14
f

H78x14

H78K14
I

560x15

F78x15

TYPE SALE PRICE

Goodyr. PE Bk

Arm W
17.95

T«C W Bm

L— PE Bk

T

f

TftO SRB BM

LeePEBK

T4iO W BM

LeePEBK

TAO W BM

Lee PEW

T«C W BM

Pirelli Bk.

TAG W BM

Lee PEW

TAC W BM

Lm PE BK

078x15

078x15

H78x15

H78X15

L78X15 JTAOSRBW

«u pncfs nus fitax md sales tax

TAG W BM

24.95

27.95

26.95

28.95

28.95

29.50

30.95

31.95

34.95

35.95

M^95
29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

35.95

39.95

RADIAL SNO'S
SIZE

165x13

185x14

TYPE

Fulda Stud-leet

Fulda Stud-lesa

Sale
Price

BR78x13 T A C Run Silent BM

ER78x14l

FR78x14

GR78

Lee Stud-lesa

Lee Stud-less

xUTAC Run silent BM

HR78x14; Lee Stud-less

GR78x15

HR78x15

'LR78X15

Lee Stud-less

Lee Stud-less^

T AC Steel W

34.95

44.95

24.95

35.95

37.95

39.95

^7^5
48.95

56.95

J6.95
54^5
56.95

49.95

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL SNOW TIRE

145x13 $33.95 165x14 $43.95
155x13 $37.95 165x15 $42.95
165x13 $39.95 Plui Taxes

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
ROUTEQHADLEY,^.^^ «i «",.«. 5gQ.2544BaniiAmerlcard

MR ttn FE » ts Ml
SAT 1^3

Tins ) ts T sm
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Mike McHugh

A weekend to remember
The weekend of October 1 and 2 is one

that I'll never forget.

My roommate was almost thrown out of
the dorm; my neighbor was; the supposed
Super Bowl bound Pats lost to the Namath-
less Jets; the Red Sox let the Yankees sneak
in the back door to win the American League
Pennant; the UMass offensive discovered
Knute Rockne's brainstorm - the forward
pass (rumor has it that some of the pass
spiraled) and the most incredible
phenomenon of all - the Minutemen buried
a midwestern football team by a score of 54-
13!

Oh yes! I almost forgot about Rick
Dempsey. The Baltimore catcher stood
shoeless atop the pitchers mound in Fenway
Park Sunday, while leading the faithful in a
rendition of "Sweet Rosie O'Grady", during
the rained-out seasons' finale.

But that's another story.

I want to talk about the only positive note
of the weekend, which was the impressive
UMass annihilation of the Youngstown State
Penguins. The UMass aerial attack was
incredible, to say the least. Mike Fallon did
his best to imitate Ken "the Snake" Stabler
with four touchdown passes in the first half,

as the UMies raced out to a 33-7 halftime
lead.

Fallon eventually established a UMass
single-game touchdown passes record by
completing his fifth touchdown pass in the
second half to Kevin Cummings. Coin-
cidentally, that same 22- yard strike to
Cummings gave him the record for the most
touchdown passes caught in a single game
(three).

The defense, led by the likes of defensive
ends John Willis and John D'Amato, bottled
up the Youngstown attack. Middle guard
Phil Puopolo made his presence known with
eight tackles. Overall, the Big "D", coming
into the Youngstown contest with two
straight whitewashings, played like wounded
bears (or Minutemen?; and continually
presented the offense with excellent field

position by pouncing on Penguin mistakes or
by just plain stinginess.

It was an overall team effort, but the
passing game was just so unexpected, so
unbelievable, so surprising, and so efficient

that I still can't believe what took place on
the turf at Alumni Stadium last Saturday.
Somebody pinch me!
I still can vividly recall those giant titans

from Boston College burying little Brian
McNally in the mud last fall.

I still can remember burly Bill Burnham
busting through the UMass defensive wall as

if it were paper. Giving UNH another Yankee
Conference title last year was comparable to
losing to Harvard, Holy Cross, and Smith in
the same day. What a bitter pill!

... and I'll never forget losing to the un-
derdog Huskies at home last fall. I lost five
bucks to my big-mouth cousin.

But somehow, Saturday, October 1 made
one forget about the past and gave hope for
the future.

Forget about Leamon Hall's arm and Army
- the Minutemen have now surged to three
straight wins, but more importantly they
have outscored their opponents 99-13 in their
last three outings! Incredible! The offense,
besides gaining 243 yards via the air

Saturday, was also aided by a strong running
attack that produced 297 yards (Bill Coleman
contributed 124 yards). The defense, which
has been a bright spot all season, caused five

Penguin turnovers last Saturday, of which
four were converted into paydirt.

Ned Martin would have to say — "Mercy,
Mercy, Mercy."

Despite all the hooplah surrounding the
UMies victory, one forgets that last

Saturday's 54-13 thrashing was pinned on a
midwest 1 1 and not on North Adams State.
That's right - The Minutemen humiliated a
team from the state that houses the most
gracious coach of all time - Woody Hayes.
What's more - the UMies befuddled a team
:hat hails from the powerful Big Ten area; a
team that's from Jim Thorpe's breeding
ground and from the home of Pro Football's
Hall of Fame. WOW!!!

After reading Shakespeare's A Mid-
summer Night's Dream, I'm afraid that it's all

a dream.

When was the last time you saw a UMass
football team refuse three points (successful
field goal but Youngstown St. penalty on
kick gave UM a first down) to try for a touch-
down?
When was the last time you saw 54 points

shining brilliantly under "HOME" on the
scoreboard at Alumni Stadium?
When was the last time you saw five

touchdown passes in one game?
When was the last time you witnessed a

UMass quarterback establish a passing
record?

When was the last time you saw a UMass
aerial and ground show that each produced
over 200 yards?

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU LEFT
ALUMNI STADIUM IN THE THIRD
QUARTER WITH UMASS AHEAD?
"Do I wake, or sleep?"

UMass ranked eighth
MISSION, Kan. [UPI] - South Carolina

State has replaced Montana State in this
week's NCAA Division II football poll, ac-
cording to the latest ratings released
yesterday.

Montana State (3-1) suffered its first loss
in 14 games, dropping a 26-0 decision to
Boise State to fall to fifth in the poll. Boise
State (3-1) is fourth in its first poll ap-
pearance this season while South Carolina
State (4-0), rated second the past two
weeks, jumped into first following its 31-7
win against Alcorn State.
New Hampshire (4-0) moved into second

by virtue of a 42-7 win over Connecticut and
Jacksonville State (5-0) took over third with
a 14-10 decision over Southeastern
Louisiana.

Division Two
1. South Carolina St. 14-0)

2. New Hampshire (4-0)

3. Jacksonville St. (5-0)

4. Boise St. (3-1)

5. Montana St. (3-1)

6 North Dakota St. (3-1-1)

7. Northern Michigan (4-1)

8 Massachusetts (3-1)

9. Akron (3-1-1)

10 North Alabama (4-0)

1

1

Tennessee Tech (4 0)

60
56

52

4a
43
4-

36
32
28
24
24

JV gridd^fs prepare
for Friday opening tilt
By KIRK MACKEY
Collegian Staff

With the UMass junior varsity football
season slated to start Friday at Dartmouth,
coach Clarence Brooks has been polishing
up his 65-man outfit into what he termed as a
"good solid team."
The subvarsity has been practicing

together for four weeks now, and has been
mainly working on the new players' ad-
justment to the UMass system.

From what the coach has seen, a number
of incoming freshmen have the potential to
figure keenly in the UMass future. As Friday
looms closer, though, the gridmen will be
practicing for that precision which is

necessary for a solid team effort.

.
The nucleus of the club will be centered

around a number of players who also suit up
for varsity action. Both freshmen and
sophomores are included in this group and

will mainly be used in getting in some playing
experience, because of the fact that these
players are needed to fill any varsity gaps.
Some of the more prominent nan-es

among them are: QB Jack Kraham, fullback
Steve Milkiewicz, offensive guard Mike
Halpin, nose guard Ray Benoit, and
defensive back Tony Jesi.
The JV's will be depending on sophomore

defensive back Jack Mula to hold that unit
together. Joining him as a promising fresh-
man safety is Bob Manning, who has looked
impressive in practice.

Defensive tackles John Defusco and Mark
Foley have also opened a few eyes. Other
exceptional freshmen are OS's Dave
Atkinson and George Scullane, and ba;ks
Pete Barrar, John Seccorso, Joel Etter, and
Brian McCutchon.
So with the development of personnel in

mind, Brooks will attempt to mold these
players into varsity material.
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Court backs appeal
on basketball ruling
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CINCINNATI lUPI] - Controversial
Tennessee high school girls' basketball rules,

attacked as being sexually discriminatory for
imposing half-court restrictions on all girls

and keeping half the team from shooting,
were upheld by a Federal Appeals Court
Monday
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

reversed the earlier decision of U.S. District

Court Judge Robert Taylor, who had
declared the girls' rules represented sex
discrimination and and violated the equal
protection clause of the Mth amendment.

Decided the Appellate Court, "there is no
evidence of any intent to discriminate
between the sexes."

Tennessee officials said the rules are to
"protect weaker students" and to 'provide
the opportunity for awkward and clumsy
student athletes to play defense only."

The rules were attacked in court by
Victoria Ann Cape, a student at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., high school, who complained the
rules were too confining and made it virtually
impossible for her to obtain a basketball
scholarship in college, where women play
the same unrestricted rules as men.
"No challenge is made here to the most

apparent sex- based classification in this
case. Entirely separate basketball leagues for

males and females are maintained on the
basis of sex. Whether plaintiff would be
precluded from competing for a berth on the
boys' basketball team, we do not know. She
does not complain of it.

"It must therefore be assumed, for the
purposes of this case, that this classification
by gender is valid....

"When the classification, as here, relates
to athletic activity, it must be apparent that
its basis is the distinct differences in physical
characteristics and capabilities between the
sexes and that the differences are reflected in
the sport of basketball by how the game
itself is played.

"It takes little imagination to realize that
were play and competition not separated by
sex, the great bulk of the females would
quickly be eliminated from participation and
denied any meaningful opportunity for
athletic involvement.

'Since there are such differences in
physical characteristics and capabilities, we
see no reason why the rules governing play
cannot be tailored to accommodate them
without running afoul of the equal protection
clause (of the 14th amendment).
"There is no evidence of any intent to

discriminate between the sexes," concluded
the three-judge panel in its unanimous
decision.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY SOCCER - Harvard 2 UMass 1 (OT)

wASIlIi
'"'^'-^ HOCKEY - UMass 1 Mt. Holyoke

15 6-15
^°'-'-^^^^'-'- - Southern Connecticut over UMass; 11-15, 6-15, 15-12, 17

JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMassS Mt HolvokeOJUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - Southern Connecticut over UMass
TOMORROW

None

JV booters triumph
By BILL TARTER
AND JUDY KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The Umass sub- varsity soccer team
continued its winning ways yesterday by
shutting out a spirited Harvard team, 3-0, on
the Boyden fields.

It marked the second consecutive shutout
for UMass, a tribute to the solid defense
backboned by goalie Mark Marilla, who
stopped 12 Crimson shots.

After the game UMass coach Joel Dryer
said that his team played about the same as it
had last week when it beat Keene St., but
that Its passing was not as crisp because the
field here was muddy and wet.
UMass came away with 1-0 lead after a

WHERE CAN
A PIZZA LOVER

FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Southwest dorms at UMass

549-5592

relatively uneventful first half. The lone goal
came from Peter Dionne in the closing
minutes of the opening period. Dionne found
the range from about 20 yards out on a direct
kick. The low hard shot deflected off a
Harvard defender and sped past the helpless
goalie. '

With the wind at their backs, the
Minutemen came out much stronger in the
second half. The immediate pressure they
applied resulted in many scoring attempts
and also an injury to the Han/ard goalie, who
had to be removed from the game.
Continuing to mount an attack, UMass'

best scoring chance came on a breakaway by
Will McEnroe, who was thwarted by a good
save. McEnroe got quick revenge, though,
when minutes later he was awarded a
penalty shot which he calmly put by the
sprawling Harvard netminder into the right
corner of the cage.
The final Umass tally came from Bill Call,

set up by John Heslin, with about 10 minutes
to go in the game.

PcMir Uichard'i

Re-opens

Sat. Oct. 8

at 3pm for

happy hour

Getting inside
Tl programmabies
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micro-motor

Double density
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I/O port
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Microprocessor
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RAMs

4-step

gearbox
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ROMs
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Booters bumped
by Crimson, 2-1

Collegian 7^

By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Lee Nelson's goal with 2:29 to go in the
second overtime period gave Harvard a 2-1
victory over the UMass soccer team in a
home match played yesterday. It was the
Minutemen's second consecutive overtime
loss.

UMass got on the board first. Tommy
Koutsoukos headed in his eighth goal of the
season, 13:59 into the first half on a pretty
play. He was assisted by Willy Sorensen.

But that was to be it for UMass on the day.
Harvard came back fighting, with goalkeeper
Fred Herold stopping several clean UMass
breaks. The Crimson forwards continuously
peppered the Minuteman goal area, but the
UMass defenders consistently thwarted
them.

Harvard put it all together in the second
half. The Crimson tied it up at 10:52 of the
half when freshman Walter Diaz, who had an
excellent game, scored from point-blank
range. UMass never recovered, as afterwards
it was all Harvard.
By this time, the UMass offense had

completely collapsed. The defense, par-
ticularly Larry Aronson and Mike St. Martin,
plus goalie Mark Hodgdon, prevented a total

Harvard rout. Regulation time ended at 1-1.

Overtime was not better for the UMass

offense, as it was totally unable to blend
together. But Harvard fared little better. The
few shots that it could manage were a
stopped by Hodgdon.

Nelson's winning goal came after a pileup
in front of the UMass goal. But it was all that
Harvard needed, as it ran down the little time
left on the clock.

The Minutemen, though, looked terrible.

Nothing they tried seemed to have any ef-
fect, as they were badly outplayed by a fired-
up Harvard club. UMass looked as if it had
been just dragged out of bed, while Harvard
seemed chock full of enthusiasm.

If it hadn't been for the scoreboard, one
would have thought that it was 8-0 Harvard,
instead of a 1-1 tie. The UMass bench had a
funeral atmosphere, as though it was
awaiting defeat, while Harvard was on fire,

constantly pumping up its teammates with
cheers from both the field and sidelines.
Umass brought itself down to the level of

an inferior team, and Harvard simply does
not compare, talent-wise, with UMass.
Harvard's victory was not just on the
scorebaord.

If the Minutemen want to return to their
winning ways, the offense will have to im-
prove. Yesterday was mass confusion. The
UMass offense can't ride on the backs of two
big scorers. It has to be diversified.

-"^^^liwi rfnii,i|imn

,^y^*

Larry Aronson (1) hits the turf as a teammate puts his foot into the ball during
yesterday's soccer game. (Staff photo by Marily Mankowsky)
UMass coach Russ Kidd echoed the Harvard coach George Ford was kind

disappointment. "We missed a lot of op- "UMass was the most agressive I've ever
portunities. The team looked dead out there. seen them, I was impressed. We're two evenWe couldn't buy a goal." teams. I feel great."

Southern stifles spikers in thriller

The UMass volleyball team, despite
spikes like this, still wound up losing

another match last night. (Staff photo by
Steve Lesser)

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

A gutsy and determined UMass volleyball
team battled its way back from a two game
to zero deficit, only to fall to a powerful
Southern Connecticut State squad by the
final scores of 11-15, 6-15, 15-12, 17-15. and
6-15 in NOPE gymnasium last night.

Southern Conn., a perennial volleyball
powerhouse, used its height advantage and
an overpowering offense to win the first two
games of the match. The games pitted the
heavy hitting of Southern Conn. vs. the
strategic placement shots of the UMass
team.

UMass was most effective when, instead
of trying to match up to the bullet-like spikes
of the visitors, the Minutemen resigned
themselves to placing soft shots in between
the players on the opposing squad.
Meanwhile, in the first game. Southern
Conn. 's spikes landed in downtown Amherst
as often as they landed inside the red lines

and UMass picked away, before bowing, 11-

15.

In the second game. Southern Conn, was
warmed up and its previously misguided

missies began to find the range. UMass was
only in the game up until the score was 6-5 in

favor of the enemy. From that point on.
Southern Conn, showed no mercy as they
romped to the 15-6 decision.

A bit of coach Dianne Thompson's
strategy may have paid off in the third game
as she substituted Kathleen Higgins for Chris
Kelley in order to get some more height into
the line-up. At first, UMass didn't respond as
it fell behind early but they finally took the
lead at 7-6 and were never headed.
Southern Conn, played lethargically until

the score reached 14-6 but they rallied to
close to within two at 14-12. Heidi Dickson
save the spikers with a gorgeous line drive
serve that no one from Southern Conn,
get a hand on.

The fourth game was definitely the game
of the year up until this point — in the young
season. UMass could have written a book on
the art of playing volleyball based on its

performance in the first three-quarters of the
game. The Minutemen were hitting,

blocking, and switching from offense to
defense so smoothly that even Southern
Conn, looked shocked.
They built up a lead of 14-3 and then did a

complete turnaround. Southern Conn., a

sleeping giant up until this point in the game,
began to peck away at the lead and as the
wide margin diminished, the spikers ap-

peared to lose confidence in themselves.
Umass had seven serves for the game

point but they couldn't click on one of them
and Southern Conn, came back to tie the

score at 14. The visitors then went ahead at

15-14 and appeared to have the game and
the match won on glistering spike shot, but
one of the officials ruled that a Southern
Conn, player had committed a net violation.

UMass took advantage of the break by
scoring the next three points to win the game
17-15.

But the fifth game proved what was
already obvious to most of the spectators.

The momentum had shifted in favor of

Southern Conn. UMass appeared to buckle

under the pressure as its opponents ran up a

quick 5-0 lead.

UMass came back briefly to close the gap
to 5-3 but a slew of mental errors (missing

easy shots, bad serves, going after shots that

were headed out of bounds) proved to be its

downfall as Southern Conn, tumed it on to

win the game 15-6 and the match, three

games to two.

IfoundiMn
the classifieds!

And I paid for it by
selling something I

no longer needed
thru the
classifieds' Isn't

that a great way to

get something
for nothing?
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
ARE TERRIFIC!
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Gridders ranked eighth nationally, p. 21

Boaters lose in OT to Crimson, p. 23

Stickers edge Lyons,

record fourth victory
By JIM CLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team continued
its winning ways yesterdav with a l-fl

squeaker over Mt. Holyoke on the NOPE
fields It is the fourth straight shutout victory
for the stickers.

The Minutewomen. playing without three
starters I Sue Kreider, Ginger Bulman. and
Gayle Hutchinson) because of health and
medical reasons, had trouble with the Lyons.
The visiting team applied some early
pressure but came up short.

As soon as UMass gained control, it in turn
had the pressure on. The only score of the
game came on a penalty corner on a
beautiful shot by Cheryl Meliones, her fouuth
goal of the young season, ten minutes into
the game.

Reviewir^ the score Jody Wickman, on
the side of the goal, passed the ball out front
to her sister Lynsie. She caught the ball and
laid It down for Meliones, who lifted a shot
high over the outstretched arm of Lyon
goalie Sally Farr.

The first half ended with UMass in the lead
in the score as well as in statistics. The
Minutewomen led in shots, 9-5 and in
penetration time, 5:45-3:25. Farr for MHC
recorded seven saves and UMass goalie
Kathy Gipps made four.

As the second half got under way,
penetration time was becoming more and
more important. Mt Holyoke was closing in
and just missed a few rare opportunities One
time, Lynsie Wickman made a great save of a

waist high shot which appeared to have tied
the score.

"It seems we have trouble even in practice
when trying to put the ball in then net," she
said.

Summing up the game, Davidson recalled,
"In the first half, we weren't anticipating and
we didn't move. We were controlling play for
the most part but we weren't playing as well
as we should have. We came alive, however,
in the second half and played better. The
passes were sharp and we were anticipating.
We are very pleased to walk away with a win
today, " she added.
The win ups UMass' record to 4-0 while

Mt Holyoke falls to 1-M. UMass travels to
New York this weekend to play a pair of
games at Cortland against Colgate and
Cortland, on Friday and Saturday.
But the time was running out for Mt.

Holyoke because the Minutewomen were
beginning to control the ball more often.
Penetration time for the second half was 5:30
for UMass compared to 2:24 for the Lyons.
UMass coach Judith Davidson credited

the second half spark to Judy Kennedy.
"Judy made the team come alive in the
second half with her hustle," Davidson said.

Laura O'Neil was also credited with
playing an excellent game by Davidson. She
said, "Laura is very fast and proved it today;
she started many breaks."

Goalie Gipps recorded her fourth shutout,
making five saves on six shots.
Davidson said she was pleased with the

way everyone responded and filled in for the
missing players but also mentioned a little

concern for the team's inability to score.

Phils take playoff opener
LOS ANGELES \UPI\ - Ron Cey of Los Angeles hit one of the most dramatic home

loC!nth
'°"

K^^""^.^'^^?^ ^"^°'Y '^^^ "'9^^' 3 9^3nd slam which tied the score in the

nf^tK I h""'"?.'. J/'.^ ^iu? °"^. ^'"9'^ ^y ^'^ ^'^^' '^''^e Schmidt broke the deadlock in then nth and enabled the Philadelphia Phillies to score a 7-5 victory over the Dodgers in he
first game of the National League championship series

noln^^ri'"'!'^^'
^" ^"^«^^°g despite winning 101 games during the regular season nowneed only two more victories m the best-of-five series to win their first pennant since 1950™! ^3^1' ^
l^""^

championships, Philadelphia was swept in three games by the Cin-cinnati Reds, who went on to become the world champions -

rirJm^ ?n°?hf
^' "^^^ ^^^""^ hopelessly out of the game after six innings, lent some highdrama to the opening game when Cey cracked the first grand slam homer in NL cham-pionship series history to knot the score at 5-5 in the seventh

It seemed after that blast that the Dodgers would take charge, but the Phillies refused to

^nothpr^nrj^h^'''
together three straight singles m the ninth to break the tie. then gotanother run when reliever Elias Sosa committed a balk.

Netmen upset Terriers
By DAVE RODMAN
collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team evened its
record at 2-2 and tuned up for this weekend's
Yankee Conference championships with a 6-

3 win over previously undefeated Boston
University yesterday.

The Minutemen took four out of six singles
matches and needed only one of three
doubles contests to insure the victory.

Rick Sharton and captain Steve Heyl
provided it in short order as they took second
doubles in straight sets; 6-3, 6-3, over
Shippen Howe Alex Kaminoff of BU

In singles. A! Green made a successful
return to number one as he beat BU's Texas
import Vince Mouer, 7-5, 6-4. Sharton
dispatched the Terrier's Glenn Stylides in

straight sets; 6-3, 6-1, to take second singles.

'He didn't have much," said Sharton of
his opponent, "this was quite a change from
playing at number one, though - the
competition is different - not as tough."

Sharton had played first singles most of
this fall in Green's absence. He played fourth
singles last year

Heyl fulfilled coach Jay Ogden's prediction
by downing Steve Wright, again straight
sets; 7 5, 6-4, for the win in fourth singles.

Dave Nowak, despite breaking a string on
his racket in wa'-mups, took sixth singles,
ilso m straight sets; 6-3, 6-4, over Harold
Hirshon of BU.

"I nad to use one of Jimmy's (Barnhart)
rackets, " said Nowak. "It was different than

mine by a lot, and the wind was really kicking
up, but it was a good match.

"

Besides Sharton and Heyl's match-
clinching doubles win. Green and Barnhart
looked awesom at times in winning first
doubles; 7-6 (with a 5-4 tiebreaker), 6-4.

Before the match, Ogden said the pair's
timing might be off, but that it would be a
good tuneup for the YanCon's. At times.
Green showed the effects of the lack of
match play, but sparkled at others. Mean-
while, the far-ranging Barnhart made several
near- impossible returns.

"Jim's an unbelievable retriever,'" said
Sharton, "'and Alan's a great shot-maker, so
they make a good team."
Another urtdefeated streak came to an end

when UMass' freshman third doubles team
of Keith Hovland and Mark Huetteman took
Stylides and Mike Ralby to three sets before
bowing, 6-2, 6-7, 6-1.

Hovland and Huetteman won a tiebreaker,
5-4 in the second set to win it after a
comeback, but the hard-hitting, big mouthed
Ralby and the less able but equally mouthy
Stylides overpowered the frosh in the third
set

While the singles wins were all in straight
sets, both UMass singles losses went three,
as Barnhart lost; 6-2, 3-6, 6-3; and Hovland'
7 5, 4-6, 6-3.

"The nubmer one doubles win was big,"
said Ogden, "because that team (Mouer-
Wright) made the semi-finals of the
ECAC's."
The team will have a practice match with

Amherst College today at 4 p.m. at the upper
courts at Amherst.

Minutewoman Judy Kennedy stickhandles by a member of the Mt. Holyoke Lyons

^UnT^lwA Tu ^.I^"'
''*"°'^ yesterday. UMass's Sue Kibling looks on intentlyfron^ behind. The Mmutewomens victory marked their fourth straight shutout win(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

liidy Van Handle

A sexist setback
It's a good thing the members of the

UMass women's bas'<etball team didn't play
their high school hoop in Tennessee.

For if they had, chances are good that this

schbol would not be fielding a highly-rated
team.

A United Press International story, which
IS printed on page 22 of today's Collegian.

just proves the point that most of society has
a long way to go in eradicating sexism in

sports.

Long ago and far away (a little over seven
years ago, to be exact). United States high
school girls' basketball was played with six

players per team. Rules varied from state to
state. In Tennessee, for example, three
players are shooters' (offensive players),
while the other three are 'defenders'
(defensive players). Other areas had a 'rover,'

one player per side who could roam the
length of the court.

Variations existed, but the basic premise
behind the difference between men's and
women's basketball rules was that since
women did not have the stamina of men,
they therefore could not play full-court

basketball for an entire game.
.
Anyway, around 1970, people saw just

how foolish they had been, and most school
officials changed their state's girls' high
school hoop rules.

The rest, as they say, is history. The five-

player a side, unrestricted rules worked out
like a dream. High school and collegiate
women's basketball is now a fast- paced and
exciting game to watch.

The crime of the rule changes was that
they didn't come sooner. In Tennessee, they
didn't come at all.

Upon seeing how limited her state's rules
were, Victoria Ann Cape, a student at Oak
Ridge High, brought a suit against the school
rules, complaining that the confining rules
also made it virtually impossible for her to
obtain a collegiate basketball scholarship.

Cape's case was upheld in U.S. District
Court by Judge Robert Taylor, who declared
the rules did, in fact, represent sex
discrimination.

But on Monday, the sixth U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals reversed Taylor's decision.

"There is no evidence of any intent to
discriminate between the sexes," the three-
judge panel said in its unanimous decision.

Oh really? All the court need do js examine
what Tennessee school officials said was
their rationale for the rules.

"To protect weaker students" and "to
provide the opportunity for awkward and
clumsy student athletes to play defense
only," the officials stated.

This is hard to believe. They are saying
that women are "weaker students," and they
must be "protected." This smacks of the
sexism which female athletes have tried so
hard to erase.

And the second part of the statement
plainly makes no sense. By saying they are
giving "clumsy and awkward student
athletes" an opportunity to play defense only,

they are indicating that either there's a
helluva lot of klutzy female athletes in

Tennessee, or that the male population in the
state are all a bunch of Pete Maraviches.

But all that aside, the strangest statement
came from the appeals court when it said,

"since there are differences in physical

characteristics and capabilities, we see no
reason why the rules governing play cannot
be tailored to accommodate them ..."

Tell that, court, to the members of any
collegiate women's basketball team. I'm sure
they'd balk at a switch back to the old rules,
when they couldn't play fullcourt.

Tell that to high school kids, who would be
deprived of using their full athletic abilities if

they were forced to change back to the way
it used to be.

Without the rules changes, female hoop-
sters never realized their full potential. Either

they could shoot or defend, but not do each
save for the token rover.

It's almost scary to wonder how many
superb female basketball players went to
waste in the past few decades because of

lack of a viable means to utilize their abilities.

And, what's even sadder to ponder, is hoyv
many female hoop players will atrophy in

Tennessee this year.

Women's collegiate basketball has taken
root and really begun to bloom in the past
five years, due in large part to the rule

changes and the addition of a 30-second
clock.

It's too bad Tennessee can't seem to see
the light. With the decision of the court, it

appears as though sexism has found a friend.
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50 candidates want Wood
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass Board of Trustees
yesterday was infornwd that there are 50
candidates for the recently-vacated
University presidency. Robert C. Wood last
June announced his resignation effective
January, 1978.

The trustees also voted to send a
delegation to the state legislature to seek
money needed to renovate space at 100
Arlington St. for the University's president's
office; approved a $13.5 million capital outlay
budget for fiscal year 1979; and approved the

September graduating list for 1,496 summer
students.

Presidential search committee chairman
btephen G. Breyer reported on the current
status of the search committee findings Hewas criticized by several board members on
the way his committee was going about its
business.

"I am disturbed that we are making
probably the most important decision we've
made in many months without knowing the
direction we're taking," said Trustee Haskell
Kassler.

Breyer told the board "the faculty and
studentj:ommittees have been settinc

meetings ... 40 persons have been nominated
for president, and ten have applied. We have
received responses from some others." He
added he would continue to make contacts
through other universities.

Breyer has received three letters from
trustees responding to requests on thoughts
about the type of person they would like to
see as the new president. He then made an
appeal to the trustees to respond more to his
request.

Breyer's committee by November should
be ready to go to the three UMass campuses
to listen to the people about their ideas of
presidential candidates. On Oct. 21, Breyer
said "we will begin to focus on the criteria
(the qualifications of the individual) for
candidates.

"We have obtained criteria used at Tufts
"

said Breyer. "We have, as a beginning,
criteria suggested by the ad hoc Com-
mittee."

Breyer said his committee will take all

suggestions to compile for the board to
discuss at the Nov. 2 board meeting.

"We will continue throughout to solicit
names," Breyer said, "there is no cutoff date
at Nov. 1, yet we'd like to have names before
then.

Kassler also commented there should not
have been any sort of deadline put on
candidate applications, because it should
depend on the time when the standards for
candidates are decided upon.

Trustee Sylvia Burack said she would like
to discuss the criteria with the full board and
to niake an agreement on the job description
of the president. She said the board should
hold a special meeting before the scheduled
Nov. 2 meeting to discuss the presidential
matters. She added she felt it important to
find a new president immediately.

Breyer replied he believed it would be a
mistake not to take applications before
deciding on the criteria, for he said he felt it

would be wasting time.
The committee searching for an interim

president is dealing mainly with procedures
and IS conducting a "closed, brief, rapid but

TURN TO PAGE 4

Go/mo vote tabled

Carlo L. Golino, Chancellor of the
Higgins)

UMass-Boston campus. (Staff photo by Bob

Inside

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The fate of UMass- Boston
Chancellor Carlo L. Golino was further
delayed in yesterday's Board of Trustees
meeting at the Columbia Point Harbor
Campus.
The trustees, trying to decide whether

Golino should be asked to step down, voted
in executive session to form an ad hoc
committee to review the Chancellor and
make a recommendation for the Board to
vote on.

The question of Golino's resignation
began last June when the Board voted to
lower mandatory requirement age for
University personnel from 70 to 65. Golino is

64. The controversial policy was rescinded in
the September meeting, but feelings on the
Boston campus that Golino should step
down continued.

Boston in dark
Boston was blacked out last night after

a power failure knocked out three to four
square miles of the city. Police reported
no immediate incidents of looting. For
more details, see page six.

Porno debate
A debate on whether or not to censor

pornography ended in a victory for two
UMass debators last night. The UMass
team argued for no censorship of por-
nography, while a British team argued in

favor of censorship. See Moira Kovary's
story on page two.

Senators, reps sought
The Undergraduate Student Senate

still has openings for Third World
senators and for certain dorm senators.
Meanwhile, the Commuter Collective
must hold elections once more after a
ruling by the student attorney general.
For more details, see the stories on page
three.

Greeks make news
The UMass Greek community is in the

news afjter holding their annual "Mr.
Greek" contest. Also in the news is a
story on why Greeks don't think
sororities are sexist. Turn to page four for
details.

Weather
Partly sunny today. High in the mid

60s. Clear and cool tonight. Low from the
upper 30s to low 40s. Mostly sunny
tomorrow. High in the low 60s. Chance of
rain 20 per cent today, 10 per cent
tonight.

Nader to talk on

Golino, who was not present during the
closed executive session, sat through the
remainder of the board meeting visibly upset.
He refused to make any comments after

the meeting or during a telephone interview
last night. He also refused to say whether he
will cooperate with the committee or not.

There has been speculation the mandatory
retirement age was first proposed by the
board as a way to remove Golino — who
would be immediately affected.

UMass-Amherst chancellor, Randolph W.
Bromery, recently stated the June vote that
lowered the age to 65 "should not have been
tied too closely to Chancellor Golino."

Trustee chairman, Joseph P. Healy, said
he believes the committee, which will be
formed by the end of next week will "review
some or tne views ana opinions on the
Boston Campus as to Chancellor Golino's
performance."

By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian

Consumer activist Ralph Nader will speak
at 8:00 tonight in the Fine Arts Center on
studerit participation in the political process,
and citizens' initiative petition campaigns!
Nader will specifically address the cam-

paign of the Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (Mass PIRG) to establish a
Telephone Consumers' Action Group
through the initiative petition process.
A reception will follow the speech and

Nader will field questions»from represen-
tatives of the press.

Nader has recently joined forces with
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Thomas 'Tip' O'Neill, to sway a favorable
vote on a bill before the House to establish a
Federal Agency of Consumer Protection
(ACP).

In one lobby effort for the bill, Nader asked
voters to send letters with five cents en-
closed to their representatives to dramatize
the contrast of millions of dollars being spent
by big business to defeat the legislation.

Even though President Carter publicly
announced his support of the legislation this
past summer, sources in Washington in-
dicate eight more votes are needed to pass
the bill.

According to President Carter establish-
ment of the ACP will eliminate 13 other
government offices, employing about 180
people, and net a yearly savings of about
$10.4 million.

Lobby efforts from both consumerists and
big business have intensified since Senator
Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.) announced in June
that the Senate wouldn't even consider the
bill unless passed by the House.'
According to Karen Meenan, PIRG

spokesperson from the Amherst bureau.
Speaker O'Neill will not bring up the bill for
vote until he's convinced it will pass.

#;# 'tica/process
Other ongoing efforts by Nader include

mandatory requirement of safety air bags in
automobiles, and an attempt to form a union
of sports fans.

Of the latter, according to Meenan, Nader
IS attempting to unionize sports fans who he
feels are being victimized by expensive player
trades and multi-million dollar contracts.

Ralph Nader
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Debaters win fight— no censorship of porno
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By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

UMass debaters, Robert De Fruscio and
Mary Malley, last night convinced their
audience pornographic films and magazines
should not be censored by the U.S.
government.

The UMass team faced a British team on
the negative including R. Victoria Schotfield
and Philip Engleman. UMass worked on a
plank of four arguments to prove censorship
of pornography is unnecessary and un-
workable. Firstly, pornography is impossible
to define. Secondly, pornography causes no
harm to society. Thirdly, censorship of
pornography will abuse freedom of ex-
pression as guaranteed by the First
Amendment. Fourthly, censorship will cause
unsolvable problems by denying the rights of
those who wish to read pornography from
doing so

The British did not effectively prove
pornography causes degredation of women
as a group, or that it abuses the rights of the
public not to see it.

One main argument rebutted during the

Amherst Briefssr

Amherst man to jail

An Amherst man was convicted
Tuesday in Hampshire District Court of
assault with a dangerous weapon and
larceny of less than $100.
The conviction stemmed from an

incident last month at UMass.
Bernard S. Chase, 26, of the Village

Inn, Amherst, was sentenced to two, six
month jail terms by Judge Alvertus J.
Morse
UMass police said on the morning of

Sept 27th Chase was seen rummaging
through a woman's pocketbook at the
Fine Arts Center. Police were notified and
Chase was apprehended at Whitmore.

DNA vote this fall
Growing concern over the potential

hazards of recombinant DNA research at

area colleges and Universities has
sparked public interest.

An article preventing further research
in Amherst until proper studies are
completed will be presented to the fall

town meeting on Oct. 17th. The board of

selectmen announced earlier this week a

public file on recombinant DNA research
would be established in the Jones library.

In addition, an evening forum sponsored
by the UMass zoology dept. will be held
tonight in Bowker auditorium.

Town looks for water
The search for water in Amherst

continues. The Amherst Board of

Selectmen earlier this week voted to

support three warrant articles dealing
with new water sources for the town.
An article dealing with the ap-

propriation of $63,000 for further testing

of new water wells in Lawrence Swamp
caused particular controversy among
board members.
The two remaining articles were

unanimously supported by the Select-
men. One supports the transferral of

$3,000 from available water funds to

conduct additional studies. The other
authorizes continued consideration of
water purchase from the town of Hadley.

Final decisions concerning all warrant
articles will be made on Oct. 17th at town
meeting.

Booze requests OK'd
For those of you awaiting a day of

wine, beer, and high spirits, your day has
come. Amherst Selectmen at a meeting
earlier this week approved seven requests
^or one day wine and malt licenses in the
area. Permrts were approved for: Cashin
House, 10-6, music department, 10-7,
Dwight House, 10-14, Cape Cod Club, 10-

14 Cance dorm, 10-15, Thatcher house,
10 15, and Delta Mu Chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega, 10-15.

Tax increase a reality
Amherst taxpayers will have to

swallow their first tax increase in two
years, bringing the FY 1978 rate up to

$44.50 per $1000 Town Manager A.

Louis Hayward says the $2.50 increase

does not reflect an ongoing town
revaluation The increase comes as no
surprise, as town officials predicted the

hike at last May's town meeting. State
officials verified the increase earlier this

week
- PAMELA LINDMARK

V.

debate was the claim that all people who
read pornographic materials do not become
deviants. It would be a totalitarian move on
the part of the United States to deprive the
publishers their freedom of expression and
the public its freedom of choice, the teams
argued.

The negative anacked this arguments by
pointing out all women are effected by
pornographic scenes of women, whether or
not they read them. The British team
theorized that due to the socialistic society in
which they live, there is no freedom or
isolation from what goes on around them.
Therefore, pornography cannot help but
influence all people contained within that
society, they said.

The debate contained little else that was
expected in formal debate tournaments.
Evidence for both the affirmative and
negative teams consisted of such nuggets as
De Fruscio's claim that had pornographic
censorship ruled in past centuries the reading
public may never have read such novels as
Joyce's Ulysses, Lawrence's Lady Cfiat-
terly's Lover or Homer's The Odyssey.

O'Malley's charge that pornography is not
selling sex - although it "arouses
masturbatory and copulatory impulses" —
raised some doubts as to whether por-
nography and prostitution really are not the
same thing. She said she believes they are
not.

Another of O'Malley's memorable
statements against censorship provided that,
censors (depending on individual fenishes)
would be banning photos of sexually
arousing feet to bras if given a chance.

During cross-examination, Engleman
succeeded in persuading his opponent, De
Fruscio, he would be offended to see his
sister or mother posing in a pornographic
manner. O'Malley said although she had no
morals, she did have scruples, and therefore
would not pose for such pictures.

Boy struck,

hurt by car
An 11 year-old North Amherst boy was

injured Tuesday when he was hit by a car in

the Mill Hollow Apartments Parking lot.

. According to Amherst Police, James
Bricken, of 36 Mill Hollow Apartments, was
playing in the parking lot when he was struck
by a car driven by Cydney Champoux of 24
Mill Hollow Apartments.

Bricken jumped on the moving vehicle's
hood, fell off and contacted a rear tire with
his right ankle, police said.

Police said Bricken was taken to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital where he was treated for
a bruised ankle and released.

The debate closed with a question and
answer period in which the audience raised
questions as provoking as the debaters
themselves.

Arguments not brought up during the
debate but apparently on the minds of the
audience included the child pornography and
the evidence proving that it is detrimental to
children and society. Also raised was the
question of pornography and prostitution

being the same thing, regarding the
monetary motivation which drives women to
engage in such occupations. Following from
this issue is the question of what por-
nographic models would do for a living if

their livelihood were censored.
Such issues as these should have been

dealt with by the negative team in rebuttal to
the affirmative stance that pornography is an
almost wholesome form of entertainment,
one debater remarked.

WtB
Jo Ann Levins puts a little body english into her pool shot in the Student Union

pool hall. (Staff photo by Stove Lesser)

Lovers of Zionism forms; teaching qoai
By DEBBIE WALLACE Hofa^<»H Th«,o io i:^., ;„ i ..:_:.:__ ^..-r.. ... . ^ ^.

. .By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A new student group announced its

creation at a meeting in the Campus Center
last night. At the first meeting extensive
plans were made.

Lovers of Zionism is a non-religious group
within Hillel and Resources Judica. Hillel is

the religious aspect of the organization and
Resources Judica is the cultural and
educational aspect, organizers said.

Special programs are going to get under
way to educate the student population at

UMass and also benefit Israel. There will be
lectures, films, and literature available as an
effort to enable students to understand
Zionism, and issues in the Middle East.

"Often headlines are read and some
knowledge is picked up, but it is not fully

understood," said Jeff Santis the acting
chairman. "There are a lot of Anti-Zionist
groups on campus that have very strong
voices, and we need to get the facts to the
students," he said.

"Often Zionism is equated with racism.
There is proof of just this in the way that
Dosters advertising the meeting were

Corrections
In Tuesday's page two story about the

opening of the Center for Economic
Development, the Collegian inaccurately
identified Raymond Werbe as the director of
the Institute for Man and Environment. Ervin

Zube is the director, while Werbe is the
director of the Center for Community
Renewal.

defaced. There is no policy in Israel limiting
non Jewish immigration. As policy Zionism is

not racist or discriminatory," Santis said.
Zionism was started by Theodore Hertzel,

an assimilated Jew who claimed he had no
Jewish identiy after he saw Charles Dryfus
publicly humiliated and found guilty of a
crime because he was Jewish. It was at this
time Hertzel found his Jewish identity and
formed the Zionist movement.

Zionism is a political doctrine restoring,
and maintaining a Jewish homeland in

Palestine. Israel is the foundation of Judaism
and to return, or go to Israel is a dream to
many, said Santis.

Zionism was began after years of per-
secution, humiliation, and strife. It took 2000
vears of endless expellations, inquisitions,

and crusades before the movement was
started.

To help UMass better understand the
culture there will be an Israeli Expo in the
Cape Cod Lounge November 20-21. The
expo will feature handicrafts, educational
material, kibbutz programs, food, and

movies. There will also be fund raising for the
Israeli Emergency Fund Nov. 7-21, The
money will be sent to community centers,
schools, books, and day care centers \r\

Israel, organizers said.

An important aspect of the meeting was if

members of any of these groups are formed
they can pass the knowledge to others.
Discussion groups for self education will be
taking place in the next two weeks, Avi Lev a
member said.

In the weeks to come, and throughout the
winter, many speakers, and lecturers will be
sponsored by the Lovers for Zionism as well
as through Hillel and the Resources Judica.

Santis is also involved iith Aliyah, a group
that helps those wanting to immigrate to or
visit Israel. John Davis, the director of the
organization in Boston, will be speaking on
campus in the future.
The help of Israeli students are needed in

the discussion groups, but so far few have
responded. Anyone in the five college area
interested, are urged to contact one of these
groups.

An error in yesterday's page 2 story
concerning the transportation of icebergs
from Antartica to the Arabian peninsula read
the icebergs in that region were tabular. It

should have read they are not tabular.

The Central Area Council budget proposal
total published in Tuesday's Collegian should
have read $515.
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Senate seeks Third World, dorm reps
By JON KLEIN
AND DAN MUSE
Collegian Staff

Business was slow at the student senate

last night as the 1977-1978 session began

with the seating of newly elected senators.

Numerous seats are still empty as several

dorms are holding rerun elections, and some
Third World seats were contested and

remain unfilled.

The senate turned down a request for

funds by a student group called the People's

Organization for Religious and Civil Liberties.

A spokesman for the group said their pur-

pose is to challenge compulsory education

laws so as to give parents more options for

educating their children. Calling public

schooling a form of social control, the

group's spokesman said the current laws
would be challenged in the Supreme Court.
The Senate passed a motion supporting

National Armband Day on October 12th
which has been organized in support of the
May Fourth Coalition at Kent State. Thirty
dollars was given to the Revolutionary
Student Brigade to make 1 ,000 red armbands
to be distributed to UMass students on Oct.
12th.

In other business, the senate elected
members for the nominating subcommittee
of the Governmental Affairs Committee. The
chosen members are senators Betty Doyle,
Jack O'Toole, Paul Cronin, and acting
chairperson Carolyn Yee.
Some controversy, however, arose in the

senate, after the third world caucus
challenged the seating of two white students

elected last week to third world seats. The
pair, Richard Soldone and Angela Valu, were
elected as write-in candidates in the con-
tested election held September 26th and
27th. Each received three votes. Following a
debate and meeting with the third world
caucus the pair resigned their seats.
The Third World Steering Committee will

appoint the remaining six seats- whirh must

be approved by the Senate.
Another white third world candidate, Craig

Sherwood who received 110 votes, was
unchallenged and seated last night.

Stan Kinard, Coordinator of third world
affairs, said Sherwood was not opposed
because "a significant number of people
voted for him."

Collective reps can't sit
By SUSAN O'NE/L
Collegian Staff

The student government association
judiciary yesterday prevented the commuter
collective, pending a full hearing Tuesday,
from seating new members elected earlier

this week.
A temporary restraining order was ordered

because election advertisements September
26th and 27th listed the wrong dates for

nomination deadlines and elections, ac-

cording to student attorney general Paul

Yanowitch. "Because of these mistakes,"
Yanowitch said, "some people were denied
their right to vote."

Reaction from the Commuter Collective

was negative. Commuter Collective staff

member Lucian Bruno called the attorney
general's ruling "a publicity stunt". "What
Yanowitch is doing is totally unnecessary,"
Bruno said. "We would have been more
happy to sit down and discuss any
irregularities." Bruno said she was unaware

of the decision until contacted by the

Collegian last night.

The advertisements stated that
nominations closed Friday, September 29
and elections were to be held Monday,
October 4 and Tuesday, October 5.

"The injunction was ordered at 6:30 last

night, so we couldn't get in touch with
anyone from the Commuter Collective,"

Yanowitch said. The order will affect twelve
seats in the Commuter Collective.

In addition, all SGA elections require six

days between nomination closings and
elections, and a Commuter Collective

spokesperson to be elected at large.

"None of these procedures were followed
and that may constitute illegalities. The
Commuter Collective Constitution isn't on
file in the SGA office, so we don't know
what procedures they followed, if any," said

Yanowitch.
The judiciary will either order new elec-

tions or let things stand as they are,

Yanowitch said.

Stockies elect VP
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Fredericrk Thompson, a Freshman
operations major, was elected Stockbridge
Senate Vice-president at the regular bi-

weekly senate meeting last night.

Kevin Walsh, chairperson of Ways and
Means, informed the Senate of a possible

Stockbridge Fair to be held this fall. Every

major in the school must submit their

proposal for a representative booth to the

Senate office, Rm. 432 Student Union
Building by Oct. 12th. All profits will be used
to support future Senate activities, he said.

"I hope this fair will build in the coming
years," said Geoff Macduff, Senate

President. He urged the Ways and Means
Committee to follow through with this

endeavor.

The Educational Qualities committee is

collecting addresses of possible employers
for use by freshman requiring placement jobs
next spring. This job reference file should be
available for use by January intersession.

Tickets for the Stockbridge Halloween
party, Oct. 27th in Grinnel Arena, go on sale

Tuesday, Oct. 12th in the Senate office.

The Stockbridge Fall Picnic held Sep-
tember 29th, netted a profit of $135.

Time of the next Senate meeting,
scheduled for Oct. 19th was changed to 7:^
p.m. the STOSO committee will meet prior

to it at 6:30, 174 CC.

Kathleen Curran weaves "Feather Embellishments" on the Campus Center
Concourse. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

MIT prof says Soviets will copy new missile
By ROBERT FALETRA
Collegian Staff

An M.I.T. physicist said yesterday it is

"foolhardy" for the U.S. to build additional

cruise missies.

Dr. Kosta Tsipis, speaking as part of the

Dept. of physics and astronomy series, told a
crowd of about 50 persons in Hasbrouck
auditorium that continued production of the

missile would force the U.S. into building a

defense system against the missile.

Because the Soviets have always
duplicated American defense efforts, Tsipsis

said, they would likely begin construction of

their own cruise missiles. America would
then be forced to build a defense against the
Soviet missiles, he said.

The cost of building such a system, he
said, would be between $30 and $40 million

dollars.

There are two kinds of cruise missiles,

explained Tsipis: "strategic" cruise missiles

(those that can travel long distance) and the

"tactical" cruise missiles (those that are

designed for short range). They are identical

in shape and appearance, said Tsipis.

Because they are identical there is no way of

limiting one without limiting the other, he

said.

Another stumbling block in limiting the

missiles, said Tsipis is they do not need a
specific launching pad and therefore are

easily concealed. The missiles can be
launched from submarines, land, or aircraft.

Another stumbling block in limiting the
missiles, said Tsipis is they do not need a

specific launching pad and therefore are

easily concealed. The missiles can be
launched from submarines, land, or aircraft.

Tsipis said when cruise missiles are

launched from a sub its position can be
detected for about 60 miles due to the noise,

smoke and surface disturbances they make
upon leaving the water.

Tsipis said, "to me it is foolhardy to take a
sub, our most vital defense mechanism and
shoot these missiles from it."

A sub can only launch four of these
missiles every 30 minutes. The same sub
could fire up to 16 ballistic missiles in the
same amount of time and it would not have
to venture into territorial waters to launch the
ballistic missiles.

Cruise missiles must be powered and
guided for their entire flight he said as op-

posed to ballistic missiles which only need
power and guidance for the first five

minutes. This, he said, makes for a greater
chance of deviation from target with the
cruise missiles.

Ballistic missiles can travel a greater
distance in 20 minutes than cruise missiles
can in nearly six hours, he said.

Tsipis said a cruise missile attack is un-
certain because of their slow speed. The
attack would depend on the defense

capabilities of the attacked nation.

A ballistic attack in the absence of an anti-

ballistic system cannot be prevented from
reaching its target, he said.

Tsipis said if the U.S. launched a primary
cruise missile attack against the Soviets they
may very well act with a ballistic attack
against us. Not only would' they be likely to
do this, expecting the worst, but they would
have time to "think and sweat" about it

before they decided.

Dr. Kosta Tsipis, a MIT professor and arms control expert discusses cruise
Ken Brown)

. yesterday in Hasbrouck. (Staff photo by
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Greek takes

contest crown
By STEVEN POLANSKY
Collegian Staff

Dana Cohen, a 19 year old business
major from Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is

the winner of the 4th annual "Mr. Greek"
contest held at Sigma Delta Tau sorority.

Cohen, competing with five other
contestants at SDT was crowned as part
of entertainment for the SDT rush
program.

Rush Chairperson Arlene LaRette, who
organized and produced last night's
show said that the contest, now in its

fourth year was a real success. "We had
over 30 people here watching and
everyone seemed to have had a great
time."

Each contestant, from area fraternities
had -his chance to charm the audience
through song and a short question and
answer session.

'I was shaving last night when I

thought of my song, along with cutting
my face," Cohen said "At first I thought
the show was intended to be a joke, but it

really isn't. I had a great rime out in front
of the group of sisters, as did the other
guys who were in the program," he said.

The men enjoyed refreshments before
their debuts while the women rushing the
house had another chance to see the
sorority.

Cohen was crowned before a throng of
cheering people, and shared his prize, a 6
pack of Heineken beer with the other five
contestants.

Accompanying Cohen was PKA's
social chairman Cary Benjamin. He was
on hand to lend support and watch his

house member win. "The show ran well;

It was fun. It's always good to see the
crown come home to PKA," he said. Dan
Smith from Beta Kappa Phi won the
contest last year
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Greeks—sororities aren't sexist
ffy SHARON STENTIFORD
Collegian Staff

Sororities at UMass attacked by some
feminists as sexist are actually fostering

feminist principles, according to recent
interviews with 'Greek" women.

"How can you call a group of 40 or 50
women living together, developing such
qualities as leadership individualism and love
anti-feminist' Sisterhood is the common
bond ... within all sororities," said Leslie

Johnson, a 20 year old junior Nutrition major
living at Alpha Chi Omega.

The Greek community donated $200
toward International Women's Week last

semester.

"We take our sisterhood seriously, " said
Marjorie Lewis, a 21 year old senior com-
munications studies major living at lota
Gamma Upsilon (IGU). She denied ac-
cusations by some sorority critics that
sororities are the "last vestiges of sexism."

Seated on a couch in iGU's comfortable
living room, Lewis stressed the importance
placed upon academic achievement at her

sorority. She said that "helping eacti other

out toward career and future goals" is

common practice among the sorority women
she knows.

Lewis said unlike the "women's libbers"
whom she feels may lose their sense of

individuality by getting "too involved in their

one or two causes, sorority sisters "lose
nothing" of themselves.
Women are drawn to Greek living by their

search for friendship, security, and unity.

said Diane Hanley, president of Tri Sigma.
Momentarily diverted from her soap opera,

Hanley said, "We're just like everybody
else."

Elisabeth "Buzz" Steinmeyer, president of
IGU, said "because the university campus is

so large the girls ... look for something
smaller, closer and more stable."

"It's a much more personal life than living
in a dorm or off campus," said Susan
Lentine, a senior art major who has lived at
IGU since September. "Here I'm living with
people I chose to live with," she said.

During "Rush" time university women
may choose one of nine campus sororities

they would most like to join. The "houses"
then select new members. If the decision is

mutual, they move in. Steinmeyer said she
could not reveal the process by which her
sorority selected their members, and didn't
know how the other sororities selected
theirs.

Concerning the non-existence of third
world sorority and fraternity members on
campus, Johnson said, "Some people feel

that the Greek area is not receptive to third
world or minority students, but in fact we
extend an open invitation to all university
women and it's up to them to take advantage
of it ... we don't seek any one particular
group

"

Both Hanley and Steinmeyer spoke of the
unpopularity of sororities in this part of the
country compared to other regions, where
Hanley claims "people are banging the doors
down to get in."'

Steinmeyer said of the East Coast,

"People are more radical and more liberal ...

they don't seem to like conformity." She
added conformity has not been a part of her
Greek life. "You're learning to live with other
people who are different from yourself ...

You work harder to maint^'in your in-

dividuality."

"This campus seems more negative
toward fraterrjities and sororities than other
campuses," said Hanley

Steinmeyer guessed that most people
think sorority women are "wealthy girls ...

party-flirtatious girls who are looking for a
frat man to marry."
She conceded this was probably the case

in the 1950's and early 1960's when women
were not so career-oriented as they are
today.

FALL BRS
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Sale

27x1 V4 Gumwall
IRC 90 lb

27xt</4 Gumwall
IRC 86 lb.

27x1% Blackwall
20x1.75 Blackwall

TUBES

AllSizaa

BIKE LIGHTS

Battery operatad
Cibie

Generator sets
Pletscher
Luggage carrier

Bike Bells

6 ft cables
for locks

Pedals 10 spd.
Metal

Pedals rubber
Rex floor pumps

HIGH PERFORMANCE

BOO 4.99

6.50 3.99

4.50 2.26

4.50 1.99

2.50 128

5 50 2 26

9 00 4 50

650 496

100 .50

450 2.26

425 2.00
400 200
650 450

1800 11 95

1195 6 95

1150 796

1640 10.96

9 95 6 96

* Prez search continues
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

thorough search," according to Committee
Chairman Gavin D. Robertson.

"Our choice should come from within the

University community," said Robertson.
Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.

Bromery, who is reported to be among
candidates being considered for directing the

US. Geological Survey, last month said he
would not actively seek the University

presidency.

In other action. Chairman Robert J. Spiller

of the Committee on Grounds and Buildings
recommended the trustees appoint a
delegation from the board to plea with the
state legislature for the. funding needed to
renovate office space at 100 Arlington St. to
house the president and other Univeristy
administrators.

Since the legislature last summer refused

to allocate money in the University annual
budget for renewing the five year lease at the
One Washington Mall presidential office, the
trustees decided to move the office to
University property at 100 Arlington St.
According to the trustees, the building is

currently in need of renovation.
Until the funds are allocated for the

renovation, the trustees are arranging with
the landlord at One Washington l\4all to have
tenancy-at will, whereby the office can be
rented on a month-by- month basis.
The trustees approved the fiscal year 1979

capital outlay budget which allocates
$7,350,000 for the Amherst campus.
The Boston and Worcester campuses

received $6,175,000 of the total $13,525,000
budget. The money approved will be used for

equipment, buildings and grounds on all

throe campuses. CONTEMPORARY FASHION
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Boston in dark after power dies
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BOSTON \UPI] - A power blackout last

night cast a large portion of Boston into

darkness.

Police said the Back Bay, Park Square,
downtown theatre district. South End and
Kenmore Square areas were affected. There
were no immediate reports of looting, police
said.

Sgt. Albert Dennehey said "thre or four
square miles" of the city was affected by the
blackout.

"People are walking around in the streets
with ntatches and candles," said one
Newbury Street resident in the Back Bay.

Police said a manhole explosion was
reported on Stuart Street in the theatre
district at the time the blackout began.

Police said they believed the explosion was
caused in a "trunk line" which transmits
electricity between the South End and Back
Bay sections.

Boston Edison Co. officials would not
confirm this, however. "We think it was a

'

faulty transformer somewhere in town," a
spokesman said.

"We're investigating the cause of the
blackout right now. We don't know exactly
what caused it," he said.

The spokesman said all the company's
computers were out and no estimate on how
many residents were affected was im-
mediately available. It was not known at
press time when power would be restored.

Park Square includes the city's "Combat
Zone," — the adult entertainment section —
as well as many legitimate theaters. The
Back Bay area is heavily populated by
students and young people.
The lights went out in the 52-story

Prudential Building in the Back Bay, the
second tallest building in the city.

Actor Frank Langella, starring in the play
"Dracula" in the theatre district, jokingly told
a sold-out audience, "Obviously there are
forces much greater than mine working."
The blackout struck midway through the

play. The final act was played with actors
and actresses holding flashlights on stage in

place of floodlights.

The cast later applauded the audience for
their patience.

An 19th-floor resident of a Back Bay
apartment building said, "It's a weird sight.
There are lights in Cambridge and other parts
of Boston, but here it's all black."

Police said the blackout was first reported
shortly before 10:30 last night.

Telephone lines to Boston Edison, which
supplies service to the area, were jammed
with calls for the next half hour. Even police
said they could not reach Edison officials for
word on how long the blackout was ex-
pected to last.

Police said they believed businesses and
residences as far west as Commonwealth
Avenue in Kenmore Square were affected by
the blackout.

Psychiatrist testifies for Zamora
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Classifieds are an
entire pet store

delivered to you at

UMass.
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DARN GOOD!

MIAMI [AP] — A teen-ager who shot and
killed a woman neighbor after she found him
ransacking her home had been "con-
ditioned" by watching violent television

shows and was merely "reacting to the
words he heard on TV," a psychiatrist

testified yesterday.

"Television gives a distored sense of

violence, because when one sees that many
killings, the death of a human being is no
more than swatting a fly," said Dr. Michael
Gilbert, testifying for the defense in the first-

degree murder of 15-year-old Ronny Zamora.

He said Zamora reacted subliminally when
Elinor Haggart, 83, surprised him and 14-

year-old Darrell Agrella in her home on June
4 and threatened to call the police. Agrella

also is charged in the slaying but is to be tried

separately.

Zamora "had never even held a gun
before," Gilbert said. "It was merely a

conditioned response when he pulled the

trigger. As far as Ronny is concerned, the

gun went off accidentally."

Gilbert was expected to be the last witness
presented by defense attorney Ellis Rubin,

who has argued that Zamora was insane at

the time of the slaying — driven to insanity
by virtual addiction to television crime shows
such as "Kojak" and "Police Woman."

The major portion of the defense case was
to have been built on the relationship be-

tween television violence and real- life

violence.

Rubin said an episode of "Kojak," which
Zamora'S mother testified was the boy's
favorite show, bore a resemblence to the
slaying of Mrs. Haggart.

Supreme Court on maternity benefits
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The Supreme

Court was asked yesterday to decide
whether pregnant workers may be denied
sick leave benefits and whether their bosses
can tell them when to begin unpaid maternity
leave.

In a pair of sex discrimination cases that

could affect millions of working women, the
justices also must consider whether a
company can force a woman to forfeit some

seniority benefits because she has taken
maternity leave.

The individual women In both cases who
argued before the court yesterday won in the

lower courts when their employers' policies

were found to violate the Civil Rights Acts of

1964.

Last December, however, the Supreme
Court ruled in a case involving the General
Electric Co. that an employer does not have

to include pregnancy disability payments in a

health insurance program offering protection
for numerous other disabilities.

A 6-3 majority of the justices found that

pregnancy discrimination is not necessarily
illegal discrimination based on sex.

That reasoning both mystified and
enraged womens' groups. Despite the

protests of feminists, for two hours
yesterday the court was urged to again apply
that rationale.

Israelis and Arabs can't agree
UNITED NATIONS lUPI] - There is still

no basis of agreement between Israel and the
Arabs for resuming Middle East peace talks

in Geneva, U.S. officials said Wednesday.
Both Israel and the Arabs agree that the

Palestinians should take part in any renewed
peace talks in Geneva but there is still sharp
disagreement on who those Palestinians

should be, the officials said.

"We do not have an agreed basis for going
to Geneva", the U.S. officials said.

THE
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The official said that the idea of an all-Arab

delegation is part of a secret U.S. -Israeli

"working paper" which is now being cir-

culated by Secretary of State Cyrus Vance to

Egypt, Syria and Jordan.
Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, who

conferred for nearly six hours Tuesday with
U.S. officials, including President Carter, said

Wednesday that he would recommend that

Israel agree to the working paper ideas.

However, Dayan added two important
conditions that were in direct conflict with
the Arab positions. "We will not have the
Palestine Liberation Organization at the
conference," Dayan said. "And we will not
negotiate a Palestinian state."

One U.S. official who took part in the talks

with Dayan said, "It is important to correct

the impression that we have an agreed basis

for going to Geneva. We did make some
progress, but we are still in negotiations."

The United States and Soviet Union, in a

joint declaration over the weekend, said the
Palestinians must be included in any peace
talks and that the "legitimate rights" of the
Palestinians must be considered. The latter

statement worried Israeli officials who have
adamantly refused to consider creation of a

Palestinian state on their borders.
However, Israeli government officials in

Tel Aviv said that assurances given by Carter
to Dayan Tuesday had resolved much of

their worry that the United States planned to

force Israel to accept the PLO as a

negotiating partner.

"We view with satisfaction the assurances
given and the statement this morning has
raised hopes and therefore it is viewed with
satisfaction," a Foreign Ministry spokesman
said.

A government source said Israel's sharp
criticism of Washington following the
Soviet-American communique nevertheless
"is still valid" because of the reference to

"the legitimate rights of te Palestinians."

Egypt's President Anwar Sadat sent a

letter to Carter following his U.N. speech, in

which Carter reiterated America's stand for

the "legitimate rights of Palestinians." A
Cairo newspaper reported Wednesday the
letter accepted a U.S. compromise on the

Palestinian representation problem.
The newspaper Al Gomhouria said that in

a letter Sadat dropped Egypt's opposition to

proposals for an all-Arab delegation which
would include Palestinians. Egypt in the past
had insisted each Arab country be
represented separately, including the
Palestinians.

However, Sadat insisted that PLO
members be among the Palestinians on any
all-Arab delegation.

The U.S. officials in New York said there
was a possible way around the direct con-
frontation of the PLO issue, but he refused to

say what the method might be.

Nobel prize gets criticism

MSS. PiMuntSt. Amh«rtt ^

STOCKHOLM, Sweden \UPI] - This
year's Nobel prizes are being announced
amid renewed criticism that the awards have
outlived their usefulness.

The literature prize was announced
Thursday, Oct. 6. The peace prize -
awarded by the Nobel committee of the
Norwegian parliament ~ will be announced
Monday, Oct. 10. The physics prize will be
announced Tuesday, Oct. 11, the medicine
prize, Thursday, Oct. 13 and the economics
prize on Friday, Oct. 14.

Recent articles in the foreign and Swedish
press particularly criticized the science and
economics prizes. And after last year's

awards, 1974 economics laureate Gunnar
Myrdal said since national economics are a

subjective science, the economics prize

should be aboHeHc--!

Erik Lundberg, chairman of the Royal
Swedish Sciece Academy's economics
committee, said in an interview with the
Swedish business magazine Veckans Affarer
that he felt "secret sympathy" with Myrdal's
views.

"We don't always like our job," Lundberg,
said. "One can understand the critics saying
the prize statutes smell of the 19th century,"

The 1977 Nobel prizes are worth $145,000.
The weakening Swedish economy means the
prizes will be worth less than last year
Although each prize increased by 19,000
Swedish kronor this year, three devaluations
reduced its value to $145,000 compared to
$150,000 in 1976.

'The prize would have to be 1.2 million

kronor if you wanted the real value of the

1901 prize," said Lars Gyllensten, permanent
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No Java secretary

wants job/ess pay
WATERLOO, Iowa \UPI\ - Diana Becker,

who was fired from her secretarial job
because she refused to make coffee for her
bosses and co-workers, has filed for
unemployment compensation.

Becker, a secretary for 10 years with the
Waterloo Community School District, was
dismissed last week for failing to perform her
"assigned responsibilities."

Although the termination letter did not
mention her refusal to make coffee, Becker
said she was told a week earlier she would be
fired if she did not take her regular turn at
making coffee.

If the school district refuses to pay the
unemployment compensation, a state
hearing officer would be called in to rule on
the matter, state officials said.

Becker said she is fighting her dismissal
because coffee- making was not included in

her |ob description.

Panama and U.S.

treaty claims clash
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The acting head

of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
said yesterday the Senate may reject the
Panama Canal treaties unless it gets answers
to troubling questions raised in a leaked
State Defjartment cable.

Acting chairman Frank Church, D-ldaho,
issued his warning after Sen. Robert Dole
cited the confidential, potentially damaging

Loan industry

asks protection
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The savings and

loan industry opened a campaign yesterday
to protect its massive inner-city mortgage
investment with a call for the federal
government to partially insure home im-
provement loans made in some urban areas.

The U.S. League of Savings Association
also urged a tax exemption for profits on
rehabilitation investments in city neigh-
borhoods.

Investors and the federal government
should stop concentrating on costly new
home construction and spend more money
on rehabilitation, the league recommended.
The league's report disputed the claim that

the mortgage industry is to blame for urban
housing problems.

Critics have charged that in recent year,
many financial institutions have refused to
make loans in central city neighborhoods,
thus hastening their decline. The practice is

called "redlining".

But the league argued that "The
tightening of mortgage credit in older city
neighborhoods usually follows rather than
leads the decline in both the quality of life

and property value."
"It is unproductive to assess blame on an

individual industry," the league said.

The report was issued on the same day
that President Carter toured New York's
blighted South Bronx. Carter, standing in the
rubble of a tenement, ordered Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development Secretary
Patricia Harris to study what "ought to be
salvaged and what ought to be torn down"
in the devastated slum area.

But the President also said, "We couldn't
expect federal money to do it all."

The league urged that government of-

ficials, private investors and city residents
work together to recreate stable city neigh-
borhoods where investment would bring
adequate profits.

"Cities can be revitalized only through a
coordinated neighborhood approach", said
league president John A. Hardin.

Hardin said the 4,461 savings and loans
institutions in his league "hold nearly one-
half of the mortgage debts on single family
homes in urban areas."

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Deli Ham, Broccoli
Cauliflower Casserole, Basics; Broccoli

Cauliflower Casserole, Lentil Salad Plate.

DINNER Fried Chicken. Chopped
Beefsteak Special, Basics; Fried Chicken,

Herbed Soybean Casserole.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Grilled Cheese Sandwich,

Duchess Beef Pie-Gravy, Basics; Grilled

Cheese Sandwich, Vegetable Shepherds
Pie

DINNER Manicotti-Meat Sauce,
Fried Fish, Basics; Manicotti-Tomato
Sauce, Fried Fish.

document as proof that Panama denies U.S.
claims that the treaties guarantee U.S.
defense and security rights in the waterway.

"Let's be clear," Church said. "The
Senate is not likely to ratify these treaties if

crucial provisions are being interpreted
differently by Panama and the United States.
This is a matter which must be clarified."

"Red box' suspect

nabbed by FBI
BOSTON [UP/] - The FBI yesterday

announced the arrest of Joseph Middleton of
New York City on charges of violating a
federal fraud-by-wire statute.

Middleton, who was arrested in Otis,
Mass., was accused of using a "red box" to
make free long-distance calls to New York
City from a pay telephone in western Massa-
chusetts, the FBI said.

A "red box" enables a caller to bypass
New England Telephone Co. machinery used
in collecting tolls, the announcement said.

Middleton, who was later released on
bond by a federal magistrate in Springfield,
faces a maximum of five years in prison and a
$1,000 fine, the FBI said.

Post Office adopts

next day delivery

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Postal
Service announced yesterday that its express

mail service, used experimentally since 1970
to provide guaranteed same-day or next-day
delivery in selected cities, will become
permanent starting Sunday.
The Postal Service said it will be the first

major new class of mail adopted since air
mail was introduced in 1918. ^ ...

Express mail provides fast service with a HePUOllCanS HtM^H
postage-back guarantee if the delivery is late

^wof f

- excepting only if the delay is caused by a
strike or flight cancellation.

Begun as an experimental overnight
delivery service between Washington and
New York City, express mail now is offered in
400 cities. The Postal Service said the
network is being rapidly expanded to cover
900 cities.

The scientific basis of the proposal is
simple. Studies in a 20-year period indicate
the impact of major tropical storms has been
lessened when storm systems crossed sea
water cooled by as little as 2-to-5 degrees
centigrade.

for huge tax cut

Iceburgs might

reduce storm threats

AMES. Iowa [UPf] - Huge icebergs
hauled by superships off coastlines could
reduce the fury of tropical storms and
hurricanes which cost Americans nearly $1
billion damage a year, a weather expert said
yesterday.

Dr. Joanne Simpson, professor of en-
vironmental sciences and former director of
the U.S. Project Stormfury Hurricane
Modification Program, said the theory is on
target but the technique will need perfection
before any nation can claim the ability to
tame nature.

"The method has promise," she said in an
interview at the First International Con-
ference on Iceberg Utilization. "But at least
at present, it also has its problems.

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Republican
leaders asked President Carter yesterday to
)oin them in a push for an immediate 30 per
cent, across-the-board tax cut.
The cut, they said, would pump $43.4

billion back into the economy and open up
1.2 million new jobs.

House GOP leader John Rhodes and
Senate leader Howard Baker said in a joint
statement Carter should "join us now in
calling for a tax cut instead of waiting for an
election year."

Rep. Jack Kemp, R-N.Y., and Sen. William
Roth, R-Del, authors of the measure, said it

was patterned after a similar cut President
J^n F. Kennedy got through Congress in

The bill would cut individual and business
taxes 10 per cent a year for three years
effective with the 1977 income year. Roth
said the impact for a family of four with an
income of $8,000 would be a 90 per cent tax
cut and save the family $108 in taxes.
The average, across-the-board individual

cut would be about 30 per cent over the
three years with the heaviest impact on low
income.
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President visits U.N.

UNITED NATIONS (UPI): President Carter wipes his mouth after finishing his

meal during a worthing luncheon with Asian foreign ministers at the U.S. Mission.
Having lunch with Carter is Mrs. Coretta King (left, with her back to the camera)
and Mrs. Imelda Marcos, (R) first lady of the Philippines delegation to the U.N.

House bill

will up tax
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House Ways

and Means Committee yesterday finished

drafting a bill to sharply raise Social Security

taxes over the next decade and set up a new
method of computing benefits for

generations to come.
The measure is expected to receive final,

formal approval by the committee Thursday
and then go to the House floor.

It is designed to put the system back on a

sound financial basis well into the next
century. Without some such legislation, the

Social Security retirement fund would run

out of money between 1983 and 1985; the

disability fund, as early as 1979.

The measure attempts to insure that each
future genera (iori of retirees gets benefits

which are about the same proportion of his

working pay as the present generation.

The bill also would:
— Bring federal, state and local govern-

ment workers and employes of non-profit

organizations under mandatory Social
Security coverage in 1982.
— Raise the amount of wages retirees can

earn before losing part of their Social

Security benefits, from the present $3,(XX) to

$4,000 next year and $4,500 in 1979. The
increase would apply only to retirees 65 and
over.

— Eliminate instances in which present

law treats men and women differently. For

example, a man who takes care of a disabled

child could receive benefits that now go only

to women.
Beginning next year, the bill would raise

Social Security payroll taxes equally for

employers and employes — above and
beyond increases already scheduled under
existing law.

Natural gas
cost may rise
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The average

family heating a home with natural gas

would pay at least $18 more for the fuel next

year under President Carter's plan and $58

more if the Senate deregulation bill takes

effect, estimates showed yesterday.

A Congressional Budget Office study

shows it will cost $260 to heat a typical house
with natural gas this year if the gas comes
from interstate pipelines, which are federally

regulated.

Under Carter's energy program, natural

gas supplies in all markets would be

regulated in the future and gas prices would
rise gradually.

The budget office study estimates his plan

would hike average annual bills to $278 next

year, $280 in 1980 and $296 in 1985, not

counting inflation expected to be about 6 per

cent a year.

If natural gas prices were totally

deregulated - all federal controls removed
— the budget office estimates a home-
owner's costs would rise to $361 next year,

$390 in 1980 and $455 by 1985, again not

including inflation.

NEW YORK [UPI] - President Carter
wound up his two-day visit to the United
Nations yesterday with an optimistic forecast
that there would be a Middle East peace
conference opening in Geneva.

Carter told reporters the joint U.S. -Israeli

agreement emerging from a long evening of
talks with Israeli Foreign Minister Moyshe
Dayan has "enhanced the possibility of a
Geneva Peace Conference."

Carter said the agreement was "very
productive" in aligning policy on how to
remove roadblocks to the projected con-
ference between Israel and her Arab neigh-
bors.

But, he added, "We've obviously got a
difficult job."

The President was scheduled to fly back to
Washington yesterday night.

His two days in New York were jammed
with meetings with U.N. dignitaries and
government officials in an unprecedented
promotion of the world body by a U.S.
president.

In his one side trip from the international
scene, he drove north through Manhattan
and across the Harlem River Wednesday
morning to tour the south Bronx — one of
America's urban eyesores and human
trouble spots.

In referring to the residents of the blighted
area near Yankee Stadium, the President
said, "I think they know we are concerned."

Later at the United Nations, he signed a
pair of U.N. covenants aimed at guaran-
teeing human rights the world over. He

called It "a tangible step toward peace
among nations and the protection of human
rights among nations."

In a 15-minute ceremony in the U.N.
Economic and Social Council chamber,
Carter and U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young
signed the two documents with black ar>d
gold pens. Carter said he would seek their
ratification by Congress "at the earliest
possible date."

One of the documents binds the signers to
take steps toward a series of rights — the
right to work, to form and join trade unions,
to social security, to an adequate standard of
living and to education.

The second obligates governments to
guarantee their peoples right along the lines

of the U.S. Bill of Rights - to life, liberty

thought, religion, freedom of movement and
residence, legal trials and peaceful assembly.
At a lunch at the U.S. Mission across the

street from the United Nations, Carter told a
gathering of Asian and Middle Eastern
dignitaries the United States would like to
establish diplomatic relations "without delay
with the nations with whom we've had
animosity."

Among the guests were the heads of U.N.
delegations to China and Vietnam.
"We have a changing relationship in

Southeast Asia, and we have tried to repair

damages as a result of war and to stretch out
the hand of friendship with those countries
with whom in the past we've had animosity,"

Carter said in a toast.
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Politics of sewage
According to Ambrose Bierce, in his

masterpiece. The Devil's Dictionary, politics
is "A strife of interests masquerading as a
contest of principles." A senator, says
Bierce, is a "fortunate bidder in a contest of
votes." The public is informed of the activity
of politics by the reporter - "a writer who
guesses his way to the truth and dispels it

with a tempest of words." The reporter's
observations and opinions are printed by the
press — "A might magnifying machine
which, with the aid of "we" and printer's
inke, changes the squeak of a mouse into the
roar of an editorial lion, on whose utterances
the nation (presumably) hangs with bated
breath."

JImpaulin

Ambrose Bierce is one of my literary

heroes. However, this column is not intended
to be merely a Bierceian treat to the UMass
readership. It is about one of my favorite
topics and activities, politics, in general, and
student politics in particular. Mr. Bierce
provides a good framework in which to
express my views of politics, though, par-
ticularly the more absurd and ridiculous.

The Student Senate is presently dominted
by liberalradical activists. "Radicalism - The
conservatism of tomorrow injected into the
affairs to today." The definition of a liberal is

included in Bierce's definition of a "Con-
servative, 7>, A statesman who is enamored
of existing evils, as distinguished from the
Liberal, who wishes to replace them with
others." There are a few conservatives, but

worry, I still attend senate meetings and act
like and sometimes display an asshole.
However, as compensation I suppose, I

won a seat as a representative ( 'A gen-
tleman who looks after the interests of his
constituents - as long as they don't conflict
with his") to the Commuter Collective.
Unfortunately, according to lame duck at-
torney general Paul Yanowich, as he hovered
above my typewriter, the student judiciary,
upon his instigation (call out the instigators
for there's something in the air. And you
know that it's right, because the revolution's
here." Yanowitch is a revolutionary,
declared the commuter election invalid due
to slipshod management of the election and
inadequate and inaccurate advertising of the
dates and hours of the polling place. I never
would have been aware of the fact that the
polling place was in front of the Hatch, had I

not stumbled upon it one nondescript
Monday morn.
MOVE to dedicate the sewage treatment

plant to Sir Thomas Crapper, the inventor of
the flush toilet, the tool that transport to the
treatment center its feed. (Or maybe Lenny
Bruce ... "You dirty filthy Commie toilet!")

Boy, but I tell you, Saturday night I took a
midnight stroll to the treatment center,
walked out on one of the bridges over the big
concrete filtration vats, and I felt just like
Brian DeLima addressing the Student Senate
- Let's have some order, shit, and
remember, each one of you represents over a
hundred assholes collectively, so respect the
rules of order. There's a saying among civil

engineers: It might be shit to you, but it's

bread and butter to us.

Photo bv Dale G'iswoid

just a handful in the great and general senate
of the University of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.

The student senate is where a student has
an opportunity to act like an asshole in behalf
of the hundred to several hundred con-
stituents (assholes?) who elected her-him
(her precedes him alphabetically). I myself
nearly had the opportunity to be one of those
elected assholes, but I was washed up by a
simple sheet of slate. You see, Messrs. Blue-

stein and Tarpinian came up with the sup-
posedly brilliant tactic of waiting until two
days before the election to put together the
omnipotent union slate. Every one of the 22
sedimentary layers that was not included as a
write-in was elected. However, at the time I

was living everywhere and nowhere, and
kingmakers Bluestein and Tarpinian were
unable to contact me to see if I would
consent to running on the slate. But not to

Actually, this is somewhat an inaccurate
analogy, since the senate is composed
(decomposed?) of less human shit and more
bullshit, but that's common knowledge.
Strange, that in Western civilization,
throwing the bullshit and simultaneously
creating laws is considered symbolic of a

degree of civilization and democracy. Some
people have told me, though, when they read
my columns they get real shitfaced and that I

can sling with the best of them, which I

suppose makes me an indicted co-
conspirator along with that distinguished pile
of students who meet in the Campus Center
every Wednesday night at 7 p.m. and
sometimes carry on into Thursday. With
recesses at the Bluewall and TOC, it's often a
long day's journey into night.

Jim Pautin's column will appear every
Wednesday in the Collegian.
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More than only human
Three times this year I've gone through a

metamorphosis, a change that has set me
apart from the rest of my friends and
associates. Three times this year I've tem-
porarily lost the use of my left leg because of
an injury to my knee. Three times I've been
temporarily handicapped.

Each time, after at first receiving the
condolences and encouraging words of my
friends, I was jokingly called a cripple or one-
legged. Of course, each time, nothing of this

was considered serious by me or others.
Obviously I was still a whole person and my
friends did not run off in horror or fear
because of the temporary difference be-
tween us.

Jerry rovers

Unfortunately, we are not usually as
comfortable with other handicapped people,
whether their handicaps are mental, physical,

emotional or some combination thereof.

Many of us have lived our lives shying away
from amputees, mentally retarded people or

victims of a crippling disease. This fear is

rooted in our own insecurity about how we
should deal with these people; and a

component of that fear is tne inability of non-

handicapped people to understand the
biological, social and environmental reasons
why people suffer from mental, physical and
emotional handicaps.

Racial, sexual and socio-economic dif-

ferences between people yield perplexing
and recurring problems we have not yet been
able to solve. Yet long ago we rejected, for

the most part, the fear that accompanied the
recognition of these differences as an-
tithetical to the eradication of the problems
resulting from them.

A byproduct of the efforts made to

eradicate the problems arising from sexism,
racism and socio-economic differences has
been the stratification and categorization of

human beings. This categorization makes us
either black people or white, men or women,
rich or poor, but makes no judgement (or

shouldn't anyway) concerning the relative

humanity of these groups.

The categories in which we place handi-

capped people have, unfortunately, very
often shackled them as subhuman. Implicitly

(and sometimes explicitly) we deny that

handicapped people have many, if not all, of

the needs, wants and desires that we
allegedly non- handicapped people have.

We rarely deny the humanity of a cancer
patient or a diabetic or a drug addict. Many
of us in fact champion legislation and
medical work that deals with their special

needs, which are additional to their needs as
human beings and not in substitution. An
important reason for this is the wealth of
understanding we have for the biological and
environmental causes of cancer, drug ad-
diction, etc.

To deny the humanity of the handicapped
or their needs as human beings simply
because we do not understand their af-

flictions is a crime steeped in ignorance and
fear.

Through its institutions our society
promotes and reinforces the idea that a

dynamic human being must be independent,
strongly individualistic and flawless. It is

imperative that the validity of this image be
vehemently rejected and the stigmatisms
attached to those labelled handicapped be
swept aside in favor of their acceptance as
total human beings.

Jerry Rogers' columns appear every
Thursday in the Collegian.
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Commercializing Kent State
By BILL FITZGERALD

Last Friday night I was sort of proud of

myself. While most of the school was
spending their time at parties, I was enduring
a fifteen hour bus ride on my way to Kent
State. I was to attend a rally and demon-
stration against the proposed gym on the site

where, on May 4, 1970 four students were
killed and nine wounded by National Guards-
men, just for having enough sense to protest

the war. I thought \hm I was finally doing

something good for UMass, or at least

getting involved.

I had reasons for supporting this cause
that no one could argue with. In 1970, the

killings at Kent State could have happened at

UMass. It could have been your sister being

killed, it could have been your brother doing

the shooting. When ycu look at it this way, it

More on Kent

State

To the Editor:

Enough Kent State!

Chris Smith

Keeping the

truth intact

To the Editor:

Stephen Mathieu's article on Kent
State

1 10-4] was most discouraging
indeed. He has totally misrepresented the
issue using a kind of adulterated ter-

minology which rivals the debaucheries
of our most vaunted \sic] politicians.

Opposing the gym does not breed
"hatred and bitterness," it breeds an
awareness of injustice. We are not op-
posing the gym, we are opposing the
gym site Why build a gym which violates
history when 17 acres had already been
bought for the purpose of building it?

He claims that "nothing has been
learned from history" when obviously he
knows nothing about history. If he did he
would realize that our interpretations of
the past form the basis of our assump-
tions about what is happening today. Mr.
Mathieu's lack of a sense of history is

quite evident in his misinformed opinions.

The f^ct is, the truth about Kent State is

not yet known and the case is heading
back into the courts. Building a gym on

becomes awfully close to home. Also, killing

people for something they believe in seems
to me to be one of the worst crimes someone
can commit.

coiiinient«iry

Now, seven years later, it looks like

someone is trying to wipe out the memory of
the incident. It started with classes being
held on May 4, when there were none in

earlier years. Then a gym was proposed for
the site of the killings. There were other sites
more appropriate for the gym, land was
bought just for that purpose. So as I got off
the bus Saturday morning, I felt pretty good.
I was doing something constructive, and I

had a good cause.

Then the rally started.

I don't remember the order of the
speakers, who they were, or all of what they
said. After awhile, they all sounded the same
- like a broken record. Some started out
well, telling us what actually happened and
about other injustices, most of which I didn't

know about. They all seemed to say, "Well
the reason all this happened was because of
the capitalistic system that runs this country.
If we all band together and destroy it, we can
create a communist government and nothing
like that will happen again."

I remember one speaker clearly. "There
will come the time," he said, "when we will

all band together and overcome the op-
pression of this capitalistic government."
The reason that I'm against this is that one,
couldn't something like this happen under
any form of government? (and possibly more
under the communist systems of today). And

edilofiol
comment
All signed editorial, cartoons and letters

represent solely the opinions of their authors.

two, I would be against any political party
that would use such an issue for their own
purposes.

What does overthrowing the government
have to do with the Kent State killings?

Instead of trying to convince the people not
to forget the incident or let it happen again,

the speakers seemed more interested in

getting everyone to come back in October to

create some sort of communist youth
alliance. It was a weird commercialization of
a deep, emotional issue. If I had been one of
the four dead students, I would have said,

"Let them build the gym. They are only using
us to get their own point across."

Bill Fitzgerald is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.

that site would serve only to destroy
people's exhibit number one.

Preserving the site of the Kent State
shootings is not "narrow minded" nor is

it simply for "keeping the memory alive.
"

It is rather to keep the truth and reality of
our country's history intact. Tell me, Mr.
Mathieu, why we don't turn Emily
Dickinson 's house into an old folks ' home
or continue housing developments up
Bunker Hill? Obviously Mr. Mathieu and
his sympathizers are being very selective

about the type of history they would
preserve and are quite willing to blot out
\with a gym\ the existence ^i a history
with which they are not at all com
fortable.

Jeffrey Thrasher

Gym termed

"a good thing
ff

To the Editor:

/ think the idea of dedicating the

proposed gymnasium at Kent State to

those killed or wounded in the National
Guard incident is an excellent one.

Obviously a lot of people feel that the
building of the gym is a move to try and
forget the shootings ever occurred. I

can 't make myself believe that the Kent
State Administration is trying to cover up
anything other than a vacant lot.

There is nothing that anybody could do
to that land to make me forget about the
massacre. I could understand the con-
troversy if the National Guard wanted to
build an armory on the site, but a gym is a
good thing.

Why not help the living students while
at the same time remembering the dead?

George Warren

Gallo boycott
still necessary
To the Editor:

Students and other citizens are often
accused of having short memories. The
intensity of interest in Kent State and
Jackson State suggests othen/vise.
However, the absence of news con-

cerning the ongoing struggle of the
United Farm Workers and the high
volume of Gallo Wine at all package
stores suggests the need for a gentle
reminder. The boycott is still necessary.
The fact that Teamsters have given up
their ill-advised competition with U.F.W.
has not softened the hearts of the
growers and the Gallo Brothers. Their
capacity for endless delay in signing
contracts makes it imperative that those
of us who care about justice continue to
boycott Gallo wine and to speak to
package store owners about our reasons
for continuing the boycott.

Pete Sabey, Campus Minister
United Christian Foundation

Pride in non-

violent action
Too the Editor;

Stephen Mathieu: Do not believe for a
minute that the opposition to the Kent
State gym Is based on a "hatred and
bitterness" towards those individuals and
institutions that created the need to

protest, and its bloody aftermath and still

echoing moans. The hill upon which four

» people loot simply students, but human
beings] were murdered should be
preserved as is, and a monument placed
on it so that we all remember.

Bunker Hill has a monument com-
memorating the battle on Breed's Hill in

Boston that drove the British out — it is

there to instill a feeling of pride and
reflection. A monument to our slain

brothers and sisters at Kent and Jackson

letters
States would give us all cause to preserve
a fountain of pride in which non-violent
action resisted the attempted
bludgeoning at the hands of the capitalist

and imperialist forces in this country. It

was a source of inspiration to those at

Seabrook that non-violent resistance had
not died, even under the machine of the
State. The action at Kent was also a
reminder that we are the lucky ones, and
must never forget the blood shed for us. I

personally don't want anyone to ignore
those four people by plopping a
"business-as-usual" concrete monster
on ground committed to the struggle for

freedom.
Lester G. Seafidi

When the aliens

take over
To the Editor:

/ had a dream last night In it the
stumbling masses had been searching for
answers {'being somewhere between
youthful independence and complacent
adulthood'] when the aliens took over.
These were not your usual aliens,
however. They projected 'a magnificent
radiance of self-confidence'. 'They knew
precisely and completely who, why and
what they were. 'I remember sensing that
their ego

\ which was the source of their
personal energy] was bionic or rhaybe
radioactive since It began running the
motor of the world]?]. Being in control,
naturally their view of life was 'great and
beautiful' and etc. ... What they didn't
like was advocacy of violent political and
social revolution because 'it was an
attempt to force the human mind to
change 'Even while these aliens were not
about to give up their control, they had to
present some sort of democratic front.
They said that It was always possible to
appeal to their reason

I felt squeamish In my sleep; I squirmed
and shivered. This was the product of
Drew Crane; a real Rockefeller Nightmare
]as only the most demented Laborite

blown on CIA Inspired LSD-25 could
hallucinate it].

There had to be hope. There was hope.
As though the hand of God has carried

him, I saw before me Jim Paulin decked
out In a several week old unwashed shirt,

dungarees, gray socks and grimy
dungaree jacket; grim and ready for
gonzo interview. Jim Paul did slip into the
great unearthly complex with a forged
press pass allowing the robot guard to
take him on a tour of the DNA master
cylinder computer. It was then that Jim
Paulin very deliberately pissed on the
most important component of the alien
ego structure. Just moments before
these 'magnificent' aliens could find out
about the damage done, Jim was
engaging them in distracting, though
[probably] very important conversational
topics ranging from THE DEATH OF
ELVIS to PUNK ROCK and STAR
WARS. In this way was Jim's work
consummated and was I able to wake up
happily from such an illogical dream.

The story does not end there. This was
only a dream and there Is only one Jim
Paulin. \An important question should be
raised here, one that came in my dream
- Who Is Jim Paulin?] This alien element
Is like the Adromenda strain, though
more insidious [like communism]. It

could attack tomorrow. It might have
attacked yesterday.

Generally what this diatribe is about is

a mental disease that most frequently
attacks 'young' upwardly bound white
males [though females are certainly not
excluded]. A condition inspired by self-

imposed Russian exile - Ayn Rand.
Specifically, the point of the above

dream is that when you read an article

that begins like "College students are at a
crucial stage In life somewhere between
... ", the writer Is bound to be dogmatic.

In which case you go on to other articles

as 1/ think] most do. There is also the

possibility of reading it because you
know the guy and-or you yourself is an
Ayn Rander.

Attention:

Deadlines for

editorial

columnists

Columnists:
The deadline for all columns Is

4:00 p.m. the day before your
column is to appear. Any columns
received later than that will most
likely not be printed. If you have
any questions, please contact Bill

Sundstrom at the G)lleglan.

Being an Ayn Rander, the article might
be a source of inspiration not unlike a
Russian Orthodox sermon. It would,
however, appeal to your hard reason in

much the same manner that the 19th

century English Luddites appealed to the
reason of weavers to destroy the
machinery that would eventually destroy
their livelihood, destroying both them
and their families.

There are also some ]such as myself]

who had been through that specific [Ayn
Rand] trip many many years ago but left,

feeling it was at best a very simplistic,

inadequate description of reality. At best.

Drew Crane, your bit smells like a society
of benevolent overlords. Historically,

however, the Ayn Randlan laissez faire

has led inevitably Into monopoly
capitalism which, because of its in-

humane, antisocial behavior [of which
only the very tip of the Iceburg has been
documented] has led, in turn to our
present bizarre condition of government
control capitalism in which many [if not
most] of its regulators coming from the
private sector ...

Fred Horan

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double- spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include 'a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the
day before publication. Any letters
received later will be published at some
later date.
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Around New England

Walpole prisoners hold hunger strike
\A/ASHINGTON [UPt\ - Four prisoners who refused to answer questions about a

prison murder without first seeing their lawyers were beaten and thrown into punishment
cells, sening the stage for a week-long hunger stnke at Walpole State Prison the wife of
an inmate claimed yesterday.
The Department of Correction said the men were in a maximum disciplinary block but

tor reasons other than refusing to submit any questioning in connection with the fatal
stabbing of Stanley Jalicki, 24, Sept. 9.

About 25 men in Cell Block Four have been on a fast since Sept. 28 in sympathy with the
four men, said Parnell. There are more than 600 prisoners in Walpole.

Brenda Wetherell, 23, of Fall River, said her husband, George, still showed signs of his
beating nearly four weeks later when she visited him at Walpole Monday.

Duke lures foreign firms to Mass.
BOSTON [AP\ - Gov. Michael S. Dukakis announced a new campaign yesterday to

lure foreign business to Massachusetts, saying the state already is working on a number of
prospects.

The governor declined to identify any of the overseas firms eyeing the Bay State, saying
the state's negotiations had to remain confidential at their present stage. But he said there
were "more than a handful of firms" interested in investing in Massachusetts, including
some from "industries which we thought had passed us by."

Oil to be sold off Nantucket Island
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - The Interior Department plans to notify New England coastal

states and other concerned parties Thursday it intends to sell offshore oil and gas leases
on one million acres off Nantucket Island, it was learned yesterday.
The department on Oct. 12, 1976, proposed the sale of leases on 1.17 million acres from

50 miles to 167 miles offshore in the Georges Banks area.
Originally, firms indicated they were interested in drilling in about 1 1 million acres off-

shore.

Former Chicopee man sentenced
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI\ - A former Chicopee man yesterday was sentenced to a

mandatory life prison sentence on his guilty plea to a charge of murdering a real estate
agent in a vacant Springfield house last year.
Hampden County Superior Court Judge Paul Tamburello told Steven P. Carey, 30, that

the killing of Margaret Rossow, 62, of Longmeadow, was a "brutal and senseless murder"
as he sentenced him to Walpole state prison.

Auto insurance companies
§ 9I§ rate revision

BOSTON \UPI] - An insurance industry

comparison of 1978 auto insurance rate

structures proposed by the industry and the
state showed most young women, senior

citizens, and rural and suburban drivers

would receive rate increases under the state

plan.

Rates under the state plan for young,
inexperienced male drivers and drivers in

such high-risk areas as Chelsea, Revere and
Boston would decrease, in some cases by
more than $250, said Lemuel H. Devers,

president of the industry's Massachusetts
Automobile Rating Bureau

Devers said the differences are based on
the methods of distributing premium costs

under the two plans.

Insurance Commissioner James M. Stone
opens public hearings today on the rate

recommendations.
The gap between the industry request for

a 7 per cent, $56 million increase, and the

state recommendation for a 15 per cent,

$117,6 million decrease, is $172.6 million.

In addition to dramatic rate decreases, the

State Rating Bureau also recommended
elimination of the classification system that

raises or lowers a driver's premium cost

because of age, sex and marital status.

James Hunt, director of the Insurance

Department's State Rating Bureau, said his

department had not run a computer analysis

of the industry's rate request and added it

"woula be really tricky to make a com-
parison," without one.

However, while Hunt expressed surprise

and skepticism at some of the industry

figures, he said he had "no reason to suspect
they've done the numbers wrong. They
usually do good work over there."
The Automobile Rating Bureau applied its

analysis of the state rates to a two-vear-old
intermediate car such as a Ford Granada,
Chevrolet Malibu, or Plymouth Fury with
compulsory liability coverage, plus $100,000-
$300,000 additional bodiy injury, $10,000
property damage, $5,000-$ 10,000 uninsured
motorist, and $200 deductible for collision
and comprehensive coverage.

Samplings were done to show a com-
parison between the state and industry rates
for low, average, high Chelsea and Revere
and the highest Boston territory
Charlestown, East Boston and Roxbury,
Devers said.

For senior citizens, the state proposal
would cost $47 more in the low territories,

$70 more in the average, $107 more in the
highest, and $77 more in Boston, he said.

For young female drivers, the state rates
would cost $87 more in the lowest territory,

$60 more in the average, $61 more in the
highest, and $56 less in Boston.

For young male drivers, the state plan
would cost $5 less in the lowest territories,

$60 less in the average, $88 less in the
highest, and $268 less in Boston.

For the drivers in Class 10, who make up a
majority of the driving population, the state

rates would cost $48 more in the lowest
territories, $15 more in the average, $20 less

in the highest, and $123 less in Boston,
Devers said.
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Academic Affairs Meeting

Tonight 8pm.

Room 422 Student Union

To discuss: Core Requirennents, Faculty Survey,

Course & Teacher Evaluations, /

Alternative Crediting Procedures.

All Students Are Urged To Attend This

Important Meeting

OPEN

Sandwiches ColdCuts
^^Bagels Salads

OPEIM AT SAM-70AYS- 549*6314

UCONIA SHOE
iCollegjan i

A

l»FACTORYOim.ET

HILL and DALE MALL
King St., Northampton
Mon. Fri. 10am 9pm
Sat. 10am-8pm

Notices

:
,

DISCOVER THE "$20 BOOT SPECIAL"
Vl. NOW THRU COLUMBUS DAY- OCT 12th

; FASHION WEDGIES
';; Special $20 . t

>•. Neatly tailored boots for the fashion conscious "
.

J woman. Popular moc toes and
:\\ self covered wedges atop bouncy crepe soles. '

'*"*^A
'^"" ^''^^ zippers with stocking ;i

y'^Aguard. Women's sizes. !'•

(

•^

PILE LINED BOOTS
Special $20

Pretty and practical fashion boots for the gal
on the go. Fully lined with thick pilei

for warmth. Top to bottom zippers. Thick, f,^,
long wearing soles and chunky heels. V^^r'-
Women's sizes.

/ y

ACRC
Interested in being placed for volunteer work?

Come visit us in the basement of Jone's library in

Amherst Center. Call Amherst Community Resource
Center 253 2591 or drop by.

ACRC
The Companion Program is looking for "Big

Companions" to give 2 3 hours a week to an Amherst
child during the school year. Call Amherst Community
Resource Center, 253-2591.
BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS
Due to the long weekend we will not go out to the

State School this Saturday, Oct 8. The program will

resume Saturday, Oct. 15. If any questions contact
either Jim, 546 7079 or Kevin, 549-4562. Thank you.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

Attention: Students who will be student teaching
(interning) next semester Spring '78 as part of the
International Education (ECWI please contact George
Urch (545-0747, 545-0465) at the Center for In

ternational Education, IMMEDIATELY.
COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS CLUB

Seniors onfy. Meeting with Dr. Melrose regarding
Grad School information Thursday, Oct. 6, 4:30 p.m.
at C.C 165.

KAPPA KAPPA PSI

Meeting Monday, Oct 10 at 6:00 p.m. Joint
meeting 7:00 p m. 1st Degree - 6:30 p.m. Attendance
mandatory!
NAIADS

Today's meeting in Rm. 171 C.C. to see the video-
tapes of the spring performance. See you there.

HAG.
All Orchard Hill Residents interested in participating

in an open and most important meeting of theOH AG Finance Committee (abides by affirmative
action), please come to the OH AG. office or call Jeff
Cohen, 6 6827
PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE

Tonight at 7:30 in Rm 163-164 C C A Workshop in
health massage will be conducted by Damean Don't
eat one hour before. Everybody welcome
PRE MED

Attention: All persons who signed up for the Pre-
Med E M T course for this semester and next
semester must report to C.C. 175, Thursday Oct 6 at
7 00 p.m
TOY LENDING LIBRARY
The Toy Lending Library at North Village is open

Tues., Wed., Thurs., 5:30 7:30 p.m and Sat. 9-11 a.m.
Contact Mary Ostrowski at North Village for
suggestions and information
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meeting for election of new officers tonight, 8 p.m.,

C C 163 173 Bring membership card if you wish to
vote

UMASS ICE HOCKEY CLUB
Anyone interested in organizing a hockey club call

Dusty at 549 2635.
WANTED
Good home with family needed for 7 month old

pupply named Ollie. He is a mixture of Shepherd and
setter, completely housebroken, great with kids
Please call 549 6739. Keep trying.
WSYL SYLVAN TV
WSYL TV. has an opening for studio director.

Responsibilities will include management and
programming. Non-Sylvanites, women, and minoritiaa
are urged to apply. For info, call Joe 6-6874.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Stage crew meeting tonight in the office, Rm. 415A,

S U. If you intend to work stage crew for Benson
concert, you must attend this meeting.

What's Happening

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
COSTA ICE COLO

KEG BEER
GOLD SEAL

Rose ChabliS

Burgundy

NOW

Ht

DAILY
RAFFLE
"Win Your Own Party" raffle sponsored

by Kappa Kappa Psi-Tau Beta Sigma on
Campus Center Concourse today and
tomorrow. Drawing tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.

TODAY
MOVIES
-"The Point", Mahar Auditorium, 7, 9

and 11 p.m. $1.

-"Emmanuelle II," Student Union
Ballroom, 7, 8:45 and 10:30 p.m.
-"Romeo and Juliet", 'Campus Center

Auditorium, 7 and 9:30 p m
INTERNSHIPS

Meeting, Campus Center 101, 7:30 p.m.
For students interested in spring internships
POETRY READING
Zoe Best and Andrew Salkey, N'FAFA, 8

p.m., 35 West St., Northampton, $1.
Refreshments.

sweaters bags

SPECIAL ARTS PROGRAM
Sarah Vaughan will inaugurate new

program in Fine Arts Center 44, 3:30 p.m.
Designed for education of students and
faculty.

GAY MEN'S RAP GROUP
A group is forming and seeks new par-

ticipants. Hope to share sense of un-
derstanding, friendship and support. Meet
every Thursday at 7 p.m. in UCF office.

Student Union 428.

TOMORROW
WOMEN'S DISCO
Campus Center 10th floor, 9 p.m., $1.

Sponsored by the Lesbian Union; all women
welcome.
VOLUNTEERS
Amherst Community Resource Center

volunteer clearing house - basement of
Jones Library in Amherst Center. Center will
place. Call 253-2591.

flannel shirts

SGol

in-door Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrst CenUr, across from tho groon 253-5441

™ genesis II
'I nil lily rlolhinu

rftyrh-eJ and ni-u

urtin^ler levi jeans $5-7,00
new sweaters from „ ..$4,00
jean style cords from $s qo
navy hells from ^^'^^^

65 univ.,si,y .ir. man & sal 10-6
amhersi,ma.

,^^^.^^. j ^^

^

formerly Old Weird Harolds

fTfflTTWTflHlljrffffTffffTTTTST^TTyfTI

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Classifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5-

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con
stitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! JLittteAAOtMIGRPSUtT^.

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Fiat A 1 $1,100,256-8226

71 Mustang Grande YL Pwr $1 550 774
3652

1970 triumph GT-6 * Exc mech ' Int. AM-
FM, steel radials with 2 snows. $1 200 or
BO Doug 546 4647

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

1976 Su/uki GT550 15,000 mi SI, 200 or

BO 256 01 76 Walt

Vets interested in part time work on
wkends'AnShr day. pays about $40 , no
taxes. Call Al Lasota 256-6381 after 6p.m.

AUDIO

68VW Bus. Rebuilt engine, runs well,
recently painted Asking $795. Jams 253-
7159

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawasaki
Z 1900CC Mint condition Low pricei B.O
665 3031

74 Suzuki250o7)/off Exc. cond 253-2475

1975 HONDA XL350dual purpose bike, low
miles, e«c cond Al Lasota. 256 6381, eve

Typist 65WPM 20 hrs workstudy avail. Call

MassPIRG 256 6434 $2.50 hr.

Oeskcierk/Auditor Nights, weekends
Apply Howard Johnsons, Rt g.Hadley

DYNACO SCAQ80 Stereo AMP 30W
RMS Chan Cynaco FM 5 TUNER both Ex
cond Must be sold together List $540
selling for $200. Call Jeff 546-8791

Reliabte Student to clean house, cook,
babysit in exchange for room and board
Call 782 4837 eves

TRAVBL

GE/FM, Turn
6735

8TR, 4SP Quad. $200 546

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson
Bring a friend $55 each Terry 253 3834.

ROOM WANTED

72 BMW 2002 new paint, tires, exhaust, lots
more Exc cond $3000 546 7680

71 Plymouth Cricket 4cvl 4spd 31MPG.
It s gotta go Make offer 253 9497 Aft 6.

72 - VW BUG Very good cond
. noTust

S 1800 Or BO Call 253 7273 after 5 PM.

FOR SALE

Pair Nike Waffle Trainers. Brand new size
7 Call Julie 549 6791

1967 Mercedes 200 Diesel 30000 mi on new
engine Stereo, A C. pwr steering, radials
jiew paint $2600 Call 253 7284

Triumph GTB * Fair conditionTl300 as is

666 3615 aft 6PM

Scuba Gear, tanks, regualtors wetsuit. etc
• camping gear, 253 7761 , Mark

Schwin 10 spd 26 in mint xtras 549 3805

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in
quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath

« and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call
545 3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

Turntable PE2038 Auto Man Excel cond.
S50 Neg Call David 256 0223 evenings

WANTED

Marantz Model 26 slerio reciever 30
watts Chan Excellent cond $200 Call
Frank after 9 OOp m 549 3841

CALCULATORS ^
College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail T 159 $225 58
S99 95, 51 $52 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

PERSONALS

122Volwo Darts sed&waaon Rea 665-4384 HELP WANTED
I VW no rust $550 MikeUA 603 6 8653

FIAT 128. 74, 28000mi AM FM. cassette
stereo, good gas, fine cond Call 5 2642 or

2643 after 7p m , ask for Niel, Rm 211.

74 Fiat 128 50,000 mi Good cond $1 500
5490619

1967 COUGAR XR"7,~PS. PB, good tires,

runs e«r.pllent $550 546 4771

1971 Ford Econoline Super Van, 6 cyl
,
good

condition Moving must sell call Mike
after 5 739 7680 Keep Trying

The job you've always wanted! Get paid
to read, do 'lomework qi watch television'
The only catch is that you must have work
study, and stay awake all night Call Pete
Christopher at 549 6699

Drafting Table and 2 drawer metal filing
f abinet Michael 628 3231

Needed Immediately, one small solid black
vest for someone about 5 feel and 95
pounds If you can help me you will be
handsomely rewarded Call Jerry at 549
0044

SERVICES

Work Study Position $3 hr for student
awarder) work study and with en
vironmentai background or maior Tel
545 0347

Laborers Wanted, part time and full time
H Trfmblav Co 126 Bndqe St Hatfield,

Seamstress wanted to alter unlined winter
coat Tom 253 5408

LOST

BIk Badge Case with valuable Ids S2 500
Reward 256 8226

Complete Bike Overhaul Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95 Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549-6904. 584 1016

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 1213) 477 8474

Expert Typing, only 40cents page Call
after 6, Mon Thurs . 256 8484

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models low prices Jack 586 0610

Look! Moped Sale. Moped Sale! Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumers
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2
passenger moped Come for a test nde and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEYMOPED accessories 4 Conz Street
Northampton, 586 1054 Behind city hall 2
min from Main Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Pncesi See us before you buyW T, F, nites til 9 Look' Moped Sale"
Moped Sale' Come!

Happy Birthday Joan, and many more
Sue

Congradulations Cathy. Nancy M Patfy
Judy, Nancy S NO MORE NUTS' Love
from SSS

Mark C Good Luck as a Greek. From a
Greek Lover

No longer a teen, but, now for my
womanly Weanne. loving birthday wishes,
soon to be seen . H B MOI S from Wob

INSTRUCTION

Voice Lessons - Conservatory grad
styles Beginners welcome 256 8478

All

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH25,0OO READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! !LittteAd«G«tHG RESULTS!
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Siamese twin survives

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6, 1977

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. [AP\ - Doctors kepi
a close watch yesterday over the crib of a 3-

week old girl who defied medical history by
surviving surgery that separated her from an
attached twin.

Although medical center officials withheld
the parents' names, the child's first and
middle names were listed as Ferra Hope. She
will probably be called by her middle name.
Dr. Steve Golladay said yesterday.
The twin sister died during the five- hour

operation Saturday. Golladay, who headed
the surgical team at the University of
Arkansas Medical Center, said physicians
had expected that.

The surviving twin "is a really pretty little

girl who drinks from a bottle and smiles,"
Golladay said.

He said the 7-pound baby underwent
further surgery late Tuesday and "tolerated
the procedure

" to stop internal abdominal
bleeding. Her condition had stabilized
yesterday but remained critical, he said.

GoHaday put the infant's chances of
survival at 50-50.

Never in medical history had a child
survived more than six hours after an
operation to separate twins born with one
trunk and a conjoined heart, the doctor said.
Only 25 other cases of the condition, called
thoracopagus, have been recorded.

Four of those sets of twins died within six
hours, three were not separated, and died
within 90 days and 18 were stillborn,

Golladay said.

The twins, born Sept. 14 at El Dorado in
south.ern Arkansas, weighed 11 pounds, had
one torso, two heads, two legs, two normal
arms and a third arm with two hands at-

tached to the wrist in a "praying hands"
position, the doctor said.

If the surgery had not been performed, the
twin 'would be dead by now, I'm sure,"
Golladay said.

Prosecuting Atty. Lee A. Munson of Little

Rock had issued a legal opinion before the
surgery saying physicians felt "the twins
must be separated to save the life of the
primary twin. The parasitic twin will die as a
result of the operation."

separation

Great-grandmother hopes
to be homecoming queen

FAYETTEVILLE, NC. lUPf] - At 80 years
of age, Alice Pearce doesn't look like a
college junior, much less a candidate for
homecoming queen.

But according to tradition, the
homecoming queen at Methodist College is

supposed to represent school spirit. And
Mrs. Pearce says she has plenty of that.
She holds down the jobs of great-

grandmother, grandmother, mother and a
part-time worker for the Fayetteville Sym-
phony besides her work toward a degree in

English. Her activities have given rise to a
r ^n ir that she has already burned out two
hear I pacemakers.

"I'm on my second pacemaker, but it's not
because I burned the first one out," she said
during a short break in her biology lab.

Her 18 opponents in the competition are all

young enough to be her granddaughters, but
the contest has no talent or beauty com-
petition, and Mrs Pearce figures that.gives
her an edge.

"I tell you if they did it on beauty, I

wouldn't have a chance," she said yesterday.
'When they mentioned to me it was

popularity, I thought I had a chance. I feel
highly honored."

Mrs. Pearce said she decided to enter on
the urging of the students.

"I think they are all my friends," the
mother of 4, grandmother of 12 and great-
grandmother of 3, said. "There are nearly 800
here and they all speak to me. I can't
remember all their names, but I know them
when I see them."
The new queen will be named during a

soccer game Saturday, and Mrs. Pearce will
be escorted by Methodist graduate David
Langston, 25, a student at a seminary in

Washington, DC.

"I've known him four or five years," she
said.

If she wins, Mrs. Pearce says she plans to
take part in all the things expected of a
homecoming queen, such as dances,
bonfires, and pep rallies.

She said if she does win the voting, which
took place yesterday, it may have something
to do with her son. Dr. Richard Pearce,
president of the college.

Southwest Men's Center

organizes support groups
The Men's Center is trying to organize

support and consciousness-raising groups
for the year. The groups are open to all

University and community men, and will

confront issues relating to sexism, the dif-

ficulties of men trying to be supportive and
close with each other, men facing difficulties

in relationships-marriages, and men facing
separation or divorce.

A meeting to discuss the center and group
formation, will be held Oct. 11,7 p.m. at the
Men's Center, in office three on the lobby of
Kennedy Towers. For more information,
contact Scon McKearney at the Center, 545-
0263, Monday through Friday, noon to 5 p.m.

WMUA's 'Focus' program

moves to a new time slot

The weekly "Focus" public affairs series

on WMUA ( UMass radio, 91 .1 FM) moves to

a new 6 p.m. Thursday time slot beginning
today, with moderator Ken Mosakowski
firing more pointed questions and com-
mentary on controversial issues

Guests for tonight's live, open forum will

include Jane Holappa, director of the

Amherst Community Survival Center; and
leaders of the Amherst Tenants Association,
a local tenants' rights group. Listeners are
invited to call in questions during the live

program.

Contraception education

available at infirmary
Contraception educational sessions are

held every Monday and Thursday at 3 p.m.,
and Tuesday and Wednesday at 7 p.m. iri

University Health Center 302. Each session
lasts about 90 minutes; Tuesday night
designed especially for couples. No ap-
pointment necessary.
Women receiving contraception services

for the first time at the University Health
Services must attend, and those considering
contraception should. All students are in-

vited.

Appointments are available after one has
attended an educational session — call 549-
2600 between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays or
go to Clinic IV. Breast self-exam instruction
available at all Contraception Clinic visits.

Questions will be answered at any time at
549-2671.

Special contraception educational
sessions for men only are held the first

Monday of each month.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS HOMECOMING

THIRD WORLD STEERING COMMITTEE

Presents a

CABARET AND DANCE

Featuring

/ /

• PLEASURE »f

SAT. OCTOBER 15. 8:00 P.M.

SM DFNT I NION BALLROOM

Admission S2.()()

icKeis 11. i\ be pill V. h.i/tfd .11 I\ OMk

Munson said yesterday his office "plowed
new ground" with the opinion because
Arkansas law does not address such a
situation.

"We had to take all the doctors' expertise
into consideration," he said. "Did this
amount to some sort of manslaughter, or
homocide? In our opinion, it did not, based
on the Karen Quinlan case and others we
cited. I have not had one call on this."
Munson also said the parents' wishes had

to be considered. They concurred in the
doctors' plans, he said.

"There comes a time when a decision has
to be made individually, and the State of
Arkansas, or me, or the United States, or no
one else has a right to interfere in that
decision.

"It is so personal and so private that they
had a right.... to make that decision and I

don't think the state has a right to interfere
with it."

The Student Government Association
is looicing for students who have
experience or an interest in

collective bargaining

»»»»»#»»»»»»»#»#»»#####.

Contact the Presidents Office
at 545-2129 or Rm. 430 SU.

C&CLIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY 2533091

NATIONAL BOHEMIAN $4.99
case

BALLANTINE ALE
16 oz. R«t. $5.75

& deposit

LAMBRUSCO $1*59
per 1/5

VODKA $8.99
1.75 liter

195 N PLEASANT ST.

256-6403
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Your Birtlidau By Stella wilder

Froir UNITED Feature Syndicate
for release WEDNESDAY

. Oct 5, 1977

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6
- Born today, you are one
of those complicated indi-
viduals who holds up to the
world at large two distinct
imaKes of himself On the
one hand, you impress oth-
ers as being highly inde-
pendent, inclined to lead
rather than to follow; on
the other, when the situa-
tion calls for the kind of
original thinking independ-
ent persons are usually
capable of, you fall short,
waiting for others to come
up with the solutions You
are intelligent - wise
enough to admit this small
fault and quick to know
when following gams you
more than leading

If a woman, you will be
inclined to become bored
*'th homemaking.
Undoubtedly, you will need
more than the care of
home and family if you are
to be happy in your work
On the other hand, you
would miss your
homemaking chores were
you to be completely de-
nied them. Vou should be
able to juggle your hours in
such a way that both a
career outside and inside
the home are possible. If
and when the possibility
becomes a reality, you will
begin to know true happi-
ness.

If a man. you may lie-

come easily wearied of
your personal relation-
ships. For this reason, it is

essenUal that the person
you select as a marital
partner be of sufficiently

interesting and varied
character that your inter
est will be kept up You
have every intention of
working to make loved
ones happy, your ability to
do so, however, may de-
pend greatly upon your
mood at the moment.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7

LIBRAiSept 23-Oct 22»
Keep an open mind and a
receptive heart when you
make your contacts with
others today You can
bring another peace of
mind
SCORPIO f Oct .23-

Nov 21 )
- Concentrate on

those aspects of a personal
relationship which endear
another to you; forgive,
forget, and start over!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

Dec 21 )
- ("onfusion early

in the day could cause you
to forget an important ap-
pointment late in the after-
noon. Forewarned is

forearmed
CAPRICORNfDec 22-

Jan.l9) — If you can relax
during the initial phase of a
new project, you should be
able to make considerable
progress today
AQUARIUSiJan 20-

Feb.18) - Turn your full

attention toward succeed-
ing at new assignments
Higher-ups await results;
on the line may be
advancement.

PISCES(Feb 19-March
20

) You should be able to
influence another in your
favor today Don't look too
far ahead, determine your
coarse without delay
ARIESi March 21-April

19) — Concentrate on per-
sonal matters Unless you
can unravel your own
affairs, you can't expect to
help another unravel his
TAURUS April 20-May

20
1 Much energy will be

expended today in pursuit
of new goals. Relax; let

things happen Don't at-

tempt to force issues.

GEMINKMay 21-June20)
— If you combine knowl-
edge with an admission of
ignorance when it applies,
you will make a friend for
life Reconsider decisions
of yesterday
CANCERiJune 21-July

22
1 Make an effort to

keep in the company of
congenial friends through-
out the day Consider a
proposal for a new project
at evening.

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) —
Yours should be the win-
ning proposal - if you are
wise enough to incorporate
into it what you know to be
another's weakness.
VIRGOf Aug.23-Sept 22)

- You can make use of
forces others are appar-
ently overlooking and gain
the upper hand in a new
venture Reverse the order
of things.

I opynithl im. Unil«d Fralur. Syndl
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Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Ravioli

dough
6 Sorrowful

word
1 1 Play

division
1 4 Ethereal

fluid Myth
1 5 Sweet

material
1 6 Accepted

average
1 7 Missouri 3

words
1 9 An earlier

time Prefix

20 Double-digit
number

21 Fixed
charges

22 Some
equines

24 Broods
26 Pipe fittings

27 Eggheads
30 Santa
32 Sings

rhythmically
33 Nonmetallic

element
34 Wash

regulatory
adm

37 Capri, e g
38 Apple parts
39 Tapered

leveling

piece
40 Letter
41 Alloy
42 Into that

place
43 Spiral form
45 Make less

taut

46 Pinnacles
48 Ship s bow
49 Conducts

on a course
50 Bloodsucking

insect
52 Flooring

piece
56 Trade

requiring

skill

57- -

Avon
60 Kind of

defendant
61 Rub out
62 Memento

from the
past

63 Conclusion
64 Drives in

forcefully

65 Delia or

Peewee

DOWN
1 Word to

attract

attention

2 Hurt

3 Foot
covering

4 Community
location

5 Cove
6 Quadrupeds
7 Instrument
8 Turkish

VIPs
9 Jaguar
10 Moscow

edifice
1 1 Nears
1 2 Thomas

: Eng
poet

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Puzzle Solved
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13 Plait of hair

18 Newts
23 Elementary

principles

25 Those in

power
26 Son of Seth
27 Radar

screen im-

age
28 Tower
29 Made less

painful

30 Samuel

Telegraph
promoter

31 Mining
yields

33 Vessel
35 English river

36 Verily

38 Part of the
leg Anat

39 Footwear

accessory
41 Made

sacred
42 High rock
44 California

fort

45 Bread unit
46 Sole of a

plow
47 Former So

Amer dic-

tator

48 Pays honor
to

SOKuklas •

friend

51 Final

53 Inactive
54 Feminine

name
55 Noun suffix

58 A T of

TNT'
59 Hockey star

Bobby ---

1 2 3 4 5

1
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1
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Sports in Brief
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Pats trade Moore
FOXBORO, Mass [UPI] - The New

England Patriots traded nose tackle

Arthur Moore and put veteran center Bob
Hyland on waivers yesterday to make
room for returning offensive linemen

John Hannah and Leon Gray.

Coach Chuck Fairbanks said Moore, in

his fourth year of pro football, went to

Cleveland in a conditional trade. He said

New England would receive a future draft

pick if Moore makes the Browns' roster.

Hyland, in his 11th year, was picked up
by the Patriots before the beginning of

the current season and had seen little

action with New England.
Hannah and Gray, contract holdouts,

reported to the team Tuesday. They had
been ordered to do so by the National
Football League Player-Club Relations
Committee. The Patriots are expected to

negotiate with the players after the
season ends.

Broncos nix trade
DENVER \AP] - The Denver Broncos of

the National Football League will make no
further effort to trade for New England
Patriots' offensive lineman John Hannah or
Leon Gray, Coach Red Miller said yesterday.
"I'm just going to leave the whole thing

alone," said Miller. "I'm just glad that they've
all worked it out. Those are two fine players
and I'd hate to see their careers interrupted in

any way. I suffered through a lot of growing
pains with those guys and I know they mean
a lot to that team."

Miller was the Patriots' offensive line

coach for four years before being named the
Broncos' head coach this year.
Hannah and Gray returned to their team

Tuesday after a 2V7 week walkout over a
salary dispute. They had been ordered back
by a National Football League arbitration
committee, which ruled the linemen had
binding contracts.

Hannah had indicated a preference for
being traded to Denver, and Miller had said
he would seek to acquire the All-Pro guard in

an effort to strengthen the Broncos' of-
fensive line.

The absence of the two standout linemen
caused unrest on the New England team and
could have been a factor in the Patriots'
disappointing 1-2 record.

Miller said he is relieved that the Hannah-
Gray matter is behind him, saying the team
and coaches "have to concentrate on a
tough game with Kansas City this week."

C's drop Johnson
HARTFORD, CONN. \UPI\ - FonA^ard

John Johnson, obtained in a trade from
the Houston Rockets earlier this year, has
been dropped from the Boston Celtics
Roster, Club President Red Auerbach
said last night.

The decision to release the 6' 6"
cornerman came after the Celtics
received Johnson's contract in the mail
Wednesday from Houston General
Manager Ray Patterson, Auerbach said.

He said the agreement reached over
the phone with Patterson last spring
regarding the nature of Johnson's
contract was entirely different than the
document he received Wednesday.

"This is the most outrageous
misrepresentation of a contract that I

have seen in 31 years," Auerbach said.

'This is a tremendous shock to me."
Although he would not elaborate,

Auerbach said the lavish terms of
Johnssn's contract were not mentioned
by Patterson during the earlier trade alks.

"I don't want to do business with a
situation like that ever again," Auerbach
said.

Merchant axed
SPRINGFIELD - Former UMass

hockey star Mike Merchant was among
13 players axed Monday by the
Springfield Indians as the AHL club made
its first roster cuts.

Merchant, who played for the
Minutemen from 1973-77, was trying out
for Springfield as a free agent. He played
in the forward line under coach Jack
Canniff while at UMass.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

None
TODAY

WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Keene State Home 3:30
TOMORROW

yA"»?)-TV^^° HOCKEY (4-0) vs. Colgate at Cortland State 3:30WOMEN'S GOLF ^ vs. Rhode Island-Cortland at URI
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL (0-0) - vs. Dartmouth yJwav 2:00
MEN'S TENNIS (2-2) - Yan Con championships Home
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Gullett claims stfffhess

in arm caused defeat

Phils top NL All-Star list
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Three members of

the Philadelphia Phillies, including pitcher
Steve Canton and slugger Greg Luzinski,
were among seven Eastern Division players
named yesterday to the United Press In-

ternational's 1977 11 -man National League
All-Star team.

Selected along with Carlton and Luzinski
were third baseman Mike Schmidt of the
Phillies, second baseman Joe Morgan,
outfielder George Foster and pitcher Tom
Seaver of the Cincinnati Reds, catcher Ted
Simmons and shortstop Garry Templeton of
the St. Louis Cardinals, first baseman Steve
Garvev of the Los Angeles Dodgers, out-

fielder Dave Parker of the Pittsburgh Pirates
and relief pitcher Bruce Sutter of the
Chicago Cubs.
The three Reds and the Dodgers' Garvey

were the only Western Division players
selected in the lopsided geographical vote.
The selections were made by 25 sports-
writers from around the country who par-

ticipated in the UPl's annual post-season
survey.

Carlton was an overwhelming choice for

one of the starting pitcher berths, Parker was
the only unanimous selection and Luzinski
and Foster polled more than 80 per cent of
the votes cast for their positions.

Hannah says

'I want out'
FOXBORO \UPI\ - All-pro guard John

Hannah was reported yesterday as saying he
wants to be traded by the New England
Patriots at the end of the NFL season,
whether or not he gets a pay raise.

Hannah and all-pro linemate Leon Gray
showed up for a two-hour practice
yesterday, their first since they walked out on
the Patriots Sept. 11 in a contract dispute.
The two players agreed to return Tuesday

in exchange for a promise from the Patriots
that their contracts would renegotiated at

the end of the 1977 season.

Hannah, an All-America at Alabama and
now in his fifth season with New England,
refused to attend a post-practice news
conference. But a WBZ-TV sports reporter
later quoted Hannah on the station's evening
newscast as saying he wanted to leave the
team.

"He said he wants to be traded at the end
of the season," said the reporter. He said
Hannah also vowed not to talk to reporters
until the season is over.

Patriots coach and general manager
Chuck Fairbanks told reporters he would use
both Hannah and Gray in Sunday's game
against Seanle at Schafer in Foxboro.

"They worked fine in the practice today
and it was a pretty good, brisk pace and it

was a little bit longer than usual. They're
going to play and there's a good chance
they'll start," Fairbanks said.

The Patriots have lost two of their first

three games without the two All- pro
linemen.

Gray, who said he was at his playing
weight despite the lack of practice, also said
he was "pretty pleased" with his per-
formance yesterday.

"I didn't get out of shape too mu^. We've
got to do a lot of work. But that's nothing
new for us. We hope to help the team get
back on the winning side of things," he said.

Gray said "there was no animosity"
among the players when he and Hannah
showed up for practice.

"They were very nice about the whole
thing Nobody was upset. We just all shook
hands. They were glad that we came back to
a part of the team," Gray said.
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NEW YORK [UP/] - Don Gullett, who
gave up Kansas City's first four runs
yesterday in the Royals' 7-2 victory over the

New York Yankees in the opening game of

the American League playoffs, said he was
unable to get his pitching arm loose, the

27 Pleavint St Northampton S86-0935]

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ >n ^ ^ '^A

Mandarin Szerhuen
('uisine

* Open 7 days a week *

Specials

LUNCHEON $1.25 & up
DINNER 13.55

Mon. Thur. n:30a.m. -10:00p.m.
Kri.-Sun. 1 1 :30a.ml 1 :00pm.

( ncktails — Take Out Service

10 Relchertown Rd.
Rl. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Ban(|ut't Fai'ililifH

1^15 \he some two dudes from

"Upkown Sokufdoy Night".

but this time they're

bock with kid dyn-o-mite!

Technicolor ® From Warner Bros

A Warner Communications Company

Fri., Oct.7.

O

CCA
7. 9, & n—»1.00

same left arm which has bothered him
periodically all season.

"I couldn't get loose in the bullpen," said
Gullett, who left the game after the second
inning with the Royals leading, 4-0. "I felt I

was hurting the ball club going with that type
of ^tuff

. The trainer asked me how I was after
the second inning and I told him I couldn't
get loose. He told Billy (Martin) and he took
me out."

Gullett walked Fred Patek on four pitches
and Hal McRae followed with a two-run
homer. With two out in the second, Gullet
walked Darrell Porter and gave up a single to
Frank White. Patek knocked home both
runners with a double down the left field line

that Lou Piniella casually fielded and tossed
to the infield, thinking the umpires had ruled
that a fan had touched the ball.

Gullett said he did not inform Martin that
he didn't feel right warming up.

"I've been in that situation before where I

couldn't loosen up in the bullpen," Gullett
said, "but I always loosened up in the end.
When you can't get loose, you can't get
control of the ball and you can't get velocity.

I'm definitely disheartened, but I'm not
giving up. I'd like to give it another try."

Martin, however, said Gullett may not be
able to pitch for the rest of the playoffs and
possibly the World Series, if the Yankees
make it.

"It doesn't look very good," the Yankee
manager said. "I called the bullpen when he
was warming up and they said he was
throwing the hell out of the ball. The trainer
asked about his arm after the second inning
and he said he hurt it on the last pitch of the
inning. I had to get him out of there. It's the
same injury he had before, the same area in

the shoulder.

"He just got pitches in an area where you
don't want to and they hit them. You've got
to give them credit."

Piniella said he would have been able to
throw out White in the second inning if he
didn't think the ball had been touched by a
spectator, which would have made the play
dead and held White at third base.

"If I can't throw a guy out on a play like

that," Piniella said, "I'll cut off my right arm
and feed it to the alligators in Okeefenokee
Swamp.

"They played good. We're going to play a
little better tomorrow."

Reggie Jackson, who was hitless in four
tries, said the Yankees fell too far behind too
early to catch up.

"You get behind, 6-0, with a good club
and you're not going to catch them, I don't
care who you are," said Jackson. "To take
advantage of the fact we're a more ex-
perienced team, we've got to stay within one
or two runs to be able to put the pressure on.
There's no excuse. We got beat."

They found me
in the classifieds!

I was :.] purr ty

good deal' You'll

find all kinds of

pets from horses
to guppies at all

kinds of prices.

Classifieds are an
entire pet store

delivered to you at

UMass.
COLLEGIAN

CLASSIFIEDS ARE
PURRjy

DARN GOOD!

MOPED COUNTRY
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE IINE OF

CUSTOM MADE

PILLOW FURNITURE

chair size $25-$36

6 cushion couches from $72.50-$145

limited selection of

large & small rug remnants

at BELOW WHOLESALE

Triangle St. 549-4853

Collegian v.

McEvilly at helm

Quarterback Mike McEvilly gets set to hand off during Saturday's big victory
over Youngstown State. The Minutemen will play host to Boston University this
weekend in hopes of improving their Yankee Conference record to 2-0. (Staff
photo by Chris Bourne)

Sports Notices
BOWLING - Men's rolloffs for the

bowling club will be held next Tuesday and
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m. at the Boyden
lanes. Women's rolloffs will be held next
Tuesday from 4-6 p.m. Any UMass un-
dergraduate is welcome to try out. For more
information, call Paul at 253-5122 or Dave at
546-9154.

INTRAMURALS - The intramural cross-

country meet will be held next Wednesday at

3:30 p.m. Entries are due in by tonight at tht

Intramural office.

WRESTLING — Needed: a manager for the

wrestling team. Anyone interested is urgec
to contact coach Dave Amato at 20£
Boyden.
PHYS ED DEPT. - Next Thursday, the

physical education department will sponsor c

full-day event called The PEP Experience.' I

will run from 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. in NOPE. Chec^
these pages for more news.

Open 10-5 Mon.-Fri.

Eastern Mountain Sports

VISA*

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM.
Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM

Route 9. Amherst-Hadley Line

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413)253-9504

masip' charge
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Kansas City Royal Paul Spllttorff's face reflects the amount of effort he puts into
pitching in the playoffs as he delivers a pitch in yesterday's 7-2 win over the New
York Yankees in the opening game of the American League Championships. (UPI)

76ers ill— need th' Doctah
By DAVE RODMAN
and PA T DOBBS
Collegian Staff

HARTFORD — It may have only been an
exhibition game, but despite some unfamiliar

faces, the Boston Celtics showed several

flashes of mid- season offensive brilliance as

they came from behind to defeat the

Philadelphia 76'ers last night in Hartford,

109-103.

The Sixers led by eight at the end of one
quarter behind the strong board work of

Harvey Catchings and Darryl Dawkins and
the shooting of Doug Collins and George
McGinnis, along with a couple sky-jumpers

by "All-World" (just ask him) Lloyd Free.

The UMass women's tennis team
will take on Keene State today at

home on the lower Boyden courts,

beginning at 3:30. (Staff photo by Bob
Higgins)

Boston appeared sluggish in the first

period - dominated inside by Philly's shot-

blockers and-or goaltenders. Dawkins and
Catchings A couple Fred Saunders jumpers,
likewise for Charlie Scott, and a bundle of

"Cornbread" Maxwell free throws comprised
the bulk of the Green's offense.

To begin the second stanza, coach
Tommy Heinsohn brought out John
Havlicek", Curtis Rowe, Jim Ard, Dave Bing
and Mike Dabney, and slowly, the tide began
to turn.

Recent acquisition Bing was the catalyst in

the Celts drive to close to two points at the
half. The slick, smooth-shooting guard ate
up Henry Bibby with a combination of
perimeter jumpers and swooping moves to
the hooD

Bing appears to be the ideal third guard,
able to motivate "instant offense, " much as
Cleveland's Austin Carr, when used in that
role.

At the half, the Sixers were gasping, "is

there a doctah in the house?" as their

resident surgeon, one Julius Erving, was
home in Philly resting a sore knee.
The third period saw the lead see-saw

back and forth, with the Celts contriving
several steals and throwing the fast break
offense into high gear at times. Philly

countered with Caldwell Jones's strong
board sweeping, and some shifty Collins

moves and Mix's patented sweeping-elbow,
bulldozer drives.

Maxwell proved he may be the ideal

replacement for Sidney Wicks (who dat?) as
he played strong defense, and heads up
offense, culminating with a soaring, in-your-

face, hang - your elbows - on - the - rim
slammer on the end of a solo steal that nearly
sent Mike Dunleavy halfway to Enfield.

The fourth quarter was typified by this Red
Cowens play - clean the board, outlet,
sprint the length of the floor to get a return
feed and can a top of the key jumper — his
third straight. But Philly didn't die with a
whimper. "Jelly Bean" Bryant heated up his
twin six shooters to make the final margin
respectable, while Dawkins awoke the crowd
of 6,000 or so as he unveiled his first "Un
believably Terrifying De Laurentiis Memorial
Gorilla Stuff" - hopefully the first of many,
we have to admit.

Royals rout NY;
LA slams Philly
NEW YORK [UPI] - Two-run homers by

Hal McRae and John Mayberry plus Fred
Patek's disputed two-run double highlighted
a lightning quick Kansas City blitz yesterday
and carried the Royals to a 7-2 victory over
the New York Yankees in the first game of
the American League Championship Series.

In forging a 1-0 lead in the best-of-five
series, the Royals did the bulk of their scoring
in the first three innings and thus found
themselves in the comfortable position of
returning to their home stadium after
Thursday night's second game with no
worse than a split in New York. No team
which has lost the first game of either league
playoff at home has ever been able to
rebound and win the series.

Yankee starter Don Gullet, who said the
secret to beating the Royals was keeping
their speed men off the bases, failed in that
mission from the very outset - walking
Patek, the leadoff batter, on four straight

pitches.

After Gullet threw another ball on his first

pitch to McRae, the Royais' second batter of

the game, Yankee manager Billy Martin
hustled out to the mound for a conference
with his pitcher.

Gullett settled down and threw two
straight strikes, but McCrae leaped on the 2-

2 delivery and sent it over the left field wall,

inches above the 387-foot sign, for a 2-0 lead.

Another walk by Gullett set up the Royals'

second two runs in the second. After retiring

Mayberry and Joe Zdeb, Gullett walked
Darrell Porter on a 3-1 count and then was
touched for an infield single by Frank White.
Patek followed with a hard grounder over
third base which caromed off the wall in

front of tne third base stands. Porter scored
easily and when left fielder Lou Pinielia

nonchalantly lobbed the ball back to the
infield after assuming a fan had touched it.

White kept right on running home with the
second run to make it 4-0.

Pinielia and Martin protested but Nick
Bremigan, the umpire on the left field foul

line, ruled no interference.

LOS ANGELES [UPI] - In typical

Hollywood fashion, Dusty Baker stole a

dramatic script from teammate Ron Cey last

night by belting a grand slam homer in the
fourth inning which sparked the Los Angeles
Dodgers to a 7-1 victory over the
Philadelphia Phillies and evened the National

League Championship series at one game
apiece.

After a travel day today, the best-of-five

series switches to Philadelphia's Veterans
Stadium for the third game tomorrow night.

The Phillies, however, must still be regarded
as having the upper hand, since they won 60
of their 81 games played at home this year.

Baker's grand slam, which traveled into

almost the same section of seats that Cey hit

his into in a losing effort Tuesday night,

snapped a 1-1 tie and made things easy for

right-hander Don Sutton, who stopp>ed the
Phillies in a route-going effort.

Sutton, one of baseball's "money" pit-

chers but unlucky this past season in

compiling a 14-8 mark, was touched for nine
hits but only one that did any damage — a
solo homer to Bake McBride in the third

inning — in posting his third victory without
a loss in playoff competition.

The Dodgers, guilty of several fun-

damental mistakes in Tuesday night's 7-5

defeat, played a virtually flawless game
defensively, while the Phillies saw their

strategy backfire twice, which ended up
costing them five runs.

Each time it was the intentional walk —
that "book strategy" which so many
managers employ — that hurt the Phillies.

The first time they used it was in the fourth

when Jim Lonborg, after discussing the

situation with Manager Danny Ozark, elected

to walk hard-hitting Steve Garvey in-

tentionally to load the bases and pitch to

Baker.

Bill Russell had led off the inning with a

single and Reggie Smith also singled before

Cey laid down a sacrifice bunt to move the

runners to second and third bases. After

Garvey was purposely passed, Baker
slammed a 1-2 pitch on a low line into the left

field pavilion to give the Dodgers a 5-1 lead.

Rich Eckel

The fun 's Just begun
John Hannah and Leon Gray have

returned to the Patriots' fold, but in no way
have either party's problems been solved.

When Hannah and Gray decided to leave

the Patriots a week before the season opener

due to their contract disputes, it caused a

great deal of turmoil and strife inside the

Patriots camp.
Owner Bill Sullivan was disturbed at the

players' obvious breach of contract, Chuck
Fairbanks was disturbed at the effect it

would have on his team, and some of the

Pats' players must have been disturbed at

Hannah and Gray's seeming disregard for the

team's goal — a Super Bowl appearance.

The dastardly duo decided tci return to

their teammates on Tuesday after a three

week absence, and they come back with a

stigma much like that of an ex-con looking to

be accepted back into society.

Both players must prove to their team-
mates and fans that they are worthy of their

respect once again. Their absence may have
cost each man on the active roster an extra

bonus at the end of the season.

The winners' share of Super Bowl profits

is somewhere around $20,000. It has been
proven that professional athletes can take

almost any type of punishment, but hurt

them in the wallet and they can become very

hard to live with.

Hannah and Gray may rightfully argue that

their absence really made no difference in the

Patriots' early season tailspin. It has not been
New England's inability to score that has hurt

it. but rather its inability to keep the other

team off the scoreboard. And since neither

Hannah nor Gray play defense, their

presence on the field may have meant
nothing to the ballclub.

Some fans may be willing to accept that

argument, but Chuck Fairbanks and the

players on the team would probably balk at

hypothesis. After Sunday's defeat at Shea
Stadium to the Jets, Fairbanks suggested

that the absence of Hannah and Gray had

caused some internal strife which may have

been affecting the team's play. This would
seem logical.

What did the duo gain from their holdout

orchestrated by their wise and noble counsel
Howard Slusher? At first glance it appears
very little.

They are not going to be paid more money
this season. They have tarnished their

images amongst players, owners, and the
fans. And they have left themselves open to
ridicule, because in the three weeks that they
have been gone, the Patriots have compiled
a 1-2 record.

What they have gained on the positive side

is a lesson in labor contract disputes, since I

doubt either one of them ever took that

course in college. They have also learned

what a great life professional football really

is.

No one is interested whether John Hannah
gets injured on his chicken farm in Alabama,
but let him get hurt on the astroturf of

Schaefer Stadium and reporters and fans will

swarm all over him. There's no question that

the adulation is something professional

athletes miss once they have left the game.
And maybe that's why it's so hard for many
of them to leave - including Messiers

Hannah and Gray.

And what of the money? It has been

reported that Gray is receiving $60,000

annually, and Hannah $65,000, not including

incentive bonuses which may increase their

yearly salaries into the $100,000 range.

Twenty weeks of pro football may be a lot

more bearable at those prices. You just can't

make that type of money raising chickens as

John Hannah soon found out.

When they arrived at Schaefer Stadium on

Tuesday, both said they had come very close

to retiring. This would have been a sevet;.e

blow to the Patriots organization, which has

struggled to build a respectable team for so

many years. But, it was a matter of principle

to Sullivan, he couldn't let these players set a

dangerous precedent for others to follow.

The stand by Sullivan was justified, and

the agreement to negotiate in good faith at

the end of the season was a commendable
decision. But what happens between now
and the end of the season could only serve to

drive a bigger gap between the two parties.
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Eat Fatalism
Anthem for ostrich and mockingbirds

You
Out of your holes •

Right now
No more moles

Ostriches

Or mockingbirds

It

Is plain to see
That the future will be

And is worth
Living for

We
Know the score
Life's a bore
N yera whore

Punks
Out of your holes

Junks
No more moles

Ostriches

Or mockingbirds

Rastapunk Ram Dass

VAS
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The Wizard of ©z

OCT.7, Friday

4:30. 7. 9. 11

S.U.B. $1.00

TUv urliMuii «f yesterday in t\\v fuctory hand of today.

THE UNCOMMON SALT:
Below the Salt is the weekly fine arts
supplement to the Collegian. Do not let
the term "fine arts" lead you to believe
that we will print only material that
deals with "high culture" or impres-
sionistic, individually oriented art. We
are of the many roles which various
forms of art may play in a society.
Therefore we welcome the submission
of any material that deals with anything
in an artistic context, we repeat;
anything One stipulation is that if this
material is typed it should be double-
spaced at sixty-seven spaces per line.
Please have whatever you want publish-
ed in Sunday night in order to insure
publication in the following Thursday's
issue. Our office is located in the Col-
legian complex on the first floor of the
Campus Center. If no one from the staff
is at the office when you come down,
you may leave your material in the ap-
propriate folder on the file cabinet or
leave a message on the wall.

Thi8 U the nay the world ends

Not with a banjj but with a whimper

Bob Armstrong, Ri^h Pioli, Co-Editors

Cheryl Sreiberg, Books
Ross Nerenberg, Music

Sharon True, Dance
Lesley Lawrence, Art

Shgivcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
WBst Springfield

733-5131

EA/KUIM S 2.00 t'' 2:30
^MATIMEEB EVERYDAY

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BONO OOr

LOVED ME

PG

/MW^

Jim Paulin, Politics

The Rabble

••''' ^"1

Perrv Adier Mario A. Barros Tom A versa

!V1ichael Ooran f{, Arps Garrett

MARA Lisa Wait (;ary Halzel
Brett Milano Debbie WaHaee '*""' W'**"'«^^

Palti Rosenberc; Lisa Melilli

Kenneth Shain Jack Flynn Steve Waldman
Mark Levitov J«"» Paulin

Debra Caton

The shop-owner of this year is the chain-store manager of the next year.

NETWORK UPDATES
NUREYEV

VALENTINO

^^
PoiTiER com
_ Awcccor
P& THE ACTION

WAUDISMEVS

7.
reCMMOOUNI.

Fantastic

AfMfnatiofi

Festival

PLEASE CAaTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

NETWORK UPDATES TO ALL ACCOUNTS

SAT OCT 1. 2 15 PM MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Detroit Tigers vs New York Yankees. Baltimore
Onoles vs Boston Red Sox (NOTE Only One Game
Will Be National)

THUR OCT 6 1130 PM THE TONIGHT SHOW

Host Johnny Carson Guests Jane Fonda Bob
vecker. Eugene Fodor (violinist)

CBS

SUN 0CT2, 7 00 PM. 60 MINUTES

Behind bars look at maximum security at a t

penitentiary high voltage power lines body r
are examined

SUN OCT 2 1130 PM FACE THE NATION

Guest George Meany President of the AF

ABC

WED OCT 5 10 00 PM BARETTA

Who killed Coch Robbin While Baretta searches tb
a man suspef^ted of assaulting Vickie St Mane a
topless dancer the man abducts her with the intention
of permanently silencing the victim

THUR OCT 6 9 30 PM CARTER COUNTRY

_T'he Fireside Burnside Budget Chat An outraged
Chief Roy is forced to make good on Mayor Teddy
Burnsides promise on a radio talk to make a J20 000 cut
in the police budget

5.05 llAim
'LEASE INCI

inuniiiTOMi
PLEASE INCLUDE 70« POSTAGE

J EACH ITEM

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE

T Shirt letter, si^e and quantity
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Books Books
URBAN GUERILLA WARFARE

IN LATIN AMERICA
by James Kohl & John Litt

The MIT Press
1974

$4.95 425 pages

Released (at least to us) three years late and
four ideological trends behind the times is

Kohl and Litt's Urban Guerilla Warfare in
Latin America. Dedicated to "The Second
War of Independence," this book medicinal-
ly relates to us both the content and format
of armed struggle in Brazil, Uraguay, and
Argentina. It is well researched and relies, to
some extent, on original source material
from memos to treatises.

Laden with interviews, chronologies, and
political analyses left and right, Urban
Guerilla Warfare documents the struggle
of a desperate continent. Guerilla warfare in

Latin America is as old as the struggle
against imperialism itself; its entrance into
urban areas is symptomatic both of the
deepening crisis of capitalism and the
revitalization of desperation that ac-
companied the downfall of the Allende
government in Chile.

The diversity of approaches to armed war-
fare and its attendent ideological struggle is

carefully outlined for us by the authors. The
interplay of ideas and their correspondent
expression and manifestation in reality

allows us to see the unity and opposition of
Maoist, Trotskyite, Gueveraist, Leninist, and
Peronist ideologies. The near-abandonment
of the Allende Line is striking; the disintegra-

tion of Popular Unity forms of struggle is

dreadful. The picture of anything less than
armed urban warfare presented to us by the
authors is bleak. Their sympathies lie not
with the millions of down-trodden and op-
pressed people of Latin America, but with
the vanguarditis-afflicted minority of urban
guerillas desperate for a revolution.

Food for Thought
The College Cookbook

Geri Harrington
260 pp $3.95 (paper)
byPatti Rosenberg

From George Washington University
comes a recipe for a spaghetti dinner which
comes with the recommendation that "This
whole dinner costs me about $1.00 to make,
including dessert. Guaranteed to fill you up.
Tastes damn good too! Takes 20 minutes
from refrigerator to table." (p 206) It remind-
ed me of a character from Robert Altman's
"3 Women" who edits and files recipes ac-
cording to how long they take.

This isn't a cookbook for those who are

hot plate whiz kids. Or people who have ex-

otic tastes or unlimited resources. Which is

why it's called The College Cookbook.The
recipes were collected from schools across

the country with an eye on general appeal

LUTA
de Agostinho Neto

Violencia

vozes de aco ao sol

incendeiam a paisagem ja quente

E OS sonhos
se desfazem
contra uma muraiha de baionetas

Nova onda se levanta

e OS anseios se desfazem
sobre corpos insepultos

E nova onda se levanta para auluta
eainda outraf

ate que violencia

apenas reste o nosso perdao.

STRUGGLE
by Agostinho Neto

Violence

Voices of steel in the sun
Burn the landscape already scorched

And the dreams
Undo themselves
Against a mural of bayonets

New wave rises

And the anxieties become undone
Upon unburied bodies

And a new wave rises for the struggle
And again another and another
Until the violence

Scarcely remains within our pardon.

translation by
Kenneth Shain

All Rights Reserved, 1977

The value ot a book such as this for
Americans is, at this time, academic. It is in-

valuable as a guide and glossary to
newspaper and magazine accounts of so-
called terrorist activities in Latin America and
extremely helpful in deciphering the
multitude of initial-names (FAL, FAP, ERP,
ETC..) these groups and the press so often
use.

As a prescriptive antidote for America, if

that is what the authors intimate. Urban
Guerilla Warfare fails miserably. We are
more likely to see video warfare and radio
guerillas, pirating media from attic to attic,

cellar to cellar, than armed insurrection as
we enter the eighties.

Kenneth Shain

and practicality. Incltded are Mexican,
Chinese, Italian, Arabic, and vegetarian
dishes. Everything starts with all fresh ingre-

dients and many of the recipes include sug-
gestions for slight variations to accomodate
individual preferences. The need for fancy
utensils, which inhibits and restricts most
students, has been minimized and all but
eliminated. And of course time and expense
are kept in mind, the more demanding
recipes noted as such.

If your specialty is souffle, The College
Cookbook will notbe pa rticularlychallenging
or useful. But those who are off the meal
plan, completely or just on weekends, have
little cooking experience and meager funds
are advised to check it out.

It's Not What You Think
The Homosexuals
byAlanEbert

Macmillian/$9.96/3S pages
Lisa Melilli

First it was the fag in gay clothes with a
wobbling wrist and a feminine lisp -a
steroetype.

Then it became the virile macho with
rnustauche and dark tan sporting shorts this
summer in Florida protesting Anita Bryant
and the Bible. He was the horny, leathered,
muscular man out for some skin like ari
animal: the Fire Island flint, the baths, the
pick-up bars with back rooms for gang fuck-
ing and fist fucking, strip shows, S and M.
Surely he must be a deviant. Surely
something needed to be done to aid the
homosexual in obtaining an equal place in
society.

And something has come, namely Alan
Ebert's "The Homosexuals". Ebert provides
yet another stereotype of the gay man -that
there simply isn't any. Ebert doesn't provide
the reader a picture of "the " homosexual,
but provides a medley of different view-
points and lifestyles illustrated through in-

depth interviews with 17 gay men including a
doctor, a lawyer, a beautician, a
businessman, a masseur. And Ebert's
medley is a success simply because he's not
pouncing out gay lib rhetoric, but is stating
his political cause soft-spokenly. Ebert,
himself a homosexual, is out to educate peo-
ple about the homosexual, to erase the
mystery of gay life for the reader.
The success of Ebert's presentation of the

life of 17 men lies in his style. With each
man, Ebert first gives a two paragraph in-

troduction of each man, what he looks like,

his livlihood and then Ebert presents the in-

terview in question-answer form. In this

way, Ebert is allowing the homosexual to
speak to the reader directly.

Ebert is also a careful interviewer. His ques-
tions are thorough and he pinpoints the man
he is interviewing(who are protected by fic-

titous names.) The interview not only en-
compasses the homosexual's gay activity,

but also a short synopsis of the interviewees
life. In this way, the reader gets the impres-
sion that he or she is touching every aspect
of the homosexual's life. The quality of
Ebert's interviews are in the interviewees
themselves. All appear very open and speak
frankly.

Even further, the success of "The
Homosexuals" is^the variety of men Ebert in-

terviews. As stated previously, the author
has interviewed men of different profes-
sions. He has also interviewed men from dif-

ferent backgrounds-those brought up in

New York, Vermont, California, the South
as well as Jews, Catholics, Protestants,
Black and White. Two of the most in-

teresting interviews are with a homosexual
from Russia who has been deported from his

country to the U.S. because of his samizdat
writings who speaks comparatively about
gay life in Russia and here and a homosexual
psychiatrist hoping to alter Freudian dogma
to aid in the understanding and acceptance
of the homosexual.
What comes out in the intecviews is that

the gay man suffers an inhibition before
coming out much as any person would
naturally feel about him or herself. As Erik

Edwards whom Ebert describes as a hlonde.

blue-eyed muscular mausesse says: "I don't
think it (fear) is any different than anybody
else's. Lonliness. I would not like to go
through life without a hand to hold. But,
don't make this into that stupid stereotype of
the lonely old faggot because that's bullshit.
Anyone can be lonely, straight or gay."

Coming out, according to all of the
homosexuals interviewed, relieved much
anxiety as Johnny Dow, a homosexual who
also leads an A. A. group and was once an
alcoholic himself summarizes: "It is a relief

not to judge others so harshly any more, but
it is even more of a relief not to judge me so
harshly."

On the subject of the Fire Island flint, gay
exhibitionism and S and M, Ebert portrays a
very narrow point of view in those he
selected to include in his book. Only a few
have been involved in this activity, all

however spoke badly of this segment of the
gay population. As Howard Barbour, a cor
porate lawyer, said of the gay pride move-
ment: "I live a homosexual life in that my sex
contacts are all men and the people I know
are all gay. I am uncomfortable with
straights. But I do not feel a member of the
gay community. I don t relate well to most
gays. Most are inconsequential people who
devote their lives to sex and silliness- such as
parties and pretty clothes and tnvia and
minutiae. That's not me. I think gay pr.de is a
myth. Few gays have any pride at dil. Ob-
viously. Fist fucking is a big rage today-

more than just a cult thing. Well, if one has
true pride in oneself, one doesn't let some
spaced-out sadist shove his arm up your ass.
Similarly, if one has true pride one doesn't
cruise the truck stops and suck any cock that
is available.

As long as homosexuality is conskiered
'sick' and perverted, gays will be sick arKi
perverted. As I have stated, one of the
prices gays pay is the galloping guilts in-
flicted upon them from birth by the
heterosexual world. There will be gay pride
when gays stand up not to proudly say that
they are gay but to act with pride-when they
care about their minds and bodies and refuse
to allow others-including and perhaps
mailnly themselves -to put them down as
people,"

And there is much pride expressed
throughout "The Homosexuals " in each of
the interviews and for a homosexual who
would read this book I would imagine this
pride would be a source of inspiration. As
Edwards summarizes: "I'm really kind of sur-
prised because I don't feel one negative
thing aobut my homosexuality Certainly
there is no guilt, r say it loud and I say it pro-
ud. My name is Erik. I am a person. I am a
homosexual. You don't like that, mister' Go
fuck yourself!"

That's the spirit be'-,;-;:nd Ebect's
Homosexuals '-a persuasive measage.

The
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JAY FERGUSON
Thunder island

(Asylum)
Jay Ferguson s second effort is not a bad

album, but rather it is an uninteresting one.
Jay IS d cohort of Joe Walsh and even
managed to get Joe to play guitar on five of
Thunder Island'sten tracks Unfortunately,
Walsh s guitar is by far the best thing on this
album Ferguson has written a couple of
good songs, notably "Losing Control", writ-
ten for Bill Szymczyk, the producer.
Throughout most of the album, Ferguson's
writing stoops to nothing more than furtive
attempts at reggae. For one, (like myself),
who has heard Ferguson's good side on his
first album, Thunder Island is a disappoint-
ment. However, if you are a fan of reggae,
this album could appeal to you.

Tom Averse

BOB WELCH
French Kiss
(Capitol)

It has been well over four years since Bob
Welch played guitar and wrote for Fleet

wood Mac Welch left in pursuit of a more
successful endeavor Ironically, it was the
new Fleetwood Mac that reaped the musical
harvest Not to be outdone by his ex band,
Welch foj^med a three piece hard rock outfit

called Pans. However, Pans made virtually

no mark in the music industry and had very
little following. Thus, in his never ending
search for perfection (and possibly a little

cash) Bob has released a long awaited solo
album. Not only does he write all the songs,
including a superb remake of a old Fleet

wood Mac hit that he already did with old
Mac, "Sentimental Lady," but he also plays
every instrument excluding drums. So
you're not immpressed eh? Then check it out
because it just may be one of the best all

around LPs of 77. Almost every tune is

danceable, catchy, slick and thoroughly pro
fessional in a slow yet rockin manner. Looks
like Bob Welch has finally put it all together.
I guess all he needed was a French Kiss! !

!

Gary H alzel

THESTRANGLERS
IV Rattus Norvegicus

(A&M)
This album is lewd, rude, and disgusting;

all true-blue punk rockers should love it im-

mediately. With simple song structures,

repetitive riffs, and bawdry lyrics, this Britisfi

quartet typifies the "New Wave" of irra

tional, irreducible, irrelevant punk rock.

Nobody but a true punk (or a true ten year
old) would want anything to do with this

album. But the true-blue punk would delight
in such tunes as 'Down In The Sewer" and
"Ugly " The true-blue punk would whthe in

ecstasy at the sound of "London Lady." The
true blue punk would shiver in anticipation
of Get A Grip On Yourself" and "Peaches"
(you know the kind they mean). The true-

blue punk would consider this recording the
greatest thing since Pass/Fail. As for myself,
no true-blue punk am I, so I'll grade this disc

a "these guys have all the class of a tone-
deaf piano tuner" BC ,:^

Ross NerentMrg

Curry Hicks Cage

Thursday Oct. 13 8 p.m.

Tickets $5.00 with student ID
6.50 pubUc

available at Tix

(only for student tickets),

Faces of Earth,

Backroom Records,
Sun Music

no cans or bottles olease

THE DEAD BOYS
Young Loud And Snotty

(Sire)

If Boston's DMZ is the cgrrent equivalent of

the Stooges, then New York's (via

Cleveland) Dead Boys are the American
equivalent of the Sex Pistols. Only the Sex
Pistols are the current British equivalent of

the Stooges, so it's all in a circle...

The Dead Boys have risen from CBGB's
obscurity to album release in record time.

Lead singer Stiv Bators has all the qualities

of greatness, plus he is the guy who handed
Iggy Pop the infamous rubbed all-o\er-his-

body jar of Skippy's in Cincy a few years
back, so he's cool, too. Guitarist Cheetah
Chrome is simply the meanest, ugliest,

punkiest looking guy I've ever seen, bar few.
The Bntish punks I don't believe for a

minute; the marks of hypocrisy smeared all

over them. But the Dead Boys, I have a
strong suspicion, are quite for real. One has
got to really be nuts to eat vomit, even if it is

their own. Legends of Dead Boys antics, in-

cluding Stiv's cracking a moon on top of a
speeding auto, have been corroborated by
reputable sources. And he was driving the
thing!

The Dead Boys are the honest-to-
goodness topic of such punk anthems as
"Blank Generation" and "Pretty Vacant."
Just look at the pic of Cheetah (second from
left) on the back of the LP cover to see what
I mean.
And the music! A first glimpse was given

via the two brilliant songs included on the
excellent British New Wavecompendium
and although they are the best two songs on
Young Loud and Snotty the LP in question
IS still a great one. The choice of Genya
Ravan as producer is highly questionable,
and the boys themselves have crit icized her
for what they feel is a lousy job, but I think
she has done quite well in capturing a good
studio sound without sacrificing the excite-

ment of a live Dead Boys show. The songs
are all punkoid masterpieces, too. "Caught
With The Meat In Your Mouth " says it all.

The New Wave came to the forefront of
music biz attention in 1977, but hasn't yet
caught on commercially. There are several
indicators, however, that it will in '78, with
gusto, and the Dead Boys had best be
smack in the middle of it, or there will be hell

to pay
Philip Milstein

whether you
most heavily

THE SECTION
Fork It Over
(Capitol)

You've heard the Section
know it or not. They're the

employed backup band in LA. The four
pieces of the Section (Kunkel, Sklar, Doerge
and Danny Kootch) have primed the careers
of the Big LA Stars. But try as they might,
and this is the third try, they have not been
able to promote the career of the Section.
The first album back in '72 had some class
and some bright moments. The second suf-
fered from a stuffy sameness. This time, the
Section has produced a smoothly blended
album that could provide some comfortable
moments of enjoyment. The songs are
similar in that they all begin and end, and
have climaxes thrown in to keep you on your
toes. Mostly, there is a basic bass beat
layered over with all sorts of neat things like

guitars, tambourines, horns and in one case,
a sound similar to that produced when the
cheeks are struck with the mouth open. If

asked to describe their current style, and no
one has made that mistake yet, one would
tend to term it Latino rock-synthojazz with
funky overtones. It's music to dance and
have sex to.

Bob Morse and Mark Harris Levitan

RORY BLOCK
Intoxication
(Chrysalis)

Rory Block has a listenable voice and some
good musicians(mostly from Little Feat) to

back her up. But that's not enough to carry

her through this album. She's made a

mistake commom to up and-coming-singer-
songwriters by covering the entire album
with her own songs when she doesn't have
enough ideas to sustain it. She writes the

kind of silly love songs that only a McCart-
ney can get away with, and which quickly

become irritating here. She's also decided to

produce her own album , and opted for a

slick, pseudo-Motown approach which
verges on disco. Consequently, the Feat peo-

ple sound almost as bored playing this music
as I am by listening to it, and whatever good
moments there are get obscured by the high-

school-poetry nature of the lyrics. For her

next album ,Rory Block needs to restrain her

ego and hand the production over to so-

meone more capable ,to concentrate more
on her singing, and to work her songwriting

ideas into three or four good songs instead

of ten mediocre ones. As for Intox-

icated, nothing on this album is quite as in-

teresting as the photograph on the back
cover which shows Ms. Block biting her

shoe while wearing it.

Brett Milano

KLAATU
Hope

(Capitol)

If violets were red
and roses were blue,

I'll tell you this gladly,

just what I would do.

I'd say that this album
was one of the best;

I'd say that this album
could pass every test.

But roses are red

and violets are blue,

if you buy this album
. you must love Klaatu.

The Beatles they" re not,

tho twas thought in the past;

session men from Toronto
make up the whole cast.

This Hope offers little

to earn it the raves;

a concept disjointed,

not one of my faves.

So no hope for Hope,
seems useless to me;
this dumb Space Age saga
rates sheer '"lunar C.""

"Ross Nerenberg

EASY STREET
Under the Glass

(Capricorn)

Upon receiving this album, the main ques-
tion in my mind was , "What's a British band
doing on Capricorn?" After playing the
record the answer came back immediately:
"Who cares'* " That's the kind of record this

is: it gives me nothing to be enthusiastic

about. Easy Street seems to be aiming at fu-

sion of Southern rock with British overtones,

but their music has neither the good
naturedness of the best Southern rock nor
the grandeur of the best British. A few of the

tunes sound passable while I'm listening but
afterwards I still can't remember what any of

them sounded like. The musicianship is pro-

ficient but isn't used to any apparent creative

purpose. There are a few attempts at Yes-
like vocal harmonies, but none of the singing

voices in this band have any particularly ap-

pealing ouality about them. There are a few
good riffs here and there, but that's not
enough to keep me from relegating this

album to my "maybe I'll feel like playing it

again in another few years or so" pile.

Brett Milano

Bill where is the penny uorld I bought

To eat Hith Pipit behind the screen?
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KENT STATE, 1977

YOU HAVE GRADUATED WITH HONORS
YOU HAVE MOVED IN THESE FEW YEARS
FROM PLANTING FLOWERS IN THE MUZZLES OF GUNS
TO PROTECTING YOUR HEADS WITH HELMETS-
YOU NOW SEE THE BILLY CLUBS

-

YOU NO LONGER DEPEND ON PRIVILEGE
YOU THOUGHT YOU HAD
AND SO, YOU COVER YOUR RESOLUTE FACES
WITH SCARVES AND MASKS--
YOU REALIZE THAT FILES AND COMPUTERS
CAN FRAME AND INDICT; AND THAT
A PHOTO CAN BE TRANSFERRED
TO A WANTED POSTER
FOR DISPLAY IN EVERY POSTOFFICE
IN THE U.S.A.

YOU HAVE JOINED THE RANKS
OF STUDENTS IN THE SOUTH OF KOREA
IN JAPAN, THE MOLLUCANS-
YOU CAN NOW FACE YOUR PEERS
FROM ETHIOPIA AND SALVADOR

AND

YES, YOU CITE HOW THEIR WANTON WILL
TO MURDER KNOWS NO BORDERS
YOU SEE FLASHBACKS TO WATTS MYLAI
SOWETO.
YOU SEE THE SLOPE OF BLANKET HILL
FLANKED WITH SNOUTED UNIFORMS, RIFLES AIMED
YOU WILL NOT FORGET YOUR OWN MARTYRS
AND WILL GUARD THEIR DEATH SPOT

-

YES, YOU ARE LEARNING!

30 September 1977
Zoe Best
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Dance
FacuKy Dance Concert

Tonight's faculty dance concert marks the
beginning of a new season for the UMass
dancers.

Performances will run for three consecutive
nights in Bowker auditorium at 8 P.M. and
tickets may be purchased at the Fine Arts

Center box off ice.

The program includes jazz, modern dance
and ballet performed by both student and
faculty members.
Two former UMass dancers, Joyce
McGowan and David McCalley, have even
returned from New York dance companies
to be included in this weekend's recitals.

This dedicated group has been
choreographing and rehersing regularly

since the first week of school, sometimes to

six or seven hours a day!

Faculty member, Ms. Marilyn Patton has
nothing but praise for her students. She ex-

plained that they're all devoted dancers, yet

they carry a regular academic load, many of

them with excellent grades.

There is no competition among them and
no "stars" and what's more, they all like and
respect ead other which makes working
together closely a pleasure.

The University Dancers' praise is not only

local. A few Umass dancers who had the op-
portunity to study in New York last semester
were said to be the most disciplined and pro-

fessional students in their classes, including

the studios of Merce Cunningham and Alvin

Alley!

Maybe that is because Umass dancers have
more actual performance experience than

any other state school in the country.

This year it should be much easier for the

dancers to keep their balance on the Bowker
auditorium stage.

A badly needed new floor is the reason why
they no longer have to fill in the holes with

cardboard and newspaper before they lay

down their linoleum.

New floor or not, their talent will be seen
outside the walls of Bowker, in the many
other concert hails they perform in while on
tour...

Many UMass dancers touring during the

month of January when they will be
teaching dance in public schools and spen
ding a week performing on Cape Cod.
Other recitals this semester include per-

formances in Southwest residential area,

and Lebow concert Oct. 19, and the student

concert (choreographed entirely by the

students) in December.

Debra Caton
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Still No Moss, The Stones Rip Along

THE ROLLING STONES
Love You Live

Rolling Stones Records)
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^^LD'S GREATEST ROCK &
Indeed, such is theestablish-

ot Mick Jagger and cohorts.
• tones may not be a pretty
not be as artistically creative

jvere, but they can still rally

8t roll and dazzle the hell out
- on any given night. With
gimmicks. The Stones still

f rhythmic fire and defiant
, .'<ir when they were young.

Love You s seemingly the band's way
of letting t^vor., ne in the world know that

they havei forgotten how to rock &• roll.

With their St f "ort, Black And Blue, The
Stones sounded like a tired old warhorse.
And when guitarist Keith Richard began to

find himself m almost as many different legal

difficulties as one of our recent ex residents

(I shan t name names!, the cry went up from
among the multitudes that The Stones
would probably roll no more Would the

world be any a sadder place in which to live?

Mavhaps, for legends die hard.

But The Rolling Stones are living leytnds
who refuse to die. Love You Live brings
them back from the cemetery gates where
ever so many vultures had gleefully gathered
to pick the bones Just one momentary
listening to of this album should be more
than enough to convince the strongest
doubter of the fact that The Rolling Stones
are stul a mighty force to be reckoned with.

No way can one mistake The Stones live

for The Stones in the studio. The live Stones
are a ferocious bunch who play their music
loud, aggressive, and more than just a wee
bit sloppy at times; just the way their fans
first learned to love them back in 1964 (pray

tell, where do the years go?)

.

Love You Live is a two continent chronicle
with songs recorded in Europe (Paris) and
North America (the fabled few evenings
which the band performed at Toronto's tiny

El Mocambo Club) On side one, Mick &
mates enter amidst the piped-in pomp and
splendor of Aaron Copland's "Fanfare For

^- XftPS GAft(h.1T

The Common Man" and burst into a poun-
ding version of "Honky Tonk Women"
whcih fills the Paris arena with the cheers of

the multitudinous throng at both beginning
and end. Next, the band regales the crowd
with a medley consisting of "If You Can"t
Rock Me and "Get Off Of My Cloud," the
latter delivered with a *otally different tune
than the original. After this, we are
"treated" to the raspy vocals of Keith
Richard on "Happy." Keith sings about as
well as he has to, but I fear he'll never be
mistaken for Enrico Caruso. Still, for a
change of pace, "Happy" works well.

Following this up is the funky "Hot Stuff,"
which is in turn followed by the song with
the provocatively interesting lyrics "Star
Star Someone or other asked me if I was
going to refer to it by its original name of

"Starfucker, '" but I politely informed said in-

dividual that I have too much moral dignity

to refer to it as such Just let me say that this

song is one which really reaches a climax.
It's a splendid rocker

Side two opens with a mellowed out rendi-

tion of "Tumbling Dice" which is carried
along nicely by Billy Preston (once the Fifth

Beatle, now the Sixth Stone) on organ. It's

even possible to distinguish the lyrics as Jag-
ger somehow manages to make this song's
vocals uncharacteristically understandable.
From here. The Stones ramble off into a
steady, if unspectacular, version of "Finger-
print File." After this comes the old blues
tune "You Gotta Move," composed by
McDowell and Davis. The side concludes
with an epic version of '"You Cant Always
Get What You Want." Here, we are able to

hear Mick as he converses with the crowd
through the use of his cockney French. The
Parisians respond by singing the chorus back
to him in English. I'm unsure of whether or
not this in itself is particularly sign ficant, but
it is interesting to note that, wnile these
young Parisians may never have the desire to

master the English of Shakespeare, they
have already mastered that of Jagger.

Side three presents us with the positive

results of those most ballyhooed spring

evenings in Toronto. The selections here
return The Stones to the R&B roots from
whence they came, starting right out with
the bluesey "'Mannish Boy. "This song's
strong point is the harmonica play of Jagger
which combines with the tandem guitars of
Richard and Ron Wood to provide results

which should please the most discriminating

blues fanatic. Continuing to go back to their

roots, the band proceeds to titilate the ears
with versions of Ellas Mc Daniel's "Crackin'

Up, ' Willie Dixon's "Little Red Rooster" and
Chuck Berry's"Around And Around."
However, what is even more remarkable
bout this entire side is the tremendous
amount of spontaneous electricity which
playing in a small club brings to the group,
something sadly lacking when they're play-

ing inside the spaceous Madison Square
Garden type arenas throughout America.
The prevailing spirit found on side three is

best captured by Mick's comment to the
crowd even before the first note has been
played. "If you wanna dance with Billy

(Preston) on the piano, you can," he quips.

Could you possibly envision this remark be-
ing directed to the crowd at Madison Square
Garden? No, I didn't think so. Moreover, as
members of the audience are heard shouting
for others to sit down, Mick drawls, 'There's
a bottom pincher from last night.. Watch
out for your bottoms, Keith." More humor is

added later through the rather ribald in-

troductions by Jagger of the band's
members. Of Richard, he says, "Keith, of
course, is completely straight." Wanna bet?

Side four, were I pinched for time, would
be the one side I'd most prefer to hear.
Opening with a sizzling delivery of "It's Only
Rock "N" Roll, "

it roars along with intense
versions of three more Stones classics-
"Brown Sugar," "Jumping Jack Flash" ana
"Sympathy For The Devil.'" All of these move
about as fast as a truant in a school zone.
They're hot! Jagger's sinisterly gruff and
snarling vocals, particularly on "Jumping
Jack Flash," make him sound like a man
posessed.

And so, "'Sympathy For The Devil"
energetically winds up Love You Live, con-

. elusive proof that The Stones are still rolling.

Indeed, I rate this one a "you can get some
satisfaction" A.

Ross Nerenberg

LaMusica ^p^^fcuL/Li^^GGyri
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H<)H bout Saints have a new import single, "This 't

JEAN LUC PONTY
Enigmatic Ocean

(Atlantic)

Enigmatic Ocean is yet another strong
album for Jean Luc Ponty. It is an extremely
worthy follow-up to the commercially suc-
cessful Imaginary Voyage. In fact, Jean
Luc s ^listinctive sound has evolved more
completely on Enimatic Ocean. Jean Luc
has proven over his last four albums, beyond
a question of a doubt, that he is the premier
jazz rock violinist. His command of the in

strument allows him to lead his band
through all kinds of previously unexplored
aspects of fusion-type music.
All the above praise for Ponty should not

hide the fact that each member of his pre-

sent band ii also incredibly proficient. Allan

Zavod and Daryl Stuermer, on keyboards
and guitar respectively, are the only
holdovers from Imaginary Voyage. Gong's
current guitairist, Allan Holdsworth, makes
his amazing presence felt, as he takes turns
soloing with Stuerner. Ralph Armstrong, an
ex-Mahavishnuan, who gets some incredible
sounds out of his electric bass, and drummer
Steve Smith round out the band.
Side one begins with the spacey "Over-

ture ", which then moves right into "Trans-
Love Express", a typical Ponty tune that

gets more than your foot moving. "Mirage",
another great song precedes "Enigmatic
Ocean " The twelve minute title track is both
masterfully written and executed. Zavod,
Stuermer, Holsworth, and Ponty trade
numerous intense solos. Side two is also

without any weak music. "Nostalgic Lady"
opens the side and immediately ingrains

itself in V nur head. "The Struggle of the Tur
tie to the Sea", a complex thirteen minute
composition, ends the alPum. Call it fusion
music call it lazz-rock, or call it jazz. It

doesn t matter what you call it, because it's

excellent.

Tom Aversa

Saints have a new import single, "'This

Perfect Day" b/w "L»I«E*S'", that's

somewhat different and just as good. I'm dy
ing for the new album already! WILL YOU
FOOLS STOP BUYING KISS KRAP,FOR
CRYING OUT LOUD?" And the Rolling

Stones have long since smothered in moss,

so don't worry about Jagger Comes Alive,

either.

WAKE UP! THIS IS 19771! GET
IT!!!

-Perry Adier

THE SAINTS
Tm Stranded

(Sire)

This is simply the best high-energy album
of the year (so far,anyway- let's see what
the Sex Pistols come up with.

)

Imagine the Ramones crossed with the

Raw Power Stooges. Now, that may be

some people's vision of hell, but it's my nir-

vana And that's what these Australians

sound like: a relentless wall-of-noise fronted

by a guitarist who almost marches James
Williamson for inspired insanity and one of

the most listenable singers of the New
Wave It's exhilirating and exhausting.

There are a few change of-pace numbers
here, but laid-back mellow fellows are advis-

ed to stay clear;they'll sniff, "it all sounds
the same", because they are too burnt out to

appreciate real, undiluted rock "n' roll

anymore I'm Stranded is for those of us

who like to get era-zee. Included are both
sides of the smash British single, "I'm

Stranded " "No Time , a direct steal of "I

Wanna Be Your Man" called "Erotic

Neurotic" (great title) that makes earlier ver

sions sound like Guy Lombardo, and a cover

of an Elvis throwaway, "Kissin' Cousins,"
that you just won't believe' The production

could be better, but then, so could Raw
Power's. The music still grabs you and
shakes you mercilessly.

Music Sandwich
TOM WAITS

FINE ARTS CENTER
SEPT 29, 1977

It wasn't the Dead Boys at the Met, or even
Ted Nugent at the Newman Center for that
matter, but Tom Waits' performance last Fri

day night at the Fine Arts Center certainly

was deserving a niche in the archives of the
incongruity. It was a preposteroulsly odd-
coupling, to be sure, but neither the Fine
Arts Center nor Waits - easily the most
vagrant visage ever displayed there - seem-
ed any worse off for it at night's end. Fri-

day's performance was, in fact, something
of a model concert, a nearly flawless under-
taking that showcased Waits' talents to their

best effect, while epitomizing the potential

of on-campus concerts.

The night began when Waits -- immediately
following the obligatory no-smoking
announcement- stagger-stepped to the

spotlight, trailing a cloud of nicotine from a

freshly lit cigarette. There, looking impec-
cably shabby as he fronted his three-piece

band. The Nocturnal Emissions, Waits rippl-

ed the crowd with applause and laughter as

he launched into a perversely personalized

version of "Standin' on the Corner",
choreographing it with some of the most
lecherous body language this side of the

Combat Zone.

From that point on. Waits had the audience
locked up so tight even a politician couldn't

have stolen them. He performed two sets

with two encores, shuffling his moods and
personae with the consumate skill of a

legerdemainist. "Emotional Weather
Report", "Pasties and a G-String", and
"'Siep Right Up'" revealed Waits, the speed-
addled huckster, spitting out rhyming wads
of double-talk in triple time; "Small Change"
and "Tom Traubert's Blues", both grim,

razor-edged word portraits, explored the

bleaker side of Waits' pock-marked mind-
scape, while "Jitterbug Boy", "I Can't Wait
To Get off Work " and "The Heart of Satur-

day Night" articulated perfectly the empathy
and wry compassion that informs Waits'
best best work, raising it to a kind of rot-gut

omanticism.

TOM WAiTS *
Among the night's highlights were the

debut of two of Waits' new compositions,
both from his new Foreign Affairs album.
"Burma Shave" was striking for its im-

ageryC'she took out her barrettes and her

hair spilled out like root beer"), while "Jack
and Neal" was an ode to the road, paying
divided homage to moon-mania and to his

spiritual forebearers, the proto typical beat
characters Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassady.
After a nearly two-and-a-half hour show.

Waits performed the last encore-"The
Piano Has Been Drinking" -alone, in the

spotlight, at his piano. A perfectly selected

endpiece, the tune seemed at once much
more humorous and more pathetic in con-
cert than on record, as the characteristic

quavering of Waits' bar-room baritone

literally filled the entire hall. Even leaving the
stage to the ringing applause of nearly 1500
people. Waits still seemed oblivious, a man
set apart- which of course he is. As Waits
has continued to polish and extend his craft,

he has proven, as he did Friday night, that he
is much) more than a charming, anacronistic

novelty act. Waits now stands as a one-man
span between the rich musical tradition of

the forties and fifties and the present- a pro-

ud, self contained musical generation of

one.

Jack Flynn

'Rigoletto'

The Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater's pro-

duction of Rigoletto was an overall success
at the Fine Arts Center Monday night; The
compact company, under the artistic direc-
tion of the noted authority and producer of

opera, Mr. Goldowsky, did well in ringing
alive the opera by Verdi in an age when
opera can seem pretty dead.
Obviously the star of his opera company

(the staging, conducting, and translating
from the original was all done by him),

Goldovsky appeared before the curtain prior

to the play and announced that he was hap-
py to be there and also that there would be
an intermission change. With the grace of a

true public performer he gave us his

message without the aid of the microphone
that died on him before he could get past the
first "test". The good feelings he engenders
has a lot to do with the success he has had in

promoting the art form he loves.

The production itself was good, consider-
ing the expense of an opera production and
the money he has to work with. Some of the

magnificence so needed in Rigoletto was not
there though. The ballroom scene was rather

sparse in the way of actors on the stage, and
the set was less than kingly, but the 14 ac-

tors did their best to fill in. The other pro-

blems with the production were the lighting,

which was so bad I find it hard to believe a

professional was in charge of it, and the un-
fortunate problem with hearing. The lighting

was almost always too dim and if the actor
was wearing a hat he might as well have
been faceless. The hearing problem was due
mostly to the fact that the hall is quite a con-
siderable cavern to fill with sound unaided by
a microphone with a little blame on the or-

chestra for loudness in a few instances.
The lead actor, William McDoanId, who
played the Duke had a lovely tenor voice that

only shone in the third and fourth acts
because of the sound problem, but when it

was heard it was well worth the wait. His ac-
ting leaves much to be desired but then
again opera is not for acting or actors, it is

for singing singers. As the lady killing Duke
he was splendid, especially in his last song.
Rigoletto, his court jester, played by

Joseph Shiore, starts off slowly in this pro-

M ichael D oran

duction but gradually brings some life to the

part. As a hunchback he was not quite con-
vincing, his manic movements were a bit too
staged, but nonetheless he does serve the

purpose as the bearer of the moral in this

play, i.e. he who hates will eventually loose

all he loves. His Lear like role in the last

scene was done well, any dramatic failure

was not at all his fault, but rather the fault of

an art form that would have a girl who was
just stabbed in the chest sing in lovely

melting tones while dying for five long

minutes. I simply found the whole thing

melodramatic and too much of a steal from
Shakespeare.
Peggy Pruat, who played Gilda, Rigoletto's

daughter, was another fine voice who fell

victim to the sound in the theater. She simp
ly does not have the depth of voice to fill the

hall in the extreme ranges of her voice, but
the middle tones were both loud and
wonderfully melifluous. She was the best ac-

tor of them all, she played her role of victim

of both father and Duke without too much of

the weepy eyes and hand to the forehead
that are so easily included in such a role.

Again if her dying aria was not so comic it

would be wonderful.
The other two major actors, Richard Crist

and Mariana Paunova, who played the
assasin and his siter, filled their roles with
alacrity if not inspiration, and c^ried of the
murder scene well. The only problem here
was the staging. Why the director had these
two sewing up Gilda behind a table with the
lights dimmed is not clear to me. The scene
is tedious enough without pointing up the
fact that sewing a body in a sack is not very
interesting stage business.

The other actors, who played the
courtesans and various other roles were
good, doing their best to fill the stage and
sing their parts while scurrying around the
main actors.

I am glad I went to see this production,
despite its problems with sparseness and
technicals. I can't help thinking that opera,
though not a twentieth century art form by
any means, can be worth seeing and can be
entertaining despite its obvious drawbacks.
Mr. Goldovsky can be congratulated for this

SARAH VAUGHAN IN CONCERT

Fine Arts Center
September 29

Sarah Vaughan, the great jazz singer, ap-
peared last Thursday night at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall with her trio of Walter
Booker on bass, Jimmy Cobb on drums and
Charlton Schroder on piano. She presented
a well-recieved program of mostly older
popular standards, including encores of
"Misty", "Tenderly", and "Send in the
Clowns".

I was disappointHOtna^h^cnoseTo^inS
only one Beatles song since she had been
working on a Beatles song album for Atlantic
until it was unfortunately dropped and the
predominately young audience would have
been better able to appreciate her singing.

The majority of her selections were stan-
dard bitter-sweet fare with her singing often
dangling too close to the bland to be really
effective. Her version of "On a clear day..."
for example, paled beside Barbara Strei-
sand's. This isn't to say there weren't some
great moments (as in the ending to Tadd
Dameron's, "If you could see me now"), it's

just one expects more from Sarah Vaughan
than a highly professional nightclub act. Her
marvelous moments were too few for me to
get really excited. I never got that rush of
feeling as when hearing say... Nina
Simones great version of Bessie Smith's "I
want a Little Sugar in my Bowl".

Her trio's musicianship ran the gamut from
her pianist, Charlton Schroder's fine ac-
companyment to her drummer, Jimmy
Cobbs often inappropriate playing. (His
solos must be ranked with the worst I have
heard.)

Its too bad we didn't catch Sarah Vaughan
singing with the imagination, empathy and
energy she is capable of.

Steve Waldm an

EDDIE KENDRICKS
Slick

(Motown)

It's been quite awhile since Eddie has done
an album under the production of Leonard
Caston. The last time the two got together,

a

pretty good album called People and a
dynamite single called "Date With The Rain"
came out of it. This isn't to say that this

album is a stunning repeat of that effort, but
the LP ain't bad.

There's a little more Detroit in this one than
his past couple of albums, but then it was
recorded there. The reunion /and replace-

ment while cute in gesture aren't an im-
provement on vinyl. Even Eddie himself

seems to get a little disenchanted with the
whole project, and rightly so ,as I probably
would have left the studio had they asked
me (if I had a voice like Eddie's) to do a
remake of'Diamond Girl". Maybe it's my
bias, but that song was written for the weak
warblings of the original artists, not for a
vocalist of Kendricks' stature.

After this one, I must say that I long for a
reunion with Philly's Norman "The Harris
Machine"Harris. But then I guess that we
the public must realise that these combina-
tions can't last forever. Hopefully though, for
Eddies sake, this reunion can take place.
I, for one,would glady welcome it.

There are a lot of vocalists getting recogni-

tion(which in most cases they rightly

deserve) so there has to be that "something
extra" to set some aside and some to

greatness. Unfortunately, Leonard Caston's
production and writing isn't giving Mr. Ken-
cricks that "something extra". This album
doesn't do too much at all for Eddie but it's

not all Lenny's fault. I mean, ya' gotta sing

the songs like ya mean 'em Eddie!!

M ario A . B arros

JETHRO BURNS
(Flying Fish)

Jethro Burns is not a rock and roll band.
Nor is his a household name. Never will be.

Came close a number of years back when he
played with Homer Haynes in a duo known
as Homer and Jethro. Of course. Their claim
to fame sprang from parodies of popular
songs. Not that Homer and Jethro didn't

have the "straight" stuff down pat. They
did. Now Jethro has been playing around
the country circuit for the past decade and a

half. I figure that's because he plays man-
dolin. It's not because he plays only country
music. For a man who has played mandolin
professionally for 45 of his 57 years, this

album is amazingly young. And humorous,
too. Jethro leads a band here that gives the
Grand Tour: Bluegrass breakdowns, rock
and roll, western swing, down home humor,
even vocal jazz.

Vassar Clements' fiddle and Johnny Burns'

electric guitar share the limelight and lend

balance to an album that doesn't overwhelm
you with heavy licks. Plenty of good licks

though. All's well and good for a man who
can be described as little less than a contem-
porary humoristic satanic swinger from a

well swung past.

Mark Harris Levitan

DIANA ROSS
Baby It's Me
(Motown)

Ms. Ross continues to swing on the
sophisticated side of things with this release

and the lady's class once again shows
through The music goes from the mellow,
passes through ballads and into the boogie.
With Ms. Ross' voice as the vehicle, the
voyage is more than pleasant.

The album may not have a single smash on
it as her past LPs have, but I feel that this

one is overall her strongest LP to date. It's

the album that those wno appreciate the

lady's voicelnot the material she's doing) will

want to sit through the most. Yes , ladies and
gentlemen, no longer do you have to get up
and change and /or flip over discs to hear
four or five good -to-excellent Diana Ross
performaances at a time. None of the music
on the LP sounds like"filler," which is

refreshing to me as \ always thought of the

lady as an album artist rather than a smash
singles artist.

Baby It's Me 'S hopefully a sign of things to
come from Motown's'First Lady." Give this

one a listen; I mean . there'll probably be no
sticker on the jacket saying, "Contains the
HIT SINGLE. .," but then a lot of people
have "Smash Hit Singles".

Mario A Barros
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LEOSAYER

Thunder in my Heart
(Warner Bros.)

Leo Sayer's ne album ,like his previous
one ,was product by Richard Perry, and as
usual Perry's presence is a mixed blessing.
On one hand, Sayer's singing has improved
remarkably since his association with Perr^ .

Gone are the thin and hesitant vocals of
Sayer's earlier records, and the engergv and
confidence with which he now sings" make
for exciting listening. But on the negative
side, the individuality of Sayer's music has
declined. Perry has produced a number of
commercially successful records (Burton
Cummings,Ringo,etc.) and has developed a
formula which he applies to everything he
produces: Put the vocals way up
front, provide a strong, funky backbeat with
the rhythm section, and apply a generous
helping of strings if its a slow number or
horns if it's a fast one. The resulting album
has a very slick, commerciallized sound and
seems more like a collection of singles than a
unified album. But all ten of the songs
onThunder in My Heart are filled with cat
chy tunes and melodic hooks,and this album
could be where some of the best hit singles
of next year are coming from.

So far ,so good. But we haven't come to
the album's major problem, which is that as
Sayer tailors his music to his newly-
expanded audience, he seems to be neglec-
ting his talent as a lyricist. Instead of the
more imaginative lyrics of his earlier
songs, he now writes such simplistic sen-
timents as"lt's easy to love/When Move so-
meone like you". The world can always use
a well-written love song ,but when one con-
siders how skillful Sayer was at creating
stories and characters in such earlier songs
as "Moonlighiing" and "Giving it All
Away", the lyrics of his newer songsihe
does't write the music) seem more than a bit
feeble.

It's Sayer's vocals, however,which give
these songs life and push this album above
the level of mediocre. The exuberance of his
stage personality has been well captured on
this record,and the enthusiasm which he ap-
plies to each tune keeps such numbers as
the title track from degenerating into
disco,and keeps Thunder in My Heart from
becoming Rain On My Turntable.

Brett Milano

ALAN PARSONS PROJECT
I Robot
(Arista)

Although I Robot is only Alan Parson's se-
cond personal attempt at an album, he is
hardly an unknown around the music in-
dustry, especially around Abbey Road
Studios where he is head engineer. Parsons
has worked on such albums as The Beatles'
classic Abbey Road, several McCartney
solos, some Pink Floyd, and Al Stewart's
phenomenally succ.-ssful Year Of The Cat.

I Robot comes across as sci fi rock, with
Parsons writing, producing, engineering
and playing keyboards (obviously a
multitalented individual). The album
presents the story of "The Rise of the
Machine and The Decline of Man," but this
concept is garbled on the second side with
some rather unconventional-type songs
such as "Nucleus" and "Total Eclipse"
(reminiscent of Spaceman Bowie's \.o\n
album, side 2). Total Eclipse" paints a
spacey, eene picture via a choir "ahing"
their way in and out of dischord only to have
a backing orchestra enter to add to the

song's spaceshot effect. The rest of the
album IS generally good, as the songs flow in
a more conventional form. Due to their
pleasing melodies and arrangements best
cuts are "Some Other Time," "Don't' Let It
Show," and "Day After Day." The employ-
ment of a brass section in "Some Other
Time bnngs to mind Rick Wakeman's No
Earthly Connection.

Other moments of interest are found on
"The Voice," which contains an extremely
interesting rhythm change accompanied
with a syncopated string section and some
Pink Floydian sound effects. Other Floyd in-
fluences can be found in the first few bars of
the title track (ebbing quickly away into a
building instrumental).

Musically, I Robot is a good effort, but I

wouldn't go so far as to call is a "master-
piece," as Billboard advertisements strongly
suggest.

Paul Wisniowski

VASSAR CLEMENTS
The Bluegrass Session

(Flying Fish)
Vassar Clements is perhaps the most highly
regarded fiddler in bluegrass-swing tradition
today. This album contains some of the
finest fiddle playing I have ever heard. In
fact, I am sorry he doesn't play more. Vassar
moves with ease from soulful swoops to
building melodic choruses that serve as com-
pelling examples of how the fiddle can be
played Special mention must also be given
to Bobby Osborne who sings lead on the
album's six vocals. It's not very often one
•hears singing that so effectively explores the
nuances evoked by lyrics. (... He also has a
great voice.)

The songs are organized around a series of
traded solos which take off from the prin
cipal melody, usually introduced by Vassar in
the opening solo Sensitive support is always
given by the resiliant rhythm section of Don
Messina and Dave Humpherys and the rest
of the ensemble.
So far, one might think I am heading

towards a rave review but there are aspects

of the album I must take issue with. The
solos while never indulgent in length, drag in
places, particularly on the second side. The
other musicians seem unable to match the
creative use of accent and tempo that is pre-
sent in Vassar's solos, often falling back on
rapidly executed interlocking runs which
eventually take the edge off the pulse of ths
songs. Such possibilities as chord work, the
establishment of melodic dialogue through
contrasting lines and solos and the use of
slower paced solos over a more insistent
rhythm section are unfortunaltely generally
avoided.

Of course one could make this kind of com-
plaint about many fine albums but I feel this
weakness is particularly telling here because
of the continuity of mood from one song to
another. To sum up, while I think this an ex-
cellent album it's not quite what it could be.
Still... that the artistry of these musicians
can make us realize that, is in the end a pro-
mising sign and how many albums brimming
with exuberance in the midst of sadness do
you have?

Steve Waldman

MAI9AlltT TIUi^Al

Conceptual or Impressionistic?

Cria'
Atlantic Releasing Corporation

by Debbie Wallace

As I left the movie theater I had a hope that
everyone would attend the film at one time
or another. It had an icredible way of mak-
ing you laugh, and making you cry an instant
later. The film is foreign the language spoken
is Spanish and the sub titles are quite good.

The acting is expressive, vivid, and very real.
The word Cria' translated means ones

breeding or process of growing up. The
movie's main character Anna, played by An-
na Torrent, is a beautiful child that captured
my heart almost immediately. It is the story
of her childhood which is quite a bitter story
at that. Her mother dies when she is young,
and Anna expressses herself through her
mother's memory, which is very vivid. She
watches as her parents fight, and sees how

Eelgrass
Joe Ashby Porter
220 pp $4.95 (paper)
Patti Rosenberg

I kept wondering if Eelgrass wasn't in fact
a children's book until halfway through
when I decided even in the 1970's constant
references to drugs and sex are still confined
to novels intended for grown-ups.
Upon further reflection, I began'to consider

u^ii'^^!',?'^^
^^^^ Eelgrass was written by a

child. Which would explain many things
Like why the characters are one-dimensional
stick figures, developed and defined by little
else than their age, sex, and good-or bad-
guyness."; like why a book just slightly

over 200 pages has chapters. As any second-
grader knows, it is easier to start a new
chapter than accomplish a transition in plot
or character through the prose itself- like
why the author doesn't know that a ques-
tion, even inside quotation marks ("?") is not
dialogue. And looks even sillier twice (p 66

and p 80) because one suspects that not just
the character, but his creator too is at a loss
for words.
Whether you call it the reader's willinq

suspension of disbelief or just good faith it is
strained by page 3 when Porter (like a
schoolboy who's learned his lesson well)
mechanically reports "Thuggy wears tennis
shoes, baggy olive-colored Bermuda shorts
a purple silk undershirt, and a leather motor-
cyclist's jacket. He has an aluminum
necklace of tabbed rings from snap-top beer
cans. Jimbo today is wearing a blue work
shirt, worn brown corduroy trousers, and
sandals. He has wire-rimmed spectacles
Carter as always is dressed most simply He
has a white tee shirt and faded dungarees
nothing else no footwear, no jewelry no
underwear." And so it goes.
According to the back cover, Eelgrass was
begun in 1970. If Joe Ashby Porter is now
ten, he shows, in this his first novel, some
potential.

Poesy Poetry
CARIBERAKIYAH

I'm a jew-boy
A Ras Tafari

One who you, goy
Wanna' crucify

Left out of history book
Prayer book too
Children of Jah
Zion (Jehovah to you)

Ashkinoz n' sefardic

Neither are we
Lost tribe of Israel

Solomon captivity

Roots in hahowritz
Feet on the ground
Caribe rakiyah
Lost tribe found

Rastapunk Ram Diass

Plexiglass Prison

The hill is the essence of wrong versus right.

Its tears and blood reflect love's withering light.

The ground is revered by those who were near.

It must be made sacred for people everywhere.

MARA

BLANKET HILL

looking from the outside

two sides seem one

observing from the inside

four sides are felt

Yet visibly invisible

up is down

in is out «

there is one key

but no lock.

J.D.

unsympathetic her father is when her mother
says she is dying. She is an onlooker as her
mother painfully dies from an illness as well
as heart break, which is due to her father's
unfaithfulness. Anna feels much love for her
mother and in the way of flashbacks the au-
dience can see the delicate relationship and
the deep sadness because the mother has
died.

While in bed at night Anna blinks her eyes
while holding them very tightly shut and
makes her mother appear. Her mother then
tells her a bedtime story. As Anna awakens,
you realize along with her that it was just a
bittersweet dream. You wish along with the
child that the mother was still alive. Anna
tells some of the story as a grown woman in
this flashback style, and both her mother
and that character are played by a quite sen-
sitive actress, Geraldine Chaplin. You can
clearly see in this how much Anna is like-or
is her mother. In one of the falsh-back in-

cidents she relates that childhood is very
painful, and that feeling is strong, very
strong", Anna expresses this in her
sometimes witty, sometimes heartbreaking
childhood that she shares with her two
sisters and aunt who is gardian over the
children after her father dies. His death is a
puzzle to the audience and it is up to each
person to figure out the causes in which he
died.

There is also the madness of this child

remembering her mother so strongly that
she seems to be actually there to love.
The movie was very symbolic and the song

that is repeated a few times throughout the
movie is catchy as well as beautiful. The
song tells Anna's story as the translated
words are "sunshine in the window, but
sadness in my heart, as you are leaving."
You begin to understand that Anna loses a
great deal of her heart when her mother dies.
Yet through all, her childhood continues.

•HAMP PLAZA
Next to Big "Y"
Super market

Northampton

•NEXT TO
BIG "Y"
Supermarket

in Ware, Mass.

NOW in STERWHONIC SOUND

* J

"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM . .

.

THE MIND CAN RUN RIOT!" The NYU Ticker

ROUTE5.RIVERDALE RD WEST SPRINGFIELD
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All This and More

Cabaret Brecht: To see us from the
ground up

City Studio Theater
25 Main St

Northampton, Mass
September 29 October 23

After walking up a flight of stairs I became a
part of a dark mtstique atmosphere of the Ci-
ty Studio Theater. The actors playing in

the new location of the theater have many
resources available to them. There is a stage,
equipped with a piano and drums for this

production There is also a screen with a
platform under it and a balcony to the right

of the audience. The actors also use the area
behind the tables chairs where the audience
sit.

The play Cabaret Brecht is a conglomera-
tion of Berto Brechts poetry and plays The
play opens with the song 'Mack the Knife'
which is sung in German first and then
English. The play is done in segments, each
with a title In each segment the actors per
form a song, poem, or skit-like piece. The
poetry is read with incredible emotion with

the use of voice techniques to add effect.
The use of the balcony adds a great deal to
the play as does the excellent use of the en-
tire area the actors have. The voice tone,
and voice quality is good, and the movement
flows. The tension of the poems is well
received, as they are gripping, and at certain
pauses the audience longs for the next
words. The audience seemed aware, atten
tive, and very much moved by the poems.
The wit in the skits was also appreciated.
The songs were catchy and very symbolic.
The skits were about reality and life, and
raised many questions in my head about life.

This play is a proposal for awareness and will

benefit any one that experiences it. If Brecht
had been seated near me, he might have
been quite pleased with the performance.
The play runs until October 23. Cider, cof-
fee, wine and beer can be purchased at the
theater.

The performances are Thursday through
Saturday evenings-8:00 $3.00 Sunday
Matinees-2:00 $2.50.

Debbie Wallace

The Collegian

Advertising Dept

is lookin3 for an

Assistant Advertisins Manager

to handle marketing research,

sales promotion

and other duties.

Must be a Marketing Major.

Contact: Steve Lesser

in the

Collegian business office

Staged Cabaret

"Cabaret Brecht: To See Us from the
Ground Up", a musical medley by Ber
tolt Brecht opened at the City Studio
Theater in Northampton last Thursday.

The play is in a cabaret (i.e., night

club), format. It consists of a series of

skits with music in between. CSTs new
theater is uniquely appropriate for a

cabaret format, as there are stages on
two adjacent walls and another in the
corner between the two walls. The left

stage is where the band is set up. On the

right wall is a balcony. In the corner is a

stage propped a few feet off the floor

with a screen for slide projection above
it.

The play seems to be about a theatrical

troupe from Germany having studied
Amenca, as did the French writer De
Tocqueville, now wants to offer its in-

terpretation to the American audience.
At various times throughout the play,

the song "Mack the Knife" . is played,
first in German with all following rendi-

tions in English.

Many of the skits reflect Brecht's
radical philosophy. In one scene, the ac-

tors, playing workers, speak out in unity

with cold, passionate, stridency against

the conditions to which they're subject.

creating the impression of a collective

struggle. Another skit satirizes "bosses"
and "fascists". During the skits, a red
star is slide projected on the screen
above the corner stage. With a band
and slide projector, along with the cast,

CST's production is a multi-media one.

"Cabaret Brecht" is a play that enter

tains, yet is intellectually challenging
and requires concentration. The skits

follow one another in a rat-a-tat-tat pat-

tern which can make it difficult to get a

handle on the theme. Actually, it might
be best to see the play at least twice.

CST's new location on 49 Pearl St.,

Northampton, is right across the street
from Gleason's camping supply store. It

is directly above the Polish Club bar.
Free champagne, cider and cookies are
served before and afte' the play and dur-
ing intermission. For beer and other li-

quor, an inside stairway leads directly

downstairs to the Polish Club.

"Cabaret Brecht " will be performed

Thursday through Saturday evenings at

8 pm and Sunday matinees at 2:15 p.m.

Also, it will be repeated this season in a

late night cabaret setting. The admis
sion price at the Thursday and Sunday
shows is $2.50 and $3.00 for Frid^ and
Saturday.

Jim Paulin

Antigone Auditions

AUDITIONS SET FOR ANOUILH'S
ANTIGONE

The University Ensemble Theater of the
UMass Theater Department has announced
that open auditions for Jean Anouilh's AN-
TIGONE will be held October 11, 12, and 13
in Room 204 of the UMass Fine Arts Center.
Auditions begin at 7:00 pm. Those audition-
ing should sign up for a 15 minute time slot.

A sign up sheet is posted outside of the main
offices of the UMass Theater Department.
Auditions are open to everyone.

ANTIGONE is Anouilh's uncompromising
adaptation of Sophocles' great tragedy
about the rights of the individual versus the
so called "greater good of the state " Harry
Mahnken, associate professor of theater at
UMass, will direct the production. Mahnken
stated that those auditioning may prepare an
audition piece but that it is not required.

However, they will be expected to read from
the script. Reading scripts are available from
him in Room 105 of the Fine Arts Center.

Further questions about the play should be
directed to Mahnken at 545-0678.

ANTIGONE will be produced in the Fine
Arts Center's Curt^n Theater December 2-4

and 6-10. In addition, the cast will be ex-

pected to be available the week of January
24th for another performance at the New
England Regionals of the American College

Theater Festival X which will be held at
UMass in January. The cast of 8 men and 4
women are also eligible for the ACTF's Irene
Ryan Scholarship awards.

Those who cannot get to the Department
of Theater to sign up for an audition time
slot, should call the department's main office
at 545-3490 and have their name put on the
list.
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Coming Up

Swing
Benny Goodman

'The King of Swing', Benny Goodman br-

ings his sextet to the Fine Arts Center Con-
cert Hall on October 15 at 8 pm as part of the
University of Massachusetts homecoming.
A leader in jazz and popular music for over

forty years, Mr. Goodman will perform selec-

tions from his vast repertoire of popular and
jazz hits.

It was over forty years ago that Benny
Goodman reported for his first job as a
clarinetist, aboard a Lake Michigan excur-

sion steamer. Trumpter Bix Biederbecke,
mistaking the lad wearing spectacles and
knee pants for a meddlesome brat fooling

with the band's instruments threatened to

pull his ears if he didn'f'go back home."
The band's leader arrived just in time to in-

troduce the the instrumentalists, and Benny
proved able to hold his own in the 4-piece

band, while absorbing every bit of jazz lore

from the great Bix.

It was to "immortals " like Biederbecke,
Louis Armstrong, Frank Teschemacher,
Johnny Dodds and Jimmy Noone that Ben-
ny listened to during his formative years.

Today youngsters turn to Benny Goodman,
who has become a legend in his own time,

for the finest examples of jazz artistry and
unsurpassed clarinet work.
Since those early days, Benny has been

credited as the Founder and King of Swing.
He is indelibly identified the world over as
the one man who became the "Big Band
Era" in the 1930S.
In addition to big band jazz, he is credited

for creating a more subtle swing thaicame to

be known as "chamber music" jazz.

That trend started when Benny and pianist
Teddy Wilson played together for pure
pleasure. It sounded so pleasantly relaxed to
Benny and Teddy, that they added Gene
Krupa on drums, creating the first Benny
Goodman Trio. Within a year, vibraphonist
Lionel Hampton was added, and the im-
mortal Benny Goodman Quartet was in be-
ing.

Next came the Sextet, featuring the totally'

new sound of an amazing guitarist, Charlie
Christian, and bassist Art Bernstein.
Throughout the years, the personnel chang-
ed, but the quality has always been a
mainstay of any Goodman band.
No matter what are the faces, Benny's

leadership and virtuosity points the way to
an inimitable jazz combo mood that at once
is subtle but authoriatively stated, light but
compelling, and above all, swinging.
Times change. Some musical forms are

born, rise to crescendo then fade into
history. Swing, in the person of Benny
Goodman, lives happily on into the 1970s.
The King remains, not as a pale ghost of
yesterday, but as a vital, constantly evolving
modern musician, forever refining and
enriching his art for all generations, reinforc-
ing old favorites, bringing his own special
meaning and genius to the compositions of
Mancini, Bachrach or the Beatles.
Tickets for Benny Goodman are now on

sale at the Fine Arts Center box office, open
9-4 Monday through Friday, and all

Ticketron outlets.

Ticket prices are: General public $7,6,5.
UMass students are $3.50, 3.00 and 2.50.
Other students and Senior citizens are
$6.5,4. For more information, call 545-3670.

and Sing

CABARET

The "wunderbar"musical CABARET which
blends a feverish period of history with the
vibrancy of a modern song-and-dance
show, and won all the available prizes and
awards when it began its truimphant three
year run in New York in 1966 will be

presented by the National touring Broadway
cast at the Fine Arts Center toncert Hall on
Thursday, October 13 at 8 om.

Cabaret is part of the Broadway series of
the. Fine Arts Center, University of
Massachusetts.

Cabaret is set in Berlin at the beginning of

the 1930's just before the storm and the
storm-troopers took over Germany.
The slashing musical begins in a gaudy

night club where a mincing, smirking,

clown-faced master of cermonies sings an
imprudent song of welcome to the cabaret's
uneasy customers, promising them naughty
songs and enticingly half-dressed girls, all of
which are indeed delivered.

Judi Laurence stars in Cabaret as the
rootless Sally Bowles, who thinks the night-
club's tinselly atmosphere is heavenly, but
doesn't hesitate, when meeting a poor am-
bitious American writer, Clifford Bradshaw,
to be played by Peter Boynton. (A University
of Massachusetts graduate '77) to move
right into his shabby rented room with him.
The action which follows is both beautiful
and tragic.

Cabaret is a scintillating unconventional
musical play.

In 1967 Cabaret won the Tony Award, the
New York Drama Critics' Circle Award, the
Other Critics' Circle Award and the London
Evening Standard's Award for the best
musical of the season in the British Capital.

Cabaret won eight Tony awards.
Tickets are now on sale for Cabaret at the

Fine Arts Center Box office, open 9-4 Mon-
day through Friday and all Ticketron outlets.

Ticket prices are: General public, $7, 6, 5.

UMass students are $3.50, 3.00 and 2.50.
Other students and Senior citizens are $6,5,
4. For more information, call 545-2511.

George Benson
The 1976 Grammy Award winner will be ap-

pearing at the University of Massachusetts,
on Thursday, October 13th.

The George Benson concert will be held at

the Curry Hicks Cage, and is part of a series

of concerts being sponsored by the Union
Program Council.

George Benson has been recording for over

20 years and has won numerous jazz polls

both nationally and internationally. His big-

gest selling record has been Breezin and The
Masquerade.
Tickets are now available at Tix, which is

located on the main level of the Student

Union Building, U. Mass, and cost is $5.00

for U Mass students with a valid student ID,

and $6.50 for general admission. Tickets are

also on sale at Faces of Earth, Sun Music,

Backroom Records, and Sound Room in

Northampton.

Makes Ben Hur

Look like an Epic

atrsTin

^ftst^intt ttu^t

JrSHcJL^^Oa^IL

Oct. 1

1

7.9.n

CCA *1

Package S(i>n*

'.'DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MILLERS
BEER
12oz. NR

$5.79
case

RlUNITE
LAMBRUSCO\

$1.79
fifth

CARSTAIRS
BLENDED
WHISKEY

$8.99
1.75 lifers

LUCKY
LAGER
BEER

1 2oz. cans

$4.99
case

Tues., Oct. 4 to Sat., Oct.

8

We reserve the right to limit quantities,
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Poetry Reading
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Coming Around
CONCERT LISTINGS

OUT OF TOWN

Colleges:
FILM LISTINGS Art Happenings in the

Five-College Area

Thursday Oct. 6
ROMEO AND JULIET -CCA 7, 9:30 $1 University of Mass
-*rogram Council

EMMANUELLEII-SUB 7,8:45,10:30
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST
SUB 8, 10:30

LET'S DO ITAGAIN-CCA7,9,11$1 Program
Council

HITCHCOCK'S UNDER CAPRICORN--
MHC7:30$1
THE WIZARD OF OZ -SUB 4:30 7 9 11

Saturday Oct 8
PAPER CHASE--Lect MHC 7:30, 10 $1

HEIDI-Wright Hall, SC 2:00

Sunday Oct 9
STATEOFSIEGE-Lect Rml, Merrill, AC3 00
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES -Wright
Hall, SC 1,4 PM

Tuesday Oct 11

MARATSADE/DOCUMENTARY
FOOTAGE-Main Lecture Hall, Franklin
Patterson Hall, HC 7, 9:15 $1

THE MURDER OF FRED HAMPTON
Thompson 106 8pm FREE Progressive Film
Series, sponsored by Commuter Collective
MR SMITH GOES TO WASHINGTON
MHC 9PM $1

MONTY PYTHON ANDTHEHOLYGRAIL
CCA 7. 9. n $1

Commercial Theaters (10-5 • 10-11
AmherstCinema NEW YORK. NEW YORK
week nights at 8PM, 7. 9:30 on weekends
Pleasant Street Theater HOUSE OFWAX (in

3D with Vincent Price) 7 15, 9
CalvinTheater LINCOLNCONSPIRACY7,9
Academy of Music BAD NEWS BEARS-
BREAKING TRAINING 7 15, 9

Theater Listings

Northampton

Caberat BrechtTo see us from the ground
up
City Studio Theater
Thurs -Sat 8:00
Sunday matinees ,'2:00

Ticket prices Thurs. -Sat $3 00
Sunday-$2.50

Larry Bell 'The Iceberg and its Shadow"
through Oct. 7

Sol Lewitt-Prints and small sculptures
through Oct. 7

Recent acquisitions of lithographs and prints

through Oct. University Gallery at the Fine

Arts Center Tues. 1 1 :30-8:00, Wed. thru Fri.

1 1 :30-4:30, Sat and Sun. 2-5

BIyth Bohnen at the Herter
Gallery

Conrad Bergsuhneider "Environment
Paintings" thru Oct. 14 at

Student Union Gallery; Lecture
Oct. 6 Herter 227

7-9,

Jazz

Nail

Art

with

the
8:00

Smith College
Selma Irving Book Illustrations thru Oct. 9
Navaho Indian Blanket Exhibit thru Nov. 6
Smith Art gallery-Tues. Fri. 11:00-4:30, Sat.

and Sun. 2:00-4:30

Mt Holyoke
Marion Miller-Paintings and Drawings
Mt. Holyoke Art Museum thru Oct. 31

Hampshire College
Art Faculty Exhibit "Images of Myth- Land-
scapes of the Mind" i.e. Victorian

photographs and Batiks by Susan Dayall
thru Oct. 14Mon.-Fri. 10 4:30

Amherst College
Exhibition of watercolors, drawing and prints
by American painter Clarance Carter
Mead Art Gallery thru Oct 16
Mon Fri. 10:00 5:00; Sat and Sun
1 00-5 00

Jan Hammer Group;October 6, Berklee
Performance Center (Boston).

Tom Waits;October 6, Paradise Theatre
(Boston).

J. Geils;October 7, Springfield Civic Center.
Jean-Luc PontY;October 7, Berklee Per-

formance Center (Boston).

Andy Pratt/ Karia Bonoff;October
Paradise Theatre (Boston).

Freddie HubbardiOctober 10-12,

Workshop (Boston).

John Mavall;October 12, Rusty
(Sunderland).

Rock ' Roll Revival;October 13, Hartford
Civic Center.

Be Bop Deluxe/Duke '* The Drivers:Oc
tober 13, Waterbury Palace Theater.
Rod Stewart;0ctober14, New Haven Col-

iseum
Iggy Pop/ Be Bop Deluxe;October 14, The
Orpheum (Boston).

Rock ' Roll Revival;0ctober15, Boston
Garden
Robin Trower;October 16, Boston Music
Hall.

Frank Zappa;Octob'!r 17, Hartford Civic

Center.

Robin Trower/Derringer;October 18, New
Haven Coliseum.

The' Babys/Piper;October 18, Paradise

Theatre (Boston).

Gato Barbieri;October 19, Berklee Per

formance Center (Boston).

Frank Zappa;October 20, Boston Music
Hall.

New England Music FestivaLOctober 23,

Springfield Civic Center.

Jerry Jeff Walker/ Jonathan Ed-
wards;October 23, Springfield Civic Center.

Arlo Guthrie;October 23, Brandeis Univer-

sity.

Thin Lizzy/Graham Parker;October 23,

The Orpheum(Boston).
Aerosmith;October 24, New Haven Col-

iseum
Average White Band/Tower of
Power;November 1 1 , Hartford Civic Center.

Jazz FestivaLNovember 13, Hartford Civic

Center
Charlie Daniels BandiNovember 9, Spr-
ingfield Civic Center.

^'ethro TulliNovember 19, Springfield Civic

Center.

Kansas;December 11, Springfield Civic

Center.

I

ftieaCar/ i

Ad- Ob
OfftR EXPIRES; actfiv37|

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

L (i Fairfield Mal/chicopee

BILLY JOEL cwite

"THE STRANGER"

JC 34967

When Billy Joel completed his recent SRC 108-

date tour he stopped |ust long enough to write

and record his best album ever. The Stranger
"

Backed by his great tour band, and with help

from some top New York sessionmen, "The
Stranger" is filled with the same power and
honesty that have made Billy one of the most
compelling performers of our time

"The Stranger." New from Billy Joel. On
Columbia Records and Tape*.

BILLyXXL
TURNSTIUS

'!( Ht/t\ JtHf hunoMnn
Cj0t«i« JMk 1lmtmCc—w\t

T">eBetatfO(»«*T>e««
wPle>Me kaiMfex ^mj^

PC. 'i3848
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Nadar says there is still hope

Big corporate-government is not invincible, according to consumer advocate

Ralph Nader. Staff photo bv Dave Hoagers

By MARK HORAN
Coltegian Staff

Consumer advocate Ralph Nader told a
Fine Arts Center crowd of 1100 last night,
"there is hope for consumer action in this
country."

Nader said that big corporate-government
is not invincible. "Its the consumers who pay
the bill and they can call the tune if they
organize. Its the taxpayers that pay the bill

and they can call the tune if they organize,"
Nader said.

Nader continued by saying that consumers
were the most unorganized group in the
country.

"All our institutions are designed to make
it impossible to organize," said Nader.
"Consumers pay for T.V., but they can't talk

back to it"

Nader said big business went to

Washington and took control of the Federal

Communications Commission (FCC), and
blocked cable T.V. and sophisticated sattelite

systems that could facilitate two-way
communication on hundreds of channels,

and vastly improve citizen communication.
"Is this all compatable with democracy?"

Nader asked.

Nader went to point out three or four steel

companies control the steel industry, two or
three automobile companies control the auto
industry, and seven oil companies control the
oil industry.

"No one should have that kind of power,"
Nader said. "A handful of corporate
executives are deciding what kind of air you
breathe. You cannot avoid breathing GM's
air."

Nader blasted the concept of deregulating

the oil industry to allow free competition.

"There is no market in natural gas.

Production of natural gas is concentrated
into a couple of hands," he said.

Nader said that consumers must con-
centrate on "structural change that will

proliferate opportunities into the future" to
make reform easier.

Nader cited the legislation to establish a

national consumer cooperative bank as the

Several research grants received
By PATTI TOPED
Collegian Staff

The National Science Foundation has
recently awarded several research grants to
various departments at UMass.
One grant for $367,550 will support a 14-

month project entitled "Research Program
on Natural Disaster Recovery Processes
Relief, Rehabilitation, and Preparedness."

Dr. Peter H. Rossi of the sociology

department, and director of the project, said,

"The research is being done in two parts.

The first is an attempt to discern the long

term effects that hurricanes, tornados, and
floods have on small areas, such as neigh-

borhoods. So far there has been essentially

none. The second part deals with the

potential for disaster mitigating techniques in

areas where hurricanes are more frequent,

and severe damage more likely to occur."

The first part of the disaster relief program
was begun in January, 1976. Following

reapplication and approval for the renewal of

the grant in June, part two began.

"The research should continue through

the summer of 1978," Rossi said.

A second $102,900 grant will support a 24

month project entitled "Elementary Particle

Theory." Coordinators for this project are

Drs. John J. Brehm, Eugene Golowich, and

Arthur R. Swift of the Physics department.

According to Brehm, "The project began in

1967, with a slightly larger staff. We have
renewed the grant five time since then at two
year intervals."

The project studies the interaction of

elementary particles, which is the ultimate

constituent of matter. "To break it down
even further, we are studying the quarks',

which are the constituents of elementary

particles," Brehm said.

"The grants are given on the basis of peer

reviews of project proposals," said Dr. John
J. Nordin, of the Biochemistry department,
recipient of a $K,000 grant. "Scientists from
all over the nation review the proposals,

which include a list of previous investigations

and a proposed budget, which may be
revised if not accepted the first time," he
said.

Nordin's project, entitled "Chemical
Structure of Fungal Cell Wall Polysac-

chrides," is a 24-month project which studies

the way in which complex molecules are

assembled from simple ones.

"The initial research began 11 years ago,"
Nordin said.

The grants include salary allocations for

graduate research students as well as for

post-doctoral research associates.' Prof.

Rossi's project also staffs between 15 and 16
undergraduate administrative asistants.

The UMass Water Resources Research
Center in Amherst was the recipient of a

$31,386 award given by the U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Enrique LaMotta, Assistant- Professor of Civil

Engineering, and co-director of the project

entitled "Evaluation of Natural Inhibiting

Factors in an Aggressive Drinking Water
Supply," said, "The EPA contacted B.B.
Berger, director of the water resources,

center to do a study of Amherst water to
determine what factors in water that are
classified as very aggressive, cause it not to
be extremely corrosive to asbestos-cement
pipe and other materials."

Dean Adrian, director of the En-

vironmental Engineering Program, said,

"Aggressive water, or water containing

chemicals, normally corodes the distribution

system's pipes." Amherst water, though
classified as aggressive, has not produced
this effect. "The research project will at-

tempt to discover and hof)efully isolate the
natural inhibitors to corrosion which seem to

be present in Amherst water," Adrian said.

"I will be concerned for the most pjart with

the engineering point of view," Prof.

LaMotta said. "For example, predicting the
composition of the water at any given site

with respect to environmental factors, such
as the number of people in the area at a

certain time."

Co-director Oliver T. Zajicek, Associate
Professor of Chemistry, will be primarily

involved with the chemical side of the

project, which studies the chemicals present

in aggressive versus non-aggressive water.

kind of structural change needed. He ex-
plained the difficulty of oil, food and many
other co-ops in obtaining credit from banks."

"Banks don't like co-ops," asserted Nader,
"but we're going to get this bill passed so co-
ops will get credit. Then the consumer co-op
movement will take off."

Nader cited Sen. Edward Kennedy as the
"best Senator in Congress. Not only does he
pay attention to detail but he pays attention

to citizens action legislation. The ones that

really matter. Laws that can be enforced by
the people."

Nader pointed specifically to Kennedy's
legislation that will allow a citizen the right to
sue the government for not conducting their

business properly. Previously this had to be
done by the government agency.

Nader said that when the democratic fails,

citizens must use the most direct form of

democracy, the initiative referendum and
recall, "to bypass the legislative process."
"Students must help MassPIRG in its

effort to take on the Telephone Company,"
Nader said in reference to the TELCAG
campaign that would establish a consumer
advocate group in Mass. to check New
England Telephone Co.

"We want to create a worthy opposition
to the telephone company. If it works with
the Telephone Co. why wouldn't it work with
the oil companies?"

In one of his lighter moments, Nader
pointed out "how much fun it would be to

watch the Telephone Co. swivel and twist.

Its more fun than watching UMass beat
UConn in football."

Nader credited the UMass community as
being far ahead of most students in such
areas as student unionization. He said

unionization was good and the student goals
were concrete but he advised organizers to

change the name because it gives a

stereotype that turns students off.

Nader amused the crowd by comparing
the open learning atmosphere of UMass to
the Penn State campus which he called

"stupid, ignorant, and authortarian", "run
just like a business," and "the pinball capitol

of the world."

Inside

Amherst College

Amherst College students will urge
Amherst trustees today, to encourage
some corporations in which the college
owns stock to cease South African
operations. Story, Page 3.

Octubafest

The UMass Octubafest gets unden^ay
today with food, drink, and song. See
details on Page 2.

Weather

Scattered darkness by nighttime; light

to follow towards dawn. Remember to

bring a flashlight.
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Tuesday marks Handicap Awareness Day
Collegian 3

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

It's raining outside.

You find yourself confronted with the
problem of getting indoors - anywhere.
What to do>

For most of us, the solution is easy We
run into the nearest building; we open an
umbrella. Or, we run home to warmth and
cover

Wheelchairs, however, are not so easily
maneuvered as a pair of strong healthy legs.
They are, in fact, quite a handicap to those
constrained to them. To those in
wheelchairs, a curb can loom larger than any
barrior confronted by other students in day-
to-day campus life; it's quite a feat to
manage an umbrella and wheelchair at once;
and, home is a lot further away than )ust a '/^'

mile walk.

They do say, "When it rains, it pours."
For the handicapped, when it rains, there

is a good chance of getting wet.
However, rain or shine, Tuesday, Oct. 11,

marks Handicap Awareness Day at UMass!

Various activities are scheduled throughout
the day, from 9 am, to 5 p.m. at both the
Student Union Ballroom and Patterson
House in Southwest. It is a day for ever\one

faculty, administrators and students - to
increase awareness of the handicapped on
campus and the problems that confront
them.

Interested in getting a first-hand ex-
perience of just what being handicapped on
campus involves? If so, come down to the
SUB and check out a wheelchair for the day.
Or try a blindfold on for size.

Scheduled activities for the day will allow
students, administrators, and faculty
members to try to simulate a handicapped
student's experience. Fifteen minute
wheelchair tours will be conducted, for any
who desire to see some of the things a
handicapped person has to deal with.
There even will be a wheelchair obstacle

course around and through the Student
Union and Campus Center that everyone can
try.

And, for those of you attracted by
prominent people, Robert L. Woodbury, Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs, reportedly will

Andrea Watkins practices one of her dance routines for the Faculty and

Student Dance Concert this weekend. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein.)

NEAG approves budget;

funds reorganization
By MICHEL E BIABIONI
Collegian Staff

The Northeast Area Government last night

ratified an $11,600 budget proposal and
approved the co- presidents' proposals for

the reorganization of NEAG's role in area

fufHTtions.

Jeff Shapiro, NEAG treasurer, gave an

account of the expenses for Fall Day,
totalling $1543.06 In his budget projection

for the 1977-78 year, Shapiro stated his

request for more funding from the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate. The senate has
yet to give NEAG an exact figure on their

allocation, Shapiro said.

Shapiro supported an increase in Area
Government funding, arguing that it should
be based on October 1977 population
figures, not those of November 1976.

NEAG also voted for the establishment of
a Budgets and Finance Committee, which
will organize to evaluate NEAG budget

requests. Its first meeting will be Tuesday
night, Oct. 1 1 , at 7 p.m. in the Knowlton Area
Government Office.

In other business Co-presidents Diane
Lauricella and Dave Goodhue outlined their
motion for the reorganization of distribution
of NEAG funds, which was passed 13-1. As
of 1976, control of Program Support Funds
(PSF) have been in the hands of the Area
Office. Formerly, NEAG had control, and
Goodhue maintains that the "basic right for

this money was once pretty much under our
control" and wishes to see it restored.

Objections to the Area Director's plan for an
Academic Program Development Council
were based on the diminishing of NEAG's
voice in the distribution of their funds. By
reverting control back into the hands of

NEAG, Lauricella feels the students will have
greater representation in determining the

financing of activities. Goodhue stated that

NEAG would be "giving up total autonomy
over funds as a group" if they adhered to the
Area Director's reorganization.

be sp>ending some time of his own in a
wheelchair.

In addition, the day's events will include
vision testing from 9 a.m. - noon, an
audiological display, and films and slide-tape
shows on handicaps and their effects.

Literature will be available, and a special treat
will be the showing of the film, "The Other
Side of the Mountain" from 7:30-9 p.m. at
the SUB. This film will be captioned.
Asked in an interview Wednesday, if he

anticipated a great deal of participation, Paul
Appleby, coordinator of Handicapped
Student Affairs said, "I'm hoping so, I really
am. We've asked a lot of people, and are
hoping for a large turn-out - and, a resultant
increase in public awareness."
Appleby cited two main problems

presently dealt with by the handicapped on
campus: those of the archetectual barriors,
and those of attitudinal barriors.

"This problem of archetectual barriors is

quite prevalent," Appleby said.

"It is improving, but things you and I

would not consider barriors, such as a few
steps, for the handicapped in wheelchairs
pose great problems," he said.

"Also," continued Appleby, 'there is a
problem with many existant additudinal
barriors. Many times, others are simply not
aware of the concerns of handicapped
people. Intentionally or unintentionally their
actions often portray an attitude of in-
considerateness."

Handicapped UMass student Sandy
Cohen agrees. A sophomore Casiac student
living in Patterson House, the only dorm on
campus presently equipped for the handi-
capped, Cohen has put much effort into
organizing this event during the past week.

"I really hope people just come and see for
themselves what handicapped living is like —
what it is, in itself," Cohen said in an in-

terview yesterday. "I encourage people to
come and see for themselves."

So, for those interested in getting a first-

hand experience of just what being han-
dicapped on campus involves or for those
just looking for information, come down to
the SUB on Tuesday.

Rain or shine, it should be a rewarding
experience.

Music kicks off

today's Octubafest
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

The UMass music department will kick off
the festivities for its second Octubafest this
afternoon outside the Fine Arts Center.

Although the Octubafest was held at

UMass for the first time last year, similar

festivals have been held throughout the

country for several years. The concept was
originated by tuba professor Harvey Phillips,

of Indiana University, who is known to

musicians as "Mr. Tuba in the world."

Phillips is dedicating his life to the ad-
vancement of the tuba, initiating many
programs which he hopes will give non-
musicians a better understanding of the
importance of the tuba. His efforts ap-
parently are not in vain, as evidenced by the
increase in UMass tuba majors, from two to
four.

"The Octubafest will be he'd in the same
spirit as the German Octobert^st," explain?
faculty sponsor and tuba instructor, George
Parks. Hot dogs, beer, and soft drinks will be
available, in 'addition to several hours of
musical entertainment. The proceeds from

the refreshments will go towards a UMass
tuba scholarship fund, to be awarded either
this year or next.

The events are scheduled to begin at 4
p.m. with the UMass Student German Band
and German records. At 5 p.m., the Faculty
UM-PAA Band, consisting of non-music
department faculty will perform. The UMass
Marching Band will perform at 5:40 p.m.
followed by the Coast Guard Tuba Quartet,
from the Connecticut Academy.

The Town and City Four, a tuba barber-
shop quartet, will also recite several num-
bers. The finale will consist of a medley of
songs arranged and performed by the U-
Massed Tuba Choir.

Parks said there will be several "special
surprises," in addition to the band per-
formance.
A sing-along is planned and arrangements

have been made for students to play tuba
solos and duets. Parks also said the audience
will be encouraged to participate in polka
dancing.

Festivities are planned to last until 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

Delayment seen in

Treasurer replacement
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

"The process of finding a new University
Treasurer to replace the deceased Ken
Johnson, may well be delayed several
months," Howard White, University
spokesperson said yesterday in a telephone
interview.

White said the reason for the delay in

action is due to a suggestion made Wed-
nesday by board of trustees chairman

Joseph P. Healy, that the treasurers' job b*
examined and possibly redefined.

Currently, the office of Treasurer's
responsibilities include financial planning,
financial reporting, the investment program,
and all University expenditures, White said.

The trustees named Robert H. Brand
Acting Treasurer, until a permanent
replacement is found. Brand served as
Associate Treasurer under Johnson, White
said.

Today*s Staff

TODAY'S CABARET
Starring Lisa Minnelli

Fifi Ball

Peter Janiak's birthday.

Emily Bakerman
Elaine Rosenthal

Paula Strollo

Carol Hubbertey
Maria Maffei
Jim Kassner

Lorna and Chris
Mike Berger and George O'Brien

Dave Rodgers head), Howard Bernstone, Sue Donnelly,
Ellen Davis, Debbie Snyder

Andy Bernstein

This program was brought to you today in living black and white print and will never be broughtTo vou'"again because of audial diHiculties. L M.
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Debate on DNA experimentation continues
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The debate over recombinant DNA
research continues at UMass as faculty and
administration voice their opinions.

Issues under scrutiny include concern with
the risk factors involved in DNA ex-
perimentation at UMass laboratories, in
relation to the rights of Amherst town-
speople.

The process of recombinant DNA research
consists of taking pieces of DNA from dif-
ferent organisms, joining them together, and
then transplanting them into living cells.

On one side of the coin is the promise of
enormous benefits with the continuation of
recombinant DNA research. Through this
experimentation, new and faster ways of
producing antibiotics and other drugs can
hopefully be developed. Prof. Warren Litsky
of the Environmental Science Department
remarked that the future of recombinant
research is "fantastic". For example, the
insulin-producing genes from one DNA
molecule can be transmitted into another
lacking this drug which can lead to the cure
of diabetes, Litsky said.

Yet, Litsky mentioned that UMass does
not have the laboratory facilities to ac-
commodate such research. He believes that
the work must be done by qualified
professors in proper "supersafe" facilities

which are not available on the UMass
campus.

Prof. Manville Fournier of the
Biochemistry Department said, "What we
have to do is look at the issue case by case.

Nobody would be troubled by our doing the
kind of research that has already occurred in

nature. The difficulty comes when you start

talking about making recombinant DNA
Molecules in a case where one DNA
molecule might come from a virus in a tumor
formation."

Professor Curtis Thorne of the
Microbiology Department said, "It is difficult

for me to say that there is no danger, but it

has been estimated to be very slight."

"One of the organisms assumed safe to
use is E. Coli, a bacterium that normally
inhabits the human intestine," Thorne said.

"What has been done was to construct a

mutant of E. Coli which cannot live outside
of the laboratory. In effect, if the host is to

receive a recombinant DNA molecule, it is

deemed to be safe since it can only survive
under laboratory conditions," he added.
The horror stories become more intense

owing to the fact that the favorite host to a
recombinant DNA gene is common to the
human intestine. Stemming from this notion
is the fear that scientists may come up with a
deadly organism whose growth could not be
controlled, Fournier said.

"Scientists experimenting with recom-
binant DNA are only allowed to use a
severely crippled form of E. Coli. This
laboratory strain is made multiply-defective
to decrease its ability to live outside the lab.

These are part of the regulations put out by
the National Institute of Health (UIH),"
Fournier said.

The debate concerning recombinant DNA
research is nationwide. The NIH has set up
guidelines to be followed by those DNA

Greenough looks to

in-dorm dining service
By JOAN ARBETTER
Collegian Staff

In a recently published report, Nourisfiing
Greenoughi, Greenough residents Louis
Herzog and Mark Wilhelm examine present
dining commons conditions and propose an
alternative in the form of a student run
dining-room for Greenough dormitory.

Herzog and Wilhelm's report was one part
of Greenough Union Council's effort to
evaluate and improve the quality of life in the
dorm. The council proposes that Greenough
has the support, space and resources to
accommodate such an alternative.

"I am eager to see an in house dining hall

for the sake of all Greenough residents as an
educational experience, a cooperative ex-
perience and to upgrade the quality of food
available to the students," Wilhelm said.

The council has received signatures from
Greenough residents on a petition which
reads: "We, the residents of Greenough
House Dormitory, completely support the
Greenough Union Council's effort to
establish a student-run dining commons in

Greenough house."

Wilhelm and Herzog have also compiled
results from a detailed survey which
examines the Greenough student's dining

needs and opinions concerning the quality of

dining commons service and food.

Results from the survey show that over 25
per cent of the respondents feel the dining
commons meals are "rarely or never served
at the right temperature." In addition, 45 per

cent of the respondents feel that the food is

"rarely or never prepared to their liking."

Over half said they disliked to eat in a large

dining hail and 94 per cent of the respon-
dents indicate they are eager to see a

student-run dining commons in Greenough
dormitory.

Most of the people surveyed who are on
the meal plan have chosen the 10-meal plan.

Through the survey the council has deter-

mined that an average of three meal tickets

are left unused per week. At $1.68 per meal,
these students lose an average of $5.58 per
week, per person.

Copies of Nourishing Greenoughi are
available free of charge at the Student
Center for Educational Research in Student
Union, 406.

Gay ruling sparks

disappointment here
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Disappointment and no surprise
characterized the reaction across campus to
the U.S. Supreme Court's refusal this week
to hear the appeal of a gay teacher fired from
his job in 1972.

Paul Gosslin, office manager for the
People's Gay Alliance, said he felt the action
was "very expected from a conservative
Nixon court. It points out the fact that gay
people have no rights in this country."

Gosslin urged others on campus to write
to their state representatives in support of
House bill 3676. If passed, the bill would
prohibit discrimination in the state civil

service on the basis of sexual preference.
The bill was narrowly passed this summer by
the state Senate and will soon be brought
before the House for ratification.

Student reaction to the decision was
mixed, although most expressed disap-
pointment. One student said, "It's horrifying

that this country can give legal support to the
persecution of a people." Another student
felt the decision was "absurd" and "the
court's use of the term immoral just clinches
everything this society feels about gay
people."

Not everybody felt the Supreme Court was
wrong. A male student said, 'They did the

right thing. It's dangerous to have people like
that teaching kids. I know if I had a kid in

school I wouldn't want anybody who was
gay teaching them." Several students said
they thought the action was typical of the
court in such cases.

Most of the students asked about the
decision wished to remain anonymous and
many did not wish to be quoted directly.

Political Science Professor Sheldon
Goldman, who presently teaches a course in

Constitutional Law at UMass, notes an
apparent misconception among many people
that the Supreme Court had made some kind
of ruling on the case. Goldman said the
court's refusal to hear the case did not in-

dicate either its approval or disapproval of
the issues involved. Goldman said he
thought the impression that a decision had
been made would be damaging to the gay
right's movement and it was important for
people to understand that such was not the
case.

At the Southwest Men's Center, Frank
Dorman said, "We are very disappointed in
the Supreme Court decision not to review
the case." He added," the ruling represents a
gross misconception of what masculinity and
morality are all about. We are convinced,
however, that common sense will prevail, and
the civil rights of homosexuals will prevail in

the judiciary system."

researchers funded by federal grants.
Currently, there are bills before both houses
of Congress to make these regulations
mandatory for all recombinant DNA
research.

The NIH guidelines require research
laboratories to be equipped with supersafe
sterilization processes, and calls for the
prohibition of certain organisms known to
produce cancer in animals. The regulations
also require that the bacteria used be
genetically weakened so it could not possibly
live outside the lab.

In addition to these restrictions, Fournier
said, "The NIH requires anyone who wants
to do recombinant DNA research to have
their proposal reviewed by a Biohazards
Committee. The University needs such a
commitee and I believe one should be
created regardless of what goes before the
townspeople, who would definitely have an
input into the creation of such a Biohazards
Committee."

Marvin Kalkstein, a University Without
Walls coordinator, believes "The issues

involved are not so radical that the public
cannot understand them. We want to inform
the public so a group of lay people will be
able to deal with the extremely complex
study and to make recommendations."
The issue will be brought up before

Amherst Town Meeting on Monday, Oct. 17.

Nancy Eddy, a staff assistant in the
Department of Industrial Engineering and a
member of the Amherst board of selectmen
said the issue is likely to cause "mass
confusion".

"I have mixed feelings about the
recombinant DNA issue. I am terrified at the
thought of local government controlling
research and reducing academic freedom.
The town should not accept in hand or out of
hand the article before them. I think we need
further information and study of the matter,"
Eddy said.

The writing on the wall makes clear the controversy over DNA research at UMass.

Amherst College

Trustees pressed to divest
fli/ OCDMAOrt nA\/inrnA/ ....By BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Amherst College students this afternoon
will urge their Board of Trustees to en-
courage some corporations in which it owns
stock to withdraw their holdings from South
Africa.

"We're saying the. corporations have to be
out of there," said Josh Nessen, a member
of the college's South Africa Support
Committee. Nessen will be one of the
students presenting proposals to the 18
Amherst trustees when they meet today at
1:30 p.m. at Alumni House.

Students will picket outside the meeting
with signs, Nessen said.

Amherst trustees said last soring they

Housing exemptions

Housing Exemption Applications for
the spring semester are now being ac-
cepted by the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications will not be
accepted after Nov. 4, 1977.

Corrections

A new student group was incorrectly
identified as "Lovers of Zionism" in an
article appearing on page two of
yesterday's Collegian. The group's name
is 'Lovers of Zion."

"The Point" will be shown Friday, Oct.
14 at 7, 9, and 11 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. The move was not
shown last night.

would decide by November what posftion to
take concerning their endowment fund
investments in corporations operating in
South Africa.

The students at today's meeting will first

explain why corporations should not be in

South Africa, and then propose methods to
get them out, Nessen said.

The support committee is protesting the
apartiieid policies of South Africa.
The UMass Board of Trustees voted last

month to divest University stocks in com-
panies operating in South Africa. Hampshire
college decided last spring to sell some of its
stock in similar companies.
Amherst College has about $20 million

invested in corporations in South Africa,
Nessen said, with 500,000 shares in 21
corporations, including General Motors,
Texaco, ITT, IBM and Citicorp.
Amherst Treasurer Kurt M. Hertzfeld said

last night, "I'm sur^ we have several million
dollars worth of stock in companies in South
Africa, warehouses there, or just have
products sold there.

Prof. Michael M. Thelwell of the UMass
Afro-Am department, said that companies
which do business in South Africa and pay
taxes there are the ones that support that
government, the principle regime of which is:

"racial superiority for white people and racial
inferiority for black people."

Thelwell, who has spoken at area colleges
about apartheid in South Africa, said he will
be at Amherst College for the meeting.
The first step Amherst should take,

Nessen said, is to commit itself in urging
withdrawal of corporations operating n
South Africa, in which it owns stock.
Then, Nessen said, the college should

follow up by asking these corporations to
take action at their annual shareholde -j

meetings, by encouraging the corporations
withdrawal from South Africa.

The trustees "sort of have an idea that
we re going to present a sioe of the story ana
then we're going to retire, " Nessen said.
"We're taking them (the trustees) out of

their private rooms," he said. 'It worked at
UMass.'
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Student Senate controversy

over meaning of Third World'
By ROBERT KEY
and RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

During the Student Senate session held
last Wednesday, October 5, heated debate
arose over the election of three non-third
world students on the Third World ballot.

Two of these students, Richard Soldon
and Angela Valu, were write-in candidates
They received three votes each. The third
student, Craig Sherwood, signed his
nomination papers as a Third World Student
His name appeared on the Third World ballot
and resulted in him receiving approximatelyno votes.

The Senate recessed for 20 minutes to
allow the Third World senators to caucus
with these three students. The white
students were asked why they ran as Third
World representatives as opposed to a dorm
representative. "I didn't know there were any
special qualifications for running on the Third

World Ballot" stated Solone. Valu expressed
the same sentiments.
The two write-ins agreed that they could

not be truly representative of the Third World
community, until such time as they could
familiarize themselves with the needs,
struggles and issues of the Third World
community. After further discussion Solone
and Valu decided to resign from their
positions.

The third student, Craig Sherwood, felt
that It would be reverse discrimination on the
part of the caucus, if he as not accepted as a
Third World senator. Sherwood refused to
resign his seat on the grounds that the
Senate constitution has no specific definition
of Third World. Although he felt it his right to
remain a Third World senator, he stated
repeatedly that he does not know the
definition of Third World. Sherwood feels
that he should be given a chance. Sherwood
was allowed to remain seated. The New
Africa House Steering committee will
discuss the issue at its next meeting.

Remembering Columbus Day;

I wasn't there,

but I know

Carter grants clemency
to Puerto Rican Nationalist
WASHINGTON \AP] - President Carter

Ihursday granted clemency to Andres
Figueroa Cordero, a Puerto Rican nationalist
convicted in 1954 for participating in anarmed attack in the House of Represen-
tatives.

Cordero has terminal cancer and a WhiteHouse spokesman said Carter commuted his
sentence to the time he has already served
because of his physical condition

Cordero, serving a 25-to 75-year sentence
w^uld not have been eligible for parole until

Cordero was expected to be released from"
the federal medical center for prisoners at
Spnngfield, Mo., within 24 hours of the
announcement. The three other Puerto
Rican nationalists with whom he was
convicted of remain in prison.

Cordero was convicted of assault and
conspiracy to overthrow the government
after Puerto Ricans opened fire from the
gallery overlooking the floor of the House on
March 1, 1954.

Five congressmen who had just answered
a quorum call fell wounded to the floor as the
terrorists sprayed 20 to 25 shots with four
pistols. No one was killed.

About 100 members of the House of
Representatives were in the chamber
debating a farm bill when the gunfire erupted
from the visitors gallery above the chamber
floor.

A bullet hole remains in the House ceiling,

a scar from the shooting.
Cordero and his colleagues shouted

"Freedom for Puerto Rico" during their
attack.

Cordero. who has had three cancer
operations, claimed in a lawsuit asking for
release that his "terminal illness could have
been prevented had he received proper
medical care."

Amherst College

to hold concert
On Tuesday, October 11, at 9.00 p.m.

yiuhal Richard Abrams and his trio featuring
5teve MCall on percussion and Leonard
Jones, bassist, will present a full concert at
he Buckley Recital Hall. All three musicians
jre from Chicago and have come out of the
^ AC M. (Association for the Advancement
Df Creative Musicians). These musicians are
cnown for their high energy playing and
persistent improvisations. Richard Abrams
las been responsible for keeping the
/anguard element alive in Chicago and also
n the "Love Scene" in New York. Leonard
Jones first record was "Levels and Degrees
^f Light" on the Delmark Lable. He also has
ecorded with Leo Smith and the New Delta
Ensemble, plus he has worked with Eddie
'Lockjaw" Davis He can also be heard with
loseph Jarman Steve McCall, a stalwart
)ercussionist, has played with most of the
na)or musicians and "his most notorious
vorks have been with Marion Brown and his
iwn group called "Air".
The concert is free and open to the public.

By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Call it a feeling, or a second sense, but I

know what it was like when Christopher
Columbus, one of the most famous made
navigators of all times, compliments of
US. history books, mistakenly stepped
aboard the shores of America.
(Remember that he thought he had
reached India.)

I know what it was like, because that is

when and where it all began. It was in the
beginning, when Columbus first walked
on our plentiful, green, fertile, bloodless
land, and saw Native Americans, who
then became Indians. It was back in
those glory filled days of yore, that the
weak pretense of friendship between
Native Americans and the early pioneers
was shattered, due to the ever growing
progressive nature of early, early
Amencans. This "progressive" nature of
early American pioneers, progressed so
far that they progressed themselves wide
and far over a land that was not theirs.

It was way back there in the many days

of yesterday, that the concept of red-
skinned, tomahawk swinging savages vs.
the mild mannered pioneer settlers, and
later the good all-American cowboy,
originated.

While Daniel Boone found himself
roaming the land from California to the
New York Islands, and the Redwood
forest, to the Gulf Stream waters. Native
Americans found themselves corralled
and restricted on a land once theirs.
As a result of the past, residents of

Amherst may give thanks to Native
Americans. Due to them trusting a man
known as General Amherst (yes,
Amherst College is named in honor of
him), they traded the right to this area for
blankets infested with smallpox.

I know these things well. With the
arrival of Columbus, my history also
began in this country, but that's another
story.

I wish I could have warned you
Columbus, of what you directly- indirectly
caused, but I wasn't there to tell you and
you didn't know.

I wasn't there, but I know.

Andres Rgueroa Cordero (154 photo)
was granted clemency yesterday by
President Jimmy Carter. Cordero was
one of four nationalists serving prison
terms for the 1954 shooting of several
congressmen on the House floor. (UPI
photo)

Note to Columbus
This land

is not

what you think

It IS

this place

is not where
you want to be

turn back
before America
drags you

ashore

E. Ethelbert

Miller

ihov n,adp us ihdn^ pronn-.fx;,
i'H)ri' than 1 can renenibcr.
l;ut they npvpr kept hut one.
th^V promt spd to tdke our l^.i.),
and the^ took it.

It's no secret that America is one ass-
backwards country. Celebrating
Columbus Day is living proof. Let's take a
look at what we are actually celebrating.

We are celebrating the raping of Native
Amencans. A peaceful, nature-loving
race stripped of their land. We are
celebrating their being corralled onto
uninhabitable land, their pride zapped
their culture destroyed and their belief iri

the goodness and honesty of all men
shattered. We are celebrating their lives
as alcoholics, drug users, and suicidal
teenagers.

We are celebrating slaves, millions of
them. No, I take that back. We are

celebrating people, millions of them
people stolen from their land. Jammed
into ships, riding thousands of miles, their
bodies twisted in all types of positions.
Living amongst death and sickness with
little food and little fresh air.

Terrell Evan's

"Call It What You Want"

We are celebrating their arrival to a
strange and different land. They were
unable to communicate with a strange
and different people. Not knowing what
IS going on around them or what is being

done to them, but the white man had his
form of communication, the whip, the
branding iron, a gelding, knife, his own
horny body, chains of iron, twelve hours
in a work field - torture unlimited.

We are celebrating Watts, Harlem
Brownsville, Bedford-Stuyvesant,
Roxbury and the impoverished areas of
Neward.

We are celebrating run down houses,
dope addicts, starving babies,
husbandless mothers, homeless children!
penniless and unemployed men. We are
celebrating ... Fuck it. Happy Columbus
Day!

WHERE CAN
A PIZZA LOVER

FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Soiilhwesi dorms at UMass

549-5592

Black Affairs

Malcolm X Tournaments
The MALCOLM X CENTER IN SOUTH-

WEST is sponsoring TABLE TENNIS and
POOL tournaments. Trophies will be
awarded respective winners. Advanced class
winners will receive larger trophies. We are
encouraging MEN and WOMEN. Get in-

volved in the tournament. There will be MEN
and WOMEN DIVISIONS in each event.

PARTICIPATE, SOCIALIZE and ENJOY.
Each tournament - POOL & TABLE

TENNIS — will have two levels of expertise:

NOVICE and ADVANCED. Fill out the ap-
plication below and deposit at one of the
three drop points: NEW AFRICA HOUSE
325, WASHINGTON LOBBY, and
MALCOLM X CENTER.

NAME PHONE, or,

ADDRESS

SEX, M,

I WOULD LIKE TO ENTER THE^__ POOL
TOURNAMENT
TABLE TENNIS

MY LEVEL OF EXPERTISE IS:

1 2 3

BAD
NOVICE

8 9 10

GOOD
ADVANCED

Deadline for tournaments is OCTOBER 14th. Fill out application today.
ENTRY fee is 50 cents.

For more information contact Ralph Moore 5-2819 or Carl McCargo 586-

5276.

Picture of the Week: The eye is on you! The problem "SEES" to be one of

who Is watching who. (Photo by Kenneth Robinson)

Jesse Jackson's 'moral contact' reaches inner city blacks Announcements
The Rev. Jesse Jackson has for some time

been challenging groups of black ghetto
youths to overcome the handicaps of their

environment through tough determination,
hard work and clean living. Although
skeptics scoff at the appeal as a public-

relations gimmick, his consciousness-raising
program, stressing opportunity and
discouraging self-pity, has been introduced,
with apparent success, in a number of city

school systems. The positive response of
high school students owes much to Mr.
Jackson's compelling personality. Veteran

LUTHER

educators have been fascinated by the
persuasive power of the combined talents of
an old-fashioned preacher and tough civil

rights leader.

Now, Los Angeles, the nation's second-
largest school system, has allocated $400,000
to an effort to institutionalize Mr. Jackson's
inspirational approach. The idea is to have
minority youngsters, their parents and school
staffs enter into a "moral contract" to strive

for success through vigorous personal effort

and rejection of drugs, alcohol and the
temptations of the streets.

The hard question in this large-scale

experiment is whether it can work without
Mr. Jackson's personal charisma. Moreover,
the program must be protected against
exploitation by those who may seek to turn it

into a cheap substitute for more costly social

and educational reform. Mr. Jackson would
be the first to insist that his formula cannot
replace economic policies to open up jobs
and social policies to remove racial barriers.

- The New York Times

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

CCEBS
All CCEBS students interested in pursuing

a career in medicine should note that on
Thursday, October 13, CCEBS is sponsoring
a field trip to Albany Medical College in

Albany, New York.

Students must sign up for the trip with
Brian Maher, career coordinator, in room 208
of the New Africa House. The deadline is

Friday, October 7. Those signing up will meet
at 8:00 a.m. in the second floor lounge of the
New Africa House on Thursday, October 13.

Index
Mary Custard has been named Editor of

the Activities section of the INDEX (UMass
yearbook). She would welcome any Third

World input. Anyone interested in giving her

ideas or being on' the staff to aid in writing,

layout design, or photography please call

Mary at 546 84841.

African Martial Arts
All those interested in joining the African

Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcom X Center, and the
New Africa House Cultural office.

Sylvan Cultural Society
Sylvan Cultural Society — meetings every

Sunday at 7:00 p.m.

^ J% 1^- v>
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'THE BAKKE DECISION

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OR
REVERSE DISCRIMINAnON??

TUESDAY
OCT. II

8
MAHAR AUD

1 Cents
Sale!

7 days unlimited lUnlimited stopo.vers

travel in U.S. & Canadalfor ^75 or less one way

^^^ ^^ lonywhere in U.S.

$99.00
I

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

:

!

Campus Center
University of Mass.

yi=y^^

3rd Level

545 0500
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The First International Conference on Iceberg Utilization concludes at lovya State
University. Prince Mohamed Al Faisal (L) of Saudi Arabia said it may not be 100 per
cent unfeasible to tow Antarctic icebergs to be used as fresh water. (UPI)

Finance Committee
blocks energy plan
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The Senate

Finance Committee voted down the last of
President Carter's major energy- related tax
proposals yesterday and then voted to block
him from using an alternative weapon to
force energy conservation.

But after rejecting the bulk of
program, the committee voted 9

Carter's

- - - — .«^. ^ to 2 to
endorse his goal of reducing U.S. depen-
dence on foreign oil through some yet-to-be-
determined system of tax cuts - but not
through tax increases.

Meanwhile, the full Senate continued to
labor over another section of Carter's energy
package and was expected to turn down the
President's proposal to force utilities to
revise their rate structures.

On a 14-2 vote the Senate Finance
Committee approved a provision that would
reduce oil company taxes $3 for every barrel
of oil they produce from shale. That could
cost billions in lost taxes, but only if that
promising but difficult source of energy is

tapped.
It also rejected the administration's plan to

levy a stiff tax on factories and power plants
that use oil and natural gas.

After weeks of efforts. Sen. Russell B.

Long, D-La , chairman of the committee,
concluded there was no way the panel could
agree on an energy-tax program. So he
proposed that the panel quit trying and leave

the whole question to a Senate- House
conference committee.

For that to work the full Senate would
have to approve whatever minor tax credits

its committee endorses. A conference
committee then would decide between the
no-tax approach of the Senate and the
House version of the energy bill, which in-

cludes major taxes.

There is no assurance the Senate would
go along with such a plan.

The issue that has split the Senate panel
so badly is whether energy producers should
get greater tax incentives to stimulate new
production The administration and the
House want virtually no new aid for the
industry. Although most members of the
committee appear to favor more incentives,

they can't agree on how to do it.

Carter's energy proposal included four
major taxes. The first, a new tax of up to 50
cents on a gallon of gasoline, was rejected by
the House and is not being considered by the
Senate committee.

Racism fought at UConn
STORRS, Conn. lUPf] - A flood of anti-

Semitic, racist literature at the University of

Connecticut has prompted some students to

band together to fight what they think are

two on-campus white supremacy
movements.

Leaflets and stickers advocating white
power have appeared recently in UConn
buildings. One of the leaflets seeks "white
fighters" to work for a national society based
on "the eternal truths" of Adolf Hitler and to
fight "nigger crime, nigger quotas and
commies and faqs."

About 150 UConn students rallied
Wednesday to protest the leaflets they say
are being distributed by groups called the
National Socialist White People's Party and
the National Alliance.

Officials of the two Virginia-based groups
said they have active members at UConn,
but no formal organizations.

William Pierce, editor of "Attack," the
National Alliance's newspaper, said the
alliance thinks white Americans of European
descent should organize "to secure and
promote the welfare of their people."

He said a lot of the controversy
surrounding his group stems from
exaggerations Against Racism, which
sponsored Wednesday's rally at UConn.

Speakers at the rally challenged persons
responsible for the white power literature to
come out in the open rather than spread their

ideas secretly.

During the rally, aj/oung man threw a cake
of soap into the crowd and shouted, "Hey,
you dumb commies, take a bath." The man,

dressed in a plaid shirt and bluejeans, stalked

away from the crowd unmolested.
Among those at the rally was a Jewish

student who said he has received several

harassing letters and phone calls because he
is trying to form a Jewish fraternity on
campus. He asked that his name not be
published because he said he is afraid of

reprisals.

The student said he has gotten a permit to

carry a gun because he is afraid he will be
physically harmed.

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gledson s has the best qualify
down vests in the area Filled with
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful rip stop nylon outers
Assorted colors XS thru XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRU
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALL AND
WINTER

PEARL STREET

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Weekdays
Saturday

95 30
9 5 00

Retail prices up again
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1977 Collegian

WASHINGTON \AP\ - Wholesale prices
turned upward by one- half of 1 per cent in

September, but a government economist
said yesterday there is no evidence that retail

food prices will begin spiraling again.
The increase followed three months of

declines or little change in the Labor
Department's over-all wholesale price index.
The increase was the biggest since a 1.1

per cent increase in April, just before
wholesale food prices began a dramatic
decline.

Farm product prices dropped a total of
15.2 per cent in May through August, trans-
lating into a slower rise in food prices at the
grocery store.

The September report showed prices of

farm products declining only two-tenths of 1

per cent.

Courtenay M. Slater, chief Commerce
Department economist, said, "There is still

no reason to believe food prices will be rising

much at the retail level. They should be
moderate for the rest of the year."

CALVIN

She said food price increases should be in

e 4 to 4 Vi per cent range in the next year orthe

so

Consumers will not see all the recent
wholesale declines in farm products because
some are absorbed by middlemen and
retailers whose profit margins have been
squeezed, she said.

Secrets

The
Lincoln
Conspiracy

Steel industry seeks federal relief

Nl.' OdLl AH Mies

IfoundiMn
the classifieds!

And I paid for it by
selling something I

no longer needed
thru the
classifiecis' Isn't

tfiat a great way to

get something
for nothing?
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
ARE TERRIFIC!!

They found me
in the classifieds!

I was a purr ty

good deal! You'll

find all kinds of

pets from horses
to guppies at all

kinds of prices.

Classifieds are an
entire pet store

delivered to you at

UMass.
COLLEGIAN

CLASSIFIEDS ARE
PURRjy

DARN GOOD!

Sunday Chowdown

GIANT
SUB

$2.00
WHOLE LOAF OF FRENCH BREAD

(Limit 100)

SERVED 4PM-10PM

HAPPY HOUR
4 TILL CLOSE

i'NivL:i<si r^' i)r

MON & lUES AU SUTS }1 00

PITTSBURGH \UPI\ - The leadership of
the United Steelworkers of America said
yesterday the union would turn to Congress
for help if President Carter fails to aid the
depressed American steel industry.

At a news conference, USW President
Lloyd McBride, flanked by the union leader-

ship, sought government guarantees that the
industry will use federal relief to ensure the
best protection of steelworkers' jobs.

"If our trade representatives ... are unable
to develop a rational steel trade policy, then
the union will have to seek political relief

through Congressional action," the leader-

ship statement said.

The administration has opposed the
immediate imposition of restraints on foreign
steel imports, maintaining the domestic
industry's problems are largely internal and
that long-range solutions are the answer.
McBride identified the structural steel market
line as the one most endangered by imports.

But the industry and union leadership now
believe the U.S. Treasury Department's
tentative decision that five Japanese steel-

makers have been dumping carbon steel

plate in the U.S. may change the ad-

ministration stance.

"I see a greater degree of flexibility than
there has been up to this point," McBride

'•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

Hw newest approach
to soft lens care...

Store and disinfect
withFlexsol*

reg 2 85
now 2.49

it,
Cleen ;

vvith imst
Preflex*

f|H^Q

mm ^____,^ Rinse •

Normoi«

_ J

coM disinfectioii

has arrived!

100

capsules

Allbee"

with C
reg 7.45

now 5 65

Relieve dry-air

discomfort quickly ..fu^2^2WS^49
twin 99

HATIKSCPAFr
hv OcrK^T

COOL-VAPOR
HUMIDIFIER

reg 17 49
now 6 29

Do as many
doctors do— use

this low cost,

effective way to re

store the moisture
and freshness that

winter heating drains

away. Portable, efficient

units can be used in

any room to deliver a steady flow of cool, moist

vapor—run tor hours on a single filling Help pre

vent dry air damage to furnishings and house-
plants See the Hankscratt line of cool-vapor

humiJiticTS today

RM SOFT LENS

Save on ttie

economical ne* 8
ounce tx)ttle o(

BoilnSoak'
A PREMIXED **!.
sienle saline solution SnA||
•oi rinsing, heat ^^^?^5cr
disinfection and : .• ~.~ ~
storage of soft

contact lenses :;'."jf i

BOIL"

rjSS'm *'j;»

reg 1 87
now 1 69

»9P<^h^''
"'"'- -liens

Save and Clean witti

Preflex*

A concentrated
solution for thorough
cleansing of your
soft contact lenses

reg 2 62
now 2 29

PIERfX

«^M...*». 1

jr Colgate.
^''^Tbothbrush

REGULAR

req 2 99
now 1 99

reg 3 85
now 3 45 WIIUPH

ten 1 00

Robitussin

6 8 H,.„-

C01)C»(ORMUiA

Mighty

Match
-(•MM !<•» t9*m

79 cents

I
We have a full line of cosmetics

COLLEGE DRUG STORE
4 Mam St.

Amherst

said. McBride said the interest being shown
by the government and public to help the
industry may cause the administration to
change Its policy as early as next Thursday's
White House "steel" meeting.

Carter, top administration officials,
representatives of Congress, and union and
industry leaders have been invited to Thurs-
day's session.

The union's plan includes:
- Full employment legislation. "Without a

full employment economy, it will be im-
possible to have a strong and healthy steel
industry," the leadership said.
— To have the Carter administration

negotiate an orderly marketing arrangement,
"There must be quantitative or quota
arrangements to stabilize and to prevent
further damage to employment and dis-
ruption to domestic markets."
McBride said the union would support

quota restraints on imports of 10 to 18 per
cent of the domestic output. He also said
that an USW official had informed him
yesterday that the European Economic

Community has "a greater interest to work
out a voluntary restraint agreement" on
imports. Japan already has indicated ar

willingness to negotiate voluntary restraints.

— That any import relief be conditioned
with an enforcement commitment by the
industry to modernize at existing plant
locations.

— Tax relief or tax incentives to modernize
existing facilities and to build new facilities

accompanied by the stipulation that "if the
government assists the industry in other
ways through marketing arrangements or
quotas, the industry must make a firm
commitment to improve its facilities and not
use such relief as a cover for continuing to
operate under present conditions."

— The establishment of an international
mechanism to handle future problems and
growth in the industry.

The news conference followed an-
nouncements of additional layoffs by No. 1-

ranked U.S. Steel and No. 3-ranked National
Steel

Murder threats plague
frightened suburbanites
NEW HOPE, Minn. [AP] - Authorities are

assuring frightened residents of this Min-
neapolis suburb that they are not in danger,
despite threats spray-painted on the walls of

homes near where a newlywed was found
stabbed to death.

A black spray-painted message saying
"There are more," was on the kitchen wall of

the victim's home. Other threats, saying
"Maybe you" and "You are next," were
painted on the walls of neighboring homes in

this quiet suburb of $60,000 to $70,000
homes.

A Hennepin County medical examiner's
report yesterday said Susan Rosenthal died
of "massive blood loss due to multiple
stabbings." Her body was found by her sister

Tuesday.
Fear gripped the neighborhood Wed-

nesday as word of the slaying circulated.

Some parents kept their children indoors,
and others escorted them to playmates'
homes.

"Really, there's not much you can do to

assure people they're safe after something
like this," Police Chief Colin Kastanos said.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS HOMECOMING 77

THIRD WORLD STEERING COMMITTEE

Presents a

CABARET AND DANCE

Featuring

" PLEASURE »»

SAT. OCTOBER 15, 8:00 P.M.

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

Admission S2.()0

1 ickols nia\ he piircliasftl .il ilic FIX Ollii-c
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LANDRY'S MARKET
The Oldest Grocery Store in Amherst

711 MairiSt
Amherst
Mon Sat 9 9

Sun 10-3

You may be able to beat Landry's prices
But you can't beat the Landry's quality!

MEAT
Sirloin Roast
Boneless Chuck Pot Roast
Standinq Rib Roast
Boneless Chuck Steak
Delmonico Steak
Bone in Chuck Steak
Breakfast Sausage
Slab Bacon

1 391b
1 09 1b

1 59 1b.

1 19 lb

2 99 lb.

69 lb

1 19 lb

1 39 lb

Domestic Ham
Beef Loaf
Luxury Loaf
American Cheese
BEER
Miller's 12o2 cans

WINES
Almaden(1/2 gallons)

1 9S
99

99
1 69

5 95 case
1 556 pack

379

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387
On the Beichertown Bus Route

( Parking in the rear'
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Around New England
Pet store closed
'due to robbery'

WESTF/ELD. Mass. [UP/] - The sign
on the front window of Westfield's only
pet shop says "closed due to robbery"
and Jeff Waitt said yesterday his store
may wind up being permanently closed.

But it isn't the theft of $114 in cash that
may put Noah's Pet Store out of
business. It's the deaths of more than
1,000 exotic fish that were killed when a
burglar poured nine bottles of dog
shampoo into 20 of the store's
acquariums.

Waitt said "there was no point" to
killing the fish, which ranged from
poisonous lion fish to more common
guppies.

"At first he apparently couldn't find
the money so he decided to do as much
damage as he could. That stopped when
he found the money hidden behind the
last tank he destroyed," he said.
A discouraged Wain has been picking

up the pieces and trying to clean up the
small store since his wife found it flooded
with shampoo suds Tuesday morning. It

might take as much as a year to replace
the dead fish, said Waitt, and he's not
sure he can do even that.

"It's ridiculous and malicious. This
prank has just about wiped me out," he
said. The loss of more than $1,000 worth
of fish may be the last straw for an eight-
month old business that was just starting
to turn the corner.

Car insurance rates

the state to refund this year. At the time
the rebates were ordered by the
legislature, Insurance Commissioner
James M. Stone said the industry had
abused the assigned risk pool which is

supposed to be reserved for bad drivers,
"The major reason for the reduction in

rates recommended by the Insurance
Department is a projected decrease in
claim frequency," said Acheson H.
Callaghan Jr., counsel for the Massa-
chusetts Auto Rating Bureau, an industry
organization.

Maritime students
see/c reinstatement
BOSTON \AP\ - Three students,

suspended from Massachusetts Maritime
Academy for breaking rules, including
entering the room of two coeds, sought a
court order yesterday for immediate
reinstatement.

Judge George Hayer in Suffolk
Superior Court heard arguments on the
request for a preliminary injunction
against the suspension and said he would
try to rule on the case today.
The Bourne school charged the cadets

with breaking three rules last Sept. 1.

The charges were: leaving duty
stations aboard the academy training
ship. Bay State; being off-limits, and
entering a dormitory room occupied by
two first- year women cadets.

Lee Harrington, president of the
academy, said in a telephone interview
the charges were among the most
serious made by the institution, and were
even more serious because it is the first

year women have been admitted to the
86 year- old institution.« « - ^ .a • oo vtJdi-uiu tnsinuiion.

debated at hearmg Blac/cout reaction

praised by Wtiite
BOSTON \UPI\ - Industry and public

interest representatives fired opening
salvos yesterday in the first of what
promises to be arduous hearings on
proposed 1978 auto insurance rates and
the way companies determine individual
premiums.

Insurance spokesmen defended age,
sex and residency classifications used to
determine premiums and anacked rate
reductions proposed by the Insurance
Department"s State Rating Bureau as
being based on faulty claims projections
and other errors.

The State Rating Bureau last month
recommended a 15 per cent, $117.6
million rate reduction for 1978. The
difference between the state and industry
requests is almost $173 million.

Spokesmen for Massachusetts Fair
Share and the State Rating Bureau along
with other state officials accused the
industry of mistreating policyholders,
using invalid group classifications and
running inefficient operations.
The insurance industry has asked for a

$56 million rate increase for 1978, the
same amount of money it was forced by

BOSTON \UPI] - Mayor Kevin H.
White said yesterday he was pleased with
the response of citizens and the police
department to a 40-block blackout
Wednesday night.

White said citizens helped by "helping
to direct traffic in Kenmore, Copley and
Park squares and in maintaining public
order while the area was blacked out."
There was "a very fast and thorough

response" by police, he said. Police
directed traffic and an extra 50 police
went to the area to guard against looting
or other trouble. No disturbances were
reported.

The mayor said the city developed a
plan for police to cope with such
blackouts after New York City's blackout
in June.
The power outage lasted 3V2 hours in

the Back Bay, Kenmore Square and Park
Square areas. Lights went out at 9:58
p.m. They were restored to most before
midnight and to the remainder early
yesterday
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The Solly Bull

ANNOUNCES

"Luncheons" Mon Fri.

From $T* -$3''

Includes Free Salad

and home made soup

A NEW CONCEPT
Sun. -Fri. 1 2 pm-1 pm
The Piccadeli Pub. ..light dining..

sandwiches. ..crepes...

served in the cocktail lounge $1 to $2

The same fine entertoinmenf
The Jolly Bull Singers now presenting

the Broadway show Guys A Doll%
Jolly Bull Rt. 9 Hadley

The Collesian

Advertising Dept.

is looking for an

Assistant Advertising Manager

to handle marketing research,

sales promotion

and other duties.

Must be a Marketing Major.

TTmrTTT
1MECUCK0O!lNESr

Oct. 6, Thurs.,
SUB 8:00 & 10:30

Oct. 7. Fri.,

Mahqr 8;00 & 10:30

Minimum wage
may rise soon
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The Senate voted

76 to 14 yesterday to increase the federal
minimum wage in four steps to $3.40 an hour
in 1981.

The present minimum of $2.30 an hour, in

effect since Jan. 1, 1976, would go to $2.65
an hour on Jan. 1, 1978, to $2.90 an hour in

1979, and to $3.15 an hour in 1980.
The House in September voted to increase

the minimum to $2.65 in 1978, to $2.85 in

1979 and to $3.05 in 1980.

The Senate defeated that proposal on a
vote of 60 to 32.

Differences in the minimum wage rates
will have to be worked out in a House-Senate
conference committee after the Senate
passes a final bill, probably today.

•Collegian a

Contact: Steve Lesser

in the

Collegian business office.

VICTORIIMOX
THE ORIGINAL

SWISS ARMV OFFICERS' KNIFE

SASiftJSi^^

Afujy M,»v ft Texas Tabby Crabb

Oct 7 Fri

Andv Mhv h Texas Tabby

Crabb with Steady Rollm 1

Oct 6 Sat

OKTOBERFEST
Sun Oct 9

Arthur Cable Blues Band
Skyline
Mountain Life

Harmony Arbour
Special Guest
Bob Stone

3 p m to 1 a
$2 -J

^

Fri., Oct.7.

CCA
7. 9, & n—*1.00

HFETI .:E GUARA'.

^ STAIMESS STEt'L

THE jIFT

35 MODELS
• SWISS HAND CRAFTSMANSHIP
• WORLD'S MOST VERSATILE KNIFE

• COMPLETE I y RUST PROOF

/

Available at great prices . . .

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

umass.

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST ,
AMHERST

FUU UQUOR UC£^/S£

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m 10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT - 6:00 p.m 11 00 p.m.

WIlT Ftfkt TdHic'

Emt Partial

NC All CLOSt TO:

Tovnlieint Apli

rMlywiM

If ViNi|«

f ItffttR VllU|t

f(Miitati*! Afts.

UMm

WEEKL Y SPECiALS

I

WEBER
LIEBFRAU
MILCH

$1 99

FOLOIMARI
Vrilpohcellii, Bc'irdolini

Solve Lamhriisco
P oso 68 07

$3.79

SCHMIDT'S
1?o? cans

$5.25

News in Brief

Senate debates
marijuana amounts
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Amid Senate

Judiciary Committee deliberations on
revising the federal criminal code, the
question of what constitutes a "small"
amount of marijuana popped up.

It was a legitimate subject since
legislation before the panel, written by
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., con-
tains a provision that would legalize
possession of a small amount. It defined
that as 10 grams or less.

Sen. Birch Bayh, D-lnd., opened the
discussion by offering what he called
"my agricultural amendment dealing with
the cultivation and use of grass."
Bayh said he thinks marijuana should

be decriminalized, not legalized — but
that whatever is done should apply to an
ounce, not 10 grams.

"I'm no expert," he said, but from
"what I'm told" by users, 10 grams is "a
rather unrealistic supply as far as the
distribution system goes."

Carter to act on
Indian land dispute
WASHINGTON [AP] - President

Carter has designated a three-man task
force to deal with two Indian tribes that
claim 12 million acres of Maine land,

congressional sources said yesterday.
One source said an announcement

from the White House was expected
within a few days. He said White House
officials had emphasized that the team
would not be authorized to negotiate but
would be a "point of contact" with the
Indians.

Members of the team, it was reported,
will be Leo Krulitz, Interior Department
solicitor; Elliott Cutler, deputy director for

environment and natural resources in the
Office of Management and Budget, and
Steve Clay, an assistant to retired

Georgia Supreme Court Justice William
Gunter, Carter's adviser on the Indian
claims dispute.

The Indians have filed suit in federal

court, contending that Maine took the
land in violation of a 1790 law requiring

federal approval of all land transactions
between Indians and non-Indians.

717 year old man
weds sweetheart
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia [AP] - A

117-year-old man married his 40-year-old

sweetheart yesterday in the same court

where they were fined earlier for living

together out of wedlock.
Lebai Omar Bin Datuk Panglima

Garang was all smiles as he pledged to
love and protect Doyah Bin Dan before
Moslem priest Sheikh Azmi Bin Abad at
the Kuala Nerang district religious court,
about 260 miles northwest of here.

Lebai Omar said, after the simple
wedding ceremony, that they could now
live together without fear of arrest for
living out of wedlock.
A doctor who had heard that the old

man had financial problems gave the
couple $78, the approximate amount of
the fine, after the wedding.

Concorde jetliner

supported in court
NEW YORK \UPI\ - A federal appeals

court ruled yesterday that the Concorde
Supersonic jetliner, bitterly opposed by
residents of New York City and its

suburbs as an unbearable noisemaker,
may begin operations at Kennedy Airport
immediately.

The decision is expected to be ap-
pealed before the Supreme Court in
Washington for a final ruling.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd
Circuit granted a motion for permission
for immediate service made by British
Airways and Air France, operators of the
Concorde. The court rejected a bid by the
Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey to maintain its 18-month ban
against SST operations at Kennedy.
The decision means the Port Authority

must now go to the Supreme Court
seek an order maintaining the ban.
The ruling followed by only a few

hours the filing of the Port Authority's
appeal for a 30-day stay to allow it to
appeal to Supreme Court.

Prisoners may be
home by Christmas
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A return to

the United States in time for Christmas
was urged yesterday for more than 500
Americans imprisoned for drug violations

in Mexico.
Texas Attorney General John L. Hill

and Rep. Fortney H. Stark, D-Calif.,

asked a House Judiciary subcommittee
to speed up on work on legislation

covering a joint transfer of prisoners.

Stark urged subcommittee members to
"cast your vote to bring Americans
imprisoned in Mexico home for
Christmas." Hill said, "Let's get our kids
home. Can't we get our treaty out of here
and get it done?"

"I don't believe people understand the
human factors involved," Hill said. "We
should just take this step and do it."

The legislation also would permit
Mexicans imprisoned in the United
States to be transferred to Mexican jails.
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The (unintelligible)

puppet show
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It has been rumored, nay, reported in the
Collegian, that there exists a group of anti-
union students who are seeking Recognized
Student Organization (RSO) status. That
such a group is long over-due, that there
exists considerable anti-union sentiment on
campus, is reflected in the fact that the
group is already close to the ten signatures
needed to gain RSO status.

bobmelia

Student Senator James Potts and fresh-
person Pat O'Donnell are the apparent
leaders of this organization, and I understand
that their first priority is to get the other eight
signatures they need to gain RSO status.
A reliable source, high up in the ad-

ministration, has given me the minutes of the
group's last meeting.

O'DonneJI: "Jim, I don't think we're ever
going to get those eight signatures. I've been
walking around the upper floor of the
Student Union all day asking people to sign
and I haven't had any luck. I don't know
what the problem could be; I use Scope
every morning."

Potts: "Don't worry about it. They
probably just didn't have a pen handy."

O'Donnell: "But you'd think they'd realize

that trained administrators, with 20 or 30
years more experience than students have,
should make all the decisions. It only stands

O'Donnell: "Maybe it's just because I'm an
inexperienced freshperson who doesn't
know that much, but one thing bothers me.
If students elected pro- union co- presidents
last spring and just last week overwhelmingly
elected a pro-union slate of Senators,
doesn't it seem kind of stupid to be forming
an RSO group to put the question on a
school-wide referendum in the hopes that
students will repudiate the idea of a union?

Pons: "Not at all. Lots of student unionists
think the co-presidents aren't really that pro-
union. And as for students electing the pro-
union slate, well, students don't know how
to think for themselves anyway."

O'Donnell: ""How do you know that?"
Potts: ""(Unintelligible) told me so."
O'Donnell: "If you say so."

Potts: "Believe me it"s true. (Unintelligible)
said that if students could think for them-
selves theyd have thought of a union a long
time ago."

O'Donnell: "I never thought of that."

Potts: "It's nothing to be ashamed of; I

hadn't thought of it either until (unin-
telligible) told me. So you see, Pat, we really
have a sacred mission to destroy the idea of a
union. If we're successful, (unintelligible)
won't have to waste his time speaking at
student unionization conferences anymore.
Instead he can devote all his time to breaking
the faculty union."

O'Donnell: "How come he wants to break
the faculty union?"

Potts: "Probably because he doesn't
believe that they can think for themselves
either."

/ guess you're right. The or)ly way I can think of
to get signatures wouid be to offer a free bottle of
California wine to everyone who signs our anti-union
petition...

to reason that they know best. But not even
the students still living in the Campus Center
Hotel would listen to me."

Potts: "To tell you the truth, Pat. I've been
having some problems myself. I know most
students are very busy, so I thought the ideal
place to ask them to sign our petition would
be at the Bursar's office while they're waiting
in line to cash checks. But all I got were dirty
looks

"

O'Donnell: "Perhaps we should put off
getting signatures for a while and con-
centrate on something else. Anyway
(unintelligible) said that if we had any
problems getting the signatures to go over to
Whitmore right away and he'd help us out."

Potts: "I guess you're right. The only way I

can think of to get signatures would be to

offer a free bottle of California wine to

everyone who signs our ami- union petition,

and I can't see spending all that money on
wine when we could pay greatly increased
tuition and fees with it."

O'Donnell: ""But if they can't think for

themselves how are they supposed to teach
us to think for ourselves? My God, what am I

doing here?"

Potts: "Get a grip on yourself, O'Donnell.
We have a mission. Remember our prayer.

Are you ready?"

O'Donnell: "(Gulp) I guess."
Potts and O'Donnell:

"Our Duke, who art in Boston,
Hallowed b)e thy budget.
Thy surplus come,
it won't be done,
At UMass as it is at Swarthmore.
Give us this day our level funding.
And forgive us our union.

As we forgive those
In union against us.

And lead us not

into small classrooms.

But deliver us from education."

(Unintelligible): "Amen."

Bob Melia's column appears every Friday
in the Collegian.
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A voiding reality

iColiegian n

The period that most disrupts the idyllic

life of a student here at Camp UMass is upon
us. The exam and paper season has officially

opened. This occurrence has several ac-
companying phenomena which are the tell-

tale signs of how the campers react. Con-
trary to mom and dad's rosy perceptions on
how busy their beavers are, the traditional
settings of intellectual bastions are not
reasonable measures of how the reality
factor of academia has set in. The library has
not run out of room. The Newman Center
has not brought in extra seating for untold
hordes of serious minded scholars. How then
can a seasoned veteran of UMieland
ascertain the period of frantic reaction to the
lowering of the academic boom? There are
several factors which are easily discernable
to the trained eye. First, if you travel to the
Student Senate Lecture Notes Service and
see a line so long that those at the end have
shaving kits and pillows, you'll know that
someone is brewing blue books.

For many of the new students the first

exam of the college experience is traumatic.
Their reaction may be to rely on their old
norms of behavior and do mundane things
like study. But many are wiser now and look

for other role models, like their older dorm
folks. Depending on who these folks are
determines what the new students will do.
Some old folks will study, but the majority
have devised innumerable schemes and
means to perpetuate their insulation from
doing much work. For example, we have the
specialist syndrome. One person on the floor

has had eight semesters of calculus. You
have an exam in elementary arithmetic. The
object is to use the overkill of the Albert
Einstein clone and squeak by the exam. This
can only work for limited situations but has
been known to work well with languages,
and anything which requires a little less than
a familiarity with the materia!. Other
strategies for exams have been developed,
but you must learn them from the older

campers.

Jaynhirtiis

The paper can pose more of a headache
for the new student because it requires a
conscious effort to buy the paper, write

something down, and actually do work.
Don't despair! Some budding Andrew
Carnegie has though of your dilemma. Many
firms produce papers on anything from The
Effect of Aardvarks on Terrestial Life to
Xenophobic Trilateralists (they even do
editorials).

All the people who are showing signs of
preparation for exams and papers really don't
give you a clue of the ensuing crisis. When
people line up and wait for pinball machines
that are broken, exams are here. When the
crowds swell beyond capacity at the
Bluewall, with 1966 N.F.L. highlights as the
main attraction, the pressure is on. Health
Services doesn't have to look at any exam
schedule to know. The fact is, the real test is

not in studying and taking the exam.
Anybody can do that. When you have begun
to avoid ttiis messy business by other means,
you have passed. You're a UMiel

Jay A. Martus' column appears every
other Friday in the Collegian.

Rights of homosexuals
"As long as the Lesbian is vulnerable to

the written and unwritten laws of a society
that has legally restricted sex to reproduc-
tion, as long as she can be fired *rom jobs,
denied an education, kept out of government
service, made unwelcome in churches and
synagogues, and banished from her home.
Lesbianism is very much a public matter!
Unfortunately, what some people do in bed
affects their involvement with the human
community.

"Liberals who say Lesbianism is strictly a
bedroom issue condemn the Lesbian to
eternal denial of her identity and what it

means. If they understood what they were
asking, they would not ask it. Passing for
straight is a torture chamber....'; -from
Sappho was a Right-on Woman by Abbott
and Love.

the word that gays are "immoral and may be
fired from their jobs."

What right does the Supreme Court have
to tell us who we can love, in private or in

public? Can we sit by and let this go on?

All you straights (heterosexuals) out there,
how would you feel if you were thrown out
of restaurants for holding hands across the
table, spit on in the street because you were
walking with an arm around each other?
Could you stand to live in almost-constant
fear?

Why does this fear have to exist and be
perpetuated by rulings like this one? There is

no reason gays should not be able to hold all

the same jobs as straights.

Straight parents are afraid their children
will be affected - mentally or physically, by
gays with child- related jobs.

that a lot more heterosexual child molesting
goes on than homosexual.

Children often idolize adults they associate
with, especially if the adult is kind, intelligent,

maturij. In our society these idolized adults
are usually teachers, so teaching is the
profession in which gays most fear job loss if

"discovered."

tifihall

Monday the Supreme Court handed down What people have failed to remember is

edilofiol
commeni
.Ml signed editorials, cartooiis and letters

represent solely the opinions of their authors

Why are straight parents so afraid their

kids will ""turn out gay'"? The only rational

reason might be because the child will be
ostracized and live a much less happy life

than s-he would have had she gone the
straight way.

The notion that gayness is sick is founded
on the myth that sex is for making babies,
not for pleasure. Well, it's pretty obvious that
most people don't subscribe to that.

Anita Bryant followers must learn about
the separation between church and state.

Can we continue to let them lay their religion

on us so forcibly?

Couched in the security of being accepted,
straights must take a stand and work for

gays' rights - the liberation of all people.
The idea that someone can be exorcised

from housing, a job, or any public situation,

because of wearing a label, is not new. Will

we look back to this time with the same
horror we still do to the McCarthy era?

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the
Collegian

Radiation
By S. TRACY

Blessed are the meek for they shall inherit
our nuclear wastes...

Radiation and nuclear wastes, as issues of
public health, preventive medicine, and life

itself, require a long-term medical per-
spective above politics or profit.

Radiation equals thalidomide forever.

Nuclear plants add to the normal
background radiation, increasing the
frequency of mutation in all life forms,
chemically changing cells and genes as the
rays penetrate them. -

An individual may not know they have
been contaminated for 15 to 40 years,
because it is undetectable to all humeri
senses. Then one damaged cell will go crazy,
producing millions of cells which sap the
nutrients of the body, eventually killing the
individual.

This is cancer.

But radiation concentrates twice as much
in the gonads as in the rest of the body,
damaging chromosomes which form off-
spring. The next generation may produce
horribly deformed children, or the damage
may not show for many generations. So, by
accepting the mismanagement of lethal

technologies, we not only risk increased
disease, premature aging, and cancer in our
lifetime, we pass on a heritage of mutations
to people who may live after us.

The higher it goes in the food chain, the
more radiation concentrates. In algae, fish,

and shellfish, it is 1000 times higher than in

the water in which they live. Hundreds of
thousands of gallons of radioactive waste
have leaked into the ecology because of
inadequate storage. At least 16 tons of bomb
quality radioactive material is missing in the
U.S. Twenty years of open air bomb testing
have not been harmless.

There are many cancerous food animals
and crops which are consumed by an unwary
public. Mother's milk, at the top of the food
chain, is the most radioactive. Babies and
foetuses are most susceptible to damage.
You can't tell the radiation is there any more
than you can detect calcium in the milk.

There is a cancer epidemic now.
In 1975, $60 million was spent by the

National Cancer Institute to research the
causes of cancer. $57 million went to
research virul causes, and $7 million to in-

vestigate environmental causes like radiation
and newly created dangerous chemicals.
This year, the three foundations in the U.S.
doing research on environmental causes had
their funding withdrawn. How bizarre!

The regulatory bodies which decide the
allowable limits of exposure to radiation

admit there is no safe level. Those
established are said to be a balance between
benefit and risk. Why, then, are neither the
public nor those who work with radioactive
materials informed of the risk?

Recently, the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) quietly lowered the per-
missible radiation dose for the general public
by twenty times. At present the nuclear
industry does not have equipment which can
measure levels that low. This lowered dosage
limit does not apply to those who work with
nuclear materials. Although these workers

a serious problem
have always been allowed exposures 1000
times higher than the general public, they are
not informed of radiation hazards.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

( NRC) has a standard statement about health
and radiation: "There is no record of any
member of the general public having died
from cancer caused by radiation." Looks
impressive, but it falls apart upon
examination.

"No record" ignores the notorious sup-
pression of record in the nuclear industry.
People who work with nuclear materials are
excluded from this statement. Many people
who have cancer die of other diseases
because they have been weakened.
Radiation lowers resistence to infections like

dysentery, rheumatic fever, and pneumonia.
There is no system to collect public health

data about environmentally caused illness.

Death from cancer and other diseases can't
be traced to radioactivity in a community.
There are no organized statistics on public

health before a nuclear facility was built

there.

Some of the greatest brains at Harvard say
there is less than a 50 per cent chance
humans will survive to the year 2000.

Considering the delight politicians are
taking in the proliferation of nuclear
weapons, those odd seem likely. Nuclear
power is the offspring of the ' military
development of generators to produce
nuclear bomb materials. Those who govern
us don't know the facts about this
technology and are under tremendous
pressure from the industries which profit
from nuclear proliferation.

We must educate yourselves and the
country about this life and death issue. Our
freedom must be used to create sane, life-

sustaining policies.

We are at the crossroads of time. We are
the curators of all life on earth. We hold it in
the palm of our hand.
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Congratulations

for sale of stocks
Editor's Note: The following letter was

sent to Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
from the American Committee on Africa
following the UMass Board of Trustees'
decision to sell its stocks in corporations
operating in South Africa.

Dear Mr. Bromery:

It has come to my attention that the
Trustees of the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst voted to sell stock in

companies which have investments in
the Republic of South Africa. We wish to
congratulate you on making this

decision. We would hope that your
decision also encompasses relations with
banks making loans to South Africa. As
you know, there are an increasing
number of universities and also other
large institutions in the United States
coming to this same position. The
American Committee on Africa has long
tak- n the position that American in-

vestments in South Africa are helping to
strengthen the apartheid regime with its

extreme policy of racism.

For your information I am enclosing an
article by Ms. Jennifer Davis, director of
research with the American Committee
on Africa, outlining this position.

If there's any further information we
can supply to you which might be useful
as you look further into this situation, we
shall be glad to do so.

Sincerely yours,

George M. Houser
Executive Director

Vaugh^n

review knocked
To the Editor;

The review of the Sarah Vaughan
concert in the Oct. 6 Below the Salt by
Steve Waldman is totally ludicrous. Mr.
Waldman shows an amazing ignorance
of the style, background and calibre of
this great singer, and should not pass
himself off as a music critic of any sort.

Miss Vaughan showed an incredible

range of tone color and expression,
rhythmic subtlety and a varied repetoire.

The reviewer calls her singing "bland",
and was disappointed that she sang only
one Beatles song. If Mr. Waldman
wanted to hear Beatles songs, why did he

come to hear one of the greatest jazz
singers of all time? Comparing her voice
with Barbra Streisand's, comparing jazz
to pop, is also an inappropriate com-
parison.

If Below the Salt is going to have a
music review section, it should be written
by people who know something about
music.

Carol Crawford

Butterfield union

issue clarified
To the Editor

As residents of Butterfield House, we
wish to correct some false impressions

left by the article "Butterfield dorm
seeking status as union council,"
IColiegian 70-3-77].

While a vote concerning unionization

did take place at the House meeting
mentioned in the article, it was simply a

vote of support for the unionization

effort. It did not represent an erp-

dorsement of the Student Organizing

Project's ISOP] unionization proposal.

The issue of filing a petition for status as

a union council was not included in the

letters
vote. No concrete action to that effect is

being taken at this time.

In response to the statement in the

article that "the decision for a Butterfield

dorm council was derived from long

discussions held this summer by SOP
members and the Student Senate, " we
wish to make it clear that if such
discussions took place, it was without the

knowledge of those who participated in

the vote. We resent the implication that

our advocacy of a student union was the

result of manipulation by forces outside

the dormitory. The pro-unionizbtion

sentiment expressed in the vote came
from within Butterfield House.

While we do advocate the formation of

a student union and support efforts in

that direction, we feel that further

education, discussion and exploration of

options are needed before a specific

course of action is decided upon. The
SOP proposal is an option; not the only

one.

We encourage other students to take

the issue of unionization seriously.

Simple acceptance of a pre-packaged
plan without consideration of alternatives

does not reflect the sentiment that

brought about the struggle for

unionization in the first place; that there

is a need for greater participation of all

students in determining the course of
their education.

Julie E. Melrose
and 73 other residents

of Butterfield

Develop awareness
of the handicapped
To the Editor

/ would like to extend an invitation to

all members of the University community
to join me in observing Handicap
Awareness Day on Tuesday, October
1 1th. The activities planned for that day
are designed to highlight the barriers,

both physical and attitudinal, with which
handicapped students, staff, faculty, and
others must cope each day.

For the handicapped, routine daily

activities may present difficult problems
that reguire unique planning and extra

time and energy to overome. Our
Handicapped Awareness Day activities

provide for each of us the opportunity to

reflect on how we, on this campus, can
make life easier for our handicapped
colleagues.

I urge each of you to participate in

Tuesday's special programs, and to

experience the barriers and problems
which face the handicapped that day and
every day.

Randolph W. Bromery
Chancellor

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include 'a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the
day before publication. Any letters

received later will be published at some
later date.
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and firefighters arbitration bill

Collrgian 13

BOSTON [UPt] - A legislative committee
yesterday approved a compromise bill which
attempts to resolve a four-year controversy
over collective bargaining and arbitration

procedures for local firefighters and police
officers.

Local city and town officials, the state's
only firefighters union and some police
unions supported the bill, but unions
representing several thousand other police
officers called it "a sellout," drafted without
their knowledge.

In 1973, the Legislature passed a tem-
porary law - opposed by town officials but
supported by the unions — mandating both
sides when negotiations have reached an
impasse submit a last best offer to an ar-

law
and
the

and

bitrator who makes a final and binding

decision.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said the
resulted in costly arbitration awards
increased property taxes. Last June,
Legislature overrode a Dukakis veto
extended the binding arbitration law another
two years.

Meanwhile for the past five months, the

Professional Firefighters of Massachusetts,
the Massachusetts Policeman's Association

and the International Brotherhood of Police

Officers worked with town officials in

drafting a second experimental law to go into

effect Jan. 1, 1978, to June 30, 1979.

The proposal calls for a joint Labor-

Management Committee composed of six

union representatives, six local government
officials and an impartial chairman who is

expected to be former Labor Secretary John
Dunlop.

The committee would have wide ranging
powers over all collective bargaining and
arbitration procedures. It could choose to
review and decide any case instead of
submitting it to the state Board of Con-
ciliation and Arbitration.

The Boston Police Patrolmen's
Association and a representative of 25
municipal police unions said they were
unaware of the drafting of the compromise
measure until it was reported in the news
earlier this week.

Frank McGee of the BPPA — representing

some 2,000 police officers — told the

crowded Public Service Committee hearing,

"issues that have a broad-base social impact
should not be formed, should not be con-

sidered and should not be enacted in haste."

McGee said the bill made broad and
sweeping changes, and "I don't know how
anyone in their right mind can ignore 2,000

policemen." He said it gave the committee
the right to see all negotiation and collective

bargaining documents.

"There are six management people on this

committee. One of the basic premises of

bargaining is not disclosing your hand until

you get to the table," he said angrily.

Mandatory
retirement

poll planned
BOSTON \UPI\ - The House Thursday

gave initial approval to a bill to poll Boston
voters on the Nov. 8 ballot on whether they

support abolishing mandatory retirement for

municipal employees.

And the Senate gave initial approval to a

proposal to have the Retirement Law
Commission study raising the retirement age
for state police from 50 to 55- years- old.

In related action, the House Tuesday
passed and sent to the Senate a bill ending

mandatory retirement at age 70 for all state

employees except state police, correctional

officers, forest wardens or any other

hazardous jobs.

"I put that bill in because a lot of state

police officers asked me to," said Rep.

Arthur McKenna, D- Springfield, sponsor of

the bill authorizing the study on extending

the retirement age for state police to 55.

"That retirement age was put into effect

30 years ago," said McKenna. "It used to be

they could get a very good job when they

retired. But now it's very hard for them."
Under the measure, the study by the

commission must be completed by March
31 , 1978. The bill goes to the Senate after the

House gives it final approval.

The Senate without debate gave
preliminary approval to a bill sponsored by
Rep. Michael Flaherty, D- Boston, to place a

non-binding referendum on the Nov. 8 ballot

in Boston asking voters whether mandatory
retirement or municipal employees should be
abolished.

The Public Service Committee held a
hearing Tuesday on two retirement- related
bills — the one sponsored by Flaherty and
one offered by Sen. William Owens, D-
Boston, to end mandatory retirement for all

workers in government and in private in-

dustry.

Flaherty said at the hearing mandatory
retirement was "a slap in the face of our
senior citizens."

Balloonists

still delayed

by stiff winds
BAR HARBOR, Maine [UPI] - Stiff

southeasterly winds yesterday again kept

two Colorado balloonists who hope to be the

first to cross the Atlantic in a free flight

balloon grounded.

For three weeks and three days, Dewey
Reinhard, 47, and Steve Stephenson, 44,

both of Colorado Springs, have been waiting

for a weather clearance from a Washington
forecaster.

"I'm not going to get psyched or excited

until I see the gas going into it (the balloon),"

said Stephenson, a pilot with limited ex-

perience in helium ballooning.

The duo hopes to succeed where 14 others

have failed. Five men have died in attempted
balloon crossings.

The weather information which prompted
pontponement of the flight Thursday in-

dicated a high pressure ridge would have

drifted them north and possibly forced them
to land on the polar ice cap, Reinhard said.

"If the weather is right we tould leave at

sunup, Friday Reinhard said. The yellow,

orange and redjgondola, shaped like a boat,

sat in a field in the drizzling rain Thursday.

Beside it was a truck carrying $5,000 worth
of helium to t>e used to fill the ^foot
balloon.

&^

TONIGHT Fri Oct 7

CLEAN LIVING

also 4 STAR COMBO

Sot Oct 8

CLEAN LIVING
• lie ANDY MAY

and

TEXAS TAtlY CRAIIY

EVERY SUNDAY

WIDESPREAD DEPRESSION

Mon Oct 1

LAM
• n4 IK* SOUL DKIVIIS

Tues Oct \ 1

lAILEY BROS. BAND

Sunderland. MA.
IRte.47 Tel. 665 4937

SHOE
BIN 187 n. pleasant St., amherst, ma.

Philip Morris Incorporated

Announces Its

Marketing/Communications Competition

The ("onipetitMui: Philip Mi>rn> Incorporated is sponsoring its

Ninth'.Annual Markcttng/Communications Competition, offering win-
ners cash awards tor the development «>f a marketing/communications
proposal related to the eompanx's non-tobacco products or operations.
It is designed to provide students with realistic and practical business
experience to supplement their classroom learning.

I he Topic: Students ma> priipose a program in corporate respon-
sibilit). marketing, promotion, advertising, college relations, communi-
cations. communilN relatii^ns. urban allairs. government affairs, etc.

The Jiidjies: Members ol the selection committee are: Eugene H.
Kummel. C hairman. McC ann Erickson: Mary Wells Eawret^ce. Chair-
man. Wells. Rich, (ireene: Arjay Miller. Dean. Stanford Business School;
William Ruder. President. Ruder & Finn: and James C. Bowling, Senior
Vice President. Philip Morns Incorporated.

The Students: The ( ompetition is (^pen to students currently en-
rolled in any accredited collejje or university. Undergraduate students
must work in groups of five or more, and graduate students in groups of
two or more, both under the counsel of a full-time faculty member.

The Prize: A first place award of Sl.OOO and a second place award
of $500 will be presented to the winning entries in the undergraduate and
graduate categories.

The Deadline: The deadline for proposals is Dece"mber 16, 1977.

Write us and we will supply back-
ground information on the program
and on the corporation and its

products
Philip Morris Marketing/
Communications Corripetition
Philip Morns Incorporated .

100 Park Avenue
New York. NY 10017

Please send me additional mformafon
on the Competition.

Name.

Address.

School.

NowCO
^1977 Mier Brewing Co . Mhwaukee, Wis
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Child abuse preventable

according to two experts
DENVER \AP] - Child abuse may be

predictable and preventable by observing the
actions and attitudes of parents immediately
before and after the birth of their children,
two child care experts say.

Dr. C. Henry Kempe, president of the
American Pediatric Society and professor of
pediatrics at the University of Colorado
Medical Center, said a four-year study he
conducted with Dr. Jane Gray at Colorado
General Hospital helped identify certain clues
to potential child abusers.

"Picking up the signals is not all that
difficult," said Dr. Gray. From prenatal inter-

views and questionnaires, she said, "You can
tell a lot. One of the big things beforehand is

the parents' own upbringing — was it secure
or were they, themselves, abused?"

In the delivery room, she said, mothers and
fathers who refuse to ask about their new-
born offspring may be potential child

abusers.

And a mother's behavior in the maternity
ward is important in indicating her "parent-
preparedness, " Dr. Gray said.

"Is she happy? Is she smiling? Does she
want the baby with her? When she does hold
the baby, does she want to look into its eyes
and get to know her child?"

Beginning in 1971, doctors and nurses at

Colorado General began identifying parents
who "needed extra help," Kempe said. One
hundred parents were placed in this category
and were divided into two groups of 50 each,
he said.

One of the groups was considered the
"risk" group and received only normal
pediatric and maternity care. The other

Notices

MOTORCYCLE CO-OP
Important meeting concerning parking

Tuesday, Oct. 1 1 at 7 p.m. at CC 917.
AMHERST STAMP CLUB

Meeting Monday, Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. in

Farley Lodge at UMass campus. Program
includes "U.S. Stamps" and a 38 lot auction.
Guests welcome.
PHYSICAL FITNESS WORKSHOP

"Fall into Fitness" - Oct. 10 and 17 from 7
p.m. -9 p.m. at University Health Services,
Rm. 302. To register, call 549-2671, ext. 181

!

First come, first serve.

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION DINNER
Juniors and seniors interested in exploring

graduate theological education invited to
attend, Mt. Holyoke College, Oct. 10, 4:30-8
p.m., free admission.
BLACK SCIENTISTS SOCIETY REMINDER

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at New Africa
House. Third World and engineering
students welcome. Important issues to be
discussed.

CAREER SKILLS WORKSHOP
Women interested in forestry career, see

Peggy Cooksin from Everywomen's Center
about workshop.
COFFEEHOUSE PERFORMERS
Amherst Youth Center seeking performers

for Sunday nights. Contact Center at 549-

6335 or drop by.

FREE CLASSES
Free instruction in BATIK Mondays at

3:30, stained glass on Tuesdays at 530 - in

Craft Shop, lower level. Student Union.
HOLY COMMUNION

Cancellation: at the Ark, this Sunday (10-

9) due to holiday.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Grilled Cheese Sandwich,
Duchess Beef Pie, Basics; Grilled Cheese
Sandwich, Vegetable Shepherds Pie.

DINNER - Mantcotti-Meat Sauce,
Fried Fish, Basics; Manicotti-Tomato
Sauce, Fried Fish.

TOMORROW
BRUNCH Scrambled Eggs, Bacon,

Corned Beef-Rye, Tuna Noodle
Casserole
DINMER Roast Beef, Club House

Salad Plate

BRUNCH
Fishburgers

DINNER
Cream Gravy,

r \-

SUNDAY
Omelet, Sausage Links,

cken Mushroom Scallop.

Roast Stuffed Chicken-
Grilled Ham Steak.

MONDAY
LUNCH Deli Beef Sandwich, Egg

Foo Yung; Basics, Egg Foo Yung,
Vegetable Sq j^'-es.

uirgnjtM Salisbury Steak, Onion
Rings, Fried >hrimp. Basics; Fried
Shrimp, RatatOuille

received special attention from pediatricians
and specially trained nonmedical workers
who visited the families and helped care for

the new babies.

A third group of 50 parents was identified

as needing "no extra help" and was used as

a control group for comparison," Kempe
said.

Researchers monitored the groups for

signs of "abnormal parenting practices,"

such as physical or emotional abuse or failure

of the children to thrive.

As a result, Colorado General now em-

ploys four persons who pay at least one

home visit to the parents of each child born

at the hospital. Extra visits are paid to those

who seem to need help.

The Wizard of ©z

OCT.7. Friday

4:30. 7. 9. n
S.U.B. $1.00

What's Happening
MOVIES
-"BUT I'M NOT DEAD YET" - (You will

be any minute). "Bring out your dead, bring
out your dead" to Monty Python and the
Holy Grail, Tuesday, October 11.

-"The Point", at Mahar Auditorium,
Friday, October 14 at 7, 9, and 11 p.m.
Admission is$1. Sponsored by JQA Upper.
COFFEEHOUSE
JQA Middlehouse is having a coffeehouse

BILL'S SHOE REPAIR
Located in the Center of Amherst

We Repair-Clojis. Fry«^ Bo<»ls. Riinnincr Shoes,

Hiking Bo<»ls. V^ allabee Heels. Purses.

Leather Ja<'kets. Zippers. <K rarrv-.4lls

\IC^
FW. & SAT.

Oct. 7,

9-i

DON'T
FORGET 5aturd^

I0^00d.m-I200p.m.

Buffet BnmcK
Ceatarma

All uou can eat

lUitH oil the Bloodt^Moryi !|0Ucm driittc

Reservations sig-eooo oft.MQ^

pru«^^,^f«rperson ftui

on Sat. Oct. 15, and needs musicians to play.

Contact: Delia, 6-8470, or Tori, 6-8442.
RAFFLE
Kappa Kappa Psi-Tau Beta Sigma is

sponsoring a "Win Your Own Party" raffle in

the Campus Center Concourse Oct. 4-7 for

25 cents a chance. First prize — $25 gift

certificate at C&C Liquors, 2nd prize — $15,
3rd price - $10.00. Drawing Oct. 7 7:30 p.n,.

at Octubafest.

VOLUNTEERS
The Smith College Children's Creative

Workshop is seeking student volunteers with
an interest in education, and is inviting

parents to enroll their children 2-12, in its

Saturday morning daycare program. The
program is for and geared to the Afro-
American experience. The program runs
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. 8 Saturdays per
semester, beginning tomorrow. Contact
either Demetta Randle at 584-0452 or Kimball
Smith, at 253-7905 after 8 p.m.
LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

Representative from Boston College Law
School at Placement Service in Hampshire
House Fri. Oct. 7. Sign up for interview in

Rm. 208 Hampshire House.
CORRECTION

There will NOT be a Woman's Disco at the
Campus Center tonight.

Ninth graders unable to write

Pledge of Allegiance correctly
HONOLULU [AP] - When 111 ninth-

graders were asked to write the Pledge of
Allegiance, not one could do it correctly. One
response described the United States as a
nation "under guard" and dedicated "for
richest stand."
A schoolteacher, who asked not to be

identified so her students would not be
embarrassed, called the results frightening.

EST GRADS
Let's get a guest seminar at
UMass- more info call after
theweekend- Di or Al

6-7426

She said all the students, Americans coming
from varying racial and ethnic backgrounds,
had spelling problems, and they apparently
had little grasp of what the pledge meant.
The word "indivisible" for example, came

out as "in the visible" in many papers, or

with spelling mistakes like "vissable" or

"visble".

Two students said the nation was "under
guard" instead of "under God". The phrase
"to the Republic for which it stands" ap-

peared in some papers as "of richest stand"
or"for Richard stand."

The teachers said 12 students had trouble

spelling the word "America". The word
appeared in some papers as "Americain,"
"Americai," "Amereca," "Amicra", and
"Amica".

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
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I nco'" •O*
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Take a

SEMESTER
AT SEA with the

Institute for Shipboard
Education and the Univer

sity of Colorado.

Let this unique inter

national program add an

important dimension to your

undergraduate experience.

Each semester the S.S
Universe*—the education

ship—sails to fascinating

areas of the world.

Fully accredited, courses

transferable.

Next sailing: Around-
the-world. Spring Semester,

1978.

For further information:

Institute For Shipboard Education
Taj Mahal Building - Suite 206

P.O. Box 2488, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 854-0195

*18,000ton, Liberian registry

REACH25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ILIttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!! I! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY'
^ _ _

Little Ads G*t IIG RESULTS!
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
345p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

^EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ad» G«t ilC RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Fiat A 1 $1 , 100 256-8226

1970 Triumph GT-6 -(^ Exc. mech ?lnt AM
FM, steel radials with 2 snows. $1 200 or
BO Doug 546-4647

Fiat 128 2 door, 1974, 28,000 mi , AM FM,
radio, stereo-cas Ex. cond Call 5-2638 or
5-2639 after 7p m Ask for Neil, rm 211

72 BMW 2002 new paint, tires, exhaust, lots
more Exc cond. $3000. 546 7680

MQTORCYCLE FOR SALE
1976 Suzuki GT550 15,000 mi $1,200 or

BO 256 0176 Walt

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawasaltl
Z-1900CC Mint condition Low price! 8
665 3031

Deskclerk/Auditor Nights, weekends
Apply Howard Johnsons,Rt 9,Hadlev AUDIO

ROOMMA TE WANTED

IBr. in2Br. Apt. $130 mo util. inc Sund
busstop Call 546 1040 after 6:30pm

FOR SALE ROOM WANTED

DYNACO SCAQ80 Stereo AMP 30W
RMS Chan Cynaco FM-5 TUNER both Ex
cond Must be sold together List $540
selling for $200 . Call JeH 546 8791

.

GE/FM, Turn
. 8TR, 4SP Quad $200 546

6735

Reliable Student to clean house, cook,
babysit m exchange for room and board.
Call 782 4837 eves

Rapidly Deteriorating World Prospacts
require ideas Global Psychoplasm seeks
information, stimulation UNUSUAL
IMPORTANT Details 25 cents and stamp
CORTEX, 24 Collingswood, New City NY
10956

72 - VW BUG - Very good cond., no rust
$1800 Or 8 Call 253 7273-after 5 PM

69 Dodge Palora. Aut, PS^ PB, \7ery good
car $650 Call 549-5733 after 5p m

1968 Volvo 122S. Exc cond Paul 549-6758.

1967 Mercadas 200 Diesel 30000 mi on new
engine. Stereo, AC, pwr steering, radials
new paint $2600 Call 253 7284

122Volvo oarts sadErwaaon. Raa. 6^-4384.

• VW no rust $550. Mikel JA 6036 8653

Pair Nike Waffle Trainers. Brand new-size
7 CallJu lie 549 6791

Fender Bass-Music Master. Excel, cond
.

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5-string

Banjo. Excel Cond Best offer on both •

Call Brian at 549 3796

Scuba Gear, tanks, regualtors, wetsuit, etc.

+ camping gear, 253 7761, Mark

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers. Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them.
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm. 209- 50724

Marantz Model 26 sterio reciever 30
watts Chan Excellent cond $200 Call
Frank after 9 OOp m 549-3841

CALCULATORS

Schwin 10 spd. 26 in mint xtras 549^05

Turntable PE2038 Auto/Man Excel cond
$50 Neg Call David 256-0223 evenings.

WANTED

HELP WANTED

FIAT 128, 74, 28000mi AM/FM, cassette
stereo, good gas, fine cond Call 5 2642 or
2643 after 7p.m., askforNiel, Rm,211

Triumph GTB + Fair condition $1300 as is

666 3615 aft 6PM.

71 Plymouth Crickat 4cYr.~l«pd. 31MPG
It's gotta go Make offer 253-94^ Aft 6

M Fiat KO, 58,000mi Engine good, body
bad »100. or 8 667 8878 Rick after six

Vets interested in part time work on
wkends' An 8hr day, pays about $40 , no
taxes Call Al Lasota 256-6381 after 6pm,

Laborers Wanted, part time and full time.
H Tremblay Co., 126 Bridge St., Hatfield
Ma.

Typist 65WPM. 20 hrs workstudy avail Call
MassPIRG 256 6434 $2 50 hr.

Drafting Table and 2 drawer metaLJjIinfl.
cabinet Michael 628-3231.

Jugglers Naaded for Madricai^inner Call
545 0437 for audition.

Work Study Position. S3 /hr
, for student

awarded work study ar>d with en-

vironmental background or major. Tel.

545 0347

Needed Immediately, one small solid black
vest for someone about 5 feet and 95
pounds. If you can help me you will be
handsomely rewarded Call Jerry at 549
0044

^
LOST

BIk Badge Case with valuable Ids $2,500
Reward 256 8226

College Calculators offers low pnce & full

service All models avail T 159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Complete Bike Overhaul Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95 Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549-6904, 584 1016

TRA VEL

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson
Bring a friend $55 each Terry 253-3834

r TIT PERSONALS I_
Look! Moped Sale, Moped Salei, Moped
Read Batavus No 1 says Consumers
Guide Motobecane the largest
manufacturer Sparta comfortable 2
passenger moped Come for a test ride and
then decide Parts PIONEER VALLEY
MOPED accessories 4 Conz Street,
Northampton, 586 1054 Behind city hall 2
mm from Mam Street Ask about our low
Moped Sale Prices' See us before you buy,W T, F, nites til 9 Looki Moped Salei
Mooed Salei Connei

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All years
and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610,

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1, for

mail order catalog Box25918-2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213) 477 8474.

Congradulations Cathy, Nancy M , Patty,

Judy, Nancy S, NO MORE NUTS' Love
fromSSS

Mark C Good luck as a Greek
Greek Lover

From

INSTRUCTION
Women's Wittnaur Watch, Sentimental

value Reward, please call 549-6707
Expert Typing, only 40cents/page,

after 6, Mon Thurs , 256-8484
Call Voice Laasorts - Conservatory grad All

styles Beginners welcome 256 8478REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY- H'L.ttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get ilGRlsULTS
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UM spikers

meet Chiefs
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The rapidly improving but still winless
UMass volleyball team hopes that its luck will

change tomorrow as the spikers (both junior
varsity and varsity) travel to Springfield
College squad at 1 p.m.
Coming off Tuesday's hotly-contested

battle which they lost to Southern Con-
necticut in five games, the Minutemen will

again have their hands full with Springfield.

The Chiefs were the Division I state champ
last year, and during the regular season, they
handled the UMass squad twice 7-15, 8-15
and 4-15, 4-15, with little trouble.

However, Springfield coach Mimi Murray
has lost four starters from last year's squad
and the UMass junior spikers, many of which
are noembers of this year's varsity, pushed
the Springfield JV's to five games before
bowing last year. Based on this logic, UMass
coach Dianne Thompson figures that this

year's respective squads should be pretty
evenly matched.

Also, just because the spikers have yet to
capture their first victory, anyone that has
attended the last couple of matches knows
that the winless skein cannot go on for long.
As Thompson said yesterday, "If we improve
as much in the Springfield match as we did
from the Bridgewater State games to the
Southern Connecticut match, Springfield
has a lot to look out for."

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-

dergraduate women interested in trying out
for the Women's Intercollegiate Basketball
Team — tryout will begin on:

Friday, October 14

PLACE: NOPE
TIME: 7-9 p.m.
Please be prompt and readv to olav. If vou

have any questions, please contact Mary
Ann Ozdarski, Room 227 Boyden, 545-0552.

INTRAMURALS - The Intramural Cross
Country meet will start at 3:30 next Wed-
nesday. Start at the base of the water towers
on Orchard Hill.

INTRAMURALS - ALL OPEN PLAY
facilities including: Gymnasiums, . pools,

Weight Rooms, Handball-Squash Courts,

and Bowling Alleys will be CLOSED OC-
TOBER 13, 1977 for PEP Experience Day.
This applies only to NOPE.
BOWLING - Men's rolloffs for the

bowtinq club will be held next Tuesday and
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m. at the Boyden
lanes. Women's rolloffs will be held next

Tuesday from 4-6 p.m. Any UMass un-
dergraduate is welcome to try out. For more
information, call Paul at 253-5122 or Dave at

546-9154.

WRESTLING — Needed: a manager for

the wrestling team. Anyone interested is

urged to contact coach Dave Amato at 209
Boyden.
PHYS ED DEPT. - Next Thursday, the

physical education department will sponsor a

full-day event called 'The PEP Experience.' It

wiJI run from 9 a.m. -10 p.m. in NOPE. Check
these pages for more news.

Batsmen win
By ANDREW BLUME
Collegian Staff

The UMass fall baseball team Wednesday
defeated Western New England College, 3-1,

getting all of its runs in the first inning while

receiving fine performances from four dif-

ferent pitchers.

Paul Bortolloti, Chris Collins, Jim Higgins,

and Jamey Benelli pitched eight innings of

shutout, four-hit ball, and struck out 12,

before letting in the lone WNEC run in the

ninth.

In the first, UMass went to work, showing
some speed and clutch hitting. Tom Grimes
and Glenn Dooling drew consecutive walks.

Grimes then stole third, with Dooling going

to second.
Designated hitter Brown singled to left,

scoring two runs. He went to second on the

throw home, which went by the catcher, and
then took third on a stolen base. Tom Good
walked. Doug Welenc flew to right, scoring

Brown. UMass had a quick 3-0 lead.

In the bottom of the eighth, UMass had an

excellent opportunity to add to its lead. Mike
Stockley walked. Grimes reached on an error

by the third baseman, and Dooling bunted
his way on and the bases were loaded. But
Charlie Ciccone fouled out. Good popped to

center field, and Welenc flew out to center

WNEC finally drew Minutemen blood in

the ninth off of Benelli. Hilly walked and
went to second when the ball got by the

catcher. Paine reached on a passed third

strike, with Hilly going to third. Kirartoulis

struck out. Sarvaidio grounded to second, as

WNEC's first and only run scored.

On Stage

FIRST TIME IN

SPRINGFIELD!

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1977

EAST COAST INTERCOLLEGIATE
PARTY WEEKENDS

PARTY' PARTY' PARTY' PARTY' PARTY'

OCT 14 16 OCT 21 23
complct* ttum ^45 P P t> in tm. ^F ^^ liicludvs

FREE
• HorsebiiLk Kidmg
•Tenitiv •Archery
•HedtedPiol •Mm Golt

•H*V Ridts •"«!

•Udfbeque^ Much
•BdsheltMll More'

• GONG SHOW
• LADY UOUIVA
BIKINI CONTEST

• WfcT T SHIRT

RESORT RANCH

rivate room wrilh tMlh. 6 mit«ls, b tree

cockldil parties. Ri charier tranip from
NYC. Iivebandt

518 b89 6430
212 581 0888
CALL NOW

Free Rnip
Tranip for

Groups of

40 or more

^ ^ • PERFORMANCES

N>J I <OMLY!^

fSS Si!., Oct. 8

8 & 10:30 P.M.i

SYMPHONY HALL

Reservffl Seats S9 50 $£50 at

Symphony HHI Boi Ottict and at!

Ticketron outlets Ne« Mave Mu$>c

PittstieHl Campus Tra'^i Center
_

Amfierst. Sears. Auburn Malt Pttei'

Pan Tours, SpnngtieW G Fox, Hart-

ton] and farQtingior

The Student Government Association

is looking for students who have

experience or an interest in

collective bargaining

»**»»^#<#»»»»#»»»»^###»

Contact the Presidents Office

at 545-2129 or Rm. 430 SU.

5aturdm)

IOOOa.m-l2-30p.m.

Buffet Brunck
[eatarixxa

All uau can cat

With alL the Bloody a\lary5 i/mi can drinic

Reservations Slp-oooo art.65Q^

pricc$^.50perpcr5oripl445
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Your Birthdaii By Stella Wilder

From UNITED Feature Syndicate
For release WEDNESDAY. Oct 5, 1977

FRIDAY. OCTOBER 7 -
Bom today, you are given
to fits of temper and occa-
sional periods of sulkiness
Even so. you cannot be
said to be difficult to get
along with or hard to live

with. For though your im-
mediate reactions may be
negative you quickly turn
these into positive and pro-
gresseve channels Thus
you have the advantage of

being able to "let go" on the
one hand and gam the
profits of controlled behav-
ior on the other
Yours IS basically an

artistic temperament. This
does not mean, however,
that you necessarily have
the artistic talent to go
with It It may be that you
are a practical, scientifi-

cally minded individual

whose approach to life is

one of skeptical distance;
except, when you become -

• as you often do - emotion-
ally involved.

Highly active, you do not
thrive on rest periods. You
try to make it a point to

Include moments of relax-

ation among the hours of

work. You have no diffi-

culty initiating projects;

indeed, your difficulty of-

ten lies in not waiting to

complete one project be-
fore initiating another.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I^et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 8

LIBRAiSept 23-Oct 22)

Don t allow a depression of

mood to keep you from
Kiving your best to a de-
manding project on the
home front. Clue children
in

SCORPIOi()ct23-
Nov 21 ) - Unless you are
wiUing to take more than
your usual time and use
more than your usual cau-
tion, there may be a sad
end to this day
SAGITTARIUSfNov 22-

Dec 21 »
™ Undertake a

journey at your own nsk.
Heed the warnings of those
who have your best inter-

ests at heart
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.l9) - Those who may
be seeking to remove you
from your present position

of leadership may appear
to be courting you. Be on
your guard.
AQUARIUSi Jan 20-

Feb.18) — Protect your
own interests and you will

protect the futures of loved
ones Seek out an old friend
at evening.
PISCESiFeb.l9-March

20) — If you are willing to

lend a hand with a project
you have no real interest
in. vou will endear yourself

to one you admire.
ARIESi March 21-Aprii

19) Asking another's
pardon is the simplest way
to settle an uncomfortable
situation on the home
front Don't be falsely

proud
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) Keep your emotions
under control, at least inso-

far as other people are
concerned. Deep feeling.^

must be recognized by you,
however.
GEMINKMay 21-June20)
Activities begun some

time ago may begin now to

:show results. Progress m
.several areas at once dur-
ing afternoon hours.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22

1 An unwanted pur-
chase, though not particu-
larly offensive at the
moment, may haunt you in

the future Don't fall for

"bargains.'

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22» —
Your spot on the employ-
ment scene is safe - but
you can safeguard it fur-

ther by doing your home-
work this weekend.
VIRGOiAug 23-Sept.22)

— Keep from making any
kind of statement that
smacks of the technical or
legal Conversation should
be be light and relatively

unimportant.
iiip)n(ihi 1977 Unilfd Fealurr Syndi-

cmte Inc

Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Throw
briskly

5 Bird's claw
10 Earring

location
1 4 Opera

heroine
1 5 Greek

marketplact
1 6 Bath's river

17 High
18 '

Old Lace"
20 Fields of

study
22 Moray
23 Mr

Standish
24 Loom
26 Rooter
27 Sought

ambitiously
30 Ship's gear
34 Teemed
35 Edible

rootstock
36 Caviar

source
37 Stubborn

person
Informal

38 Peach or

plum
40 Information
41 Netherlands

commune
42 Public

disorder
43 Hopeful

weight
loser

45 Remote
47 Gainingof

fame

48 Vehicle
49 Outcast
50 Narratives
53 Weight of

India

54 Where
buses come
in

58 Narrow
escape 2
words

61 Counter-
tenor

62 Wet nurse
63 Pain killer

64 Easu s

home
65 -—City,

Calif

66 Grinding
material

67 Effortless

DOWN
1 .—
morgana
Mirage

2 Prevaricator
3 Lazy
4 Chief hill of

Rome
5 Chinese

pagoda
6 Gave

consent
7 Average
Reno visitor

8 City on the
Oka

9 Feminine
nickname

1 A beating
1 1 Playing field

12 Ulna, for

one
1 3 Finishes

UNITED Feature Sy
Puzzle Solved

ndicate

p A s T A A L A c K A c T
I X H P R 5 y G A R P A R

5 H W M E S T A T E P R E
T E E N 1 F E E S 1 M Aj R c S

S I T ^^1 F L B W S

Q^
R A ! N S M Nj I C A,

1 ^ iJ
T S B 9 R Q. N !L ^ ^

1 S L E 1 c R E S 1 S H I M
P E E 1 B R A S S I T M E R E

V L u T F 1 L 5 E N
5 P I R E s |Hf' R E

L E A D S i F L E A 1 T I L E
A R T s 7 R A T F 10 R ^D N
D 5E| I & x S f [^ r rr T T
F ^^ rv

! N '
s R r F s ^

19 Insect's

adult stage
21 Tender
25 Family

origin event
26 Aroused 2

words
27 Fortified
28 Arabia

Asian
kingdom

29 Heavy
tjeams

30 Reprimand
Slang

31 Angry
32 Observes

carefully

33 Machine
parts

35 Interjection
of an-
noyance

39 Decay
40 Become

fewer
42 Lift

44 Chilled
46 Of little

value
47 Waitress
49 Occupant's

contract
50Saurelfish
51 — mater
52 Score m

hockey
53 Feign
55 Entreaty
56 American

inventor
57 Can Con-

servative
59 Ascertain
60 Noun suffix

i

—

2 3 4

21

5 6 7 8 9

1
19

10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

P
20 2?

m"JH^^^H^i 26 mi
27 28 29 W i> 3? 33

U " w
i7 38 3«

it

40

41 43

4i 46 _"
5?

i8

,

5"

53

40

54
1

50 b" 55 56 57

58 60

1

6'

67

1
63 (,t

65 66 67
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Golfers finish second,

qualify for ECAC's
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's golf team, showing the
consistency that has been its mark all

season, hung on tough and ended in a tie for

second place at the ECAC qualifying tourney
yesterday at Glastonbury Hills Country Club
in Connecticut.

In finishing in a tie for second, the
Minutemen thus earned a spot in the field for

the ECAC Championship, to be played on
Friday and Saturday, October 14th and 15th

at Seven Oaks Country Club in Hamilton,
N.Y.

The linksters finished with a 312 aggregate
three strokes behind the winners, Southern
Conn. Tied with the Minutemen for second
was URI. Bryant College finished third at 313,

only a stroke behind the duffers while

Providence took fourth at 315.

With one player left on the course.
Providence needed a score of 75 to take
second place away from UMass and URI.

But the final man. Bob Millich, shot a 79, and
the Minutemen triumphed once again.

The duffers received good, solid per-

formances from all five players, with all four

qualifying scores below 80.

Co-captain Jim McDermott was the low
man for the linksters with a 77. Co-captain
Flynt Lincoln and Junior Vic Lahteine fired

78's that could have been much better.

Lincoln knocked one out-of-bounds on the
tough 16th, that produced a double-bogey,
while Lahteine took a triple bogey at 16 and a
bogey at 17, taking the heart out of a hot
round
Freshman John Lien, one of the heros last

week at the Toski, came through again with
a solid 79. Junior Jeff Orr, who has played
fine golf all season, suffered five straight

bogies on the back nine en route to an 80
score that did not figure in the final scoring.
The course was not in the best of con-

dition, as the rain made the fairways and
greens soggy making an already tough
layout even more difficult.

Coach Ed Vlack was pleased with his

squad, which has surprised everyone this fall.

"I'm really pleased," said Vlach, "this really

caps off a fine season."
Awaiting the Minutemen at the ECAC's

will be the best teams on the east coast.
Vlach is expecting the linksters to continue
their fine play and finish in the top third,

which would be some accomplishment
considering the competition.

foiobow
prisms

Roll-Up

Bamboo
Shades

Roadwomen prepare
for Brandeis invite
By DAVE RODf^AN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
will be back in action this weekend when it

travels to Franklin Park in Dorchester to

compete in the second annual Brandeis
Invitational Sunday at 2:30 p.m.

UMass will be defending its team title it

won by defeating Brandeis last year

individual champ Marina Buckley of Amherst
is not running this fall, so a new individual

champ will be crowned.
As of yesterday, head coach Ken O'Brien

and women s coacn Lnanotte Lettis knew
little about which teams would be at the
meet.

"We know UConn and Brandeis will be
there," said Lettis. "There's also the
possibility that several AAU teams, such as
the Liberty AC, Falmouth Track Club and
Seacost Stridors from New Hampshire will

be there."

Most other New England schools have
meets on Friday or Saturday, or may be
planning on competing in the Bonnie Belle

Mini-Marathon in Boston on Monday, and
will not be at Franklin.

"It depends on the competition, whether
we'll treat this as a practice meet or a regular
race," said Lettis. "It would be too bad if

only Brandeis and UConn showed up, since
we've run them already. It's nice to know
what the competition is, although I'm not
worried about it."

UMass will be at full strength for Sunday's
meet. Barb Callanan is almost recovered
from her cold, and Tina Francario has shaken
a slight cold she had at the beginning of the
week.

Co-captain Jane Welzel, who has led the
team in every meet so far this season, will be
seeking to lower her time again on the 3.1

mile Franklin loop.

Francario, fellow frosh Priscilla Wilson, co-
captain Sue Swartz, Deb Farmer and Linda
Welzel have been filling the middle positions
and should continue to do so.

Jo Chapman is still coming back from a
sore knee, along with Sue Mulligan. Lettis

said she hoped to bring 14 runners to the
meet.

She received bad news when she found
junior Anne Bradshaw would be lost for the
season with an inflamed achilles tendon.

"It's a serious injury that you have to rest,"
said Lettis.
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Netmen host

YC tourney
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's tennis team will close

out its fall season today and tomorrow as it

hosts the Yankee Conference Cham-
pionships. Matches will be held on the lower

Boyden courts starting at 9 a.m. today, with

semi-final and final singles and double
matches beginning tomorrow at 9:30 a.m.

UMass was second in the YanCon's last

year, as New Hampshire notched the title.

According to UMass coach Jay Ogden, the

Wildcats are favored to repeat as titleists.

"They're certainly the favorites, but not

the heavy favorites," said Ogden. "They're

very strong, though, with the likes of Jeff

Aarts, who's seeded number one in singles

and doubles."

Ogden said his Minutemen picked up
some good spots in last night's seeding

meeting.
Al Green was seeded number three in

flight on singles. In flight two, Rick Sharton
is number two seed. Jim Barnhart is the

number six seed in flight three.

In flight four, captain Steve Heyl is seeded
second, with Keith Hovland seeded second
in flight five and Mark Huetteman seeded
third in flight six.

Green and Barnhart are seeded second in

flight one doubles, with Sharton and Heyl

the first seed in flight two and Hovlan and
Huetteman seeded third in flight three.

"We seem ready to play," said Ogden.
"Our players seem eager to go

"
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Slumping booters travel;

aim for Terrier victory
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

The UMass soccer team will try to return
to its winning ways when they take on the
Terriers of Boston University at Nickerson
Field tomorrow at 1 p.m. It is a matchup of a
red hot team vs. a slumping one.

BU has won its last four successive games
to even its record at 4-4. It is even more
impressive when one sees to whom those
first four losses were attributed. New
Hampshire, Babson, Vermont, and Brown,
four of the area's top teams, all defeated the
Terriers. The victories have come over
Stonehill, Tufts, Boston College, and
Providence.

Mark Pilger, who scored two goals against
Providence, is the big gun for BU. After him
the Terriers have a fairly diversified, though
potent, attack.

Howie Freedman will probably do the

netminding. He had an especially strong
game against Providence, allowing only one
score in a 3-1 win.

Offensively and defensively, BU has a very
solid club, one that should give UMass a
good fight. Like UMass, the Terriers feild a
young club, with a strong core of freshmen
and sophomores, which looks to bode
success for several seasons to come.

The game will be played on BU's artificial
turf, a playing surface the Minutemen aren't
used to. This could present somewhat of a
problem for the UMass troops.

The key factor in this game is attitude. If

UMass plays like it did against Harvard, then
the outlook looms dim. But if it can recapture
the spirit of the early season, then hope
springs eternal. A strong victory would be
the proper medicine to get the Minutemen
back on the track, and hopefully prevent a
reincarnation of the past two games.

Harriers run in Bronx
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Carrying a 6-1 record and a second place
ranking in New England, the UMass men's
cross country team travels to Van Cortland
Park in the Bronx Saturday for a tri-meet

with Manhattan, Syracuse, and UConn.
Meet time is scheduled for 12 noon.
With a traveling squad of 11 runners,

coach Ken O'Brien and Arnie Morse expect
little trouble in picking up three more wins.

"Manhattan will be our toughest op-
position with some good frontrunners, but
again their overall depth is no match for ours.

We don't know that much about Manhattan
but we don't anticipate any problems," said

Morse.
Morse said he will be expecting UMass to

run very hard and to go out fast as if this was
the IC4A meet, which will be run on the same
five-mile Van Cortland Park Course six weeks
from Monday.
"We want to simulate the same type of

IC4A conditions where we want to go out as
hard as we ciin and establish position. Even
though the IC4A's are a month away, we
want our team to prepare for the course,"
said Morse.
He added it was extremely important that

his roadmen prepare themselves
psychologically for the course. According to

Morse, Van Cortland Park is a treacherous
course.

"There are some level parts but mostly it is

steep hills, treacherous terrain, and a course
built for endurance runners rather than speed
runners," Morse said.

In last year's meet against these three

same teams, UMass led by Mikd Quinn,
outlasted hurricane warnings, three inches of

rain, 50 mph winds, hail, and mud in beating
Manhanan, 25-32.

Quinn outran Manhattan's Louis

Ostalazager in winning the race at 26:32.
Ostalazager, a highly recruited cross country
runner out of high school, finished second,
30 seconds back. According to Morse, the
number one Manhattan runner was hurt
most of last year but is expected to battle for
first place tomorrow.
The Orangemen lost many seniors and

went out to recruit. Marty Lowankoski,
former New Jersey state cross country
champion, and a freshman from
Newfoundland are expected to provide most
of the competition. But other than those
two, Syracuse has little else.

Last year's meet score against Syracuse
was 21-38 but again graduation hurt the
team from upstate New York. With a new
coach and two new freshmen, Neil
Rosenblatt (former Long Island champ) and
Brian Tripponi, Syracuse has two talented
runners. But the Orangemen are rebuilding
and inexperienced.

UConn is in the same boat as Syracuse as
the Huskies lost one of New England's best
runners, Bruce Clark, a four-minute miler.
They have three good runners in Pat O'Neil,
Bob Sloss, and Tim Kane, but again do not
have depth. UConn last week lost to Yale,
28-30, and is winless on the year.

Morse cited last week's tri-meet win
against Northeastern, St John's and Rhode
Island as a good team triumph with ex-
tremely good performances from Stetson
Arnold (second), Lou Panaccione (fourth),
Kevin McCusker (sixth) and Matt Wolff
(ninth).

"Last week we ran aggressive, ran
together, and this is what we have to do this
week," said Morse.

"This week, we have to lay it on the line
early, blow them out real good and have
seven of our runners in the top ten of the
race. We want to make some noise up in the
Bronx this weekend," said Morse.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

WOMEN'S TENNIS - Postponed
TODAY

WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Tufts Home 2:00 V,
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Colgate at Corttand State 3:00 '^
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL - vs. Dartmouth Away 2:00

'"*

MEN'S TENNIS - vs. Yankee Conference Championships Home
TOMORROW

VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - vs. Boston University /Away 1 00
VARSITY FOOTBALL - vs. Boston University Home 1:00

x*^»?i-rfo'^«'^'f^^^<^SS COUNTRY - vs. Manhattan-UConn-Syracuse Awaf 1200WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - vs. Albany State Away 20U
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Springfield Away 1:00
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Springfield Away 100
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Cortland State >5way 11:00
MEN'S TENNIS - Yankee Conference Championships Home

Stickers face two NY foes
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The undefeated UMass field hockey team
packed its overnight bags for its New York
twinbill against Colgate today and Cortland
tomorrow.
UMass coach Judith Davidson is "ex-

pecting to win both games." Davidson's
optimism is well-founded. Her squad is riding
on four straight impressive shutout triumphs.
The Minutewomen's latest victory was

against Mt. Holyoke, 1-0. Cheryl Meliones
scored her fourth goal against the Lyons to
give UMass its winning margin.
The UMass stickers face off against

Colgate today at 3 p.m. for the first time in

UMass field hockey history.

The MInutewomen intend to avenge last
year's season 3-2 lost against Corland in its

11 a.m. contest tomorrow. THt UMass
stickers hope to capitalize on Cortland's loss
of eight graduated seniors.
The Minutewomen have added bulk with

the return of three ailing starters. Ginger
Bulman at right outside. Sue Kreider at right
link and sweeper Gayle Hutchinson are
expected to return to action against Colgate.
Their absence was definitely felt in UMass'
game against Mr. Holyoke. Davidson
considers her team lucky to have walked
away with a victory last Tuesday against the
Lyons.
The UMass field hockey team is planning a

tnp to England in the autumn days of next
year Field hockey patrons can enjoy coffee
and donuts in the main lobby at Boyden
Contributions will help finance the stickers'
journey. Coffee can be purchased on week-
days from 8 to 11 a.m.
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Mac's men aim to tame Terriers
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

In the corridor outside the UMass football

coaches and players locker room at Alumni
Stadium is a bulletin board with the number
four drawn in red, and the initials BU
stenciled inside. That is the magic number
for the Minutemen, at least for this week.
Tomorrow at 1;00, (12:50 WMUA) the

Minutemen will be seeking their fourth
straight victory when they host the Terriers

of Boston University at Alumni Stadium.
The game marks the return to Yankee

Conference play for the first time in two
weeks for both squads. The Minutemen
enter the game having defeated Harvard 17-

0, and DEMOLISHING Youngstown State
54-13 in their last two outings But the
Terriers did not fare as well in their in-

dependent games. They split a pair by
defeating Northeastern 37-15 two weeks
ago, before being trounced by Dartmouth
38 last weekend.

Boston University first-year head coach
Rick Taylor has seen only one other Yankee
Conference team so far this season. That
was New Hampshire, who beat the Terriers
27-14 in their first game of the season. After
viewing the films of UMass' convincing win
over Youngstown, Taylor has had to

reconsider a statement he made before his

first game at the Terriers' helm.
Before the season started, I said that we

were going against the best in the Con-
ference (New Hampshire) in our season
opener," said Taylor. "But, I might have to
reevaluate that after seeing UMass on film."

BU, 1-3 over-all, should be fired up after

the castigation it received from Taylor
concerning last weekend's loss to Dart-
mouth Taylor was quoted in the Boston
press earlier this week as saying, "we played
With no emotion out there, " and he is ob-
viously going to be looking for a change m
attitude from his team this weekend.

For the past few seasons the Terriers have
been referred to as that other college team
from Boston. " and they have done little to

wipe away that stigma. However, the hiring

of Taylor this season is an indication that BU
is looking for better things to come from its

football program.

Taylor has inherited an experienced of

fensive unit which, so far this season, has
been able to move the ball, with a good deal

of consistency. However, the defensive unit

has caused Taylor many worries, and last

weekend's performance didn't help dispel

them. Dartmouth rolled to 468 total offensive

yards against the Terrier defensive unit, with
386 of those coming on the ground.

The Terriers' offense revolves around
senior QB Greg Geiger, who ranks fifth

among YanCon quarterback with a little

better than 50 per cent passing completage

percentage. Geiger is the field general but
the man to watch when BU has the ball will

be tailback Charles Hall. Hall is a senior from
Baton Rouge, La., who at 5'11", 187 lbs.

contains breakaway speed. He is the second
leading rusher in the YanCon up to this point

with 371 yards gained.

"He's an outstanding running back," said

UMass defensive coordinator Bob Pickett.

"They can control the football and we expect
them to run right at us."

When Geiger goes up top he will most
likely look for split end Tom Hailey or Hall

coming out of the backfield. But for the

Terriers to stay in the ballgame their defenM,
which has allowed 25 points a game so far, is

going to have to tighten against the

Minutemen's diversified offense.

Those looking for another aerial display

from QB Mike Fallon this week may be
disappointed. The Terriers' weakness on
defense is right up the middle and that is

where the Minutemen will attack. "Mike can
throw the ball against anybody," said

Pickett, "but we have to respect their ex-

cellent defensive backfield."

Kevin Cummings (82) not only blocked for John Romboii but also caught five passes, including three for touchdowns, in last
week's 53-14 win over Youngstown State. The Minutemen entertain B.U. tomorrow at 1 p.m. (Staff photo by dave Rodgers)

A
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Bill Edelstein

Don 't blame me!

Netwomen face Tufts;

seek 2nd straight win
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team travels

to Medford this afternoon to take on Tufts, in

a match which was rescheduled from Sept.

24.

Tufts, under coach Rick Shapiro, should

give Bill Yu and his UMass team some good
competition.

This will be the team's sixth match this

season, and its third this week. The women
lost to Boston College, 3-4, on Sunday, but

downed UNH Wednesday to bring their

record to 3-2 at midseason.
Winning for UMass at Sunday's match

were singles players Cathy Maher, Carolyn

Mooney, and Dawn Minaii. Maher, in the first

singles spot, won 6-4, 3-6, 6-2 for her third

victory this season. Mooney also captured

.her third season victory, by topping her BC

opponent, 6-2, 6-1, in the fourth singles

match. Minnai took her sixth singles match,
6-1, 7-5, for the final UMass win.

Falling to their BC opponents Sunday
were second and third singles players Lee
Robb and Sherie Lurie, and the two UMass
doubles teams which included Jane and
Cathy Carson, Martha Awsiszus, and Cathy
Sullivan.

At Durham Wednesday, Jennifer Ranz,
Lee Robb, Cathy Sullivan, Martha Awiszus,
and Sherrie Lurie led the netwomen to their

4 3 victory over UNH. Ranz was moved to
first singles for the match, and won 6-3, 6-2.

Awsisus and Lurie came off the courts next
with a 6-0, 6-1 victory in the second doubles
spot Robb captured a 4-6, 6-4, 7-5 win at

third doubles, and Sullivan came up with a 6-

7, 6-2, 6-2 score in her fifth singles match to

seal the UMass victory.

Yanks romp to tie series
NEW YORK [UPI\ - The New York

Yankees parlayed Cliff Johnson's mammoth
homer and tie-breaking double with Ron
Guidry's three-hit pitching last night to even
the American League championship series at

one game apiece with a 6-2 victory over the

Kansas City Royals.

Guidry, the soft-spoken left-hander who
has been the Yankees' most dependable
starter all year, tamed the hard-hitting Royals
on a Woop single by Frank White in the third,

a dout)le by Fred Patek in the sixth and a

single by George Brett in the ninth.

Challenging the Royals' batters with his

blazing fastball, Guidry struck out seven and
retired nine straight batters from the sixth

through the ninth

We might have had a shutout, too, if it had
not been for Mickey Rivers' weak throwing
arm, which allowed one run to score on a Hne
drive sacrifice fly to short center field, and a

wicked cross-body block by Hall McRae
which allowed another run to score in the

sixth.

While Guidry was supplying the pitching,
Johnson — obtained in mid-season from
Houston for his bat - came through to help
the Yankees even the best-of-five series. The
Herculean designated hitter homered to tie

the game in th? fifth and doubled to snap a 2-

2 tie an inning later.

The Yankees, aroused when McRae's
flying cross- body block on second baseman
Willie Randolph allowed Patek to race home
with the tying run in the sixth, broke the
game open in tlje bottom of the inning with a
three- run burst capped by Brett's costly
error.

After Andy Hassler struck out Graig
Nettles to start the sixth, Thurman Munson
stroked his second of three singles.

News Item - Boston Red Sox pitchers

Rick Wise and Ferguson Jenkins have
blamed manager Don Zimmer for the Sox
failure to win the American League Eastern

Division The two veterans, boasting a

combined earned run average of 4.05, have
cited Zimmer 's lack of communication with
them as the prime reason for Boston's
faltering down the stretch.

Remarks such as these are like a breath of

fresh air. It's about time the modern-day
athlete shed his shroud of false modesty and
started to point the accusing finger in the

direction it should be pointed — away from
himself. One can only hope that this turn of

events will be perpetuated ...

GRIESE SEES OPTOMETRIST AS CULPRIT
IN DOLPHINS' DEMISE

Miami Dolphins' quarterback. Bob Gciese,

stating that he "couldn't even see the line of

scrimmage clearly," has placed the burden of

guilt for the Dolphins horrendous 1976
season squarely upon the shoulders of his

optometrist, Melvin Myopia.
Said Griese, "I think that Melvin's refusal

to fill a prescription, and his saying that my
creeping blurred vision was only a result of

getting hit in the head too many times,

clearly showed his lack of farsightedness in

such matters. Fans here in Florida have been
screaming that I'm responsible for our bad
showing in '76. Well, this is for the record: I

should have been framed."

'CUBBIES NEEDED ME' RAMON
"The Cubs were just one left-handed

reliever short of winning the Eastern Division

of the National League, and I'm a left-handed

reliever," said former Red Sox bullpen ace,

Ramon Hernandez.

Speaking candidly at a press conference,

Hernandez told both reporters that "even
when Bruce Suttor was healthy, he couldn't

do it alone. If they hadn't traded me to a loser

like Boston, I could have done for the Cubs
what I did for the Red Sox."

The Cubbies needed me," continued
Hernandez, "yet they sent me packing. You
can't blame me for the Cubs folderoo. Nope,
you can't blame me."

NHL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION
CENSURES CANADIENS

The National Hockey League Player's

Association has accused the Montreal

Canadiens of taking the competitive spirit

out of what was once known as the fastest

game on ice.

In a 15- page document approved by a vote

of 17 1, the Canadiens were reprimanded for

displaying pride, a burning desire to excel

and for showing none of the crippling effects

of a watered-down league in their personnel.

Said one disgruntled opposition

representative, "The Canadiens refused to

communicate with us. I remember one game
when they beat us 14-0. They didn't even

invite us into their zone."

CONNORS BLASTS MOTHER
Tennis immortal Jimmy Connors has said

that his mother is responsible for his poor
play of late, and further stated that her
presence in the stands was directly related to
his dropping the U.S. Open title.

"She's not nice to me!" Connors fumed
after taking his thumb out of his mouth.
Upon calming down Jimmy became more
specific.

"She makes me take a nap just before my
matches. I'm so well rested I've been over-
hining the ball," said Connors. "When she
attends the tournaments she yells at me to
pick up all drop shots that fall just over the
net and die. She tells me it's not good to
leave my court messy," whined Connors.

TAMPA BAY SAYS FAULTY WATER
KILLING TITLE HOPES

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers, fighting for

the wild card slot in the National Football
Conference of the NFL, have leaked the fact
that the lack of a familiar water boy may
jeopardize their chances for a post-season
playoff berth.

Teammates, and former USC Trojans,
Ricky Bell and J.K. McKay concurred that
"the water boy has not helped matters any."
"When we were at SC, we got used to a

certain way of drinking water," said McKay,
son of John McKay, Tampa Bav head coach
and former USC head man. We've had to get
used to a whole new system and it's

throwing off our timing," added the younger
McKay.

Yes, only when athletes begin to "tell it

like it is" will sports fans truly understand
who is to blame for their heroes' short-
comings.
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Don't miss

baseball's

fall classic

Welt, baseball fans, our beloved Red Sox
didn't make it again this year, but, never-

theless, the 1977 World Series promises to

provide TV viewers with one of the better

sports spectacles of the year.

ABC will provide coverage beginning
Tuesday night at 8 from the city of the
American League champion.
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fREFLECTKJNS
GREATER BOSTONIANS
AGHtCULTURE U S A
INTERNATIONAL ZONE
A BETTER WAY
SUNRISE SEMESTER
PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ
CARRASCOlENOAS
MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL

8 CAMERAS
VILLA ALEORE

O SOMETHING ELSE
gJABBERWOCKV

SECRETS Of ISIS
ARTHUR AND COMPANY

Q THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
UNCLE WALDO
SESAME STREET
SBUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER

C B atARS

8® SL Ft R FRIENDS
IN THE NEWS

S®
SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

IN THE NEWS
O MISTER ROGERS
OQ WHAT S NEW MISTER MAGOO?

8 m YOUNG SENTINELS
® SCOOBY S LAFF-A-LVMP1CS

O IN THE NEWS

8 ELECTRK: COMPANY
OSKATEBIROS

O® ARCHIES-SABRlNA
gONCE UPON A CLASStC

VILLA ALEGRE

8 IN THE NEWS
REBOP

SPACE ACADEMY
ADVENTURES Of MUHAMMAD AU

CARRASCOLENOAS
ffi SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
IN THE NEWS
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
BATMAN TAR2AN«I THUNDER
IKROFFTSSUPERSHOW 77
ATMAN-TARZAN

SHOT FUDGE
IN THE NEWS

8 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
NEWSmQ SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAMO SCHOOLHOUSE FIOCK

a IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

S DANIEL FOSTER, MO A second saason
premieres witn • look at Asthma, as discussed by Or
Alan K Pierce, professor of internal medicine at the
University o( Texas Health Scierice Center•WACKOmA BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWITS

9CAN0LEP1N BOWUNG
B MOVIE The Champions of Justice Clayton Moore.
Jay Silverheels The Lone Ranger ar»d Tonto are
framed tor murder by a band of outlaws (1 hr. 30 mm.)
SIN THE NEWS

CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN II s time to plant
bulbs as Jim visits an Amsterdam suburb to explain
iMt}y and how to select and plant bulbs for a garden
come next springma FAT ALBERT
BS ^EO HAND GANG
O IN THE NEWS

§
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
SECRETS OF ISIS
AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP PLAYOFFS

'May air Alternate schedule «in apply i

SCAN0LEP1N SUPERBOWL
CAN0LEP1N CHAMPS
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTUNG (American League

Championship Playoffs may air Alternate schedule
will apply I

S
ROOM 222

IN THE NEWS

St WALL ITREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser The
an from Dreyfus Guest Monte J Gordon director of

research for the Dreyfus Corp
THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL Two

animated films from America will be broadcast The
Legend of Paul Bunyan and The Legend of John
Henry

SLONE RANGER
MOVIE Francis 1950 Donald O CONNOR A talking

mule ne'ps a lieutenant expose spys (1 hr 30 mm )n PROGRAM UNANNOUNCEDm IN THE NEWS
S MY KINGDOM FOR LOVE AB0K;aTION Historic
film clips and lirsl-hand reports of participants provide
an intimate account of British King Edward Vllls love
for Mrs Wallis Simpson The Duke of Windsor s 1936
at)dication caused a constitutional crisis as well as a
family -ft that nearly lasted until his death in 1972

SSOUL TRAIN

CD ABC S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Southern
500 Stock Car Races New York State Fireman s
Competition

> MOVIE Tarzan and the Huntress 1947 Johnny
Weissmulier Brenda Joyce Tarzan foils the efforts of
a zoological expedition intent on capturing scores of
wild animals lor various zoos d hr 30 mm I

g ROLLER DERBY
MARK RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL Taped Oct 4

at the Stale University of New York at Buffalo the witty
political humorist t>egins a third season of comedy-
with-music specials spoofing everything from the
Washington scene to religion

SI
MOVIE Four Clowns 1970 Laurel and Hardy

uster Keaton A compilation of the comedy of Laurel
and Hardy. Buster Keaton and Charley Chase it hr 30
min (

® MOIVE In Buck Private 1941 Abbott and Costello.
Lee Bowman The escapades of Abbott and Costelki
asG I s <2hrs i

f MOVIE Tiilte and Gus 1933 WC Fields. Alison
ipworth A couple of gamblers pose as missionaires

to share an inheritance (1 hr 30 mm )

B THRAOAN GOLD This documentary was filmed at

the Museum o' Fine Arts exhibit of ancient golden
art'Ucis ifom Thrace

O CE) NCAA FOOTBALL Alabama vs USC
B YOUNG OANL BOONE Trying to keep peace with
the Cherokees Daniel offers to pay the penalty m
place of a settler who killed an Indian and is forced
through the dread trial of peril Guest stars Richard
Jaeckei

OS SESAME STREET
B THIS IS THE NFL
BlRONSlOE
fi SURVIVAL
S CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR U S Grand Prix

irom Wafkins Glen N Y World Professional Karate
Championships

, World s Strongest Men. Part II

MOVIE Rocketship x-M' Lloyd Bridges. Osa
Massen A rocketship headed tor the moon, loses its

course and lands on Mars (1 hr 30 mm)m VILLA ALEGREm CORAL JUNGLE Lost World of the Mangrove
Swamps

S
WILD KINGDOM Camels oi the Outback
NOVA (CAPTIONED) Bye Bye Blackbird An

assessment of the problems caused by America's
population of 500-million blackbirds examines both
man and nature

SVSK5N ON Chains
ADAM 12

t-OLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

S A STORYTELLER 5. TOWN Clyde Ohio is the
setting lor this essay about Sherwood Anderson and
his novel Winesburg Ohio The program views Clyde
a.s a typical small town at the turn of the century
OO09NEWS
©HOGANS HEROES

\A/^k
SUNDAY

0)
3"

(D

0)

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. -

8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
"Murder on the Orient Express" 1974 Albert Finney. Ingrid
Bergman Set in the 1930's, the mystery story revolves
around a murdered passenger found in the sleeping coach of

the fabled train and the re-creation of that murder.

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.D.T, P.D.T. - 8:00 PM
C.D.T., M.D.T.
"A Love Affair: The Eleanor and Lou Gehrig Story" BIythe
Danner, Edward Herrmann. Drama about the New York
Yankees immortal first baseman and his devoted wife— their

meeting, courtship and marriage—and how they bravely
fought the losing battle against his incurable disease.

MONDAY

1*74 TV CompuM>g Sanncas. Iik. (NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T.. P.D.T. -8:00PM C.D.T.. M.D.T.
"Killer on Board" Beatrice Straight, George Hamilton. A
mysterious virus that caused the deaths of some of the crew
members and passengers spreads terror and panic on board
a luxury cruise ship.

SATURDAY WEDNESDAY

(NBC) SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.D.T., P.D.T. - 8:00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"Rio Lobo" 1970 John Wayne, Jennifer O'Neill. A former Civil

War officer frees the Texas town of Rio Lobo from a band of

carpetbaggers and settles an old score with a wartime traitor.

(R)

(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM E.D.T.,
P.D.T. - 8.00 PM C.D.T., M.D.T.
"The Girl Called Hatter Fox" Ronny Cox. Joanelle Romero.
Dramatization of the mystical union that binds a young doctor
to a terrified teenage Indian girl who is locked in a spiritual

death struggle between her Indian heritage and the hard
realities of the white man's world.

6:30

7:00

728
7:30

731
8:00

8:30

858
900

930

9S8
1000

11:00

11 20

11 30

11:50

12.30

B IMAGES OF AGING A Matter of Age introduces
this eight-part series examining attitudes toward tiM
process of aging and the aged themselves Film

segments offer provocative questions and
observations atx>ut various aspects of growing old

8 ZOOM
CBS NEWS

§
BLACK NEWS
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

B NOVA Bye Bye Blackbird' An assessment of the
problems caused by America's population of 500-

million blackbirds examines txjth man and nature.
§AGHONSKY AND COMPANY

WILD KINGDOM
NEWS

8 LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA

©ODD COUPLEm SUPERMAN
is ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin
Hood, a 12-part adventure, opens the series' second
season Left in the care of the king's forester by his
titled Crusader father, young marksman Robin learns
his true and noble identity and journeys to the royal
court to regain his estate

B OPINION

8 DAILY NUMBER
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

8 BAXTERS
SCHOOLS MATCH WITS

|Q OICK VAN DYKE SHOW
B POLKA FUNTIME
B MUSIC Music Is The premiere episode of a new
series emphasizes the importance of music in our
lives and demonstrates that all forms of musical
expression are valid

8 HOT FUDGE
B POISONING OF MICHIGAN In the fall of 1973.

Battle Creek Mich
. saw the mysterious poisoning of

cattle and people by the chemical PBB This report
looks at the long-range consequences and lax

controls involved in the case

BB THE BOB NEWHART SHOW A ventriloquist and
his dummy seek psychological help from Or Hartley
when the dummy threatens to break up their

Successful showbiz act

B B '''HE 8K}NIC WOMAN lit the playoff contests
between the National League divisional winners go to

a fourth game NBC Sports will provide live coverage
Alternate schedule applies iBO ^SH Fish Behind Bars Part II Fish is still in lail

and worried that his old pals on the police force will

find out. and a lady social worker thinks he should be
removed as head of the Fish group home

f9
MUSIC HALL AMERICA Guest host Arthur

odfrey Guests Dottsy. Jody Miller the Osborne
Brothers Tom Sullivan. Mike Neun
B B WE'VE GOT EACH OTHER Judy reacts with
curiosity more than anything else when an old
tMyfriend suddenly appears after many years and
wants to take her to lunch but Stuart s reaction is

guile different

BB OPERATION PETTICOAT Operation Operation'
Skipper Sherman s sub is finally outfitted with
torpedoes and an enemy tanker is sighted but Matt is

flat on his back while nurses prepare to remove his
appendix

8NEWSBREAK
B CANAL ZONE Frederick Wiseman's

documentary allows viewers to observe how the
Panama Canal operates and how the Canal Zone is

governed by g'impsing community meetings, schools
commissaries and hospitals

BB THE JEFFEHSONS George jumps at the chance
of getting a street it id to work for him at hall price, but
finds lis costing him more than he bargained for

B ffi NBC SATURDAY NKaHT AT THE MOVIES Rio
Lobo 1970 John Wayne Jennifer O Neill A former
Civil War officer frees the Texas town of Rio Lobo from
a band of carpetbaggers and settles an old score with
a wartime traitor (R)i2hrs i

BO STARSKY AND HUTCH Murder Ward Starsky
and Hutch go undercover in a mental institution with
Starsky admitted as a patient in an attempt to track
down the cause of a series of deaths among the
patients

fa
MOVIE In Like Flint 1967 James Coburn. Lee J

obb A conspiracy of women plots to take over the
world (2 hrs I

B B THE TONY RANDALL SHOW Judge Waller
Fra-ikiin suffers a guilt complex after learning he has
sent an innocent man to ;aii

8 ABC NEWSBRIEF
8 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW A musical salute

to the wonderful world of comic strips

fl B '''HE LOVE BOAT Ex Pl.js Y starring Loretta
wit Grahm ana Kelly starring Kristy McNichol, The

Golden Agers starring Charles Frank

BBSCE)NEWSm KING OF KENSINGTON Scout s Honor
OBNEWS
a MOVIE Happy Birthday Wanda June 1971 Rod
Steiger Susannah York Male chauvinist explorer who
returns home after seven years finds his wife matured
and engaged and his values now obsolete (2 hrs 30
mm I

B MOVIE AnnaKarenina 1948 Vivian Leigh Si' Ralph
Richardson Tolstoy s classic of marned woman's
blinding passion for army officer who finally spurns
her (?hrs )

B MOVIE The Pied Piper 1942 Monty Woolley Anne
Baxter Wartime story of Englishman who hates kids
and finds himself stuck with a pack of them and trying
to escape the Na/is '?hri )

tCELEBRITY BOWLING
MOVIE The Innocents 1962 Deborah Kerr. Michael
Igrave A governess is haunted by specters that

may or may not be rea'B8 NBC S SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host Madeline
Kahn

SD ATHLETES

1:20

1:30

3:30

3:46

4:00

4:30

B MOVIE Nightmare In Wax' 1969 Cameron Mitchell,
Anne Helm (1 hr 30 min.)

B MOVIE The Barretts of WImpole Street' 1956
Jennifer Jones. John Gielgud (2 hrs )

SI
MOVIE Requiem for a Secret Agent' 1965 Stewart

ranger Daniela Bianchi (1 hr 30 mm )

5 ALL NIGHT
ABC NEWS
THIRD WORLD
QOOOOAY

Gri

I

Sunday, Oct. 9

12:X

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

4:n

4:30

500

5:30

AFTERNOON

8 ffl AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Karl Marx - The
Massive Dissent' describes the social and political

context of the times in which Marx lived and follows
the evolution of his ideas that led to the philosophy
espoused in Oas Kapital

'

il

FACE THE STATE
IS MEET THE PRESS
IB ISSUES AND ANSWERS
I MOVIE Lord Jim 1965 Peter O'Toole. James
ason Young deserter Irom the British mercantile

marine looks for a second chance in the Malayan
lungle (3 hrs I

B MOVIE Crimson Pirate' 1952 Burt Lancaster. Eva
Bartok I8th Century pirate captain captures a king's
ship on the way to crush a rebellion (2 hrs )

B THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day

§
PATRIOTS '77

BRIEFING SESSION
NFL '77 Foott>all news interviews and features witt^

Larry Merchant. Lee Leonard Bryant Gumt>el and
various NBC sportscasters contributing reports from
the field '

a CONVERSATIONS WITH
a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Photo Equipment
Snap Judgment' Both the snapshot photographer and
the enthusiast are offered useful information on
equipment processing and prices Home movie
equipment flash attachments and warranties also
come under scrutiny

81 THE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs Philadelphia
gles

a NATK>NAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New York
Jets vs Buffalo Bills, Oakland Raiders vs Cleveland
Browns. Seattle Seahawks vs New England Patriots
8TARZAN

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New
England Patriots vs Seattle Seahawks
SBFLINTSTONES
9 DROUGHT The severe drought affecting the

western half of the United Slates is examined with the
focus on Colorado. Idaho. California and Washington
Water policy-makers in a panel discussion include
Assistant Secretary of the Interior Guy Martin Govs
John Evans of Idaho and Scott Matheson of Utah
8 ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Actor Frank Langella
and director Dennis Rosa of Oracula discuss the new
production of the classic horror tale at the Wilbur
Theatre

^ BULLWINKLE
8 B CANAL ZONE Frederick Wiseman s

documentary allows viewers to observe how the
Panama Canal operates and how the Canal Zone is

governed by glimpsing community meetings, schools,
commissanes and hospitals

a MOVIE The Unfinished Dance 1947 Margaret
OBrien, Cyd Charrise Young girl idolizes ballet star

and causes tragedy to her idol's rival ballerina (2 hrs )

© MOVIE Gidget Goes Hawaiian 1961 James Damn.
Deborah Waliey Young girl goes to Hawaii with her
parents and finds herself pursued by a bevy of boys (2

hrs I

§
MOVIE
NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each

National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day
8B 1'HE NFL TODAY Dallas Cowboys vs St Louis
Cardinals

8 GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS Dick Webber'
F Bl

® FROM ME TO YOU
© MOVIE Papa s Delicate Condition 1965 Jackie
Gleason Glynis Johns Comedy about a tippling
railroad supervisor who goes overboard to satisfy a
whim (2 hrs 30 mm i

B ADVENTURERS
SINEWS
D THE SAINT

8® BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
8 UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
The Desert Whales

B PROGRAMMING UNANNOUNCED (National
League Championship Playoffs may air Alternate
schedule *ill apply )

SIB SAY BROTHER
p MY PARTNER THE GHOST

100

130 8 "G
Mdrcns

6:45

EVENING

©NEWS
ROMAGNOLIS TABLE Marching Through the
he Italy s answer to shish kebab is skewered

lamb flavored with Italian herbs

§® NBC NEWS
CANOLEPIN SUPERBOWL
HONEYMOONERS

©SUPERMAN
©FRENCH CHEF Napoleon's Chicken

8 B ^HE NFL TODAY A post-game program
presenting scores highlights and sports news.

7:00 8 B CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN It s time to

plant bulbs as Jim visits an Amsterdam suburb to

explain why and how to select and plant bulbs for a

garden come next spring

BO*0 MINUTESpa THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY Run
Cougar, Run A shepherd tries to save a mountain lion

from being trapped and made an easy target lor almost

certain extinction by a hunting party led by a
professional hunter

B B HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES
Mystery of the Hollywood Phantom' Part II Three
detectives are already missing when the three young
sleuths find chilling evidence that bizarre kidnappings
are following a movie plot

7:30 8 SHOW OF HANDS Stained Glass'

B DANIEL BOONE
B PARENT EFFECTIVENESS Kids Are People Too!'

launches this series which demonstrates alternative

approaches to traditional modes of p>arenting The
premiere segment introduces nine fictional parents

bringing their individual family problems to a

dramatized parenting class

8:00 88 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Seiji Ozawa conducts
the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Wagner s Overture

to Tannhauser Pianist Andre-Michel Schub solos in

Beethoven s Piano Concerto No 5 in E Flat

8 8 RHODA Mustering up her last bit of courage,

Rhoda talks the owner of a rundown costume rental

company into giving her a job

B ® AMERICAN LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP
PLAYOFFS II a fifth game is necessary, regular

programming will be pre-empted

B B THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Bigfoot V
Steve Austin, who thought the giant Bigfoot had gone
back into space with the aliens who created him,

catches up with him in the wilderness and is amazed
when his old friend goes on a rampage

8:30 8 B ON OUR OWN Comedy series, starring Bess
Armstrong, Lynnie Greene. Gretchen Wyler Dixie

Carter and Dan Resin Two young career girls learn

never to trust an auditioning actor when they attempt
to cast their first television commercial in the

advertising agency where they work (PREMIERE)

B MOVIE Montana 1950 Errol Flynn, Alexis Smith A
sheepherder meets opposition from cattleranchers

when he decides to move in (1 hr 30 mm )

8:58 B'^EWSBREAK
B ABC NEWSBRIEF

0:00 8B MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Seven Dreams recurring and disturbing,

plague Charles following his sister-in-law s death
Although experiments in hypnosis provide some
distraction, his father's attempts at raising money
cause more embarrassing woes
8 ALL IN THE FAMILY Archie is shocked when Edith

gives away a valuable inheritance left by her dear
cousin. Liz. but the biggest shock is yet to come
B6 THE BIG EVENT A Love Affair The Eleanor and
Lou Gehrig Story BIythe Danner, Edward Herrmann
World Premiere drama about the New York Yankees
immortal first baseman and his devoted wife - their

meeting, courtship and marriage - and how Ihey
bravely fought the losing battle against his incurable

disease (2 hrs )

B 89 THE ABC SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE Murder on
the Orient Express 1974 Albert Finney. Lauren Bacall

Murder occurs on a tram bound for the Orienl and
Hercule Poirot is called upon to solve the mystery
before the train arrives at its destination. (2 hrs 45

mm )

9:30 8B ALICE Victor Jory guest stars as an old Indian

who lakes up an entire twoth at Mels and announces
It s a sacred bunal ground

10:00 8 VISIONS Phillip Hayes Dean s Freeman portrays
the conflict of a black man unable to find his place in a

society of compromised values, much to the distress

of his family Emmy Award-winner Louis Gossett. Jr .

Pauline Myers and Dick Anthony Williams star

8 8 KOJAK James Sutorius guest stars as a
psychotic who believes that an ambitious talk-show
hostess, played by Lee Bryant is urging him to

murder people she would like eliminated
©ASK THE MANAGER
©MASSACHUSETTS

10 30 ©THE DRUM
B VISIONS Original television drama returns lor a
second season with Murray Mednick s Iowa.' in which
a brief bittersweet family reunion brings together
three generations who relive loving and painful

memories and discover something about themselves
Warren Stevens and Bethel Leslie head the cast

11:00 808®QDNEWS
© MASSACHUSETTS COUNCIL OF RABBIS

11 15 8CBSNEWS
11 30 8 ARTISTS SHOWCASE The Space Between the

Teeth by Bill Vida

8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH When Hawkeye
IS promoted to Chief Surgeon above Major Burns.

General Parker makes a visit to find out why Kojak
Both Sides of the Law Five priceless Rembrandt
drawings disappear even though the thieves are
caught at the scene of the crime iRi

8 MOVIE Murphy's War 1971 Peter O Toole. Sian
Phillips The lone survivor of a German submarine
attack IS rescued in the middle of a jungle river by a
lady doctor After being nursed back to health, he
decides to rebui'd his shot-down airplane and take on
the entire German army himself (1 hr 30 mm I

8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Dirty Dingus Magee 1970

Frank Sinatra. George Kennedy Dingus Magee a
slippery badman who keeps slipping through the
fingers of the law finds himself with a strongbox full of

vaiuatiles that he is unable to open (R)

® NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE The Owl and the
f'ussycat 1973 George Segal Barbra Streisand Two
highly incompatible city dwellers - a meek bookworm
and an unsuccessful go-go dancer - learn to get along
in spite of theif ditferences (RM2 hrs )

© WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS
m MOVIE

11 45 ONEWS
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5:35

5:40

545
5:50

5:56

6:00

6:06

6:10

6:15

MORNING

» REFLECTIONS <EXC WED )

i GREATER BOSTONIANS (EXC. WED )

j FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC. WED.)
I
SUNRISE SEMESTER (EXC WED )

I
MORNING GLORY

) VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I
NEWS

I
PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY

I
REFLECTIONS (WED)

i
GREATER BOSTONIANS (WED.)

I
SEMINAR

I
FARM AND MARKET REPORT (WEO.)

I VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I
NEWS FOR THE DEAF

i NEWS
I
DAILY ALMANAC
INEWSFORTHEOEAF
ILASNOTICIASDEHOY

1 1 LOVE LUCY
I AS WE SEE IT Anderson' from Austin. Tex., tells

how a boycott by white parents against busing their
children into a black neighborhood caused the closing
of the black school but did not shut out its memories

•:96 BNEWS
7:00 8 ZOOM

)a CBS NEWS
t NBC NEWS
J) ABC NEWS

)NEWS
) ODD COUPLE
) WRITING FOR A REASON

8 GREAT PERFORMANCES The Marriage of Figaro'
Mirella Freni, Hermann Prey and Dietrich Fischer-
Dieskau star in Mozart's classic opera of mistaken
Identities and love affairs Dr Karl Bohm conducts the
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra.

) DAILY NUMBER
) EVENING MAGAZINE
I $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
) THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
) CANDID CAMERA

_) DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
8TATTLETALES

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:30

7:00

ICAF

I CBS NEWS
I TODAY

CAPTAIN BOB
) UNDERDOG
I GOOD MORNING AMERICA

6:00

I NEWS
\GOOD MORNING AMERICA
I CBS NEWS
)MR MAQOO
Ia CAPTAIN KANGAROO
HARC_ RCHIES

6:30 ffi NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

9:00 a IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

iMIKE DOUGLAS
CONCENTRATK3N
GOOD DAY
DINAH

iPHIL
DONAHUE SHOW

ROMPER ROOM
LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
WRITING FOR A REASON (MON.. WED.)

Dimensions in Culture (TUE., THUR.)

9:30

9:50

9:S6

f

ft'

ICHICOANDTHEMAN
) SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
> FLINTSTONES
) IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
)NEWS
Jt^TEATHERVIEW

10:00

10:25

10:X

) CORSAIR AND COMPANY
ISANFOROANOSON
I
KITTY TODAY

I
TOM LARSON SHOW

) STRUMN DRUMMERS
I HERITAGE CORNER

) HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
JEDGEOFNKSHT

IPRICEISRK3HT

8'
I

11.00

11:30

11:56

i

HERE'S LUCY
B WHEEL OF FORTUNE
a HAPPY DAYS
MOVIE' Tight Spot' (MON ). Walk East On Beacon'

(TUE), We Were Strangers' (WED ). Cry For Happy'
(THUR ). Running Man' (FRI.)

SESAME STREET
LOVE OF LIFE
KNOCKOUT

JOKER'S WILD
FAMILY FEUD8 CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

12:00 eO8a NEWS

STO
SAY THE LEAST

THE BETTER SEX
B IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
a SEARCH FOR TOMORROW

IWOMAN '77

IB RYAN'S HOPE
JCHICOANDTHEMAN

1:00 a MATCH GAME
J ALL MY CHILDREN

I YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS

J©GONG SHOW
1:30 88 A^ THE WORLD TURNS

8® DAYS OF OUR LIVES
©GREEN ACRES

2:00 BB MUSIC IFRI)

a BS20.000 PYRAMID
B BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

2:30 8B VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I
GUIDING LIGHT

I
DOCTORS

8 (E) ONE LIFE TO LIVE
©WALLY GATOR

I
ALL IN THE FAMILY

I ANOTHER WORLD
) BUGS BUNNY
>® GENERAL HOSPITAL
) NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
J MATCH GAME
© HECKLE AND JECKLE

4:00 8® SESAME STREET
8 DINAH (EXC THUR.)Winners(THUR I'ICan'

8 MIKE DOUGLAS (EXC TUE ) Special Treat (TUE )

A Piece of Cake
8 BK3 VALLEY (EXC WED ) Cliftwood Avenue Kids
(WED )

8 MERV GRIFFIN

B BRADY BUNCH (EXC TUE ) Special Treat (TUE.)
A Piece of Cdke'
©SUPER HEROES
© LITTLE RASCALS

4 30 a DINAH (THUR)
8 ABC AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL (WED ) Hewitt's
JusI Different'

©MUNSTERS
ffi PETTICOAT JUNCTION

VOO 8® MISTER ROGERS

il

FAMILY FEUD (EXC WEO )

a EMERGENCY ONE
5 NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
p MY THREE SONS

5 30 B SESAME STREET
8 MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
O ffi NEWS8 INSTANT GAME SHOW
~)CANDLEPINS FOR CASH

) GHOST AND MRS MUIR
> ELECTRIC COMPANY

Monday. Oct. 10

8:00 a8 VOUNG DAN'L BOONE Three traitors seeking a
lost shipment of gold hire Daniel as a guide and find
themselves trailed in the forest by a mysterious and
terrifying monster

a B LAUGH-IN Bea Arthur is the special guest star
and Roger Moore, Henry Fonda, tennis star Hie
Nastase, Seals and Crotts and Rodney Allen Rippy.
making cameo appearances will join the 12-member
repertory company

a 9 THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS Godfathers'
Five When Dancer takes a job with a private eye, the
Beach Bums find themselves hiding a baby from a
powerful Middle Eastern sheik

S
ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Colonial Idea' from

the Crusades of the 14th century through the British
experiences In India and our own in Vietnam is
explored, considering the differences between the
myths and realities of colonialism.

NEWSBREAK
ABC NEWSBWMT
a THE BSnv WHITE SHOW When John Elliot

learns the quickie divorce he and Joyce obtained in

Tijuana. Mexico, was not valid, he is put m the
humiliating position of having to beg her for another
divorce ( First half of a two-part story )aB NBC MONDAY NKSHT AT THE MOVIES Killer
on Board' Beatrice Straight, Claude Akins. A
mysterious virus, that caused the deaths of some of
the crew members and passengers, spreads terror
and panic on t>oard a luxury cruise ship (2 hrs )

a B ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Los
Angeles Hams vs Chicago Bears from Chicago,
Illinois

B MOVIE Pony Express' 1953 Charlton Heslon,
Rhonda Fleming Buffalo Bill and Wild Bill Hickock join
forces to establish a mail route to the Pacific (2 hrs.)

a AMERK:aN SHORT STORY Flannery O'Connor's
'The Displaced Person.' set in Georgia in the late

1940s, is the story of a conscientious but driven Polish
refugee and his family who totally disrupt the lives of

the people on a small farm and precipitate tragedy
Irene Worth . John Houseman and Shirley Stoler star.

9:30 a a 11TH ANNUAL COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS
Host: Johnny Cash with his wife June Carter Cash
The special broadcast will honor outstanding
achievements in the country-music field. Guests
include Roy Clark. Mac Davis. Merle Haggard. Loretta
Lynn. Dolly Parton. Charlie Pride. Live, from the Grand
OleOorv Nashville Tonn

10:00 B VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW Kaddish' Arthur
Ginsberg's video incarnation of Allen Ginsberg's
poem includes scenes with the poet reading his work,
on-location dramatizations of scenes from the poem,
subconscious images, historical headlines, film clips,
paintings and photos.

11:00 8B DtCK CAVETT SHOW The Emmy Award-winning
TV personality, comedian, actor and writer returns to
weeknightiy television in a new interview series.
Actors Sophia Loren and Marcello Mastroianni, stars
of the new film A Special Day,' are the premiere
guests

BBBBNEWS© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

11:30 8 B THE CBS LATE MOVIE Unwed Father' 1974

Joseph Bottoms, Kay Lenz An unwed teenage father

wants to keep his child, which leads to conflict with his

family (R)

aB THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host: Steve Allen

Guests Pam Grier, (actress). Ken Fiske
(musicologist).

© IRONSIDE

B ELEVENTH YEAR (CAPTIONED) This titm

chronicles the experiences of Robert La Pierre, a New
Jersey man paroled after serving 10 years of a life

sentence in prison for murder, and his subsequent
adjustment to the outside world.

11:45 a ffi NEWS
12:15 a SCREENING ROOM

ffi COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights of key contests
which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Foott>all

season

1:00

1:45

1:56

2:25

B TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.
NEWS
NIGHTSHIFT
AQUI

EVENING

6:00

6:30

IO08®NEWS
I HOGAfTs HEROES
j CROSS WITS
(ZOOM

I ELECTRIC COMPANY
^ NBC NEWS
i)
ADAM 12

Tuesday. Oct. U

EVENING

6:00 8808® NEWS
©HOGAN'S HEROES
ffi CROSS WITS
B^OOM

6:30 8 ELECTRIC COMPANY
~) NBC NEWS

) ADAM 12

ffi I LOVE LUCY
ffi AS WE SEE IT In Bigotry.' students at Chicago's
Roberto Clemente High explore ways in which
prejudice affects their lives and Six Students from
Memphis compares life for students attending public
desegregated scfKKJis with those attending private
academies

'

6:55 ffi NEWS
7:00 a ZOOM •

a8 CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
8 ffi ABC NEWS® NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
B DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:30 8 tLLIUl NOHIUN HtvitWS Members oi the cast oi
the Soviet revue Estrada discuss their production
and its current American tour

8 DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE

8 SERIES '77

8^25.000 PYRAMID
eSHANANA

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
ffi GONG SHOWB MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 8 ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

8 00 8 ® A GOOD DISSONANCE LIKE A MAN Theodor
Timreck s award-winning film biography of American
composer Charles Ives is based on the composer s .

memos, reminiscences and taped interviews with
relatives and friends The film traces major influences
on the composer's life

SUNDAY

8:30

9:00

_ UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Tragedy of The Red Salmon'
aB THE BIG EVENT Dick Clark's Good Old Days:
From Bobby Sox to Bikinis' Host: Dick Clark Co-hosts:
Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon. Nostalgic look
at the late '50s and early eOs. Among the nearly 50
stars who will appear and perform are Connie Francis,
Fabian, Lesley Gore, Dion and more,a B WORLD SERIES ABC Spons will provide live
coverage of the first game of the World Series from the
city of the Amencan League Champion

8 PRIME CONCERN
ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR

MASSACHUSETTS REACHON
_ B TOUR EN LAIR' AND BALLET ADAGIO'
Filmed in h«ro parts, the personal and professional
lives of a husband-and-wife dance team are examined
The second presentation features David and Anna
Marie Holmes in a F>«rformance of a ballet 'Spring
Water'

a a M.A.S.H. Colonel Potter, worried about the
nervous tension apparent in the 4077th, asks
psychiatrist Sidney Freedman, who shows up as one
of the wounded, to take an informal look at some of the
more uptight cases.

© MOVIE Arrowhead' 1953 Charlton Heslon, Jack
Palance Cavalry unit in the Southwest attempt to sign
a peace treaty with the Tonto Apache (2 hrs.

)

0:30 aa ONE DAY AT A TIME Convinced Julie is in above
her head, Schneider dives to the rescue, only to cause
a riptide of troubles for both Julie and Ann (Part III of a
four-part episode)

10:00 8 NEWS
a a LOU GRANT Lou is shocked to find out the
attractive woman he has been trying to meet is a rival

editor frorn the Today' section of the TribuneaB THE RICHARD PRYOR SPECIAL Host: Richard
Pryor Guests: John Belushi Maya Angelou. LaWanda
Page. Shirley Hemphill, Glynn Turman and the Pips.
(R)

B EQUALITY The controversial question of equality in

America is examined in four areas equality of age,
sex

,
race and economic circumstances

10:30 a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

11:00 8 B OrcK CAVETT SHOW Guest: Premier danseur
Rudolf Nureyev
§88BNEWS

ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
ffi NEWS

11:30 a THE CBS LATE MOVIE Kojak A Grave Too
Soon Kojak pressures a member of the syndicate
when an underground cop is found murdered.
Counterfeit Green' David Janssen. Norman Lloyd.
U S Treasury Agent is pitted against a master
counterfeiter (R)

a B THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
Guests: Pete Fountain. Engelbert Humperdinck. Steve
Landesberg. Merle Earle© IRONSIDE

B ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

11:45 a POREVER FERNWOOD
ffi TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Melvm Purvis. G-
Man' Dale Robertson. Dick Sargent Melvm Purvis, the

flamtioyant 1933 Midwest FBI bureau chief, tracks
down and captures the infamous Machine Gun Kelly'

and his gang, who have daringly kidnapped a

millionaire playboy (R)

12:15 a TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Melvin Purvis, G-
Man' Dale Robertson. Dick Sargent Melvin Purvis, the

flamboyant 1933 Midwest FBI bureau chief, tracks

down and captures the infamous Machine Gun Kelly'

and his gang, who have daringly kidnapped a

millionaire playboy. (R)

MURDER ON THE
ORIENT EXPRESS
Agatha Christie s classic murder

mystery 'Murder on the Orient Ex-
press, the smash hit motion picture,
will air as 'The ABC Sunday Night
Movie. October 9

The star-stud(Jed cast includes
Albert Finney (in photo) as the in-

domitable, if eccentric sleuth. Her-
cule Poirot, Lauren Bacall as a tough
American divorcee, and Ingnd
Bergman as a repressed missionary

Set m the 1930s, the stylish
Murder on the Orient Express
revolves around a deceptively simple
situation—a passenger is discovered
murdered in the sleeping coach of
the fabled tram, which becomes
stranded in a snowbank near Istan-
bul However, the interplay of the
brilliant international cast creates a
thoroughly absorbing whodunit, as
Poirof painstakingly interviews each
suspect, methodically breaking down
all subtle deceits and sorting out an
overabundance of clues. His final re-
creation of the murder— using
flashbacks—reaches a crescendo in

a stunning climatic twist.

COHSUU OOB LISTINGS FOfl LAST M'NUTE NtT
WORK CHANGES AND FO« EXACT AIR TIME

I NBC

1:00 a® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests Robert
Hillburn. Iggy Pop, Joan Lett, Kim Fowley, Paul Weller,
subject IS punk-rock music

2:30 a NEWS
2:40 8 ALFRED HITCHCOCK
3:10 a 5 ALL NIGHT
3:30 a BAXTERS
4:00 8 NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
4:30 a GOOD DAY

Wednesday. Oct. 12

EVENING

8:00 8808BNEWS
B HOGAN'S HEROES
B CROSS WITS
fflZOOM

6:30 8 E'-^'^TRIC COMPANY
B NBC NEWS
B ADAM 12

$1 LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE IT New World' explores San Francisco

schools through the eyes of Asian-American students

Pontiac, Mich , students recommend that restrictive

school rules adopted alter 1971 rioting be changed in

Day Without Incident

8:55 BNEWS
7:00 a ZOOM

I CBS NEWS
_ BC NEWS
§B ABC NEWS

NEWS
ODD COUPLE

B WRITING FOR A REASON

7:30 8 MONTY PYTHONS FLYING CIRCUS
8 DAILY NUMBER
8 EVENING MAGAZINE
8 SERIES '77

8 ©BIG MONEY
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

® IN SEARCH OF
B MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 a S2& 000 PYRAMID
6:00 8 NOVA Incident at Brown's Ferry America's worst

nuclear reactor accident came close to becoming a
nuclear catastrophe The issue of reactor safety in

America s nuclear energy program is examined

a a GOOD TIMES In the rebellion against J J s

takeover as the leader of the Evans family, Thelma
moves into her own off-campus apartment, but finds

being free may cost more than she expected

a ® THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS
Survival' Grizzly Adams loses his memory after

suffering a head injury and, pursued by a bounty
hunter, becomes a frightened stranger in the
wilderness he knew so well

a B WORLD SERIES ABC Sports will provide live

coverage of the second game of the World Series from
the city of the American League Champion

B ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
B TOM WOLFE'S LOS ANGELES The famed writer,

who appears before the camera presents a satirical

study of the lifestyle and quality of life in various
neighborhoods of Los Angeles

8:30 a B BUSTING LOOSE Trying to live up to a
childhood pledge to help his friends. Lemy tells his

buddies about a vacancy m his building and winds up
with roommates who don t want to leave.

8 58 O NEWSBREAK

WEDNESDAY

It

?!CK CAVt

DICK CAVETT
SHOW

As host of the new program on
PBS. 'The Dick Cavett Show. Dick
Cavett will be interviewing comedians
Harry and Jimmy Ritz (two-thirds of

the zany Ritz Brothers Trio).

Wednesday. October 12

Other guests include architect

Philip Johnson (Thurs . Oct 13) and
singer/composer Carly Simon (Fri .

Oct 14)-

Public television is the best place
for 'The Dick Cavett Show." said its

host. "The show can be unrestrained

and uninterrupted I'm getting the

best and most interesting people and
intend to provide a very special set-

ting and atmosphere in which my
guests can be provocative, amusing
anr! at times surprisingly revealing

With no commerical interruption.

Cavett will be free to do what he does
best: conduct intelligent, entertaining

interviews with some of the best
Known personalities of our time.

Cavetts reputation for getting the

ungettables' will make the new
series topical and often newsworthy
CONSUL' OUn LISTINGS FOB LAST MINuTf Nf
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»oo

B30

10:00

10.30

11:00

11 15

11:30

11:46

12:15

1 00

1:20

1:30

SCHOCKETTS VICTORY QAROEN iMtructlons on
iding and planling rhubarb roots care tor amaryllis

and preventitive measures against trosi in ir>e garden
are on Jim s calendar this week• m THE CBS WEONESOAY NtGHT MOVIES The
Girt Called Matter Fox Ronny Cox Joanelle Romero.
Oramati;ation ol me mystical union that binds a young
doctor to a terrified teenage Indian girl who is locked
m a spiritual death struggle between her Indian
heritage and the hard realities ol the white man s
world 1? hrs i

O ® THE OREGON TRAIL Trapper s Rendezvous'
Luth«>r Sprague me wagon train s scout is captured
by hostile mountain men and Evan Thorpe must fight
their leader in order to win Luther s freedom Guest
stars Claude AKins

® MOVIE Hombre 1967 Paul Newman Frednc
March A white man raised by Apaches, taces conllicl
when the stagecoach he s nding is raided by outlaws
(2 hrs I

O GREAT PERFORMANCES Salome Richard
Strauss one-act opera based on the play by Oscar
Wilde features Teresa Stratas in the title role ot the
Biblical temptress who asked lor the head ol John the
Baptist Dr Karl Bohm conducts the Vienna
Philharmonic Orchestra8 WOOEHOUSE POYHOUSE Mr Potter Takes a
Rest Core An American publisher gets more than he
bargained lor when he visits an unpublished British
authoress and her scheming family, which includes a
tltflhiy daughter who doesn t want to marry the man
her mother has selected tor her

8 NEWS
S BIG HAWAII Pipeline A drought at Paradise

Ranch forces Mitch Fears to mount a costly ellort to
save the cattle and the sugar cane
SMACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
S CMCK CAVETT SHOW Guests Harry and Jimmy

Ritz, two-thirds of the zany Ritz Brothers trio

ooanNEws
ffi ANDY GRIFFITH SHOWam NEWS
S THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-0 Steve
looks for murderer o( a critic lournalist The Gun and
the Nun Ben Murphy Former detective Harry Brisco
recalls his experiences with two oW western outlaws
(Rl

© ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson.
Guests Joan Rivers Phyllis George. Neil Simon® IRONSIDE
§ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

FOREVER FERNWOOO
STARSKY AND HUTCH Kill Huggy Bear Starsky

and Hutch's confidant Huggy Bear is marked for death
alter being robbed ol a fortune he had promised to
return to its owner, a merciless numbers racketeer
(R)

STARSKY AND HUTCH Kill Huggy Bear Starsky
and Hutch s confidant Huggy Bear is marked lor death
after being robbed of a fortune he had promised to
return to its owner, a merciless numbers racketeer
(R)

SO TOMORROW Host Tom Snydef Guest 'Jolly'
Charlie Grimm (former Major League Baseball
nrvanager and banio player)
>NEWS

MOVIE Two For the Money 1971 Walter Breonan
Neville Brano. (1 hr. 30 min.)

Thursday. Oct. 13

EVENING

1:00 aesso^Ews
HOGANS HEROES
CROSS WITS
ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

• 30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE IT Anatomy of Riots' from Providence.

I follows black and while students as they trace the
origins of racially-inspired lights at their high school

Sv>
c<io^

^o%t^
\977

\-.'00 9 K^

-— *•>. ^.

Supplement to the Collegian

7:30

7:31

NEWS
ZOOM (CAPT1ONE0)a CBS NEWS
NBC NEWSa ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE
OIMENSK>NS IN CULTURE

SI
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin

ood Episode Two Robm smgiehanrtediy fends off

robbers who attack Lady Marion's entourage At the
royal court. King Richard earns his brother John's
resentment when he appoints Longchamps to rule
instead of John while he fights in the Crusades

DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
INSTANT GAME SHOW

I GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

t HOCKEY Atlanta Flames vs Boston Bruins
THAT GIRL

I MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DOUBLEPLAY

tPI!
_ MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickena ol London
pisode Seven Dreams recurring and disturbing,

plague Charles loilowing his sister-in-law's death
Although experiments in hypnosis provide some
distraction, his father's attempts at raising money
cause more embarrassing woes

10 15 O MOVIE Flaming Feather 1952 Sterling Hayden
Barbara Rush Posse ol rangers and cavalry search lor
gif I dfniuc led by d hand of renegade Indians. (2 hrs 1

10 30 ©MACNEILLEHRER REPORT
11 00 O ® DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Architect Philip

Johnson

11:30 8«S8P-®^-^*-^

8:00

• 30

a:sa

9:00

9:30

9^90

1000

O EVENING AT SYMPHONY Sei|i Ozawa conducts the
Boston Symphony Orchestra in Wagner's Overture to
Tannhauser Pianist Andre-Michel Schub solos in

Beethoven s Piano Concerto No 5 in E Flatn S THE WALTONS The Waltons try to save their
barn, set on fire by a 101-year-old Cherokee Indian who
claims It was built over a sacred tribal burial ground
SACnON4O WELCOME BACK, KOTTER The
Deprogramming of Arnold Horshack' The sweathogs
and Mr Kotter plan a way to deprogram Horshack who
has (oined a religious cult because he is tired of the
way his classmates treat him

O CHIPS A Moving Violation ' Rosey Grier guest stars
as a motonst who, infuriated by a series of minor
mishaps involving his little car. gets the vehicle to the
side of the freeway and proceeds to demolish it. while
the shocked highway patrol officers watchO NOVA Incident at Brown's Ferry' America's worst
nuclear reactor accident came close to tiecoming a
nuclear catastrophe The issue of reactor safety in
America's nuclear energy program is examined
8MZ121 ROOTS
Q WHAT'S HAPPENING! Ra| Goes to Press

When Miss Collins censors articles Rai wrote for the
school newspaper he quits and starts an underground
publication giving the lime ol her next surprise' test
SNEVirSBREAK
S ADVOCATES: A DEBATE ON NUCLEAR POWER

Intended to add more insight and perspective to the
question of nuclear power plant safety this forum
considers the topic Should There Be a Moratorium on
Nuclear Power Plant Construction'''

S HAWAII PVE-0 Steve McGarrett engages in a
desperate legal struggle with the Honolulu Police
Dapanment's Internal Affairs office to try to prove the
innocence ol a young officer accused ot dereliction of
duty

OS MAN FROM ATLANTIS The Mudworm The evil
scientist Mr Schubert, loses control of a
sophisticated underwater device he created and the
mechanism threatens to eradicate all sea life89 THREE'S COMPANY Chrissy s Date Fireworks
erupt when Jack and Janet feel compelled to inform
Chrissy that the mature sophisticated man she is
datirig IS married

(0 SOAP Episode Five When Burt and Mary
Campbell visit Dr Mediow, a psychiatrist, regarding
Burt s problem and cousins Eunice Tate and Jodie
Dallas accidentally meet, many secrets are brouahi
lorth

^
ABC NEWSBRIEF
NEWS

BARNABY JONES Susan Howard guest stars as
a beautiful blackmail victim who resorts to theft ol
bonds and eventually to a hired killing to hide her
shady past from her wealthy stockbroker husbandO9 ROSETTI AND RYAN The Ten-Second Client A
young lady parked outside a hotel with the motor of
her car running, becomes the prime suspect in a
robbery-homicide Guest stars Joan Blondell—"m REDO FOXX

BOSTON BRUINS WRAP-UP

ronn

SABCNEV
01

_ > LATE MOVIE Massacre and Fort Holman'
1973 James f:of)urn Telly Savalas Fort Holman, an
impregnable fortress, is destroyed by a wild bunch ol
marauders (R)

§® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
FOREVER FERNWOOD
THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH When Hawkeye

IS promoted to Chief Surgeon above Major Burns.
General Parker makes a visit to find out why 'Kojak
Both Sides of the Law' Five priceless Rembrandt
drawings disappear, even though the thieves are
caught at the scene of the crime (R)a POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
POLICE STORY -'50 Cents First Half Hour, J1 75 All
Day A pair of police officers investigate a series ot
parking lot robberies THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-
'Assassinations: An American Nightmare' Peter
Lawford examines the cause and effect of assaults on
public figures and the impact ol violence today (R)

8 ABC CAPTK3NED NEWS
POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

POLICE STORY- 50 Cents First Half Hour, $1 75 All
Day' A pair ol police officers investigate a series ol
parking lot robberies THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-
Assassinations An American Nightmare' Peter
Lawford examines the cause and effect of assaults on
public figures and the Impact ol violence today (R)

1:00 O® TOMORROW Host Torn Snyder

Friday. Oct. 14

EVENING

NEWS
HOGANS HEROES

§
CROSS WITS
ZOOM
ELECTRK: COMPANY

O NBC NEWS
® ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE IT In Hickory High Island.' Hickory.

N C
, students perform a stage production that depicts

the problems their school faced when it was
desegregated

NEWS
SAY BROTHER
d CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
O ABC NEWS
NEWS
000 COUPLE
PAINT ALONG WfTH NANCY KOMINSKY Old

lome A view ol this ancient city is used to illustrate

how to give depth to a street scene
a DAILY NUMBER

EVENING MAGAZINE
SERIES '77

SHA NA NA
noO.OOO NAME THAT TUNE
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
MUPPETS SHOW
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
MATCH GAME

WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
WONDER WOMAN Steve Trevor suddenly

disappears after leaving lor a vacation, and then an
attempt is made against Wonder Woman, in her pose
as Trevor s assistant Diana Prince, m an apparent
effort to knock out the entire upper level of the
inteiliqence orqamzation lABC

6:00

6:30

6:56

7:00

7:30

731
6:00

11^

MR SHOW 77
TURNERS FALLS AIRPORT

INVERTED RIBBON CUT

PERFORMERS:
• WALTER SWARTZ
• RUSS GAGE - SKYBOLT
• DICK BLAIR - SKYBOLT
• BOB WAYMOUTH - J-3 CUB
Flying Farmer

TORQUE ROLL
LOMCEVAK

LOOP WITH TRIPLE SNAP

8:30

8:58

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:00

12:45

1:00

Octobers October 14.1977

S SANFORO ARMS Phil's Past' Phil wants to
establish a cocktail lounge in the hotel, but he can't
get a liquor license because he has a prison recordO QD WORLD SERIES ABC Sports will provide live
coverage ol the third game ol the World Series Irom
the city ot the National League Champion© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
O ® WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser.
The Ben Graham Legacy' Guest: James B Rea.
president ol James B Rea and Associates

P 9 CHICO AND THE MAN The Third Letter Ed
decides to adopt Raul but - possibly because ol his
general grumpiness - he has dilficulty in obtaining the
three favorable character references that are
necessary

O NEWSBREAK

a MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens ol London'
Episode Seven Dreams,' recurring and disturbing,
plague Charles following his sister-in-law's death
Although experiments in hypnosis provide some
distraction, his father s attempts at raising money
cause more embarrassing woes

P O LOGAN'S RUN Mel Ferrer guest stars as the
high priest of a 24th-century society presiding over a
'Sanctuary' which regards computers as the objects ot
worship rather than technology from which knowledge
Is gained

P ® THE ROCKFORO FILES The Second Chance'
When Jim Rockford helps his friend. Gandy Fitch,

protect Fitch's girlfriend from her brutal ex-husband.
they find themselves confronting a dangerous gang of
counterfeiters. Guest stars Isaac Hayes. Dionne
Warwick

O MOVIE Shane 1953 Alan Ladd. Jean Arthur A
former gunfighter finds that he has to strap his guns
back on to defend homesteaders (2 hrs. 30 min.)

O MASSACHUSETTS

Si
BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS Classic routines Include

erman disk iockey Wolfgang von Sauerbraten. an
Indian shooting an arrow in unorthodox ways, a
performance by ttiat perennially popular musical
group the Nairobi Trio and a spool ol 'What's My
Line?'

NEWS
S SWITCH Pete takes on the role ol a movie studio

security officer while Mac toils before the camera to
find a star's would-be murderer

O ffi QUINCY A Question of Time' Ouincy s
investigation into the mysterious death ol a patron at a
health spa pits him against a slick lawyer and a phony
doctor, who are anxious to prevent adverse publicity

S SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY This new series
brings soccer fans the best games played the previous
week by teams of the West Gerrr\an National Football
League

I
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
S DICK CAVETT SHOW Guests: Singer-

composers Carly Simon and James Taylor

aas^QNEwsaa NEWS
9 MOVIE A New Kind of Love 1963 Paul Newman.
Joanne Woodward Reporter and a iashion buyer on
the loose in Paris tall in love (2 hrs 30 min,)

P a THE TONKiHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson.
Guest Barbara Howar

ii

FOREVER FERNWOOD
I SECOND QTY TV

9 MOVIE Sherlock Holmes in Washington' 1943 Basil
athbone, Nigel Bruce Man must solve the

disappearance of a secret microfilm and a secret
service agent (1 hr 30 mm !

SABC CAPT1ONE0 NEWS
FOREVER FERNWOOO
BARETTA Street Edition' Tony 3ar«tta tries to

uncover the connection between a police
commissioner and a mob chief, but a determined
female reporter keeps getting in his way

P MOVIE Hoffman' 1971 Peter Sellers, Sinead
Cusack |2hrs )

9 BARETTA Street Edition' Tony Baretta tries to
uncover the connection between a police
commissioner and a mob chiel. but a determined
female reporter keeps getting in his way.

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
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PARACHUTE
JUMPERS

PIGGYBACK JUMP

CANOPY TO CANOPY SNAP
TURNERS FALLS JUMP CENTER

TURNERS FALLS CIVIL AIR PATROL
P-51S— WARBIRDS

SPONSORED BY
KENDALL AIR SHOWS

ANNOUNCER - GEORGE KENDALL
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Bakke controversy to be debated tonight
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Mahar Auditorium will be the scene tonight of a
debate on the controversial Allan Bakke case being heard
before the U.S. Supreme Court this month.
The debate, which begins at eight, is being organized

by Stan Kinard, coordinator of the Office of Third World
Affairs. The debate will consist of two teams of two or
three members.

Three of the debaters are from the Boston academic
community. Arguing in favor of the Bakke side will be
Eric Greene, professor of law at Boston University with

knovvledge in constitutional law. The pro-Bakke side will
also be represented by Allan Kort, a Russian history
professor and Director of Outreach of the Hillel Society
of Greater Boston.
The anti-Bakke point of view will be conducted by

Denise Carty Benia, professor of law at Northeastern
University and advisor to the Congressional Black
Caucus on the case.

Prof. Playsel Benjamin, historian, writer, and former
member of tho UMass Afro-American Studies facultv
will also argue against Bakke.

Kinai-d said Greene and Benia will represent the op-posing legal points of view, while Kort and Benjamin will

deal with the political and sociological implications of the

In addition to these four, both teams will have a UMass"
student debating. The pro-Bakke side will have Robert
corri, a firet year graduate student in communications
studies and a member of the debate team. John Yonq amember of the Asian American Student Association willargue against Bakke.

i„. 1^®^^®®IJ^^J u
'^ ''^'V important that students are

nvolved in the debates," said Kinard. He added that the
large number of commentaries and letters in the
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S. Africa investments tieid

Amherst College
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College Board of Trustees yesterday
unanimously decided to maintain its present investment
policy dealing with corporation's operations in apartheid
South Afnca, rather than to divest $20 million worth of
stocks.

Amherst College President John W. Ward in an interview
yesterday afternoon said, "We would consider divestment if
the corporation is unresponsive to our objections. Howeverwe at Amherst College think it more morally responsible to
try to affect change than to wash one's hands of a problem
by simply selling out governmental stocks."

Both UMass and Hampshire College have decided within
the past year to divest stocks in corporations operating in
South Africa.

UMass President Robert C. Wood in a telephone interview
yesterday said "The Amherst College situation in terms of
endowment is very much different than ours. It is much

larger, much more complex. One can respect every college
or university for making its own determination. We took a
different position... we believe we're affecting change in our
policy as well."

In a trustee statement issued yesterday, the Amherst
trustees outlined five points of their investment policy
They said they do not presently or in the future intend toown shares of securities of any principal South African

corporation.

They also said they will support shareholder resolutions
against any new loan commitments or the renewal of
existing loans to the government of South Africa

Trustees gave support in the statement to any shareholder
resolutions dealing with the end of the sale of military
weapons to the government of South Africa.

They outliried expectations of corporate activities in South
Africa, specifying periodic reports of progress made in the

fk '^t"^®"^
°^

^RP^'^'^
9°^'^- "''^^se goals are contained in

the btatement of Pnnciples", a publication subscribed by

the group of 54 corporations in which Amherst College has
invested.

The trustees also agreed to consider divestment if their
objections as owners of stock do not succeed in changing a
corporation's policies and practices.
The decision of the trustees to issue this statement came

after a Friday afternoon meeting between the board and two
student representatives, Karl Seidman and Josh Nessen co-
chairpersons of the Amherst South African Suoport
Committee.
Seidman and Nessen argued at the meeting the students'

views in regard to Amherst College's investment in these
stocks.

"Our demands were a two-stage strategy to get cor-
porations out of South Africa," said Seidman in a telephone
interview yesterday.

"In the first demand we urged Amherst College to use its
power of ownership to reach this end. If no reaction then
was effected, our second demand urged divestment of
stocks," Seidman said.

New England Telephone attacks PIRG plan
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

In an effort to thwart public support of the proposed
Telephone Consumer Action Group (TELCAG) New
England Telephone (NET) has released a statement' calling
the proposal a "new fund raising scheme."
Consumer activist Ralph Nader, after reviewing the NET

statement, told the Collegian the statment was "filled with
verbal foolishness".
The TELCAG proposal is an effort by the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group (PIRG) to establish the right
of consumers to use the phone company's billing system to
collect funds and disseminate consumer information. The
funds would then be used to hire lawyers and researchers to
support consumer interests before the courts, legislature and
regulating agencies.
The statement announced NET's opposition to TELCAG

claiming that consumer interests are already adequately

represented by the Massachusetts Department of Public
Utilities (DPU) and the office of the state attorney general.

Nader refuted NET's claim during a Collegian interview
while he recently visited the U-Mass-Amherst campus.
"What they're saying is that because there is a govern-

ment agency that's suppose to regulate phone rates, there is
no need for a consumer action group composed of and
representing telephone consumers before the agency the
legislature and the courts," Nader said.

"That's like saying there should be government without
citizenship, which is exactly the way the telephone
monopoly wants it," he added.

According to data supplied in the statement, NET was
assessed $61,000 by the state last year to cover the state
attorney general's costs of defending consumers positions ^

before the DPU.
Mass PIRG attorney Peter Rider called this amount

"peanuts."
"That much would only cover the cost of one lawyer and

his back-up staff. You've got to put these figures into
context," said Rider.

The NET release also boasted of another $400,000 levied
against them by the state last year to defray the costs of
operating the DPU.

"This money," argued Rider, "just goes to set up the DPU
as a judge to rule over rate increases requested by the phone
company. What we must have, and what is lacking now is
an advocate on both sides. We need outside advocates "he
added.

Both Secretary of State Paul Guzzi and Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti reportedly advocate TELCAG's inception
and have already accepted PIRG's initiative petition to put
TELCAG before the voters on a referendum if need be.

Paula Gold, chief of the Consumer Protection Division in
the state attorney general's office has publicly said

TURN TO PAGE 15
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Energy Dept.
overestimates
capabilities

WASHINGTON \AP] ~ The new
Department of Energy has seriously
overestimated its ability to cope with
another cold winter and resulting natural
gas shortages, a congressional report
says.

Federal officials have said they will be
able to make up 60 per cent of expected
shortages like those that closed schools
and factories last winter.

But in a report released yesterday a
Senate subcommittee said "the federal
government will not be in a position to
help very much," even though it credited
officials with doing more than ever to
deal with anticipated shortages.
The subcommittee on inter-

governmental relations based its con-
clusions on three days of hearings in
which officials outlined a Winter
Emergency Energy Plan for 1977-78.
"Another cold winter is on its way and

we are not ready for what it may bring,"
said Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
the panel's chairman.
The report's authors said they were

impressed with both the detail and scope
of the emergency energy plan, prepared
by the Federal Energy Administration.
The FEA's responsibilities have been
taken over by the new Department of
Energy, which went into existence Oct. 1

.

The subcommittee report said the
mere existence of the plan represents a
far higher level of concern than the
federal government has shown
previously.

But at the same time it said the plan
"appears to seriously overestimate the
government's ability to increase natural
gas supplies and decrease demand
should another cold winter bring about
natural gas curtailments."

Legionnaires'
outbreak
spans Vermont
BURLINGTON, Vt. [UPt] - The

confirmation yesterday of two more
cases of Legionnaires' disease — in-

cluding the first outside this area - has
provided the first concrete evidence the
current outbreak spans the state.

In all, 18 cases of the mystery
pneumonia- like disease - 12 of them
fatal — have been confirmed, most since
Aug. 1. Another 10 cases were described
by officials as "highly suspect."
The toll rose yesterday when the

National Center for Disease Control
(CDR) reported one more case had been
confirmed and five others were
suspected at the Medical Center Hospital
here.

The five "suspect" patients have since
recovered, hospital officials said.

Spokesmen at Putnam Memorial
Hospital in Bennington, meanwhile, said
an elderly male patient, whose name they
withheld, has been stricken with the
mysterious pneumonia-like illness, but is

"doing well."

Senate begins
ers debate

BOSTON \UPI] - The Massachusetts
Senate is slated to take up debate again
today on a vastly swollen supplemental
budget which contains $17 million in pay
raises for state employees and a bitterly

fought anti-abortion rider.

An attempt failed last week to separate
the p>ay raises from a supplementary
budget which has swelled with almost
every floor debate.
The separation was defeated last

Wednesday when Senate President
Kevin B. Harrington, D- Salem, cast
deciding votes in two roll calls. A number
of other senators immediately attached
their own amendments which inflated the
document from $33 million to almost $70
million.

It appears the measure is headed for a
conference committee where a com-
promise will be worked out. It was ap-
parently with that in mind that abortion
advocates in the senate attached so
many new money items to the bill.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has said he
will reject any budget which would
"restrict the right of poor and minority
women to choose abortion." The House
is expected to override any such veto, but
kthe Senate is expected to sustain it.
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Rain fell this past long weekend, but soma of the campus foliage managed to
hold on and wah for the autumn sun to return, as seen here at the back of CurrvHicks Gymnasium. (Staff photo by Andy Bernstein)

Women's health series

Figure, femininity

NOT synonomous
This is the fourth in a weekly series of

articles on women's health care.

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

"I knew that no one would ever want to
marry me. I had no breasts. I would never
have breasts."

So writes Nora Ephron (Crazy Salad,
Knopf, 1974) about her experience as a pre-
teenager who was slower to develop than
her peers.

'I

Here are some things I did to help:
"Bought a Mark Eden Bust Developer.

Slept on my back for four years. Splashed
cold water on them every night because
some French actress said in Life magazine
that that was what she did for her perfect
bustline. Ultimately ... I began to wear
padded bras."

For many women, this is a painfully
familiar story. From the belief that the failure
of their breasts to "measure up" makes them
undesirable as women, to the artificial
solution, the course is predictable. Not
because women like wearing foam rubber
protrusions on their chests but because,
once again, we have taken a quality that fevv
women naturally possess and label it the
height of femininity. Few people, faced with

the choice of sexual undesirability or "faking
It

, will brave the former.
A breast is a functional part of the female

body. If worthy of worship at all, it should be
for the breast's role as the source of nourish
ment of human infants. Sadly, Americans
seem to have lost the ability to view the
breast as anything other than a pornographic
object.

Shrines to the breast have been created in
the form of "topless" clubs and porno
magazines. These institutions are an ac-
cepted part of the American way of life
while It remains generally unacceptable for awoman to nurse her baby in a public place.Women tend to think of their breasts in
terms of men's use and pleasure, rather than
their own or their infants'. Health care
aspects of breats, as with other parts of the
female body viewed as sexual, are often
ignored as long as there is no visible problem
Most breast disorders are not detectable

by sight. Women will have to reclaim their
breasts as part of their bodies that need to be
taken care of. This will mean overcoming
their squeemishness about touching theirown breasts.

It may also mean that by the time youngwomen reading this article are 37-55 years of

TURN TO PAGE 15

^ IVIixup
causes
meeting
delay
Campus Center
residents charge

indifference

By LAWRENCE UCHMANOWICZ
Collegian Staff

In response to a cancelled meeting last
week, the students living in the Campus
Center Hotel have scheduled another
meeting for tonight at nine. This meeting is

to deal with the negotiations by the students
and the Legal Services Office (LSO).

These parties claim that the administration
has turned a deaf ear to the problem.

"There is no unwillingness on the part of
the administration to meet with students,"
said Dean of Students William F. Field this
weekend. "The problem was that the group
involved contacted Jerry Quarries in the
Housing Office, instead of this office, or the
chancellor's office."

"I will be more than happy to meet with
students personally said Field, but not with
the LSO. If the students and I can't wcrk out
something between us, then Legal Services
can sue the administration."

"Dean Field does not want us around
when he meets with students," said Marie
Gutierez of the Legal Services Office. "But
we will be there, he can't tell us to leave."
"They can be at the meeting, " said Field,

"But I won't talk to them, this is between the
students and the administration."
The demands of the CC Hotel Students

are:

• Rent rebates appropriate to the amount
of time spent in the hotel be given out.

• Students who are no longer able to
cope with the problem of housing be allowed
to leave the University and receive a full
refund excluding meal costs.

• If any student in the future has to
accept temporary or othen/vise inconvenient
housing (s)he be given a discount for an
unspecified amount.

allLZn ti^^""^®"^^
^^° "^« '" ^he hotel be

t^ mo K 'T"^'"
^"^ ^"V students wishing

to move back into the hotel who were therebefore be allowed to do so
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• Any student who had to live in the hotel
be given first priority for any open room
assignments next semester.

• Any students who had to live in the
Hotel for more than three days be allowed to
move off campus next semester if they
choose to do so.

"Most of the demands are pretty good,"
said Field, "but some are plain impossible.
"The one dealing with first priority to open

rooms is the worst one, he said. "The dorms
have their own points system and to put
students into those rooms would not be fair."The thing that bothers me," he added,
"is that the students did not even come to
see me about the problem. If they had, a lot
of the problems could have been avoided.
The administration is dealing with the
problems, only a fraction of the original
students are still living in the hotel and most
of those are the ones who showed up two
weeks late and did not tell us.

In addition to the list of demands, the hotel
students are passing around a petition for
other students to sign supporting their
demands.

Tonight's meeting will take place at nine in
room 126 Hasbrouck. At that time the
progress of the negotiations will be
discussed and possible options for the future
actions by the students will be discussed. All
interested students will be welcome.

2700 Benson ticl<ets still unsold
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The UMass Undergraduate Student
Senate could lose up to $13,500 if the
remaining tickets for the George Benson
concert this Thursday night at the Curry
Hicks Cage are not sold, according to Jack
Albeck, acting co-chairperson of the Music
Committee of the Union Program Council.
The loss would affect the future of similarly
sponsored concerts by the senate, he said.

The Benson concert at 8 p.m. is the first
large concert to be held in the Cage in seven
years and the only college audience on
Benson's national tour, which he will end
here. Ticket sales have been slow because
"students think the show is sold out so they
haven't tried to get tickets", said Albeck
yesterday.

A total of 4,200 tickets went on sale two
weeks ago when the contract was received
a;id 2,700 still remain unsold. The deficit
spending against ticket receipts policy of the
senate means that it will absorb all losses on
the concert, although the purpose of the
concert is to break even.

Costs for the Cage concert include
Benson's contract agreement, allocations for
publicity, security and sound and light
preparations. Benson will receive the same
fee he received at his concert in Hartford -
$12,500, according to Albeck.

Albeck said plans for the Cage concert
began this summer and that Benson was
selected because he would appeal to all

members of the University community. "He
has sold out every single concert on his tour
— there's no reason why this shouldn't be a
success here," Albeck said.

The Union Program Council is selling
tickets at several locations both on and off
campus, including TIX, Faces of Earth, Sun
Music, Backroom Records, and the Sound
Room in Northampton. The cost of tickets is
five dollars for students with a UMass I.D.
and $6.50 for the general public.

The Cage will be used for a concert for the
first time in seven years after an incident on
Nov. 12, 1970 resulted in damage to the
building. The trouble occurred at a concert
given by Traffic, Dave Frye and Buffy Ste.
Marie when the Cage, which holds ap-
proximately 4,500 persons, was jammed by

Airplane acrobatics provided excitement at the Turners Falls air show Sunday.
These two planes seem to have the "wing-to-wing" maneuver down pat. (Staff
photo by Randy Glenn)

Participation in faculty contract tallcs

as many as 9,000 people who forced their

way into the Homecoming concert.
In a Collegian story reporting the 1970

incident. Dean of Students William F. Field
was quoted then saying "It's perfectly clear
that we have to rethink the whole idea of
major concerts being held in the Cage.... I

don't think that we'll do any more con-
tracting until a thorough study has been
made."

Field yesterday said that the problems of
the ''970 concert were due to isolated
reasons stemming from the fact that there
were two concerts in the Cage that night. He
said there are no anticipated problems for the
Benson concert this Thursday and that both
Benson and the sponsoring group should be
a "reasonable attraction."

Ticket sales and crowd behavior for the
Benson concert will help determine the
future of subsequent Cage concerts, ac-
cording to Albeck, who said he wants to
"make the students aware" of the remaining
tickets for Benson and the opening act with
comedian Robert Shaw.

The Union Program Council is able to
sponsor the Benson concert because of
budget funding by the Board of Governors
(BOG) and the Student Senate, Albeck said.

BOG has a stipulation that the Union
Program Council only use money inside the
Student Union building. Any concerts
outside the Student Union draw money from
the senate.

The Cage concert with the Grammy award
winning Benson will feature the latest hits
from his new album, "In Flight". Albeck said
that the "top name act" should be a "mellow
show in the Cage, which is being "activated
for concert facility."

Student involvement: an uneasy acceptance
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

A recent decision by the faculty union and
administration now negotiating the first
faculty collective bargaining contract in
UMass history will allow students to sit in on
contract sessions, with power to speak if
recognized by either of the two groups.
UMass students are not the first in the

state to participate in faculty contract talks,
however. Students at North Adams State
College, Salem State, and Fitchburg State all
have participated in contract talks in the
past.

What follows is an account of the effect
student participation in faculty contract talks
has had at the three state colleges, as told to
the Collegian in recent interviews.

The trend of higher education teachers
organizing into bargaining units is a relatively
new one in this state. North Adams, Salem,
and Fitchburg State teachers organized in
1973. The UMass faculty voted in a
bargaining agent in February of this year
after several years of organizing work by two
faculty associations.

The faculty at the three state schools as
well as at UMass affiliated their local
associations with the Massachusetts Teach-
ers Association (MTA). The MTA in turn
affiliated with the National Education
Association.

The MTA has become a chief spokesman
and one of the most powerful teachers
groups in Mas.S8cr,u3e;t5 St.-tev/c'e, ;he
MTA has 350 loooi assocaticis u\ non-higher
ed. represents five state colleges, UMass, the
University of Loweu and 15 community
colleges.

As such, the MTA is a major force in

Massachusetts education.
DaperKiing on where one looks In

Massachusetts, student involvement in
faculty collective bargaining has had varied
effect.

At North Adams State a school of 2,500
full time students, contract talks began in

1973-74, after the faculty organized.
Anthony F. Caddie, assistant to the

president at North Adams, said "right from
the very beginning, they (the students) were
involved at the table" with contract
negotiations.

Brian Fitzgerald, a former member of the
student bargaining team at North Adams and
now coordinator of Student Affairs at Bates
Cr>!!*»oe, said at ^^e outset of neootiEtione tn

of the faculty or administration team.
Students eventually ended up as an in-

dependent "third party" to the talks.

Under the teams of the agreement to allow
student participation, said Fitzgerald,

students had the right to caucus and to make
proposals, but did not have voting rights.

As contract talks progressed, Fitzgerald
said two things happened: "tensions" arose
and students sided with the administration
on contract matters.

Fitzgerald said there "tended to be
student-faculty tensions." Due to student
tendency to side with administration, the
faculty "resented" student presence. Fitz-

gerald also, said he noted condesencion
toward students by faculty.

evalation, etc. Ceddie noted that at the
outset of contract talks the faculty thought
students would be their "ally" at the
bargaining table.

Washburn too said students tended to side
with administration, but added "it varies with
the issues."

All in all, Ceddie said, "it was valuable to
have students p>articipating. They provided
insight into issues that would have been
solved differently otherwise."

Fitzgerald agreed, and said student par-

ticipation "posed a different mode of
resolution."

At Fitchburn State, where some 3,200 full

time students attend classes, students no
longer participate in the bargaining process

SiLDIM'S VOIil /\ IMiri)

Donald E. Washburn, president of the local

MTA association during 1976-77 and a
member of the faculty iMrgaining team for

three years, agreed that studlent-facutty

tensions arose.

"I think struggle and strain are part of it,"

Washburn said. He thinks bargaining is

"antagonistic" by nature, and that might
have added to the tension.

As for students siding with administration,
C°ddie said perhaps this was because

'.-tt-^'f-Pipo '--I (if:--! oi.'"'- [-bt'O-- \^^:(' was "oncerns C! stuoen's v\e'-p aiso concerns of
aeoata as to wnether students should be part administrators: academic planning, faculty

because the faculty union no longer wants
them to.

Douglas Hebb, president of the union

representing the Fitchburg faculty, the Fitch-

burg State College Education Association,

said in May of 1974, that the association no
longer wanted students to participate in the

talks.

Since students participated by mutual
sqraement of faculty and administration the
uii'on s decision to exclude the students was
oinding.

Fitchburg Student Government
Association (SGA) President David Monroe
declined to comment when asked about the
union's decision. He referred all questions to
another SGA official who was not available
for comment.

Hebb said the reason for the exclusion of
the students was two-fold.

He explained that following agreement on
a contract in 1974, talks began on "money
matters" of a new contract for when the
1974 contract expired. Money matters, Hebb
said, had to do with faculty salaries.

Hebb said some faculty felt the "money
matters" were not students' business.

Secondly, Hebb said, some faculty were
"concerned" over student sentiment
regarding implementation of the 1974
contract. He said "almost without question"
students sided with administration, a trend
observed earlier when a question of how to
implement the various provisions of the 1974
contract arose.

As an example, Hebb cited the Fitchburg
All College Counsel, a body composed of
students, faculty, and administrators dealing
with college governance.

Hebb said such action by students "was
not in the best interest of the Association."

Similar to the situation at North Adams,
students at Fitchburg had the right to caucus
and speak, but not to vote.

Carieton LaPort, assistant to the president
at Fitchburg, said many issues otherwise not
considered by faculty ar»d administration,
such as co"ege oovernance, were brought
up by sttJd',Pts. Furthermore, hs .-•j^ed I'-se

ddn-iinistrgtion "would not be c^cosed 'o
having them i students) come baci* to the
table."

At Salem State, a school of 4,900,
students, were involved in the bargaining
process from 1972-74, then dropped out.

However, Salem Student Government
Association President John T. O'Connell, a
psychology major from Sommerville. said
students are now trying to get back Into
negotiations.

Vincent McGrath, president of Salem's
local chapter of the Massachusetts Society
of Professors, said he believes the reason
students dropped out was because the
students involved graduated, and no new
students took their place.

O'Connell said in May 1977, students
gained authorization to participate in con-
tract talks but ")ust before" students went to
sit in, the talks ended. He added that new
talks begin "in about a month."
A new authorization is needed for students

. TURN iO PAviL H
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Gripe investigations
may be expedited

Recombinant DMA testing is a process
in which two separate genetic units not
normally found in nature are spliced
together to "form a third unique com-
bination.

Selectmen chairperson Diana Romer
last night said the board will decide this
week whether to support the article at
the town meeting next Monday.
Town Attorney John F. Murphy, Jr.

will present his decision not to publish
the delinquent taxpayers' names until a
similar "test case" in Essex County is

resolved later this month. Town Manager
A. Louis Hayward will present Murphy's
decision to the board. Romer last night
said she will ask the board if it wants to
accept and discuss the report at that
time. It is not likely a decision will be
made tonight Romer said.

Murphy's ruling not to release the
names of residents who owe back real
estate taxes came after a recent request
by the Daily Hampsh/re Gaiette to make
public the list.

Amherst bank
cited by state

The First National Bank ot Amherst
has been cited by the state legisiaf.jre for

A m'wmlm^m0^* .. — ^ . / offering low-mterest, alternate energyA\mn6rSX PSnGI I°^"' ^ proclamation passed by both
r- branches of the Massachusetts

^^mm^m^^m^^ r\tH Ji
legislature was last week presented toCOnSluOrS Uly/\ o''"

^®"'°' °^^'C^^s °' ^^^ ^ank at the^*'*^^ '^ State House. The bank offers 9.55 per
By JOE MAGLITTA ^^^^ interest rate on homeowners ex-
Cotlegian Staff plonng alternate energy sources for their

homes. The rate is 1.5 to 3.5 per cent
lower than for home improvement loans
Commented Sen. John W. Olver and
Rep. James G. Collins, both Democrats
in Amherst; "It is our firm belief that our
serious energy problems will not be
solved without the private sector playing
the dominant role."

DNA research
forum planned
Two public lorums on recombinant

DNA research are scheduled for this
week in preparation for next Monday's
special Tow" Meeting. Thfe first session is

scheduled for 7:30 tonight in the Amherst
Jr. High School Auditorium.

The second will be held at 8 p.m. in

Bowker auditorium at UMass on Thurs-
day night.

Area tenants this winter may be able to
shorten heated arguments with landlords
if modifications to a new state sanitary
code are approved. A proposed
modification of Article II, which deals
with inspection of rental housing, would
speed up investigations of heat-related
complaints by tenants. At present,
building inspectors must inspect an entire
building if a single complaint on any item
is received.

The proposed modification would
allow inspectors to investigate heat-
related complaints without inspecting the
entire building. A hearing on Article II wil|

be held tomorrow morning at ten in

Morrill Science Center at UMass, in the
Mass. Western Regional Health Office
conference room.

Amherstreceives
loan for dorms

And speaking of winter, the hatches at
Amherst College will be battened down a
I'ttle tighter this year, thanks to a
$205,0(X) loan from the federal govern-
ment Aimed at rehabilitating some of the
older dorms on campus, the HUD loan
will be used to install storm windows and
fo' reolacement of one dormitory roof.

* Bakke case debate
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11. 1977

A review of material on recombinant
DNA gathered at workshops last week
will top the agenda at the Amherst
selectmen's meeting tonight.
Also scheduled to be discussed at the

meeting, though not scheduled as a
separate agenda item, is the question of
whether names of delinquent town
taxpayers will be made public.
The meeting will be held at 7:30 in the

Town Room at Town Hall.

A series of informational workshops to
better acquaint the board ana the general
public with the DNA issue were con-
ducted last week. The selectmen have up
to this point, postponed making a
decision on the controversial proposed
ban on recombinant DNA testing. An
article appearing on the warrant, or
«genda, for the special Town Meeting
Oct. 17 calls for a moratorium on
recombinant DNA research at area
schools until potential hazards and
ethical implications can be explored.

Joe Maglitta

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Collegian indicated a high concern among
students.

The U.S. Supreme Court case centers
around Allan Bakke, a 37-year-old space
engineer from California. In 1972 and 1973
Bakke applied to the University of California-
Davis Medical School and was rejected both
years. Bakke found out that his grades and
aptitude scores were well above many
students accepted, including some minority
students.

UCal- Davis sets aside 16 of its 100 medical
school seats for "disadvantaged students."
Bakke charged that the school was ac-
cepting minority students or lower
qualifications and therefore was
discrim;nating against him because he was
white.

Bakke's case was upheld in the California
bupreme Court when the court rejected the
University's procedures and ordered that

M^ ,

,^^® ^"^°"ed in the medical school
ULal-Davis has appealed the case to the U S
Supreme Court where it will be heard this
month.

The case has received much national
Jttention and has been heralded by both
sides 3s a landmark case of enormous im-
portance to affirmative action programs
NAACP general counsel Nathaniel Jones has
been quoted js saying that "if the Supreme
Court agrees with Bakke. '.ve will have to
start over again /vith desegregation"

Critics of affirmative action see the case as

Aide killed
BOSTON \UPI\ - A man who drove Dick

Gregory's car from Plymouth into Boston
yesterday was later killed by a hit-and-run
driver as he stood on Providence Street.
Police said a black van is being sought in

connection with the fatal accident.
Mike Watley, 38, of Long Pond Road,

Plymouth v.as pronounced dead on arrival at
New England Medical Center an hour after
the accident. He was an associate of
comedian-activist Dick Gregory.

Gregory was contacted last night by
Nkrumah Oiinga, a friend and graduate
student at UMass- Amherst, about the death

Olinga told the Collegian the killing was an
attempt to "put fear into u,». It was an attack
on all of us, of the black n^ovement and of
the progressive elements in this country."

Olinga noted Gregory was speaking
around the nation, several times a day and
had been "very threatening " to certain
elements of the country.
He said this "hit-and-run homicide" was a

warning to Gregory and others in the
move,'.-ent to cease their work. Collegian
Black Affairs will follow-up the story
tomorrow.

-k Effect of Student participation varies
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

to participate in those negotiations, said
O'Connell, and present student government
leaders will seek someone to sit in on them.
McGrath echoed the feelings of North

Adams and Fitchburg students and officials

concerning the effect of student par-
ticipation in the talks.

However, he said at Salem students sided
with faculty on contract matters and also
helped to "loosen" the administration.

"The administration seemed more willing

to sacrifice with students there at the
bargaining table," McGrath said. "Students
tended to loosen them up."

Salem State differes from North Adams or

Fitchburg because students there 6\6 not
have the right to make independent
proposals. Rather, they had to make their

desires known using either the faculty or
administration sides as intermediaries to
voice their wishes for them.

Meanwhile, back at UMass, Student
Government Association co-President Pinky
Batiste commented on student participation
here

"We're going to be watching both sides,"
Batiste saia. 'We are really going to make
them look at things affecting students."

She said it would be "pretty realistic" to

expect students to side with administration.

But she added that students "have got to be
careful not to get sided with one group right
away."

Batiste said it would be "unrealistic" to
not anticipate problems and tensions during
negotiations, especially with the faculty. She
said that when issues are considered that
concern students, such as class size, ad-
vising hours, etc., students are put in an
"adversary relationship" with faculty.

She added that students will expect ad-
ministration and faculty to "justify their
actions."

Student participation in collective
bargaining has had varied effects. The effect
it will have at UMass remains to be seen.

Peloton's Pre-S n XC Ski Sale
Oct 24 to Nov 12

FISCHER. BONNA, ASNE, wax and no wax packagesDown clothing, wmter accessories ski rontals

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS

584 1016
15 State St Northampton

a challenge to what is termed "reverse
discrimination." Bakke argues that this is a
violation of the fourteenth amendment of the
U.S. Constitution.

Kinard said that tonight's debate is meant
to educate the UMass community about
what he termed one of the nr.ost important
issues of the seventies."
"We are concerned that some of the facts

of both sides of the case have not been put
forth properly by the media," explained
Kinard.

Kinard said all concerned members of the
University community should attend the
debate because "the implications of the case
are broad based and affect us all."
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Two Soviet cosmonauts
fail with space laboratory
MOSCOW [AP] - Two Soviet

cosmonauts headed home yesterday
after failing to link up with an orbiting
space laboratory in a disappointing start
to Russia's third decade in space.
Soyuz-25 commander Lt. Col. Vladimir

Kovalenok and flight engineer Valery
Ryumin, both first-time space travelers,
were lofted into orbit with some fanfare
Sunday. Their flight came 20 years after
the Soviets inaugurated the space age
with the October 1957 launch of Sputnik,
the first manmade earth satellite.

The Soviet news agency Tass said the
spacecraft closed to within 393 feet of
the Salyut-6 orbiting space station
yesterday. But, said Tass, "because of
some deviations from a planned docking
regime the linkup was cancelled." The
report gave no further details.
Western space experts here suggested

two possible reasons for the failure, the
^test problem in the trouble-plagued
Soviet space program.

The experts said the docking
mechanism on either spacecraft might
have malfunctioned, or more likely the
cosmonauts may have overshot the
space lab, orbited Sept. 29, and not had
enough fuel for a second pass at the
target.

This was what apparently happened in

April 1975 when a Soyuz capsule failed

to link up with the Salyut-4 space station.
Another mission was aborted in Oc-

tober 1976 after Soyuz-23 failed to make
a scheduled docking with Salyut 5, but

there was no clear indication of what
caused the Soviets to abort the mission.
The Russians succeeded last February

in linking Soyuz-25 with Salyut-5 in a 19-
day mission.

Western observers say problems in the
decade-old Soyuz-Salyut program point
up a basic shortcoming in the Soviet
rocketry. They say the Russians do not
have a booster powerful enough to put
more than a seven-ton payload into orbit.
Because of the weight deficiency, the

observers say the Russians carefully have
to juggle their spacecraft's food and fuel
supplies. Soyuz normally carries a five-
day supply of food and fuel, but fuel is

reduced to make room for additional food
on longer missions.
By comparison, the Saturn-V rocket

used by the United States in the Apollo
and Skylab programs can put 120-140
tons in earth orbit and loft a 50-ton pay-
load to the moon.
Western space experts said the

docking problems "could put a serious
crimp" in future Soviet space ex-
ploration, which is believed to focus on a
series of linkups with orbiting
laboratories.

The first Soyuz spacecraft, launched in
1967 and designed to dock with a space
station, crashed on its return to earth,
killing cosmonaut Vladimir Komarov.

Russia's first attempt to link up with a
space station, Salyut-1, in 1971, was
aborted without explanation. The next
manned shot, Soyuz-11, put three men
aboard the space station.
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LSAT
Classes are now forming to prepare for the December 3rd exam. Wednes-
day classes will begin on October 19th, evenings from 6 to 10 p m Write
Box 28, Amherst, or call 256-6462.
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DISTINGUISHED TEACHER AWARD 1978

Students, staff, faculty and alumni can now nominate

faculty and teaching assistants /associates for the Teaching

Award which will be awarded in September, 1978. The

purpose of the award is "to identify and honor distinguished

classroom teaching, particularly on the undergraduate level.
"

If you know of a person who you feel is an excellent

teacher, send a letter of nomination to Ms. Mary Ann

Digiammo, Provost's Office, Whitmore.

DEADLINE: November 18, 1977

Hearings are going slow
in search of FBI director
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - FBI director-

designate Frank Johnson has suffered
complications from artery surgery, the White
House said yesterday and Senate hearings
on his nomination have been postponed.

The statement said Johnson's "condition
is not serious but will require several weeks
of bed rest" at his home in Montgomery, Ala.

Confirmation hearings for Johnson, a U.S.
District judge from Alabama, had been
scheduled to start today.

The chief counsel of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Francis Rosenberger, said "I
understand he's had a slight relapse" in
recovery from an operation in August to
repair a weakened artery wall in his ab-
domen.

Grover Smith, press secretary to Sen.
John Sparkman, D-Ala., who had been
scheduled to introduce Johnson at the
confirmation hearings, said "I understand

Johnson's doctor has ordered him back to
Alabama and to bed."
Johnson underwent the surgery after

President Carter announced his selection to
succeed Clarence Kelley as FBI chief.

The White House statement said Johnson
"has developed a herniated area in his ab-
domen as a result of abdominal surgery
performed in August which successfully
corrected an aneurysm of the aorta.
"Because of Congress' anticipated recess,

it is expected that the hearings will be
rescheduled for January."
The White House announcement said

Attorney General Griffin Bell requested the
postponement.
Johnson, 58, a Republican, first declined

the FBI post last December, but reconsidered
earlier this year.

He became nationally known in the late

1950s because of a series of court decisions
that quickened the pace of racial
desegregation in Alabama.

Mrs. Carter in Caribbean
to discuss Lat.-Am. policy

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Rosalynn Carter
yesterday returned to the Caribbean to tell

news executives about the President's Latin
American policy, which hinges partly on
approval of the new Panama Canal treaties.

The administration's top hemispheric
spokesman. Assistant Secretary of State
Terence A. Todman, leaves Tuesday to
discuss the Panama Canal treaties and U.S.
relations with Cuba.

Mrs. Carter and Todman will address
separate meetings of United Press In-

ternational's 18th annual Conference of
Editors and Publishers, held this week near
San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Mary Hoyt, the first lady's press secretary,

said Mrs. Carter's speech would focus on
changes the administration has made in U.S.
relations with Latin America. President
Carter helped Mrs. Carter with her speech
and "went over it with her."

Mrs. Carter visited Jamaica in June as part
of her seven-nation Latin American
diplomatic mission.

While Mrs. Carter will deal with the ad-
ministration's hemispheric policy in general,
Todman - who addresses Edicon during a
Wednesday luncheon meeting — will
concentrate on the Panama Canal treaties
and Cuba.

Earlier this year, Todman became the first

top-ranking U.S. official to visit Havana since
the United States and Cuba broke diplomatic
relations over 16 years ago. He helped
negotiate agreements on fishing and an
exchange of envoys through "diplomatic
interest sections."

The Panama Canal debate is now in full

swing on Capitol Hill and the administration
has reopened talks with Panamanian officials
to clarify the precise meaning of U.S.
defense and maritime rights after Panama
gains full control of the Canal on Jan. 1

2000.

Todman will also visit the Dominican
Republic and Haiti before returning to
Washington on Oct. 19.

Handicapped people have
more job chances now
BOSTON [UP/] - A bill prohibiting

employment discrimination against the
handicapped has passed the Massachusetts
Senate and awaits action by the House, but
one senator says the measure is now
"toothless".

The measure makes it unlawful to dismiss
or refuse to hire, rehire or advance in em-
ployment any qualified handicapped in-

dividual, solely due to the handicap.
The employer must show "a reasonable

accommodation to the physical and or
mental limitations of an employee or ap-
plicant would impose an undue hardship on
the conduct of the employer's business" if

charged with discrimination.

Sen. Jack H. Backman, D-Brookline,
whose attempt to amend the bill was
rejected 20-15 in the Senate last week, said
"it's a toothless bill. Big business lobbyists
were trying to kill the bill and one way was to
make the bill toothless - and they did."

He said the measure provides no en-
forcement mechanisms in Massachusetts."
Under the bill, if an employer charged with

discriminating against a handicapped person
falls under federal jurisdiction, the state
Department of Labor and Industries is

precluded from taking any action.

Backman said "This takes jurisdiction from
the state of Massachusetts any employer
subject to federal laws - schools, colleges,

large corporations and agencies or groups
receiving federal funding."

He said federal enforcement of
discrimination laws is limited since only one
person in New England handles these types
of cases. If federal jurisdiction is ruled out,

the department is then given enforcement
power.
Also the measure prohibits court action

unless the claimant has exhausted all

possible remedies through the department.
Under Backman's bill, the claimant could

file for damages or injunctive relief, or both,
in Superior or Probate Court 90 days after

filing a complaint with the Department of

Labor and Industries.

The petitioner, under Backman's
amendment, also could seek temporary
injunctive relief through the courts prior to
filing a complaint with the department or

while his or her case is pending before the
department.
Backman, who voted for the measure —

which passed unanimously — after his own
amendment was defeated, said "it's better
than nothing. It's a step forward, but a very
slight step."

Mascara can cause blindness
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Food and

Drug Administration announced yesterday it

plans to require inclusion of a preservative in

mascara and other eye makeup to prevent
infections which can produce blindness.

The agency said the action was prompted
by reports of cases in which the cornea was
scratched by an applicator or fingernail,

introducing bacteria which caused damage
to the eye.

The bacteria identified in all of the injury
reports is a very common one, the FDA said,
often present on the skin and readily ab-
sorbed by the cosmetics.

A notice of intended rule-making was
published in yesterdays Federal Register,
meaning that the agency will formally
propose a rule requiring a preservative. The
FDA said this will be included in a package of

rules spelling out proper manufacturing
practices for all cosmetics.

The notice said: "FDA has received severalreports of corneal ulceration associated withthe use of cosmettc mascaras containinn
pathogenic microorganisms.

"«"ning

"Without an adequate preservative system
microorganisms introduced into the mascara
with the applicator wand can survive and
multiply inside the container. When the
mascara is used again, if the microorganisms
on the applicator wand come into contact
with a scratched or damaged cornea, the eye
may become infected."

And, the notice said, if the infection is not
recognized and treated immediately, it can
lead "to partial or total blindness in the in-

jured eye."
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Jewish temple attacked

with high-powered rifle

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977 TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977

ST. LOUIS \UPI\ - Police increased
patrols yesterday at synagogues in the wake
of a weekend sniping attack that killed one
man and wounded another at a Jewish
temple in suburban Richmond Heights.

Nonetheless, most Jewish leaders
discounted a possibility the attack was a
show of anti-Semitism.

"We don't think it was directed at us or to
the Jewish community in general," said
Rabbi Benson Skoff of the Brith Sholom
Kneseth Israel Congregation.
A gunman with a highpowered rifle

Saturday opened fire on a small group of
people leaving a bar mitzvah at Skoff's
synagogue. Gerald Gordon, 42, suburban
Chesterfield was killed and William Lee Ash,
30, Akron, Ohio, was wounded.
An intensive search failed to find the

sniper. Lt. Thomas H. Boulch, commander of
the Major Case Squad investigating the case,
said police are keeping an open mind
regarding the motive.

"We don't want to close any avenue,"
Boulch said. "We're following up on kooks,
radical groups, anti-Semitic groups,
anyone."

Rabbi Mark Shook of Temple Israel in

suburban Creve Coeur said many telephone
callers were making a connection between
the sniping and American Nazi Party activity
in Florissant, a suburb 10 miles to the north
of Richmond Heights.

The attack at the synagogue occurred an
hour before 10 Nazis held a scheduled
demonstration at the Florissant City Hall.

Members of an anti-Nazi group attacked the
Nazis and more than a dozen persons were
injured, one of them seriously. Two persons
were arrested.

Michael Allen, St. Louis Nazi leader, said
he had no knowledge of the sniping.

"It may have been a sporadic act of
protest," Allen said. "Maybe he the sniper,

had enough pressure from the Jews and he
cracked.

"I'm not cheering him or anything. He
should be brought to trial and his reasons
found out. If the Jew was worth killing, he,
too, should have had a trial first."

Police said the sniping was well planned.
The sniper fashioned a stand to hold the rifle

with two large spikes driven into a telephone
pole on a grassy knoll overlooking the
parking lot.

Gunmen rob hotel for

thousands hidden in vault
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Four gunmen

disguised in wigs and false mustaches
walked into the luxurious Sherry Netherlands
Hotel before dawn yesterday, handcuffed
four employes and made off with tens of
thousands of dollars in cash and gems from
the hotel's vault.

No one was injured in the holdup at the
Fifth Avenue hotel, which was the scene of a
similar stickup in 1974 that netted some
$900,000 from the safe deposit boxes
containing valuables of the hotel's wealthy
clientele.

The lobby of the plush hotel, which
overlooks the south end of Central Park, was
empty when the four men, dressed in

business suits and wearing wigs and false

mustaches, calmly entered about 4:30 a.m.
EOT, police said.

The four heavyset suspects walked up to
the desk, pulled handguns and herded night
manager Robert Clancey and three other
employes into a storage room, handcuffed
them and left them inside.

"When a man points a gun at you, you just

listen," said bellman Steve McPartland, one
of those handcuffed. "I didn't have time to
get scared. It happened so fast. You just

blindly do what they said."

As the night security man was making his

rounds on the upper floors, the bandits spent
the next 45 minutes prying open more than
100 of the 554 small boxes in the vault room
behind the main desk.

Hotel officials said they would not know
the exact amount in gems, cash and other
valuables taken until an extensive audit is

completed.

We should halt diplomatic
relations with the Vatican
ROME \UPI\ - President Jimmy

Carter's personal envoy to the Vatican
says he doesn't believe the United States
should establish diplomatic relations with
the Holy See.

"I don't see any need for full

diplomatic relations," said David Walters
in an exclusive interview with UPI.
"We've established a unique means of

communicating and exchanging ideas
that works quite well," the oO-year-old
Miami lawyer said. "We don't need all

those diplomatic trappings."
Walters, the first Roman Catholic in

110 years to represent the United States
at the Vatican, relaxed in a large leather
armchair in his office off Rome's elegant
Via Veneto and said he had just returned
from his first official meeting with Pope
Paul VI.

"We spent an hour and ten minutes
together which was more than I ex-
pected, " Walters said. "I presented my
letter of introduction from President
Carter and also conveyed the President's
greetings for his Holiness' 80th birthday."
A native of Cleveland, Walters said he

was immensely pleased with his ap-
pointment to the Hoy See, with which
the United States has not had diplomatic
relations since 1867.

"The Vatican and the United States
have a really beautiful relationship and I

can't foresee any problems cropping up,"
he said. "Now there aren't too many
ambassadors who can say that.

"My task is very special and much
easier than that of other ambassadors
because it is unfettered by red tape and
bureaucracy," the dignified but jovial

international law expert added.
"Anyway, I believe in communication,
not in titles."

Walters said he plans to spend three
months -- October, January and April —
in Rome each year.

"Of course I'll come whenever I am
asked," he said, "but my work really

doesn't require that much time.

"I don't have a large staff, I don't have
to worry about passing out visas or
bailing out American kids who get jailed

for smoking marijuana."
Walter's mandate from President

Carter was to open a conduit of com-
munication for the exchange of views on
international and humanitarian subjects
of interest and concern to both the
Vatican and the U.S. government.

Despite the diplomatic wording, the
appointment touched one of America's
longest- lived sensitive spots.

U.S. — Vatican relations have been a
subject for debate since 1848 when the
first U.S. minister to the Holy See was
appointed after stormy discussion in

Congress.
In 1867, Congress decided to ban the

use of public funds for a Vatican envoy
and there have been no U.S. — Vatican
diplomatic relations since.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1939
appointed Myron C. Taylor as his per-
sonal envoy to Pope Pius XII in a bid to
maintain valuable contacts during the
critical war years.

Truman nominated Gen. Mark Clark as
a full-fledged ambassador to the Vatican
in 1962 but withdrew the nomination in
the face of a furious Protestant outcry
that such a move would violate the
principle of church-state separation.
There was no American envoy in the

Vatican for 20 years until President
Richard Nixon named former diplomat
Henry Cabot Lodge as his personal
representative in 1970.

Carter's appointment of Walters to
succeed Lodge sparked bitter criticism,
particularly from the President's fellow
Southern Baptists who charged that it

was "in violation of the spirit and
probably the letter of the first amend-
ment to the constitution."
American Catholics were also

disappointed since they had hoped Carter
might move to open diplomatic relations
with the Vatican is a slight on that tiny
sovereign state.

"For the President to send a personal
envoy to the Vatican shows a very high
degree of respect," he said. "You know
there are not many ambassadors who
can talk to the President of the United
States and who can see him on two
hours notice as I can as his personal
envoy."
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Two men attempt to cross
the Atlantic in a balloon
BAR HABOR, Maine [UP/] - After four

weeks of weatherwatching and waiting, two
Colorado adventurers yesterday launched
their attempt to become the first men to
cross the Atlantic in a free-floating balloon.

Pilot Dewey Reinhard, 47, and co-pilot

Steve Stephenson, 44, both of Colorado
Springs, Colo., lifted off In the 85-foot black
and silver balloon dubbed "The Eagle" at

5:35 p.m. yesterday catching what a
technical advisor called "a weather win-
dow."

The pair had planned a number of laun-
chlngs only to have them scuttled by turns In

the weather, including a hurricane. But
Stephenson was confident yesterday would
be the day, checking out of his motel room a
little before 3 a.m.

"There's a weather window, squeezed
between a low pressure system to the north
and a high pressure system to the south,"
Jack Vaeth, a spokesmen for the $250,000
project said shortly before takeoff. "This
pattern Is as good as you could order It. "It's
perfect. It's what we've been waiting for," he
said.

Vaeth said computer projections show the
balloon should remain aloft for five days and
land "someplace in Ireland, but we'll accept
any place over there."

Reinhard and Stephenson, their families
and crews have made many friends while
waiting in Bar Harbor to take off. Towns-
people have given them balloon shaped floral

arrangements with good luck banners, baked
cakes for them and invited them to dinner.

The pair of adventurers carried an
assortment of items with them, some for
safety and some for peace of mind.
On board the craft is a radar beacon which

will allow officials to track their progress with
a National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration satellite.

A similar device was instrumental in

locating two New Mexico balloonists who
tried Atlantic crossing last month and ended
up ditching off Icelend in a blizzard.

Also on board are paperback books,
several pounds of red licorice, food, water, a
rabbits foot, St. Christopher medal, and a
reprint of a newspaper clipping heralding
Charles Lindberg's solo crossing of the
Atlantic.

There is also a box full of medals and notes
from well wishers to be pitched into the chilly

waters in stopped-up bottles that will carry
the good tidings far and wide.

Reinhard, the sponsor has said "I wouldn't
go If I didn't think It was safe. I love living."

While Stephenson has flatly stated he is

"more afraid of not making it across the
Atlantic than of dying."

Five men have died trying to make a trans-

Atlantic free flight balloon trip. There have
been 14 unsuccessful attempts to conquer
the Atlandtlc by balloon since 1873.

Reinhard wore around his neck a gold
medal from his wife. The inscription reads:
"If I ride the morning winds to the furthest
ocean, even there your will guide me, your
strength will support me."
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Springfie/d man
shoots two

SPRINGF/ELD, Mass. [AP] - A
factory worker described as "a quiet kid"
who never caused trouble was charged
yesterday with gunning down two
foremen, killing one arid critically
wounding the other.

"I don't know what happened," said a
worker who witnessed the rifle attack at a
sprawling production area inside the
American Bosch factory that straddles
the Springfleld-Chicopee line.

William A. Cole, 31, of Springfield, was
held without bail pending arraignment
Tuesday at Chicopee District Court.
He was arrested by Springfield police

who rushed into the plant with attack
dogs. Turned over to Chicopee
authorities. Cole was charged with
murder, assault with intent to commit
murder and two counts of assault and
battery with a dangerous weapon.
The company said Cole, a drill press

operator, had worked at the factory for
five years. Investigators said they could
find no motive for the alleged attack.
"The only thing I understand it's

supposedly job-related. Now, what
precipitated something like this, we just
don't know yet," said Chicopee Police
Capt. Edward J. Rojowski.

Witnesses told police a gunman en-
tered the rambling factory at noon and
shot general foreman Thomas G.
Coppola once in the chest. Coppola, 52,
of Springfield, died an hour later at Bay-
state Medical Center.
The second victim, Joaquim N.

Goncalves, 50, of Ludlow, underwent
emergency surgery at the hospital. He
suffered two small-caliber gunshot
wounds and was listed in critical con-
dition.

Goncalves was named a foreman only
recently, company officials reported.
Coppola was described as Cole's im-
mediate superior.

The gunman "entered the plant right
after lunch and fired a single shot at Tom
Coppola, point blank," said Wallace
Baker, public relations director for
American Bosch, a division of AMBAC
Industries, Inc.

"Then his department foreman
Goncalves was aware of the situation and
tried to flee. But this fella chased him and
shot him twice and beat him over the
head," Baker said.

"The police came very quickly and
they found him standing over Gon-
calves."

A worker standing nearby in the shop
when the shooting began called the
arrested man, "a quiet kid. He never said
much. Never caused no trouble." The
man refused to give his nartie.

Man trapped

in sofa bed
CONCORD, N.H. [UPI - An elderly

Concord man remains hospitalized after

being trapped for up to five days In a
heavy folding sofa-bed.

Hospital officials said Colby was listed

in serious condition yesterday suffering
from cuts, bruises and malnutrition.

Colby's landlord told police something
might be wrong with the retired railroad

worker when he failed to pay his rent

several days after the due date.

"His head, one shoulder and an arm
were wedged between the springs and
the iron edge of the bed," said Ed An-
derson, a member of the rescue crew.

Fire Chief Clayton Higgins said it took
his men 35 minutes to free the man from
the bed. Police said Colby either fell into

the bed while trying to open it or just

stumbled into it.

' No money to
clean oil spills

BOSTON [AP] - If an oil tanker spilled

its cargo on the beaches of Cape Cod,

Massachusetts wouldn't have a dime to

clean it up.

The legislature has not yet approved a

plan to pay for the cleanup of an oil spill

and environmental officials are getting

impatient as winter and Its rough ocean
weather approaches.

Since April, the House Ways and
Means Committee has been sitting on a
bill that would create a $25 million fund to
finance the cleanup of both minor and
major oil spills.

The money, which would be collected
by assessments on the oil companies,
would also pay for damages suffered by
beachfront residents, fishermen or others
after an oil spill.

Now another plan has been proposed
by House Speaker Thomas W. McGee,
covering only large spills and placing
responsibility for payment in the hands of
an insurance company.
Under the new plan, the state would

ask insurance companies to bid on a
policy that would cover up to $15 million
in clean-up costs and other expenses
arising from an oil spill. The cost of the
single group policy would then be divided
among the oil companies.
The group insurance policy would

cover individual claims only in cases
where the oil company responsible for
the spill was unknown. In other in-

stances, the fisherman or property owner
would have to go to court.

Environmental officials still privately
support the first, more comprehensive
plan, modelled after a Maine program.
They concede, however, the only way to
get a program through the legislature
may be to support the speaker's plan.

Bakcers of the trust fund criticize the
speaker's plan because it does not
provide a source of ready cash.

Topsfield fair
TOPSFIELD, Mass. [AP] - Officials of

the Topsfield Fair announced Monday
that the all-time record attendance of
305,256 had been broken.

At 4:15, the fair's 306,000th customer
passed through the turnstile, officials

said, causing them to celebrate by
passing out fruits, flowers and vegetables
to the customers. Final attendance
figures will be available Tuesday.
The 10-day fair, in its 153rd year is the

oldest continuous fair in the country.
At the close of the fair Monday, Mrs.

Joan Shea, a 28-year-old brunette
mother of two from Andover, was
crowned Mrs. Essex County. First

runnerup was Mrs. Patricia Carter of
Lynnfield and second runnerup was Mrs.
Beverly Fabianao of Georgetown, Mass.

Handgun and
assault arrest
BOSTON [AP] - A 20- year-old

Boston man arrested by police guarding
Mayor Kevin H. White's Beacon Hill

home will be arraigned today on charges
of carrying handguns and assault on a

police officer.

Boston Police Dep. Supt. Anthony
Leone said Michael C. Habicht will face
charges of possession of two firearms —
one with a silencer — and assault on a

police officer in today's session of Boston
Municipal Court. He said Habicht was
being held on $100,000 bail pending
arraignnDent.

Police told the Boston Herald
American they doubted that Mayor
White was an intended victim of the man
arrested Sunday.
White's home has been guarded since

a July 4 burglary there. Police were
watching the mayor's Mount Vernon
Street home about 3:20 a.m. Sunday
when they saw a man park a car nearby.

Fifteen minutes later, a second car

drove up, a man got out and walked
toward the parked automobile, and the
second car drove away, officials said.

Police said they thought the man
walking toward the parked car was
concealing son>ething. Police said the
officers identified themselves and
arrested him after he started the car.

Dolphins found
WEST BREWSTER, Mass. [UPI] -

Four young dolphins, rescued after
getting caught in the nearby Herring
River, are being coaxed back to health on
a diet of herring stuffed with vitamins and
antibiotics.

Officials at a commercial marine at-
traction, Sealand of Cape Cod, yesterday
said the four rescued dolphins will need
four to eight weeks of care before they
will be healthy enough to return to the
ocean from which they Wandered.
The four mammals were rescued

Saturday by rangers from the Cape Cod
National Seashore and by Sealand of-
ficials after they became stranded about
two miles up the Herring River in Well-
fleet, Mass.

Four other dolphins stranded in the
same water died of cuts from shells in

the oyster beds where they were stuck,
Sealand spokesman Robert Fish said
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Zamora's trial is going on
ORLANDO, Fla [UPf] - The psychologist

who would have been the "heart" of Ronny
Zamora's "television intoxication" defense
said Monday TV violence can cause some
children to imitate what they see.

Dr. Margaret Hanratty Thomas, an
associate professor of psychology at Florida

Technological University, said studies have
shown that "exposure to television violence
can cause some children to imitate what they
see.

"It certainly seems likely that television
violence could cause aggressive behavior on
the part of children." Ms. Thomas said.

"Many, many studies do show a trend for

people who watch a lot of violent material on
television also to be more aggressive in real

life, ' she said. "When you couple that with
experimental evidence, it kind of lends more
credence to television causing aggressive
bel'iavior."

Although she had not interviewed Zamora,
Ms. Thomas had been prepared to testify

about the general effects of television
violence last week in the 15-year-old boy's
Miami murder trial.

But Judge Paul Baker refused to let her
testify because he limited testimony to
television's effect on Zamora, not on all

children.

Defense attorney Ellis Rubin, who called
Ms. Thomas the "heart of my defense,"
sought to prove Zamora was under the in-

fluence of "involuntary subliminal television
intoxication" and momentarily insane when
he killed an elderly neighbor.
Zamora was convicted of first degree

murder, robbery, burglary and possession of
firearms and will be sentenced Nov. 7. Rubin,
who will appeal, said Baker's refusal to let
Ms. Thomas testify was the "death blow" to
his case.

Ms. Thomas said "hundreds and hun-
dreds" of studies have led to similar con-
clusions — that it is likely television can
cause aggressive behavior in children.

"When you have so many different studies
done by so many different people, it seems
to me to be very clear that excessive violence
on television can have a harmful effect and is

something we should really be worried
about," she said.

Women still have lower
paying jobs than men do
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. [UPf] - A university

professor say* women would still have lower
level and ky^m paying jobs than men even if

there were no job discrimination because of
the jobs they pick.

Df Solomon W. Polachek, an economics
professor at the University of North Carolina,
said his research irKlicates women are in the
lower end of the economic scale because
they tend not to go into the labor force on a
fulltime basis. They choose an occupation
according to how much time they expect to
spend woricing.

However, Polachek, in a recent interview,
said men typically enter the labor force after
school and remain there until retirement. His
statistics show only 17 per cent of all women,
married and single and between ages 30 and
44, had worked almost every year since
leaving school.

"The average married woman takes about
10 years off to raise children," Polachek said,
"thereby losing about one-fourth to one-
third of her working life."

During the years a woman is not working,
her skills depreciate, he said, so when she
returns to work, her real wage not her actual
salary, but her wages adjusted for cost of
living is lower than it was before she quit
work. This depreciation varies according to
occupation with losses the greatest in highly
skilled and professional jobs.

Given two equally qualified people of
opposite sex applying for the same job,
Polachek said, the man may be selected
because if the woman has a child she will
likely quit work to care for it. If her husband
is transferred, the woman is also likely to quit
to move with him.

"If women were to have full commitment
to the labor force, the number of women
professionals would increase by 35 per cent,
the number of women in managerial
professions would more than double, and
women in unskilled occupations would
decrease by more than 60 per cent."

Study says that non-whites

are less healthy than whites
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A Congressional

Budget Office study reported yesterday non-
white persons generally are less healthy than
whites.

"The health of non-whites is not as good
as that of whites, yet non-whites get less -
and possibly less effective - health care
than whites do, " the study said.
"Despite considerable progress in

r«rrowing the health gap between white and
non-white Americans in the last 20 years,
substantial differences persist."

Non-whites include blacks, American
Indians and Orientals. The term whites in the
study applies to Caucasians and persons of
Hispanic heritage.

Non-whites experience nearly 50 per cent
more bed disability days, 70 per cent higher
infant mortality and a life expectancy six
years shorter than that of whites, the study
said.

White persons make about 10 per cent
more visits to doctors than non-whites.

Although the proportions of whites and
non-whites hospitalized each year varies
little, non-whites tend to remain in the
hospital longer because they are sicker,
particularly poor non-whites, it said.

The study. Health Differentials Between
White and Non-white Americans, is part of a
series of CBO studies on racial inequalities.

CBO's study was based on published and
unpublished data about various health care
indicators and their relationship to race.

It was found, for instance, a non-white is

60 per cent more likely to die of flu or
pneumonia and five times as likely to die of
tuberculosis, the latter a supposedly
"conquered" disease with causes related to
poverty.

The non-white male or female is nearly
twice as likely to die of cirrhosis of the liver

and more than seven times as likely to be a
victim of homicide, both of which indicate
social or psychological problems, the study
said.
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^..no maior II.S.disfriimfor will
touch it...Themovie criesout with
urgencyand deserves to be seen!'

Newsweei'

Ihe murder of

Fred Hampton

<*-

ALSO SHOWING

A POWERFUL DOCUMENTARY THAT INVESTIGATES THE KILLING BY
CHICAGO POLICE OF BLACK PANTHER LEADER FRED HAMPTON DURING
A PRE-DAWN RAID IN DECEMBER 1969. IT IS ACTUALLY TWO FILMS
A RECORD OF HAMPTON'S LAST YEAR OF LIFE, AND A SOLID INVES-
TIGATION OF HIS DEATH. THE FILM JUXTAPOSES THE TESTIMONY OF
THE POLICE OFFICIALS WHO ORDERED AND CARRIED OUT THE RAID,
WITH THE PHYSICAL EVIDENCE RECORDED BY THE FILMAKER AND THE
EYEWITNESS ACCOUNTS OF THOSE WHO SURVIVED IT.
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Scriptwriter Andrew Laskos has been
commissioned to write the sc-eenplay for an
upcoming documentary drama uo the Karen
Silkwood case.

The documentary, to be produced by
Carand Productions filmmaker Buzz Hirsch
will examine the events which led up to the
death of the plutonium fuel worker. Silk-
wood died suddenly in a car accident years
ago as she drove to meet a reporter and
union officials over alleged safety violations
at the Kerr-McGee atomic fuel plant in
Crescent, Oklahoma. Some investigations
have alleged she was murdered.

Hirsch won a major First Amendment
victory last month when the 10th Circuit

Court of Appeals in Denver ruled that Hirsch
did not have to turn over to Kerr-McGee
lawyers sources of confidential information
used in gathering material on the case for the
movie.

Kerr-McGee sought Hirsch's notes, tape
recordings, and research results as part of its
defense in a suit brought by Silkwood's
family against the company.
The Denver Court of Appeals ruled First

Amendment privileges protecting con-
fidential sources were not limited to
traditional journalists, but applied also to
filmmakers and others gathering information
to be disseminated to the public.

Silkwood's family has granted Hirsch
exclusive rights to her story.

Eclipse visible to many people
LOS ANGELES [UPI] - A total eclipse of

the sun will be visible Wednesday from some
points in the Pacific and in South America
when the Moon passes between Earth and
the Sun.

It will appear as a partial eclipse to persons
in Southern California, Ron Oriti, a Griffith
Park Observatory astronomer said, with 47
per cent of the Sun covered at its maximum.
The total eclipse will be visible in some

portions of Colombia and Venezuela and

along a narrow band of the Earth, mostly
through the Pacific Ocean.

It will begin in Southern California at 11:58
a.m. POT and end at 2:30 p.m.
Although the Sun is 400 times larger than

the Moon, the Moon appears in a total
eclipse to cover the whole suface of the Sun
because the Sun is 400 times further away,
Oriti said.

Total eclipses occur about once every year
or two at some place in the world, he said.

Photos of earth and moon
seen together for first time
PASADENA, Calif. [UPf] - The first

photos of the earth and moon together have
been transmitted across nearfy 19 million
miles of space from Voyager 1 to Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, it was announced
yesterday.

A J PL spokesman said the six frames,
which were sent over the weekend and early
yesterday, are undergoing image-processing
in a computer and it's not immediately
known when the photos will be released.

Voyager 1 and its sister ship. Voyager 2,
were headed for Jupiter and the outer
planets of the Solar System.

The photos were taken shortly after the
Sept. 5 launch of the instrument-packed
space probe and stored in a computer.
Two more pictures of the Earth and its

satellite remained stored in the spacecraft's
computer. They were to be transmitted back
to Earth in November.

Translating the images from the radio
signals to photos "is a rather agonizing
process," Don Bane of J PL said.

"The pictures were taken so they could be
reconstructed in color," he said.

He said Earth and the Moon show up small
in the photos but some detail of the Earth
can be seen.

Vt. man shoots family
RUTLAND, Vt. [AP] - Police say a

woman and her daughter suffered "multiple
gunshot wounds" here yesterday and that
they later used tear gas to force the woman's
husband out of a house.
About 15 policemen surrounded a Cherry

Street residence after the shooting incident
on Summer Street, police said.
A man identified as Richard Mecier, 49,

was forced out of the house by tear gas after
he refused to surrender, police said. Neither

Mecier nor police were injured, poike said.
Mecier was taken to Rutland County

Correctional Center and was being held
there, police said.

The shooting victims were Identified by
police as Mecier's sife, 45-year-old Delores,
and their 19-year-old daughter, Kimberly,

Police said the women suffered "multiple
gunshot wounds" and were in stable con-
dition at Rutland Hospital.

Columbus statue Immobile
WASHINGTON [AP] - After decorating

the East Front of the Capitol for 114 years, a
marble Christopher Columbus lies in exile 12
miles away, unwept and unsung.

Executed by Luigi Persico, "The
Discovery" portrays Columbus holding aloft
a symbolic globe, somewhat like a bowler
poised to heave one down the alley. A
scantily clad Indian maiden, says an official

description, "cowers with surprise and awe"
at his feet.

And 19 years after the controversial statue
of the famous explorer was removed from
the East Front steps, the government still

hasn't decided what to do with it.

The statue caused a furor when it was
unveiled in 1844.

"Is Columbus getting ready to play a game
of ninepins?" demanded Sen. Charles
Sumner.
And the furor sputtered for 114 nrrore

years.

Indian groups protested the girl's near-
nudity, critics derided the "statue's artistic
merit, and jokesters had a field day with the
tableaux conceived by the Italian sculptor.
The invention of basketball in the 1890's

dealt a further blow. There was an inevitable
comparison between Persico's depiction of
Columbus and a referee about to toss up the
ball for a jumpoff.

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1978 Housing Exemption

Applications are due no later than

November 4, 1977.

Applications will not be accepted

after this date. Please submit all

applications to the housing office,

235 whitmore. Thank you.
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Around the world

Moshe Dayan contradicts
himself concerning peace tail<s

UNITED NATIONS [UPI\ - Israeli
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan yesterday
restated Israel's opposition lo letting the
terrorist" Palestine Liberation

Organization take part in Middle East
peace talks, but minutes later left the
door ajar for diplomatic maneuvering that
might admit the PLO.
Dayan told reporters, and repeated to

the ful! U.N. General Assembly six hours
later, that Israel has no intention of
ageeing to an independent state of
Palestine - a "PLO mini-state" that
would be a base for attempts to destroy

Israel."

The Israeli military hero sharply
rejected any participation by the PLO -
"a terrorist organization whose record is

one of deliberate and indiscriminate
atrocities ' - at Geneva.
That position again appeared to put

him in a position directly opposite his
Syrian and Egyptian counterparts, who
insist on PLO participation in Geneva.

But Dayan left open what appeared to
be room for maneuvering. Asked
whether credentials of Palestinians at
peace talks would be closely checked for
PLO membership, he replied, "I don't
think so."

Without replying directly to the
question, Dayan added, "as long as the
Palestinian representatives are living in

the Gaza Strip or the West Bank and they
say they represent the people of Gaza or
the West Bank, they would be acceptable
to us."

This left open the possibility of at least
low-level PLO representation at the
opening of Geneva talks.

The important point, Dayan said, is

that whatever Palestinian representation
is involved must come from Gaza or the
West Bank, not from outside such as
Jordan or Syria.

Dayan said flatly that if Arab nations
insist on PLO representation at Geneva,
"there will be no Geneva."

An appeal for ban on weapons
at Belgrade security review
BELGRADE. Yugoslavia [UPf] - The

Soviet Union appealed at the Belgrade
security review conference yesterday for

a ban on weapons which lower the
nuclear threshold — a clear reference to
the neutron bomb.

In his only reference to human rights,

Soviet ambassador Yuli Vorontsov was
quoted as saying, "Can we seriously
speak of the rights of man and leave man
exposed to the effect of such weapons?"

Vorontsov's appeal came as NATO
defense ministers met across the Adriatic
in Bari, Italy, for discussion of nuclear
strategy including potential deployment
of the neutron bomb and cruise missile.

The final decision on whether to
produce and deploy the neutron bomb,
which kills with radiation but causes
relatively little property damage, depends
on President Carter. NATO military

commanders see the bomb as a way of
offsetting the Soviet bloc's advantage in

tanks, since radiation can easily pass
through armor.

Vorontsov's 43-minute speech came
during a close plenary session of the
conference reviewing the results of the
1975 Helsinki final act of the European
conference on peace and security.

Conference sources said two Western
nations, France and the Netherlands,
criticized alleged Soviet human rights
violations in even stronger terms than
they had in their public opening
statements last week.

Vorontsov accused NATO countries of
constantly building up their forces and
increasing military appropriations — a
reference to the agreement by the 15
Western allies to increase annual defense
spending by 3 per cent in real terms.

Vorontsov said the Warsaw Pact had
not increased its forces in central Europe,
and asked why NATO would not agree to
a reduction or freeze on troop strengths.

-^

Two balioonists fly their silver and black, 86 ft. tall balloon Eagle, along the Maine
coastline after a late afternoon launch from Bar Harbor, Maine. The two hope to be
the first persons to cross the Atlantic via balloon. lUPI) Story on Page 7.
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MODEKMr POETS

JOAN ARMATRADING
Shaw Some Emotion
Last year she was the most highly
acclaimed new artist oi the year.
Rolling Stone said "Her name Is Joan
Armatradlng and what she does Is send
shivers up your spine every time she
sings her songs!' On her fourth album,
Joan continues her rise toward super-
stardom with a new collection of songs
that reaffirms her power with words
and music.

:^^"-'j!l..-
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RICHIE HAVENS-Mirage
You know him -but not like this.

"Mirage" Is unlike anything Havens has
ever done before. An astonishing
musical journey that takes the breath-
less listener from modern funk to elec-
tric rock with all the skill and bravura
you've come to love. "Mirage " firmly

cements Richie's reputation as one of
the most compelling poet/stylists on
the contemporary scene.

CHRIS DE BURGH -At The
End OfA Perfect Day
He s<ngs In the troubadour tradition

-

spinning tales, painting word and sound
pictures in a voice that ranges from
fierce and forceful to expressively
tender. "At The End Of A Perfect Day'
Is Chris' third collection of original

songs— a musical remlnscence of loves
lost and gained In the present, past, and
faraway worlds

SHAT/VN PHELLIPS
Spaced
A compilation of some of the finest

unreleased works from the prolific

songwriter and man with the four octave
voice. His message to you? "In All

Friendship & With All Love, May The
Music Never Stop!"

Available at

FACES OF EARTH

in Amherst

for $4.99

SAVE-ON-TIRES, Inc. route 9, haduy
i MIlM from Northampton
3 MIloo From Amhor*t

OPEN MON.. TUES., WED. A FRI. 9-6 00. THURS.-9 TO 7 P.M. SAT 9 to 3 P M

TIDrC CASH & CARRYllmF ^ Wholesale to the public

I llm^B^^ WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. SUPERSEDE* ALt OTHER ADS

FALL INSPECTION

SALE
BIAS PLY POLYESTER
GOOD YEAR, FIRESTONE,
ARMSTRONG, LEE, ETC.

SIZE ^*'* PTic»

A78x13 1 5.75

BUY NOW -INSPECTION
ENDS OCT. 15

B78x13
C78X14 20.95
078x14
E78x14 23.50
F78x14
G78x14
G78X15 24.75
H78X14
H78X15

PLUSF.E.T.

26JS
L78X15 29.95

WHITEWALLS ONLY 2.00 MORE

RADIALS
DOUBLE-STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL WHITEWALLS

FIRSroUALITY

SIZE SALE
Prico

BH7g»i:

ER78il4|

FR7»il4|

GR78xl4j

GR7txl5

NR7SilS

Plus F.E.T.

29.95

37.95...

40.95 e.

45.95 e.

FIBERGLASS BELTED
Mad* by

MAJOR U.S. TIRE MFGR.
SAME QUALITY AS

NEW CAR EQUIPMENT
A78x 13

b78x13
C78x13
C78x14

E 78x14
F78X14

G78xT4
G78x15

IRELLI
FIRST QUALITY

560x15

FORVW
Snos

RECAPS
YOUR CHOICE
ANY SIZE

n8« »20«r 1515
+ F.E.T

H78x14
H78x15
J78X15 3495

PLUSFET L78x15 3595

PLUS TAXES

B.F.GOODRICH
FIBERGLASS BELTEDblems

27.95 *F.LT

29.95 A F^T

^4:95^^

G78x1S BK^

E78x14 W
"

F78x14 W
078x15 W
H78x15 W

PRE-SEASON MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
size

A78X13

078x13

C7UU
E78x14

Goodyr. PE Bk.

Arm W

TAC W Bm

L— PE Bk

E78x14

F78x14

F78x14

G78x14

G78x14

H78x14

H78x14

560x15

F78x15

G78x15

G78x15

H 78x1

5

H78X1S

L78X1S

TACSRBBM

Lee PE BK

TAC W BM

LeePEBK

TAC WBM
Lee PE W

TAC W BM

Pirelli Bk.

TAC W BM

Lee PE W

TAC W BM

LeePEBK

TAC W BM

TACSRBW

«U PIBCtS PIUS FITU MB SALES TU

PRICE

17J5
24J95

27.95

26.95

28.95

28.95

29.50

30^95

31.95

34.95

35.95

20.95

29.95

32.95

32.95

J3.95
35795

39.95

RADIAL SNO'S
SIZE TYPE

Sele
Price

165x13

185x14
I

155x15

165x15

165x15
!

PuMa Stud-leee

Fulda Stud-leM

TftCBk

B.F.G. GT-700^

T*CW.

BR78x13 j
TAC Run Silent BMJ

ER78X14 Lee Stud-leM^

Lee Stud-leasFR 78x14,

GR78x14hrAC Run silent BM

HR78X14 Lee Stud-leM

GR78X15 Lee Stud-leM

HR78X15! Lee Stud-leaa

LR78X15 TAC Steel

W

34.95

44.95

24.95

35.95

37.95

39.95

_47^95

48.95

56.95

56.95

5495

56.95

49.95

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL SNOW TIRE

145x13 $33,95 165x14 $43.95
155x13 $37.95 165x15 $42.95
165x13 $39.95 Plus Taxes

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
"«":!•"*?>„=.!

.

- ~ «/i'
" '" 586-2544

MMRS'

MOR l>n FE 9 tt HO
SAT !]

T1«S » M T SiS.

Pres. of bank reports Lance's

Innocence concerning deposits
ATLANTA [UP/] - The president of the

National Bank of Georgia, once headed by
former budget director Bert Lance, said

yesterday Lance had nothing to do with
more than $1 million in federal bankruptcy
deposits last spring.

Robert Guyton issued a statement
following published reports Sunday that the

bank had $1,366,000 in federal funds in

savings accounts as of March 31.

Newsday, a Long Island, N.Y. newspaper,
said much of the money was deposited after

Lance became budget director in January.
The newspaper said all other national

banks in Georgia had a total of $39,000 in

federal funds in similar accounts at the time.

However, Guyton said the money was
deposited by trustees in bankruptcy cases,

adding,

it."

"Bert Lance had nothing to do vyith

"This is not federal money," he said. "It's
not taxpayers' money. It's not even under
the control of the federal bankruptcy court."

The money, he said, comes from the sale
of assets of bankrupt businesses. It is held in

bank accounts until it is divided among
creditors.

"We solicit the deposits from attorneys
who handle bankruptcy cases for the
trustees," Guyston said.

Lance, contacted outside his church in

Calhoun, Ga., Sunday, denied having
anything to do with obtaining deposits for his

former bank while he served as budget
director.

Ruth Elder, first woman
who tried to fly Atlantic, dies

SAN FRANCISCO [UPf] - Ruth Elder,

who tried unsuccessfully to follow up

Charles Lindbergh's historic flight by
becoming the first woman to fly the Atlantic

50 years ago this week, died Sunday in her

apartment at the age of 74.

Although her flight, five months after

Lindbergh's solo transatlantic journey, ended
when she was forced down in rough seas

short of her goal, she became a heroine in

the United States and Europe, eventually

earning a fortune from movies and personal

appearances.
She took off from New York in a yellow

monoplane called "The American Girl" Oct.

11, 1927, with a co-pilot, George Haldeman.

But mechanical trouble forced their plane

down into the Atlantic, 360 miles from the

Azores, where a ship picked them up.

Miss Elder had arrived in New York that

Year from Anniston, Ala., proclaiming she

would be the first woman to fly to Paris.

She and Haldeman were jo nours out over
the Atlantic when their oil pressure dropped
dangerously low. They sighted a tanker
below and dropped a message asking "How
far to land?"
Crewmen aboard the Dutch tanker painted

an answer on the deck. Miss Elder and
Haldeman, knowing they could not make it

to the Azores, about 1,000 miles from
Europe, landed in the ocean and were picked
up by the ship.

Despite her failure, she received a

tumultuous welcome in Paris and was
greeted home by a parade in New York. She
later earned a reported $250,000 from films

and other appearances.
A native of Anniston, she was married six

times. Her last husband, Ralph King, a retired

Hollywood camerman, was with her when
she died. She had no children.

King said there would be no funeral

services and that her body would be
cremated.

SAN FRANCISCO: Ruth Elder (in undated photo) who tried unsuccessfully to

follow up Charles Lindbergh's historical flight by becoming the first woman to fly

the Atlantic, 50 years ago this week, died Oct. 9. (UPI)

More than 1,000 persons
were arrested in India
NEW DELHI, India [UP/] - Police arrested

more than 1,000 persons demonstrating
against the arrest of former Prime Minister

Indira Gandhi on corruption charges, the

national rtews agency Sannachar reported

yesterday.

Son>e 900 members of Mrs. Gandhi's

Congress party were arrested in her home
state of Uttar Pradesh in northern India

during protests arranged by the party on
what it called an "ami-repression day"
Sunday.

In Calcutta, police fired tear g^s to

disperse Congress party demonstrators who
tried to break through police lines and storm

state government offices. Police said the tear

gas firing following incidents of stone

throwing. No injuries were reported.

Samachar reported ttie arrest figures

increasing with later information yesti^day,

but gave no total except to say it was more
than 1.000.

Mrs. Gandhi was arrested on two charges

of official corruption while prime nriinittar.
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The Bakke decision
is it justified?
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By JOHN YONG

The Bakke Decision is a recent California

Supreme Court ruling that threatens to
eliminate Special Admissions, Affirmative
Action and other related programs on the
campuses, communities and workplaces
across the country.

In 1973-74, Allan Bakke, a white engineer
in his mid-30' s, applied to the University of
California at Davis Medical School. Both
times he was rejected. Later, with the help of
the UC- Davis Administration itself, he filed

suit against the special admissions program.
Bakke charged that he was the victim of
reverse discrimination, that he was rejected
because he was white, and that other "less
qualified" Third World (Black, Asian,
Chicano, Native American) students were
admitted into the school through the special

admissions program. A Newsweek article on
the issue stated that the minority students
had cums lower than Bakke's (3.5) but forgot
to mention that 34 other white students who
were admitted also had lower cums than
Bakke.

When people say that these Third World
students are less qualified, we have to look at

who is making up the qualifications. Are
cumulative averages and entrance exams
objective criteria by which people are judged
without regard to their coior or background?
Studies have conclusively shown that these
criteria are culturally biased. A person from a
low socioeconomic background would score
poorly on a test designed strictly from a
white ethnocentric perspective. This is not
unreasonable, because the person's ex-

perience is so different from that of your
"average American kid." Conversely, there
was a black psychologist who designed a
test from ghetto experience and found that
white people who took this test received
signigicantly lower scores than blacks.

Many white people feel threatened by
these special programs feeling that these
quotas restrict their chances of getting into

professional schools. But before the special

programs almost all medical schools were
exclusively white. In the first year the medical
school was open (1970), UC-Davis had an
enrollment of one Third World member
among 100 students. The argument of the
Third World is then that white people
weren't happy with a quota of 84, they now
want the whole 100. The United States
Justice Department said in its brief that it

favors affirmative action, but is opposed to

quotas. Let's look at what the consequences
of that will be by reviewing fjast statistics.

Although the Association of American
Medical Colleges set a goal of 12 per cent
first year minority admissions by 1975, in

1976 medical schools enrolled only 6.9 per

cent minority students. It is a fact that even
with the expansion of various slots in dif-

ferent medical schools less and less of these
slots are filled with minority students. In

California, 25 per cent of the population are
minorities; one per cent of the lawyers are
minorities. The ratio of white doctors to the
white population \n the United States is

about one to 700. The ratio of minority
doctors to minority populations is as follows:

Black - one to 3,800; Native American - one
to 20,000; Latino - one to 30,000; Asian-
unknown. Doesn't it seem a little unfair to
you?

Various organizations have charged that
special programs amount to favoritism. They
use the word favoritism as if they have never
heard of the word before. UC-Davis has a
private admissions program for the sons and
daughters of influential California
(politicians, or people who have nnade a
contribution of $50,000 or more). Dr. C. John
Tupper, the school's dean, has justified this

stating that UC-Davis needs political and
financial support. You've heard of athletes
being accepted with a special program. So
this is nothing new.
The question of reverse discrimination is

indeed a critical one. Minorities have been
the victims of racist and sexist oppression for
hundreds of years. To say now that these
programs discriminate is to say that there has
been no prior oppression of Third World
people. Reverse discrimination is under the
premise that we are all equal and that people
should get ahead on their own merits.
Obviously, this is not the case in this society.
Look at the 50 per cent unemployment rate
among Black youths, look at the difference in

pay scales between white men, white
women and the Third World people. We do
not get the same pay for the same work.
Therefore we can see that this is not and
never has been an equal society.

What we ask for is support to defeat
Bakke's argument; not only because it would
take back all the militant gains won in the
60's but also because it would make
professional schools a home for the rich and
powerful. White students must realize that it

is advantageous to work with Third World
students to promote greater diversity in

every campus and workplace.
Third World Student Affairs has been

working on this issue. The two major events
we have organized are the Bakke Debate on
Oct. 11 and a big demonstration on Oct. 15.
If you feel that this is a relevant issue and
want to hear from two different sides (pro
and con) please come to The Bakke Debate
tonight at 8:00 in Mahar Auditorium.

John Yong is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.
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The politics of 'objectivity'
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John Fisher, Economic Development
Coordinator for the Student Senate, has a
story he likes to tell his friends. It's about his
days as a writer for Modem Plastics. (Yes
this is a true story.)

John was assigned to do a story on the
use of plastics in the housing industry,
complete with projection figures and ex-
pected percentage of increases. When he
asked his editor how the hell he was going to
come up with the figures, the editor replied,
"Do what I do. Go out to lunch and have a
few martinis, come back to the office and
make them up."

He dutifully obliged the editor, made up M.J. FOChC
the figures, and submitted the article, which
was later published. ^^^^^^^^^A few months later he came across an

^—^——

—

HUD publication on noneother than the use
of plastics in the housing industry. He
checked the accuracy of his figures, and to
his amazement, they matched exactly.
There was an asterisk beside the figures

which referred to a footnote at the bottom of
the page. It read, "See John Fisher, Modem
Plastics, May "

responsibility placed on the receivers of
information: reader beware.

Information, its accessibility and
dissemination, is fast becoming a major
national issue. While the technology of
communications "progresses" with
astounding speed, the actual information we
receive from the government and the media
IS subject to intense but subtle political and
social manipulation.

Female expression

Tom Hayden also had a good story when
he spoke here last month. It seems that
portions of Hayden's Port Huron Statement
(the document which virtually established
the SDS) were used by former President
Nixon to justify his revenue sharing program.
Hayden didn't say which passages Nixon

used. I doubt it was the part about the
American Democratic system being
"apathetic, and manipulated rather than 'of,
by, and for the people'."
One must consider the source of In-

fornriation today, sometimes even more than
the information itoelf. Hence there is a new

The incestuous nature of the newspaper
business, for example, makes for a closed
circle of information, despite how "liberal" or
"objective" a paper may be considered. In
his book. The Boys on the Bus. Tim Grouse
explained the press hierarchy in its coverage
of the '72 election. Certain "heavies" like
R.W. Apple, then of the New York Times
dominated the copy published by the
election correspondents. There was also a
hesitancy among editors of smaller papers to
publish certain stories unless the Times had
published the stories first, regardless of
accuracy. Crouse even implies that had these
unwritten rules of the journalism trade not
existed, the election might have had a dif-
ferent outcome.

More often, news biases occur in what is
not printed, or where a story is placed in the
paper. The Collegian tips its hand in a su>-/i(e

manner when it places a story on Chancellor
Bromery's negative opinion of a student

union on the front page, while a story on
lorn Hayden's speech endorsing the idea
takes page three.

The press is not the only information
source for which we should maintain a
healthy skepticism. Government figures and
reports (as John Fisher's story pointed out)
are often subject to manipulation.

Due to the great American respect for
numbers, it is hard to think that they could lie

(or at least not tell the whole truth). But the
elitism of information exists here as well.
Examine a Federal Energy Administration
report on oil supplies, for example, and the
odds are that the figures will be supplied by
oil companies. After all, who else has done as
much research into oil supplies at Exxon?

A drop in the percentage of unem-
ployment is hailed as an economic
breakthrough by the President. But there is
no explanation that these figures reflect only
those unemployed who are actively seeking
jobs. The unemployment rate does not
account for those who have dropped off the
unemployment rolls, or who, in frustration
just quit looking for work altogether.

There is no real defense against these
limits of information except to be aware that
they exist. Critical reading (and viewing) is
something we learn too late in life, and the
reverence with which we hold Newsweek
the /Vew York Times or Kari Marx is
frightening. Every author has a perceived
audience as well as a message he or she
wishes to convey. And if you think you're not
the target, think again.

B.J. Roche's column appears every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

By JAMES LEWIS, JR.

I really enjoyed reading Lisa Melilli's article
of last Monday, and hope she continues to
write her feelings about women's liberation.

I want to say I think its very important for
women to express their feelings. I don't
believe women should hide themselves in

feminine ego.

When women don't express themselves,
this leaves men the job of guessing what the
woman is thinking. Moie often than not the
man will misperceive the woman's feelings
and make mistakes. One reason men do not
understand or know women is because
women's egos will not allow them to express
their thoughts, and this provides for the
misconceptions that occur in relationships.

The male ego (pride, selfishness, superiority)

will make him think that he provoked
everything in the relationship, and women
should not allow men to think like this. This is

another reason men don't understand
women.

I cannot trust a women who will not let me
know what she thinks about me. I try

naturally to respect the person a woman may
be, but if I don't get some clear indication

about what's happening, then I might feel

forced to assume the prerogatives of the
relation and this is sexist, and probably will

end up in insulting the woman, riow can a
man know what's happening with a woman
unless she tells him? The hints, suggestions
and smiles will not provide a realistic ap-
proach to the problem.

I also feel that women have to find the
power within themselves to find a place of
effective being in this society. The solution to
the oppression of women lies more with
woman gaining their own power and
deciding their own relation than with men
giving them power. Power is partially the
result of an increased counsciousness, and it

is clearer now more than ever before that the
power necessary to throw off this oppression
lies in the consciousness movement of
women. Racism will not dissolve unless
sexism dissolves, and women are going to
have to be the ones to desolve Sexism. I am
sick of the lie of this society suggested for
Third World People and Women. I am ex-
tremely disgusted with the movement of
women's consciousness. I would like to see
women define themselves distinctly and
clearly so that I can be free.

James W. Lewis is Assistant Black Affairs
Editor of the Collegian.

Reorganizing student government a must
Unfortunately, I did not have the op-

portunity to read Jim Paulin's column last

Thursday while shit-faced. Needless to say, I

did wade through the extensive garble, and
came to the conclusion that the notorious
"asshole" made some good points; whether
he knew it or not, of course, is not at
question.

You see, Mr. Paulin is partially right: Most
of what goes on in the Student Senate, short
of discussion of dismantling it, is

frighteningly obsolete. While several of the
active senators are administration lackies, or
defacto administration agents, Paulin is

wrong to imply that the other senators
naturally sieze the opportunity to present
themselves as he does.

I'd venture to say that the majority of the
people presently active in the senate are
making a unique personal sacrifice. Not a
school work - senate meeting trade-off. Not
an ethical sacrifice in an effort to achieve the
luminous summits of stardom so tempting in

the political arena, but a sacrifice which lies
in the psychic dungeons of the politically

self-conscious. That's to say, many of the
senators elected in the last election have no
intention of meeting in the Campus Center
from seven to ten every Wednesday night for
the rest of the year. Many of them approach
the limits of psychosis when talk of
parlimentary procedure emerges, and
argument over the correct way to make a
motion become the prime entree of the

night. Many others nearly vomit at the
thought of dealing with senators who claim
that things like racism and sexism are merely
"a state of mind". Most importantly, all are
sick of sitting around debating and passing
motions which have no real impact on the
campus community, or are found to lie

ultimately within the authority of the ad-
ministration. Each of them have their own
individual gripes, some common, some not.
Something definitely unites them, however:
senate reorganization.

Senate reorganization is a bureaucratic
way of saying "dismantle the senate and
replace it with something effective"; a
vehicle through which students can voice
their disenchantment together and be heard;
through which they can be seen and
responded to as a viable, intelligent, and
unified force, to be reckoned with, not
ignored.

Mr. Paulin made note of the "union slate"
of which he wanted so desperately to be a
part. He did not say why, however. He made
it appear as though the 22 commuters
elected (i.e. the whole slate) were interested
in entering into the same petty political

relationships senators of the past have
thrived on to the point of orgasmic display.
It's not true. This group, and senators
elected from dorms on a union platform,
have a very different set of interests. They
recognize that: (1) for too long student
government at UMass has not been

responsive to the needs of the student body
as a whole, (2) as an organization, it is often
bogged down by the intricacies of its own
procedure, (3) as a movement, it lacks active
participation from its own constituency at
basic levels of University life - living and
learning, (4) as a decision-making body, it

$$restarpinian

fHousing Office

no help

To the Editor

for the first eleven days of the
semester I was a resident of the fourth
floor of the Campus Center Hotel. Now
that the housing crisis of the beginning of
the semester is near its end [less than 10
students remain in the Hotel] it is time to
look at how the university has handled
the situation.

The purpose of this letter is not to lay
blame on any group for causing the
housing pinch, but rather to question the
behavior of one branch of the ad-
ministration for the way they handled the
situation after it occurred.

Before I do this, I think I should be fair
to all sides and offer praise to those
groups that did their best to help make
those first weeks a lot easier. Among
those giving a helping hand were; the
Legal Services office, the CC Hotel staff,

the local media, the Student Affairs
office, and hundreds of inconvenienced
UMass students.

However, the one group from whom
we needed the support and did not get it

was the Housing Office, whose spokes-
people mishandled their role in this

predicament. Among their offenses
were remarks such as "do what we tell

you, or else find a place off campus or
drop out of school. " Is this any way for
an official of the university to talk?

The spokespeople also constantly lied
to the residents of the hotel. When
questioned about how long we would be
without a room, instead of tiling us they
honestly did not know, they gave us false

hopes that we would be out the next day
or the day after.

The final reason that I am so upset at
their inept handling of the job is that
when I finally received word that I would
be moving to Field House, I questioned
them on whether this vt/as a permanent
location and they assured me it was. My
present roommate, who spent the same
time in the CC as I did, was told the same.
Now, after living in my room for four
weeks I have been told bluntly by two
R.A.'s in field that I have to get out ofmy
room. When I informed them I was told
by housing that the room was per-
manent, they responde' 'here was
nothing they could do about that.

A gallant effort by my floormates to
keep me and my roommate where we are
is now in process. However, I will

probably have to move again anyway.
And who is to say that this is the last time

letters

lacks ultimate authority over most of the
subjects it debates, so that it is not really a
government in any concrete sense of the
word, and (5) most importantly, as Paulin
correctly summarizes, it is perceived - and
rightly so - as ineffective in advocating
student rights and interests within the
University. Simultaneously, those interested
in effecting meaningful change have few
avenues by which to proceed.

The senators elected on a platform of
unionization are interested in voting the
senate away, abolishing it, and beginning to
organize students in dorms and departments
over issues of more immediate concern than
putting someone on an administration
committee, on which students have little

opportunity to make constructive change.
Every one of the ten members of the anti-

union RSO group formed last week was

wrong, according to many students in
stating that students can't look out' for
themselves. Hundreds are in a rage saying
"to hell" with that comment. "If we don't
who will?" Surely, the administration must
be last on the list of potential contenders for
that honorable position.

So, this year's senate should prove to be a
different experience. We still have ad-
ministration "echoes" in the senate. We'll
always have them, however, as long as our
governance structure is the one the ad-
ministration "grants" us, and as long as a
student's price is low enough. We'll always
nave them as long as students conceive of
themselves as unable to change things. The
mam objective of this year's senate is to
change things - first the senate, then the
position students find themselves in this
community of rules made for administrators
and trustees, and layers of bureaucracy
which impede our organization, and our
ability to find the ultimate layer of authority
Tom Hayden said he didn't know whether

student unionization would be "ac-
complished" this year at UMass, but he had
faith that it would be done. The senate voted
last week to call this "The Year of the
Union". Can the senate do it? I don't think
so.

But the student body can.

Greg Tarpinian's column appears every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

I will be forced to move this semester?
I doubt that housing can do anything

at this time to correct the damage that
has already been done. However, I

believe they can prevent any further
mistakes from occurring. A/so, I believe
they should come forward and make a
public statement apologizing for their
poor handling of the situation and a
solemn promise that in the future they
will act the way representatives of a great
university should act.

Mike Soltys

507Reld(7)

RSO funding

legitimate

To the Editor:

« In the September 28 edition of the

Collegian, Steven N. Mathieu wrote an
article stating that some student
organizations funded by RSO are not
important to the well-being and survival

of different student communities.

Since we, as members of the Third
World, have been referred to, we have
the right to respond and we want to do

so to clarify possible doubts and
misconceptions.

In this regard, we want to mention that
the Bilingual Collegiate Program [BCP\,
as an educational and administrative
office, has been dealing with issues such
as personal counseling, tutoring,
academic counseling and student
recruiting, vital services for the "latino-
americanos" and bilingual students. The
BCP is a serious and responsible
organization that has aided bilingual
students in coping successfully with the
social and intellectual life of this campus.
The growing demands on this program
necessitate even more funds to improve
its vital services. At this point, we want to
clarify that BCP and AHORA are in-

dependent but complementary
organizations, and that the BCP will

respond to Mathieu 's article in-
dependently.

AHORA was founded by a small group
of Latin American students several years
ago, and is defined as an educational,

sociocultural organization, whose main
objective consists of meeting the needs
of the Spanish-speaking students on this

campus, who, for obvious reasons, are

not able to participate in many of the

activities sponsored by other RSO
organizations.

from AHORA emerged the BCP
leaving AHORA with the sole respon-
sibility of organizing important activities

such as educational conferences and
socio -cultural activities. Since the for-

mation of the BCP in 1974, the hispanic
studentpopulation has increased from 50
to over 400 students.

In conclusion, we believe that the
article published by the Collegian
emerges from ignorance about AHORA
and other Third World programs. We
would like to extend an invitation to
Steven N. Mathieu to discuss services
other than AHORA or BCP that are
offered to the Latin American community
by UMass. We want to remind you that
"latino-americanos" are economically
producing for the state of Massachusetts
while enduring low wages andpoor living

conditions, and that up to this date our
demands have been minimal in com-
parison to the growing social demands of
the non-Third Wodd North American
majority, finally, we want to state that
racism is historically a decaying ideology,
but still sufficiently institutionalized to
encourage the paradoxical union of
racists and well meaning but ignorant
North Americans. Racist thought.

proliferated and promulgated by a small
but surprisingly dominant group, must be
stopped by everyone, including the
nonracist majority.

AHORA

More fetters

on page 14

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegiar)

weteomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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more letters

Controversy yes; vandalism no

To th« Editor:

This letter is addressed to the students
responsible for marking up and tearing down
the posters we used in advertising the first
meeting of the Lovers of ZJon.

We are a Zionist group and being Zionists
we are automatically controversial. We
welcome controversy and discussions.
However we don't welcome the tearing
down or the marking up of our posters. We

have a right to advertise ourselves and our
meetings and we look upon the destruction
of our posters as the work of immature
vandals with nothing better to do.

If you want to discuss Zionism with us we
will. So let's set up a time and place to have
an informal meeting. You may call the Hillel

office or call me at 546-6564.

Jeff Santis, Chairman
Lovers of Zion

"Summit proposal notjust SOP"s

To the Editor:

Caught in a trap of words

To the Editor:

it hurts nw to read the Collegian. We have
so far to go. I know my sympathies and you
might know them also as sometimes they are
echoed in your words But I think that your
words lie and secretly puncture what it is that
you wish that you were talking about.

I could call it politics and say, "to hell with
It, " which is what I suspect the majority of
the people do, but it hurts me deeper than
that. So here I try to fight it with your own
social tools — lying words.

My love-interest has many possible
universes in its domain. But in practice it has
been pretty much restricted to my universe
So I won't talk about Kent State, abortion or
racism because I have travelled along a
certain lucky path in which I have been
shelted from the need to be concerned with
them directly. Having had such luck might
lead someone to characterize or categorize
me as a WASP male oppressor, but I am
what I am. The issues which concerns me
now is feminism as presented in the
Collegian by Fifi Ball and Lisa Melilli in recent
editorials.

I'd call them both liars and show them
when and where I thought they were lying if I

thought that would change anything. As it is

it would protjbly seem like nitpicking and
thereby antagonize the ones I am trying to
communicate with. So instead I'll present an
alternative perspective.

In real life day to day experience I have to
cope with sexism all the time. The emotional
capabilities which I feel that I have a right to
are constantly being constricted and
smashed. In particular by the sex and social
attitudes that I encounter among both my
male and female peers and in general by the
social structures that give birth to these
attitudes. These social structures have
evolved with man and his technology. But
their justification, when questioned, has
always been words. Words of good and evil
of superiority and inferiority, of Justice and
injustice, of social imperitives, and of Iffe and
death ^hese words have lost some of their
reality 'or me, because of their arbitrary,

abstract and unreal nature, but their after-

taste overwhelms me with pain and laughter.

When you are using some of these words
to defend or attack some other words you
have f-^en caught in a trap A trap that
create: ther traps. A trap of unreality. You
have added to and continued the very
structu-^' you hope to change.

The alternative is difficult and a path that is

not obvious. Think around tne structure until

you have achieved an evolutionary and
contextual understanding of the problem, in

its relationship to the structure. Then the
structure will disappear and human in-

dividuals can appear.

Got a gripe?

Write a letter!

It is difficult because to achieve such an
understanding of a problem of conflict

requires a truce of understanding with your
own head. Those of us who have been lucky
enough to try, know how tenuous and
difficult such a truce can be. It is worth the
effort because self appreciation, by its

nature, allows appreciation of others, which
allows the love to flow free. That's what I

think it's all about.

Tom Nelson

The residents of Butterfield house do the
campus community a valuable service in
their Friday letter to the Collegian. They point
out that the specific unionization plan
currently popular with many students in the
SGA — the "union summit report" — is only
one possible proposal about the shape of
student unionization.

Student Senate, though the time for that
decision is fast approaching.

I for one hope that when the time comes,
all of the options will be carefully studied. I
also hope that the union councils will be
closely consulted throughout the process.

Adam Auster

However, the same letter incorrectly at- ScleCtmen drawInO
tributes this proposal to the Student

^^^"f^'i UiaWUiy
Organizing Project [SOP].

Some student and professional staff
employed by the SOP helped develop the
"summit" proposal. So did staff from the
Legal Services Office, the Student Senate,
and the Student Center for Educational
Research ...to name only some of the SGA
projects involved.

The SOP played no special role in

sponsoring the proposal. In fact, the SOP
Board has no policy advocating this par-
ticular approach to unionization over others.

After all, the decision about which union
plan to implement has yet to be made by the

termed sexist

To the Editor:

/ was struck - and appalled - by your
drawing

( 10-4-77] representing the Amherst
Board of Selectmen. It is always discon-
certing to see publications fall into the sexist
trap of depicting all such boards as 100 per
cent male, but it is unforgivable when the
actual state of affairs is so different.

I want to call to your attention the fact that
two of the five members of the Amherst
Board of Selectmen are women.

Nancy B. Eddy
Amherst Selectwoman

*** FREE •**
CAMPUS POSTERS

WITH THE PURCHASE
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Collect a set
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• Telephone Co. b/asts consumer proposal
CONTINUED FROM DAnc i n ....

•

more

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

telephone users "certainly could use much
representation."

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst this week told the
Collegian the DPU is bogged down with work and could use
more resources.

Collins said he endorses the TELCAG proposal because of
Its potential to offer consumers a continuity of onaoina
research capabilities and people."

Funding the Key
While MassPIRG attorney Rider was slightly offended byNET s use of the word "scheme" to describe TELCAG's

funding idea, he did acknowledge the voluntary check-off
concept as the "key to the proposal."
"Consumer groups are paralyzed by lack of resources By

using the phone company's billing system we can
disseminate consumer information as well as solicit con-
tributions," said Rider.

According to Collins, it was precisely the same funding
mechanism which kept a similar bill he sponsored from ever
getting out of its House-appointed committee.

Rider said he also feels the TELCAG proposal will lead to
tighter budgetary control of consumer's monies.
"TELCAG is a new way of raising money and leads to

direct pocketbook control over consumer advocacy

Consumers would lose budgetary control of the funds if they
<the funds) were raised through the legislature in the form of
higher taxes," said Rider.
NET objects to TELCAG's system of funding. According

to the press release, implementation of the check-off system
through the phone company's billing system" would entail
serious administrative problems for consumers as well as the
company."
A clause in the TELCAG proposal states "the telephone

company will be fully reimbursed by TELCAG for any ad-
ditional expenses it incurs because of the TELCAG
donations account and mailings."

Despite this clause, NET cited in a Christian Science
Monitor article "possible problems in reprogramming
computers, or keeping track of TELCAG funds on bills that
are either under or overpaid, and of training bill clerks to
handle TELCAG finances."

Initiative Petition
"Practically speaking," said Rep. Collins, "the TELCAG

proposal will have a difficult time in the legislature if it runs
into the same opposition similar bills had."
According to MassPIRG spokesperson Karen Meenan

PIRG also expects the bill to have a difficult time in the
legislature. To counter this problem, PIRG is using the
initiative petition process as a "back-up approach".
An initiative petition requires 57,000 signatures. Once the

si^gnatures are certified by the attorney general the petition

ZaTa!ZTnllt T^°''' T
the legislature' wh^e^HS

KmbeT 19"78° batt''
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"The reason you go with the initiative petition" said Rider

^

is^because the legislature is unresponsive to the need fo^

Rider claimed the reason a bill to form RiiPAr:
(Residential Utility Consumer Action Group) neveTgo^ out of

LrS;o^K°T'"f^ ^^^ ^"« to tremendous lobby pressures
applied by the electric and phone companies

pressures

According to Rider, NET may decide to strike a com
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i^ Femininity should not be synonomous witii fiaure
CONT. FROM PAGE 2 n-,o./... /n .... _ Jf *«^ ^^

age, breast cancer will no longer be the
leading cause of death of women in that age
group.

Here is some information about various
aspects of breast care. The facts and
statistics were taken from Our Bodies,

Ourselves (Boston Women's Health Book
Collective, Simon and Schuster, '76) and the
Sept. '77 issue of Ms. Magazine.
There is no evidence that bralessness

causes any medical problem. Some women
are more comfortable with their breasts
supported; others find bras uncomfortable
Left unsupported, breasts will eventually

begin to sag. This is an aesthetic issue, not a
medical one. It is up to the individual woman
to decide whether she might be bothered by
this at a later point in her life.

Many women experience swelling and
painful tenderness of the breasts before each
menstrual period. Wearing a stretchy bra at
this time may be helpful. Some women
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If you can easily read the above lines, you may have the kind of language talent that the
National Security Agency needs.

Opportunities now exist for candidates skilled in the languages shown, plus certain other
unusual foreign languages as well. Those selected will be able to make valuable contributions

in the production of national defense intelhgence.
The National Security Agency offers a variety of challenging assignments for language majors

. .
.
translation, transcription, area research projects, to name a few. Newly-hired linguists

receive advanced traming in their primary languages and can plan on many years of continued
professional growth.

Intellectual challenge is part of NSAs language, too . . . plus attractive surroundings in our
suburban Maryland headquarters. Salaries start at the GS-7 level for BA degree graduates, plus

all the usual benefits of Federal employment.
U S. citizenship is required. . . ^

Schedule an NSA interview through your Placement Office.

NAHONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M321

Fort George G. Meade. Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

report that avoidina excess coffee, tea salt
sugar, alcohol and refined carbohydrates
lessens their discomfort.

Women should examine their own breasts
once a month, right after their menstrual
period (normal thickening and lumpiness is

least evident at this time). Breast Self-
Examination (BSE) is very important, as 90
per cent of all diagnosed breast cancers are
found by women, not doctors.

Many women are hesitant to examine their
breasts. They are not used to touching them,
and fear that they will discover they have
cancer. Close to 90 per cent of lumps that are
biopsied are not cancerous. And if a woman
does have breast cancer, early detection and
treatment can save her life.

Pamphlets with instructions for BSE are
available free at the Health Center. The
Health Education office arranges discussions
and audio-visual presentations on BSE
Contact them at 549-2671 if you would like to
participate in a BSE education session.

Two of the "remedies" offered to women
who think their breasts are too small are
surgical implants and silicone injections (the
latter have not been approved for medical
use.)

Breast implant surgery for strictly cosmetic
reasons has a 60 per cent complication rate.
In other fields of medicine, operations with
such high complication rates are discouraged
except when necessary to save a life or a vital
function. It is a comment on our priorities
that doctors still perform such risky surgery
for medically unnecessary aesthetic reasons.

Silicone injections are extremely
dangerous. The patient's body fights the
foreign substance that has been injected into
It. Severe infections may develop for up to 15
years after the injection. Approximately 20
per cent of the complications that develop as
a result of silicone injections require removal
of the breast to avoid gangrene or migration
of infection to the brain or lungs.

Today, one woman in lb develops breast
cancer. Isn't that a frightening enough figure
without adding to the chances of suffering
breast disorders by subjecting our breasts to
unnatural alterations?

More and more women are coming to
believe that a man who would judge their
desirability on the basis of breast size isn't a
man they consider desirable.
A small flat breast can feed a baby as well

as a large round one. And that, after all, is

what breasts are really about.

Need reporter
The Collegian is looking for a graduate

student to fill the position of beat reporter for

graduate affairs.

This reporter would be responsible for

attending and reporting on the meetings and
affairs of the Graduate Student Senate, in

addition to keeping the news department
informed of the activities of graduate
students in general. This is not a paid
position.

Applicants must not be involved in the
Graduate Student Senate.

A knowledge of news reporting would be
helpful, but the newspaper's news depart-
ment will teach basic reporting skills. Anyone
interested should call the Collegian at 545-
3500 and ask for Dottie Clark or Jim Kassner,
campus bureau chiefs, or go to the Collegian
office in Campus Center 113.
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What*8 Happening

AUDITIONS
University Ensemble Theater has auditions

for Jean Anouilh's "Antigone" which will be
held 10-11, 12 and 13, UMass Fine Arts
Center 204 at 7 p.m. They are open to
everyone. Call the dept. 546-3490.

DEBATE
Three candidates for two-at-large seats on

the Northampton City Council will debate in

the main lounge of Pierpont Hall (Southwest
Resident Complex) 7 p.m. Public is invited.

HEALTH
Family Practice in Medicine by Dr. Rogers

Grad Res. Center 201, 7 p.m. Free.

EXHIBIT
Herter Gallery Presents Allan

lecturing at 8 p.m. SBA 120.

Sonfist

FRAT NEWS
Alpha Phi Omega will hold its Annual Las

Vegas Night. Campus Center Concourse,
you can vote at .01 cent per vote, as many
times as you wish. CrownirKi will take Las
Vegas Night October 15, 1977, 7:30 p.m.
Campus Center. Proceeds go to charity.

MOVIES
— M.A.S.H. Hampden Theatre in Souttv

west at 6, 8, and 10 p.m. $1.

— The Murder of Fred Hampton,
Thompson 106 at 8 p.m. Free.

OPPORTUNITIES
- Open to professionals with management

training. There will be a talk on "Graduate
Management Education: Where does it

Lead?" For more info call Amherst
placement office 542-2265.

-At Mt. Holyoke's Hallowell Center, Ms.
Orloff and Dr. Thain will discuss "The
Broadening Horizons in Management and
Increasing Opportunities for Women," For
details call Mt. Holyoke's Career Services
office 538-2080.

INTERSESSION OPPORTUNITY
— Organizational meeting for persons

interested in sailing in Florida one week in

January. For more info call Steve 253-7273.
Meeting Campus Center 7 p.m.

— The Undergraduate Economics Council
was granted work-study money for tutoring
for undergraduates having difficulty with
economics courses.

-The Communications Skills Center 609
Goodell provides services for student
studying skills. Call 5-0924.

TOMORROW
OPPORTUNITIES

"Study Abroad Night" Menxjrial Hall 7 - 9
p.m. sponsored by the International
Programs Office.

MUSIC
Mozart, Basset and Strauss will highlight a

french horn recital at 8 p.m. in Bowker
AudKorium.

FIVE COLLEGE RESIDENTIAL EXCHANGE
Deadline for participation in the program is

Wednesday 10-12. If you wish to spend
spring semester at Amherst, Hampshire, Mt.
Holyoke or Smith get those applications in to
the Dean of Housing Office.

Notices

p.m. wry im-

AASA
M*«ttng Campus Center 809 at 7

portant.

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AND BAP
— Guaat apaakar Mr. Andrawa on "Corporate

Governance" Campua Canter 166-168 at 4:00 p.m.
— Gueat apeeker from Alexander Grant and Co.

Thursday in Grad. Rea. Tower C 1634 at 7;00 p.m.

AIKIDO
All weteome in Aikido cieaa — Boyden Gym,

Wrestling Rm. Wed. and Fri. 7-9 p.m. Sun. 2-4 p.m.
for more info call Charles 584-5492.
ALPHA PHI OMEGE

Meeting Campua Center 804, 7.30 p.m. (check CC
schedule).

BETA CHI
Meeting 7:30 p.m. annual dues collection. Home-

coming, and apeakar on Tenant- Landlord Relations.

BOWLING CLUB
Tryouts will be at 4 p.m. Tues. and Wed. at Boyden,

Womens just Tues. For more info call Paul 253-5122 or

Dave 546-9154.

COMMUNICATION DISOPDEPS COLLOQUIUM
Classes beginning today 6-7:30 p.m. Arnold House

136. Classes meet every Tuesday
CHPISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Meeting 6:30 p.m. Campus Center 177, all welcome.

DHAPMA STUDY GROUP
New practice houae is at 11 Cherry St. North-

ampton. For more info call 584-4480.

FRENCH CORRIDOR
Looking for a French grad student to fill TA

oosition. Please contact Stacey-Susan at 6-5319.

HILL EL
Meeting 4:15 p.m. Campua Center 902. For more

info call Reuben 6-9057 or Liaa 6-5183. all welcome.
HOUSING OFFICE

Pick up Houaing Exemption Applications tn

Housing Offices from Oct. 7-Nov. 4.

HUMAN SERVICES
Organizationai meeting for all human aervice

people
FOUND
Onyx necklace in Berkshire Dining, call Beth 6-9022.

LOST
Manilla envelope (3"x6") containir>g 5 felt pens w-

gold cross with crystal in center, sentimental value.

Call Cathy 546-4317

LOST
Glasses in white gless caae, please return to CC

Loat and Found.

MOTORCYCLE COOP
Meeting concerning parking Campua Center 917 at

7 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD

Meeting Campus Center 804 at 5 p.m.

N.E.S. TUTORS
No aeminar Wednesday. There is tutoring at the

South End on Wed. Bus leaves at 6 p.m.
NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT

Budget snd Finence meeting, all intereated N.E.
residents urged to attend. Held in NEAG Office
Basement Knowlton at 7 p.m. Questions call Jeff 546-

5467

PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS CLUB
Meeting 7:30 p.m. Room 153 North P.E. BIdg. All

are welcome.
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Speaker on "Developments m the G.D.R. ' by John
Fisher 8:30 p.m. in Machmer W-21.

PREMED SOCIETY
Seminar on Medicine Part V, Grad Res. Center 201,

7 p.m. All interested people can sign up at thia

meeting.
UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION

Biblical Exploration 7:15-8:15 p.m. Everyone is

welcome.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Mandatory Security meeting for George Benaon

Concert 7 p.m. Goodell 615.

UMASS BAHAI CLUB
Wishes to welcome all new students from other

lands at a reception Wedneaday 10-12 Farley Lodge 8
p.m.

UMASS MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
General meeting Campua Center 906, 5:30 p.m. All

old and new members are urged to attend.
WOMEN IN FORESTRY

Career Skills Workshop 12:20 p.m Holdsworth.
FINE ARTS CENTER
The Thursdey night performance of Cabaret is sold

out. However, tickets for the Benny Goodmsn
Concert are still available.

Employee safety sessions
All secretaries and custodians are en-

couraged to attend the fire safety orientation

sessions offered by Environmental Health
and Safety this week — Fire Prevention
Week.

The program consists of information about
fire reporting, evacuation procedures, and a

movie about handlir>g fire extinguishers.

Each session will end with a "hands on"
experience by actually dousing small fires

with extinguishers. The last part will be held

outside, so appropriate clothing should be
worn.
The program schedule is: Today at 10 a.m.

in the Public Health Auditorium, and 1:30

p.m. in Herter 227. Both sessions are ex-

clusively for secretaries. Thursday at 10 a.m.
in the Public Health AudKorium, 1:30 p.m. in

Herter 227, and 7 p.m. in Herter 231.

Thursday's sessions are for custodians only.

Sessions will last about one hour.

Taxes, budgets
highlight elections
BOSTON \UPI\ - Property taxes, budget

worries and local squabbles are highlighting

preliminary elections today for mayoral,

school committees and city council can-

didates in 12 Massachusetts cities.

Three-term New Bedford Mayor John
Markey, who stripped to his underwear last

January to dramatize the city's financial

plight, faces a challenge from five candidates
in the non-partisan election. The final

elections in all 3Q Massachusetts cities will be
held Nov. 8.

Markey's rivals claim they can restore

fiscal health to the city, which now has an
unemployment rate of s^ven per cent — one
of the highest in the state. But "there's not a
hell of a lot we can do to lower it, except
concentrate on economic development,"
Markey said.

Woburn voters are looking at the city's

property taxes, which rose dramatically with
100 per cent valuation. The five mayoral
candidates are campaigning against what
they claim is the poor management of three-

term Mayor Edward Gilgun.

Fitchburg Mayor Hedley Bray, 71, is

defending his austerity program, which cut
deeply into some city services, as he fights

for a third-term against four rivals. Bray

explains reductions in services, such as
sanitation and snow removal and a ceiling on
overtime for city workers, by saying: "I just

believe in a day's pay for a day's work."
Six candidates are fighting for the mayoral

slot in Springfield, which Mayor William
Sullivan is vacating after two terms. One of

the frontrunners is City Council President
Theodore Dimauro, 44, a lawyer and former
school commitee member.

Incumbent Mayor John Buckley of

Lawrence is basing his campaign on the 20
years he's served as mayor, said bv his

campaign manager to be the longest in the

country. The issues in Lawrence are high

taxes and a sluggish downtown area.

City clerks in Lowell and Holyoke are
predicting a F>oor turnout. In Lowell, where
there is a city manager form of government
and the mayor is nominated by the city

council, the main concern is a pending tax
increase of up to $30 over the present $179
tax rate.

Holyoke Mayor Ernest Proulx, 45, faces
two opponents. But even one of his op-
ponents concedes it's been a "very quiet
campaign" and the city clerk is forecasting a
"dismal" turnout.
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Curry Hicks Cage
Thursday Oct. 13 8 p.m.

Tickets $5.00 with student ID
6.50 public

available at Tix

(only for student tickets),

Faces of Earth,

Backroom Records,
Sun Music

no cans or bottles please

AMHERSTCiHem

LIZA MIMNELLI &
ROBERT DENIRO

in

MARTIM SCORSESE S

"NEW YORK
NEW YORK"
WEtKDAYS AT8 00

SAT h SUN 7 00 & 9 30

MONi lUlS ALL SIAIS U 00

Nobel Prize awarded
Colle airin i?

OSLO, Norway [AP] - Two women who
started a peace movement in Northern
Ireland and a London-based organization
that works for political prisoners won Nobel
peace prizes Monday.
The Nobel committee of the NonA/egian

parliament awarded the 1977 prize to the
London organization. Amnesty International,
for 16 years of effort on behalf of "prisoners
of conscience" and against torture and the
death penalty.

It gave the 1976 prize to Betty Williams, 33,
and Mairead Corrigan, 32, for organizing a
broad-based "Peace People's" movement to
end eight years of fighting in their homeland
between Protestant and Catholic extremists.
The women launched the campaign more

than six months after the Feb. 1 deadline for
peace prize nominations last year, when all

50 candidates were rejected and no award
was given.

Mrs. Williams said in London: "We've only
been going 14 months and other people have
been going for years. But I know how hard
we worked and perhaps after all we have
earned it."

Miss Corrigan, moved to tears by the
news, said in Belfast: "I accept the prize on
behalf of everyone throughout the world
who works and longs for peace and the
many people who have suffered and have
been jailed in the interests of promoting
peace."
The prizes are worth $141,600 to Mrs.

Williams and Miss Corrigan and $145,000 to
Amnesty International.

Amnesty International was the 10th
organization to win the peace prize.

DC menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Corned Beef Supreme,
Southern Beef and Noodle Casserole;
Basics Scalloped Noodles and Tomatoes!
Soybean Croquettes.
DINNER - Chicken Cutlet-Supreme

Sauce, Baked Ham- Fruit Sauce; Basics
Chicken Cutlet, Spinach Casserole.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Fried l-ish HIate, Lazy

Golompki; Basics, Grilled Cheese and
Tomato, Fried Fish Plate
DINNER - Pot Roast-Jardinere, Swiss

Turkey Sandwich; Basics, Barley
Soybean Casserole, Swiss Turkey
Sandwich

Strike threatens New Orleans economy

JOSTors
COUEGE

OCTOBER

NEW ORLEANS [AP] - The shutdown of
the nation's second-largest port in a longe-
shoremen's strike is threatening steel
shipments to the Midwest and grain exports
to foreign countries. But the impact is

greatest on the city of New Orleans itself.

"Two-thirds of the economy of this area is

related to the waterfront," H.G. Joffray,
director of port operations, said Monday.
"So if you shut two-thirds of it off, the
dollars aren't coming in.

"People start socking that buck away and
keeping it for red beans and rice," he said.

The strike, part of a work stoppage that
began Oct. 1 at East and Gulf Coast ports by
the International Longshoremen's
Association, is cutting an estimated $2
million a day from the area economy. Unlike
workers elsewhere who are refusing to

handle only containerized cargo, the New
Orleans longshoremen are striking all cargo.

Containerized shipments account for
about 60 per cent of the cargo at the Port of
New York, but only about 25 per cent here.

"You've not only got the longshore
wages, but you've got the money that the
crews off the ships spend here," said Edward
Reed, port director. "You've got the bunkers
of fuel oil, the supplies that the ships buy.
You've got the normal fees that the ships pay
to the port authority.

"You've got the wages of people inolved
indirectly, ship chandlers, freight forwarders,
custom house brokers. You know the whole
smear. They're all static."

Reed said the bulk of the cargo coming
into the port is destined for somewhere else,
so supply shortages caused by an extended

strike "would occur all the way up the
Mississippi Valley."

Because the walkout is limited in other
ports, supplies of critical goods can be
diverted from New Orleans.

Meanwhile, talks aimed at settling the I LA
walkout are at a standstill. Federal mediators
last met with representatives of shipping
organizations late last week in Washington
and no progress was reported.
The union's chief concern is job security.

Key areas include demands for com-
pensation for dockworkers who are left job-
less by the increase in containershipping,
which requires fewer people to load and
unload vessels since goods are put aboard in

containers lifed from trucks.
The New Orleans port handles 42 per cent

of the nation's grain exports and is the
nation's major port for steel imports.
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Jonathan Edwards
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R E ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! 'Little AdsGet BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY' !!! Little Ads C«t BIG RESULTS!
To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
3Gc per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!'!Little AdsGet BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get ilG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE • FOR SALE WANTED.HOMEFOR OOP

"n P\mt A 1 $1 , 100 2S6-8226

ItTO Triumph GT-8+ Exc mach 7 Int. AM-
FM. steel radials with 2 snows. $1,200. or

BO Doug54fr4647

Ftet 128 2 door, 1974, 28,000 mi , AM FM.
radio, stereo-cas. Ex. cond Call 5-2638 or

5-2639 after 7pm Ask for Neil, rm 211

Fender Bass Music Master Excel cond.,
dibo Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5-stnng
Ban|0 Excel Cond. Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549 3796

Scuba Gear, tanks regualtors, wetsuit. etc
• camping gear, 253 7761, Mark,

0lli« is a 7 month old mixture of Irish Sattar
and Shepherd His s good vvith childran
and is house broken OIlie naads a family to
love him Help OIlie find a home. Please
call 549-6739. Keep trying

Woman's Wittnaur Watch. Sentimental
value Reward, please call 549-6707 SERVICES

AUDIO

Chavy Balair. «1S0. or Beat Offer. •-

4-Drawar Chaat. Sturdy.

7464 Ask for Chuck.
$20 Call 253-

ROOM WANTED

DYNAC^SCAoSoStara^TM^SOW
RMSChan Cynaco FM-5TUNER both. Ex
cond. Must be sold together List $540.
selling for $200 Call Jeff 546-8791

.

Complete Bike Overhaul. Rag
$29.96. ..Now $21.95. Winter bike storage
$600 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton - 549^904. 584-1016.

Piano-IVER-^ POND Great cond 736-0278

72 Oatauft 1200. Auto, 2 door coupe, good
cond. $1,000. 586-0723.

M Dodge Paiora. Aut, PS, PB very good
car $650 Call 549-5733 after 5pm

122Volvo parts sadEfwaqon Rea 665-4384

IMS Vohro 1228. Exc cond. Paul 549-6758~

2VW Tires. B F Goodrich. lOOOmi. $40.00
247-9407

Turntable PE2038 Auto/Man Excel, cond.
$50 Neg Call David 256-0223 evenings.

^^^^g^^

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room In
quiet house to hang his hat and atudy
for spring semester, poaaibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pey for own bf^
and kitchen, or easy acceas to them.
Will live anywhere In aree. Pleaaa cell
546-3603 Mon. nites arMl ask for Joe or
leeve meeaage for rm. 208 - 60724.

Poracha 911. Tangerine. 1966. 22,000mi. on
new eng. Et trans No structural rust

$1,300 Call 549-6696 Bill. Keep trying

M Fiet 860, 5e,000mi Engine good body
bad $100 or BO 667 8878 RiCK after six

MOTORCYCLTfOR SALE
~

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawaaaki
Z-1900CC Mint condition Low pricei BO
665 3031

Vets interested in pan time work on
wkends' An 8hr day, pays about $40. no
taxes. Call Al Lasota 256-6381 after 6p.m

Addressers Wanted Irnmedieteiyl Work
at home - no experience necessary -
excellent pay Write Artwican Service
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas Tx
75231.

ROOMMA TE WANTED

IBr. in2Br. Apt. $130 /mo util inc Sund
bus stop Call546 1040 after 6:30pm

WANTED

Jugglers Needed for Madricai Dinner. Call
545-0437 for audition

^MlR

Laborers Wanted, part time and full time
H Tremblav Co 126 Bridge St.. Hatfield.
Ma

LOST

H[il:r:yii»ia:fc^»T llt'JllllHIWIia^l:IIJJ:HIHUmi:IJtJ.Ht,.

Bik Badge Caie with valuable Ids. $2,500
Reward 256-8226

Marantz Model 26 sterio reciever X
watis'chan Excellent cond $200 Call
Frank after 9 OOp.m 549-3841

OE/FM. Turn.. 8TR. 4SP Quad. $200 546-

6735

MARANTZ KNO Stereo Amp 30 warn
RMS X2 w Heath Stereo Tuner $175.

546-4600X284

CALCULATORS

College Celculetora offers low price Er full

service. All models avail. T159$225.. 58-

$99 95, 51 S49 95 HP's & Commodores
avail. Models from $15. Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

RIDE WANTED

North Caroline or Buat. Ride wanted to
Asheville N C area Any weekend Will
gladly shares, gas, driving. Rich 546-5837

Rapidly Deterioreting World Prospectt
require ideas Global Psychoplasrr seeks
information stimulation UNl'^UAL.
IMPORTANT Details 25 cents and tamp-
CORTEX. 24 Collingswood. New C r,. NY
10966

Vohro repairs and maintenance A years
and nvxlels. low prices. Jack 586 Of- '0

CoNegiata raaeerch paper*. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Ser>d $1. for
nwil order catalog Box2S818 2 Loa
Angeles, Calif, 90025 (213)477-8474

Expert Typlftg. only 40cants/pege Call

after 6. Mon.-Thurs.. 2S6-8484

TRAVEL

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro 'esson.
Bring a friend $55 each Tsrry 253-3834

PERSONALS

It is one veer and three day I '< never
forget BHBWBE Thanks. BHGWGE

Ennsmsaa
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Sutton opposes Gullett,

Series to open tonight
NEW YORK\UP/\ - Los Angeles Dodgers

manager Tom Lasorda Monday named his

"money' pitcher, Don Sutton, to start

tonight's first game of the World Series while
the New York Yankees' Billy Martin coun-
tered with injury-prone Don Gullet in hope of

squeezing one more miracle out of his

wounded pitching staff.

The opener is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. EDT
at Yankee Stadium with the second game
the same time Wednesday night. After that
the scene shifts to Los Angeles Friday,

Saturday and Sunday for games three, four
and five before returning to New York, if

necessary Oct. 18-19.

Sutton, who never has lost a post-season
game in four decisions, characteristically

brushed off the pressure of opening the
series — the eighth time the Dodgers and
Yankees have met to decide baseball's
champion.

"What's a money game, " asked Sutton,
who was 15-8 this year, including a victory

over the Philadelphia Phillies in the Dodgers'
playoff win. "I pitch for money, so every time
out is a money game to me."

Sutton, who pitched at Yankee Stadium in

the All-Star game this past July, was quick to
note, however, the difference now.

"This is a day at the office," he said.

"There's not the hilarity and levity of the All-

Star game which is really only an exhibition.

This time there are 33 full shares on the line."

Lasorda smiled knowingly watching his

3ce right-hander taking wind sprints in the
stadium's spacious left center field.

"This guy, Don Sutton, has won more
games than anyone in the history of the Los
Angeles franchise," said Lasorda. "We
couldn't ask for a better pitcher to start us
off."

The Yankees, by contrast, couldn't be in a
worse situation as far as their pitching was
concerned.
"As of right now, it is Gullatt," said Martin,

still bleary-eyed from his nail-biting, fjennant-
clinching victory over Kansas City the night
before. "I've got five months to set up my
starting rotation for the playoffs, " added the
Yankee skipper glumly, "and one day to do it

for the World Series. This should be set up
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so both teams can have their two best pit-

chers ready."

Martin's series plans were complicated
when he was forced to use his best pitcher

this season, left hander Ron Guidry, as the

starter Sunday night on only two days rest as

a desperate effort to win the AL pennant.
Guidry lasted only 2 1-3 innings and forced

Martin to summon his most effective right-

hander, Mike Torrez, to pitch the next 5 1-3

innings before the Yankees' lifesaver. Sparky
Lyie, nailed down the 5-3 clincher.

Gullett, 14-4 during the regular season in

which he was sidelined most of the month of

August, started the first game of the playoffs

against the Royals and was kayoed after two
innings, complaining of the same sore
shoulder which plagued him earlier in the
year.

At that time, it was said his season was
over. But the Yankees, who managed to

keep finding ways to extend their season,
had almost no other choice but to send
Gullett out to the firing line again — sore
shoulder or no sore shoulder.

Lasorda, in anticipation of the southpaw,
inserted right-handed hitter Glenn Burke in

place of Rick Monday in the outfield. The
Dodgers, meanwhile, looking over the vast

expanses of Yankee Stadium with all its

tradition, seemed impressed but not awed.
Sutton and first baseman Steve Garvey

both have early ties to the Yankees.
"I was a Yankee fan all my life," said

Sutton. "If they had shown a little more
interest in me when I was a kid, I might just

be over in the other clubhouse now."
Garvey, who led all the Dodgers' hitters

with a .381 average, two homers and five RBI
in their last World Series appearance — 1974
— when they lost in five games to the
Oakland A's, was a batboy for both the
Dodgers and Yankees in spring training

when he was a youngster.
"I was hoping for the Yankees and the

Dodgers when we were in spring training in

Florida this year," said Garvey. "It is a classic

World Series with a lot of nostalgia con-
nected with it. I think we're a better team all

the way around with better pitching and a
well-rested bullpen."

\

Minuteman fullback Hank Sareault (30) barrels into the end zone to score one
of six touchdowns accumulated by UMass in Saturday's 41-16 drubbing of BU.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Bears edge out LA
CHICAGO [UP/] - Bob Avellini com-

pleted three touchdown passes, two on
bombs of 70 and 72 yards to James Scott,
and Walter Payton rushed over 100 yards for

the third time in four games last night to lead
Chicago to an upset 24-23 victorv over the
Los Angeles Rams in a rainy nationally-

televised NFL game.
The Bears' defense put a heavy rush on

Rams' quarterback Joe Namath, sacking him
twice for a total of 19 yards lost and picking
off four Namath aerials, including two by
Doug Plank. Namath finished the game with
16 completions in 40 attempts for 203 yards.

The Rams and the Bears are now both 2-2.

Los Angeles is a game behind Atlanta in the
NFC West and Chicago is tied for second
with Detroit in the NFC Central, a game back
of Minnesota.

Avellini had far better statistics, con-

necting on 11 of 17 for 219 yards and only
one interception. Avellini hit Scott with a 70-

yarder for the Bears' first touchdown and a
72-yarder for the second score in the second
period, giving Chicago a 14-13 lead. On both
plays, Scott caught the ball over cornerback
Rod Perry. On the second TD, he pulled out
of Perry's grasp to complete the scoring play.

"Charlie and I

first met when
he made a pass

at my BassI'

S:^(

-"*4»

^^^- ,^^^.
-s^.

There I was sitting in the library cramming for

my midterm in Psych 101 At about 11 30 1 hear

this guy across the table whisper
"1 dig your squigglcs

'

Now Fve heard lines, but that one took the cake Till 1 realized

he was talking about my Bass shoes

"What kind of shoes are they'" he asked

Figured I'd play along. "They're my Bass Squeejuns Those

squiggles are natural, genuine rubber soles They give me the bouncy kind

of walk 1 like
"

Then he wants to know how long me and my Bass have been together,

and 1 tell him I switched my ma)or three times but I'm still wearing the same pair of Bass

1 thought he must have some kind of thing for feet So I tell him I really like the way Bass

Squeejuns go with my whole wardrobe And how they give me lots of support, and how

comfortable they are and stuff

To make the long story short. I aced my mid-tenn and Charlie and I

have been going out for a year now VMauld you believe it? I'm still

wearing my same pair of Bass Squeejuns^di'
8)io«mak«r* to Amarica tor hundred y««r* oHmmkcorvny<nmorm^om%*
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DOONFSBURY by Garry Trudeau
Collegian 19
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick janssen

UM by Marty Maceda

ALlMINliM FOIL by Steve Latler

KNOCTT HAS eoOCrtT A ri£lJ>

OF GR££.Ni PEPPERS To LIfE'

I NEED YOUR.
AID AGAINST
THE CAKE
PEOPLE'

EAH' IF I BITE
You IN TWO^
YOU'LL NEED
NO HELP'.

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

From UNITED Feature Syndicate
For release WEDNESDAY, Oct 5. 1977

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11

— Bom today, you have a
knack for spying the initial

crack in the armor that
signifies change. Whether
it involves personal rela-

tionship, a business con-
tact or a financial invest-

ment, change foreseen is

change already halfway
met and adjusted to.

You will find this ability

advantageous where your
career is concerned, for

you can anticipate wtiat

will t>e needed before co-

workers do and, thus, to

appear extremely insight-

ful to those in influential

places. Only a timidity
about putting yourself for-

ward keeps you from using
this talent to your best
advantage.
Although you are at

pains to hide your feelings,

you respond deeply to what
goes on about you. For this

reaaoo, it is important you
must keep calm; should
you fail to, you could upset
your plans for the future.

You have an inborn fear of

expressing yourself emo-
tionally, however, so you
may overlay your feelings

with a veneer of calm.
Your dread is that other
people could in some way
influence you agiainst your
own interests by using

your own emotions against

you.
'^

Highly intelligent, what
you lack in emotional forti-

tude you make up for in

intellectual capacity. How-
ever, jrou are inclined to

overintdlactualtBe prob-

lems to control your feel-

ings about them. In such
cases, you would be better

off without the mental ca-

pabilities you have. In

short, there are times
when you are actually too

smart to be smart.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY, OCTO-
BER 12

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— Whatever frightens you
is to be avoided. This is no
time to try to prove how
brave you are. Acts of

rashness cause suffering.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2S-NOV.

21) — Unless you are will-

ing to forgive - even if you
can't forget - you will

know a restless day of

expecting ill of an old

friend.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-

Dec. 21) — Take advan-
tage of your artistic lean-

ings. You should be able to

make progress in your re-

lationship with a new
friend at evening.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 2^

Jan. 19) — This is an
excellent day to preas your
advantage. Those in the

know may be exerting

some influence on srour

behalf.

AQUARIUS (Jan. »Fsb.
IS) — A pnOtaUe vsntnre
may prove less than gain-

fol at tliis particolar ttma.

Doo't become
aged. The tide

soon again.

PISCES (Feb. 1»-Mart:h

>0) — Concentrate on new-
found means to prograss
on an old project. Co-work-
ers may be willing to stap
aside - at least temporari-
ly. Ask!
ARIES (March 21-AprU

19) - If possible, get an
early start on what will

ultimately prove to be a
long day. Much to do;
much to gain!
TAURUS (April lO-May

») — Whatever has a
direct bearing on the
achievement of immadlate
success is to be foUowad up
today. Listen to good ad-
vice from an oU friend.

QEMINI (May 21-June
20) — A change In your
present way ol life is on the
horizon. Dont be fright-

ened by initial signs whidi
may seem to foretell

nphesval.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — You may be waiting
your time waiting for the
help another has procniaed.

You would do wall to begin
to act on jronr own.

Lf (July 23-Aug. 22) —
While a little learning Is

said to be a dangerous
thing, it may alao impress
anoter soflldsatty to gain
you a point in your favor.
VIROO (Aag. »8«pt. S)

— Be prepared to

a diCBciilt

iKMe who
wlUBg and ahia to

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Mouthlike
opening

6 Branches
10 Old English

bard
14 Former

European
king

15 English
valley

16 Miss Raines
1 7 Arrow

poison: Var
18 Winemaking

residue
19 John -—

Baseball
pitcher

20 German
coins of old

22 Aunt or

niece
24 Actor-—

Skinner
26 Canadian

politician

27 Causes not

to happen
31 Ultimate
32 Raged
33 Become

tangled
35 Sports

equipment
item

38 Maple
genus

39 Contented
40 Ice cream

concotion
41 Yearn: In-

formal
42 Fowl

43 Soil

44 Small roll

45 Fortifications

47 Circus per-
former

51 Come into

view
52 Party game
54 Drink a bit

58 Commando
action

59 Neighbor of

Syria
61 Mervynor

Baby
62 De Valera's

people
63 Pay up
64 Roman offi-

cial

65 One who
does Suffix

66 Necessity
67 Replace fuel

used

DOWN
1 Rabbit's tail

2 Scarlett's

home
3 Using
speech

4 Further
5 Warned
6 Aries
7 Ancient

Asian

8 Edible
mushroom

9 Not vertical

10 Composition
1 1 St :

Lake of

Mich and
Ont

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Puzzle Solved
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12 Tony
Baseballer

13 Switchboard
part

21 Fault

23 Cains vic-

tim

25 Barber s

necessity
27 Beseech
28 Ethnic

group

29 Parallel

30 Open to bri-

bery

34 Corrupt

35 Male animal
36 Mine tunnel

37 Treats hides
39 A North

American
40 Headlong

rush

42 Island

Republic
43 Disrupter
44 Boundary

46 Clever say-
ing

47 Real estate

units

48 Map
49 Salary in- _

crease
50 Alloy-

coated
steel

53 Glut
55 Overprecise

person

56 Girl m
"Damn
Yankees

"

57 Vision
organs

60 Math proof

abbr

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13

u 15 16

17 18 19

::> 21 22 23

^^^^24 25 26

27 28 29 30 3'

32 m- j4

iO

35 36 r

38 -.
4! M"

46

43

H^^^^^^Vl **

50

45

53 55
I
56

47 4g 49 51

60

^

b2 54

1

57

58

1

59 61

62 63 64

65 66 67
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Walt Cherniak

A criminal element in sports?
The man with flaming eyes protruding out

from under the face mask of his silver helmet
is George Atkinson. Sunday after Sunday,
Atkinson lurks ominously in his strong safety
position for the Oakland Raiders, waiting for

some unsuspecting prey to stumble into his

lair and be physically assaulted. Maybe
George will drill him with a stiff forearm to
the throat, or maybe this time he'll use his

knee, his elbow, or even the very helmet
which houses his apparently demented brain
as a weapon.

George Atkinson is a licensed hit man, and
there are several others like him, not only in

the NFL, but in other sports as well. He is

part of what Steeler coach Chuck Noll called

"a criminal element in sports," an element
which he admitted includes his own players
like Mel Blount, Joe Greene, Ernie Holmes
and Jack Lambert. Before I try to justify, or

at least explain why players like this exist, let

me first list a few of the major offenders.

Atkinson gets most of the ink, mainly
because of his assaults upon Lynn Swann
and Russ Francis last year, but the truth is

that his teammate Jack latum is just as
ferocious and just as dirty, if you will, as he
IS. The Raiders have long been decried as a

dirty team, and players like Atkinson, Tatum,
Skip Thomas, Ted Hendricks and Phil

Villapiano certainly bear witness to that fact,

but players like St. Louis' Conrad Dobler,
L.A.'s Jack "Hacksaw " Reynolds,
Washington's Ken Houston, Dallas' Tom
Henderson, Buffalo's Tony Greene and San
Francisco's Cedric Hardman certainly rate as

head hunters first class as well.

How, you may be wondering by now, do
all these animals get away with playing this

brutal charade which barely resembles
professional football? There are a number of

reasons, not the least of which is the
almighty dollar. Football is a game of brute
force against brute force, in which the team
which wins the most collisions gets the pot

of gold (and a mighty handsome pot 'o gold
it is, m' lads 'n lassies.) Intimidation is ob-
viously a very important part of playing
winning football, and, as a result,

economically satisfying football. Those
playoff, championship and Super Bowl
checks feather many a football player's cold
winter bed in the off-season.

Another reason might be recognition.

Except for Oobler, all of the players I've listed

are defensive performers, and it's not very

often that their names replace those of

Simpson, Staubach, Tarkenton, Harris,

Stabler and Metcalf in Monday morning
headlines. Savagery is a way of being
noticed, even if for all the wrong reasons.

Conrad Dobler may be one of the dirtiest

players ever to play football, but as a result

he is also the most famous offensive lineman
in the NFL. How many other guards can you
name?

There is a third reason why this kind of
mayhem takes place in sports today, and it

sits in section 22 every Sunday afternoon
with a pint of brandy. It also plants itself

firmly before the television set at precisely

1:00 p.m. and doesn't budge, except for

essential reasons, until 7:00. If football fans
didn't enjoy watching helmets roll and bodies
wince, they wouldn't flock in such incredible

numbers to the ticket window every week.
Go to a Philadelphia Flyers hockey game and
tell me fans deplore violence. Listen to the
crowd hoot and scream when the elbows of

Daryl Dawkins or Dave Cowens slam an
opponent to the floor. Watch any boxing
match, listen closely when a home player
nails a catcher or breaks up a double play.

The crowd loves the violence, and that's

probably the sickest thing about this whole
situation.

If there is a solution to this disease, I can't

imagine it, but I for one feel a lot better

knowing that these athletes do their thing on
the playing fields. What would we do if they
were allowed to run loose on the streets?

Sports Calendar
FRIDAY'S RESULTS

JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL — UMass 14 Dartmouth 7
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass Colgate

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
VARSITY FOOTBALL - UMass 41 Boston University 16
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - Boston University 1 UMass
MEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - UMass first

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - UMass first in Brandeis Invitational

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - Springfield over UMass 6-15, 11-15, 10-15
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 3 Cortland State

2

MEN'S TENNIS — Second in Yankee Conference
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - Springfield over UMass 12-15, 15-11,3-15

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
WOMEN'S TENNIS - Dartmouth 5 UMass 2

TODAY
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Salem State-Eastern Nazarene A/ome 6:00

Caps select B's Forbes
BOSTON \UPI] - The Washington

Capitals selected winger Dave Forbes, a five-

year performer with the Boston Bruins, in

yesterday's National Hockey League waiver

draft.

The Capitals were to pay Boston the

waiver price of $12,500 for Forbes, who had
been used on a fourth line and as a penalty

killer for the Bruins.

Forbes, a graduate of American In-

ternational College in Springfield, gained
notoriety for a Jan. 4, 1975 stick fight with

Henry Boucha of the Minnesota North Stars.

Forbes was indicted for assault and battery

and stood trial in a Hennepin County, Minn.,

court. The trial ended in a hung jury and
Forbes never was re-tried.

"We were sorry to see Dave leave us but it

was best for him," said Bruins' General
Manager Harry Sinden." Dave wanted to

play regularly and he wasn't going to be able

to do that with us, so we told him we would
make every effort to transfer him, to another
club."

Forbes, the fastest skater on the Bruins,

was the second of three players taken in the
draft. Detroit, choosing first, picked center

Paul Woods from the Montreal Canadians,
while the New York Rangers chose
qoaltender Wayne Thomas from Toronto.

GOOD FOOD, GOOD DRINKS.

GOOD TYMES

HAPPY HOUR
4 - 7 PM

1 PRAY ST

AMHERST

: GOT A ORIPB?

You iciu iomplain , or vou ^^join a committee of

the i ndi'r^radiiatc Student Srnate that deals with

your problem. Ml students are welcome, lo join

or lind out more come to the

Student Senate Office,

Rm 420 Sr or call "> OUt.

Collegian ^^

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason's has the best quality
down vests in the area Filled with
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful rip stop nylon outers
Assorted colors XS thru XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSf THRU
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FAi L AND
WINTER

PEARL STREET

CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC.

NORTHAMPTON, MASS

WoekdHvs
Satur.J.fv

"TUES. £ WEDS. SPEC/AL-'

Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Vz Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a

congenial atmosphere

salads — homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs — pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

ungryu
S5 University Drive

Sun — 12-1 a.m , Men- Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 54»-57I3

Fri & Sat 11-2 am

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China t

'^'A % ^ 5*!

M aiifluriii Szerlmeii
C-uisiiiu*

* Open 7 days a week *
Mon.-Thur.
Fri. -Sun.

ll:30a.m.-IO:OOp.iii

11:303. m.-ll:00p.ni.

Specials

LUNCHKO.N 11.25 & up

DINNKR $3.g5

main murse: cboice.ill H

S/fchuan Spiced Chicken

or

s»eii K Sour Shrimp "[

Dinner includes: 'spirt*' i^y
i>!Hr.>lc chicken wing, fried
rice \ hoi and S4>ur soup •

MttnWed >:<»0 8:00pni

10 Bekhertown Rd.
Ut. 9. .\mherst

256-0251

256-0252

Hniiqiiet Fa<>iiiii<>>

fNEXT TO THE PUB)

SAINT LOUIS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

Saint Louis University is a private Jesuit University

located in St. Louis, Missouri. The School of Law
offers programs leading to the J.D., j.D./M.B.A.,

J.D./M.H.A., and J.D./M.A. Urban Affairs. Students

may elect courses concentrating in the areas of

juvenile law, taxation, urban law, and commercial
law. Clinical courses offer students valuable

practical experience in the areas of mental health,

employment discrimination, appellate practice,

juvenile law and criminal law.

A representative of Saint Louis University School
of Law will be on campus to meet with interested

students.

Representative:

Associate Dean Rudolph C. Hasl

Date and Time: Monday, October 17, 1977

8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

To schedule an appointment please contact:

Student Development Center
The Saint Louis University School of law admits students of any race,

color, and national or ethnic origm.

Tonite,
Tues., Oct. 1 1

BAILEY BROS BAND

Wed., Oct. 1 2

JONH MAYALL

.
Thurs., Oct. 13

JEAN LUC PONTY

Fri. & Sat., Oct. 1 4 iJ 1 5

MITCH CHAKOUR
and the

MISSION BAND

Sunderland, MA.
IRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Early in the race Hna Francario(r) and Dill Wilson !l) battled for thA lonH ir. »K=. Q ^ •

Jane Weize! was all alone in first place. (Staff photos by Dave Rodmrn'r
'nvtafona: Sunday, but at the finish.

Women rule Brandeis Invitational;

Welzel cops first in record time
Bi DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
successfuliv defended its Brandeis In-

vitational Meet team titie Sunday by
defeating five other teams at the rain-soaked
Brandeis campus in Waltham
UMass had 22 points and was trailed by

Yale, 75; Southern Connecticut, 88; UConn,
90; Brandeis, 100; and Holy Cross, 175.

Bowdoin URI and the University of Lowell
all had incomplete teams and did not
compete in the team battle.

The rain had mercifully stopped by the
time the gun sent the 61 runners out on the
courses, and it was the Mmutewomen who
poured into tne top ten positions in the race.

as six of the first ten runners to cross the line

were in red UMass uniforms
Standout senior Jane Weize' took first in

the new record time of 17:36 over the three
mile Brandeis women's course. She broke
the uid record o^ 17:59 set in the invitational

, last year by Ma-ira Buckley of Amherst.
"I think that's the best race I've ever seen

Jane "-un," said coach Ken O'Brien after the
meet "She really looked good and strong,"
Donna Randal! used her home course to

good advantage as she took second in 18:00,

after leading the early stages of the race,

UMass freshman Tina Francario was

worried about the finish line, but v.nen she
saw it, sphnted past UConn's Sue Connolly
to take third in 18:08. Connolly was fourth in

18:09

The UMass' wolfoack put a lOCk on things
as they grabbed fifth through eighth places.
A bystander was heard to exclaim, "Wow,

look at all the UMass people - where are
they coming from,? Look, there's another
one!

She said it with good reason, as Priscilla

Wilson was fifth !18:27i. Barb Callanan sixt.'i

(18:35), Debby Farmer seventh (18:38i and
Sue Swartz eighth (18:41), to seal the ver-

dict.

They had run in a convoy since the
midpoint of the race.

Backing up tnese front runners was plenty
more UMass red. Jo Chapman was 12th,
with Linda Welzei right behind in 13th. Sue
Mulligan was 20th, Eileen Everett 22nd
Kathy Kirkham 27th Beth Collins 29th,
Laurie Wolf 38th and Cathy Dooley 45lh.
"Weren't they super," said an obviousiv

pleased coach Charlotte Lettis after the race.
"I'm really very pleased with their per-
formances today. They were great."

Rain had poured down all morning in

Waltham but miraculously stopped just
before the start, providing perfect running
weather.

This was about the best day you could
get to run,' said O'Brien "The coolness left
after the ram evaporated the heat off the
runners, making some fast times possible.

At the gun, Randall and Connolly lumped
out to a quick lead ove-- two narrow oaths
that forceo a lot of pushing, elbows and
even slowing to a walk as the tight pack of
runners tried to negotiate their way though.

Francario, Wilson and Welzel wer' tting
in good shape in a pack of severai ners
just behind the lead duo. The rest the
UMass squad was strung out thrc the
field, with passing difficult on the e jart

of the course. By the mile mark, Wr /vas
already in the lead and oushing th ice-

setters (three members of the f ieis

men's team). Her win was never in as
she lengthened her lead from there, ^ad
the one remaining oace'f looking . his

shoulder with some consternation at ' end.

The other women gradually worke^
way through the pack, to the point w
they had to do was "watch their fc

over the last 100 yards.

They will probably have a chance to

the foliage tomorrow when they trt-.e! to
Hanover, New Hampshire to meet Dart-
mouth, who is riot expected to be a
challenge.

their

eall

ting"

vatch

TOMORROW
National Student

Armband Day
IN SOUDARiTY WITH KENT STATE

Wear an armband - if you believe that an
injustice was done on May 4, 1970, when
•ht; Njtionai Gu.irdsnien rnurdered tour Kent
Statf! stu ipnts and wounded nine who wer?
protesting an unjust w,ir in Indochina

Wear an armband -if you think that-
construction of a gym wpuld desecrate
the site pr the sh.:iritings that tiu-. c,,;o

.'^clul^l ho preserwei! as j rrpmtv.di, and tnat
ir>e gv -- shou'd tw built e'sowhwe, ':kf> on
• e i.inu iioughi for that purpose in 1968

-V^ uvL THE SRBiT

_riAy_4*j:niijTinfci

Wear an armband to uncover tht
cover up. to prevent the rulers of thr
country fioin buryiny t>i" - •- md ,iil ii

reprt.-seiits to preserve , ot our
proud history of strugglr " wrongs
of the system and the system s shamed,
history of wrongs against 'he people which
stood clear tor all to .see during the storm of
' boMion inSO's

Wear an armband to show that the
sentiment of millions are behind this
struggle, and th<i! Ohio s Governor Rhodes
KSU President Golding, the Justice Dept
the courts and the cops, in pushing con
struction of thf gym, are standing on the
side directly opposed to the interests of the
people

Wear an armband -to spread support
for the issue even more widely dcross the
country as students everywhere are given
visible proof that they are not alone in their
support, and are encouraged to take an ac
live stand.

On Sept 24, 3.000 students from campuses
everywhere marched at Kent State
Demonstrators took down the fence sur
rounding the site occupied it for a short
time, and planted a proclamation issued by
the May 4ih Coalition

The thing that the rulers of this country
feared most has happened To put it in a
phrase by Alan Canfora. a student wounded
at Kent m 1970 and a leader of the May 4th

Coalition, They picked up a rock only to
drop It on their own feet ' Because in

response lo their actions, students have
shone a spotiight on Kf nt State m a way that
has drawn the attention of the entire nation.
The issue has been introduced onto hun
dreds of campuses, and thousands of
students have come into the struggle and-
taken a stand against them and their plans

The momentum continues to grow It is

growing towards a national demonstration
on the Kent State campus on October 24

Waar an armband- to kaap alive the
•pirit of Kent and Jackson State which
lives in the struggle we carry on today.

Revolutionary Student Brigade
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Harriers capture three
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

BRONX N.Y. - Placing five men in the

top 10 of the race enabled the UMass men's
cross country team to roll to its seventh,
eighth, and ninth wins with a tri-meet

triumph Saturday over Manhattan, Con-
necticut, and Syracuse.

Running on the five-mile Van Cortland
Park located in the Bronx section of New
"^ork City, the harriers extended their season
mark to 9-1. They will close out the regular

season dual meet competition this Saturday
at UMass against New Hampshire and
Vermont.

Final scores for this past weekend's action

were recorded as UM-24, Manhattan-33,
UM-23 UConn-38, and UM-15, Syracuse-49.
UMass did not have any finishers in the

top three, but scored fourth, fifth, seventh,
eighth, and 10th places to wrap up the meet.

Co-captain Mike Quinn did not run due to

a strained knee and is questionable for this

weeK. 'I don't think it's a serious injury for

Mike. He had it at the end of last spring,

which caused him to stoo runnma Wp'rp
•.iVing to nip it in the Dud. and hopefully with

some corrective shoes, he II be alright. But
we still have to wait and see. ' said UMass
head coach Ke« O'Brien.

Quinn was x-rayed Friday but the results

•lave not been passed on to O'Brien.

The top five finishers for the harriers were
Stetson Arnold 3rd (25:25), Tom Wolff 4th
(25:38), Matt Wolff 7th (25:52), Frank Carroll

8th (25:54) and Jay Legere 10th (26:00).

Winning the race at 25:19 was Marty
Lowankowski, a transfer from Florida and a

former New Jersey state cross country
champion and high school All- American. Pat

Neill, a sophomore from UConn, finished

second with a time of 25:25.

The course itself featured some grass
running, and then branched out into

treacherous horse paths with steep hills, and
long stretches of woods. It is not a course
where you can pass many people, but in-

stead it becomes a race of position.

"Running hard and positioning ourselves
were our two main objectives for this race
.3nd we accomplished them," said O'Brien.

UMass went out hard for the first mile with
Arnold leading the pack of UMass runners
nto the two mile stretch of woods.
Lowankowski and O'Neill broke away from
Arnold at the three mile mark and held their

'espective positions for the rest of the race.

Meanwhile, at the 3.5 mark senior Tom
Wolff broke away from Manhattan runner
Robert Krohn to hold onto fourth position for

the race. Wolff's younger brother. Matt, was
M seconds back m seventh while co-captain
Frank Carroll anchored the eighth position

one second behind Matt Wolff.

Lou Panaccione and Kevin McCusker,
who enjoyed strong performances in last

Saturdays tri-meet victories against Nor-

theastern, St. John's and Rhode Island, did

not have good performances this week.
Panaccione finished '2th and McCusker
'4th, but that didn't worry O'Brien.

'With the type of schedule we have had
this season (three meets in one week against

Providence and Northeastern, two of the

oest teams m New England) we can't expect
top-notch performances every week from all

our runners," O'Brien said.

"It's great to have the depth we have
because if one runner has a bad race, the

others pick up for him. Last week Lou and
Kevin were outstanding while this week the

Wolff brothers and Jay Legere provided the

spark. It's a different five people every

week."

Kevin McCusker (40) and Matt Wolff (49), shown here in action at Franklin Park in

Dorchester, ran Saturday as UMass beat Manhattan, Syracuse and UConn at Van
Cortland Park in the Bronx. Co-captain Mike Quinn (46) was rested for upcoming
meets. (Photo by Matthew Mangan)

Spikers lose

to Springfield
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team saw its record
slip to 0^5 as it was beaten by Springfield, 6-

15, 11-15, 10-15 Saturday in an away match.
"Springfield just took control of the

game," UMass coach Dianne Thompson
said. "Neither team played well, they looked
flat, and we played a defensive type of

game."

After trailing from the start of the first set,

UMass took an early 6-0 lead in the second,
but just "lost it," according to Thompson.
The Minutewomen also held a 4-0 advantage
in set number three, but eventually lost their

momentum.

"We have to work on controlling the
tempo of the matches," Thompson said.

UMass will have a chance to make the
coach's wish a reality when it hosts Salem
State and Eastern Nazarene in a tri-nrteet

tonight at 6 p.m. at the NOPE gym.

Both Division II teams, Thompson expects
tough matches from each. "They've always
had strong teams," she said.

Salem State was 14-5 last season, and
defeated the Minutewomen in straight sets in
the two teanns only meeting. Salem is 5-1 this
year, and has two veterans back from last
season's team. But the average height on the
team is only 57".

Eastern Nazarene, 13-4 a season ago,
bases its attack around a 6'2" player. Donna
Fandel. Currently 3-1, Eastern kwt just two
starters from last year's team.

"We like to think of Saturday's losses as
temporary setbacks." Thompson said. And
she hopes the losses will prove to be ust
that.

Notices
BOWLING - Men's rolloffs for the

bov^ing dub win be held today and
tomorrow from 4-6 p.m. at the Boyden lanes.

Women's rolloffs will be held today from 4-6

p.m. Any UMass urvJergraduate is welcome
to try out. For more information, call Paul at

253-6122 or Dave at 546-9154.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-

dergraduate women interested in trying out
for the women's basketball team - tryoutt

will begin this Friday in NOPE gym from 7-9

p.m. Please be prompt and ready to play.

Any questions, contact coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski in room 227 Boyden or call 546-

0552.

WRESTLING - Needed: a manager for

*he w^estlinc team. Anyone interested is

Boyden.

THE

BAKKE DECISION

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OR
REVERSE DISCRIMINAnON ? ?
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Netmen 2nd in YanCon tourney
By DAVE RODIVIAN
Collegian Staff

After finishing second to UNH in the 1975
and 1976 Yankee Conference Tennis
Championships, the UMass men's tennis
team assumed the bridesmaid role again this
year as it was nipped by the Wildcats, 14-13.
As UMass coach Jay Ogden predicted, the

tournament, olayed Friday and Saturday on
the lower Boyden courts, was a close affair
with UM (12) and Vermont (11) taking third
and fourth in the standings.
New Hampshire did not clinch the win

until after the third flight doubles was
completed, with the Wildcats duo winning
over BU's team. If UNH had lost that match,
a three way tie between UNH, BU and
UMass would have been the result.

New Hampshire was favored to win the
title, "but they weren't heavy favorites,"
Ogden had said before the tournev.

A big factor in the win was Jeff Aarts,
UNH's best player for the past two years. He
was seeded number one in both singles and
in doubles, and he took both titles, com-
bining with Roscoe Weber to annex the latter

crown.
Other than Aarts, though, it wasn't a good

tournament for first seeds. Only Shippen
Howe of BU, playing at third singles, was
able to win from his top seeded spot.

Last year, according to UMass's Rick
Sharton, the Minutemen won four finals, but
still only finished second. This year, UMass
made the finals in four matches and came
away with three wins.

Tops in the "won " category was Sharton.
The number two seed in second singles, he
won that division and also won second
doubles with partner, captain Steve Heyl.

They were seeded number one, which made
them only the fourth top seed out of 12 to

come through.

"That was a key match," said Ogden,
"because if Vermont had beaten them, there
would have been a three-way tie for second,
with BU.

—it

"He (Sharton) played exceptionally well
the whole tournament. He played an in-

telligent tournament, pacing himself and
analyzing his opposition. He and Heyl played
well in the last doubles match. They won 7-5,
7-6 against a good Vermont team to give us
sole possession of second."

Sharton won his singles flight by downing
Jim Petersen of UConn, 6-3, 7-6.

The other UMass win went to freshman

Mark Huetteman, who tooK sixtn singles by

trouncing first seed Harold Hirshon of BU, 6-

3, 6-2. Huetteman, seeded third, also

knocked off second seed Bill Bailey of UNH
in the semifinals.

"That was his best match of the tour-

nament," said Ogden, "and I think his best

match of the season."

Al Green and Jim Barnhart made the final

of first doubles, but were defeated by Aarts

and Weber, 6-1, 6-4.

"They started slowly," according to
Ogden. "Weber was not missing a shot

"

He said they had a good shot at taking theUNH pair in the second set with the score 4-
4, when "Aarts hit spectacular shots," to win

"I thought it was a good finish for the fall

season," said Ogden, "considering we were
2-2 and BU was 5-1 and Vermont 4-1.

Stickers tie one, win one in weelcend tilts
By M/SSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

On Friday the UMass field hockey team
tied Colgate, 0-0, but Saturday proved more
fruitful with a 3-2 triumph over Cortland.
The Minutewomen dominated penetration

time against Cortland but couldn't put the
ball in the net. In post season play the best
penetration time determines the victory.
According to tournament standards the
Minutewomen beat Cortland, giving the
UMass stickers an impressive, 6-0 record.
However, in its league UMass is 5-0-1.

Sue Krieder, returning from a sprained
ankle, suffered a black eye early but came
back in the second half. Co-captain Lynsie
Wickman, a key player, activated her chronic

knee problems. These injuries combined with
the five hour bus trip lowered the
Minutewomen's morale.

Against Colgate UMass Goalie Kathy
Gipps "was basicly steady," indicated
UMass coach Judith Davidson. Sweeper
Gayle Hutchinson aided her team by keeping
Colgate shot from scoring.

Judy Kennedy played "good defense"
according to co-captain Cheryl Meliones.
The Minutewomen enjoyed a good night's

rest in a Holiday Inn and beat Cortland, 3-2.

UMass lost to Cortland last year was by the
same margin. These goals were the first

scored upon UMass this season.
Davidson considers the second game of

the New York twinbill "more of a team ef-

fort". Davidson doesn't feel either contest

was a strong game tor tne Minutewomen.
Cortland scored in the opening minute of

regulation play. The UMass stickers had to
contend with the one goal deficit and with its

opponents style of play. The Cortland had
the fastest forward line the Minutewomen
have faced thus far, commented Meliones.
Cortland used advantageous long passes,
added Davidson.

Lynsie Wickman retaliated for her second
goal of the season. Wickman received a
penalty corner pass from her sister, Jody and
fired it into the left hand corner of the net.

Cortland fought back with another score in
the second half. However, "no one gave up"
commended Davidson.

Meliones added another goal to her credit.
Lynsie Wickman hand stopped a penalty

corner pass enabling Meliones to flick a shot

into the right corner of the net. The score

came with 15 minutes remaining in the game.

Julie McHugh's game winning goal was
"superb" termed teammate Meliones. The
right inner's first goal was tinnely. Sue Kibling

earned the assist.

Kelly Sails, Sue Kibling and Laura O'Neal
received praises for their performances from
Davidson. O'Neal played link for the first time
filling in for the injured Sue Krieder.

The Minutewomen play Yale today at
home at NOPE field. This contest will be the
first time the two teams will play each other
in regular season play. Last year Yale beat
UMass, 4-2, in the regionals.

Poor
Richards

Rte 9

.Xmherst

TUESDAY

25* DRAFTS
WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS
THURSDAY

ROCK N' ROLL
AND OLDIES

Rolling Rock Beer

50*

also Gin , Vodka,

Rum, Tequila

85*
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Minutemen rip BU, 41-16
ffy RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

For more than one half of the UMass-
Boston University football game played at
Alumni Stadium on Saturday, the
Minutemen did all they could to insure that
this would not be another runaway.

In fact, with less than seven minutes
remaining in the third quarter they found
themselves trailing the Terriers 16-7, due to
an inordinate amount of turnovers and costly
penalties.

But, just as most of the 4700 faithful in

attendance began to squirm in their seats
and mumble obscure thoughts about the
possibility of an upset, the Minutemen
turned it around.
The remaining 22 minutes of the football

game were completely dominated by UMass
as it poured 34 points onto the scoreboard
^nd pranced to a come from behind 41-16
victory over the Terriers

It was the Minutemen's fourth straight
victory and raised their over-all record to 4-1

The geme shifted in UMass' favor after

Boston University's Dave Cummings had
given the Terriers a surprising 16-7 lead on a
three yard gallop 8;32 into the third quarter
Sensing that the game might be slipping

away, the Minuteman offense came right

back. Senior quarterback Mike Fallon proved
that he can run as well as pass by capping a

56-va''d drive in 12 plays with a 10-yard
scamper off an option sweep to put U^1ass
right back in the ballgame.
"We needed that one," emphasized

UMass head coach Dick MacPherson.
"When that touchdown is put against you,
and you come right back the way we came
back and scored, it has to knock some of the
emotion out of the other team. There's no
question, that was the key."
The UMass defense then went to work by

stopping the Terriers deep in their own
territory enabling the offense to regain
possession at the BU 47 yard line.

It appeared the UMass offense had been
stopped, when on third down and nine Fallon
tossed a screen pass to halfback Bill

Coleman short of a first down. But Terrier
defensive end Tim McMahon was assessed a
15-yard personal foul penalty for a late hit

arxj the UMass drive was kept alive.

"He made a freshman mistake, there's
nothing I can say to him," said BU head
coach Rick Taylor, who had earlier in the
week criticized his team for its lack of
"emotional" play.

The penalty gave the ball to the
Minutemen at the BU 34 yard line and they
wasted little time taking advantage of the
break. Four plays later reserve halfhprk r>av«»

UMass halfback Bill Coleman (40) slices

standing performance in the Minutemen's

Douvadjian slashed into the endzone from 18
yards out to hand the Minutemen a 21-16
lead, 43 seconds into the final quarter.
From this point the Minutemen just poured

it on over the beleagured and physically
beaten Terrier squad, which entered the
game noticeably overmatched by the
stronger front lines of UMass.

Fullback Hank Sareault, who rushed for
101 yards in 19 carriers and was awarded the
game ball, rumbled into the end zone from
six yards out to hand UMass a 28-16 lead. On
the offense's next possession, Coleman
capped a 14 play drive by bursting into pay-
dia from one yard out. The final UMass score
came from reserve defensive back Steve
Lemay, who intercepted Terrier QB Greg
Geiger's toss at his own goal line and
returned it 100 yards for the touchdown.

Lemay's runback of the interception ties

the UMass record set by Don Johnson in

1953.

O ^

and slashes his way through Boston University defenders en route to another out-
41-16 win. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins.)

The first half had been a lesson in

frustration for the Minutemen who moved
the ball consistently (they compiled 17 first

downs in the opening half), but continually
coughed up the football.

UMass scored first, when Fallon high-
lighted a brilliant 84 yard touchdown march
with a five- yard keeper into the end zone.

But at this point the UMass offense fell

apart.

On its next four possessions in the half,

UMass was hit by its old nemesis — the turn-
over. Fallon was intercepted twice, and
sandwiched in between were two fumbles,
one by Fallon and the other by Sareault on a
poor handoff.

These miscues overshadowed a spec-
tacular first half perfcmance by Coleman
(113 yds. in the half, i56 over-all) .who is

challenging UNH fullback Bill Burnham for
rushing honors in the Yankee Conference.

The Terriers parlayed the Minutemen's
turnovers into points behind the passing of

Geiger, who had little trouble finding holes in

the UMass secondary during the first half.

Geiger hit on eight of 14 attempts for 154
yards in the opening half.

After a Fallon fumble, Geiger found tight

end Jim Sturgis from 10 yards cut for a
Terrier score, however, the extra point at-

tempt was blocked by Minuteman Joe
McLaughlin, and UMass held the lead 7-6.

Following Sareault's fumble BU struck

again. Geiger found flanker Greg Jones all

alone down the left sideline for a gam of 44
yards. Only a saving tackle by cornerback
Dave Croasdale at the UMass seven yard line

prevented Jones from scoring. It turned out
to be a big tackle after the Minutemen's
defense held and forced BU to settle for a 29
yd. field goal from sophomore Ron Verrilli,

and an eventual 9-7 halftime lead.

Ru.ss Smith

Another World Series

UMass booters lose,
beaten by BU, 1-0
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Mark Filger took a Tony Clair

pass ana beat UMass goaltender Mark
Hodgdon for the only score of the game as
the Boston University soccer team defeated
UMass, 1-0, here Saturday afternoon.

The goal, which came at the 24:25 mark of

the first half, was enough to lift BU's record

to 5-4, while UMass dropped to 3-3. It was
the third straight loss for the slump- ridden
Minutemen.

It was, as the score indicates, a defensive
struggle all the way. Hodgdon and BU's
Howie Freedman were outstanding in the
nets. Both were aided by excellent defensive
performances by their fullbacks. Mark
Vassaloni of UMass and Rick Neil of BU
were stood out.

Vassalotti, who has been somewhat
anonymous despite consistently good
performances, held the defense together.

Twice he broke up clean breakaways and
once he made an excellent save in goal when
Hodgdon was hurt on a play. The entire

defense played well, but for Vassalotti it was
a particularly memorable performance.

Neil had the rpisfortune of having to cover
Tommy Kou^soukcs, but Neil did his job well.

Koutsoukis could manage few shots, and
those were handled easily by Freedman. i ne
entire UMass squad never got into full of-

fensive gear.

After Pilger's goal, it was a see- saw battle.

The ball floated from end to end. with neither
team taking full control. Both defenses held
strong, while the offenses stumbled.
And once again it was lack of offense

which killed the Minutemen.
"I don't think we put three passes

together," lamented UMass coach Russ
Kidd. "The halfbacks just aren't doing it."

On Saturday, they looked as if they were
playing blindfolded.

Kidd added that Koutsoukos was out-
.toughed Actually, the entire offense was
outtoughed The Terriers were constantly
taking cheap shots, and getting away with
them. But, all that aside, the Minutemen
seem to have fallen completely apart. They
have managed just three goals in the past
three games, after having netted 13 in the
first three.

UMass had a frightful scare with 56
seconds to play in the first half when
Hodgdon took a mean kick and fell

spreadeagled to the turf It took several
minutes to get him up and walking. At that
point, the officials decided to call the half and
add the remaining time to the second.
Fortunately for UMass, Hodgdon came back
to play a strong second half. His loss could
have been a death knell for UMass.
The Minutemen will take on Rhode Island

Friday at home in their next game. URI, fresh
off a Saturday victory over Vermont, should
put up a good challenge as the Minutemen
strive to break their losing streak.

Tonite, barring any mechanical failure, the
seventh game of the World Series between
the Boston Red Sox and the Oakland
Athletics will be played. Game time: ap-

proximately 8:30.

What's this you say? The Dodgers will be
taking on the Yankees for the Championship.

Well that game is in Yankee Stadium.
The Sox-A's game is in the Campus

Center.

Just about a year ago, both the Sox and
A's were out of the whole picture. Finley's

boys had let the AL West escape their grasp,
allowing the waterfall-gang, the K.C. Royals
to take first place.

Meanwhile, over in the Eastern division,

Fenway got new padding and a bleacher
scoreboard to go along with superstar-
contract problems — and third place.

So, while the Reds were tearing apart the
Yankees, a friend and I resurrected our two
favorite teams from the dead. Dave took his

Sox. Me, my A's.

A best of-seven series. Six-pack a game,
and a six for the series. High stakes.

Then, what was to be an unexpected year

long series, got underway on the electronic

baseball game.
Midway's Tornado Baseball garr\e is as

close to the real game as you can get. You
can move your outfielders (for pull hitters) to

make catches. Can pitch the liall; changing
speeds-fastball, curve, slider, knuckleball etc.

It's a pretty decent game.
Oh, undoubtedly there are skeptics out

there who find it hard to believe two college

students can get psyched about playing

electronic baseball.

Hey, nothing should surprise you here at

UMass there are even students who study

on a Friday night - and I think that's

strange.

Anyways, the series began.
The two teams split games one and two.
Game three was won by the A's, but

protested by Mr. Hall on grounds of it being
played under the influence of Bluewall
alcohol. The protest was denied (this author

being the judge) on the grounds that both
squads were playing under the same con-
ditions.

The series was postponed (lack of en-
thusiasm) until last month, when once again,
the real life Sox and Athletics of the major
leagues world were laid to rest for the second
straight year.

Then the series was resumed.
The Sox took two (5-4, 6-4) and led the

series 3-2. Blue went on the mound vs. Tiant,

and the As evened things up via a 9-3
victory.

Which set up the big game tonight.
In the second part of this World Series

doubleheader, the N.Y. Yankees have done it

to the Royals again, while the Phillies found
their way out of the Series' picture for the
second straight year.

The Yankees snuck by both the Orioles
and Sox to take the AL East flag, and now
only one obstacle is in their way of the World
Championship pennant — the LA Dodgers.
As we Yankee haters know, there can be

nothing worse than having to face a winter
of bragging from the likes of Reggie
Jackson, Thurman Munson, and ex- Sox
Sparky Lyie. Nothing worse in the sports
world except maybe another Super Bowl
appearance by the Minnesota Vikings.
And nothing could be sweeter than a

Dodger sweep, Cincinnati-style.

If the series were decided by the fans'
choices (popularity) the Dodgers would have
clinched the title yesterday.

Maybe it's un-American to root against the
AL entry.

Then again, maybe it's un-American to
root for the Yankees.
New York has the Statue of Liberty, the

Empire State BIdg., Macy's, and McDonalds.
What else do they need?

All LA has is smog.
C'mon Yanks. Let the Dodgers win it. In

four, five, I don't care as long as they win it.

Plus, if the 'Big Apple' becomes known as
the Home of the World Champion Yankees'
everyone will forget the Mets exist.

And we can't have that, now can we?

SuDDlement to the Collegian

The Medium of Television and Blacic Peoples'
Lives! Lome Cress at Amherst College

By W.J. Wheeler
Nummo News Staff

The television series The Jef-

ferson, Sanford & Sons, and the
like defame Black People.

There are no television shows at

present that reveal the true nature
of the Black Experience in America.

For those who watch shows that

are about Black people they are

watching a comedy in context but
those shows perpetuate the
castration of Black People,

Lome Cress is a devout analysist
of the medium of television and its

portrails of Blacks. Tuesday Oct. 4
at Amherst College she lectured on
the destructive implications that the
shows on television today have on
Black Peoples lives.

Mrs. Cress a one time student at
the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst started the Black Mass

Communications Project in 1970.
B.M.C.P. was started out of the

need for Blacks to know what is

happening out in the world. At
present Mrs. Cress works in the
Washington D.C. area in the
Broadcasting Industry.

She stated that Black People
must begin to analyze what it truly

means to be black in America.
Black People in America today are

still oppressed by the white
dominant class in America.

She stated that the real reason
for the perpetuation of racism is

because everything in this society

benefits white people, and that

white people in their self interest

adopt an attitude of racism to keep
all the material benefits coming to

them.

She stated that the inch of
material progress that blacks
achieved in the 60's and early 70's

have i-egressed and will continue to
regress until Blacks will be pushed
back into the shadows.

She finally came to the con-
clusion that black people must
analyze the state of white people in

this society and that white people
will continue to oppress blacks

until blacks understand themselves.

Black people must understand to

what extent white people have
controlled them.

The only solution for Black
People today is to really refuse to
continue to exist in this society the
way they are.

Lome Cress

Karien Zachery
"The tremendous power of

persuasion of the electronic media
is the major reson why many media
specialist, behavioral scientists and
psychologists have adopted the
terminology of "Sellivision" as the
truer assessment of the present use
of that medium." Mass media is

gradually becoming the molder of

the masses. It plays a tremendous
role in our everyday lives, from the
rearing of our youth to the types of

meals the American family eats.

The mass media has grown to be
the most politically, socially and
economically, powerful influence in

the world. Through its thousands of

advertisements, the media'
manipulates the minds of everyone,

either directly or indirectly. The
masses are unconcious to the

controlling effect the media has on

their behavior. The media has been
charged by critics of making the

minds of the public weaken their

capacity to perceive new ideas, in

innovating fresh and unique
thoughts, values, ideas and
opinions.

The widest variety of suggestive

influences are constantly being

displayed on television, through

radios, magazines, newspapers,

billboards, etc. Thousands of

Mass Media — Brain Invasion
advertising agencies are in constant
competition, trying to sell the

masses everything from a tooth-

paste brand to a thought.

"German poet and philosopher

Hans Magnus Enzenberger refers to

the mass media as the 'mind In-

dustry', stating that it can 'take

anything, digest it, reproduce it and
pour it out."

"New York writer Pauline Kael

recently wrote: "Television is

blurring the distinction for all of us;

we don't know what we're reacting

to anymore, and beyond that its

becoming just as impossible to sort

out the "con from the truth."

The primary constituents of

television are 95 per cent en-

tertainment and 5 per cent in-

formation or news. With various

forms of entertainment on the

screen 95 per cent of the time, the

average family watching about 10

hours of television a day, is it no
wonder why most people are

unconcious to the fact that their

brains are literally being invaded?

The rest of the 14 hours in the day
are spent listening to the radio,

music, reading a magazine, or just

quick glancing at hundreds of

billboards and advertisements while

walking or driving down the street,

thus constant exposure to the
media.

The major and most harmful
suggestive advertisements in the
media propogate violence and sex.

Practically everything advertised

contains either one or both of these
factors, in either a blatant or hidden
manner.

Dick Gregory Associate Killed

BOSTON lUPI] - A Plymouth
man who was an associate of
human rights activist Dick Gregory
was killed early yesterday by a hit-

and-run driver and a black van is

being sought, police said.

The victim was identified as Mike
Watley, 38, of Long Pond Road,
who police said had driven

Gregory's Rolls-Royce into Boston
from Plymouth.

Police said he was standing on
Providence Street when the van
struck him and a taxicab, which
was not damaged. He was
pronounced dead on arrival about
an hour later at the New England
Medical Center.

Advertisement plays such an
important part in the media that the

survival of a publication is literally

hopeless without it. Author Bryan
Key reveals in his book "Media
Sexploitation," that in North
America it is virtually impossible for

a publication to survive without

advertising. The only way any
publication can survive is through

advertising or selling a sponsor's

product, which results in an in-

tegration, between making editorial

decisions and marketing

strategies."

"Key further states that the

editorial content of newspapers and

news magazines has not escaped

being used to present subliminal

stimuli." psychological aspects of people.

"It is remarkable how journalists The media literally seduces the
with their claimed preoccupations masses, ninety per cent of the
over social responsibility kept seduction attacking the sub-
themselves from conspicuously conscious mind. An even larger

perceiving what has been going on peicentage of the masses is

around them for years. In unaware that they are being
discussing subliminal perception subliminally seduced,

with individuals from a wide range The subconscious picks up and
records all messages and impulses
received by the mind, most of

which bypasses the conscious
mind. For example, an ad-
vertisement for Coca-Cola was
denounced an illegal ad-
vertisement, on the grounds that
the propagators of Coke were
flashing inserts of the product on
movie screens in theaters between
pauses in the movie. The inserts

lasted less than half a second and
were sightly picked by none of
the audience. The inserts were
flashed quicker than sight, a part of

the consciouemind, could record.

Though the advertisement
bypassed the eyes of the audience,
the subconscious mind of everyone
in the audience picked up and
recorded the advertisement,
without their knowledge. Con-
sequently, at every intermission

practically everyone in the theater

went out to buy Coke. This is but a
slight example of the effects media
has on the masses.

"A favorite ploy of advertisers, as

Key points out in his book, is the

placement of sexually suggestive

symbols and words in ad-

vertisements which bypass our

conciousness but are picked up and
digested by our subconscious

"^'"^ Continued on

of occupations, the strongest

disbelief has come from journalists-

irrespective of the evidence
presented," Key wrote.

"Eminent media theorist Marshall

McLuhan,f''om his acclaimed media

discussion and counterblast

declares: "Media are artificia'

extensions of sensory existence,

each (medium), an externalized

species of the inner genus sen-

sation. The cultural environment

created by externalization of modes
of sensation now favors the

predominance of one sense or

another.

"

^ Basically tie media appeals to

the emotioi.al, physical and page 6
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New Coordinator—

Che Lumumba School
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SISTER ISMAT ABDUL-HAQQ

Sister Ismat Abdul-Haqq has
been selected by the parent
collective of the Che-Lumumba
School for Truth as the coordinator

of the school for the 1977-78 school
year.

A mother o^ two girls, Sister

Ismat has worked with children of

varying ages since being graduated
from Mt. Holyoke College in 1970
She served as directo'^ o^ the

Smith-Amherst Tutorial Program
during 1970-71; taught junior high

school language arts for a year in

the Springfield, Mass. public school
system, and later served as
curriculum director for the
Springfield-Amherst Summer
Academy.
When asked which experiences

she values most as contributing to

her effectiveness as an educator,

Sis. Ismat says, "I will always be
thankful for the years that I taught

at the Sister Clara Muhammad
Elementary and Secondary School
in Springfield. Those years were
valuable because they provided an
excellent opportunity to develope

skills with which to instruct children

who are constantly being bom-
barded with the ethnocentric values
and interpretations of history that

predominate m American society."

The objective of the Che-
Lumumba School for Truth, Sister

Ismat relates, is to combine a

challenging program of instruction

in requisite academic skills, with
social and political education that
will enable the Third World children

who attend Che-Lumumba to
gather a truthful picture of history

and social dynamics. Indirectly, the
children develope self-disipline and
a collective spirit.

"It's a great oportunity for Third
World parents who are concerned
about their children's formal
education," says Sis. Ismat. "They
know that the school is dedicated

to promoting a positive self image
for each child which reflects an
awareness and appreciation of his

ethnic identity. At the same time,

the parent can feel confident that

the basic 3 R's are not being

neglected."

AID
BYJohanna Brassard

This is the first article in a three-

part series. The purpose of the

series is to provide the Black and
Third World Communities of the

area with some general infonnation

about three University

Organizations specifically designed
to cater to the needs of these

communities. These organizations

are: The University Office of

Financial Aid, The Bi-Lingual
Collegiate Program (BCP), and the

program of the Secondary
Education for Black Students
(CCEBS). Each organization
provides assistance to the non-

Black and Third World Com-
oHjnities as well.

A General Outline of the

Office of Financial Aid
The University of Massachusetts'

Firwncial Aid Services, located In

room 245 of the Whrtmore Ad-
ministration buildir>Q. is part of a

system of interreteted offices. It

deals specifically with the

processing of approximately 12,000
applications for financial aid each
year. Alphabetic files are kept for

each applicant; files which are

arranged according to the
relationship of the individual to the
University For example, there is an
"active file", which contains the
alphabetized records of financial aid

recipients currently attending the
University, and there exists a

"Delay until January File", where
the files for recipients entering in

the Spring Semester are kept

As any recipient of Financial aid

probably knows, numerous
problems are bound to arise some
where along the receiving line.

There are several ways to alleviate

and to obtain answers p>ertaining to

specific problems.

Since most difficulties tend to

present tfiemselves as a result of

the student's lack of knowledge as
to the various types of aid available,

and the procAduns !> be followed

in apDicvfiDnr. wtm <««tiat less than
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September 7, 1937
We stand for active ideological struggle because it is the weapon for ensuring unity within the Party and

the revolutionary organizations in the interest of our fight. Every Communist and revolutionary should take up
this weapon.

But Liberalism rejects ideological struggle and stands for unprincipled peace, thus giving rise to a
decadent, philistine attitude and bringing about political degeneration in certain units and individuals in the Party
and the revolutionary organizations.

Liberalism manifests itself in various ways.
To let things slide for the sake of peace and friendship when a person has clearly gone wrong, and refrain

from principled argument because he is an old acquaintance, a fellow townsman, a schoolmate, a close friend, a
loved one, an old colleague or old subordinate. Or to touch on the matter lightly instead of going into it

thoroughly, so as to keep on good terms. The result is that both the organization and the individual are harmed.
This is one type of liberalism.

To indulge in irresponsible criticism in private instead of actively putting forward one's suggestions to the
organization. To say nothing to people to their faces but to gossip behind their backs, or to say nothing at a
meeting but to gossip afterwards. To show no regard at all for the principles of collective life but to follow one's
own inclination. This is a second type.

To let things drift if they do not affect one personally; to say as little as possible while knowing perfectly
well what is wrong, to be worldly wise and play safe and seek only to avoid blame. This is a third type.

Not to obey orders but give pride of place to one's own opinions. To demand special consideration from
the organization but to reject its discipline. This is a fourth type.

To indulge in personal anacks, pick quarrels, vent personal spite or seek revenge instead of entering into
an argument and struggling against incorrect views for the sake of unity or progress or getting the work done
properly. This is a fifth type.

To hear incorrect views without rebutting them and even to hear counter-revolutionary remarks without
reporting them, but instead to take them calmly as if nothing had happened. This is the sixth type.

To be among the masses and fail to conduct propaganda and agitation or speak at meetings or conduct
investigations and inquiries among them, and ins'.ead to be indifferent to them and show no concern for their
well-being, forgetting that one is a Communist and behaving as if one were an ordinary non-Communist. This is

the seventh type.

To see someone harming the interests of the masses and yet not feel indignant, or dissuade or stop him
or reason with him, but toallow him to continue. This is an eighth type.

To work half-heartedly witho(«-.4 definite plan or direction; to work perfunctoril and muddle along - "So
long as one remains a monk, one goes on tolling the bell." This is a ninth type.

To regard oneself as having rendered great service to the revolution, to pride oneself on being a veteran,
to disdain minor assignments while being quite unequal to major tasks, to be slipshod in work and slack in study!
This is a tenth type.

To be aware of one's own mistakes and yet make no attempt to correct them, taking a liberal attitude
towards oneself. This is an eleventh type.

We could name more. But these eleven are the principal types.
They are all manifestations of liberalism.

Liberalism is extremely harmful in a revolutionary collective. It is a corrosive which eats away unity,
undermines cohesion, causes apathy and creates dissension. It robs the revolutionary ranks of compact
organization and strict discipline, prevents policies from being carried through and alienates the Party
organizations from the masses which the Party leads. It is an extremely bad tendency.

Liberalism stems from petty-bourgeois selfishness, it places personal interest first and the interests of the
revolution second, and this gives rise to ideological, political and organizational liberalism.

People who are liberals look upon the principles of Marxism as abstract dogrea. They approve of
Marxism, but are not prepared to replace their liberalism by Marxism. These people have their Marxism, but they
have their liberalism as well - they talk Marxism but practice liberalism; they apply Marxism to others but
liberalism to themselves. They keep both kinds of goods in stock and find a use for each. This is how the minds
of certain people work.

Liberalism is a manifestation of opport.mism and conflicts fundamentally with Marxism. It is negative and
objectively has the effect of helping the enemy; that is why the enemy welcomes its preservation in our midst.
Such being its nature, there should be no place for it in the ranks of the revolution.

We must use Marxism which is positive in spirit, to overcome liberalism, which is negative. A Communist
should have largeness of mind and he should be staunch and active, looking upon the interests of the revolution
as his very life and subordinating his personal interests to those of the revolution; always and everywhere he
should adhere to principle and wage a tireless struggle against all incorrect ideas and actions, so as to con-
solidate the collective life of the Party and strengthen the ties between the Party and the masses; he should be
more concerned about others than about himself. Only thus can he be considered a Communist.

All loyal, honest, active and upright Communists musi unite to oppose the liberal tendencies shown by
certain people among us, and set them, on the right path. This is one of the tasks of our ideological front.

(Taken from Selected Works ofMao Tse-Tung, Vol. II, pp 31-3).

an ounce of written prevention is

available in the form of a pamphlet
compiled by the University Offices

of Student Services and Financial

Aid. It is entitled "Institutional and
Financial Aid Information for

Students". Although it is in the

process of revision, it is a good
outline of valuable information in its

present form.

For specific problems not directly

related to application procedures, it

is best to consult the various

employees of the Financial Aid
Office

Students receiving

financial aid

Work study students are em-
ployed by the Financial Aid Office

and the Work- Study Office (a

division of the Financial Aid Office)

to help in offering information and
in the keeping of records. They are

trained and supervised by Mr. Dan
Fitzpatrick, The Director of Student
Services, and by two full time
counselors, Sharon Finn and Gall

Partyka.

In an interview last week, Sharon
Finn stated that all employees in

both offices attempt to keep one
another abreast of pertinent in-

formation, but that students'
questions are too vague to be easily

answered. She added that she and
Gail Partyka would welcome any
suggestions and complaints as to

the performance of the work-study
student staff.

Three employees of the Financial

Office deal specifically with the

problems of Black and Third Wortd
Financial aid recipients. Gloria Ortiz,

a spokesperson for the three, told

this writer that in practice, all

employees of the office are
available to every student.

A full-time duty counselor is

employed by the Financial Aid
Office in order to speak with

students at any time. It is possible

to make an appointment for private

consultation with this counselor,

and he will offer his support to you
if any neglect occurs on the part of

his co-workers.

As a student receiving financial

aid, t am familiar with the

frustration of the k>ng lines and
"the run-around treatment" often

.1 ii.t.«-i;.^« '. >\j\ ..'Uk

Gloria Ortiz

encountered at the Whitmore
Financial Aid Office. The size of this

University seems to necessitate a
separation of powers into various
departments, and so we must
inevitably "run-around" to obtain
various types of information. Long
lines are another powerful in-

dication of the size of this in-

stitution. To avoid mass confusion
with- in the administration building,

it is important that both students
and employees are fully educated
concerning bureaucratic policies

and procedures. In this way, we
may take advantage of whatever
resources are offered by the
bureaucracy.

t*!,!**! U »i(ML/t(ln',C-

George Benson
George Benson had been

considered a premier Black
Classical Music (BCM) artist for

more than a decade, but even that

status could prepare him for what
transpired in 1976. It was a simply

unprecedented event. It was not

merely that Benson's Breezin'

transformed the perennial critics'

choice into an across-the-board

people's hero; it was the scale with

which Benson putted off the feat.

Never before had a BCM album so

completely conquered the pop and
Rhythm and Blues charts. Breezin'

was in fact one of the Biggest Black

Classical Albums of All Time.

Double Platinum. The importar>ce

of Benson's achievement cannot be
over-estimated. For years Black

Classical players have been trying

to recoup ground lost to pop artists

in the '60s with little success.

Benson finally cracked it, though,

and his lead is already being

followed by other established Black

Classical Music artists.

Benson's routfc. to a Too Ten
single ("This Masquerade") and the

monstrous Breezin' was anything

but a direct path He's originally

from Pittsburgh, but has been living

in New York since 1963. He did his

first record (for RCA) back in '54 or

'53, then later he sang with a group
which featured organ, baritone and
trombone. "I've always had funny

combinations in my groups
because I've never realized a set

pattern for a band," says Benson,

furthermore, "I believe if you can

play, you can play with anybody. It

can be a whistle, if the cat can
play."

Benson began playing at age
eight. His ukulele performance in a

ghetto candy store drew raves and
subsequently led to gigs at local

parties and carnivals. "Managed"
by some friends ("They got their

cut, of course," he recalls, "25

cents on the dollar"), he even
landed a brief engagement at a

neighborhood nightclub. Before he
was in his teens he had cut his first

single and by fifteen he was
contributing high falsetto vocals to

a Frankle Lymon-styled vocal

group. Though he did it well,

singing was not destined to be

Benson's key to musical success.

Before long, he switched to guitar

playing and joined amateur barxJs

in Pittsburgh.

Instead of following rock and
Rhythm and Blues models, the

young Benson looked to Black

Classical Music for his inspiration,

listening to guitarists Charlie

Christian, Wes Montgomery, Hank
Garland and Grant Green. "I could

tell by the first records I heard by

each one of them that they were

very vital to music," Benson ex-

plains. "Green because of his

lyricism, Montgomery because of

his knowledge of the instrument,

his approach to harmony and

theory. Hank Garland for his fire

and technique and Charlie Christian

because he could swing so hard

and not lose his feeling."

It was not long before Benson
graduated into the big leagues. He
was just twenty (20) when Jack

McDuff invited him to join his small

ensemble. McDuff's bag was funky

Rhythm and Blues but his reper-

toire included Black Classical Music
pieces. Benson admits "Rhythm
and Blues was natural to me but the

BCM tune involved a lot of chord

changes and I had to be more alert

to play them; I began to like the

challenge of inventing something
new, as opposed to playing just for

feeling."

In 1965 Benson left McDuff to

form his own band, with Lonnie

Smith on organ, Ronnie Cuber on
baritone and drummer Phil Turner.

Off to a flying start, Benson's solo

work led to a succesion of albums
(for Columbia, A & M and CTI),

that has defined his as a steadily

progressing, richly rewarding
career. His albums with Fredie

Hubbard, Stanley Turrentine,

Esther Phillips and Hank Crawford,

not to mention solo sets like Body
Talk, Beyond the Blue Horizon and
the Grammy-nominated White
Rabbit both established Benson's

credentials and contributed to the

growth of instrumental

Classical Music.

Black

Breezin' was released early in '76

and wasted no time translating

Benson's base of mainstay loyalists

into an amalgan that cut across

every sector of popular nnusic.

Produced by Warners staffer
Tommy LiPuma, the album yielded

chart hits "Breezin" and "This

Masquerade." Some people ex-

pressed disbelief that someone so

talented on guitar could be as

equally proficient with his vok:e. as

he was on "Masquerade."

Awards collared by Benson and it happens again, fine, but I'm
Breezin\ in Record Wodd — basically an album artist."

Number One, Top Guitarists; The songs in In Flight ranged
Number One, Top Album; Number from a radical transformation of
One, Top Male (BCM) Artist; in War's "The World is a Ghetto" to
Billboard - Number One In- the driving "The Wind and I,"

strumentalist; Number One (BCM)
Artist; Number One Album.

Not content to rest on his laurels,

Benson followed with In Right
(January, 1977), again produced by
LIPunna. It featured six long tunes
and indicated the guitarist was
pretty unaffected by his new-found
superstardom. As Benson himself
remarked, "Despite the success of
our single, we're not qoina to
become a three minute song act. If

written by Ronnie Foster,
keyboardist in the Benson band.
A genuine human being, a man

who's held onto an elusive com-
modity, intergrity, throughout his

career. This is the inescapable
conclusion about George Benson
revealed through the grooves that
just plain ring true to life.
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Malcolm X Center
THE N.B.S.A.

Alanta Conference

Students enjoying recreation

facilities at the "Xif\M II

about the Bakke Case, its im-

plications and ramifications.

The center has a library of books

about differing cultural groups and

has films which are in the process

of development. The center is also

a place where students can come
and take time out to relax after

studying or just drop by and take

advantage of the recreational

equipment. The Centers weekly

hours are: daily 1z noon until 1 a.m.

Monday thru Friday. Monday thru

Friday between the hours of 12

noon and 4 p.m. are study hours, 7

p.m. til 10 p.m. class time, 4 p.m. til

1 a.m. recreation time. If you feel

lost or confused, Malcolm X center

is waiting for you.

The Malcolm X Center is

specifically designed to meet and

strengthen the needs of Third

World students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. The
center is trying to meet the needs of

the entire community by providing

courses for students who have

difficulties in meeting University

requirements. The Malcolm X
Center offers a course entitled

"Racism Group Theory", which

meets on Tuesdays from 7 p.m. -9

p.m. and also a course entitled

"Black Culture as an Organizing

Tool", which meets on Mondays
and Wednesdays from 7 p.m.-10

p.m. These courses are open to the

Third World Community, and the

community at large.

The Malcolm X Center plays "^n'

outstanding role in providina

cultural-educational and social

enrichment in the Third World

Community. The center is ad-

ministered by a very qualified group^

of people. The coordinators are

Consuelo Williams, Greg Maynard

and advisor Carl McCarge. Other

members of ttie staff are Pam
Armstrong, Ian Clinton, Derek

Davis, Michael Hughes, Lawrence

Frith, Ralph Moore, Julie Robert-

son, Sherry Williams and Reginald

Price We are very much concerned

with upcoming events and
problems that might arise. We
welcome everyone to come down
to the center every Monday from 5

p.m.-7 p.m. and join in discussions MslCOllTI X,

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

Political Analyst Nummo News

OnOctober24 and 25, there was
a Southern Regional National Black

Students Association Conference
in Atlanta, Ga. The purpose of this

meeting was for the Southern part

of the association to become more
unified and build for the National

Conference. There were
representatives from the Northern

and Eastern regions of the National

Black Students association.

Together they decided to call for a

larger meeting of all members of

the N.B.S.A in Atlanta, Ga. since

most of the Black students in the

country attend college in the

South. It is also important to note

that most of the black students that

graduate from college attend black

schools not white ones.

It is important to mention here

the history of the N.B.S.A. On
December 11, 1975 a call went out

from the Afro-American Society at

Tufts University in Medford, Mass.

The Conference was called the

National Black Students Solidarity

Conference, it was held from Feb.

17 thru 23, 1976 at Tufts. Over 200
students from various parts of the

country attended. Also attending

the Conference were several people

who have been leaders in the

liberation movement. Queen
Mother Moore, Akbar Muhammad
Ahmed, John Henrik Clark, Robert

Williams, John Bracey and Plathell

Benjamin.

The Conference resulted in the

intitiation of the National Black

Student's Association. Conference
participants were urged to return to

their respective areas and begin

working on building up the National

Black Students Association.

In April of 1976 a statewide

NBSA conference has been held at

UMass, Amherst. During the

summer of that year there were a

lot of organizing going on around
the country to build a viable NBSA
that we would control, not outside

forces. There has been many
conferences held to build a strong

viable National Black Students
Association. The NBSA will have

its first National Conference in

Atlanta, Ga. on November 5 and 6,

1977.

The Conference will be held at

Atlanta University. There will be
workshops on Black students
cutbacks. Affirmative Action being

attacked, Political Prisoners Rights,

Community Organizing, Tuturial

programs, Ecomonic Development
in the Black Comnminity. We would

like for serious students who are

concerned about the welfare of

their people to consider going to

Atlanta, Ga. There will be more
specific information about the

conference in Black Affairs and
Nummo News.
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Crusading attorney
general arrest one, to nab others

DEMISE MCNAIR CYNTHIA WESLEY

CAROL ROBERTSON

Within a year of the bombing of

the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church
in Birmingham in which four young
girts died, FBI investigators were
pretty sure who did it.

ADDIE COLLINS

They had suspects as well in

most of the other 20 bombings
which rocked Birmingham's black

community in the eight years

leading up to the murders which

horrified Birmingham, the country
and the world.

Now, 14 years later, Alabama's
aggressive young Atty. Gen. Bill

Baxlay, who declares publicly and
privately that he hates racist

' violence, has succeeded in ob-
taining state indictments against

two avowed racists who were
active in rabble-rousing in the
Fifties and Sixties.

Robert E. Chambliss, now 73, a
confessed Ku Klux Klan member in

the Sixties, is in the Jefferson
County jail charged with first

degree murder in the killing of the
girls.

Baxley grimly predicts that "a lot

more" indictments will follow.

J. B. Stoner of Marietta, Ga.,

founder and big daddy of the

National States Rights Party, was
indicted for the 1958 bombing of

the Bethel Baptist Church where
the Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth, then
president of the Alabama Christian

Movement for Human Rights, now
of Cincinnati, was pastor.

Stoner will fight going to
Alabama for trial.

A logical question is: If the FBI
knew, away back then, who did it,

why weren't the murderers
arrested?

Knowing something and proving
it are two different matters. The
FBI is an investigative force, not

prosecutorial.

Federal prosecutors In the
Department of Justice simply didn't

have enough physical evidence to
go to trial and they didn't have any
witnesses who would get on the
stand and point a finger at the
guilty parties.
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Disco Will Be Put To A Test

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977

Benson Tickets Still Available

On Wednesday, the sounds of
Disco may be heard in the Blue
Wall for the last time. Because, it

was determined by the
management of the Blue Wall, that

Disco was not popular among the
student body. Secondly, in terms of
profit making (selling beer and
other liquor), it was a bad business
venture. This is .why the Disco
program has not been instituted

this semester.

Historically, the placement of
disco in the Blue Wall, came out of
the 1975 Fall semester demon-
strations against the Blue Wall for

discrimination in hiring practices.

Disco was initiated in the Blue Wall
schedule the following year.

The main reasons, cited by the
management, of the Blue Wall for

not reinstating a fuX Disco program
is obvious. The interest for Disco
music, stowed down. The program
was unprofitable in terms of beer
and other Ik^uor sales. Thirdly, the
music was not acceptable among
the student body as a whole.

Even though, I am not alleging

any discrimination in the
management reasoning. Disco is a

small part of Black Contemporary

music. Since our music is part of
our culture, it is plain to see that
this form of Black music will be
tested Wednesday night.

The Disco scene in the past, was
a reality because students took
interest in this program. Mackimme
Joe was the DJ during this period.
Now K-Rock, wants to revitalize

this program for the 1977-78 school
year Wednesday night will start off

the Homecoming Weekend, and
will determine the life or death of
Disco in the Blue Wall.

by Earf Brown

There are still plenty of seats
available for the George Benson
Concert this Thursday evening
(October 13th) 8 p.m. in the Curry
Hicks Cage. George Bensen has
been in the music industry for over
twenty years. In the past year, he
has won both national and in-

ternational acclaim for his prize

winning album, "Breezing", and his

smash hit single, "Mascarade." On
this tour he will be featuring his

latest hits from his new album, "In
Flight."

The University of Massachusetts
Union Program Council is proud to

present the extraordinary talents of

this Jazz recording artist. He will be
appearing in the Curry Hicks Cage,
which will be marking an all im-

portant turning point with the
reopening of the Cage for this

concert and possible others.

Benson is sure to get a capacity

crowd, so buy your ticketsNOW at

TIX, on the main level of the U.

Mass Student Union Building,

(across from the post office). They
will also be available in Amherst, at

Faces of Earth, Sun Music,
Backroom Records, and the Sound
Room in Northampton. Prices are

$5.00 with a valid U. Mass I.D., and
$6.50 for the general public.

To All Asian Students of

The Five-College Area

The Asian American Review is

alive and going placesi The Asian
American Review is a magazine
distributed by the Asian American
Students Association of UMass.
We are here to provide a forum for

Asian American self expressions in

the form of fictional and non-
fictional works such as poetry,

essays, and short stories. Other
forms of self expressions are
through cartoons, black and white
drawings, and black and white
photographs.

However, in order for this

magazine to become a realization

once more, we need your con-
tributions. Therefore, we would like

to extend an invitation to all

students of Asian origin to help put
together or to submit their creative

works to the Asian American
Review. In this way, we can all

share a part of ourselves with the
Asian community of the Five-

College area.

We request that all works be
submitted by the end of October to:

Debbie Lee, 418 New Africa House,
UMass., Amherst, Mass. 01003.

For more information, call on
Tues. between 11:00-3.00 and on
Wed. between 1:00-2:30 at 545-
0517. Or call at night at 253-9961 or
256-6825 and ask for Debbie Lee in

Rm 102.

Editor,

Debbie Lee

Announcement Job Openings

All CCEBS students with an

interest in computer science or a

related field should note that on

Wednesday, October 26, CCEBS is

sponsoring a field trip to the Digital

Equipment Corporation in

Maynard, Mass. All interested

CCEBS students must sign up for

this trip with Brian Maher in Room
208 of the New Africa House by

Friday, October 21. All those taking

the trip will meet at 8:00 a.m. on
October 26th in the second floor

lounge of the New Africa House.

CCEBS juniors and seniors in-

terested in the areas of employee
relations and personnel should

contact Brian Maher in Room 208

of the New Africa House before

Friday, October 21. A field trip for a

personnel career day is being

planned, and openings for this trip

will be extremely limited.

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

CCEBS students interested In

law and business should note that

on Monday, October 17, a Case
Western Reserve Law School
recruiter will be coming to campus;
and on Tuesday, October 18, a

Northeastern University Business

School Recruiter will be here. Both
of these recruiters will speak with
interested CCEBS students in the

second floor lounge of the New
Africa House on the dates men-
tioned. The time for these meetings
is 3:30 p.m. All those interested

must sign up for these visits with

Brian Maher in Room 208 of the
New Africa House by Friday,

October 14.

Special

Announcement

There will be a meeting on Tues-
day, October 11 at 7:00 p.m. in New
Africa House on the first floor for all

Third World Students interested in

joining the Black Mass Com-
munications News Project.

Deadlines for submissions to Nummo News are as follows: all ads ar>d

notices, Thursday at 5:00 for the following Monday's newspaper. All ar-

ticles of an analytic nature, all editorials, letters, and commentaries —
Thursday at 5:00. All news articles arKJ reviews of events held Sunday
through Wednesday — Thursday at 5:00 p.m. All other articles, photos,

graphics, etc. must be submitted by 1 :00 Sunday afternoon for publication

in the next day's paper

All articles, news items, commentaries, letters, etc. must be typed,

doubled spaced at approximately 60 characters per line. By adhering to

these guidelines, you will insure that Nummo News functions property and
effectively. If for any reason these guidelines cannot be nr>et, call the

Nummo News office, 103 New Africa House, at 545-0061 or 545-0062. If no
one is in the office, wtien you come, please put all submissions in the

envelope on the office door. For articles which require photographs, please

call the Nummo News office a week in advar^e so photos will be able to be
taken.
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ASSATA SHAKUR:
Denied transfer bid

Federal District Judge Clarkson
Fisher denied Black activist Assata
Shakur's request for a transfer to a

women's prison May 5, thereby
forcing her to remain in the all- male
maximum security prison where
she is currently jailed.

Shakur (Joanne Chesimard) was
recently sentenced to life im-

prisonment plus 30 years following

her conviction March 25 by an all-

white jury on frame-up charges of

murder and illegal weapons
possession. Her conviction stems
from a May 1973 shootout when
New Jersey state troopers stopped
the borrowed car Shakur was riding

in. A state trooper and one of

Shakur's companions were killed

and Shakur was injured in the
shootout.

After her conviction, Shakur was
transferred from the windowless
basement cell of the otherwise all-

male Middlesex County Jail, where
she had remained in solitary

confinement for over a year, to

Clinton Women's Prison. But
within days, she was moved
without prior notification to the

isolated, all-male Yardville

Correctional Center. Prison

authorities cited "security" reasons

for the unprecedented move.
Shakur is the only woman in the

prison of 870 inmates. She is in-

carcerated in a tiny cell with no
privacy, fully exposed 24 hours a

day to any guard or inmate who
passes by.

'BROTHERS':
Jacksonz rile suit

Georgia and Lester Jackson,

parents of slain Black activists

Jonathon and George Jackson,

have filed suit against Warner Bros,

film company for its release of the

film "Brothers."

The film is based on the prison

experiences and murder of

revolutionary George Jackson and
exploits his relationship with
Angela Davis, now head of the

Communist Party-led National

Alliance Against Racist and Political

Repression.

The Jacksons recently filed the

$20 million suit in Los Angeles
Superior Court, charging that the
film is libelous and a 'misap-

propriation of property and invasion

of privacy."

PENDLETON 14:

KKK active in San Diego

retaliation attempt against Ku Klux

Klan (KKK) members, but the KKK

The increase of Klan actions wa?
fully exposed three weeks age
when four well-armed people wer<
arrested on their way to shoot up ;

house in Paradise Hills,

predominantly third worid com
munity. A police search of one o
the men's houses produced mor
weapons and Klan literature.

The man, Orville Watkins, i

known to be a friend of Davi'

Campbell, a KKK member at Cami
Pendleton. Campbell testified i

earlier court proceedings that h
often visited Watkins. Rober
Rhody, who was also arrestee

served as bodyguard for nation;

KKK leader David Duke when Duk
visited the Marine base sever?

months ago.

Police have also linked the four t

an April 4 incident in which nin

shots were fired into the home of

Chicano family in Spring Valle*

Calif. No one was injured in th

attack.

Other incidents include th

blitzing of the University (

California-San Diego (UCSC
campus with Klan literature; tl

receipt by five Black employes
the American Federation of Stat

County and Municipal Employes
UCSD of racist literature beliived

be sent by the Klan; the running
an advertisement for the Klan in tl

local morning newspaper, and
number of cross burnings.

Pretrial hearings for one of tl

defendants, Curtis Jones, a

Support continues to build in

California to free the Black Marines
charged for their November

Even When the Cold Winds Blow

Face the reality of the rising sun:

for the coloriess dream is over. Do
realize that now is the time for us to

come to the aid of Unity. Besides,

we are but held together by a single

dimension of common culture and
struggle intertwined with ex-

perience, thought and com-
mitment. If we take a timeless look

at ourselves, we will see the

trouble... the trouble the world is in.

Afterall, we the "living wonders" of

this now debunked society, will rise

triumphantly as the "phoenix of the

Western Hemisphere." Already our

soul-force, the drum-beat of our

Motherland, has been permeated
beyorKJ the "rivers of our own
kingdom".

Beware of the beast, for it lives

only to destroy that which has been
ours since the foundation of the

worlds were laid. We are here, "to

hear," for a short reason. Will we,

too, add to the cause of the con-

fusion of our young ones? NOI NOI
NO!
NO!
NO!
NO!

NO! Confusion is the state of

disorder, which is the deathbed of*

our struggle for solidarity;

moreover, we would surely be

guilty of pre- meditated genocide, a

two-fold death. Do not let it be said,

"too late," respond to the call of

Unity. Admittedly your response

will be a token of the power that

can guide the establishment of

universal order..

Thus, the call of unity implies the
oneness, as in spirit, aims, interests

and feelings of all third worid
advocates and organizations; as
fruitful harnrrony at its best is a

creative union of opposite
reasoning. Yield to reasoning, for it

is the power to understand, as the

groundwork of wisdom is rooted in

sound judgement. Then, when ad

else has failed we will together

make an earnest request to God,
the creator and protector.

Friends, brothers and sisters —
answer the trumpet of Unity: for

self-control is one of the most
exhilirating of pleasure. Behold,

how good and pleasant it is to dwell

together in Unity. For without firm

and complete Unity, we continue to

sanction the blasphemous rule of

the oppressor. Hark!

Submitted by
David Jackson

is intensifying its attacks on the

third world community.
At a May 6 press conference,

local community members ex-

pressed their dedication to the

struggle to free the Camp Pen-

dleton 14 members still facing

charges and called for all to stand

up against Klan attacks.

Ten Black Marines, charged with

offenses ranging from conspiracy

to commit assault to attempted

murder, are facing up to 72 years in

prison for their Nov. 13 retaliation

to Klan savagery at the southern

California base. Four others have

been acquitted or convicted on

minor charges.

"The relationship between the

KKK presence and activities at

Camp Pendleton and the recent

increase of racist oriented activities

against Blacks and browns in San
Diego County is very frightening,"

George Williams of the San Diego
County Human Relations Com-
mission told reporters. Williams

called on all people to work to "turn

back the tide of white reactionaries

San Diego City Councilman Leon
Williams released a resolution

before the council calling for a full

investigation of Klan activity. Ken
Mfemaji, chairman of Nia — a Black

cultural organization — called upon
the Congressional Black Caucus to

conduct an investigation.

expected to be begin May 16. 1

other trials were postponed wt

the Court of Military App(

stayed court martial proceedi

March 16.

Supporters plan to picket Ma
Corps recruiting centers May 1

San Diego, Los Angeles,

Francisco, San Jose and S.

Cruz. In addition, a May
demonstration to commemc
the birthday of Malcolm
sponsored by Nia, will protes*

trial. The march is schedule-

begin at City College in San C

at 11 a.m.

The varied forces fighting

Pendleton case, including men
of the San Diego Coalition to

the Pendleton 14, the (

Pendleton 14 Solidary Comn
and the Los Angeles Coaliti(

Free the Pendleton 14, have j«

to form the California Coaliti(

Free the Pendleton 14. Fo
formation: San Diego, 714

0442; San Francisco, 415-647-'

or 415-648-3718, Los Angeles, 2i:

413-4430. To contact Nia for ii

formation on the May 20 actioi

714 263-2153.

LYNORAWILUAMS
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Freedom fighting

continues to rage

Young thinks Rhodesia

due for '78 vote

SALISBURY, Rhodesia - While
in another part of the worid,

negctkators continued their quest to

effect a peaceful transition to black

rule in this country, the guerrilla

warfare continued.

Another 29 lives were claimed in

just one four-day span last week,
according to the minority- rule

government. One victim was a

white army officer.

The military command said

Rhodestan troops had killed 13

black nationalist guerrillas, six

guerrilla recruits and eight black

civilians whom they claimed were
"aclivety assisting a terrorist gang."
No details were disclosed.

A communique said that last

Thursday, "A gang of terrorists

entered a homestead in the
Melsetter District (of eastern
Rhodesia) and murdered" a white
infant.

A government statement said the

baby was wrested from the arms of

her black nursemaid and bayoneted
to death on the veranda of the farm

house.

Defense sources said the servant

gave an account of the slaying.

The communique said the baby's

parents were not at the farm at the

time of the attack because they had
been ambushed by insurgents 15

minutes earlier. Neither was hurt.

Defense sources said the ambush
and the murder appeared to be
unrelated.

Typically, government com-
muniques attempt to make the

guerrillas resemble blood-thirsty

savages. They don't mention

whites' past treatment of blacks or

the fact that warfare itsetf tends to
be savage.

One motive is to demonstrate
that the blacks do not deserve to

rule themselves. This was clearty

evident in a further discussion on
the guerrilas who killed the infant.

"The gang responsible for this

brutal murder is of the same caliber

as the men so euphemistically

referred to as 'the boys" by certain

religious and nationalist

organizations," the statement said-

This was an allusion to Roman
Catholic nun Janice Ann
McLaughlin of Pittsburgh, who —
in a diary used by the prosecution

as court evidence — referred to

guerrillas as the boys she would join

if she were black.

She was deported Sept. 22 in-

stead of being tried on charges of

"spreading alarm and despon-

dency" for helping prepare 'fact

papers" alleging security forces

routinely torture rural blacks to get
information on guerrillas.

The latest casualties raised the

reported death toll in five years of

fighting to 5,744.

A Catholic spokesman said the
Rev. Joseph Paschal Slevin, 43, of

Ireland, has been ordered deported
by Oct. 4, ending 15 years of

missionary service in Rhodesia.

Rev. Slevin is superintendent of

the Mount St. Mary mission in the

guerrilla-frequented Wedza District

of eastern Rhodesia. No reason for

the expulsion order was given.

UNITED NATIONS - "Joshua
Nkomo's mission here is very

potitical. He was invited by the

Front Line presidents. I think he

expects to be running for office

within a year."

With that explanation of the visit

last week to the United Nations by
Nkomo, head of the Zimbabwe
African People's Union, UN
Ambassador Andrew Young Irv

dicated the optimism felt in nr^ny

quarters today about the outlook

for change to majority rule in

Rhodesia.

Nkomo showed up at the United

Nations when the Security Council

was adopting an Anglo-U.S.
proposal to permit Secretary
General Kurt Walkheim to name a

representative to take up a UN
peacekeeping role with Rhodesian
officials.

The Security Council approved
the significant step and Rhodesia
Prime Minister Ian Smith has

agreed to have both the UN
representative and a designated

British official home in to discuss

cease-fire and changeover.

During a roundtable meeting

with newsmen attending a two-day
editorial seminar at the United

Nations, Young had more to say on

the political situation in Rhodesia

and Nkomo.

Nkomo, a favorite of the
presidents of the African nations
surrounding Rhodesia, has been
tied to Robert Mugbe's Zimbabwe
African National Union In a militant

patriotic front that backs the
guerrilla warfare.

Young told newsmen the
guerrilla forces are doing mostty
political work now in the rural areas
where rrMjst of Rhodesia's 6 millkjn

blacks reside.

As Young explained the
situation. Bishop Abel Muzorewa is

strong in the cities, and the Rev.

Ndabaningi Sithole thinks he can
split the city and rural vote and win.

I think it is good that there are
three politicians who think they can
win an electlion," Young said.

The kind of help Nkomo can get

through his backing of the Front
Line group showed up when it was
announced Smith and two key
officials went to Zambia for secret

meetings with President Kenneth
Kaunda, a strong Nkomo sup-

porter.

Among other things, Young told

newsmen he felt a withdrawal of

Cuban troops from Algola could be

i negotiated when the times comes.
I think the Cubans are dying to

get out of Angola," he said.

Expressing his love for his UN
job. Young nevertheless spoke

strongly on ttie need for the U.S. to

keep its human rights crusade in

perspective.

I don't think we should be so saif-

righteous about hunrwn rights." he
said, pointedly noting that while it

has shortcomings the Soviet Union
does things like provide jobe for its

people, assures them of heeHh cars

and education.

Fomw UN Ambassador William
W. Scrarrton, chairman of the

United Nations Association, totd

newsmen he thought they "rarely

give any attention" to the needs of

the Soviet Union in reporting

disarmament efforts.

Scranton moderated a panel on
arms control and disarmament
whose participants included
Russia's deputy permanent
representative to the UN, Am-
bassador Yury E. Fokine and
Ambassador James F. Leonard,
equivalent ranked U.S.
representative.

Fokine said no agreement in the

arms control area is possible

without mutual trust and goodwill.

He said both sides have
suspicions, adding that we believe

ours are more justified."

The North-South economic,
dialogue, law of the sea
negotiations, human rights and the

UN itself were topics around which
panels were arranged for newsmen.

African Progress

Prices Soar as

Economy Sputters Ahead

ACCRA — Ghanaians have been
invited to join in radio and television

discussions on the ruling military

goverrment's controversial
proposals for the introduction of

non-party union government.
A statement issued by the

Supreme Military Council said that

"all intending participants in the

discussions are assured that there

will be no victimization whatsoever
for talking against the proposed
union government."

It added, however, that personal

attacks should be avoided.

SEMINARY PROPOSED
LAGOS — Nigeria's Head of

State, Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo,

has suggested the establishment,

of a national missionary seminary
for Nigeria.

Gen. Obasanjo made the
suggestion recently at the national

Episcopal conference of Catholic

bishops of Nigeria in Benin. He said

the move would help to awaken
what he called the apparent

lethargic Christian mind to
meaningful national responsibility.

He urged the bishops to make
the Christian church more relevant

to the needs cf the country.

ZAMBIA-CHINA AGREEMENT
LUSAKA - Zambia and the

People's Republic of China have
signed an agreement for a 20-man
Chinese medical team to assist in

curative, preventive and promotive

medicine in Zambia.

China will also provide drugs,

medicine and medical equipment
for the team during their two-year

stay in Zambia. They are expected

to work in close co-operation with

Zambian medical personnel.

THEATRE WORK
ACCRA - Alex Pokrovsky,

cultural expert for Africa in the

United Nations Educational,

Scientific, and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) has held

his first meeting here with officials

of the Arts Council of' Ghana to

prepare the ground for the fourth

meeting of the International

Polyvalent Theatre Workshop for

Africa in February-March 1978.

Pokrovsky said the purpose of

the workshop, the first to be held in

Africa, is to experiment at regional

levels with different methods and

techniques for the transformation

of folk and oral traditions into

performing arts teams.

pcN-r ycL THinK y
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Tht mhit» minority fgimet ol Zimbmbw {Rhod^ai*)
and South A tnca /)«wt among tha highast ttandmrds of

living in tha world— for tf»a tima bmlng.

The workshop is to be supervised

by five or six African performing art

specialists, assisted by Ghanaian
dancers, musicians, reciters and
performers.

Brain Invasion

Continued from
page 1

"The purpose of media sex-

ploitation is simple: to arouse and
manipulate your basic sexual drives

below the level of our con-

sciousness — and tor purposes that

are not our own," Key noted. He
continues to say, "The goal may
appear simple, but the
psychological expertise and media
technology employed are incredibly

sophisticated and subtle— tricky

enough to bypass your every

natural defense," Key writes.

One area which an extensive

amount of research has been done
on is the area of humor. "In-

formation coming forth indicates

that the mechanism of laughter is

an uncontrolled psychological
"spasm" which has the effect of

dulling the thinking properties and
significantly hindering the minds
capcity to sort out what is real from
what is not."

While President Jimmy Carter

and seven other leaders of the

capitalist world attempted to

grapple with the mutual economic
problems of their countries last

week, the US. economy showed
additional signs of both "recovery"
and danger.

For the third month in a row,

wholesale prices soard in April at an
annual "double-digit" rate. At the

same time, "official" unem-
ployment declined to 7 per cent, its

lowest level in 29 months.
Spurred by sharp increases in the

cost of food and fuel, wholesale
prices went up last month 1.1 per

cent over March. Calculated over

12 months, the rise is at a 13.2 per

cent annual rate. The boost follows

a similar rise in March and an eariier

increase in February prices of .9 per

cent. For 1977 as a whole, so far,

both the Wholesale Price Index and
the Consumer Price Index have
risen at an annual rate in excess of

10 per cent.

The one relatively "bright" spot
in this picture was a slight

slowdown in industrial prices,

which rose only .6 per cent,

somewhat less than the .8 per cent

rise in March.

But even this "hopeful" sign

seemed headed for trouble with the

announcement by four major steel

companies of a substantial boost in

prices. Republic Steel, the fourth

largest steel company in the

country, announced price increases

ranging from 6.8-8.8 per cent ef-

fective in the next few days.

Youngstown Sheet and Tube, the

nation's eighth largest steelmaker,

announced similar increases
simultaneously. U.S. and National

Steel (No. 1 and No.3) quickly

followed suit.

The price rise follows a report

showing a substantial drop in

profits for the steel industry as a

whole during the first quarter of

1977. If the price boosts stand -
and the Council on Wage and Price

Stability has denounced them,
terming them "excessive" — the

effects on the economy will be far-

ranging. Steel is an essential

component of most major in-

dustries.

UNEMPLOYMENT LEVELS
Meanwhile, unemployment hit its

lowest level since the end of 1974.

The drop from 7.3 per cent in

March to 7 per cent in April meant
an absolute decline in the number
of jobless of 327,(X)0. That leaves
6.737 million people "officially" out
of work. The decline in unem-
ployment figures was accompanied
by a sizeable rise of 500,000 people
holding jobs, bringing total em-
ployment to a record level of more
than 90 million.

Still, the new figures do not
mean that the capitalist economy is

finally solving what has been its

most stubborn manifestation by
weakness. By historic standards,
the rate of unemployment is un-
precedentedly high two years after

the recession "officially" turned
around. Further, government
economists are now speaking of

"2-tiered unemployment," pointing

out that the drop in joblessness

principally affected people who
have previously been employed. It

made very little dent among a

growing army of people who have
never or rarely held jobs — prirv

cipally, Blacks, women and youth.

What this n>eans is an absolute
expansion in the permanent irv

dustrial reserve - a fact which wlh
continue to serve as a brake on the
wage demands of the employed
and will undoubtedly be a source of

intensified social contradiction.

Killing Panel allowed to

seek immunity grant

•01 tourm miflw n Ooinf It trronp, bul >fi<( do—n I rntUt II litOttintbl*

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
House has voted overwhelmingly to

allow the committee investigating

the assassinations of President

John F. Kennedy and Dr. Martin

Luther King Jr. to ask federal courts

to grant immunity to witnesses.

Chairman Louis Stokes, D-Ohio,
said the select committee on
assassinations probably already had
the power to make immunity ap-

plications to court, but the power
should be spelled out cleariy so
there would be no question.

Stokes said the committee
already had identified 100 to 150

witnesses in the Kennedy case
alone for whom immunity might be
requested.

If these immunity requests were
challenged under the committee's
current mandate, months might be
required to resolve the issue. And if

the court's ruling went against the
committee it would "seriously

hinder" the course of the in-

vestigation, according to Stokes.
Rep. Robert Bauman, R-Md.,

opposed the resolution, saying the

committee should be forced to ask
the house for permission to grant
immunity to each individual wit-

ness.

U.S.—Number One!
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REVERSE discrimination'

International Unemployment Rates

The United States has his-
torically had the highest unem-
ployment rate of all the Western
countries. In the period
1960-1976 the United States un-
employment rate was 8x that of
West Germany's, yet the inflation
rates were approximately the same.

Rule change planned

to aid minority loans

Bakke Debate Held Tonight
During 1977, the Bakke Decision

has become the most controversial

political and sociological issue in

the United States.

The Bakke decision is a recent

California Supreme Court ruling

that threatens to eliminate special

Admissions, Affirmative Action and
other related programs on the

campuses, communities and work
places across the country.

In 1973-74 Alan Bakke, a White
engineer in his mid-30's, applied to

the UC Davis Medical School. Both
times he applied he was rejected.

Later, through the urging of the UC

Davis Administration itself, he filed

suit against the Special Admission
Program. Bakke charged that he
was a victim of "reverse
discrimination", that he was
rejected because he was White,
and that other "less qualified"

Third World students were ad-

mitted through the Special Ad-
missions program.

Those Who oppose the Bakke
Decision argue that it is an attack
on equal opportunity in education
and employment for minorities and

women. An anti-Bakke Decision
Coalition has organized a National
day of Solidarity against the Bakke
Decision on October 15.

On Tuesday, October 11 at 8 p.m.

in Mahar Auditorium, at the

University of Massachusetts, at

Amherst, there will be a debate on
the Bakke decision. The debate will

be held between lawyers, faculty,

and students. The debate is being

co-ordinated by the Office of Third

World Affairs as an educational

forum for the entire Valley conv
munity.

WASHINGTON - The Small

Business Administration plans "a
policy change that could boost

minorities' and women's chances
of owning broadcast outlets.

SBA said last week it soon will

consider government loans in its

regulations. Purchases of

newspapers or stations through

government loans had been op-

posed for years because of

potential conflicts with the First

Amendment.
Though the loans would be

limited to $500,000, an SBA
spokesman said the purchase price

of 80 per cent of the nation's radio

stations would fall within that

range.

The decision follows lobbying

conducted since May by former

Federal Communications Com-
mission member Benjamin Hooks.

He had argued that financial aid

would help to expand media

ownership among minorities, who
now own very few of the 7,000

stations.
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CRC to push city agencies to up bjaclc hiring
BALTIMORE - Pressure will be

put on some of the city agencies

which have been slack in hiring

blacks and other minority groups.

John Ferron, director of the

Community Relation Commission

(CRC) said Monday his group

intends to work very cloeely with

those agencies, which were
idemifiad in a recently released

report as deficient in hiring blacks,

to tee that they develop effective

affirmative action plant.

"We tent theee agencies •

separate letter along with the report

requesting a meeting to begin work
on the plan," Ferron said.

Perron's statement was made in

the wake of the CRC report which
showed several agencies continue

to resist hiring blacks.

It also showed blacks and
women city employes make less

nx>ney than white nnales.

The agencies irnrlude ttw Fire

Department, the Law Department
the comptroller's office, ar>d ttie

Oep8rtnr>ent of Transit and Traffic,

where black employment is less

than 25 per cent.

Ferron said his agency will try

"friendly persuasion" to get the
other agencies to conoe up with
plans which comply with the

mayor's affirmative action plan.

"If that doesn't work," he said,

"then we'll get the (CRC) com-
missioners to meet with the agency
heads to Convince them to develop
a plan."

Ferron added if persuasion does
not work then CRC will issue

commission complaints against the

agencies.

He also said those agencies
which receive federal funds may
have their funding pulled if com-
pliance is not met.

The survey shows the Comp-
trollers office work force is 22 per

cent black, the Fire Department, 14

per cent; the Law office, 17 per cent

and Transit and Traffic, 17 per cent.

The report also shows that

although employment of blacks in

city agencies in January was about
54 per cent, agencies operating

under state law were just about 17

per cent.

It further shows in a special

sampling done in April, that more
than 55 per cent of all white male

employes earn more than $13,000

and 16 per cent make more than

$16,000, while only 17 per cent of

black males earn $13,000.

However, 50 per cent of those

black males were found to be in the

$8,000 to ^,900 range.
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P^TRQGLYPHS

Dance of death

a constant shaking of bones
and recombinant moans
in the age of a six legged pestilence;

the dancing, the lovemaking

lubricated by earth's torso;

the reservoir

that of Tikal

of Titicaca, of the Nile

of the Mississippi,

layers of tide lines

profile of the sun's shadow
to frame time

to rear a return from exile

and the wave's print

to tell the form of the front.

From the center, rebirth

from hearts of skulls

subterranean milk

to nurse by remembrances
in low relief;

from waters, foam of white sperm

smelling of opened earth.

Spirals of fingers are songs

apertures of light are welcoming womb

The sea speaks

the target descends

in a whirlpool

succumbing to a death pull;

the alien are returned to the belly.

Ancient stones abound.

The lateral slab of the seventh stone

opened by bullet holes

from makers with eyes

with uplifted arms

a grammar
to restore.

Zoe Best

DEDICATED TO THE
RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AND
HUMAN RIGHTS!

Zoe Best Andrew Sal key
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BREAKING OUT QF THF ^QNG SILENHF

(For Suni Paz and Ramiro Fernandez)

Breaking out of the long silence,

walking on thorns out of the death
of her parched valley of no work,
no sky, nothing to look forward to,

she dragged her swollen, bound feet

into the plush city of hit-and-run.

Having broken the long, steep slide,

walked away from the sucking waste
of rumoured jobs, sun tricked pride,

river stones in her mouth, no hope,
she cursed the day she left behind
the atavistic silence and the dead.

Then, turning to her first resolve,

making the city of zinc sprout trees

and ripe fruits to flood her drought,

she sprang like claws on the backs

of the brick hard metropolitan men
and ripped their lean meat, sweetly.

Recently, she and her five children

(unfathered by a surfeit of fathers)

have driven urban stakes of their own
down into the ever-booming iron aorta;

yet they're now blindly near the edge
of a new, ironic, descending solitude.

Andrew Salkey

a
Images of Divine —

Root of Racism

"What would happen if the white

people were to sit in churches for

over 300 years with the image of a

blackman on a cross, representing

God? What kind of effect would
this eventually have on their

minds?"

What happens when a black
child and a white child grow up in

an environment where they are

constantly being shown the image
of God in a white man's body? The
white child subconciously grows up
feeling superior to the black child,

and why not. He feels he has a

direct association with the most
powerful force in the universe, God.

You have just been exposed to the

development of white supremacey.

Simple as it may seem, this mere
image of God with white skin, has

and is still crippling the minds of

both black and white.

The black chifd grows up with

this image of divine contantly being

flashed before him. He sub-

conciously feels obligated to submit
to God and anything associated

with God, in this case, white

people. This is how the "Uncle
Toms" and "Steppin Fetchits"

developed.

Whereas the white child could

see the connection between his

white skin and the white skin of

Jesus on the cross, so could the

Black Child. This developed a

worshipping of white people by
black people. At the same time that

inferiority complex was being
branded in the minds of black

people, a strong superiority

complex was growing in white

peoples minds. The media showed
us how slavery survived with its

recaptured version of "Roots". The
slaves were controlled by two
things, the image of God on the

cross in a white man's body and the

supposed word of God, the Bible.

"Racism has never presented itself

more clearly." These same tricks

that were used to mentally enslave

us are still being used today.

We can all clearly see and hollar

"Racism" when a qualified black-

man is refused a job and a less

qualified white man is given the job,

less than a minute later. We can all

see racism black homes are van-

dalized when in white neigh-

borhoods. But why do we fail to see

racism when we go to church every

Sunday and bow and pray to that

white image on the cross?

Most black people have grown
up closely associated with some
type of religion, most of the time

the religion being Christianity.

Just as it would be racist for

black people to devise an image of

God in their image and set it up as a

representation of God, so it is with

a white image of God.

We live in an extremely .facially

and sexuallt discriminatory! world.

This will continue until we force

racist people both black artd white,

who control the masses with this

conditioning, to reipove racist

images of divine from thei' society.

If people cannot now isee the

obvious racist they aite being ex-

posed to, they are mentally dead
and evidently wish to stay that way.

It is natural for a man to want to

destroy anything that falsifies and

distorts his creation. It is also

natural for a man to want to be free.

How much more clearly can the

signs be painted? If we truly want
to be free, as we have cried for the

past 400 years, then remove this

racist worshipping that is defor-

ming all minds from the com-
munity. The future of the "world

family" depends on their ablility to

mentally come together. kz
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Debate on Bai<ke

case draws 400
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Some 400 people crowded Mahar
Auditorium last night to hear a lively debate
over the controversial Allan Bakke case due
to be heard by the U.S. Supreme Court this
month.
Moderator Brian DeLima, student senate

speaker, opened the proceedings by
providing background information on the
case which involves Allan Bakke, a white
California space engineer who applied to the
University of California-Davis Medical
School five years ago and was rejected.
Bakke subsequently sued the school,

charging that some minority students ap-
plying in a special "disadvantaged students"
program were less qualified and therefore he
was discriminated against because he was
white. Bakke's case was upheld by the
California Supreme Court and will go to the
U.S. Supreme Court.

The debate began with members of the
two three-member teams alternating with
their seven minute opening statements.

Eric Greene, professor of law at Boston
University, opened for the pro- Bakke side by
saying that for the past 100 years the
Supreme Court has regarded decisions
based on race as "suspect." He continued by
saying that the court has said race-based
decisions should be made only to remedy
specific problems of discrimination.

"Past history indicates that UCal-Davis
has never racially discriminated," said
Greene.

Greene added that the unviersit/s special
program was designed and administrated by
a non-elected, ad hoc committee that was
not looked over by anyone. Greene asserted
that if the committee was appointed by the
California legislature it would have been
more credible.

Greene also pointed out that race-based
decisions of this sort were "dangerous to our
society" and they "exacerabated" racism In

this country.

Professor Denise Carty Benia of North-

eastern University rebuked Greene by saying
there were many cases where the Supreme
Court supported race-based decisions in
instances other than specific cases of
discrimination.

Benia added that all of society has
discriminated against minorities throughout
American history and all institutions are
therefore responsible, even UCal-Davis.

Benia asserted that the Davis program is

designed for economically and educationally
disadvantaged students and that is where
minority students fall.

Benia was amused at Greene's claim that
affirmative action would divide society
racially, saying "This society has always
been divided according to race."

"I am not flaming the fires of racism," said
Benia, "but we will use race-based
classifications in terms of equal distribution."

Allan Kort, Ph.D in Russian history and
director of the Outreach Program of the
Greater Boston Hillel Society arguing for
Bakke, said those who fought In the igeCs
for civil rights were trying to create a society
where people were judged on merit not
race." Kort continued that the quota systems
of UCal-Davis were not In line with these
principles.

But it was in Kort's attempt to provide a
historical perspective of racism that the next
debator from the anti- Bakke side. Professor
Plaisel Benjamin, formerly of the UMass
Afro-American Studies Dept., said he
showed a "profound Ignorance."
"My colleague shows a complete lack of

understanding of American History,"
assailed Benjamin.

Benjamin's statement was charged with
emotion and as the crowd responded with
applause and chatter, Benjamin said that
while 16 places were reserved for minority
students, 84 were reserved for whites and
five places were even reserved for personal
friends of administrators "with all admission
requirements waived."
Greene later retorted that those 84 spaces

were not reserved for whites, but rather
anyor>e.

Former UMass professor of Afro-Amqrican Studies Plaisel Benjamin
at debate of Allan Bakke Supreme Court Case held last night at Mahar
(Staff photo by Farhad Assari)

makes point
Auditorium.

DNA topic at town open forum
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

DNA was again the basis for debate last

night at an open forum held at Amherst
Junior High School.

Paul Newlin, sponsor of the warrant article

to go before the Oct. 17 Amherst Town
Meeting, pointed out the recomblnat DNA
controversy has been going on for years.

"In Cambridge, the town manager
selected a committee of those not involved

with direct research to evaluate a lab and
Investigate a possible containment
problem," he said.

Scott Thatcher of Science for the People
in Boston, explained and described the need
for containment. "The most common
organism to receive a recombinant DNA
gene is a bacterium called E. Coll. It is found
in the intestines of humans and other warm
blooded animals. It can live In garbage and in

sewerage," he said.

"Thus we have a need for biological and
physical containment. Genetically weakened
strains of E. Coli are used since they cannot
live outside the lab," he added.

In addition to these safety requirements,

the National Institute of Health (NIH) has set

up guidelines for those funded by federal

grants. Marvin Kalkstein, of University

Without Walls, said, "I think it is a fact that

the University is ready to abide by the NIH
guidelines whether or not they are funded by
federal grants.

"Although health and safety must be
taken into account, the purpose of the

debate is to start people realizing the

seriousness of the situation," he said.

Newlin added, "We would like to give the

people of the community the power to

decide how they think this research should

go on. Our motion v*ou\6 entail the creation
of a committee that woukJ listen to
testimony from both sides of the Issue and
deal with the social and ethical Implications
of research."

Lynn Miller, acting dean of the natural
science department at Hampshire College,

said "Sooner or later, all of those ex-
periments will be done. The issue as I see it is

really social control. The question is whether
or not the answer is worth pursuing in the
context of society. Is the town going to
control its own destiny or is It going to be run
by experts."

Kalkstein said, "The people ought to be
able to decide the issue. It is not so complex
that people cannot understand what is going
on. Let us be sure that it is worth doing, then
let us do it. We must not stampede into it,

but we can make a decision after we take the
time to understand the Issue," he added.

Selectmen to wait on DNA move
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen will wait
until next Monday night to make a decision
on a proposed ban on recombinant DNA
research at area colleges and universities.

Board Chairman Diana H. Romer last night

said that although the selectmen are op-
posed to an "open-ended" ban to halt

research indefinitely, it would be premature
to make a final decision before further

studies can be conducted.
"We are opposed to the letter of the ar-

ticle, but support the spirit behind it,"

Selectman Nathaniel M. Reed said.

"This is not a desirable motion to keep to
the letter," Romer said.

A proposed ban on all recombinant DNA
research is scheduled to appear on the
agenda at the Oct. 17 special Town Meeting.
Currently, there is no local experimentation
in the field being conducted.
Amherst College has plans to conduct low

hazard research, but says it can wait up to

one year before implementing research

plans. UMass has said its plans for low

hazard research will not be enacted for at
least 18 months.
Both UMass and Amherst College,

however, are opposed to a town-imposed
ban as proposed by the petitioners. At an
informational session held last week UMass
Dean of Graduate Studies Eugene Piedmont
told the selectmen "The idea of a
moratorium Is harmful and we are opposed
to it." Piedmont suggested the town proceed
with examing specific proposals rather than
waiting to set up citizen "blo-hazard"
committees.

In an opinion submitted to the board last

night. Town Attorney John F. Murphy Jr.

said the proposed ban as it stands would be
"unenforceable.". The report did not
elaborate further.

Romer said last night a strong movement
to strike a compromise on the terms of the
ban seems to be developing between the
proponents of the indefinite ban and
representatives from area schools. She said
she hoped a compromise petition would be
presented to the board before the town
meeting.

Romer did make clear that the petition in

its present form would not be accepted by
the board. She said the board would not
agree to a moratorium of any kind without a
definite deadline attached. If no alternations
are made in the proposal by Monday, Romer
said the board will be obliged not to give their
support.

A group of area citizens and scientists
called the Coalition for Responsible Genetic
Research petitioned the town meeting to ban
the research until safety and ethical
questions have been satisfactorily addressed.
The petitioners last week called for the
establishment of a committee of nine lay
people to evaluate testimony on recombinant
DNA research before research is allowed.

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the carrier
of the genetic code that determines the
characteristics of all living things. Recom-
binant DNA is the product of two organisms
split and rejoined to form a third substance
not normally found in nature. Opponents of
recombinant DNA claim these new com-
binations may preserit grave public health
problems.
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UMASS learns handicapped's problems
By TERRY COLUMBUS
Collegian Staff

With an increase in the number of
handicapped students attending UMass
this year, the Office of Handicapped
Student Affairs, established in 1973, feels
the need for all those on campus to gain a

better understanding of the physically
handicapped.

For this reason, yesterday was titled
"Handicap Awareness Day." According
to Merle Ryan, coordinator of Deaf
Services, 'The purpose of Awareness
Day is to present people with an
awareness of the architectural and at-

UMass architect Bill Lambert (r) shows students Dave Hegarty. Lynn Leab (In
chairs) and Kathy Mclntyre the day to day problems of handicapped students as
they take the wheelchair obstacle course. (Staff photo by Howard Labitt)

titudinal barriers that affect the lives of
the handicapped."
Various ongoing events that

epitomized this distinction were the
wheelchair obstacle course, the blind

tour and the audio and visual tests. The
blind tour entailed find one's way from
the Student Union to the eighth floor of

the Campus Center, via elevator, wearing
two eye patches, while accompanied,
though unassisted, by one other person.
The wheelchair obstacle course covered
ground from the Student Union, down an
elevator, through the underpass to the
concourse and up the outside ramp.

The main objective of these tasks
places emphasis on the practical aspects
of mobility which governs the lives of
those unphysically fit.

Student Government Association co-
Presidents Pinl<y Batiste and Jon Hite
were among those present at yesterday's
activities. Both participated in the wheel-
chair obstacle course and in the blind
tour.

"It was very difficult," Hite said of his
experience in a wheelchair. "It's difficult

to adjust, even places you consider close
aren't accessible to a wheelchair. My
office is not accessible to the handi-
capped."

The special event of the day was a sign
language performance in the Student
Union ballroom given by the Sign
Company Three, in which two students,
Marylee Washburn and Maureen
Leombruno, one former student, Robin
Fallabella and guest Morag Paget per-
formed some songs in sign language.
Paget also added to the presentation with
her poem, "You Have To Be Deaf To
Understand."

Speaking at a luncheon held at the
Campus Center was William Field, dean
of students. Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury, Mike West
of the chancellor's office and student

j

Sandra Cohn. Special thanks were ex-
tended to van drivers Doug Kerr, Meggie
Murphy, Fred Range and department
assistant, Bill Demuta for their assistance
and cooperation.

UMass is continuing to provide im-
proved access to educational op-
portunities for academically qualified,
physically disabled students. As a
product of this developmental thrust, the
Office of Handicapped Student Affairs
helps to provide special support services
and identify supportive resources while
advocating a barrier-free environment.

When asked early yesterday afternoon
if he was pleased with the awareness
program's progress, Paul Appleby,
coordinator of Handicapped Student
Affairs said, "So far, yes, I am very
pleased. There is not quite the turnout
present that we had hoped for, but there
has been a constant trickle of people
coming in."

Jean Oppedisano was one of the
students who did come in and experience
for herself what being handicapped in a
wheelchair was like. Oppedisano said of
her experience, "It's tough, it really is. It

involves a lot of arm work. And it's

amazing how restricted you do become."

When asked if she now felt herself to
be more aware of the handicapped
student's situation of campus, Op-
pedisano said, "Most definitely. I can
now see many of the difficulties faced by
these students."
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Following cross burning incident

Hampshire sets up committee on racism
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Investigation into racial problems at
Hampshire College will be released in a
report that "hopefully will act as a precedent
and be self-sustaining over time," the
chairperson of the new Hampshire College
Committee on Racism said last night.

Frank Holmquist, appointed by Hampshire
College President Adelle Smith Simmons to
chair the committee following the cross
burning incident there on Sept. 24, said the
committee aims to 'catalog a list of
grievances of the Third World people which

we will gather and publish to the Hampshire
College community."
The committee appointed by Simmons

includes Third World students Woody
Wilson, Malika Jones and Pam Edidin; staff
members Fran Anderson and Tim Diehl; and
faculty Holmquist, Josephine Abady and
Lloyd Hogan.

Publication of the committee's findings
will not take place until the end of this
semester, possibly later, according to Holm-
quist, who stressed the extensive work in
setting up policies and guidelines needed to
alleviate the racial problems.
The committee will talk to Third World

SWA endorses pot petitions
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Assembly (SWA) last

night agreed to endorse two separate
petitions in favor of marijuana
decriminalization.

Both petitions are now circulating around
campus. The first petition seeks to reduce
possession of marijuana to a misdemeanor
punishable by a S50 fine and could take
effect in Massachusetts by 1978.

The second petition seeks to amend the
state constitution by granting individuals
"the right to plant, grow, harvest and
possess marijuana," and could take effect by
1980 according to Russell Swan, co-
chairman of the Massachusetts Marijuana
Initiative Committee. Russell said the
Alaskan state government has legalized

marijuana possession, and he would like to
see Massachusetts do the same.

In other action, the SWA last night ap-
proved motions to:

— spend $422 to reopen a wood-working
facility in John Adams which would repair
University furniture for students.
- loan $240 to reopen the Washington

Pizza Kitchen because it is in debt.
- buy a $97 alarm system to protect

$5,(XX) worth of Southwest Audio-Visual
Center equipment.
— endorse National Armband Day today

in memory of the May 4, 1970 Kent State
killings. One thousand armbands will be
given away today in the Campus Center.

In other news, the Washington Pizza
Kitchen experienced a $458 deficit at the end
of last year, according to Joe Dullea, co-
manager.

students, faculty and staff as well as ad-
ministrative members of Hampshire College
in order to produce their report. Holmquist
said there are other sel'-help processes
underway on campus, including a "series of
workshops and speakers lO deal with the
issues of racism."

Holmqufst said the committee's report will

be an attempt to explain the "chronic
problems" stemming from the fact that the
"Third World does not have much con-
fidence in the white administration, faculty
and staff." Although major changes cannot
be guaranteed, "the alternative to this is to
do nothing," he said.

Holmquist said that since 1970, the issue
of racism "has gone back into the closet on
all college campuses." Because the public
can only deal with a few issues at a certain
time, racism was "demoted" when issues
such as sexism and ecology were
"elevated," according to Holmquist.
"We don't have consistent supports to

deal with the issue of racism because we lack

the movements of the sixties," he said.
Holmquist said he felt a sense of com-
placency has come along and "what we
need is a much more concerted effort to deal
vyith the issue."

The aim of the committee is to explain the
nature of racial problems at Hampshire and
why relations are so strained. The cross
burning incident which brought about the
need for the committee was received by
Hampshire students as "a very real and
immediate threat of violence to Third World
members" according to Holmquist, and was
accompanied by a sense of frustration.

By cataloging the grievances of the Third
World community and identifying the source
of conflicts, Holmquist said awareness and
sensitivity would be increased. The com-
mittee's report will be the result of extensive
conversations with Hampshire College
members to achieve this objective.
"We do hope that Hampshire College will

take the problem seriously and deal with it as
such," Holmquist said.

Mass Legislature kills

Noble's gay rights bill
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BOSTON [UPI] - The Massachusetts
House, following more than two hours of
heated debate, yesterday rejected a bill

which would have prohibited discrimination
against homosexuals in a large number of
state jobs.

The measure, written by avowed lesbian
Rep. Elaine Noble, D-Boston, went down to
a 101-120 defeat despite support from
Speaker Thomas P. McGee, D-Lynn, and
three other Democratic leaders.

Noble said her bill only sought to bring

state law into compliance with federal
regulations and would not indicate House
acceptance of homosexual activity. She said
the legislation applied only to civil service
employees and not teachers or other
"sensitive" positions.

"If you do a job, what you do in private is

nobody's business," she said. "We are not
asking you to say 'Yes, homosexuality is a
valid life style."

The debate grew most bitter when Rep. C.
Vincent Shea, D-Worcester, who opposed
the measure, accused Noble, of being a
"hypocrite". The remark caused a sudden
silence in the chamber and a brief recess.
Shea objected to a statement by Noble

that sexual conduct should be a private

matter. He said Noble had appeared on a

nationally televised talk show to discuss
homosexuality and her role in the
Legislature.

Noble asked if her television appearance
had reflected badly on the Legislature.

Shea retored Noble had failed to read be-

tween the lines, then added, "The point I

was trying to make is that you're a
hypocrite."

The Supreme Court last week let stand a

lower court ruling that states have the right

to determine hiring policy regarding
homosexuals.

"Legislation of this nature should not
come before us because the Supreme Court
has ruled that it is immoral and didn't go any
further," said Rep. Edward P. Coury, D-New
Bedford.

"There are a whole range of private ac-

tivities in the state that are illegal: adultery,

fornication ~ riding a motorcycle without a

helmet," said Rep. Barney Frank, D-Boston.

Housing notice

Housing exemption applications for the
spring semester are now being accepted by
the Housing Office, 235 Whitmore. Ap-
plications will not be accepted after Nov. 4,

1977.

Ex-Hotel students
will remain unified

Collegian 3

By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

Former student residents of the Campus
Center Hotel last night at a meeting decided
that, despite attempts by the administration,
they would not relinquish their group unity.

William F. Field dean of students, was
there briefly to answer questions of the
group. When asked about his willingness to
deal with them, he said he was personally
willing to deal with grievances on an in-

dividual basis.

"I can not justify what has happened, the
administrators could have seen this coming
for the past few years," Field said. Field
seemingly evaded questions from the group
regarding their negotiations again stating he
would deal with all problems on an in-

dividual, one-to-one basis. He did make an
allowance that he would negotiate specific
privileges for two students present who
complained about having been moved a total
of five times.

On the question of the petitions presently
being circulated by members of the group.
Field said, much to the dismay of the group,
"Many of the demands are simply not
reasonable." He also said these students
would have first priority over incoming fresh-
man for the over 1000 rooms he expects will

open up at the start of spring semester. He
then left the meeting.

Getting into business, co-chairpersons of
the meeting Billy Walsh and Brian Burke led
the group in a discussion of how they were
to handle the situation.

LSO representative Jim Starr said that in
compliance to Field's request he'd like all
former residents of the Campus Center with
grievances they wish to bring up to the
administration write brief summaries of their
problems and bring them to SU 922 by 4:30
p.m. tomorrow.

It was also agreed the petitions which Field
objected to strongly would be used if the
small group discussions with Field were not
handled satisfactorily.

A spokes-group was appointed to help
present individual cases to Field. Students
will band together in small groups with
common problems when their grievances are
made known.
Any decisions affecting the group on a

whole will be made only by the spokes-group
with the entire groups' approval. They feel it

would be a mistake to try and present the
students without their knowing exactly how
it's affecting them.
One of the few students remaining in the

CC Hotel, Chuck Tringale, their elected
student senator said, "I strongly feel that the
administration is trying to break student
unity so they can tear us apart individually. I

also feel that all the time we spent promoting
our cause should not be overlooked."
Walsh said, "I am very discouraged that

many of the former hotel residents haven't
turned out to these meetings. I feel that their
opinions and support would be very helpful
to the group."

In a final statement, Burke said, "No
matter what the eventual outcome is, I hope
it will be satisfactory to both the students
and the administration."

Yesterday UMass secretaries were instructed in the use of different types of
fire extinguishers by University Fire and Safety Officers. (Staff photo by Laurie
I rauDj

English dept to hold career workshop
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Many commong misconceptions,
problems, and fears about choosing English
as a major will be discussed tomorrow night
at the English department's first Career
Exploration workshop for English Majors at
7:30 p.m. in Bartlett 206.

The workshop is not only for the 325
declared English majors at UMass, but for
prospective majors and those with combined
majors such as journalism- English.
According to John Clayton, un-

dergraduate advisor for the English
department, the purpose of the workshop
will be to catch English majors early in their
academic studies, and give them an idea of
what they can do with a major in English.

"Lots of majors don't have an idea of
where they are going," says Clayton, "They
like English, but don't think it will get them
anywhere. We know statistically that this
isn't true."

There and two other misconceptions
about majoring in English are typical of those
which Clayton hopes to clear up at the
workshop.
One is that English majors can only teach

English. "Teaching is valuable, but there are
lots of other possibilities," says Clayton, "An
increasing variety of jobs now are being filled

by English majors."

English is also an excellent major as a
preliminary to professional work in law,
business, medicine, commerce, and federal
service, he says.
The other misconception is that students

in college should train for specific jobs.
"There is a difference between job training
and career training," says Clayton, "specific
jobs disappear in five years."

An example of that were the people who
trained to be medical technicians, but found
there weren't any jobs when they finished
school.

Since 80 per cent of the work force leaves
their speciality in five years, it isn't bad to
major in something general like English or
philosophy, according to Clayton. "A solid
liberal arts background is a good basis for
developing a career," he says.

"The important thing is to learn flexibility
and adaptability," Clayton pointed out,
"English gives both of those, as well as
communication skills, a general cultural
background, and the ability to organize ideas
and interpret and synthesize materials."

To show English majors there are other
opportunities besides teaching available to
them, Ellen Wolfe from the Office of In-

ternships will be at the workshop.
According to Wolfe, there are internships

at publishing houses, newspapers,
magazines and research facilities, as well as

in public relations for prospective or declared
English maiors.
Also present at the workshop will be Don

Bank from the Career Development Center,
Gloria Zeiger from the English Education
program, and Elizabeth Wilen-bert, a

counselor for the Community Development
Center.

Literature about majoring in English at
UMass will be available, as well as a new
pamphlet entitled "English - The Pre-
professional major."

Senate to consider

seat at faculty talks
By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
tonight will consider motions to establish a
collective bargaining committee to coor-
dinate student involvement in negotiations
between faculty and administration, and to
establish a transit budget and an advisory
committee to help determine transit service
at the University.

The collective bargaining committee
would find a candidate for the position of
Undergraduate Student Observer at the
faculty-administration bargaining table,
subject to the approval of the senate. The
committee would also be responsible for
articulating the students' position on the
issues involved, to be presented to the
negotiators by the student observer.

The collective bargaining committee
would also create a negotiating sub-
committee if needed "to represent students
in negotiable agreements between students
and other parties on a University-wide level."

The committee would be composed of five
student senators and the student observer.

The purpose of the transit budget and
advisory committee, according to the
proposal, is "to assist the University and the
student senate's budget committees in

determining the qualitative, quantitative, and
fiscal levels of transit service and field trip

service to be provided by and to the
University community."

The proposal for the committee does not
discusc what authority it would have or
exactly what decisions it would be
responsible for.

Dinosaurs once
roamedAmherst

Size seven ladies shoe poses next to a recently uncovered dinosaur footprint at
the Granby Dinosaur Museum. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)

By MARIANNE TENNEY
Collegian Staff

How did the jolly dinosaur
Improve each shining era?

By getting large and specialized

Extinction drawing nearer.

"Blue Book"

We students of UMass are not the only
ones who have traveled these hallowed
grounds. Dinosaurs once roamed about here
and Rouville F. Gingras, owner of the Granby
Dinosaur Museum, has uncovered much
evidence attesting to the existance of these
"Terrible Beasts". Last month, Gingras made
history with the discovery of the largest

dinosaur track ever found intact.

The imprint, which Gingras believes to
have been left 180 to 200 million years ago, is

59 inches long and 33 inches wide. It is a
three-toed track that appears to come from a
70 foot long animal that walked on two legs,

he said. Next spring, he hopes to uncover the
other track in order to measure the stride of
the dinosaur and authenticate its size.

In 1971 Gingras had found a print that was
41 inches long, but it was destroyed by frost

heaves. Fearful that the same thing might
happen to his most recent print he is taking
many precautionary steps. He plans to

protect it by enclosing it in a glass shield and
covering it with many bags of leaves for

warmth. Eventually he will seal it in glass and
vinyl.

Rouville Gingras was not always a

paleethnolcgist. It all began in 1969 while he
was digging for an addition on his home. His
eight-year-old daughter, who had been

studying dinosaurs in school, discovered
what was found to be a real reptilian track,

while playing outside. Thus Gingras began
devoting must of his time to the uncovering
of fossils. It was not until two years later, in

1971, that he built his museum which is

located in front of his home on route 202 in

Granby.
All of Gingras' prints were found in two

acres of shale strata, in a query at his

museum and home. He has found 25 dif-

ferent species and believes it was the site of a
feeding or breeding ground for the ancient
beasts.

Gingras began digging for his most recent
print last May. It was not until mid-
September that he finished uncovering it

completely, The process could have been
sped up with the aid of an assistant but
Gingras is alone in his work. When I asked
him why he had no help, he seemed
frustrated. The source of his frustration lay in

the fact that he has tried to get students of
paleethnology to help him but can't pay
them and as a result he is alone.

He seems disillusioned with the fact that
students would not want to help for the
sheer intrinsic value involved. "It would be a
beautiful field for education. We have only
scratched the surface and there is so much
more to be found, but I'm alone to do it.

'

It seems the only time I really thought
about dinosaurs in the past was when I was
watching the Flintstones. But after having
talked with Gingras and seen ihe museum, a
new awareness for our ancient ancestors has
arisen in me. It is truly a remarkable thing,

and as Gingras said, "It's no doubt we've got
thpm here ". See for yourself.
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Black Affairs
High Notes...
The question this week is: "Who is

Pleasure?" Hopefully, after you read this,

you'll have an idea of who this group is.

The important name to remember is

Mr. Wayne Henderson, the creative force
behind At Home productions. Henderson
was once the main force behind the
Crusaders. He broke away from the
Crusaders and ABC and went west to
Fantasy and created and-or polished
such groups as Side Effect, Smoke (for

Chocolate City Reel and his best project,
Pleasure.

The sound of Pleasure is hard to define
as they acquire comfortably many forms.
They range from the hardest-core jazz to
the softest R&B ballads available. They
provide something for everyone and
avoid spreading themselves too thin in

any one department. They can relax you,
move you, and they can make it easier to
fall in love.

They have two LPs out on the Fantasy
label; ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES and
JOYOUS Their first LP had such pieces
as Ghettos of the Mind, The Love of My
Life, and the quiet monster. Let's Dance.
My favorite is the entrancing, beautiful

ballad. The Love of My Life. This side
means a lot to me and I'll bet it's had the
same effect on other people too. Their
latest LP is Joyous and the highlight here
is the churning, boogie sound of the
singled title cut; "Joyous." This side
reminds me of "Let's Dance" from their

first effort.

With Pleasure, one minute you're
pattin' your feet and the next, your
mind's in the cosmos and then later still,

watch out because you could be slippin'

into loveland. Pleasure takes that many
forms and provides a good vehicle for

each.

Have a good Homecoming Weekend
and I'll see ya' next week.

— mario

Anti-Bakke demonstration

scheduled for this Friday

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
students will demonstrate against the Bakke
decision this Friday, Oct. 14, at 11:00 a.m. in

front of the Student Union building.

The Bakke decision is a recent California

Supreme Court ruling which threatens to

eliminate special admissions. Affirmative

Action, and other related programs on the
campus, communities, and work places
across the country.

Alan Bakke charged he was the victim of
reverse discrimination" when supposedly

"!ess qualified" Third World students were
accepted to the UC Davis medical school.
Bakke had been denied admission twice.

Demonstration organizers claim that
"reverse discrimination" is meaningless in
the context of a society which has
historically institutionalized racism. They
predict the Bakke decision will reverse the
civil rights gains of the '60s.

^^\Emw\y\L\m!^^ Female expression

Viewpoint is a column designed for our
readers to express their views on various

subjects. In this manner, the staff of Black
Affairs hop)es to establish an open line of

communication between our readers and us.

Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs, All articles

must be typed.

Who killed Dick Gregory 's

best friend?

By NKRUMAH LUMUMBA OLINGA

Monday evening at 10:55 p.m., I gave Mr.
Dick Gregory a telephone call to get the facts

on our friend's death. Gregory informed me
that Mike Watley had gone to Boston, Mass.
When Watley stepped out of Gregory's car
(he was driving Gregory's car at the time) he
was immediately killed. The reports from
witnesses stated that the car was going
approximately 60 to 80 miles an hour.
Watley was a very close friend of

Gregory's. Gregory and myself feel that this

was an organized killing of our friend. The
facts in Watley's death are contradictory.

The police department of Boston stated that
there were no witness to the killing, but they
put out on the A. P. A. that a Black man in a
black van was seen by witnesses leaving the
scene of the accident.

A white student from the Collegian called

the Boston police department to get the
Trama report by their office. She stated that
she was told by by them that a white male
was driving the black van. It is interesting

that U.P.I, and A. P. A. did a white out of this

story. They did not inform the public about
this mysterious hit and run. This story did not
go out to the mass media until Tuesday
morning. We think that something is wrong
with the entire hit and run version. The
Boston police later said that there were
several witnesses to this hit and run.

We want to know why the police lied to
Gregory and reporters. The people must
demand the truth about this senseless
murder. I will inform readers next Wed-
nesday, about more facts in this case.

We feel that Watley was killed as an in-

dication of some sort to Gregory. The truth

will come out about this death as well as the
death of the Kennedys, Martin Luther King
Jr., Malcolm X ...

Editor's note: Due to the numerous requests
received by Black Affairs about reprinting
"Female expression" by James Lewis, the
decision was made to run the article. [The
article appeared on the editorial page of
yesterday's Collegian. We hope our readers
will enjoy it.

I really enjoyed reading Lisa Melilli's article

of last Monday, and hope she continues to

write her feelings about women's liberation.

I want to say I think its very important for

women to express their feelings. I don't
believe women should hide themselves in

feminine ego.

When women don't express themselves,

this leaves men the job of guessing what the
woman is thinking. More often than not the
man will misperceive the voman's feelings

and make mistakes. One reason men do not
understand or know women is because
women's egos will not allow them to express
their thoughts, and this provides for the

misconceptions that occur in relationships.

The male ego (pride, selfishness, superiority)

will make him think that he provoked
everything in the relationship, and women
should not allow men to think like this. This is

another reason men don't understand
women.

I cannot trust a women who will not let me
know what she thinks about me. I try

naturally to respect the person a woman may

be, but if I don't get some clear indication

about what's happening, then I might feel

forced to assume the prerogatives of the
relation and this is sexist, and probably will

end up in insulting the woman. How can a
man know what's happening with a woman
unless she tells him? The hints, suggestions
and smiles will not provide a realistic ap-
proach to the problem.

I also feel that women have to find the
power within themselves to find a place of

effective being in this society. The solution to

the oppression of women lies more with
woman gaining their own power and
deciding their own relation than with men
giving them power. Power is partially the
result of an increased counsciousness, and it

is clearer now more than ever before that the
power necessary to throw off this oppression
lies in the consciousness movement of
women. Racism will not dissolve unless

sexism dissolves, and women are going to
have to be the ones to desolve Sexism. I am
sick of the lie of this society suggested for

Third World People and Women. I am ex-

tremely disgusted with the movement of

women's consciousness. I would like to see
women define themselves distinctly and
clearly so that I can be free.

James W. Lewis is Assistant Black Affairs
Editor of the Collegian.

U.S. businesses mal<e pledge against

South Africa's apartheid system

By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Asst. Editor

Reverend Leon Sullivan, a Philadelphia-
based Zion Baptist preacher and the lone
black man on the board of directors of
General Motors has drafted a statement of
principles designed to undue apartheid in

South Africa for the estimated 450 U.S.
companies who have investments in South
Africa.

Sullivan said, "to be worthwhile, this effort

has to make a real difference, otherwise it is

fjart of window dressing and we can't be part

of window dressing anymore."

Secretary of State, Cyrus Vance broke his

U.N. duties to make an unscheduled address

to the executives. Vance spoke on the fight

against racism as the "lighting of a fire which
is spreading throughout the world". The
tragic death of Steve Biko badly underlined

the imperative need for South Africa to open
her life fully to all her citizens."

Sullivan has been trying to get companies
that invest in South Africa to agree to his

principles. He now has 54 companies on his

list.

The principles are:

Each of the firms endorsing the statement
of principles has affiliates in the Republic of
South Africa and supports the following

operating principles: 1. Nonsegregation in all

eating, comfort and work facilities.

2. Equal and fair employment practices for
all employees

3. Equal pay for all employees doing equal
or comparable work for the same period of
time.

4. Initiation of and development of training

programs that will prepare, in substantial
numbers, blacks and other non-whites for

supervisory, administrative, clerical and
technical jobs.^

5. Increasing the number of blacks and
other nonwhites in management and
supervisory positions.

6. Improving the quality of employees'
lives outside the work environment in such

areas as housing, transportation, schooling,
recreation and health facilities.

We agree to further implement these
principles. Where implementation requires a
modification of existing South African
working conditions, we will seek such
modification through appropriate channels.

We believe that the implementation of the
foregoing principles is consistent with
respect for human dignity and will contribute
greatly to the general economic welfare of all

the people of the Republic of South Africa.

It seems the effort is sincere. We should
support the companies that sign the pledge.
This is a change in the ethical practices of

businesses. If people know about it, they can
hold the companies to their promises and
support the efforts of Sullivan.

Companies that tiave endorsed
the Statement ot Principles

Amer. Hospital Supply Corp. Inmont Corp.
Avis, Inc. IBM Corp.
The Bendix Corp. International Harvester Co.
Burroughs Corp. Kellogg Co.
Caltex Petroleum Corp. Eli Lilly & Company
The Carborundum Co. Masonite Corp.
Carnation Co. Merck & Company, Inc.
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Minnesota Min &
Mfg. Co.

Citicorp Mobil Corp.
Colgate- Polmolive Co. Nabisco, Inc.
Control Data Corp. NaIco Chemical Co.
CPC International NCR Corp.

Abbott Laboratories

American Cyanamid
Hoover Co.

Hublein, Inc.

Deere & Company
Del Monte Corp.
Donaldson Co., Inc.

Eastman-Kodak Co.
Envirotech Corp.
Exxon Corp.

Ford Motor Co.
Franklin Electric

Gardner- Denver Co.
General Motors Corp.

The Gillette Co.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Corp.

Hewlett Packard Co.

Otis Elevator

Pfizer, Inc.

Phelps Dodge (Jorp.

Phillips Petroleum
Rohm & Haas Co.

Schering-Plough Corp.

The Singer Co.
SmithKline Corp.

Sperry Rand Corp.

Squibb Corp.

Sterling Drugs, Inc.

Union Carbide

Uniroyal, Inc.
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Pleasure will highlight^Htbmecoming Night
By ZOE BEST
Black Affairs Staff

Pleasure is one thing, but PLEASURE from
"Funky P.O." or Portland, Oregon is another.
PLEASURE is a nine member band whose
latest album. Joyous, is getting a lot of play.
Just as this album as well as Accept No
Substitutes testifies to this group's talent, so
must i. Many a night PLEASURE played at
Up the Dov -1 Staircase, a two level club with
disco on the top and live music, usually
"jazz", at street level. When PLEASURE was
out of town, business would head in various
directions. When PLEASURE was in town
arnl at the club, business was in. At various
times they would invite musicians like Mel
Brown to sit in with them. Mel Brown owns a
drum shop and has played with the Temp-
tations, Les McCann and for Motown.

Three years ago, Wayne Henderson of the
CRUSADERS took notice of the Portland
barxJ while doing a show there. He in-

troduced them to Fantasy records and since
then has been their producer. He arranged
for their backup to Ronnie Laws' Fever.
Henderson has had a hand with producing
their latest two records. He is working with
PLEASURE in getting out their fourth
-ecording as well as another featuring
himself.

All members of the band were born in

Portland and have been together for six
years. They have hung out together playing
in different groups or under different names
for another three years, Marlon "The
Magician" McLain, guitarist who is not
intimidated in the least by where they're from
or with inquiries questioning their "training"
states, "Our music is good enough to
compete with anybody's and it's more
versatile than most. All the cats here have
had chances to do stuff with other people, ...

but we decided to keep PLEASURE
together.

Together they are. Sherman Davis, with
church experience, does their lead vocals.

Dan Brewster on trombone and Dennis
Springer make up the brass section. The
horn and string arrangements on Joyous
were done by Brewster. Springer will do
Trane renditions for an audience that wants
to hear them or can get his reeds to express a
Miles Davis mood as they do on the cut,

"Selim" from Joyous. The Hepburn
brothers, Donald and Michael, write many of
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Pleasure the new. hot group from Portland. Oregon, will be performing at the S.U.B., on OctoberlB. This is just oneof the many events scheduled for Homecoming week.
»jusiune

the songs, join in on the vocals and tradeoff
on the keyboards. Over time one can pick up
on the variations in color and temperment
that each keyboardist gives to the music. Nat
Phillips on bass, Bruce Carter on drums and
Bruce Smith on congas, quica, cowbell, bell
tree and tambourine, etc., round out the
rhythm section.

What is their music? Where did it come
from way out there in Oregon? Black music
arrived in Portland one day when Black
people arrived along with the first workers
and settlers to the region. Today the Black
community of Portland has swelled. Con-
tributing to this has been an influx of families
from Chicago that first came during the 40's
and 50's, but still continues.

Michael Hepburn tells it this way, "When
we were growing up, we were at a prime age
to be influenced by cats like Miles and
Hendrix ... This was our connection to down
south or back east ... A lot of people will say
that it's jazz. Others will say that it's funky or
that we should stick to one bag. But if you

Announcements
Disco Returns to the

Blue Wall

Brother K-Rock will be bringing the
sounds of Disco back to the Blue Wall next

Wednesday (October 12th) from 9-1 a.m.

This will kick off the Homecoming Weekend,
which includes George Benson and Pleasure.

listen to "Let's Dance" which is pretty funky,
Dennis' sax solo is definitely jazz. Some of
our songs might have a beat that reminds
you of TOWER, or EARTH, WIND AND
FIRE, but tonally, harmonically, melodically
we're just talkin' to ya. Be - boo - bop - a -

dah, know what I mean?"

VVhile at the Up the Down Staircase,
during a set, they would include classics
from Black classical music — They would
project serious and progressive sounds that
other Portland bands did not get into.
PLEASURE'S repertoire is not subject to
stereotyping.

Because of the length of time these young
musicians have been playing together and
because of the varied audiences they've
playro fc coming up - the Black clubs, the
disco scene and for the "jazz" followers, it is

logical that PLEASURE has evolved
musically as it has. Manager, Chad Debam
explains, "We play jazz, funk, rock - we're a
fusion band, a natural growth band ... We're
happening! Rock is trying to become
sophisticated; we're already there."

PLEASURE has been up and down the
west coast and has made Los Angeles into a
loyal PLEASURE town. With their second
album. Accept No Substitutes, and the
single, "Ghettoes of the Mind", they began
to play all over the country. They have
opened shows for EARTH, WIND AND FIRE
TOWER OF POWER, WAR, Natalie Cole, Bill

Withers and B.B. King. Last month they sold
out two nights at Leviticus in New York and
the play they got resulted in an increase in

record sales. On July 4th, "Accept No
Substitutes" was among the top ten in the
Boston Globe's listing and Joyous is now
among the top ten at WILD in Boston.
Debam exclaims, "We'll have longevity;
we're down to earth!"

People can get the feel of PLEASURE at
their forthcoming performance for the 1977
Black Homecoming at the University of
Massachusetts on Saturday, October 15. The
Third World Steering Committee is spon-
soring this dance and invites everyone to
"Dust Yourself Off" and "Dance To The
Music" with PLEASURE at 8:00 p.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.

Gether's Defense Committee

Defense Committee for Craeman Gether's
will met on Thursday October 13th, to
discuss fund raising, and strategies aims.

African Martial Arts

All those interested in joining the African
Institute of Martial Arts, sign up sheets are
located at the Malcom X Center, and the

LUTHER

New Africa House Cultural office.

Index

Mary Custard has been named Editor of
the Activities section of the INDEX (UMass
yearbook). She would welcome any Third
World input. Anyone interested in giving her
ideas or being on the staff to aid in writing,
layout design, or photography please call

Mary at 546-8484.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Meaningful employment available

at the Student Senate Office for

WORKSTUDY studenti. Learn while
you earn. Information availcible:

420 Student Union

SGA is an equal opportunity employer.

Thoughts
'Training unemployed

kids for jobs that don't
exist, is like feeding a

starving man with an
empty spoon."

By David M. Warren
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Northampton candidates debate at UMass
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

Two of three Northampton Councilor-at-
large candidates spoke last night before a
class in Pierpont answering questions
concerning issues about urban renewal,
traffic programs, affirmative action, and
police credibility.

Frances H. McNulty, a Democrat, is

presently a Ward 7 Councilor. She has
decided to leave this seat to run citywide for
one of the two councilor-at-large seats.
William C. Ames a Republican, is councilor-
at-large on the city council. He ran without
opposition in his party's primary last Sep-
tember.

Ames said he didn't want to push any

Frances H. McNulty (left) answering questions In Ken Mosakowski's City Politics
class during a candidates debate between councllor-at-large candidates William CAmes and Frances H. McNulty. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

party affiliation, but to work on the issues
that are important. He said he opposes the
urban renewal plan.

This plan by J.N. Dwyer Associates of
Boston, involves using land behind the city
hall to build a new restaurant, apartments
and parking garage. Ames said he opposed
bringing in a new high class restaurant to the
downtown area because there are already
excellent restaurants there and he wants to
see these protected economically.
He also said Main St. was in need of

repairs, and he would like to see state funds
used to dress up the downtown area, also
adding traffic lights.

Another program Ames favors is a
"winterizing" of public buildings to save city
fuel. There would be a large initial cost, but it

would save in the long run. "We should look
to efficient use of buildings," he said.

Speaking for affirmative action, Ames said
he would like to see more women in non-
traditional jobs. Commenting on the fact that
there is only one womart in the police
department, "I will lobby when a woman's
name appears on the list."

She explained her interest in councilor-at-
large started with her Involvement with a
traffic control plan-Traffic Operation
Program to Increase Capacity for Safety
(TOPICS).
Opposed to this plan, she said she worked

with people all over the city to gain support.
She said she would like to try to represent all

the people and enjoys serving more than one
ward.

Concerning urban renewal, she strongly
opposes it, saying, "the people are unhappy
with what the council is doing, they keep
thinking someone will stop it."

She explained the house behind the city
hall was sold to Dwyer for $12,000 after bids
from others for three times that much.
Another concern of McNulty's is the

couny's proposal to widen route 66. She
opposes this, as it would involve taking
people's front yards, trees, and porches.
When candidates were asked to sum-

marize their feelings about TOPICS, Ames,

who was in favor of it at one time said, "No
politician in his right mind would support it

now." He said the city is attempting to get
the work done, such as new traffic lighting
and improved sidewalks, through com-
binations of other programs. These programs
would get state aid.

McNulty said, "Now it will be done the
way we wanted." She said it might be more
piecemeal, but most would be paid by the
state. She said she has seen what it has done
in other towns and doesn't think it suits

Northampton.

The two candidates were asked their
opinions about the police credibility in
Northampton concerning the recent alleged
beating of high school students.
McNulty said a committee was appointed

to make recommendations at the Dec. 5
meeting. She suggested that in the future
there should be psychological testing in
hiring police to test the ability of people to
handle the situations that police get into.

S^i^
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WSYL: radio for anyone
By /MICHAEL SII^ONS
Collegian Staff

The station's philosophy: to give anyone a

taste of radio without any qualifications

except knowing how to use the exact
equipment needed.

The station: WSYL FM stereo, now
celebrating its fourth year of major operation.

Located in a one- room studio in the
basement of Cashin House in Sylvan, WSYL
operates 21 hours a day, seven days a week
over a frequency of 97.7 and is campuswide.
"We don't have official FCC sanction and

aren't licensed, but we are FCC recognized.
We have about 50 regular slots and about 20
alternate DJ's who are trained here at the
station," said Rich Maltzman, four-year

station veteran and engineer.

"The station," he said, "started in 1973 in

Thurs., Oct. 1 3

JEAN LUC PONTY
a suite on the eighth floor of Cashin and was
very on and off then but when it moved to its

present location In mid 75 it was for-
malized."

WSYL is a public service station and
accepts no commercial advertising. They are
almost totally music but Matzman is hoping
for some changes.
"The station is funded by the Sylvan area

government and we are hoping they will

allocate funds for new turntables and
speakers, but we would really like to get into
production and record reviewing, that is if we
get the funding," Maltzman said. Right now
WSYL is experimenting with comedy
programing.

WSYL has only been able to reach the
entire campus for a few years and this was
made possible in part by Eliot Mayer an

electrical and computer engineering major
who rewired the station and built their latest
control board.

Commenting on SYL-TV, Maltzman said It

had been fairly inactive over the years. "They
have had a few isolated programs on but
they've only been on the air approximately
two per cent of the time, ' Maltzman .said.
SYL TV is closed circuit to the Sylvan area
only.

Commenting on the types of programing
the station airs, Maltzman said the selection
was as wide as the people of Sylvan. Each
DJ brings his own records and the library

has roughly bou aiDums, Out they receive at
least 10 new albums every week.

"This is my fourth year doing a radio show
and it doesn't require a lot from you but it

gives you back a lot," he said.

Fri. & Sot.. Oct. 14 & 1 5

MITCH CHAKOUR
and the

MISSION BAND

Every Sunday

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Union organizers speal<
to Central Area Council
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the Student
Organizing Project (SOP) spoke last night
about the importance of unionization at
UMass when they visited a two-hour
meeting of the Central Area Council In

Chadbourne dormitory.

David Barenberg, speaker for SOP, said
the main function of the project is "to
facilitate a communicative body" to help
students productively deal with their
"frustrations".

The senate gives students "no impetus to
do anything about issues concerning them.
There is little communication between
senate members and the rest of the student
body," he said. Barenberg also said the
senate is not allowed to deal with issues in

any way, except those the administration
allows.

The SOP wants to "bring students into

Involvement with people from a grassroots
level — people with similar ideas and in-

terests," said Barenberg.

"A lot of students feel extremely frustrated

because presently there Is no way for them
to solve their grievances," he continued.

The CAC also heard from spokesman for

the Orchard Hill Men's Center (OHMC), who
asked the council to double $1 ,575 the center
hopes to receive from the Orchard Hill Area
Government next week. In a 6-5 vote, CAC
voted to allocate $500 for the men's center.

David Brenner, an OHMC representative
said he is unsure of whether or not the $500
will be accepted. Brenner said in about two
weeks the OHMC will have hired its three

coordinators, and by then a decision will

have been made.
CAC also discussed an Alpine slide trip

originally planned for Sept. 30. The trip was
cancelled, according to President Mark
Zinnan, when the group received a report
saying the chairlift at the area had been
broken. It had not. The trip was then
rescheduled for October, but was again
cancelled because CAC activities coordinator
Jay Flynn reported 130 people had signed up
for the trip when only ten actually had.

Because busses for the trip had already
been paid for, the group lost $158. Flynn
offered to forfeit his $10 weekly salary for ten
weeks to make up for the error, but the CAC
Instead voted to reprimand him.

The Student Government Association

is looking for students who have
experience or an interest in

collective bargaining

»»»»»##»»»#»#»»»»»###»»

Contact the Presidents Office

at 545-2129 or Rm. 430 SU.

WHERE CAN
A PIZZA LOVER

FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Southwest dorms at UMass

549-5592

#!.«• i U3

Collegian

N.Y. library bombed
police suspect FALN
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C oil our local Rep at 546 7653

NEW YORK [UPI\ - A bomb exploded
yesterday outside the main branch of the
New York Public Library on Fifth Avenue,
just hours after a dynamite bomb was found
and dismantled in front of the General
Motors Building, police reported.

Earlier in the day, a letter believed written
by the Puerto Rican terrorist group known as
FALN was found taped to the inside of a
west side Manhattan phone booth, but
police so far have been unable to link the
explosion or the dynamite device to the
group.

According to Eugene Scott, a battalion
chief for the Fire Department, the bomb
exploded on the steps on the Fifth Avenue
side of the library, but there did not appear to
be anyone injured.

"There were many people standing around
when it went off," Scott said. "It went off on
the carved concrete work on the steps near
the library wall."

The extent of damage caused by the bomb
was not immediately known.
The explosion chipped part erf a fountain

under a statue of a nude woman riding a
horse, and one bomb squad man found a
one- inch section of iron pipe 50 feet from the
explosion site. He said the pipe had the smell
of an explosive.

The interior of the library was not affected,
and none of the windows in the sprawling
structure was damaged.

Police searched the area for a possible
second bomb, but no device was found.
No group came forward immediately to

claim responsibility for the bombing.

The letter believed written by the FALN
was found by a civilian about 10:30 a.m.
taped to the inside of a telephone booth at
61st Street and Columbus Avenue.
And shortly after 1 p.m., an unexploded

dynamite bomb attached to a timing device
was found outside the General Motors
Building.

The device, found in a planter outside the
building at 59th Street and Madison Avenue,
was disarmed and removed, but a police
spokesman said it was not known if the
bomb had been planted by the FALN.

The single-page typewritten letter was
examined by workers in the police
laboratory, and a spokesman said "all in-

dications are that it is a legitimate FALN
communique."
The letter made no specific bomb threats,

the spokesman said, but contained much of
the usual political rhetoric used by the
terrorist group.

In previous attacks by the FALN, the
organization waited until its bombs had
exploded and then called a news
organization to direct reporters and police to
a communique hidden in a phone booth.

Police speculated that the unexpected
finding of the letter had turned this
procedure around.

I he FALN has claimed responsibility for
more than 40 bombings in New York City,
Washington, Chicago and Newark, N.J.,
over the past three years in a campaign to
win independence for Puerto Rico.

Mexican prisoners riot,

Icill 15 fellow inmates
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GUADALAJARA, Mexico [AP] -
Rebellious convicts controlled most of
Jalisco state prison yesterday after executing
at least 15 fellow inmates they accused of
tyranny as agents of the prison system.
A police official who asked not to be

identified said several plans for attack by
police and firemen to end the revolt in the
fortress-like prison were discussed during the
night but then discarded. He said officials

feared an assault would result in many more
deaths.

The prison was ringed by scores of police
wearing bullet-proof vests and carrying
automatic weapons and grenade launchers.

Less than two hours after the revolt broke
out Monday, prison officials said police had
regained control of the 2,300-inmate
F>enitentiary. But control applied only to the
administrative section in the front of the
prison and inmates who fled from the cell-

blocks said the rebels still held the main part
of the prison.

Five persons, including two guards, were
reported injured in Monday's violence. All

guards were withdrawn from the cellblocks.
Forty prisoners who escaped to the ad-

ministrative wir>g asked for protection.

saying they were on the rebels' death list.

The U.S. Consulate in Guadalajara
reported it had been notified by Mexican
officials that "no Americans that they are
aware of had been killed." A spokesman said
there was no word on whether any
Americans were injured.

He said the number of Americans in the
prison had been reduced by the transfer to
Mexico City of some inmates who qualify for
return to the United States under the U.S.-
Mexican prisoner exchange treaty. The
Americans are jailed on narcotics charges.
"We believe there are about 10 Americans

in the prison. The Mexicans don't always
inform us immediately when they are trans-
ferred to Mexico City, so we can't be cer-
tain," the consular officer said.

A statement reportedly signed by 400 rebel
inmates demanded better food, work op-
portunities, living conditions and medical
service.

It called the killing of inmates with the
privileged status of so-called coordinators
"not a crime but justice."

Eyewitnesses said the coordinators' names
were on a death list drawn up by the rebels,
and they were killed one by one.
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To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Classifieds

The tates are: Daily, 46c per line: 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.
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AUTO FOR SALE

73 Fi« A 1 $1 .100 256-8226

Fender Bass-Music Msstof . Excel, cond..
also Arthur E Smith Mapl* Leaf S-string

Banjo Excel. Cond. Best offer on both.

Call Brian at 549-3796.

1970 Triumph GT-S + Exc mech. 7 Int. AM-
FM. steel radials with 2 snows. $1,200. or

BO Doug 546-4647.

Fiat 128'2 doorT 1974, 28,000 mi , AM-FM,
radio, stereo-cas Ex. cond. Call 5-2638 or

5-2639 after 7pm Ask for Neil, rm 211.

«• Chavy B«lair. «1S0. or Bast Offer. 6-

58B6.

72 Ostsun 1200. Auto, 2 door coupe, good
cond $1,000. 586-0723.

122Volvo parts sedErwaoon Rea. eK-4384

4-Drawer Chest. Sturdy.

7464 Ask for Chuck.
$20. Call 2S3-

1968 Vohro 122S. Exc cond Paul 549-6758.

Porsche 911. Tsngerir>e,1966, 22,000nrM. on
new eng h trans, ^4o structural rtist.

$1 .300 CaU 549-6686 Bill. Keep trying.

1971 Super Beetle. Excellent condition call

256 0682 after 5 $1 125

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE

SPECIAL OF THE SEASON 74 Kawasaki
Z 1900CC Mint condition Low prlcei B.O
666 3031

1975 Honda XL3S0 dual purpose bike, low
miles, exc. cond. AI Lasota, 256^381, eve.

FOR SALE

Plano-IVER -^ POND Great cond 73W)278

2VW Tires. B F Goodrich. lOOOmi. $40.00
2479407.

Turntable PE2038 Auto/Man. Excel, cond.
$50. Neg. Call David 256-0223 evenings.

Infinity Qa spkrs. New w/ transferable

warrantee $21 B Call546-4132.

llELP WANTED

MEXICAN IMPORTED wool sweaters.
Were looking for a representative on your
campus willing to make some extra money
by selling them. Write for more in-

formation to Rangel, 3646 E Velvin St.,
Phoenix, A7. 85008

Work Study Job Vacartcy: Outing Club
Equipment Locker Manager 3 hours a day-
5 days a week Applications available on
UMOC bulletin board or in office 4286 SU
Completed forms due in office by Mon.
night Oct 17

Laborers Wanted, part time and full time.
H Tremblay Co , 126 Bridge St , HatfieW.
Ma

Vets interested in part-time work on
wker>ds7 An 8hr. day, pays about $40.. no
taxes Call AI Lasota 256-6381 after 6pm.

ROOMMATE WANTED

IBr. in 2Br. Apt. $130 /mo utH. inc. Sund.
bus stop Call 546^ 1040 after 6;»pm.

ROOM WANTED

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers. Willing to pay for own bath
and kitcf>en, or easy access to them.
Will live anywhere in area. Please call
546-3603 Mon. nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm. 309 50724.

Women's Wittrtaur Watch. Sentimental
value Reward, please call 549 6707

Missing since Aug. 30 from Brandywirw: 3
yr. oM female cat. Dark Angora, mostly

gray, blackEttan w/ green eyes, flea collar

If you have her or any info please call Jan,

549^3633 or 549 8000 X633

Lost Meal Book. Please help me. Lost in

Southwest Wed. No reward, just sen-

timental value 6-9882

AUDIO

MARANTZ 1060 Stereo Amp 30 watts
RMS X2 w/Heath Stereo Tuner. $175.
546-4600X284

TRAVEL

1 Pr Glasses Brown frames, blueErgray,

print case 6-4959 Call anytime Reward

FOUND

Found-Young, Feni\ale tortoise shell cat,

near WhitrTX)rB lot Green eyes, frierxlly.

Please call b-0333

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson.
Bring a fnerul $56 each Terry 253^3834.

SERVICES

Complete Bike Overhaul. Rag.
$29 96 Now $21.96 Winter bike storage
$6.00. Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton - 549^904. 584 1016.

Expert Typing, only 40cents/page
after 6. Mon Thurs.. 256-8484

Call

WANTED

Scuba Gear, tanks, regualtors wetsuit, etc
» camping pear 253 7761 Mark

Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work
at home -• no experience necessary -
excellent f»av Write American Service
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas Tx
76231

.'ugglers Needed for Madrical Dinner CaU
545 0437 for audition

WANTED:HOMEFOR DOO

Ollie is a 7 month old mixture of Irish Setter

and Shepherd. His is good with children

and is house broken. Ollie needs a family to

love him. Help Ollie find a home. Please

call 549-6739 Keep trying

___

RIDE WANTED

North Carolirte or Bust. Ride wanted to

Asheville N.C ares. Any weekend. Will

gladly share $, gas, driving. Rich 546-5837.

For A Good Layer Cake: Custom made 8
beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus, lr>ot

associated wrth Campus Ed Service).

Laurie 548^9576.

CALCULATORS

BIk Badge Case with valuable Ids $2,500

Reward 256 8226

College Calculators oHers low pnce ft fuH
service All nriodels avail T159 $225 , 58-

$99 95, 51 $49 95 MPs b Commodores
avail Models from $15 Rennember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Cnlciilators 549 1316

Volvo repairs and maintenarKe AN years
and rTKXlets, low prices Jack 586-0610.

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects. Send $1. for

mail order catalog Box25918 2. Loa
Angeles. Calif 90025 (213) 477 8474

Rapidly Deteriorating World Prospects
require ideas Gtobal Psychoplasm seeks
information, stimulation UNUSUAL
IMPORTANT Details 25 cents and stamp:
CORTEX, 24 Collinqswood New City NY

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!>Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!>Littlt Ads G^ tlO RESULTS!
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and « S ^ UFREE
tSlSalt

Plain or lodize<J-^6 oz pkg i^^^
.oojjj.. oci M sji (\j 'it.— -'...J », CMC,, 248 ^^^^

TiDwels
119ct -1 ply roll

Mfii
^ ». n«' )•'-•« 249 ;r~" ( I

~

Jumbo^m^il^^^mg
on 24 ounce

bottle

,C^i

Sr
I

250 £^|

SdgreS week of over 80 specials on canned goods alone! A '^re^B^r' sate
„^

- ^r.._. _-.»«i,i„„ K..WC in all other deoartments! It's a super week at Stop&Shop!
lus dollar-stretching buys in all other departments! It s a super

You'll love these frozen food values.

9Uip&Shop
French firks

pKgs ^B
Reg. or Crinkle Cut

Super savings super value

»15»Taste O Sea Haddock Fillets

Mrs. Pauls Fried Scallops •"f;'Sr M"
Freezer Queen Entrees *^^^*'a,39'^
M*« Balk i Gravv • oi SaHtiury SteM ' at Of Bm< PaRiM 6«i ai pkg

Stella Cheese Ravioli X 79^

Johns Pizza Slices ' il.r^'TFSrs," ' 99'

Green Giant Vegetables t^ 2 ;7 »1

Ce Su«ur Peas Cu< Bfoccc* o' Caulilowe' witfi Crtease Sauce

Hood-HaUGallon
Cream

Asst. Flavors ^^|3d
Get your

^B*^*^
Stop 4 Shopswonh ^^^

Perx Coffee Lightener

Fleischmanns Egg Beaters
Aunt Jemima Jumbo Waffles

Custard Pumpkin Pie

Pepperidge Farm Cakes
Lerrior Cooonm 1? 0/ Ciocoial« i? or or W»lr»ui Supreme lOo/ pkg

Hendries Ice Milk ..stt.^jst 99^

See how you save m our dairy dept

Hood-HGaUonCtn.

OrangeJuke
89^

stop & Shop "Great Beef USDA Choice

BonelessBeef
ChuckRoast
vvv

Our Great

Beef IS USDA
Choice beef ..

naturally aged
,for tenderness

and flavor

Great Beel
USDA Choice

Great Beef USDA Choice

Be. CQc

i^' 89^

"i. 69^

.
99^

,
' 89s.

Beef Chuck Ste>Ying Beef
Cube Steak Beef Chuck g

Beef Blade Steak Boneless Chuck USDA Choice •'(•f

BeefTDpRound
J^^pj^jB USDA Choice ^M^^^^
Beef Top Round Steak M^ J^ **

Beef Top Round Steak 1 st Cuts ^1?
^^

.. -•

100% Pure All Natural

From Concentrate

3 1°:. 89^New Country Yogurt *'.•::;

Pillsbury Biscuits fj^";:^

or Ballard Biscurts

Bordens Country Store Bars ^,' 99"
Sharp or Extra Stiarp Ctieese

Philadelphia Cream Cheese 4 i'; »1

Kraft Swiss Cheese Slices '^;' 99^
All Natu'al-lnOividually Wrapped

Fresh from Stop & Shops bakery

bigl^MiiSfiiis
Stop&Shop ^E

Regular or Split ^^m
Big Daisy 53? Bread «-'^ 3 ^:;. •!

Stop 4 Shop Italian Bread ^sT:/ 2 .'i. M
Countrystyle Donuts ^1^1^^::^, 2 „., lU *1

Stop & Shop Coconut Cake 'V,°' 89^

Stop 4 Shop Pies c^^t^ 'iV 89*

Healthy savings on health 4 beauty aids

Aim Toothpaste ..o, ... 69'^

Tylenol Tablets

PICNIC
7-8 lbs.

waier added

Boneless
Water Added

pkg ol 6 ^H

iOOan#i« oo"» M

ftnokedPorfi
SSioulder

A good value to help stretch your budget.

SnfX)ked Pork Shoulder Roll

Chickens p-flQi,
Fresh Turkey Drumsticks penty of meat on these 39*

Fresh Turkey Breast whoie or Halt 99^

Fresh Turkey Cutlets Dehaous»ied qu.ck and easy ^i*

Fresh Turkey Wings use your favome barbecue sauce 49

BaoSiiMr

Bob Dezi
Walerbury Plaza

Store Manager

It's the second
big week of

Our Greatest

Canned Goods
Sale Ever"! So, if you didn't get

a chance to shop last week or

want to stock up some more ...

and save on meals for weeks to

come, come on in! Take your
pick of specials on canned veg-
etables, fruits, drinks. Your fa-

vonte national brands and our
best quality Stop & Shop Brand.
Over 80 items! There's never
been a better time to get your

Stop&Shopsworth!

Save m our self-service deli.

libpkg.OtearMagfw

Wieners
orBeef ^^^^^^f>^9-

Stop 4 Shop Cold Cuts U; 45^
•otogna, PAP Okv* or ^okah 8<yt* toal

Colonial Beef Franks ;i 89*
Colonial Extra Mild Franks ;' 89*

Fenway Bologna or Salami X 99*

Sizzlean Breakfast Strips tTi, '1**

Great values in our service deli

Avail m s<0(«s (••turmg • Mrvio* dtk

DdiEranks
Stop&Shop ^^29
Natural Casing ^^ ib

Cameco Danish Salami •»' 99'

Pressed Luncheon Sausage r»1*»
Carando Brand

Feta Cheese r»1"

StopCfShop Imported

Cteedlfani

Chinese Style Pork Roll 1^* ? 89*

Stop 4 Shop Cole Slaw r 55'

Stop 4 Shop Custards r 69*

Rushed fresh from Stop & Shop's kitchen.

Stop&Shop
CookedChicken

Sliced fresh to order

great for a buffet

Qtr.

Ib.

Stop i Shop brings you superb
Hearttiside Genuine Stoneware

Casual Elegance
Dinnerware

This week

CoKeeCup

sliced 1 Ib. pkg.

White Ftorida

Indian River

Roasted or

B-B-Q Style

'Jk
l^£2^GrsmeSruit 9 R

69°

We want^pf
to be yourr stop 4 Shop Macaroni Salad ;j

V Stop 4 Shop Cole Slaw 7,'

Tapioca Puddings ^•»p«w 2 ;*'^'

Food Stamp Store.

b.

49'

55'

89'

Eastern ^s.,uxs^

ibsPotatoes
sib.bagMcintosh Apples

5 lb,

bag

Our seafood is a good buy too!

pTwuhot »

Fillets Frozen I?
•1'

Pumpkins Jack O
Lantern 1 0f PhJiodendron Plant

us #1
2V4' mm

in 5 inch p)ot IM

Haddock "Schrod" Fillets

stop* Shop- Frozen -(5 lb box $6 89)

Stop 4 Shop Cod Fillets ,./»!«.., r »1 »•

Cooked Haddock Fillets -^'SiV^ M**

Cooked Flounder Fillets ,lrS,°^ *^'*

Collegian 9

--In
tiiisijluoni

utchmaa

Bartlett Pears s.opashop siced 3a^;M

Bartlett Pears stop* st,op Haves 3,'.°(«1

Whole Apricots Slop t Shop COc
Un(>«»l«a - 30 J Ci^ 3»7

SsMCiitWix^ lUlowClliig
Beans4-1 PeachesCupboard stocking value* ^B ^H^ ^^ ^h^V^Q^B^^ft^K^B^^^F

Cut Green Beans °«'^°"'« 3A4 95'

Cut Green Beans stop » shop 4;.- «1

\3ireen oeans KricrxrsucM o can^ «i9

Green Beans G'««n Gi»nl
Fr«nchStyl« 3 V4 95'

CreamSt^
Com 4 -?1

Stop&Shcp
Sliced

Peach Halves

Pineapple

Dole Pineapple

Purple Plums

160Z H
cans ^^^

SrancoAmerican
SpagheMO^

^^^^ cans ^^^L
Stock up ... kids love

this terrific buy!

Slop » Shop
Y».lo»« Cling

Slop A S^op - In iu,ce

Sliced C'usneo of Chunk

3160: $4

'iv 49*
ShceO C'ushadorChunn KCc

20o; cjn-injuica

Beef Ravioli che. boy a. o** 2 'A' 89^
Beeiaroni Meatball A-Roni or SpagKietti with Meatballs

Chili with Beans °?::rc:^^ 59^

can I

'c'.°n' 89^

Thank You-30oi can 49*

Stop & Shop

Cream Style Com
Nit)letsCom

Del Monte 3 '.". 89*

Green Giant 3 't^i 89*
lopt A 'ioi $^
-nop "T cans IWhole Kernel Com %Z 4 c

Mixed Vegetables s.°P»shop 4a-»i

Sundory

Green Giant Peas 3 v.^: M
Stop &ShopMedium Peas 4 V; M
Del Monte Peas 3 can" M
Stop & Shop Sliced Beets 4 cVni >1

'RmiatDPuree
Stop&Shop ^(Ql

5i«o. $<4
cans I

5i«o, $-t
canj I

2<oi QQc
cans OJJ^

Hawaiian Piindi

Drinks
246o.OA^Assorted

Ravers

Ubby Tomato Juice

Mammoth Olives

Stop & Shop Peanuts

Hot Cocoa Mix

Dinty Moore Beef Stew
Armour Treet

CornedBeef
Hash ""''v^Qf

15' 2 ounce can ^k^%^^
Unden/vood Deviled Ham a 79*

Tender Chunk Ham . .::rcan 89*

Ubby Corned Beef "^ 99*

55*
Corned Beef Hash Afmour 69*

Early Caiito'i-a ^Qc
p'lTeo 6oj car *T%J

89*
Leslies 24 02 can $^59

GallonOil
399

mendsBaked
28 ounce can '''ea ^^^W^^^

28 ounce can

Sliced Potatoes

Wnole Potatoes

Mushrooms

Comslock
2t Ounce car^

B«ny C'octie' Ready '0 Sp-ead
At! va"et«s- 16' 1 oz can

Piisbury Ready <<> Spraad
All Va"ei>e»- 16' lOi can

Stop 4 Shop

Stop* Shop

P>eca« * Stams

Red Kidney Beans s-ans 3 r 89*
r

Stop&SiOp

CrushedFear
Ibmatoes^Qf

LaSpagnola^
1 gallon can

Apple Pie Riling

Frostings

Frostings

Frenchs Black Pepper

lsg{Tomato
Get your Stop & Shopsworth' ^v ^H^

Mackerel Fillets Tt^reeoamono 3'r*1

Tiny Cleaned Shrimp f-rtri 99*

Gortons Minced Clams ' -' 79*

4 02
can

69*

89*

89*

69*

Star Kist Tuna .w^ T^Aan 89*

Cleanser
Z.29Stop & Shop

with Chlorine
Bleach

Lysol Cleaner

Johnsons Favor

Toilet Bowl Cleaner

Fabric Softener

Basin Tub and Tile
17o»
can 79«

i2 0L^>oacan 9w
Vanish

34 01
can 69*

Slop t Shop Sn««<i $1 3a

28 ounce can

Peer Tomatoes
Califs Tomatoes

Stevved Tomatoes
Applesauce

Hunt's Tomato Sauce
Tomato Paste stop 4 snop

Tomato Sauce "^g"""

Bread Crumbs ^ °9'"«'

3150/ $-|
cans I

56 0, $-<
cans I

6?.nsM

59*

Sun
Glory « » •

15 OJ
can

Sloe t Shop
PaaiaO -2io: c an

Sloe t Shop
2(01 can

Slop a Shop
1602 can

Stop a Shop

49*

49*

39*
31601 QQc

cans 0«7

Flavored

Beef, Chicken
or Liver

Biiit Cocktail
Slop&Shop ^u!l

In Heavy Syrup ^^^B cans^^l
Cuoboard stocking value! ^^^ ^^^

» U
Minestrone,

Lentil or

Tomato

15V2 0Z. ^B
cans ^^H^

2'==79f

P'OQ'»«»0

Qupboard stocking

Red Kidney Beans

Cannelini Beans

Tomato Paste

Progresso Chick Peas

FrisWes Dinners :v^- 4 '^ M
Recipe Dog Food *^v— « 3 "^' 89*

FrisWes Cat Food -^.sr- 5^»1
Lovin' Spoonfuls ^r.^^^ 3T^'*^

14V2 0Z. ^M
cans ^^B^

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amhersl Line. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.

-/*A«>«Ml*MbS*«»A».- A'.v,NVtV*'**«V«**V»Vj»\*-

^^ j% r fT»
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Mass. senate approves
WEDNESDAY. orTnairp

,2, 1977 WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977

budget anti-i • !• rtion
BOSTON lUPt] _ The Massachusetts

Senate yesterday approved a $72 million
supplemental budget, including $16.1 million
•n state employee pay hikes and a strict anti-
abortion amendment which the Dukakis
administration hooes to eliminate.

The governor has said if forced to do so,
he would veto the entire budget to prevent
passage of the anti-abortion amendment.
On a voice vote, the Senate gave near final

approval to the budget, which totaled only
$19.7 million when it arrived from the House
last month. The budget is expected to go to a
House- Senate conference comminee before
it reaches the governor's desk.
The Senate added a local option clause to

the state's $1.5 million school breakfast
program, resisted numerous attempts to
weaken an anti-abortion amendment which
would allow state funds for abortions only to
save the life of a woman, and attached a
local aid amendment.

Yesterday's two final attempts to reduce
the anti-abortion amendment filed by Rep.
Raymond L. Flynn, D- Boston, were rejected
18-17 and 19-16.

Daniel Taylor, chief counsel to Gov.
Michael Dukakis, said the governor may be
able !c line item veto the anti-abortion
am-- lont "It all hinges on the exact
lar in the bill budget," he said.

i -nn said, "The governor cannot line

iter. o the amendment as it now is

IViass. House
homosexual
BOSTON [AP] - Senate-approved

legislation barring discrimination against
homosexuals in public employment was
killed in the Massachusetts House Tuesday.
The vote to reject the measure was 120-

101 and supporters launched a drive to
reverse that tally at the next session.

Rep. Charles W. Long, R-Dover, led the

opposition and said this bill would pertain to
the hihng of policemen, prison guards,
mental health attendants and others who
would have physical custody of others.

He said homosexuality is a form of mental

written." He predicted the conflict of views
would be settled m coun.

If the governor is allowed to line item veto
the amendment, it would take out of
leopardy the state employees" pay raises
which were negotiated to begin last August

Senate Ways and Means Chairman James
A. Kelly. Jr., D-Oxford, accused anti-
abortion groups of holding hostage the state
employees' pay hike. With Senate President
Kevin B. Harrington, D-Salem, casting the
cr-jcial tying vote, Kelly's amendment to
separate the pay raise from the rest of the
budget was defeated 18-18.

"By mixing the abortion issue with the pay
raise issue, it will force some people to vote
against the contract," Kelly said. A third of
either branch of the legislature would be
needed to sustain a veto.
An amendment by Sen. Jack H. Backman,

D Brookline, to eliminate the entire anti-
abortion section also was defeated.

The local aid amendment by Sen. William
L Saltonstall, R- Manchester, approved on a
19-16 roll, provides that 40 per cent of the
fiscal 1977 surplus - as determined by the
state comptroller - would go back to cities
^nd towns.

"I think if we are going to have tax relief
the property tax should be the tax we
relieve," said Saltonstall, who said the
comptroller must announce the surplus
before Jan. 2.

kills bill,

employment
illness and contended that proponents are
trying to turn an illness into a civil right.

Rep. Elaine Noble, D-Boston, an
acknowledged homosexual, said she was not
asking colleagues to say that homosexuality
is okay. She said the issue solely was em-
ployment.

Ability and willingness to perform the job
ought to be the test, she said.

Rep. Barney Frank, D- Boston, said the bill

recognizes a fact of life, and nothing more.
"In no way does this condone sexually of-
fensive behavior on the job," he said, "'either
heterosexual or homosexual."

Supreme Court decides to

restudy vet. preference law
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The Supreme

Court yesterday set aside a lower court ruling
that had threatened 46 state programs aimed
at giving militan/ veterans priority for public
)ob openings.

Voting 6-3, the justices ordered a three-
judge federal court in Massachusetts to
restudy that state's veterans' preference law
in light of a recent Supreme Court decision
making it more difficult to prove un-
constitutional discrimination.

The lower court had ruled that the Massa-
chusetts veterans' preference law, similar to
those in all states except Arkansas,

Mississippi, New Mexico and South Carolina,
fostered unconstitutional sex discrimination
against women.
Among other matters considered

yesterday, the court:

-Agreed to decide whether the death
penalty is a valid punishment for persons
convicted of murder who did not actually kill

anyone.
An Akron, Ohio, woman convicted in the

1975 killing of a pawnbroker, received a
death sentence under a "felony murders"
law. Such laws charge a defendant with
murder if he or she is linked to a crime in
which a life is taken.

Three girls brutally murdered,

police search for clues
ELVATON, Md. \AP] - The woods along

Cross Creek Drive were once a vacant play-
ground for the children who live in this quiet
Baltimore suburb. But not since three little

girls were stabbed to death there.
Police combed through the mud and

leaves Tuesday in an apparently fruitless
search for a solid trace of the killer who
stalked three neighborhood blondes near
their wood- crate hideout in the forest and
stabbed them, over and over again.

Theresa Hogan, 8, her sister Deborah
Anne, 10, and their friend Ann Marie Br-
zeszkiewicz, 8, were killed Sunday night as
they played almost within sight of their
homes. Their bodies were found Monday.

The state medical examiner said two of the
girls were stabbed a half dozen times and the
third more than a dozen times. He said the
weapon was probably a hunting knife with a
blade at least five inches long.

Police Capt William Lindsay said the girls

were stabbed m the chest, back, face, arms
and hands. From the superficial wounds on
the hands and arms "it would seem that they
had put up some kind of a struggle," he said.
The brutal murders shattered the serenity

of Southgate, a community of $55,000 to
$65,000 homes.

"I think the kids are scared," said Bonnie
Meinslef, a neighbor of the murdered
children. "I'll just be relieved when they find
out who did it

"

Jonathan Hudson, a fourth grader at the
school attended by the three girls, confided:

I m afraid if I walk in my house and
somebody is waiting behind the door he'll
grab me.'"

Meanwhile, the police search turned up
nothing Metal detectors were used, but they
uncovered no clues, police said. A brown,
mud-covered knife sheath was found, but its
relevance to the murder weapon was left in
doubt.

Lindsay said the knife sheath was the only
evidence although police also were in-

vestigating a report of a stranger in the area,
a man seen driving a blue Volkswagen.
The three girls were last seen about 7:30

p.m. Sunday by a neighbor who was walking
her dog. They were crossing a footbridge
that leads into the woods behind their
homes.

Richard Hogan, the father of two of the
victims, said the girls were supposed to be
home no later than 9 p.m. and that he began
to get worried a few minutes before that
Headline.

When the girls did not return, the two
fathers and some neighbors began searching
through the woods Sunday night. But the
bodies were not found until Monday morning
when two policemen discovered the girls
lyin© Sam rfr n in six to eight inches of
watef iin a !> row creek.

U MASS COLLEGIATE
4-H CLUB MEETING

THURSDAY, OCT. 13, 7:30 P.M
FARLEY CLUBHOUSE

for additional info, contact 4 H Office,

219 Stockbridge Hall. 5-2646

In 1968 I fought in the streets of Chicago at the Democratic National Convention.

In 1969 I participated with the SDS in occupying the Administration Building
at the University of Chicago.

But, since I met Jesus Christ, I know that

God loves the people
Daniel at 253 5716
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CORRECTION TO REGULATIONS & POLICIES ' PUBLICATION

Page 4 - Commonwealth Scholar's Program (Honors Program):

Students must have completed one full semester in residence at the
University one Honors course, and have a minimum average of 3.2 (NOT
3 0) to be eligible for admission into the Honors Program.

It should also be noted that Commonwealth Scholars are at present en
couraged rather than required to complete Departmental Honors Pro
grams as well as normal Commonwealth Scholar's requirements.

Provost's Office

Ecistem Mountain Sports

FA
SALE SALE SALE
October 11-15

Parkas & Vests
Down Parkas $59.50-99.50

$49.50-84.50
Regularly

NOW
Synthetic Fill Parkas

Regularly

NOW
Regularly

NOW
;^
Also on sale tents, packs, sleeping bags, gloves,

I

mittens, shirts, sweaters, & summer rental

equipment.

$32.00-67.50

$25.00-59.50

$24.50-39.50

$19.50-34.50

Cross-Country Ski Packages
Each package includes the ski of your choice plus:

EMS Runner Boots $39.50

Bamboo Poles $ 9.95

Three-pin Binding $ 8.50

Mounting FREE

Choice of skis on sale include:

Total

Suggested
Retell

SALE*
PRicr

Asnes Holmenkollen $117.45 $79.50
Fischer Europa $129.95 $89.50
Fischer Step $137.45 $99.50
Lovctt Running $130.45 $89.50
Lovett Light Touring $132.45 $89.50
Karhu Touring $122.95 $89.50
KneissI Spirit $142.95 $99.50

Eastern Mountain Sports
Store Hours: Monday - Friday. 9:30 am - 9 pm Saturday 9:30 am - 5:30 pm

Route 9, Amherst-Hadlcy Line

Atnherst, Massachusetts
(413)253-9504

V/SA'

Around New England

Two Quebec men
extradited - alleged

Springfield murderers
SAULT STE. MARIE, Ontario [AP] -

Two Quebec men were committed for
extradition yesterday to the United
States to face charges in connection with
the armed robbery and wounding of a
policeman in Springfield, Mass.
The extradition ruling was made after a

four-day hearing for Norman Gagne, 38,
of Jonquiere, Quebec, and Andre
Paquette, 37, of Montreal.
Gagne is wanted in Massachusetts on

charged including assault with intent to
murder and armed robbery.

Charges against Paquette include
being an accessory before and after the
fact.

The two were arrested in Desbarats,
Ontario in August.

Evidence produced by Frank Caputo,
representing Massachusetts, showed
that witnesses identified Gagne as one of

• two men who shot and wounded a
policeman following a robbery June 10.

Three masked men robbed the bank of
$129,000, Caputo said.

Extradition proceedings have been
started in Montreal for the second man.
The third man has never been identified.

Three men holdup

Boston Brinks
BOSTON [AP] - After evidently

carefully casing the scene, three men in

hard hats pointing sawed-off shotguns
robbed Brink's guards yesterday of
$76,000 in the rear corridor of a bank in

the financial district here, police said.

The robbers gagged and handcuffed
the two Brink's men and locked them in

the corridor before escaping with one
bag of currency, said Russell Silvers,

northeast region vice president of the
armored car company. They also took the
revolvers each Brink's guard carried in a
side holster.

Locked in an armored car outside the
rear entrance to the State Street branch
of the State Street Bank, the third Brink's
guard did not even know the holdup was
in progress, said Silvers.

The robbers, two of whom wore
beards, left untouched in the cornoor a
trolley carrying seven bags of coins worth
$3,500, said Silvers. An undisclosed
amount of money was in more bags in

the truck, but the men made no attempt
to get at it, said the police.

The FBI joined Boston police in irv

vestigating the holdup. "We enter any
type of case involving in excess of
$50,000 on the assumption that there
may be an interstate aspect," said
Richard Bates, agent in charge of the FBI
Boston office. Silvers said the holdup
men "had to have cased the operation
previously."

While Leonard McDonald, the armored
truck driver, remained locked for security
inside the truck, messenger Phil Ternullo,

carried the bag of money and guard Al
Crooks pushed the trolley of coins from
the vehicle about 40 feet into a corridor.

They swung open a door to face three
men pointing two sawed-off shotguns
and a revolver at them, said Silvers.

Two prisoners

escape Norfolk
BOSTON \AP\ - Two Norfolk prison

inmates escaped about the same time
yesterday one turning on his guard in the
bathroom of a hospital and the other
walking away from his duties outside the
walls, the Department of Correction
reported.

State police set up road checks and
flew helicopters in the search for the
men, identified as Ralph DeLeo, 35, of
Arlington, and Robert Wood, 51.

Both were serving long prison terms
for armed robbery and other crimes.
There was no apparent connection
between the two, said Correction
Department representative, Larn/ Parneli.

Wood, serving concurrent sentences
of 20 to 35 years for armed robbery and
illegally possessing a machine gun,
slipped away from duties with the
maintenance crew outside the prison
walls. He had been imprisoned si.nce

June 13, 1972, and had been assigned to
the outside crew last August, said
Parneli.

DeLeo flashed what looked like a
handgun in the toilet of the Lemuel
Shattuck Hospital, Boston, and forced
his guard, Gordon Scofield, to unlock his

chain, taid Parneli.

He marched Scofield through the
lobby of the hospital's ground floor
outpatient clinic to a stolen car with
stolen plates which police believe was
waiting for him, said Parneli.

Authorities are investigating the
possibility DeLeo found a weapon
waiting for him when he asked to go to
the toilet. He had been taken to the
hospital under guard from Norfolk after
he complained of diarrhea.

DeLeo took Scofield with him to the
Jamaica Way nearby, dropping him by
the side of the road after taking his gun
and eluding police of the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority, said
Parneli.

Springfield man
pleads innocent

to murder charge
CHICOPEE lUPI] - William Cole of

Springfield yesterday was ordered to
undergo psychiatric observation at
Bridgewater State Hospital after pleading
innocent to charges stemming from a
shooting incident earlier this week.

Cole, 31, appeared in Chicopee District
Court, and pleaded not guilty to murder
and assault and battery charges in

connection with an incident Monday at
the American Bosch Co.

Police said Cole apparently pulled a
rifle and began firing on two foremen at
the diesel motor manufacturing plant just
after they returned from lunch.
The two men were identified by police

as general foreman Thomas Coppola, 52,
of Springfield and department foreman
Joaquin Goncalves, 50, of Ludlow.

Coppola died of a gunshot wound to
the chest while undergoing emergency
room treatment at the Springfield unit of
the Bay State Medical Center, police
said.

Winthrop man
held for murder

WINTHROP \UPI\ - Matthew Troila,

19, of Winthrop, yesterday was charged
with murder, attempted murder and
arson in connection with a morning
house fire that killed one man and injured

two others.

Police Sgt. Angelo A. LaMonica said

Troila was being held on $50,000 bail at

the Winthrop jail pending arraignnient

Wednesday in East Boston District Court.

The fire did extensive damage to the

home on Hawthorne Avenue, where
Lawrence Bowden, 24, died in the blaze,

according to police.

The two injured were identified as
James M. Fitzpatrick, 20, and Ann Rock,
19, both of Winthrop. Both were reported
in satisfactory condition at Winthrop
Community Hospital after being treated

for burns and smoke inhalation.

Revere man killed

suspects wanted
BOSTON [UPI] - Police said

yesterday they are searching for two
suspects wanted in the stabbing death of
a Revere man in the city's Dorchester
section.

The two male suspects, both about 20
years of age, are wanted for questioning
in connection with the fata< stabbing
Monday of William Dowling, 23, officials

said.

Dowling's companion, George Miller,

21, of Revere, told police they had gotten
lost while driving home from a flea

market in Neponset and had stopped to
ask directions.

Miller said he was attacked and robbed
of $30 by two men who came up behind
him when he got out of the car. He said
he ran back to the car after the men fled

and found that Dowling had been
stabbed.

Sanders Inc. deal

with Saudi Arabia
NASHUA, N.H. \UPI] - New > -imp-

shire's largest onvate employer, S .ders
Associates, announced yesterday audi
Arabia is negotiating with a S . -.de's

subsidiary for a $400 million automated
highway patrol system

Sanders' chairman H.W. Pope said
there is substantial agreement on
technical elements of the system, but a
number contractual elements must still

be negotiated before a contract can be
assured.
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Mass. PIRG's

//

private" party
Traditionally, after an invited guest finishes

speaking before an audience at UMass, there
IS a reception in the Campus Center for the
guest and any interested members of the
audience. This is the practice of both the
Distinguished Visitors Program and the

Jim paulin

Chancellor's Lecture Series, and other
sponsors of speakers.

However, MassPIRG does not allow its

receptions to be open to just anybody. When
Ralph Nader spoke at the Fine Arts Center
auditorium Thursday night, I naturally

assumed that there would be a reception

open to the public as usual. I was wrong.
MassPIRG wanted to give him a private

party.

"Is there going to be a reception for Ralph
Nader?" I asked. "Do you have an in-

vitation?" I was asked back. What the fuckl I

thought. This is Ralph Public Access Nader,

man of the people, champion of the

powerless. Who the fuck are ttiese assholes

to restrict tt>e people from mingling with their

advocate? Some nerve they've got printing

up tickets for a select group of 50.

Anyways, it became evident that PIRG
wasn't going to buy my argument that it was
the right and privilege of the UMass students
in the audience to socialize, talk politics and
eat roast beef sandwiches with Ralph Nader,
the man most of them paid to speak here
with the money they contributed to
MassPIRG when they paid tf>eir bill to tfie

bursar.

So as soon as the man finished his speech
and announced he woukj take questions

from the floor, I asked him if he knew where
the reception woukJ be hold. Room 903
Campus Center, he answered, more or less

inviting everyor>e in the auditorium to go on
up if they wanted.

I went up to the ninth floor and sat in on
the press conference (in a room near 903).

Then when the conference was over and we
were walking into the reception room, a

woman from PIRG confronted me and told

me she didn't appreciate my action in the

auditorium. "Too bad," I said, and continued
on into 903.

A few minutes ar»d several little roast beef

sandwiches later, the same woman returned.

I argued that this was the first time to my
knowledge that there was ever a guest list for

a speaker paid for by the UMass-Amherst
students. She contended (in a tone like she
was expecting an apology) that there wasn't
enough room (there was), and that the

Campus Center didn't want too many people
coming up. (Plausible; the Campus Center

administration has never been famous for

complying with the will of the students, and
in fact the building shoukj be run by

students.) The will of the Campus Center
should never have power over the will of the

students. In fact the Campus Center's
pettiness shouldn't even be taken seriously

and should be ignored in situations like this.

Furthermore, according to my antagonist,

the purpose of the reception was to allow the

elitist clique of consumerist vanguardist

snobs to discuss strategy with Ralph. Big

fucking self-important power tripping ex-

perts deal. Like, uh, you know like we're the

leadership, man, and you're just the mob that

signs petitions, like we're members and
you're just anonymous supporters, like we're
the generals and you're just G.l.'s, just

maggots. Who invited you anyways?

And more, I was told that over a hundred
people were turned away before they could

even get on the elevators. Wow. Strange
behavior for a PUBLIC INTEREST research

group.

And more and more and more until I

thought I was getting nauseous, I was told

that the tickets that didn't go to the PIRG
club went to various RSO groups that

provided money to cover the cost of the
speech; in other words, to the "heavies".
Well where did that money come from? From
your Student Activities Fee is where. Would
you buy a used initiative petition from
MassPIRG?

Ralph Nader is a great man and patriot.

MassPIRG, like Mass-Fair Share, is one of

the most politically enlightened lobbies in the
state, and I can't recall ever disagreeing with
them politically. Their effort to create a
Telephone Consumer's Action Group is

undoubtably in the best interest of the
people whom Ma Bell has got by the calls, to

paraphrase their bumper sticker.

But if they every try to pull again what they
tried to pull that unfortunate Thursday,

Jim Paulin's column appears
Wedryesday in the Collegian.

evety

Recombinant DNA
research: opinions
wanted
The often accepted, but perhaps in-

correct, separation of politics and
scientific research has recently come into

question with the issue of recombinant
DNA research. The controversy
surrounding the possibility of such
research taking place at UMass-Amherst
will be the subject of an up-coming
Collegian editorial forum. Letters to the
editor concerning this issue will be
welcome. Also, anyone interested in

writing about the topic in greater depth
shoukJ contact Bill Sundstrom or Michael
P. Doran at the Collegian (545-3500) as
soon as possible.
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Who is Craeman Gathers?

letters

By CHARLOTTE TRENCHARD

Venturing forth onto the campus the other
day with pen in hand, my trusty clipboard,

my most congenial smile, and a petition for

Craeman Gethers (who?), I was eager and
prepared to fill the 900 blank lines with
names. I returned to my dorm a short while
later with one per cent of that number -
nine signatures.

As I approached people to sign the

petition, it became clear to me that most
people didn't even know who the hell

Craeman Gethers is. Allow me to introduce
you.

On August 7, 1974, McDonalds on Route 9
was robbed. Shortly thereafter, Craeman
Gethers, then a student at UMass, was in-

formed that he had participated in the

robbery. His friend. Earl Brown, was also told

that he had taken part in the robbery. The
police took them away and they were put on
trial.

The Gethers-Brown trial resulted in a hung
jury. The two men were then taken and tried

individually. Both were convicted. Brown
received a sentence of three to five years

while Gethers got eight to 12. Two sentences
for the same crime.

Write-ins termed

''irrespor)sible''

To the Editor

.45 a Third World student who for the
past year has been act/vefy involved with
the SGA, the student unionization
movement and consequent^ with the
Student Senate, I feel competed to
address a critical situation within that
body.

Following the recent senatorial
elections it was discovered that several

write-in candidates on tfw Third World
Caucus ballot were white, and that a
number of tt^ese misguided students

were from the same dormitory. Ml of
these write-in candidates except one
eventually resigned before being seated
on the Caucus. We can assume that the

candidates [with orte unfortunate ex-

ception] had tfie .•ntelligence and integrity

to recognize theinse/ves as ioadequate
representatives of the Third World
ftudent constituency.

Here at UMass serious issues im-

mediately arise from this incident.

[A/though there are deeper ramifications

in view of tfie nationwide controversy
over the Bakke case, particularly the

question of affirmative action vs. reverse

discrimination, they will not be examined
in this letter.]

One issue concerns the fact that as a
black woman, and I speak in solidarity

with black, Latin and Asian students of
this campus, I identify strongly as a
member of the international Third World
community. The life and death struggles
of Third World peopies in Africa, Asia
and Latin America will determine my
future and Iam not alone in my disgust at
this reactionary charade occurring in the
Senate. Third World is not a "state of
mind" as was so ignorantly stated
Wednesday night but it is in fact one of
the most crucial realities in the worid.

The second point relates to the ob-
vious ignorance of those individuals who
call themselves student representatives
but who purposefully create a climate of
tension with their lack of judgement.
These so-called senators have
demonstrated blatant irresponsibility in

an attempt to cause disunity within the
Senate for their own self-interest. These
chumps are playing the wrong game.

For every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction. Stupid political

ma'^puver.^ can at times lead to

progressive movement, the Third World
Ca'irus IS presently more clearly and
concisely defining who is a Third World
student ,ind why we absolutely must
represent ourselves. Of course, in a
nation built on vicious contradictions we
wa/f<: n thin line in terms of self

definition Since our enslavement on this

continent, since our colonization in our
native lands, we have rarely been able to

call our own name out loud. I am con-

fident that in the near future this situation

will radically change in response to a
world-wide movement for liberation. We
know who we are and we know who we
ain't and no one is fooling anyone.

Judyie Brandt
Office of Third WoHd Affairs

Show support:

wear an armband
To the Editor
n you opposed the war in Vietnam, if

you opposed the murder of four students
in 1970, and if you oppose the attempts
of Kent State University to cover up the

crimes committed there, show your
support. Wear a red armband on
Wednesday, October 12.

Russell Swan
and 91 others

Weel^ly raps seek

new directions

To the Editor

We're a group of gay men who've
been meeting to discuss some of the

issues that touch our lifestyJes. Last
semester we called ourselves a "gay male
support group", but now we're won-
dering about what tfiat name implies:

gayness is only part of our identities;

ma/eness seems arbitrarily restrictive; and
support la term we're still a bit vague
about] doesn't really fully describe our
function.

Thinking that we'd like to see new
directions that are both more broadly-

based and better defined, we'd like to

invite others to Join us for our weekly raps

on sexuality, emotions, personal and
social relationships, and a wide range of
ideas and feelings which anti-sexist,
sensitive people may benefit in sharing.

The group has been a rewarding ex-

perience for all of us, and we think it can
be so for others, especially now, as we
look for ways to continue, deepen and
expand our growth and learning.

F^ease drop in at our next meeting at 7
p.m. on Thursday October 13 in room 428
of the Student Union Building. You will

be welcome.

Gary, Jeff, Richard,
Bruce, RobandZev

DNA research:

a student priority? ^

T . the rditor:

This Jtter is in reference to the Oc-
tober seventh article on DNA ex-

perimentation. While the issue of
whether the potential health hazards of

this research are sufficient justification

for its discontinuation remains debatable,

I question the prudence of conducting
this type of experimentation in any
densely populated area. It may seem
"appropriate" that research of this type
would be done in an academic setting

such as this university, but it would seem
more logical that it be accomplished at a
more remote location, in order to reduce
as much as possible the potential threat

to public health.

/ was particularly struck by the fact

tftat the article reported the risk factors

involved in this research only in relation

to the residents of the town of Amherst.

No mention was made of the potential

threat to the people who reside and work
on campus and who, consequently, are in

more immediate potential danger than

tfie townspeople.

This omission or oversight occurred to

me as yet another indication of the
apparent attitude towards, and treatment
of UMass students as second c/ass

citizens. Have the students tended to

become [or have they always been] a
secondary consideration in the purpose
and function of the university? Have
financial woes, tfie public image [which
may be enhanced by the conduct of
medical research], or concern over
whether the university is fulfilling

society's needs and requirements
become the most important con-
siderations in the minds of the ad-
ministration and trustees, while the needs
of the students have tended to become
incidental? I think it is time for a reor-

dering of our priorities, the effect of
which should reinstate students as an
integral part of the university, and make
their education and welfare tfie primary
consideration.

Ron Fradlcin

Unionization: power
or student rights?

To the Editor

During the past month we have often

heard of the benefits of student

unionization. However, I believe that

much should still be explained.
Therefore, I present a set of questions

which I feel should be considered before

the idea of unionization is decided.

I've been given the impression that the

advocates of unionization are interested

more in power than in student rights.

There have been a few constructive

concerns, but they have been expressed
only to further the case of unionization.

The claim is that if we have a union, then

unfavorable situations will be avoided in

the future. Any one who believes this has
not had a good look at the world outside

of UMass [do the United Mine Workers
have their problems alleviated?].

We have also been lead to believe that

the union will have enough power in its

numbers to influence the administration 's

policies. This raises the question: What
would happen if a confrontation arose?
Would the students be asked to strike? If

not, then what is the power of the union
andhow is it utilized? If the answer is yes,
then we have even more interesting

questions. Will the students respond to
tfie request? How many and for how
long? What would be the cost to tfie

student? If the answers aren 't pro-union,
the power of the union would be broken.
I believe the threat of unionization can be
much more effective tftan a union itseff.

According to present Massachusetts
law, if -an organization forms a union to

negotiate collectively, everyone in tfie

organization mustJoin that union. I doubt
this law would apply to the university, but
then I don 't know if it does. However, if

not, then why isn 't there a union, instead
ofjust talk of unionizations? When and if

a union is formed, how much will tfie

dues to support legal council and union
leadership [in dealing with the ad-
ministration] be? How will the allocation

of money be decided, by a vote on every
allocation or by the elected leaders?

There are other questions to deal with,

such as: Will the union be competent to

deal with the political and economical
consequences of the university?
However, these questions, although of
equal importance, are too abstract to deal
with now.

Student unionization has brought to

attention several issues of importance;
however, I feel they can be dealt with
better in a pluralistic fashion. Along with
present organizations, new and broader
groups can form to bring legitimate

concerns to public attention. But at tfie

same time, the issue of unionization

should be put to a referendum to

ietermine the representation the union
would have. In addition, because this is

an important issue which has involved

time and money, tfie referendum should
require a 50 per cent plus one vote of the

school [not just the vote, thereby

guaranteeing a true "majority"] to pass,

and be binding.

Bret Bero

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

The grounds that Craeman was convicted
on were 1 1 The testimony of two McDonalds
employees, women who claim to be able to

positively identify Craeman — a man they
saw briefly, who was wearing a red belt

across his forehead and a pair of sunglasses,
who is black, and who they saw at 1 1 :30 p.m.
Also, one woman identified two photographs
of two different men with the same name as

one and the same man — the first photo was
of the student Gethers, the other was of a

Springfield minister also named Gethers.
This shows just how "positive" the woman is

in her testimony.

The evidence that • has not even been
presented to the court after two trials and
four "defense" attorneys are 1) Two
polygraphic tests taken by Craeman — both
with positive results. 2) The fact that he had
a sprained ankle on the night of the robbery,

physically disabling him from jumping over
the counter as the real robber did. 3) Wit-

nesses that can testify to Craeman's
whereabouts on the night of the crime.

Craeman Gethers was convicted purely on
circumstantial evidence. He and Earl Brown
were the unfortunate victims of not only

being in the wrong place at the wrong time,

but also of being members of a minority

group and not being able to afford sufficient
funds to support their own cases.
Brown is back at UMass now, but is on

parole until 1980. Gethers remains at Norfolk
where he has already suffered 26 months of
Hell.

Gethers and Brown are only two examples
of victims of our great system of "justice"
here in America. There are many, many other
men who have been deprived their right to
freedom for crimes they are innocent of,

while the really guilty bastards like Mitchell,
Haldeman, and Ehrlichman are given
reduced prison terms because they sub-
mitted tape recordings to Judge John J.

Sirica stating how sorry they are for what
they did. I ask you, is this justice?

What happened to Craeman Gethers could
have, and still can happen to any one of us,
and if it did, it would be nice to know that at
least our fellow students cared enough to
help us out. If you see a petition for
Craeman, please sign it. Your signature can
be a powerful tool against the cases of grave
injustice that exist in America today. If not
for Craeman, do it for your country.

Charlotte Trenchard is a Collegian Guest
Commentator

ediloriol
comment
All signed editoriaU, cartuon^i and letters

represent solely the opinions of their authors.
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Excess time?
By ELISABETH LORETT

Don't ever take three Classics courses in

one semester unless you're in your right

mind. The Bronze to Iron Age transition was
a brutal period in history. As far as we can tell

from literary and archaelogical sources, life

was centered around the battlefield on which
no part of the body was held sacred, and all

were in imminent danger of being lopped off.

So, as you might imagine, it is no place to go
wandering around looking for your mind (of

all things). Why, what with looking out for

the rest of yourself, you may even lose your
damn mind!

I don't know if I have or will learn anything
substantial in these courses; considering the

kinds of jobs available today, I may wish I

didn't have a mjnd. But I bring them up
because of a little sign I saw last weekend
which said, "It's not that we have too little

money, it's that we have too much month
left at the end of the money." Having spent
so much of my last month the battlefield, my
pathos for my fellow warriors of 1000 BC was
aroused. I deeply resented these modern
spendthrifts with leftover month for not

passing their extra month on the deceased
whom I am certain would appreciate it.

I was away from school when I thought
this. On Monday, when I picked up my mind
from where I had dropped it the previous
Friday on the battlefield, I said to myself,

"Wow! The value of time has certainly

changed in the last 3000 years."

Being intellectually inclined, I wondered
why the change had occurred. I don't have
any excess life myself. I find that by
scrimping, saving, and spreading it thinly, I

can make do, but I'm still very dependent on
tomorrow.

The Greeks were very concerned with
chaos and fate. Essentially what they wanted
was to manage time themselves without
offending dear old Zeus. They made laws
with divine sanction and all sorts of things
you can't imagine unless you take a Classics
course; but as far as I know, they never
succeeded in having any excess time.

I am certain .the phenomenon of excess
time is a modern one. It is something that
must be examined by all thinking adults
because excess time is clearly as valuable
and as volatile as the atom bomb. Excess
time should be funneled into the critical

problems such as cancer research, solar
energy development, the Mid- East crisis, and
the list goes on. But who is hoarding the
excess time? And with what intention? It is

being kept mysteriously out of public view. If

I had not glimpsed this sign, who can tell

how it would have been brought to the
public's attention. In the past, only gods had
immortality. What lies ahead?

Elisabeth Lorett is a Collegian guest
commentator.
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Yemen Pres.

assassinated
LONDON \UPI\ - President Ibrahim

Mohammed el Hamadi of the Yemen Arab
Republic and his brother, a senior officer,
have been assassinated, Sanaa radio said
Wednesday in a broadcast monitored in
London.

The broadcast from the capital said the
two were killed by criminals. No other details
were given.

North Yemen, which has a population of
5.5 million, was established as an in-

dependent Islamic Arab republic in 1962
when a group of army officers overthrew
theocratic ruler Saif al Islam and established
a regime with close ties to Egypt.

Although the new regime was recognized
by the United States and other nations, civil

war broke out between the government and
rival royalist political groups, and continued
intermittently until 1969.

By 1970, an informal compromise was
reached incorporating royalist elements into
the government. A new constitution was
drawn up and general elections held the next
year stabilizing the power of Prime Minister
Hassan al Amri and his successor, Muhsin al

Ayni.

Four years later, army rebels staged a
bloodless military coup to overthrow the
constitutional government and a seven-man
Military Command Council headed by Hamdi
came into power on June 13, 1974.

Although Hamdi had promised con-
stitutional government would be restored in

1975, he subsequently declared the military

would retain command until "the objectives
of the revolution" his officers staged had
been achieved.

He spent the last two years trying to
consolidate his power and putting down
rebellions among rival tribal and political

groups.

Located at the southwestern corner of the
Arabian peninsula north of the passage be-

tween the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden,
North Yemen borders Saudi Arabia and
Soviet-backed South Yemen.

Israel accepts

peace parlay
JERUSALEM \AP] - The Israeli cabinet

accepted "without any dissenters or
reservations" a new U.S. proposal for

reconvening a Middle East peace conference
at Geneva, Cabinet Secretary Arieh Naor
said Tuesday night.

Prime Minister Menahem Begin said the
cabinet meeting: "The decision was
unanimous." Naor said the text of the U.S.
proposal, known as a "working paper,"
would not be published in order to avoid
undermining progress during current
negotiations. The working p>aper now goes
to the Arab countries for their consideration.

"The government approves the working
paper on suggestions for the resumption of

the Geneva peace conference," Naor said. It

already had been agreed upon by President
Carter, Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
and Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.

Dayan, who carried the U.S. proposal to

Israel yesterday after his two-week visit to
the United States, told reporters before the
4!6-hour cabinet meeting that he had
recommended its acceptance.

Minutes after the cabir>et meeting ended, a
top Israeli Foreign Ministry official informed
the United States of the Israel government's
action.

"If we want to go to Geneva with the
Arabs, having their views in mind and taking

care of our interests, then I think this is a

good paper," Dayan said of the document he
was to present to the cabinet.

Noar said no formal vote was taken at the
meeting but the cabinet's decision was
"unanimous, without any reservations."

The still-secret formula, which would
include Palestinians in a unified Arab
delegation at Geneva, was reached last

Wednesday after a six- hour negotiating

session between Carter and Dayan.
The working paper is understood to

contain proposals for a three-stage con-

ference where Israel would face the pan-

Arab delegation at the opening of the

Geneva conference. Political observers here
regard this as an important Israeli concession
since the Jewish state has always insisted on
bilateral negotiations with each of the Arab
countries.

After the opening session, the conference
would split up into bilateral committees
where Israel would negotiate the issues with

each Arab state individually.

Finally, Israel would meet with Jordan,
Egypt and the Palestinians to decide the

future of the occupied Gaza Strip and the

West Bank oHhe Jordan River which Israel

captured in the 1967 Arab- Israeli war.

Neither Israeli nor U.S. officials have
explained how the Palestinians are to par-

ticipate at Geneva or whether they would be
able to joTr) thft'^iKK^, independvtt of t^e
Jordanian bt ^^>^|;JfT^rf *d'etdgatidris*.
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ALPHA PHI OMEGA
PRESENTS

LAS VEGAS NIGHT
MOCK GAMBLING CASINO

CRAPS BIRDCAGE WHEEL OF FORJUNt REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE
POKER ROULETTE BLACK JACK HONKY TONK PIANO PLAYER

<)<•(. I."). .M>77 1st Floor (Campus (.enter

7:30 DCXDRS OPEN
9:00 ROYAL VOTING CEASES
10:00 CROWNING OF ROYAL PERSON(S)
11:00 AUCTION BEGINS (USING PLAY MONEY WON DURING EVENING)

$1.00 Admission — (allows one $1000 play money)
Add'l money available

$20,000 maximum on card games. PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977

.^hjCM lu| D
Collegian 15

'HAHJEE'S TIACT
Ai Nigh! and Aoiumn closei m on us H.\hiev i will oe opening iote

lo allow Everyone to Enioy the Daylight hours H.thirc welcomes

iV"" 'o a pleasing evening of Persian Cuisine

IfflCTIVl Oct J 7

Mon.Thun. 4.30 ) 1.00 p.m.; fri. & Sat. 17 17: Sun. }J 11

584 9797 Rt. 9. Hadley

at #/

9thANNIVERSARV
SALE!

WOVEN FLANNEL SHIRTS
25% OFF! REGULARLY M2

PURITAN SHETLAND SWEATERS
...SAVE 30%! REG $16

levrs ttt: 7»'

5A '^1^
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ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will
look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610
65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL

shampoo, cit k style dry $7.50

Loif Hair Sliibtly More

with this coupon on
Tues. or Wed. only

Offer limited to new customers.

HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1978 Housing Exemption

Applications are due no later than

November 4, 1977.

Applications will not be accepted

after this date. Please submit all

applications to the housing office,

235 wbitmore. Thank you.

Enterprize

takes off
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE, Calif.

\UPI\ - The Space Shuttle "Enterprise" was
to make its fourth manned free flight test
today, this time without its tail cone in a fast
steep-angle glide from the back of a jumbo
jet to the desert floor in two and a half
minutes.

"It will look like a World War II dive
bomber," a NASA spokesman said.
Without the tailcone that has been used in

three previous free flights, air racing past the
tail engine assembly of the 75-ton spaceship
was expected to cause troublesome tur-
bulence for the Boeing 747 that carries it

aloft.

The Enterprise was to be blown away from
the mothership by explosive bolts as in past
tests, but this time it was to drop in a 22-
degree angle glidepath to the dry lake bed
runway at about 7,200 feet per minute.

Previous free flight tests have aimed the
Shuttle at its landing zone at 11 degrees. By
comparison, commercial airliners approach
landing at about three degrees.

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration engineers said three simulated
engines would be in the tail assembly of the
Enterprise. That is the configuration Shuttle
craft will have on returning from Earth-orbital
missions.

In previous free flights the large tailcone
provided reduced drag. Without it, the
engineers said, extremely turbulent air will
strike the tail of the 747 causing vibration.
The mated aircraft were expected to reach

only an altitude of about 22,000 feet above
the Mojave Desert because of the vibration.
Separation was scheduled to occur at about
17,800 feet.

; KH t

CARPENTER CORDUROYS
$8 OFF! REGULARLY $20

• T«
MEN'S CASUAL SLACKS
$5 OFF! REGULARLY $17

1/3 off
JUNIOR SWEATERS,
BULKY KNITS 33% OFF

1/3 off
JUNIOR SLACKS, CORDUROYS
FLANNELS, GABERDINES...

EVBARs
Eiouse

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fi Fairfield Mall/chicopee

Find out how next week. That's when you'll be
getting "lnsider"-a free magazine supplement to
your college newspaper. It's another better idea

from Ford. "Insider" won't give you advice on your
love life, but it will give you help on what's almost as

important. The subject is "Focus on Personal
Energy: The New Fitness." Watch for it!

_ . Look for^^lnsider-
Fords continuing series off college newspaper supplements

FORD DIVISION

75"ANNIVERSARY
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Notices
BOTA\y SeM/NAH
A speaker Thursdav. Morrill Science Center 203,

4:30 p m Coffee will be served prior to seminar at 4
p m
CHESS Club

Meeting Campus Center 802, 7:30 p m till closina
COMDIS CLUB

General meeting Thursdav. 7 pm,, Campus Center
165.

HILL EL

If vou speak Hebrew and want to meet others who
do, come to a meeting Campus Center 802, 7:30 pm
Verv informal, more info call Lisa 253-2026
NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT

Meeting Thursdav 6 30 pm in Mandella Rm.
Thatcher basement All reps are expected to attend,
evervone is welcome.
PARACHUTE CLUB

Meeting Campus Center 903 at 7 p.m. All are
welcome
STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM

Meeting Campus Center 8 pm Also showing of

The Fountainhead and The Incredible
Machine," (check dallv room schedule)
SOCIETY Of AMERICAN FORESTERS

Meeting in Holdsworth 7 p m , room 306 Freshmen
and sophomores encouraged to attend.

UMASS SKI PATROL
Meeting for all candidates and new people Campus

Center 903 at 8 p m For those who went to the
refresher, meeting Thurs..8p.m

, Campus Center 91 1-

915.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
Peter Johnson will be at UCF (Room 428 Student

Union) on Thursdav from 9:30 - till noon. Anv in-
terested persons are welcome to come.

FALL INSPECTION
Registrar of Motor Vehicles reminds all motorists

•hat Fall inspection ends October 15
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Meeting, 8 p.m
, Holdsworth Hall 305 Eleanor

Horowitz will speak on conservation education

What's Happening

TODAY
AUDITIONS
Open for Jean Anouilh's "Antigone" Oct.

12 and 13 UMass F,ne Arts Center 204 at 7
p.m. and are open to everyone.

EXHIBITS
Herter Gallery will be exhibiting drawings

by BIythe Bohnen thru Oct. 14. Shown in

Sun GallerY M,W,F 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
T,Th 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

MUSIC
University Music Faculty Recital: Laura

Klock, French Horn, Bowker Aud. 8 p.m.

FELLOWSHIPS
UMass has been invited to nominate four

seniors in this year's competition for Dan-
forth Fellowships. The local deadline for

applying is Fri., Oct. 21. Inquiries should be
directed to Associate Dean James Shaw, 210
South College, 545-2627.

RESIDENTIAL EXCHANGE
Five College Residential Exchange

program applications due Oct. 12. If you
would like to spend spring semester at

Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke, or Smith
get your applications in to the Dean -of

Housing Office.

UMass clerical workers

run womens workshop
A workshop for women who work at the

University is being held for six Tuesdays,
noon to 1 p.m., to discuss the problems of a

UMass clerical worker.

Discussed with be both specific and
general job situations dealing with the face-

less land not so faceless) higher-ups, and
ways of increasing self-confidence on the
job.

University clerical workers will run the
workshops. To sign up, or for more in-

formation, call Sarah Boy, Staff Women's
Services, Ev^rywoman's Center, 545-0883.
Bring your lunch.

The School of Education

announces program fair

The Stu<|«nt Affairs Office of the School
of Education has announced the fall

schedule c^ informational activities for
students infwested in teacher certification

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best quality

'Jown vests m the area Fillerl with

PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful rip stop nylon outers

Assorted colors XS thru XL
ONLY $29 95

ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRU
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALL AND
WINTER.

PEARL STREET

CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC.

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Wf-ekdays
SH'urflay

95 30
9 5 00

OPPORTUNITIES
"Study Abroad Night," sponsored by the

International Programs Office 239 Whitmore
(545-0746) meeting 7-9 p.m. Memorial Hall.

TOMORROW

FILMS
- Film Classics Series, Newman Club will

present Russian film "Earth," at 7 p.m. in

classroom 2 Newman Center.
- "Emmanuelle II," Student Union

Ballroom 7, 8:45, and 10:30 p.m.
- "Romeo and Juliet," Campus Center

Aud. 7 and 9:30 p.m.

MUSIC
University Music-Dance Faculty Dance

Concert Bowker Aud. 8 p.m.

LECTURE
Amherst Democratic Town Committee will

hold its monthly meeting at V.F.W. Hall 8
p.m. 457 Main Street Amherst. David
Liederman, Asst. to Gov. Dukakis will speak.
The public is invited.

TRIP
Riverboat Foliage Trip 1 p.m.

Arrangements for carpools and reservations
made thru the Amherst Recreation Dept. at
256-6781. All tickets are $2.

programs and-or admission to one of the
programs within the School of Education.

The semi-annual Program Fair will be held
tomorrow, in room 228 in the School of
Education from 1-4 p.m. The Program Fair is

an opportunity for students to meet and talk
with the directors and staffs of the 18
alternative programs within the School of
Education, to pick up applications for ad-
mission to the programs, and to set up in-

terviews of admission.

Interviews for admission to programs for
the spring semester will begin the week of
Oct. 24.

The schedule has been established so that
students will know which program they are
in and which courses to take for the next
semester by the time of pre- registration. For
further information on the Program Fair or
the Undergraduate Programs of the School
of Education, contact Undergraduate and
Teacher Education Advising, Student Affairs
Office, School of Education, Room 125B. 5-

2701.

Curry Hicks Cage

TOMORROW NIGHT, 8 p
Tickets $5.00 with student ID

6.50 public

available at Tix
(only for student tickets),

Faces of Earth,

Backroom Records,
Sun Music

no cans or bottles please

•iA" V"* V" '^^ll <^w %% ifi^

^*^ ^\y ,-AUDEDQ SUPPLY IMC. .

FREE CONCERT „ , ^ "!"„""

Multiband Pops

L •^^••m9i^ *i^

Special Appearance by the

University Dancers

Marching Band IliKhlii^hts

Rocky Star Wars

Soloists (iaiorc

Friday, Oct. 14—8:15 p.m.

FAC Concert Hall

:
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MEAT STREET U.S.A — \ r

Oscar Mayer
Sliced Bacon

lib.

Oscar Mayer Wieners "S::'. * 1.19

Oscar Mayer Botogna ^^ ^ 1.49
Vyomeo Deet branch nw cm . . . » 1 .29

Freirich Polish Kielbasi . . «, 1.39

Fresh Boneless
Chicken Breast

$1^484 lbs. or

more

Lesser Amounts

1.58 «> lb.

68<Chicken Legs'^^,;T^-
Chicken Thighs o.:r'.

Fresh Drumsticks 'c;^i.^s:r ^ 79*

Chicken Breast f^'Jv^rx^ . * 89<

M 4 Of bonmr* lb f W

American Whole
Leg of Lamb
$^48Fresh

Oven-Reedy

Delicious with

Mint Jelly

lb.

Sirloin Lamb Chops a:;:^., ^ 1.79

Shoulder Lamb Chops. . * 1.79
Rib Lamb Chops !T.?,1 . . * 1.99
Loin Lamb Chops f,.v. . . . ,b 2.79

Whole Perdue
Chickens

Fresh 2VtU>
3 lbs. Avg.

Cut-Up,

Quartered,

SplH55*.b

Fresh Perdue Roasters ^

Perdue Chicken Legs 1

Perdue Chicken Breast ss,

Smoked Shoulder

> F^M^

Ffe»rich

EitrA Trim . . lb

sierra stoneware
This WMk's FMture Item:

Bread & Butter
Plate

with •vary

J5 00 pufch«»» ^ .^^^ „_

Save 50' this week on 2 Luncheon
Salad Plates. . ONLY $3.99
No Aaamonal PurcAat* It N0c»»ssry

Spoon Rings
Genuine QoM Pleted ^^^^^
ExquisHe Jewelry SVSV

GoW Spoon Bracelets. . - 1.49

BEER & WINE

Pabst Blue Ribbon .r^c^L^. 5.59
Fokxiari Wines '4°' 3.69
Tosca Lambrusco '^r 1.79

Almaden Wine ^^sX^S, m.,3.79
9Mr « IV'fi* Anllmblm Onlf In Flitttt of Hadltf.

rBONUS BARGAINS
Tettey Tea Bags J%o 1.49

Carnation 'ss?sr 3'i^ 1.00

Bel'sStuffing Mix '5.? 87*

Handi Wipes n««.«c.o». . . . iSi 65*

Braunschweigera:^ » 1.19

Kirschner Franks cUs;. ...» 1.19

Cokxiial Bologna ..99*

VealPamiesanoncor ^ 1.39

Kirschner Beef Franks . . . «, 79*

On-Cor Meat Loaf . . . . ^ 1.49

Fried Chk^ken Parts^.^ t:j 5.49

Sausage Meat .r?^^::, . . ^, 1.09

Fresh Florida

Grapefruit

California Calmeria Grapes
Green Cucumbers 8
Fresh Celery Hearts ....

New Yellow Onions .... 3
Red Ripe Tomatoes

Sonus Bargain Buys!

Butternut Squash
Popcorn '^ 1.49 '^ 77*

69*

1.00

p>ig ^y^

^49*
*49«

10*

39*

First of

the Season5M
Delicious Apples

Red
U.S. No. 1

2V«" mtn.

Mr. Deli Favorites !p^
Roast Beef

lb.

79*

79*

99*

89*

Cookwl
undar

U.S. Oovt
SpwHicaHont

*1
Jarlsberg Cheese
Mr. Deli Botogna
Hillshire Famns Kielt)asa

Fresh Salads "I^Si^S^ .

Spiced Luncheon Meat
Greek Cured Olives

Cooked Ham
LJbby's Sweet
Peas or Corn

4*00'
Richmond
IMargarine

DomMlIc $499
Frcslily Sliced ^B
loyourOntor B ft)

4rateM* On>y In Storm mHft Sorvico OoH Dtfim.

Quarters

Vitamin A Added

rFROZEN FOODS

Libbys Siced Beets . . .

Libby's Green Beans clH

oiiceo r eacnes loey «...
Family Brownie M\xo.nc^»^ ',^,'97*

Penn Dutch Noodles .

Potato Chips pr«>oie » j^ pki.

4^99*
316 01 QQ«

2r,89*

N«. J^g1
I So;

r59*
l^i 79*

Richmond Orange Juice

Breyers Yogurt s*«.e., .... 3c'A99*

Finast Low Fat Milk .. . . pSH, 1.19

Cream Cheese Ph^lX^ .

.

Mrs. RIbert's Margarine

4^ 1.00

mufl-

Befit Yogurt.
8 01

1.00

Kraft Imitation

IMayonnalse
Half the Fat

of Reel
Mayonnaise

quart

l*r69
Brookside Farms
Ice Cream

$439All Natural , gaHon
Assorted Flavors carton

Orange Juice
Richmond
Concentrate

l2oz
can49

Fried Chicken B«»».

Lender's Bagels

2'
orOnor ,

(*j 1.99

21^89*

Rich's Coffee Rich SSf 49*

Sara Lee '"JlSf'SJiiar

Taste O' Sea
"pi" 1.99

16«

Finast Pot Pies ^r ""^
1.79

Bird's Eye Tasti Fries . . 2S^89*
Strawberries f««»c«> ... 2^89*
Finast Waxed Beans ... ?.S39*

Finast Peas 3^ 1.00

YOU
SAVE

wrlt^ (Na cou(xy> and
S 7 SO purcfiaM or nxx*
• iclusive of ci^ar.ne
and tobacco proOucis

Lxnit one coupon
pw lamily

finast

Chickerith'eSea
Chunk Tuna
Light

in Oil

6'/i o2.

can

coiipon good Oct 9 thru Oct 15,

Phcas •tfactive Sunday OctotMf 9 thru Saturday October 15.

1977 M 650

1977

I

YOU
SAVE
46*
*.t^ rt>is coupor »nd

S^ 50 purchase or Txye

ar^a IOCNKCO CHOduC ts

Limtt ooe coupon
o#r family

Fab Laundry
Detergent

Finest

OFF
Label

49 oz.

pkg.

coupon good Oct 9 thru Oct 15 197 7 H 651

Extra
Bonus
At The

Finast
*^f^ ffiis coupon and

S' SO ou'c^a»«or m<ye
eiC'u5iv# of ctQArene

and tobacco pioducts

L-mit o'le coupon

Finast

Fresh
Large Eggs

White
or

Brown

We reserve ttie nght to limit quantities

coupon good Oct 9thruOct 15 1977H686

Not responaiWe for typogftphea) eiTors
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KCVOIXIS presents..

Can't Buy a Thrill

Countdown to Ecstacy

Pretzel Losic

Royal Scam

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977

STEELY DAN
-^cxj-itcJcAA/n to ecstasy

autwarv* Ha^iy&y ""tr&.ra,, R«g
'xGanTw* SK»B.^»«jifc MyC>dS.Jx..

j

ESIESSBSMES »iiiiHIBaBIWilHI

tfECflC?
NATIONAL STUDENT ARMBAND DAY

IN SOLIDARITY WITH
KENT STATE

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT WEAR AN ARMBAND
Pick Up armbanr*s in Campus Center and Student Union

Collegian 19

DOONKSBIRY hy Carry Trudeau

mmHETERMSOF-maU-

\pKmeuwm*2so,oooA
J »«?, iHouam *50,ooo
: R». HBiWO CMVHB4 BV

JFK?

HEALLims NOT NBARVi
AS MUCH As rr SOUNDS,
FtmCUlMVf INRBGAUPS
TO HBR CHILPflBN! I

ANPREMEMBEft.lWSB
FmRBsum ser in i%8!
IN WiMS OF IV7 BUyiN6
POUBR. *260,OOO IS JUST
NOT Mt&lNIN6fU /

\

ia}KPO)ajHAvB
rrs mceAHOwMuoi
NOT? nCOSGlhESBDOiS

TO PREfWlB A KJD
TO ^ A KENNBCV?

\

B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

. (Tll SAV/TKue!'')

s ^'~~o^z^'^^^~~ir^
'* ^"^''^ir'y y
? / -J* -^
ifl //It 1 V.-v
* i 1 i 1

' III ^o
i I n T
? IM

1

' ^n
5 v^li\rh
I (\ HM/

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

LUallij/this is fAaxk j Hi, /Hark. So

bory, ar\€XCKai5^ = ^ou; do ^cm

Stuoier't from

\[

like. ^^^

"Oms is onlj

fall, MocV.,

o^ai+ till tf^

see cdiiiter.

^Qo mean (t ^^

it.' I'm qoing back

to San t^lmtree

!

f4

O
T

WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

SMowr-ciiturr oerr

miLUOt^ DOLLAR

IS A S^£AK-
lOOK AT THE.

LEMON -

lb ASe6nne^T of^ QOLO « C*'^ '^^^ Vb^cB-

TOUGHEST /^Qt op Twe
l^tX/t/^s/fBO Ou(f"^& A

cRChARos ' ajesmaoe "
;

f^f>, ,0 t-h^t e^o<£ ufi the

LfflKifO GdEu) u(^ To Qeccne^imoL.V-f^i'^'O^J c>occ/^

10,
713.

Aaio He SQoeGsa sac^.^^
Qjt do/oT let h/s Soo(^

bi:>f^siTio/o f^x^ >oa....

FOR. the NYPO. Qt^^r-^

fir>diKeOe^T) he £Cx>J

PeAcH£S A^d STcynOi/JO-

CfiAPES IPAS THEP/7S

.

.

Ha ^/fls Faduii-T &y
CSC^N. GOL{>n')AfJ AfOO tOOu

UJoAi^S FORThte. A.6.1.J

ACROSS THe u.sA/y S££-

LM by Marty Ma<:eda

CftS^ \M PO\HT : 0\.E

ALLMINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

6ERALO »5 <>SVCHIM£
THt GREEN ?^Vf^96.
fan A tATTuE WITH
tHCCAME fCiSfLE.

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

From UNrXED Feature Syndicate
For release WEDNESDAY, Oct 5. 1977

WEDNESDAY. OCTO-
BER 12 — Bom today, you
are by nature relatively
timid. Therefore, it Ib to
your credit you accomplish
so many things that re-
quire at least an initial

aggressive step.

It is difficult for you to
begin a project. Making
that first telephone call,

ordering the essential
materials, asking for and
accepting loans: these are
areas of activity you find
very uneasy. Yet you steel
yourself to act in such
areas, and you act success-
fully With wisdom, intelli-

gence, humor and a degree
of self-motivation, you can
work the most unpromis-
ing endeavor into a gainful
enterprise.

Inclined to overwork,
you give your loved ones
less than they desire of
your presence and atten-
tion. You would do well,
especially if you are away
from home a great deal, to
give your full attention to
each family member in
turn and separately as of-

ten as you can. Make this a
conscious effort on your
part. Ultimately, it will

become a habit and both
everyone will be happier.
The key word, however, is

fuU.' To give loved ofies

only half your attention or
to pretend attention is to
work against both yourself
and them.
You are exceptionally

brave, tbou^ there arc
few who realke It As dlffi-

cnlt as it la to make con-

tacts necessary to success,
you make them. And you
go forward, making one
aggressive move after
another, when it would be
easier for you to maintain
the status quo. Those who
know you in a professional
or business capacity only
would be surprised to know
how unnatural for you
these activities really are.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corre^Mnding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER

13

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— Transportation proly-

lems bring about an emer-
gency situation. Meet it

calmly and you will meet it

successfully.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov
21) — Take care that a
breakdown in communica-
tions does not cause a
worsening of a particularly
Joyous relationship in the
home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Reconsider an
opinion you've been bandy-
ing about concerning
another's trustworthiness.
You may be causing more
harm timn you think.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) — Experiences
offer the clue to present
difficulties with at-hooie
projects. Look to your
store of memories.
AQUARIUS (Jan. »-Feb.

18) - Q^aathre Inatlncti
•re to tw catered to at this

time Don't delay shou|d
you feel a need to conumi-
nicate.

PISCES (Feb. 1»-March
20) — (Contribute to anoth-
er's success by not actively
contributing at all. Allow a
friend to act on his own.
ARIES (March 21-AprU

19) — Take care not to

Jump the gun where career
advancement is con-
cerned. Wait until you are
well prepared to handle the
next step up.

TAURUS (April 20-May
20) — Profit comes your
way - not, however, profit
of a material sort. Accept
accolades from those who
look to you for a model of
behavior.

QEMINI (May 21-June
20) — Little things mean
more than you think. Look
to another for the help you
need in meeting challenges
around the home.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — A complaint in the
right direction brings an
answer to your present
difHculties on the employ-
ment scene. Speak your
mind - tactfully.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) -
Take command of your
own activities. You may
have been following poor
advice lately; count on
your own sense of
propriety.

VIRGO (Aug. 2Mept. 22)
— Unlcaa your plans are
realistic in terms of your
own talents and prepared-

,ijpii^ they will go for

Today's Crossword
ACROSS 48 Green,

Scotland
UNITED Feature Syndicate

1 Mr Dillon ^r.^..^
5 Meriweather ^^

^'^s
52 Small one
54 Connmotion
55 imperii

59 Jules
Bastien

Fr

artist

63 Leo
64 Loosely

connected
66 Sulphuric

device
68 Charles ll's

Gwyn
69 N L team
70 Has a

preference
Patede foie71

Explorer
tOThief'sgal

friend

14 4,840 sq
yds

15 Praying
figure

16 Melody
1 7 Stevedore

2 words
19 Microorganism^ -7-

20 Brown 67 L.ftmg

pigments
21 NASA

vehicle: 2
words

23 Vestige
25 Kind of bed
26 Ocean

horizons 2

words
30 Maxims:

Var
34 Where

Tripoli IS

35 Written
promise to

pay
37 Grass

genus
38 Crete

mountain
39 Kind of paint

job
42 Per year

Abbr
43 Brings in a

profit

45 Polynesian
chestnut

46 Garden
dormouse

Pu zzle Sol ve d

^ T ^ M ± f^ A M
i § £ P

s. A R ,2 ,L
A V g N .S. i. L A

u 15 A .R Lf M A R S I A .L N

T A L g R § Li £ .1,
lA J. 1 ^L

L2 IT I s 1 L 1 B \L 3.A J^

P R E V E N T 'm N E IT

R A V E D

!
R A V E!J. A T

A C E R 1 P E
i2i

s A

Y E N lie A,|P N 1 s T A I ^
B IT n1jgR A M p A R T 5

T C R
5^ t A T L M

Z. H A R I D I S
1

T I "F P i_ lE

T T T 1^ I R A L t JT 6" Y

E R s E A N T E E I L E

T T T 5 N ? S|D [R riG M jTj

DOWN
1

4 Ir

Church
service
Have a dull

pain
Make a

false step
n a
lukewarm
manner

5 Make less

taut

6 Baseball
Stat

/ Compressed
rolls

8 Foolish

9 Scarecrows
2 words

10 Shade of

purple
11 USSR city

12 Italian com
13 Young

animal
18 Cowboy's

accessory
22 Labor

union
Abbr

24 Italian city

26Davids
weapon

27 German
river

28 Reduce m
degree

29 voce
Very softly

Headdress
"To be,

to be"
"Votre

I"

Your
health'"

36 Heat and
brown
bread

31

32

33

40 Alaska town
41 Avoided by

cunning
44 Rope ele-

ments
47 Running

away to ma-
rry

49 Sister

51 Olive and
orange

53 Indian
dwelling

55 Shemites'
land

56 Frenc^
seaport

57 ' now'"
58 Actress

Maria
60 Hole-in-one

maker
61 Festive

62 Building
wings

65 1/100 of a

yen

\ 2 3 «

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 13

u~ 15 16

17 18
19

20 ^21 22

^^^^23 24 25

r^^
26 27 28 29 g. 31 32 33

34 35 36

41

37

38 39 40 M"
4) 44 1'^ 46 47

48~ 49 50 51

^b^^^52 53

k\" ^^^H
bb 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63

1

64 65

66~ 67

1
68

69 w 71

^^^^ IBOB __
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Nobel prize awarded for physics

STOCKHOLM, Sweden [AP] - A 78-

vear-old American known as the "father of

modern magnetism" and his former student

at Harvard shared the Nobel prize for physics

yesterday with a Briton. A Russian-born

Belgian was awarded the prize for chemistry.

The Swedish Academy gave 1977 Nobel

awards to John H. Van VIeck, 78, of Harvard

University, Philip W. Anderson, 55, of

Princeton University and Bell Laboratories,

Sir Nevill F. Mott, 72, of England's Cavendish

Laboratory, and llya Prigogine, 60, of the

Free University of Brussels.

The physicists, who will divide a $145,000

prize, were cited for research on the elec-

tronic structure of magnetic and "disor-

dered" systems — work already applied to

development of the laser, new industrial uses

of glass and copper spirals for birth control

devices.

Prigogine won the $145,000 chemistry

prize for expanding thermodynamic theory
- which deals with transforming heat into

energy — to explain how order can exist

within seemingly disordered environmental

systems. An academy member said the

Belgian's research could have a bearing on

the development of solar energy.

The academy continued a trend of

awarding the physics prize to two or more
researchers and the chemistry prize to an

individual. Last year's chemistry winner was
William S. Lipscomb of Harvard University.

Announcement of the physics prize was
delayed by a three- hour debate over which of

three groups of candidates on a secret list

would get it.

Van VIeck and Anderson were the 43rd
and 44th Americans to win the physics prize,

shared last year by Burton Richter and
Samuel Ting when Americans swept all five

Nobels given.

Van VIeck, who is Hollis Professor

Emeritus of Mathematics and Natural

Philosophy at Harvard, said in Cambridge
that the award was a "complete surprise. So
often prizes go to younger men. Anybody
couldn't help feeling that it is a culmination
when you're 78 years old."

Van VIeck began the work that led to the

prize in 1927, only a year after the theory of

quantum mechanics was stated. This theory,

he said, enabled him to determine "why
certain materials are magnetic and why they

have the properties they do."

The academy said Van VIeck was the first

to point out the importance of electron

correlation — the interaction between the

motions of the electrons

As Van VIeck's student at Harvard in the

1940s, it said, Anderson developed this

concept to explain how magnetic
"moments" can occur in metals like copper
and silver, which in pure form are not
magnetic.

Anderson, a consulting director at Bell

Labs and a Princeton professor, said at his

home in New Vernon, N.J., that it was a

privilege to share the Nobel with two
'already great historical figures."

Offense to hospital cost program
BOSTON [AP] - The Dukakis ad-

ministration is going on the offensive to save

the state's certificate of need program from a

variety of bills designed to put the hospital

cost control program.

Under the program hospitals require

special approval to expand their facilities or

make major investments in equipment. The
program has saved consumers about $100

million since it began in 1972 by prohibiting

needless and costly expansion programs,

said Human Services Secretary Jerald

Stevens.

Stevens made the comment at Tuesday's

meeting of the governor's cabinet, where top

state officials mapped strategies to defeat a

number of pending bills aimed at weakening
the certificate of need program.

Ten bills are pending in the House to

provide special exemptions for hospitals

whose expansion plans were turned down by

the Public Health Council. Among those is a

$30 million 266-bed replacement facility for

New England Baptist Hospital.

"They are voting against the citizens of the

commonwealth in terms of cost," Stevens

said of the legislative effort. "They are voting

against labor, business and the elderly....

These individual bills have become a symbol
of a legislator's popularity."

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said, "It's a

serious problem, these efforts to riddle the
certificate of need program with a lot of large

holes."

Another bill, sponsored by the Massa-
chusetts Hospital Association, would exempt
research projects at major teaching hospitals
from the cerfiticate of need requirements.
Dukakis called that bill "a serious breech of

faith," by the MHA.
That bill is expected to be acted on

Wednesday by the legislature's Health Care
Committee.

Dukakis called on his cabinet to exert

"great pressure" over the next two weeks to

defeat the bills and to support an effort to

reform the program.
Those reforms, Stevens said, would

require the Public Health Council to make
certificate of need decisions within eight

months. It would also bring under the
program purchases by doctors of all

equipment over $150,000.

Stevens said Walter Muther of Associated
Industries of Massachusetts and Frank
Manning of the Council of Older Americans
had already been enlisted to lobby on the
issue.

Discrimination fight continues
WASHINGTON lUPf] - Allan Bakke, the

37-year-old engineer who claims "reverse

discrimination" against whites is keeping him

out of medical school reaches the crucial

point Wednesday in his legal fight to enter

the University of California.

The nine justices of the U.S. Supreme

Court have set aside an hour and 45 minutes

to hear his case argued.

After being deluged with 50 or more briefs,

the justices doubtless have firmly in mind

what they want to ask lawyers for Bakke and

the University, which is fighting to keep its

special admissions program for the disad-

vantaged.

U.S. Solicitor General Wade McCree also

must expect some sharp queries about the

Carter administration's stand on con-

sideration of race in determinating who gets

into professional schools.

Attorneys equipped with a smooth

typewritten statement often end with it in

shreds as they attempt to satisfy legal points

that bother one or more members of the

court.

Numerous civil rights, labor and other

groups with an interest in affirmative action

programs for blacks have asked for a chance

to speak, but all have been turned down.

As the final hour approached, interested

onlookers continued to speak out while

Bakke himself said little.

"I prefer to stay out of it in a personal

sense, " the Vietnam veteran told reporters.

"I'm not participating in the publicity aspect

of it. I prefer to let the case stand on its own
merits and let the discussion proceed."

On the other hand Merritt Weisinger,

attorney for a white registrant who won her

way into the university medical school at

Davis on the strength of Bakke's state court

victory, called on Justice Thurgood Marshall

to disqualify himself from the case.

That decision will be strictly up to Mar
shall, a black who was chief counsel for the

NAACP during racial litigation of the 1960s.

The Congressional Black Caucus released

the brief it filed in the case, which says in

part:

"Any vacillation or hesitation by this court

in reaffirming the fundamental principles at

stake in this case may well sound the death

knell of the progress made since this court's

1954 school desegregation decision in Brown
versus Board of Education."

The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights said

it will "crusade" for affirmative action

programs. Chairman Arthur Fleming told a

news conference "we think it is unfortunate

for affirmative action to be slowed down by

the semantic discussion over quotas,

timetables and numbers."
Bakke probably is in for a considerable

wait before the court puts its written opinion,

along with any separate dissents or con-

currences, in final form and announces the

result.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Fried Fish Plate, Lazy
Golompki, Basics; Grilled Cheese and
Tomato, Fried Fish Plate.

DINNER - Pot Roast-Jardinere, Swiss
Turkey Sandwich, Basics; Barley

Soybean Casserole, Swiss Turkey
Sandwich.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Cheeseburgers, Liver and

Onions, Basics; Tomato, Egg, Cress

Sandwich, Golden Burgers.

DINNER - Chicken Cacciatore,
Meatballs in Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate,

Basics; Chicken Cacciatore, Lentil Loaf.

T1
WEEKS

SPECIALS
TURBORG NIGHT

WED.

Oct. 12

2 for 1 Tuborgs

with K Rock Disco

at the Bluewall

THURS.

Oct. 13
THE GREAT

PRETENDERS
at the Hatch

FRI.

Oct. 14
BLUEWALL

HAPPY HOUR

2 for 1 Vodka Drinks & Powerhouses

featuring Sprlngrain

^::

SAT.

Oct. 15

HAPPY HOUR
330.730

featuring

John Morgan

King of Cape Cod Happy Hours

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977

SkmIIi
One of The Slop & Shop Companies

BUYS!
^^^T^w^aoes on sale now thru

These records and tapes on ^

^^ LPS!

Saturday. October 15.

SERIES 798

KANSAS:
Point Of Know Return

8-TRACK SERIES 795 *M

SERIES 798

FLEETWOOD MAC:
Rumours
8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.»4

66
LP SERIES 798

STEELY DAN: aja

8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

66
LP SERIES 798

PHOEBE SNOW:
Never Letting Go
8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.»4

FLEETWOOD MAC
RaaMMirs

Ini luics the Hit tki Vbur Own Wjy
Also Includes l>eams

Tlicauin Dan\ Stop/Sonj^rd

Mcludtfig

Loo* Makct AIMbman
Soxwlhing So RifM RkX Tn* EmMw

MaiMly O) Lile 'Wc re ClakMn

ANDY GIBB:
Flowing Rivers

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

99
LP SERIES 798

FIREFALL:
Luna Sea
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

099
%# LP SERIES 798

PETER FRAMPTON:
I'm In You
8-Tfi SERIES 795 4.94

99
LP SERIES 798

KISS: Love Gun
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

YES
GOING fOR THE OIE

tun a M cuTKK

CAROLE KING

099W LP SERIES 798
099
l9 LP SERIES 798

099W LP SERIES 798
099W LP SERIES 798

EAGLES:
Hotel California

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

CROSBY. STILLS t NASH:
Crosby, Stills & Nash
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

YES:
Going For The One
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

CAROLE KING:
Simple Things
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

Wilmtue
iEvanslon

099 099 £99 399
1# LP SERIES 798 %# LP SERIES 798 ^# LP SERIES 898 %# LP SERIES 798

HEART: Little Queen CHICAGO: Chicago XI STAR WARS: Soundtrack COMMODORES:
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94 8 TR SERIES 795 4.94 8-TR SERIES 895 5.99 Commodores

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

299 Plastic 8-lrack carry

case holds 24 tapes

REG 3 99 REG 4 99

Rock star belt buckles.

12 stars including

Steve Ivliller. Boston.
Kiss, Doobie Brothers
and more

UnuSiUillT heavy demjndt may
require our vetting reasonable

quanlity IrmiH on some of the

ilem» in fairness 10 all i utiomers

aa^ f
ncii

10-' 1

BRADLEES, KING ST.. NORTHAMPTON

I /%\ »-.
» • » »

•

Collegian ^^

'Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - 2nd in tri-match
MEN'S WATER POLO UMass 15 Amherst 11

TODAY
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Southern Connecticut Home 3:00
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Yale Home 3:30
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Yale Home 4:45
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs. Mount Holyoke Away 3:30

TOMORROW
MEN'S WATER POLO - vs. Mt. Hebron Home 6:30

Mike McHugh

Sports fantasy revisited

By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

I like to be different.

Therefore, when I contennplated what type of sports fantasy I wanted fulfilled by Len
Berman and channel 4 in Boston, I thought along lines that bordered on insanity.

I wrote to Berman that I had an unquenchable desire to shrink 1,000 times my normal size,

like the travelers in Fantastic Voyage, so that I could be injected into the blood stream of the
four baseball managers involved in the 1977 play-offs. Then, I could travel to their brains and
find out what the hell they were thinking about, because they certainly defied baseball logic.

My letter went something like this:

Dear Len,

I just finished reading a book that says it's possible for people to shrink 1 ,000 times their

normal size and says that it's possible to inject them along with a shrunken space craft into

the blood stream to ride around and search inside the human body.

I found that kindda interestin', so I was wonderin' if you'd help me shrink, so that I could

ride that space craft along Tom Lasorda's, Dan Ozark's, Dorrell Herzog's and Billy Martin's

bloodstreams? and maybe, just maybe, explore their brains.

Do yoi ( Len) think you could arrange a meeting with the managers?

I'd really aapreciate it. If the managers are afraid of the injection that will propel me through

their blood stream, convince them that it doesn't hurt that much.
I suppose you're wonderin' why I want to ride into their brains, so I've included a list of

reasons:

— In the first National League play-off game. Dodger manager Tom Lasorda allowed

reliever Elias Sosa to remain in the game in the top of the ninth with two men on and one out

to face heavy hitting Mike Schmidt (38 homers in 1977) Schmidt singled home the winning

run and Lasorda still kept Sosa atop the mound to face (of all people), Greg Luzinski (39

homers in 1977). Sosa balked home another run and the Dodgers lost, 7-5.

— Dan Ozark, the Phillies manager, was no Joe McCarthy either in game 1, as he brought in

southpaw Tug McGraw to preserve a victory against a team with only one legitimate left hand
swingei( Rick Monday) and one switch hitter Reggie Smith). Way to go Dan!
— Dorrell "my parents couldn't spell Darrell" Herzog, the KC Royals manager, twice

yanked starter Paul Splittorff when it appeared the southpaw had enough spunk to finish.

Herzog pulled Splittorff in game 1 with a 5-run lead in the ninth because he gave up a Yankee
lead-off single. It didn't matter in game 1 as the Royals routed, but in game 5 it cost the

Royals the American League Pennant.

In game 5 Splittorff had baffled the Yanks for 7 innings and had a 3-1 lead, but when Willie

Randolph opened the eighth with a single, Herzog came charging out of the dugout and lifted

Splittorff. We all know what the men in pin stripes did to Bird, Mingori, Leonard, Gura, and

Littell. The Yanks captured their 31st American League pennant and left the Royals still

seeking their elusive first. Whitey Herzog ranks with Albert Einstein in logic.

...and Billy Martin. The much maligned manager of the Yanks has taken his raps from the

press and his own team, but he did lead the egomaniacs to their second straight division title.

But Len, how can Martin justify benching pitchers like Catfish Hunter and Ken Holtzman

and how can he keep a powerful bat like Jackson's out of pivotal game 5?

Len, I'm afraid that the list of managerial goofs continues, but I'm just dying to get into

their brains, so I'm just presenting all the mistakes so you won't have any doubts concerning

my sincerity.

— In game 2 of the National League Playoffs Dan Ozark kept people wondering when he

left Jim Lonberg atop the mound after LA's Dusty Baker had just powdered a grand slam.

Perhaps he had to please the bookies.

— In game 2 of the American Leage Playoffs our pal Whitey Herzog did it again. He goofed.

Granted the Royals Andy Hassler is no Sandy Koufax, but he was doing an effective job

against the Bronx Bombers as the score was knotted in 2 in the sixth. Hassler had gotten two

Yanks out in the sixth with Munson on first when Herzog lifted Hassler. Ironically, the slender

lefty had just induced the powerful Reggie Jackson to pop-up. Why did he pull Hassler?

Marvelous Mark Littell came in and gave up 3 runs, as The New Yorkers breezed; 6-2.

Len, I'm afraid to say that Whitey must know the same bookies as Dan Ozark.

— In game 3 of the NL series, Lasorda goofed He brought in Doug Rau to pitch a 1-2-3

seventh, but mysteriously lifted him and brought in Sosa to pitch the eighth. LA's Sosa

proceeded to give up two runs and the Phils possessed a 5-3 lead going into the ninth. But LA
thanked God for those umpires and their bizarre ninth inning comeback.
— In game 3 of the AL series, Dennis Leonard saved Herzog from the pains of thinking, but

Whitey almost made a fatal mistake by benching Amos Otis. It was an Otis pinch hit double

that plated two runs and pushed the Royals to a 6-2 win.
— In game 4 of the AL series-our hero-Herzog started lefty Larry Gura against the Yankees.

Gura hadn't beaten the Yanks all year and he didn't beat them in game 4. Ironically, the

Royals had a pitcher named Jim Colburn with an 18-14 record sitting in the bullpen.

Well, that's it. I've just finished listing my reasons "why" I want to(not a) shrink and "why"
I want to ride aboard that shrunken space craft into the four managers blood streams and

eventually explore their brains. I'm dying to take that Fantastic Voyage. If you can't get

Lasorda, Ozark, Martin, and Herzog together at one time. III be satisfied with Herzog. He's

got enough kinks to keep me in his brain for 13 years.

I know it's a weird request — but I like to be different.

Insincerely Yours,
Sigmun Freud

Sports Notices
MEN'S BASKETBALL - All candidates interested in trying out for the men's basketball

team — please report to room 251 Boyden at 4 p.m. tomorrow.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any undergraduate woman interested in trying out for the

women's basketball team - tryouts will begin this Friday at NOPE gym and run from 7-9

p.m. Please be prompt and ready to play. If you have any questions, contact coach Mary

Ann Ozdarski at room 227 Boyden or call 545-0552.

INTRAMURALS - The cross-country meet will be held at 3:30 today. Start at the base

of the water towers on Orchard Hill.

All open play facilities including gymnasiums, pools, weight rooms, handball-squash

courts, tennis courts, and bowling alleys will be closed tomorrow at NOPE for PE° ex-

perience day.

STREET HOCKEY - Anyone interested in starting a street hockey league, call 256

6141.

* '•c-r* mmt •••• .
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CONT. FROM PAGE 24
hadn't been for Randolph, Sutton might
have prevailed.

It was Randolph who tied the game with a
leadoff homer in the sixth and it was Ran-
dolph who led off the eighth with a walk and
then scored all the way from first on Mun-
son's double to give the Yankees a 3-2 lead.

Elias Sosa came on in relief and prevented
any further damage by pitching out of a one-
out bases-loaded situation.

Yankees' manager Billy Martin gambeld on
starting Gullett because of his sore shoulder
and at first it looked as if the move had back-
fired.

Unable to get the ball over the plate in the
first inning, Gullett opened the game by
walking Lopes. Russell promptly lined a triple
to left center to give Los Angeles a 1-0 lead.

Gullett then walked Reggie Smith and Ron
Cey drove the second run home with a long
fly to left-center field. With Dick Tidrow
warming up in the bullpen, Gullett then got a
break that kept him in the game.
On a 3-1 pitch to Steve Garvey, Smith

broke for second and then stopped midway
down the line as Garvey swung and missed.
Smith was tagged out by Gullett in a run-
down and that took the Dodgers out of a
potential big inning as Garvey walked on the
next pitch.

Gullett was able to escape without further
damage in the inning and settled down after
that.

The hard-throwing left-hander allowed
only three more hits through the sixth but
got another break in the sixth when Garvey
was thrown out at the plate on a con-
troversial call by umpire Nestor Chylak
Garvey beat out a bunt down the third

base line with one out, and one out later
rookie Glenn Burke executed a perfect hit-
and -run single through the second base hole
vacated by Randolph. Garvey, running all theway challenged center fielder Mickey Rivers'
weak arm and appeared to have the throw
beaten as Munson made a diving tag. But
t^hylak, after waiting to make certain
Munson held the ball, signaled out, promp-
ting an argument from manager Tom
Lasorda and Garvey. A television replay
though shown from a difficult angle ai>
peared to support the Dodgers' contention
that Garvey was safe.

Sutton, who has never lost in post-season
play, was almost as effective as Gullett as he
scattered seven hits over the first seven
innings.

The Yankees scored a run off him in the
first after two were out when Munson
Jackson and Chambliss stroked successive
tvvo-out singles. But after that only Ran-
dolph s homer in th sixth hurt him until the
eighth.

Sutton, who has never lost in post-season
play, was almost as effective as Gullett as he
scattered seven hits over the first seven
innings.

If they eat right, study their playbooks, and stay away from booze and women th«UMass sub-varsity gridders may find themselves dancing this wahzTn th« T«^

JV gridders eke by Green
By KIRK MACKEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass J.V. Football team used a
second half rally to overcome a 7-0 deficit
thereby defeating a tough Dartmouth eleven,
12-7. Poor field position plagued the
Minutemen throughout the first half as a
turnover at the UMass 15 set up the lone
Dartmouth score in the first quarter. Solid
defense was the key to keeping the gridmen
in the contest as J.V. coach Clarence Brooks
termed the linebackers and defensive
secondary as swinging the balance of the
game.
The second half saw a complete turn-

around in the character of the game. The
offensive unit had the advantage of scoring
opportunities from good field position and
the absence of costly mistakes and turn-
overs. Defensive back Jack Mula set the
comeback m motion with a big interception
and returned it deep into Big Green territory
A few offensive plays later tailback Dale
Holmes bulled his way in from the 2 yard line.

Stickers at home
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team is back from

Physically, the Minutewomen should be
healthy and rested from their weekend trip to
Cortland, NY. Sue Kreider suffered a black
eve and missed half of the game but should
be ready. Lynsie Wickman's knee, which
stiffened up from the five-hour trip, should
be no problem.

Yale comes to UMass with a strong team
even though it lost its leading scorer from
last year. Last year, when these two teams
played, Yale surprised UMass and won 4-2 in
*he regional playoffs.

UMass, which won one and tied over the
weekend, has a 5-0-1 record. The 3-2 win
over Cortland marked the first time the
Minutewomen have been scored upon ail

season. UMass goalie Kathy Gipps, said the
goals were a "relief."

"You know the teams are going to score
but I was getting tense wondering when they
would, she said. "It was sort of a relief."

Leading scorer Cheryl Meliones added
another goal to build her total to five. Julie
McHugh scored the game-winner over
Cortland.

The team was not up for the games on the
weekend because of the long bus trip.

However, UMass is home today and should
be mentally ready.

"We're all up because we want revenge,"
confirmed Gipps. "We're ready."

The extra point was blocked though, so the
Minutemen reached the fourth quarter still

trailing by one point.
But it was here in the fourth, that the grid-

men put it all together. The defense was
untouchable, and the offense behind the
leadership of freshman quarterback John
Kraham put together a 45 yard drive with
John Seccorso going over from the three.
The big play in that drive was an excellent
pass from Kraham to Bob Clock. This extra
point was also no good but the J.V.'s held a
13-7 lead, which they never relinquished.

Defensively Mula was the standout, and as
for the offense Steve Milkiewicz carried the
burden as the fullback grounded out well
over one hundred yards.
As added incentive for the UMass team, it

was the first game the Dartmouth subvarsity
has lost in approximately four years. Last
year was the closest the streak had come to
being ended as these two teams played to a
20-20 tie. So with a first game like this under
their be\x Coach Brooks and his squad can
only be pleased with the results.

Computer says series even
York Yankees are stronger at the plate for the World Series

pucning ana the New
Goode fed pertinent data into the computer and it showed the Dodgers with a sliaht ArinA

The walk is an important Stat," said Goode, "since one-third of all base runners score
"
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Yankee Clipper's tickets lost
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Hanierwomen trek to Green-land
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
will be seeking to raise its record to 5-0 this
afternoon when it travels to Hanover, New
Hampshire to meet Dartmouth at 4 p.m.
Dartmouth was shellacked, 16-45 earlier in

the season by Middlebury College, a team
similar to UMass, so the Minutewomen do
not expect much competition from their Ivy
League counterparts.

In fact, coach Charlotte Lettis said she isgomg to treat the meet as "just a hard
workout.

.Collegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team you think will win

Ties are losses

1. UMass
2. Dartmouth

3. BU

4. Colorado

5. West Virginia

6. Georgia Tech

7. UCLA
8. Seahawks

9. Patriots

10. Oilers

11. Stealers

12. Vikings

Winner is determined by person who picks most games correctly. In case of tie winner
IS person coming closest to picking score of UMass game.

vvinner

VS. URI
vs. Harvard

vs. Holy Cross

vs. Kansas

vs. BC

vs. Auburn

vs. Washington State

vs. Buccaneers

vs. Chargers

vs. Browns

vs. Bengals

vs. Bears

UMass URI

If still tied, winner will be drawn.

Contest is open to all UMass students and employees. Entries are due at Collegian
Sports Desk, 101 Campus Center) by 5 p.m. Friday. Notification of winner in Monday's
Collegian.

Prize is one large plain pizza and a small soft drink at Tf)e Hideout, 103 N. Pleasant St.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE

Dartmouth's three mile course finishes
going up a ski jump, and the rest of the
course is almost as hilly.

"I plan on using this meet to try to draw
our top seven runners closer together," said
Lettis I m going to have them run together
and Im going to do the same with the
second group too."

Having a tightly knit pack of runners is
important for the upcoming championship
m6exs.

Keeping the front qrouo close is difficult
when a team posses two quality front-
runners such as Jane Welzel and Tina
Francario.

Welzel has finished first in three out of
four races this season. She set a new course
record in the Brandeis Invitational Sunday
then came back on Monday to run 13th in
the Bonne Bell Mini Marathon, a 6-2 mile
race.

She seems to have shaken oft last
season s back problems and looks ready for
the New England's which will be held in the
orchard October 22.

Francario, a freshman out of Brockton has
run second to Welzel in all four meets' and
has looked consistently strong.
A tightly knit group has been close behind

them in each race so far. Priscilla Wilson is
usually in third, but Sue Swartz, Debby
Farmer, Barb Callanan and Linda Welzel
have swapped the other positions around
with Jo Chapman standing on the verge of
breaking into the front running group soon

Last year, UMass was without three of its
top runners and still shut out the Big Green
15-45, taking eight of the top ten places iri

the process. That meet was at home.
Callanan, Farmer and Welzel all sat that

meet out with various injuries. This afternoon
they will all be healthy, and Dartmouth could
be shut out farther than eighth place

Spikers split tri-match;
beat Salem St. for 1st win
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball team
finally made its way into the victory column
by virtue of a 15-10, 15-13 sweep of Salem
State in the first set of a tri-match vs. Salem
and Eastern Nazarene played at NOPE gym
last night.

UMass only managed to finish second in

the match, however, as it bowed to Eastern
Nazarene by scores of 9-15, 15-9, and 10-15
in the set for first place.

Salem State gave UMass a pair of tough
games but the spikers used their height
advantage to overpower the visitors. After
opening up a quick 4-1 lead in the first game,
UMass never trailed, although Salem did tie

the game briefly at 4-4. After that point,
UMass refused to let its opponent get the
ball over the net as it made seom excellent
blocks to roll to victory.

Both teams had difficulty getting their
serves inbounds in the first part of the
second game but with the score tied at five,

Salem State used some well-placed shots to
move out to a five point advantage. Salem
extended its lead to 13-8 before the spikers
came to life scoring seven unanswered
points to end their five game losing streak.
The Eastern-Nazarene-Salem St. match

vvas a definite Jekyll-Hyde affair. With their
6'2" captain. Donna Fandel, spiking at will,

the team played like a well-oiled machine,
totally destroying the over-matched Salem
St. squad by a final tally of 15-1.

In the second game, it was as if two dif-

ferent teams had replaced the two visiting

squads as a bored Eastern Nazarene squad
was dominated by Salem, the final tally being

15-6. The deciding game was a replay of the
first. The once-again invulnerable Eastern
Nazarene group toyed with its opponents
beating them to the tune of 15-2.

This set the stage for the UMass-Eastern
Nazarene finale. Eastern Nazarene's players
appeared to have their feet nailed to the floor
as they stood and watched several shots
drop in as UMass built up an 8-1 lead. Then it

was the host's turn for some all-around
sloppy play as a disorganized UMass squad
let their opponents tie the game at eight.
Once the momentum shifted, all was lost as
Eastern Nazarene posted a 15-9 victory.

Deb Kuzdeba got the spikers off to a 4-1
lead with a couple of well placed smashes
but the visitors again roared back to take a 7-

5 lead in the deciding battle. With UMass
fading fast, Maria Minicucci, a first year
player who has just earned a starting berth,
rescued the team with an impossible, sliding
save, turning a sure enemy point aside. From
that point on, UMass was unstoppable and
went on to score a 15-9 victorv.

UMass jumped out to a 4-0 lead in the
deciding game but then the offense went
into storage for the rest of the contest.
UMass failed repeatedly to get its services
over the net and in play and although Eastern
Nazarene played poorly too, it managed to
open up a 12-6 advantage. UMass staged a
brief flurry to close within three but again, it

was UMass' poor serving that killed the rally.

Coach Dianne Thompson thought the
team should have won the whole match but
she was fairiy satisfied with the team's
victory over Salem State. She said, "The win
at least broke the psychological block that
the team seemed to have about winning."

Poor
Richards

Yarworth scores 7 goals as Polo-ers win

Rte 9

.Amherst

WEDNESDAY

50* DRINKS

THURSDAY

ROCK N' ROLL
AND OLDIES

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Senior Russ Yarworth scored seven goals
for the UMass Water Polo club last night as
the Minutemen opened up their league
season with a 15-11 win over Amherst
College in Boyden Pool.

The Minutemen had jumped out to an
eariy 3-1 lead, but fell victim to a comeback
spearheaded by Snow and Weeks of
Amherst and only led by 7-6 at halftime.

Amherst's lead didn't last long, though, as
UMass came right back with two quick goals
in the opening minutes of the third period
and never lost the lead enroute to the win.
Although somewhat inexperienced, the

UMass defense looked fairiy solid and was

anchored by Ric Notini in goal who turned in
several outstanding saves. But, the defense
did make several mistakes that resulted in
goals as the Lord Jeffs were quick to
capitalize on them.

Other scorers for the Minutemen included
Chris Lomas with two goals and Bob
DeConnick, Rick Mansfield, Bill Tharion,
John Mclver, Stu Cariisle, and Johri
Gallagher who contributed one goal apiece.

Last weekend, the polo team olaved in a
non-league invitational tournament at
M.I.T. defeating R.P.I, while losing to Boston
College and UConn. That tournament was
won by M.I.T. while the Minutemen came up
with a fourth place finish.

According to club president Bill Tharion,
the polo-men should have a season that is

Rolli ng Rock Beer

50*

also Gin Vodka,

Rum , Te'quila

85*

THE RESTAURANT is Coming!!
opening this week -

THE RESTAURANT is located at

FACES OF EARTH
Fresh juice bar, sandwiches,

soups and salads

open Mon.-Sat. 9:30am-6pnn

comparable to last year's 6-6 squad although
several key starters were lost to graduation.
"We're not as strong as we were last year,

but I'm pretty optimistic," sdid Tharion.
From here, the Minutemen are preparing

to host Mt. Hebron Academy tonight at 6:30
and will play the visiting Owls of Westfield
State at 6:30 and will play the visiting Owls of
Westfield State at 6:30 on tomorrow night.

Both contests will take place in Boyden Pool.
Last Spring, the Minutemen had a strong

campaign and were crowned New England
champs at the close of the season. This year
may not be a repeat performance due to
several first year players who were exposed
to their first intercollegiate competition in

that M.I.T. tournament.
POLO SHORTS: Russ Yarworth adds

speed to the UMass attack as he is also a
member of the men's varsity swim team and
holds several records. the fast breaks and
scoring plays in the game are very similar to
those employed in basketball... YaoA/orth
wants to know why Don O'Mallley didn't
show up for his swim team physical the
polo-men play an exciting game and would
like to see more spectators at their games

UNRFD
TRANSMISSION
EXCHANGE INC

•ill makf car iind truck
triinsmissions

n»'p.iir.!d Rebuilt Ex( hjniied

236 Plras.uii St

Northampton. Mass
584 6790
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Blair singles home winning run

Yanks edge Dodgers in twelfth

NEW YORK lUPI) - Yanks' Willie Randolph leads off the sixth with a solo home
run off LA'S Don Sutton that knotted the score at 2. Randolph scored the go-ahead
run In the eighth....

NEW YORK [UPf] - Willie Randolph, a
low wattage in his club's power-packed
lineup, homered in the sixth inning, then
doubled and scored the winning run on Paul
Blair's 12th-inning single last night to give
the New York Yankees a 4-3 victory over the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the first game of the
World Series.

The Yankees mounted their winning. rally

against reliever Rick Rhoden, the fifth

Dodgers' pitcher, when Randolph led off the
12th with a double into the right field corner.
Rhoden then issued an intentional walk to
Thurman Murwon ar>d Blair, a late-inning
replacement for Reggie Jackson in right
field, drilled a 2-2 pitch for a single to left

after failing to sacrifice twice.

Sparky Lyie, the Yankees' answer to the
Red Cross, saved the victory with 3 2-3
scoreless innings to gain credit for his third

straight post-season triumph. LyIe also won
the last two American League playoff games
jgainst Kansas City and now has a string of
10 1-3 scoreless innings in post-season
competition.

The Yankees, an underdog, now need
three more victories in the best- of-seven
series to win their first champior^ship since
1962. The second game of the series will be

played at Yankee Stadium tonight with the
teams then switching to Los Angeles for the
next three games beginning Friday night.

Burt Hooton will pitch for the Dodgers
tonight against Jim "Catfish" Hunter, who
will be making his first appearance for the
Yankees since Sept. 10.

The Dodgers, who had fallen behind 3-2
on Munson's run-scoring double in the
eighth inning, bounced back to tie the score
in the ninth when southpaw Don Gullett

finally ran out of gas after a strong effort.

Held to only four hits by Gullett over the
first eight innings. Dusty Baker led off the
ninth with a single, followed hy the play that
almost cost the Yankees the game.
With pinch hitter Manny Mota batting,

Baker was picked off first base by Munson
but eluded first baseman Chris Chambliss'
tag and dived back safely to the base. Gullett

retired Mota on a soft fly to right but walked
Steve Yeager on four pitches and was
replaced by relief ace LyIe, who was greeted
by pinch- hitter Lee Lacy's single which
scored Baker.

For six innings, Gullett and Don Sutton
locked up in a classic pitching duel and if it

TURN TO PAGE 22

Netwomen vs. South Conn.

^S*^^

Singles player Lee Robb, along with
the rest of the UMass women's tennis
team will be taking on Southern Con-
necticut on the NOPE courts at 3 GO this

afternoon. (Staff photo by Etltin D^vis)

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis will be in
action at home today, when it takes on
Southern Connecticut at 3:00 on the NOPE
courts.

Although UMass coach Bill Yu feels his
team should win today's and its two
remaining regular season matches, it won't
be an easy victory. Southern Conn, beat
Smith, 6-3, whereas the Minutewomen only
edged by Smith, 5-4.

Yu and his team are now 3-4, following
losses to Tufts and Dartmouth at away
matches over the long weekend.

In Medford on Friday, UMass fell to Tufts,
1-6. The team's only victory was netted by its

powerful first doubles team of Dawn Minaai
and Jennifer Ranz, which won 7-5, 7-6.
Falling to tough opponents were singles
players Cathy Maher, 2-6, 5-7, Lee Robb -
1-6, 5-7, Jackie Isgur - 4-6, 2-6, Carolyn
Mooney - 0-6, 2-6, and the second doubles
team of Martha Awiszus and Sherrie Lurie
which lost 0-6. 3-6.

Against Dartmouth on Monday, the
Minutewomen lost 2-5. The doubles teams of
Martha Awiszus and Sherrie Lurie and Jane
and Chris Carson captured the two UMass
wins, with scores of 6-4, 7-5, and 7-6, 6-7, 7-6
respectively. All four UMass singles players
lost, as did the first doubles team of Dawn
Minaai and Jennifer Ranz.

Although Yu said his squad played well
against Tufts and Dartmouth, he felt both
teams had better players and more depth.
Much of that is because they recruit players,
he noted.

.... and Paul Blair is interviewed after game winning single In the twelfth inning
that gave the Yanks a 4-3 win in the World Series opener. (UPI)

|udy Van Handle

ABC flexes its bankroll
Last night, as everyone from here to the

Panama Canal must now know, marked the
start of the annual fall classic, the World
Series.

Ho-hum, you say. Big deal. It happens
every fall. . But, baseball and media freaks,

this year marked the beginning of what could
be a dangerous tradition.

ABC is broadcasting the World Series.

Yes, that network which has brought us
such uplifting shows as Charlie's Angels, Mr.
Tand Tina, and the Love Boat, is now taking
control of baseball's yearly extravaganza.
And why did ABC get control of the World

Series? Simple. Money.
Professional baseball is no different from

the rest of professional sports. The dollar

sign dictates just what will happen within the
sport's structure.

According to Boston Globe SporTView
columnist Jack Craig, NBC had held the
rights for televising major league baseball for

21 years. But when its then-current contract
for $72 million had ran out at the end of the
1975 season, the major leagues renegotiated
a deal which included both ABC and NBC in

its framework.

Craig said the new deal, also to run four
years, brought baseball $92.8 million. The
agreement stipulated that NBC broadcast
was to all Saturday afternoon games, while
ABC had the rights to Monday night games.

But the sticky part of the new arrangement
was involved in the televising of post-season
play. It was agreed that NBC and ABC would
alternate their television; i.e., switch off

years.

In 1976, for example, NBC broadcast the
Series, while ABC had control of the play-

offs. This year, though, the roles are
reversed.

Actually, when the new televising package
was announced, NBC professed disbelief

that it was being forced to share its televising

rights with another network.
"NBC had held the rights for 21 years,"

Craig said. "So much for loyalty."

Yes, so much for loyalty. Big bucks told

the story here, as it so often does in

professional sports.

All that aside, the $20 million increase
dictated the network switch. The change
certainly wasn't based on talent.

ABC, which has grown from the number
three network in America to number one in

the spwce of just a few years, has already
contributed to the ruination of prime time
television with its steady diet of trite, banal,
and sometimes downright sexist shows.
Now it's setting out to ruin baseball.

What ABC is doing is trying to hype an
unhypable sport. Baseball needs no daytime
or prime-time pushing. Baseball does not
need to be speeded up to suit the whims of a
network. Most people enjoy baseball just for

what it is — a calm, serene, slow-paced
game, an oasis in a world of tinr>e-oriented

sports.

Baseball needs no high-powered
salesmen. It attracts people because they
appreciate it for being a 'thinking man's
sport,' one in which the cerebral often out-
weighs the physical.

Baseball thrives on a low-key approach.
No need for a Howard Cosell to constantly
irritate people with his obvious lack of class.

No need for Bob Uecker to continually tell

viewers of his not-so-splendid career. And,
certainly, no need for irrelevant statistical

information which just causes the head to
cloud and for one to shout "Enoughl"

All the sport of baseball needs to be a
success on TV is low-key announcers, less

hype, and more of the game. Baseball is not
orchestrated for the attention of the spec-
tators. It is not enhanced by cackling an-

nouncers. It sells itself.

And so ABC, that marvelous network
which has given Roone Arledge the job of
(heaven forbid!) rejuvenating its news
department, is broadcasting the World
Series.

Which, I guess, just goes to show that

even though the number one network in

America is broadcasting the number one
sporting spectacle in the land, it won't
necessarily be the number one production
around.

Far from it.

V

Supreme Court starts hearings on Bakke
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Allan Bakke's

lawyer told the Supreme Court yesterday the
University of California violated the Con-
stitution in denying him admission to its

medical school, discriminating against him
because he is white.

But Archibald Cox, the university's lawyer,
and Solicitor General Wade McCree,
presenting the federal government's side in

the closely watched "reverse discrimination
case," argued that professional schools must
not be blind to race if the nation is to remedy
past discrimination.

Attorney Reynold Colvin, representing the
37 year old twice- rejected white candidate
for the University of California's Medical
School at Davis, said the university was
wrong in setting aside 16 of 100 admissions
slots for members of minorities.
Cox and McCree, disagreed sharply —

McCree declaring that "to be blind to race
today IS to be blind to reality."

"We are here asking the court to give us
the full dimensions of the 14th amendment,"
which provides equal protection of law for all

persons, he said.

At one point. Cox was asked if the
university was imposing a "quota" on whites
by setting aside the openings for minorities,
and replied that while that might be true, it

did not amount to "pointing a finger... It was
not stigmatizing in the way the old quota
against Jews was stigmatizing."

"The facts here have none of the aspects
that lead us to think of quotas as a bad
word," Cox said. "It doesn't say you are
inferior. It isn't forced."

Justice Thurgood Marshall, the court's
only black, asked Colvin if he would be

making the same argument if only one slot
had been reserved.

"Numbers are unimportant," Colvin said.
"You are arguing about keeping

somebody out and the other Side is talking
about getting somebody in. It depends on
how you look at it," Marshall remarked.

Colvin told the court the factual cir-

cumstances of the case are vitally important.
"Normally, if we have a goal we select a

standard and above that standard we admit
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Senate plans bargaining strategy
By JON KLEIN ^^ ^^ ^3 W
A^L/^^.„_ o.-i; constitution savs "The PresiHpnt ch^ii k.. ....,, .. ^^ 'By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The student senate last night passed a
motion to create a six member collective
bargaining committee to coordinate student
efforts at faculty and administration
bargaining sessions.
The senate defeated an amendment by

Student Government Association Co-
President Jon Hite calling for Hite and Co-
President Pinky Batiste to chose one
member of the committee and for one of the
co-presidents to sit on the committee.

In other business the senate endorsed a
petition supporting decriminatlization of
marijuana. The senate also voted Jeffrey
Lutsky to serve -as acting Attorney General
for one week; pending approval by the
governmental affairs committee of the
process through which he was chosen.
The collective bargaining proposal created

a comminee to search for the student ob-
server to sit at the negotiation table during
faculty and administration negotiations. The
committee will also coordinate the efforts of
UMass grad. students and UMass Boston
students in the negotiations.

In the original proposal, the committee
would have included five members selected
by the coodinating committee with Senate
approval. The undergrad observer would be
the sixth member.

Hite introduced an amendment to have
seven members on the committee. Two
members would be chosen by the SGA co-
presidents one of the co-presidents would sit

on the committee and two more would be
chosen by the Senate. One would be
selected by the coordinating committee and
the seventh member would be the student
observer.

Hite gave many reasons to support his
proposal. He said the negotiations were "too
big a thing to be handled ultimately by the
SGA presidents or the senate alone."

Hite also cited constitutional reasons for
his amendment. Article III, section I, of the

constitution says "The President shall be
responsible for relations between the SGA
and the administration, faculty, and Board of
Trustees." Hite said "If I'm going to be

accountable (for the SGA) then dammit we
better have some input".
The senate debated if the committee is a

senate committee or an SGA committee and

who best represent the students. SenatorAdam Auster cited the constitutional
statement declaring the senate as the
supreme representative body".

Inside

Hi^om-?!"^"'*"^/""**.'^"'*' '"* 8"^' " ^"^"^ ^'P''>'"» '°^ 50 cents from Jefre Congelosi IC) and Mark Watsondiplomas are bemg sold to raise money for George Washington Upper Dorm. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)
The

Pursuing a career

Pursuing a major in the arts and
sciences does not have to mean
unemployment lines. See Nikki Aron-
son's story on Page 2.

Econ tutors funded
Undergraduate economics students

are taking care of their own these days.
Duane A. Stevens outlines their plans on
Page 2.

Men's Center
The Orchard Hill Men's Center is for

men. Julie Eagle takes a look at what
makes the center work. See Page 5.

Weather
Today the sun will dance,
Given half a chance.
No rain around.
But sweaters should abound.

Homecoming begins tonigfit;
many activities sct^eduled
By MEGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

You needn't be a football fan, a member of
the greek system, or an alumni to enjoy this
fall's homecoming festivities beginning
tonight. "•

Amidst all the hoopla this weekend, there
will be a wide variety of entertainment on
campus for everyone to indulge in.

Most of the shows and events are
scheduled at separate times to allow the
determined enthusiast a chance to see them
all.

The National Touring Company will
present 'Cabaret" in the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall Thursday, October 13 at 8 p.m.
Unfortunately, this one-time-only per-
formance is SOLD OUT.
The musical production features some

home-grown talent in Peter Boynton, a 1977
UMass graduate who plays Clifford Brad-
shaw and sings the solo "Why Should I

Wake Up."
There are no tickets remaining for the

performance, part of the Broadway Series at
the Fine Arts Center.

George Benson will appear tonight at 8
p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage. Tickets will be
available at the door. The cost is $5.00 with a
student ID, $6.50 without.

Contrary to current rumor, Curry Hicks
Cage is not "a pit." The basketball fioor is

down and there is no dirt anywhere. Accord-
ing to a member of the Union Program
Council, the program's sponsor, the place is

"all fixed up and looks great."
As of yesterday only 2000 tickets had been

sold, leaving the Union Program Council with
2200 tickets and an $11,000 deficit. "As
students this can only wind up coming out of
our own pockets. " If students don't start
coming out of the walls to buy tickets today,
according to the SUPC, there will never be
another Union-sponsored concert.

Friday Niflht, October 14
To generate the homecoming football

spirit, the Homecoming Float Parade
sponsored by the Greek Council will begin at
7:15 p.m. at Haigus Mall. (The area en-
compassed by SBA, Whitmore and the Fine
Arts Center).

The parade features floats and cars
decorated by fraternities and sororities. The

ROTC color guard, the UMass marching
band, majorettes, cheerleaders, clowns,
jugglers and other events.
The parade will wind around downtown

Amherst to the reviewing stand in the center
of town by the Post Office. Judges v/ill

award prizes to the best Greek and non-
Greek float. The parade will then wind back
to the mall where it will end at the doors of
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

At this point. The 3rd Annual Multiband
Pops Concert will begin. The concert is

presented free of charge at 8:15 p.m. and
features the UMass marching band (fresh
from the parade), the symphony band wind
ensemble, the Dixie- Land band, two Jazz
workshop bands, and a special appearance
by the University Dancers.
The concert emcee will be Diane Luciani,

well-known UMass baton twirier.

The show features music of all types and
should appeal to everyone, as proved by the
packed audiences of previous Homecoming
performances.

If your tastes lean toward something
quieter. The Five Colleqe Dance Department

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Econ tutors

given funds
By DUANE A. STEVENS
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Economics Council

(DEC) was recently granted funds for the

purpose of providing tutors for students

having difficulty with economics courses.

The action granting the funds came as the

•end result of a coordinated effort by the

DEC, including a p)etition presented to

Department Chairman Dr. Donald Katzner by

a student from Economics 204, and con-

sultation with Dean Alfange of the College of

Arts and Sciences.

According to UEC member Dave Boutilier,

the student who presented the petition to

Katzner was having problems in receiving

help from his professor.

While the program is still in the planning

stages, the UEC hopes to provide three or

four upperclassmen economics majors to

assist students in Economics 103, 104, 203
and 204 who are having difficulty with these

courses.

Professor James J. Kindahl, commenting
on the program said, "the tutoring of un-

dergraduates by undergraduates is effective

because of the relatively narrow age dif-

ferential between most students. As a result,

students are more attuned to other students'

problems than are professors," he said.

The UEC was founded in spring 1976 with

the basic overriding principle that un-

dergraduates should be allowed greater

decision-making power in the quality and

content of their education.

According to Boutilier, it was especially

crucial that lines of communication be
opened up between students and faculty,

and that a sense of community be developed

among students.

Boutilier said providing services to

students (such as course counselling,

providing career information and the

maintenance of a graduate school catalog

collection) would be a major function of the

UEC. He also said a newsletter will be
published soon and sent to students. He
added a significant achievement of the UEC
had been the placement of six student

requested courses into the economics
curriculum for the fall semester 1976.

The UEC office and a student study lounge

is located in Thompson 100. Persons in-

terested in either the tutoring program or the

UEC are welcome to drop by.

Mark Allen ties an armband on Seth Jacobson as part of a demonstration to oppose construction of a qym at Kent State

Iwhere four students were killed in 1970. About 1500 students were given bands. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Carter faces tougher policy issues
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

The new Panama Canal treaty may be
President Carter's top priority in foreign

policy, but there are even more important
foreign issues, facing the country today
according to a U.S. State Department of-

Alumni 'Skills Bank'
gives advice on work
By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Focusing on the plight of Arts and
Sciences seniors who face graduation and
possible unemployment in June, Kenneth
Somers, administrative assistant to the

director of student services, has created and
developed the first Alumni Skills Bank
Program for 1977. In cooperation with the

Alumni Advisory Council and the Placement
Office in Hampshire House, Somers will be

hosting the first of three Fall sessions

designed to advise students on interviews,

resumes, personal presentation and the

working achievement.
The program begins tomorrow night at 8

p.m. in Campus Center Room 171 with a

panel discussion between interested

students, faculty, and five alumni. A
moderator will also be present to direct

topics of discussion and questions.

The proposed format "evisions three

distinct but related sessions," according to

recommendations made to the Alumni

Advisory Council by Dan Fitzpatrick of the

Placement Office staff in a June
memorandum. The first session will comprise

alumni representing business, industrial and

community service professions to expose
"undirected" students to a variety of career

opportunities.

The second session scheduled for Oct. 27
and 28, will host alumni who have made their

careers in business and industry for the

benefit of "the business major". The third

session to be held on November 10 and 11

will provide information for students con-

cerned with futures in service areas.

More than 40 Alumni responded to a letter

requesting participation in the Alumni Skills

Bank Program. Alumni were signed up for

the three sessions according to the flexibility

of their scheduling and alumni have been
advised by the Placement Office to cover

issues relating to their own situations and
experiences.

Alumni participants will answer questions

such as "What is it tike to go to work?",

"What has my career path been like", and
"What kinds of training programs, if any, do
firms in your industry offer?"

Persons involved in the program are
optimistic about the success of providing
students with relevent and useful in-

formation about what is often referred to as
"the real world".

ficial. David Scott Palmer, Chairman of the

Latin American Studies of The Foreign

Service Institute of the U.S. State Depart-

ment who cited U.S. -Mexican relations as

one example of "foreign policy issues which
are infinitely more complex" than the

Panama Canal treaty.

"U.S. policy will not stand or fall on the
Panama Canal decisions" Palmer told an
audience at Smith College last night.

Although he did not discuss the specifics

of the treaty. Palmer said it represented a
shift in Official U.S. perception of Latin

American countries. 'It is time," Palmer said,

"for the United States to look at Latin

America as it should look at the Third World:
not in terms of East-West relations or in

terms of security, but in terms of North-
South issues."

Palmer said the North-South issues in-

cluded economic, national and social issues.
He noted the East-West, North-South

conceptions were not his own but were from
official U.S. documents.

Palmer said, "the implication of the

Panama Canal treaty is that the treaty is

important not in issues of security, but in the
perception of the degree of maturity of Third

World countries, as if they were important
actors on the world stage." He noted the

U.S. had previously dealt with Latin

American countries differently from the way
it dealt with other nations.

Earlier in his speech. Palmer outlined the

contexts, relating to the Carter ad-

ministration, in which he felt the treaty ought
to be viewed.

He said, "it must be recognized that there

are multiple factors involved, not just the

US. and country X or Y" which can affect

any treaty being negotiated. Secondly, there

are different policies for different parts of the

world, at any point in time. Third, policy

tends to be cumulative — rarely can a person

point to abrupt alterations. Any policy starts

out in very small ways and gradually, if it has
merit, advances into a dominate policy."

Palmer cited the Carter administration's
human rights policy and the Panama Canal
treaty as examples of policies which took a
long time to develop. Even the human rights

policy, he said, existed as an issue long
before Carter took office, although he was
first to address it as an administrative
priority.

During a brief question and answer
session. Palmer said he thought it unlikely

the treaty would be ratified during the
present session in Congress. Chances for

ratificatipn would be only slightly better
during the next session, he said, and could
possibly take up to three years to ratify.
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By r\/IATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Vandals broke into the service station

garage at Tillson Farm Sunday night and
smashed $2,000 worth of glass, campus
police reported.

Fifty three windows panes on the north
side of the garage, and the windshields of
nine state vehicles were shattered, police

said. It is only one of several weekend in-

cidents involving vandalism.

Late Saturday night someone hurled a

rock at the plate glass window next to the

Campus Center Music Library, leaving a 10-

foot crack across its surface. Repairmen
have taped up the damage, estimated at

$500, police said.

In another incident, someone drove their

automobile around a wet open field between
the football stadium and lot 22 Sunday,
digging up dirt and grass at a cost of $150,

campus police reported.

More windows were smashed Sunday
night in the storage shed on the North Village

Access Road, one-half mile from the Tillson

Farm garage, police said. No connection has

been made between the two incidents.
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By JOAN ARBETTER
Collegian Staff

Last year at UMass there were 69 fires

which caused over $30,000 in campus wide
damages. The United States has the highest

death rate by fire in the world. Nationwide,
7400 fires at colleges caused $27 million in

damages. During National Fire Prevention

Week, Oct. 9 15, the department of En-

vironmental Health and Safety will focus on
the need for active fire prevention and safety.

Last year, according to Fire and Safety

Officer Keith Hoyle, there were fires in Cance
and Washington that each cost $5000. Other
fires were in Hasbrook Lab, JOA, and

Hamlin. •

The fires are frequently caused by candles,

flammable storage articles, frayed electric

chords and in the case of Washington there

were cardboard boxes too close to a clothes

drying unit

Other fire hazards are combustibles riorm

rooms, improper disposal of cigarette ends

and - against University regulations —
cooking in student rooms, hotplates and
burning candles without a glass protective

covering.

Fire safety orientation sessions for all

secretaries and custodians will be conducted

today. Contact Keith Hoyle for information at

52682.

UM Bakke debate-
forum for discussion
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

While many students may still wonder
what all the furor over some Californian

named Allan Bakke is all about, those who
attended Tuesday night's debate in Mahar
Auditorium have a much clearer idea. While

the debate provided a good forum for

discussing the facts of the case, it also

pointed out more vividly the possible im-

plications of the case — and just how
strongly many people feel about it.

News Analysis

In his opening remarks, Moderator Brian

DeLima termed the debate an "educational

forum" designed to educate the community
about the case. For those who came to hear

a highly structured, fact-filled exchange of

two opposing viewpoints with a clear-cut

victory, the proceedings must have been a

disappointment. Although the participants

appeared well briefed, the debate frequently

turned into an emotion-filled, verbal slugfest

that went so far as to include personal at-

tacks on opposing debaters.

Most guilty was Plaisel Benjamin, former

UMass Afro-American Studies professor,

whose factual content and forceful delivery

was impressive, but whose attacks on pro-

Bakke speaker Allan Kort tarnished his

presentation.

Benjamin claimed Kort had a "profound
lack of understanding of American history,"

and suggested Kort stick to Russian history,

in which he holds a doctorate. While Ben-

jamin himself showed a profound un-

derstanding of American history, his hostile

attack played on the emotions of a crowd
that had sat quietly through the statements

of two constitutional lawyers and was ready

to react strongly to anything.

That such attacks were made and con-

tinued to be made to a lesser degree from

both sides, reveals the explosiveness of the

case.

One student, upon leaving the Auditorium,

called it "the most subjective debate I've

ever seen," and complained the participants

did not stick to the case.

It became clear, however, that the exact

facts of University of California vs. Allan

Bakke are hard to come by. Stan Kinard,

organizer of the debate, said Monday that

the debate was organized because "we are

concerned that the facts have not been

properly put fourth by the news media."

That the national press has been less than

thorough in investigating the case is certainly

a point open to discussion, but the debaters
themselves proved just how difficult it is to

find the absolute facts.

When Prof. Denise Carty Benia, an ar-

ticulate law professor from Northeastern

University, said that the UCal-Davis Medical

School program is not designed exclusively

for minority students, the pro- Bakke side

retorted that only minority students had been
accepted through the program.

Benjamin asserted that if minority students

got 16 of the 100 seats available at the

medical school, then that left 84 seats for

whites. Green countered by saying "this is

simply not true," and pointed out that

minority students were allowed to apply for

the other seats.

But it was not the specifics of the Bakke
case which were of greatest concern to

either team. The two major issues that

surfaced were the methods used to im-

plement affirmative action and the effect the

Bakke decision will have on its future.

The pro- Bakke team asserted that the

UCal-Davis affirmative action program uses a

quota system based on race. They claimed

this is both discriminatory and un-

constitutional, and in violation of the equal

protection clause of the 14th Amendment. It

conceded that there was an "atrocious lack

of minority doctors in this country," but that

there were better, alternative methods of

integrating minorities into professional

schools, such as recruitment programs and
better educational opportunities.

"UCal-Davis has conceded that less

qualified students have been admitted," said

Greene, asserting that quota systems are not

the proper way to approach affirmative

action.

Meanwhile, the anti-Bakke side argued

that admissions procedures are subjective

processes.
"Affirmative Action is designed to make

sure that the people in power do not over-

look minorities like they have for the past 250

years," said Benia.

Asian-American student

member of the anti-Bakke

Affirmative Action could

without quotas, and cited

which indicated it could not.

Perhaps the most intriguing and per-

ceptive argument of the night was in Ben-

jamin's closing statement, when he pointed

out that in every case of black advancement
in American history there has been a

medical, legal and social backlash from

whites. Now, after the civil rights progress of

the sixties, Benjamin said, Allan Bakke is just

repeating history.

While the debate was educational, its

intensity served to show us just how ex-

plosive the Bakke decision could be when
the Supreme Court hands down its decision

some months from now.

John Yong, a

team, asked if

be guaranteed
various figures

No, the Physical Plant isn't hiding in the bushes. Charles Pilvinis, a Physical
Plant grounds worker, pulls weeds out of the shrubs on the ledge along the east
side of the library. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Greeks debate benefit $
By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

The Greek Area Council last night was the

scene of heated discussion on who should

Janice Fielder, driving the campus shuttle bus route. (Staff photo by Howard
Labitt)

Men drivers'

dominate
bus service
By MARCIA I^URPHV
Collegian Staff

Men outnumber women u UMass bus
drivers by a 10-1 margin for a simple

reason - more men seek the j6b.

A Title IX survey conducted by the

UMass Department of Facility Planning

and Operations last spring indicated

Student Transit Service hiring is con-

ducted "under a very fair system". Hiring

practices in the system are evaluated

every semester.

Of the 127 UMass bus drivers only 11

are women. But only 18 per cent of last

years applicants were females. The
transit service administration says this is

the main reason for the low percentage
of women drivers. This semester,
however, there was an increase in the

number of female applicants.

Women are beginning to show more
interest in bus driving, historically a male-

dominated job. Susan Campbell, one of

the survey conductors, says the high

proportion of males "will take time to

change."
Any UMass student in a degree

program of at least six credits can apply

to become a bus driver. For persons with

a Class 2 drivers license and at least three

remaining semesters training, programs
are available every semester.

benefit from the $1000 raised at a tropical

plant sale held earlier in the semester.
Several proposals were heard by the council,

but the final decision was put off until the
next meeting.

Kathy Moore, one of the organizers of the

plant sale, proposed the money be given to

the American Epilepsy Foundation, arguing

the funds would assist many young people in

their struggle against discrimination due to

their physical disability.

According to Moore, when the council

decided to hold the plant sale it was decided

that the money would go to charity, and she

proposed giving it to the epilepsy fund, but

the council has been putting off fie

discussion since then.

Other members of the council rece. iy

proposed that $500 be given to a Greek orea

scholarship fund, for two students active in

the Greek area. Opponents of the scholarship

proposal argued that it is illegal. Student
Senate Treasurer Priscilla West said any
RSO money which goes to scholarships

must go through the University Financial Aid
office, which will allot it based on scholarship

and need, rather than on activity in the
community.

A supporter of the scholarship proposal
said, "We did this in 1972. I don't see why we
can't do it again." Another supporter asked if

the money could be rem5ved from RSO and
deposited in a local bank, so as to be readilv

available. John Foley replied that RSO
money can never leave the RSO system.

Other proposals were to give $500 to the
Greek area Christmas party, which has
already been budgeted $1,0(X), or to give it to
other charities.

After a lengthy debate in which nothing
was resolved, the issue was postponed to the
next meeting.

After the meeting, Kathy Moore com-
mented, "In the past the Greek area has been
a service-mindedcommunity, and I wish it

would continue that way, rather than
becoming more self-serving."

She said she will continue to advocate
giving the money to the epilepsy fund. "We
have given away thousands of dollars in the
past to things like cancer research and never
batted an eyelash," she said.
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Mass. House revives legislation

to ban homosexuals from jobs
BOSTON \AP] - In an after bitter debate

— which threatened at times to get out of

hand — the Massachusetts House revived

legislation yesterday aimed at banning
discrimination against homosexuals in most
public jobs.

The measure had been rejected Tuesday,
120-101, but was reconsidered, 116-107, after

a concerted lobbying effort by the

Democratic leadership and prime supporters

of the measure.

However, further action was postponed
and it was not certain if planned com-
promises will affect the original results. Rep.
Barney Frank, D- Boston, a prime supporter,
said it was apparent that the House would
not favor the bill, as it had been approved by
the Senate. He asked for time to consider
possible amendments.

Floor debate became personal and
tempers were short. Rep. William G.

Robinson, R-Melrose, who said someone in a

rostrum conversation had used the "wrong
word" said the House was "ready to ex-

plode" and needed time to cool off.

Some of the remarks that prompted
heated exchanges were public and some
others were not. Rep. Philip L. Shea, D-

Lowell, an opponent of the bill was a central

figure in several exchanges. Other members
complained of private statements circulating

on the floor.

Rep Elaine Noble, D-Boston, an avowed
homosexual, said that Shea seemed to have
a vendetta against her on this and said,

'Oftentimes we accuse others of what we
are guilty of ourselves."

Shea said he did not have any vendetta
and was proud of the fact that he wasn't gay

just as, he felt, Miss Noble was proud of the
fact that she was.

Rep. John J. Murphy, D-Peabody, favored
the bill and read the preamble to the state

constitution, dealing with everyone's
inalienable rights. "We have a duty to vote
for it," Murphy said.

Rep. Thomas D. Lopes, D-New Bedford,
said if this passes, Massachusetts will

become the national headquarters for the
gay liberation movement.

Another member said that this was the tip

of the iceberg and said that there was a

recent decision in San Francisco to require
the teaching of a gay history course in the
junior high schools.

Proponents countered repeatedly that the
bill was limited to discrimination in public
jobs and said it in no way indicates a
legislative position on homosexuality.

*Homecoming festivities begin
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

will present "Dance As A Visual Experience:
Films And Video, " a screening of video tap>es

and films at 8 p.m. at Graham Hall on the
Smith College campus.
The presentation will be made by Richard

Lorber, videodance specialist, as part of an
intensive Videodance Workshop sponsored
over the weekend by the Five College Dance
Department. The three day workshop will be
held Oct. 14, 15, 16 at UMass and will feature

The 'King of Jazz," Benny Goodman and

guest artists, Richard Lorber and Blondell
Cummings. For further information, call Five
College Dance, 545-0968.

Saturday Night, October 15
The Day all you football fans have been

waiting for starts at noon in back of the
stadium with a tail-gating party. Bring your
own food and beverages.

Arts Center Concert Hall. The show is sold
out. This is Goodman's first performance at
UMass.

"A Cabaret Disco", sponsored by the
Third World Steering Committee, will be held
at the Student Union Ballroom from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. The Benny Goodman concert will
be out by 10:30 p.m., according to Fine Arts

The Football game against the University Center Publicity Director David Letters, for
of Rhode Island begins at 1 p.m. those who are interested in
his sextet will perform at 8 p.m. in the Fine events.

attending both

* Lawyers argue over Baiclce
CONT FROM PAGE 1

people," he said. "It is precisely the opposite

herp. Here the number is chosen and the
number is filled regardless of the standard."

Colvin said the university was indulging in

"broad generalizations" when it set aside the

16 spots for minority students. It is not true,

he said, that all members of a given race have
the same economic and educational
disadvantages.

Justice William Rehnquist inquired, "What
if the university said 'We just want to in-

crease the number of minority doctors'?"
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"To the extent that the preterence is based
on race, we believe it is unconstitutional,"

Colvin replied.

Justice John Paul Stevens asked Colvin if

he disagreed with the university that all 16

minority students were qualified to proceed
with a medical education.

"We simply say there is nothing to say
they were qualified," Colvin replied.

"Taking the university's own standard of a

grade average of 2.5 or above they didn't

measure up."
Bakke, a Vietnam veteran, trained in

engineering, decided to become a medical
doctor and applied to the University of
California Davis campus in 1972.

Although scoring 468 on a total 500 in the
admission "point system," Bakke was
rejected.

He wrote to the school admission director,
pleading for reconsideration. When that
letter was unanswered in a month, he wrote
again, bitterly saying he felt "compelled to
pursue a different course of action" to get
admitted, according to a letter quoted by the
New York Times.
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HOUSING
EXEMPTIONS

Spring 1978 Housing Exemp-tion

Applications are due no later than

November 4, 1077.

Applications will not be accepted

after this date. Please submit all

applications to the housing office,

235 whitmore. Think you.

Me/i's Center provides

info on c/janging male
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Where can a UMass male go to explore his

feelings on masculinity? Where can he learn

about the relationship between his in-

dividuality and today's changing role of men?
The Orchard Hill Men's Center (OHMC), 112
Grayson dormitory, offers "an incredible

range of things about men" and information
"on actual male socialization — what it's like

to grow up male in this society — financially,

politically, emotionally, and health-wise,"
according to Ron Hedge, a second semester
freshman and an OHMC founder.
The office of the Men's Center contains a

small library and serves as a resource room
for counselling, referrals, and discussion
groups. The center this year is offering films,

lectures, and workshops relevant to men's
issues.

Asked how the recent wave of men's
awareness movements have been affected
by women's liberation Madge said,

"Women's lib has helped to speed up male
awareness ... with more women working
now, men have time to explore alternative

options ... such as helping with the children,

discovering personal interests, whatever."
He adds, "it is very important for fathers to

get to know their children." The Men's

citing a survey last year in The Boston Globe
which concluded the largest number of male
suicides occur between the ages of 18 to 28
— out of alienation and loneliness, Hadge
added.
The OHMC was established last spring,

Hadge says. "A group of men got together
to discuss issues of male oppression and
male needs ... such as sexuality and health.

We felt that a lot of these needs weren't
being met and that a lot of consciences had
to be raised," he said. Hadge says that the
men's center is a "vehicle" in which to

accomplish this. Southwest area already
had a Men's Center located in Kennedy
tower.

The idea of forming a men's center for the
Orchard Hill area originally sprang from
discussions on men's issues at a "Men's
Liberation" colloquium at Dickinson dor-

mitory. Another factor involved in the initial

development was "a lot of resident advisers
and head of residences were realizing it was
just as important as Racism and Sexism
centers," Hadge says.

One of the major functions of the Men's
Center, Hadge explains, is to "sensitize" the
resident advisers through workshops on
men's issues, so the advisers can gain an
awareness of the complexities involved in

playing a male role in today's society, and

Center, he explains, allows members to learn

about "alternative" situations, such as
husbands and wives splitting household and
financial responsibilities down the middle, bi-

sexuality, or homosexuality.

The OHMC wants "to work in conjunction
with other centers," such as Third World,
Sexism, and Women's — since those centers

also aim to combat stereotyping. The stereo-

type of the successful male — logical,

strong, decisive, and prosperous — is

"enforced by the media." Pat Brennan an
OHMC member believes, Hadge adds, "the
stereotype is being questioned, but the
actual reality isn't here ...

" He says there is

"a correlation" between women questioning
their role as emotional and men questioning
their role as logical,

logical.

Another major goal of the center is to

"perpetuate a better atmosphere for men
coming to this university, to make the fresh-

man experience a more healthy and personal

one ... this can be done by training freshman
counsellors on men's issues — on things that

need to be questioned" and also by
educating newcomers on options as the
Inquiry programs, and others, explained

Hadge.
The Inquiry Program, which can run be-

tween three and five semesters, is "an
alternative program to your freshman and
sophomore year that is centered around
individual growth," Hadge says.

Hadge and Brennan believe options such
as it and others, help to make a freshman
experience at UMass "more personalized,"

and first year males should explore programs
offered by the Men's Center to further ease

their adjustment. The OHMC is "another

niche to get out of the role where they're put

in with all the intro courses, and talk to

people on a more personal level," Brennan
says. 'Alternative programs," he continued,
"can stimulate ideas."

"People don't realize the importance of
the Men's Center," Hadge says. College men
are highly vulnerable to suicide, he explains.

perhaps teach colloquia on what they've
learned.

Asked what initiates men today to

question their roles? Hadge explains, "it was
a teaching job that increased my curiosity

about masculinity in our society. I worked
with perceptionally handicapped children

and saw the innocence in ' youth and I

wondered about the anger in adolescence —
where'd it all come from? ... I can remember
guys in high school abusing their bodies with
drugs and alcohol just to impress others ...

There's more to life than that ... You can
have a good time without it ... Driving too
fast was another part of the macho image."

Brenner, who participated in the now
defunct Global Survival Program his fresh-

man year, explains that switching the two
programs — "totally opposite extremes" —
left him with a question: What direction did

he want to put himself in? After discussing

his feelings and assessing his role as an
individual in Global Survival, he was thrust

into the rigidity of Engineering requirements,
which allow him "no time for social life," he
said.

The men's center, Brennan explains, has
helped him explore his feelings on his role as
an individual in relation to his pragmatic
career plans.

All the OHMC programs are open to the
entire campus, although small-scale func-
tions, such as films and workshops, are
bound to attract students living near the
dorm in which the events are held, Hadge
says.

When well-known speakers or open social
functions are on the agenda, a larger, more
representative turnout will be expected. "So
far we've gotten a fantastic response,"
Brennan said, referring to the recent showing
at Butterfield dormitory of "Men's Lives — a

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Smoking mothers
risk miscam'age

BOSTON [UP/] Pregnant women who
smoke cigarettes are almost twice as likely to
suffer miscarriages as those who do not, an
article in the current issue of The New
England Journal of Medicine concludes.
"We conclude that smoking during

pregnancy is a risk factor for spontaneous
abortion," researchers said.

The article compared frequency of
smoking during pregnancy among women
aborting spontaneously with that among
women with normal delivery at least 28
weeks after conception. The researchers said
previous similar studies did not distinguish
between spontaneous abortion and induced
abortion.

The study considered 574 women who had
spontaneous abortions in three New York
City hospitals from April 1974 through
August 1976. A control group was recruited
from public prenatal clinics of the same
hospitals.

"Women who had aborted spontaneously
reported smoking during pregnancy more
often than those with delivery after 28 weeks
gestation: 41 per cent of cases and 28 per
cent of controls smoked," the researchers
reported.

"The odds ratio for the highly significant
association with smoking was 1.8" —
meaning the risk of miscarriage was almost
double for smokers over non-smokers.

N.H. bars open
later on weekends
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - From now until

Jan. 15, New Hampshire bars and
restaurants may stay open an extra hour on
weekends to compete with Massachusetts
and to recoup for increased state liquor
license fees.

Costas Tentas, chairman of the state
Liquor Commission, said yesterday the hours
will be extended on Friday and Saturday
from 12:45 a.m. to 1:45 a.m. Sunday hours
will be moved from 11:45 p.m. to 12:45 a.m.

Monday-through-Thursday hours will end
at the usual shutoff time of 12:45 a.m.

Tentas said the new hours will give bar and
restaurant owners a chance to recoup a 40
per cent increase in license fees approved by
the legislature.

Tentas added that another reason for the
trial extension is the high cost of weekend
entertainment and the fact that Massa-
chusetts lounges stay open until 1:45 a.m.

Cancer researcher

creates virgin birth
BAR HARBOR, Maine [AP] - Virgin birth

may be possible in higher mammals, ac-
cording to the findings of a Jackson
Laboratory cancer researcher conducting
experiments with laboratory mice.

In a research project by Dr. Leroy C.
Stevens, a mouse was born of a "pseudo-
pregnant" foster mother carrying a normal
embryo which had been fused with an
ovulated egg know as a parthenote, the
genetics research center reported vesterdav.
A parthenote is an ovulated egg that acts

as though it were fertilized, developing in the
uterus for a time as an embryo.

Stevens, a senior staff scientist at the

laboratory, fused the embryos as a technique
for studying the mysterious origins of par-
thenotes.

The virgin birth process, defined as par-
thenogenesis, is known to occur in lower
forms of life. Stevens discovered in 1974 that
the process might be possible among
mammals when he found virgin mice
pregnant with parthenogenetic embryos.

In his latest experiment, Stevens noted
that the laboratory mouse has an unusual
genealogy: it has three mothers and one
father.

On one side of the family is a normal set of
parents. On the other side is a foster mother
and a parthenote from a virgin female.

Stevens explained that while the par-
thenote initially has all the genetic capacity
for life, normal growth usually stops after
about a week. A parthenote has never
developed to full term in the female in which
it originated.

In his study, Stevens determined that the
parthenote can develop in another female.
He reported removing a parthenote from its

virgin mothei, fusing it with a normal embryo
at the same stage of development, then
implanting the new embryo in a foster
mother where it came to full term and was
born.

Confidentiality given
for psychologists
BOSTON [UP/] - Legal confidentiality

with patients would be extended to
psychologists under a bill approved
yesterday by the Massachusetts Senate

The bill was initially approved by the
Senate on a 19-16 roll call.

"In the past we have extended this
privilege of communications to very few
people." said Senate Assistant Minority
Leader David H. Locke, R-Wellesley.
He said the legal privilege of not disclosing

information provided by an individual is now
given to clergymen, lawyers, doctors and
recently, "highly trained psychiatrists."

Locke said, "I question the wisdom of
extending the doctrine of privilege com-
munications to psychologists ... We should
not extend this doctrine to every group that
comes knocking on our doors."
He said psychiatric social workers, social

workers and marriage counselors could
easily ask for the same privilege in future
years.

Mass. stores to be

open on Christmas
BOSTON [UP/] - Retail stores in the state

would be permitted to do business on
Sundays between Thanksgiving and
Christmas under a bill given initial approval
yesterday by the Massachusetts House.
The bill was presented as a pilot program

aimed at gathering objective data on public
attitudes toward the state's 300-year-old blue
laws Repeal of Sunday sales restrictions was
approved in a referendum on the 1976 ballot.

Rep. Richard H. Demers, D-Chicopee,
said, although the non-binding referendum
was approved, there were still many people
opposed to repeal of the laws, including
labor unions, merchants' organizations and
small businesses.
The bill was submitted following a retailers

revolt last Christmas in which a number of
department stores stayed open on Sundays
despite state law.
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Saint Louis University is a private Jesuit University

located in St. Louis, Missouri. The School of Law
offers programs leading to the J.D., j.D./M.B.A.,

J.D./M.H.A., and J.D./M.A. Urban Affairs. Students
may elect courses concentrating in the areas of

juvenile law, taxation, urban law, and commercial
law. Clinical courses offer students valuable
practical experience in the areas of mental health,

employment discrimination, appellate practice,

juvenile law and criminal law.

A representative of Saint Louis University School
of Law will be on campus to meet with interested

students.

Representative:

Associate Dean Rudolph C. Hasl

Date and Time: Monday, October 17, 1977

8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

To schedule an appointment please contact:

Student Development Center
The Saint Louis University School of law admits students oi any race.

color, and national or ethnic origin.
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Trans-Atlantic balloonists foiled
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\UPI] - Two Colorado balloonists
yesterday lost their gamble to be the first to
fly the Atlantic and ditched their helium-filled
"Eagle" about 50 miles southeast of Halifax,
Nova Scotia.

Both pilots were reported uninjured.
Dewey Reinhard and Steve Stephenson,

of Colorado Springs, Colo., were spotted
floating in the water by a Canadian search
and rescue aircraft crew who relayed the
location to a ground tracking station near
Washington, DC. Two ships moved to pick
up the men and their black and silver balloon.
"We did confirm that the Eagle has landed

in the water off the coast of Halifax, Nova
Scotia," said Don Witten of the Goddard
Space Flight Center

"Both pilots are okay." The gondola of the
balloon was a catamaran that enabled the
men to float in the high Atlantic waves.
The Coast Guard in New York said they

had a plane circling overhead dropping
smoke markers and that the men had
splashed down at 3 30 p.m. EDT. A
spokesman said they had put out a sea
anchor and vere riding comfortably.
The Canadian Coast Guard in Halifax said

It had a ship in the area and were sending
another as well as a helicopter to the scene.

Earlier, the two balloonists had "an-
chored" the balloon, using a unique system
of buoys linked to a steel cable in an attempt
to hold the balloon from drifting off course
until a low pressure system passed.

Witten said the ground crew had not yet
been advised why the men lost their $250,000
attempt to become the first balloonists to
cross the Atlantic. Since 1873, 15 attempts
have been made and five persons have died.
The longest distance traveled by a

balloonist was last year when Ed Yost, a life-

time balloonist who holds several balloon
patents, reached 200 miles east of the
Azores.

The story of a young, English footman
who served the Lady Booby
but loved the little Fanny.
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BAR HARBOR, Maine (UPI): Shown having a cup of coffee just before lifting off in
their 85 ft., helium filled balloon, are (left) Steve Stephenson, 44, and (right) Dewev
Remhard, 47, both of Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Woman Lt. tops class
WASHINGTON \UPI] - One of the first six women to complete flight navigator training isbeing graduated at the top of her class, the Air Force announced Wednesday

..oH^* ^^'^ ^- ^'99'"s o^ Hometown, III., earned the highest grades in flying andacadeniic subjects in the class of 18 men and women to receive navigator wings at Mather Airhorce Base, Calif., yesterday, the Air Force said.
Lt. Higgins will be assigned duty aboard KC135 aerial tankers. Other women graduates willalso serve on the tankers, transport planes or weather reconnaissance aircraft
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If most of the forecasters are correct it

will be. so why not get ready now
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NAVY OFFKER.
YOU GET RESPONSIBILITY

ULL
GET THE STRIPES.

A lot of companies vniII offer vou an important sounding
title.

But how man>- offer >ou a reall\- important job?
In the Na\v, \ou pet one as soon as you earn your com-

mission. A job with responsibility. A job that requires skill

and leadership. A job that's more than just a job. because
its also an adventure'.

If that's the kind of job you're looking for. speak to your
local recruiter. Contact: ,

Navy Officer Information Team at the Placement Of
fice, Thursday and Friday, 13 and 14 October 1977
from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM, and also at the Howard-
Johnson's Motor Lodge, Route 9 Hadley Thursdav
12 October 1977

NAVY
NUaEAR PROPULSION.
THE FASTEST WAY UP

•:<•:•:•:•:•:•:
If you want to get into nuclear engineering, start by get- ,:::;x

ting into the Nuclear Navy.

The Navy operates more than half the reactors in i;:;:;:

America. Our nuclear training is the most comprehensive.

You start by earning your commission as a Navy Officer, xj:::

Then we give you a year of advanced nuclear training.

During your career, you'll get practical, hands-on experi- iS;

ence vsith our nuclear powered fleet

.

If that sounds like the kind of responsibility you're ^
looking for, speak to: Navy Engineering Programs

at Marston Hall

Thursday and Friday
13 and 14 October 1977 M

heavy sweatee
Footwear Special:

FRYE BOOTS
ALL 15% OFF,

Any size, style or color

for Men and Women.

LEVI CORDUROYS
Straight legs and flares

Reg. $15.50 now only

WOMEN'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS

Woven flannel in fall

assorted plaids and colors

$11.95

The Special:

PULLOVER SWEATER
BY ERIC SCOTT
Women's Wool Blend Crew

Neck Sweaters in Ivory, Rust
and Burgundy. Reg. $25.00

15.95

$13.95 15% Off
CAPEZIO
DANCE WEAR
All styles and colors

this week onlv.

The Basic and Contemporary Clothing and Shoe store for Men, Women, and Children.

Ma$»achusells; H^rvdrd Sq, (Cambridge: Newbury St., BoMon: flclmonl Si. BrtKk'ton; No. Shun- .ShiippinK

(Center. Pcabtnlv; Hasltield Mall. Springfield i Route y. Amherst; Burlington WaU Connecticuli Bishops Corner
Shopping (lenter.W. Hartford. New Jersey: Paramus I'ark.Woodhridge Shopping C"cnler.Hshelon Mall.
Voorhees: Riverside Sq. Mall. Haskensaek. Penns' 'vajiia; Pl>-niouth Meeting Mall. Lehigh Valley .Mall. .MIentown.

at harvard square^HHH^^^^IHHH ^S)

Amherst, Rt. 9 Next to McDonald's. 584-9690

Store Hours: Monday to Friday 10-9, Saturday 10-6.
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Dear Peoria...

or: the ugly American
By MARK WILDING

To the folks in Peoria.

Well sure enough, I've been all over Paris
for the last week or so. I miss the farm

our man in paris

terribly and I'm sorry I won't be there for the
harvest but like I told you before I figured I'm

twenty-eight and I've never been out of

Peoria so I'd go see what life was like on the
other side of the world.

My diet hasn't been the best. I've been
living on steak and french fries at every meal
'cause it's all I know how to order (un steak
avec pomme frites garcon). Garcon means
please. The waiters are all very nice 'cept as
they have this strange custom over here of
adding the date to the rest of the bill. If I'd

known that I would have come over here at

the beginning of the month.

I hope you got the picture postcards I sent
you of the Eiffel Tower. I never got to go up it

cause they closed it the day I wanted to go
on account of the fact that the poor wretch
who was to be my tour guide jumped off. I'd

hired him through the American Embassy
and thought I was getting along fine with
him. The only thing I noticed slightly screwy
about him was that whenever I mentioned
the Midwest, the left side of his face would
start twitching like a rabbit in one of Luke's
traps and he'd mumble some frog gibberish
to himself. So I was left on my own to
discover the sights of Paris.

Naturally I went to the Louvre first and
saw the Venus de Milo and I'm sorry to say
that they even have their vandals in Paris.
One of her arms was broken off and her face
was all chipped and beat up. I think it's a
crying shame that there's that element
among all populations that doesn't know
how to appreciate another man's efforts
cept as to try and destroy 'em. I also saw the
Mona Lisa and a number of other famous
works, the names of which escape me right
now. Tell Luke that Notre Dame was a bit of
a disappointment. It's no longer the cradle of
college football that ND is back home. All

that's left is a fair-sized chapel with statues
of what I imagine to be former ND gridiron
greats on the ledges.

Course I didn't just come here to enjoy the
sights, I also wanted to learn some French
history. Just about every other building here
is named after a guy called Charles DeGaulle.
I figured he must have been a "VIP" around
these parts so I asked the hotel concierge
who he was and he told me he couldn't be
sure but that he might be the patron saint of
pork butchery.

Tell Mom not to worry herself anymore
about the Reds staging a coup de tart and
taking over while I'm still visiting, and don't
worry about me getting sick from drinking
the water because my hotel room has no
running water whatsoever. Apparently not
having running water is the in thing in Paris
these days. At least that's what the con-
cierge told me. Well so long for now. I'll be
writing you next from Belfast as the con-
cierge urged me to go there at all costs.

Your devoted son

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Pans
correspondent.

Point of no return
"Hey pal. What's your point?"
"Ah, is there supposed to be one?

"

"Pal, don't you know you're supposed to
make a point in an editorial?!"

Steve duhin

Okay, so I looked up this word "point"
that seems to be such an important
ingredient in an editorial. A definition offered
by the "American College Dictionary" states,

"(point) n. 1. a sharp or tapering end, as of a
dagger." Oh, I see. I'm supposed to stab the
reader to death with a sharp opinion,

Point, point, point. What is the editorial

writer? Is he a potbound poinsetta? Is he the
hunter's best friend, the pointer, searching
out his prey? Is he a dotted location on a
map? Is he a cadet at West Point? Is he Rosy
Grier with needle point in lap?

I'm told, "Be more specific — an ocean off

the Particular Coast "
I think every topic has

a sea of factors, not an isolated puddle with
one shrivelled worm. There are tidal waves,
not faint ripples.

My point is there are too many points.

With all those points someone is going to get
stuck. Yes, there are the "right" and the
"left" to issues, but maybe the answers are

"ambidextrous." Why are there thousands
of religions and hundreds of political parties?

Maybe no one has "the answer" because
nobody is quite sure of "the question."

Score that point. What is this, the extra try

after the touchdown;* Are articles won and
lost by that one, single tally?

This is the "Unenchanted Forest" where
few things are pointed. All right, so there are
some cactuses, but did you have to "point"
that out?

Anyway, I was always told, "It's not polite
to point, especially with that finger!"

Steve Dubin's column appears every
Thursday in the Collegian.
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Sports and the urban experience
We have reached a critical point in this

country's treatment of the urban blight
affecting our metropolitan centers and
running rampant in the larger megalopoli -

Qnsstn

News item: Saturday, Oct. 15, is International Newsca
painting a bullseye on your front door

rrler Day. ..celebrate by

Jerry rovers

the world series is upon us. And football is in

full swing with hockey and basketball soon
to follow.

Just as the government and political

organizations in this country focus much of
their attention on the urban areas and the
urban experience, so do the residents of
those areas focus much of their attention on
the professional sports teams competing in

their collective name.

The teams, and more specifically the front
offices of those teams, most certainly play up
the association between the residents of a
city and the local team - you know, "root,
root, root for the home team." And, in turn!
the fans heap their accolades on the stars
and, uniting people of diverse political back-
grounds and ethnicity, vehemently defend
the integrity and sense of purpose of their
heroes.

The relationship between "the fans" and
"the home team" also goes much farther
than the service producer — consumer level.

To say someone is a New Yorker (or New
Yawker) is to say he or she is affected by
many things associated with that city, a few
of which are the Knicks, Cosmos, Giants,
Yankees, etc.

Recognizing

the importance

of autonomy
To the Editor:

The past few years have seen the

appearance of a new phenomenon, that

of student struggle becoming a regular

occurrence. Significant numbers of
students have now been forced into

conflict and ferment as we find ourselves

in growing contr^^diction with the system
Itself and the educational 'system in

particular. But as F^d O'Donnell notes in

'a recent editorial, a qualification is that

students are relatively new to and
inexperienced in struggle. Further, we
enter with many disadvantages and
weaknesses - which of course has never

been an argument not to fight, only to

give more consideration and thought to

it.

Our education, far from being a

privilege or luxury bestowed upon a lucky

few, is essential both to the society as a

whole and to the capitalist class who
depend on it for the extraction of

maximum profit. The ruling class would
like to see this notion of "privilege"

remain intact, for it has been their

strategy towards the developing struggle

to malign students as living off the tax-

paying public. They want us students in

isolation and are preparing for cutbacks
and the running down of the most in-

dispensible parts of education. The
"privileged student" idea must be
liquidated as the hindrance to struggle

that it is. Ultimately it becomes a handy
rationale for inactivity, a useful excuse for

not getting involved with political work.

It has always been recognized as

absolutely vital by any trade unionist that

unions should be independent and under
the total and democratic control of their

memberships. The history of trade

unionism is studded with attempts by the

state to remove or control this freedom.

To say that a union is unnecessary

because "it clogs an already clogged
system" and that we should leave ad-

ministering to the administration is

tantamount to saying capitalism is an
over-clogged system which doesn't need
working class organizations to carry on
the economic struggle, that the working
class should rely on the very class which
exploits and oppresses it to organize its

economic demands.
Autonomy reflects the level of political

consciousness and organization of a
union, which are necessary to carry out
struggles in day-to-day issues. Autonomy
means total independence from all ex-

ternal controls. This should apply to

letters
student unions as well. It is clear that this

can only be achieved with mass support.

But organization furthers struggle. The
winning of autonomy implies the
determination to fight harder on other
fronts, while the struggles on the other
issues show up the importance of

autonomy. Each affects the other and an
advance in one is also an advance in the

other.

Robert La Vergne

Sexism: a two-way

street

To the Editor:

After the first printing, I was rather

saddened, but after the second ap-

pearance of James Lewis' article on

"Female Expression", I was incredibly

dismayed. The point of this article ap

pears to me to suggest that women are

the only ones responsible for the sexism

that exists in this society, and that at any

moment of our choosing, we can express

ourselves and rid the world of sexist

attitudes. This opinion of Mr. Lewis

smacks of the usual white male sexist

and racist propaganda that women,
blacks, and other oppressed groups can

do anything, be anything they want and it

is a mystery to all why they continue to

complain about their oppression.

I am 25-years -old and I am already

rather weary of expressing my feelings,

goals, and desire for an equal opportunity

in this country to every bastion of male

supremacy that I encounter. If you talk to

some of the women professors on

campus, or some of the women I am
involved with in the Title IX Self-Study

Committee on sex discrimination at

UMass, you will find women who are

even more weary of constantly fighting

and expressing their anger and
frustration in merely trying to be treated

as human beings instead of second-class

citizens or lower forms of life. Perhaps

you do know some women, Mr. Lewis,

that.have "feminine egos" that prevent

them from expressing their desires for

respect from men. But to accuse all

women of an inherent defect that allows

them to be continually treated in a sexist

manner is highly insulting. I could just as

well accuse blacks of having a "black

ego" that is the cause of all racist

behavior in this world, but that sounds

rather absurd, doesn't it?

I agree with a lot of the sentiment that

Mr. Lewis expressed about male-female

communication, but realistically, this type

of communication can only succeed in

alleviating the sexism problem if there is

some male response to the female at

tempt to express herself. I doubt if Mr.
Levis has had the experience of a male
professor making insinuations about
"husband hunting" when he was trying

to discuss a career and graduate school. I

could go on with countless other
examples, as I'm sure a lot of other
.vnmen could.

The fight against sexism and racism is

.) two-way street and involves both men
•'d women, whites and blacks. To put
the onus on only one side, as Mr. Lewis
has done, is a concept that I can never
(iqree with.

Rosanna Falabella

To the Editor:

This letter is in reference to the twice
Published article "Female Expression" by
James W. Lewis.

I was quite astounded that you, Mr.

Lewis, feel that an oppressive power
structure created by men can be thrown
off by women alone, requiring no raising

f>f the universal male conscience. You
.seem to put the entire burden of bringing

about sexual equality upon women, while

totally excluding the participation of men.
And you have the audacity to demand
this so that YOU can be free!

Perhaps someday, Mr. Lewis, you will

indeed be free. But if people with ob-
viously sexist attitudes like yours refuse

to raise their own consciousness, then
the continuation of the male dominated
society, of which you appear to be an
exultant member, is assured.

Paul Gilmore

Light-up for

liberty

To the Editor

In a free society, does an individual

have the right to make his own choice on
'^'atters concerning his own welfare, or

<^oes the government have the right to

legislate morality for the population?

Think about it. Then, light up a joint.

Last year, in Massachusetts alone, over
5 000 people were arrested for

ii'\'isessing marijuana. Now, there is

''>mething you can do about it.

This August, ten registered voters from

^"^mherst started an initiative petition to

decriminalize marijuana. This will appear

' " the 1978 ballot as a referendum

question - provided it gets 58,000
signatures by the end of November.

Also this August, a group of ten
registered voters from Hingham and
Weymouth started an initiative petition
for an amendment to the Constitution of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
giving to individuals "the right to plant,

grow, harvest and possess marijuana."
This would appear as a referendum
question in 1980 - provided it gets
58,000 signatures by the end of
November.

We have the chance to change
marijuana laws — if we act NOW. But we
need your help. There will be a meeting
Thursday night, October 13, at 9:15 p.m.
in Campus Center 909, to discuss the

signature drives for both petitions. Or, if

you can't make the meeting, call 545-

• 2129 for more information on the

decriminalization petition, or 546-5230 for

more information on the legalization

petition.

Light up for Liberty!

Russell Swan, co-chairman
Mass Marijuana-Initiative Committee
Peter Graham, Statewide Co ordinator

for the decriminalization petition

and 70 others

Students demand

results from SGA
To the Editor

The Non-Unionist Students is an
organization consisting of over 40
members who are seriously concerned
with a possible decline in the quality of

education as a direct result of student

politics here at the University of Massa-
chusetts. Before we delve into our op-

position to unionization of tfte students

let us examine the root of the problem.

Why has the Student Senate stalled out

and the issue of unionization ever worked
its way out of the comics and into the

headlines?

It is the common belief of the Non-
Unionist Students that the quality of the

senators as a whole is indicative of the

quality of the Student Senate; and all will

agree that the Senate contains defects
which prevent it from tackling any
problems.

Why has the Senate been laden with

ineffective leadership of the students?

Residents of cities are not just residents.
They do not just live in their cities, they
experience them. The home team con-
tributes to the urban experience and con-
sequently to the urban culture of its area
Fans Identify with the athletes on their teams
and, as a group, often affect the tempo of
the city. Cities and urban areas take pride in
having a home team - for many people are
not fortunate enough to have one - and in
turn expect the team to play well enough to
be worthy of that pride. Cities and regions
compete naturally in the economic, political

The intense rivalries that
exist between sports teams

are not limited to the

playing fields -the fans

participate just as actively

as the players do.

and cultural spheres, and sports teams only
add to the fire.

The intense rivalries that exist between
sports teams are not limited to the playing
fields - the fans participate just as actively
as the players do. Fans do not just pick a
group of athletes to root for. The team
means much more to them, it is a part of
their dreams and daily lives. And the team is

expected to know this and give their fans the
consequent attention. The Kansas City Kings
a few years ago tried to become one of the

first teams to consolidate fans from two
different cities - Kansas City and Omaha. A
radical concept; fans just could not get into
rooting for a team as a collective, it cut down
on the competitive cultural edge Kansas City
had over Omaha. Sports enthusiasts, on the
social evolutionary scale, are closer to gang
warriors than purveyors of art.

The fall is when many of the rivalries
become most intense. The football season
nas firmly taken hold, and football fans,
having only fourteen games to their season]
must fill out their weeks with following
practices and making assessments. Bragging
and arguments fill out the season and are
inherent in any football campaign. This fan-
oriented component of strategy has led
football to the point where it has the most
dependable group of fans of any professional
sport.

Basketball and hockey are soon to be
among us, the fans have already sounded
their coming and are actively prepping for
their seasons. And the World Series is in

progress - the championship of America's
pastime promotes rivalries nationwide as
fans decide whether league, geographic or
personal ties will decide their series team
choice.

In any event, from now until the spring, or
at least until after the Super Bowl, the fans
rule their cities and will affect residents more
than any mayor.

Jerry Rogers' columns appear every
Thursday in the Collegian.

Possibly because the leaders are not
addressing themselves to the real
concerns of the students. How often has
your senator asked you what your
concerns are? How often does your
senator seek out your opinion on any
issues? The senators have failed to

muster grassroot support because they
have insulated themselves from the
public. The Senate has alienated the
common student with their formal
procedures that must be followed in

order to propose and pass a piece of
legislation. Let's open the Senate up to

the public. Let the students know they
can make a difference.

A recent critic of the Non-Unionist

Students expounded ad nauseam
concerning the election of a "pro-union

slate of senators". Out of a reasonable

context this may seem impressive.

However, when one returns to reality and
sees that many candidates ran unop-
posed and that even in the hotly con-

tested elections some won the elections

with barely more than ten total votes

their shiny credentials become tarnished.

In addition to the farce labeled as the

elections, the elected senators
mysteriously vanish from sight, as if they
were seen before the election. Once
again, as in the past, these elected
senators are nameless, unaccessible, and
most unfortunately, unaccountable for

their actions and votes in the Senate.
Yet, we are led to believe that once

these same highly motivated political

dynamos lead us in unionization: We can
see it now, low tuitions, unlimited
budgets, and check cashing in every
dining commons, dorm, and lounge.

The unionists can deliver nothing they
promise and certainly no more than a well
organized and competently staffed
Senate.

Furthermore, the unionists have been
trying for four years to organize and still a
vast majority of the student body knows
no more about it than the pot of gold at
the end of the union rainbow. The Senate
leaders are simply attempting to lead us
blindly into unionizing while claimirjg it

will be a panacea. Do they feel they have
superior political knowledge? I hope not,

who understands your concerns better
than yourself, certainly not these
vanishing, unsympathetic senators.

We call for all students to stand up and
demand real input in and results from our
Student Government. Only with this

course of action will the Senate remove
itself from its present state of stagnation
and begin to address itself to the real

issues concerning the students.

The Non-Unionist Students

'Armband day'

termed a success
To the Editor

We 'd like to take this time to apologize,

and congratulate UMass students.

Yesterday's National Student Arm-
band Day was a big success. We had
made up 1000 armbands thinking that

would be enough. Well they were gone in

two hours and we had to go and buy
more material for armbands. The support
for the struggle to move the gym is much
greater here than we expected. We
apologize for not having enough arm-
bands.

The 1500 2000 that wore armbands
and the other students that made their

own, combined with the thousands of

students from campuses across the

country, show that the students at Kent
are not alone and the coverup of the

murders has not gone unnoticed. Op-
posed to all of us stand a few ad-

ministrators, trustees and Gov. Rhodes of

Ohio.

We are winning. Very little con-

struction has gone on since the Sept. 24
demonstration of 3000 people. The fence
surrounding the site still lays on the

ground. And they have been unable to

find a company to insure the gym
building. The upcoming demonstration
on October 22 may bring the final victory

.

All interested students are invited to a
spaghetti dinner-fundraiser [$2 donation]
Friday night, 6:30 p.m. in the Pierpont
dorm. Southwest. There will be food,

drink and a film on the September 24
demonstration at Kent State. This will

also be the time to sign up to go to the

October 22 demonstration.

The spirit of Kent and Jackson State
lives!

Revolutionary Student Brigade
and other concerned students

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signe<i and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

)
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Carter and Torrijos to meet on discrepancy
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1977,

V^ASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

has invited Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos

to meet wfth him Friday for a discussion of

the canal treaties and the "public debate"
about them, the White House announced
yesterday

The announcement said Torrijos "will be
passing through Washington en route to
Panama after a three week trip through the
Middle East and Europe."

It said the Carter-Torrijos meeting would
take place at the White House and "will

-k Male role explored

focus on the Panama Canal treaties... and
the public debate regarding such treaties that

have taken place both in Panama and the
United States."

The announcement said Carter also would
talk with Torrijos about the canal discussions
he had with European and Israeli leaders

during his trip.

Torrijos visited the Vatican and the heads
of state of England, Finland, France, Israel,

Italy, Spain, Sweden and West Germany.

One issue likely to come up In Carter's
talks with Torrijos is the controversy over
whether the new treaties give America a
permanent right to keep the canal open,
using military force if necessary.

American officials say the treaty insures
that right and also guarantees U.S. ships
priority passage in wartime, but Panama's
leaders have disputed that view, especially-
use of the word "intervention".

CONT. FROM PAGE 5

film that "raises questions about men's
roles" — where 40 students, out of a
possible 120 saw the movie.

Presently, a group of 15-30 men convene
for weekly OHMC organizational meetings,

where they are now reviewing applications

for three unfilled men's center coordinator

positions. The managerial job includes over-

seeing the communication between Orchard
Hill and Central, coordinating the hours of

the men's center, and maintaining the library.

The other two jobs involve developing work-

shops for resident advisers and students,

bringing in films, and facilitating discussions.

"We're looking for someone who's had
experiences with this kind of thing or is very

well-read on men's issues ... interviews are
important," Hadge says.

"But we need money to do all these

things," Hadge says. Funds are also needed,

Brennan adds, to keep the office, resource

room, and library well-supplied, and to

successfully sponsor social events, lectures,

films, and trips to men's conferences.

The Orchard Hill Area Government
(OH AG) last year allocated $200 for the OH-
CM "to get started," Hadge says, and the

money was used to facil'rtate the office of the

men's center. The OHCM then presented a

$1,575 proposed budget to OHAG, who last

year declined to allocate the fund, but is

presently reconsidering the expenditure.

The OHMC Tuesday night asked the
Central Area Council (CAC) to double the
money they hope to receive from OHAG, so
the Men"s Center could incorporate the
Central Area into its project. In a 6-5 vote^ the
CAC decided to allocate $500 to the men's
center. David Brenner, a spokesperson for

the OHMC, said the center will know "in

about two weeks" whether or not they will

accept the CAC money, and whether the
Central Area will be as actively involved in

the mens center as the Orchard Hill Area
now is.

How many p>eople are involved in the
men's center? "It's hard to judge the size of
the group, " says Brennan. "We're trying to
get membership up."

The size and the success of the OHMC,
admits Hadge, depends on the amount of
money it receives. The center's $1,575
proposed budget channels into five major
spending areas: office supplies - $225;
educational material, such as books,
magazines, and xeroxed hand-outs — $400;

Ad Correction
In yesterday's Collegian the movie

"Between the Lines" was advertised as
appearing at the Mt. Farms Theatres. The
movie will not be shown this week.

social events; such as coffee houses and an
open house — $400; honoraria, which in-

cludes speakers, workshops, and colloquia
- $300; and travel, i.e., participation in

men's conferences — $250. TONIGHT

[S^I^DS^s^imii^^^ih^x^ui^
"The Ploce that mode Amherst Fomous "

v-rXj-XSm
(16DfQft)

MEXICAN & AMERICAN FOOD
NEW ENGLAND FRIED CHICKEN
SANDWICHES SNACKS

65 Amity St. Amherst 253-2546

^t:si^<^t:^i*T.v:A'm^v:;^:-r^-:^^^

honne with a

good cellar.

1975 La VIEILLE FERME
(Red Rhone)

Widely accepted as one of the

most consistent, best buys in red
wine for daily use.

Reg. Price $3. 29

NOW $2.75 ea. - $29.75 case

1976 MUSCADET
(White Loire)

A light, dry wine, perfect with
fish and other light fare.

Reg. Price $2.99

NOW $2.69 ea. - $29.15 case

1970 CHATEAU DARRICAUD
(Red Graves)

This is a special purchase of a

distributor's close-out. This is a

very dry, full bodied wine that

will live tor many years and
improve with airing.

Reg. Price $3.25

NOW $2.10 ea. - $22.99 case

1970 CHATEAU LaROSE RENERE
(Red Bordeaux)

This wine is the backbone for

many of the area's fine

restaurants. It is well balanced,

medium in body, with a clean

finish, p^ p^j^g j3 10

MOW $2.79 ea. - $29.99 case

TWO FOR ONE
8:30 til 11

( Mast Drinks & Beer TWO for ONE

)

you've .got

the time,

we\egot
xne Deer

Collegian 13

News in Brief

/

ON TAP
1 FOR 1

8:30-11

T-Shirts Given
Away

EACH WEEK

AND
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

-4

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS!

10% discount with ad on

-• -r

The
General's
Place
35 E. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6166

•100 per cent cotton shamois
shirts$14.95

•Flannel shirts from $5.49 (extra
tails $6.49)

•Corduroy Shirts $9 95

•Sweatshirts from $3.98

•Sweatpants $4 89

•Wigwan Ragg Socks from $2.29

•Large selection of rainwear and
panchos from $1 .98

Coupon Good Thru 9 24 77

Air bags in cars

law says, by 1984
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - After hearing

arguments that airbags will "keep a lot of

people out of hospitals and out of the
morgue," Congress yesterday upheld an
administration order requiring passive
restraints in all new cars by 1984.

The action came on a 65-31 Senate vote
killing a resolution that would have over-
turned Transportation Secretary Brock
Adams' June 30 order. It requires automatic
crash protection devices in big cars by the
1982 model year, in medium size and
compacts by 1983 and in subcompacts by
1984.

To block the order, both houses of
Congress would have to vote against it by
Friday. Just hours before the Senate action,
the House Commerce Committee voted 16-

14 to keep the measure from getting to the
House floor for a vote.

"This is a victory for us, but even more for
our children, because highway accidents are
the single greatest killer of American youth,"
Adams said after the vote.

FDA wants to cut

amphetamine usage
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Food and

Drug Administration said yesterday it wants
to ban the use of amphetamines - pep pills

- as a diet aid for fat persons, a move that
would further reduce the availability of the
drugs.

At the moment, the FDA said, am-
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phetamines are approved only for short term
obesity control and 88 per cent of the
legitimate medical use of the drugs is for that
purpose.

Even though increased government
control during the past decade has reduced
the amount of amphetamines that legally can
be manufactured by about 75 per cent,
"abuse of these drugs continues," the FDA
said. The agency has contended the drugs
are of only "trivial" use in weight control.

It added other "equally effective but less
abused drugs are available."

The agency said it would hold a hearing in

December on the proposed ban on use of the
drugs for weight control. The ban in turn
would allow federal drug enforcement of-
ficials to cut down the amount of the drugs
which can be manufactured.

ISIASA Enterprise

flight successful
BASE, Calif. \UPI\ - The space shuttle

Enterprise, America's hope for future
manned spaceflight, performed its fourth
free flight so "superbly" yesterday en-
thusiastic NASA officials announced only
one more test will be needed.
"The flight today went better than most of

us expected," said former astronaut David
"Deke" Slayton, project manager of the
approach and landing tests. "In my opinion it

was the most important flight. It was a
superb flight and I'm glad to have it behind
us."

At a news conference after the 75-ton
Enterprise touched down on a dry lake bed
on its free fall flight from more than 20,000
feet, Slayton announced that the program
has been so successful, the shuttle will make
only one more free flight instead of the
previously scheduled three.

That flight is scheduled for Oct. 26, and
instead of using the vast dry lake landing
strip, the Enterprise will glide to a landing for
the first time on a regular concrete runway at
this desert base.

National standard

for right turn on red
WASHINGTON [UPI] -~ The Trans-

portation Department yesterday announced
a national standard for right turns at red
traffic lights and urged local authorities to

put it into effect wherever possible to save
energy and improve traffic flow.
A department spokesman noted that 48

states and Puerto Rico have adopted right-

turn-on-red legislation, although the laws will

not take effect in Maine and Maryland until

mid-1978.

The department said the exceptions are

Connecticut and Massachusetts, where right

turns at red lights are legal only when
authorized by signs, and the District of

Columbia, which bars right turns at all red
signals. It said New York state allows such
turns, although they are banned in New York
City.

Government units responsible for traffic

control are "all encouraged to use the new
standards to the maximum practical extent
as a means of energy conservation and
improved traffic engineering," the
spokesman said.

Evel Kneivel tried

for beating exec.
LOS ANGELES \UPI] - Evel Knievel tried

to plead guilty or no contest Wednesday to

charges that he beat a television executive

with a baseball bat, but objections by his

attorney persuaded the judge to postpone
the plea for one day.

The daredevil stuntman, who remained
free on $1,000 bail, said he wanted to admit

the charge of assault with a deadly weapon
and 'put myself at the mercy of the court."

When attorney Paul Caruso complained
that Knievel was not aware of other alter-

natives available to him, Judge Frances

Rothschild decided to review law on the

issue arrd hold a hearing Thursday on
whether Knievel could plead against his

attorney's advice.

"There's no use consulting a court of

law, " Knievel told reporters after the short

hearing. "I'm not saying I'm wrong. If yot
did something, you should say you did it. Al!

people in this country should."

Knievel, 38, is accused of attacking

Sheldon Saltman, vice president of 20th

Century-Fox's Telecommunications Division,

outside the studio commissary last month
Saltman, 46, was hospitalized after the

fracas with a broken arm and wrist and cuts

and bruises.

Knievel's agent issued a statement
claiming that the stuntman was angered by 6

book Saltman wrote last year. He called the

book "a filthy lie" and said it insulted

Knievel, and his mother, grandmother, wife,

and children.

t
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Government expands search

for possible Medicaid abusers

I
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WASHINGTON \UPI\ -A government
project to find the worst 500 Medicaid
abusers among doctors and druggists was
expanded when computers turned up 47,000
suspicious cases, HEW Secretary Joseph A.
Califano Jr. told Congress yesterday.

Califano said the government has decided
to investigate the 2,500 most suspicious
cases, 50 m each state. The number includes
1,400 doctors and 1,100 druggists who
submitted health care bills in 1976.

Indictments are expected to begin this fall,

he said.

The search for violators was halted at

2,500, according to one knowledgeable
source at the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, because of the
limited number of state and federal in-

vestigators.

"It's a matter of how many you can
prosecute," he said The HEW program,
originally called Project 500, became Project
Integrity and its computers screened 250
million bills submitted to Medicaid reim-
bursement during 1976 by some 230,000
doctors and 44,000 pharmacists.

The name was changed, officials said,
because HEW believed the 500 might be
viewed as setting a quota. Additionally there
was some doubt the project would turn up
that many suspected cheaters.

DC Menu
TODAY

Cheeseburgers, Liver and
Tomato, Egg, Cress

LUNCH
Onions, Basics:

Sandwich.
DINNER - Chicken Cacciatore,

Meatballs in Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate,
Basics: Chicken Cacciatore, Lentil Loaf!

TOMORROW

LUNCH Torpedoes, Tuna
Casserole, Basics: Tuna Casserole,
Summer Salad-Syrian Bread.
DINNER Roast Turkey, Shrimp

Rarebit, Basics: Shrimp Rarebit, Mexican
Vegetable Bake.

Phone service relays
five college area events

Area students can now find out "what's
happening" in the Valley by taking ad-
vantage of the phone service recently
established by the Five College Student
Coordinating Board.
The Five College Student Activities

Calendar phone can be reached by dialing
545-FIVE (545-3483). The pre-recorded
message is updated every day.
The phone is especially for student ac-

tivities, as opposed to academic and cultural
information. It will only announce events; it

will not advertise.

Any group wishing to use this service to
publicize a dance, mixer, outing, play or
whatever, should use the following format
and mail the release 48 hours in advance to
Student Activities Mailroom, FCSCB-

T up

WMUA Studios, 42 Marston Hall UMass
Amherst, MA, 01003.
Type - answer these questions in order; be
concise:

1. What is the date of the event?
2. At what time will the event take place?
3. At what school will the event take

place?

4. What kind of event is it?

5. How much does it cost?
6. Phone number for more Information?

Lesbians plan meeting

this Monday in CC

A meeting for UMass lesbians will be held
Oct. 17 at 3:30 p.m. in 923 Campus Center.
The purpose of the meeting is to provide a

chance for lesbians on campus — students,
employes ana racuity - to taiK aoout their

experiences and plan activities to end their
isolation from one another here.

"It's difficult to survive as a lesbian In a
situation like UMass, where many of us are
forced by straight people's hostility to remain
in the closet, and we would like to have
lesbians come together to share ideas about
changing this," said one meeting organizer.

Some of the activities to be discussed at
the meeting include forming coming-out
workshops and lesbian support groups,
having the office of Lesbian Union be operi
as a drop in center for women on campus,
setting up social activities such as coffee
hours and dances, and divising a network of
communication and support among lesbians
on campus.

For further information contact Lesbian
Union, 5-3438, or Everywoman's Center 5-
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If you can easily read the above lines, you may have the; kind of language talent that the
National Stjcurity Agency nefjds.

Opportunities now exist for candidates skilled in the lanfjuaKes shown, plus certain other
unusual foreign languages as well. Those selecttid will Im; able to mak<« valuable contributions

in the production of national defense int(>IIigence.

The National Security Agency offers a variety of challenging assignments for language majors
translation, transcription. arc!a research pro|<!cts. to name a few. Newly hinnl linguists

receive advanced training in their primary languages and can plan on many years of continued
pn)fessional gn>wth.

Intellectual challenge is part of NSA's language, too . . . {)jus attractive; surroundings in our
suburban Maryland headquarters. Salari(;s start at the (;S-7 lt;vel \ov BA degnje graduates, plus-

all the usual Ixniefits of Ffjderal emi)loyment.

U. S. citizenship is rtMjuinjd.

Schedule an NSA interview through your Placement Office.

NA'nONAL SK( :i JRI'IT a(;kn(:y
Attn: M:}21

Fort Cleorge G. Meade. Maryland 20755

An Equal Oj)portunity Employer m/f
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What*8 Happening
TODAY

AUDITIONS
For Jean Anoullh's "Antigone" UMass

Fine Arts Center 204 7 p.m. Open to
everyone.

MUSIC AND DANCE
"Cabaret,", National Touring Company,

Broadway Cast, Concert Hall Fine Arts
Center.

FOLIAGE TRIP
Trip on the Quinnetukut riverboat departs

from a dock adjacent to the Northfleld Mt.
Riverview picnic area. Leaves 1 p.m. Will
return by 5 p.m. All tickets are $2. For more
Info call 256-6781.

DISCUSSIONS

— Panel discussion on France's present
political situation. Tout En Francais
broadcasts Tues. and Thurs. at 6:30 p m
over WFCR-FM.

-David Llederman, Assistant to Gov.
Dukakis will speak on the performance of the
Dukakis Administration and the governors
re-election. VFW Hall 457 Main St. Amherst
8 p.m.

WORKSHOPS
-Southwest Men's Center offering

subjects on men's Issues. Located in office
No. 3 JF Kennedy Lobby. Hours Mon-Frl
12-5 p.m. phone 545-02^.
— Parent Effectiveness Course offered by

DIv. of Nursing, Newman Center 8 p.m.

Registration is limited for more info call 549-
0300. Free.

TICKETS
For the Roister Doisters production of

"Tom Jones" will go on sale on the Campus
Center Concourse Monday 10-17 daily 9-5
p.m. Go on sale in Bowker Box office Mon.
10-24 till 11-6. Call 549-3905 or 546-5583. $2.
for students $2.50 general.

TOMORROW

EXHIBIT
Sonflst will be exhibiting his works In

Herter Gallery with BIyth Bohmen.
GOSPEL RALLY

Along with a Fellowship meeting Campus
Center 168-172, free. A good chance to meet
other Christians and learn more about God.
All welcome

Shqfwcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131
BARGAIN $ 2.00 til 2:30
mATINEES EVERYDAY

ROGER MOORE

,

JAMES BONO 007"

LOVED IVIE

Peter Pan and G^ntinental Trailvvays

offer frequent service to Boston, New
York and many other threat, tTet-avvay-

from-it-all places. NURCmr
VALENTINO

CONTINENTALTRAIIWATS
PETERMN DUS UNES
n
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POITiER COSBY
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For Infomnation, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office

545 2006 or 549 6000

Fantastic

Animation
Festival

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

—r:olleuic>n 15

Notices
AMHERST TENANTS ASSOCIATION
Problems or questions concerning security

deposits, 5 per cent interest and itemized deductions?
Call 549 3578
AMHERST YOUTH CENTER
We are looking for more talented performers for

Sunday nights at the Youth Center. If interested stop
by or call 549-6335.

BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS
The bus for the state school will leave Whitmore at

12:30 p.m. this Saturday, Return approx 4:30 p.m.
Any questions call Kevin 549 4562 or Jim 546 7079
COfy/IMUNITY HEALTH EDUCATION

Meeting for undergrads interested in forming a
council for Health Ed. program Thurs. 3 p.m. 9th floor
lounge Campus Center.
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE COUNCIL

Meeting Marshall Hall Lab at 7 p.m. Officer elec-
tions, be there!

GAY RAP GROUP
Gay men's support group is open to new members.

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. Student Union 428.
FREE CAT

One-year old Tiger Cat, Pasha. Call 549-0345.
LOST

Dark blue day pack in Hatch 10 11 3-4 p.m. Yellow
raincoat and all semester's books, notes etc. Please
call Tom at 665-2711 or return to CC Lost and Found.
No questions asked.
LOST
Meal ticket; wallet, I.D., etc. Reward, no questions.

Call 546-5617 ask for Chris.

OUTING CLUB AND C.E.Q.
Dr. Lincoln Brower will speak on "Violating the

Natural Cycles of Rivers, " plus two films. Monday 10-

17 8 p.m. Campus Center 163.

PHOTO CO-OP
Meeting 7 p.m. Oct. 20, Campus Cent' 805-809.

Elections, all members please attend.
WEST ADVISORS AND FACULTY N COM-
MUNICATIONS STUDIES

Lecture Friday 10-14 10 a.m. Campus Center 171-
73. The public is invited to attend.
RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM
Donor center is located in Public Health Center Rm

N 344. Tues, 5 9:30 p.m. Wed, 2 8 p.m. ^hurs, 5-9
p.m. Give the gift of Life.

SIGMA KAPPA
Come for a snuggler and float away! Sigma Kappa

invites all women to help build a homecoming float at

7 p.m. For more info call 256-6887.
SPORTING GOODS CO OP

Meeting Monday 10 17 2:30 p.m. Campus Center
Rm. 805-809. Anyone with good ideas is invited.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting 5:30 p.m. University Health Services 302.

All welcome.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
There are meetings every Tuesday, 9 am. to 10 a.m.

in Campus Center 903 for anyone interested in ap-
plying to The National Student Exchange Program.

n /.

STEELY DAN

for a limited

time

$4.38

Sun Music Sun Music
9 E. Pleasant St Amherst

5492830

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! !Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACHM,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! !!Litfle Ads G«t »IG RESULTS!
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! ILittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ILittte Ads G«t »IG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALS

73 Fiat A 1 SI , 100. 256-8226

Fender Bass Music Master. Excel cond
also Arthur E. Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Banjo Excel Cond. Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549-3796.

144S Volvo 72 89,000mi. $1,600. Excel,
mech. 256-8322.

Fiat laTdoor, 1974, 28,000 mi., AM FM,
radio, stereo cas Ex cond Call 5 2638 or
5 2639 after 7pm Ask for Neil, rm.211

4-Orawer Chest. Sturdy.

7464 Ask for Chuck.
$20. Call 253

Work Study Job Vacancy Outmg Cluti

Equipment Locker Manager 3 hours a day
5 days a week Applications available on
UMOC bulletin board or in office 428B SU.
Completed forms due in office by Mon.
night Oct 17.

LOST AUDIO

Piano-IVER + POND Great cond. 736-0278 ROOMMA TE WANTED

Missing since Aug 30 from Brandywine: 3
yr old female cat Dark Angora, mostly
gray blacktttan w green eyes, flea collar.

If you have her or any info please call Jan,

549 3633 or 549 6000 X533.

MARANTZ 1060 Stereo Amp 30 watts
RMS X2 w Heath Stereo Tuner $175
646 4600 X284

TRA VEL

68 Chevy Balair. $150. or Bast Offer. 6-

5866.

Mercedes 220Sb good running, fall sticker,

new tires and second car for spare $1,000.
5493934.

ISra^VoTvo 122S. Exc. cond Paul 549 6758

2VW Tires
247 9407

B F Goodrich lOOOmi $40 00

Infinity Qa spkrs. New w/ transferable
warrantee $21B Call 546 4132

FOR RENT

IBr in2Br Apt $130 mo util inc. Sund
bus slop Call 546 1040 after 6 30pm

ROOM WANTED

Porsche 911. Tangerine, 1966, 22,000mi on
new eng & trans No structural rust.

$1 ,300 Call 549-6696 Bill. Keep trying.

1971 Super Beetle. Excellent condition call

256 0682 after 5 $1,125.

122Volvo parts sedEfwagon Rea 665-43847

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $600 546^856

IBr. in 2Br.l'28Millhollow Apt , Summer
St , Amfierst $102 Mo util inc Alan 549
1517

HELP WANTED

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

76 550 Honda. $1,100 774 3422 or 562
4727

MEXICAN IMPORTED wool sweaters
We re looking for a representative on your
campus willing to make some extra money
by selling them. Wnte for more in

formation to Rangel. 3546 E. Melvin St.,

Phoenix, A; 85008

Laborers Wanted, part time and full time.
H Tremblay Co., 126 Bridge St., Hatfield,

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers. Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

Lost Meal Book. Please help me Lost in

Southwest Wed No reward. |ust sen
timental value. 6-9882

1 Pr. Glasses. Brown frames, blue&gray,

print case 6 4969. Call anytime Reward

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson
Bring a friend $55 each Terry 253 3834

SERVICES

FOUND

Found Young. Female tortoise shell cat.

near Whitmore lot Green eyes, friendly.

Please call 5 0333

Complete Bike Overhaul. Reg
$29 95 Now $21 95. Winter bike storage
$6 00 Also bikes, skateboards and XC
Skis Peloton 549 6904 584 1016

Expert Typing, only 40cents page
after 6, Mon Thurs

,
256-8484

Call

RIDE WANTED

WANTED

Jugglers Needed for Madricai Dinner
545 0437 for audition

Call

North Caroline or Bust. Ride wanted to

Asheville N C area Any weekend Will

gladly share S gas driving Rich 546 5837

For A Good Layer Cake: Custom made h
beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

associated with Campus Ed Service!

Laurie 546 9576

Volvo repairs and maintenance. All years
and models, low prices Jack 5860610

CALCULATORS

Ma.
WANTED HOME FOR DOG

FOR SALE

Scuba Gear, tanks, regualtors wetsuit etc
* campinq gpar, 253 7761. Mark

Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work
at home no experience necessary
excellent pay Write American Service
8350 Park Lane. Suite 269 Dallas Tx
75231

OIlie is a 7 month old mixture of Irish Setter
and Shepherd His is good with children
and IS house broken OIlie needs a family to

love him Help OIlie find a home Please
call 549 6739 Keep trying

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail T159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob oi Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90026 (213) 477 8474

Rapidly Deteriorating World Prospects
r.•quire ideas Global Psychoplasm seeks-

'

information. stimulation UNUSUAL
IMPORTANT Details 25 cents and stamp
CORTEX 24 Collingswood. New Citv NY
109fS6

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTSMI! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILYM!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!tUttl» Adsat aiC RESULTS!
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Drill team makes historic debut
DOONHSBURY by Garry Trudeau

Coilej^ian 17

By SUE SCANLON
Collegian Staff

If you've never heard of the UMass
equestrian drill team before, then after this
weekend you surely will.

The drill team will be making its in-

ternational debut this weekend at the Led-
yard Farms International Three- Day Event.
The three day equestrian spectacular will

feature some of the world's top riders, with
nine countries in all competing.
The UMass equestrian drill team is an

extra-curricular activity in the Veterinary and
Animal Science Department. The team is

comprised of 10 full-time undergraduates,
chosen from yearly tryouts, and 10
Registered Morgan horses, bred and raised
at the University. Riders on the team are
chosen for their riding skills and their ability

-:fc?

- ,- -^

The UMass equestrian team will be competing in a three-day international event
this weekend.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 Yale 1

WOMEN'S TENNIS - UMass 8 Southern Conn. 1

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - UMass 16 Dartmouth 47
WOMEN'S SOCCER -UMass 6 Mount Holyoke
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 Yale
MEN'S ATER POLO - UMass 13 Mt. Hermon 1

TODAY
MEN'S WATER POLO - vs. Mt. Hebron Wome 6:30

TOMORROW
MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Rhode Island Home3:d0
MENS WATER POLO - vs. Westfield State Home 6.30

Women booters slam

MHC for fourth win
By GARY ADINOLFI
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - It would appear that
the UMass women's soccer team is exactly
six goals better than Mount Holvoke.
The Minutewomen defeated the Lyons at

Mount Holyoke yesterday afternoon for the
second time this season by the indentical

score as the first confrontation, 6-0. The win
lifted UMass' record to 4-0, and goalie Diane
Buckhout recorded her fourth straight

shutout

The first half was a carbon copy of the first

meeting between the two teams with UMass
dominating play. Mount Holyoke failed to

muster any offense at all and consequently
found itself trailing, 4-0, at the half. With a
few more breaks UMass could have been
leading 7 or 8-0.

After two glittering UMass opportunities
were turned back by the Lyon goalkeeper,
Jenny Dauten scored her first of two to give
the Minutewomen a 1-0 lead. Moments later

a mishandled ball by the Mount Holyoke
netminder resulted in Dautens' second goal
and a two-goal UMass lead.

Kelly Tuller scored the third UMass goal on
an excellent rush and a well-placed shot into

the far corner. Only some good goaltending
and good defense kept UMass from running
up the score in the first half.

Elaine Contant gave UMass a four-goal
lead when she took a pass from Tuller in

front of the Lyon goal and directed into the
corner. The first half ended with Mount
Holyoke not posing any threat or anyone
expecting the Lyons to pose one in the
second half.

The second half saw a different Mount
Holyoke team. The action was not restricted

as much to the Lyon end of the field as was
the case in the first half Although never
severely testing Buckout in the UMass net,

Mr>unt Holyoke managed numerous shots on
qoal and some good offensive threats. But
They never managed to put the ball past a
very steady UMass defense and break the
Mirutewomen s shutout string.

The Lyons played UMass even for most of
the second half but late in the second half
the Minutewomen added two quick goals to
make the final 6-0. The first was scored by
Sally Hay to give UMass a five-goal budge
off an indirect kick by Sandy Doo. Lindsey
Babine added the icing with time running out
on a pass from Contant and the
Minutewomen went home with a six-goal
thumping.

Coach Luis Macedo had much praise for
his goaltender, Buckhout, following the
game.

"If everyone could have the attitude that
Diane has it would just be great," Macedo
said.

The Minutewomen will try to stretch their

winning streak to five games when they

travel to Dartmouth for a game against the

Big Green on Friday afternoon.

<-',
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to ride precise patterns with other team
members.
The drill performance is composed of a

series of ridden movements synchronized to
classical music. The precision and accuracy
of the drill, plus the brilliance of the horses,
combine to make it an exciting performance
to watch.

Members of this year's equestrian drill

team are Whitney Buttrick, Linda-Jo Camire,
Judy Cobb, Rebecca Godfrey, Ann Van
Heerden, Sandy Most, Cindy Nickerson,
Linda Roberts, Sue Scanlon, Robin Zieglar,
and Lee Leonard. Coach of the drill team is

Sarah Carlson, Director of Riding at UMass.

In the past, the drill team has performed at

Eastern States Exhibition and the Syracuse
Morgan Horse Show. This year it was invited
to perform at Ledyard, one of the most
prominent of international events.

As a result of this invitation, the team has
spent many hours of practice, trying to polish
each movement to perfection. New Ledyard
IS only a few days away, and just a few
finishing touches are necessary for the
performance. A campus performance will
take place today at 4:30 at Tillson Farm.
The performance will provide the drill team

with a dress rehearsal and will also give the
students a chance to see one of the few
UMass teams which will ever perform at an
international competition.
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In-door Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrst Ctnttr, across from tht grttn 253-5441

You have something to

share with the people of the

rural South and Appalachia
— yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic

Brother, Sister, or Priest,

Your request will be treated

confidentially.

I'd like information about
opportunities with the

Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.

I
I'd like a free copy of the

poster only.

IM by Marty Maceda

•<.. -.i^.

a

j^.
>v

» » ^

T^mSi *.

Glenmary Missioners

Room >

'

Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

Name
Address
City

Zip

State.

Age_

ALlIVIIMiyi FOIL by Steve Lafler

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

THURSDAY, OCTOBER
13 — Bom today, you enjoy
people and are extremely
easy in your relationships

with them, not finding it

difficult to establish a
friendship or to sustain
one.

There are many lines of

work to which you are by
nature suited, but your de-
sire to be with people in an
invigorating way makes it

necessary that you choose
a career that brings you in

constant association with
others. Social work would
grant you the kind of give-

and-take activity with oth-

ers necessary to your hap-
piness, but this does not

mean that's the only kind
of work for you. You must
not think in terms of 'one'

or "only." You will have
many opportunities for

happiness.

You should be able to

establish a calm and un-

complicated home life -
even though your relation-

ships with loved ones are
intense. Whether man or
woman, you know how to

make the home an attrac-

tive haven for the rest of

the family. You are certain

to create the image of a
contented homebody: you
are Just as certain to sus-

tain some internal revolt

against that image from
time to time. When this

happens, you will not dem-
onstrate your discontent
overtly ; rather, you suffer

your hurts In silence until

they disappear.
You are a relatively

careful peraon. You do not

make rash promises or

deals. You do not become

mvolved in financial spec-

ulations You try to travel

the safest path to your
goal, even thought that

may also be the dullest

path. You enjoy surprises
but because you do not
appear to do so, other
people are generally care-
ful not to surprise you. You
need to feel free in your
personal relationships,

even though you do not
force changes in your asso-
ciations with others even
when freedom is relatively

absent.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
— An improvement in a
relationship important to

your happiness on the
home front makes life a
great deal easier for you
now.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.

21) — Hazards of being
involved in a situation es-

sentially dangerous are to

be avoided if possible. Be-
come aware of your imme-
diate options.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) — Revisions in

your plan for the future are
necessary if that plan is to

be realistic. Take advice at

evening.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) — Relax and let

new problems define them-
selves in terms of time and
passible solutions before
you attempt to deal with
them.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Peb.

18) — Accept responsibili-

ties that are your own, but

don't give in to a tempta-
tion to take on the duties of

others too. Attend a lecture

at evening.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March

20) — Family and friends

bring t>est wishes today -
and with them a material
gift to make your life sim-
pler, more rewarding.
ARIES (March 21-April

19) — There is more to an
invitation than meets the

eye. Accept it if you wish -
but be on your guard
against an invasion of pri-

vacy.

TAURUS (AprU 20-May
20) — A personal matter
from years past may crop
up again today. Don't be
surprised to find secrets

being aired.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) — Rest on your laurels

if you like, but don't expect
to make the kind of gains

possible for you on this

day.

CANCER (June 21-July

22) — Combine matters
having to do with your
career with affairs of a
more romantic nature.

You can gain in both areas
of encfeavor.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) —
Nerves may be at the

breaking point. You can
help yourself and those

with whom you associate if

you will make an effort to

remain calm.

VIROO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

- Take the lead in a
community effort today.

Primary emotions may be
touched off when and If you
Issue your initial order.

. Ifn, UaiUd P«Mi

cat*. Inc

Todau's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Retail

establish-
ments

6 Mate
birds

10 Variety of

chalcedony
14 Shed
1 5 Migrant

farm
worker:
Informal

16 Building
beam

1 7 Greek letter

18 Resolved
problems. 2

words
20 German

article

21 Playing card
23 Feeds the

pot

24 Private

instructor

26 Bouquet
testers

28 Gave
horserace
info

3C Maxim
expressing
aims

31 Made a
mistake

32 Lacking
stability

36 Mature
37 Open skin

ulcers
38 Recent

type Prefix

39 Vague
speculation

42 English
county

44 As
Normally

45 Tranquil
46 Fast autos

2 words
49 Kind of car
50 Side onesell

with
51 Ballet skirt

52 Bathroom
fixture

55 Retail shop
of old; 2

words
58 Actor

Michael

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Puzzle Solved

60 Newt
61 Passage
62 Corrode
63 Sunday

talks Abbr
64 Having a

strong
flavor

65 Spanish title

DOWN
1 Not bare-

footed
2 Place to

hang one s

hat
3 Compositions
4 Winnipeg's

nickname
5 Made of

wooden
strips

6 Promising
person

7 Approval
Informal

8 Tender
9 Comprehend

10 Powerful
speaker

1

1

Lessen

M A T T J> ElW TT M 2. L.
A r R E R A N
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S M I
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1
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12 Fast driver

13 Apparel
19 Artificial

gem glass

22 --- and reel

25 N American
Indian

26 Clan
emblem

27 Legal men
Abbr

28 Canadiens
or Yankees

29 Wild revel

30 Code inven-

tor

32 Works hard

33 Subject of a

patent
34 Gas for

lighting

35 Ruined
37 Run before

a gale

40 Objects of

attacks
4

1

Does a
household
chore

42 Infers

43 Turning
point

45 Transpose
info type

46 Hell

47 Ovid fruit

48 Egg boilers
gadget

49 Full of fat

51 Adjust sails

properly
53 Annul
54 Malt

beverage
56 Follow

closely
57 Harem room
59 --- you

there''"

I 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 e 9

1
10-

11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 )Q

20 w 22 23
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1
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An experience for all to share
By GARY ADINOLFI
Collegian Staff

The physical education department \A^ill

sponsor a physical education day all day
today in the North Physical Education
Building.

The event, which is entitled "The PEP
Experience" as opposed to last year's "Any
Way to Play Day," is open to everybody but
all physical education majors are encouraged
to participate.

For the physical education major, it will

provide an opportunity to make new friends
and become more acquainted with the
faculty, among other things. For everyone
else it will be a time to meet new people,
!earn a little about the physical education
field, and have a good time.

It should be an excellent opportunity for
freshmen and sophomores who have yet to
decide on a major to look into the field of
physical education, especially if they are at all

interested in Phys. Ed.

The day will run from 9:00 a.m. until 10:00
p.m. and will consist of five sessions, two
before lunch and three before dinner, with a
three-hour period for your enjoyment
following dinner.

Poloers

triumph big
fly GEORGE O'BRIEN
and MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Notching its second win in as many nights,
the UMass water polo club easily defeated a
young, inexperienced Mt. Hermon Academy
team, 13-1, in a non-league exhibition game
last night at Boyden Pool.

The Minutemen, playing with a lineup of
JV players and non-eligibles, had a shutout
going until Mt. Hermon tallied with only 15
seconds left in the contest. UMass goalie Bill

Tharian played inspired goal, turning back a
dozen shots.

The Minutemen completely dominated the
game in both ends of the pool. The poloers
ran up an early 3-0 lead and never looked
back enroute to their 13-1 rout.

Leading the way for the Minutemen were
Tom McGinn and Duncan Lomas, who
netted four goals apiece. Former UMass
swimming star Joe Hebert notched two
goals, as did JV player Bill Thompson, who
impressed coach Bob Corb with his fine

performance. Corb rounded off the UMass
scoring by netting his first goal of the season.

From here, the Minutemen host the Owls
from Westfield State in another non-league
contest tonight, before returning to league
play Saturday when they host two tough
teams in Harvard and RPI.

POLO-SHORTS - Russ YanA^orth still

wants to know why Don O'Malley didn't
show up for his swim team physical ... the
Poloers played before a throng of four people
last night and showed their appreciation by
running up the score.

Notices
MEN'S BASKETBALL - All candidates

interested in trying out for the men's
basketball team — please report to room 251

Boyden today at 4 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-

dergraduate woman interested in trying out
for the women's basketball team — tryouts

win begin this Friday at NOPE gym and will

run from 7-9 p.m. Please be prompt and
ready to play. If you have any questions,

contact coach Mary Ann Ozdarski at room
227 Boyden or call 545-0552.

STREET HOCKEY - Anyone interested in

starting a street hockey league, call 256-6141.

INTRAMURALS - Volleyball enthusiasts,

your bump, set, and spiking season is here,

but do you find you have no one to play with.

Come join the UMass intramural volleyball

program Last year volleyball was the most
popular co-rec sport on campus, as almost

2,000 active players competed in the three

divisions.

If you are interested in competing in the

volleyball program, then enter your team by
today at the intramural office, room 215
Boyden.
A $10 returna'ble forfeit fee should be paid,

and it will be refunded only if all scheduled
games are attended. The season starts a

week from Monday

The enjoyment period will be held from
7:00 p.m. until 10:00 p.m. and will consist of
an activity entitled "Fun in the Woods" with
Tunner Brosky, from 7:00 p.m. until 8:00
p.m., square dancing from 8:00 p.m. until

9:00 p.m. and finally capped off with volley-
ball, basketball and free swim from 9:00 o.m.
until 10:00 p.m.

The time period from 9:00 a.m. until 4:20
p.m. will be comprised of a variety of

demonstrations, seminars, and some
sessions of games and activities. These
sessions should prove interesting as well as
educational.

The seminars will be particularly helpful to
physical education majors or those students
toying with the possibility of becoming a
physical education major. There will be talks
on the various job opportunities in physical
education as well as talks on job placement

by the University. The demonstrations will

afford a chance to become more
knowledgable about some activities such as
fencing, martial arts and naiads, to name just
a few.

Programs will be available in the main
office of NOPE to tell when and where the
activities, seminars and demonstrations will
be held. Everyone is encouraged to par-
ticipate and it promises to be a great time.

OPEN
MON.
Columbus 3 convenient locations ... aH next to BIG 'Y'

"''
• HAMP PLAZA9 to 6

KING STRttTROUTt 5

NORTHAMPTON

FAIRVIEW

BRECKWOOD

MllUTt 3."? MEMORIAl DRIVE

BIG V s SHOPPING CENTER

WU RhAhAM PQAO
SPRINGIlilO

1 CARSTAIRS
BLENDED

80 PROOF
1 75 Litres

WHY PAY

S1099? 8.99
100 PROOF BIGT

VODKA
BIG T

BLENDED
1.75 LITRES

Why pay $10.79?8.99
90 PROOF!
1.75 Litres

Why pay $10.99?

McGregor
Perfection" SCOTCH

80 PROOF
1.75 Litres

Wtiy pay

$10.39? m »MtHtlll

MATTINGLY & MOORE

BOURRON
80; PROOF
1 75 Litres

WHY PAY
$11.75? 8.99

TABLE WINE
itWII

BiG"Y

North Mountain

GALLON
Whypay*3.99?2.99

SCOTCH
80 PROOF!
1.75 Litres

WHY PAY $10.79?

SCHLITZ BEER
24 1202 CANS
WHY PAYS? SO'' 5.49
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Stickers tie

Bulldogs
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

Julie McHugh's goal with five minutes
remaining saved the Minutewomen from
losing their first game of the season as
UMass and Yale tied 1-1 yesterday in field

hockey action behind NOPE.
Because penetration time was in UMass'

favor, 9:10-6:04, the tournament committee
awarded UMass the victory although its

regular season win total remains the same.
Their record, as the committee sees it is 7-0-0

while their actual record is 5-0-2.

UMass coach Jgdith Davidson summed
up her team's performance: "I thought we
played our worst game of the season."
Although the game ended a tie, she termed
the game as a "moral defeat".

Yale took the lead 1-0 at 9:30 of the first

period when Emily Montgomery scored on a

low shot. Play in the first half was ragged for

both teams.
In the second half, with the hustle of

Ginger Bulman, the Minutewomen showed
some life, which they seemed to display all

season. They had good chances to score but
still were unable to until McHugh's big goal.

Lynsie and Jody Wickman drew assists on
the score which came following a scramble
in front of the net.

Moments before, Lynsie Wickman had a
penalty stroke but Yale goalie Lorraine Pratte

made the save. The shot seemed to typlify

the play of the Minutewomen lately.

"We are better than the teams we are

playing but we aren't playing that way,"
Minutewomen Kelley Sails said. "We are

playing on their level which hurts us."
Davidson is concerned about the team's

lackadaisical play. "We haven't been really

aggressive and playing up to our potential for

the past five games. Maybe we need a loss to

snap us out of it."

The JV Minutewomen raised their record
to an impressive 5-0-1 with a 1-0 win over
Yale. Patty Bosscio's first period goal proved
to be the game-winner.

Collegian 19

UMass' Sue Kibling stickhandles by a Yale defender in action from yesterday's field hockey game. The Minutewomen
protected their unbeaten streak with a 1-1 tie against the Bulldogs. UMass will be in action again this Saturday with an 11:00
home game on the fields behind NOPE against Bridgewater State. (Staff photo by Sue Donnelly)

Netwomen rout Southern Conn.
By ED POWERS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team
yesterday routed Southern Connecticut 8-1,

in a home match on chilly and windy NOPE
courts. The Minutewomen swept six singles

matches and won two out of three doubles

Eastern Mountain Sports

FALL FALL FALL
SALF SALF SALF
October 11-15

Parkas & Vests
Down Parkas Regularly

NOW
$59.50 99.50

$49.50-84.50

Synthetic Fill Parkas
Regularly

NOW
$32.00-67.50

$25.00-59.50

Vests Regularly

NOW
$24.50-39.50

$19.50-34.50

Also on sale tents, packs, sleeping bags, gloves,

mittens, shirts, sweaters, & summer rental

equipment.

Cross-Country Ski Packages
Each package includes the ski of your choice plus:

EMS Runner Boots $39.50

Bamboo Poles $ 9.95

Three-pin Binding $ 8.50

Mounting FREE

Choice of skis on sale include:

Total

Suggested SALE
Retail PRICE

Asnes Holmenkollen $117.45 $79.50

Fischer Europa $129.95 $89.50

Fischer Step $137.45 $99.50

Lovett Running $130.45 $89.50

Lovett Light Touring $132.45 $89.50

Karhu Touring $122.95 $89.50

Kneissl Spirit $142.95 $99.50

Eastern Mountain Sports
Store Hours: Monday - Friday, 9:30 am - 9 pm Saturday 9:30 am - 5:30 pm

Route 9, Amherst -Hadley Line ,
—:=—=-^'

-

Amherst, Massachusetts
(413)253-9504

ViSA' master charge

matches to secure an easy victory. The win
evens the women's season record at 4-4.

In singles, number one player Cathy Maher
defeated Cathy Mayer of SCSC 6-2, 6-3;

number two Lee Robb defeated Sue Leonard
in a c.ome-from-behind 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 win;

number three Jennifer Ranz defeated Karen
Vasile6-2, 7-5; number four Carolyn Mooney
defeated Lynn Levanthal 6-2, 6-3; number
five Dawn Minaai defeated Diane Brown 6-1,

6-2; and number six Cathy Sullivan defeated
Nancy Schmidt 6-1, 6-2.

In doubles, number one team Debby
Helperin and Sue Boissevan of UMass were
defeated by Mary Scheerer and Diane Leavitt

of SCSC 1-6, 1-6; number two team Martha
Awiszus and Sherrie Lurie defeated Mary
Dambers in a hard-fought three-setter 6-4, 5-

7, 6-4; and number three team for UMass,
Chris and Jane Carson defeated Joy
Rootkowski and Holly Schaefer 6-0, 6-4.

Coach Bill Yu was very pleased with the
strong showing and was excited about the
possibilities of a fine performance by the
three UMass entries in this weekend's
MAIAW tournament at Mount Holyoke. Yu
was pleasantly surprised that his two singles
players and one doubles team were so highly
ranked for the tournament. Maher and
Mooney are seeded number three and
number six at their respective singles
positions, and the doubles team of Minaai
and Ranz is the top seed in doubles. The
tournament will be played this Saturday and
Sunday in South Hadley.

Package Si<frt'

•-•DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

BUDWEISER
BEER

12 oz. cans

$5.79
case

ROSE-
GARDEN
LIEBFRAU-
MILCH

$2.99
50.7 oz. boftle

NUYENS
VODKA

$7.99
1.75 liter

SCHAEFER
BEER

12 oz. cans

$4.99
case

Tues., Oct. 11 to Sat., Oct. 15
We reserve the right to hmit quantities
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Stickers tie Yale, p. 19

Equestrians in tourney, p. 18

LA evens it up

behind Hooton
NE\A' YORK \UPI\ - Ron Cey, Steve

Yeager and Reggie Smith shell-shocked Jim
"Catfish" Hunter with rocket-like homers
and the Los Angeles Dodgers evened the
World Series at one game apiece by bom-
bing the New York Yankees 6-1 last night
behind the five-hit pitching of Burt Hooton.

The Dodgers, who led the National League
in home runs this year with 191, got a two-
run homer from Cey in the first inning, a solo
shot from Yeager in the second and a two-
run blast from Smith in the third to take a
quick lead the Yankees were unable to
overcome.

Steve Garvey added the Dodgers' sixth
run when he led off the ninth with a home
run off ace reliever Sparky Lyie.
The best-of-seven series, after a travel day

today, resumes in Los Angeles tomorrow
night, with Tommy John pitching for the
Dodgers and Mike Torrez hurling for the
Yankees

While the Dodgers' booming was the
:atalyst, it was the strong pitching of Hooton
which made Manager Tom Lasorda smile the
most.

Hooton had been a major disappointment
in the recently-concluded playoffs with
Philadelphia when he lost his composure
over an umpire's controversial call and had to
be relieved in the second inning of the third
game.
The Dodgers' right-hander said he lerarned

his lesson from that episode - and he
showed it last night, striking out eight and
twice pitching out of ticklish situations.
Using his knuckle curve to perfection and

showing a good fastball which kept the
Yankee hitters off stride, Hooton did not
allow an extra base hit and waiked only one
batter.

Yankees' Manager Billy Martin took a big
risk in starting Hunter, who had not pitched
since Sept. 10 because of an injury. But with
his pitching staff depleted after a wearying
playoff against Kansas City, Martin had no
choice and was hoping for at least "five or
six innings" from his former meal ticket.

But from the opening inning, it was ap-
parent that the crowd was not going to see
the "Catfish" pitch one of the classics that
had characterized his past World Series'
performances at Oakland.

Instead of seeing "Catfish," they saw
Shellfish."

Smith started Hunter's downfall by
creaming a two-out double to right center in
the first inning and Cey followed with a 400-
foot homer into the left field bullpen
With two out in the second inning, Yeager

unloaded another bomb about 400 feet jnto
the left field stands to make it 3-0.

Hunter's stint ended an inning later when
Bill Russell looped a one-out single in front of
a diving Lou Piniella in left and Smith
crashed a titanic 420-foot homer into the
nght-center field bleachers for a 5-0 lead

Following Smith's homer, Martin took pity
on Hunter and the five-time 20-game winner
left to a chorus of boos and catcalls from the
hometown fans. Dick Tidrow came in and
stopped the Dodgers before leaving for a
pinch hitter in the fifth.

Burt Hooton baffles the Yankees on five hits. (UPI)

Women harriers trample
Big Green of Dartmouth

Rich Eckel

Yanks—NY's last hope

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team
found out yesterday just how much fun
running can be, as it had little else to keep it

occupied in its easy 16-47 win at Dartmouth
College, raising its record to 5-0.

mr

'The 880 was never like this," must've
been on Sue Muiligan's mind as she
nears the three mile mark at Brandeis.
She finished a fine eighth yesterday.
(Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Everyone managed to stay comfortable,
with the biggest problems being an untied
shoe and regrouping, the latter resulting
from the Minutewomen's strategy of treating
the meet as a hard workout, splitting the
team into two groups to work on pacina
each other.

**

"The team ran very relaxed, and I think
this made them run better," said coach
Charlotte Lettis. "What made this race even
more impressive was our women were
running six minutes a mile pace, which is a
hard run. Being relaxed must be the key."

Jane Welzwel, Tina Francario and Priscilla
Wilson, after debating whether to wait for
Barb Callanan, tied for first in 16:44.

"The course was supposed to be three
miles, but I think it was only 2.8," said Lettis

Callanan was only three seconds back in
fourth, after negotiating the Big Green's hilly
rugged course.

Dartmouth managed to slip one runner
into the top five, Lisa Howell, who just
nipped Linda Welzel. Welzel was the third
freshman to crack the Minutewomen top
five, showing that the "youngsters" are
already acciimating themselves to front
running.

Following her were Jo Chapman, who is
rapidly rounding into shape; Sue Mulligan, a
track half-miler getting some distance
background; Beth Collins (happy birthday)
fully recovered from an ankle sprain; Debbie
Farmer, resting a bit after a good race
Sunday; and Eileen Everett, another fine
freshman.

Kathy Kirkham and Cathy Dooley rounded
out UMass' runners in 13th and 18th
respectively.

The Minutewomen now face an 11 day
break before the New England Cham-
pionship, which will be held on their home
course, the reknowned apple orchard loop.

"We'll be able to get some hard workouts
in, which should round us into shape for the
New England's," said Lettis. "This kind of a
break is ideal for everyone to recover."

Just remember to tie 'em in double knots
Tina.

NEW YORK - The New York Yankees are
the last hope for sports fans in this city.

Within recent times this sporting capital
has been hit with some devastating blows
that would make even the loyalest of fans
want to give up spectator sports and begin
bird watching.

First the Giants informed the city that it no
longer would play its games in Yankee
Stadium, but was moving to the suburbs in
the Meadowlands, N.J.

Then the Jets announced this summer
that they were going to let their savior and
leader Joe Namath escape to the sunny skies
of Los Angeles and the Rams.

Next the Mets shocked their fans with the
trade of Tom Seaver to the Cincinnati Reds.
Now "Tom Terrific" wearing his Sear's suits
may seem like a chump to you, but to
millions of New Yaarkers he was an idol.

Early this fall news came out of the
Rangers' training camp that Rod Gilbert, the
Rangers' veteran winger, wanted no more of
John Ferguson and for that matter the New
York Rangers. This was a setback to all those
Ranger fans who have been waiting for years
(or is it centuries!') for their team to win a
Stanley Cup.

The final blow was struck last week when
the Knicks dealt "Mr. Basketball," Walt
Frazier, to Cleveland. These events are just
too much culture shock for the inhabitants of
this fine city and state to absorb.

That is why on Tuesday night I sat in
Yankee Stadium and rooted for the Yankees
to win the World Series. That and the fact
that a man was holding a knife to my back
and monitoring every word I said about 'his'
team.

But seriously, these fighting, over-priced,
and over-publicized Yankees are these
people's last resort. They are to New York
what the Red Sox were to Boston during the
busing crisis of 1975. These people are
frustrated and they need the Yankees.

That is why they were willing to do
anything at any cost to get inside the
Stadium the other night. That is why
scalpers were asking and receiving $225 for a
pair of SOX seats. And that is why it seems
everybody in the city is talking about these
Yankees.

The Yankees are the only good thing in
town. George Steinbrenner hasn't sold out,
instead he has gone out and bought a team
that is worthy of the fans' attention. But
these fans are wary of the Yankees' success.
Already the talk of trades in the off-season
are being mentioned in the press.

Mickey Rivers says he wants out. Thurman
Munson is reportedly interested in being
traded to the Cleveland Indians in order to be
closer to his family. At least that's the excuse
he's offering as his reason for wanting to
leave the team. The rumor being circulated is

that he might be traded for Dennis Eckersley,
Rick Manning and Fred Kendall.

Billy Martin is ticked off at Steinbrenner
for supposedly having given his family in-
ferior seats at the playoffs in Kansas City.
Now even retired players are getting into the
act. Joe DiMaggio is upset at the Yankees
because he wasn't treated properly when he
came to pick up his Series tickets. And so it

goes on. But these fans will not be
discouraged.

Ask about the expected trade of Munson
and you get a grunt or response that it's just
garbage from the press. These fans want the
Yankees to win and nobody, not even the
Jets, Giants, Mets, Rangers or Knicks, are
going to spoil their fun. And that is why I

want to see the Yankees win. OtheoA^ise the
Brooklyn Bridge may become the high diving
capital of the world.

At the game:
It seems strange, but it appears the most

popular man on the Yankees, judging by the
applause of the fans during the introduction
of the team, is the manager, Billy Martin.
The new stadium is a nice place to view a

ballgame, but the Yankees have to do
something about their organist. The playing
of the organ during the game is bush, and so
is the sign on the message board telling
people when to clap.

The biggest play of the first game may
have been Reggie Smith being thrown out in
the first inning. Don Gullett was struggling,
and another run may have forced his early
departure.

Best banner award for originality from the
always gracious New York fans: GARVEY IS
GAY.

Supplement to the Collegian

Michael Mathers

THE HOBO AMERICAN
America *^ Most (^pressed Minority

The most oppressed minority in America
today is the one we hear least about - the
Hobo American. Those who make up the
Hobo American community are totaly

ostracized from society; they find it im-
possible to get work and are usually
relegated to riding railroad boxcars and liv-

ing in the squalor of the most wretched city

slums. They are called "bums" and
"tramps " They are ruthlessly oppressed by
the so called "loitering" and "vagrancy"
laws which prohibit them from sleeping in

subway, train, and bus stations and city

parks, their few places of refuge from a
society that believes that one should pay
for a place to sleep. They are driven to drink

by the cruel conditions of modern society;
many of them find their only true solace in

alcohol Rising liquor prices are but another
sign of society's contempt for the Hobo-
American lifestyle. This lifestyle has* con-
tributed a great deal to American culture,

yet it has been rewarded with dirty looks,
higher prices for cheap wine, and refusal to

even acknowledge their modest solicita-

tions for a small bit of change. Where
would America be without the Hobo-
American? Who would sleep at the Salva-
tion Army centers across this land? Who
would inabit the Bowery? Who would buy
most of the clothes at the Goodwill Stores?
Who else would buy some of the liquor

they consume? Would beans be as popular
a food as it now if were it not for its

widespread use among hobos acrosss
railroad yards all over the country? Or hitch
hiking! Who were the first hitch-hikers-*

Hobo Americans, that's who.

The history of our time has been one of
everyone against the "hobo"
Bnssinessman and student, housewife and
public servant, pimp and hooker have all

waged war against the hoboisie, refusing
them money, staring at what they consider
"dirty" clothes and "unkempt" ap-
pearance, laughing derisively at the cultural
expressions of the Hobo Americans as they
sing their songs of woe or intoxicated joy.
"Look at the crazy bum!" they chortle
unabashedly.

The Hobo-American is almost always
looked upon as useless to society, perhaps
they are useless to this society; a society
that has not accepted their cultural tradi-

tion though it has taken much from it.

What can be done to alleviate this terrible

problem of oppression of America's forgot-
ten minority group? Next week. Below the
Salt will begin a series of articles on the
plight of the Hobo-American in our society
and will seek to deal with the many pro-
blems of this most oppressed minority. We
will also sponsor a convention in the near
future that will present films and emminent
Hobo-American speakers, sponsor
workshops in Hobo-American liberation,

and even hold a fund-raising dinner with
Hobo-Amercan cuisine. Our goal is to raise
the consciousness of the Valley community
so that we may aid the Hobo-American
community in getting its fair share of the
pie - and the booze in American society.

Hermann Lumpenmensch
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Now, area premiere
at two theatres!
7 00 and 9:15

Full of fondness
rue, outrage

and high spirits.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
PRESENTS

LAS VEGAS
NIGHT

MOCK GAMBLING CASINO

CRAPS BIRDCAGE WHEEL OF FORTUNE

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE
POKER ROULETTE BLACKJACK
HONKY TONK PIANO PLAYER

Oct. 15. 1977 1st Floor Campus Center

7:30 DCX)RS OPEN
9:00 ROYAL VOTING CEASES
10:00 CROWNING OF ROYAL PERSON(S)
11:00 AUCTION BEGINS (USING PLAY MONEYWON DURING EVENING)

$1.00 Admission — (allows one SlOOOplay money)
Add't money available

$20,000 rnaxirTium on card games.

PROCEEDS GO
TO CHARITY

BEIOW THESALT
Editors

Co Editors : Bob Armstrong Rich Ploli

Ass t. Editon Kenneth Shain

Books X Cheryl Sreiberg

Music : Boss Nerenberg

Dance: Leila Bruno

Him: Skip Tenzcar

Art: Lesley Lawrence

Contributors

:

Perry Adler Rastapunk Ram Dass

Tom Anderson Mike Cdnley Scolt Haas

Cheryl Hunter Paula S. Hiss Brett Mtlano

Ron Fradhtn Hermann Lumpenmensch

Walter MacLelse Sharon True

Skip Tenczar Amir Raschidd Lisa Wait

Phillip Milstein Hablb Mouallem

Steven Waldman

John Zieman

Histrionics In tlie Valley

RING BEFORE ENTERING
A History of the World

I am a pre-history student who wants to
go to historian school. Go ahead, laugh.
It's a sad world we live in. So laugh. It

doesn't matter. It doesn't alter a thing.
I could have chosen an easier field, like

geology or English. Yet, I've decided to
stick my neck out into the cutthroat world
of history and historians.

I have no reason to expect sympathy.
There are thousands of would-be
historians, applying to history schools, stu-
dying months for the HCAT's, stealing lec-
ture notes, and destroying term papers. I

know one student whose thesis on
Robespierre was stolen and burned. And all

so that someone can "help mankind". He's
out for the money.
OK, so I'm not Mr. Altruism either. I know

there are big bucks in history, too. But
that's not why I care about the Battle of
Tours or the Diet of Worms. I want to be a
country historian, not like the others.
If I wanted to, I could opRn uo a fancy of-

fice in Great Neck, New York, there! Plush
carpets, wood panels, leather seats, copies
of Utrillo paintings. Sure, I could make a
fast fortune and live on easy street. But
that's not my cup of tea. Let some other
so called historian specialize in Twentieth
Century American History. Let him identify
the causes of World War II. I want dignity,
solitude, and truth.

As a country historian I would help peo-
ple. Mrs. Bullock enters my office. It's a
quiet, dusty room, above the rebuilt barn,
beside a grove of shade trees. There's ari

old desk and two chairs upon a polished
floor of wooden planks. Mrs. Bullock sits
down. She complains about being upset
about late Medieval Catholicism, that she
never really knew why it seemed so conser-
vative. Why, Mrs. Bullock, I say, it alt

relates to the Babylonian Captivity and
Henry IV. We discuss this and she leaves a
happy woman. Could a historian in Great
Neck solve her plaint? Not likely.

Scott Haas
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Iggy Pop and the Ramones
Live at the Waterbury, Ct. Palace
October 4, 1977

Some random notes on the show:
Between late 1973 and early 1977 Iggy Pop

did not release one piece of recorded
material and played less than a half-dozen
live shows In 1977 he has already released
two entire albums (both very good, but not
up to the boy's earlier works of genius) and
embarked on as many national tours.

His band for the early '77 tour ( The Idiot
tour) was a rather stiff and mechanical unit,

one which never seemed as if it was in-

terested in doing much more than playing by
numbers. His band for the late '77 tour (Lust
For Life tour) is an exciting combo, one
whose energy and sense of fun quite approx-
imated my images of the Stooges (Iggy's
first band), whom I never had the raw
pleasure of seeing But the personnel for
both hands was nearly identical, with only an
anonymous keyboardist this time around
replacing the thrust-in-the background
Ziggy Bowie of The Idiot tour and Bowie's
guit.irist Carlos Alomar added to the current
lineup to round out the sound The key to
the upgrade in performance lay with the
Sales brothers (Soupy's kids), whose rap-
port with the rest of the band and with the Ig

himself seemed to generate the energy in

Waterbury that was missing when I saw
them in Boston in March of this year. And
the brothers' collective sense of cool is ex-
ceeded only by that of the Asheton brothers
of the original Stooges.

Iggy is very fond of performing with sibl-

ing rhythm sections.

HeadyHoney
TALKING HEADS
Talking Heads: 77

(Sire)

Talking Heads' debut album is an ex-
cellent one. The group's members are:
Martina Weymouth, bass, Jerry Harrison,
guitar, keyboard and second singer, Chris
Frantz, drums, and David Byrne, guitar and
lead singer. Featuring a tight ensemble ap-
proach with buoyant melodies, incisive
rhythmic motifs and hightly committed
singing, Talking Head's music is striking in
it's originality and in it's effective com-
plementing of their lyrics.

Originally artists, the members of Talking
Heads eventually decided to CQncentrate
on using rock music as a means of expres-
sion. A fixture on the New York punk rock
circuit, their music should not be typecast
as "characteristic" punk rock with its fast
tempos, gritty and squealing guitar solos
and angry lyrics. Their music is not a return
to the spirit of the early Who or whatever. .

.

This is music which despite it's immediate
appeal is a vehicle for communicating the
complexities behind some of our emotions.
This is music which while remarkably fresh
sounding takes time to penetrate. Such
seeming contradictions are a result of the
band's different approach. On the back
cover of the album there is a group photo.
It isn't one of those typical poses. They
look out at you intensely with expressions
grim and yet assertive of their vitality. This
is a group which seeks to communicate and
which has well-founded confidence that
they have much to say.

The lyrics are principally written by David
Byrne and they are very good. In general,
they work out well in the context of the
music except in a few songs where their ex-
cessive repetition lessens their impact.
David Byrne's voice has a constrained, thin
tonal quality about it which together with
his exceptional use of verbal accentuations,
and his unusual intensity, contribute to the
considerable impact of his singing. Sire has
given them fine production. Instrumental
balance and detail are excellent and the
lyrics are thoughtfully printed on the record
jacket. (Highly Recommended)

— Steven Waldman

Talking LLeads

Nektar

Captured Live

Iggy himself was infinitely looser now than
he was in March. The show from The Idiot
tour that I attended was his first American
concert in over two years, and he had a right
to be nervous. But at times he seemed
downright petrified, with virtually none of his
infamous audience rapport. This time out he
was great, calling Waterbury something like
'a hot shit town," telling one spectator (me)
to shut up after calling out rather loudly for a
song which he (surprisingly) played later
anyway, wearing a thick horse tail for the
first song, doing a great Marlene Dietrich im-
itation, wearing two strange lines painted
onto each side of his face and a very short
and frightening haircut, singing half of one
tune in German (Iggy currently resides in
Berlin), breaking a chair on stage, allowing
his drummer to play bass and his guitarist to
play drums for one very long song, wearing a
German WWII helmet for one number, clim-
bing high atop the PA system at one time,
and going through his standard Iggy gyra-
tions with an utter vengeance. In other
words, no diving onto broken bottles but
otherwise up to his old tricks.

On The Idiot tour he performed a rather
even mixture of songs from the three classic
Stooges albums and from his (at that time
only) solo album, plus one song which later
turned up on Lust For Life. On the Lust For
Life tour he played six on nine songs from
that record, one song from The Idiot (half of
which he did in German), one Stooges song
and one song which was recorded with the
Stooges in 73 but not released until this
year.

I thought the Ramones were great and
were the perfect warm up act for Iggy but
the rest of the audience couldn't have cared
less

Philip Milstein

GEILS IN CONCERT
Springfield Civic Center

October 7

Boston boogie was the order of the night
last Friday as the J. Geils Bannd (or, as
they like to be called now, Giels) and James
Montgomery preformed in front of a well-

packed Springfield Civic Center. Both
groups, particularly Geils, were successful
in captivating and winning the boisterous
crowd over.

The Montgomery Band, a staple in area
clubs, opened the evening's proceedings
with a spirited, but brief, set consisting of
seven songs, including encore (a ten-
minute version of "The Train"). Their R&B
style was noteworthy for setting the
already anxious audience furthur on the
edges of theur seats in anticipation of the
night's headliners. In summation, Mont-
gomery and cohorts were only mediocre.
Their act is better set among the smaller
clubs, not the big sports arenas. Still, the
youthful crowd appreciated them.
After a lengthy intermission break of near-

ly an hour, Geils hit the stage with all the
energy of a speeeding locomotive. Open-
ing their set with "Detroit Breakdown, " the
sextet chose to stick to their better-known
numbers, with heavy emphisis on good
tight rock n' roll. One of the few times the
band varied from this crowd-pleasing style
was when they performed the title" track
from their current Atlantic album. Monkey
Island. Featuring renowned Pittsfield har-
pist Magic Dick on trumpet, the tune
creatively blended jazz with rock and a
touch of the blues in a way which has
seldom been heard from the predominantly
R&B group. Curiously enough, the band
only performed a couple of other tunes
from Monkey Island, preferring to titilate

the throng with older numbers.

NEKTAR
Magic Is A Child

(Polydor)

Progressive rock buffs should be spending
the next few months in musical heaven.
With Gentle Giant and Yes having delivered
the goods in grand fashion, a new Caravan
in the import bins and Van der Graaf on the
way, a new ELP in the works and the live
Genesis due to be unveiled shortly, we'll
have more than enough good music to last
us through the winter. And now, it's time
to reacquaint ourselves with some old
fnends: after a year and a half's absence,
Nektar has returned. Roye Albrighton, the
guitarist and vocalist from the original
Nektar has gone his own way, but his
replacement, Dave Nelson, is thoroughly
capable and the band is back in full

strength. The new album marks a noticable
alteration of style, which shouldn't be sur-
prising since each of Nektar's albums has
been a departure from the previous one.
Their previous American output has includ-
ed an excursion into heady space-rock
(Remember the Future), a set of lighter,
rockier songs with a circus concept (Down
to Earth) and a full-scale synthesized epic

j
(Recycled). And now, with Magic Is A
Child, Nektar is expanding the use of
vocals in their music. All four of the band
members sing and the harmonies are more
fully developed than ever before. As a
result, this is Nektar's most song-orientatec
album and although there is a loosely-knit
concept (concerning growth and ex-
perience), this is their first album in which
each song can be taken out of context and
stand on its own. Like Supertramp, Nektar
is now aiming in a more melodic direction,
and the album has its share of ear-catching
tunes.

Otherwise, it's the familiar Nektar
sound — each song abounds with those lit-

tle musical themes that interact well with
the vocal lines and keep catching the atten-
tion. The instrumentation also incorporates
such additional touches as a string quartet
on the title track and Larry (Synergy) Fast's
synthesizers thoughout. The vocals are us-
ed most effectively on "Listen ", the most
dramatic of these songs. Other highlights
are the rocking "Spread Your Wings" and
"Love to Share", which has an exuberant
vocal and a chorus which advises us to
"Keep you worries behind you/So you can
see what's before you".
On this album, Nektar's music is full

grown, and as magical as ever.

— Brett Mitano

Rendering such standards as "Southside
Shuffle," "Looking For A Love," "Where
Did Our Love Go," "Whammer Jammer,"
and "House Party," the group won hearty
approval. The sound level was good (not
too loud) and, as usual, manic vocalist
Peter Wolf was the center of attraction as
he leaped and frolicked across the stage in

much the same manner as a hyperactive
jackrabbit. Exercising such stage presence.
Wolf is obviously one of rock's most flam-
boyant and colorful front men. He knows
how to work cohesively with the rest of the
boys in the band and does so exceedingly
well.

After a frantic encore of "Love-ltis"' and
"First I Look At The Purse, "

I had the op-
portunity to talk with Wolf. It was during
this brief but informative chat that the
evening's one negative aspect was un-
covered. Due to some sort of ludicrious
Springfield curfew, Geils had to limit their
set to "only" ninety minutes. While this
length of time was sufficient to please the
vgst majority of Springfield patrons, (who
have no doubt become accostumed to be-
ing treated by their city as second-class
citizens), I was nearly irate. I wished that I

would have been fortunate enough to have
caught Geils somewhere else, such as in

Providence, where Wolf said the band was
going to perform for two or three hours the
following night.

So, in closing, I give Geils a mark of A-t-
for the music they played. And for the
music they didn't play, I give Springfield a
bigfatF. Get with it Springfield! We're not
all a bunch of juvenile delinquents, are we?

Ross Nerenberg
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THE STORY OF DAY AND NIGHT

Basic Elements of Wisdom

There happened to be a clash between
two vibes at the crack between two
worlds: Day and Night. Day was in a
happy mood, he had some beneficial
sun rays, and ate some cookies and
ice cream, toklate was unavailable to-
day. But anyway the twilight was in-
spinng, especailly with Night's atten-
dance Night, on the other hand, exer-
cised some phobias. She could not
reconcile herself to Day, because she
was selfish and wanted to possess
Day. Failure to do so added more
misery, frustration and self criticism.
Day's lightness was as smooth as the
dawn when it slips from the night. Day
promised Night that he would not
distract her majestic presence by his lit

atoms.

What follows is a dialogue between
Day and Night. The setting is
somewhat romantic and melancholic.
The sun -s diving in the Mediterranean.
The road is adjacent to the ocean; the
hips are resting afar and level with the
honzon. Sharp glowing clouds hang
above, wavering a farewell to the sun.
The tide is roaring; it splashes on the
rocks scattered here and there on the
shore, as if it tries to play a special tune
for the stars. The road is empty, no
people in sight; few wild trees spread
tn the distant fields. The sky is so clear
and some stars begin to appear. A
flock of seagulls dance in the air and
hold their sat-sang ritual before the
God of Love.

Day is playing his flute on top of one
of the rocks. Night is dressed in a black
garment which covers her whole body
except for her face. It was an old dress
she inherited from her grandma. She
loved her dress and was very proud of
her elegance in it. It also is an in-
teresting fact that Night did not know
her grandma, as she was born after her
ancestor's death. Here she comes
strolling by, enjoying her solitude. Day
notices her, and reacts as if an elec-
tromagnetic field penetrates his whole
being. You know this feeling, when all

your body becomes numb and then a
pleasant warm sensation envelopes
your being. Day could not help jumping
from a three foot high rock in order to
meet Night. He screams!!! AHH WOW
OHOHOHOH, OUM, OUM, OUM Ah'
HEY'WOW, AHHI
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FREE FLOATING

The free floating figures danced softly
softly upon the wind
Beckoning and calling all

to enter into

A spontaneous delight lasting through the
night..

I followed with hesitant steps
until soon I too, could float

Onward we moved
To distant patterns of sound
Weaving their way, passing to, into and
through me
Like waves of air bubbles continuous turn-
ing me
out of me I was on the ground
But I was resting on a cloud
Only for a moment
then
moving quicker and loud
the voices loud into a passioned frenzy
forceful than the biteing winds
turning round and round
Then losing gravity and myself
Falling to the ground
The free floating figures danced
softly upon the wind
There wasn't a sound.

— .'ennifer Haywood

Night runs, uay is laying on his side
unable to stand up because he hurt his
ankle. His murmur is vaguely heard, due to
the distraction in sound that the ocean of-
fers. Night's eyes are wide open. Her blue-
green pupils are radiating some sort of ray
which science has not yet discovered She
twists her head: left-right; right-left; in an
alert manner. The sobbing sound was com-
ing, she finally decided, from there, poin-
ting with her sharp eyes to a set of two high
rocky mountains connected from above
and making an upside down "V" shape. In-
side one of the mountains, there was a
hollow cave which was easy to reach. Day
decided to play his flute there due to the
echo that place offered. Meanwhile, with a
surprise. Night runs courageously and
compassionately. Day's cries grow more
painful, his worries spread all over the
place. "How am I getting home? Why did
this happen? Oh God, there is no way out
of here NO, NO, NOOOO WAY "

His pitch shifted to C Major scale and he
started cusring the god that caused his
pain. 'You son of a gun, don't you see
what you did to me?"
Silence The roar of the ocean con-

tinued rhythmically, and their heartbeats
accelerated their motion: tik tok tik-tok- tik-
tok tik-tok tik tok... Night bent with relief
over Day's face, caressing with her warm
hands his, pale cheeks. Day gazed with
wonder at chance. His lips started shiver-
ing, he tried to get some words out of his
injured state, but he couldn't help bursting
into tears. A gleaming thread of colorless li

quid kissed Night's forefingers, and with
hands full of tenderness, Night managed to
help Day sit on a nearby rock.

A goldern multicolored horizon ac-
companied their peaceful souls. The touch
of the breeze was mixed with the incense of
Love, and the fragrance of beauty.
Night: "Come, my beloved, let's follow

the footprints of summer to my old peo-
ple's place, it is not far from here, we can
walk."
Night: "Come, my beloved, let's follow

the footprints of summer to my old peo-
ple's place, it is not far from here, we can
walk."
With Day's right arm laying on Night's

shoulders, he tried his best to jump on his
left foot until they reached the backyard of
her house. Night signals with worry:
"SHHHH!!!!" She was scared of her
father, because he was a drunkard, and he
used to beat her and her mother constant-
ly. The backyard was crowded with apple
trees, and some lettuce and tomatoes were
on the side. Her father. Mercury, was sipp-
ing his Scotch under the branches of a
pregnant apple tree. Mercury was fifty-five
years old, and despised his existence. He
worked his way out of pain by establishing
a strong bond with liquor. On the other
hand, his wife. Moon, was a pious woman
who accepted thankfully life's suffering
Her prayers did not help much her
miserable circumstances. Night was the
only child they had.
Night and Day sneaked in the front door

and up to Night's bedroom.

(to be continued...)
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Truth Is Hction

Atlantic Avenue Fire

His old bible buried in its

rightful cove near his gin
and fire-escape. Knowing a
moment given only for
counting the Italian angels
suckling their prayers,

'

six-hundred masses cheaply
sold. Fire to purge can only
come to him flirting with
kisses, scathing clean away
the leprous wounds he had
licked all his life, there
not being enough minted
grass in all the sacred
sanctuaries to help him heal.
He walked all the stone
landscapes. The moon
had watched and known him
more whiskey running down
its craters, chasing behind
the lonely wolves devouring
wholesome dreams and babies
fit for labor. He was too
old to run, entwined for a
life with a steel lover
wearing new coats of oil

to win fashion prizes and
put plain housewives to
shame. No blood stained
the printouts. In the smoke
form flying up to take him,
he saw his signal, a spectral
caress, and he took his dive
into the silenced lips of the
sleeping slaves below who
gritted their teeth and
waited to be sold.

Rich Pioli

REQUIEM IN THE SUN

Even by the mouth of the great river

I have seen you.
You teaching our children false gods
of fear,

and giving them tarnished brass halos
freezing in the sun.

Through ancestral gates of sufferage,
we gawked from behind tattered

altars and closed doors.
The sea had vomited us embryos
naked upon the sanguinary shores
of west hell.

A single cry have we cried.

Many voices in the hollow deeps
of placid hearts.

Your white eyes gazing upon us,

beneath the fury of your
twisted hands.
Your hands feeding us poison
bowls of lies.

That you may bleed us in the sun

.

Our wide eyes falling open
the horizons of sugar cane and lynching,
of cotton and castration,

of heroin and contraceptives.
The calloused faces of children,

calling moaning fathers

from their asphalt graves.
Calling from the mouth of a tired river.

But the tarnished brass halos are

choking their cries.

Tarnished brass halos choking their freedom cry!

The long river and twilight

slitting this rotten land, this place.

A place where the sweet wind has not come.
A place in the wilderness.

Where the sweet wind has not blown.
A place in ther violent silence

of west hell.

A place called America.

-Amir Rashidd
© B.R. Gruner,

What is involved in icnowledge?

My mind's eye strains.
Gazing back through vague memories
Obscured by the need to forget
And long overdue tears.
Those bitter days
Of frustrated anger
Hopeless, numbed, half-alive
A trap without walls
A prison without keys and
No oneto call on visitors day.
You would give to me.
And when my guard was down.
Take twice as much away.
Starving,

I would go to you for sustenance.
And come away more hungry than before.
Such tender, sweet deception:
Behind that lovely, loving face.
Does malice dwell?
Cloaked by gentleness, innocence.
Is there cruelty and hatred?
I cannot tell.

I only feel

Used up.

Alone, and
Lost.

-Ron Fradkin
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I opened my eyes
nding across waves in the black sheets

believing that dreams left behind
could never threaten me with

their soverign, mimetic
moonlit terraces.
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BOOKS:

Beauty In Death

Secret Doctrines of the
Tibetan Book of the Dead

Detlaf Ingo Lauf

Metaphor is the prime tool of the arts in

creative communication. Poets have
always expressd ideas and defined con-
cepts through intense symbolism. Visual
arts may present emotions/intangible in-

sights through metaphor of color and
angle, juxtaposition of form. What appears
to be, in any creative effort, is not nec-
cessarily the point.

Tibetan Buddhism teaches us that reality

works on the same principles. What ap-
pears to be is but a creative metaphor for

the underlying, hidden and true meaning.
The creator of our world is our own
awareness of self, our personal identity. In

a sense, our life is a complex grid of

metaphor. Our perceptions, our projec-

tions, all subjective experience is in sym-
bols that relate directly to an underlying
base of pure idea. This translation of idea

works in a complex and subtle way. Our
outer world is a transmuted reflection of

the world of the sub- or supra-concious.
This underlying and also self-created world
is filled with the thought-
symbols/ archetypes that are common to

the experience of all men. The Tibetan
Book of the Dead deals with these ar-

chetypes in a subtle ceremonial way in

order to portray a comprehensive
psychology of existance.

Secret Doctrines of the Tibetan Book
of the Dead by Detlaf Ingo Lauf ap-
proaches the esoteric document directly on
this symbolic level, attempting to delineate
and clarify what seems to be an in-

comprehensible jumble of images. Dieties
and attendants, corresponding colors and
sounds, all are carefully ordered and label-

ed by name and attribute. The correspon-
ding human qualities connected with each
are explained in their psychological sense.

The Bardo Thodol, or Tibetan book of the
Dead is written as a manual of guidance for

those undergoing the exp>enence of

physical death. The initiation is meant -to

start during life, by a careful study and
comprehension of the books. After death
attending priests recite the passages to the
soul, reminding the awareness of the true

subjective nature of the experience and
helping the mind to take best opportunity
of the journey.

The state of death, the transitory period

between earthlives is explained as lasting

(symbolically) 7 times 7 days and is divided

into three seperate states, or Bardos. The
first Bardo is entered into at the moment of

death and is the high point of the transition.

This IS the point of the perception of the

"clear light", a state of complete ego-loss.

The period is one of ecstatic awareness
devoid of any mental or conceptual activi-

ty. As the ego gradually regains control of

conciousness the subject is exposed to vi-

sions of the peaceful deities, sublime be-

ings who clarify certain facets of the cor>di-

tions of psychic and karmic life. Lauf ex-
plains that these deities "are not be
understood as outmoded or mythical
figures, but rather as symbolic primordial
images of definite teachings...They are
transcendant and come from the heavenly
inner sphere of ones pure awareness... pro-
jections of the immeasurable space of inner
awareness into the cosmic spheres of a vi-

sionary, heavenly place..." He goes on to
list the separate deities by name and ex-
plain their accompanying symbols and at-

tributes as they apply to the different areas
of the human psyche.

These visions are the start of the descent
toward progressively stronger illusions
generated by karma and finally rebirth and
the onset again of ego-control. Through
the succeeding steps Secret Doctrines
follows the intricate detail of the origiani
text and provides explanation, as well as
wealths of historical background, related
Buddhist and Tibetan cultural information,
and the significance of the text in Tibetan
art.

The second Bardo is the state of the
wrathful deities, terrifying and threatening
creatures that represent the cloudier sides
of human existence. Lauf states that the
very act of rejection of these self-invented
beings is in itself a strong negative thought-
influence and can only increase the power
and horror of these deities. Timothy Leary
supports this statement in his highly inter-
pretive docmmentary of 'he same subject.
He states. The key is inaction; passive in-

tegration with all that occurs around you. If

you try to impose your will, use your mind,
rationalise, seek explanations, you will get
caught in hallucinatory whirlpools." The
priests anending the journey of the deceas-
ed person will recite, at this point, texts en-
couraging the soul or awareness body to
realize the self created illusary nature of the
visions.

In the third Bardo objective control is, for
all purposes, tost. The awareness is buf
feted about by increasingly personal visions
built on past karma, and is finally driven in-

to rebirth. Lauf basically ignores this

passage, instead going on to draw parallels

between the Tibetan text and the books of

the dead of the Bon religion, the traditional

Tibetan religion before Buddhism came in

from India in the 1 1th century.

The ultimate purpose of the Bardo
Thodol, is not merely as a map of these dif-

ferent stages, but as a guide to remind the
awareness body in this ego-less state of the
illusary level of the experience. With this

realization liberation may be obtained and
one may become free of returning through
the cycle of rebirth. Some have postulated
that the Tibetan Book of the dead is cloth-

ed with the purpose of the after death ritual

but is actually a highly esoteric document
and manual of liberating the condousness
of the live person. It could be a guide to ap-

proaching the illuminating experiences
described by saints and mystics through
history.

Lauf explains that the concept of ego-loss

liberation is not confined to Buddhist
psychology in a chapter dealing with com-
paritive literature. He draws a statement
from Plato, "For the body provides us with
innumerable distractions... interrupting and
disturbing and confusing us so that we are

unable to see the truth." And on the con-
cept of karma, St. Thomas Aquinas;

"

Since these faculties (human psychic) are

parts of the soul or of the totality of soul

and body, therefore, after the demise of the
body those faculties... remain only by the
virtue of their effects."

However Secret Doctrines provides one
mostly with the framework of the text. The
scholarship and careful order of so complex
a subject is superb. Yet the spark, the
transmission of meaning is to a large part
absent, and one comes away from this

book feeling unsatisfied, full of facts but
lacking substance and understanding of the
Bardo Thodul. This book could be well us-
ed with several other texts.

Tim Leary states, in The Psychedelic Ex-
perience :a manual based on the
Tibetan Book of the Dead," . . .it is a book
of the living and how to live,... the manual
is a detailed account of how to lose the

ego, how to break out of personality into

new realms of conciousness; and how to

avoid the involuntary limiting processes of

the ego; how to make the (mystical) con-
ciousness expansion experience endure..."
While Leary's book is explaining the

Tibetan's book's esoteric implications to

the LSD experience, it still provides much
insight into the psychological idea of self

thought created reality.

And for the "western oriented" mind
perhaps the most comprehensive commen-
tary on the book of the dead was written by
the eminent psychoanalyst Carl Jung, who
states in his perceptive forward to a transla-

tion of the document, "For it is a book that
will only open itself up to spiritual

understanding, and this is a capacity which
no man is born with, but which he can ac-
quire through special training and specail
experience, (these books) are meant for

those...who no longer set much store by
the uses, aims and meanings of present-
day "civilization".

Lisa-Gale Wait
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Damned, Beautiful

THE DAMNED and THE BEAUTIFUL
by Paula S. Pass

Oxford Press,415 pages $15

Ample proof of the cyclical nature of

history is to be found in The Damned and
The Beautiful, a sociological foray into

American college life in the twenties. The
similarities of that decade to the 60's are

striking.

Here are some permutations of the day: a

new, "permissive" sexuality was decried by
adults; the sensuous rh^nhmns of a new
kind of music were denounced; various

gurus sprang up, proclaiming that the new
youth was the harbinger of a better, more
progressive, day; the underpinnings of a

sort of feminism could be seen in the in-

creased use of birth control by young
womer the language changed, as new at

titudes gave birth to new slang;certain

books oecame de rigeur reading; the ii-

ality of an intoxicant bred contempt for

law; and youthful concern with
dom of expression was paramount.

While reading Pass, one notices the ex-

treme self conciousness of the age. Her

method is to extract sociololgical marrow
from collegiate writing in the twenties, p>ar-

ticularly from editorials in student news
papers The editors apparently spent much
time reflecting on the significance of their

contemporaries, for page after page is filled

with insight, explanation, and hubris, for

those young spokesmen for the age.

Another 20's spokesman, Scott Fit-

zgerald, is discussed by Pass. He titillated

the masses, she says, by telling them
everything they publicly denounced but

were secretly burning to hear, about the

young generation. One is left with the im-

pression that Fitzgerld, while recognizing

in the antics of the young fertile ground for

his writing, had many reservations about
his "wild children". Indeed, he may have
privately agreed with the traditionalists who
were busy lamenting the fall of civilization.

The Damned and The Beautiful is an il-

lumin-jting study of the social realities of a

very noportant time, and good reading, but

it's d bit heavy on the jargon. This reader

could easily do without such phrases as

"out-group status", "behavioral norms",
"multi-dimensional social transformation",
"network of peer relations", etc., which

dutter the book and the mind.

Though the students of the twenties were
considered rebelious, they were very much
their parents' children. They were politically

apathetic, getting stired up only at at-

tempts to censor their own actions. They
engaged in tiny rebellions, seemingly in-

nocuous things such as "petting", dance-
ing, listening to jazz, and drinking bootleg
liquor, and any iconoclasm soon withered
into group conformity However, youth
and it's hobbies was considered dangerous
by the eldeis, and this may explain the

retreat into monochromatic sameness
which became the hallmark of the decade
The young needed to present a united front

against attacks, jnd this unity demanded
strict conformity and the ;n mediate
crushing of any deviation from the new
standards. Nr '• riseingly, this move
ment was sp' , ju ., / the fraternities,

who 'nthtjsiast.. , enfoiced the adoption
of "norms" in speech, dress, dance, study

and dating habits. They may have choked
the life out of a mising generation.

In any case, youth had an enormous in-

fluence over the styles of the rest of the na-

tion in the twenties (a situation which con-

tinues to this day). It was a narrow, elitist

time in American education, full of bigotry

and pettiness. An almost canine devotion

to "the group" was required. Personality

was smothered. The university was the

universe. Corporate enterprise and

business mores were worshipped, and the

prevailing ethos was one of consumption.

All this was relatively new, and it con
tributed to the shaping of America in the

first half of the twentieth century. It was a

crucial decade, and Paula Pass writes of it

with wit and understanding. She concen-

trates n the majority, as she must in a

btudy ul this kind. Still, it is unfortunate that

she gives such short shrift to the outlaws

and oddballs of the twenties. Then, as

now, they were probably the only ones

worth listening to.

CLEARING THE AIR
by Daniel Schorr

Houghton Miflin Company
1977

$11.95 333 pages

People often times use air freshener prior

to exiting the bathroom in order to

deodorize the air and render the aroma
bearable. More often that not the result

smells like a shit under the pines. Daniel
Schorr's new book doesn't clear the air, it

deodorizes it. Like the shit in the woods.
Clearing the Air helps provide a "sweet,
aromatic fragrance to acrid political crimes.
Sure, some people score Schorr with a

moral victory over CBS; he burdened his

cross before a sympathetic American
public being flayed by a House investiga-

tion committee, a circumstance tanta-

mount to national stardom. Some people
have even made him a cult idol, the pin-

nacle of moral pulchritude and the example
of journalistic ethic. Why he waited so long

to act responsibly is never questioned.
With the recent revelations in Rolling

Stone about CIA involvement in the mass
media, one cannot help but wonder if

Schorr himself was not an influenced

agent-witting or unwitting-in his disclosure

of the Pike report. He has been privyy to

many sensitive issues. He was an original

hatchet man, a cold-war liberal, getting his

start slandering socialism, national libera-

tion, and anything to the left of reformist

capitalism. In other words, Daniel Schorr
was really no different than any other

American newsman gainfully maintaining
employment.
Like anyone, who, overnight, "defects"

to the peoples' side- be it Ellsberg. a Mar-
chetti, or an Agee, Schorr's motive, as well

as his function and direction must be ex-

amined. Clearly, Schorr is now a man
without a network. But, as evidenced by
this book, he is not without a sponsor.
Let's face it, Daniel Schorr, however

honorable his intentions, is no and was no
George Seldes or I. P. Stone whose jour-

nalistic responsibility was a day to day pro-

position. Unlike the unheralded
muckrackers of yesteryear braving the

wrath of business and government alike,

often at their own expense, Schorr plodded
along aimlessly, responsible first to his wife

and family and then to the American
public.

Clearing the Air is a compendum of in-

terviews, documents, testimony, and
reflections by one of the central figures in

the post Watergate clean-up mess, written

in a highly entertaining manner. Schorr's

histronic rhetoric reflects his years in show
biz, giving his book a modest theatrical

flair. Great assistance was provided by

William Safire, still one of Nixon's staun-

chest supporters, in preparing this volume.

This indicates that this particular "air

freshener" must be an "aromatic blend."

Is Daniel Schorr the last leak? I don't

know. One thing is for sure. Clearing the
Air is good political deodorant for those

stinking bureaucratic bathrooms. One
schpritz and you're good for the whole era.

-Kenneth Shain

DETECTION GEAR

Qearing The Era
Let Our Children Go
by Ted Partick, with

Tom Dulack
Ballantine Books, 276 pages,1976 $1.95.

All Gods Children
(subtitle: The Cult Experience-

Salvation or Slavery?)
by Carroll StonerEr Jo Anne Parke

Chilton Book Company, 1977, 324 pages
$8.95

Of the many abuses of the scientific

method the world has witnessed in the last

half-century, few are more disturbing than
the experiments in thought reform that

were carried out in the service of perfecting

Chinese in doctrination techniques. They
involved systematically breaking down an
individual's belief system and replacing it

by an arbitrarily imposed set of values, and
the knowledge that the techniques were
practiced upon Americans in the prison

camps of North Korea during the war
aroused a predictable public furor in this

country. Over the years the excitement
abated, but the curious work "brain-

washing" remained - a metaphorical
description of a process that's still little

understood.
The word's come up again recently in con
nection with the recruiting methods of

several unorthodox religious groups, or

"cults." The devotees of these cults

(Children of God, Krishnas, "Moonies,"
etc.) are mostly middle-class Americans
between the ages of 18 and 25. They're
characterized by a willingness to live under
unusual and often severely restrictive con-
ditions, which nearly always involve

estrangement from their families. In the

past year or two, more and more parents

have taken steps to "rescue" their children

by hiring the services of an otusider who
specializes in "de-programming."
Because the process usually requires

holding a cult member against his will, de-

programming has received a lot of publici-

ty; yet the actual procedure is simply a

question-and-answer period in which the

de-programmer exposes the devotee to in-

formation about the cult which was never

presented to him, or purposely kept hid-

den. This simple exposure can reverse the

effects of cult indoctrination dramatically,

sometimes in the space of a few hours.

Professional de-pro grammars see their

task as getting the cult member to "think

for himself again"; they're credited with

performing everything from browbeating to

exorcism.
Ted Patrick, the most famous of the de-

programmers, has published a book about
his experiences which seems to aim at once
at providing both information and self-

justification. Let Our Children Go, writ-

ten in collaboration with novelist Tom
Dulack, appeals primarily to the emotions
of its readers (hear the ringing imperative in

its title?) After reading the first chapter (a

. heavy-handed description of a de-

programming in the language of the worst
suspense fiction), I put the book down,
discouraged. Another example of a
second-rate imagination working overtime
to reduce a potentially fascinating subject

to junk. Fortunately, it gets better.

It's better because Patrick begins to tell

his own story, and he's essentially a de-

cent, responsible guy. One with whom one
wants to sympathize. A former civil servant

from California, he's sacrificed both profes-

sional and personal committments to what
amounts to a life mission as a de-
programmer. He's candid enough to

acknowledge that most of the energy for

this mission is fueled by resentment. He
describes his own religious background as
"abnormal, even morbid"; he knows what
it's like to be programmed, he says, and
"how miserable and stunted that kind of

life can be."
Unfortunately, Patrick is evasive about

whatever combination of insight, skill, or

intuition constitutes his tdlent as a de-

programmer. That's what's special about
the man, and what only he can tell us
about, presumably. A good part of the ac-

tion of the book instead describes

"snatches"-- the actual moment of

abduction-the part of the de-programming

procedure Patrick admits he likes best. Ex-

citing reading, but I wonder whether the
abducted and their families find it equally

entertaining.

Another problem is that the book's
"message"rests upon simplistic, sentimen-
tal assumptions: that adolescents have
been lured from the bosoms of loving

families, led astray by evil teachers, and
have only to return home again for

everything to be all right. It's true that

parents and children, estranged for years in

some cases, experience moving reunions
during the de-programming process. Par-

rick, as outsider, witnesses only these
moments, and his book seems to base too
much of its argument upon their immediate
emotional appeal. Day-to-day family life

can be charged with well-nigh intolerable

tensions, especially for adolescents. What
are they to do after the "high" wears off?

All Gods Children treats the subject of

the cults far more compre hensively.

Authors Parke and Stoner set out to "tell,

the whole story," and do so, in good
measure. They open with a nine-point
definition of a "cult," th6h'~ devote a
chapter to the biographical backgrounds of

the gurus and messiahs with the largest

followings. The rest of the book provides
transcripts of interviews with former cult

members, descriptions of life in the com-
munes, summaries of previous studies of

thought reform techniques (including a
good bibliography), and a lot of practical

advice. For the advice alone, the book
should be required reading for any family
with a child in a cult.

On the basis of their extensive research
with individuals, Stoner and Parke have
considerable respect for the delicacy of the
situation in which cult members and thier

families find themselves. They emphasize
caution. Taking rash action may be worse
than doing nothing at all. Not every de-
programmer knows what he's doing. There
are descriptions in All Gods Children of

bungled de-programmings that are as
awkward and gruesomely comic as
anything in the fiction of Plannery O'Con-
nor

The soundest counsel generally inspires

us to re-examine ourselves. The authors of

this book identify the cults as "frightening

manifestations of deficiencies in our
culture, whether we like it or not." Parents

need to prepare themselves, above all, if

they want their children back; they need to

learn about cult beliefs and practices, and
to re-examine thfeir own value systems. A
:f(qrn;ier cult member (almost by definition

an Id^itek) has little chance of readjusting

happily to a home in which the emphasis is

primarily upon material success, and other

values are confused and chaotic.

Since at least the time of St. Augustine,
youth have joined extremist religious sects

which they've later renounced. There's
something mysterious about the shift and
alteration of convictions the human rhind is

capable of in the course of a lifetime,

whether those convictions are prompted
"from within" in the search for truth, or

manufactured by fanatical leaders and im-

posed upon a willing group of followers. If

Ted Patrick knows something "intuitively"

about the intricacies of the mental process,

he doesn't like to talk about it. And All

Gods Children resorts to the convenient
explanation that adolescence js a time dur-

ing which "values are up for grabs."
Neither book examines the question of the
fundamental source of belief. Nor do they
claim to, admittedly.

What they do claim is their intention to

educate the public. Each book gives space
to the legal tangles surrounding de-
programming ("low-grade kidnapp ing,"

one observer called it). All Gods Children
devotes an entire chapter to the sinister

political overtones in the ideology of the
Reverend Moon, strongly hinting at his

connection with the South Korean govern-
ment.
Both books advocate action. If one alarms

unduly, the other leaves the reader no less

concerned. All Gods Childrenis simply
clearer about alternative actions to take.

Martha Raglan

TO PHONE LINES

A GUIDE TO PREGNANCY
& PARENTHOOD FOR WOMEN

ON THEIR OWN
by Patricia Ashdown-Sharp

Vintage Books
1977.

$3.95 200 pages
A Guide to Pregnancy and Paren-

thood For Women On Their Own is, for
once, a specific and helpful guide for
single, first-time -pregnant women. The
book provides a brief overview on womens'
cyclical chaRges, up to-date diagnostic
procedures, and gives aid in making a varie-

ty of decisions, concerning the futures of

both mother and child.

This short and concise book is very useful

as it gives plenty of referrals and references
not confining itself to one particular

geographical area. It also cites resources,
familiar by now to most women, on pro-

blems outside the scope of this slim
volume.

If you are pregnant or raising a child

witholit a husband, or know someone who
IS, here is all the information you need to

choose from among all the options,

— Cheryl Hunter
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SAVEONTIRES. Inc. route 9. haduy I Si£ vz'i;zr'
OPE^MONTUES WED A FRI 9-6 00 THURS 9 TO 7 P M SAT 9 to 3 P M

TIDCC CASH & CARRY
I mr B^ Wholesale to the publicmaB^# W£ CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS suPe«sEDiSA..oTHiN»o.

FALL INSPECTION

SALE
BIAS PLY POLYESTER
GOOD YEAR, FIRESTONE,
ARMSTRONG, LEE, ETC.

BUY NOW -INSPECTION
ENDS OCT. 15

SIZE

A78x13

Sale Pric*

15.75
B78x13
C78x14

078x14
E78x14

20.95

23.50
F78X14
G78x14
078x15 24.75
H78x14
H78x1S

L78x15

26.75

29.95

RADIALS
DOUBLE-STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL WHITEWALLS

_ . ^ FIBSrOUALIT

SALE
Pric*

WWTEWAILS OW.Y 2.00 MORE

^i:N;MfTM:T^ry7T
IRELLI
FIRST QUALITY

Mcd« by
MAJOR US. TIRE MFGR
SAME QUALITY AS

NEW CAR EQUIPMENT

PLUSF E T

WHITEWALLS

2350

26«
2995

35'=

560x15

FORVW

RECAPS
YOUR CHOICE
ANY SIZE

A 78 X 13

B78x13
C78x13
078x14

E 78x14
F78x14

G78x14
G78x15

H 78x14^
H78x15
J78X15

48V. »20« isr 15'}
+ F.E.T

L78x15

PLUS TAXES

B.F.GOODRICH
FIBERGLASS BELTEDblems

078x15 BK 27.95 4F1T

29.95 1 f ^T

J4.!f!) t FIT

E78x14 W
F78x14 W
078x15 W

H78x15 W

PRE-SEASON MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
SIZE

A78ic13

C78R13

^
TYPE SALE PRICE

Goodyr PE Bk

Arm W
TAGWBm
LMPEBk

1 17.95

24.95

G78x14 27.95

E78x14 26.95

E78x14 TAG SRBBM 28.95

F78x14 Lee PE BK 28.95

F78k14 TAG WBM
LeePE BK

TAG WBM
Lee PEW

TAGWBM

Pirelli Bk

TAGWBM
Lee PEW

TAG WBM
Lee PE BK

TAGWBM
TAG SRB W

29.50

G78x14 30.95

G78x14 31.95

H78x14 34.95

H78x14 35.95

560x15 20.95

F78x15 29.95

G78x15 32.95

G78x15 32.95

H78»15 33.95

H78x15 35.95

L78x15 39.95

RADIAL SNO'S
SIZE

165x13

185x14

TYPE

Fulda Stud-leet

Fulda Stud-lets

Sale
Price

34.95

44.95

155x15 TAC Bk

165x15 BF.G.GT-700

165x15 TAC W,

BR78x13 T A C Run Silent BM|

ER78xl4 Lee Stud-less

FR78x14 Lee Stud-less

GR78X14TAG Run silent BM

HR78X14

GR78x15

HR78x15

LR78x15

Lee Stud-tess

Lee Stud-less

Lee Stud-less

TAG Steel W

24.95

35,95

_375?5

39.95

47.95

48.95

56.95

56.95

54.95

56.95

49.95

U.L mas PIUS f e tax md saies tax

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL SNOW TIRE
145x13 $33.95 1*5x14 $43.95
155x13 $37.95 165x15 $42.95
165x13 $39.95 PluaT.xee

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
ROUTC9HADLEY^.^^ -JIT.^M.

536.2544PUflllAfV|#fIC4Ktf
nanFmtisMi

SIT >^1

TIMS. 9 ts T LM.

^^^^i^ir^^^^^^^tr^^^^^^^^^^^^
5^

^

y^

y>

j^

3^

J^

3^

r^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

y^

y^

y^

3^

3^

3^

3^

y^

y^

yi-

3^

3^

3^

3^

y>

3^

y>

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^ '

3^

3^

31-

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

y^irir

DO THE SPACE SHUFFLE

Do the space shuffle baby
Do the space shuffle now
Space shuttle up
Space shuttle down
Shuttle-shuffle all around

Some culture dance for harvest

Some culture dance for rain

This culture be first damn culture

Dancing for space-shot success

Disco star wars
Disco trek

Disco shuffle

Disco drek

RasTapunk Ram Dass

ASTRO AMERICAN LOVE POEM

As they cybernate the world
And you and me
I stand by your side

Data and all

Punch .'ards up
From wumb to tomb«
Chains of tape
No plugs to pull

Trapped
In an organism
Transistorized flesh

Bionic, psyonic, technotronicsphere

When over load comes
(And I do hope soon)
And transfiguration comes
By electron boom
I hope
Your atoms
Like my nucleus

RasTapunk Ram Dass

^^^^^^^ir^^^^i^^^^^^^^

y^

y^

y^

y^

y^

3J-

3^

3^

*
3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

y^

y^

yi-

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

y^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

3^

35-

y^

3«-

3^

3^

y^

y^

y^

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
Adults s2 "lO bturt.nf-. wif»i SVC Cstrt «Z 00 Chiirti.'n 'I 25 'w l.tp Show /'•i]iilt5 A Students SI 50

Spe(.idi 1 1: , •iipnieo'i Ficluded

The reel itory of wt»v

President Lincoln

was kJtled

/« The Lincoln
Con^racy

6
Mon Thurs 6 30 8 4',

Ft, 5 30 8 00 9 &6
TwililfT S 00 on Fn

'.A

JAMES BOND 007

THE SPY
WHO

LOVED ME
ROGER
MOORE

f-ri b fK) 7 30.9 65
Twilil'^e 5 30Mon Thins

HARS•.^i,
I't.

e
^.

"." n Thurs 6 00.8 30
r. 5 00 7 30,9 55

r>A(fhter 5 30 Mon Thurs
'.Vl-'O'I 3(' I!I1 '••

THE BADMEWS

™tMfllE
O

Vli.i, I.'i.ir, b .H.) :

Ml 5 00 / 30 9 55
TwilitMt 6 00 on Thuf
' viinor 4 30 oii Ffi

LMHimfr.inij.iN«i.i:ii^iinA^-i,rnM.<iic«i i
'

|f»Ti7Tm!TT

Ads Make us Tick Dept.

GOT A GRIPE? I
w

You ((III iom plain , or von can join a ionimilU'c of •
///(' I ndcrgradnalc Sindcnl Senate ihal deals with J
your problem. All students are weLonie. To join ^

or lind out more eonie to the ^

Student Senate Office, ^

^^

Rm 420 SI or call '> OUt. •

RECORDS:

More Tunes

JAGUAR
(RCA)

Groundhog Day: time to check out if the
climate has improved any in the above-
ground world of American major-label new
artists. (It's a foregone conclusion that all

their old ones are washed-up old farts.)
Picked at randon as a barometer out of any
number of total unknowns: Jaquar on
RCA.

'

Weather report: the conglomerate gods
are still giving me the chills. The perfect
UMass record, actually: no-heat CSN im-
itations, lame country-boogie that leaves
me cold, and the typical white-boy funk
snowjobs.
Conclusion: though many hot groups
have recently signed contracts, right now
it's still inhospitable to any human warmth
in the cool, calculated mainstream of "the
land of the bland." Until the new wave real-
ly catches fire later this year, I'm going
back underground.

Perry Adier

GJ^t^[^[!J

Thurs.

Oct. 13
8-1

The Great Pretenders

Fri. & Sat.

Zonkaraz

GARLAND JEFFREYS
Ghostwriter

A&M

"Ghost Writer" is the second album
released by this punky, reggae, rocking
New Yorker (the first was an unknown 1973
release.) Garland Jeffries uses an in-

teresting synthesis of various, current
musical trends and seems to be very com-
fortable shifting from sounds that resemble
pop rock, to reggae, to almost "New
Wave." This constant juggling of musical
influence comes off an honest, effective

expression of his lyrics rather than the all to

common hollow application of form

.

Jeffreys is a composer and lyricist with
critical social insight. Most of the lyrics on
"Ghost Writer" are about people and their

social relations rather than individual inter-

nal struggle fenced off from the rest of the
world. For example: "Why-O" is a reggae
tune about children and bussing; "Spanish
Town" is an angry cry for the preservation
of Latin American culture faced with U.S.
influence and absorption; "Wild in the

Streets" is a New-Wave type song express-
ing some of the anger and reactions that

young people in the inner-city are having
now. The music and lyrics of these and the

other songs are entertaining as well as
educating, so even the most uninterested
listener may eventually find him /herself

listening to what this man has to express.
Garland Jeffreys is certainly a progressive

force in the American pop-musical
wasteland and is worth listening to. Let's

face it, anyone who can get James Taylor,

Dr. John, The Brecker Brothers, and Dave
Spinoza to play on a somewhat socially

responsible album in 1977 deserves some
praise, if not a bit of media play.

Skip Tenczar

JETHROTULL
A Sackful Of Trousersnakes
(Rodan Records) (bootleg)

For any and all fans of Jethro Tull is this

live two-record bootleg. Recorded during
this year's spring Songs From the
WoodtOur (to be exact, April 6 in the

Anaheim Convention Center, A Sackful of

Trousersnakes offers virtually the entire

concert, minus only "My God" and the "To
Cry You A Song A New Day Yesterday''
medley (as performed during the group's
Boston appearance). Every thing else is

presented here in proper concert order, in-

cluding leader Ian Anderson's many snide
comments directed at other band
members; all in the spirit of true ribald

humor.
New material performed from Songs
From The Wood include, in addition to the

title track, "Jack In the Green," 'Velvet

Green"" and ""Hunting Girl." Older material

presented runs the gamut from "Thick As
A Brick" to '"Aqualung"" to "Too Old To
Rock n' Roll: Too Young To Die." Also,

side three opens up with some fine ensem-
ble play of excerpts from Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony, highlighted by the

classical keyboard style of Tull's newest
member, David Palmer. Side four en-

compasses both of the sextet's encores. It

originates with tasty heavy-metal riffing

courtesy of guitarist Martin Barre, then
successively whirls through dynamic
medleys of "Wind Up,"' "Back-Door
Angels" and "Locomotive Breath." Truly,

this is a side of incredible musicianship, as

Anderson and mates really let it hang out.

As far as. the typical bootleg goes, sound
quality on Trousersnakes is only fair. It

could be better, but it certainly is ad
equate. The band's playing is, as usual, ex-

tremely tight and professional. Anyone
who has ever witnessed a Tull concert
should indeed consider themselves for-

tunate to have an opportunity such as this

to acquire a recording of one of the group"s
live concerts, since it appears doubtful that

Anderson will ever consent to releasing an
official live album. With no major
drawbacks to speak of, I rate
Trousersnakes a "catch these guys in Spr-
ingfield on November 19" A.

Ross Nerenberg
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A Faculty For Dancing

UMASS FACULTY DANCE CONCERT
by Sharon True

The UMass Dance Faculty, along with the
University Dancers, presented an in-

teresting sampler of the choreographic
styles of each faculty member in its first

concert of the season, held Oct. 6 at

Bowker Auditorium.

The concert opened with a dance
choreographed by Marilyn Patton entitled

"This One's for Fun", which had potential

as a bright energetic spoof of the Charlie

Chaplan, Charleston and Swing days, set

to a peppy score by Scott Joplin and per-

formed by the University Brass Quintet;

however, at this particular performance
there was an uneven distribution of gaiety-
some of the dancers "had it

" and some
didn't. There were a few dancers who ap-

peared to be genuinely enjoying themselves
as they hopped through the Charleston,

penguin-walked Charlie Chaplan style and
kicked in a chorus line, along with other

happy-go-funky dance steps, but the rest

just didn't have their heart in the movement
and this put a damper on the joking,

frivolous mood intended.

Ms. Patton's second piece, an almost
acrobatic duet danced by John Kujawski
and herself, was sheer pleasure to watch.
The dance expressed perfectly the image
suggested by the title, "Mobiles...Two into

One", their bodies effortlessly tangling and
untangling, lifting and sinking, dipping and
swaying at a steady, unrushed rate of

speed, with strinkingly beautiful, abstract

shap>es occurring at pauses.
A ballet parody ( "My Moose Flies For-

ward"), a tender, young, lyrical dance with

an impish hop and forearm-swinging wig-

gle interjected here and there for contrast

("Virginia Song") and a soft, breezy,

frolicking-in-the-park work ("'Sonata'")

were the dances which Andrea Watkins
contributed to the choreographic sampler.

Perhaps the most memorable of the three
was "My Moose Flies Forward" with its

conceited, tempermental ballerinas, bumbl-
ed leaps, lifts and catches, and with Ms.

Watkins" fluttering head and hands (yes, a

head can flutter!) and tacky red tinsel

crown.

Daniel Peterson announced that his (and
dancers Patti Bradshaw, Karen Niedish,

Karyn Norton) work would consist of three

improvisations to be based on the Greek
myth which explains the changing of the

seasons;that is, the story fo Demeter, god-
dessof the Earth and of the Harvest and her

daughter, Persephone, whom Hades, god
of the underworld has abducted and mar-
ried.

Demeter begs Zeus for justice, and even-

tually an arrangement is made that

Persephone may return to her mother a few
mmonths each year, and at that time all the

world blooms with Demeter's joy, but

when she must return to Hades, the world

becomes dead and gloomy in her sorrow.

Although the improvisations (or dances
which are created "on the spot'" during the

performance) were not intended to simply

act out the drama, some relationshops bet-

ween the theme, the characters and the

movement needed to be established. And

T'

/.

U,JP]

CONCERT
5rd Annual

Multiband Pops

Special Appearance by

the University Dancers

Marching Band Highlij^hts

Rocky Star Wars

Soloists Galore

Friday, Oct. 14 - 8:15 p.m.

FAC Concert Hall

indeed, at the beginning, the characters
and their relationships to one another could
be easily distinguished by their facial ex-

pression, movement and encounters with
one another;yet as the dance progressed,
the characters, the drama and the move-
ment all began to melt into ambiguity -the

relationships between the characters
became confusing and the movement
became repetitive, redundant, expressing
nothing.

The dance was interesting despite the

anti-climatic ending in that the dancers
related well to each other on stage- they

were supportive and sensitively aware of

each others" bodies and energies.

"Family Portrait", a dance choreographed
by Richard Jones and performed by Robin
MacRostie (Grandmother), Peggy Atkinson
(Mother) and Kathleen Jennings
(Daughter) proved to be the concert's most
exceptional dramatic work.

The dance seemed to be about an
anguished, grieving mother attempting to

protect her carefree, innocent daughter
from some awful truth, with the grand-

mother's wisdom, strength and gentle,

guiding touch giving her sustenence, help-

ing both of them to cope with whatever it is

that has happened.
These dancers performed with such

powerful intensity that they charged the

very air about them with emotion -the

daughter's joy-turned-horror, the mother's
despair and the grandmother's empathetic
gestures never becoming trite or

melodramatic.

Other works by Richard Jones were

"Metamorphosis", a harddriving African

dance emphatically accompanied by the

UMass Percussion Ensemble (one durmmer
unfortunately obstructed the view of the

stage), and ""Turn On to Mangione", a

brillant jazz piece to a first slow, then fast

work by Chuck Mangione.
Thus ends the Dance Departments's first

concert of the season, a lively, colorful

sampler of choreography, with something

to suit every taste.

^^DeMiiu&-—

Skirt »22«

Combine delicate texture, gorgeous
prints and the luxury of natural wool, and
what do you have but this season's
major fashion fabric. ..challis. Sleek it on
in our floral print skirt with elasticized

waist and come away with a rich splash
of color for autumn combinations.

ofgarth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:306:00 Mon.-Sat.

ART:

Bohnen Exhibit

BIyth Bohnen
Herter Gallery
thru Oct. 14

A collection of works by BIyth Bohnen is

currently on display at the Herter Art

Gallery thru October 14. Ms. Bohnen an
alumni of Smith College, is returning to the

Pioneer Valley for the first time from New
York where she now lives and works. BIyth

graduated with a degree in art history but
did not become involved in the studio

aspect of art until sometime later. This

strong background in art history leads to a

connection which is appparent even in her

earliest works.
An example of this influence are the

biomorphic forms which come about as a

result of using one, two or three individual

motions while using acrylic paint and a

brush on canvas. These forms are placed
equi-distant from each other on the canvas
and reflect a kind of animated, dance-like

quality reminescent of the work of Gorky or

Joan Miro. The forms work togehter
creating a kind of vocabulary exemplifying

the relationship between accident and in-

tention of brushstrokes on canvas, and the

variety of forms which result in this rela-

tionship; all forms become significant as

they demonstrate a range of expressive

values. Through these biomorphic forms,

Bohnen is able to relate three-D forms
without using realistic or renaissance ideas.

In 1973 Ms. Bohnen changed from the use
of acrylic paint to graphite in an attempt to

create forms in a different medium while

using the same basic vocabulary. Long bars

of graphite were used for these later works
which take on seemingly infinite combina-
tions of possibilities. Abstract elements
such as arcs, lines, rectangles or

parallellograms are created through the use

of pressure and direction as it is applied to

the graphite. Pivotal motions are used in

working with the graphite bars, with the
slightest effort yielding tremendous visual

possibilities to the viewer.

The titles of these pieces are important as
they record the action which has taken
place. "Two adjacent diagonal motions
left, one right of central points overlapped
by one horizontal motion to the right" is an
example of a title which becomes
necessary to the viewer if any sense is to
be made of the unemotional, rather
mechanical vocabulary of forms which has
been created by and for the artist.

Ms. Bohnen workd only in

monochromatic color and to some her
drawings may appear as unfinished studies.
Bohnen justifies her reasons for working in

black and white by again referring to the
preiods in art history before Impressionistic
painting where artists were concerned with
the relationship of form and color as two
separate steps, rather than the one step
painting of the Impressionists. Ms. Bohnen
believes that there is once again an interest
in form and color as separate entities as far

as twentieth century artists are concerned,
and for this artist form has been given
priority over roinr

As is true of most art of the twentieth cen-
tury, the question of its validity and con-
tribution to the art world has been raised in

regard to Ms. Bohnen's works. To that
BIyth replies ""...my work may be didactic,
perhaps it exists more as a copy book than
as art, but time changes allowing art that
once wasn"t considered to be to become
art." The Herter Art Gallery is open Mon-
day, Wednesday, and Friday from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and Tuesday and Thurs-
day from 11:(X)a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Lesley ' iwrence
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Curry Hicks Cage

TONIGHT 8 p.m
Tickets $5.00 with student ID

6.50 public

available at Tix

(only for student tickets),

Faces of Earth,

Backroom Records,

Sun Music

no cans or bottles please

fm
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LISTINGS:

5 College Bus Lines

Hampshire

Here it doesn't hurt football to have
two girls and three or four dogs playing.

The trees are burning yellow to crimson in

the longer shadows of fall after noon. A
large white husky approaches in the early

darkening, lets me bury in fistfuls of cool
fluffy hair, the snow dog curls beside me
knowing soom I am his. The long sun
angles its rays just so, choosing a red barn
on the hill, a maple among the pines,

makes building look warm and strong. Each
brick holds its hot red tight against the

next, the sun sharpens each edge, against

the crisp metallic song

Amherst

The so

hold d>

hops. r.

trim grf

ing str

takes t

The tre

leaves

the pat-

ly circle

how the

UMass

irrels here are well bred, their tails

rorum throughout the smooth
igently storing nuts in the bank,

"uits always pressed, never break

but when the rude lanky dog
close an interest in their affairs,

are well bred too, dropping their

.itly in the appropiate spots. All

smile when they cross, and silent

he older statues, carefully noting

green washes down aging bronze.

The b er cans stack neatly in the win
dows, 'Ming their brands late into the

night, 'v'orning, the rain over, down
elevate and hills, eyes pass eyes over

muddy , Jths; buildings and the status quo
sometir es easier to go through than

around.

Movies

FILM LISTINGS

AT THE COLLEGES

Friday, October 14

THE P0:MT7, 9. 11, p.m. CCA. U.Mass.
NOTOR OUS 7:30 p.m. Gamble Aud.,
VIount ' iyoke

CARNE. KNOWLEDGE 8 & 10 p.m. Mer-
'il Cent-.". Amherst

3aturdci y , October 15

DOG DAY AFTERNOON 7:15, 9:30 p.m.
A/right Hall, Smith
WEST SIDE STORY 7:30, 10:30 p.m.
Gamble -ud.. Mount Holyoke
CARNE _ KNOWLEDGE see Friday listing

Sunday, October 16

CARNEL KNOWLEDGE see Fridaylisting

Monday October 17

RENDEVOUZ WITH FREEDOM 8 p m.
rREE Hdlelfilm, Thompson 104 U.Mass.

Tuesday, October 18

NETWORK7, 9, 11, p.m. CCA. U.Mass.
BLOOD OF THE CONDOR 8 p.m. FREE,
Thompson 106, U.Mass.
RASHAMON 7, 9:15 p.m. Franklin Patter

son Hall, Hampshire
SARGEANT YORK 9 p.m. Gamble Aud.,
Mount Holyoke

Wednesday. October 19

DELIVERANCE 7, 9, 11, p.m. CCA.
LI. Mass.

COMMERQIALTHEATRES

Amherst Cinema.Amherst-WE ALL LOV
ED EACH OTHER SO MUCH
Mt. Farms Cinemas.S. Hadley- call

5849153
Pleasant St. Theatre,Northampton-
CAESAR & CLEOPATRA 13th-15th, 7,

9 30p.m ; CANAL ZONE- 16th-18th, 2 &7
p.m ; RICHARD THE ILL 16th-18th, 9:45

p m GREED 16th, 1:30p.m.
Academy of Music,Northampton- WE
ALL LOVED EACH OTHER SO MUCH- 7,

9 30 p.m.
Calvin theatre,Northampton LINCOLN
CQMSPIRACY
Showcase Cinemas,W Springfield THE
SPY WHO LOVED ME STAR WARS -

PIECE OF THE ACTION - FANTASTIC
AN.ViATlON FESTIVAL FANTASIA -

/A ; /ri^iO - KENTUCKY FRIED MOVIE
I -^^^PH ANDREWS

Coming Diversions

Fine Aris tenter Information

I ickets for Lazar Berman are now on
sale at the Fine Arts Center box office.

Berman has been described as the

"Phenomenon of the Music World." His

solo piano recital at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall on Wednesday October 26 will

be Mr. Berman's first performance in the

Amherst area.

Tickets for the national Broadway touring

company presentation of Grease go on
sale Friday. Grease is being presented by

the Fine Arts Center as a special attraction.

Tickets for Chuck Mangione and
Quartet go on sale Monday morning at the

Fine Arts Center box office and all

Ticketron locations.

The Fine Arts Center box office is open
from 9 4 Monday through Friday. For more
information, call 545 251 1

.

Concerts

FIVE COLLEGE CONCERTS

George Benson;October 13, Curry Hicks
Cage, UMass
Benny Goodman Sextet;October 15,

Fine Arts Center, UMass.
Ralph Samuelson, Indira Shetterly,
Dave Reck;October 15, BucKley Hall,

Amherst College (Indian & Japanese
music, free).

Jerry Jeff Walker, Jonathan Ed-
wards;October 16, John Green Hall, Smith
College.

Woody Shaw;October28, Student Union
Ballroom, UMass.

AREA CLUB CONCERTS

Forest;October 13, Lakeview Inn

(Southwick).

Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee;Oc-
tober 13, Red Pantry (Belchertown).

Fat;October 13, Warwick Inn.

Arthur Cable Blues Band:October 13,

Rahar's (Northampton).
All-American Band:October 13, Casa
ContilS Hadley)

Oakenshield;October 14, Lucky Pierre's

(Springfield).

Tupelo;October 14, Lamplighter (Ware).

MKch Chakour;October 14, Rusty Nail

(Sunderland).

Skyline;October 14, Yesterday's
(Florence).

Williams & Vallan;October 14, Anthony's
Pubis. Hadley).

Fat;October 15, Center of Town
(Chicopee).

John Erbentrout;October 15, Taco Villa

(Northampton).
Mirror lmage;October 15, Thee Pub II

(Greenfield).

Fat Chance;October 15, Red Pantry

(Belchertown).

Wind;October 15, Westgate Lounge

(Westfield).

Smith Brother8;0ctober 16, Early Times

(Easthampton).

Oasis;October 16, Foggie's (Chicopee).

Widespread Depression.October 16,

Rusty Nail (Sunderland).

Mountain Life;October 16, Rahar's (Nor-

thampton)
Bongo Moon;October 17, Yesterday's

(Florence).

Gringos;October 17, Viking Lounge <Spr

inqfif IH>

CONCERT LISTINGS
OUT OF TOWN

Jean- Luc Ponty;October 13, Rusty Nail

(Sunderland).

Be Bop Deluxe/Duke ft The Drivers:Oc-
tober 13, Waterbury Palace Theater.

Rock ft Roll Revival;October 13, Hartford

Civic Center.

Rod Stewart/Air Supply;October 14,

New Haven Coliseum.

Pousette-Dart Band/Livingston
Taylor;October 14, University of Hartford.

Iggy Pop/ Be Bop Deluxe:October 14,

TheOrpheum (Boston).

Rock & Roll Revival;October 15, Boston
Music Hall.

Robin Trower;October 16, Boston Music
Hall.

Anthony Braxton;October 16, New
England Life Hall (Boston).

Frank Zappa;October 17, Hartford Civic

Center.

Tom Waits;October 18, Rusty Nail

(Sunderland).

Robin Trower/Derringer;October 18,

New Haven Coliseum.

The Babys/Piper;October 18, Paradise

Theatre (Boston).

Gato Barbieri;October 19, Berklee Per-

formance Center (Boston).

Frank Zappa:October 20, Boston Music
Hall.

Firefall/ Atlanta Rhythm Section/ Sea
Level;Octob€r 23, Springfield Civic Center.

Ario Guthrie;October 23, Brandeis Univer-

sity.

Thin Lizzy/Graham Parker;October 23,

TheOrpheum (Boston).

Aerotmith/Styx;Ocotber 24-25, New
Haven Coliseum.
James Cotton :October28-29, Rusty Nail

(Sunderland).

Linda Ronstadt;October 28, Hartford

Civic Center.

Charlie Daniels/Sanford-Townsend
Band;November 9, Springfield Civic

Center.

Chicago;November 8, Boston Garden.

Average White Band/Tower of
Power;November 11, Hartford Civic

Center.

Queen;November 13, Springfield Civic

Center.

Jazz Festival;November 13, Hartford Civic

Center.

Jethro Tull;November 19, Springfield

Civic Center

Kansas;December 11, Springfield Civic

Center.

Ot Note

Peter Boynton a 1977 graduate of the
University of Massachusetts will return to
the Amherst campus tonight as a profes-
sional actor with the National Touring com-
pany for their presentation of CABARET at
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Peter holds a B.A. in Music Theory and
Composition from the University.

Last year, Peter played the lead role In the
production of Journey where he was
"discovered" by a Fine Arts Center ad-
ministrator who arranged an audition for
the aspiring actor with a major New York
producer. The rest is history in the making.
He recently completed an engagement in

Newport, Rhode Island where he perform-
ed his own cabaret review, featuring ex-
cerpts from the various works of Gershwin,
Porter, Sondheim, and Weill.

Peter is featured through the presentation
of Cabaret as Clifford Bradshaw. His solo
song in the performance is "Why Should I

Wake Up."
Cabaret is sold out there are no tickets

remaining for this evenings performance,
pan of the Broadway series at the Fine Arts
Center.

Dance

A Video- Dance Workshop, open to all

Five-College Students, begins Oct. 14,

15, 16, (Fri., Sat., Sun.) This major
endeavor of the Five College Dance
department is intended to be an in-

tegrated learning experience combin-
ing aspects of dance, video, and
choreography for video. Guest artists

who will teach the workshop are video-

dance specialist Richard Lorber, and
dancer Blondell Cummings. Registra-

tion forms can be picked up in the

dance department offices at any one of

the Five Colleges. At UMass forms are

available at NOPE. Rm. 11 and at the

Five College Dance Dept., Cottage C
Registration is limited to sixty five. The
cost for Five College Students: $8.(X),

all Others: $20.00

George Benson

There are still plenty of seats available for

the George Benson Concert, this Thursday
evening (October 13th) 8pm in the Curry
Hicks Cage. George Benson has been in

the music industry for over twenty years. In

the past year, he has won both national and
internationsi acclaim for his prize winning
album, "Breezin", and his snriash hit single,

"Masquerade." On this tour he will be
featuring his latest hits from his new album,
"In Flight ".

The University of Massachusetts Union
Program Council is proud to present the ex-

traordinary talents of this Jazz recording ar-

tist. He will be appearing in the Curry Hicks
Cage, which will be marking an all impor-

tant turning point with the reopening of the

Cage for this concert and possible others.

Benson is sure to get a capacity crowd, so
buy your tickets NOW at TIX , on the main
level of the U.Mass Student Union
Building, (across from the post office).

They will also be available in Amherst, at

Faces of Earth, Sun Music, Backroom
Re<;ords, and the Sound Room in Nor-
thampton. Prices are $5.00 with a valid U.

Mass ID and $6 50 for the general public.

Faculty airs views on DNA work
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

Four UMass professors presented their

views concerning recombinant DNA
(deoxyribonucleic acid) research to a crowd
of 800 last night at Bowker Auditorium.

Speakers included Albey Reiner of the

department of microbiology, Bruce Levin of

the department of zoology, Donald Cox of

the department of microbiology and Marvin
Kalkstein, a coordinator for the University

Without Walls.

Reiner explained the scientific methods of

breaking down a DNA molecule through
enzyme action and recombining the plasmits,

a small piece of DNA, in another source.

It has long been the dream of geneticists

to take a gene from one source and put it

into another," he said.

Levin commented on the benefits of DNA
research, including learning more about
chromosomes and gene action and being

able to open up new avenues of research by
cloning DNA.

"The real utility of recombinant DNA
comes from the potential to produce insulin

which could then be injected in a deficient

source, to introduce artifical nitrogen
sources to corn and wheat crops and to

develop a bacteria that could eat away oil

spills," Levin said.

"I think the scientific benefits clearly make
this a good technique to answer some really

important questions," he said. "I think the
research is reasonable if carried out in a
prudent manner."

Calling the research a "two-edged sword,"
Levin pointed out some of the adverse ef-

fects.

"For example, bacterium treated with
insulin could get into the human intestine or

an oil-eating bacterium could work its way
into your gas tank," Levin said.

Cox said, "I am greatly impressed by the
potential usefulness of DNA research, yet
there are potential and theoretical hazards.
There is no such thing as zero risk in any kind

of research. Where would we have been if

the infectious research of years past had

been interfered with?" he added.

"We must protect the freedom of
scientific inquiry but not at the risk of
society. The risks in this case are not proven
except at a hypothetical level. I have no
qualms about DNA research in the com-
munity. I see no need for additional
restrictive action. We must not stifle free
inquiry into this potentially beneficial
process, but we must proceed with caution
and reason, abiding by federal guidelines,"
Cox said.

Levin said, "The risks are not sufficiently

grave for there to be a moratorium, but a
biohazards committee is needed to review,
case by case, the processes and
procedures."

Kalkstein quoted the motion to go before
the Amherst Town Meeting, Oct. 17:

"The town should establish a recombinant
DNA research committee of nine persons to
report findings and recommendations to

selectmen no later than March 1, 1978," the

motion stated.

"Their job (the committee's) would be to

collect information, insure open discussions,

examine social and ethical issues and discuss
inherent dangers of recombinant DNA
research," he added.

Kalkstein said, "We feel that scientists

have not been able to solve all safety issues
of social and ethical concern. Scientists have
enough political wisdom to say that they
invented a level called 'minimum safety'.

They have trivialized some of the concerns of
effects and dangers of recombinant DNA
research."

"We want the time to make this decision
carefully. It is one we should all be involved
in rather than leaving it left entirely to the
scientists," he added.

Reiner said, "As the warrant was read, I

support it. My feeling stems from a great
respect for nature. I think science is won-
derful, but the questions science addresses
are sometimes limited ones."

George Benson entertained a near capacity audience of 4JB0O students last

night at the Cage. Review on Page 2. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Cross-burning occurs
during Bluewall disco
By ANGELA THOMAS
and BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Students at a disco attended
predominantly by Third World members late

Wednesday night, reported yesterday a

"cross" burning outside the function.

The "cross," viewed by students through
the large display window at the Bluewall,

was actually a metal t-frame similar to those

used by Campus Center vendors, according

to UMass student Eari Brown, who attended
the disco.

Most campus administrators called by the

Collegian yesterday said they knew little

about the incident.

There were charred bits of newspaper
wrapped around the metal arms of the T-

frame, according to another student, Paul

Campbell, who later went out to inspect the

structure with Brown.

There was masking tape wrapped where
the metal poles of the frame intersected,

Campbell said, and there was a charred tree

branch lying on the two- foot- square base of

the structure, which he said apparently had
been taped to the top.

"It was flaming enough for me to see it

visibly," said Terrell Evans, a student who
was on the dance floor at the time.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, told the
Collegian in a telephone interview late last

night that he had not been aware of the

incident, but "Like everybody says, we're a
microcosm of the world out there." Bromery
also said that he hoped people at an institute

of higher learning would recognize the
symbolism of such an act and would learn

from it.

Prof. John Bracey, chairperson of the
UMass Afro-Am department, said he learned

about the incident yesterday morning, and

that he had been approached by students

during the day who were concerned with

"increasing conservatism in the Valley."

"It's just regrettable that UMass was the

site of such atavistic behavior," he said.

A cross burning outside a Third World
party at Hampshire College was reported last

month.
The Bluewall was crowded Wednesday

night from 11 p.m. until closing, although it

wasn't until between midnight and 12:30

a.m. when students first noticed the flames,

Brown said.

"I was standing in the middle of the dance
floor when Terrell tapped me on the shoulder

and said 'there's a cross burning outside,'
"

said Campbell.

Terrell Evans said after he saw the burning

structure outside, he told other students at

the disco, including Eari Brown, who then

alerted disc jockey Kirk Williams.

"I was stunned," Williams said, although

he said he didn't see the structure. He said he

announced the incident over the microphone
and told people to "relax."

Students contacted by the Collegian last

night who were at the disco said either they

did not hear the announcement or heard

something but could not distinguish the

words because of the music being played.

Apparently, students had not notified

campus police Wednesday night. Police

reports list only that a Collegian reporter had
asked a Campus Center security guard about
the incident after the disco had ended.

Brown and Campbell had gone to the

Collegian office about 45 minutes after the

incident and brought two Collegian staff

members to the site of the T-frame, about 25
feet south of the Bluewall display window.
Dean of Students William F. Field said in a

telephone interview last night that he knows
"almost nothing" about the incident, and on
calling his staff, found they knew nothing.

r Inside today.

-The Graduate
Student Senate is

currently challenging

the University to

reexamine its rapport

with UMass grad
students. See details on

page 3.

Coming next week...

— The DNA research

issue will go before

Amherst town meeting
Monday night. Towns-
people, students, and
faculty will have a

chance to publicly

voice their opinions on
the issue, both pro and
con.

— The Campus
Center- Student Union
Board of Governors will

hold elections on
Monday and Tuesday,
Oct. 17 and 18. A
complete list of polling

places and times will be
published in Monday's
Collegian.

Reminder... A
Saturday, Oct. 15 is the final day to get

an orange inspection sticker attached to

your car.
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Hadley
"

Gazette not

given list of

taxpayers
ihe Hadley Board of Selectmen

Tuesday night formally opposed the Daily
Hampshire Gazette's request for a list of
the town's delinquent taxpayers.

Chairman of the board John F. Koloski
said the selectmen favor publication of
the list, but are awaiting the results of a
court trial later this month involving a
similar type of controversy in the city of
Lynn, Ma. Koloski said the case in Lynn
will decide whether or not tax records
can be disclosed to the public in this
state.

"If the courts dictate that this is

possible, we may just do it," Koloski said.

There is an all out effort by the town of
Hadley to collect overdue real estate,
sewer- use, and water taxes, according to
Koloski. Hadley businesses that have not
paid their bills have been notified by letter
to either pay or risk nonrenewal of
various town licenses renewed next
January.

Hadley selectmen, as part of the same
effort, have decided to cut off water
supply from those Hadley consumers
who have not paid their water tax. Board
member Julian Fil indicates this move
showed "we really mean business"

Koloski said the action taken against
the tax delinquents has proven effective
so far, although there are a "number"
who still have not paid.

Benson well-received at Cage
By BOB ARMSTRONG
Below the Salt

Guitarist George Benson played a very
well- received set of about 90 minutes last
night in the Curry Hicks Cage before a crowd
of 4,500.

Aided by his ensemble of a drummer, a
basist, and two keyboard players, Benson
pleased the crowd with his particular style of
what is often called jazz- rock, with renditions
of 'The World Is A Ghetto" and "On Broad-
way" among the compositions performed.

For the most part, Benson led his band
through in a breezy manner, singing and
playing fluid, sharp truncated guitar lines
over the rather simple, contented rhythms of
his associates. Benson is surely one of the
very best guitarists playing today, and he
demonstrated this to those in attendance,
though the style in which he played tor most
of the night was one which would not reveal
his full talents

Although he did open up and play some
more extented lyrical lines of great lucidity on
a couple of compositions, he stuck for the
better pan to the type of music that has
made him an artist of great acclaim in the
past couple of years; light, merry tunes with
a minimum of rhythmic sophistication and
the emphasis on short and simple melodic
statements.

Not surprisingly, Benson closed the set
with "This Masquerade", his very popular
rendition of the Leon Russell song, the same
one which brought him to fame when it was
released on the Album Breezin ' about a
year and-a-half ago. The crowd responded
with an immediate standing ovation, to
which Benson answered by performirig a
spirited encore. The crowd, which, according
to estimates, was close to 5,000 persons,
showered Benson with the accoloades of a
torrent of applause and yells as he made his
way off the stage after taking several bows.

Benson did not go onstage until ap-

Second trustee resigns;

protests Dulcakis' role
By GALE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

For the second time in six months a
University Board of Trustee member has
resigned in protest of Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis' increasing role in the board.

Trustee Carolyn C. Rowlands of Boston
yesterday in a telephone interview, told the
Collegian that the "politicalization" of the
board under Dukakis has "taken away some
of the independence of the board.

"This decision is not easy. I've spent 12-
and-one half years doing my best on the
board, I care about the students, " she said.
Dukakis acknowledged her resignation
T uesday.

Trustee Bruce Carlton, who had chaired
the board's Budget and Finance Committee,
resigned this summer stating reasons similar
to Rowlands'. Haskell Kassler, from Dukakis'
hometown of Brookline, was appointed by
Dukakis to replace Carlson.
A Dukakis aide said the governor "has

taken stands on some issues but he hasn't
tried to assert undue influence over the
board.

Its crazy," the aide said of allegations that
the governor was trying to control the board.
Dukakis could not be reached for comment
last night.

In a letter addressed to Board Chairman
Joseph P. Healy and distributed to all board
members, Rowland said the "independence
(of the board) has been erroded" and "the
drive to excellence has been aborted,"
Rowland said she doesn't know how to
stoD," this process and so, is resigning.

UMass President Robert C. Wood last
night told the Collegian 'The governor must
be held accountable for the boards actions,"
now that the majority are his appointees.
Wood said that there is division among

board members.

"If you run down the minutes of the votes,
especially on such subjects as tuitions
wavers and tenure, you will see the vote goes
between the old and the new."
Wood said "it is up to the faculty and

students now to watch Dukakis and the
board "they (the student and faculty) are the
best check," he said. Wood also said he
favors a restraining, committee to review
Dukakis' appointees.

Rowland's successor to the board will give
the Dukakis-appotnted trustees a majonty.

Rowland said she resigned because the
board is "already a majority."

In her resignation letter, Rowland also
critized Dukakis for not re-appointing trustee
members and breaking a long standing policy
of the board that governors are not present
at board meetings.

Dukakis' aide Alan Raymond said "times
have changed since earlier board members
were appointed. They were appointed at a
time when there was no limit to University
expansion but there has been a change of
resources available in the state.

"It's not unnatural for a governor to ap-
point his own choices" he said, "or board
members who share his views on important
issues." Raymond said Dukakis had re-
appointed several members, citing Chairman
Healy as an example.

Trustee Fran McNulty of Amherst who is a
Dukakis appointee, said the allegation that
she votes for political reasons is "an insult to
my intelligence." But she said she could "see
why the earlier board members would feel
threatened" by the change.

A replacement for Rowland has not yet
been chosen According to Richard Ames, of
the Massachusetts Office of Educational
Affairs, a new member will be selected soon.
"We think we should have strong and in-

dependent Board to select a new president."
President Wood resigned last June also with
the feeling that Dukakis has undue influence
over the Board.

Rowland was appointed as a trustee in

1965 She was a member of the Executive
and Finance committees and Chairperson of
Student Activities.

She is married to George R. Rowland and
has one son.

proximately 9 p.m., though the concert was
scheduled for 8 p.m. He was preceded by a

comedian of some sort who was booed off

stage after about fifteen minutes of uttering
what some in the audience considered to be
offensive remarks.

CC fee may be reduced

WMUA show
Beginning Sunday at 6 p.m., WMUA FM

91.9 will present Under the Sun, a one hournews show dealing with regional, national
and internationai energy news. The program
will also look at different aspects of enirgv
teatunng talks on energy related topics. This
week, the Seabrook struggle will be
discussed with persons involved with the
occupation.

By BRUCE KAYTON
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association co-
President Jon Hite last night spoke at the
Northeast Area Government (NEAG)
meeting about the possibility of a reduction
in the Campus Center fee.

Students currently pay $79 per year to the
Campus Center, $56 of which goes toward
the payment of a $20 million bond. The SGA
wants the state to pay $15 or $16 million of
this, with the rest being paid by the students.
This would, Hite said, result in a reduction of
the Campus Center fee.

The subject of how much money will be
allocated to each dorm by NEAG was also
discussed Last year, each dorm received
$150 per semester, and this year $125 per
semester was suggested as a preliminary
amount. Altogether, NEAG has been
allocated $11,505 by the SGA, or $160 less

than last year. NEAG expenses for the week
were $94.90.

Bob Dion, chairman of the SGA rents and
fees committee, asked for volunteers to join
the Food Services Governing Board and the
Residential Life Board. These boards, and
the committee in general, oversee all the
money which students pay for UMass
services and activities.

Another speaker, Mike Eager, representing

the recycling project, asked for volunteers

from each dorm to oversee the recycling

process. Paper, glass, and aluminum are to

be picked up at various locations once a

week for recycling. Eager asked for money to

run the project, but was told the issue will be
brought up in future meetings.

NEAG voted to pay $15 per week to each
of the co-presidents, Dianne Lauricello and
David Goodhue. In previous years, $20 was
paid to a single president, but now $30 will be
paid to the co- presidents as a weekly salary

Leave it to Beaver! (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Univ. band kicks off
Homecoming weekend
By GARDE M. WELLS
Collegian Staff

The University Band will kick off the
Homecoming weekend with a parade
through Amherst at 7:15 p.m. followed by a
free concert in the Fine Arts Center
Auditorium featuring seven different bands.

^ The parade will begin at the Fine Arts
Center, and march up Lincoln Ave. toward
Amherst The parade will then return along
North Pleasant St.

The Concert, which is scheduled to begin
at 8:30 p.m.. will feature the UMass Jazz

Ensemble playing tunes by Dizzy Gillespie,
Johnny Green, and Thelonius Monk.

John A. Jenkins, University band director,
said the concert will be "tightly-planned and
fast-paced, like a Vaudeville show."

The show will include dance,
choreographed by Richard Jones, live music,
and a grand finale featuring soundtrack
music from Rocky, Mahogany, and Star
Wars.

Diane Luciani, UMass marching band
twirler for three years, will be mistress of
ceremonies tonight.
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GS encourages univ./student rapport study
By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to institute "more
productive and positive relationships" with
the UMass administration, the Graduate
Student Senate this year will be encouraging
the university re-examine the quality of its

rapport with graduate students.

According to graduate senate Vice
President A. Robert Phillips, the University
has traditionally viewed graduate students as
"users rather than contributors of services
which the University can provide."

"We are encouraging the University to see
graduate students as having a high potential

University store

to contribute to the day to day success of the
University," Phillips said.

Phillips said the University faces a budget
freeze next year which will result in a
shortage of funds such that junior and new
faculty positions will be "played off" against
graduate students.

"Next year, funds will be held at their
present level. This is enough to support only
new and junior faculty positions or a 1973
level of graduate research assistants and
teaching assistants," Phillips said.

"We don't want to be subject to the
squeeze like adjunct professors," he said.
At last week's meeting, the graduate

senate also voted to establish a nine-member
Collective Bargaining Advisory Board.

The board will act as advisor to the
graduate student who will sit in on the
collective bargaining negotiations between
faculty and the administration.

According to Phillips, matters to be
discussed during the negotiations include
salary rates for graduate students, as well as
research assistant and associateship ap-
pointments.

Negotiations will also include a study of
faculty evaluation procedures at UMass.
"We feel we should have direct input into

the perimeters of evaluations which faculty
might undergo," Phillips said.

Phillips said the graduate senate has taken
a position neither against the faculty, nor
against the administration.

"The Graduate Senate should advocate a
position such that the posture of graduate
students will be articulated," Phillips said.

Concerning student unionization, Phillips
said, "Undergraduates moves toward
unionization would not necessarily determine
whether or not graduate students would
unionize."

"But, in no way would the graduate
student senate avoid accepting any of the
postulates of the undergraduate community.
The graduate students represent a different
population. We really can't say that if they do
(unionize), we should, or if we do, they
should. The students should do whatever
'fits,' Phillips said.

Shoplifters arraigned
By ELIZABETH KENT
Collegian Staff

Fourteen persons are being arraigned
today at Hampshire County District Court
while another 13 await arraignment in
connection with shoplifting offenses in the
University Store.

A total of 70 persons have been caught
shoplifting at the University Store since the
beginning of the semester. The figure is

slightly less than the number caught last year
at this time.

According to security personnel at the
store, fewer cosmetics are being taken and
more school supplies are being stolen.
"A lot of freshmen have been stopped,"

said the security guard.

Winthrop L. Cummings, general manager
at the store, said yesterday, "The store is in
the process of getting complaints against
persons who make no attempt for restituion
of bad checks. The store plans to continue
with the policy of prosecuting in the District
Court those persons who defraud by check."

Some of the persons caught shoplifting at
the store are referred to the Student At-
torney General's office instead of being
taken to court. The University Store is now
checking back on its records to make sure

that those students did go to the Attorney
General's office. Those students who have
not reported to the attorney general's office
are being referred to Whitmore for academic
withdrawal.

Legal Service Office represented students
at Hampshire County District Court last year
but due to the limited case load, LSO will no
longer be able to represent students at court
for shoplifting.

Mary I. Muirhead, office manager said
yesterday that LSO will not be able to handle
criminal cases because they are un-
derstaffed. She said, "As of early Sep-
tember, the LSO governing board limited the
individual case on an advice-only basis and
giving referals to local attorneys."

LSO is currently in the process of hiring
two new staff attorneys. Muirhead said that
consumer action complaints and family law
cases are also limited. The only family law
cases that LSO can handle at present is
uncontested divorces, she said.

It is expected that after LSO has a full staff
complement, the LSO governing board will
re-evaluate the situation and those services
which have been limited will again be
handled. There is presently a two-week wait
for appointments except for emergencies.
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ToiUnguis Sean Coniey's matcti
By HEIDI BERENSON
Collegian Staff

"Foiled again".
To the average UMass student this phrase

could signify defeat by a pinball machine; but
to Sean Conley it means losing a match.
What kind of match? Why fencing of course.

Conley is currently a fencing instructor
here teaching both novice, and for the first

time at UMass, an advanced fencing class.

He is also in the process of organizing an
intercollegiate fencing team, although he has
encountered one big problem: lack of funds.

"The main thing is money," he said. "You
can't have money 'til you're a team, and you
can't have a team though 'til you have
money." He has about 20 students interested

in team competition.

When Conley arrived last year as a fresh-

man at UMass and discovered there was no
fencing program, he commented, "I was
amazed that there were 20,000 students and
no fencing team." His enthusiasm for the
sport spurred because of a lack of interest in

other sports his high school offered like

wrestling, basketball, and others of the like.

In lieu of the choices, he opted for fencing,

and has been an avid fencer ever since.

As for fencing itself, Conley declared, "It is

definitely a sport." To emphasize his point,

he relayed a story of how the New York
Times printed an article on fencing in the fall

of 1976, and ran it not in the sports section,

but in the leisure section.

Although he admits, "To me it's physical
chess," and, "It doesn't take pure strength
or stamina," he did stress that "the key to
fencing is mobility."

The age old adage, "Practice makes
perfect," is applicable to fencing, as the best
way of getting in shape for fencing is fen-

cing. This is supplemented by drills, constant
review of moves, and as Conley points out,
"Being in good shape is critical." He ex-

pressed his thoughts on the benefits of the
sport by saying, "It's definitely a sport, more

than most as it makes you agile and sharpens
your mind by making you think on your
feet."

Conley's sole advanced fencing class is the
core for the team. He has been contacted by
various clubs in the New England area for

fencing matches, but can't make any definite
plans until he gets some money to put the
team together. It takes $120 to outfit one
fencer and that's not including the electric
equipment for competition and practice.

Because of the quickness of the

movements, electric equipment must be
used to register whether a movement is

executed within the correct range of the
opponent. UMass has scoring machines, but
does not have the accessories such as the
needed body chords or vests.

There are two major competitions for
fencing: one is intercollegiate, and the other
is Amateur Fencing League of America
(AFLA). In addition to these is the Olympic
Competition. Actually, fencing was played
in the first Olympics held in iHytj.

Sean Conley practices one of his foils. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

> ^

As in other individual sports, there are
three different classes: A, B, and C. Class A
is international. Class B is intermediate-
excellent, and Class C is novice- advanced.
It takes lots of practice just to be able to
compete to get into Class C. Co^ ' going
for his C class rating at Dartmoi, ge in

the near future.

The concept behind fencing erning
scoring and basic organizatio- ts fairly

simple. In a match, the scoring 'S straight-

forward, the first person ^o tcuc't the op-
ponent five times wins.

There are three weapons used in a match;
a foil, epee, and saber. For each weapon,
there are different sections of the be .y as
targets. In foil competition the torso is :jrget,
this does not include face, arms, or legs. You
may hit with the point only.

The epee user can have the entire body as
the target. The saber does not make contact
with the point, instead of a jabbing motion,
the user slashes at the opponent, the makes
for a faster of the three. The target is

everything from the waist up.

In competition, there are the three
weapons with three people on each weapon.
The team here will consist of 15 men, and six
women. Women were allowed to use only
foilsr in competition until two years ago,
because some people thought they might
"hurt themselves." Now they can compete
using all three weapons.

There is talent at UMass, as Conley said,
"We have a lot of individuals, hopefully we'll

have a team, but it's the money." Starting a
team is the easy part compared to some of
the competition that the team could en-
counter. For example, the Yale team has a
Russian coach. Needless to say, UMass
would compete against their junior varsity.
Hampshire College's instructor is on the
Olympic Team.

Conley spends over 12 hours a week giving
instruction and practicing. He is combining
Industrial Engineering with Operations
Research which is quite a load as one major.
When asked if fencing in'erfered with his

schoolwork Conley replied, "Schoolwork
takes away from my fencing.

"
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Bakke decision to
reverse Civil rights laws
BOSTON [UPf] - NAACP general

counsel Nathaniel Jones Wednesday said if

the U.S. Supreme Court upholds a recent
California high court decision in the Bakke
reverse discrimination case, it will effectively
reverse the basis for all civil rights decisions.

The nation's highest court Wednesday
heard arguments in the case of Allan Bakke,
a twice- rejected white candidate for the
University of California's Medical School at

Oavis.

Bakke, 37, contends the university violated
the Constitution in denying him admission to
its medical school, discriminating against him
because he is white. The school set aside 16
of 100 admissions slots for minorities.

The California Supreme Court ruled "race
shoukj not be a factor" in professional

school admissions.

Jones, who addressed 300 persons at

Boston University, was one of several at-

torneys Wednesday to deliver briefs to the

Supreme Court on the closely-watched
"reverse discrimination case."

Jones, who has twice argued
discrimination cases for the NAACP before

the high court, called the Bakke case "the tip

of the iceberg" in a series of "race conscious
cases."

The federal government argued
professional schools must not be blind to
race if the nation is to remedy past
discrimination.

Jones filed the brief on behalf of the
National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, which supports the school's
minority admissions policy.

He said if the Supreme Court upholds the

California court's ruling, its own landmark
civil rights decision — the 1954 Brown vs.

Board of Education case — "would be ef-

fectively reserved and civil rights statutes

repealed."

Jones said it would be erroneous not to
use race as a criteria in setting admission
policies.

"The courts and Congress have explicitly

approved and mandated race as a basis in

their decision. You can't desegregate a
school without taking race into account,"'
the 50-year-old lawyer said.

Anti-Bakke demonstration

today
University of Massachusetts at

Arnherst students will demonstrate
against the Bakke decision this Friday,

Oct. 14, at 11:00 a.m. in front of the
Student Union building.

The Bakke decision is a recent
California Supreme Court ruling which
threatens to eliminate special admissions,
Affirmative Action, and other related
programs on the campus, communities,
and work places across the country.

Alan Bakke charged he was the victim

of "reverse discrimination" when sup-
posedly "less qualified" Third World
students were accepted to the UC Davis
medical school. Bakke had been denied
admission twice.

Demonstration organizers claim that

"reverse discrimination'" is meaningless
in the context of a society which has
historically institutionalized racism. They
predict the Bakke decision will reverse

the civil rights gains of the '60s.
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Carter seeks help from Nigeria
WASHINGTON [UPf] - President Carter

urged Nigeria's chief of state to use his in-

fluence to hold down any increase in world
oil prices, the White House said recently.

National Security Council spokesman
Jerry Schechter said during the final talks

between Carter and Lt. Gen. Olusegun
Obasanjo, "The President urged that Nigeria

help in holding down further oil price in-

creases."

Schechter said Carter asked the leader of

the oil-rich African nation to "consider the

worldwide impact that an oil price increase

would have" and Obasanjo replied "he
would take it under consideration."

The first day of the two-day visit had been
devoted largely to discussions of white
minority rule in southern Africa.

Although the extensive discussions lasted

twice as long as scheduled, no communique
or joint statement was issued at the end of

the official talks.

But Carter, speaking to reporters after he

escorted Obasanjo to a limousine following

their second White House meeting, said,

"We made a great stride forward."
"I think recognition of Nigeria as an

enlightened and important country has been
a long time coming in our country,"' the
President said.

"I'm very grateful the exchange took
place," said Carter. "A few years ago, we
had nothing but animosity between our
governments. Now we have nothing but
friendship."'

At a White House working dinner hosted
by Carter Tuesday night, Obasanjo said
peaceful eradication of the policy of racial

separatism in southern Africa would take too
long. He said an armed liberation struggle by
oppressed blacks there "is justifiable and will

succeed."
Obasanjo denounced South African Prime

Minister John Vorster and Rhodesian Prime
Minister Ian Smith by name.
He was scheduled to fly to New York

yesterday morning to address the U.N.
General Assembly.

^^UIJEI^D^LLLJJTf^^
Viewpoint is a column designed for our

readers to express their views on various
subjects. In this manner, the staff of Black
Affairs hopes to establish an open line of

communication between our readers and us.

Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs. All articles

must be typed.

The Real Third World Stand
Jose Trejo

Because Third World comes from the

increasing necessity of non-aligned countries

to seek other political and economic
philosophies outside the scope of Capitalism-

Communism, Third World means to pursue
better and more comprehensive concepts
and principles of freedom for all our people;

is to work towards a clean development
without waste and pollution as legacy for

future generations; is to apply our
technology in using more ecological and
reliable non-fossil sources of energy i.e.,

solar, wind, tide, hydraulic, thermowave, or

geothermal (geysers).

And thus, to acquire more and new social
improvements while preventing from the
sociological ills of Capitalism-Communism,
such as; welfare, workfare, poorness,
ghettoes, drug abuse, alcoholism, unem-
ployment, pornography, prostitution,
organized crime, illegal business, political

corruption, discrimination, racism, sexism,
deportations, child perversion, suicides,
cancer, blackmail, redtape, consumer over
exploitation, oppression, torture and in-

carceration, executions, wars, accidents,
ecological disorder, and so forth.

But mainly, to live in peace with all

humanity and nature, respecting each
others" rights, and without polarizing the
political beliefs of the world, as now aligned
countries have established through military
equilibrium poles, charged with horrendous
weapons of destruction.

Third World also means the political and
economic freedom from inaccessible foreign
debts, unavoidable inflation, currency
devaluations, multi-national corporations,
economic trade blocks, foreign intervention,
dictatorships, military coups, bribed
governments, wealth and power
manipulations, armed invasions, terrorism,
CIA, KGB, and SOB that are undermining
and draining our development and growth,
and in addition having as a result, larger
numbers of people homeless, hungry, op-
pressed, and exploited. In summary. Third
World is the political belief* of non-aligned
countries in the right for self-determination in

order to achieve an authentic freedom and
peace for all our people that neither
Capitalism nor Communism have succeeded
to provide.

The legal system vs. Third World
October"s organizing strategy has focused

on the Legal System vs. the Third World
community. Each month the New Africa

House Steering Committee determines an
educational theme. The organizational
representatives then coordinate political and
cultural events to meet the Committee's
collective goals and objectives.

Several issues regarding the legal system
have been highlighted in recent weeks. One
is the controversy over the Bakke Decision

and how it will affect Affirmative Action,

special admissions programs ar.d equal

opportunity in housing. On Tuesday of this

week a panel debate was held on campus.
Today at 1 1 :30 at the Student Union building

the Anti-Bakke Coalition will rally and
demonstrate in solidarity with tne nationwide
effort to reverse the Bakke decision. Unless
we mobilize around this issue the reactionary

cry of "reverse discrimination" threatens to

become the law of the land.

Two weeks ago Craeman Gethers visited

the campus on his first furlough since his

imprisonment in 1975, Craeman (along with

Earl Brown) was unjustly convicted of armed
robbery and received a sentence of 8-12

years in Norfolk State prison. At the time of

his conviction Craeman was a UMass

student, he has spent the past two years of

his life struggling to prove himself innocent

of a crime he did not commit. Craeman will

be visiting the campus on Oct. 25, again

soliciting support for his defense. It is every

student's responsibility to donate some time
and money towards the goal of Craeman's
freedom. He is trapped in a vicious, racist

legal system that at one time or another will

threaten us all.

A new member of the UMass Third World
student community is Kenny Chin, one of

two defendants in the Hirohito case. In Oct.

1975 he and co-defendant Liz Young were
falsely accused of planning an assassination

plot against the royal Japanese couple. Liz

and Kenny have battled this case for two
years. Although they received suspended
sentences and were placed on three years

probation, they are requesting a Supreme
Court review in their last efforts to win
justice.

Right here at UMass and across the
country Third World people clearly recognize
the brutality of the legal system. As students
we must educate ourselves; by reading, by
asking questions, by attending meetings and
rallies, by contributing our time and money
to the defense of political prisoners.

Brown's mad school needs Affirmative Action
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI] - A top ad-

ministrator says Brown University's four -

year - old medical school needs an af-

firmative action program to improve its poor
minority enrollment record.

"It is a must that Brown get an affirmative

action program for the medical school," Levi

Adams, the medical school's assistant vice

president for external affairs, said Wed-
nesday.

Four of Brown's 178 medical school
graduates since 1974 have been from
minority groups and only one of 60 students
in the current graduating class fits federal

definitions for a minority member.
Adams, a black, was asked by WJAR-TV if

Brown's minority admissions for the medical
school was a "deplorable record."

"Yes, it is," he said. "I think we can do
better and we should."

Adams" comments followed arguments of

the Allan Bakke civil rights case before the

U.S. Supreme Court.

The white Californian claims he was
denied admittance to the University of
California Medical School because of
"'reverse discrimination."

Adams said a minorities recruitment
program has been informally discussed but
not yet implemented because of the school's
relative newness. It opened in 1973.

He said the Ivy League school has been
concentrating on admitting more Rhode
Island natives into its medical program to

counter fears of legislators that the program
primarily is educating doctors who will go
back to other states.

Ideally, minority admissions shoukJ fill 20
per cent of each Brown medical school class

and Rhode Island natives should fill 25-33 per

cent, Adams said.
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SUPPORT GROUP

for
OLDER STUDENTS

now forming
It will be held on Tuesday
afternoons from 3-5 p m.
For more information call:

Counselling Assistance
for

OlderStudents
at

545 0057

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason's has the best quality

down vests in the area Filled with

PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful rip stop nylon outers

Assorted colors XS thru XL.

ONLY $29 95
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WINTER _
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Call for National Black Students'^ Congress
ACROSS the United States there is an all-

out attack on the education of Black people.
We find that cutbacks in government funds
to education are making it difficult, if not
impossible, for Black students to get needed
scholarships and grants. Black colleges and
universities are under constant economic
attack and in many cases are being closed or
integrated out of existence. In white schools
Black students must content with culturally
biased entrance exams and standardized
tests. High schools are graduating Black
youth that don't know how to read — it

seems as though all-out war has been
declared on Black education. Black students
must organize to counter this attack and
fight for better education for our people.
The Southern Regional Coordinating

Committee of NBSA is calling for a National
Black Students' Congress to discuss strategy

LUTHER

for dealing with the problems of Black
education and to lay out our plans and
programs for the next year. We intend to

draw students from throughout the nation to

participate in this important conference.

NBSA was formed at a National Black
Student Solidarity Conference which was
held at Tufts University in Massachusetts in

February, 1976. The participants agreed that

there was a need for them to initiate the

building of a national Black students'

organization. The purposes of NBSA are to:

a. establish a strong line of com-
munications between Black students across
the country;

b. establish better communications and
better working relationship between Black
students and the rest of the community; and

c. organize Black students across the

country to do serious work around concrete
programs and issues that will bring our
people closer to Liberation.

NBSA is sponsoring a conference on
November 4, 5, 6, 1977, at Atlanta University
in Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose of the
conference is to bring Black students from
around the country together to discuss
Affirmative Action cutbacks and other
problems facing Black communities around
the country. Come and bring ideas for

positive action. For details about the con-
ference contact: Brother Kojo Owusu —
Southern Region; P.O. Box 92001; Atlanta,
Georgia 30314; (404) 758-8469.

For more information on NBSA and the
Congress contact: Northeastern Region;
Brother Tony Vandermeer; 14 Harvard
Avenue; Dorchester, Mass. 02121.

By Brumsic Brandon,
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Announcements
CCEBS

All CCEBS students with an interest in

computer science or a related field should
note that on Wednesday, October 26,

CCEBS is sponsoring a field trip to the Digital

Equipment Corporation in Maynard, Mass.
All interested CCEBS students must sign up
for this trip with Brian Maher in Room 208 of

the New Africa House by Friday, October 21.

All those taking the trip will meet at 8:00 a.m.

on October 26th in the second floor lounge
of the New Africa House.

CCEBS juniors and seniors interested in

the areas of employee relations and per-
sonnel should contact Brian Maher in Room
208 of the New Africa House before Friday,
October 21 . A field trip for a personnel career
day is being planned, and openings for this
trip will be extremely limited.

CCEBS students interested in law and
business should note that on Monday,
October 17, a Case Western Reserve Law
School recruiter will be coming to campus;
and on Tuesday, October 18, a Northeastern
University Business School Recruiter will be
here. Both of these recruiters will speak with
interested CCEBS students in the second
floor lounge of the New Africa House on the
dates mentioned. The time for these
meetings is 3:30 p.m. All those interested
must sign up for these visits with Brian
Maher in Room 208 of the New Africa House
by Friday, October 14.

Any students interested in being on the

CCEBS Board of Directors, please stop into

the CCEBS Business Office and fill out an
application. The CCEBS Board of Directors

consists of 18 faculty and staff members,
two graduate students and five under-

graduate students. Its primary function is to

establish policies for the CCEBS program.
Each year seven students are chosen to be
on the Board.

Black Panther

loses chance

for appeal

NEW HAVEN \AP] - Lonnie McLucas,
whose murder arrest with 13 other Black

Panther workers became a liberal cause in

the late 1960s, lost a last-ditch attempt
yesterday to avoid reimprisonment.

The activist turned North Carolina farmer

was denied bail yesterday in U.S. District

Court, Hartford. His $20,000 state bail is

scheduled to be revoked Friday because of

the U.S. Supreme Court recent refusal to

hear his appeal.

However, the state's attorney required

that he surrender yesterday afternoon to

resume serving his sentence.

He surrendered at 4:30 p.jn. yesterday and
was taken to the Somers police prison.

McLucas, 33, now of Wade, N.C., was
arrested along with Bobby Seale, national

Black Panther chairman, on charges of

murdering and torturing a fellow Panther
worker suspected of being a police informer.

The only one of the 14 to be tried and

convicted, McLucas was sentenced in 1970

to 12 Vi to 15 years in prison for conspiring to

jnurder Alex Rackley. He was an illiterate

from New York City who became part of

Panther organizing efforts in New Haven in

1969.

After serving more than four years in

prison, McLucas was released on bail in 1974
while the conviction was appealed.

His lawyers claim the state's case against

McLucas is unconstitutional for a number of

reasons including the use of illegal wiretaps
to get evidence and the refusal of FBI agents
to testify in 1970 about their role in the in-

vestigation.

New Haven police have admitted to

numerous telephone taps in the 1960s and
early 1970s, including one on Black Panther
headquarters in early 1971, while the state

was preparing to try Seale and Ericka

Huggins, another Panther organizer.
McLucas and more than 70 other persons are

suing local officials, claiming wire taps

violated their rights.

U.S. District Court Judge T. Emmet Clarie

refused yesterday to rule on McLucas'
claims, saying the issue should go first to the

state courts. But he added that the two
issues were "substantial" claims for a state

judge to decide.
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House decides against
bill to support gay rights
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BOSTON [UPf] - The Massachusetts
House yesterday, in the third consecutive
day of increasingly bitter floor debate and
intense lobbying efforts, killed a bill

prohibiting discrimination against
homosexuals in civil service jobs.

Opponents turned what appeared to be a
rising tide in favor of the measure when Rep.
Charles W. Long, R-Dover, offered an
amendment which would have further
restricted the number of state employees
affected by the bill.

The measure, authored by Rep. Elaine
Noble, D- Boston, was rejected Tuesday but
the House reversed itself Wednesday and
voted to reconsider the bill when Ms. Noble
said it would be modified to exclude police,
firefighters and correctional officers.'

Long's amendment, passed on a 118-105
roll call, would also have excluded employees
of the Department of Mental Health and
Retardation and non-teaching jobs in

elementary and secondary schools, a huge
portion of the civil service jobs involved.

Ms. Noble said the Long amendment
"destroys the bill" and House Speaker
Thomas W. McGee then killed the amended

version and called for debate on the original
measure.

At that jDoint Ms. Noble called for an
immediate vote, saying "This House has
been through an emotional time. The House
has shown that there are some very com-
passionate people here and, on the other
hand, there are those who have felt the brunt
of the debate."

She said many of the members were still
feeling the effects of a recent abortion
debate and that may have affected their
judgement.

"Thank you for giving me the sentiment of
the House," she said.

Rep. Barney Frank, D-Boston, one of the
prime supporters of the bill, said the previous
votes of the day had shown the unamended
bill would be defeated.

Debate fell along the same lines as the
previous two days, with opponents claiming
homosexuality is a dangerous deviation from
the norm and supporters claiming gay people
should be judged on their abilities to perform
a job rather than their sexual preferences.

Carter may negotiate
to aid steel industry
WASHINGTON [AP] - President Carter,

calling sagging steel profits "a long-standing,
chronic problem," said yesterday that he
mignt negotiate with other nations to
decrease their exports to the United States
but added that such action alone will solve
nothing and mijght hurt consumers.

Carter gave his assessment at a nationally
televised news conference before meeting
with members of Congress, steel executives,
union leaders and representatives of en-

vironmental and consumer groups to discuss
the industry's flagging sales and closing
plants.

The closings have resulted in some 19,000
layoffs.

The steel industry is pleading for govern-
ment protection against imports. But Carter
and his top advisers, including special trade
representative Robert S. Strauss and
Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal,
are opposed to steel quotas.

News in Brief

Dayan releases

peace document
JERUSALEM \UPI] - Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan in a surprise move
yesterday released the text of the joint

U.S. -Israeli "working paper" on a
renewed Middle East peace conference in

Geneva.
Dayan, speaking to the Knesset

parliament on terms of the working
paper, read the seven points of the
document. They are:

"1. The Arab parties will be
represented by a unified Arab delegation
which will include Palestinian Arabs.
After the opening session, the con-
ference will split into working groups.

"2. The working groups for the
negotiation and conclusion of peace
treaties will be formed as follows:
"A Egypt-Israel

"B. Jordan- Israel

"C. Syria-Israel

"D. Lebanon-Israel
"3. The West Bank and Gaza issues

will be discussed in a working group to
consist of Israel, Jordan, Egypt, and the
Palestinian Arabs. All the parties agree
that Lebanon may join the conference
when it so requests.

'4. The solution of the problem of the
Arab refugees and of the Jewish
refugees will be discussed in accordance
with terms to be agreed upon.

"5. The agreed basis for the
negotiations at the Geneva peace
conference on the Middle East are U.N.
Security Council resolutions 224 and 338.

"6. All the initial terms of reference of
the Geneva peace conference remain in

force, except as may be agreed by the
parties."

7 million dollars

missing from vault
CHICAGO \UPI] - Exactly $1 million

in cash disappeared from First National
Bank of Chicago's main vault Columbus
Day weekend, bank officials disclosed
yesterday. The FBI said the bank may
have been hit by a "sneak thief."

The money, apparently in several
parcels, was taken from a four - by -

seven foot, dark green cart labeled T-12,
First National Senior Vice President
Homer J. Holland said.

The locked cart was locked in a steel

cage which was inside the main vault two
floors below ground level, he said.

There was no evidence of tampering
with any of the locks or with the can, he
said.

He said the missing bills were in three
denominations but declined to say what
they were. He also would not say how
the bank determined that exactly $1
million is missing.

Chimp 's heart

used for transplant
CAPE TOWN, South Africa iUPI] -

Heart transplant surgeon Dr. Christiaan
Barnard implanted the eart of a
chimpanzee into a human yesterday.
Groote Schuur Hospital said the patient
apparently was recovering satisfactorily.

Barnard tried to implant a baboon
heart into a chronic heart patient earlier
this year, but the patient died within
hours.

The hospital gave no details of the
operation, but medical sources said it

probably was similar to the "piggy back"
operation Barnard pioneered four years
ago, implanting a second donor heart
beside the patient's own to assist
respiration.

The four-hour operation ended at 8:30
p.m., 2:30 p.m. EOT.

6 ton elephant

held for ransom
ATLANTA [AP] - An American firm

whose 6-ton, 12-foot-tall elephant is

being held by armed kidnapers for $1,500
ransom in the Burmese jungle said
yesterday that police are closing in on the
brutes.

Police in Burma and Thailand have
already arrested three men in the case,
including a Mr. Pong, who is thought to
be the mastermind of the scheme, said a
spokesman for Atlanta-based Munford,
Inc.

The elephant was stolen Sept. 30 from
a work camp in Thailand just a few miles
from Burma by men using automatic
rifles and hustled across the border. The
company spokesman said he didn't know
how many others are involved or exactly
where they had managed to hide a 6-ton
elephant.
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Includes Free Salad

and home made soup

A NEW CONCEPT
Sun.-Fri. 12pm-10pm
"The Piccodeli Pub. ...light dining...

sandwiches... ere pes...

served in the cocktail lounge

The some fine enfertoinmenf
The Jolly Bull Singers now presenting

the Broodway show Guys A Doll%
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Notices

BETA CHI
Homecoming parade at Whitmore horseshoe at 6

p.m. Party tomorrow at Ho Jo's.
CHI OMEGA

All University women are invited to a Chopping
Block haircutting demonstration, Monday 7:30 p.m. at
Chi Omega Sorority. For rides and more info call 545-
0162.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
Meeting 6:30 p.m. Campus Center 172

FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION CLUB
- Slide down Mt. Tom Thurs. Oct. 20 from Campus

Center at 6 p.m. $5.
-Make your onw sundaes at the meeting Mon.

7:30 p.m. Campus Center 168. Open to all free
HILLEL

-Speaker, Ron Spivak, on "Being Gay and Being

Jewish," Sunday, 11 a.m. Commonwealth Room. Fee
for food only.

-Friday night services 7 p.m. Campus Center 162.
There will be a special theme to the program
PARKING
The Campus Parking waiting list will open at 8 a.m.

Monday. Anyone unable to come to Rm 1 Munson
Hall to place their name on the waiting list may call
545 0065.
PRE-MEO SOCIETY
Meeting Oct. 19, 7 p.m. Campus Center 177

UMASS MARCHING BAND
Grinder party 3-4 p.m. Old Chapel - we need your

helpl All welcome.
WESTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES PROGRAM
Lecture by Mr, Loewe entitled "Experience as a TV

Correspondent," 10 a.m Campus Center 171-73.

What's Happening

WESTERN AUTO
WESTERN VILLAGE

SKI SHOP
32 Main St.

Northampton, Mass.

f» /
'^><
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Ski Stiop Now Open
for 1977-1978 season

TODAY
DISCUSSION
The Governor's Committee on Physical

Fitness and Sports will hold open meeting
2:45 p.m. in the Boyden Conference Room.
Interested persons are invited.

COFFEEHOUSE
JQA Middle Coffeehouse 12th floor main

lounge, free, refreshments at 9 p.m.
FUNDRAISING DINNER

For Kent State, $2 minimum for spaghetti
dinner. Also, frim, "Kent State" at Pierpont
6:30 p.m.

50's DANCE
George Washington Upper Dorm

Government, 19th floor, 8 - ? p.m. Come
dressed up. 25 cents admission if dressed, 50
cents if not.

EXHIBIT
Sonfist will be exhibiting works in Herter

Gallery with BIyth Bohmen.
MOVIES
-"The Point", Campus Center Aud. 7,

8:30, and 10 p.m. $1.

— "Dance as a Visual Experience: Films
and Video", Graham H all Smith College 8
p.m. Admission $1.50. For more info call 545-
0968.

DANCING
— International Folkdancing, teaching and

review 8-9:30 p.m. Cape Cod Lounge,
Student Union.

-University Music Faculty, Multi-Band
Concert, Concert Hall Fine Arts Center, 8
p.m.

PARTY
Cape Cod Club from 8 p.m.-l a.m.

Featuring Voyage, Hampden, D.C. 3 beers
$1.

WHERE CAN
A PIZZA LOVER

FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Southwest dorms at UMass

549-5592

the CAPE COD CLUB presents a

HOME-COMING PARTY
entertainment by VOYAGE

- TO oc

\,

/
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Friday Oct. 1

4

8:00

HAMPDEND/MNG C OMMO/S/S SOUTHWEST

GOSPEL RALLY
Fellowship meeting Campus Center 168-

172, 8 p.m. All welcome.

TOMORROW
COFFEEHOUSE
JQA Middle Coffeehouse 12th floor, main

lounge 8:30 p.m. Great performers, refresh-
ments available.

FALL FOLIAGE BIKE TRIP
Routes thru the Valley, pedal 5 to 30 miles.

Begin with meeting at Groff Park 10 a.m.
Picnic 1 p.m. Anyone interested preregister
by 4:30 Fri. at Rec. Dept. Town Hall 2nd fl. or
call 256-6781.
TAG, CRAFT AND BAKE SALE

Polanski Park on Main Street in Nor-
thampton from 9-5 p.m. (rain 10-16) for more
info call Sojourn 584-5764.

SUIVOAY
COFFEEHOUSE
Washington Tower 5th floor lounge 8-12

p.m. All welcomei
EXHIBIT
"Cuba Today," presented by Venceremos

Brigade. Jose Marti, Greenwich House,
Donut 1, Hampshire College, 2 p.m.
LECTURE
Herb Sterns will talk about Masada,

Campus Center 911-15, 7 p.m.

DAILY
SENIOR PORTRAITS

Seniors graduating in December make
appointments to have pictures taken starting

this Monday by calling 545-2874 or going to
room 811 Campus Center.
CREDIT UNION

For faster service at the Credit Union we
encourage you to do your transactions
during your free class time. The Union is

open Monday - Friday 10 to 3 p.m.

Residents available for

:.»,»] 911 §, at dog pound
As of yesterday, the following dogs are at

the Amherst Dog Pound, (Wagner Farm, 217
North East St., 253-7294), and may be either

claimed or adopted:
— Male labrador mix, black, picked up ori a

complaint on Summer Street. •

— Female terrier-hound puppy, tor-
toiseshell brown, black and white patches,
picked up on a complaint from South
Amherst.
-Male Boxer, black and white, lie. No.

548, running at large down Main Street.
— Female Collie, black and tan, running at

large on Tracy Cirde.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Torpedoes, Tuna
Casserole, Basics: Tuna Casserole,
Summer Salad-Syrian Bread
DINNER - Roast Turkey, Shrimp

Rarebit, Basics: Shrimp Rarebit, Mexican
Vegetable Bake

TOMORROW
BRUNCH - bcrambled Eggs, Corned

Beef Hash, Tacos, Almond Chicken Rice
Casserole

DINNER - Beef Stew-Biscuit,
Downsider Sandwich

SUNDAY
BRUNCH - Scrambled Eggs, Bacon,

Hamburgers, Egg Salad Plate

DINNER - Roast Beef, Fried Fish
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Bakke—human potential

and human denial

fm
iVi;^

By DR BOB DANIELS

Editor's note: Dr. Bob Daniels is Associate
Dean of Students, and is teaching a course
entitled "Interracial aperception and
ideology."

Every humanistically-oriented American
(white and non-white) recognizes the in-

vTdiousness of Allan Bakke's challenging the
constitutionality of special admission
programs designed to ameliorate the
fjerennial effects of racism not only in the
medical profession but in the American
social order as well. Bakke's actions appeal
to insecurities, emotions and intrigue. At
best they have resulted in racial, sexual and
educational confusion throughout the
nation.

This article will discuss a historical per-

spective of the case, statement of the case,
affirmative action, special admission
programs and implications for the American
social order.

Historical Perspective
As a manifestation of the 'separate but

equal" ideology which plagued our nation
since the famous Plessy v. Ferguson case of

1896, Allan Bakke's rationale for demanding
admission to the University of California

Medical School at Davis reeks with the
mentality that produced the "grandfather
clause" which "admitted" blacks into the
voting booths provided that their grand-
fathers had voted prior to the Emancipation
Proclamation. The fact that racial

classifications have had an odious impact
throughout nation's history cannot be
denied, esp>ecially in the medical profession. I

grew up in the South where whites and non-
whites received health care in segregated
doctors' offices, hospitals and clinics. Ten
months ago I accompanied a seriously ill

friend to a doctor's office in McGhee,
Arkansas. We sat on hard, pew-like fumiture
for approximately three and a half hours in a

small segregated room because the doctor's
policies were that only whites could make
appointments.

Only a few decades ago Dr. Charles Drew,
the brilliant black physician who invented the
process of separating blood from plasma,
was involved in an automobile accident. He
was rushed to the nearest hospital

emergency room. Upon his arrival he was
told he was in the white emergency room
and had to go around to the back to the
colored emergency room. When he got there

a doctor (member of the AMA and
"believer" in the Hippocratic Oath) told Dr.

Drew that the hospital didn't have any black
blood and that he couldn't use any white
blood. Ironically, Dr. Drew bled to death,
because of the racial proscriptions of that

hospital.

The American Medical Association em-
ploys one of the most powerful lobbys in the
U.S. Congress. The National Medical
Association is basically powerless, although
it was founded because the AMA refused to

admit black and other minorities into its

membership. It should be no surprise that

one of the most pressing medical problems in

our society is the paucity of medical services

available to residents in minority and poor
white neighborhoods.
Statement of the Case

In 1973 and 1974 Bakke applied for medical
school admission and was denied both times.

He did noi apply for consideration under the
special admission program which had a total

of 32 places out of 200 for the two-year
period. Bakke had a higher grade point

average and Medical College Aptitude Test
scores than the 32 minorities arid 34 white

students who were accepted over him. The
medical school maintains that its traditional

admisslOh criteria had let it become a neariy

all white, segregated institution. Con-
sequently, it adopted the special admission
program at issue in this case to overcome the

exclusionary effect of its past policies. The
school maintains that in view of the current

needs of the medical profession and of

society generally, the attainment of a racially

desegregated student body made up of

qualified students of all races is more im-

portant than the perpetuation of a

segregated school composed of students
with the highest objective academic
credentials

Independent studies by Dr. Jane Mercer
and Dr. James Myeski have shown that all

standardized tests are 20-30 per cent
culturally biased in favor of the white middle-

class environment. I should emphasize that

my research revealed that Davis' special

admission program did not sanction the

admission of unqualified applicants simply

because they were minorities. The program
revealed an awareness of additional factors

that should be considered in evaluating the

acceptability of minority applicants, i.e.,

socio-economic, cultural, and potential.

After having read Bakke's charges of racial

discrimination, it became abundantly clear

that he had no problems with the school's
having accepted 34 white students whose
scores and grade point averages were lower
than his. Also, at 36 years of age, Bakke
could have challenged the school on the
basis of age discrimination, since 36 is an
atypical age for one to normally begin the
study of medicine. I agree with the school's
decision to deemphasize MCAT scores and
grade point averages for minorities, because
such a decision is invulnerable to con-
stitutional challenge. Such academic
credentials bear little, if any, significant

correlation to a minority student's eventual
achievement in the medical profession. Other
nonacademic qualities (e.g. energy, com-
passion, empathy and dedication) correlate

significantly in the delivery of health care

services to minorities and the poor of the
white race.

Affirmative Action
Affirmative action programs have often

been referred to as "reverse discrimination."

This is the charge that Bakke asserts in his

appeal to a concept of fairness. Bakke's
interpretation of the 14th Amendment has
led him to question the role of affirmative

action in protecting his constitutional rights

as a white male. I maintain affirmative action

programs are not "reverse discrimination" if

properiy formulated and implemented. All

such programs that I have seen seem to be
basically conservative efforts designed to

enable minorities, women, handicapped and
aged citizens to gain and maintain entrance
into the economic, educational and social

mainstream of our nation.

Any affirmative action program worth its

salt has to deal with the obstacles that have
prevented these groups of Americans from
entering the mainstream, e.g., the network of

kinship, friendship contacts, and de jure as
well as de facto segregation. Although I find

the terms "discrimination" and "reverse
discrimination" undesirable concepts in

human relations, I must admit that there are

examples of bad faith and outright resistance

and intimidation, disguised in the armor of

affirmative action.

Special Admission Programs
During the summer of 1975 I lived for six

weeks with a Mexican family in Guadalajara.
Never before in my life had I been reminded
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Hero worship— insight a necessity

kevin knobloch

True Heroes today are a rare commodity.
As a result, we become reluctant to let go of
our heroes, often in spite of our ideological

changes.

I have been known to admit, even while
among my educated friends, that John
Wayne remained by childhood idol long after

his performance in The Green Berets. His

ridiculous efforts to "Combat Godless
Communism by shooting gooks," however,
were not lost on me in later years.

Aside from the factor of ideological

change, problems develop when several

individuals make a ooint to discuss their

heroes. Heroes, it seems, differ from person
to person, according to each individual's

inteljectual scope, media saturation and
personal values.

For example, while everyone in the group
might agree that fighting injustice is a

common quality necessary to enter the hero

class, their ideas of what injustice is will

inevitably vary. Individual A might decide

that Larry Flynt's crusade against censorship

is combating injustice, while individual B
sees Anita Bryant's anti-gay efforts as having

redeeming social value.

Within a student community, however, it

might be safely said that most of the heroes,

despite the often extreme variance in their

methods, all believe in the same basic human
needs — the liberation of the oppressed and
manipulated masses. A small group of misled

unfortunates, however, will undoubtedly go
as far as to picture the life and times of David
Rockefeller and Ronald Reagan as potential

hero material. The university snould be so
lucky.

My discussion of heroes brings me to a

unique kind of white knight, one who exists

within the establishment and seeks out social

change through constitutionally approved
methods.
My hero, in this respect, is Ralph Nader.

While hesitant to place anyone on a
pedestal, I find Mr. Nader to be a person of

keen insight and able leadership. His most
attrative characteristic seems to be his strong
belief that the citizenry of America is being
royally screwed, and screwed bad.

Nader is similar to other anti-government

and -big business crusaders, in that he
readily points out and documents the various

ways capitalist interests have made a profit

at the expense of our health and welfare. My
fascination with this man, however, is that he
doesn't leave the young idealist with visions

of doom, of all-powerful bankers, in-

dustrialists and Pentagon generals plotting to

manipulate the masses. He insists that there

is indeed hope and outlines several plans of

action that my be taken to combat those

who carelessly decide that individual human
rights are expendable.

Nader's advice for consumers who pay the

bill and they can call the tune if they

organize. It's the taxpayers who pay the bill

and tfiey can call the tune if they organize,"

Nade told his audience here at the university

last week.

Nader, through his low-key, confident
appearance and lawyerly efficiency,
represents a serious threat to the big money
interests. Nader, and what he represents,
also offers a different perspective of social
change to those who tend to avoid being
radical, but see the need for radical change
within the system.

Heroes may be found in many facets of

society, but for me, a hero must be an ad-

vocate of the human cause and have a total

grasp of the problems that afflict today's

masses. In the following quote, Nader
illustrates these qualities to my satisfaction.

"Invisible changes are taking place every

where. We feel them every minute of every

day and they are having cataclysmic over-

tones as to how we operate this society. This

is leading to a significant kind of tyranny. The
key democratic principle of man's control

over his life is being abused. Unless we do
something about it, we're suddenly going to

wake up a nation of slaves."

Kevin Knobloch 's column appears every
other Friday in the Collegian.

Lesbian Union

to meet
To the Editor:

Monday, October 17th will be the first

general meeting of the school year of the

UMass Lesbian Union. The meeting will

begin at 3:30 in 923 Campus Center.

Hopefully, this meeting will give women a
chance to meet with one another, drink

tea, share ideas, get to know each other,

etc.

The Lesbian Union exists to serve the

needs of women -identified-women
through such services as drop in,

counseling, speakers bureau, referrals,

library of women's books, and social

activities. We are in need of more input,

or else we won't be able to meet these

needs. We hope that this meeting will

initiate new activities and programs for

ourselves and for the community. All

interested women are welcome to attend.

For more information, call the office at

545 343S. Thank you.

rie brosco
UMass Lesbian Union

Cross-burning

not reported

To the Editor:

Last Wednesday night was the first

evening of disco at the Bluewall, which
many Third World students attended.

The fact of the cross-burning outside on
the lawn went completely unnoticed by
the Collegian on Thursday. We feel that

by not informing the public immediately,
the Collegian staff has not performed its

duty to the University. People must be
made aware of such racist acts so that

these attitudes can be combatted. We
denounce the Collegian for neglecting to

report the cross burning, particularly

since this is the second such incident to

happen in Amherst this semester.

Paul Campbell
Jeanne Oliver

Concerned Third World Students

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

Separatism as a phenomenon
nit ball

Separatism.

I'm not going to talk just about lesbian

separatists or black separatists, but the

phenomenon itself.

It occurs when movements for a certain

type of social change — the extinction of

some group's oppression — are young. We
decide all men are sexist, all straights anti-

gay, or all whites racist, and build our lives

around that. It stems from the existence of

what some see as an indelible socialization

process. It comes from our mass acceptance
of Freudian theory - that what we're taught
when young will stay with us, in some form,

for our entire lives.

But we're more flexible than that. Almost

every one of us, black or white, was taught,
sometimes in subtle ways, other times more
blatantly, that blacks are inferior. Almost
every one of us, female or male, learned that

women are less than whole people. And
almost every one of us learned that being gay
is sick and unnatural. We even learned to

believe our safety depended on massive
weapon production, wars like Vietnam, and
keeping abreast of the Russians. Some of us
have obviously been able to overcome some
of those ideas.

The process of changing one's mental
picture of the world, after 20 years of

sometimes radically different experiental

indicators, is not easy. Often our associations

foster those changes in attitude most rapidly

and thoroughly.

Isn't it a good thing to try to relearn- those

patterns? The philosophy of separatism

seems to exclude, at least temporarily,

allowing for the very change to occur in the

society which caused the need for

separation.

No, straights are not all anti-gay. No,

whites are not all abominably racist. And, no,

men are not all intolerably sexist.

Viewing the scene practically, we all live

together on a fairiy small planet. Long-term
separatist philosophies deny us the potential

to solve our global problems.

Separatism inherently fosters distrust and
antagonism. It enables us, as people who see

the need for social change, to be divided, and
therefore conquered, defeated. We need to

deal with the problems collectively, and so
derive our fullest strength.

Fifi Ball is Women's Coordinator of the

Collegian.

A UMass bedtime story

bobmelia

On my infrequent visits home, I oc-

casionally baby-sit my godchild, a precocious
eight-year-old who always demands a bed-
time story. As I believe bed-time stories

should be on a level of complexity equal to

the child's intelligence, I often tell him tales

about the UMass Student Senate. He liked

my last tale so much that I'd like to share it

with you.

"Long, long ago, in a state far, far away," I

began, "there was a big pasture with 20,000
sheep in it. This pasture was fenced-off into

lots of little fields and each field was home to

several hundred sheep. Each little field

elected a couple of sheep to represent their

field at the weekly sheep meetings, and these
special sheep were called Shepherds.

"All appeared to go well, but soon some
problems developed. One of the biggest
problems was wool-color. Most of the sheep
had white wool, but a few had black, brown,
red or yellow wool. Most of the sheep were
brought into this pasture from far-away
pastures, so they called themselves 'Third

Pasture' sheep. These Third Pasture sheep
argued that they were under- represented in

the weekly sheep meetings because some
white-wooled sheep didn't like them and
wouldn't vote for them when they ran for

Shepherd.

"To solve this problem the Shepherds
created a special Third Pasture Caucus, but
couldn't define just exactly what a Third
Pasture sheep was and thus, in their infinite

wisdom, decided to let anyone who declared
themselves Third Pasture run on the special
Third Pasture ballot. To no one's surprise
(except the Shepherds') some white-wooled
sheep ran on the Third Pasture ballot and
won. This angered, embarrassed and

bewildered the Shepherds, and made them
seem even more ludicrous than usual.

"The white-wooled sheep who were
elected on the Third Pasture ballot argued
that Third Pasture was a state of mind and
that because they were sincerely interested

in the welfare of Third Pasture sheep they
would make good Third Pasture Shepherds.
But the non-white-wooled Shepherds
demanded they resign because they insisted

that Third Pasture was much more than just

a state of mind.

"They said that the rules of the pasture

were arranged so the white-wooled sheep
got all the nice juicy grass and the Third

Pasture sheep had to survive on crabgrass.

Unless you had eaten crabgrass all your life,

they continued, you couldn't really know
what it was like to be Third Pasture and thus

you couldn't represent Third Pasture sheep.

"Just then a white-wooled sheep. Jay
Flyt^n, stood up and bleated at the Third

Pasture Shepherds, 'If you can't stand the

crabgrass, get out of the pasture.' This in-

furiated the Third Pasture sheep and their

white-wooled supporters, and soon the two
sides were calling each other woolists.

"As soon as this name-calling began it was
obvious to all detached observers that no
further progress would be made. Within the

hour the brightest Shepherds also arrived at

this conclusion and persuaded the Third
Pasture Shepherds and the white-wooled
sheep who wanted to represent Third

Pasture sheep to step outside and settle the
matter amoungst themselves.

"While all this was going on, some
Shepherds who belonged to the Sheep
Organizing Project (SOP) took the op-
portunity to argue for transforming the

weekly sheep meetings into a Sheep Flock.

They said that a representative form of

government was unable to adequately
protect sheep interests, especially when we
couldn't even agree on which sheep should
represent which other sheep. A decen-
tralized, participatory Flock would eliminate
this problem, they claimed, because we
could all represent ourselves.

"They also insisted that only with a Flock
would sheep be powerful enough to resist

attacks by the wolves who lived on Mount
Whitmore. This seemed to strike a
responsive chord in the sheep, especially
when they remembered that the wolves were
extorting more and more tribute for fewer
and fewer services.

"At this point the Third Pasture shepherds
returned and announced that two of the
three white-wooled shepherds had agreed to
resign but the third shepherd could stay. This
satisfied no one, thus making everyone
happy.

"This manner of making decisions," I

continued, "is not at all unusual. In fact it is

the way in which the Shepherds usually
decide matters. There appears to be no
reason behind any of the decisions made at
the weekly sheep meetings, and to this day
no one has figured out how, why or for
whom the Shepherds make decisions. The
only clue to their method of operation is a
book a Shepherd once inadvertently left

behind. The title read, Wooling Through
Intimidation.

"

I took a deep breath and was about to
relate the further adventures of the woolly-
headed Shepherds when I noticed my
godchild was fast asleep.

Bob Melia is a student senator. His column
appears every Friday in the Collegian.

Facts misrepresented

concerning Mass PIRG reception

By ESSIE SCHWARTZ

It is unfortunate that in his column
following Ralph Nader's speech at UMass on
October 8th, Jim Paulin chose to misplace

the emphasis of what was important in

Nader's visit and in doing so misrepresented

the facts of that which distressed him.

FACT: It is logistically and practically

impossible on a campus as large as UMass to

invite 20,000 plus people to a "personal"

discussion with a prominent guest. Contrary

to Paulin's assertions, receptions for

distinguished guests are not always open to

the public. When Dick Gregory recently

visited UMass under DVP sponsorship there

was no "open" reception. There are,

however, dinners for the speakers and DVP
members, paid for by Student Activities

funds.

FACT: Not one cent of MassPIRG's
monies contributed by students was spent

on the speech or the reception. Independent

TELCAG campaign funds paid over $1500 for

the speech and expenses. The Student
Senate contributed an additional $500. The

f reception itself was paid for by BDIC at a

cost of $2 per person.

FACT: The "elitist clique of consumerist

snobs" who were in attendance consisted of:

students who had been out on the streets

petitioning for the previous two weekends;

students who were devoting 10-20 hours per

week coordinating PIRG projects; students

who had hung posters, served as ushers,

spent hours transporting Nader to Amherst

and assisted in numerous other ways in

making the event happen; students

representing organizations on campus also

working on environmental and consumer

issues; and student representatives of

campus media — WMUA and three persons

from the Collegian staff; all in an attempt to

reach as broad a population representation

as allowed by both budget constraints and

physical layout. (We defy anyone to prove

that room 903 can hold more than 35 people

sitting or 50 people standing).

FACT: All MassPIRG events are open to

the UMass community as well as other Five

College PIRG schools. In particular, we
extend a personal invitation to Paulin and

everyone else to attend one of PIRG's

organizing meetings, petitioning sessions,

strategy planning meetings, issue

discussions outreach sessions, lobbying

workshops, etc., etc., etc., whether or not

any prominent person happens to be there.

FACT: MassPIRG sincerely regrets that

greater student (participation in Nader's visit,

via extensive audience questioning im-

mediately following his speech was cut short

due to transportation delays and prior

commitments in other parts of the State.

Additionally, we regret the confusion caused
by the mistaken announcement inviting the

audience to the Campus Center.

However, to the hundreds of UMass
students who regularly participate in

MassPIRG activities, and the hundreds more
who are not only welcome but encouraged

to become involved, we invite you to stop by

the MassPIRG office on campus (413C SU)
or in town (Carriage Shops) and we'll give

you a brand new initiative petition FREE.
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-kBakke case
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

so often (mostly inadvertently) that I was an
American. The family was indeed kind and
equally intelligent. They were able to
separate me from the negative regard they
held for our multi-national corporations
which were exploiting their country, e.g.,

Pepsi Cola, Kentucky Fried Chicken, and
McDonalds. They expressed disdain for the
special admissions programs m their medical
schools which at that time had enrolled
approximately 4,000 American students. This
family was representative of the views of
many Mexicans. As a Third World
developing country with an inordinately high
percentage of poverty, disease, and death, it

seems only logical that they would rather the
doctors -whom they train remain in the
country and provide health care for its

citizens. Conversely, once trained, the over-
whelming majority of the Americans
returned to the United States to eventually
embark upon the practice of medicine within
a more lucrative social and economic system.

Ellen Gooaman of the Boston Globe
maintains that universities have always had
"affirmative action" programs which they
called admissions policies. According to
Goodman, these policies were of the socially
accepted sort that filled the professional
schools with socially accepted people,
primarily white males. The following are
examples of such socially acceptable ad-
mission policies:

Program PULL. Under this aegis, the off-

spring of old school-tied alumni, aristocrats,
the well-endowed and the well-endowing are
given more than a slight edge over the
madding crowd. Goodman states that these
students are recognizable chiefly because
they move their lips while they read.

Program JOCK. Under this kindly un>
brella, the admissions committee may over-
kx}k test scores, high school grades and all

evidence of illiteracy if the candidate is swift
of foot, keen of eye, and can memorize a T-
shape formation before Thanksgiving.
Program SPREAD. This is a geographic

distribution which enables a farm boy from
Butte, Montar\a to win a slot at Yale over 17
straight "A" students from Bronx High
School of Science. Goodman further asserts
that there is an "INTEREST
DISTRIBUTION" plan under which a
university can give e^ttra points for those
who help build a "balanced class", i.e. one
chess champion, two music buffs, four
budding politicians and a partridge in a fJear

tree.

Although I cannot speak to the claims
columnist Goodman makes, I can comment
on the largest minority admissions program
in New England, the CCEBS Program. Over a
decade ago our university established the
Committee for the Collegiate Education of
Black Students as an initial step in com-
bating a legacy of racial discrimination — a
legacy that had not produced a black Ph.D.
through the entire history of our university.
In addition to official state and federal funds
invested in the program, many faculty
members (white and non- white) made and
continue to make weekly financial con-
tributions to the program.
What we have observed here is that

minority students and poof white students
recently admitted to the university through
the CCEBS Program are better prepared than
many of their eariier predecessors who were
admitted after this affirmative action
program was instituted in the late sixties.

Such a trend suggests that real opportunity
improves motivation and commitment to
academic development. This is due in part to
the fact that secondary education no longer
operates under the "separate but equal"
mentality and consequently recent CCEBS
students have had broader curricular ex-

periences than eariier ones. Although
minority students are still basically struggling
with certain aspects of academic and social

life, there are increasing numbers of
members who out- perform some students
admitted under traditional admissions
criteria.

Implications

Without doubt the U.S. Supreme Court's
decision in the Bakke case will have as much
impact on the American social order as the
Ples%y V. Ferguson decision did in in-

stitutionalizing the "separate but equal"
doctrine. In the latter case the decision in the
area of transportation played a key role in

maintaining segregated educational in-

stitutions. Whatever the court's opinion is in

this educational test case it will surely impact
all levels of human interaction in our society.

Already we have witnessed a federal judge
ordering the same medical school to admit
Rita Clancy, a 22 year old Russian immigrant,
who charged that the same minority ad-

mission program barred her admission.
Those of us who care about human rights

and the quality of life that should exist in a
free society need only look back to the
Brown v The Topeka Board of Education
case and the historically humane decision the

U.S. Supreme Court made then to recognize
the crisis Bakke has created. We know what
is at stake - the commitment and ability of

this nation to again confront its most per-

nicious, f)erennial human problems, i.e.,

man's mhum^nitv to man.
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Finally, thoM of us who recognize the
importance of the present US, Supreme
Court's making an affirmative decision in

favor of the medical school know that more
integration of the human spirit and mutual
respect for tnose who are racially, sexually,

chronologically and physically different from
ourselves takes place in our educational
institutions than in our isolated and insulated
families and institutionalized religions. In

fact, it has been the educational institutions

that have enlightened and brought about
much of the meaningful change in domestic
and religious settings. One needs only to
remember Vietnam to recognize how the
integration of the human spirit forced an end
to man's inhumanity to man in a distant land.

Obviously, the human potential of the handi-
capped, females, and aged are inextricably

bound to the race issue Bakke has raised, for

they too are engaged in a similar human
struggle.

There is hope for the Allan Bakkes of our
land, They can rethink and reeducate
themselves in a culturally diverse en-
vironment or have some vicissitude suddenly
place them in a different socio-psychological
reference group. They might experience an
automobile accident as did Roy Campanella;
survive it as a paraplegic. They can go to a
physician who injects a dark dye into their

veins and leave the doctor's office a black
person as John Howard Griffin did. They can
just grow old and increasingly conscious of
how inadequately our society treats the aged
and subsequently join the Gray Panthers. In

any event, they will no longer appeal to
insecurities, emotions, and intrigue; they will

appeal to some national program designed to

foster human potential, and ironically it just

might be the one they are challenging today
- affirmative action.

•HAMP PLAZA
Next to Big "Y"

Super market

Northampton

•NEXT TO
BIG "Y"
Supermarket

in Ware, Mass.
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lag l^egas! ii\k

1st floor €.€,

©ct. 15 - 7:30 p.m.

aiplja |)t)i (Dnuga

il«/%Vf STEVE BROILED

i

Oct.14.15

Friday&Saturday

$495

Tonite, Fri , Oct 14 &
Sat

, Oct 15

MITCH CHAKOUR
and the

MISSION BAND

I *
Al! 7 98 l.il I )^

4.76
j *

Expires Or t 1 S'hl J^

)^ WtfKlY SPECIALS ALSO J^^ USED RECORDS Bought & Sold f^

4 '^ I
All 6 98 l.$i

\ \
3.99

^ I With toupo'

)f I

*

*

FILM Bmioriii sriciii

12 E< ROU PRINTED $2 59

JOE. ROIL PRINTED $3 59

LOWEST PRICES ON KODAK fILM

Jf

served

every day

EVERY SUNDAY

V^ MJKSI'IU. M) DKIMUSSION

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef
^5^^

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAV

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69C

Mon Oct 17

L & M and khe

SOUL DRIVERS
I

Tues ,
Oct 18

^ J Lociited m the rea» o* the Cutleqe Town Barber Shop ^^,
J^ 1S3N Pifdsdnt St rsiext to the Mobil Sia ^f

*^********•••*

comt to our

4th ANNUAL HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

Thurs., Oct. 27th

Damon Rd., Northampton ^

TOM WAITS
also TRAVIS SHOOK
and the CLUB WOW

I
Sunderland, MA.

iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

n
i^famtt\m0t^\ %> * "<^ iV f^gitmmtii^m ^^ '^A i^»

FREE CONCER.T „ , i'"
^7""'

Multiband Pops

*H/tm «tk^ « %^ 1^ »»'^

Special Appearance by the

University Dancers

Marching Band Highlights

Roc kg Star Wars

Soloists (Inlore

Friday, Oct. 14—8:15 p.m.

FAC Concert Hall
i^ ii%^ li^ i m*ilt M%^ M ^/|>ll M\i^ M^^ 11^ n ^A^" J

Now, area premiere
at two theatres!

7:00 and 9:15

Full of fondness

me, outrage

and high spirits,
[

We all loved

each other

so much
directed by ttlore Scola

AMHERSTCinema
Mat Sat /Sun 4:45

Eves 7:00 9:15

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton
Eves 7:00 9:15

program ends Tues
No Dollar Nights!
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R E ACH 25, 000 R EADE RS DAI LY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! RE ACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! iLittle AdsG*t IIG RESULTS! !!

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

R E ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! MILittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! Littte Ad» C«t BIG RESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE t974 Honda MT 250 Elsnore 3S00 mi. Exc

Cond SeOO 253 9583
FOR RENT

73 Fi« A 1 $1 . 100. 256«26. FOR SALE
t970 Triumph GTf * . Excedem condition,

no rust $850 or Best Offer 549^5067.

1970 VW Bug, exc. cond., retMjiH eng.

$1,000 or B CaH 253^3278 Barb

1909 Ch.vy Impala. 7 tires $125 CaH 584

4570.

Fender Bass Music Master Excel cond ,

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Ban|0 Excel Cond Best offer on both

Call Brian at 549 3796

IBr. in 2Br.#28Millhollow Apt., Summer
St , Amherst S102/Mo util. inc. Alan 549

1517

HELP WANTED

70 Ford LTD. Good cond. $850. 562-4727.

aBQaitoxy 500 Ford $700. 527 5746.

Bacpack and frame $40. Down-bag $75.,

SVEA Stove $20 , Glacier tent $45 256^

6610

IVW. Nonist $560. MikelJA^03 fr«63.

Gibson J-SO Customized guitar. Exc. cond.

Can Milce 253^549.

1445 Volvo 72 89,000mi $1,600. Excel,

mech 25&8322

Fiat 128 2 door, 1974, 28,000 mi ,
AM FM.

radio, stereo cas Ex. cond Call 5 2638 or

5 2639 after 7p m Asli for Neil, rm 211

m Chmrr B.lairT«1S0. or BMr6fiter.~6-

Jowish Community Tag and Bako Sal. -

Sunday, October 16, 10 AM 3 P.M, 740

Main Street (at East Street), Amherst

Fall /Winter clothing for children and

adults, household goods, toys, baby

items, sporting equipment • delicious

ethnic goodies, much morel

MopMl Motobm:an.. Almost brand new
S325. Call 253 5594 Ask for Bill.

MEXICAN IMPORTED wool sweaters

We're looking for a representative on your

campus willing to make some extra money
by selling them Write for more in-

formation to Rangel, 3546 E Melvin St.,

Phoenix, Az 850^_
Addressers Want.d Immediately! Work

at home - no experience necessary -

excellent pay Write American Service,

8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas, Tx

75231,

WANTED HOMEFOR DOG

OIlie is a 7 month old mixture of Irish Setter

and Shepherd. His is good with children

and is house broken. OIlie needs a family to

love him Help OIlie find a home. Please

call 549-6739. Keep trying

LOST

1 Pr. Glasses. Brown frames, blue&gray.
print case. 6-4959. Call anytime. Reward.

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low price 6 full

service All models avail T 159 $225 . 58

$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

TRAVEL

Missing since Aug. 30 from Brandywine: 3

yr old female cat Dark Angora, mostly

gray, black&tan w' green eyes, flea collar

If you have her or any info please call Jan.

549 3633 or 549 6000 X533

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson

Bnng a friend S55 each Terry 253 3834

SERVICES

Work Study Job Vacancy: Outing Club

Equipment Locker Manager 3 hours a day

5 days a week Applications available on

UMOC bulletin board or in office 428B SU.
Completed forms due in office by Mon
night Oct 17 ^^_^^_-

Lost Meal Book Please help me Lost in

Southwest Wed No rew.ard. just sen

tinnental value 6 9882

ROOM WANTED
68 Galaxy 900 Ford. $600 5464866

MarcMtos 220Sb good running, fait sticker,

new tires and second car for spare SI ,000.

549 3934

4-Drawer Chest. Sturdy

7464 Ask tor Chuck
$20. Call 253

Bik. Rack, FRing CabinM. R«c. Chair

S49-5725

Portch. 911. Tangerine. 1966, 22,000mi. on
new ertg ft trans. No structural rust.

$1 .300 Call 549^6696 Bril Keep trying

1971 Super Beetle. Excellent cofKNtion call

256^)582 after 5 $1,125

Piano-IVER + POND Great cond. 736-0278.

2VW TiresT B F Goodrich.~iOOOmi. $40.00

247 9407

Infinity Qa spkrs. New w/ transferable

warrantee $215 Call54&4132

Only UMass Appearance
wiiiiituiPiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiittiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiiita^^^^

196B VoKro 122S. Exc cond Paul 549^6758

JgVojvoparteseda^naof^e^^^ag^

^ MOmRCYCLEFOR SALE

76 SSO HoiKla. $1,100 TIAMTl or 562-

4727

Used HIFI All equipment in excel cond.
Some still in warrenty . Call 546-4035.

SAVE up to 80%on TENNIS SHOESi
Men's. Ladies canvas & leather. Reg $18

30. Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study

for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including

summers Willing to pay for own bath

and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545 3503 Mon. nites and ask for Joe or

leave message for rm. 209 50724.

ROOMMATE wanted'
'~~~

IBr in2Br Apt S130 mo util inc Sund

bus stop Call 546 1040 aftpr 6 30p m

T.i SR-40 Calculator. Somewhere in or

between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept

28 after 8pm Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return -

Reward and No Questions asked 256-

6059

FOUND

Found-Young, Female tortoise shell cat.

near Whitmore lot Green eyes, friendly.

Please call 5 0333

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610.

For A Good Layer Cake Custom made &
beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes

on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

associated with Campus Ed Sen/icel

Laurie 546 9576

Expert Typing, only 40cents'page Call

after 6, Mon Thurs . 256-8484

AUDIO

WANTED

.'ugglers Needed for Madncal Dinner Call

545 0437 for audition

MARANTZ 1060 Stereo Amp 30 watts
RMS X2 w Heath Stereo Tuner $175
546 4600 X284

Turntable Pioneer PLIIZDYsO^ list S100

Only 4 mos Old Call Marc 6 4353

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic; subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles. Calif 90026 (2131 477 8474

Rapidly Deteriorating World Prospects
require ideas Global Psychoplasm seeks
information, stimulation UNUSUAL
IMPORTANT Details 25 cents and *tamp
CORTEX. 24 Collingswood. New City NY
10966

PERSONALS

Vote Lynne Cassinari for Royalty Person at

Las Vegas Night Sat Oct 15

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!LiftkA4»0«t ilO RESULTS.
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TH0R|N5 TD 165C

This fully manual belt drive

transcription turntable has for

nnany years been the machine by
which all others are judged. Low
mass arm, superb suspension
and German precision are but a
few of its fine features. Fitted
with an Empire 4000D1 car-
tridge, this turntable not only
carries a suggested retail of

$249.90 but will outperform all

but the most exotic turntables.

Sugg. Retail including
Empire 4000 D1 $249.80

$139

2216

The marantz 2216® is an up to date version of an older but still

excellent model (model 2215B) that one of our competitors still

features in their antiquated systems. The main improvements
have been phase lock loop FM, a cleaned up phono pre-amp
section and a more durable power supply that allows you to keep
the volume levels up, and trips to the shop (yes we have one in

Amherst) down. At its advertised price of *249.95 the 2216 is an
excellent buy,

but check this price

$ 1 49.

SUPER AVILYN CASSETTE

Super Precision Cassette Mechanism

SA-©®® ^TDK
STATE OF THE ART PERFORMANCE

Sugg. Retail $4.50

Our Low Pri

$2.88

STR
2800
FM STEREO/

FM-AM RECEIVER
20 watts per channel, minimum RMS at

8 ohms from 20Hz to 20kHz with no more
than 0.5% Total Harmonic Distortion

Sugg. Retail $299.00

Our Low Price

$169.00

Open'tilS, Sat. 'til5 We service everything we sell

nniHERST RUDIO
|«ll«lllltJI.Ct»C

586-2552

in our own service department

259 Trianqle St., Amherst

II 1.AX.

549-2610
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

SSKJUB so LAfiee

^ASmLOeNTAi

crnDsupponj?

TOADMmO
otesom-

GMOnOML

AS^my HA^ RtAD, I4K.
ONASeiS'S JOB AT miN6

HSRINOONB WBAISHBt-DIF-
FEP&m.y mg£, and that
H&^A€f!£MPeALTOHERl

\

SAY Vm THAT Um£ BOOK
COMPANY PK»A8vy MBANS
MOfte TO H0i.1HAN ALL
imTEAIN 6ltEeC£l.

\

B.C. by lohnny Hart

sommd,
UBfBUSte
SHOULomm
APOSmON
TO Bin ITI

eo AHeAp, RUN OFF
\A^irH"PRC?ViC»CATlVe 6«IKLer.' To 0e HeKE INHBN THe

I
PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

ARE HOU INTEReSTEO
IN HAVIN6 ME TELL
HOU SOMETHING ?(^
'<OUR OU)N 6000 ?

U)ELL,IPITU)ILL
MELP VOU TO MAKE
\i? VOUR MINP...

^^iT, TooVy
C
5

/7\ ^|[
-^L^
- - . - - J

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

Today's bumpec snicUcr

[ua'i 5€»\t jo bij Herbert

Free la in Frostbite palls,

~ Minnesota

—

LUirnirtq: I a\tr\ -for

small «»ii*»iais

WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

'X^t fif^srjiJiBl^voiML

LAST UJEBK... THt.

[jjAtST TO TtXjJ >

TOTHE//^ HOA^eMA^O
To Be used foR

^eep THE 8a^(-^

Tt)0 aoicKUf
OU/^WCrTWe^T/^lP..

iHEfiOST
fRomiSiAJG-

FROfti A LOCAL
piALB STVOBTT

ToSiroJTttEfT)...

0>LO// ^

UM by Marty Maceda

ALUMINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

A FOWRAKM&D CAKE IS DIS-
PATCHED To ROUT THE PEP-
PER ?Eon.^'

KNOOT'TWE
CAKES HAVE
A FOUR ARM-
ED WARRIOR

STAND STILl- WHILE
I BATHE YOV; IM
TOMEZMA RAVS'
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14

Born today, you poueas a
quick and eager mind,
which ia an asset in what-
ever you undertake. It ia

one thing to be good at
what you do - which you
are - but it is an outstand-
ing thing to be both good
and enthusiastic. What-
ever ia required of you to
succeed at any project, you
can manage to learn quick-
ly. What cannot be
learned, however, is the
intensity of interest in the
involvement - something
you have by iiature.

Your mental activity
does not necessarily mir-
ror your physical activity.

It may be quite the oppo-
site, for there are si^is
that you may be physically
lazy. You are not quick to
become involved in sports.
You do not walk when you
can ride. You would rather
not participate at all if it

requires physical effort be-
yond what it is your daily
habit to put forth.

This does not mean that
you are physically incapa-
ble of performing weU and
over long periods of time;
it merely means you prefer
not to. On the other hand,
should you indulge your-
self in laziness, you may
become physically weak
and, perhaps, even rela-

tively incapable.
You are attractive to and

attracted by members of
the opposite sex and it may
be difficult for you to settle

on a single relationship
that could lead to a perma-
nent partnership. Mai^

riage, ttierefore, may
come to you late in life, if it

comes at all. You will

enjoy many years of 'play-
ing the field ' In the end.
you will look to marriage
to cap your happiness and
return the feelings of well
being you had aa a young
man or woman.
To find what ia in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
correaponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
SATURDAY. OCTOBER

IS

LIBRA (Sept. 2^0ct. 22)
— The present situation on
the home front may keep
you from making the most
of an opportunity to im-
prove your own position.

SCORPIO (Oct.23-Nov.

21) — Contemporaries look
to you for advice and
support.Don't pretend to
know more than you do -
but don't be overly modest
either.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec. 21) - Guide young
people along paths that can
bring them to a better
knowledge of themselves
and the work they are
capable of.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-

Jan. 19) — Keep your ef-

forts close to home where
odalmatters are con-
cerned. Don't attempt to
win over one who is disin-

terested in the process.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

18) — Morning is the time
for family effort. Try to

rouae aleepjrheads nrly
enough to t^te advantage

of their know-how before
noon.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March
20) — Take care that a
tendency to believe every-
thing you hear does not
lead you into an unneces-
sary period of panic.
ARIES (March 21-AprU

19) - Listen to gossip if

you wish - but don't spread
what you hear. This is a
good time for considering
your next move regarding
your career.
TAURUS( April 20-May

20) — Go about the busi-

ness of meeting new people
tactfully and you wUl
•urely make gains social-

ly. Know your imbibing
limitations.

GEMINI (May 21>June
20) — Welcome any who
demonstrate a willingness
to help with the pnaent at-

home (iroject. Direct your
attention toward the
young.
CANCER (June 2Wuly

22) - It is tmpossUde to be
both mundane and special
St the same time. Choose
the niche you wiah to flU

and then fiU it - and only it.

LEO (July 2»-Aug. 22) —
Family need may necessi-
tate your earning some-
thing extra at this time.
You can win out against an
old adversary at evening.
VIRGO (Aug. 2)^ept. 22)

— An emergency situation
asks more of you in the
wav of physical and men-
tal alertness than you arc
used to. Succeed through
the force of will.
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Today's Crossword

5
9

14

ACROSS

Boer and
Crimean

Rattletrap
Moved at

top speed
"Thanks

15 Exhort
16 Elicit

1 7 Space-
travel agcy

18 College org
19VII

41
43

44
45
46

49

53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60

Soapstone
Drink after a
drink
Primitive

Inferior

As hard as -

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Puzzle Solved

61

20 Convey
from one to

another
22 Least

adulterated
23 Thing

accomplished i

24 Machine 2
parts 3

25 fiddle

28 4
kind: Poker
hand 5

32 Almost
33 Tories'

opposition
34 Female

Informal

35 F«»llow:

Informal
36 Metric units

37 Cut
lengthwise 12-

38 Trickery
39 Sole of a 13

plow
40 Reporter's 21

question

6
7

8
9

10
11

Shell

fragments
Staunch
Zodiac sign
Overhang
Break up a
sentence— Boleyn
Revolve
Horse
Salad
ingredient
Recital of

events

DOWN
Destitution
Axillary

Singer—
Ponselie
Superior
person
Breathed
heavily
Miscalculated
Seaweed
Caress
Takes up
again
Opposed
Shoreline
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recess
out:

Supplements
Fender
blemish
Forced to

depart

22 Pieces
24 Sound har-

moniously
25 Icelandic

narratives
26 German

president
27 Graphite-

clay crayon
28 Buy at a

given store

29 Stares at

30Laissez
31 Make

different

33 Reduce to

shreds
36 Move

effortlessly

37 Most acute
39 Hindered in

growth

40 Command to

a horse
42 Stir up
43 Instrument
45 Suffix with

micro and
mega

46 Horned
vipers

47 Statistic:

Abbr

48 Pulled apart
49MathA)uan-

tity

50 California

city

51 Morally bad
52 Unaspirated

consonant
54 Scientist's

workshop

1 2 3 4

21

5 6 7 8

22

9 10 II 12 U

u 15 l«

17 18

24

19

20

28 .
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35

43

38

45
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1

5b
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Sports Calendar
NONE

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

TODAY
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - vs. Rhode Island Home 3:30

v,.r,<.^ TOMORROW
wfSS'^^ FOOTBALL - vs. Rhode Island Home 1:00

VaSI TY VOLlIyrJm^
COUNTRY - vs. New Hampshir^^Vermon.-Bently Home 12:00

Y. .i...T^A wY^t'-^^^^'-'- - vs. Northeastern-MIT >^waw 1:00

w^oSSv.^.^"^'^^ VOLLEYBALL - vs. Northeastern-MIT ^vvay 100

WASIrvnf.^r^u^PA^cJ
ECAC Championship at Seven Oaks CCVARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Bridgewater St. AVo^e 1:00

Netwomen in MAIAW

Has Vegas iiite

1st floor €.€.

©tt, 15 7:30 p.m.

aiplja })t)i Omega

Meaningful employment available

at the Student Senate Office for

WORKSTUDY students. Learn while

you earn. Information availoible:

420 Student Union

SGA is an equal opportunit y emp loyer.

iCoJlcgian 15

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Four top players from the women's tennis
team will be competing against the best
players from other colleges all over Massa-
chusetts at the MAIAW tournament at
Mount Holyoke College this weekend.
Representing the Minutewomen will be

singles players Cathy Maher and Carolyn
Mooney and the doubles combination of
Dawn Minaai and Jennifer Ranz.
Maher and Mooney are seeded third and

sixth respectively, so they won't be in action

Sports Notices
FIELD HOCKEY - Any men interested in

starting a field hockey team, call Jan Stapel
at 546-5922.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-
dergraduate woman interested in trying out
for the women's basketball team — tryouts
will begin this tonight at NOPE gym and will

run from 7-9 p.m. Please be prompt and
ready to play. Contact coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski at room 227 Boyden if you have any
questions.

INTRAMURALS - Volleyball officials

meeting will be next Tuesday in room 215
Boyden at 5 p.m.

Volleyball entry deadline has been ex-

tended to Monday at 12 noon.
Boyden Pool will be closed tomorrow for a

water polo meet.
NOPE gym will be closed this weekend for

basketball tryouts.

INTRAMURALS - The IM Department will

sponsor another "Run for Fun" in the or-

chard, Sunday morning at 10:X at the base
of the water towers on Orchard Hill.

until the second round, which should start at
11:30 tomorrow.

Maher, the number one singles player for
UMass, will face the winner of the Boston
State-Worcester Poly Tech match in her
opening round.

UMass coach Billy expects Maher to make
it to the semi-finals, if not the finals. Yu says
Mooney also has a good chance of making it

to the semi's.

The UMass doubles team of Minaai and
Ranz, who are seeded number one, should
face their first competition at 10:30
tomorrow.

OPEN RUSH
BEFORE HOMECOMING GAME AT

IM X-country
Undergraduate Women
1st - Michelle Grenier, Pumas 11:45
2nd • Theresa Totin, Pumas
3rd ' Stacev Cacace, Pumas
4th - Christie Kuo, Pumas
5th Laurel Douglas, Pumas
Team Champion Pumas, 12 pts.

Graduate-Faculty Men
1st - Ed Sandlfer, Math 8:00
2nd George Effinger, Math
3rd - Bob Fisher, Math
4th John Cade, Math
5th Bob French, English
Team Champion - Math, 12 pts.

Undergraduate Men
1st Stave MacOougall, BKP 8:08
2nd - John Bonsignore, EOTNC
3rd - Mark Healy, BKP
4th - Dave Lipinski, BKP
5th Mickey Baugh, BKP
Team Champion BKP, 13 pts.

Course length 1.6 miles

11:00 -H2:30

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
WE RE LOCATED AT 70 BUTTERFIELD TERRACE

NEXT TO 60RMA
FOR RIOES OR INFORMATION CALL 545-2172

SAT.. OCT. 15

THE POINT--

Fri. Oct. 14 7,8:30,10p.in.

CCA, $1.00

presented by JQA Upper

I

Rowers place seventh
at 'Third' Nationals
By JOHN GEVER
Collegian Staff

The varsity crew from Dartmouth won the
Third National Invitational Women's Regatta
held last Saturday on the Connecticut River
in South Hadley.

An illness plagued UMass team could only

manage a lackluster seventh against crews
from Trinity College, Mount Holyoke, Smith,

Amherst, Connecticut College, MIT, and
Dartmouth.

Over twenty eight women crews com-
peted in varsity, junior varsity, and novice
divisions under cloudy, cold, sometimes
rainy and always miserable skies. The only
bright spot for UMass fans was the singles
event, which UMass won handily in 11:22.6.

The weather, rotten as it was, was
downright tropical compared to that endured
in previous years. Last year's meet was
halted after the preliminary heats by
torrential rains and gale-force winds. Trinity
College was declared the winner that year,
having the fastest qualifying time.

Dartmouth was considered to be the
favorite in this year's tourney, and it lived up
to expectations by rowing the 1.75 mile
course in 9:38.3, beating a surprisingly strong
Mount Holyoke squad by 10.3 seconds in an
exciting finale.

Mount Holyoke held a slight lead for the
first half of the race, but then yielded a boat-
length to Dartmouth, which carried it to the
finish. Mount Holyoke, which never had a
women's crew before last year, also won the
junior varsity final, and had the fastest time in

the novice category.

The UMass team could only field the

varsity eight this year, since illnesses and lack

of preparation prevented it from entering the

junior varsity and novice races.

Despite the apparent poor showing, coach
Doug Frost said, "I'm pretty pleased".
UMass rowed about 29 strokes a minute (35
is considered pretty good) and appeared to
row well as a team and weren't as sloppy as

some of the faster boats.

Frost said the slow cadence could work to
UMass' advantage in longer races, when
teams with faster cadences might have
trouble adapting to the slower pace required
(roughly akin to the problems a sprinter
might face in attempting \o run an 880).

He also explained that the fall meets were
only warmups for the spring season, and this

race in particular was important primarily for

getting experience in competitive racing and
for feeling out the opposition.

The next (and last) test of the fall season
for the UMass women will be on October 23,

in the Head of the Charles Regatta in

Cambridge Around 300 crews and 2000
rowers will compete in this, the world's
largest crew race.

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FUU UQUOR UCEMSe
»

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m -10:00 p.m.

FRI & SAT — 6:00 p.m 11 00 p.m.
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WEEKL Y SPECIALS
WEBER

LIEBFRAU
MILCH

$1.99

NARRA-
GANSETT

12 o?. cans

$5.25

SCHMIDT'S
','(>/ Cdns

$5.25 c.

CbeqoeK5 5aLocn
Amherst, Massachusetts
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Sunday Chowdown

GIANT
SUB

$2.00

WHOLE LOAF OF FRENCH BREAD
(Limit 100)

SERVED 4PM-10PM

HAPPY HOUR
4 TILL CLOSE

i'm\'i:ksi I
^' i)r S49 38(S1

The Happiest of

Happy Hours!!

. . . Mellow Atmosphere

. . . Quiet Contersition Over Drinks

. . . LciSMrel]i Dinner.

An En|0)rable Rustic Eiperience

Join uf for Happy Hour
from 3-5pm
After all UMASS
home games
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Golfmen travel to NY,

compete in ECAC title
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass nnens golf team will try to
successfully cap off a fine fall season this
weekend when it travels to Hamilton, New
York and rugged Seven Oaks Country Club
to do battle in the ECAC Championship.

The Minutemen qualified for the cham-
pionship by finishing in a tie for second place
in the qualifying tournament played last

week at Glastonbury Hills C.C. The linksters
tied for second with URI, three strokes
behind Southern Conn.

The Minutemen will be going with the
same lineup used at Glastonbury, co-
captains Flynt Lincoln and Jim McDermott,
John Lien, Jeff Orr and Vic Lahtiene.

This lineup has proven to be a very
consistent one, with all five golfers playing
very steady, consistent golf, week in and
week out.

Thirteen top eastern schools will be
competing for the championship, with
defending champion West Virginia leading
the charge. Other top schools including

Cornell, Princeton, West Point, URI
Southern Conn., Salem State, Temple, and
Central Conn, will be on hand.

The tournament will be a 36 hole affair,
with 18 hole rounds on Saturday and
Sunday. The scoring for the tournament will
be the best four of five scores counting each
day.

The Minutemen, winners of this tour-
nament three years ago on their home
course. Hickory Ridge Country Club, finished
in a respectable sixth spot last fall, when the
tournament was played at Hidden Springs
C.C. in Horsham, PA.

Coach Ed Vlach, who has done a fine job
iri this his first year of command, is hoping
his team can continue their consistent play of
late, and finish in the top third, which would
be an accomplishment considering the
competition.

Regardless of how the Minutemen finish,

they have played a fine bit of golf of season.
They have overcome inexperience and a
tough schedule and have done themselves
proud.

Stickers battle Bears
By MISSY GALLAGHAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team will play
host to Bridgewater State tomorrow at 11
p.m. on the field behind NOPE.

Bridgewater defeated the Minutewomen,
1-0, last year. However, UMass coach Judith
Davidson anticipates that her team will play
its best game of the season tomorrow. "My
team is ready to play," Davidson noted.
So^phomore Julie Hall believes her team-
mates will coordinate their offense and
defense and win.

The Minutewomen are still undefeated
half-way through their season. Last Wed-
nesday, though, they had a close call against
Yale UMass was down, 1-0, in the second
half until Julie McHugh scored with five
minutes remaining in regulation play. The
goal was her second in as many games.

The Minutewomen should be in good
physical condition when they battle the
Bears. Laura O'Neil, who twisted her knee in
the Yale contest, is ready to see action. But
Laurel Walsh may miss the game for health
reasons.

Men can also get into the field hockey act.

Jan Stapel, a native of Holland, is interested

in starting a field hockey club for men. If

anyone would like more details, call Stapel at

6-5922.

The sticker's Sue Krider will be ready
tomorrow when Bridgewater State
invades the fields at NOPE for a 11:00

a.m. game. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Volleyers face NU, MIT
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Hoping to regain the winning touch that it

briefly had on Tuesday night, the UMass
volleyball team travels to Boston tomorrow
to square off against Northeastern and MIT
in its third tri-match of the season, scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m. at MIT.

The Minutewomen gained their first win of
the season, beating Salem State for second
place in a tri-match played here Tuesday.
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Come meet the Sisters and Pledges of

We con offer you. ChiOmegO
• An alternative living stylo
• 2T nteals a week plus snacks
• An opportunity to get Involved
• A closer living atmosphere

Oct. 17 Haircutiln$i deaionsirailon

Oct. 14 Wine 1 Cheese Parly

Oct. 25 Halloween parly

Oct. 27 FaHhion Show
Nov . 1 (ionn Show
Nov . 3 The dating Mac

All partus or* at 7:30. For rtdac and furthar Information call S4S-0162 or S45-2092.

Visit us and you'll see Chi O Is fho only way to gol"

Northeastern, coached by Diano Willcox,
beat UMass last vear bv the scores of 15-9,

15 9 but MIT figures to be the chiof concern
of the locals.

MIT, coached by David Castanon for the
third straight year, rolled to an impressive 19-

record last year and won both the Division
II MAIAW State Championship and the
Eastern Small College Championship. The
squad went on to compete in the National
Small College Championship but failed to
place.

From UMass' standpoint, the fact that all

of the above took place last year (including
an 11-15, 4-15 loss to MIT; might appear to
be a reason to breathe a sigh of relief as this
is a new season. However, MIT has the same
basic nucleus for the 1977 squad (six starting
seniors) as it did for the 1976 team and a'l of
them have played for Castonon for three
years. The tallest and perhaps the best of the
bunch is 6'2" captain Sheila Luster.

UMass will have to play in both the first

and second rounds of the competition,
facing Northeastern and MIT respectively, so
coach Dianne Thompson will have to depend
heavily on her bench.

She said, "The team is taking the tem-
porary setbacks in stride. We have the skills.

What we need is the consistency tc get
through the match." She looks for the
competition to be dose despite the fact that
MIT is 6-2 on the year while UMass is

struggling at 1-6.
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Sports Calendar
NONE

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

TODAY
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - vs. Rhode Island Home 3 30
,,.„„_ TOMORROW
VARSITY FOOTBALL - vs. Rhode Island Home 100

VaSIIty VOU^pyS^m^
country - vs. New Hampshiri^Vermont- Bently Home 12:00

Y. ,,.,.^1 \ Yxk'-^^^^'-*- ~ ^s. Northeastern-MIT >lwvaK 1:00
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Northeastern-MIT Away 100

vaSI Tv nn^r^u^S'-Jcv
ECACChamp.onsh.p at Seven Oaks CCVARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Bridgewater St. Home^.OQ

Netwomen in MAIAW
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Four top players from the women's tennis
team will be competing against the best
players from other colleges all over Massa-
chusetts at the MAIAW tournament at
Mount Holyoke College this weekend.

Representing the Minutewomen will be
singles players Cathy Maher and Carolyn
Mooney and the doubles combination of
Dawn Minaai and Jennifer Ranz.
Maher and Mooney are seeded third and

sixth respectively, so they won't be in action

Sports Notices
FIELD HOCKEY - Any men interested in

starting a field hockey team, call Jan Stapel
at 546-5922.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - Any un-
dergraduate woman interested in trying out
for the women's basketball team — tryouts
will begin this tonight at NOPE gym and will

run from 7-9 p.m. Please be prompt and
ready to play. Contact coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski at room 227 Boyden if you have any
questions.

INTRAMURALS - Volleyball officials

meeting will be next Tuesday in room 215
Boyden at 5 p.m.

Volleyball entry deadline has been ex-

tended to Monday at 12 noon.
Boyden Pool will be closed tomorrow for a

water polo meet.
NOPE gym will be closed this weekend for

basketball tryouts.

INTRAMURALS - The IM Department will

sponsor another "Run for Fun" in the or-

chard, Sunday morning at 10:30 at the base
of the water towers on Orchard Hill.

until the second round, which should start at
11:30 tomorrow.

Maher, the number one singles player for
UMass, will face the winner of the Boston
State-Worcester Poly Tech match in her
opening round.

UMass coach Billy expects Maher to make
it to the semi-finals, if not the finals. Yu says
Mooney also has a good chance of making it

to the semi's.

The UMass doubles team of Minaai and
Ranz, who are seeded number one, should
face their first competition at 10:30
tomorrow.

IM X-country
Undergraduate Women
1st Michelle Grenier, Pumas 11:45
2nd - Theresa Totin, Pumas
3rd Stacev Cacaca, Pumas
4th Christie Kuo, Pumas
5th - Laurel Douglas, Pumas
Team Champion - Pumas, 12 pts.

Graduate-Faculty Men
1st Ed Sandlfer, Math 8:00
2nd - George Effinger, Math
3rd - Bob Fisher, Math
4th John Cade, Math
5th - Bob French, English

Team Champion Math, 12 pts.

Undergraduate Men
Ist Steve MacOougall, BKP 8:08
2nd John Bonsignore, EOTNC
3rd Mark Healy, BKP
4th Dave LIpinski, BKP
5th - Mickey Baugh, BKP
Team Champion - BKP, 13 pts.

Course length 1.6 miles

Rowers place seventh
at Third' Nationals
By JOHN GEVER
Collegian Staff

The varsity crew from Dartmouth won the
Third National Invitational Women's Regatta
held last Saturday on the Connecticut River
in South Hadley.

An illness plagued UMass team could only

manage a lackluster seventh against crews
from Trinity College, Mount Holyoke, Smith,
Amherst, Connecticut College, MIT, and
Dartmouth.

Over twenty eight women crews com-
peted in varsity, junior varsity, and novice
divisions under cloudy, cold, sometimes
rainy and always miserable skies. The only
bright spot for UMass fans was the Singles
event, which UMass won handily in 11:22.6.

The weather, rotten as it was, was
downright tropical compared to that endured
in previous years. Last year's meet was
halted after the preliminary heats by
torrential rains and gale-force winds. Trinity

College was declared the winner that year,
having the fastest qualifying time.

Dartmouth was considered to be the
favorite in this year's tourney, and it lived up
to expectations by rowing the 1.75 mile
course in 9:38.3, beating a surprisingly strong
Mount Holyoke squad by 10.3 seconds in an
exciting finale.

Mount Holyoke held a slight lead for the
first half of the race, but then yielded a boat-
length to Dartmouth, which carried it to the
finish. Mount Holyoke, which never had a
women's crew before last year, also won the
junior varsity final, and had the fastest time in

the novice category.

The UMass team could only field the

varsity eight this year, since illnesses and lack

of preparation prevented it from entering the

junior varsity and novice races.

Despite the apparent poor showing, coach
Doug Frost said, "I'm pretty pleased".
UMass rowed about 29 strokes a minute (35
is considered pretty good) and appeared to

row well as a team and weren't as sloppy as

some of the faster boats.

Frost said the slow cadence could work to
UMass' advantage in longer races, when
teams with faster cadences might have
trouble adapting to the slower pace required
(roughly akin to the problems a sprinter
might face in attempting jo run an MO).

He also explained that the fall meets were
only warmups for the spring season, and this

race in particular was important primarily for

getting experience in competitive racing and
for feeling out the opposition.

The next (and last) test of the fall season
for the UMass women will be on October 23,

in the Head of the Charles Regatta in

Cambridge Around 300 crews and 2000
rowers will compete in this, the world's
largest crew race.
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Meaningful employment available

at the Student Senate Office for

WORKSTUDY students. Learn while

you earn. Information available:

420 Student Union
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Sunday Chowdown

GIANT
SUB

$2.00
WHOLE LOAF OF FRENCH BREAD

(Limit 100)

SERVED 4PM-10PM

HAPPY HOUR
4 TILL CLOSE

I Nl\'IiKSH ^' Dr. 549 38(51

The Happiest of

Happy Hours!!

. . . Mellow AtRiospherc

. . . Quiet Conteriition Over Drinks

. . . LeiSHreln Dinner.

An Eniofable Rustic Eiperience

Join us for Happy Hour
from 3-5pm
After all UMASS
home games

Golfmen travel to NY,

compete in ECAC title
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass mens golf team will try to
successfully cap off a fine fall season this
weekend when it travels to Hamilton, New
York and rugged Seven Oaks Country Club
to do battle in the ECAC Championship.

The Minutemen qualified for the cham-
pionship by finishing in a tie for second place
in the qualifying tournament played last

wetk at Glastonbury Hills C.C. The linksters

tied for second with URI, three strokes
behind Southern Conn.

The Minutemen will be going with the
same lineup used at Glastonbury, co-
captains Flynt Lincoln and Jim McDermott,
John Lien, Jeff Orr and Vic Lahtiene.

This lineup has proven to be a very
consistent one, with all five golfers playing
very steady, consistent golf, week in and
week out.

Thirteen top eastern schools will be
competing for the championship, with
defending champion West Virginia leading
the charge. Other top schools including

Cornell, Princeton, West Point, URI
Southern Conn., Salem State, Temple, and
Central Conn, will be on hand.

The tournament will be a 36 hole affair,
with 18 hole rounds on Saturday and
Sunday. The scoring for the tournament will
he the best four of five scores counting each
day.

The Minutemen, winners of this tour-
nament three years ago on their home
course, Hickory Ridge Country Club, finished
in a respectable sixth spot last fall, when the
tournament was played at Hidden Springs
C.C. in Horsham, PA.

Coach Ed Vlach, who has done a fine job
iri this his first year of command, is hoping
his team can continue their consistent play of
late, and finish in the top third, which would
be an accomplishment considering the
competition.

Regardless of how the Minutemen finish,

they have played a fine bit of golf of season.
They have overcome inexperience and a
tough schedule and have done themselves
proud.

Stickers battle Bears
By MISSY GALLAGHAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team will play
host to Bridgewater State tomorrow at 11

p.m. on the field behind NOPE.
Bridgewater defeated the Minutewomen,

1-0, last year. However, UMass coach Judith
Davidson anticipates that her team will play
its best game of the season tomorrow. "My
team is ready to play," Davidson noted.
Sophomore Julie Hall believes her team-
mates will coordinate their offense and
defense and win.

The Minutewomen are still undefeated
half-way through their season. Last Wed-
nesday, though, they had a close call against
Yale UMass was down, 1-0, in the second
half until Julie McHugh scored with five

minutes remaining in regulation play. The
goal was her second in as many games.

The Minutewomen should be in good
physical condition when they battle the
Bears. Laura O'Neil, who twisted her knee in

the Yale contest, is ready to see action. But
Laurel Walsh may miss the game for health
reasons.

Men can also get into the field hockey act.

Jan Stapel, a native of Holland, is interested

in starting a field hockey club for men. If

anyone would like more details, call Stapel at

6-5922.

The sticker's Sue Krider will be ready
tomorrow when Bridgewater State
invades the fields at NOPE for a 11:00

a.m. ganfie. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Volleyers face NU, MIT
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Hoping to regain the winning touch that it

briefly had on Tuesday night, the UMass
volleyball team travels to Boston tomorrow
to square off against Northeastern and MIT
in its third tri-match of the season, scheduled
to begin at 1 p.m. at MIT.

The Minutewomen gained their first win of
the season, beating Salem State for second
place in a tri-match played here Tuesday.
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Come meet the Sisters and Pledges of

We can offer YOU! ChiOmegO
• An alternative living style
• 71 meals a week plus snacks
• An opportunity to get Involved
• A closer living atmosphere

Oct. 17 Halrcutilnji deaonstration

Oct. 19 Wine I. Cheese Party

Oct. 25 HalloH-een party

Oct. 27 Fashion Show
Nov . 1 GoRji Show
Nov . 3 The datlm ume

All parties are at 7:30. For ridas and further Information call S4S-0162 or 54S-2092.

Visit us and you'll see Chi O Is fho only way to gal

Northeastern, coached by Diane Willcox,
beat UMass last vear bv the scores of 15-9,
15 9 but MIT figures to be the chiof concern
of the locals.

MIT, coached by David Castanon for the
third straight year, rolled to an impressive 19-

record last year and won both the Division
II MAIAW State Championship and the
Eastern Small College Championship. The
squad went on to compete in the National
Small College Championship but failed to
place.

From UMass' standpoint, the fact that all

of the above took place last year (including
an 11-15, 4-15 loss to MIT; might appear to
be a reason to breathe a sigh of relief as this
is a new season. However, MIT has the same
basic nucleus for the 1977 squad (six starting
seniors) as it did for the 1976 team and a'l of
them have played for Castonon for three
years. The tallest and perhaps the best of the
bunch is 6'2" captain Sheila Luster.

UMass will have to play in both the first

and second rounds of the competition,
facing Northeastern and MIT respectively, so
coach Dianne Thompson will have to depend
heavily on her bench.

She said, "The team is taking the tem-
porary setbacks in stride. We have the skills.

What we need is the consistency to get
through the match." She looks for the
competition to be dose despite the fact that
MIT is 6-2 on the year while UMass is

struggling at 1-6.
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Booters host 13th ranked Rams
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Trying to bring its current three-game
losing streak to a screeching halt, the UMass
men's soccer team hosts the nationally
ranked Rams of Rhode Island in a 3:30
contest this afternoon on the field behind
Boyden.

The Minutemen, ranked sixth in New
England, have lost three straight games by
one goal and are looking fo a win to put them
back into contention for a berth in the New
England Championships.
"We're ready to play one hell of a game,"

declared UMass mentor Russ Kidd. 'We
really need this win to vault us back into

prominence."
The Rams, ranked 13th in the nation, head

into today's contest sporting a record of 4-3.

Leading Rhode Island in the scoring
departmen' is Dan McCrudden who has
paced the Ram offense thus far, scoring 4
goals along with three assists in four games.

Other offensive three's for the Rams in-

clude Phil Salice and Otto Schwartz who
have both contributed two goals and one
assist to the Rhode Island attack.

Defensively, the Ram's biggest name is

goaltender Joe Kanzler who sports an im-

pressive 1.42 goals-against average over
seven contests. Kanzler has worked for these
numbers as he has turned away an average
of 10.4 shots a game against some national

powerhouses.
Against Rhode Island last year, the

Minutemen were losers by a 2-1 score in

overtime after having missed a penalty kick

during regulation time.

"Our practices this week have been ex-

cellent and it looks like we're getting back
into the form we were in when we opened
the season with three straight wins," ex-

plained Kidd. "I'm going to make some
changes with some key personnel although
I'm not saying anything specific at this time."

According to Kidd, senior co-captain Ed
Niemiec has been rested from practice all this

week in an effort to get him ready for this

afternoon's contest. Niemiec has been
bothered for the past three games by a thigh

injury ttiat he received in the Keene State
game on Sept. 28.

"He's vital to our game; when he's
healthy, he controls the midfield for us," said
Kidd

Other than that, the Minutemen will be
fielding a healthy squad this afternoon in an
effort to start a new winning streak.

"This losing streak really hasn't hurt team
morale, " said UMass co-captain Larry

Aronson. "All of those losses were one goal

games that could have gone our way with a

break or two.

"We just can't let this bother us because
we still have an excellent chance and we're
just going to have to go out there and do it."

Booter Banter: UMass mentor Russ Kidd
was recently named to the rating board in

New England and is now a member of the
tournament selection committee... astroturf

and a new type of soccer ball played a role in

Saturday's 1-0 loss to BU... UMass
goaltender Mark Hodgdon is drawing raves
from most of the New England coaches
according to Kidd.. .an Alumni game will be
held Sunday mornina at 11:30 on th« In-

tramural fields with a social to follow...after

winning three in a row and losing three in a
row, the booters remind one of the streaky
Boston Red Sox.

In a play representative of this year's of-

fensively explosive Minutemen, DB Steve
Lemay (44) returns an interception 100 yards

for a touchdown vs. BU. For more football,
see Homecoming Special inside. (Staff
photo by Dave Rodman)

Staff Notice
A mandatory meeting for all Collegian

sports staffers will be held Monday night at

6:30 in the Collegian offices, room 113
Campus Center. It should last no more than a

half hour. This meeting is very important.

Harriers meet UNH, Vt.

in first home contest
By KEVIN f^CCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Coach Ken O'Brien will expose just half of

his available fire power in a cross countr\

contest at home tomorrow, at noon. UMas;
will tour the five mile apple orchard course

with teams from New Hampshire, Vermont,

and Bentley College.

Big guns in the harrier attack, Mike Quinn

and Stetson Arnold, will tk observing their

teammates from the sidelines, as their skills

will be reserved for future competition. Lou

Panaccione and the brotherly punch of Man
and Tom Wolff will also jssume the role of

spectator.
Co-captain Frank Carroll and New England

steeple chase champ Kevin McCusker will

share the burden of leading the squad

through the hilly home course Depth is

expected to be proviaed from veterans

"We're dropping some of the varsity

runners down to the JV ranks in an effort to
give them experience running up front," said
Morse.
The varsin, quadrangular meet marks the

end of tha Minutemen's regular season
campaign. O'Brien's forces will resume full

strength in two weeks at the Yankee Con-
ference Championships in Rhode Island.

ROADMEN RUMBLINGS
Co-captain Mike Ouinn's knee is still

questionable as he sits out his third con-
secutive meet in an effort to heal his strained
knee. If Quinn does not run in another meet
this year he may retain his eligibility as a
junior. Stetson Arnold is also resting this

meet after running what teammates termed a
"light workout". Arnold ran back to back
consecutive miles timed at 4:18, 4:22, 4:58,
and 4:16.

BUI Ederstein

It's in the contract

New England Cross Countrv Poll Vol VI, No. 2

1) Providence College 1241240
2) Massac.'-i jsetts 216
3) Northeastern 183
4) Bates 13S
51 Dartmouth 115
6) Harvard 106
7) Keene State W
8) Connecticut 71
9) Holy Cross 66

10) Yale 44

Others receiving ^otes . Boston Si ate. Brandeis,

Brown, Maine, N ew Hampsh re and Rhode
Island.

Bobby Neil, Neal McGrail and Chet

Mysliwicz.

The stiffest competition shoukJ come from

conference foe New Hampshire, who claim

the services of senior George Reed, an 8:55

two miler and conference champ in his

sophomore season,

"Frankie and Kevin will have to take it out

eariy if they have plans of beating Reed,"

commented assistant coach Arnie Morse,

"the last half mile of the course is downhill,

and only a sizeable lead will be able to

overcome his strong kick to the finish."

Morse's sub- varsity squad travels to

Poughkeepsie, -N.Y., for the Marist In-

vitational, involving 11 teanns from various

leagues around New York State. Varsity

performers Mike Morris, Glenn Lyte, Jay

Legere, and Stevie Hilyard will suit up for the

trip along with the freshman harriers who
boast an undefeated record.

Junior Kevin McCusker and co-

captain Frank Carroll will provide
veteran leadership in tomorrow's meet.
McCusker is shown here at Franklin

Park. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

The contract.

In the world of finance it is holy. In the

underworld it is feared. In the game of bridgfi

it is something that must be rigidly met in

order to achieve a positive outcome.
In the sporting world, however, the

contract has been losing credibility so rapidly

that it is fast- resembling the famed "Party of

the First Part" agreement drawn up by the
Marx Brothers in "Night at the Opera."

Baseball's Curt Flood got the ball rolling,

so to speak, a decade ago, when he refused

to sign his contract with the St. Louis

Cardinals because he disagreed with the

Grand Olde Game's reserve clause. The
Boston Patriot's Joe Kapp soon jumped on
the bandwagon Flood had created and
cor\tract disputes were to become as im-

portant as final scores.

Recently, John Hannah and Leon Gray
continued the Patriots' follow-the-leader

tradition by attempting to duck out of

contracts they had already signed, claiming

they deserved a better monetary fate.

It was just a week ago, though, that the

telling blow was delivered. Three months
ago, the Boston Celtics traded a pair of

second- round draft choices for Houston
Rocket forward John Johnson. Celtics

General Manager Red Auerbach, no saint

himself when money is concerned, recieved

Johnson's no- cut contract from Houston.
Surprised at the fact that in order to pay
Johnson, he woukj have to hock the team,
Auerbach returned Johnson, unopened,
price tag still attached, and asked the

Rockets if when next they traded the Celtics

a ballplayer, they could be so kind as to not

fraudulently represent that player's salary.

Now that Houston has its part of the

bargain back, however, it also would like to

keep the Celts part; the two draft choices,

lawsuits to follow.

When will this silliness end? One can only

look hopefully to the future, when UMass
head coach Doc MacPherson, great-

grandson of Dick, signs college football's

first contracted player.

"A Mr. Horowitz to see you, coach."
"Oh yes, the boy we signed to replace the

tight end that was traded to URI. Send him
in."

"Uh, coach, there are a couple of things

you might want to know before you talk to
him."

"Oh? Is he overweight?"

"No, he weighs 260 pounds, just like he
said he did, but he claims there's been a
misprint on his high school transcript. He's
not six-foot-two, he's five- foot- two."

"Well then roll him in."

"It's not that easy. If we try to move him,

the strain may kill him."

"Come now. A healthy lad of 19 die from
merely standing up?"

"Actually, coach, that number 19 you read

was erroneously placed under 'age'. It refers

to the number of years he spent as a high

school senior. Age-wise, he's 73."

"How do you know that, if it wasn't in his

records?"

"'He told me himself, just before I handed
him a football. That was when he passed
out."

"He what!?"
"Only a negative bodily reaction. He's

allergic to pigskin."

"Alright, I'll come out there and speak to

him. See if you can revive him."

"Better not leave your office, coach.
Horowitz has leprosy. No use wasting both
our lives."

"At least we shouldn't have too much
trouble getting ourselves out of our con-
tractual obligations."

"We don't have to worry about that,

coach. Horowitz has a contract with Notre
Dame and he's been playing for three years

with the New York Cosmos of the North
American Soccer League. Besides, we can't

afford the extra money he's asking for."

October 15 - October 21

Lesley Ann Warren portrays a young woman who on several occa-

sions must fend off the advances of her stepfather (Albert Salmi) in

'79 PARK AVENUE' Part I on The Big Event' Sunday, October 16 on
NBC-TV.

79 PARK AVENUE

Lesley Ann Warren and Mar<~

Singer (m photo) and Michael Con-
stantine star in 79 Park Avenue,' an
NBC Novel For Television to be
telecast on three consecutive nights

The six-hour drama, the saga of a

girl's slide from innocent teen-ager to

infamous madam, is based on Harold

Robbins' best-seller.

Marianne, as a hooker, was forced
to marry Ross, who is in the rackets
with his father. Syndicate boss Ar-

mand Perfido (Raymond Burr) sus-

pects that Ross is not to be trusted.

Ross father, Ben (Michael Con-
stantine). is suspicious that Marianne
betrayed Ross to Perfido and orders
her back to the brothel at 79 Park

Avenue as a madam, to show her

good faith.

After Marianne discovers that her
father-in-law has taken liberties with

her young daughter, she confronts

him and, in self-defense, slays him

Mike (David Dukes), whom
Marianne once loved, has become a

lawyer and has married the district at-

torney's daughter. The DA wants to

break up the syndicate and Mike finds

himself prosecuting Marianne for her
father-in-law's murder Marianne is

defended by attorney Martin Stevens
(Lloyd Haynes).
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Daytime, M on. - Fri.

<^-A,,vin: v>^^ ?''';• ^'

MORNING

I REFLECTIONS (EXC. WED.)
I GREATER BOSTONIANS (EXC WED.)
I
FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC. WED.)

) SUNRISE SEMESTER (EXC. WED.)
) MORNING GLORY
) VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I NEWS
) PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
J REFLECTIONS (WED.)

I GREATER BOSTONIANS (WED )

I SEMINAR
) FARM AND MARKET REPORT (WED)
) VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I NEWS FOR THE DEAF
(NEWS
\ DAILY ALMANAC
\ NEWS FOR THE DEAF
) LAS NOTK^AS D£ HOY

do CBS NEWS
©TODAY

O CAPTAIN BOB
Id UNDERDOGm GOOD MORNING AMERICA

7:25 QNEWS
7:» Q GOOD MORNING AMERK>O CBS NEWS

8MR MAGOO
O CAPTAIN KANGAROO

m ARCHIES
6:30 gQ NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

7:00

9:00 O IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
O MIKE DOUGLAS
O CONCENTRATKM
S GOOD DAY
OONAH® PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
flj) ROMPER ROOM
(g LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
gB WRITING FOR A REASON (MON.. WED.) Dimen-
sions in Culture (TUE, THUR j

9:» aCHKX}ANDTHEMAN
© SPIRPr OF INDEPENDENCE
CE) FUNTSTONES® IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

0:50 cm NEWS
9:55 CS WEATHER VIEW

10:00 O CORSAIR AND COMPANY
O SANFORD AND SON
@ KfTTY TODAY
m TOM LARSON SHOWm STRUM N DRUMMERS

10:25 (0 HERITAGE CORNER ^

10:30 O® HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
OQSEDGEOFNK^HT
O PnlCE IS RKiHT

11:00 O HERE'S LUCY

8® WHEEL OF FORTUNE
® HAPPY DAYS

^ MOVIE Die. Die My Darling' (MON ). Damn the

DetianI (TUE I. Five Finger Exercise' (WED.). 'C^ver

Girl (THUR ). Golden Boy' (FRI)

11:30 O® SESAME STREET
OO LOVE OF LIFE

O© KNOCKOUT
(JOKERS WILD
I
FAMILY FEUD

OOCBSNEWS11:56

©I

12:00

3:00

AFTERNOON

loeQNEws
JTOSAYTHELEAST
) THE BETTER SEX
I® IN-SCHOCL PROGRAMMING
IO SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
I WOMAN 77

> CD RYAN'S HOPE
) CHKX) AND THE MAN
t MATCH GAME
I CB ALL MY CHILDREN
\ YOUNG AND THE REST'.ESS
)© GONG SHOW
\O AS THE WORLD TURNS
(@ DAYS OF OUR LIVES
) GREEN ACRES
I® musk: (FRI)

I CD *20,000 PYRAMID
) BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

i at various programming
IO GUIDING LKjHT

I ©doctors
I ©ONE LIFE TO LIVE

) WALLY GATOR
to ALL IN THE FAMILY

(
© ANOTHER WORLD

) BUGS BUNNY
I CD GENERAL HOSPfTAL
I NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
I
MATCH GAME

) HECKLE AND JECKLE

4:00 i ^sesame street
OdTnah
o mike douglas8 8K> VALLEY
gMERV GRIFFIN

BRADY BUNCH
§0 SUPER HEROES® LITTLE RASCALS

4:X ©MUNSTERS
CD PETTTCOAT JUNCTON

5:00

5:30

8 gB MISTER ROGERS
FAMILY FEUD

© EMERGENCY ONEm NANNY AND THE PROFESSORm MY THREE SONS
O SESAME STREET
fl MARY TYLFP MOORE SHOW

O INSTANT GAME SHOW
O CANDLEPINS for CASH
eD GHOST AND MRS MUIR
Si ELECTRIC COMPANY
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590
536
600

6:30

700

7:30

8:00

820
8:56

8:9«
9:00

02B
9:30

tooo

10:26
10:30

10:58

10:50

11:00

11:26

11:30

11:96

MCMNIMG

8
R€FLECTIONS
GREATER BOSTONIANS
AGRICULTURE U S A
INTERNA riONAL ZONE
A BETTER WAV
SUNRISE SEMESTER
PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ
CARRASCOLENOAS
MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL
CAMERA 3

VILLA ALEGRE
SOMETHING ELSE
JABSERWOCKV
SECRETS Of ISIS

ARTHUR AND COMPANY
THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
UNCLE WALOO
SESAME STREET
SBUOS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER

C B BEARS

§^ SUPER FRIENDS
IN THE NEWS
QD SCHOOLHOUSE HOCK
IN THE NEWS
MISTER ROGERS
I WMATS NEW MISTER MAQ0O7
n YOUNG SENTINELS
3 SCOOBYS LAFF-A-LYMPICS
IN THE NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY
aSKAT^BIRDS
® ARCHIES-SABRINA
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC

5
VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS
REBOP
O SPACE ACAOCMY

S®

ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU
CARRASCOLENOAS
CE) SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
IN THE NEWS

§
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
Q BATMAN-TARZAN® THUNDER

a CANOLEPIN BOWUNGm HOT FUDGEm KROFFTS SUPERSMOW 77

O IN THE NEWS
a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
QNEWS
® 8D SEARCH AND RESCUE; TVIE ALPHA TEAMa IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

12:26

1^3o

1:96

2:00

12:00 a DANIEL FOSTER. MO Diseases ot the Prostate
Guest: Dr Patrick C Walsh prolessor of urology at
the Johns Hopkins University School of MedicineeO WACKO

) BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITVWTS
JPCR80WL

_i MOVIE Justice of the West Oayton Moore. Jay
Siiverheeis Lone Ranger and Tonto go info disguise
tolrack down a stolen shipment (1 hr 30 mm)
~B CANDLEPIN BOWUNG
I IN THE NEWS
I CROCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN Instructions on

dividing and planting rhubart roots care for amaryllis
and preventitive measures against frost in the garden
are on Jim s calendar this week§a FAT ALBERT
® RED HANDGANG
ffi) WORLD SERIES Fourth game of this series will

an from 12 X lo 3 30 P M if played on the east coast
< 00 to 7 00 P M If played on the west coast Depen-
ding on location of the game alternate schedule will
apply

!

IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
SECRETS Of ISIS

I MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHNE
I CANDLEPIN CHAMPS
) CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTUNG
) IN THE NEWS
J WALL ITREET WEEK Most Louis Rukeyser The
en Graham Legacy Guest James B Rea president

of James B Rea and Associates

a THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
jp MOVIE f 'ances Goes lo the Races 1951 Donald
OConnor, Piper Laune Peter working for a hofse
Cweeder. gets mixed up with racketeers d hr 30 mm )^ IN THE NEWS

I TOUR EN L AiR' AND BALLET ADAOW Filmed In
two parts the personal and professional lives of a
husband-and-wife dance team are examined The
secor>d presentation features David and Anna Mane
Holmes in a performance of a ballet Sprina Water

'

aSOUL TRAIN
I
THIS IS THE NFL

_ MOVIE Tarzan s Deserl Mystery 1943 Johnny
Weissmuiler Nancv Kelly Nazi agents invade the
jungle and cause trouble for the apeman d hr 30 mm )

8 ROLLER DERBY
MOVIE Fun I- Acapuico 1963 Elvis Presley, Ursula

Andress Young man romances two beauties and acts
as part-time lifeguard and nightclub entertainer (2
hrs p

3:00 a GRAND PHtX TENNIS Coverage of the
semifinals of the JIOO 000 Island Holidays Pro Tennis
Classic, recorded last weekend, originates from Maui
Hawaii

a MOVIE Gidget Gets Married' 1972 Don Ameche.
Joan Bennett Gidget finally finds the right man and
settles down in suburbia (1 hr M mm )® MOVIE The Little Giant 1946 Abbott and Coslello.
Brenda Joyce Vacuum cleaner salesman gets into a
series of amusing scrapes (2 hrs I

a MOVIE International House 1933 WC Fields.
Rudy Vaiiee Story about foreigner living in an lr>-

ternatior^al House in China n hr 30 mm i

_l S) NCAA FOOTBALL If played on the east coast,
game will air from 3 30 to 7 00 P M . if played on the
west coast, game will air from 1230 to 4 00 P M
Depending on location of the game, alternate
schedule will apply

a THE FrrZPATRK>S Sean and Jack use the ex-
citement of Halloween to settle the score with an old
adversary, and end up making a new friend

4:30 a IRONSIDE
a SURVIVAL
a CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR Chunichi Cup
men s and women s gymnastic competition, from
Nagoya Japan Jockey Club Gold Cup. 59th running
for 3-years-old and up at a mile and one-half, from
Belmont Park. Elmont, N Y . World s Strongest Men
Pari III

S) MOVIE King Dinosaur 1965 Bill Bryant. Wanda
Curtis Rocketship lands on a planet where ancient
reptiles thrive (1 hr 30 mm )

ZIVILLAALEOREO CORAL JUNGLE
® WILD KINGDOM A Day with the Sand Hill Cranes^ NOVA (CAPTIONED) Incident at Brown s Ferry
America s worst nuclear reactor accident came close
to becoming a nuclear catastrophe The issue of
reactor safety m America s nuclear energy program is
examined

8 VISION ON Containers
ADAM 12

@ HOLL YWOOO SOUARES

EVENING

6:00 a^^SIC Music Is The premiere episode of a new
series emphasizes the importance of music in our
lives and demonstrates that all forms of musical ex-
pression are vaiiil

§Qa®NEWS
HOGArTs HEROES
IMAQES Of AQINO the Zone of Silence is an

e«plor.jtion ,'j' communication between different age
g'oups-ihe oil and the young parents and children
Excerpts irom The Resolution of Mossie Wax and
Old Fashioned Woman provide a study in relation-
ships

3:30 a

5:00

530

SUNDAY

0:30 8 ZOOM
CBS NEWS

7:31

800

8:30

a BLACK NEWS
a NBC NEWS
^AOAM12

7:00 a NOVA Incident at Brown's Ferry' Anterlca s worst
nuclear reactor accident came close to becoming a
nuclear catastrophe The issue of reactor safety m
America s nuclear energy program is examined
8AGRONSKY ANDCOMPANY

WILD KINGDOM Eagle Island'

a NEWS
a LAWRENCE WELK SHOM® ETCETERA
Id ODD COUPLE

$ SUPERMAN
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin

Hood' Episode Two Robin smglehandedly fends oft
robbers who attack Lady Marion s entourage At the
royal court King Richard earns his brother John's
resentment when he appoints Longchamps to rule
instead of John virhlle he fights in the Crusades

7:28 aOPINKM
7 30 O DAILY NUMBER

HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
THIRD WORLD
SCHOOLS MATCH WTI^
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
POLKA FUNTIME
MUSIC Music Is Rhythm' explains that part of

music most immediately recognizable to us that
which we feel' inside ourselves often tiefore we
actually hear' it

HOT FUDGE
® ADVOCATES: A DEBATE ON NUCLEAR POWER

Intended to add more insight and perspective to the
question of nuclear power plant safety, this forum
considers the topic Should There Be a Moratorium on
Nuclear Power Plant Construction'

a a THE BOB NEWHART SHOW Dr Hartley is
nonplussed when his henpjecked patient Mr.
Petersen goaded by Mr Carlin asserts himself with
far-reachmg and hiianous consequences
a ® THE BIONK: WOMAN Rodeo Jaime tnes to
save the life ot an OSI scientist who insists on
Ijecommg a rodeo champion
a CSI FISH Fish and the Rock Star Former detective
Phil Fish must face a hard decision when he is offered
a job as a security chief for a rock music idol

8 HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs New York Islandersa »^'VE GOT EACH OTHER Damon decides to
sell some old props m his photo studio and Stewart
happily obliges and buys a box of toys for $1 .00 only to
discover that one of them, an old toy bank is vwjrth
J16.000

g® OPERATION PETTICOAT And Out of the Sea
me a Marine Skipper Matt Sherman's submanne.

after rescuing a famous war ace is unable to sub^
-- merge and is menaced by enemy destroyers

8:96 ONEWS8REAK
9:00 a ftXJAJJTY The controversial question of equality in

America is examined in four areas equality of age.
sex race and economic circumstancesa a THE JEFFERSONS If Napoleon and Lincoln
cookj do It so can George Jefferson - at least that s
what George tjelieves

a ® NBC SATURDAY NK3HT AT THE MOVIES
Something Big 1971 Dean Martin Brian Keith A rag-
tag band of desperadoes engage in a round robin of
wheeling ar>d dealing involving gold, jewels, a Galling
gun. wives and fiancees in this western comedy set in
Mexico in the 1870s (2 hrs 10 mm)
_ CE> STARSKY AND HUTCH Death in a Different
'lace Starsky is shocked when a veteran cop and life-

long friend is found dead in a sleazy love nest, and an
investigation reveals a sordid double life

a MOVIE Monika 1951 Harriet Andersson. Lars Ek-
borg In this Ingmar Bergman study of young love, a
promiscuous gin and her boyfriend are forced into a
tragic earty nurnage when she becomes pregnant. (1

hr 35 mm I

a a THE TONY RANDALL SHOW Dating Eleanor
tiecomes an underwork! affair lor Walter when the
couple are forever Isemg followed by a county worker,
who has a crush on the lady judge
ETOABCNEWSBRIEF
a DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW You Can Survive a Plane
Crash-Here s How

,

THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Guesi Nancv
fussauit

a CS) LOVE BOAT Acapuico Connection' starnng
Charo Message for a Marine starring Bill Bixby.
Gotcha starring Milton Bene

10:X ® BOSTON BRUINS WRAP-UP
10:36 a MOVIE The Silence 1963 Ingrid Thulin. Gunnel

Lindblom United since childhood in apparent incest,
two sisters struggle and part as the younger seeks her
freedom in a heterosexual affair (1 hr 35 mm )

10:46 © KING OF KENSINGTON The Lottery
11:00 8aa® NEWS
11:10 Q®N|^
11:15 ©CELEBRITY BOWUNG
11:30 a MOVIE The Double Man 1967 Yul Brynner. Bntt

Ekiand GlA agent lured to the Alps by the skiing
accident of his son finds himself involved m a plot by
Russian agents to replace him in the OA by a man who
has been surgically and psychologically transformed
10 look like him (2 hrs 30min )

a MOVIE Dragon Seed 1944 Katharine Hepburn.
Turhan Bey Life of the poor Chinese peasants under
the brutal occupation of the Japanese (2 hrs 45 mm)
a MOVIE Les Miserables 1935 Fredrick March.
Charles Laughton Story of a man who goes to prison
for stealing a loaf of bread escapes and is hounded
by a relentless detective (2hrs i

9:30

9:98

10:00

Hugh
89 MOVIE
I ffi NBC S SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host

Hfffne' Guts' Ari.^v Kau'mar
11:45 QD VIEWPOINT ON NUTRITION
12:15 gp ATHLETES
1:10 O MOVIE Draculas Castle 1969 Gene O Shane

3o'Li<ira Bishop (1 hr. 30 mm )

1:20 O MOVIE
1:30 a MOVIE Tfie Deadly Affair' 1967 Janr>es Mason,

Simone Signorel n hr 30 mm.)
2 15 a MOVIE Song of the Islands 1942 Betty Grable.

Vicfc f/a'ure (l hr 30 mm.)

WHITE LINE

FEVER
White Line Fever.' a drama of an

Idealistic young man's struggle
against the corruption and brutality of

the Arizona trucking industry, airs as
•The ABC Sunday Night Movie.' Oct
16 Jan-Michaei Vincent and Kay Lenz
star in this motion picture set in the
awe-inspiring Arizona desert

Carrol Jo Hummer (Vincent), an Air
Force veteran, returns home to marry
his childhood sweetheart. Jerri (Ms
Lenz) The newlyweds go into debt to
finance a large truck, hoping soon to
achieve financial independence in
the lucrative trucking industry. But
Carrol Jo finds himself in a lonely
struggle against the crooked con-
glomerate controlling the Arizona
freight business

Blackballed because he refuses to
transport contraband across state
lines. Carrol Jo smglehandedly goes
after the mob He is beaten, his truck
booby-trapped, his hoose burned,
and he is framed for the hit-and-run
murder of his father's old friend.
Duane The last straw is when Jerri
loses her baby after a brutal attack
CX)NSUIT OUR USTINGS FO« LAST M-NUTE NtT
l«K)nK CHANGES AND FOfl EXACT AIR TIME

Sunday, Oct. 16

B^^W^PaPWi

5:90

5:56

6:00

6:30

6:45

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

para una

} REFLECTONS
I GREATER BOSTONUNS

a CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP
MP UNTO MY FEET

I CAMERA 3

lUVINGWORD
J0IRECTX)NS
) LOOK UP AND UVE
JDAVEYANDGOUATH
I MAN BUILDS. MAN DESTROYS
J NOSOTROS THEATRE Mil Milliones
^ubla

a drawing from nature
Bpeoplescope
^ lucy show

> my neighbor s reugkjn
)oaveyandgchjath
i womankind
) cathedral of tomorrow
) rocky and friends
) old time gospel hour
i® sesame street
iwebeueve
i abc short story speqals
) elder american
) young samson
i marlo and the magc movie machine
} cuffwixx) avenue kids
) uft every vok^e
iORAL ROBERTS
) UNCLE WALDO

_) SACRED HEART
©DAVEYANDGOUATH
n MISTER ROGERS
(NOSOTROS
I SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
I ASIAN FOCUS
j DAY OF DISCOVERY
JPOPEYE
) CHRISTOPHER CLOSE UP
I SUNDAY MASS

9:30 eZOOM
B UP FRONT
® JIMMY SWAG^ \m
©JETSONSm inskjht

10.00 aa WRITING FOR A REASON
eSARRK)
O'NSKjHT
gECO

CHAUCE OF SALVATION
©TOP CAT

) LATINO
I CORSAIR AND COMPANY
I FOR KIDS ONLY
) THREE STOOGES
) JEWISH HERITAGE
\a DIMENSKMS IN CULTURE
I OTMMUNfTY AUDnX)NS
) NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
I NEWSMAKERS
J NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL HKJHUOHTS
) GREAT GRAPE APE

_)a PACE THE NATION
QNEWS
OAOUIm SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
(^ ANIMALS, ANIMALS, ANIMALS

11:96 ©SCHOOLHOUSEROCK

AFTERNOOM

12:00 a a AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Colonial Idea'
from the Crusades of the 14th century through the
British experiences in India and our own m Vietnam is
explored, considering the differences between the
myths and realities of colonialism.

§
FACE THE STATE® MEET THE PRESS
09 ISSUES AND ANSWERS

gNFL GAME OF THE WEEK
MOVIE Blood Alley 1955 John Wayne. Lauren

Bacali American merchant marine captain attempts to
transfer an entire Communist Chinese village to Hong
Kong (2 hrs I

12:30 a a THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day
8PATRK)TS '77

BRIEFING SESSKM (World Series may air if played
on east coast Alterr^te schedule will apply )a NFL '77 Football news and features with Lee
Leonard. Bryant Gumbel Regina Haskins and vanous
NBC sportscasters contributing reports from the field
gCONVERSATKINS WITH

CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Plug-In Along Por-
table Appliances covers microwave oven efficiency,
slow cookers, vacuum cleaners trash compactors!
floor polishers and other so-called convenience items
that carry lull and limited warranties and the UL labela a THE NFL TODAY Atlanta vs Buffalo Chicago
vs Minnesota Detroit vs Green Bay Los Angeles vs
New Orleans Philadelphia vs St Louis Giants vs
San Francisco Seattle vs Tampa BayO @ NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME
Ba't iTi ",r(. Colls vs Kansas City ChiefsQ TARZAN
© FLINTSTONES
® FIRING UNE Host William F Buckley Jr The New
f^anama Treaty is discussed by writer Phyllis Schlafly
author ot several books on US defense policy and
strategy

1:» 8 ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Cast members of the
tounng Russian revue Estrada talk about the
production

Q) BULLWINKLE

10:30

11:00

11:»

4:00

Page 2 TV WATCH

2:00 a a EQUALITY The controversial question of
equality in America is examined in four areas equality
of age. sex. race and economic circumstances8 MOVIE Our Vines Have Tender Grapes 1945
Mdigaiel O Brien. Agnes Moorehead Spirit of a small
Norwegian-American town in Wisconsin; all the or
dmary things in life are full of wonder and |oy (2 hrs )

Op MOVIE Love Me Tender 1956 Elvis Presley.
I^ichard Egan Southern family parted by war and
divided by love as brothers fight brothers, each
seeking the love of one woman (2 hrs.)

CE MOVIE Paradise Hawaiian Style 1966 Elvis
Presley. Suzanna Leigh Out-of-work pilot returns to
Hawaii where he and a buddy start a charter service
with two helicopters (?hrs )

300 8 a GRAND PRIX TENNIS Coverage of the finals of
the $100,000 Island Holidays Pro Tennis Classic.
recorJed last weekend originates from Maui. Hawaii8 a THE NFL TODAY Washington Redskins vs
Dallas Cowtxiys Irom Texas Stadium. Irving TexO ® NATKJNAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New
En^and Patriots vs San Diego ChargersO F.B.I. (World Series may air if played on west coast
Alternate schedule will apply )© MOVIE The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance 1%2
James Stewart, John Wayne Man terrorizes a small
western town and is opposed by only two men - the
hero of the town and a tenderfoot lawyer (2 hrs. 30mm )

[Q ADVENTURERS
THE SAINT
a BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

^ UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
he Tragedy ol the Red Salmon
"^ SAY BROTHER
MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

NEWS
ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE A Buffet Table'
CANOLEPIN SUPERBOWL
HONEYMOONERS

[Q SUPERMAN
FRENCH CHEF The Spinach Twins' In Julia Child's

own kitchen in Provence, France. Simone Beck helps
prepare a ham and spinach pastry turnover8 a THE NFL TODAY A post-game program
presenting scores, highlights and sports news® NFL '77 Wrap-up of today s football news with Lee
Leonard Bryant Gumbel and Reaina Haskins

5:30

6:45

7:00

7:30

8 a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Instructions
on dividing and planting rhubarb roots, care for
annaryllis and preventitive measures against frost in
the garden are on Jim's calendar this week.8a aO MINUTES
O® THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY Charley
and the Angel Fred MacMurray Clons Leachman.
Harry Morgan and Kurt Russell star in this comedy
about an angel who is assigned to deliver lor final

ludgement the soul ol a living man who has not used
his time on earth wisely

a CQ HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES At an
African game reserve. Frank and Joe investigate a
huge poaching operation in which a great while hunter
appears to be the prime suspect

§
SHOWOF HANDS Fabric
HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs Montreal Canadiens
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS Ruts n Roadblocks'

The parenting class tackles the problems of inef-
fective communication in discipline situations and
considers the l-Message as a more understanding
alternative.

8:00 8 a EVENING AT SYMPHONY Voices by con-
temporary composer Oily Wilson and Rimsky-
Korsakov s familiar Sheherazade are performed by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Seiii Ozawa s
baton

88 RHOOA Brenda is enjoying the luxury of having
two boyfriends. Gary and Benny, competing for her
attention but when they both show up for a date on the
same night she asVs Rhoda for help8 ffl THE SIX MILUON DOLLAA MAN Killer Wind'
Steve Austin, rushing to rescue school children
stalled on a mountain tramway as a tornado ap-

in £» 2Sr^ IS attacked by a gang of bank bandits
e.W 8a ON OUR OWN A prospective client passes outm Julia s apartment the evening belore he signs a

contract with the Bedford Advertising Agency, leadina
to the wildest of rumors

8:58 8NEWSBREAK
C&) ABC NEWSBRIEF

8:00 8 a MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London-
Episode Eight Magic Although Charles breaks
England's heart as well as all his own book sales
records with his weekly publication of The Old
Curiosity Shop, his mental state is a growing cause
for concern

8 8 ALL IN THE FAMILY On the eve of a surprise
party to celebrate her 50th birthday. Edith is con-
Ironted by a rapist and a life threatening trauma thai
neither Edith nor her family will ever forgetQ® THE BK3 EVENT 79 Park Avenue Part one of a
three-part story Lesley Ann Warren, Michael Con-
stantine Due to the brutal attentions of her stepfather,
Marja defends herself with a knife and is sent to
reform school the first step that leads her to an un-
derworld-connected house ot prostitution. (2 hrs )8 CQ THE ABC SUNDAY NKiHT MOVIE White Line
Fever' 1975 Jan-Michael Vincent. Kay Lenz. Exciting
drama of one man's struggle against the corruption
and brutality ol the Arizona truckma industry. (2 hrs.)

10:00 8 VISKJNS Filmed entirely on location. Robert
Young's Alambrista! follows a young Mexican illegal
alien's odyssey - from the back streets of Tijuana
across the Mexican border and through the California
agricultural belt

88 KOJAK Ken Murray, a rookie cop laid off from
the force, finds himself with two jobs, a sick wife, and
loan shark problems, making him very susceptible to a
bribe Guest stars Michael Durrell

f

BRUINS WRAP-UP
MASSACHUSETTS
ASK THE MANAGER
VISK)NS Phillip Hayes Dean's Freeman portrays

the conflict of a black man unable lo find his place in a
society of compromised values, much to the distress
of his family Emmy Award-winner Louis Gossett, Jr..
Pauline Myers and Dick Anthony Williams star~ THE DRUM
08e®CE>NEWS

©MEDIX
11:30 8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE M A S H Hawkeye gams

custody of a Korean girl during a poker game Kojak:
The Frame' A thief accuses Kojak of accepting a bribe
(R)

8 MOVIE A Very Private Affair 1962 Brigitte Bardot,
Marceilo Mastroianni Story of girl who becomes an
international sex goddess and movie star, but is
unable to find personal happiness and love (1 hr 30mm I

8 MOVIE The Good Earth 1967 Paul Muni, Luise
Rainer Struggle for survival by Chinese peasants,
depicted in time of harvests and droughts (2 hrs 45mm )

8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Massacre and Fort Hoiman
1973 James Coburn. Telly Savalas Fort Hoiman. an
impregnable fortress, is destroyed by a wild bunch of
marauders (R)

® NBC LATE N«HT MOVIE The Outfit 1974 Robert
Duvall, Robert Ryan Cnme drama about two brothers
who incur the unforgiving anger of gangsters when
they rob a gambling den unaware thai it is mot>
controlled (R)(2hrs i

CE) MOVIE Up The Down Staircase 1967 Sandy
Dennis. Eileen Heckart Young teacher burning to
teach the loys ol English literature to her students, is
continually harassed by the fact that her students are
all from lower-income homes and hostile en-
vironments i2hrs 5 mm i

11:45 ©WORHSHIP FOR SHUT INS
12:00 a ARTISTS SHOWCASE Babies Bodies by Gerd

10:15

10:30

Stern

2:15 8 SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

October 15 October 21 «;.,r.oio^^,.. . »k. /- ..oupplement to the Collegian

the
0)
3"

(D

fl)

a

MONDAY

(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
E.D.T..P.D.T.-8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
•'79 Park Avenue" Part ll Lesley Ann Warren, Marc Singer
Marja, a prostitute, adopts the professional name of
Marianne f^organ and weds Ross Savitch, a childhood friend
who previously refused to marry her because of her lowly
family, but the union is loveless and. not long after Ross is
slain in their living room by racketeers.

TUESDAY

9 30

9:58

10:00

1974 TV Computog Sarvlcai, Inc

SUNDAY

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.D.T., P.D.T. -

"White Line Fever" 1975 Jan-Michael Vincent. Kay Lenz Ex-
citing drama of one mans struggle against the corruption and
brutality of the Arizona trucking industry.

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.D.T. P.D.T. - 8:00 PM
"79 Puy. Avenue" Part I. Lesley Ann Warren, Michael Con-
stantme. Forceably subjected to the brutal attentions of her
no-good stepfather, Maria defends herself with a knife and is
sent to reform school, the first step that leads her—with
stops as a taxi dancer and stripper—down the road to 79 Park
Avenue, an underworld-connected house of prostitution

(NBC) TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK: 9:00 PM
E.D.T.. P.D.T.- 8:00 PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
"79 Park Avenue" Conclusion. Lesley Ann Warren, Michael
Constantine. After Marianne discovers that her father-in-law
has taken liberties with her young daughter, she confronts
him and, in self-defense, slays him. Her trial bnnas out
several startling facts.

WEDNESDAY

(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM E D T
P.D.T. -8:00 PMC.D.T..M.D.T. '

'

FRIDAY

11:00

11:30

(ABC) FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.D.T. . P D T -

8:00PMC.D.T.,M.D.T.
.r.u.i.

"Having Babies H" Paula Prentiss, Tony Bill. When Trish is
brought into the hospital in serious condition by her
desperate husband. Dr. Farr discovers the patient has been
taking drugs.

'" ' ! 11

M nday« Oct. 17

6:00

0:30

12:00

1:00

1:35

1:45

3:30

4:00

4:30
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fl m TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK 79 Park
venue Lesley Ann Warren, Michael Constanime

Alter Marianne discovers that her latherin law has
taken liberties with her young daughter, she confionts
him and. in self-defense, slays him iCONCLUSIONi (2
hfs ,

O ffi THREES COMPANY Ropers Car Greed
tarnishes Mr Roper s integrity when he is led lo
believe his old car is a valuable classic after he has
sold it lor $200 to Jack, Janet and Chnssy© MOVIE The Story of Will Rogers' 1952 Jane
Wyman Will Rogers. Jr Story of Will Rogers and ihe
girl he married, his rise to fame and fortune and the
marvelous influence he had over others (2 hrs )O O ONE DAY AT A TIME Ed hopes to have the
iAitch to turn off his daughters marriage plans when
fe meets the groom-to-be (CONCLUSION)O CB SOAP Jessica Tate has traumatic information
regarding Corinne that she must tell Chester, Danny
gets a frightening ultimatum from the godfather Burt
has good news lor his wile

CB ABC NEWSBRIEF
O NEWS Live from LincolQ Center' continues alter a
bnel rejiur!

OO LOU GRANT Pursuing a story on the American
Nazis. Biliie enters Ihe Brown Shirt headquarters
uncovering shocking information.

O OS) FAMILY Doug and an attractive female lawyer
become friendly alter a legal battle but when the lady
gels seriou,s Doug i"; both troubled and tempted
OOeO@CSNEWS
§ ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW® DICK CAVETT SHOW Actress Vanessa
Redgrave discusses her role in the new movie JuliaOO THE CBS LATE MOVIE Koiak Justice Defense
Construction tycoon, who covered up a murder 18
years beforo. is being questioned by Kojak Double
Image 19--

j George Hamilton. Barbara Anderson ^
diplomat t .Ids his girlfriend dead and discovers si e
was involved in smuggling (R)O© THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Steve Martin
Guests Andy Kaulmdn, Bernadette PetersO FOREVER FERNWOOOm IRONSIDE
GD TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Hit Lady Yvette
Mimieux An elegant, cultured woman's job as a
professional artist is the cover for the real occupation
she now can t quit - a successful hired assassin (R|O TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Hit Lady' Yvette
Mimieux An elegant, cultured woman's job as a
professional artist is the cover for the real occupation
she now can't quit - a successful hired assassin (Ri® ABC CAPTKJNED NEWS
O ® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest All
Landon

,

the GOP Presidential nominee in 1 936

8 NEWS
MOVIE Charlie Chan In Panama 1940 Sidney Toler

Jean Rogers (1 hr 45 mm )O BAXTERS
NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
GOOD DAY

0:56

7:00

EVENING

000®NEWS
HOGANS HEROES
CROSS wrrs
ZOOM
ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12
I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE rr What Happens When It Works?

from Stockton. Calif . tells the true story ol high
schoolers who spearheaded a citywide effort to
prepare for desegregation No More Lunchsacks for
Me' from Wichita. Kan dramatizes how a free school
lunch program for low-income families affects
desegregation.

NEWS
ZOOM

CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS

ABC NEWSI cm ABC
iNEWS

@000 COUPLE
®WRmNG FOR A REASON

7:30 e WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Mr Potter Takes a
Rest Cure An American publisher gets more than he
bargained for when he visits an unpublished British

authoress and her scheming family, which includes a
flighty daughter who doesn't want to marry the man
her mother has selected for her.

O DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
THATS HOLLYWOOD
CANDID CAMERA
aCK VAN DYKE SHOW
TATTLETALES

ffi MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
7:31 O THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
8:00 O GREAT PERFORMANCES Salome' Richard

Strauss' one-act opera twsed on the play by Oscar
Wilde features Teresa Stratas in the title role of the
Biblical temptress who asked for the head of John the
Baptist Dr. Karl Bohm conducts the Vienna Philhar-

monic Orchestra

O O LOGAN'S RUN Mel Ferrer guest stars as the
high priest of a 24lh-century society presiding over a
Sanctuary' which regards computers as the objects of

worship rather than technology from which knowledge
IS gained

O® LHTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The Wolves'
While Charles and Caroline Ingalls are away, their

daughters and young Andy Garvey are terrorized by a
hunger-crazed pack of vicious wild dogs.

O® THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS The Winner s
Circle Buddy turns jockey for a day when the San
Pedro Beach Bums decide to save a race horse for an
old man and his little granddaughter

© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
® AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Lenin and the Great
Ungiuing explores the breakup ol Ihe old political

order by Wortd War I and the introduction of a socialist

alternative by the Russian Revolution.

I NEWSBREAK
m ABC NEWSBRIEF
O THE BETTY WHrfE SHOW When John finally

feels strong enough to tell Joyce their first divorce
was not valid and to beg her to divorce him again,
Joyce reacts with all the fury of a woman scorned -

twice (CONCLUSION)
O® NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES 79 Park
Avenue Part II Lesley Ann Warren, Marc Singer
Marja adopts the professional name of Marianne
Morgan and weds Ross Savitch. The union is loveless
and. not long after. Ross is slam in their living room by
racketeers (2 hrs I

e CE> ABC'S MONDAY NKiHT FOOTBALL Cincinnati
Bengals vs Pittsburgh Steelers from Pittsburgh.
Pennsylvania

© MOVIE Young Mr Lincoln 1939 Henry Fonda,
Alice Brady Story of Lincoln's early years beginning
in 1832 when he started out as a young lawyer (2 hrs.)

CB AMERICAN SHORT STORY The Blue Hotel
Stephen Crane's story stars David Warner as a young
Swede, filled with tales of the untamed West, who
arrives in an 1800s Nebraska frontier town and sets
into motion a dime novel-type adventure m which his

fears of violence come true

0:30 OO MAUDE Maude s all-out campaign to get a well-

,

deserved salary raise for one of Walter s female
employees backfires when the lady decides to take
Ihe raise - and Walter, too.

10:00 ONEWS
OO RAFFERTY In the midst of a startling epidemic
of an extinct disease, polio. Dr Sid Rafferty, con-
fronted with a critically-ill girl displaying polio symp-
toms, defies the odds, his colleagues and his young
patient's hostile parents by diagnosing her ailment as
deadly botulism

® DIAMOND RIVERS This documentary takes a close
look at the life and times of Geraldo Santos da Silva. a
diamond prospector in northeastern Brazil

10:30 O MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
® VIDEO AND TELEVISK)N REVIEW The Magic Mind
of Ell Noyes Part I Image manipulation is a recurrent
theme in the works of filmmaker Eliot Noyes, Jr.
Screened are the Academy Award nominee Clay.'
'Alphabet. Bad Dog' and 'Sandman,' as well as an
excerpt from The Fable of He and She.

'

11:00 a ® DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest: Prima ballerina
Jicia Aionso

IOO®NEWS
I ANDY GHIFFrrH SHOW

11:30 OOTHECBSLATEMOVIE The Weekend Nun' 1972
Joanna Pettet. Vic Morrow Sister Damian innocently
assumes she can work as a probation otficer and
remain true to her vows, but experiences on the job
make her realize she must make a major vocational
decision. (R)

(©THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Steve Martin
juesis Will Greer. Kreskin, George Gobel, Paul
Williams

©IRONSIDE
) ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
)C0NEWS
I SCREENING ROOM
) COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77

(©TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder.

I NK5HTSHIFT
lAQUI

Gue

Tuesday, Oct. 18

EVENINO

6:00 OOQO©NEWS
ffi HOGANS HEROES® CROSS WITS
ffiZOOM

6:30 OELECTRK: COMPANY© NBC NEWS
© ADAM 12® I LOVE LUCY
® AS WE SEE rr Metco' looks at voluntary busing m
Boston, Oreo Cookie' from Wichita, Kan., focuses on
peer pressure in desegregated situations and In-
terracial Dating' studies altitudes in Portland Ore

6:56 CQNEWS

7:00 a ZOOM
OOCBSNEWS
O NBC NEWS
§09 ABC NEWS

NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
® DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:30 Q ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Golda Actress Anne
Bancroft author William Gibson and director Arthur
Penn discuss Israel's Mrs Meir.O DAILY NUMBER

8 EVENING MAGAZINE
MUPPETS Guest Bernadette Peters (If World

Series IS played. Series '77 will air.)

O $25,000 PYRAMID
© SHA NA NA
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
©GOfJGSHOW
® MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 n ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

8:00 O ® UVE FROM UNCOLN CENTER Manon The
New York City Operas production of Jules
Massenet s 19th-century classic is telecast live from
the New York State Theater Beverly Sills stars as a
young woman who gets sidetracked from her trip to a
convent into a series of adventures

O UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
The Smaing Whale
O ffi MAN FROM ATLANTIS Hawk of Mu The
strange ancient figure of a hawk that has the power to
cause a blackout along a road, falls into the hands of
the evil Mr Schubert

O CS HAPPY DAYS If a sixth World Series game is

necessary. ABC Sports will provide live coverage of it

from the city of the American League Champion II

game does not air. regular programmmo will applyO EVANS AND NOVAK

§ ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
03 LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY

8:00 O O MASH, f^ajor Winchester, conveying the
dreariness and frustration of his new situation at the
4077th hospital in a tape recording to his parents, also
offers his candid assessment of some of its principal
oersonalities

Wednesday, Oct. 19

6:30

EVEMNQ

6:00 0000©NEWS© HOGANS HEROES® CROSS WITS
ffi ZOOM

I ELECTRK: COMPANY
©NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12

ffi I LOVE LUCY
(S AS WE SEE rr in Portland. Ore , Harrisburg. Pa .

and Chicago high school students examine aspects of
desegregation including rumors, cultural sexism and
ethnic history

6:56 ©NEWS
OZOOM7:00

OOCBSNEWS
O NBC NEWS
O ffi ABC NEWS
©NEWS
©0ODCOUP1.E
ffi WRITING FOR A REASON

7:30 8 MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

S!

I DAILY NUMBER
I
EVENING MAGAZINE

I IN SEARCH OF Witchdoctors' (If World Series is

played Seriss 77 will air )O® BIG MONEY
ffi dk;k van dyke show
ffi IN SEARCH OF Reincarnation'

§
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
$25,000 PYRAMID
NOVA Joey Joey Deacon is 55 years old and has

been a spastic since birth This is his autobiography,
an acclaimed film which won first prize at the Prix Italia

Awards

O O GOOD TIMES Willona the Spy Department
store spies Mr Rogers and Miss Johnson introduce
new employee Wiliona to their nervous trade
(GREEN MACHINE

ffi EK3HT IS ENOUGH I Quit' Tom Bradford
resigns as father when his children accuse him of
running the family like an army platoon

fa
THE UFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS A

ear s Life' When Ben the grizzly, roams far from his
lair he gets a few surprises, including an encountef
with an Indian medicine man and a wild ride on a
runaway covered wagon
ffi ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
ffi FORSYTE SAGA A Family Festival' John
Galsworthy's novels follow the eventful lives of a
wealthy English family through half a century A
scandal brews as Jo decides to leave his wife and
marry his daughter's Austrian governess

8:30 O O BUSTING LOOSE After meeting Jackie s ex-
boyfriend, Lenny wants to impress her somehow, so
he agrees to let Raymond set up a phony tight that he
can win

O BASKETBALL Boston Celtics vs San Antonio
Spurs

8:SB O NEWSBREAK

NAVY
NUCLEAR PROPULSION.
THE FASTEST WAYUP

IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING.

If you want to get into nuclear engineering, start by get-
,

ting into the Nuclear Navy.

The Navy operates more than half the reactors in

America. Our nuclear training is the most comprehensive.
You start by earning your commission as a Na\>- Officer, t;

Then we gi\e you a year of advanced nuclear training •:

During your career. you"ll get practical, hanii-^-on experi-

ence with our nuclear powered fleet.

If that sounds like the kind of responsibility you're

Uwking for. sfx'ak to: Navy Engineering Programs dt

Marston Hall
Friday 14 Octotier 1977
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»«

9:30

»SB
10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

11:45

12:00

1:00

2:30

240
340
4:00

4:30

O CROCKETTS VICTORV QAROEN Jim o»1«fs a

second looK at Amsterdam s Keukenhol Gardens and
demonstrates how to force bulbs tor winter blooming

81S THE CBS WEDNCSOAY NIGHT MOVIES Killer

lite' 1975 Jdtnes Cdar- Robett Duvdil A company that

specializes m assassinations and otfier illegal acts is

hired by the CIA to protect a Chinese political activist

during his stopover in San Francisco (2hrsi

e CB CHARLIE'S ANGELS The Angels and Bosiey
infiltrate a phony UFO club Suspected ol doing avway

with wealthy members after taKmg their money
® THE OREGON TRAIL An Army deserter places
Andy Thorpe is grave danger when a search party

attempts to hunt him down after Andy aids in his

escape

S
HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs St Louis Blues
GREAT PERFORMANCES Pagliacci Filmed for

television dt the Ld Scaia Opera House in Milan
Huggiero Leoncavallo s popular opera stars Jon
Vickers, Saina Corsi-KabaivansKa and Peter Glossop
in the story of an itinerant clown who discovers that his

wife has been unfaithful Herbert von Karaian con-
ducts

P MKXJEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Rodney Fails to

Qualify A young man s siow-moving courtship ol his

lovely golfing partner is jeopardized when a smooth-
talking poet sweeps her off her feetm ABC NEWSBRIEF
QNEWS

(£) BARETTA Lyman P Ookker, Fed Tony
Baietta trying to solve a murder and recover a
priceless emerald necklace belonging to an oil sheik.

IS teamed with an FBI agent who is not what he ap-
pears to be

@ BIG HAWAII Red Midnight When Mitch, a newly
licensed pilot takes his fattier up for a look at the
Mauna Loa volcano, the plane develops engine trouble

and Mitch crash lands the craft just as the crater starts

10 erupt

8MACNEiL-LEHRER REPORT
ARVILLA An intimate portrait of a 63-year-old

woman Urmer facing insurmountable odds documents
the losing struggle in an occupation where male
Oorninance is Still virtually unchallenged

O ® OtCK CAVETT SHOW Responsibility in the

Press Part I Guests James Brady, associate
publisher of the New York Post. Tom Wicker
associate editor of The New York Times Ben Bradiee
executive editor of the Washington Post, and CBS
News president Richard Saiant

CS)NEWS
_ _ " LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-O A top
governrnent official is kidnapped and 11.000.000 worth
of diamonds is demanded as ransom Crime Knows
No Age 1973 Michael Ryan A bus accident kills a man
with no Identification who was carrying a case with

$2,000,000 iR)

O® THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Delia Reese
FOREVER FERNWOOO

© BOSTON BRUINS WRAP-UP
® STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKV AI^D HUTCH - Terror on the DocKs Starsky
and Hutch try to naii the dockworker who killed an
undercover officer MYSTERY OF THE WEEK - Mr
and Mrs and the Magic Studio Murders John
Rubinstein, Lee Kroeger A dead man s secret haunts
a q'-ur 0* "nagicians iR^

Qi ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
© IRONSIDE

O STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
ST AHSkv and HUTCH - Terror on the Docks Starsky

and Hutch try to nail the dockworker who killed an
undercover officer MYSTERY OF THE WEEK - Mr
and Mrs and the Magic Studio Murders John
Rubinstein Lee Kroeger A dead man's secret haunts
a group 0* magicians (R)

Q ® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Frank
Yabians former Paramount Pictures President

0NEWS
8 I SPY

5ALLNK3HT

8 BRIEFING SESSION
GOOD DAY

Thursday, Oct. 20

EVENINQ

6:00 OOeO®NEWS
CT) HOGAN'S HEFIOES
C5 CROSS WITS
^ ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

6 30 OELECTRK; COMPANY

e
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

Si)
I LOVE LUCY

^ AS WE SEE IT Highlights from previous programs
explore the many facets of school desegregation as
seen from the student viewpoint nationwide

6:56 Q)NEWS
7:00 O 200<^ (CAPTIONED)

OO CBS NEWS
O '^BC NEWS
gCS ABC NEWS

NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
® DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

" 30 O ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin
Hood Episode Three Wili and Ralph pledge their

loyalties to Robin and the three ride to Huntingdon
Manor where they discover that Robin s heirlooms
have been stoien

O DAILY NUMBER

8 EVENING MAGAZINE
HOUSE CALL

8 GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

© DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
©THAT GIRLm MACNEIL cEHRER REPORT

31 ODOUBLEPLAY
8:00 O EVENING AT SYMPHONY Voices by con-

temporary corrposer Oily Wilson and Rimsky-
Korsakov s familiar Sheherazade are performed by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Sei|i Ozawa s

baton

F riday. Oct. 21

mmm^mmm mmmsmm

EVENING

600 f|000®NEWS
©HOGAN'S HEROES
(5 CROSS WITS
fflZOOM

6 30 QELECTRK: COMPANY
I NBC NEWS
) ADAM 12

) I LOVE LUCY
I AS WE SEE IT Six segments deal with interracial

dating, Indian education and other concerns of school
desegregation as seen by students nationwide.

6:55 Q)NEWS
7:00 O SAY BROTHER

OQCBSNEWS
O NBC NEWS

) ABC NEWSgCQABC
NEWS

J ODD COUPLE
® PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY Poppies'
against a blue background blend and contrast per-

fectly following Nancy's color codes.
7:30 O DAILY NUMBER

Q EVENING MAGAZINE
O MATCH GAME
S SHA NA NA

) $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
) DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
) MUPPETS SHOW
J MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 O MATCH GAME
8:00 Om WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

OO THE NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN
Wonder Woman struggles against the powers of a

popular rock musician who uses special frequency
music to hypnotize young women fans into stealing for

him

OffiCPO SHARKEY

fl Q) DONNY AND MARIE Guests Glen Campbell.
ernddell*> Peters

© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
8:30 O S WALL $TREET WEEK Host: Louis Rukeyser

The View from the White House' Guest: Charles L.

Schultze. chairman of the Council ol Economic Ad-
visors

O© CHICO AND THE MAN
8:58 ONEWSBREAK

Trish (Paula Prentiss, center) is brought into the hospital in serious con-
dition by her desperate husband, Aaron (Tony Bill, left). Dr. Farr (Susan
Sullivan, right) discovers the patient has been taking drugs in 'HAVING
BABIES ir airing as The ABC Friday Night Movie, ' Oct. 21

.

9:00

O O I'^E WALTONS As World War II looms. Jason
meets a mysterious British girl when the lamily

spends a week at the beach
8ACnON4

Q) WELCOME BACK, KOTTER® CHIPS Career Day Richard Deacon guest stars as
Otticer Poncherello s high school principal who
persuades him to speak at a career day assembly

© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
QQ NOVA Joey Joey Deacon is 55 years old and has
been a spastic since birth This is his autobiography,

an acclaimed film which won first prize at the Prix Italia

Awards

8CE)REDOFOXX
® MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'

Episode Eight Magic Although Charles breaks

England s heart as well as all his own book sales

records with his weekly publication of The Old

Curiosity Shop, his mental state is a growing cause
for concern

10:30
11:00

8:30 8MZI2) M2IZI ROOTS
^^ .^ WHAT'S HAPPENING!! Nothing Personnel'

Shirley IS crushed when she discovers the company
that hired her as a secretary isn't interested in her

proudly acquired skills but simply signed her on as a

token black

8:58 ONEWSBREAK

9:00 O 3) HURRY TOMORROW Filmed m Los Angeles.
this cinema-vente documentary examines the

drugging of mental patients and psychiatric inmates as

It IS currently practiced in many stale hospitals and
mental institutions throughout the country

OO HAWAII FIVE-O Steve McGarrett and his Five-O

crew seek the killer of an archeologist who was trying

to find the lost grave of King Kamehameha Geraldine

Page quest stars

O@ THE RK;hARD PRYOR SHOW
O (Si BARNEY MILLER Burial Capt Miller and his

detectives are stymied when a mortician reports a

stolen body Then retired detective Phil Fish step j in

to lend a hand in the investigation

© MOVIE Houdini 1953 Tony Curtis. Janet Leigh

Biography of the tamed escaped artist. (2 hrs.l

9:30 O £0 CARTER COUNTRY Baker Buys a House Part

I Curtiss uses an insurance check to buy the house
next door to Jasper who is not exactly liberated on
racial matters

9 58 63 ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00 QNEWS
O O BARNABY JONES Lee Purcell guest stars as
the sister of a hit-and-run victim who disappears after

the accident

O ROSETTI AND RYAN Is There a Lawyer in the

House Edie Adams guest stars as a former movie star

who now produces commercials and suddenly
bernmes involved in a homicide case

11:30

12:00

1:00

2:30

2:40

400
4 30

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
® DICK CAVETT SHOW Responsibility in the

Press' Part II Guests James Brady, associate

publisher of the New Y >rk Post, Tom Wicker,

associate editor of The New>orl< Times. Ben Bradiee.

executive editor of the Washington Post, arid CBS
News president Richard Saiant

© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hurricane 1974 Larry
Hagmen Jessica Walters A hurricane destroys a Gulf

Coast town and the lives of everyone there (R)

§® THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Gabe Kaplan
FOREVER FERNWOOO
THE CBS LATE MOVIE MAS H Hawkeye gams

custody of a Korean girl during a poker game Kojak;
The Frame A thief accuses Kojak of accepting a britje.

(R)

©IRONSIDE
CQ POLICE STORY-THURSOAY NIGHT SPEOAL
POLICE STORY - Line of Fire' A young police officer

|Oins a special unit and must learn to cope with killing

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL A Salute to the Best
Years of Your Hit Parade Guests Snooky Lanson.
Dorothy Collins Gisele Mackenzie. Russell Arms.
Eileen Barton (R)

Si ABC CARTONED NEWS

O POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NK3HT SPEOAL
POLICE STORY • Line ol Fire A young police officer

loins a special unit and must learn to cope with killing

THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL - A Salute to the Best

Years of Your Hit Parade Guests Snooky Lanson.

Dorothy Collms. Gisele Mackenzie, Russell Arms.

Eileen Barton. (R)

O @ TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Doc
Stverinson.

gNEWS
MOVIE She-Wolf of London 1946 June Lockhart.

Don Porter |1 hr 20 mm.)
AOUl
GOOD DAY

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:X

1:00

1:35

1:45

§

O I^IASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'
Episode Eight Magic' Although Charles breaks
England's heart as well as all his own book sales

records with his weekly publication of The Old
Curiosity Shop, his mental state is a growing cause
lor concern

OO SWITCH Pete and Mac go to Las Vegas to help a
young woman determine the cause of her pilot-

father's fatal crash Guest stars Wayne Newton,
Dionne Warwick. Foster Brooks. Jack Colvin. Pamela
Hemsley. George Maharis. Chuck McCann
O ® THE ROCKFORO FILES The Dog and Pony
Show' Jim agrees to help a frightened young woman
overcome a mental problem and finds himself em-
broiled in a bizarre investigation involving the CIA and
the mafia

O CE) THE ABC FRIDAY NKSHT MOVIE W W and the

Dixie Dancekmgs 1974 Burt Reynolds siais as an
easygoing con artist who loves country music, robbing

gas stations and a singer called Dixie - three loves that

keep him in tt\e kind oltroutAe he enjoys (R) (2 hrs )© MOVIE The FBI Story 1959 James Stewart, Vera
Miles History ol the F B I . told Ihrough the eyes of

one agent and his family (2 hrs 30min )

QQ MASSACHUSETTS® BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS Some comical stabs at

the music world include a gorilla ballet, an epic Italian

opera, a serious visual interpretation of a Beta Barlok
piece and another performance by tfiat dynamite
musical group, the Nairobi Trio

QNEWS
O ® OUINCY Murder By Self Ouincy investigates
the alleged suicide of a young latx>r leader and finds

himself in the middle of a battle tietween two unions
(hat are vying to represent farm workers

8 SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

O ® DICK CAVETT SHOW Guesi: Author Jessica
Mitford

ooeo® CQ NEWSO MOVIE Hoter 1967 Rod Taylor Catherine Spaak.
Trials and tribulations at a posh New Orleans hotel (2

hrs 30 mm )

THE TONKjHT SHOW Guest host: Gatie Kaplan.
IREVER FERNWOOO

_ SECOND QTY TV
© MOVIE Sherlock Holmes Faces Death 1943 Basil

Rathtione. Nigel Bruce Discovery of subterranean
crypt helps solve the murders of brothers. (1 hr 30

mm I

® BARETTA They Don't Make Em Like They Used
To' As Tony rides a cross-country bus trying to ferret

out a dangerous criminal from the passengers, he is

followed by an aging master thief who has been
double crossed and will stop at nothing to get revenge
and reclaim a lorlune in stolen gems (R)

8 ABC CAPTK)NED NEWS
MOVIE Bitter Victory' 1958 Richard Burton. Curt

Jurgens (2 hrs.)

O BARETTA They Don't Make Em Like They Used
To' As Tony rides a cross-country bus frying to ferret

out a dangerous criminal from the passengers, he is

followed by an aging master thief who has been
double crossed and will stop at nothing to gel revenge
and reclaim a fortune in stolen gems (R)

P @ THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host Elvin Bishop
Guests K C and the Sunshine Band, Electric Light

Orchestra Van Morrison, Crystal Gayle. Thin Lizzly.

Ronnip McDowi Mickey Thomas

8 NEWS
MOVIE Of Human Bondage 1964 Kim Novak.

Laurence Harvey (2 hrs )

5 ALL NIGHT
HOUSE CALL
GOOD DAY

SHOE
UN

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR 584 9153 'I ^ -i«J.(v M»SS

Adults t2 SO Studtnti with AMC C»fil >? 00 Children $1 2S Twi Lite Show Adult» ft Sludenti »t 50
|

Sptcial liiQ,)nenMnls deluded

ft

Ttie real atory of why

Prcaldent Lincoln

waa killed.

TheLiijcoln
Conqxracy

Fri at 5 30 fl 00 9 56. Twilitei S 01)

S.1I rfi 5 30,8 00,9 55. Twilitet c, nn
Sij': .11 6 T) fl 46 TwihterbOO

P<i

JAMES BOND 007*^

THE SPY
WHO

LOVED ME
ROGER
MOORE

'i ill-! 1 30,9 55 Twv.Mf ••

: ? fX) 6 00 ; 30 9"^'

i 4 30

I' ZOO.b 00 8 30 TA'lne' '- *'

A Kxx^nrvaqi-
IT. 'i.^xy |e»

•;*.-VVfTv

Va i,, rti 'j00 7 3O9 56 TvmitetJtOl

Sdt rtt 2 00500730955
Tv»,iliie'4 30

S ,-' .1 ? 00 6 110 8 30 Tvxiiitp' t. Kil

'm

M ^ !*> ,' 4b 'J Sb Twiiiter 4 1'

,,11 11 / in 6 16 7 45 9 55

• H -«l H 45 Twilili-r »i '

187 n. pleasafit st^ amhertt, ma.

CARTOONS SAT. & SUN
1 and 3 o'clock
All Seats $1.25

THE CREAM
FAREWELL CONCERT
Fri & Sat. 11:45 p.nn

All Seats $2.00
WOUCEO AOUl T t STUDENT PRICES FOR Ty»l I ITf SHOW TICKETS llMITfO TO SEATING
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by Bob Davidson
Collegian Staff

In past years, Homecoming has been
highlighted by the float parade on the eve
of the football game and this year's
Homecoming will be no different.
Steven Aznavourian and Kathy Moore,

Greek Area Activities Co-chairpersons,
have been working hard for the past few
months and have organized a parade that
they think will be enjoyable to all

participants and spectators.
"I think Homecoming is going to be a

pretty spectacular event this year," said
Aznavourian. He cited improved alumni

relations and increased spirit as the reasons
for this conclusion.

Aznavourian and Moore have selected
four persons to judge the floats in this

year's parade. The judges will be: Amherst
Town Manager A. Louss Hayward,
Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia, Paul
Hammel, Assistant to the Vice-chancellor
for Student Affairs and Dean of Students
William F, Field.

According to Aznavourian, applications
for floats were open to all student groups
and outside organizations. Trophies will be
awarded to the best float from a Greek
organizatiom, best float from an outside
organization and most unusual float

The UMass Marching Band and a few
other groups will also march in the parade
The parade will step off from Haigis Mall

on Friday at 7 p.m., and proceed up
Lincolm Ave. and turn left onto Amity St. It

will then advance to N. Pleasant St, turn
left and return to Haigis Mall via N.
Pleasant St. and Mass. Ave. The reviewing
stand will be located in front of the
Amherst Post Office.

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art. From all

corners in all sizes, some with covers
some without, some natural some fancy.
For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils.

Containers for use and beauty.

N«jil to the Amharst Po«t Oillea — Op«fl: 9;3(X, Mon. thru Sat.

^^^^m^^^

This woman and all the other band members have a busy weekend ahead
of them. (Staff Photo by Chris Bourne)

^^

Beat the Crowd

The PEOPLE'S MARKET is opm
SATURDAYS
f or > o II r V (» II \ t' n w n r «•

<>p«" lOt.'M) AM iiniil 5:(M) I'M KoucI Siam|.- jm t i pir.)

People's Market is a non-profit, student-run,
collectively-operated food store.

Volunteers are always welcome.

»>.-ft;»**:r<<»>v"4>'.*:^'f"-»''»'*^>>>ri>'>''>>^.V'^';*j;^'5;iv ; ,.. ^.;J;^vvO^'0^>;^».'>>.*>>>>.i.*j.',>;^^^i->>.**»v•

GOOD LUCK MINUTEMEN

II
f rThe Bell of Amherst

BELL'S PIZZA

65 University Drive

Free Delivery on Campus

Sun. - Thurs.

253-9051 549-1311

Poor
Richards

^^^^^^^^^^^^

HOMECOMING EVENTS

TODAY

Amhersl

SATURDAY

Happy Hour

after the Game
3-7 p.m. OLDIES

SUNDAY

APPYHOU
ALLNITE

7:15Homecoming Float Parade
pm Hagis Mall

3rd Annual Multiband
Concert 8:15 Fine Arts Center
Five-College Dance Concert: Dance as a

visual experience 8 pm Graham Hall,

Smith College

TOMORROW

Tailgate picnic (Alumni) 12
noon next to stadium
UMass vs.. URI 1

Stadium
Benny Goodman
pm Fine Arts Center

pm Alumni

Concert 8

^^^^^^^^^^^^

In 1968 I fought in the streets of Chicago at the Democratic National Convention.

In 1969 I participated with the SOS in occupying the Administration Building

at the University of Chicago.

But, since I met Jesus Christ, I Know that

God loves the people
Daniel at 253-5716

ILas ^egas iSite

1st floor £.C.

0tt, 15 7:30 p.m.

aip!)a |)l)i (Dmtga

Hc*:+c**5*c****************************

¥:

HOURS 9 to 5 30 WEEK DAYS
9 to 5 SATURDAY

PEARL STREET IS ONE BLOCK SOUTH
OF MAIN STREET IN THE CENTER

WILL THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 19767

4c9|t:|e3|c:|e:(c4ci|(*>|e-:**)(i*

If most of the forecasters are correct tt

will be, so why not get ready now
Gleason's is all stocked with stylish

and practical cold weather outdoor
clothing for all your fall and winter
needs Come in early and look over the
Quality lines we stock. Also ask us
about our early birds/ buy special.

Don Gleason — Quality Down Vests

North Face- Down Parkas and Botties

Sierra Designs- Down and GO'^O Parkas

Camp 7 - Down Vests and Mtn Parkas

Camp Trails - PolarguarrI Vests b Parkas

Woolrich- Rugged Shirts. Pants, Jackets

Duofold - Quality 2 Layer Underwear
Wigwam— Hats, Socks and Mitts

Vasque - Hiking Boots
Sorel- Insulated Boots

Also a Complete Selection of

Camping & Backpacking
Equipment on display

iTents, Packs. Etc )

^^^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

"k

•^%'^-:)fi'^%-:)(:'^^%%-^-^%':^-:^^%^%%':^^%^%':^-^%'¥%^'^^

'.*^v*.' V tr^m « •^•^ fc * * '•^ • ^ «^*

HOMECOM(NG77
6TH ANNUAL BLOODY MARY

BREAKFAST

SATURDAY 10:30 AM

HAPPY HOUR AFTER THE GAME
WITH

JimPlunkett

#%
a.v^5:r?'"?

1917 grad returning

60 grid seasons later
By Ron Arena
Collegian Staff

The scene - Harvard Stadium in

Cambridge on a cold and rainy Saturday in

September. The UMass football team, in a

strong performance, has silenced the
partisan fans of the Ivy class by grabbing a

17 lead over the Crimson. Most of the
fans leave disappointed but John Sauter is

one happy man on this raw afternoon.
John Sauter is 85 years old and a graduate

of the class of 1917 at the University of

Massachusetts. He is a graduate who is

proud of his alma mater, a graduate with
some fond memories. Sauter has displayed
that pride since he left a homey "aggie"
campus some 60 years ago.
Sauter says he attends UMas football

games "every chance" he gets, and has
made the trip from his home in Quincy
every spring since hi 25th birthday to sit in

on commencement. He has been able to

attend only one football game this year,

that being the Harvard tilt. His reaction?

"Even the lousy day that it was with the
weather, the exhibition put on was
something to be proud of, "Sauter said.

"I'll tell you what I miss though is the

sideline pass," he continued. "Teams don't

use that as much as they used to."

He also recalled th eold statue of liberty

play, a formation still sometimes used in

the pros. "The end arounds, the double
reverses, there's nothing new under the

sun," he joked.

Judging by some of Sauter's past stories,

however, a lot of things have changed at

the University. A quote beside his picture in

the 1917 Index claims Sauter "loving the

ladies and has a girl in every port." Well,

Mr. Sauter is quick to inform that in 1917,

499 of the 500 students at UMass were
men. That's a lot of attention for one
woman.
Looking ahead to tomorrow's game with

Rhode Island, Sauter picks UMass to win,

but he strays away from a prediction of the

score.

"I wouldn't come within miles," he
laughs. "I think the big game will be with

3Jo!)n fWartin tauter

.July 21, IS'.'-'

Iiirtnrs I'.ills iHI I'icasaiit .>lrfrl

.\IllT()l>illl<>(J.V

( •jas.s h.(,tl,all Cii.

"I'lilTy", the (Mli.irrt ;it Ivldic's, is aUii llic iii-

.Inictor in niinU-in or classif llaM<'lll^ ,il tlii' >ainf

|M>;tul.ir li)lisl<T pal.arc. lie, iiki' "I'imis", liiM'- llii-

iailit'x am! lias a ifirl in every jxtrt. lie is alsn mie

of I he few "lilue liirils" lefl nn llie drill |:r<iiiiii|s.

and the newroiner is startled into Im'Iicv inc dial
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New Hampshire again. I really think UMass
wil take this one. We have some good
things going for us."

Asked if he had any favorites on this

years's UMass team, he quickly, and rather

oddly, answered with a sharp "no."
"I guess the last time I've really had a

favorite was back when UMass had Yogi
Berra'sson (Tim).

"

Sauter describes himself as a football

fanatic, saying he used to be a permanent
fixture in many football stadiums, including

Yale-Harvard rivalries and the old Boston
College-Holy Cross matchups.

"I just love football," he said.

John Sauter is the kind of person a

Homecoming was made for. May his day
be a good one.

Parties out- URI in
By Mike Berger
Collegian Staff
With the many assorted activities of this

Homecoming weekend, one would think

that it would be tough for the UMass
coaches and players to concentrate upon
tomorrow's football game with Rhode
Island.

But according to UMass head coach Dick

MacPherson, the first and foremost

thought in all the players' and the coaches'

minds is Rhode Island and nothing else.

"It's great to see the idea of Homecoming
being brought back to the level it was in the

60's with a good amount of student

involvement. But it sure makes it tough

upon the coaches and the players to

concentrate, " said MacPherson.
MacPherson, who is in his seventh year

of coaching UMass football, has compiled

a record of 37 wins and 24 losses and also

has a present season mark of 4-1. He said

that in many colleges and universities

across the country, the whole football team
will spend the last two days prior to the

football game away from the campus on
Homecoming weekend.

"t wish I could to that here. I know with

the Friday night parade and other events

that are going on, it will be a great

temptation for our players to get wrapped
up in it. But we are stressing to our people

that our first and foremost objecive is to

concentrate on Rhode Island " said

MacPherson.
All the other stuff that goes along wif^

Homecoming comes after 4:00 Saturday
afternoon or when the game is over," he
added.
After the game, MacPherson, his

coaching staff, and players are invited to

many of the parties put on by the alumni,

Greeks, and students.

"It's tough as nell going to all these parties

when you lose and when you lose badly,

meaning a bad performance," said

MacPherson.

In last year's homecoming, UMass lost to

UConn, 28-6 bu* MacPherson emphasized
that the players and the coaches want to

forget about that less permanently.

"It's a new year, with a lot of optimism,

enthusiasm, and excitement. We have alot

of talent along with disiphned, hard-

working players and I really dont think

anything like last year's homecoming game
will be repeated, "said MacPherson.
In an effort to emphasize the importance

of the game, MacPherson has asked his

players to get a lot of sleep Thursday night

and tonight in an effort to be mentally

prepared. Today's practice schedule will be
light with all the hard contact aorkouts

having been done on Monday through

Thursday.
'Homecoming will be a lot sweeter to the

coaches, players, alumni, and students if

we have a victory. We are doing everything

we can to make our players both mentally

ar.o physically prepared for Satruday's

qame against the Rams, "MacPherson said.
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Footballto highlight weekend
Gridders seek 5th

by Rich Eckel
Collegian Staff

Homecoming weekends are supposed
to be a time for celebration and
partying,. But for Umass football

coach Dick MacPherson, too often he
has not felt like partying on Saturday
night.

Since taking over the head coaching
position 10 years ago, MacPherson's
teams have managed to win just four
homecoming games.
This season's team will be looking to

reverse that trend when it seeks its

fifth straight victory tomorrow as it

plays host to the University of Rhode
Island at 1:00 in its annual homecoming
game at Alumni Stadium.
The Minutemen, like last season,

enter the homecoming contest
sporting an impressive 4-1 record. But
MacPherson doesn't expect the same
letdown that led to last season's loss to
UConn and an eventual 5-5 record.

"It's something we won't have a
problem with this year because we've
got a veteran squad that knows what's
expected of them," said MacPherson.
"The guys are just going to have to

wait until four o'clock before they start

celebrating. We are a necessary part of
homecoming, and we can put
everybody in a good mood on Saturday
night, and that's what we want too

."

Before MacPherson and his team can
begin celebrating, they must contend
with Yankee Conference foe URI. The
Rams enter the game with a 2-3 record.

and a 1-0 YanCon mark, by virtue of a
28-0 victory over Maine.
In its independant clashes, URI beat
Holy Cross, sandwiched between
setbacks to Northeastern and Brown.
Last weekend the Rams not only
dropped a 42-16 decision to Lehigh, but
lost one of their primary offensive
weapons.
According to URI Sports Information

Director James Norman, wide receiver

Tom Spann, who was a first team all-

conference choice last year, suffered a
severly separated shoulder and will be
lost to the team for the rest of the
season. Spann, a senior,was ranked
second among YanCon receivers this

season with 17 receptions for 274
yards.

The loss of Spann, but URI has plenty
of firepower up the middle to warrant
the Minutemen's attention.

Steve Tosches, starting quarterback,
is a junior transfer from Idaho State
who sat out last season, and leads the
highly respected URI backfield.
According to Norman, Tosches was
also hurt in last weekend's game
against Lehigh when he sustained a

bad back bruise and had to sit out the
second half of the game. However,
Tosches' status is listed as probable for

tomorrow's contest.

The Rams also boast the running duo
of fullback Rich Moser and tailback

Leroy Shaw currently rated as two of
the top backs in the Yan Con.
Moser, an academic All-Anr>erican, is

averaging 5.1 yards per carry and is

eighth in the country In Division Two
scoring. Shaw is averaging 4.2 yards
per carry and is tied for second in over-
all rushing yardage in the YanCon.

The Ram defense is spearheaded by
linebacker Rom Marhefka, a Clinton
native, who is averaging better than 12
solo tackles a game. Marhefka is the
first URI athlete in any sport to be
named to the ECAD's all-star team four
weeks in a row.

Meanwhile, UMass enters the game
with some players who have also
received recognition as Yan Con
standouts. Earlier in the week UMass
halfback Bill Coleman was selceted as
the conference's offensive player of
the week along with New Hampshire's
Bill Burnham. Coleman had his best
day ever as a Minuteman last week
when he carried the ball 30 times for
156 yards. This performance gained the
praise of MacPherson.

"We can't ask for anymore than we've
been getting out of Billy," said the
coach. "We've been trying to get him
the ball at least 20 tinges a game and
like all great backs he wants that ball."

Junior linebacker Joe McLaughlin
was chosen as the defensive player on
the week for his seven tackles, three
assists and blocked extra point
attempt against BU last weekend.
Defensive back Kevin Sullivan was also
given honorable mention recognition
for his performance last week.

4 wins leads to 7th spot

c
3
o
CO
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By Judy Van Handle
Collegian Staff

It ail began on a sunny Saturday afternoon
in West Point, N.Y.
And it did not look promising.
A quaterback named Leamon Hall threw
touchdown passes almost at will against a
beleaguered UMass defense while leading
his Army teammates to a 34-10 victory.

But what has happened in the interim
between then and now has been enough to
bring visions of a Yankee Conference
championship to the minds of many
Minutemen grid followers.

After the abysmal season opener, the
UMass football team now finds itself

ranked seventh nationwide in the latest

Division II poll with a 4-1 record.

But you'll never find UMass coach Dick
MacPherson looking ahead to the
November 12 showdown with New
Hampshire which may decide who takes
control of the Beanpot for the 1977 season.

"The team promised me we'd never go
ahead of one game," MacPherson said.

"Hey, Rhode Island will be gunning for us.

They're undefeated in the conference too."
But if MacPherson, his pJayers, and any
UMass fans were to look back they would
see:

- A 28-0 Yan Con opening win over Maine,
keyed by a stingy defense and the rushing
of Billy Coleman.
- A 17-0 shutout of Harvard in a regionally

televised game, which marked the first time
since 1972 that the Minutemen have beaten
the Crimson.

- A record-breaking passing display by
Mike Fallon (five touchdown passes) and
Kevin Cummlngs (three TD's) which led

UMass to a thouroughly convincing 54-13
win over Youngstown State.

- And, finally, last week's 41-16 triumph
over Boston University. The game was
highlighted by Coleman's 19B rushing

yards. Hank Sareault's 101, a 34-point

second half splurge, and a lOO-yard Steve
LeMay touchdown run with an
interception.

Yes, after that lambasting from the Cadets
back on Sept. 10, UMass has shown that it

is, indeed, an impressive football team.
And that doesn't surprise MacPherson at

all.

"We thought we had a good football team
at the start of the season," he said. "The
scrimmage with Dartmouth (14-14 tie) just

proved what we thought. And in the Army
game, the score was really no indication of

the game. In the fourth quarter, we relt we
still had a chance to win it. But, we
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fumbled, Army got the ball and another
touchdown, and we were just out of it after

that."

Like any team that experiences success,
the Minutemen can point to several factors

which have made the season such a smash.
The backfield of Coleman, Sareault, and
Dennis Dent, for one has been simply
sensational.

Coleman, a senior, has gained 540 yards
and scored four touchdowns to rank
second in the Yan Con ground race behind
New Hampshire's dynamo Bill Burnham. A
workhorse in the backfield, Coleman has
averaged 22 carries a game. If he continues
along his present pace, he stands an
excellent chance to break Paul Metallo's

record of most yards gained in a season
(860).

Sareault, a 235-lb. junior fullback has
sledgehammered his way to 317 yards on
the ground thus far. He has averaged
almost five yards per carry while scoring
two TD's.

Dent, the tiny junior halfback, scored the
winning touchdown against Harvard after

catching a swing pass from Mike Fallon and
fancy-footing his way 69-yards down the
sideline. Dent has averaged an amazing
seven and a half yards per carry and has
also hauled in three passes.

And the quaterbacking situation, which
had looked so dismal after Mike Fallon

limped off the field at Army with a knee
injury, has rebounded to being an integral

part of the offense.

Fallon skipped the Maine game, but came
back in the Harvard affair to lead the
Minutemen to the win. His performance in

the Youngstown State game was
outstanding n2-18, five TD's), and he
again was at the helm of the UMass offense
intheBU win.

But behind any rushing unit is an offensive

line, and MacPherson has nothing but
praise for his men in the trenches.

"We have six great offensive linemen,"
MacPherson enthused. "The power of it,

the strength of it, is just something. They
all worked to get that way."
Althoug the Minutemen lost guard Puss
Cooke early in the season with a head
.njury, the entire unit has not seemed to

have felt his absence at all.

The starters - Mike McLaughlin, Bruce
Kimball, Jirri Penta, Gerry Greene, and
Ross Schuoarth - has combined to blow
out the opposition, while subs Alec
Westerlind and Rich Souley have also

developed into fine i^riemen.

"The three tigh' amis (Moses V\/ill!a'Tis,

Kevin Cummings, arK •-ovir ^ nkowltzj

have all been blocking wt , Loo,"

MacPherson added.
The receiving corps, led by John
Gladchuk (eight catches), Cummings and
Chris Kurtz (six apiece) has also come
through when called upon.
But the defense, always a prime

ingredient of a MacPherson-coached team,
has been immense against the run but not
always against the pass.

The defensive backfield, which was
riddled by Hall, was considered shaky prior

to the season. Injuries have taken Dave
Croasdale, Todd Holt, and John Beerworth
out of action for portions of the campaign,
but the bench has picked up the slack.

"Kevin Sullivan and Joe Harrington have
been the key to the backfield,"
MacPherson noted.

Sullivan, an all Yan-Con honorable
mention pick last week, and Harrington,

who intercepted a pass against Harvard,
have stepped in for the injured performers
and have done creditable jobs.

And now, with Croasdale healthy again

and Holt a possible for tomorrow's game,
the secondary should be bolstered in terms
of manpower.
"We just can't have any more injuries,"

MacPherson said in regard to the

secondary situation.

As for the rest of the defense, it is "all

playing damn good football," according to

the coach.
"The inside linebackers (Joe McLaughlin
and Peter McCarty) are all playing great,

while Phil Puopolo (middle guard) just

cements down the center of the line."

While Steve Telander broke a hand in the

Harvard game, John D'Amato filled in

without a hitch at one of the defensive end
spots. Although D'Amato has a slight tear

in a muscle in his lower abdomen,
MacPherson said he should play tomorrow.

The coach also lauded the play of his

other defensive performers - linemen John
Willis, David Bemis, and John McDonald.
"When we have a healthy squad, we can

play great football," MacPherson stressed.

And now, with half the season gone by
the boards, the Minutemen's mentor
reflected on his team.

"Success breeds success," he
philosophized. "We can't afford a letdown.
We're a good football team that's got to

.stay well."

And il the Minutemen stay out of the

;iosp!tal bed and stay on the playing field,

perhapb a Yankee Conference title is not

such an inconceivable thought after all.

The Hasr thing a coUege

senior leeds is another

pat on the back.
As a college senior, credit-card offers,

promises and congratulations come pouring in.

F.nioy It while you can Because it won't Ust.

Out in the world, you'll have to work things out

fo' yourself, i^nd one of those things .s

life i isurance

ridciily L nio'^ l.lfe has 3 plan de-^igned for you:

the vol lege Master* the insur-
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lege seniors than any other.
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Union Life
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Create a casual duet for Fall. Slip on a
lOCVo cotton top in natural, autumn-
weight !uxe weave So outdoorsy over

straiahtlegged corcuroy pan"^. Very

comfortable surroundings

of£arth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

Happy Hours

Combine delicate texture, gorgeous
prints and the luxury of natural wool, and
what do you have but this season's
major fashion fabric. ..challis. Sleek it on
in our floral print skirt with elasticized
waist and come away with a rich splash
of color for autumn combinations.

Faces^.

Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

UniversityDan cers to perform
a t IVIultiband Popscon cert
by Bob Davidson
Collegian Staff
The University Dancers, a performance
group composed of dance students and
faculty, will make a feature appearance at
the third annual Multiband Pops concert on
October 14, at 8:15 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall.

According to Richard Jones, director of
the group, the dancers will perform two
works, "Metamorphosis" and "Turn on to
Mangione". Both works were
choreographed by Jones.
The dancers will be accompanied in

"Metamorphosis" by the UMass
'Percussion Ensemble, under the direction
or pi]L>tessor Peter H. Tanner.
Accortfinq to Jones, the piece is "My

impression of fabric sculpture by Carol
Duke and how<"i I -.perceive it with the
music." He added that ttH; piece consists of
basic, primitive movements.
Jones said that the Mangiorre piece
consists of freer, flowing dance

movements performed to a recording of
Mangione's music.
Director of Bands John A. Jenkins said

the performance will mark the first time the
dance group has been a part of the
Multiband Pops concert.

Professor Walter M. Chesnut will make a
return appearance at the concert playing
the trumpet solo in Herbert L. Clarke's
"Debutante". He will be accompanied by
the UMass Wind Ensemble.

The solo was originally performed by
Clarke with the John Phillip Souza band at
the turn of the century and is "the ultimate
in cornet virtuosity," Henkins said.

Having received his bachelor of music and
master of music degrees from the
University of Michican, Chesnut has been
active as a soloist, climical and conductor
in Michigan and New England. He has
appeared throughout Europe as a solist

with many touring groups.

Chesnut has been a member of seven
symphony orchestras and was the principal
trumpet in the Springfield Symphone
Orchestra from 1967 to 1973. In October
1975 he was a guest solist with the Boston
Pops Orchestra playing the Haydn Trumpet
Concerto in E-flat in Amherst and in

Symphony Hall in Boston.

Diane Luciani, former Marching Band
Feature Twirler, will twirl to the music of
"Cabaret" in a special act in honor of the
UMass alumni. Luciani is a former world
champion baton twirler.

Other groups slated' to perform at the
concert include the UMass Symphony
Band, the UMass Marimbas, the Jazz
Workship "Big Band" and Chamber
Ensemble and the Umass "Minuteman"
Marching Band.

The concert is free and is slated to be a
of the Homecoming celebration.

Vegas night parts gamblers
and their money-for charity
By Marianne Tenney
Collegian Staff

Are you playing with a full deck? Even if

you aren't ,you will be happy to know that
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring their

thirteenth annual Las Vegas Night this

Saturday. The festivities are being held on
the first floor of the Campus Center and the
doors will be open to the public at 7:30 pm.

The main purpose of Las Vegas night is to

earn money for various charities. In the
twelve yars that it has existed, $82,000 has
been raised, according to APO member
Steven Robinson. The money raised is

divided evenly, and donated to such
charities as The American Foundation for

the Blind, The National Hemophilia

Foundation, ABC (Amherst Better
Chance), Local Council of Boy Scouts, and
The National Association for Paraplegics.

Last year. Las Vegas Night provided Alpha
Phi Omega with $1000 to be donated. This
year's goal is to earn $2000 Robinson said.

Another purpose of Las Vegas Night is to
provide a "good time for all." Upon
entering, $1 admission is required, and in

return one recieves $5000 worth of play
money. The money can then be used
during the evening for gambling purposes.
Blackjack, poker, roulette, dice cages,
craps, and chance wheels are among the
various games avaliable.

During the evening, one can also place a
vote for the Royalty person. Voting will

cease at 9 pm and the lucky winner will be

crowned at 10:00 pm. The candidates
pictures have been displayed all week in the
Campus Center, and will also be displayed
Satruday evening . This year's candidtes
range from Sorority women, to a young
dog named Pepper.

At 11pm the auction wili begin. All the

money that will hopefully have been won
during the evening will be used to purchase

merchandise at the auction.

Tickets at three for $1 or fifty cents a
piece can also be bought for the raffle of a
10 speed bike. The evening's festivities will

end when the raffling and auction
concludes.

Unlike Las Vegas, Nevada the most you
can lose is$1.-

2for 1
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Pro, anti-union groups tall<
Bi JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Representatives of pro-union and anti-
union groups met last night in Patterson
dormitory, Southwest, in a unionization

Pat O'Donnell - con

workshop and agreed the present student
government structure is faulty. The methods
of improvement form the basis of the
disagreement.

Pat O'Donnell, an originator of the Non-
Unionist Students group represented the
anti-union side. Susan Birmingham of the
Siudent Organizing Project (SOP) was there
supporting the pro-unipn side. Student
Government Association Co-President Jon
Hite was there to speak on both positions.
Steve Ross, Patterson senator, moderated
the discussion.

Both sides agreed there were problems
with the present structure. "Our energies are
so diffused that we can't come up with a way
io affect policies," said Birmingham.

O'Donnell said the solution is, "to tinker
with the structure we have now." He added
"We don't need to throw the whole system
out."

O'Donnell continued to say that "the
problem is that the senate can't tap the block
of apathetic students." O'Donnell said
changes needed in the present structure
included simplification of the system of recall
of senators to make them more accountable.
He urged the passage of "sunshine
legislation" to help the senate "open up to
ihe people."

Hite said the main problem is "we never
consult people who are not into student
government." The SGA co-president made
iwo proposals to increase communication
between senators and their constituencies.

Anti-Bakke
demonstration
cites inequities

By I^ARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The first step in a long process of pointing
out the facts and implications of the Alan
Bakke case of "reyerse discrimination" was
the purpose of a rally held Friday inside the
Siudent Union, according to Jon Yong, an
Asian-American student and member of the
Anti-Bakke Decision Coalition.

The California Supreme Court upheld
Bakke's claim that the University of
California-Davis Medical School
discriminated against him because he is

white, and the case is now before the U.S.
Supreme Court.

The rally, scheduled to be held outside the
Student Union, was moved indoors because
of inclement weather. Yong addressed the
crowd of about 75 people along with three
other members of the Anti-Bakke Decision
Coalition, Sally Reece, Kelly Brown, and
Nikuma Olinga.

Reece, Graduate Student Senate speaker,
said a set back for affirmative action meant
less minority doctors than the already low
number in this country today.
"We have one black doctor for every 4,000

blacks, but we have one white doctor for
every 700 whites," she said.

Yong charged UCal- Davis with presenting
a poor case to the California courts because
"they don't want affirmative action."
Yong continued that affirmative action

was needed because minority students are at
a disadvantage in all phases of the
educational system. He pointed out that
niedical school aptitude tests are "culturally
biased" and "made by the ruling class for the
ruling class."

Yong cited a study which revealed that
minority students who had already com-
pleted two years of successful medical study
were found to score worse on the aptitude
tests than some whites who had flunked
medical study.

Kelly Brown, also a member of the
Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa, said the Bakke case was just part of a
large number of attacks on race in this
country of late.

He called the reverse discrimination
concept the "cutting edge for white people"
that makes them believe affirmative action
threatens them. Brown called for "a mass
movement to protect the gains that have
been made" by minorities in this country.
Nikumah Olinga called for everyone to

fight racism on this campus, citing the
reported cross burning outside a Blue Wall
disco last Wednesday night attended
predominately by Third World students as
evidence of such racism. He also announced
a conference on racism scheduled for Nov
11-12.

After some 45 minutes of speeches, Stan
Kinard, coordinator of the Office of Third
World Affairs, pointed out to the gathering
there was a commentary in Friday's
Collegian which he termed "The most racist
thing he had ever read in the Collegian."

In a spur of the moment decision, the
demonstrators marched through the Campus
Center to confront the Collegian about the
column written by Student Senator Bob
Melia.

At the Collegian office. Executive Editor
William Sundstrom explained the com-
mentary was meant to be a satire of the
siudent senate and he did not realize it would
be racially offensive, although he could now
see how it could be.
Much discussion was given to the

possibility of a Collegian apology being
published, but Editor-in-Chief Ronald J
Arena could only say it would be brought up
before the Board of Editors.

Despite the explanation, demonstrators
were still bothered by what they thotfght to
be a lack of sensitivity for racism by the
Collegian, and cited examples in the past
they felt proved their point.

Hite called for the senate to table all motions
for one week to allow senators to discuss the
issues with their voters before voting on
ihem.

Hite also suggested that senators get
signed letters from dorm councils to prove
they had met with the grouo.

The discussion also touched on legislation
to recognize students' collective bargaining
rights. Hite pointed out there is "no statute
which says students can negotiate "

Educational laws state the Board of Trustees
has all rights to run the University. Although
power can be delegated by the board to the
students Hite said, "I really don't think the
Board of Trustees in a simple maneuver will
delegate this authority."

Birmingham responded by saying "Laws
come about because they are pressed for ...

people can affect decisions by working for
them. The point is that we don't necessarily
need formal representation to affect
academic and residential quality." She cited
students who have had informal negotiations
with the administration in the past.

She also pointed out the efforts of the
siudent academic council in the economics
department.
The question of what students had to

bargain with came up in the discussion.
Birmingham suggested that student money
could be put in escrow until demands were
met. She called a student strike an
"ultimate" resort.

Birmingham said, "participation is the key,

coordination is the key. We should be one
organization."

Hite said, "Unionization is an option. Non-
unionization is an option. What we have now
IS an option. Modifications to all of these are
options."

Susan Birmingham - pro

Pepper, the Wonder Dog, was a poor loser in the Royalty Person Contest held at
Alpha Phi Omega's Las Vegas Night. Pepper is shown here attempting to bite the
knee cap of the winner. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)
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Cross burning reports upset brass
B\/ DOROTHY A
Collegian Staff

CLARK

UMass administrators said over the
weekend they are dismayed at reports of a
cross burning last Wednesday night outside
a Blue Wall disco attended predominately by
Third World students.

When asked what effect he felt the in-

cident would have on the University, Dean of
Siudents William F. Field said Saturday, "I

don't know. I hope all people see it as it

probably is," the work of "a couple of drunk
idiots."

The cross, a metal T-frame similar to those
used for display by vendors on the Campus
Center concourse, was seen aflame through
the large display window of the Blue Wall by
several students attending the disco. It was
seen burning shortly after midnight. No one
was reported near the structure.

Although two Collegian staff members
were notified about 45 minutes after the
incident, campus police were not.

According to Paul Campbell and Earl

Brown, two UMass students attending the
function who went out to inspect the cross
after the flames died down, the T-frame was
about five-feet high with a span of about two
to three feet.

Campbell said there were pieces of charred
newspaper on the arms of the structure,
masking tape wrapped at the intersection of
the metal poles, and a charred tree branch
lying at the base of the frame.
Upon inspection of the area Friday by

campus police, no traces of the cross were
found. The Physical Plant grounds foreman
could not be reached yesterday about the
possibility of the frame being removed by
grounds workers.

Field said if the incident was bigger,
perhaps the campus police would have been
notified immediately. "The verbal statement
cross burning,' " he said, "is much more
dramatic than the act itself." Field also said
he doesn't see the act as representative of a
large group action.

Acting Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Robert L. Woodbury, unaware of the in-

cident until Saturday night because he was
out of town, said the incident was probably
the actions of one or two persons.

"There is no question on the campus that
racism is a problem," Woodbury said.

"Obviously, there are some people on
, campus that would do this type of thing."

Provost Paul L. Puryear said he also was
unaware of the incident because he was out
of town. "I'm very troubled by things of this
kind, it takes me back to my days of the
South," he said yesterday.

"I'm very disturbed that something like

this would happen on our campus," Puryear
said, adding that he would be able to
comment further after he had obtained more
information.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery said
yesterday of last Wednesday's incident, "It
didn't seem to create the concern or interest
on the campus as the Hampshire incident,
probably because it happened at Hampshire
first." A cross vas burnt outside a Hamp-
shire College Third World party on Sept. 24.

"I'm sorry to say it doesn't surprise me,"
Bromery said. "We've got some people in

the University community who will behave as
some people out there."

Bromery said there is a "disappointingly
high level of racism on campus," and
"We've been rather complacent in thinking
this thing couldn't happen here."

Bromery also said he feels the cross
burning at UMass was committed by one or
two persons. His major concer, he said, is the
fact that people such as these were admitted
to the University, due to "a failure in our
selection system or our education process.

"Somebody may put it (the cross burning)
under the guise of a prank, but I can't
imagine it as a prank," he said. "It takes a
certain mentality to do this.

"I don't think you ever catch an individual
like this; I don't think it's that important to
try." It's not just one or two persons who are
guilty, he said, but also the peer group that
condones this type of action. "It's the friends
who surround this individual that need help
also," said Bromery.

Homecoming important... Greeiciiy
By DEBORAH GOODWIN
Collegian Staff

Bloody Mary breakfasts, cocktail
parties, formals, the Float Parade the
crowning of the Royalty Queen and Las
Vegas Night all within the same weekend
can only mean one thing: the Greek
celebration of Homecoming.
"Homecoming is not as big as it used

'o be on campus but with the Greeks it

still IS an important event. Unlike the
dorms, Greek alumni have a home to
come back to," said Cindy Young of
Kappa Alpha Theta.

Rich Wellan of Phi Sigma Kappa said
he feels the money spent on the cocktail
party, banquet and formal is all worth it.

"We'll all be alumni and will want to
come back and have a good time

"

Wellan said.

Apparently, most of the Greek area
residents agreed withe Wellan, spon-
soring similar activities for returning
bonhers and sisters.

According to Young, the Float Parade
was the only traditional Greek event left

in ihe system. Four judges from the
Amherst area this year awarded Phi
Sigma Kappa and lota Gamma Upsilon
he best overall float" trophy for the

iheme, "Shear Energy."
The joint efforts of Delta Chi, Zeta Psi

and Sigma Kappa won "the most
original" float for "Ram and Eggs." The
Pub was awarded "best float outside the
Greek system" for their theme on Star
Wars

According to Kevin E. Woods from Phi

Sigma Kappa, the parade cost between
$70 80 and took 50 rolls of toilet paper
and 32 hour* to make the winning float
which consisted of 10-foot tall football
players shearing a ram, six feet tall and
1W0 feet wide near a goal post.

Chicken wire, old Collegians and toilet
paper, and paint were the main
ingredients used in the making of the
seven floats displayed outside the
stadium before Saturday's football game
against the University of Rhode Island.

The crowning of Mary Kerr as Royalty
Queen and the auctioning of prizes from
local stores and restaurants were the
highlights of Las Vegas Night, sponsored
by the national service sorority. Alpha Phi
Omega.

Kerr was sponsored by Phi Sigma
Kappa, whose house raised about $100
according to the winner.

According to Rick Goldstein, Las
Vegas Night chairman, $615 was raised
for chanty from the Royalty Queen
competition in which 16 sororities and
fraternities sponsored a candidate. With
money counting as a vote, the house
with the most money won the award.
According to Mark Tobin, en-

tertainment director, over 1,800 people
attended Las Vegas Night, making over
$11,500 which will also be given to
charities. The Campus Center donated
'he ground floor for the event which
must be reserved five years in advance
said Bob Earmest, a student from Alpha
Phi Omega.
"They break their backs for us. The

people are qreai here. No trouble at all."

In anticipation, a clarinet player awaits her lines. Could this be the beginning of
another Benny Goodman? (Staff photo by Howard Labitt)

OHAG seeks loan from SGA
By JACK GRAVEL

L

Collegian Staff

Orchard Hill Area Government (OHAG)
last night voted to seek a loan from the
Undergraduate Student Senate to fund a

snack bar in Field House as opposed to

allocating $1,500 out of the Orchard Hill

budget.

Student representatives expressed doubt
concerning the need for a snack bar and also
for the chances that such a venture would be
financially successful.

In the first budget meeting of this year, an
amendment to reallocate all funds in the
Orchard Hill budget, was adopted. The
amendment was sponsored by Dave Mark-

man, coordinator of the Orchard Hill Men's
Center.

This was funher amended to provide for a
coffeehouse fund which would contain $250.
The success of the recent Grayson cof-
feehouse was a motivating factor for this

allocation. The concept of a union of Or-
chard Hill musicians was suggested to be in

charge of this fund.

Notice
Campus Center Board of Governor

elections will be held today and
tomorrow between noon and 6 p.m. in

the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student
Union.

amherst
briefs

Town IVieeting aired
Coverage of tonight's special town meeting will be carried live onWMUA 9.1 FM, beginning at 7:30. WMUA's Charlie Holmes will

anchor the broadcast from the junior high school auditorium Guest
commentator will be Amherst Record reporter Nancy Newcombe

Also, WMUA Public Affairs Director Dave Pachecho will host an
hour-long live broadcast of the selectmens meeting from the junior
high school beginning at 6 p.m.
WMUA took over the broadcasting job last March after the town

decided not to allocate funds for cable-TV coverage of town
meetings. The student-run UMass station also broadcast last May's
Town Meeting.

Bacic-tax iist field
Delinquent taxpayers owing the town over $500,000 in back real

estate taxes will remain anonymous - for the time being. Amherst
Town Attorney John F. Murphy Jr. has advised the board of
selectmen not to publish the names of the delinquents until a similar
test case in Lynn is resolved. The selectmen agreed.

In a letter to Town Manager A. Louis Hayward, Murphy said the
selectmen are currently immune from liability, but state laws con-
cerning actions by public officials are about to be changed. The new
change would be retroactive to 1973, so the town could be held
responsible for any actions by its officials.

Meanwhile the cities of Worcester and Adams have jumped in to
become co-defendants in the Lynn case, which will be heard Oct. 27.
The case is considered a test case for the entire state.

Pssst, want to meet
a century-old girl?

Amherst College officials don't seem too worried over the recent
disappearance of Sabrina, a 350-lb. metal statue abducted from her
plexiglass case by unidentified rapscallions last week. It's not the
first time.

For the past 100 years Sabrina has been the unwitting spoil(s) of
an intense rivalry between odd and even year classes at Amherst.
The semi-nude bronze maiden has on numerous occassions over the
years vanished, only to mysteriously reappear once again.

Last week three masked men made their way into Converse hall
Sabnna's resting place since last June, bound and gagged the
switchboard operator on duty, cut through the protective case and
made off with her in the back of a UHaul truck. She has not been
heard from since.

"I wasn't even sure today's students were aware of the tradition
"

said Amherst spokesman Douglas Wilson." "It's been more or less
forgotten in recent years."

Wilson, like the rest of Amherst College, has taken the incident in
a stride. Old tradition says the pilferers must publicly display the
statue at least once a year. Just to give the others an even shot you
understand.

JOEMAGLITTA
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The UMass Fine Arts Center was packed Saturday night as Benny Goodman
showed that a clarinet can do some incredible things, musically. (Staff photo bv
Howard Labitt)

^

DNA baclcers
modify proposal
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Sponsors of controversial articles dealing
with recombinant DNA research and safety
regulation of a local gun club say they will

present altered versions of their proposals at
the special Town Meeting tonight.
The 240 elected Town Meeting members

will begin their session at 7:30 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Amherst Regional Junior
High School. The meeting will be broadcast
live in its entirety by WMUA.
Town Meeting Moderator William F. Field

said last night he expects the meeting to last
more than one night because of the nature of
the issues.

Members will reconvene Wednesday night
at 7:30 if tonight's debate is prolonged.
A group of petitioners. Citizens for

Responsible Genetic Research, say they will

ask for a voluntary seven-month ban on
recombinant DNA testing at area schools.
Their original petition called for an all-out ban
on the testing.

Under the revised proposal, the Board of
Selectmen would appoint a nine-member
committee of people who have no
professional interest in the research. The
proposed committee would study safety and
moral issues, then report to Town Meeting in

May. A decision would then be made by
Town Meeting.

Article 8 on the warrant, or agenda,
proposes the town adopt National Rifle
Association gun club safety regulations for
use at the Norwottuck Fish and Game Club
in South Amherst. Seymour Epstein, whose
name appears on the petition to adopt the
rules, said last night he will withdraw the
article in favor of a Board of Selectmen's
article to set up a study commission on the
situation.

Apples—a lighter side
By GAYLE SORER
Collegian Staff

If you're thinking of giving an apple to your teacher for the first

day of classes next year>.^forget it because a UMass scientist of the
plant and soil science^„jdepn» trying to prevent the September

then began to ripen early in August. After that, the red lights went
on every night at midnight for 15 minutes.

Exp)eriments were done by exposing trees to different light in-
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^
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certain light changes associated with autumn are sensed by the
plant, an enzyme goes to work in the stenr^;A spws^l layer of OBli

shears the stem; the fruit or leaf then dropg^if^^ ;fi
* *S"

A series of greegJiouse ex{>efimer>t8 at C5TE laps, using lights and
other crops, led ine plant and soil sciences dept. researchers to

believe they coufti modify the abscission process with artificial light.

The research group started their experiments by placing red
flourescent GTE lights among dwarf Mcintosh trees. The apples

received no night-breaking
frops were counted four dif-

Bonficmed that the lighted trees

hod.
associates noticed the growth
the brand of the the fruit. He
the apples is the same of that

I
said, with analysis of date on

th rate, plus studies of other

prociess costs $12,000 in physical

tso laid when and if the process
ble it would not be as costly to:omes

growers.
According to Craker, ' SimtTiar research Is also being done but the

trees are being chemicaHy sprayed. Night break lighting not only
prevents detrimental effects to the trees, but would also benefit the
consumer since concern of eating chemically treated fruits exists."

Craker has been at UMass 3fcKeJ1969 and before that served in the
U.S. Army, He has worked with GTE labs for four years, two of
which w«re spent on res^rching night break lighting.

Concerning other idea$ for the future Of apples Craker said he
wants to, "continue present work and possibly develop night break
lighting for commercial use."

UM student shoplifters arraigned
Ten UMass students were arraigned in

Hampshire District Court in Northampton
Friday, in connection with shoplifting

charges at the University Store in the
Campus Center.

Among those pleading not guilty were:
- June F. Schall, 25, of 31 Elizabeth St.,

Northampton; case continued until Oct. 27.
- Gregory B. Marshall, 20, of Ware; case

continued until Nov. 4.

- Angelo Morales, 20, of Lawrence; case
continued until Oct. 27.

- Dwayne D. Almeida, 20, of Greenfield;
case continued until Oct. 27.
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— Deborah A. Martins, 20, of Colonial

Village, Amherst; case continued until Nov.
2.

— Susan E. Rogers, 20, of Foxboro; case
continued until Nov. 2.

— Jessica Colonna, 18, of the Bronx, New
York; case continued without a finding for

iwo months with the assessment of $50
court costs.

— Richard W. Ward, Jr., 19, of

Framingham; case continued for two months
without a finding with the assessment of $50
court costs.
— Timothy J. Murphy, 18, of Holyoke;

case continued until Oct. 27.

— Leon S. Harris, 20, of Pierpont dor-

mitory; case continued until Nov. 2.

All were charged with larceny of less than
$100. Some of the charges reportedly date
back 10 May.

In addition, five students were summoned
to court on shoplifting charges, but failed to

appear,

According to security personnel at the

University Store, a total of 70 students have
been caught shoplifting since the beginning
of Ihe semester.

Winihrop L. Cummings, general manager
of Ihe siore, said some of the shoplifitng

cases are referred to the Student Attorney
General's office instead of taken to district

coun.

"The reason for the change is important. I

am not supporting the new article because
my original couktn'i win, but because 1 felt it

would be a conr'Liiory gesture. I view it as
an act of good will o cool down the passions
of Ihe people involved and allow them to deal
in a rational fashion," Epstein said.

Epstein, a long lime feuder with the club,

'noting range at the club
i for people walking in

nms the noise from the
loe to area residents.

claims the skee'

poses a safety
Ihe area. He ?•

shooting is a

Meeting r i will also be asked to
consider thrc posals to increase the
town's water fu; ply. Article 2 calls for the
allocation of $63 00 for engineering tests to
determine if ihe * is sufficent water under
Lawrence Swa;: to supply the town in the
future.

The two other water articles" call for the
appropriation of money to study offers to
buy water from Quabbin Reservoir, and the
town of Hadley.

Reports earlier in the week said
proponents of the security deposit trust
account bylaw would approach the assembly
with a ceiling price for a lawyer to oppose an
unfavorable ruling against the bylaw.

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti ruled
Ihe bylaw unenforceable September. Town
Meeting will be asked whether it wants to
challenge the decision in court. Vincent
O'Connor, a member of the Amherst
Tenants Association and backer of the ar-
ticle, said last night a ceiling price would not
be mentioned at the meeting. The cost of
using an outside attorney would be less than
$4,000, he added.

An alternative to the Citizens for

Responsible Genetic Research's proposal will

be presented by Town Meeting member Otto
Stein. Stein, a UMass botanist, will ask the
assembly to adopt National Institute of

Health (NIT) guidelines for all planned
recombinant DNA research at UMass and
Amherst College.

The NIT guidelines call for the creation of a
"biohazards" committee to examine specific

research proposals. Stein said one-third of
the committee would be composed of lay

persons chosen by the Board of Selectmen.
The other two-thirds would be science
professionals, he said.

Stein said, "We want a more pragmatic
approach to the cases. The others are just

asking for a discussion committee. We say
let's get to work."

Stein said the technical nature of the issue

necessitated having professional scientists

on the committee.

Town Meeting
warrant articles

The following articles will be considered by
the special Town Meeting tonight at 7:30 in

the Amherst Regional junior high school
auditorium. Articles marked ^with asterisks

indicate sponsors intend to propose changes
to the proposals. (See related story on page
3)

Articles 2, 3, 4, the "water articles", will

try to determine some alternatives for finding

an increased water supply for the town.
Town Meeting will consider three separate
proposals.

Article 5 asks the town to allocate ad-

ditional funds for the improvement of

downtown intersections. While planning and
building costs are covered under federal

funds from the TOPICS program, the town
will be asked to pay for acquisition of a few
plots of land required for the project.

Article 6 asks the town's authorization to

borrow $100,000 to staff the Amherst
Redevelopment Authority (ARA) until 1981.

Town Meeting appropriated $1.2 million for

Ihe Boltwood-Belchertown Walk project in

downtown Amherst. ARA says it will have to

close down its office by Nov. 1 if the money
is not allocated. The state would reimburse

TURN TO PAGE 7

Notice
Collegian staff members from all

departments are urged to attend a very
important staff meeting tomorrow night
ai 7:00 in Campus Center 168-170-172.
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Homecoming Participations
Phoios by Dale Griswold and

Patrick Dobbs
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Vance defends
administration

Collegian &

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance yesterday defended the

administration against critics who contend it

has tried to do too much too fast in foreign
policy areas.

Vance said he still hopes for a Middle East

peace conference in Geneva by the end of

this year, for agreement "in the near future"
on an extension of the strategic arms pact
with the Soviet Union and for ratification of

the proposed Panama Canal treaties early

next year.

"I do not believe that we have been trying

to do too much too fast," Vance said on
NBC-TV's "Meet the Press" program.
"When we came into office we were faced
with a number of problems which were of

critical importance and which affected the
peace of the world.

"These are problems that had to be at-

tacked. They couldn't be left to fester.

Although it would be nice to deal with fewer
problems, we simply had to go fon/vard and
seize these problems."
He cited the Middle East situation, the

threat of "another twist in the arms spiral"

with the Soviet Union and "the possibility of

racial war" in Southern Africa.

Vance rejected a suggestion the ad-

ministration might be pressing to get a

Middle East peace conference in the next 10
weeks merely to chalk up a foreign policy

success by the end of the year.

"Before one goes to Geneva, one has to

agree on the minimum essentials in terms of

procedures and organization," he said. "But
I think it would be tragic if we would let

procedural and organization matters
preclude moving to the negotiating table so
we can get started on serious negotiation
issues."

He said a permanent peace agreement in

ihe Middle East is the administration's No. 1

priority in foreign policy, and cited progress
loward a Geneva conference.

"First, everyone has now agreed that the

way of including a Palestinian voice, which is

absolutely necessary in the negotiations if we
are to have a just and lasting peace, is to

have them represented at the table. All

parties have now agreed that this can be
done by having Palestinians in a united Arab
delegation. The question is now, which
Palestinians."

Vance referred to the issue of whether
Arabs would insist that the Palestine
Liberation Organization, with whom Israel
has refused to negotiate, be represented at
the talks. He refused to say whether a
compromise could involve low-level PLO
members.

The secretary also said officials of Israel

and the Arab nations "now have an in-

creasing consensus that the way to organize
it the conference is to have multilateral and
bilateral working groups. Before, there was
substantial division not only between Israel

and the Arabs, but among the Arabs
themselves. We have made good progress in

narrowing the difference between the parties
and between the Arabs themselves."

CAIRO: Pres. Shuharto of Indonesia tours the Arab world. He arrived yesterday,

and was greeted by Pres. Anwar Sadat. Bill Brock, the head of the Republican
National committee, says the economy still is the biggest problem facing

politicians today. Dixie Lee Ray of Washington state visited construction projects

and a marine research center in Southern Taiwan.

Carter urged to fight

hiring discrimination

IVIonuments by Nile Delta

relate to 26th Dynasty temple
CAIRO, Egypt, lUPI} - Despite well over a

century of archeological research into the
history of ancient Egypt, all the evidence is

not yet in.

One of the most promising archeological
digs in Egypt today is located at Mendes near
the Nile Delta town of Mansoura, about 70
miles northeast of Cairo.

This summer marked one of the project's
most successful seasons.

Researchers were first attracted to the site

in 1963 by a huge 20-foot red-granite
monolith and later found three others buried
nearby.

"They are the largest monuments north of

Cairo and completely unique," said Bernard
V. Bothmar, curate of Egyptian and classical

art at the Brooklyn Museum and project
director for the Mendes expedition.

Besides the monoliths, which ar-

cheologists believe are pan of a 26th dynasty
temple honoring the ram - god of Mendes,
diggers also found statues and tombs from
the New Kingdom and relics from the Old
Kingdom as well.

Perhaps the most spectacular find came
when the Mendes team unearthed a granite

sarcophagous embedded in limestone. It

once held the remains of the New Kingdom

Pharoah Hakoris, who lived in the 5th

Century B.C.

The sarcophagous, 12 feet high and 7%
feet wide, "was completely empty and
probably robbed in antiquity," according to

•Dr. Edward Ochsenschlager, one of the

project's co-field directors, who heads the

classics department at Brooklyn College

when he is not digging in Egypt.

Near the sarcophagous, part of a temple
facade was revealed. In the debris of this

building finely carved statues of a general

and two priests were also discovered.

"The quality of the statues is quite ex-

traordinary and the information about the

late period that can be derived form their

inscriptions will be very significant. These,

together with the find of Hakoris' tomb,
make it reasonable that the 29th dynasty
arose here," Ochsenschlager said.

The reason the site received little attention

until recently, is also one explanation for the

significance of work now going on.

Traditionally, archeologists have ignored

Ihe Delta and concentrated their efforts on
Middle and Upper Egypt where the tomb of

Tutankhamen, the great pyramids of Giza

and Ihe spectacular rock-temples at the Abu
Simbel are located.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter,

lold by a federal task force that

discrimination in hiring is still "a pervasive
phenomenon in American life," is being
urged to consolidate enforcement of all

federal bans against such discrimination in a

single agency.
The task force, making its report as Carter

prepares to send a civil rights reorganization

plan 10 Congress, also said equal em-
ployment programs were "hampered by
inadequate leadership at the top, poor
management at some of the major agencies
and inade'quate funding.

"It should come as no surprise, therefore,

that discrimination in employment on the
basis of factors such as race, national origin,

sex, age and handicap is still a pervasive

phenomenon in American life," said the task

force of the Office of Management and
Budget.

Employers now must deal with 18
departments and agencies in meeting nearly

40 equal employment opportunity
requirements prescribed by law, executive

orders or regulations, according to a draft of

the recommendation, a copy of which was
obtained by The Associated Press.

If Carter adopts the recommendations, he
will make a major start in consolidating the

policing of of hiring discrimination in the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
Bui for two years, the Labor Department

would continue to enforce an executive
order that prohibits racial and religious

discrimination in hiring, while EEOC would
be responsible for age and sex
discrimination.

A tentative timetable prepared by the
OMB calls for Carter to submit the
reorganization plan to Congress by the end
of the month. The plan would be the first in a
series of civil rights reorganizations the
President will propose.

The draft of an option paper submitted to
Carter by James T. Mclntyre Jr., acting OMB
director, said transfer from the Labor
Department to EEOC of responsibility for

enforcing the Equal Pay Act and the 1967
Age Discrimination in Employment Act
would "represent the first major steps
toward the ultimate goal of complete
consolidation of all federal equal em-
ployment opportunity enforcement in one
agency."

The draft recommendations also would
abolish the Equal Employment Opportunity
Coordinating Council, giving its duties to
EEOC, and transfer the policing of federal
hiring from the Civil Service Commission to
the EEOC.

Powerful women's action

creates change in Spain
Her Say News Service - The most visibleProtesters against neutron bonribc>nge m spam smce ihe death of

disrupt Carter's church service
Generalissimo Francisco Franco may be the
emergence of a powerful
movement.

women s

WASHINGTON (AP) - Protestors against

the neutron bomb disrupted services
yesterday attended by President Carter.

Some were gagged, wrestled down in the

pews and thrown out of the church by
ushers. Carter said later the demonstrators
were "fine young people."

"I agree with their objective in eliminating

nuclear weapons," the President told

reporters. "I think they wer mistaken in

trying to disrupt the church services.

"But the Secret Service didn't feel I was
danger, and neither did I."

Five of the demonstrators, who in-

terrupted the services with a statement
opposing deployment of the neutron bomb,
were arrested and taken to a police station,

three of them in handcuffs.

Police Lt. Donald L. Foreit said the five

were being booked for "disturbing a religious

congregation."

Prior to the civil war, and the Franco
dictatorship, divorce and abortion were legal,

and equal education was available to all

women.

Pacific New Service (PNS) said following

Franco's emergence to power Spanish laws

were enacted which subjected the nation's

20 million women to conditions which could

only be described as medieval.

PNS said women in Spain are not allowed

«im>-^y-
Miiiii

Peloton's Pre-Season XC Ski Sale
Oct 24 to Nov 12

FISCHER. BONNA, ASNE, wax and no wax packages.
Down clothing, wmter accessories ski rentals

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS
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to keep money they earn, or purchase, own,
or sell property or valuables in their own
names.

Adultery is a crime applicable to women
only. A woman may be imprisoned and fined

on the exclusive testimony of her husband,
PNS said. A man can only be charged with
living out of wedlock, and then, only when
witnesses other than his wife can catch him
in the act.

Throughout Spain, all forms of birth
control and birth control information are
strictly forbidden. Any woman accused of
using birth control pills as a contraceptive
faces up to six years in prison and a^stiff fine.

Doctors who perform abortions, said PNS,
are subject to life-imprisonment. As a result,

the news service said, more than 500,000
Spanish abortions are done illegally each
year, often by unscrupulous profiteers.

With ihe death of Franco, times are

changing, said PNS.

Through a disciplined central com-
munications network which embraces
women from both left and right political

spectrums, some 40,000 Spanish women
recently took lo the streets to protest the
sentencing of Maria Angeles Munoz to six

monihs in orison for adultery earlier this year.

Said one Munoz demonstrator: "We could

never fighi for our own rights under the

dictatorship, because it was all we could do
io keep up me tight tor liberties that affected

everyone. But now it's our turn and we're

ready for it."
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Germans refuse
hijackers deal

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (API - The
West German government yesterday refused
to release 11 imprisoned anarchists to
ransom 87 hostages on a hijacked jet and a
kidnaped businessman. But the hijackers
failed to carry out their threat to blow up the
plane.

The Lufthansa jet left Dubai 40 minutes
before the 8 a.m. EOT ransom deadline, and
air controllers here said it landed about 4
hours later in Aden, South Yemen. It was the
fifth stop for the Boeing 737 since the four
hijackers commandeered the Majorca-to-
Frankfurt flight over Europe Thursday.

There were no immediate reports on the
situation from the South Yemen capital.
Overseas operators were unable to place
calls to the country at the southern tip of the
Arabian peninsula.

Nor was there word on the fate of West
German industrialist Hanns Martin Schleyer
threatened with death by his German kid-
napers unless the Bonn government met the
hijackers' demands by a Sunday morning
deadline.

An official spokesman in Bonn said the
West German government was pursuing "all
realistic possibilities" to free the hostages
who include a California woman said to be

running short of medication for a heart
condition, and her 5-year-old son.

During 54 hours of negotiations here the
hijackers refused an offer by Dubai officials
lo exchange themselves for the 82
passengers.
The hijackers, armed with pistols and

plastic explosives, forced authorities to refuel
ihe plane by threatening to execute the
hostages one by one starting with the pilot

Before leaving here, the hijack leader who
Identified himself as Capt. Shahid Mahmoud
radioed the control tower that he was
'holding the West German government
responsible for whatever happens to the
hostages following its failure to meet our
demands."

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt and topGerman officials met throughout the
weekend in Ronn. A spokesman said Sch-
midt got support for his position from British
and French leaders.

Officials in Bonn believe the hijacking was
carried out to pressure the German govern-
ment into meeting demands by the RedArmy Faction RAF terrorists who abducted
Schleyer in Cologne six weeks ago and are
holding him at an undisclosed location The
kidnapers sought the release of 1 1 comrades

HARRINGTON LAKE. Quebec:
Premier Rene Levesque, Premier Peter
Lougheed Alberts (L) and Mrs. Frank
Moores, wife of Newfoundland Premier,

talk with Queen Elizabeth about the
Quebec government's committment to
separate Quebec from the rest of
Canada.

Trudeau holds lunch

for Canadian premiers
UP/ - Queen Elizabeth, showing up a few

minutes late from a train excursion, met with
Canada's 10 premiers and their wives at
lunch yesterday including Quebec's
secessionist Rene Levesque, who kept
puffing a cigarette during their meeting.
The luncheon was held at Prime Minister

Pierre Trudeau's country residence, and
Trudeau was waiting on the porch when
Levesque's limousine pulled up, flying the
Quebec Fleur de Lis flag.

Levesque traded asides with reporters as
he climbed the porch steps. Did he have
anything to say before meeting the Queen?
"No. I am too hungry. I'm eager to eat," he
replied.

The premier then failed to notice the
waiting Trudeau and walked right by the
prime minister.

"You could at least say hello," Trudeau
said. A chagrined Levesque spun on his heel.

shook hands and offered a belated greeting.
The two then went into the house to await

the Queen, who arrived from her 25-mile
steamtrain ride saying, "We're late, but we
enjoyed it,"

Levesque appeared to be the only one
smoking as the Queen entered the living
room and he continued to puff away as she
moved toward him.
He snatched a final puff instants before

they were introduced and held the bun
behind his back as they shook hands. During
their conversation, Levesque continued to
take discreet puffs, blowing the smoke
downward like an adolescent who did not
want to be caught in the act.
The chain-smoking leader of the

secessionist Parti Quebecois had said at a
news conference weeks ago he would use
the lunch to brief her majesty on the Quebec
situation, if she asked.

Yemenis arrest several
in Chief-of-State murder

as he was attending a dinner party thrown by
a "personality whose name has not been
disclosed."

CA/RO, Egypt (UPII - The North Yemeni
government has arrested several persons in

connection with the assassination of chief of
state Col. Ibrahim Al-Hamadi, including
several of the slain president's top aides, the
newspaper Al Ahram said in today's edition.

The detained persons include Abdullah
Himran, the president's "special
representative;" Capt. Abdullah Al-Shamsi,
his secretary for military affairs; Capt.
Mansour Hussein, commander of military

police, and Social Affairs Minister Abdel
Salam Mokbel, the newspaper said.

Al Ahram did not say what connection
those arrested had with the killing, but said
Al-Hamadi was gunned down last Tuesday

Al-Hamadi's brother, Lt. Col. Abdullah
commander of the army's shock troops, and
Maj. All Zahra, commander of army reservist
forces, were killed along with the president.

Al Ahram's story contradicted an official

statement issued by the North Yemeni
government Sunday, as well as an earlier

story published by Al Ahram itself on Friday.

The official statement, the first to detail
the circumstances of the assassination, said
Al-Hamadi was killed as he was "relaxing"
with his brother at the latter's home.

C.A.O.S*
Counseling Assistance for Older Students is looking tor an undergraduate orgraduate student to fill the position of Accountant Salary will be paid through work

study at U Mass Interest m older students and willingness to take responsibility re
quired Ten 110) hours of work per weekminimum Strong background in accountina

i principles essential "

Applications being accepted now through October 19 1977 Call C A O S at 545 0057or come into207 Hasbrook between 9 00 and 5 00
We are an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action employer

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17 1977

In 1968 I fought m the streets of Chicago at the Democratic National Convention.

In 1969 I participated with the SDS m occupying the Administration Building
at the University of Chicago.

But, since I met Jesus Christ, I know that

God loves the people
Daniel at 253 5716

TlieMariiies
aie kill 1

1

to tdl the student body of

THE UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

(AMHERST)

about some unusual career opportunities available to
men and women—while they stay m school and after
they graduate Marine Corps career programs -tn data
processing, telecommunications, avionics, finance, and
bu$ine«s managemeni. to rvame just a few -are among
the best offered m or out of the military Find out all the
facts, when we visit your ^ampus:

18 ^ 19 OCTOBER, 1977
10 a.m. TO 2 p.m.
HAMPSHIRE HOUSE

D ii « > i II Iteli,^, ihcl tnf lenf il«^(t tttik topi

li((iiU ill III jfv'crd/ ip/dri tnf iiiri at Discount prices!!

fomous ce"*ef/iioiw of moss /omhefs>

TUNi-UP SPECIAL
4cyl. 6 cyl. 8 cyl.

$2995 $34 95 $3995

TUNE-UP
•replacement of plugs, points

and condenser

•ad|ustment of timing & car
buretor

•checking distributor cap &
rotor, wire, filters and emission
systems

North Amherst motors, Inc.
glNltWIII.ClllO Automotive Service, Autobody Repair,

Towing or^d Used Cor Sales

40 rriontague Rd., No. Amherst, mass. 549-2880
Just above No Amherst Center on Rte 63

Mathematics and bnguage nnajofs...

WHATSAK KSACAREER?

fol-ie the PQIond find out.

If you are receiving a de^re^ft in matheniHtics or in a

foreij^n language before September 1978. a career

with the National Security Afiency coukl begin with a

training program in one of several different career

fields. That's why the Professional Qualification Test

is so helpful in identifying the NSA field where your

aptitude is strongest.

You must register by November 5 in order to take the

PQT on campus — it will not be given again during the

school year. By scoring well on this test, you will

qualify for an employment interview. r3uring the

interview, an NSA representative will discuss the

rohi you might play in furthering this country's

communications security or in producing vital foreign

intelligence information.

The PQT helps to measure your aptitude for career

areas such as:

LANGUAGES — Foreign languages are valuable tools

for research, analysis, and documentation projects.

Advanced training in language (perhaps a new
language) can be expected.

COMMUNICATIONS -Developing and testing logical

designs for global communications is a unique
pursuit. It follows that your training programs in this

area will be both extensive and esoteric.

PROGRAMMING— Our vast communications analysis

projects could not be effectively managed without

the latest computer hardware/software and people

who know how to use them.

PICK UP A PQT BULLETIN at your college placement

office. It contains a registration form which you must
mail prior to November 5 in order to take the test on

November 19.

Electronic Engineering, Computer Science. Slavic,

Mid-Eastern and Asian language majors and Mathe-

matics majors at the Masters level may interview

without taking the PQT.

U.S. Citizenship is required.

NATIONAL SECUHII Y AGENCY
Attn:-M321
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755

An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f.
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Crosby wanted

private service
LOS ANGELES (UP/) - Bing Crosby, wtio

died of a tieart attack in Spain Friday, will

have a private "family" service in keeping
withi tiis wisties with few if any of his friends
and superstars of show business on hand to
pay last respects.

Ii was expected, however, that the funeral
might draw a large public crowd for the
performer who was so well known and
beloved.

Crosby's body was scheduled to arrive on
a TWA plane in Los Angeles after a stopover
in New York on the flight from Madrid
around 10 p.m. PDT Monday with a "low
mass" to be held Tuesday afternoon at St.

Paul The Apostle Church in Westwood.
The 73-year-old Crosby, a devout Catholic,

was to be buried in a family plot at Holy
Cross Cemetery near his mother and father
and his former wife, actress Dixie Lee, who
died in 1952.

A family spokesman noted that Mrs. Kathy
Crosby, the singer's second wife, had asked
for privacy at the funeral and indicated only
ihe Crosby children, herself and a few close
family friends would attend.

There had been an outpouring of tribute
over Ihe weekend from the top names in

show business but it was not expected they
would come to the church for the service
with the possible exception of very close
friends like Bob Hope.

Crosby's son Harry, 19, was ac-
companyina the bodv back to the United
Slates. The U.S. embassy in Madrid said the
body was being embalmed bunaay at tne
Forensic Institute.

IVIeany snubs

union women
h/er Say News Service — If you wonder

why there are few women union leaders,

here's a clue.

AFL-CIO President George Meany, during
a recent news conference, was asked if he
would welcome the idea of women in the
construction trades.

Said the former Bronx plumber, "Yes, as
long as I'm no longer working in the con-
struction trades."

Meany said there are certain jobs in the

construction trades a woman could do, but
many he would "hesitate to assign a woman
to."

ifArticles
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

ihe town for the money, but the town would
have to pay interest charges.

idtArtic/e 7 asks Town Meeting to decide
whether to challenge a recent state Attorney
General's ruling against a security deposit

trust account bylaw passed at last May's
Town Meeting.

3|C/4/t/c/e 8 asks for the regulation of a skeet

shooting range at the Norwcttuck Fish and
Game Club in South Amherst.

Article 9 asks for a study committee on the

above article. The article was placed on the

warrant by the Board of Selectmen.

Artic/e 10 asks that professional office

buildings, parking lots, and parking garages
be ruled inappropriate land uses in areas
zoned for general residences.

Artic/e 11 would make an area zoned for

general residence part of a downtown area

currently zoned for business. Expansion of

Ihe business area would involve one house.

Artic/e 12 would transfer improperly

allocated funds from the town's surplus

revenue account into the teachers payroll

reserve account. Because of a mistake in the

wording of a motion passed by Town
Meeting last May, the funds were at that

lime placed into the surplus revenue ac-

count. The new article asks Town Meeting to

put the funds back in the school account.

Artic/e 13 asks Town Meeting to put

$10,000 for the purchase of land or options

into the Conservation Commission account.

The funds were given to the town by the

state for "self help".

^Artic/e 14 asks Town Meeting to place a

nTtoratorium on recombinant DNA research

at area colleges and universities.

Artic/e 15 asks Town Meeting to rescind

ihe creation of a community access cable

committee it voted to create in 1975.
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Around New England

Sdence building

destroyed by fire

KINGSTON. R.I. lUPI) - University of
Rhode Island officials estimated
yesierday it would cost $1 million to
replace a science complex destroyed by
tire Saturday, wiping out the expenments
of many soil and plant researchers.
Nobody was hurt in the blaze, but

several professors said their entire life's
work went up in smoke.

"How do you start over again?" said D.
Thomas Duff, 45, an associate professor
of plant and soil sciences whose 25 years
of siudy were reduced to ashes, " the
ideas are still here but now the numbers
are gone Sure, I can still teach a class,
but lis going to be nowhere near the
quality presentation it was."

Duff was among a grim group of in-
siruciors and graduate students who
watched about 75 volunteer firemen
bailie 50- foot flames laced with poison
fumes from burning insecticides.

Fire officials said the cause of the
cause of ihe fire, which was reported at
about 6 a.m., is undetermined.

Assistant Professor J. Lincoln Pearson
said he expected "remendous" smoke
damage io ihe many rare and newly
developed plants m 14 greenhouses near
Ihe burned out building.
The greenhouses, famous for spec-

tatular iwice-a-year flower shows, were
covered with sooty residue.

Tough drug laws

legislated in Maine

AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) - Gov.
James B. Longley says he'll ask
January's Legislative session to pass the
'oughesi drug trafficking laws in the
United States

"I think there should be very severe
penalties and I'm not sure I would veto a
bill for a life sentence," Longley said
Saturday in a broadcast interview.

He said present penalties - up to one
vear for marijuana dealing and up to ten

years for hard drugs - aren't sufficient
deterrents.

"We have lo make sure that penalties
fit the crime," he said. "We have to make
sure Maine has the toughest in the
country."

Attorney General Joseph E. Brennan's
office IS drafting legislation that would
increase penalties for dealing large
quantities of pot from the present one
year to up lo five years. "Certainly up to
one year in jail isn't a deterrent," he said.

Brennan said he favors keeping the
penally for possession of small quantities
of marijuana a misdemeanor.

Longley said increased police
protection would not solve the problem
of drug trafficking. "The answer is not
always more people and more money,"
he said. Referring to current drug laws,
he said: "The pendulum has swung too
far Now I hope it's coming back to the
middle."

House chairman of the Judiciary
Committee that drew up the criminal
laws now in effect. Rep. Richard
Spenser, D Siandish, said there may
have to be revisions of part of the code.

Residents oppose
hydroelectric dam
PORTLAND. Maine IUPII - A recent

poll commissioned by a longtime opposer
of the Dickey Lincoln hydroelectric dam
project showed Maine residents oppose
'he project by 40 to 38 per cent, with 22
per cent undecided

Last May a survey indicated Maine
residents favored the $800 million project
by a 3-2 margin.
The Cambridge Research Survey poll

was commissioned by L.L. Bean of Free-
port, who has publicly opposed the dam
construction and has supported efforts
by the state Natural Resources Council to
organize opposition.

Council executive director Chris Herter
called the results "significant new
evidence" Maine people are convinced
ihe dams' potential harm far exceeds
benefits of increased electricity supply.

Senate prohibits
procurement
WASHINGTON (UPI) - New conflict of

interest legislation just passed by the Senate
will reduce the temptation for government
contracting officials to favor or "go easy" on
certain companies for which they later hope
to work. Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., said
yesterday.

"The new conflict of interest provisions
under ihis bill will prohibit a government
procurement official from taking a job for
two years with any company he has per-
sonally been involved with in awarding a
contract," said Proxmire, chairman of the
Senate Banking Committee.

"Each year hundreds of federal
procurement officials leave government and
take high paying jobs with companies that

have received contracts from these same
officials. Last year for the Pentagon alone,
over 300 high level civilian and military of-
ficials left for work with defense contractors.
Many of these were involved in the
procurement process."

Proxmire said the bill passed by the Senate
Oct. 11 "should reduce the temptation for a
federal procurement official to 'go easy' on a
contractor or 'look the other way' in en-
forcing the government's interests --simply
because he might one day go to work for the
firm."

Similar legislation has been passed by the
House on two occasions, and the
Senate passage is likely to ensure
congressional passage of the measure.

Samples may show
Legionnaires disease
AUGUSTA. Maine (UPI) - Blood samples

from seven Maine residents have been
forwarded to the National Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta for testing of suspected
Legionnaires disease, state epidemiologist
Dr. William Nerserian said Sunday.
The seven suspected cases surfaced in

Maine during the past ten days. One of the
cases being investigated reportedly involves
a patient at Eastern Maine Medical Center in
Bangor who died.

Nerserian told UPI "there is nothing new
and there are no more cases of Legionnaires
disease now in the state than there were two
years ago."
He said it is becoming routine for blood

samples to be sent to Atlanta and he doesn't
think the problem is serious. He said the
Atlanta lab "is flooded with thousands of
cases," but doctors are trying to rule out the
disease.

Dr. Bernhof A. Dahl, chief pathologist at
Eastern Maine Medical Center, said he would
not be surprised if a case from Maine was
confirmed. Test results are due back in seven
to ten days.

"This thing has been around for ten
years," Dahl said in an interview with the
Maine Telegram, yesterday. "It's very dif-
ficult however to identify it by its symp-
tomatology." Nersesian said he agreed
with Dahl. He said "people should realize the
cases of Legionnaires Disease have been
with us much longer than the outbreak at
Philadelphia. We know there were outbreaks
in Michigan, there are a number of cases in

Tennessee now, and there was an outbreak
in 1965 in the District of Columbia."
He said the disease was a form of

pneumonia which researchers still haven't
pinned down. He said there had been some
breakthroughs in treatment arrived at during
intensive research over the past 15 months.

Nerserian said six blood samples were sent
to Atlanta by the state puunc nealth
laboratory and the Bangor hospital sent
samples of the person who died.

Dahl said the death at EMMC is a highly
questionable incident. "From the autopsy I

would say the paitent in question died from
something other than Legionnaire Disease.
But I could be wrong."

VOTE TODAY
ANDTOMORROW
for CAMPUS CENTER

BOARD OF OOVERNORS
12-6 p.m

Polling Places

COMMUTERS and GREEKS-Cape Cod Lounge
ORCHARD HILL and CENTRAL DORM S- Fran Iclin D.CSYLVAN and NORTHEAST DORMS—Worces t er D.C.
SOUTHWEST:

Washington. J. A.. J.Q.A., Macklmmie, Patterson.
Moore. Pierpont. and Cance BERKSHIRE D.C.
Coolidge. J.F.K.. Crampton. Thoreau. Melville.
James. Emerson—HAMPSHIRE D.C.
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SUPERMARKETS

October porkfest

MEAT STREET U^jA-^

Center Cut
Pork Chops
Fresh

Sauerkraut

^39*
lb.

AMorlMt Equal Amto. Cwitar A End e^lAO
Pork Chops'1.

Pork Steak '1.
Country Slyto

Pork Ribs *i

Pork Loin
Pork Roasts

Rib End
Portion

Loin End
Portion

99*,.

Loin HaH 1.10 lb. Port ^^OQ
Loin Roast H"i^*ir^

BonoiMS Top Loin ^^ tUk
Pork Loin 'If®
Frosh Pari! Loan « MMty tf^#^
Sparerii>s 99e

lb

Fresh Whole
Boston Butts

Bone-In
Extra Lean

Boneless

99%

BEER i WINE

Falstaff Beer
ca»«of 24
12 oz. cans

case
only

5^1_994
PabstBlueRibbonBeerl?^''iii 5.59
Reunite Lambaisco . . . . 'i.r 1.89
Folonari Wines *^r 3.69

4 va/to6to Only In Flna»t of H»dl0y

ivory

Personal Soap

bars97

PRODUCErm^^

Shoulders 89f
FInaatSNcad ^%^\^
Bacon ui99
Frairlcti Flat Cut ^^OO
CornedBeeTl.

"NA TIONAL APPLE MONTH"
U.S. Fancy 2V4 inch minimum

Fresh Apples
.0

Shank Portion
Fresh Ham

Butt Portion

1.09«,

Center Cut
Steak, Roast

1.39.
Bonalaaa U.S.O.A. Choica ^^|OO
Stew Beef *V^

19Baaf OSJiJ^ Choica

Bonalaaa Baal Undortoiada ^^OO
ChuckSteak'lr*

J

Honeydews
Mcintosh,

Cortland,

Rad & Qotdwi Your
DalickNiS Choica

Larga Maions
6 count 89 ^9.

ea

New Yelbw Onbns . . . 3 t!^g 49*

Green Cucumbers Long . . 8i<x1.00

Fresh Cranberries ]Z39*

Fresh
California

Larga Bunch bch

• •-*-•

59 ea

Mr. Deli Favorites!

Roast Beef
CookadUndar
U.S. Gov't

SpactWcallon

Virginia '.

Frashly Sllcad *b

A¥milabl» only in Storts wHti S*nric» D*U Oapfs.

BONUS BARAINS—
Tettey Tea Bags oT,lc 1.49

Ubby's Peaches ^^H^". 2^c^', 1.00

Dinty Moore Beef Stew . "SSf 1.19

Honnel SPAMiuncr^onM^, . . .
'<^ 59*

79*2602Heinz Tomato Ketchup.
Fmast Baby Oil '5,r 69*

Fresh Green Limes 6^,49*

Gwattney Boneless Ham . . , 1.99

Boneless Pof1< Chops .... * 1.79

Little Link Sausage p>«u.

.

Rich's Turt^ey Franks t*o

Flet Mignon'iJ^rvn*?^^ * 2.49

5^85*
'«> 89*

Smucker's
Grape Jelly

10

Banquet
Dinners

In -Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Cake Donuts '"c^a^ .. «. 69*
Assorted Iced Layer Cakes . .. 1.99

AvailabI* only in Storti with In-Stof B»k» Shops

31b.

jar 97 11 oz.

pkgs
Frozen88

r

Grocery Values at Finest!

Peas orComu«,v, 4'<SS's99*

Ubby's Cut Beets 4!a^'s99*

oTeen Deans umv > Rag cm ... 3 c^ 99^

Ubby's Sauerkraut 3'<SS's99*

Finast Saltines '5.o
45*

Finast Peanut Butter T 69*

Cranberry Juice r»«. "8sr49*

Finast Frozen Food Values!

Friend's Pea Beans.
28<»
can 69*

Orange Juice rr-sw-t 'lif 69*

Finast Rozen Peas 'i^' 69*

Finast Spinach ch^ . .

.

John's Homestyte Pizza

Rench Fries "oTSiSSf^ . .

.

Cooked Shrimp H.gN«, . .

.

HoJo Toasties ^SS^ ....

Sealtest k^e Cream ^X 1.49
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.
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Choc-0-Riffic Hoods .
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cont o»r^
It) 4<W

cont OJP
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S«4 79*
"» 89*Fnaal

pSsjug Wf^
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Margarine
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Ice Cream
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Flavors
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carton
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vaadOctoba' tesi. *977 umonaeoivan M-a73

YOU SAVE 28*

Grapefruit

Juice
Ocean
Spray

«iNh •• coupon and S7 M pi«chaaa « men
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ViMOclaaar 18 22 1977 UnM ona coupon N 672

20*OFF
on 1 dozen White or Brown

Finast
Large Eggs

I Iq^9 do(«n

andt7 SOpigctiaaacrwioraiKMwo*
toaacco ppodudft UMCona coupon pav

VHWOdaaar ie-23 1977 N 971

SwidayOdobsriaMiru Saturday Octotar 22. 1077. Wa raaarva ttia right to limN Mriypograpnca
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Local cross burnings

serve as ugly reminders
The cross burning that took place

in front of the Blue Wall last

Wednesday night can be viewed
only with regret and disgust. It

makes all the progress we have
made in combatting racism on
campus seem futile.

Considering this is the second
such incident in this area in the last

month, one must wonder if the
cross burnings are indicative of

growing racial tensions. The
northern U.S., now being
desegregated after years of brow
beating the South on the issue, has
been the sight of the most recent
racial incidents in this country.
South Boston's Carson Beach is an
example. In this academic com-
munity there have always been
scattered racial incidents, but on
the whole we have managed to deal

with racial problems rationally and
there certainly has never been
anything recently so symbolic of

racial hatred as cross burining.

Everyone must wonder if there is a

group, however large or small, that

is trying to disrupt what we are all

striving to achieve; a sense of

racial equality and harmony that

respects the rights and cultures of

every human being.

We should not, however, get
upset about the cross burning to the
extent that the real problems
underlying such instances are
forgotten. The institutions that

educate us, that inform us and that

control us economically should be
the targets of our concern. It will be
truly impossible to prevent racist

acts if we do not change the racial

bias in these institutions first. Let's

hope that instead of impeding our
progress towards these goals,
incidents such as the cross bur-
nings will remind us that we have a
long way to go and give us the in-

centive to try to get there.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

Apology to readers
In reference to Bob Melia's column of last

Friday, Oct. 14, I \A^ould like to express my
sincere apology to all people who were in-

sulted or upset by the article's appearance in

the paper, particularly Third World people,

for the way in which the publication of the

column was handled. While I still firmly

believe that Melia's intentions were actually

to satirize the Student Senate and not to

make light of a serious racial situation, it is

obvious that this intention was not made
clear to many readers. However, as the editor

in charge of the editorial pages I must claim

complete responsibility for the printing of the

column and for not screening it with the

Collegian's Black Affairs staff, which is the

normal procedure for dealing with articles of

a racial nature. Any people with questions,

criticisms or comments should feel free to

write a letter to the editor or give me a call at

ihe Collegian. 545-3500.

Sincerely,

William Sundstrom
Executive Editor

CCNGRAr'^UA"r'ONe>' YOU'VE J05T
WON GSAHP FRlIE \n our eoP£/?
6(5 CASH tU<:<^ 6M>££P5r<4K£5.'"

..WHICH SHOULD ALMOST COVEP THESE
GROCERIES..."
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American racism rages on

t.v

was a hot summer and there were a lot

of people hanging around Balzac Park off

North and Main in Bridgeport by midday.

They hung off the fountains, the blacks and
whites calling names at each other, spitting

at each other. They were separate armies of

all ages gang-warring. And this isn't ten

years ago I'm talking about, but this summer.
And I didn't leave the war by leaving the

park. No, it was everywhere in Bridgeport,

even in the newspaper office where I worked
this summer. One black woman was pressing

charges of discrimination against the paper

because for the past five years she had been

working there, all she had been doing was
obituaries, the lowest job for a reporter, while

she watched less educated, less intelligent,

less competent, less tenured people than she
rising to cover important beats in the city.

And the heat was on between her and the

managing editor the whole summer.
Well, I was sick of these wars and couldn't

wait to get back to the "more aware" UMass
community.

But I, along with everyone else in the

Valley, was in for a surprise from the events

of ihis semester, which show that we just

aren't as cool as we think. Clearly the recent

cross-burnings, last week in front of the
Bluewall and last month on the Hampshire
College campus, show that we are still

prejudiced, still racist, still pigs, still with the
problem of racial misunderstanding blazing

in front of us, and we clearly aren't doing
much about it. We're only lying to ourselves
when we say UMass is a progressive

community.
And this lying is going on all around us in

this country. Just what was going on in the

streets of Bridgeport this summer is part of

Ihe proof. And this kind of lying to ourselves

couldn't live there. It was true. I didn't go to

school with any black kids. You didn't see

blacks around anywhere in Trumbull. And
ihere were these unofficial contracts bet-

ween neighbors that they's never sell their

homes io black families. That wasn't saying
that blacks were beautiful.

But then a black family did move in a

couple of blocks down from my house when
I was in second grade, and I remember how
some kids went and threw stones at their

house and broke all the windows in front.

They weren't saying black was beautiful for

sure. What was LIFE talking about, I won-
dered?

Clearly the recent cross burnings... show that we are

still prejudiced, still racist, still pigs, still with the problem

of racial misunderstanding blazing in front of us, and we
clearly aren't doing much about it.

The Ten Commandments updated
'And the times, they are a changing." This

remarkable line from Bob Dylan, the latter

day Saint, is representative of modern
society. It seems that our society changes
rapidly, if one examines it in a historical

perspective. Old ideals and morals once held
as sacred by our fathers and their forefathers
have lost their sacrosanct place in our
society. Social experimentation, once urged
in vain by the late great Oliver Wendell
Holmes, has almost become a way of life.

This trend to change and alter the super-
structure in our society has caused, I believe,

subtle changes in the very foundations of our
patterns of thought.
Some attempt to pass this trend off as a

malignancy known as liberalism, and con-
tend that if this disease continues to sweep
the country, we are doomed. These
forecasters of despair and destruction, using
as evidence events culled from our long
legacy, warn that unless we come to a
realization, an epipheny, and "return to
reality," or in the woris of another great
statesman, "return to normalcy," we shall

pass as did Sodom and Gomorrah (though
actually, they had more fun), and the Edsel.

As I previously implied, I believe this trend
is a mere manifestation of the changing
social climate, which in turn reflects the
subtle changes — which have occurred in

our fundamental beliefs. The manifestation is

in the changed morals and mores; and if this

is correct (as it must be since I have herein

paul yanowifch

stated it as a law), than perhaps it is time to
update, in a formal sense, the conservative
basis of our society. We must ensure that our
basis tenets and precepts are in concept with
our new found beliefs.

We perform this serious surgery on our
penultimate sacred document, the Con-
stitution, through the amendment process.
But what is the ultimate document that
established our moral code and mode of
thinking? The Bible; so in keeping with the
trash I have herein written, I shall endeavor
to update the Ten Commandments, so as to
reflect the changed times as observed
through changed institutions. That is, I shall
rely on institutions which reflect our thinking,
such as the Supreme Court and the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I

shall also endeavor to observe the self im-
posed requirement of impartiality. Apologies
'o Tom Lehrer.

The Ten Commandments,
According to Saint Paul

And God spake all the words, saying, I am
the Lord thy God who have brought thee out
of the land of George III, out of the house of

t)ondage (ihe Lord's a little kinky), into the
land of wine and roses, and the house of
Tricky Dick.

I. Thou shah have no other Gods besides:
-Johnny Carson, Elvis Presley, McDonalds,
Tom Snyder and the Kennedy family.

II. Thou Shalt not make unto thee any
graven images, unless I get a percentage,
and Charlton Heston plays ME in the movie.
Thou Shalt not make me in likeness to Anita
Bryant, Garner Ted Armstrong, Billy Graham
or any other shyster. Further, thou shalt not
make any images of me with a long white
beard; I shave, too.

III. Thou shalt not take the name of the
UNION, the Lord thy God, in vain, for he-she
not be held guiltless in mine eyes: ye names
shall be placed on little 3x5 index cards and
be declared a sinner and heathen, (this is the
Joe MacCarthy Memorial commandment.)

IV. Thou shalt remember the Union
communion, and keep it Holy. Six days shalt
ihou waste ihy time on wine, women (men)
<ind song, and other perverse pleasures and
on the seventh night, ye shall cram.

V. Thou shalt honor thy mother and father,
thy step-parents, thy divorced parents,
thy lovers of thy parents, and find a nice
rest home when they become senile old
iwits.

VI. Thou shalt not kill, unless one leaves all

buildings standing, or unless the killee is of a

different race, creed or culture.

VII. Thou shalt not commit adultery; one
must be content to lust in one's heart.

VIII. Thou shalt not steal, except in

blackouts. (By statutory interpretation,

overdrafts are not stealing.)

IX. Thou shalt not bear false witness
against thy neighbor, unless thou art

breaking commandments number VII and-or

X. (legal loophole here: as long as the person
is not your neighbor, you should be able to

bear false witness!!!!)

X. Thou shalt not covet they neighbor's

wife, and to keeo ud with recent Court
rulings, thy neighbor, thy neighbor's
daughter if she is under 16, thy neighbor's

domestic animals or thy neighbor's whips
and chains. (Coveting thy neighbor's
possessions is also taboo, but covered under
commandment VIII.)

There are those who will bleat that I have
purposefully designed these to ensure that
my past sins will be covered; this is false — I

have never committed adultery. There are
those who will also challenge my authenticity
as a saint: someday I'll tell you the two
miracles I've performed: the first was living

with myself for 20 years.

Paul Yanowitch's column appears every
Monday in the Collegian.

has been going on as long as I can
remember.

Right near my grandmother's store In

downtown Bridgeport there was a corner

restaurant shaped like a triangle when I was
very young. I was fascinated with the place.

Once I asked my mother and grandmother
why we couldn't go there for supper one
night. But they said we couldn't since they

didn't serve people like us here — only

blacks. Well, Bridgeport isn't in the South,

but in Connecticut and this didn't happen
long ago, but in the early sixties.

And I remember the streets of Bridgeport

broken up in 1968 with people busting into

store windows. My parents explained to me
that this was a way these people were trying

to break out of the paradox that while they

were equal to us — just the same, just as

good — not too many other people treated

them that way.

Historians and social critics said that the

broken store windows showed ad-

vancement, that the blacks were finally doing

something. But is wasn't like that because
most people in Bridgeport said they could

not quite understand why what happened in

Bridgeport that summer night did happen.

Again there was this case of portraying more
advancement than in fact there was.
And I remember 1970 flipping through

LIFE, a special issue on the sixties, and
reading a headline saying how black became
beautiful in the sixties. They said it was part

of the revolution.

But all I could think of was this unwritten

rule in my hometown, Trumbull (a suburb of

Bridgeport), which said that blacks just

Yes, what is this life about when here we
are faced with a great social concern —
racism — inequality — and we say we're

making progress but we're not? Worse is

that we're lying to ourselves and it's so much
easier to do that. We're not facing up to the

fact that we're failing, failing miserably. And
when you lie to yourself, you can't truly

progress because you don't know where to

work up from.

And here we are, a university, an

educational institution where everyone is

preparing for their future, for their life. And
the situation is even worse. Here we're
burning crosses. Here we're burning our-

selves with lies, lies, lies even worse than out

Ihere in the "world." That's getting nowhe'e
fast — in fact, it's getting further behind

ourselves.

But this can change if we would just be

realistic about the situation. The cross-

burnings show exactly where we are. So let's

put the issue straight in front of us and begin

dealing realistically with it. Let's stop fooling

ourselves. And after that, let's start

educating our minds and learn that the

problem begins with our competitive system,

worsened further by racial class stereotypes.

And with that realization, perhaps we'll be

able to break down those ingrained myths.

Perhaps we'll be able to sincerely be

"aware". Perhaps we II be able to sincerely

have and show respect. Perhaps we'll more
realistically criticize ourselves and our society

and so really begin to improve it.

Lisa Melilli's column
Monday in the Collegian.

appears every

Research vehicle

broken into

To the Editor:

The Regional Office of the Division of

Water Pollution Control has five vehicles

for seven field personnel. Normally by
switching meeting dates and otherwise

coordinating our schedules this situation

has not handicapped us to any great

degree.

However, we are now short three

vehicles as of Thursday morning, Oc-
tober 6, J977 and we have been crippled.

No it wasn't an accident nor did the

vehicle die of old age (it's close though).

What happened? Well it was necessary

to leave the vehicle adjacent to Draper
Hall overnight as has often been done in

the past nine years. The vehicle was
locked, the windows closed.

Apparently some sport with his

alimentary canal in backwards came out

of the Blue Wall and wanted to have
some childish fun, having had his childish

quota of two beers without getting sick.

The side window was forced and a fire

extinguisher stolen along with the

vehicle's credit cards.

The fire extinguisher was found by the

UMass police in "F" lot after little Johnny
or Joey had playfully emptied it. The
credit cards have not been found.

The vehicle has been grounded by the

Central Office until such time as Boston
can issue new cards. This could be by the

first of January.

So, if little Johnny or Joey happens to

"find" these cards after his wild night at

the Blue Wall it would be greatly ap-
preciated if he would place them in an
envelope and return them to the Western
Region, Division of Water Pollution

Control. Draper Hall, Campus.
We are requesting this so that we can

get the vehicle back on the road and do
what we consider valuable work in the
controlling of water pollution in some 131

municipalities in this half of the State.

William Doubleday,
Regional Engineer
Mass. Division of

Water Pollution Control

Motorcyc/ists

request parking

An open letter to the university and its

population:

The Motorcycle Co-op is deeply
concerned over motorcycles being towed
from behind the Campus Center. This

area, which is not marked "No Parking"
or "Tow Zone", has been traditionally

used by bikers for several reasons.

1) Our bikes are safe from accidentally

being knocked over by cars, as will

happen in a regular parking lot.

2) The area is well lit at night and
enough bikes are there to prevent the
theft of the isolated bike.

3) The access leading to the parking
area is wide enough to accommodate a
motorcycle without interferring with
pedestrian traffice, unlike some of the

specified "bike lots".

41 It is an area central to the University

commuter life.

51 Parking behind the C.C. helps to

alleviate the already crowded car lots.

We of the Motorcycle Co-op feel that

this area should be returned to its de
facto usage and formally made into an
area designed for motorcycle parking.

The Motorcycle Co-op

Perceptions

of Peoria

To the Editor

When I lived in Peoria, I never saw any
of old Luke's rabbit trap-, and aside from
the family recipe for pumpkin pie, we
didn't pay much attention to the harvest.
The self-satisfied amber waves of Mark
Wilding's fantasies are somewhat ob-
scured in Peoria by the bulldozer fac-
tories and the penetrating miasma
emanating from the Pabst brewery and
the various distilleries. Maybe the Paris

correspondant never heard any of the old
vaudeville stories about hard-nosed, kick-

ass towns; maybe he never listened to

Richard Pryor talking about the kind of
ghetto that sifts down from Chicago and
Detroit. Not that I'm bragging. But if Mr.
Wilding wants to write about parochial
characteristics of the "ugly American",
he ought to start right in his own back
yard. How about a humorous piece about
the stereotypical "ugly New Englander"
who makes ignorant and pompous
assumptions about other sections of his

own country? Peoria may not be Paris;

but it's not Dogpatch, either.

Anna Kirwan

PIRG portrayal

out of proportion
To the Editor:

It is my belief that the record of
MassPIRG in the areas of consumer
work, environmental planning and health
has been exemplary. Our organization
serves both to push for public in-

volvement on these and other issues and
to provide practical experience for

student volunteers. It is therefore very

disturbing to find us characterized as an
"elitist clique of consumerist vanguardist

snobs", as Mr. Jim Paulin has seen fit to

do. Mr. Paulin 's reaction to PIRG's
handling of the reception for Ralph Nader
is, in part, justified; it seems that we may
have handled that poorly. I think it

relatively obvious, however, that

everyone makes mistakes and Mr.

Paulin's abusive response is entirely out

of proportion to the magnitude of our

mistake. Given PIRG's record it hardly

seems reasonable to call us "assholes".

Kenneth Van Lente Ward
Executive Committee,

Board of Directors,

Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group

Apology demanded

from comedian
To the Editor:

Who was that idiot that opened the

George Benson concert? Who does he

think he is? Has the humor of this society

degenerated to dehumanization of

minority races?

Asians in America have long endured
immense racial attacks. Historically, the

Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, the in-

carceration of Japanese-Americans, and
the current Young-Chin "Hirohito" case

are a few brief examples.- The detrimental

effects of white racism are not just results

of visible oppression, but also of the

subliminal attacks on our mentality. How
canji man develop his full potential under
demoralizing self-images such 0s an

apologetic, submissive Charlie Chan, a

fucked-up villain like Fu Manchu, or one
of millions of subhuman Yellow Hordes?
How can a woman grow under an image
of "China-doll" Susie Wong? Just this

morning I received a nice little message
under my name on my dorm door: "How
the fuck do you pronounce this GOOK'
name?"

Racial attacks of any kind have to stop.

They have to stop NOW! There is no
room in this society for propagation and
reinforcement of demeaning stereotypes

especially by some half-assed en-
tertainer! Robert Shaw, as an Asian. I

DEMAND an apology!

Kuo-Pi Chao

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and- phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day precedir>g

that date.
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What's Happening
TODAY

LECTURES
- Student Union Gallery presents Lec-

ture-Slide show 8 p.m. Campus Center 101.
Reception will follow.
- Dr. Lincoln Brower to speak on Rivers,

7 p.m. Campus Center 163. Also two movies
he has made. Questions and answer period
to follow.

- Department of German, Heinrich von
Kleist 1777-1811 Bicentennial Lecture, Use
Graham, U. of London King's College, "The
Captive Vision, Heinrich von Kleist," History
6th floor lounge.
MOVIES
- "Rendezvous With Freedom,"

Thompson 104, 8 p.m. Free.
- "Black Star," Gay autobiography at

Franklin Paterson Hall 8 p.m.
WORKSHOPS

Physical Fitness Workshop, "Fall into
Fitness," 7-9 p.m. University Health Services
302. Register by calling 549-2671 x 181.

SEMINARS
Aspects of prehistory in Ecuador, by Dr.

John R. Cole of Hartwick College.

TOMORROW

COURSES
Dostoevsky, eight week course, to covet

Brothers Karaeuazov: lecture reports and
discussions. Meet Tuesdays 7:30-9:30 o m
MOVIES

- "Blood of the Condor," Thompson 106
at 8 p.m. Free!

- "Network," Campus Center Aud. 7, 9,
and 11 p.m.
LECTURES .

Lucille Grindhammer, member of the
language faculty at the U. of Hamburg
(Germany), will lecture on "The German
Women's Movement Today: An Historical
Perspective," 3 p.m. Archives Conference
Room, Neilson Library, Smith College. Open
10 the public free

Middle East expect to speak
Uri Ra'anan, considered to be one of the

leading authorities on Middle East Politics,
will speak today at 4 p.m. in Campus Center
904-908 on "Israel: Developments Internal
and External."

Ra'anan, an American citizen and
professor of international politics as well as
chairperson of the International Security
Studies Program at Tufts University,
received his undergraduate and graduate
degrees from Oxford University, Great
Britain. Before entering academic life,

Ra'anan spent seven years in international
diplomacy including posts as Consul, United
Nations Delegation Spokesman, and
Counselor of Embassy. He also spent seven
years in political journalism.

Ra'anan has been invited to deliver papers
both in the United States and abroad. At the

present, Uri Ra'anan is an Associate of the

Russian Research Center, Harvard
University; an affiliate of the Center for

International Studies, M.I.T.; and a member
of the Editorial Board of Orbis magazine.

Ra'anan will speak on "The Superpowers
and the Middle East " today at 8 p.m. in the

Uri Ra'anan

Wright Hall Common Room of Smith
College. Both lectures are free and open to

the public.

TEAMS
The Bicycle Club is forming a racing team,

if interested come to the meeting Campus
Center 911.

WORKSHOP
Video Workshop, Jones Library, Youth

Council 4 p.m. Amherst Youth Center.

DAILY
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Make your appointments to have pictures

taken, call 545 2874 or go to room 811
Campus Center.

Documentary tonight

on American Jewry
The 1972 ABC Documentary, "Ren-

dezvous with Freedom, "will be shown today
at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104. The The film
traces the development of American Jewry,
beginning with the arrival of the first Jewish
settler in New Amsterdam in 1645. Filmed in

Holland and Germany, as well as throughout
the United States, "Rendezvous with
Freedom" begins with the Spanish
Inquisition and follows the persecuted Jews
in their flight from Spain and Portugal to
refuge in the Netherlands. The immigration
of Dutch, Germans and Eastern European
Jews to America is shown, as well as how
Jews contributed to and participated in the
major historical events of their new nation:
the Revolutionary War, the Civil War and the
two world wars.

Directed by Marc Siegel, the overall
richness of factual and visual detail of the
film is enhanced by narration, readings and
songs by Zero Mostel, Sam Jaffe, Marian
Seldes and George Segal.
The film is sponsored by the B'nai and

B'rith Hillel Foundation, end the public is

welcome to attend.

Men's Center reopens
The Southwest Men's Center is open

again, continuing its involvement with men's
issues and helping men free themselves from
the oppressive roles played on them by our
society.

The center offeres films and books for loan
and workshops, colloquiums, peer coun-
selling and the opportunity to form a men's
support group. Volunteers are needed to

help staff the office, work on the center's
newsletter, and show films.

Everyone is invited to stop by the office

noon - 5 p.m. weekdays in office No. 3, J.F.

Kennedy lobby. Southwest Residential
College, or call 545-0263.
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Top •20'"' & •22'"'

Pants -*24~

Create a casual duet for Fall. Slip on a
100% cotton top in natural, autumn-
weight luxe weave. So outdoorsy over

straight-legged corduroy pants. Very
comfortable surroundings.

ofgarth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

SCHMARTS VS. BRAINS

I**: ^f^' =*^

ATTENTION !

Collegian Staff

There will be a mandatory

STAFF MEETING
for all staff

Tuesday, October 18

at 7:00 p.m. in

Campus Center 168 - 170 - 172

BE THERE!

Make use of your useless knowledge in the Schmidt's
Trivia Contest.

There are two kinds of intelligence. There's the kind that will make
you famous, respected and a model to little children everywhere.

And there's Schmarts.
Well, the humanitarians at Schmidt's think your fun facts should do

you some good. too. Ergo, the Contest.
Here's your chance to impress your friends, have more fun than you

should on a week night, and.maybe even win prizes

.

So get ready forThe Big One. You'll find all the details at your local
pub. saloon or watering hole. ^ t ^^ ft

Theres no purchase necessary. V|*l||f|
jj ||jQ

'
^he beer that might make
^iladelphiafamous.

Just skill.

C SCHMIDT & SONS, INC PHILA PA

*.
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John Willenbecher's "sea"

One-man exhibition at University Gallery
Artist John Willenbecher's sculpture, of a

one-man exhibition at the University Gallery

beginning tomorrow and ending Nov. 13.

Featured in the show is a large sculptural

work, "SEA." Composed of thirty

tetrahedrons, 55" on each side, "SEA" has
only previously been exhibited at Willen-

becher's one-man show two years ago at the
Everson Museum of Art in Syracuse, New
York.

Willenbecher's exquisitely crafted panels,

drawings on paper, paintings on masonite,
and constructions are done in constant
grays, whites, and blacks. The technique
used in most of his works involves the ap-

plication of five or six thick coats of white
gesso, plus a very thin coat of orav paint. Bv
sanding through the gray layer, Willenbecher

creates an effect of celestial nebulae, and by
scoring the surface, makes precise patterns

and mazes. Other elements of his con-
structions are plaster-dipped drapery evoking
a sense of the Neo-Classical, and spheres,
cones and other solids.

Willenbecher, who studied art history
before he became an artist, studied at Brown
University in Providence, R.I., and the In

slitute of Fine Arts at New York University.

Upcoming Exhibition
From Nov. 20 to Dec. 18, the University

Gallery will host an exhibition of the work of
an faculty from Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke and Smith colleges. Representing
more than 20 artists, this large show marks
ihe first collaboration of the five colleges on
an an exhibition.

The University Gallery in the Fine Arts
Center is open Tuesday, 1 1 :30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Wednesday - Friday 11;30 a.m. 4:30 p.m.,
Saturday and Sunday 2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Campus Carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

FROM THOSE WONDERFUL KIDS who
give us The Knight humor (?) magazine at
Clarkson College (Potsdam, NY) comes a
"How-To- Do-It- Yourself" series that in-

cludes "How to Separate the Bra from the
Broad", "Abortions Made Easy " and "How
to Buy the Proper Condom from the Friendly
Lady at the Corner Drug Store.

"

The latest (Spring 1977) edition at .this

predominantly male campus instructs "How
to Pick Up A Girl." In brief, it recommends
"establish! ng) a firm grasp on a choice
location (maximums glutimus)... attack! Try
not to loose (sic) it if she's heavier than you
expected...get out before her brother or boy-
friend shows up" and carry her to your pad.

FAREWELL. LIZZIE BORDEN is the title

of a non-credit continuing ed course at
Indiana U. The course, is eight hours, intends
to interpret and analyze the circumstances
and personalities involved in the 1890 ax
murder.

ALSO FROM BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA
comes the intelligence that the University

recently put a little color into its toilets by
purchasing 80,(XX) rolls of tissue. While
Central Stores saved almost $2,000 in

making the colorful purchase, they are faced
with environmentalists' complaints that the
paper is not as biodegradable as the white
stuff, because of the dyes used.

Every color has its price. We read about it

in the Indiana Daily Student.

HORSE MANEUVER is the title of a

column written by Steve Russo in the

Western Conn. State Echo.

THE PILL is being sold to women students
at UConn this fall by the campus dispencary.
And during a three to four months trial

period, possible adverse side effects will be
monitored.

FENCERS POKE IN MANY PLACES is the
headline appearing in a recent University of

Washington Daily. The lead reads: "For
those who like poking around where they
shouldn't be, there is a competitive club on
campus that pokes on an organized level."

If you find this irresistible, write the
Collegian for details.

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best quality

down vests m the area Filled wit*i

PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
vwith colorful rip stop nylon outers

Assortort colors XS thru XL
ONLY $29 95

ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRb
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR Clothing for fall and
WINTER

^^-^ *A^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Wwkd.iys 9-5 3f'

S.lTtif.V'v '^•'>.'L'

LIVERANCE
MOUNTAtN FARMS FOUR

Notices
ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AND BAP
On October 25, members will have an opportunity

to visit Ernst & Ernst, in Hartford, Conn. Check
bulletin board in SBA for more info

CHI OMEGA
All University women are invited to a "Chopping

Block" hairstyling demonstration, 7:30 p.m. at Chi
Omega Sorority. For more info call 545 2092
COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE
AND SELF SUFFICIENCY

Important meeting 7 p.m. Campus Centsr 169.

COMPANION PROGRAM
Wanted Big Brother Big Sister, interested? If you

have three hours a week to be a friend to an
Elementary or Jr. High aged child call 253 2591.
FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION CLUB
Make your own sundaes at the meeting 7:30 p.m.

Campus Center 168. Open to all students and it's free!

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sisterhood meeting 7 p.m. Campus Center 808 also

pledge meeting 8:15 p.m.
HAM RADIO CLUB
CO DX de W1PU0 meeting Tuesday 7:30 p.m. in

the Shack. 109 E. lab

HILL EL

"Rendevous with Freedom," will be shown at 8
p.m. in Thompson 104 free, open to the public.
LESBIAN UNION

Meeting 3:30 p.m Campus Center 923. All in-

terested women welcome
NAVIGATORS

Practical training in Evangelism to help get the
Word out Learn why, how and what to share, RSO
mailbox 465 or call 549 5893
PHOTO CO OP

Meeting and office elections on Thursday 10-20, 7

p m Campus Center 805-809, all members please
attend.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Meeting Wednesday 10-19 NOPE 153. All interested

are invited.

PRE DENT CLUB
Dr. Trowbridge of UPenn. Dental will speak 6:30

p.m Campus Center 804 Wednesday 10 19. Also Dr.

Shiere and Dr. Fogels of Tufts Dental will speak on
Thursday 10-20 Campus Center 174 6:30 p.m.
OUTING CLUB

Meeting 7 p.m. Campus Center 163-164 Guest
speaker at 8 p.m. Dr. Lincoln Brower talking about
rivers.

SPORTING GOODS COOP
Organizational meeting at 2:30 p.m Campus Center

805-809. Anyone with good ideas is welcome.
STUDENT CONSUMER AFFAIRS COUNCIL

Invites interested student to join them for dessert
and coffee at 7 p.m. Skinner Lounge. Bring your
creative ideas.

STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT
Meeting 3:30 p.m. in SVP office rm 409, SUB. All

members are encouraged to attend.
UNITED CHRISTIAN FEDERATION

Infirmary visitors in-service training 3 p.m. at 428
Student Union.
UMASS VOLLEY BALL CLUB

Meeting 6 p.m. Boyden Gym. New members
welcome!
WASHINGTON LOWER HOUSE

Talent needed for "Vaudeville Night," on Saturday,
10-22. If interested contact Judy Toll, 413 Washington
or 546 8975.

Jnivi^fiifv of Massocr iis^tts/ a- rK-'s'

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

LAZAR
BERMAN

Legendary

Soviet

Pianist

"The Phenomenon of the Music

World", Emil Gilels

Wednesday. October 26 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale Gen.
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM A $3.50, 3, 2.50. Others Students
and senior citizens M, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Tickefron Locations.

5QA QICi'5 Mn.N'A^ (Am^SM*..OH ;7iuo Q^i T|9 .•*:!;(• MASS

lAdutts >2 SO Students with AVC Caid i7 00 Child'fn i\ 2i Twt lite Show Adults & Students $1 SO
{

Special tn'^.tnemtnts Eichided

_ The real ctory of wtiy

/^^ President Lincoln

was killed

S Wed Oct 19

!Campus 5

« ^m*Center ^^

Aud.

^ The Linccdn
Con^racy

Mon Thurs jt 6 30 S 4'^

TwiiitPf 6 00

00 9:
1 1:00

p*j

J4MES BONO 007'

THE SPY
WHO

LOVED ME
ROGER
MOORE

Mon Ti.Mis ,1' b !•! h Jt/

T wiliter 6 3t'

HART'^ * ^
P(S

Mon Thurs at 6 00 8 30
Twilitet 6 30

IHEJIDJEWS

Mon Ihiiit; Mh jO ft 46
Twihter 6.00

U']nUHil|.H:ilJ.iHili.ljAHHi.H!l.l'JHMHK«l'|WCTnP^TlT^

SUPPORTGROUP
for

OLDER STUDENTS *

now forming
It will be held on Tuesday
afternoons from 3 5 p m
For more information call:
Counselling Assistance

for

OlderStudents
at

545 0057

S^fitf-

/''tMkuypv/a

TON ITE.

MON .. OCT. 1 7

L& M o nd the
SOUL DRI VERS
TUES.. OCT. 1 8

TOM WAITS
also Travis Shook

l
and the Club Wow

|

WED .. OCT. 1 9
GEORGE & GREGORY

BAND

THURS., OCT. 20
FAT

FRI.. OCT. 21

THE BRICKER BAND
Sunderland, MA.

iRte. 47/ Tel.665-4937

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

PRESENTS

"SHOWCASE I

"

Featuring
THE COOPER DODGE

BAND
at the HATCH

TuesOct 18
Wed, Oct 19

8:00pm
ONLY $1 50

JAZZ at UMASS

Featuring

WOODY SHAW
Oct28 SUB $2 00

HALLOWEEN NIGHT

WE'RE HAVIN A PARTY

with

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

SUB Mon Oct 31 $2 00

JAZZ

CONTINUES
with

Bobby Hutchinson

Nov 19 SUB FREE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1977

¥:

•X-

¥:
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IOTA CAMMA UPSILO

invites ail university women to
OPEN RUSH

406 N Pleasant Street

Monday Oct. 17
Thursday Oct. 20
Monday Oct 24

Sundae Night 7 8 pm
Pub Night 8-9 pm

Fondue Night 7-8 pm

for rides and info call 546 0082

Come for the food, come for the beer,
come meet the sisters of IG U

.

CORRECTION TO REGULATIONS & POLICIES" PUBLICATION

Page 4- Common wea/f/> Sc/ro/ars Prosrram (Honors Program):

Students must have completed one full semester in residence at the
University one Honors course, and have a minimum average of 3 2 (NOT
3 0) to be eligible for admission into the Honors Program.

It should also be noteo that Commonwealth Scholars are at present en
couraged rather than required to complete Departmental Honors Pro
qrams as well as normal Commonwealth Scholar's requirements

Provost's Office

OFFICIAL NFL FOOTBALL RAFFLE

''V mile past

Wotrobos on
right

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALU

STEELERS BENGALS

Sam Cunningham (39) runs into the teeth of the San Diego defense, and falls a foot
short of a touchdown. (UP!)

Pats charge past SD
SAN DIEGO (UP!) - Sam Cunningham

romped for 142 yards on 25 carries and tight
end Don Hasselbeck caught two short-range
louchdown passes from Steve Grogan
yesterday as the New England Patriots
defeated the San Diego Chargers 24-20.

Hasselbeck's second TD catch of four
yards came late in the final period to seal the
New England win. The clinching touchdown
came when the Patriots' Tony McGee fell on
a fumble at the San Diego 6-yard line.

New England's Ike Forte put the Patriots in

front to stay with 4:30 left in the third period
as he bolted outside tackle for a 7-yard score.

John Smith tacked on a 28-yard field goal in

the fourth quarter to give the Patriots, now 3-

2, a 17-13 lead. A late San Diego touchdown
pass of 16 yards from backup quarterback
Bill Munson to Charlie Joiner cut New
England's lead to 24-20 but the Patriots ran
out the remaining 1:45 to preserve the win.

San Diego, also 3-2, grabbed a 13-7 third

quarter lead on a 1-yard TD run by Rickey
Young. New England scored on its first

possession, marching 55 yards in 11 plays,
with Hasselbeck grabbing a 1-yard TD pass
from Grogan.

MONDAY M(,HT KOOTBAI.I

POOR RICHARDS
Ihift/tv lltmr I'riri's ill \ iffhi

— FREE HOT DOGS —
GIANT 8 FT. TV SCREEN

Rt. 9, Amherst

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? !! !Little A^ Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Gef BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! !!Little Ad$G«t BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

73 Fiat A 1 $1 , 100 2S6-8226.

1970 Triumph 0T« + . Excellent condition,
no rust $850. Of Best Offer 549-5057.

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE

76 550 Honda. $1,100 774 3422 or 562
4727

1974 Honda MT 250 Elsnore 3500 mi. Exc
Cond $600 253 9583.

Fully restored 140yr. old farmhouse. 1

acre, wood burning stove, barn, two
bedrooms, living room, dining room,
kitchen, bath. Taxes $95. $29,900. No
brokers please! 665 3560

Lost Meal Book Please help me Lost in

Southwest Wed No reward, just sen
timental value 6-9882.

TRAVEL

Green Knapsack with camera.
Fernatd Reward 617-367-0007.

Lst. near

Hot Air Balloon flights $75 Intro lesson.

Bnng a friend S55 each Terry 253 3834.

1970 VW Bug, exc. cond., rebuilt eng.
$1,000 or BO Call 253-3278 Barb

1989 Chevy Impala, 7 tires. $125. Call 584
4570.

70 Ford LTD Good cond $850 562-4727.

FOR RENT
FORSALE

99 Galaxy 500 Ford $700. 527 5746.

144S Vohro 72 89,000mi. $1,800. Excel,
mech. 256-8322.

8 Chevy Belair $150 or Best Offer 6-

5855

Fender Bass-Music Master. Excel cond
,

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5-stnng
Banjo Excel. Cond. Best offer on both.
Call Brian at 549-3796

Bacpack and frame $40, Down-bag $75
SVEA Stove $20., Glacier tent $45. 256^
6610

Moped Motobecane. Almost brand new
$325 Call 253-5594 Ask for Bill.

IBr. in 28r.#28Millhollow Apt , Summer
St , Amherst. $102/Mo util. inc. Alan 549-

1517

Missing since Aug. 30 from B.'andywine: 3
yr old female cat Dark Angora, mostly
gray, black&tan w/ green eyes flea collar
If you have her or any info please call Jan
549 3633 or 549 6000 X533

SERVICES

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610.

HELP WANTED

Babysitter - warm resp girl one night a
week for three girls 253-3149 256 0677.

ftiperienced Waitresses.
Richards 11 to 1pm daily

Apply Poor

68 Galaxy 500 Ford. $600 546-4856.

Bike Rack, Filing Cabinet, Rec. Chatr
549 5725

Mercedes 220Sb good running, fall sticker,
new tires and second car for spare $1 000
5493934.

Porsche 911. Tangerine, 1966, 22,000mi on
new eng & trans. No structural rust.

$1,300 Call 549-6686 Bill. Keep trying.

'68 VW Bug, VG Rebuilt engine, cond body
fair. $200 or B Call 772 0672 Anytime

Piano-IVER + POND Great cond 736-0278

2VW Tires. B F Goodrich. lOOOmi. $40.00
247 9407.

Infinity Qa spkrs. New w/ transferable
warrantee, $21!^. Call 546-4132.

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOESi
Men's, Ladies canvas Ef leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538-3181

•8 Volvo 1Z2S. Goold mechanical condition
130,000 miles Frame needs work Call 256
8467 Keep Trying

122Voivo parts sedEtwaaon Rea 665-4384

71 VW SQBK $770 or B d"545^MlTj^k"

Ref. Dorm size, exc. cond $50. 5345413.

OiiTrMark ITT Skiis (170'sl. Never been
used $150 or Best Offer. Call 665 4963
evenings

Single Bed. good cond $20 253 9848

Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work
at home - no experience necessary --

excellent pay. Write American Service.

8350 Park Lane, Suite 269, Dallas, Tx
75231,

ROOM WANTED J
Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them.
Will live anywhere in area Please call
546-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm. 209 50724

LOST
~~

Missing red leather Wallet. Please turn in

at lost and found

T.I.SR-40 Calculator. Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept.

28 after 8pm Desperately need it for

doing my assignments! Ptease return •

Reward and No Questions asked. 256-

6059

FOUND

Found-Young, Female tortoise-shell cat,

near Whitmore lot Green eyes, friendly.

Please call 5-0333

For A Good Layer Cake: Custom made Er

beautifully decorated birthday etc. Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

associated with Campus Ed Service).

Laurie 546-9576.

Expert Typing, only 40cents/page Call

after 6, Mon Thurs
. 256 8484

Collegiate research paper*. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1. for

mail order catalog. Box259l8-2, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90025 (213) 477 8474.

Used Receivers. Speakers Call 546 4034.

turntable Pioneer PLiiZD $50 list $100.
Only4mos old Call Marc, 6-4353.

Expert Typing, Mary Beth eves 586 1206

PERSONALS

^CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low pnce & full

service All models avail T 159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 S49 95 HP s b Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Happy Birthday to Sarah, Love Tom

For the girt in 803 D 1 McNamara I'm not
avoiding you I like you a lot Ah, Chah,
Chah, Chah, Guess Who

Vote Mark Curalop for Campus Center
Board of Governors on Mon and Tues
Oct 17 and 18 from 12 6p m at respective

DCs.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! RE ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! !!Littl» Ad» Get BIG RESULTS!
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' Sports Calendar^
SATURDAY'S RESULTS

y.^?.. ly SOCCER - Rhode Island 1, Mass
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY -
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL ^ UMass second in tri-meet
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - UMass first in tn-meet
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Postponed

.MONDAY, OCTOBER 17. 1977. MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1977

i^Aerial circus
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

concurred that the first Cummings catch was
ihe lurning point of the game.
"We had ihem fourth and long, we should

have been able to stop them, but Mass
picked us apart in desperation, " said Griffin.

"Ii was a beautiful pass and a great play."
The next time Fallon found Cummings was

laie in ihe first half with time running out. It

was a five-yard pass and gave UMass a
commanding 27-6 halftime lead.

"I just ran a simple tight end delay," said
Cummings, recalling his second TD
reception on the afternoon. "Mike waited for
me to hit a couple of people and then get
open over the middle. The offensive line gave
Mike the lime to wait for me and he made a
nice pass."
The scoring duo connected again in the

third period on another sprint-out pattern.
"He'd told me to look for him," said

Fallon, whose four touchdown passes in-

creased his output to 10 for the season.
"He's the secondary receiver on that play,
but both times he was open."

Fallon's first touchdown toss had given
the Minutemen an early lead. He hit reserve
running back and punter John Romboli with
a short seven-yard toss over the middle.

"Finally," said Romboli who had been

inserted into the backfield for that specific
play. "That's the first time I've scored since
Holy Cross two vears nnn"
Another Minuteman who won't forget

Saturday afternoon is cornerback Todd Holt.
Holt's wife Gail gave birth to a 7 and a half lb.

baby girl at 12:12 in the afternoon, just 48
minutes before the opening kickoff . Excellent
liming, since it enabled the new father to
arrive just at gametime.

Dave Croasdale set a UMass field goal
record by booting one 42 yards late in the
fourth quarter. He had tried earlier from the
same distance, but missed. Croasdale's
longest three-pointer previously had been 37
yards.

Notices
ICE HOCKEY - Anyone interested in

playing club ice hockey, call Dustin at 549-
2635 or Chip at 546-9629. For street hockey,
call Rick at 546-9598. Any woman interested
\\\ organizing a women's section of the club,
call Dustin

INTRAMURALS - Volleyball officials

meeting will be held tomorrow at 5 p.m. in

room 215.

Volleyball entry deadline has been ex-
tended to today at 12 noon.

FIELD HOCKEY - Any men interested in

starting a field hockey team, call Jan Stapel
at 546 5922.

IVION. a TUBS. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Va Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

Sfc . .>5ii
salads— homemade soups

deli sandwiches
subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite
beer or cocktail

55 University Drive

Sun - 12-1 am, Men- Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri & Sat 11-2 a. m.

Until Sound Guard,your
long pbiring record had a short pbying life.

Unprotected

M.iKnihcatiori >hows th» rourrt \irnl v\t-arinK askiiv Sanw mHKnihcalKin shuvks no recortl wear

Before Sound Guard preservative, every time you played your
favorite record, wear was inevitable.

Friction did it.

But now Sound Guard preservative, with its dry lubrication, reduces
the friction that wears out your records.

In fact, independent tests prove that Sound (kiard preservative used
re^larly maintains sound fidelity by virtually eliminating record wear.
And its built-in, permanent anti-static property resists dust accumulation.

vSound (kiard preservative is available by itself or as part of our new
S()io?d Guard

^
Total Record Care System, which includes new Srmnd (ruard^'

record cleaner The cleaner developed through extensive research and
testing to effectively remove everything from dust particles to oily

fingen^rints.

All Sound (kiard <

pnKlucts are available

in audio and record

outlets.
Sound
Guard

^ r'

O
Sound Guard keeps yourgood sounds sounding good.
Null 1(1 (.u;ii(| prcMiA.ilAc NiuiKl (.u.it'l i icincr Smrul (iii.ird iiit;tl kdord L.irf S\si»rn
NMiiKK.iiMrfl isF'',;ilKMriM.r.itinn^ r-ei-irn-d tnidcrn.irk C'op\rii;fit ' llill CoriK.nHi.m. 1M77 .Miiiu if. IN ITAiYJ.
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DOONtSBLRY by Garry Trudeaii
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DM by Marty Maceda

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17
— Bom today, you are a
flexible individual and
your ability to adapt is

your most valuable char-
acteristic You are a good
leader because your Rexi-
bility not only enables you
to meet challenges, but it

insures those who work
under you the same advan-
tage. For this reason, you
are extremely sought
after; your reputation has
gone before you. There is,

of course, always the possi-
bility that you will not be
able to live up to your
reputation, but the possi-
bility very seldom tie-

comes a probability

You are generous, and
have the ability to recog-
nize another's need even
before he does himself.
You will have to take care,
however, that your helpful-

ness doesn't become inter-

ference Ask after anoth-
er's needs if you wish, but
take no unsolicited action
if you value the relation-

ship you have.

Somewhat inclined
toward extravagance, you
will have to be on your
guard against loss. Be-
cause you confide in very
nearly anyone who ap-
pears the least interested,

you may find yourself the
victim of misplaced trust.

Even so, you will not re-

gret having sought the kind
of friendship confidences
yield; you would rather be

taken advantage of many
times over if the relation-
ships develop into the kind
which inspire confidence

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I^t your birthday star be
your daily guide.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER IB
LIBRA ( Sept. 23-Oct.22) -

Control a tendency to ask
too many questions. Re-
spect another's privacy.

SCOR PI O ( Oct . 23-
Nov.21) - Your liking for

theatrical presentations
may cause you to overstate

your case. Be careful not to

be misleading.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) — Imagination is

essential to gain a position

of leadership on the em-
ployment scene. Paint a
profitable picture.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 —
Yield to the majority early
in the day. Otherwise you
may have a large fight on
your hands.

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb.l8) — A misplaced
item of importance may
dominate your thoughts
and actions early in the
day. Make up for lost time
inPM.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) — Maintain a cheerful

atmosphere for loved ones
throughout day Make tele-

phone contacts f>ersuasive
and they will bear fruit

ARIESI March 21-April

19) - You may regret
having modeled present
activity after that of a
friend. Failure for friend

appears on the horizon

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) — Your magnetic per-

sonality may be working
overtime and attracting
unwelcome types. Be dis-

criminating.

GEMINKMay 21-June20)
— A profitable experience
makes life look a little

better. Don't, however,
jump from the frying pan
into the fire

CANCERiJune 21-July
22) — A kindly, sympa-
thetic nature helps you
meet all comers today.
There will be some dissen-
sion late in the day. Meet it

sensibly.

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) -
Excellent powers of con-
centration make this a pro-
gressive day. Laugh at
mistakes in A.M. ; to l>e too
serious is detrimental.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— A mental interest and a
physical capability unite to
form an exciting atmos-
phere for work today. Prof-
its accrue at evening.
Capynnht. \m. Unitrd Fnlurc Syndl'
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Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 -—of the

Roses
5

Japanese
war

10 Throat
hoarseness

1

4

Arrow
poison

1

5

Man's name
16— avis

Unique
p6rson

1 7 Asterisk
18 Of melodic

tones
20 Gaiety
22 Amiable
23Ed.ble

seeds
24 Thrash

soundly
25 Wall or

Yonge
28 Whoooee-

makers
32 Baseball

siat

33 Paramour
35 Number
36 L" ind otter

38 T:me-s*udy
man

10 Branches
41 Thing of

vaiuo

43 Actess
--- W.ies

45 Dow,":f„rn

46 Or-

Hones?

48 Servants
50 Time

periods
51 5280 feet

52 Arctic and
Pacific

55 Conquered
59 Dentures 2

words
61 Having info

62 Withdraw
abruptly

63 Make
gleeful

64 Movie
pooch

65 Winter toy

66 Formal
practices

6 7 52 Aoeks

ncWN
1 Long for

2 Against
3 Being m fact

4 Latin-Amer
poncho

5 Cooling
device

6 Military

groups
7 Linger
8 Soak in

liquid

9 Asian »vild

ass
'0 Undeveloped

area
1 I Oeciaim

v/ohementiy
12 Of the

moufh
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13 Wind
19 Centers of

a'jthonty
21 Fast dance
24 Wearing

less clothes
25 Fr upper

house
26 Junk
27 Poker word
28 Seek ng

Suffix

29 Avoid !;iifli-

ing

30 Forgive
31 Cuts
34 Containers
37 LiDerat-»(J

39 DefiOweri

42 Metal roof-

ing

44 Temporary
stop

17 More im-

mense
49 Latitude
51 Rt»gulus
52CricKet-field

jjarts

53 Convoke
'=4Con'ed VIP

Roct - --

55 for!' Slang
56 Ascend
57 This

Spanish
58 Cherished
60 High priest
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Fourth straight setback
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Booters edged by Rams, 1-0
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

For the fourth time in a row this season,
the UMass soccer team found itself on the
short end of a one-goal game as it lost to
Rhode Island Saturday afternoon, 1-0, on the
field behind Boyden.

However, this game was different from the
past three as the MInutemen mounted
several excellent offensive thrusts, only to
find themselves thwarted by Lady Luck and
Rico Gonzales, the Rhode Island netminder.
"We came as close as could without

winning," lamented UMass mentor Russ
Kidd after thfe game. "We missed some of
the real close shots but we had some ex-
cellent chances to score on head shots from
corner kicks and indirect kicks."
The only goal of the game was scored by

Lenny Mercuric of the Rams on a play set up
by Rhode Island scoring ace Dan Mc-
Crudden. It came at 41:25 of the first half
when both teams seemed to be playing
evenly with chances to score in both ends.

The loss saw the Minuteman ledger drop
to 3-4 on the season while upping Rhode
Island's mark to 5-3. Saturday's game may
also cause the Minutemen to go down a step
or two from their current sixth ranking in the
New England poll.

Rhode Island coach Gezza Henni, a former
netminder for the Bulgarian national team,
said that after scoring the goal in the first

half, his team sat on the lead in the second

half in an effort to protect a shutout for his
netminder. Gonzales.

"There was no sense in taking a chance,
we just sat back and let UMass control the
tempo," said Henni. "Now that I've seen the
scoring chances that UMass came up with, I

don't think I really should have used that
strategy."

Come up with scoring chances is certainly
what the Minutemen did as they put together
several plays in the latter portion of second I

half only to be turned back time and time
again. One fine chance came on a play by
Minuteman Tom O'Brien, who took the ban
and moved down the right side by himself,
penetrated the Ram defense and blazed a
shot that screamed by the post to the left of
the Ram netminder.

"I actually thought that it was in," said co-
captain Larry Aronson after the contest.

Another fine scoring chance was con-
tributed by Andy Moore who saw his head
shot off a corner kick miss the net by inches.

Other fine efforts turned in by the
Minutemen included those by defensemen
Pat Veale, Mark Vassalotti, and Aronson,
who were unbelievable on defense. Also, Bill
Leary turned in an aggressive performance,
but found himself ejected from the game
along with Ram Kevin Murphy after a scuffle
in front of the Rhode Island net midway
through the second half.

Seldom heard from Mike St. Martin,
accordng to his teammates, had "one heck

of a game," as was evidenced by his hustle
on both offense and defense.

Another factor in the Minuteman loss was
the absence of co-captain Ed Niemiec, who
IS still bothered by a thigh injury and may

have to miss more action this week.
The next game for the booters will be

tomorrow afternoon when they visit Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute in a 3:30 p.m.
contest.

Netters spike past NU;
lose to MIT in tri-meet
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The news was half good and half bad for
the UMass women's volleyball team over the
weekend as it finished second in a tri-match
played at MIT, the Mmutewomen's two
opponents being Northeastern and MIT.
They beat Northeastern before being over-
powered by MIT.

The spikers disposed of Northeastern but
had to go the full three-game route to do so.
In the first game, UMass broke out to a 9-6
lead and hung on to win by a tally of 15-9.
The Minutewomen broke out to a quick four-
point advantage in the second game but
Northeastern, taking advantage of what
UMass coach Dianne Thompson called
"mental lapses," rallied to win by a score of
16-14.

In the deciding contest, it was UMass's
turn to rally as it fought off an early 9-3
deficit to win the game, 15-9, and the match,
two games to one.

MIT beat UMass in the first game of the
match for first place by a score of 15-2 but
Thompson said the score was really not a
good indication of how well-played a game it

was. She said the contest took 20 minutes to
complete and featured a number of long,
exciting rallies.

The score of the second game was the
same but the game itself differed greatly
from the first, according to Thompson. She
said, "We suffered a number of mental
lapses. We couldn't serve- receive at all. It

was the shortest I've ever seen a volleyball
game go."

The split left the spikers with a 2-7 record.
Thompson said the major bright spot was the
improvement in the team's serving. She cited
the efforts by Kathy Higgins and Kathryn
Shinnick as being especially outstanding.
Another bright note was the play of the

junior varsity spikers. The JV squad won its
tri-match, beating Northeastern (15-3, 15-6)
and MIT (15-9, 15-1) to up its record to 2-3.

The UMass water polo team, behind precision teamworlt. defeated two op-
ponents Saturday at the Boyden pool and captured its Invitational tournament The
poloers are back in action next weekend. (Staff photo by Jeff Stone)

Poloers win tourney
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's water polo team
continued its fine play this weekend as it

swept by Harvard, 13-8, and RPI 14-9, in a
non-league invitational tournament Saturday
at the Boyden Pool.

In the Harvard game the Minutemen were
sparked by a five-goal performance by
UMass swim team star Russ Yarworth. Other
scorers for UMass included Rick Mansfield
who added three goals and an assist and
Stew Carlisle, who chipped in with a pair of
goals.

Against RPI, the Minutemen offense
totally dominated the game, with newcomer
Dave Landesman leading the charge.
Landesman scored eight goals and had four
assists in his first game for UMass. Coach
Bob Corb also had a big game against RPI as
he notched four goals and had four assists.

Corb was fairly satisfied with his team's
effort, "We're starting to put it together as a
team now," said Corb.

The poloers, now ranked 10th in New
England, will travel to MIT this Saturday for a
big league tournament against MIT and the
Bulldogs from Yale.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)
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Harriers win two,
but lose to Cats
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

The dark and overcast pre-meet weather
appeared to be an omen to the UMass cross
country team Saturday, as it fell prey to an
improved University of New Hampshire
squad, 29-35.

The quadrangular contest, run through the
soggy five-mile apple orchard course, was
dominated at the finish line by the UMass
and UNH contingents, as teams from
Bentley and Vermont managed to slide only
three runners into the top 15, as they lost to
both UNH and UMass.
The Wildcat's impressive showing was

ma'de possible by UMass Coach Ken
O'Brien's reluctance to suit up five of his top
seven harriers.

"I didn't break the team up with intentions
of losing," explained O'Brien. "At this point
in the season everyone knows they're good,
but don't know how good they can be. I

rested some of our stronger runners in a
deliberate effort to keep the meet close. My
decision was made with hopes of not only
presenting a team challenge, but an in-

dividual challenge also.

Individually, UNH's All-America candidate,
George Reed, splashed into the lead at the
outset and won comfortably in 25:32.
Teammate Gary Crossans, with a surprising
display of strength, strided through the finish

line in 25:47, seven seconds ahead of the

Minutemen's first harrier, Kevin McCusker.
Co-captain Frank Carroll garnered fourth

place in 25:59, one second ahead of the
Wildcat's third man, Dan Berman. Seniors
Bob Neil and Neal McGrail exhibited their
finest form of the season while capturing
sixth and ninth places, respectively.

"Several of our runners didn't call upon
themselves today," commented O'Brien,
"but certainly I'm pleased with the per-
formances of Bobby (Neil), Neal (McGrail),
and Steve Bugbee, who rose to the oc-
casion."

UNH mentor John Copeland cited the
absence of injuries to his squad for the
success of his fall campaign.

"We're very much pleased with our
victory," said Copeland. "UMass is very
strong, much stronger than we are, but it

goes up as a 'W for us. Confidence in what
we can do has turned our program around."

"This is the best its been since I've been
around," added UNH captain George Reed.
"For the first time we have a team that can
compete with the powers in New England."

Although the Minutemen suffered their
second attack of the season, they finished
the regular season with an impressive 11-2
mark. Their next opposition will be against
the meat of the Yankees Conference at

Rhode Island, Oct. 29th in the conference
meet. The New England's and IC4A's follow
on Nov. 5 and Nov. 14, respectively.

Sub-varsity runners win
The UMass sub-varsity cross country team

continued its dominance of Northeastern
competition by defeating 11 squads from
New York state in the Marist Invitational held
in Poughkeepsie Saturday.
Coach Arnie Morse entered two squads in

the contest, consisting of several varsity

harriers and eight competitors from the
freshman team. Both groups were victorious,

as varsity harrier Mike Morris initiated the

winning spirit by touring the five-mile course
in 25:01, breaking the existing record for the
varsity division.

The trip from New England presented
Morse's forces with two trophies.

The next stop for the sub-varsity harriers
will be Oct. 29, when they will compete in the
Albany State Invitational meet, to be held in

NY.
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Dawn Minaai smashes one of her
powerful overheads in the semifinals at
the state tournament yesterday. (Staff
photo by Ellen Davis)

Jennifer Ranz, the other half of the
UMass doubles team, is intent during
yesterday's match. (Staff photo by Ellen
Davis)

Doubles make finals
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

UMass women's tennis players Dawn
Minaai and Jennifer Ranz made it to the
doubles final of the MAIAW tournament at

Mount Holyoke College over the weekend,
but had to settle for second place after losing

to Harvard in an action-packed match.
The two seniors, who play first doubles for

the Minutewomen, started their climb to the
top on Saturday by downing MIT's Stella

Perone and Chris Vogdes, 6-1, 6-1 after

winning their first round match against

Fitchburg State by default.

That got them into the semi-finals

yesterday, in which they topped Rachel
Lavin and Liz Mantel from Boston University,

6-1, 6-1.

They won the first set of their finals match,
7-5, but Harvard's Katie Ditzler and Sally

Roberts pulled together and took the next
two sets, 6-4, 6-0 for the victory.

Also in the tournament for UMass were

Cathy Maher, in her first singles competition,
and Carolyn Mooney, in second singles.

Maher won her first match against Alice
Shackman of Clark, 3-6, 6-3, 7-5, but lost in

the quarter finals to Harvard's Martha
Roberts, 4-6, 2-6.

Mooney lost lo Heidi Mickelson of the
Wellesley in the first round, 6-7, 0-6.

Today, the entire UMass team will travel to
Central Connecticut for a 3:00 rescheduled
match. T le match should be a victory for the
Minutewomen, so coach Bill Yu will be
giving some other team members a chance
to compete, such as Debbie Halnerin,
Joanne Vinachi, Sue Boissevan, and Fran
Meyers.

This afternoon's match starts a busy week
for the women, which also includes matches
against UConn, Keene State, and the New
Englands.

In the New Englands, Minaai, Ranz, Maher
and Mooney will be the UMass entries again,
along with one other doubles team.
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Fallon hurls 4 TD's ,

Gridders smash Rams
By BILL EDELSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The experts said the University of Rhode
Island Rams didn't belong on the same
football field with the UMass Minutemen.
The experts said that injuries to URI's top

wide receiver, its starting quarterback, two
offensive linemen and strong safety would
turn Saturday's encounter at Alumni
Siadium into another UMass rout. The
experts were right.

UMass scored all the points it would need
10 win on a first-quarter, Mike Fallon to John
Romboli touchdown pass, and Dave
Croasdale's extra point. It was in the second
quarter, however, that the Minutemen put
ihe game in its proper perspective, and
paved ihe way for their 37-6 victory.

The Rams were not to be subjected to a

slow death by the Minutemen's usual
bludgeon-like, tackle-to-tackle running
offense. Instead, coach Dick MacPherson
opted for the guillotine.

The football was resting on the URI 25-

Yard line. It had been there for the duration of
iwo incomplete passes. On fourth down and
nine to go, MacPherson disdained to punt
and went straight for the Rams' jugular vein.

'We were in no-man's land," said
MacPherson. "The 25 is too close for a punt,
and too far to kick a field goal. So we went
for it."

Mike Fallon dropped back to pass, sur-
veying ihe field. He spotted tight end Kevin
Cummings.

'It was a double tight end play," said
Fallon "One man goes right, the other, left. I

ihrow to the one who's open.
"

Cummings was open and by the time the
ball settled into his hands, he was in the end
zone.

Rhode Island coach Bob Griffin was less
ihan enthusiastic about the chain of events.

"Their offensive execution was good, but
why we cani stop a fourth and nine situation
is beyond me, " lamented Griffin "After that
play, I knew we wouldn"t win the game."
The Fallon-to-Cummings Connection

made the score 20-6, but the duo was far
from ready to call it quits on the afternoon
The pair clicked again before the half ended.
The UMass defense ( "They were great" —

MacPherson) forced the Rams to puht deep

in URI territory. When the snap back to
Rhode Island punter Rick Viall turned out to
be a groundball to the left side of the infield,

UMass defensive back Kevin Maguire took
on the role of shortstop, surrounding the ball
at the Ram five-yard line. From there, Fallon
and Cummings beat the halftime gun over
the goal line, and UMass led 27-6.
The Minutemen stayed mainly on the

ground in their third quarter, 74-yard drive.
But on the drive's 17th play, Fallon and
Cummings got nostalgic and the result was a
24-yard TD toss that gave Fallon his fourth
paydirt pass for the game dying a Yankee
Conference record), gave Cummings his
third touchdown reception on the day (tying
another Yankee Conference record), and
gave URI coach Griffin an upset stomach
(falling far short of any record, taking into
account the fact that UMass had, at that
lime, outscored its opposition over the past
five games, 173-35).

The Minuteman defense rolled up more
impressive statistics at the Rams' expense.
The same crew that shutout the University of
Maine on the ground, allowed Rhode Island
)ust 24 rushing yards (minus one in the first

half).

The Rams' only bright moment on offense
came, ironically, in the second quarter which
was dominated by UMass. URI quarterback
Mike Bailey, filling in for the injured Steve
Tosches, capped a six-play, 73-yard assault
with a touchdown pass to freshman tailback
Chy Davidson, who, himself, was replacing
Leroy Shaw (illness). Seventy-two yards of
the drive were gained through the air.

"We were letting their quarterback out of
the pocket,"' said MacPherson of Rhode
Island's lone score. "Our defense did a much
better job of containing him after that."

In the second half, the Rams could only
manage 41 passing yards.
OTHER STUFF - Hank Sareault tallied

UMass' only points via the terra firma route
with a one-yard plunge... Dave Croasdale
moved "no-man's land" a little farther back
for Coach MacPherson with a 42-yard field
goal (a personal record)... Kevin Sullivan was
called to service when defensive back Todd
Holt took a leave of absence so that he could
suffer Ihe pacing motions of fatherhood in
the hospital and not on the sidelines...
Sullivan had one interception and barely
missed another.

m-M

Mike Fallon unleashes a pass during UMass's big Homecoming win Saturday.
Fallon threw five touchdown passes in the rout. (Staff photo by Howard Labitt)

Dodgers explode, 10-4
LOS ANGELES lUPI) - Spurred on by

manager Tom Lasorda's pre-game pep talk,

the Los Angeles Dodgers turned from
lethargic to vicious yesterday and crushed

Billy Coleman gets set to sweep for the Minutemen. as Bruce Kimball (68) and Gerry Greene (63) lead the way Coleman ledUMass Saturday on the ground with 92 yard*. (Staff photo by Steve Lesser)

Fallon-Cummings show gets air time
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The passing combination of Mike Fallon to
Kevin Cummings is slowly developing into
the best passing-scoring duo in the Yankee
Conference.

Saiurday afternoon at Alumni Stadium,
Cummings hauled in passes of 25, five and 24
yards all for touchdowns - to lead the
UMass football team to its fifth straight
victory "Ihe th^ee TD performance by
Cummings is his second of the year, and
comes jijsi two weeks after a similar feat
against Youngstown State. Cummings' three
TD receptions tied a YanCon record, while
Fallon's four touchdown passes also ties a
Van Con mark.

Cummings has caught just nine passes this

season, but, six of those have gone for
touchdowns. The6'5", 230-lb. tight end from
Saratoga Springs NY was awarded the
game ball for his effort.

"He's a big man in the clutch," said
UMass coach Dick MacPherson. "He sure
catches the big ones."
The turning point in the game came on a

pass from Fallon to Cummings with just

under nine minutes remaining in the first half

and the Minutemen holding a less than
commanding 13-6 lead. UMass was faced
with a fourth down and 10 situation at the
Rhode Island 25 yard line when MacPherson
elected lo try for the first down.
He got more than he bargained for when

Fallon found Cummings all alone in the end

zone for the first of their three scoring
connections.

"I had run the same pattern two times
before and was open, but both times he
threw to Gladchuck," said Cummings. "I

noticed that the safety was going with John,
so when I came back to the huddle I told
Mike the next time we run the strong sprint,

I'm there. That's what we ran for the touch-
down and I was open."

"It was one of those situations," said
MacPherson, explaining his reasoning for

gambPing-on the fourth down play." It wasn't
the right place for a punt, and it was just a
little long for a field goal, so we went for it."

Rhode Island coach Bob Griffin readily

TURN TO PAGE 16

the New York Yankees 10-4 behind home
runs by Steve Yeager and Reggie Smith to
remain alive in the World Series.

The Dodgers, who still trail three games to
two, can get even tomorrow night when the
series switches back to New York's Yankee
Stadium for the sixth game.

After batting only .190 in the first four
games of the series, the Dodgers broke loose
an«J bombed left-hander Don Gullett and
three relievers for 13 hits to win in a
Cakewalk.

Yeager, Smith and Dusty Baker provided
the bulk of the Dodgers' offensive might.
Yeager drove in four runs with a three-run

homer, which capped a four-run fourth, and
a sacrifice fly. Smith belted a two-run homer
in the sixth and Baker had three hits and
drove in two runs.

A large share of the credit for the victory
also had to go to right-hander Don Sutton,
who scattered nine hits in a route-going
performance to remain unbeaten in five post-
season decisions.

Although touched for back-to-back
homers by Thurman Munson and Reggie
Jackson in the eighth inning, Sutton was
tough when he had to be in the early going
and blanked New York on just three hits over
the first six innings.

It may have been Lasorda's pre-game talk

which was most responsible for the Dodgers'
triumph. The peppery manager told his team
the had been flat in the first four games and
encouraged them to get more aggressive.
They wasted no time in doing it.

Dave Lopes started the rout by tripling off
the lop railing of the left-field bullpen and Bill

Russell, who had managed only two hits in

18 series at-bats, lashed a single to left to
give the Dodgers a lead they never
relinquished.

The Dodgers might have had a real big first

inning if it wasn't for a magnificent fielding

play by third baseman Graig Nettles. Smith
topped a slow roller toward third, but Nettles
charged the ball, picked it up barehanded
and threw Smith out at first. Gullett then
bore down and struck out Ron Cey and
Steve Garvey to end the threat.

Gullett had pitched well against the
Dodgefs in the series opener, but it was
obvious, however, from the outset that he
didn't have command of his stuff. He threw
25 pilches in the first inning, and, after

laboring through two more innings, was
finally crushed In the fourth.

Steve Garvey started the fourt-inning
uprising -by slamming a one-out double to
right center field and he scored on Baker's
line single to left. When left fielder Lou
Piniella bobbled the ball for the Yankees' first

error of the series. Baker took second and
held there as Nettles booted Lee Lacy's
qrounder Yeager then belted a long home
run into the left-field seats to make it 5-0.

Racial Animosity
at UMass Grows Stronger

BakHe Oemonstration —
Nkrumah Olinga comments

By W.J. WHEELER
AND KARIEN ZACHERY

on a racist Collegian article

midnight and 12:30 a.m. "The cross
viewed by students through the
large display window was actually a
metal-t frame similar to those used
by Campus Center vendors,"
according to UMass student Earl

"The locality of the cross burning
is particularly evident that the
incident was perpetuated by anti-

black incrementalism. The Disco
was predominantly Black; therefore
the cross burning was obviously
directed at them."
The inferences and significance

of the cross burning site is that
someone was trying to convey a
racist threat to Black students. The
reason behind this particially being
that white students were trying to
eliminate "disco" or Black music
from being played in the Bluewall.
The Bluewall has always directed

their entertainment in the interest

man on white man's territory."

Ameiikkka is the
Blackman's Battlegroundl

A flaming cross was sited outside
of the Bluewall at a disco held
Thursday night. This is the second
of two cross burnings occuring in
the Amherst area, in a period of less
than four weeks. The first cross

might occur in the Amherst area,
which is evidence of the rising racial

tension among students and ad-
minstrators.

Though the Collegian printed an
article about the cross burning at
the Bluewall on Friday. A great
percentage of the Black perspective
was omitted. Plus, the mere fact

burning occured at Hampshire
College. They are both serious
examples of increasing Nazi activity
and KKK inferences in the valley. It

was reported that the flames were
first noticed by students between

- — ' v^..".iou. rius, ine mere tact
Thus, the white community reacted that the Collegian printed the ar-
in their traditional racist and violent

manner, by burning a cross,

symbolizing the KKK.
The seriousness and significance

of the crossburning indicates a

series of racist occurences that

Affirmative

licle, placing the term "cross
burning" in quotation marks each
lime it appeared, is evident that
'hey desired to downplay the
seriousness of the incident.
Somthing, that, simple and
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observing Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission
regulations.

,

Lei's take a look at some
technical considerations that relate

lo the implementation of Titles VI,

VII, and IX of the Equal Em-
ployment Act.

Applications for employment,
and school admission, for example,
are supposed to receive the
following considerations:

1. Selection r^'^r^..-.-- -.•••/7,//w

first rnr5.,'o; The c;/,c/uaiu//* a,

n'T.onties and women in the past.

This means that admission
programs should make a special

effort to reach women and
minorities, and that recruitment is .

It's easier to start off by workina
with ratios n^ •^"'^ ^''-^

2. Retroactive selecuon hucciuso oi .ne n;:^.,ce between
processes should include a system '-c;-. ana women that is ap-
ihat compares the actual and proximately 50-50.
potential groups (pools! or students Table I illustrates the difference
and employees, for example. m percentages among men and

Black 'te&noritles. •

Table ?

Act UP 1 Pool

Expected 15 - 85

Potential Pdq|

15 - 85

Slacks Nonminor^ti^* Blacks Nonmlnorit ^>y

Actuel# 100

Percent 2%

4900

98%

500

10%

4500

90%

seemingly insignificant aids in
keeping people ignorant to the
meanings of serious issues, like this
cross burning.

Black students must immediately
become aware the signs behind
'hese racial incidents occuring
around them. The occurance of
two cross burnings within less than
a four week period, is an indication
'hat the racial animosity among
whites against Blacks, not only still

sun/ives, but may gradually be
growing stronger.

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

women who are either employed,
or enrolled in a given school; and
men and women applicants.
Siudenis, presently enrolled, would
make up the actual pool, and
applicants would make up the
potential pool.

In order to obtain a 50-50
balance, 20 women would have to
be admitted to raise the actual pool
of women to 60. After sixty males
and sixty females make up a 50-50
balance, one out of every two
admitted, or hired applicants should
be a woman.
From the potential pool of 20

women and 80 men - all 20
s luld (ideally)

.^c oi-uBpiea in order to obtain a SO-
SO balance. The 80 per cent dif-

ference between the actual pool of
males and femeico, and the
potential pool of males and females
should be the bare minimum
percent of women applicants
accepted in this instance.

Table 2 somewhat relates the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission affirmative action
model to Black 'minorities.'

In order to obtain a Black student
population of 15 per cent, even if all

500 Black applicants were admitted
(with none of the nonminorities
admitted) there still wouldn't be
enough students to make up a 15
per cent Black population. A
potential pool of 5000 applicants
with only 500 Blacks would reflect

considerable lack of recruitment.
In order to obtain a percentage. of

Continued on Page 2
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By JOHANNA P. BRASSARD

In 1974 the Hispanic Organization
of the University of Massachusetts
felt that a service designed to
satisfy the various needs of bi-

lingual students on campus was
long overdue. The bilingual
population of the University was
growing; it was seen that ethnic,
cultural, and linguistic charac-
teristics often alienated a Spanish-
speaking person from American
society, thereby causing her- him to
suffer economic and educational
disadvantages The Bi-lingual
Collegiate Program was conceived
in order to help the bilingual
population of the school to better
cope with the academic and social

pressures of University life, and to
attract bilingual, potential
University students from different
areas within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. An equal education
would help these students in later

life.

The Bilingual Collegiate
Program (BCP) is a "permanent
unit" of the University today. It

began with seventy-five Hispanic
students, but now serves three
hundred bi-lingual Hispanic and
Portugese students; however, the

services of the BCP are open to

anyone who is related to the bi-

lingual situation at UMass.
Fifty-six graduates of the

University in 1977 were from the
BCP. Twenty-seven are presently
working in various areas (other than
Massachusetts) of the United
States. Six more began work in the
PuWic School Systems of Massa-
chusetts in September, twelve have
entered graduate schools, four are
unemptoyed, and the situations of
seven are unkr>own. The majority of
thi« group of (formerly) disad-
vantaged students received
tangt>te rewards through their own
•Worts, with the strong guidance of
the BCP.
Ben Rodriguez, the director of

the Program, spoke about the
academic and personal services of

the BCP. A turquoise pamphlet and
a gracious staff are available for
more detailed information about
the BCP. The office is located on
the fifth floor of the Goodell
Library. (Just walk through the

front door, straight ahead through
the empty stacks, and bear right-

floors one through four are located
where a basement would normally
be.) If you can't drop by, call 545-
1968 or 545-1987.

There are four components
involved in the academic services of
the BCP. The first is that of High
School recruitment. Represen-
tatives from the program visit

various High Schools in the
commonwealth each year. Their
purpose is to encourage High
School sophomores and juniors to
think seriously about higher
education, and to advise them as to
the steps which need to be taken in

order to receive a chance at that
education.

Once a student arrives at UMass,
academic counselors are available.

Each bilingual counselor works
with the different academic
departments of the school. Each is

able to advise a student in con-
junction with her-his specific
department.

For those who lack any academic
skills due to the language barrier,

tutors are available. One hundred
and eleven bilingual persons are
currently being tutored in different

academic areas. Here is help for
those dealing with an unequal
academic situation due to a
language barrier.

Last of the academic com-
ponents: a Student Resource
Center containing bi-lingual
material not found in the Main
Library is available to all students. It

is located in the office of the BCP,
but its use is not restricted to those
involved in the program, or to non-
SparWsh speaking students.

Help on the personal level is also
provided. A counselor can be of
assistance with any personal and
social problems encountered at the
University. These problems might
affect mental and academic well-
being, and are aided by counselors
who maintain a knowledge of and a
rapport with the various bi- lingual
sen/ices inside as well as outside
UMass.

Call or visit the Bilingual
Collegiate Program Office. Maybe a
proc.crTi Gi yours Con be solved.

FORT WAYNE, Ind. About
660 black elementary school
children are expected to be pulled

from classes in a boycott of public

schools, if there is no court ruling

against the system's proposed
integration plan.

Already, pre-registration has
opened for community-sponsored,
alternative. "Freedom Schools" if

either a temporary or permanent
injunction is denied.

Numerous black parents op-

pose the plan because they eel it is

a one-way plan that places all the

busing responsibility on blacks and
none on whites.

Total enrollment figures were not

available at AFRO presstime. The
public school system is 18.5 per

cent black, including the secondary
level.

A civil suit was filed by 14 parents

Sept. 2, the first day of classes,

seeking a restraining order against

the busing plan. U.S. District Judge
Jesse E. Eschbach denied the

motion but set Oct. 25 to hear the
case.

Mrs. Gayle Greer, executive
director of the local Urban League,
told the AFRO last week that the
group's attorney's are preparing a
case to prove "That the burden of
desegregation rests with the black
community."

Already more than $8,000 has
been raised to pay for the court
action that is expected to cost
about $15,000.

It is hoped the judge will make his
decision the same day the case is

tried, Mrs. Greer said. If he does
and It is not favorable to the
parents, "The boycott will become
effective the next day."
She said the "Freedom Schools"

would probably open on Oct. 31.
The Fort Wayne schools are not

under court orders to desegregate.
According, to Dr.John F. Young,
associate superintendent of
schools, the desegregation plan
was a "community activity tied into
vocational education and the
improvement of racial balance."
The plan involved the closing of

two of seven predominately black
inner-city elementary schools, with
the pupils being bused to
predominately white schools.

Young told the AFRO: "The
closings were not based on race.

The black elementary schools were
closed because of declining
enrollments. Some predominately
white schools will be closed in the
future."

Since then, all black secondary
pupils have been bused out of theit

neighborhoods to attend schools.
Or they have to walk several miles,
according to Mrs. Greer.

Dr. Young said the changes
made in the inner-city secondary
schools have resulted in racially
balanced secondary schools
throughout the system.

Another sore spot with the
protesting community members
was the school board's Sept. 26
decision to allow pupils to petition
to return to schools closer to their
homes.

"It's just a ploy to muddy
waters," Mrs. Greer said, "There
are only about 150 to 200 openings
in the remaining schools that would
be closer for the children and they
probably won't be able to enroll
until next falL"

But the NAACP, the Urban
League, some black parents and
community leaders feel the school
closings and the one-way busings
are an attempt to avoid
desegregating inner- city schools.

In the 1970-71 academic year, the
only inner-city junior high school
was changed to fifth and sixth

grade center.

Fred Meriwether, the only black
on the seven-member school
board, told the AFRO he voted in

May to close the inner-city schools.
"I received mixed messages from

the community and I had to make a
decision of what I thought was
best," he said. "I did not get any
specific direction from the inner
city."

What Form Will The Federal
Civil Rights Reorganization

Take?

Affirmative Action Continued from Page 1

WASHINGTON
I UP/] - The

White House aide charged with
directing a "bold" reorganization of
federal civil rights programs says he
hopes to start sending recom-
mendations to President Carter in

two weeks.

"We hope to come up with a
system that is workable and that
people can live with." says Howard
Clickstein, a civil rights lawyer who
heads the White House Civil Rights
Reorganization Task Force.

Glickstein, who spent six years
with the U.S. Civil Rights Com-
mission and is now on leave of
absence from Howard University
Law School, says what he and his

staff propose is not going to please
everyone.

"I'm not interested in something
that has a reasonable chance of
working," Glickstein explains.

"People (concerned with civil

rights enforcement) are all over the
place. There is no consensus on
what should be done. Even the civil

rights groups are split. But the
president told us to be bold."

Glickstein says his team will

focus first on the enforcement of
equal employment opportunity
requirements because that area is

among the most criticized and most
basic of all civil rights programs.

Bakke Debate. Left - Robert Corn, 3rd from left Greene, speaker
Carty Bmia, Playthell Benjamin, John Yong
5 per cent Blacks (U.Mass-
Amherst's estimate of the Black
student population - Spring
Semester, 1977), at least 150 Black
applicants would have to be ac-

cepted before admitting any
nonminorities. If UMass. accepted
5000 freshmen, this Fall, 750 of
ihose accepted should have been
Black in order to obtain a 15 per
cent Black freshmen population;
and ai least 250 Blacks should have
been accepted, in order to maintain
last Spring's minute '5 per cent'
Black student population.

3. /n the final stages of the
selection process, in which there
are men and women, or Blacks and
nonminorities of equal merit,
minorities and women admissions
(or hiring) should take preference,
until the effects of past exiusion are
balanced out.

Whenever possible, the ad-

mission (or hiring) of minority

women io equalize to meet af-

firmative action guidelines, or to

equalize past minority and sex

discrimination, simultaneously,
should be avoided.

Programs affecting education,
housing ai'd other areas will be
addressed later, he adds.

He says the task force now is

considering a series of reform
options that run the ganrjut from no
reorganization at all to con-
solidating responsibility for en-
forcing equal employment
requirement under a single agency.

It appears unlikely, however, that

Glicksteir.'i loom would opt for

either extreme — a civil rights super
agency or no reorganization at all.

The responsibility for insuring

and enforcing equal employment
opportunity is now spread
throughout the government in a

complex system of laws and
executive orders.

Central to that effort is the Equal
Employment Opportunity Com-
mission, once the target of heavy
criticism from federal agencies and
civil rights advocates alike.

But Glickstein says Ms. Eleanor
H. Norton, the new head of EEOC,
"has instilled a lot of confidence" in

the agency. "The feeling of a lot of

people is that we need to

strengthen it," he says.

The proposals given the best

chance of reaching Carter involve

some form of consolidation that

woukj add to the jurisdiction of the

EEOC.
One controversial option in that

line would put the office of federal

contract compliance, plus contract
compliance units spread
throughout the government, under
the EEOC They are now under
labor department oversight.

"Civil rights groups would like to
see them brought together and
industry is uniformly against it,"

Glickstein notes.

Another major proposal stirring

some interest would shift en-
forcement of equal opportunity
rules covering federal employment
from the Civil Service Commission
to the EEOC. (UPl)

DEDICATED TO THE
RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AND
HUMAN RIGHTS!
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Congress Approves The N-bomb
fly Brian Hennessy

Special to the Guardian

Washington, D.C.
Worldwide protests against U.S.

production of the neutron bomb
were stepped up last week in the
wake of a Sept. 29 House vote in

favor of this so-called "enhanced
radiation weapon."

Both the Senate and House have
now given initial approval for

neutron bomb funding. President
Jimmy Carter has meanwhile in-

dicated that he will decide this

month whether to order
development and deployment of

the device which is designed to kill

people while leaving property in-

tact.

Women Strike for Peace and a
number of other groups have
scheduled a picketline demon-
stration in front of the White House
Oct. 15. They will demand that

Carter act on his campaign pledge
of achieving "zero nuclear
weapons" by canceling the neutron
bomb.
The protest is part of an ac-

celerating international movement
against this proposed expansion of

the U.S. atomic arsenal.
Demonstrations denouncing the

neutron bomb have recently been
held throughout Europe, in India

and across North America.
At a July news conference

following initial Senate
authorization for the device. Carter
hinted broadly that he would order
production and Western European
deployment of the radiation
weapon. He has since delayed his

final decision, largely because of

the surge of opposition to the new
warhead.

"The only threat we have to fear

is from the killers in Washington
and the Pentagon," said Women
Strike for Peace leader Margaret
Meyers in response to assertions

that the neutron bomb will reduce
the threat of a ground invasion of

Western Europe.

"This weapon does nothing to

preserve or encourage peace," she
added. "Instead, it will push the
world a big step closer to nuclear
destruction.

The Carter administration and a

majority in Congress maintain that

the neutron bomb can be
detonated In Europe without
provoking a full-scale atomic war.
Because the intensive and fatal

doses of radiation unleashed by the
weapon do not damage buildings or

property, its proponents claim that

use of the device can be limited to

battlefield situations.

But a National Security Council
arms contro impact statement
explains that the Soviet Union,
lacking a similar bomb, may
retaliate with conventional nuclear

arms if the U.S. fires a neutron
warhead at Eastern European or

Soviet forces.

DOMESTIC APPLICATIONS
The unique characteristics of the

neutron weapon have also led some
observers to conclude that the

bomb has been designed with
domestic applications in mind. "I

can foresee a time when this

weapon could be used here at

home," Meyers noted. "The
neutron bomb can wipe out
protesters and leave things like

banks and the stock exchange
standing."

Peace organizations have also

observed that a neutron attack

could be directed against national

liberation forces in the third world.

"Can you imagine a weapon that

South Africa would like to have
more than the neutron bomb?"
asked one Women Strike activist.

Last week's House debate on the
bomb was focused on an amend-
ment by Rep. Ted Weiss 0-L.NY)
to the Energy Research and
Development Administration
ERDA) appropriation bill.

Funds for production of the
neutron device were buried in the
ERDA measure, and Weiss'
proposal called for deletion of any
money in the bill earmarked for

research, development or
deployment of the weapon. The
Weiss amendment could not
stipulate any specific amount of
funds since the sum being allocated

for the neutron bomb is

"classified." The best

. congressional estimates of current

appropriations for the weapon
place the figure somewhera bet-

ween $24 million and $36 million.

When Weiss first announced his

amendment in August, he
predicted that the administration's

opposition to it would limit House
support for funding a cutoff to

about 60 votes. The final tally in

favor of the bomb - 297-109 -
reflected the intensive lobbying
efforts of peace groups and
widening public revulsion against
the weapon, Weiss explained.

The Manhattan congressman
said that the vote represented a
limited victory since this was the
first time that the House had
debated U.S. use of tactical nuclear

weapons. He added that continued
organizing against the weapon
could result in a doubling of the
House vote to delete neutron bomb
funding. And a doubling of support
would represent a House majority,

Weiss pointed out.

FURTHER CONGRESSIONAL
DEBATE

Congress will again debate and
vote on the neutron bomb —
possibly before adjournment in late

October or eariy November.
A rider attached by Sen. Mark

Hattield R-Ore.) t the Senate ERDA
appropriations measure stipulates

that Congress can reverse Carter's

decision by approving a joint

resolution within 45 days of the
President's announcement.
Reflecting mounting public op-
position to an escalation of the U.S.
nuclear threat. House supporters of

the Weiss amendment argued that

production of tee neutron bomb
will significantly increase the
likelihood of an all-out nuclear war.
If a nuclear weapon — no matter

what it is called — is fired, global

devastation becomes practically

inevitable, neutron bomb op-
ponents maintain.

"Once one makes nuclear war
thinkable and acceptable and
possible," stated Rep. Ron Dellums
D-Calif.), "it will ultimately become
inevitable.

KANSAS CITY ~ Local
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) accused
department of Housing and Urban
Development officials of
discrimination in the distribution of
flood relief benefits.

But a HUD spokesman in
Washington told the AFRO a HUD
spokesman said that investigators
did not find any truth to the SCLC
allegations.

The SCLC board members
charged that the disaster center
was staffed ovenA^helmingly with
white registrars who presented an
immediate cultural barrier for
blacks.

Blacks, they charged, were being
declared ineligible for HUD
assistance at a 4 to 1 ratio. And
minority building contractors were
not given equal consideration in
receiving HUD contracts for repairs
caused by the flood.

The investigators - John M.
Gibson and William 0. Anderson,
the latter a regional administrator
- reportedly found that of the 36
government contracts, 22 were
local and 10 were minority.

A HUD spokesman said that the
probers also found that 55 per cent
of the local receivers of assistance
were black and 45 per cent were
white and that most of the people
were home owners receiving
minimum repair loans.

HUD also plans to review all

applications that were ruled
ineligible with a new examiner.
Where there were oversites, they
will be corrected, the spokesman
said.

The SCLC's area executive vice
president, the Rev. Jesse Douglas
of the Kansas City charter, said five

board members, including himself,

posed as flood victims at two
disaster centers. He said they
received numerous complaints of
"red tape" procedures at the
disaster centers.

Continued on Page 6

Press-CIA Cooperation Confirmed By Agency Documents
NEW YORK (LNS) - The press

working for U.S. intelligence? For

many, this is no news. Just one

example is Luis Salzberg, who
surfaced as an FBI agent during the

1969 Chicago Conspiracy trial of

seven anti-war activists. A familiar

figure to many as his camera

snapped away at countless
demonstrations, Salzberg was also

an accredited photographer for the

New York daily El Tiempo.

"I personally feel that by any

means necessary communism must

be slopped," Salzberg testified.

'What surprises me is that news-

paper editors have not called me up
to congratulate me."

Salzbert can now take heart. For

according to a recently published

article by investigating Cari Bern-

stein in Rolling Stone Magazine,

over 400 journalists across the

country have carried out CIA

assignments for the past 25 years.

And "In many instances," the

* article states, "CIA documents
show journalists were engaged to

perform tasks for the CIA with the

consent of the managements of

America's leading news-gathering

organizations."

The most valuable of these

organizations to the CIA have been

the New York Times, Columbia

Broadcasting System, and Time,

Inc., the documents state. But the

article also lists the owners-
executives of the Washington Post,

the Louisville Courier-Journal,

American Broadcasting Company,
National Broadcasting Company,
Associated Press. United Press

International, Reuters, Hearts

Newspapers, Scripps-Howard,
Newsweek, the Miami Herald as

well as of the old Saturday Evening

Post and New York Herald Tribune.

In short, practically all of the

nation's most influential papers,

wire services and radio and
television networks, have

cooperated with the CIA.

Services Rendered
The services offered by the

media lake two forms: "Providing

jobs and credentials ('journalistic

cover' in Agency parlance) to CIA

operatives about to be posted in

foreign capitals; and lending the

Agency the undercover services of

reporters already on the staff,

including some of the best known
correspondents in the business.

"In the field, American journalists

were used to help recruit and

handle foreigners as agents; to

acquire and evaluate information;

and to plant false information with

officials of foreign governments."

"Rarely was a news agency used

to provide cover for CIA operatives

abroad without the knowledge and

consent of either its principal

owner, publisher or senior editor."

Among the people named are

columnists C.L. Sulzberger of the

New York Times — "still regarded

as an active asset by the Agency"
— and Joseph and the late Stewart

Alsop, whose syndicated columns

appeared in several national papers.

Joseph Alsop, for example, went

to the Philippines in 1963, allegedly

to cover the elections. But the CIA

documents show that he went et

the Agency's bidding. "The CIA
thought his presence there might
affect the outcome of an election,"

Alsop modestly admitted.

Steward Alsop's CIA ties were
also clear; "Stew Alsop was a CIA
agent," is how one official who
served at the "highest levels in the
CIA" described him.

"Other sources," Bernstein
states, "said that Alsop was par-

ticularly helpful to the Agency in

discussions with officials of foreign

governments - asking questions
to which the CIA was seeking
answers, planting misinformation

advantageous to American policy,

assessing opportunities for CIA
recruitment of well-placed
foreigners."

Prints and Broadcasting
CIA officials cite the Ageecy's

relationship with the New York
Times as the most valuable among
newspapers. (The Times main-

• lained the most extensive foreign

news operation of any of the
American dailies.) The paper's late

publisher, Arthur Hays Sulzberger,

is reported to have provided his

paper's cover to about 10 CIA
agents from 1950-1966. They posed
as stringers or clerical workers in

Times' bureaus abroad.

"Sulzberger was especially ck)se
lo Allen Dulles and, later, to John
McCone, the CIA's cirector from
1962-1965. McCone ... regulariy

wrote memoranda of his con-
versations, including those in which
Sulzberger agreed to aMow under-
cover CIA employees to use 7Vm#y
credentials."
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Another Controversial Death
In A South African Prison

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1977 NUMMO NEWS

JOHANNESBURG. S Africa -
While blacks here still are astir over
the mysterious prison death of
Steve Biko, another jail death has
come into question.

And last week a judge ruled that
"no one can be blamed" for the
death of the black prisoner. He
upheld a police report that the man
hanged himself in his prison cell.

Magistrate J.C. Maritz said an
investigation turned up no evidence
"there has been any actions to
inspire Mr, (Naboth) Ntshuntha to
commit suicide and no one can be
blamed for his death."

Ntshuntha was one of 20 blacks
to die while in police custody in

South Africa over the past 18
months.

Police said Biko died after a
week-long hunger strike in jail, but
South African newspapers
published reports that he died of
severe brain damage.

A defense attorney, E. M.
Wentzel, said the death of Nt-
shuntha, 43, was "inexplicable." He
sakj the prisoner was solely in the
custody of the South African Police
who should be held responsible for
the physical and mental well-being
of detainees.

A Johannesburg newspaper said
"major incisions" from Ntshuntha's
"throat to the groin and over the
skull" were made by a police

constable before a state pathologist

conducted a post mortem
examination.

Ntshuntha died Jan. 9 in a jail cell

at Leslie, 40 miles east of Johan-
nesburg. He was detained on Dec.
14 last year under South Africa's
security laws which empower
police to detain their suspects
indefinitely without trial.

Maritz ruled the prisoner died
after hanging himself and said that

incisions made on the body prior to

a post mortem were superficial and
had not interfered with a proper
investigation.

However, a physician appointed
by Ntshuntha's family, Dr. J.

Gluckman, refused to take part in

the post-mortem because of
"irregularities."

Meanwhile, fresh an-
tigovernment unrest broke out last

week in widely scattered towns in

South Africa and police said more
than 150 black youths were
arrested in a 24 hour period.
A government officer inspecting

a swimming pool at Atteridgeville, a
blacks-only suburb outside
Pretoria, fired several shots from his
pistol to chase off stone-throwing
blacks.

Maj. Gen. Dawid Kriel, in charge
of nationwide riot conl«)l, said
there were no injuries.

Most of the arrested youths were
picked up at Grahamstown, 500
miles south of Johannesburg in the
Cape Province. Some 400 students
marched on the center of the city

from another segregated suburb.
Police arrested 96 blacks in the
crowd, which was protesting the
inferior quality of black schools.

At the Soweto ghetto outside
Johannesburg, schooling has been
at a virtual standstill for weeks.
More than 500 of the area's 700
black teachers have resigned and
40 schools are closed

All 35 post-primary schools in the
African homeland of Venda in the
northeast have been closed and
more than 12,000 students sent
home indefinitely because the
"atmosphere is very bad," ac-
cording to a police spokesman.
At Masedi High School at Louis

Trichard in the Transvaal Province,

students set fire to bookshelves. In

another incident, 62 students were
arrested after they smashed
windows at their school at Whit-
tlesea in the Cape Province.

Blacks in South Africa have, for

some time, been protesting what
they regard as the inferior quality of

their schools. They are also angry
because their courses of instruction
differ from those given to white
students.
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Mystery Persists Over South
Gemini News Service. African A-bomb

By Nikki Ball New York
The mystery as to whether South

Africa is still planning to test
nuclear weapons or whether it has
been warned off doing any such
thing by pressure fromthe U.S. and
elsewhere still persists and may for

a long time to come But the
presence of a building in the
Kalahari desert that appears to be a
testing site, and all the moves
leading to its discovery deserve
examination...

What is the purpose of the site in

South Afnca's Kalahari Desert
apparently designed to test nuclear
weapons? President Carter said the
South African government had
assured him that it was not in the
process of developing nuclear
weapons.

But if South Africa had been
intending to test a nuclear weapon
in the near future and has now been
dissuaded not only from testing but
from continuing weapon
development by the pressures
exerted by ihe major suppliers, this
is a very remarkable event. Time
will tell.

Meantime, the facts of the
situation deserve examination. In

April 1971, the head of South
Africa's Atomic Energy Board
(AEB), Dr. A. Roux, noted that a

"new" uranium enrichment
process announced by Prime
Minister John Vorster in July 1970
made a South African atomic
weapon a possibility.

Last February, a Washington
Post correspondent cited a U.S.
government source to the effect
that if South Africa chose to in-

stitute a crash program it could
produce an atomic weapon within a
"matter of months."

The question of South Africa's
nuclear capability is not therefore a
new one. But it had never before
been suggested that South Africa
was actually developing and
planning to test a nuclear weapon.
The warning came from the Soviet
Union at the beginning of August.

Soviet officials first approached
iheir US counterparts with their

information. The USSR had been
alened to the possibility of a
Kalahari test site thfough satellite

photo reconaissance.

The U.S. then ordered one of its

own satellites to make low-orbit

passes over the suspected test site.

The result was a "99 per cent"
certainty that the USSR had indeed
discovered a potential nuclear test

site.

Some US intelligence oficers

believed the test site was built not
for use but as a message to other
countries that South Africa would
not be pushed around, i.e. forced to
alter its aprtheid policy.

The Carter Administration,
however, decided that the Kalahari
test site was intended for use. The
US Government then began
highly secret discussions with the
governments of West Germany,
France and Britain on the problem
and possible solutions.

The four Western powers agreed
io make separate inquiries in South
Africa about the Soviet allegations.

But it was largely on the.U.S. and
on France that the onus of
dissuasion ultimately lay.

Last May, South Africa agreed to
buy two French Inuclear power
stations. The U.S. government had
agreed in principle to provide the
urnaium needed to run the two
plants until South African uranium
enrichment facilities begin to
produce fuel some time in the mid-
1980's

Press reports indicate that in

private talks with South African
officials, both the U.S. and France
threatened to cut off diplomatic
relations with South Africa. France
also reportedly threatened to cancel
the $1.2 billion deal for the two
nuclear generating plants and to
hah all trade between the two
countries

As a result of this pressure,
Pretoria agreed lo approve a
statement of assurances prepared
by the U.S.: to forego the
development of any nuclear
devices, for peaceful or wartime
use; to develop no nuclear device
now or in the future; and, to give its

word that the Kalahari test site

would never be used to test nuclear
explosives.

Although the South African
government has assured the U.S.
that it will not violate any of these
three points, no one is willing to
guarantee that the matter of South
Africa and nuclear weapons will

end there.

Secrecy has been a key element

in the development of South
Africa's nuclear program to date.

Few people within the South
African governmentitself have been
involved in nuclear policy decisions,
even such as the earlier one to

undertake a uranium enrichment
program.

It is likely, therefore, that any
decision concerning the con-
struction of nuclear weapons was
made by a very few people and that

future plans will be closely held in

view of the assurances given to
Caner.

Although Pretoria has promised
not to develop nuclear weapons, its

past statements on the nuclear
program have been highly con-
tradictory If South Afncan officials

are really intent on developing a
nuclear weapon a realatively un-
sophisticated, but workable device
could be produced without testing.

Foreign officials are well aware of
the fact that they cannot absolutely
prevent South Africa from building
a bomb.

But it is not only the South
African bomb, itself, that worries
the suppliers of nuclear technology.
Rather, it is the impact that South
Africa's ability to produce a nuclear
weapon will have on the attempt to
limit the spread of nuclear materials
and technology.

The U.S. Energy Resource
Development Agency (ERDA) lists

16 non NATO or Warsaw pact
countries which could have the
potential to produce nuclear
weapons within the decade. The
policy of the US for the last two
years or so has been to prevent the
proliferation of nuclear materials,

even for peaceful uses, without
adequate safeguards against the
use of this material in weapons.

In this effort it has been joined by
a number of other countries, with
West Germany being the most
important hold out among the
major nuclear technology suppliers.

Significantly, West Germany
seems to have had quite a bit to do
with South Africa's nuclear
program But so has the U.S.

Until the beginning of the 1970's

South Africa was not widely
regarded as a "near nuclear"
nation. Nonetheless. South Africa's

nuclear program began in 1957 with
the establishment of the Atomic

(iri Tolopholo)

ANTAGONISTS M EFT-Rhodosian Prime
Minister Ian Smith (R> flow secretly to Zambia
for historic talks with President K<Mineth Kaiindn

on a possible cease • fire in the truerrilla war
against his white minority n\u:imr, the two jiover-

nments have announced.

Secret Meeting
Yields 'Nothing'

SALISBURY, Rhodesia-A
historic secret meeting between
Zambian leaders and officials of the

white minority Rhodesian govern-
ment produced "nothing of
significance," a Zambian
spokesman said last week.
The spokesman also said Zambia

attaches "no great significance" to

unpublicized get-together of
Zambian President Kenneth
Kaunda and Rhodesian Prime
Minister Ian Smith, which was held
in the Zambian captital of Lusaka
Sept. 29. The meeting was first

disclosed Oct. 1.

A Rhodesian government
statement said the purpose of the
meeting between Smith and
Kaunda, one of the five "frontline"
African Presidents backing the
guerrilla struggle in Rhodesia, "was
to discuss the Anglo-American
proposals" for majority rule here
next year.

Rhodesian political sources said
Smith sought to explore the
possibility of a cease-^ire and ways
to seperate black nationalist leader

Joshua Nkomo from his alliance

with Robert Mugabe and involve

Nkomo in negotiations.

Kaunda is a close friend and
backer of Nkomo, who has a shaky
alliance with the more leftist

Mugabe in the Patriotic Front.

Zambian sources added that the
subject of border clashes between
Zambian and Rhodesian troops,

occassionally reported to include

Rhodesian aerial retaliation, also

was discussed.

Asked what the more than seven
hours of talks produced, a Zambian
government spokesman said,

"Nothing of great significance."

A Zambian government
statement said, "Only armed
struggle will bring down the White)
rebellion in Rhodesia and ef-

fectively open the road to genuine
freedom and independence for the
majority."

It said Kaunda briefed his

"frontline states" partners as well

as U.S. and British officials on the
meeting.

Kenya's detention law

opposed by legislator
NAIROBI. Kenya - Pressure is

mounting against a government
law that people can be detained
without a trial.

The Detention Act, dating back
to colonial days, has been enforced
by the government since in-

dependence in 1963. Its purpose is

to safeguard peace and stability for
the majority of the population,
according to Attorney General
Charies' Njonjo.

Recently, a backbench MP,
Maurice Mboja, urged the
government to repeal the act during
a pariiamentary debate on the
Constitutional Amendment Bill.

Mboja asked the attorney general
to let the political detainees appear
in court and have charges brought
against them. And if found guilty,

he added, they should be sent to jail

in accordance with pertinent law,
instead of just held.

Presure also came from Target,
the National Christian Council of
Kenya's monthly magazine. It

carried a front page story urging the
East African governments to repeal
the Detention Act.

The story said that on many
occasions politicians are thrown
into detention for criticizing

mistakes of those in authority.

Target also pointed out another
group of detainees were arrested
after minor incidents in drinking
places "or after disagreeing with
administrator on petty matters."
The attorney general warned

Target that the govrernment will

not hesitate to ban it if it does not
stop its stories on political issues.

The fate of the detainees is a
sensitive issue in Kenya. It remains
to be seen whether the pressure for

the Detention Act will continue.

Energy Board. In the same year.
South Africa became the fourth
nation, after Britain, Canada and
Australia, to enjoy full cooperation
under the US Atoms for Peace
Program
As eariy as 1960, the AEB began

10 study methods of enriching
uranium.

Through Atoms for Peace, the
South African nuclear program got
considerable help. Pretoria's first

research reactor and highly
enriched uranium to run it, three
computers, and training for South
African nuclear scientists are
among the iimes thus obtained.
West Germany's technical aid

had been equally important. The
"new " uranium enrichment

process annoonced by Vorster in

1970 as having been developed in

South Africa bears a striking
resembalance to Sa West Germa
n enrichment process known as the
"jet nozzle" system.
The developer of the "Jet-

nozzle"' system has visited South
Africa and between 1969 and 1974
many South African scientists are
reported to have visited the German
facilities where this enrichment
system has been developed.
The major nuclear technology

suppliers are now concerned thai
South Africa will begin to provide
other non-nuclear countries with
enriched uranium- without any
safeguards concerning its use for
weaponry.

Pardon Asked For

= Five Nationalist=

The political objectives behind missle

bases in Zaire

In a letter to President Jimmy
Carter, four former Puerto Rican
governors have urged executive
pardon for five Puerto Rican
nationalists in U.S. penitentiaries

since the eariy 1950s.

An urgent request to the U.S.
Justice Department has been made
as well by Federal Prison officials

for the immediate release of Andres
Figueroa Cordero, one of the five,

who is dying of cancer in the
Springfield, Mo., federal prison.

Doctors at the Springfield Prison

believe Figueroa will die from lung
cancer within two months. The text

of the governors' letter, released by
the National Committee to Free the

Nationalist Prisoners in Puerto
Rico, pleaded for their release as
"an act of humanity."

One of the five prisoners, Oscar
Collazo, was convicted of an
assassination attempt against
President Harry Truman at the
White House in 1950. In addition to
Figueroa, Lolita Lebron, Rafael

Cancel Miranda and Irving Flores

Rodiguez, were sentenced to life

imprisonment in 1954 after a

commando-style attack in the U.S.
House of Representatives during
which five members of Congress
were injured. Both actions were
carried out with the intention of

calling attention to the Puerto
Rican independence struggle.

Under U.S. federal law, the
prisoners must themselves solicit

release, clemency or parole, but all

five have refused to do so as they
do not recognize U.S. jurisdiction in

their cases.

The petition by the four former
goverjiors was not signed by
current Puerto Rican Gov. Carios
Romero Barcela, who has stated
publicly that he does not endorse
the release campaign. Supporters
of the five called an emergency
demonstration outside the UN Oct.
4, during Carter's address to the
General Assembly, a speech
focusing on the question of human
rights.

(TASS), - West German ob-
servers, commenting on the signing

of an agreement in March 1976 by
the firm Orbital Transport and
Rakeien (OTRAG) and the Zairian

authorities, came to the following

conclusion: "'Operaion Missile
Base, now being effected by a

West German firm in Africa, does
not pursue scienfic, but rather

militaryy and policial objectives."

The newspaper Die Tat stressed
the fact that the firm, whose head-
quarters are in Neu-lsenburg, "'is

closely linked to the FRG's war
materiel industry."

The firm has been in contact for

quite some time with state agencies
and research centers on aviation

and astronautics. In the last few
years, it was assigned some six

million marks of the state budget
for research on missile technology.

As the aforementioned paper
pointed out, the agreement with
the Zairian authorities giving
OTRAG a free hand for its activities

in a vast portion of that country had
the "active support" of the West
German authorities.

The agreement leads to the

establishment in Africa, under the

appearance of an undertakking by a

private enterprise, of a missile test

base that is also ""a spearhead for

the intensification of political in-

fluence and pressure which,
considering the existence of trouble

spots in southern Africa, takes on
great strategic importance," the

paper pointed out.

The fears in this respect are even By virtue of the agreement the-more just.f.cable since the tern.ory Zairian authorities grant OTRAGoccupied by the West German the right to make exdus ve use o^

missile center, which borders on
Tanzania and Zambia, is only 200
kilometers from the border of the
People's Republic of Angola and
less than 500 from the border of

Rhodesia.

Die Tat cited the statements
made by a leader of the National
Liberation Front of the Congo to

the effect that the OTRAG missile

center constitutes a serious and
permanent danger to all of southern
Africa.

Ihe territory until the year 2000 to
launch missiles of all types into
space. The firm has also been
granted the right to organize itsown security force and if
necessary, to close that territory
and Its air space to all traffic

In view of this, the daily con-
SKiers as well-founded the fears
ihat the missile base in Zaire could
be used to get around the in-
ternational provisions limiting the
production of certain types of arms
in Ihe FRG.

Ivory Coast Takes Tougher Line On South Africa
By AUGUSTINE OYOWE

Following the dramatic meeting
in Geneva between President Felix
Houphouet Boigny and South
African Foreign Minister Pik Botha,
the Ivory Coast is said to be taking a
tougher line with South Africa.
No communique followed the

meeting, but Ivorian sources in

Geneva claim Boigny expressed his
dissatisfaction at progress by the
South African government on its

own race relations and towards
solutions on Namibia and-
dRhodesia.

This seemed confirmed by
Botha's statement at a Press
conference in Pretoria on his return
that nothing significant emerged
from the talks. For the first time the
South Africans were unimpressed
about meeting Boligny. In the past
similar talks were called "fruitful".
To Africans anxious for total

isolation of the apartheid regime,
this is a welcome change.

Boligny launched his highly
controversial dialogue policy with
South Africa at an international
press conference in Abidjan in

1971. Initially he found suooort in

Malawi, Gabon, madagascar and
Ghana (then under Prime Minister
Dr. Kofi Busia).

The Ivorian President believed
that the way to end apjartheid lay in

persuasion and he has since
pursued this policy eagerly,
developing cultural and commercial
links with South Africa.

In July 1975, a South African
television team went to the Ivory
Coast, whcih has a large white
community, to film life there. Later
that year Information Minister
Laurent Dona Folongo paid an
official visit to South Africa - the
second made by a high-ranking
Afncan governmnt figure, after
President Banda of Malawi had
broken the African isolation of the
apartheid regime.
THe unpopularity of Folongo's

visit among Africans did not deter
the Ivory Coast. Not long ago it

signed an agreement giving South
Afncan Airways landing rights at
Abidjan airport.

^«^!?A^^^*^ ^^^' ^°'''9"V met
5>outh African Prime Minister John
Vorster in Geneva and a few

months later minor reforms in
South African race relations led him
to believe they were the results of
dialogue. But African diplomatic
observers believe they were more
the result of pressure from the
United States on the one hand and
the Soweto riots on the other.
Biogny now seems alone in still

pursuing a dialogue policy. After a
Marxist orientated regime took over
Madagascar and Col. Ignatuis
Acheampong came to power in
Ghana, both countries dropped
support of dialogue. In 1975
President Bongo of Gabon said he
found the association of his name
with the policy "embarrassing."
Bongo took the unusual step of

advertising in Western newspaper
that Gabon helped and supported
the liberation movements in
Southern Africa and that it was
opposed to dialogue with the
minority regimes.

But Gabon's commercial links
with South Africa were so obvious
that Bongo's assertion failed to
remove the impression that he
favored dialogue.

As this year's chairman of the
Organization of African Unity
(OAU), Bongo is doing all he can to
avoid being accused of winning and
dining with the South Africans.

President Leopold Senghor of
Senegal was believed at one time to
have joined the Boigny line
following his presence at secret
talks at Yamoussoukro in the Ivory
Coast in 1974 between Boigny and
John Vorster.

But officially Senghor is known
to advocate formation in South
Africa of a single front by white
liberals with Black and 'coloured'
support to combat apartheid. He
has personal friends among South
Africa's while liberals.

In an interview in Parish recently,
Senghor revealed that Colin Eglin,
leader of South Africa's
Progressive Party, was going to see
him in Dakar. Botha, the South
African Foreign Minister, has
condemned the visit, claiming
Senghor does not know what Eglin
stands for, Senghor also said in
Parish that in no circumstance
would he have talks with South

African authorities.

But i* is the Boigny drama that
currently evokes interest. Although
many say he is a "prisoner of his
own policy", France's recent
change of attitude towards South
Africa has led tc the prediction that
he may try to break contact with
the Pretoria regime.

When the Ivorian President
announced his dialogue policy, it

was generally believed that it

originated from the concept of
"neutrality in Africa" - a policy the
French were adopting in Africa to
combat communism. Boigny's
fanatical anticommunism is well
known.

Boigny had had talks with French
President Giscard d'Estaing in
Paris on September 2 and ac-
cording to French offical sources
the Ivorian President was briefed on
France's new policy in Afnca.
Now there are reports that

Boigny is contemplating ineeting
with liberation movements in
Southern Africa.

— Gemini News Service

Israel and South Africa's Scheming
GIVEN THEIR growing isolation

- brought about by world public
opinion's repudiation of their racist

policies - the Israeli and South
African regimes have entered into
close collaboration on all fronts,
including the military.

A few days ago, they signed
secret agreements whereby, ac-
cording to reports condemning the
pact, Israel will supply South Africa
with new weapons and nuclear
technology in exchabge for
uranium.

The links between the two
countries are not new and have
their roots in ideological affinity,

even though the two did have their

differences at the beginning of the
'60s. For example, in 1917 the then
South African minister of defense.
General Jan Smuts, was one of the
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originators of the Balfour
declaration, which concerned the
setting up of a "national Jewish
home " in Palentine. Later on, at the
UN, South Africa supported the
splitting up of Palestine.

The differences came about in

1962, when Israel, which at the time
was desperately seeking diplomatic
and other, ties with African
countries that had gained in-

dependence, declared itself to be
against apartheid. This action

displeased South Africa somewhat
— but not enough to obstruct its

South Africa links with Israel.

|^'9*''' Israel's 1967 and 1973 wars of
Liberia

, . . ,

Libya aggression and its occupation of

Other Af'ica Arab territory were supported both
^—• politically and materially by South

Africa. In return, starling in 1973,

Israel has not been present, has
abstained or has voted against

resolutions in the UN and other

nternational organizations con-
demning the system of apartheid.

The two regimes' ties became
stronger as of April 1976, when
South African Prime Minister John
B. Vorster visited Israel. Since then,

a number of sources have com-
mented on South Africa's interest

in acquiring Arava planes (suitable

for counterinsurgent operations),

Kfir pursuit planes, missiles

launched from submarines and

other weapons. It is well known
that one of the weapons commonly
used by the South African army to

repress blacks is the UZI automatic
rifle, of Israeli design.

It is said that uranium is at the
heart of the matter. Israel has
people trained in nuclear
technology (they were trained in

the United States), but it doesn't
have uranium - the essential
ingredient for making nuclear
bombs. South Africa has uranium
and is looking for a source of
nuclear technology. Both countries
are seriously working on their

collaboration in the sphere of
nuclear weapons, which represents
a serious threat to peace and
freedom for the peoples of the
Middle East and of southern Africa.
That is why South Africa's and
Isael's scheming is so alarming.

— JuanMarrero
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The neutron device has secretly

been in the planning stage for at

least a decade. The technological
problems of reducing an atom
bomb's blast while greatly in-

creasing its radioactive fallout have
now been surmounted, thus
making neutron bomb production
an imminent possibility.

The way in which the neutron
bomb will wreak human
devastation while sparing objects
has been described in graphic detail

by Dr. Edward Buddemeyer, a
nuclear physicist at the University
of Maryland.

Fraudulent Election

News Item Neutron bomb destroys

only life, not property

DBA TH BY RAD/A TION
"If you are irradiated by a

neutron bomb," Buddemeyer
explains, "it wiW kill you in any of

three ways. If you are very close,

you are lucky because you will die

by "quick kill."

Buddemeyer's report was
paraphrased on the House floor by
Rep. Barbara Mikulski Md.). She
stated:

'He Buddemeyer) said that the

neutron bomb explodes and blows
so many holes in your nerve cells

that you brain ceases to function. If

it does not, you will collapse and
you will lose control of your body
functions. You will die within

minutes or perhaps hours, and
while you are lying there waiting for

death to call, you will lie in your
own wastes, in your own feces,

with rapid convulsions and shaking.

"This is how this 'humarji^bomb'
will affect you," Mikulski con-
tinued.

"The second cause for death, if

you are a little further away, will

come from something call the Gl

syndrome, " she said. "At first you
will retch and then vomit. Then the

nausea will pass, but you will not

feel like eating because the cells in

your digestive tract, extending from
your mouth, down through your
throat and down into your
stomach, will continue to divide

and die, and by that time your
digestive tract will become an open
sore.

"Your heart will weaken, your
kidneys will fail, your fever* will

climb and you are going to
hallucinate. As you-W»e there dying,
the very insides of your body will be
rotting, ' Mikulski added.
"The third way to die will be from

the blood syndrome. If you are
lucky, you will die of anemia. This
will be the most peaceful option,

because the neutron will attack the
blood cells so they will ro longer be
able to reproduce." If anemia does
not claim a victim on the periphery
of a neutron bomb blast, death will

be prolonged and agonizing,
Mikulski said. "A mere hangnail will

bleed and your mouth will

hemorrhage," she continued.
"Microbes will grow in your lungs
and they will lose their elasticity.

Fluid will begin to gather and, in

effect, your own lungs will become

a swamp within your own body.

"As you gasp and struggle for

breath, " Mikulski declared, "your

liver will fail and your skin will turn

yellow. You will then perhaps die or

drown from your own con-

taminated body fluids contained in

your lungs and your liver. This will

take four to five weeks while you

are lying there."

INTERNATIONAL PROTEST
Western European nations — the

ostensible beneficiaries of "the

neutron deterrent" — have
meanwhile begun to resist Carter's

intention of locating the bombs
within their borders. Stockpiling of

neutron weapons is certain to

increase the level of tensions in

Europe, West German and French

politicians and activists have ex-

plained.

Mass demonstrations against the

bomb have also been held in

Eastern Europe, particularly in the

German Democratic Republic.

These nations reject the U.S.

contention that the neutron device

is meant to deter an ""invasion" of

Western Europe. The real purpose

of deploying the weapon in Europe,

they argue, is to intimidate Eastern

Europe with the threat of neutron

bombardment of population
centers.

Among the U.S. organizations
demanding a halt to neutron bomb
fundings are Mobilization for
Survival, which sponsored the Aug.
6 actions marking the anniversary
of the bombing of Hiroshina, and
the United Auto Workers. By
building on this kind of coalition,"

commented a Women Strike for

Peace worker, "we can assemble a
broad front which can prevent
Carter and Congress from taking
this insane step.

"

THE SO-CALLED parliamentary

election in Rhodesia, called by
racist Prime Minister Ian Smith in

an attempt to give some legal

semblance to his regime, ended on
September 1 with '"total victory"

for the ruling Rhodesian Front over
the other contenders — also

reactionary, of course — and with
the Front's taking all 50 seats in

Parliament as a result.

As to be expected, the capitalist

news agencies wasted no time in

spreading the news about the

"landslide victory for Smith"
(AFP), Smith's "solid" position,

"consolidated by the overwhelming
electoral victory"' (AP) and com-
menting on Smith's possible
response to the British-U.S. efforts

10 find a neocolonial solution to the

"Rhodesian problem," now that he
has been "massively ratified in his

post by the electorate" (UPI)
All this would make good

material for a joke if it weren't for

the fact that behind it lies the
tragedy of the people of Zimbabwe
and their heroic struggle for the

liberation and independence that

they have been deprived of by
ihose who now are trying to

present themselves as the main
advocates of the transfer of power
10 the African majority.

It is obvious that the
"parliamentary election" held in

Rhodesia is part and parcel of the

maneuvers of the imperialists and

The "selection" among the white
population wasn"t too successful,
either. Only 100,000 whites, among
some 250,000, were accepted as
being eligible to vote - and, of
ihem, 80 percent voted.

If we add the 75 per cent of

"non-whites" who did not exercise

iheir "right" to vote and the 20 per
cent of the white settlers men-
tioned above who also failed to

vote, we find that a total of 81,875
voters voted for Ian Smith and his

party.

reaction to try to block the struggle
for liberation being waged by the
patriots, now grouped in the
Zimbabwe Patriotic Front. Suffice it

io quote the capitalist news
agencies, which, in spite of their

intentions, haven't been able to
hide the truth completely. Ac-
cording 10 their dispatches, of the
6,500,000 Africans in Rhodesia,
only 7500 were allowed to vote.

If 81,875 voters out of 6,750,000
potential voters represent the
Rhodesian electorate for the im-
perialists and Iheir allies, it wouldn't
come as a surprise to anyone if,

tomorrow, Smith should proclaim
himself a champion of racial in-

tegration. After all, aren't the
imperialists heading a human rights

campaign?

- Virgilio Calvo

WOh^PER \^WEKE WE. COOUV &^ A FEW

Press CIA Co-op
Puerto Rican Nationalist

Political Prisoners
(continuation P. 3)

Both C.L. Sulzberger and Arthur
Ochs Sulzberger, the present
publisher of the New York Times.

deny knowledge of CIA personnel

using either the Times' cofer or of

CIA agents working directly for the

paper

The CIA's key broadcasting ally

was CBS "CBS president William

Paley and Allen Dulles were ex-

tremely close," writes Bernstein.

"Over the years, the network
provided cover for CIA employees,
inccuding at least one well-known
foreign correspondent and several

stringers; it supplies outtakes of

newsfilm to the CIA ...

"

Malcolm Muir, Newsweek's
editor from 1937-1961, when it was
sold to the Washington Post Co.,

also kept in close touch with then
CIA director Dulles: "Whenever I

heard something that I thought
might of interest to Allen Dulles, I'd

call him up ...
"

And also during the cold war.

Time magazine's foreign
correspondents attended regular

CIA "briefings."

Unbroken Line to Present

Although much of the report

focuses on CIA connections with

the press during the 50's and €C's,

its implicatior^ for the present are

clear. In its recent investigation of

the CIA, the Senate ImeHigence
Committee beiked at puftuing an

inquiry into the CIA's relationship

with the press as detailed in the

Agency's files:

"
... Former directors Colby and

Bush and CIA special counsel

Mitchel Rogovin were able to

convince key members of the

committee that full inquiry or even
limited public disclosure of the

domensions of the activities would
do irreparable damage to the

nation's mtelligence-gathering
apparatus ...

"

"It came as no surprise to me,"
commented James Aronson,
Professor of Communications at

Hunter College, a founder and
editor of ihe National Guardian and
author of The Press and the Cold

War. Aronson based the

willingness of many journalists to

work with the CIA on "a misguided
sense of patriotism in which a lot of

journalists become victims of their

own acquiescence in the making of

government policy.
'

"The basic foreign policy of the

U.S. has held an unbroken line from

Truman to the present," Aronson
told LNS. "Journalists ... think

they're acting in the public interest

or the interest of national security.

Classic examples of the national

security smokescreen can be found
in the Nixon and Johnson ad-

ministrations — especially in

Vietnam.

November 1, 1977 marks the 27th

anniversary of the attack on Blair

House the then temporary
residence of President Harry
Truman) by two members of the

Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico,

Oscar Collazo and Griselio

Torresola. Truman was the target

of their attack because during the

previous Spring he had sent orders

to Puerto Rico to destroy the

Nationalist Party. This position was
similar to the one taken by the

F.B.I., Lyndon Johnson and
Richard Nixon against the Black
Panther Party in the U.S.

Some 3'/^ years later, on March

1, 1954, when the U.S. was trying

to mask the colonial reality of

Puerto Rico by changing the status

of the island to a 'commonwealth'

four more members of the

Nationalist Party brought the

colonial case of Puerto Rico to the

attention of the world. The U.S.

had to maneuver the United
Nations and the Organization of
American States into refusing to
discuss the status of Puerto Rico.
Members of the Party were held in

jail by the hundreds in Puerto Rico.
It was determined by the
Nationalist Party that the struggle
for Puerto Rican independence had
to be made known to the world
once again.

Lonta Lebron, Rafael Cancel
Miranda. Irvin Flores and ANdres
Fiflueroe Corctefo enter the Umted

States Congress on March 1. They
carried leaflets, a Puerto Rican flag,

and weapons. Shouting for

freedom for their country they fired

into the House of Representatives

wounding six congressment.

Since that time all have been
confined to federal prisons in the

United States. Lolita Lebron was
placed in solitary confinement for

16 months following her par-

ticipation in a prison work stoppage
protesting the slaughters of
prisoners during the Attica uprising.

Visiting privileges, reading
materials, communication among
the prisoners has been tightly

controlled. Until October 6 of this

year, one of the five, Andres
Cordero, was dyir^ in prison of
cancer. Only the collective protest

of people throughout this country
and in Puerto Rico forced a
president who advocates "human
rights" to free him.

Recently Lolita Lebron com-
mented on her actions and what
motivated them. "The Puerto Rican

people have felt the tactics and
strategies of colonialism and
subjugation. They have been
taught to be afraid of freedom or

not to lift their voices for national

identity. It is paramount in the

making of colonialism that the

colonized repudiate thuir birthright

and to nationhood and that they

bind themselves to the concept of

paternalism."

Obtaining the freedom of the
four Nationalists who still remain in

jail is of critical importance. Getting

them out of prison is possible. It

takes a lot of hard work, but it is

possible. The Puerto Rico Solidarity

Committee with the support of the
Puerto Rican Socialist Party, Native

American Solidarity Committee,
and Hispanic Council for Human^.
Rights will be holding a two hour
informational picket line on
Saturday October 29 from 12:00-

2:00 in front of the Court House in

Northampton. We urge all groups
and individuals to participate in this

picket and demand the release of
Ihe Nationalist Prisoners and all

political prisoners.

Muhal Richard Abrams
=^Trio Performs

Supplement to the Collegian

Muhal Richard Abrams with

Sieve McCall on percussion and
Leonard Jones on bass performed
ai ihe Buckley Recital Hall Tuesday,
October 11th. Muhal Richard
Abrams, militantly demanding of

his instrument, the acoustic piano,

and among ihe founders of the

Meditation falls inbetween. A
scientist in sound notes the chart. A
Chi train of rhythm wheels turns

overhead and every soul is born
again in a south side store front

before the right hand is satisfied —
yes, Muhal'

MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS TRIO

Association For the Advancement
of Creative Musicians from
Chicago, presented his keeen
musicianship which includes
composing, conducting, playing

and teaching. After the non-stop
concert one could hear, "People
were looking for something
familiar.... didn't hear anything I'd

ever heard before! "They were
lappin' atom!"

"Chariie The Parker"

Muhal Richard Abrams seated

paying tribute to a master, playing a

keyboard Kinte weave — noble

structure of hand spun gold; a triad

of percussion: Leonard Jones
standing behind his bass and Steve

McCall nodding in pleasure toward
his drums, toward those still en-

tering the hall. Three minutes into

the suit Steve McCall gk)ws
through a sheen of humidity. Muhal
pushes the momentum into a

steep-climb intensity, dialecticatly

challenging every mute force

pressing down.
Muhal: "It's more

than compositions...."

Will bars bend; v*nll metals cry;

will life lines throb; will Anancy
hands walk, flank-rush chordal

spores — their bursting, flowering

into double stops, slides and glide

resonances?

"Trio Waltz Trio"

A multitude of winds break the

rhythmic waves into a full front

storm, a singular song resonating, a

solar sock cymbal totters, they beat

another season of seizure. Muhal's

articulate hurricanes skate under

scanning radar while onlookers

search for clearing sky, for ground,

but lidal upsurge precedes reprise

of soaced notes.

"Rhythm Song"
Percussion canopy — a drum

breaks time, a one man drum choir

and its mercury beads glisten.

PERFORMS

'The Ballad Path"

Keyboard in volcanic surges,

below and above the bridge

saltando, and, from the well —
carillon bells and a cir-

cumnavigating gong, vocals
Dogon; Czech shakers; again from
the well, multiple note bell toll;

piano transformed to grand
acoustic marimba, resonances
hovering like incense — timbre and
xylosound linger. From an island

land of a red spoked sun. Tin,

crystal brass chimes, slowing time,

bass purring; tight polished wood in

orbit around a radiant cymbal,

concentric swiris of vibrations,

centrifical chords and clairvoyant

notes speeding and slowing.

"March of the Transients"

Here they come, a collage of

lines, of moving profiles, of

Romare's pasteups and the hall is a

Black earth shrine. A challenge

motions the drums for an all out
crescendo and with tender touch
an antiphonal dive calls forth from
African wood. Muhal: "We're
interpreting and experiencing
human qualities." Encore, chord
zones amalgamate and build a

realm of—
"Divestments"

Chicago blues and you feel it

blues and its got you blues. Muhal:
"It's about images!" It was new, it

is new, it is birth in sound — an
answer. Muhal: "When they
destroy their youth, they have no
future." Listen, ".... 'jazz' is a label

io control." Look for a music that

frees. Don't stop. There was
example with this trio of in-

lersecting-permeating percussion,

signifying forward time!

MESSAGE TO PLEASURE: You
made us proud homeboys, funky

P.O. you put on the map, come
back! With joyous love,

Amherst area northwesterners!

LIBERATION News Service

NEW YORK (LNS) - A decade
has passed since rebellions swept
through the ghettos of the United
Slates in the summer of 1967. For
many Americans that "long hot
summer" is no more than a distant
memory of burning buildings and
flaming headlines. But not for
George Merritt. Merritt has spent
seven years of that decade in New
Jersey jails, twice convicted of

taking part in the murder of a Plain-

field, N.J. policeman who had shot
down a black teenager, twice set
free by appeals courts, but never
freed from the threat of
prosecution. On September 28,
Merritt was found guilty of first

degree for the third time by an all-

white jury and was immediately
sentenced to life in prison.

"Flimsy and Questionable"

Evidence
Like Merritt's two previous

convictions, this verdict hinged
entirely on the testimony of a single

efyewitness - a man whom the
Appellate Division of Superior
Court had unanimously described
in 1971 as an "unreliable" source of

"flimsy and questionable"
testimony.

If the testimony of Donald Frazier

was "flimsy and questionable" the
first time around, by the third time it

had also become badly torn and
frayed. Merritt's attorney Thomas
Ashley caught Frazier in several

new contradictions during cross-

examination and underiined several

of the glaring inconsistencies in his

testimony that were already on the
record.

Frazier claims to have stood by
and watched as a crowd of black

protesters chased a policeman who
had just shot and critically

wounded Bobby Lee Williams. And
he claims that he spotted Merritt in

particular, wielding a hammer or

meat cleaver, as the crowd caught
and fatally beat the policeman.

No other eyewitnesses places

Merritt at the scene or claims to

have seen him or anyone else

brandishing a weapon. One man
who had been standing very near

Frazier and had given names of

others he had seen that night told

the court, "I know George Merritt

and I did not see him there."

Defense Attorney Ashley
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Black Man Imprisoned Since '67

Urban Riots Convicted Again:

Will Appeal A Third Time

questioned Frazier about the
peculiar history of his testimony,
starting with the fact that he did not
mention witnessing the killing to
anyone for almost a week after it

happened. Even after he had called
the police, who were eagerly
searching for the killers of their

fellow officer, they supposedly
didn't get around to taking a
statement from him for more than a
month.

Merritt's supporters have
suggested that Frazier may have
spent that month publishing his

testimony. Nevertheless, at the first

trial in which Merritt was tried along
with 10 others, Frazier misidentified
two of Merritt's codefendants. And
in this third trial, he apparently
forgot a key element in his story.

Asked whether he had provided
names of suspects when he first

came forward as a witness, Frazier

confidently answered, "Yes."
"But you testified in 1968 that

you did not," Ashley pointed out.
"I don't know if I did or not,"

Frazier conceded.

"Guilty Until Proven
Innocent"

Gaps in Frazier's testimony didn't

prevent a jury from convicting
Merritt in 1968. Nine other black
defandants had already been
declared innocent, and the jury was
under considerable "pressure to
convict someone," as the appeals
court noted in overturning the first

conviction. George Merritt and Gail

Madden had the misfortune to be
the last someones left. Both were
convicted in 1968 and again in 1974,

Black History Film

One of the most ambitious

projects ever undertaken by
Canada's National Film Board has

just been completed. It's an hour-

long documentary history of the

Blacks in Canada, one of a series of

films on minority groups in that

country. In this case, the

documentary will fill a significant

gap in historical knowledge. There

have been Blacks in Canada since

1605, but their achievements in

building the country have never

been properly recorded.

Much of the film has been shot

on location. Among the main in-

cidents are the arrival of Loyalist

Blacks in Nova Scotia after the

American Revolutionary War, the

feeling of thousands of Blacks from
the United States during the War of

1812, and the arrival of runaway
slaves in Canada, which had
outlawed slavery as early as 1793.

The film is due for release eariy next

year.

leading the New Jersey chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union
10 state that "ihe entire episode
resembles the prosecution in

Massachusetts of Sacco and
Vanzetti."

Both Merritt and Madden have
by now become respected ad-
vocates for prison reform and first-

hand experts in the injustice of the
American judicial system. Merritt is

a leader in the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political
Repression. And he didn't go into
his third trial with fals hopes held
high.

When a New Jersey black news-
paper asked him if he expected a
fair trial, Merritt replied bleakly, "I

don't know if such a thing exists. In

the courtroom, the defendant is

guilty until proven innocent."
After the guilty verdict came

done on September 28, after his

parents had bolted from the court-
room in tears, leaving his wife and
friends to hear the judge impose a
life sentence, Merritt sounded
neither surprised nor defeated.
"I've been here before," he said. "I

can deal with it." His lawyers plan
to appeal the conviction.

"The only thing that will free me
is a public, political campaign,"
Merritt commented. "We have to
make people aware that my
conviction was the result of racism
and repression. There was no way
that I could have been convicted
solely on the evidence."

(Thanks to the Dai/y World for
much of this information.)

Notice
NOTICE
Each year seven students are

chosen to be on the CCEBS Board
of Directors. The Board of Directors

consists of 18 faculty and staff

members, two graduate students

and five undergraduate students.

Its primary function is td establish

policies for the CCEBS program. If

any students are interested in eing

on the Board, please stop into the

CCEBS Business Office to fill out
an application.

The Mad Gibsons Chocolate Box Revue
On Friday, October 21, the Mad

Gibson's Chocolate Box Review an

authentic minstrel and vaudeville

show will be presented at the

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst
College. This program is made
possible by a grant from the 5-

College Lecture Fund, The
President's Office, and the Black

Cultural Center. The show will

include the antics of Albert &
Sandra Gibson, Galervean Mosley,

comic stripper, Paul Moondog
Wheaton, the only one-man band
in Ihe world. Also one of the

outstanding tap dancers of this era,

Charles Cook, will perform solo and
in concert. Also featured will be the

dancing Chorus line called the

Gibson Girls and an All Star Big

Little Band. Sandra Gibson, the

1938 Lindy Hop Champ, will per-

form original comedy. The show
starts at 8:00 p.m. and is open to

the public free of charge.

Bert Gibson joined his Show
Business family at the age of five, ir

his father's show called The
Gibson' Chocolate Box Review. He

The mad Gibsons chocolate box revue
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.C.

and his family were in Olsen &
Johnson's Hell's-a-Poppin'.

At thirteen, he formed an act
called The Three Chocolateers that
made up a dance called "Peckin".
They performed all over Europe and
did a command performance for

the Queen of England.

He and first wife. Olivette Miller,

had their show called Hi Lights,

where they introduced the name
famous Four Tops.

Since then, he was
Choreographer for the Mura Dehn
Japp Co. in Mexico and on a
successful tour of Africa.

His second wife, Sandra, was
1938's Lindy Hop Champion, and
was crowned Oueen of the "Boogie
Woogie" when she was with
Whitey's Lindy Hoppers". She
was in two pictures; worked such
places as Billy Rose's Casa Manna
with Ethel Waters; worked Radio
City, the Roxy, six months in the

Cotton Club, Bill Robinson's Hot
Mikado, etc.

Being versatile, she singe, acts
and does comedy. At one time, she
was among the top ten in Exotic
Dancers. She did a comedy act
vvith Clarence "Pops" Foster. She
formed a challenge Shake Dance
beiween two women called Sandra
and LaKeeta.

The husband and wife team have
Iheir own package show called 777e

Mad Gibsons Chocolate Box
Review. They had a successful

showing last October 31 at the
Smithsonian Institute in

Washington, D.C. The Institute

called Iheir show "A lively variety of

Song, Dance and Comedy from
America's Black Vaudeville
tradition."
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Five College Talent Show

"Five College Talent Show'
Sponsored by the Mt. Holyoke

College Afro Am Association. To be
held Oct. 28 as part of a Cultural
Weekend. The talent show Is open
to all interested Third World
students.

For fu;i^ther Information contact
Julie Ferguson at 538-2371.

JOIN THE NATIONAL

BLACK STUDENT'S

ASSOCIATION

WE WILL WIN

Thoughts Reflecting Death
thoughts reflecting death

Sister,

Remember the time you dealt with

yo' "true love?"

and how you slept with Cinderella

dreams, bout how beautiful

it would all be?

Remembe'' when you found out he

was laying the same shit on
another sister (and a white girl), at

the same timeP

and when you decided, made up

yo' mind, that it was yo' turn —

you would run thru men the way he

had done womc^
(yeah, fuck emotion, this is war,

right?)
— 'cause

the hurt was too much for someone
as nice as you.

Remember. Remember?
Remember!
Well, I was the brother who smiled

at you the r>ext day.

Now, at! I Remember is the smite

and the patn.

a "Brickhouse ", he thought,

this would be the one. he had

to settle for rocks.

Brother,

It's just like the time you ran home
to kick ass

cause some young stude had laid

yo' sister

and raised. Only now you the stud

and you feel the pain.

Sam thing! Who would you hit-hurt

if you had to feel

what the sister felt?

"Get a niggah with a car, then you
got a man!

That's what some sister told my
lady. So I got a ride!"

Correction ladies: get a niggah with

a car and you get a niggah with a

car (period)

P.S. Whity sits on high, and
continues to laugh, as we slobber

on orw another!!

Special

Announ^ement
Beginning i\ oil 1977 Black

Mass Commur diton Project will

be sponsorir • Third World
Women's F *'ve radio
program on 1.1 P.M.
Amherst. We ature Third
World Women lusical arts

and to hold ^ r.-i. on issues

that affect us ':m planning is

still in proce: 30 we invite all

Interested Th v-rirj Women to

please contac Hernandez
584-0672. .

Public Service

Announcement

All CCEBS students interested in

law should note that on Saturday,

Odober 29, 1977, there will be a

minority recruiimenl conference

held at Syracuse University College

of Law in Syracuse, New York. Thi*'

conference will run from 9:00 a.m.

10 5:00 p.m. This conference is

specifically aimed io interest

minorities and women into the legal

profession. Refreshments will be

served throughout the day. If

anyone has any questions con-

cerning this conferer>ce, please

contact Brian Maher in Room 208

of the New Africa House.

Commandos free hostages in West Germany
Five-day odyssey of terror ends - see Page 3
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CUNY seeks UM official

Ernest A. Lynton, UMass vice president, being
considered for college posts in New York.

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass Vice President for Academic Affairs Ernest A.

Lynton is reportedly being considered for two top posts in

the City College of New York system, the Collegian has
learned.

Lynton yesterday said he is aware his name is being
considered for the post of vice chancellor for academic
affairs for the City College of New York and for president of
Queens College, also in the City College system.

Lynton, however, said he would remain at his present
post if he could effectively work with the interim or new
UMass president succeeding current UMass President
Robert C. Wood. Wood this summer announced his

January resignation.

The Queens College student newspaper, Newsbeat,
informed the Collegian Friday that Lynton is among
candidates being considered for the New York posts.

"I am aware my name has been suggested," Lynton

said. "But I really don't know enough about them."

Sources also told the Collegian that Lynton is among the

top candidates for the posts. Lynton, however, said he is

not aware of that.

"I may be among one of two tandidates) or one of two
hundred, I don't know," he said.

The chairman of the Queens College Presidential Search
Committee, Walter Crowley, could not be reached for

comment yesterday.

Lynton said he would consider leaving UMass if what he
termed a "challenging opportunity" arose. He added the

New York posts could be considered a "challenging op-
portunity" but only under "appropriate conditions," he
said. He did not say what the conditions would be.

As for staying at his present post under an interim or

new president, Lynton said, "There would be one or two
individuals I would be proud to serve with. Others, I might
not be able to." Lynton declined to specify who those
various people might be.

Before serving at his present post, Lynton served as
dean of Livingston College of Rutgers University in New
Jersey, from 1965-73. Prior to that he served as a physics
professor, also at Rutgers.

At UMass, Lynton's primary responsibilities are to review

academic plans and tenure and to review proposals for new
academic programs.

Town Meeting votes home-rule bill appeal
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting members last

night voted to appeal the Massachusetts

Attorney General's ruling against the

enactment of a "Home-Rule Bill" in

Amherst. The bill would allow establishment

of a security deposit trust account for

Amherst tenants and landlords.

In other action during their biannual

meeting, members allocated additional funds

to improve safety in downtown intersections.

They also decided to appropriate an ad-

ditional $100,000 to aid the Amherst

Redevelopment Authority.

One town committee in a preliminary

report announced the establishment of a

pilot project for recycling newspapers and

bottles in March and April. The project is an

effort to determine the costs of proposed

curbside pickup.

Controversial articles dealing with

recombinant DNA research were not

discussed at last night's meeting. Town
meeting will reconvene Wednesday night in

the Amherst Regional Jr. High School

Auditorium at 7:30.

The Town Meeting members, in deciding

to vote for establishing a security deposit

trust account in Amherst, are fighting for an

account which would hold the security

deposits of area tenants in an interest

bearing account. This account would remain

unaffected if an apartment complex should

go bankrupt, and would act >o nrotect tenant

The bi-annual Amherst Town Meeting, being held this week, attracted more than

200 residents last night. (Staff photo by Greg DiPietro)

security deposits in the case of tenant-land-

lord disputes.

The cost of such an appeal, including legal

expenses, would be between $2,000-$5,000,

said Selectman Nancy Eddy.

"It is by no means a frivolous action" said

Eddy. "The majority of the Board of

Selectmen believe you should vote for this

law. Challenging it in court gives the law a

better chance of going through."

Selectman William Atkins is the only board

member to vote against this appeal. He
pointed out the expense would deplete town
council funds until spring.

"If you go ahead with this," said Atkins,

"you're doing what we've criticized state

legislature time and time again for. That is,

passing laws that we. the voters, must pay

for."

However, Town Meeting members ap-

proved the article with a voice vote.

The proposal to improve downtown safety

conditions called for a $17,000 appropriation

for the purpose of acquiring small amounts

of private land. This land is needed for

curbing and pavim- in connection with the

TOPICS program, a program involving the

reconstruction of eiaht dangerous in-

TURN TO PAGE 6

Senate power motion causes unrest r Inside

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A motion enlarging the powers of the Undergraduate

Student Senate Coordinating Committee has caused some

student politicians to charge the motion's supporters with

promoting a hidden agenda, while the backers of the

motion contend their only interest is coordinating the

efforts of student-funded agencies.

When the senate convenes in its weekly meeting

tomorrow night, a heated debate is expected to ensue over

the proposal, once again squaring off the backers of

unionization and those who remain against the union.

The motion is an amendment to the Student Govern-

ment Association ( SGA) constitution, which would make

the coordinating committee responsible for developing and

coordinating policy among the various student-funded

advocacy agencies.

The drive to put these agencies, which include the

Student Center for Educational Research, the Legal

Services Office and the senate's legislative liaison on

Beacon Hill, under the direct control of the committee

represents a major move towards a union-organize student

government, something which union backers have been

striving for since the summer.

SGA co-president Jon A. Hite and Senator Paul M.

Cronin both question the motives behind the proposal

which is co-sponsored by senate speaker Brian J. DeLima

and Senator Susan Birmingham. Cronin is himself a former

SGA co-president, while Birmingham is one of the leaders

of the Student Organizing Project, a senate-funded group

leading the drive to reorganize student government along

union lines.

Birmingham said there is a lack of coordination among all

the different student government agencies.

Birmingham said the restructured committee would have

the "power of coordination, not of decision making... the

senate will decide priorities."

Hite said he is concerned about political motivation

behind the motion. He said it is "a good motiori if you're a

powerful member of the Coordinating Committee."

Hite said under the proposal the 15-member committee

"would have a shit load more power than they have now."

Hite added there is a "difference between coordination and

domination."

DeLima said "Right now (agency) people are going off

on their own tangents... nobody is being made ac-

countable." DeLima said "the senate needs to become

totally involved in how to organize, what issues to organize

around and what the staff will be doing."

The agencies are now controlled by individual boards for

each agency.
Cronin said* he is also opposed to restructunng the

Coordinating Committee. He said the motion would "take

away a lot of power the senate should have...."

•The Everywoman's Center can help

victims of discrimination with legal in-

formation and other resources. Fifi Ball has

the story on Page 2. •

•A physician claims pharmaceutical firms

refuse to produce drugs to combat fatal

diseases because those illnesses affect such

a small percentage of the population that

firms cannot make a profit. See story. Page
7.

•Israeli speaker Uri Ra'anan spoke at the

Campus Center yesterday afternoon about a

new U.N. resolution concerning the Middle

East. Reporter Debbie Graff's story is on
Page 4.

•Recent labor negotiations have caused

problems across the country. See stories.

Page 8.

•Weather - Partly sunny with a high in the

50s. Fair and cold tonight. Chance of

showers tomorrow.
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^teiiLjfc iimii/ Disorders hidden
By JULIE MELROSE.
X^olleqian Staff

sV
This is the fifth in a week/y series of articles

on women's health care.

The following information was taken from
several sources including pamphlets
distributed by University Health Services
titled "Vaginal Ecotogy" and 'Vaginal
Discharge"; and the books Our Bodies,
Ourselves (Boston Women's Health Book
Collective, Simon ft Schuster, 76) and
Vaginal Politics (Ellen Frankfort, Bantam,
73).

they were growing up, they need to educate
themselves now so they can care for their

own health needs more effectively.

Here is some information about two of the
most common genital disorders women
experience:

Cystitis

Cystitis is an inflammation and-or infection
of the bladder. Nearly every woman gets it

sometime in her life. Although it is not a
serious condition, the symptoms can be
painful and frightening. Symptoms often

*• ^
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Everywomen's Center offers aid

Women's Cente

There are a number of women's genital
disorders which affect many women
everywhere. Most women don't realize how
common they are because these disorders
are not usually discussed or written about in

publications available to non-professionals.
Many women hesitate to seek treatment

for such disorders as vaginitis, inflamation of
the vagina, and cystitis, inflamation of the
bladder They are frightened and em-
barrassed thinking their problem is unique.'
Women can help each other deal with these
disorders realistically by sharing information
and experiences.

Ideally, information about all kinds of
common health problems, including sex-
related problems, would be distributed in

schools. Many schools are moving in this
direction. Since such information has not
been made available to most women while

appear quite suddenly, and include the
frequent need to urinate (although almost
nothing comes out and a burning sensation
is present), pain above the pubic bone and
the presence of blood and pus in the urine.
Many women also report a psychological

reaction in the form of restlessness and panic
at the appearance of the symptoms.
Knowing the symptoms appear more serious
than the actual condition may be reassuring.

If a woman suspects she has cystitis, she
should see a doctor. The doctor will take a
urine sample to identify the bacteria causing
the inflammation. She will probably be
treated with antibiotics or sulfa drugs for
about two weeks. Her symptoms should
disappear* long before treatment is com-
pleted. If discomfort is severe, she may be
given a drug called Pyridium which relieves
the symptoms, although it does not cure the
disorder.

Here are some things a woman can do to
make herself more comfortable until she gets
to a doctor:

Drink lots of water (at least a large glass

TURN TO PAGE 9
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By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

If you feel you've been discriminated
against, on the job or in other situations, on
campus or off, because of sex, race, or
sexual preference, there is someone who'll
help you.

Cheryl Schaffer, a staff member at
Everywoman's Center (EWC). functions as a
legal adviser and resource person for people
.vho feel they've been discriminated against.
"Presently the legal situation is very

confusing, " said Schaffer. "it's hard for
people to figure out just what to do."
She said she educates people about

options they have m dealing with a
discriminatory situation.

Schaffer has a BA in Labor Relations and
Women's Studies from UMass, and has
done union work for several years. She has
worked with the Job Action Center and the
Employment Work Group of the Valley
Women's Union. She was a staff member at
EWC for two and a half years doing public
relations before taking on her current role.

There are channels within the University
for both staff and students to protest
discrimination but these are not well
publicized, said Schaffer,

"Often when a woman is discriminated
against she's confused about her right to
complain or the way to complain. I can help
her look at her situation, validate her ex-
oenence. and choose what action to take,"
said Schaffer
Some examples of cases Schaffer has

handled are

a female instructor at the University
found, through informal contact with a male

instructor in a position parallel to hers, that
he earned $3000 per year more than she did.
She was given various reasons by the head
of the department. The case has taken over a
vear There has been no admittance of
discnmination by the department. They
offered her a general job upgrading, "not a
specific solution. " said Schaffer. The woman
was subjected to harassment in her
department all year and finally decided not to
take the job.

-a woman working through the Com-
prehensive Employment Training Act (CETA)
was hired to drive a truck and run the
machinery on a public road crew. For three
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months she shovelled gravel. Then she saw amuch younger man come into the same job
untrained as she had been, and in two days
was driving the truck. When she complained
she was told to "take it or quit," said
Schaffer. Her CETA counselor told her the
firm had always been bad in these areas and
to just keep doing what she was. She made a
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finally she was fired from her job for 'com-
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professor or teaching assistant has sexually
propositioned female students.
— the manager of an Amherst bar and

restaurant was making sexual advances. The
woman he was propositioning in this case
refused him. He proceeded with some
general harassment - asking her to do
things not included in her job description (i.e.

switching her hours at the last minute),
making anti-Semitic remarks. She went to
Schaffer for some information on the
legalities of picketing and leafletting. She did
them and they worked. She got back pay
and a public apology.

"I see it as general trend in affirmative
action - equal employment. People are very
worried about discriminating against white
males. Institutions are doing their best to
forget there is still rampant discrimination
against third world people and women. The
laws haven't changed it either.

"It's important for individuals to stand up
for themselves. Every time discrimination
happens to one woman, if she doesn't say
'stop' it'll continue to happen to other
women in her situation. Though she does it

in one sense for herself; in general every time
one woman stands up and says 'no' it affects
other women," said Schaffer.

Schaffer will work with people regarding
racism, sexism, gay rights, unions and
organizing, and miscellaneous employment
regulations (i.e. overtime, or the legal pay
scale.)

She will try to answer any questions you
have. Contact her at EWC at 545-0883.

TURN TO PAGE 9

By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

The Legal Services Office may be hiring an
accountant to assist in a suit against the
University over the administration's past use
of Campus Center and Boarding Hall trust
funds after the Graduate Student Senate last
night voted to fund such a position. The LSO
is a student funded organization which gives
legal advice to students and has the power to
sue the University on behalf of the student
body or student organizations.

The Undergraduate Student Senate and
the Board of Governors have already agreed
to fund the LSO $2,000 and $1,000,
respectively for the accountant.

In 1973 the UMass Board of Trustees used
monies from the two funds to purchase land
near the Fraternity- Sorority Park, which the
board had acquired on short term notes. At
that time LSO unsuccessfully brought a suit
against the University, seeking to halt the
transfer of funds.

According to LSO representatives
Michelle Leaf, LSO is now trying to bring
about a suit of equity, which is intended to
prove that other funds could have been used
to purchase the land. In order to do this, Leaf
said, LSO would need the assistance of an
accountant since no one in the office has the

TURN TO PAGE 6

UMass
cfted

for unfair

practices
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

A state agency has cited UMass for unfair
labor practices in its dealings with the faculty
union, and given the administration five days
to reply.

The Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission cited UMass on Oct. 12 for
failing to bargain in good faith with the
faculty union over the issue of department
persons and several other categories.
The commission included department

chairpersons and other categories in its
original ruling on the bargaining unit last fall.

The UMass administration contended that
those categories should not be included in
the unit and refused to bargain once the
union was voted in last February. As a result
the union filed a complaint.

However, the ruling from the commission
handed down against UMass is just what the
administration wanted to happen, according
to Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who
also acts as an executive vice president in
charge of implementing policy regarding the
faculty union.

"It is what we expected," Bromery said
last night in a telephone interview.

Bromery explained that under an informal
agreement reached with the union, the union
would file a complaint with the commission
alleging that the administration was not
bargaining in good faith.

Meanwhile, the union would hold what
Massachusetts Society of Professors (MSP)
President Larry S. Roberts terms a
"preference poll" among department
chairpersons to find out if they wished to be
included in the union bargaining unit. The
MSP represents Amherst faculty while an
affiliate represents Boston faculty.
When the complaint filed by the union

finally comes before the commission, both
sides have agreed to petition the commission
to redefine the bargaining unit along the lines
indicated in the "preference poll" taken
among department chairpersons. The other
categories repesent minor disputes and will
probably not be contested.

The past week's unfair labor practices
citation clears the way for that hearing.

Roberts said department chairpersons
have been polled, but that results of the poll
are not clear because some ballots are being
challenged. He said a new poll may be
needed.

Roberts said Amherst chairmen voted 31-
25 against being included in the bargaining
unit, with one ballot asking for a separate
unit outside the existing union to represent
them.

LSO may
hire aide

Collegian 3

Town

Rain is expected tomorrow, of course. But. April is less thar) six months awavwhen these scenes will be familiar. (Staff photo by Jeff Stone)
'"O"^'^" away.

Commando team
saves hostages

BONN, West Germany [UPI] - A
German anti-terrorist commando group
rescued all 86 hostages aboard a hijacked
Lufthansa airliner at Mogadishu in a
lightning midnight raid reminiscent of
Entebbe, the West German government
announced early today.
Spokesmen said the 86 hostages in-

cluding 1 1 German beauty queens and an
ailing American woman and her 5-year-
old son were saved. At least three of the
four hijackers were killed, and the fourth
was believed to have been killed.

The raid was carried out by Unit 9 of
the Federal Border Protection troops who

'B/ 5past m/dn/gftt...

all hostages were safe.
'

jubilantly radioed Bonn at 28 minutes
past midnight, 7:28 Eastern Daylight
Savings Time last night, that the raid was
successful, all hostages rescued and
none of the 60 crack commandos killed.

One commando was wounded.
Lufthansa spokesman Franz Ceesarz

said 28 of the raiders blew out the
Boeing's doors at five minutes past
midnight, 7:05 p.m. EOT last night. After
a brief shootout the first rescued
passengers emerged two minutes later.
By 12 minutes past midnight it was all

over and all 86 were safe.
The hijackers were two men and two

women, two of them members of a West
German terrorist gang and two of them
members of an extremist wing of the
Palestine Liberation Organization.
The 60-strong commando unit had

flown to Mogadishu from the Greek
island of Crete, leaving yesterday
morning and arriving after dusk.

"All of the 86 hostages were safely
rescued," an Interior Ministry spokesman
said The Interior Ministry is responsible
for the Frontier Protection troops.

They demanded the release of 13
terrorists prisoners held in German and
Turkish jails and a $15.5 million ransom.
Both Germany and Turkey stood firm as
one deadline after another set by the
hijackers came and went.

Jubilation in Germany was dampened
by the death of Juergen Schumann, the
37-year-old captain of the plane who
was shot to death yesterday. The
hijackers unceremoniously dumped his
body from the aircraft while the hostages
watched in horror.

There was still no word on the fate of
industrialist Hanns- Martin Schleyer, 62,
kidnaped by West German terrorists ori

Sept. 5. An ultimatum on his life expired
Sunday. His kidnapers had tied his fate to
the demands of the four hijackers.
Two top West German security of-

ficials were at Mogadishu yesterday to
direct the raid. They were Gerd Boeden,
head of the anti-terror squad of the
Federal Criminal Police, and Ulrich
Wegener, head of the Unit 9 raiders.
West German Chancellor Helmut Sch-

midt, backed by all political parties, stood
firm throughout the crisis.

He refused the demands of both the
hijackers and Schleyer's kidnapers to
release 11 Baader-Meinhof terrorists.

German anti-terrorist

group storms plane

Three hijackers killed

before rescue effort

The commandos will fly back to
Germany in their plane while the
hostages will use the other 707, he said.
The body of the Lufthansa pilot killed by
the hijackers and then -^callously thrown
out on the runway by the hijackers, will

return as well.

The lightning raid resembled the Israeli

raid at Entebbe airport in Uganda July 4,

1976, when Israeli commandos flevv

secretly into the airport and rescued 102
hijacked hostages in a shootout with
Arab and West German terrorists.

The four Arab-speaking hijackers
seized the Lufthansa Boeing 737 plane at
midday last Thursday over the French
Riviera as it was flying from Majorca to
Frankfurt. The action began a five-day
Odyssey of terror that took the plane to
Rome, to Cyprus, to half a dozen
reluctant airports in the Middle East and
finally to Mogadishu in the East African
nation of Somalia.

Schmidt and his government made it

clear they believed that if released the
terrorists would soon be back to continue
their wave of killings, bombings and
kidnapings.

A hero's welcome was assured the
specially trained commandos.
The border guards are the senior

military arm of West Germany. They
were the first armed unit formed after
World War II. Their prime mission is to
guard West Germany's border and they
also provide elite troops that guard the
chancellor, president and other govern-
ment officials.

They wear a green uniform, boots and
unmistakable coal-shuttle helmets with
leather flaps at rear.

Ihe last time German troops crossed
their borders on an airborne rescue
mission was in 1943, when Nazi Secret
Service commandos led by Otto Skor-
zeny landed by glider atop an Italian
mountain and rescued imprisoned Italian
Fascist dictator Benito Mussolini.

Mussolini was bundled aboard a small
German plane and was flown off the
small rocky mountain to Rome and lived
for another 20 months.
The rescue, called Operation Oak, was

ordered personally by Adolf Hitler.

At one time during the tense
negotiations yesterday 80-year-old Pope
Paul VI said he would offer himself as a
hostage if he thought that would per-
suade the hijackers to free the "many
innocents" aboard the plane.
The daring rescue operation was

endangered late yesterday when word
TURN TO PAGE 9

£f water
study
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting members last
night approved two articles to study the
purchase of additional water supplies from
outside sources, and defeated a $63,000
project for drilling test wells in Lawrence
Swamp in South Amherst.

After over two hours of debate the
assembly voted 115-86 to authorize the
Town Manager and Board of Selectmen to
further consider an offer from the
Metropolitan District Commission to buy
water from Quabbin Reservoir.

Article 3 originally called for the transfer
and appropriation of $3,000 in available water
funds to study the offer. A modified version
of the article passed last night deleted the
exact dollar amount. Members also approved
a similar article calling for further con-
sideration of an offer from the town of
Hadley. The article calling for a program to
drill test wells in Lawrence Swamp in South
Amherst caused the longest debate of the
evening.

Board of Selectman Chairman Diana H.
Romer said if the proposed test drilling
shows adqequate water supplies beneath a
clay layer, water could be used by the town
around 1980. Cost of the final program would
be $25 per family per year, she said.
Selectmen Roger Jaques argued the

supply would be inadequate by 1990 and the
town would be forced to seek additional
water supplies at that time. Reports from
engineering consultants Tighe and Bond
estimate the swamp, if useable, would
provide 2.7 million gallons per day at a cost
of 41 cents per thousand gallons. Present
town costs per thousand gallons is 45.5
cents.

Romer said an additional 1.4 million
gallons per day is needed to supplement the
present demand of 4.5 million gallons per
day. If the surplus amount is not available,
the town would face possible rationing and
inadequate fire protection, due to lack of
emergency supppes, Romer said. The town
currently draws water from four wells.
Romer said the Quabbin offer is con-

sidered to be the "most attractive" of the
three proposals because the water is already
chlorinated and no treatment would be
required to make the useable.
She said the $4.6 million initial cost of the

project might seem expensive, but would
ultimately be a more inexpensive source over
the next 50 years. She said state and federal
aid to fund the project might be available

TURN TO PAGE 6

CAC tests

film stand
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council last night
allocated a $150 guarantee for the James
Bond movie "Live and Let Die" but refused
to provide a guarantee for Andy Warhols
"Frankenstein."

After a seven to five vote with two ab-
stentions, against showing the X-rated
"Frankenstein", a heated debate followed
concerning what constitutes Warhol's movie
as more "sexist and violent" than the P(3-

rated James Bond film.

Gina Singleton and Greg Bryant, Brooks
representatives who asked for the guarantee
for "Frankenstein", said they think the
council is "really inconsistent for supporting
a James Bond movie which is sexist, and not
supporting Frankenstein which is violent."

In support of presenting "Frankenstein",
Jay Flynn, council activities coordinator said
"just because movie is X-rated doesn't mean
It is necessarily sexist or racist."

Council President Mark Zinan said "It

hasn't been the purpose of an area govern-
ment to support excessive violence or
racism. It's up to the council to make ar-

bitrary decisions as a council."
The Council re-voted the "Frankenstein

issue" and again the vote was against qivinq

TURN TO PAGE 6
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Tufts
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

A professor of international politics at
Tufts University yesterday criticized the new
communique between Russia and the United
States saying the only place peace is

mentioned is in the resolution's title.

Un Raanan of Tufts Fletcher School of
Law and Diplomacy, said the last resolution
required a "just and lasting peace," while the
new resolution, the communique, seeks a
iust and lasting settlement

"

Raanan, in a speech to 30 people in
Campus Center 904 yesterday afternoon,
cited the major differences between a
resolution that was formed by the United
Nations Security Council in 1967, and the
recent communique that was issued by the
United States and Russia about the structure
and conditions under which future peace
negotiations will take place.

His speech was sponsored by the Five
Colleae Hillel Foundation.

Raanan said although rules governing the
peace talks are drawn up under the auspices
of the US and the Soviet Union, he said he
does not believe the two superpowers have
the right to change the purpose of the peace
talks.
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to appeal for units of foreign armies on their
territory.

I he chances of an appeal being granted to
Israel by the U.S. are very remote because of
necessary constitutional proceedings,
Raanan said, but other Arab nations could
easily be granted help from the Soviet Union.

communique
This could result in the presence of Soviet
military units on strategic borders, without
the presence of the United States military he
added.

In describing the results of a recent poll
taken in the U.S., Ra'anan pointed out the
average American has a pretty good un-

"What right do two
change the purpose
Raanan asked.

supervisors
of peace

have to

talks?"

He said the new communique may leave
Israel in a very vulnerable position because it

provides Middle East countries with the right

Urj Ra'anan
developments

Tufts Univer8i,ty speaks on recent
in Israel. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

internal and external

derstanding of the Middle-East situation. He
said the American people have an affinity for
countries that are western as the U.S., and
that standing behind other democracies
produces a generally satisfactory feeling.

The poll showed that 35 per cent of
Americans favor Carter's present foreign
policy, 47 per cent oppose it, and the
remaining 18 per cent are undecided.
Ra'anan pointed out he does not feel the
Jewish lobby power in America had a great
effect on the result of this poll because the
Jewish population makes up only 3 per cent
of the total American public.

Ra'anan said in America the term
"agreement" has a positive connotation, but
'Not all agreements are good things." While
many politicians will promise to work toward
an agreement, Ra'anan said, "Many
politicians become hostages of their own
propaganda, when they almost feel obligated
to sign agreements which may even be
horrendous.

"

When asked by a member of the audience
if the Soviet-American communique is

reversible, Ra'anan said that it is. But he
questioned why the U.S. would sign
something that would give the Soviet Union
so many advantages over U.S. power in the
Middle- East.

He said the U.S. has also committed itself

to the Soviet Union vetoing power over
Jordan and Israel, which are allies of the
United States.

"Jordan and Israel can't sit together
without the Soviet Union between them," he
said.

By LEILA BRUNO
Collegian Staff

Alumnus enjoys early acting success
"t do miss UMass and the lifestyle here

and doing things like just taking a walk into
UMass is not the real world, but a
of opportunities, and a lot to offer,

to deal with here, UMass is

the problems of the real'

town
haven
There's little

sheltered from
world. But I know that I couldn't go back to
academics now - I've taken a bite of the
apple, and I love it!"

The words are Peter Boyntons', a UMass
music theory and composition graduate who
starred in last Thursday's production of
'Cabaret' A May graduate, Boynton has
entered the professional world of en-
tertainment at an unusually early time in his
career Quite often it takes years of training
to finally obtain a part in a professional
theater com.pany.

Presently Boynton is performing with the
national Touring Company Bus and Truck
Tour of "Cabaret ". His rigorous schedule
includes one show for six consecutive nights
- each in a different theater. Boynton
estimates that he travels from six to eight
hours a day, and on Sunday (his day off) the
company averages 10 to 15 hours on the bus
In addition, each performer is responsible for
finding his- her own food and lodging -
which comes out of the weekly paycheck
Many entertainers, especially newcomers

are overwhelmed by the constant rehearsals
and travelling, but Boynton feels the only
way to become an accomplished actor is to
get get experience from on-the-job training.

"I think that the major drawback that

prevented my friends from breaking into
acting was that they became too academic
about It. Going to school forever is

ridiculous, you've got to get your training
from doing it.

Boynton had realized his ambition early at
UMass and sought to involve himself in all

the realms of the theater to become a well-
rounded actor.

During his four years here, Boynton ap-
peared in several plays, including the
"Hollow Crown", "Pirates of Penzance",
"Guys and Dolls" and "Journey". In ad-
dition, he took a vai iety of dance classes, and

Actor Peter Boynton talks about his
career. (Staff photo by Pete Baumann)

became adept enough to appear in some
dance concerts with the University Dancers.

Boynton also spent the first semester of

his senior year at the Eugene O'Neil Center of

the National Theater Institute in Waterford,
New York. His training there allowed him to

experience touring, and actually working as
professionals do.

Boynton feels his dedication to the theater

has been worth every minute, saying "I enjoy
being onstage and performing more than
anything else in the world. If I have to make
my living somehow, I've got to be acting."

Although Boynton has had the op-
portunity to work with many talented
teachers, he claims three instructors in

particular at UMass were the most in-

fluential.

"I'd have to say that I got most of my
encouragement here at UMass, from some
wonderful people. My voice teacher John
D'Armand had tremendous enthusiasm and
confidence in me. Richard Jones who taught
me the technique of jazz dance, gave me the
art of the presence of self, or being looked at.

I'd also have to mention Dr. Robert Stern,

who was my theory teacher, advisor and a

lover of the musical theater."

Quite incidentally, Boynton's professional
career began at UMass. Alan Light, the Fine
Arts Center Hall manager happened to see
Boynton in a performance of "Journey". He
enjoyed Boynton's acting so much that he
suggested an audition with producer Jack E.

Warner in New York City. After two call-

backs, Boynton had the lead male role.

Guerrillas attack

Nicaraguan barracks
MANAGUA. Micaragua \AP\ — Guerrillas

attacked a national guard barracks in

Nicaragua's second largest city, Masaya,
yesterday There were also other un-

confirmed reports of fighting within eight

miles of the capital, Managua.
National guard sources in Managua said

reinforcements were sent to Masaya, about
18 miles southeast of the capital. They said

the guerrillas were holed up in a Roman
Catholic church opposite the barracks.

Gen. Roger Bermudez said the attack in

Masaya was staged "to cause confusion,"

but he said "the situation is under control."

Meanwhile, a radio station on the outskirts

of Managua said there was a gun battle in

progress yesterday at midday about eight

miles from the capital, and Nicaraguan air

force planes were flying over the area. It was
not known if they were involved in the
fighting

National guard troops blocked the high-

way from Managua to Masaya to all but
emergency vehicles, or vehicles registered in

Masaya The Red Cross in Managua said it

sent four large ambulances and 20 first-aid

specialists to Masaya.
Residents m Masaya reported by

telephone that about 25 guerrillas attacked

the barracks with gunfire and grenades
Monday morning and then filed into a church
across the street

Additional details of the fighting were not
immediately available in Managua.
The guerrillas are believed to be members

of the Sandinista National Liberation Front.

They take their name from Cesar Augusto
Sandino, who fought against the occupation
of Nicaragua by U.S. Marines early in this

century.

President Anastasio Somoza, a general in

the national guard, has often claimed the
Sandinistas are financed and armed by the
Communist government in Cuba.
The Cuban news agency Prensa Latina, in

a dispatch from neighboring Costa Rica,

reported fighting between guerrillas and
Nicaraguan troops Sunday night in the

mountains near the Costa Rican border. It

said three guerrillas were killed. There was no
immediate confirmation of the report.

Government sources said 11 persons were
killed Friday when guerrillas attacked two
small villages near the Costa Rican frontier.

In a related development, Costa Rica
claimed Nicaraguan planes Friday attacked
boats carrying a Costa Rican cabinet minister

and several newsmen making a border tour.

HAMP PLAZA
Next to Big "Y"
Super market

Northampton

NEXT TO
BIG "Y"
Supermarket

in Ware, Mass.

FEATURING Levis BRANDS

Estrogen

label ruled

mandatory
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Starting today,

the government is requiring that women who
receive prescriptions for drugs containing
estrogen be given a brochure in simple
language explaining that estrogen may cause
cancer.

Estrogens, the female sex hormone, are
used by five million American women during
and after menopause. Dr. Donald Kennedy,
the commissioner of food and drugs, said the
government hopes the warning label will cut
this use at least in half.

"Estrogens are valuable drugs, with many
beneficial medical purposes," said Kennedy.
But he said the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration fears they are being used too
frequently and for too long. For women who
use estrogen drugs during and after
menopause "for longer than a year the risk of
cancer of the lining of the uterus is about five
to 10 times greater than for women who
have never taken estrogens," Kennedy said.
He added that "women who use estrogens

after menopause are about two and one half
times as likely to develop gall bladder disease
requiring surgery."
Kennedy said in a news conference the

least necessary use of estrogens is after
menopause. He said there was "no good
evidence that estrogens are effective in
helping to keep the skin soft or to promote
more youthful feelings in the post-
menopausal woman. Yet they are widely
used for such purposes."

Colie tjifin 6

Wompanoag land claim
case opens in Boston

WASHINGTON - Donald Kennedy of
the Food and Drug Administration, said
yesterday the FDA will require that a
special brochure accompany
prescriptions for the female sex hor-
mone estrogen. (UP!)

The brochure, which drug manufacturers
must print and supply to pharmacists and
other dispensers of estrogen, advises women
to take estrogen drugs for the shortest time
possible and in the lowest effective dose for
treatment of menopausal symptoms.
The FDA says about eight million women

also receive estrogen as an ingredient in
many contraceptive pills, but there is no
evidence linking that estrogen use to cancer.
However, since 1970 the FDA has required
that birth control pills be'dispensed with a
warning about their possible health risks to
women and their babies. FDA officials said
they feel that the post- menopausal use of
estrogens is the most serious problem.

BOSTON \UPI\ - A nine-man, three-
woman jury was sworn in yesterday in the
first phase of a federal district court trial to
determine the validity of the Wampanoag
Indians' claim to most of the land in the Cape
Cod community of Mashpee.
Judge Walter Jay Skinner and attorneys

representing the tribe and the town closeted
themselves in a small room adjacent to the
courtroom for four and one-half hours to
interview each of the nearly all potential
jurors individually.

The judge described the unusual closed-
door selection process as necessary since
attorneys from both sides have voiced
concern over the influence publicity may
have on the outcome of the trial.

The case could set a legal precedent for
Indian land claims in several other states,
including the claim by the Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy tribes on nearly two-thirds
of the land in Maine.
The jury will be asked to determine

whether the Wampanoag meet the legal
definition of an Indian tribe and are protected
by the Indian Non-Intercourse Acts of 1790.
The acts prohibited confiscation of land from

any Indian tribe without prior approval of
Congress.
The jurors also are charged with deciding

whether the tribe actually owned the land in
question in 1870, the year the town was
incorporated.

Testimony is scheduled to begin Tuesday
after opening statements from lawyers
representing the Wampanoag tribe and
Mashpee interests.

After the jurors were sworn in late Monday
afternoon. Skinner delivered the usual
warning against discussing the case and
reading or hearing any media accounts of the
trial as it progresses.

Skinner also said the jury may be held over
after it reaches a decision in the first part of
the trial, which may last as long as two
months, to consider any remaining aspects
of the case.
The Wampanoag filed suit in August of

1975, demanding that 16,000 acres of land in
the affluent resort community be returned to
them. They say the land, valued at about
$300 million, was taken from them in
violation of the non- intercourse acts.

Carter indicates he'll veto
natural gas legislation

Suspect denies kilUng Bolles
PHOENIX, Ariz. \UPI\ - Contractor Max

Dunlap, one of two men on trial for the
bombing murder of newsman Don Bolles,

called the state's key witness, John Harvey
Adamson, a "damn liar" yesterday and
denied he had anything to do with Bolles'

death.

Adamson, who pleaded guilty to second
degree murder in exchange for his testimony
against Dunlap and plumber James Robison,
has testified Dunlap hired him to kill Bolles
and that Robison helped carry out the
murder.

Adamson also said Dunlap hired him to kill

Arizona Attorney General Bruce Babbitt and
a public relations man known as King
Alfonse because they had displeased liquor
magnate Kemper Marley, a lifelong friend of
Dunlap. Marley has never been charged in

the Bolles murder and has denied Adamson's
allegations.

Dunlap took the stand yesterday and
denied Adamson's story. He said he was
introduced to Adamson by a mutual friend,
attorney Neal Roberts, and had seen
Adamson at Roberts' house and at a local
bar a number of times.

4 M M M

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The White House
indicated yesterday that Sen. Henry Jackson
is correct in believing President Carter will

veto any measure that includes a form of

natural qas price deregulation.

Jackson, D-Wash., is chairman of the
Senate Energy Committee and has said

Carter is not willing to approve any
legislation that would eliminate federal

controls on natural gas prices.

Press Secretary Jody Powell was asked
about Jackson's statement yesterday and
did not refute it.

"I think Senator Jackson is giving his

impression of the President's view," Powell
said. "He is an experienced and interested
observer."

Carter has threatened before to veto
deregulation, but has not publicly discussed

possible compromises on the issue.

Although the Senate approved
deregulation earlier this month, the House
opposes it and the issue is pending in a
conference committee.

If the House-Senate negotiations do not
result in a compromise acceptable to the
White House, that probably will mean no
legislation on natural gas this year and the
current federal price ceiling of $1.46 per
thousand cubic feet will remain.

In the energy bill he sent to Congress, the
President sought to increase the federal price
ceiling to $1 .75 and to extend controls to the
intrastate market. Currently, gas produced
and used in a single state is not subject to
federal price regulations and it often sells at a
higher price than gas sold in the interstate

market.

ATTENTION !

Collegian Staff

There will be a mandatory

STAFF MEETING
for all staff

Tuesday, October 18

at 7:00 p.m. in

Campus Center 168 - 170 - 172

BE THERE!
n I n ^*s :Ms =»^ ^k:
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BOSTON lUPt] - Some wore neatly
pressed three-piece suits. Others were
unshaven and looked as if they had just been
rudely awakened They were "respectable"
policemen, firemen, lawyers and
businessmen

All were arrested Monday in what has
been described as the largest urban arson-
tor profit ring ever uncovered in the United
Statw - a ring which allegedly caused the
deaths of three innocent people between
1 970 and 1975.

More than 100 state police and other
investigators spread out through the Greater
Boston area in the early morning and began
arresting 33 suspects indicted by a Suffolk
County grand jury last week.

Four of those indicted face murder
charges.

Massachusetts Attorney General Francis
X. Bellotti called the indictments "a first
major step" in stamping out arson rings but
said there is much more that has to be
done."

At least 21 persons had been taken into
custody by late Monday. A dozen other
suspects were still at large. Paul A. Zeigler of
Bamstead N.H

, and Kevin Doherty of
Boston, both charged with one count of
murder each, were among those being

sought.

A total of 121 indictments were handed up
on charges ranging from murder to arson
and include burning to defraud; submitting
fraudulent insurance claims; conspiracy and
bnbery.

^JIIk'"^®^!'^^*'^? X^^'^^^ 'asted nearly fivemonths, include 35 Boston area fires which
cased more than $5 million in propertydamage Officials said the probe came to ahead with the help of an alleged arsonist who
turned state's evidence^J l^ I I
turned state's evidence.

rublic smoking outlawed in France
PARIS \AP\ - A new law went into effect

yesterday obliging the French to puff less in
public or pay some of the stiffest anti-
smoking fines in Europe.
The rules bar smoking in elevators, post

offices, banks, schools, government offices
dealing with the public and any public place
frequented by those under 16.

*ifi'^^^°''^
"^3y be fined from $8.25 to

516,50, according to where the outlaw
smoker is caught. But it remained to be seenhow severely the new law would be enforced
in this land of individualists

It s a very delicate question to tell people
to throw away their cigarettes," said a super-
visor at a post office in downtown Paris

"It's not this way that you'll make me give
up smoking," said a colleague. "I'll just
smoke in the back."

"It's an attack on my personal liberty
"

complained bank employe J.L Kapel as 'a
fellow teller squashed out her cigarette.
The antismoking measures are part of a

year-old Health Ministry campaign that
includes a $500,000 publicity drive and plans
for warning labels on cigarette packs similar
u. wcfMing laoeis on cigarette packs similar repression c

t^JUS!?"^*
'1'°'"" Meeting attacks warrants

to those in the United States.
The fines put France, at least on the

books, among the toughest antismokino
countries in Europe. Most countries barsmoking in theaters and buses and designatesome railroad cars and airline seats as no-smoking areas. But an informal surveyshowed only Italy had similar - thouah
cheaper - fines.

**

France's efforts, defined in a law last yearwere launched by Health Minister Simone
Veil. She stressed information rather than
repression of the smoking habit.

over the next few years. The earliest date
Quabbin water would be available to the
town would be 1987.

"Amherst cannot wait for Quabbin. We
cafi, however, continue to put our needs
before the MDC (Metropolitan District
Commission)." Romer said.

To date the town has invested $1 .4 million
in the project, he said. Any additional funds
not used by the authority would be sent back
to the town. In addition, the group would
agree to review its budget periodically with
the selectmen. The article was passed on a
voice vote.

irLSO hires

suit aide
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

necessary skills to conduct an audit of the
two furxJs.

A state audit has been conducted but
according to both Leaf and senate President
Sally Rees, the final report issued by the
state IS "very sketchy ".

"We have the drafts of that audit, but
what we need are the accountant's working
papers," said Leaf. "Without an accountant
we re not going to know exactly what to ask
for."

Leaf also told the senate if the case ac-
tually got into court, LSO would need an
expert, such as a certified accountant to
testify on their behalf.

Rees pointed out the court would only
hand over those documents specifically
requested, and not the entire audit materials.

* Council

tests stand
CONT FROM PAGE 3

the film a guarantee - with a vote of eight to
seven

"Live and Let Die," sponsored by Van
Meter North dormitory will be shown at
Mahar Auditorium later this month.
Wheeler dormitory will be showing free

movies every other Thursday night in
Wheeler basement. These will begin In

"about three weeks," according to Flynn
The Orchard Hill-Central Area Women's

Center will hold an open house Sunday. Oct.
23 from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. in the basement of
Baker dormitory, where music, poetry-
reading and refreshments will be featured.

Flynn said he would like all dorms in the
Central Area to give him a list of dorm
council meetings and proposed dorm ac-
tivities so he can "cut through some red-
tape" and accommodate savings on events
such as movies and coffeehouses.

Council Treasurer Neal Hunter gave a
budget report The council began with

'

$3,562, spent $158 on Alpine Slide trips and
$500 on the Orchard Hill Men's Center,
leaving a balance of $2,904.

The council voted favorably to send' the
men's center a "letter T)f support, " saying it
IS >n agreement with what the men's center
stands for.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

tersections in Amherst's central sectionAlte atioris m plans since then require hatadditional land be acquired. Therefore additional money is needed. All other monev
t^tn '°; ^°"«^^^^^io" is to be fund^S bythe federal government ^
Amherst Redevelopment Authority

Director Jurgan Roetter defended hs

roTm'^'.r''^]
for additional funds up

!. v'fr?
^° complete its work on the Bolt-wood Walk Urban renewal project sav^r^otown staff could not handle 'authorrelduties because of lack of personnel

help build a
STUDENT LOBBY

students are needed to help develop an effecUve lobbying group
to promote student interest in the Massachusetts legisature

Issues needing legislative action include;

Collective Bargaining and Student Unionization

State Takeover of Campus Center Costs

Decriminalization of Marijuana

Increased Financial Aid

An

LEGISLATIVE TASK FORCE MEETING

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1PM

CAMPUS CENTER. Room 902

e i.egis,.„,v,, T.s. ,:orcc is .•. joint working group with .o.hcship f,the Student Center for liducational

ject, the Legal Services Offi

Research, the Student Organizing P

the Massachusetts Public Int

ce. the Student Government As.sociation and
orcst Research Croup (MASSPIRG)

\un\
;s student
iZfltion

c:olleaian ^

Drug firms won 't combat
fatal

WASHINGTON \UPI} - Because of
the small profit potential, pharmaceutical
firms refuse to produce drugs to combat
fatal diseases that strike only a small
percentage of the American public, a
university physician said yesterday.

Dr. Guy McKhann, head of neurology
at Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine in Baltimore, made the
allegation at a hearing into allocating $52
million over the next three years for
research in r luntington's disease.

Joining the plea for funds were actress
Jennifer Jones and Marjorie Guthrie,
whose folksinger husband Woody died of
Huntington's 10 years ago.
McKhann said low profit prospects

lead drug companies to avoid research
into "small diseases" - those that strike

a relative small percentage.
"Do you mean that unless enough

people are dying ... it is difficult to per-

#/#

suade people to get interested because
they can't make money for finding a
cure?" asked Birch Bayh, D-lnd., only
senator at the meeting.

"True," McKhann said. "They are
looking for another valium that 30 or 40
million people will take, and are afraid the
cost of research and development ...

never will be regained."

Bayh called that "a hard-hearted and
mistaken approach," and said if the
allegations are true, the situation is

"unconscionable." He ordered the staff

of the Labor and HEW subcommittee to
get information on the charges.
McKhann said the National Institutes

of Health often have said to drug
companies, "Here's compound X, take it

and market it. And the pharmaceutical
houses have -said 'no' — because there
isn't enough profit."

Estimates on the number of Americans

claims
who suffer Huntington's disease range
from 7 per 100,000 to 100 per 100,000.
The disease, always fatal, is manifested
by slow destruction of brain cells and
motor functions. Suicide is seven times
the national rates.

Each child of a parent with Hun-
tington's has an even chance of
inheriting it, and there is no way of
knowing who will get it until symptoms
appear. Only after death can it be
determined whether the gene was
present.

Jones, a member of Commission for
the Control of Huntington's Disease,
narrated an 18-minute slide and sound
show which Bayh called "an Academy
Award winner."
She called the disease ','a unique curse

- children watch the painful decline of
their parent and never know when it

might happen to them."

KING OF BEERS* • ANHEUSER BUSCH INC • ST LOUIS

WHEN DO ENGLISH MAJORS
SAY BUDWEISERJ

Concorde
may land,

says Court
WASHINGTON \AP] - The Supreme

Court said yesterday that the Concorde
supersonic jetliner may land at John F.

Kennedy International Airport whenever the

two airlines offering Concorde service are

ready to enter the lucrative New York
market.

Spokesmen for British Airways and Air

France said they would make a test flight of

the controversial faster-than-sound airplane

to JFK frQm Paris on Wednesday.
Both airlines said they hoped to begin

commercial trans-Atlantic service linking

London and Paris with New York by Nov. 22.

"We're on our way," a British Airways
spokesman said. "It has been an enormous
and costly battle, but we have won." In

Paris, French Transportation Secretary
Marcel Cavaille said the Supreme Court
ruling was "in line with justice and good
sense."

In a brief sentence, the nation's highest

court handed a crushing defeat to New York
and New Jersey officials who successfully

had fought for nearly two years to keep the

Concorde out of New York.

The justices merely turned down a request

by the Port Authority of New York and New
Jersey, which operates JFK, to temporarily

postpone the start of Concorde operations at

the airport pending a formal appeal to the

court by the port authority.

In effect, that left intact a ruling by the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on Sept. 29
that Concorde operations could begin im-

mediately.

New York Gov. Hugh Carey expressed
disappointment at the Supreme Court ruling

but pledged to abide by it.

Port authority attorneys had told the

Supreme Court they wanted to appeal the

lower court's ruling because it left authority

officials liable to "successful noise suits."

The authority said Monday that it still

intends to appeal, but even if the court

agrees to review the case, its processing

could take months — and the Concorde
already will be flying into and out of the city.

In other matters Monday, the court:

— Indicated that it might not reach the

landmark decision many legal scholars

believed it would in the much-publicized
"reverse discrimination" case of Allan Paul

Bakke.
The court asked attorneys for both sides in

the case that challenges the constitutionality

of so-called affirmative action programs that

give racial minorities special preference to

submit additional legal briefs. The justices

want to hear the lawyers' opinions of how
the 1964 Civil Rights Act affects Bakke's
case.

If the court decides the case only on the

wording of the 1964 law, which forbids

discrimination by educational institutions

receiving federal funds, the potential for a

ruling with profound effects on the nation's

race relations will be diminished.
— Agreed to decide whether the

Securities and Exchange Commission may
issue a string of 10-day suspension orders

blocking trading in a particular security for

many months. What the court decides could

have a big effect on the SEC's policing

procedures.

Blue law bill

passes House
BOSTON \UPI\ - The House yesterday

passed and sent to the Senate a miniature
form of Massachusetts' archaic Blue Laws
that would allow supermarkets and
department stores to be open on Sundays
during the Christmas season.
The compromise legislation received near

final approval on a 170-50 roll call after short
debate.

Approval came after the House rejected,

on a 43-178 roll call, an attempt by Rep.
Nicholas Buglions, D-Methuen, to repeal the
Blue Laws outright and allow the stores,

including liquor stores, to be of>en every
Sunday of the year.

Under the compromise, worked out
among several business and labor groups
who opposed it and some border community
lawmakers and retailers, supermarkets and
department stores could open on the four
Sundays between Thanksgiving ^'nd
Christmas.

Liquor stores were not included in the
compromise and they would remain closed.

Employes would be guaranteed they
would not be penalized for refusing to work
Sundays and they would be assured extra

pay for working Sundays.
The measure now goes to the Senate.
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Shipyard strike

ends in Quincy

QUINCY. Mass. \UPI\ - The 13-week
strike by shipyard workers against the
General Dynamics Corp. ended officially
yesterday as union representatives and
management penned a three-year contract.

The pact calls for 70 per cent of the
shipyard workers to get a $2.40-per-hour
payraise over the three years, $1.00 of which
will appear immediately on employe
paychecks. A new dental plan will take effect
in the contract's 18th month. The agreement
also calls for increased pension benefits.

Employes returned to work in the spacious
shipyard immediately after the contract was
signed. General Dynamics is the world's
largest producer of liquified natural gas
tankers.

More workers will be called back to the
shipyard as production increases, and all

union members are expected to be back at
work within the next week or two.

Although the strike has been settled the
bitter feelings which arose during the conflict
remained yesterday, and there were no
handshakes among union and management
negotiators.

Workers were informed of the official

settlement shortly after 9 a.m. Stanley Kyller,
president of the Local 59 of the Industrial
Marine Shipbuilding Workers of America,
made the announcement to union employes
as they congregated at the main gate. He
told the group the contract had been signed
and said they were to return to work.

B-1 cancellation

may cause strike

LOS ANGELES [AP] - The U.S.
aerospace industry, hit hard by strikes and
layoffs resulting from cancellation of the B1
bomber program, is girding for yet another
machinists' walkout.
The International Association of

Machinists has threatened to strike
Lockheed's Marietta, Ga., plant at 12:01 a.m.
tomorrow if a contract agreement is not
reached. A walkout in Georgia would bring
to 19,000 the number on strike at three
Lockheed plants.

Meanwhile, almost 24,000 union members
continued their strike of Boeing facilities in

Seattle, Portland, Ore., and Wichita, Kan.
And negotiators continued discussion of

new contracts for the 11,000 machinists and
United Auto Workers members at three
McDonnell-Douglas facilities in southern
California. The contract expired Sunday, but
work continued under an automatic contract
extension clause

Boeing Co. is the nation's major producer
of commercial aircraft. Lockheed Corp. and
McDonnell- Douglas Co. are major producers
of military aircraft, space vehicles and
aerospace hardware.
Spokesmen for the three corporations,

enjoying a profitable year, said they have
managed to keep production going.
Supervisors have replaced some machinists,
they said, and attention had been turned to
partially completed aircraft that do not
require machinists' work.

At Rockwell International Co., the main B1
contractor that announced thousands of lay-

offs after President Carter canceled
production of the bomber, UAW members
have agreed to an indefinite contract ex-
tension while talks continue. Their old pact
expired Oct. 1.

Union officials said they were waiting to
see what happened with the Lockheed,
Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas negotiations
before determining further action at Rock-
well.

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR PARTS

JUNK CAR?

W£ PAY MO and u^.

Replace Glass
Buy and Sell Cars

Located '/» mil* past the Rutty Scupper
on Rt. 9, bshind Amhsrst Landfill

Mon.-Saf. 8-4

Phone 256-6409

confract''LUrnr.?Hl?for^^^^^^^^
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Unauthorized

dock strike over
NEW YORK \AP] - The impact of a 17-

day-old selective dock strike eased yesterday
With the end of an unauthorized general
stnke in New Orleans that freed 44
strikebound conventional cargo ships.
With dockworkers there responding to

orders from the International
Longshoremen's Association to confine the
strike to containership operations, the threat
that the White House might seek an 80-day
Taft-Hartley injunction also receded.
Word of compliance by the 3,500 New

Orleans rebels to orders from Thomas W.
"Teddy" Gleasog, international president of
the AFL-CIO affiliate, who called the
selective strike of 50,000 members in Atlantic
and Gulf coast ports Oct. 1, was followed by
the summoning of top union officials for a
new huddle.

Included among those directed to meet at
2 p.m. Thursday at the Americana Hotel in
Bal Harbour, Fla., were officials of the Great
Lakes District, representing 8,500 other I LA
members on the lakes and the St. Lawrence

Poor
Richards

Kte 9

Amherst

TUESDAY

25' DRAFTS

Seaway, along with officers of the deep sea
districts.

While the Great Lakes district of the union
has a different contract exoiration date and is

currently under contract, it has been em-
Droiieo in a dispute over grain operations.
Union action on the Great Lakes could slam
another door to overseas shipping.

The Maritime Commission said its count of
ships idled on the Gulf Coast as a result of
the strike dropped from 48 Sunday night to
only four, all containerships, that were
trapped by the strike and unable to transfer
cargo.

The resultant drop in the total count oi
strike- idled vessels, from 104 on three
American coasts to 60, was followed by
word that withdrawal of ILA pickets sent to
the Pacific Coast container piers, and
subsequently ruled illegal, was having
minimal initial effects.

The U.S. Lines containership American
Aquarius sailed Sunday from Oakland for
Honolulu as a Japanese vessel complained of
interference by picket boat, believed manned
by ILA members.

Cancer linked

to local firm
SPRINGFIELD [AP] - The labor union

representing most Monsanto Co. employes
here has enlisted an environmental health
expert to study a federal report that suggests
possible links between working for the
chemical firm and death from cancer.
The International Union of Electrical

Workers said yesterday that Dr. Irving S.
Selikoff has agreed to examine the federal
report. Selikoff is director of the en-
vironmental science laboratory at Mount
Sinai School of Medicine in New York.
"The results of this report are of real

cor>cern to us," said Jack Suares, the
union's director of occupational health and
safety. "So we're going to have to do an in-
depth study of the situation."

Studying the 465 death certificates of
Monsanto employes here who died during
the past 21 years, the federal investigators
found a higher than expected death rate for
two types of cancer.

WEDNESDAY

50^ DRINKS
THURSDAY

ROCK W ROLL
AND OLDIES

Rolling Rock Bee,r

also G in , Vodka,

Rum, Tequ ilo

85*

THE BEST CURE FOR A HANGOVER
IS...

Everyone has a favorite. But they
all have one thing in common--
they don't work. What works?
Preventive medicine. If you don't
drink too much, you won't get a
hangover.

DRINKING MYTH SERIES

Alcohol Education Project
Room-to-Move & Health Education
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IOTA GAMMA UPSILO

invites all university women to

OPEN RUSH
406 N Pleasant Street

Monday Oct 17
Thursday Oct 20
Monday Oct 24

Sundae Night 7 8 pm
Pub Nights 9pm

Fondue Night 7-8 pm

for rides and info call 546 0082

Come for the food, come for the beer,
come meet the sisters of IGU
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QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleasons has the best quality

down vests in the area Filled with
PRIfViE NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful rip stop nylon outers

Assortfjfl colors XS thru XL
ONLY $29 95

ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRL
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALL AND
WINTER

^^^ ^^^ CAMPERS SUPPLY. INC
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* Genital disorders often ignored
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every hour). Although urination may be
painful at first, drinking water really helps.

Avoid spices and any beverage containing
caffeine or alcohol.

Soak in a hot tub (without bubble-bath or
bath oil) two or three times a day.

Place a hot-water bottle or heating pad on
the abdomen and back.

Cystitis is sometimes sex-related. Having
intercourse with a particular man for the first
time, having intercourse after a long period
of abstinence or engaging in intercourse
positions that put a lot of pressure on the
bladder may bring on an attack of cystitis.

Some women have recurring bouts of
cystitis, referred to as "chronic cystitis." This
is most likely to occur if a woman's
resistance is low, if she urinates infrequently
or if her urethra has been damaged by
surgery, childbirth or intercourse.

Preventive measures for women who
develop cystitis frequently include drinking
enough fluid to urinate frequently, taking
Vitamin C or drinking cranberry juice (4

ounces every four hours) to control the pH of
the urine and making sure the hands and
genitals of sexual partners are clean.

Chronic cystitis may be an indication of a
more serious problem. Left untreated, it can
lead to kidney infection, high blood pressure
and other complications. A woman should
consult a doctor (preferably a urologist) if

she is experiencing recurrent attacks of
cystitis

Vaginal Candidiasis
Vaginal candidiasis, usually referred to as

"yeast infection," is another very common
women's genital disorder. Symptoms may
include a thick, white vaginal discharge
(which may have a foul odor), itching,
burning, swelling and redness of the genital
area.

Certain groups of women are more prone
to yeast infection than others - women
using oral contraceptives, pregnant women,
diabetics and women who have recently
been treated with antibiotics which kill

protective organisms as well as the ones they
are supposed to be fighting.

Recent studies indicate that wearing tight

jeans, pantyhose and nylon underwear 'and
using bubble-baths, deodorant tampons and
vagmal sprays may encourage the
development of yeast infections.

Yeast infections, like cystitis, may be sex-
related. There is a male counterpart to
vaginal candidiasis called Candida of the
penis. Sexual partners may transmit the
disease back and forth to each other, as well
as to other sexual partners. For this reason
couples in which one or both partners are
being treated for yeast infection should
refrain from intercourse or use condoms.

Vaginal candidiasis can be treated ef-
fectively by a specific type of vaginal sup-
pository (available by prescription)
sometimes used in combination with a cream
for the external genital area.

It is very important, when being treated for
any type of infection, tnat a woman use the
medication exactly as directed and for the
length of time she has been instructed to.

Bacteria may still be present after the
symptoms are gone. Conscientious use of
medication can spare a woman the in-

convenience and expense of having to begin
treatment all over again.

i^Anti-terrorists rescue hostages
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

began leaking out that the Germans were
on the way. Michael Jurdus, radio
monitor for Israeli radio and TV, picked
up radio signals indicating that at least
three German jet transports with anti-
terrorist commandos were en route to
Mogadishu.
He also reported that when the plane

flew over Djibouti the "control tower
asked too many questions so the pilot

told Frankfurt about it and he kept going
on to Mogadishu."
UPI did not carry the reports for fear of

jeopardizing the mission, and news
agencies that did quickly withdrew their
reports at urging of a worried Bonn
government.

In Washington, the White House said
President Carter was informed of the
successful German operaton at 7:49 last

night in a telephone message on behalf of
Chancellor Schmidt.
White House spokesman Walt Duka

said Carter told the caller to
congratulate Schmidt for "the courage
of his decision."

"The President feels that the West
Germans have struck a blow for all of us
who are vulnerable to this kind of
terrorism," Duka said. "He wishes that
the participants in the operation be
commended and the Somalian govern-
ment thanked for its cooperation. The
President sends his warmest greetings
and deepest feelings of relief to the
hostages and their families."

The American woman aboard the
plane was Mrs. Christine Santiago, 44, of
Santee, Calif., who suffers from a heart
condition. There was no immediate word
on her condition.

Had the Germans failed in their rescue
mission the fate of the passengers would
have grown steadily more dangerous.
Killing of the pilot left only one man
aboard to pilot the plane — copilot

Juergen Vietor, 35, a friend and air force
colleague of Schumann's.

The killing of the pilot swelled a tide of
indignation and protest against the
hijackers around the world. Many
commentators said they hoped the
hijackers' cruelty would convince the
nations of the wodd to set aside
idological differences and agree on
definite punishment for any future
terrorists.

In Hong Kong, Capt. Derry F. Pearce, a
vice president of the International
Federation of Air Line Pilots
Associations, issued a blistering
statement blaming governments for

Schumann's death for failing to take
action against hijackers.

"While it is convenient to place the
blame on the murderer who fired the fatal
shot," Pearce said, "the time has now
come to realize that the governments of
the world are the true killers because they
have failed to take positive action which
would ensure the eradication of acts of
violence against civil aviation.
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Produce food— not food products
Editor's note: This is the first in a series of

edftoriais dealing with some ma/or issues in
modern and alternative agriculture and
UMass' role in dealing with them.

By LAURA LUDEN

Today agriculture is entering a state of
crisis. We are not prepared to provide
adequate, high quality food without vast
energy inputs. There is now a rapidly
growing movement concerned with the
problems facing all aspects of food
production and distribution. This series will
seiA^ to inform people about these problems.
The more that we realize the need for reform,
by understanding the issues and working
together to develop new methods, the closer
we will come to bringing agriculture back to
the farmers and away from agribusiness.

One of the most important roles in

agriculture is played by the Land-Grant
College complex. The Morrill Act of 1862
provided for lands to be granted to all the
states in the Union for the purpose of the

endowment, support and maintenance of
agricultural and mechanical arts. In 1887, the
Hatch Act created the Agricultural Ex-
fjeriment Station, with Federal funds to be
paid directly to each state to establish the
Station. The final branch, the Cooperative
Extension Service, was established in 1914
by the Smith Lever Act to instruct and assist
those people who were not attending the
Agricultural Colleges.

The Massachusetts Agricultural College
accepted its first student to enter m 1867
Initially, the College consisted of a few
academic and farm buildings with more cows
than students and more acres under
cultivation than under asphalt. Over the
years Mass. Aggie expanded In 1918, a 2-

year course m practical agriculture was
initiated MAC became Massachusetts State
College fourteen years later. A major change
occurred when MSC became the University
of Massachusetts. One of the first

modifications was merging the schools of
agriculture and horticulture into the College
of Agriculture, consolidating agricultural
research, extension and education to deal
with the new problems in the food industry.

In 1972, the College was renamed the
College of Food and Natural Resources,
symbolizing the trend away from the small
farmer and rural families arKi towards agri-

business for the food industries.

Today, UMass is one of 69 Land-Grant
Colleges and Universities in the United
States. The Land-Grant complex is huge,
supported by tuitions, endowments,
donations, and most importantly. Federal,

State and County taxes. In 1972, these tax
monies were estimated at $650 million. One
must also consider that oublic funds have
been invested on lands, buildings and
equipments that have been used tor all types
of agricultural research and education. Each
year thousands of students graduate with
agricultural degrees. Yet, in 1969 the
National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges reported that out of
10,000 seniors only 8.9 per cent planned on
entering farming. There are no figures
concerning how many actually became
farmers and how many went to work for

agribusiness.

Over the past century the American way of
farming has undergone considerable
changes. We have witnessed the decline of
the small family farm to the point where
today there are less than 10 million people
comprising the farm population. An average
of 2,000 farms go under each year. In Massa-
chusetts alone we have lost about 200 farms
per year. The social and cultural effects of
the decline of small farming are immense: the
displacement of rural families to cities, the
alienation of workers, the decline of rural
communities, the burgeoning of welfare
rolls, the loss of the peoples base in land, the
use of food as a commodity, and the loss of
culture of millions of rural Americans.

As small farming has declined, vertically
integrated corporate farming has increased,
as has the emphasis on agribusiness in

education. Land-grants have been investing
more time and energies into
mechanizational, chemical, and genetic
research for the large food industries such as
Ralston- Purina, Tenneco and Dow Chemical.

Mechanization research is being carried out
for soft vegetables such as tomatoes and
lettuce as well as for fruits. The successful
development of these machines has im-
plications for large segments of the
population, particulariy the farm workers
who stand to lose the most; their jobs. There
IS genetic research on developing varities
that can withstand mechanical handling, that
will ripen uniformly to facilitate machine
harvesting and that can be shipped long
distances without spoilage. There is research
into areas such as artificial colorings to
replace the natural colors lost when food is

chemically ripened.

All of this creates a cycle of bigness that is

virtually impossible to get out of. The new
wonder" varieties need the large machinery

to make them feasible - these machines are
extremely expensive, costing tens of
thousands of dollars, and in order to pay their

way they must be utilized. This requires vast
acreage since large machinery is

uneconomical on small farms and even on
most large scale independent farms. The
new varities depend on immense ap-
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plications of petroleum-derived chemical
herbicides, insecticides and fertilizers. The
huge monetary inputs are generally only
available to the corporate and the vertically

integrated farms. Even large independent
farmers, who make less than $100,000 per
year, lack the acreage and money to utilize a
great deal of the research that is coming out
of the Land-grant complex.

This is not to say that no money and time
is being spent on the problems of the small
farmer. In fact, in 1969 when over 3,000
scientific personyears were devoted to ef-

ficiently research, 200 personyears were
spent on such categories as rural poverty and
assisting the small farmers to adjust to the
new wave of farming.

It is often said in response to criticism of
the Land-grant complex that the consumers
benefit from all the time and money spent on
the research concerning the vertically in-

tegrated companies. Granted, a large
company can offer low prices and special
discounts on food items from time to time. A
supermarket is able to advertise a "loss-
leader" selling a product at a 'ow price and in
fact lose money on that item. Not only do
they make it up in other sales, but they have
enticed the consumer to come in and spend
money. Nevertheless, the people lose time
after time as one considers such factors as
the loss in quality, chemicals used in

production and processing, the unknown
ecological effects of energy and chemical
intensive farming, and the depletion of
localized rural resources which the taxpayers
must finance, especially when businesses
fail. Developments that are of great benefit
to large corporations are researched at public
institutions for the use of these companies.

The Land-grant complex is educating
students in methods of farming that are
economical on the large scale tha tagri-

business operates. They are in effect turning
out people who are prepared only for further,
graduate study or for work with the food
industries. Most will eventually work in non-
agricultural fields.

The Land-grant complex is using public
funds to provide employees and
technologies for private corporations that
view agriculture as a business with one goal;

to make as much money as possible. When
their energy-intensive systems become
unprofitable, as they must, so will food
production and these agribusinesses will turn
to more profitable endeavors and away from
agriculture. There is a desperate need for

people who are prepared to farm using our
resources wisely in order to produce food,
not manufacture food products.

Laura Laden is a member of the Coalition
for Alternative Agriculture and Self-
Sufficiency.
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Stop the neutron bomb
By TOM DEVINE

Earlier this month the U.S. House of
Representatives approved by a 2-1 margin
appropriations for continuing research into

the development of the neutron bomb. This
new weapon is supposed to have the power
to transform a thriving metropolis into a
ghost town while still leaving most buildings
intact. Naturally the military would like

nothing more than to add this latest

Frankenstein to the other horrors that

comprise our nuclear arsenal, and if the past
is any guide, they will have their way.

The reality of a weapon capable of

bringing the agonizing death of radiation

poisoning to an entire city surpasses even
the ugliest fantasies of the most demented
sci fi writer Try to imagine a city recently the

victim of a neutron blast. There are no
sounds. Bodies lie in the streets, on the

lawns and in the houses. Dead birds are

everywhere, along with scattered bodies of

dead dogs, cats, squirrels, etc. The buildings

are still standing but every house is a funeral

home, every place of habitation a crypt. My
my, what is this modern world coming to?

We all know what will become of our

planet if nuclear weapons start going off all

over the place. Ironically, those who would
be most responsible for a nuclear holocaust

would have the least to lose. The rulers of the

earth all have access to shelters in which
they may feel assured to survive anything
short of the planet being knocked out of

orbit. Only the loyal citizens of these so-

called governments have their lives on the
line in this nuclear game.

The United States claims that it wants to

disarm, and yet we introduce the neutron

bomb. The Russians claim tha they too want
to disarm, while continuing to assemble an
arsenal that is fast becoming the terror of the

earth China, the most irresponsible of the

major powers, periodically outrages the

world by conducting test blasts that send
radioactive fallout all over the earth. What
little discussion has been held between the

major powers on disarmament has produced
nothing so far and is currently deadlocked.

We might ask ourselves how the future of

mankind ever came to rest in the hands of

tyrannical communist bureaucrats and a

Jesus freak peanut farmer. The question is

being asked louder and by more and more
observers of the world scene every year:

"What is it all heading towards?" Even the

most optimistic are forced to concede that

there is an ill wind passing through the

corridors of human destiny.

There are some who feel that it's already

too late that the arms race is out of control

and that we may as well resign ourselves to

the fact that it's only a matter of time before

somebody does something stupid. If so, then

J

Worthwhile article

on Bakke case
To the Editor:

/ would like to make the University

community aware of a fine article

regarding the Bakke case by McGeorge
Bundy in the November issue of The

Atlantic Monthly. I think that anyone
with an interest in the directions our

society takes and $1.25 to her-his name
will find it worthwhile

Regina Christman

Struggle not over
at Kent State
To the Editor:

Once again UMass students are being
asked to join with thousands from around
the country and voice their determined
opposition to the construction of the now
infamous Kent State gym.
Some have asked, "What can we

accomplish with another demonstration^
Why should we Journey to Kent, Ohio for
a third time?" I think that the reply is a
positive one, that this struggle has
already had significant successes, that
these successes have ripened the
conditions at Kent State in favor of final

victory

Since September 24's demonstration
of 3000, construction has slowed to a
snail's pace, the fence which demon
strators tore^ down has yet to be replaced;
and the Trustees can't find a company

fopjf
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willing to risk insuring their criminal gym.
The Trustees are also under pressure
from the Federal government to move
the gym to cool the heated struggle
that it has unleashed.
AH of this is a direct result of the

powerful blows that students have dealt
to those who would bury our proud
history of struggle, and cover their own
bloody crimes in suppressing that
struggle. These blows have greatly
weakened our opponent, and stand as
proof of our own strength.

The fight is not over, and this

weekend's demonstration could be the
knockout punch that leaves our op-
ponent flat out on the lloor, with the
people standing strong over him.

MOVE THE GYM!
ON TO KENT STATE. DEMON-
STRATE OCTOBER 22!

Peter Kracht is a Member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade
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a specific publication date must be
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perhaps we should just lay back and try to

enjoy ourselves in the time we have left.

Then presumably when the holocaust comes
it will at least find us partying, pausing only
before our death to sigh, "I always knew it

would come to this!"

Yet somehow it doesn't seem fair that this

grand drama of human events should be
ending so soon. After all, modern man
replaced the Neanderthal only about forty

thousand years ago, a mere instant in

evolutionary time, while the dinosaurs ruled

the earth for 130 million years. Surely our
species is not destined to be so far out-

distanced in longevity by a bunch of over-

sized lizards!

As much as it damages our ego to admit it

though, man is governed by the same natural

laws as governed the dinosaurs, and in this

world the name of the game is change. As
for ourselves, we had better make some
important changes real quick or we may find

our dominance of the earth ending a lot

sooner than we like to think.

Is it possible then that for once, just once
in the whole long history of our miserable
species, we could unite as one worid, one
species in order to ward off a common
threat?

No injustice, no God, no nation, ideology
or principle would justify mankind using
these hideous weapons on each other. What
will it take to recognize that there are areas of
science and technology where man should
not tread, such as the science and
technology of killing human life?

Obviously the coming together of the
world's people under this common belief will

not be an easy thing to do, especially in

places like China. It may even be impossible,

but if we continue to do nothing and trust

the government to work it out for us than the
future looks pretty bleak.

What can we do? Well for a start we might
vote out of office those half-wit

congressmen who voted for the neutron

bomb. Then we might try making ourselves

very vocal, let the government know we have
no intention of dying over their power
politics, and using whatever means, peaceful

or otherwise, necessary to bring our .4DOint

home. If such behavior catches on world-

wide maybe we can work a miracle. If not,

then at least we can go with a little dignity

and not pretend to be calm as we are now
under a threat that warrants the utmost
alarm.

But the real problem isn't neutron bombs
or how to force worid disarmament. We
know what the problem is and we know
what we have to do. The tragedy is that we
don't want to care enough about our future
to bring this insanity to a halt, and if that's
the case, then we'll just have to take what's
coming to us.

Tom Devine is a Collegian commentator.

Fetishers unite

karenhermann

If you are a typical hard-working student
whose literary diet consists of a daily

newspaper and sundry textbooks, you
probably don't know what a fetisher is. And
you are not alone. Few Americans realize

that there is one small, unliberated sexual
minority in our society which has yet to raise
its collective voice against the oppression
which it has endured for centuries.

Everyone knows about the crusades of
Anita, the holy steamroller. The major
periodicals are full of fiery editorials con-
cerning the voyeur's right to buy cheap thrills

(i.e.. Hustler magazine). Swingers' clubs
flourish in virtually every major American
city. New gay churches open every year. And
yet perhaps only a few adventurous
psychology majors who have delved into

Krafft-Ebing and Freud understand the plight

of the fetisher, who has never even been
invited to come out of his closet.

What is is fetisher, you may ask. A fetisher
is a person who, for unknown reasons,
derives physical pleasure from viewing
isolated parts of the body, such as hair or
feet, or from feeling inanimate objects, like

rubber and fur. A fetisher may be of either
sex, though male fetishers by far outnumber
female ones. It is impossible to detect a
fetisher by his mannerisms or physical ap-
peareance.

Fetishers are found in every society and in

all walks of life. While in some African tribes
they are believed to possess magical powers.

in Europe and North America they have
traditionally been considered mentally ill.

Because of the strong stigma which our
society attaches to personal deviance,
fetishers are nearly invisible in America,
though they number at least several million.
As might be expected, they live in extreme
loneliness and in constant fear of being
discovered.

Why is society so intolerant of a minority
whose private predilections are completely
harmless and inoffensive? Fetishers rarely
molest children, and they have a much lower
incidence of venereal disease than either
heterosexuals or homosexuals. Besides this,

there is nothing objectionable in the
fetisher's sexual acts. Why is it unnatural to
spend Saturday evening making love to a
rubber slipper? Why label a person as a freak
simply because he enjoys sleeping in a bed of
fresh rabbit pelts? This type of romance is

inexpensive, simple, and does not contribute
to the worid's overpopulation. Fetishism, in

fact, may be the answer to humanity's major
sexual problems.

If you are a confimried fetisher, or merely
curious about this exciting alternative to
ordinary sexuality, please contact me
through the Collegian office. There is

currently a movement to organize a fetishers'
support group on the UMass campus. With
enough student interest and support, we
may eventually be able to gain RSO status. In
a student body of 25,000, there are at least
250 fetishers. Make your voice heard!

Karen Hermann's column appears every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

Bakke stabbing

Charles hai^li

We've all heard the stories. "My father
was passed over for a promotion by an
underqualified black guy." "The minorities
get into Boston Trade without even taking
the test." "Puerto Ricans are all on welfare,
but when my friends father got layed off, he
couldn't get it, and he needs it!"

Then along comes the Bakke case. Allan

Bakke. a 34 year old white engineer, was
twice rejected from medical school at the
Univ. of California, Davis, as well as 13 other
schools in 1973 and 1974. UC Davis accepts
only 100 students per class, and 16 positions
are reserved for minority students under a

special admissions program. Encouraged to

Then why do the courts and newspapers
like the Wall Street Journal gloat that "As
we have pointed out here many times, there
is a glaring logical flaw in trying to correct
past racial and sexual discrimination by
discriminating in the opposite direction

today".

The economic recession of the mid-1970's

with its continuing downhill trend has

drastically changed the situation. The rich

are hurting, and as they try to salvage their

rate of profit they squeeze more out of

working people, both economically, by in-

creased production on the job, and politically

by reversing the many hard-won gains of the

1960's. Minority admissions to medical

schools have decreased in the last few years

as the economic crunch has worsened. Of

the 40 schools that once had aggressive

recruitment and admissions policies for

Is it true? Has affirmative action succeeded in righting
the centuries of wrongs against blacl<s and minorities?

Can we sit bacl< and allow "equal" treatment under the

law to govern?

do so by Peter Storandt, a member of the
admissions committee at UCD, Bakke sued
the University, charging that he had higher

admission test scores and grade point

average than several black applicants who
had been accepted.

On September 16, 1976, the California

State Supreme Court agreed, declaring that

a white could not be passed over because an
affirmative admissions program required the

enrollment of a certain number of minorities

(the U.S. Supreme Court has just received
the case.)

Is it true? Has affirmative action succeeded
in righting the centuries of wrongs against

blacks and other minorities? Can we now sit

back and allow "equal treatment under law"
to govern? Have affirmative action programs
actually gone too far and resulted in "reverse

discrimination"?

The facts don't show it. Today, even with

these minority programs, only 2 per cent of

the students at University of California at

Berkeley are Chicano, while Chicano people

compose 15 per cent of the California

population Unemployment among minority

youth in New York City is 80 per cent (an-

nounced in August), in Detroit they tell youth
not to expect a job before the 1980's.

Although nationally unemployment among
black, Latin, Asian, and other youth is 40 per

cent. The Black physician- population figure

has remained at 1-4,000 since the 1930's.

minority students, twenty five have aban-

doned these programs. Tuition increases,

while loan and scholarship funds decrease,

making it harder for the sons and daughters
of all working people to attend medical
school.

Minorities are particularly hard hit, as 85
per cent are dependent on financial aid to

pay tuition and expenses. Tutorial and
supplementary programs are frequently first

to be sacrificed in this time of budget cuts,

further undercutting the minority students
already enrolled.

The Bakke decision is . not aimed at

promoting equality or improving the
selection criterion, for admissions. To
evaluate medical school applicants an un-

biased manner, regardless of economic,
social, and political factors, has never been
and never will be possible in this society. In

addition, in a time of economic deterioration,

needed social programs like minority ad-

missions become "too expensive". The
Bakke decision's real purpose is to reverse

many of the gains of the 1960's by increasing

the discrimination already faced by minority

students, it sets Whites fighting Blacks and
Chicanes over a limited number of medical
school seats, preventing them from joining

together to fight for expanded medical

education for all.

Charles Bagli's column appears every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

f
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Bing Crosby's body
back in United States

" Bing Crosby
United States

NEW YORK - Workmen remove the
arrival at Kennedy Airport from Spain
plane for flight to Los Angeles for burial

blanket from Bing Crosby's casket on its

yesterday. It was transferred to another
. (UPI)

Supreme Court

to decide on

'tiny cell' case
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Supreme

Court agreed yesterday to decide whether
disciplining a prisoner through indefinite

segregation in a tiny cell is "cruel and
unusual punishment."
The justices will hear arguments later this

term on Arkansas' appeal of a ruling by U.S.
Circuit Judge J. Smith Henley that an inmate
may not be confined in punitive segregation
for more than 30 days.
The state said two other appeals have

upheld the practice of indefinite isolation for

violation of prison rules, and it urged the

Supreme Court to decide which is right.

The case stems from an inmate suit

challenging the constitutionality of the way
the state corrections department was run.

Henley ordered changes in its operation, but
found that some aspects passed muster.
The state did not challenge parts of his

order setting a ceiling on the inmate
population of institutions, requiring the hiring

of a fulltime psychiatrist, and directing a

study of the prison nealth care system.
It did appeal Henley's decision on punitive

segregation and his orders that The state pay
$20,000 in attorney's fees to lawyers who
represented Robert Finney and other
prisoners bringing the suit. These were
affirmed by the 8th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals.

Under the state prison practice, the status
of inmates sentenced to punitive isolation is

reviewed every 14 days. Most inmates return
to the general prison population within less

than two weeks, but others may remain
isolated m an extremely small cell for months

depending on their attitudes as appraised

by prison personnel.

The inmates usually are not confined in a

cell alone, but with one or two others.
Henley said such discipline "serves no

rehabilitative purpose and... is coun-
terproductive. It makes bad men worse." He
said confinement for more than 30 days
amounts to "cruel and unusual punishment"
prohibited by the Constitution.

The judge also said men in segregation
must be given adequate food and water to

preserve their health and afforded
'reasonably adequate opportunities" for

pnysical exercise outside their cells.

Hair dyes may
cause cancer
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A public interest

gro p claimed yesterday some widely used
anent hair dyes contain a chemical

;h IS a potential cause of cancer but the
letics industry emphatically opposed the

per

whi
CCS
clai

T ^e industry said the allegation the dyes
hav a cancer causer which can be absorbed
thrr igh the scalp was based on unevaluated
lab> atory test data. To the contrary, it said,

there is now a substantial body of research
which shows their dyes are safe.

The Environmental Defense Fund an-
nounced it had petitioned the Food and Drug
Administration to label products containing
the chemical 4MMPB or 4MMPDS with the
war ling:

he product contains the chemical 4-

methoxy-mphenylenediamine, which can
enter your bloodstream through your scalp
and has beenr shown to cause cancer in

animals"
The EDF said, A large proportion of

permanent hair fives manufactured by
Clairol, Revlon, Alt^-rt Culyer and Cosmair
contairf->h*9^.'eKetTiieafti.*'' '"'*•'''"'• •• -f--

NEW YORK [UPI]

came back to the
yesterday.

The body of the famed entertainer,
who died suddenly in Spain on Friday,
was flown back to America on a regular
Trans World Airlines flight from Madrid,
accompanied by his 19-yearold son!
Harry Crosby, one of his seven children!

The body, in a dark wooden coffin with
a bronze crucifix on the lid and draped by
a pale blue cloth, arrived at Kennedy
Airport at 4:25 p.m. EDT aboard TWA
flight 903 and was immediately tran-
sferred to TWA's flight 11 for Los
Angeles, where it was scheduled to arrive
at 9:50 p.m. PDT.
A "simple" Catholic funeral mass for

the 73-year-old crooner is scheduled
Tuesday at St. Paul the Apostle Church
in Los Angeles. Onlv Crosbv's immediate

family and a few close friends are to
attend.

Kathryn Crosby, Bing's widow, has
explained that Crosby's own wish for a
"family" service would be observed.

Harry Crosby had a 2V2 hour wait at
Kennedy Airport between flights, but
declined to speak to newsmen. In
Madrid, where his father died of a heart
attack just after finishing a round of golf,
Harry sdid that Bing died "the way he
would have wanted" - on a golf course.
Spanish golf champion Valentin

Barrios, who played with Crosby in the
match during which he was stricken, said
the singer showed no signs of fatigue and
was "happy and singing" before he
suddenly fell to the ground.

Despite the immediate assistance of a
doctor, Crosby was dead when he arrived
at a hospital. Doctors said he died of a
heart attack.

9thANNIVERSARY
SALE!

V
• T •

1. vi

4.

WOVEN FLANNEL SHIRTS
25% OFF' REGULARLY 12

k \^,

:

H

^

I Tl
A

1/3 off
JUNIOR BLOUSES & SHIRTS
SOLIDS PLAIDS. & PRINTS
EXPAND YOUR WARDROBE
NOW AND SAVE'

50% off
SPECIAL SELECTlOfsi
JUNIOR FALL DRESSES
BY PLAIN JANE

PURITAN SHETLAND SWEATERS
SAVE 30°o' REG $16

i-evrs

:^'

-4

>

/

A

l(%^^

CARPENTER CORDUROYS
S8 OFF! REGULARLY $20

fm^w/
^1'

\

1-i.l.

.^.

MENS CASUAL SLACKS
$5 OFF! REGULARLY $17

I T I

1/3 off
JUNIOR SWEATERS
BULKY KNITS 33% OFF

1/3 off
JUNIOR SLACKS CORDUROYS
FLANNELS GABERDl.NES

Amherst Open till 9 P.M
Thursdays & Fridays

Kotrsg
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

1^ Airfield Mall/chicopee

Bing Crosby

buried today

(Madrid) UPI: A Spanish wooden
coffin with a crucifix at the head con-
taining the remains of Bing Crosby lies

in the cargo hold of a TWA passenger
jetliner prior to takeoff for transport to
the U.S. 10-17. Funeral services are
scheduled for 10-18 in Los Angeles.

VOU SAVE FOREVER
WILL SAVE VOU HO
RIGHTNOW.
GET$10 0FF.
For one wt-i-k f\fr\' year. Jostens
makes an imtraditumjil offer on the most
pt)pular rollff>f tradition. Here it is.

Get SIO off the purchase price of any
Jostens college rin^j vou select by
ordering at the same time as students
all around the ctmntrv. During Jostens
National College Ring Week.
Oetober24 29.

AND MORE RING
• FOR THE MONET.

Only Josten s gives you so many
deluxe options at no extra chai^
ChcKise white or yellow gold. Ask for full
name engraving or a facsimile signature
on the inside of the ring. And. w^here the
ring design allows, choose sunburst stone <K-
birthstone- even encrusting if you want it
No extra charge. You get more ring for
the standard purchase price and now a *10
discount, too. See youT bo<ikstore for
details today.

famous center/nniv nf mo^s /amhe's'
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What^s Happening
TODAY

LECTURES
— Lucille Grindhammer, member of faculty

at U of Hamburg (Germany) will lecture on
"The German Women's Movement Today:
An Historical Perspective" 3 p.m. Archives
Conference Room, Neilson Library, Smith.
-David Haisey, master potter is lecturing

on Ceramics 7 30-9:30 p.m. at Parish Hall of

Grace Episcopal Church on the Amherst
Common. Admission $2.50 at the door. Part

of a series of lectures entitled "What to Look
for in Fine Crafts."

-Johnstone Campbell, administrator and
member of faculty for Project 10, will speak
on "Political Theatre and Social Change,"
7:30 p.m., Thompson Tower sixth floor

lounge.

MOVIES
-"Blood of the Condor," Thompson 106

at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

- "Network " Campus Center Aud. 7, 9 &
11 p.m.

NEW COURSES
Dostoevsky: lecture, reports, discussions.

Eight weeks beginning 10-18 from 7:30-9:30
p.m. Inquiry f'ogram, Emily Dickinson 15,

Hampshire Couege. More info call 545-2803
or 532-5011

PUMPKIN SAlE
Pumpkin sale in front of Student Union, all

day. Assorteo prices.

WORKSHOP
Video WofKsnop, Jones Library, Youth

Council 4 D n^ Amherst Youth Center.

TOMORROW
LECTURES
— Department of Spanish and Portuguese

will host Information Evening for all students
interested in studying in Spanish-speaking
countries. Interested persons come to Third
Floor Lounge Herter Hall at 7:30 p.m.
-To all Hrspanic Parents with children in

Amherst Public Schools, meeting to discuss
Bilingual and Bicultural programs 7 p.m.
Mark's Meadow School, Teachers Lounge.
— Dr. Vaclav Holesovsky will discuss

"How to be a Socialist Without Being Either
a Fool or a Schoundrel," Campus Center 8
p.m. rooms 174-6, public invited.

MOVIES
— "Deliverance," Campus Center Aud. 7,

9 and 11 p.m.
-Film Classics Series, Billy Wilder's

"Sunset Boulevard," 7 p.m. Newman Center
classroom 2.

MUSIC
Howard M. Lebow Memorial Concert,

Bowker Aud. donations.

DAILY
CRAFT SHOP

Individual and group i ^truction in photo
dark room and silver jewelry, ask in craft

shop for times-dates. Lr .ver level Student
Union BIdg.

VIDEO
Student Union Gallery presents a video

installation in Gallery and outdoors by Kit

Fitzgerald and John Sanborn, Monday thru
Friday 10-28.

Notices

ALPHA ZETA
Meeting, Wednesday 10 19, 6 30 p,m Campus

Center 904 908 Trere will be a speaker and refresh
ments,

AMATEUR RADV CLUB
Meeting 7 30 v '^ E ^ab 109 All welcome.

CHRISTIAN SCi£\CE ORGANIZATtON
Meeting at 6 30 p.m Campus Center 177. All are

welcome.

CREATIVE WRITING
Are vou going to be around Boston January break?

Get involved in creative writino, contact -KerrI 546-
7049

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Meeting 9 10 am Campus Center 903. anyone

interested is welcome.

PRE DENTS
Dr, Trowbridge of UPenn will speak at 6:30 p.m, 10

19 Campus Center 804 Also Dr Shiere and Of Fogels
of Tufts will speak 10-20, Campus Center 6 30 p m
room 174.

UNITED CHRISTIAN FEDERATION
Biblical exploration, discussion of scripture,

8:15 pm Student Union 428 Facilitated by
Sabey, campus minister. All welcome.

7:15

Pete

DIABETES GROUP
Discussion Wednesday 7:00 p.m

40
Health Services

EOOD AND RESOURCES ECONOMICS MAJORS
Meeting Draper 227 at 7:00 p m Important.

EOUNO
Orange and whte cat. male 6 months plus. Found

on steps of Maf.t-'ner, Call 253-3934 David.

Rhetoric exemption exam

UNIVERSITY HEAL TH SERVICES
Contraception Education, Mondays and Thursdays

at 3 p.m, ft Wednesdays 7 p.m. Couples Tuesdays 7

p.m, all held at University Health Services 302,

UMASS COIN CLUB
Meeting Campus Center 901 at 7:30 pm. Tonight is

appraisal nite,

SAILING CLUB
Meeting tonight 7:00. Campus Center 902, Discuss

next weeks regatta

The Rhetcr.

given on No
Engineering

consists of v\

be given thr*

choose one. V

the following

developm*»nt
style, and '

grammar.
Bring se

to help CO
exam. Thif:

: Exemption Exam will be
2, from 7-10 p.m. in

'X Auditorium. The test

J a 500 word essay. You will

epics from which you can
...;' work will be evaluated or
criteria: depth of treatment,
and support, organization,

- 'lanics of writing such as
• on.

lis, your ID, and 25 cents
ost of administering the

s for seniors only.

Kent Sv ..e supporters

There will be a benefit tonight at 8:00 in

Pierpont dorrr to raise money for trans-

portation of demonstrators going to Kent
State this weekend.
The Jazz Workshop will perform, and

there will be two kegs. $1 donation.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Junior iJub Sandwich,
California Quiche, Basics; Vegetable
Baked Beans- Brown Bread, California

Quiche.
DINNER - Chinese n ^ner-Egg Rolls,

Stuffed Shells Basics: ime.

LUNCH -
Dipped Fish

Burgers, Batter

DINNER - Roast deef-Mushroom
sauce. Seafood Newburg-Toast, Basics;
Spinach Wheat Croquettes, Seafood
Newburg-Toast,

MORF N
Cheese jrgers. Batter
ones. dsics; Golden
Dipped sh Cones.

There will be an organizational meeting
tonight at 6:30 in Student Union 413A to

make final plans for transportation to the

demonstration this Saturday, against the

Kent State gym.
The meeting is a must for all people who

plan to demonstrate; this will be the last

chance to purchase tickets.

Collegian color

supplements
A series of CoMegian color supplements

begins tomorrow entitled Insider. The first in

the series will feature "The New Fitness —
Focus on Personal Energy."

'New Fitness" is a guide to increasing a
student's physical, mental and emotional
energy through exercises, activities, proper
eating, relaxation and other programs.

Each Insider issue will deal with one
feature topic. The second will focus on
"Tactics and Strategies" and deals in the art

of exam-taking A third, with a yet to be
determined subject, will appear early in 1978.

Each supplement, done in a magazine for-

mat, will t>e 24 pages in full color.

Women's studies seminar

The first meeting of this year's Five
College Women's Studies Seminar will be
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m., in the Blair Con-
ference Room at Hampshire College.

Isabelle de Courtivron of Wellesley College

will speak on "French Feminist Perspectives

on Literature and Society." She will discuss

the following issues:

— basic differences between French and
American views on the feminist process;

— French emphasis on
mental structures;

body-language-

— controversy about feminine specificity in

biology- language;

— the question ot "creativity."

De Courtivron is Visiting Professor at MIT
this year. She is co-editing an anthology of

French feminist thinking, to appear this year.

For more information contact Seminar
Chairperson Elissa Gelfand at Mt. Holyoke
College.

WOODY ALLEN
in

THE FRONT
THURS. OCT. 20 4. 7, 9 & 11

S.U.B.

MOUNTAIN FARMS FOUR
iCoUegian 15

Speciji Uijtnunitnls (iclurtei)

Gi

The real story of wt«v

President Lincoln

w«i kJlied.

The Lincoln
v-on^racy

Mon Thui , .) til rf 41,

Fn 5 30 8 0O,a bb
Twvilil.HS.nOonFn
Twihtf're IX) Mon Thurs

Are you going to show any kind of

f ilm next se me s te r?

lr you plan to, the P.C. film committee will

be showins product reels o\ available movies

from Films, Inc.

All persons Involved in Mim pro3rammlng are urged to attend.

Date: Oct. 19, 1977 PLACE: CC 176

TIME: 3:30

\f

»ni

JAMES BONU 007~

THE SPY
WHO

LOVED ME
ROGER

„ MOORE
Voii Ihui^ b (Xj K ,J(i

Fn b 00 ; 30 9 55
fwililcr 5 .?ii Mon Thuts
T./vilitt?f 4 Jti) (in Pn

" (;jr*,.-. fr»
^^

Pi*
Mon Thurs 6 00,8 30
Fn 5 00 ; 30 9 55,
Fwihter b 30 Mon Thurs
Twililei4 30onFfi

THEUDHEWS

ilSE»KiBG
TOtSillB

Mon Thurs b JO.H 45
Fri 5 00 7 30 9 55
Twihtf.'f 6 00 on Thurs

.

Twililer 4 30 oii Tn

Proposed saccharin ban
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House

Monday agreed with the Senate to delay a
proposed ban on saccahrin for 18 months,
but differences on labeling requirennents will
have to be reconciled before final approval.
The House voted 375-23 for its bill

responding to a Food and Drug Ad-
ministration plan to ban the use of saccharin
because testing showed it caused cancer in
animals.

The 18-month period would begin when
the President signs the bill and the FDA
could not order an earlier date.
The FDA has invited public comment until

Nov. 1, after which it will evaluate comments
and determine if and when to seek the ban.
The Senate bill would require labeling of all

products containing saccharin warning the
sweetener causes cancer in animals and
"may increase your risk of contracting
cancer."
The House measure would require only a

notice at the retail outlet where products
with saccharin are sold.

The proposed ban triggered a massive
outpouring of mail to the FDA and Congress
from victims of diabetes and heart trouble as
well as persons using the non- caloric
sweetener for diets.

An estimated 74 per cent of saccharin
consumed in the United States is in diet soft

^•"'"•^f- another 14 percent in dietetic foods
and 12 per cent in tabletop sweeteners

Rep. James Martin, R-N.C, said an
estimated 19 million Americans with
diabetes, 4 million with heart trouble 10
million suffering from hypertension arid 4
niillion fighting "obesity" depend on sac-
charin.

Rep. Paul Rogers, D-Fla., manager of the
measure, said the bill's provision for more
conclusive studies during the 18-month delay
would provide safeguards for the public.

^

if' liH^11-inilWni.iniJTrimnr^iii^^^.|.|;ij|^,^^l^,,, r Mashpee land controversy

TONIGHT

BOTTLE NIGHT
Molson

12 oz. Bottles

.Miller Lite

9-1

I

• •a latin AMERICAN FILM CLASSIC* *

TRIED EVERYTHING
AND STILL OVERWEIGHT?

BLOOD
OF THE
CONDOR
ONE OF THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL FILMS EVER
PRODUCED IN LATIN AMERICA, pLQOD OF THE
CQNr)OR IS A DRAMATIZED ACCOUNT BASED ON
ACTUAL EVENTS WHICH OCCURED IN BOLIVIA
IN 1968- OF A U.S. IMPOSED POPULATION
CONTROL PROGRAM ADMINISTERED BY THE
"PROGRESS CORPS" WHICH STERILIZES
QUECHUA INDIAN WOMEN WITHOUT THEIR
KNOWLEDGE OR CONSENT.

r-^

^ TUESDAY^ OCTOBER 18

BOSTON - Act of 1790. The case has
attracted wide interest, especially in other
parts of the country where Indian rights
groups have filed or threatened similar suits.

George Bendway, a Mashpee selectman,
said similar suits were underway or
threatened in Maine, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, New York, South and North
Carolina, Virginia and Louisiana, and claimed
at least 450 other communities were
vulnerable to suit.

He claimed the suit, first filed Aug. 28,
1976, has clouded every land title in Mashpee
and caused a drop of $642,000 this year in

Campus

Center

Aud.

the usual $2 million the municipality collects
in property taxes annually.
Between 300 and 400 Wampanoags live in

Mashpee, which has a population of about
3,500. Bendway claimed the town had an
unemployment figure of 32 per cent and
could attract no federal relief money because
of the suit.

James D. St. Clair, the Boston attorney
who represented President Nixon before his
resignation, will make the opening statement
for the town Tuesday.

Lawrence Shubow will open the case for
the Indians.

Judge Skinner outlined a trial schedule
taking the proceedings to Thanksgiving, the
day celebrating the Pilgrims' success with
Indian help in the New World. He said if the
case was not completed by then, it would
resume Dec. 12.

Univi^rsitv of Massac^usfHs/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LIVE! ON STAGE! TNESO'sCOMETOUFE!

00 9:
1 1:00

d»
'^^^-^0>A'^^

V FRIDi

"THE KIND OF MUSICAL
BROADWAY HAS

NEEDED FOR SOME TIME!
GREASE' DESERVES THE
ADJECTIVES WE ONCE

AWARDED SHOWS LIKE
PAL JOEY', KISS ME

KATE', GUYS AND DOLLS',
AND THE PAJAMA CAME' "

Hrit Vofh J%n%rs

FRIDAY
October 18 8PM

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets r»ow on sale General Public $7, «, 5.

UM A students and senior citizens M, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4

4 All Ticketron Locations.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG R-ESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?!!!L.ttleAd»C«tilG RESULTS!'

-/

COME TO CUSS

WEIGHT®
WATCHERS

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30am. and
3 45p.m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line, 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 2 5.000 READERj DAILY!!
!
!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! !

! REACH^S.OOO READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Lini« A4s Get BIG RESULffS!
AUTO FOR SALE

73 Fiat A 1 $1,100 256-8226

1970 Triumph GT6 + . Excellent condition,
no rust S850 or Best Offer 549-5057

1970 VW Bu<
$1,000 or 8 S.

exc cond . rebuilt eng
Call 253 3278 Barb

Fender Bass-Music Master Excel cond
.

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Banio Excel Cond Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549 3796

Bacpack and frame $40 Down bag $75
.

SVEA Stove S20 , Glacier tent $45 256-
6610

FOR RENT

IBr in 2Br #28Millhollow Apt Sumrner
St . Amherst $102 Mo util inc Alan 549-

1517

HELP WANTED

EASTHAMPTON- American Legion
Pleasant Street

Wednesdays 7 PM

AMHERST - UMass Campus Center Bldg.
Tuesdays 7 PM

AMHERST-HADLEY Howard Johnson '

s

401 Russe!^^. (Rt. 9)

Wednesdays 9:30tJ»*t^ 5 PM & 7 PM
NORTHAMPTON - World War IZ Vets, Assn.

50 Conz Street
Tuesdays 7 PM
Wednesdays 9:30 AM

NORTHAMPTON - y.M.C.A., Prospect St.

Thursdays 7 PM

For Information
(413) 786-6611
622 No. Mam St.

Call:

or write

. East Longmeadow. Mass 01028

70 Ford LTD. Good cond $850 562 4727

eOGalaKvSOOFofd $700 527 5746

Excel144S Volvo 72 89.0O0mi $1 600
mech 256 8322

68 Cf>evv Belair. »150. orBiat^ffare
5865

68 Galaxy SOO Ford $600 546-4856

Moped Motobecane. Almost brand new
$325 Call 253 5594 Ask for Bill

Infinity Qa spkra. New w transferable
warrantee $215 Call 546 4132

SAVE^^upT to SO%on "tennis SHOESi
Mens, Ladies canvas & leather Reg S18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Ref Dorm size, exc cond $50 534 5413

Babysitter warm resp girl one night
week for three girls 253 3149 256 0577

Experienced Waitreaaea. Apply Poor
Richards '1 to 1pm daily.

Addressers Wanted Immediately! Work
M home no experience necessary -.

excellent pay Wnte American Service
8350 Park Lane, Suite 269. Dallas Tx
75231,

Missing since Aug 30 from Brandywine 3
yr old female cat Dark Angora, mostly
gray, black&tan w green eyes, flea collar

If you have her or any info please call Jan
549 3633 or 549 6000 X533

T I SR-40 Calculator. Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sepi
28 after 8pm Desperately need it for
doing my assignments! Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256-
6059

AUDIO

For A Good Layer Cake Custom made &
beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not
associated with Campus Ed Service)
Laurie 546-9576

Used Receivers. Speakers Call 546 4034

Turntable PionMr PL11ZO tSC Nat 1100
Only 4 mos oW Call Marc. 6-4363.

Mercedes 220Sb good running, fall sticker,

new tires and second car for spare $1,000

549 3934

Single Bed. good cond $20 253 9848 ROOM WANTED CALCULATORS

'68 VW Bug, VG Rebuilt engine, cond. body
fair, $200 or B Call 772 0672 Anytime

86 Volvo 122S. Gooid mechanical condition
130 000 miles Frame needs work Call 256-

8467 Keep Trying

122Volvo Darts sadErwaaon. Rea 665-4384

71VWSQBK $770 or BO 545-0811 Jack

68 Chevy Wagon $250 or B 549 5993

MOTORCYCLE PORSALE_
T^s^fondT^vTSaTIRiy^^S'
4727

Olin Mark III Skiis (ITOsI Never been
used $150 or Best Offer Call 665-4963
evenings

Minolta SRT Bellows, connector for

Macrostand slide coripr New $30 firm

After 5 30 584 7146

Soligor 90 230 F4 5 zooTn lens tJV filter

and case Screw mount Exc Cond
$90 Will fit most 36mm Call 6 8711

Hariimex Practica L 35mm SLR w "l50mm
f 2 8 lens, case. Wesson light meter
Honeywell flash, instructions Exc cond
$80 or Best Offer Call 6 8711

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them.
Will live anywhere in area Please call
545-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

College Calculators offers low pnce & full

service All models avail T159 $225 , 58-
S99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodore s
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

Collagiata research papara. Thousands or>

file All academic subjects Ser>d $1 for

mail order catalog Box2S918 2. Loa
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213)477-8474.

Expert Typing. Mary Beth evea 586 1206.

Horses Boarded in exchange for use by
responsible UMass student 863 2680

Vofe Mark Curalop for Campus Canter
Board of Governors on Mon and Tuaa.
Oct 17 and 18 from 12 6p m at reapective
DC s

ENTERTAINMENT
LOST

H^issing red leather Wallet Please turn m
at lost and found

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco
Monitor Music 546 4731 Rea

FOR SALE
Bike Rack. Filing Cabine^Re^uhair
549 572S

Fully restored 140yr old farmhouse 1

dcie, wood burning stove barn two
t)edrooms living room, dining room
kitchen, bath Taxes $95 $29 900 No
t.rokpis pleasei 665 3560

Lost Meal Book Please help me Lost in
Southwest Wed No reward )ust sen
timental value 6 9882

SERVICES

Volvo repairs and rnaintenance All years
and models, low prices Jack 586 0610.

PEOPLES LEAGUE SOCIALIST YOUNQ;
Unscrambling of the name and tha
message this Wednesday at 8 in Campus
Center 174

POLEMICALLY AND CONlstRUCflVETV
ON SOCIALISM from the Social
Democratic Left this wedr>esday at 8 C
Center 174 Address by Prof Holesovsky
How to be a Socialist without being a fool

or a scoundrel

Green Knapsack with camera
Fernald Reward 617 367 0007

Lst near Expert Typing, only 4f)cents page
aftPf6 Mon T'lurs 256 8484

Call

LET US MEET OPENLY in Campos
Cter 174 this Wednesday at 8 and heiir

what Holesovsky and the YPSL people
have to say on socialism

$7 00 first meeting, then $3 00 weekly Join now'
LOWf O RATES FOR SENKjR TiTl/ENS
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A quiet World Series

and a fleabag hotel
By JOHN ANTONELL/
and FRED WINER
Collegian Staff

NEW YORK - Could this have really been
New York? Even though an overflow 56,668
fans filed into Yankee Stadium last Tuesday
night to see the first game of the World
Senes, there appeared to be no big trouble

from the crowd. It was a largely uneventful
evening in the stands during the game,
almost as amazing as the Yankees pulling out
still another late inning victory

Maybe we should have known. The World
Series, in any city, always means com-
plimentary tickets. But this is especially true

in New York, the land of corporations and
big business. Also, many of the fans who
show up during the season are unable to

afford World Series prices. What happens is

that a generally neutral, foreign, and polite

crowd shows up, some not baseball fans,

who want to be where the action is. While
the guy who supports his team all year is

fans. The public address system is loud and
clear, and the whole park has a brilliance to
it. Its exits are smartly designed and
everyone is always moving.

One obvious drawback to the stadium was
the bush electronic message board in center
field, which told the people what and when
to cheer. It did not name the players, but just

showed their numbers and the lineups.

Replays were few, and did not involve ex-

citing plays.

As for the game, many Yankee fans must
have been disturbed when manager Billy

Martin took Reggie Jackson out for the
better fielding Paul Blair, as he tried to
protect a one- run lead in the late innings.

When Los Angeles tied it up and the game
went into extra innings, this meant Blair was
forced to come to bat and he went out his

first time up. Even though Blair came
through with a big hit to start the series-

winning rally against Kansas City, Jackson
obviously is a better hitter.
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Commentary

Billy Martin (I) doesn't look happy, and Ed Figueroa (r) apparently doesn't care
what happens to the Yankees tonight in the World Series. (UP!)

Martin takes Torrez...

so Figueroa takes off
forced to watch the game at home, his ball-

park seat IS taken by a disinterested socialite.

it is no surprise, then, when the Yankees
took the field Tuesday night the crowd
reacted (those who did) like the Yankees
were trotting out to play the Cleveland In-

dians. There was no electricity in the air; it

was often quiet enough to hear the subway
trains rumbling behind center field.

Of course, there was a good side to this

church picnic There were no fights and very
few things thrown, in anger or glee, even
after a great play or c bad call. There wasn't
even any danger in rooting loudly for the
Dodgers.
The new Yankee Stadium is a magnificent

edifice, enough to strike awe into simple
New Englanders used to such stadia as Fen-
way Park (just to pull a playground out of a
hat). Speaking of Fenway, Yankee Stadium
IS superior in many ways. Concession stands
offer more variety and easy access for the

However, again Blair's bat did it, as he
drove in the winning run from second base
with a solid single in the 12th inning. This
occurred seconds after midnight, the time
Blair was supposed to turn into a pumpkin,
according to a New York Post sportswriter.
The Red Sox could use about four pumpkins
like Blair.

SCRIBBLINGS FROM A FLEABAG
HOTEL; Somehow, it's not surprising that
New York owner George Steinbrenner
couldn't give a damn what kind of seats, if

any, Joe DiMaggio was to get for the first

game. He was supposed to throw out the
first ball, but he couldn't even get in the ball-

park ... West 42nd street provides a great
view if you like the ugly, sleazy, rude, and
filthy side of town, as many young women
seem to late at night ... ABC-TV roving
cameraman scanned the stands, and just
missed (several times) focusing on your way-
ward reporters. Tough luck, America.

NEW YORK \UPI\ - An angered Ed
Figueroa, a 16-game winner for the New
York Yankees this year, quit the club
yesterday because he was upset over
manager Billy Martin's passing him over and
naming Mike Torrez to pitch tonight's sixth

game of the World Series against the Los
Angeles Dodgers.

"Figueroa has left the team," Martin
announced just before the Yankees'
scheduled 5 p.m. EDT workout at Yankee
Stadium was cancelled because of inclement
weather. "He packed his bags and left the
stadium."

"If I can't pitch, then I might as well go
home," Martin quoted Figueroa as saying.
"The guy just feels bad. He probably wanted
to pitch. He's a proud Puerto Rican and I love
the guy for wanting to pitch. I can un-
derstand how he feels."

Manin then dispatched pitching coach Art
Fowler to try and head off Figueroa at his

hotel and persuade him to rejoin the club.

Figueroa originally had been named by
Martin to pitch the sixth game against the
Dodgers but before the Yankees left Los
Angeles Sunday night, Martin switched to
Torrez because he felt Figueroa was not 100
per cent.

The right-hander has been bothered by a
hand injury.

Figueroa didn't learn that he was being
passed over until Torrez told him as they
boarded the plane back to New York.
He fumed all the way back and now says

he has joined the growing number of
Yankees who want to go elsewhere next
season.

"Next year I want to get out of here," he
said. "I want to go someplace where people
have confidence in me. He (Martin) has been
lying to me for two years."

lOONESBURY by Carry Trudeau
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Your Birthday

ALLMINIM FOIL by Steve Laflcr

By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18

— Born today, you arc an
eneri;etic indwioual who
has always had the wi.sdom
to develop skills to suit

duties Not one to fight

against your responsibili-

ties, you spend your time
developing the talent you
need to fulfill require-

ment': well A determined
person, you do not let go
easily of any notion. You
see projerts through to

their logical conclusions,

and are usually careful

that the projects you tx'-

coined involved in are
those which will serve you
well.

This may seem to imply
that you do not .seek or

accept change. In truth,

however, your progress
comes through not fighting'

the direction in which you
must work A person of

considerable reserve, you
do not often display your
emotions When you do
allow your feelings to be
observed, there is never
any mistaking what they

are, for you display them
111 unadulterated, full-

strength ways.
Although you are not

impulsive, you understand
impulse-activity in others
You are extremely toler-

ant and make it a point to

try to understand what-
ever is different in other

people, as well as what-
ever IS contrary to your
own l)eliefs. You will lieep

to your own standards
without fail - but you will

not insist that anyone else

do the same. Ilroadminded
and ,i;enerou.s-hearted, you
are willing to live and let

live - and to enjoy doing
both
To find what \s in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I>et your birthday .star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY, OCTO-
BER 19

LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct.22) -

Charity begins at home.
l/)ved ones depend upon
your good will and gener-
osity. Be generous.
SCORPIO I Oct. 23-

Nov 22i - You can say no
in a kind way and accom-
plish just as much as
through being harsh Good
will is important; don't

jeopardize it

SAGITTARIUS! Nov. 22-

Dec.21 ) - Success at some
commercial enterprise

seems about to dawn
Dont he disappointed at

changes in another's plan
CAPRICORNiDec.22-

Jan.l9i Concern your-

self with the problems of

the young and you will bo

well on the way to solving a

few of your own.
AQUARIUSi Jan. 20-

Feb.l8) — Generosity may
l)ackfire late in the day.

Make sure that what you
give away you would not

mind getting back.

PISCESiFeb 19-March
20) A long journey may
k)e in the offing Begin at

once to prepare for it

Make a much-needed pur-

chase in PM.
ARIES( March 21-April

19) Take care that a

thoughtless word does not

hurt another's feelings

You will do well to keep
new found attitudes to

yourself - for now
TAURUSi April 20-.May

20) - .Seek now insight into

your profes.sional world.

Present knowledge may
fall short of what is soon to

be needed
GEMINI(May21-Juiie20)
Pos.session is not always

nine points of the law.

Return goods that do not

belong to you, another
may be becoming desper-
ate.

CANCEP Jt.f 21-Jul>

22 1 Some financial lo.ss

may be sustained today if

you insist inoii doing,
things your >>;, way. I>es-

sons learntd ;;ri- vital.

LEOiJulv ;i Aug.22)
Agree with .iiolher if you
possibly Cc':; without com-
promising >i'ir own princi-

ples. This i' ,1 j.ood day for

making new friends.

VIRGO' Aug 23-Sepl. 22)

Profits from work done
some time ai;o may begin

to show themselves Take
advantage of some inside

knowledge of the situation.

ropyriKhl, 1977, linitpd l>«ture Syridl-

Today's Crossword

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

1 Hardware
item

5 Frown
angrily

10 Inclined

passage
14 Stench
1 5 African

capital

16 Spiced stew
1 7 Furniture

pieces 2
words

19 Surface
depression

20 Prickly plant

21 Avenger
23 Resisting

action

26 Offense
27 Bidder
30 Ont Indian

34 Drug source
35 Worth
37f/il unit

38 -- up Add
39 Bookkeeping

Items
41 Mountain:

Prpfix

42 Slender
finial

43 Get new
tenants

44 — cut

45 Milk

coagulator
47 Western

badmen
50 Poetic

contraction

51

52
56

60
61
64
65
66

67

68
69

Cathedral
feature
Naval fleets

Keep
enclosed 2

words
Hind part

Ignorant
Confiscate
Not learned
Amer
Indians
Drove
rapidly

Curse
Vivacious

10
11

12
13
18

DOWN
Entertainer
Straight as -

Card in faro

Act as
president
Counter
Locomotive
part

Viscous
fluid

Architect
Christopher

^s

unsuccess-
ful 2

words
Beaver eg
Thirst

quenchers
Kind of skirt

Tankards
Ribtjon

|ii^ondi>y Pu tzie Solved
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Comb form

22 Small
amounts

24 Have fun

25NYSEmem-
tjers

27 Edible root

Dial

28 Marry infor-

mally
29 Out 2

words
31 Worship
32 Electrician

33 Declares
frankly

36 lluminated
2 words

39 Belief

40 Prepares for

a new job

44 Make less

obscure 2
words

46 Approached
48 Family

member
49 Canadian

hemlock
52 The "A" of

•B A'
53 Cut wheat
54 Manufacture
55 Vegetable

dish
57 Recently

dead
58 Chariot

route
59 Bird struc-

ture
62 Trygve ---

63 Yellow
bugle
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Sports Calendar
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YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - Postponed

TODAY
MEN S VARSITY SOCCER - vs. WPI Away 3:30
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Southern Connecticut >5ivsk 3:30
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Central Conn-New Haven Away 6:00
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. Keene State Home
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Southern Connecticut >Awa/ 3:30

TOMORROW
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. UConn Home 3:00
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - vs. WPI Away 3:30

Stickers travel south;

face top-notch Owls
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team carries its

unbeaten record (5-0-2) into Southern
Connecticut in a 3:30 game today.

Both teams, suffering from weekend rain-

outs, may be rusty. That, combined with
possible wet field conditions, should keep
the score low.

UMass coach Judith Davidson never-
theless is expecting a "good game" from her
players. In its last game, UMass scored a late

goal to salvage a tie in what would have been
an embarrassing loss to Yale.

Last year, UMass easily handled the Owls
3-0, but the same team went on to qualify

and participate in the National Tournament.
Physically, the team is healthy. With the

help of the layoff, all the injured knees have
been given time to heal.

Statistically, Cheryl Meliones leads the
team in scoring with five goals. However, of
Julie McHugh's two goals, one has been a

game winner and the other enabled the team
to tie Yale last Wednesday.

Goalie Kathy Gipps continues to play a
steady goal as reflected by her 0.42 goals

against average.

The team as of late has featured some fine

individual performances but much more is

needed if its undefeated record is to con-

tinue.

THE BROTHERS AND SISTERS

OF

SAM
(U MASS' ONLY CO-ED FRATERNITY)

INVITE ALL UNIVERSITY MEN AND WOMEN
TO AN INFORMAL RUSH

TONITE AND WED NITE

FREE BEER. WINE, SODA AND MUNCHIES

INFO -54 5-084 5 -RIDES
SIGMA ALPHA MU, 395 NO PLEASANT ST

AMHERST CE NTERI

O

at
<

a.

X

NO PLEASANT ST
MASS CA

395

Spikers meet
Conn, foes

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team takes to the
road again tonight for its second tri-match in

a row. This time, the opposition will be
Central Connecticut (the host for the match)
and the University of New Haven, a team
that the locals will be playing for the first time
ever. The match will begin at 6 p.m.
UMass coach Dianne Thompson said that

she expects the most trouble from Central
because it is the most experienced of the two
squads. Under coach Brenda Reilly, Central
defeated UMass last year by the scores of 15-

3, 1115, and 15-9. But this year, Reilly is on
sabbatical as she pursues her doctorate,
leaving Central under the tutelage of an
interim coach.
New Haven is coached by Debbie Chin, an

experienced coach and player at the USVBA
level. She is the former coach of the Con-
necticut Clippers, one of the best USVBA
teams in the east. Last year, her team at New
Haven was the first varsity volleyball squad
ever at the school and finished the year with
a 12-5 mark.
So far this season, the team, made up

mostly of freshmen, is off to a strong start (a
5-1 record) and Chin says she is optimistic
about the prospect of post-season play.

Thompson said that the only two sure
starters for the local spikers are Kathy
Higginsand Kathryn Shinnick, based on their
strong efforts in Saturday's tri-match split.

She said she would make up her mind about
the rest of the starting line-up after
yesterday's team practice.

Agfeolideol
The printed look br
your great ideas
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CAR you afford not to

type your papers
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Stevens chosen as star
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Following Saturday's 37-6 win over Rhode
Island, two members of the UMass football
team have received individual honors for
their performances in the game.

Linebacker Gordon Stevens was named
rookie of the week in both the Yankee
Conference and Eastern Collegiate Athletic
jConference Division II all-star picks, while
tight end Kevin Cumminqs was named to the
ECAC Division II honor roll, it was an-
nounced Monday.

Stevens, a 6'3", 210-lb. freshman from
Lexington, recovered three URI fumbles,
including one on the Ram five-yard line to set
up the fourth UMass touchdown. He had
three tackles and one assist while playing on
defense in the second half.

Cummings, a 6'5", 230-lb. senior from
Saratoga Springs, N.Y., caught three touch-
down passes in the win. He has now scored
six TD's on the season.

Bill Burnham, New Hampshire's star
running back, gained Yan Con and ECAC
Division II honors as offensive player of the
week. Burnham rushed for 193 yards and

Remain undefeated

four touchdowns in the Wildcats' 42-7 win
over Central Connecticut.

Defensive laurels in the Yan Con went to
linebackers Chris Keating of Maine and Mike
Kelleher of Boston University.

Keating had 12 tackles and four assists as
the Black Bears beat UConn, 9-7, for their
first conference win.

YAN CON
w L T

UNH 3

UMass 3

URI 1 1

Maine 1 3

BU 2

UConn 2

Kelleher had 10 primary and two assisted
tackles as well as a fumbles recovery in the
Terriers' 14-13 victory over Holy Cross. He
also led a defense which held the Crusaders
to minus rushing yardage in the second half. Gordon Stevens

Women boaters beat Dartmouth

Zippers and pockets inside and out.

Shoulder straps, snaps, sliding handles,
options galore - canvas with vinyl trim,

camel, rust, brown, navy, black.

•6." TO 'a "
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By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's soccer club raised its

record to 5-0 last Friday with a 3-1 win over
the Big Green of Dartmouth, played on the
Ivy's home pitch.

Center forward Elaine Contant scored the
game winner about five minutes into the
second half, her second goal of the game.

Dartmouth scored first in the game, played
on a "nice, cold rainy day," accprding to
coach Lou Macedo, about four minutes into
the contest.

UMass tied the game about four minutes
later on Contant's first goal.

The Minutewomen came storming back in

the second half to score what proved to be
the game winner about five minutes into the
half on Contant's second tally.

After controlling play much of the second
half, the Minutewomen added an insurance
goal on a 25 yard shot from outside the
penalty area by halfback Sandy Doo, 30
minutes into the half.

"We controlled play for most of the
game," said Macedo. "Except for one
mistake by one of our fullbacks which
resulted in their goal, we really controlled the
ball.

"I think that's because our players are in

better shape, plus they are better soccer
players.

The next game for the club will be
Saturday at Boston College at 6:00 p.m. on
the Eagle's astroturf pitch.

"We should be ready for that game," said
Macedo. "Our only problem will be adjusting
to the astroturf."

The UMass women's soccer club raised Its record to 5-0 this season as it defeated
Dartmouth last Friday. (Staff photo by Rob Carlin)
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Golfers grab 6th

in ECAC match
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

Playing in weather conditions described by
coach Ed Vlach as "simply abominable", the
UMass men's golf team managed to splash
and slide its way to a respectable sixth place
finish in the ECAC Championships held this

past weekend at waterlogged Seven Oaks
Country Club in Hamilton, New York.
The Minutemen finished a distant 44

strokes behind the winners, Edinboro St.

from Pennsylvania, who finished with a 632
total, a fine score considering the conditions.
The Edinboro squad, which is dominated

by four freshmen from Sweden, finished a

comfortable 18 shots ahead of runner-up
Indiana University from Pennsylvania. Third
place went to Cornell at 655 Rochester
Institute of Technology garnered fourth
place with a 666 aggregate, while UMass
rival Southern Connecticut took fifth at 669.
The battle for individual low medalist

honors was won by John Truax from St.

Josephs College. Truax ignored the horrible

conditions and shot a 79-75, 154. Jeff Manly
from Army finished second, just a stroke
back of Truax with a 75-80, 155. Dave
Loeslien from Edinboro and Peter
Terevainien of Yale finished tied for third at

157.

The story of this golf match however, was
the weather, which made an already difficult

course to play much longer and much
toughter. In a tournament featuring the best
golfers in the east, the average score over the
two days of competition was 86, that tells the
story as to just how bad it was.

Coach Vlach said that the conditions were
"absolutely terrible," but were no worse for

UMass than they were for anyone else.

There were huge puddles all over, and on
Sunday, three greens were so bad that they
had to be squeezed several times." said

Vlach.

Vlach added that he thought the pin
positions were extremely difficult con-
sidering the weather, and that three-putt
greens were the order for the day.
The Minutemen, who have played under

conditions similar to these all year long,
played their usual consistent golf, but were
no match for the stiff competition.

Flynt Lincoln was the low scorer for the
Minutemen, shooting an 81-ffi, 163; eight
strokes off the low medalist pace. Junior Jeff
went 84-86. 170; Jim McDermott shot 86-85,
171. Freshman John Lien shot 89-86, 175;
and Vic Lahteine went 86-93, 179. The
scoring in the tournament was the best four
of five scores counting each day.

Coach Vlach thought his team played well,

and added, "if the conditions were better
than they were, I know we could have done
much better than we did."

Vlach, although not overjoyed with the
sixth place finish, said that, "considering the
number of teams that took part in the
tournament, (over 100), sixth place is nothing
to hang your head over."

The tournament was a climax to a fine

season which saw the Minutemen capture
the Yankee Conference Championship, the
New Englands and the Toski Intercollegiate.

Booters battle WPI
in Worcester today
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Trying to escape from the clutches of a

losing skein which has dropped its record to

an unspectacular 3-4, the UMass soccer

team ventures to Worcester today for a 3:00

match against Worcester Polytechnic In-

stitute.

WPI sports a 6-2-1 record, with its

schedule featuring some of the top Division II

and III clubs in New England. The Engineers
should give the Minutemen a tough fight.

WPI features a good mixture of offense

and defense, not totally relying on either. Its

offense is built around a fellow named John
Pavlos. Pavlos is, to say the least, incredible.

His latest statistics read 12 goals and two
assists. Considered a prospect by the North
American Soccer League (of Pele-Becken-
bauer fame), Pavlos has earned the respect

of all observers.

"He's a super player, he's got good size

and great speed," said UMass coach Russ
Kidd. Pavlos is also quite irreplacable, as

WPI's number two man, Jim Lukas, has
chipped in five goals. If the UMass defense

can hold off Pavlos, then it possibly can beat
WPI. If not, then the offense had better

return to its earlier success.
The Minutemen offense will have its work

cut out for it this afternoon. Bob Grochmal, a
four-year starter, will probably get the nod
for the WPI goal. If not, then it will be Dale
Spencer, whom insiders say is even better

than Grochmal
WPI is a veteran team, with three seniors

at fullback, as co-captain Larry Hindle, Dave
Fisher, and Larry Shiemboob will try to hold
off the sagging UMass attack.

Being such a small school, WPI doesn't
receive the notoriety of a Brown or Vermont.
But don't be fooled. "They're a hell of a

team. Alan King is a foxy coach. He's 50
years old and still plays against the kids,"

said Kidd. Another problem, as in the BU
game, could be the playing surface. "They
have a dinky little field, very narrow. It'll be
tough to adapt to," Kidd added.

This game looms as the turning point of
the season. A UMass win could be enough to
relieve the doldrums of the present four-

game losing streak. Another loss could prove
to be fatal.

Mark Vasington (21) and the rest of the UMass soccer team will travel to Wor-

cester today to take on WPI. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

Kevin Cummings 182) not only tied a Yankee Conference record for TD passes
caught in UMass's 37-6 win Saturday, but he also was named to the ECAC
Division II honor roll for his performance. See story, page 19. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodgers)

Russ Smith

Bucs' number is nine
Their magic number is nine.

That's how many games they have left in

the season. Nine.

Somehow, in at least one of those

remaining nine, they have to come up with a

winning combination.
Or at the very least, a tying one.

Otherwise, the Tampa Bay Buccaneers will

have set a record that will stand as long as

the planet Earth exists. Or at least as long as

true, blue Americans hate the New York
Yankees.
The distinction of having lost 28 straight

games. Two winless seasons in a row.

That's worse than the New York Giants.

And even NY's Jets.

But enough of picking on the 'Big Apples'

teams. What's with the Buccaneers
anyways?

Let's go back a year, to NFL '76.

' Seattle Seahawks and T. Bay added to

league.

First year in the league (always a good
excuse to explain that premier season and
the absence of a victory).

Seahawks won game one of the expansion
series last year, 13-10 (or 16-13, something
like that), and even won another game in the
same season, defeating the 'powerhouse'
Atlanta Falcons 30 13.

Seattle finished its freshman year at 2-12.

Not bad (not good).

Meanwhile, the Bay'ers struggled.
Through loss number one, and two, and
three ... On and on (they just kept on losing-

hey, I might have a hit song here).

Oh, they had some close games, here and
there. They almost upset the Minnesota
North Stars, ahh, I mean the Vikings.

And they got slaughtered a couple times
(vs. New England, Oakland, etc.).

This season figured things would be
different. No one loses everytime. No one.

But so far, someone has.

Tarripa Bay
Going into next Sundays schedule, the

Bucs will be 0-5, coming off a 30-23 loss to
Seattle (could the Seahawks be starting a

dynasty against their sophomore sister

squad?)
The 23 points scored by the Bucs is more

than they have scored in their previous four
games combined.

Unfortunately, the 30 points was the most
they've given up in one game this year also.

So what is wrong with Tampa?
Speculation:

1. Bad timing: Had the Bucs scored 23
points in any other game they would've won
- they could've beaten Philly 23-13, or

Minnesota 23-9 (refs blew this game!!), or

Washington 23-10. Would've tied Dallas 23-

23. Thus T. Bay would be 3-1-1- (still

would've lost to Seattle, remember).
2. The weather: You see, Tampa Bay's

home is Tampa, Florida. It's nice and warm
down there this time of year. How can the

Bucs be expected to win in cold places like

Minnesota and Washington? Or in Dallas'

hot stadium? (Oh, but the Washington game
was in Tampa?). (Then see reason number
three for further details).

3. Non psych: The team is down. They've
lost so many in a row, they even expect to

lose. In fact, there is rumor they have a pool

the players run. They pick how much they're

going to lose by. Supposedly, it keeps the

morale high.

4. The refs: When you can't win, and don't

know why, blame it on the refs. Always a

good out. (Note: When-lf you win, give no
credit whatsoever to the refs. It'll go to their

heads.)

In ending all I can say on the subject is this:

Some weekend, the weather will bo nice

(no rain), the Bucs will be psyched, they'll

get a break from the refs, and their timing will

be right. And they will win a game. Maybe
vs. Green Bay (no relation) next week.

No matter what, Tampa Bay will win a

game this season.
But if somehow they don't, they can

console themselves with this thought:
It could be worse. They could play 16

games a year. And be 0-32.

Jailed leaders commit suicide

West German hijack hostages return home
BONN, West Germany [AP\ - West

German commandos and the hijack hostages
they rescued flew home to emotional
welcomes Tuesday as the government
announced the suicide of three terrorists

whose freedom the hijackers had demanded.
"The worst thing was shooting the pilot

before our eyes. It was terrible," a bearded
German in his 20s said of the five days during
which he and 86 other hostages were held
captive.

He and others returning to Germany said
pilot Juergen Schumann, the only hostage to
die during the hijacking, was executed by the
hijack leader in front of the passengers at

South Yemen after he allegedly tried to

escape and was brought back by Yemeni
authorities.

The pilot's body was dumped from the jet

at the Mogadishu airport In Somalia, where
commandos finally rescued the living

hostages.

Eighty of the passengers, many looking
haggard and fatigued, stepped off a backup
Lufthansa jet at Frankfurt International

Airport and were led to a nearby canteen for

reunions with relatives. Then they went to a

large hangar to hold a memorial service for

Schumann.
Among the returnees were the only two

American hostages - Christine Santiago,
44, and her 5-year-old son Leo. U.S. sources
said Santiago, who suffers from a heart

condition, was hosprtalized for a checkup
and Leo was taken to an uncle's house.

Lufthansa officials said six rescued
hostages remained at Mogadishu, apparently
unable to travel.

The scene was more jubilant at the
Bonn.Colone airport, where another jet

brought home about 80 members of the
German commando squad.
A brass band played the German anthem,

crowds cheered and Interior Minister Werner

Malhofer declared: "We are proud of you.
We thank you in the name of the entire
German people."

Acting with surgical precision In the pre-
dawn darkness at Mogadishu airport, the
commandos stormed the hijacked Lufthansa
737 through emergency exits, rescued all 86
hostages aboard and killed three of the
Arabic-speaking hijackers. The fourth, a
woman was seriously wounded.

Hours after reporting the raid, German
officials made the surprise announcement
that three terrorists held in a German jail had
killed themselves and a fourth had tried and
failed.

Officials said Andreas Baader, 34, and his
mistress Gudrun Ensslin, 37, were found
dead in their cells at the Stammheim
maximum security prison near Stuttgart.
Jan-Carl Raspe, 33, died in a hospital, and
Irmgard Moeller, 30, was rushed to a
hospital, they said.

The four had been among 11 jailed Ger-
man terrorists whose freedom was
was demanded by the Lufthansa hijackers
along with two Arabs held In Turkey and $15
million in ransom.
Some of the freed hostages emerged from

the plane wrapped in airline blankets against
the autumn chill. Several refused to talk to
reporters.

One woman who declined to give her
name said Schumann, the 37-year-old pilot,

left the plane to check for damage after
making a rough landing at South Yemen.
She said it was then he allegedly tried to
escape and was brought back by Yemeni
authorities.

Another passenger said the hijack chief,
who identified himself as Capt. Mahmoud,
ordered the pilot to kneel and shouted, "Do
you plead guilty or not guilty?" She said
Schumann avoided a direct answer, and
suddenly the hijacker shot him dead.
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Turnout for BOG
elections very poor

Rain halts local harvest
By JILL METLITZ
Collegian Staff

For the past seven weekends UMass
students have been able to look fonA^ard to a
Irttle bit of relaxation and a lot of rain
however, the 2.81 inches that has fallen so
far this month has had a much larger effect
than the inconvenience of raincoats and
umbrellas.

According to John Howell, the agricultural
crop specialist in Hampshire County, the
effect has been a great hinderance to local
farmers.

The abundance of rain has prevented the
harvesting of various crops. The potato
harvest has been delayed more than any
other and most of what is still in the ground
will not be able to be harvested, he said.
Onions, field corn for dairy products, and
apple harvests have been slowed down
severely as well.

HOwell expressed there is a need to worry.
He said "Its between the devil and the deep
blue sea." It is, of course, the hope that the
rain will stop, but even if it ceases for the
remainder of the month, which does not
seem to be the case according to present
weather forecasts, the damage has already
been done.
Because of the cycle throughout Sep

tember and October of rain for a few days

followed by a few days of clearer weather,
wet spots have not been able to dry, making
a harvest virtually impossible.

It is difficult to say how the local market
will be effected, said Howell. Prices will most
likely rise, keeping in line with the laws of
supply and demand. Just how much of a
cost increase there will be depends on
weather conditions for the rest of the season
and on the state of crops throughout the
county.

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Out of 18,000 eligible voters in the rerun of
the Board of Governors (BOG) elections held
yesterday and Monday in the Student Union,
only 96 students chose to vote, a .53 per cent
turn out.

Finding staff to work the tables at the polls
has been a problem at the first BOG election
and was also a factor in the low turnout in

this election. One reason for repeating the
election was that an insufficient amount of
staff caused irregularities in the first BOG
election.

"Personpower was worse this time," said
Governmental Affairs co-Chairperson
Donald M. Bishop. The turnout would have
been higher. Bishop said, "if we could've
held it in the dining commons." The elec-
tions were not held in the dining commons
because Governmental Affairs did not have
enough people to staff the tables in those
buildings. That was the reason for having a
centralized polling place in the Cape Cod
Lounge of the Student Union.

Bishop estimated that between 500 to 800
people voted in the first BOG elections.
Bishop cited insufficient publicity as a factor
in the tow turnout. Also, many voters may
not have voted in this election, thinking they
had already voted for Board of Governors In
the last election.

Another reason for lower voter turnout
was that more voters were drawn to the polls
in the last election because student senate
elections were being held with Board of
Governors.

Both Palmer and Alan Greto who won In

the last election did not win a place on the
board in the rerun. Jack Albeck and Mark L.

Curelop who were not winners in the first

election were victorious in this contest.

If the senate calls for a new election or if a
candidate makes a challenge accepted by the
Governmental Affairs Committee, the BOG
elections will be held for the third time.

Palmer said it was "doubtful" she would
challenge the results.

Greto could not be reached for comment.

Anne O'Crowley had very little to do
during yesterday's BOG elections as
only 96 out of 18,000 students cast their
ballots. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Inside

Gay athlete to speak
Former Washington Redskins runningback .and admitted

homosexual Dave Kopay will speak tonight on "The Right to be
Gay" as part of the Distinguished Visitors' Program. See the
preview story on Page 3.

• Campus porn declining
Pornography on campus was a big issue last semester, but

where is it now? Reporter Herb Brody writes of this and other
Questions in his story on Paae 6. ' -

• Rep wa/ks through Amherst
Rep. Michael J. Conley ( D-Boston) walked to Amherst

yesterday in an effort to revitalize state government. See the
story on Page 2.

"Weather

It will be mostiy cloudy today with a chance of occasional rain
Uiaven t we had enough already?) developing by or during the
afternoon. The thermometer should read somewhere near 60.
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Across the Bay State on foot
By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

Rep. Michael J. Connolly (D-Boston),
proponent of a constitutional amend-
ment to limit the terms of state office
holders to 12 years, walked to Amherst
yesterday and addressed the College
Democrats last night in the Campus
Center as part of his 12-day hike across
the state to build support for the
measure.

Connolly who began the walk in

Pittsfield last Friday and hopes to end it in

Boston on Oct. 26, said he hopes to
collect 56,000 signatures by Dec. 1 and
thereby force the House and Senate to
consider the proposal in a joint con-
stitutional convention.
The proposed amendment would limit

the terms of state representatives and
senators, the state auditor, treasurer,
governor, lieutenant governor, state
secretary, and attorney general to 12
years.

Connolly said he is mainly concerned
with the legislative posts and such offices
as auditor and treasurer.

In his five years in office Connoilv said,
"I've had an opportunity to look at
legislators, especially committee
chairman, who want to go on forever and
ever." He said he "shuddered to think"
of the attitude of the long-incumbent
treasurer's or auditor's attitude toward
change.

TURN TO PAGE 3
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^ Town Meeting to form
committee on DNA
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Town Meeting members will be asked to
choose between two different committee
structures to oversee future recombinant
DNA research in the area at the second
session of the special Town Meeting tonight.

Discussion of the controversial article
phohibiting the research, sometimes called
gene splitting, was delayed by a slow

.

opening meeting Monday night. The
assembly will reconvene tonight at 7:30 in
the Amhersf Regional Junior High
Auditorium

While the original proposal called for a
research ban at area colleges and universities
until scientific and moral implications could
be studied further, petitioner Paul Newlin
submitted an altered version to Town
Meeting Monday

Under Newlin's new proposal, Article 14
would ask the town to establish a nine-
person study committee to examine potential
dangers and benefits, and report their fin

dings and recommendations to the Board of
Selectmen by March 1, 1978.

Newlin also asks in the petition that all

recombinat DNA research at UMass and
Amherst College be delayed until the town
has acted on committee findings and

recommendations at the 1978 annual Town
Meeting.
Town Meeting will also be asked to

consider a motion by UMass Botanist Otto
Stein to amend the article so that all research
would be conducted under guidelines "at
least as rigorous" as National Institute of
Health guidelines.

In addition, the proposed amendment calls
tor the creation of a "biohazards" committee
made up of two thirds scientists, and one
third citizens selected by the Board of
Selectmen. The committee would have the
power to grant or deny license to perform the
research, and the town's position on
research would be reviewed at the Spring
1978 Town Meeting

Neither UMass nor Amherst College is
presently conducting research in the infant
science, first launched by two California
chemists in 1973. The UMass medical school
in Worcester, however, is currently con
ducting low-hazard research in the field.
Amherst College officials have said they

will wait up to one year before starting low-
hazard research. UMass researchers say they
are not planning any research for at least 18
months.
The process involves the transfer of

genetic material from one organism onto the
DNA of another. Opponents of the researcn
fear unknown effects of the testing

Produced in the Pioneer Valley is the staple crop of cigar tobacco. (Staff photo by
Marilyn Mankowsky)
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By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Carnival, sponsored by the
Southwest Assembly (SWA) will open
Thursday night on the playing field opposite
the Southwest dormitories. Profits will be
used for Southwest social and cultural
activities, according to Joni Mersky, carnival
coordinator.

Special attractions include an exhibition by
the UMass parachute club at 3 p.m. on
Saturday, demonstrations by the Southwest
juggling colloquium, 2,000 helium balloons
and a dozen rides, Mersky said.

In other action, the SWA last night ap-
proved motions to:

- divide $3,600 among six student centers
in Southwest.
- cover any financial losses the

Washington Pizza Kitchen might incur this
year.

- allocate $120 as salary for the coor-
dinator of the Recycling Program in South-
west

- and accept the resignation of Bruce
Berkowitz, SWA vice-president.
The assembly's decision to appropriate

$3,600 for the Southwest Student Centers
came after James Matlack, master-director
of Southwest, withdrew his original motion
to spend the money for a new teaching
assistant (TA) to help train Southwest
resident assistants.

Matlack said the $3,600 for the new TA
has been budgeted by the Provost's Office
under special programs.

The Washington Pizza Kitchen cannot
open without a guarantee to the Student
Activities Office it will not incur further
debts. The SWA voted to cover any financial
losses they might incur.

The Assembly last week loaned the
Washington Pizza Kitchen $240 to help cover
a $458 deficit from last year that co-manager
Brian Stoia blamed on faulty bookkeeping.
The deficit is now under investigation, ac
cording to Stoia.

"The Pizza Kitchen is definitely a money
making venture and there is no way this
incident can happen again," said Bonnie
Ward, SWA treasurer. "The Kitchen has
agreed to submit their financial records to
the Finance Committee regularly."
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Emerson, Brecht, Ginsberg and political theatre

Inquiry Program faculty member Johnstone Campbell delivers a lecture on
"Political Theatre and Social Change ' last night before a group of class members
and other interested persons. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

By DON AUCOIN
Collegian Staff

The spiritual link between such diverse
artists as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Bertolt
Brecht, and Allen Ginsberg was explored
last night by Johnstone Campbell,
Inquiry Program faculty member, in a talk

on "Political Theatre and Social
Change."
"At some time in the production of a

show we change from an artistic product
to a manufacturing product," said
Campbell. He emphasized the fact that
carpenters, painters and electricians
provide the "means of production" in

staging a play.

Epic Theatre, Realistic Theatre, and
spontaneous "Living Theatre" all take
"their aesthetic cue" from a poem by
Emerson called "Uriel," said Campbell.
"Emerson insisted that the central
character on the world stage was the
poet."

A modern example of this kind of
thinking is Allen Ginsberg's poem,
"Wichita Vortex Sutra," he said, in which
the poet declares the end of the Vietnam
War.

Ginsberg "tries to find the language of

love in the midst of chaos," Campbell
said, adding "This is the poem in which
he resolves personal, artistic, and public
issues.

"Words are also actions, and actions
are a kind of words," Campbell said,
stressing the importance of the artist in

the modern world. He went on to discuss
the epic theatre as presented in the work
of Bertolt Brecht.

"Epic dialectic theatre attempts to so
change things that the familiar looks
strange and the strange looks familiar,"
he said. Earlier, he had pointed out that
"dialectical materialis/r means a type of
theatre that is as d f rtnt from Oedipus
Rex and Hamlet as W- Clamshell Alliance
is from Exxon."

After Campbell's u K, several members
of the audience who are currently
enrolled in a class taught by Campbell)
performed a scene from 7/je Mothei, d
play by Brecht. During the scene, the
actors spoke directly to the audience,
creating a one-on-one confrontation with
the viewers. Campbell noted it was
"different from our usual kind of art."
Later all present engaged in an in-

terpretation of what they had seen.

UlVlass may host American Dance Festival
By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

"The American Dance Festival... is

traditionally a place for adventure, a stage for

growth. Since the season started in 1948, the
list of world premiers has been formidable.

"

- Clive Barnes, NYT

The University of Massr-chu setts is being
considered along with Duke University and
the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee for
the summer home of the American Dance
Festival. In fact, a decision could be made
today.

The festival has been located at the
campus of Connecticut College in New

Ex-pro football player

to speak on gay rights
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Dave Kopay, former runningback of the
Washington Redskins football team will

speak tonight on "The Right To Be Gay",
sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors
Program (DVP) at 8 p.m. in the Student
Union ballroom.

Kopay, author of the book, "The David
Kopay Story" and the subject of the in-

terview, "Dave Kopay, the Jock Who Came
Out of the Closet" in the September issue of
Penthouse magazine, was the first

professional athlete to admit his
homosexuality during a series of interviews
on homosexuality in sports which appeared
in the Washington Post in 1975.
The Penthouse article quoted Kopay as

saying when he read the headline of the Dec.
9, 1975 Washington Post, "Homosexuality in

Sport", he made his decision to come out of
the closet. Kopay was the only one of

several dozen athletes interviewed for that
series who allowed his name to be used.

"Until attitudes are changed, until fears,

hatreds, anxieties and misconceptions about
gay people are overcome, I won't be able to
do what I want in athletics. Other gay people
won't be able to do what they want in their

fields of interest. That's why I came out,"
Kopay said in the interview.

Kopay has been seen on talk shows as
Tomorrow and Phil Donahue and his book
has appeared on the New York Times Best
Sellers List with a sequel now in the works
dealing with mail reaction to his book.

Kopay is a graduate of the University of
Washington where he signed as a free agent
to the San Francisco 49ers. He later played
for Detroit, Greenbay and Washington.

Before his speech, Kopay will hold a
workshop- press conference from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. in Campus Center 903. Admission to
both the speech and workshop are free.

London. According to Lisa Booth, assistant
director of the festival, the sponsors are
changing locations because "we had an
understanding that we were essentially

charged for out of pocket expenses — rooms
and telephones - but the college changed
its priorities. They charged us for room and
board, which came to $15,000 that wasn't
there before."

There were also problems with space and
facilities due to the college's expansion with
the summer program. Booth told the
Collegian in a telephone interview.

The festival comprises many programs,
said Booth. There is the dance program,
which consists of 300-350 dance students

with previous training, who apply from all

over the country to participate. There is also

the performance part of the program, which
tries to book "established modern dance
companies along with emerging com-
panies," said Booth.

There has been in past summers a
community outreach program in which a
dance company is specifically hired to give
performances in parks and also give free

dance training for community groups in the
area. In addition there are professional critic

and television director workshops and dance
therapy programs for students other than
those enrolled in the larger dance training

program.

All of this takes place within six weeks
during the summer. "We try to fill the area
with artistic ferment", said Booth.
The UMass proposal for the festival

originated with Dr. William Venman of the
Continuing Education Department, who
organized a committee to work on obtaining
the program for UMass-Amherst. The
program would be run by the Summer
Session, according to Venman, but the
University is not incurring any expenses
other than those of space, which the festival

will not be charged for.

The whole financial package, according to
Jay Doherty of the Massachusetts Office of
Economic Affairs, consists of support from
various state groups. These include grants
from local tourist councils that will be
matched with state funds, and with money
and in- kind services from the Massachusetts
Council on the Humanities and Arts and the
Department of Commerce and Development.

These are not as yet concrete "because
we did not want to raise expectations in the
community," said Doherty. During the
negotiations, he said, the specifics will be
worked out. Giving a rounded figure,

Doherty said the commitment is around
$70,000 in addition to the marginal costs the
University will incur, for which funds will be
provided.

The decision on location may be made
today by the advisory board of the American
Dance Festival, according to Booth. Venman
sees the situation differently: "we could be
negotiating for another month."

Does UMass have a chance to get the
festival? Venman said it's 50-50. "I can't see
Milwaukee, but I can see Duke. We made a
good proposal," he concluded.

Local teachers to receive National Science grant
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

Thirty teachers from the Buckland-
Colraine-Shelburne area of Franklin County
have been selected to receive a $27,935 grant

from the National Science Foundation (NSF)
in order to participate in a year-long course
taught by five persons from the UMass-
Amherst campus.

Entitled "Environmental Biology and
Societal Change," two of the program's
teachers. Dr. Linda Lockwood of the en-

vironmental sciences dept. and Dr. Richard

D. Konicek of the School of Education, took
a needs analysis last year in the fo/m of a

questionnaire whereby teachers expressed
what they wanted in environmental
education.

The two professors then put a proposal

together to try and meet the needs of the

teachers, and applied for an NSF grant. "The
attainment of an NSF grant is very com-
petitive, we were lucky to get one," said

Lockwood.
The program was originally written for 25

elementary school teachers, but, according
to Lockwood, there was so much response
to the course it was extended for 30 in-

service teachers, including those on the

junior high school level.

The class meets once every other week for

about three hours after school, usually at the

new resource center located in an area of

Franklin County which is easily accessible

from all of the teachers' schools. The classes

consist of lectures, discussions and labs.

Field trips will also be taken, yet most of the

field work will be done in the spring.

In addition, there will be several guest
lecturers, generally from the University.

Upon completion of the course, each par-

ticipant will receive six graduate credits.

According to Lockwood, the program "is

typical of NSF ... they want to build bridges

between the professional scientist and the

professional science teacher. The primary
aim of the whole grant is to make sure that

the teachers learn some environmental
science; many of those in the program have
been teaching a long time and need training

in this aspect of science.

"Secondly, the aim is to make sure that a
great part of what thev learn is translated
directly into teaching skills they use in their
own classrooms." Throughout the course,
which will continue until July, curriculum
ideas will be discussed and tried out.

Each of the course's five instructors has a
specific purpose in the classroom. Lockwood
primarily teaches content, while Konicek
concentrates on curriculum design. The
other three instructors are graduate students
from the University; one is an in-service

teacher on leave of absence, the other is an
expert in evaluation and group process, and
the third is an environmentalist from
Venezuela who, according to Lockwood,
"adds a nice point of view to the class."

The Franklin County area was choseh for

the program mainly because Konicek has
worked with people of the area, which is a

rural and wide-ranging district having some
unique environmental problems of its own.

Said Lockwood, "We will try to tailor the
grant to the area and to the needs of the
people there. The region was also selected
because it has one school system governed

by one superintendent, which makes
coordination easier."

Because there was so much support and
enthusiasm about the grant this year. Lock-
wood hopes next year they will be able to
obtain another grant, "Hopefully with more
money," she said.

* Walking Congressman
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

"I constantly come across a quote in the
legislature, 'God, next year we'll have the

people running the government'," said

Connolly.

"Long time legislators get to the peak of

their power and just coast on the strength of

their tenure, figuring it's all downhill," he
said.

Connolly noted that of the 27 legislators

serving as committee chairman, speaker, and
majority whip, none have served less than 8
years and 14 have served in excess of 12

years.

For prospective candidates, said Connolly,
"it's an awesome task to run against all the
power of incumbent legislators." Of 140
state representatives challenged in the last

election, only 15 lost, and 100 were unop-
posed, he said.

Connolly calls the argument that his

proposal would deprive the state of its most
experienced office holders "esoteric gar-
bage. Anyone who has the ability to get into

office has the ability to represent his con-
stituency," he said.

Representative Richard P. Roche (D-
Springfield) a co-p>etitioner for the amend-
ment, said in his 10 months in office he's

seen legislators who've been in a long time
"more concerned about private rather than
public interest.

"We're not going to see changes
tomorrow, but eventually we'll make
government more participatory and get more
people involved," he said.

About 27 states now have limits on
governors' terms, according to Connolly,

who noted the limit in Georgia is four years.

Only one state, Wisconsin, has a 12-year limit

on all constitutional offices and Connolly said

his amendment is modelled on that plan. Six

other states, including Hawaii, are preparing

similar legislation, he said.

With about six weeks to the deadline to

get the necessary signatures on petitions,

Connolly said he has about 10 per cent of the
needed figure or about 5,000 signatures. He
said only about 4,500 of those are expected
to be valid, however.
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party

Wednesday

Pleasure concert
huge success

By CHERYL WATKINS
and ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Staff

Cross burning, yea
Cross burning, yea

What did you do?

Party party, yea!
Party hearty, yea!

Most everyone has read or heard of the
cross burning that occurred during the Blue-
wall disco last Wednesday, October 12.

Commentary
We post some questions about the people

who were there that night, and their reaction
to the burning.

Why, because there was an incredible lack
of reaction.

A few weeks ago, a similar event took
place at Hampshire College during a Third

World party. Yet their small Third World
population demonstrated more strength and
togetherness in mobilizing and uniting all

students and administration to attack the
problem.

In comparison, let's take a look into our
own backyard.
Were the people on the Bluewall's dance

floor Wednesday night the same people who
marched at UMass in the 1975 rally against
racist attacks on Third World students? Were
the people there the same folks who took
part in the 1975 occupation of the Bluewall to
bring about a Third World night? Or were the
people jamming on the dance floor the same
p>eople who demonstrated in last year's
protest against apartheid in South Africa,

which led this University to divest its stock in

that racially troubled country?
While most were "hot and burning up" to

the sounds of Peter Brown, did anyone feel
the heat from the outsidei'

Most students did not even know of the
cross burning that night. Why, because
many of those who viewed the burning did
not p)ass the word along to those who did

not. Even when the announcement was
made by the disc jockey, the music was not
turned off, but only lowered in volume so
that many still were not aware of what was

happening. (Strange how everyone in the 5
College area can find out where the parties
are on a Friday-Saturday night, but people in

a confined area such as the Bluewall that
night could not or did not spread the word of
such an overt act of sickness and race
hatred.) Those who did see the burning were
told to keep partying and relax. As a result,

many did just that.

Even though it seems like our own little

world at UMass, remember that it is part of
society and reality. We should be ready (as in

the past) to deal with racism and any other
situations. A few concerned students like

Earl Brown and Paul Campbell should not
have to take the weight for all in alerting and
notifying those in a position to deal with
situations such as this.

And what if it happens again?

Cross burning, yea
Cross burning, yea

What'cha gonna do?

Party party, yea?
Party hearty, yea?

On Friday, October 21, the Mad Gibson's Chocolate Box Review an authentic minstrel and vaudeville show will be presented
at the Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College. This program is made possible by a grant from the 5-College Lecture Fund, The
President's Office, and the Black Cultural Center.
The show will include the antics of Albert Et Sandra Gibson, Galervean Mosley, comic stripper, Paul Moondog Wheaton, the

only one-man band in the world. Also one of the outstanding tap dancers of this era, Charles Cook, will perform solo and in

concert. Also featured will be the dancing Chorus line called the Gibson Girls and an All Star Big Little Band. Sandra Gibson, the
1938 Lindy Hop Champ, will perform original comedy. The show starts at 8:00 p.m. and is open to the public free of charge.

Asian women react to poem
By DEBBIE LEE
Editor of the Asian American Review
Though much time has elapsed, I would

like to address this letter to a specific poem,
"The Request", written by M. Shareef
Rasool for the Sept. 21 issue of Black Affairs.

I and the Asian American Women of the

Asian American Students Association were
surprised and angered upon reading this

poem. We did not understand why a Third

World brother was insensitive enough to

specifically accuse a woman, any woman of

Asiatic origin to be deviants of our heritage

when there are still so many women, not

mentioning men, of all colors eluding their

historical past and living a distorted image.

In order to kr>ow where Mr. Rasool was
coming from when he wrote this specific

poem, t and some other Asian women went
indrvidually to speak to him. i asked him why
he used the term "woman of Asiatic

beginning" in his poem arKJ what he was
accomplishing by using it. In response, he
told me that he considered all people to be of

Asiatic origin and therefore, was speaking to
aH Third World women when he wrote this

specific poem to appeal to them to look past

the western image of themselves.

What he spoke of in this poem was not

false. But tell me, how many Black women
and Latin women consider themselves of

Asiatic origin?

I would like to criticize Mr. Rasool of failing

to achieve his purpose in writing this poem.
Instead of having appealed to all Third World
women, he has achieved to isolate the Asian

women as a group with his criticism when he
used what he considered a general term. He
assumed that everyone knew and believed in

the theory that the present date continents

were once a super continent. And because of

this, he also assumed that everyone believed

themselves to be of Asiatic origin.

When in fact, only a certain number of

people, acquainted with the science world,

know of this super continent theory. Nor do
all of them believe in this theory.

Therefore, he defeated his own purpose in

writing this poem by assuming that everyone
was acquainted with his interpretations. How
can he appeal to the masses when he speaks
in a language they do not understand

without explanations?

I would like to suggest that Mr. Rasool

choose carefully the words he uses in future

poems when he wants to appeal to the

people, and that poems like this specific one
shouki be scrutinized before publication.

THE REQUEST
woman
of

asiatic

beginning
throw
off

western
mental
slavery

Caucasian
mentality

conditioning you
to do
as he has you to do
to know
to speak
to walk
to talk

until even
your reflection

no longer gives

back a true

image
but
only

a

gray

dis-tor-tion.

M Shareef Rasool

By ANDREW GOODWIN
and KARIEN ZACHERY
Black News Service

For those of us who have an ear for fine

music, this past Saturday night October 15,

experience with 'Pleasure' was, indeed, a

pleasurable one."

The group gave a fine performance at the

SUB, leaving the audience ecstatic before
they had finished their second tune.

Those nine jubilant figures on the cover of

'Joyous', Pleasure's brand new album —
have ample cause for high spirits. The first

two LP's firmly established the Portland,

Oregon group as purveyors of a distinctive,

soul jazz sound. Now, 'Joyous', a sublimely

self-assured work, is certain to make
Pleasure fans out of a lot of people.

Pleasure opened their performance with a

two hour session of contemporary jazz,

giving each musician a chance to display the

versatility of their individual talents. By the

end of the second half of their performance,
demonstration of an explicit arrangement of

rock, from their albums, more than half of

the audience was on the floor jamming with
Pleasure.

The band members who make up this

'Joyous' group include: Donald and Michael
Hepburn on piano, Bruce Carter on drums,
Bruce Smith as percussionist, Dan Brewster
on trombone, Dennis Springer on sax,

Nathanial Phillips on bass, Sherman Davis as
lead vocalist, and Marlon 'the Magician'
MrClain on lead guitar.

With the multi-talents each of these
creative musicians possess, any individual in

the group could successfully pursue careers
on their own if they so chose, but what they
intend on is making Pleasure work.

Pleasure will be heading back East this

soring just as Joyous' is getting into

people's ears. "All that work, all those gigs,

'

Marlon points out, "just makes you better.

It's the only way to do it!

"Female Expression"

lacks understanding
By MARY E. CUSTARD

' Black Affairs Staff

Regarding James Lewis' article "Female
fcxpression" which was in response to Lisa
Melilli's article "How to trust a woman" and
the subsequent letters to the editor from
Rosanna Falabella and Paul Gilmore ...

It would seem that James Lewis read but
did not truly understand Lisa Melilli's article.

The solution to oppression of women does
not lie more with women gaining their own
power and deciding their own relation than
with men giving them power. How can
women gain power when men dominate
almost every role of power? How can women
gain power when they are not even looked
upon as equals? True, women must be
strong enough to fight for that power but the
fight has been too long and too hard! When
are men going to given women the chance
that they so well deserve?

Yes, women must express themselves, but
why say anyting when no-one is listening?

I agree with Rosanna Falabella in the
respect that women alone cannot dissolve
sexism just as Third World People alone
cannot dissolve racism.

You see the correlation between the two is

that in both racism and sexism a certain
group of people have the power and unless
these people with the power decide to give
Women and Third World People a chance,
there will be no end to these problems.
Women have defined themselves distinctly

and clearly and should you take the time to
look and listen I'm sure you'll recognize that
you, Mr. Lewis, have been free all along and
that women have been the ones shackled.
So if anyone has the right to be disgusted, it

has to be a woman.
I am a woman and I hope that you hear me

talking but more importantly understand
what I'm saying!

nil ThirdUX)rldSistTirs,

TRe Tffinl World Womm '$ (jinur
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^ur)(ky, Octohcrli at ]-30pm.
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High Notes Announcements

i hope that everyone had a good
homecoming weekend and that shouldn't

have been too hard with all the happenings
that were going on. I, regretfully, didn't get

to see or take in too much of it but according

to Marcie (a very reliable source), George
Benson was nice and Pleasure was the 'joint'

even though they should have come out
sooner and "played more songs...". So
much for the live music scene...

...on the recorded music scene all is pretty

quiet right now but there are some wor-
thwhile products out there. To start off with,

there's Fantastic Four's new LP entitled GOT
TO HAVE YOUR LOVE. The sound of the LP
is very Detroit and is very strong in rhythm
and blues. "Sweet James" Epps is the story

here with his commanding lead vocals done
much in the style of Marvin Junior of the

Dells and Teddy Pendergrass (formerly of the

Blue Notes, now on his own).

"If you can take the bounce, check out
STARTING ALL OVER by Phillipe Wynn.
This name should be familiar to all you
devoted Spinners fans as Phillipe was the

lead on most (if not all) of their big hits (of

which there were many). The sound is much
like the Spinners material he made great (not

the other way around). In fact the only

difference is that the male background
vocals are replaced by the "Sweethearts of

Sigma Sound"; Barbara Ingram, Evette

Benton, and Caria Benson, three very ac-

complished vocalists. Spinners' fans will find

this one very pleasant.

I am a critic of the arts, true, but please
allow me to break from that a moment so
that I can comment on the various cross
burnings here in "Happy Valley". Many try to
pass it off as a drunken prank of sorts. All

well and good, but I feel that if someone
wants to be funny, he or she can find a better
way of doing it. I mean how does this list of
famous college pranks sound to you?
Swallowing goldfish, panty raids, letting the
air out of the Dean's tires, wrapping fish in

the Collegian, swiping the bear out of the
Student Union, pennying in one's roommate
(after baking him a cake laced with ExLax)
and burning crosses. Which one of these
activities doesn't really fit? To you it may well

be cross burning, but apparently there are

sonf>e folks who think it fits right in.

The question on some people's minds is

how much of the university does this

represent? To be properly answered, that

must be asked in two parts. Pti — How many
folks would actually construct and light a

cross at a gathering of minority people?

Pt2— How many would toast a marshmallow
on it (or otherwise show approval) if one was
already burning?

My answer to Pti is, not many, and to Pt2 I

ask for your response but only after you think

about it. Do you really know the people
around you? Just as the identity of the
lighters remains a secret, so does the amount
of his-her supporters and well-wishers.

All I can say to whoever is pulling these
pranks is; "Who do you think you're

fooling?" If you ask me (which you probably

don't) the answer to that is, yourself. It'll all

come out in the wash... especially when you

hang out your "sheets",
-mario-

DATE ORGANIZATION POSITION(S) AVAILABLE ltEQUIR£MENTS

Oct. 28
(Frl.)

*Oct. U
Alexander Grant k Co.

Halcon R&D Co.

Hooker Chen. & Plastics

Audit Staff

Sa»e as Oct. 27

Saae as Oct. 2 7

Accounting

Sane as Oct. 27

Sane as Oct. 27

THE FOLLOWING GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS WILL HAVE REPRESENTATIVES ON
CAMPUS OR IN OTHER AREA COLLEGES. SIGN UP IN ROOM 208 HAMPSHIRE HOUSE OR CON-
TACT PLACEMENT OFFICES IN OTHER COLLEGES IN AREA.

DATE SCHOOL PROGRAM OR DEGREE
October 24

October 25

October 25

October 27

Indiana University

Albany Law School

Wheelock Graduate School

MBA'& DBA Program

Law

Lib. Arts, Elea. Ed.. Early Childhood

Boston University Law School Law

CORRECTIONS TO ARCO CHEMICAL CO. (Div. Atlantic Richfield) RECRUITING DATE ON
OCTOBER 20, 1977.
THERE WILL BE A SECON D SCHEDULE FOg BS/MS/PhD. CHEMICAL ENGINEERS . THIS WAS
NOT PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED. SIGN UP IN '208 HAMPSHIRE HOUSE IMMEDIATELY.

ALSO, ARCO WILL SEE PHYSICAL & INORGANIC PhD CHEMISTS. IN ADDITION TO ORGANIC
AS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED. SIGN OP IN 208 HAMPSHIRE HOUSE IMMEDIATELY.

CARMINE C. RUSSO IS THE PEACE CORPS COORDINATOR AT THE CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL
STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS. THE POSITION IS NEU AT THE UNIVERSITY AND IS
SUPPORTED BY A GRANT FROM ACTION/PEACE CORPS TO CONDUCT A PROFESSIONAL RECRUITMENT PROGRAM
IN AGRICULTURE AND RELATED FIELDS. THE RECRUITMENT SERVICE WILL ALSO BE EXTENDED TO STUDENTS
AT AMHERST, SMITH, HAMPSHIRE AND MOUNT HOLYOKE. HIS OFFICE IS LOCATED IN IV DRAPER HALL.
CALL S4i-2WS FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

THE ADVERTISING WOMEN OF NEW YORK FOUNDATION. INC. IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THEIR 21ST ANNUAL
COLLEGE CAREER CONFERENCE. THIS IS CREATED FOR ALL MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE COLLEGE SENIORS
AND/OR GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH A MAJOR INTEREST IN ADVERTISING AND COMMUNICATIONS. IT WILL
BE HELD SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1977, 9:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M., AT PACE UNIVERSITY IN NEW YORK
THE SCHIMMEL CENTER FOR THE ARTS, ONE PACE PLAZA, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10038. DEADLINE FOR
SUBMITTING RESERVATION FORMS IS OCTOBER 15, 1977. REGISTRATION FORMS AND FTJRTHER DETAILS MAY
BE OBTAINED IN ROOM 104 HAMPSHIRE HOUSE. THERE IS A FEE OF $5.00. PLEASE MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO: ADVERTISING WOMEN OF NEW YORK FOUNDATION, INC. LUNCH IS INCLUDED WITH FEE.

*Vhe w

a

LM WASHINGTON POST HAS ANNOUNCED ITS SUMMER NEWS PROGRAM FOR 1978. THESE

NEWS POSITIONS ARE FOR CURRENT COLLEGE JUNIORS. SENIORS AND ENROLLED GRADUATE

STUDENTS INTERESTED IN NEWSPAPER JOURNALISM CAREERS. TO PERFORM REGULAR RE-

PORTING ASSIGNMENTS, REPLACING VACATIONING STAFFERS. ETC. IF YOU WISH TO BE

CONSIDERED, SEND A POST CARE FOR AN APPLICATION. DEADLINE FOR REQUESTING

APPLICATION IS NOVEMBER 15, 1977. WRITE TO: EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT.

THE WASHINGTON POST, 1150 15TH STREET, N. W., WASHINGTON. D. C. 20071.

LUTHER

<r

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

,/r^b^ by Vabmsk Thoughts
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Progressive calender

October 19, D.V.P. presents "Dave Kopac
speaking on The Right to be Gay", Wed.,
8:00 p.m. in the S.U.B. free, UMass.

October 19 to November 9 — the people
alliance will hold four workshops; Oct. 19
Richard Rubin, will discuss the recent
revision of the Sanitary Code in Nor-
thampton, 911 Campus Center 12 noon; Oct.
28 Matthew Ross will present a slide show
and lead a discussion on the current situation
in the mideast.

Nov. 2 Native American solidarity Comm.
will lead a discussion on the issues that
threaten the lands of native people.
Nov 9 J. P. Stevens Boycott Comm. will

show the film "Testimony" and discuss the
current status of the boycott.

For times and locations, please call 586-
4237.

Tonite, Wed ,
Oct 19

GEORGE &
GREGORY BAND

Thurs , Oct 20
FAT

Fri , Oct 21

THE BRICKER BAND

Sat ,
Oct 22

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND
THE ASBURY JUKES

Special Gursts

The Bricker Band

Sun . Oct ?3

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY AND
THE ASBURY JUKES

Speci.il Guests

Widespread Depression

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel.665 4937

for m«n C \woman

ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will

look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610

65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL

sliainpoo, cit & st)le dry $7.50

Long Hair Sligbtl) More

with this coupon on
Tues. or Wed. only

Offer limited to new customers.

THE ATTRACTION
BETWEEN THE SUN
AND THE EARTH IS

NOT CALLED LOVE
IT IS CALLED

gravitation...

...graviTATION...

...GRAVITATION...
M. Shareef Rasool

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best quaiitv

down vests m the area Filled with

PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful tip stop nylon outers

Assorted colors XS thru XL
ONLY $29 95

ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRL
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALL AND
WINTER

9*^ '^^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Weckd.tvs
Satii'il,<v

9-f) 3:'

Troubled Times
These troubled times

Rent's due
Winter is coming
I need new shoes

My man is gone
Saying, "Baby, you'll do

better alone"

These troubled times

I feel like dying

No end to be seen

Robbed Peter

Paid Paul

All in all

I can't fall

Got to stand tall

Black night is falling

I cry for my baby
But Lord the man's gone

These tears they roll

Like mercury they glow

These hard times, they
meant for crying

Death, I welcome your
chance

No, get away from here

Take your black shroud of

ugly comfort
When crying out loud

I miss my baby's sweet

smile
Annie Carpenter

10-7-75

X">:i.i;i.r»i. s
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Pornography on decline at UMass
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

It was International Women's Week, 1977,
and UMass was the site of lectures]
workshops, and entertainment directed
toward educating the campus about
equality. On Thursday of that week, March
10, the following ad appeared in the
Collegian.

Baroque Mini- Theater
$1 "Portraits" $1

Rated X
It was followed by a long list of show times

for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights.
The ad was promptly discovered by the

Women's Week-ers, who, incensed,
spontaneously organized a demonstration to
picket the Public Health Auditorium, the
Baroque show-place.

That's the last time anyone tried to show a
"dirty movie" at UMass.

Baroque, particularly its president, Albert
Sparks, an easily attackable enemy, proved
to be a positive, unifying force for the
women; the opportunity to put into practice
the abstract theones of countless workshops
and discussion groups was "almost en-
joyable," reminisced Women's Week
coordinator Irene Richard. Richard also
remembers the timing of the offense was
particularly good; the ad appeared the same
day a lecture was given entitled "Por-
nography: The New Terrorism."

At the request of the director of the Public
Health Building, Dean of Students William F.
Field ordered the showing stopped. The
rationale for this action, he recently said, had

nothing directly to do with pornography,
however. The only issue, claimed Field, was
the questionable legitimacy of Albert Sparks'
organization, Baroque Enterprises

"Baroque was an invisible group," said
Field, adding there was considerable
suspicion concerning the nature of Baroque.
It was feared that Sparks had created the
Recognized Student Organization (RSO)
group as a "front " to hide his status as a

non-student entrepeneur.

Sparks, in an attempt to side-step a

University policy that discourages non-
students from using University facilities for

private profit, came up with a check to pay
his bill and become a registered student. The
check bounced, though, and Sparks lost his

briefly held student standing. He thus
dropped from the public eye before the end
of last spring semester.

What has happened on the pornography
front since? Not much. Few X-rated films
have found their way onto campus, through
Sparks or anyone else. The closest thing to
pornography this semester has probably
been the R-rated "Cheerleaders".

Even if a group or individual wanted to
show a ""dirty" movie here, there is no
guarantee they could have the showing
advertised in the Collegian. Though the
paper has no rule specifically forbidding such
ads, said advertising manager Steve Lesser,
the staff tries to screen out sexist ad-
vertisements of any kind.

The prospect of banning X-rated movies
from campus altogether is unlikely soon.

Students react to porn
Pornography Survey

A telephone survey of 61 randomly
selected UMass dorm residents produced
some results worth noting.

Asked whether they thought por-
nographic movies were "sexist," 16 of 27
men, and 24 of 34 women answered yes.
A substantial majority — 21 men, 29

women — opposed an official ban on
campus pornography

Of the 28 students surveyed who had
never seen a pornographic film, 21 said
the movies were sexist. Seven of those
students favored a ban on the x-rated
films.

Students who had seen porn were
slightly more tolerant: of 33, 20 believed
the movies were sexist, and only 4
supported a ban.

Student Government Association co-

President Jon Hite interprets for UMass the

Supreme Court's ruling which leaves the

decision to censor up to "community
standards."

"As far as I'm concerned, the 'community'
equals area governments. The Campus
Center is a free zone, so the community there

is whoever shows up to see the movie," he
said. By that standard, there is no threat of

censorship, at least for movies shown in the

Campus Center.

There is always, of course, the law. Ac-
cording to Field, the UMass police could on
their own volition arrest the movie's
projectionist as well as the director of the
building the movie is being shown in.

Speaking for the campus police. Director

of Public Safety Saul Chafin offered a dif-

ferent interpretation of things. According to

him, any crackdown initiative would have to

come from Field, not the police.

And what of erst while campus por-
nographer Albert Sparks? Though still not a
registered student, he has reportedly visited

recently various University offices.

Early this month. Sparks approached Bud
Demers and Jim Riley, activities coordinators
in RSO, about making arrangements to show
more of his movies plus, for a fresh twist, a

strip-tease show. Riley said he and Demers
told Sparks to see Field about any requests
for auditorium time and space. (Two days
after this referral, Field said he had not seen
or heard from Sparks.)

Sparks was then granted a request for a
meeting with Hite. "'Albert is planning to sue
the student government,'' explained Hite.
'"He claims his First Amendment civil rights
have been violated."

According to Hite, the suit has almost no
chance of success. "Go ahead and sue," I

told him, "just make sure you spell my name
right."

Hite suggested if Sparks wants to have
porn movies or a strip-tease show on
campus, he should have to rent the
auditorium. "Sparks should not be allowed
to use state-owned facilities, at state ex-
pense, for private profit."

Sparks is currently "consulting" with two
fraternities and the Scuba Club, said Hite.
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Center for Racial Understanding

New programs initiated in SW
By BRENDA GINSBERG
Collegian Staff

Southwest's Center for Racial Un-

derstanding is initiating several programs
under the leadership of the Center's new
director, Bheki Langa.

Freshman SAT scores
are " quite respectable

FF

THE DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

presents

Former NFL football player

speaks on:

'' The Right to be Gay "

Wednesday, October 19,

at 8pm in SUB
%

press conference / workshop

3:30 - 5:00 in 903 CC

By CYNTHIA HARHEN
Collegian Staff

The rapid decline of national
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
has recently become the cause of
concern on the part of many educators,
and numerous studies are currently m
effect to determirw reasons for the
sudden drop.

The admissions office at UMass,
however, is not quite as concerned as
national officials seem to be. According
to Juan Caban, assistant dean of ad-
missions, the median College Entrance
Examination Board test scores for the
class of 1981 are stHI "quite respectable".

At UMass, incoming freshmen scored
an average of 494 in the verbal section of
the college SAT this year, and 540 in

math. These median scores v/ere 120
points above the national average, and
Caban said he feels scores such as these
are little cause for concern.
The highest median scores for the

class of 1961 were achieved by students
in health sciences, and the lowest by
those in physical education. Women
scored better than men on the verbal
section of the exam, but were behind the
men in^ math.
Caban said, however, "There is no

great correlation between the SAT
exams and success in college." He
regards the exams as a "sorting
mechanism designed to help make
admissions simpler." The SAT exanris
only indicate how strong a student
appears to be, rx>t hpw strong the
student actually is, Caban said.

Students who do well in high school
but test poorly may end up with low
scores, Caban explained. He said he feels
the method of testing in the United
States is poor in that it doesn't present a
complete picture of the student.
Acceptance of UMass is based on a

combination of high school grades, class
rank and SAT scores. This allows ad-
missiorw officials to efficiently choose the
best students possible, Caban said.

Langa believes racial awareness training,
in the form of a three-credit course, should
be a mandatory part of staff development for
Southwest's resident assistants (RA). This
training should be institutionalized as a part
of Southwest policy to insure the con-
tinuation of the training despite changing
staff, he believes.

After completing this training, Langa
continued, the RA would be equipped to
teach colloquia on their floors, perpetuating
the program.

Langa would also like to see a lecture
series, similar to the defunct Mao-Tse-tung
lecture series sponsored by the center.
Another objective Langa cited is to turn

the center into a department called the
Center for Racial Studies. Courses in this
major might include: Racism in history,
racism in sports, a course in genetics —
putting to rest the theories of black in-

feriority. South Africa-Boer racism, and
racism in literature.

By attracting faculty nr>embers each to

teach a section of a course through the
center, emphasizing racism in their specialty.

Langa feels, a major could be establohed.
Because of a $14,000 budget cut,

however, the center is sponsoring only four

courses and one coKoquia. Langa and the
center's two teaching assistants, Jeanne
Klekotka and Kamal Ali, are working to
obtain a larger budget, so as to open the
center full-time arKi increase staff.

Stating he has full-time responsibilities on
a part-time budget, Langa stressed the
necessity to reinstitute a full budget.

EARN OVER'600 AMONTH
FORTHE RESTOFYOUR

SENIORYEAR.
Ifyou are interested in math, physics or engineering,

the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the NUPOC-Collegiate Program (NUPOC

is short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if

you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for
the remainder ofyour senior year Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School, you will receive an additional
year ofadvanced technical education, education that
would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year oftraining,
youll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. Only one ofevery six applicants will be
selected, and there are fewer than 300 openings. But
those who make it find themselves in one ofthe most
elite engineering training programs anywhere. With
unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in
four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education
opportunities.

For more details on this program, ask your
placement officer when a Navy representative will be on
campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below;
or send your resume to Navy Nuclear Officer Program,
Code 312, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity.

OFFICER PROGRAMS OFFICE, NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, 5 ih.47:-44:4 44(,:

NAVY OFFICER.
ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, IfSAN ADVENTURL
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News in Brief
Health care bill

passed In House
BOSTON \UPI\ - A controversial bill

modifving a state law aimed at con-
trolling rising health costs was approved
yesterday without debate by the Massa-
chusetts House.
The five-year old Certificate of Need

Law - also known as the Determination
of Need Law - mandates hospitals
spending more than $100,000 on
equipment or construction to get ap-
proval from the state Public Health
Council.

A bill changing the minimum to
$150,000 was initially approved on a voice
vote after two amendments were
adopted on voice votes without debate.
The measure also would bring doctors

under CON for the first time - giving
them a $200,000 minimum for non-
radiation equipment - and would
exempt many research and training
programs.

Meat Indust must

prove additive OK
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The

Agriculture Department yesterday gave
the meat industry three months to prove
that bacon cured with a nitrate additive
will not produce a cancer-causing agent
when cooked.
Without proof of the additive's safety,

the industry will face a ban on its use.
The action came after Administrator

Robert Angelotti of the department's
Food Safety and Quality Service
determined the nitrates and nitrites used
in the manufacturing process "have the
potential of interacting with components
of the meat to form carcinogenic
nitrosamines."

The department also ordered the in-

dustry to submit similar proof of safety,
but in a timetable of up to two years, for

dry-cured cuts and fermented sausages,
cooked sausages, pickie-cured products
and perishable canned products, and '

shelf-stable and sterile canned products.

Coal gasification

produces electric.
WINDSOR, Conn. [UPI] - Federal

and Connecticut officials yesterday
presided over dedication of the nation's
largest test facility to safely gasify coal to

produce electricity.

The 16-storY facility, converting coal
into clean fuel gas that can be used either

as a power boiler fuel or a combined
cycle fuel, is a $25 million project to use
the vast deposits for coal in the United
States

It was jointly funded by Combustion
Engineering Inc., the U.S. Department of

Energy and the Electric Power Research
Institute as part of the national effort to
seek alternate ways to generate electrical

power.
On hand at the dedication ceremonies

were Gov. Ella T Grasso, members of the
state's congressional delegation and
federal and state energy officials.

The gasification process pulverizes

high-sulxer bituminous coal at the rate of

five tons an hour to produce 890,000
standard cubic feet of gas per hour. The

heating value of the resulting gas is about
one-ninth that of natural gas.

Coal and char are burned in a com-
bustor section to provide gases heated to
3,200 degrees Fahrenheit. Additional coal
is added to the superheated gas to
produce more gas in the process before it

IS cooled and run through a cleanup
system.

EnVironmentalists

push legislation
NEW YORK [UPI] - En-

vironmentalists yesterday denied that a
U.S. Supreme Court ruling requiring New
York City to follow provisions of the 1973
Clean Air Act would turn the nation's
largest city into a ghost town.
The high court Monday rejected an

appeal by the city and state that would
have excused the city from compliance
with an air cleanup plan that drastically

reduces parking spaces in Manhattan,
cruising taxis, and after-hours truck
deliveries in the city.

The plan was originally worked out in

1973. But when the city later claimed it

would adversely affect New York's
already shaky economy, environmental
groups filed suit to enforce the
legislation.

But the city and the environmentalists
have since reached a compromise traffic

control plan that substantially softens the
impact on the city economy.

Officials argue

auto insurance leg.
BOSTON [AP] - State officials want

to tailor auto insurance rates to the in-

dividual without regard to age, sex, or
marital status, but industry spokesmen
say that would unravel a system that fits

Massachusetts drivers well.

The two sides argued their cases
Tuesday at a hearing which saw in-

surance officials of various states and the
federal government gnawing at the issue
of whether the traditional statistical basis
of rate setting is fair.

James H. Hunt, director of the state
rating bureau, argued that "sex and
marital status should be abolished as
rating classifications and that age should
be replaced by a new variable — driving
experience."

The rating bureau proposes auto in-

surance rates to Insurance Commissioner
James M. Stone, who sets them.

'The primary factor should be driving
record," said J. Robert Hunter, deputy
federal insurance administrator for the
Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

Arson suspect

held in Ware
WARE, Mass. [UPI] - A court hearing

will be held Oct. 24 for David Riendeau,
22, of Ware, who is charged with arson iri

connection with a fire Sunday at a down-
town apartment house.

Riendeau was arraigned in Ware
district Court Monday on charges of
breaking and entering with intent to
commit a felony and burning a dwelling
house. The fire damaged two of six
apartments in the building. No injuries
were reported.

University of MassochuS<?fts / Amrvrst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LAZAR f
BERMAN J?'

Legendary

Soi'iet

Pianist

I hf Fhenoincnon ot the MusIl

UorlcJ". I mil f.iUIs

Wednesday, October 26 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale Gen
Pub j;, 6, S. UM A $3.50, 3, 2.50 Others students
and senior citizens S6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations

In 1968 I fought in the streets of Chicago at the Democratic National Convention.

In 1969 I participated with the SDS in occupying the Administration Building
at the University of Chicago.

But. Since I met Jesus Christ. I know that

God loves the people
Daniel at 253 5716

The new fashion college rings

that live the life you live

FIRST SALE
ONLY $59.95

Regularly $78^^ Now you save up to 25%

Eastern Mountain Sports

ViSA'

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM,
Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM

Route 9. Amherst-Hadley Line

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413)253-9504

master charge
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• ••FREE***
CAMPUS POSTER

at the

Coffee Shop

and "^

Hatch

with the purchase

Large Coke
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This is an unusual SALE BONUS: Free genuine gemstone,

opportunity to get your regularly $ 10.00 Choice of: Smoky Quartz,

contemporary college Garnet, Jasper, Oriental Jade, or Sardonyx.

ring at a never-before

price. Shown here are

just two from the

ArtCarved Fashion

Collection of College

Rings. Created for today's

lifestyles, the designs

combine a contemporary

feeling with college

traditions. All are

custom-made with the

excjuisite attention to

detail and hand-finishing

thtit make them look

hand-scul[)tLired. They

are cast in one piece so

they cannot come apart.

Available in 10-K yellow

or white gold with a

choice of stone.

COME
TO

ARTARW) RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will f^e here

to help you select your ring. You can charge your ArtCarved ring

on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

PIACF: Outside Boolc.tore TIMF:i_0 A M 3 PmDATF !
Oct. 19 .20,21

$ 1 0.00'Deposit

3 DAYS ONLY
raniDiis cenfer/univ of mass /omhersi

Peace force

in Mideast
to expire
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - Time is

running out on the U.N. peacekeeping force
in the Sinai peninsula — in more ways than
one. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim
wants the 4,300 troops kept there for another
year if necessary, but warns the situation is

becoming "increasingly dangerous."
The peacekeeping force was stationed in

the region between Egypt and Israel, from
the Mediterranean to the Gulf of Suez, in the
wake of the October 1973 war. Its current
mandate expires Monday.
The U.N. Security Council Friday is ex-

pected to rubber-stamp Waldhelm's
recommendation that the mandate be ex-

tended for one year to keep 4,297 troops plus
124 observers in the region at an expense of
about $73 million.

A second U.N. force of 1,200 troops Is.

deployed in the Golan Heights between
Israeli and Syrian troops. Its mandate expires
Nov. 30.

In the past year, relative quiet has reigned
in the 100-mile-long Sinai buffer zone — but
in his report to the Council, Waldheim
warned it could break down any day unless
some progress is made toward resumption of
peace negotiations.

"The present quiet... is a precarious one,"
he said.

"Unless and until a comprehensive set-

tlement covering all aspects of the Middle
East problem can be reached, the situation in

the area will continue to be unstable and,
with the passage of time, increasingly

dangerous."
Waldheim said that until Arabs and Israelis

agree on peace, he considers the presence of

the force of 46 Australians, 855 Canadians,
654 Finns, 597 Ghanaians, 509 Indonesians,

957 Poles and 679 Swedes "to be essential".

During the current one-year mandate
period, Waldheim said, "there have been no
significant violations of the cease-fire or the
agreement," although there were
"numerous limited incursions in the buffer

zone by both parties by land and air."

But the peace troops are helpless to
handle some problems, such as complaints
of overflights in the buffer zone.

Castro urges
consumer cut
in Jamaica

FALMOUTH, Jamaica [UPI] - Cuban
President Fidel Castro toured two housing
projects along Jamaica's north coast
yesterday and urged Jamaican workers to

moderate their demands for consumer goods
and money.
"We socialists don't work to make money.

We can only wear one pair of shoes, so why
do we want 100?" Castro asked a friendly

crowd of several hundred at Falmouth, just

east of the resort center of Montego Bay,
after a 90- mile motorcade.
"We revolutionaries, why do we want so

much money?" Castro said. "Although we
would like more than one set of clothes, we
can't wear more than one. Why do we want
100 suits. We don't need them.

"We can't eat more than a pound of food
— potatoes, rice or meat — and drink more
than one or two beers and maybe a little bit

of rum.
The crowd at Falmouth, where a

prefabricated housing factory has been built

with Cuban aid, waved Cuban flags as they
listened.

Castro oraised the Jamaican government
of Prime Minister Michael Manley for placing
great empnasis on providing better housing
for the working class.

Castro said a good house to live in with
sanitary conditions is preventive medicine
and better than a hospital.

"That is what socialism wants for the
people," Castro said.

Earlier at the first stop of the day was the
Mt. Salem Upgrading Project in Montego
Bay, center of this island's declining tourist

industry where Castro was told that 190 new
homes would be built within nine months at

a cost of $1 .9 million and that workers would
not have to make any down payment and
only pay monthly installments of $(M-$42 a
month.

Castro broke ground for the Mt. Salem
project, swinging a pickax and delivering

three symbolic blows with such force that

Manley stepped back as if in alarm.

Security for Castro's visit was heavy and a

Cuban military helicopter followed along the
entire route.

Crowds were small because of the lack of

advance notice of Castro's visit but they
were friendly throughout.
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Whole
Kernel

Green Giant Niblets Com 3
Stop&Shop Cream Style Com 4
Del Monte Cream Style Com 3

12 or 89<

M
89'

is^Mediuin Peas 4 H
17 07

cans

I60i
cans

17o?
cans

»1

»1

»1

41
3 95=

1
16 o;,

cans

Green Giant Peas 3
Sun Glory Peas 5
Del Monte Peas 3

GreenBeans ^ c r

Del Monte Cut Green Beans
Stop & Shop Cut Wax Beans 4
Stop & Shop Sliced Beets 4

Pear Tmiatoes 40^
Stop & Shop-Crushecl-28oz. can ^W^^r

Stop & Shop Tomato Puree 'M^ 49*=

Stop & Shop Stewed Tomatoes :
39"=

Stop & Shop Potatoes 's 5 "" M

BruitCocktail ir 3 "^1

stop & Shop Bartlett Pears r^^." 3?:^
Yellow Cling Peaches .^^^h^zl. 3 "an": M
Stop & Shop Pineapple c".°o"^;;;r.n. 49*=

HawaiianPunch^- oAOf
Fruit Drinks -Assorted Flavors

^n^cans^^^^
46 07

can

24 o; can

55'

89<12 oz f(C|C
can

Libby Tomato Juice

Nestles Hot Cocoa Mix
Stop & Shop Peanuts

TMnaloSauce ^^^^ ^\i\
Pope Crushed Tomatoes "" 59*=

Stop & Shop Tomato Paste 5 Mu M
Penn Dutch Mushrooms - » *- 2 co 89*=

dam^nowuer ^'=1-^^^ 09^
Ubby Corned Beef Hash *r 69*=

V^neT OOy^ar^dee Spag«^el^ & Meaibal^ ^ cans 0«7

Progresso Soups ""«"°"* ^^ '^*"" 2 '"an; 79*=

515 07 $4
cans I

3^asM
314'. 07 $•«

cans I

BakedBeans Friends
Small Pea
28 oz can

Friskies Cat Food
Purina Lovin Spoonfuls
Alpo Beef Chunks
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Wilh Wn coupon and a t? SO pu'cr.ase t -J "» rT^hIP^J Wiin mu coupon and i $7 50 pofC^ase I Jp_* ---^ -^ WrtMhrs coupon and a J740 [HJ'rnas* ' i?—il

FREE! llA^^top&Shopl6oz.catil

1^; Soup ^,iTz ...ir II ^ Juice'"-"^3r

4padc1bilet Tissue '$^^

White fiflf^
Cloud ^5F2 Pty-37S ShMU

^ ^i^^ ^f^_ ^ o^ thP difference

festival
see the difference

in meatiness ...

^SCethe difference in price!

Gary Carter

Store Manager,

Waterford, Conn

There's

never been
abetter
time to try

our "Big Eye"
pork.

Selected from the top half of

the crop, it has less outside

fat, less bone, less fat through

the meat This minimum amount
of fat means added flavor and
tenderness with less waste in

cooking, Best of all, it means
you get more lean meat and
more delicious eating to the

pound. ..and more value. This

week it's on sale so why not

try it and taste the difference.

Pick up a package or two of ...

Armour Beef or Meat

Porfc
139Wgeye^

pork.
Center
Cut Loin

Slop & Shop Big Eye Pork gives you
more value for your dollar.

lb

Assorted Pork Chops - "::: C" *1 <»

Countrystyle Pork Ribs on usoAChoce $109

Sirloin Pork Cutlets Lon usoAChoce $im

Boneless Center Cut Pork Chops '1 ~

PtofcLoinRoast
Rib Portion tf%#^<

Lean, meaty Big Eye pork . only at Stop & Shop. Cut ^3^r^^^r
from tender young porkers Roast long and slow ^^^ ^^^\\

Pork Loin Roast Sirloin Portion «1*«.

Pork Loin Roast Rib Half M~
Pork Loin Roast Sirloin Half ^Vl
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs 99
Fresh Pork Butts 99

V

Stop & Shop Cold Cuts :., 89^
Sliced Bologna P&P Spiced Lunc^ieon Loat

Armour Sliced Bacon .,
»1"

Buddig Sliced Meats ',::'A'- 39'

Franks or Knockwurst ^^ -•".-" »io9

V^

Pick up a quick supper in our comer deli.

Avail at stores with corner dell

Nepoo Batvarian

Bologna r?

stop & Shop "Great Beef USDA Choice

TBoneBeef
ClmckBoast

Uocti C^-cWr Co*'

or Liverwurst

Nepco Cold Cuts
Olive Leal P4P or Luncrieon Loaf

Domestic Cooked Ham ,,;":, *1°^

RoastBeef

^-^i

You II enjoy every piece of Great

Beef you buy' We age our beef

slowly and naturally in our own
USDA ( meat plant and cut It fresh into

' rMocEj steaks and roasts in our stores

Comer Deli
Great eating,

tow price.

Stop & Shop Meat Loaf

Potato Salad

Stop & Shop Chicken Salad

Vanilla Tapioca Pudding
Fresh Rye Bread ''»'««>•

Leon s or Maga^iner Bakery

Made in our own Wtchens

lb.

Sk>d A Snop
n»9ul* or Ox A V.r^vgar

Beef Chuck Underblade Roast
Chuck Stewing Beef
Beef Chuck Blade Steak
Beef Chuck Cube Steak

Bonein

Great Bee! USDA Choice

Boneless

Great Beer

USDA Choice

stop ft p«' 59^

55'

Stop&SHiop
FlreshCheese \:vL

From our Frozen Meat Department
1tf%««l^^ CkOllC^fSAA Brown & Serve 8oz ^2^KtfWli?9 90mkwWfgC F^eg orBeef P^g ^^9
•- '• Veal Steak cubed

Lovitt's Shaved Vea

Stop & Shop brinjgs you superb ^
Hearthside Genuine Stoneware

Casual Elegance
Dinnerware

This week

Saucer

4S
Witti each $3 purchase

1 pound $Q59

Extra

Fancy Western

RedorGolden

Assorted
Cactus Plants

^ 89?.
2'.

Fresh Pepperoni Pizza $149

Vary your menu wtth fish ...

Stop&Shop
PoUockFillets

89^FrozBn
5 pound box $4J9

Fresh Sea Scallops

Dressed Smelts 1 lb. bag
Cooked Fish Cakes '";,

' 69'

p«j oy

Haen ^^^
A|}iiitHi39.

offOCOttl c4Sr
^IfeUowOnions 15'

Thaw your budget with

HGaLStop&SiMm
Sherbet 79

Mini Corn

42 c.- j>tig 01*4

- 39'
»-|09

l!r 99'

".: 99'

Assorted Flavors

Stop & Shop Ice Cream
Fudge N' Pop
Stop & Shop Twin Pizza

Louises Cheese Ravioli

Weight Watchers Luncheons i.^; M *'

Chicken Parmtgiana or Chicken Divan

Haddock Dinner Tasteosea '."^69'

FishN'Ch TasleOSea ','4' 89'

Banquet Cookin Bag

Entrees 4»il
Meatloat Veai Parmigian Creamed Chip Bee*. Tur-

key with Gravy, Siiced Beef with Gravy. Chicken a la

King or Salisbury Steak

Sun Glory French Fries 5ibbag

Macaroni & Cheese stoc»shop

Stop & Shop Diced Peppers
Chopped Onions stop* shop

Cut Green Beans stop* shop

Marshburn Sliced Carrots

Richs Coffee Rich •

-^:^"~'

»1 19

39'

;
39'

29'
' 69'

;

59'

49'

Save in our dairy on

Ifoplait Ifoguit
S6oz, ^W^jr

cups ^^^
Assorted
Flavors

Promise Margarine \

Calabro Ricotta Cheese
Wriole Milk or Pan Skim

Swiss Miss Puddings *'"

69'

89'

79'

LowEit
Stop & Shop

Great Shape

Made in our own bakery ...

IkhIkh Buttercrest

JDTOilU ^M^avesA
English Muffins ^lOfc ft ^''OC

'*»qij.a- or Spu w imgs o' f i

Kitchen Cupboard Donuts '^^^^^7^ 89'

Cinnamon Coffee Cake ^X\^ X 69*

Homestyle Spice Cake s»c.sh« ';»' gg*

Stop & Shop Pound Cake SX 'iy 59'

Stop & Shop Pineapple Pie X' 89*

100%Natural
^isit Potato

ChipsI. ^

You II save on these buys.

Tampax Tampons
Vaseline Intensive Care lokjo 'S,°' 89'

"»S..* iulHf 40cl $4 39
' ^,.j«T Plus pkQ I

Heqiila' or Herbal

Haliow«en safety specials!

•D" Cell Battenes V:."Ji 2 ^..r
»1

Eveready Flash Light

*'"'HADLEY-AM)lERSTMfe'^^^^^^^^
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''U.CflLDAVIS (TO. SCHOa
SIGN- UP SHEETS No nihil obstat!

Good' morning! Left the fleshy warnnth of

my bed and almost puked on the first drag of

my homerolled Top cigarette, but it was
worth it. I had planned to go to breakfast

with the Boston College arui Harvard football

teams, as the invitation boasted that the

main course would be a ham effigy of Globe

sportswriter Ernie Roberts, but the sincerity

pf my reverence for life vegetarian friends

with their alfalfa and hay boots, belts, wallets

and pockethooks caused me to change my
mind and I went to North Hadley to graze in a

field of grass. Carnivorous Collegian sports-

writers who went to the breakfast tell me
that the ham was carved into a perfect like-

ness of Uncle Ernie, complete with cloves

stuck into the head representing his crewcut.

The pigskin pundits also told me there was
even an obscene "Bill Rynne's Quiz-in-

Rhyme" carved into Ernie's belly, which

cannot be reprinted here because 1) as a

pious Catholic, I checked with the official

censor at the Vatican who said, "No nihil

obstat!" If I ever gave this an imprimatur (go-

ahead) we'd both go to hell with the B.C.

football team, and there's nothing the

Jesuits can do to save them. As soon as ! tell

the Pope about this, they're all going to be

excommunicated!" 2) This is a family

newspaper.

The demise of ''good man'' Lance
Jim paulin

By GREG BRYANT

"\ accept Bert's resignation with

the greatest sense of regret and
sorrow. He's a good man."

Thus Jimmy Carter paid his last respects

upon the resignation of his friend Bert Lance,

yet contrary to Carter's assertion that Lance

had "exonerated himself completely" of

charges made against him, many questions

remain unanswered about his personal over-

drafts and loans (just to name a few). The

fact of the matter is that there were im-

proprieties, legal as they may have been.

Carter did not admonish Lance in the least

for his actions, stating in effect that Bert's

past did not matter because he had done a

"good job" as Budget Director.

This brings up an essential point regarding

this case. Why was Lance confirmed at his

post in the first place? One of the prime

reasons was that Lance and others were able

to halt an investigation of his Calhoun,

Georgia bank in 1976, just days before he

was publicly nominated for his post by

Carter. Few knew about it, and no one

brought it up during Lance's confirmation

hearings. In fact, most of his questionable

practices with the bank were not even

known to the senators at that time. In ad-

dition, they did not appear terribly anxious to

probe Lance's background and qualifications

to any great degree either. Rather, the

senators gave a quick, rubber stamp ap-

proval to the new O.M.B. as well as all but

one of Carter's other cabinet nominees.

It would seem that had the Senators been
a bit more skeptical and a little less party-

oriented in their attempt not to discredit

Carter before he took office. Lance would
probably not have gained his post. Such was
obviously not the case, though, as they

unanimously approved Lance's nomination
in a flurry of praises and high words.
An overhaul in this area is thus sorely

needed, for a president-elect's nominees do
not automatically have an impeccable back-

ground. Thus a more in-depth and time
consuming study must be conducted of all

prospective nominees for cabinet positions

and other high posts.

A further aspect of this case, as with most
inquiries of the sort, is the fact that the press

was used as a scapegoat for Lance's

resignation. The press was accused by many
of railroading Lance with false accusations

and character assassination. Such was
especially the case when Lance returned to

Calhoun after his resignation. He was
greeted by cheering friends and neighbors,

many carrying signs condemning the media's

"whitewash" of a fellow good ol' boy.

It was the media though that brought
much of Lance's past activities to light. An
aggressive media campaign against any high

official in generally frowned upon by the

public, as well as government itself.

The Lance case was no exception. Public

backing for him rose sharply after he had
"explained away" the accusations made
against him in televised hearings a few weeks
ago They seem to have wanted to believe

that Lance was indeed honest. With the

press still going full force against Lance
though, many thought it nothing less than

outright defamation.

As with Watergate, Vietnam, and Nixon,

the press gets jumped on for the simple act

of telling the truth. But Bert Lance returns to

his old trappings in Georgia with the

knowledge that he was able to allude all

those senators and media people intent on
rightly nailing him to a wall. The American
public is behind him, his credibility and good
name supposedly restored. Jimmy Carter has
returned to his duties as president,* his

ultimate respectability and credence in some
American's minds — including this writer's

- hurt irrevocably as a result of the Lance
fiasco.

Greg Bryant is a Collegian Commentator.

An uneiected politician and a
politician who won't be reelected

Imperial presidencies are not limited to the

occupants of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Washington, D.C. There is an equally

arrogant one to be found at One Washington
Mall, Boston, Mass.

One Washington Mall is the palace of

UMass President and Monarch, Robert

( "L'etat universitie, c'est moi," tnat's French

for "The state university, it is I," to slightly

misquote ex- French King Louis XIV) Wood.

I remember a front page article in the

Globe a few years ago showing Wood sitting

next to his $40,000 vicuna chair, saying, as I

recall, "You're crazy if you think you're going

to take a picture of me sitting in it." I also

remember the Globe calling him "the most
powerful non-elected politician in the state."

Wood's Versaille is the Kennedy Library. It

was through his hustling that It was located
at UMass Boston and not at Harvard. He will

also be remembered as the man behind the
UMass Boston Harbor campus and the
UMass-Worcester Medical school.

Characteristic of an Imperial president,

Wood will also be remembered for

aggrandizing and usurping power.

Wood is now a lame duck president who
resigned his post, effective in January, in

part because of his quarrels with stingy

bastard and enemy of higher education.

Governor Michael Dukakis. Dukakis prides

himself on frugality, and tries to set an
example by riding the MTA Greenline to

work from his home in the wealthy suburb,

Brookline. According to a column in the

Globe by David Farrell, this arrangement is

more expensive than being driven to work by
a State Police officer in a limousine, because
security has to be coordinated with the

police forces of Brookline, Boston and MTA
police. Also, contingency plans have been
drawn up to stop the train anyplace enroute
in case one of Robert Wood's agents
dynamites the Park Street station.

The rumor shouted across the state is that

Wood will challenge Dukakis for the

Democratic gubernatorial nomination.
Regardless, ihough, of whether or not Wood
runs, chances are that Dukakis will not be on
the Democratic ticket in 1978. In 1974, the
Dukakis campaign bumper sticker read
"Mike Dukakis Should Be Governor." In

1978, another bumper sticker just might ask
"Should Mike Dukakis Be Governor?"
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Racism a

common concern

To the Editor:

In view of the declining fortunes of the

U. S. ruling class, we might be expecting

a large scale intensification of racism to

rising trend of racism at UMass. As
Hitler's Germany proved, the costs of

allowing fascist movements to grow
unchecked is immense. We urge people

of all races and nationalities — faculty,

workers, and students — to recognize

their common compelling interest in

defeating this trend and attend the rally

at noon. We wish as well for people to

expose racism or racist incidents they

have experienced on this campus at the

divide and demobilize the militancy of the

population. In connection with this, the

spate of overt racist and fascist activities

in the area takes on ominous
significance. The open advocacy of

fascism and terror represented by two
cross burnings and the appearance of

anti-Semitic stickers on the walls in

Hampshire College must be taken

seriously and moreover responded to

seriously.

The International Committee Against
Racism is calling a rally on Wed. 19 in

front of the Student Union as a start to

exposing and organizing against the

rally. Join us and begin the process of

driving fascism out of UMass.

Keith Hersh
Committee Against Racism

Progressiva Labor Party

D.C. management
criticized
To the Editor:

Being a UMie, for the past couple of

years I have had to deal with and un-

fortunately experience many normal

procedures at this university. For

example: Whitmore, Financial Aid,

Scheduling and Add-Drop, Check
cashing and then no Check cashing, the

winds by the library, the library and then

It has come to my attention that it was not

Mass PIRG that sponsored the reception for

Ralph Nader but B.D.I.C. I apologize not for

not attacking B.D.I.C. For their role in the

Nader affair, B.D.I.C. is also guilty of elitism,

snobbery and snotheadedness.
Ernie Roberts' breakfast menu appears on

the snorts pages of Saturday's Globe.

Jim Paulin's column appears every

Wedr-^sday in the Collegian.

For the modern American, the monthly
telephone bHI is as sure as death and taxes.
And while one can easily postpone death by
eating organically produced food, and avoid
taxes by becoming a millionaire and taking
advantage of loopholes, the only alternative
to paying phone bills is to become a com-
plete hermit and forego telephone ownership
altogether.

billsundvStrom

Most of us never seriously question the
power of the omnipotent Bell System to
charge us whatever they deem necessary for
the continuance of phone service. While it is

true that in Massachusetts the Department
of Public Utilities sets the rates New England
Telephone (NET) may charge, it is well
known to most observers of public
regulatory commissions that such com-
missions usually better serve the utilities than
the public. After all, if NET claims that it can't
cover costs without a price increase, who are
we to argue with their figures? Occasionally
increase requests are turned down when the
company gets particularly profit- hungry. But
when the old threat of job loss creeps into
the argument, the commissions more often
than not back off.

This month's bill came with a handy little

pamphlet advising phone users to allow ten
rings before hanging up, along with the usual
bad news - the bill itself. The Massa-
chusetts Public Interest Group (MassPIRG)
has suggested that something be added to
your bill - a check-off for funding TELCAG,
the proposed Telephone Consumers Action
Group. The concept is much like the present
funding mechanism for MassPIRG here at

UMass, where the fee bill includes a two
dollar funding option for PIRG.

The telephone company is the classic

example of a monopoly, albeit one which
claims to justify its existence in terms of

efficiency and widespread service. What
Ralph Nader and PIRG wish to do is counter

NET with a consumer advocacy group,

funding, in part, by the phone bill method.

This has been the underlying theme for

most of Nader's and the Nader groups'
efforts - to rally as many devoted consumer
activists as possible and establish non-profit

and government agencies as checks on the
economic power of monopolists and
oligopolists.

of ourse, our favorite restaurant on
can ous, the D.C.

V\ell, I feel that eating at the DC. is an

exp'-rience in itself After all it takes a lot

of v'illpower to go and be able to eat

there — however, if you put the taste and
look 9 out of your mind and just eat it, it

will pass. But I have never ever anywhere
seen such an irresponsible, ignorant

group of supervisors, managers, and
who'^ver else runs that institution.

This semester I took on a non-work
study job at the Franklin D.C; I was
immediately put in the dishroom. Three

nights a week [Friday included] in that

hot, little room is pretty boring, but it

goes by and, as they say, "It's Money.

"

In my case, however, it wasn't the

money, because little did I know I

wouldn't be getting paid for quite some
time at a job which was worse than

sitting through a boring 8:00 class.

Tw > weeks later, a friend and D.C.

worker told me not to forget to sign my
time card. Well, this, was news to me; no
one had told me to sign my time card.

After work, there sat last week's card

with this week's, and they would have
still been sitting there if I hadn't filled

them in.

Okiy, great, I signed both time cards

and anxiously waited two more weeks in

order to get a check. This will bring us up
to last Friday, 9-30. With 10 cents in my
pocket and $1.00 in my checking ac-

count, I ran happily to pick up my check.

Alas, it wasn't there.

Cunous, I went to the office and
questioned the whereabouts of my
check They informed me that I hadn't
filled out any forms, "What forms?" I

said. Oh, the forms you were supposed
to fill out when you began to work here,

in order to get paid," they replied.

Standing there infuriated I told them, no
one told me ANYTHING.
At work that night, I asked if I could fill

out my forms, but of course they didn't

have all the forms — it was Friday, so I

would have to fill them out Monday.

Monday came and I went to fill the

forms out, but they still didn't have a tax

form. "Come back tomorrow, " they said.

Tuesday came and the forms were in, but
someone had taken the forms home with

them, by mistake, of course.

So, here it is Wednesday, the deadline

for the forms and the timecards to be in,

to get paid in two weeks. Needless to say
no one was available today to speak with.

Needless to say I quit.

Needless to say I'm broke.

A Discouraged D.C. Worker

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the

Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding

that date.

Such an outlook is just fine for people who
are willing to accept monopoly capitalism

and the power relations inherent in it.

Naderites should forever keep in mind,
however, that public interest groups such as
PIRG are, in the words of one astute
professor, like "chickens dancing with
elephants." Even a particularly feisty chicken
is limited in its "partnership" with economic
elephants.

can expect the phone company to discover
sly ways to circumvent whatever consumer
awareness and action is developed. Neither
government intervention in the form of

regulation nor consumer watchdogging will

overcome or even recognize the fundamental
problem — the economic power of the
telephone utility lies in the hands of one
corporation and fully outside the hands of
the "average" consumers.

Groups like Common Cause, severely

limited in their economic resources simply by

virtue of their total non-ownership of

productive processes, will achieve only the

most superficial gains no matter how
dedicated their staff and effective their fund-

raising. Consumer and citizen organizations

operating without any clear understanding of

this country's economic power structure can

only react to the actions of big business and

big government, and they will remain at least

one step behind in the race.

If TELCAG does come into existence, we

Consumer and citizen advocacy groups
are valid insofar as they make people aware
of the power they possess in their numbers
and stir some opposition to the big cor-

porations. But public interest groups which
see government control of monopoly
business as the proper goal of their

organizations are in for a rude awakening
when they discover just how powerless they

really are.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the

Collegian.

The sordid brew
By FRANK DENTON

About the only things that keep me
running these days are coffee and grease.

Only four weeks, and already the long nights

have made their debut. I waited twenty years

to indulge in coffee for fear the caffeine

would stunt my growth. It happens to be
dwarfing my taste buds.

The odor of coffee is actually very ap-

pealing: rich, aromatic, and inviting. And
then the taste — runny, stagnant, and acrid.

Coffee is the ultimate raunch; the three-day

beard, springtime in the swamp, the heavy
date with barnyard breath.

Twenty thousand taste buds recoil in

abject agony. Convulsions rack my smoking

tongue as spiffy white teeth plunge into

decadence and despair. My lungs gasp for

fresh air; but no, a sordid blast of bilious

brew withers throat and nostrils. New tonsils

bloom where only a scar remained.

And then the second sip. Organic

chemistry never had it so good. Fortunately, I

can't see what's crawling around at the

bottom. The film on the top is quite enough.

And then .... then the rush to gulp it down
before it hits the stomach. That was a

mistake — between the waterspout in the

nasal passages and peristaltic paralysis, rigor

mortis can't be far. It's too bad Louis Pasteur

didn't do for coffee what he did for milk and
wine.

It's been a few minutes now. The cramps
have passed, but the bowels will never be the

same. People tell me about the buzz one gets

from coffee. That's no buzz. That's the

gurgle of primordial booze relegated to a

tired liver.

And there's my friend dipping my - stop,

no! — donut into the bean drippings and, oh,

what a mess. I wouldn't eat that soggy lump

of shortbread if you paid me. Crumbs in my
coffee suspended like cigarette butts in a

toilet bowl. I'm disgusted.

All this for the thrill of maturity and long

nights. A twelve- year-old with a hangover

had more fun than I did. Yecch. I don't know
about the rest of you; I'm sticking to milk.

Frank Denton is a Collegian commentator.
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Nujumo asks

So. African

elect, halt
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - The leader of

guerrilla forces in South West Africa asked
the U.N. General Assembly yesterday to
authorize a special session to impose sanc-
tions against South Africa if negotiations for
independence fail.

In an address before the full Assembly,
Sam Nujomo, president of the South West
Africa People's Organization, also demanded
South Africa's withdrawal from the territory,

which liberation forces call Namibia, and the
holding of U.N. -supervised elections.
He said elections without U.N. troops on

hand "would be national suicide."
Nujcmo's was the first speech of what was

scheduled as a four-day debate on Namibia
in the light of negotiations in which the five
Western members of the U.N. Security
Council - Britain, France, West Germany,
Canada and the United States - are acting
as intermediaries.

The negotiations were going on behind
closed doors durina the debate.
Nujomo said he appreciated all such ef-

forts aimed at bringing about independence
for the territory of 725,000 people. But he
doubted South Africa means to give up its

former mandate, cancelled by the General
Assembly 1966.

"No election can be held without South
Africa's complete withdrawal," Nujomo said.
SWAPO, he said, could not prepare for

elections as long as South African troops are
in the country
"Hundreds of thousands of Namibians

would not express their position," he said.
'They would fear that they would be im-
prisoned and tortured, and this is what South
Africa is aiming for.

"Under such conditions the elections
would go in favor of South Africa's puppets.
"We therefore insist that South Africa's

troops must be withdrawn and replaced by
U.N. troops," he said.

"Otherwise, there will be no guarantee
that if South Africa's stooges lose, the South
Africans would not move back Into the
country. Elections without U.N. troops
would be national suicide."

U.S. joins in

human rights

fight in Czech
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia [UPI] - The

United States joined the French Communist
party yesterday in condemning
Czechoslovakia for putting four dissidents on
trial.

U.S. delegate Arthur Goldberg read a UPI
dispatch on the trial in Prague to delegates at

the 35-nation meeting, noting that
Czechoslovak authorities had even banned a
reporter for the French Communist party
newspaper from the proceedings.
The UPI dispatch quoted the French

Communist newspaper L'Humanite as
saying, "We sharply protest against a refusal

which will deprive our readers of information
on a trial challenging human rights for which
we are fighting."

A Czechoslovak delegate angrily took the
floor and accused Goldberg of giving

"distorted information" and "attempting to
interfere in the domestic affairs of our state."

A Soviet delegate also criticized Goldberg.
'"The witty form this comment took —

joining the voice of the American delegation
with that of the French Communist party —
does not amuse us," the Russian said.

The reference was to the trial of four
dissenters in Prague. Theater director Ota
Ornest, 64, was sentenced to 3 Vi years in jail

after he admitted hiaving contacts with
Western diplomats, and author Jiri Lederer,

53, received three years, Czechoslovak
sources said.

Writer Vaclav Havel, former spokesman of

the Charter 77 human rights movement, was
sentenced to a 14 months suspended
sentence and theater director Frantisek

Havlicek received a suspended 17- month
term.

Earlier yesterday, Israel bluntly condemned
the Soviet Union's restrictions on emigration
of Jews and called on the Belgrade con-
ference to work on the implementation of the
1975 Helsinki human rights provisions.

Israeli Ambassador layr Minerbi said, "We
did not come here to attack anybody, but the
problem of the Jews in the Soviet Union is

too grave to be shelved quietly.

"We are looking to you, the signatories of

the Helsinki Final Act, with real hope in our
hearts, " Minerbi said.

Israel was among four countries including
Algeria, Egypt and Lebanon that addressed
the conference in their capacity lOf non-
participating Mediterranean states.
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knuckle-buster;
see artcarved's
new fashion
collection.

NEW FOR MEN. We're introducing three Fcishion College Rings
tor men that make a new college jewelry statement.

They're bold, contemporary designs that go with today's lifestyles.

NEW FOR WOMEN. We're introducing three new
Fashion College Rings tor women to give you a choice often.

They're feminine, smaller in scale, contemporary
designs that go with the kind of clothes you wear today.

'RS. Knuckle-busters are our
thing, too. We've got one of the biggest

selections of traditional oval rings

and we love them. If tradition is your
way, see our collection.

COME
TO

MK^JMD RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will Ix^ here

to help you select your ring. You can c harge your ArtCarved ring

on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

PLACE: Outside Bookstore TIMF: ^° AM 3 pmdaTE: oct. 1 9.20.21

$ 10.00 Deposit

raniDus cenfer/imiv of moss /amhersf
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Hnast
SUPERMARKETS

October porkfest

MEAT STREET U.

Center Cut
Pork Chops
Frash

Sauerlcraut

lb.

AMorlwl Equal Amts. Cantar A End ^^#%0
Poric Chops*!.

Pork Steak '1.
Country Style

PorkRHw »1
lb

Pork Loin
Pork Roasts

Rib End
Portion

Loin End
Portion

99*.
Loin HaH 1.19 lb. Pork ^^OQ
Loin Roasts^ l»
BonalMs Top Loin ^^B

PofflcLoin M
FfMh Porti LMn A MMty ^%^^4lk
Spareribs 99f

FresliWIiole
Boston Butts

Bone-In
Extra Lean

Boneless

99* ..

BEER & WINE

Falstaff Beer
CSMOf 24
12 oz. cans

case
only

5^1994
PabstBlue RibbonBeer I'^r.l^ 5.59
Reunite Lambfusco . . . .'i^ 1.89
Fdonari Wines ^Lr 3.69

Anllsbt0 Only In FInaat of Hmdl*r

ivory

Personal Soap

SMtoz.
bars97

Honeydews
Urg« Maions C9 ^^^^

6 count ^^^ ^^W
New Yellow Onions . . . 3 tSg 49*

Green Cucumbers Lono . . ShxI.OO

Fresh Cranbenies 1,^ 39*

Frolrlch Smokod Porti ^%0^^^

Shoulders 89f
Bacon ^99
Frolrlch Flat Cut ^^OO
CornedBeeTl.

"NA TIONAL APPLE MONTH"
U.S. Fancy 2 V4 inch minimum

Fresh Apples
_<^Mcintosh, ^^^" ^"^ ^^^

Cortland,

Red & Golden Your
Delicious Ctwice

Shank Portion

Fresh Ham
Butt Portion

1.09,

Center Cut
Steele, Roast

1.39.
BonataM U.S.D.A. Choica ^^ Ott
Stew Beef '1.

19Bonalaaa Baal U.S.O.A. Cha4ca

Fresh Bi • •-»-§

California

Large Bunch bch59 ea

Bortalaaa Baal Undartilada ^^
ChuckSteairl

Mr. Deli Favorites! X^i?^

Cooked Under
U.S. Gov't

Specification

Roast Beef ^ri),'^

BakedHam
style
kllced

Virginia

Freshly Sliced lb

Arailable only in Storms with Sarvica Doli Oapts.

BONUS BARAINS
Tettey Tea Bags ,S%o 1.49

Ubby's Peaches 'tr^S^. 2'^ 1.00

Dinty Moore Beef Stew . *SSf 1.19

HonmelSPAMu«:r-onM«. .

Heinz Tonnato Ketchup

.

RnastBaby Oil '55'69*

Fresh Green Limes 6tor49*

Qwaltney Boneless Ham . . ., 1.99

Boneless Pork Chops .

.

Little Link Sausage p^.

.

Rfch's Turkey Franks .

.

Flet Mignon::r*irr?r' «. 2.49

Smucker's
Grape Jelly

10

Banquet
Dinners

3 lb.

jar
cm

can

2eoz'
. bot

1.79

S.^85*

;!S89*

97 11 oz.

pi<gs.

Frozen88

In Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Cake Donuts "SZ,^ .

.

.« 69*

Assorted Iced Layer Cakes . « 1.99
Anilsbtm only in Storon wHh InStoro Bak» ^/lops

rDAIRY VALUES

Grocery Values at Finest!

PeasorComu«>y, 4,5^199*

Libby's Cut Beets 4'<S?'s99*

vireen oeans uDoy » Reg cur . . .3 c^s 99*

Libby's Sauerkraut 3ia^',99*

Finast Saltines '5^' 45*

Finast Peanut Butter T 69*

Cranben7 Juice F^s. "55^49*

Friend's Pea Beans. 'S£f 69*

Finest Frozen Food Values!

Grange Juice Tr-s«.e. '^69*

Finast Rozen Peas '^'69*

Finast Spinach &^^ . .

.

John's Homestyle Pizza

Rench Files 'cTi^^s^ . .

.

Cooked Shrimp h-ontw . .

.

HoJo Toastles ^xs;y. . .

.

Sealtest Ice Cream .

.

4^°s'89*

. '^°a'69*

4^°i89*fpkgs

. %£i 1.09

. 'pig°'49*

cX 1.49

Hood's Yogurt

380Z ^3S9ctns ^^^^ ^g^F
S«*«|i

Styla

Cottage Cheese ugStrsU . c^' 69*

Finast Margarine pr«T«n . .

.

Sour Cream BreMtoo.

Finast Biscuits »-—
Swiss Miss Pudding ... 5"4 79*

Baby Edam Cheese f««> .
'^ 89*

Choc-O-RiffiCHood. .. pSfTug 99*

^39*
'•'»69*
cont

7 S^ 1.00

YOU SAVE 36*

Parkay
Margarine

Quarters

YOU SAVE 51*

Finest
ice Cream

Flavors

V2 gal.

carton

t^^t^^^^ wHMhaa coupon mdS 7 M} pure riasa or mora
^n^n •>ciii«>v« of cigtralte and tobacco products

tn^^ Vi»dOctot)«r 1622 197 7 LuTWonproupoo M/03 ^^^
Prtoa* affadtya Sunday Octobar 16 ttmj Saturday Octot>ar 22. 1977

pm

wtm mis coupon and $ 7 SO purchase or mora
e«ciusiv« of cioaretts and tobacco products

vaMOclobar 16 22 1977 Limit ooa coupon M 673

YOU SAVE 28<

Grapefruit

Juice
Ocean
Spray

We rasarve the right to hmit quantities

with ItHS coupon and $ 7 5C purchaae or more
exclusive ot cigarelte v<d tobacco products

ValidOclober 16 22 1977 Limit one coupon M 672

20* OFF
on 1 dozen White or Brown

Finest
Large Eggs

I 12^3
«nth tins coupon and $7 50 purchase or more eidusive oi

cigarette ar>d tobacco products Limit ooa coupon par

do^•n•ggs VaW October 16 22 '977 M 671

Not responsiCria for typograpNcal arrora.
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Five more arraigned for

connection witli arson ring
BOSTON [UPI] - Five more persons were

arraigned Tuesday and more were being

sought for their alleged connections to an

urban arson-for-hire ring operating in the

Greater Boston area for at least throe years.

Three more alleged participants of the ring

who were anK>ng 33 persons indicted by a

Suffolk County grand jury were taken into

custody Tuesday. At least seven more were
still being sought.

The arson ring, termed the largest in the

United States by state Attorney General

Francis X. Bellotti, was cracked Monday
following a massive State Police roundup of

the suspects.

The suspects include a former member of

the state Fire Marshal's office, a former

captain in the Boston Fire Department arson

squad, real estate operators, attorneys and
wealthy landlords.

Four of the suspects face murder charges

in connection with at least three deaths in

fires set during 1973 and 1976. Four of the

five suspects, arraigned before Suffolk

Superior Court Judge Kent Smith Monday,
pleaded innocent and were released on
personal recognizance.

The fifth, William Trainor of Boston,

charged with one count of arson related

murder, was released on $5,000 bail.

Assistant Attorney General Stephen
Delinsky, who was in charge of the lengthy

undercover investigation into the ring, said

his office has been in contact with attorneys

representing some of the suspects still at

large and that he expected them to turn

themselves in soon.

In addition to Trainor, those arraigned
Tuesday included real estate operator Ed-
ward Ardolino of Boston; Robert Monahan
of Maiden, a plumber; restaurant
businessman James Sandras of Boston; and
Edward J. Duffy of Milton, a real estate
operator. Charges range from arson, bribery
and include burning with intent to defraud
and filing false insurance claims.

Delinsky speaking to a group of police and
fire officials from across the state Monday
said the state envisions prosecuting 10 to 15
separate trials in the case.

"Arson is leaving a sociological blight on
the nation's cities. Think of the victims, the
ones who are left in these burned-out holes,"
he said.

"This was not a quick series of indictments
against the people who lit the matches. It

was our thrust to get after and indict the
powerful, behind-the-scenes men who hire

the torches," he said.

"The arsonist for hire, no matter how
despicable, is no more despicable than the

property owner who hires him or the law
officials who cover up," Delinsky said.

He said the roundup shows that law
enforcement officials throughout the nation

must take arson investigation methods out of

the 19th century and into the 20th century.

"Law enforcement has got to come into

the 20th century when we talk about arson,"
he said. "Arson has increased 30 per cent
over the last decade. It has reached epidemic
proportions across the nation, ' Delinsky
said.

New cases reported of
Legionnaires disease
ATLANTA \UPI] - New cases of

Legionnaires' disease were reported Tuesday
in two "cluster" areas of Tennessee and
Vermont and another state, Alabama, listed

its second known death from the disease.

The national Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta also reported additional "sporadic"

cases of the illness in other states. A
spokesman said efforts were being made by

the CDC to compile an updated list of

confirmed cases and deaths across the

nation caused by Legionnaires' disease.

City health officials in Huntsville, Ala.,

confirmed Monday that a patient in a

Huntsville hospital died of Legionnaires'

disease after a two- day hospital stay. The
victim was listed as 69-year-old Louie

McKay, a custodial worker at the University

of Alabama in Huntsville.

It was the second reported case of the

mysterious respiratory ailment in Alabama.
The first Alabama victim was a male in his

mid 60's who last summer, according to state

health officials.

Five new cases of the illness were con-

firmed by laboratory tests in the Kingsport,

Tenn., area, bringing to 17 the total stricken

in that East Tennessee city since Aug. 1.

Health officials there said 65 cases of

Contractor may be sued

for faulty workmanship

HARTFORD, Conn. [UPf] - A contractor

may be sued for faulty workmanship even by

the second purchaser of a home, the

Connecticut Supreme Court has ruled.

In a 4-1 vote, the high court reversed

Fairfield County Superior Court Judge
William L. Terney Jr.'s ruling last year which

respiratory illness were still under sur-

veillance Tuesday, 11 of which have been
found negative so far as Legionnaires'
disease was concerned.

Three persons have died of Legionnaires

disease since the outbreak began in the

Kingsport area, centered mainly at Holston

Valley Community Hospital and two nearby

residential areas, Cherokee Village and
Gibsontown.

Kingsport was one of three "cluster" spots

in the nation where the disease has struck in

what appeared to be more than normal
frequency, compared to the rest of the

nation. The CDC, in conjunction with state

health officials have launched intensive

investigations in those areas in an effort to

find out how the disease is spread and what
factors trigger outbreaks.

Anothr "cluster" state, Vermont, reported

two more cases of Legionnaires' disease

Tuesday, bringing to 22 the total number of

cases, including 12 deaths, in that state.

Ohio, the third Legionnaires' disease "hot

spot", listed new "sporadic" cases. The
investigation in that state centered on the

city of Columbus where most of nine

previous cases and one death occurred.

threw out a home buyer's complaint before

trial The Supreme Court, in a decision made
public Monday, sent the case back for a trial.

Tierney said logic dictated a home builer

should have to guarantee his work to home
owners for a reasonable period of time, no

matter how many times the house is sold.

However, Tierney said, state law does not

back up the logic. The complainants are Mr.

and Mrs. A.B. Coburn and the builder is

Lenox Homes, Inc.

rusty nail

Sat.. Oct. 22

Southside Johnny
andthe

Asbury Jukes

special Guests
THE BRICKER BAND

Sunday. Oct. 23

Southside Johnny
andthe

Asbury Jukes

special Guests
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

C over $4.00

rfe. 47 Sunderland, ma./tel.665493

WOODY ALLEN
in

THE FRONT
THURS. OCT. 20 4,7,9& 11

S.U.B.

(-'(>llc t>iijn 17

Correction What's Happening

Are you going to show any kind of

f ilm ne xt seme ste r?

\l you plan to, the P.C. film committee will

be showin3 product reels of available movies

from Films, Inc.

All persons involvtd in film pr09rammin9 ar* ur9*d to attend.

Datei Oct. 19, 1977 PLACEi CC 176

TIMEi 3i30

The organizational meeting for students

going to Kent State is tonight at 6:30 in

Student Union 413A. Final plans for trans-

portation to Kent State to demonstrate the

gym will be discussed.

This meeting is a must for all people who
plan to demonstrate; this will be the last

chance to purchase tickets.

Ijnav'Sitv of Massachusv-ns/ A'^hi^rsi

FINE /RIS CENTER PRESENTS

LIVE! ON STAGE! THE 50's COME TO LIFE!

roitfttr boifittrs* Ijrama sotirtp prrscnts

TOM JONES
biiu'^ on fht 'tllUtni^ iiin\l

^o^'ker Au!^.. Sice kbrii^uii HjU. LLMa>>

Oit. 2S.29.30 N c>' . 4.5.t>'

^2.00 >/m. >«'wicf iitizem

<^ rcu p rj ^c"> J \' d I la b li

O n ktls d \' a I Id b It at

L L . Lcul our >
£•

O. /. //"•- 21

er .Box Ojlt, 0-545- OJSJl
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FRIDi

•THE KIND OF MUSICAL
BROADWAY HAS

NEEDED FOR SOME TIME!

GREASE' DESERVES THE
ADJECTIVES WE ONCE

AWARDED SHOWS LIKE

•PAL JOEY. KISS ME
KATE. GUYS AND DOLLS',

AND 'THE PAJAMA GAME'
— Nr* Vo.kTMM

FRIDAY
October 28 8PM

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public $7, 6, S.

UM-A students and senior citizens U, S, 4.

fine Arts Center Box Office M- F f-4

A Ail Ticketron Locations.

TODAY

LECTURES
— Department of Spanish and Portuguese

will host Information Evening for all students
interested in studying in Spanish-speaking
counnries. Interested persons come to Third
Floor Lounge Herter Hall at 7:30 p.m.
— To all Hispanic Parents with children in

Amherst Public schools, meeting to discuss
Bilingual and Bicultural programs, 7 p.m.
Mark's Meadow School, teachers lounge.
— Dr. Vaclav Holesovsky will discuss

"How to be a Socialist Without Being Either

a Fool or a Scoundrel," Campus Center 8
p.m. rooms 174-176, public is invited.

— Videotapes and discussion of anti-

nuclear demonstrations will be presented 8
p.m. at Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire
College. Admission is free.

MOVIES
— "Live and Let Die," James Bond 007,

Mahar Aud. 7, 9:30 p.m., $1.

— "Deliverance," Campus Center Aud. 7,

9, and 11 p.m.
— Film Classics Series, Billy Wilder's

"Sunset Boulevard," 7 p.m. Newman
Center, classroom 2.

MUSIC
- Howard M. Lebow Memorial Concert,

Bowker Aud. Donations.
- Cooper-Dodge playing a Showcase

concert at the Hatch 8 p.m. Tickets are $1 .50
at the door.

WORKSHOP SPEECH
Dave Kopay, former NFL Football player,

will speak on "The Right to be Gay," 3:30-5
p.m. Campus Center 904-908. After a lecture
in the Student Union Ballroom, free.

Sponsored by Distinguished Visitors
Program.

TOMORROW

FILM FESTIVAL
An environmental film festival will run

from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Campus Center Aud.
and from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Campus
Center 101.

MOVIES
- "The Front," 7, 9, and 11 p.m. Student

Union Ballroom.

— "7 Per Cent Solution," Campus Center
Aud, 7, 9, and 11 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
- Gay Alliance Workshop 8:30 p.m.

Campus Center 171, Free. Don Hanover III,

photographer for Gay Community News, will

present his work. Everyone is welcome.

DAILY

CREDIT UNION
Credit Union offers Travelers Checks at

the Student Union. Open Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
CRAFT SHOP

Individual and group instruction in photo
dark room and silver jewelry, ask in Craft

Shop for times-dates. Lower level Student
Union BIdg.

VIDEO INSTALLATION
Student Union Gallery presents a video

installation in Gallery and outdoors by Kit

Fitzgerald and John Sanborn, through
Friday.

Notices

/=

Deliuerance
W tifi*- does the campui^ tnp end...

andthe nightmare begin .?

"\

Coiifouindin^!
Sherlock Holmes meets Sigmund Freud

I '.rf». ih, •( 8*%« S»«.f..( \..»r

THESEVEN-PER-CENT SOLUTION
A UNIVKKSAl Rtl tAiF I hi. HNIC Ol <)R«

I M ( A I R f

IPGJ^

Thurs., Oct. 20;

CCA 7,9 & 11;

$1.00
^ J

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting 7 p.m. in Hasbrouck 44

CAMPUS SCOUTS
Meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. Top of Campus

CHeSS CLUB
Meeting 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 164

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
Housing workshop, Richard Rubin, a Northampton

attorney, will lead discussion on housing laws etc.
Northampton Community Storefront
COOLIDGE UPPER
Anyone interested in playing at a coffeehouse on

October 23, contact Ellen at 6-8152 or Chris at 6-8236
CUSP
Psych Majors, meeting at 7:30 p.m. Tobin 304. All

are welcome.
DIABETES GROUP

Discussion 7 p.m. Health Services 40. All interested
are welcome
DIAPHRAM USERS

Education sessions are held every Thursday at 2:30
p.m. University Health Center 250.
INDEX

Index editors mandatory party for all section editors
6 p.m. in the office. We will have fun
KAPPA ALPHA THETA

All University women invited to Sundae-Trivia
Night, 7 p m, 778 No Pleasant Street. For more info
and rides call 545-2735.

LOST
— Alaskan Malmute Siberian Husky, white legs,

black face, female. Please call Grace 546-6760.
- Pair of gold rimmed glasses. Please return to

Campus Center Lost and Found or 305 C Brown call

Roz, 546-4689.

LOVERS OF ZION
Meeting on future activities 4 p.m. Hillel office 302

Student Union. Everyone is welcome.
PARACHUTE CLUB

Meeting 7 p.m. Machmer W-21. Everyone welcome
RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM

Give blood any Tuesday 5-9:30 p.m. Wednesday 2-8

p.m. or Thursday 5-9:30 p.m. at the Red Cross Center

in the Public Health Center, N 344.

SKI CLUB
Meeting 8 p.m. Thompson 104, Killington Night free

lift tickets, and ski films.

SNO
Meeting Thursday 12:30 p.m. Campus Center

Concourse 808.

STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM
Interested in learning about the philosophy of Ayn

Rand? Come to meeting 8 p.m. Campus Center 903.

STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT
Women's Workshop in Video, Thursday 7 p.m.

Goodell For more info call Sue 253-2048.

UMASS DOG CLUB
Meeting Thursday 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 117.

There will be a speaker from the Morris Animal
Foundation. New members are welcome
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB

Meeting Thursday 8 p.m Campus Center 165-169
for officer elections. Bring membership card to vote.
All members must attend.

UMASS VOLLEY BALL CLUB
Practices will be in Boyden, Monday nights 6 p.m.

New members are welcome.
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Publicity meeting to organize committees for
Woody Shaw Concert and Halloween party, 6:30 p.m.
Student Union 415 A.

V^ANTED
First year students to participate in student made

documentary film on UMass. For more info call Joel
546-9223 or Mari 323 5128
WSYL
Wine and Cheese party Thursday, 9 p.m. for all

interested in WSYL-TV.
BICYCLE COOPERATIVE

Organizational meeting, tonight 7:00, Campus
Center 911. Looking for volunteers interested in

working as mechanics and salespeople. Looking for

anyone with ideas; all are welcome.

Stamford postmaster buys land later offered

to Government for use as Post Office
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - The U.S.

postmaster in Stamford entered into a plan
to help his business partners buy 1 1 acres of
land later offered for sale to the government
for use as a post office, according to the U.S.
attorney's office.

The U.S. attorney's office says the alleged
agreement was a conflict of interest for the
postal office.

The U.S. attorney's office filed the claims
Monday in its response to a civil lawsuit in

U.S. District Court in Hartford. The lawsuit

was filed against the U.S. postmaster's

business associates, who said they lost

money because the government decided not

to buy the offered land. They are asking $3.3

million in damages.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! IMLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?!!!Liftl*Ad»G«t tic RESULTS!

a.
TONIGHT 7.9.1 1:00 PM

CCA. - $1.00
PRESENTED BY THOREAU HOUSE

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before

your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

CIcissifieds
The rates are Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days. 40c per tine

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY ! ! ! ! Littit A^ 0«t »IG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

73FietAl $1,100 256 8226

1970 Triumph GT8+. Excellent condition,

no rust. S850 or Best Offer 549-5057.

70 Ford LTD Good cond $850 562 4727

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
AMb »2 50 -SlydtnO with AMC C»ri) M 00 CImWim »1 7S-T*.i lit. Show Adults ft Sludtnu M SO]

Specul (nyngcmenls ticludcd

^,
Four outlaws

.

risk the onK
thing thev have

led to lose
K()^ s( Ml IDI K

PG

A coQ 0('« age lo a gaiflx-/ far frjr aw^/

Kf( vi<.i«Nrv> ««« nwfn

PO

Wed at 6 00 8 30

I Twi lite show tickets 5 30'»1 50

JAMES
BONO oor ^THE SPY

WHO
LOVED

m

tf

i
Wed at 6 00 8 30
Twi hie show tickets 5 30 $1 50

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 S27 5746

144S Volvo 72 aS.OOOmi. $1,600 Excel,

mech 256-8322

nf Chevy Belair. $150 or Best Offer 6-

5865

Fender Bass Music Master. Excel cond .

also Anhiif E Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Banio Excel Cond Best offer on both

Call Brian at 549 3796

Moped Motobecana. Almost brand new.
$325 Call 253 5594 Ask for Bill.

Infinity Qa spkrs. New w/ transferable

warrantee $215 Call 546 4132

SAVE up~to "50%on TENNIS SHOESi
Mens. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18

30 Just S10. 14. 50. Call 538 3181

FOR RENT

IBr. in 2Br »28Millhollow Apt . Summer
St , Amherst $102 Mo util inc Alan 549

1517

2 Tickets for Jethro Tull Concert in Sfid on

Nov 19 Tel 253 7610 for Wayne

LOSf

For A Good Layer Cake Custom made B
beaut if ullv decorated birthday etc Cakes

on 2 days notice Right on campus (not

associated with Campus Ed Servicel

Laurie 546 9576

HELP WANTED

Babysitter warm resp girl one night a

week for three girls 253 3149256 0577

Missing red leather Wallet Please turn in

at lost and found.

Lost Meal Book Please help me Lost in

Southwest Wed No reward, just sen-

timental value 6 9882

Ref. bormaiie. exc. cond $50 534-5413.

'68 VW Bug. VG Retnjilt engine, cond body
fair, $200 or BO Call 772 0672 Anytime

66 Volvo 122S. Gooid mechanical condition.

130,000miles Frame needs work. Call 256-

8467 Keep Trying.

122Volvo oarrs sedErwsaon. Rea. 665-4384.

71 VWSQBK. $770TorB.O 545 0811 Jack.

a Chevy Wagon $260 or B 549 5993

73 Oatsun, auto. V Gd cond $1,500 584
1594 After 6 00PM

Clin Mark III Skiis I170's) Never been
used $150 or Best OHer Call 665-4963
evenings

Addressers Wanted Immediatelyl Work
at home no experience necessary -

excellent pay Write American Service.
8350 Park Lane Suite 269, Dallas. Tx
75231.

T I SR-40 Calculator Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept

after 8p m. Desperately need it for28

Expert Typing, only 40cents/page Call

after 6. Mon Thurs . 256 8484

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file AM academic subiects Send $1 tor

mail order catalog Box2S818 2, Los
Angeles. Calif 9002512131477 8474

Expert Typing. Mary Beth eves. 586 1206.

Horses Boarded in exchange for use by
r.-spoiisihlf UM,iss student 863 2680

Soligor 90-230 F4 S zoom lens. UV filter

and case Screw mount. Exc Cond.
$90 Will fit most 35mm Call 6 8711

Hanimex Practica L 35mm SLR w 150mm
F2 8 lens, case. Wesson light meter
Honeywell flash, instructions Exc cond
$80 or Best Offer Call 6 8711

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer/Year round
Europe, S America, Australia. Asia etc
All fields. $500 $1,200 monthly Expenses
paid, sightseeing Free inform Write
International Job Center Dept MC Box
4490, Berkeley, CA 94704

doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 296-
6069

TRA VEL

AUDIO

Used Receivers. Speakers Call 546 4034

Turntable Pioneer PL112D $60 list $100
Only 4 mos old Call Marc, 6-4353

1909 Chevy Impala. 7 tires, $125. Call 584
4570

197S Volvo 164, AC Cruise control,

Michelins and snows, leather interior,

excellent condition inside and out All for

only $5 950 or Best Offer Call 253 5349

YOU WONT REGRET ITi

Fully restored 140yr. old farmhouse. 1

acre, wood burning stove, barn, two
bedrooms living room, dining room,
kitchen, bath. Taxes $96 $29,900. No
brokers please' 665 3560

Matching Executive Chair and Sofa $50
4 piece Oak Set Desk, 5 draw Chest 2
Cabnets asking $146 Call 253 7462

Stereo Strack AM FM Best Offer' Green
Suede Coat sue 9 Margie 584 9468

Experienced Waitresses.
Richards 1 1 to Ip m daily

Apply Poor CALCULATORS

ROOM WANTED

Js

MOTORCYCLE FOR SAL,i«
550 Honda $1,100 774-3422 or 562

4727

House for Sale- Lincoln Ave 8rm 4br
,
oil

heat exc cond Older Home $40,000 Al

Lasota 266 6381 Eve

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room In

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester possibly January
and for next two years including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545 3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

College Calculators o'ters low pnce ft full

service All models avail T159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 '316

Guatamala in January? Manan Ruins

lungle river trip climb semi active

volcanos Slide show at Hampshire Mon
Nov 7. 7 30 Prescott House Bl Lounge,

limited space 15, Dec 29 Jan 19,

$960 includes airfare round trip to

Guatamala accomodations food travel

expenses, guides throughout trip For

details call Holly Wheeler. Amherst 256

0219 evenings

PERSONALS

ENJERTAI\MENT

Pro Music Service BestmrorK
'.' ..u,( My.K. 546 4731 Rf.i

ll7H l iJd. ^.!ll^i^iliwn-J»^i^i.lii.^^H^^li''*^M.u^^l^nH^^t^f^^l;:

FOR SALE

Bik^act^Filing^sblnene^fhair
549 5725

Stereo System Strack, AM-FM radio.

turntable, four large speakers Pail S350
.

asking $200 Excellent condition 546 7696

WANTED SERVICES

Players forweekly Poker Club needed 12-3*
Call Bob at 549 13lfi

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models low prices Jack 586 0610

PEOPLE S LEAGUE SOCIALIST YOUNG
Unsc.r.imbiinq uf ihi' njme .ind the

messrige this vv 'v i' M " Cjmpus
Center 174

POLEI^rtlCALLY AND CONSTRUCTIVELY
ON SOCIALISM t-um 'hf. Social

Den'ocratic IfU tnis Wednesday .it 8 C
Center 174 Address by Prof Holesovsky

Hr)w to he a Socialist without being a fool

"'
I scoundrel

LET US MEET OPENLY in Campus
Cter 174 this Wednesday at 8 and hear

what Holesovsky and the YPSL people

i^rivp to say on socialism

REACH 25,000 READERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! !! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !! !Liftle A*« G«t tlC RESULTS!
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HWEST
RNIVAL

at the playing field

on University Drive

across from Southwest Dorms

Thursday October 20 6:30-10:30

Friday, October 21 6:30-Midnlght

Saturday, October 22 1 la.m.-Midnight

Sunday, October 23 1:00-8:00

Rides, games .balloons, food^ all with

FREE ADMISSION
Thursday is ALLCAMPUS NIGHT

•^i

All rides 4/$ 1.00

Sponsored by the Southwest Assembly

DOONKSBLRY by Garru Trudcau
coiiegj^tQ 19

*6UIPe TOUX)MBN
IN ATHUTlCS —
PARTa - sexis/i
ASP CONTACT
SPORTS.

^Wr} I X

FACT- ALTH0U6H Th£R£:
HAS Be£N 50M£ UMITBP
AaSPTANCe, n)ST MBN
AR£ fWNfULLY PATROM/Z/NS
lOltARPS HOMeN WHO mf
TO PARJiaWTE IN
CONTACT SPORTS."^

TYmi

•Zli3C; f

7

rx'\

POP INSTANCa. tfim
DO you soppose tub
AveRA6£ LINEBACXBR
MUU) PC IP HB SUPOBNLi
PtSCOVBRBP THAT THB BI&
PUNNIN6 BACK CHAR6IN6
AT HIM THR0(J6H \
TH£ UNB IMSA
WOMAN?-

^r^r^

.71^30-17

HB'PPPO&ABLY
TRY 70 TRY TO CALM

CALM HBR HBR POtUN.
'

POU/N?

B.C. by lohnny Hart

.. ANYBOPr/. ...

y
—

PEANLTS by Charles Schulz

TMEV LOOK 50METWIN6

Alike pon't thev ?

ACTUALLY THEV
J^ATE EACH OTHER! ji

7

WALI Y DORF by Rob Ranney

{jj\\t(c:\it you

been, Mack^
5hc 3-nAr»M€l shirts I

2 slueaters

I ijjoo\ cap

3pfS. lotig ^olins

WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

TEST^IZ TASTE
SiniATlOK : youA^ ATA REJSTAUJiANTz

STARE mEHTLY
AT THE JGfHAPEJ?

TO THE Ta0HT...
WiaTE Down

EVERYTHmi^
YOU SEE

CHECK YOUR
ANSWERS TO

THEKICfKT
'9^

^ U* L/» » CT tj

o
c s^t*

CM by Marty Maceda

ALIMIMM FOIL by Steve Latler

BtMB HE^RS THAT THE
CM£ PEOPLE HAVE DOUH

BLE CROSSED THE (2R&EH

PEPPER MEM'

HE FLiE.SO\;ER cake
^SLJ^^4D anP dpoP5 A

HU6£ LOAD Of CHEE;^
0\ IT'

THE CHE.ESE TURhVS
THE CAKIE f'AE.H INTO
cheese: CAKES'

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY. OCTO-
BER II — Bom today, you
are one of those in-tandem
individual* who worka best
in partnership with others.
L«ft to your own devices,
you may be uncertain and,
in consequence, late in the
performance of duties and
the meeting of challenges.
When worldng with at least
one other person, however,
you produce to the beat of
what is by nature a very
high ability. You are not a
leader, but you are a cre-
ative follower - which
means that you can make
the kind of changes neces-
sary to make directives
more profitable.

Vou possess a marvelous
facility with words. Able to
express yourself clearly,
succinctly, and interest-
ingly. You may not be able
to act on your own initia-
tive, but you have a knack
for speaking which helps
others make their own de-
cisions for action. You are
amusing as well as inter-
esting and can usually
transform even the dullest
subject into one that cap-
tures the fancy of your
audience.

You have an eye for real
property, seeming to know
what will sell and what will
not. This does not mean,
however, that you would do
well in the role of a realtor,
for you are not by nature a
salesman. You would do
well as a 'scout' for real-

tors, or aa a trouble-
shooter to diacover what ia

keeping a given realty firm
from progressing, and so
on.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER

20

LIBRA(Sept.2S-Oct.22) —
Though you may find an-
other difficult to under-
stand at this time, you
would do well to come tc a
meeting of minds.
SC0RPIO(Oct. 23-Nov.

21 ) — Your strong person-
ality should be enough to
get you through a fairly
difficult day in good order.
Friends lend aid at eve-
ning.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) — You may go
from nothing to an embar-
rassment of riches today in
at least one facet of your
Ufe.

CAPRICORNrDec.22-
Jan.l9) — Be thankful for
the break in routine that
has put your case before
those of others. Expect
advancement.
AOUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) — FlexibiUty is

what is needed if you are to
meet the day's challenges
successfully. Don't be
mislead by 'friendly'

advice.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) — A desire for travell

may lead you into more
than one interesting expe-i

rlence today. Take youii
cue from a youngater.
ARIES! March21-Aprll

19) - If sUence were
golden you'd be a very ricq

person today. Make an
fort to conununicate late

:

the day.

TAURUS(April 20-May
20) — Be wary of your own
curiosity, it could lead yo|i
into some strange and po«-
•ibiy dangerous areas df
activity. Learn froqi
another's experience.
QEMINKMay 21-June20)

— An exceptional opportu-
nity for gain may confuse
as well as elate you. Don't
be surprised to find yout*-
self of two-minds.
CANCER(June 21-Ju)v

22) — Your honest at>-

proach to a problem that lis

potentially risky gives yfu
an advantage over thoae
who would take shortcuts.
LE0(July 23-Aug.22) —

Your own inherent sense of
fair play may be in for a
jostling today. Another's
decisions may not sit well
with your principles. i

VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Definite signs of fatigue
may be displayed not only
in your face but in your
actions. Seek time alone
toward day's end.
OipyrlgM. 1977. United Feature Synth

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Breathe
laboriously

5 Facial
adornment

10 Eugene—
Socialist

14 Muslim VIP
15 Be of one

mind
16 Drunken cry
17 Racetrack
19 Suffer

intense
longing

20 Try to sell

21 out

Explained
23 "The Big

Knife"
author

25 Highest
note

26 "Way Down
upon the

River"

29 Sailors
34 Fuzz
35 Pronoun of

old
37 Ism
38 Formic acid

source
39 Loom part

41 Light
refreshment

42 Fight

44 Pump
45 Nuisance

46 Reason tor

aspirin

48 Looks

curiously
50 Domesday

Book
money

51 Stair part

53 Sties
57 Backs out of

a promise
61 Mine tunnel

62 Basis for a

loan 2

words
64 No part

65 Harangue
66 General

atmosphere
67 Happy
68 Appraised
69 Boom

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday Puzzle Solved

DOWN
1 Large
umbrella

2 God of love

3Grain:
Prefix

4 High pt of

land Obs
5 Defective

molars: 2

words
6 Wading bird

7 Nigerian
negro

8 German
river

9 More
profound

10 Leave a jet

1

1

Harmful
12 Fillet

13 Sow
18 Teased

Informal

22 Cream of

the crop
24 Suffocate
26 Cut violently

27 Shrink, as in

pain

28 Bone
cavities

30 Vehicle
31 Penetrate
32 Singer Delia

33 Facts and
figures In-

formal
36— money
39 Do without
40 Decreased
43 Took as

onesown
45 Dams
47 Frankness
49 Look after

52 Angry
53 Sudden

emotional
distress

54 False god
55 Miss

Lo'lobrigida

56 Antitoxins

58 Sticky
substance;
Informal

59 Heating
vessel

60 Prophet
63 Wrestlers

milieu
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Curt P. Kohlberti

Inside the turnsty/e: Hinsdale
About one hour's drive from the outskirts

of UMass is New Hampshire's favorite all-
purpose betting facility, Hinsdale Race
Track. Up until the late 1960's, Hinsdale was
known exclusively as a dog track because of
its relatively small, one-half mile racing
surface, they somehow manage to call a
track with its drainage problems.

Hinsdale's average handle (amount of
money wagered at the track including the
19.8 per cent 'take " - track's expenses and
profit margin) rarely exceeded $175,000 on a
given night, basically because of the low-
class caliber of greyhounds that raced there.
These greyhounds were strictly New England
bred as opposed to Florida dogs, and I'm
sure some of the less successful dogs also
double as the family pet for some country
family that needs a dog to chase out the
crows in their cornfields.

To give an accurate picture of how poor
the dogs were, greyhounds are trained to kill,

and race with a muzzle latched over the front
end of their 50 to 70 pound frames.
The dogs that raced at Hinsdale (and will

begin racing again shortly when the harness
racing season breaks! couldn't even pass a
St. Bernard on a two-lane highway. After
another greyhound track opened in New
Hampshire (Seabrook) a few years ago,
Hinsdale's board of officers (under the
advice of the New Hampshire Racing
Commission) voted to expand the racing
format to include harness racing (possibly
one of the most crooked sports) in order to
increase profits and remain in business.

Last wppk a companion and I traveled the
50 odd miles via route 91 through Massa-
chusetts and Vermont, until we reached
Hinsdale, somewhere in the boondocks of
New Hampshire.
As most knowledgeable horse players will

attest, just the sight of a track previously
untamed by oneself will start the adrenalin
going at a rapid rate. The vibes on different
numbers and hunches start filling the mind,
and in return the wallet.

The walk from the sparsely filled parking
lot was relatively short, and after I had
handed the cashier my complimentary
passes, the race between the rest of the
betting public and my sixty dollars was on.

After settling into our grandstand seats, I

started to realize that Hinsdale was definitely
"different

" than any other of the harness
racing establishments I had ever wagered at.
The grandstand contained many of the
"regulars": (a group of elderly country
gentlemen who believe in constantly
sampling the alcohol available at the track,
and their ever-present female companions
what also feel that they should try "just
one").

These friendly, old-fashioned country
people happily obliged my request of filling

me in on the bener (or most crooked) drivers,
the condition of the track, and the times i

should expect from the winning horses.
This type of information is always available

at most racetracks by consultation among
fellow horseplayers, but the tips that ac-
company this type of propaganda should
generally be discarded before the brain sends
Its messages through the fingers to the green
and white paper that bears our presidents'
portraits.

After purchasing my program (a
reasonable fifty cents) and Longshot Louie's
tip sheet (a good bookmark, but that's all),

my handicapping talents went to work.
After one quick glance at the first race, I

became aware of why Hinsdale is truly a
"different" track. The lowest purse offered
at Yonkers Raceway, the premier trotting
facility on the east coast is 7,500 dollars. At
Meadowlands racetrack in New Jersey 6,500
dollars.

The purse of the first race at Hinsdale was
a lucrative five hundred dollars.
My mind went to work; the winning pacer

(or trotter) receives fifty per cent of the total
purse, the second place horse twenty-five
per cent, and the third and fourth place
horses fifteen and ten per cent respectively.
The driver receives ten per cent of his horses'
earnings, but there are approximately thirty-

odd drivers who ride at Hinsdale every night
who have to earn a living for themselves and
their families.

Therefore, after equipment and trans-
portation costs, even if a driver can win two
races a night (fifty to eighty dollars
depending on the purses) and also finish with
a third and a fourth (another twenty odd
dollars), he will barely cover his expenses
even though he had a good night. Thus, if a
driver is given two hundred dollars in small
bills in a brown paper bag before a race, he
becomes a two to five favorite to do
whatever the owner of the two hundred
wants him to do.

At most harness tracks, I'm sure, fixing

occurs quite often. At Hinsdale, I'd bet my
trousers that there aren't two "straight"

lockeys (drivers who's horse could possibly
win the race) in a given pacing event.

Fixing undoubtedly occurs less frequently
as the quality of horses and purse money
goes up. I think there is still a great deal of
fixing everywhere in the racing circuit, but
the better the track, the more money it costs
to fix a race effectively, as the above figures
prove.

Even with the knowledge that fixing is

always occurring, I can think of very few
other places where you can have as much
fun in trying to guess the winner of a given
race as at Hinsdale.

By no means is it impossible to win,
because by reading the program effectively
and having a good background in handi-
capping (or if you're just plain lucky) your
chances of returning back to Amherst with
nnore money than you left with definitely
increase with experience.

Personally, I have purchased a tidy sum of
losing tickets in my career, but the feeling
after cashing in a 750 dollar, perfecta ticket
only matches that of filling an inside straight
flush in five card stud.

With post time a mere four minutes away,
my mind was made up on the number four
horse Miss Gentry, a fourteen year old mare
driven by Tom Vandestine, the leading sulky-
sitter in the fall meeting.

Unlike thoroughbred racing, where the
jockeys ride atop the horses, in harness
racing the driver occupies a sulky, a two-
wheeled chair-seat that seats the driver with
his face directly behind the animal's
posterior.

Since the track is only one-half mile in

circumference, the horses must race around
the track twice before completing the race.

After a detailed explanation on how to
reach the program which produced ab-
solutely no success, my companion and I

proceeded to make our way to the ten dollar
perfecta window where I was preparing to
bet Miss Gentry with the favorite Brave Ben,
and Phoenix, and 80-1 shot driven by the
world famous Toivo Tommila.

A perfecta ticket means that in order to
win I had to pick the first and second place
finishers in the race in that order.
"Aaaand they're off," were the only

sounds I remember hearing as I realized that
my bets could no longer be placed, the race
having started during my explanation.
As we made our way back to our seats, I

glanced outside to see that Miss Gentry was
riding a comfortable third as the eight horse
field rounded the quarter pole.

When we found our seats I glanced out
and spotted Miss Gentry in second place
with three-eights of a mile to go.
My attention grew rapidly as the horses

made the turn into the stretch as Miss Gentry
was up by three lengths, then four, and
finally finishing a solid five lengths in front of
the rest of the field. Brave Ben (the favorite)
finished second.

The tote board flashed "two dollar per-
fecta ticket pays $31.20."

Multiply that by five and I am up 156
dollars minus twenty, or 136 dollars if I had
made it to the window.

My smile had disappeared, as did my
visions of a profitable night as I explained my
misfortune over a "few samples" of the good
old fashioned moonshine that was highly
touted by the track's regulars.

I had beaten the odds, but had nothing to
show for It. A feeling of despair ran
throughout my body as I charted the next
race.

My discontent grew as Empire Kurt, an
eight year old gelding with a good man
(that's all) and Rivercress Squaw with
Vandestine (Longshot Louie's best bet) ran
third and fourth, while my bankroll steadily
decreased.

Finally, in one final all or nothing try, I

made a valiant effort in the sixth race by
playing all my marbles on J.J.'s Best, a
brown five year old gelding that I had
watched run well at Foxboro, my "home
track".

He was racing against the worst bunch of
also rans that had ever been assembled. At
four to one, J.J.'s Best was money in the
bank as I watched him make an excellent
effort only to see him finish behind the
favorite in a photo-finish.

All or nothing bets are lousy unless your
horse wins, I'll attest to that because I didn't
have a cent on J.J.'s Best to be second, I

only played him to win.

As some crisp engllsh muffins ac-
companied my orange juice ala breakfast in

bed, I explained to my loyal companion the
reasons why I had lost at Hinsdale.
"The lighting was bad," and "my pants

were on too tightly, "

I reasoned.
My companion just laughed.
"Harness racing," she explained, "is for

the birds."

"Yes,
"

I added. "But I like flying around."

Bowlers falter in tourney
The UMass Bowling Club traveled to

Hamden, Connecticut last Saturday for
Its fiist tournament, sponsored by
Southern Connecticut State College.

Both the women's and men's teams
did not fare as well as last year's
champion teams, as both failed to place
in the top three spots. University of
Lowell won the Men's division, while

Central Connecticut State's women's
team captured the women's title

Jane O'Neil from UMass rolled a
blistering 225 game to capture high game
in the tournament for the women's
division. Other bright spots were Dave
Tursky's 200 game and Roger Norcross's
227 game.
The next tournament will be November

5 and 6, a Doubles Classic in Springfield.
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TYPEWRITER RIBBON
AND TYPING PAPER

AT
A. J. HASTINGS 45 S.

45 S. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

INDULGE WITHOUT GUILT
SKI FOR FREE

WIN KILLIHGTOH //^V^ THOMPSON 104
LIFT TICKETS ^^^ TONIGHT 8<00

SKI MOVIES
We Welcome New Members

^
The Orchard Hill Ceramics Room

has a

workstudy position for a

Co ordin at or
Jot) (loscriptions nro av.iildblo at the ceramics room in Grayson Dorm.

S^'oH l.ttrr of ..pplici.t.on and resume to Orchard Hill Ceramics Room, co
Ml li"vr.; House <(le,j(llinf> in Oct 28)

OH Central is an affirmative action equal opportunity employer. J

BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

6:30-9:00

(99
MIKE 'A

MESTYIEW ^^p

253-9202

X2:

Any student who wishes to serve

on the new/y formed

Collective Bargaining Committee
of the

Undergraduate Student Senate

should contact the Speaker in

Rm420 Student Union

or

call 5-0341.

•. J, .»;««:<•»: ifX'X x^>:<» wox xu'X< :n*.w vw.v^^^-vva'jt

At Hardee's" we're having a special on roast beef sandwiches
2 for a $1 Even if you're not a roast beef fan,

at these prices you'll become one

1 ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES I

F0R$1.
II (loocl at all particioat'og Hardee s I

Hardeer
it^v\);\,^d^

of Hadley
430 Russell Street

Hadley., Ma; 256 8006

The place that brings you back
one coupon per customer please Coupon expires October 31 . 1977

I
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Two Yankees
eyed by UM
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

To be one kind of Yankee fan or another
kind of Yankee fan, that is the question.
The name or noun — "Yankee" possesses

an interest in one form or another for all

UMass sports fans.

One is a team owning that noun which
would have tried last night to win their 21st
World Championship. The other noun is a
league title, which will be pursued on Oc-
tober 22 and November 12 by a team that has
a different name.
The team that owns the noun — The New

York Yankees would have tried last night to
capture their first World Championship since
1962. As of this writing (10-18), the Yankees
lead the best of seven series with the Los
Angeles Dodgers, three games to two.
The league title that owns the noun — The

Yankee Coference is being pursued by the
UMass Minutemen, who with their new
fangled passing attack and stubborn defense
find themselves in the thick of the title race
with an unblemished 3-0 record (5-1 overall).

Both Yankee nouns are stimulating the
nerve centers of the UMass sports fan in one
way or another.

The Yankee batters, unlike last year, are
smart and hitting to the opposite field, hitting

behind runners, bunting and sacrificing

rather than going for the fences.
... And the Yanks' defense. When was the

last time you saw chubby Lou Piniella leap
three feet off the ground to rob someone of a

home run ? or Mickey Rivers judge fly balls

perfectly through the smog and brilliant

California sun?
Call Billy Martin's crew any adjective you

want, but given them credit. The pinstripers

have proven their worth by overcoming a 2-1

deficit in games to the KC Royals and by
taking three games from the well-balanced
Dodgers. And the Yanks have done all this

with team dissention! Much like the Oakland
A's of the seventies and the St. Louis
Cardinals of the thirties, the New Yorkers
keep winning despite their dugout squab-
bles.

The latest "Yankee-panky" involves a

disgruntled Ed Figueroa who wanted to go
back to his home in Puerto Rico because
Martin reneged his promise that Figueroa
would start game six. We all know Reggie
Jackson blasted Martin's decision to pitch

Catfish Hunter in game two. All this amidst
rumors that Munson, Torrez, Holtzman,
Hunter, and everybody except the Coke boy
in section nine want to get the hell out of
New York.

Perhaps Reggie Jackson sums it up best
when he says that Billy Martin deserves a

Nobel Peace Prize for keeping the team
together. Coming from a man that would just

as soon send Martin and his wife on a luxury

vacation to Devil's Island, that's quite a

compliment.
Enough of those Yankees. Let s talk about

the Yankee Conference and the , rospects of

UMass winning the league title

The "Mike Fallon — Kevin Cummings
Show" was the main attractic at Alumni
Stadium Saturday, as UMass ' 'ezed over
URI 37-6.

Fallon, who just two week? ago set a

single-game passing record ([ d passes)

against Youngstown State, thre four more
touchdown passes and Kevi' Cummings
was on the receiving end of three (tying a

single-game touchdown recepton record
which he set against Youngstowr ;wo weeks
ago).

The Minutemen, after an op' ning game
loss to Army, have reeled r" 5-straight

victories and have outscored the opponents
in those 5 games by a phenomenal 177-35.

The UMies own a perfect 3-0 Yankee
Conference record with two games left.

However, the two games are at UConn's den
and UNH's lair. Also keep in mind that the
Wildcats are ranked number 2 in the country
in Division II and own a 6-0 record.

We all know what UConn and UNH teams
have done in the past, but 1977 might be the
year UMass dethrones UNH for the Yankee
Conference title.

The Minutemen of 1977 should beat a

weak and vyinless UConn team this Satur-
day, October 22, which would then set up a

Yankee Conference grand finale between
UMass and UNH on Saturday, November 12
in the Granite state.

Methinks that Messrs. John Willis, John
D'Amato, Phil Puopolo, Dave Bemis, John
McDonald, and other members of the "Iron
Curtain," otherwise known as the defense,
will have something to say to the Wildcats'
running back Bill Bumham and quartert)ack
Jeff Allen.

... and I don't think it will be ntc«.

Methinks that the UMass offense,
averaging 35 points per game (over the last 5
games), coupled with the stingy defense
allowing only 7 points per ganne (over the last

5 games), will cause head coach Dick
MacPherson to do his Frank Sinatra

imitation.
"

... and it was a very good year (1977 —
that is)."
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iCollegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team

TiesI

I

I

I

I.U. of Rhode Island

j
2. AlC

]
3. Pennsylvania

I
4. Colorado

I

[
5. Kentucky

I 6. No. Carolina St.

j

7. use

]
8. Washington St.

I 9. Baltimore
I

I

10. Denver

I
11. Houston

12. Minnesota

you think will win
are losses

I

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

Boston U.

Springfield

Yale

Nebraska

Georgia

Clemson

Notre Dame

Stanford

New England

Cincinnati

Los Angeles

Pittsburgh
Winner is determined by person who Dirlr* mft«t«»«,— . .

I
winn.r ,. p,™on comin, c,L.°Z^c\^n^\Z'l?ZT.rZT- '" "" "' "'•

UMass UConn
If still tied.winner will be drawn.
Contest is open to all UMass students and employees. Entries (limit one oer <

persm,) are due at the Cof,eg,sn Sports Desk, 101 Campus Center by Sp'r^
'

PirawniVt"^
'^'°^ '"*"" '""^ *"'' ^ ""*" '°^ "^""^ " ^"^ HIDEOUT, 103 N.

NAME --

ADDRESS

PHONE

Pizza Bowl wrap-up No. 1
Winner of last week's first Pizza Bowl was

lonald J. Arena of 15k Brandywine Apart-
nents, who correctly picked nine out of 12
tames.

Several other contestants picked nine
lames, but Arena was the closest to picking
he UMass-URI game's score, as he was 14
oints off.

Sixty-seven persons played the game, and
otal percentage of picks was .5^.
UMass was everyone's ace in the hole, as

M 67 people picked the Minutemen,
orrectiy, of course. Colorado-Kansas was
n automatic loss, since it was a tie. Dart-
Touth- Harvard was an automatic loss to
x)st people as well, as only 10 people chose

the Cnmson. BU was the next most un-
derrated team, as 18 people picked the
Terners to beat Holy Cross, to their ad-
vantage. West Virginia (40) and UCLA (43)
were also popular picks, which was un-
fortunate, since they lost.

Tossup game of the week was the
Steelers- Bengals contest, with 33 people
opting for the Steelers, and 34 for Cinci. This
was also the game which decided the
winner.

Tom Kopec and Mark Rovelli came closest
to picking the UMass score, only three points
away, but should've payed more attention to
their prognosticating, as they slumped badly
there.

Metwomen drub Keene;
Huskies are next foe
V ED POWERS
'o/fegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team upped
s season record to 5-4, with an easy 7-0

/hitewashing of Keene State yesterday
fternoon in a home match on the NOPE
outs.
The shutout, against what Coach Bill Yu

escribed as "a very weak tennis team,"
ook only about three quarters of an hour to
omplete. Keene State was simply com-
eting out of its league, he said.

The women will complete their regular

aason play this afternoon in a 3:00 home
latch against the University of Connecticut
n the lower Boyden courts. UConn

traditionally fields a strong women's tennis
team and UMass should be hard-pressed to
finish its season with a winning record. Yu
expects the match to be a good one.

This weekend, UMass will send two
singles players and two doubles teams to
Amherst College for the New England's. The
two representatives being sent to the
tournament by Yu in the singles competition
will be Cathy Maher and Lee Robb. The two
doubles teams which will be competing will

be Dawn Minaai and Jennifer Ranz, and
Cathy Sullivan and Martha Awiszus.
The tournament features the finest talent

in women's tennis in the New England area.
Yu expects to see some "fine and exciting

matches this weekend at Amherst College."

tBooters finally win
DNT. FROM PAGE 24

Jt that called-back goal was definitely the
rning point."

It was a good win for UMass, but if it plans
beating UConn this Friday, the team is

ling to have to take advantage of the
tponent's mistakes, which it still hasn't
en doinq lately.

FOOT-NOTES: *Greg Omasta, complete
ith partially shaven head due to a cut to the
ain, was an inspiration as he guarded the
ater container ...co-Capt. and defender Ed

Niemiec was also absent, because of injury ...

an additional gold star goes to midfielder
Andy Moore, who chipped in with a solid
performance ... all the Minuteman victories
thus far have been shutouts ... while on the
subject, goaler Hodgdon is just one shy of
the UMass shutout mark. Also the most
goals he's given up thus far in regulation time
is two, vs. Vermont ... the WPI field was an
interesting combo between a mine field and
a golf course ... and Worcester is really a very
pretty town, just as you're leaving.

ETC. COPY CORPORATION
WITH THIS COUPON

high quality copies low low prices

Special Limited Offer

Com plime ntary Bru nch

LIVE LOBSTER

at Amherst Deliwith every $5 order

1 -99 copies — 4' each

AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS

233 N. Pleasant 549-0566

^e C/^PTp\iri's i^BLG

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ^5^^

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAV
4-6 P.M.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69C
com* to our

4th ANNUAL HAUOWEEN COSTUME PARTY

Thurs., Oct. 27th

Damon Rd., Northampton

There IS m differefueHnS:,.

Levi's cattm
*••

••#

Pf«€PAlE FOR

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
y/Sr ' SAT

Oti' broad 'in^o of piogi»-'% < ('-ae-, an umbre'ij n' ji'.i
ng »no«*f)o* 'r>a' enables .^ -,. o"«" r^t bvs^ ncepaa'";"
ata'i9bie nt 'laiier *^.f ^ tou'so <$ taiier fUer 39 ve.ll^
1-' «»«,•>«'.. 1 ( ' a^d Success Sn^H r ,1SS#>S v^U.mim.o^
fome study mat*>r,ais Ccu'ses tha? j'p cofis'ani y op
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Losing pitcher Bert Hooton in action against the Yankees last night. Hooton
gave up three hits and four runs in three innings, including a home run to Reggie
Jackson. He was removed after facing two batters in the fourth, and was charged
with the loss. (UPI photo)

Jackson cheers Martin
NEW YORK [UPI] - Reggie Jackson,

whose battles with Billy Martin have torn the
Yankees apart, said Tuesday the an-
nouncement of the Yankee manager's return

next year came at a perfect time.

"Did you read the papers today?" said

Jackson prior to the sixth game of the World
Series. "With all the latest controversy, it

came at an opportune time. We needed it

today. It was good timing
"

Martin was given a bonus and a new
luxury automobile in a surprising an-
nouncement Tuesday by the Yankees. He
has two years remaining on his current
contract.

"I think it's well-deserved," said Jackson,
who was upset at Martin for benching him in

the last game of the American League play-
offs and then second-guessed his manager
after Martin started Catfish Hunter in the
second game of the World Series. "I don't
say I'm sympathetic to Billy, but I know what
he's gone through. He's been through even
more than nie.

I didn't find out about it until I got to the
park, but I could see it in his face. He was
more relaxed," added Jackson. "The season
has aged him. Now he can start being 49
instead of 99."

Spikers flounder again;

Central Conn triumphs
By LEO PELOQUIN-
Collegian Staff

In Central Connecticut last night, the
UMass women's volleyball team failed to win
a game as it finished last in the tri-meet vs.

Central Connecticut and the University of
New Haven.
Coach Dianne Thompson called the

match," ...a dismal night.. .the worst we
looked all year."

Central Connecticut raised its record to 13-

4 in disposing of the spikers in quick fashion
by the scores of 15-3, 15-0. Thompson said
that Central's center hitter completely
dominated, noting that UMass only got to
serve 8 times in the entire match.
"We did a good job in setting up their

center," said Thompson.
While Central was expected to give the

locals a tough time because of its advantage
in height and experience, the University of
New Haven-UMass match figured to be a
little more competitive and it was.
UMass jumped out to a quick 5-0 lead in

the first game but could not sustain its fast

start and wound up on the short end of a 15-

12 decision.

In the second game, there was more

frustration. This time, the spikers led 13-7 but
victory eluded them again. New Haven came
scrapping back to win the game. 16-14 and
the match, 2 games to none

Thompson admitted that the team played
poorly vs. Central Connecticut but she said
that she felt that the officiating played a key
role in the loss to New Haven. She said that
New Haven was not being called for many of
the violations that UMass was cited for,

noting that one of the officials was the New
Haven field hockey coach and a close friend
of the volleyball coach.
However, she refused to blame the of-

ficials totally.

She said, "There was a total lack of

communication on the floor (by UMass). Our
inexperience showed."
She also aid that the team still seems to

have a psychological block about winning,
always seerriing to feel that they are going to
lose no matter what the score.

Central Connecticut went on to win the tri-

match, beating New Haven 16-14 and 15-5.

New Haven is now 6-1 on the year while
UMass' record fell to 2-9. The team will host
a quad- match on Saturday at one p.m. in

NOPE.

Celts lose In Johnson deal
NEW YORK [UPI] - National

Basketball Association commissioner
Larry O'Brien yesterday nullified the trade
of forward John Johnson from Houston

to Boston but ruled the Celtics still mus
forfeit two second round draft choices to
the Rockets.

r-^
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Jackson swats three homers

Yankees World Champs; 8-4!!

Reggie Jacksut, ii«o d Au*tu bttries record last night by slamming three horn

e

runs in the Yankee's 8-4, sixth game victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers that gave
the Bronx Bombers their first World Championship since 1962. Jackson is pictured
here slugging a fourth inning two-run homer off the Dodgers' Burt Hooton. (UPI)

Booters nip WPI
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Willy Sorensen and Mike Shannon popped
in second half goals to lead the UMass
soccer team to a 2-0 win over Worcester
Polytechnic Institute yesterday in Worcester.

Sorensen's goal, hts first this year, came at
the 31:37 mark while Shannon's, his second,
arrived at 38:17 The two goals ended a
Minuteman scoring drought which was
approaching three games. It evened UMass'
record at 4-4.

Up to that point it was a defensive war.
The UMass defense totally shut off WPI's
scoring machine, John Pavlos. It was a team
effort. With Messrs Aronson, St. Martin,

Veale, and Vassalotti constantly applying the
pressure. The WPI defense allowed more
UMass shots to be taken than WPI had, but
they were all handled by the Tech goal-
keeper. Bob Grochmal.

There were missed opportunities on both
sides. Bobby Abt of UMass, starting his first

game at forward, hit the top right hand
corner early in the first half. Joel Mascolo
was stopped at point blank range by Groch-
mal.

For WPI, It was no better: it had a goal
disallowed early in the second half on a

penalty. This would be the turning point for

both clubs, as Sorensen scored shortly after.

For both teams it was an afternoon of
almosts but not quites.

It was an especially rough game, with both
teams giving and taking the punishment.
Mark Vassalotti of UMass was particularly
boisterous. He got a yellow card (warning)
from the referee early on because of his
roughhouse style.

Hard hitting abounded, and each hit was
greeted with complaints from the opposing
bench. Each time, the referees turned a deaf
ear. It was a tough day for the refs, and it

resulted in a subpar officiating performance.
Once again, with the aid of his defenders,

Mark Hodgdon had an excellent game in

goal. The few shots that WPI managed were
easily turned back by the Minuteman goal-
keeper, who must be considered for all

Yankee Conference honors. The shutout was
a total group effort by the defense, with
everyone playing well.

"I feel damn good," said Minuteman
coach Russ Kidd afterwards. "They had a
hex on us. A shutout is always good, and we
shut down Pavlos. Larry Aronson had Pavlos
in his back pocket. Willy Sorensen played his
best game of the year. Mike Shannon was
also big, Mike St Martin and Tommy
Koutsoukos controlled the middle. Now we
can go to Connecticut feeling good."
WPI coach Alan King thought, "It was a

tough game: I thought we outplayed them,

TURN TO PAGE 22

NEW YORK lUPI] - The feudin' and
fussin New York Yankees won their first

World Series since 1962 last night when their

No. 1 problem child, Reggie Jackson, came
through in his customary October style with
a record- setting three home runs and five

RIB in an 8-4 triumph over the Los Angeles
Dodgers.

In winning the best of seven series in six

games, the Yankees thus notched their 21st
World Championship in 31 appearances and
defeated the Dodgers for the seventh time in

nine World Series meetings.
Jackson, a hero of past World Series with

the Oakland As, put the Yankees ahead with
a two-run homer off right-hander Burt
Hooton in the fourth inning, belted a two- run
homer in the fifth and added the coup-de-
gras - a solo shot 440 feet into the center
field bleachers in the eighth — as he lived up
to his reputation as one of baseball's top
"money" players.

Jackson's three home runs equalled the
World Series single game record held by the
legendary Babe Ruth and his five homers for

the series set a record.

Mike Torrez also played a prominent role in

the clincher. The right-hander stopped the
Dodgers on nine hits in beating them for t

second time in four days, both complete
games. He gave up two unearned first-inning

runs and a 425-foot homer to Reggie Smith,
his third of the series, in the third, but gave
up only four hits and one run over the last

five innings.

The Yankees' victory was perhaps inspired
by the vote of confidence given to Manager
Billy Martin earlier in the day. Club president
Gabe Paul ended speculation that Martin
would be fired by saying he would return for

the final two years of his contract — and
with a substantial bonus.
When the game ended on a popout bunt

to Torrez by pinch- hitter Lee Lacy, the fans,
who began congregating in the aisles in the

eighth inning, rushed onto the field and
Jackson and his teammates had all they
could do to zig-zag their way to the dugout
without being molested. Graig Nettles and
Thurman Munson were the last two into the
dugout and they had to literally fight off the
fans in hand-to-hand combat.
The Yankees fell behind 2-0 in the first

inning but Chris Chambliss showed quickly
that it was going to be the Yankees' night
when he hit a two-run homer to tie the game
in the second. Smith's homer put the
Dodgers ahead in the third, but then Jackson
took over.

It was ironic but perhaps fitting that
Jackson should emerge as the batting hero
of the finale. Jackson was at the center of
many of the Yankees' controversies during
the year and he had repeated run-ins with
Martin that threatened to disrupt the spirit of
the club.

But when the money was on the line — as
it was down the stretch and in the post-
season competition - it was Jackson who
most often came through in the clutch for
the Yankees.
And the crowd loved him. Each time

tackson hit a home run the crowd screamed
.". -'qie! Reggie! Reggie!" and Jackson

ack wiedged the cheers by waving his cap
to tht more than 56,000 fans. After his final
homer the crowd would not quiet down until
Jackson came out of the dugout and made
an appearance. He smiled at the crowd and
tipped his cap, much in the manner of the
legendary Ruth.

Jackson's blast in the fifth, with Willie
Randolph aboard on a fielder's choice, put
the Yankees ahead 7-3 and his solo shot in

the eighth closed out their scoring to make
Jackson the only player in series history ever
to hit four home runs in four successive
official at-bats. Jackson had homered in the
eighth inning of game 5 in his last at-bat
Sunday.

Iiidy Van Handle

Minutemen's No. 1 rival

Fullbacks Mark Vassalotti (left) and Pat Veale played key defensive roles In
UMass 2-0 victory over WPI on Wednesday. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

Some people say it's Holy Cross..

Others say it's New Hampshire.
And^even more say it's Boston College
But they're all wrong.
Everybody knows the identity of UMass'

biggest rival in the world of sports.

It's the nasty, dastardly University of

Connecticut.

And the Minutemen football team,
currently riding a euphoric five-game win-
ning streak, will travel down to that thriving

metropolis of Storrs Saturday to take on the
Huskies.

On the surface, at least, UMass should
have an easy time with UConn, since the
Huskies are acting much like mere puppies
this season.

UConn is 0-6 (0-2 in the Yankee Con-
ference) under first-year coach Walt Nadzak,
The Huskies have been plagued with all sorts

of problems, ranging from an unsettled

starting lineup to conflicts with the campus
newspaper.

But don't let that fool you.

Sure, UConn is obviously not in UMass'
class. 0-6 vs 5-1 is proof in itself.

Skip back a year, though. Oct. 23, 1976.
Alumni Stadium. UMass' Homecoming
weekend. UConn at 0-6 is taking on the 4-1

Minutemen.
Brian McNally sets two UMass passing

records, for most yards gained passing in a

single game (389), and most passes com-
pleted in a single contest (32). The
Minutemen outgain the Huskies nearly two-
to-one in total offensive yardage.

An easy UMass win, right?

Wrong.
UConn capitalized on six Minutemen

turnovers and went on to post an em-
barrassing 28 6 win.

Incidentally, that loss started UMass on
the road to ruin. What had looked like a

winning record suddenly turned into a

nightmare. From that point on, the

Minutemen went 1-4 in the second half of '76

to wind up 5-5 on the year. And if UMass had
beaten the Huskies, it would have wound up
sharing the Beanpot with New Hampshire,

even though the Minutemen were shut out
by the Wildcats, 23-0, later on in the season.

So thanks to UConn, UMass lost

momentum, a winning season, and a sweet
win over its biggest rival.

Back in 1974, the Minutemen lost an early

lead to the Huskies and trailed, 10-9, late in

the game. A fourth quarter drive stalled at

the one. With time running out, Greg Sprout
had the potential winning field goal blocked.

Films later showed that nullifying penalties

should have been called, thus necessitating

another attempt. But no infractions were
assessed, and the Minutemen were unhappy
one- point losers.

What of this year?

Well, the Minutemen should emerge from
Memorial Stadium with a six-game victory
skein, a 6-1 record; a 4-0 YanCon mark, and
bragging rights for 1977.

But Saturday is UConn's own
Homecoming game, and the opponent is

UMass.

That should prove to be fair enough
warning for the Minutemen, because
everyone knows of the venom that exists

between the two schools:

— Remember 1975, when the UMass
basketball team was excluded from the

ECAC post-season playoffs although the

Minutemen won the Yankee Conference and
posted one of the better records in New
England? Which school finished second in

the conference, had a worse seasonal mark,

and yet was chosen to enter the tourney over

UMass?

Yup, UConn.
-How about 1976, when the ECAC

tournament selection committee couldn't

bypass the Minutemen, who had a 21-4 year
in their last season in the Yan Con? Everyone
expected a UMass- Providence final, with the
winner going on to the NCAA tourney.

But Joey Whelton threw in a 20-foot jump
shot with three seconds remaining to give

the Huskies one- point upset win over the
obviously shaken Minutemen.
Remember last season on the court, when

UMass pulled out two last-second wins over
UConn? The Minutemen won the first on a

comeback effort capped by a Derick
Claiborne bank shot, and then blew a 10-

point lead in the last two minutes of the
second, but were saved from overtime when
Tony Hanson missed the back end of a one-
and-one.

Yes, even though much of the UMass-
UConn rivalry has been generated by
basketball games, the feeling carries over
into other sports.

Just ask last year's football team.
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'A flame went out

when old-style convertibles died.

But now I'm all lit up again'/
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I»se yourself in the

sporty spirit of the 78
Mustang II with this

wide-open T-roof convert-

ihle. Or maybe you'd Hke
the elegant Ghia or the

3-door Hatchback. And
you can opt for a sporty

suspension with oversize

tires, choose from 5

different kinds of wheels,
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\ 7 different mtenors and
14 great exterior colors.

So visit your Ford Dealer

and go Mustang!

It's a lot more fun than

just driving.
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WOULD
YOU

TRADE
YOUR
BODY
FOR...

Arnold Schwarzenegger's? ( hris Evert's? O.J. Simpson's^

Ah, for the rippling muscles of Arnold Schwar-
zenegger, or the nimble grace of Chris Evert, or the

power and speed of O. J. Simpson! The wish to

change places and bodies with physical super-

stars is apt to hit us mere mortals from time to time,

especially when our bodies aren't responding or

looking the way we'd like.

Of course, Arnold lifts 40 tons of barbellseach day
to maintain his physique. And Chris spends ex-

hausting hours of practice for every flashy appear-
ance at Wimbledon. And O. J. goesthrough grueling

twice-daily sessions with the other Buffalo Bills to

stay in peak condition during football season.

To get a superstar's body, you've got to work like a

superstar. Far better to simply get your own body fit

for the kind of life vou want to lead. This issue of

InsiJer isn't about Arnold or Chris or O. J. It's about
you. The articles which follow provide the in-

formation and the incentive you need to plan a

personal strategy for getting in shape and staying in

shape.

For starters. "I Was a 49- Pound Weakling" offers

encouragement for anyone who was turned off by the

old fitness taught in elementary school gym class.

Staff writer Don Akchin recounts his own true and
all too familiar experiences and also outlines how

to put together a fitness program that works for you.
If you see the tell-tale signs of overweight creeping up
or simply want concise information on good nutri-

tion and diet planning, "The Diet Connection" by
Theodore Berland, author of Ratini^ the Diets, is must
reading. "Feeling Good" catalogs 16 different ways
to become more comfortable with yourself. And
"More Power to You" explains how body, mind and
spirit interact to affect your energy level and tells

how you can convert low -energy drag to high-energy
fun.

Insider: Ford's Continuing Series of College

Newspaper Supplements is sponsored by Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company and published by
1 3-30 Corporation (which also produces such famil-

iar campus publications as Nutshell and The
(Iraduate). The New Fitness: Focus on Personal
Fner^v initiates the series.

Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an
indication of their desire to provide services to

college students. Please take the time to let us know
how you like this supplement by returning the

postage-paid response card found on page 8. .And for

more information on Ford's product line, use the

card on page 16.

Good reading!

Art Credits Cover -Joe Acree Ellen Bar-
(

rentine— pages 10. 15, JanineOrr—^pages
17— 20; Mary Revenig—pages 4, 9: Ken
Smith—pages 22—23

© 1977 13-30 Corporation All rights re-

served No portion of Insider Ford's Con-
tinuing Series of College Newspaper Sup-
plements nnay be reproduced m whole or In

part without written consent of 13-30
Corporation, 505 Market St . Knoxville. TN
37902(615-637-7621)

Insider is published by 13-30 Corpora-
tion for Ford Division of Ford Motor
Company Opinions expressed by the
publisher and writersaretheirown andare
not to be construed as those of Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company Like-
wise, the publisher assumes responsibility
for the technical accuracy of the material
used throughout the articles herein Direct
any correspondence to Laura Eshbaugh.
Managing Editor
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Ihe Thinking Person's Guide to losing Weight
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IWasa49-P<mndWeakling
As a kid I would ha\c t!i\cn ni\

buck teeth tor (). .1. Simpson's speed.

Chris Even's cool grace or Arnold
Schwarzenegger's biceps Instead I

was slov\. awkward and had lots ol

sand kicked in my lace.

I wanted badly to be a toot ball

player, instead I became what is

known m g\ m class as a capital-.)

.loke. The hierarchy of a gym class.

\(iu recall, is crowned by an aristoc-

racy of natural athletes who can do
anything in any spt)rt with perfect

grace, superb power and no apparent
effort. Next on the pecking order are

those who are only average but cover
their shortcomings under a barrage of

yap. What's left are the .lokes. When
the sides are chosen up for a game, the

Jokes are left standing around until

somebody says. "Okay, we'll take him
and you get him. (Snicker snicker)

Boy. what a .Joke."

Jokes like me got this reputation by

scoring somewhere between belov\

average and abysmal on every skill

test of the year, year after year. 1 he

chin-up. sit-up. somersault test, the

run-pass-kick test, the 3()-second lay-

up test, the one-mile run test you
name it. I flunked it.

Now as I say. I didn't start out to be

a Joke. I started out as a football

player, back in the first grade, but got

t)ff to a shaky start. Everybody on the

team was supposed to buy his own red

jersey. My mom couldn't find a single

red jersey in town, so she bought w hat

she thought was the ne.xt best thing:

maroon. When 1 showed up for the

first practice, there were 20 guys in

red. two in maroon. "Okay." says the

coach, "let's divide up into two teams
here and run a few plays. Everybodv
in red is one team, and you two purple
guysarc theotherteam. Youtwoseeif
you can stop the red fellas."

We didn't do all that well against

the other 20. but from that moment
on. the coach had me pegged as a

defensive lineman, no doubt in recog-
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Confessions

of a
Touch Football

Dropout
Who Suffers

the Heartbreak
of Phys.Ed.
but Finds

Hope at Last

in the

New Fitness

byDONAKCHIN

nition ot my si/e and brains. 1 was all

of .^-foot-6. weighed almost 50
pounds including shoulder pads, and
was the only guy on the team who
could spell encyclopedia. Like the rest

of the big dumb linemen. I crouched
down at the line, listened for the word
"hike."and tried to push those giant 4-

foot brutes on their cans before they

pushed me. I hey always won. After
awhile I took to sidestepping them
altogether. Later in the season, some-
one accused me of biting him
through a helmet, chin strap and
mouthpiece, no less. I left the game in

tears and my mom assured me I would
never have to play again. 1 was
relieved. So was she. She thought
foot ball w as too dangerous. I hat may
have been in the back of her mind

v\ hen she bought me a maroon jersey.

it was a short hop. step and jump
from touch football washout to full-

tledged Joke. All it took was a steady
diet of negative reinforcement and
continuous doses of the Old Fitness.

Old Fitness

Versus

New Fitness
The Old Fitness refers to physical

education as I learned it (or learned of

it) in publicsecondary schools. It was:
• Kxclusively physicaL Mind and

body were treated as separate. It was
assumed that most people had either

brain or brawn; only rare specimens
had both. One was irrelevant to the

other.

• ( umparative. Every student's

performance was ranked against a

national standard for that age group
not unlike the standardized tests in

the classroom. Your ranking told you
whether you were normal, better than
normal or a .loke.

• ( ompetitive. I he idea was always
to beat everybody else in the class -

just like in academics. J his was
especialK true for team sports. V-I-C-
T-O-R-Y! Victorv! Victorv! Is Our
Cry!

• Punitive. Physical exercise was a

punishment for misbehavior. "What
did you say. son? Okay, son. take 45
quick laps around that backstop out
yonder while the rest of us stay inside

where it's cool and play some basket
ball. Now take off"

I he Old Fitness and 1 were not

suited for each other. I was obviously
a loser by its rules. Meanwhile I was
making "A's" in everything but gym
class. I believed in the mind-body
split. It was clear that my mind was
doing well; my body was not. So I

rationalized that my body wasjust not

important. If I were never going to be

O. J. Simpson or Arnold Schwar-

G

\
J

{

^

^

/enegger or Rod Laver or Hank
Aaron, then who needed it? Big deal.

Could Einstein do layups?

The Old Fitness is still irrelevant to

me. For years I thought that was the
only fitness there was.

Fortunately for me, and many
others who have been turned off over
the years by the Old Fitness, it is no
longer the only system. Ifyou read the

latest literature on sports and exer-
cise, you'll notice a distinct change.
Ihe experts are taking a turn to the
East— borrowing concepts and atti-

tudes from Oriental philosophies

and also a turn to the new branches of
psychology which emphasize human
potential. From my viewpoint, those
are turns for the better.

This New Fitness is:

• A body-mind integration. The
physical, mental and spiritual are all

interrelated. The body is not a ma-
chine that needs maintenance to run
efficiently and works independently
of the mind; it is a part of the whole
person. Physical well-being improves
mental alertness, relieves anxiety and
tension, even helps you sleep better.

• Noncomparative. You don't rate

yourself against a "norm"; you set

your own standards, based on your
own needs and objectives. You also

are free to set your own pace.

• Noncompetitive. You compete
with no one. not even with yourself
There are no losers, only a winner
you. Some people are just noncom-
petitive by nature and by body type.

One exercise physiologist says 70
percent of all body types are not
represented at the Olympics because
competitive sports are only appro-
priate for certain bodies. There are

sports and activities, though, for

every body.
• Fun. Exercise and activity are to

be enjoyed, not taken like medicine. If

your only motivation for doingsome-
thing is that you should because it's

good for you. you probably won't
continue it for long. You're also

missing the point. Sport and recrea-

tion aren't supposed to be work or
punishment. Ihe play's the thing.

After reading some literature by
members of the New Fitness school. I

have embarked upon a fitness pro-
gram of my own. Nobody is more
surprised than me. 1 don't expect to

ever look like O. J. or Arnold (or

Chris), but that isn't important.

The New Fitness recognizes that

you don't ha\e to be an athlete to be
fit; and better yet. that you need not
train like an athlete to be a fit

nonathlete. I he idea is to meet your
own needs for your own body and
your own life. You don't have to work
at it; it's far better for you to play. And
you don't haw to do anything.

Fringe

Benefits of Getting

Fit

If you do decide to play, though,
some fine fringe benefits may come
your way. (Under the Old Fitness,

many of these are supposed to be

reasons why you /»m7, without delay,

make yourself fit. Advocates of the

New Fitness are firm believers in the

fiy-catching properties of honey. )rhe
fringe benefits of fitness includethese:

• Fitness improves appearance. Fat

is stored energy, and it gets stored on
your body when you ingest more
calories than you expend. Any exer-

cise, strenuous or just swinging your
arms around, burns off calories. All it

takes to burn off 1 00 calories is a 20-

minute walk, or a 15-minute bicycle

ride, oranine-to I2-minuteswim.ora
lO-minute jog. Exercise won't make
any dramatic changes in the short run.

but exercise combined with a moderate

diet is the ideal way to take weight off

painlessly and stay trim.

Even if you don't need to lose any
weight, exercise can trim up your
body. As you exercise more, the

proportion of muscle in your body
will increase and the proportion of fat

will decrease. Muscle tissue is denser
than fat and takes less space; so even
without a drop in weight, exercise can
make your body leaner.

• Moderate exercise has a tendency
to decrease appetite, which also

works to improve body appearance
by reducing the calories ingested.

Strenuous exercise tends to increase

appetite; this is the body's natural

mechanism for getting enough calo-

ries to meet its energy needs. Unfor-
tunately, as activity drops off appe-
tite does not respond in kind. Inactive

people, consequently, have larger

appetites than moderate exercisers

and burn off fewer calories.

• Exercise relieves tension. Fitness

enthusiasts call exercise the best tran-

quilizer known. And it makes sense.

EXERCISE COMPARISONS
Here are some of the benefits and disadvantages -of eight of the more popula r forms of physical activity.

Activity Benefits Disadvantages Warnings

.loqqmq Excellent conditioner for Requires preliminary start Pel sons 30 and older should

endurance, lung and heart up program Does nothing have a physical examination

capacity Builds leg strength for flexibility or strength first Wear good running

Equipment inexpensive, (except legs! Tightens shoes. Watch out for dogs

lequires no special facilities muscles in back of leg

and calf, shortens Achilles

tendon

Walking Good hegmning exercise. Walking speed of 5 6 miles Don't expect fast results

especially for people out per hour necessary for con from walking alone.

of shape When done ditioning effect on heart

briskly, maintains heart

and lung capacity

No equipment or

facilities needed

Swimming Excellent conditioner for

endurance Exercises »ir

tually all muscles m body.

Especially suitable for

persons recovering fiom
hip, knee or ankle prob
lems Considered best

allaround exercise

Requires a body of water Do not swim alone

Tennis Excellent for body shaping. Requires a court and in May cause anxiety in

flexibility and aqihty May opponent Equipment and players who worry about

develop endurance if played accessories moderately ex their game
vigorously Strengthens arm pensive Activity is sporadic

muscles Only improves endurance if

players run for the balls,

doubles play does not de

velop endurance

Cross country skiing Perhaps best sport for de Requires preconditioning Be prepared for cold and

veloping endurance De program to develop muscles high altitude

velops arm and shoulder Requires snow and proper

muscles Iniunes less com terrain Moderate equipment

men than in downhill skimg costs

Calisthenics Good for flexibility and Boring Does not develop

muscle tone Good warm endurance unless done very

up for other activities. No vigorously

equipment necessary

Bicycling Develops endurance if done Only builds endurance if Use a bicycle path if possible

vigorously Develops leg done vigorously. Moderate Watch out for cars if not pos
and back muscles Can see equipment cost Will not sible

scenery while exercising. give maximum benefit to

muscles in legs, ankles and

foot unless leg is fully ex

tended when pedal is at

tX)ttom of circle

Weight training Excellent for developing Does not aid flexibility or Start light, start slowly warm
muscular strength. Can en endurance Lifting heavy up first May be hazardous to

hance performance in other weights narrows blood persons with tendency toward
athletic activities, including vessels in muscles and le high blood pressure

volleyball, basketball and duces circulation. Advanced
golf Can be done at home weight lifting requires access

with homemade or low cost to gymnasium.
equipment
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Introducing the new

fmiiTRTiT
The Ford

in your future.

p

li 1

1
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Ford Fairmont: A new car design.

Fuel efficient:

EPA mileage ratings will be
excellent*

Space efncient:

interior almost 90% as roomy
as cars like Chevrolet Impala.

Cost efficient:

base sticker-price will be competitive

with many smaller cars.

drive Fairmont.Find out for yourself.

Stress is the body's response to danger
or challenge: the heartbeat quickens,
adrenalin rushes in. the senses leap to

attention. This is called the "fight or

flight" response, and it's a marvelous
survival instinct that has been pro-
grammed in humans lor millions of
years. Unfortunately, we still experi-

ence this response today, when there's

no one to fight and nowhere to take
flight, and the stress has nowhere to

go. It stays inside the body in the form
of ulcers, headaches or psychoso-
matic illness. Vigorous exercise, such
as running, swimmingorclobberinga
tennis ball, is fighting and fleeing or

doing what the human body was
intended to do. .And out flows the

tension.

• Fxercise stimulates mental alert-

ness, tension is a real energy drain,

for one thing, so releasing tension

frees mental energy for other tasks. In

addition, exercise stimulates the flow

of blood and oxygen to all parts ofthe
body, including the brain.

• Ihere is a widespread belief

though scientiflc proof is not abso-
lute that regular exercise prolongs
life. It has been prcncn. however, that

performing certain exercises regu-

larly can increase theefliciency of the

heart, lungs and circulatory system.

Ih is cert ainlyo//!,'/// to prolong life, or

at least protect you from heart and
respiratory diseases.

• Some fltness enthusiasts claim
exercise can get you high. I hey sa\

that after 30 to 45 minutes of con-
tinued exertion, the body getsa"third

\^ind," which results in a peaceful

state of mind not unlike meditation in

w hich thoughts and images float past

and connect in creative ways.
• Finally, all the New Fitness

experts and many of the Old Fitness

advocates insist fltness stimulates the
sex life. You look sexier because your
muscle tone is flrmer. and you have all

sorts of surplus energy and vitality.

Yessir, coach! Which backstop did
you say?

Putting

Together Your
Personal Fitness

Program
What exactly is fitness? How do

you know whether you are flt?

Under the Old Fitnessthisquestion
is answered by taking a few tests and
comparing your performance to the
"norm." Fhe New Fitness leaves every
individual to arrive at his or her own
answer, based upon individual needs,
personal goals and different life styles.

Ihe New Fitness definition is less

precise but more flexible: you are fit if

you can work effectively all day at

your normal tasks; ifyou have enough
energy left at day's end to invest in

leisure activities; and if you have the

stamina and strength to withstand an
unexpected physical emergency
running a block to catch a bus. for

instance, or rearranging all your
furniture.

By this deflnition. a healthy, physi-

cally flt accountant would not be in

the same shape as a healthy, physi-

cally flt lumberjack. But there's no
need to be.

Fitness can be divided into three

basic factors: endurance, strength

and flexibility.

Ofthe three, endurance is the factor

that is most often cited as the key

•EPA ratings were riot available when this was released for publication However we expect the Fairmont, equipped with standard 2 3 litre engine and 4-s()ee(l manual

transmission will have excellent mileage ratings See your Ford Dealer for actual ratings All competitive references based on latest information available on 1977

models, ir>cluding EFA Buyers Guide

How Many Calor es Do You Burn in Different Activities?
Figures in column one are calories pt•r minute per pound of body wei ght. To

compute how many calories you burn in any activity, multiply the number in column
one by your weigfit and by the nu mber of minutes. Figures in column two provide an
example: one minute of activity for a body weight of 150 pounds.

Cat/ Cal/
Cal/min/ min/ Cal/min/ min/

Activity lb. 150 lb. Activity lb. 150 lb.

Badminton: .039 6 10 mph (6 mm/mile) .1 15
Bicycling: 12 mph (5 min/mile) .13 20
Slow (5 mph) .025 4 Sailing .02 3
Moderate (10 mph) .05 8 Skating:
Fast (13 mph) .072 11 Moderate (Rec) .036 5

Calisthenics: Vigorous .064 10
General .045 7 Skiing (Snow):

Canoeing: Downhill .059 9
2.5 mph .023 3 Level (5 mph) .078 12
4.0 mph .04 7 7 Soccer .063 10

r^ancmq: Stationary Run:
Slow .029 4 70 80 cts/min .078 12
Moderate .045 7 Swimming (crawl):
F ast .064 10 20 yds/mm .032 5

Football (tag) .04 6 50 yds/mm .071 11
Ciolf .029 4 Tennis:
Handball .063 10 Moderate .046 7
Hikinq .042 6 Vigorous .06 9
Jogqing: Volleyball: .036 5

4.5 mph (13:30 mile) .063 10 Walking:
Judo, Karate .087 13 2.0 mph .022 3
Mountain Climbing .086 13 4.0 mph .039 6
Running: 5.0 mph .064 10
6 mph (10 mm/mile) .079 12 Wafer Skiing .053 8

From Individualized Fitness Programs by F rank Vitale, Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood
|

Cliffs, NJ, © 1973 by PrentK:e Hall, Inc.

To count your pulse or heart

rate, turn your palm up and move
the second and third Angers on the

other hand upyour wrist, alongthe
thumb side, until you feel a steady
beat. You can also And your pulse

by running the second and third

Angers along your neck, about an
inch below the curve of your
jawbone.

Using a stopwatch or a sweep
second hand, count the number of

beats in 15 seconds, and multiply
by four. You cannot get an accu-
rate count immediately after stren-

uous exercise if you count for an
entire minute, because the heart

rate drops off quickly.

indicator of fltness. .And the exercises

which build endurance have the
greatest effect on your overall health.

If you perform a rhythmic or "aero-
bic" exercise long enough, often
enough and hard enough. somedeA-
nite physical changes take place inside

your body. 1 he arteries leading into

your heart enlarge; new capillaries

develop around the heart; the heart

pumps more elAciently. forcing more
blood through the body with each
stroke and resting longer between
strokes. Fhe lungs also work more
efficiently, processing more oxygen
with each breath. These changes are

called "training effect."

The exercises which can provide
you with training effect include jog-

ging, swimming. f)icycling, brisk walk-
ing, rowing, rope-skipping, some
forms of dancing, skating, hiking,

cross-country skiing, and vigorous
games of basketball, handball, squash,

hockey, tennis (singles) and soccer.

But the physical changes happen only
if you do three things:

1. Fxercise at enough intensity to

increase your heart rate to between 70
and S5 percent of its maximum rate.

( Ihe maximum is roughl\ 220 minus
your age for males. 226 minus your
age for females; for a 20-\ear-old

male, the maximum rate is 200 beats

per minute, and exercise must be

intenseenough toachievearateof 140
to 170 beats per minute.)

2. Keep your heart rate at 70 to S5
percent of maximum for at least 10

minutes, and eventually for 20 min-
utes or more.

3. Perform this intensive exercise
regularly, at least three times a week
(preferably every other day).

It's an all-or-nothing pri)position.

All three of these requirements must
be met, or no training effect takes

place. It takes several months of
regular exercise to accomplish the

physical changes.

The Si'w Aerobics, bv Kenneth H.
Cooper(Bantam Books. 1970. SI. 50)
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Bree^Wheeliit*Fords.
They'reTNT!

Free Wheeling means factory-customized trucks with dazzling
interiors, special paints, trick wheels and blacked-out grilles.

Start with the Free Wheeling Styleside pickup shown below
with rainbow stripes, blacked-out grille and front bumper, forged

aluminum wheels (4), RWL sport tires. New Free Wheeling
Fords. They're TNT. And they're ready at your Ford Dealer.

• Eree Wheeling Bronco
Comes equipped with black bumpers,
mirrors, sport steering wheel,
swooping tricolor tape treatment,
spoke wheels and RWL tires.

• ii'ee ^Vheeling Courier
Get it with wide oval RWL tires, cast
styled aluminum wheels (4), GT bar,

push bar. fog lamps, custom accent
tape stripes, and more
• Free 'Wheeling Van
Includes sport steering wheel, black
painted rocker panels, black front/rear

bumpers and mirrors. A separate
interior package option is also

available Van shown with additional

factory options, owner-added stripes.

h»*

^^Sk^ass

^\-

SI
93 out of 100 of all Ford Trucks reglstwed
over the last 12 years are still on ttie job.
(P«rcentao« b«s«d on cumulative total rsaistrations as of 7/1/70.)

i

^^<

V
4 ^\

FORD
FORD DIVISION

^i^^t

75*'AhNVBSARy

What DoYou Think of Insider?

School
Year

1
How much t.rne have you spent reading ,ns,der^ 4 Have you found th,s .ssue of ,ns.c^er

2 hrs.
1 hr. ___30 mm. none

2. Do you mtend to spend more time readmg it?

yes no

3. What overall rat.ng would you give Insider?

excellent good poor

Sex

very useful __ somewhat useful of little use

5 Will you keep /nsider for future reference?

yes no

6. If you see another issue of Insider, will you want to
reaci it?

7. What did you like most about Insider?

-V^s no don't really care

8. What did you like least about lns,der->

9. What kinds of topics would you like to see covered in Insider m the future?
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offers a series of exercise programs in

eight different activities which will

meet all three requirements for achiev-

ing a training effect. The routines can

be tailored to your individual needs.

Although endurance exercises are

the most beneficial, by themselves

they are seldom enough to assure

fitness. An important reason is that

without adequate strength and good
flexibility, you will quickly injure

yourself attempting to do endurance
exercises. Jogger's knee, tennis el-

bow, strained backs, pulled muscles

and other ailments which often hit

persons early in their fitness pro-

grams and often terminate those

programs forever can be avoided by

supplementing jogging, tennis and

other endurance-building activities

with some muscle-developing and
muscle-stretching routines.

The fastest and surest way to

increase muscular strength is by

working with weights. 1 his can mean
lifting hefty barbells in a gym. or it can

mean simply supplementing calis-

thenics by adding five- to ten-pound

weights to the routines. (And women,
weight training will not give you
muscles like Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Big, bulky biceps are a biproduct of

the male hormone testosterone; wo-

men can get stronger without getting

bigger. In fact, the last six winners of

the Miss Texas pageant have lifted

weights to shape up for Miss America
competition.)

1 here arc other exercises that will

add strength in specific muscle

groups, such as sit-ups (abdomen)
and push-ups (arms) A few of these

may suffice to keep your elbows and

knees in working order.

Flexibility is extremely important

if you are already doing endurance

exercises. Generally, flexible bodies

absorb more stress with less injury

like willow trees that bend with the

wind but don't break. Specifically,

some exercises develop hut also

tighten and shorten key muscles.

Running shortens the calf, hamstring

and lower back muscles, lor example.

Unless running is supplemented with

Hexibility exercises to stretch these

muscles out again, the body gets out

of alignment and the inevitable result

is injury.

Ballet is one of the best exercises for

all-around flexibility. Yoga also

comes highly recommended as a

gentle, gradual way to stretch taut

muscles.

Any comprehensive physical fit-

ness plan of the Old Fitness school

for example, the Royal Canadian .\ir

Force and YMCA programs will

include both strength and flexibility

exercises that you can handpick for

your needs.

Tips for the

Novice
If you're gearing up for a little

physical activit\ . here is some general

advice to keep in mind before you

start:

• Always warm up for at least 10

minutes betore beginning any strenu-

ous activity. It's a shock to your heart

when you bound from a virtual

standstill to a lull-tilt gallop. Work
vour way up slowly.

• Fqually important is to cool down
lor at least 10 minutes when you have

finished exercising. When your mus-

cles have been pumping over and over

and suddenly \ou slop, sit down or

stand still, blood tends to pool in

those muscles. In many cases you will

feel faint because not enough blood

is leasing those muscles for your

brain. So decrease acti\ ity gradually.

If you have been running hard or

playing tennis, keep walking and

swinging \ our arms to mo\ e the blood

around.
• Don't strain. Many exercise pro-

grams end after one week, when a

well-intentioned but overly enthusi-

astic fitness novice tries to do too

much too soon, and ends up with

aches and pains and sprains. Start

slowly, don't ever push yourselftothe

point of collapse, and let e\erything

take its course gradually. Nothing
about fitness is instant. But what

takes a long time also may last a long

time.

• Don't exercise immediately after

a meal. This may lead to nausea. Wait

two hours. If you cannot exercise on
an empty stomach, drink some water

orjuice and wait a few minutes. There
is nothing harmful, however, in

drinking water in the middle of a hot

set of tennis.

• Pay attention to pain. Ihat's

nature's way of telling you something
is wrong. Pain is an early warning
signal, and if you persist in the face of

pain \ou are asking lor more serious

injuries. When it hurts, ease up.

1 wouldn't trade my body for

anybody's. In the years we've been

together 1 have become rather at-

tached to it. At the same time. I could

stand to improve it a good bit.

My own fitness program is in its

fourth week now. Five evenings a

week. m\ lovely partner and I slip into

our shorts and shoes, stretch for 10

minutes, then jog a mile on a grassy

boulevard. We walk for another 10

minutes orsotocooldown.thencall it

quits.

This program has endurance and
Hexibility training but no strength

exercises. Perhaps we should add
them. last weekend while cleaning

out the basement, a cast-iron bathtub

pinned metothe wallandsmashcd my
finger. If it happens again we may add
some push-ups. or e\en lilt weights,

but fiir the moment we feel content

lifting forks.

I ne\er thought I would exercise

again, ever. But it is fun. It relieves

tension, boosts my energy, suppresses

my appetite (ever so slightly) and
makes me feel good about myself. It's

my program, at m\ pace, for my
needs, and the onl\ judge of whether

it's successful or adequate is yours

truly.

I hereb\ declare it adequate and
successful.

Here's hoping you enjoy your fit-

ness just as much. D

Staff writer Don Akchin is a 149-

pouml .Vt'n Fitness enthusiast.

FOR MORK INFORMATION

If you're now inspired to embark on your own fitness campaign but need more

information to get you going, the following books can be valuable resources:

• The Sew Aerobics, by Kenneth H Cooper (Bantam Books. 1970.$!. 50). Has

gradual training programs in several activities lor cardiovascular conditioning.

• Aerobics for Women, by Mildred Cooper and Kenneth H. Cooper (Bantam

Books. 1973. $1.75). Cooper's famous exercise schemc(originally developed forthe

Air Force) carried a step further.

• Roval Canadian Air Force Fxercise Plans for Physical Fitness (Simon and

Schuster. 1976. SI. 95). Daily routines for all-around fitness.

• Pr Sheehan On Running, by (leorge A. Sheehan (World Publications. 1975.

$3.50). A good mtroduclion to the New Fitness, especiallv for joggers.

• TheOfficial Y\t( A Physical FUness Handbook, by Clayton R. Myers(Popular

1 ibrarv. 1975. $1 SO). Complete fitness program taught on the Old Fitness model
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The
Diet Gonneetion
The Thinking Person's Guide
to Losing Weight
b\ THEODORE BERI.AND

If you want to/mr weight, you ha\c
to pay attention to w hat you are doing
to i^ain weight. You can't idly nibble
on Fritos as you study, thoughtlesslv
order tries-and-shake at lunch or
carelessly take part in beer blasts
without pa\ing the consequences
another millimeter or so ol tat de-
posited where you don't want it.

I recently gained some insights into

the secret dietary lite ot college stu-

dents while teaching a nutrition
course at Columbia College in Chi-
cago. I asked exeryone in the class to
record what they ate during one
typical day and to analyze the dav's
nutritional input. Ihe papers turned
in revealed that on the average. m\
students were getting what is con-
sidered normal nutrition. But indi-

vidual diets ranged wildh. Behind the
statistics, the real people were either
starxing or stuffing themselves.

Two women ate the least, a bout 500
calories a day. while another ate the

10 INSIDER

most, about }.{){){). Several men were
eating about 1.700. Some ate mostly
protein, others mostly carbohydrate.
Some ate no animal tlesh; some lived
on tish; most ate lots ol junk; a lew ate
such combinations as cracked-wheat
bread, yogurt and beer

Most ot the students m the class
were living by a mixture of halt-
understood concepts of "good" nu-
trition, "natural" toods. vegetarian-
ism, Adclle Davis and established
standards of dieting. I heir contusion
about how the body uses and stores
tood was often more a deterrent to
successful dieting than was a lack of
willpower.

You don't have to lake a nutrition
course to learn how to lose weight, but
before you begin anv diet you do need
to know how your body processes
toods so you'll know why some
diets will work every time and wh\
others won't ever work, despite their
claims. Once vou know this, vou'll be

ready to put together a personal diet

plan that's best tor you.

What Food Does
If you put aside the aesthetics, the

purpose of tood is to provide the body
with ii variety of carbon compounds
which serve as its source ofenergy and
of materials for torming and main-
taining tissues and for carrying on the
processes of lite. Ultimately, you eat
because only tood can provide the
basic chemicals your body needs.
These chemicals are called nutrients.
I he nn)st basic nutrients are protein,
carbohydrate and tat. 1 here are also
vitamins and minerals and trace
metals. And water. Altogether, tood
scientists tell us, you need between 45
and *>() dietary compounds to live and
to be healthy.

First you need protein. In tact, the
name comes Irom the (Ireek word tor
"\\rs{" proi(i\. It was the synthesis of
protein in the cosmic oo/e ot primi-
tive earth which gave lite its start here.

Ne.xt to water, vour bodv contains
more protein than anything else.

Muscles, bones, blood, skin, mucus,
en/ymes. hormones are made of
protein.

F'roteins are complex chemicals
w hich are made i)f component chemi-
cals called amino acids. These literally

are the building hU.cks of lite. They
are like fats and carbohydrates in that
thev have spines of carbon atoms and
arms of hydrogen and oxygen. They
are unlike them in that they also
contain nitrogen and sometimes sul-

tur.

Ihe 20 known amino acids come
together in a multitude of ways to
torm ditferent proteins. I'nlike plants,

w hich can make all these aminoacids,
we can make only about halt. We
must obtain the rest tromthetoodswe
cat. The nine we need are called the
essential amino acids.

Unless you're taking "predigested"
liquid protein and tollowing The I a\t
C hamc Diet, you do not eat ammo
acids by themselves. You instead eat

protein in such foods as meal, milk,
beans, nuts. During digestion these
proteins are broken dow n into amino
acids. 1 he body then has the options
ol putting together proteins trom
these a mi no acids; con verting them to
carbohydrates or. further, to tat:

burning them tor energy; ore.xcreting
them.

Proteins trom animal sources
t1esh. milk, eggs contain plenty of
all ot the ammo acids you need. But
proteins trom plant sources do not.

Vegetables, fruit, grains, beans, nuts
are all deficient in one or another of
the nine amino acids. The bodv can
use plant protein food as well as
animal protein tood. but only w hen it

has all ot the amino acids present at
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the same time. You do not store
amino acids. This means vegetarians
have to eat the proper combinations
of plant protein foods, such as rice-

and-beans or wheat-and-beans.
Carbohydrates (starches and sugars)

provide your body with immediate
energy. Your brain and nervous sys-

tem must be powered by the sugar
glucose to function. Because of its

important energy function, the body
makes glucose from both amino acids
and fatty acids, as well as from other
sugars and starches. This means that,

in essence, you probably don't even
have to eat any carbohydrate. How-
ever, in real life, people eat carbo-
hydrate foods as filler: for example,
bread. The body converts oversup-
plies of glucose into starch (glycogen)
which is temporarily stored in the
liver and muscles for use as needed.

You don't need much fat. but you
do need some. You especially need
linoleic acid and arachidonic acid.

Your body can make the second if it

has enough of the tlrst. You get

linoleic acid in such vegetable oils as

corn, peanut and saftlower oils (but
not olive or coconut oil). You need
fats to maintain cellular membranes,
store certain vitamins (A,D,E,K).
keep your skin suppleand be involved
in the workings of some hormones.
Body fat is the long-term energy
storage depot.

You eat grams, ounces and pounds
of protein, carbohydrate and tat every
day. The other nutrients you eat are
called micronutrients because you
only need milligrams or less of each.
These include vitamins, minerals and
trace metals. Ifyou eat a well-rounded
diet you should get enough of the

essential vitamins (A.C,D,E.K and all

the B's). as well as the important
minerals such as iron, calcium, phos-

Americans on a national scale,

consume 1,353 pounds of food per
person per year, or 3. 71 pounds per
person per day. That amounts to
1.2 million calories per year, or
3,293 calories per day enough to
sustain a construction worker or
lumberjack at 190 pounds, or
a moderately active weekend ath-
lete at 220 pounds.
Over a year's span, that's a total

for each person of IS2 pounds of
meats, 271 pounds of milk and
cream, 98 pounds of fresh vege-
tables. 1 18 pounds of potatoes, 100
pounds of sugar, and 1 12 pounds
of tlour.

phorus, potassium, zinc, iodine,
fluorine. But to make sure you get it

all. taking a vitamin-mineral supple-
ment every day is wise. (Vegetarians
need to be sure they get Vitamin Bp,
otherwise available only in animal
foods.)

What's a Balanced' Diet?

A balanced diet means eating foods
from the basic four food groups
dairy products, protein, fruits-vege-

tables and cereals-grains. You also

need to drink about one-and-a-half
quarts of water or liquids a day. Eat as

much uncooked, fresh produce as you
can. and as few highly processed
foods as possible. That's often not

easy at college, especially ifyou live in

a dorm. But it can be done.
The best advice on what and how to

eat is summarized in the 1977 govern-
ment publication, Diiiarv Goals for

the I'nitcil Stales, prepared by the
staff of the U.S. Senate's Select

Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs after years of hearings and
research. The committee says we can
all get thinner and live longer by

reversing our national over-consump-
tion of food in general and of fat

(especially saturated fat), cholesterol,

sugar, salt and alcohol, in particular.

It recommends that you:
• Eat less meat and more fish and

poultry.

• Replace whole milk with skim
milk.

• Cut back on eggs, butter and
other high-cholesterol sources.

• Cut back on sugar, to 15 percent
of your daily calories.

• Cut back on salt, to a total of i hree
grams a day.

• Eat more fruits, vegetables and
whole grains.

According to the report, 1 2 percent
of your daily calories should be
protein. The report also recommends
that you eat more carbohydrates than
fat (especially complex carbohydrates
like fruit-sugar and starch). Carbo-
hydrates should constitute 58 percent
of your daily caloric intake, of which
sugar can be as much as 15 percent.

The remaining .30 percent of calories

you consume should be fat ( 10 percent
saturated, 20 percent unsaturated).

What Do Calories Do?
Proteins, carbohydrates and fat

can each serve as a source of energy in

the body, as I explained earlier. Their
energy potential is measured in calo-
ries. A Big Mac is 550calories, acan of
beer ( 1 2 ounce) is 1 50. a raw carrot is

20. diet cola is one. Calories simply
tell how much energy a food can
contribute to power the life processes
in your body.

If you get just as many calories a

day as your body needs, fine. Ifyou
eat more than you use. your body
stores the rest, less, and you draw
from reserves. That's how human

coniinuej onpa^v 14
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SAMPLE HEIGHT/WEIGHT CHART
1

MEN OF AGES 25 AND OVER* WOMEN OF AGES 25 AND OVER*
Weight in Pounds According to Frame (In Indoor Clothing) Weight in Pounds According to Frame (In Indoor Clothing)

HEIGHT HEIGHT
(with shoes on) SMALL MEDIUM LARGE (with shoes on) SMALL MEDIUM LARGE
1-inch heels FRAME FRAME FRAME 2-inch heels FRAME FRAME FRAME

Feet Inches Feet Inches

5 2 112-120 118-129 126-141 4 10 92-98 96-107 104-119
5 3 115-123 121-133 129-144 4 11 94-101 98-110 106-122
5 4 118-126 124-136 132-148 5 96-104 101-113 109-125
5 5 121-129 127-139 135-152 5 1 99-107 104-116 112-128
5 6 124-133 130-143 138-156 5 2 102-110 107-119 115-131
5 7 128-137 134-147 142-161 5 3 105-113 110-122 118-134
5 8 132-141 138-152 147-166 5 4 108-116 113-126 121-138
5 9 136-145 142-156 151-170 5 5 111-119 116-130 125-142
5 10 140-150 146-160 155-174 5 6 114-123 120-135 129-146
5 11 144-154 150-165 159-179 5 7 118-127 124-139 133-150
6 148-158 154-170 164-184 5 8 122-131 128-143 137-154
6 1 152-162 158-175 168-189 5 9 126-135 132-147 141-158
6 2 156-167 162-180 173-194 5 10 130-140 136-151 145-163
6 3 160-171 167-185 178-199 5 11 134-144 140-155 149-168
6 4 164-175 172-190 182-204 6 138-148 144-159 153-173

NOTE: For younq women between 18 and 2b, subtract 1 pounc for each year under 25. The absence of a similar measurement rule
for young men between 18 and 2'^ is explained In part by the difference in growth periods for the sexes Young women don't arntA/much taller after age 16 and add little welgtit after the age of 18, except tor unwanted fat. On the other hand, the growth oerind nf 1young men may continue Into their early twenties.

By permission of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
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EUROPE'S
MOST
SUCCESSFU
NEWCAR
IN HISTORY
CX)MES TO
AMERICA...

* IT'S OUTSOLD EVERY NEW CAR
NAMEPLATE EVER INTRODUCED IN EUROPE,

BASED ON A COMPARISON OF SALES IN THE

FIRST SIX MONTHS.

Fiesta.Imported
from Germany by Ford.

The remarkable success of the new hord Fiesta

in I iiri)pe has surpassed even the nu>st popular

cars from Volkswagen. Renault and Fiat. Behind

that success is Fiesta s dramaticlevel ofautomotive

performance.

ADVANCED EUROPEAN ENGINEERING

I lesta IS assembled b\ lord m dermany. where its

competition includes some ol' the v.orld's finest

performance sedans. It was engineered for stabil-

ity on Furope's high-speed autobahns. Fngineered

lo be quick and maneuverable in city driving. And

U)r all Its dramatic performance. I lesta was engi-

neered tor comfori: its unique 4-passenger design

has created more back-seat leg-room than anv

other imported or liomestu car of its kind.

FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE TRACTION

I lesta has front-wheel drive, which helps give the

car good drive w heel traction even on roads cov-

eredwiih snow and ice. Fhis. in addition to Fiestas

MacPherson front suspension, rack and pinion

steering, and Michelin radial tires, contributes to a

solid feeling o\' controlled action.

And nu)ire: in ford tests. Fiesta accelerated

from 0-50 MPH in an average of 8.8 seconds (9.1

ti>r California emissions equipped models).

EASY TO SERVICE

fiesta was engineered to be simple and t'aw to

service an important benefit for foreign car

buvers. Owners will appreciate its highly acces-

Mble transverse mounted engine. And see-through

containers for checking fluid levels in battery

cooling sNstem. brake and washer reservoirs.

Ihe new Fiesta is available from more than

5.0(X) auth*)ri/ed ford Dealers across America. A
single test drive can sht)w you why irs_liuropels

niost successful new car in history.

Pictured above: Standard instrumentation of the

iiesta Sport. Opposite pa^e upper left: Versatile

rear hatch ^ale of the Fiesta Cihia.

MPG'
HWY46

r^A MPG'
Oh- city

^3,680

^ i.PA esionan-s Your mileage

nujv \ar\ depending on \<iur car's

iiindiiion. opiiomil cquipnwnt.

wlure & hoM \<>u drive. Call/or

nia rulings arc lower

** Base fiesta I
sh<n\n right ) slul<ier

prii e e \iluding taxes, title, desti

nation ( hari^es

r

•l,^'«l.

-4^1;
t
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'
,

»

-*«i<>^^

I

"^fch*

%«.
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/
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beings have survived tor most of our

million or so years on earth. During
famines we li\e off the energy sti>recl

on our bodies glyeogen for short-

term food shortages of a day or so,

and fat for long-term shortages. Dur-

ing feasts we aeeumulate glyeogen

and fat. You ean't see glyeogen. but

you ean eertainh see most of the tat

as double ehms, tlapping upper arms,

and protruding breasts, bellies and
buttoeks.

Fxeess ealories add up. day by day

and month by month. Small deposits

of fat ^eeome large ones. It is easy to

aceun jiate tat w hen your most rigor-

ous physieal activity is eating. And
even if you are somewhat active, it's

harder to burn off calories through

exercise than it is to put them on by

eating. Fach pound of tat represents

.^.500 calorics. usualU accumulated

over a long period of overeating time.

You only burn up KM) calories by 10

minutes of jogging. 12 minutes of

sw imming. 1 5 minutes ot bicycling or

19 minutes of walking.

You can lose weight far more
quickK and more certainly by not

eating 100 calories. II you do that

every day. you will have a weekly

deficit of 7()() calories. In five weeks

you will have lost a pound because of

your .<.500-calorie deticit.

How To Construct Your Personal

Diet Plan

If you have dieted before, you
probably know there is a long-

standing debate between the low-

calorie dieters and the low-carbohy-

drate camp. I et it be said onceand tor

all that the only way to lose weight is

to reduce calories. If you eat mostly

protein and tat as the low-carbohy-

drate proponents instruct you will

only lose weight ifthecaloriesarefew.

What protein you do-i't need right

away is converted to carbohydrate,

and excess carbohydrate becomes fat

to be stored.

•Anv effective diet plan will mean
reducing calories, and those calories

should be distributed among protein,

carbohydrate and tat in a balanced

way. 1 o start, you tirst need to know
how many calories a day to eat. I o

estimate this total, multiply your

desired weight by 12. You probably

know what weight makes you look

and feel good, but if not. consult a

standard height-weight chart. Ihe 12

represents the number of calories

vou'll need to maintain a pound of

body weight everv day. Ihis assumes

FAST-FOOD NUTRITION: HOW IT ADDS UP

McDonald's

2 hamburgers, fries, shake

Big Mac, fries, shake

Big Mac
Quarter pounder

Hamburger
French fries

Chocolate shake

Burger King

Whopper, fries, shake

Whopper
Whopper, Jr.

Double hamburger

Hamburger
French fries

Chocolate shake

Pizza Hut

10-in. Supreme (cheese, tomato

sauce, sausage, fiepperoni,

mushrooms, etc.)

10-tn. pizza (cheese)

Arthur Treacher's

2-ptece dinner (fish, chips, slaw)

3-piece dinner (fish, chips, slaw)

Kentucky Fried Chicken

3-piece dinner (chicken, potatoes,

roll, slaw)

Dairy Queen

4-0/. serving

Arby's

Sliced beef sand., 2 potato

patties, slaw, shake

CALORIES PROTEIN FAT CARBO
(grams) (grams) (grams)

1030 40 37 135

1100 40 41 143

550 21 32 • 45

420 25 19 37

260
' 14 9 30

180 3 10 20

315 9 8 51

1200 40 47 147

630 29 35 50

285 16 15 21

325 24 15 24

230 14 10 21

220 2 12 10

365 8 8 65

an urban sedentary-type life style. If

you're moderately active physically,

use 15. If you are a real jock, or do
heavy manual work, you can use a

higher figure of IS or more.

lo maintain my \50 pounds, for

instance. I need to eat 150x 1 2 or l.SOO

calories a day. Let's say I w ant to lose

two pounds of fat a week. If one

pound of tat equals .^500 calories, 1

must eat a deficit of 7,000 calories

over seven davs. 1 can dot his bv eating

I .OOOcalories'less a day ( 7 days x 1 .000

calories - 7.000 calories a week).

Subtracting 1.000 trom l.XOOgives

me SOO calories, the amount I should

be eating every day until I get to that

ideal weight. Two pounds a week is

about all you should expect to lose.

The Ameiicaii Medical Association

says "it is usually unw ise to try to lose

more than two pounds per week
because rapid weight loss may leave

you tired, grumpy and vulnerable to

illness."

In addition to counting the number
of calories you eat. you need lo besure

you're getting certain amounts of

protein, carbohydrate and fat. Ihere

are tour calories in everv gram of

protein and in every gram of carbti-

hydrate; there are nine calories in

everv gram of fat.

Following the Select Committee's

guidelines, 12 percent of a balanced

diet should be protein. Twelve per-

cent of 8(M) calories is 96; divided by

four calories per gram means I can eat

24 grams of protein each day. If

carbohydrate makes up the recom-

mended 5S percent ot mv diet. I can

eat 1 16 grams of starches and sugars

(5S percent of SOO calories is 464;

divided bv four calories per gram is

I 16 grams). Fat. at M) percent of the

diet, comes to 26.6 grams (30 percent

of SOO calories is 240; divided by nine

calories per gram is 26.6 grams). My
diet plan now looks like this:

1200 72 35 152

1025 65 23 140

900 25 45 99

1200 55 64 101

1000 55 55 71

180 5 6 27

1200 37 40 166

PrcMein 24 jiram^

( arhoh\drate. Il6j>rams

hat. 2^1 is iiramv

46 I. ill (1 2',)

464cal (5K';)

240cal. (.W;)

I here's one problem with the diet

thusfar: Ihere's not enough protein.

According to the Recommended
Dailv .Allowance established by the

National Academy of Sciences Na-

tional Research C\nincil. I should be

eating a minimum ol 55 grams ot

protein a day (women, because of

statistically smaller builds, need less

46 grams). 1 need toadd more protein,

and to do this. I'll take trom carbo-

hvdrate. Here is the adjusted, final

outline of my reducing diet:

Protein "^"^ urams

( arb(ih>drale. xi ur.ims

Fal, 27 jirams

Tiital

220 cal (27 V,)

UOcal (42 S',)

24Ual (V)',)

SOUal (KM)',)

Once vou've worked out a guide

like this lor yoursell. the next step is to

14 INSIDER
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look up foods and figure out how to f

"^

spend those grams and calories. You
will soon see that there are very few

foods which are pure protein or pure I

carbohydrate. Most foods are mix- *

tures of these two. plus fat. I here are

also totally fat foods, such as butter,

margarine, lard and salad oils.

Get a copy of the Nutritive Value of

Foods from the U.S. Ciovernment ,

Printing Otfice, Washington. D.C.
'

20402 for 85 cents. Another good >

reference is .lean Carper's The Rrimil
*

Same Nutrition Counter (Bantam. ^

$1.95). ,

You'll find that a cup of cottage ^'^

cheese costs you 2}} calories, for
;

which you get 2S.6 grams of protein,
'

6.1 grams of carbohydrate and S.8
\

grams of fat. *

A cup of plain yogurt is 125*

calories, which yields eight grams of •

piutein, 1.^ grams of carbohydrate I

and tour grams of fat.
J

A cup of canned beans with sliced

frankfurters is 365 calories, which
;

gives I9grams of protein. 32 grams of >

carbohydrate and IS grams of fat. t

Now. if you live in a dorm or house ',

and get your meals there, you prob- *.

ably can't make up the menu. But all is
;

not lost. You can select from what is
f

offered. Ihat includes not eating

dishes. such asdesserts. Ifyoucan.get

a copy of each week's menu plan, •

analy/e the meals inadvanceandpick
and choose in cool deliberation, rather

than in the heated temptation of the
,

food line. Also, if you ask, your
kitchen may prepare low -calorie

dishes. If you cook for yourself or eat
,

out. you can exercise complete con-

trol of your diet. And if you're in the

habit offrequenting fast-food chains.
;

we've included an analysis of what is
;

served there.

You may be thinking by now that

this do-it -yoursell diet is too hard to «

do. Far easier, you may think, to

!

simply swallow liquid protein, or

;

follow Atkins or Stillman. or simply
,

fast.

Wrong.
For a svelte figure, you need some-

'

thing that will not onlv get your,

weight down, but keep it down. I hat

,

requires a way of eating \ou can!
follow the rest of your life. Stay aw ay

\

from anv diet that is not well-rounded. *

A vegetarian diet is okay, if you know i

how to mix the proteins. But diets that i

are no-carbohydrate, or only meat-

and-fish. or high-fat are all dan-
',

gerous. The best diet is one that limits
\

your calories while maintaining a \

balanced combination of protein, t

carbohydrate and fat. D

Theodore Rerlanii a frequent lec-

turer on dietini^. is the author of fO

hoofis. includini; Ratingthe l)iets<///(/

The Acupuncture Diet.

-a-- "^/
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10 Diets

Good and Bad
Diets can come m some exotic forms and make wildly incredible claims and who

are we to resist the plan that lets us eat or drink all we want ola particular lood and

St ill Idse weight quickly, el tortlessly and without any teelingsorhunger' Most people

find ildillicult to pass up the quick-weight-loss promises ot the lad diets tor the more

tedious programs ot counting calories, hut the tad is only lew diet plans work well

over the long run and the tad diets are not among them. Here is a look at 10 popular

diet plans with a discussion of why they do or do not work.

Fasting. Many people think fasting is the quickest way lo lose weight, and it is true

that some very overweight people can lose as much as one pound a day on a doctor-

superv iscd fast. Any last beyond a day or two can be dangerous, however, and even

those first few days will be uncomiortable people report feeling hungry and

listless and often complain of accompanying headache

Zen Macrobiotic Diet. I his phony, dangerous diet has nothing to do with Zen

Buddhism Invented by the late (ieorge Ohsawa. the macrobiotic diet progresses

through six mcreasinglv severestages. the final diet consist ingi)f only brown rice and

tea. f rederick.l. Stare. M.D.ol Harvard I iniversity's Department of Nutrition has

called it "the most dangerous lad diet around" because it lacks most vitaminsas well

as the critically necessary mineral, iron

liquid or Powdered Protein Diets, this lad started as a beauty-shop diet

marketed as NaturSlim. a powder you add to skim milk tor breakfast and lunch.

When vou add a sparse dinner, you eat about 750 calories a day fhen came The l.asi^

( hatur Pifi bv Dr Robert 1 inn and Sandra I ee Stuart and liquid "predigested"

protein. Pmlinn. origmallv sold tinU to doctors. Now it and imitators are sold in

drugstores While it can take weight off fast, it is neither complete nutrition nor the

sort of lood you can live on for long

Dr. .\tkins' Super F.nergy Diet. \ his is an extension of the earlier Dr. Aikin.\' Diet

Rcviilution which lets you eat as much protein and fat as you want but initially no

carbohvdratc This high-protein diet puts your body into a state of ketosis. which can

bedangeroustodiabeticsandhardonthekidneys Ihe initial weight loss is mostly a

loss of body water, and eliminating carbohydrate makes most people feel lethargic.

Dr. Stillmans Quick WeiRht loss. He may be dead, but his poultry, fish, cheese

and eggs diet lives on It is called the "water diet" because you must drink at least eight

glasses of water a day to flush out your kidneys, it is basically another low-

carbohvdrate diet that has the same risks and problems of fatigue as .Atkins' diets

abi>ve

l.ow-( arb(»h>dratr Diets. You can realize weight loss by a sensible combination

of calorie-counting and low-carbtihydrate eating. First, your total calories should

not exceed the number necessary to lose weight Ihen. in distributing those calories

among protein, carbohydrate and fat. allot 50 but not more than 60 grams to

carbohydrate; limit vour fat consumption to under .^0 grams; and the remaining

calories should be protein. Your initial loss will be water, but after several weeks, you

will sec real weight loss,

High-Fiber Diets. Accordinglo proptments. if you load yourdiet with high-fiber

toi>dswhich include certain vegetables, fruits and grains unprocessed miller's bran

supposedly being the best source this will speed digested foods through your

intestines and thus mini mi/e the chance your body has to absorb calorie-containing

nutrients. Nonsense. But such diets do fill you up and give you "regular" bowel

movements

.Acupuncture Diet. I he internal organs have essential nerves which form

branches that emerge under the skin in different parts of the body. Acupuncture

stimulates these nerve branches, sending signals through the main nerve to the organ

itselt Acupuncture cannot cause you to lose weight, but it can control feelings of

hunger freatmenls are usually performed by a physician

Vegetarian Diet. You can lose weight and keep it off by giving up meat. But you

have to know how lo mix vegetableproteins(suchasriceandbeans. or peanut butter

and bread), and be sure you get Vitamin Bi: to stay healthy.

TOPS. Weight Watchers, Diet Workshop, Overeaters .\nonymous. All of these

diet groups can help you providing you stick w ith them fhey offer the best diets,

the best advice and the best support from fellow dieters There is an evangelical fervor

at many of their meetings, hut the person who is secure enough to see the praise and

criticism lor what it is namely, reinforcement to keep to your diet will not be

turned off by the theatrics.
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A growing number of young people are looking
for ways to feel more at home inside their

bodies. This has triggered a new surge of interest in

exploring both ancient Eastern disciplines and
newer Western methods of working with the body.

These systems are often grouped under the um-
brella term of "sensory awareness" the process of

tuning in to the body's needs and sensations.

As many experts tell it, our emotions, attitudes

and past experiences are all linked to physical

responses in the body. Often, we ignore these body
messages until serious illness or breakdown occurs.

It's as if the body and the mind were tied toget her by
a fragile cord and slowly wandering in opposite

directions. Eventually, the body yanks on that cord

with a sharp dose of pain or disease to finally grab

the mind's attention. Sensory awareness systems
aim to avoid these crisis messages by keeping mind
and body in constant communication. Theideaisto
help the body put through a continuous flow of

signals about its need for food, rest and exercise

while the mind sends back its own signals to control

the body's functions and stir up new reserves of

strength and energy.

Because the vast majority of these methods are

rooted in centuries-old Chinese, Japanese and
Indian philosophies, the same basictechniquestend

to surface again and again. For instance, deep
breathing, stretching exercises and mental concen-

tration to relax various body parts are techniques

used in dozens of body systems. Overall, these

systems tend to fall into several distinct categories

of body-working methods from massage to mar-

tial arts. Here's a microview of some of the most
popular approaches to bringing mind and body
back together:

Movement
BIOENERGETK S.Alex-
ander Lowen based his

hioenergetics system on
the theories of psycholo-

gist Wilhelm Reich. Reich

believed that in growing
up each person develops a

"character armor" of past

experiences which are

reflected in his postures

and movements. This

means that past traumas
and frustrations remain
locked up in the body,

preventing free and easy

movement. I.owen de-

veloped a series of

exercises to break down
this character armor. For

example, arching the body

in forward and backward
bows is used to bring new
awareness of sensations,

while deep breathing and
body tremors release ten-

sion. Fowen also used a

series of sharp, active

movements such as strik-

ing a bed or couch and
kicking or flailing with the

arms. These actions help

the person recall his

childish ability to abandon
himself to movement and
release emotions physi-

cally instead of keeping
them bottled up inside.

Since Fowen first de-

veloped his methods, the

term hioenergetics has

been broadened to include

a variety of approaches.

from movement by the

individual to manipula-
tion of the body by a

trainer or healer. How-
ever, the major goal

remains the same to

unblock tensions and
patterns of behavior which
interfere with the free,

open use of the body.

FUNCTIONAL INTE-
GRATION. This move-
ment system, invented by
physicist Moshe Felden-
krais, concentrates on
controlling body functions

and alleviating stress.

More than a thousand
elaborate exercises, each
with approximately 40
variations, are designed to

help the student develop
precise awareness of the

operation of his body. He
learns how to monitor the

flexing of his muscles,

control his breathing and
feel many other body
functions. The aim, ac-

cording to Feldenkrais, is

to organize your own
body to work with

minimum effort and maxi-
mum efficiency.

Most of the exercises

are performed laying down.
A student typically begins

his session by checking
where and how various

parts of his body touch the

floor. From here, exercises

are done slowly, with no
straining or effort. Some
movements are performed
totally inside the mind,

like a mental rehearsal of

activity. Those who have
tried the method report

heightened awareness of

body functions and elimi-

nation of stiff, tight

muscles. It's also possible

to relieve a lot of your

anxiety about future events

by using the technique of

mentally peribrming things

ahead of time.

YOGA. Yoga, a Hindu
discipline which dates

back to prehistoric times,

is probably the world's

oldest system of physical

and mental development.

The word yoga means
"union" the linking of

mental and physical energy

v/hhprana, the universal

life force. The unusual
contortions most often

associated with yoga are

actually part of one
branch of the discipline

called Hatha yoga. Hatha
yoga combines a number
of postures, or asanas,

with pranayamas, or

i)

Feeling Good:
16 Ways To Get in Touch with Your Body
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breathing techniqucN. id

promote relaxed coneen-
tration and a flow of

energy through the body.
Most Hatha yoga classes

teach about 12 to 15

postures uhich are per-

formed sittmg. standing or

lying dow n. Ihc asanas
emphasize the spinal cord,

which according to an-

cient philosophy, contains

the seven chakras. or

essential psychic energies.

Each posture is supposed
to stretch but not strain

the bodv. and students

Y
I

learn to assume many of
these positions for ex-

tended periods of time as

an aid to concentration,

few muscles are left

untouched as the body is

limbered and relaxed.

ZEN SPORTS. Zen and
yoga concepts of relaxed

concentration have fil-

tered through to the

sweaty world of tennis and
other Western sports. A
leading guru here is lim
(Jallwey. author of The
Inner (ianw of Tennis. In

his tennis clinics, Ciallwey

tries to get his pupils to

take their conscious, criti-

cal sel\ es off the front

lines and let their inner

selves take over.

In brief, the main idea is

this: the harder \ou try.

the less effectively you
perform. Your inner,

nonverbal, instinctual self

knows better than your
nervous, nagging, con-
scious mind how to field

that ball, (lallwey teaches

a series of exercises

designed to release this

mstinctual response and
let the tennis player move
without constantly moni-
toring, critici/mgand
worrying about his next
action.

A similar approach
appears in I ugene Her-
rigel's /.en and the Art of
.\rcher\ , in which the

student must struggle to

let "it" his instinct

shoot the arrow straight.

A scientific explanation of

this mystical-sounding
process is that this

technique quiets the ver-

bal, critical right-hand

side of the brain, allowing
the nonverbal left side

which usually guides body
movement to take over
and control your play.

Massage
SHIATSr. Shiatsu,

which literally means
"finger pressure" is a

.lapanese method of mas-
sage based on the fact that

when you experience pain,

the instinctual response is

to rub the place that hurts.

Shiatsu specialists explain

that the body manu-
factures energy to contract

the muscles by converting

nutrients into glycogen
and combining this with
oxygen. This produces a

residue of lactic acid,

which can accumulate in

muscles during times of
fatigue to create improper
muscle contractions and
illness. Shiatsu finger

pressure on an improperly
contracted muscle can
supposedly cause most of

this lactic acid build-up to

convert to glycogen
eliminating the painful

contraction.

Shiatsu uses the thumbs,
fingers and palms of the

hands. Treating a specific

illness usually requires

pressure at some point

near the body part that's

ailing. Sometimes, how-
ever, pressure is applied to

distant areas; pressure on
the soles of the feet may be

used to relieve kidney
problems, while pressure
on the lefi hand is

supposed to strengthen the

heart. Hach pressure lasts

only a few seconds and
usually produces a sensa-

tion midway between
pleasure and pain.

DOTN. DoMn is self-

massage, an ancient method
of diagnosing and quick-
curing body ills which
started as a secret teaching

in the Orient. Do'ln
teaches that the universal

energy fofce called the A;

is received at various

pressure points along your
body. When you're at the

peak of health, ki is

circulating freely; when an
organ malfunctions, ki is

not properly distributed

and points along the body
become painful, (icntle

Do'ln massage uses deep,

sustained pressure with
the flat surface of the

thumb in a circular

rotation to release ac-

cumulated energy at pres-

sure points and get it

flowing smoothly through
the body.

Practice of Do'ln en-

courages students to be-

come fully attuned to

minor body dysfunctions

before they become major
ones. This discipline of

self-awareness eventually

becomes second nature,

leading the individual to

eat more sensiblv and

behave in ways that are

less stressful to the body.

REFLEXOIXKJY. A West-
ern cousin of Shiatsu and
Do'ln, reflexology con-
centrates its massage tech-

niques on the soles of the

feet. According to this

theory, nerve endings in

the feet correspond to the

10 different /ones of the
body which contain vari-

ous organs. With several

seconds of pressure to the

correlating point on the

soles of the feet, pain in a

malfunctioning organ can
be relieved. With con-
tinuing regular use of

reflexology, problems can
be spotted and treated

before a serious mal-
function can surface.

Different amounts of
pressure are supposed to

produce different reac-

tions. Ihe overall goals of

the treatment are to relax

nerve tension, increase

circulatit)n of the blood
and lymphatic system, and
help the body throw off

the \arious poisons it

accumulates through daily

li\ing.

ROI.FINC. It's not easy
to believe, but more than
3().()(M) people have paid
about $40 a session to be
pulled, stretched, even
tormented by rolfing mas-
seurs. Developed by Dr.

Ida Rolf and based on the

theories of Wilhelm Reich,
rolfing breaks down "char-

acter armor" with deep-
muscle massage that can
often be extremely painful.

Ihe idea is that through
this process you re-

experience material from
your past that has been
tying you in knots a bit

like having your life flash

before your eyes. Once
experienced, those anxie-
ties are supposedly gone
for good, leaving the body
loose, alive and ready for

new encounters.

Legitimate rolfing mas-
seurs generally have a

good working knowledge
of human anatomy and
are trained to know where
the process will help and
where it will do serious

damage to body tissue.

Ihat's why it's always
important to choose a

skillful practitioner.

Q V.

Coordinating
Mind/Body
Signals
RKIAXATION RE-
SPONSE. Dr. Herbert
Benson's concept of the
"relaxation response" is

designed to provide every-

day relief for the anxieties

of our achievement-ori-
ented, hyped-up, pressure-

ridden society. 1 ension or
stress produces a "fight or
flight" response in the
body originally designed
to help primiti\e man fight

off saber-toothed tigers

and related problems. In

our modern, highly stress-

ful society, that response is

produced so ofien that it

causes illness and disease.

According to Benson,
each of us also possesses a

natural mechanism which
allows us to turn off this

fight or flight response and
its harmful effects.

To produce the relaxa-

tion response. Benson
suggests that the indi-

vidual pick a calm, quiet

cn\ironment. kick off his

shoes, loosen any tight

clothing and sit in a

comfortable chair. He
should then let the mind
float along, refusing to

focus in on any noises or

other distractions. The
next step is to repeat a

calming mental device

such as a word, phrase,

prayer or meaningless
sound spoken silently in

the mind or in a slow,

gentle tone with each
exhalation. Practicing this

response for 10 to 20
minutes a day can result in

decreased oxygen con-
sumption, lower blood
pressure, slower heart rate

and an all-over sense of
well-being. This exercise is

essentially a form of
meditation. Packaged some-
what differently, it's also

practiced by students of

Transcendental Meditation

and Zen Buddhism.

CHRONOBIOI.Or.Y.
Most people operate on
some type of cyclic

pattern eating, sleeping,

working and playing on a

regular schedule. We be-

come more aware of this if

we suddenly upset the

—

/

.^

pattern by taking a jet trip

or staying up too late.

Now there's a good deal of
clinical evidence that the

pattern goes a whole lot

deeper: temperature, heart-

beat, blood pressure, cell

division and other body
functions apparently re-

spond to definite sets of

rhvlhms. Short-term rhvthms
with a cycle of 90 to loO

minutes are called ultra-

dim rhythms, and rhythms
repeated with a 24-hour
period are called circadian.

Chronobiologists believe

that awareness of your
own specific and personal
biorhythms can help ex-

plain why you are up
sometimes for no apparent
reason and down at other

times. More importantly,
it can help you plan your
personal schedule in order
to work, study and rest at

the most efficient times.

.At the moment, no one is

quite sure what controls

the intensity and duration
of biorhythms. However,
you can roughly chart

your ow n pattern by
keeping a physiological

record for a few weeks,
noting variations in such
things as temperature,

mood, energy or sleepi-

ness. You can then use

these notes to work out

your own best dail\

schedule.

INTENSIVE JOIRNAE
THERAPY. Dr Ira Pro-

goff has developed Inten-

sive .lournal Workshops
which place special em-
phasis on what he calls

"dialogs with the body."
According to Progoff. our
emotions, hopes and deep
inner experiences are

connected in our minds
with body movements.
Participants in his work-
shops list "steppingstone"

memories of the body such
as being tossed in the air

by a playful father,

looking up at a tall adult

and thinking how small

you are. running in the

snow, playing games,
breaking a leg. seeing a

sunset, dancing, sweating,

swimming, fighting, making
love or climbing a

mountain.
Ihe student is taught to

see his body as an inner

person who receives these

experiences. By carrying
on a mental dialog with
this inner person and
keeping a written record
of the conversation, the
student gets some insight

into his own feelings about
his body.

BIOFEEDBACK. This is

a technological answer to
getting in touch with your
body. The method uses

various machines to feed a

subject biological infor-

mation about his muscle
tension, heartbeat, blood
pressure even his brain
waves. Using this infor-

mation, the individual is

trained to mentally direct

his muscles or body
functions to relax or

perform more efficiently.

Biofeedback training has
been used to regulate

hypertension, help people
enter different states of
consciousness and even re-

train damaged nerve sys-

tems. A muscle often used
in biofeedback is the
frontalis muscle in the

forehead. A subject is

hooked up to a machine
which measures tension in

this muscle and gives

visual or audible signals to

relax. With the help of this

precise, instantaneous in-

formation, you can be

trained to mentally con-
trol your own tension level

more quickly than you
could without mechanical
monitoring. Similar train-

ing is now used to improve
athletic skills

Martial Arts
rAICHICH'l AN.T'ai
chi ch'uan. sometimes
called "Meditation in

Motion," is an ancient

system of health-giving

exercises rooted in Chinese
religious teachings. Liter-

ally translated as "the

ultimate principle." it

plays out the Chinese Yin-
Yang concept of balance
between opposing forces

with the slow, continuous
shift of body weight from
one leg to another.

Tai chi looks like a

graceful, effortless ballet,

especially if you watch a

class moving through the

forms in unison. Although
some t'ai chi styles can be

used for combat at

advanced levels, the disci-

pline is most often

practiced for exercise and
relaxation. There are 128
movements, traditionally

practiced at dawn and
dusk. Many carry exotic
names such as "White
Snake Sticks Out Tongue"
or "Golden Cock Stands
on One Leg." An abbre-
viated version of these

movements is performed
by millions each day in the

Peoples' Republic of China.
The exercises, which are a

whole lot harder than they

fUUiiiiiiUi
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look, stress balance and
slow, fluid motion. It

takes several months to

learn the shortest set of

mo\ ements and many
years to master the

technique.

A related practice is

kung fu. which is actually

a Chinese term lor any
form of task or exercise.

The martial art known as

kung fu to Westerners uses

circular motii>ns similar to

t'ai chi ft)rms but delivered

with much greater speed
and force, and directed

agamst an opponent.
Students of kung fu learn

to lunge for the \ulnerablc

spots on the opponent's
body as they strengthen

their own pressure points

and sharpen their reflexes.

Punches, kicks and blocks

are practiced in dance-like

sets. Some kung fu styles

such as the Fagle Claw
teach scratching and goug-
ing techniques, while cnhers,

like the Northern Praying
Mantis, teach swordplay
and quarterstaff combat.
I ike t'ai chi. the art takes

man\ years to learn.

JlJITSl ANDJl DO.
About 5(M) years ago in

feudal .lapan, samurai
warriors perfected jujitsu

into an empty-handed
form of combat, literally

translated as "gentleness

practice," jujitsu was first

used in battle and later

taught as a character-

building discipline which
fused mental concentra-
tion with physical force.

The art of judo, an
offshoot of jujitsu, was
developed in the 19th

century as a competitive

sport. Later on, a hybrid

of judo, jujitsu and othei

martial arts forms was
introduced in the I'nited

States as JCodenkan jujitsu.

which is taught today.

In both judo and jujitsu,

the student advances through

a system of colored belts

white for beginners through

black for experts. A white-

belt student spends a lot of

time learning to fall down,
with the sharp smack of

the arm against the mat to

break his fall, (iraceful

body rolls bring him up
again into a combat
stance. Cirappling, throw-
ing and escape techniques

are taught with quick,

fluid movements. Most
students of judo and
jujitsu say they gradually

develop more flexibility

and quicker reflexes.

KARATE. After World
War II, CiI's brought the

Okinawan art of karate to

the United States. As in

jujitsu. judo, and aikido.

karate students dress in

the white pajama-like.i^;

and work up through a

ranking system of colored
belts. Easier to learn than
other Oriental martial

arts, karate uses sharp
kicks and punches de-

signed to strike and retreat

in a single motion. Unlike
the circular forms of kung
fu or the wedging and
grappling techniques of

jujitsu. karate stresses

straight, rigid blows which
emphasi/e speed and bal-

ance. A bellowing "kiai"

sound accompanies a blow
to clear the diaphragm
and summon extra force

to the attack.

Karate movements are

practiced in dance-like sets

called kaias. In common
with all the Oriental

martial arts, the coordi-

nation of mind and body

is especially important.
T he student is often taught
to concentrate on "seeing

through" an object, imag-
ining his hand or foot

making contact and pass-

ing through that object.

Because it only takes a

few months to learn the

basics, karate is sometimes
used as a self-defense tool.

However, most experts

agree that unless you're

very proficient, you shouldn't

rely on karate to save you
from an attacker. The art

is most useful as a way of

developing strength, power
and control over the body.

AIKIDO. Aikido. in-

vented about .^0 years ago
in .Japan, is probably the

most nonviolent of all the

Oriental martial arts.

Rather than use force

against an attacker, the

student is trained to sense

the direction of an
opponent's force and use

that momentum to throw
him off balance.

Aikido is usually taught

in pairs. Students lunge

and parry in quick, circular

movements, using deft

twists and dodges to avoid
the impact of an attack.

Aikido means "way of

harmonizing with the

spirit of the universe." and
teachers say its graceful,

yielding movements help

students react more calmly
to any form of stress or

tension. I ike most martial

arts, aikido :akes a lot of

time to master, but nerve

conditioning beneflts often

show up very quickly. D

^

This article was prepared with the assistance of Nathaniel Laniie ami A/ton Slade.

author and chiefresearcher (if Mxndsiyks lAies{\\es(Price/ Stern/ Sloan, 1976, $7.95).
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Economy with kicks*

The1978 Ford Pinto.

Who said economy cars have to look cheap?

Pinto is loa(ded with style-dazzling colors, options, and performance that really steps out.

See your Ford Dealer for the economy car with kicks.
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MorePower
toToa!
Beat Fatigue with This

High-Energy Rx
[)iana Dynamo is the kind ot

person who leaps out ol hed at 7 a.m..

jumps into the shower, and positively

bounces into her 8 o'clock class. Aha.
you say. a morning person. Not so.

Diana Dynamo is a perpetual motion
machine, all day long. She is always
bursting with energy, alive and ani-

mated, sparkling with wit and full ot

good cheer. As e\ening tails and other

mortals are winding down. D.D. is

just getting her second wind. There's

so much more to do supper. \ isitors

to entertain. Krisbee or soft ball games
before dark, plus homework. And in

her spare time. D.D. manages to

devour an average of three mo\ies
and two books every week.
Where does she get all her energ\

.

you wonder, as you drag out of bed.

barely pull yourself together and
heave your bone-tired body to class'

You ma\ find this hard to believe,

but you probably ha\e just as much
energy as Diana Dynamo. The dif-

ference is that D.D. is maximizing her

personal energy supplies.

You can use your own energy
resources to better advantage, too.

The payoff is tremendous. When you
drag, life drags; a good movie bores

you. liveU books put you to sleep,

gourmet food tastes bland and your

'

best friends seem irrelevant. But when
you feel energetic, life is fun for you
and you are fun for others.

Converting low-energv drag to high-

energy enjoyment is not as simple as

swallowing a pill or taking a patent

medicine. \i)ur personal cnergv is

found, or lost, in manv different

aspects of vour life.

lo understand this, visualize your-

self as a whole system. .lust as in an
ecological life chain, every part of

your system is interlocked with other

parts. A change in one affects others,

and not always in obvious ways. It's

pretty clear, for example, that getting

less than three hours of sleep will leav e

you less than peppy the nextdav. But

did you ever think that there could be

a connection between fatigue and
concerns about your love life'.'Or that

a change in eating habits could pos-

sibly make you feel sleepy at odd
times'

The links of your system that affect

your energy level fall into three broad
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components: the phys-

ical, the emotional and
theattitudinal. Maxi-
mizing your personal

energy means bring-

ing ail three compo-
nents into harmony.

1. Get Vour Body
in (lood Working
Order

It's easy to see that

your phvsical condi-

tion affects your en-

ergy level in a multi-

tude of ways. For in-

stance, doctors say

that the people who
are most likely to report fatigue arc

the very fat and the verv thin

overeaters and undereaters. Over-
eating puts extra weight on your
frame, which increases the burden on
muscles and organs and tends to wear
them out faster. Undernourishment
short-changes the system of its basic

needs for dailv functioning. Crash
diets or occasional fasts can be physi-

cally exhausting simply because they

don't provide the system with enough
energy supply to keep it going normally.

Quality counts as well as quantity,

.lunk food can provide quick bursts of

cnergv. For more sustained efforts,

though, such as a full day of attending

classes or thinking thr(Uigh a term
paper, your system needs protein and
vitamins and minerals and all those

other good nutrients.

Sleep also has a direct eflect on
cnergv. You need some, though it's

impossible t(^ say how much is enough
and how much is too much. Fvery-

one's sleep needs are different. lo
gauge w hat's proper for your system's

needs, some experts suggest you keep

a record of how much you sleep

during a vacation period, when you're

not tied down toa fixed scheduleoran
insistent alarm clock.

.Air is a body fuel that most people

take for granted. It is essential to the

workings of all the internal organs,

particularlv the heart and brain.

Obviously you're getting enough air

to live on. but increasing vour air

intake makes the body organs work
better and increases energy.

One wav toenhanceyourairsupplv

=^^

is through thedeep breathingroutines

taught in yoga. .Another way is exer-

cise. [)uring a hard workout the body
takes in more oxygen and circulates it

thriHigh the bloodstream rapidly.

E- xercise requires you to expend energy,

but it pavs it back with interest. \ou
mav feel "worn out" right alter a hard

run or a fast set of tennis, but theextra

oxygen will make you more alert and
vital for hours and will build up your
total cnergv reserves. Manv expcr»s

claim, in fact, that exercising is the

single most beneficial thing you can
do to beat fatigue.

Some physical factors can drain off

the system's energy supply. Drug use

falls into this category. Fven mild

stimulants such as caffeine and to-

bacco sap away energy. After pro-

ducing short-term alertness, they let

vi)U down harder than thev brought
you up. Ihe highs of stronger stimu-

lants, such as amphetamines, are

always followed by a severe "crash."

What stimulants do is agitate the

nervous system, so that you use the

same amount of energy in less time.

But they do not add extra energy to

the system.

Depressants, on the other hand,

anesthetize the nerves and reduce the

system's overall efficiency. Alcohol,

sleeping pills and tranquilizers are all

drains on your energy, as you'll

acknowledge if you recall your last

hangover.

2. Minimi/e the Kffects of Kmo-
tional Strain

I he physical component of energy

is the most obvious, but often it is the

least significant. Doctors estimate

that four out of five patients who
complain of fatigue are in fact com-
plaining about an emotional prob-
lem, not a physical one.

Stress is a major factor. Stress is a

necessary part of our lives and an
important survival mechanism, but

often it ischanneled destructively into

J/.vtress.

Like your prehistoric ancestors,

you frequently respond to personal

threats or loss with the "fight or flight"

response mu.scles tense, breath quick-

ens, the heart pounds and adrenalin

rushes into the bloodstream to pro-

vide extra strength. Unlike the cave

dweller, you often have no outlet for

this response nowhere to run. no-

body to fight. So stress stays inside,

wearing you down not only as fatigue

but also as headaches, ulcers, asthma,
low back pain and heart disease.

Anxiety is closely related to stress.

Everyone experiences anxiety at some
time. You worry about things ih the

future, about what other people think

of you, about whether you will suc-

ceed or fail, about how you measure
up to others in looks or abilities (or

energy level), about w hether you are

lovable and loving. Worrying takes a

lot of energy. You may also feel it in

such physical forms as nervousness,

insomnia, irritability, lack of con-
centration or sexual dysfunction.

When anxiety turns into feelings of

frustration or futility, the result is

another emotional energy drain, de-

pression. Depression may stem from

your attempts to lead

an independent adult
life, to be a good
student, to be a social

) success, to live up to

^ ^ other people's ex pec-

^» ^0r tations. When you feel

^1^ W^^ helpless and worthless
*^ ' and lonely and beaten,

you also feel ex-
hausted. Depression
often is manifest as a
loss of interest in any
activity, loss of appe-
tite, headache, sleep-

lessness or nausea.
The emotional com-

ponent of fatigue does
not lend itself to quick
fixes and instant cures

(though some suffer-

ers turn to drugs with
exactly that in mind).
But there are a few
things that you can do
to help release the

energy you are in-

vesting in stress, worry
and feeling blue.

One is exercise.

Stress that has no outlet leaves behind
tense muscles, high blood pressure

and shortness of breath. Exercise

releases the "fight or flight" mecha-
nism as it was intended to be re-

leased fieeing down the cinder track,

beating a tennis ball's brains out,

taking a punching bag to lunch,

swimming, or whatever happens to be
your favorite vigorous activity. Exer-
cise drains tension from the muscles
and acts as asoothingtranquilizer (in

addition to restoring alertness as

mentioned earlier).

It also takes care of the high blood
pressure and shortness of breath, if

you exercise regularly enough to

build up your heart and lungs. (This is

covered in more detail inthearticleon

page 4.)

Another way to counter stress is

through relaxation. Deep relaxation

techniques, such as those taught in

yoga and Transcendental Meditation,

turn off the "fight or fiight" response

by quieting the nervous system that

triggered the response. At the same
time, relaxation allows your mind a

break. By taking a few minutes to let

your mind go blank, you can release

the energy that you were spending
dealing with worry and depression.

Practitioners of all the relaxation

techniques claim they gain renewed
alertness as well as physical rest.

3. Get Totally Involved in What
You Do
The third component of personal

energy, attitude, is probably the most
crucial. It falls into place, however.

only if the physical and emotional
components are in shape. It isattitude

which separates the Diana Dynamos
of this world from the rest of us. They
always seem to be having fun. Even
when they are elbow deep in "work,"
they take to it with the enthusiasm of
children elbow deep in a mud puddle.
What makes something fun? Psy-

chologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi
recently theorized that we experience
joy in those moments when we are
totally involved in what we do so
involved that we lose all sense of time
and of things going on around us. We
even lose any sense of ourselves; we
become one with the activity and
experience a sense that everything is

"right." He calls these moments "flow."

Psychologist Abraham Maslow called

those moments the "peak experience"
and noted that in those moments we
become "spontaneous, coordinated,
efficient" organisms functioning so
effortlessly that we are almost playing.

Diana Dynamo is a powerhouse of
energy because she is at play, not at

work. That's easy enough to under-
stand. You may be very tired from
hours of studying biology, but notice

how swiftly you find reserves of
hidden strength when somebody sug-
gests a spontaneous party!

More significant, perhaps, energy
results from the ability to focus
attention on one thing at a time. This
is critical to the "flow" or "peak
experience," and it's a difficult skill to

master. You have plenty of energy,
but most of the time it is being
dissipated in several directions at

once. While reading, you may be

listening to the radio, waiting for a

telephone call from a friend, worrying
about your grades, planning your
next weekend.
Boredom is an inability or un-

willingness to become actively in-

volved or totally immersed in any-
thing. When you are bored, you feel

alienated and apart. Boredom is

terribly fatiguing.

Involvement and focused concen-
tration are not fatiguing; they are
V itali/ing. They represent the highest

use of energy <:hanneled full-strength

without restraints.

To maximize your energy, you
must either beabletocommit yourself

totally to the enjoyment of what you
are doing or else do something that

you can enjoy. But it's all interrelated

to the physical and emotional com-
ponents, too; you can't really con-

centrate all your attention on one
thingifyourenergyisbeingsappedby
worry or tension. And you w on't have
any energy to concentrate if you're

not getting enough sleep, food and air.

Energy? You have lots of it. All you
hav e to do is develop it. D
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Senate speaker resigns

Brian DeLima (Staff photo by Bob
Higgins)

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Brian DeLima, in office for a year and six
nionths, announced his resignation last
night, effective in three weeks, so that he
could devote more time to drafting senate
proposals and to allow more people to
become familiar with the workings of the
senate through the position of Speaker.

In other business the Senate passed a
constitutional amendment defining Third
World students. A motion was also in-
troduced by the Third World caucus to recall
Senator Craig Sherwood, a white student
elected on the Third World ballot. The
legislators also approved Jeffrey Lutsky as
Student Attorney General and agreed to
allocate money for another trip to Kent State
to protest the construction of a gym on the

site where four students were killed by
National Guardsmen in 1970.

DeLima announced his resignation three
weeks in advance to give those interested in
the job the necessary time to campaign and
to allow the candidates to find out what the
job of speaker encompasses.

DeLima promised to give a critique of the
speakers activities. He noted oroblems of
communication and a lack of coordination in
the Senate.

"In my year and a half as speaker we dealt
with a lot of issues superficially." DeLima
said.

DeLima, a major proponent of student
unionization, also spoke about the goal of
empowerment.

"I don't think we ever made an attempt to
organize this campus," DeLima said.

DeLima said the commuters had "not even
been touched" by organizers and that union
supporters had to start having apathetic
students "making their voices heard."

As a senator, DeLima said he would be
nnaking many proposals geared towards

unionization."

The effort by the Third World caucus to
add an amendment defining Third World
students promoted a long and heated
debate, before being passed 55-11 with 17
abstentions.

The amendment states "Third World
people are African-Americans, Asian-
Americans, Latinos, Native-American and

TURN TO PAGE 3

"Biohazard" group to oversee DNA research
By JOE MAGUTTA
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting last night
approved a combination of two earlier
proposals - and added two more
of its own - to set up a "biohazard"
committee to oversee future recombinant
DN Aldeoxyribonucler acid) research in the
area.

The final decision to set up a nine-member
committee consisting of one- half scientists
not involved in research and one- half towns-
people selected by the Board of Selectmen
came after two hours of debate.

In other action the assembly also approved
118-65 to establish a seven-member com-
mittee to investigate gun safety conditions in
town;

be responsible for granting licenses to
perform the proposed research and would
report its findings to Town Meeting next
year.

— approved 116-15 a zoning bylaw to
extend the downtown business district;

-defeated 95-84 a proposal to allow
zoning bylaw changes to allow limited
business in another section of town;

-unanimously voted to transfer im-
properly allocated teacher payroll funds into
the correct amount;

-voted to transfer $10,000 in previously
appropriated funds to the Conservation
Commission for land purchase and options.

Under conditions of the final agreement
passed by a 90-54 vote, the committee would
deal with research requests on a case- by-
case basis, instead of trying to set up overall
policy for all research. The committee would

/" Inside

On being gay

— Former professional football player
Dave Kopay noted that many of the
emotions he felt on the football field were
similar to those "felt in the bedroom".
Kopay spoke last night about his ex-
periences on being gay in today's society.
See Karen Parmenter's story on page 2.

In protest of racism
— UMass officials say no further in-

vestigations are taking place in con-
nection with the recent cross burning
incident outside the Blue Wall. But
members of the Committee Against
Racism demonstrated yesterday in
protest of what they call "overt" racist
acts in the area. Details on page 3.

Weather
No, its not the day of doom,
It's just the annual UMass monsoon.
But do not despair, the end comes soon,
There will be sun on Thursday afternoon.

The original position, filed by Paul Newlin
of the Coalition for Responsible Genetic
Research, called for a 12 to 18 month
moratorium on the research, sometimes
called gene splitting, until a citizen's research
committee to explore potential dangers
could report to the May 1978 Town Meeting.

Coalition spokesman Marvin Kalkstein, of
University Without Walls last night termed
the compromise decision a "shotgun result",
drawing analogy to a trial and error approach
in recombinant DNA technology called a
"shot gun experiment."

An amendment proposed by UMass
botanist Otto Stein earlier in the evening
advised the town to adopt guidelines "at
least as rigorous" as those suggested by the
National Institute of Health. Stein had earlier

suggested "a more pragmatic approach" for
dealing with individual requests, and outlined
a committee composed of one- third Amherst
laymen.

"They were idealistic, I was pragmatic. I

think the final proposal is perfect. Now we
caa get moving and start to consider some
real situations," he said.

At present there is no recombinant DNA
research being conducted at any of the three
area colleges and universities. Officials at
Amherst College and UMass say they have
plans over the next few years to conduct the
research, which takes the DNA, the genetic
blueprint of heredity, from the organism and
inplanting it in a lower life form.

Many people at UMass have claimed that chemistry is for the birds - but one would hardly expect to have this theory proved
at Goessmann. (Staff photo by John Anderson)
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Masculinity
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By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

"What is total masculinity but male
homosexuality?" Both gay and straight
people, especially men may balk at the
statement but for former National Football
League player Dave Kopay, it is an un-
deniable truth.

Speaking to an audience of about 400 in
the Student Union last night, Kopay said
many of the emotions he had felt while
playing football, often considered the most
masculine of all sports, were the "same kind
of passions you see in the bedroom."
Kopay said, "Often in sports, the idea of

homosexuality is anathema, it doesn't exist.
Yet it is shown to exist in jokes," referring to
the locker room humor he said he en-
countered as a player.

Kopay publicly announced his
homosexuality in 1975 in an interview in a
Washington Star article on gay athletes. He
has known other gay football players and
wrote about some of them, using ficticious
names, in his book The David Kopay Story
published earlier this year. The book was
written in collaboration with author Perry
Dean Young.
Kopay said since his book was published

he had received several letters from both
professional and college athletes.

"There's a lot of people out there who say
I'm a homosexual, and people say 'so what'.
I don't have to worry for a few years but I feel
responsible to speak out and say what I

want. Others might speak out, but I don't
know," he said.

Following the appearance of the
Washington Star article, Kopay recalled
several of his friendships with both gay and
straight people which dissolved, even though

many people had already known Kopay was
gay.

Kopay related the story of one teammate
who visited him in the hospital, following a
knee operation. Kopay said, he didn't use the
man's name in his book because his friend
was running for public office.

But now that he is running for another
office in San Francisco, which has a large
gay community, he has asked Kopay for his
public support.

In discussing the problem of informing
others that one is gay, Kopay said, "Sure
there are a lot of people you can't come out
to, but there are others. You have to come
out to them and let them know." Asked
about the way his parents reacted to his
being gay, Kopay said "it was very
emotional. My mother just went crazy. It was
like a direct threat to her."
When the Washington Star article was

printed, his father told Kopay "he felt
degraded. He said he'd kill me, even though I

know he didn't mean it."

In his book and in his speech, Kopay
discussed his relationship with women.
"Some people may get angry with me but I

think I'm a latent heterosexual. We all have
the ability to love both sexes. We're all sexual
beings, " Kopay said.

Kopay mentioned that he had often had
sexual experiences involving both a man and
woman at the same time and felt "very
good" about these experiences.

During his football career, Kopay played
for six teams, most notably for the
Washington Redskins. Playing football,
Kopay said he "never got into the violence of
It. When you're on the field, it's a game of
survival. It's a reason for the greatness of the
game. It's healthy because you can control
the violence.

ta/k by gay athlete
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1977

Dave Kopay (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

Dean addresses senate
on Stockbridge activities

There » a(wavs another season, another sport ... (Staff photo by Steve Nugent)

Commuter elections cleared

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

John W. Denison, dean of the Stockbridge
School of Agriculture, last night urged
Stockbndge student senators to continue
their leadership in the school, and updated
various administrative proposals in the
College of Food and Natural Resources
affecting Stockbridge students.
A High School counseling program the

Massachusetts State Meal Tax, and Stock-
bridge activities was also discussed at last
nights Stockbridge Senate meeting.
Denison explained a proposal sent to Dean

Ross S. Whaley, of the College of Food and
Natural Resources, to use people with less
than Ph.D standing in the instructional
program. "A full vote in the affirmative was
given by the Stockbridge Educational
Policies committee in a recent meeting " he
said. "'

Quality education is the whole ball gamd.
This is not a watering down proposition. We
want to being field experience to the
students. The proposal involves going out
into industry and bringing in knowledgeable

persons to teach parts of courses related to
their specialty. This will give better quality in
our educational program," Denison said.
"The Lotta Crabtree Estate Agriculture

Fund is rolling in good shape," Denison said.
He explained they are interest free loans
available to help young people getting
started in agriculture. This fund is open to 2
and 4 year graduates. It will pull $100,000 per
year back into agriculture, he said.
A high school student counseling program

is being arranged by the senate. Stockbridge
students will be sent to speak at high schools
throughout the state on the Stockbridge
curriculum and opportunities available at the
school.

The senate voted unanimously to draft a
letter in strong opposition to the
Massachusetts State Meal Tax being in-
stituted on the UMass Meal Ticket program.

Tickets are available in the Senate office
for the Halloween Party to be held Oct. 27th
at 8 p.m. in Grinnel Arena. Students and
faculty charge is $1.50; guests are $2.

The previously proposed Stockbridge Fair
has been postponed until spring due to lack
of time to follow through with plans.

Prof defines socialism

By SUSAN O'NEIL
Collegian Staff

A hearing scheduled for today by the
Student Attorney General's office on the
Commuter Collective elections has been
cancelled.

The hearing was called after the Attorney
General's office discovered that enough time
had not been left between Commuter
Collective nominations and elections, and
the dales for nomination closings and
elections had been incorrect in ads.

Lutsky emphasized that although the
move had been requested by the Commuter
Collective's advocate, the decision was his.
A statement released by Student Attorney

General Jeff Lutsky, to the Commuter
Collective stated, "Due to the unfortunate

task of a transitional period occuring in the
middle of your case, and the lack of com-
munication between the outgoing Attorney
General and your group, and the fact that
procedural errors may have occured during
your involvement with the Judiciary, I am
dropping all charges against you, and this
office will not continue to pursue your
hearing.

The case against you scheduled for Oc-
tober 20, 1977 has been cancelled. However,
I would like to take the time to admonish you
for an unequitable and improper election. I

feel that you did not ensure an equitable
election for all parties concerned, but due to
the above conditions I am upon request of
your advocate Dan Salce dropping all

charges levied against you."
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By DON AUCOIN
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to arrive at a firm definition
of socialism, a UMass Economics professor
last night said socialism can be traced to
"one basic concept; the emancipation of
society from all forms of oppression."

Dr. Vaclav Holesovsky said, "any socialist
who undercuts democracy is undermining
the socialist movement... and is a fool or a
scoundrel. Mine is definitely a minority point
of view."

Speaking to a crowd of about 35 people in
the Campus Center, Holesovsky said
although "state capitalism of the Soviet
brand has been going through some painful
economic crises, the Western sector of
capitalism helps Soviet capitalism get back
on Its feet again. We are pumping
technology into the Soviet Union."

"Holesovsky also spoke about what he
termed the "illegitimate" use of the word
socialism.

"The name of socialism has been taken
away by various forms of capitalism," he
said, adding "the deep crisis of socialism can
be reduced to the inability of the socialist
movement to destroy the mythology of the
left which parades state capitalism as
socialism."

He denounced "the taking on, in European
countries, of responsibilities which do not
belong to socialists... which could be taken
care of by bureaucrats."

Holesovsky also decried the tendency to
"wait for Godot, wait for another Lenin." He
called this tendency a "degenerate form of
socialism."

Holesovsky said "a form of totalitarianism
is awakening in Eastern Europe," and
declared he doesn't believe in "the honesty
of the leaders of Communism." He men-
tioned Czechoslovakian author Jiri Lederer; a
dissident who was recently sentenced to 3
years in prison. Was a former comrade in the
Social Democratic Party. "This young man,
who meant well.... had to go through twenty
years in a totalitarian regime before he

Thfi

became a leader in the human rights
program, and is now paying for it with his
career," he said.

Holesovsky spoke of socialist leader
Norman Thomas, saying Thomas "never
understood the danger of fascism. He was an
isolationist. How can a socialist be an
isolationist?"

A socialist "must assume the burden of
being a maverick" he said, adding one way
to assuage the loneliness of such in-
dependence is to join an organization of
like-minded people."

Hadley Briefs
Tardy taxes collected
The Hadley Board of Selectmen at

Tuesday night's meeting at Town Hall,
said the list of delinquent taxpayers has
been reduced from 51 to 34. These in-

dividuals have still not paid their water
tax bills.

The board has decided that those
persons who have not paid their water
tax bill by the beginning of November will
receive warnings in the mail to either pay
or have their water shut off.

Board member Julian Fil said Hadley's
own collector is doing his part to get tax
delinquents to keep up with their
payments.

The board is in favor of having a list of
tax delinquents published in local
newspapers but is waiting for the results
of a similar Essex County court case.
That case, which will take place later this
month, will determine whether or not tax
delinquent lists can be published in the
city of Lynn. Its outcome will probably
determine whether or not tax records can
be published in this state.

Selectman Brian Glazier said the board
is now primarily concerned with tax
delinquents who have not paid their bills

in some time.

RANDALL BARISH
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Unrepaired roof
dampens dorm roori

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

"The water is going down the side wall
dnps on my desk and has made the carpet irimy room a rancid and smelly mess " savs
Jennifer Rielly of Greenough dorm.
"Water is leaking down from the third

floor, under our beds, leaving room 225 in a
soaked unpleasant condition."

Rielly is not alone in her dilemma. A
flooding problem has also turned up in Field
and Grayson dorms on Orchard Hill and
Rielly says it seems to have steadily' wor-
sened since last semester.

Rielly took her complaint to Rick Bell
Greenough head of residence. Bell reported
the problem to the Resource Management
Ceriter, and finally, the Physical Plant was
made aware of the situation.
According to Bill Marren of the Physical

Plant, the problem is caused by faulty metal
components of the dorm roofs. During heavy
ram showers, water is able to leak through
ceilings and into dorm rooms.
"There have been people over here to

survey the problem but nobody has really
been here to repair it," Bell said.

Rielly said, "We were told our wall would
be replastered and the carpet replaced or
cleaned. But the leaking continues.

There is about one-fourth of our room we
cannot use. A couple of nights ago at 5 a mwe had to move furniture and most of our
personal belongings so they would not be
wrecked," Rielly said.

Marren said, "The contractor began
working on Field and Grayson last Friday All
the windows on the east side will have to be
recaulked. As far as Greenough is con-
cerned, the job went out to bid and a con-
tractor was selected.

Alumni host job bank

outLw.'rr^K*'*^^ r"^"^'
^^'« :!^oo<*«" sculpture keeps its vigil on the balconyoutside Crabtree dormitory. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

No gripe filed

By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

All would-be politicians and corporate
executives are invited to attend the second
seminar offered by the Associate Alumni Job
bkills Bank Program at 8 p.m. tonight in
campus Center rooms 804-808.
The session will offer the personal advice

and experiences of five successful UMass
alumni dunng a panel discussion. Topics of
conversation will include tips on how to
prepare for the job market and opportunities
in business and political science related
fields.

Ken Somers, assistant to the Director of
Student Affairs, will moderate the panel
discussion and host the informal wine and
cheese gathering to be held at 9:30 p m
cL^P^o '^^^'"9 ^°'' assistance with the Job
bkills Program. Among the alumni involved
in tonight's program are: John Comerford

director of the White House Confers on
Economic Development; Peter C, im
Office of the Massachusetts Secre*-/ of
State; and Robert Dallmeyer, dire. of
Public Relations for United Techncioyies.

Somers, who has been workinn in
association with Ann Schewe, ass'sta-it
director of Placement Services, creat^-d theprogram to aid seniors with career goals and
optioris. The first seminar of the fall program
held last Thursday, attracted 50 studenis
concerned with future employment in theareas of health and human services. A third
seminar is planned for NOv. 10 to benefitthose students who are less directed in their
professional aims.

Returning alumni participating in theprogram will spend Thursday night in the

.Wh»H ?^"T ''°^^'- ^ '°"^ °^ ^^^ campus
IS scheduled for tomorrow morning.

By JEROLD R. KASSNER
Collegian Staff

Administration officials yesterday said no
steps have been taken to further investigate
the cross burning which took place last
Wednesday night outside the Blue Wall.

Marianne Kowolski, of the University
News Bureau, said a formal complaint was
never filed with the UMass Department of
Public Safety in connection with the in-
cident.

According to Kowolski, Acting Director of
the UMass Department of Public Safety Saul

UMass
p. Chafin personally examinnd the alleged
site of the cross burning several times
following the incident.

yesterday demonstrated in front of the
Student Union protesting "a long series of
overtly facist and racist acts" which have

"So far as the police are concerned, the case
is closed^-UMass News Bureau spokesperson
"The police found no evidence, no sup-

portive information. As far as the police are
concerned, the case is closed," Kowolski
said.

Representatives of the International
Committee Against Racism (INCAR)

recently taken place at UMass and at other
schools in New England.
UMass graduate and INCAR member

Keith Hersh said four INCAR members came
to UMass from Boston to demonstratp ar>H

distribute leaflets in protest of racist acts^^ " »i.^N-(-in/ oistnoute leariets in protest ot

State rules students may unionize
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission ruled Tuesday the Union of
Student Employes (USE) is not a collective
bargaining unit and refused to recognize the
union, but did acknowledge that student
employes have the right to organize.

Michael R. Bardsley, acting chairman of
the USE, said yesterday he "half expected"
the labor commission's decision that the
USE was not a bargaining unit, but was
"pleased" the ruling acknowledged
students' right to organize.

The USE is a group of student employes of
the Campus Center complex. The students
petitioned the labor commission in April of
1975 for recognition as a collective
bargaining unit representing all Campus
Center Employes.

Joan Quinlan, of the labor commission,
said the commission ruled USE could not be
recognized because it was "found not to be
an appropriate bargaining unit." She ex-
plained a bargaining unit must represent a
"community of interests" and the USE did
not fulfill that requirement because it

represented on Campus Center employes,
instead of a larger number of campus-wide
employees.

The labor commission ruling, however, did
say a larger number of campus wide em-
ployes would be eligible for consideration as
a bargaining unit.

Campus Center Director William M. Harris

could not be reached for comment
yesterday.

The decision may have implications for the
Graduate Student Employes Union (GSEU)
because that group also does not represent a
"campus-wide" group. The GSEU is
composed of graduate teaching assistants,
teaching associates, and research assistants!

Quinlan, however, said there is no record
of the GSEU petitioning the labor com-
mission for recognition as a bargaining unit.

A spokesman for the GSEU could not be
reached for comment. Quinlan said the labor
commission's ruling on the USE will have

no direct effect" on the Student Organizing
Project (SOP). She said SOP is an in
dependent matter and not affected by theUSE ruling.

Bardsley said the USE's next action will be
to try to build interest in a campus-wide
group of student employes. He said he
believes this can be done because of what he
termed "dissatisfaction" which exists among
student employes with present conditions.

Bardsley said the USE will hold a press
conference tomorrow to discuss the history
of the USE and to formulate future plans for
the group.

* Senate defines Tiiird World

which have occurred in the area. Hersh said
only SIX or seven" persons picketed in front
of the Student Union.

A cross burning was reported at Hamp-
shire College last month and a similar in-
cident occurred last Wednesday night
outside the Blue Wall. Hersh said anti-
Semetic and racist slogans have also been
pasted on some buildings at the University of
Connecticut in Storrs.

. ^A^f
Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert

L. Woodbury acknowledged that "every
possibility was covered m investigating the
cross burning outside the Blue Wall.

"The administration is not closing itself off
to the situation," Woodbury said, although
there have been no further attempts to in-
vestigate the incident.

According to the INCAR leaflet, "Even if

the cross burnings were the work of a few
sick individuals, they objectively build the
prestige of the KKK ( Ku Klux Klan) and make
milder forms of racism all the more
respectable.

"It (the cross burning) is an act of racist
terror intended to intimidate oppressed
people from fighting back.. .it (is) not at all
unlikely that these incidents are part of an
organized and concerted effort by such
groups as the National Alliance, the Nazis
and the KKK who are trying to get a foothold
in Amherst," the literature states.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Chicano peoples, and other people of color;
we identify ourselves among racial and
ethnic lines. We are people of color within
the United States who share a common
heritage of political economic and cultural
exploitation. We are in solidarity with the
liberation struggles of Third World countries
internationally and recognize that the
destinies of these directly affect our future as
Third World people within the United
States."

Third World senator John Yong presented
the amendment to the Senate. He said, "We
are just trying to have a definition of who we
are for our constituents."

DeLima said it was important to have a
special designation for Third World people
because "historically. Third World students
have not been able to get elected (in the
traditional areas of dorms)."

Jay Flynn, a senate from Wheeler, said the
arnendment was unconstitutional.

"This is discrimination of the basis of
race, ' Flynn said.

He cited the fourteenth amendment which
states that there can not be discrimination of
the basis of race. Flynn felt this was
discrimination against whites.

Regina Hurley, a senator from Brown said,
"On the campus of UMass we have an in-

terest group who are being discriminated
against by virtue of their skin color and needsome impetus."

The Third World students also put a
motion on the fJoor to recall Craig Sherwood
saying he cannot "effectively represent the
Third World community.' In addition the
motion states that Shen/vood is "unac-
countable to his Third World constituents
and "is not aware of the Third World ex-
oerience."

The Sherwood motion will be voted on
next week. The recall of a senator requires
150 signatures; 178 have been obtained.
Board of Governors results will be

discussed at the next Senate meeting on
Wednesday.
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Rutland Sun created by ex-Colleglan editor
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1977

By JIM PAUL IN
Collegian Staff

"And I kept my dreams within my reach
within my reach and everyone came true
cause when you stick to what you're good
at, good things come to you.

"

Martin Mull - Living above My Station

In December 1976, Joe Mahoney's term as
executive editor of the Massachusetts Daily
Collegian ended and with it his life as UMass
student of journalism and activist student
journalist minus a diploma.

Joe's next step was to get a state job with
the Metropolitan District Commission's Blue
Hill Stables in Milton, hoisting bales of hay
and shoveling horse manure for the MDC
mounted police. The pay was good and it

was an easy job - take an hour off for lunch,
half an hour for break, plenty of free time for
reading almost everything he could get his
hands on.

In May, he quit his job with the Com-
mission and in June, moved to Vermont, and
along with UMass journalism graduate and
former Food and Drug Administration
scientist Walter Hamilton, opened a news-
paper office in Rutland, Vermont.
With The Rutland Sun in a somewhat

rundown wooden building on Wales Street,
is The Golden Nugget, a working class bar,
with cheap apartments upstairs. Finally, in

July, the first weekly issue of The Rutland
Sun was published.
Why a newspaper in Hutiana Vermontf
"It sort of came simultaneously to us

both," Mahoney said. According to
Mahoney, the mortality rate in Rutland for
alternative weekly papers is high.

"The competition is extremely intense.
The Rutland Herald (daily and Sunday) is

well entrenched," Mahoney says. "But we're
becoming more established as we go along.
With every issue we put out we get more
readers."

In spite of the risks, Hamilton likes news-
paper work for its own intrinsic value. He
would also like the paper to turn a profit to
provide him with more time and money to
enjoy the easy reality of Vermont. Ex-

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

and inspired undertaking in addition to a
business and a job.

"The Sun is in an incubative stage in terms
of development... it's a paper that... that's a
question that I think about alot... it evolves
from week to week — we want to have an
agressive reporting staff that can come up
with fresh, interesting, informative and
entertaining material every week," Mahoney
said.

wing political philosophy is not a welcome
guest at the Rutland Sun. "Politics," says
Mahoney, 'is what you do, not what vou
label yourself."

The Sun's first few issues cost 20 cents
each with a circulation of 2000. When the
paper changed to free distribution. Its cir-
culation grew to 7000. According to
Mahoney, free distribution is the "best way
to promote the paper, to get it out there, get
it read."

ucm ms^mii} m{L
Sept. 22-28 Rutland County's IVeelc/y Newsmagazine

pounding upon his neck of the woods,
Hamilton says, "There are recreational
opportunities, the environment is healthy,
the crime rate is low." Hamilton believes that
the key to commercial success is to give the
people what they want. "We have local news
and features. We have community services
- free classifieds and a calendar section,"
Hamilton says.

Joe Mahoney, the former hand-behind-
the- unsigned-editorials in the Collegian, likes

to look at his newspaper as a glorious, noble.

"Right now we're into store-front
reporting, not so much in depth stuff. It takes
time to cultivate sources to get on the inside.
Journalism is not limited to one area. It takes
in all things. We try to be colorful and per-
sonal in tone," Mahoney said.

Both Hamilton and Mahoney claim their
paper is neither left nor right in political
orientation, a product of the traditional
objective school of journalistic thought. Their
emphasis, however, is upon consumer and
ecological issues, and self-subsistence. Right

Mahoney and Hamilton say the paper is

breaking even, but Hamilton admits that the
possibility of folding is always a clear and
present danger if enough ads are not
recieved.

Asked how he felt about not having a
college degree, Mahoney replied, "I
recognize college as a useful tool, but in my
case I don't feel it's necessary right now. I'm
self employed. I don't have to worry about
polishing my resume with degrees."

Federal judge calls for investigation of oil spills
NEW YORK [AP] - A federal judge called

Wednesday for a thorough examination of
the navigation that left the Liberian-flag
tanker Argo Merchant a broken hulk last
winter on Nantucket Shoals, spilling 7.5
million gallons of oil into the Atlantic Ocean.
Judge Thomas P. Griesa began formal trial

of a petition by the vessel's owners for
release from blame or liability for damages in
the loss of the ship and its cargo, bound for
Salem, Mass., from Venezuela.

The owners, Thebes Shipping, Inc., insist
an "error of navigation" relieves it of full

responsibility for the stranding of its "sea-
worthy" craft.

During pre-trial deposition, the mostly
Greek crew of the Argo Merchant testified of
trouble with compasses or direction finders.
It also was disclosed that a wiper from the
engine room was at the helm at the time of
the accident.

Continental Insurance Co., seeking $2.2
million reimbursement for the lost fuel oil,

claims Thebes failed to exert "due diligence"
by pre- voyage servicing of the radio direction
finder and compasses, lack of other elec-
tronic guidance, instruments, absence of a
December current guide and undermanning.
The insurers called the vessel "un-
seaworthy."

Before announcing the format for the trial,

Griesa, a former Coast Guard officer,

thanked lawyers who reached a $1.1 -million

partial settlement on damage claims.

From the $1.1 million, the federal

government is to give $20,000 to Massa-
chusetts and $5,000 to Rhode Island.

The payment to federal authorities from
tanker operators is to offset costs of

deploying men, aircraft, boats, pumps and
other aid; hiring salvage experts and
equipment, and major precautions taken
against potential pollution, a Justice
Department lawyer said.

James M. Estabrook, counsel for Massa-
chusetts and Rhode Island, said the state
share of the funds was reimbursement for
"cleaning up some pollution, and an-
ticipation of pollution." The oil spill largely
dissipated before reaching land.

While focusing briefly upon pre-trial
deposition testimony about conditions of
navigation instruments, Griesa emphasized
interest in the steering of the vessel from

Venezuela northward. He was told that the
skipper of the Argo Merchant set a gyro-
compass indicator to correct an error in the
reading, but Joseph C. Smith, a lawyer for
Thebes, said evidence showed the error had
grown during the trip toward Massachusetts.

The Argo Merchant struck shoals off
Nantucket Dec. 15, 1976, instead of rounding
Nantucket Light to skirt Cape Cod.

Griesa said he wanted to trace the course

and navigation actions from Venezuela,
delving into the condition of gear used \t\

plotting the course.

With the settlement of the government's
$1.8-million claim, there remains the Con-
tiriental lawsuit pending here, while a $50.1-
million class-action suit in Boston by New
England fishermen and others awaits the
outcome of the New York proceedings.

Doctor won't comment on Presley death
MEMPHIS, Tenn. [UPI] - Shelby County

Medical Examiner Dr. Jerry Francisco
refused comment yesterday on reports that
as many as 10 drugs probably contributed to
the death of Elvis Presley.

"I can't comment on that," said Francisco,
who directed a three-hour autopsy on
Presley's body Aug. 16.

Francisco had repeatedly denied finding
any evidence of drugs as a contributing
factor in Presley's death. He has insisted

there was no evidence of either drug abuse
or misuse of prescription drugs.
The preliminary autopsy finding, released

the night the singer died, attributed Presley's
sudden death to cardiac arrhythmia, the
technical term for irregular beating of the
heart.

A Memphis newspaper. The Commercial
Appeal, yesterday quoted unnamed sources
as saying three separate laboratories that
examined Presley's blood found 10 drugs
which probably contributed to his death.

"If in fact the article is correct in what it

implies, then in fact the original statement is

not true," Francisco said when asked about
his preliminary drug finding.

The medical examiner said he would
probably hold a news conference Friday to
discuss the autopsy findings. He would not

confirm whether he has signed the singer's
death certificate, listing a cause of death.

Among the drugs found in Presley's blood,
the newspaper report said, were several
tranquilizers and pain-killers such as Valium,

Demerol, codeine and an antihistamine.
Presley's longtime personal physician. Dr.

George Nichopoulos, refused to discuss the
report Wednesday. Nichopoulos, who
pronounced Presley dead, had said Presley
"abused drugs" in past years.
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PEARL STREET IS ONE BLOCK SOUTH
OF MAIN STREET IN THE CENTER

WILL THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 1976?
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If most of the forecasters are correct it

will be so why not get ready now
Gleason s is all stocked \Arith stylish

and practical cold weather outdoor
clothing for all your fall and winter
needs Come in early and look over the
Quality lines we stock Also ask us
about our early birds'buy special

Don Gleason Quality Down Vests
North Face Down Parkas and Botties

Sierra Designs - Down and 60'40 Parkas

Camp 7 Down Vests and Mtn Parkas
Camp Trails - Polarguard Vests ft Parkas
Woolrich - Rugged Shirts. Pants. Jackets
Duofold Quality 2 Ldyer Underwear
Wigwam Hats Socks, and Mitts

Vasque Hiking Boots
Sorel- Insula.ed Boots

A'so .! Complete Splpction of

Camping Er Backpacking
Equipment on display

Tents Packs Etc i

^^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC.

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
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WEEKEND MONEY
The Collegian Graphics

Department is looking for

people(especially artists)

who can work on weekends^

These are WORK STUDY
positions. Contact Randy Glenn

at the Collegian

PtxxM Grinders Sandwictm C«M Drinks

103 North PlMsant Strt«t, Amherst
Hours 11 30 1 am 0«ily

til 2:00 on Weekends

'We deliver every day from 5 00 till closing
from 3 00 on Sunday "

Call 256-0441

for quick DELIVERY
;3^ J
CORRECTION TO REGULATIONS & POLICIES" PUBLICATION

Page 4- Commonwealth Scholar s Program (Honors Program):

Students must have completed one full semester in residence at the
University one Honors course, and have a minimum average of 3.2 (NOT
3 0) to be eligible for admission into the Honors Program.

It should also be notea that Commonwealth Scholars are at present en
couraged rather than required to complete Departmental Honors Pro
qrams as well as normal Commonwealth Scholar's requirements

Provost's Office

ETC COPY
eeRpeRATioN

with this coupon

HIGH QUALITY COPIES '

L©W LOW PRICES

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER
eOM PLIM ENTARY BRlJNeH

at Amherst Deli
w/every $5 order

1-99 copies
4^ each

Amherst (Carriage Shops
233 N. PI easant 549-05(3(3
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Hijackers dead in jail
BONN, West Germany [UP/] - West

Germany yesterday branded as "insane"
charges that three terrorists were murderedm their jail cells and insisted the trio com-
mitted suicide. Defense lawyers claimed the
trio was murdered.

Traugott Bender, justice minister of the
state of Baden Wuerttemberg, said a
preliminary investigation showed the three
committed suicide upon learning of the
failure of a hijack attempt to free them in
exchange for the lives of 86 hostages.
The three - all founding members of the

Red Army Faction, sometimes known as the
Baader-Meinhof gang of urban guerrilas -
were found dead in their cells hours after
West Germany commandos stormed the hi-
jacked plane in Mogadishu, Somalia, and
freed all 86 remaining hostages. The hi-
jackers killed the pilot.

Andreas Baader, his girl friend Gudrun
Ensslin, once mixed up in an alleged plot to
assassinate Hubert Humphrey, and Jan Carl
Raspe were found dead in their cells in Stutt-
gart's top security Stamheim Prison
Tuesday.

Baader and Raspe died of bullet wounds.
Miss Ensslin was hanging on an electric cable
attached to the window of her cell.
A fourth terrorist, Irmgard Moeller, 30

who was found with stab wounds, under-
went a one-hour operation in a Tuebingen
hospital Wednesday.

Radical followers of the three bombed
West German offices in Italy and France
Tuesday night and Wednesday in retaliation

for their deaths and charged the trio had
been murdered.

Defense lawyers for Baader, 34-year-old
sociologist, and Miss Ensslin, a 37-year-old
clergyman's daughter, suggested they were
murdered and told a Bonn press conference
an international commission should be
formed to probe the deaths.

Hans-Heinz Heldmann, Baader's lawyer,
said his client was killed by,a shot in the back
of the head in classic execution style.

"I do not want to prejudge the autopsy
report, but I find it hard to believe he killed

himself," Heldmann said.

Bender called charges the three had been
murdered "infamous, slanderous, and in-

sane."

West German spokesman Klaus Boelling
also said the reports are "nonsense" but
added that Bonn wants to find out how the
terrorists managed to get their suicide
weapons.
"None of us can grasp how it was possible

for prisoners in Stammheim Prison to get
weapons," he said. "I can't get it through my
head."

West German Interior Minister Werner
Maihofer, commenting on tne defense
lawyers' statement said, "It is completely
impossible that Baader died at someone
else's hand. It is possible for people to kill

themselves so it looks peculiar."

Similar murder charges were made last

year when Ulrike Meinhof, ideological chief
of the band, was found hanged in her cell

and authorities said she killed herself.

South Africa cracks down
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [AP] -

In a massive pre-dawn crackdown. South
Africa's white rulers yesterday banned
virtually every major black organization in the
country, closed its two principal black news-
papers and detained at least 50 prominent
blacks.

Striking nationwide, security police also
slapped restriction orders on six whites and
raided the offices and homes of black
leaders, movements and church bodies.

"This is the limit," declared Thomsanqe
Jambule, a high school headmaster in the
vast Soweto black township south of
Johannesburg. "I think we are fast moving
toward a climax."

The crackdown, the toughest in this white-
ruled nation since the early 1960s, came amid
mounting attacks on the government over
the Sept. 12 prison death of Steve Biko, a
major South African black nationalist ac-
tivist.

Warning of even tougher measures,
Kruger said: "The government is determined
to ensure that the peaceful coexistence of
peoples in South Africa is not disturbed by a
small group of anarchists."

The government measures provoked an
immediate outcry from blacks and liberal
whites and raised fears of a violent backlash

Black primary school children began
streaming out of classes in Soweto in

protest. Armed police arrested at least 50
white students from the Witwatersrand
University converging on a post office near
central Johannesburg to send protest
telegrams to Prime Minister John Vorster.

Justice Minister James T. Kruger said that
the government was moving against
organizations, newspapers and people being
used to create a "revolutionary climate" and
a black-white confrontation.

The 18 black and interracial organizations
banned were generally regarded as moderate
and nonviolent. AN the militant black
organizations have already been banned and
their leaders jailed.

Those ordered banned included two
organizations linked to Biko - the Black
People's Convention BPC and the South
African Students Organization, as well as the
Christian Institute and the Soweto Students'
Representative Council.

Indians claim land theirs
BOSTON [AP] - More than 350 years

after Indians helped the Pilgrims survive their

first harsh American winter, their Cape Cod
descendants are battling over $30 million in

land claims.

Racial conflict surfaced Wednesday in the
third day of what is expected to be a lengthy
U.S. District Course case that could fuel a
renewed struggle throughout the country for

Indian civil rights.

Moments after Vernon Pocknett, a 43-

year-old Mashpee fishermaa, testified
proudly he was a Wampanaog Indian who
had lear^^ed his tribal lore from his father,

attorney James St. Clair confronted the
witness with a nineteenth century Mashpee
book of birth records.

The book listed Pocknett's father as a
mulatto.

"I don't know what a mulatto is," said
Pocknett heatedly.

"St. Clair is a racist," Russell Peters,
president of the Tribal Council which has
brought the suit against Mashpee for the
land, said to a reporter.

Watching the proceedings in the cour-
troom, Peters called St. Clair'5 strategy a
"cheap shot."

St. Clair, attorney for the town of Mashpee
and counsel to President Nixon before he
resigned, contends the claim of the Indians
that the land belongs to their Wampanaog
tribe is baseless.

He has insisted in court the claimants are
not a tribe and the the U.S. Census of 1870
lists 86 per cent of the Mashpee population
as black.

Any student w/io wis/ies to serve

on the new/y formed

Collective Bargaining Committee
. of the

Undergraduate Student Senate

should contact the Speaker in

Rm420 Student Union

or

call 50:3i41.

'
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News in Brief
Fuel leaks cause

recall of Cadillacs
DETROIT [UP/] - The Cadillac Motor

Division of General Motors Corp. recalled
133,000 of its luxury cars yesterday —
including every Seville ever produced -
because of fuel leaks blamed for at least
100 engine fires.

At least seven persons have received
"minor injuries" because of the engine
fires, Cadillac said. No cases of engines
actually exploding have been reported
The 1 1 1 ,000 Sevilles and 22,000 Coupe

Deville and Eldorado models produced in
the 1975 through 1978 model years all
have electronic fuel injection systems -
standard equipment on the Seville since
its introduction in 1976.

More U.S. couples
live together
WASHINGTON [AP] - Marriage and'

child beanng are here to stay, but thenew American style of living together is
giving families a different look says anew government report.

Dr. Paul C. Click and Arthur J. Norton
who specialize in marriage and family
statistics at the U.S. Census Bureau said
in a report released yesterday that new
living patterns reflect significant changes
in basic American attitudes about
conforming with traditional behavior
They said both marriage and divorce

rates are increasing and so is the number
of unmarrieds who live together.
Changes in attitudes "permit a greater

choice in lifestyles and more flexibility in
the development of individual poten-
tialities," the census report said.

Older retirement

passed by senate
WASHINGTON \UPf] - The Senate

yesterday passed a bill allowing millions
of Americans to keep working until age
70, five years longer than they can now in
many cases.

But, by a vote of 48-45, the Senate
excluded tenured university professors
and certain high paid business
executives from the measure, meaning
their employers still could require them to
step down at 65.

The retirement bill, approved by the
Senate 88-7, goes to a conference
committee to be reconciled with a House
version that treats professors and
business executives the same as
everyone else

Sponsors of the two bills hoped to
reach a compromise before Congress
adjourns for the year.

Both bills would affect the estimated
one-third to one-half of American
workers who face mandatory retirement
at a fixed age, most commonly 65.
The Senate bill would take effect Jan.

1. 1979; the House version, six months
after enactment.

Maharaj J

I

becomes a citizen
DENVER \UPI] - Guru Maharaj Ji, the

chubby 19-year-old leader of a religious
movement that claims 3 million followers
around the world, is now a citizen of the
United States. He says the feeling is

"beautiful."

In unannounced ceremonies Tuesday,
the leader of the Divine Light Missiori
appeared before a federal court judge
and swore allegiance to the United
States.

It was the latest incident in his
Americanization, which already has
resulted in a dispute with his mother
about his growing tastes for fast cars,
pizza and gold watches.
The guru's mother, Rajeshwari Devi,

and his brother, Bal Bhagqan Ji, con-
trolled the religious movement until the
guru's 16th birthday. Shortly after that
the disputes started.

Fuel from forests
may equal nukes
BOSTON \UPI] - Wood from New

England's forests is a fuel resource with a
potential equal to that of 10 nuclear
power plants operating for two decades,
a US Department of Energy report has
concluded
A department study released this week

said the forests, if properly harvested and
utilized, could yield the energy equivalent
of 540 million tons of coal or 2.3 billion

barrels of oil by the year 2000 without
reducing the amount of forested land

Stated another way, this represents
the total power output of 10 nuclear

?<S^^^.
^?®^^^'"9 ^^^^ "o^ until the year

zuuu, the report ^aid.

Mitchell pleas for

medical release
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Imprisoned

Watergate conspirator John Mitchell
filed an urgent plea for executive
clemency yesterday, saying he has a
"compelling need for hip surgery" and
fears for the future of his 16-year-old
daughter.

The former attorney general filed the
petition for early release through his
attorney, William Hundley, who
presented it to Attorney General Griffin
Bell along with a letter of his own saying
he fears the medical and other problems
could prove too much "even for a strong
man like John Mitchell."

Mitchell, 64, confined at the mininrHjm
secunty prison at Maxwell Air Force
Base, Ala., and not eligible for parole until
June 20, also said in his petition he is

suffering from a "cardiomegaly," or
enlargement of the heart, "apparently
caused by hypertension".
The Justice Department said the

petition had been turned over to pardon
attorney John Stanish for consideration
of whether it will be favorably recom-
mended to President Carter, with whom
the clemency decision would lie.

Ban on smoking
goes unobeyed
PARIS \AP\ - Unimpressed by the

threat of heavy fines. Frenchmen
yesterday marked a new ban on smokinq
in some public places with classic Gallic
.nsouciance. They lit up their cigarettes
lust like before.

'Who can enforce it?" asked a worker
at a downtown Paris post office.
Certainly not the employees. We willkeep on smoking."
At least one problem with the new law

apparently was confusion over just whereone could or couldn't smoke
When it first went into effect Monday

the law was understood to ban smoking
in post offices, banks, social security
offices, elevators and other public places
trequented by those under 16.

Infant lives week
with pacemaker
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. [AP] - Even

before Lesley Nelson was born, doctors
said her heart would need a pacemaker
She was 2y2 hours old when they put it
into her chest. Now she's a week old and
everything's turning out," her father

said yesterday. Dr. George Daicof^ the
heart surgeon who performed

'

the
delicate operation, gave the infant a 90
per cent chance of living a year "If we
can keep this baby pacing, I think the
chances are excellent longterm," he
added.

Local man caught
in rich arson ring
BOSTON [AP] - A former

»-ramingham man surrendered to
authorities yesterday to face charges of
murder, arson and fraud in connection
with what authorities say was a multi-
million dollar fire-for-hire ring

Paul Zeigler, 27, who now lives in
Texas, was the 26th person to be brought
to court in connection with an alleged
arson nng. Four persons have been in-
dicted in the fire- related deaths of three
Boston area residents.

Zeigler pleaded innocent in Suffolk
County Superior Court to charges of
second degree murder, arson and fraud
Bail was set at $1,500 cash.

Arrjy celebrates

10th in White House
WASHINGTON \UPI[ - Amy Carter

woke up yesterday saying "this is a
special day ', and she was right. It was
her 10th birthday and she got a 54-inch
red sled from her parents plus money,
books and a bicycle pump from others!
The day was so special - her first

birthday in the White House - that Amy
was permitted to open some presents
before she went to school.

FINE /1?TS CENTER PRESENTS

LA/AR
HERMAN

Legendary

Soviet

Pianist

"The Phenomenon of the Music

World", hmil Gilels

Wednesday. October 26 8 pm
FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4-L

Tickets now on sale q^^
Pub J7, 4, 5. UMA $3.50, 3. 2.50. Others students
and senior citiiens-M, 5, 4.

Pine Arts Center Box Office M-F ».<

& All Ticketron Locations.

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best qudlity
down vests in the area Filled with
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorttjl np stop nylon outers
Assortf^d colors XS thru XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRU
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALL AND
WINTER
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PEARL STREET

Weekdays
Sdllir.lly

CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

NORTHAMPTON. MASS.
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HOME OF THEM 0.00

CORDUROY JEAN!

The PeopI e's Gay A! I iance

preseni s

An Evening with Photographer

Don Hanover I II

Contemporary Portraiture

FREE
Tonight

8:3

e.e. 171

tee
STRAIGHT LEG OR
FLARE by Maverick®

HAMP PLAZA NORTHAMPTON NEXT TO BIG Y'

CONTEMPOnARY SPORTSVA/fcAH

CONTEMPORARY FASHION
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Here's pantsuiting
pure and simple!!

-100% wool with stitched detail
on the waist and pockets of the

single breasted blazer. Sizes 6-16 .

The purse by Etienne
and the shoes by Jacque Cohen.

211 Main St. Northampton

NEW YORK (UPI): Photographers record the event as the Anglo-French Concordesupersonic jetliner touches down at Kennedy International Airport. The SST made a

rnTu^^o^^lrn^^^^^^^^^^ --« -e -re n^ofs:

Airlines deal with noise law
NEWARK, N.J. [AP] - Airlines can live

with federal noise guidelines set for 1985 but
would fight Port Authority attempts to
modify them or enforce the rules earlier an
industry spokesman told a hearing here
yesterday on proposals to ban the Concorde.

Lyman M. Tondel Jr., a spokesman for the
Air Transport Association, said a plan by the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
to change the timing and or noise levels in
federal regulations would be fought on
grounds "it would be unconstitutional and
place an undue burden on commerce."

Port Authority proposals, however, were
supported by Massachusetts officials and a
variety of New Jersey politicians and

residents in their efforts to find a legal way to
stop flights by the British- French supersonic
plane that made its first landing in New York
yesterday.

The authority is considering three rules
that would bar the Concorde: Enforce federal
noise regulations due for 1985 by the year's
end; let planes now operating regularly
continue until 1985 regardless of noise and
bar planes not meeting federal requirernents
after 1985 but give planes now being built a
three-month trial.

Airlines could live with the last two
regulations, Tondel said, but the first
proposal would eliminate all older two and
three-engine jets, and most older four-enoine
jets.

*•

Terrorists kill businessman
PARIS [AP] - The body of West German

industrialist Hanns-Martin Schleyer, kid-
napped six weeks ago, was found yesterday
night stuffed into the trunk of a car in the
French city of Mulhouse near the German
border, the French Interior Ministry said. A
spokesman said his throat had been cut.

Earlier in the day, a communique received
by an extreme leftist Paris newspaper said:
"The existence of Mr. Hanns-Martin
Schleyer has been ended." He was abducted
Sept. 5 by terrorists firing automatic
weapons as he was being driven home from
work in Cologne.
The communique said the dead man was

in the trunk of a green Audi sedan in Mul-
house. Police said they found the body after
ripping open the back seat of the auto.
The car was loaded on a breakdown truck

and taken to police headquarters.
The communique was signed "Com-

mando Siegfried Houssner R.A.F."
That was the name of the German terror

group that said it kidnapped Schleyer and
threatened to execute him unless the West
German government released 11 terrorists
from West German jails and flew them to the
refuge of their choice with nearly half a
million dollars in ransom.
The government has not met the

demands.
The communique was given to the

newspaper Liberation, which has previously
received communiques from the Schleyer's
kidnappers.

"After 43 days we have put an end to the
miserable and corrupt existence of Hanns-
Martin Schleyer," the communique said.
"West German Chancellor Helmut Sch-

midt, who in his calculation of power has
from the beginning, speculated with the
death of Schlpyer, can take delivery of him
on Charles Peguy Street in Mulhouse in a
green Audi 100, licensed at Hamburg."
The communique continued: "His death is

commensurate with our sorrow and our
anger after the Mogadishu and Stammheim
massacres. Andreas, Gundrun, Karl, Ingmard
and we ourselves are not surprised by the
fascist theatrics of the imperialists, to destroy
liberation movements.

"We will never forget the blood spilled by
Schmidt and the imperialists who support
him. The battle has only begun. Liberty by
armed anti- imperialist struggle."

The references were to the German
commando raid on a hijacked jet at Somalia's
Mogadishu airport and to the subsequent
deaths of three terrorists whose freedom
from German jails had been demanded both
by Schleyer's kidnapers and by the hijackers.

In the six weeks since Schleyer was kid-
napped in Cologne, his captors set several
deadlines for the West German government
to meet their deadline. These had passed
without any action.

Then last Thursday, four Arabic-speaking
terrorists acting in apparent concert with the
kidnappers hijacked a Lufthansa jetliner over
the French Riviera and issued demands
similar to those of the kidnappers.

But the hijacking ended early Tuesday
when special trained German commandos
stormed the jet at Mogadishu, killed three of
the hijackers and rescued all 86 hostages
aboard. The pilot had been murdered earlier.

Case heard on Korean bribe
WASHINGTON [UPI] - House ethics

counsel Leon Jaworski yesterday accused
the Korean government of trying "to 'buy
off' American congressmen," and witnesses
said Seoul's former ambassador himself
carted wads of $100 bills up to Capitol Hill.

At the House Ethics Comminee's first

public hearings into the covert lobbying
operation, Jaworksi said he will not name
any suspected payoff recipients for quite
awhile but has enough evidence now to
show money was offered and the South
Korean regime was behind it.

"The testimony and documents to be
brought out will.... lead to the reasonable
inference that money was intended to be
paid, and may in fact have been paid, to
members of Congress," Jaworski said in his
opening statement.
He also said evidence will show that

Tongsun Park, the fugitive Korean
businessman accused of running the bribery
effort, claimed "groat success" in in-

fluencing congressmen, although that
assertion may have been "exaggerated."

Laying out his case like a prosecuting
attorney, Jaworski then introduced wit-
nesses, including two former Korean
government officials, who described a payoff
operation conducted by the Korean CIA
through the Washington embassy starting in
1972 or 1973.

They included Kim Sang Keun, once the

KCIA's No. 2 Washington agent, who
testified to his role as a liaison man between
the agency and Korean lobbyists who
worked Capitol Hill.

More startling, however, was the
testimony of two other witnesses — in-

cluding former Korean embassy official Jal
Hyon Lee - who identified Kim Dong Jo,
then South Korea's Washington am-
bassador, as the man who actually offered
envelopes stuffed with $100 bills to members
of Congress in the early 1970s.
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Stop on red

Steve dubin

Manchester Non-Union Follower, Na
Hampsha - They are everywherel Since the
fall from grace of Joe McCarthy and his later

counterpart, Richard Nixon, communiats
have abounded everywhere. There are no
longer any official watchdogs to protect us
from pinko infiltration. Individual citizens

must take up their own precautions.

We must become adept at spotting the
children of communist families and
rehabilitate them before further generations
perpetuate the ideology. There are many
subtle characteristics that distinguish the
adolescent "comrade" from our feisty,

chocolate smeared, true American kids. Here
are some clues to identifying the subversive
child.

He's the kid that collects for UNICEF on
Halloween instead of hoarding Musketeer
Bars and licorice. Everyone else is costumed
like cowboys and Indians. He dresses like a
peasant.

At Christmas all the other kids are begifted

with battery operated guns and plastic
World War II camouflaged helmets. The kid
with the Mao hat is given books and pam-
phlets. Instead of reading Boys Life and
Sports Illustrated, this kid skims copies of
Vanguard and Dissent.

He is the kid who has his class photo taken
with a turtleneck on. He's the one that
organizes the other students to boycott air
raid drills.

At lunch time recess he always eats cold
cuts on whole wheat with fruit for dessert.
He never has peanut butter and jelly on
Sunbeam Bread and a package of Twinkles.

The kid doesn't like baseball, but goes wild
over soccer. He won't compete though! He
just wants everyone to have a chance to play
and have a good time. What kind of fun is

that?

The kid never fights, but for some reason
he often raises his fist in the air as some kind
of salute.

Don't bring the suspected "red" child to
the police, they are lily livered. Go to the
nearest American Legion Hall or VFW Post
and inform on the little bugger.
Do not let his shaggy hair, runny nose, and

innocant expression fool you. He may try to
liberate us.

Steve Dubin's column appears every
Thursday in the Collegian.
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Power-shifting games
With all the talk Ive heard in the past two

and a half year about student unionization,

there are a few very basic ideas and
questions which have not been brought out
or answered soundly, reasonably, or logically

by the pro- unionization forces.

The Student Organizing Project has been
around at least as long as Ive been here, with
the goal of unionizing the students and
making that group the one that would deal
with student affairs and with the ad-
ministration. After spending somewhere
around $300,000, and becoming the biggest
donator to the recycleable paper boxes on
campus with their bullshit flyers, exactly

what has the S.O.P. accomplished?
On the idea of dealing with the student

affairs and the administration, are these not
functions of the student government
association (S.G.A.)? If unionization goes
through, what then, is the purpose of the
SGA? Hell, all student activities tax funds
(SATF) should then theoritically be turned
over the union where everybody would then
have a vote on the allocation of the funds,
right? Good. Then that eliminates the current
need of paying salaries to the senate officers,

committee chairmen, judges, and everybody
else currently on the senate payroll.

And being a union, with all efforts being
made for the students, and by the students,
of course nobody should be and would be
paid. Great! more money to go to student
programs...

What's that? You union officers want to
be paid' Geez, I'm sorry, I must have mis-
understood you. I thought your efforts were
all unselfish actions for the student body,
you know, "one for all, all for one", and now
you tell me you won't do the work unless you
are paid?

In actuality, the only result of student
unionization will be a shift in power and
money from one student group to another.

Who are you trying to kid by saying that
unionization would have a real effect on
dealings with the administration? The only
change would be the people involved in the
process. And I think that that would be much

to the disadvantage of the student body.
Instead of Hite and Batiste (who control the
utmost confidence of the student body) we
would be sending some radicals and ex-
tremists from the S.O.P. to deal with the
administration. Who do you think would be
more effective?

And then, suppose that we do unionize. Is

it an open or a closed union? (Are you forced
to join, or can you just come here to get an
education without getting involved in

university politics?)

If you don't join, are you considered an
outcast? If you join, and you're a pre-med, if

the union says to boycott classes, does that
mean that you take a chance on blowing
you're career for the sake of the minority of
fools and who make these ridiculous

decisions? Or do you defy them and get
called a scab?

And when I say minority, I mean it. Proof
lies in the recent elections, and the results.

The senate was stacked with S.O.P.
members because practically the only ones
who voted were in this group. Only about 15
per cent of the student population even
bothered to vote (with a few legitimate

excuses. I'm sure.)

If put to a referendum tomorrow, I'd be
willing to bet that less than 50 per cent of the
student body would even bother to vote, a
strong indication that unionization is a
nothing, unimportant issue to the students
here.

And to exemplify the worthlessness of the
S.O.P., all I have to do is challenge them to
obtaining the votes of better than 50 per
cent of the student body, for or against
unionization - with the condition that
everyone who doesn't vote is considered a
vote against: "leave things the way they are,
I'm satisfied."

The whole idea of student unionization is

just absurd and ridiculous. I know it, and so
does the silent (vast) majority. What the hell

am I wasting my time writing about it for?

Stephen N. Mathieu is a Collegian

commentator.
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Enlightened selfishness
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Public 'confusion'

disparaged

To the Editor:

While strolling through the Campus
Center concourse the other day, my
senses were violated by a hybrid religious
sect whose members gaily proclaim
themselves as Jews for Jesus. It is a
mystery how one can abandon his
heritage and take up the banner of those
canons that have been used throughout
history to Justify the crucifixion of his
people. Nevertheless, gullible
adolescents should not be chastised.
What is sickening, however, is the public
manner in which they made known their
confusion. Undoibtedly the appearance
of these fanatical converts vyas spon-
sored by various Christian groups on
campus, who have renewed a policy of
increasingly militant Christianity. For
those who object to my labelling them as
militant, I'm afraid there is no more apt a
description of their recruitment
techniques or their shameless insolence
towards those whose opinions differ.

I fear we are degenerating into a
second Dark Age. There are numerous
signs of this, not the least of which is the
rise of those whose sinful pride convinces
them their actions, however inhuman, are
in accordance with divine sanction,
giving them leave to plague others who
do not share their enthusiasms. Per-
sonally, I find the teachings of the rabbi,
Jesus, to be for the greater glory of
mankind; his professed followers and
their perverse renering of his wisdom are
what troubles me. Therefore, I must say
to all would be self-righteous
missionaries that if your god, your savior,
is an intolerant as you, his supposed
representatives, then I would rather
forsake his blessings and remain outcast
from his kingdom.

Steven Feidman

Apathy hinders

decriminalization

To the Editor

Well, UMass is doing it again. Even
with the advent of the Union we are still

leading the way in apathy. In August, ten

registered voters of Amherst started a
petition drive to decriminalize marijuana.
Their goal is 58,000 signatures by
November 28. Up to now they have
received a lot of kind words and support
from their fellow students; but talk is

cheap. The petition drive is to get a state-

wide referendum on Decrim. in 1978. We
can make it happen or we can sit by and
watch the petition die.

There is also another petition to

constitutionalize marijuana, which could
be on the ballot by 1980. Neither of the

petitions are getting the help they need in
order to succeed. Anyone who can help
by working on either of these petitions
should please come to the meeting
tonight at 9:30 in room 174 CC We can
collectively change the law, or we can fall

victims to it. Please come to the meeting
if you can, or if you care.

Peter D. Graham
State-wide Coordinator

Decrim. Petition

Group to sponsor

nuclear teach-ins

To the Editor:

Tom Devine's column on the neutron
bomb [Oct. 18] ends with the question,
"What can be done?" As an answer,
there is a new organization on the UMass
campus that addresses itself to the issue
of a spiraling arms race and nuclear
proliferation. f\Aobilization for Survival is a
global coalition of peace and religious

organizations working towards the
achievement of four goals: zero nuclear
weapons, stop the arms rcze, ban nuclear
power, fund human needs.

The Mobilization's past activities in-

clude organization of nationwide
demonstrations on August 6-9 and
commemorating the 32nd anniversary of
the nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. From October 15 to December
15, the Mobilization will be sponsoring
teach-ins across the country. In Amherst,
teach-ins are being planned and will be
held during the week of November 7- 14.

However, these events can occur only
with your support. Those with time,

belief, and dedication should attend our
meetings, or leave your name at the CEQ
office, room 306, SUB.

Jerroid Keilson

University must
'make amends'

To the Editor

Upon arriving at the University of
Massachusetts on August 28, 1977, 1 was
greeted by housing office personnel with

the news that I didn't have a dorm
assignment. I was a freshman, going off

to a university with a population which
was greater than that ofmy home town. I

was all by myself, scared to death with
what was before me, anxious to meet
some new people, see my room and meet
my roommate, but instead I was told that

I not only didn't have a roommate, I

didn't even have a room!

I was stuck in a sorority house way up
in Sorority-Fraternity Park with about
twpnty other girls and was forced to live

out of boxes while the housing office
searched for rooms to put us in. Now if all

this wasn't bad enough, there was still

more to come.

One afternoon, three other girls [also
living in the sorority house] and I walked
into the housing office. We explained to
one of the women working there that we
^sre going home for the weekend and
that if there was a possibility of us getting
rooms while we were away, would they
hold them for us till Monday, and not give
tfiem away. Her reply astonished us all
She told us, or rather she screamed at us,
that if we weren 't willing to work with the
housing office and wait at the sorority
house for our assignments, they why
should they bother giving us a room at
ail I

All of us stood there with our mouths
open. She realized what she had said and
I'ust turned her head away. She couldn't
even look at us. Can you imagine her
saying that to us? After paying my bill on
time, with money out of my own pocket,
and then to have some lady hassle me
about not giving me a room if I went
home for the weekend, well, needless to
say, I was ready to go home, and stay
home for good, as many in my situation
did

Well, we all went home for the
weekend anyway. I spent my weekend
complaining to my family and friends and
upon returning to the university on
Monday, found I had been given a
housing assignment. I was ecstatic. I

packed up my things as fast as I could
and raced to my new dorm. Meanwhile,
all the friends I had made in the sorority
house were also being dispersed across
campus. I arrived at my new "home"
only to find myself in an all female dorm
fn Northeast. These were the two
conditions on my housing card which I

had- requested not to have.

"As soon as several of the inhabitants of
the United States have taken up an opinion
or a feeling which they wish to promote in
the world, they look for mutual assistance;
and as soon as they have found one another
out, they combine. From that moment they
are no longer isolated men (sic), but a power
seen from afar, whose actions serve for an
example and whose language is listened to."

- Alexis De Tocqueville,
Democracy in America

Jerry rovers

These words, although written in 1830, are
a strong argument for forming a student
union. They have that kind of spirited op-
timism that keeps organizers going and
convinces those being organized to remain
fighting despite the odds or occasional set-
backs.

However, they are admittedly political in

nature and make no attempt to hide their
advocacy of the right of people to band
together in order to influence the actions of
other people.

This process of allocating influence to be
exerted on an issue by different special in-

terest or political groups is by many people

777e next day I went to the parking
office to obtain a sticker for my car^

Because I hadn't received a dorm
assignment, I hadn't been able to get a
parking sticker before this time. The only
parking spaces left were in "P" lots or in

lots a good distance from my dorm, [or

anywhere else for that matter]. I was
forced to take what was left [aaain] and
parkedmy car in lot 46, behind the animal
research labs. At first I didn't mind this

because I figured I wouldn't use my car

much at schoolanyway, but I was wrong.
I used my car at night a lot, especially on
weekends, and the idea of walking all the

way from my car to my dorm at late

hours of the night didn't thrill me in the

least.

One night Iparked in the lot behind my
dorm, planning to move it first thing in

the morning. The tow truck got to me
before though, and it cost me $21.50 to

get it out of the North Amherst Towing
parking lot; $16.50 for towing, and a
$5.00 ticket. Plus, on top of all that, I had
to walk to North Amherst to get it.

Now I know it was my own fault, but in

the long run, I feel it is partly the
university's too. If I had received a room
assignment when I first arrived, I would
probably have gotten a sticker for my
dorm's parking lot, and therefore,

wouldn't have been towed.

I want to know what the university is

going to do about my inconveniences.
They have formally apologized to me, but
an apology is not going to pay my
parking tickets and towing fees. I am very
serious when I say that I think the
university should take steps to right some
of the wrongs that have been done to

people much as myself.

Some ideas that I have that they could
start with would be 1] to refund a small
amount of the room bill for the days we
were without rooms, 2] give those who
didn't receive room assignments the
privilege of living off campus anytime we
want, instead of the usual wait till senior

year, 3] rearrange some parking alter-

natives for those of us who have cars

parked far away from our dorms, or pay
our parking tickets and 4] assist us in

finding rooms where we would like to

live, ifwe aren 't satisfied with our present
one.

«

These requests may seem a little

outrageous, but for those of us who have
been thoroughly inconvenienced [to say
the least] and are unhappy with our
present living conditions, [and I am not
alone in my feelings] they are but small

requests.

I realize the university is trying to make
amends for its errors, but I truly feel that

more than an apology is needed in this

case. Not only for my own benefit or of
others in my situation, but for future
freshman, so that it may never happen to

them.

Susan C. Hanlon

observed to be the allocation of control over
people and human relations. From the un-
masking of witch-hunter Joe McCarthy to
the oft- reported evils of Watergate, a great
number of people have come to abhor
politics as an institution of this country,
thinking of politicians as a class of people
with somewhat substandard ethics. The
threats against our freedom made by these
overt and covert acts of repression are not
necessarily the work of paranoid minds.

Juxtaposed with this evaluation of the
virtues of politics is the philosophy of my
friend Alex (no relation to Alexis) which cites
all competing political philosophies as
inherently inadequate means of humanely
and judiciously running the world. After all,

how can politicians, who are choseri
-representatives and no more infallible than
the rest of us, design an infallible system of
governance? (De Tocqueville also points out
that "elected magistrates do not make the
American democracy flourish (sic); it

flourishes because the magistrates are
elective.") And can we legitimately expect
politicians and political groups to advocate
completely fair and impartial measures and
statutes in a strongly individualistic and
competitive society? I think not, and I think
those who would have a politician or jour-
nalist or other public figure do their thinking
for them are exceedingly naive.

This same recognition of the inherent
biases of individuals that filter into the
political decision making process also points
out that wholesale condemnation of
politicians as a class is as illogical and ex-
tremist as any other class condemnation.

Politicians should not be forced into
constantly defending the nature of their work
in addition to the work itself. That is an
attack with a double-edged sword that few
of us could withstand.

De Tocqueville interprets the existence of
these individual biases, this selfishness, as
partly an outgrowth of the existence of
democracy and the advent of equality. He
points out that the independence and af-
firmation of individuality associated with
equality promote general indifference as a
virtue; which seems impractical to hope for
given the reality of our political nature.

To deal with all of -this, De Tocqueville
outlines for us the doctrine of "self interest
rightly understood." This enlightened
selfishness does not advocate the neutrality
held to be the ideal of democracy. It ad-
vocates the acceptance of individual dif-
ferences between politicians and within
government, coupled with the realization
that one's fellows must be cooperative in
order to allow your ideas a forum.

Dealing with politicians, therefore, is

simply a matter of taking some responsibility
for having your representatives and the
opinions they voice. Electing someone to an
office does not end the requirement of inter-
action between the voters and the
representatives.

With a little logical thinking and some
weeding out of unacceptable ideas advanced
by others, people can effectively monitor the
behavior of their representatives.
Acknowledging my own politics, I accept De
Tocqueville's words as supportive of a
student union, and not as advocating
"despicable" partisan political action un-
mindful of alternatives. Unionizing is simply
the best alternative advanced for our own
governance. Those against unionization cling
fearfully to the unrealistic virtue of general
indifference.

Jerry Rogers' column appears every
Thursday in the Collegian.

Nuclear power and justice
By DAMON THOMAS

Opponents of the proposed Seabrook,
N.H., nuclear power plant will not be able to
look to William Adams, Jr., new regional

administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, for much assistance in

their struggle.

At a recent meeting of the New England
Regional Commission, a group comprised of
the six New England governors, Adams was
asked by N.H. Governor Meldrim Thompson
how he felt about nuclear power. "Nuclear
power has a place in our society," Adams
said, adding, "I expect the problems of Sea-
brook are behind us now."
Whether we take "problems" to mean

construction delays, cooling system
deficiencies, popular protest, or whatever
else, is quite beside the point. Adams has
clearly allied himself with the utility cause
and, along with Public Service Company of
N.H., seems intent upon pushing through the
construction of the Seabrook nuke.

The whole Seabrook controversy to date
has generated two valuable lessons:

1. The legal system is not primarily con-
cerned with justice, equality, or individual

rights; it functions as an instrument of state

domination, and it acts to prevent the inter-

vention of human values or individual choice.

2. The various state, regional, and federal

regulatO)7 agencies succeed only in delaying,

not permanently halting the implementation
of policies and goals desired by moneyed
business interests.

At this point let me point out that Adams
and his boss in Washington, EPA chief

Douglas Costle (who last June approved
Seabrook Station's controversial once-
through cooling system), are not in them-
selves necessarily evil or deceitful beings.

They, like the rest of us, are simply part of a
system which is blindly driven by a
motivation for maximum profits, however
high the concomitant social costs may be.

Adams and Costle are simply pawns in the

system; their positions as regulators have
taken on a compromisary rather than a

regulatory role. They are increasingly being

held accountable to industry for their (EPA)
actions, rather than vice versa, because the

real power now lies in the hands of these

wealthy business groups. The recent con-

troversies over toxic substances legislation,

strip mining regulations and off-shore drilling

procedures serve to further illustrate this

point.

A power elite very definitely does exist in

this society and is made rich by the system,

but the elite is no longer in control — they
are merely taking advantage of forces that

have a life of their own. Nor is our system a

purely technological society, although
technology has increasingly supplied the

basis for our choices and superseded other

values. What we have is technology,

organization, and administration out of

control, running for their own sake, bjt at

the same time subject to manipulation and
profiteering by the power interests o! our
society for their own non-human ends And
we have turned over to this system' 'he

control and direction of everything ie

natural environment, our minds, our es.

The essence of the corporate state u^der

which we live is that it is relentlessly single-

minded; it has only one value, the value of

technology - organization - efficiency -

growth - progress. The state is, of necessity,

perfectly rational and logical. It is based upon
principle. Yet no other value is allowed to

interfere with this one; not beauty, not

community, not even the supreme value of

life itself. Thus, the state is essentially mind-

less; it has only one idea and it rolls along,

never stopping to think, consider, balance, or

judge. Only such single-valued mindlessness
would cut the last redwoods, pollute the

most beautiful beaches, destroy the most
fragile marshland, and invent machines to

injure and destroy plant, animal, and human
life. To have only one value is, in human
terms, to be mad. It is to be a machine.

How foolish it is to believe that the vast

majority of people those who don't

monetarily benefit from nuclear power (but

who are being told to assume its risks and
expenses) will sit back and not take an anti-

nuclear position once all of the facts are out.

Because what each individual says and does
truly matters. C. Wright Mills, the famous
sociologist, once said: "By the fact of his

living, he (the individual) contributes,

however minutely, to the shaping of his

society, even as he is affected by societ- nnd
its historical push and shove."

One Seabrook occupier, who recei^ ' 1 a

warm and courteous ovation from the . 'ice

and National Guardsmen upon his r- ase
from the Manchester armory, summ<. up
the feeling in a letter.

"Later in the evening ... my mind apt

wandering back to those final momems at

the Armory. The system, to be su'e. is

designed to protect a wealthy elite ar e. the

dangerous technology upon which iheir

profits often rest. But within that syste. are

a vast number of human beings whose isic

instincts are neither vicious nor anti-life, .t is

all such people whom our solidarity must
embrace."

Damon Thomas is a Collegian com-
mentator.
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BOSTON: CIrcu. elephants, enroute to the Boston Garden, stopped to visit the Quincy Market yesterday It was a vl.ltthey'll never forget, as they were treated to bushels of apples.(UPI)
yesterday. It was a visit

Another death confirmed
due to legion disease

BURLINGTON, Vt. [UPn - The 13th
death in an outbreak of Legionnaires disease
in Vermont was confirmed yesterday by the
national Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta, a State Health Def>artment spokes-
woman said.

The spokeswoman said the latest case
involved a patient who died in mid-
September at the Central Vermont Medical
Center hospital in Berlin after having been
admitted for a pneumonia- like illness.

Sir.ce July 1, there have been 23 con-
firmed cases of the mysterious disease in
Vermont, including the 13 deaths. In ad-

dition, 12 cases, including one fatality, have
been placed on the "highly probable" list bv
CDC officials.

Senator predicts change
in Social Security tax
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Sen. William D.

Hathaway (D-Maine) yesterday predicted a
proposal offered by a Wisconsin senator to
rescue the near-broke Social Security
System will be adopted by Congress before
the end of the year.

Sen. Gaylord Nelson's (D-Wis.) plan to
shift the brunt of Social Security tax in-
creases onto the collective shoulders of

employers is one of three proposals under
consideration by Congress.

Hathaway, a member of the Senate
Finance Committee which is working on
legislation to revive the system, said Nelson's
original plan was to raise the maximum
taxable wage base for employers from
$16,500 to $100,000 and for workers to
$19,500.

But the finance committee has agreed to a
$50,000 tax ceiling by 1979 and a $75,000
lin-;it by 19^ for employers, Hathaway said.
The raise in the maximum taxable wage
would be coupled with increases in the tax
rate, affecting both employers and workers.
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T - shirts and Prizes

Put A. Smile
cmyourgams.

A. Smile flap pocket corduroys
and jeans for Men and Women
are now available at The Lodge.
Come in to The Lodge and

see our full selection of other
name brand pants^ tops, footwear
and dancewear.

CARNIVAL
Southwest Residential Area will sponsor

carnival, Thursday thru Sunday. Thursday
6:30-10:30 p.m.; Friday 6:30 - midnight;
Saturday 11 a.m. to midnight; and Sunday 1-

8 p.m. Admission is free.

MOVIES
- "The Front." 7, 9. and 11 p.m. Student

Union Ballroom.
- "7 Per Cent Solution." Campus Center

Aud. 7. 9, and 11 p.m.
LECTURE

Students of writing-publishing: Murry
Tuchman. NYC Publisher of The Soap Box
and Subtle Good Humor will speak today
7:30 p.m., Hampshire College Library, 3rd
floor.

NEW COURSE: COLLOQUIUM
Dostorvsky, Colloquium to cover lectures,

reports, and discussions, will meet weekly for
eight weeks, Thursdays 8-10 p.m. To register
call 545-2803.

WORKSHOPS
Gay Alliance Workshop 8:30 p.m. Campus

Center 171. Free. Don Hanover III,

photographer for Gay Community News, will

present his work. Everyone is welcome.
VIDEO INSTALLATION

Student Union Gallery presents a video
installation in Gallery and outdoors by Kit

Fitzgerald and John
Friday.

Sanbord, through MORALISM,
915.

7:30 p.m. Campus Center 91 1-

TOMORROW

COLLOQUIUM
Labor Law Reform 1:30 p.m. Draper Hall

222. Moderated by Dick Whitney, Region 8,
AFL-CIO.

CONCERT
Rbsenshontz and Dixon, special concert,

9:30 p.m. Rathskeller South, in Wilbur at
Mount Holyoke College (I.D. required). $1.

DANCE
International

review 8-9:30

Student Union.

Folkdancing
p.m.) Cape

(teaching and
Cod Lounge,

FORUM
— Norman Birnbaum, Professor of

Sociology at Amherst College, will speak at
the Amherst Community Forum 12:15, at
Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant St.
Topic is "The CIA and American Intellectual

Life."

— Charles O'Brien, Spartacus Youth
League, National Committee, "Anti-
Apartheid Revolts and U.S. IMPERIALIST

C&C LIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY 25330 91

MINSTREL SHOW
The Chocolate Box Revue - An

Authentic Minstrel Show, Buckley Recital
Hall, Amherst College, 8 p.m.

POTLUCK DINNER
With members from the "Mohawk Nation

of Ganienkeh," St. John's Church in North-
ampton 6 p.m.

PLAYS
- "Angel-Street," Belchertown Jr.-Sr.

High School October 21, 22, 28. and 29, 8
p.m. $2.50.

- Lillian Hellman's "The Children's Hour"
8 p.m. in the Hallie Falnagan Studio Theatre
of Smith's Center for the Performing Arts.
Benefits will go the club's scholarship fund.

TAG AND BAKE SALE
Clothes, Books, and Urjsual items plus

naturally baked goodies for sale, 45 North-
east Street, Amherst. Rain or Shine 10 a.m.

SEMINAR
"Turning Leaves," presented by the

Eastern Region of Association for
Humanistic Psychology, will be held October
21-23. For more info call Division of Con-
tinuing 545-3420.

FELLOWSHIPS
UMass has been invited to nominate four

seniors in this year's competition for Dan-
forth Fellowships. The deadline for applying
is Friday, October 21.
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A nice way to

catch her ear.

Fiery diamonds
set in 14k gold

still a girl s best

fashion friend' All of

course at upstairs

prices (For pierced

ears)

1 ct.. -t w S225.
V, Of . t w. S350.

% ct . t w S425
1 ct , t w. $595.

("total weight)

Master Charge it Visa

Accepted

Upstairs at

a/Sei/ ieuk^n co.
Nahonally Known Diamond RtmounI Sptaalitts

1 562 MAIN STREFT 2nd Floor

SPRINGFIELD MASS 01103

REACM 35,000 READERS DAI LY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3;45p.m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Littlc Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! !! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

We Buy Cars for cash 2S3 5384 323-5010

1970 Triumph GTS-t-. Excellent condition,

no rust $860 or Best Offer 549-5057

70 Ford LTD. Good cond S850. 562 4727.

n Galaxy 500 Ford. $700. 527 5746^

'68 VW Bug. VG Rebuilt engine, cond. body
fair, $200 or 8.0 Call 772 0672 Anytime.

66 Volvo 122S. Gooid mechanical condition

130,000 miles. Frarr>e needs work. Call 256-

8467. Keep Trying.

122Volvo oarts sed&waaon. Raa. 665-4384 '

Fender Bass-Music Master. Excel cond
,

also Arthur E. Smith Maple Leaf 5-string

BanjO Excel. Cond Best offer on both.

Call Brian at 549 3796.

1 mth old FM stereo- fits in dash of most
foreign cars BO 546 5001

Infinity Qa spiers. New w/ transferable

warrantee $21P Call 546 4132

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Men's, Ladies canvas & leather. Reg. $18 -

30 Just $10. 14 50 Call 538 3181

Stereo System Strack, AM FM radio,

turntable, four large speakers Pail $350.,

asking $200 Excellent condition 546-7695

Falmouth 300 yards from large Waquoit
Bay Trilevel. 3 bdrms Fieldstone
fireplace Cathedral ceiUngs. Celler
Central heat. Sacrifice at $24,900 Tel 253-
9328 Ask for David Shores

WANTED

Players for weekly Poker Club needed. 1-2-3

Call Bob at 549- 13 16

Turntable Pion^r PL11ZO. MO.
0nty4mos old Call Mart, 6-4363.

~ ENTERTAINMENT

«100.

HELP WANTED

Bike Rack.
549 5725

Filing Cabinet, Rac. Chair

Olin Mark III Skiis (170's). Never been
used $150 or Best Offer. Call 665^4963
evenings

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer Year round
Europe. S America, Australia, Asia, etc.
All fields, $500 $1,200 monthly Expenses
paid, sightseeing Free inform Write
International Job Center. Dept MC, Box
4490, Berkeley, CA 94704

2 Tickets for Jethro Tull Concert in Sfld. on
Nov 19 Tel 253 7610 for Wayne

_ LOST

Lost Meal Book. Please help me Lost in

Southwest Wed No reward, |ust sen-

timental value 6 9882

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco.

Monitor Music, 546-4731, Rea

SERVICES

71 VWSQBKS770 or BO 545-0811 Jack

8B Chevy Wagon $250 or B 549 5993

73 Datsuli. auto, V. Gd cond $1,500 584

1594After6:00PM.

Amherst, Rt. 9- next to McDonald's, 584-%90
Store hours: Monday to Friday 10-9, Saturday 10-6.

at harvard square

1975 Volvo 164. AC, Cruise control,
Michelins and snows, leather interior,

excellent condition inside and out All for

only $5,950 or Best Offer Call 253 5349
YOU WONT REGRET ITi

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

SUPER BIKE 74 KAW Z 1 900cc In very

good condition Kerker pipe, Denselube
chain OFFERS '665 3031

FOR SALE

Vox Bass AMP, Guild 6 string electric,

AKAI casette deck Send phone * to Box
792, Northampton

Soligor 90-230 F4.5 zoom lens. UV filter
and case. Screw mount Exc Cond'*
$90 Will fit most 35mm Call 6-8711

Hanimex Practice L. 35mm SLR w 150mm
F2 8 lens, case. Wesson light meter.
Honeywell flash, instructions Exc cond
$80 or Best Offer Call 6 8711,

Fully restored 140yr. old farmhouse. 1

acre, wood burning stove, barn, two
bedrooms, living room, dining room
kitchen, bath Taxes $96 $29,900 No
brokers please' 665 3560

Matching Executive Chair and Sofa $50
4 piece Oak Set Desk, 5 draw Chest, 2
Cabnets asking $145 Call 253 7462

Stereo Strack AM FM, Best Offer' Green
Suede Coat s\Z9 9 Margie 584 9468

Experienced Waitresses.
Richards 11 to 1p m daily.

Apply Poor

T.I.SR-40 Calculator. Somewhere in or

between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept.
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return

Reward and No Questions asked 256-

6059

Babysitter - warm resp girl one night a
week for three girls 253 3149 256 0577

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis&Self-Hyp. Learning group
organ new classes Come Thur 10PM
rm 811 Campus Center for info & trail

induction

Young f. dog. Alasf.an Malimute-Siberian
Husky White legs, black face, white tipped

bushy tail Named Frizbee. Very important
to me Call Grace 546-6760

Dog white w/blk spots Btown tags. Lost in

Amherst Call 549 5434

Lost pr glasses. Wire rim bnwn case Call

532 8143 Holy

Expert Typing. Mary Beth eves 586-1206.

Horses Boarded in exchange for use by
responsible UMass student 863-2680.

Volvo repairs and maintenance. Al years
and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610.

For A Good Layer Cake: Custom made Et

beautifully decorated tjirthday etc. Cakes

on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

associated with Campus Ed Service).

Laurie 546-9576

Expert Typing, only 40cents/page. Cat
after 6, Mon Thurs , 256-8484

.

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file. All academic subjects Ser>d 11. for
mail order catalog Box25S18-2, Loa
Angeles, Calif 90025 1213) 477-8474.

CALCULATORS

ROOM WANTED

Gibson J-50 customized guitar, exc cond
and 2 beautifully handcrafted steel

stnng guitars Call Mike 253-5949

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 - 50724

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail T 159 $225
, 58

$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodore's
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

TRA VEL

AUDIO

Used Receivers. Speakers Call 546 4034

Guatamala in January? Manan Ruins
lungle river trip climb semi-active

volcanos Slide show at Hampshire Mon.,
Nov 7. 7 30 Prescott House B1 Lounge,
limited space 15, Dec 29-Jan. 19,

$950 , includes airfare rournl trip to
Guatamala, accomodations, food, travel

expenses, guides throughout tnp For
details call Holly Wheeler Amherst 256
0219 evenings

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!LittleAdsGet BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! RE ACH25,000 READERS DAILY! !! iLittic AdsGet IIG RESULTS'
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Notices

AMHERST YOUTH CENTER
Coffeehouse performert for Sunday night* are

needed For further info call 549 6335 or drop by m the
former North Amherst School house
BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS

The bus for the state school will leave Saturday
from Wh.tmore, at 1230 p m. and return approx 4 30Dm Any questions contact Kevin 549-4562
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS CLUB

Maiors invited to meeting Thursday Arnold House
120, 7 p.m.
HANDICAP AFEAIRS OFFICE

Meeting today 1-4 p.m Campus Center 124-126 for
volunteer training of Wheelchair Superstars Com-
petition this Saturday
HOUSING OFFICE

"°"*i?0
Exemption applications can be picked up

Ki the office, 236 Wh.tmore from now until November

LOST
Ladies silver Lucien-Picard watch with blue face In

vicinity of Newman Center Call Brian 6-0070
NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT

Meeting ,n Lewis House at 6:30 p.m. All members
Should anend, everyone is welcome
NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS

Van will be m front of Hasbrouck at 6:30 p m tonite
It will stop at Patterson in Southwest. New people
welcome, questions call 256-6035
PRE DENT CLUB

Or Shiere and Or Fogels of Tufts Dental School
are speaking tonite 6 30 p m Campus Center 174
ir^iportant for anyone considering applying to dental
school.

PRE VET STUDENTS
Bill Gearin is coming to speak about Tufts

Veterinary School on Tuesday, 10 25, 7 p m. Campus
Center 917 Bring dues
REWARD

Coffee pot was removed from SBA 116 after 5 p m.

Environmental coalition

sponsors film festival

The Coalition for Environmental Quality
vyill sponsor a free film festival today with
films on topics including the nuclear energy
controversy, the energy crisis, and the
p>opuiation crisis.

The festival begins at 10 a.m. in the
Campus Center Auditorium, and films will be
shown continuously until 5 p.m. More films
will be shown in Campus Center 101
beginning at 7:30 a.m. The first presentation
will be a slide show by naturalist-
photographer John Green concerning his trip
to Glacier National Park in Montana.

WMUA to broadcast

Rep. Connolly's speech
WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will

broadcast a speech tonight at 6:00 by state
Rep, Michael Connelly, D-Boston, chief
sponsor of an amendment to the Massa-
chusetts State Constitution which would
limit the number of consecutive terms served
by all elected state officials.

Connolly spoke here Tuesday in a brief
respite from his 170- mile walk across the
state to gain support for his proposed
amendment, which he hopes to place on the
ballot through the initiative petition process.
The petition requires the signatures of some
56,000 voters, which must be submitted to
the Secretary of the Commonwealth no later
than December 7.

National game competition:

opportunity for students

UMass maintains membership in the
Association of College Unions-International
(ACU-I) through the Student Activities
Office. Each year the ACU-I sponsors games
tournaments regionally, and then nationally.
The games events include:

men's bowling
women's bowling
men's pocket billiards

women's pocket billiards

men's table tennis
women's table tennis
table soccer
bridge

men's frisbee

women's frisbee

air hockey
chess
Areas of participation must be reported to

the Regional Coordinator no later than Nov.
15. Many Registered Student Organizations
exist which annually compete in these
games.

Last year the women's bowling club
travelled to San Antonio, Texas to be in the
National tournament (all expenses paid). This
year our regional tournaments will be held
Feb. 3-4 at Worcester State College.

This is an invitation to organize tour-
naments for area dorms, residential areas,
and RSO groups so there can be all campus
competition and then send the winners to
participate with other campus winners from
this region.

For further information contact Irene
Richard in the Student Activities Office. 416
Student Union, 545 3600.

Friday, 10 15 Reward for the person who returns it

no questions asked Call Cindy 546 9161 The SBA
Coffee Shop
SPORTING GOODS CO OP

Meeting Tuesday, 10 25, 7 30 p m. Campus Center
168 (lower level). All wecome
SPECTRUM

Meeting for all interested in working on fiction
poetry, and art staffs Friday 5 p m. Campus Center
104 Business persons urged to go
STREET HOCKEY CLUB
Women's street hockey, anyone interested? Call

Beth or Donna 546-6150
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
PRESIDENT
The Initiative Petitions on Marijuana are having a

meeting at 9:30 pm Campus Center 174. Please
volunteer your time
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB

Meeting 8 p.m Campus Center 165-169 for officer
elections Bring membership card if you wish to vote,
all members must attend
UMASS VOLLEY BALL CLUB

Practice at 6 p m today, Bovden. New interested
people welcome
WANTED
Home for 7 month old Gordon Setter. He is house-

broken Call 549 6739
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY CLUB
Any woman interested in playing please call Karen

546-1422 or Oustm 649 2635
PUMPKIN RAFFLES
The winning weight of the Stockbridge Floriculture

Club Pumpkin Raffle was 71 pounds, 14 ounces. Jay
C Gedenberg won with a guess of 71 pounds, 8
ounces

r

BANQUET
FACILITIES
FOR 175 tlmwood

HUSSELL RD HADLEY MA

LUNCHEONS
Tues.-Sat.
1^ T_:0 -4 :0

DINNERS-
Tues.-Thurs.
4 :0 -9 :0

FrI. & Sat.
4:0 0-1 0:0

DINNER SUNDAY
1 2:00-9:00

FREE glass of wine
with this ad

A FINE NEW ENGLAND RESTAURANTLOCATED ON SCENIC ROUTE 9 , HADLEY
JUST BEFORE THE BRIDGE

9thANNIVERSARY
SALE!

• T •

\\^ fi

WOVEN FLANNEL SHIRTS
25% OFF' REGULARLY 12

• T •

PURfTAN SHETLAND SWEATERS
...SAVE 30%' REG. $16

i^evrs

."^r*'

4 V,

V

'Y-

TT

1/3 off
JUNIOR BLOUSES & SHIRTS
SOLIDS, PLAIDS, & PRINTS
EXPAND YOUR WARDROBE
NOW AND SAVE'

50% off
SPECIAL SELECTION'
JUNIOR FALL DRESSES
BY PLAIN JANE

-.=»

/.

1

}

/

|\

h\

liill

A
CARPENTER CORDUROYS
$8 OFF! REGULARLY $20

MEN'S CASUAL SLACKS
$5 OFF! REGULARLY $17

I Tl

1/3 off
JUNIOR SWEATERS
BULKY KNITS 33% OFF

1/3 off
JUNIOR SLACKS CORDUROYS
FLANNELS. GABERDINES

Amherst Open till 9 P.M.
Thursdays & Fridays

EKWSS
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

1^ Fairfield Mall/chicopee

DOONKSBLRY by Garry Trudeau

OMY, USTEN-THe R^ST
OF THIS DEAL IS SOME

\ SORT OF QU£STtONNAlfi£

: m QCfTTA FILL OUT - IT'S
o CAUeP THE *MAUAmLBTe

/ATTITUPBS ANP
PISPOSITIONS

.(t^/^1 r,^ SUflVEY.'

5H0ULP UXiMBN
BE ALLOweP TO
Pt-AY FOOTBALL?
IF SO. wneN?'

I 8.a,MAYI
' HANDLE THAT

/ ONE?

BD.IT ISMYOmON
THAIUOMEMSHOULD NOT

60 BB ALLOUevmPLAY
AHEAP, FOOTBALL UNTIL SUCH
WILLY. TIME AS IT CAN 8£

1 RELIABLY PETERMlNEP
THAT HELL HAS FROZEN

B.C. by lohnny Hart

dOOP AFTER THAT.
ANStUEii IT'S F/AB

MTH ME'
I

I

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

IF THE THEM6 WOU'RE
U/RITI.N6 ^O?. SCHOOL 16

60IN6 6APLV AND VOU
NEED SOMETHING TO
IMPRESS THE TEACHER.

.

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen
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f)LL 7BST SCORES
UOILL BE SCALED...
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CM by Marty Maceda

AlCMINCM FOIL by Steve Latler

Soon gerald will
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HIM OUT OFCOMMIS-
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

TMUWOAY. OCTOBER
li — Born today, you are
one of thoae highly cre-
ative indlviduala who
proves an InsplraUon to
others and a joy to himself.
Seldom are you without
ome project for the
future. At the same time,
you take tremendous plea-
sure out of remembering
projects of the past. You
are easily stimulated by
events around you. Your
insatiable curiosity along
with your intellectual
graap of the general pic-
ture may make you very
much a 'know it all.' You
are not, however, one to
flaunt your knowledge;
you accept with humility
your own advantages over
others.

Intrigued by foreign
lands, by persons different
from you and yours, you
have a basic instinct for
travel. It doesn't take you
long to become oriented to
a particular place, no mat-
ter how strange it may
have seemed initially.

Your desire for the new
and the different remains
unsatisfied; for no sooner
have you settled down in a
strange place to enjoy its

difference than you dis-

cover that you have ad-
justed to the situation and
adapted to the circum-
stances.

Although you will proba-
bly attain success on your
own, you will receive many
offers of help in your climb
to the top. Unfortunately,

there will be many prom-
ises unkept insofar as your
would-be assistants are
concerned. Even so, you
will not be discouraged.
You have faith in your own
ability and have a knack
for being spurred to action
by disappointment rather
than being slowed down by
it.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Unless another's offer
coincides with your own
wishes you are not likely to

be flattered. Indeed, you
may be irritated.

SCORPIO{Oct.23-
Nov.21) — Take a philo-
sophical stand when asked
your point of view, espe-
cially should it differ with
the view of the majority.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

Dec.21) — Consider life's

ambition before accepting
an offer to take on new
responsibility. You may be
selling yourself short.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) — An exceptional
set of circumstances
makes it suddenly easy for
you to attain a long-stand-
ing goal today.

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb.l8) — Be ardent. This
is not the time to soft-pedal
your emotions; let others
know precisely how, and
how much, you feel.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - Scientific research
has more to offer you at
this time than you thought.
Don't discourage a young-
ster's curiosity.

ARIES( March 21-Aprll
19) — Take advantage of
an opportunity to meet new
people. A young person of
influence may speak for
you toward P.M. Welcome
it.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20) — There is greater
happiness than usual in

store for you by day's end.
Confide in friends and fam-
ily regarding upcoming
change.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20)

— Studies of a scientific

nature take your time and
mind today. Don't be-
grudge another small fa-
vors begged before noon.
CANCER (June 21-July

22) — Your ability to make
friends quickly should save
you much in the way of
nervous tension today. Ask
for and receive help.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —
Pressures build up early in
the day where career ad-
vancement is concerned.
Roll with the punches;
don't become dissatisfied.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Self-indulgence is not as
bad as you may have been
led to beUeve. Know what
you want next out of life;

seek and find it.

CopyrtfM. l»n. United Feature Syitf

-

cat*. Inc

Today's Crossword

ACROSS 43

1 U K division

6 Taste
1 1 Acquire
1 4 "Remember

The -----I"

1 5 Regard with

respect
16 John ---

Arctic

explorer
1

7

Makes
easier

19 -- - matter of

fact

20 Adolescent
year

21 Hold a stop
watch on

22 up
Conditions

24 De Valera's
land

26 Interior

portion
27 French

resort
30 Pulverizes
32 Throw out

forcefully
33 Stuck to

34 Playing card

45
46

48
49

50

52
56

57
60
61

62

63

64
65

Places In a
row
Wrapped
Wading
birds
Left

Creme de la

creme
Isolated
rock
Strong wind
Piece in

checkers
Got well

Had a maal
Love to a
signor
Make
reparations
--- Richter
Footballer
Instruments
Virile male

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday Puzzle Solved
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37 Newfoundland

6

cape 7

38 Create 8
39IVlr 9

Carnegie 10
40 Skill

41 French 1

1

impressionist
42 Nerve- 12

racking

DOWN
Send lightly

Wmg-like
parts
Intertwine
High rank
Coin of Peru
Fabric—-Bede
Suffrage
Pay dirt

Taking it

easy
Racetrack
structure
Kind of

stand

1 3 Annoy
1 8 How sweet

.. ..(••

23 Peculiar
25 On pension

Abbr
26 Intelligence
27 Wax

Prescrip-
tions

28 At variance
with

29 Certain
peaches

30 Sticky stuff

31 Smallone
33 State Abbr
35 In addition
36 Want

urgently

38 Atmospheric
conditions

39 Deputy
41 Inorganic

substance
42 Bon —

Style
44 Number of

things
45 Golfer s cry
46 Of blood
47 Fill with

pride
48 Yawning fit

50 Vacbeth,
for one

51 ReTiedy
53 Particle

54 Miss Home
55 Paradise
58 'Down

Under' bird
59 College

cheer

\ 2 3 4 5

1
6 7 8 9 10

1

M 12 13

14 T5~ 6

17 18 9

20 21 22 23n
29

24 25

^ 31

26

27 28

32 " I
' 4 35 36

37 . 38 39

40 41

48

TT
|^H43 44 45

46 47

I
58

pM
49 50 51 _ 52 53 54 55

M

1

57 59

40 61

1
62

^ 64 65
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Collegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team you think will win

Ties are losses

j
1.U. of Rhode Island at

I

2. AlC

I
3. Pennsylvania

I
4. Colorado

I

j
5. Kentucky

I 6. No. Carolina St.

j
7. use

j
8. Washington St.

I 9. Baltimore
I

j
10. Denver

I

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

at

Boston U.

Springfield

Yale

Nebraska

Georgia

Clemson

Notre Dame

Stanford

New England

Cincinnati

Pittsburgh

Los Angeles

UMass UConn

j 11. Houston
I

j
12. Minnesota

i
Winner is determined by person who picks most games correctly. In case of tie

I
winner is person coming closest to picking score of UMass game.

I

I

I If still tied,winner will be drawn.
I Contest is open to all UMass students and employees. Entries (limit one per
I person) are due at the Collegian Sports Desk, 101 Campus Center, by 5 p.m.
I Friday.

I Prize is one large plain pizza and a small soft drink at THE HIDEOUT, 103 N.
I Pleasant St.

I

j
NAME

I
ADDRESS

I

j
PHONE

L
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BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art. From all

corners in all sizes, some with covers
some without, some natural some fancy
For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils.
Containers for use and beauty.

*<

N«xt to th« Amharst Post Oflic* — Opan: 9:30-6, Mon. thfu Sal.

I
to an error by the printer, the Collegian Pizza Bowl printed in yesterday's Collegian

IS void. The Pittsburgh and Los Angeles games were switched. If you have already entered
the contest you will be notified, or you may submit a second entry. The correct games
should be: Minnesota-Los Angeles and Houston-Pittsburgh

Scuba for credit in Fla
How would you like to spend a week

diving in the Florida Keys during intersession
and earn university credit for it?

The UMass Scuba Program is now ac-
cepting applicants for the third annual
January term sport diving course offered at
John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park, Key
Largo, Florida, December 28 to January 4.

All certified divers are welcome.
Registered university students may receive 2
credits for the course by enrolling for sport
scuba diving through the General Physical
Education Program. Successful completion
of the course leads to NAUI (National
Association of Underwater Instructors)
certification as a Sport Diver.

Cost is $155 which covers lodging, dives
and instruction. The course is being co-
ordinated and instructed by Bob Sparks,
former director of the UMass Scuba
Program.
The course is designed to provide a

continuation of formal dive training beyond
the basic certification level and to offer
alternative dive experience to divers in the
New-England area. The curriculum covers a
wide variety of topics, including: diver safety
and rescue, underwater physiology, under-
water navigation, dive planning and marine
environment.

More important, however, it involves a lot
of diving Students make nine boat dives,
including a wreck dive, a deep dive and a
night dive.

The Florida Keys are unquestionably one
of the finest dive scenarios in the continental
United States. The water is Carribean blue
and temperate. The visibility is usually 50-80
feet.

John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park,
where the course is held, boasts 100 square
miles of protected reef system that abounds
in corals and beautiful tropical marine life. It

is an exquisite a)ace to dive and an ideal
location for a sport diving course.

SpOrt courses are a lot of fun. Last year's
was exceptional. This one promises to be
better than ever and to provide safe but
exciting diving for all who come.

For further information, contact Bob
Sparks, 30 Forest Park Avenue, Springfield,
Mass. 01108, (413) 739-7942.

So smooth. Easy to sip. Delicious!
Comfort*'s unlike any other liquor.

It tastes good just poured over ice.

That's wh> it makesr mixed drinks
taste much better, too. Sip into

something Comfort*able.

Southern
Comfort

great
*iIhCOLA,

TONIC, 7UP,

BITTER LEMON,

GINGER ALE

ORANGE JUICE,

even MILKi

e wt wjTii(M cowoDT cwr SOUIHmn COMf ORT COHPO<(«IIO» 100 PROOf tlOUf UH SI LOUIS MO 63'3?

tokiie
apen^
^ W

Not if It's an extraordinary Pilot Razor Point marker pen
A fiber tipped pen so precisely balanced, it will always feel comfortable

in you. hand, even after hours of writing Its sturdy plastic point, surrounded
by a unique Pilot metal "collar" writes a distinctly smooth, sharp line

In fact. Its the thinnest tipped pen you can buy And that makes it )ust

great for pages of notes or that one important love letter Best of all, its

only 69c and is now available at your college book store

So It your Pilot pen makes you lovesick, don't be
ashamed to admit it After

Eastern Mountain Sports

WS4'

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM,
Sat 9:30 AM-5:30 PM

Route 9, AmherstHadley Line

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413)253-9504

fTiaslff charge

Gridders move up
iloliegian 15

The UMass football team is beginning to
make its presence felt among the pollsters.

In the latest Division II national rankings,
the Minutemen have moved up to sixth place
from last weeks seventh spot. South
Carolina State continues to lead the
rankings, with New Hampshire still in second
spot.

UMass and UNH are the only New
England schools in the top 10.

In the Lambert Cup race, UMass trails first

place UNH by eight points The Lambert Cup

18 annually awarded to the outstandinq
eastern middle-sized college football team

In the race for the Lambert Trophy given
to the top major college team, Colgate (6-0)
IS three points ahead of Penn State (4-0-1)
Last season's recipient, Pittsburgh, is ranked

third in the balloting.

Boston College (3-3) and Harvard (3-2) are
the only Massachusetts schools included
among the top 10, at eighth and ninth
respectively.

NCAA DIVISION
1. South Carolina St. (6-0)

2. New Hampshire (6-0)

3. Montana St. (5-1)

4. Northern Michigan (6-1)

5. North Dakota State(4-1-1|
6. Massachusetts (5-1)

7. Tennessee Tech (6-0)

8. Nevada, Reno (5-1)

9. Jacksonville St. (Ala.) (5-1)

10. Austin Peav (5-1)

11. Winston-Salem (7-0)

PTS
60
56
61

49
42
38
37
33
30
25
25

LAMBERT CUP
1. New Hampshire (6-0)

2. UMass(5-1)
3 Clarion State (5-0)

4. Springfield (5 1)

5. Indiana State (Pa.) (3-1-1)

6. East Stroudsberg(3-1)
7. Lehigh (5 2)

8. AlC (4-1-1)

9 Delaware (2-3-1)

10. Maine (3-3)

PTS.
70
62

58
41

36

29
24

18

12

6

JV booters blank WPI;
third straight shutout
By JUDY KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The UMass J.V. soccer team traveled into
Worcester yesterday with a 2-0 record to
face W.P.I, and came back to Amherst with a
3-0 record and a blanking of W.P.I. UMass
has yet to be scored upon and all three of ts
games have been 3-0 wins.

It was a dreary, freezing day though
fortunately the rain held off until after the
game and a tight game ensued between the
two teams with a lot of hustle present.
Two of UMass' three goals were scored in

the first half. The first goal, ten minutes into
the game, was from Jack Heslin to Antonio
Estainislau. This was Heslin's third assist in

as many games. UMass' second goal in the
half didn't come until there were ten seconds
left. Dave Mains fed to Will McEnroe. So far

McEnroe has scored one goal in each of the
Minutemen's games.
UMas§ Joel Dryer said, "W.P.I, played

well in the first half until pressure was put on
them, then they panicked."

WPI's offense was never fully awake in the
first half, it had only two shots on goal, but it

fell into an even deeper sleep in the second
half. WPI d dn't even have a shot on goal in

the second half. In reality WPI never
represented an offensive threat, although its

defense was good.
This was the first game in which Dryer

* Offensive line
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

can say is that I have gotten the protection
from everybody to complete the passes I

have to."

Physically, the offensive line is extremely
big, strong, and quick. Coming off an ex-
tensive winter and summer weight con-
ditioning program, the players themselves
feel the results.

"When we go out there every game, our
line feels we can overpower the other of-
fensive line. We are that much stronger and
quicker," said Penta.

In addition, the players themselves
continue to lift weights even after practice
has ended. A spot check one night found the
whole offensive line at Boyden gym lifting
weights at 8:00 on a Monday two hours after
regular practice had ended.

"Probably the biggest difference between
last year and this year is that we are together
as a unit, both on and off the field. We work
out together, lift together, and have all gone
through a lot together as a unit," said the
senior 6'1" 235-lb. offensive tackle.

Greene, 6'2", 245 lb. and a transfer from
Vermont feels the weightlifting program has
made the player that much stronger.
"When you are able to block effectively

against your opponent, your mental
mistakes, especially your holding calls
decrease. This all comes from being in
condition and physically stronger than your
opponent," said Greene.

Ross Schubarth, 6'3" and 255 lb. returns
to the line after a year off for academic
reasons. Two years ago as a junior, he made
first team All-Yankee Conference offensive
tackle. He's back this year giving both
physical and moral support to the unit.

"This line has the most depth of all the
lines I've been on. It has definite quality in all

positions and has people who work very,
very hard to accomplish one thing - that's
to do the job," said Schubarth.

Bruce Kimball, a junior 6', 243-lb. guard
said this year's offensive line has a strong
potential to give UNH and Boston College
very tough games but maintains that the
most important game is the next one -
UConn.

played all his men. Two of them who had yet
to play this season scored and assisted on
UMass' last goal. A pass from Kirk Simon
enabled Pete Szafir to put the ball in WPI's
net.

WPI's coach made no excuses for his
team s loss. Said he, "We played up to our
potential, UMass is simply a stronger team "

Lj T . ^Y.
^s^m's next game is- away at

Holyoke Monday.

Wicks a Celt
BOSTON WPI] - The Boston Celtics

signed Sidney Wicks to a multi-year contract
less than three hours before their scheduled
season's opener against the San Antonio
Spurs last night, a team spokesman said.

Wicks was available for last night's game,
which San Antonio led by seven, 62-55 at the
half.

Wicks, a six-year NBA veteran, was in-

volved in a lengthy off-season contract
dispute with Celtics brass this year.

The 6'9" fon/vard played his college ball at
UCLA.
The spokesman said the Celtics would

have to pay Wicks' former team, the Por-
tland Trail Blazers an undisclosed sum for

compensation.
The Celtics put Norm Cook on waivers to

make room for Wicks.

"We know that we can give UNH and BC
good games but we have to concentrate on
beating UConn and Holy Cross, because if

we lost to either one of those teams, beating
UNH and BC are meaningless," said Kimball.

Offensive center McLaughlin, 6'1", 243 lb.

senior transfer from Holy Cross, credits

much of the success of the line to offensive
line coach Ken Conaster.

"He's a great motivator, because he
doesn't let us get complacent about our
success. He finds mistakes before they
become habits and strives for perfection. He
will always stress confidence in ourselves to
get the work done. He gets us psyched up,"
said McLaughlin.

Conaster feels the success of the line can
be summed up in three words, "keeo the
faith".

^

"Dedication and believing in oneself and
others around you is the key to this offensive
line. These people believe they can do the
job. They go out there every game with the
attitude they can overpower the defensive
line and strive for the first down every time
they get the ball," said Conaster.

"Offensive linemen have to give their
physical all and have that great desire to play
football and be happy for whatever happens.

"They don't get the glory the other players
do but without them the offense goes
nowhere."

Every week Conaster prepares a weekly
quiz to each offensive lineman to check on
whether the player can identify the blocking
schemes and the opposing team's defensive
line strategies.

"Last year we had people blocked like hell
but made mistakes and couldn't overcome
them. When things go wrong it can be at-
tributed to two things: Either th" plciy^ s

don't understand or they phvsically cant do
it. We concentrate this year on making our
players as physically and mentally prepared
as possible," Conaster said.
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Offensive line leads qridmen
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Item I: As the 1976 UMass football team
plodded its way through a season record of

S-5, fans asked: Why can't coach Mac-
Pherson find some ballplayers who can
protect the quarterback and give the running
backs some blocking?

Item II: It's a rainy, muddy Saturday af-

ternoon in Harvard stadium, UMass has just

beat Harvard 17-0. The sportswriters crowd
around quarterback Mike Fallon and running
backs Billy Coleman and Hank Sareault.
Offensive linemen Gerry Greene, Jim Penta,
Ross Schubarth, Mike McLaughlin, and
Bruce Kimball begin to take off their mud-
caked uniforms happy as the rest of the
team.

Item III: A post-game comment by
MacPherson following a UMass victory over
Maine, 28-0.

"There's no question the strength of our
team is the size and strength of our offensive
line. It's a credit to all the athletes winter and
summer conditioning and willingness to
work as a unit."

Item IV: In this past Monday's Collegian,
two photographs featured offensive linemen.
Quarterback Mike Fallon throws a touch-
down pass to tight end Kevin Cummings
while Greene, offensive left guard, blocks
two opposing linemen four yards away from
Fallon. In the other photo, Kimball and
Greene lead a power sweep for Coleman.
Coleman gained 12 yards on the play.

Item V: "Footbal is built on a star system
and linemen are not the stars. The television

camera follows the ball and so do the fans,"
said Glen Dickey, reporter for the San
Francisco Chronicle.

Schubarth (left tackle), Greene (left

guard), McLaughlin (center), Kimball (right

guard), and Penta (right tackle) make up
UMass' offensive line.

This unit, blocking for running backs
Coleman and Sareault, has accounted for a

net total of 1,1650 yards in six games
compared to the oppositions total of 426.

They have given the quarterback, Fallon,

time to complete 47.8 p r cent of his passes.
"These guys are absolutely great," said

Coleman, the leading rusher on the team
with 634 net yards.

"My yardage total is directly responsible to

the bkxking of the offensive lir>e," he ^id.
"In order for me to spring loose, I have to get
that block, and everytime I've needed it, I

have gotten it. Without these guys working
together, I can't do much."

These UMass offensive linemen show the form that they've used this season to lead the Minutemen to their current 5-1
record. The linemen have been doing an admirable job as Minutemen runners are churning our record amounts of yardage this
year and quarterback Mike Fallon has already set new records in the passing department with their protection This action was
against URI last Saturday. (Staff photo by Steve Lesser)

Fallon said his ten touchdown passes and
high passing pe-centage wouldn't be as high
if not for the passing protection.
"The line of scrimmage controls the

success of our offense," he said. "We are
primarily a running team which means the
offensive line must dominate to spring our
running backs loose. If the running game
goes well, the passing game will follow. All I

TURN TO PAGE 15

Rich Eckel

Trustees fumble proposal

Women stickers edge
Southern Conn, 2-1
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

With one minute remaining Tuesday,
Laura O'Neal scored the decisive goal, giving
the UMass field hockey team a 2-1 victory
over Southern Connecticut, which is ranked
sixth nationally.

O'Neal's first goal of the season boosted
the Minutewomen's record to 6-0-2.

Southern Conn, broke the scoring ice

when Missy King fired a waist high shot past
UMass goalie Kathy Gipps. The tally came
seven minutes into the first half.

UMass retaliated when co-captain Lynsie
Wickman scored her third goal of the season
with five minutes left in the first half. Jody
Wickman earned the assist as the goal
resulted indirectly from a penalty corner.
When the halftime whistle blew the dead-

lock was still intact. Penetration time favored
the Owls with 3:12, while UMass acquired
2:04.

The second half was dominated by the
UMass stickers. UMass coach Judy Davids
attributed this to her players conditioning.
Her team "just over ran them," commented
the UMass mentor.

Penetration time for the Minutewomen in

the latter half was 4:10, while Southern
Conn, coukl only manage 1:57.

This statistic showed up in the total of

shots on net. UMass challenged the Owls
netminder with 20 shots with Southern
Conn, managing only four for the entire
contest.

The UMass control of the second half was
handwriting on the wall. Laura O'Neal, at left

inside, drove a hard, low shot to the right of
the Owl's goalie. The quick O'Neal enjoyed
her best game to date, noted Davidson.

Everyone played well but there were a few
standouts who received commendations
from their coach.

Laurel Walsh at sweeper, made good
stops thwarting Southern Conn.'s offensive
attacks according to Davidson.
Judy Kennedy, the sparkplug on defense,

continued her fine play. Davidson remarked
that it was Kennedy who kept the
Minutewomen afloat when they lacked the
scoring punch to put away Yale and Colgate.
Both games ended in a tie.

Another member on Davidson's list was
Kelly Sails, who has been the steadiest player
for the Minutewomen this season. Also,
Kathy Gipps continued with her excellent

goaltending. Another star was Cheryl
Meliones, who constantly harrassed the
Owls with her tenacious style of play.

Julie McHugh, Lynsie Wickman and
Ginger Bulman also received praise for their
contributions in the triumph.

Needless to say, Davidson was pleased
with her squad's performance. The
Minutewomen advance into the second half

of the season on a high note, and they play a

makeup game at Central Conn, today at 3:30.

Another tough obstacle will be New
Hampshire this Saturday, also away.

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

For months the UMass Board of Trustees
has been discussing ways to improve
athletics at this University. But so far the
trustees have only fumbled the issue and lost

a lot of ground.

The trustees on June 1 voted to approve a
olan that would allow UMass 120 athletic
tuition waivers. In other words, the board
had made a big stop towards coverting the
little regarded UMass athletic intercollegiate

teams into power capable of competing with
major athletic schools in East.

The vote in favor of the tuition waivers
was close, 9-8, and debate over the issue was
lengthy. The board was divided down the
middle and UMass president Robert C.

Wood cast the deciding vote in favor of the
plan.

At the meeting, Wood stated that he
hoped the action would lead to a new type of
tuition waiver for exceptional service or
contribution to the University.

Another supporter of the proposal.
Trustee Robert Gordan, stated that UMass
should either support intercollegiate athletics

or drop them. However, other members
found the proposal unacceptable.

A major dissenter against the waivers was
Trustee Paul Marks. He commented that the
board should not discuss the motion outside
of the whole tuition waiver policy. This plan
would grant scholarships to students who
had served the University, such as residence
hall counselors and others deemed worthy
by the board.

Marks said he was worried about the
timing of the proposal, since it was to be
voted upon while students were on summer
break. He also was concerned about adverse
publicity because of the Commonwealth's
current fiscal situation. Marks stated he
didn't believe better teams would necessarily
mean greater alumni support.

Another trustee against the proposal was
SGA co-president Marianne "Pinky" Batiste.

Batiste yesterday told the Collegian she
didn't support the plan because the board
was taking a "piecemeal" approach to the
whole issue of tuition waivers. Batiste said
she was worried that once the athletic

waivers had been granted the other con-
siderations, such as those for students who
had contributed a great deal to the
University, would be forgotten.

She also stated that the proposal did not
stipulate how many of the 120 waivers would
be given to women, and that she was afraid it

would all go to the football team.
The trustees' next meeting was July 28

and once again the athletic tuition waiver
was discussed, even though, the board, by
majority vote, had passed the proposed at its

last meeting.

Secretary of Education Paul Parks asked
that the matter be taken up again since he
had left the meeting before the June vote.
Another vote was taken and this time the
dissenters won by 12-11, thereby referring
the matter of tuition waiver back to the
board's. Student Affairs Committee.

Keep reading because it becomes more
complicating and mystifying trying to decide
what, in fact, the trustees had decided.

Trustee Robert Spiller, a supporter of the
athletic tuition waiver, asked for a legal
opinion on a point of order. He claimed that a
motion for reconsideration had to be made
by someone who had voted in favor of the
original motion. Since Parks had not voted
in June, Spiller contended his motion for
reconsideration was out of order.

Since then, lawyers have determined that

Parks' motion was out of order. Now the

issue is being dealt with by the Student

Affairs Committee. If you managed to follow

all of that bureaucratese, it is expected the

issue will come before the board within the

next three months, so those interested in the

outcome should stay tuned.

The Denver Nuggets began their NBA
season last night, without the services of ex-

UMass star forward Jim Town. Town, who
graduate last spring made the final cut of the

Nuggets.

He, too, is involved in a precarious

situation since the NBA has yet to decide
whether a team can carry 11 or 12 members.
Should the NBA opt for 1 1 , the players union
will ask the owners to create a two-man taxi

squad for each team. If this happens Town
probably would be asked to stay with the

Nuggets as a taxi squad member.
UMass basketball coach Jack Leaman said

that he talked to Town about a week ago,

and that Town was still in Denver. Town told

Leaman that if he didn't get a shot with the

club, he would probably vacation in Hawaii,

and then return to the Denver area.
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Lipstick

n isn't always an invttatton to a kiaa.

ViaiBiiH,€ityi»yfa-

iudg« jury and •Maoitiofwr.

CHARLES BAOrOON .

-DEATH WBir \
B<»

FrI. Oct 21

CCATicketf will be sol

at 6:30 & 9:45.

for both shows

$1.00

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

UVC! ON STAGE! TNESO'sCOMCTOUFE!

Aanc»^.^!!n "TmWW Of MUSICAL
. .«,. HOADWAYMAS

NCCOCO FOR SOME TmC!

W »IDi

CIICASE'OCSarVCSTIK
ADJECTIVES WE ONCE

AWAROEO SNOWS UKE
PAL JOEY, 'KISS ME

RATE', '6UYS AND DOLLS',
AND 'TNEfAJAMA CAME'."

FRIDAY
October 28 8PM

F!f^ /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L
TlefcaU now on mI« GMioral PuMk »7, «, 5.

UM-A tt«*dant« an« santor citiitnt U, 5, 4.

^ina Arti Cantar Box CMfkt M^ f^
4 All Tickatron Locations.

f. %ART PRINT SALE
AT THE CAPE COD LOUNGE
OCT. 19, 20, 21

GREAT FOR DORMS & APARTMENTS

SPONSORED BY ASTRONOMY
CLUB

J

UNIVERSITY ENSEMBLE THEATER

Fine Aru Onter, University of Massac>iusetts

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR 23RD EXCITING SEASON
ROMEO AND JULIET

By William Shakespeare

Oct. 28Nov. 6

ANTIGONE
By Jean Anouilh

December 2- 10

AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL X
New England Regionah

Jan. 26-28

SCHOOL FOR WIVES
By Moiiere

Feb. 24 Mar 4

THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUND
By Tom Stoppard

Mar. 31-April 8

ANASTASIA
By Marcelle Maurette & Guy Bolton

April 28-May 4

AS A SUBSCRIBER YOU RECEIVE THESE BENEFITS

You don't have to pick out your dates months in adi<ance We
• send you a coupon book that you exchange for tickets at your
convenience.

*See tuio plays out of our season for free' *Free exchangee'

• FoM are never left out when the show is sold out'

Students/Senior Citizens only $8.00
. Non-Students only $12.00

ANY QUESTIONS.' CALL OUR BOX OFFICE 545-3511

PI*—* clip an4 mail W t'Bi»tr»il» f.iatmMt Th»»i»r. 1 12 Fin» Aru Onirr. I'MtM. Amhfnt. MA 01008

Pleai id me tubKription* at $8.00 each.

Pleate »end me subicripiions at $12.00 each.

The total amount of my remittance i« $

Pleaw make check or money order payable to The Vniversity F.memhU Theater

NAME: _^

ADDRESS:
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Below the Salt is the weekly fine arts
supplement to the Collegian. Do not let
the term "fine arts" lead you to believe
that we will print only material that
deals with "high culture" or impres-
sionistic, individually-oriented art. We
are of the many roles which various
forms of art may play in a society.
Therefore we welcome the submission
of any material that deals with anything
in an artistic context, we repeat;
anything. One stipulation is that if this
material is typed It should be double-
spaced at sixty seven spaces per line.

Please have whatever you want publish-
ed in Sunday night in order to insure
publication in the following Thursday's
issue. Our office is located in the Col-
legian complex on the first floor of the
Campus Center. If no one from the staff
is at the office when you come down,
you may leave your material in the ap-
propriate folder on the file cabinet or
leave a message on the wall.
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BOOKS
Weegee's Core of the Apple

WEEGEE
Edited by Louis Stettner

Alfred A. Knopf
$15.00

In the classic, realistic tradition of Cartier-
Bresson, Weegee (the only name he used)
was a man who knew the heart and soul of
his city. For Bresson it was Paris, for
Weegee it was New York. Part of a large
emigrant family from Austria, Weegee
grew up in the ghetto of the Lower East
Side and after leaving school at the age of
fourteen, he became and remained for
many years part of Manhattan's working
poor. After dozens of odd jobs and a very
serious interest in photography, Weegee
finally landed a job as darkroom man at
Acme News Service. It was here that he
learned both his skills and his intense sen-
sitivity to the people of his city. In Naked
City, his first published book of
photography (1946), Weegee's images are
bold, stark and simple. They capture the
height of the moment, be it Easter Sunday
in Harlem, 1940, the Vegetable Peddler
walking his horse in the midst of a blizzard,

1946, or a lonely Sleeper in a Bar, 1939;
each photo captures the essence of the
human emotion. Eventually Weegee
became a free lance photographer, but he Weegee himself

continued until his death in 1968 to use his

city as his source of material.
This particular collection has photgraphs
from 1930 1965 and it becomes apparent,
after the late forties, that Weegee has lost

his earlier naive approach and becomes
more conscious of his subject matter. He
came to have a love of celebrities, parties,
and people simply having a good time.
These later photographs lack some of the
intensity of his earlier work but they do
continue to be a chronicle of his intimate
relationship with the city. The best of his
later collection are certainly those of his
Greenwich Village series of which many are
included in this book. Toward the end of
his life Weegee turned to various aspects of
trick photography.

This book includes perhaps the best of
this period, for many of his later ideas were
done purely for monetary or commercial
reasons. Luckily, this book (which includes
112 full-size photos) contains mostly his
earlier images which are really incredibly
expressive. It is a book of visual, human
'poetry and for the most part better than
any of his individual collections, except
Naked City.

Cheryl Sreiberg

FANTASIES • MONSTERS • NIGHTMARES • DAYDREAMS

'YTHO
PCEIKQN

In a magnificent full-

color collection of paint-

ings, book-jacket and
record-sleeve illustrations, and etch-

uigs, one of the world's most popular
fa ntas\ science fiction artists oftei-s

notes and <ommentar>- on each of his

works. In Mythoponkon. Patrick VVood-
rofle details the development of his fascina-
tion with fantastit ait forms and subject
obse.ssions, and his interest in "fantastic

reali'^m." as he studied artists such as Bosch
and Dali. Mytho/xjeikon ls a brilliant \isua!

experience that will dazzle the eye and mind
of anyone who sees it

.

Patrick Woodroffe
$9.95 • Simon and Schuster A Fireside Book

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
COSTA ICE COLO

KEG BEER

SCHMIDT'S
12 OS cans

00 $5.90
NOW

$1.50
six

In-door Savii^s too good to be advertised.

v^Home lee f|r youiielf

!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON sHls ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR OCLMfERY V
- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrit Canttr, aerots from tht gretn 253-S441
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POETIC INJUSTICE
RIGHT WING WHITE RING

Right wing white ring

Terrorize the town
Supporting Allen Bakke
Tearing statues down

Frightening lightning
S.S. out at play
Sticking pins n' needles
Troopers on the way

Stinking drinking
Brownshirts on the loose
People get together
Cook the Nazi goose

^ TONIGHT <^
TWO FOR ONE

8:30 til 11

( Most Drinks & Beer TWO for ONE

)

9/fj^'{

ON TAP
2 FOR 1

8x30-11

T-Shirts Given
Away

EACH WEEK

AND
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

the time,

wgVegot
the beer.

TWOWAYSTREET

EATING s DRINKING

iAIWHEi?8Ti

HON t TUES ALL SCATS SIJO

TV4£ C>KEAT runnel H :S<\YS; ^
HO TKICisS

a:>\^t- -'.et V4\r-i at

ZO ce^HX^K 5^,^£< r.rijf^^tAr-iprDH PLc^n-t^

ATE HATE EIGHT
(ONLY ONE RACE THERE IS,

THERE IS)

Miscegnate
Mix your race together
Multiplicate

Make white a minority now
Disintegrate

Racist illusions

Coagulate
Make our people whole.

Mix now
For America
Mix now
For our pride

Mix now
For everyone
So good and bad can't hide

Affirmate
Our highest goals together
Irrevocate

Racial progress now
Capacitate
Human understanding
Prognosticate
A future for us all.

-RasTapunk Ram Dass

5^

Zippers and pockets inside and out

Shoulder straps, snaps, sliding handles,

options galore • canvas with vinyl trim.
' camel, rust, brown, navy, blacit

•e.^TO'S"

Faces^,

NWl Is WV NMfMfVf PoVt OfnOV
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MATING: VIDEO AND DANCE
by Sharon True

Videodance - a fusion of what is perhaps
the oldest of art forms, dance, with one of
the most recent, video. More specifically,
videodance is a new visual art which seeks
to integrate the kinetic, electronic ap-
paratus of video (camera, microphone,
tape deck, TV monitor) with the
kinesthetic, dynamic apparatus; of dance
(human beings or objects moving in space
and time).

Videotaping dance performances for the
purposes of documentation, or for the
translating of a dance created for the stage
which is suitable for the medium of televi-

sion (as seen on PBS), are certainly both
useful functions which the medium of
video fulfills; however, "videodance"
needs to be differentiated from these in

that it is an art unto itself - the dance is

created specifically for the video camera.

Videodance is chararcterized by dance
which is structured for the rectangular
screen of the video monitor, dnd by video
which is structured to capture the
dynamics of dance. One of the most impor-
tant attributes of video is its capability for
immediate playback of what has just been
taped. This provides choreographers and
dancers with valuable feedback, further, it

allows them, for the first time, to see both
themselves and the dance in process

As compared to film, video, with its ins-

tant playback and light-producing image
properties (as opposed to film's mechanical
and projected-light image properties) tends
to exude a more immediate, spontaneous,
informal, psychologically intimate quality.
In a stimulating, week-end long workshop

sponsored by the Five College Dance
Department, Richard Lorber, videodance
specialist and editor of Dance Scope,
discussed many of these ideas and more,
and in conjunction with Blondell Cummings
(videodancer and performer in Meredith
Monk's company) and video artists in the
area, facilitated a "hands-on" work session
which introduced the participants to the ex-
perience of creating videodance.

Lorber, who first became interested in

videodance in 1972, sees video as a "liquid

FOOD
(restaurant review)

Lauren Traub
Phases Restaurant
Bernadston, Ma.

(Take Rte. 91 north to the
Bernardston/Northfield exit, turn left,
then left again on Bald Mountain Rd.
and follow it to the top of the hill.)

To celebrate the Fall foliage spectacle, we
recently drove north, to Bernadston, Ma.,
where Phases is located high on a hillside.

Lounge and dining room seats of this
modern building overlook the countryside
through floor-to-ceiling picture windows.
The luncheon menu is small, physically and
content-wise, but is replaced at dinner with
a large, impressive leather-look hard cover
listing, complete with a gold "Phases" seal
on the outside. Four hot dishes, four cold
salads, and six not-very unusual
sandwiches make up the luncheon menu.
They were out of roast beef, which
dropped the sandwich choices to four.
Crepes, an omelette. Quiche, Seafood
Newbury (sic), pineapple filled with crab or
shrimp salad, tomato filled with tuna, fruit

salad bowl, and chef or Caesar salad make
up the non-sandwich dishes.
We began our lunch with soup and by

sharing the fruit salad bowl. Onion soupau
gratin had a nicely seasoned broth with the
usual melted cheese and crouton floating
on top. Tomato soup with rice was not the
usual cream variety, but a clear red broth
with large pieces of cooked tomato in it.

The rice had a good, not overcooked
texture, but alas the broth showed no
evidence of seasoning whatsoever, and
had fat globules floating on top. "Fruit
Salad Supreme with delectable dressing"
consisted of peaches, orange and
grapefruit sections, pineapple chunks, and
dark pitted cherries, all from their

respective cans. The dreessing served
separately was mayonnaise with a touch of
marsh mallow. Overall, the salad had the
potetntial to be much more than the dish of
limp fruit in grapefruit juice with
mayonnaise dressing that it was.
Service was exceedingly leisurely, in

fact.
. slow. Warm store bought dinner rolls

and a crock of soft butter helped us to bide
the time. Our waitress, Audrey, who
admitted that she was not having one of
her better days, also had a hard time
remembering which order went to which
person at our table. It shouldn't have been
so confusing since there were only four of
us.
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mental-electric space", where any form of
choreography, including movement of ob-
jects, can reveal a state of mind, reorient
perception of space and time, and draw at-
tention to the rhythmic structuring of space
and time. He considers videodance to be
the natural outgrowth of cinematic, or cine-
dance.

Some of the major proponents of
videodance include Amy Greenfield, Doris
Chase, JoAnne Kelly, Joan Jonas, Jeffrey
Bush, and Charlie Atlas. Greenfield
focusses on the interpersonal dynamics of
dance, while Chase experiments with
dance and the special effects possible with
video, such as colorization and distortion.
Kelly and Jonas have both incorporated
video in their live performances, creating a
curious dialogue between the video
monitor and the dancers. Bush's works are
expressive duets between the camera and
the dance, and Atlas, who works with
Merce Cunningham, designs for the

Phased Out
The open-faced tuna with melted cheese

($1.25) was the standard Campus Center
Coffee Shop version with a little paprika on
top and a few soggy dills on the side. In the
Coffee Shop however, they let the tuna get
warm. The turkey club sandwich had a
good quantity and quality of turkey, and
the crusts were cut off the toast. But the
toast was soggy. The omelette was of the
whipped egg white variety, sparsely filled

with mushrooms, and served in a puddle of
oil that could easily rival the greasiest of
spoon diners. And while we're on the
subject, our table settings were incomplete
and we had to borrow a few pieces of
(spotty) silverware from neighboring empty
tables.

Cheesecake was a moist fluffy baked
version rather than the solid, heavy New
York style, and though not bad, looked
most unappetizing with the attempted
embellishemnt of maroon cherry juice
soaking into it. The cherries and juice (from
the same can as the ones in the fruit salad
no doubt) could have been skipped
completely. Bavarian Crepe Almondine
was a soft crepe with a very seeet custard
filling, covered with thin, very sweet
chocolate sauce, and sprinkled with
toasted almonds. Very sweet. Pecan pie
smothered with canned whipped cream
whether you like it that way or not, was
good, since I like it that way, but it would
have been better slightly warmed instead of
straight out of the fridge. Coffee was
excellent, the pot was left right on the table
for refills which added definite points.
Overall impressions of Phases were that

this is a uniquely designed reasturant with
attractive decor, and in a beautiful setting.
(But the fact that servers have to contend
with five steep stairs to enter or leave the
kitchen seems like gross negligence on
someone's part.) The prices are modest at
lunch, and could even be considered a
bargain if you add in the aesthetic value of
the autumnal panaoramic view which is

included with every meal. But the luncheon
menu itself seems incongruously
unimaginative and limited compared to the
expansive and ambitious dinner menu. The
dinner menu cannot possibly succee'd -in

the level of sophistication that it attempts
unless a lot more care is put into the food
and its service than that which was evident
at our lunch.

camera eye and video"rectangle".

Looking toward the future, Lorber expects
that videodance will take its rightful place
as a respected and valuable art form. He
feels that there is no need for concern that
videodance, even with its captivating
special effects, will eclipse dance as we
know it today; however, he does feel there
is a danger in over-doing video-
documentary and translation of dance,
because these dances are created as
theatrical events, not video events, and
therefore they could conceivalbly reduce
the dance to a lifeless assemblage of mov-
ing objects which communicate nothing.

Dance, so long searching for a permanent
form, and video (so often despised as an art

in its most common form, commercial
television), in quest of artistic content,
seem to have at last found each other - a
mating whcih promises to be full of exciting

possibilities.

Northampton

Only Area Showingi
NOW 7 15 & 9 00

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
- Best Documentary -

Ardent, absorbing
" *
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The Fate of Forefathers
RAY CHARLES
True To Life

(Atlantic-Crossover)

ELVIS PRESLEY
Elvis In Concert

IRCA)

The forefathers of American
contemporary music both have new
releases out this month; Elvis with his first

posthumous release ever and Ray with his
usual and consistent best The concurrent
release dates of these recordings, despite
disparity in style and the coincidentiality of
availability, make for interesting copy,
revealing plenty about our culture.

Ray Charles was doing it before Elvis,

during Elvis, and continues to do so after
Elvis. Selecting some of the best songs
from some of the world's greatest song-
wnting teams, Ray stylizes an album of
treasure, welcome to anybody's record
collection* Opening with an ironic and
masterful "I Can See Clearly Now,"

Johnny Nash's hit of some years back, Ray
plunges into the works of Rodgers 6-

Hammerstein, George £f Ira Gershwin,
Solomon Burke & Bob Bradstreet, and
others, capping it off with a powerful "Let
It Be " by the now defunct team of Lennon
& McCartney.

Possessing the uncanny ability to
breathe new life into old songs, Ray re-

introduces us to "Oh, What A Beautiful
Mornin'," re-awakens us to the classic
"How Long Has This Been Going On," and
makes "Heavenly Music " sound like a

...Stylized treasure and

diluted dreams already over..."

whole new song altogether. Ray Charles is
one of those rare singers who can make old
songs sound new and make new songs
sound like you've heard them all your life.

Produced by Ray Charles True To Life
has an all-star arrangement of arrangers.
Shanng the duties with Mr Charles are
Larry Mahoberack, Sid Feller, and Roger
Newman. Honors and plaudits for
rendering listenable time-worn tunes of
yesteryear.

The Same 01' Dan
AJA

Steely Dan
(ABC)

Steely Dan fans will be very happy to learn-
that their good-bye (not farewell) to ABC
has been capped by yet another im-
maculately produced album, for Aja
displays a rich maturity different from the
arrogant "don't give a fuck about anybody
else (a '72 lyric) " attitudes which exude
from their five previous LP's.

Steely Dan's new disc is much more jazz
textured than anything they've assembled
in their five year existence together, and
further cements The Dan's rank as the best
band to emerge from the '70's, besides
making the scrapping (for "unknown
reasons ") of a concert tour they'd planned,
easier to take.

There is an underlying (I swear!) discc
beat on a couple of tracks, but in these
places it is their lyrics- with the same Dan
charm and elusiveness to them- which
save these places and make them not only
good songs, but songs that start to grow
on the listener quickly.

Practically the whole of Aja though,
needs no saving; the album was recorded
in six different sites, five in California and
one in New York City, and so many quality
session musicians play on it that many of
their names must go conspicuously absent
by any reviewers inability to mention them
all.

Many of them , like Steve Gadd and Paul
Grrffin, have long since passedlwith flying
colors) their apprenticeships with jazz ar-
tists like Al DiMeola, Keith Jarrett, Quincy
Jones and Tom Scott (the latter appears on
Aja). While a few Dan fans may be taken
aback by the mellow jazz riffs, most will

likely feel that Steely Dan's third album.
Pretzel Logic, prepared them well enough
for Aja what with "East St. Louis Toodle-
oo" (a Duke Ellington composition) and
their tribute to Charlie Parker, "Parker's
Band."

"Peg" is another strong lune, rocKing
harder in a pleasant upbeat tempo while
"Josie" which starts slow a la "Show Biz
Kids, " is an urgent anticipation of partying
up a storm upon a lover's return. Chuck
Rainey's bass playing is as solid as a
boulder and moves qurckly. "Deacon
Blues " is also very nice, with Victor
Feldman (an unsung comrade on all six Dan
albums) playing electric piano and the same
excellent female chorus (C.King, S.
Mathews and V. 'Fields) which made
"Kings, " from the band's Can't Buy A
Thrill LP, a prophetical statement

Aja's title cut is possibly the disc's
strongest track. Its mostly mellow, warm
sound IS prone to innovative changes 2/3
of the way through. While the Crusader's
Larry Carlton and Joe Sample push the
Dan's permanent regulars Walter Becker
and Donald Fagen into some brain-rippling
collaborations, it is Weather Report's
Wayne Shorter whose simply sterling
beautifully creative sax solo makes this
tune work ( "Chinese music always sets me
free").

As for Steely Dan's lyrics, it's the same ol'

Dan: captivating but often incredibly
elusive. While some themes like the emo-
tions of "outlaws," hustling /basic survival
in the city, losing and winning lovers and
gettin' a buzz on remain intact images, only
a tew past Dan melodies like the classic
"King of the World" (about a nuclear war)
and "Barrytown" (a sneer at Rev. Moon's
"moonies'y are discernable meanings one
can make tails of.

The only one I can make "heads" of is

"Kid Charlemagne" from the Royal Scam
album, which deals with an acid dealer.
Rolling Stone critic Ed Ward once called
the lyrics of the group The Band "elusive,"
but Steely Dan's are even more so. Gram-
matically, their lyrics are laid down perfect-
ly, but most don't make sense on the
whole. This is not a fault of the group but
rather, its beauty: of stealing away to time
warps and keeping folks guessing.

But while The Band's melodies were
usually straight-forward soulful blues-rock.
Steely Dan's remain not only elusive but in-

novative. Many chords are employed, and
the ervj result has always been, thus far,

successfully and somewhat amazingly
coherent.

Aja is a very fine effort, combining studio

production the quality of Steely Dan's

p>ossibly best album Katy Lied with rock-

jazz songs which, though they aren't crisp

or overly sarcastic like most earlier Dan
material, are smooth, stately songs. It is

bound to be one of my three most- played

albums among '77 releases.

John Bergman

Some singers get better with age and
some singers just get old. With all due
respect and not a shred of malice in my
heart, Elvis In Concertstinks. For a final
tribute to the "King, " RCA done Elvis
dirty. In Concert is the original sound
track recording from the CBS TV special,
aired this past month, plus additional songs
recorded on tour in June, 1977. The special
and the album were prepared for the public
before Elvis' death and were presented
intact, "as the king would have wanted it."

NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
Marin County Line

(MCA)
If you want to buy half an album and

you're into California Country Rock, then
this is the album for you. Side one of

Marin County Line is a totally worthwhile
venture for the band. This side of the album
was written entirely by Stephen Love who
uses the Marin County sound and leaves
virtually anyone feeling comfortable listen-

ing to it. The instrumentals are fairly

sophisticated and complicated. The lyrics

though they don't have anything profound
to say are harmless and very pleasing.

I urning the album over however could be
a traumatic experience for anyone. Side
one prepares the listener for more
aesthetically aestheticly pleasing country
music, but he is in for a big surprise. The
second side is a regression for the New
Riders back to their Panama Red days.
The music of this side reflects the Marin
County community: depthless. For exam-
ple, "A Good Woman Likes to Drink with
the Boys " the first cut of the side says, "I

never leave her alone /I always bring the lit-

tle woman along /All of them good, good
women /like to drink with the boys." Do
they? Does that mean if you are a good
woman you drink' Can you not be a lush

and still be a good woman? Another cut on
the second side is entitled "Take a Red"
with such striking lyrics as, "Take a red.

Take a red, till it nullifies your head /Lay
down baby take a red". These lyrics have
no depth at all. A good adjective for

describing the second half of the album
would have to be shallow. The lyrics are
shallow if not in most cases nonsense.
Even the music on the second side is

shallow; the lyrics and music fit together
perfectly, nothing worthwhile and nothing
outstanding. If you enjoy listening to the
"New Riders", buy this album but don't
ever listen to side two.

Rick Alvord

Spread out over four sides. In Concert
begins with taped interviews with some of
Elivs' more fanatical fans, a feature which
bogs the album down continously. The
music opens with a ludicrous and grandiose

"Also Sprach Zarathustra," followed by
the incongruous "See See Rider." Elvis still

belted out a great song right up until his
passing, but where you would expect to
find new life in song, you find stale
renditions of the classics, buried beneath
over production and fanfare.
My personal favorite on the album is the

Elvis vocal showcase medley, "0 Solo Mio-
It's Now Or Never, " demonstrating his
style, range, and power, aspects of his
performance obscured by the performance
itself. The lows are everywhere; a minute
and a half version of "Jailhouse Rock,"
fifty seven seconds of "Johnny B.
Goode,"and overstated undertreatments of
"Hound Dog," "Can't Help Falling In

Love," and his eariiest "That's All Right."
Elvis has done better TV albums. His

release on RCA in 1968 is head and
shoulders over this current collection.
Undoubtedly, Elvis collectors will want In
Concert for their collections. The general
public, however, will probably like to
remember Elvis from his earlier efforts
notably his 1 968 TV album

.

It is highly unlikely that this will be the
last Elvis album ever released. There is

probably much in the RCA can and, like the
posthumous career of Jimi Hendrix, will

serve to further dilute the dream already
over. The commoditization of culture
won't let its greatest proponents rest in

peace.

Kenneth Shain

NORTON BUFFALO
Lovin' In The Valley Of The Moon

(Capitol)

Lovin' In The Valley Of The Moon was
released last June without much fanfare. It

has since become a minor hit. Norton
Buffalo has become a minor legend.
Buffalo has come up with an album that is

certain to rank as one of the year's best
new works. Lovin'... is rollicking and
bouncy and hard driving and sensitive and
shining and a lot of fun. Mr. Buffalo
combines the best aspects of his recent
gigs with Steve Miller and Commander
Cody, and infuses his own harmonical
genius to reach a sharp hew blend of music

f^l^

Yes, Norton is a harmonica player out on
his own. But this ain't your basic boogie a
la Magic Dick or John Mayall. Norton has
complete command of such a mileu of
styles as may be found in a Sears
catalogue. He is equally at home on
diatonic (Marine Band) and the more
versatile chromatic instrument, but hold on
here....

The genius of this album is in it's songs

-

good words and music. The band is supple,
while Norton's voice is mellow, cool, and
you might say, hip. Buffalo takes his very
engaging and likeable songs arKJ eases his

sophisticated harp into the whole sound.
The result is an exceptional transformation
of good material into memorable music.
N.B must be considered one of the

foremost harp players in the land, as this
work shows him to be exploring a wide
range of tonal and "orchestral" uses for
harmonica. For the sake of reference, let

me remind you that Norton Buffalo is the
creator of that outlandish harp solo on
Bonnie Raitt's "Runaway." On Lovin' In
The Valley Of The Moon, he plays and
sings with the same energy and
competence. It is a most innovative and
accessible album.

Mark Harris Antelope
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Hellish Music
RICHARD HELL AND THE VOIDOIDS

Blank Generation
(Sire)

"/ was saying let me outta here before I
was even born. It's such a gamble when
you get a face. It's fascination to observe
what the mirror does but when I dine it's for
the wall that I set a place.

"

Richard Hell's debut album is qualifying
but anti-climatic after the likes of Tom
Verlaine and Patti Smith. The New Wave is

wearing down into a drift of repititious rifts

perhaps. Nevertheless, Hell is far from the
worst of it. If his pose wasn't so similar to
Veriaine's ha would fare better. After his
departure from Television and his "bright"'
philosophical single from last year, "Blank
Generation," I had expected more brazen
tour de force metallurgy. Instead we
receive a collection of wild exclamations all

on the short side (with the exception of
"Another World") hearkening back to Mick
Jagger's punkiest songs. "Betrayal Takes
Two" has the same imposing rhyme
scheme that the Stones were so fond of
way back when:

"Betrayal Takes two. Who did it to
who? lilCIIAKDIIIII \\(l llli:\olll(>lilS

KARA SUITE

David Wertman
Kara Suite

(Mustevic Sound Records)

David Wertman is one of us; he lives in

Sunderland after growing up in New York
City, obviously the place where he acquired
the grest musical knowledge you can hear
on this album. Kara Suite aims for the sky
and given the talents of these young jazz

folks following the Ayler/Braxton line of

musical thinking, it succeeds in ways full of

intense innovations and devotion to a very
personal ideology. Sun Ra looms in the
background as Wertman's ensemble
echoes much of that very idiosynchratic
emotion into their pieces. "Kara" opens the
album with a quick-paced, uundulating
sound resembling some mystical Eastern
format; David's bass, solid behind ChaHes
Tyler's Alto and Ken Simon's Soprano, is

soft and unifying.

"Devotion," a title usually too often heard
nowadays, fits nicely here because this

music is a fine example of striving to cmate
more than just another piece of music; this

album tries hard to live up to its idols and
demonstrates the embryo here that will

probably grow into a powerful force after
Sun Ra and some of the other amazing
musucians being overlooked today are no
longer with us.

"Sharatarr" creates a musical atmosphere
of hypnotizing beauty; over fourteen
minutes long, it is one of the most
challenging things on the record. Here
Wertman is clever and omnipresent
throughout the horn accompaniments,
Steve Reid's percussion driving out a
«=omber and steady root.

Having arrived to the valley for the first
time this past September, David is settling
here to continue his musical direction in an
enviroment much more conducive than the
straining existence in New York. It is

becoming more and more common that we
hear about new jazz people living here
among us and this is the reason. With this,
there is a great energy, a movement
hopefully of more music and guidance
through this creativity reaching into all of
our hearts. If you didn't live here you may
never have gotten to hear it. Take
advantage of this age.

David, only 25, has much to offer to this
valley with the direction he has initiated on
Kara Suite and it is a feeling which will

crystalize more and more into all of its

wonderful implications when the fortunate
get to experience the casual flow of good
music in our enviroment. This valley is

pretty big and there wil be more and more
places for us to achieve our pleasure as we
demand more and more. David Wertman
needs a chance and we do too. Attend his
solo double bass concert at the Buckley
Recital Hall at Amherst College on
Saturday November 12th, 8:15 p.m. and let

him know.

Rich Pioll

METRO
(Sire)

If the poor, white, disenfranchised youth
of Great Britain are listening to punk and
the students are listening to reggae, then
it's the nouveau jet-set that is listening to
this bunk. Embracing the seductive Bowie-
esque bossa-nova beat and the mechanical
approach to song, these bourgeois rockers
offer us a platter better not reviewed. Sire,

Warner Brothers' road test label, wants to
know if you like songs aout trans
sexualism, criminal mischief, and boring

,

coked out hanky panky on the Seine. Tell

them you don't; leave this dog on the
shelves to die and make the huge record
conglomerates fork out something we all

can enjoy.

Kenneth Shain

MARTHA VELEZ
American Heartbeat

(Sire)
'

RasTapunk told me after hearing Escape
from Bablyon that he'd like to go steady
with Martha; since he's heard American
Heartbeat, he's not so sure. She's a torchy
lass, for sure, with a pleasant voice and she
writes her own material but instead of
going reggae-punk she's went and gone
reggae disco. "Once In A While" says
RasTapunk. I say its ""Up To You.

"

Kenneth Shain

FANTASTIC FOUR
GOT HAVE YOUR LOVE

(WESTBOUND)

The fantastic four have come out with an
LP that I, for one, have been waiting for.

Their last LP, Night People, was one
which I thought was their "turn for the
better" as their sound matured and
""Sweet" James Epps gained due respect
as a lead vocalist. Got To Have Your Love
takes this "turn for the better" full circle

and makes it a key factor in the
revitalization of the "Westbound sound".
The title cut has the most focus on the

talents of their accomplished lead slashing
through the tight harmonies. The rest of
the Lp quiets"Sweet Epps" down
somewhat and puts the focus more so on
the group's sweet and uncluttered
harmonies.
The sound and feel of the lp is hard and

strong both instrumentally and vocally. It's

typical new Westbound material as the
guitar is the main instrument in various
forms that are intertwined to create the
weaving effect that is so characteristic of
the Westbound Sound. The vocals are
much more evident here than with the
other harsher Westbound product (for the
mellower side of Westbound, check out the
Detroit Emeralds and Feel The Need) but
this only makes sense as the vocalists on
this LP are some of their best (along with
the Detroit Emeralds).
The beat goes on at Westbound and I love

every minute of it.

-Mario A. Barros

TED NUGENT
Cat Scratch Fever

(Epic)

The first time I ever saw Ted Nugent
perform was nearly a decade ago when he
was leading the Amboy Dukes through
selections such as "Journey to the Center
of the Mind." At this time he was the
opening act for, believe it or not. Tiny Tim.
Suffice it to say, Ted's style of over-
amplified heavy-metal madness was
severely frowned upon by the
predominantly middle-aged audience who
tried ever so valiantly to boo him off the
stage. But Ted would have none of tf»at.

He stayed and played, occaisionally
pausing through a selection to deliver a
hand signal or two to the crowd. When his

set had finally concluded, he wasn't called

back for an encore. The crowd was more
than happy to see him go.
But times do change. Ted Nugent has

been received by the worid's adolescents
as one of their new herow, and he has
become even more outm^OKis as his

sound has become even louder than it ever
was. Cat Scratch Fever is heavy heavy
metal capable of shriveling up wallpaper
when played at maximum volume (as Ted
wants it to be). If you think you'd enjoy
songs with titles like "A Thousand Knives,"
"Death By Misadventure," "Fist Fightin'

Son of a Gun" and "Wang Dang Sweet
Poontang," then by all means rush right

out and pick up Cat Scratch Fever. If you
wouldn't enjoy the aforementioned, you'd
better stay out of the kitchen because
Teddy boy cooks up a storm.
Gradewise, give this lp a "one look at the

front and back cover picture tells it all" B.

Ross Nerenberg

I mean, riot to be cut by your dullpomt
of view"

But, we must not listen too hard to the
lyrics; poking holes is a drag and for sure
there is more.

The shortness and rapidity of the songs
saves this album by flogging you again and
again with thigh-ripping, chest-contorting
rhythms which release you from whatever
mess you've made for yourself. Before you
know it all your clothes are strewn about
and you want to dive back into the womb.
How"s that for a physically releasing regres-
sion? Seriously folks, if you don't get that
far at least yo're headed in the right direc-
tion. Don't mind a few unimaginative
Bowie squeals here and there because their
playing is pretty neat and their punchy
guitars weave a hell of a release. Un-
fortunately, the single cuts off this album
have been revamped and pressed at the
cleaners removing a little of the band's ge-
nuine artistic sensibility. Still it says on the
cover that it's an instant record and I

almost believe it. It's just reassuring to feel
a little Spartan power back in rock.

-Rich Pioli

SISTER SLEDGE
Together
(Cotillion)

My daughter Shonda loves to dance to
this album. It's got Sisters Kathie, Debbie,
Kim, and Joni doin' great covers of Stevie
Wonder's "I Was Made To Love Her" and
"As," as well as a few danceable tunes by
the sisters themselves. Great for your party
or your children's; these youngsters may
have a chart buster.

Kenneth Shain

DARYL HALL AND JOHN OATES
Beauty On A backstreet

(RCA)
One look at this album's cover--an inten-

tionally garish Gentleman's Quateriy motif-
and you know Hall and Gates are still

holding the solemn, chic, sexually am-
biguous pose they've struck for their last

two albums. (If this album goes gold, my
guess is that RCA will probably have them
bronzed.) And, consistent with its cover.
Beauty On A Backstreet is as stark and
unattractive as it is self-conscious and
glamorous, at once the most handsomely
crafted and emotionally disfigured work
Hall and Gates have yet to produce.
Musically, Beauty On a Backstreet is

certainly above reproach. Having shed
more styles than a snake has shed skin in

their nine years together. Hall and Oates
are now refining the unlikely fussion of
metallic rock and Philly soul (with a Temple
accent) that they concocted on their self-

titled silver album two years ago. Over the
raw bottom heavy arrangements provided
by some of L.A.'s top-session mercenaries-
Tom Scott, Lee Sklar, et.al -their voices
swoop and soar with a striking coherence
that ranks them among the top tonsil-

flexers in pop music. With the soul in-

fluences subordinated here--they're audible
mainly in the vocal harmonies- Beauty On
a Backstreet rocks with the manic energy
that Hall and Oates have only, previously
mustered in their live performances.
But, if this is musically their most manic

statement to date, it is also lyrically their
most depressing. Even the most vital vocal
and instrumental arrangements here

-

"Bigger Than The Both Of Us" and "Wing-
ed Bull" -ultimately sound like just so much
queasy-listening-music, encrusted as they
are with the graceless and gratuitous sen-
timents Hall and Oates dredge up from their
emotional depths.
Dominated by three cold, self absorbed

musings on obessive love, and two trite,

blatantly misogynistic rants, Beauty On A
BackstreetbeconDes by turns, more grim
and more grating with each listening. The
solipistic self-pity of 'The Emptyness".
"Don't Change", and "Love Hurts, Love
Heals " recalls the more repellent aspects of
Joni Mitchell's work, though neither Hall
nor Oatres can match her sustained lyrical

excellence. The ribald riposting of women
in "Nasty Habits and Infections" and "You
Must Be Good For Something " move the
album closer to levity-and further from
frustation -with each in its own witless
way, the apt sucessor of "Rich Giri", the
1976 hit that was arguably the worst song
Hall and Oates have ever recorded.
While Beauty On A Backstreet can't be
considered Hall and Oates worst album -on
sheer musical excellence alone, many will

no dpubt consider it their best - the almost
willful squandering of their considralle
talents here certainly makes it their most
disappointing.

Jack Flynn
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CONCERTS
Concerted Sounds

BENNY GOODMAN
AT FA CONCERT HALL

Benny Goodman and his sextet treated a
receptive audience to some of that ole sw-
ing, albeit with not quite the spirit and zest
of a bygone era. All of sixty eight, Benny
played sparingly, sitting out the first set but
his opening rendition of "Send m the
Clowns" demonstrated that he still

possesses much of his former virtuosity. He
received the tumultous applause of the au
dience with the kind of grace we have
come to expect from those who have been
legends for so long.

The musicians he is using now are, with
one exception, (Connie Kay on drums) not
"name" musicians but they all contribute
competently to the preserving of the Good-
man tradition. This night there was loose
ensemble playing in spots but not such as
to prevent that almost irrepressible toe tap-
ping accompanying swing. Balance pro-
blems between the cymbals and the tenor
sax and trumpet also marred the concert.

Benny Goodman

Jean-Luc Ponty Concert
The Rusty Nail

October 13

Jean- Luc Ponty shined at the Rusty Nail

last Friday Night. The packed house and
good time partying crowd are typical of the
crowds that Jean-Luc attracts.

The Bricker Band opened the show with a

good performance but the crowd wanted
to see Jean-Luc. The Bricker Band merely
allowed for more time to put a buzz on for

Jean-Luc. When Jean-Luc appeared the
audience was psyched The first tune,
"Tarantula" from the Imaginary Voyage
album was played with such amazing
power that the crowd rose to its feet yelling

with enthusiasm. The band displayed a

unique tightness throughout their

performance.
The band is made up of amazingly

talented people; Ralph Armstrong on bass
(fretless too!), Steve Smith, from Boston,
on percussion, and the looney Australian,

Allan Zavod, in control of the keyboards.
Zavod's solos proved he had his head
together despite his odd beard and crazy
actions. Daryl Stuermer, excellent as
always, played electric guitar.
Unfortunately, he didn't play any acoustic
as he did on the last tour. Stuermer shared
guitars with an expressive young guy from
Long Island. His name was forgotten due
to the good buzz that was on at the time.

Jean-Luc Ponty

il joue

vachement bien

Jean-Luc was superb. The "new and
improved" version of the violin solo
"Wandering on the Milky Way" was
performed with magic, both technical and
musical, that was incredible. All of the
material played was from his last two
albums. Imaginary Voyage and
Enigmatic Ocean. Even George Benson
showed up the encore, "New Country."
The rowdy hillbilly tune sent everyone
home in extremely high spirits.

-Larry Lee

Jerry Jeff Walker
Jonathan Edwards

Geeene Hall, Smith College
Sunday October 16,1977

Anyone somewhat familiar with the music
and lifestyle of Jerry Jeff Walker knows
that the quality of one of his live

performances is often determined by the
quantity of alcohol that he has consumed.
Sunday night, Jerry Jeff had too much. It

was clear from the opening song that a

mixture of travelling and drinking had
waylaid the man. Walker mumbled and
continually confused the words to "Mr,
Bojangles", one of his most familiar songs.
It was a truly bad start, and it prompted
bets as to how long it might take him to get
his shit together. I said three songs; I lost

badly.

By the third song, the rocking "L.A.

Freeway", Walker had become very

preoccupied with his guitar which was
inaudible through either the PA. or the

monitors. Midway through this song he

angrily stormed off stage. His band
continued to play on, the cohesiveness and
talent of the group surfacing and holding

together what was beginning to be a bad

scene.

Jerry Jeff returned, seemingly refreshed,

only to quickly slip into further oblivion with
each verse. He tried to manage a few slow
numbers, which just didn't carry. His
mumblings went nowhere, but with his

humor intact he plodded on. Soon enough,
the legitimate problem with the guitar

resurfaced. JJW handled it as expected.
He screamed and stalked off again. Again
the band held forth, and Walker's manager,
trying to save the night, scored one of

Jonathan Edwards' acoustic guitars and
directed Jerry Jeff back out. Still not happy

with his sound he tried his electric one
more time, the final result being one
smashed amp and two broken guitars.

Walker's band ended the show in good
form. Simply put, it is to their credit that
the show carried so well with the audience.
They surely have endured this act before.
Jerry Jeff has provided his fans with some
memorable and gonzo moments. But this
time he was in no shape to be on stage.

Thankfully, Jonathan Edwards Edwards
opened the evening with one of his

strongest performances. His voice was
crystal clear, while his timing and pacing of

songs was eloquent. And he developed a

warm rapport with the audience that was
as dynamic as Walker's was clouded.

Edwards appeared unaccompanied, save
for his guitar, piano and harmonica. His
country-flavored tenor rang sharply
through the hall as he performed the
familiar "Shanty", 'Honky-Tonk Stardust
Cowboy", "Sunshine", "Nova Scotia",
and "Athens County". His renditions of the
love ballad "Lady", from the
Rockin'Chairalbum, and "Carolina
Caroline", from his most recent Sailboat
album, were quite moving and were
warmly appreciated by the crowd. A new
song, written for his infant daughter, also
carried well on this emotional level.

While there were quite a few cowboy hats
and Jerry Jeff Walker tee shirts seen
amongst the crowd, familiarity with
Edwards' material ran high, indicating that
the bill was a good match. It's a shame that

an evening that began on such an up note
ended in such emptiness.

Mark Harris Levitan

particularly the first set. Warren Vacher, on
trumpet showed us what we had been
missing with an excellent featured solo
after intermission. Conclusion: it could
have been better but it was still fun, right^
Right.

Steven Waldman
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Look for their Debut Album -

"Come Get It While It's Hot 99

with help from the Brecker Brothers
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We reserve the right to limit quantities
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Questioning Quasars
Fiction

For fall and winter fashion... skirts, jeans,

j^auchos, and pants all look great with

our new le cuffed boot from

Han
Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St..Amherst

10 6-00 Mon.-Sat. 253 5135

Star Wars Reconsidered

Star Wars is a national phenomenon
whether we would like to admit it or not. It

is a film that has succeeded in drawing
almost every sector of the American
population into its grasp. Due to this, it Is

appropriate to try to understand why this

film is so popular and what its implications

could be, considering the diversity of its au-

dience

Star Wars is not a particularly original film,

for it uses too many old conventions to be
respectively called inventive. It does show
uniqueness in that it pulls together many
different filmic and literary genres into one
cohesive unit . As one views this movie, one
can see scenes reminiscent of space fan-

tasy, adventure, war story and epic journey

literature traditions. All of these traditions

have their cinematic counterparts, and
Lucas seems to have used them plus film's

own slapstick comedy.

So before I go any further, let's develop a

summary of the plot line in light of the con
tentions which I have made in the previous
paragraph. To put it bluntly Star Wars is

similar to many adventure and western
movies. Our hero Lucas Skywalker is a

science fiction farmhand who finds himself

in the middle of a galactic revolutionary

war With personal vengeance on his mind,
due to the murders of his father , aunt and
uncle by the Empire, Luke joins the Rebel
cause and goes to war against the evil

forces of the universe. Along this route a
group of courageous rebels is formed, it in-

cludes Luke, Han Solo (a John Wayne type
space pilot entrepreneur), Ben Kenobi
(member of a rebel group called the Jedi

Knights), Princess Leia (leader of the
rebels), Chewbacca (a Wookie who's eight

feet tall and Solo's copilot,) and two
robots named Artoo Detoo and See
Threepio. This rebel group courageously
battles the Empire (with a little help from
the rest of the rebel army) and eventually

overthrows it by destroyi g the Empire's

chief destructive weapon, the Death Star
In keeping with most adventure war
movies of similar plot lines, it's clear who's
going to win; the only question is, as the
film progresses, are how will the task be ac-

complished and with how much agony?

CrFREQUENT
FMOUEKT

Peter Pan and Continental Trailways

offer service tc^ Boston, New York and
many other destinations.

CONTINENIALTRAHWATS
6 PETER MNDUSUNES

comrimimTM THAnmMvs ^

MAKE UFE SIMPUER FORYOIL

For Information, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office
545-2006 or 549-6000

The major appeal in the film's form is the

bang bang, shoot em up action'. All

violence is fast and intensified, in T.V. -style

editing, which virtually makes every action

scene a mini montage. Also, the violence is

very non-bloody due to the miraculous

blaster technology and cutaway edit. Lucas
dares not show too much blood and guts
for fear of losing the young audience, but
the violence is there. That's why I must
commend Mr. Lucas; he gave America
what it wanted-Clean Violence.

This film also speaks televisionese. There
is always something extremely exciting

happening; therefore the audience doesn't

have to think too much while the film is go-

ing on-they only have to sit there and be
titillated by the screen's image. This is done
by having as many as three events happen-
ing at one time. Lucas then cuts from event

to event, usually editing from one to

another like a Batman T.V. show ending

(continued next week, but in this case con-

tinued in a few seconds).

Lucas had another trick up his sleeve
,

though, and that was his musical score;

again it was a method of intellectual sup
pression. Following the pattern of many old

Hollywood adventure films, the Star Wars
sound track would dictate the mood of any
given scene. Very rarely was the audience
given the opportunity to respond without,

for example, having some orchestrated

crescendo telling them to feel sympathetic.

I found the heavy-handed dictation of

moods in the Star Wars soundtrack similar

to Leni Riefenstahl's A Triumph of the

Will'.

VISUAL NOTES
PREMIER OF GODARD'S NUMERO

DEl/X
Jean-Luc Godard's latest film will have

its valley premier at Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College on Saturday, Oct. 22 at

8 p.m., admission is $1.50. Numero Deux is

hyped as a depiction of three generations

of a French working class family in reiation

to: sexuality, the family structure, and
oppression in consumerist society.

FRENCH NUKE FILM

SENTENCED TO SUCCESS is a film by

and about workers in nuclear power plants.

It can be seen at the CEO. FILM FEST
today at 2 p.m. for FREE . This film

exposes some of the unsafe conditions

taced by these workers every day. There
are interviews with contaminated workers,

who give reports of co workers with bone
cancer and other work related diseases.

See this one, it's a look at nukes from the

inside, by the people who have the closest

view to share.

There's one other method that Lucas used
for impact, and this one is inexusable. If we
look at the Star Wars heroes, we see that

they were all clearly American. Their exter-

nal appearances, speech, etc. could be
found on any T.V. news show. On the

other hand, Lucas made the members of

the Empire seen clearly European; he went
as far as dressing the military officers in

very Soviet attire. This of course sub-'

consciously brought the current red scare

into the play ('we're the good guys, the

commies are the bad guys', is still in a lot of

people's heads") and I'm sure the film in-

tensified this. Also, this aspect of the film

tends to reinforce the attitude of white
supremacy throughout the world. I'll make
a value judgement: this is too bad we've
oppressed too many peoples.

All in all. Star Wars is a masterpiece of

holding people's attention; too bad it had
nothing of substance to say. The film was
created only for money, not for artistic ex-

pression. If one digs deeper one will find

out that George Lucas is going to retire

from making narrative films so he can make
form-films with no content. He also says

that he will mastermind the Star Wars se-

quels (plus take a percentage of the profit)

and will possibly direct the fourth one.

Let's hope he does, maybe then he can cor-

rect all his mistakes, like including humans
who aren't only white.

-A. Tenczar

J^i^i^i^i^i^^^^^^^^

CHEAP Sentiment
"The Bad News Bears Break Training

'

Produced by Leonard Goldberg
Directed by Michael Pressman

Starring Willian Devane

'The Bad News Bears Break Training' like

many sequels of good films, is only a

mediocre, slightly less than a probable con-

tinuation of the original. This film is a poor-

ly made sequel lacking the spontaneity and
imagination for the Michael Ritchie's Bad
News Bears One of the major drawbacks
to this film is the absence of Tatum O'Neil

and Walter Mathau, two of the central

figures in the original Bears.

In viewing the film alone, forgetting the

original, we see only a bunch of highly con-

trived youngsters out to play ball. The ac-

tions of the boys do have their moments,
but director Michael Pressman somehow
lacks the ability to portray the children in a

natural light. Pressman milks what few
bright moments there are to the point of

ennui William DeVane plays a real coach
with seemingly superhuman abilities, but

without half the humanism of Mathau. To
further alter the flow of the film two of the

children demonstrate feelings not expected
of children. These two characters, Keely

Leak and Bill Tanner, are both shown in a

peculiar light. One boy meets his father for

the first time in eight years, the other is a

neo romantic who often alludes to a team-
mate left at home with a broken leg.

This film has its moments, and captures

some of the feeling of the original Bears.

But unless you are a fan of children in film it

is better to miss this one.

G. Halloren

Art is not a mirror; it is a hammer.

John Grierson
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THE STORY
OF DAY AND NIGHT

Click-Cluck, the door is safely locked.
It is a dangerous attempt for Night to rebel

against her father's restrictions. All her life

she was frustrated and most of the time
depressed because she lacked the courage
to resist and select what she feels sutiable

for her. The horror of being committed
outweighs, in Night's case, the pleasure of
being strong. For the first time she has a
man in her bedroom; confused, due to fear
and anxiety. Night became nervous and
stood motionless unable to help Day's
injury. She is unable to commuinicate her
state with Day. This caused her alienation

from herself, and from Day at the same
time. Finally she managed to wrap a
bandage around Day's foot, and proceeded
to play some tunes on her old phonograph.
She asked Day to select a tune. Day laid his

eyes on the first album, a paino concerto by
Mozart.
"What brought you over here Day?"
-"Fate I believe

"Where are you from?"
-"I am from the Neverland. Have you heard
of it before?"
"No, never before, where is it?

-"It is on the shores of no return. It is a
small island beyond man's dream--an island

THEATRE

Cabaret

"Cabaret" Fine Arts Center Aud.

play review by Janie Portnoy

Viewing "Cabaret" was like going to

Baskin Bobbins and ordering vanilla ice

cream. The cast of characters had much to

offer, yet the outcome of their

performances was bland and boring. This is

not to say that excellent talent wasn't
eminent. On an individual basis, quite a few
of the performers were worthy of

remembrance. When combined, however,
something was lost in the sauce.

Peter Boynton (a UMass graduate) played

the role of Clifford Bradshaw; a statuesque
man with a baby face that every woman in

the audience wanted to mother. His voice

had fine tonal quality, and clarity that

carried. Unfortunately, the only woman
who got to throw her arms around him was
Judi Lawrence, in the character of Sally

Bowles.

Trying to remain as objective as possible, I

did my best not to compare her to Liza

Minelli. Any comparison would have been
brutally sadistic. Ms. Lawrence lacked the

vivacity that is essential in playing the part

of Sally Bowles. Her acting was not the

only thing that lagged. Most often, in

musicals, poor acting can be deemed
secondary to the quality of the music. The
musical score (by John Kander) for

"Cabaret" is excellent. Someone forgot to

tell Ms. Lawrence this. When she sang
"Cabaret," instead of waiting on the edge
of my seat for the chill that runs down my
spine when I hear that number, I slumped
back in an anti-climactic stupor.

Special commendation is due David

Morgan, as the Emcee. His acting, singing,

and dancing were of high professional

caliber. As a matter of fact, many of the

poorer scenes were salvaged by his

presence. Still, Mr. Morgan was a small

bandage for a play that needed intensive

care.

Also noteworthy was the male chorus.

The harmony and staging for "Tomorrow
Belongs to Me" was simple, yet beautifully

executed. The 'zoftig' Kit Kat Girls

(Elizabeth Evans, Joanne Genelle, Linda

Ipanema, Donna Lowe, and Cherie Lynne)
did a fine job of singing and dancing their

way through numbers such as "Mein Herr"

and "Don't Tell Mama." Their steps were
together and their voices blended well;

though their singing was overpowered by
the orchestra at the end of certain phrases

and low notes.

To get a different perspective, I changed
my seat a few times during the

performance. At first, I thought I was too
far from the stage, rendering me either

deaf, or over critical. When I moved closer

to the stage, I wished I was deaf, and was
sure my criticism was apropos. As the song
goes, "What good is sitting alone in your
room...? I'd say it's a better choice than
seeing this play.

without poverty, injustice, sickness or war.
"How could that be possible in a troubled
world like ours?

"

"Instead of learning a trade, the natives
learned new ways to love.instead of
fighting, we chew a sacred plant which
triggers visions of excruciating beauty.
Instead of introducitng the technology of
your corrupt civilization, we work in the
land and suupport ourselves. There is no
poor or rich man, all are brothers and
sisters with no mental blocks that prohibit
one from flowing spontaneously. Instead of
wasting our energies by anger, fear and
hatred, we learn how to breathe deeply the
fresh air of our paradise, and allow life to
flow in us. There is no evil here, because
we chose to breathe and live in and with
the good. We believe that evil is our own
fabrication that is why we work to destroy
it and prove itSexistence in reality.

Night was enchanted, and felt a surge of
hope envelope her newly ameliorated soul

.

AH her worries subsidided and as if Day
lifpd a great burden from her life, just for

the fact that there exists a world she
dreamt of continuously, but was never ajqe
to live upt to it.

"Is anyone allowed to live on this island?"
-"So long as they do not plari on
corruptiong it, we let them for a short visit.

Very few are those who heard of it, and this

goes back to its geographical location. It

lies in the sacred Far East on the other side
of the Himalyas. We accept visitors for a
short while, before decideing if they shall

stay or not. Nowadays many western
intellectuals are searching to unite East and
West, so that the whole planet would
transform into a paradise like ours. They
are doing so by drawing inspiration from
the spiritual wealth of our land, and are

tying to introduce technology to the under
develped countries so that everyone would
have a fair share in the privileges that
modernization furnishes.

Day felt so moved by Night's attentivenes
and he became anxious to know more
about her. By now the bird's ritual came to
an end and the hissing of the night
creatures fills the atmoshpere with serentiy
and tenderness. Not far away, flows the
rivier called "Nahr Kadeesha" and it was
intent on giving itself up to the ocean a few
feet away.
Many a moonlight night, Night meditated

the ectacies and agonies of life under a
huge historic elm tree that dug its roots
deep in the earth. The strong bond
between its roots and the river's water,
reflected Night, is as permanent as our
relationship to the vast deep spaces of our
heart.

Night lit a candle and sat back in her place
facing Day. She lifted her burning eyes and
wept as if she were to baptize him with
tears. And with a weakened voice she
spoke to him saying, "Why have you left

the spiritual world and came to share with
me the bitterness of earthly life? Why did

you come to this miserable land of humans
filled with agony, oppre^lon and
heartlessness? I have nothing to give you
except tears; will you be nourished on
teardrops?"
Day saw his own self staring upon his

sorrowful-self; he could listen to the
sorrowful hums of memories chanted by
Night's spirit. "Oh, indeed," he said,

"Sorrow, if able to speak, would prove
sweeter than the joy of song."
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To be continued.
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THEATER LISTINGS

UMASS CAMPUS
University Ensemble Theater
ROMEO AND JULIET
Opens October 20

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
Laboratory Theater
AN ITALIAN STRAW HAT
October 21-23, 27-30 8:X p.m.

SMITH COLLEGE
Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater
October 20-22 8:00 p.m.

"NlORTHAMPTON
City Studio Theater
CABARET BRECHT: TO SEE US FROM
THE GROUND UP
September 29 - October 23
Thursday Saturday evenings/8:00
Sunday matinees/2:30

ART HAPPENINGS IN THE FIVE
COLLEGE AREA h ELSEWHERE

Amherst
"ENCOUNTERS AND IMAGES" an
exhibit of drawings, paintings and prints by
Novelda Noderer Brennan; Burnett Gallery,

Jones Library thru October 29. Gallery

hours - 9-5:30 Mon. & Fri., 9-9:30 Tues.,
Wed., &Thurs., Sat. 9-5:30.

Worcester
"ZENGA AND NANGA"'- paintings by
Japanese monks and scholars, i e. 78
Japanese paintings and calligraphies - thru
Nov. 13.

U. Mass.
JOHN WILLENBECHER artist working
with acrylic paint on masonite, thru Nov.
13. Reception for the artist Sat., Oct 22, 4-6

p.m.; University Gallery-Fine Arts Center.
Tues 11-8, Wed. -Fri. 11-4:30, Sat. and
Sun. 2-5.

Films at the colleges

Thursday, October 20

THE SEVEN PERCENT SOULUTION
7,9,11 p.m.C.C.A., U.Mass.
THE FRONT -7,9,11 p.m. S.U.B., U.Mass.
MOHAWK NATION - 8 p.m. -Free-
Thompson 102, U.Mass.
AN ENVIRONMENTAL FILM FESTIVAL
-Free- 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in CCA. and
7:30p.m.to9:XinC.C.rm. 101, U.Mass.

Friday, October 21

DEATH WISH - 6:X, 9:45 p.m., LIPSTICK
-8, 11:15p.m.,CCA. U.Mass.
THE WOMEN - 7:30 p.m., Gamble Aud.
Mt. Holyoke.

Saturday, October 22

ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES
SMARTER BROTHER - 7,9 11 pm
S.U.BUMass.
SLAUGHTER HOUSE FIVE - 7:30, 10:30
p m. Gamble Aud., Mt. Holyoke
NUMERO DEUX - 8 p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.

Sunday. October 23

PUTNEY SWOPE - 3 p.m.. Merril rm. 1.
Amherst.
LUMIERE 7* 9 p.m., CCA. U.Mass.

Monday, October 24

RACHEL - Hillel Film, FREE, 8 p.m..
Thompson 104, U.Mass.

Tuesday. October 25

REBELLION IN PATAGONIA -8 pm
FREE, Thompson 106, U Mass.
James Bond-DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
plus Three Stooges and Marx Bros. 7 15
10 p.m. SUB., U.Mass.
SHERLOCK JR. Buster Keaton, and DOT
INSCRIBING A CONE, 7, 9:15 p.m..
Franklin Patterson Hall. Hampshire
ANCHORS AWAY - 9 p.m.. Gamble Aud
Mt. Holyoke.

Wednesday, October 26

STORMY WEATHER and CARMEN
JONES S.U.B., U.Mass.
TAXI DRIVER - 7,9:15,11:X p.m. CCA

Opiates for You Masses

ALONE

GREASE TOP TEN

SCHOOL HOP

FREDDY, MY LOVE

NIGHTS • ALONE

GREASE TOP TEN

SCHOOL HOP

FREDDY, MY LOVE

NIGHTS • ALONE

GREASE TOP TEN

SCHOOL HOP

Student Union Galleryrthru Fri., Oct. 28.
A video installation by two young artists
from New York - Kit Fitzgerald and John
Sanborn.

Mount Holyoke College
MARION MILLER: PAINTINGS AND
DRAWINGS thru Oct. 31.

Smith College Museum of Art
NAVAJO BLANKETS FROM THE
ANTHONY BERLANT COLLECTION
thru Nov. 6.

MODERN ILLUSTRATED BOOKS by
Selma En/ing thru Sun., Oct. 23 Tues -

Sat. 11-4:30; Sun. 2-4:30.

Commercial Theaters

Pleasant Street Theater - CITIZEN KANE
7,9:15

Amherst Cinema- DIRTY DUCK 7:15.9
Calvin Theater - LINCOLN CONSPRIACY
7,9

Academy of Music - call theater 584-8435
Mountain Farms Four - call theater
584-9135

CE.Q. FILM FESTIVAL TODAY
The Coalition for Environmental Ouality

is presenting an Environmental Film
Festival today. Films will be shown free of
charge at the following locations: CCA.
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Campus Center
101 from 7:30-9:30. Here's a listing of
today's films.

10:00-PATTERNS OF THE WILD The
interdependence of organisms in their
environment.

10;35-MORE NUCLEAR POWER
STATIONS How a nuclear reactor
roduces power.
11:3G-THE MYTHS AND PARALLELS -

Peoples abuse of our natural heritage.
12:05-TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS
The story of overuse of the town commons
through the years.

12:30-ENERGY: LESS IS MORE Energy
conservation, why and how
12:55-NANOOK OF THE NORTH - A
personal view into the life of an Eskimo
2:00-SENTENCED TO SUCCESS - The
inside view of a nuke, from the perspective
of the power-plant workers. The film
concentrates on the unsafe working
conditions.

3:00-POPULATION ECOLOGY - The
dynamics of population.
3:25-PARADISE POLLUTED - The
problems of environmental pollution.
3:50-LAST DAYS OF THE DOLPHINS -

The slaughter of dolphins while
tunafishing.

4:20-GRENSPEACE, VOYAGES TO SAVE
THE WHALE - A look at an organization's
guerilla tactics to prevent the killing of
whales.

7:»-GLACIER NATIONAL PARK Slide
show by naturalist/photographer John
Green.

8:45-MELTDOWN AT MONTAGUE A
video dramatization of /.hat a nuke
meltdown would be like. The tape was
made by Hampshire College students

CHUCK MANGIONE AT FINE ARTS
CENTER

CHUCK MANGIONE, writer, arranger,
conductor, electric piano player and
flugelhornist extraordinaire will perform in

concert with the Chuck Mangione Quartet
at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on
Sunday, October 30 at 8p.m.

The Chuck Mangione concert is the third
special attraction at the Concert Hall this
season.

One of the most consistently popular and
musically exciting names circulating in the
jazz world these days is Chuck Mangione.
His honesty and versatility in making good
music, along with his total dedication to
jazz, has surely earned him a place among
the great jazz artists of the seventies.
Mr Mangione recently won a Grammy for

the title tune from his album "Bellavia".
Since 1971 he has been nominated for four
other Grammy awards.

Chuck Mangione played to two SRO au-
diences at the Academy of Music in Nor-
thampton last year. His performance
brought the audience to its feet throughout
the concert.

The Mangione Quartet is the same as his
performance last year with the exception of
Charles Meeks who will play bass Chris
Vadala is playing saxaphone and flutes.

Grant Geissman on guitar and James
Bradley Jr. on drums complete the quartet.
Tickets for Chuck Mangione are now on

sale at the Fine Arts Center box office open
94 Monday through Friday and all

Ticketron locations.

Ticket prices are: General Public $7 6 5UMass students are $5,4,3. Senior citizens

tTr: '.t^,'?"*-
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GREASE
At Fine Arts Center

GREASE, the longest running show on
Broadway, will be presented by the Broad-
way National Touring Company at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall on Friday October
28.

The presentation of Grease is the second
Special Attraction scheduled at the Fine
Artrs Center Concert Hall this year.
Tickets for Grease are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office.

GREASE is an international musical hit
which satirizes the 1950's Rock-N Roll era.
It spreads its nostalgia with a big beat over
the stage which is set in or near the hallow-
ed halls of fictional Rydell High.
GREASE confronts such ritualistic teen-

age exercises as chewing gum, piercing ear
lobes, stealing hub caps and discovering

The musical is a cheerful kaleidoscope
depicting in song and dance the life style of
an energetic group of high school
youngsters in the heyday of Elvis Presley
Bill Haley, Little Richard and Fats Domino.

'

GREASE is named for the heavy oils
which the boys used to plaster their hair
with in American Bandstand style. It recalls
Its era in not only song and dance, but also
in costumes that bring astonished cries of
old recollection to theater goers.
The hit musical features scenery

embellished with big blow-ups of photos of
James Dean, Elvis, Sandra Dee and other
heroes of the not-so-long-ago era.
Tickets for Grease are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office, open 9-4 Mon-
day through Friday and all Ticketron loca-
tions. Ticket prices for Grease are: General
public, $7,6,5. UMass students and Senior
citizens are $6,5,4. For more information
call 545-2511.

LA2AR BERMAN AT FINE ARTS
CENTER CONCERT HALL

"The Phenonmenon of the Music World "

inaugurates the Celebrity Series at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall with a solo recital
on Wednesday October26.

Tickets for Lazar Berman are now on sale
at the Fine Arts Center box office open 9-4
Monday through Friday, and all Ticketron
locations.

Ticket prices are: General public $7 6 5
UMass students are $3.50,3.00,2.50. Other
students and Senior citizens are $6 5 4 For
more information call 545-251

1

CONCERT LISTINGS
Frank Zappa; October 20, The Music Hall
in Boston.
Jerry Jeff Walker/ Asleep At The
Wheel; October 21, Han/ard Square
Theater.

Herb Pomeroy Jazz Orchestra; October
22, Berklee Performance Center in Boston.
The Commodores/The Emotions;
October 22. New Haven Coliseum.
Arte Guthrie; October 23, Brandeis
University in Boston.
Thin Lizzy/Graham Parker; October 23,
The Orpheum in Boston.
Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons/ Don
McLean; Octooer 23, The Music Hall in
Boston.
Be Bop Deluxe/Duke & The Drivers-
October 24, The Palace Theater iri

Waterbury.
Southside Johnny & The Asbury
Jukes; October 25-29, Paradise Theater in
Boston.
Linda Ronstadt; October 28, Hartford
Civic Center. .

The New Brubeck Quartet; November 4,
Symphony Hall in Boston.
Charles Mingus/Larry Coryell;
November 5, Paradise Theatre in Boston.
Chicago; Novembers, Boston Garden.
Charlie Daniels/Sanford-Townsend
Band/Mark Earner; November 9
Springfield Civic Center.
Keith Jarrett; November 10, Yale
University in New Haven.
Keith Jarrett; November 11, Symphony
Hall in Boston.
Average White Band/Tower Of Power-
November 1 1, Hartford Civic Center.
Jazz Festival; November 13, Hartford
Civic Center.
Queen; November 13, Springfield Civic
Center.

Queen; November 16, New Haven
Coliseum.
Lynyrd Skynyrd; November 19, Boston
Garden.
Jethro Tull; November 19. Springfield
Civic Center.
Jethro Tull; November 28, Hartford Civic
Center.

Aerosmith/Styx; December 7 8,
Haven Coliseum (rescheduled
October 2-1 25)

Kansas; December 11. Springfield
Center.

New
from

Civic

Airp/i
ATLANTA [AP] - A hijacker who

demanded $3 million and the release of his
homosexual lover from an Atlantia jail held
15 hostages yesterday in a Frontier Airlines
jet that he commandeered in Nebraska and
forced to fly here.

The hijacker, who carried a sawed-off
shotgun, released 18 other hostages - eight
women, eight children and two men —
during a stop in Kansas City, Mo. There were
initial reports that one of the captive
stewardesses, Bobbie Karr, had her 4-year-
old child aboard, but a Frontier spokesman
later denied this.

The FBI identified the sky pirate as
Thomas Hannan, 29, of Grand Island, Neb.
He was described as "very calm, very cool."

He was seeking the release of a man
identified as George David Stewart, 29, of
Mobile, Ala. Federal marshals drove Stewart
from the Fulton County Jail to an un-
disclosed location while the plane was in
Kansas City. The two men were arrested in
Alabama last month in connection with the
$7,000 robbery of an Atlanta bank, but
Hannan was released on bond earlier this
month.

Hannan's parents were reportedly flying
here from Grand Island.

The case was reminiscent of a New York
bank robbery five years ago, the inspiration
for the film "Dog Day Afternoon," from
which John Wojtowicz hoped to finance sex
change surgery for his transvestite "wife."

f

Wojtowica was captured, convicted and
remains in prison.

The hijacked Boeing 737 made a normal
landing at Hartsfield Airport here shortly
after noon and taxied to a freight terminal
where the FBI, Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration and security officials set up a
command post. The hostages included two
male crewmen, two stewardesses and 11
male passengers.

Shortly after 2 p.m. EDT, a service truck
pulled up to the pilot's side of the plane, and
something was handed in through the
window. An FAA spokesman said there had
been a request from the plane for 16 ham-
burgers and 16 milkshakes.

Officials of Frontier, which is based in

Denver, said they had raised the $3 million
and said the money was in Atlanta.

Radio station WSB of Atlanta quoted a
source as saying that radio communications
between the plane and the FBI began on a
cordial note, but later deteriorated.

WSB said the hijacker offered to release
one of the stewardess if the FBI would let
him see Stewart. The FBI reportedly said this
would take time.

An FBI circular described Hannan and
Stevyart as homosexuals with "a sexual
relationship," and police sources said their
affair may have inspired the hijacking.
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Good

morning!

Motorcycle

parking...
— If you drive a motorcycle on campus

these days you might have noticed a

peculiar thing: its getting tough to park.

The Motorcycle coop zoomed into action

over the problem yesterday. ..and stalled.

See Debbie Wallace's story on Page 2.

Decriminalizing

marijuana...
-Backers of two different bills to

legalize and decriminalize marijuana are
planning a sweet surprise for Boston
voters next month. John Moran has the
details on Page 3.

New SGA
attorney general...

— The student Judiciary has a new
chief. For a look at the man and the
issues facing him, see Bob Convant's
profile on Page 3.

Anti-nuke...
I _ _
— MassPlHG has joined forces with the

anti-nuke Clamshell Alliance to step into
an upcoming state hearing on the im-
plications of nuclear power. See Amy
Kaplan's story on Page 6.

A fata/ accident.
— A plane carrying members of the

rock group Lynyrd Skynyrd crashed in a

wooded area of Southwest Mississippi

last night. At press time last night

authorities reported they had "fatalities

and injured". The report did not say if

members of the band were injured. See
complete story Page 7.

Officials to attempt solving

GRC noise pollution problem
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Officials from UMass and the Massa-
chusetts Bureau of Building Construction
(BBC) will meet in Boston soon in an attempt
to solve the Graduate Research Center
(GRC) noise pollution problem.

UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield

told the Collegian yesterday he hopes to
meet with BBC officials "sometime next
week" to discuss solutions to the problem.
The GRC was found to be in violation of

pollution levels in August, according to tests
conducted by the state Lower Pioneer Valley
Air Pollution Control Center.

Littlefield said he believes the GRC noise
problem is the "fundamental responsibility"
of the BBC since BBC constructed the
building, and UMass never accepted title to
it. But UMass officials and engineers will

participate in a joint effort to solve the
problem, Littlefield said.

"I think it will take a series of sessions,"
Littlefield said in regard to his meeting with
the BBC, "It will be an ongoing process to

narrow in on and identify options before a
final option is selected," he said.

The issue of the GRC noise problem began
last summer when residents of Fairview
Avenue, the street closest to the GRC,
complained that the structures ventilator

system made excessive noise. The air

pollution control center performed two
conflicting noise tests on the structure
before a third test taken on Aug. 15 identified

the noise problem. The center then notified

UMass and BBC of the problem, and
requested it to find a plan to alleviate the
noise problem.

N.E. RegionalVet School
plannedIn detail at Tufts

Weather
Mostly sunny and warmer. Highs

around 70. Friday night, fair, lows near
50. Saturday, partly cloudy, windy and
continued warm with chance of a few
afternoon showers. Highs again around
70.

7. V. Watch inside

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Detailed pla. ^ng of the New England
Regional Veterinary School at Tufts
University is now being worked out by a
commission to establish the first regional
veterinary school in the nation. Approval of
final plans by the New England Board of
Governors and Tufts University Board of
Trustees is anticipated for early 1978.

Acceptance of the plans should open
many gateways to pre-vet students at
UMass and the other five land grant
universities in New England. There are only
19 colleges of veterinary medicine in the
United States. Unless the applicant's state
has contracted for seats at the schools,
admission is extremely difficult.

Henry T. Wilson, director of public

relations for Tufts New England Medical
Center said, "Detailed planning of
curriculum, faculty and facilities at the

Boston Campus and at Grafton are

progressing. A regional commission with
cooperation from all New England states was
granted $100,000 for pla'nning. Decisions for

establishing new facilities or renovating
existing ones must be made."
Wilson continued, "The commission is

looking at viability in terms of a solid footing

for the school. Our outlook is positive."

One major plus in establishing the vet
school is approval of the concept by the New
England governors. David Stephenson,
assistant press secretary to Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis, said, "I expect the governor will

support the proposal."
The Tufts University Board of Trustees are

expected to give final approval of the plans
after support from the state governors is

obtair>ed.

Dr. Glenn H. Snoeyenbos, pre-vet advisor
at UMass, said the UMass Board of Trustees
are expected to vote on their degree of in-

volvement in the Tufts vet school proposal at
the end of this year. "We have an active

interest and want to cooperate, but the

UMass-Amherst committee concerned with

the vet school at present has no definite

plans to expose."
Howard White, administrative aide to the

UMass President said, "The trustees have
not as of yet received any written mate/'ial

from Tufts regarding the vet school."
Joan Pink, assistant secretary for Higher

Education in Massachusetts, explained,
"Tufts is establishing a private veterinary
school and the state will contract with Tufts
for seats. This will require legislative ap-
oroval."

TURN TO PAGE 7

V
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Marijuana petitions go
statewide at colleges
By JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

Organizers and supporters of the two
marijuana petitions now circulating in

Massachusetts met last night and discussed
plans to collect signatures at colleges across
the state and during the November 8th city-

wide election in Boston.

The groups have obtained the use of two
vans from the Student Senate Auto Pool to
transport 16 to 20 people to Boston on
election day to person tables near the polls
Swan said he believed several thousand
signatures might be gathered in a single day
in this way and assured people the tables
would be a legal distance away from the
actual polling places.

Peter Graham, State-wide co-ordinator of
the decriminalization petition, and Russel
Swan, who is managing the legalization
petition locally, began the meeting by ex-
plaining the cun-ent status of theii respective
petition drives.

"Thus far we have about 1 ,000 signatures
on the petition in the Campus Center. We
need 58,000 by November 28th," said

'Area briefs^

State hospital
enlarges staff
NORTHAMPTON - Seven licensed

doctors from the UMass Medical School
in Worcester have been hired to work at
Northampton State Hospital bringing the
total number of licensed psychiatricts
and physicans there to 14 staff members.
Less than two years ago the staff con-
sisted of only two licensed doctors.

The group includes two physicians and
five psychiatrists from the new depart-
ment of psychiatry. Their salaries at the
state hospital will be paid by U Mass-
Worcester. This will enable them to earn
more than if they were being paid by the
Department of Mental Health. All but one
of the psychiatrists and both of the
physicians will be working full-time.
The plan to hire the doctors from

UMass was proposed last March by
Robert L. Okin, state commissioner of
mental health. Because of various delays
no action could be taken until this
summer.

Graham. Graham later said approximately
75,000 signatures would have to be gathered
to insure the success of the petition, since
many signatures are "thrown out" for such
reasons as illegibility, or for having been
signed by a person not reoistorod to vote.

Russel Swan said the legalization petition
is currently being circulated at Northeastern
University, Boston University, and South-
eastern Massachusetts University, as well as
UMass. This petition is being circulated by
the Massachusetts Marijuana Initiative
Coalition.

The legalization petition seeks to make an
amendment to the Massachusetts Con-
sitution which would posession and
cultivation of marijuana a constitutional
right. The decriminalization petition, on the
other hand, proposes an act which would
make posession of marijuana a non-criminal
act. Pot would still not be legal, but the
penalties for posession would be reduced to
a $50 fine for each citation. This fine would
be payable by mail within twenty-one days
and no criminal record would result.

Graham is scheduled to speak on Saturday
at Holyoke Community College to a meeting
of the student government presidents from
all the community colleges in Massachusetts
in an effort to gain the support of the entire
community college system.

The next day, Sunday, Nov. 23, Graham
will speak to a meeting of the Massachusetts
State Students Association in Framingham
asking for their support.

Locally, both petitions will gather
signatures on the Campus Center concourse
daily from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 or 5:00 p.m. Plans
are now being made to have other petitions
in the dining commons during the lunch and
dinner hours. These plans will be further
discussed at another meeting of petition
organizers next Tuesday night at 7:30 on the
first floor of the Campus Center.
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Good weather is In store this weekend for area hikers who wish to take ad-vantage of fall's beauty. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Ruling expected
on hearing

NORTHAMPTON - Hampshire
County Distnct Attorney John M.
Callahan is expected to rule shortly on
whether or not the state's open meeting
law will apply to a study commiwion on
the city's police department - which has
conducted closed sessions.

According to the open meeting law, all

local governrT>ental bodies must hold
open meetings except for personality
labor negotiation artd other resji^ng.

Members of the city's legal department
say they fee* the ccmmis»on is not
bound by law.

$259,196

approved at

town meeting
Betehertown voters approved ex-

perxJitures of $259,196 as they passed 21
articles arKi took no actwn on two others
at a Special Town Meeting earlier this
week. As a result of actions taken at the
meeting, the Police Department will get a
new cruiser and two-way radio and
several road and drainage repair projects
will be undertaken.

The Carriage Town Players, a local
theatre group, will present the play Angel
Street by Patrick Hamilton at eight
o'clock Oct. 21, 22, 28, and 29 at the
Belchertown Junior-Senior High School
Auditorium. Tickets are $2.50 for adults
and $1 50 for students under 18 and
senior citizens.

Karen Parmenter and
David Gram

Motorcycle parking problem
swerves by board of governors
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

Insufficient parking facilities for motor-
cycles has become a major problem on
campus, the Board of Governors ( BOG) was
told yesterday. Motorcycle co-op president
Charlie Guerard told the board that this
condition is causing overcrowding of bike
racks and the towing of many motorcycles.
The board's conclusion was that they

wouW support the co-op's request for
"motorcycle only" facilities, but could not
make a decision that would affect the entire
campus.
The co-op had requested that the BOG

establish fair rules concerning motorcycle

parking tacilUies on campus. According to
Guerard "They keep putting it off and
putting it off."

The board also approved a proposal
suggesting a mural be painted on the fourth
floor of the Student Union Building.

Artist Stu Cudlitz made a presentation
explaining what the mural would depict and
Its cost. After seeing slides of Cudlitz's
previous works, the board decided to
allocate the requested $700 for the mural
and to leave the artist's plans for the mural
up to the scrutiny of the entire student body.
The final issue was consideration of

student towing service which would be

cost was estimated at $3,500 by represen-
tative Wayne Langley. Private towing has
been a problem for a long time, said Langley,
and there has been strong student support
for a student-run towing service. Langley
said student towing would make it safer for
the towed cars by being more careful with
them. The system would make it more
convenient for students by towing them to
nearby areas, he said
The $3,500 would cover the cost of two

trucks at $10,860 apiece, and payroll for one
full-time and two work-study employees.
The board concluded that this issue would
have to be presented before the Finance
Committee of the student senate to benrnv/iHoH hw thl c. m \ *i

"^.-w.v. un v-v^....iniiotj u. me siuoeni senate to b<provided by the Student Senate. The initial certain that the money is definitely available

:ks itsbudget aliocatio
By BRUCE KAYTON
CoHegian Staff

The Northeast Area Governrrwit (NEAG)
IS not getting its fair budget share from SGA
t^t*^ ^° ^^^ Treasurer Jeffre^;

Last week the NEAG was toW by SGA
Treasurer PrisdMa West they wouM receive a
budget of $11,506 for fiscal 1978. This weekPnwHa VVs« toW Jeff Shapiro that theNEAG wii receive •11,466. The NEAG
maimains it shoukJ be allocated $12^10 80
based on the formula listed in the con-
stitution. The formula states that $9.40 will
be alkKated for each resklent of the North-
east area, based on the previous November's
population figure. The NEAG has worked
with Jon Hite, the SGA Co-PreskJent on a
proposal which will base the area's budget
allowance on more recent population figures.

Correction
Contrary to what was reported in

yesterday's page three, "State rules that
students may organize" story, the Graduate
Student Employes Union does have a case
pending before the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission asking that it be
recognized as a collective bargaining unit.

In other business, the NEAG allocated
$100 for a benefit concert to support the
Che-Lunmjmba School. The Che-Lumumba
School caters to the needs of Amherst area
Third-WorW Elementary School chiWren.
The school, which is tocated in the New
Africa House at UMass, is now multi-racial
and due to space limitations only has ten
chikJren enrolled.

The Che-Lumunnba School is trying to

SI''"?' Tk '^*" ^"^°^ « '^^"etit concert

NovemSna '^^ '' ''' ''"*' ^^ ^-^--
Dorm allocations were once again tabled

until the following week until an exact figure
cari be reached by the Budget Committee. It
will also be decided next week whether themoney given to the dorms will be put into
one account for the whole area, or for each
individual dorm.
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Lutsky takes over as Student A ttornev
OB CONANT

^-m^ m m m^^^ JBy BOB CONANT
Collegian Staff Wednesday night by the Student Govern

ment Association. He has previously been a
The office of Student Attorney General T'"^®^ °^ ^^^ legal judiciary committee and

Jeffrey Lutsky is presently making an in- f, '®fl^' l««ea^cher for Legal Services Offices.
vestigation into student control of the

served as a temnorarv 3tt/^rnoww —_ w^uv^uiii v^uiiiiui oT tneCampus Center. Lutsky and a staff memberJohn Lensleigh, are conducting the in-
vestigation under the supervision of Michael
nil ot the Campus Center Board of
Governors.

The question raised, according to Lutsky,
is: "Does the control of the building lie with a
student who pays his Campus Center fee
every semester, or with the University, which
maintains the building." The money received
from student fees is put into a trust fund
maintained by the university in a trust
bonded with individual people and private
businesses.

Lutsky an economics major was confirmed
as the new Student Attorney General

He had served as a temporary attorney
general for one week prior to his permanent
appointment. He succeeds Paul Yanowitch
who resigned last week.
The investigation by Lutsky is one of

several which are presently being undertaken
by the Student Attorney Generals' office

In an interview Lutsky praised the ac-
complishment of Yanowitch saying "The
office expanded greatly during Paul's term
He did a good deal of expanding the role of
the office within the university."

During his term in office Lutsky says he
hopes to expand more into the area con-
cerning student complaints against the
Administration.

"I hope to continue to coordinate the
activities of the Attorney General's office

with those ot the administration in order to
insure that student rights are upheld," said
Lutsky.

"I plan to continue with those programs
set up by Paul Yanowitch and eventually set
up some of my own. I'd like to establish a
number of new programs dealing with the
administration," he said.

In his position as Student Attorney
General Lutsky sees his duties not as an
actual prosecutor of cases but rather as an
overseer of the prosecution. "I assign two
advocates to each of the opposing parties
and as these advocates present their
arguments, I oversee and advise them
throughout the cases. This way the attorney
general is able to maintain a certain im-
partiality."

Lutsky continued saying, "this is one area

which I feel Paul could not always deal with
effectively. Because of the lack of advocates
to assist in the prosecution of cases, he had
to prosecute many of the cases himself By
doing so he was not always able to remain
totally impartial to both sides
According to Lutsky," the office has a

vanety of different functions. It's an in-
vestigative office which pursues complaints
by undergraduate students against other
student bodies such as area governments,
the student senate, and the Administration

Presently the office is staffed by ten
student-advocates which assist Lutsky In
handling the various complaints. Lutsky said
he intends to increase the number of ad-
vocates on his staff so that each case
received may be dealt with sufficiently and

New effort may emerge
on employee union
9i/ rUDIQTnoucD LJ r>/^i •AM,-—^By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

An official from the Union of Student
Employes (USE) yesterday said he believes a
new effort will soon begin to organize
student employes into a collective baroainino
unit.

^

Michael R. Bardsley, acting chairperson of
the USE, said he believes an organizing effort
in the near future is "inevitable." Bardsley
made his remarks at a press conference in
response to a ruling Tuesday from the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
that the USE does not constitute "an ap-
propriate bargaining unit," but
acknowledged students' rights to organize
into bargaining units, under appropriate
conditions.

A spokesperson from the Graduate
Student Employes Union (GSEU) said at the
conference that the USE decision will "only
help" the GSEU's efforts to win recognition
as a bargaining unit.

The GSEU is presently petitioning the
labor commission for recognition as a
bargaining unit.

Bardsley said the USE has "lost the battle
but won the war" with the ruling from the
abor commission. He said even though the
USE did not gain recognition as a bargaining
unit, "students have won the right to bargain

collectively."

The labor commission ruled the USE was
not an "appropriate bargaining unit"
because the group does not represent a
"community of interests." The USE com-
prises undergraduate student employes of
the Campus Center.

Nevertheless, the ruling from the com-
mission did say students employes "con-
stitute a substantial part of the University
work force, work with sifficient regularity
and continuity and have sufficient interest in
wages, hours and working conditions to
justify being afforded the protection of the
laws..."

Joan Quinlan of the labor commission said
the USE does not represent a "community of
interests" because it represents only Campus
Center student employes instead of a larger
campus-wide group.

Brad Klein, co-chairperson of the GSEU
said the USE decision will "only help" the
GSEU's efforts because it is now "apparent
the state is willing to recognize students as
workers."
He said the reasons for the ruling against

the USE will not apply to the GSEU because
the GSEU is a larger and more campus-wide
organization.

The GSEU is composed of teaching
assitants, teaching associates, and research
assistants.

After frolicking at the South West Carnival, Andy Soxe, Mary Donovan andKaren Paysnick return to midyear studying. (Staff photo by Sue Donnelly)

9Pl!P''^'''^^'ding is every kindexperience
tolleaian Staff wav." r-^A-.r^^-- ,.^:m t\^\ u o-.^ . ...._.

By
Collegian Staff

Sheryl Kandler knocked on the door.
No answer. She tried again, this time
knocking somewhat louder. Still no
answer. Shrugging her shoulders,
Kandler drew out the master key and
turned it noisily in the lock. No one called
to her. She opened the door slowly and
peeked into the darkened room. She was
barely able to make out the entangled
couple on the bed. She apologized to
them. Now cognizant of her presence,
they punctuated her exit with "No
problem."
As a Campus Center Hotel cham-

bermaid, Kandler has rarely entered a
hotel room in which guests fail to warn
her of their occupancy by a verbal
response or displaying of a "Do Not
Disturia" sign on the outside of their

door.

When such incidents occur says the
21 -year-old senior, "it means that they
were engaged in something better than
getting up and letting the maid come in."

Kandler is one of the 17 chambermaids
working in the hotel to help defray the
costs of a UMass education. Five ad-
ditional chambermaids work in full-time

capacities.

Kandler, who works a twelve hour
week is expected to clean 15 rooms over
'the course of her 4 hour shift. Says
Kandler of her drab yellow smock
uniform, "I think the color is just terrible,

plus women who have long hair have to
pull it back." Kandler frowned as she
swept her long brown hair off her
shoulders. "Really, I mean the color
could at least match my eyes, but we are
getting new smocks thanks to Alice. She
is definitely the greatest," she winks.

"Alice" is Hotel supervisor Alice
Womar. She is responsible for the work
assignments and schedules of the
chambermaids and three "housemen"
employed by the Hotel. "We have a
happy family here," she said about her
workers, "and we try to keep it that

way
After receiving orders from her

supervisors, Kandler gets her "trusty cart
loaded with towels, cups, plastic wrap,
matches, sheets and cleaning utensils."

Although "chambermaiding" is serious
work, there are the light sides of em-
ployment that cause hours to slip by
unnoticed. "We have to make sure the
televisions work, and some of them have

radios," said Deborah Bittner, a UMass
senior English major who also works as a
chambermaid. "If no one is around we
can work to the music."

Bittner sees each room as a different
story. "When you see an empty box of
Cheese-its and a People magazine on the
floor of one room, and Newsweek and a
half a bottle of whiskey in another, you
begin to wonder what sort of oeople have

Fluffing pillows pad the pockets of th
Center Hotel. (Staff photo by Patrick

ese student chambermaids in the Campus
Dobbs)

stayed in the hotel."
Bittner interjected an infectuous smile

and continued, "You find anything in the
rooms. In the month and a half that
Sheryl and I have been here we've found
everything from underwear to a
homemade jar of pickles in vacated
rooms."

Kandler explained that the policy for
"discoveries" vary with the nature of the
found item. "For coats and the like we
turn them into Alice. People often come
back to claim their personal belongings. If

we find liquor and the people have left we
can keep what we find." Bittner and
Kandler said they could not think of any
policy concerning marajuana joints found
occasionally in ashtrays.

Giri Scouts are exceptionally clean
and bankers are oartiers, according to the
women who clean up after them. "The
bankers tipped well, though" added
Kandler.

Some guests are students and
companions registered for the weekend.
"Some of them" observed Kandler, "are
pigs. The ashtrays overflow onto the rugs- if they bothered to use them at all."
As an Eariy Childhood Education

major, Kandler is concerned with the
educational aspects of everything she
does. "Maybe being a chambermaid will
pay for my own nursery school
someday," says Kandler.

Bittner, 21 and a senior English major,
agreed that being a chambermaid was a
learning experience. '"I hope to teach
inter-city kids someday, and my ex-
perience has shown me the working
situation as someone other than a white-
collar professional."'

The two Newton residents took
employment as chambermaids because
they "wanted to work on campus and the
job was a decent offer."

The morale is high, the work is
demanding. Plus there are academic
pressures. "It may not be the greatest
job," Kandler muses, "but it pays the
tuition."
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Six fetters to keep the 'old rugged cross ' aglow
work of a couple of drunk idiots" because

of the history and the nature of cross-
burnings in this country.

Sir, it seems to me that whenever this
country has faced the problem of having to
deal with words, it is always able to find
words that lessen the terror of the real
situation. If you think the words 'cross-
burring' are much more dramatic than the
act Itself, maybe you should confer with your

since I don't know any other names, this will
have to do.

I have a question for you. What happened
to the remains of the cross? When people
went to see it the next morning, it was gone
I feel that vou know who took it away.

I realize that you have not taken any
stance on what happened outside the
Bluewall that night. I also realize that 'no
stance is a stance.' We will not forget you for

To Dean Field:

Dear Dean Field, we all know that you
have a university to run and a whole bunch
of students to educate. We know that you
are busy and have a lot of worries. Yet sir, it

seems to me that racism is not one of your
major concerns. If it is, you appear to be
afraid to say so. Quoted in the Collegian you
seem to want the cross- burning, (an overt
exhibition of racism) swept under the rug or
publicized as a "foolish prank.'

Sir, I say overt exhibition of racism'
because it denotes what underlies this
university as a system and this country on
the whole.

Sir, I cannot see the cross-burning as the

Terrell Evan 's

Call it what you want
local KKK members and see what they have
to say.

Sir, I don't remember his name, but what
you said seems to be identical, in thought to
what your friend had to say about the cross
burning at Hampshire College. We will not
forget the cross-burning or the position you
have taken. Thank you for your time.

To the University:
Dear University, it seems kind of stupid

opening a letter with 'Dear University' but

your position either. I hope that I haven't
taken up too much of your time. Thank you.

T(^ the people who burned the
cross:

Dear Cross-burners: I will no£ call you
'idiots', 'drunks', or 'foolish'. I will call you
'perfect little racists'. I know that it takes a
certain mentality to do something like this

^^\imW{y\Li\L'^^^

Viewpoint is a column designed for our
readers to express their views on various
subjects. In this manner, the staff of Black
Affairs hopes to establish an open line of

communication between our readers and us.
Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs. All articles
must be typed.

and It probably exists in the minds" of 99 per
cent of the people in this country. So you
have no reason to go around thinking you're
something special. You're just as common as
the air. I really don't know if you were
students or not so I will not say. Thank you
for your time.

To the people who know who did It:

Dear people who know who did it. You are
just as guilty if you do not come forth and
tell. You are not any better than they are anci
the 'blood' is on your hands too. Please
come forward and tell what you know, it is
important that people who do things like this
be caught. Coming forth does not mean that
you will receive a lot of publicity. Thank you
for your time.

To the Collegian:
Dear Collegian, your handling ot the cross-

burning was typical. Thank you for the room
to print.

To Chancellor Bromery and Provost Puryear
Dear Chancellor Bromerv and Provost

Puryear, Than!-, you for not trying to play it
ott as the work of idiots'. Thank you for
acknowledging that it was a racist act, which
IS what so many people saw it as. Thank you
for your time...

Thinking about you all.

Terrell Evans.

Five College Black Studies
to begin seminar series

What is the real issue?
By MARCEL INA PINA

"We are African American, Asian
American, Latinos, Native Americans, and
Chicano people; we identify ourselves along
racial and ethnic lines. We are people of color
within the United States who share acommon heritage of political, economic and
cultural exploitation.

We are in solidarity with the liberation
struggles of Third World countries in-
ternationally, and recognize that the
destinies ot these countries directly affect
our future as Third World people within the
United States " This was the proposal for
defining Third World peoples, from the Third
World community. John Yong, Asian Third
World senator, read the proposing amend-
ment which immediately was open for
discussion. This statement brought up much
controversy at the student senate meeting
Wednesday night.

The opposers to this amendment felt that
It excluded several people that were also
exploited and oppressed. I too agree that
many ethnic groups have been oppressed
and exploited throughout history but this is
not substantial in including them as a part of
the Third World. The key phrase is people of
color, to be more explicit, non-whites We
the Third World senators feel this definition

Annie's
Poetry Corner

I AM A WOMAN
I am poor

yet I offer you riches
I am weak

yet I offer you strength
I am unknowing

yet I offer you knowledge
I am still

yet I offer you mobility
I am alone
yet I offer you com-
panionship
I am in darkness

yet I offer you light
I am unbalanced

yet I offer you stability
I am the mother
I offer you rebirth
Just because I am a woman

Annie Carpenter 1976 (c)

• encompasses all of the minority people of
color at the University and are satisfied with
it. So why the heated debate?
Once again the term racial discrimination

was thrown out. In defining ourselves we are
not descriminating against anyone. We are
just defining a peop'e for what they are.

Recently, the Third World people were
confronted with the issue of a white senator,
Craig Sherwood running on a Third World
bollot. Why should white students run on
Third World ballots when we are only
allotted 15 seats. Eventually we would have
no seats. Could this be a deliberate motive?
By defining Third World peoples we can
avoid recurrence of situations like this in the
future.

Are you tired of constantly hearing and
seeing the word racism. Well I for one am
tired of using it but one finds it difficult when
one is constantly being subjected to it. I

found it difficult to conceive that a very
explicit definition would lead to a racial
battle.

I ask you the small majority that are guilty
of this, is the real issue ever racial
discrimination or is this a mere new tactic by
a small majority of whites in supporting racial
oppression.

We didn't want and never intended to
have a racial battle. All we wanted was to
establish an identity.

The Five College Black Studies
Executive Committee will begin its 1977-
78 Faculty Seminar Series with a sym-
posium on "The Black Family in Slavery
and Freedom." Papers will be presented
by Professors Mavis Campbell of
Amherst College, Maceo Dailey of Smith,
and William Harris of U. Mass. Professor
Herbert Gutman, author of The Black

Family in Slavery & Freedom, J 750- 7925
will be present to respond.

The seminar will take place on
Tuesday, November 1, 1977 at 7:30 p.m.
in the East Lecture Hall, Franklin Pat-
terson Hall, Hampshire College, Amherst,
Mass. The seminar is open to the public!
A reception will follow.

T
^ *J'"^PO«'""^ o" "The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom " will be presented

ruesday. November 1, at Hampshire College. The public is welcome to attend.
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Discrimination
causes quotes
By MARY E. CUSTARD
Black Affairs Staff

It seems that everytlme a certain number
of positions are set aside for Third World
People, a white person comes along and
claims it's discriminatory.

Quota systems have been set up for Third
World People because for over 200 years
white people have been (and still are)
discriminating against Third World People.

Third World Children are undereducated in

innercity schools, while their white coun-
terparts in the suburbs receive the best
education that money can buy. So it is

surprising that Third World Children score
lower on tests made for white children?
White people have perpetuated a system

that undereducates Third World People. Is it

so wrong to have a quota system that allows
Third World People a chance to do things
that we have never done and have never
been able to do before? We all know that if

there were no quota system, there would be
very few if any Third World People in non-
menial jobs. Not because Third World People
are not qualified but because we happen to
have a different skin color than white people.

If Third World ballots were not allotted on
the Student Senate, how many Third World
People do you think would hold seats? And
as far as a white person representing my
views, my emotions, and my culture, it is

truly impossible. Discrimination? On whose
part?

On the way to the

Collegian yesterday....
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Staff

Ran into a good friend yesterday who
stopped me to discuss my article, "It was just
a party last Wednesday night,... or was it?"
that appeared this past Wednesday October
19, in Black Affairs.

Talking outside of the Campus Center with
Rock, (a name that I affectionately call him).
Rock explained why the music was not
turned off that night in the Bluewall when
the announcement was made about the
cross burning outside.
Jo make a long story short, (I don't have

much space) Rock told me that the intention
was not to create a panic that could lead to a
physical encounter. (Thank you Fifi)

Just in the midst of agreeing that UMass is

indeed not fantasy land, a friend of Rock
surprised him by grabbing him from behind.
Rock immediately grabbed him and started
to throw him. Upon seeing his pigmention he
stopped and just backed off. Rock cried out,
"Man just be cool, don't you know not to do
something like that after what has been
going on!?
Do you know not to do something like that

after what has been happening?

LUTHER

Black Affairs

Picture of the weak: All together now. get set, and ... Harmoniiall
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Jutjday, OctoberZ3 at popm.

itimAidcvitiXCcntir

Vessert lOill be- serried . nope to see you, tljere

By Brumsic Brandon,

Weekend Happenings
Tonight at Amherst College an authentic

minstrel and vaudeville show will be
presented at the Buckley Recital Hall.

The show will include the antics of Albert
o Sandra Gibson, Galervean.

^^
Mosley, comic stripper, Paul Moondog

Wheaton, the only one-man band in the
world. Also one of the outstanding tap
dancers of this era, Charles Cook, will
perform solo and in concert. Also will be the
dancing Chorus Gibson Girls and an All Star
Big Little Band. Sandra Gibson, 1938 Lindy
Hop Champ, will perform comedy.
The show starts at 8 p.m. and is open to

the public free of charge.

Southwest
Southwest is having a carnival all this

weekend.

Parties

Amherst College Saturday night at
Psi Phi House. K. Rock D.J.

UAAass-AAelville Saturday night in

Southwest.

UMass-Dwight Saturday night

presented by their Cultural Center.

Thoughts

"Many people complain
more about the violence that
they see on TV than they do
about the violence that they
see in their everyday life."

David AA. Warren

CHARL£S BRONSON
. MKMAEl. WINNtB

''DEATHWISir
c -lar . vinujrrcABDcniA WILLIAM Rcorius . HOPCLAncf

Must t > IKBMC HANCOCII . -DCjITH WISH' - . UlAR CABFItLO
|SciWX»rC«WUIBUi.«AYU ^,^u ,••

, HAL LAflDtBS , tOHIT OBUTS
o>Kw ifx] Co P. oxoi . nicHAU winma TtoiNicaua

f%

Lipstiick

n lent mtwmf* an lww..»««> t« • ki«»

n.Kwni _ ak k man futtmt wcncaua < iiuaur muta

FrI., Oct. 21 CCA

tickets will be sold at 6:30 & 9:45. For Both Shows. $1.00

Any student who wishes to serve

on the newly formed

Collective Bargaining Committee
of the

Undergraduate Student Senate

should contact the Speaker in

Rm420 Student Union

or

call 5-0341.
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Two anti-nuke groups join forces
By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Members of the ami- nuke Clamshell
Alliance and the Mass. Public Interest
Research Group (MassPIRG) will join forces
to serve as "legal inten/entors" in upcoming
State hearings on nuclear power plants,
alliance member Myra Levy said yesterday!
The purpose of the state hearing, spon-

sored by the Energy Facilities Citing Council,
is to decide which rxjclear power plants will
be built and their possible implications to the
community, Levy said. She said the alliance
would present testimony outlining potential
dangers of thermo- nuclear reactors.

Earlier this year the alliance protested
against the construction of the proposed
nuke plants at Montague and Seabrook,

N.H.

Levy said the group is also planning a dual-
purpose campaign in Sunderland next
month. In addition to trying to educate
citizens about the dangers and politics in
nuclear power, Levy said the alliance will also
attempt to gauge public opinion on the
construction of the Montague facility. The
Greenfield office of the alliance is sponsoring
the project, which will begin in November.

The canvassers will also be discussing
alternative forms of energy, like hydroelectric
power, available to valley residents Lew
said. '

^

Alliance member Stephen Axelbaum said
yesterday "the primary motivation of the
clamshell members is their committment to
educate the public, and to generate positive

energy into shopping the future construction
of nuclear plants."

On the weekend of October 7-9, the
Clamshell Alliance Training Committee held
a session for people interested in conducting
non violent workshops, said Alliance
member Pat Myerson. The purpose of the
weekend was to enlarge the number of
people ready to do non-violence training for
Clamshell civil disobedience actions she
said. The event was held at the Mount Toby
Friends Meeting House in Everett.

The utilization of already trained non-
violent protesters and the possibility of
abbreviated training sessions for them was
discussed, as well as the issues lacking in the
training for the last occupation, said
Myerson.

Come in and see our ne>v

QHQ Boots.

Brlnij this nd for tree

3 ox. tut) ot Minl^ Oil.

[
SAVE 10%
with this ad

I

on all our stocked nikes
(offer expires Oct. 31, 1977)

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St..Amherst
10 6-00 Mon.-Sat. 253 5135

STYLES STOCKED:

Blazer Roadrunner

Bruin •Waffle Trainer

'Oceania Wimbledon
•Cortez •Rackett

* both m(9ns and womens

Bolles Shoes
8 MAIN ST .. AMHERST

""""
• ^^^ ^^^" ^^^ ^^^ a

irGRC
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Regarding financing, Pink said, "Massa-
chusetts has not made any funds available to
Tufts for financing the vet school and Tufts
has not asked for any."

The U.S. Congress last spring ap-
propnated $10 million for the schooL U S
Representative Silvio 0. Conte, R-Mass

'

was a prime mover of the bill through
Congress. **

Conte is currently supporting a bill before a
Health, Education and Welfare committee to
provide grants to accredited- institutions
across the nation to develop new schools of
veterinary medicine, and to help employ
faculty and provide equipment.
Wilson commented, "To receive the 10

million dollars in Federal funds. Tufts had to
match $2.5 million dollars." This brings the
total amount actually approved for establish-
ment to $12.5 million.

The curriculum of the vet school calls for
tyyo years of classroom work at the Medical
and Dental Schools of Tufts University, i he
last two clinical years are coordinated with
the six New England land grant universities.
Angel Memorial Hospital in Boston for
"small animal clinical," and a hospital in
Grafton, Ma., for "large animal clinical."

State officials have approved the use of
700 acres at Grafton State Hospital by Tufts
University to establish facilities for a New
fcngland Regional Veterinary School.

The first class of 35 students is expected to

fS?? A ®
''I*

^''^°°' '" s""^fTier or fall of
1979 Over the years classes could reach 75
to 100 students.

Collegian

GRE
Classes are now forming to prepare for the December
Jrd exam Tuesday classes will begin on October 25thEarly enrollment is advised. Write us at Box 28Amherst, or call 256 6462

'

WEEKEND MONEY
The Collegian Graphics

Department is looking fo

people( especially artist

who can work on weeken
These are WORK STUDY

positions. Contact Randy Gl

at the Collegian

TESTPREP
The stark geometry of the Graduate Research Tower stands n..t -««i«.*

another day of UMass gloom. (Staff photo by Greg SmolW ^ '

rusty nail
Sat.. Oct. 22

Southside Johnny
and the

Asbury Jukes

Special Guests
THE BRICKER BAND

Sunday. Oct. 23

Southside Johnny
andthe

Asbury Jukes

LANDRY'S MARKET
The Oldest Grocery Store in Amherst

711 Main St
Amherst
Mon Sat 9 9
Sun 10 3

You may be able to beat Landry's prices
But you can-t beat the Landry s quality!

Special Guests
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

C over $4 OO

rfe. 47 Sunderland, ma./fel.665493:

MEAT
Boneless Chuck Pot Roast 1.09 lb
Boneless Chuck Steak 1.19 lb
Bone in Chuck Steak
Delmonico Steak
Breakfast Sausage
Slab Bacon
DELI
Pressed Ham

691b
2 99 1b

1 191b
1 39 1b

1.99 1b.

German Bologna 1.09lb
Imported Swiss Cheese 2.09 lb.

BEER
Miller's 12 oz cans 5 95 case

1.556-pack

WINES
Almaden 1/2 gallons 3 79 each

711 Main St. Amherst 253 5387

The iwwiest approach
to soft lens care...

AtStore and disinfect
wmiRexsd®

RIO. a.2S

NOW 1.95

4a
Clean -f^-i
with neifii

Preflex* if!--

J

FlEXSOt '"'''** Rinse

i~=:.^^-
with

fcr.:.-r:::. ^k>rmol*

!::'~,-_^'— »fo. 2.31

,=-—-.. I NOW 2.02

»*C. 2.83
NOW 2.53

coM disinfection
has arrived!

Six persons in rock group
died in airplane crasij
GILLSBURG, Miss. I UPI] - At least six control of the Federal i

REG. $4.65

get another $1.00 off

with manufacturers
.coupon

$1.00 off with ad
SAVE $2.00!!

On the Belchertown Bus Route
< Parking in the rear'

GILLSBURG, Miss. I UPI] - At least six
persons were contirmed dead last night in
the crash of a twin-engine propelled driven
plane flying the popular southern rock grouo
Lynryd bynyrd, to a concert in Louisiana.
Identities of the victims were not available at
press time last night.

Spokesmen for the Federal Aviation
Administration and the Mississippi Highway
Patrol announced the crash, but there was
no immediate information on whether any of
the band members were killed.

"We have fatalities and we have injured,"
a highway patrol spokesman said. He said
some emergency units were having difficulty
reaching the scene.

FAA spokesman Jerry Lavey in

Washington, D.C., said he had received a

report of "multiple fatalities and some
survivors" in the crash of a Convair 240.
He said the plane was traveling from

Greenville, B.C. to Baton Rouge, La., for a

concert tonight when it crashed two miles
northeast of Gillsburg, a small town on the
Louisiana-Mississippi border.

The aircraft was in contact with air traffic

control of the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration in Houston, Tex., at 7:47 EOT.
The pilot radioed he was low on fuel. The
FAA said radio and radar contact was then
lost.

Survivors and the dead were taken to
Southwest Medical Center in McComb,
Miss. A source at the hospital confirmed six

dead and said at least six survivors had been
admitted. Those admitted were identified as
Gary Russington, guitarist: Allen Collins,
guitarist, Billy Powell, keyboards, Leon
Wilkeson, bass, Artemas Pyle, drummer and
Leslie Hawkins, backup singer.

A member of the Gillsburg Volunteer Fire

Department said when he reached the scene
three members of the band had scrambled
out of the plane and gone to a house a
quarter mile away for help. He did not know
their identity.

"They were in pretty bad shape. One of
them had ribs sticking out and the other two
had blood all over them," he said. He said
rescuers had to wade through a waterhole to
get to the crash site, and there they had to
remove band instruments to free trapped
survivors.

4 Mam St.

Amherst

CROSS—COUNTRY SKIS

PRE— SEASON SALE

We have complete packages -including

skis, bindings, poles, boots and set-up.

For $79.95 102 95. MOW at savings of

$21 $32 off list. Description of this equip-

ment would be inadequate, so come in and

look, touch and try on.

Also, accessories, rentals, junior size shoes and bicycles.

Norlhomplon Cycle Sh

AmhersI Cycle Shep 21 PleosonI SI.

2S3 Trionyle SI. Nerlhomplon

AmhersI S86-3810 586-3810

op
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Inmate abuse
investigated

at Walpole

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1977 FRIDAY, OCTOBER .21. 1977

BOSTON lUPI] - Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis, at the request of three state
legislators, yesterday asked the state at-
torney gerieral to investigate alleged physical
abuse by guards against Walpole State
prison inmates.

Sens. Jack Backman, D-Brookline, and
William Owens, D-Boston, and Rep. Doris
Bunte, D- Boston, met with Dukakis earlier in
the day to discuss reported beatings and
suicides at state prisons.

They also asked him to halt plans for
prison construction in Massachusetts.

After the meeting, Dukakis said he asked
Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti to in-

vestigate alleged beatings.
The three legislators toured Walpole

Tuesday at the urging of several Walpole
inmates who alleged they were beaten by
guards after the September death of another
inmate.

Bunte said "among the four or five dozen
inmates we talked to" one inmate, Steven
Devaney, 19, reported he was beaten the
previous night by guards.
"We saw marks on this man from his head

throughout his body. There were welts on his
back and his shoulder blades," said Back-
man.
Bunte said by Tuesday afternoon,

Devaney still had not received the medical
attention he requested.
"We want to know how often the guards

are beating and abusir>g prisoners. ..we
cannot allow this to continue in the Com-
monwealth," Backman said.

Correction Department spokesman Larry
Parnell denied Devaney's claim he was
beaten.

"Our reports show Devaney physically
resisted being returned to his cell and a
struggle ensued," Parnell said Thursday. "He
was cut, scraped and bruised a bit, but there
was no unnecessary force on the part of our
guards who are under a strict code of
conduct."

Parnell said Devaney's cuts and buises
were dressed by a paramedic the night of the
incident.

The legislators said there have been at
least three suicides at state prisons in the
past six months.
One alleged suicide occured several hours

after the inmate was locked in a "blue" room
— an empty, tiny, isolation cell with only a
hole in the floor for a toilet, Backman said.

The legislators said they wanted an end to
use of the "blue" rooms, a system inmates
could negotiate and resolve grievances, and
an end to segregation of inmates in the "B"
section — a maximum security area.

"Walpole already is a maximum security
section," said Owens. He said the "B"
section merely segregated men from the rest
of the population making them more
vulnerable to guard abuse.

Peter Reilly

given freedom
by police
HARTFORD, Conn. lUPf] - Connecticut

State Police Commissioner Edward P.

Leonard yesterday conceded for the first

time that Peter A. Reilly should not be re-

arrested for the 1973 slaying of his mother.
In a surprise move, Leonard — who has

steadfastly maintained that Reilly killed his
51 -year-old mother, Barbara Gibbons —
issued a statement saying a state prosecutor
was right when he refused to issue another
warrant for the youth.

"I wholeheartedly support State's At-
torney Dennis Santore in his decision not to
take court action on the Barbara Gibbons
homicide because of inconsistencies and
unresolved questions of evidence," Leonard
said.

Last week, Leonard made public a report

accusing Reilly of running over his mother
with Ws car and then draggir>g her inside

their tiny Falls Village cottage, where he
stabbed and slashed her to death.

At the time, he said as far as the state

police were concerned Reilly was guilty and
the "case is closed."

But yesterday, Leonard said "this case is

only closed in the administrative sense that

available evidence had been investigated as
thoroughly as possible.

"In accordance wijh standard procedures,
If any new evidence comes to light, the
investigation will theni>e actively resumed,"
he added. Reilly was arrested the day after

his mother was found dead Sept. 28, 1973.
The next spring, he was convicted of man-
slaughter and sentenced to six to 16 years.

The new fashion college rings

that live the life you live

FIRSTSALE
ONLY $59.95

Regularly $78" Now you save up to 25%

This is an unusual

opportunity to get your

contemporary college

ring at a never-before

price. Shown here are

just tw^o from the

ArtCarved Fashion

Collection of College

Rings. Created for today's

lifestyles, the designs

combine a contemporary

feeling with college

traditions. All are

custom-made with the

exquisite attention to

detail and hand-finishing

that make them look

hand-sculptured. They

are cast in one piece so

they cannot come apart.

Available in 10-K yellow

or white gold with a

choice of stone.

COME

SALE BONUS: free genuine gemstone,

regularly $10.00 Choice of: Smoky Quartz,

Garnet, Jasper, Oriental Jade, or Sardonyx.

TO
MQia© RING DAY

That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your ring. You can charge your ArtCarved ring

on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

PLACE: Ou»»ide Bookstof .TIME:ioAM 3 PMDATr- oct. 21 .

$ 10.00 Deposit

FINAL DAY
comous cenfer/on.v ©» moss /amhers»

U.S. has SWAT team
to deal with hijacl<ings

Collegian 9

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Attorney General
Griffin Bell said yesterday the FBI has special
"SWAT" teams trained to deal with
hijackings, and an FBI spokesman said "it's a
safe assumption" they were alerted in the
Frontier Airlines case.
The spokesman said the agency has flve-

rnan Special Weapons and Tactics teams -
"SWAT" for short — at all major bureaus in
the nation.

The teams are trained for hijackings and
other emergencies and 'It's a safe
assumption they have been alerted", to the
Frontier case, he said.

While the Pentagon says it has "trained
forces and equipment " prepared to deal with
emergencies. Bell said U.S. law prohibits
military units from rescuing a hijacked air-

craft in America.

Jlefloeraij:

All I have is the FBI," he said, when
asked about the possibility of alerting
commandos or raiders to seize the Frontier
aircraft in a rescue attempt like that staged
by West Germany this week.
The law, he said, "restricts the use of

troops in the United States... so we would
use FBI and local law enforcement

"

The FBI spokesman said SWAT teams are
trained to deal with a variety of emergencies
such as rescuing hostages in a building
takeover, in a bank holdup or in an airline
hijacking.

cvJ^T
'"^"^^ ^" °"'' *'®'^ o^''^®^ we have abWAT team - a specially trained group of

five agents who train together once a month
for emergency situations - any situation
where force could possibly be needed " he
said.

"They carry not only side arms but also
have shoulder weapons," he said. "The
purpose of this is to save lives.

"

News in Brief

2sMn§ie
Northampton

Only Area Showing'
NOW 7 15 & 9 00

ACADEMY Mtm MfiNNER
- Best Documentary -

£dent, absorbing!
i%jsf -'glpn Po}t

HARLAN
COUNTY
U.S.A.
no dollar nights

AT THE GATES
OF SMITH COLLEGE

^^t-^j^s^Affife^
7 0MSo«lliSi

Nortkam^ion, Mass.

FRI. & SAT.
OCT. 20 & 21

Artliur Cable
Blues Band

SUN. 23RD

Rod McCloud
& Rock Billiesl

GMAT
An intensive course will be given over the weekends of
October 22 and 29 Early enrollment is advised Call us at
256 6462 or write Test Prep at Box 28, Amherst

TESTPREP
In 1968 I fought in the streets of Chicago at the Democratic National Convent

In 1969 I participated with the SDS in occupying the Administration Building
at the University of Chicago.

But, since I met Jesus Christ, I know that

God loves the people

ion.

Daniel at 253-5716

WAR IN THE MIDDLE EAST

C.C. AUD.

8 P.M.

r
LfSANOM

ON., OCT. 24

Speakers Bassem Mouallem: Lebanese lournalist, "Arabia m the Gulf
John H.Hson, author, founder of Palestine SolidarityComm

,
Univ Colorado 1 969

David Sidorskv, prof philosophy. Columbia Univ chairAmer Zionist Youth Found

Cosponsered by Distinguished Visitors Program Sfudent Gov
Assoc

.
Young Soc.alist Alliance

Harvard to receive
large Arco grant
NEW YORK [AP] - The Atlantic Rich-

field Co. will make a $1,131,280 grant to
Harvard University to establish a forum of
public affairs at its John F. Kennedy
School of Government, it was an-
nounced yesterday.
"The forum will be a regular meeting

plac^ for public affairs events of national
and international importance, according
to the university's plans," said a joint
announcement at the Harvard Club in
Manhattan.
To be known as the Arco Forum, it will

be located in the Kennedy school's new
building, now under construction, and
will seat as many as 500 persons.
The Kennedy school was established

as the Graduate School of Public ad-
ministration in 1935 and was given its
present name in 1966.

"During election campaigns and other
penods of intense national debate on
public issues," the announcement said
candidates and other leading

spokesmen representing various points
of view will be invited to use the forum as
a platform from which to address the
general public."

Txtmct'bird
seen in Peru
WASHINGTON [AP] - A flower-

eating bird believed extinct for a century
has been discovered in Peru by an

Vi^^l^l^^^
ornithologist, the World

Wildlife Fund reported yesterday.
The bird is the white-winged guan

basically a charcoal-colored species that
lives in trees. It is slightly larger than a
ring-necked pheasant.

Dr. John O'Neill, a Louisiana State
University ornithologist who has been
studying Peruvian birds for 16 years and
Gustavo del Solar of Peru reported
seeing four white-winged guans feeding
in trees in a garden in northwestern Peru
on Sept. 13.

The discovery marked the first con-
firmed sighting of the species since 1877.

IVIass. man fights

for right to race
NEW YORK [AP] - A Massachusetts

man started court action in Manhattan
yesterday to force the New York
Roadrunners Club to allow him to par-
ticipate in a marathon race around the
city in his wheelchair this coming
Sunday. **

Robert Hall, of Belmont Mass., ob-
tained an order in state Supreme Court
from Justice Bernard Nadel requiring the
club to show on Friday why Hall should
be barred from the race.

Boston-plan used
as model in Wash.
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Boston

Mayor Kevin White yesterday presented
the White House with a $100 million
dollar urban development plan which
could provide a model for the ad-
ministration's still-to-be-born urban
policy.

White said he received no promises
from the administration other than that
"they would listen and they would
respond."

But he made it clear that the so-called
Boston-plan was in some senses a
challenge to the administration to come
through on its campaign promises about
being responsive to the needs of the city.

"We took a gamble that the Carter
administration is prepared to come up
with an urban policy," White said after a
White House meeting that included
himself. Sens. Ted Kennedy, D-Mass.
and Edward Brooke, R-Mass., and
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neil Jr. and White
House aide Jack Watson.

Pan Am lowers
air fare to Orient
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Pan

American World Ainvays announced
plans yesterday to cut in half the cost of
flying to the Orient, saying its proposed
budget fares can open the Pacific to
tourists as well as business travelers on
expense accounts.

The transpacific budget prices, which
Pan Am hopes to introduce next year, are
patterned after those just put into effect
between New York and London.

They would permit one-way, reserved-
seat travel to Tokyo on scheduled flights
for as little as $199 from Hawaii, $259
from the West Coast or $349 from New
York. Economy class travel to Tokyo
costs $403 from Hawaii, $502 from the
West Coast and $681 from New York.

Pan Am said it would put budget
tickets to the Orient on sale immediately,
subject to approval by U.S. and foreigri
governments, even though its first flights
using the new flare plan are not
scheduled before Jan. 15, 1978.

The airline said the new fares will be
offered on flights linking New York, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Portland and
Seattle with Bangkok, Guam, Hong
Kong, Manila, Okinawa,
Singapore, Taipei and Tokyo.

ma and
, Hong

I

Osaka, I

Students seek revenge
for death of terrorists

[UPf] - Thousands of students
screaming slogans of revenge for the
prison deaths of three West German
terrorists fought a gunbattle with police
in Rome yesterday. Radicals throughout
France and Italy stepped up their
campaign against German targets and
vowed "one hundred thousand"
bombings to destroy German business.
At least seven persons, including four

officers, were wounded in the clashes
around Rome University, police said
They said they had arrested 25 persons
on charges of possessing weapons and
firebombs.

The students were barred from
marching on the West German embassy
and retreated into the campus throwing
Molotov cocktails at riot police and
shouting slogans accusing "German
Nazis" for the "coldblooded murder of
our comrades."

Police also reported minor bombings
against the German Academy in Rome
and German companies and auto
showrooms in Rome, Florence, Bologna
Genoa, and the beach resort of Ostia
raising to at least 20 the number of at-
tacks reported on German targets in Italy.

In the southwestern French city of
Toulouse, bomb explosions ripped
through two West German automobile
warehouses and several cars and a huge
fire ravaged buildings of a company that
supplies paper to West German firms
police said.

A blast also badly damaged another
warehouse in Versailles jusfoutside Paris.

An anonymous telephone caller said the
so-called "Andreas Baader Group of the
Armed Faction Movement for Popular
Autonomy" set it off.

Another caller told the French news
agency that German guerrillas plan to
"execute all the hangmen and their
corrupt medico-legal accomplices"
responsible for death of the jailed West
German terrorists.

"One hundred thousand attacks by
explosives will destroy the structure of
the German capitalist economy in

Europe," he said.

Leftists in France and Italy said they
were retaliating for the "cold-blooded
killing" of Andreas Baader and two other
West German terrorist leaders in their jail

cells. Germany says the three committed
suicide after the failure of a hijack mission
to force their release from prison.

In Greece, police fought a gunbattle
early yesterday with a gang of guerrillas
driving a stolen car loaded with dynamite,
firebombs, pistols and ammunition near a
West German factory outside Athens.
Two officers and one attacker —

identified as a 34-year-anarchist - were
wounded.
The Bonn government says the three

terrorists committed suicide in desoair
over the crushing of a hijacking by crack
West German troops who shot to death
three guerrillas and rescued 86 hostages
in Mogadishu, Somalia.
But terrorist organizjjtions claim

Baader and his two comrades were
murdered.
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Protest spreads across S. Africa
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1977

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21 1977

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [AP] -
Police gunfire wounded a black youth
yesterday as disturbances and protests flared

across South Africa following the govern-
ment's crackdown on the black press and
black protest nrjovements and leaders.
Even Afrikaaner academics joined the wide

condemnation of the government by op-
position whites and the opposition press.
Some warned the country is becoming a
police state headed towards bloody racial

conflict.

But Gen. H.J. van den Berg, head of the
powerful Bureau of State Security, declared
that even tougher action will be taken if the
current unrest continues. He said there could
be more arrests and restrictions.

At the United Nations in New York, the 49-

nation African Group announced it would
ask the U.N. Security Council to take up "the

question of South Africa... as soon as
possible.

"

In its toughest action since the early 1960s,
South Africa's white government on
Wednesday banned virtually all significant

black organizations, closed the two principal

black newspapers, detained more than 50
prominent blacks and slapped restriction

orders on seven whites.

Closing of the white-owned World and
Weekend World newspapers meant urban
blacks, already living under severe govern-
ment racial restrictions, lost the publications
regarded as most closely mirroring their

grievances and aspirations. The papers
carried the most extensive reporting in the
country of black unrest and boycotts.

Also wiped out, at least officially, were all

black consciousness movements, including
black-run self-help community programs.
Their offices have been closed, their assets
frozen, and most of their leaders detained.
The wounding of the youth yesterday

occurred when police fired on protestors
outside Graaff-Reinet, a town in Cape
province 500 miles south of Johannesburg.
Riot police chief Maj. Gen. Dawid Kriel said
police fired after 300 youths gathered at a
primary school near the town and began
stoning cars.

Kriel reported 13 arrests at various
disturbances across the country. One
trouble spot was the black township ot
Sharpeville, 36 miles south of Johannesburg
where in 1960 a total of 67 blacks were killed
by police gunfire in the country's first major
racial disturbance.

Principal J. Makhokolo of Sharpeville's
Lekoa-Shandu high school said students

wrote slogans on blackboards denouncing
Bantu black education and chanted
nationalist slogans in the schoolyard before
streaming out to stone passing cars.

Six youths were arrested, Kriel said, in

Pretoria's black townships, scene of con-
tinuing unrest with militants reported by

police to be intimidating some high schoolers
who want to attend classes.

In Johannesburg's big Soweto township,
home of 1 .2 million blacks, virtually all middle
schools were deserted, the first time that
younger pupils have joined Soweto's total
high school boycott by 27,000 high school
pupils.

Korean woman implicated
in influence buying scandal
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The wives of

Reps. Kika de la Garza, D-Tex., and John T
Myers, R-lnd., testified yesterday a Korean
woman tried to give the congressmen cash-
filled envelopes in 1975 while they were
visiting Seoul.

Speaking at a House ethics committee
hearing on alleged Korean attempts to buy
influence in Congress, the women said the
incidents occurred late the same August
evening at rooms they had in a posh Seoul
hotel. They said the money was returned the
next day in each case.

Mrs. de la Garza said the woman who left
the cash for her husband was the wife of Kim
Dong Jo, a former ambassador to
Washington then serving as Korean foreign
minister and now a presidential assistant for
foreign affairs. Mrs. Myers said she didn't
know the woman who came to her room.

The congressmen were part of a
delegation of 10 House members touring the
Far East, and the episodes described by the
two women suggested the alleged Korean
effort to win favor with American lawmakers
was not confirmed to Capitol Hill.

"I was shocked, I was hurt, I felt insulted,"
said Lucille de la Garza after describing her
experience, adding that nothing similar had
ever occurred in her husband's 25 years of
public service.

Both wives said neither they nor their

husbands counted the money, but Carol
Myers said her husband told her his envelope
was full of $100 bills.

In each case, the Korean woman was said
to have come to the hotel rooms and to have
handed over a plain white envelope — saying
a political contribution was inside — and
slipped out the door.

Escaped Philippino prisoners
praise US human rights stand
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Two prominent

Filipinos who made a dramatic escape from a
military prison near Manila said yesterday
President Carter's human rights program has
helped prisoners in the Philippines.

Eugenio Lopez Jr., 48, former publisher of
the Manila Chronicle, and Sergio Osmena III,

33, grandson of a former Philippine
president, escaped from maximum security
detention at the Fort Bonafacio military
camp this month by cutting -through four
fences, driving 150 miles to a seldom used
airstrip and then flying to Hong Kong in a
private plane.

Lopez said Carter's program of putting
pressure on governments which have poor
human rights records "gave us a lot of
hope."

In one case this year, Lopez told a news

conference, the U.S. Embassy in Manila
intervened and obtained the release of
Trinidad Gerilla, a woman leader of a
squatters movement, who was alleged to
have been tortured while in prison.

"It was the first time the United States
intervened on behalf of a Filipino," Osmena
said.

The two men were imprisoned for five

years, accused of rebellion in a plot to
assassinate President Ferdinand E. Marcos
after he placed the Philippines under martial
law in 1972.

They denied any connection with a
Marcos plot.

"If Marcos is sincere about letting political

prisoners free," Lopez said, "let him release
Benigno Acquino," the Philippine president's
chief political rival.
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Electric rate structure to change

# sweaters bags

BOSTON [AP] - The more you use the
more you'll pay. That's the theme behind
proposed new electric rates in
Massachusetts where big users of electricity
now get discounts.
Under the radically different electric rate

structure announced yesterday by the state
Dept. of Public Utilities, factories, companies
and consumers will have to pay more for
electricity during times of peak demand, and
less when demand decreases.
Now big users of electricity are charged a

lower rate for power than smaller users.
"The old rate structure did not accurately

reflect the real world energy situation," said
DPU Chairman Harold Keohane.
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"It's an economic fact that is costs dif-

ferent amounts to produce one kilowatt of
electricity at different times of the day."
The new rate structure, which will be aired

at public hearings next month, could
produce significant changes in work and
business hours as companies try to reduce
consumption of electricity during peak hears.

Within a few months the state's 10 utility

companies will be required to offer some
form of peak load rates to customers who are
willing to pay for the special meters, which
range from $75 to several thousand dollars.

Within a year, the utility companies must
devise a mandatory peak load pricing system
to cover all customers.

Because the develppment of the meters is

in its infancy, Keohane admits there probably
won't be enough meters — and they will

probably be too expensive - to install in all

homes and businesses.
Instead, utility companies will be required

to develop a peak load price system that
covers customers who do not have meters.

For example, a utility company could
compute a single rate for each of the three
classes of customers - residential, com-
mercial and industrial — by taking into
consideration how much each contributes to
the peak demand for electricity. Surcharges
might be added for summer or winter,
depending on what season demand for
electricity was greater.

"The big social impact of this is how much
can you change people's habits," says
Boston Edison spokesman Charies Newton.
"Companies with 9,000 employes who work
9 to 5: they can't change their hours."
Companies and factories, however, will be

encouraged to invest in metering systems
that manage their electricity use, said
Keohane. Instead of allowing air conditioners
to operate eight hours, for example, a system
with a thermostat could shut it off in-
termittently.

Communities respond to
state-wide growth survey
BOSTON [AP] - Neariy all Massa-

chusetts cities and towns favor reviving
central business districts, yet many also want
to slow down or halt overall community
growth, a new state planning report revealed
yesterday.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, his chief
planners and a special legislative commission
joined together to unveil an 85-page survey
of how the state's cities and towns feel about
their future. The report, entitled "City and
Town Centers: A Program for Growth," also
contained recommendations on how those
grassroots opinions should be translated into
governmental action.

Dukakis noted that local Growth Policy
Committees in neariy every Bay State
community had contributed to the final
report following many months of hearings
and study at the local level.

He said nearly every local committee had
called for action to revive traditional business
centers, not only those in older, larger cities
but also in smaller towns.
At the same time, the report's summary

said, "52 communities indicated either that
they do not expect to grow or that they
desire a no-growth future. Another 103
communities expressed a desire for slower,
more moderate growth."

The Office of State Planning, which wrote
the report, said this did not mean that
communities were 'trying to "thwart
growth," just avoid its adverse effects.
Many of the planning office's recom-

mendations merely endorsed already existing
state programs or legislative proposals.

However, it also urged several new ac-
tions, including these:

— An ^nti-arson campaign, including
beefing up of the state Fire Marshal's office
and closer state monitoring of fire insurance
policies to prevent over-insuring.
— Establishment of a Massachusetts

Heritage Trust Advisory Commission to help
localities preserve the best features of their
downtown areas.

— Speeding up of tax foreclosure
proceedings for structures not occupied by
their owner.

Fourth-graders show flair

in learning about law
WASHINGTON [AP] - Any student of

the worid can tell you the law is serious
business, but Ken Wilson's fourth-graders
from St. Louis do it with a flair not matched
in the most prestigious law schools.

Consider these games:
"A good thing to remember about needing

a lawyer is don't."
"A good attorney should keep thinking

about his case around-the-clock, 12 days a
week."

Wilson, who's been teaching nine-year-
olds for almost 20 years, says many of his
students aspire to be lawyers, and eagerly
soak in all they can about the nation's legal
system.
The teacher recently shared some of tf^

more astounding observations made by his
pupils with Barrister magazine, a publication
of the American Bar Association.

"I think many of them show keen insight,"
said Wilson in a telephone interview. He said
he prefers to have the children remain
anonymous, but offered these examples of
the fourth arade view of the law:

"By learning that lawyers are sometimes
called attorneys, I now know two places in

the encyclopedia I can try to find out about
the." one future researcher explained.

About an ancient milestone in the law one
pupil wrote, "The Justinian Code is a well-
known code few people have ever heard of."
Still another wrote, 'The Justinian Code was
made in 529 but I forget whether it was A.C.
or D.C."

Older students of the law readily could
identify with the youngster who wrote
resignedly, "I looked up what a habeas
corpus is twice, but I forgot it three times."
And how's this for perception: "Once I

had a chance to read a whole stack of law
books. Things they say in law books are only
to look at, not to understand."

For the sheer agony of learning: "Lawyers
sometimes become judges. Maybe they
become attorneys, too. I do not know. It

takes all my knowing to know the lawyers
sometimes become judges."

Compus Travel Center
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Air only from $119

Campus Travel
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Estrogen

—

'feminine forever?'
tifiball

Inserts and equality after the law
bobmclia

Recently there has been much discussion
among Collegian editors and staff members
about whether inserts, like Nummo News,
should be included in the Collegian. And just
as the Supreme Court is having difficulty

deciding the Bakke case, the Collegian is

having trouble deciding what to do about
inserts. But if we compare the two, I think we
can derive insights which will allow us to
settle both disputes in a logically coherent
and morally satisfactory manner.

Assunr>e that Allan Bakke is a UMass
student and a budding Bob Woodward, but
can't get his article printed because of a
quota granting a certain amount of space to
Black Affairs (Black Affairs is not an insert,

but it illustrates the similarities between the
Bakke case and the Collegian's insert
dilemma, so we will use rt for the moment
and retum to inserts later). Bakke thereupon
sues the Collegian for reverse discrimination,
asserting that had not the Collegian set aside
a quota of Black Affairs articles, his article

would have been accepted. The Collegian
quota is unconstitutional, he claims, because
we are all equals before the law a-vi the law
prohibits discrimination on the udsis of race,
religion or pol'rtical p>ersuasion.

This seems to be a strong point in Bakke's
favor until we realize that while all of us are
equal before the law, we are most certainly
not equal after the law. The provision of
formally equal legal rights to all is a cruel
fraud unless everyone possesses roughly
equal social and material equality, as the
following example should make clear.

My landlord is not fulfilling his contractual
obligations, and I have threatened to sue
him, but the threat is empty and he knows it.

Because I cannot afford legal counsel I must
go through LSO, which means a two week
wait before I can even see a lawyer. Then I

must wait for the case to be decided, and

even if I win there is no guarantee that my
landlord won't appeal the case or simply
ignore the decision. Because I can't afford to
just move out and risk losing my security
deposit, and because I can't afford a lawyer,
equal rights has given my landlord a
tremendously unequal advantage over me.
Law is supposed to enforce justice, but if

the American conception of justice is to be
more than a sick joke, there must be equality
not so much before, as after the law. Ap-
plying this principle to the Bakke case, we
find that non-whites have been
systematically discriminated against, and
that before the law affects them they have
been treated less than equally.

But for justice to be done, they must be
equal after the law has touched them, and if

that means quotas, so be it.

Another point to keep in mind is that the
practical effects of quotas are as beneficial as
the moral effects. The people of California
bear virtually all of the financial burden of
training doctors at the school Bakke is suing,
and they do it to increase the total level of
health care available to them. Only two per
cent of our nation's doctors are non-white,
and it is probably no coincidence that there is

a desperate shortage of doctors practicing in

the non-white community. Consequently the
best way to raise the level of health care of
Californians (or Americans) as a whole is to
provide doctors where they are most needed,
and as it seems logical to assume that non-
white doctors are more likely to practice in

non-white communities, it makes sense to
train vastly increased numbers of non-white
doctors until this imbalance is eliminated.
As for the Collegian's decision about

inserts representing minority viewpoints, the
answer should now be obvious. Before the
law, everyone has an equal right to freedom
of the press. But realistically, only the
Collegian has the money and the manpower
to reach all of us, and by denying other
newspapers the privilege of being inserted in

A recent ruling may change the course of
American medicine.

The Federal Food and Drug Administration
now requires that whenever a woman taking
estrogen pills gets a refill or new prescription
she be given a pamphlet explaining in non-
technical language stating that estrogens are
corrrelated to a five-to-ten times greater
chance of developing uterine cancer.

Estrogen, the female sex hormone, is

prescribed for symptoms of menopause and
for fertility problems.

The notion that estrogen can keep women
"feminine forever," whatever that means, is

false, according to the information pamphlet.
The major reasons the use of estrogen has

grown so much in the last 15 years are an ad
campaign in the medical journals and some
popular books advertising its (non-existent)
youth sustaining qualities.

Many doctors put up a real stink about this

pamphlet, but the FDA stood firm, finally.

The ruling was supposed to go into effect
Sept. 21, but was put off for almost a month
because the FDA has to deal with some
related lawsuits.

The Boston Globe recently quoted Dr.
Richard T. F. Schmidt, president of the
American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, as saying the organization was

the Collegian, the Collegian is denying them
equality after the law.

Neither Nummo News, or Outfront, or any
other small paper has the material resources
to effectively exercise their right of freedom
of the press without assistance from the
Collegian, because the Collegian has been
granted, and probably rightly so, a virtual
monopoly over the space, money, and
machinery needed to publish a newspaper. If

the Collegian is able to help them but
doesn't, then the equal right of freedom of
the press for these small papers will be
nothing more than a hoax, like my equal
rights regarding my landlord, and the
Collegian will be making a mockery of the
very principles it professes to believe in.

If the Collegian acts in a socially and
morally responsible manrer, and I have
confidence that it will, but the Supreme
Court doesn't, don't be surprised if one day
our nation's highest court is asked to rule on
"reverse inserts."

Bob Melia is a Student Senator. His
column appears every Friday in the
Collegian.

even experience such an erosion of con-
fidence that she would not bother contacting
her doctor at all but simply discontinue
consultation with the physician in the
mistaken belief that he lacks competence or
adequate concern for her."

Did you catch the "he" in there? That's
the key word.

Male doctors can't relate well to women's
health problems, if at all. There is, in most
cases, a total lack of sensitivity or even
conscious attempts to avoid it.

Schmidt said this ruling can only paralyze
the ability of the physician to advise his
patients effectively and responsibly. How
can it? Answer: no way; Schmidt seems to
be expressing a fear that runs through
organizations like the American Medical
Association that if people get educated, they
won't need doctors any more, or at least
won't pay them such outrageous fees. I too
used to believe the old story that doctors had
to charge so much in order to pay off all their
old school loans. But really, they end up
practicing for something like 30 years....
How can education be bad? Some doctors

say it will create a massive scare among
women. Well, if it does, maybe it's

warranted. Most of the people taking
estrogen are doing so unnecessarily, at
excessive doses, and for excessive periods of
time.

There are so many weird objections
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Campus Center, white elephant sale

jayniarrus

The not/on that estrogen can keep women 'Jemmine
forever'', whatever that means, /s false...male doctors

can't relate well to women's health problems, if at all.

suing the government for the first time in its
26-year history, because doctors "must have
the freedom to give advice according to their
own best judgements."

Well, it's about time; about time the FDA
took a stand and risked the wrath of the
medical associations. If you'll notice, there is

nothing in this recent ruling that prevents
doctors from giving their best advice. Maybe
the good doctors are afraid some of their
patients' blind faith in them will be lost if

patients find they can learn more from an
informative pamphlet like this one than from
their own doctors.

The Globe quotes Detroit Gynecologist
T.N. Evans as saying, "The patient could

coming from doctors about this ruling and I

can't speak to them all, but obviously things
may finally be starting to change. We all

need to be much better educated about our
bodies. If we were, though, the myth
surrounding the medical profession,
equating doctors with gods, might start

crumbling.

Certainly, this ruling can't be bad — let's

just hope and work for more like it. We'd all

be better off. Meanwhile, we can read Julie
Melrose's health column that comes out
Tuesdays in the Collegian.

Fifi Ball is Women's Editor of the
Collegian. »

Walking through the concourse, exploring
the interior of the fiscal farce of UMass,
raised questions of why we pay so much
money for so little in return. Having done this
almost four years ago, many answers have
since been given to me. Some are valid
others are ridiculous. The following facts
may surprise you - at this point they anger
me.

The Campus Center was a project
onginally pushed for by students. This leads
to an administration argument which is given
whenever the issue of a fee increase or
service deletion arises in the Campus Center
Since students wanted the complex, the
argument says, we should accept the
responsibility for its fiscal position. What is
absent from this line of reasoning is that the
students were not alone in the request for a
Campus Center. The Continuing Education
division also wanted a place to hold
seminars, conventions, and house its then
rapidly growing program and administration.
They agreed to have fiscal responsibility for
the space they were to utilize. In 1970-71
construction costs and interest rates began
to soar, and with plans and bids being
developed. Continuing Ed. declined to
participate in the project and backed out.
Instead of sharing space and cost with
students they took over Hills North and Hills
South dormitories, which students had
already paid a lot of money for.

expensive, must be used. Unconfirmed
reports state that this same contractor
reformed his fly-by-night operation and
obtained the contract for the library. The roof
in both the main concourse and the upper
floors (and the Campus Center Garage which
IS a whole story in itself) leak or have leaked
like sieves.

subsidize parts of the complex. If you own a
car which you have a lot sticker for, you're
helping pay for the garage. Everytime you
buy a book at the Textbook Annex, you
contnbute as a group at least $250,000.00 in
profit to the Campus Center Coffers. That
Hatch coffee you may be drinking right now
or the woofburger you inhaled for lunch all

_

The Campus Center Complex plans were
modified in the number of floors and design
at this point. When the building was con-
structed, several "mishaps" occurred. The
land on which it is built was not solid as their
plans assumed it was and the building had to
be shifted 90 degrees to accommodate this
inadequacy. Also, if you notice the third floor
outside the hotel lobby, a ramp for a bus stop
is easily identifiable. An unused staircase out
of the Campus Center Auditorium would
have brought you out to the phantom bus
stop. The contractor for the elevator system
had a low bid which has proved to be very
costly. Not being a general elevator con-
tractor from an established firm means that
only the contractor could repair or maintain
the elevators properly. Unfortunately, this
contractor has since gone bankrupt and now
special consultants, who are extremely

These anomalies in construction are a
mere fraction of the answer to why the
building costs so much. After Continuing
Education backed out of the plan, ad-
ministrators waited until five years later to
finally bond the building permanently. This
meant that the fee assessed to students
could slowly and surely rise with minimal
repercussions. By waiting this long they
allowed the interest rate to go much higher
and accumulated compounded debt from
the short term financing. By easing in this
additional financial burden we ended up
paying, for five years, the interest of the
interest of the principal.

We are paying not only a $79 fee, but we
are also assessed many hidden fees which

Staff photo by Sus Donnslly

contribute to the never satisfied revenue
mongers.

There is a move to have the state pay off
directly some of the cost of this White
Elephant. If they don't want it, the Collegian
should run a contest on how to get rid of this
burden. My suggestion is that we either do a
disaster movie, or sell it to the Miller Beer
Company, who could advertise its
demolition, with the student radicals
standing in the foreground. The caption
would read "Now Comes Miller Time".

Jay Martus is former co-president of the
Student Government Association. His
column appears every other Friday in the
Collegian.
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A letter

to the 'Duke'

To the Editor:

The following letter was sent to the
Governor regarding the composition of
the Special Commission to Study Higher
Education in the State.

This committee has been set up to
examine and propose reorganization of
higher education. Presently it appears
that students will not be members of this
committee. Five of the Six Student
Trustees of the public system have been
meeting on a regular basis to discuss
issues affecting students in public in-
stitutions in the state. We would like to
share our correspondence to the
Governor with you.

Marion L. Batiste

Student Trustee

Dear Governor Dukakis,
We, the representatives of more than

99,000 students currently enrolled in
Public Higher Education in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts, do hereby

formally protest the lack of direct par-
ticipation through voting representation
on the Special Commission to Study
Higher Education.

We feel that students have a fun-
damental right to participate in the
process that will ultimately suggest to the
legislature the future goals, direction and
access to -of Public Higher Education in

this state.

We further believe that the unique
knowledge and experience we possess as
students would prove to be invaluable
input when directly integrated with the
expertise of the other members of this

important commission.

We fail to understand how the ex-
pressed goals of "coordination,
leadership, planning, organization,
responsiveness, outreach, " as stated in

the "Working Paper of Higher Education
\Draft\" can possibly be achieved
without the inclusion of the most
valuable resource of Public Higher
Education in the Commonwealth - its

students.

Therefore, we strongly urge you to
reconsider the present composition of
the Study Commission to include student
representation on said commission.

Respectfully yours,

Judy Baker
Trustee UMass- Boston

JohnO'Connell
Trustee State Colleges

Marion L. Batiste
Trustee UMass-Amherst

Kevin H. O'Neill
Trustee Southeastern Mass.

Al Dean
Trustee Community Colleges

Greater sensitivity

toward discrimination

.
To the Editor:

Yes, it can happen here. The account
of the cross-burning outside the Bluewall
in Friday's Collegian made it perfectly
clear that the forces of racism and bigotry
are alive jnd well and living at UMass.
Unfortunately, we are not immune to
such '^sickening and menacing acts to
minorities at this great university.

If we recognize what can no longer be
denied, then ve must take steps to
counteract ii now, before it is too late.

1
1
When hard times come, people tend

to look for scapegoats ~ a bitter lesson
that my own people has learned all too
well. As this country is put in a state

financially blackened by OPEC and as the
Dukakis budgetary squeeze hits the
university, we must be united in our
efforts to avoid playing one group off
against the other, to scapegoat the most
convenient victim.

I am reminded of some very powerful
words of Pastor Martin Niemoeller
referring to the Nazis:

"In Germany, they first came for the
Communists and I didn't speak up
because I wasn't a Communist. Then
theVmnB for the Jews and I didn 't speak
up because I wasn't a Jew. Then they
came for the Trade Unionists, and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a Trade
Unionist. Then they came for the
Catholics and I didn't speak up because I

was a Protestant. They they came for me
- and by that time, no one was left to
speak up."

In UMass terms, that means when
there is an attack or effort to isolate or
scapegoat one part of the community*
here, all other groups in the community
must realize that if they keep silent, they
participate tacitly in encouraging such
acts.

2] It seems to me that the University as
a whole must recognize that this cross
burning is in all likelihood not simply a
one-shot isolated event. All concerned
people should seriously explore ways of
improving intergroup relations so that
people can learn to respect and value
their differences. This should become a
priority on a University-wide basis.

3] The CoWegian itself should look very
closely at the tone it sets. Does it help to
open up avenues of communication be-

tween people and groups, or does it, on
occasion, stereotype derogatorily and
treat people and groups as objects? It

seems to me to be tasteless and
irresponsible to include, for example, a
comic strip as blatantly sexist and not in
the least bit funny as that of Dick Jan-
ssen in last Friday's Collegian. The
Collegian should show greater sensitivity
and leadership. When crosses are burned
on the campus, the Collegian and all of us
must be especially sensitive to any form
of discrimination and slander — by race,
sex, religion, age and so on.

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter

^ews for Jesus'

offensive

To the Editor:

There can be, I suppose, no simple law
that bars ill-intentioned and well-financed
outsiders from invading our campus and
assaulting us with speeches, dramatic
performances, and recruiting pamphlets.
After all, there is free speech to consider.
And certainly some of us find a pleasure
in the sight of potato-headed Krishnaites
jigging bravely amid hulks of snow, their
faith both light and heat against our
winter.

But on Tuesday some kind of limit was
reached, and passed, with the ap-
pearance ofan unlikely group of Christian
proselytizers called, evidently, 'Jews for
Jesus'. These individuals, armed not with
truth alone, but with a goodly pile of
electronics, expensive speakers, and a
portable stage, managed to overpower a
large area of the campus with their
snappy renditions of favorite Jewish

songs, their well-rehearsed confessional
monologues, their polished calls to the
baptismal font. Meanwhile, positioned
across pathways, their confederates
accosted passers-by, thrusting in their
faces yellow pamphlets with large,

pseudo-hebraic lettering. Nearby was
parked their freshly-painted truck,
labelled 'The Liberated Wailing Wall'.

This kind of cheapening is more than
ugly: it is deeply offensive. Positive
evangelism - the simple attempt to rally

people to a point-of-view—is harmless.
Debasing the history, beliefs, or heritage
of other people - profound insult - is

another matter.

I am made uneasy by such spectacles
of insult and debasement. Censorship or
constraint of any kind is out of the
question. Is sensitivity, taste, discretion?

Alan Sanford

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number
Organizations may submit letters but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian or
dropped off at the Collegian office.'

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all
letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Public TV cited
as a man 's world

HER SAY NEWS SERVICE -
Although women are being seen and
heard more on TV and radio, public
broadcasting is still clearly a man's world,
said Muriel Cantor, consultant for the
National Task Force on Women.

Cantor said despite so-called gains in
women's liberation, men still dominate
the broadcasting industry, with women
being cast in "stereotyped" roles - or
being completely overlooked - in much
of the programming.

Cantor said on children's programs,
like "Sesame Street" and "Villa Allegre,"
male characters still make up as much as
78 per cent of the cast and are portrayed
in a much wider range of occupations
than are women. Such male-dominated
programming. Cantor said, leaves girls
without any positive and successful role
models.

Cantor said there are more programs
addressing women's issues than there
were before. But she said this kind of
special programming usually shows
women as a special interest group rather
than as an integral part of the population.

Tiir may cause
ovarian cysts
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE -

Research by a Finnish gynecologist has
found some mini-dose birth control pills

may cause cysts on women's ovaries.
The pills in question are low-dose

'-ontraceptives which contain only the
hormone progesterone. In the past,
doctors have preferred to prescribe such
pills for younger patients because
progesterone pills are said to cause fewer
side effects.

Dr. Olavi Ylikorkala studied medical
records of women aged 15 to 40 who had
ovarian cysts at a Finnish hospital bet-
ween 1972 and 1976.

Seven of the 81 cyst patients,
Ylikorkala found, had developed the
cysts after they began taking the
progesterone-only pills.

Ylikorkala found no cysts during that
period among women who took birth
control pills which combined progestrone
and estrogen.

Anti-ERA leader
may run for Sen.
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - Con-

servative 'Stop ERA" leader Phyllis
Schlafly is reportedly considering
challenging liberal Senator Charles Percy
m next year's Illinois Republican election.

Schlafly is said to be deliborating on
whether to tangle with Percy over the
Panama Canal Treaty, which she op-
poses.

She is reportedly backed by the multi-
million $ Conservative Caucus and may
be the first of that group's challengers
against GOP senators considered "soft"
on the Canal Treaty issue.

Lesbian denied
support in Eng.
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - A

woman member of the British House of
Commons was 'old her party will not
support her in the next election after she
admitted to having a lesbian relationship.

Maureen Colquhoun was ordered by
the Northampton Labor Party not to run
in the next election for a seat in the
House of Commons after she said

publicly that she left her husband to live
with Barbara Todd, former editor of the
lesbian magazine Sappho.
The couple reportedly sent out in-

vitations to a hosewarming picturing
themselves embracing. The photos were
picked up by the press. The Northampton
Labor Party then voted 23 to 18 to oust
Colquhoun because of her "recent
statements and public behavior."

Colquhoun, stating her sexual
preference has nothing to do with her
ability as a Parliament member, said she
may run as an independent in the next
election.

There are 27 women out of 635
members in the British Parliament.

^ife Isn 't Fair'

awards distributed
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - To

celebrate Women's Equality Day this
year, syndicated columnist Ellen
Goodman offered the First Annual "Life
Isn't Fair" Awards.

Goodman's "Doctor Jekyll Look-a-
^ke award went to Representative
Henry Hyde of Illinois, whose anti-
abortion amendment supports the
notion, she said, that we should save the
fetus and throw away the mother.

The columnist's "Blame the Victim"
award goes to Wisconsin Judge Archie
Simonson, who said a 14- year- old boy
was only "reacting normally" when he
raped a 15-year-old girl in school.

Goodman's "Archie Simon.son She
Was Asking For It" award goes to the
California Court of Appeals that found
the rapist of a stranded hitchhiker not
guilty because "it would not be
unreasonable for a man in the position of
the defendant to believe the female
would consent to sexual relations."

The "Acute Pregnaphobia" award,
complete with a home testing kit, goes to
Dr. James Sammons of the American
Medical Association for his sensitivity to
women's fears. He came out in favor of
hysterectomies as a cure for hysteria.

Woman gets 7 years

in rapist father case

HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - A 19-

year-old woman from Northern Ireland
has been sentenced to seven years in

prison for the manslaughter killing of her
father, who she said raped her con-
tinually over a four-year period.

Noreen Winchester said her father
raced her at the age of thirteen, shortly
after her mother died. Winchester
testified her father also raped her two
sisters, Sandra and Ellen, then threatened
to kill all of them if they told anyone
about it.

According to court testimony, this
situation went on for four years, until

Winchester and one of her sisters drove a
knife into the father"s back, killing him
instantly. Noreen Winchester was then
trieci and convicted of manslaughter.

The judge in the case, in sentencing
Winchester, chastised her for having
been "a willing partner" in the incest.

The judge further directed that "only
bare details" of the case be published in

newspapers; the names of the accused,
the deceased, and the fact that Win-
chester was found guilty of patricide. I

Federal loans to support
efficient heating systems
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A House- Senate

conference committee decided yesterday to
make $5 billion in federal loan funds available
for people installing efficient home heating
systems, insulation and other energy-saving
devices.

Some $2 billion of the money would be
loaned 'hrough banking institutions at

normal interest rates and individuals could
borrow up to $2,500 under that program. The
rest would be offered at subsidized interest

rates for poor^nd middle income families —
without any limit on the amount individuals

could borrow.
The panel also approved a plan designed

to turn neighborhood utilities into "one
stop" energy help centers that offer advice.

information and money
conservation efforts.

for home fuel

Carter will

visit farmer
while on tour
INDIANOLA, Iowa [UPI] - When

President Lyndon Johnson came to call on
Woody Diehl, farm prices were about half of
present levels and income was a fraction of
what it is today.
When President Carter arrives today, he'll

discover that in spite of the gains made by
U.S. agriculture the last decade, all is not
well with the block of voters he worked so
hard to woo.

Carter will spend the night with Diehl, 64,
and his wife, Mary, as part of his three-day
cross-country trip. They plan to brief Carter
on farm policies as they did for Johnson in
1966.

"Farmers are like anyone else," said Diehl,
who operates a 1,600-acre livestock and
grain operation with his son, Ted. "When
we're down and out, we go crying for help."

in Iowa alone, the slump in prices has
cost farmers about $1 billion in potential
revenues and is projected to produce a drop
in tax collections and cut deeply into the
state's treasury surplus.
Tomorrow, Diehl and eight other central

and southwest Iowa farmers will sit down
with Carter to assess the nation's farm
economy over a hearty breakfast of bacon,
eggs, toast and coffee

"I expect we'll talk about the problems we
face - the drought, farm prices, crop
surpluses and farming in general," said Diehl,
a long-time Democrat who headed the Food
and Agriculture Committee that drummed up
rural support for the Carter campaign last
year.

Diehl blamed "special interests" for
shortcomings in the president's farm
program and said things "have gone pretty
much like I predicted," since Carter took
office. But, Diehl said. Carter still has his
backing and he will express unqualified
support when the president arrives at the
farmhouse for a "relaxing evening away from
the worries of the world."

folobow
prisms
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GUATAMALA IN JANUARY

i

»tf5£iuCa-v. Collegian is

Mayan ruins, jungle river trip,

clinb semi active volcanos
Shds show at Hampshife

Mon Nov 7

/ 3()P(escott House Bl Lounge
Spanish and/or photography

instruction available

What's Happening

§

limited space ( Ibl Dec ?9 Jan 19

$960 includes airfare round trip NVC to
Guatamala City accomadations, food, travel ex

9 penses, and guides throughout the trip

i
for details, call Hotly Wheeler
Amherst 2S6 0219 (evenings)

^r'ar'^nsfi «ff^^<»"^^iS5 cc^«>"'t449 CrC^c

A fine collection of hand cut stress
quality crystal, high lead content
and exquisite shapes project color
and form when hung in a window.
A perfect gift for your home, from
$1.75 to $20.

A FILM BY A WOMAN. ABOUT
WOMEN AND FOR EVERYONE.

I ^

'^^^rth
Open 9: 30 to 6 Mon. -Sat.

Next to Amherst Post Office

II MIIIIIITIIIIXi xrrm

OLD TIME MOVIES
and Cartoons
October 22nd & 23rd

HAMPDEN SNACK BAR
9:00 PM

WORCESTER SNACK BAR
7:30 PM

IIOLD TIME^PRICES
Hamburger 30*

Hot Dog 25^

Fries 20'=

Coke 10*^

Ice Cream 15*"

*«larrinK
RouerC (»rmanp,rs.nis"|.l MIKKK"

Jeanne .Moreau • Kramine Kaielte • I uila B<)>e
( aruline ( arlier .na keilh t arradinr

'—''"' "'" A Ne» World Picture

FILMS INCORPORATED

Sun., Oct. 23 -CCA

7 & 9 • $1.00

TODAY
COLLOQUIUM

22^^mL^^"^. 5^!°'?? ^-^ P-^- Draper Hall

2^^ Moderated by Dick Whitney, Region 8,

CONCERT
Rosenshontz and Dixon, special concert

9^30 p.m. Rathskeller South, in Wilbur atMount Holyoke College (I.D. required) $?

WANTED:
CAMPUS

STEREO SALES
We are the east roast's
largest distributor of Hi
Fi, CB, TV, and Car
Stereo. We are looking
to expand our Campus
Sales Program. Set your
own profit margins on
equipment like Pioneer,
Marantz, Sony, Sansui,
Tear and Hy-Gain. Over
2-million dollar inventory.
No minimum orders.
SERIOUS SALES MO-
TIVATED PERSONS
ONLY NEED APPLY.
Send applications, includ-
ing references and pre-
vious employment to:

Donn Elliott c/o

Music/SiOHKII
MSTKWIITWeSi
6730 SANTA BARBARA RD.

BALTIMORE, MD. 21227

fMMUIIIU4AAA>^lA^j^^AA^iilAAlAACTp||^

nlted States Coin Sal
MOST OF THESE COINS ARE NO LONGER IN CIRCULATION!

5 PC.OBSOLETE NICKEL SETI 3 PC. INDIAN CENT SE'

THREE TYPES OF NICKELS

.IBERTY BUFFALO SILVER:

(0 LONGER BEING MINTED.

UST RIGHT FOR THE

lEGINNING COLLECTOR.

TTTTi:

BILL'S SHOE REPAIR
Located in the Center of Amherst

^ f Repair- (lloj:**. Fr\€

Hikiriu; RocM^.. ^ alUib<M>

LealhfT .f iK-kci^. /i|>p(>rs

B<M»ts. R mining Sh c>es.

HeeU. P II rsrs.

iV C^arrv-AII.H

1943 STEEL CENT SET

INTRODUCED IN 1859 AND

MINTED THRU 1909. THIS

SET MAKES A PERFECT GIFT.

DISPLAYED IN LONG

LASTING ATTRACTIVE CASE.

6 PC. 'S' MINT CENT SET

)WING TO A SHORTAGE OF
:OPPER DURING THE
:RITICAL WAR YEAR 1943
THE TREASURY DEPT
lESORTED TO THE USE OF
:iNC COATED STEEL FOR OUR
ENTS ONE COIN FROM
;ACH MINT IN ATTRACTIVE
)ISPLAY CASE

Wooico Dept. Stores
Mountain Farms Mall
Rt. 9 Hadley, Mass.
Open 10 A.M. - 9:30 P.M.,

Mon.-Sat. FrI. 'til 10 P.M.

ONE OF EACH

SAN FRANCISCO MINTED

COINS IN UNCIRCULATED

CONDITION FROM 1968

THRU 1973 DISPLAYED

IN LONG LASTING

ATTRACTIVE CASE.

CARNIVAL
On the playing fields next to University

Drive, across from Southwest dorms.
Tonight thru Sunday, admission free. Friday
6:30 to midnight, Saturday 11 a.m. to
midnight, Sunday 1 to 8 p.m
DANCE

International folkdancing (teaching and
review 8-9:30 p.m.) Cape Cod Lounge
Student Union.
FORUM
- Norman Birnbaum, Professor of

Sociology at Amherst College, will speak at
the Amherst Community Forum 12:15 at
Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant St
Topic IS "The CIA and American Intellectual
Life."

- Charles O'Brien, Spartacus Youth
League, National Committee, "Anti-
Apartheid Revolts and U.S. Imperialist
Moralism," 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 911-
915.

MINSTREL SHOW
The Chocolate Box Revue - An

Authentic Minstrel Show, Buckley Recital
Hall, Amherst College, 8 p.m.

MOVIE
"Death Wish," at 6:30 and 9:45 p.m. and

"Lipstick," at 8 and 11:15 p.m. Campus
Center Aud.
POTLUCK DINNER
With members from the "Mohawk Nation

of Ganienkeh," St. John's Church in North-
ampton 6 p.m.
PLAYS
- "Angel Street," Belchertown Jr. Sr.

High School, October 21, 22 and 28, 29 and 8
p.m. $2.50 admission.

- Lillian Hellman's "The Children's
Hour," 8 p.m. in the Hallie Falnagan Studio
Theatre of Smith's Center for the Performing
Arts. Benefits will go to the club's scholar-
ship fund.

TAG AND BAKE SALE
Clothes, books and unusual items plus

naturally baked goodies for sale, 45 North-
east Street, Amherst. Rain or shine 10 a.m.

SEMINAR
"Turning Leaves," presented by the

Eastern Region of Association for
Humanistic Psychology, will be held October
21-23. For more info call Division of Con-
tinuing Education 545-3420.

SENIOR PORTRAITS
Pictures will be taken the next two weeks

for the 1978 yearbook. Seniors graduating in

Dec. should make their appointments by
calling 545-2874 or go to room 811 in the
Campus Center. Morning, afternoon, and
night times are available.

DANCE ^0'^0"«0W

UMass Outing Club's "Harvest Nipper,"
Farley Lodge, dinner and contra dance
music by Ladies Chain, 6:30 p.m., $1.50.

MOPED TRIP
Throughout the Connecticut River Valley

today at noon, raindate 10-23. This will be a
tour hour tnp and is open to all who have a
moped driver's license. There is no fee.

MOVIE
"The Adventure of Sherlock Holmes'

Smarter Brother," 7, 9, and 11 p.m. Campus
Center $1.

PLAYS
Amherst Regional High School Theatre

Company's for production: "The Good
Person of Setzuan,". ARHS Theatre Aud 7
p.m., 10-21, 8 p.m., 22, 28, and 29. $1
students 1.50 adults.

POETRY SERIES
Readings at the Jones Library 3 p.m. in the

Burnett Gallery.

SUNDAY

CELEBRATION
Women's Center Open House, Baker

House basement, 7:30-10:30 p.m. Music,
poetry and refreshments, everyone is invited'.
HIKE
To Quabbin Reservoir with transportation

provided. This could be the last hike of the
fall, Sunday. Amherst Youth Center.

COFFEEHOUSE
"Caffeine Cafe," Amherst Youth Center

6:30 p.m.
MOVIE

"Lumiere," Campus Center Aud. 7 and 9
p.m.

SINGERS
Bud Godreau, folksinger and songwriter,

will present "Why I Wrote These Songs," 11
a.m. at Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 N.
Pleasant Street, Amherst. Everyone is

welcome.

NEW COURSE
Salvador!, a retired Smith professor and

author of "Free Market Economy," will teach
course titled Market Economy: Pros and
Cons. Twice per week no registration fee.
For more info call Douglas Warner 256-8403.

DANFORTH FELLOWSHIPS
UMass has been invited to nominate four

seniors in this year's competition for the
Danforth Fellowships. The deadline for
applying is Friday, October 21.

Campus Carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

THE KNIGHT magazine of Clarkson
College of Technology { Potsdam, NY) carries
this disclaimer on its masthead: "...The
opinions, ideas and convictions expressed
herein are solely those of the Editorial Board
and staff, and in no way reflect the opinions,
ideas and convictions of the faculty, ad-
ministration and student body. The faculty,
administration and student body have no
opinions, ideas and convictions."

THE KNIGHT is one of the endangered
species of student humor magazines in

America. It is copyrighted, so that "no
section or portion of this magazine may be
reproduced in whole or in part without the
written consent of The Knight magazine and
your mother. This includes photocopying,
storage or retrieval systems, transfer by the
use of Silly Putty, and reading it to your kid
brother in the hall closet."

HOW MUCH ARE COLLEGE
PRESIDENTS WORTH? At Indiana
University, a group of students calling itself

the Educational Rights Committee (ERC)
circulated a petition and gathered 3,000
signatures to request the trustees to cut lU
President John W. Ryan's salary to the 1975
level of $50,000.

Since 1975, Ryan's salary had been raised
to $62,500 while "students, faculty and staff

have been asked to accept cutbacks because

of the university's tight financial situation,
and we are accepting them," the ERC told
the trustees.

Ryan's salary had been increased by 20 per
cent in the last two years, averaging 7 per
cent a year since he was appointed president
in 1971.

Board of Trustees President D.C.
Danielson was reported as reacting "angrily"
to the petition, according to the Indiana Daily
Student.

"The buck stops with the trustees," he
said, pounding the table. "No other body of
the university has that authority. We have
given President Ryan increases in his salary
because he merits them and we feel very
strongly about it."

The ERC replied "There is a trend at lU
toward more administration at the same time
that other areas are being cut."

So, what else is new?

ADD HOT TERM PAPERS...UConn has
gone to court to prevent two California-
based outfits from advertising the sale of
research papers on the Storrs campus.

It's against Connecticut state law to sell

term papers, making it a Class B
misdemeanor punishable by up to $1 ,000 fine
or six months in jail, or both.
According to the Daily Campus

newspaper, a student may get into more
than just academic trouble for buying hot
term papers, since the purchase is con-
sidered a conspiracy to commit the
misdemeanor.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Tuna Grinder, Ham and
Chicken Roll-Ups, Basics; Tuna Grinder,
Summer Salad Plate.

DINNER - Fish Fry Plate, Lasagna-
Meat Sauce, Basics; Fish Fry Plate,
Colache.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Scrambled Eggs, Ham

Slices, Clam Roll, Devonshire Sandwich.
DINNER - Salisbury Steak, Eggs,

Sharp-cheese Salad Plaie.

SUNDAY
LUNCH — Scrambled Eggs, Bacon,

Meatball Grinder, Broccoli and
Cauliflower Casserole.

DINNER - Roast Turkey, Vegetable
Chow Mein, Noodles.
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Notices
AStAN AMERICAN STUDEMS ASSOCIATION

Meeting Mondav 10 24 8 p m Campus Center 809
Also remember office New Africa House 418
Mondav-Fnday 7-9 p m
ACRC COMPANION PROGRAM
-The prooram is recruiting "Big Companions

who can give 2 3 hours to an Amherst child Contact
Amherst Community Resource Center, 253-2591

-Volunteer Clearing House looking for volunteers

caT" 253 jM^"*""*"' °* ~'°""* Library in Amherst or

COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTUREAND SELF SUFFICIENCY
Important meeting Tuesday 10-25, 7 p m. in theSCER office. Student Union 406 (2nd floor)

FOOD SCIENCE AND NUTRITION CLUB
Alpine Slide, $5 cover 2 rides and transportation

Bus will leave Campus Center 6 p m and John Q
Adams 104 530 p.m tonight. Open to all students
facultv and friends
FOUND
- Black Bag near Coffee shop. Call 666 2294, late
-Woman's leather coat in Hampden Dining

Commons, Friday night. Call 253-5391
FREIBURG ABEND

Will be held on Wednesday 10-26, 7 to 9 p m 6th
floor of Herter Hall Refreshments will be served.
Interested students cordially invited
HILL EL
- Friday Night Happening, enjoy services and relax

with coffee and. Services begin 7 p.m Campus Center
162.

-Disco Party, Saturday 8 p.m. Hampden Student
Center
JUDO CLUB

Steve Hoyie, 1st Degree blackbelt and instructor of
UMass Judo Club, recently entered the Quebec In
ternational Open. In the 78 Kg. wght class, he placed
3rd of 22 people.
KAPPA KAPPA PS I

Meeting and Second Degree, Sunday 10-23, 6:15
p.m. No formal dress required, however your at-
tendance is.

NAri\/E AMERICAN SOLIDARITY COMMITTEEfot luck suDoer celebration of independence of th«
?^.° "t'J)'""""

'"'"'' ^0 21. 6 p.m ,n St johHChurch, Northampton '

NAVIGATORS No 465

or^'callMgi^s'""
'" ^^»"0«"»'"' «S0 mailbox 465

RESOURCES JUDAICA
Meeting 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 172, all welcome

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
An open hearing on the pass-fail grading system,

Thursday 10 27, 10 am. in Campus Center 101, all

interested are invited

SPECTRUM
Meeting for those interested in working on an.

poetry, fiction, and business. Friday 5 p.m. Campus
Center 104.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL
Interested in trying out for the team? Must attend

meeting at Curry Hicks Cage on Tuesday 10-25 at 7
p.m
UMASS AIKIKAI

Practice at Boyden gym 237 Monday and Friday 7-9
p.m. and Sunday 2-4 p.m.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB
Ride Sunday 10-23 a.m. in front of Student Union.

Destination to be determined. Bring lunch, dress
warm, all are urged to come
UMASS MARCHING BAND

Lost: 1 tan "Golden Bear ' golf jacket with grey
sweatshirt in Old Chapel. If found please call 546-6093
Reward)
WSYL-FM

"Ear Food", Treat your aural sensors to some good
music 97 7 FM.
ZAMIR

Israeli Music in the Valley? Yes, listen to ZAMIR
Sundays 1 p.m. on WMUA for Israeli music and
announcements of community events of interest to
the five college Jewish Community.

RSO Roundup
The RSO [Registered Student

Organization] Roundup is directed at allRSO groups and will appear monthly in
the Collegian, written by James P. Riley,
assistant coordinator of Student Ac-
tivities.

•

Thanks to: Bonnie Levetin, Jack
Albeck, Alene Greto, Sean Doyie and the
members 3f UPC for their hard work on
the Georc:'- Benson Show. Belated
thanks • Steve Aznovorian, Kathy
Moore, a d the Greek Council Activities
Committee for their very successful
Tropical ^'ant Sale. The
Association of College Unions- National
Entertainment and Campus Activities
Association Conference for New England
IS Nov. 5-8 - Student and Staff
registrations are due today - See Jim
Riley.

RSO's planning Halloween parties, see
Bill Hasson, Sarah Williamson or Irene
Richard this week regarding space
reservations, band contracts, food and
financial plans. The need for
Advance P'-ogram Planning has become
critical. RSOs planning activities for
November, December, Febnjary and
March should see a program advisor as
soon as possible. Schedule an ap-
pointment by calling 5-3600. Space
available for filnns, lectures, concerts, and
other programs has become very lirriited.
This is complicated by the need to have
requests to support departments 10 to 30
days in advance of the program date.

The Campus Center Program Com-
mittee is planning to publish monthly
program calendars for the spring
semester. Call Dave Kantor, 5-0983, 5-

0194, or see him at the Program Council
Office Student Union 41 5A for entering
your program announcement.
Programs available for sponsorship by
RSO's: Student Filmmaker and Film
Study Competition — sponsored by
Nissan Motors Corp - prizes include
$2,500 scholarship and a Datsun car.

College Bowl competition — teams of
four students compete against one
another answering academic questions
— intramural and intercollegiate com-
petition. Facets Performance
Ensemble for Cornet — a theatre piece
based on the works of Rainer Maria Rilke.

An Exhibit and Sale of Old Books
and Original Art Prints. Soleil - a
Laser Music Spectacle "Shakes-
pearean Rag" — an evening of
Elizabethan Lute Music, Shakespearean
Poetry, and compositions for guitar —
starring Morris Mizrahi. Musica
Orbis (folk, rock, jazz, and classical). - - - -

- slight of hand artist - Irv Weiner ("Mr.
Fingers") and Steve Dacri.
Hypnotists, Psychics, and Strange
Phenomena. The Britton Sisters in

Concert. The American Indian
Theatre Series. The Folger Theatre
Group's production of "Black Elk
Speaks". See a Program Advisor
in the Student Activities Office, Student
Union Room 416.

Residents available for adoption
As of Oct. 20 the following dogs are at the

Amherst Dog Pound (Wagner Farm 217
North East St., 253-7294), and may be either
claimed or adopted:
- Female collie mix, black and tan,

running at large on Tracy Circle.
- Male Spaniel, black and white. Belcher-

town lie. No. 437, picked up on a complaint
on Lincoln Ave.
- Male Shepherd puppies, black and tan,

stray on Potwine Lane, not house broken
yet, two each.

- Male hound, gold with black face
markings, picked up on So. Pleasant St bv
The Grist Mill.

"
^

- Female St. Bernard- retriever mix, stray
on Cowls Rd. North Amherst.

,rsZ.
'^^'® Gordon Setter, Pittsfield lie. No.

1860. loose at Echo Hill.

- Male long hair mix, tan with black face
markings, stray in Echo Hill area.
- Male Maltese, white, no larger than a

loaf of bread, wandering on Belchertown
Rd., Northampton lie. No. 1052

Proposals will force electric companies
to use "peak load'' rate systems

BOSTON [UPf] - The Massachusetts
Department of Public Utilities yesterday
submitted proposed regulations to the
secretary of state's office which would force
electric companies to use "peak load" rate
systems.
The new rate structure will replace the so-

called "declining block" rates in which
customers who use the most electricity are
charged the lowest rates the DPU said.
Under the proposed system, both

residential and industrial customers would
pay higher prices for electricity used during
peak demand hours, usually in the early
morning and evening.
"When the demand for electricity is at its

highest, during the so-called peak periods,
the cost of producing each additional unit of
electricity is also at its maximum, " said

Public Utilities Department Chairman Harold
J. Keohane.

"If demand at peak increases, con-
struction of new plants is necessary to meet
it," said Keohane.
The DPU said the new rate structure is

fairer, will encourage conservation; moderate
rate increases in the future by postponing the
need for new plants; reduce operating costs
and permit consumers to exercise control
over the size of their bills by shfiting use to
off-peak hours.
The DPU has already held 14 public

hearings on the new rate structure, Keohane
said, but under state law the proposal must
be filed with the secretary of state's office for
a 21 -day waiting period to give interested
parties more time to respond.
Another hearing is scheduled for Nov. 29.
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OfJ GRADUATE^^ SCHOOLWbMtodc

Full-time and part-time

Early Childhood programs
leading to a Master's Degree in

<t Reading
^ Children with Special Needs
<i Infant and Toddler
ttr Advanced Study in

Early Childhood Education
ir Leadership (Administration,

Supervision, Consultation)
-Cr Teaching

A representative will be at
UMass on Tuesday, Oct. 25,

10:30-12:M. Call placement
546 2224

Wheetoch CoSeg* Qreduate Scr>ool. 1 54 The Riverway
Boston Mm* 02215 (617) 734 5200 Ext 195

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best qu.iiitv
down vests m the area Filled with
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
with colorful np stop nylon outers
Assorted colors XS thru XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRL-
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALl AND
WINTER

' ^\^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAIilPTON. MASS.

Weekf).4vs
. 9.5 2i'

Satnrij,ly CJ.t^ (Ij^,
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 SftA.QIR'^ MOUNTAIN FARMS MAIo<j-* C7
1
JO ROuTt 9-HAOiiy mas;

Adults «2 50 -Students with AM C Cxrd $2 00- Chtlditn »I?S-Twi Lite Show Adults ft Sludtnts ttSOl
Special Engagements Excluded

^^ft^£"3£0 A ong ome ago m a c^etex^/ /ar /ar aw^

JPlI

Four outlaws . .

.

risk the only

thing they have

left to lose.
s...r,,„., RON SCHFIDFK

Fri atSrOO, 730, 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1.50
Sat at 2:00, 5:00,7:30.9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1.50

JAMES *'

BOND oor THESPY
WHO
LOVED

?ft

>ff

Fri. at 5:00. 7:30. 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1.50
Sat at 2:00, 5:00. 7:30. 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1.50

Fri. at5:00, 7:30. 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1 .50
Sat. at 2:00, 500, 7:30. 9:55
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/ 1 .50

r_:j .^ ... . ' / tV-" ^«># ftw> RaarlAc

ity of the One Niqht Stan

Fri. at5:15. 7:45. 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:45/1 .50
Sat at 2:15. 5:15, 7:45. 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 4:45/1 .50

Friday and Saturday
Midnite Show

iBeatle
AROUND
THEWORLD

in

A\
-^

See the Beatles you toved m this

finiyntf before reledsed ttim of the.r

cofKertsin Washington England rOkYO

University of

lassachusetts /Amherst

FINE /«TS

CENTER
GREASE "IS BACK!

Friday,

October 28
8 pm

IFINE /RTS CENTER

CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students
and senior citizens-

U, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center
Box Office MF 9-4 ^^All

Ticketron Locations
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Letter to the Editor
To the editor

/ have taken it upon myself to rise to

the occasion and give the New York
Yankees the much deserved and
unheralded credit that they have certainly

earned. I mean after all, no writer in

Massachusetts (Collegian inclusive] can
possibly relent from all the accusations,
beefed up journalism, and played out
controversies long enough to respect
what the Yankees have achieved so far in

this 1977 baseball season.
I am sure many Red Sox fans still

remain in shock. No — not from the

consistent inconsistencies that their team
had put them through this year, but
rather from a stunning victory of the

American League playoffs by the tt

-

" = ' f / Yankees, this year as a full

fledged loyal Yankee fan, I have dealt
with many a berated, confused,
bewildered, and frustrated BoSox fan.

Well Sox fans, once you have
recovered from this most recent Yankee
shocker, you will realize that you must
wait for your chance for revenge. What-
ever the case, the question still remains
intact: When are supposedly
knowledgeable people going to finally

give the Yankees the respect they

deserve? The Yankees had entered the

season amidst formidable pressures and
constant controversies, and this is the

same way many sportscasters and
writers had hoped they would depart as
evidenced by national television and the

daily newspapers.
It seems country-wide as though

newscasters, newswriters, and anti-

Yankee fans alike cannot seem to rid

themselves of a good thing they have
going — that is this common bond, a
social force that leads them to a unified

goal. That goal is to break up and ridicule

the damn Yankees anyway they can.

Intimidate them, fight with them,
pressure them, test their professionalism,

and berate the players and the loyal

Yankee fans by any possible means.
Well, Collegian, and all others — keep

trying because we are not giving up yet.

Not the players and certainly not the

fans. We Yankee fans may not agree with

all the managerial shenanigans that go on
with the Yankee brass, but we are loyal

fans and we intend to remain loyal to our
team because the Yankee force is

definitely with us, even if the rest of the

sports world won't join in on our
celebration. But I pity them because they

don't know what they are missing.

Drew Sheinman

* Kennedy spurs on team
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

friend and to play for you at the same time."
Looking over her past years in college,

Kennedy can pick out a big change which
had affected her athletic participation. "I

think the women's sports and facilities have
come a long way since I started, although at
times I think thev still aren't where they

should be," she said.

But Kennedy doesn't like talking about the
past or of graduation very much, because, at
present, she says she is mainly concerned
with how the team is doing. But one of the
reasons is because she knows that, come
next spring, her college career, a career
which bought joy and affected so many
people, will come to an end.

ir Football
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 24

somewhat inept UConn receiving corps with
16 catches, good for 212 yards.
How to counteract Farbotko? Most teams

have been triple-teaming him this year, but
MacPherson says UMass will stop him with
"tight coverage."
MacPherson also said he feels UConn has

an excellent offensive line as the average
weight of the monsters up front aver is 239
lbs.

As for the defense, its biggest problem has
been the secondary. For an idea of the sorry
state it finds itself in, a tailback, Nick
DeGraffe, has been converted to strong
safety.

One bright spot on the Huskies' defense is

linebacker Dennis O'Connell, a 6', 204 lb.

junior. The line, MacPherson notes, is "a fine
group of athi«to« hilt inexoerienced."

It has shown in the stats, as UConn has
given up an average of 34 points a game.

As for the Minutemen, who have out-
scored their opposition, 132-35, in the last

three games, the lineup appears to be
relatively healthy. The only question mark is

linebacker Peter MacCarty, who sprained an
ankle in the second half of Saturday's 34-13
victory over Rhode Island.

"We're better physically this week than
last," MacPherson said. "Everybody that got
bruised and bumped up is back in shape."

Despite the apparent mismatch, it still

remains that tomorrow is UConn's
Homecoming. As Nadzak put it, "it's not
hard to get up for UMass."

And MacPherson, wary of the UConn-
UMass rivalry, said, "We want to go down
there and get a W and then get some rest.

We're asking for maximum concentration."

The

CM ASS
Cnion Program eouncil in association with WMLl A

Presents

Woody Shaw
concert ensemble

Friday October '28 th 8 pm admission $2 «
'ckets:

^1 ih.^ ^t.irt.^nt n nJ/.n R^ii-^^m T ix, Sun M usic
,
Bac kroom R ecords

at the !^t udcni l) nion ts al I room ^ ^u e a o • ivt »uand 1 he Sound Room m Northampton

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? !! !Little Ads Get ilG RESULTS'

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!'!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Littl« Ads G«t ilG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

W« Buy Car* for cash 253 5384 323-5010

68 QsTaxy 500 Ford. $700 527-5746^

'68 VW Bug, VG Rebuilt engine, cond. body
fair, $200 or B Call 772-0672 Anytime

86 Volvo 122S Gooid mechanical condition

130,000 miles Frame needs work Call 256-

8467 Keep Trying

7TVW SQBK, $770 or 8 545-0811 Jack

122Volvo oarts sadErwagon. Rea. a6M3B4.

68 Chewy Wagon. S250 or 8 549 5993

73 Dataun. auto, V. Gd. cond. $1,500. 584'

1584 After 6:00PM.

Fender Bass-Music Master Excel cond .

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5-string

Banjo Excel. Cond Best offer on both

Call Brian at 549 3796.

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Mens. Ladies canvas & leather Reg. $18-
30 Just $10 14 50. Call 538-3181

1 mth old FM ttarao- fits in dash of most
foreign cars BO 546-5001

.

OVERSEAS JOBS- Summer /Year round
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia etc
All fields, $500 $1,200 monthly Expenses
paid, sightseeing Free inform Write
International Job Center, Dept MC Box
4490, Berkeley, CA 94704

Dog white w'blk spots Btown tags. Lost in

Amherst. Call 549-5434.

Lost pr glaaaaa. Wire rim brwn. ci
532-8143 Holy.

Call

Vats-with Military Police axparianca-
part time day work on weekends Al
Lasota 256-6381 eve

CALCULATORS

2 Corttinantal ttud-snow radials 175 14
$160 , 4 Fireston radials 155^ 13 $80 64580
ask Bill, evenings.

Gold Couch a Chair. Exc. cond. $150 734
8464 after 5PM Spfld.

OIlie is a 7 month old Gordon Setter He
IS completely housebroken and excellent
with children. If interested call 549-6739.

Ambitious paraon naadad as campus
representative for quality line of blank
cassettes Attractive Commission! Write:
Marmac, 424 Rowayton Ave., Norwalk
Ct 06854

Exparianced Waitraasaa.
Richards 11 to 1pm. daily

College Calculators offers low price & full

service All models avail T159-$225 58-
$99 95, 51 $49 95 MPs & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at
College Calculators 549 1316

Apply Poor
AUDIO

ROOM WANTED

1975 Voh/o 164. AC, Cruise control,

Michelins and snows, leather interior,

excellent condition inside and out All for

only $6,950 or Best Offer Call 253 5349.
YOU WONT REGRET IT!

1971 Pinto. New exhaust system, good
tires, needs some engine work Call 546-
7945 evenings Price negotiable

Fiat 128 priced for quick sale. $1 ,250 or Best
Offer Call 323^7384 evenings

OHn Mark III Skiis (170s) Never been
used $150 or Best Offer Call 665^4963
evenings.

Stereo Strack AM FM. Best Offeri Green
Suede Coat si^e 9 Margie 584 9468

Matching Executive Chair and Sofa $50
4 piece Oak Set Desk, 5 draw Chest, 2
Cabnets asking $ 1 45 Call 253 7462

Quiet undergraduate mala seeks room in

quiet house to hang hi* hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers. Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to tham.
Will live anywhere in area Please call

546-3503 Mon nites and ask for Joa or
leave message for rm. 209 - 50724.

Usad Receivers, Speakers Call 546-4034

^^J^RTAINMENT

Pro Music Service - Best in rock thru disco.
Monitor Music. 546 4731, Rea

TRAVEL

Expart Typing. Mary Beth eves 586-1206

Horses Boarded in exchange for use by
responsible UMass student 863 2680

For A Good Layer Cake: Custom made Gr

beautifully decorated birthday etc. Cakaa
on 2 days notice Right on campus, lr>ot

associated with Campus Ed Sorvica).

Laurie 546-9576

Expart Typing, only 40cents/paga. CM
after 6. Mon Tburs. 256-8464.

CoHagiata raaaarch papers ThouaarKla on
.file All academic subjects Send $1. for

mail order catalog. Box2S818-2, Los
Angales, Calif 90025 1213) 477-8474

PERSONALS

WANTED

MOfORCYCLEfORSALE
SUPER BIKE -74 KAW 21 900ccH^^
good condition Kerker pipe, Denselube
Cham OFFERS? 665 3031

FORSALE

Vox Bass AMP Guild (j string electric
AKAi casette deck Send phone » to Box
792, Northampton

CAPE COD HOUSE FOR SALE

Falmouth 300 yards from large Waquoii
Bay Trilevel 3 bdrms Fieldstone
fireplace Cathedral ceilings Celler
Central heat Sacrifice at $24,900 Tel 253
9328 Ask for David Shores

Players for weekly Poker Club needed
Call Bob at 549 1316

123

LOST

HELP WANTED
Babysitter - warm resp girl one night a

week for three girls 253 3149256 0577

T I SR-40 Calculator Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for
doing my assignments! Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256-
6069

Guatemala in January? Manan Ruins
lungle river trip, climb semi active
volcanos Slide show at Hampshire Mon

,

Nov 7, 7 30 Prescott Ho6se B1 Lounge!
limited space 15, Dec 29 Jan 19^
$950 .includes airfare round tnp to
Guatamala, accomodations, food, travel
expenses, guides throughout trip For
details call Holly Wheeler. Amherst 256
0219 evenings

SERVICES

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
and models, low prices Jack 586-0610

To Pater on your aightaanthl "Lifa ia a
banquet and most poor soul* are starvir^

to death Your Old Lady.

Girlal For a good time call Ken 6-9616

Girlal For a wild time, call tfte one of a kind. I

aimtopleaae CaN 6-8668.

Cary-East Meets West-I Love You-Oct. 23-

L8

To tha Birdman of Sampaon's lata.

Greetings from your Friends at U-Ma*a.

Happy Bday Kathy S. Never Cheat at

Solitaire Love Rock

lS!BSm.l:iJJ.JJ:il.Mlt'jmiHilfiJ.Bc?!i.llJ:U4lltI4mi:ldf1j.li<i!,iJ

-*
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-Sports Calendar"
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Cancelled
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Cancelled

TODAY
WOMEN'S TENNIS - New England Awa^
WOMEN'S GOLF - vs. Rhode Island Home
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - vs. UConn /^wvay 3:00
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - New Englands Home 2:00

TOMORROW
VARSITY FOOTBALL - vs. UConn Away 1:X
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. New Hampshire >^kv»K 11:00
WOMEN'S TENNIS - vs. New Englands Away
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Williams- Bridgeport- Maine Home 1:00
MEN'S WATER POLO - vs. MIT- Yale MIT 1:00
RUGBY - vs. Springfield RFC Home 12:30
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs. Boston College Away 6:30

GarbeKs Gorillas host

alumni game tomorrow
ffy HEfDI BERENSON
Collegian Staff

Football is not the only sport at UMass to
have a Homecoming game. Lacrosse is

having one, too.

Actually, tomorrow's lacrosse game, on
Boyden's upper field, pits men's varsity
agair^st alumni.

This annual event will commence at 1 p.m.
when the varsity team will try to extend its

past winning streak over the alumni.

"This will be a good time to preview this
year's team, ' said Peter Connelly,- assistant
men's varsity coach who will be playing for
the alumni squad.

The varsity played Boston College last

week and t)eat the Eagles, 25-4, so they hope
to keep playing strong.

The alumni have a strong squad this year
as many returning players are back from last

year's team. Wayne Ament, Dwight
Blomquist, Frank Garahan, the women's
varsity lacrosse coach, Mickey Menna,
assistant men's lacrosse coach, and Bill

O'Brien, are former all-Americas. In addition,
another ail-American and UMass' all-time

leading scorer, Jeff Spooner, will be playing
with many other talented alumni.

There is one varsity ail-American, Norman
Smith, who will be playing along with the
other varsity players.

The game is organized under the auspices
of head coach Dick Garber, and all of the
men who will be playing have at one time or
another been one of "Garber's Gorillas." No
matter what the outcome, he is the real
winner.

Poor Richard's

Rt. 9 Anihcrsi

Friday

NO COVER
COME EARLY

Sunday

HAPPY HOUR
ALL NITE

ShguxxMse
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

aA#IQ>UM$2.00«>'2:30
WUTIMBES EVERYDAY

Fall batsmen dismal,

but pitching optimistic
By ANDY BLUME
Collegian Staff

Bad weather, good opposing pitchers, and
a lack of batting practice combined to figure
into the UMass fall baseball teams' final 3-5-1

record.

"There was so much rain that we didn't
get to take much batting practice," said
coach Jim Bedard. The team went into
games "mentally letdown" and it would
often be compounded by fierce pitching
from the opposition.

The team overall hit poorly but two players
did hit well.

Freshman Tom Grimes looked good with
the bat, hitting .346-best on the team.
George Kelley was the only other man to hit

over .300 (.318). "A lot of people had trouble
hitting," said coach Bedard. "There were a
numoer or smaii injuries, but im not worried.
I know that all these guys can hit."

One thing that did shine for the
Minutemen was pitching. The team had a
combined ERA of only 1.20. Tom Nigro and
Doug Welenc pitched extremely well. Nigro
had a 0.00 ERA, striking out 12, walking four
and allowing only four hits. Welenc also had
an unblemished earned run average, striking

out 14 and walking two.
Tne team found several new pitchers who

showed varsity promise. Mike Yacyshyn, a
senior transfer from Clemson, posted a 0.82
ERA. Jim Lewis and Chris Collins, junior

varsity players last year, also pitched im-
pressively.

"We walked a few too many batters,"
Bedard said, "because the most anybody
pitched was 14 innings.

Notices
INTRAMURALS - Boyden pool will be

closed tomorrow for the Handicapped
Olympics.
NOPE basketball courts will be closed all

day tomorrow for valleyball matches.

Intramural football playoffs will be
beginning next week.
HOCKEY CLUB - Anyone interested in

playing ice hockey — call Dustin at 549-2635

or Chip at 546-9629.

For street hockey, call Rick at 546-9598.

Any woman interested in organizing a

women's section of the club, call Dustin.

RUGBY - The UMass rugby club will be
playing the Springfield rugby club tomorrow
at 12:So on the fields across from Boyden.

"Most everyone did well defensively. Plays
which we would normally practice in the
spring, such as rundowns, we didn't get a
chance to work on," he added.
A few other ex-JV players showed

possible varsity promise this fall. Tom
Grimes, Chris Koperniak, and Tom Good
impressed the coach.
The Minutemen will be looking for at least

two good solid starters to join Welenc and
Nigro on the spring pitching staff. In the fall

exhibition season the coaches got a good
look at a lot of players who may fit into the
spring team.

The return of Mike McEvilly, John
Czerapowicz, Dale Stone, and Leo
Kalinowski should also strengthen the team.
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B.C. by lohnny Hart
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21 -
Bom today, you poueas an
excellent nnenUl attitude
where work and success
are concerned. You seem
to have been born for orga-
nised activity. Nothing
purs you on more persis-
tently than a system to
work by. If you embark
upon some disorganized
project, it won't be long
befere you've tied all the
loose ends and managed to
get things moving at a
rapid and logical pace.
You don't court change,
but you don't work against
it; rather, you make every
effort to adapt quickly and
fluidly to whatever is

asked of you.
Although you enjoy the

arts as a 'spectator sport,'
you have probably not
been gifted to the point of
being able to indulge in any
art on the creative level.

Your understanding of the
creative urge, however,
does make it easy for you
to support those more
gifted than you. Indeed, if

you are fortunate enough
to have the means at your
disposal, you will very
likely act as a patron to a
number of young, deserv-
ing artists.

You have tremendous
humanitarian instincts.

Your love of animals, of

children, of the downtrod-
den is well recognized.
What may not tie so well
known, however, is your
understanding of those at
the other end of the scale -
those who want for noth-

ing, yet have their per-
sonal problems too. You
may be able to be very
influential during your
middle years where im-
provement of the environ-
ment is concerned, for you
will be interested in the
subject - and once inter-

ested, there is no stopping
your activity in support of

that interest.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daUy guide.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER
22

UBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Your magnanimous per-
sonality precludes any re-

fusal of aid on your part.
Take care, however, not to

overdo generosity.
SCORPIO( Oct. 23-

Nov.21) — Strange events
in A.M. begin to make
sense toward day's end.
Don't be surprised to find

yourself admired by the
young.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

Dec.21) — Those in less
fortunate circumstances
may ask for aid this morn-
ing. Check your own needs
before complying.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.l9) — An excess of

physical exertion could
bring you to an unhappy
situation late in the day.
Mental exercise cheers
you, however.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) — Your own sense
of values should lead you to

the making of good deci-
sions. Children bring fresh
views on an old question.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) — Curb any tendency
toward a sour-grapes atti-

tude. You know your own
limitations; you do not
know those of others.

ARIES( March 21-April
19) — Your physical at-

traction to the opposite sex
may land you in an emtwr-
rassing, but not otherwise
unhappy, situation today.
TAURUS( April 20-May

20) — Strong will power
and the sense to recognize
it as such rather than as
stubbornness makes this

day one of unusual gain.

QEMINI(May21-June20)
— Nervous tension may
lead you into actions you
will regret later. You
would do well to seek re-

laxing activities.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) — Restrain your tem-
per; otherwise, you may
do yourself a considerable
disservice today. Rely on
your discretion at evening.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —

Your natural tendency to
teach may cause you to be
misinterpreted by others
as imperious. Be diplomat-
ic.

VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— The impression you
make on strangers is vital

to your future. Strangers
may not always be so,

especially ones dealt with
today.

CopirrlgM. \m. UnMad r—tan Srid-

CM*. Inc

Today's Crossword
UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

1 Crazy:
Slang

5 in the
right

direction
10 Bridge word
14 Sickness
15 House

Capitol
building

16 Father
Arab

17Cal.
rockfish

1 8 Not the best
20 Orchestra

section
22Erick —

Stroheim
23 Actress

Mary
24 Residences
26 Spanish

river

27 Suits
30 Destroys by

fire 2

words
34 Giver of sly

looks
35 Punch's

friend

36 Numerical
prefix

37 "Judith"

composer

38 Its capital is

Augusta

40 Relinquish

41 Insect egg

42 Make

imperfect
43 Newspaper

subscriber
45 Plunder
47 Ensigns
48 Firearm

Slang
49 Mediterran-

ean
island

50" Irish

Rose"
53 ---Galahad
54 Auto of the

50s
58 Playing card
61 Very small

amount
62 Canopy for

a boat
63 Amouk :

Actress
64 Turkish

river

65 Weaver's
reed

66 Pass
impercep-

tibly

67 Lair

DOWN
1 Nasty
remark

2 Dyeing
machine

3 Fish
4 Land by the
ocean

5 Fool

6 Al Ian and
McQueen

7 Mexican

Thu rsd ay P JZZ le Solved

w A L E s

1
S A V R G E T

A L A M A D R E R A E
c A C I Lr T A T F S A S A
T L ll N 1 T I M E 1 T N E S^^E R|I N M I D D L E

C A N N E ^1 R̂ I N b § IJB
^ J 5 g TjI c L U N G 1 J g N
R A C £ 1 F u N U 1 D A L ^
A R T I M N E T 1 T EiN S E

lA L I G N S F L D E D
E R u s |Hg N E ^

E L , I T E 1 s c A R 1 G A L r
M 1 IN

1

ft f c u P E T A t E D
"S" "T E A M R I

1
At fj I

[yll^ L [u] T l\ S H_^ M A H

food
8 Shelley's

alma mater
9 Indite

10 Man of the

cloth
1

1

Blind as
12^'And--

bed"
13 Plaintiff

19 Butter fac-

tory

21 About
25 Fabled sea

creature
26 Growing m

poor land
27 Kind of diet

28 Weird
29Canada-

USS
coins

30 Chignon
31 Shoemaker's

material

32 Directly

below
33 Vertical

structures
35 — Otis

Footballer
39 Be sick
40 Ontario na-

tive

42 Game
animal

44 Shield divi-

sion
46 Pleasing
47 Kept out
,49 Dixie city

50 Dwelling
inits Abbr

51 Surety bond
52 -— Rcyale
53 Make dirty

55 Hurting
56 Greek let-

ters

57 Terminal
59 Pouch
60 Aberdeen s

river

»»»*.
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Adept Kennedy stars

in more than 1 game

Colle giari 21

fl

By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

It isn't very often that an athlete on the
college level can excel on the varsity level in
more than one sport. But UMass has been
lucky to have one of these athletes for the
past three years. Now, in her senior year,
Judy Kennedy is almost ready to graduate —
but not until the close of the field hockey and
lacrosse seasons.
Those are the two varsity sports she plays

and plays very well In field hockey, her
ability in high school was recognized and she
was granted an athletic scholarship by
UMass. Though sidelined with a back injury
her junior year, she's come back to help
essentially the same team through a much
more successful season. It is felt that her
presence on the field is making the difference
in the team's record and attitude.

Lacrosse, however, is Judy's favorite
sport, mainly because it is so wide open.
Although never playing in formal com-
petition before entering college, she was last
year selected to the all-New England college
team at her center position. Women's
lacrosse coach Frank Garahan said Kennedy
IS the axis around which the team revolves.
"She has all the skills to play any position,

so wfe put her at center where she has more
of a chance to use them. She's the con-
necting link between our offense and
defense", said Garahan.
Kennedy can see a broad similarity bet-

ween the sports she has played (which in-

cludes varsity basketball two years ago)
which has helped her.

"Some sports employ the same strategy
such as cutting for a pass, or setting a pick....
and after it's learned, you can use it for
another sport," she said.

It is obvious that Kennedy has taken what
she has learned and applied it well. She is

now involved and participating in intramural
football as well as hockey. Her team, the
SOWS, won the title last year and are
presently 5-0-1. The basketball and softball
titles were also taken by her team.
When she is not involved at all with college

competition, Kennedy is at home in Foxboro,

where she has lived all her life. She attended
Foxboro High School where she played field

hockey for four years. In her junior and senior
years there, her team was division cham-
pions while she was the teams leading scorer
junior year and was selected for the all-star
team in her last three years.
While attending UMass, Kennedy, a PE

major, resides in the Townhouse apartments
with teammates Ginger Bulman, Kathy
Gipps, Kelly Sails, and Sue Kibling. The
atmosphere created by this arrangement is

suitable to all of them.
"It's crazy. We're always talking about the

game we just played or the one coming up.
We just talk for hours... on and on. It makes
the sport more fun," she says.

If being a winner is always more fun than
losing, then Kennedy is certainly getting her
share. The field hockey team is undefeated
and appears headed for the playoffs.

"I'm sure the team will qualify for the
regional playoffs. I'm just hoping we do well
enough to make the Nationals," she said.

Judith Davidson, UMass field hockey
coach, credits Kennedy with much of the
team's success. "She's the sparkplug. On
the field, she's a quiet leader and her en-
thusiasm affects everybody," Davidson said.

But the quality which fascinates Davidson
is Kennedy stamina. "She has so much
endurance that after 70 minutes of hockey, I

know she could still play another 35. She's in

great shape."
That is still another reason why coach

Garahan has her playing center in lacrosse, a
position that is physically very tiring. "She's
in the kind of shape that anyone trying to
stay with her the whole game would be run
into the ground," he said.

Garahan is thankful to Kennedy for making
him feel welcome when he first came from
men's athletics two years ago.

"Before I started coaching, I heard about
her - that she was a real athlete. But as I

came to know her, I found she was a person
who was special. She helped me to make
that adjustment and I'm very grateful to her
for that," he said. "She isn't afraid to be your

TURN TO PAGE 17

Judy Kennedy, a sparkplug on the UMass field hockey team, takes a swipe at

the ball in action early this season. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

WEEKEND MONEY
The Collegian Graphics

Department is looking for

people(especially artists)

who can work on weekends.

These are WORK STUDY
ositions. Contact Randy Glenn

at the Collegian

^ART PRINT SALE
AT THE CAPE COD LOUNGE
OCT. 19, 20, 21

GREAT FOR DORMS & APARTMENTS

SPONSORED BY ASTRONOMY

V CLUB

©1977 Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee, Wis.

J

\SN^^

Size^Cbtv.. JHI

cam

HOOdS
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

(^Fairfield MaH/chicopee

IIThe Bell of Amherst"

BELL'S PIZZA
65 University Drive

Free Delivery
on Campus

Sun. - Thurs.

253-9051 549-1311
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u^hTV y i r^
^^^ ~ UMass' Kevin Cummings and Dennis Dent tell the

Rh.H ff'^^^r*'
Cummings hauled in one of his three touchdown passes againstRhode Island last weekend in the Minutemen's 37-6 victory. (Staff photo by Dave

Trojans travel to ND
The worst defeat in Southern Cal history

might have been the best thing that ever
happened to the Trojans.

After Notre Dame beat Southern Cal 51-0
in 1966, Coach John McKay vowed never
again to let the Irish humiliate the Trojans. In
the 10 games between the two rivals since
then, Southern Cal has won eight, lost one
and tied one. And John Robinson, McKay's
successor, has every intention of maintaining
the tradition when the teams meet tomorrow
in South Bend in a nationally televised game.

Fourth-ranked Southern Cal has lost once
against five victories, dropping a 21-20
decision to Alabama two weeks ago. The
Irish, ranked 10th, are 4-1, losing only to
Mississippi in their second game.

"Bryant had somebody up above helping
Alabama," Notre Dame Coach Dan Devine
said of Alabama Coach Bear Bryant.
"Hopefully, we'll have the same thing. We
need a great team effort and some breaks."

Devine is particularly worried about
Southern Cal running backs Charles White
and Dwight Ford and the passing com-
bination of Rob Hertel to Randy Simmrin.

"Southern Cal has two excellent tailbacks
and I think they've got a more diversified

offense," Devine said. "Their wide outs are
extremely skilled and they have an excellent
quarterback. Pro scouts say Southern
California is faster and quicker, so we're
going to have to dig and scratch on defense.
Their passing combination probably is the
best two people we've faced."
The Irish, six-point underdogs, will be

helped by the return of running back Vagas

Ferguson, who will be available for the first
time since Notre Dame's opening game
against Pittsburgh.

"He will help us with speed and
quickness," Devine said.

And that is where Notre Dame needs a
great deai of help against the Trojans.

"I don't think we'll be able to outspeed
them and they've got a very sophisticated
pass defense," the Irish coach said. "They
use all the coverages and pros use and
college too."

Notre Dame fans might like to recall that
their team's only victory in 10 years against
Southern Cal, in 1973, was also the last year
the Irish won the national championship.

In other games involving nationally ranked
teams, top-rated Michigan is a 20-point
favorite over Minnesota, No. 2 Texas is a 17-
point favorite over Southern Methodist
University, No. 3 Alabama is an off-the-board
favorite over Louisville, No. 5 Ohio State is

off the board over Northwestern, No. 6
Oklahoma is favored by 14 over Iowa State,
No. 7 Colorado is a four-point underdog in a
big game at 17th- ranked Nebraska, No. 8
Arkansas is favored by 11 over Houston and
No 9 Penn State is a 14-point favorite over
West Virginia.

"We're not going to take anyone lightly,"
said Michigan fullback Russell Davis, who
gained 105 yards last week in a 56-0 romp
over previously undefeated Wisconsin. "We
learned a lesson last year from Purdue."
Purdue beat Michigan 16-14 last year to
topple the Wolverines from the No. 1 spot.

O'Brien lays It on thick

to the fig h tin' superstar
A/fW YORK \UPI\ - NBA commissioner

Larry O'Brien is not a boxing fan when the
combatants are NBA players and the arena is

a basketball court, so Thursday he fined Los
Angeles center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar a
record $5,000 for punching Milwaukee rookie
center Kent Benson.

Abdul-Jabbar, who has a broken hand
from the Tuesday night incident, escaped
without a suspension because of the severity
of his injury. Benson, an All-America from
Indiana, suffered a mild concussion and
lacerations when he was decked.

"The fact that a single, swift act of

violence resulted in injuries to two players
points up the danger and recklessness of
such action," said O'Brien. "Conduct of this
nature will not be tolerated and will be
punished accordingly. Every player in the
NBA is on notice that I oppose fighJng
during games, no matter what the
provocation. I will use all the powers of my
office to prevent violence within the NBA."
The largest previous fine was the $2,500

apiece levied against Maurice Lucas of the
Portland Trail Blazers and Darryl Dawkins of
the Philadelphia 76ers for fighting during last
season's championship playoffs.

Stickers travel north

for big UNH meeting

Collegian 23

omen harriers host the Best!
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team suffered
another rainout yesterday but goes into
action tomorrow against New Hampshire in
an away game which starts at 11:00.

Instead of playing the game, UMass
practiced for three hours. The cancelled
contest was against a weak Central Con-
necticut team, which would have been an
easy game for the Minutemen. In fact the
players were supposed to all play different
positions and have a good time and relax.
Coach Judith Davidson was very much

encouraged by the team's ability and ef-
fectiveness in practice. She said her team
was scoring very well, which as of late has
been a problem.

Against UNH, Davidson is expecting a
good game. The Wildcats, like UMass beat
perennial power Springfield, 1-0, this season

I iKfu""'^
°^^®^ information available aboutUNH IS that It tied a very strong UConn team

Physically, the team should be in good
shape. Cheryl Meliones has a hurt ankle and
may have pulled a muscle but skipped
practice yesterday to relax, and she should be
ready.

The Minutewomen, as the season begins

to wind down, have been playing their best
hockey as of late which reaffirms Davidson's
belief that they are "the best field hockey
team in New England." Their 6-0-2 record
reflects her belief.

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The third annual women's New England
Cross Country Championship, which will be
held at 2 p.m. Sunday above NOPE, should
"probably be the most exciting women's
collegiate race ever in New England," ac-
cording to UMass coach Charlotte Lettis.

"It wii: be a big race, and I'm sure it will be
an amazing one," she said. "It will almost be
histoncal. It will finally show how far
women's cross country has come, even
though it has a long way to go."

If Lettis sounds excited, she can be ex-
cused, especially after looking at the figures
showing the growth of the women's New
England meet.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ ^ an <t) ^^

Mon.-ITiur.

Frj.-Sun.

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
ll:30a.m.-10:00p.in.

11:3fla.ni.-ll :00 p.m.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINM H %\ ^>~

ni.iiii >^ .Mirsf t lioii f ,)|

"^/i-i lii.ui SpKut ( hii. kcr

*^ « 1 1'
; \ NiMi r Sh rini •>

' 111 lui nil links >;ijrc rilv
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10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Kanquet FaiMlities

University of Massachusetts / Amhefst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

LAZAR
HERMAN

Legendary

Soviet

Pianist

"The Phenomenon of the Music

World", Fmil Gilels

Wednesday, October 26 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale Gen.
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A $3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Two years ago, Umass was first in a field
of four full teams. Last year the
teams. This year's meet, at press time, had
an entry of 24 full teams, with some 200
individuals expected to run.

dividuals expected to run.

"This should be the most exciting athletic
event on campus this semester," said Lettis.
The excitement should be double-barreled,

as a slew of talented individuals will battle for
top honors, while there should be a three-
way fight for the team prize.

No less than 12 individuals will be close at
the front of the race, with the top names in
New England represented.
Anne Sullivan of Harvard rates as one of

the top choices for individual champion. She
was Rhode Island mile, two mile and cross
country champion in high school, and more
recently was Greater Boston Meet champ,
breaking Lettis's Franklin Park course record
in the process.

Dia Elliman of Hampshire College and the
Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club was
seventh in the recent Bonne Bell Mini-
Marathon in Boston and is also a top threat.
U Mass's Jane Welzel has led the

Minutewomen in all their meets this season,
broke two course records (Brandeis and
Williams) in the process and was 13th in the
Bonr>e Bell race.

Karin Von Berg of Middlebury was an
indoor Eastern finalist in the 880 and a finalist
in the outdoor Eastern mile and 880. She did
not run cross country last year, but was New
England Small College Athletic Conference
champ last week.
Kathy Whitcomb of Tufts was NE champ

two years ago, was indoor Eastern mile
runnerup and was a finalist in the outdoor
Eastern mile. She did not run cross country
last year.

Moo Thorpe of Middlebury finished third
in last year's NE meet and 12th in the Eastern
cross country meet. She has not competed
yet this season, but is entered and has to be
considered a favorite.

Johanna Foreman of Han/ard, though not
primarily a cross country runner, (National
AAU 800 meter champ and international
competitor) has to be considered a top

prospect, though she did not run in the early
part of the season. She was third in theGBC s.

Some of the other top names are Michele
Cutsforth of Williams, Tina Francario of
UMass, Donna Randall of Brandeis, Kelly
Nelson and Sue Connolly of UConn and Lin
Putnam of Middlebury.
The team battle will be a little simpler

though no less intense. UMass, Middlebury
and Harvard are expected to run head to
head, with no holds barred, may the best
team win.

"Team" is the key, as a closely grouped
pack will provide a lower score because it

pushes the other team's scorers back in the
field.

"The school that runs together as a team
should do well," said Lettis.

For this and the remaining championship
meets, Lettis has chosen her seven best
harriers. The rest of the team will run in
practice uniforms.

o •^^?. !?P
^®^®" 3^® Welzel, Francario,

Priscilla Wilson, Barb Callanan, Sue Swartz
Linda Welzel and Debbie Farmer.
"As a team they're in good shape," said

Lettis. "I think they're ready to race against
the best, and they're excited about meeting
the best in New England."

Middlebury is last year's NE champ and
Eastern runnerup. It was also NESCAC
champs this year, and only lost two runners
from last year's squad.

Harvard is the most dramatically improved
tearri. With two good frosh front runners
(Sullivan and Foreman) and improved
veteran depth, the Crimson was GBC
champs in its second year of running.

"With three outstanding teams like this
finishing anywhere in the top three will be no
disgrace," said Lettis.

"I'm sure the course record (17-18 by
Lavinia Muncy of UConn in last year's NE's)
will be shattered," said Lettis. "It will be a
combination speed race and strength race
since our course (3 miles) is half uphill and
half downhill.

"Tell everyone to come out and scream
and yell."

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST , AMHERST
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Call: 256-6828 for
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Powerhouses

UMass pololst Russ Yarworth fanda off an oppoaing attack by Harvard in ac-tion last Saturday against the Crimson. (Staff photo by Jaff Stonal

Spikers host quad-match;
depth and hustle needed

WEEKL Y SPECIALS

KAM-
CHATKA
VODKA
$4.75 ,

FALSTAFF
12 oe cans

$5.25 case

Featuring

Sprinqrain
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By LEO PELOQUIN
CoUegian Staff

For the avid volloybaii fan, the best place
to be this weekend is at the NOPE gym-
nasium tomorrow at one p.m. That is the
place and tirne for the fir»t quad-match ever
hosted or participated in by the UMass
volleyball team. The three opponents in the
marathon affair will be Williams, the
University of Bridgeport, and the University
of Maine (Orono).

Volleyballs will be flying as both courts will

be used for the contest. At one p.m., it will

be Williams vs. Bridgeport on court one and
Maine-UMass on court two. At two p.m., the
pairings will be UMass- Bridgeport, Maipe-
Williams. At three p.m., UMass will tangle
with Williams and Bridgeport will square off
vs. Maine.

Williams and Maine figure to pose the
toughest competition for the Minutemen.
Williams is 11-1 on the year, with its only loss
coming at the hands of Springfield. Williams
lost to UMass last year but it has four
returning starters and heat UNH (one of
UMass' defeats) easily this year. UMass

coach Oianne Thompson said that Williams
is always scrappy.
Maine will be making its first trip outside of

Maine, and tha Black Bears sport a 13-2
record this year. One of their losses came to
Salem State (one of UMass' two victories).
They are coached by Janet Anderson and
Thompson calls them the best team in the
state of Maine. The Bears, too, fell victim to
UMass last year and only have two players
back from the 1976 starting team.

Bridgeport, under coach Gail Lackey, is

hovering around the .500 mark. Its biggest
victory of the season was its win over Central
Connecticut, which UMass was destroyed by
on Tuesday.
Thompson said, "Depth is going to be very

important in the outcome of the match." She
plans to use two or three players from her
junior varsity squad and is hopeful that the
homecourt advantage will help get her squad
back on the winning track. She said that the
team has been practicing some different
serve- receive formations and will use them in

the quad-match. She also said that the ef-

fectivenesss of the new strategies will
depend on how well the team hustles.
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Women harriers host NE's; p. 23

Judy Kennedy feature; p. 20

Gridders travel
to Husky- land
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

On paper, it appears to be a total mis-
match.
The UMass football team is 6-0 ( 4-0 in the

Yankee Conference). The Minutemen have
outscored their opponents, 187-69, in the six
games.
The University of Connecticut football

team is 0-6 ( 0-2 in the Yankee Conference).
The opposition has outscored the Huskies,
51-203, in their six games.

But last season the almost exact same
circumstances surrounded the annual
UMass-UConn grid affair, and UConn upset
the Minutemen, 28-6 and spoiled UMass's
homecoming weekend.
UMass will be trying to wipe out the

possibility of a repeat performance tomorrow
when it travels to Storrs to take on UConn in
a 1:30 (1:20 WMUA) game at Memorial
Stadium.

Will an upset happen again? To listen to
UConn coach Walt Nadzak, even the
thought boggles the mind.

"It's going -to be a case of men playing
boys," Nadzak said. "There's quite a bit of
difference in the oersonnel of the two teams.
UMass is the best defensive team we'll play
this year. I've never seen a more intense
defense."

"And, if all that isn't enough," Nadzak
added. "We just can't find a weakness on
their team."

But to hear out UMass coach • Dick
MacPherson, a bit of a different picture is
painted.

"It's still the same schedule as last year
"

MacPherson said. "We remember last year
here. Without a win Saturday, that one up
north ( the probable Yankee Conference title
game at New Hampshire on Nov. 12) will
mean nothing. It's almost scary to have them
0-6 again."

Scary? Maybe the record, but little, if

anyting else about the Huskies should strike
fear into the hearts of the Minutemen.
UConn, which went 2-9 last season and

prompted the firing of caoch Larry Naviaux,
suffered a blow even before the season
started.

Tailback Roger Ings, who was expected to
be the Huskies' star in the backfield this year,
suffered an achilles tendon injury in spring
drills and aggravated it in preseason
workouts. He has been forced to sit out the
year.

In his place, UConn has gone with a
combination of running backs in an effort to
pump life into its listless offense. The top
ball-carrier for the Huskies has been fresh-
man Joe Addison, a 5'9", 181 lb. tailback. In
addition, fullback Robin Anderson, a 5' 11',

207 lb. junior, whom MacPherson charac-
terizes as a "good" runner, is listed as the
other starter this week.
Another freshman, Maron Clark (5'9", 150

lbs.), has been the starting quarterback since
Nadzak benched junior John Chase after the
first few games of the season.

Clark hao completed 51 per cent of his
passes, but only one of the 35 receptions has
gone for a touchdown. But passing isn't
Clark's forte. Scrambling is.

According to a UConn sportswriter, Clark
is a good running QB. Forced to run out of
the pocket more than a few times this
season, he has proven to be slippery in the
open field.

But MacPherson says, "he runs so much
because he's a freshman. Lots of times he'll
run out of the pocket because he doesn't
know what else to do. He's a freshman
playing like a freshman."
When Clark does throw the pigskin, more

likely than not his aerials will be directed to
tight end Bob Farbotko. All-Yankee Con-
ference at his spot a year ago, Farbotko is a
monstrous 67 ", 223-lb. target. He leads the

TURN TO PAGE 17

Booters visit seventh

ranked UConn Huskies
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Fresh off of a 2-0 shutout over Worcester
Polytechnic, the UMass men's soccer team
travels to Storrs, Conn, today to face the
Huskies of UConn in a 3:00 p.m. contest.

However, the 4-4 Minutemen will go into
the game without the services of co-captain
Ed Niemiec, who learned yesterday that he
wil! be out for the year due to calcium
deposits in the muscle of his left thigh.
Niemiec's condition stems from an injury
which he received three weeks ago in a game
against Keene State. His loss comes as a big
blow to the Minutemen, who will miss the
excellent ball control tactics of the senior
midfielder.

The Huskies, ranked seventh in New
England (just above UMass), have had
problems of their own as they carry a 6-6-1

ledger into today's contest after having a
banner 18-2-2 season last year. A perennial
powerhouse, UConn lost its starting
goaltender in the first game of the year to a
broken collarbone. Since then, coach Joe
Morrone has been searching for a consistent
netminder, but hasn't been successful.
Today, according to UConn sources,
Morrone plans to start midfielder Jim Lyman
in goal.

Offensively, UConn has been averaging 25
shots on goal per game, but blames its poor
showing on the lack of solid goaltending.
One of the chief threats on that Huskie
offense is Morrone's son Joe who was a
member of the U.S. Olympic soccer team
last year. Morrone is a freshmen but has
been solid this -year on the young UConn
team

Other scoring threats that the Minutenrwn
defense will be trying to contain inctuctes
forward Medrick Ernierson and senior
captain Tcm> Nevers.

Othar than thtir wa^ goaltar^ding, ac-

cording to UConn sources, the mediocre
record thus far this year is due, in part, to the
tough schedule that the Huskies play. In-

cluded on the UConn schedule are such
national Division I powerhouses as San
Francisco and St. Louis, both of whom
defeated the Huskies this year.

UMas mentor Russ Kidd says that this is a
pivotal game for both schools with a berth in

the New England tournament possibly
hinging on the result.

"It's a survival game for both of us," said
Kidd. "This is the game that we point to each
year.

"They (UConn) have talent to bum, but I

really don't think that their problems of late
have anything to do with their goaltending,"
explained Kidd. "They have a rigorous
program down there and I just can't figure
out what's happening."
Thus far this year, the Minutemen have

been streaky, winning their first three and
then dropping the next three games before
Tuesday's win over WPI. The Minutemen
hope that the WPI game was the start of
another win streak in their quest for a berth
in the New England tournament.

"This is a definite big one for us," said
injured co-captain Niemiec. "These guys
(UConn) have one of the toughest schedules
in the nation."

After today, the Minutemen wili return
home and prepare to host the Owls of
Westfield State on Wednesday afternoon at
3:00 p.m.

BOOTER BANTER: Morrone is a UMass
graduate and played hockey and soccer here
with Kidd... UConn's newspaper, the
Connecticut Daily Campus, has a woman
reporter covering the soccer team, but she
isn't allowed to travel with the team on the
bus because she doesn't wear a tie like the
players... this is the third year in a row that
Niam^ has missed a large part of the
saaaon dua to injuriaa.

Dennis Dent speeds around the block of lineman Gerry Greene (63) as UMass
running backs continue to churn out the yardage. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Bill Edelstein

Loathing in Beantown
The Bakke case has focused attention on

equal opportunity and, in some instances,
racism. Many advertisements in media have
made us aware of their inherent sexism.

During this past week another form of
discrimination was blatantly perpetuated, yet
no one took the time to bat an eyelash.

Yes, another chapter in the ignominious
book of Bostoni-ist attitude has been written.

Bostoni-ism is defined as "a program or
practice of geographical discrimination,

prejudice, and persecution by a professional
sports league against its Boston-area
franchise."

Bostoni-ism first crept onto the sports
scene in the early 1960's. It was at this point
in time that the Boston Celtics' string of
championships was beginning to become
impressive.

To combat the Celts' success, NBA
referees called fouls against Boston at an
alarming rate, also assessing to then-coach
Red Auerbach the most technical fouls ever
given an NBA coach.

The recent case of Bostoni-ism also
concerns Auerbach, who traded the rights to
two draft picks to Houston and got nothing
in return. Originally, Red was supposed to
receive Houston forward John Johnson.
Johnson's contract was considerably higher
than Auerbach was led to believe, so he
reneged on the deal.

This past Tuesday the Celtics were in-

formed by NBA Commissioner Larry O'Brien
that Johnson could stay in Texas, but so
could Boston's two draft rights. The com-
missioner allowed Auerbach to remain in

Boston.

Between the early sixties and the present,
scores of Bostoni-ist incidents have been
recorded. We will delve into a few of these.

in 1976, the Boston Red Sox got off to a
fairly poor start in trying to defend their 1975
American League Championship. There are
even those who contend that the Sox were
eight games out of first place before the
season started.

To their credit, though, the Red Sox
refused to give up. Before the campaign was
half- over, Tom Yawkey shocked the baseball
world by purchasing two of Charlie Finle/s
unsigned Oakland As; ace reliever RoHle
Finoers (who lad tha majors in tavaa this year

with 35 for San Diego) and top clutch-hitter

Joe Rudi. Suddenly, Boston had a chance.
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn got

wind of this happening, and ordered the Red
Sox to return the two players. The Sox went
on to finish 15'/2 games out of first.

Bostoni-ists will argue that the New York
Yankees, who bought Oakland lefty Vida
Blue, were forced to give him back to the
A's. The Yankees, however, already led the
division, and maintenance of the status quo
was to their advantage.

After the season was over, the Red Sox
were allowed to buy a reliever. But the
Yankees bought a lefty pitcher (Don Gullett)

and a power hitter (Reggie Jackson) to go
along with their other store-bought pitcher,

Jim "Catfish" Hunter. (Hunter started the
trend of buying and selling baseball players
two years prior to Boston's attempted
purchases.)

The World Hockey Association was
formed by a group of Bostoni-ists. They
managed to woo Gerry Cheevers, Johnny
MacKenzie, Derek Sanderson, and Teddy
Green away from the Stanley Cup Champion
Bruins. These defections turned Boston into

a second-rate team.

The WHA then placed the New England
Whalers in the Boston area^s a token team.
Rumors are circulating that John Hannah

and Leon Gray's month- long walkout against
the Patriots was brought on by Bostoni-ist

sentiment.

Though the two are now back in the fold,

their actions had cost New England two
early-season losses, caused some secretive
dissension on the club, and have put the
Patriots in an unenviable do-or-die situation

for the remainder of the football year.

Moreover, there have been reports that the*
NBA is giving orders to concession stands
around the league to water Johnny Most's
coffee in an attempt to silence him via the
laryngitis route.

It is a shame that sports officials allow their

ami- Boston biases to interfere with their fare

judgement of fun and games.
Perhaps Bostoni-ist umpire Larry Barnett

best summed-up the attitude of all Bostoni-
ists with his reaction to the aasartion in the
previous paragraph: "There it no In-

tarfaranca.

'
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"THE FftT ALBERT
HALLOWEEN SPEeiAL"

Monday at 8:30 on CBS

October 22 - October 29

Daytime. Mon. - FrL

700

726
7:30

8:00

MORNING

I REFLECTIONS (EXC. MON, WED )

} GREATER BOSTONIANS(EXC. MON.. WED.)
wt2?-'l?^iI^^'«''°^<EXC MON.. WED.)

\ VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
(NEWS
) PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
I REFLECTIONS (WED.)

IG«^TER BOSTONIANS (MON. . VVED.)

i FARM AND MARKET REPORT (MON. . WED.)

SVARKXJS PROGRAMMING
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
NEWS

{DAILY ALMANAC
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
LAS NOTK^AS DE HOY
O CBS NEWS

O® TODAY
Q CAPTAIN BOBm UNDERDOG
® GOOD MORNING AMERICA
§NEWS

GOOD MORNING AMERICA
CBS NEWS

@ MR MAGOO
OO CAPTAIN KANGAROO
ffi ARCHIES

WED.) Dimen-

8:30 © NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
9:00 O IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

O MIKE DOUGLAS
O CONCENTRATION
©GOOD DAY
O DINAH
© PHIL DONAHUE SHOW© ROMPER ROOM
C0 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
® WRITING FOR A REASON (MON
sions in Cultuff !TUE THUR )

9:30 OCHICOANDTHEMANm SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
©FLINTSTONES
© IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

9 50 ©NEWS
9 55 ©WEATHER VIEW

10:00 ©CORSAIR AND COMPANY
O SANFORD AND SON
© KITTY TODAY
© TOM LARSON SHOW
© STRUM N DRUMMERS

10:25 © HERITAGE CORNER
10:30 ©©HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

©©EDGE OF NIGHT
O PRICE IS RIGHT

11:00 © HERE S LUCY

8© WHEEL OF FORTUNE
© HAPPY DAYS

© MOVIE Dead Reckoning iMON ), Fire Down
Below (TUE ). Tonight and Every Night (WED). 'Hell
Below Zero' (THUR ), Return to Monte Cristo' (FRI.)

11:30

S®
SESAME STREET

r '

Ol
©I

JO LOVE OF LIFE

©©KNOCKOUT
~) JOKERS WILD
J FAMILY FEUD

11:55 OO CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

12:00 ©NEWS
YTME@ TO SAYTME LEAST

§
THE BETTER SEX
ffl IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMINQ
© SEARCH FOR TOMORROW

©WOMAN '77

©©RYAN'S HOPE
®0«CO AND THE MAN

1:00 ©MATCH GAME
©© ALL MY CHILDREN
9 YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
©©GONG SHOW

1:30 OO AS THE WORLD TURNS
©© DAYS OF OUR LIVES
©GREEN ACRES

2:00 Offi BEST OF FAMILIES (FRI.)

©©$30,000 PYRAMID
© BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

2:30 OS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING (EXC. FRI )OO GUIDING LKjHT
©©DOCTORS
©©ONE LIFE TO LIVE
©WALLY GATOR

3:00 ©O ALL IN THE FAMILY
©© ANOTHER WORLD© BUGS BUNNY

3:15

3:30
g© GENERAL HOSPITAL

NEW MK;KEY MOUSE CLUB
©MATCH GAME
© HECKLE AND JECKLE

4:00 Offl SESAME STREET
©DINAH
© MIKE DOUGLAS
8 BW VALLEY (EXC WED ) Cliflwood Avenue Kids
• WED ;

gMERV GRIFFIN
BRADY BUNCH

©SUPER HEROES
ffl LITTLE RASCALS

4:30 O ABC AFTERSCHOOL SPEOAL (WfcU.) I he h-in-

balls'

©MUNSTERS
CE PETTICOAT JUNCTKJN (EXC WED.) ABC Af-
tp's.'^ooi Special (WED i ThePinballs

5:00 O® MISTER ROGERS
© FAMILY FEUDlEXC WED)
©EMERGENCY ONE© NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR© MY THREE SONS (EXC WED )

5:30 ©SESAME STREET
O MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
©©NEWS
O INSTANT GAME SHOW
O CANDLEPINS FOR CASH© GHOST AND MRS MUIR
Q) ELECTRIC COMPANY



SATURDAY

p LITTLE BIG MAN

Supplement to the Collegian October 22 October 29

Oustin Hoffman stars as an incredi-
ble man whose life has spanned 121
years and in many ways reflects the
exciting and tumultuous history of the
Old West m Little Big l^an,' an
adventure drama on 'NBC Saturday
Night at the Movies' October 22.

Dustin portrays Jack Crabb, who
survived Custer's Last Stand as well
as encountering famed gunfighters,
Indians, con men and the women who
settled in towns on the frontier.

While crossing the plains with his
family, young Crabb and his sister

become orphans and are found by a
Cheyenne brave who takes them to
his village.

Within time. Chief Old Lodge Skins
makes Jack a brave, naming him Lit-

tle Big Man. At age 16 he rides into

Pattie against the Cavalry and when
faced with death at the hands of sol-

diers, proclaims that he was taken
captive by Indians and is really white.
Returned to civilization, Crabb

Oecomes a schoolboy, medicine
show grifter, student gunfighter,
Pearded trapper and then a scout.

^ a lui May * w l i. 66 4:00

430

R^jTirllFfu

5:90 m REFLECTIONS
S:S6 1 GREATER 80ST0NIANS
6:00

1
AGRICULTURE us A
tNTERNATIONAL ZONE 500
A BETTER WAY
CHARACTERSIXS OF L£ARNIf4Q OlSABILmES

1 PTL CLUB-TALK ANO VARIETY
•:30

1

1

TEACHING CHILPREN TO READ
CARRASCOCENDAS
MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL
CAMERAS

7:00
1

1

VILLA ALEGRE
SOMETHING ELSE

1
JAB8ERW0CKY 530
SECRETS Of ISIS

7J0 1

1

(

1

ARTHUR ANO COMPANY
THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
UNCLE WALDO

8:00 H SESAME STREET
O BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER 600

1
®CB BEARS

(
©SUPER FRIENDS

S:2B 1
IN THE NEWS

•:S6 1 ® SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
8:56

(
IN THE NEWS

1

MISTER ROGERS
a WHAT'S NEW MISTER MAQOO?
® YOUNG SENTINELS

I

1 ffi SCOOBY S LAFF.A-4.YMPKS
9:26

1
IN THE NEWS 6:30

r.ao
1

1

ELECTRIC COMPANY
a SKATEBIRDS
® ARCHIES-SABRINA

1

10:00
1

(

ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
VILLA ALEGRE

10.28
1

IN THE NEWS 7:00
19:30

1

1

1

REBOP
a SPACE ACADEMY
® ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU
CARRASCOLENDAS

10-56
1 ® SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

10-98
1

IN THE NEWS
11:00 1

(

PARENT EFFECnVENESS
a BATMAN-TARZAN
® THUNDER

1

1 9 KROFFTS SUPERSHOW 77
HOT FUDGE

11:28
1 1 IN THE NEWS

11J0 1 1 CONSUMER SURVIVAL WT
I NEWS
1© SEARCH ANO RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM

11:98 2MN THE NEWS 7:a
7:30

12:00

1^2«
12:30

1:30

2:00

2:30

300

AFTERNOON

a OAMEL FOSTER, M.D Pernicious Anefnta Guest
DT Eugene P FrenKel prolessof o< iniernaf medicine
•t the University of Texas Health Science Center

S
a WACKO
m BAGGY PANTS AND THE NTTWrTS
{Q CANOCEPIN BOWUNG

© MOVIE Tracners Clayton Moore, Jay Silverheels
Lone Ranger and Tonto go into disguise to IracK down
a stolen shipment (1 hr 30 mm )

a IN THE NEWS
Q CROCKETT'S VCTORY GARDEN Jim offers a

second loo*> at Amsterdam s Keukenhof Gardens ana
demonstrates how to lorce bulbs tor winter blooming

SFAT ALBERT
RED HAND GANG

IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
FAMOUS CLASSK: TALES Davey Crockett on the

Mississippi An animated special ttased on the

legendary exploits of the famed frontier hero Davey
Crockett offers to escort a 10-year-old orphan who is

crossing the frontier in search of his uncle (R)

O MARLO ANO THE MAGK: MOVIE MACHNE
SCANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
a CANOCEPIN CHAMPS
@ CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTUNG
^ROOM222
a WALL rTREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser The
View from the White House' Guest Charles L
Schuitre. chairman of the Council of Economic Ad-
visors

CB NCAA FOOTBALL use vs Notre Dame
MOVIE Francis Goes To West Point 1952 Donald

Connor Lo'i Nelson Francis becomes mascot of

football team at West Point (1 hr 30 mm )

a UVE FROM UNCOLN CENTER Manon The New
York City Opera s production of Jules Massenet s

19th-century classic was taped Oct 18 at the New York

State Theater Beverly Sills stars as a young woman
wtw gets sidetracked (rom her trip to a convent into a

series of adventures
!l SOUL TRAIN

I
THIS IS THE NFL

I
MOVIE ^arian s Secret Treasure' i94i Johnny

eismuller, Maureen O'Sullivan Tarzan becomes
in,»olved with an expedition m search of treasure (1 hr

30 mm )

a ROLLER DERBY
a MOVIE Blue Hawaii 1962 Elvis Presley. Joan
Black man Soldier returning to Hawaiian home takes

|Ob with tourist agency against parents wishes (2

hrs )

a MOVIE The Two Faces of Or Jekyir 1961 Paul

Massie Dawn Adams Story about the tormented Dr

Jekyii who s spilt personality makes him lead a double
iife (1 hr 30 mm i

a MOVIE Keep Em Flying 1941 Abbott and Costello
Martha Raye Air Force pilot is unable to accustom
inmself to discipline (?hrs )

©MOVIE Mississippi 1935 Bing Crosby W C Fields
No'therner involved in gambling, a singing troupe and
a killing falls lor a Southern belle (1 hr 30rnin )

7:31

8:00

830

8 58

9:00

9 30

9:58

10W

i

a THE FITZPATRKXS Sean tmds he is not up to
holding a |ob. attending school and being a lootball
hero aii at the same time

ffi SESAME STREET
a IRONSIDE
Q SURVIVAL
a CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR Leon Spinks vs.

Scott LeDoun, in a 10-round bout. Michael Spinks vs.

Gary Summerhayes. The World s Strongest Men' Part
IV

fB MOVIE Spaceways 1953 Howard Duff. Eva Bartok.
Exciting events leading up to a successful flight into

space (1 hr 30 mm )

CORAL JUNGLE
CB ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Nadia

Comanceci ar>d the Romanian gymnasts vs the US.;
Harlem Globetrotters from Atlanta, a close-up look at
George Willig

SWILD KINGDOM King of the Kopie
NOVA (CAPnONED) Joey Joey Deacon is 55

years old and has been a spastic since birth This is

his autobiography, an acclaimed film which won first

prize at the Prix Italia Awards
aVISKmON Steps

O ADAM 12

® HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

a MUSIC Music Is Rhythm explains that part of
music most immediately recognizable to us. that
which we feel' inside ourselves, often before we
actually hear' it

ooe®'^Ews© HOGAN'S HEROES
a IMAGES OF AGING Neither Blessing nor Curse'
Excerpts from the films Arthur and Lillie' and Nell
ar>d Fred provide intimate glimpses into the lives of
two elderly couples
SZOOM

CBS NEWS
CBNEWS
BLACK NEWS
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

NOVA Joey' Joey Deacon is 55 years old and has
t>een a spastic since txrth This is his autobiography,
an acclaimed film which won first prize at the Prix Italia

Awards
AQRONSKY ANO COMPANY
WILD KINGDOM Camels of the Outt>ack'
BAXTERS
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA
ODO COUPLE
SUPERMAN
ONCE UPON A CLASSK: The Legend of Rob<n

Hood Episode Three Will and Ralph pledge their
loyalties to Flobm and the three ride to Huntingdon
Mar>or. where they discover that Robins heirlooms
have been stolen

OPINION
DAILY NUMBER
HOUYWOOO SQUARES
THIRD WORLD
SCHOOLS MATCH IMTS
DCK VAN DYKE SHOW
POLKA FUNTIME

a MUSC Music Is Melody' introduces the idea that
a series of tones forms patterns that t>ecome
melodies

a HOT FUDGE
a LEDYARD -77 INTERNATMNAL HORSE TRIALS
From Hamilton Farms the Imals ol the spectacular
international equestrian event features world, Olympic
ar>d Pan American class horesemen

a '''HE BOB NEWHART SHOW Dr Hartley deals
with the amusing problems of an improbable paternity
Suit and a phonepagmg service that never pages him

O® NBC SATURDAY NKaHT AT THE MOVIES Little

Big Man 1970 Dustin Hoffman Faye Dunaway Jack
Crabb. a 121 -year-old man. who also bears the lr>dian

name Little Big Man. recalls the adventures ol his
remarkahlelite with the Indians and the whiles (3 hrs I

a CB FISH Phil Fish IS mortified when he learns that
his only daughter is at>out to marry a man 25 years her
senior

m musk: hall amerk>
a TELEVISKJN 1984 Representatives of CBS, NBC,
PBS and ABC sp«>aV on the subject of television,
giving their proiections \oi 1984

a O 1>^E 'ONY RANDALL SHOW Jack s marital
separation leaves him so disheartened even Judge
Franklin sinks into a deep state of depression over the
crisis

a ® OPERATKDN PETTKX)AT A Party For the
Captain Everyone on the Sea Tiger is sure that
Skipper Matt Sherman and Lt Dolores Crandall are
secretly engaged

a NEWSBREAK
a O THE JEFFERSONS An introduction to a friend
puts Helen s and Louise s friendship on the line - and
George couldn t be happier

a CS STARSKY ANO HUTCH Crying Child Starsky
and Hutch belnend a lad only to learn he is the
pathetic victim of child abuse© MOVIE Our Man Flint 1966 James Coburn. Gila
Golan Expert frogman super secret agent is assigned
to destroy the villains who are attempting to control
the world s weather (2 hrs )

a MOVIE Pandora s Box 1928 Louise Brooks. Fritz

Kortper A newspaper editor befriends a flower girl

whom he educates as a dancer as a prelude to an
unhappy marriage (2 hrs i

O THRAQAN GOLD Unearthed in modern Bulgaria
sevpra! hundred works of art, including spectacular
gold and silver vessels lewelry and ornaments,
present a vivid picture of ancient Thracian culture
spanning a period ol nearly 6000 years

8O BABY. I'M BACK A young man leaves his wife
due to thp pressures and responsibilities of their

marriage Stdrs Demond Wilson Denise Nicholsm ABC NEWSBRIEF
O DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW Part I Shape Up.
ArrifjrK.d The Physical Fitness Explosion Part II.

Conlessions ol Three White Collar Criminals

a O THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW The Family
Show'

11:00

11:30

1^00

12:30

1.00

1:30

1:45

3:45

4:00

4:»

a O l-OVE BOAT Help. Murder'' starring Michele
Lee and David Groh. Isaac the Groupie' starring Ted
Lange and Oiahann Carroll, Mr Popularity' starring

Jim Nabors

;iaoa®®'^Ews
5 CELEBRI"iyBOWLING
% FORSYTE SAGA A Family Festival John
alsworthy s novels lollow the eventful I'ves of a

wealthy English family through halt a century A
scandal brews as Jo decides to leave his wile and
marry his daughter's Austrian governess

a MOVIE The Assassination Bureau 1969 Oliver

Reed. Diana Rigg A secret club that eliminates un-

worthy people, until greed more than dedication
begins to cloud the operation (2 hrs 30 mm I

O® GREAT AMERK^N LAUGH-OFF San Francisco
superstar Nancy Bieiweiss heads a cast ol madcap
performers, many ol ihem her cast mates from Laugh
In, in a parade of comedy acts

a MOVIE Or Jekyll and Mr Hyde 1941 Spencer
Tracy, Ingnd Bergman A mental specialist conducts
experiments on himself to seperate good from evil

Eventually his own evil destroys him (1 hr 45min )

a MOVIE Claudia 1943 Dorothy McGuire, Robert
Young Rose Franken's almost classical story of a
child bride who grows up. (2hrs )m VIEWPOINT ON NUTRmON
® MOVIE Embassy 1972 Richard Roundtree. Chuck
Connors Story at)out the efforts of an American
diplomat trying to smuggle a top Russian defector out
of Beirut (1 hr 35mi/i )® MOVIE M 1930 Peter Lorre. Ellen Widmann (1 hr

40 mm )

8 ATHLETES
MOVIE First Spaceship On Venus 1962 Yoko Tani,

Oldrick Lucas (1 hr 30 min )

a MOVIE Sunday and Cybele 1962 Hardy Kruger.
Patricia Gozzi (1 hr 30 mm i

a MOVIE Dead of Night 1945 Mervyn Johns, Michael
Redgrave (2hrs )

S
ABC NEWS
THIRD WORLD
GOOD DAY

Sunday. Oct. 23

12K)0

12:30

1:00

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

3:45

4:00

AFTERNOON

a • AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Lenin and the Great
Ungluing explores the breakup of the old political

order by World War I and the introduction of a socialist

alternative by the Russian Revolution

a FACE THE STATE
O ffl MEET THE PRESS Guest John J Rhodes. (R-
A)

a 69 ISSUES AND ANSWERS Guest South Africa
Prime Minister. John Borster

NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
MOVIE The Buccaneer 1958 YulBrynner, Cfiarlton

Heston Andrew Jackson's dependence on Pirate
Jean Lafitte is complicated by the governor's
daughter (2 hrs.)

8 8 'THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Foottiall League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news ol the day

§ EYEWITNESS NEWS CONFERENCE
BRIERNG SESSK>N
NFL '77 A special report on how some ol the stars

of the National Foottiall League escape the pressures
of their profession on their day off

CQ CONVERSATKJNS WITH8 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Your Home Is Your
Hassle Home Repair offers time and nwney saving
tips on home improvements ranging from simple
remodeling and painting to rer>ovatmg an entire
iKJuse

a 8 '''HE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs
Washington Redskms

S
MOVIE
TARZAN
NATKMAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New York

Jets vs Oakland Raiders

fFUNTSTONES
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
ELLJOT NORTON REVIEWS Golda Actress Anne

ncroft author William Gibson and director Arthur
Penn discuss Israel s Mrs Meir

ffl BULLWINKLEm UVE FROM UNOOLN CENTER Manon The New
York City Opera's production of Jules Massenet'i
19th-century classic was taped Oct 18 at the New York
State Theater Beverly Sills stars as a young woman
wfH3 gets sidetracked from her trip to a convent into a
series ol adventures

a AMISH: A PEOPLE OF PRESERVATKJN This film

studies the community of Lancaster. Pa., where
people cherish their past and value their identity,

refuse to sacrifice community for convenience or
preservation for progress8 MOVIE My Brother Talks To Horses 1946 Peter
Lawtord Butch Jenkins Boy who can talk to horses is

seized by gangsters who want the race results
straight from the horse's rrKMith.' as It were, but their

plans run afoul (2 hrs )8 MOVIE Gidget Goes To Rome 1963 Cindy Carol.
James Darren On vacation in Home, young girl

misinterprets attentions she's getting from an older
man. (2 hrs )

fy
MOVIE Flaming Star 1960 Elvis Presley. Barbara

den A hall-breed Indian must choose sides »vhen
redskins go on warpath (2 hrs )8 GREAT PERFORMANCES Salome Richard
Strauss one-act opera based on the play i>y- Oscar
Wilde features Teresa Stratas in the title role of the
Biblical temptress who asked for the head of John the
Baptist Dr Karl Bohm conducts the Vienna Philhar-
monic Orchestra
gPATRKJTS '77

THE NFL TODAY A post-game program presenting
scores highlights and sports news~ BIG THREE
® NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME

Baltimore Colts vs New England Patriots

OFBI

5:30

MOVIE The New Interns 1964 Michael Callan,

rbara Eden A group ol new interns are assigned to

a large loetropolitan hospital (2 hrs 30 mm I

CD MOVIE The Rainmaker 1956 Burt Lancaster,
Katharine Hepburn A rainmaker bnngs not only rain,

but romance and contidence to a small town. (2 hrs. 30
min )

3 ADVENTURERS
3 THE SAINTm BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU

ForgollHn Meimauls
SAY BROTHER
PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

8:00 80 NEWS
8:30 a hOMAGNOLIS' TABLE Souvenirs of Publia' in-

clude grilled fish, pasta with broccoli and a variation on
eggplant parmigian

8 CBS NEWS
CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
NEWS
HONEYMOONERS
SUPERMAN
FRENCH CHEF Hamburger Dinner'

8:45 ® NFL '77 Wrap-up ol today's football news with Lee
Leonard Bryant Gumbel and Regina Haskins.

7:00 8 ® CROCKETT'S VK^TORY GARDEN Jim offers a

second look at Amsterdam's Keukenhof Gardens 'jnd

demonstrales how to force bulbs for winter blooming

aa 90 MINUTES
a ® THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY The
Incredible Journey A trio of house pets - an English
bulldog, a golden retriever and a Siamese cat - that

were temporarily lelt m the care ol a friend of their

master, decide to return home and make the 250-mile
trek on their own
8 QD OONNY AND MARIE Donny throws a special

Happy Birthday party for Marie with guests At>e

Vigoda. Anson Williams. Lola Falana. Donny Most
8 SHOW OF HANDS Working Leather'

^ MOVIE Two Road Together' 1961 James Stewart.
Richard Widmark Two adventurers attempt to bring

back memljers of a settlement kidnapped by the

Ccmanches years before (2 hrs I

Q) PARENT EFFECTIVENESS Did I Hear You Righf'
introduces helping responses' as alternative ways lor

a parent to react to a child who has a problemm ABC MINUTE MAGAZINE
a S EVENING AT SYMPHONY East German con-
ductor Klaus Tennstedt makes his television debut
leading the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Mahler s

Symphony No 4 Soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson solos

88 RHODA Anne Jackson guest stars wfien Rhoda
comes face-to-tace with an old problem again nice.

Single ladies do not go out at night alone. That's
Rhoda's predicament when she has two great theater

tickets and can t find anyone to go with her

8 8 HAPPY BIRTHDAY LAS VEGAS This special

pays tribute to the nation's entertainment-vacation

capital. Among the stars that will perform are Andy
Williams. Redd Foxx. Don Rickles. Totie Fields.

Lit>erace John Davidson and Sammy Davis, Jr

8:30 a8 ON OUR OWN Maria Teresa Bonino falls for a
tall, handsome man she meets in the museum and
interprets his being distant' as a sign he really cares
about her -- and then she learns the truth

86 '''HE BKa EVENT NBC: The First Fifty Years - A
Closer Look' Narrator Orson Welles George Burns,
Burt Reynolds. Don Rickles. Dan Haggerty. Chevy
Chase are among those who will host Highlights of

the show will be salutes to Groucho Marx, Elvis

Presley and Jimmy Durante.

October 22 - October 29
Supplement to the Collegian

7:30

7:58

8:00

858
9:00

9:56

10:00

S
NEWSBREAK
a MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'

Episode Nine Nightrr^re' Charles's interest in the art

of mesmerism leads to a spine<hilling experiment
when he t>elriends a fellow writer whose name is

synonymous with terror and the macabre - Edgar
Allan Poe

a8 ALL IN THE FAMILY Edith baits her hook and
reels in Archie when she adds a senior citizen wed-
ding and a pair ol honeymooners to his precious
fishing trip

9:30 a 8 ALICE Alice. Flo and Vera quit their |obs to

emphasize a stand for equal employment at Mel's
Diner

§
RIFLEMAN
ABC NEWSBRIEF
VISIONS The Dancing Bear by Conrad Bromt>erg

stars Charles Durnmg as an unemployed character
actor whose audition lor the meaty part of a vigorous
dancing Russian comes at a time ol tense personal
upheavals that he determines won't get him down
8 8 KOJAK Kojak prays his suspicions aren't

correct virhen the prime suspect in the murder of a

local hoodlum turns out to t>eteer>-ager Bill Sherbak

a ffi GABRIEL KAPLAN PRESENTS THE SMALL
EVENT Guests Sid Caesar. Cindy Williams and Fred
Willard. with cameo appearances by Henny
Youngman. Pat Morita arxl Kaplan s cohorts - Robert
Hegyes. Lawrence-Hilton Jacobs. Ron Paiillo. John
Travolta and John Sylvester White.

ASK THE MANAGER _a MASSACHUSETTS
ffiTHCORUM
a VISIONS Filmed entirely on location. Rot>en
Young s Aiambristal' follows a young Mexican illegal

alien's odyssey - Irom the back streets of Ti|uana

across the Mexican border and through the Calilornia

agricultural t>elt

899®CS)'^Ews
MASSACHUSTTTS COUNCN. OF RABBIS
C8SNEWS

_ ARTISTS SHOWCASE Grey Hairs by William
Wegrr«n

a ''>^ CBS LATE MOVIE MA S H A Hollywood
director is assigned to do a documentary on the

4077th Kotak Money Back Guarantee' Murder ol

pioliceman puts Kojak and his staff on the trail of an
active stolen car ring (R)

a MOVIE The Moon is Blue 1953 William Holden.
David Niven Young lady, armed with utter candor and
good sense, sets out to outwit and bewilder a young
man about town who doesn t believe marriage is for

him (1 hr. 30min )

10:30

11:00

11:15

11:30

/T SUNDAY

NBC: THE FIRST

FIFTY YEARS

Burt Reynolds, Orson Welles, Don
Rickles, Chevy Chase, George Burns
and Dan Haggerty host a nostalgic
look ai top variety performers going
back to TV s early days on The Big
Event' presentation. NBC: The First
Fifty Years—A Closer Look.' Sunday.
Oct 23 on NBC-TV

Following are some highlights of
the two-and-a-half hour special.
Host Chevy Chase leads into a

parade of comedians and a section on
sightgags: Welles introduces a por-
tion on Family Album, how certain
stars have grown up on television,
host Burt Reynolds presents a tribute
to Groucho Marx (in photo), host Dan
Haggerty. star of The Life and Times
of Grizzly Adams, presides over a
section devoted to animals: host
George Burns recalls his good friend,
the late Jack Benny, and introduces a
sketch featuring Benny and Gregory
Peck, and host Don Rickles intro
duces The Divorf Sketch with Bob
Newhart, Dean fviartin and Petula
Clark. J

MONDAY
IT'S YOUR FIRST KISS,

CHARLIE BROWN
Charlie Brown, the same little

'Peanut' that brought you 999 straight
baseball losses, non-valentines, jelly
beans for Thanksgiving and an
elusive magic pumpkin, turns his
talents to football and romance, in
that order, in Its Your First Kiss,
Charlie Brown," sixteenth in the
award-winning series of half-hour
animated specials, Monday, Oct 24
on CBS-TV

In It's Your First Kiss, Charlie
Brown,' our unlikely hero is faced
with two horrendous challenges (an
escalation from his first major
challenge of any day, which is getting
up in the morning)— he is the kicker
for the local team at the annual
homecoming football game, and he
has been chosen to escort the
homecoming queen to the celebra-
tion dance and give her the traditional
kiss.

As if that were not enough 'good
grief to dazzle the little roundhead,
his ball-holder is Lucy, that ghoulgirl
of the gridiron, and the queen is—the
little red-haired girl named Heather

^ MOVIE Woman of the Year' 1942 Katharine Hep-
burn, Spencer Tracy Story about marriage ol gossip
columnist and sporlswriter who fight all the time (2
hrs 5min )

a THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hurricane' 1974 Urry
Hagman, Jessica Wallers A hurricane destroys a Gulf
Coast town and the fives of everyone there (R)® NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE The Man With the Power'
Robert Neill, Persis Khambatta. Eric Smith whose
legacy Irom his father, a native ol another planet.
enables him to perform amazing feats with the power
in his eyes, is hired to protect the Princess Siri
heiress to an exotic, oil-hch island, who is the obieci
ol a kidnapping plot. (R)

© WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS

fj)

MOVIE All In A Night's Work' 1961 Dean Martin
hirley MacLaine What happens when the founder of

a one-man pul>lishing empire is found dead with a
strange smile on his face (1 hr. 35 min 1

1:36 a SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Monday, Oct. 24

6:00

0:30

>%SIn'j

OSS
7:00

7:30

7:31

1:00

EVENING

.eBNEWS
'S HEROES

CROSS WITS
ZOOM
ELECTRK;COMPANY
NBC NEWS
A0AM12
I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE rr School dropouts, bilingual

education, students' rights and responsibilities and a
successful busing program are focused upon in

various segments
~NEWS
ZOOM
aCSSNEWS
NBC NEWS
8 ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE
WRITING FOR A REASON
WOOEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Rodney Fails to

alify' A young man's slow-moving courtship of his
lovely golfing pxartner is jeopardised when a smooth-
talkir>g poet sweeps her off her feet~ DAILY NUMBER

EVENING MAGAZINE
$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
THArS HOLLYWOOD
CANON)CAMERA
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
TATTLETALES
MACNEN.-LEHRER REPORT
THArS HOLLYWOOD
GREAT PERFORMANCES Pagliacci' Filmed lor

television at the La Scala Opera House in Milan,

Rugglero Leoncavallo s popular opera stars Jon
Vickers. Sama Corsi-Kabaivanska and Peter Glossop
in the story ol an itinerant clown who discovers that his
wife has been unfaithful. Herbert von Karajan con-
ducts.

8 8 IT'S YOUR FIRST KISS. CHAHUb BHUWN
Charlie Brown is faced with two horrendous
challenges - he is the kicker for the local team at the
annual homecoming football game, and he has been
chosen to escort the homecoming queen to the
celebration dance and give her the traditional kiss8® LHTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The Creeper
of Walnut Grove' Laura Ingalls and Andy Garvey try to
catch an elusive thief by rigging a bucket of green dye
at>ove the chicken coop, but they bag a most unex-
pected quarry

8® THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS I he Bums vs
the Reds' The beach bums play cupid when they help
a lovesick Russian sailor jump ship so he may marry
his tennis playing girlfriend

© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR8 AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Rise and Fall of
Money' Economist John Kenneth Galbraith examines
money and the ways it affects people and analyzes the
cycles of instability and inflation that plague the
system

8:30 a a THE FAT ALBERT HALLOWEEN SPECIAL Fat
Albert and his pals learn a lesson as they plot their
creepiest baddest, scariest' spook night ever

8:SB 8NEWS8REAK
m ABC NEWSBRIEF

0:00 8 a THE BETTY WHITE SHOW Joyce Whitman's
new success as the star of her own television series
and all the new friends and parties are more than Mitzi
can cope with and she decides to find an apartment ol
her own

ffi NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES The
Jight They Took Miss Beautiful' Chuck Connors.
Henry Gibson. An airliner is hijacked and five ol the
finalists in an international beauty contest are ab-
ducted and held for ransom Also on board is a secret
agent who is transporting a container of deadly mutant
germs. (2 hrs )

a
Nigl

88 ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Minnesota
Vikings vs Los Angeles Rams from Los Angeles,
California

® MOVIE This Thing Called Love 1941 Rosalind
Russell. Melvyn Douglas. A newlywed wife tests out
her husband with a three month platonic arrangement
<2hrs )8 AMERICAN SHORT STORY In Ernest Hemingway's
Soldier's Home.' a young soldier returning home
after World War I suffers acute alienation from his
town, neighlxjrs and family A black teenage larm
worlter struggles toward manhood against his over-
protective parents in Richard Wright s Almos' a Man."

0:30 a ARVILLA An intimate portrait of a 63-year-old
woman farmer facing insurmountable odds documents
the losing struggle in an occupation where male
dominance Is still virtually unchallenged

ga MAUDE Tt>e generation gap tiecomes the Grand
nyon when Maude agrees to chajieron Philip's

birthday party and comes face-to-face with today's
youth.

10:00 8 NEWS
8 a RAFFERTY Dr Sid Rafferty clashes with the
inhospitable populace of a mountain hamlet over the
fate of an 11 -year-old boy who resembles a half-wild

creature and who is t>eing kept under lock and key by
his desperate p>arenls

10:30 a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

M 'kirifirifirififififiririfiKifiririfirif'kiriK,

Pro football's finest all-purpose back in the opinion of many experts
Is Minnesota's Chuck Foreman, (No 44), who in 1976 was voted 'Of-
fensive Player of the Year' by UPI Foreman approaching his 27th
birthday, goes up against the Los Angeles Rams in Los Angeles on
Oct 24 on 'ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL,' Calling the action
will be Frank Gifford, Howard Cosell and Don Meredith

If

3f

8 VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW The Magic Wind
ol Eh Noyes Part II Works presented include
Roaches Lullaby' and Peanut Butter and Jelly as
well as an experimental videotape entitled Pitcher's
Feathered Bird

11:00 8 8 DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Former Mary
Hartman, Mary Harlman star Louise Lasser888®NEws
SANDY GRIFFITH SHOW8 THE CBS LATE MOVIE You Lie So Deep, My
Love' 1975 Walter Pidgeon, Barbara Anderson A
trusted uncle tries to convince his niece that her
husband is an embezzler and philanderer (R)

P® THE TONK5HT SHOW Guest host Helen Reddy
Guests Sylvester Stallone, George Miller.© IRONSIDE
8 IN SEARCH OF THE REAL AMERICA (CAPTIONED)
Hail to the Chief investigates the effectiveness and
vitality of the Presidency with guests Lady Bird
Johnson. Dean Rusk. William Satire and Robert Bock.

11:45

12:15

1:00

eCE>NEWSa SCREENING ROOMm COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights of key contests
which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Football
season

a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Con-
troversial sports entrepreneur Ted Turner
~NEWS

NIGHTSHIFT
AQUI

Tuesday. Oct. 25

EVENING

6:00 80ee®NEWSm HOGAN'S HEROES
^ CROSS WITS
8 ZOOM

6:30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
ffi NBC NEWS
Id ADAM 12® I LOVE LUCY
8 AS WE SEE rr in Pontiac, Mich., the first students
to graduate from high school after four years of school
busing reflect on those years in 'Graduation Flash-
backs Portland, Ore., students show how even ex-
perienced teachers can make foolish stereotypes in

'CharHe Brown.'
6:56 QpNEWS
7.00 8 ZOOM

a8C8SNEWS
a NBC NEWS
aCS ABC NEWS8 NEWS
ffiOOO COUPLE

§
DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS
DAILY NUMBER

S
EVENING MAGAZINE
CATCH A RAINBOW Modern update of old folk

tales, myths and fables from around the world,

a tZS.OOO PYRAMID
ffi SHA NA NA

SD
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

p GONG SHOW8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
7:31 a ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

8:00

8:30

8 8 U.N. DAY CONCERT 1077 Eugene Ormandy
conducts the Philadelphia Orchestra in a concert
taped Oct. 24 at United Nations headquarters in New
York. Beethoven's Egmont Overture and
Shostakovich s Symphony No 5 are performed.
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No 4 features guest
soloist Andre Watts

a UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
'The UnsinKable Sea Otter'a ffi MAN FROM ATLANTIS Giant Pro basketball
great Kareem Abdul Jabbar guest stars as a 9-foot-tall
mineral prospector Irom another wvorld, who threatens
to drain the earth's oceans by siphoning off the waters
in his sluice.

a ffi HAPPY DAYS If Fonzie follows his doctor's
orders and has a tonsillectomy, he will miss his
favorite event of the year - going to the Halloween
costume t>aii as the Lone Rangera PRIME CONCERN Driving Under the Influence'© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTORa ffi LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY When Laverne and
Shirley go shopping, Laverne is attacked by a toy.
Roger Robot, and an unusual court battle develops
when she sues the store.

»:00 a a M.A.S.H. A shortage of light bulbs leads to
candlelight reading of a new whodunit, but has a more
deadly effect when the meticulous surgeon. Charles
Winchester, makes a mistake that almost costs the lile
of a patient

a ffi MULLIGAN'S STEW The Biggest Mansion
You ve Ever Seen A new classmate regales young
Jimmy Mulligan and his cousin. Adam, with tales of his
amazing exploits and makes them very /ealous, but
Jimmy's mother suspects the newcomer s motivesa ffi THREE'S COMPANY Alone Together' What
happens when Jack and Chnssy spend an evenina
alone together?

"

ffi MOVIE When You're In Love 1937 Cary Grant.
Grace Moore An Australian opera star buys a hustiand
in order to get into the US (2 hrs.)

0:30 8 GRAND BOSTONIANS The seven latest inductees
into the charmed circle ol Grand Bostonians were
invested last May Cameras recorded the ceremony s
highlights

aa ONE DAY AT A TIME When Ann learns her top
client expects that her business' is to arrange for his
pleasure,' she is forced into a position some place
tjetween her conviction and her career
IffiSOAP

WEDNESDAY

•••••••••••••••••••••**^)<.

TV WATCH Page 3

8 STAGES OF PRESTON JONES The career of Texas
playwright Preston Jones, author of the acclaimed ATexas Trilogy, is examined through interviews with
theatre people about his early hie in New Mexico and
his work as an actor, director and dramatist at theDallas Theatre Center.

9 56 ffi ABC NEWSBRIEF
1000 a NEWS

8 8 LOU GRANT Lou becomes uncomfortably in-

volved with the widow ol one ol the Tribune's repor-
ters and doesn t know how to tell her to get lost

fl ffi POUCE WOMAN Oo You StiP Beat Your Wife'''
gts Anderson and Crowley come to the assistance ol

the young victim ol a wife-beater and discover that
hers IS neither the first nor the most serious example
ol his brutality Dr Joyce Brothers guest starsa ffi FAMILY Doug is tempted by the advances made
by a voung attractive lawyer

8 EYEWITNESS Drawing on transcripts and other
documents, docudrama segments explore secret
germ warfare and drug experimentation on
Americans, the raid on Pidra Negras. Mexico, and the
breaking of a code of silence maintained by New York
City policemen to protect a lellow officer who had
killed a young tioy

10:30 « MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

11:00 88 DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Jazz saxophonist
Gerry Mulligan

8888® ffi NEWS
ffi ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

11:30 a a THE CBS LATE MOVIE Koiak: The Forgotten
Room A young Greek is the prime suspect in the
murder of a prostitute Death Takes a Holiday 1971
Monte Markham Yvette Mimieux. Death, in the form of
a human, tries to find out why people cling to life (R)a© THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Bert Convy.
Guests Totie Fields Bob Newhart
a FOREVER FERNWOOD
ffi IRONSIDE

ffi TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Our Man Flint:
Dead on Target Ray Danlon, Sharon Acker. Flint in-
vestigates the daring kidnapping ol an oil company
president Irom offices protected by a sophisticated
security system (R)

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12:00 a TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Our Man Flint
Dead on Target' Ray Danton. Sharon Acker Flint in-
vestigates the danng kidnapping of an oil company
president from offices protected by a sophisticated
security system (R)

1:00 a® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests Manna
Oswald and Pnscilla McMiHan, co-authors ol Marina s
autobiography, Marina and Lee

'

1:35 a NEWS
1:45 O MOVIE Charlie Chan At The Wax Museum' 1940
- ^ Sidney Toler. Marc Lawrence. (1 hr 45 min )

3:30 a BAXTERS
4:00 a NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
4:30 a GOOD DAY

%<^^

Wednesday. Oct. 26

EVENING

6:00 OOee®NEWS
ffi HOGAN'S HEROES© CROSS WITS

fZOOM
ELECTRK: COMPANY
NBCNEV^

§A0AM12
I LOVE LUCY
AS WE SEE rr Memphis high school students

present IRD' (Interracial Dating ), an examination ol
social relations between races Anybody Can
Stereotype Anybody from Portland. Ore . dramatizes
how a student can stereotype others, oblivious of the
many strange and distorted images they have of her

6:56 ffi NEWS
7:00 a ZOOM

e8CBSNEWS
NBC NEWS
ffi ABC NEWS
NEWS
OOOCOUPLE

_ WRITING FOR A REASON
7:30 8 MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING QRCUSa DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE
a IN SEARCH OF Haunted Castles

a® BIG MONEY
ffi DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
ffi ISSUES '77

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
7:31 a <25.000 PYRAMID
8:00 a NOVA Dawn of the Solar Age' considers solar

energy as an alternate source today and as a key
source ol energy in the future

aa BUGS BUNNY'S HOWL-OWEEN SPEOAL Witch
Hazel meets her match as a Halloween spook when
Bugs Bunny shows up at her door

O® THE UFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS The
Trial Ben, the friendly grizzly Ijear, is accused of
stealing an Indian chiefs large catch of lish and
Adams to prevent a second wrong from being com-
mitted, must give a lesson in honesty

a ffi EK3HT IS ENOUGH Tom and Abbey decide to
get married after they put aside their own groblems -

to help Mary run for a seat on the Board ol Education
ffi ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
ffl FORSYTE SAGA A Family Scandal After his wife
refjses him a divorce. Jo goes to livi; with his
pregnant mistress Helene Meanwhile, his cousin
Soames. a successful lawyer, falls in love with Irene
Heron

. the stepdaughter ol a client
8:30 a a THE TED KNK3HT SHOW When melody is

suddenly fired, she angrily takes it up with Mr Dennis,
only to find herself getting an unexpected promotion

=^
THE GREATEST
THING THAT

ALMOST HAPPENED
Jimmie Walker stars in his first

dramatic role, as a vibrant teenage
athlete stricken by leukemia, in 'Thie

Greatest Thing That Almost Hap-
pened, "co-starring James Earl Jones
and Deborah Allen, on The CBS
Wednesday Night Movies.' Oct. 26.

Walker, who stars as eldest son
J.J in the hit comedy series Good
Times' on the Network, portrays high
school basketball player Morris Bird
III, whose winning spirit is threatened
by illness as he faces an important
inter-scholastic basketball contest
just before Christmas 1952

Prestigious stage and film star
James Earl Jones stars as his
widowed father, whose intense
struggle to maintain his own self-

respect often blinds him to his son's
emotional needs
Deborah Allen, who won acclaim

for her role in the series '3 Girls 3
'

co-stars as Morns' understanding
girlfriend, who wants to help him
learn about life before leaving it.

J
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8:9a ONEWSBAeAK
900 P CROCKETTS VICTORY QAROEN Jim visits the

Dutch Qovernmenl s eKpetimenlal lield station at

Wageningen to vicm new vaneties of vegetables and
flowers Back in tfie garden. Jim demonstrates flow to

e»tenO your growing season tiy tJuililmy a cold Irame

P • THE CBS WEONESOAV NtGHT MOVIES The
Greatest Thing That Aiinosl Happened Jimmie
Walker James Earl Jones A vibrant teenaged athlete
IS stricken by leukemia and his widowed father whose
intense struggle to maintain his own self-respect, is

often blind to his son s emotional needs (2 hrs )

O ® OREGON TRAJL Hannah s Girls A group of

shdiiy ladies liven up Thorpe s Oregon bound wagon
train until they come under the harassment of their

deranged ex-employer Guest stars Stella Stevens

O CE) CHARLIE'S ANGELS Angel in Love Sabrina
Idiis deeply in love with a rugged young man who may
have been involved m a slaying the Angels are in-

vestigating

© HOCKEY Boston Brums vs Minnesota North Stars9 GREAT PERFORMANCES Cavalleria Rusticana
Pieiro Mascagni s 1890 one-act op>era of jealous love
and subsequent revenge features an ali-ltaiian cast
Herbert von Karaian conducts the La Scala Opera
orchestra and chorus

Supplement to the Collegian

The Legend of Robin
the baker s son lOins

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30 gStJ'cS^

11 45

12:00

1:00

SI
WOOEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE The Truth About

eorge A shy young man with a stutter is hindered
from declaring his love tor a last-talking girl and goes
to a specialist whose advtce leads to a tew comic
complications
§ABC NEWS8RIEF

NEWS
S BIG HAWAII Graduation Eve A power failure

plunges the island into darttness and Mitch Fears is

deputized lo r^eip cope with what is expected to t>e

widespread looting

O CS) BARETTA The Sky is Falling^ Baretta launches
a desperate search for 13-year-old Tommy Beaumont
witness to a murder kr>owir^ triat the boy s life is in

danger Guests stars Barry Miller Art Melrano
8IUACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

RELATIONS A study of relationsl.ips between
young artists and the professionals who teach them
focuses on the development of a ballet work from
rehearsal to finished performance and a music camp
where student musicians prepare for an outdoor
concert

O a OICK CAVrrr show Guest Former CBS
newsmar Daniel SctKK

r

QNEWS
LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-O A public

health official is slam while conducting an in-

vestigation Target Risk 19^5 Bo Svenson. Meredith
Baxter A bonded courier is blackmailed into taking

the theft of $2,000 OOO in diamornls (R)

THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest r>osl David
iteinberg Guests Bob Hope Edwin Newman
FOREVER FERNWOOO
BOSTON BRUINS WRAP-UP
STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK

STARSKY ANC HUTCH The Deadly Imposter
Starsky and Hutch help a buddy locate his son and ex-

wife. not knowing he has become a professiorval killer

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK - Please Call It Murder Lt

laneiio is assigned to investigate the death of a heavily

insured Suburbanite

® ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
© MOVIE Holiday For Lovers 1959 Clifton Webb.
Jane Wyman Boston psychologist and wife follow

their two daughters to South America in pursuit of

rc>mance (2 hrs i

O STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY Of THE WEEK
STARSKY AND HUTCH The Deadly Imposter
Starsky and Hutch help a buddy locate his son and ex
wile not knowing he has become a professional killer

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK Please Call It Murder Lt

laneiio is assigned to investigate the death of a heavily

insured suburbanite

O ® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests
Freddie Lake' ; 'esident of Laker Airways, Pete
Rozelle commissioner of the National Football

League
NEWS
I SPY
5 ALL NIGHT

Q BRIEFING SESSION
O GOOD DAY

Thursday. Oct. 27

7:00 eZOOM(CAPTK)NEO)
CBS NEWS

NBC NEWS
_ Q) ABC NEWS
®NEWS

§
ODD COUPLE
DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC

Hood Episode Four Mudge,
Robin s men after his father is uniustly hanged by the
Sheriff of Nottingham Robin learns of a plot to kill

King Richard but is captured while on his way to warn
the king

DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
HOUSE CALL ^ood Poisoning'
GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
THAT GIRL
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

731 noOUBLEPCAY
8:00 a EVENING AT SYMPHONY East German conductor

Klaus Tennstedt makes his television debut leading

the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Mahler s Sym-
phony No 4 Soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson solos

O THE WALTONS Erin faces an adult situation

when her childhood sweetheart joins the Army after

she rejects his marriage proposal

8 ACTION 4

QD WELCOME BACK. KOTTER The sweathogs
clash with Mr Woodman after he reveals a novel he
has written featurir>g himself as the l>ero amidst four

young villains

A CHIPS Officers Baker and Poncherello race to

discover ttve location of an endangered infant who has
eaten contaminated lood

ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
NOVA Dawn of the Sotar Age' considers solar

energy as an alterrwte source today and as a key
source of energy in the future.

8:30 OMZIZI ROOTSA an WHAT'S HAPfENINGI!
S'56 ^B NtWSBR^AK
9:00 S • BEST OF FAMLIES Generations' op«ns this

dramatic series which follows three fictional New York
families from 1880 to 1900 and tfie turbulent events
which sfiaped their fortunes the Raffertys. an im-

poverished Irish immigrant clan, the Baldwins, a
middle-class ministers family; and the wealthy.
aristocratic Wheelers

8 ABE RIBICOFF The American Dream
@ JAMES AT 15 Friends Lance Kerwin stars as

James Hunter who. in his loneliness at a new school
in a new city, reaches out to other newcomers who are
as isolated as himself (Premiere)

O Q) BARNEY MILLER Capt Miller and his men must
cope with a felon who apparently patterns his crimes
from television police programs

O HAWAII FIVE-O Steve hunts tor two fugitive's who
were involved in a sensational armored truck robbery

© MOVIE You Were Never Lovelier 1942 Fred
Astaire. Rita Hayworth Hotel tycoon sends daughter
flowers „nd presents to add romance in her life (2

hfs .

11:00

9:30

9 58
1000

1030

O Q) CARTER COUNTRY Baker Buys a House Part

II Chief Roy becomes upset by a painting left on
Baker s door and is determined to find the culprit

C£) ABC NEWSBRIEF
Q IMPACT vVornen in the Working Force'

P Q) ABC NEWS CLOSEUP Teenage Turn-On
Drinking and Drugs This special lakes a look at the
massive and mostly ignored problem of teenage
alcoholism and drug abuse Included in the special is

film of an encounter session m which young people
are helped to overcome their chemical dependency
Narrator Tom Jarriel

O BARNABY JONES J R learns the inside of street

gang warfare when he faces the alternative of either

solving the murder of a memtjer or being snuffed for

knowing too much about the gang s operations

O PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED

DONALD S CALL
Registered Opticians

^t4
cy "'^O

take a look at our selection

56 Main St. Amherst Mass.
253-7002

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

2:35

4:00

4:30

fflNEWS
AhOV GRIFFITH SHOW
MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London'

Episode Nine Nightmare Charles's interest in the art

of mesmerism leads to a spine-chilling experiment

when he befriends a fellow writer whose name is

synonymous with tenor and the macabre - Edgar

Allan Poe
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
THE CBS LATE MOVIE Visions of Death 1972

Monte Markham, Barbara Anderson Clairvoyant

professor warns Denver police of bombings, and when
the first one occurs he falls under suspicion himself.

iR)

O ® THE TONKjHT SHOW Guest host Burt

Reynolds

8 FOREVER FERNWOOO
THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH ' A Hollywood

director is assigned to do a documentary on the

4077th Kojak: Money Back Guarantee' Murder of

policeman puts Kojak and his staff on the trail of an
active stolen car ring (R)

IQ IRONSIDE
® POUCE STORY-THURSDAY NK3HT SPEOAL
POLICE STORY - Dangerous Games Charlie C^onda
tries to catch the big man behind a ring of prostitution,

dope and extortion THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL It's

A Fad. Fad. Fad World Host: Richard Dawson
Featuring the originators and style setters of vogues
that once were part of the American scene

O9 0*CK CAVETT SHOW Guest Acclaimed actress

Eva LeGallienne

a polk:e story-thursoay nksht special
POLICE story - Dangerous Games' Charlie Czonda
tries to catch the big man t>ehind a ring of prostitution,

dope and extortion THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL - It's

A Fad. Fad. Fad World' Host Richard Dawson.
Featuring the originators and style setters of vogues
that once were pan o( the American scene.

ABC CAPTK>NED NEWS
® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests 50

college newspaper editors will be present lor a

question and answer session.

NEWS
MOVIE Calling Dr Death' 1943 Lon Chaney. Jr . J

irrol Naish (1 hr I5min )

AOUl
GOOD DAY

8:30

9:00

Can

Friday. Oct. 28
m MMI

EVENING

6:00

630

I NEWS
5A^^S HEROES

I CROSS WITS
I
ZOOM

( ELECTRK; COMPANY® NBC NEWS
^ ADAM 12m I LOVE LUCY
qQ ELECTION '77 Springfield City Council'

6:56 ©NEWS
7:00 O DIMENSIONS OF BLACK Dance, art and music are

utilized to stress the cultural ties between black

America and Africa

OO CBS NEWS
O ^IBC NEWS
0Q) ABC NEWS® NEWS
©ODD COUPLE
(Si PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY Storm on
the Adriatic Nancy shows how to capture the tieauty

and atmosphere of nature s many moods
7:30 O DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE

MATCH GAME
Q OLIVER TWIST
© S100.000 NAME THAT TUNE
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOWm MUPPETS SHOW Guest Dom DeLuise.

^ MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
O YOUNG PEOPLE S SPEQAL Joshua s Con-

liission

7:31

October 22 - October 29

8:00 Q ffi WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
O NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN Wonder
Woman and Steve Trevor pose as a foreign emt>assy
maid and a nationalist leader to thwart an international
thief and master of disguise who has made a visiting
queen and her country's jewels his next target David
Hedison. Juliet Mills guest star

Q ® TEXACO PRESENTS THE ROAD TO
HOLLYWOOD Host Bob Hope Among the stars are:
Lucille Ball, Katharine Hepburn. Basil Rathbone. Rov
Rogers. Peter Lorre, Lon Chaney, Paulette Goddard.
Phyllis Diller. Martha Raye. William Bendix. Betty
Mutton

O CO DONNY AND MARIE Guests: Ben Vereen, Paul
Lynde. Kristy McNichol, Billy Crystal, Billy White,
Shirley Hemphill

8 ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
gQ WALL ITREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser.

Money Market Funds Now! Guest: Bruce R Bent.
president of the Reserve Fund Inc

8:58 ONEWSBREAK
M ABC NEWSBRIEF

O MASTERPIECE THEATRE Dickens of London-
Episode Nine Nightmare' Charles's interest In the art

of mesmerism leads to a spine-chilling experiment
when he befriends a fellow writer whose name is

synonymous with terror and the macabre - Edgar
Allan Poe

ea CBS MOVIE SPEOAL Mitchell 1975 Joe Don
ker, Martin Balsam A tough police detective is on

the trail of a murderer and a drug dealer They corv
spire to do away with him by enlisting the akt of a
snydicale chieftain (2 hrs )

eCSTHE ABC FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE Having Babies
ir Tony Bill, Carol Lynley Emotional crisis involving

birth, adoption and first tove affect the lives of several

couples in the sequel to one of last year's most
popular television tilms (2 hrs.)

g^ MOVIE Love With The Proper Stranger' 1964

Natalie Wood. Steve McQueen. Young girl gets
pregnant alter one-night stand with a musician. (2 hrs.

30mln )

S
MASSACHUSETTS
BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS Comic highlights include

a series of runner vs starter blackouts, a visit from
Hungarian cook Miklos Molnar. two musical
visualizations and a bug's eye view of the world.

NEWS
_ a QUINCY Quincy and the police join forces to

locate a kidr^pped youth who was buried alive with a
limited supply ol oxygen

8 SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
a DICK CAVETT SHOW Academy Award-winning

actor Peter Ustinov discusses his recently published
autobiography Dear Me
fPOS®CE)NEWS

MOVIE Petulia 1968 Julie Christie, George C.

oft A kooky woman has a tempestuous fling with a
doctor (2 hrs 30 mm )

fl gg THE TONKiHT SHOW Guest host: McLean
levenson

a FOREVER FERNWOOO

8 SECOND CITY TV
MOVIE Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman'

1944 Basil Rathtione. Nigel Bruce Sherlock Holmes
investigates a woman who uses spiders as murder
weafwns
gE) BARETTA Shoes' A deal mute shoeshine boy
creates problems for Baretta when he tries to avenge
the rap)e and attempted murder of a young religious

worker who believes her assailant was a cop (R)

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
MOVIE

a BARETTA Shoes A deaf mule shoeshine boy
creates problems tor Baretta when he tries to avenge
the rape and attempted murder of a young religious

worker who believes her assailant was a cop (R)

O ® THE MIDNKjHT SPEOAL Host David Soul
Guests Debby Boone. Electric Light Orchestra.

Conway Twitty. Styx Little River Band
§NEWS

MOVIE The Bride of Frankenstein 1935 Elsa
L.jr , ncstor Boris Karloff, (1 hr 30 mm.)

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
5 ALL NIGHT
HOUSE CALL

a GOOD DAY

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:35

1:45
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HOURS 9 to 5 30 WEEKDAYS
9 to 5 SATURDAY

PEARL STREET IS ONE BLOCK SOUTH
OF fVIAIN STREET IN THF CCNTER

WILL THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 19767

4c3|e :«: #:(c:|c]|c J|c* 9|e >
:* 4^
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If most of the forecasters are correct it

will be. so why not get ready now
Gleason s is all stocked with stylish

and practical cold weather outdoor
clothing for all your fall and winter

needs Come in early and look over the

Quality lines we stock Also ask us

about our early birds buy special

Don Gleason - Quality Down Vests

North Face Dowri ParkdS and Botties

Sierra Designs- Down and 60140 Parkas

Camp 7 Down Vests and IVItn Parkas

Camp Trails- Polarquarrf Vests h Parkas

Woolnch Rugged Shirts, Pants, Jackets

Duofold - Quality 2 Layer Underwear

Wigwam — Hats Socks, and Mitts

Vasque - HiKing Boots

Sorel Insulated Boots

Also a Complete Selection of

Camping Cr Backpacking
Equipment on 'lisplay

ITents, Packs. Etc t

jjionuf^'ieaa&rv:
CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS
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Kent coalition still fighting
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

Kent, Ohio. The May 4th Coalition spent
last Saturday afternoon playing war games
with the police force from Kent State
University, the town of Kent, and the Por-

tage County sheriff.

Police territory was defined by Kent State
president Brage Golding and Portage County
police court judge Philip Jones as the entire

campus, except for a rugby field on the out-

skirts of the campus where public assembly
was permitted between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The day's activities began when groups
from schools across the east coast and mid
west, including 41 persons who came from
UMass, and a scattering of persons from
schools as far away as California gathered on
the Commons, the traditional ground for

Kent State students for football rallies, or to

protest the U.S. invasion of Cambodia.
Police attempted to announce over a

mobile public address system the illegality of

the swelling crowd's location, but the crowd
flagrantly refused to listen and drowned out
the system by chanting, "Courts arrest,

injunctions jail, all your efforts to stop us
fail."

One police officer tried to hand out copies

of Judge Jones' injunction but no one would
take them. Police then used another more
effective persuasion tactic. Clad in riot gear,

the 100 or more officers began advancing a

half step at a time with night sticks braced to

ward off the trespassers.

As the police move within "the - whites -

of - their - eyes" distance, the coalition

quickly assembled into rows of eight each,

each row locking arms, and marched off the

Commons with the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War (VVAW) to a dormitory

complex and began chanting "Out of the

dorms and into the streets, join us, join us,

joins us, "but with little success.

The students reactions were mixed; most
just watched curiously and some took snap-

shots. The pro-gym students were the most
vociferous, shouting "Build our gym," and

Student security

all dormitory en-

"Move the coalition."

guards were posted at

trances.

The demonstrators then marched to a
lawn in front of an academic building for

another illegal rally, where a woman
representing the South Africa Liberation
Support Committee dedicated the day's
protests to the memory of slain South

African student leader Steven Biko from a

pick-up truck with sound equipment. "Let us
Stand together in common struggle for the
people of South Africa," she said.

Wally Klim of the VVAW addressed the
subject of Veteran's Day. Referring to the
American Legion and the VFW, he said,

"They say they speak for national unity,"
and in reference to the rally he said, "This is

the best example of national unity I've ever
seen."

The speeches went on for a while, and just

as the coalition was about to march to the
gym site, mounted police from the sheriff's

department trotted to the front of the group,
and police on foot, wearing helmets and gas

TURN TO PAGE 2
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U.S. imperialistic

in South Africa

says Spartacus

Jeff Maxwell stressed the United States imperialistic attitudes in South Africa

among other topics during the Spartacist Youth League Forum last Friday night.

(Staff photo by John Anderson)

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Anti-apartheid revolts and U.S. imperialist
moralism were the topics discussed during a
two-hour Spartacus Youth League (SYL)
Fo/-um in the Campus Center last Friday
night.

"Apartheid has gotten stronger over the
last 30 years," said SYL speaker Jeff
Maxwell, "But the situation is not hopeless.

"The weak point is at the point of
production, as was proven to 1973-74 when a

strike wave by black workers in South Africa

forced the trade unions to make con-
cessions, and apartheid decreased for the
first time in 48 years," said Maxwell.

Maxwell argued against the current use of

guerrilla warfare to combat apartheid, saying
it won't work for three reasons — South
Africa has a powerful military machine, the

whites are willing to fight to the last person,

and there are four times as many whites in

South Africa than in other African countries

like Rhodesia.

Maxwell cited labor actions against the

shipment of military goods to South Africa

as another possible solution.

On the subject of imperialist moralism.

Maxwell said, "The main enemy is at home.
The U.S. Imperialists are using the South
African issue as a means of increasing moral

credibility,

"Carter's current human rights campaign
is nothing more than an attempt to facelift

the United States image abroad. The U.S. is

the most imperialist nation and is the sup-
porter of virtually every reactionary regime
on the face of the earth," he said.

The SYL is the youth section of the
Sparticist League, an inter-racial

revolutionary socialist organization, which
has members worldwide.

The league attempts to recruit youths to

the ideas of Marx, Lenin, and Trotsky. Their

goal i§ to replace capitalism, which they say
"can't solve basic democratic tasks", with a

workers qovernment.

In the past, the SYL has initiated cam-
paigns to stop national recruiting by the

National Security Agency and the Central

Intelligence Agency on college campuses,
led rallies in support of the striking Franklin

teachers at Boston University, and started

protest demonstrations against the death of

Steven Biko
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Women's Center;

a place to relax

By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

For any women interested in a place to
browse, have coffee, or meet other area
women, the Orchard Hill Women's
Center in Field House is the place.
A short film and discussion kicked off

the semester Oct. 11. The film,
"Anything You Want To Be", em-
phasized restrictions women have in
making decisions regarding careers and
lifestyle, said Jill Ramsdeli co-ordinator of
the center. She said the discussion
addressed the needs of Orchard Hill

women and plans for the year.
Ramsdeli said there are a vanety of

projects being worked on this semester,
one in particular being the center's
library The library contains a collection
of books and articles, with information on
health issues, history and sociology of
women, lesbian and black women, and
literature and poetry, said Lisa Sarett, a
staff member.
The center also maintains a referral

service of organizations and services
offered at UMass and in the Pioneer
Valley of particular interest to women
and otters counseling services to area
women. Saren said

A newsletter is being published which
will list the center's events and contain
literature and poetry written by UMass
women, said Sarett.

Ramsdeli said there are many events to
look forward to. "Plans are underway for
a potluck dinner, coffeehouse, con-
tradance, and film series. A workshop
series is being worked on, including
sessions on self-defense, sexism
awareness, social feminism, lesbianism,
and contraception," she said.

Information and dates for the events
will be posted at the center and in the
Orchard Hill area. Ramsdeli said these
activities are open to students in the
UMass and the five-college community.

Ramsdeli stressed the importance of
coordinating efforts of the three centers
located in Orchard Hill; the Third World,
Men's and Women's centers. She said!
"Many issues we are dealing with
concern not just women. Consciousness
dealing with sexism, racism oppression,
is not just for women, but for all students
to become aware."
The Women's Center is open Monday,

3 to 9 p.m., Tuesday, 1 to 10 p.m.
Wednesday, 11:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.!
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday 1 to
4 p.m.

Health Services offer

diabetes discussions
By CYNTHIA HARMEN
Collegian Staff

Like Weight Watchers, Alcoholics
Anonymous, and other such mutual support
organizations, a group of UMass people
gather on Monday nights to discuss their
common health problem and to give one
another support.

The diabetes discussion group is part of an
educational program coordinated by the
Health Educational Services.

"Education about the care of diabetes is

an integral part of this program," according
to Barbara Estabrook, health education
coordinator "Members of the group can
discuss ideas and problems and offer
solutions. Sometimes it's most helpful to talk
to someone who shares -the same problem."

The group aims to help and educate
diabetics, their families, peers and those who
will be striken with the disease within their
lifetimes.

Diabetes is a rapidly increasing problem.
1 he number of diabetics in this country has
jumped from 1.2 million in 1950 to an
estimated 5 million today. This is an increase
of over 300 per cent while the U.S.
population has grown only about 50 per cent.
Moreover, the total number of new cases in
this country is growing at the rate of about 2
million every three years.

Treatment with insulin has markedly in-
creased the life expectancy of a diabetic. But
diabetes is still the fifth leading cause of
death by disease in this country and the
second leading cause of blindness.

The UMass group aims to ease the
problems of the diabetic through support
and education in order to help make their life

as normal as possible. The format of the
group includes both informal discussion and
guest speakers on a wide range of diabetes
topics, Estabrook said. All interested in-

dividuals should attend the Monday
discussions, she said.

Students uninjured
in dormitory blaze
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Two UMass students escaped injury early
Saturday morning when a fire swept through
their third floor campus apartment in Mary
Lyon dormitory, Keith Hoyle, University Fire
Marshall said.

Beth Hennessy was alone in the room
alseep when an overhead desk lamp
belonging to her roommate, Mindy Kingston
came to rest on a pillow setting it and the bed
aflame, Hoyle said.

'"The room is a total loss," Hoyle said.

*o ^"^^ damage alone caused an estimated
S2,500 worth of damage."
Two false alarms, eight minutes apart,

hampered efforts by the Amherst Fire

Department to quench the 2:35 a.m. blaze,
Hoyle said.

A false alarm at 2:53 a.m. was triggered on
the eighth floor of McNamara and called one
of four engines away from the Mary Lyon
fire.

Eight minutes later another false alarm
summoned fire fighters to the loading dock
of the Campus Center.

Despite the interference, the Amherst Fire
Department had the dorm fire under control
by 3 a.m., Hoyle said.

Smoke damage to the dormitory hallway
and adjacent rooms was estimated at $200,
Hoyle said.

Sylvan government
may hold 're'-election
By JAMS EINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

The Sylvan Area Government may be
forced to hold another election in Brown
dormitory for the government's candidates
due to a petition brought to the Student
Attorney General by a resident of that dorm.
President Linne Donaldson said last night.
The charges state that one of the can-

didates on the Sylvan Area Government
election ballot was campaigning near a ballot
box, and another person at the ballot box
was instructing people as to whom to vote
for. A decision will be made this week by the
Student Attorney General as to whether or
not a new election will be held.

In other business, members of the Sylvan
Area Government last night voted to allocate
$100 for a concert featuring Professor Archie
Shepp to be held Nov. 11 in the Fine Arts

Center. The Cultural Society will allocate $50
for the concert and $50 will come from the
Sylvan Area Government. The concert will

benefit the Che-Lumumba School, an
alternative school.

Sylvan Area Government members also
voted last night to allocate $190 for the salary
of the government secretary. The work-
study position which pays $3.25 a week for
12 hours of work each week has not been
filled yet. Applications are still available
outside the Sylvan Area Government office
in 01 Cashin. The deadline is 5 p.m. Oct. 26.

Sylvan Area Government members
decided last night to find out more about
unionization and to possibly have two people
speak on the subject: one person opposed to
the idea, and one in favor. There will be
further discussion on the matter at the next
meeting which will be held at the new
meeting time, next Monday at 7:30 p.m

Mid-East debate in CCA
Three panelists will take part in a debate

on the "Crisis in the Middle East" tonight at
8:00 in the Campus Center Auditorium.

The panelists are: John Hillson, founder of
the Palestine Solidarity Committee and
author; Bassem Mouallem, native of
Lebanon and international journalist; and
Prof. David Sidorsky of Columbia University,

cnairperson of the American Zionist Youth
Foundation.
The debate, sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program will feature a
15-minute statement by each panelist,
followed by a question period. Each speaker
will make a five-minute closing statement.
The moderator will be UMass student Roaer
Lukoff.

* Kent State struggle
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

masks, surrounded the group on all but one
side and shoved the protesters across the
road on to the lawn of a fraternity with tear
gas, while local, state, and national press
took photos and notes.

After the first skirmish, nearly the entire
press crew disappeared, including the NBC
news team and the UPI photographer
wearing a riot helmet with a UPI sticker
affixed to the front of it. As soon as the
crowd was moved, a tow truck came and
removed the sound system.

Tying wet handkerchiefs around their
faces for makeshift gas masks, the coalition
lined up six abreast with locked arms and
marched toward the gym site. The fence that
had previously been torn down had been
replaced by an all metal one, two to three
times as high.

Before the demonstrators reached the site

they were gassed, but made an orderly
logging retreat to a field well away from the

central campus area, chanting, "'The whole
world is watching."
A UMass student was arrested during this

march as he left the assembled marchers to
take pictures. Robert Boladrina, a student
senator from Mackimmie, is expected to be
released from the Portage County jail today.

At the third rally site of the day, a vote was
taken in favor of another march. Twenty-
nine persons from the Amherst contingent
voted to remain in the march. Twelve of
them elected to leave and wait off the
campus.

The coalition then marched to the
Commons again and up the hill to Taylor Hill
to the fence surrounding the gym site until
tear gas containers were launched at them in
a steady fashion, causing them to jog in
formation back to the scene of the skirmish
with the police, calvary and infantry, where
they had a final rally and departed.

After each gasing, the marchers split in
two groups but each time reunited at the
rallying point.
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Joe Gordon wears one of his many faces as a clown at the
Southwest Carnival last weekend. Weather and prices
seemed to thwart the otherwise attractive event. (Staff photo
by Wayne Davis)

Ex-SGA prexy

authors a report

on budget ways
By MAUREEN SULLIVAN
Collegian Staff

Each year UMass students express concern about the University
budget, the threat of new increases, and the quality of their
education here.

The impact of budget cuts and the fee increases is known and for
the most part, understood. However, what many students don't
understand, or perhaps don't even have any knowledge of is the
process by which the University budget is determined and the ways
in which they can influence it.

In an attempt to make this information known to students Jay
Martus, former co-president of the Student Government
Association has written a report entitled, Tfte Budget Process
Slicing tfie Pie at UMass.

^ The report was published last spring by the Student Center for
Educational Research ( SCER).

According to Martus, the report was part
of an independent study in economics, and
he noted his student government position
gave him access to information for his report
most students would not ordinarily have.
He explained that after he had done the

report. Larry Magid of the SCER staff
thought it would be useful to publish it in

order to give students an idea of what the
organizational structure and budget process
of the University were like.

In his analysis of the budget process,
Martus begins with a brief history of the
University's budget demands and a brief
history of the University itself. He then
explains the legislative actions regarding the
funding of the University. The report goes on
to explain the internal structure of the
University, and examines the hierarchical
structure of authority within it.

Martus continues by explaining the formal
process of budgeting as "a process whereby
the University assesses its on-going
programs, its physical facilities, and its in-

stitutional goals in order to determine a dollar
figure sufficient to meet these expectations."
Following this he yives an explanation of the
various types of funds that flow into the
University.

In his conclusion, Martus notes that, "the
tens of thousands of citizens who attend the
University as students, are afforded the least
impact within the budgeting process."

Carnival knowledge;
prices, weather hurt
By PATTI TROPED
Collegian Staff

Though expressed in various ways, the
general reaction to the Southwest carnival
this weekend was that it should have been
better.

Held last Thursday through Sunday at the
playing fields opposite the Southwest dorms,
the carnival was open to the entire valley
community as well as UMass. Features
included games, rides and food, as well as a
parachute demonstration on Sunday af-
ternoon by the UMass Sport Parachute Club.

Also on hand was J-Gee The Clown, a
sophomore theatre arts major at Brandeis
University. A semi-professional clown, J-Gee
was hired by the carnival management to
"'clown around" both on the carnival
grounds and by the Southwest pyramids on
Sunday morning.
The major detriments to the success of the

carnival seem to have been the prices and
the weather, which in turn produced a less
than lively crowd.

Jeniffer Hansen, of Framingham, said,
"Fifty cents is high for rides. They're usually
40. The kiddie rides are okay at a quarter"
Wayne Grincewicz, of Brittany Manor, and

Cindy Weare from Coolidge, thought the
carnival was small, and the games too ex-
pensive. ""They're fifty cents here, and at
rriost places only a quarter," Grincewicz said.
"It's a good way to raise money for South-
west, though," said Weare.

Debbie Schatz, a resident of Washington
lower who was there on Friday said, "The
games were a rip-off. You get better pinball
at the Campus Center."

Duke Schiavo, who ran one of the games,
disagreed. "The cost of everything's gone up
today. We've got payroll and merchandise
costs to consider as well as gas to run the
machines. This is actually very cheap en-
tertainment. If you spend the same amount
of time at the movies it costs $3.50."

Schiavo felt the lack of interest owed itself
more to the weather than the cost. "It's
always slow this late in the year. Too cold

"

he said.

Tim Cross, another game operator,
thought the reason for the lack of crowds
was "too many parties across the street."

Sponsored by the Southwest Assembly
the carnival cost $3,600 to run. Bonnie Ward!
co-treasurer of the assembly, said, "The
carnival was supposed to have been run
earlier in the semester, when the weather
was warmer. Had that been the case, we
should have made $8,000, clearing to a profit
of $4,400.

"As it is, I don't think we'll lose money, but
we'll probably make only $4,000, which gives
VS a $400 profit." The exact figures won't be
known until Tuesday or Wednesday. "The
weather really ruined it," said Ward.

Thursday and Friday nights drew the
largest crowds, made up primarily of college
students. According to Larry Cushing and
Wayne Lawyer, who run the "paratrooper',
"Most of the people that came here at night
were pretty well buzzed. The paratrooper did
a good business, but the kiddie rides were
slow because it was mostly students."

Paul MacMartin, another operator of the
paratrooper' felt the main advantage of
having the carnival on campus was the
number of women present. "There were
more girls here," he said.

The ferris wheel is silhouetted against the setting sun
during the closing hours of the Southwest Carnival. ( Staff
photo by John Anderson)

Sociology prof.—

'purge the CIA'
By JOAN ARBETTER
Collegian Staff

Calling for "radical surgery" to purge the CIA of its corruption and
illegal intervention into intellectual life, an Amherst College
sociology professor last Friday addressed an audience of about 50
persons to the topic of "The CIA and Intellectual Life" at the
Unitarian Meetinghouse in Amherst.

Prof. Norman Birnbaum claims the CIA has "exceeded its
charter" in this country and that their activities are out of
congressional and public control. Rather than to gather and to
centralize information regarding national security, he insists the
agency is known to "propagate opinions which are congenial to the
CIA" arKi to "diffuse systematic misinformation."

In its continual attempt to elicit favorable mainstream opinion and
policy formation, Birnbaum says the CIA distributes covert subsidies
in the media, publishing industries and universities in attempts to
maintain and to encourage the particular attitudes in intellectual life.

Birnbaum proposed that the way to deal with CIA corruption is to
"employ radical surgery, " that is, to open files and to act to abolish
the present "bureaucratic kingdom" which now embodies the
agency. He said this is not the policy adopted by the present ad-
ministration no matter what promises have been made.

'V

Pete Kramer, owner of the Turner Fails Sport Parachute Center, falls, lands, and walks away from an excellent jump on the
south athletic fields near last weekend's carnival. He was joined by seven members of the UMass parachute club as a
promotion for the organization. (Staff photos by John Anderson)
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IM.Y. Times
editor dies
NEW YORK >UPh - Lester Markel,

Sunday editor of The New York Times for
more than 40 years and an associate editor
tor the Times from 1964 until 1968, died of
cancer yesterday in his Manhattan home. He
was 83 years old

Markel, who lived at 135 Central Park West
and had a second home m Oakhurst, N.J.,
was known as a tough editor and readily
admitted it.

"Sure I'm a tough editor," he once said. "I
don't believe in Gallup poll editors who give
the reader what they think he wants. I try to
please myself

"

Born in New York, Jan, 9, 1894, he was the
son of German immigrants.

Markel anended City College for two years
and received his degree in 1914 from the
Columbia University School of Journalism,
which was then an undergraduate school.

His first )ob was as a spoiswriter and
linotype operator for The Northside News, a
small, neighborhood newspaper in the
Bronx. He then moved to the New York
Tribune where he progressed from reporter
to City editor and night editor.

In 1919 he was named assistant managing
editor of the Tribune and in 1923 Adolph S.
Ochs, publisher of the Times, hired him as
editor of the fledgling and generally un-
distinguished Sunday department of the
Times.

Markel started with a staff of five that dealt
with a ISpage, combined magazine and
book review and some leftover features. He
was given free rein to enlarge and improve
the department until 1964 when he became
associate editor.

He developed several additional sections
for the Sunday newspaper but the in-

novation he always considered most im-
portant was The News of the Week in

Review, later called The Week m Review.
In 1951 Markel received a $150,000 grant

*rom the Ford Foundation to set up an
organization to study the flow of news to and
from the United States. It eventually became
the International Press Institute, now per-
manently headquartered m Zurich.

Farms checked
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Agriculture

Secretary Robert Bergland will make a two'-
day inspection tour of farms in Connecticut
this week to check out agriculture in

southern New England.
The Thursday and Friday intinerary in-

cludes visits to at least three dairy and
poultry farms in the Jewett City and Man-
chester areas and a visit to the Central
Connecticut Farmers Cooperative, owned
and operated by farmers from five states.

Bergland will attend two forums at the
University of Connecticut in Storrs and the
Hartford Public Library to discuss all aspects
of agricultural production, food stamps and
nutrition programs and meet the bankers to
discuss food stamp sales, according to Rep.
Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.

Agreolideol
The printed look br

your great ideas

Rentals and Sales

Rentals onlyS^per ncek
CAR you Afford not to

type: your pApers

fit these prices?

// ijou ilo a lot of I yping

perhaps you should huy

a lupeu filer. We can help
there to.u ureal selection

at ilisLount prices!

(he '
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Lester Mairkel. Sunday editor of the New York Times for more than 40 years and an
associate editor for the Times from 1964 until 1968, died of cancer yesterday, at age

Aiding Egypt
U.S. benefits

CAIRO Egypt \UPI\ ^ U.S. Treasury of-
ficials said yesterday American financial aid
to Egypt will continue at its present level for
some time "and we believe we are getting
our money's worth."

Officials accompanying visiting Treasury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal said Egypt's
"economic and political stability is of
paramount importance" to the stability of
the entire Middle East.

Blumenthal, who arrived Satruday, met
dunng the weekend with President Anwar
Sadat and Premier Mamdouh Salem for
what the officials described as a "general
discussion of bilateral cooperation, Egypt's
economic development projects and US
assistance."

The United States has been pumping an
annual $1 billion into the Egyptian economy
for the past two years, but American officials
said It was too early to assess the results of
this massive aid program.

However, American officials said
Blumenthal emphasized to the Egyptian
government that the "Carter administration
IS committed to the extension of substantial
assistance. ..which will continue for some
time."

In response to a reporter's question, one
official said: "Yes, we are getting our
money's worth, by helping Egypt deal with
Its immediate economic problems and
building up the infrastructure necessary for
long-term projects."

Nivvrv^
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* 14 .\ll new |)|,il a Fahrlt

.Maylas washers and dryers

Rt 116 Sunderiu
4

* 2 lanje load heavy
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temperature dryers

open 8:30 am - 9pm
7 days a week

Attendant on duty
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A nice way to

catch her ear.
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si;( m 14k gold
'.till .1 girl s best

l.istiion frieiKl' All of

(.ourse at upstairs

prices I For pierced
".irsi

(t t w $225
ct

. I w S350
v. ct t w $425
1 ct t w $595

tot.il weight)

Master Charge h Visa

Accepted

Upstairs at

Naffonallv Known Diamond Htmounl SptdalitH
1 562 AAAIN STREET 2nd floor

SPRINGFIELD MASS 01103

MON. & TUBS. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza Si-

Get A Pitcher of Beer

for V2 Price

55 Lniversit> Drive

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

salads — homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs — pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

Thur;; ll-l,

\mherst 549-5713

Fri & Sat U-2 a.m.

Senate debates
energy package

c:()lle^ian 5

WASHINGTON \AP\ The Senate
debates the tax portion of President Carter's
energy package this week while the House
takes up a proposal to finance the Social
Security system.
The $40 billion package of tax credits for

energy conservation and production won
approval Friday from the Senate Finance
Committee and is scheduled for Senate
debate tomorrow through the end of the
week.
The bill is a substitute for the energy taxes

Carter initially proposed to force con-
servation and reduce U.S. reliance on oil

imports.

But no matter what the Senate does, the
legislation will be sent to the joint House-
Senate committee that already has begun
working out a compromise between the
different energy bills passed by each house.
The House bill would force energy con-

servation by raising taxes, but the finance
committee bill would reward those who
conserve and provide greater incentives for

increased energy production.
Although the House passed Carter's total

energy package almost intact, the Senate
has made drastic revisions.

The tax part of the final compromise
energy bill is likely to include some of the

taxes passed by the House as well as some of
the tax credits approved by the Senate
Finance Committee.
The Social Security proposal the House

will take up is aimed at resolving the financial
problems of the system, which has been
mnning at a deficit since 1975.

Unless action is taken, one of the system's
trust funds - for disability benefits - will be
exhausted in 1979 and a second one,
covering old age and survivors' insurance,
will run ou* of money in 19K3.
The House bill would add six million

federal, state and local government workers
to the Social Security system as of January
1982 to broaden the base of the system's
contributors.

Just how this would be done is not clear,

however. Reps. Gladys Spellman, D-Md.,
and Joseph Fisher, D-Va., whose districts
include many government workers, are
expected to try to eliminate this section of
the bill.

They would substitute a study to work out
the details for an eventual merging of the
various government retirement systems.
No general financing from the Treasury

would be provided to bail out the funds, but
the bill would permit temporary borrowing if

the money dips below a certain minimum.

Two gunmen surrender

;

woman hostage safe
JACKSON. Miss. \UPI\ - Two gunmen,

surprised during the attempted holdup of a
grocery store, held a young woman clerk
hostage for nearly 12 hours yesterday before
surrendering to police.

The suspects released 19-year-old Sharon
Clark unharmed about 11:30 a.m. and then
walked out of the store moments later with
their hands above their heads and surren-
dered to police.

Acting Police Chief Ben Shearer identified

the suspects as Carl Rutherford, 30, of
Calhoun City, Miss., and John Neighbors, 23,
address unknown. Shearer said they would
be charged with armed robbery but police
had agreed not to file kidnap charges in

return for safe release of the hostage.
The surrender ended a drama that began

when the two suspects were surprisea oy
police during the holdup shortly before
midnight. They fired a shot at the officers

and took Miss Clark and a 17-year-old
customer. Bob Hicks, as hostages.
The suspects, in an attempt to negotiate

for a getaway car during the predawn hours,
let Hicks go. When the youth tried to start a
car in front of the store, however, it lurched
forward and the two men, both armed with
snub-nosed .38 caliber pistols, fired two
shots into the windshield.

Hicks was not hit and was allowed to leave
unharmed moments later.

Shearer said Miss Clark had not been
harmed but it was the third time she had
been a holdup victim and she was in an
"extremely nervous state " She was taken to
a hospital for examination.

Shearer said a woman, identified as a
"friend" of one of the suspects, was found
asleep in a nearby car about 9 a.m. He said
she participated in the negotiations with the
suspects and helped "turned the tide of
surrender."

News in Brief

Reduce sale

of U.S. arms
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Sen. William

Proxmire, D-Wis., said yesterday he will
seek a congressional ceiling on arms
sales to make it easier for U.S. officials to
deny weapons to other countries
weapons to other countries.

The Wisconsin Democrat said he plans
to mtroduce legislation to reduce
American arms sales from $9.9 billion this
year to $8 billion in 1978, $6 billion in 1979
and $4 billion a year from 1980 on.

In a speech prepared for delivery in the
Senate today, Proxmire said Congress
could help the administration reduce
arms sales by putting a declining ceiling
on them in the futture.

"Then the administration can point to
Congress as the culprit in negotiations
with other nations seeking military
hardware," he said. "It will also force the
Pentagon and the State Department to
make some hard choices as to which
countries really need U.S. weapons for
self defense."

Proxmire said a policy of cutting
overseas arms sales would "contribute to
stability" in some areas and help limit

arms races among developing nations.

Boy arranges

self-kidnapping
SAN JOSE, Calif. \UPI] - A father

whose teenage son allegedly faked his
own kidnap to extort $100,000 from his
parents said yesterday he still loves the
boy.

"I'm not put here to judge my son. I'm
put here to love him," Cordell Brown,
part owner of a meat packing company,
said of his son Michael, 15.

Michael and four other teenagers
ranging from 14 to 18 years old, all friends
at Pioneer High School, were charged by
police Saturday with faking the kid-
napping.

The plot, which began Wednesday
with Michael's apparent disappearance,
was kept secret by police and the FbI
until Friday night because of fear for
Michael's safety.

His father received a call Wednesday
night demanding the money as ransom
for his return and saying Michael would
be "killed immediately" if police were
notified.

"Dad, help me. They will kill me," the
boy told his father, according to police.
On Friday, the father, with an FBI

agent as his passenger and a two-way
radio hidden his car, followed in-
structions that led him to two phone
booths. He was told to leave the money
beside a speed limit sign along a narrow
road outside town.
The elder Brown left the money and

two motorcycles, each carrying two
persons, drove up.
One boy scooped up the money, and

officers who were hiding behind bushes
leaped out and arrested two of the
youths. The two others were captured
after a chase.

24 servicemen
killed in crash

Manila, The Philippines [UPI] - U.S.
authorities yesterday sought to identify
the bodies of 24 American servicemen
killed Friday when a CH53 Sikorsky "Sea
Stallion" helicopter crashed into a ravine
m a jungle in the central Philippines, a
Navy spokesman reported.

Thirteen other Americans aboard the
helicopter taking part in a US. 7th fleet
amphibious landing exercise on Mindoro
Island, 100 miles south of Manila, were
injured and were in "stable condition,"
the spokesman said.

Another serviceman suffered a
fractured lower right leg during rescue
operations. He was identified as Hospital
man recruit Gary G. Parido, from
Hallandale, Fla. The spokesman said he is

in "excelllent condition."
The spokesman said the dead were

being identified at the U.S. Clark Air Base
mortuary.

Most of the victims were Marines but
the spokesman said earlier Navy and Air
Force personnel also may have been
aboard the copter.

About 5,000 men of the Third Marine
Division and the First Marine Aircraft
Wing in Okinawa and Iwakuni, Japan,
participated in the two-week exercise
code-named "Fortress Lightning" which
ended Friday.
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1.09 and up
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INTERNATIONAL

CAREER?

A representative

will be on the campus

TUESDAY - P.M.
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to discuss qualifications for

advanced study at
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities

in the field of

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Interviews nnay be scheduled at

PLACEMENT OFFICE

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

Thunderbird Campus
OUndaU, Ariiona 85306
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Around New England

Reverse stand
on Reilly case

HARTFORD, Conn. [UP/] - Peter A.
Reilly IS no longer considered the prime
suspect in his mother's 1973 slaying but
there's a lot being said about why the
state's top law enforcement official
decided to stop accusing the youth.

New Britain Attorney Paul McQuillan
a former prosecutor in the Reillv casfl
said Friday it was his discussions with
toward K. Leonaro that ultimately
convinced the state police commissioner
to reverse his position in the case.

In a surprise move Thursday, Leonard
- who had steadfastly maintained Reilly
killed the woman - did an about face
and said the 22-year-old ambulance
dnver should not be re-arrested.

Leonard has not indicated what
persuaded him that Reilly should not be
charged again.

Meeting burdens

Conn, taxpayers
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPf] - Con-

necticut taxpayers will foot the bill for a
conference in the Virgin Islands that Gov.

Ella T. Grasso and at least 10 Connecticut
legislators reportedly plan to anend.
The Hartford Courant reported

Saturday that it had learned of the
Connecticut lawmakers' involvement in

the conference after some Rhode Island
legislators planning to attend also were
accused of junketeering.

Conn, gambling
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. [UP/] - The

Connecticut gaming commission plans a
series of inquiries into the affairs of
legalized gambling facilities during the
next three weeks.
One inquiry, yet to be placed on the

commission agenda, will delve into the
profit picture of Detroit lawyer A. Robert
Zexf, president of the Bridgeport Jai Alai
arena, who reported he took home $2.9
million since the fronton opened June 1

1976.

Zeff's proiits are significant because of
the declining pari-mutuel handles at
Connecticut's three jai alai arenas which
are expected to prompt requests to lower
state tax on jai alai profits.

The Legislature last year raised the tax
on jai alai owners in Bridgeport, Hartford
and Milford so the host towns could
make more money.
Another inquiry, set for Nov. 2, will find

gaming commissioners trying to get
present and former Bridgeport Jai Alai
owners to divulge ownership of a strip of
land between the jai alai and Interstate
91.

Activist tries

for cheap fuel

HARTFORD, Conn. [UP/] - Social ac-
tivisit Ned Coll, just returned from a 340-mile
trek on foot to the nation's capitol, plans to
return there by car tomorrow to carry on his
fight to help the poor of the Northeast this
winter.

"Washington and the Carter ad-
ministration are completely blind to the
suffereing that could happen in the North-
east this winter," Coll said, stressing that
high fuel costs in New England will hurt the
poor

In a weekend telephone interview from his
Hartford home, where he was resting from
his ardous walk. Coll said he wants the
federal government to help the region's poor
pay their heating bills.

Coll, who waded across the entire Con-
necticut coastline this summer to protest the
lack of public beaches, reached Washington
at 2 p.m. Friday.

"But the walk is just the first phase," Coll
said, adding that he will return to
Washington Tuesday to meet with Rep.
Anthony Moffett, D-Conn., and members of
the Carter administration. Moffett set up the
meeting.

Coll said his reception in the nation's
capital Friday was cool at best.

"Initial vibrations are bad," he said. "What
I got on the phone from one of his (Carter's)
aides was basically "to hell with the program
for the winter."

"It made me somewhat skeptical of the
populas Jimmy Carter is always talking
about," Coll continued. "I hope it isn't just a
lot of slick public relations."

Boycotts
strengthen

' ERA
CH/CAGO \UP/] - Supporters of the

Equal Rights Amendment are using a new
economic weapon.

The tactic already has cost Chicago $15
million in revenue, Chicago Convention and
Tourism Bureau officials said. ERA sup-
porters believe it has had a similar effect
elsewhere.

The weapon is a recent agreement among
40 national organizations to keep their
conventions out of states which have not
ratified the national ERA. The National
Organization for Women is actively recruiting
more groups for the boycott.

Illinois is one such state. Frank Sain,
president of the Convention and Tourisrri
Bureau, said about $1 million in revenue to
Chicago hotels and businesses has been
canceled by such groups as the League of
Women Voters, National Association of
Social Workers, Board of Global Ministers
and Conference on College Composition and
Communication.

Sain estimated Chicago could have at-
tracted conventions worth about $14 million
from those groups, were it not for the
boycott. Among those is the National
tducation Association, whose convention is
worth about $3 million.

In addition to the convention boycott, a
voter pledge drive designed to drum up new
support for the ERA was announced
Saturday by Chicago NOW leaders.

YDU DESEP^E SOME CREDIT
...YOirVE EARNED IT.

!li!!l!l!!llll!!l

Once you ve earned a college
degree. Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit

too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating.*

If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future

employment, you may be eligible

for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit your
own personal budget—from delaying your
first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed.

If you don't have a job lined up just yet. keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.

Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.

'Where permitted by law
"For example, contract dated December 15, 1977. Cash Pnce $5,300 00. Total Down Payment
$800 00: Amount Fmanced $4 500 00. FINANCE CHARGE $1.806 09. ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 14 35%: Deferred Payment Price $7 406 09
Payment schedule: first payment due ^arch 15. 1978. 45 payments consistmg of: first 9 monthly
payments of $117.40: next 9 monthly payments of $130 85 next 9 monthly payments of $145 84
next 9 monthly payments of $162 55: anb 9 monthly payments of $177.37

Ford Motor
Credit

Company

i^^
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MEAT STREET U.S.A.

Frozen
Turkey Breast
Fresh Marvat

Turkey Breast

98*.

lb.

FrMh Maoral Turfcay JM ^^^gffc

Drumsticks4or

58*
78f

FrMh Marval Turltay

Wings
FrMh Marval Turfcay

Thighs

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs
Whole

Whoid Breast

98*.

Pork Chops lb
Frath Porti Laan ft Maaty ^^^^^
Spareribs 90.
Country Styla

Pork Ribs

Whole Bone In

Shells of Beef

M68Untrimmed

Top Loin Shell

Steaks Bone In

90 lb lb.

Bonalass

lb

rPRODUCE-^
'.I r t

GreenlQiant
Golden Corn

li*.

Stew Beef 1
Bonalass Baaf Round ^^ ^fl

CubedSteak I

Colonial Mastar Smokad ^^^ ^^^

Shoulders OO

28

lb

lb

Boneless Top
Round Steak

Top Round for

London Broil

1.78.

Bonalass Roast ^^|A^^
Top Round 1»
Bonalass Round ^ ^fl KCK

BeefKabobs'1.
Extra Laan Frash ^^MAO
GroundBeef*1.

' 'V

5^ ' -^5^ -sP"

Whole Kernel,

Cream Style

"F/rsf of the Season"

Fresh Florida

Tangelos

Wastarn Baking "^P^^^
Potatoes li #9
Long Graan Frash ^^ ^ jm

Cucumberso -I
Fra8h12oz pkg. ^^^\^
Mushrooms€i^Z

Mushrooms Availabl* Tuesday thru Saturday

count H^^^^F

Delicious Apples
Washington State
Red and Golden

Extra Fancy 2 V4" min.39 lb

Cooked Under
U.S. Gov't. '

Specification H
$489 ^'

MR. DELI

Roast Beerfcl

Cooked HiiiTi

*1Domestic
Freshly
Sliced

More Grocery Values at Finast!

Red Cabbage ...en^ooa . . 3'far°' 1.00

Greenwood BeetSo*':.. 3\t"s' 1.00

Snows Clam Chowder . . 'l^' 68«

Shasta Diet Soda.
M?o;

1.00

BEER & WINE
Budweiser Beer
case of ?4
12 oz. cans case

only

$e995
Falstaff Beer .'^^•^c^, . . .

. '^ 4.99

FranciaChiantiar.vneRos.. magnum 2.49
Tosca Lambrusco '^r 1.79
8aar « Wirta itams Availabia on/y in Finast of Hadlay

BONUS BARGAINS

I

Ragu Spaghetti Sauce . ::,;• 1.19

Libby's Beans L>eepB-o«n . 4 'dns 1 .00

Libby's PeacheSye"owo,ng2'cars1 .00

Sweet Pfeas ..enG«n, . . . 3Vz 1.00

Green Beans .:~ r: ; :;; 3 'c^i 1.00

CriscoOil '^-r-gg*

Dinty Moore Beef Stew "..: 1.19

MOrmei Or Am (ireattof.SanclwprUps can &*>

Heinz Tomalo Ketchup . t;. 79*

Chicory or Escarole . . .3 b. 1.00

Jones Sliced Bacon . . . pk« 1.39

Finast Party Assortment ^Ko 1.39

Nepco Bologna rh,n s-^eo. . i<g 1.19

Nepco Salami yh,ns.-red . . . ^g 1.39

Colonial Sizzle Strips ... p^g 1.19

rFROZEN FOODS
Freezer Queen

Char. Br BeatPattias
Spagh. & Meatballs, 2 lb

Sails. Stk w/Gravy. pkg
Turkay Croquattas 97

'''' 1.09Pumpkin Pie^s sm,^^, . . . . okg

Hawaiian Punch Red . 3'.% 1.00
Finast French Fries .c« 4r^5'; 89*

Finast Lemonade. . . . 3 Vans 1.00
Tree Tavern Pizza . . pKg 1.19

Orange Juioe
Finast

Frozan cans ^^m ^^m

Availabia Only in Stores with Service Deli Depts.

In-Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Italian Bread . . 4 . 1.00

Assorted Turnovers 4 89*

Fresh Cake Donuts o^^a^'^n . , 69*
Available Only m Stores with In Store Bake Shops f

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Low Fat gallon plastic lug ^^^fl4^k

Finast Milk '1^'
Grapefruit Juice Indian Rtve' .... conf9^89*

Finast Ricotta Cheese "^r c'J?. 1.69

Oranga Juica '^ gal. cont. ^^0^^
Riclimond 09
American Cheese Fnas.s,.ces '^'g 1.39

Brookside Apple Cider . . . co^nl' 89*

Corn Oil Margarina ^^ 0^k0^k^^

Finast ^pk;99

You Save 38^ Extra Bonus
Finast Fresh
Large Eggs

White

Blown

nnast
t-'nces e"(- • -•• Sunrt.iy 0( rot)er i'3 thru Saturda/ Oclotwr ;'9 V-i7 7 No' rpsfionsifik^ t--.f ' .[w r.j',»l''^'< »' ot^vs
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•THERE le NO ^NAMA CAWAU-
-metE'S ONUV AM AMeWCAN CANAL

AT PANAMA..."

'...c/UST LIKE "THECT \WAS NO VIETNAM
THERE vwAS AN AMERICA AT VIETNAM;
AND NO CUBA. AMD MO CHILE.AND..."

Toward a real human consciousness
lisamelllli

"
... in politics, one must get to the real in

order to come closer to the ideal.

"

(Rita Mae Brown, IN HER DAY)
The American ideal has been living a life of

deception. And what's worse is that this

deception has led to a grossly unfair

economic system which is slowly eroding
those other ideals of liberty and equality

upon which this country was founded.
The American ideal I am speaking of is

individualism — the assumption that there
exist two selves; the public and private. This
ideal assumes that the private is the more
important. But this American tradition is

fooling itself, for in actuality there does not
exist a private self, but only a public self. We
are totally ruled by our society's ideology.

We are totally products of a socialization

process. We are not until our society defines
ourselves and our world for us through an
ideology.

The most pertinent example of this is

language We can only express ourselves
through the already established language
forms taught to us — words. We cannot
express new ideas if the words aren't there.

And by the same token we cannot think up
new ideas if the words aren't there, for words
also inhabit and rule our minds. Daniel
Berrigan expressed this concept in saying. "I

am in danger of verbalizing my moral im-

pulses out of existence."

Our culture has painted the sky blue for us:

has labeled the sky blue for us so we see the
sky blue and only blue. We see the world as
our ideology depicts it for us. And this ex-

tends to our clothing, our mannerisms, our
personalities We are not actually free. The
only free-will we exercise is in choosing
which already established sub-order of

thought in society we will belong to. And this

choice has already largely been made for us
by the perspectives and morals we were
taught by our parents and teachers. It's all

still part of our socialization process.

So we see the American ideal of in-

dividualism as a gross misconception of the
human psyche. But what is worse is to think

of the consequences.

In a historical perspective, the ideal of

individualism grew out of the experiences the

early settlers of our countrv exoerienced in

Europe. They escaped to the new world so

that they might have freedom of choice. The

ideal of placing the individual above any

other order in socipty was fine in the early

agraian setting — however, in in-

dustrialization this embrace of individualism

has turned into a disaster — better known as

capitalism.

What happened is that in the capitalist

system an open market was assuemed where
individuals can come and compete for capital

and profit. This results in, as the Darwinian
principle tell us, survival only for the fittest.

Individuals are run by individual motivations,
selfish desires for power. And the powerful
often exploit those beneath them for still

further economic gain.

In the sphere of production, capitalism
results in alienation experienced by the
worker, for his work is not an end in itself,

but defines who he is and is a means to

capital. The worker is alienated from the
product since it is no longer an art or trade,

but a mere job for money. He is alienated

from other workers, from a sense of

humanity because he is competing with
those other workers. Clearly, this system is

eroding our ideals of liberty and equality.

But this system is built upon a deceptive
notion. By replacing this notion with a true
one we can reach a better system. As Rita

Mae Brown says, by coming to terms with
the reality of people, of a system, of our
consciousness, we can and will reach a more
ideal system of living. And I believe that the
"real" notion of our consciousness is best fit

and realized in the political and economic
system of socialism.

Socialism assumes only the public self and
at the same time satisfies the individual's

need to reach full creative potential. This is

achieved by not having an economic system
in which everyone is competing but rather in

which everyone has a vested interest; equal
interest in industry. Production is seen as an
end in itself and not as a means for capital or
individual gain. The creative potential can be
realized because it is not inhibited by ruthless
competition.
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But socialism is not the total answer -
nothing is - but it is closer than what we
have now. And it is closer because it

presupposes the reality of the human
psyche, not the deception of individualism.

Lisa Melilli's column appears every
Monday in the Collegian.

Ten Commandments'

column offensive

To the Editor:

We strongly object to Paul
Yanowitch's column of October 17 en-
titled "The Ten Commandments Up-
dated." We believe that such a satire
would never have been tolerated in the
Collegian had it mocked women or
people of the Third World rather than
God and his believers In fact, your
apology for a racially offensive 'article
appears next to the column which of-
fends us as Christians.

We are not addressing the points that
Mr. Yanowitch is trying to make; rather
we are expressing our offense with his

denigration of the Lord, the Bible, and
the believers.

We suggest that you reexamine your
editorial policy which allow you to

publish such an article, and request that

you print an apology addressed to the

Christians in Amherst.

Douglas Owen
Fred Volkman
Daniel Partner

Veteran's bill

deserves support
To the Editor:

Very often in the course of academic
life there is a desire to participate in an
activity we can directly relate to;
something that will ultimately lead to the
sucessful completion of a desired goal I,

as one of over 2000 veterans attending
UMass, wish to give you the opportunity
to get involved. As you may or may not
know. Senate Bill S.457, sponsored by
John Durken [D\, New Hampshire and
amended by Alan Cranston \D],
California, was passed out of the
committee and will be coming up for vote
on the floor. Its formal name is G.I. Bill

Improvement Act of 1977, it will be
reviewed sometime in mid-November
and it concerns each and every veteran,
war orphan, and dependant of disabled
or decreased veteran in the United
States. This letter is an appeal to those
concerned to take on active part in
supporting the passage of the legislation.

In the following lines I will briefly

highlight three of the major issues of
S.457:

1. Extension of the Delimiting Period.

Under the current law a veteran is

allowed ten years from date of discharge

to attend a school x>f higher education
under the G.I. Bill. In terms of section

Another sort of power

By PETER COX

There has been rhuch debate in the
S:" '«*nt Senate and around campus In

gei leral and space on the editorial pages of
this paper devoted to the subject of student
unionization. I have my own personal
feelings on unionization which I chose to
withhold for now and perhaps treat later. But
I think it's important to consider another sort
of power along side what unionization offers.

That power is individual power. It is the
ability to question, to act, to make or attempt
to make change. Reject please the notion of
power groups, elites and the "system" that
seem omnipotent. To be sure they possess
awesome power, but it is an amalgamation
of individuals who combine their efforts and
talents to get things done. Singularly they
make the system, just as singularly one can
change the system. There is no aristocracy of
power or ability to act — we ail possess it.

To cite an example of this, recently there

was some consternation among a few
students in the Economics Department over

several issues; absence of career counseling,

lack of direction in the department and
evaluation of courses and professors, etc.

The students, organized in the Under-
graduate Economic Council (which was
established in the spring of '76) decided to

press the Economics Department with its

demands. One serious grievance a student
raised was the lack of tutoring program in the
Economics Department. He was told by the
head of the department that there were no
funds at his disposal. Despite the
bureaucracy he encountered he continued
talking with the council, getting help from
S C.E.R., questioning people down at the
Provost's Office, and finally speaking per-
sonally with Dean Wilkinson. The Dean had
funds at his disposal and agreed to release a
certain amount needed for a tutoring
program.

What had he done — was it so
remarkable? I don't think so. Sure he got
help and found support from S.C.E.R. and
the Undergraduate Economics Counsel
(U E.C.), but on the whole he worked by
himself and still got things done, made a

change. This is not to discount the value,

indeed the necessity of group effort; that
would be an absurdity. Many of the other
changes the U.E.C. wish to make must be a

group effort with the active participation and
support of all economics students and
majors. But let's not lose sight first of our
own individual power and ability to act,

rather than forsake that notion for reliance

on the group or elite. Nothing ever is ac-

complished without each person making his

or her contribution, their voice heard, their
actions count. The idea of the system or the
"Establishment" having a power of its own
apart from the individual is a fallacy, a myth.

So whatever our opinions are on student
unionization, or for that matter any political

debate, I hope we do not neglect our own
responsibilities. If something bothers you,
find help, look for support, try to change
things with others if possible, by yourself if

not. It is not easy; nothing worthwhile ever
is. But at the same time you forfeit your right

to complain, your claim is invalidated, if you
yourself are not willing to help change the
things you hold grievances against. You've
heard these lines before (I know I have), and
they're not just worn out cliches, they are
real. Worn out cliches are for worn out
people whose apathy and own discontent
need to be nourished by a regular dose of
criticism, reflecting their own dissatisfying

lives. For those of us who have not become
cynical junkies, acting and making a com-
mitment are one of the few things in this

world that really count. The individual is

enough.

Peter Cox is a Collegian Commentator.
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203, an eligible veteran who is enrolled as

a full-time student in an approved
program of education at the time his or
her delimiting date passes will be entitled

under certain circumstances to continue
using his or her entitlement. Since the
eligible veteran is now receiving 45
months of educational benefits, an
extension of the delimiting date would
provide for payment of partial
educational assistance for up to two
additional years. This would enable
fulltime students to complete their

program of study.

2. Accelerated Educational Assistance

Payments. This program would make it

possible for more veterans to receive a

greater portion of their monthly G.I. Bill

assistance when attending a high cost

program of education. Currently, the

veteran attending a $6000 per year in-

stitution is receiving the same monthly
allotment as the vet attending a $600 per

year community college. Obviously, their

needs are different and passage of this

section would enable the former vet

attending the higher costing school to

receive a larger monthly portion of his or

her entitlements.

3 Provide for a 6.6 per cent cost of
living increase. As a lifetime resident of
Massachusetts I feeljustification of this is

self-explanatory.

The impending legislation will have a
tremendous impact on the lives of
thousands of veterans nationwide, in-
cluding those currently receiving benefits
and the countless veterans who were cut
off by the legislation of May 31, 1976 I

strongly urge those concerned to write
letters supporting S.457, which will

ultimately effect veterans' welfare and
veterans' programs.

In the interest of gathering this much
needed support, the Veterans Service
Organization, an R.S.O. group located in

Room 411 of the S.U.B., will assist in

providing the following services. On
October 25 and 26, tables will be set up in

the concourse area of the C. C. and will be
staffed by V.S.O. members. For those
interested, the organization will provide:

1. brief format of the type of letter

desired, 2. envelopes and addresses of
concerned politicians, 3. a copy of
Senate Bill S. 457 in its entirety, and 4.

any related info, not covered by the

scope of the letter. In addition, those
interested will have an opportunity to find

out what the V. S. 0. is all about and what
kinds of services it can provide for you.

We want your support and offer a
golden opportunity to voice your opinion.

Exercise your right to control the

legislation we are governed by. For the

price of a postage stamp and two or three

written lines of support you will help
obtain those benefits you so rightly

deserve. Somewhere along the line

concerned people have seen fit to care
for the veterans and their needs. Let's
show our support by taking a moment to
Q'it involved.

Robert Nelson, Advisor
Veterans Service Organization

In support

of Bakke

To the Editor:

What's all the commotion over the

Bakke case? I thought minorities wanted
equal rights. I thought equal opportunity
wa.'; the law. Why then does a qualified

applicant get turned down at U Cal Davis
because of his race?

The real sadness of all this is that those
who are against Bakke are unthinkingly

giving minorities another cross to bear. If

Bakke is overturned and the quota
system upheld, those minorities who,
regardless of ability or how they were
treated in their college admission
process, will be looked at with contempt
by their colleagues in any profession they
enter. People will say, "Oh well, they
gave it to them, " "He got in because he
was black" [Puerto Rican, Asian, etc.].

What proud man or woman belonging to

these ethnic minorities wants that

stigma? You can say it's not right and
shouldn't be but it's as much a part of
human nature as breathing.

Bakke applied for medical school. His
grades were higher than others, but
because he was not a member of an
ethnic minority [as described by the U.S.

government] he was rejected to make
room for others who were minorities but
less qualified. LESS QUALIFIED FOR
MEDICAL SCHOOL! Not everyone's
calling is for the medical profession or for

that matter any other profession or

occupation. We are all different in ability,

intelligence, taste, and personal
preference as well as race, religion, and
ethnic background.

True, many different ethnic groups

have suffered oppression for centuries

but I maintain that I had nothing to do
with the prejudices of my forefathers [I'm

only 24] and cannot, no matter how
much I might wish it, change what has
happened in the past. All we can do is

learn from the mistakes of history and try

to progress and not repeat those
mistakes.

It's not easy to view the past without
feeling bitterness towards those who
oppressed one's parents, grandparents,
and so forth, but if hatred and racism ar^i

to be wiped out we must first rid our-
selves of the bitterness that fosters such
attitudes. The way to fight bitterness is

not with ridiculous quota systems. The
very existence of such quota systems
implies that minorities are unequal to the
white race. This is pretty stupid Race
and ethnic background have no bearing
on a person's intelligence and abilities.

Overturning Bakke won't help bring an
end to the bitterness of race hatred. It will

only help foster such feelings.

So let's progress, fairly and equally for

the betterment of everyone, without this

stupid bitterness and race hatred.

UPHOLD BAKKE
Richard F. Stanton

Humanistic Psyche

seminar closed

To the Editor;

During this past weekend, the
Association for Humanistic Psychology
- Eastern Region — held a professional

seminar. For two days, they developed
around twenty workshops here at

UMass.
I will not say whether the conference

was a success or a failure. I sure wish it

was a good activity. But, I would like to

raise a strong protest concerning the way
in which such conferences are managed
on our campus.
Sunday afternoon, I went to the^ in-

formation desk to see whether there was
any opportunity of sitting in on two of the

workshops. The lady who was in charge

paul yanowitch

"I'm feeling food about America, I'm
feeling good about me." for those few who
don't recognize this patriotic little ditty, it

was the cornerstone theme from Gerald
Ford's presidential campaign. It was ac-
companied by myriad scenes of Marines in

dress parade. World War II scenes, (G.I. Joe
fighting the Nazi's and the yellow scourge),
the flag raising at Iwo Jima, apple pie and
similar towdry americanisms. It was designed
to evoke from within your hidden soul the

your ebullient spirits and leave you in-

vigorated and-or very happy. Some persons
have been so bold as to suggest that one
may effectively study the social history of
America by examining its songs and com-
mercials!

But if songs are that important, or at least
prevalent in any cause, why is our Student
Union without one? Should we not have a
series of songs so that we may raise our
voices in unison as we march on Whitmore?
Imagine, if you never saw Cabaret, the
following scene:

...every movement in this country, regardless of its

size, is accompanied by a theme song. Some are simple
one-liners, others are full length works, but all are designed
to raise your ebullient spirits...

patriotic strains that would doubtless control

your emotions and actions in the voting
booth. Just goes to show how many patriots

there are in Massachusetts.
I use this example to demonstrate a point

that is made palpable upon simple reflection;

every movement in this country, regardless

of its size, is accompanied by a theme song.
Some are simple one liners, others are full

length works, but all are designed to raise

of information was a perfect model of a
dehumanized worker. I have to criticize

myself for not being patient with people
who might be tired at a given moment.

I asked if I could sit in on two work-
shops which were going to be given by
professionals on the subject of Gestalt
therapy. I happen to be writing on
Gestalt. First, I was told that both work-
shops were closed, and second, that they
had to charge me a $63.00 registration

fee. One of the "closed" workshops
already had 64 persons registered, it

sounds funny that it closed at 64 and not
one person could be added. Sixty-five

was too much, apparently.

It is a disgrace that the campus
facilities be used for activities that are
economically prohibitive for poor
students. There should be a policy
whereby any professional activity taking
place in student-paid facilities be offered
to said students either at half the regular

price or at no cost.

On top of that, if this is the way the

bureaucratic affairs of the Association for

Humanistic Psychology are carried out,

and should they reflect the real internal

content of the philosophy of Humanistic

Psychology, then we are just being taken

for a ride.

If things are the way I experienced

them last Sunday afternoon in the AHP
professional seminar, then we are facing

a psychological rip-off. I know that the

people in the information desk have their

own vertfon. Please, bring it out. I also

think that the professionals involved in

the seminar as well as the people who
attended the workshops have all the

good intentions in the world, and I am
sorry if this criticism hurt anyone. But, I

am wondering where the leaves were
turning to.

Miguel Rivera

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

^

You are sitting at a small hotel in the
middle of a valley surrounded by rolling

green hills; the hotel is in the midst of a
seemingly endless meadow, with tall green
wispy strains of grass bending greatly in the
morning wind; the redolent fragrances from
the far off hills waft along the breeze like a
sweet song, and as the blazing sun grows in

strength, and casts its golden rays earthward
with delicate strength and glory, you are
moved by forces from within that cannot be
controlled; you are swept away by your
patriotism and your spirit. You yrab a chair

and climb on to a table and begin to
emotionnlly sing: (p.s. look for anyone that

isn't singing along - we will take their

names down, and they will be the first to go
- after all, we are looking to build a pure
race of unionized students):

Look for the Union Label (tune is that of the
song with the same name used by the In-

ternational Ladies' Garment Workers Union)
Look for, the Union label,

When you are choosing your dorm, course,
or friends.

You know that somewhere a unions
crowing.

Your monies going, to pay our bills and feed
our friends.

They make us work hard, so we're com-
plaining.

But through the Union, you're paying our
way,

so look for, the Union label,

It means we're able, to make it for another
day.

Let's All Go Find a Union (tune: Take Me Out
To the Ballgame)

Lets all go find the Union, ,^,

Lets all get organized

Pay me some money and I'll see the light,

Tell me your cause and I'll swear that you're
right.

For its hipe, hipe, hipe for the Union,
Without it what could we do?
For its been 1 , 2, 3 years and more and they
still want you!

That's Why the Union is Our God (tune: T\\at

is Why the Lady is a Tramp).

We hold communions, Friday's at

five.

We turn out pamphlets, we turn out jive.

When we come to your dorm, we hope
you're still alive.

That is why the Union is our God.
We've got consultants, faculty, lawyers and
more,

Our payroll rivals, the Washington
bureaucratic corp

Watch us unionize, on the Student Senate
floor.

That is why the Union is our God.
We love the cool, crisp, crackly sound of

bucks in our hand, 200 grand,

You're broke, but thats OK.
Some day we'll hold rallies, around Whit-
more Hall,

But we're busy with meetings, we'll see you
one day if at all.

But we'll have a union, some far off Spring,

some distend Fall,

And that is why the Union is our God.
Now, don't you feel better? Don't stop,

though — make up some of your own. In

fact, I'll start a compet'tion. Submit your
Union songs to me, via the Collegian, and I'll

print the best ones in a few week's time. Try
and make them good, though; we can't build

a strong Union without strong Union songs!

Paul Yanowitch is former Student At-
torney General. His Column appears every
Monday in the Collegian.
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What's Happening

TODAY

no charge, Thompson 104, 8

MOVIE
Rachel

p.m.

PLAYS
"Tom Jones" by the Roister Doister

production, tickets on sale in Bowker Aud
Box Office, Stockbndge Hall. $2, students
2.50 adults.

WORKSHOPS
Learn to live with stress, more effectively

University Health Services is sponsoring a
two-session workshop, October 24 and 31 7-
8:30 pm Contact 549-2671 for
preregistration and details.

Notices

ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION AND BAP

Members will visit Ernst & Ernst m Hartford. Conn
Check bulletin board in SBA for further info.

BOWLING CLUB
Meeting, men and women, Boyden Lanes 7 p.m

Tuesday All members should attend, any problems
call Beth, 546 1427
C-HRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Meeting 7:30 p m. Campus Center 911 -SIS. Come
and fellowship with us in His presence.
COALITION FOP ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURE
AND SELF SUFFICIENCY

Meeting Tuesday 7pm SCER Office, 406 Student
Union
FREE

Puppy, German Shepherd, 7 weeks Call 546 5947
Kathy.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting 7 p m and 8 15 D m Campus Center 169

Pizza party after meetings.
HILL EL

General membership meeting 7 p.m Campus
Center 917 Everyone is welcome
OUTING CLUB

r DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Hot Roast Beef Sandwich,
Link Sausage Apple Pancakes, Basics-
Mixed Beans Au Gratin, Hi Pro Spaghetti

DINNER - Meatloaf Italiano, Baked
Ham-Raisin Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate,

Basics; Baked Fish, Carrot Loaf.

TOMORROW
LUNCH Junior Club Sandwich,

California Quiche, Basics; Vegetable
Paked Beans Brown Bread, California

Quiche.

DINNER Chinese Dinner-Egg Rolls,

Stuffed Shells, Basics; spinach Wheat
Croquettes, Seafood Newburg-Toast.

L

UNHFD
TRANSMISSION
EXCHANGE INC

I- 1 ( .ir .mil trii'.K

'is'iiisM'jns

Rt i I
' r-i(-|i,|'lt Exchiiiuo-i)

r36Plfas<tn! St

Northrimpt"n Mass
584 6790

/T =\
POSITION OPEN

•Applications are being accepted for

salaried position of Student
Government Association Director of

Communications.

•The director is responsible for

keeping students aware of SGA
activitip<i and aiding the exchange of

informa'on within the SGA.

•Duties include the production of

adverttsing. brochures, fivers, and

book'yls :'js well as issuemg press

releases and administering a staff of

three persons working in the Office

of Communications.

•Expe' ep.'.e in any field of

communications is desirabe Pick up

applications in Rm.420 Student

Union TPie SGA is an affirmative

action equal opportunity employer.

\iS,ud«nt Government Association^J

TOMORROW
CONCERT
The Five-College Chamber Soloists will

rehearse for their first concert, 8 p.m. 10 25,
in the Buckley Recital Hail, Amherst College!
Open to the public without charge
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
Put on by HRTA Students advanced Food

Prep Lab Class. Open to the public Mon,
Tues, Wed, and Thurs at 4:30 p.m.
and Tuesday at 12 noon. Tickets must be
brought in advance. Top round of beef only
$1 75. Chenoweth 219.
MOVIE

"Rebellion in Patagonia" 8 p.m. and 10
p.m. Student Union Building, free.

Meeting 7 p m. Campus Center Complex 101.

RESOURCES JUDAICA
Meeting 7 30 p.m Campus Center 172 All welcome

to attend
SIGMA DELTA TAU

Hawaiian nite tonite 7-7:45 p.m. All university
women are welcome.

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
Meeting, Dean Miller will speak tonight about

programs and graduate schools, 7 p.m EBE 102
SPORTING GOODS CO OP

Meeting Tuesday 7 30 o m Campus Center 168,
(lower level) All welcome
SrOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL
Any Stockbridge student interested in trying out for

the team must attend meeting at Curry Hicks. Cage 7
p.m. Tuesday
STREET HOCKEY. WOMEN
Any woman interested m playing, call Pam 546-6162

or Beth, 546-6150
STUDENT AFFAIRS

Title IX Report ready and may be viewed at the
library The Everywomans Center and the Chan-
cellors office or Student Affairs Room 345 Whitmore.
WSYL FM

Be sure to listen to "An Extremely Funny Show,"
tonight 7 10 p.m Call us at 545 0191.
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Meeting Tuesday 9-10 am Campus Center 903 for
anyone interested in applying to the program
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Meeting for anyone interested in working the
Woody Shaw Concert Ensemble, toda,, 6 p.m..
Student Union 415A. Don forget to pick up
Widespread Depression posters

Stockbridge freshmen

plan work weekend

The Stockbridge Freshman Class will hold

a work weekend Oct. 28-30 to raise money
for class functions.

These work crews, students enrolled in

horticulture, floriculture and agriculture

programs, will bo avaiaLiie for yard work--
mainly leaf raking and hauling. They will also

advise on landscape design ana main-
tenance, and lawn care

A $3 per hour per person fee will be
charged, and the service is open to all area

residents and University faculty. Persons
interested in the service should call the

Stockbridge Senate Office, 545-2186, by Oct.

27.

THINKING ABOUT GFTiNG ENGAGED?

WITH DIAMOND PfiiLtS LIKl THIS

WHAT APf YOU WAmNG FOR?

CT DIAMOND IN 14K GOLD MOUNTING

REG.<495 SALE $2 95

Uostairs at

NattonoHf Known Oiemond '•«no«/nf |par>o/'S'>

t'tABUSMID viS

1 562 MAIN ST»fn tr^ Hoor
SWINGflllO. MASS 01103

VISA Ct MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED

SPEAKER
Gregory Banks on the Bakke Decision and

the Attacks on Affirmative Action, 8 p.m.
Mahar Aud.

TOMORROW
WORKSHOP
The video workshop sponsored by Jones

Library continues today. Contact center for

further details. Amherst Youth Center.

DAILY

WALK FOR MANKIND
Oct. 29 with registration between 8 and 10

a.m. at Amherst Regional High School. 20-

mile walk will begin and end at Amherst
High. It is a fundraising effort for Project

Concern, a non-profit organization, which
operates free medical clinics all over the
world.

PRE-SEASON XC SKI AND ACCESSORIES SALE

OCT. 24-NOV. 12
SKIS

ONLYPACKAGES

$45.00

PACKAGE

SU6G

RETAIL

$97.95

PACKAGE

SALE

SPORT TOURER Joffa Sport Skis

Silvi Tourer Boots. Tonkin Cane Poles D«¥r« Pin Binding

Mounting and Base Prep

SUVA JOGGER IV: Jogger Waxiess Skis

Sttva Boot. Tonkin Cane Poles. Oovro Pm Binding

Mounting and Base Prep

WEEKENDER: Bonna 1700 (Ligna Edged)

Haugen Boots. Tonkin Cane Poles Oovro Pm Bindings

(Norlfianipton Store Only)

Mounting and Base Prep

COUNTRY RUNNER:
Choice of Fischor Europa or Bonna 2200 Fiberglass Skis.

Exel Fit)erglass Poles, Oovro Canadian Boots Oovre

Pm Binding

Hot Wax ( Base Prep) and Mounting

All our package prices include base preparation Ttiis process adds durability, performance and
better wax adhesion to every ski running surface whether synthetic or wood
Peloton feels that our customers are entitled to total ski preparation, so we include this service at no
ext'a cost

ACCESSORIES:

Sale

49.00 101.95

65.00 117.45

75.00 137.95

$65.95

FREE

79.95

FREE

89.95

FREE

101.75

FREE

Reg.

$26 9b

38 50

34 00

40 00

S19 95

36 95

26.95

1995
50% Off

Winning Ways

Warm Up Suits

Sunbuster Alpine Jackets

Mountain works Daypack

Wigwam Socks

Exol Popular Fiberglass

Ski Poles

Reg. Sale
Cannondale

Hoiiotiii Vests

Sun Bustor Polar Guard

60-40 Vests

.-Snow Shoes (Arvidsjaur)

North Country

XCSki Suits

Tiger & Lotto Running Suits

SPECIALS ON UST YEAR'S EQUIPMENT AND RENTALS

64 00

12 95

1395

20S Off

58 00

1095
20% Off

. 10.95

15 State St., Northampton
584-1016

1 E. Pleasant St. Amherst
549-6904

University of

lassachusetfs /Ar^nherst

FINE >1?TS

CENTER

October 28
8 pm

=INE /RTS CEWER
CNCERT H4-L
Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students
and senior citizens-

U, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center
Box Office M-F 9-4 & All

Ticketron Locations

!

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

mi NATIONAL TOUR OF THE WORLD'S GREATEST MUSICAL

:.~^ri
(^M^x:

TOM M*l' .'-•* n
EDWARD ANNE
MULHARE fX0GER5

LEIWEn&LOEWES

ALAN JAY LEANER FREDERICK LOEWE

^^) ,.-^1

CXrVFJ^ViMTH

CECll iijOK

KEN OlLLiNGTON

AL FIOWllO

ivoof f\T wvix OfiWtT-
;ViaBHtl .ASG

"""^
JERAYADLER

Thursday, November 3
3.30 pm and 8.00 pm

.
FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General public $7.50, i.SO, 5. SO. UMass studentt-
t3.7S, 3.U, 2.75. Other students and senior
citizens M.SO, S.50, 4.$0.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4

ft All Ticketron Locations.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977

.c:ollegian
,y

40*

FINE/RTSCENTERPRESENTS

I AZAR
BERMAN

Lej^enclary

Soviet

Pianist

o

"I he Phenomenon ot the .Music

World", l-mil Gik'ls

Wednesday. October 26 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale q^„
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A.$3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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TOM JCNES
based on the Fielding novel

Bowker Aud.. Stockbridge Hall. UMass

Show dates

Oct 28.29.30 Nov. 4.5.6

Prices

S2.QQ stu. senior citizens

S2.50 general

Group rates available

Tickets available at

Bowker Box Office

5450783

for information 549-3905
^./^.

The

CMASS
Cnion Program eouncil in associarion with WM(J A

Present s

Woody Shaw
concert ensembi

Friday October *1^ ih 8 pm admission $2
at the Student (1 nion Ballroom

r iekeis:

Tix, Sun Music, Backroom Records
and The Sound Room in Northampton

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,0«0 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! !!Littk Ads G»HIGRE$U'
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Ltttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH25,0OO READERS DAILY!!!!Littl»AdsG>flG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

We Buy Cart for cash 253 5384 323 5010

68 QalaKv 500'Ford ItOO 52T5746"

2 Continental stud snow radials 175 14

$160 4Firesfon radials 155 13 $80 64580
ask Bill, evenings

122Volvo oarts MdErwaaon Raa 8654384.

1971 Pinto. New exhaust system, good
tirijs, needs some engine work Call 546-

7945 evenings Price negotiable

Oilie is a 7 month old Gordon Setter. He
IS completely housebroken and excellent

with children. If interested call 549 6739

Stereo Strack AM FM. Best Offen Green
Suede Coat size 9 Margie 584 9468

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer Year (ou.kI
Europe. S America. Australia. Asia, etc
All fields S500 $1,200 monthly Expenses
paid, sightseeing Free inform Write
Inltirnational Job Center, Dept MC, Box
4490 Berkeley, CA 94704.

LOST

Fiat 128 priced for quick sale $1,250 or Best
Offer Call 323 7384 evenings

Gold Couch & Chair Exc cond $150 734
8464 after 5PM Spfid

FOR RENT

Experienced Waitresses. Apply Poor
Richtirds 1 1 to 1p m daily.

Ambitious person needed as campus
representative for quality line of blank
cassettes Attractive Commission! Write
Marmac, 424 Rowayton Ave , Norwalk
Cl 06854

T.I.SR-40 Calculator Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and B^uewall on Sept
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return -

Reward and No Questions asked 256
6059

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ve.irs

and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

Horses Boarded in p«change *or use by
rpsponsihle UMass student 863 2680

Expert Typing, only 40cents/page Call

after6, Mon Thurs , 256 8484

CALCULATORS

MOTORCYCLE FOff SAL£

SUPER BIKE -74 KAW 2 1 900cc In very

good condition Kprker pipe. Denselube
chain OFFERS^ 665 3031

2 Bedrm Apt avail imed On bus line

Allows pets 549 0839. 1 mile off campus

FOR SALE

Lg Rm avble. imm Echo Hill Apt
S1 10 mo Inc patio, WW carpet, etc 253

5288

Fender Bass Music Master Excel cond
.

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Ban|0 E«cel Cond Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549 3796

TO SUBLET

To sublet 2br on bus route for sping

semestei and summer Call 665 3536

SAVE up to SO%on TENNIS SHOESi
Mens Ladies canvas E» leather Reg $18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

HELP WANTED

1 mth old FM £tareo fits in dash of most
foreign cars BO 546 5001

Vets with Military Police experience
pan lime day work on weekends Al

Lasota 256 6381 eve

Woman 21 + wear to stay wkends and
holidays at home for 4 adol girls $20 day
Send resume to Sojourn, 142 Mam St
Northampton 01060 by October 28

ROOM WANTED

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including-
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen or easy access to them
Will live anywhere m area Please call
545 3503 Mon* rutes and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

College Calculators offers low price £t full

service All models avail T159 $225 , 58
$99 95. 51 S49 95 HP s & Commodore s

avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918-2 Los
Angeles. Calif 90025 (213) 477-8474.

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco
Monitor Musu, 546 4731 Rp,i

SERVICES

for A Good Layer Cake Cistom made b
heaulifully decorated birthday etc Cakes

on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

issociated with C.impus Ed Servicel

i .iiirip 546 9576

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9576

TRAVEL

Guatamala in January? Manan Rums
lungle river trip climb semi-active
volcanos Slide show at Hampshire Mon.,
Nov 7. 7 30 Prescott House B1 Lounge,
limited space 15. Dec 29 Jan 19,

$950 includes airfare round trip to
Guatamala accomodations, food, tr; vel

expenses, guides throughout trip -or
details call Holly Wheeler Amherst 2S6
0219 evenings

PERSONAL

S

Buffalo Head Happy Birthday Baby
' Love Retread

R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! •••Little Ads Get BIG RESULTSI!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! ! REACHIS.OOO READERS DAILY!!!! Littit A4sQ«t BIG RESULTS!
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SCHNARTS VS.BRAINS

Make use of your useless knowledge in the Schmidt's
Trivia Contest.

There are two kinds of intelligence. There's the kind that will make
you famous, respected and a model to little children everywhere.

And there's Schmarts.
Well, the humanitarians at Schmidt's think your fun facts should do

you some good. too. Ergo, the Contest.
Here's your chance to impress your friends, have more fun than you

should on a week night, and maybe even win prizes.
So get ready forThe Big One. You'll find all the details at your local

pub. saloon or watering hole.

Theres no purchase necessary.
Just skill.

he beer that might make

e aeiaiis at your local

Schmidts
^iladelphiafamous.

C SCHMIDT 4 SONS. INC PHILA PA

DOONKSBLRY by (.arrg Trudeaii

rolk^gian i3

THer. 20NK.
"
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you KNOU
rjCmarv the puoe
Htwdit^ UHOuvesiN

HAW

/0-24

1

RI6HT, HIM. HB'Seo
INS ON A Twomek
FitiD TRIP. AND HE JfitNK

UMNJS US TO ROOM I'LL mos
sn seet^ jneiiB's m pl£A^
Btm A RASH OF THANK
rUUrs IN HIS DORM. HIM

H^y. CMON, Mint, Ue'VB BUN
ZONK, IT LIVING OFF CMPUS
Ml6HT8t FCRTOOLDNH! I
FUNi liJOUWt^ KNOW HOm

TO SEHAVe IN A
DORMITOKIi
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B.C. by lohnny Hart

lU SHOU NO, I'P
you! IT'S JU$T EM-
EASY! BARMSS
RtALly! MYSELF ^

\AfASl^A HA f TMATs

Tri^k: im the
3oo<

Ijrr Vff

PEANLTS by Charles Schulz

V
HeV STUPiD
CAT! VOU
MI55EP MV
SlRTMDAV
A6AiN

O '977 ur na t.tiun 5,na riif Ire

I KNOo) HOUJ MUCH
WU LIKE ME..: THOUGHT
MAY3E i/OU'D GiVE .ME

A CAKE u)ITH 50,UE
CANC?lE5 on it...

VVALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

ijousee^ Oyallcj, Mark's

beard l^cis 5orhe"Hi(na

ijpori neec/s.
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick janssen

Ui)Ou)!! LOO^... yoocAfj

'9i-.

UM by Marty Maceda
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ALUMINLM EOIL by Steve Lafler

kking we could VjL

r A HOTEL RooM.-J
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rwrnKiNG
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OF All the nekve'
You MUST THINK IMSOMET,
KiMDOf TR^MPy
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HOURS LATER,GERALP
COMES TO .

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24
Born today, v()u art- a
crowd-lover and plea.scr
who find.s It very hard to be
productive or happy when
i.solatfd What you nei'd is

work that bririj^.s you into
I lose ( oinniunicatlon with
others 'leachmf^, the the-
ater. so( lal work, coun.sel-
inj", th<' hurly-hurly of the
bu.siness world To the.se

you could bnnn your best
in the way of intellij^ence,

enthusiasm, determina-
tion, and humor

You have tremendous
eni-r^y in the n^^ht cirruiii

stances In the presence of

an audience, especially,

you are capable of brilliant

perfonnances Stimulated
by praise, you iK'come
more productive. Hut. with
adverse criticism, you be-
come full of self-doubt and
lapse in enthusiasm, abili-

ty, and will-power. It is

important that you be sur-

rounded by people who ad-
mire and resp«'ct you

You are a versatile indi-

vidua.. capable of chan^-
m^ bol.i direction and
meth(Ml of working You
are quick to recognize
when you're in a rut and
know how to remedy the
situation ^llll don't rest on
your laurels

To find what is in .store

f(')r you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corrtspofidinti paragraph
I -el >..ur birthday star be
your daily ^uide

TUESDAY. OCTOBER ?5
S C R P I O () c I 2 :i

Nov 2\ > - Don't neglect
personal relationships
while endeavoring lu
futhtr your career

SAGITTARIUS) Nov 21;-

Dec.zi I It IS one thin^ to
surprise people, another to
a.stonish ttiem. Keep activ-
ities on a relatively low
plane todav

CAPfllCORNiI)ec.22
Jan 19) Discover who s

responsible for advance-
ment at work and court
that person tactfully

AQUARIUS' Jan 2 0-

Keb 18 1
- You can exert

influence on another's be-
half iii AM To attempt too

much however, creates a
boomerann

PISCES Feb 19-Mar(h
20 I - I'ush business deal-
ings toward (ompletion To
let nature take its own
course today could be a
mistake

ARIES Manh 21-April
19 1

- (Jood fortune on the

horizon If you spend time

in anticipation instead o(

work, you may be disap-
pointed

TAURUS April 2n-May
2(i> - .StreiiKih uf «haract«r
1^ '!(( CNsary today as
temptations are put in your
way by those who woulfl
see \oii fail

GEMINI May 21-.)une2n)
• Versatility

. which usually
stands you in ^ood stead,
may prove a drawback
today Try to stic k to one
thin^; at a time

CANCERiJune 21-.»uly
~2' J'rofits are accruinji.
perhaps not known to you
Choose busine.ss over ro-
mani e at this particular
time

LEO July 2.'t-Aut! 22 1
-

Adapt your views to tho.se
of the majority This is a
tjood da> for cementing
busine.ss relationships

VIRGO Auk. 2;t-vSept 22' -

Kxpand your plans to in-
clude tho.se clo.se to you
who wish to join you m
.some uainful enterpri.se

H8RA .Sept ''.Ukn 22i -

Put professional matters
second to fainiK affairs
Or there may b«' .serious

problems on the home
front

Today's Crossword

ACROSS 46

1 Assembled
4 Put away
9 Exclusive

news story
1 4 Ordinal

number
suffix

15 Kind of Illy

16 Atoll base
1 7 Russia

Informal 2
words

19

47

49

50

51

52

54
58
60
61

62
64
66

67
68
69
70
71

Brundage
Sports VIP

20 Position

differently

21 'Ifsa --'"

22 Entreat
23 'Waiting for

theRobt -

24 down
Shut up

26 Plunders
29 Deface
31 Time period
32 TV

distortion 1

33 Dignified 2

36 Thin

radiation 3

lines

38 Opponent 4

39 Bookkeeping 5

entries

41 Endurance

43 "Balderdash' "7

44 Carried
away 8
Slang

Turkish
hostel
Economist
---- Smith
Negative
word
Meridian
Abbr
Chinese
wax
Crystal rock
incrustation

Retained
Vex
"Quiet'"
Postpone
Wise saymg
Repeating
Morning
song
Firm '•efusal

Driving area
Catkin
Water birds

Ending for

car or host

DOWN
Metric unit

Waters or

Barrymore
Things just

mentioned
Gael
Hebrew
letter

Legal
defense
Overlooked
winner
Horseracing
N Carolina
cape

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's f'uzzie Solved

[I R A N D L A S H A C T I

E I J. L,K £ g H m i. hL A LL
R 2 ^^ Y T 1 E R T M ET TtJ 1 5

f
D I N r U R E sT A u 1 N E A T E S T

s T R T5"X i[R? D I i.^
"El R D E A N VI Lw P

N T I i I s P!AII N 1 R U s L
T E Ic A s K S C E S T A

A D A ft A t H r S

U P W A R D s I N E
"R t I N D E I" ,1 A N D E Rl
A N D A N A U T S T I [_ E"-

Eu ! E ^ E T N A T L R S

s A R|a' D T S^ A R L A L
9 Strikebearer

Informal
10 Shelters
1 1 Coniferous

tree 2
words

12 Boat ac-
cessory

13 Kind of

wood
18 Appeared
24 Make

believe
25 Kind of TV

program
27 Singer Pat

28 Blood
and tears"

30 Cuckoos
33 Junk
34 Destroy

slowly
35 Pav back in

kind
37 Equivalent
40 Expressing

disgust
42 Offer for

sale
45 School

board mem-
ber

48 Surplus
measure

53 Man s

nickname
55 The very

best
56 Covers with

coVicre.e
57 Large B C

salmon
59 Eng county
61 Venture
62 Chalice
63 Obstruction
65 Matter Law

1 2 3

P

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 t: 13

u 15 16

17 18 '9

20 21 i? ^H
23 1^' 2b

i
26 ?7 28

^^^^H29 JO

1
Ji 32

33 34 35 36 37 ^m^i

39 40 r 4?

4J " 45

1
46

47 48

1
4'V 50

51 S2 ^54 5'. 56 57

^^HbS 59 61 F
62 63 64

o7

65

66

1
66

69 70

L .. J

71
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~Sports Calendar
FRIDAYS RESULTS

VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER UMass 2, UConn 1

MENS WATER POLO - UMass B' 22, Westfield State 6
UMass B' 18, Boston University 11

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
VARSITY FOOTBALL - UMass 10, UConn
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - New Hampshire 3, UMass
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - UMass second in quad meet
WOMEN'S SOCCER - UMass 13, Boston College
MEN'S WATER POLO - MIT 13, UMass A'

4

Yale 17, UMass 'A' 13
RUGBY - UMass 10, Springfield RFC 9

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - UMass second in New Englands

Spikers place second
B\f LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

A rejuvenated UMass volleyball team
doubled its season's win total, finishing

second in a quad- match played at NOPE gym
on Saturday.

The Minutewomen rolled over Maine
(Orono) and the University of Bridgeport
before being edged by a scrappy Williams
team in the championship match, two games
to one.

UMass faced Maine first and it looked as
though they were in for another tough day as
the Black Bears led 4-0, 8-2, and 12-6 at

various stages in the game. UMass was using

The UMass volleyball team spiked and
set its way to two wins Saturday in its

first-ever quad meet. (Staff photo by
Dave Rodgers)

a new serve- receive formation and for a
while it looked a though the team had not
practiced it very much. The Minutewomen
refused to buckle, however, and fought their
way all the way back to a 16-14 victory.

Maine fell behind early in the second game
but its attack strengthened as the game wore
on and the Bears came from behind to win,
15-9. In the game for the match, UMass blew
an early 4-0 lead and trailed 13-9 before the
squad psyched itself up and came back to
score the last six points and win, 15-9.

Meanwhile, on the other court, a small by
noisy Williams team thoroughly dominated a
disorganized Bridgeport squad by the scores
of 15-7, 15-3.

UMass, riding the crest of its come-from
behind victory, never let Bridgeport into the
match as it beat the Knights almost as badly
as a team can be beat, 15-0, 15-4. UMass
used the easy match to advantage for the
match with Williams. The JV's that she used,
Brenda Simmons and Patricia McGrath, fit in

smoothly with the attack.

UMass had a long rest (45 minutes) as they
waited for the Williams- Maine match to end.
Again, the small but quick and agressive
Williams team hustled its way to a victory.
The final scores were 15-11, 12-15, and 17-

15.

UMass was a little rusty in the first game,
though, as a sky-high Williams team spotted
It a 7-4 lead before digging in. The result
turned out to be the finest volleyball of the
afternoon Near the end of the first game,
UMass got caught standing still a few times
and its opponents seized the opportunity to
grab a 15-0 win.

In the second game, as UMass had hoped,
Williams began to tire noticeably and UMass
began to unwind. Peggy Barber served and
spiked superbly to lead the Minutewomen to
an easy 15-3 win.

It appeared that UMass was in a great
shape to captue first place in its own quad-
match but Williams was a very rude guest.
After three and half hours of volleyball, the
teams dug in for the game that would decide
it all and Williams seemed to forget that it

was supposed to be the tired team as it ran
up a quick 7-1 lead. UMass battled back
valiantly but could not overcome thedeficit,
losing 15-7, and having to settle for second
place.

Ruggers edge Springfield
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Andy Middleton and Hugh Chester-Jones
teamed up Saturday with just four minutes
remaining in the game to push the UMass
rugby football club past Springfield, 10-9.

Middleton's try put the score at 9-8 and
the Chester-Jones conversion gave the
UMass squad the lead to stay. The first

UMass try was scored by John Mulvey, but
the conversion was missed.

In the B game, the Springfield rugby
football club (not to be confused with
Springfield College) took the contest by a 4-3

score, Ed Bender supplied all of the offense
for UMass with a three point penalty kick.

Although rugby is generally considered to
be a "gentlemanly" sport, Saturday's
contest was a bit on the physical side. "It

was a real rough, physical game," said

UMass player Joe Durante. "However, we
leave all that on the field after the game and
go out for a few beers."

Most UMass players spoke of the fine play
of Middleton, Chester-Jones, and Mulvey;
but Stan Luboda, Pete Bates, Joe Durant,
and fly- back Larry Tebo also had excellent
efforts.

'I'll admit that this is a buildir>g year for
us," said Durant, "and we've been doing a
lot of experimenting, especially in our back-
field."

Another player, Chuck Momnie, agreed.
"We're definitely going places, there's no
doubt about that, and today's victory was a
needed win for a very hungry club," he said.
Momnie, although in only his third semester
at UMass, went out on a limb and called the
game "the best we have played in years."
The next UMass rugby game is Saturday

in Providence.

Patriots topple Colts, 17-3
FOXBORO, Mass. \UPI] - Darryl Stingley

caught four Steve Grogan passes for 116
yards and Russ Francis snared a 31 -yard

scoring toss yesterday to spark the New
England Patriots to a 17-3 victory over the

previously undefeated Baltimore Colts.

The Patriots, now 4-2, opened the scoring
on a 2-yard run by Don Calhoun and also got
an 18 yard field goal by John Smith a^er
Stingley had caught a 68- yard pass from
Grogan at the Baltimore eight.

The Colts, 5-1 and tied with Miami for the
AFC East lead, scored on their deepest
penetration of the day as Toni Linhart kicked

.1 40 yard field goal after the New England
defense had held at the iPatriot 23. Grogan
was 11-of-l6 for 214 yards.

Sam Cunningham and Calhoun combined
for 137 of New England's 169 rushing yards
on a Baltimore defense that had yielded an
average of 109 yards running through the
first five games. The Patriots controlled the
ball for 39:03, dominating Baltimore on both
sides of the line of scrimmage.

New England's first scoring drive appeared
to be stopped at the Baltimore eight and
Smith kicked a 25-yard field goal. But the
Colts were called offside on the play, which
led to a New England first down at the three.

Two plays later, Calhoun went over right

tackle for the score at 11:41 of the first

quarter.
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Stickers surprised;

Wildcats triumph, 3-Q
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team suffered its

first defeat of the season Saturday when it

was blanked at the University of New
Hampshire, 3-0. The lost dropped UMass'
record to a still impressive 6-1-2.

"We let them take the play to us, rather

than taking it to them," said UMass goalie

Kathy Gipps.

It was evident in the statisitcs. For the first

time all year, the UMass stickers did not hold

the edge in penetration time. UNH had a

game total of 9:21 penetration time, while

UMass had 5:33. Shots on net were also

lopsided. UNH accumulated 17 netminder
challenges and the Minutewomen managed
five.

The field provided loose footing for both
teams, but UNH capitalized on the condition

with its aggressive play. The Wildcats' of-

fense put the UMass stickers on the

defensive for most of the contest.

UNH's first tally came with 6:30 remaining
in the first half. Gipps made the initial stop,

but the ball squirted free. A UNH player

pushed the ball through, giving her team-
mates all they would need.

In the waning moments of the half, UMass
applied some pressure, but to no avail.

A controversial second goal came in the

latter half. UMass coach Judith Davidson
saw the ball bounce off an opposing player

for the score. Davidson felt the tally should

have been disallowed, because of the in-

fraction, but, the scoresheet still read 2-0.

UNH's third goal was not debatable. A
hand stop enabled a scoop shot, which led to

the final score. The ball passed to the left of

the UMass netminder.

The Minutewomen improved in the

second half with an increase of 95 seconds in

penetration time, but they couldn't put

themselves on the scoreboard.

Davidson believes her squad will benefit

from the loss, as she said the Minutewomen
realize they can't afford to sit back against a

potent 11. UMass, hopes to play the

Wildcats in the Regionals, where Davidson
feels her team is capable of giving UNH a

much better game.
Gayle Hutchinson and Gipps earned

plaudits from the UMass mentor.

Judy Kennedy was hit in the nose during

the contest but no serious injury resulted.

The Minutewomen face a long bus trip and
Plymouth State tomorrow at 2:30 in their

next activity.

Mistakes mar contest

but Minutemen prevail
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Ct. — It appeared a mismatch.
But then again UMass coach Dick Mac-
Pherson knew it was going to be a tough
game.

"This is not a game of statistics. It's a

game of people. Even though UConn hasn't

won a game this season, they were totally

ready to play us," said MacPherson.
"This is the first time this season Mac-

Pherson had to sweat. It's the first time the
offensive and defensive line talked to each
other and said, 'What the hell is going on',

said UConn coach Walt Nadzak.

But Nadzak added, "The strength of this

team (UMass) is phenomenal. Not only can

they push people around but they are a smart

team. They showed they have plenty of poise

when they needed it. They didn't crack under

the pressure."

The game itself presented two problems to

the Minutemen. First, the old bugaboo of

mistakes — either fumbles or missed op-

portunities - came back to haunt UMass in

the first half. Secondly, the defense seemed
a little confused handling the scrambling

shotgun offense of the UConn offense led by

freshman quarterback Maron Clark.

Many times UMass drove deep into

UConn territory but came up short. Sparked

by a 21 yard end-around by Dennis Dent,

UMass advanced to the UConn 19-yard line

where on a fourth and one, Minuteman
quarterback Mike Fallon was stopped short

on a quarterback sneak.

Starting on its own seven-yard line later in

i^ Football
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

UConn made a costly mistake of its own
which led to the Croasdale field goal. Clark

fumbled after being hit by Joe McLaughlin
(six solo tackles and five assists) and the

Minutemen recovered on the UConn 28. The
Huskies' only fumble loss of the game was
turned into the FG after a four-play drive.

But the UMass defense, which recorded
its fourth shutout of the season (most since

1965) preserved the victory by intercepting

two Clark passes.

Kevin Sullivan picked off the first on a

badly overthrown pass at the UMass 14, and
on UConn's last possession, Steve Mclnnes
stepped in front of the intended receiver and
grabbed an underthrown ball.

Sullivan, who made six solo tackles, "is

just a great football player," according to

MacPherson.
With Yankee Conference win number four

under their belts, the Minutemen will have
next Saturday off to rest up for their last

home game of the season, against Holy

Cross, before traveling up to Durham to play

New Hampshire on November 12 for the

battle for the Beanpot.

the half, Fallon engineered a drive to the
UConn 27 yard line only to have it go to the
wayside when on another reverse to Dent,

the halfback fumbled and UConn recovered.

Another drive by UMass featuring fine

running by Coleman, Fallon, and Henry

Sareault drove it to the UConn 19 yard line. A
field goal attempt by Dave Croasdale from 37

yards out went wide to the right.

"It was pretty frustrating," said Fallon,

"but I knew our offense was moving well and
we had to forget about our first half mistakes

and concentrate on getting the ball in the

end zone. We needed a spark because Henry
was hurt and we got it from John Romboli."

Romboli, the recipient of the game ball by
the team captains John Gladchuk and Peter

McCarty, was brilliant in the second half.

"I'm real happy to get the chance tc play

and help this team. When the opportunity

comes, you hope to do your best and I hope
in the future coach MacPherson uses me
more often," said Romboli.

"If there is a weak link in the UMass
defense, I'd like to *ind it. The only one I

noticed was a hole in the sideline fence,"

said Nadzak.
The first year coach changed his offensive

strategy for the game. He lined up the

quarterback Clark eight yards back of center
— a shotgun formation.

"We did that to give Clark- more time to

pass and to get away from the UMass
defensive pressure. It was pretty successful

for most of the game but mistakes hurt us,

especially UMass' interception ate n the

game," Nadzak said.

UMass defensive lineman John D'Amato
felt Clark was the best running quarterback

the Minutemen have seen to date but

credited UMass' depth and the secondary on
stopping the UConn offense.

Grid results
NEW ENGLAND

New Hampshire 28 Northeastern 13

Dartmouth 17 Cornell 13

Brown 44 Holy Cross 13

Boston College 17 Villanova

Rhode Island 31 Boston University 22

Yale 27 Pennsylvania 21

Princeton 20 Harvard 7

Western Carolina 41 Maine 20

NATIONAL

Minnesota 16 Michigan
Notre Dame 49 Southern California 19

Texas 30 SMU 14

Alabama 55 Louisville 6
Army 42 Lafayette 6
Penn State 49 West Virginia 28
Ohio State 35 Northwestern 15

Nebraska 33 Colorado 15

Missouri 29 Kansas State 13

Oklahoma 35 Iowa State 15

Oklahoma State 21 Kansas
Kentucky 33 Georgia

Florida 27 Tennessee 17
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Gridders leash
pesky Huskies
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Ct. - For nearly 40 minutes of
Saturday's UMass-UConn football game, the
Minutemen had all they could handle of the
Huskies.

The favored Minutemen, dominating in the
statistics but not on the scoreboard, were
being held to a 0-0 tie by a fired-up UConn
team.

But after Dave Croasdale took a Rusty
Umberger punt at the UMass 28, the

Minutemen put together an 11-play, 72-yard
drive, which was capped by a six-yard Billy

Coleman touchdown run, and UMass finally

went ahead to stay.

The Minutemen then went on to throttle

the pesky Huskies' offense in the final p>eriod,

while Croasdale added a 27-yard field goal.

The result was a 10-0 UMass win here at

Memorial Stadium before 7,122 fans on
UConn's Homecoming weekend.

And don't think the win came easily.

"UConn just came to play and knock the
hell out of us," said a relieved UMass coach
Dick MacPherson afterwards. "It just goes to
show what a great rivalry this is."

UMass, now 6-1, held the upper hand in

the first half of play, but several missed
opportunities allowed the scoreboard to
remain inactive during the first 20 minutes of

play

On the Minutemen' s first possession of the
game, UMass drove inexorably downfield
(helped in large measure by a 27-yard Dennis
Dent end around), only to be held when Mike
Fallon was stopped at the UConn 19 on a
fourth and one quarterback sneak.
When the Minutemen got the ball back

after a UConn punt, they again battled their
way into Husky territory. Another end
around to Dent misfired at the UConn 27 as
the junior halfback and Fallon missed
connections on the handoff. Defensive end
Terry Ramsey recovered Dent's fumble, and
once again UMass was thwarted.

After the aggressive Minuteman defense

held UConn again, UMass drove down to the
Husky 19, When ihe drive stalled, a Croas-
dale 37-yard field goal attempt went wide to
the right.

Three substantial drives, and three times
UMass came up with nothing. MacPherson
had something to say about that.

"We moved the football down the field,

but mistakes hurt us. We weren't flat. We did
a lot of visiting down there without any
meals," the coach reflected.

And along with experiencing temporary
offensive difficulties, the Minutemen were
running into a new UConn wrinkle.

The Huskies unveiled the shotgun, tailor-

made for scrambling quarterback Maron
Clark. The slippery freshman benefitted from
the formation the first time it was used, as he
caught a somewhat surprised UMass
defense by carrying the ball for 19 and 11-

vard gains on UConn's second possession.

"We had practiced against the shotgun
before," MacPherson acknowledged, "but
Clark was very elusive."

Enter half number two. More specifically,

enter John Romboli.

Hank Sareault, UMass's starting fullback,
was finding life rough on the ground during
the game. Bothered by an injury, the junior
could gain just 14 yards on seven carries for

his day's work. And when the Minutemen
got the ball with 5:11 left in the third quarter,
out trotted Romboli to join the backfield.

The senior, who doubles as UMass punter,
sparked the Minutemen's first scoring drive.
Running like a man possessed, he personally
gained 23 of the 72 yards (on only three
carries) in the march.

Billy Coleman, who again rushed superbly
all day (114 yards in 26 carries as he closes in

on the 1,000 yard plateau), hurdled over the
Husky line from six yards out to give UMass
its TD and the only points it would eventually
need.

TURN TO PAGE 15

John Romboli, the sparkplug of UMass's lone touchdown drive Saturday ramblesfor yardage. ( Staff photo by John Anderson)
rambles

Booters thwart UConn, 2-1
Bv MARK f^ARCHAND
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Ct - Playing before a partisan
UConn crowd in excess of 2,000, the UMass
men's soccer team proved that it could win
the big one as it upset the Huskies, 2-1, here
on Friday afternoon

"I just want to sit here and soak it up,"
said UMass defensemen Mark Vassalotti,
sining on the bench after the game. "Cap
(UMass coach Russ Kidd) said that the best
part would be sitting here and watching the
UConn fans leave after the game and he was
right."

The comments by Vassalotti just about
sums up the feeling of the entire UMass
team, which had been looking forward to this
game all year and were pleased as punch to
come away with the win.

The scoring was opened up by the
Minutemen at 8:01 of the first half when
Mike Shannon took a Tom Koutsoukos pass
from deep in the left corner and lifted it past
the UConn netminder to make it 1-0.

Less than two minutes later, Koutsoukos
scored what proved to be the winning goal
on a play set up by Joel Mascolo.

"My shot was partially deflected by a
UConn player but it still went in the direction
that I shot it,

" explained Kotsoukos.
Koutsoukos' goal brought his total to nine

goals on the year with one assist.
The score remained at 2-0 until 9:58 of the

sacond half when Medrick Innocent notched
the sole UConn tally, beating UMass goalie
Mark Hodgdon and ruining his bid for a
shutout.

Hodgdon had a magnificent game in goal
and couldn"t be faulted on the UConn score.
It was Hodgdon who kept the Minutemen in

the game when UConn applied pressure as
he came up with several astounding saves in

the first half and especially m the last 10
minutes when the frustrated Huskies pressed
for a goal to tie the game up.
"What can I say, they have an excellent

team and came up with some good shots,
but I guess I was playing them right," said
the senior netminder. I'm really surprised that
UConn has not*been doing that well this
year"
Hodgdon had some excellent support from

his stalwart defense as Vassalotti, co- captain
Larry Aronson, and awesome Pat Veale kept

the Huskies scoring chances to a minimum.
Mike St. Martin also made a sprawling save
of a UConn shot late in the second half to
help an out positioned Hodgdon.
"He (Hodgdon) played the best damn goal

I've ever seen," said Kidd after the contest.
"The UConn pressure was excellent, but he
came up with the saves."

Huskies' coach Joe Morrone said after the

game that both UMass goals were scored on
defensive lapses by UConn.

"That's been our problem all year, we just
don't have the goaltending," said Morrone, a
UMass graduate.
The win lifts the Minuteman ledger to 5-4

on the season while dropping UConn's
record to 6-8.

The Minutemen were helped by a lot of

hustle on the parts of Bob Abt, Willie
Sorenson, Andy Moore, and Bill Leary, who
kept the play in the UConn zone for more
than half of the game.
"Bobby Abt is a tenacious player," said

Kidd.

the Minutemen's next action is Wed-
nesday when they host the Owls of Westf ield

State at 3:00 p.m.

Harriers 2nd in monumental battle
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

Harvard University, in only its second year
of woman's running, captured the women's
New England Cross Country Championship
yesterday by edging UMass and Middlebury
College on the tough apple orchard course.

Tina Francario hits the finish

( Staff photo by Pete Paumann)
line.

Crimson freshman Anne Sullivan led the
way individually, as she shattered the course
record of 17:18 set in last year's meet by
UConn's Lavinia Muney, by running the
three mile loop in 16:41 on her way to a 50-

plus yard victory.

Harvard finished the meet with a score of

68, with UMass (75), Middlebury (78),

Williams (108) and Vermont (179) trailing.

The next five finishers behind Sullivan

were also under Muncy's old mark for the
Minutewomen's home course, a tortuous,

rugged, "mountain goat course," as head
coach Ken O'Brien once described it.

Touted as "the best women's cross
country race ever in New England," the meet
was a delight to the purist and the novice
cross, crountry fan as well.

At least a dozen top names were on hand,
an intense team struggle was predicted, and
the weather was sunny and mildly cool — a

good day to run.

"You'd do just as well to throw these three
teams into a hat and pick the winner," said
O'Brien before the meet, of UMass, Mid-
dlebury and Harvard,

Sullivan led the field of some 225 harriers

through the first mile in about six minutes,
then proceeded to lose everyone in the uphill

orchard section of the course.

She floated down Eastman Lane and
around the upper field at NOPE before
finishing about 75 yards in front of teammate
Johanna Foreman.
Two freshman once again swept the top

two places on the New England's. Last year,

it was Muncy and Amherst's Marina
Buckley^ this year Sullivan and Foreman.

"I think that will continue to happen," said

UMass coach Charlotte Lettis. "The women
coming into college have run more races
than most of our women, many of whom

didn't start running until they were already
here."

Finishing third was one of the old guard,
K.ithy Whitcomb of Tufts, the first NE
champ in 1975. She was followed by Mid-
dlebury's champion cross country skier, Lin

Putnam, in fourth; Brown's Sue Adams in

fifth and Dia Elliman of Hampshire in sixth to
round out the record-breaking group.
UMass' top finisher was freshman Tina

Francario, who finally got by teammate Jane
Welzel after piciying second fiddle to her
senior co captain all season. She finished

eighth in 17:28, using a strong closing run to
catch Welzel, Harvard's Sarah Linsley, and
almost nipping Middlebury's Karen VonBerg.
Welzel was only six seconds back, but two

places, as she crossed the line tenth in 17:34.

The time was more than a minute under her
effort last year, when UMass was a scant
four point loser to Middlebury.
Coming through in 16th spot for the

Minutewomen was freshman Priscilla
Wilson, not showing the after effects of a
cold, as she ran a steady race to finish in

18:00,

UMass' other co-captain, senior Sue
Swartz, ran a gutty race to finish 20th in

18:13 after losing a shoe in a sinkhole in the
orchard midway through the race.

Another frosh, Linda Welzel, came
through to round out the top five in 18:24,
good for 33rd.

Barb Callanan (37th) and Deb Farmer
(43rd) filled the top seven.
"Our women looked strong when they

finished," said O'Brien. "I was real impressed
by their showing."

"This meet was everything we expected,"
said Lettis. "The times were really fast. We'll
get them (Harvard) in the Eastern's,

though."

The Bakke Decision
New York (LNS) "Overturn the

Bakke Decision," "Defend and
Expand Minority Admissions."
These were among the placards
carried by thousands of protesters
throughout the country on October
8, the National Day of Protest

Against the Bakke Decision.

Demonstrations were held in

eight cities as the Bakke case was
brought before the U.S. Supreme
Court October 12. The Bakke
decision, if upheld by the Supreme

Court, will be a major step in the

nationwide dismantling of

programs designed to decrease
racial and sexual discrimination in

education and employment.
Allen Bakke, a 35-year-old white

engineer, twice rejected from the

University of California Davis
Medical School, filed a suit against

the school in 1975 charging that he
was the victim of reverse racism.

An assistant dean of the medical
school Peter Storandt, had en-

couraged Bakke to challenge the
school's minority admission
program, which allows for 16

minority group admissions in a

class of 100 students.

In 1976, the California Supreme
Court ruled in favor of Bakke. The
court'^ decision was based on
Bakke's having a higher grade point
average and test scores than some
of the school's minority students.
However, no consideration was
given to Davis having admitted 35

whites with scores lower than

Bakke's. Bakke had also been

rejected by 12 other schools, which,

in some instances, had neither

minority students or programs for

their eventual admission.

At rallies in Los Angeles and Bay
area, members of the American
Nazi Party attempted to break up
the rallies by marching through
them. In Los Angeles, several

protesters were arrested when
Nazi-provoked fights broke out at

the back of the rally. Police officials

had approved the hastily planned

marches by the Nazis despite

warning from leaders of the

protests in both cities that fights

would most likely occur.

Supplement to the Collegian
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FBI FABRICATION" CHARGED

New York (LNS) - Once again,

black political activist Assata
Shakur is facing trial — this time

charged with murder following an

incident in a Brooklyn social club in

January 1973. Defense workers say

that in this case and in prior trials,

federal and local law enforcement

agencies have acted illegally in their

prosecution of Shakur.

"We're going to ask for an

evidentiary hearing on FBI

fabrication of the case," said

William Kunstler attorney for

Shakur, noting that there is "hard

evidence" of government
misconduct.

On October 13, the defense filed

a motion to obtain the release of all

information, documents and
memos relating to the defendant.

Kunstler cited specific details of

the trials, as well as the Church
Committee report on U.S. in-

telligence activities, in which "FBI
employees admitted they were
supposed to 'pile charge upon
charge' on members of the BLA
(Black Liberation Army)," of which
police said Shakur was a leader. In

addition Kunstler said: "The FBI

'COINTELPRO' program was
shown to be the most vehement
against the BLA."

Four Years of Trials

Shakur has been subjected to

trial in New York and New Jersey
over the last four years, and
acquited three times on various
bank robbery and kidnapping
charges. But in March of this year,

she was convicted by an all-white

jury on charges of murdering a New
Jersey state trooper. The case

stemmed from a "Shoot first, ask

questions later" state trooper
attack on her and others in a car on
the New Jersey Turnpike in 1973.

The former deputy minister of the

New York Black Panther Party,

Zayd Shakur, was killed in that

attack, and Assata Shakur was
seriously wounded. She is now
serving a prison, sentence of 99

years plus 30 years. Her conviction

will be appealed.

In another case against her, "the

person she was supposed to have

kidnapped was a paid FBI in-

formant," said Kunstler, referring to

a December, 1972 incident in

Brooklyn. "And the other victim of

a robbery during that incident was
his girlfriend." Shakur was
acquitted in that incident.

The case against black activist

Andrew Jackson who was
Shakur's co-defendant in her

current trial was dismissed after

government witnesses were unable

to identify him in the courtroom.

Shakur's lawyers will press for

hearing to show government
misconduct, as a step towards

having the court dismiss the indict-

ment. "If we can get FBI in-

formants and officials (like FBI

Director Clarence Kelly) and wit-

nesses (for instance Frank Church),

we can wreak havoc," explained

Kunstler.

The Pendelton 14
BIRDS OF A FEATHER:

CHILEAN TROOPS IN SOUTH AFRICA
CALL FOR NBSA NATIONAL BLACK

STUDENTS CONGRESS

NEW YORK (LNS) Chile's brutal

military junta and South Africa's

equally brutal white supremacist
regime have apparently struck up
more than a plantonic friendship.

According to reports from both the

South West African People's

Organization (SWAPO) and the

Chilean resistance, the junta has

now dispatched Chilean troops to

fight alongside South African

forces against SWAPO guerillas in

Namibia.

ACROSS the united states there

is an all-out attack on the education
of Black people. We find that

cutbacks in government funds to

education are making it difficult, if

not impossible, for Black students
to get needed scholarships and
grants. Black colleges and
universities are under constant
economic attack and in many cases
are being closed or integrated out
of existence. In white schools Black

students must contend with
culturally biased entrance exams
and standardized tests. High
schools are graduating Black youth
that don't know how to read — it

seems as though all-out war has
been declared on Black education.

Black students must organize to

counter this attack and fight for

better education for our people.

THE South Regional Coor-
dinating Committee of NBSA is

calling for a National Black
Students' Congress to discuss

strategy for dealing with the

problems of Black education and to

lay out our plans and programs for

the next year. We intend to draw
students from throughout the

nation to participate in this im-

portant conference.

NBSA was formed at a National

Black Student Solidarity Con-
ference which was held at Tufts

University in Massachusetts in

February, 1976. Over 200 students

from over 70 schools attended the

conference. The participants

agreed that there was a need for

them to initiate the building of a

national Black students'

organization. The purposes of

NBSA are to:

a. establish a strong line of

communications between Black

students across the country;

b. establish better com-
munications and a better working

relationship between Black

students and the rest of the

community; and

c. organize Black students across

the country to do serious work
around concrete programs and

issues that will bring our people

closer to Liberation.

NBSA is sponsoring a con-

ference on November 4, 5, 6, 1977,

at Atlanta University in Atlanta,

Georgia. The purposa of the

conference is to bring Black

students from around the country

together to discuss Affirmative

Action cutbacks and other

problems facing Black communities

around the country. Come and

bring ideas for positive action. For

details about the conference

contact: Brother Kojo Owusu —
Southern Region, P.O. Box 92001,

Atlanta, Georgia 30314, (4104) 758-

8469. For more information on

NBSA and the Congress contact:

Northeastern Region, Brother Tony
Vandermeer, 14 Harvard Avenue,

Dorchester, Mass. 02121. West
Coast Region, Brother Akinyele

Umoja, CO P.O. Box 61213,

Greenmead Station, Los Angeles,

Ca. 90059, and Darryll Matson

Butterfield, 253-9961.

New York (LNS) Anthony
Matthews, the last of the Camp
Pendelton 14 to face court martial

procedings, will go before a military

court on October 17, in Oceanside,

California. He faces charges of

assault and conspiracy to commit
assault, stemmirig from a Nov.,

1976 fight between black marines

and suspected members of the Ku
Klux Klan stationed at the base. All

14 charged were black Marines;

nearly all have been tried and only

one was acquitted. Twelve Klan

members were merely transferred

to other bases.

The Marines convicted have
received sentences ranging from a
few days to 214 years, with many
bad conduct discharges that cause
complete loss of veterans' benefits.

The Pendleton 14 Defence
Committee is still fighting for

exonerations or sentence reduc-

tions for those already convicted. In

this effort they stress that Marine
Officers who conducted the courts

martial covered up known Klan

activities on the base.

DEDICATED TO THE
RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE BLACK
LIBERATION
MOVEMENT AND
HUMAN RIGHTS!
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STUDENT UNIONIZATION IN CHILE
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by Johanna Brassard
Dr. Enrique Kirbergh, an in-

structor of Latin American Studies
at Columbia University in New York
City, addressed a small gathering of
students and faculty from the five-

college community in the New York
Room of Mary Woolley Hall at Mt.
Holyoke College last Wednesday
evening. His subject was "The Role
of Students Under the Allende
Regime. " The speaker was a

professor of Civil Electrical
Engineering, and from 1968-1973,
the president at the National Tech-
nical University in Chile. Salvador
Allende, a medical doctor, and the
first member of the Socialist Party

to be elected president in a

democratic society, served Chile

from 1971 to 1973. Under the
Allende Regime, Dr. Kirbergh
performed an instrumental role in

designing programs dedicated to
the higher education of the Chilean
working class. Such Programs were
radical in the history of Chilean
universities. The attendance at a

university was by tradition a

privilege reserved for the
aristocracy.

Students in Chile had been active

for university and social reform
since the nineteenth century. In

1906 a national federation of
Chilean students was formed. This
Federation was powerful enough to
overthrow the Gomez dictatorship
in 1931. The students forced the
Chilean government to restore

democracy and human rights to the

people. Dr. Kirberg stated that in

general, students in Chile had been
instrumental in gaining liberty
against dictatorship, and have
served as an example for students
throughout the worid.

In the 1960's students all over the
globe began to realize that higher
education was becoming out dated.
The universities were out of touch
with social and political realities;

they were not keeping pace with
the post - WW 11 expansion of

knowledge in science and tech-
nology. Students unionized in

Europe, the United States, Asia,

Japan, and Latin America in order
to effect constructive change. The
reforms to the eight universities of

Chile were great.

Only 2.2 per cent of Chilean

University students were from the
working class in the late 1960's. The
student population began to work
toward college for everyone, and

Dr. Enrique Kirbeig

proposed programs ff^r the im-

provement of higher education in

Chile, as well as the recruitment of

working class people into all areas

of education. All eight Chilean

universities drew up new con-

stitutions for their institutions in

1967 — even non-university per-

sons were involved on the
restructuring!

In order to expand the number of

working class students in

universities, a quota system was
established in order that a specific

p)ercentage of working class people
would attend a university. Tutoring

programs were set up in each in-

stitution to help those lower class

students whom had not had a
sound primary education. In ad-

dition, all students were required to

spend time during their school
years at unpaid labor with workers.
And faculty were asked to teach
classes for working class persons
who could not attend a university

on a full time basis. Dr. Kirbergh
himself taught a course in

mathematics for members of the
working class.

Everyone gained from these
programs. But perhaps the most
important thing accomplished was
the raising of the students' social

consciousness. They saw that it

was possible to accomplish without
monetary reward — to accomplish
things which would benefit the
entire country.

In 1971, Salvador Allende visited

the National Technical University

where Dr. Kirbergh was President.
He publically lauded the students
for their patriotism, and for their

concern for the common good.
The Allende Regime fell on

September 11, 1973. Allende, his

ministers, and thousands of

students were killed by a group of

military generals who staged a well-

organized coup d'etat.

The Chilean aristocracy had seen
the socialistic and Marxist ideals of

Allende and the students as a threat

to their purses. They had turned to

the United States (a country with a

stake in Chilean corporations and a

desire for the skills of the Chilean

educated elite), for help. The CIA
financed political parties and
propagandistic newspapers which
opposed the Allende Regime in

order to pave the way toward its

fall.

Those who staged the coup

d'etat (the military Junta)
destroyed every positive
manifestation of the Allende
Regime, including local govern-
ments, voter registrations and
rights. All students involved in the
federation were prevented from
continuing their educations in

Chile. Working class students had
comprised 23 per cent of university

student populations — they were
expelled. Today, United States aid

continues to be granted to the
Junta government, despite
President Carter's human rights

campaign.

Dr. Kirbergh was one of many
imprisoned by the Junta, but was
released as a result of efforts by one
of several organizations all over the
globe which are pushing for the
liberation of Chile. Although 85 per
cent of the population in Chile

oppose the Junta, only a few small

liberties have been regained. This is

because the Junta are favored by
those organizations in Chile which
hold most of the wealth, and
because the Junta are the military,

holding strength in armaments.
It is ironic that the United States

should have had so great an in-

fluence in the dissipation of a

'egime which encouraged its

members to live and work together,
to educate one another, tcT work
Toward equality. It is ironic that we
have fought in the battle to break
The back bone of reform in Chile:

student unionization. In 1973 the
union of Chilean students and the
Allende Regime were falling; but in

the United States some students
from the University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst were just
bfjginning plans for their own
student union. Today there is an
American-wide campaign for all

university students to unionize.

How shall we, spawned by this

predominantly capitalistic society,

hope to initiate positive social

change in the United States? We
can see the destruction of many
positive changes brought about by
American student unior3 on the
1960's. Is Mr. Bakke merely a part
of a general trend towards the
policy of oppressing minorities in

the United States? Finally, is the
American (and for that matter, the
U.Mass.) student union only a

muscle on one arm of the
population, working toward forcing
a selfish bureaucracy to comply
with its own selfish demands?

Vorster defends his regime's policy

AFRICA (UPI) - South African
Prime ^A^nister John Vorster
Thursday defended his white
supremacist regime's crackdown
on dissent and said the U.S.
government's protest was "totally

irrelevant."

Police and Justice Minister
Jimmy Kruger Wednesday shut
down three newspapers, liquidated
18 anti-segregation groups and
detained some 70 government
opponents.

"I am prepared to say that I, as
leader of the government, with my
minister*, am perfactly prepared to

take full responsibility with the
minister of justice," Vorster told a
political rally in nearby Alberton.

"Each and every one of us would
have done the same thing. I would
have done the same thing if I were
still minister of justice because
South Africa's safety and security
is paramount."

Referring to the reaction of the
Carter Administration to the crack-
down, Vorster said, "As far as I am
concerned I am not interested. As
far as I am concerned it is totally

irrelevant."

"I say that is nor>e of my bu8«r>ass

whatsoever. That is Mr. Carter's

business."

Two of the nation's best known
editors — black. Harvard-educated
Percy Qoboza of The World
newspaper and Donald Woods, a

white who was arrested an hour
before leaving for the United States
and talks with Secretary of State

Cyrus Vance - were silenced in the

crackdown.

Opponents of the regime said the
"last lights of freedom" in South
Africa had been extinguished.

Cash compensation

for race victims
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CONTRAST
A sum of money, reported to be

about $3,000 has been awarded
seven men, victims of a racial in-

cident a year ago in a northern
mining camp near Thunder Bay.

The award has been made to

compensate Owen Brown,
Crichlow Alva, Cari Keane, Bevis
Lodge, Lenord Marcano Carl
Morton and Stanley Pinnock who
were assaulted, run off the camp
and told not to return by a group of

about twenty-five white workers in

August 1976. One of the men
received a broken jaw.

In an interview, Naison
Mawande, of the Ontario Human
Rights Commission said the
monetary award will also be ac-

companied by drastic changes in

the working conditions and the

force will be expanded to deal
adequately with similar situations.

"There were signs of trouble long
before the incident occurred",
Mawande said, "But they were
ignored. The new measures will see
that doesn't happen again".

He also said two of the workers
have since returned to jobs at the
camp and are satisfied with the
conditions there.

In another case, concluded
recently, but which was kept hush-
hush, a woman won her case
against a Toronto hospital for

allegedly discriminating against her.

The woman claimed her ap-
plication for a senior position with
the hospital was repeatedly rejected
because of her race.

Accordingly to unofficial reports,

$3,000 was awarded to these victims of racism

regulations at the camp.
He said name calling, which

precipitated the incident and led to

violence, will now be met with stern

discipline and physical attacks will

result in dismissal.

The OHRC's investigation was
through said Mawande and has
also affected the town's police

department. The police chief David
Barnett, has since "retired" and the

the monetary settlement was a

substantial one and a precedent in

human rights history in Ontario.

Contrast has learned however, that

the amount could not be revealed
as a condition of the settlement.

Contrast has also learned that in

recent months the OHRC has won
about $10,000 in settlement claims
for victims of discrimination.

Evidence indicates Bika

was beaten to death

in South African jail

JOHANNESBURG: A South
African Sunday newspaper has
indicated that Steve Biko, the Black
leader who died in a South Arican
jail recently suffered severe injuries

to his breastbone and ribs as well as

the brain damage that was reported

earlier.

The Sunday Express, quoting
unnamed sources said in-

vestigations showed Biko had
severe injuries to the rib cage,
where two ribs are reported to have
been parted from the breastbone,
and various burns about the body.

Last week, the Rand Daily Mail

was reprimanded by South Africa's

Press Council following complaints

by police and Justice Minister

James Kruger over its reporting of

the Biko case.

The Rand had reported that its

investigations supported reports

that Biko suffered brain damage
and extensive bruising. It also said

there were no signs of Biko being
on a hunger strike, as was
suggested as the cause of Biko's

death.

According to the Sunday Express
report, Biko may have been uncon-

scious for some time before he died
as a result of cerebral damage. The
paper said its information was
gathered from sources close to the
forensic investigation presently
being conducted.

IFTHERE
IS NO

STRUGGLE
THERE IS

NO
PROGRESS!

r^.

By GAMINI SENEVIRAINE
CONTRAST

Black-ruled Zimbabwe, whenever
and however it replaces white-

dominated Rhodesia, will have a

large cardre of qualified and ex-

perienced personnel on which the

independent cabinet could draw. A
substantial number will be abroad
when independence comes. This

Brain Drain will have to be attracted

back.

At least 6,000 Zimbabweans are

being trained or, having their

courses, are working outside the

country today. This is the estimate

of the Special -Commonwealth
Program for Rhodesians in London.
The SCPR itself has assisted over

2,800 Zimbabweans to study in

Commonwealth countries since it

was set up by the 1966 meeting of

Heads of Government. Of these,

some 800 are known to have
qualified and are now practising

their skills and professions.

The balance, 3,000 odd, are

dispersed outside the Com-
monwealth and either training with
help from other sources or already

at work. Well over 1,000 are

Rich pool of African talent awaits a free Zimbabwe

reckoned to be in the US and
several hundred in the USSR.
The Special Commonwealth

Program for Rhodesians believes

there are "at least a handful" in 31
other non-Commonwealth
countries. It does not, however,
have details of numbers, courses,
progress and employment. This
information gap is now being
bridged.

Following discussions with
nationalist delegations at the time
of the Geneva Conference in 1976,
the SCPR accepted the task of

mounting a manpower survey of
Rhodesian exiles studying or
working in the various countries.
The survey is not concerned with
the thousands (perhaps 50,000) of

refugees, cleariy classifiable as
'non-military" who are in camps
close to Rhodesia.

It is equally unconcerned with
the fewer, though substantial
numbers, under military training —
whether in African countries or

outside the continent. On the other
hand it is anxious to arrive at a more

detailed statistical analysis than an
overall survey of skills.

For example, it would be
relatively easy to find out how
many doctors have been trained
abroad since UDI", says Terence
Dormer of the Special Program,
"but that would be of little use
without knowing who and where
they are, what they are doing,
whether they would be ready to
return home and, if so, under what
conditions."

The 6,000-odd letters sent out in

eariy June are, therefore, intended
for the individuals each would
finally reach; even though most
were initially distributed in batches
to universities, professional and
technical institutions and govern-
ments.

Each letter is accompanied by a
registration form which the in-

dividual is expected to complete
and return. In addition to the usual
personal details it asks for the
individual's education and em-
ployment records as well as his or
her "choice of employment in

Affirmative Action

or

Reverse Discrimination?

Zimbabwe" after a "legitimate
government" has been established.
The letter emphasizes, as do

SCPR officials verbally, that the
information will be treated as
completely confidential. Officials

say this is vital in view of the
number of factions among the
nationalist groups. No one of them
will have access to the files until it is

recognized as the "legitimate
government" of Zimbabwe.
The letter says confidentiality will

be maintained "until the emergence
of a Government in Zimbabwe
which the United Nations, the
Organization of African Unity and
the Commonwealth accept as truly

representative of the people of
Zimbabwe."

"When such a Government
eventuates, the register will be put
at its disposal. The information
which the forms contain will not be
disclosed to any other person or
organization.

"It is now," as Dormer says, "up
to the individuals to decide whether
they wish to participate in the

exercise."

Completing the form does not
commit anyone to accepting
employment in, or even returning
to, Zimbabwe. If fewer than, say, a
thousand, respond, the survey will

prove less than useful.

Since early July, however, the
replies have been coming to the
SCPR at the rate of over 50 a week.
The "educated guess' which the
figure of 6,000-odd really is may
turn out to be an underestimate -
though clues like applications from
exiles for educational assistance
from the Commonwealth
Rhodesian Scholarship Trust Fund,
which have risen from 411 in 1972
to 2,237 in 1976, are pretty reliable.

Dormer is confident that the
response to the first round of letters

will be "very good", and he will

cheerfully send out more letters and
forms if they are needed.

Late in July he began posting his
second letter, addressed in-

dividually to those who answered
the first, asking that the information
is kept up to date as Zimbabwe
progresses towards reality.

White Collar crime 'pays'

Bakke Debate — Brian DeLima, i

Piaythell Benjamin, John Yong,

By VUKANI MAGUBANE
Nummo News Staff

On Tuesday, October 1 1 a debate
was held in Mahar auditorium on
the Bakke case. The speakers
arguing in favor of Bakke were Eric

Greene, Professor of law at Boston
University, Alan Kort prof of

Russian History and Robert Corn a

first year graduate student in

communications at UMass. The
anti-Bakke viewpoint was
represented by Playthel Benjamin,
historian writer and former member
of the UMass Afro-Am department,
Denice Cory Benta prof, of law at

North-Eastern University and John
Yong a member of the Asian-

American student association.

The Bakke case has become a

controversial case in terms of

whether affirmative action
programs designed to improve
educational job opportunities for

minorities and women are con-

stitutional even if they seem to

unfairly penalize white males.
Critics of affirmative action argue
that favoring minorities and
sometimes guaranteeing them a

number of places even when they

appear to be less qualified than
whites amounts to reverse
descrimination.

The pro-Bakke sides main
arguement was that the ability of

Bakke became secondary and his

race became the dominant factor

and that the University of Califomia

at Davis used a special program
that was a quota based on race.

noderator, panel from left to right,

Denlse Carty Binia

"We are not against reverse
descrimination they summarized
but go about it in the right way.'"
They felt that race based
classification arouses racial

competition which is dangerous for

American societv.

Arguing against th pro Bakke
stand Deniece Benia said "'America
has always been divided along
racial lines." Playthel Benjamin felt

that the Bakke case came as no
surprise and that the case was a
rerun of American History. He
pointed out that while 16 slots were
reserved for non-whites, people
neglected to mention that the other
84 slots were filled by whites. 35
whites icidentally has lower scores
than Bakke. Deniece Benia in

summarizing the important facts of
the case said that Bakke had been
rejected by 11 other Medical
schools and that the Davis program
did not arbitrarily reject whites.

Few people can rationally argue
that minorities and women have
been systematically discriminated
against in American society. Af-
firmative action so far has been the
answer in trying to bring about
more equality in American life. In

order for everyone to have an equal
piece of the pie, those who have
had the larger pieces will have to
give up some of their share. There
is no way around it. Somebody has
to give up something, to bring
about some type of equality.

By MUNIR UM'RANI
Reprint from Bilalian News

For years politicians, law makers
and others have bombarded the
public with the pervasiveness of

"crime in the streets" while even
greater crimes were going on in the
executive suites.

This is the view of a number of

security specialists, prosecutors,

sociologists, and now, a large

segment of the general public.

The dollar volume of crimes
committed by businessmen,
lawyers and other so-called "white
collar criminals" is enormous.

Mark Lippman, head of Guards-
mark, a large private security

operation headquartered in

Memphis, Tenn. estimates that

white collar employees rip off "40

to 80 billion" dollars annually.

"That's more than all the violent

crimes in America,'" Mr. Lippman
said, adding that unlike street

crime, white collar crime, with the
exception of rare cases, ""doesn"i

get any publicity."

In a recent report on the issue,

CBS estimated that white collar

crime costs every man, woman and
child $185 a year.

But it doesn't stop there. It's a

two-way street, according to some
observers, who contend that while
the employee is "ripping off" the
company, the company is "ripping
off" the consumer.
One Ralph Nader group associate

estimated that big corporations
may be hitting the American public

with as much as $80 billion a year in

overcharges.

Unfortunately, according to
Benjamin R. Civiletti, an assistant

United States Criminal Division

attorney- general, "The concept of
white collar crime does not fit into

our traditional notions of crime and
its causes."

Selective Punishment
Speaking to the American

Society for Industrial Security on
Sept. 8 in Orlando, Fla., Mr. Civiletti

said it "must be recognized that the
criminal justice system has for

many years virtually ignored white
collar illegality and funneled most
of its resources into combating
crimes involving actual or potential

violence."

Prior to the Nixon-Watergate
scenario, few American's could
understand the concept of white
collar .crimes. The situation still has
not changed although most would
probably brand the actions of Mr.

Nixon, former Attorney- General

ts.-^ 4S;^

John Mitchell and H.R. Haldeman's
actions criminal.

Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Haldeman
along with John Eriichman, Mr.

Nixon's domestic adviser, are
presently serving time for

Watergate related crimes. John
Dean, who helped to expose many
of the doings of the Nixon White
House is among prominent figures

who now carry the label of white
collar criminal.

Ironically, Mr. Nixon was never
tried although legal experts con-
tend that if the House of

Representatives had decided to

impeach him, he would have been
ousted from office.

Omission by Design
While no clear-cut definition of

white collar crime emerged as a
result of Watergate, few know how
to define the term because of its

absence from legal perusal, except
in isolated cases.

Some say white collar crime is

lying, cheating and stealing. But the
Justice Department goes a little

further "and considers white collar
crime those non-violent offenses
which principally involve elements
of deceit, deception, concealment,
corruption, misrepresentation, and
breach of trust."

Mr. Civilettie, the Justice
Department attorney, said public
losses from white collar crimes "far
exceed the combined losses from
more publicized crimes of robbery,
extortion or burglary.

"Federal banks now lose three
times as much from white-collar
crime as from armed robberies," he
said.

Law enforcement officials and
sociologists say reading disabilities,

poverty and other characteristics
normally used to describe street
criminals, do not apply to the white
collar criminal.
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They All Remembered Clifford
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Left to Right: Bill Hardman, Jr. Cook, Warren Smith, Chris White

By KEVIN JONES

"They Ail Remembered Clifford"

Great people often go
unrecognozed for their con-

tributions to society. Black people

especially throughout the years

have created in all walks of life. The
arts in particular have been an area

where innovativeness and creation

by blacks have been fruitful. Un-

fortunately their contributions as

artists have been played down.

However, on Thursday, Oct. 6, a
tribute to such an artist was
presented in honor of the late

trumpet great, Clifford Brown.
Several of today's top musicians
turned out for the event at N.Y.U.'s
Loeb Student Center in N.Y.C.
Gifted percussionist, composer and
teacher Max Roach along with
trumpeters Bill Hardman, Jimmy
Owens, Ted Curson, saxophonist
Jr Cook, pianist Harold Mabern,
drummer Warren Smith and bassist
Chris White, made musical of-
ferings to this giant of Black
Classical Music.

Clifford Brown died tragically in a
car accident with pianist Richard
Powell and his wife at the age of 26.

He. was one of the most renowned
trumpet players of the early 50's,

ranking high among trumpet greats
as Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie.

In 1953 he co-led one of the most
exciting combos of that era, the
Max Roach Clifford Brown quintet.

The mood of the concert was set

by pianist Harold Mabern as he
performed an inspiring solo piece,

"I Remember Clifford". This
preceeded touching words from
Max Roach as remembered his one
time friend and playing partner.

An aura set around the stage as
Prof. Roach gave an impromptu
account of the tragic accident that
brought death to the young talent.

"The quintet was to open in

Chicago the next night ... Clifford
had gone ahead to pick up a now
trumpet in Elkhart, Illinois." He
went on "When I amved in Chicago
I heard of the news ... I was asked if

I wanted to go on and do the show
without them in the spirit of 'the
show must go on' ... I had to
refuse."

Prof. Roach told of the lighter
side of his relationship with Clifford,
"I was very close to Clifford, we
would often chat or play the piano
together. When we were on the
road we used to play chess to pass
the time, he was quite a good chess
player." He added "He was a
consummate and creative
musician, he was a responsible
person and a clean liver, he never
smoked or drank. We would often
talk for hours about socio-political
affairs, this led me to become in-

volved in this subject very deeply."

In memory of Clifford he played
an unaccompanied drum solo
entitled "South Africa-Goddamn."

The evening was then in-
terrupted by Emcee and producer
Jack Kliensinger who cheapened
the significance of the concert by
his advertisement of 'Highlights in
Jazz' t-shirts and ticket sales for
upcoming concerts after Mr. Roach
had left the stage. The quality of
music that was presented there-
after wiped out the indiscriminant
salesmanship of Mr. Kleinsinger.

Bill Hardman, Jimmy Owens,
Ted Curson, all of whom are greatly
influenced by Clifford Brown's
style, each presented pieces which
were played by the Max Roach-
Clifford Brown quintet. Backed by a
hard driving rhythm section each

Left to Right: Chris White. Jimmv Owens
trumpet played tunes on flugel
horns, piccolo trumpet and other
members of the trumpet family.
Renditions of Jordu', 'LaRue' 'Joy
Spring', 'Bkies Walk', Delilah' and
Cherokee' were all performed by
these masters with grace and skill

The music could best be described
as music which could make one
smile. It was enrrational and fuH of
life just as the type of person
Clifford Brown was.

The music presented at this
concert truly reflected the spirit of
Clifford Brown's music. It is un-
fortunate however, that a man has
to die before his greatness is

realized. We, the exponents of this
culture should take time to
recognize the Clifford Browns, the
Charlie Parkers, The Duke
Ellingtons and the John Coltranes
of today.

Mark Brinole

Max Roach

LORE AND LYRICISM: TWO SHOWt
THE STUDIO MUSEUM IN HARLEM

By ZOE BEST

The Studio Museum in Harlem is

hosting shows by a painter from
Ghana and another born in Jef-

ferson City, Missouri. Paintings

depicting traditional-rural based life

in Ghar»a hang in contrast to

spatial, sculpted and stenciled

configurations. Works by these two
artists represent a continuum from
African folk art to African-
American contemporary ex-
pression.

In both we feel equatorial ver-

dancy - life reflected in vibrantly

patterned colors and hues. In the
room exhibiting paintings by
Andrews Ofori Danso, the panels
shimmy with movement even
though the human figures are

stylized kinetically. Arrangements
of strong toned colors dance rhyth-

mically On the other side of the

partition, the works of Adrienne W.

Hoard undulate or skate like

tropical skyscapes reflecting the
broad contours of lush land. Our
eyes settle among the flat or angled
planes that seem to unite nature,

music and contemplation. Danso
stresses the local lore while Hoard
arches in flight away from North
America in a quest to experience
the African homelands. Danso's "A
Village Chief Giving an Order" is

narrative while Hoard's "Fertile

Crescent" is symbolic. Still the
cohesion and dynamic relationship

between the shows stir won-
derment with how "The Dark
Crossing" (title to an acrylic work
on a shaped canvas by Adrienne
Hoard) has yielded such kinship.

Jest and exaggeration play
magically within Danso's village

happenings and are described
additionally by the titles of each
painting - "Recovery of a Sick
Person," "Consulting the Native
Herbalist" or "The Fetish Priestess

in Action." Truth and fiction tease
in merriment or induce wariness in

much the way that a hex or a hiss
from a snake causes some mental
discomfort.

Danso paints the past within the
present. We see in his paintings
how the present with its links to the
"modern" work! is identified by
inclusion of such objects as
streamers, planes, helicopters and
liquor bottles. Tension between
past and present is exemplified in

one painting where indigenously
dressed people share a scene with a
uniformed policeman. The human
presence is dominant. Danso's
people can see themselves per-
ceptually by looking into the mirror
that is his canvas.

Adrienne Hoard projects car-

tographically surfaces as con-
ceptual matter, clean of detail. A
metaphysical rather than a magical
mood transpires. Abstraction, an
ancient African visual metaphor.

resounds unhampered in Hoard's
paintings. Abstraction is a
derivative of nature and may or may
not be vital, may or may not be
static or may combine these basic

polar elements into an involving

syncretism. With Adrienne Hoard's
work we sense a search in transit

between worlds. We decide
whether or not to be among her
travelers.

Tradition is overt and oblique,

direct and abstract with its treat-

ment by these two artists. Danso
has said, '"Tradition is a story about
something hanging from
generation to generation ...

'"

Tradition in all its forms are
derived from the social economy
that a people has lived historically.

An artist chooses to incorporate
this understanding into his or her
works if commitment transcends
wanting to use tradition only as a
language for transmitting myth.
Frants Fanon in "On National

Culture" from THE WRETCHED OF
THE EARTH dedicates a discussion
to the role of tradition in the
creative construction of society by
a people and its utilization by that
society's artists. He sums up:

Thus it is not enough to try and
get back to the people in the past
out of which they have already
emerged; rather we must joint them
in that fluctuating movement which
they are just giving a shape to, and
which, as soon as it has started, will

be the signal for everything to be
called into question. Let there be no
mistake about it; it is to this zone of
occult instability where the people
dwell that we must come; and it is

there that our souls are crystallized

and that our perceptions and our
lives are transfused with light ... We
must not therefore be content with
delving into the past of a people in

order to find coherent elements

Continued Page 4
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Interview with Jerry Qualles, Director of Housing, UMass Amherst

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977

By KARIEN ZACHERY

"The responsibility of the
Housing Director is to provide
information about everyone, on or

off campus," Mr. Jerry Qualles
informed Nummo News.

Jerry Qualles is the first Black
director of Housing, to his

knowledge, at UMass. He is

presently responsible in the area of
Housing for 11, 200 people in

residence halls.

About how much money does
the University generate from its

Housing department? There are

different rates for different dorms.
However, in general, the dorms
generate approximately 1 million

dollars a year.

Prior to his employment as
Director of Housing, he was the
Head of Residence at Cashin and
Brown dorms. When asked why he
took the job as Housing Director,

Mr. Qualles expressed that he was
concerned and primarily sensitive

to the needs of Black people. He

Jerry Quaralls, photo by Bo demons

could and can still see many things
wrong with the present housing
situation at UMass. Mr. Qualles
calmly and confidently says, "but
I'm going to fix them."
What about Third World

Corridors? Are they a special
priviledge from the Housing
Department? Yes. Just as Italian,

French or Spanish Corridors are
special requests from the Housing
Department. The purpose of these
type corridors is to unite students
of the same racial and ethnic
background. The positive response
is that they make the students more
comfortable at the University; thus,
indirectly improving their social and
academic performance. The
negative response in relation to
third World students, Mr. Qualles
added, ts that ""there are no Black
corridors in the world once you
leave here. Are students getting the
skills to help them deal with people
by living in Black corridors?"

Despite the numerous advantages
Third World corridors may have,
they are also used as a "security
blanket" by many students. This
hinders some students from being
able to deal with the real world.

In response to the "sardine
situation' that developed at the
beginning of this semester, as a
result of the University enrolling
more students than it could ac-
commodate, Mr. Qualles said,
"Each year the Housing Depart-
ment has to play a "guessing
game" with the number of in-

coming students, re-entering
students, suspended students,
seniors, etc. This year the
University sent out approximately
12,000 acceptances, 56 per cent of
these were Mass. residents. They
(the University) calculate that
approximately 1,200 students will

not return yearly, Mr. Qualles said.
This year only 600 students didn't
return, leaving between 6 and 700

students without housing.
Gradually the situation filtered out
by tripling up some students and
other students slowly moved off

campus. The fact that seniors are

not required to inform the
University if they're moving off

campus, makes the situation even
more difficult.

If it appears that there are more
men at the University than women,
your observation is absolutely

correct. "Too many men come to

UMass and not enough women,"
says Mr. Qualles. "Basically society
is racially and sexually
diiscriminatory. Women are not
encouraged to go to school."

Consequently, there are ap-
proximately 2,200 more males than
females at UMass. The ratio bet-

ween coed and not coed is 65:35
per cent. The majority of the
women live in one or two con-
centrated areas.'

The Residence Management is

part of the Community Develop-
ment Center. The Residence
Management has different ap-

proaches to problems. Mr. Qualles
says he has worked on both sides
of the fence. He continues to say
that, "if you are pleasing all

managen>ent you are probably
neglecting humanity."

When asked if he has detected
any racism within the ad-
ministration of his department, Mr.

Qualles said that he has not felt

threatened by racism or other
people's attitudes. ""Your politics

have to be what you do and not so
much what you say," he said.

His future plans in the Housing
Department is to have more
specialty programs tor veterans,

minorities, Asians, etc.

One of his personal goals is to get
involved in "long range politics."

Mr. Qualles confidently says that,

'"he is not afraid to make and live

with his own decision." He con-
cluded saying that ""he wants to be
a person who can open doors for

other people." He continues to say
that "he is not afraid of power. The
only thing that makes power bad is

what happens to people who are

involved in it.

LORE AND LYRICISM: TWO
SHOWS AT THE STUDIO
MUSEUM IN HARLEM

Continued From Page 4

which will counteract colonialism's

attempt to falsify and harm. We
must work and fight with the same
rhythm as the people to construct
the future and to prepare the
ground where vigorous shoots are
already springing up. A national

culture is not a folklore, nor an
abstract populism that believes it

can discover the people's true

nature. It is not made up of the inert

dregs of gratuitous actions, that is

not to say actions which are less

attached to the everpresent reality

of the people. A NATIONAL
CULTURE IS THE WHOLE BODY
of efforts made by a people in the
sphere of thought to describe,

justify, and praise the action
through which that people has
created itself and keeps itself in

existence.

Located between 125th and
126th at 2033 Fifth Avenue in

Harlem, The Studio Museum is

dedicated to sharing Black visual

and plastic arts. Location and
ceremoial openings provide more
possibility for drawing people in

from the streets while the typical

museum or gallery is inaccessible to
people. Cordiality offered by those
working at the museum also works
to build up a relationship between
the diversity of peoples who views
its shows and Black creative artists.

This museum has definitely fed the
rebellion against stark bareness of

walls or the obscene visualities that

neonize our environments with
madness. In conclusion, this is a
people's museum.
These two shows will be on

exhibit until November 6th.

White Collar Crime 'Pays'
Continued from Paqe 3

In fact, as evidenced by the late
Illinois Governor Ono Kerner, who
was convicted on fraud charges
John Dean, H.R. Haldeman and
other prominent figures, most
white collar criminals are well
educated, churchgoing, married
and successful in their profession.

But apart from that, they are

dishonest. Because of their
education they are able to suc-
cessfully engage in such crimes as
price fixing, insurance fraud, kick-

backs, credit card and check fraud,

consumer fraud, petty larceny,

embezzlement, forgery and bribery
to name iust a few.

Ironically, according to a recent
New York Times - CBS poll very
few Americans are concerned
about white collar crime.

The poll found the 54 per cent are
more concerned about the sale of
Illicit dmgs to children, compared to
30 per cent who are concerned
about being "ripped off" by cor-
porations.

This fact was borne out by a
University of Cincinatti study of
retail store emolovees.

Ronald Tatum, a marketing
professor, interviewed by CBS,
noted that ""half the people we
talked to admitted taking things
and when they did they didn't
consider it stealing. They said
things such as "it's okay because
everyone does it. My boss really

doesn't care because they take
things too.'"

Mr. Tatum cited one case where
merchandise was taken valued at
up to $7,500. The person taking the
merchandise said it was not
stealing because it was an accepted
practice.

Ironically, according to some
obsen/ers, the white collar criminal
is admired, especially if he doesn't
get caught. And even if he is

caught, he is admired because of
the amount of time he went un-
detected in his criminal pursuits.

In some cases, women have led
to the uncovering of schemes to
milk the public by white collar

criminals although it was not done
out of a sense of altruism.

One case in point involves a
woman who blew the cover on her
lover- boss when he wanted to
terminate the relationship. The
action subsequently led to several
indictments which resulted in a
major scandal in Chicago which is

the subject of a closely watched
trail.

One management consultant has
been heard to say that "when a
man has a task beyond his

capabilities he has two choices: to
fail or to cheat."

Remember The
Teachings Of
Malcom X

The consultant said he has yet to

hear a man tell his superiors to take

back his title, his promotion or his

bonus. The most likely thing the

employer will do, the consultant

said, is cheat, falsify or engage in

other illicit activities.

Significantly, many Americans go
along with white collar crime
because they don't consider taking
things from an employer stealing in
the way they would if a burglar
entered their home.

Why is white collar crime on the
rise—?

According to some observers -
greed: the affluent society syn-
drome, a desire for status, and in
the case of some men, the desire to
provide the ""good life" for a wife or
girlfriend or the family.
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Oh! Calcutta! Is it Dirt?
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977

(Latin - Soul- Funk - Disco)
Nummo News Page 7
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Oh! Calcutta! isn 'i ureal art. but neither ls n sadistic, kinky, nor exploitive of either sex

A nd i'\fr\ I 'nce in a while it succeeds in holding the mirror up to our sexual nature.

B

By ANDREW GOODWIN
and KARIEN ZACHERY

For those of us who like dealing

with reality and not hiding behind a

dream, the production of Oh!
Calcutta' was real, depicting
exactly what is happening in

today's sexual society. What
millions of people do, even the so-

called "big wheels" behind their

mansion doors, was actually made
into a musical production and put in

front of the people's faces. People
of today's society don't want
anyone exposing any of their

misgivings so they try to prevent
this exposure. Thus, the ban of 'Oh!

Calcuna'. But Springfield came
through, out of the little prurient

shell they have been sitting in for so
long. Springfield has finally hat-

ched,

"Oh! Calcutta! isn't great art, but
neither is it sadistic, kinky, nor
exploitive of either sex. And every
once in a while it succeeds in

holding the mirror up to our sexual
nature," so says Stephanie Kraft of

the Valley Advocate'. She was in

attendance of both the play and the

obscenity hearing, from which she
gathered information and compiled
a review of 'Oh! Calcutta'."

"It was pretty clear from the

beginning of the hearing on
Wednesday, Sept. 8, that the city

of Springfield wasn't going after

the play very hard. Only dultifulness

and professionalism - what
seemed to boil down to devotion to

sound procedure and keeping the

record straight on the parts of

Judge John Greaney and two
opposing lawyers saved the ob-

scenity hearing on the play from
being downright anticlimatic. As it

was, those attending were treated

to a study in the futility of trying to

codify and enforce definities of

what constitutes obscenity."

"Since the first requirement in

the enforcement of laws designed
to protect the public from obscene
material is a thorough scrutiny of

the filthv stuff by those appointed
to enforce the laws, the first thing

on the court's agenda was a two-
hour showing of 'Oh! Calcutta!', on
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La Familia at Hampshire College
is proud to announce a Benefit
Disco for the Northampton Chapter
of the Hispanic Council for Human
Rights at Hampshire Dinning
Commons on November 4, 1977 at
9:00 p.m.

We warmly extend an invitation
to Clap your hands. Stomp your
feet, and Shake your bootie for the
sake of the survival of the Hispanic
Northampton Community. The
recorded music of Third World
People ( Latin-Soul- Fui.k-Disco) will

provide the inspiration for our
dancing feet and spirits. We are
asking for a $1.00 donation; all

proceeds will go to the Hispanics

Council for Human Rights.
Refreshments will be available but
BYOB bring your own bottle.

For those who relate to the social
reality of the Rainbow struggle, a
panel-discussion will precede the
Dance at the (West Lecture Hall -
Franklin Paterson at 8:00 p.m.)
The panel-discussion will consist

of representatives from the
Hispanic Northampton Community
and is entitled: Crisis: International
and Local Struggles of Hispanics.
La Familia is a collective of Third
World brothers and sisters that are
dedicating their energies to the
communities of oppressed peoples.

Black Mass Communication Projects
Schedule for Fall 1977, WMUA

91.1 FM Stereo
Sunday 9 a.m. -11 a.m.; Rev.

Pearson, Jubilation (Black Classical
Music)

Monday 10 a.m. -2 p.m.; 7 p.m.-
10 p.m.; Bob Forrant, Concepto
Latino (Bro. Miguel)

Tuesday 10a.m.-2 p.m.; 10 p.m.-
2 a.m.; Jose Tolson, Third World
Women's Show

Wednesday 6 a.m.- 10 a.m.; 7
p.m. -10 p.m.; Black Classical
Music, The Medicine Show

Thursday 10 a.m. -2 p.m.; 10
p.m.-2 a.m.; BMCP DJ's, Felipe
Nieves

Friday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.; BMCP
DJ's

Saturday 2 p.m.-6 p.m.; 6 p.m.-IO
p.m. -10 p.m. -2 a.m.; Bro. Rick,
Alyssia Bryan, v:.reg Phillips

Public Service Announcement
Two very interesting and im-

portant events for CCEBS students
will be coming up in the near future.
Bill Johnson, President of Resource
Placement and Development, Inc.,

will be demonstrating interviewing
techniques by conducting mock
interviews of students in the New
Africa House. The time for this

session on interviewing is Wed-
nesday, November 9 from 2:30 -

4:30 p.m. in the second floor lounge
of the New Africa H6use, In ad-

dition to this, on Wednesday,
November 16 from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.,
a similar session will be conducted
by Mr, Johnson on resume
preparation. This resume workshop
will also be held in the second floor

lounge of the New Africa, House.
The importance of these two
events cannot be over-emphasized.
All interested CCEBS students
must sign up for these two sessions
with Brian Maher in room 208 of the
New Africa House by Friday,

November 4.

Announcement
Study Skills Workshops will be

held Monday - Thursday (October
24 27) in Room 209 New Africa
House. The workshop leaders will

be available to help you with
notetaking, writing skills, and
preparation of reports etc. The
schedule for the workshops is as

follows:

Monday, 4-5:30 p.m.; Tuesday, 4-

5:30 p.m. and 7-8:30 p.m.; Wed-
nesday, 7 8:30 p.m. and Thursday
7-8:30 p.m.

All are welcome to attend. If you
have any questions, contact Phil

Hicks, Room 211, 5-0031.

videotape, just by way of habeous
corpus."

"Before the viewing even started

Greaney tipped the anorneys the
word that they would be able to
rest their cases by the end of the
afternoon."

"The only one who exhibited any
tension in the early stages of the
preceeding was Dyke Spear, the
show producer."

Before the show Spear had said
that he had been warned that his

production should vacate Sym-
phony Hall, where the production
was shown, by 12:00 midnight. He
also expressed his negligence to the
warning and said that the show
would go anyway.

"After the opening number, a
large group dance in the nude,
Spear explained nervously and with
dead seriousness that the 'long
view' of strategic antomical areas
wasn't shown even when the
dancers formed a chorus line."

However, the genitals of both
sexes were totally exposed whether
from a 'longview' or a shortview of
the audience.

"After the next episode, entitled,

"Jack and Jill,' during which a man
pretends to measure a woman
internally with a ruler, Spear
assured the court again that
nowhere can one see more inches
of anyone's genitals. It was hard to
decide which was more absurd, the
swinger measuring the woman with
the ruler, or the suggestion that the
jury was there to measure por-
nography by the inch."

"In short the show that went to
court made it to the stage in

Springfield, Saturday night and
played without the interference of
Spfld's Crime Prevention Bureau."

And why shouldn't it have? If those
who make the laws that supposedly
protect the law from obscenity, can
allow a film showing as obscene as
Deep Throat' rated XXX, to appear
on a college campus, why should
they discriminate against 'Oh!

Calcutta!' The only different
between the two productions was
one was a live production and one
was a live production and one was
a movie. In fact, X rated movies
should be considered 10 times more
obscene than a live production
simply because the audience has a
closer and clearer view.

"And for grossness, a society
that can handle the liver that
Portnoy had twice in one day —
onc« around his cock and once in

the end of his fork — ought to be
able to handle Oh! Calcutta!', says
Stephanie Kraft of 'The Advocate'.

However, it is not a question of
society being able to handle 'OhI
Calcutta!', or pornography period.
Granted that 'Oh! Calcutta!' justly

won its fight in court to appear in

Springfield under the law, but it is

still pornography. If they are going
to fight to ban pornography from
corrupting society, they should
fight against all of it.

Scenes from Chocolate Box Review
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977

Just a couple of down home boys

Bill Hasson intro Chocolate Box Review

King of "The World"

Take it out!

Queen of "The World"

I thought I knew for sure
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WOODY SHAW IN CONCERT AT U-MASS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 1977

Woody Shaw, noted jazz

trumpeter and recording artist will

perform at the U-Mass Student
Union Ballroom Friday October
28th.

Appearing with Woody Shaw
will be his concert ensemble
featunng Cater Jefferson on tenor,

Jimmy Vass on alto, Steve Turre on
trombone, Onaje Allan Gumbs on
piano, Cliff Houston on bass and
Victor Lewis on drums.

A veteran of the Europeon jazz

scene. Woody Shaw's latest album.

Live at the Berliner Jazztage,

reflects Europes encouragement of

the avant-garde.

Strengthened and more creative

because of this influence, Woody
Shaw and his ensemble should

provide an exciting example of the

kind of adventurous jazz being

experimented with by Shaw and his

other young contemporaries:

Steve Lacey and Anthony Braxton.

Tickets are $2.50 (general ad-

mission).

They are available at TIX (UMass
Student Union - across from Post

Office). Also, they are available in

Amherst at Faces of Earth,

Backroom Records, and Sun

^ rsrTy . • • ^ • %

Music, and the Sound Room in

Northampton.

This event is being sponsored by
Union Program Council in

association with WMUA. Future

events will include: A halloween
party featuring Widespread
Depression on October 31, and
Bobby Hutchinson on November
19.

DISCRIMINATION IN NORTHAMPTON
Racial discrimination, also known

as prejudice, is a preconceived
judgement usually directed at

groups or individuals because of

their race or characteristics of their

person.

It is an outgrowth of insufficient

interracial knowledge and the
resulting irrational attitude of
suspicion and hostility.

We well know that discrimination

does not only occur in the South
(viz. South Boston) and that it has
not been overcome by the Civil

Rights movement. Everyday in-

teractions between the races gives

evidence of this; that discrimination

IS alive and well in Northamption.

Discrimination m one way or

another affects all Third World
people in the Valley. In this area,

(Northampton), the main victims

arf. Latinos, most of whom are

Puertorriquenos, who came here

under the illusion that they would
find work, a better environment,

and a better life for their children.

The socio-economic cond'rtions on
their island homeland — a colonial

possession of the U.S. for nearly a

century — often made this the only

alternative to poverty and despair.

For Puerto Ricans, as well as

other Third World people, the

American Dream never came true.

The reason for this is obvious.

Nevertheless, in order to

determine the vital needs of Latinos

in our area, and to discover exactly

where discrimination exists in this

community, the Hispanic Council

for Human Rights very recently

conducted a survey of the Latino

community. The Council, formerly

known as the Puerto Rican
Committee for Human Rights, is a

group of individuals who in

response to acts of harrassment
and discrimination against Latinos,

have organized themselves to

combat this oppressive disease of

American Society.

While the exact data and analysis

of the study are to be presented in a

if/

hno wasnington

thorough form in the weeks to

come, much of what the Hispanic

Council for Human Rights
discovered only confirmed the

obvious.

The majority of Puertorriquenos,

both men and women, have been
employed for at least three years,

(contradictory to the myth of being

on welfare), doing factpry work,

machine-operating, farmwork,
housecleaning, secretarial work and
cooking. The wages that most of

these workers receive, however, is

at (or below) the U.S. Govt, poverty

level for a family of four.

Of all the people interviewed,

nearly half have children of school

age. These are Spanish-speaking

families, who unanimously stated

that they wanted their children to

retain their culture and language;

while at the same time acquiring

the ability to speak, read and write

English plus the skills that could

lead to a better life.

Yet, what do they find? There is

'Midnight Dance

Improvisations"

Eno Donald Washington will

perform this week at the Hampden
Theatre at Midnight on Wed-
nesday, October 26th pnd at the

N'Fafa Gallery, 35 West Street on
Saturday, October 29th at 8:(X) p.m.

Wednesday's performance,
"Midnight Dance Improvisations"

will feature Black classical dance
choreographed by Eno Donald
Washington and hand drumming.
The N'Fafa performance will again

include music by conga players

Gary Owens and Tony and will also

peresent Ima Henderson reciting

poetry

Eno Donald Washington utilizes

African and new world tradiational

movements, rhythms, ceremonial

garments and music to maintain his

dedication to an art that has been
usurped and deformed by a society

bent to do the impossible, codemn
it to extinction.

no adequate bilingual-bicultural

education program in the area

schools — even though this is

mandated by law. (Ch.622-Act

71A).

In addition, it was discovered

tha. access to employment, decent

medical care and Jegal assistance is

made nearly impossible by the lack

of Hispanic or bi- lingual personnel

in the hospitals, courts, welfare,

and employment offices. The
people interviewed unanimously

agreed on the need for Hispanic

employees and interpreters in these

key agencies.

Social service centers, set up to

attempt to alleviate these and other

problems, such as H.C.A.C.'s

Centro Hispano, find themselves

facing the same discrimination. The
Centro Hispano is presently fighting

an eviction notice.

Educational centers like the

Farmworker's Council, which is run

by people of the Hispanic com-

munity that it serves, offers courses

An Open Letter

in basic English and Math, High
School equivalency exam
preparation, and other pertinent

services. Recently, their contract

was terminated and funds that

would enable their program to

continue were channeled to other

sources. Apparently, officials of this

city (Northampton CETA) presume
themselves more qualified to run a

program for Latinos than the

people from the Spanish-speaking

community themselves, who have
been running it successfully for two
years.

These above-mentioned in-

stances and many more are clear

examples of discrimination. But

cases of discrimination have been
fought and beaten before through
people's struggles, it can and must
be combatted here and now. To do
this, we must overcome the

mistrust that divides us and come
together to continue working to

obtain justice in our community.
If you know of still other cases of

discrimination, or want to help

combat it, contact The Hispanic

Council for Human Rights - 586-

5537 or 584-0672.

In Unity There is Strength

by Fredrick Clayton

I am very upset at the

bourgeoisie attitude that some
people held toward the group

"Pleasure." I talked with the

members of the group individually

and collectively they feel that the

atmosphere at UMass could be

compared to the body of a cold

fish.

The members of the group were

not warmly greeted upon arrival at

UMass, they are professional

recording artists that travel

nationally on tour. When the group

performs at College Campuses like

UMass they are ravished by
autograph seekers, well wishers,

and admirers, but not here.

I was at a party held after the

concert in Butterfield Dorm and I

actually saw whom ever it was

admitting people into the party try

an charge "Pleasure" the ad-

mission fee of $1.00.

Whomever was in charge of the

party should note that had
"Pleasure" attended the party it

would have been a grand occasion

for students to talk informally with

them about their experiences in the

recording industry and their ex-

periences about life in general.

In the long run this thing will

back lash UMass. Recording artists

in the future will avoid us if this type

of treatment of artists persists.

I sincerely believe that someone

should send "Pleasure" a letter of

apology because the treatment

they received was negligent and

disrespectful.

Bringpumpkin.Joint lawyer to smolce-in
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

"Bring a pumpkin, bring a joint", suggest
the posters around campus anrKHJncing the
YIppie (Youth International Party) —
sponsored "Smoke-In" on Amherst
Common this Thursday at "High Noon".

But bringing a lawyer might be more
valuable, according to Amherst Police Chief
Donakj Maia, who "cautions students about
possible arrests" because "these laws being
protected are still on the books."
Maia yesterday saki he wouM be in

contact with the distrkrt attorney's offKe
regarding the demonstration, and woukj take
no preventive actk>n at present
Maia suggested the poesiblity of the

demonstration being an advertising ploy to
attract attention to groups currently working
on drug law reforrris in Massachusetts.

Maia noted the posters do not use the
word marijuana. The Yippies, however claim
the "weed" advertised will be marijuana.

Russ Swan, one of "about three dozen"
people organizing the smoke- in. yesterday
dki not stress the importance of obtaining
signatures Thursday to refomn marijuana
laws.

Swan, a sophomore from Andover, saM In
a phone interview the purposes of the
smoke-in are to "set an example" in
protesting drug laws, and "to get a k>t of
people high."

Swan explained the protest is being held in

town rather than on campus to attract a
larger number of people and "because it was
easier to get a permit."

Maia, when informed the Yippies had
obtained a town penmit to assemble,
checked the records and found a permit
listed for an assembly with live music and a
"pumpkin party".

The Yippies plan to snnoks five pounds of
"weed", whk:h Swan saki they acquired
through "private donatkxis". Steve Gibbons,
another Yippie, wouM not say over the
phone where the dope is being stored
because he sakj he believes his phone may
be tap>ped.

He sakJ "3,000 pre-rolied joints" will be Kt
up and handed out
Gibbons, a volunteer who sakl he does not

smoke pot, added other volunteers woukJ
possess no more than one quarter of an
ounce.

Gibbons saki the smoke-in is "mom of a
protest than a party", and is geared to
publicize the absurdity of existing drug laws
"not to mayors and senators, but to thoee in
the 18-30 year age group who might become
involved."

Gibbons sakf while the Yippies are not
representing the Marijuana Initiative Petition
Committee on campus, they hope this
demoostratkm will draw attentk>n to such
groups woricing for legislative refomi.
The smoke-in organizers have been

planning the event for over a nwnth now and
expect over 3,000 to attend.
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Expertsargue
Mid East views

Four experts on the Middle East last night debated why there isn't peace there.

Top, bottom, left and right, Bassem Mouallen, David Sidor8ky,-'John Hillson and
Haim B. G unner. ( Staff photo by Farhad Assari)

By Ah/IV KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Four experts on the Middle East ex-
changed views in a heated debate last night.

The many different viewpoints represented
among the 100 people in attendance were
expressed by much applause and booing as
the different panelists' views were presented.

All the panelists agreed the path to peace
is a clear one yet they disputed the methods
toward achieving this goal.

During a question and answer period
following the discussion, the panelists at-

tacked positions using historical quotations,
poetry, and personal experience to
document the strife in the Middle East.

The four panelists took part in a debate
entitled "Crisis in the Middle East" in the
Campus Center Auditorium at 8. The debate
took the form of a panel discussion where
the four speakers each gave a fifteen minute
speech addressing different aspects of the
situation in the Middle East.

The four panelists included Columbia
University Prof. Davkl Sidorsky, John
Hillson, founder of the Palestine Solidarity

Committee, international joumalist Bassem
Mouallem, and Prof. Haim B. Gunner of
Environmental Sciences and founder of
Kibbutz Sasa in Israel. The discussion
opened with Sidorsky outlining from a
Zionist position five propositions supporting
a peace settlement in the Middle East.

He said "the value of distributive justice

for the Israeli nation and the concept of
national self determination with regard to the
Israel citizens' right to a nation are the two
first important priorities in establishing peace
in the Middle East."

He went further to note "the concepts of
universal human rights, legitimacy of the
contract establishing the nation of Israel, and
the Israeli citizens' quest for peace" are facts

showing the Israeli citizens' right to a land of
freedom from oppression."

He said the "Israelis are willing to
negotiate a settlement, yet the Arabs refuse

to meet for a variety of reasons."

Hillson spoke next in direct opposing the
Israeli position as outlined by Sidorsky.

"Zionism failed politically and the idea of
the establishment of a Jewish state cannot
work at present." he said.

He noted "Israel is a nation founded on
racism, oppression, and inferiority, much like

the former Jim Crow kieas of the United
States South."
He stressed the poor conditions in Israel

for Arabs including "Poor housing, unfair

discrimination in Israeli universities, and the
denial of Arab citizens' pleas for owning
land."

He said the question in the Middle East
situation is not whether Israel has a right to
exist but whether Israel as an oppressive,
racist state has the right to exist.

The account of Israel as outlined by Hillson
was seen to Gunner as a "nightmare version
of the Israeli state, dominated by the
paranoia that has oppressed European Jews
for centuries."

He stressed the need for students to
examine Israel as a "progressive state that
bears the mold of a democratic-socialist
political tradition.

"The self transforming act of Israel is one
that all humanity can be proud of," he said.

In order for a peace settlenrtent to be
reached in the Middle East, the Arabs and
Israelis must recognize the legitimacy of the
Israeli state and negotiatidns must be
conducted with no intermediary countries
taking part."

Mouallem spoke next about the need for a
settlement to be negotiated only if Israel will

recognize the Palestinian Liberation
Organization as a legitimate body.
He said both states have the "potential for

a peaceful coexistence and this can happen
in the near future."

He said the holocaust of Worid War II

must be forgotten and the anguish of both
the Jews and Arabs understood before
peace can be obtained.
"Our only hope is to forget; the college

students are the answer to important
decision making because the vigor of youth
and their unbiased viewpoint can be
channeled into the energy that can create
lasting peace."

r
iNsidt RipK^inrcii^s liN(

A bill that would extend the period of
time a veteran can use his Educational
Assistance Allowance has passed in the
Senate and now awaits a vote in the
House. See Ruth McGorty's story. Page
3.

Wi«i Lime WfATlnii

President Carter laid wreaths on graves
and spoke at Arlington National
Cemetery in recognition of Veterans Day,
observed yesterday by federal employes.
See story. Page 5.

Mostfy fair today, highs 65-70. Cloudy
and cooler in the late afternoon with a 10
per cent chance of rain tonight. Lows in
the 5Qs tonight. Chance of rain
tomorrow, highs in the 60s. Good
weather and tinrtes expected in New
Orleans'
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flK BASBARA TETREAULT
Coffagkn Staff

Concooltd in aa obscure section of campus lies an
oa^ of tropical plants v.iiually ignored by the majority
of the •tudent body. According to the greenhouse
^99f)0r, John Tristan, "a lot of people don't know this
pli^ exists."

^
C»ffee C<#n8enPilB*v, tooetad beside the University

Hee*th CBoter. cgnta^^ 5,000 different species of
tropioBl pfinrM iWi0ing from banana and palm trees to
o»chid|. tn the center of the conservatory is a small
leDec^l pool and fountain spanned by a wooden
jg^dgepBght thousand square feet of plants are spread

%thioughout the few diffoient tampenture-controlled
eompartmena of ttie conservstoryi f *%
The oHIttrvatory, however, reofllves f«^* visitors

thouflh it is open daily, % a.m. td 4 p.m. "Oc-^

It aeios from a f^ tpljrs fdr patents ami schoof
*hildM^«iitin said fhe mejprity 6f peeple who vflto^

^^'iJ'IP'^s "*"9 the «enp«fvitorv 1orlheir'«(lsses. In

'«(t«|Plo StQckb^dge^teuliureand boM^clMses .

gjnp'IC^ctents v0 Oui«Nl a« a iel^iiaporY Tdr science
^eltii^ tMvie e^Nar« us* the plente asmij^s for ert
'T^iies.

Accordingfto Tn^ten af»important feettireof Ourfee »
thei i« the plants are greiMn wtthout ttw^jee of cherticdl
peeticides. in nvhet he Hid he hg$m m\ fifoome "e
niSdol iBT the state'*, Tristan hea fnstituteil e 0rogfem
v^Ahout chemieat pm^Otim ttiat usee paiesrtic irteect

and iiwiot groM^ fegutotocs to oontrot fnaects Thtt
(irooies^TrieM» Mid, has proved to be i«ry effective in
Duffee.

"TWe shows that you don't heve to use pestiokles,
tnet H can pe done without them," said Tifctan. The
prooram also makes the cortservatory a safer en-
vfrofwtiairt for people to visit.

"People don t heve to worry about getting chen^cate
on their hands and clothes, especially if they have littfe

kids with them," said Tristan.

u

The conservatory was build in 1867 and named after
its benefactor. Dr. Nathan Durfee, the first treasurer of
the first UMass, Massachusetts Awiculturat CoMege.
Durfee donated $10,000 to help bu8d the consefwatory.

According to the anmJai report of 1867, OtJ^toe
Conservatory ««es 'designed for experiments ih
hybndizing, propagating, and ctrttivating useful and
ornameittal plinta^ as well as in teaching horticulture
and systematic botany." J^Dwim wes originally built where the Health Cer^

'

patking lot ie located. The conservatory was rebuft m
H09 and then moved during campus expansion to its«

''firesent location in 1956. Tristan said the conservatoiy
larvi and structure now are worth $250,000.

Tristan, a 1972 UMass plant and soiP^adutt
studied tropical plants and greenhouse mahenenrteni^
Colorado before moving to Sweden where he pim-^
merctelly cuKivated tropical plants.* He has woried A^

l^urfee for one year. * ^
Besides his duties at Durfee, Tristan teacbefa course

on tropical plants in the University SchooUjf iontlnuine*
'"

*^ocat)on. ^ «^ \ -V 7^f*
.

It n^as in Sweden that friatarfsai^ be leam^i a 'lot of *

Ihe insect" control program^ v^ch he has Irtstitutad ai
M>urfee. 4 'i^ **, /^

, ^* /. « /I?
^ir Sweden fhoy haye iw^ rn|b ^ingeqjt

standards, k lit* t^e standarA I leained thcw^
tried jp use «iwn hersi" sai0 Tristan. _,One protHanrat the conepvetory that seenPI<»€e
unique to iwis it vaftdaw, Twkan saidT^*

"I havenPl.hea»d bf oiliar x»itoes havlnfl this
problem. 1 find tNs di^comag^'* hf ••»<t

There Is no need fer anwone to stell. It just nilr^it for
eveyone because eonfe of thi dints are in^pliceabie. If

anyone wants a cutting I VMjr#va it to them if 1 can
without >wrminQ the ol«>t.** s«d Tristan.

TrisJan has ddhe a number of intsrestiqjB thing* to
Durfee besktes the insect c(Mit«ol proaram. (k»e of his

|)er1fctilar^ulegts Ie a fsmHy of Afrk^ plants known
as Qe»>eiiaMjfeaiaobuiH the tsridge over the pool. He
said he hopes to see Durfee expanded in the future with
greater student interest in the conservatory.

Brutality increases for bar owners
PROVIDENCE [AP\ - Shakedowns of

sir^gle t>ar8 and discotheques are becoming
more blatant and brutal when the owners
refuse to cooperate with organized crime
figures, law enforcement sources say.

The sources said these shakedowns,
which are being probed by the FBI, as well as

state and local police, also involve new
tactics, including demands to share cover
charges.
"They still demand money payments,

arrange partnerships and provide bouncers,"
one source said. "However, now they've
started sending people to singles bars to

collect cover charges.
"Anything that makes money, they'll be

irwolved in."

Some of the more traditional shakedowns
in the Providence area have been to frighten

txjsinessmen into using certain vending
machines and a certain gart>age collection

service, a source said.

The sources, who have dealt with
organized crime in New England since the

1960s, said the methods have changed and
unwilling businessmen are more often being
beaten.

An example of the violence arose this

month when a band booking agent was
assaulted at a Providence nightclub by
"thugs" dispatched by the mob's top en-

forcer in Rhode Isiarvl, the authorities said.

The booking agent, Kenneth E. O'Brien,

36, of Cranston, needed more than 100
stitches to close head wounds and also
suffered a broken left arm and hand. He
refused to press charges, however.
"People like O'Brien have no way to

retaliate," a source said. "They're afraid.

They know the reputation of these guys."

Providence police have said the beating
apparently resulted from an attempt by a
Providence mobster to take over O'Brien's
booking business, which is reportedly one of
the largest in New England.
The mobster, who dispatched three

"thugs" to beat O'Brien, is well known to
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Rhode Island authorities. They have said he
has also taken over several Providence
nightspots.

"They are more blatant and brutal than
before," said a source. "But I don't think
there has been an increase in shakedowns. It

just seems that you hear about more of them
now."

Until about two years ago, the chief en-
forcer for organized crime in the Providence
area was Richard "Dickie" Callei, the source
said. However, Callei's body was found in a
shallow grave in Rehoboth, Mass., in early

1975. He had been shot, beaten and stabbed.
"Callei was well connected but he didn't

do what he was told," a source said. "He
was greedy. He shook down some of the
wrong people. That just doesn't happen."

In interviews with the AP, the sources
gave the following account of the
shakedown operation.

Owners of restaurants and bars in

Providence, Johnston, Warren and North
Providence and other communities have
been approached and told they must provide
a share of their business.

Owners are given time to think over the
proposal, but if they resist, some form of
harassment begins.

The enforcer may scare customers away
by dispatching some men to the restaurant

or bar to start fights, throw fumiture or
employ several other disruptive tactics.
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Selectmen outline

DNA research group

Mark Bradley displays a 115-lb. pumpkin grown by his

rommate's 12-year-old brother. The pumpkin will share living

quarters with Bradley until Halloween when...( Staff photo by
Chris Bourne)

Vets ask support
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

ATTENTION ALL UMASS VETERANS: The Veterans Service

Organization [ VSO\ urges you to write to your United States
representatives concerning the new bill in Congress dealing with
Veteran's benefits. A table will be set up in the Campus Center today
where you can get information and addresses.

A bill in the U.S. Senate, introduced by Sen. John Durkin D-New
Hampshire, would provide a 6.6 per cent cost of living increase,

waiver for two year rule, and accelerated payments for veterans.

Mn amendment introduced by Sen. Alan
Cranston, D-California, would extend the ^—
period of time that a veteran can have to use
the Gl Bill Educational Assistance
Allowance.

According to Arthur L. Hilson, director of
the Veterans Affairs Office, "Under current
law, a veteran has or had ten years from the
date of discharge or until May 31, 1976,
whichever date is later, to attend school
under the Gl Bill.

"On May 31, 1976," Hilson said, "over 3.6
million post-Korean, cold war and Vietnam
era veterans lost entitlements to the Gl Bill

benefits. Of this number approximately
482,000 veterans were enrolled in training.

Since that date, Vietnam era veterans have
lost entitlements every day as a result of the
ten year delimiting period."
The Cranston amendment would allow

eligible veterans to extend their benefits up
to two years to complete their degree
program, provided they are full-time students
in their tenth year. During the eleventh year,
the veteran would be eligible for half the
normal benefits, and during the twelfth year,

a third of the amount, according to Hilson.

Cranston's press aide. Peg Lotito Friday
said the bill passed in the Senate with a vote
of 91-0 and is now awaiting a House vote.
She said she wasn't sure when the vote
would take place.

Hilson said "the chances don't look op-
timistic for the passage of the bill." He said
veterans should send letters to represen-
tatives, expressing concern.

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst Board of Selectmen last night outlined
necessary steps for appointing a special Recombinant
DNA Study Committee. The establishment of the
committee had been authorized in last week's Special
Town Meeting.

The board at its meeting also voted to rephrase
wording in Article Four of the Warrant Articles to at-

tempt to insure its success in Amherst's mid-November
Town Meeting. The board also approved an amended
project budget for the Amherst Redevelopment

Authority ( ARA), and approved the town's continued

panicipation in and expenditures for the Regional
Resource Committee Project.

In dealing with the appointment of a Recombinant
DNA Study Committee, the selectmen outlined some
specific duties of the committee. As is outlined in Article

14 of the Warrant Articles, the committee would be
responsible for collecting, summarizing, and
disseminating related information to the town;
examining social and ethical implications of DNA
research; and assessing and defining any dangers in this

research.

Chairman Diana H. Romer also specified the im-
portance of this committee in evaluating existing and
proposed controls dealing with the research. The
committee is to work with the selectmen to implement a

system of control for the town. However, Romer last

night pointed to the committee as having a "much more
detailed and specific task."

Selectman William C. Atkins pointed to the necessity
of caution in appointing this committee.

"There was heated debate at Town Meeting last

week, ' said Atkins. "Do not take it lightly, we must
take the hiring of the committee seriously."

The board outlined three major steps to be con-
sidered in the appointments. First, said Romer, the
board must work with the "institutors" to develop
informal agreements on how to communicate with each
other.

Second, there must be a clear outline of the role of
committee members — what their function is to be.
And third, the criteria to be used in selecting com-

mittee members must be determined.
Romer al.so cited the need for a clear establishment of

the qualifications of any candidates being considered.
"References," said Romer, would be helpful when
interviewing applicants.

In other business, the board also decided to reohrase
the wording in Article Four of the Warrant Articles. As
established in last week's Town Meeting, this article

would authorize the appointment of a five-member
Water Supply Conservation Committee to perform
specific tasks in accordance with the water supply
development program.

Selectmen last night voted to alter the article to read
"To see if Town of Amherst will appropriate and trans-
fer $1,000 in available water funds to expediate the
study of water usage in conservation."
The board said it hopes this generalizing of a

previously more detailed article will insure its passage in

the November Town Meeting.
Selectmen unanimously decided to approve the

amended project budget of the redevelopment authority
by $200,000. This decision resulted from last week's
Town Meeting decision to approve the budget, and
would deal with continued funding of the Boltwood
Walk Project, now underway behind businesses along
No. Pleasant and Main Streets.

A decision was made also to continue participating in

expenditures for the Regional Resource Committee
Project. The proposed project is for a resource recovery
facility to be located on property presently owned by
the Monsanto Chemical Company in Springfield. The
project would use a refuse-derived fuel to generate
steam for Monsanto.
The town has been involved with this project for a

year and a half already, in an effort to deal with the
problem of resource refuse derived from waste as an
alternative in the resource recovery area. Board
members approved the expenditure of $2,000 and
continuation on the project, anticipating future needs
for land fill in Amherst.

Walk for Heart Fund
Walkers are being recruited in the

Campus Center concourse today,
tomorrow and Friday for the Heart Fund
Walk Saturday to raise money for the

American Heart Fund. Sign-up tables will

be set up to register the walkers and
distribute pledge sheets for the walk.

The walk, a twelve mile course
beginning and ending at Haigis Mall in

front of the Whitmore Administrative

building, is sponsored by the national

service sorority Gamma Sigma Sigma
and fraternity Alpha Phi Omega. In

previous years the Heart Fund Walk has
raised an average of more than $1,000 in

pledges.

Proceeds from this year's walk will be

sent to the Western Massachusetts
chapter and the national headquarters of
the American Heart Fund. Money is

collected through pledges of five cents or
more per mile for the twelve mile hike.

The organization collecting the most
money will receive a plaque and trophy
from the Heart Fund. The award is

passed on from the previous year's
winner, in this case the UMass ROTC
program. Walkers may represent
themselves, a dormitory. Green House or
any organization.

Information about Saturday's walk and
the service sponsors is available at the
walker sing-up table on the concourse
this week or in room 304 of the Student
Union.

"If they (representatives) have not heard
from the vets, they think the vets are happy,"
he said.

Jodi Essig, coordinator of VSO said she
hopes the bill would pass and feels the
"attitudes from the general public towards
veterans is poor." She said she especially
feels this attitude because she is a female
veteran.

"Women in the service are definitely

looked down upon by society," Essig said,

adding she hopes this attitude will change.
Another VSO member, Ron Corriveau, is

anxious to see the bill passed. He said he
feels the money given to veterans is not

enough to cover the costs involved in tuition,

books, and living expenses.
Essig said the veterans "have to get

through school just like anyone else. We
need money to survive."

More debate
on Bakke case

Gregory Banks, a member of the National
Student Conference Against Racism speaks
on the Bakke case tonight at 8 in Mahar
Auditorium. He is sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program.
A member of the local Bakke coalition is

also speaking.

Banks, formerly of Galveston, Texas,
became active in NSCAR in 1975 after at-

tending its national conference in Boston. He
also helped organize a Houston group to
participate in a NAACP pro-busing march In

Boston.

Banks has been active in organizing ac-

tivities defending Southern African political

prisoners and backing black majority rule.

Banks last summer worked with the
American Coordinating Committee for
Equality in Sport and Society to build a

picket line at the United States Open Tennis
Tournament protesting the participation of

an all-white South African team.
Banks also is involved with setting up a bi-

lingual education center in New York City
and an October convention about deporting
unauthorized Latino workers from this

country.

CAC tables decision on films
by JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council ( CAC) last night voted to

table the decision to provide $142 for four films on
nuclear energy. Eric Sandquist, of Wheeler dormitory,

asked the council to provide funds so Wheeler can
show the free movies "some time this semester."

Sandquist said the movies will represent both the
pros and cons of using nuclear energy in today's
society. The movies advocating nuclear energy are

"Verses" and "Nuclear Power in the United States,"
both free.

Opposing nuclear energy are "War Games," which
would cost $75, and "House Aide to Nuclear Power,"
$60. Sandquist said Wheeler also wants $7 for film

publicity expenses.

"Nuclear power is a big issue.. .the films are pretty
informative.. .and say a lot," said Sandquist.

In other business, council Treasurer Rich Fryer told

the representatives the Orchard Hill-Central Area
governments "want to work out something so dorms
can have dorm parties and have it legal."

He told the council about a proposal made by the
residential area Associate Director William W. Taylor
which says "students dispensing alcohol" at dorm
parties "must stay sober." Taylor also suggests guards
must be posted at the dormitory doors of these func-
tions, and guests of residents must pay for alcohol in

advance.

"The whole thing gets down to having restricted

access," Fryer said. He added that this proposal —
which would first affect Orchard-Hill-Central Area and
then possibly the entire University — is "very in-

definite," and that a decision will be voted on "maybe
next semester."

The Council also discussed the idea of having an area

radio station. Council Activities Coordinator Jay Flynn,

when asked about costs for the project, said "We have
not gotten the figures yet."

Flynn said squrces for furi^ would come from
Program Supporting Funds ( PS^) and from each area

government. He added it is unsure whether Orchard Hill

will want to join Central in the project.

Flynn also questioned whether the Council will

receive funds from PSF. Flynn said that if the council

did receive PSF money, the council would have to

allocate "about $500" of its own funds. The reality of a

radio station "will depend on the money we receive and
whether Orchard Hill goes in on it with us," Flynn said.

"Reasonably, the best place to put the station would

be in Van Meter dormitory...considering the antenna is

only about 150 feet away, you'd get good recep-

tion...and should be able to cover just about all of

Orchard Hill and Central," said Flynn.

He added the radio station would "reach a lot of
people ..and an excellent example of how the area

government can spend its budget."
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EHsin©
By Doris Gallegos
Army ROTC

Last weekend's change of weather
couldn't have come at a better time for
about 99 Reserve Officer Training Corps
(ROTC) cadets who participated in the an-
nual orientation trip to Fort Devens.
Planned and implemented by junior and

senior cadets, the weekend enabled
students to become familiar with the M 16
rifle, rapelling and orienteering. Also junior
and senior cadets in leadership or staff
positions had the opportunity to practice
leadership techniques discussed in ROTC
classes.

Freshmen cadets Friday night were expos-
ed for the first time to Army life upon arriv-
ing at the troop billets where they were
issued linen and assigned to eight-person
rooms. Later, they not only ate meals in a
military dining facility, but they also had
their first taste of sea ration lunches.
Afte/ Friday night classes given by two

cadet instructors, freshmen, sophomore
and junior cadets spent Saturday at a rifle
range familiarizing themselves with theM 16 rifle. Cadets planning to attend Ad-
vanced Summer Camp remained at the
range to obtain marksmanship qualifica-
tion, while underclass members were in-
troduced to spelling by Bay State Special

new HEIGHT/

=iiii
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Forces (BSSF) cadets.
Despite their spending almost nine hours

firing weapons and/or rapelling followed by
a quick dinner and the tedious.but nec-
cessary, ritual of cleaning weapons, most
cadets changed clothes that night and took
advantage of post facilities such as the Of-
ficer's Club or the movie theater.
Sunday morning found juniors and those

sophomores planning on attending Ad-
vanced Summer Camp taking the Advanc-
ed Physical Fitness Test. Beginning shortly
before sunrise, cadets wondered whether
their graders, senior cadets, would insist
that they be tested in front of the bus so
that Its headlights could be used. However,
testing began and sunshine emerged soori
after.

Land navigation proved challenging Sun-
day when cadet instructors led students on
terrain tours, explaining the basic fun-
damentals of compass reading, pacing and
terrain identification. Cadets then applied
what they had been taught by setting off to
find five points on one of two courses.
Although seniors had made conjectures
about the liklihood of having to go out and
search for lost people, most cadets return-
ed withn their two-hour limit, and the rest
wandered back shortly thereafter. All ap-
peared tired, hungry, and slightly muddy.

€»«**"'

Photos by Randy Glenn f^ steve Overton

The
General's
Place
35 E. Pleasant St.

Jbnherst 549-61 6i£

•100 per cent cotton shamois
shirts $14.95

•Flannel shirts from $5 49 (extra
tails $6 49)

' (extra

•Corduroy Shirts $9 95

•Sweatshirts from $3 98

•Sweatpants $4 89

•Wigwan Ragg Socks from $2 29

•Large selection of rainwear and
panchos from $1 96
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Nuclear arsenal created by
Israel's thefts of uranium

ARLINGTON, Va.: Pres. Carter became only the third president to deliver the

Veterans Day speech in the Arlington National Cemetery Amphitheater and the first

to bring his family. Carter walks along with the First Lady and his daughter. ( UPI)

Pres. Carter places wreath on
grave to observe Veterans Day
WASHINGTON [AP] - President Carter,

observing Veterans Day, called on the nation

yesterday to join him in a "demonstrable will

to preserve freedom m order to prevent
war."

This, he said, would serve as "gratitude for

those in the past who have given their lives

and those who were willing to give their lives

for the preservation of the greatest nation on
earth."

Carter spoke at the Memorial Amphi-
theater at Arlington National Cemetery after

placing a wreath at the Tomb of the

Unknown Soldier.

A crowd of 3,000 stood in mute reverence
while the ceremony unfolded, as it has each
year for six decades, with a 21 -gun salute, a

muffled drum roll, a bugler playing "Taps"
and a minute of silence as honor squads from
each service stood at attention.

Carter was accompanied bv his wife and

Canal Treaty

approved with
opposition
AUGUSTA, Maine [UPf] - The national

commander of the American Legion
yesterday said he was encouraged by

Panamanian opposition to a plan to take

control of the Panama Canal, even though
Panamanians approved the proposal by lop-

sided margin.

"Our primary concern and one of the

greatest concerns of all Americans should be

the matter of the proposed Panama Canal

treaties," Robert C. Smith of Springhill, La.,

told a news conference at the Maine State-

house.
The treaties which would tum control of

the canal and its adjacent zone over to

Panama by the year 2000 were approved by a

2-to-1 margin, but Smith said Panamanian

leaders had indicated there would be no

strong opposition.

"We would think a 2-to-1 showing means
that all is not as we've been told. Maybe
there's more opposition down there than

meets the eye. We expected approval, but

this vote indicates more opposition than we
had counted on," he said.

Smith — silver-haired leader of the 2.7

million member veterans' organization —
said he would travel to Washington, D.C.,

Tuesday to meet with other groups opposing
the proposed treaties.

Smith, wearing his red American Legion

cap and a grey three-piece suit, reaffirmed

the Legion's opposition to the plan on
military and economic grounds.
"We're opposed to any change in the

sovereignty of the Panama Canal. Our main
reason is the canal is needed greatly for our

military security. We do not have a two-

ocean navy. We need the canal to transit

from one ocean to the other as the need
arises," he said.

Smith said the Legion's effort against the

canal proposal was "one of the largest issues

and challenges we (the Legion) have

combined on in a number of years" and one

of the Legion's largest lobbying efforts ever.

The Legion commander concluded a two-

day swing through Maine. He had also

spoken out against the canal treaties during a

Sunday stop at Waterville.

Smith succeeded past national com-
mander William J. Rogers, the first Maine
native elected to head the legion.

their daughter, Amy. On hand were
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown,
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance,
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland,
members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
representatives of other government
agencies, Congress and the Supreme Court.

National leaders or representatives of most
of the nation's veterans groups were present.

Flags were handed out and waved in a

massive display after the playing of the
national anthem.

Carter was introduced by his longtime
friend. Max Cleland, the head of the Veterans
Administration who lost both legs and an
arm in Vietnam.
He told the President, "Your presence

here means more than words can say about
your personal commitment against war and
for those who gave their best for this

country."

NEW YORK [UPI] - Israel has
assembled a secret nuclear arsenal

through uranium thefts in Europe and
America, which were subsequently
covered up, according to an article

released yesterday by Rolling Stone.
"The CIA estimates Israel has 15

nuclear bombs, and that's a conservative
figure, and we've heard reports which are

unconfirmed that they have up to 150
bombs," Howard Kohn, who co-
authored the article with Barbara
Newman, told a news conference at the

magazine's headquarters.
The story was denied by the office of

the Israeli consul general in New York,

which said, "The entire story is baseless

and pure speculation and is being cir-

culated by the enemies of Israel to

blacken the reputation the official Israeli

stand that Israel will not be the first

country to introduce nuclear weapons to

the Middle East.

The article said Mossad, the Israeli

intelligence service, set up a special

commando unit in 1967 or 1968 that

carried out four uranium hijackings in

Europe — two with the cooperation of

the French and West German govern-
ments.

Israel took to hijacking after it was
forced to stop a 10-year smuggling
operation at the Nuclear Materials and
Equipment Corp. processing facility in

Appolo, Pa., which netted 200 to 400
pounds of bomb-grade uranium, the

article said.

"That's enough for two Hiroshima-
type bombs," Kohn said.

Rolling Stone said the stolen material

was used to give Israel a "last-resort
military alternative" in its conflict with
the Arabs.

The two authors said their two prin-

cipal sources were a highly placed
Pentagon consultant and former official

for the National Security Ayency.
The General Accounting office and

three congressional committees currently
are investigating the thefts of nuclear
material in the United States.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
has estimated that some 8,000 pounds of

uranium and plutonium are "missing" in

the United States since the nuclear
program began 20 years ago, including
"a significant amount of nuclear
material" from a plant in Irwin, Tenn., the
authors said.

The magazine claimed the CIA brought
the Pennsylvania operation to the at-

tention of President Lyndon Johnson in

1966, but Johnson ordered then CIA
director, Richard Helms, to keep the

matter secret.

"The Ford White House was also

briefed and the same information was
handed over to the Carter White House in

early 1977. It has now become a point of

contention in the ongoing debate over

whether to indict Helms in the unrelated

CIA-Chile case," the article said.

"Helms has indicated he might feel

compelled to divulge certain government
secrets if he is indicted, and Carter ad-

ministration officials allegedly are worried

that the Pennsylvania case and John-
son's coverup may be among them," it

said.

To decriminalize or not...
BOSTON \AP] - A bill to

decriminalize possession of small

amounts of marijuana was shipped off to

the Senate Ways and Means Committee,
where it is expected to die this year.

The bill would provide a $50 fine,

handled similarly to a parking ticket, for

those found in possession of one ounce
or less of marijuana.

Sen. James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford,

irman of Ways and Means, said he^cha

personally favors the bill but does not see

enough support for it in the Senate this

year.

Sen. David H. Locke, R-Wellesley,

opposed sending the bill to Ways and
Means and said he would rather see it

killed outright. Locke said as long as the

bill remained in Kelly's hands he feared it

would reappear during one of the late

night sessions that usually precede the

legislature's adjournment for the year.
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Tiny Tim divorced

by l\/liss Licl<ie

\UPt\ - Victoria Budinger, who
married Tiny Tim eight years ago before
45 million viewers of the Johnny Carson
show, won a divorce from the singer
yesterday.

Superior Court Judge Paul Lowenguib
granted the divorce following a 90-
minute hearing.

Tim, a long-haired, falsetto- voiced
singer, did not show up in court. His
attorney, Philip Paley, told the judge that
he could not get in touch with his client,
who was reported to be appearing in
Atlantic City during the weekend.

Miss Budinger met Tim while he was
signing autographs in a Philadelphia
department store and married him on
Oec. 19, 1969, on the Tonight Show. She
was 17 year% old at the x\rr».

Miss Budinger. who had been
separated frorn Tim for some time, had
been seeking divorce on religious and
residency grounds.

James Ray wants
to replace lawyer
(UPI) - James Eari Ray, convicted

kiHer of Martin Luther King Jr.. asked
yesterday that his attorney. Jack Ker-
shaw of Nashville, be replaced by New
York attorney Mark Lane, who wrote a
book on the King assassination.

Kershaw, the latest of 10 attorneys Ray
has had since his 1968 arrest, responded
to the request by claiming that Ray is

incompetent and requires a psychiatric
examination before his upcoming trial on
escape charges.

Ray made his request in preliminary
motions filed with Criminal Court Judge
Lee Ashbury in connection with his trial
on charges of escaping from Brushy
Mountain State Prison June 10. The trial
is scheduled Thursday.
Ashbury took Ray's request under

advisement.
Lane was co-author of "Code Name

Zorro, " an account of the King
assassination which he wrote with Dick
Gregory, a civil rights activist. He was
Gregory's runningmate in a 1968 write-in
campaign for president.

To tie Fields has
been hospitalized

[UPr\ — Comedienne Totie Fields has
been hospitalized for an indefinite period
suffering extreme exhaustion, her
manager said yesterday.
Howaro Hinderstein said Mis.s Fields,

47, entered Los Angetes New Hospital
Sunday night and will undergo tests for
several days.

Miss Fields' upcoming engagements at

'

the Circle Star Theater in San Carlos,
CaMf. and at the Sahara Hotel in Las
Vegas were canceled.

Hinderstein said Miss Fields has had an
extensive concert schedule since she
returned to performing in March,
following the amputation of her left lea iri

April 1976.

Doctors said her exhaustion resulted
from a vigorous performing schedule.
Almost a year after the amputation, the

entertainer underwent eye surgery. That
operation stemmed from a complication
of the diabetes that contributed to the
phlebitis condition in her leg.

Last Thursday, she was honored as
entertainer of the year by the Conference
of Personal Managers West at the
group's 21st annual banquet.

Eskimos cannot hunt
bowhead whale anymore

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1977

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Chief Justice
Warren Burger yesterday issued a last-
minute rebuff to Eskimos seeking to continue
their native custom of hunting the bowhead
whale this spring.

Burger refused to order Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance to object to the International
Whaling Commission's ban on bowhead
hunting for next spring's hunting season.
Any objections had to be filed by a deadline
of midnight London time, or 8 p.m. EOT.
The action topped a hectic day of legal

activity which started when the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Cojumbia set aside
an order in the Eskimos' favor, handed down

last Friday by U.S. District Judge John J.
Sirica.

The chief justice denied a request by
lawyers for the Eskimos who argued for a
stay of the appeals court ruling.

If Burger had reinstated Sirica's order, the
United States' opposition would have
blocked the ban so far as the Eskimos are
concerned, allowing them to continue their
native tradition.

But the appeals court, in reversing Sirica,
said opposition to the international agency's
action could injure the United States by
hindering its efforts to protect other whales
and marine mammals.

South Africans go back on
their word about weapons

Roman Polansl<i

faces prison

for seduction
\UPI] - Director Roman Polanski, facing a

prison term for seducing a 13-year-old giri,

told a judge yesterday he had gone to
Munich to "sell" his latest movie, not as a
beer-drinking tourist at the Octoberfest
surrounded by "bimbos".
The 44-year-old Polanski appeared before

Superior Court Judge Laurence Rittenband
to explain what he was doing in Germany
instead of being in the South Seas working
on the film, "The Hurricane", as he had
promised.

Rittenband last month had given Polanski
a minimum three-month sentence after he
pleaded guilty to unlawful sexual intercourse
with the girl. The judge put off execution of
the sentence until Dec. 19 so he could
proceed with the movie.

Rittenband ordered Polanski into court
after appearance in American newspapers of
a United Press International photograph
showing him at a table in a Munich
restaurant surrounded by pretty women.
The judge yesterday accepted Polanski's

explanation that it was a business trip but
warned him that he must show up Dec. 19 to
begin the term at the California men's prison
at Chino. The judge said he had not un-
derstood the film was still In the pre-
production stage.

Dino DiLaurentis, producer of such films
as "King Kong" and "The White Buffalo"
who hired Polanski to direct "The
Hurricane", also testitieo that he asked
Polanski to go to London and Germany.

DiLaurentis said Polanski's principal
mission was to "sell" the latest movie to
German distributor Horst Wendtlandt and to
get a $1 million advance from Wendtlandt to
help meet anticipated production costs of
$10 million.

Polanski said he was in Munich less than
two days and spent most of his time with
Wendtlandt. He acknowledged that he dined
out in a Munich restaurant one night and
went to a beer ball with Wendtlandt the next.

"The picture made it appear that I was
sitting at a table with a bunch of people,
drinking, smoking a cigar and surrounded by
a bunch of bimbos," he said indignantly.

Actually, Polanski said, the photo was
made in a restaurant where he had gone with
three men friends and their wives and
girlfriend

Polanski, former husband of slain actress
Sharon Tate, has been ordered to undergo
psychiatric tests during his three-month term
to determine whether he should be com
mitted ' . d mental institution or perhaps
given a longer 'entence.

WASHINGTON [UPf] - The State
Department said yesterday South African
Prime Minister John Vorster formally assured
the United States two weeks ago that his
nation will not develop any type of nuclear
weapon - a "promise" Vorster now denies
making.

The latest clash between the ad-
ministration and the Pretoria government
came on an issue which Washington ap-
parently believed to be senled.
The State Department said rt got "formal

assurances" Aug. 21 that South Africa had
no plans to develop nuclear explosives for
purposes "peaceful or othen«/ise."

That assurance, the department said in a
statement issued yesterday, was "repeated
in a letter from Prime Minister Vorster to
President Carter transmitted on Oct. 13
1977."

Vorster, however, saw the situation dif-
ferently.

During an interview with ABC-TV taped in
Pretoria Oct. 17 and broadcast in the United
States Sunday, he was asked: "Was

President Carter medling when he obtained a
promise from your government a couple of
monttis ago that South Africa wouldn't
develop nuclear bombs or nuclear weapons
of any sort?"

Vorster replied, "I am not aware of any
promise that I gave President Carter. I

repeated a statement which I have made very
often that, as far as South Africa is con-
cerned, we are only interested in peaceful
development of nuclear facilities."

But the State Department said South
Africa has agreed not to develop the
weapons for any purpose.

It said U.S. Ambassador William Bowdler
asked South Africa's foreign ministry on
Aug. 20 for three assurances:

"That South Africa does not have or
intend to develop nuclear explosives for any
purposes, peaceful or otherwise; that the
Kalahan facility we had described to them is
not a testing facility for nuclear explosives-
that there will be no nuclear explosive testing
of any kind of South Africa."

THE DEAN OF BEEirS QUICKIE QUIZ.

Q: The figure "130" represents:
a) The number of mailmen in the U.S.

answering to the name of Louie.
b) Any combination of the numbers 70 and 60.
c) The number of times the word porcupine

can be written on a zucchini.
d) The number of Schlitz taste testers
e)Both (b)and id)

A: (e) I can think of no combination of 70
and 60 that does not equal 130. (If you
can, you now know why you are flunking math.)
I also can't think of anything better than
being a Schlitz taste tester Except, perhaps,
owning Kuwait.

And Schlitz maintains a trained panel of over
130 of them. They're qualified and requalified
experts who make sure your taste for quality
is never disappointed.

Because Schlitz knows the final test for
flavor is yours alone.

Class dismissed.

THERE'S JUnONE MORD
FOR BEER.

ANDYOU KNOWn

Sisiinda Stcmfullcr

Dean of Beer

\

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION
Sessions open to all women and men. Univefsity

Health Services room 302, Mondays and Thursdays 3
p.m., Wednesdays 7 p.m. Sesaion especially for
couples is on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
1976 1977 HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
Members of last year's Varsity Hockey Cheer-

leading Squad wishing to cheer this winter season,
attend a meeting on Thursday, Oct. 27th at 7:30 in

Boyden Lobby. Queations: Contact Sandy 546-7457.

STYLES ARE CHANGING
Sigma Kappa and The Hair Shack are sponsoring a

hair cutting demo Tues., Oct. 25, 1977 at 7:15 p.m. All

university women invited. We are located at 19 Allen
St. Call 256-6887 for more info.

WORK WEEKEND
The StockbrJdge Freshmen Class is holding a work

weekend Oct. 28 30. Persons interested in this service
shouU contact the Senate Office: 545-0189 or ATG:
546-2186, by Oct. 27th.

PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION REORGANIZATION
Meeting tonight at 7:30, to discuss the implications

of Stat« Sec. of Education Paul Parka' plan to
reorganize the state college and university syatom.
COMMUNION

Tonight from 8:15 to 8:40 p.m. a brief, simple
candlelight communion in the round for anyone
aaaking depth, inspiration, and close fellowship. 428
Studant Union, celebrated by Pate Sabav, UCF
campua miniatar.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
Tonight at 7:15 to 8:16 a free and open exploration

of pasaaga of scripture at UCF, 428 Student Union
facHitatad by Pete Sabey, campus miniatar.
SAILING CLUB
Maating tonight at 9 p.m. to diacuss next ragatta

CO 915.

ERUIT AND VEGETABLE CLUB
Meeting of the Fruit and Vagaubla Club Wed-

naaday at 2:00 in room 168, CC. Plaaaa attend
S.B.A. STUDENTS

Executive Association mealing on Oct. 25 at 4-00
p.m. Dean Wolfe will be the guest speaker. Room will
be announced.

Collegian

Notices

ISSUES IN AGRICULTURE
Betsy Cornwoman of the Valley Land Trust will be

speaking at 7 p.m. tonight ( Tues.) in Campus Center
165.

FILM SHOWING
Product reel shown from Films, Inc. in CC 165. Oct.

26 at 3:30 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Meeting tonight at 6:30, CC 177. All are welcome.

SKI CLUB MEETING
Ski movies, door prizes, great people, new mem-

bars welcome, Thompson 104 8 p.m.
PE MAJORS CLUB

Meeting Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. in NOPE.
Everyone be ths.e.

BICYCLE CLUB MEETING
We are forming a racing team. USCF and others are

urged to anand this meeting. Martha's Vineyard Tour
Witt also b« diacusaad. All an welcome.

UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
Meeting tonight at 9:30 p.m. in 903 CC. Topics: new

constitution, new officers. November details and
announcement of new members. All people interested
are invited to attend. Those members not able to
attend must caU Bob (6-9821 1 prior to this confeiance
if possible.

SEMINAR ON MEDICINE PART 5
Dr. David Koffman wMI apeak on Chiropractic and

natural haafth care system. In 201. GRTW at 7:00
p.m. tonight. All people interested in taking the
seminar on Medicine collequia may sign up at this
lecture.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
There will be meetings on Tuesdays, 9 a.m. to 10

a.m. (beginning Oct. 11th) in Campus Center 903 for
anyone interested in applying to The National Student
Exchange Program.

STUDENT UNION GALLERY
Presents a video installation in the gallery space and

outdoors by Kit Fitzgerald and John Sanborn, Oct. 24-
28.

FREE INSTRUCTION
Individual and group inatruction in photo darkroom,

also individual instruction in silver jewelry. Ask in Craft
Shoo for times-dates. Lower level. Student Union.

ATTENTION PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE MAJORS
Important club meeting Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m., CC

170. Activities wilt be discussed.

PEWTER CLASS
Frae instruction in pawter crafting, Thurs. mor-

nings. 10:X-11:30. Craft shop, lower level Studant
Union. Free, pay only for suppUas.

MORTAR BOARD
MombarsI We have a meeting today in Campus

Canter 905-909.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The board will meat tonight at 5:30 in CC. 168. Newmembars welcome.

RAPE TASK FORCE
There wHI be a presentation tonight at 8 p.m.

Dickinson Main Lounge. All welcome to attend.

m

TO ALL JUDGES AND INTERESTED PARTIES
There will be a mandatory meeting tomor/ow at

7:30 p.m. in Campus Center 173. Issues discussed will

Include trial procedure and selecting clerk of courts.

OUTING CLUB
Final equipment hours, Monday, Wednesday 3:30-

6:30, Tuesday, Thursday 3;45-6:30, Friday 1-3 p.m.
Canoe rentals are now by arrangement through the
locker - previous hours now void.

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE MEETING
There will be a Commuter Cotlectiva meeting

tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. in the Commuter Lounge.

LOST AND FOUND
If you lost a money order in the Campus Center —

contact Charles Donahue philoaophy department.
PHYSICAL THERAPY CLUB

Maating tomorrow in NOPE 22 at 7J0 p.m.

WATER POLO
Team meeting tonight, 6 p.m. at Boydan pool T-

shirts given out, diacuaaing Yala and AAV Nationaia.

LET US HELP YOU
Do you find the procasa of voluntaaring tima-

consuming-trouMosome? We can help vou find a
volunteer agency. Whether your interest is youth,
etdarly, alcoholism, women, than we can help. CaH
253-2681. Ask for Val or Roger. Wa are located in tha
baaamant of Jonas Library.

RESOURCES JUDAICA
The general membership is tonight at 7:30 in

Campua Center 172. Everyone invited.

Onlylampaxtampons have
an applicator that is flushable

and biodegradable

The applicator on the left is plastic and its

manufacturer clearly warns "do not flush"'

You can throw it into a waste receptacle, but no

matter how you dispose of a pla.stic applicator,

it rennains hard, non-biodegradable material

indefinitely.That is why plastic applicators

pollute our land, rivers, lakes and beaches.

TheTampax tampon container-applicator

-like the tampon itself- is completely disposable

and biodegradable. It is made of spirally wound
strips of paper that quickly begin to delaminate

and unwind when they come in contact with

water. (See the illustration above at the right.)

The paper strips are as easy to dispose of as a.

few sheets of bathroom or facial tissue.

^"hat s more, the hygienic Tampax
tampon applicator is designed to make insertion

easy and comfortable. Slim, smooth and pre-

lubricatcd. it guides the tampon into the proper

position to give you reliable protection.Your •

fingers never have to touch the tampon. In u.se,

theTampax tampon expands gendy in all three

directions- length. breadth and width-

so there is litde chance of leakage or bypass.

Tampax tampons offer you hygienic

menscmal protection without the worry of

environmental pollution.This is one of

the reasons why they are the *1 choice of more

women than all other tampons combined.

TAMPAX,
««0E ONIV BY TAtHPAH inCOIfCOk-'lO. fAlMtB MAS?

The internal protection more women trust

i9
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Quality ed, notreorganization
Editor's notB: the folloyving editoriaf was

sut>mfttBd by the Students United for Public
Education [SURE]. SURE describes itseff and
its goals es follows:

Students United for Public Education is an
independent student group which organized
last year at UMass and Wastfie/d State
College to fight budget cuts and any other
threats to quality public education. Our
program is No Budget Cuts, No Tuition
Hikes. No Public Monies to Private Schools,
No Students or Faculty on Committees
which Recommend Places to Implement
Budget Cuts, and No to the Parks Plan for
Reorganization or any plan like it.

By S.U.PE.
The reorganization of public higher

education in Massachusetts has been
suggested by various officials in the state
governnrwnt for the last few years as a

"solution" to the problems plaguing the
colleges and universities. This summer, the
Secretary of Education, Paul Parks, issued a
"Working Paper on Public Higher
Educational Planning" for discussion pur-
poses only. Briefly, the plan proposes that
the 30 pMjblic colleges and universities in

Massachusetts be reorganized on a regional
basis, but co-ordinated centrally so that
"inefficient duplication" or other kinds of
questionable expenditures are eliminated.
Superficially, it sounds rather sensible.
However, if the direction implicit in this draft
is any example of what these top officials see
for the future of higher education, then the
public colleges and universities of the
Commonwealth are in serious trouble.

Reorganization is being discussed now
because it is really a method of cutting down
on the costs of education. It is an attempt to
implement large budget cuts under the guise
of "eliminating duplication" or

"regionalization," so that the traditional

opposition to budget cuts by students,
faculty, staff and community will be stifled.

"When money is tight and budgets must be
cut, painful choices must be made. These
can to some extent be minimized by more
effective use of available resources" (p. 75).

But the implications of reorganization a la

Parks go further than mere reshuffling.

Although this proposal has no clearly

stated educational goals, the recom-
mendations clearly illustrate a point of view
and therefore, certain goals. This plan, if

implemented, will change the whole
direction of education so that academic
freedom, interchange and conflict of con-
troversial ideas and the integration of
students from diverse backgrounds will not
be possible. In addition, the vocationalization
emphasis for most of the two year institution

and the need to face 'flscal constraints' will

mean a second class education for those at

public universities, while the private schools
continue to provide first-quality education
for the few who can afford it. Furthermore,
these pnvate schools will continue to receive
federal and state funds and yet will not be
subject to the strictures of this proposed
reorganization. A closer reading of the plan
illustrates these points. On Tuesday, October
25, at 7:30 p.m. in Machmer W-J7. S.U.P.E.
will be having a meeting to discuss the
implications of the reorganization plan. We
urge all interested students to attend.

The Parks proposal sees education as a
business where administrators are managers,
faculty job security is deemed undesirable,
tuition prices are set to encourage demand'
and public monies continue to support
private schools so that they remain 'com-
petitive'. We reject this whole notion.

On page 70 of the Parks plan, it is

suggested that business managers become
college presidents, thereby laying bare the
plan's intentions. Managers are hired to
maximize 'output' of some sort, and they are
concerned with the quality of the process
only in so far as it increases 'output'.

Therefore, the question is not 'who is more
qualified to serve as a college president — a
senior professor or a businessman?' because
the decision depends upon the goals of the
educational process. If Publich Higher
Education is limited to a static service where
"consumers" can purchase basic skills and
"career training," then managers are in

order. But if the colleges and universities are

viewed as the place for career training in

conjunction with the development of critical

thinking and analysis, this necessitates the
conflict of diverse ideas and philosophies. In

this context, there is no place for managers,
only educators and educational ad-
ministrators.

Secondly, in the spirit of good business
management. Parks recommends that tuition

be raised for the second two years at all

institutions because "serious students will

demonstrate their commitment by directly

meeting the increased expense or by working
with the financial aid offlce to solve their

problems" (p. 53). In other words, students
who are "serious" about their education will

be willing to pay the higher tuition. But in a

society as inequitable as our own, com-
mitment is not reflected in ability to pay.
Actually, education is a service which the
government provides to us with our own tax

dollars, so we should not be paying for it

again through tuition.

In line with the philosophy that views

In support of deviant technology
Turn to page 10 b.J. roche

On the value of criticism

grcgtarpinian

It is often frustrating to be the object of

criticism. In the United States the concept of

criticism has assumed an unpleasant con-

notation. Instead of being supportive and
constructive in our criticism of one another's

ideas we maintain a predilection towards a

type of self-aggrandizement which calls for

criticism to take the form of uncompromising
attack. Self-indulgence leaves no space for

the nr>ethod of criticism which is based on the

desire to reach a common goal.

When on "60 Minutes" James Kilpatrick

and Shana Alexander argue over the relative

merits of conservative and liberal tax

packages, it becomes painfully clear that

each of these stalwarts has placed individual

ego gratification before the question of the

betterment of the society in which they live.

In order to facilitate the progressive
movement of society it is imperative that

those who fashion themselves as both
"politically aware" and as agents of change
develop both a critical and self-conscious
posture.

"Critical" is used in the sense of

developing a coherent conception of the
world, which has as its basic premise the

desire to advance civilization to a "higher"

level. From adherence to this basic p)er-

suasion we witness the emergence of the

need to remain positive, constructive and
honest in the process of criticism.

By self-conscious I am referring to a way
of living and viewing the worid which centers
on the continuous reevaluation of that very
"living" and "viewing ". In other words, one
should constantly be questioning one's
perceptions, motivations and behavior. This,

of course, takes place in a particular context,

which places the individual in a specific role

in the community in which he or she exists.

The UMass campus is a community. There
is a diversity of activity in this community
which touches all spheres of human
discourse: political, cultural, recreational and
so on.

Politics occupy an interesting place in

student life at UMass. All political per-

spectives seem to have adherents. Within
the left, right and middle there are splits.

Within the splits there are splits.

Whether one is involved directly in political

activity at UMass is irrelevant to the question
of our existence as political beings, for in-

decision and non-involvement are them-
selves political acts, None of us are apolitical.

Each of us aids in the maintenance of a

certain set of political beliefs, whether
through inaction or action.

At any rate, criticism plays an important

part in the dynamic which maintains the
separation between the various student

political groups on campus. This editorial

section of the Collegian is a forum for

criticism and debate. Unfortunately, the
words which cover these pages are often
times placed in an adverse light, which many
times serves to distort the position under
attack. More times than not, criticism is

founded on misconception and a self-

righteous inanity which obscures what
should be the most basic ingredient of

student politics: the desire to better the
students' position in the uiiversity.

This column is a plea to those students
involved in student political activity to

recognize our commonality as students, and
to then place criticism in that light. Only then
will students be able to seize the power
necessary to alter the course of education at

UMass.
Grabbing hold of the traditional mode of

criticism merely serves to perpetuate a

situation in which students are left to fight

among themselves, and they will by no
means be able to assume a role in the
shaping of an institution which exists for one
basic reason: to shape them.

Greg Tarpinian is a student senator who is

active in the Student Organizing Project

My kitchen table is a good one. It's a small

mahogany oval, once owned by my Aunt
Kay. Aunt Kay was my grandmother's sister

(the Irish side of the family), and was a

practicing ecologist before it became hip.

Only in those days they called it "being
tight". Aunt Kay even recycled used band-
aids. Aa4Jt was rumored (although never
confirmed) that she knew how to tum back
her electric meter. When she cruised on up
to that Filene's Basement in the sky, I was
given her table.

It was Aunt Kay's spirit (along with Uncle
Jack Daniels') that influenced a group of

friends sitting at that table one night to

devise a new branch of study at the
University, Deviant Technology.
What is deviant technology? It can be

anything that responds to mainstream
technology in the interests of the people. It is

counter-technology in a sense, flghting

oppressive technology on its own battlefleld.

Solar power is a form of deviant technology.
Theoretically, MassPIRG is a group of

deviant technologists. Roget's classifies

"deviant" as "off the beaten path", and if

that beaten path to nukes, neutron bombs
and number- names is leading us to oblivion,

let's do a little bush-wacking.
Now Aunt Kay would say that a study

needs not only a philosophy, but a

curriculum as well. Herewith is a listing of

potential course offerings:

DT 100 (A) Basics of Deviant Technology-
Explanations of the basic software of

technology, i.e. checkbooks, insurance
policies, and prime time. Also included is

hardware awareness, a study of telephones,
cable television, computers, automated toll

booths and electric meters.
DT 100 (B) Independent Study - field

work on a deviant technology project. Such
past successful projects have included:

— Construction of a Black Box for
less than $1 . (A Black Box is a device
which prevents long distance phone
calls from being recorded on billing

equipment.)
— Conversion of an entire apart-

ment complex to cable television

with only one apartment actually
hooked up.

-Receipt of 20 albums a month
for free from the Columbia Record
Club.

DT 200 Software Awareness — this

course concerns itself with various
techniques dealing with everyday "soft"
technology. Included are: How to get
financial aid; Consumer Guerilla Warfare;
How to retrieve the entire security deposit on
a rental; How to stop an Amherst Towing
Tow Truck.
DT 500 Master's Practicum - For the

advanced deviant technologist, the field of
research is wide open. Possibilities for these
include: Living a Monday schedule when it's

really Friday - a study of the effects of the
University's practice of instituting two
Mondays in certain weeks during the
semester.

and: Behavioral patterns in climate
controlled shopping malls — Is it true that
turning up the heat makes people buy more?
A study of consumer patterns in climate

controlled shopping malls, this paper asks
the eternal question, "Why did that woman
buy a bikini when it's 10 below zero out-
side?"

It seems this is not the only campus where
deviant technology has taken hold. A recent
New York Times article stated that at Lehigh
University in Bethlehem Pennsylvania,
students had paid at least $2,000 to a

"mysterious stranger" to have their grades
altered just before entry into the school's
computer. The result was that 25,000 grades
had to be checked with professors grade
books before issuance.

UMass, being the progressive institution

that it is, could now take the lead in deviant
technology. The study could be given majors
status, and various speakers prominent in the
counter technology field, such as Sam
Lovejoy, Amory Lovins and Ralph Nader
could be invited to give seminars.

In fact, I can envision ten years from now
the Massachusetts Institute of Deviant
Technology (M.I.D.T.) right here on this
campus. I ne uining commons food would
be locally grown (as opposed to Del-Monte
grown) and the chairs in the dining room
would be bought at tag sales, all mismat-
ched. After all, I think Aunt Kay would have
wanted it that way.

Note: I am interested in hearing about
others' experiences with deviant tech. Send
them to (Ms.) B.J. Roche, c-o Collegian,
Campus Center, and they will be shared with
the rest of the campus.

B.J. Roche's column appears every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

Rent on C.C. space
a threat to co-ops

Collegian 9

Among the most successful and
encouraging ventures at UMass
have been the student co-ops,
which provide students with a
variety of services at reasonable
costs. Particularly pleasing is the
fact that many of the co-ops are
fully self-sufficient and thus don't
represent a drain on the students'
finances.

There is some talk that because
the co-ops have been so successful,
the Campus Center administration
Is considering charging them rent
for the space they occupy In the
building, despite the fact that
students already pay some $79 per
year in their Campus Center fee

threaten to replace them. One
effective way of eliminating
student-run competition would
indeed be for the C.C. ad-
ministration to charge them rent,

since most co-ops run on a break-
even level and would be forced to
raise prices or drop out of business
were they charged rent.

Charging rent to revenue-raising
co-ops might also set a precedent
for charging other groups, such as
the Collegian, which generate some
of their own ^ncome. Eventually
students would end up paying for

Campus Center services twice —
once in their fee, and again in

higher prices or SATF fees that

While no co-ops are presently
required to pay rent, a precedent of

sorts was set In past years in the
leasing of space to the Student
Federal Credit Union at one dollar
per year. If rent is indeed a
possibility (and there have been
only rumors to that effect), then
students have much cause for

concern.
Operators of Campus Center

businesses (e.g. the coffee shop and
the University Store) may be
concerned that student-run
businesses are becoming all too

successful and may eventually

would be required to cover the rent.

A campus organization cal led the
Co-op Coalition will be gathering
signatures oa-a petition in the CC
concourse this week to demand
that rent not be charged to any
Recognized Student Organization.
This action deserves your support
to ensure that the present quality

and diversity of student services on
campus is maintained.
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Rhetoric not answer
to racism
To the Editor:

/ would like to address myself to some
of the overt signs of racism that have
surfaced in the UMass area of late. While
it is preposterous to think that racism had
disappeared and is merely resurfacing,

most would agree that two cross bur-

nings signal a more public appearance of
racial hatred. Those incidents are bar-

baric, contrary to all human dignity, and
intolerable. The perpetrators of such
acts, as well as those who tolerete them,

do not belong in this community.
Nevertheless, my thoughts and those of

of the many Collegian columnists
represent nothing but rhetoric. Is there

any solution besides seething editorials

and sympathetic letters?

One major obstacle to any im-

provement in racial understanding is that,

with some exceptions, very few white

students are familiar with non-white

students on this campus. It is clear that

one cannot force a bigot to think

enlightened thoughts, nor does un-

derstanding spring from reading the

various radical-liberal treatises available.

Would it seem naive to suggest that

interaction between various cultural

groups might serve as a vehicle to a

deeper understanding of the problems,

both historical and current, that non-

white people face today? Would it seem
too "corny" to suggest that the SGA,
which theoretically represents us all,

might arrange some situation where
interaction could take place without

debate, confrontation or competition? A
place where people could get together to

talk and realize that although we are not

the same and certainly not good friends,

we are all human beings with equal claim
to freedom and opportunity.

A final thought on the subject
Regarding Terrell Evans' column of 10-

21, Mr. Terrell opines that, "
... it takes a

certain mentality to do something like

this \cross burning] and it probably exists

in the minds of 99 per cent of the people
in this country." A statement of this

nature indicates a gross misun-
derstanding of reality. No. I'm afraid 99
per cent of all people in this country do
not have that "certain mentality."
Certainly there are many who do. Many
others are deeply saddened by racial

hatred and are interested in positive

change. To make outlandish accusations
of universal racism serves no benefit to

the goal of better understanding between
us all.

It is past time for caring people on this

campus and in the five college area to

stand up and get involved. As Mr. Terrell

cocrectly pointed out, "no stance is a
stance. " Rhetoric has its limits; human
love knows no such limit.

Stephen F. Kirsch

Bakl<e attac/(

not justified

To the Editor
lam note person who gets upset easily

when I see something I do not agree

with. This, however, is not the case. I am
referring specifically to the cartoon which
appeared in last Wednesday's editorial

section.

I have mixed emotions about the

controversial "Bakke Case" which will be
heard by the Supreme Court. I also have
mixed emotions about reverse
discrimination, and "Affirmative Action.

"

It is a serious problem when an individual

who has the better qualifications is

rejected solely because of his color. It is

also a serious problem that disad-

vantaged minorities are unable to im-
prove their positions because they are

unable to attain the credentials of
someone who has had greater op-
portunities. '

Still another problem has evolved from
this case. The problem is that a
responsible newspaper allows such a
racially slanted cartoon to be printed.

This cartoon attacks Mr. Bakke as a self-

centered, callous individual, whose only

motive to attend UCal Medical School is

the pursuit of the "Almighty Dollar. " In

turn, it depicts his black counter-part as
someone with great humanitarian ideals.

Mr. Bakke is not being attacked as an
individual who is fighting a decision in

which, he feels, his rights were violated.

He is being attacked because he is a
white who is fighting a decision that he
feels to be a violation of his rights.

Donald BIy

'Ate Hate Eight'

disgusting
To the Editor:

The Collegain's Below the Salt section
of last week disgusts me to the point that
I feel compelled to write this letter. Your
two-faced attitude toward bigotry and
stereotyping leaves me aghast I am
referring to the caricature accompanying
the page four poem, entitled Ate Hate
Eight. In view of recent racial tension in

the Amherst area [and the entire worid],

is it truly in the best interests of the

community to depict the white male as a
Neanderthal-type man? I think not.

But the Collegian editors are honorable
people. Were I to compose a poem and
place next to it a caricature of a black
male with a bone through his nose, or an
American Indian with a bottle of firewater

in his hand, would this be deemed
printable material by the Collegian

editors? I think not.

But the Collegian editors are honorable
people. Why then, in times of con-
troversy about the equal treatment of
races [i.e., the Bakke case], is the white
male debased and maligned so by the

always fair [but sometimes blind]

Collegian?

But the Collegian editors are honorable
people. Therefore, we must conclude
that to have printed such a caricature of

the white male was a gross oversight by
the Collegian Editorial Staff. I would hope
that we, the readers, are mature enough
to forgive such an impropriety. But, alas,

there may be some among us who would
appreciate an apology for the insult

rendered by the Collegian. For these are
times that try persons' souls.

It is my opinion that reverse
discrimination is discrimination indeed. Et
tu Collegian?

Geoffrey L. Cohler

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welconries all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

More letters on page 10
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* Parks plan
CONT FROM PAGE 8

education as a business, the Parks draft

specifically proposes reorganization along
regional lines, with each region servicing

students from surrounding areas. Institutions

would then be specialized to include

"...vocational programs. ..geared to
nr^arketable skills, particularly those man-
power needs that exist within a region"
(p.77). This structure incorporates the needs
of the area business community within the
goals of the educational system, thus nuking
public institutions the training grounds for

area businesses.

Regionalization also provides a neat
rationalization for cutbacks in many
programs. This is because the plan recom-
mends that each region specialize in areas of
program strengths that already exist there.

"Unnecessary program duplication and
inconsistencies must be reviewed,
specifically nursing, engineering, education
and graduate program duplicatior^" (p. 88).

Thus, if tftere is a large nursing program at

Worcester and a large engineering program
at Lowell, then these same programs at

UMass Amherst are "duplications". There is

no concern in the report for providing a well

rounded education, so that future nurses,

engineers, sociologists and forest r8r>ger8

can take an English class together. Instead,

narrowness and parochiansm will be fostered

by this pragn^atic cost- benefit approach to

education.

Thus, it is clear that this type of

regionalization would only magnify existir>g

conditions and patterru of segregation, and
lead to a homoger>eity of ideas and values.

One can envision a person attef>ding

eiementary school, high school and college

in a particular region and then being frt into a

job slot in this same region! What chance has
this person of understanding other cultures

and peoples, of developing alternate points

of view and critical reasoning from those
surrounding him or her? Surely, then, the

proposed plan runs counter to the role

education should take of enlarging a per-

son's experiences and exposing a person to

diverse ideas and points of view.

In order to streamline or regionalize the

system, the Parks report recommends
measures to keep the facolty "in line." The

report launches a direct attack on tenure and
therefore academic freedom, but couches it

in a concern for "change, flexibility and fiscal

responsibility. ...The prognosis for flexibility

let alone for change is grim indeed unless
policies are adopted and practices employed
to reduce the number of tenured faculty in

public institutions in Massachusetts ' (p. 26).

This assault on tenure constitutes a major
threat to the security of faculty members.
Although its total abolition is not proposed,
the plan sees tenure as a disadvantage and
seeks to "reduce the overall percentage of
tenured faculty to no more than 52 per cent."
{p.26). One cannot help but wonder what
other "reductions" await faculty in the
future. Indeed, if we are in the midst of a "no
growth" period, and must alter progranrts to

accommodate the problem, the future of job
security and quality public higher education
looks grim.

Quality education depends upon many
things, one of the most important being job

security for faculty. That security is only
attainable through the offer of tenure. One
way in which the plan proposes reductions is

by "reassignment to administrative
vacancies where appropriate (with tenure
not transferable)" (p. 27). If faculty job

security is undermined, surely then,
academic freedom is also undermined, with
the opportunity for critical thinking,
reasoning and analysis severely threatened.
Pew professors will be willing to discuss
unpopular ideas if their jobs are always on
the line. By reducing the percentage of

tenured faculty and undermining the security

that even those tenured would have, the

state will lose its ability to attract quality

instructors to its institutioris.

The reorganization draft is a dressed up
plan to cut pubKc expenditure on higher

education and dilute the quality of education
in the process. It hiss no cohesive,

philosophically based set of educational

goals to which it may be held accountable.

Yet the expedient proposals of this draft,

including the recommendation for a Board of

Overseers, reveal a set of assumptions about
public higher education which run directly

counter to our goals.

Education should give all people the tools
they need to understand their world, to feel

themselves as more than poweriess objects

moved by forces they cannot understand.

Education is the structured environment in

which people of diverse backgrounds all feel

welcome to learn and share new ideas, to

expand their potentials and develop their

understanding of the world together. A
public university is the only place where this

can happen. It is the only place where all

students— black, white, Hispanic and Asian,

working class and middle class— can attend

in large numbers. This is in contrast to their

token representation in private schools
through special programs for so called

'underprivileged' students. And it's at the

public universities that we must fight for the

type of education which the Parks proposal
can only serve to destroy.

The requirements for the recommended
Board of Overseers in the Parks draft typify

the conflict between the above goals and
those of Parks. The plan states that this

board must be made up of "independent, lay

overseers who represent the public interest

and not those of the segnr^ents." In other

words, the board members wilt be taken from
outside the university system, just like the

proposed "college-president-managers."
But who do we want making policy decisions

for public higher education other than
representatives of the segenr>ents or various

members of the university community? Who
are these "independent lay overseers?" Bank
presidents? Corporation marwgers? Real-

estate brokers? Or other political appointees?
The governor's proposal for a Board
of Overseers (whose points the Parks plan
Karks plan recommends be folk^wed) states

they cannot be "employed by or derive

regular compensation from any higher

educational institution, public or private, or

be employed by or derive regular conv
pensation iform the Commonwealth..." (See
House Bill 5756, Submitted by the Governor
to the House 4-7-77). The only interest that

these people will be independent of is the

interest of the public university systemi

We must oppose this plan and any plan
like it at all levels. We must work together in

an effort to stop this backward movement
that is rolling us ever away from the goals of
quality education. It is time that we set the
wheels rolling forward again. This is an issue
for all students.

more letters

A change

for the better

To the Editor:

Like Steve Feldman [Letters, 10-201 I am
Jewish. Also like him, I believe that Jesus
was a rabbi. And since he was a rabbi, I

assume that he would neither lie nor be
seriously deluded about something so basic

as his own identity. Yet if we study his

claims, we will find that he claims to be both
Messiah and God. He left us little choice. If

we reject him as God, we must declare him a

liar, a fool, or a demoniac. There is no middle

ground.

I have chosen not to reject him. Looking at

his life and teachings, I see that he exhibits

none of the characteristics of the other three

possibilities. Thai is why he can be called a

rabbi by those who don't consider his main

claim — to be God. This is the only part of his

teaching rejected by most. I don't reject it

because of its consistency with everything

else he said, and everything else he did,

especially the most important act: he died a

sacrificial death and was raised to life again

by the Father, and was seen by many
eyewitnesses both after being raised and
when he ascended into heaven.

Another reason I believe him is the lives of

his followers whom I have met. They are not
perfect, but they are forgiven, and are

continuously becoming more like him. As for

those people who have killed "in the name of

Jesus", they must be false because Jesus
took a stand of total non-violence against
other people, and rebuked his own disciples

when they tried to use force against his

captors.

The final reason I have to believe in Jesus
is the change in my own life over the past
several years since I have known him. I am
not claiming to be better than anyone else,

only better than I was before. Jesus has the

ability to change the lives of those who ask

him, to forgive and to make whole. We each

have the choice. I've made mine.

Russell Goodman

Stroudsburger sets

record straight

To the Editor:

In listing the top ten colleges in the

Lambert Cup voting on October 20, the

number 6 ranked school. East Stroudsburg,

was spelled incorrectly. As the only resident

of East Stroudsburg, Pa. [that I know of]

presently attending UMass, I feel it my duty
to do my best to get this gross injustice

corrected. Please be more careful in the

future.

John Maleyeff
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ODDBDDDBBBDDDOIHB^DEEEDBDDDDOEDD
NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE STARTS WEDNESDAY

AT TWO AREA THEATRES 7.00 & 9:00 daily

(POACHERS)
ONE OF THE 1 BEST FILMS OF 1 976" Enghsh Cnncs Crcie

GRAND PRIZE - SAN SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL

"FURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST FILMS

I HAVE EVER SEEN" - Luis Bunuel

MADE BY A MAN WHO LOVED HIS

COUNTRY AND HATED HIS GOVERNMENT
A JOSE LUIS BORAU FILM

AMHERST Cinema
in amherst

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

[ B

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RP/l Qlt;*? VIOUNTAIN flUMS MAIL
aO«+-:7l30 ROlUE 9-H401EV MASS

Adutts S2 SO SiiMlents with AMC Card $2 00-Chitdten SI 2S Twi lite Show AdulU & Studtnu SI S0|
SpecKl Ingagements £>cludtd

^•G!

Four outlaus

ri«k the onlv

thing they have

;.i left to lose
».,„,,.>., H()\ s( Hf ini K

Today ate 00, 8:30
Twi lite ticltetB 5:30/1 OC

JAMES "
BOND 007' THE SPY

WHO
LOVED

ro

Iff

Today at 6:00, 8 30
Twi lite tickets 5:30/ 100

. ong orne ago «" a galaxy fai jar away

5»\

A4( L Gut** 'm -jwvxjt" nsMfn

PO

Today at 6:00, 8:30

Twi lite tickets 5:30/ 1 .00

L.A..

itvof the One Night Stani

Today at6:1S, 8:30

Twi lite tickets 5:45/1 00
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What's Happening

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Everyone is welcome to attend our

organization meetings. Inspiration is our
forte.

COLLOQUE
"Practical Orchard Skills", one credit,

aimed at rejuvenating the abandoned or-

chard behind Orchard Hill. Meet Wed-
nesdays, Butterfield Lounge, 7-9 p.m.
Newcomers welcome. More information, call

Teresa, 253-2871.

MEETINGS
Executive Association meeting, 4 p.m.,

SBA, room to be announced. All interested

SBA students — come hear Dean Wolfe as
our guest speaker.

SEMINARS ON MEDICINE
Part 5, Tues., Oct. 25, 7:00 p.m., 201

G.R.T.W. Dr. David Koffman from Nor-

thampton will speak and discuss chiropractic

and the natural health care system.

DAILY
WALKATHON

7th Annual Heart Walkathon will have sign

up this week, Oct. 2A-2B, Campus Center
Concourse. The walk will be Sat Oct. 29,
starting at 10 a.m.

WORKSHOP
The Health Education Division of the

University Health Services provides dor-

mitory workshops on a variety of women's
health issues, including breast self exam,
pelvic ex m, vaginal ecology etc. Call 549-

2671, ext. 181 to request a workshop for your
dorm.

FELLOWSHIP
The Fund for Theological Education is

offering financial assistance to Black North
Americans planning to pursue their Master of

Divinity Degrees at accredited theological

schools in the U.S. or Canada. The grants are

based on individual need and more info, may
be obtained by contacting UCF 5-2661.

TICKET SALE
"Tom Jones" ticket sales in Bowker

Auditorium Box Office, Stockbridge Hall. $2
students 2.50 adults. Roister Doister
production Oct. 28, 29 and 30, and Nov. 4, 5
and 6.

INDEX SENIOR PORTRAITS
The INDEX senior portrait program is now

in progress. Seniors who are graduating in

December, or who won't be on campus next
semester, should sign up now for an ap-
pointnnent for their senior portrait. Ap-
pointments may be made by going to
Campus Center 81 1 , or by calling 546-M74 to
insure your senior picture in the 1978 INDEX.

Argentine labor film shown
By ZOE BEST

"Rebellion in Patagonia", an Argentine
film, will be presented as part of a double
showing tonight at 8 and 10 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. The film has not
arrived to this area without a fight. It was
made in 1973-74 during a brief relaxation of

repression in Argentina preceding the return

of Peron. Later, when it was to be released,

the military blocked this, triggering a major
debate in the National Congress. For a short

period it was shown throughout Argentina.

Until it was banned, long lines signaled the

significance of this film for the Argentian
people.

Internationally, the film has won awards
and was chosen to inaugurate the 19th

International Film Festival of Karlovy Vary
with its heralded review in Taormina, Sicily.

Hemispherically, it recounts a history
specifically national, but also one that is

intricately woven with those of nations

throughout the Americas.
The film originated with Oswaldo Bayer's

MON t TUES ALL SCATS (1.00

book, "The Avengers of Tragic Patagonia."
The film presents the life cycle of the labor
movement in southern Argentina in the 20s
showing the conflict between the urban
workers, the peasants, the gaunchos — all

pitted against the absentee and foreign
landowners. A strike of massive and
dangerous proportions spreads. Commander
of federal troops. Lieutenant Colonel Zavala,
who first signed a labor agreement on behalf
of the government and landowners, even-
tually serves out an order to break the
agreement. What ensued was a violent

massacre.
Judith Crist in the Saturday Review wrote

of this film: ".... Olivera's film offers a

remarkable study of class warfare and, more
importantly, a dramatic detailing of the
makers and breakers of the dream of social

justice. His is an epic re-creation of a

revolution that failed, with thousands of
martyrs — but one that is still being fought."

This film is among the Progressive Film

Series sponsored by Commuters Collective.

There is no admission.

SPEND AN
EVENING IN

STYLE
The Hair Shack and Sigma Kappa

are sponsoring a Hair Demo
Oct 25. 1977 at 7 15

We are located at 19 Allen St Call

256 6887 for more info

REDUCED ADULT I STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI-LITE SHOW TICKETS...LIMtTED TO SEATING
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AUTO FOR SALE

We Buy Cars toe cdsh 253 5384 323 5010

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746
"

Continental stud-snow radials 175 14

S160 , 4 Fireston radials 155 13 $80. 64580

ask Bill, evenings.

ROOM WANTED

122Volvo oarts sed£rwaaon. Raa. fl6Sr43B4.

1971 Pinto. New exhaust system, good
tires, needs some engine work Call 546

7945 evenings Price negotiable

OIlie is a 7 month old Gordon Setter He
IS completely housebroken and excellent
with children If interested call 549 6739.

Stereo Strack AM FM, Best Often Green
Suede Coat size 9 Margie 584 9468

Gold Couch^ Chair Exc cond $150 734
8464 after 5PM Spfid

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
tor spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545 3S03 Mon nites and ask for Jue or

leave message for rm 209 - 50724.

LOST

T I SR 40 Calculator Somewhere in oi

between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept.

28 after 8p m Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return
'

Reward and No Questions asked 256
6059

Fiat 128 priced for quick sale $1 ,250 or Best

Offer Call 323 7384 evenings

2 Continental stud-snow radials 175 14

$60 , 4 Firestone radials 155 13 $80 64580
ask for Bill, enentngs

TO SUBLET

Tt Calculator between Southwest and
Mahar about October 10th If found call

54P B921 REWARD

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2. Los
Angeles, Calif 90026(2131477 8474

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cakes

beautifully decorated to order on 2 days

notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546

9576

To sublet 2br on bus route for sping
semester and summer Call 665 3536

6alculators

1967 Datsun 411, mechanically sound, new
battery, radials, $295 or B O , 584 4307

71 MOFeic cond $ 1 ,900 or B 549 5993

8 Galant elec guitar w/hardshell
Univox 50 watt AMP w/reverb etc.

takes all 546 7985 after 7PM.

case,

S135
HELP WANTED

motorcycleFOR SALE

SUPER BIKE '74 KAW Z 1 900cc In very

good condition Ke'ker pipe. Denselube
Cham OFFFRS^665 3031

FORSALE

Fender Bass Music Master Excel cond ,

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5 stnng
Banjo txcel Cond Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549 3796

1970 Fiat 860 Spyder Spot conv Very good
condition Must be seen $600 or best
offer 533 6025 Roger after 6 OOP M.

Vetswith Military Police experience
pari time day work on weekends, Al

Lasota 256 6381 eve

MXR Dynacomp. Call Keith 546 6875.

EOR RENT

2 Bedrm Apt avail imed On bus line

Allows pets 549 0839 1 mile off campus.

Lg. Rm. avble. imm. Echo Hill Apt
$110 mo Inc patio, W'W carpet, etc. 253
5288

OVERSEAS .'OSS Summer Year round
Europe S America. Australia. Asia, etc
All fields S500 $1200 monthly Expenses
paid, sightseeing Free inform Wnte:
International Job Center, Dept MC Box
4490 Berkeley CA 94704

Experienced Waitresses
Richards 1 1 to Ip m daily

College Calculators offers low pnce & full

service All models avail 11 59 $225 . 58
$99 95. 51 $49 95 MPs & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at„

College Calculators 549 1316

LUNCHEON b DINNER Served by HRTA
Students Oct 24 27 Serving cider

shrub hrts lettuce, beef au )us, pot veg

rolls apple crisp w ice crm, & wine Only

$1 75 Rm 219 Chenoweth In must be

bot there in advance Meals served Tues

Wed b Thurs at 4 X promptly ,

PERSONALS

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service B>".t in lock thm disco
Moniioi Miiiir W6 4731 Rea

Apply Poor SERVICES

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Men s. Ladies canvas 6 leather Reg $18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

WANTED TO RENT

1 mth old FM stereo- fits in dash of most
forPKjn Cd's B 546 5001

1 Bdrm in Apt complex available immed
S70 mo Call Mitch 253 5487

Woman 21 -r w cai to stay wkends and
holidays at home for 4 adol girls $20 day
Send resuma to So)Ourn 142 Mam St

Northampton 01060 by October 28

Bus companion wanted for 5 yr old visiting

Boston on weekends and returning Some
pay 586 4386

For A Good Layer Cake Custom made it

beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus Inot

associated with Campus Ed Servicel

Laurie 546 9576

If your don't want to be locked into a 10 or

12 month lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have 1 and 2
bedroom townhouse and garden units
starting at S196 plus utilities call SOUTH
MFADOW 256 0166 for more details

Sisters of Tri Sigma welcome our new
Pledges Beth Audesse Darlene D Amour
Tobi Lomker and Patti Maples We II smg
in the sunshine of Tn Sigma'"

Expert Typing, only 40ftpnts
'
page Call

after 6, Mon Thurs, 236 8484

To 'my Shepsala: Happy 22nd anniversary
of life AM my love to vou Rache'

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Lmit Ad« Get tIG RESULTS!
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School of Education schedules Interviews
In order to assist undergraduate students

in gaining admission to the Teacher
Education and Non- Teaching Programs
within the School of Education, the school
has released the following schedule on in-

dividual program interviews. Appointments
for interviews should be made through the
appropriate program offices listed below.

AMHERST-PELHAM
ELEMENTARY PROGRAM (APEP)

Today 9:00-12.00 and 1:00-3:00 at the
Wildwood School tomorrow 1:00-3:00 at the
Wildwood School.

EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION

Tomorrow and Friday, 11:00-12:00 in

Room 357 Hills South, tomorrow 3:00-5:00 in

Room 353 Hills South and Thursday, 4:00-

5:00 in Room 353 Hills South.

INTEGRATED DAY PROGRAM
Thursday, 9:00-11:00 in Room 224 School

of Education.

NEW MEXICO
CROSS COUNTRY PROGRAM

Tonx)n-ow 11:00-1:00 in Room 262 Hills

South and Thursday, 10:30-2:00 in Room 262
Hills South.

CENTER FOR URBAN
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Today 9:00-4:00 in Room 202 School of
Education, tomorrow 12:00-4:00 in Room 202
School of Education, Thursday, October 27,
1:00-4:00 in Room 202 School of Education!

EXPLORATIONS
Today 9:30-12:00 and 1:00-4:00 in Room

368 Hills South, tomorrow 9:30-12:00 in

Room 368 Hills South, Thursday, 2:00-6:00 in

Room 368 Hills South.

For the following programs please contact
the Program Directors for an interview:

ENGLISH EDUCATION
Charies Moran, 545-0533, Bartlett Hall.

SECONDARY MATHEMATICS
Portia Elliot, 545-2889, Room 12 School of

Education, Donald Hall, 545-0268, Room 106
School of Education.

SECONDARY SCIENCE
Leverne Thelen, 545-1570, Room 101 -A

School of Education.

SECONDARY SOCIAL STUDIES
Albert Anthony, 545-1570, Room 103

School of Education.

EDUCATION FOR A
CHANGING WORLD

Neil Norris, 545-0981, Room 164 Hills

South.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
William Thuemmel, 545-2731, Room 431

Hills North.

BILINGUAL BICULTURAL
EDUCATION PROFESSIONS

Gloria DeGuevara, 545-1506, Room 223C
School of Education.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Mary Quilling, 545-1534, Room 158 Hills

South.

JUVENILE JUSTICE
Janice Gamache, 545-3620, Room 489

Hills South.
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SALE!
9th ANNIVERSARY
SALE!

.<•' I

sale
8.9?

sale
11.99

f^J^^
-r^

1/3 off [W-J^^

50% off

>-j

>

»V<

^ l/3off

Open tai9P.M.
Thursdays & Fridays

ECOUSS

ffiM NEEDS
OUTSTANDING

PEOPLE
And we can offer outstanding

career opportunities in Marketing,

Engineering or Computer Science.

We will he interviewing at

Tlie University of Massachusetts

on Novemher 7 &8, 1977.

To find out ahoiit IBM and let us

find out ahout ycui, sign up for an

interview at the Placement Office or

write to: W A. Dickert,

College Relations Manager,

IBM Corporation,

99 Church Street

White Plains, NY 10601.

.All hi)ti,il cYp'THii'i'v/Attirm.itnc A>.ri..ii Linpl.i\<.r

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick [anssen
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UM by Marty Maceda
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ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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TOMOR<»OUJ, ^S >we CHECK
ON GVJiDO KRATCrtMER.

POOR CUIDO SPENDS
A YEAR IN JA\L.....
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FIND THEM OH DISPLAY
AT YOVR LOCAL CAMfUS.
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 2S-
Born today, you one who
suffers in silence You
don't often verbalize your
disconnfort Rather, you
nnake every effort to rj^ht
things on your ovim, doinR
whate\'er is needed to

transform failure into suc-
cess An insistence upon
independent action may
bring you into conflict with
those who want to help you
But in the end they should
understand that to be on
your own is essential to

your confidence and suc-
ces.s.

You're not very inter-

ested in the romnnercial
aspect.s of your creations.
Indeed, you almost hold an
'art for art'.s .sake" attitude
about your artistic pur-
suits You wouldn't hesi
tate to give to a chosen
few. paintings, sculpture,
whatever you have pro-
duced. .Someday, you may
discover the advantage to
loved ones of iicceptinK a
fee for your work, but
probably not .soon

Energetic, original, pro-
gressive, and productive,
you should seldom be with-
out a project But. you
desire an outlet that is

interesting, exciting, and
that gives you a sense of
personal achievement
Those who know you well
know how important time
alone is to you and; in

consequence, they gener-
ally give you a clear berth

when the creativity urge is

uf>on you.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
\jA your birthday star be
your daily guide

WEDNESDAY. OCTO-
BER 26

S C O R P I O c t 2 3-

Nov 21 1 - Make an effort to

hide your emotional in-

volvement with one who is

ill suited to you Happiness
IS at home
SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

rJec 21 1 - This is one of

those days when change
can create as much diffi-

culty as it solves. Have a
care'

CAPRIC0RN(Dec.22-
Jan 19) - Guard agamst
false starts. You could eas-
ily upset the timing impor-
tant to the success of a
project by jumping the
gun

AQUARIUSi Jan 20-
Feb 18) - Partnerships
thrive in this day's particu-

lar climate. Romance may
cau.se you some concern
late in the day.

PISCESiFeb 19-March
20) - A good day for tiegin-

ning a new enterprise.

Take care not to be over-

confident. Prepare well for

•take-off."

ARIES( March 21-April
19) - Stick to what you
know Details could make
It impossible for you to

progress at the rate you'd
like Ask for help in P M

TAUHUSi April 20-May
20) - lion't give up a tried

and true activity unless

you have something com-
parable to put in Its place
Avoid conflict at evening.

GEMINKMay 21-June20l
- Technicalities may bog
down progress today.
Don't be alarmed, howev-
er; better days are on the

wav

CANCER(.June 21-July
22 1

• A day replete with
clouds, few seem to have a
silver lining But. appear-
ances are deceiving. The
lining is there.

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) -

Business and pleasure can
mix easily today if you
don't give either the ad-

vantage of additional time.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22» -

A change in surrounding
circumstances should lead
you to a new and more
profitable stage of your
work Welcome strangers.

LIBRA(S€pt,23-Oct.22) -

New faces, new places
make this a .special day to

strike out on your own,
even if only temporarily.
Copynilhl 1977 tjnitrd Kralurr Syndi

mt*. Int

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Asian king-
dom

5 Young animal
9 European na-

tion
14 Spanish boy
15 Away from

the wind
16 Its capital is

Valletta
17 Newspaper

item
19 Down —

:

Australia, etc
20 Cancel a pen-

alty

21 At once
23 Facetious

person
24 Vehicle
27 Intimate
29 Vacillate
31 Pays for an-

other's food
35 A prior time:

Prefix

37 Attempt to
equal

39 Italian island
40 Supports
42 Flower leaf
44 Small barra-

cuda
45 Not liquid or

gaseous
47 Restrict
49 A grain

50 Vogues
52 Move to a

lower job
54 Sailor's spe-

cialty

56 Standings
59 Swelter: In-

formal
62 "It —a Very

Good Year"
64 Prefix with

pot or chat
65 English royal

family name
67 Upside-down

situation
70 Frenchman's

name
71 Reclined
72 Modified or-

ganism
73 Light rays
74 Sent with

haste
75 Rents

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday P jzzle Solved:
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T 1 L

1
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B w L E G N E V A A S
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S
L^

1 ^ M E S H 1 R K
J_ l2

DOWN

1 Very slow to
move

2 Document
amendment
In a lively

manner
Spot
Jalopy
Moslem
leader

7 Have a pre-
ference

8 Burglar
9 Dallas inst.

10 Gland of the
body

11 Operatic sop
rano

12 Brain canal

3 Ir

4

5
6

13 Aromatic
plant

18 Aquatic ani-

mal
22 — blanket

25 Actor —
Skinner

26 Make merry
28 Move in a

curve
30 Speedy
32 "The Sor-

cerer's
"

33 Card having
three pips

34 Place of an
event

35 Leave behind
36 Turbulent

disturbance
38 More feeble
41 Eria

43 Capital of

Peru
46 Scout unit

48 Carrier

51 Spread thick-

53 Gaudy but
valueless

55 Coin side
57 Former Brit-

ish coin
58 Requests to

go
59 Piferce with a

dagger
60 Harmony
61 Icelandic epic
63 Utter abruptly
66 Thing: Law
68 Exchange in

rivalry

69 Extremity

^^ 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

9 13- M 12 13

14 15 16

l> 18 19

io 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 l^^lmw 30 31 32 33 34

M 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 i 44

4S 46 47 48 I 49

SO 51 52 53 Bl^^^^54 '-m
56 57 58

59 60 61 6? 63 ^^^H^^
«S M 67 68 69

1

70 71

1
72

7i 74 75
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Letter to the Editor
To the Editor.

A/Though in her October 12 column
\"ABC FLexes its Bankroll'% Judy Van
Handle apparently seeks to attack ABC
and its shoddiness, she ends up doing an
injustice to the sport of baseball and the
broadcasters 'who report it.

So ABC got the Series this year
because it shelled out the "big bucks.

"

Fine. That's the way things are, like it or
not. So ABC thrives on shows which
don't exactly test one's intelligence, i.e.

"Charlie's Angels." Fine. People watch
'em.

What ABC does with baseball probably
won't hurt the sport too much. But what
Ms. Van Handle says about baseball is

exactly what baseball doesn't want
people like Ms. Van Handle to say.
She calls it "a calm, serene, slow-

paced game ... " Kind of like watching
the foliage and leaves turn red. Or maybe
the ground freeze. People don't watch
sports because they are "low-keyed,"
they watch 'em because they want to see
action, fast moving action, excitement
and thrills.

No? What do people like most in ball
games?Home runs, diving catches, Willie
Mays running into the wall to save a
game winning hit.

To infer that baseball is different from
other sports because it is "a 'thinking
man's sport' " is to say that other sports,
especially violent ones, don't take brains
to play. No way.
Was Bill Russel [and is Bill Walton]

such a good player because he was tall as
a giraffe and strong as an ox. Nope. He
wasn 't even as tall or strong as Wilt and
many other centers in the NBA, yet he

could think. He played 'smart' basketball
and he played it beautifully

Even in boxing, the epitome of violent
sports, brains has mora weight than
brawn. Witness AH against the younger,
stronger and better conditioned George
Formanjust a few years back. Did Ali win
because Foreman had a hangover and
wasn't in good physical shape? Ali won
because he boxed an intelligent fight. He
let Foreman tire out and then he took
him. Is there beauty in a fight like that or
is it just two massive hulks swatting at
each other?

The problem with baseball is that It is

basically boring. After the Yanks final
game with the Royals, what were most
viewers talking about? The fight that
Brett and Nettles had. That's right. Good
ole American action and violence, even in
baseball.

If Howard Cosell wants to yip and yell
and say intelligent things like. "I've never
seen a baseball player that could fight,"
fine — it's better than watching Sparky
Lyie chew tobacco.

Broadcasters make baseball bearable,
sometimes even interesting. They're an
integralpart of the sport that, by the way.
is not even close to being America's
"number one sporting spectacle. " That's
just a Bowie Kuhn myth.
When you think about it, what would

baseball be without Phil Rizzuto's "holy
cow's"? Or Tony Kubek's witty com-
ments about astro-turf being made for
Freddy Patek? Would you rather Shana
Alexander debated Billy Martin's politics
on "60 Minutes' " Point-Counterpoint. If

so, bring a lot of coffee.

John Rosenmiller

UMass defensive tackle John Willis (84) prepares to cash in on UConn quarter-

back Maron Clark ( 10). Willis and the rest o' U:9 defense blanked UConm. 10-0.

JVbooters
beatHCC
for 4th win
By BILL TARTER
AND JUDY KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The sun shone brightly on the UMass
junior varsity soccer squad yesterday as It

breezed to its fourth consecutive victory by
defeating Holyolte Community College, 4-1.

The Minutemen dominated from begin-
ning to end, supplying two goals in the first

half. They peppered the beleaguered
Holyoke goalies with a total of 20 shots and
supplied constant pressure throughout.

Holyoke coach Jim Golas summed up the
domination: "UMass has a powerful team
with many fine players. In the final outcome
the major difference between our two
squads is that Umass had strength in every
position."

UMass' opening tallies came from forward
Dave Mains. His first goal was midway
through the first half with an assist from Jay
Nass. Mains' second came off a penalty shot,
leaving the score at 2-0 at hatftime.

The highlight of the game came on
UMass' next goal when Mark Miskin blasted
a 20-yard shot into the corner. Holyoke
spoiled Mark Marilla's bid for his fourth
straight shutout with a late goal coming off
the receiving end of a corner kick. It was the
first goal the defense had surrendered all

season.

UMass coach Joel Dryer was not
reassured by the lopsided action, stating,
'Though everyone individually played well
there was something lacking in the team's
overall play." Dryer hopes to have the minor
problems ironed out when UMass takes on
its toughest opponent to date Friday at
Springfield.

Notices
HOCKEY — All men and women in-

terested in playing ice or street hockey —
there will be a meeting Thursday at 9 p.m. in

room 20 Hasbrouck.
WATER POLO - Important team meeting

at 6 p.m. tonight at Boyden Pool. The
meeting will deal with Yale and the AAU
nationals. T-shirts will also be given out at
this time.

INTRAMURALS - Boyden gym free play
hours for the remainder of the semester are
Monday-Friday 12:00 - 5:30 p.m.

Volleyball started yesterday - ali

managers should have picked up their team's
schedules.

NOPE basketball courts will be closed
tomorrow and Saturday for volleyball games.

Football playoffs are set to start this week.

lUHl-liP SPECIAL

4cyl. 6 cyl. 8 cyl.

$29 95 $34 95 $3995

TUNE-UP
•replacement of plugs, points

and condenser

•adjustment of timing b. car
buretor

•checking distributor cap &
rotor, wire, filters and emission
systems

North Amherst fTlotors, Inc.
iMiiwmc**; Automotive Service, Autobody Repoir,

Towing and Used Cor Sales

40 (Tlontague Rd., No. Amherst, fDass. £

Just above No Amherst Center on Rte 63

549-2880

— TUESDAY OCTOBER 25. 1977

AMHERST AUTO PARTS
USED CAR FARTS

JUNK CAR?

WE FAY MO and a^
Replace Glass

Buv and Sell Cars
Located '/> mlla past th« Rusty Scuppar
on Rt. 9, behind Amharat Landfill.

Mon.-SaT. 8-4

Phone 256-6409

j=_3'J

FALL SALE
CROMPTON COf^DUROY
prints, solid G wale -

10% off

CANTON I VELVETEEN
100% cotton, from
itoly, prints G solids -

15% off

WOOLS - selection

fronnour regular stock ^
20% off I

^plus more . . .

week of Oct. 24
thru Oct. 2Q onl'

itural textil
omherst's fobrlc center"

228 trionqle st.

omherst 549-3653

^
POSITION OPEN

•Applications are being accepted for

salaried position of Student
Government Association Director of

Communications.

•The director is responsible for

keeping students aware of SGA
activities and aiding the exchange of

information within the SGA.

•Duties include the production of

advertising, brochures, flyers, and
booklets as well as issueing press
releases and administering a staff of

three persons working in the Office
of Communications.

•Experience in any field of

communications is desirabe. Pick up
applications in Rm.420 Student
Union. The SGA is an affirmative

action equal opportunity employer.

^Student Government Association;

/i^^erUA

TUES., OCT. 25 &
WED., OCT. 26

BONGO MOON

THURS., OCT. 27

ZONKARAZ

FRI. & SAT.,

OCT. 28 & 29

JAMES COTTON
also

Ed Shaw and

the Howiin' Wolf Band

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel, 665-4937
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roSITIOIN AVAILABLE

University of Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate invites
applications for the position of ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT The Administrative Assistant works with
Graduate Student Senate officers. The position, one of a part
time, 20 hr/ wk position, offers a maximum salary of $5,000.00
over a 12 month period. Hourly salary range is up to $4.80/hr.
This is an "03, no fringe benefits position."

Graduate students and those directly involved in graduate
student activities are especially, encouraged to apply.

Graduate Student Senate and its officers actively support
employ of women, handicapped, and ethnic minority
persons. Their applications are therefore, actively sought.

Resumes for this position are now being accepted. Please
bring or send your resume to Graduate Student Senate
offices, 919 Campus Center. The deadline for receiving
resumes and applications is Thursday, November 3, 1977.
Interviews will be scheduled for Monday and Tuesday,
November 7th., and NovemberSth.

Please direct questions and/ or requests for more information
to Graduate Student Senate as shown above.

Graduate Student Senate does not discriminate on the basis
of race, sex, sexual or affectional preference, color age,
handicap, marital status, national origin, or ancestry.

SHOE
BIN 187 n. pleasant St., amherst, ma.

SCER GRADUATE
"MINI-GRANT"
PROGRAM

SCER, with funding from the Graduate Student Senate, is sponsoring

a "Mini Grant" program to encourage graduate students to conduct

"Student Interest Research". The program offers one assistantship to a

persori willing to coordinate the program and provide research assistance

as well as a limited number of $200 stipends to graduate students willing

to conduct research on such topics as:

Collective Bargaining at UMASS -what's in it for Graduate

Students

The "$3,600 syndrom": The problems of obtaining a degree

with lowpay and high expenses

Alternative investment possibilities for University funds. What

do with the money no longer in South Africa

These are only some ideas. Any topic will be considered so long as it

affects graduate education or student life at UMASS.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 18th, 1977. Mini-Grant

proposals will be reviewed on a "rolling" basis. Early application improves

chances of funding.

APPLICATIONS ARE

AVAILABLE AT SCER

(seer'yOOE •STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH-

406 Student Union

J

Minutemen Joe McLaughlin (51). left and Billy Coleman 140), right, were both
named yesterday to the ECAC honor roll for their efforts in UMass' 10-0 win over
UConn.

ECAC cites Coleman;
McLaughlin honored
Two UMass football players have been

awarded ECAC and Yankee Conference
honors for outstanding individual per-

formances in Saturday's win.

Halfback Billy Coleman was named co-

winner of Yankee Conference offensive

player of the week honors and was also

nanr>ed to the weekly ECAC Division II honor
roll.

Linebacker Joe McLaughlin was also

chosen for the ECAC honor list, as well as
earning honorable mention on the Yan Con
all-star list.

Coleman, a 5'11", 199 lb. senior from
Ipswich, scored the Minutemen's only
touchdown in their 10-0 win over UConn. He

gained 114 yards rushing on 26 canies in

UMass's sixth straight victory.

McLaughlin, a 6', 215 lb. junior from
Stoneham, had six solo tackles and five

assists to lead the UMass defense. He also

caused a fumble which led to the
Minutemen's final score of the game.
Rhode Island quarterback Steve Tosches

shared Yan Con offensive honors with
Coleman for his play in the Rams 31-22

triumph over Boston University. Tosches
completed 16 of 20 passes, good for 154
yards and a touchdown.
New Hampshire linebacker Greg Donahue

took home defensive laurels in the Yan Con
picks. He was in on nine tackles, intercepted

a pass, and broke up two others in the

Wildcats' 28-13 win over Northeastern.

Sports Calendar'
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - UMass 4 Holyoke CC 1

TODAY
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY ( 6-1-2) - vs. Plymouth State Away- 2:30

JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Plymouth State Away
3:45

TOMORROW
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER ( 5-4) - vs. Westfield State Home 3:30

JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Franklin Pierce-Berkshire

CC Home 6:00

Women booters top BC
The UMass women's soccer club won its

sixth straight game of the season Saturday,

when it trounced Boston College, 13-0, in an
away game.

Kelly Tuller and Ellen Mahoney scored two
goals apiece for the Minutewomen. The
other nine goals were spread out among nine

UMass players.

Toddie Ellis and Diane Buckout each
played a half in goal for the Minutewomen.

UMass, which raised its record to 6-0 with

the victory, "played really good," according

to coach Louie Macedo.
"It was their Homecoming, but a big

crowd of our players' friends gnd parents

came to the game," Macedo said in ex-

plaining the big margin of victory. "Plus the

astroturf and the night game really psyched
them up."
UMass's next activity is this weekend,

when it plays in the Tufts tournament.

Campus Travel Center

Ft. Lauderdale $249
Includesr

Round trip sir transportation

Hotel accomodations at Lauderdale Beach Club

Round trip transportation betvieen airport and hotel

Taxes and gratuities —

Baggage handling

Air only from $119

Campus Travel
Campus Center

'
3rd level

UMass Center 545-6500

3rd level

545-6500
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Stickers try
todayfor
8th win
By M/SSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team hopes to get
back on the winning track today when it

visits Plymouth State.

co-captain Cheryl Meliones said her team
is "looking forward to a good game." The
Minutewomen hope to duplicate last year's
1-0 victory over Plymouth.

The UMass stickers' first defeat of the
season came Saturday when it was shut out,
3-0, by the powerful UrHverstty of New
Hampshire squad.

The Wildcats seized the contest with their
aggressive syle of play. The three UNH tallies
were the most scored upon UMass this year.

A positive aspect did conr>e out of the loss.
According to Meliones the UNH clash
released pressure which resulted from r>ot
having been beaten all season.

The Minutewomen seek to increase their
record to 7-1-2. The homestretch hold some
tough opponents for the UMass stickers,
including Smith on Thursday.
The Minutewomen face off against

Plymouth after a four-hour bus trip at 2:30.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 25, 1977

*' ^'*'*' *r^N|l|?^**•J-

UMass field hockey players Julie Hall, Judy Kennedy, and a recent contest. The Minutewomen hope to regain theirSue Kibling ( left to right, in dark shirts) chase after the ball in winning form today when they travel to Plymouth State
( Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

O'ConnelloutasGM
in Red Soxturnover
BOSTON [UP/] - The trust that runs the

Boston Red Sox fired General Manager Dick
O'Connell and two other club executives and
named owner-designate Haywood Sullivan
as the team's chief of operations.

In a prepared statement issued yesterday,
the executors of the estate of Thomas A.
Yawkey announced they had "informed
executive vice president Richard H.
O'Connell, vice president Gene Kirby and
assistant general manager John Claiborne
that their services are terminated im-
mediately."

The three-member trust — made of Mrs.
Jean Yawkey, Joseph H. Lacour and James
A. Curran - chose Sullivan's 13-partv group
over four other bidders seeking to buy the
Red Sox. Mrs. Yawkey reportedly invested
$3 million to become a limited partner in the
combine headed by Sullivan and Edward
"Buddy" Leroux.

The sale, announced Sept. 29 for a
reported $16 million was to be finalized Oct.
31 pending approval of a three-fourths vote
by the other 13 American League owners
Nov. 3.

Lacour and Mrs. Yawkey informed the
three administrators of the firing Monday in

separate late morning meetings. At an af-

ternoon press conference after Mrs. Yawkey
had left, Lacour said the executors made the
decision to relieve the burden from Sullivan's
group.

"It was a dirty job and I wasn't going to
leave it for them. You don't have someone
(like O'Connell) around for 31 years and leave

it for them to do. I admit I'm a coward -
I

hoped they all would get jobs during the
World Series."

None of the three fired administrators was
available for immediate comment and there
was no indication of their future plans.

Sullivan, the Red Sox' vice president of
player personnel who was hired by O'Connell
12 years ago, was named at this time, ac-
cording to the prepared statement, because:

"For the past several months we have
been concerned about the operation of the
Red Sox in the period from the selection of a
buyer to the date American League approval
is given. We and others have recognized this
as a critical period in the club's operation.
"To get the club through this period with

the least possible disruption, we have
decided to appoint Haywood Sullivan as
general manager effective immediately."

O'Connell was hired out of the Navy by the
late Tom Yawkey in 1946 as business
manager of their Lynn, Mass., farm team in

the New England League and became the
Parent Club's general manager in 1965. He
reportedly had fallen out of favor with Mrs.
Yawkey over the past few years.

Kirby joined the Red Sox organization as
vice president for administration in the fall of
1973 while Claiborne, the chief negotiator for
Oakland owner Charles 0. Finley in the early

'70s, came to the Red Sox in August 1975.
Clairborne hammered out the long-term
contracts signed in 1976 by Carlton Fisk,

Fred Lynn and Rick Burleson - who were on
the option years of their contracts.

Rusk Smith

Cities: first, their teams

Two Gophers suspended
MINNEAPOLIS [UPI] - In an effort to lift

an indefinite NCAA probation on all sports, a
University of Minnesota committee reversed
itself yesterday and declared basketball stars

Michael Thompson and David Winey
ineligible for violating NCAA rules.

The Assembly Committee on In-
tercollegiate Athletics, in a 9-5 vote, also:

-appealed to the NCAA eligibility
committee to give Thompson and Winey a
prompt rehearing and consider prompt
restoration of their eligibility;

-and appealed to the NCAA infractions
• committee to lift the indefinite probation on
all university sports.

The University already had accepted
NCAA probation for the Minnesota
basketball team until next March 4 despite
the fact it considered the infractions

"minor".

The action hurts Minnesota's basketball
prospects for the coming season. Thomp-
son, a 6-foot-10-senior center, holds Min-
nesota and Big Ten scoring records and
Winey, a 6-10 senior forward, was named the
most improved player on the team after his

sophomore year.

But the vote is expected to take indefinite
probation off other university teams, in-

cluding the football team, which upset No. 1

rated Michigan Saturday 16-0, spurring
hopes for a bowl bid.

Thompson was accused of selling his
complimentary season tickets valued at $78
for $180. Winey was cited for spending two
holidays at the home of a basketball booster
and his family early in their university careers.

Player Phillip Saunders also was charged
with a violation. But he since has been
graduated and is head basketball coach at
Golden Valley Lutheran College.

The NCAA ordered probation for the
basketball team from March 4, 1976, until

March 4, 1978, and asked the school to
declare Thompson and Winey ineligible.

The university accepted probation for the
team but the committee refused to declare
the players ineligible on grounds their of-
fenses were minor and they didn't get "due
process" hearings. The NCAA then put
Minnesota's entire athletic program on in-

definite probation.

On a sports page, the schedule is printed
up thusly: Baltimore at New England, Dallas
at Tampa Bay, Chicago at Cleveland, etc.
Standings are kept on that team's per-
formance (say the Colts) and their overall
record determines whether they make post-
season play or not. Cut and dry.

But what of the city as a whole? What city
in America can claim to have the best overall
teams and fans?

This 'story' will attempt to clarify the
dilemma.

Oh, before I forget, in order to qualify, the
state must have at least one participant in
each of the four major leagues (NFL, NHL,
NBA, and Major League Baseball). Which
means only nine of fity states are eligible
(and their cities).

And please don't attempt to lump
Washington, D.C. with Maryland.

The leagues: Eastern - New York, Massa-
chusetts, Georgia; Western - California,
Ohio, Illinois; Central — Michigan, Missouri,
Pennsylvania.

Point system: For each team in a city that
is decent, the city will receive a point in the
win column. A bad team will be denoted by a
point in the loss column. And for those
unsure or shaky squads, a tie is added on.
Understand? (if not, go back to the begin-
ning and read over, or ask your roommate to
explain).

Here goes: Eastern division:

Boston (4-0-0): One of the few cities with
all winners in the rejuvenated Patriots (yeah,
I know it's actually New England) and
returning Red Sox. The Celtics are always up
there and the Bruins, though not as powerful
as in Orr's day, are still respectable.
New York (2-6-0): The only two teams

keeping the Big Apple from being the Land
of the Zeroes' are the Islanders and Yankees.
Meanwhile, they're hurt by the sad set of the
Jets, Mets, Giants, Nets (N.Y. tried to pull a
fast one by calling them the New Jersey
Nets), Rangers and Knicks.

Buffalo (1-2-0): Thank God for the Sabres.
The Bills need more than O.J., and could do
without one basketball team (Braves).

Atlanta (0-3-1): Will this city ever get a
winner? Probably not. Falcons are at-
tempting to make good in the NFL. Someday
they might achieve the tie-status of the
Flames.

Central Division:

Cincinnati (2-0-0): How can anyone knock
Pete 'Mr. Hustle' Rose (you'd hustle too if

you got paid what he did)? The Bengals? Ah,
they've just fallen upon hard times; they'll
recover.

Cleveland (2-2-0): The Indians fired Frank
Robinson, but nothing could help this poor
excuse for a team. The Barons aren't actually
in the NHL are they? Browns and Cavs are a
o.k.

Chicago (1-4-0): White Sox had first and
choked. They were setting a bad example for
the Cubs, who went down the Pike also. Not
much can be said for the Bears. And the
Black Hawks reign ended years ago. Rumor
has ist the Bulls want out of the city.

Western division:

Los Angeles (3-0-1 ): Hey, they'd be 4-0-0 if

they had a Ram team with a decent QB. The
Lakers and Kings are consistent. And even
though the Dodgers lost to you-know-who at
least they tried.

Philadelphia (3-1-0): The Flyers are flying
high while the Eagles are taking a dive. The
'Slam-dunk' has returned for another
season. The Phillies-well, they lost to the
eventual champs.

Pittsburgh (2-1-0): With a name like

Penguins' how can you expect 'em to be
tough? The Steelers are on the move and the
Pirates got super uniforms.

St. Louis (1-1-1): Football Cardinals ac-
count for the win, and the baseball Cards
account for the tie. Guess what the Blues
got?

Oakland (1-1-1): Raiders are looking
forward to a rematch with Denver this
weekend which is why they took the Jets so
lightly. The Athletics ended up behind an
expansion club, which tells you how good
they are (they did play one more game than
Seattle, liowever). Golden State Warriors are
a ?-mark.

Kansas City (1-2-0): Fantastic waterfall
backs up the Royals. And they have Freddie
Patek too. What else could you ask for? (the
removal of the Chiefs and Kingsll)

Detroit (0-3-1): Tigers and Red Wings are
attempting trades. Lions not bad. Pistons
are.

San (Diego, Francisco) - take your pick.
0-2 either way. Does San mean lousy in

Spanish?

Part two on fans and their influence, next
week

Issues to Burn Instead of Crosses

Even Evelyn Wood Can't Help

P

Last March 26, following weeks of frus-
tration over classes and career choices.
University of Texas student John O'Neal
turned, sailed to a friend he was walk-
ing with, ran to the edge of a building
and leaped head-first to his death. One
year ago Margaret Silva Boutin, a UMass
Continuing Education student, died of
self-inflicted gunshot wounds.
O'Neal and Boutin are Just two of the

ever growing number of students who,
unable to cope with the Increasing stress
of college life, coanltt suicide.

In the past fifteen years the suicide
rate aaong college student* has doubled
and now ranks second behind accidents
of all kinds as a cause of death. While
It would be difficult to discern all
the factors involved in this draaatlc
upswing, so«e indicators are evident.

Students have become more concerned
with sagging job prospects, the declin-
ing value of college degrees and grade
competition. "Students have no time to
be bothered with societal problems

—

jobs have become more important. Now
students take easy classes where they
don't ask questions and are assured of
good grades," observed one UMass student.
Another student wonders if "I wear my

hair longer, will it hurt me when I apply
for a job? I don't agree with what that
professor says In lectures, but I'll
give it to him the way he wants it be-
cause I need the grade to get a good job."

Fears over the inability to find a job
either while a student or Immediately
upon graduation are well grounded. Unem-
ployment among people aged 16 to 24 is
running about 14 per cent—double the
national average--and amung young urban
blacks nearly 40 per cent. Certainly,
the Amherst area sup,)orts the statistics.

A recent article on student work in
"Fresh Ink" described the Pioneer Valley's
economy as "depressed for almost as long
as today's college students have been

alive". The article further comnented
"you are more likely to see a PHD working
as a secretary or tugging a tap at
Sheehan's than a Horatio Alger type art-
ist turned advertising executive".
Yet despite the bleak Job situation now

and In the future, students continue the
destructive coapetitlon against one
another rather than sack cooperative sol-
utions.

Eaployers, no doubt, are content to
sec 20 qualified candidates apply for a

job Instead of one or two. Wages remain
static and caployecs are reduced to
giving furtive glances over their shoul-
der because "soaeoae else can always take
your place".

It would be better for students if they
developed a structure to enhance their
Job opportunities without encouraging a

frantlc-suicldal-educat ional environment

.

If students choose to create a union,
negotiating with academic departments and

university administrators. Job placeaent
services will be sharpfy upgraded. The
University will be then required to pro-

vide indepth, concrete job placement and

counseling programs Instead of the now
sketchy listing of potential positions.
Also, instead of viciously vying for

grades, students will control depart-
mental curriculum, have access to teacher/

course evaluations and, act as resources
for one another.
Clearly, a student union will not

stimulate the national or state economics
to provide more jobs. But it will trans-
form the direction of UMass so that stu-

dents will not be afraid to take challeng-
ing classes or contradict a professor for

fear of jeopardizing future opportunities.
Unless such steps as these are taken,

UMass like so many other universities
will be periodically haunted by students,
who because of overwhelming pressures,
find more comfort in leaping to their
deaths .

Mark Lewis - Outfront Staff

For every burning cross a dozen burn-
ing issues never see the light of day or
night. Take children for instance: that's
exactly >.hat two state troopers and two
welfare workers came to do late one Friday
night. There were eight children on their
list. Before they were finished, two
parents were jailed and seven children
were taken. Their parents, all members
of The Free Church, Inc. of Shutesbury
practiced what they called, "Learning as
Healing". These parents and their alterna-
tive church openly confronted the public
schools. Objecting to what they called
racist, sexist and competitive learning,
they refused to enroll their children in

state or state-approved schools. What
remains of The Free Church and its one
surviving family is an issue too hot for
valley media, let alone the Franklin
County Juvenile Court, to handle. Outfront
staff want this story told.

.Sfhooling VH. Lrurning
Ne've mistakenly fused together under

the rubric "education", the idea of school-
ing and the idea of learning. In this
landmark case, now before the Massachusetts
Superior Court on appeal, the two pieces
fall apart. At stake is the Wilson family's
custody of their own children, the legality
of compulsory education, the abuse of rel-
igious and civil liberties by The Children's
Protective Service, the invasion of privacy
by the Department of Public Welfare, and
the Jobs of two district court Judges of
Franklin County. CXitfront wants to fan this
issue to flames.

Wore OuenlioiiM Than Answers
On April bth, 1977, seven children were

ripped off from their parents with an illegal

Child Care and Protection Paper, brought
forward by The Children's Protective Service.

Greenfield in an ex parte hearing. 'Ex parte'

means that the parents of these children had
no knowledge of these proceedings nor of

the judge's order assigning their children
to Welfare. Soae of these children were

Who Owns UMass?

The (In re taker's (.ottn^e



OUTFRONT SPEAKING
Fro« its birth in the fall of 1975,

ftjt front covered and continues to cover
any issues and events neglected by the
co^aercial press. We look around us and
find the alternative Media being co-opted:
New Ti»es. Ms.. East -Nest, Ne« Age Journal
etc Catering aore to advertisers than
their reader's needs such aedia resort to
slick packaging with the tnrappings of "al-
ternative" instead of the substance of
radical issues.

In our aost recent issue. March 1977,
ftirfront presented a broad spectrua of'
information and analyses of woaen with ui
issue dedicated to International Moaen's
Day and Week. In that issue, for the first
tiae. (Xitfront had a defined thcM: Moaen.
Kitness the Valley Advocate as it re-

sponds to a woaen's colian which appeared
briefly in its pages last spring. After
a couple of good articles on woaen working
and unionizing clericals in Greenfield,
the coluan abruptly ceased. Because, "it
wasn't necessary". Merely, "editorial dis-
cretion". Or the fact that these woaen.
writing and editing the coluan. were also
unionizing themselves - the Advocate pro-
duction crew?
Getting wind of the organizing efforts

aaong the staff, the publishers called
each worker into the coapany's inner
sanctoa, the publisher's office, to have
a word with the aanageaent

;

"You aren't doing that good a job that
you are indispensible. Either shape up or..
One by one aanageaent spelled out the

alternatives. Veiled threats work. For the
tiae being organising at the Advocate
ceased. But this strikes a disonant chord
right at the heart of that paper's self-
proclaiaed role as the "Alternative in
the Vallc>" Alternative to what' Hip,
capitalist, with a new age consciousness
the kTapper of a throwaway culture. Noth-
ing new here.

Yet who heard the storyT It wasn't in
that paper. Heard over the radio? Saall
chance. Morker and boss, woaan and aan.
black and white, the oppressed and the
oppressor - an old story. Yet where was
the copy? An untold epic. Largely in
response to this problea of access and con-
trol OrrFRONT was born.

An Independent Newspaper Dla

OaFRONT is aore than a newsrag. It of-
fers the coMunity a voice... OUTFRONT
otfers participants the opportunity to
learn journalistic and aedia skills in a
non-alienating supportive enviroment Of
course we are still located in the baseness
of the Caapus Center. Ne do not have an
Editorial Brred of the Ellect. As a col-
lective our goal is consensus and an open
airing of our individual needs and probleas
as they arise. Ne can use skills in writing
photography, typesetting, editing, all as-
pects of production and are seeking business
reps to gather coaaunity support in the fora
of ads. Noaen. aen of every race, color,
sexual preference encouraged to apply. Nork-
study is available.

OiriTRONT CC 107 54S-1585/2145 (CoMuter's)

OUTFRONT has filed suit against several
caapus adainistrators in a legal claia aris-
ing froa the loss of the paper's coaplete
stock of back issues, graphics files and
reference collection of publications.
The claia dates January. 1977 when OUTFRONT

student staff returned after intercession to
find their aaterials aissing. Letters and
discussions with Caapus Center adainistrators
led to their denial of any liability in the
case. The Operations CoMittee of the Caapus
Center/Student Union Board of fK)vemors
decided to support aiTFROVT's efforts to
recover damages. Board Co-chairperson Michael
Pill, a graduate student who is also a lawyer
filed claia with the University's insurance
carrier which was also denied.

Finally, attorney Jia Starr of the Student
Legal Services Office prepared the court
papers for a lawsuit. As a last attempt at
settleaent. these papers were sent to Univer-
sity legal counsel in August 1977. A aonth
passed without a foraal response froa the
University and the lawsuit asking for $1000.
daaages was filed at the beginning of October.

OUTFRONT Is a student organization at
the University of Massachusetts. The
OUTFROWT Collective Is responsible for
Its content and no faculty aeaber, adain-
istrators or Hassachusetts Collegian staff
or editors read it for accuracy or approval
prior to publication",

trlbuted Through The Collegian

IHio Owns Education?
Education is not owned by, does not

belong to anyone. The place where we
discover the truth is not the property
of anyone — it belongs to the people
as a whole: either education will be
given to the people or the people will
have to take it.

Che

Human Rights at UMass, Inc.
Student interests and rights can only

be won through unionisation by arguing
the premise of individual legal rights
Does the st.Ut- Through its university
system have 'coBrelling interests" over
the individual by simpl> enrolling him
as a "student"? If so. what are these
coapelling interests- Students have a
right to assemble and form governaents
that secure their needs in the saae way
that ot»»«r groups have that right ac-
cording to Legal Service Office attorney
Jim Starr. '

"Unionization" is only a tool toward
the organization of individuals needs
and rights. These always take precedence
over the role of "student". Nhy else does
the Student Unionization Issue Survey
reveal "check cashing" as the highest
ranking grass-root concern? The wholesale
stripping of an individual's right to
convenient currency transactions in the
name of student status is at worst dis-
criBinatory and at best an insult. Isn't
the focus of unionization the contractural
relationship between the individual and
the corporation called The University.

""What is the learner eom pelted to divest
in indii'idual rifihts in order to learn?^'

The apparant problem is gaining a
"studeni i?"ernaent" recognized by ad-

problea is how ._ ..aniiite >..iv i«.i»uage
o. student go.cinaent. interests and
rights vs. the uni^.jity into the lan-
guage of indiviaual govemaent, intt ests
%nd rights vs. the state. Here you have
the legal base to organize, unionize and
even deinstitutionalize the student as
learner.

Kni|>i\ Wordh

Take the present student senate now
operating at L'Mass, for exaaple: that
so-called governing body is not even of-
ficially recognized by the trustees. It

is n.7t a legal governing entity; it is
defacto, organired for the "student" as
schooled, r"-* for the individual as learn-
er M any .*-e, the student senate could.
It rhe trustees chose to do so, be lab-
e."J as not representative and therefore
unablt to effectively represent students.
As attorney Starr says, "Governing becomes,
in a sense, an empty word". Organization
and unionization does too! But let these
students organize as individuals and the
trustees and administration must recog-
nize them as individuals. Their politics,
their freedom is secired on the issues of
individua: liberties, not institutional
priviligcs. jn the ismies of free learn-
ing, of free learners of individual con-
stitutional liberties that cannot be ab-
ridged. Not by the state or its insti-
tutions, not in the name of school or
university enrollment.

What IS the ! earner compelled to divest
in individual rights in order to learn'
Nhat are the latent conditions of l-.i--.

- .- '0 •- ;•-«. lal

what fc. •. .. . 1

instance, if it lefused t

"privileges" beca^;. one was a "ivu .>.nt' .'

u».wi,..,.,.wiun when won will be futi.'
if it doesn't first attend to such con-
crete huaan needs whicn underlie the
issiif-s of huaan right>: Why else would
"student control over the campus center"
and the "increase of student cooperatives'
rank lowest as issues of concern in the
unionization survey?

Human Nercix
The compelling interest ot the state

to institutionalize learners as students
through Its university system discrim-
inating against their basic needs as
individuals is the radical issue behind
unionization. Organizing at the level of
these human needs will m<5t)ilize suf-
ficient response for the litigation that
would secure legal fights. The focus of
litigation would be the contract between
the individual as learner and the univer-
sity as resource.
Sufficient law is already established

to secure this contract on both constitu-
tional and civil grounds. Tuition in
escrow and incorporating student activity
fees are some of the more potent tools
to raise the issue. Class actions can re-
deem civil liberties. Politics can only
support them when it doesn't undermine
them, politics can hardly represent them.
Outfront holds thit unionization will
bring the individua. out front.

Student Government;
Forum or Farce?
Chargfd with grooaing students for

their role in industrial society, the
modern university rationalized a "commun-
ity of interests" shared by adain ist rat ion,
faculty, staff, and students alike. As
ultimate goals of these groups were seen
to bf mutually conpatible, governing struc-
tures arose to meet common interests. This
view is too slaplistic. Rather than a
lonraunity of shared Interests, the univ-
ersity is a never ending tug-of-war be-
tween groups of divergent interests.

S(;A, a Joke at IJMaHs
Student government is the forum for

itudent interests. The UMass Student Cov-
rnaent Association Is the organization
harged to act on the behalf of students.
There are problems. Student government

>n this campus is inadequate to student
Interests. Organizationally tangled in
the webs of its own procedures. Student
iovernaent lacks grass-roots participation.
Sections are characterized by apathy.
Representatives are viewed with disdain.
\s a decision-making body, student govern-
•ent lacks ultimate authority over aost
jf the subjects it debates. Even as al-
locator of student fees, student gov*,
aiift break from established patterns
without subtle administration "advice"
to conform to past practice. No wonder
student governaent is seen by aost stu-
dents to be an ineffective means of in-
fluencing university policies which
iffect us. Student governance today is
1 joke here at UMass.
Speaker of the Student Senate, Brian

lellaa, has made many atteapts to con-
act atiministrators over issues of con-
em to students only to be aet with
•xcuses.

Whrn Push Comes lo Shove...
It cooes down to power: student gov-

?rnBent, when push cooes to shove, has
lo real power. Our university admin-
istration, argues that student's interests
ire generally compatible with their own.
Jtudent government, as an institutional
fora. Is based on this assumption.
Whether the focus Is overcrowded dorms,

tuition hikes, dorm policies, or what-
2ver when student's interests are at
itake, power is the issue. Student inter-
JStb are sacrificed, not because lack of
input leads to misunderstanding on the
idministrat ion's part, but because lack
3f organized pressure leads to powerless-
less on our part

.

Unionized Farulty
University faculty have likewise suf-

fered from this power lessness. Historical-
ly, UMass faculty control over working
conditions and contracts has been minimal.
The early I970's saw the UMass faculty
looking towards unionization as a means
of guaranteeing input. Subs -quent to a
vote for "no agent" in I973-7A, the fac- .

ulty voted for union representation In
the Spring of i977. Establlshoent of
formal ground rules for collective bar-
gaining between the faculty and univer-
sity administration started this .summer.

Faced with the reality that student
government was largely ineffective be-
cause students did not "share" all inter-
ests with the administration and faculty,
UMass students undertook a long-range
student unionization program in i973 with
the creation of the Student Organizing
Project. In (976 this unionization effort
was given high priority because of the
impending faculty vote and student concern
that their power become equalized with
that of the faculty and administration.

Troubling Trend
Preliminary work revealed that like most

student governments, our Student Govern-
ment Association is built on the model
of a representative body. The elected
senators are expected to represent the
interests of their constituencies on the
Senate floor by making proposals, taking
part in floor debate, and voting on issues
deemed important to the student interest.
A study of the history of representative
forms of student government revealed a
troubling trend:

I. Mechanisms guaranteeing effective
conmunlcat ion between the representative
and the represented rarely survive the
distances created between the two by the
governance structure.

2. As the Senate is seen as "the place
where the action is", passivity is fos-
tered among students at the departmental
and dormitory levels where the senate has
minimal impact .

3. The important decisions made from
week to week are made by the represen-
tatives (who are sometimes ill-informed)
Instead of the students themselves.

4. Students do not feel like becoming
personally involved in the implementation
of student empowerment policies because
they have not been ac tively involved in
the process of creatui^ these policiesT

^. In the last analysis the only power
representative student governments have
within university systems is that which
is extended them gratis bv the university
administration, and board of trustees.
And that which is theirs to give is also
theirs to take away.

Understanding their position, the UMass
Student Senate approved a resolution last
spring declaring its intent to reconstltut*
itself with the purpose of enhancing stud-
ent power through unionization. The com-
mittment was to electorally and adminis-
tratively reconstitute the SCA as a union
of students, guaranteeing that the gover-
nance of the union itself was a matter of
self government by the student via de-
centralized student councils throughout
the university, each determining in its
ovm way the policies of the union as a
whole. Through this union vehicle, the
power base would be built from which
students could collectively bargain with
various power centers of the University,
from departments to trustees.

YEAR OF THE UNION
Resolved tUt we, the Undergraduate Student Senate, declare

th.s to be tKe Year of the Union." We are t.red of regulation, that
dictate where we must hve. what we must eat. and what we must
stud>. We are t.red of being powerless and we refuse to be sat.sfed
with mere student input." We commit ourselves to a structure of
^elf governance that guarantees real power for students. As the reci-
pients of our educations, we demand the right to play a role in all
decision, pertaining to the term, and condition, of our relationship
to the University.

We seek an organization which reflect, the reality of the UniversityUur organization must be rooted not m the halls of Whitmore or the
ott.ces of the Student Senate. Rather, it mu« stem from broad
based student participation^ Our strategy call, for the formation of a
decentralized network of Student Union Council, in departments m
dormitories, in apartment houses, and among Thud World students.
Ihese Councils would be the basis for meaningful power and will
provide us with the authority to negotiate on many level, for our ad
vancement.

pressed by our fellow ,tudent,. Thus, we look to the Union I„uePurvey a, ,,3,,,,^ point We demand a decent education thatprepare, u, for a meaningful ife and we strive for greater «udent in-
fluence over the curriculu,^, the re,idence halls, and the offices and

I^Uh^f
^^C\m' by going among the ,tudent,%o identifyand tight tor our mutual needs.

menrwl b
" ""'^' '^' ''''\ °^ ' ""^

f^"^ ^^ '^' '^"^ent move-ment. We began a, a core of organizer, knowing that our work w.Il

number,' '^T^^''\:^^
campu, building our commitment, ounumber,, arjd our ability to effect change. We are unified ,n our v.-

urrihtt" T ^^"^" ^''^^°^-^ -d responsive and we affirmour right to a quality education at a democratic University.

0^ on

The Dialogue of Delay
iNl GOVERNMENT ASS(X:iA HON ^^X!''

'
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STi;DtNT SENATI. ^AgJ J AMHIkST BOSTON WORCfMIR

STUDENT (;OVERNMENT ASS(X:iATION

STLIDtNT SENATI

UNIV£«SnYOf MASSACHUSETIi AMHtRSI Ulooi (,H,515.0MI

November S, 1976

TO: Chancellor Bromery
FROM: Brian DeLima, Speaker
SUBJECT: University Governance

Although the student governance unit
has been far and away the most faithful
to the process in the past, the system is
perceived not to adequately meet students'
needs.

We are not interested in destroying the
governance process. On the contrary, we
have acted in good faith since the passage
of the process in 1973. But we cannot con-
tinue to subscribe to a system that is not
true to itself. It is our belief that the
problems inherent in the present governanci
process can only be identified and acted
upon if all parties to the decision-making
process use the system as it was intended.

We stand ready to make yet another at-
tempt at causing the governance process
to serve the needs of the community. As we
gain further insight and experience, we
will initiate discussion of the process at
every level of decision-making; among the
governance units, the administration, and
the Board of Trustees. We anticipate the
cooperation of all parties in an attempt
to establish an equitable and viable gov-
ernance process.
Perhaps an early topic of discussion

will be the nature of "appropriate con-
sultation" in the area of academic policy
and the extent of student participation
in the initiation of policy reconatiendat ions
in academics. We look forward to your ear-
liest response to these suggestions.

0#»ltl 0# IHI <HAMCtUOt
MHITMOtI «AMINnttAIION •UUOlNC.
AMMIISI MA\SA(HUUT>V 0100.'

December 2', 1976

TO Brian DeLina, Speaker
Student Senate

FROM: Chancellor Randolph Bromery
SUB.IF,CT: University Governance

Thank you for your memorandum concerning
the University governance process. 1 apo l-
ogize for my delay in replying.

In a university community where units are
interdependent, it is difficult to define
certain areas as belonging exclusively to
the faculty, or to the students, staff, ad-
ministration, etc.

However, I do not subscribe to your con-
tention that the governance process does
not work, nor to your recommendation that
all policy recommendations go tl. rough the
governance process.

1 would propose, therefore, to attempt
to resolve some of the problems you see in
the implementation of the governance sys-
tem by having representat ive(s) from each
governance unit meet to discuss the govern-
ance process.

If you would like to proceed on such a
decision or a first step, pleast contact
Vice Chancellor Woodbury so that we can
make arrangements. _

1 k'-:
Randolph U Broiwry
ChMccUor

'••a

MEMO TO:

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

.STUDENT SENATI.

MVlRSIIYOf MAS.SACHUSITI!> AMIirKSI UIUU) (iHlSH4)HI

December 30, 1976

MEMO FOR: Vice Chancellor Robert Woodbury
FROM: Brian DeLima, Speaker,

Student Senate
SUBJECT: University Governance

Soon after the Student Affairs retreat,
I sent a memorandum to the Chancellor con-
cerning some of the areas of concern to
students regarding University Governance,
I enclose a copy of that memorandum in the
event that you did not receive one at the
time.

I recently received the Chancellor's re-
sponse to that memorandum, in which he
suggests a conference be held among repre-
sentatives of the several governance units
to discuss the problems of the process,
and propose solutions to those that are
soluble.

We think this to be an excellent idea,
and stand ready to assist In the organiza-
tion of such a conference in whatever ways
we may be of use.

Unfortunately, it seems that the dia-
logue concerning the governance process has
lagged somewhat since the retreat, and we
feel the proposed conference is an essen-

. tial first step in reviving that discussion.
The sooner the conference can be held the

better, I believe, and I look forward to
hearing from you in the near future.

Brian DeLima
Speaker
Student Senate

cc: Jay Martus/Paul Cronin
Chancellor Bromery o&a at ,h* rw/sb

BDeL:bch

M^f ran not rontinue to

snhserihe to a system thu

is not true to itself

1 UNIVERSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS
f AMHERST . BOSTON • WORCESTER

Otlia 0> TM MCIOMNOUOI
KMSTUOIMT AffMtS
WHITMOU AOMWMfTtAIION lUIUMMC
^MMUST MAUACMmrrnffwai

February 9, 1977

Brian DeLima, Speaker
Student Senate

SUBJECT: University Governance

P^^^se excuse op^ delay in responding tb
i^our memorandum regarding the workings
(or failings) of the governance process
and your request for a meeting with con-
cerned individuals to attempt to outline
the problem areas as each involved group
perceives them and to seek resolution of
such.

My hesitation to bring a group together
to begin discussing this complex issue
is twofold: 1) your request for a meeting
came during intersession when many of the
individuals who probably should be in-
volved in such a discussion were not on
campus; and 2) the imminent vote of the
faculty on unionization which raises a
number of uncertainties.

I would be pleased to get such a group
together to discuss this important issue
after a faculty decision nas been made
and we have a better idea of what its im-
plications for governance might be.

I'll keep in touch.

STUDENT (;OVER\.\Jl Nl ASS(X:iAII()\

STLDENT SENA II

lMVIRsl|Y()F.MASSAaiLiMll> A,\llll Ks 1 lllu., , ,,H, s.sj.t.i

December 30, 1976

MEMO FOR: Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
FROM: Brian DeLima. Speaker,

Student Senate
SUBJECT: University Governance

Thank you for your reply c6 my memo-
randum concerning University Governance.
While I appreciate the many demands made
upon your time, it is my hope that our
dialogue will progress at a more rapid
rate in the future, as we become more
familiar with the issues and problems of
governance.

First, it is not now and has not been
in the immediate past the wish of the
Senate to "categorize areas of decision-
making into neat little compartments".

Rather, our concern has been centered
on the demonstrable absence of joint ef-
fort in formulating policy in some areas,
particularly academics. That students have
a concern in academics Is undeniable, and
we like to feel we have a competence born
of familiarity.

Second, our suggestion that all policy
recommendations be required to go through
the governance process was an attempt to
strengthen, not weaken, the process. The
viability of a process that does not remain
true to itself soon comes into question,
and It is our belief that selective ap-
plication of the requirements of so funda- fmental a process serves only to invite '.

abuse. We do not wish to see the governance
'

process subverted into a systea of conven-
ience in which a different standard is
applied to the recoaaendat ions of different
governance units (educational triad, stu-
dents, faculty, administrator).

Finally, we concur in your suggestion of
a conference aaong representatives of the
governance units, and we will be contact-
ing Vice Chancellor Woodbury in the very
near future to make arrangements. We
look forward to picking up the pace of
this dialogue, and hope to come to a mut-
ually agreeable settlement at the earliest
possible date.

Brian DeLlna
Speaker
Student Senate

cc: Jay Martus/Paul Cronin
Robert Woodbury

BDeL:bch

Were I possessu-d of the least knowledge,
1 would, when walking on the great way,
fear only paths that lead astray. The
great way is easy, yet people prefer by-
paths.

The court is corrupt.
The fields are overgrown with weeds.
The granaries are empty;
Yet there are those dressed in fineries.
With swords at their sides.
Filled with food and drink,
And possessed of too much aealth.
This is known as taking the lead in robbery.

Far indeed is this from the way.

Tao Te Ching

If you would have a thing shrink.
You must first stretch it;
If you would have a thing weakened.
You niust first strengthen it;
If you would have a thing laid aside.
You must first set it up;
If you would take from a thing.
You must first give to it.
This is called subtle dlscernaenC:
The submissive and weak will overcoae the

hard and strong.
The fish must not be allowed to leave Ch*

deep;

The Instruments of power in a state must
aot be revealed to anyone.

Lao Tzu

'^Jy- U.^>r£L^-

«Ob«rt L. Woodbury
*ct(n9 vice ChmMllor
for StudFnt Hffatrs

An Etptal Opportwnty &^laytr

7

-^

MV FEAR IS A COMMON ONE DESR4IR
SHARED By/»WNY AND UNlcm IN ME
ONLY IN ITJ BEIN6 MINE "^00

THrtT MY a/TVRE IS 8E//VS DETERM/^£0
BV OTHERS ATA DISTANCE

V^CMANlCAl Mm SEfiJEO STIFFLY IN
MET/\L CH/(IRS

ATPOLISHFD Of5KS8£HiMO GUSSVWLLS
THROUGH IVHICH I C/(NNOT SK
AND My RTALiry c/^NNorer seew
Jooawc^m vaujb for twemseli/fs
FROM THE FACTS THAT THEY PUT IN
MY FOLDER
4ND THE R/\NDOM LOVTrRY OF
JWE\R NUMERICAL STATISTICS

Who Owns UMass?

em^T/mm

Who owns Exxon
Who owns ITT
Who makes the world go round
And keeps us safe and free.
Who sells us processed food
TV, cars and sex
It's the nultinational corporation man
He always knows what's best

Who owns UMass
Who owns the Board of Trustees
Who hikes tuition costs
And raises student fees
Who charges 100 bucks
For half a concrete cell '

It's the Massachusetts corporate elite
With an education to sell.

Who makes the power plays
With the politicians and banks
Who eats in fancy joints
While we pay for his office so swank
Who used education
To build his political power
It's the education broker Robert Wood
He sells us out by the hour.

Who hides from students
In his maosion on Orchard Hill
Who ignores all our needs
Until we shout we've had our fill
Who never falls to give
Into the status quo
He's their yes-man Chancellor Bromery
But his word to students Is "No.'"

Who lies right through his teeth
When students begin to rise
Who squashes our demands
And tries to rule our lives
He knows just what we need
To keep us quiet and good
It's Gage of UMass bureaucracy
He'd gag us if he could

So you think I'm foolin'
You think he isn't real
You think I'm handing you the ol

'

Communist appeal
Well, I might be a red
But you might be a fool
If the multinational corporation man
Keeps makin' up your rules.

TO THE TUNE OF "MULTINATIONAL
CORPORATION MAN" ON PAREDON'S
"WHAT NOW PEOPLE?"



placed in foster hoaes; one was placeu in

the psNchiatric ward of a local hospital.

When questioned as to the grounds for this

action. Judge Harvey Kraner of The I'reen-

tield Pistrikt Court declared to *le parents,

"there are other kinds of abuse - emotional

and educat lonitl" . Out front's investigation

raised more questions than answers.

hhy were two of these parents, Nanc)
and Lou hilsoii, jailed on $"",500 bail
with fugitive warrants from Rhode Island
so lacking m probable cause that the
Massachusetts Governor's legal counsel,
Ben Jones, sent these papers back to
Rhode Island? hTiy was the eight year old
child of one of the Directors of The Free
Church found completely "normal" by the
therapists at Franklin County Hospital
when they objected to his court -ordered
admission to an adolescent drug- treatment
unit? hhy did Judge Harvey Draroer refuse
to disqualify himself from hearing an
action brought forward in his court by an
agency he served on as President of the
Board of Directors" Why, after a summer
of hearings in Judge Kramer's juvenile
court, weren't these parents allowed to
bring forth witnesses or even take the
stand in their own defense' Why didn't
these hearings justify the allegations
brought forward against the parents,
and the reasons their children were taken
and Bade wards of the state' Why were
these children placed alone and apart
fro* each other and their parents without
any recourse to an attorney? And why have
the Media of the valley covered this story
so badly'
Out front is looking for answers to these

questions. The Wilson's, the only re»ain-
ing faaily of The Free Church, got a stay
against an end-of-the-sua»er , District
Court Order to have their children tested
and placed in public schools. Only now
that their ho»e is foreclosed and their
econo«y ruined, does this family find
growing support for its issues in the
valley. A People's Organization for Rel-
igious and Civil Liberties has been formed
to support the secular issues of this case.
A support coo»ittee has organized to help
sustain this faaily and fund their appeal.
More than the Wilson's children are at

stake. For all of us the pieces have fallen
apart. One of the pieces is the institution
of schooling; the other is the individual
as learner. The space between them is re-

vealed as dry rot. As Ivan lllich observes,
huaan perfection can only be seen in the

progressive elimination of the institutional
intermediary between people and the truth
they want to learn. Berkely, Columbia and

Paris witnessed the dry rot bursting into
flame. What the students were seeking was

that direct relationship to truth, that

authentic mode of being and knowing
lllich writes of, that the Wilson's practice

on behalf of the cross and that Out front

now raises as a burning issue in place of

a cross.

$8000 in Missing Accounts
at Campus Center

Over $8,000. is missing from the Campus
Center Conference Service Accounts, ac-

cording to three confidential sources. The
sources claim that the money has been miss-
ing since at least last summer.

Director of the Campus Center William
Harris denied the allegation of missing
funds. However, Harris did admit "the

accounts are In disarray. They've been

ooved... can not be found. Talk tc Pat

Henry about that."
Kenry, an auditor for the University Ac-

:ountlng Office, has been working since

tha suiner in an effort to locate the miss-
ing accounts. Henry could not be reached
for comnent.
Earlier this year the Campus Center was

cited for irregularities in a ''management

letter" to Chancellor Bromery from the

auditing firm of Peat, Marwlck, Mitchell &

Co. The July 8 letter points out that

"during ]976 and prior years there vas no
formal system of record retention and con-
trol. We encountered numerous Instances of

lost or misplaced accounting records. For

example, the book of criglnal entry for

several departments for the years of )973
and prior could not be located."
Assistant Director of Campus Center Con-

ference Services, Bud Wilkes, conceded
that there are some "irregularities but any
speculation at this point would be hearsay."
!)f his own personal knowledge he knows of
lo missing funds or accounts".

Marty Fallon, former Acting Assistant
Manager of the Campus Center Conference
Service declined to discuss the situation
"until the audit was completed."

The letter also states that the Campus
Center accounting systems "are uncoordi-
nated, result in duplication of effort,

and do not provide the information and

degree of control that they should.. In

suimaary, the present accounting systems
are cumbersome, redundant, inefficient and
not as responsive as they could be to the
needs of management and to the objective of

timely financial reporting."
Board of Governors Co-Chairperson Michael

Pill refused to cooaaent on the missing funds
because "two years ago the Beard got stomp-
ed on by the administration for spilling
the beans about financial mismtanagement in
the Campus Center."

ISo I ices

Tues. Oct. 2.S -- Uiiion Planning Council at
5 pm in Student Union Council Chambers.

Wed. Oct. 26 -- Student Senate Union Caucus
at 5:30 pm, back of the Hatch.

Thurs. Oct. 27 -- Smoke- in to Protest Mari-
juana Laws. Five lbs. homegrown in

Amherst Conmon, YIPPFJ! BYOG
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// ;.' >'. ojn im iqine mv ftass.:>r. j.' a .'esir Ji.nf J

Ca:;''i Ga-T^ii- -a.Titi.'Je J »%:th thr- iijmino: , -rii-

J BARRY LYSnON r,r. j suo/e" ///rt- THf GHAPEi' Of

WhA TH il M >i.'.ri rnrjidf jon-' .7'»»o ,.' Me ..s -^j ;. if
:>t REBELLION ;N PATAGONIA . .•-»>

REBELLION

Tuesday. October 25 at 8 and 10 p.m

Student Union Badlroom

Progressive Calendar
25 - Ttw rTO(r**siv« Fits S«rits tTrstnts "aabclUon In Patlfonii"

S.U.I. llkK - 8 pa and 10 pa.

26 - A kticfit filB thovini for th« Chc-Luaab* School -"Carau Jofici"

Starrlni Oorothx Dandridge and Harry tclafontc

"Storay l»«»ther" with till '»o)ai>tle»' ItobinKm and Lana Home
These tvo filas are th« best of a handful of "All Black Filas"

Student Union Rallrooa - 400 pa and t OC pa.

These filas arc free but the school would appreciate a donation

26 - The Native Aaerlcan Solidarity Coaa. «ill hold an open aeeting

for net. aeabers. There xlll also be a slide show on the w-rk

done by the N.A.S C. Unitarian Church in Northaapton, ' JP pa.

2t - 50 - Daniel Berrigan and Judge Bruce Wright speak on Huaan Pights -

Utass and Haapshire College
For further info, call OUTFRONT Office 5<5-1585

:« - Hoody Shaw Concert, Student Union Ballrooa - 11:00 pa (FRF.E")

29 - [jeaonstrat ion is planned for the unconditional release of the
four reaaining Nationalist prisoners in front of the Northaapton
Court House froa 12:00 to 2:00 pa.

Foi further mfc. call 5««-3«6:

'0 A celebration of the 2nd Republic in Jayuya Puerto Pico
\ i»f location and listing of activities will be announced on WMJA

member ; The Progressive Flla Series presients Blot. For Blow" Thoapion 102

8. 00 pa FREr"lWass

I The World faaous Chilean FolV Music group '•Quilapa>ui •... .t in

concert at UMass in the Canpus Center Aud. sponsored by The Chile
Jclidarity Coi». J1.00 Donation

i Panel discussion of Hispanic rotaaiinity Leader: -ire Hall,

flaap^hire CoUene, 8 . ''•0 pa followed ty a l.at Id : •. Kpnefit to

l-flp raise monef for the Hispanic Council fot Huaan Pights, 9:0C pa

What arc we waiting for. assembled in the forum?

The barbarians are due here today.

Why jsnt anything going on in the senate?

Why are the senators sitting there without legislating''

Because the barbarians are coming today

What s the point of senators making laws now'

Once the barbarians are here, they II do the legislating.

Wh> did our emperor gel up so early.

and v.\\\ is he sitting enthroned at the city's mam gate.

in state, v^eanng the crown''

Because the barbarians are coming today

and the emperor's waiting to receive their leader.

He's even got a scroll to give him,

loaded with titles, with imposing names.

Why have our (wo consuls and praetors come out today

wearing their embroidered, their scarlet togas?

Why have they put on bracelets with so many amethysts,

rings sparkling with magnificent emeralds?

Why arc they carrying elegant canes

beautifuUy worked in silver and gold?

Because the barbarians are coming today

and things like that dazzle the barbarians.

Why dofl't our distinguished orators turn up as usual

to make their speeches, say what they have to say?

Because the barbarians are coming today

and they're bored by rhetoric and public speaking.

Why this sudden bewilderment, this confusion?

(How serious people's faces have become )

Why are the streets and squares emptying so rapidly,

everyone going home lost in thought''

Because night has fallen and the barbarians haven't come.

And some of our men just in from the border say

there are no barbarians any longer.

Now what's going to happen to us without barbarians''

Those people were a kind of solution

C.P. Cavafy Collected Poems
Tran.slated by:

Edmund Keeley &

Philip Sherrard
(1906)

COLLtlUAN I.AbELS NUMMO NEWS AND
OUTFROm "COMMUNIST PUBLICATIONS"
OfTKRONT STAKK HARASSED

Branded as "conmunlst publications",
by Tony Armelian, Business Manager of

The Collegian, NUMMO NEWS and OUTFRONT
were the subject of heated discussions
at last Wednesday night's Collegian
staff meeting. Laurie Wood read the
controversial statement, arguing that

NUMMO NEWS and OUTFRONT should be

struck out as weekly inserts.

The following morning at 9:^5 am,

Brltt Warren of the OUTFRONT Collective,
walked from his office, thirty feet to

the Graphics area to do a line shot and

reduction In the darkroom. Phil Goldstein,
assistant manager of the Graphics Depart-
ment stood at the door:

"This is the Collegian's. You can only

use It on weekends."
The room was empty. None of the ma-

chines were being used. "I Just want to

do this one shot", Britt urged. "I'm
going to use it so either come in or go

out, but don't leave the door open or it

will expose the negatives".
"If you don't leave, I'm going to call

the police", Phil warned.
Brltt went ahead with the line shot,

halftone, set the button, pushed it.

Two minutes and he was back in the OUT-

FRONT office.

Fifteen minutes later, the door of

the OUTFRONT office flew open. State
Trooper Ford, followed by Phil and

"Dudley", pushed in.

"You know why we're here!" Trooper

Ford offered.
"No." Britt declined.

"We got a complaint from Phil about
where you weren't supposed to be."

"Can I quote you on that?" Brltt
smiled.
"This is serious, possible grounds

for arrest". Ford warned.
"Can I quote that too?" Britt per-

sisted.
"Yes - and don't get smart with me".

Ford rubbed his chin".

"Are you threatening me?" Britt moved
from behind his desk.

"No, I Just want to get the whole
story".

"No story to tell", Brltt said. "This
is my office, OUTFRONT 's office. We're
an RSO group".

"Who's we"? Ford asked, drawing out
his pad and pen. "Who works here?"

"That's no concern of yours - why do
you want to know?" Brltt turned to the

hotplate and poured himself a mug of
coffee. Ignoring Ford, he turned to

Dudley.
"Do you know how we can get a better

lock? We've been trying tc keep a handle
on our files".

Right then, Dudley and Phil left, ig-

noring Britt.
Ford saw his opening. "I've dealt with

over 2Q0 cases like this", he explained.
"I have to decide what to do. Look, we
don't want trouble do we? When I want a

police car, I don't Just hop in one and
go driving off somewhere. I go ask my
captain. You see, if you want to use
something, you have to ask for it!"
You have to go through proper channels."

Brltt moved back slumped In his chair,
gripping his plastic mug of black coffee.
"I don't really think you know why you
came here?" he suggested.

"I said, don't get smart with me, fella"
"Who's equipment is this?" Brltt asked

gently.
"The Collegian's".
"No its not", Brltt explained. "It's

the graphics department of the students,
under the auspices of the Board of Gov-
ernors. They've no right to call you in

here"

.

Ford shifted his weight, stroking his

mustache.
"Look, I'm only doing my job. I don't

want there to be any trouble".
"Look", Brltt argued, "You came into

my office! Or don't you know what's going
on behind a closed door".

"Well, I'm a policeman". Ford explain-
ed, rubbing his big hand over his short
cropped, curley hair. "And I go behln»t

doors".
"Well, you come in here", Brltt press-

ed, "intimidating me, looking like you're
going to draw. .

."

"Ready to draw what". Ford stepped
back, his eyes dropped to his hip,

checking.
"Conclusions..." Britt finished. "About

things you knov nothing about".

At that Ford more or less backed out

of the room. "Tou going to be around?"
he aaked, with mixed hope and suspicion.

"Sure", Brltt responded, wishing he'd

offered him coffee. "Come back at 6:00.

Just please knock".

THE FIGHT AGAINST RADIOACTIVITY...

Too HOT TO HANDLE

Sixty-four members of the Clanshell Al-
liance who occi4>ied the Seabrook nuclear
plant site May 1 have been called into
Si^)erior Court on Nfov. 7 for the appeals
of their District Court sentences. They
were chosen by the court from aniong 1414
people arrested in a non-violent occupa-
tion of the Seabrook site to stop construc-
tion of the plant.

The defendents are prejiaring tor indiv-

idual jury trials. It is the hope of the

Clamshell to put nuclear power on public

trial. After hearing evidence on the hazards

of nuclear power, the jury has the power

to decide if the occupiers were justified

in their attempt to stop the .Seabrook plant

through non-violent direct action. The oc-

cupiers feel civil disobedience is the

last option open to them after legal inter-

vention and town votes against the plant

had been unsuccessful in stopping construc-

tion.
The trials will be held in Rockinj;hain

Superior Court in Rxeter, N.H. Those who

may want to be there to support the occupi-

ers, go to the Courthouse Nov. 7 or con-

tact the Clamshell ,\lliance, b2 Congress

St., Portsmouth, N.II. njsni, tel. (60.^-)

13^-5414.

Ed King to run for governor
BOSTON [compiled services] - Edward

J. King, former head of the Massachusetts

Port Authority, yesterday unveiled his

challenge to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis in the

1978 Democratic gubernatorial nomination.

King is the first candidate of either party to

officially enter the race. House Minority

Leader Francis W. Hatch, R-Beverly, is

expected to announce his bid tomorrow for

the GOP gubernatorial bid.

Citing the need for an "end to economic
stagnation and lost opportunity," King

opened his campaign for the gubernatorial

nomination at a news conference in front of

the statehouse.

Standing in front of the State House, King

said. "The people of Massachusetts need

and desire government by leadership, not
staged media event." He added, "I'm not

talking about this one news conference, of

course."

A crowd of about 50 people looked on as
King made his announcement.

King, 51, of Lynnfield, served as director of
the Massachusetts Port Authority from 1963
to 1974. He resigned Monday from his post
as president of the New England Council.

"I'm basically for growth," King said. "I'm

not against refineries, highways, seaports,

airports or any of those things.

"Without a healthy economic climate, the

quality of life in Massachusetts is diminished

for all of us," King said. "It is time to end this

vicious circle of economic stagnation and
lost opportunity."

King criticized Dukakis, saying under the
fij 'ernor, "state income and sales taxes
ha'e increased dramaticaaly," state spen-
t ing has increased 47 per cent despite the
governor's pledge to take a meat cleaver to

the state budget and auto insurance rates

"have jumped astronomically.

"That is the legacy of Mike Dukakis," he
added, "a tale of promises made and not
kept."

King said he favors capital punishment,
and is opposed to abortion — two positions

directly opposite those of the governor.

Although some political observers have

said King should feel more comfortable in the
Republican Party, King said he has been a
Democrat for at least 16 years, adding "it's

the Democratic philosophy I believe in."

He added that his own polls show the

governor is vulnerable to a primary upset
because of a strong backlash, particularly

among the business community.

King estimated his campaign would cost
between $750,000 and $1 million. According
to records on file yesterday in the state office

of Campaign and Political Finance, King's

campaign committee had a zero balance
while Dukakis' war chest showed a balance
of $48,714.
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Some tickets not half price

FAC raises student prices
By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

Student prices for tickets to the musical

"Grease" and several other upcoming
"special attractions" in the Fine Arts Center

(FAC) concert series will be higher than

normal because those attractions were

booked late, according to FAC Publicity

Director David Letters.

The UMass Arts Council, responsible for

the 50 per cent ticket price discount usually

accorded students, had already allocated and

approved their budget for the fiscal year July

1, 1977 to June 30, 1978 at a meeting last

February when the special attractions were
added, said Letters in a press release issued

yesterday.

Thus, according to Letters, the $70,000

approved to subsidize student tickets

covered only those events on the FAC
concert series established at the time of the

February meeting.

At a September meeting, the council

voted to subsidize the special attractions as

well, but only in part, said Letters, because

the budget would not allow for a 50 per cent

discount.

According to FAC Acting Director John
Jenkins, "The council determined in Sep-

tember that, according to projections, if

student response (to the announced series)

continued as strong as it had been up to that

point, the money budgeted for discounts

would soon be exceeded. Therefore, it was
decided at the very least not to subsidize the

full 50 per cent reduction of student ticket

prices.

"We would have honored a discount," he
said," but we have a deficit ourselves, so

rather than do anything that might add to the

deficit, we decided to publish the prices

according to the new Arts Council

Decision."

That decision resulted in discounts on
UMass student tickets as follows: "Grease",

Oct. 28, $1; Chuck Mangione, Oct. 30, $2;

National Ballet of Spain, Dec. 10, $3; Marcel

Marceau, Feb. 24-25, $1; and the Canadian
Opera Company, Feb. 16, $3.

Commenting on the situation, Letters saicT

he had heard the Arts Council, which is

allowed to spend its $120,000 budget as it

sees fit and is not obligated to provide a

discount on student ticket prices, will not use

money for discounts next year, and instead

will sponsor its own shows, as it has in the

past.

Frederick Tillis, special advisor on the arts

to Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert

L. Woodbury, said he thinks less Arts

Council subsidizing of student tickets may be
"the wave of the future.

"I think they may decide in the future not

to subsidize student tickets so heavily

because the funds are used up so quickly

that way," he said. "I think it was too heavy
(a financial burden).

"They want to use the money for other

purposes too — visual arts and some
programming of their own. They want to do
a variety of things," he said.

Smoke-in part of
national movement
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

This would seem to be the season of the

smoke-in. Amherst is not the only scene of a

harvest smoke-in; New York, Cleveland, and

San Francisco are all hosting similar smoke-

ins this month, according to the Yipster

Times.

Peaceful smoke-ins have been held in both

Berkeley, Calif, and Ann Arbor, Mich., and

according to Russ Swann, sponsor of the

Amherst smoke-In, there is no reason why
the "First Annual Great Pumpkin Festival

and Yippie Smoke-In," scheduled for

tomorrow afternoon on Amherst Common,
should not be "highly successful."

Swann said there will be a gathering

tomorrow at 11 a.m. in front of the Student

Union and the group will proceed to Amherst

Commons. "This is intended as a peaceful

protest," he said. Some details he offered on

tomorrow's events:

There will be 100 security persons, wearing

black "Yippie" armbands, who will advise

and assist the crowd. Also on hand will be

people with first aid experience, should it be

needed.

Volunteers working for Swan will also be

there taking detailed notes of the happening,

should they be later needed for legal pur-

poses.

The following is taken from the Yipster

Times Smoke-In Handbook and its advice

may be helpful, according to smoke-in

veterans. Above all, suggests Swann, do not

resist arrest, should any occur.

"Busts, if any, come down around the

-fringes of the crowd. Urge people to pack

tight, and only distribute near the center. If

being chased, always run into, not away
from, the center of the crowd. A quick trade

of clothes, and your hair tied back, and

you're back in action."

•More on Bakke

Another* opinion was added to the

current Bakke reverse discrimination case

last night when Gregory Banks, a

member of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism, spoke here as

Q) part of the Distinguished Visitors

^^ Program. See Page 3.

^•Senate preview

^^ The Undergraduate Student Senate

will consider several proposals in their

meeting tonight, one of which will be a

motion to attempt to recall Student

Senator Craig Sherwood, a white student

elected on the Third World ballot. The

senate will also hear a full report on the

inquiry into the possibility of obtaining

Stevie Wonder for the Black American

Music Festival. For both stories, see Page

3.

•Pianist tonight

Considered to be the world's greatest

living pianist, Lazar Berman of Russia will

perform tonight at the Fine Arts Concert
Hall. See the story on Page 6.

•Statue occupied
Puerto Rican Nationalists yesterday

occupied the Statue of Liberty in protest

of the jailed Puerto Rican terrorist who
took part in the 1954 attack on the House
of Representatives. See Page 2.

Weather
The rain will come again today,

Not a hint of the sun, not even a ray

Clouds will prevail.

It might even hail

Other than that, it'll be pretty grey.
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Group demands terrorist's release
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1977

Statue of Liberty occupied
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Puerto Rican

nationalists took over the Statue of Liberty
yesterday, ousting hundreds of tourists and a
movie crew and demanding the release of
terrorists serving life prison terms for the
1954 attack on Congress.
The 30 unarmed demonstrators said they

represented the Supporters of the Puerto
Rican Independence Movement and the New
York Committee to Free the Five, a reference
to four Puerto Ricans who shot up the U.S.
House of Representatives in 1954 and
wounded five congressmen, and a fifth who
took part in an assassination attempt against

President Harry Truman at Blair House in
1950.

They were sentenced to life prison terms,
but President Carter recently commuted the
sentences of one of the gunmen.

US attorneys obtained an injunction
ordering the demonstrators to leave the
island as FBI agents and National Parks
Service officials negotiated with the
nationalists.

A sookesman for the National Park
Service, which has custody of the 151 -foot
national monument, said the demonstrators

What student entering Bartlett Hall wouldn't trade places with this lazy canine?
(Staff photo by Bob Higgins)
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boarded the first sightseeing boat to Liberty
island, located 1 V? miles from Manhattan in

New York Harbor.
Once inside the pedestal of the

monument, some members of the group
chained themselves to the structure and
elected more than 200 sightseers, many of
them schoolchildren.

Also ousted were 20 members of a crew
filming the movie "Matilda," starring Robert
Mitchum and Elliot Gould. Neither actor was
at the scene, but a cameraman in an over-
head helicopter filmed the entire incident.

The demonstrators hung a Puerto Rican

flag from the brow of the statue, and at the
base was a sign saying "Independence for
Puerto Rico" in Spanish.

Dozens of newsmen crowded along
Battery Park in Manhattan, but police
refused to allow any ferries out to the Island.

A demonstration-picket will be held
Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. in front of

the Northampton Court House to
demand the unconditional release of the
remaining Four Nationalist prisoners.

Southwest carnival

loses thousand dollars
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Last week's Southwest carnival, spon-
sored by the Southwest Assembly (SWA),
experienced a $985 deficit but the assembly
is still satisfied because the money served the
Southwest community, Joni Mersky, car-
nival coordinator said last night.

Last week's carnival was hampered by
expensive rides and bad weather. "Fifty
cents is high for rides," one customer said,
'But it's a good way to raise money for
Southwest."
The expensive tickets did just the opposite

however. They discouraged students from
staying and contributed to the deficit.

One of the rainiest autumns in years also
added to the problem. The playing field
where the carnival was held became soggy
and carnival employes had to spread 25 bails
of hay over the mud, like sawdust on a bar
room floor.

"The carnival was supposed to be run
earlier in the semester, when the weather
was drier and warmer," Bonnie Ward, co-
treasurer of the assembly said. "Had that
been the case we would have made a profit."

In other action, the SWA last night voted
to elect Peter Torkildsen acting vice
president until a popular election could be
arranged; allocate $250 for the Che-
Lumumba School, a progressive school for
children ages five through nine located in the
New Africa House, and to appropriate $200
for Quilapayun, the Chilean folk music group
scheduled to perform in the Campus Center
Auditorium Nov. 1.

The "lack of experience" was the main
reason the assembly lost money on the
carnival, Mersky said.

It was the first carnival on campus, the first
time LMC Amusements catered to a
university and the first time the SWA
sponsored such a production.

Poor Women ^s Task Force
changing misconceptions
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

It used to be that poor women, especially
women on welfare, and single mothers were
accused of becoming intellectuals or
stepping out of place if they tried to return to
school.

As a result, child care and educational
services for these women were considered
unimportant.

But thanks to groups like the Poor
Woman's Task Force at UMass, these
misconceptions are changing.
The Poor Wc nan's Task Force is one of

six groups which make up the Even/woman's
Center in 506 Goodell.

Since its founding in 1972, the task force
has offered admissions, financial aid, and
academic counseling to the more than 1,000
women on welfare or aid to families with
dependent children who attend UMass.
They also try to explain University "red

tape" to those interested in coming to
UMass.
The task force is staffed by Martini

Emhart, a UMass graduate, Sunyeen Pai,

and a work-study student.
Every semester, Emhart and Pai meet both

individually and in groups with women who
want their services. Last year they saw 450
women.

Besides counseling, the task force offers
referral services for women who need
housing, child care, or welfare information.
"We also want to make other campus

agencies more informed about our services,"
said Pai.

Emhart added they "want to develop more
of an outreach program and cut down on
incorrect referrals to other places."
The idea for the Poor Woman's Task Force

was modeled after a similar group at Tufts
Unvversity, said Emhart. Since the UMass
task force has been in operation, they have
been copied by other schools, including the
University of Montana, she added.

Police Beat

Several cars stolen
By MA THEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Several automobiles were stolen and
vandalized last week, campus police said.

One of the stolen cars, a '73 Audi Fox
belonging to Robert Goldfarb of 359 Dale St.

in Chicopee, was pulled out of the Con-
necticut River Monday by state police after

being stolen Sunday night from campus
parking lot 21, police reported. The car,

valued at $2,265, was equipped with a CB
radio and FM radio-cassette player.

In another incident, Joan Sherman of Glen
Cove, N.Y parked her car in the Campus
Center garage late Saturday night only to

find it jacked up on cinder blocks Sunday
morning with four tires missing, police said.

A campus garage employe said Sherman will

receive free parking until the car can be
removed.
A stolen '66 Buick Skylark, belonging to

UMass student Laura Dooley of 218 Mary
Lyon, was reported missing last week from
lot 25, police said. The car was valued at

$600.

Vandals slashed the roof of a '68 Pontiac
Firebird convertible belonging to Robert
Sawin of 207 Brown while it was parked in

campus lot 44 sometime between Wed-
nesday and Friday of last week, police said.
Damage was estimated at $125.

The glass front of a vending machine on
the first floof lobby of Bartlett Hall was
smashed Saturday between 7:30 and 8:30
p m. and stole the candy. Damage was
estimated at $150, police said.

UMass student freed in Ohio
The UMass student arrested Saturday

during the Kent State University gym protest
was released from the Portage County jail

yesterday on $8,000 bail.

Robert Bolandrina, a student senator from
Mackimmie dorm was charged with
trespassing, assault and battery on a police

officer and aggravating a riot.

The additional charge of contempt of
court was also placed on Bolandrina and the
five others arrested Saturday because they
violated the court injunction issued by Judge
Philip Jones.

A preliminary hearing is scheduled Friday
for Bolandrina.
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Eric Sandquist and Sue Bolssenvain catch a few sets before the return of the
rain. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Advocacy services

Senate topic tonight
b\ DAN HUSE
a i GEROLD KASSNER
I f.llegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

tonight consider a motion to give the Senate
Coordinating Committee the responsibility of
coordinating the student advocacy services.

The motion for an amendment to the
senate by-laws would make the Coordinating
Committee "responsible for coordinating the
activities of the advocacy agencies: Student
Organizing Project, Student Center for

Educational Research, Legal Services Office,

and the Economic Development Coor-
dinator." There is currently no formal means
for coordinating these agencies.
The senate will also consider a motion

which, if passed, would attempt to recall

Student Senator Craig Sherwood, a white
student who was elected on the Third World
ballot.

Introduced by the Third Worid Caucus, the
motion states, "Sherwood is unaccountable
to his Third World constituents" and "is not
aware of the Third World experience."

Student Government Association co-
President Jon Hite said the issue is "a tough
one.
"Sherwood was elected with 100 and

something votes," Hite said. "I don't know
whether we should expel him or not based
on last week's motion which defined Third
World."
Sherwood said, "I feel that I can ef-

fectively represent my constituency, who did

duly elect me. However, if they feel other-

wise, it is within their constitutional rights to

subject me to a recall election."

The senate last week passed a motion
defining Third World students to be
"African- Americans, Asian-Americans,
Latinos, Native Americans and Chicano
peoples, and other people of color; we
identify ourselves among racial and ethnic
lines. We are people of color within the
United States who share a common heritage

of political economic, and cultural ex-
ploitation ...

"

In other business, the senate will consider
a proposal for a student-run towing service

to be established on campus.
The Committee to Stop Amherst Towing,

an RSO group, has presented the senate
with an in-depth proposal for a student- run
towing service. In the proposal, Committee
Coordinator Roger Sturgis says that over the
last two years, 9,000 towing victims have
paid a total of $175,000 to Amherst Towing.
The proposed service would reduce the cost
to students and keep the money within the
University community.

According to Hite, the first proposal would
require that every motion introduced before
the senate be sent to committee before bring
brought before the full senate. Hite said the
purpose of the motion is to avoid the
passage of legislation which is introduced to
the senate on the same day as the vote.
The second motion would require that

student senators report to their respective
house councils each week. Hite said the
accountability of senators to their con-
stituents would be improved if com-
munication between senator and house
council is required.

Other benefits to students would include

extra employment ( up to 280 hours per week,
according to the proposal) and a more
convenient on-campus site for storing towed
vehicles.

The major obstacle facing the advocates
of the towing service is the large initial cost.

The proposal calls for a $29,000 capital out-

lay, which includes the cost of two tow
trucks, and equipped office trailer, and
fencing and lights for the storage lot.

Sturgis claims that 90 per cent of the
students he has talked to have been in favor
of a student tow service.

In addition, two motions dealing with
senate by-laws will be discussed at tonight's

meeting.

Banlis spea/c at l\/lahar

Bakke case ''coming down on blacks"
By DAVID OLMOS
Collegian Staff

"The Bakke case is an attempt to legally

justify the turn away from affirmative action
programs," warned Gregory Banks, a
member of the National Student Coalition
Against Racism (NSCAR).

Banks, speaking in Mahar Auditorium last

night as part of the Distinguished Visitors

Program, stressed that the Bakke decision

"is just one of the many things coming down
on blacks and minorities these days."

Banks pointed out that Bakke seems to

have specifically made an attack on the

affirmative action program at University of

California at Davis. He said he feels this was
part of a desire on the part of Bakke and
UCal-Davis to end the affirmative action

programs there.

Gregory Banks stresses a point during his anti-Bakke speech in Mahar Auditorium

last night. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

"Bakke chose to attack the university

despite the fact that at least eight admitted
white students had lower test scores and 36
admitted students had lower grade point

averages," explained Banks. He noted that

Bakke did not chose to contest the real

reason for his refusal, which was his age.

Banks also spoke about the lack of any
legal testimony by UCal-Davis concerning
the past history of minority student

enrollment. Banks said the state of California

has over a 25 per cent minority population

and that before implementation of minority

programs at the campus, there was only a

one per cent minority enrollment.

Banks said part of the cause is the recent

economic recession; affirmative action
programs and minorities "get the axe first"

because the programs are costly.

"This kind of action threatens to destroy

the last vestiges of the affirmative action

battle we won in the 1950's and 60's," said

Banks. He added that anti-reverse

discrimination is "simply a code name for

plain old ordinary white racism."

Banks expressed dismay at the United

States government position on quotas in

affirmative action programs. He quoted U.S.

Reporter's Notebool<

In the crowd at Kent State
By KAREN POLLENS
Collegian Staff

Karen Pollens is a UMass freshman and a

member of the Inquiry Program. She

travelled to Kent State last weekend and this

is her account of the Saturday demon-

stration.

Long live the spirit of Kent and Jackson
State!

One harmonized murmur. Students from

all over the country — Florida, Maine,

California - piled up on Kent State com-
mons. Over 800 students; T-shirts, flannel

shirts, dungarees, packs, sleeping bags,

bright cloth on their faces, and a common
expression: subdued terror, nervous and
smiling excitement. What happened to all

those Frisbees?

I am too short to be a reporter. I climb up
on a stone wall so I can look at the whole
field. A woman, over 60, short and thin,

wearing a white cotton Shirt buttoned tightly

around her throat, stands beside me. "Are

you in sympathy with the demonstrators?" I

ask her. "I AM a demonstrator," she replies.

She tells me she is a resident of Kent, Ohio.

"Most of the older people in Kent agree with

us, I think. But they get turned off by the torn

jeans and frizzy hair." Hair and pants.

Symbols. Symbolic of what? I look at my
dungarees, touch my hair. I don't know.

At the far end of the field there is a row of

policemen, at least 100, with green military

vests and clubs. Someone is reading the

court injunction into a megaphone. I see him,

but I can't hear him. The chanting is too

loud. Everyone knows what he is saying. It is

illegal to be here. You are breaking the law.

Judge Jones and the university president

agree. Huge men in vests push through the

crowds throwing printed court orders at the

students. A guard presses one between my
arm and open notebook. I jump back and let

it slide to the ground. Touch the paper, go to

jail.

Charlie Bagli, Revolutionary Student

Brigade (RSB) member and organizer of

UMass protestors, runs up to the wall. He

says, angrily, "If you're not going to stick

with the group, leave now. Otherwise, get

into your line, and stay there. And cover your

face."

Now, as I look through my notes, I see it

on every page. "Why don't I cover my face?

Why don't I cover my face?" And here,

written in bold, dark, pencil, "There is no
reason to cover my face. I am no bandit and
no criminal."

The police regroup into neat, disciplined

lines, shoulder to shoulder, knee to knee.

They begin walking forward, in step, small

TURN TO PAGE 7

Attorney General Griffin Bell as saying,

"There is a line between goals and quotas,

and when you cross the line we would
oppose quotas." Banks explains that without

quotas, affirmative action is only left with the

good intentions of employers and school

administrations.

Banks said there is a real need to "get

back into the streets" to fight the attacks on
affirmative action. He said he feesi there has

been a decline in the Civil Rights movement
which won blacks and other minorities the

gains they are now in danger of losing.

Specifically, Banks said he would like to

see NSCAR and other minority oriented

groups such as the NAACP get together and
discuss the best way to fight for minority

rights. The last such meeting according to

Banks, was the 1963 meeting to organize a

march on Washington led by the late Martin
Luther King.

Senate to

get report

on concert
The Undergraduate Student Senate will

receive a full report today from Kwaku
Saunders concerning his two-week trip to

Los Angeles to obtain Stevie Wonder for

UMass' Black American Music Festival.

According to the minutes of the Sept. 28

senate meeting, Saunders made a motion
"to appropriate $450" to send him to Los
Angeles to make an agreement with Stevie

Wonder. This motion was the subject of

"considerable controversy" said senate

Treasurer Priscilla West. After a 20-minute

discussion the motion was passed.

On Oct. 3 Saunders was flown to Los

Angeles Although he returned a week ago,

Saunders has been unavailable for comment
on the progress of his trip.

At a noon interview yesterday, coordinator

of the Office of Third Worid Affairs San
Kinard said Saunders was "out of town" but

said Saunders had conducted a "series of

meetings with Stevie Wonder's manager and
felt optimistic about Wonder coming to

UMass.

Kinard also added "I would also like to say
that the motion to send Saunders to Los
Angeles was carried unanimously."
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^^{Timij^tiiiv^
Viewpoint is a column designed for our

readers to express their vie>A^s on various
subjects. In this manner, the staff of

Black Affairs hopes to establish an open
line of communication between our
readers and us. Viewpoint does not

necessarily represent the views of the
staff of Black Affairs. All articles must be
typed.

In response to 'Asian Women React to Poem'
A poet- philosopher- historian has the

responsibility of raising the conscious
level of the masses to the heights that
allow us to erase the ignorance,
superstitions and misconceptions that
oppress us. Not to remind us of what we
already know about the laments of 'hard
times meant for crying and my baby's
gone' (Black Affairs, Wednesday Oc-
tober 19, 1977, Troubled Times, Annie
Carpenter). And not to tell us the things
that we want to hear, or the things that
we betieve or consider about ourselves.

For those Asian students who were
offended by Mr. Rasool's poem, perhaps
you should conduct a thorough research
of the words, terminology and the origins
and definitions of these words that both
you and Mr. Rasool have used. And if

your sources are reliable, you will find

that the ancient historians often refer to
Asia and Africa, in totality, as 'Asia'. And
that it was not until Leo Africanus, a
European explorer, 'fournjed' this portion
of the continent, that it was then called

Africa'. So you see, you do not ex-

clusively have the rights of 'Asian
beginnings.'

Paradoxically, you refer to yourselves
as Third World', a term shrouded with
negativity by those who coined it. And a
term that is filled with confusion and

ignorance by those who refer to
themselves by that term. (Nummo News,
Political Analysis, Nkrumah Lumumba
Olinga, Why Be CaHed Third World). Of
course we know what it implies and what
it is supposed to mean. But what does it

mean, where did it originate, and what
does it mean by those other than our-
selves? Again, as Mr. Olinga points out,
we must begin to see that language is a
large part of our oppression.
We must all carefully examine what we

call ourselves, in both personal names
and collective names and be re-educated
into the knc.vledge of our origins. And it

is only through this type of meticulous
research and total knowledge that we will

not allow our oppressors to define who
we are and to further manipulate our
existence.

With peace,
Arifah Nasir

By ARIEL M. HALL

There seems to have been a gross
oversight made on the part of the editor
of The Asian American Review in her
reaction to 'The Request'. While the
'anger and surprise' expressed in her
letter of Oct. 17 was not totally un-

founded, it should not have over-
shadowed the issue itself: the ap-
preciation of poetry.

If we of the twentieth century,
neglected to consider the life-styles,

values, beliefs; the culture surrounding
the literature which has come down
through the ages then the work of
scholars and critics, reknown for their
insight, would be nothing more than a
room full of essays debating the universal
acceptance of Zeus, Jesus Christ or
existentialism. The total appreciation of
any literary endeavor, especially poetry,
requires an understanding of allusions
ranging from the mathematics in Carroll
to the American transcendentalism in
Whitman. Asking the poet, as Ms. Lee
asked Mr. Rasool, not to speak in a
language they (the masses) do not
understand without explanations' is a plea
for literary transparency which rids the
reader of almost an intellactual
responsibility.

While a publication such as the
Collegian leaves little room for a total
understanding of the philosophies of its

contributors, Ms. Lee's treatment of Mi
Rasool's work as a totally political-

cultural statement, rather than as a poem
concerning politics-culture, was perhaps
an indication of her philosophical per-
spective on poetry.

Why be called

Third World?

By NKRUMAH LUMUMBA OLINGA
Political Analysis
Nummo News

Question, do people who use the
phrase Third World really understand the
origin and connotations it denotes. This
article is timely and important because
most people of color progressive and
non-progressive permit others to put
them into a numerical digit that negates
being first. It is serious and dangerous for
a people to continue to use Third World
without investigating its origin.

Charles Deguale first used the phrase
when he had to give a report to the then
European power block of the world at
that time. Deguale was apologizing for
losing the war to Bro. Ho Chi Minh in

North Vietnam. The great countries of
the world at that time were afraid of the
outcome of people of color really con-
trolling their own destiny. Back in the
early 50' s one could see the eventual
fight between the Soviet Union and The
Republic of China. The struggles of Mao
Tse-Tung is a prime example of people of
color organizing among themselves to
fight against the powers of Europe.

People of color must realize their

TURN TO PAGE 5

Theatre review of a minstrel sfiow, 'Chocolate Boy Review
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

The Chocolate Box Review performed at
Amherst CoHege this past Friday, October
21, in the Buckley Recital Hall.

A full house consisting of about 200-250
people turned out to view the oerformance,
billed as an "authentic minstrel and
vaudeville show."

Never having viewed an "authentic
minstrel and vaudeville show," my ex-
pectations were high, as I settled back
comfortably in my seat.

The opening act is painful to remember.
The performers were barely audible due to
problems with acoustics. The four dancing
Gibson Girls had two members who had
extreme difficulties in synchronizing their
dance routine to those of the other two
dancers.

In all fairness, there was an announcement
made prior to the show, announcing that two
students were to perform with the dance line
that night. I'll just say that the audience and
myself all knew who the two students were.
A one man band, known as "Moon Dog

Wheaton," was supposed to be an added
attraction on the program. We were
reminded constantly by him that, "Moon
Dog from New York City is in town." Those
that did not fall asleep during his per-

formance (there were many, because I

checked), were probably wishing like 1 was
for the 'Big Apple' to come claim her lost
one.

Sandra Gibson, alias The Red Wagon Girl,

projected all the stereotypes that many
people have of black women. The truly sad
part of this act, (the act on the whole was
sad) is the feeling I have of the audience. I

wonder if they understood what Gibson was
portraying in relation to the show. The show
was minstrel-vaudeville in nature,
representing how black people, in order to
feed themselves, were forced to present
themselves in a manner that whites believed
blacks to behave.

If people did not grasp this important
aspect of the show, especially Gibson's act,
it was and is truly sad.

Gil Nelson, Charles Cooke, Ralph Brown,
and Bert Gibson, were most definitely the
high point of Friday's performance.

Nelson possesses and demonstrated such
an enchanting and moving voice for singing,
that the audience found it hard to let him
leave the stage. He was called for an encore
time and time again. Nelson's version of
'Lost in the Stars," "Almost Like Being In

Love," and "Without a Song, No Love At
All," created vivid images of loveland.
The 'Evolution of Dancing,' was presented

by Cooke, Brown, and Gibson. "If you

Bert Gibson
( 1) Charles Cooke, and Ralph Brown performed at Amherst Colleae

this past Friday, October 21 , as part of Choclate Box Review'.

tap such as Time Step,' a step that helps a
performer to keep time, and a skit on,

couldn't dance, you weren't nothing!" said
Cooke.
The loudest response from the crowd was

for tap dancing. Cooke is regarded as one of
the best dancers of a by-gone era of tap.

The audience was shown many asoects of

'Breaking In New Pair of Boots.'
Those billed as the main attraction of

Chocolate Box Review, were indeed that,
and more. Those that weren't, I know why!

Five college chapter of NBSA sponsor trip

Across the United States there is an all-out

attack on the education of Black people. We
find that cutbacks in government funds to
education are making it difficult, if not im-

possible, for Black students to get needed
scholarships and grants. Black colleges and
universities are under constant economic
attack and in many cases are being closed or

integrated out of existence. In white schools
Black students must content with culturally

biased entrance exams and standardized
tests. High schools are graduating Black
youth that don't know how to read — it

seems as though all-out war has been
declared on Black education. Black students
must organized to counter this attack and
fight for better education for our people.

The Southern Regional Coordinating
Committee of NBSA is calling for a National
Black Students' Congress to discuss strategy
for dealing with the problems of Black
education and to lay out our plans and
programs for the next year. We intend to
draw students from throughout the nation to
participate in this important conference.

NBSA was formed at a National Black

Student Solidarity Conference which was
held at Tufts Univer<:' i Massachusetts in

February, 1976. Over 200 students from over
70 schools attended the conference. The
participants agreed that there was a need for

them to initiate the building of a national
Black students' organization. The purposes
of NBSA are to;

a establish a strong line of com-
munications between Black students across
the country;

b. establish better communications and a
better working relationship between Black
students and the rest of the community; and

c. organize Black students across the

country to do serious work around concrete
programs and issues that will bring our
people closer to Liberation.

NBSA is sponsoring a conference on
November 4, 5, 6, 1977, at Atlanta University
in Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose of the
conference is to bring Black students from
around the country together to discuss
Affirmative Action cutbacks and other
problems facing Black communities around

the country. Come and bring ideas for

positive action. For details about the con-
ference contact: Brother Kojo Owusu -
Southern Region; P.O. Box 92001; Atlanta,
Georgia 30314; (404) 758-8469.

For more information on NBSA and the
Congress contact: Nrumah L. Olinga 546-
4538. "

Northeastern Region - Brother Tony
Vandermeer; 14 Harvard Avenue; Dor-
chester, Mass. 02121.

West Coast Region - Brother Akinyele
Umoja; c-o P.O.Box 61213; Greenmead
Station; Los Angeles, Ca. 90059

Note:

UMass transportation free to and from
Atlanta. Deadline for conference con-
formation October 28, Friday. Ac-
commodations - $6 per person for
weekend, $2 registration fee. Food will not
be provided.

Annie's Poetry

Corner
Sweet Togetherness

Oh, my sweet friend

I can't see our time ending

How long has it been
Since in your arms I've been
Since you first made known our love

Since we looked into each other's eyes

to see our souls

How much longer will it be
for our true love to begin

Cause in my heart I know
we will never end
But, to begin again and again

Our love will grow
This we both know
Side by side

Hand in hand
Sweet togetherness will be ours

Annie Carpenter 9-12-75 (c)
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High notes...

This week I'm going to focus on some very
interesting singles for folks who may be
interested. Those who aren't please sit tight,
I'll have something for you in a minute.

The import craze goes on but it has
become somewhat more serious lately. One
of the hottest things on the scene is a single
by Chic called Dance, Dance, Dance
(Yowsah, Yowsah, Yowsah). This side has
bounced between stateside labels for about a
month now and seems to have found a home
at Atlantic. Buddah looked like they would
land the rights to this smoker, but their
records are pressed by RCA and I hear that
they are doing nothing this month but
pressing Elvis Presley records. The side is

mixed by Tom Saravese, a fellow DJ who
does his thing on the New York scene. The
12' disc should be available commercially on
Atlantic (their first market disco pressing).

Remember "Love Ballad", and a group
called L.T.D.? Well, they're back with a

BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS

RADIO SCHEDULE '77-78

biggie called (Every Time I Turn Around)
Back In Love Again. It's from the LP
Something To Love. The LP version at 430
or so was bad to say the least, but the new
disco pressing (available to DJ's only at the
rrioment) is the bomb at 8:37. If this one hits

^u®
?^^'^**®^' ^°"'* hesitate! In the meantime

the LP IS out there just waiting to be heard!

Now for you album buyers, grad hold of a
copy of the new Mandrill LP and don't let gol
I know there's a lot of Mandrill folks out there
and with this one I give it the seal of funk
appeal.

Monday
lOarn 2pm Bob Forrant

7pm 10pm

Tuesday
10am 2pm Jose Tolson
10pm 2am Third World Women's Show

Wednesday
6am- 10am Black Classical Music Show
7pm 10pm The Medicine Show

Craemen Gethers awareness week
By CHARLOTTE TRENCHARD
Collegian Staff

This week, October 26 to November 2 has
been designated Craemen Gethers
Awareness Week by the New Africa House
Steering Committee.
On August 7, 1974, McDonalds on Rte. 9

IP .Amherst, was robbed. Shortly thereafter,
Ctiieman Gethers, then a student at UMass
was informed th'it he had participated in the
robbery. His friend. Earl Brown, was also told
that he had taken part in the robbery. The
police took 'hem away and they were put on
trial.

The Gethers- Brown trial resulted in a hung
jury. The two men were taken and tried
individually. Both were convicted. Brown
received a sentence of 3-5 years while
Gethers got 8-12. Two sentences for the
same crime.

The grounds that Craeman was convicted
on was: 1

)
The testimony of two McDonalds

employees. Women who claim to be able to

LUTHER

positively identify Craemen - a man they
saw briefly, who was wearing a red belt
across his forehead and a pair of sun glasses,
who is black, and who they saw at 1 1 :30 p.m!
Also one woman identified two photographs
of two different men with the same name as
one and the same man - the first photo of
the student Gethers, the other was of a
Springfield minister also named Gethers.
Shows just how "positive" the woman is in
her testimony. 2) Evidence not presented to
the court after two trials and four "defense"
attorneys includes: two polygraphic tests
taken by Craeman, both with positive results;
the fact that he had a sprained ankle on the
night of the robbery, physically disabling him
from jumping over the counter as the real
robber did; witnesses that can testify to
Craeman's whereabouts on the night of the
crime.

Craeman Gethers was convicted on cir-
cumstantial evidence. He, and Earl Brown,
were the unfortunate victims of not only
being in the wrong place at the wrong time,
but also of being members of a minority

• Third World
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

potential as oppressed people and
become critical thinkers. A lot of
progressive people think the term Third
World is exceotional because nf Fran?
Fenon. (The African Psychiatrist who
used the phrase in his two major books.
The Wretched of the Earth and Black
Skin White Mask). People of color soon
forgot his brother's contradictions that
he eventually admitted to in the Wret-
ched of the Earth. He did not support the
oppressed Africans in Algeria until he
came to the conclusion that there was a
war going on between the Oppressed
and the Oppressor, and then had to
decide like other Freedom Fighters who
desire freedom from the common op-
pressor who they will support, Bro.
Frantz came to his conclusion almost too
late, he had treated many French soldiers
for their emotional problems they
received from killing and emotionally
defeated, the oppressed Africans.

People of color must begin to see that
language is a large part of their op-
pression. Today in the U.S. and other
parts of the world oppressed people have
not yet realized that they hold a balance
of power in the world today. People of
color must refuse the phrase Third
World, comments or disagreements can
be directed to Nummo News, 103 NAH,
Amherst, Mass. 01003.

(Reprint from Nummo News)

Thursday
10am 2pm BMCP Disc Jockeys

10pm 2am Felipe Nieves

Friday
10am 2pm BlvXP Disc Jockeys

Saturday
2pm 6pm Brother Rick Grant

6pm 10pm Sister Alyssia Bryan
10pm-2am Brother Greg Phillips

Sunday
9am 1 lam Gospel with Rev Pearson

group and not being able to afford sufficient
funds to support their own cases.

Brown is back at UMass now, but is on
parole until 1980. Gethers remains at Norfolk
where he has already suffered 26 months of
hell.

What happened to Craeman Gethers could
have, and still can happen to any one of us,
and if it did, it would be nice to know that at
least our fellow students cared enough to
help us out.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP
1) Sign a petition that is being circulated in

Craeman's behalf; help to circulate it.

2) Come to hear Craeman speak - he will
be talking at New Africa House on Tuesday
Oct^25 at 6 p.m. We will be announcing
further speaking engagements at later dates

3) Give $ to his defense fund - it is badly
needed as he is going back on trial once
again. A fund raising Disco is being planned

°r^nn«J®^^- ^° ^^'P P'an '^ call Stan Kinard
at 5 0794. IT you can't help in the planning -
please como.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

Announcements
Two very interesting and important events

for CCEBS students will be coming up in the
near future. Bill Johnson, President of
Resource Placement and Development, Inc.,
will be demonstrating interviewing
techniques by conducting mock interviews
of students in the New Africa House. The
time for this session on interviewing is

Wednesday, November 9 from 2:30-4:30
p.m. in the second floor lounge of the New
Africa House. In addition to this, on Wed-
nesday, November 16 from 2:30-4:X p.m., a
similar session will be conducted by Mr.
Johnson on resume preparation. This
resume workshop will also be held in the
second floor lounge of the New Africa
House. The importance of these two events

^fPJiPi ''^ over-emohasized. All interested
CCEBS students must sign up for these two
sessions with Brian Maher in room 20« of the
New Africa House by Friday, November 4.

CCEBS
CCEBS students interested in law should

note that on Saturday, October 29, 1977
there will be a minority recruitment con-
ference held at Syracuse University College
of Law in Syracuse, New York. This con-
ference will run from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m
This conference is specifically aimed to
interest minorities and women into the legal
profession. Refreshments will be served
throughout the day. if anyone has any
questions concerning this conference please
contact Brian Maher in Room 208 of the New
Africa House.

MALCOM X CENTER

"Attention all Third World students. The
Malcom X Center will be showing films every
Wednesday at the Malcom X Center. These
film will be on different cultural events that
have taken place in the various black com-
munity.

This week the film that is being shown at
8: 1 5 is the last grave at Dimbaza. So come on
down and check out the flick.

Reginald Price
Communication Coordinator

For the Malcom X Center

PROGRESSIVE CALENDAR

Nov. 2 Native American solidarity Comm.
will lead -a discussion on the issues that
threaten the lands of native people.

Nov. 9 J. P. Stevens Boycott Comm. will
show the film "Testimony" and discuss the
current status of the boycott.

For times and locations, please call 586-
4237.

Thoughts

"Not to be outdone by the
high cost of living, the cost of
dying has gone up too."

David M. Warren
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Russian pianist to get

heavy security tonight
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

One thousand seats are still available for

tonight's concert by Lazar Berman, a man
many consider to be the world's greatest
living pianist The performance will begin at 8
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

The top ticket price is $6 ($3 for UMass
students.)

Berman is a 47-year-old Russian who until

two years aqo was virtuallv unknown mitciHp
of his own country. He made his United
States debut at the University of Miami at
Ohio in January, 1976. Music critics quickly
acclaimed his talent as equal to or greater
than that of all other pianists, with the
possible exception of Horowitz.

Harold C. Shonberg, a music crictic for the
New York Times, described Berman as
"fearsome... capable of wringing an audience
dry."

Security for tonight's concert will be in-

tense, said Fine Arts Center Publicity
Director David Letters. "We're taking
precautions tr.at we do for no other per
former, " he said. An armed, uniformed
police officer will guard the stage from the pit

during the concert. Adding to the tight
control will be uniformed University guards
in the wings, as well as the usual Fine Arts
Center security personnel. Absolutely no one
will be admitted backstage unless they have
proper identifications, said Letters.
The reason for this extra security is the

possibility of an assault on Berman, Letters
said. In the past, Russian performers have
had paint thrown on them, acid splashed at
them, and attempts made on their lives.

Berman's 1976 Carnegie Hall concert was
marred by shouts of "Free Soviet Jews."
Berman, a Jew, didn't miss a note.

Music lovers who make it to Berman's
concert will be in for an awesome display of
keyboard prowess, if past performances are
any indication. Berman is especiaaly noted
fc- his rendition of the works of Franz Lizst.

Nib. -ecording of "Transcendental Etudes,"
CO sidered by some almost umplayable, won
hif f-'st place in a piano competition.

"I's playing of Liszt's E-flat concerto
was described by Irving Kolodin of the
Saturday Reivew as thus "Passages normally
muddied or glossed over were immaculate
and lovingly caressed: figurations that come
fro:^ the fingers of some as sequins had, in

the Berman treatment, the sparkle of
diamonds."

P-»rman was one of thos child prodigies
w" defy all reasonable rules of develop-
me "-'e started playing the piano at age 2;

bt ie could read a note of music he
er J a contest for musical prodigies. He
be^do attending the Moscow Central Music
School at age nine, then studied at the
Moscow Conservatory until 1956.

Berman's latest recording of Rach-
maninoff's Third Piano Concert has been
chosen this month's classical music Record
of the Month. The pianist has also been
given much recent press publicity; Sunday's
New York Time Magazine did a long piece on
him, and coverage of his United States
concerts has been heavy.
"He sits quietly at the keyboard with a

minimum of fuss, but he has the ability to
drive audiences into a frenzy," wrote
Shonberg of the New York Times.
Berman will also give a free lecture-

demonstration of his various styles and
techniques this morning at 10. Though he
speaks no English, Berman will be able to
communitcate with the audience through an
interpretor.

Music critics from the New York Times
and the Boston Globe are expected to attend
tonight's concert.

Russian pianist Lazar Berman displays
his music 1 talents which are "capable of

wringing an audience dry." There are
one thousand tickets left for his concert
tonight at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall.

Commercials come
to the movie theatres

NEW YORK \AP] - If you hope to

escape the noisy barrage of commercials
on television by taking in a movie, you
may be in for an unpleasant surprise.

Beginning today, up to three minutes
of commercials will appear during each
feaaure on the silver screens in 1,800
theaters in major U.S. cities.

But the big-screen commercials won't
be as obnoxious as many of those on
television, says a spokesman for one
theater chain.

Because the cost of the movie com-
mercials is high - about $18 per 1,000
viewers compared withabout $4 per 1 ,000
viewers for many television commercials
— industry officials expect a "high class"
product in the movie houses.

"These will be soft, entertaining

commercials, not the kind of hard-sell

commercials you see on TV for

deodorants," said one spokesman.
"'They"ll be scenes like beautiful

footage of skydivers falling through the
sky and landing into logos of soft-drinks.

That sort of thing."

In addition, spokesmen say that, unlike
TV commercials, the movie ads will not
interfere with the continuity of the show.

"Sure, the initial reaction might be
resentment,'" said a spokesman for New
York area movie exhibitors. "After all,

people leave their homes and televisions

because they don't want to see com-
mercials

"

But he and others involved in the new
trend say commercials in movie theaters
are needed to help offset declining
earnings. And, under one plan, proceeds
from the commercials will be used to
produce movies to counter what some
theater owners say is a shortage of films.

A few theaters around the country
have been experimenting recently with
local ads for neighborhood businesses
and some theaters have for years used
still slides to advertise local businesses.
But two new operations are set to begin
using the commercials in movie houses
on a nationwide basis.

Roger Hautchuel, a Frenchman whose
firm already sells $20 million worth of
movie-housing advertising each year to
European clients, said the American
operation will begin tomorrow in 1,800
walk-in theaters in New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago and other major cities.

Under Hautchuel's plan, each heater
will run three minutes of commercials
before each feature film. Movie-house
owners will share in one-third of the
proceeds.

Another firm, Cinemavision, Inc., of
Nashville, Tenn,, plans to begin
producing three-minute blocks of
commercials by mid- November. Within
three months, the firm expects to be
serving 4,000 theaters.

The two programs together would
involve 5,800 theaters, most of them
walking. There are about 16,000
theaters, including drive-ins, in the
United States.

SAVE-ON-TIRES. Inc. route 9, hioiey I s::n ?
from Noflhampton
rom Amh«r«t

0PENM0N..TUE8.. WED.. * FRI. 9:30-5:30, THUR8., 9:30-7. 8AT.. 9:30-3 P.M.

=K
CASH & CARRY

WholesAle to th« public
WE CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. .uMM.o..«LLOTHt.«D.

PRE-SEASON MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
BIAS PLY — made by major U.S. tire mfgr's. Goodyear,
Firestone, Lee, Seiberling, and many more.

SIZE TYPE SilUPnCI^.

'Mm

fTRESTONE

GOODYEAR

^"t^^

ZENITH

600x 1 2 Custom 8no White

600x 1 3 LaHarv* 8no White

A78x13 Qb^yvar Black

A78x 1 3 Qoodyaar White

878x1 3 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

878x1 3 Cuatom 8now White

C78x1 3 Cuatom Snow Whita

078x13 Fira-TSCBteck

700x1 3 Qoodyaar Black

078x14 Cuatom Snow Whita

078x14 Laa Magna Grip Whita

E78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip BIk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip Wht.

F78x 1 4 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

F78x 1 4 Fira. TAC BaH. BIk.

G78x14 Laa Magna Grip BIk.

G78x14 Laa Magna Grip Whita

078x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

078x14 Fira. TtC Whita Btem.

H78x14 Laa Magna Grip BIk.

H78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

H78x 1 4 Fira TftC Whita Blam

560x15 Piralll (VW) Black

600x1 5 Pann. Mud A Snow Whita

685x15 Fira. T«C Mini/Sport BIk.

F78x 1 5 Fira TAG Whita Blam

078x1 5 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

078x1 5 Zanith Snow Powar Whita

H78x1 5 Laa Magna Grip BIk.

H78x1 5 Zanith Snow Powar Wht.
|

H78x 1 5 FIfa TAC WhHa Blam

J78x1 5 Fira TAC Bait BIk. Bm.

L78x15 Salbarllng Sno WhHa

L78X15 Fira TAC Bait. Whita

ALL PRICES PLUS F.E. TAX AND SALES TAX.

RADIAL SNOW TIRES

20.951

22.9

METRIC SNOW RADIALS
AMERICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS

SIZE

165x13

185x14

155x15

165x15

165x15

TYPE

Fulda Stud-Laaa

FuMa Stud-Laaa

Fira. TAC Bk.

Fira. TAC Wht.

B.F.G. GT700 Bk.

SILEPMI

MICHELIN XM&S
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT

SIZE TYPE SMi ma
BR78X13 Fira. Run Sitent. BIk. 36.95

47.95ER78X14 Laa Stud-Laaa

FR78X14 Laa Stud-Laaa 48.95

58.95

56.95

54.95

58.95

4995

GR78X14 Fira, Run-Silant Blam
HR78X14 Laa Stud-Laaa

GR78X1S Laa Stud-Laaa

HR78X15 Laa Stud-Laaa

LR78X1S Fira. TAC. W

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL SNOW TIRE

145x13 $33.95 165x14 $43.95
155x13 $37.95 185x15 $42.95
165x13 $39.95 PlutTaxat

ALL PRICES PLUS F.E. TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP SNOW'S $15.95
ANY Size

PLUS
TAXES

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
586-2544ROUTE9HADLEY

Cash and Carry or ^r^.^cr;"

Nton-frt t:IO.S:M
•at t:M-3

Th«f» . t JO-r p.m

O'^i^C^*
Collegian

The People's Gay Alliance

cordially invites all people

to a

Halloween Disco
3ri, OcL 28. 1977 9:00 pm

Costumes Welcome!

CC loth floor $ LOO donation

1 ^ Reporter's notebook
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Considering a Career
in the Legal Profession?

I

I

I

I

I

If you are seeking a career opportunity — WSU offers several
ways in which you can enter the legal profession Full-Time

Studtnts: Can earn a J D Degree and be eligible to take the

California State Bar Examination in 2'/? or 3 years Part-Time

StudMts: Can graduate in Vh or 4 years of study with the same
degree as a full-time student by attending class an average of 3
times per week, 3 hours per class There are schedules to fit

many needs— classes are offered days, evenings and
weekends Western State University College of Law has a Whole
Person Admissions Policy - applicants are screened for academic
background, personal aptitude, general experience, maturity

and motivation Applications are now being accepted for Spring

Semester from men and women with two or more years of

college credits To obtain catalog fill out and mail advertisement

to either ot our two campuses

Western State University College of Law Dept. C11

1 1 11 N State College Blvd. 1333 Front Street

Fullerton. CA 92631 San Diego. CA 92101
Plione|714| 993 7600 Phone (714) 231-0300

Name

"Street

City State Zip

I
APPLY NOW FOR SPRING SEMESTER. CLASSES START JANUARY 16

Although ttie cost ot professional education continues to spiral

tuition at WSU remains among the most moderate in the nation

I

I

I

I

I

;rn State University

ege ofLaw
Fully accredited by the State Bar of California and by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

Students eligible for Federally Insured Student Loans

record sale
and cassette tapes tool

$1.98 - 14.98
Classical, Rock, Blues, Folk, Jazz

startsthlsweek!

hurry for the best selection

campus center/univ. of moss /omherst
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steps, clubs raised. Students patroling the
sidelines shout, "Rows of eight. Lock arms.
Stay tight!" Most of them are members of
the RSB or the May 4th Coalition. Self-
consciously we move out as an army.

Long live that spirit!

"What is the spirit of Kent and Jackson
State?" I ask my friend David, my right arm
linked with his left. ("What the hell we
fighting for? Move the gym! Move the gym!"
The chant changes, instantly, almost
spontaneously.) "Students here agree on
three things: we think the death of the four
students was an injustice. We don't want the
gym built. (New chant: "Fight Oppression.")
And we want to battle injustice. But what
statements go in between? What do people
picture? We aren't fighting to move the gym,
we're fighting for something the gym is

symbolic of. What? We all have different
ideas about and experiences with op-
pression, and the symbol of the gym
probably means something different to every
person here, even though we're all saying the
same things, in unison."

David begins chanting in iambic pen-
tameter, "What. Is the. Spirit. Of Kent. And
Jackson. State?" Only people right near us
can hear him, and they don't like it. The boy
on my left says to me, "Think about the gym.
Remind yourself of the four students."

We march into the courtyard in the center
of the dorm complex. "Join us, join us, join
us," we yell to the students in the windows.
The most belligerent Kent students are the
ones who are opposed to the demonstration.

Join us. Join us.

we yell to students

in the windows.

They lean their heads out and scream, "Build
that gym." Oh goody, a parade - some
students click snapshots with Kodak pocket
instamatic cameras. The others watch us
with confusion, shyly. I pass by a low
window and see a girl inside in purple
pajamas. We look at each other. "Right on."
she says. "Join us." I say sincerely, and then
look around, surprised, because hundreds of
students have said it with me. "I can't," she
said, "I'm in my nightgown."

We move to a hillside on campus. People
sit down, still in rows, with people from their

universities. A white pick-up truck with a
loud speaker system is driven onto the lawn.

We watch a series of speakers. All the special
interest groups are represented. What is

oppression? The Bakke decision, apartheid,
the death of Steven Biko, the Panama treaty,
Jimmy Carter, Veterans' Day parades and
the Shah of Iran. Only one girl from the May
4th Coalition speaks, because earlier the
university published a list of members that
would be arrested if they participated in the
rally. One boy holds a small white sign, with
red ink letters: "Move the Gym. Fight for the
Right to Demonstrate." Everyone can
support that.

David and I discuss the speeches. A lot of
the logic, we think, is confused, and we
openly criticize them. This time no one
minds. We are on the lawn, we have plenty
of time (we think), and an opportunity for
reflection. For the first time I feel like I am
part of the group. There is no chanting now,
no idioms or rhetoric. The speakers are well
prepared, approaching clarity. I think to
myself, members of the university staff will

have to admit that these students have
produced some pretty good essays.

The university responds. Twenty
policemen on horseback ride across the
lawn. We try to move in our ranks, and I hold
David's arm tightly. Pat, on David's right, is

holding a wheat stalk that she pulled up
behind a restaurant. The horses step up,
hooving closer and closer, long legs and
heavy feet, prancing and nibbling on Pat's
dried wheat. David and Pat and I become
isolated, surrounded. Jo Ann, another
student from UMass, angrily throws her
sleeping bag at a horse and it ka-thuds to the
ground. (I have never been afraid oi a horse
before.) A horse steps between me and

David. I am alone and then part of the frantic
retreating crowd. Students patrol the edges
and shout, "Stay together, walk slowly, but
MOVE!"

We stumble donw a hill and over uneven
terrain. The chanting, broken, softly, begins
again. Another, unfamiliar noise is added. A
whirring, sputtering, the rotating sound of
machinery. A row of policemen assemble in
front of us, put black masks on their faces,
with plastic windows which frame their eyes.
Each one of them has a long cylindrical gun.
Smoke.

Another name for tear gas is Lachymater. I

had heard of it before. Sure, it's sort of like

fog, only it makes you cry, like when you're
sad. You blot the corners of your eyes with a
hanky, and everything is all right.

"Lachymater is a gaseous substance which
on contact burns the membrane of the eyes,
throat, and sinuses." And face. I would like

to refer to tear gas as Internal Inflammation
Respiration Destruction Death Gas
throughout the rest of my article.

Students adjust the cloths on their faces.
Of course, I think. It has nothing to do with
identity, it's no symbol at all. It's protection
from the gas, so you can breathe. So you can
breathe.

The lines break down and people are
running. The police are an efficient team.
They herd us off in one direction and meet us
on the other side. The whirring, the coughing
of the machine, and the whole open field is

clouded. I see one policeman holding a boy
while another shoots gas in his direction. I

stop, students whoosh by me. I see a
policeman directly behind me. He is slightly

overweight. I look through his little window
and I see brown eyes and greying hair. I see
him reach for a small metal grenade, throw it

at my feet, and the smoke explodes in my
face.

I lose a shoe. I lose my way. I pull at my
eyes with my hands and my glasses fall off. I

bend down to pick them up, hold on to my
notebook. I can't breathe, so I can't turn. A
car with police passengers cruises through
the swarm of students, toward me. I can run.

We meet on a fraternity lawn. Red, bur-
ning, faces, running noses, drooling mouths,
brimming eyes. A boy is crying, real tears,

because he was clubbed over the head. A
line of people wait at a mud ouddle, rinse

''The lines break down

and people are running.

the police are

an efficient team.

their faces, swoosh the muddy water around
their mouths, splash it loosely on their eyes. I

look hungrily at the mud, but the line is too
long. The smoke begins to rise, more red
faces appear. I wonder if the girl in the purple
nightgown closed her window quickly
enough.

The confusion finally siffens us out into

two large groups: Western U.S. and Eastern
U.S. It is impossible to have a complete
conversation, but we try to discuss our next
move. Shall we go back? Try to talk to Kent
students? Move up to the site? The big
question: How will the media respond? One
girl suggests, 'Why don't we go back to the
commons, and just sit down and rap. Then
when they gas us it will look really good."

Jim Pautin, of the Collegian, begins his

article on Kent State: "The May 4th Coalition

spent last afternoon playing war games with
the police force from Kent State University,

the town of Kent, and the Portage County
Sheriff." Sound bitter, sarcastic? Maybe, but
it's one practical, sensible way of dealing
with the demonstration.

Almost everyone went back, marched
through the center of campus and onto the
hill. I didn't. I left with 11 others from UMass,
in a van. When finally we rumbled off
campus there were 12 simultaneous shouts
of joy. And then silence, for a long time.
One girl, with flaming red eyelids and a

moist face, said, "We are going to have to
find a new way to talk about this, to think
about this."

I
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Arab official Icilled
ABU DHABI. United Arab Emirates \AP\- A top official of the United Arab Emirateswas shot and kJled yesterday m a burst of

gunfire apparently meant for Syria's foreian
minister. **

Khaddam, who was not harmed, later told
reporters in Damascus there were several
gunmen and "they came from Baghdad,"
seat of the government in Iraq. The two
countries are ruled by rival factions of the
socialist Baathist party.

Syria has blamed Iraq for several terrorist

attacks m Damascus in the past year, in-

cluding an attempt to assassinate Khaddam
Dec 1. Two gunmen on a motorcycle
wounded him in the arm.

Police sources said a white-robed
Palestinian gunman from Syria was arrested
while trying to hijack a Czechoslovak cargo
plane after the shooting at Abu Dhabi air-

port, but three other gunmen escaped.
Saif bin Ghobash, 47, minister of state and

No. 2 man in the foreign ministry, was shot
while seeing off Syrian Foreign Minister
Abdul Halim Khaddam. Ghobash suffered
bullet wounds m the chest and arm and died
at a nearby military hospital.

The Syrian government is also opposed by
extremist Palestinians who object to its
stated willingness to reach a political set-
tlement with Israel and its intervention that
ended Lebanon's 1975-76 civil war

There was little doubt in this emirate
confederation at the mouth of the Persian
Gulf that Khaddam, one of Syrian President
Hafez Assad's closest advisers, was the
target of yesterday's attack.

"Ghobash had no political enemies that
we know of, " a well-informed source said.

Ghobash had been minister of state for
foreign affairs since 1973. He had studied
civil engineering and international relations in

Iraq and the Soviet Union. He and his
Russian born wife had four children.

Alleged Nazi collaborator
begins deportation trial
ALBANY. NY \UPI] ~ Deportation

proceedings against alleged Nazi
collaborator Vilis A. Hazners opened
yesterday with testimony from an Israeli that
Hazners pushed people inside a Latvian
synagogue which burned, killing those in-
side.

The heanng by the United States Im-
migration and Naturalization Service was to
decide whether to deport the 73-year-old
Hazners, on grounds he concealed his
alleged collaboration with the Nazis when he
immigrated to the United States in 1956.
The first witness, Ber Mandelorn, 52, now

an electncal worker m Tel Aviv, Israel, spoke
through an interpreter. At times there was
confusion about his testimony due to
trar\slation from Hebrew to English.

Mandelkorn testified he was a native of
Riga, Latvia - where the alleged
collaboration between Hazners and the Nazis
took place m July 1941 when the Germans
invaded the country. He said he was struck
by Hazners after being taken to a police
station in Riga during World War II.

Under questioning by prosecuting at-
torney Ralph Smith of Boston, Mandelkorn
said he later escaped from a work detail and
went to a relative's house across the street
from the Great Synagogue of Riga.

There, he testified he saw guaros force
"busloads" of people into the building.
He said he also witnessed prisoners and

guards roll barrels into the synagogue and
then saw and heard "smoke, fire and
screams."
He said Hazners, now a resident of

Whitehall, N.Y., was among guards who
pushed persons into the building.

Hazners, white-haired and balding, sat
silently in the courtroom while Mandelkorn
delivered his testimony. Under questioning
from Smith, Mandelkorn identified the
defendant as the man he saw in 1941

Defense attorney Ivars Berzins objected
several times to tactics used by the
prosecution At one point Berzins said they
were "turning the proceeding into a circus."

In his cross-examination of Mandelkorn,
Berzins concentrated on establishing
Mandelkorn's identity and background.
Earlier, Berzins accused the government of
'stonewalling tactics"' in his effort to obtain
documents relating to the case. "Mail has
been lost and requests to the State
Department have gone unanswered " he
said.

Visitors to the hearing - many from the
area's Jewish community - were searched
with metal detectors before being allowed to
enter

Marion's son
awaits proof
from abductors
SHERBROOKE. Qae. \UPf] - The son of

kidnaped banker Charles Marion asked for
proof that his father was still alive yesterday
only hours before the deadline set by his
captors for his execution if a $50,000 ransom
IS not paid.

Pierre Marion 30 said a color
photograph received from the kidnapers
Monday showing his father bound around
the neck with a padlocked chain was not
sufficient proof that he was still alive after 30
days in captivity.

"It's not clear one way or the other. I'll

require more proof," Marion said.
The younger Marion awaited a response

from the abductors also to his Monday night
television broadcast that he was ready to
deliver the $50,000 ransom
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.•COME DOWN AND MEET THE BROTHERS*

SI N.SHT AWE / r PIZZA 11^ .SUNSET AVE

FREE RESFRESHMENTS

FOR RIDES CALL 545-2151

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1977

k _
FRI. & SAT., Oct. 28-29

JAMES COTTON
BAND

ED SHAW AND THE
HOWLIN WOLF BAND

^.->',*,-" w

WED., NOV. 2

POUSfTTE-
DART

SPECIAL GUESTS
THE BRICKER BAND

rfe. 47 Sunderland. ma./rel.665493;

There IS m difference

^ PAEFARCFOM

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VAT • SAT

Oar broad range of programs provides an umbrei'd of testing know howthat enables us to offer the best preparation available, no matter which
coorse is taken Over 38 years of experience and success Small classesVolumlnowt home study materials Courses that are constantly updatedPermanant centers, open days evenings and weekends all year
Complete tape facilities for review of class lessons and for use ofsupptamarfary materials V\akeups tor m.ssed lessons at our cenfers

LOCAL LSAT doss dp

CALL our local R«p.
ot 546 7853

CLASSfS IN AMHERST
Call totton for Info

Hunttnfton Ava
• etiar> MA OBIIt

r^^^^

Obliirr NV Stile Oni*

CALL TOLL FRCC

8002219840

ER

TESI PREPARATION
SPfCIAllSTS SINCE iqjB

Ctntf^^ir v»jjf II i f;f,,i

Chooseyour second
calculator first.

Choose the new HP-29C
from Hewlett-Packard.

The iH-u Hr->K. o.iilJ K' thi- List ..)luil,it..r

vwii II ever ntiJ FV. .iiisi> it ji.i, the pninr.imiiiiny
power ..t c.iliul.itMrN loMiri); iiUK h inoiv - .iiul it

? 3 H 5BlB-eg

B©S

li^ay vm:

ml

iHSa

x=y ••H.MS' l/ASTx ,. PAuSe

11 IR/S

Ska:̂^.i

at the calculator stora

h,iv C iintimi. iiv Mcinnrv.

Save* your proKrHms and data.

^witvh the ciLuliior i>H. then c.n mid voiir pr,
' ielll^.lre still tlun-. n-.tdy n. -Hiive vuiir pruyr.iniv
Aa\, .lifer d.iy. The HV-M s c:..Mrinu..iiv Menu.r>-
retains the dat.i sr..n.d in 16 ,.t its JO ^lidrvssahle
a-Klsti-rs and in the dispj.u rei;isfer.

Wriu- pro|irain<> of 175 keystrokes.

t,iihtuneti..n- one. two, three, or tour keystrokes
- rv\)uia-s only one step otproj-rini memory .And
with '^H steps of continuous proyr.ini meniorv.
fh.ii me.itis y,iu (.an e.isily write pmnrams of 175
keystrokes nr longer.

Powerful programminf; features.

The \\P-29i: i;ivcs vou condition.il hr,inchin>;,
thri'e levels ot suh.routines. inditeet .iddtessinf;,
ri'latne .KJdivsMni;, l.ihels, intivtncnt/deca>mcnt
tonditinn.ils, pause, india'ct storage a'gistcr
arithnH'tit, and rnnre

Easy editing.

Review your proyrani ^fiinkly and easilv and
insiTt or delete opirations as necessary. \ou can
even run your prou't.im one step at a titne and
>.hetk mtermedi.ite .inswcrs

NHiner or later, ihantes are you're ijoini; to buy
a Hewlett-Packard calculator. And the sixiner
the hi'tter

{ :ome in and see the new HP i*^," Advanced
Pro«Mint7iaHe with t ontinuou* Memory today
OnlvJNS

OUR PR/CE $175.00
'/\tn<^ ni rnos> famr^Ti^i
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^rfH'tTS'op&^hop CouporJ^'^_^
tvl §!?P * ^^''P Coupon

^OrangeJuke
E!^ Stop&Shop

1:

"^l- i Blue
ii-l- \ Bonnet z^^*^
:^|~, ^.^ ,'j^'l

262^1^~i\ Margarine 260 :-

l^^ul stop 4 Snop Coupon I

9 ounce tube

Colgate
Toothpaste

I

Satvi

SO*
4 ounce can

Final Net
Hair Spray

^eiiizKetchup

49
26 ounce
bottle

The slowest

ketchup ir

the west

.J 10 ounce jar :^j:2 100 count pkg. ^
^, --Chock full oNutsgi^ Red Rose t
gjl Coffee |[3 Tea Bags |

^^^"^-^^ t...:.:. 266^!i .,.,.,.0.,. •267^

-^ ^^"
r-^.j^l ^'''i: * Shop CouporT] -' mwl r-,—_ .,^__ ^_ _ - •

Saveover'6 with
these coupons!

Come and get your Stop & Shopsworth.

Save
I^(^ Slop A Shop Coupon

j

[~

" I —I^ Adh mis coupon

Firatiks

V.

Seif-Service deii specials

Extra Mild
Stop»
Shop

1 to pkg

Stop a Shop Bacon . .

;

Nepco Beef or Jumbo Franks

Nepco Knockwurst

Nepco Cold Cuts

B&G Half Sour Pickles

r*oL3

S»ca<] Soogrxa P4P Obvs
1' Mocn Ch«wr ot pfeg

Pick these ud at our deli

Morrison&SchlH
BeeSFhmks '^?
Beef Bologna Mo^nson & scn.tt ; M'"
Beef Salami Momson»sch,ff <^f\39

Domestic Muenster Cheese T *1

"

Roasted Tinkey-
7y

If you en)oy roast beet with rich flavor this is for you Lean, juicy

beei from end to end and very specially priced all week Your
nnoney back if you don t en)oy our Great Beet That s a promise.

Breast "VT^
Stop& Shop Baked Ham , 79'

Stop A Shop Macaroni Salad r59'
Greek Style Rice Pudding -'^-^ f 59'

Stops Shop Ham Salad r»1"
Corner Deli Egg Rolls 'X; 59'

Make a rnea! wt^i Stop & Shop Kitchen

Macaroni Salad
5l9f1 pound pkg.

Get youf Stop & Shopsworth

Fully Cooked Chicken b!,o?." 89'

"Great Beef" USDA Choice

BeefTop
RoundRoast
Beef Top Round Steak ^1 ^

YouH end up wHh mare meat to eat with,..

^26 G^roiuidBeeS
J^^j^ 3 to 5 pound package ^^ ^^fcP
1|^l^fl|||^ '26% Ground Bee< contains not more than 26°o fat ^P^^^^^B
'!'' '

-j'l'^'r'"','!J^.- Less than a 3 lb. pkg. 79= ^V^^^b

^20'LeanGr«Ma^
^"TT""^^^ 3 lb oackaae M^" ^^^ ^^^**»

\^ 24 0Z pkg -stop. Shop ^\^ ,soz pkg - Stop » Shop ?
13 Fresh ^\

II
Chicken £J

|-5 rie §r|-5 wtth s«u»»a»-Fro«»n ^
1:5 '• '268^1^ .^ . '2~2rr

Cheese
Pizza

-iA,^J^top»^hopl^ponJf-^'jVi,^,rSlop 1 Shop CoZparTr-fTa

-i 32 oz lai Stop t Shop ^'^ 32 o? lar stop 4 Shop ^
5 Salad r|| Spaghetti ^

Dressing ^H Sauce £
_, -v-wwii •jj

SII|-5 "** •••••IM* or Mushroom ^
'270^112 '.

. 271 ?r

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
atr- Oct 9* S* f>'

I
~J^ Wl^ m.^ To.jpon

ii,y^[]Slop4_Sriop Coupon
|,[((<^|HUi Stop t Shop Coupon

|
^f(ii>l

III Save I
* ^!i 15' I

I

\ ^ 32 ounce package

12*
Aunt Jemima
Complete

Pancake Mix

51 1 -t; 40 our>ce pkg

£1^ Betty Crocker H
Bisquick

273:^

ri3

For a change of pace have

Flounder $

Fillets "^^
Cooked Salad Size Shrimp , :; . ;.

2'"

Cooked fish-nics «,JSir-„' M"

Our freezers are full of specials

Stop&Shop ioo%Nataial
IceCream ^139
Assorted Flavors-Half Gallon Tub ^^^
Tonys Cheese Pizza '^Z"»t 99^

Heinz French Fries ?:;^rcf^"ir; 69^
Batter Dipped Fish N' Chips '^i^.^jr,' 89'

^/^

CM^BreastM
Chicken Legs ;;, 79? Chicken Wings. 3;; 59?

US.GradeA lO-lSlbs. ^ ^^
EreshTuifc^ys o>.

wot
IS ounce box

Gerieral Milts

Cheerios

Save
wot

R3

^» -5 1 8 ounce pkg.

g{^ Quaker

Si Oats
^1^ ^ Ouicti or Old Faahionad

274^^
2-

^^{jiil ^-^ & Shoe Couro^'^//j^t(p5!op a Shop Coupon|jy>g|

Save
15

I

I

I

I

75 count pkg.

Glad Food

..IT lo* r,l,,j [». f ,.j,,m.. 2 ' D ^P—B~^ -

i4 Storage Bags

7 ounce pkg. 3>~

Bakers' ^
Angel Flake «;:

Coconut ^
p4 --^' i-\ .-!»

-,. '2795

^iWVEZiI3'Tl'V8£&l

Stop 4 strop Coupon

Batter Dipped Fish Portions i^, M"
Buitoni Veal Parmigiana *t:Srrr:,'«T *1"

Sausage & Peppers 4rr:^^r;r, »!••

Green Giant Vegetables ;i::r 2 '^^ 89^

Howard Johnson Toasties •:;;^..2 U' 89^,

Morton Mini Donuts J^T^T' Bd'i
Ice Milk Combo Bars i'V ;i ;",.; *1

"

Save on these dairy items

Li|^N«Lively
Ifogurt 3 89
Stops Shop Biscuits :."U„", 8., *i

Deluxe Amencan Cheese -r^'X;;:. ';;' 99'

Rich's Whipped Topping 59'

•V*

Corned Beef Brisket
^

5 lb. Canned Ham
Cudahy Bar'S"

Brand

Junihoy^rHHit

^iepco Point Cui
Flat CjI $T 19 lb 99!?

$799

IS

^/k'/k

Fresh
Pumpkins 10^

I

I:1-5

^^S^eedlessGraqpleSruit4

1

Wlt^ tht» octtjoofy

Saive
4Qt

64 ounce bottle

NuSoft
Coconut

Fabric Softener

WS^2j4£
Slop a Shop Coupon

^1^

I
~^

^
«•!> mi5 COupC

-• "« rw"»» (1

O. . .'4 S* t>' M

4Qt
G^lonJufl

Wisk
Haavy Duty UquW
Laundiy OMMgwil

J
^4 S.*- O, ?«

Fresh Cider 99^ Fresh Roasted Peanuts 99-= Popping Corn 99'

Superb q'.,,iiity ^^eartns!c1l Stonpw.uo

Casual Elegance DInnerware

Salad Plate
With
pad
^^ pi.fChasc- 49.

You'll love our own bakery items

9top&Siiop

joreadS 8
Stop & Shop Daisy Donuts

Stop & Shop Lemon Pie

Chocolate Brownies ^*

^.'•: »1

l: 89^

:: 89'

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley-Amherst Line. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Nigeria urges U.N.

embargo in S. Africa

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1977

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1977
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UMTED NATIONS \UPI\ - Nigeria urged
the U.N. Security Council Tuesday to impose
a mandatory oil and arms embargo on South
Africa and ban investments in the white-
ruled country in retaliation for its crackdowns
on dissidents.

In Washington, President Carter said he
had reached a decision on whether to back
sanctions against Pretoria but did not say
what the decision was.

Carter said he was trying to coordinate the
US decision with America's European allies
and "also among friends we have among
Afncan leaders."

"There are various kinds of sanctions
against sale of weapons, various degrees of
economic sanctions," Carter said. "But what
we want is a resolution of the South African
threat against peace in Namibia and of
course the rights of the South African
peoples themselves protected."
"So we'll try to modify our position to

bring about all three of those things," Carter
said. Nigerian Foreign Minister Joseph N.
Garba, speaking in a Council debate on
South Africa's arrest of 62 black and white

Vorster assures
no nuclear test

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The ad-
ministration Tuesday insisted South Africa
promised the United States it would not
develop and test nuclear explosives - and
released a high-level diplomatic letter to
President Carter to prove its point.

But neither the White House nor the State
Department could explain a comment by
South Afncan Prime Minister John Vorster,
in an ABC-TV interview taped in Pretoria ori
Oct. 17, in which Vorster said he was "not
aware of any promises" he made to Carter in
the Oct. 13 letter.

Vorster also said he made clear in the letter
that "as far as South Africa is concerned, we
are only interested in peaceful developnient
of nuclear facilities."

The State Department said it considers
Vorster's latest lette- to Carter a "formal
assurance" the whito'-ruled nation has no
plans to develop or test nuclear explosives.

The department said it issued such, a
statement Monday after consulting with
South Africa's Washington embassy and
"they regard it as a statement of fact."

President press secretary Jody Powell said
the United States considers the Vorster letter
a commitment. But he told reporters who
questioned the discrepancy: "You may place
whatever interpretation you wish in the
obvious face of the personal letter."

Force battles
pot smugglers
BOSTON 'UPI] - Federal drug officials

have assembled a task force to battle ocean-
going international marijuana smugglers,
who they say have relocated off Nevv
England's jagged coastline because of of
tougher enforcement in the South.

The tast force - operating from the U.S.
Drug Enforcement Administration office in
Boston and including tax, customs and
Coast Guard experts - is aimed at stopping
smuggling rings which officials say supply
the entire Northeast.

"During the past six months to a year,
there's been a vast increase in multi-tori
smuggling of marijuana into New England by
vessel," said Edward Cass, regional DEA
director

New England's isolated coastal niches and
remote islands are attractive to smugglers
squeezed out of Florida and the Gulf Coast
by stricter law enforcement there, he said
yesterday.

The task force began its unglamorous
work this month, plowing through
documents in hopes of gaining a good profile
of the typical smuggler.

Coast Guard experts are compiling a
portrait of a typical "dope ship," and Coast
Guardmen are getting beefed-up training in
drug enforcement. Internal Revenue Service
officials - with an eye to building tax
evasion cases - are calculating costs of
running a smuggling operation.
DEA investigators are checking through

documents such as real estate records, to
see who's bought remote property that
might be a drop- off point.

"We're going to cross-train each other,"
Cass said. "What we need in Boston is a lot
of expertise in a hurry."

"We're going to swarm all over them like
locusts and suck all the information from
them - phone numbers, gasoline receipts —
and we'll get a conspiracy together and bring
them to court," he said.

"We're not interested in the captain of the
ship. We're interested in who put the whole
operation together and financed it. We're
dealing with conspiracy cases," Cass said.

leaders and the shutdown of two black
newspapers, appealed to the West to join in

taking "prompt and effective measures to
arrest the present deterioration of the
situation."

"Our delegation will not be satisfied with a
mere condemnation of the arrests, acts of
brutality, repression and terrorism," Garba
said "This has been done several times
without any satisfactory effect on the regime
in Pretoria."

Garba urged the Council to "now move
forward by imposing particularly an oil and
arms embargo according to Chapter VII of
the U.N. Charter."

"All member states, particularly friends of
South Africa, should reinforce these
measures by promptly halting new in-

vestments into South Africa and taking steps
to dismantle their existing investments in

that country."
Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter provides

mandatory sanctions in "case of threat to
international peace and security."

Timberland
I030I -

This fashionable, 16 women's
boot is completely waterproof.
The tan, silicone-impregnated
leather is fully lined with soft

glove leather and insulated to
-2Q The lace-up front com-
bines eyelets and speed hooks
for comfort and styling. A
heavily cushioned and insu-
lated insole covers a tough
steel shank, and the stylish

wedge sole is genuine
Vibram "

.
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A 10-15 hour work-study position is

open in the Collegian news department.

Typing, filing and answering phones. Sunday

through Thursday, two to three hours a night.

See Bernard Davidow in the Collegian office.

Nuclear fusion project

underway in England
LUXEMBOURG lUPI] - The European

Common Market broke a deadlock yesterday
and agreed to build its long-debated nuclear
fusion project in England to seek clean, safe
and unlimited power in the 21st century.
A dispute over where to build the

doughnut-shaped reactor known as a "Joint

Shoes
39S S PiMsant SI. Amhcrit

Unusually hea\or demands may require our setting
reasonable quantity limits on some of the
Items in fairness to all customers

These Tecords and tapes on sale now thru Saturday, Oct. 29

The

BEATLES

Love Songs

7'99
LF^ SERIES 1198

THE BEATLES:
Love Songs
8-TRACK SERIES 1195 7.99

^^at^^
I • c o • • k

AM

344 •

LP SERIES 498

HALLOWEEN HORRORS

masiwctianM

M}M^£f
%%%- -

'^ *''

- ^^T ".^i

REVOUER —
374

LP SERIES 698

THE BEATLES:
Revolver
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

THE BEATLES
ABBEY ROAD

.i*^...

sri
^^"'LP SERIES 698
THE BEATLES:
lubDi

-TR,

Ruboer Soul
8-TR, SERIES 795 4.94

4 LP SERIES 798
THE BEATLES:
Abbey Road
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

^^m--^
3 convenient locations ... all next to BIG 'Y

•HAMP PLAZA
» FAIRVIEW

» BRECKWOOD

KING STREET ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL DRIVE
BIG Ys SHOPPING CENTER

WIIBRAHAMROAO
SPRINGFIELD

INVERNESS
12 YR. OLD SCOTCH

86.8 PROOF
1.75 litres

WHY PAY

699
LP SERIES 1098

THE BEATLES:
1962-1966
8-TR SERIES 1295 7.99

<0^
Mfi

;Sf^

©99
LP SERIES 1098

THE BEATLES:
1967-1970

8-TR SERIES 1295 7.99

10-3-2

799
LP SERIES 1298

THE BEATLES:
White Album
8-TR SERIES 1395 8.99

149REG. 1.99
Vinyl carry case holds
fifty 45 rpm records

ioo
REG 1

2
P»<S REG89<tEA
45 rpm record inserts,

30 per pack.

COSSACK

80 PROOF VUUaA
WHY PAY 9.79?

1.75 litres

VUYEIMS

.•••.

NUYEN'S
80 Proof GIN

tJ5 Utres

WHY PAY'
M0.19? J

BAllANTDIE
ALE WHYPAY*6.49?

i

Bradlees King St. Northampton

BOTTERINO

LAMBRUSCO
70oz Bottle

WHY PAY M.39? 2.99
PREMIUM BEER

"MILWAUKEE"
24-12ozN.R.'s

WHYPAYM.99? 3.59

European Torus" - or JET - to harness the
same forces that make the sun shine had
threatened to scuttle the project altogether.

Finally the choice boiled down to Gar-
ching, near Munich in West Germany, and
Culham, near Oxford in England where a
design team has been at work for several
years.

To break the impasse, Germany agreed to
accept a majority decision, rather than the
unanimous vote usually demanded in the
nine- nation community on vital matters.

Six countries voted for Culham and just

two - Germany and Luxembourg — for

Garching. Italy abstained.
British Energy Minister Tony Wedgwood

Benn said the decision "opened up a new
option of a very important kind for the 21st
century."

The JET project will be used in an attempt
to create sustained fusion of light atoms of
Tritium and Deuterium under 100-million-
degree temperatures generated by a
magnetic field.

Scientists say the process in effect har-
nesses the same forces that make the sun
shine and would create limitless energy -
and harmless helium - from materials
nature supplies in abundance.

If proven feasible, it would be a godsend to
countries now hovering on the brink of a
potentially dangerous plutonium economy.
Several Common Market nations may face a
severe energy gap within a decade if, as
expected, supplies of imported oil diminish.

Guide Brunner of West Germany, the
Common Market commissioner in charge of
energy and research, predicted the JET
reactor would take five years to build and
eventually employ 320 scientists and
technicians.

"On paper, ours is the most advanced
project in the world," he said, even though
the two-year search for a site had whittled
down a valuable technological lead over
projects in the United States, Russia and
Japan.

House votes
kid-porn ban
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House

yesterday voted unanimously to make it a
federal offense to use children under 16 in

pornographic movies and to transport boys
across state lines for immoral purposes.

It was the second time the House voted to
make it a crime to use children in por-
nographic movies. But backers said tliat

unlike an earlier bill, this one would prove
constitutional.

The measure was passed 420-0 and sent to
the Senate which already has approved a bill

that would provide for prosecution of
distributors of the films as well as producers.
Some House members felt this would make
the entire bill unconstitutional.

The measure was passed 420-0 and sent to

a conference committee with the Senate,
which already has approved a bill that would
provide for prosecution of distributors of the
films as well as producers.
Some House members felt that provision

would make the entire bill unconstitutional,
but the House voted 358 to 54 to "instruct"
its conferees to accept the Senate position
on the issue.

Although such "instructions" aren't
binding on conferees, it appeared that the
heavy vote would force House conferees to

accept the Senate language if a compromise
is to be reached.
The House measure, like the Senate bill,

also would revise the Mann Act to make it

illegal to transport boys across state lines for

prostitution. The act now covers only girls.

Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich., manager of

the bill, said it was better to limit its coverage
to producers of child pornography and not
include distributors of films, books or other
materials depicting "acts of sexually explicit

conduct."
Conyers said this would protect the

measure from the possibility of being ruled

unconstitutional because of First Amend-
ment freedom of speech rights.

The earlier House- passed measure to

include producers and distributors was part

of a child pornography section added to a

child abuse bill.

"We need a strong prosecutable law to

protect children, ' Conyers said.

Rep. Harold Volkmer, D-Mo. s^id: "In the
opinion of our Judiciary Committee this bill

will pass constitutional muster."
Rep. John Ashbrook, R-Ohio, said the bill

would be ineffective without inclusion of

distributors, and Rep. Robert Dornan, R-

Calif., said "distributors of this type of
garbage know exactly what they are i^arrying

in their trucks as much as illegal drugped
diers or distributors of gut-rotting whiskey

'
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Homo politicus
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Kent State: spelling It out

AMHERST, Mass. - Beginning at the

start of the school year and continuing with
great intensity through Thanksgiving, a

strange kind of activity carried on by a rare,

well-equipped and enthusiastic type of

creature can be seen taking place in the Five-

College area.

This creature, termed Home politicus by
some and unscientifically and underservedly
referred to as "pests" by others can be seen
on, in and around streets, doon/vays,
shopping malls, campus centers, and the
country-side in search of registered voters. It

is not clear exactly what motivates politicus

to act in its characteristically determined and

III

When you know something's wrong, but
you're a little confused about why;
sometimes it helps if somebody spells it out
for you. 1500 students from all over the
country met at Kent State this weekend and
got a real lesson in spelling.

For six months, students at Kent State
have stood strong in the face of court in-

junctions, over 300 arrests, and personal
harassment in their fight to stop the K.S.U.
administration from building a gym on the
site where four students were killed by
National Guardsmen in 1970. For the third

time this semester, students from UMass and
the rest of the country joined the May 4th
Coalition for a peaceful demonstration on
that site.

The Kent State administration has already
spent more on suppressing this struggle than
it would have cost to move the gym. Since
1968, the Kent State administration has
discussed plans to build a new gym. In that
year, 17 acres of land were -purchased at a
cost of millions of dollars. Even in 1973 the
plans still fncluded eight other sites. Saturday
showed us all just how far they are willing to
go to squash the spirit of Kent and Jackson
State, just how far they are willing to go to
cover up the murders of 1970. It showed us
all just how far the students united
throughout the country are willing to go to
make sure that the spirit lives.

We were greeted by a new fence, 15 feet
high, a $30,000 investment - the latest in

the administration's efforts to stop the
growing movement of unity and strength.
Kent police, in full riot gear dropped in-

junctions onto the crowd. Students defiantly
refused to take them. President Golding of
K.S.U. pushed another injunction through
the courts last Wednesday stating that no
demonstrations could be held on the
Commons. These are the same courts that
acquitted the National Guardsmen in 1970
along with their accomplice. Gov. Rhodes;
the same courts that passed one injunction

after another to keep students off the site of
the gym that would desecrate the already
tarnished memory of May 4th.

They threw everything at us this time. Riot
gear cops armed with sticks, clubs and cattle

prods forced the rally to move three times.
Horses and cars sped through the crowd as
the cops hurled tear gas and pepper gas at

the fleeing students. Overcome by the
fumes, people still found the strength to pick
up some of their gas bombs and throw^them
back. In the face of this show of brute force,
the students remained tight and disciplined.

The Vietnam Veterans Against the War led

the way "as they helped maintain order.
The students regrouped to discuss plans

to march back to the site. The focus of the
discussion was whether we would back
down in the face of this intimidation or would
we show these bastards just how far we are
willing to go to prove the strength of the
spirit of Kent and Jackson State. Most
people agreed that we should go back. Plans
included marching through the dorm areas to
inform students of what was happening on
their campus. Those who felt that they could
not face the tear gas terrorism of Golding's
boys again stayed behind.

Our return to the site was cheered by
hundreds of Kent State students who had
joined the demonstration. Chants of, "The
people united will never be defeated" rang
out. Students shouted from dorm windows
PIGS OFF CAMPUS. ' Deja-vu? No, this is

the reality people in this country face when
they stand in opposition to the rulers. Our
unity was so threatening to their stranglehold
grip that they were forced to expose
themselves in their most vicious forms of
repression. Again the cops moved against
the crowd with tear gas. More than 150 cops
stood inside the fence as students
surrounded the site and shook that $30,000
investment in the rulers war against the
people. Again the cops relentlessly and
ruthlessly marched against the crowd. As

students locked arms and jogged quickly off

campus, they just kept coming, viciously

assaulting our ranks with gas.

The final decision to leave campus came
through a deal worked out with the cops.
They were so afraid of our strength and unity

that they agreed to pull down their road
blocks if we would just please go home.

Yes, a spelling lesson at Kent State this

weekend. Throw in a little geometry and it's

crystal clear that the lines of the early 60's
and 70's still go from point to point. The Kent
State administration has gone to tremendous
lengths to squash the struggle and the spirit

of unity and strength of the May 4th
Coalition. Not since May 1970, not since the
end of the Vietnam War Era has a college

campus been the scene of such an intense
struggle. And just as in 1970, students stood
up against the rulers unjust war for profit in

Vietnam, so they stood on Saturday to prove
that they can still unite and stand opposed to

the same kinds of injustices that confront us
today. And just as in 1970, the administration

and it cronies proved that t ley stand with the
rulers in opposition to the will of the people.

Yes, it was clear to me what was spelled out
on the K'ent State campus this weekend.

Ellen Gitelman is a member of the
Revolutionary Student Brigade.
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'It is not clear exactly

what motivates politcus to

act in its characteristically

determined and simple-

minded way, but it is

known that the goal of

his/her activity is to obtain

the signatures of his/her

victims/'

single-minded way, but it is known that the
goal of his- her activity is to obtain the
signatures of his-her victims.

It seems that during late August and early
September, there begin to circulate in

Massachusetts (and twelve other states in

the country) what are known as initiative

petitions. These petitions contain certain
proposals which may become state law.
First, however, each proposal must receive
the backing of (in the case of Massachusetts)
fifty-seven thousand signatures of registered
voters. If that is accomplished, the specific

proposal is then brought before the state
legislature for consideration.

If a majority of the legislature vote is

favorable upon the proposal, it immediately
becomes state law. If it is rejected, ten
thousand more signatures of registered state
voters must be obtained, and once that is

accomplished, the proposal is placed directly
on the state ballot the following November
for the voters to either accept or reject. In

other words, the initiative forces the
legislature, which in Massachusetts has
lately been composed of drag-ass
bureaucrats reluctant to pass progressive
legislation, to at least consider an issue. The
legislature is then by-passed for a public vote
if the "public servants" reject the proposal.

Scientists, sociologists, and psychologists
all term Home politicus (also called

"petitioners " because they are the ones who
circulate the initiatives) as being "absolutely

harmless, easy to approach and to talk to,

and open to making new friends." Despite
this, petitioners are often ignored, and lack

support in their activities. Polly Sigh, one of
the leading researchers in the study of

petitioners, offers the following:

"The fact that petitioners are looked down
upon or ignored by lots of people is really sad
because petitioners are in need of friends to

help them carry the signature — gathering

lead. Some people are really rude; they walk
away or cross over to the other side of the

street to avoid signing the petition. I have
seen other more obnoxious types physically

harass petitioners and overturn their tables.

Yet these same people will claim that they

support free government, the rights of

others, or the need for change."

It must be understood that petitioners play

a necessary part in the workings of the so-

called "democratic" system, defective
though that system may be. Petitioning

represents a small, but none-the-less im-

portant component of a small step in the

larger process of overall political change.
And voters and non-voters alike can assist in

this effort.

Whether or not one is in favor of the
proposal being circulated on a particular

initiative petition is not the point to be taken
into consideration when approaching, or
being approached by a petitioner. One's
opinion can be expressed as a "yes" or "no"
vote on election day. The objective is to get
the proposal on the ballot, so that others
(who may not even know about the proposal
until election day) may have the right to
decide on the issue in an open, elective way.

So, give freely of yourself. Please offer

your services, however small. Please give
your autograph, however messy. And be
kind to a petitioner.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian com-
mentator.
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The born-again virgin
Good day, darlings. My too outrageous

friend, Victoria Leahy, came up with yet
another one of her grand epiphanies this
morning over coffee - and. "Virginity is a
state of mind." Really, it is just too true,

Victoria is but one of several of my little

group who have become Born-Again virgins.
And believe me they all run around making
such bizarre statements. Born-Again virgins
are just all the rage this year. What better
way to cope with that dreadful morning after
when memory sounds like a rude alarm, than
to feign purification of the soul. The excess
amount of everything one has passed
through the poor body in a night of
debauchery is but the means by which one is

purged of those nasty, nasty words and
deeds. The Born-Again virgin arises to a day
of innocence and purity. One may again
stand with dignity and walk self-assuredly
past the furtive glances of others.

Really, you must try this new coping
mechanism. The too horrible dating-mating
scene becomes the ludicrous obsession of
cretins who are positively beneath you. The
dark caverns of the bars become places to
observe from loftier heights. And one may
look through unjaded eyes upon the form
and figure of a member of the opposite sex
without simian urges curdling the blood. Ah
yes, the Born Again virgin may go home
alone after the fabulous night out, but the
lone departure is welcomed, if not revered.

And of course the B-A virgin experiences a
marvelous flight from reality. The bliss is just

too, too sweet. In such an etherial state the
trappings of sexual interactions are trans-
formed into a form of entertainment.
Members of the opposite sex are relegated to
the level of friends only rather than objects of

pursuit. And those of your own sex are
never, ever to be rivals. (Our little group is so
very hetero, so we do confine our comments
to those of our persuasion.)

The attitude of the Born-Again virgin is far
more aesthetic than our soiled counterparts.
I mean really now, the physical aspect of a
relationship is sent soaring into the
metaphysical. And fantasies, oh darlings, I

could not describe the satisfaction of a
fantasy. The miserable disappointment of a

involvements we must rely on our own inner
strength to carry us through those nights
when our sighs land softly on but the echos
of our room.

The Born-Again Virgin is saving herself-
himself, and collecting interest. We are not
prizes to be paraded before the highest
bidder. We are the appraisers of our won
self-worth. The quality of emotion is better
sensed and appreciated from an objective
distance, my dears.

''Really, you must try this new coping mechanism. The
too horrible dating-mating machine becomes the ludicrous

obsession of cretins who are positively beneath you."

less than lovely rendezvous is never felt. And
guilt over simply wild affairs is a relic of the
past.

One absolutely terrif thing about being
Born-Again is the conversation. One is so
very in control. All those quaint phrases and
gesticulations that were formerly employed
to arouse certain desires are cast aside. Since
the conversation does not have to lead to the
boudoir, it may instead be led to an in-

telligent conclusion. And of course dear, you
must understand if you are to try this

wonderful remedy for depression, that all

those cute flashes of flattery you would use
to turn a smile and invitation too neglected.
Compliments are given sincerely
as they are not needed to cajole attention
from another being.

Of course our little group has adopted the
Born-Again dressings of virginity to bolster
our too fragile egos. Uninterested in base

Capitalism: "I love It"
By STEPHEN MATHIEU

I've read so much anti-capitalist print in

this leftist newspaper that I'm beginning to
go crazy with anger. And all of you anti-

capitalists are a bunch of hypocrites, and I

say that with fact to back it up.

First, let me define "capitalism" for all of

you no-minds who claim to hate capitalism.

Webster's New Collegiate dictionary 1975
defines capitalism as: An economic system
characterized by private or corporate owner-
ship of capital goods, by investments that are

determined mainly by competition in a free

market.

Tell me, which one of you has not at one
point in time sold something you owned for a
price that you set? And if told that I would
give you five bucks if you spell the word
"cat" which one of you would not spell the
word, or at least make an attempt?

Having been a little kid once, and having
observed parents handle them, how many
parents do you know that don't at one point
in time say something to the kids like

"Johnny, if you're a good boy I'll buy you an
ice cream, or I'll let you stay up another half

hour to watch T.V.?

I don't know one parent who doesn't. It's a

Paulin accused of
'"playing games"
To the Editor:

Many tactics are commonly employed
by the mainstream press in mobilizing
opposition to any and all attempts by
people to take control over their own
lives. One such tactic, used particularly

often when student protests are the
target, is the attempt to portray those
engaging in the actions as acting out of
personal frustration, as seeking a cause
with which to identify, and as being
immature; in short, as playing at a game
in which the playing itself is more im-
portant than the goaf.

The advantages of these tactics are
obvious: attention is diverted from the

object of the action to the motives of the

participants, attacking by implication the

importance and validity of the goals;

cynicism toward that particular action is

invited, while apathy toward personal
involvement in general is fostered;

divisions amongst students are en-

couraged as individual students are

provided a reason for disassociating

themselves from the "immature" and
rash actions of their colleagues.

This tactic was commonly directed at

student protests against the Vietnam
War. Student protesters were portrayed

as "acting out" the same impulses which
earlier had prompted them to stage panty
raids, swallow goldfish, or cheer on their

football teams. Thus, it wasn't the war
that was unreasonable, but the students

who protested it. The culmination of this

type of reasoning occurred in 1970 with

the attempt to blame the murders at Kent

State on the immature actions of the
students themselves, rather than on the
Guard, Rhodes, Nixon, or the corporate-
government priorities responsible for the
insanity of the Cambodian invasion itself.

It is thus disappointing to find a
student newspaper using this same tactic

in its coverage of the May 4th Coalition's

protest against the attempt to cover up
student history with a gym. We refer, of
course, to Jim Paulin 's front page story

on the October 22nd demonstration. The
events seven years ago at Kent were not
a game; neither is the present effort to

resist that cultural imperialism which
would deny, or at least dilute, the im-

portance of that earlier student in-

volvement, a game. Unfortunately, this is

not only Paulin's view but is also the

attitude that Moss' front page cartoon
would have us adopt. If Jim Paulin thinks

it's a game he should at least have the

good sense to argue this in an editorial,

not insinuate that opinion into a front

page article purporting to accurately
report what happened. An event with

such overtones for students deserves
sympathetic, or at least neutral coverage,
especially from someone who, through
his own participation, should have related

to those who weren't there an un-
distorted account of what happened.

Perhaps, however, it is Jim Paulin who
is engaged in a game, the game of using
the pages of the Collegian to learn the
"tricks of the trade" necessary to gain
admittance, after graduation, to the big
game of establishment journalism. The

pity is that we, the UMass community,
must endure his training period.

Sincerely,

IN^artha Brandon
Larry Grasock

""Jews for Jesus'

apologize

To the Editor:

As leaders of Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship, we would like to respond to

letters that appeared in the Collegian
concerning the recent Jews for Jesus
concert.

First, we would like to apologize to

those who were offended by the concert.

It is our belief that whenever the gospel is

presented in a manner that is insensitive

to The needs of the hearers, a tragic

jnisTake has been made. The gospel,

preached without love and truth, is not
really the gospel at all.

As for the militancy of the Christians

on campus, the message we share is

indeed a militant one, for it speaks of the

necessity of a revolution within a man 's

heart and soul. It is not a message of

intolerance, but rather one of divine

tolerance and forgiveness to Jew and
Christian alike through the Messiah,

Jesus Christ.

As for the Jews for Jesus, they are

neither a well-financed nor ill-intentioned

group. If their presence on campus has
caused a misunderstanding, we do
apologize on their behalf and invite

anyone who would like to speak to us
personally to do so by calling Neil Vanaria

at 546-9254.

Kathy Locicero
Core Group, Inter-Varsity

Christian Fellowship

Show-down at

"higti noon'

To the Editor:

Marijuana laws as they currently exist

are unenforcable. This is a well known
fact. Nevertheless, marijuana laws remain
on the books, even though only a small

minority of those who smoke marijuana

ever get arrested.

An awful lot of college students smoke
dope. Dope then becomes a criminal
charge on which the police can arrest
college students if they want to bust
them, but have no grounds for doing so.

Dope laws are a tool for political op-
pression.

As the Yippies state "Police power
comes only from a toleration of the

policed, and this power is broken by a
conscious collective action. " Dope laws
work only because individuals are singled
out. When a large group assembles, the

police are powerless. There exists no
facilities in Western Massachusetts for

mass arrests. If the police really set their

heart to busting all the tokers they will be
able to arrest less than one per cent of
those attending.

Stand up for your rights I Come to the
Yippie Smoke-In, Thursday, High noon.

Russell Swan

Defense Fund for

student senator

To the Editor:

/ have just learned that Bob Bolan-
drina, the UMass Student Senator
arrested at Kent State this past week-
end, has had his bail set at eight

thousand dollars. A defense fund is being
set up for Bob at the R.S.B. table in the

Campus Center. PLEASE go down and
contribute what you can.

Jimmy Blihar

For decadence, without costly em-
barrassment, let the light of the Born-Again
Virgins shine upon you. Such a simple,
marvelous philosophy you will not be seeing
again for quite the while my sweets. Rather
than remain followers of Our Lady of the
Perpetual Bummer, do try our adorable mode
of thought.

Oh, and I really do not mean to be cheeky,
but should one decide to fall from grace, do
opt for style. It is so important for the ego.
The Born-Again Virgin appreciates ab-
solutely everything on a higher aesthetic
plane than the average plebian. And is ever
so much more susceptible to falling in love.

Do fall in love. Victoria swears that it is the
most dignified excuse for a tryst or two.

Pamela Davenport is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

form of capitalism. You have some goods
that you will deliver to that child for a price.

The price being the good behavior of the kid.

You Capitalists, you bribed the kid.

But tell me, what is more basic in human
nature than trying to satisfy your wants and
desires?

Capitalism is the only system that has been
with us since the beginning of time. And I

love it. Because of capitalism, I can bargain,

make deals with people, and try to sell my
goods and services to people at a price that I

set. And other people can do the same to

me. Sometimes I don't tike the prices that

they set, but tough shit. I have the option to

go out and try to make a deal for the same
product elsewhere, or the option of going
without. It's as simple as that.

However, the socialists, commies,
marxists, and all the rest of the self

proclaimed anti-capitalists seem to think that

it is their right to have a telephone at their

desired price, their right to own a house, their

right to have all of the luxuries in life, without
having to work or pay for them. You can all

go to hell.

The only rights that you have are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Sup-
pose that you lived in some under developed
tribe on an island in the Pacific. Would
telephones be a right? Would homes and
cars be a nght?

The capitalists have given you such a high
standard of living by their constant com-
petition for the almighty dollar, and you have
life so easy because of them (us) that you
have come to believe that this easy life is

your right. Bull Shit. Go live in some under-
developed country for a while and then come
back and tell me what your rights are.

You might find yourself so busy just trying

to stay alive that you won't have the time to
talk about politics.

Capitalism is the system here in this great
country. It is capitalism that built this country
and gave us our standard of living. If you
don't like it, get the hell out of here. You'd be
doing yourself and the proclaimed capitalists

like myself a big favor.

Go forth, hypocrites, and tell the world
what a shafting we gave you. Maybe if

you're lucky, someone will give you a

shoulder to cry on, or better yet, a muzzle
and a harness to shut you up and make you
work.

Stephen Mathieu is a Collegian Com-
mentator.
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Jury convicts Cochran,
hit crowd at KKK rally
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AMERICUS, Ga. [AP] - A jury of six
blacks and six whites yesterday found Buddy
Cochran guilty of eight counts of aggravated
assault for ramming his car into a crowd at a
Ku Klux Klan rally in President Carter's
hometown.
Only hours earlier the panel had reported it

was deadlocked after eight hours of
deliberation, but Superior Court Judge
William F. Blanks ordered the nine women
and three men back to the jury room.
A woman juror wept as she delivered the

verdict about 3 p.m. The jury had deliberated
for 13 hours.

Cochran's wife Mary Sue also cried, but
Cochran remained calm
Cochran could be sentenced to 10 years in

laii for each of the eight counts. But no
sentencing date was set, and Blacks said
Cochran will be sent to Central State
Hospital in Milledgeville for mental testing
prior to sentencing.

Cochran, who is white, was accused of
driving his sports car into the crowd- at the
July 2 rally in Plains, Ga., injuring at least 32
persons, none of them Klansmen.

His attorney said the racist atmosphere of
the rally cuased the 20-year-old Americus
mechanic to become temporarily insane. But
the prosecution said Cochran was in-
toxicated.

Defense Attorney Robert Bryan admitted
that Cochran drove his car into the crowd
and said his client felt guilty about it.

But he argued: "It has been said that the
KKK is not on trial. That is legally correct.
But I contend racism is as much a part of this
trial as the air that permeated that rally."
He said racism has "a place in the trial

because it has a place in Buddy's mind,"
adding, "The real issue is what state
Cochran's mind was in at the time. Buddy's
state of mind was certainly not the behavior
of a normal person."

Prisoners to

be exchanged

at Christmas
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Some 225

Americans held in Mexican prisons and a
smaller number in Canadian jails could be
transferred to U.S. prisons in time for Christ-
mas under a bill passed yesterday by the
House and sent to President Carter.
The measure, which has cleared the

Senate and is expected to get swift approval
from the President, would implement
prisoner exchange treaties made with the
two nations.

It also would authorize similar treaties with
other nations in the future.

The bill is designed to spare Annericans
from abuse in foreign prisons. It gives them
the option to voluntarily return to a U.S.
prison and offers the corresponding alter-

native to Mexicans and Canadians held in

American jails, so long as the prisoner has
been convicted of an offense which is

against the laws in both countries.

Americans would be eligible for parole
under the U.S. system but commutation of
sentences or reversal of convictions could
not be made except in the sentencing
country.

The Justice Department estimated there
are 570 Americans in Mexican jails, of which
=)bout 225 would be eligible and willing to

irn to U.S" jails. There a . i^rtween 140
nd 170 U.S. offenders in Canadian jails but

»-=e department said "only a small per-
-^'ntage will elect to return.
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Cochran had testified that his closest
friend in the Marines was a black man who
"got me through overseas" and later was
killed in Vietnam. He also recalled seeing two
black Marines who had been hanged in
North Carolina shortly after a Klan rally was
held nearby.
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MEAT STREET U.S.A.

Frozen
TurkeyBreast
Fr»sh Marval
Turkey Breast

98%

Fr««h Itorval Jutkty

FrMMterval Tur1i«y ^H ^%^
0iumlicks48f

58f
78f

Wings
Ff—h KUrval Turlivy

Thighs

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs
Whole

Whole Breast

98*.

PorkChops'1?"

Spareribs 98f
Country Styl* ^^M 4 O
Pork Ribs ^1?"
PRODUCE^.^r-r-

WhoieBoneIn
Shells of Beef
Untrimmed S^^lV%C)
Top Loin Shell

Stoaks Bone In

1.98. lb.

Stew Beef '1.
BonvlMs B««f Round ^^|Aft

CubedStealcir'
Colonial Mastar Smokad ^^ ^^^
Shoulders 007

Boneless Top
Round Steak

$^68lUSDA
CHOICE

Top Round for

London Broil

1.78.

Bonataas Roast

lb.

Top Round ^1f®
Bonalata Round ^^1 Ktk

BeefKabobs'lf"
Extra Laan Frash ^^mMa
GroundBeef 1.

Green Giant
Golden Com

Whole Kernel.

Cream Style

Mon Grocery Values at Finast!

Red Cabbage cv«.,wocx> .3'^' 1.00
Greenwood BeetSc^rns. 3,1°/ 1.00
Snows Clam Chowder . .

\'^' 68*

Shasta Diet Soda 7'ci^l 1.00

BEER & WINE
Budweiser Beer

$CCMOf 24
12 oz. cans case

only 5 I

Waatarn Baking HH^^^
Potetoes i:, #9
Long Graan Frash ^^ ^^m

Cucumbers8 °^1
Frash 1 2 02. pkg. ^%^^^
Mushrooms09pT

Mushrooms Arailabl^ Tuesday thru Saturday

BAKER STREET
English Muffins

"First of the Season"

Fresh Florida

Tangelos

Delicious Apples
Washington State

Red and Golden
Extra Fancy 2V*" min.39 lb

MR DELI
n/

Roast Beef*"''
f

Cooked Under
U.S. Gov t.

Specification
*1

CookedHam
$Domestic

Freshly
Sliced

Finast

Fresh

3pkgs94
of 6

r

Sandwich Wheat Bread2':;'99*

Brown & Sen/e Rolls . . Z^^i 89*

Plain & Sugar Donuts . 2 STf? 1.00

Danish Pecan Ring '^^ 99*

Haltoween Cupcakes. . . ??% 79*

J iBig Round Top
Falstaff Beer ^o^V.^. 'S:^ 4.99

FonziaChiantij;:fvT^ 2.49
Tosca Lambrusco '^r 1.79

' A Wnm n»it\% AraUmbta only in PInaat ol Hmdiay

White
Bread

\VS

FROZEN FOODS
Freezer Queen

Char. Br. Baaf Pattias

Spagh. a MaattMlls. 2 lb

Sails. Stfc. w/Gravy, pkg
Turkay Croquattas 97

'"'
1.09Pumpkin Pie Mrs sm,tn s . . . . o^y

Hawaiian Punch Red . Scans 1.00

Finast French Fries -^-4^0*; 89*

Available Only in Stores with Sarvice Deli Dapts.

In-Store Bake Shop Features!

Fresh Italian Bread .... 4 . 1.00

Assorted Turnovers 4. 89*

Fresh Cake Donuts o:n.Xr . .,. 69*
Available Only in Stores with In Store Bake Shops

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Low Fat gallon plastic jug ^^1 4 ^fe

Finast Milk '1^'
•«*89*

Finast Lemonade

.

Tree Tavern Pizza

1.00
I t2o2
' cans

c*g

Orange Juioe

Finast 'X 6 OZ ^^B f^ '

I

FrozanH^A cans ^^^V ^^^B

Grapefruit Juice .nrt,arR,ve<. . . . con,

Finast Ricotta Cheese 'r c'd?. 1.69

Oranga Juica *^ gal. cont. ^^^^^
Richmond 09
American Cheese F,™is,s.«es '^g' 1.39

r89*Brookside Apple Cider

.

corn oil Margarlo. g^ AA^
Finast iC pig's99

You Save 38^

Piilsbury Plus
ake Mixes

ISV^oz.
pkgs.

Finast
^rr. rn-s - miX)'' a^fl S ' SO Du'f^ase or more
eictuS'we of c-qarerte and lobar co jyoijuc's

'Good Oct 2* ?9 ^977 L.m.t ori?roip'>'^ M 6SRl

You Save 41*

nnast
A " " s vjpon itn<j % y SO pu'' r\ase Of n^ore

p«ciu:> *f n' ( ^ga'ene ar^d tobacco products
'>(iO<\2^2<4 ^-^7 7 Li'"-' one cnup-jn M<-8*

"i

25« OFF
1 any slzs Chunk or Stick

^ Finast

Muenster

Finast .dOrt ,> J ?<* '^T'
I m^t ore , OupCT N

Extra Bonus
Finast Fresh
Large Eggs

WhH*

Brown

nnast
Afr fhis coupon ^nd $ ' SOpurr ^ase o* n^cwe
ptciuS'vp o?c»garefte jnd rona*.i opfoOm »s

>...dO<-l ?3 29 '977 I.
m.i one ( fH.pnf M 7-;

Tices eneclive Sunday October 23 thru Saturday Octotier 29 1977 We reserve the right to limit quantities Not responsible tor fyoographicar errors
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Around New England

State employees
protest raise delay

BOSTON \UPI\ - State employees
across Massachusetts will leave their jobs
to attend a noon rally at the Statehouse
next week to protest the delay of their

$16.1 million pay hike, the head of the
union Alliance said yesterday.
Asked if the Tuesday demonstration

would constitute a one-day work
stoppage, Thomas Sharkey, chairman of
the Alliance, said "I think most em-
ployees are so damn mad that they are
just going to leave their jobs and come
down."
The pay hike for 37,000 state em-

ployees was negotiated last June to
begin August 1. However the raise,

funded in a supplemental budget now
before the legislature, is being held
hostage by anti-abortion groups.
An amendment filed by Rep. Raymond

L. Flynn, D- Boston, and attached to the
budget would prohibit the use of state
funds for abortions except to save the life

of a woman. The amendment affects
medicaid recipients and state employees
whose health plans are paid up to 85 per
cent by the state.

Lawyer charged

With embezzlement
PITTSFIELD. Mass. [AP] - A Pitts-

field lawyer has pleaded guilty to em-
bezzling more than $100,000 from his

clients and has been sentenced to 2V2
years in jail.

Berkshire Superior Court Judge John
J. McNaught imposed the sentence after

listening to arguments for leniency from
Donald J. Shaker's defense attorney,

who admitted his client was a chronic
gambler who used the stolen money to

pay off betting debts.

But District Attorney Mathew J. Ryan
Jr. told the court Monday, "I have very
little sympathy for him. He use<l his

education instead of a gun."
Shaker signed clients' names on

checks which had been made payable
jointly to Shaker and the clients as
payment for damage and other court
settlements, Ryan said.

Electric Boat yard

to layoff workers
GROTON, Conn. [AP] - The Electric

Boat shipyard will lay off up to' 4,000
workers to avert potential major losses in

its Navy submarine construction
program, according to reports yesterday.
The new general manager of the yard,

P. Takis Veliotis, said 3,000-4,000 workers
would be laid off at Groton, according to
U.S. Rep. Edward Beard, DR. I. Beard
said Veliotis told him another 700 would
be laid off at Electric Boat's Ouonset
Point, R.I., plant.

Some of those cuts, aimed at coun-
tering delays and errors in submarine
production that have led to huge cost
overruns, will take effect immediately.
Beard said.

Company officials would not comment
on the situation.

The Norwich Bulletin reported that the

shipyard, a division of General Dynamics
Corp., would lay off between 3,000 and
10,000 workers this week. The yard

employs 28,000 persons, including 5,000

at the Ouonset Point, R.I., plant, most of

them involved in producing Trident and
688- class nuclear submarines for the

Navy.

Restrictions voted
on revoked licences
BOSTON [UPI] - The Massachusetts

Senate Tuesday approved legislation to

allow the state to grant restricted licenses

to some people whose driver's license

has been suspended or revoked.
On a roll call of 23-10, the Senate gave

initial approval to a bill which would allow
a driver whose license has been revoked
or suspended to appeal on the grounds of

hardship to the state Board of Appeal on
Motor Vehicle Liability.

If the board decides the revocation or

suspension has caused an undue hard-

ship to the driver — if it, for example,
prevents the driver from gettirt^ to work

the board could direct the state

registrar of motor vehicles to issue a

license with recommended restrictions.

Under an amendment adopted, 30-1,

by the Senate, such licenses cannot be
granted to those who have been con-
victed more than once for the same
offense
An amendment approved on a voice

vote by the Senate Monday would not
allow a driver whose license has been
revoked on the grounds of vehicular

homicide to obtain such a license.

Holyoke man
confesses arson

SPRINGFIELD \UPI\ - A Holyoke
detective yesterday testified that Ken-
neth Keane, who is accused of setting a

September 1976 fire that killed two
women, confessed to the crime after the
incident.

Keane, 33, is charged in the deaths of
Florence McClain, 45, and Elizabeth
Wailgum, 77, both of Holyoke.

Detective Lt. John McMullen, in the
second day of the trial, read a statement
in Hampden County Superior Court
allegedly given by Keane one d?v dtter

the fire.

"When I drink, I like to light fires and
see them burn." Keane allegedly said.

Police crack down
on forged drugs

AGAWAM. Mass. [UPI] - Police have
made one arrest and say they plan more
in connection with a rash of incidents of
forged prescriptions used to obtain drugs
at pharmacies.

Valerie Simmons of Springfield was
arrested Oct. 14 at the Feeding Hills

Pharmacy where she allegedly handed
the druggest a forged prescription for 50
capsules of percodan, a relaxant. A court
hearing was set for Nov. 17.

Detective Richard Light said his

department has uncovered about 50 false

prescriptions after checking records at
local drug stores.

PUCA approves increase

in gas and electric bills

MOUNTAIN FiUlMS4 ir STARTS FRIDAY if

''li^9Lt:ursrrjwrrii:

OFTHEYEARt
What's Happening

(>)llC ^irH1 17

HARTFORD [AP] - The Public Utilities

Control Authority neared approval yesterday
of a $35 million rate increase that would raise

monthly gas and electric bills of Northeast
Utilities' 857,000 customers about 5 per cent.

The three authority members hearing the
Northeast case, Albert Kleban, Miriam
Butterworth and David Harrigan, worked
yesterday morning and afternoon ironing out
minor problems in a tentative decision.
The decision also requires Northeast to

offer cheaper electricity at night and on
weekends to encourage people to use more
power when the demand is the lowest.
The increase is about 40 per cent of the

$90 million the company sought. Northeast

has said an award of that size would severely
damage the firm and could lead to more
blackouts.

The peak hours of power usage will be 8
a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Northeast will have to install new meters for
customers who opt for time-of-day rates so
the firm can tell when the electricty is

consumed. The cost of the meters, which
hasn't been specified, will be borne by the
customer and the program will be limited at
first because of inadequate supplies of the
new meters.

"This is a break for customers who heat
their homes with electricity and for others
who want to convert their lifestyles," said
one commissioner.
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TOM JONES
based on the Fielding novel

Boivker Aud.. Stockbridge Hall. UMass

Sho;v dates

Oct. 28.29.30 Nov 4.5.6

Prices

S2 00 stu senior citizens

S2 50 general

Group rates available

Tickets available at

Boivker Box Office

545-0783

for information 549-3905
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YOU MISSED IT?... \

but we'll be showing the product •
•

reel from Films . Inc. again! •

• r

DON'T MISS IT AGAIN! :

: (esp . if you plan to show a movie •

next semester) •

OCT.26 3:30-5:30 CC 165 •

VALLEY TALKS
C.A.O.S. director David Baillie and

Counseling Coordinator Lynn Simek will
discuss Counseling Assistance for older and
non traditionat students at 6:00 p m onWMUA 91.1 FM. The program informs the
public of programs and services available in
the valley. People are encouraged to call in
INTERNATIONAL CLUB
The International Club is a group of foreign

and American students that sponsor and
coordinate cultural and recreational ac-
tivities. We encourage anybody with ideas
and initiative to come join us. Tonight we will
discuss the possibility of an International
House at UMass, Campus Center 168, 7:30
p.m.

NUCLEAR POWER COALITION
Stop Nuclear Power Alternative Energy

Coalition meets tonight and every Wed-
nesday night at 7:30 in Converse Hall 304
Amherst College. It is the local affiliate of the
Clamshell Alliance.

DANCE
Eno Don Washington, master dancer, will

present "Midnight Improvisations" in
Hampden Student Center at midnight.
Washington has worked with Reed College's
Master Dance classes; Diana Ramos and the

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

\mNAnom tour of the worlo's greatest musical

TAXI DRIVER

Robert DeNiro

Wed.. Oct. 26 7:00. 9:15. 1 1:30

Campus Center Auditorium

M.OO

Friday.

October 28
8 pm

'-M >RTS CENfER

CNCERT K4.L
Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students
and senior citizens-

$4, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center
Box Of fice M F 9-4 & All

Ticketron Locations

EDWARD ANNE
MULHARE ROGER5

ALAN JAY LERNER FfXEDERICK LOEWE

OLIVEIX MTH
CECIL DEAJON

KEN OILLINGTON

AL FiOniLLO

fVDOERT WJSSeI OtNNfTT
ond PHIL LANG

TRUOf aiTTMAN

CIVVNOAii^DIEHL

^^ JERRY ADLER

Thursday, November 3
3.30 pm and 8.00 pm

Fll^ >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now on sale for both performances.
General public »7. 50, 6.50, 5.50. UMass students
S3.75, 3.25, 2.75. Other students and senior
citizens $6.50, 5.50, 4.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F » 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Unity Ensemble; and KGW T.V. The
multimedia piece will include percussion and
dance. Admission is free.

FILM
Jack Swedberg, the official photographer

for the Mass. Fish and Wildlife Service, will
do a presentation on Mass. wildlife, including
footage from the Quabbin Reservation
Holdsworth Hall 305, 7:30 p.m
COMMUTER COLLECTIVE MEETING
There wilt be a Commuter Collective

meeting at 5:30 p.m. in the Commuter
Lounge.

TOMORROW
HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE THEATER
Hampshire College Theater will be

presenting a new musical entitled, "The
Sculpture Garden" tomorrow, Thursday and
Friday. It will be performed at Hampshire
College's Performing Arts Center, in Emily
Dickinson Hall, at 8 p.m. For reservations and
information, call 549-4600, ext. 351. There
will be a special midnight show on Friday
HEALTH SERVICES DIABETES MEETING
A diabetes discussion will be held

tomorrow in Health Services 302. Open to all

interested persons.

INDEX
The INDEX senior portrait program is now

in progress. Seniors who are graduating in

December, or who won't be on campus next
semester should sign up for now for an
appointment for their senior portrait. Ap-
pointments may be made by going to
Campus Center 811, or by calling 545-2874.
IF I SHOULD DIE
A three- screen multi- media show por-

traying different views on death. It uses five
projectors, hundreds of visuals and music by

groups such as, Black Sabbath, Blood,
Sweat and Tears, and Jim Croce. Student
Union Ballroom, tomorrow at 8 o m
SLAUGHTERHOUSE FIVE
Award-winning adaptation of Kurt

Vonnegut, Jr.'s world-wide best seller.
Mahar Auditorium, tomorrow at 7 9 and 1

1

p.m. $1.

POLISH HORROR FILM
A Polish horror melodrama "Lokis," based

on a Menmee story, will be shown tomorrow
at 8 p.m. in Thompson 102. Director Janusz
Majewski will be present to answer
questions. The film is in color with English
subtitles. Free.

ATTENTION KENT STATE SUPPORTERS
All those interested in discussing the latest

developments, including the Oct. 22
Demonstration at Kent. Meeting tonight at
7:30 Student Union 413A. The second half of
the meeting will focus on future plans for
continuing the struggle to move the gym as
well as raising funds for the legal defense of a
UMass student arrested at the Oct 22
demonstration.

CHRISTIAN CONFERENCE
The University Christian Movement in

Nevy England, a branch of the World Student
Christian Federation, invites students to its

Third Annual Conference — this year at
Brown University, Nov. 4-6. Theme: What is

the University Preparing You For? Keynote
speaker is Howard Zinn, professor of Political
Science at BU. Workshops on Black Studies,
Women's Studies, and Alternative
Educational Systems. For further info
contact UCF at 428 Student Union, 545-
2789.

Maine 's married sea/s expecting
ROCKPORT, Maine [UPI] - Andre the

seal is pacing the cage and his wife. Smoke,
has been fasting. Their trainer thinks Maine's
only married seals may be expecting their
first pups.

Harry A. Goodridge said he was "hoping
that Smoke is pregnant. About a month ago
she went on a hunger strike and was acting
kind of funny. I don't know if it was because
she started getting fresh fish and was spoiled
or if maybe she's pregnant."
Andre gained national attention with his

annual swims from his winter home in

Boston to his summer home in Rockport.
The seals were united in a watery ceremony
last June that included singing the traditional
march and the exchange of a kiss. Since then
they've been living at Andre's summer home.

But it's almost time for Andre to be flown
back to his winter home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston. Smoke made the
journey last week.

Goodridge said it was difficult to convince
her to leave her husband. It took three hours
to coax her from her pen and into a van so
"the seals' love must be real," he said.

Goodridge said that the spearation doesn't
agree with Andre, either.

"The seals got along so well. Now Andre
paces back and forth in his pen. He looks so
lonesome," Goodridge said.

The trainer said the pacing may be good
for Andre, though, since he ate all of
Smoke's leftovers during her fast and gained
weight.

Goodridge hopes the couple will be
spending their summer together again next
year.

"Id just as soon have her here if the
aquarium will let me. I know Andre will want
her," he said.

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a.m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form
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Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con
stifutes one line

'

REACH 2S.()00READERSDAILY!!!!Lmie Ads Get BIG RE5ULTSt!!!REACH25,000 READERS DAILYt!!tREACH2S.000READERSDAILY!?>»Lini.AAQ>t«ICP^^

AUTO FOR SALE

We BuyCarsfotcdsM253 b384 323 5010

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

122Votvo oarts sed&waaon. Raa. 065-4384.'

2 Continental stud snow radiais 175 14
$160

, 4 Fireston radiais 155 13 $80 64580
ask Bill, evenings

OIlie is a 7 month old Gordon Setter. He
IS completely housebroken and excellent
wvith children If interested call 549 6739

TO SUBLET

To sublet 2br. on bus route for sping
semester and summer Call 665 3536

The

CM ASS
(Jnion Program Council in associacion with WMUA

Presents

Woody Shaw
concert ensemble

»'^ riday Oct ober '28 ih 8 pm admission S2

at the Student Cnion Ballroom

I' ickols:

Ti\, Sun iMusic, Backroom Records
and The Sound K<M»m in Northampton

1971 Pinto. New exhaust system, good
tires, needs some engine work Call 546
7946 evenings Price negotiable

1967 Dattun 411, mechanically sound, new
battery, radiais, S295 or B O , 584 4307

71 MGB eic^cond $1,900 or BO 549 5993

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Men s. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18-
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

2 Continental stud snow radiaPs 175-14
$60

, 4 Firestone radiais 155 13 $80 64580
ask for Bill, enenings

G78. 14~Sri^ow Tire8$407

WANTED TO RENT

complex

T I SR 40 Calculator Soaiewhefe in or

hftween Goes 152 and Blucwall on Sept
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256-
6059

Bdrm. in Apt complex available immed
$70 mo Call Mitch 253 5487

Tl Calculator between Southwest and
Mahar, about October 10th If found call
546 8921 REWARD

Furnished Apt, on bus route. 1 bedroom
$195 All utilities included 253 3336

ROOM WANTED

1975 Volvo 164, AC, cruise control,
Michelins and snows, leather interior,

excellent condition inside and out Best
Offer Call 253 5349, you wont regret it.

Call 546 9617

68 Galant elec guitar w- hardsiieil^
Univox 50 watt AMP w, reverb etc
takes all 546 7985 after 7P.M

case,

$135

72 Toyota Carina std
, good condition

$1,100 or Best Offer Call weekends or

after 6PM 665 4925

72 Vega Waqon, Good stereo system
Good cond SB50 Call 546 6879

1970 Fiat 860 Spyder Sport conv Very good
condition Must be seen $600 or best
offer 533 6025 Roger after 6 OOP M

Gold Couch ft Chair. Exc
8464 after 5PM SpfId

cond $150 734

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room in

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen, or easy access to them.
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545-3503 Mon nites and ask for Jue or
leave message for rm 209 50724

Ladies silver Lucien Picard watch, near
Newman Center on Sunday Oct 16 Blue
face and stem Reward call Brian
Dingman 5 070 and leave name

FOUND

Woman's
68953

glasses fo<jnd m S W Call

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service - Best in rock thru disco.
Monitor Music 546 4731 Rea

Men's size 44 brown leather coat Almost
new $50 Call John at 549 0494

HELP WANTED
CALCULATORS

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
^^^^iMBMiiiiiHii^^^HBBBi^BSBHB
SUPER BIKE '74 KAW Z-1 900cc In very
good condition Kerker pipe, Denselube
Cham OFFERS' 665 3031

FOR SALE

Attention!! Joggers. B Ball players.
SEtG Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can afford.
Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere Call us before
going to a high price retail 546 9611

Vets with Military Police experience
part time day work on weekends Al
Lasota 256 6381 eve

Experienced Waitresses
Richards 1 1 to 1p m daily

Apply Poor

College Calculators offers low price £t full

service All models avail T159 $225 . 58-

$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP s b Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

Volvo repairs and maintenance M years

and models low pnces Jack 586-0610

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasrorT cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9576

Expert Typing, only 40cents page. CaH
after6, Mon Thurs . 256 8484

Collegiate resaarch papers. Thousands on
file All academic subiects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918-2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90026(2131477 8474

LUNCHEON & DINNER Served byHRTA
Students Oct 24 27 Serving cider
shrub, hrts lettuce, beef au )us pot , veg
rolls, apple crisp w/ice crm. & wine Only
$1 75 Rm219 Chenoweth Tix must be
bot there in advance Meals served Tues,
Wed, & Thurs at 4 30 promptly

PERSONALS

If your don't want to be locked into a 10 or

12 month lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have 1 and 2
bedroom townhouse and garden units
starting at $196 plus utilities call SOUTH
MEADOW 256-0166 for more details.

Fender Bass Music Master. Excel cond
,

also Arthur E Smith Maple Leaf 5 string

Ban|o Excel Cond Best offer on both
Call Brian at 549 37%

h mxh old FM stereo fits in dash of most
foreign cits R O S-lfi 5001

FOR RENT

2 Bedrm Apt. avail

Allows pets 549 0839
r^ed On bus line

1 mile off campus.

Bus companion wanted for Syr. old visiting

Boston on weekends and returning Some
oay 586 4386

SERVICES

I would like to express my gratitude to all

those who supported my candidacy in the
BOG Election Mark L Curelop

Sisters of Tri-Sigma welcome our new
Pledges Beth Audesse. Darlene D'Amour,
Tobi Lomker and Patti Maples Well sing
in the sunshine of Tn Sigma'"

LOST
Lg Rm avble imm Echo Hill Apt
$110 mo Inc pjtio w w carpet etc. 253
5?8P

Notebooks H,imprten D r, Rp^.irri S46

:JJtJ!lit!i!llf^.||||.f^|y/IlMH!IBffgfc^|;»c|:J:l4l]|^4UUiJ^ij;pg

For A Good Layer Cake Custom made &
beautifully decorated birthday etc Cakes
on 2 days notice Right on campus, (not

associated vnth Campus Ed Service)

L.iuni- 546 9576

INSTRUCTION

PRACTICAL ACUPUNCTURE will be
taught Everybody has the chance to
become a MEDICAL DOCTOR Info Oct
?7 PM7 40 CC917

|:JJMJ i:^i^ J1li'illUJJIJ'lll!.!.i:iJJ»lJll»Mirimi«!i'ff!lr^l»rl:l ^^i|^J^||||
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Notices

Colle tiian '9

fOUND
Men s prescription glasses found near Graduate

Research Tower on Monday, Oct 24. Steve 546 6936
CHESS

There will be a meeting of the UMass Chess Club
tonight. Wed., Oct 24. m room 911915 of the
Campus Center from 7 30 till close
YIPPIE SMOKE IN
There will be a Yippiel Smokem at Amherst

Commons on Thurs., Oct 27 (Raindate Fri., Oct. 28)
at High Noon Live Music
LOST

Cherry red leather pocketbook Reward! If found
contact Sue 549 1122
ACCTS ASSOC. AND BAP
Tomorrow Mr. William Curly of Arthur Anderson &

Co. will be our guest speaker. This will be In Grad
Research on sixteenth floor.

PARACHUTE CLUB
Meeting tonight in CC 170 at 7:00 Home-movies by

Ed Tompkins will be shown. All are welcome
SKI PA TROL

Important meeting for all patrollers and candidates
Please bring your duet. Thurs. 10-27, 8:00 p.m. CC
169

LITTLE SISTERS
Meeting 7:30, Wed , Oct 26th at Phi Mu Delta

Pledge Chapel to be held at 8:00 for New Little Sisters
All girls welcome.
STUDENT UNION GALLERY

Presents: "Vidio Works" by Howardena Pindell,

Mon., Oct. 31 - Fri., Nov. 11.

PRE-DENTS
Or Levine, Dean UConn dental school will speak

tomorrow CC 165 at 1:30 p.m All interested in

dentistry urged to come.
LOST

Lost in Hampshire House Fri Wilson tennis racquet
(Billie Jean King Model) H found please contact 549-
1202

UMASS FIELD HOCKEY CLUB MEETING
Meeting today 8:00 p.m. Hamlin Meeting room

(basement) Open to everybody
BLOOD DONORS NEEDED
The Red Cross Blood Donor Center is located in the

Public Health Center, N 344, and is open Tuesday 5-9,

Wednesday 2-8, Thursday 5-9:30 - Take a study
break and drop in

MOBILIZATION FOR SURVIVAL
Meeting of anti-nuclear weapons group to discuss

future strategy Oct 26, Rm 306 SUB, 630 p.m. All

invited

PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Important Meeting tonight. 7:00 p.m. in 304 Tobin.

Guest speaker from Community Development Center
Please try to attend!
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB

Meeting tomorrow at 8 p.m
, Campus Center 101

for members willing to work on fund raising events to
purchase hanggliders. We need help. Come if you
want club hanggliders
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonite at 7 p.m. in Hasbrouck 44 John
Briggs will give a talk on his Variable Star Work at the
Maria Mitchell obs.
PASS FAIL GRADING SYSTEM
An open hearing on the School of Education

Course Grading System (presently pass-fail) will be
held tomorrow at 10 00 in Campus Center 101. AH
interesteo students and faculty are invited to par-
ticipate.

AIKIDO
UMass Aikido Club practicing at Boyden Gym 237

Monday and Friday 7 9 p.m., Sunday 2 4.

LOST
Green knapsack lost outside of Hatch, near bicycle

rack Call David at 549 0544
DANGEROUS

Games of skill and death, wnist, petal throne,
Alpha Omega; etc. All brave souls welcome Campus
Center 904-908 Wednesday 3 p.m. to close
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The Fund for Theological Education is offering 3-

year fellowships to all students who are araduatinn
seniors or currently hold a bachelor's degree and plan

to attend an accredited school of theology in the Fall.
Grants are based on individual need. For more info
contact UCF 428 Student Union 545 2789
FORESTERS
The Society of American Foresters will meet in

either Room 203 or 306 Holdsworth Hall at 7 p.m
Everyone is encouraged to attend
SKI CLUB MEETING

Ski movies, door prizes, great people, new mem-
bers welcome. Thompson 104 8pm
COMMUTER COLLECTIVE
Meeting today at 530 in the Commuter Lounge.

Jazz trumpeter. Woody Shaw
will appear in SUB on Friday

Woody Shaw, noted jazz trumpeter and
recording artist will perform at the Student
Union Ballroom Friday.

Appearing with Woody Shaw will be his
concert ensemble featuring Cater Jefferson
on tenor, Jimmy Vass on alto, Steve Turre
on trombone, Onaje Allan Gumbs on piano.
Cliff Houston on bass and Victor Lewis on
drums.

A veteran of the European jazz scene.
Woody Shaw's latest album, "Live at the
Berliner Jazztage", reflects Europes en-
couragement of the avant-garde.

Strengthened and more creative because
of this influence. Woody Shaw and his

ensemble should provide an exciting
example of the kind of adventurous jazz
being experimented with by Shaw and his

other young contemporaries: Steve Lacey
and Anthony Braxton.

Tickets are $2.50 (general admission),
available at TIX Student Union - across
from Post Office. They are also available in

Amherst at Faces of Earth, Backroom
Records, and Sun Music, and the Sound
Room in Northampton.

This event is being sponsored by Union
Program Council in association with WMUA.
Future events include: A halloween party
featuring Widespread Depression on Oct. 31,
and Bobby Hutchinson on Nov. 19.

To a lot of people in the world,
Germany makes the best beer.

To a lot of people in Germany,
Beck's makes the best beer.

DOONFSBIRY by (iarry Trudeau
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

B.C. by lohnny Hart
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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you MATE EVERs'BOP't',

PON'T "^OU ? HOU) C?0

^OU KEEP TRAC^ OF
ALL THE PEOPLE
^OU HATE ?

WEDNESDAY. OCTO-
BER 26 - Bom today, you
are a person of extremely
high standards Moral
codes are to be maintained
despite temptations Those
who fail to live up to their

own standards are, in your
view, cowardly and
unprincipled Vou enjoy
competition but won't go

out of your way to com-
pete Vou will go out of

your way to find the com-
pany of the witty and wise
Vou believe in your own

ability to look into the

future with aiccuracy. You
base your conclusions re-

gardinK the future upon an

in.stinctive understanding

of the process of cause and
effect - but in the eyes of

friends and admirers, you

are something of a profit,

able to predict events with

an uncanny accuracy You
are objective, fair, and
straightforward, without

being tactless

Not one to be easily influ-

enced, your independence
of mind and body may lead

you into some peculiar sit-

uations, but never into

boredom. Vou may not

kn<iw quite what your ulti-

mate destiny will be, but

vou generally know what it

will not be, which can Ix-

just as important and often

just as exciting Nerves
play no part in your daily

life; you are cool as a

lawyer

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph
Ix't your birthday star be

vour daily guide
THURSDAY. OCTOBER

SCORPIO Oct 2:!

Nov 21 ) - Though you may
have to take a detour on

the road to success, you
certainly need not turn

back Time lost can be

made up

SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec 21 1
- If you consolidate

recent gains, you should be

able to save almost all

you've earned Consult an
expert.

CAPRICORNiDec 22-

Jan.l9i - Intuition leads
you where you want to go
today Take advantage of

your ability.

AOUARIUSi .Ian. 20-

Feb.18) - The insight you
have into the motives of

others might well be spent

looking mto your own
motives

PISCESiFeb.l9-March
20 1 - Aci ONLY upon reli-

able information with
impunity Otherwi.se. be

prepared for a .series of

.setbacks.

ARIES',March 21-April
li*i - Your easy conversa-
tion and good humor
makes you a welcome
guest today Bring calm to

troubled waters in {-"..M

TAURUS' April 20-.May
20 1

- Idealism and generos-

ity go hand in hand today -

as do idealism and overdo-
ing a good thing Take care
with possessions

GEMINKMay 21-June20i
- Your dynamu presence
brings excitement to a dull

project Others welcome
vou today, be receptive

CANCER I.lune 21-.Iuly

22 ) - Interest m a variety of

subjects needn't mean less

interest in particular
favorites You can't spread

yourself too thin.

LEOiJuly 23-Aug22) -

Kxcess and ej^otism are
partners today Don't over-

indulge Conceit brings you
into a dangerous position

late in the day.
VIRG0(Aug.2:i-Sept 22i -

A knowledge of the causes
of failure can help you
avoid It, at least for today.
from the docket
LIBRAiSept 2.M)ct 22» -

.A hazardous adventure
early in the day may cause
you to hesitate wh'^n it

comes to a new endeavor
later on. Avoid supersti-

tion.
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranncy
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WHAT NEXT? by Dick )anssen \
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DM by Marty Maceda

ACROSS 47 Robt A and
Wm Howard

1 Limpinq qait 49 Light refract-
Slana mq device?

5 Had an 53 Oddball
obligation 57 Plant with

9 Cottage blue berries
14 Something 58 Kind of beet

unique: Slang 59 He raised
15 General repu- Cain

tation 61 Total ad
16 — one Easy mission re

mark ceipts
17 Mr Harbach 62 Wash lightly

18 Cause to 63 Legal allega
stunnble tion

19 Glazed items 64 An Adams
20 Stews 65 Complete
22 Most forceful 66 Force to go
24 Painfully 67 Enraptured
26 Finch Slang
27 Water bodies
29 Dunce —
30 Scotland DOWN

Yard chap 1 Makes a faux
33 Overall pas

scheme: 2 2 Musical pas
words sage Infor

37 Grotto mal
38 — in the 3 Length unit

right di- 4 Objected to
rection 5 Ottawa's

39 Have dinner prov
40 Kind of 6 — of the

breath Rose^
41 Told a fib 7 Sends forth
42 Make over 8 Protests
44 Game of agamst

marbles 9 Feline
45 Interjection delicacy

of surprise 10 Place in a
46 Climb swiftly row

Tuesday PuzzI e Solved.
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11 Peevishness
12 Actor Burl -
13 — egq
21 Rest period

23 Algerian port

25 Quick to the
holm

28 Radar-patrf^l

led areas
2 words

30 Familiar fare

well

31 Newt
32 Yield

33 Fountain
creation

34 Great land

mass
35 Meat vege-

table dish

36 Fall behind
37 Vehicles

40 Upholds
42 Great

amount: In-

formal
43 Not our pub.
45 Newfound-

land airport

47 Effect vely

concise
48 Edge along

indirectly

50 Sole of a plow
51 OftbeA M
^2 Rain snow

mixtu'e
53 Beiqe
54 Sho>t

memorandum
55 Isn't able
56 French city

60 Insane ,

ALIMINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

MIS PHOKE RILL
HE DEClPEOTO&oa/r,
BUT HIS CAR Corr TOW

TWtM ME RECIEVED
A CALL,

BENB WAS SO BUMMED
Oirr, THERE VOAS Ot4LY

ONE THING TO DO...
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Lyie wins Cy Young;

beats out Palmer, Ryan
A/fW YORK \UPI\ - Sparky Lyle, a

rubber-armed southpaw whose rescue
operations saved the AL East title for the
New York Yankees, became the first relief

pitcher in American League history to win
the Cy Young award yesterday when he
outpointed three-time winner Jim Palmer of
Baltimore in a balloting of the Baseball
Writers Association of America.

PASTAL WINNERS
1968 - Bob Turlev, New York Yankees
1959 - Early Wynn, Chicago White Sox
1961 - Whitey Ford, New York Yankees
1964 - Dean Chance, California Angels
X 1967 - Jim Lonborg, Boston Red Sox
1968 - Dennis McLain, Detroit Tigers
1969 - Mike Cuellar, Baltimore Orioles, and Dennis
WcLain, Detroit Tigers (tie)

1970 - Jim Perry, Minnesota Twins
1971 - Vida Blue, Oakland As
1972 - Gaylord Perry, Cleveland Indians
1973 - Jim Palmer, Baltimore Orioles
1974 - Jim Hunter, Oakland As
1975 - Jim Palmer. Baltimore Orioles
1976 - Jim Palmer, Baltimore Orioles
1977 - Sparky Lyle, New York Yankees

(X-prior to 1967 only one Cy Young award was
given Beginning in 1967 the award was presented to a
recipient from each league I

The 33- year- old Lyle, who saved 26 games
and posted a 13-5 record with a 2.17 earned
run average in 72 appearances during the
regular season, received nine first place votes
and 56- ''j points to edge Palmer by 8- '6

points in the most diversified balloting in the
history of the award. Nine pitchers in all

received votes from the 28 voting members
of the BBWAA - two from each AL city -
and Lyle won despite being left off 13 ballots.

The only other relief pitcher ever to win a
Cy Young award was Mike Marshall of the
National League's Los Angeles Dodgers in

1974.

"I was shaking when I heard I'd won the
award. It was the first time I've ever been
nervous, ' confessed the normally cool and
confident Lyle when reached by telephone at
his Demarest, N.J., home. "There had been
talk I was a candidate but I knew the only
other relief pitcher ever to win a Cy Young
was Mike Marshall and I wasn't in 110
qames.

"I was hoping very much. Baseball has
given me everything that I have and it's

amazing that you keep getting more and
more. Someday I hope I can give something
back to the game."

Palmer, a 20-game winner for the seventh
time in his career and the winner of the Cy
Young award the previous two seasons, had
six first place votes and 48 points to nose out
strikeout king Nolan Ryan of the California
Angels for second place. Ryan, a 19-game
winner and the Major League leader in strike-

outs with 341 , also had six first place votes
and received 46 points.

Dennis Leonard of Kansas City, another
20-game winner, finished fourth with 45
points, followed in order by relief ace Bill

Campbell of Boston (25- Vi ), 20-game winner
Dave Goltz of Minnesota (19), Ron Guidry of
New York (5), rookie Dave Rozema of Detroit
(4) and Frank Tanana of California (3).

Lyle joins Bob Turley (1958) and Whitey
Ford (1961) as the only Yankees ever to win
the Cy Young award since its inception in

1955.

Sparky Lyle shows the form which earned him the 1977 American League Cy Youna
Award. <UPI)

O'Connell leaves with relief

BOSTON \UPI] - Former Boston Red
Sox general manager Dick O'Connell
yesterday expressed relief at being away
from pressures of running a baseball team,
and said he doesn't have any plans to move
to another Major League city.

O'Connell, fired Monday after 31 years
with the Red Sox, was interviewed by WH-
DH radio at a Tuesday luncheon for John
Kiley, longtime organist for Boston sports
teams.

"I feel better than I did yesterday," he said.

"As a matter of fact, I don't seem to have the
worries I had inthe last few months. It just
feels very good at the present time. What the
future holds, I do not know."

O'Connell was fired by the executors of
late owner Tom Yawkey's estate. Also

dismissed were vice president Gene Kirby,

who handled the team's television and radio
contracts, and assistant general manager
John Claiborne, who did most of the player
contract negotiating.

O'Connell, general manager since 1966,
brought the Red Sox two pennants during
his tenure. He said while running a team like

the Red Sox is difficult, his years with the
team were good ones.

"It's kind of difficult to run an organization
such as the Red Sox," he said. "You have
the press on you, undue publicity, and the
religious attitudes people have toward the
team. But all in all, it's been a good period of
years. Something has to end, and it just
ended."

^g JE J«g" ^«- ^^ ^^ :ag--jf ^1^

TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT
U.MASS SKI CLUB MEETING
SKI MOVIES

DOOR PRIZES

8PM

THOMPSON 104

New Members Always Welcome
=»«^ »» -»'

SCER GRADUATE
"MINI-GRANT"
PROGRAM

SCER, with funding from the Graduate Student Senate, is sponsoring
a "Mini Grant" program to encourage graduate students to conduct
"Student Interest Research". The program offers one assistantship to a

person willing to coordinate the program and provide research assistance

as well as a limited number of $200 stipends to graduate students willing

to conduct research on such topics as:

Collective Bargaining at UMASS-what's in it for Graduate
Students

The "$3, 600 syndrom ": The problems of obtaining a degree
with low pay and high expenses

Alternative investment possibilities for University funds. What
do with the money no longer in South Africa

These are only some ideas. Any topic will be considered so long as it

affects graduate education or student life at UMASS.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 18th, 1977. Mini Grant

proposals will be reviewed on a "rolling ' basis. Early application improves

chances of funding.

APPLICATIONS ARE

AVAILABLE AT SCER

(seer'a3JJ : STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.

406 Student Union

[^M irw^
NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE STARTS TONIGHT AT

TWO AREA THEATRES 7:00 and 9:00 daily

ms^m
presents

Thursday-Saturday

Oct. 27-29

Thursday Cover $1.00

(POACHERS)

ONE OF THE 10 BEST FILMS OF 1976"

E'H/lish Critics Circle

GRAND PRIZE - SAN SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL
GR/v- :D prize - SOUTH AMERICAN FILM FESTIVAL

THIRD PRIZE - CHICAGO FILM FESTIVAL

MADE BY A MAN WHO LOVEO
HIS COUNTRY AND HATED

HIS GOVERNMENT
A JOSE LUIS BORAU FILM

"F'JRTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST FILMS
I MAVE EVER SEEN" - Luis Bunuel

AMHERST Cinema
in amherst

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

No Dollar Nights This Attraction

soDDOcmmimiii^vnJOBDBMMMMM

)iSN(). PIHASAM SIRHKI
AMHFRST \^,\^ 549 ^iftfi

HIGH Ql ALITY REPRODUCTIONS
ON XEROX 9200

DUPLICATING SYSTEM

b'

0^"

WE SPECIALIZE iM

RESUMES & DISSERTATIONS
BINDING
COLLATING, PADDING
STAPLING
ENVELOPES (Min. 4X9)
BOOK COPYING
TYPING

• • •

ENVELOPE ADDRESSING
BUSINESS CARDS
LETTERHEADS AND ,

STATIONARY
LAYOUTWORK
REDUCTIONS

COP'
C* * II I

•MNIIil C I Nl

POSTER SIZE COPIES
201 WHITE
n xl7 25 ea
14x18 35 ea

t< AlANT s> -c- AMPLE FREE PARKING
MON THURS 8 00 8 00
FRI 8 00 5 00
SAT 9 00 1 00

r
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Collegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team you think will win

Ties are losses

[
1. New Hampshire at

I 2. Boston College at

I
3. Washington at

I 4. Pennsylvania at

I
5. Oklahoma State at

I 6. use
I

j
7. Indiana

I

8. Oakland

j
9. Pittsburgh

1 10. Houston

I

11. Buffalo

12. San Diego at

at

at

at

at

at

at

Rhode Island

Air Force

UCLA
Princeton

Nebraska

California

Minnesota

Denver

Baltimore!

Cincinnati

Seattle

MiamiI

I

j

Winner is determiend by person who picks most games correctly. In case of tieI winner is person coming closest to picking score of New England game.

I

I

I

New England New York Jets
if still tied, winner will be drawn.

I
Contest is open to all UMass students and employees. Entries (limit one per

I
person) are due at the Collegian Sports Desk, 101 Campus Center, by 5 p m

I
Friday.

j
Prize is one large plain pizza and a small soft drink at THE HIDEOUT 103 N

I
Pleasant St.

I

I

I NAME
I ADDRESS
! PHONE

Pizza Bowl wrap-up no. 2;

a battle down to the wire
The Collegian Pizza Bowl for the weekend

of October 22-23 was won by Mark Mordecai
of Cliffside Apts., Sunderland. He correctly
guessed 11 of the 12 games, the only blemish
on his record being the USC-Notre Dame
game.
As happened last week, the contest went

down to the Monday night game. Mark and
Tim Connors, a Dwight resident, were tied

after the Saturday and Sunday games.
But Mark correctly picked Los Angeles

after Minnesota, while Tim picked it the
other way around. Better luck this time!

Since there is no UMass football game this
weekend (due to an open date on the
schedule), contestants are asked to pick the
score of the Patriots - NY Jets game.
Good luck!

Letter to the Editor
To the Editor:

Re: The sports "columnists" of the
Collegian:

Well, I know that you people must be
in a state of shock right now - that is, if

you haven 't already committed suicide. I

mean, what other alternative is there?
Life just isn't worth living if the Yankees
are known as the World Champions, is it?

And for the rest of us, the poor souls who
have to read your daily garbage on
"those Yankees", what are we going to
do?How can a day go by without at least
one tasteful put down of the Yankees?
And to think that Reggie Jackson -
make that reggie Jackson - had a small
part in the victories, well, we don't want
to hear about that, but then again, you
people probably weren't even going to
mention it, anyway. Don't worry, you
don't have to. We realize that to write
anything remotely resembling a com-
pliment about the Yankees — make that
the yankees — would Just be too much
for your sacred pens to handle.
But there were Just so many things that

New York - make that new york - did
wrong, that I'm sure we'll be hearing
about all of them soon enough. Didn't
Jackson make a bad relay through in that
6th game? Sure he did, you can read all

about that and many other Yankee
tragedies in the Globe from that fabulous
[fabulously stupid] Bob Ryan. [Does he
write for the Collegian?) And didn't

Jackson look foolish wavinq his hat to
the crowd after his third homer? Jim Rice
looked much better when he popped his
clutch three. You remember those — he
hit them against that Western Division
powerhouse in a loss that helped the
Yanks back into the pennant. They had
to be a powerhouse if they beat the late,

great Red Sox - make that the RED
SOX. And didn't Jackson look stupid
watching all those homers hit over his
head [actually, two were to left], off to
Catfish Hunter [right, catfish hunter]?
But enough of Jackson, we all know

how bad he realty is. So don't write about
him, or Munson, or Guidry, or Torrez,
write about Nettles, and Chambliss, and
Hunter. After all they are the ones who
really played the way we know the Yanks
should. But I won't mention any of their
plights, you can take care of that during
the next few weeks. We'd all love to hear
about them, about last year's Series with
the Reds, and above all, about that great
'75 Series that Sox fans still can't stop
talking about [at feast if they had won ...

I And even if you mercifully don't write
about them, I realize that I won't be
without your words of wisdom for long.
I'm sure that we'll be reading soon
enough about the Rangers and Knicks -
make that the rangers and knicks - and
the rest of those awful teams from the
Big [rotten?] Apple.

Corey Rinker
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The UMass equestrian drill team is seen here practicing at Tillson Farm prior to its
exhibition before 8,000 people at Ledyard '77.

Hercule Poirot investigates

UConn hiex over Ul\/lass
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

.... and the mystery continues.
The winless UConn Huskies went into

their "upset" act again last Saturday at
Storrs, and almost beat a far superior UMass
Minutemen 11. The UMies barely escaped
the Huskies' fangs by eking out a 10-0
victory.

You might say the UMies won by the skin
of the Huskies' teeth.
The Huskies, with an 0-6 record, were

supposed to go home at halftime and
concede the second half of their
Homecoming to the powerful UMass
Minutemen. Right?
Wrong.
Past history of UConn-UMass sports

encounters has dictated the contrary. With
as much mystery and intrigue as an Agatha
Christie novel, the Huskies have mysteriously
managed to become the No. 1 thorn in the
UMies' side.

But why?
How could an 0-6 team even challenge a 5-

1 team, which had outscored its opponents
by a whopping 177-35 (excluding the Army
opener)?

"Je ne comprends pas. Monsieur. You
vant me to go down to zee store and find zee
dog on zaie? Then you vant me to find zee
mysterious torn in zomeone's zide? Zat vill

cost you a lot of money and time."
"No, No, No. I want you to go down to

Storrs, Connecticut and find out 'why' the
UConn football teams manage to defy logic
and reason by beating or almost beating
superior UMass football teams. Com-
prendez-vous?"

"Oui. I vill go immediately. But remember
It vill cost you zots of money."
Hopping back into his chopper, Hercule

and his pilot just missed a head-on crash
with JFK Tower and took off in the direction
of Storrs.

Then, the agonizing wait. Minutes turned
into hours, hours into days, and days into
weeks.

I had just about given up hope when a
wine-drenched, tazmanian devil type of guy
spins into the Collegian office and screams:

"Voila. I huv zolved zee mystery."
"Great! What is it?"

"First, I vant zee money."
Grudgingly I pulled out $7.50 and gave it to

the stingy guy. Then I said, "Okay Shoot?"
(forgetting I was talking to a foreigner).

Commentary

How could an 0-6 team even walk on the
same field with a team that had a defense
with two shutouts in six games?
How could an 0-6 UConn squad slip into

Alumni Stadium last year and beat a 4-1
UMass team by a 28-6 score?
The answer isn't simple.
That's why I contacted my good friend

Hercule Poirot m Brussels, so that I could
hopefully find someone who could untangle
this mysterious caper.
Now Hercule is one of those un-

conventional types that has to do things
secretively, but I never expected him to land
his Belgium helicopter on top of the library.

"I thought you were gonna land on
Whitmore?"

"I wuz Monsieur, but I heard that zee hard
heads in Whitmore vould make for zee hard
landing. However, I heard that zee librarie

wuz sinkin' and deesided that it vould make
zee softer landin'."

"Alright, "
I retorted, "enough of the

foolishness, I've got a big job for you. I want
you to go down to Storrs and find out 'why'
the Huskies are a thorn in the Minutemen's
side."

Hercule pulled out his gun, but realizing

my mistake I rectified the situation by saying:
"I mean — tell me UConn's secret for up-
sets"

Hercule sat down and spilled out the
mystery: "it'z zimple. Before each ZooMass
game, zee ZooConn coach defies zee logic
by tearing zee physics books into little

pieces. Zen, he vrites on zee locker vroom
vail that Einstein was for the oiseaus (birds),
Newton bites, and Copernicus iz a sun of a
bitch. Copernicus iz zee name of zee Huskies
mascot that has rabies. Vhen he hears that
his mother wuz a bitch, Copernicus goes
crazy and bites zee Zoo-Conn players before
zee ZooMass games. Zen, all zee ZooConn
players go crazy with zee rabies in their
zystem and allows them to defy zee logic
vhen play ZooMass."

Hercule stood up from his chair and said
straight-faced: "It'z az zimple az that. Au
Revoir, Monsieur."

As Mark Twain might say, it sounds like a
"real stretcher", but coming from the super
sleuth from Belgium it might be the truth.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 Plymouth State
TODAY

VnMinlT.lfl^.'l.^^^^^^" - vs. Westfield State AYo^e 3:00JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Franklin Pierce- Berkshire CC //or^e 6:00

Sports Notices
HOCKEY - Al! men and women in-

terested in playing ice o' street hockey -
there will be a meeting tomorrow night at 9
p.m. in room 20, Hasbrouck.
INTRAMURALS Boyden gym free play

hours for the rest of the semester are

Monday - Friday 12-5 p.m.
Volleyball started last Monday - all

managers should have picked up their team's
schedules
NOPE basketbaal courts will be closed

today and Saturday for volleyball games.

Drill team
shows off
By SUSAN SCANLON
Collegian Staff

The days, weeks, and months of difficult

training all paid off for the UMass equestrian
drill team last Sunday, as it dazzled the
audience at Ledyard '77.

An estimated crowd of 8,000 plus the
television cameras of Channels Four and
Two, and the film crew of MGM's new
movie, International Velvet, were there to
enjoy what was considered by many to be
the highlight of the final day of the Ledyard
International Three-day Event.
The luck was surely with UMass that day,

as the sun appeared only once; during the
drill team performance. The brilliance of the
horses and riders, combined with the
precision of each movement ridden to
classical music, brought many of the viewers
to their feet in applause.

For the UMass equestrian drill team, the
months of hard work were well worth it.

With its great success comes international
recognition and quite possibly some strong
financial support to fulfill its long- hoped for
dream of an indoor riding school for the
UMass riding program.

Try-outs for openings in the 1978
equestrian drill team will be held next
Monday at 4:30 at Tillson Farm. For more
information, call 545-0260.

Weaver named
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POSITION OPEN

top manager 11^

BALTIMORE \AP\ - Earl Weaver, who
led the Baltimore Orioles to 97 victories and a
surprising second- place Eastern Division tie

behind the world champion New York
Yankees, was named American League
Manager of the Year yesterday in a landslide
vote.

"It's certainly an honor, and I'm proud,"
Weaver said, "but it's a tribute to the
Baltimore organization and the ballplayers.
Nothing counts unless the guys a manager
calls on to do the job can do it."

Weaver received 248 votes in a nationwide
poll of writers and broadcasters conducted
by The Associated Press. Whitey Herzog of
the Western Division champion Kansas City
Royals was a distant runner-up with 54
votes.

Chicago's Bob Lemon, who had the'White
Sox in contention in the West most of the
season,^ was third with 52, followed by Billy

Martin of the Yanks with 38. Martin won the
award last year with the Yanks and in 1974
with the Texas Rangers.

Billy Hunter, a longtime Weaver coach
who rallied the Rangers after becoming their
fourth manager of 1977 in July, received 12
votes. Don Zimmer of the Boston Red Sox,
who tied the Orioles for second, was named
on seven ballots and Gene Mauch of the
Minnesota Twins received the remaining
five.

"It seems like a lot of times the voters look
for a dark horse," Weaver said before
heading to Hilton Head, S.C, and Hialeah,
Fla., for a month's vacation. "But I think the
honor belongs to the winner."
Weaver expressed similar feelings when

the voters overlooked him back in 1969-71
when the Orioles won a league record 318
games in three consecutive seasons and
advanced to the World Series each time.
The fiesty skipper originally didn't win

Manager of the Year honors u.ntil 1973.

•Applications are being accepted for

salaried position of Student
Government Association Director of

Communications.

•The director is responsible for

keeping students aware of SGA
activities and aiding the exchange of

information within the SGA.

•Duties include the production of

advertising, brochures, flyers, and
booklets as well as issueing press

releases and administering a staff of

three persons working in the Office

of Communications.

•Experience in any field of

communications is desirabe. Pick up
applications in Rm 420 Student
Union The SGA is an affirmative

action equal opportunity employer.

Student Government Associat
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ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your heir will

look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610
65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

\\ r UM fui } K K I iniir.i ')i|

REDKEN
shaipM, nt & st>le ii) $7.31

Loif Hair SliKhtl) Nire

with this coupon on
Twes. or Wtd. only

OH«r limited to new customers.

rusty nail

i _
FRI. & SAT., Oct. 28-29

JAMES COTTON
BAND

ED SHAW AND THE
HOWLIN WOLF BAND

^:''*^ rr^f^M *
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PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
AMHERST CENTER

S150 mclurtes all

iJtilitu;s

D H Jonr , Rf'al Estate Aqpnt y
?(X)Tr.niiyle St
AtTih»>r-,t Mds.s 01002
14^1549 37flO
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FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

LAZAR
BIiRMAN.

I ci^endury

Soviet

Pianist

I he Fht'iionu'iiori of the Music

World'', l-mil Cilels

Wednesday, October 26 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT hUL

Ticltets now on sale Gen.
Pub. $7, 6, 5 UM A $3.50, 3, 2.50. Others students
and senior citizens S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

\S3ia-

Tonite, Wed., Oct. 26|

BONGO MOON
Thurs., Oct. 27

ZONKARAZ

Fri. & Sat.,

Oct. 28 & 29

JAMES COTTON
also ED SHAW
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Best sho\Ning ever
Collegian 23

Netwomen 6th in NE
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's tennis team ended
Its season last week by placing sixth in the
New Englands, the best a UMass team has
ever done.

In the season finale, held at Amherst
College Friday and Saturday, the
Minutewomen were competing against 84
singles players and 82 doubles teams from 40
schools.

The team scored 15 points, one for each
match won.

Representing UMass were singles players
Cathy Maher and Lee Robb, and the doubles
teams of Jennifer Ranz and Dawn Minaai
and Cathy Sullivan and Sherrie Lurie.

Fifth-seeded Ranz and Minaai made it to
the quarter finals, before losing to Harvard,
1-6, 2-6. In their first three matches, they
defeated Springfield, 6-3, 6-1, Southern

Celts snap
losing skid
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI\ - Dave

Cowens scored 23 points and helped the
Boston Celtics survive several second-half
counterattacks by the Atlanta Hawks to
carve out a 110-103 triumph last night for

their first National Basketball Association
victory of the season.

Boston never trailed but was never able to
pull away from the tenacious Hawks.

Boston rolled to a comfortable 32-18 first

period lead and was up 59-48 at intermission.
Twice in the first half, the Celtics held 16-

point margins.

Then, with John Drew leading the way,
Atlanta closed the gap and tied the score, 69-

69, on a jump shot by Drew with 3:41 left in

the third period.

Ageless Celtics Captain John Havlicek
sent the Celtics ahead with a hook shot. Two
free-throws by Curtis Rowe, followed by two
more by Dave Sing, boosted the Celtics
ahead, 75-69. Several times in the remaining
minutes Atlanta cut the lead to three points.
But the Hawks were unable to tie the game.
With a little more than one minute to go,

the Hawks trailed 106-103, but foul shots by
Sidney Wicks and Jo Jo White built

Boston's final seven-point margin.
Just before the finish, referee Wally

Rooney ejected Atlanta Coach Hubie Brown.
The coach tried to reach Rooney apparently
with a fight in mind but was held back by
Atlanta players.

Cowens, who fouled out with 3:06 to go
had 23 points. Wicks scored 19, White 17,

Havlicek 17 and Bing 10. Top shooters for
Atlanta were Drew with 24 and Charlie Criss
with 21.

Connecticut, 6-3, 6-1, and Williams, 6-7, 6-2
6-3.

In the sirigles competition, Maher netted
three points for Umass, before being stopped
by third- seeded Wendy Jenning of Trinity, 0-

6, 1-6. In her earlier matches, Maher beat
Fairfield, 6-4, 6-0, Amherst, 6-3, 2-6, 6-1, and
Brown, 3-6, 6-1, 6-1.

Lee Robb was stopped by fourth seeded
O'Halleron of Boston University, but not until
after she had defeated Keene State, 6-0 6-2
and UMaine, Presque Isle, 6-0, 6-1. '

The New Englands came at the end of a 5-

4 season for UMass. Coach Bill Yu said the
Minutewomen would have had a 7-4 record,
but two easy matches at the end of the
season were cancelled.
The five victories they had were over

Springfield, Smith, Boston College, Keene
State, and Southern Connecticut, while their

losses were to UNH, Tufts, Mount Holyoke,
and Dartmouth.
Although the fall season is over, the

Minutewomen are going to continue playing
the rest of the year, said coach Bill Yu.

They will be practicing over the winter at
the indoor courts at Hampshire, in
preparation for more competition in the
spring.

To raise money for the extra spring
season, the team is having an "Alumni
Phone-a-Thon" tonight and Thursday night.
The money raised will enable them to

schedule matches in the Boston area, which
would be more competition, according to
Yu.

"We have already scheduled local mat-
ches," said Yu.

Junior Cathy Sullivan has been elected
captain for the Spring season.

John Havlicek, who scored 17 points, drives around Steve Hawes in last n
game. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

ight's

URI dumps JV gridders, 10-0
By kirk mackey
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity football team
dropped a tight one to Rhode Island Mon-
day, 10-0, in an away game. Coach Clarence
Brooks blamed the loss on "basically

showing no offense at all."

The Rams converted on a couple of the

many UMass mistakes, and it proved to be all

• 14 All new Dial a Fabric
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temperature dryers
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7 days a week
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that was necessary to register the victory.

A bad UMass ount snao in the second
quarter gave Rhody the ball deep in

Minuteman terntory. I he Hams then broke
through the stubborn Minuteman defense
and drove in for their 7-0 halftime lead. Good
U.R.I, field position was again the reason for

its third quarter field goal which closed out
the scoring.

The UMass JV's offense was a comedy of

errors throughout the entire day. Unable to
sustain any real drives, it became first down,
second down, third down, punt. When the
Minutemen did manage to get something

going major penalties, turnovers, and mental
errors halted them.
The defense, on the other hand,- con-

tributed the only source of pride for the
afternoon. In the hole most of the day, it held
its ground and URI was lucky to score the
points it did. Pete Lambert's and Jacx Mula's
interceptions were major highlights as the
defensive secondary continued its rugged
leadership.

The Minutemen are looking for a more
pleasant outcome and hope to put a scare
into the AlC JV's Monday on Halloween at

Alumni Stadium.

Texas grabs grid top spot
NEW YORK [UP/] - The eyes are on the

University of Texas this week as the nation's
no. 1 college football team, but the
Longhorns would have to have a short
memory to forget last year's 31-28 loss to
Texas Tech when they meet the Red Raiders
this Saturday.

Texas, a back-to- back national champion
in 1969-70, ripped Southern Methodist, 34-
14, last Saturday as All-America candidate
Ear! Campbell shredded the Mustang
defense for 213 yards rushing.

With Michigan toppled from the top rating
to no. 6 by Minnesota's 16-0 upset, the
United Press International Board of Coaches
elevated Texas from second place to no. 1

with 38 first place votes and 398 points.
Texas brings a 6-0 record into Saturday's
game against a 5-1 mark for 13th ranked
Texas Tech.

The surprising Longhorns were figured no
better than a no. 4 choice in the Southwest
Conference in pre-season ratings after
finishing 1976 with a 5-5-1 record.

"I know you probably won't believe it, but
we haven't talked that much about the
ratings and polls," Texas coach Fred Akers
said before learning of the no. 1 ranking.
"Our problem is a little bit closer to home and
a little bit more immediate."
Alabama moved into the no. 2 slot on the

bases of 338 points, including one first place
vote, and Oklahoma, a 35-16 victor over Iowa
State, jumped three notches to no. 3. The
Sooners' lone loss in seven games was a 13-6
defeat at the hands of Texas.

Ohio State, suffering its only setback
when Oklahoma beat the Buckeyes on a last

minute field goal, was voted into fourth
place, while Notre Dame climbed into the top
10 with a devastating 49-19 upset over
Southern California.

Arkansas shut out Houston, 34-0, and rose
one place to no. 7. Penn State, 6-1, also
moved up one spot to no. 8 following a 49-28
triumph over West Virginia.
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Lyie cops Cy Young award, p. 20

Netwomen place sixth in NE, p. 23

Booters to meet
Westfield today
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

The UMass soccer team will take on the
Owls of Westfield State this afternoon at

3:00 behind Boyden.
The Minutemen bring a 5-4 season's

record, including two victories in their past
two games, into the contest while Westfield
checks in at 12-2.

UMass, though, is the only Division I team
that the Owls have on their schedule, as
most of their opponents have much smaller
enrollments than the Minutemen's.

Not that Westfield will be any sort of a

NEV ,' ENGLAND RANKINGS

Brown (6-4 1)

Vermont (9-2M)
Dartmouth (6-2-1)

Rhode Island (5-3-1)

Harvard (4 2-31

BU 17-4-2)

Yale (7-4-0)

UMau (5-4-0)

UConn (6-8-1)

•Bridgeport (5 7 0)

PTS
47
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35

29

27

22

21

15

8

pushover: 12-2 is still excellent record. The
Owls' scoring is concentrated among Chris

Roukas, Frank DaSilva, and John Vassalla.

Westfield is also quite solid in the net, as its

record indicates. Overall, the Owls should
give the Minutemen a good run for their

money.
"We have to win all the games we have

left," says UMass coach Russ Kidd, "and by
our schedule, I think we should. If we do win
them, then we could just sneak into the

ECAC playoffs. If we (don't win them, we
don't deserve to make it. We have nothing to

gain (in the New England rankings) by
winning, we can only lose."

After today's game, UMass will take on
the Eagles of Boston College in a home
match on Saturday afternoon.

Rhode Island

Vermont
New Hampshire
BU
UMass
UConn
Maine

YANKEE CONFERENCE
W L PCT.
4 1.000

5 1 833
2 2 500
2 3 .400

2 3 400
2 3 .400

5 000

Mike Fallon rejoices after scoring a touchdown. He and his teammates are now
rated fifth in the country. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

UMass climbs to fifth;

UNH tops in nation
The UMass football team has moved up to

fifth spot in the latest National Division II

poll.

In the rankings released yesterday from
NCAA headquarters in Mission, Kan., the
Minutemen garnered 45 votes to take over
the spot, which was held last week by North
Dakota State

North Dakota State moved up to fourth,
while New Hampshire inherited the top spot,
which was held last week by North Carolina
State The Bulldogs dropped to second.
UNH, by virtue of a 28-13 win over Nor-

theastern and a South Carolina State 13-13
tie against Newberry College, received 59
votes to the Bulldogs' 56.

Montana State, which last week was third,

dropped out of the top 10 due to a loss to
Idaho. Northern Michigan moved up a notch
to third from its previous fourth ranking.

t«w! ?
W'ckman r) scored the only goal yesterday in the UMass field hockey

vtr LVkT "* '^'y'"^"*^ State. The victory raised their record to 7-1-2 on the

Dobbs)
' ^"^ ^^* shutout for the Minutewomen. (Staff photo by Pat

liidij Van Handle

The showdown looms

DIVISION II

1. New Hampshire (7-0) 59
2 South Carolina St (6-0-1) 56
3 Northern Michigan (7 1) 48
4 North Dakota St (5 1-1) 47
5 Massachusetts (6-1) 45
6 Tennessee Tech (7-0) 44
7 Nevada Reno (6 1) 38
8 California Davis (6 01 28
8 Winson Salem (NO (6 0) 28
10 Bethune Cookman (Fla.) (6-1) 27
10. NE Missouri St. (6-1) 27

This is getting 'o be very interesting.

As shon a time b-^o as last weekend, a lot

of college football fans thought that the Nov.
1^ game between UMass and New Hamp-
shire would mean little else except the
Yankee Conference title.

But now, with yesterday's release of the
latest Division II football rankings, a new
twist has been thrown into the proceedings.

If all goes as expected between now and
that afternoon in Durham, the clash between
the Minutemen and the Huskies could very
possibly be for the number one ranking in the
national Division II poll.

UNH is now considered to be the number
one middle-sized football school in the
nation, while UMass is now regarded as
number five.

Of course. Southern Carolina State,
Northern Michigan, and North Dakota State,
the schools ranked between the Huskies and
the Minutemen, probably have something to
say about that, but the feeling I get is that the
Nov. 12 meeting may be one of the biggest
football games that New England has seen
fdr a long time.

Consider these facts: before its season-
ending clash with UMass, New Hampshire
will play Rhode Island and Springfield.

Now although the Rams beat Boston
University behind a healthy Steve Tosches,
they realistically pose little threat to the UNH
steamroller.

And Springfield, though playing very well,

has yet taken on a team of the Wildcats'
caliber.

The Minutemen, after this Saturday's
open date, will play Holy Cross in their last

home game of the season. And the
Crusaders aren't exactly what you'd term a

football powerhouse.
Thus the probable setting: 9-0 UNH

against 7-1 UMass, with two of those
Minutemen wins having come at the expense
of Division I schools.

The Minutemen have been creeping up in

the Division II national rankings all season.
They have climbed another step up the
ladder each week, while the Wildcats, after a

South Carolina State tie against a tiny school
named Newberry College and a win of their

own over Northeastern have finally gained
the top spot.

It seems a bit unfair that New Hampshire
should be ranked so high. Okay, so the
Wildcats have gone undefeated, won all their

games by impressive margins (save for a

couple), and boast one of the best running
backs around. But just how good are they?

You'll never be able to tell from their

schedule. New Hampshire plays exactly one
Division I team, and the Division II squads
they take on in independent games could
hardly be considered powerhouses.

Not that any other highly-ranked Division
II schools play bigger schools, either. But it

seems a gross injustice that a team that plays
Division I opponents like Harvard and shuts
them out would not be rated just a little

higher.

But that's the way the pollsters operate.
Often times it doesn't matter who you play,

just if you beat a team and beat it big.

All a school like UMass would have to do if

it wanted a higher divisional ranking would
be to play the Central Connecticuts, the
West Chester States, and the Springfields
and lay it on them but good.

The Minutemen, though, schedule
Division I teams. Of their five independent
games, only one is against a Division II

school. And Youngstown State, the only

Division II non-Yankee Conference op-
porient, is certainly a cut above the in-

dependent schools New Hampshire plays.

In essence, the first time New Hampshire
will be tested all season will be in its final

game of the year. An upset can happen in

the interim between now and Nov. 12, but

the Wildcats will most likely be laying their

undefeated record on the line when it takes

on UMass.

Even if New Hampshire loses, chances^are

good that it will be invited to post-season

competition in the form of the national

Division II playoffs. But for UMass, a victory

over the Wildcats is an essential if t^;e

Minutemen hope to be chosen for the

playoffs.

It is shaping up to be a super game, this

battle in two weeks between the class of the

Yankee Conference.

Most people can't wait already.

J.
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liAHJEE^ TIACF
Midway between AnnhefSt b Northompron on fXt 9. Discover o unique

'estoufont teotunog PERSIAN SPECIALTY FOODS
Our DINNER MENU oftefs a selection o\ PERSIAN SPECIALTIES.

SHISMKAOOOS CREPES VEGETARIAN DISHES SEAFOOD DELIGHTS. After

dinner enioy q delighttui Dessert Ctepe, PorfQu or Ooklovoh with o cup of

TurKish Of Arabic coffee Enjoy o ^effeshmo coduoil or gloss of beer or

wine with your meol

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-1 1 :00 p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 12-2

Sun. 12-11

5^i.9797

Rt 9 Hodley

OPEN

Sandwiches CcMCuts
^^Bagds • Salads

549^14

sm ^m.

BuyoneWHOPPER sandwich,
getanotherWHOPPER free.

Please present this coupon
before ordering Limit one
coupon per customer Void
where prohibited bv law
This offer expires Nov. 2, 1977

Good only at

Mountain Farms Mall
Hadley. Mass.

^m. Have it yourway.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South Chin«)

31 <t) ^
Mandarin Szerhuen

Cui§ine

* Op^n 7 days a week *
Moa.-Thv.
Frl.-S«a.

ll:3ta.ai.'M:Mp.ai.

11:3«a.in.-ll:Mp.a.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER O W
main courM: choic* of

Stcchuan Spiced Chicken
or

Sw««t Cr Sour Shrimp
Dinner include*: spare rib

eggrole. chicken wing, fried
rice ft hot and sour shrimp

Men Wed 5 00 8 00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amhertt

256-02S1

256-0252

Banquet Fncillties

iWhole Wheat
Trading Co.

SUPPLYING THE AREA WITH A FULL LINE OF
NATURAL AND ORGANICALLY GROWN FOODS.

M'1 ^Lj

fl oui
Ke^

khy,,

181 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, 23.^-3169

WHERE CAN A PIZZA LOVER
FIND SATISFACTION?

University Pizza

located across from
Southwest dorms at I)Mass

549-5592

Largest Subs in the Amherst Area!t

Ericas Giant Suhs

— HOT & COLD SUBS —
Turkey, Roast Beef, Hot Pastrami,

Sausage & Egg, Tuna, Ham,
and more!

Rte.9

Try Us & See

if they aren't ttie tastiest subs
in ttie Amtierst area.

also

FRIED CHICKEN.
SEAFOOD and SOUPS

253-9521 314 College St.
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Dining Out in Amherst-

There's something for everyone in Amherst. From pretzels to chopsticks,
any connoisseur will find satisfaction from the area's many delights!
Without a doubt, you'll find good food and enjoyment in the many
restaurants, delies, and bakeries Amherst has to offer.

by Debbie Snyder
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Boll's

Pixza House

Sundaesgoodany day of the week
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Remember
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because

you'll

Bell's Pizza.

I r<M> l)<^li\(;r\ on Camixis Sun.-Tlnirs.

253-9051
549-1311 65Univ. Drive
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by Lauren Traub
Collegian Staff

The jaunt through neighborhood ice

cream threatened to wreak havoc with my
figure, yet the research was never a chore.
Herewith a representative sampling of
what can be found in the name of hot
fudge sundaes in the greater Amherst area.

The five contestants were two national ice

cream chains, a smaller chain, and two
small independents. Baskin Robbins,
Howard Johnsons, McManus, Just
Desserts, and Bart's Ice Cream Corner

(Although Bart's on Main Street in Nor-
thampton is more than a short hop from
campus, it is convenient from the Smith
College Five College bus stop, and is well

worth mentioning )

The sundaes were rated on: the ice cream,
hot fudge, whipped cream, nuts, relative

price, and since no sundae is an island, the

atmosphere setting the mood for each sun
dae. Calorie content was not a considera
tion.

For ice cream quality, Howard Johnson's
was the leader. The ice cream was hard
enough to withstand the hot fudge so that

It slid L)ff in rivulets and was very creamy
with akjood coffee flavor. Bart's ice cream,
whichjwe rated second, is made off the

premiis but under the strict, watchful eye
ofthe *eiiior staff members. Bart's features

basic] flavors, and deluxe flavors for 10

cents inore per scoop. We tried one of the
basic jlavors. The deluxe flavors have a

higherjbutterfat content and fresh fruit, or

douhlel the flavoring. For example, Dutch
chocofete has twice the cocoa content of

basic (^hocolate.

McMinus ice cream was average; no con
plimenls. but no complaints. Just Desserts'

ice cream, made right in the shop, has a
tendency toward ice crystals, and on a few
occasions I found it too soft. Baskin Rob
bins has a large repertoire of flavors, but
the texture is too soft, with no body or per
sonality, and leaves a bogus, sweet, harsh
aftertaste.

Baskin Bobbins' hot fudge also left an
aftertaste, and didn't taste chocolatey.
Just Desserts and McManus both had pret
ty good hot fudge. HoJo's had a good bit

tersweet chocolate flavor, and Bart's was

Turn to page 6

Cover photo by Lauren Traub

PLAN TO EAT AT

Pizza-GrindersSandwiches-ColODrinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst
Mours 11.30-1 a.m. Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

911221 }29iMooq2

home baked breads and rolls - our specialty

ttfttnom sAt io

LUNCHEON SPECIALS DAILY
OUR EXCLUSIVES: Canadian Pizza & Eggplant Parmesan Grinders

I
I
I

I

We deliver every day from 5:00 till closing, from 3:00 on Sunday.

OELfVEPY SPCCfAiS
256^0441

Buy two large grinders and
Buy a large combo pizza

& get a quart of Coke FREE!

10/26-10/30

I

I

I

I

I

I

get a plain pizza FREE!

10/26-10/30

The

£XCAU6UR0
PLATTER

featuring 5 ounces of

100% Pure Beef, on a
Bulkie Roll, with Let-

tuce, Sliced Tomatoes,
Cole Slaw, and French
Fries.

AV\do%«. 4to8pm

SUNDflY
GOODTIME HOUR

Qt. Pitchers
of Beer for Sl^^

Its a Happening Monday, October 3lst.

BANQUET
FACILITIES
FOR 175

FREE glass of wine
with this ad

LUNCHEONS
Tues.-Sa t

.

1 1:0 0-4:0

DINNERS-
Tues.-Thurs.
4:00-9:00 .

Fri. & Sot.
4:00-10:00

DINNER SUNDAY
12:00-9:00

A FINE NEW ENGLAND RESTAURANT
LOCATED ON SCENIC ROUTE 9 , HADLEY

JUST BEFORE THE BRIDGE
^ -/
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* Sundae delights in town i
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Continued from page 5

the only one that could have been called

gooey It actually stuck to the back of the
teeth when the ice cream hardened it.

Bart s fudge was the high scorer m th© hot
fudge category.

Just Desserts and Bart's both make their

own whipped cream. The only reason Just
Desserts outrated Bart's in this class is

because Just Desserts ran out of it, and
made up a fresh batch before our eyes The
taste and texture of that freshly whipped
cream was suberb. The other thres
establishments used aerosol real cream
toppings, and were all similar

In toppings, Bart's boasts 26 or so glass

apothecary jars on its marble counter, all

filled with toppings to delight the wildest

imagination Five varieties and combina

tions as well as nuts, chocolate, and but-

terscotch chips, broken Heath birs, gum
drops, candy bars, chocolate almond bar

pieces malt powder, and granola were in

eluded. My personal preference of sundae

toppings IS pecans, and Bart's was the only

establishment on my tour which offered

them. Just Desserts offered a tasty topping

of cashews and plump raisms, besides its

gorp. granola, Heath bar, and other topp

ings The chain stores offered nuts with no

patron preference. Baskin Robbins' nuts

were toasted and buttered something c
others, and were good McManus and Ho
Jo s had walnuts, which are not a favorite

of mine, but McManus gave you a lot of

them and free chocolate sprinkles too.

All the sundaes were about the same size,

and for the same ingredients rang in at: 90

cents at Bart's, 95 cents at Just Desserts,

$1 05 at McManus, and $1.10 at both Ho-

Jo's and Baskin Robbins

As for decor, Just Desserts has a com-

fortable atmosphere which invites people

to spread out their newspapers on the but

cher block tables and read beneath the
skylights and hanging plants, even after

they've finished eating; good music, too
HoJo's, believe it or not, was our second
favorite Where else can you eat a sundae
in a softly lit, clean, comfortable booth
overlooking the rainbow of lights on Rte. 9^

Barts IS done in "ice cream parlor updated"
with Its high marble counter and mirrors on
the wall behind it.

Baskin Robbins has no seating facilities,

but still scored higher than the bustle and
din of McManus The most offensive ele

ment at McManus, tho, has to be the harsh
lighting, unasthetic after a rough night out.

Sitting in the dark at HoJo s is much more
pleasing. For the purists among you who
think price and decor are extraneous fac

tors in the gesalt of a good hot fudge sun
dae, excluding those two factors gave the

same result in my tally with the exception
that Baskin Robbins came in last instead of

the fourth it made when considering the

overillumlnation at McManus

Ice Cream RATJNqsi

ICE JlOT whlDDEd ^, J,^«„
rRFAMfiiHrr ^^^^ dECOR pRICECREAM rtaqE cream

McM ANtS '

»
»

5BAsklN
RobbiNs

4

5

4

4

4

4 1

Ho Jo's

•

Just
Desserts
•

Bart's

1

4

2 4

1 2

2

1

4

2
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24
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EsTAblishMENTS WERE olACEd 1 TllRt ^.wItIi 1 S

bEiwq tIie hiqhEST RATiNq Awd 5 tJie Iowest****

Fine Food
and Spirits

57 North Pleasant Street

Champagne Dining

at Beer Prices

Join us for lunch and dinner

Soup, Omelettes, Burgers,

Steaks plus Daily Specials

253-5141

the
I

K^aurant

We^ve creoled o

lilUe quiel

r

To enjoy our unique

sandwiches, pizza and

vegetarian specialties

served withi your favorite

spirits.

55 University Drive

Amherst. Mass.

549- 571

3

^
IF YOU HAVEN'T BEEN

TO PAGE'S LOFT LATELY—
YOU HAVEN'TBEEN TO PAGE'S LOFT!!

^

{ fm COLONIAL
Rtes. 91 A 5, Northampton

HILTON INN |l

.Ma.01060 <413)586-1211 ^^
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Foreign foods provide taste of other lands
by Lauren Traub
Collegian Staff

The greater Amherst area boasts a diversi

ty of restaurants featuring foods of dif-

ferent cultures and nationalities. Since
'variety is the spice of life'and the majority
of these restaurants are very reasonably
priced, why not try one for your next meal
out on the town?

Outside of pizza parlors, you really have to

leave Amherst for a full sit down Italian din-

ner Northampton has three quaint Italian

restaurants. Uncle Joe's Cafe on Market
St., Roberto's on Pleasant St., and Carlo of

Naples on State St. where you can bring

your own bottle of wine, are all casual and
inexpensive. The Aqua Vitae on Rte. 9 in

Hadiey just before the bridge, and Dimo's
in Sundersand are also places to partake of

the pleasures of la cucina itaiiana.

What Amherst lacks in Italian restaurants.
It makes up for in Chinese. Three Chinese
restaurants are located in a chop, stick, and
a jump (oh, no') from each other. Amherst
Chinese Food on Main St. is another place
that invites guests to bring their own
alcoholic refreshment if desired. Kim Toy,
next to the Amherst Cinema on Amity St. is

a take out only service, but there are in-

teresting and unusual things to visually ex-
plore while waiting for your order. Glass
refrigerator cases hold mysterious -looking

Chinese foods, pastries, and convenience
oods in this Oriental grocery health food-
take out restaurant. Down Rte. 9 next to
Poor Richard's is the Hunan Garden, which
used to be the South China. Now
Szechuen (hot') and vegetarian dishes are
offered in addition to more standard
Chinese dishes. The Wok on Rte . 9 in

Hadiey is an attractive, cozy place to dine.

Its sister restauarnt, the Wok II in Nor-
thampton has unfortunately gone the way
of South China restaurant and the Dodo
bird, and is soon to become a Wendy's
hamburger franchise.

For Japanese cuisine, the Goten on Rte.

1 16 in Sunderland sizzles up vegetables,

noodles and meat right on the grill which is

built into each table. Dining there and wat-
ching the handiwork of the chef at each
table, listening to the soy sauce on the

sizzling grill surface, and inhaling the

aromas is truly a feast for all the senses.

For Middle Eastern mastication, Rachid's
in the Mt. Farms Mall shows itself to be
more than merely a disco. Moroccan food
IS served there, and Hahjee's Place on Rte.
9 in Hadiey specializes in Persian foods, all

artfully herbed and spiced. A French in-

spiration is also evident in some of the
dishes. The only Greek restaurant around is

Zorba's on Green St. in Northampton.
Shish Kebab, pizza, and outrageously
handsome pastnes are served at this

favorite Smith College spot.

Amherst can finally boast of its very own
French restaurant. Although featuring a
much more limited menu than Beardsley's
in Northampotn, guests this summer at

Judi's were able to dine al fresco beneath
striped umbrellas, and watch the world go
by on busy North Pleasant St. The um-
brellas have been folded up and put away
for the winter, and work is now underway
on enclosing a porch area out front for the
sipping of cocktails. An expanded menu is

also in the works.

For German food, a wide variety of dishes
are represented at the New Town House
Restaurant on Rte. 9, just over the Belcher-

town line.

There are so many good thing s to eat

besides hamburgers and french fries. Make
your next lunch or dinner out an interna-

tional affair!

9thANNIVERSARY
SALE!

sale
8.99

WOVEN FLANNEL SHIRTS
25°. OFF' REGULARLY '12

sale
11.99

PURITAN SHETLAND SWEATERS
SAVE 30%> REG t16

i-evrs

1/3 off
JUNIOR BLOUSES & SHIRTS
SOLIDS PLAIDS & PRINTS
EXPAND YOUR WARDROBE
NOW AND SAVE'

50% off
SPtCIAL SELECTION'
JUNIOR FALL DRESSES
BY PLAIN JANE

MENS CASUAL SLACKS
$5 OFF' REGULARLY t17

1/3 off
JUNIOR SWEATERS,
BULKY KNITS 33% OFF

n^^'OQ 1/3 off
^^m ^^K niNioM Slacks corouro• ^^ ^^ FLANNELS GABERDINES

/\mherst Open till 9 P.M.

Thursdays & Fridays

Kocrsg
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fi Fairfield MaM/chicopee

You can not only get a taste of Japanese food at Go Ten in Sunderland
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ANNOUNCES

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

MOST MIXED DRINKS

75
come in and try our

delicious crepes or

omelettes along with

our full line of sandwiches

and dinners

1 PRAY ST. NEXT TO

AMHERST THE PUB

:
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Dining Out Guide
PIZZA PARLORS

Bell's Pizza - 65 University Drive, Amherst
549 1311

Campus Pizza - 206 Russell St .
, Hadley 586

3880

The Hideout 103 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Hungry U 55University Drive, Amherst 549
5713

Superior Pizzena 17B Montague Rd
,

Amherst 549 0626

University Pizza 173 Sunset Ave. , Amherst -

549 5592

Whole Wheat Pizza 363 Main St , Amherst
256 8587

PappaGino's Mountain FarmsMall, Hadley
584 6904

Subway E. Pleasant St , Amherst
Sylvan Subway McNamara House, Sylan

FOREIGN FOODS:

Amherst ChineseFood62MainSt. Amherst
253 7835

Aqua Vitae Russell St
.

, Hadley 584 9892
Beardsley s 140MainSt .Northampton 586
2699

Carlo of Naples 45 Stale St , Northampton
'584 9722

Go Ten of Japan Old Amherst Rd., Sun
derland 665 3628

Hahiees 206 Russell St. , Hadley 584 9797

Hunan Garden Rte 9, Amherst
Kim Toy 32 Amity St., Amherst 253 9946
Judi's N Pleasant St , Amherst
Rachid s MountainFarmsMall, Hadley 584-

9080

New Town House Rest Amherst Td.,

Belchertown
253 7561

Uncle Joe's Cafe - 33 Market St., Nor-

thampton - 584 3168

The Wok - Rte. 9, Hadley 586-1202

Zorba's 8GreenSt.,Northampton-586 4040

Roberto's 223 Pleasant St., Northampton -

584-0204

FANCY EATING:

Ambrosia Cheese - 264 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 253 3324

Amherst Delicatessen 233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst
549 6314

Chequers UniversityDr, Amherst 549-5861
Copper Lantern 1 Pray St., Amherst - 549
1154

Drake's Village Inn - 85 Amity St., Amherst

-

253 2548

Elmwood Inn Russell St., Hadley 584 6813
Equinox 51 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 256-

0240

Gas Lite l&ll Amherst 253 3343, 253 2291

Gerry's Russell St., Hadley 585 9617

Grist Mill Mill Valley, Amherst 253 2843
Lighthouse Seafoods Amherst Rd., Sun
derland 549 6622

The Log Cabin Easthampton Rd., Holyoke

536 7700

Lord Jeffery I nn30BoltwoodAve., Amherst
253 2576

Moes-57N. Pleasant St. Amher8t-256-8280
The Pier - Rte. 5, Northampton - 586-0027
Jolly Bull 322 Russell St

.
, Hadley - 584-2769

Rahar's 7 Old South St., Hadley - 584-4100

Rusty Scupper - Rte. 9, Amherst - 256-8551
St. Regis 76Plea8antSt., Northampton-584-
1543

The Steak Out - 351 Northampton Rd.,
Amherst - 256-8557
Wiggins Tavern - 36 King St., Northampton -

584 3100

BREAKFAST SPOTS:

McManus - Rte. 9, Amherst - 26e-(._.
Miss Florence Diner - 99 Main St

.
, Florence

584 3137

Rooster's 1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
2539908

RedLion Diner lOStrongAve., Northampton
584 3229

Stables Rte 9, Hadley 586 4305

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the best qudnrv
down vests m the area Filled wir>

PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOWN
Aith colc^ul fiD stop nylon outers
Assortnfl colors XS thru XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRU
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING ^OR FALL AND
WINTER

^^ ^>y CAMPEBS SUPPLY. INC

PEARL STREET NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

SHt,,';.v •>-^ >

Poor
Richards

Rte. 9

Amhersl

WEDNESDAY

50' DRINKS

THURSDAY

ROCK N' ROLL
AND OLDIES

Rolling Rock Beer
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Senate proceeds along road to reorgBy JON KLEIN
and DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted
to bring the student- financed Advocacy
Services under formal control of the Senate
by establishing a committee which would
coordinate Senate efforts in the different
agencies, in a move which places the senate
one step closer to a union model of
government.
The Advocacy Services include Legal

Services Office, the Student Organizing
Project, the Student Center for Educational
Research and, the Economic Development
Coordinator.

In other business, it was reported that
Kwaku Saunders is still attempting to finalize
an agreement with Stevie Wonder for a
future concert date at UMass. Another
concert was approved by granting the Union
Program Council $5,000 to secure Roberta
Flack for the end of this semester.

Dof>ald Bishop of Governmental Affairs
Committee reported that Third World
students are now being registered in ac-
cordance with the recently adopted
definition of "Third World." In keeping with
the new definition of Third World students
will vote on the proposed recall of Craig
Sherwood, a white student who was recently
elected on the Third World ballot.

The Advocacy enactment passed last
night was a compromise between the
original motion and a proposed substitution
which from the Governmental Affairs
Committee.

Susan Birmingham, sponsor of the original
motion, said the Coordinating Committee
was the best body to handle the Advocacy
Services since it has "representatives from
almost every aspect of interest within the
Senate."

Senator Adam Auster, who introduced the
compromise, said the Committee already has
too much work to do. Senator Greg Tar-
pinian said the proposal allowed the
Coordinating Committee to do its own work.
The suggested sub- committee would do
"the dog work of the committee staff" he
said.

Tarpinian added that the Advocacy
Services sub-committee would be ac-
countable to both the Coordinating Com-
mittee and the Senate. Tarpinian added since
the Coordinating Committee is represen-
tative of the Senate the sub-committee
would also be representative.
The original motion proposed the Coor-

dinating Committee assume the respon-
sibilities for coordinating the efforts of the
Advocacy Agencies.

Governmental Affairs proposed the for-
mation of an Advocacy Services Committee
to coordinate the Agencies efforts.
The compromise introduced by Senator

Adam Auster proposed the Coordinating
Committee form a sub-committee to handle
coordination efforts. This sub-committee
would consist of one designee of the
Rents and Fees Committee chairperson

Bob Dion announced the establishment of a
Lease Task Force, whose purpose is to
secure a lease for dorm residents. According

to the report: "Through a random sampling
of 52 universities nationwide, it was
established that UMass-Amherst is the only
institution without a lease. The establish-
ment of such a lease is necessary to
legitimize a landlord-tenant relationship, with
all relevant and customary rights, between
students and the administration at this
University".

Coordinating Committee and four other
members chosen by the nominating sub-

committee and approved by the Senate
In the past the agencies have been under

control of individual boards. Undergraduate
members were appointed by the Student
Government Association Co- Presidents

Coordinating Committee members are the
Speaker and Treasurer of the Senate the
President of the SGA and Chairpersons from
Governmental Affairs, Finance and Budgets
There are also three members from the
Senate and two Third World Senators

Legislature forming group
on higher ed reorg. plan

inside

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

oJ!A'^'^^'''® commission currently being
established to reorganize higher education inhe state could cause UMasi to lose ime if^s independence in the future. StudentGovernment Co-President, Jon Hite said last

The 27-member commission will likely

take most of next year to prepare a report
proposing changes in the state higher
educatiori system to the 1979 legislative
session, Hite said.

«»auvB

The commission will be made up of five
senators, 10 members of the House of

Representatives, and 11 appointees of the
Governor. Hite said at present it appears that
students will not be members of the com-
mittee.

"The Governor would have to either use
up three or four of his appointees, or choose
which school will be represented As a result,
student's roles will be primarily advisory.'
They will not have a legal vote," Hite said.

Hite said the commission will consider
reorganization proposals ranging from
retaining the present structure to setting up
one highly centralized administration under a
single Board of Trustees.

Sen. John W. Olver pointed to the need
tor establishing the study commission, citing

TURN TO PAGE 3

•local
JEWS FOR JESUS?

Patti Troped examines this paradoxical
gospel group and their "new Jewish"
identity. See story, photo Page 2.

•local
PLANS FOR A "SMOKE-IN" to protest

ttate marijuana laws quietly burned out
yesterday following negotiations between
Amherst police and organizers. See Joan
Feeney's story on Page 3.

•local
PROBES INTO IRREGULARITIES in the

Northampton Police Department will open to
the public, thanks to a recent ruling by the
Hampshire County District Attorney. For
Karen Parmenter's story on Page 2.

•weather
Not cold at all

doesn't seem tike fall

enjoy your play
it'll be a warm day.

•local
THE MASS. STATE SENATE voted earlier

this week to lift "Blue Laws" on Sunday
store closings between Thanksgiving and
Christmas. John Moran sifts through local
reaction to the move on Page 6.

•wire
THE US SPACE SHUTLE "ENTERPRISE''

bumped to Earth yesterday after a rocky test
flight. See Page 5.

•|>eo|)lc in the news
PEOPLE IN THE NEWS today features TV

star David Soul, Well bustin', fire-eatin' Red
Adair and his boys, Edith Bunker on ERA,
and Kermit the Frog. Page 5.

• wire
DECRIMINILAZATION OF MARIJUANA
came a little closer to reality yesterday after
the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee
tentatively agreed to decriminialize
possession of less than one ounce of the
drug. See Page 3.

•w ire

COMPLETE NATIONAL AND IN-
TERNATIONAL news roundup can be seen
on Page five.

THE SOCCER TEAM ROARED to its

third win in a row yesterday, trouncing
Westfield State 5-1 on the strength of
three goals by sophomore Mike Shan-
non.

hm Urn Jgh] 1

• salt

Ras Tapunk Ram Dass uses a unique
approach this week to rid the valley of Nazis
and other cretins.
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Jeff Frotz, a worker in the New England branch of the "Jews for Jesus ",

distributes pamphlets on cannpus yesterday explaining the group's philosophy.
(Staff photo by John Anderson)

Greeks give gift funds

to handicapped affairs
By KAREN QUINN
Collegian Staff

The Greek Council last night allocated
$500 in funds raised from a Tropical Plant
Sale last month to the Handicapped Affairs
program for the blind.

The council debated for four weeks on
how the money should be spent.

"I'm very happy to see this issue resolved
and that we've decided upon a worthwhile
cause to contribute to, " said Paula A.
Reardon, Greek Council Treasurer.

"Hopefully in the future the charities will
be earmarked before the money is raised,"
added Reardon.
The money will be used for braille

literature, braille typewriters, and other
needed facilities for the blind students on
campus.

In other business, the Greek Area Review
Board was re-established by a unanimous
vote. The board was established for hearing
complaints concerning questionable
behavior by fraternities and sororities at the
University. Individual fraternities and
sororities, or any other persons may file a
complaint with the review board.

Richard Wellend, chairman of the
Fraternity Managers Association Board of
Directors, announced that Paul Hammel
Assistant to the Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs will serve as acting Fraternity
Manager in place of Fraternity Manager
Joseph E. Sexton.

Sexto.- is recovering from an illness. Dick
Ashenfelde has been selected as the Alumni
Relations Chairman as announced by Joseph
Barboza, Assistant Greek Area Director.

Barboza also announced that the Greek
Alumni newsletter is now in circulation for
Fall semester '77.

Paul Leahy, Greek Council President
announced that the Greek Area has beeri
given a seat on the Student Government
Association Student Judiciary Board. Leahy

Hearings will wait
KENT, Ohio - A hearing on the cases of

seven persons arrested at Kent State
University last weekend has been postponed
to Nov. 10, when a permanent injunction
banning all protests on campus will be
decided, a Kent Legal Defense Fund
spokesman said yesterday.

The seven persons were arrested Monday
following a weekend of protests against the
construction of a gym on the site four
university students were killed by national
guardsmen on May 4, 1970

According to xhe defense fund
spokesman, six persons were charged with
criminal trespassing One was also charged
with resisting arrest and assaulting a police
officer

said he would like to appoint a person as
soon as possible.

Steven Aznavourian, greek council ac-
tivities co-chairman, discussed plans for
future Greek Area events, including a
Christmas Party to be held in the first two
weeks of December, and Winter Carnival to
be held at the beginning of the Spring
semester.

Kathy Bradford, greek area future planning
and goals chairman distributed question-
naires on the condition of the Greek Area
and how it should be changed. Two
representatives of the houses that make up
the council. The questionnaire will be
distributed throughout all five residential
areas, alumni, and University administrators.

Rate hike impact

could affect nuke
MONTAGUE, Mass [AP] - A spokesman

for Northeast Utilities says it's still too early
to say what impact a $35 million rate hike in
Connecticut will have on a proposed $2.3
billion nuclear installation here.
William Keveney said yesterday that utility

officials were preparing to study a final order
issued Tuesday night by the Connecticut
Public Utilities Control Authority.
The board gave Northeast slightly more

than one- third of the $90 million it requested.
Northeast officials had indicated that if the

rate increase were insufficient, the utility
might have to pull out of the Montague
project.

But Keveney said, "Right now we are
continuing on the licensing path, including
the pre-license hearing conference in Boston
this week."
The conference is a prelude to public

hearings which probably will be held in
western Massachusetts.

In issuing the rate decision Tuesday night,
the Connecticut rate agency said it would
force Northeast to cut back construction
plans for nuclear power plants in Massa-
chusetts and New Hampshire.

Notices
There will be a meeting tonight at 8

P m. in the Black Mass Communications
Project Office. 402 Student Union
Building, for individuals interested in
keeping the disco program in the Blue
Wall.

Former UMass student Craemen
Gethers will speak at 4 p.m. on Tuesday,
Nov 1, in Campus Center room 168
Public invited

Jews for Jesus visit;

member expiains group
By PATTI TROPED
Collegian Staff

UMass students may have noticed last
Tuesday a group of Jewish 'gospel singers"
who set up their "Liberated Wailing Wall"
outside of the Student Union Building. This
group is a small part of the growing "Jews
for Jesus" organization begun in 1970 in San
Francisco.

"Jews for Jesus" are people of Jewish

Jews knock
Mideast policy
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Jewish com-

munity leaders voiced their "concern,
frustration and anger" at America's Middle
East policy in a 90-minute confrontation
yesterday with Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance.

The head of the group. Rabbi Alexander
Schindler, told reporters "The Jewish
community expressed its concern, its

frustration and its anger. This was the voice
which came not only from the national
leaders, but from the grassroots reoresented
here.

"The frustration and the anger are that we
perceive certain policies on the side of the
administration which in our judgment will not
achieve those noble purposes, but in fact will
pervert them."

A U.S. official who attended the meeting
said the main concern of the Jewish leaders
centered on a recent Soviet-American
statement on the Middle East, the establish-
ment of a Palestinian state on the West Bank
and the possible representation of the
Palestine Liberation Organization at a
Geneva conference.

Schindler said the Jewish community was
"outraged" by the statement issued by
Vance and Soviet foreign minister Andrei
Gromyko. American officials said it came up
"again and again" in the dialogue between
the secretary and the 80 Jewish leaders.
"One of the issues which we raised was

the seeming escalation in the area of the PLO
and the constant endeavor to make it more
and more possible for the PLO to be involved
in these negotiations, " Schindler said.

heritage who believe that Jesus is the true
Messiah of Israel. Although many traditional
Jews argue it is impossible to be Jewish and
yet believe the Messiah has already come,
"Jews for Jesus" say they believe this is

completely unjustified.

Jeffrey Fritz, spokesperson for the Boston
branch of the national organization, was
back again yesterday handing out pamphlets
explaining the movement. He said, "Judaism
is more than just a religion; it is a way of life

as well. Jews have a proud heritage, and by
believing in Jesus as our Messiah we are by
no means denouncing our Jewish identity."

Fritz went on to say, "The surest proof we
can offer to disbelievers is in the prophecies
of the Jewish Bible concerning the Messiah.
The prophets who predicted the coming of
the Messiah were very specific in pinpointing
when and under what conditions the
Messiah would come. Jesus, as well as the
conditions existing during his life, death, and
resurrection (a factor in itself), fits these
prophecies exactly."

Fritz further explains that all followers of
Jesus were Jews to begin with, as was Jesus
himself. "Jews for Jesus" believe both the
Old and New Testaments are true. The
writers of the New Testament were Jewish;
they were Jews who believed Jesus the
Messiah had died for their sins, and would
eventually return to bring peace and
deliverance to all the world," he said.

"Believing the Messiah has come does not
make me less of a Jew, it makes me a more
fulfilled Jew," Fritz said.

Based in San Francisco, the "Jews for
Jesus" organization has branches in New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Miami, and
Boston. According to Fritz, "We are not
trying to "recruit" or "convert' anyone. We are
trying to tell people to try to overcome their
prejudices that Judaism and Christianity are
entirely exclusive of one another, they are
not'"

Fritz said he feels there was a high degree
of interest generated by UMass students:
much more so than at other schools he has
visited. The reason tor some antagonism and
hostility here was due to curiosity, and
perhaps shock, he said. "But even the an-
tagonism was good; at least people listened
to us," he said.

Fritz will be speaking tonight at the
Turner's Falls Baptist Church at 7:30 p.m. His
talk, entitled "Christ and the Passover," will
explain the Passover Seder service.

Northampton police group
will open its meetings
to comply with state law
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - An eight-member
study commission investigating irregularities
in the Northampton Police Department will

open its meetings to the public, in com-
pliance with the state's Open Meeting Law, a
city official said yesterday. Still undecided,
however, is the issue of whether or not the
commission's three-member interview
panels must also be held in open session.

William F. Hurely, chairman of the study
commission, said the commission would
hold open meetings following Hampshire
County District Attorney John M. Callahan's
ruling that the Open Meeting Law did apply
to the commission. The three-member
panels, said Hurely, will continue to hold
private interviews with individual police
officers until an opinion can be obtained
from the city's legal department.
The Open Meeting Law states "All

meetings of a governmental body should be

open to the public." A governmental body is

defined as "every board, commission,
committee, or sub-committee of any district,
city, region or town, however elected, ap-
pointed, or otherwise constituted."

Callahan rejected the opinion of the city's
legal department, which stated the com-
mission did not fit the definition of a
governmental body. The District Attorney, in
a written opinion, stated the commission was
a governmental body by virtue of Mayor
David W. Cramer's October 6 executive
order creating the commission.

Callahan's ruling came at the written
request of City Council candidate Paul Bixby.
The District Attorney's office is responsible
for enforcing the Open Meeting Law.
The commission was created by the many

to study a number of alleged irregularities in
the city's police department over the past
few months. These included the arrest of an
officer for theft and illegal sale of firearms,
and the disciplining of two officers for
alledged abuse of prisoners.
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Smoke-in scrapped;

legal problems cited

The library glistens through Wednesd
Dobbs)

ay night's rain. (Staff photo by Patrick

By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

Pack up your pipes, protesters.
Today's planned ""smoke-in" to protest

State marijuana laws has been cancelled.
After being advised of possible legal

repercussions by their attorney yesterday,
the organizers of the planned ""high-noon''
demonstration on the Amherst Common
scrapped their plans for distributing five
pounds of marijuana in 3,000 joints to
demonstrators.

Attorney David Kaplan of Northampton
and Yippie (Youth International Party)
member Russ Swan yesterday met with
Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia and
released a statement cancelling the smoke-
in. The Yippies earlier this week said they
expected 3,000 demonstrators at the
demonstration.

Maia last night told the Collegian that
Police and Yippie volunteers would be at the
common today to turn away would-be
protesters.

Maia said the meeting yesterday morning
at the Amherst police station was held to
discuss alternatives to the planned "'illegal

demonstrations". Swan said Kaplan ap-
proached Maia for the meeting. No mention
of possible arrests or criminal charges was
made at the meeting, Maia said.
Swan last night said he was advised by

Kaplan that it would be unwise to continue
with the plans for the demonstration.

Maia said a statement withdrawing a
permit application for the Yippies to
assemble at the common had been prepared
by Kaplan and Swan. Swan signed the
statement at the police station,

Yippies had originally received a permit to
assemble at the common for a "great
pumpkin festival" with live music.
Swan, a sophomore living at 326 Pierpont

Dormitory, said he did not know who was
being billed for the legal advice from Kaplan,
who could not be reached for comment last
night.

The UMass Legal Services Office, which
provides free legal service to University

* Legislators form commission
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

a rapidly decreasing birth rate as a prime
factor in forcing down the number of 18-20-
year-old students. Giver was recently named
to the newly formed tomrrission.
The public system will have to offer more

and more in the way of continuing education
and re-education programs as people adopt
new careers and vast changes in technology
force citizens to re-educate themselves. We
will attempt to devise an administrative
structure more suited to the 1980's, he said.
The present the state higher education

McBee to talk

to staff group
By DAN MONTUORI
Collegian Staff

Vice-chancellor James L. McBee will

speak today at the second general meeting
of the Professional Association of UMass-
Amherst (PAUMA). The meeting will be held
at noon in Campus Center 165.

PAUMA is an informal governance body
for professional, non-academic staff. It is

made up of thirty senators from various
university departments, such as the Campus
Center, library, office of residential life, and
financial aid office.

PAUMA was formed over 8 years ago after
professional staff expressed interest in

having a formal say in campus policy and
input on policies affecting the professional
staff. Any professional staff member is a

member of PAUMA.
One of McBee's responsibilities as Vice-

Chancellor is personnel relations, an area of
primary importance to PAUMA.

In a telephone interview last night McBee
said he intends to speak about his philosophy
of personnel policy, particularly with regard
to professional staff.

The balance of the meeting will consist of
reports by various PAUMA committees,
including the ad hoc committee on
Governance Recognition. As yet, PAUMA is

not recognized by the university trustees.
In a telephone interview yesterday, Harry

Brooks, chairman of the PAUMA
Recognition Committee, said the first step
toward recognition is simply talking to the
trustees.

"The trustees really aren't familiar with
PAUMA. We will have to begin to negotiate
with them, and take it from there, " Brooks
said

system is composed of 30 campuses. There
is limited coordination of programs and
goals, Hite said.

Former SGA Co-President Paul M. Cronin
cited duplication of programs at the Cam-
puses as the biggest problem at present.
Cronin, who is on the search committee for a
new UMass president, said duplication in fine
arts, education, nursing and engineering
programs are the most obvious examples.

Cronin also pointed to a great rivalry

between the different institutions for fun-
ding. "Everybody is fighting over scraps and
they will end up cutting the other institutions

throats," Cronin said. Olver, said one of the
most important tasks of the group will be to
explore the impact of restricted state funding
on the system.

The complex roles of higher education in

teaching, research, and public service will

have to be examined carefully because of the
serious budget constraints we are ex-

periencing today. We will have to see that
the limited state dollars can most effectively

be used to benefit ' the citizens of

Massachusetts, Olver said.

At present, two formal plans for

reorganization are scheduled to be con-
sidered by the commission. Secretary of
Educational Affairs Paul Parks has proposed
a controversial plan which would regionalize

the 30 campuses. The plan calls for the
regrouping of the institutions into five

regional associations, each with its own
board of trustees and specialized areas of
study. A board of overseers would act as a
statewide coordinating agency. The plan has
been formulated in part by Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis.

This plan, however, has come under wide
criticism from state politicians and university
administrators. UMass-Amherst Vice-
Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert L.

Woodbury said the regionalization would
allow the "political arm" to get too much
control over public higher education.

Stanley Young, UMass-Amherst Faculty
Senate Reorganization Committee Chair-
man, said the biggest danger of the regional
plan lies in the fact that 14 members of the
overseeing committee would be guber-
natorial appointees.

A recent report issued by the committee
blamed a "total failure" of the Board of
Higher Education to live up to the "high
expectations" of the most recent higher
education reform effort in 1965. The Faculty
Senate will consider the committee's
recommendation to formulate their own
reorganization plan at their bi-weekly
meeting this afternoon at 3:30.

students, could not represent Swan at the
rneeting because the office provides only
"emergency"" advice, according to office
attorney Jim Starr.

Swan said he did not want to say whether
the Yippies would plan any other demon-
strations for the Amherst area.
The Yippies, however, will not keep the

five pounds of marijuana to smoke them-
selves. According to Swan, the pot for the
smoke-in was pledged over the telephone by
would-be protesters. Swan said the
"donations" will be kept by these individuals.

Senate says

pot use law
may loosen
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate

Judiciary Committee tentatively agreed
yesterday to decriminalize possession of up
to one ounce of marijuana - the first time a
congressional committee has ever approved
such a step.

The provision, passed 6-4, was offered by
Sen. Birch Bayh, D-lnd., who said he was
seeking a more realistic revision of federal
laws dealing with marijuana possession.
The vote was tentative in that same

committee members were absent and will be
polled later on the question.
And Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, was so

furious at the outcome of the vote that he
threatened to seek stiffer penalties for
possession of even small amounts of
marijuana.

Bayh sought to amend a section of a bill

revising the federal criminal code that would
have legalized possession of up to 10 grams
of marijuana or about one-third ounce.

Bayh said 10 grams was an unrealistic
amount since most marijuana is sold in

dunce-weight "lids" which he said is the
amount a casual user most likely would have
on hand.

Also, he said, a $100 civil fine should be
retained rather than flatly legalizing even a
small amount of the substance.

Hatch and other opponents had claimed
earlier that an ounce of marijuana could yield
up to 7Q "joints" or cigarettes, and Bayh
argued 30 was more accurate.

Bayh then demonstrated his point. In the
midst of discussion, Bayh produced four
plastic bags — two containing a marijuana-
looking substance in quantities of 10 grams
and one ounce and two more with the
equivalent number of joints from each
amount.
Sen. James Eastland, D-Miss., the

committee chairman, glared at Bayh.
Sens. James Abourezk, D-S.D., and Sen.

Joe Biden, D-Del., asked jokingly whether
Bayh wanted to share a smoke later, and
Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., asked if

Bayh planned to light up.

Others in the jammed committee room
laughed.

Bayh finally confessed "it's only oregano."
His point was made, however: 10 grams

yielded seven joints, while an ounce yielded
28

Voting for the Bayh amendment were
Bayh, Abourezk, Biden, and Sens. Dennis
Deconcini, D-Ariz., Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., and
Jyhn Culver, D-lowa. .

After being cornered by other con-
servatives, Laxalt later indicated he may not
have understood what he was voting for.

Voting no were Eastland, Kennedy, Hatch
and Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.

'MUA to cover away basketball games
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff
The Student Senate Finance Committee

voted unanimously yesterday to give WMUA
an additional $1,350 over their budget of
$33,161 to cover expenses of broadcasting
away basketball games.
WMUA spokesman A.J. Quitadamo told

the committee the money was needed to
send two station people to cover the
Minutemen's five away games this season.
With this year's budget, Quitadamo argued
that WMUA wouldn't be able to cover even
one away game, and the additional funds
would enable the station to match last year's
budget.

"Because of an FCC ruling, WHMP North-
ampton no longer covers UMass basketball
games. Unless we cover the games, no one
will be able to hear them," he said.

The committee also granted WMUA $248
to send two station people to the National
Collegiate Broadcasting Conference to, as
Quitadamo said, "strengthen the quality of
the on the air product."

Since these requests totaled more than
$500 they were brought with committee
recommendations before the Student
Senate last night were it was unanimously
passed.

In other committee business, the Bolt-
wood Belchertown Project was appropriated
$300 to transport handicapped students to
Project events.

SPECTRUM, the UMass fine arts
magazine was granted half of the $1 ,467 they
requested for additional filing cabinets to
house art work for the magazine. The
request passed committee only after it was
argued that people refused to send Spec-
trum their best work because of fear it would
get ruined and additional filing cabinets
would alleviate this fear.

The Asian-American Student Association
halved their request for $1,206 to $650 to
sponsor a coffeehouse on November 19th at
the Campus Center.

They argued before the committee that in

the past the only major university-wide
events sponsored by the AASA have been
discos and a conference held last spring.
"This coffeehouse is an attempt to make the
Association more responsive to the
University as a whole and to promote an
awareness of Asian American music and
literature and the Asian American ex-
perience," an AASA spokeswoman said.

The request with Finance Committee
passage was brought before the Senate and
passed.

A motion by JQA Tower Upper for money
to pay a male issues awareness counselor
was defeated because the committee
believed it to be a Southwest Assembly
issue.

Permission for the Orchard Hill Area
Government to deficit spend $1500 to start a
snack bar in the area was tabled because the
committee felt the opening of a new snack
bar might endanger the snack bar in Green-
ough which is just starting to break even
financially.
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Congress spurs

solar energy
WASHINGTON \UPI] - House and

Senate negotiators agreed yesterday on a
$100 million program to spur solar energy use
in American homes by providing families
with cutrate loans of up to $8,000 for
equipment and installation.

The measure, approved by the House-
Senate conference committee on energy
after just 34 minutes of deliberation, was the
second program involving low-interest
conservation loans the panel has put
together

Last week, the conferees agreed on a $5
billion, federally backed home insulation
program providing $2 billion in loans at
prevailing rates and $3 billion at cut rates for
poor and middle-income people.

Panel Chairman Harley Staggers, buoyed
by fast action on the solar energy question,
said he hoped the comminee is entering the
home stretch in its anempts to meld con-
flicting House- Senate approaches to saving
fuel - the first of several energy categories it

faces.

Progress slowed, however, as House
members twice rejected by 25-0 votes a
Senate effort to impose mandatory energy
efficiency standards on electric motors and
pumps.

Rep. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said
such standards could save the equivalent of
250,000 barrels of oil a day, and he charged
House conferees were not seriously in-

terested in saving energy, since they also had
voted against a ban on gas-guzzling cars.

After an hour of sometimes heated debate
Sen, Bennett Johnston, D-La., leader of the
Senate conferees, told his colleagues the
House position against mandatory standards
appeared so solid that a compromise would
be necessary.

The committee then agreed on a $5 million
program requiring efficiency labels on small
industrial motors and it directed the Energy
Department to conduct an 18-month study
on whether mandatory motor efficiency
standards are needed.
On the solar energy program, the con-

ferees agreed on a five-year loan program to
be handled by the Government National
Mortgage Association, which would buy,
insure and handle low- interest loans for
installing solar heating panels or other
equipment to turn the sun's rays into energy

Families planning such installations could
get loans for up to 15 years at interest rates
ranging from about 7.5 per cent to 12 per
cent, with no penalty for early repayment.
The maximum loan would be $8,000, less any
tax credit taken for the solar equipment
under other parts of the-energy legislation

Energy legislation passed by the House did
not provide for such loans. The Senate
version would have allowed a family to get a
subsidized loan or take a tax credit, but not
do both.

AUTOMATIC
MARKDOWN
BOOKSALE

We have a tremendous selection
of books for this sale hard
bound and paperback

All automatically marked down
each Monday .f they are still
there

Won Oct 24 3 4 original price

Mon Oct 31 T2 original price

Mon Nov 7 1/4 original price

Come early for the best selec
tion but don t wait too long

<»f the bookstore"
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Pianist entertains crowd
from first to fast note

(-'ollcgifm ^

By STEVE WALDMAN
Below the Salt Staff

When Emil Gilels first appeared in the U.S.
he spoke glowingly of a younger colleague
who could play Liszt's Feux follets "as if it

were nothing." Twenty-one years were to
elapse before Lazar Berman would tour the
U.S. and have his name put alongside that of
Ashkenazy, Horowitz, Michelangeli, Richter,
etc. as a pianistic giant.

Heard in this country before his debut by
only a small group of piano connoisseurs
through a series of difficult to obtain Russian
Melodiya recordings, Lazar Berman has since
become something of a legend and a still
maturing legend at that.

Once known for his obsession with
physical agility at the keyboard (the fastest
clocking ever of one of Chopin's etudes) he
has in recent years become increasingly
preoccupied with color, voicing and
melodiousness of phrase. He was quoted in
High Fidelity, Jan. 76 as saying: "nothing
more overjoys me than having my playing
compared to bel canto singing." That he
now plays with compelling lyricism and great
discernment within his present repertoire
was demonstrated again last night with a
marvelously poetic reading of Liszt's great

work for solo piano, the Sonata in B minor
Frcim first to last note Berman held theaudiences attention with an unexpectedly
straight-fon/vard and yet at the same time
deeply moving interpretation. In fact histempos in the slow middle section 'were
slower and to better effect than those in his
present recording of the sonata.
Busoms transcription for piano of Bach's
Chaconne" received a Romantic-minded

the arts
interpretation which worked out very well
While perhaps lacking in subtlety it was
impressively constructed and charged with
intensity. Similarly, his playing of Liszt's
Funerailles was played from the heart and yetwas also distinguished by a consistent
musical vision.

His program in fact, was notable for its
lack of a sheer bravura piece. Clearly, Ber-
man IS a pianist of notable maturity as vvell as
a pianist with great technique. That we were
lucky enough to hear him at UMass is but
another good reason for thanking the Fine
Arts Center people for their efforts. Now
how about getting Maurizio Pollini?
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People in the news
Edith Bunker -*

for ERA amendment?
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Jean Stapleton,

who plays Edith Bunker on the television
show "All In the Family", believes Edith
supports the Equal Rights Amendment.

Ms. Stapleton, a member of the In-

ternational Women's Year Commission, told
a news conference Wednesday there is no
reason why Edith would be opposed to
feminist causes.
"The image of Edith Bunker is good for the

women's movement because Edith is a
homemaker," she said. "It allows me to
express the fact that the women's movement
and ERA.... is intending to dignify the
homemaker and under the law evaluate the
homemaker's contribution in the economy."
•She added she did not think Edith would

join the growing opposition to ERA.
"Edith Bunker is the soul of justice, and of

course to me the ERA is a matter of simple
justice," she said. "I feel if Edith were faced
with a vote, ! think she'd vote for it if she
understood it."

Hutch thinks

songs were bad
SHREVEPORT, La. \UPI\ - A federal

court judge plans to rule by December
whether songs recorded by actor David Soul
may be sold, despite his contention that they
are so bad he does not want his name
associated with them.

Soul, who appears as "Hutch" on the
television show "Starsky and Hutch",
Tuesday asked U.S. District Judge Tom
Stagg to block Sound City Recording Co.
from using or selling recordings he made for

the company eight years ago.

David Soul

QUICHE LORRAINE
w/salad & roll $2.50

PONTIAC

Thfi Nfiw

CARTELLI PONTIAC Inc?

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN

!)iuto Painting & Body Worl
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fCOMPLETE AUTO GLASS SERVICI

• FREE ESTIMATES •
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"Whoro Quality Comot First"

CALL ROD' CHAMPOUX, Body Shop MQR.

Itl r^^^.ir Pontiac Inc.
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536-2240

ROCKMART, Ga. (UP!) - Kermit the frog lies tied down while school children get
a close look at the 63 foot tall helium filled balloon character which will be used in

the Macy Parade in New York Thanksgiving. The balloon was made by Goodyear.

Women and teen-agers packed the
courtroom for Soul's testimony, and af-

terwards many tried to get autographs and
pictures.

Soul said the 1969 recordings were worse
than the songs he records now because his

voice is much stronger and more versatile.

Soul asked that he be declared the owner
of the master tapes and Sound City

Kecording permanently blocked from using
them.
Sound City filed suit against Soul for a

judgment that it owns the tapes and Soul
filed a counterclaim.

Stagg took the matter under advisement.

Pro fire fighter

tackles oil fire

TAFT, Calif. \AP\ — Flames from a raging

oil well fire spewed unchecked into the sky

yesterday as a crew headed by fire fighter

Red Adair made plans to use plastic ex-

plosives to snuff out the blaze which killed

three trapped workmen.
A searing column of fire towered more

than 100 feet over the ruptured well near this

southern San Joaquin Valley community.
The flames were fed by a virtual bottomless

pit of fuel — the estimated one billion gallons

in the nation's third largest oil reserve,

smaller only than reserve fields in east Texas

and Alaska.

The three workmen, dangling helplessly in

a basket 15 feet in the air, were killed
Tuesday afternoon when the well exploded
at the Elk Hills Naval Oil Reserve, 140 miles
north of Los Angeles.

Ray changes plea,

switches attorneys
WARTBURG, Tenn. [UPI] - James Earl

Ray, his past and present attorneys feuding,

gpes on trial Thursday on charges of prison

escape.

A conviction could add five years to the

sentence he received for murdering Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr., but Ray is expected

to argue that he was coerced into pleading

guilty to the King slaying and thus was
illegally confined.

Ray and six others escaped from Brushy
Mountain State Prison June 10. All were
captured in a manhunt involving the FBI,

bloodhounds, and helicopters equipped with
infra-red manhunting devices.

Ray, 49, has been represented by Nasville

attorney Jack Kershaw for the past 10

months, but he fired Kershaw earlier this

week and hired attorney Mark Lane, co-

author with comedian Dick Gregory of

"Code Name Zorro," a novel about the King

assassination.

Ray and Lane accused Kershaw of

profiting from the sale of James Earl Ray T-

shirts and said Kershaw received $15,000-

$20,000 as the result of an interview which
Ray granted to Playboy Magazine. Playboy
later reported that a lie detector test ad-

ministered to Ray during the interview in-

dicated that Ray killed King and acted alone

in the assassination.

To avoid a possible death sentence, Ray
entered a guilty plea to the King murder, but

has since changed his story and claims he did

not kill the civil rights leader.

Prince of Wales

tours, speaks in U.S.
LOS ANGELES [UPI] - The British

Commonwealth is a thriving "family
association" seeking to help develop third-

world countries and Britain itself is not as

bad as pictured economically, despite some
opinions to the contrary, the Prince of Wales
said yesterday.

The heir apparent to the British throne,

making his first major speech in the United

States, also cited "mutual trust and af-

fection" between his country and the United

States as a factor in maintaining peace in the

western world and helping solve world
problems.

In his 15-minute speech before a luncheon
meeting of the Los Angeles World Affairs

Council, Prince Charles drew frequent

laughter with his small jokes about his own
lack of authority as well as prolonged ap-

plause from the crowd of 1,50(J persons.

He opened his talks by disclaiming any
status as a world statesman, saying:

"I have no identifiable profession about
which I can speak with authority or

knowledge. It's true. I am not a politician and
that's true as well. In Britain, along with

convicts, lunatics and peers of the realm, I

am ineligible to vote."

GRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS -

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RECRUITING VISITATION -

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSt NY

The School of Management
of Syracuse University. Syracuse, NY,

will be interviewing interested applicants

for their Graduate Studies Programs on

Wednesday . November 2

9:00AM - 4:30PM

For further information and appointment,
please contact the Placement/

Career Services office on your campus.
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UMass reacts to
Blue Law repeal

m THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1977

[The Massachusetts Senate voted earlier
this week to allow retail stores to remain
open on Sundays between Thanksgiving and
Christmas Atthouqh Gov. Michael SDukakis has said he opposes the move he
nonetheless told the Senate he will sign the
legislation Collegian reporter John M

Moran surveyed focal merchants and
residents on their reaction to the move]

By JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

Reaction to the nearing possibility of the
repeal of Sunday "Blue Laws" was
predictably varied among local stores andmembers of the UMass community. Thosewho could comment on the possibility of thebunday opening of their stores generally felt
they would remain open. Clergymen were
predictably opposed to the move and
students took diverse positions on the
question.

Some representative samples:
Thomas Keene, a manager at Zayre in the

Campus Shopping Center in Hadley said he
'

had been directed not to comment on any
aspect of the Sunday closing laws and to
refer any inquiries to the chain's Consumer
Affairs Office.

Zayre has challenged the state's right to
force stores to close on Sunday in the past

I

QUALITY DOWN VESTS
Don Gleason s has the hesf quality
down vests in thp area Filled wi"
PRIME NORTHERN GOOSE DOW\
lA^ith colorful rip stop nylon outers
Assortfrt colors XS Ihn, XL

ONLY $29 95
ALSO VISIT US TO BROWSE THRL
OUR VAST SELECTION OF OUT
DOOR CLOTHING FOR FALi. AND
WINTER

^^^ CAMPERS SUPPLY, INC

PEARl STREH NORTHAMPTON. MASS.

Wef>kf).^vs

Srifllfl (V

by opening several stores. Consumer Affairs
Office spokespersons were unavailable for
comment last night.

Spokesmen at both Stop & Shop and
Finast were unable to say if they would openon Sundays if there was such an optionWe have no word from our office " said

F^tr^^M T^".
^^of^ Pinast at the MountainFarms Mall. I imagine if the competition

opens, we will also."

Harold Hartzler, Department Head of
beneral Business and Finance in the School
of Business Administration said that while
evidence shows that the more days a store isopen the more business it will do, he doubts
that many of the stores in the center will be
open.

Father Leo Leclerc from the NewmanCenter said he would not approve of therepeal of the blue laws for the four Sundays

statPdtl
^^^;\^^9'-*"9 and Christmas, but

the put^1t''°'^'^
"°' °PP°'^ '^^ ^^^"96 from

"My gut feeling is that I'm glad it's only for
tour Sundays out of the year. But I wonder if
this IS the sign of things to come. I think it's
unfortunate for people who might be oblioed
to work on Sunday.

It has become the only day that families
can be together as families.

The reasons of students for liking or
disliking the proposed change in the Sunday
blue laws" ran from wanting to be able to

use every day of the week to not wanting to
work on Sunday and from wanting to see the
package stores open to seeing no need for
the change.
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Enterprise test run

comes down hard
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE Calif

[UPI] - The space shuttle Enterprise, on
what was supposed to be its final free
flight test, yesterday experienced Its

roughest landing so far, bouncing three
times on a concrete runway after gliding
from the back of its jumbo jet mother-
ship.

Project officials said another test nnay
be necessary.

At a news conference following the
flight, which was witnessed by Britain's

Prince Charles, former astronaut and
project manager Donald "Deke" Slayton
proclaimed the series of five tests a
"success".
"We consider this the last test,"

Slayton said, "but that's not conclusive.
We may fly one more after looking at the
flight data."

Chicopee man
real auto inventor
CHICOPEE, Mass. [UPI] - A local

official wants the western Massachusetts
home of Charles Duryea — the man who
invented the American automobile —
designated a national landmark.

Family records show Duryea, a bicycle
manufacturer, built the first four
American "horseless carriages" in a shed
at the rear of his Front and Grape Street
home in the 1870s, according to alder-
man Thaddeus Drewniak.

Later, Duryea moved his operation
from the shed, which has since been
demolished, to leased space at a
Springfield plant.

U.N. to embargo
arms to S. Africa

WASHINGTON [AP] - President
Carter will support a U.N. embargo on

arms sales to South Africa to demon-
strate American distaste for mass arrests
and the banning of black publications by
the Pretoria government, it was learned
yesterday.

U.S. Ambassador Andrew Young
yesterday consulted with French, British,

West German and Canadian diplomats in

New York in an effort to frame a joint
strategy within the Security Council for
dealing with the South Africa issue.

The council is debating a request by
African countries for a mandatory arms
embargo and a resolution calling on all

governments to halt new investment in

South Africa.

Young said earlier this year that
sanctions on new investment for fixed
periods might be an appropriate course
of action against South Africa's policy of
racial segregation.

Nuke Commission
to visit Seabrook
MANCHESTER, N.H. [AP] -

Reporters and the public will not be
allowed to accompany the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission next Monday
when it tours the Seabrook nuclear
power plant site, the Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire said yesterday.
Norman Cullerot, a spokesman for the

utility, which owns half of the proposed
plant, said it was not allowing the public
to attend because it considered the tour a
"working session" rather than a public
hearing.

Bill coming up for

solar heating loans
WASHINGTON [UPI] - House and

Senate negotiators agreed Wednesday
on a $100 million program offering low-
interest loans to people installing solar
energy devices at home, but killed a
"vanpool" ride-sharing program
President Carter had proposed to save
fuel.

The negotiators predicted they would

have the first section, or conservation
segment, of the new energy bill virtually

complete by Thursday evening.

Banks investigated

because of Lance
WASHINGTON [UPI] - As a result of

the Bert Lance case, the nation's 14,700
federally insured banks have been or-
dered to supply information to Congress
on several banking practices such as
overdrafts, it was announced yesterday.

The three federal regulatory agencies
which oversee operation of the nation's
insured banks - the Comptroller of the
Currency, the Federal Reserve System
and the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation — said forms would be
mailed to the banks in the next few days
seeking information on several subjects.

In addition to overdrafts, the regulatory
agencies said they also requested in-

formation on bank stock loans, loans to
officials and major stockholders of other
banks and inside loans.

The order is going out to the banks at
the request of the Senate Banking
Committee "to assist it in considering the
need for legislation pertaining to com-
mercial bank lending and overdraft
practices," an announcement said.

Social Security may
soon go broke
WASHINGTON [AP] - The House

voted yesterday against bringing more
than six million government workers
under Social Security, a change that
would have reduced the stiff tax in-

creases needed to save the system from
going broke.

The 386-38 vote came as the House
considered amendments to a bill to bail

Social Security out of its financial

troubles by nearly tripling Social Security
taxes for many American workers over
the next 10 years.
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You moy not hove the most economical engine in youf VW
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BMW, IlUfC.

I

You cant have .t when your VW .s not performing properly Its what vou
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FootwearSak
15% off.

CLOGS, FRYES or

ROCKPORTS.
15% off Men's or Women's

clogs, boots or shoes between
now and Saturday, October 29, 1977

DANCEWEAR and LEOTMU)S
For dancing, jogging, exercising,

tennis, swimming or evenings out.

MILI ISKIN LEOTARDS
by DANSKIN
CAPEZIO LEOTARDS

Fall colors and styles

PATCHWORK
QUILTED VESTS
For Women, Reg. $14.95

For one week onlv.

SWEATSHIRT
ROBES

CREW NECK
SHETLAND SWEATERS
For Men, only

$12.95

DENIM
WRAP SKIRTS

$14.00

9.95

Amhersi, Rt. 9- next to McDonald's, 584-9690

Store hours: Monday to Fridav 10-9, Saturday 10-6.
at harvard square
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Jabber, jabber, talk to the sky
Steve (III hi II

^The most challenging question of modern
man in our stupified television age seems to
be, "What to say during a commercial
break?"

It is said that one of man's greatest in-

ventions is "language." Unfortunately
"babble" soon followed. Is the function of
talking so we can finally shut-up?

The rightful purpose of language is to
disseminate information that is vital to the
species. Much of the exercise of language is

foolish conversation, babble, and idle
chatter; the icing on the icing.

This brings to mind a simple tale I read as a
child. There was a very bewildered little boy.
He was confused by the many shortcomings
of communication through speech.
He saw a group of friends meet on street

corners embarrassingly kicking pebbles while
groping for something to say. The staple
conversation topic of weather usually arose.

The little boy observed at his parents'
cocktail parties that the most popular guest
was always the guy that was fashionably
leaning on the piano. This amusing man
would fill the room with many words without
saying anything worth hearing. The man

wasn't even pretending to be profound. He
was just filling in the awkward periods of

Humphrey's last hurrah
When Jimmy Carter arrived in Minneapolis

last Sunday it was to witness the beginning
of the end of a political era, as much as to
close out his badly backfiring 3-day cam-
paign to renew his mandate from the people.
He had come to escort Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey back to Washington. The crowd
gathered at the airport had come to say
goodby, perhaps for the final time, to their
"Happy Warrior " and not really to greet the
President.

Humphrey, stricken by a cancer his

doctors have called "terminal", looked closer
to 86 instead of 66. He said, "I am happy to
report to you that I do feel so much better.

Everything, of course is relative."

His voice is still strong, and though he is

reported tcwalknow with a slight limp, all his

strength has not yet deserted him. If the
smiles of Carter and his wife, Muriel Hunrv

phrey, seemed strained, the Senator's own
good humor and high spirits were more than
enough to send thoughts of human mortality

packing. His vitality and optimism managed
better than all the maudlin sentiment of well-

wishers to dispel the gloom overlying the

occasion. He spoke eagerly of returning to

Washington, calling it "good therapy".

In triumph, Humphrey, who was first

elected Senator in 1948, returned after a
three month absence to his home on Capitol
Hilt Tuesday. Amid standing ovations and
speeches of praise from leaders of both
parties, Humphrey rose to praise friendship
as the greatest gift.

"Without the friendship, kindness, and
generosity of friends there is no healing," he
said of qualities he himself exemplifies.

He served as mayor of Minneapolis from
1945 to 1948 when, as a delegate to the
Democratic convention he rose to national
prominence by leading the successful floor
fight to incorporate what was then con-
sidered a liberal civil rights plank into the
party platform, a move which precipitated
the walk-out of southern Democrats.

"He has been," said UMass political
science professor Jerome Mileur Wed-
nesday, "a champion of civil rights
throughout his career."

"He"s certainly been the leading liberal
spokesman of this time,'" said Mileur, noting
Humphrey was a major spokesman for
poverty and civil rights programs of the 50's
and eariy 60' s.

Of Humphrey's character Mileur said, "I
had occasion to do some advance work for
him in '64 on college campuses; I found he's
precisely the same person in a hotel room
working out the last miserable detait of the
campaign as he is in front of the tV
cameras - instantly likeable. He is a
remarkably genuine article."

The memories Edwin Gere, Jr., also of the
UMass political science department, has of
Humphrey, are on an equally personal level.

"I remember reading a story a while ago by
a reporter who interviewed him. The only
time he was available for the reporter to see
him was late at night at his home. When the
reporter got there it was 10:30 or 11:00
o'clock at night and Humphrey was painting
the kitchen. I'm sure it didn't contribute very
much to his political expertise, but it tells you
a lot about the man," said Gere.

"He's always had this very human, down-
to-earth quality," he said. "I went to
graduate school with a fellow who went to
Washington on a fellowship and was
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Discrimination in the long run

silence. His theory seemed to be, "If you've
got nothing to say, say it!"

The little boy realized the puspose for
speech was being sorrowfully abused, that of
communicating a meaning. People just
talked to entertain themselves and pass the
time.

He was puzzled and soon ceased to open
his mouth except to eat. He would listen if
the speaker was saying something sub-
stantial or relevant. His rare response was a
smile or a frown.

When the little boy was approached with
comments of crude witisism or rambling
Idiocy he spoke his only words, "Goodbye."

iliiilr^icJii 9

Shirking freedom
Jerrij rogers

assigned to Humphrey. He said it was one of
the greatest experiences of his life. It means
a lot more when a third person, a friend, says
something like that."

"He's always had a very progressive
outlook on life," said Gere. "It's really a
shame he was never elected President."
Humphrey, of course, was narrowly

defeated by Richard Nixon in the 1968
Presidential election.

In his words to the Senate Tuesday,
Humphrey acknowledged that he would not
run for office again, but he spoke, as always,
of the future. "I don't want anything," he
said. "But I can help."

Me/ Moeller is a Collegian Commentator.

The theory that Apartheid is really a form
of Affirmative Action probably will not be
widely accepted. All the same, it is quite
consistent with the Justice Department's
pro- Affirmative Action brief in the Bakke
case.

The brief's major premise is that "society"
must "restore" victims of discrimination to
the position they would have occupied but
for the discrimination against them or their

forebears." That is, as long as it evens out in

the long run, it is okay to discriminate. Just
make sure that every group gets its day in the
sun.

This is, of course, exactly what the South
Africans are doing, except that they're doing
it in opposite the way it's done in the States.
And they're really much more clever than us.

By discriminating against the majority first,

the minority not only is assured of a good
time for awhile, but when the majority finally

has enough, the minority will be easy to
crush.

The American way of equalizing
discrimination is much less efficient, since it

ignores the fact that majorities are
notoriously loathe to surrender their powers.
Just consider the unreasonable opposition
by many reactionaries to current Affirmative

Action policies such as the obviously in-

valuable educational quotas.
No, what we keep forgetting is that it is

only fair to let each group be unjust to the
others. We're just reluctant to change roles
from time to time. Actually discrimination is

like Alka Seltzer. If one puts in only a little

What we keep forgetting

is that it Is only fair to let

each group be unjust

to the others.

water, it tastes terrible, but it's over very
quickly. But if it's very diluted, it doesn't
taste as bad, but really lasts a long time.
So as long as we insist on judging

everyone according to the sins or sufferings
of their ancestors, here's a proposal for
getting the whole thing over with rather than
agonizing over the amorphous vagaries of
Affirmative Action forever. Why not give the
minorities in America everything, but only for
a short while. For example, if the exchange
rate were, say, 10 years of minority dictator-

ship for every 100 years of past majority
discrimination (though certain bitter types

would prefer a 1-1 ratio), then by 2017, we'd
all be even up and be able to treat each other
as individuals.

Of course that might not be as much fun
as decades of litigation, but it would be a
great savings as we would not then need to
hire a multi-racial, multi-ethnic, multi-sexual
group of accountants and assessors to figure
out how many generations it will take to
achieve "restoration" by the present
methods.

We could of course stop this
discrimination nonsense immediately, but
history, human nature, and common sense
being what they are, this probably will be an
unpopular course. So the majority might as
well get on with the task of paying up and
purging themselves of real or imagined sins.
I'll gladly do my part: while none of my
ancestors even came close to the Mayflower,
and while I myself* did not become ari

American citizen until 1968, I hereby
voluntarily renounce the position Han/ard
Med school would of course have offered me
due to my WASPness, on condition that
they leave my spot in the Law School alone

Jan van Tol is on vacation in an egalitarian
society.

J

Debater termed

antagonistic

To the Editor:

The debate on the "Crisis in the Middle
East" had the potential of being a debate
of high merit. However, the quality of this

debate was brought down considerably
by the presence of one man. John Hilson.

The report in the Collegian \Tues., Oct.
25] was wrong in reporting that all four
panelists "agreed the path to peace is a
clear one. " Three of the four were talking
peace. John Hilson, on the other hand,
never once mentioned peace. Instead he
vehemently attacked Israel and Zionism
and even at one point made some very
sarcastic remarks to the Jews present in

the audience.

His method of attack was a feeble
attempt to make a point. He brought up
the faults of Israel without mentioning
the incredible amount of faults that in-

fects the Arab nations. He totally ignores
the fact that Israel is the only stable

democracy in that area of the world.
His solution to the Mid-East crisis is

clearly obvious: Remove one of the
parties involved, meaning Israel, and you
won't have a crisis. But this type of
reasoning only leads to war and all the

horrors that war entails.

John Hilson 's actions during the time
that the pro -Israel speakers were talking

makes one wonder about the maturity of
this man. His sarcastic smirks and at-

tacking nature makes him nothing more
than a professional antagonist not

worthy for a debate with the statesman

like qualities of the other three members
of the panel.

We are suggesting that the Young
Socialist Alliance has brought its integrity
down by inviting such a man to speak.

Jeff Santis
EliseC. Goldman

Bruce Smith
Julia Macit

Whist/estop test-

ing criticized

To the Editor:

The Course I dropped at UMass
A whistle blows. No, this is not an

athletic field - or an assembly line. This
is Marketing 301, an introductory course
in the Fundamentals of Marketing. In

here, the whistle signals the start of a
[surprise] quiz. The first of four multiple
choice questions is flashed before you via

an opaque projector. You have 45
seconds to decide on, and record the
answer to, each of the four questions.
Three minutes fater, the whistle blows
again. Time's up — surrender your test
card

Professor Charles Schewe, who
teaches the course, has devised this

technique to prevent cheating. He also
utilizes this approach to force people to
keep up with his course material. But we
are, after all, in a university. At this level

it's not an instructor's responsibility to

force us to learn; students have come
here to study and if they mean to learn.

they will. Aside from penalizing a not
insignificant category of intelligent
students who cannot work under split-

second pressure [and who tend to have
difficulty, incidentally, when taking their

SAT exams], this classroom practice is

generally demeaning both to the student
body and to the university. It's the kind of
approach that contributes to the school's
being called a factory.

With regard to the principles of
teaching and learning, an exam ad-
ministered in this fashion tests one's
ability to speed-read far more than it does
one's knowledge of the particular subject
matter. And at best, it tests for rote
answers. It's hard to see the relationship
to the real business world. A person who
tried to make a sound marketing or other
business decision within 45 seconds is

unlikely to remain in business very long.
Moreover, this method seems especially
uninviting and inappropriate for use in an
introductory course in the field.

Because exams of this sort prevent
students from thinking about a question
and attempting to reason out an answer,
they particularly penalize students like

myselfwhom I referred to above because
we like to think things out slowly and
carefully and often cannot function well
under this kind ofpressure. But this is not
written as a personal gripe — rather to

hopefully affect a needed change.

Donald C. Haas

75 this really

America?'

To the Editor:

This past Saturday I went to Kent
State to demonstrate. I had been there

Twice before, and in no way did I expect
ro experience what I and about a

thousand others did at the hands of the

Kent State and Portage County police.

Last Thursday, K.S.U. President
Golding succeeded in obtaining an in-

junction banning all rallies on campus by
any non-recognized student groups.
When we began gathering on the
Commons around noon in violation of
that order, we were facing about fifty

police officers in full riot gear standing in

formation less than a hundred yards
away {their numbers would later grow to
over a hundred]. Sheriff's deputies began
handing out copies of the injunction to
protesters, who were advised not to
accept them. From across the field, a
deputy on a bullhorn began reading the
injunction to the protesters, who in turn
began to chant, rendering his words
unintelligible. I had been asked to serve
as a marshall along with about a couple
of dozen others for the purpose of
keeping the line together and to serve as
a bulwark between the police and
demonstrators. In concert with the
cacaphony of chanting and the
mechanical voice of the deputy, the riot

troops moved toward the crowd, lined
up, and in some macabre, choreographed
dance, began half-stepping towards us
with their clubs held straight in front of
them. We formed ranks quickly and
began to move out. As I stared into those
face/ess visors, I was filled with fear; not
so much for my physical safety, but more
in amazement and wonder at what this

was coming down to.

We moved to a higher spot on campus
and began the rally. After about forty five

minutes, some people began yelling,

"They're coming up the stairs'" Again,
we began moving to another part of
campus, with the riot squad silently

following a short distance behind us.

This time we marched to where a pick-

up truck had set up a sound system. The
crowd listened to speakers for about an
hour before the police moved us once
more, this time led by four mounted
police who drove their horses into the

crowd in an effort to disperse it. I'll

always remember the horseman closest

to me, the hatred in his eyes and
displayed in his voice everytime he struck

the beast's haunches with his club and

First, a little background. Last Sunday
over 300 miles from Amherst, a story was
told. The setting was an organic chemistry
class at the State University of New York
(SUNY) at Potsdam. It seems that
representatives of the Student Association
of the State University (SASU) had recently
informed the students at Potsdam about the
possibility of organizing students on all the
SUNY campuses into a union.

In juxtaposition with this report on
unionization was the organic chemistry class
story. In this particular organic class the
students had the right to select when the
exams would be scheduled, as long as they
scheduled three allowing for the semester's
material to be completely covered.

It was not until late in the semester,
around midway through, that someone made
a motion to schedule an exam. Heated
discussion ensued during which alliances
were formed and stands on the issue were
determined by class (academic not
economic) schedules. The decision was put
off many times for flimsy reasons, and the
first exam has yet to be scheduled.

At one point during the debates one
woman suggested to the professor that he
set a date for the exam because the class
could not come to an agreement. When you
give people a democracy, they always want
someone else to make the decisions for
them, he responded.

The thinking that led this woman to seek
benevolent leadership from the professor
closely parallels the thinking of the anti-union
radical fringe operating on this campus. It

has been suqqested that the group is

operating with the support of some of the
younger members of the university ad-
ministration.

They and other young administrators-in-
training would have us all believe, as it is told
by the anti-union RSO. that the freedom
students would receive upon unionization
would not be worth the accompanying

responsibilities and the burden of making
administrative decisions.

One philosophy behind the shirking of
freedom of choice and responsibility
assumes people are unable to make
decisions independently because they crave
the security of being among a majority.

The whole strength of any dissident group
lies in its ability to transmit the impression
that it is representative of a potential
majority, if not an already established
majority.

That a small band of anti-unionists can
attract so much attention and convey this
image only points out our hierarchical, class
consicous history of development. It

promotes a culture that accepts only that
which is accomplished through our allegedly
democratic institutions as valid and assumes
that access to the decision making processes
is equal for all. while equality has historically
been a premise of governments, it has also
been historically obvious that most govern-
ments fail to assure their people this right.

The whole strength of any
dissident group lies In Its

ability to transmit the

impression that it Is

representative of a potential

majority, if not an already

established majority.

It IS no wonder that the move against
unionization has the weight of this history
behind it. The anti-unionists claim to be
protecting freedom of choice, but there is no
freedom in accepting their position. They
promise divine democratic leadership from
the administration. To accept an ad-
ministration rooted in centuries of govern-
ment fostered class division as capable of
true democracy is archaic response.

Jerry Roger's columns appear every
Thursday in the Collegian.

shouted, "Hyah, " to both his horse and
to us, for it seemed that in his eyes we
were equals.

We were forced across the street and
onto the side of a hill. There was chaos
and confrontation. I later heard that a few
rocks had been thrown, but there
couldn't have been many, because I

personally saw none. It was at this point
that Bob Bolandrina, a Student Senator
at UMass, was arrested.

Despite the confusion that reigned, the

demonstrators regrouped on the road
and re-entered the campus. We got as far

as the dormitories when we were again
confronted by the police.

We stopped in our tracks and con-
tinued chanting. I heard a loud whirring
sound, like that of a helicopter flying

close overhead. I looked and saw none.
Then I smelled something like vinegar.

Suddenly clouds of pepper gas wafted
through the crowd. It was not yet thick,

so we tried to continue marching through
it. The police then shot tear gas canisters
and began moving into the crowds with
the pepper gas machines. We were
forced to disperse and make a run for it.

My only previous experience with the
effects of tear gas is what I had seen on
television: the victim emerges from the
crowd with teary eyes and a cough. It is

difficult to describe what it's really like,

but I'll try: as you're running you're
breathing as hard as you can, but it feels
as if you're suffocating, and drivel runs
down the front of your shirt as a result.

Mucous pours out your nose. Your face
and eyes burn and you can barely see.

There was screaming all around me.
The police drove cars through the crowd
at 40 M.P.H., shooting canisters out the
windows. A demonstrator had his ankle
broken by one. A man in a wheelchair
had to dive out of it to avoid being hit by
another. He lay on the ground, choking
from the fumes until other demonstrators
put him back in his chair, and wheeled
him to safety.

When we finally ran to safety our-

selves, a seeming eternity, many of us

surrounded a mud puddle, splashing our
faces and rinsing our mouths; anything to
get some relief. The shock turned to
anger and many had tears in their eyes
which were not a direct result of the gas.
The muddy water had washed more of
the gas residue from my face into my
eyes. As I wandered blindly, another
demonstrator came and held me tight. At
that moment, the love of two brothers
flowed between us, and all I could think
was, "Is this what America does to its

children? Sweet Jesus, is this really

America?

Monday, six people were arrested at
the Kent State Campus Center for
reading aloud the first amendment. At
this writing. Bob Bolandrina is in Kent
awaiting trial, out on eight-thousand
dollar bail. He faces a stiff fine at the very
least. A defense fund is being set up for
Bob at the RSB table in the Campus
Center. Contribute something, anything,
and rap to the people there. Come to
S.U.B. room 413A at 7:30 Thursday night
for a discussion on what has happened
and future plans. The question of
freedom concerns us all.

Jimmy Blihar

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Quilapayun, world-famous Chilean folk group.

The world famous Chilean folk group,
Quilapayun, will perform on Nov. 1 at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.
Tickets are $3.

The seven-member group has played
in more than 30 countries since its exile
from Chile after the miliatry coup Sept.
11, 1973. The members had served as
cultural ambassadors of the Chilean
Government under Salvador Allende,
before the takeover.

Quilapayun's first U.S. tour in April
1975 met enthusiastic response. The
Washington Post called them "superb
artists." The New York Times, praising
their "urgent intensity," declared that
"the long wait had not been in vain." At
UMass, more than 1,000 people wit-
nessed a moving and musically
memorable event. Quilapayun's com-
bination of "scholarship, high artistry,

passion, and dramatic fervour" {The
Guardian, London) was evident to all.

The group plays a multitude of flutes,

lutes and percussion instruments used in

the traditional music of the Andes. Their
roots in Latin American folk music fuse
with lively lyrics expressing social and

political themes to form a contemporary
musical style which is a leading force in

the "New Song Movement" of Latin
America.

During the Allende years, Quilapayun
played at rallies to audiences numbering
in the hundreds of thousands throughout
Chile and abroad, on television, and at
informal concerts in factories,
cooperative farms and shanty towns.

Their record "Cueca de la Libertad"
won the French Grand Prix International
du Disque in 1974 under the category
foreign popular song. In the U.S. their

records are available on the Paredon
label.

The songs they have written since the
coup express solidarity with those who,
like fellow folk singer Victor Jara, have
been killed by the military government,
and reaffirm the group's faith in the
popular .movements of Latin America.
Quilapayun donates a portion of its

earnings to suppor Chilean refugee and
resistance groups.
The concert is sponsored by the

Western Massachusetts Chile Solidarity

Committee.

DC Menu

TODAY
LUNCH - Macaroni & Cheese, Italian

Hoagie, Basics; Macr">ni and Cheese,
Garbanzo Beans & Rice Provencal.
DINNER - Baked Chicken, Reuben

Sandwich, Bread Buffet, Basics; Baked
Chicken, Pota-o Mushroom Delight,

Bread Buffet.

TOMORROW
LUNCH — Fishburgers, Turkey Divan,

Basics; Vegetable Hot Pot, Turkey Divan.
DINNER - Steak, Baked Fish, Basics;

Baked Fish, Crusty Soybean Crowd
Please r.

Halloween party features

Widespread Depression
The Union Program Council's Halloween

party Monday at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom will feature the fabulous swing
orchestra: Widespread Depression Or-
chestra. The 10-man band, reminiscent of
the Count Basic Orchestra, will play the
goodtime music of the swing era. Celebrities
like Count Basie have deemed Widespread
Depression Orchestra a "great band," and
Charlie Harrison (Duke Ellington's manager)
calls them "a fabulous group; the best I've
seen in years."

Admission is $1 with costume, $2 for
everyone else. Tickets can be purchased at
TIX in the Student Union (across from the
Post Office). There will be a cash bar and
prizes will be awarded for the best costumes.

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
COSTA ICE COLO

KEG BEER

SCHMIDT'S
12 oz cans

00 $5.90
NOVV

$1.50
six

liKdoor Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Imhtrtt Ctnttr, across from tho groon 253-5441
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WARE FACTORY
SHOE OUTLET

EAST ST., WARE, MASS.

FACTORY TO YOU SAVINGS

Collegifm
^^

{s^mm
Notices

presents

Thursday- Saturday

Oct. 27-29

Thursday Cover $1.00

ALL UNIVERSITY \NOMEN INVITED

tn^"f,y"r,^u'^'^°"'^" '"^"«<^ '° « 'as^'ion show
H
" '

n 'cF*" ^"'^O^ Soronty For more info and
rides call 545 0162 or 545 2092
ATTENTION NORTHEAST

This week's AripGovernment meetlno w,lt be held
in the Hamlin House Conference Room, 6:30 All reosshould attend this meeting
DIABETES MEETING

Sel:ice°'302't p.m.
'""""" °'"' '° ^" "««"^

FREE HALLOWEEN PARTY
Free admission. Featuring the Band Marz Free

"^""ersand Munchies. Bottle watcher to watch your
bottle (B Y.O.B.) Costume Contest with $15 $10 $5
gift certificate at local record store. In Grayson DormMam Lounge, 9 a.m. to 1 a.m. Orchard Hill

LOST
-Tennis racquet left in Grad. Research Tower rm

316. If found PLEASE! call 6-7076.
~ One Radio-Shack stereo amplifier from the Signal

Theory Lab in Eng. East. My senior project (7 mos.
work so far) can't be finished without it. If whoever
took it returns it to where they found it, no questions
will be asked. Please, bring it back now.

- A black key case was lost in vicinity of Southwest
or in the Campus Center. If found please call Chris 6-
4105.

NAIADS
Meeting tonight. We'll discuss swimsuits, t-shirt

designs, and December show.
EQUESTRIAN DRILL TEAM

Tryouts Monday, 430 p.m. at Tillson Farm. For info
call 5-0260.

FOUND
Set of 6 keys, brown leather case, includes 2 for an

AMC car By the Campus Pond, library-side. Oct 25
Call 256 8038
WORK WEEKEND
Stockbridge Freshmen class ;s holding a work

weekend tomorrow to Sunday. Persons interested
contact senate office 545-0189 or ATG 545 2186
WELCOME TO KAPPA

Sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma welcome the new
Pledges into our home
KENT STATE SUPPORTERS

Meeting on Thursday, Oct. 27, 7:30 p m. rm. 413A
S.U. Discussing latest developments, including the
Oct. 22 Demonstration at Kent.
NON UNIONIST STUDENTS
Membership and strategy talks. All welcome 6 30-

7:30 p.m CC 169.

GAY ALLIANCE COFFEEHOUSE
Entertainers needed to perform at a coffeehouse

Friday November 4, from 8:00 p m. to 1:00 a.m. at the
Hampden DC. Theatre. Call People's Gay Alliance
Office 545-0154 or Mark at 546-6253.

PETITION TO DECRIMINALIZE MARIJUANA
Meeting of all volunteers in CC 904-908 at 9:30

Thurs Oct. 27th. New volunteers welcome
CONSUMER BOYCOTT

J. P. Stevens Boycott Education Committee will
hold a discussion on the current status of the boycott
CC, 7:30 p.m.
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Sunday from 9 a.m. 1 p.m.^n 10th floor Campus

Center - for Sylvan residerits; musi-, by South
Station.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Important general .neeting for all members 7 00 rm

415A S.U.
UMASS HOCKEY TEAM

Interested in playing ice hockey or street hockey?
Meeting Thursday 9 p.m. in Hasbrouck 20
UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meeting tonight at 8, CC 101 . We have 2,000 to post

to advertise for our movie.
UMSFCU SHAREHOLDERS
Meeting Thurs., Nov. 3rd at 7:30 p.m. in CC rm. 804-

808 All C.U. members are urged to attend
VOLLEYBALL CLUB

Practice 6 8:00 p.m Boyden Gym. Please bring $2
for dues.

WOMEN THERAPISTS
Nov. 3, 8:30 p.m., 6th floor lounge, Thompson.

Informal discussion with four women therapists
CFLSA
Meeting 8 p.m New Africa House, first floor,

finalizing plans for Workshop on Racism.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!
!
Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! !!! REACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY! Little Ads G«t tie RESULTS!

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

OF

Classifieds

to

The rates are Daily, 45c per line: 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 35,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY! ! ! ! LittI* A4s G^ BIG RESULTS!
AUTO FOR SALE

FAMOLS NAME WOMEN'S SHOES!!
Intliidlnij: AFTFR SKI BOOTS. & F.\SIIION BOOTS

NewFallArrivals

WARE FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
HOURS: - Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5 P.M.

Also PICK A DILLY FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
64 North St. Pittsfield Moss

Tel. 1-967-9753

68Gal««v5<»Fofd $700 527 5746

122VoTvo oaru a«d£rwai}on. Am. aOfr43M.

73 V«ga Wgn 4spd VCTond New tires

$ 1 200 Tom 549 4600 em 323

a Oodg* 1 ton PiclT upTcyT 4 spd std
Mech OK

. cab rotted $245 2S&06BV

1967 Oattun 411. mechanicaHy sound new
battery, radials. $295 or B , 584 4307

71MGBexc cond $1 900 oTb 549^9M
1975 Volvo 1S4. AC. cruise contToi,
Michelins and snows leather interior,
excellent condition mside and out Best
OMer Call 253 5349 you won t regret it

72 Toyota Carina std good cond^ti^
$1 100 or Best OHer Call weekends or
after 6P M 665 4925

72 Vaga Wagon ^Go^d~itefeo system
Good cond $860 Call 546 6879

F^endar Bass Music Matter Excel cond
,ilso A'tti;;' f S"iith Mdpfe Leaf 5 string

Ban|o f«i:el Conci Best oHer on both
Call Brirfn rfi 549 3796

2 Bedrm Apt avail imed On bus line

Allows pets 549 0639 1 mile of« campus
Bus companion wanted for 6 yr old visiting

Boston on weekends and returning Some
pay 586 4386

SERVICES

TO SUBLET

SAVE u|f to 50%on TENNIS SHOESi
Men s. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

1970 Fiat 860 Spydef Sport conv Very good
condition Must be seen $600 or best

offer 533 6025 Roger after 6 OOP M

To sublet 2br or; bus route for sping
semester and summei Call 665 3536

Experienced Waitreatat
Richd'ds 1 1 to 1o m daily

Apply Poor

WANTED TO RENT

Gold Couch b Chair Exc cond $150 734
8464 after 5PM Spfid

1 Bdrm m Apt complex available immed
s;0 mo Call Mitch 253 5487

AtterAionM Joggart. 8 Ball playart
SftG Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can afford
Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere Call us before
going to a high price retail 546 9611

Furnished Apt on bus route 1 bedroom
S195 All utilities included 253 3336

3 women seeking to sublet apt house
Spring sem On bus rte Call Lisa 253
9066

LOST

T I SR 40 Calculator Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256-
6069

Volvo repairs and maintenance All yeart
and models low prices Jack 586-0610

BIRTHDAY CAKESM All occasiorT cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9676

Collegiate raaaarch papara Thousanda on
file AM academic subiects SefKJ »1 lof
mail order catalog Box2S918 2 Lm
Angeles, Calif 90025(2131477 8474

ROOM WANTED

89 Gibaon Guitar J45 $225 75 Martin
Guitar D18S $350 Old Martin Roundback
Mandolin $150 Negotiable 253 5333
eves

74 Chavy Pick up Low mi 2300 Call eve
584 1094

71 Tor Runs well Look Bd $125 549
6382

MOTORCYCLEFOR SALE

2 Continantal Stud snow radials 175 14

$60 , 4 Firestone radials 155 13 $80 Call

Bill 64580 evenings

4 piece Oak Set Desk. 5 Draw Chest 2

Cabneis Asking $145 Call 253 7462

Quiet undergraduate male seeks room In

quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years, including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call

545 3503 Mon nites and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

Notebooks in Hampden DC Reward 546
6389

Ladies silver Lucien Picard watch, near
Newman Center on Sunday Oct 16 Blue
face and stem Reward call Brian
Dingman 5 0070 and leave name

Loat in Hampahira House Wilson Tennis
racquet If found contact 549 1202

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Bt^t lo rock thru disco
Moniio' Mus'C S46 4731 Rea

PERSONALS

Loat pockatbook near Gomnan Sunday
night If found call Sue 549 1122
REWARD'

If your don't want to be locked mto a 10 or
12 month lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have 1 and 2
bedroom townhouse and garden units
starting at $196 plus utilities call SOUTH
MEADOW 25&0166 for more details

FOUND

SUPER BIKE 74 KAW Z 1 900cc In very
good condition Kerker pipe Oenselube
chain OFFERS^ 665 3031

FOR SALE

2 Continantal studanow radials 175 14
$160 4 Fireston radials 155^13$80 64580
ask Bill evenings

68 Galant elec guitar w'hardshell case.
Univox 50 watt AMP w reverb etc $136
takes all 546 7985 after 7P M

HELP WANTED

Woman s

689W
glasses found in S W Cai

John. »veve made it through a long and
lonely time Thank you for your strength
and love Forever together. Suanne

FOR RENT

Lg Rm avble imm Echo Hill Apt
$110 mo Inc patio w w carpel etc 253
5288

Vets with Military Police experience
pan time day wo-k on weekends Al
Lasoia 266 6381 eve

Mature responsible person for cfiiW care
and light housekeeping One child nine

months old Monday through Fnday 8 15

5 30 Own transportation References
Call 263 7203 after 6P M

CALCUtATORS

College Calculatora offers low price 6 fuH
service All models avail T159 $225 5fr
$99 96 51 $49 95 HP s b Commodore s
dvdil Models from $15 Rememt)er. we
service all calculators we sell Before you
t)uy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Happy Birthday Pam
18th

Kaihy Judy tha

PRACTICAL ACUPUNCTURE will he
taught Everybody has the chance to
become a MEDICAL DOCTOR Info Oct
77 PM7 40CC9'7

iliHIIWttl-lf1.liH.MirjiiMiiimii,'ii:iiJ:Uiiit^tiiiiijij!^i,i,i.i.iji.uiijiitijuu,iju!M^^^^^^
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Whafs Happening

t«am Th^ hln'
~ T ?* '^'°^" ^^"* ^°^" ^V *^^« Rockmart High footballteam The balloon .s made of a paper thin nylon fabric coated with a specialsynthetic rubber. It took three months to build (UPI)

^

TODAY
COURSE

Parenting ciasses to be conducted by the
division of nursing, at the Newman Center.
The four week course starts today. In-
terested persons should register by calling
549 0300 or by attending the first session.
Additional information call 545-1338 or 545-
1341

FLORIDA SAILING INTERSESSION
Mandatory meeting for those persons

going to Florida. All others interested please
do not attend. Prices, deposits, trans-
portation plans, etc., need to be finalized by
that weekend. CC 9th floor, October 27
Thurs., 7:30 p.m.

Honors Program offers

research reimbursement

The University Senior Honors Program
provides a limited amount of funds to reim-
burse students for expenses incurred by the
research of thesis proiects. These Grants are
available to any students currently under-
taking a senior honors thesis whether a
member of an honors program or not.
The absolute deadline for submitting

signed applications with supporting
statements is tomorrow. Application forms
are available in the Honors Office, E-23
Machmer Hall.

Students applying for more than $50 are
encouraged to make appointments for in-
terviews with the Honors Office to discuss
their grant requests.

FRANKENSTEIN
7, 9 and 11 p.m.

Auditorium, $1.
Campus Center

LECTURE
The Department of Germanic language

and literature will host a talk by Klaus Rifb-
lerg, Danish author and critic. He will read
from selected English translations of his
works. Mr. Rifbjerg will be accompanied by
the critic, Torben Brostrom, 6th floor lounge
Herter Hall, 4 p.m. For further informatiori
contact Prof. Frank Hugus, 545-0310

LECTURE
Prof. F.G. Friedmann, director of the

Amenca Institute at the University of
Munich, will speak on "Civic Initiatives: ANew Element in German Politics," Friday at
10 a.m., CC 905-909.

Bloodmobile scheduling

continues today in CC
Scheduling for the Red Cross

Bloodmobile's major fall blood drive
continues today on the Campus Center
concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The blood drive is next week, Nov. 1

through Nov. 3, in the Student Union
Ballroom. For more information call 549-
0170.

EARN OVER '600AMONTH
FORTHE RESTOFYOUR

SENIORYEAR.
Ifyou are interested in math; physics or engineering,

the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the NUPOC-Collegiate Program (NUPOC

IS short for Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate), and if
you qualify it can pay you as much as $611 a month for
the remainder ofyour senior year Then after 16 weeks of
Officer Candidate School, you will receive an additional
year of advanced technical education, education that
would cost thousands in a civilian school, but in the
Navy we pay you. And at the end of the year of training
you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. Only one ofevery six applicants will be
selected, and there are fewer than 300 openings. But
those who make it find themselves in one of the most
elite engineering training programs anywhere. With
unequalled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 salary in
four years, plus travel, medical benefits and education
opportunities.

For more details on this program, ask your
placement officer when a Navy representative will be on
campus, or call the Officer Program Office listed below;
or send your resume to Navy Nuclear Officer Program

'

Code 312, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22203. The
NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college; it can lead to an exciting opportunity.

OFFl(KKPK()(;RANLS/)FFI(K..\AVYKK(Hi;iTl\(]I)isTF{l(T. ^l^ n:-44:4 44(,;

NAVY OFFICER.
irS NOTJUSTAJOB, IT'SAN ADVENTURE.
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DOONKSBIRY by Garry Trudeau

YOU/CNOtU.Z. h;AI<£5AS(m
IVRJUSOTTEN A:M0ST WONVen
Hou) FUNKY umnesBmi

I THeSa OLP MSSIN6 ALL
ftoom AR^i Tuesa yems.

THINK I'LL

CHBCKOUT
UH&tt you -me snuA-
60ING ^ VON ACROSS

THBHALL'

mLL.DOf/T
7AKBT00LON6
rM6OIN0Wf£eP OH,
A HANDsmm /jmLil
UP im SJERtO..

**^'

/

"r-
HJHAT'P

WFIND,
ZONK^

I

A

&RtSl
LOTS OF
'SM! COMB
QUIOCi-y!

B.C. by lohnny Hart

WHAT DO YCXJ T^^/^JK I'D LCOK
U<e IN A DOfZ^Y HAAAltL
MAIf^Ur F GdO^Y ORK IH DRA<&

/«?•// 4^

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

IF VOU lUATCH LONG
EN0U6H 50METIME$
S'OU'LL 5E6 An OH'L
POKE HIS HEAD OUT.,.

OR EVEN SOME OTHER
5TRAN66 CREATURE

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

--.
—

a c«cius, v\o cme.

ever uxxVers I'v^^.

n^
WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

mE5t546£

THt &0 OF DAyuenr
SAV//JG- T)ffi£. .

.. BtSuRB TO TJRf^J

youH CU)Cf(£ fO^W^«>

f|,fK / |>l>»
| |l> .. /> )!

'>' Ifi<i|

>

I'M by Marty Maceda

ALIMINLM FOIL by Steve Lafler

/^OHt^^' I REALLY 5aT\
^BELTED IK TH£ HEAO-V

You 51G DOMTTRXK.'

HOWCUM You Hit ME

^

"she. was under orders from me)
.TO BR»r4& You VAE-RE' "

Mfflfenr?!! liiTrJI

Coliegjan 13

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

THURSDAY. OCTOBER
27 - Bom t(xlay, you are a
per.son of widely diversi-
fied talents, none of which,
however will aid you in

exploiting? the others
Which means, it will be
important for you to
choose early in life one or
two of your talents to
develop Somewhat rest
less, you must be careful to
begin the next project im-
mediatly after the comple-
tion of the present one
Otherwise, you could
waste time, money and
valuable energy
You have an very reten-

tive mind, seldom having
to bo told anything more
than once This is as ad-
vantageous to you when
young as when mature,
whether in school or
career Self-confident and
ambitious, you should .seek
work that will put your
talents to the test. Other-
wise, you may never em-
ploy your gifts to their
fullest and, thus, never
reach the heights you are
capable of

Don't confuse nervous
energy with creative ener-
gy You may believe your-
self to be in the best of
health, ready to meet chal-
lenges succes.sfully, only to

find that what you took for
energy was really no more
than the "high" created by
frayed nerves Don't let

yourself to be talked into
more activities than you
can manage in a calm way

To fmd whiit IS in store

for you tomorrow, .select

your birthday and read the

lorrespondiiig paragraph
l-et your birthday star be

your daily guide.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

SC O R PIG . ()( t 2,t-

Nov.21
1 He sure another

knows your taste Other-
wise, you can't expect to

receive a gift that suits

you

SAGITTARIUSiNov.22-
Dec 21) - Gains of the last

few days should satisfy you
for the time being lx>ok

over recent purchases; de-

tect a pattern

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-

Jan.l9) - Recognize the

point at which progress
ceases to be continuous,
and you will be able to

pinpoint where error lies

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-

Feb 18) - See to upkeep of

real property Change and
a chance for sale come
your way today; make the

most of both - your way.

PISCESiFeb.l9-March
20 1

- Use your charm to

gam your own ends,
whether at home or at

work. Don't, however, be
obvious

ARIES' March 21-April
19 1

- Be certain of the farts

and figures you give to
another to work with If

you're wrong, they will be
'.vroiig too.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20

1
- Be cautious with new

ventures It may be you
are ;ibout to jump out of
Ihc frying pan into the fire.

GEMINK.May 21-.June20)
- Friends and companions,
at home or at work, make
this an especially reward-
ing day Open your heart
and share memories.

CANCER(June 21-July
22 1

- Unless you are certain
ynu have all the facts at
your disposal, postpone a
decision for or against
change
LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) -

Cuard against loss early in

the day. Unless you protect
your interests, you could
fall far behind by day's
end.

VIRGOiAug.23^ept.22) -

You will have to use com-
mon-sense and all the wis-
dom you can muster by
way of memory and past
experience to combat ill

fate today
LIBRA ( Sept 23-Oct.22) -

If you force an issue early
in the day, you may find
you have permanently in-

jured your cause. Remain
open minded.
I opyriKht 1977 Umled Featun Syndi-

cate, Inc

Today's Crossword

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ACROSS

1 Hinged back
of a book

6 "Like two
peas in

—

"

10 Konliki, for

one
14 Means of

mass com-
munication

15 Rage
16 La femme
17 Fairly well

known fact: 2
words

19 Partiality

20 Civets' rela-

tives

21 Do business
with

23 Journeys
25 Draw, in

sports
26 Upper atmos-

phere
27 Calendar

abbr
29 Opportune
31 Annoy by

complaining
33 Shellac ingre-

dient
34 Slander
36 Opposite of

heads
40 Bedouin
42 Rowed
44 Go awry
45 Part of Britain

47 Arrayed
49 Grassland
50 Long-snouted

fish

52

53

54

57

59

61

64

67

68

70

71

72

73
74
75

Electrical

device
Be in opera-
tion

Dwelling unit;

Abbr.
Conducted a
band
Confer a
name upon
At elevation
zero: 2 words
"The — of
Wrath-
Septet less
four

Very bad dis-

position: 2

words
Numerical
prefix

— of Sharon
Spermaceti
component
Relaxation
Being: Sp.
General ten-

dency

Wednesday Puzzle Solved:

G 1 M P W E D C A 8 1 N

N E R N A M E A L 1 V E

T T T R 1 P T 1 L E S

F R E T S I S T R N U £ S T

S R E L Y S E R 1 N

S E A s c A OM T E C

M A S T E R p L A ^B C A V E

A S T E P E A T B A T E D

L 1 E D l^ E G E N E R A T E

T A W lie A 1 S A R

A F T S 1 P R 1 S M S

E C c E N T R 1 C S A L A L

C H A R D A D A M G A T E

R 1 N S E P L E A E 1 E

U T T E R S E N ij E N T

DOWN

Murky atmos
phere
— le Moko
Same
Forty—: S.F.
footballer

Spring holi-

days
— deTriom-
phe
Portion of a
whole

8 Not con-

cealed
9 Keep waiting

10 C.S. A. sol-

diers: Infor

mal
11 Assumed

name
12 P.R. man
13 Irritable

18 Yukon or Al-

aska native

22 Adroit
24 Asparagus

part
27 Imperfection
28 — avis: Un-

usual person
30 An corn
32 Idle talk:

Slang
35 Present op-

posing evid-

ence
37 House of —

38 Stead
39 Breadth
41 Ask humbly
43 Blueprint
46 Shopper's

mecca
48 Take away a

part

51 1775 alarmist
54 Early US fur

merchant
55 Gaspe Penin-

sula's —

.

Rock
56 Honey pos-

soms
58 Breed of cat-

tle

60 Belay word
62 Spoils
63 Careen
65 Emerald Isle

66 Drive
69 Big name in

Virginia

5 3 4 5

1
6 T-^ T-

22

10 11 li' ^
14 15 1^

17 18

24

19

20" 21

JO 32
pa 23

i

25

35

26

28 29

43

37 3833 34

I
46

36

48

39

W 4i

51

44

1
60

45 47

58

49

50

62

52

63

53

S4 55 56 57 59

69

61 64 65 66

67 68

1
70 71 72

73 74 75
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Pats prep

for Jets
FOXBORO, Mass. [UPI] - The New York

Jets aren't a team to be taken lightly, New
England Patriots head coach Chuck Fair

banks said yesterday.

The Jets, although 2-4, have beaten some
of the National Football League's con-
tenders. They beat the Patriots 30-17 on Oct.

2, and last week took a 13- point lead over the
Oakland Raiders into the fourth quarter

before losing, 28-27.

Sunday the Jets travel to Schaefer
Stadium to visit the Patriots, and Fairbanks

doesn't think his team will be flat.

"I don't see how that can happen," he
said. "They already beat us once. And I'm

really impressed with the Jets. The quar-

terback (Richard Todd) has been out-

standing during the last three weeks. They
have good receivers, their backs are good at

catching the ball, and they have good pass
protection."

The Jets weren't highly regarded during

preseason. But Fairbanks feels the team has
changed its offensive philosophy to become
a better team.

"I remember hearing the coach (Walt
Michaels) saying during preseason he'd take

a conservative approach to offense,"

Fairbanks said. "I think that was because he
dida't know how his defense would turn out.

But in the last three weeks they've really

opened up their formations, and now they're

leading the league in passing.
"

Todd is the reason the Jets lead the league

in passing. The second-year Alabama
graduate struck for over 300 yards last

Sunday against Oakland. He is mobile

enough to move out of the pocket when he
gets into trouble.

"I think defensing him is going to be
tough," said New England nose guard Ray
Hamilton. "You have to be careful with a guy
like him. It's harder to defend against the
kind of guy who can move around back
there."

Notices
CPR A CPR lecture-type course will be

held in NOPE for those who wish Rasir

certification. The course satisfies one part of

the First Responder Law. Each full session is

required and will meet from 4:15 - 6:15 p.m.

on the following days: Nov. 1, 3, 8, 15, and
17. The class is limited to 20 persons.

Register with the secretary in NOPE by next
Monday at 4:30 p.m.

HOCKEY - All men and women in-

terested in playing ice or street hockey —
there will be a meeting tonight at 9 p.m. in

room 20 Hasbrouck.

Boston Celtic Charlie Scott drives past John Drew of Atlanta for a jump shot in

Tuesday's Celtic win in the Hartford Civic Center. The Celtics' next action is

tomorrow night when they travel to New Jersey. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley
basement of

B I dg o pe n
Saturday 4 10 30

located in

Boyden
Monday

50 cents a

string

Confessions of a sports neurotic
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

In this era of medical science and
technological advancement, it seems as
though man has uncovered all the mysteries
that have surrounded him. Yet there will

always remain a few elusive secrets that even
the greatest intellects cannot comprehend.

Freud, for example, with all his wisdom
would never fully understand a popular
Tiodern day neuroses that plagues people
today called Sport 'Madness.'

If he ever tried to unlock the minds of
those inflicted with this malady i am sure he
/vould misinterpret the results.

I can just imagine Freud probing into a
iubject's subconscious, and producing some
confusing flashbacks.

"All right now, I want you to remain
'elaxed and think back to all those events
that are troubling you. Just let it all out."

Suddenly the hypnotized subject mumbles
'Dorsett is going to go all the way, the
Cowboy cheerleaders are going wild."

Commentary

"Go ahead, any other thoughts and im-

pressions come to mind?" Freud asks.

"Fisk's got two balls on him as he leans

nto the box," continues the subject.

"Fascinating," says Freud, suddenly
lotting down notes furiously, "Go on."

"Martin couldn't surprise the Twins with

the squeeze that time!"

"Hmmm 'twins" you say!" Freud is

suddenly leaning at the edge of his seat.

"Cashman is hoping to have better luck

scoring against the Canadiens than he did

against the Penguins."

"Very interesting," says Freud as he closes

his note book, certain that he has gotten to

the root of the problem.

Getting back to reality, the problem of

sport 'madness' is no flight of fancy. It is far

worse than people realize. I know because I

have a terminal case of 'SM.'

I am what you call an incurable spor-

taholic. Unlike others I am not ashamed to

admit it. I came to grips with the problem and
learned how to Hve with myself.

There were periods when I assumed I

would outgrow it and develop a normal

perspective on life, but alas that is the way I

was destined to be. It was tough on my
family. They kept blaming themselves

asking, "Where did we go wrong?" Even-
tually they acknowledged I was just different.

Sometimes I envy those more well-

adjusted people who can cope with sports,

with a take it or leave it attitude. For me I

need my constant sports fix. Upon waking
up in the morning I need that fresh whiff of
sports to recover from the intoxication of the
stale events of the night before.

Often I may be suffering withdrawal
symptoms from the 'Firecracker 500' or
maybe the Pro Bowlers Tour.' I need to hear
the reassuring voice of the radio broadcaster
with his-her endless number of scores to
steady my nerves.

To get into the proper rhythm of the day I

must consume the sports section of the daily

paper. (The rest of the paper gets thrown

around the room like the wrapping paper off

your Christmas presents)

That takes top priority over everything

else Regardless of wheth v I may be late for

my 9:05 I can not allow tie possibility, of a

major upset or trade to elude me.

Unfortunately its not enough for a

sportaholic to know merely who won the

day's big game. He-she has the unquen-

chable urge to know obscure results and

facts. Things such as Towson State beating

Frostbiirg State, or that Doug Palm was the

second place finisher in the 'Island Holidays

Tourney' in Kaanapii, Hawaii. You notice

that 'Dancing Femme' paid 4.40, at Santa

Anita, and you wonder why the owner chose

to name his horse that with the infinite

number of options at his disposal.

SAT OCT. 29 S.U.B

6:30 8:15 10:00 1 1:45
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Women spikers meet
Lyons at Mt. Holyoke

Collegian 15

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball teams face
Mount Holyoke tonight, In an away match.

Starting at 7:00, the junior varsity spikers
will play the best two out of three sets,

followed by the varsity in a three out of five

set duel.

With 11 matches left in the season, UMass

J
WESTERN AUTO

WESTERN VILLAGE
SKI SHOP

CROSS COUNTRY PACKAGE II

Jarvinen Stepfiber Skis
Trak Sierra Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation:

. Reg 104.95

NOW 85.00

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

CROSS COUNTRY PACKAGE I 2

Jarvinen Glass Skis
Trak Sierra Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation:

Reg. 111.00

NOW 90.00

coach Dianne Thompson hopes to raise her
team's record, which is currently 4-9.

"Our goal is .500," she said, "We'd like to
make the rest of the season 9-2."

Thompson said her team started its tur-
naround Saturday, when it won two out of
three matches in a four-way meet and also
played very consistently.

Last year, the Minutewomen defeated
Mount Holyoke 15-5. 15-8. in their reaular
season match, but lost to the Lyons in the
state tournament, 15-3, 9-15, 7-15.

Mt. Holyoke lost three starters this year,
but has three veterans returning. The Lyons
are led by first-year coach Anne Hennis.

CROSS COUNTRY PACKAGE I 3

Jofa Step Touring Skis
Trak Sierra Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation:

Reg 98 95
NOW 82.00

32 Main St.

Northampton, Mass.

OPEN THURS.
til 9:00

rolobow
prisms

^it'PX ^

«
A fine collection of hand cut stress
quality crystal, high lead content
and exquisite shapes project color
and form when hung in a window.
A perfect gift for your home, from
$1 75 to $20.

Faces^,

Open 9: 30 to A Mon.-Sat.

Next to Amherst Post Office

This one got away. The Minutewomen will be trying to prevent more of thesewhen they play at iVIt. Holyoke tonight. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Sports Calendar
MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
- UMass 5 Westfield State 1

TODAY
v^A^fll^

VOLLEYBALL - vs. Mt. Holyoke Away 7:00
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Smith Away 2:30

"^MM no w^ol.'J^
VOLLEYBALL - vs. Mt. Holyoke /IwaK 8:00

JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Smith l^wa/ 3:45
TOMORROW

MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Springfield /Iwa^ 2:30

JV spikers win tri-meet
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity volleyball team
now has a winning record, thanks to a first

place finish in a tri-match played last night at
NOPE gym. Its record now stands at 4-3 after
being 0-3 at the start of the season.
The Minutewomen defeated Franklin

Pierce Colleae and Berkshire Community
College handily. They made very few

if Ih

Kuri Vonneguf Jr.'s

Slaughter]!
Five

Tonight!
Mohor Aud. (next to SBA)

7,9,°"<'l 1

"6.
The only showing this year!

mistakes in either contest, and seem to
showing a greater degree of confidence than
they did at the beginning of the year.

UMass played Franklin Pierce first, and
immediately built up scores of 4-0, 9-1, and
13-4, before winning the game 15-4. Serving
was the key to the first game, as the
Minutewomen used powerful serves to
obtain most of their points.
As the second game began, the hapless

Franklin team took a very surprising 4-0 lead,
due to some confusion between the UMass
players. However, the Minutewomen pulled
together and decimated Franklin the rest of
the way by the score of 15-5. In this game,
UMass could do no wrong after the 4-0
deficit as its service, net play, and s^tups all

worked to perfection.
UMass played Berkshire Community in the

final match and had a 7-5 lead when Brenda
Simmons, one of its star spikers, injured her
ankle fairly seriously and had to sit out the
rest of the game. Nevertheless, the
Minutewomen rolled out their steamroller
and crushed Berkshire 15-6, 15-10.
Coach Bonnie Buongiorne, quite pleased

by the team's performance, attributed the
victory to the team's improved serving ability
and their spirit. "The players performances
were very consistent today," she said.

Bus trip off

for UNH game
On November 12th, approximately ten

Western Mass. buses could have been
departing from the Campus Center Circle.
Destination- Durham, N.H. Goal-support of
UMass football team in contest vs. UNH's
Wildcats.

They could have been departing.
But they won't be.

Plans were in the making of a mass exodus
of say, 500 UMies, via those buses to thegame ot the season.

Unfortunately, a call to UNH revealed that
the school (as of last night) had only 200
tickets remaining for sale.

Mathematically, that means that if 500
UMies did attempt the UNH package deal,
300 would be without tickets
So the trip, in its planning stages, has been

abandoned
Any available tickets will be on sale at the

game for $4.50.
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Booters bomb Owls, 5-1
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Sophomore forward Mike Shannon
pumped in three goals, including the winner
early in the second half, to power the UMass
soccer team to a resounding 5-1 victory over
the Westfield State Owls in a game played
yesterday afternoon behind Boyden.
Tasso Koutsoukos and Billy Leary

provided the additional scoring, while Chris
Roukas accounted for the lone Westfield
score. The win lifted the Minutemen's record
to 6-4, including their last three in a row,
while Westfield dropped to 12-3.

If it was going to be a rout, it didn't look
that way in the first half. UMass missed-three
golden opportunities when Leary, Shannon,
and Joel Mascolo narrowly missed on shots
from close range For Westfield, it was
worse: the Owls faced a tenacious
Minuteman defense which held them in
check all afternoon.

Roukas' goal, scored at the 37:55 mark of
the first half, was scored from close in on a
rebound on which UMass goaltender Mark
Hodgdon had no chance. It temporarily tied
the game at one all. But that was to be it for
Westfield, as the Minutemen defense closed
the door.

Not only was the UMass offense
awesome, it was also quite entertaining:
three of the goals could easily be described
as picture plays.

Shannon's first, coming at 15:39 of the
first half, came about when he totally faked
out the defender and popped it past the
goaltender.

Koutsoukos' was a real beaut
John Smith style and booted
perfect field goal fashion,
astonished goaler.

Leary's, at 35:32 of the second half, was a

he lined up
the ball, in

past the

clean breakaway where he faked out his
defender and scored.

This was an especially sweet victory for
the Minutemen because it was a total vic-
tory: both the offense and defense had
excellent games. In addition, everybody got a
chance to play.

Will Temby replaced Mark Hodgdon in

goal for the final 23 minutes and looked
impressive, handling two particularly difficult
shots. Sub goaler Preston Kise also took a
turn at fullback, in the shirt of Mike St.
Martin, and looked good. It was, indeed, a
satisfying win from all angles.

Westfield State coach John Kurty was
impressed: "What can I say? UMass is a nice
team. I don't think that they're four goals
better, but they're a nice team. Tftat Greek
kid ( Koutsoukos) is about the best that we've
seen all year," he said.

UMass coach Russ Cap' Kidd was happy,
but relieved. "So many of our guys played
well, but I didn't feel well 'til we got our
fourth," he said.

Hat-tricker Mike Shannon echoed his
coach's sentiments "Everybody played well.
After those early misses we came right back,
which is the sign of a good team," Shannon
remarked.
The only negative aspect of the win was

the crowd, or lack of same. The bulk of the
audience were passers-by who stopped to
see what was going on, and then soon left.

FOOT NOTES: Kidd gave the team today
off, although several players plan to work out
on their own... Sad to see co-captain Ed
Niemiec, out for the season due to an injury,
pacing the sidelines... special mention goes
to Arthur Quinton, combination Physics prof
and assistant coach, whose insights to the
game of soccer have been an invaluable
asset to UMass' success thus far... BC is the
next home match, Saturday at 1 p.m.

• «^s.- »**"

Judy Kennedy and Sue Kibling (14) battle for the ball in a recent game. UMass
travels to Smith today in search of another win. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Women stickers travel

to Smith country
By MISSY GALLAGHER
and JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The 7-1 -2 UMass field hockey team travels

to Smith today at 2:30 in quest of its eighth
win. The game was originally scheduled as a
home contest, but poor field conditions at
NOPE necessitated a change.

Smith should give the Minutewomen little

trouble. Smith is traditionally known as being
one of the weaker clubs on the schedule.
UMass coach Judith Davidson is ex-

pecting a good performance from her team,
especially from the offense, "If we can score
some goals, we will win," she said.

By virtue of Tuesday's shutout win over
Plymouth, Kathy Gipps lowered her goals
against average to 0.70. It was her sixth

shoutout of the year.

The Minutewomen defeated Plymouth, 1-

0, on co-captain Lynsie Wickman's tally

which came four minutes into the second
half. The goal resulted from one of the 15
penalty corners in the clash.

According to Davison, the game was not

as close as the score indicated. The UMass
stickers earned 15:17 of penetration time, the
best this season, compared to only 3:44 for

Plymouth.
Davidson credited her team with a "very

strong second half." Even its hits were
strong, she said.

Receiving plaudits from their UMass
mentor were Ginger Bulman, Julie Hall,
Gayle Hutchinson, Laura O'Neal, Kelly Sails
and Kathy Gipps.

Hall, at left wing, came on in the second
half and contributed strong centering passes.

Bulman, at right outside, was outstanding,
Davidson remarked.

The only aspect of the team that Davidson
is concerned about now is its mental at-

titude. "Against New Hampshire, we weren't
aggressive and we weren't concentrating.
Our physical skills are good, we just have to
be ready to play our kind of game," she said.

The game with Snr>ith should give the
Minutewomen a good chance to play a
strong game before a tough UConn team
visits next Tuesday.

lA,
^" .^T" ^°^^^ '^^^ follows through on a shot directed towards the

Westfield State netminder in yesterday's 5-1 victory over the Owls. The win was
the third m a row for the streaking Minutemen. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

Rich Eckel

Give 'em a chance
There was a ballad that became popular

during the late sixties when campus
demonstrations against the Vietnam war
were in vogue. It was called, 'Give Peace a
Chance."

Well, the Boston Bruins and Celtics would
have to be excused if one of these nights

they decided to appear at Symphony Hall

and sing out a slightly revised version en-

titled, "Give Us a Chance."
Their respective NHL and NBA schedules

have just begun, but already fans are

mumbling about the teams' performances
and have taken up their favorite ritual —
second guessing the coaches.

What's wrong with the Celts? Why's
Cherry (Bruins coach) using three goalies?

Has Havlicek finally reached the end of his

career? Why wasn't Brad Park in the game
during the final minute when Vancouver tied

the Bruins the other night?

Thfese type of questions have been heard
in the dining commons, on sports talk

programs and, of course, in the fans locker

room — the local barroom.

As of Tuesday night the Bruins had
compiled a 2-2-2 record, while the Celtics

had crawled to a 1-3 mark. Now obviously
these records are nothing to write your friend

in New York about, but don't fret and write

off the winter season as a total loss for our
Boston representatives.

It is just too early to become excited about
the outcome of these early season games.
That may say something about the overlap in

sports schedules, but that's a different

matter.

Who could blame Gerry Cheevers for

being more interested in the results at

Saratoga instead of the happenings on the

ice in Boston Garden? And what if John
Havlicek is more excited about the Ohio
State football team than he is in the pick and
roll? These guys are only human, it takes
time for players to get psyched about
another reason.

When you came back to school in Sep-
tember, you didn't spend your first night in

the library. When a new president is elected

he's given the time between November and
January to acquaint himself with the

surroundings. Everyone feels better that the
new commander-in-chief is given this

transition period as a time to adjust to his

new responsibilities.

But it seems that sports fans everywhere
are unwilling to accept the excuse that their

team is just adjusting and won't be in full

stride for another month. It appears that in

the back of every sports fans mind there is a

belief that this year's team could go un-

defeated. And as soon as the team loses its

first game, fans feel cheated and want to

know what's wrong with the team.

Bill Campbell, the Red Sox million dollar

relief specialist, lost his team's first game this

season and suddenly all Red Sox fans were
asking why had the Sox decided to go after

this stiff!

In fact, a sign was posted in the bleachers

saying, "Sell Campbell and bring back the

$1.50 bleacher ticket." The man had hardly

had time to set foot on the Fenway mourKi
before he was booed and ridiculed by the

fans and the media.

By season's end, Campbell had silenced

his eariy detractors and in August another
banner appeared on the bleachers' back wall.

It said, "BUY ANOTHER CAMPBELL AND
RAISE BLEACHER SEATS TO $2.50."

The present playoff structure in the NHL
and NBA is so generous that the Bruins and
Celtics could afford to sleep through the

month of October and still be assured a

playoff spot in March.
The often-used cliche that every game

counts still holds true, but now with any
team that plays over .500 ball making the

playoffs, the adage has lost some of its in-

tensity.

Relax, the Bruins and Celtics will even-
tually put it together and your eariy season
worries will be put to rest. Don't bother to

stop doing your calculus in order to find out
whether the C's or B's have won. That ritual

is senseless at this time of the year, because
the REAL season hasn't begun.

So just give 'em a chance.

/

%.-?^ j:; It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swin Duke Ellingtonl.l>l>l>l^i
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Below the Salt is the weekly fine arts
supplerTient to the Collegian. Do not let
the term "fine arts" lead you to believe
that we will print only material that
deals with high culture" or impres-
sionistic, individually oriented art. We
are of the many roles which various
forms of art may play in a society.
Therefore we welcome the submission
of any material that deals with anything
in an artistic context, we repeat;
anything One stipulation is that if this
rnaterial.is typed it should be, double-
spaced at sixty seven spaces per line.
Please have whatever you want publish
ed in Sunday night in order to insure
publication in the following Thursday's
issue Our office is located in the Col-
legian complex on the first floor of the
Campus Center. If no onefrom thestaff
is at the office when you come down,
you may leave your material in the ap-
propriate folder on the file cabinet or
leave a message on the wall.

Video insfollation

Student Union Gallery
October 18-28, performance-

Screening: Friday the 28th, 7:30

ATTENTION
There will be a meeting of all those in-

terested in working for Below the
Salt tonight in the BTS corner of the
Collegian office at7:pm. Allthose with
ideas are encouraged to attend.

••••••••^••••••••••••***^
' GREAT AMERICAN SAYINGS:

I know why nobody eats here;

it's too crowded -

Yogi Berra

•••••••••••••••••••••***^
CATCHALL ^LU/ERSf

3^1 MG t N THE BlRCHEl^S/

DEGREE PROJECTS

The Student Union Gallery has
openings for Degree Projects

for Spring 1978.

Please submit, 1. portfolio and /or

slides, 2.written proposal, with name
phone etc.

DEADLINE NOV. 15

DECISIONS DEC 15
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THE COTTON CLUB
byjim Haskins
Random House
$7.95 169 pp.

Welcome to the coffetables and catalogs
of this expansive land of ours is Jim
Haskins' new contribution to the research
and litersture of the African-American ex-
perience, The Cotton Club. Bound with
pictures, sepia toned and set in an art deco
style, this book chronicles the life and times
of The Cotton Club, Harlem's and the
worlds's night spot for over a generation
and the single most famous institution and
symbol of the "Jazz Era." Aided by literary

superstar Toni (read her if you haven't)
Morrison, Haskins presents us with a well
researched pictorial and social history of
this well-spring of talent; its establishment,
its galaxy of stars, its notoriously racist

"whites only" admittance policy, and its

ultimate demise.
Parralleling the influx of Blacks into the
New York metropolitan area during and
after the First World War, The Cotton Club
rose and became established as the talent
showcase of the world. Seating was reserv-
ed for whites and the only Blacks allowed in

the club were performers. A great deal of
American cultural mythologicalization finds

its roots here. On stage, we saw a succes-
sion of stars performing dances and sounds
that kept the "white world" alive with in-

terest. Duke Ellington, Bill Robinson, Cab
Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald, Lena Home,
Ethel Waters, and Louis Armstrong were all

super-exploited by The Cotton Club
management at one time or another. Pack-
ing the tables, invariably to get "ideas,"
were All-America's Jimmy Durante, Irving
Berlin, Fred Astaire, Ethel Merman, and
Florenz Ziegfield.

In fact, most of so-called American
cultural innovation was stolen, Iterally, by
whites from Blacks. Case in point: How
many of you readers out there know that
the popular phrase "Keep On Truckin"'
originated not with R. Crumb and his Zap
Comix but was coined by Jimmie
Lunceford in the spring of 1935 as the name
of a song and a dance keeping white au-
diences at The Cotton Club swinging all

through the depression? Haskins reveals for
us in his book this obscure but important
detail. Uncovering these details without
malice, Haskins takes us back to when Irv-

ing Berlin would sit and listen to the Duke
for hours, how both Fred Astaire and
Shirley Temple learned form Bill Robinson
the finer points of dancing, and how, final-

ly, when the rise of the recording industry.

A 10-15 hour work-study position is

open in the Collegian news department.

Typing, filing and answering phones. Sunday

through Thursday, two to three hours a night

See Bernard Davidow in the Collegian office.

1
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FINE /RTS CENTERPRESENTS

ANTHONY
NEWMAN,

Harpsichordist

All baroque program

\M I H

SPRINGFlfin
SY.MPHONY OKCUKS IRA

KolHTt (.iitur. ( oiuiiKtor

Wednesday, November 2 8 pm
FINE /RIS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public $7, 6 5
UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students and
senior citiiens $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Of tite M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations

among other tactors, hastened the demise
of the Cotton Club, it was these same white
stars who upstaged their mentors. It is Ben-
ny Goodman who is known as the "King of
Swing," not Jimmie Lunceford or Duke Ell

ington; while Ethel Waters recently passed
away in relative obscurity.

With clarity and wit, Jim Haskins has put
together the story of The Cotton Club.
Through Prohibition, Depression, and war,
the memory still lingers. Thanks to Mr.
Haskins, it has been preserved forever in

this magnificent paperbound tribute.

-Kenneth Shain

On the Cover: Earl "Snakehips" Tucker,
circa 1925. Earl could twist his haunches
and thigh joints into unbelievable contor-
tions, earning the nickname "Snakehips"
and becoming an immediate sensation. He
is also the grand-daddy of UMass' own
Cheryl Hunter Shain... whose own family
did not possess a picture of him till this

day!

The Photographer's Handbook
John Hedgecoe
Alfred A Knopf

$1695
Although there are dozens of books

published each year supposedly telling the
reader all the secrets of photography, I

have never yet come across one that was
clear, thorough and not trying to sell a pro
duct until now This book is exactly what
It claims to be, "A complete reference
manual of photographic techniques, pro
cedures, equipment and style." Compiled
with the help of over a dozen people, i

gives both a visual and verbal explanatioi
of any question any photographer coulcJ
have If it has any fault it is in the problem
of time already it is dated, missing some of
the latest ideas in photography; for exam-
ple, the new line of color slide film by
Kodak which enables fast film to retain the
brilliant colors only found in slower films of
the past But, considering the limitations of
most photography books, this one is truly a
gem
Starting with the very basics, explanations

of various cameras, lenses and films, it pro
ceeds into explanations of processing, prin-
ting and enlarging both black and white
and color film. This is, accomplished in the
first seventy pages and fr'om there on the
book really becomes more valuable. Using
hundreds and hundreds of actual
photographs, as well as very clear instruc-
tive language, the basic principles of ac
tually taking photographs are explained and
the possible creative potential of each area
explored For me the most helpful section
was in dealin g with the natural elements,
especially light. Without the necessity of
expensive, extra equipment, the book
showed dozens of examples of really good
photography that was accomplished
through an understanding simply of
available light, weather, etc.
Each photograph used in the book was ac-

companied by the information concerning
what lense was used, the type of film, aper
tiire and lense speed Discussions on color
theory, filter effects, close up
photography, perspective and viewpoint
are only a few of the techniques discussed.
The latter part of the book covered the ac-
tual darkroom procedures and the many
special effects that could be accomplished,
such as masking, adding texture, zooming,
and progressive development If thetechni
que exists, then it is at least mentioned, if

not always explained For $16.95 the book
really could be a great help and a great
time saver for most amateur as welll as
many professional photographers.

Cheryl Sreiberg

GMAT
For those who were disappointed by John Sexton, and any others interested,
we offer a weekend intensive course prior to the November 5 exam. Call Test
Prep Services at 256 6462 or write Box 28. Amherst.

TESTPREP
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...an experience you'll never forget!
Dramatically explores life, death ... and beyond.

Multiple imagery and hard-hitting music carry you beyond death into reality.

Music from Blood Sweat & Tears, Jim Croce. Bloodrock.

Black Sabbath and others. Don't miss itf
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Luna Preview

Orchestra Luna, you may already know,
ceased to exist as of September 28 of this

year, three of their four frontmen (including
two frontwomen) having left to pursue
musical careers elsewhere. Left behind are
bassist Chet Cahill, keyboardist Bob
Brandon, guitarist whiz kid Steven Perry,
CO keyboardist, lead singer and songwriter
Richard Kinscherf (the only remaining
member of the original Orchestra Luna) and
a new fantastic drummer whose I still don't
know (he replaced Ace Holleran this past
June; Holleran, incidentally, placed a letter

to the editor in the current issue of Rolling
Stone! The new five member band has
shortened its name to Luna (crossing out
the word "Orchestra" in their letterhead
and cutting it off the top of their business
card) and plans to continue as such, with
more emphasis on the music and less on
the razzmatazz that characterized
Orchestra Luna, according to the band's
manager, Billie Jean Best. Many of the old
songs will undoubtedly be scrapped, being

given any justice at all only as full

production pieces; some of the more
straight ahead songs will remain, and some
new ones are sure to be included. The
show will, of course, look very little like an
Orchestra Luna show, but if Kinscherfs
past integrity and genius still exist (as I'm
sure they do), we can expect rock&roll
excitement of the highest magnitude. And
the first test of that in this area will come
this Tuesday, November 1, at the Rusty
Nail in Sunderland (prime Western Mass.
haunt of the old band, as well.) According
to Best, the band is negotiating a recording
contract with the venerable purveyor of

New York new wave. Sire records. One of

the problems with Orchestra Luna's 1974
Epic LP, and one of the problems with
putting any other form of that band onto
vinyl, was in translating the wild theatrics

of their stage show. But if Luna is as non-
Broadway and mostly music as I expect,
this band should produce a fantasticdisc,
and may even finally earn that
aboveground stardom that <hey have for so
long deserved. Tuesday at the Nail. Check
It out.

-Phillip Milstein

Humor
Mickey's Musings

RING BEFORE ENTERING

On Transience or Why House Plants
Rarely Last A Season Or Two

You are in your room or on a bus. It's an
ordinary afternoon in late Autumn. This
morning you woke, showered, and ran off
in pursuit of the day, sleep gauzed all over
your face. Hey wait a minute you like ice
cream' I mean, that's just the kmda guy
you are' But right now, you look at your
hands and think; One day, sooner than I

imagine these fleshy babes are gonna be
wrinkled and shaking! I don't want to grow
old'"

Sitting there thinking about it is actually a
waste of the little time you have left It is

also quite unusual. Unusual? Well, you
don't think other people have the same
anxieties about aging, loss, and death?
They do not. You are completely alone.
Wait' Is there something you can do?
There is nothing you can do. Haven't we

been through this?

Ah, but you might prepare yourself for the
future' Consider how unfair it all is. Con
sider. ,

Mickey Yablonkowitz stopped writing and
placed the pencil back on his desk, pausing
to look out the window 'All those leaves,"
he thought "each like a fleeting memory
blowing past me. How can we take hold of
our past?" At that moment, he leaned back
in his chair and fell onto the floor. "Oh, the
little rug hairs, like swarming memories,
trees, pillars, hairs from a nostril. I have no
sense of humor," he mused sadly.
He was 23. Life meant losing family,

friends, and loose change for the laundry.
Sometimes he feared growing close to peo
pie for fear of losing them On occasion he
had the urge to become a professional
bowler and leave everything behind.
Up until now," he thought, "I've been

having a great time!" Indeed, young
Yablonkowitz had been living it up He was
the life of the party with his brilliant imita
tions of Lou Costello and his card tricks.

When his ungle Frank died and left him the
bourbon distillery in Tennessee, all seemed
simply perfect Still, the death made him
think. He spoke to his girlfriend Dotty
about it all.

"My uncle died '

"The seasons pass. We age quietly. Prices
go up"

"I don't know what to say or do."
We must compromise. As we age, we

gain weight."
Late that night he wrote in his journal:

Tomorrow pick up tomatoes, bananas,
chopped meat, and macaroni. I fear I am
losing control.

At first Yablonkowitz's fears were remote.
He thought of death, cold and ominous,
only when he went to buy basic foodstuffs.
Slowly though, the fear spilled into each
waking moment of his life. His only peace
was sleep; but even his night was filled with
awkward dreams like this one:

A ntan walks into a European village. He
buys a hat, but the size is too small. In the
distance a boy ones out. A church bell
rings. A door flys open. A window is

broker] When he is about to sell his
trousers to a second hand store, an ex-
ceedingly short person smashes his
kneecaps and steals all his buttons. When
he recovers, he finds himself as guest host
on the Johnny Carson show, drunk and un-
prepared. His guests are Lola Falana, Don
Rickles. and the Muppets. In the dream's
final sequence, the man is an acrobat fall-

ing. There is no net.

When Yablonkowitz woke from his
dreams, only to meet days filled with cons-
tant thoughts of death, his panic increased.
Soon his life became a torrent of sheer
panic. He put some of the panic into gift

boxes; the rest he saved for lazy, rainy
days. He made a fortune from panic, selling

millions of boxes in Montana, where people
never seemed to have a care. With the
money, he opened a health bar and beauty
salon in Schenectedy, New York.
"Hey'" thought Yablonkowitz. "I've

beaten death' I'll live forever. Well, if not
forever, then at least long enough to. ,

.

At that very moment, by the strangest of
coincidences, he fell over and died.

Yes, Mickey Yablonkowitz died. You still

have a chance Preparation for the future
lies in having more fun than one knows
what to do with Yet if you believe that,

you are a very drunk person. The choice is

yours.

Scott Haas

MORE BOOKS:
PORTRAIT OF A ROMANTIC

Steven Millhauser
373 pp $9.95

Adolescence is a peculiarly twentieth
century malaise. Gone is the impres
sionable, credulous youth with a stubborn
fdith in "this the best of all possible
worlds' Candides stupid cheerfulness still
lives in on in Seventeen magazine and cer
t.iifi remote sections of lowas perhaps, but
the continued populanty of Catcher in the
Rye speaks of our affinity with its petulent
bad humored protagonist. Steven
Millhauser's Arthur Grumm, who takes
the hideous inadequacy of the universe"

(p. 102) as a given, is a young anti hero
tailor made for (and by) the seventies: an
artistic, intellectual version of Holden
Caulfield but even iTiore bored and resent
fill

Self indulgent, rude, true to form, Arthur
begins with a meandering discertation on
his childhood in Connecticut, soon inter
rupting himself with a tirade: "and sudden
ly It IS all so boring that I cannot really con-
tinue. My mommy, my daddy, my boring
childhood, did they exist at all? And if so
what of it? Let them rest in peace, let them
rot in peace, let us stop this nonsense at
once. And how long I to mock you, how I

long to insult you! you. Reader, you dull,
smug reader; frowning at the page at this
very moment. Oh, it is all so boring, so bor-

BALLETOMANIATHEN& NOW
by Arnold Haskell
Alfred A. Knopf
$12 50 303pp.

Balletomania is a book about an
obsession -obsession with classical ballet
and all it encompasses. Haskell admits he
has a bad case of balletomania, or
passionate love of ballet, and notes
frequent examples of it. One of these,
Nicolai Simeonov, strongly concerned with
the bad press and destruction of ballet,

committed suicide having believed in ballet

enough "to die, to rouse others in its

defense."
Other well known dancers mentioned here

include Anna Pavlova, Serge Diaghilev,
Tamara Karsavina, Marie Rambert, Lydia
Sokolova, Frederick Ashton and Agnes de
Mille to name a few. Haskell has seen these
dancers perform, analyzed their

ing"(p. 4). And then like the creature he is,

a precocious fourteen-year-old already wise
to the fact that contradiction is the stuff of
life, he resumes his description of growing
up weird in suburbia.

Despite its very contemporary scope,
there is something delightfully quaint about
Portrait of a Romantic:Millhauser's (or
Grumm"s, for those who wish to resist the
modern notion that a work of fiction is
nothing but a machine) attention to trivia,
his love for the well turned phrase, his abili-
ty to capture the "'high sense of order in the
scheme of things: the folded napkin and
the closed drawer, the pressed pantsleg,
and the polished toe, the ironed hour and
the tucked in afternoon."' (p. 9)
Throughout, a delicate counterbalance is

maintained between the style and the con-
tent, the mundane and the mysterious, the
will to resist and the need to resign. The
result is a whimsical examination rather
than another book full of indictments that
ultimately indicts itself more than anything
else, Arthur Grumm is not an especially
original figure, nor, in the hands of many
writers would he likely be a very appealing
one But Portrait is redeemed from the
banal wasteland of clever novels about
overly educated and indulged refugees of
affluence. Millhauser has, as they say,
created a charmer with teeth.

Patti Rosenberg

movements, talked with them, become
their friend. This is what makes this book
so enjoyable and alive, firsthand
eyewitness knowledge of many tragic and
amusing antedotes of the life of a ballerina.
What stands out above all is the dancers
determinism, wholehearted enveloping
dedication to dance. If there was not this
dedication ballet would be lost for it has the
least recognition from the world than any
other art.

Ballet. Its didcipline is handed down from
one great dancer and teacher to the next..
One forgetful generation and ballet would

be dead forever, but there is no risk of that,
it can survive..

."

Is this book worth an audience? Well, for
those of you that waver on the edge of
interest and love, Balletomania could be
the start of your addiction to a highly
specialized art.

Jennifer Haywood
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RASTAPUNK AND HIS
GUERILLA ALL STAR BAND

Play the rooftops'

Play the fields'

Play the alleys'

Play on wheels!

How does it feel

To be so real

To be part of

To be revealed

Join the movement'
Join the crowd!

Join the culture'

Join out loud'

How does it sound
To be around
To be a superstar

To be a clown

Move the nation'

Move the day'

Move the records'

Out of the way!

RasTapunk Ram Dass

PERMANENT NOTICETOGO

The train is travelling fast,

Nice scenery, colorful, vast landscapes,
Infinite distances, non stop lights.

All is starting from the Neveriand,
On the shores of no return.

Talk, talk, talk.

Sing, sing, sing,

play, play, play,

dance, dance, dance.
Love, love, love,

Purify, purify, purify.

Drink, drink, drink.

Smoke, smoke, smoke.
Piss, piss, piss.

Eat, eat, eat,

Read, read, read.

Write, write, write,

Prny, pray, pray.

Reflect, reflect, reflect.

Act. act, act.

Silence, silence, silence,

Hopp h(ipp, hope. .

All attempts to stop the train

But n vain, the brain won't attain

To the exit from the chain,

Since it IS moving in the Black lane.

/T
POSITION OPEN

•Applications are being accepted for
salaried position of Student
Government Association Director of
Communications.

•The director is responsible for

keeping students aware of SGA
activities and aiding the exchange of

information within the SGA.

•Duties include the production of

advertising, brochures, flyers, and
booklets as well as issueing press
releases and administering a staff of

three persons working in the Office
of Communications.

•Experience in any field of

communications is desirabe. Pick up
applications in Rm.420 Student
Union. The SGA is an affirmative
action equal opportunity employer.

I Student Government Association^

^^
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LSAT
A class is now underway, but a second class is forming for the December 3rd
exam Meetings will be on Monday nights from 6to 10 p.m. To enroll, call Test
Prep Services at 256-6462 or write Box 28, Amherst.

TESTPREP
l^J^^^VS^ Rl^^-^lf-'t.-?

"The Ploce thot mode Amherst Fonnous ' \JXjJCrfm
(16 Draft)

MEXICAN Cr AMERICAN FOOD
NEW ENGLAND FRIED CHICKEN
SANDWICHES & SNACKS

65 Amity St. Amherst 253-2546
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NOW, NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE AT TWO AREA
THEATRES 7 00 and 9 00 daily

POACHERS)
ONE OF THE 10 BEST FILMS OF 1976'

'

Fni/lish Critics Cirrk'

GRAND PRIZE SAN SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL
GRAND PRIZE - SOUTH AMERICAN RLM FESTIVAL

THIRD PRIZE CHICAGO FILM FESTIVAL

MADE BY A MAN WHO LOVED
HIS COUNTRY AND HATED

HIS GOVERNMENT
A JOSE LUIS BORAU FILM

'TURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST FILMS

I HAVE EVER SEEN" - Luis Runuel

AMHERST Cinenia
daily 7 00 9 00

Mat Sat Sun 5 00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton
daily 7 00 9 00

Pep

N(i Odil.ir Niqhts This Attraction
' >»**»
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MUSIC:

Funky Monkey

MANDRILL
We Are One

(Artisij)

Mandrill continues to deliver the word (or
should

1 say music in their own inimitable
style Mandrill is as powerful as the name
implies. Ever since their first LP-simply en-
titled, Mandrill -they have rendered a
sound that can only be e^ectively describ-
ed -as strong. This pure strength and
energy has been appreciated by audiences
all over the world as their music makes use
of many different syles
Just what is Mandrill's sound' To start off

with, there's a base of Latin and African
which makes for alot of percussive activity.
Add to this base some carribean style
vocals, a little boogie, some basic New
York street funk, reggae and at times, a lit-

tle hard rock (all in good taste of course
never any clutter) and there you have it!

The group has picked up these various
elements from their origins in Panama and
their move to New York. Their diverse
forms of expression are paralleled by their
diverse talents and the two are combined-to
make some very together music
Since their first LP in 1970, the group has

been known as mostly an album group, but
they have had two singles of some note;
'Peck Ya' Neck" caused some tremors in
the R&B scene as did "Ah Bom Baye

"

which they did for the soundtrack of the
movie, THE GREATEST. Most of their
fame (both here and in the rest of the
world) has come from such LP's as Com-
posite Truth, Solid and Beast From the
East.

RINGO STARR
Ringo the 4th
(Atlantic)

Ringo the 4th (actually his seventh album)
IS Ringo's newest release and he recorded
this one "without a little help from his
friends." In the past, a Ringo album was
the closest thing to a Beatle reunion that
any diehard fan could hope for, as John,
Paul, and George would each come
through with a couple of songs per album.
But The 4th marks a change for Ringo, as
he co-writes with old friend Vini Poncia six
of the album's ten songs.
Ringo's vocals never did exhibit the

brilliance of other rock singers such as
Roger Daltrey, nor has he been blessed
with a natural gift for melody such as has
been aptly demonstrated throughout Paul
McCartney's long career. But, in
acknowledgement of these weaknesses,
Ringo does surround himself with strong
arrangements, a fine producer (Arif Mar-
din), and talented musicians. The result is
an album which is a basically solid work.
The albunf opens with an old hit, "Drown-

ing In The Sea Of Love," aimed right at
Top 40 with its disco-like orchestration
(making it the album's weakest song). As
with Rotogravure's "Las Brisas," Ringo
seems infatuated with the Latin beat, and
so this time he gives us "Tango All Night,"
sounding like a Brazilian dance number.
"Gypsies In Flight" is more of a spinoff
from Beaucoups of Blues or Sentimen-
tal Journey, with country western style
and flavor. The most promising song on the
album is "Wings" (no connection with Mc-
Cartney), complete with Lennon-like brass
arrangement and fine guitar. Other songs
fit more into the mold of Rotogravure.
Granted, Ringo isn't a vast reservoir of

musical talent, but be uses what he's got in
order to come up with an album that isn't
half bad.

Paul "Whizz"

Their latest LP, We Are One is what I feel
IS not only their best but the one which will
broaden their audience here in the states.
The appeal ranges from Latin to African to
disco and they add a touch of reggae to
keep things interesting (remember, they
have an international following to please
also).

We Are One is all Mandrill in that there's
the power, strength, and excitement that
has knocked us all out before. The force is
especially evident in the cuts, "Can You
Get It" and "Funky Monkey.'" In these
numbers the group goes off and boogies
just like old times and 'Peck Ya' Neck". On
the same side, but somewhat slower and
more subdued is "Happy People." These
cuts are solid Mandrill music with the em-
phasis on solid They're seemingly all over
the place, but the sound remains amazinalv
tight. ^ ^

On the flipside we have some material that
may not be their typical sound, but its cer
tainly a good vehicle for the groups
talents. My favorite here is the mournful
ballad "Gilly Hines." They do this ballad
with a sensitivity that lets the listener know
that they mean it. Also more evident on this
side than in the past is a strong reggae vein
that the smart listener should definitely tap
As I said, this LP should really bring the

group into the limelite where they belong.
AS I wnte this I realize that there are many
folks out there who have been into Mandnll
for quite some time and have been groovin'
right along; well now you won't be a happy
minonty. We Are One is gonna break the
monkey out of the cage and beleive me he
"sho' is funky!

Mario A. Barros

SMALL FACES
Playmates
(Atlantic)

A Small Facves reunion may not be quite
as awe inspinng as a Beatles reunion but
before Steve Marnott split to form Humble
Pie and Ronnie Lane, Ian McLagan and
Kenny Jones found Rod Stewart, the Small
Faces were one of Europe's most beloved
bands However, the band never quite
made it above cult status here, although
they did hit it big with the single "Itchycoo
Park"
Back then, they were ahead of their time.
Now, unfortunately, they're behind the
tirries, a directionless anachronism
reformed when Marriott's solo career
fizzled and Stewart ditched his Faces.
Bassist Lane refused the reunion offer (he
was busy completing a collabarative album
with Peter Townshend), so his spot has
been taken by ex Framptonite Rick Willis.
Too bad, for Lane was as instrumental to
the quartet as was Marriott. (Since this
album's release, it has been announced
that Wings guitarist Jimmy McCullough
has joined the Small Faces as a fifth
member.)
Playmates reveals the new Small Faces

as little more than great pretenders. The
group's original spirit is sorely lacking, as is
any basic purpose for this album's issuance
other than to make money Cuts such as
"High and Happy " and "Saylarvee" (a nifty
Jerry Lee Lewis parody) are enjoyable, but
all in all, this is a recording which never
nses above mediocnty It should be of
sufficient worth to the groups early fans as
a then now perspective, but the average
listener will found it only that average.
Summing up Playmates crawls along with
an "about as welcome as a carton of
cigarettes in a cancer ward" C.

-Ross Nerenberg
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Lynyrd Skynyrd

The following review was written a
scant few hours before word was
received concerning the catastrophic
plane crash which all too suddenly and
tragically claimed the lives of Ronnie
Van Zant, Steve Gaines, and Steve's
sister Cassie (backup vocalist). Not a
single word below has been added,
dropped, or in any way changed. The
final sentence was meant to be merely
a reference back to the album title, not
an ironic omen to a disaster which at
the time i knew nothing about. Good-
bye Ronnie, Steve and Cassie. Time
won't let us forget you. -R.N.

LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Street Survivors

(MCA)

Lynyrd Skynyrd's follow-up to their im-
mensely successful live effort. One More
From The Road, is their fifth studio
album. It marks the debut (studiowise, at
least) of Steve Gaines as one-third of
Skynyrd's guitar team; Gary Rossington
and Allen Collins remain the other two. The
addition of Gaines is a fine move, as his
writing skils are used to advantage on
songs such as "I Know A Little," "You Got
That Right, "

"I Never Dreamed" and
"Ain't No Good Life." His only bad mo-

ment comes when he attempts to sing lead
on the latter tune, for his voice lacks the
distinctive punch which is so much in
evidence on everything that lead vocalist
Ronnie Van Zant sings. Van Zant is the
voice of Lynyrd Skynyrd and he is in ex
tremely fine form throughout this disc. His
best efforts come forth on "One More
Time," a ballad he co-authored along with
Rossington, and the Allman-like version of
"Honky Tonk Night Time Man" (written by
the ol' Okie from Muskogee, Merle Hag-
gard). Interestingly enough, Collins, who
prior to Gaines joining the group had writ-
ten much of the band's material, has a
hand in only one of the songs here, "That
Smell," on which he collaborated with Van
Zant.

Once again, Skynyrd has shown that its

place in the forefront of country-rock is well
justified. The entire effort is "myghty
fyne," including the nifty album cover for
which a complete set at the Universal
Movie Studios was set ablaze. Give Street
Survivors a listen, or better yet, see the
group in concert (they're great). I may be
just a wee bit prejudiced in Skynyrd's
behalf, but I can't help stop myself from
giving this new one a "they've sun/ived just
fine" A-.

-Ross Nerenberg

WISHBONE ASH
Front Page News

(MCA)

One of the best things about Wishbone
Ash is that their music defies easy
classification, and their latest album Front
Page News is no exception. I suppose the
group can be described as "heavy
progressive;" they don't play the more
commercial heavy rock of Aerosmith or
Boston, yet they certainly aren't
"progressive" in the sense of Yes or ELP.
This album serves as a fine example of the
difference between"heavy" and
"screaming" rock. Although it is loud the
music is rather laid back and the vocrls
almost mellow. The cuts are testaments to
the guitar as the ultimate rock instrument,
with virtually no keyboards and very little

orchestration. Whereas the exclusivity of
guitars proved disastrous to such groups as
Grand Funk, Wishbone Ash manages to
pull it of with style and grace. The best
songs are "Diamond Jack," "Midnight
Dancer, " and "Surface to Air," with its fine
vocal harmonies. Front Page News is

"heavy progressive " indeed-a very
listenable and very likeable blend of metal
and class.

-Tom Anderson

THE MOTORS
(Virgin)

Some decent heavy metal riffing from
some former members of the lamented pub
band Ducks Deluxe plus new cohorts.
Album would be a lot better if vocals
weren't so absent in the balls department.
"Phoney- Heaven, " however, hits hard and
with fine lyrics and hook, to boot. Rates a
"Ross Nerenberg would dig it more " B-.

Philip Milstein

CHRIS DeBURGH
At The End Of A Perfect Day

(A&M)

British balladeer Chris DeBurgh has a fine
talent for creating stories and imagery with
his lyrics. In the songs on this album, he
presents pictures of weddings taking place
amid the serenity of a country churchyard,
of revelry at a Brazilian carnival and of a
group of friends sharing good times and
music with each other. Such songs are im-
mediately appealing and a welcome relief
from some of the self pitying ponderings
that lesser songwriters have been coming
up with. My favorite song here is one called
"Summer Rain" in which, against an old-
timey honky tonk piano arrangement,
deBurgh tells a tale of a couple strolling
through a London park on a Sunday after-
noon. It has all of the charm which I find in

shows like "Upstairs Doyvnstairs", and the
scene which the song envisions is an in-

viting one.

For the most part, the songs here are
presented in a gentle folk syle, reminiscent
of the earlier Cat Stevens albums (whic*
isn't surprising, since both the producer
and guitarist from the Cat's first few
albums make their contributions here).
There are also some fine musicians from
such aggregations as Fairport Convention
and Brand X. DeBurgh's raspy voice
doesn't have the melodic quality of
Steven's, but is still an effective instrument
for getting the lyrics across. His talent is

worth discovering, and this album is a
good place to start.

— Brett Milano
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Benign Neglect's" Death Blow

THE BLACK FAMILY IN SLAVERY
AND FREEDOM 1750 1925
by Herbert G Gutman

Vintage
$6 95 664 pp

In 1967, the historians George
Frederickson and Chnstopher Lasch wrote
a probing essay which looked into and
analyzed some of the limitations in works
dealing with the African American slave
They concluded that excessive attention
had been paid to slave treatment" in ex
amining the social and psychological ef
fects of slavery on African Americans.
Frederickson and Lasch showed how such
historians as U. B. Phillips had defined
"t'eatment

" as the central issue, but also
how his most severe critics had failed in

defining what the core issue was. By col
lecting data from the "kindness and
benevolence" of masters, U. B, Phillips
proved to his satisfaction that slavery was a
mild and permissive institution," whose

primary function was not so much to pro
duce profit as to ease the accomodation
of the lower race into the higher culture."
The critics of Phillips, unfortunately, have
tried to meet htm on his ground. Where he
collected a list of benefactions, his cntics
compiled one of atrocities According to
Herbert Gutman both methods suffer from
the same defect for they attempt to solve a
conceptual problem (ie; what did slavery do
to the slaves) by accumulating quantitative
evidence. In assessing this debate, Gutman
contends that the only legitimate conclu-
sion one can make from the quantitative
approach is that great variations in treat-
ment existed from plantation to plantation.
Gutman s book is therefore a qualitative

analysis of the slave experience primarily
from the point of view of the culture, the
folklore, the intergenerational continuities
of similar slave experiences irrespective of
the differences in demography and treat
ment by different masters. Gutman shows
in his wealth of data, that despite variations
in their treatment, slaves acted on common
beliefs. Such behavior then means that the
question posed by Lasch and Frederickson
(What did slavery do to the slaves?) re-

quires first knowing who the slave was. He
contends that owner treatment of slaves af
fected how the latter behaved as in-

dividuals. However their collective betiavior
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Herbert Gutrridf), author o/ The Black Family in Slavery and Freedom wi// be
speaking at Hampshire Colleges Franklin Patterson Hall on Tuesday, November 1,

depended upon much more than their
treatment. Slave naming practices and
marital rules (as well as slave marriages in

settings where slaves could re-marry) are ir-

refutable evidence of "the importance of
interior slave beliefs and experiences in

shaping their behavior."
For instance, the author goes into

painstaking detail to show that contrary to
the persuasive scholarly" belief that Black
families were generally headed by females
which resulted in a certain "patholgy,"
most slave families were double-headed.

Even the families that were headed by
women named their sons after either the
absentee father or a male kin, such as uncle
or grandfather. This shows the importance
of the male presence and pre-eminence in

the kin and social structure of slave
societies Those women without husbands
could always reclaim the respect accorded
her then by society by getting married.
There were also such extended family
system arrangements as surrogate or quasi
fathers, aunts, uncles, etc. which mitigated
the destruction provoked by slavery.

According to Gutman, these beliefs and
the developing culture that sustained them
could not have regularly revealed
themselves over time and in diverse cir-

cumstances if they were merely free
floating slave beliefs. Institutional
arrangements especially among slaves-had
to exist for such beliefs to be acted upon
over time and that is why inter and in
tragenerational linkages between slaves
and families are so important. Although the
immediate family and the extended kin
group were among the central binding in-
stitutions within developing slave com-
munities -in themselves, however, these
familial linkages do not explain the fuM
spectrum of slave beliefs and behavior or
their ongins. In other words, the context
which shaped slave behavior was far more
subtle than setting explained by those
primarily concerned with slave treatment. It

is clear from Gutman's examination of the
slave family and extended kin groups that
the persistence of such institutional ar-
rangements had "a coherent social and
cultural repertoire (a past) to draw back
upon.

'

Such evidence as Gutman uncovers
deals a death blow to the Moynihan-
Frazier argument that uses scant and
limited evidence cementing together
the lie about the "decadently mimetic
syndrome" of African-American
culture and about the "pathological
weakness" of the African-American
family. Such doctrines have greatly
contributed to the attitude that
because of the inherent structural
"weakness" of the African-American
family, any social, economic, or
political programs designed to redress
past injustices are doomed to failure.
The only solution, according to
Moynihan, is "benign neglect."
Gutman's book is in paperback and is

564 pages long including notes, appen-
dices, and indecies. It is worthwhile
reading not only for its remarkable
contribution to the literature of the
African American culture, but also for
the reading of some of the racist and
perverted statements about Black peo-
ple, many of which read like contem-
porary racist utterences.

-Bheki Langa
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RORY BLOCK/STUFF
Live at the Paradise Theatre

October 21

Boston finally has the club that it has
needed for so long. Don Law's Paradise
Theatre is a perfect place to have a few
drinks while seeing a good band perform.
On October 21, Rory Block and Stuff were
the attractions.

Rory Block, a woman with a good voice
and a funk-oriented band played first. She
did material from her newest Chrysalis
album, Intoxication, as well as older
songs including "I'm in Love," the title

track of her album released on Blue Goose
Records. Rory's strong voice won the
crowd over, especially on "Intoxication"
and "You Can Lie with a Straight Face."
Her voice sometimes brings Bonnie Raitt to
mind, but her music is much more funky.
Stuff played an all instrumental set of laid-

back, funk jazz which also met with the
crowd's approval. They performed some of

PETE TOWNSHEND AND
RONNIE LANE
Rough Mix
(MCA)

I am pious rock fan. But Pete Townsend is

not God. And Ronnie Lane is not the
Avatar. And this is not an album of
religious music, though the inspiration for a
couple of the songs lies in spiritual thought.
Townsend (the Who) and Lane (the Faces)
are two men of British popular music, and
they have put out the most pleasant and
varied album to come along in a punk's
age. Long after the 'New Wave' of rock has
died and the new albums by today's hot
and heavies have become nostalgic, this
music will still be timely and enjoyable.
Though no deity, Townshend is the
master of basic rock and roll. His songs are.

the first here to turn heads and tap feet.
'My Baby (Gives it Away)' has several
moments of the kind of rock that makes
you jump and howl. 'Keep Me Turning'
bounces along on a catchy melody into the
powerful chaos choruses that have
become the trademark of the Who.
Misunderstood' sounds like the old Kinks,
run through, as are the others, with the
humor of Townshend's introspective
nature. A duet on 'Street in the City'

between Townshend, narrating and playing
accoustic guitar, and an orchestra brings to
mind a Broadway musical.
After several listenings. Lane's songs,
sounding at first uninteresting and

their own material but concentrated mainly
on rearranging other people's tunes,
(Earth, Wind ' Fire, Stevie Wonder, etc.),
creating a very distinctive sound. Eric Gale
is the guitarist extrodinaire of the band. The
man is a true master of jazz guitar techni-
ques. The band was very tight, despite the
fact that most of the songs were spon
taneous and unstructured. Everyone left

satisfied after a couple of pleasant sets of
music.

-Tom Aversa

POLITICS The Middle East
Middle East Analysis
by Habib Mouallem

For over a month now, an enormous
amount of publicity has been given to
statements made by U.S., Arab, and Israeli

government officials concerning their ef-
forts at overcoming the obstacles that con
tinue to block a resumption of the Geneva
peace talks. Many of these statements
have been nothing more than the am
biguous, overly-optimistic rhetoric that ac
companies any matter of diplomatic urgen
cy. But, with regard to the United States'
dual role as mediator between the Arabs
and the Israelis and as advocate of its ally

Israel, an interesting pattern has emerged.
Two examples will illustrate.

On September 12, the State Department
issued a statement to the effect that
Palestinian representatives would have to
be at Geneva for the Palestinian question to
be solved. This came just prior to the arrival
of Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan in

Washington. There was an immediate reac-
tion among Israeli and American Jews.
They charged the Carter Administration
with being insensitive, with delivering an
ultimatum that smacked of the imposed
settlement that Israel has always sought to
avoid. They viewed the statement as con-
tradictory to a 1975 agreement between the
U.S. and Israel stating that any change in

composition of participants in the Geneva
conference must be agreed to by all original
participants.

On September 13, a spokesman for the
State Department dismissed these allega
tions, saying that the Palestinians had been
central to the Carter Administration's policy
all along. He reiterated that all participants
at Geneva would have to recognize the ap-
plicability of U.N. Resolution 242 (and
therefore, Israel's right to exist). He added
that no Palestinian representatives had yet
been chosen. No mention whatsoever was
made of the PLO.
On October 1, a U.S. joint Soviet declara

tion was issued at the U.N. It called for the
establishment of "normal peaceful rela
tions" in the Middle East, as well as the
need to insure "the legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people ".

Again, Israeli and American Jews were
put on the defensive, this time far more
dramatically than in the previous example.
The Israeli government flatly rejected it.

American Jewish leaders were incensed.
When President Carter arrived to address
the U.N. two days later, he was greeted by
New York City Mayoral Candidate Edward
Koch, who handed him a letter denouncing
the declaration. Carter's speech at the U.N.
was carefully designed to assuage Israeli

fears. He emphasized the importance of
U.N. Resolutions 242 and 338 and said the
Soviet American document was not bin-
ding. Later he commented that he'd rather
commit "political suicide" that hurt Israel.

But the Israelis were not mollified until

President Carter, Secretary Vance, and
Foreign MinisterMoshe Dayanengagedinthe
intense discussions that resulted in the U.S.
Israeli "working paper". These discussions
occurred thesameevening,followingCarter's
address to the U.N. It is reported that Dayan
wenttothismeetingfullypreparedtobreakoff
Israel's participation in further plans for the
Geneva conference if the U.S. was notwilling
to assure Israel that shewould neither have to
negotiate with the PLO nor negotiate the
concept of a "Palestinian state".
Israel was given her assurances.
And so we see the United States rushing to
smoothe the feathers of its ruffled ally. Again
and again.

The pattern that has recently been
established concerns the uproar made by
Israel whenever the U.S., in its mediating role
between Israel and the Arabs, makes a
statement concerning Palestinian
representation at Geneva . And this uproar is

invariably responded to by flustered State
Department officials(orevenPresidentCarter
himself) who must clarify, rearrange, or
contradict whatever was initially said that
upset the pouting ally.

Consider the fact that President Carter is

the first U.S. president to acknowledge
Israel's right to "an entity" of their own.
Consider the fact that the Arab confronta-
tion states refuse to go to Geneva unless
they are accompanied by Palestinians. In

1974, Arab leaders recognized the PLO as
the sole representative of the Palestinian
people. It follows that these same leaders
would demand a PLO presence at Geneva.
The U.S. has not catered to this Arab de
mand. Nor has it catered to the Israeli de
mand that only Palestinians from th e West
Bank and the Gaza Strip (who do not repre-
sent the PLO) beat Geneva. But the U.S. is

the only country in a position to forge a
compromise on this thorny issue. And it

must do so in a fair-minded mediating
capacity.

The U.S. must not risk alienating the
Arabs by publicly backing down on its sug
gestions in order to appease outraged
Israelis. The Palestinians have been outrag
ed for almost 30 years and finally an at
tempt is being made diplomatically to ap
pease them in conjunction with the ex
istence of a secure Israel. Without this
diplomacy, the Palestinians will have no
alternative but to continue to resort to ter
rorism in their efforts to be recognized.
Israel would do well to feel secure in its

relationship with the United States. Th
U.S. has repeatedly proven that it will not
abandon its ally. Right now its priority must
be to concentrate on its role as mediator.

Below the Salt welcomes opposing points
of view to Its political analyses. We en-
courage th esubmission of articles dealing
with political issues in an analytical manner.

common, start to emit a warmth and simple
beauty uncommon in contemporary music.
He moves easily between gentle accoustic
tunes ('Annie', April Fool) and those
famous barroom brawl inspiring rockers
CCatmelody').
With one exception the album is really two

solo albums interwoven into one, each
song coming across as either Ronnie lane
with Pete Townshend sitting in or vice
versa. Only on Townshend's ballad 'Heart
to Hang Onto' do the two sing on the same
song. Lane croaks through the verses
singing of people who pretend to have

everything they want. Townshend then
seethes in with the chorus, explaining that
inside they are crying for a love. This vocal
tradeoff is powerful and moving and brings
a unique quality to this song. One wishes it

had been used in other songs.
After two verses, the song turns into a

rave up from the Who catalogue replete
with Townshend's smashed chords and
John Entwistle's (WHO else?, asks the liner
notes) horns.

Heart to He ng Onto' is a masterpiece.
The album es a whole is masterful.

Mark Gunter
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FILM Numero Deux
Jean-Luc Godard's
Numero Deux

Last Saturday night, the main lecture
room in Franklin Patterson Hall at Hamp
shire College was filled to capacity for the
New England premiere of Jean Luc
Godard's Numero Deux Considering
Godard's history of filmmaking, I'm sure
that all were expectting a highly critical look
at contemporary society and a film which
would disregard most restraints of tradi

tional cinema And of course as expected,
Godard did not let them down, Numero
Deux was a unique film.

If there's a narrative plot to Numero Deux,
then Goddard is the main character. The
film opens with him talking, he discuses
everything from financial difficulties in

making the film, to himself as a factory pro-
ducing for consumption. In these se-

quences, Goddard is personally com
municating with the audience. He's telling

them that Numero Deux is a film about a

filmmaker trying to construct a visual essay
concerning the family in modern society.

The film then goes on to present Godard's
essay on the nuclear family. This portion is

called a visual essay because it is entirely

made up of filmed video images. These
were shot in a manner so they would ap-
pear to be filmed images of television

screens. The viewer saw anywhere from
one to three of these screens simultaneous
ly (obviously not traditional cinema). This
technique set up a simulttaneous look at

the family members without the use of the
edit. In this way Goddard creates
something very similar to montage. Both
methods create a meaning from relating

two separate images, but Godard's is cons
tant and surprisingly effective considering
how unusual and foreign this style is to the
audience For instance, in a scene which
implements this dual image, a little girl sees
her parents having brutal intercourse The
scene gams emotion because the audience
simultaneuosly views the girl's facial ex-

pressions and the action that is causing
them
The whole section about the family is

made up of events which are related, rather

than ordered into a traditional story line.

These events clearly show a family struc-

ture which is fragmented and dying.
Godard often shows the separate family

members totally misunderstanding each
other and never realizing it. Each member is

so wrapped up by their own existence, that

their lives never are integrated into a family

unit.

Godard suggests that the problems come
from our own industrialized, modern
societal habits The father for example, is

so involved in his work, that when his wife
complains about not seening him enough

he calls her asessment bullshit. He also is

periodically impotent, this problem again

work related. When he finds out that his

wife had been to bed with another
man, (probably due to his lack of time with

her and his impotence) he brutally rapes

her. This makes sense in the context of

events, for Godard pictures the male as be
ing obiectified and battered by this twisted

patriarchal mentality. Numero Deux in this

sense, and others, concentrates on the

social roles and relations which encourage
peonle to behave in a particular way.

The film ends with Goddard again ap-
pearing on the screen, he's tired and
worn from witnessing his film about
the family. He wants his audience to
know that he's just a filmmaker, but
the intensity of the subject has over
whelmed him. He's depicted
something which he can't order, and
he knows that the solutions won't
come easy. His socialist inuendos,
throughout the film, lead this reviewer
to believe that he certainly has a clear
perspective for action which he wishes
his audience would adopt.
Jean Luc Godard is an innovator, like

most innovators in the arts he will lose
populanty for it. His audience tends to
be small, a cult so to speak, but he
never fails to present them with
something new and interesting.
(Numero Deux is an example of this)
Although Godard will probably never
reach the large audience he deserves,
he undoubtedly will continue to
generate new cinematic techniques
which the industry will follow. (His use
of the jump cut for example) It seems
to me that for a filmmaker whose
technique is so closely watched by
others, Godard's powerful, personal,
expression has been overlooked. But
then again what can we expect, he's
appealing to people who have the time
and patience to decipher his ever
changing technique, and these tend to
be people interested in the formative
structure of his art

Skip Tenczar
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Further Film Facts

Examining the Exorcist
One of the most widely-advertised and popular, but

least -understood films to reach mass audiences in sever-

al years is THH KXORCIST. based on a novel by William

Blatty. St>me background on the author and his tech-

niques in the book and film tend to explain the effect

of Blatty 's work on a mass audience.

After graduating from Georgetown University (where
the campus scenes in the movie were sliot), Blatty work-
ed for the Central Intelligence Agency in Lebanon in

the I'JSO's, under US Information Agency cover. Later,

he returned to Washington to become Policy Branch
Chief of the Psychological Warfare Division of the US
Air Force. As such, his job involved the military's pro-

motion of popular anti-communist sentiment around
McCarthyism at home and Cold War foreign policy a-

broad.

An example of the work carried out by psychologi-
cal warfare in US foreign policy is the orchestrated exo-
dus of Catholics from North tci South Vietnam in the

mid-fifties. In collaboration with Dr. Tom Dooley
(whom Blatty quotes in his book) and others, an exten-
sive campaign was carried out by the Catholic Relief

Service, local Cathohc leaders and an American psycho-
logical warfare team to drive peasants south of the

DMZ by telling them "the Virgin Mary has departed
from the north" and Christ has gone to the south."
Amateur as this appears now, "The mass flight was ad-

mittedly the result of an extensive, well<onducted. and
in terms of its objective, very successful American psy-
chological warfare operation." (quote in The Indo-
china Story, Bantam, 1970).

In this post-60's era of return to political passivity,

when the majority of youth on and off campus display
a frustration with or an abandonment of political con-
sciousness, movie-going has enjoyed a sharp rise. This
atmosphere has created a mass audience, one without
specific political or spintua) direction and ripe for the
suggestions whjch THE EXORCIST carries.

The techniques used by Blatty in his EXORCIST
were well-honed by years of practice in the above go-
vernment busmess. WhQe in the fifties crude psycholo-
gical warfare could be foisted on naive groups, Mr. Blat-

ty's sophisticated talents have several messages in the
mid-70'$:

•Social conscience and faith in our own identity is

eclipsed by the threat of infestation by demonic forces

(the devil). Or to quote Father Merrin in his central

role as the priest -exorciser, "... I think the demon's
target is not the possessed; it is us . the observers. . .

every person in this house. And I think the point is to

make us despair; to reject our own humanity. . . to see

ourselves as ultimately bestial; as ultimately vile and
putrescent; without dignity; ugly; unworthy. And
there lies the heart of it, perhaps in worthlessness.

For 1 think belief in God is not a matter of reason at

all; I think it finally is a matter of love; of acceptmg
the possibility that God could love us. .

."

• •Political activism is attacked by one of the main
characters, Chris MacNeil, who condemns a campus
demonstration by saying, "It's dumb! This scene is

absolutely dumb! Her mind, though untutored, never
mistook slogans for truth. . And so the rebel cause,
to her, was 'dumb' It didn't make sense. How come'
she wondered. 'Generation gap'' That's a crock; I'm
thirty-two. It's just plain dumb, that's all .

.!"

It is Blatty's message, then, that spiritual fixation
and religious orthodoxy are, in the final analysis, at
the service of political reaction. For religion, activated
as a mass response to an externally conceived threat can
be a powerful ideological tement to keep the masses
spellbound in a time of profound social crisis For Blat-
ty. the lessons of the 1955 Vietnam campaign have not
been forgotten. Only the place and time have changed
(OU Mole. No. 10. Mar. 1974)

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 SfiA-QICil MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL"-'"^ JI>^J ROuTt 9-HAOLtY MASS

Adults J2 50-Studtna with AMC Card $2 00-Childr«n $1 25 -Tw« Lit* Show Aduhs & Studtntt »t SO]
Special Engagements Eicludtd

K^l She's back.,.

TO SCARE
YOU AGAIN!

Thurs at 6 15, 830
Twi lite show tickets 5 45 1 50
Fri at 5 15, 7 45, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 446/1 50

JAMES '*

BOND 007 THE SPY
WHO
LOVED
ME

w;

A or»5 orT« ago n a galaxy^ far 9^9^

PC
Aiti, GUKNfiS 4A.V fivm

Thurs at 6:00, 8:30
Twi lite show tickets 5:30/1.50
Fri. at 5:00. 7:30, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4:30/1.50

HEJlf COMES
THt COMtDV 'A 70 m

ROHANCr American GratfitiF

or THt VEAHf

n BebiueeNl
-i ,bHe

HThurs at 6 00, 830
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 1 50
Fri at 5 00, 7 30. 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 30 150 ^^

M\ R.A FRIDAY AND SATURD/iY

Thurs at 6 15, 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 545/1 50
Fri at 5:15, 7:45, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4 45 '1 50

BKK KI>KirXiL BOTH START AT MIDNITE

:irral

CHOOSE ONE OR
THE OTHER

'v'.ic u : i\. icii
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•••••••••••••••••••• Harlan County •••••••••••••••^••*
Harlan County. Bloody Harlan Its known

by. the locals who remember. The 30's.
Depression. Hard Times. A time of unrest
and Intense labor strife. The blood flowed
as thick as the Monogahalla and feudln'
was as real as the corpses which littered
the county side.

Organize.' Strike! These are the catch-
words in dramatic struggles of mlneworkers
and rural poor In the Appalachian heart-
lands.

Harlan County U.S.A.
Produced and Directed by Barbra

Kopple
Edited by Nancy Baker

Primary Cinematography: Hart Perry

Harlan County, Kentucky has been the
scene of labor battles several times this
century. There was a major coal strike there
in 1937.. In 1973, Harlan County was again
beset by labor troubles. This time the
miners of Eastover Coal Co., a subsidiary of
Duke power, voted to join the U.M.W.A.
and Duke refused to recognize the union.
This movie is a documentary depicting this
strike and the events surrounding it.

The women who made this film
demonstrated truely amazing ability to deal
with this difficult subject. Quite often films
of this nature are patronistic or are too
brutal to be effective. This film focused on
all aspects of the strike. Duke power's
public statements appeared with footage
taken on the picket line. Most interesting
was the treatment of the roles women
played in the strike. To supplement the raw
on location footage there were films of
U.M.W.A. president Arnold Miller; his
predecessor murderer, Tony Boyle, and the
late Joseph Yablonski. Interspersed with
this original footage comes news reel film
clips and stills concerning the history of
coal miners, a brief film taken at a black
lung clinic in Va., and some terrifying
statistics. This extremely well edited visual
montage is complemented by a sound track
of country music. This music is of the varie-
ty found on front porches and at work
sites, not studio slick Nashville recordings.
This film brought the viewer right into the

strike. You became an eyewitness to the
head on confrontations between workers,
scabs and law enforcement officials. At the
woman's support meetings in jail, and on
the line the feeling was never shattered.
You were part of the movement. In this
strike a 19 year old worker was murdered
by one of the company's gunmen. It took
this shameful incident to bring the strike to
a head. Ms. Kopple is to be congratulated
in here careful handling of this delicate mat-
ter.

Harlan County U.S.A. is a powerful
,

moving and educating masterpiece. It must
be noted that a film of this nature has never
been made before at this high level of quali-
ty. Harlan County educates and raises
viewer awareness so well that this reviewer
will unequivocally reccomend it to all.

Gerard Hallaren

"Which side are you on"? was heard in
the Valley this summer during the Amherst
premier of Barbara Kopple' s award winning
documentary film "Harlan County". As much
an inspiration of the Brookside strikers
as the result of four years dedicated work
and personal sacrifice, Kopple and company
stunningly reveal the humility and pride
of 'other Americans', not unlike ourselves,
trying to_ survive. In a particularly mov-
ing scene as a meeting of the UMW local,
Florence Reese now in her seventies step-
ped forward to address the disheartened
but still determined strikers. A chorus of
song which filled the union hall was also
taken up by the audience itself. We remem-
ber. We are learning.

Britt Warren OUTFRONT staff

WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON?
«OKM lluaiMCB irtci
MI'^IC "'l»» THt IIIV low" •

Come all ol ("OU toot) noil cri.Cood nrui 10 von /H

lei) Ot how l)ir ^ood old un K)n H« comt in lirre I

dwell Whkh mkinyou on' Which side m vou on'

1 94"* b* Slotmktng \1uMx Int

Come all ot you food wmlcert.

Good newi K> you I'll tell

CH how the food o/t) union
))jv come in lirre to dwell

^hith ude ate you on^
Which ude jre *ou on'

Which ude jre you on

'

Which ude ite you on*

Mv djdd% Wi% J miner

And I'm » miner't jon.

And I II iliclr »ilh The inimn

7 ill n ry btltle's won
Whjch tide are ymi on' etc

The\ m- in lUiUn Conntv
Theit Mte m, ncufrjJs rhere.

Ynii /J citficr he J union nun
( >r a Ihiit (oi / H Blair

W'hich ude are you on' etc.

Oh, *otketi. can vou stand if
Oh, fc)) me how you can

W'ji/ vou be a lousy scab

Ol wi)) you he a man?
Whuh ude ate vou on' etc

Don'r scab /or the bosses.

Don't listen to then Iiei

Vs pool folks haven't got a chance
Unless we otfamie

Wluch ude aie y ou on' etc

The Academy of Music
Ticket prices: 2.50-adults, 1 .00-seniors and
children; Dollar nite on selected films.

Located on 274 Main St., Northampton,
at the gates of Smith College, The
Academy of Music is the most interesting
of all the area theaters. Built in 1890, the
Academy is one of the six oldest theaters in
the country. Shortly after its opening, Ed-
ward H.R. Lyman, businessman, philan-
thropist, and builder of the Academy, gave
the theater to the city. This gift established
the first municipal theater in America. The
theater is controlled by a non-salaried self-

perpetuating board. This board of trustees
appoints a director and the theater is con-
trolled much in the same manner as that of
a municipal library.

Originally the Academy was established
for live performances and the theater at-
tracted many major touring companies as
well as housing its own permanent com-
pany. Unfortunately the depression and
worn stage equipment brought a temporary
end to live theater in Northampton. From
about 1934 to 1976 the Academy was open
only to films. Recent refurbishings however
have brought live entertainment back to the
theater.

The Academy has won an award for its

fine restoration and a visit clearly shows it

was well deserved. As well as being
beautifully decorated the house which
seats 850 was obviously designed for com
fort rather than capacity. This creates a
very relaxed atmosphere in which to view a
film. The theater fare runs from weH known
foreign films to only high quality domestic
ones. It is not often you will see a blatantly
commercial film playing this house. These
attributes combined with nearly perfect ac-
coustics make the Academy of Music a fine
place to enjoy either a concert or film.

-Gerard Hallaren

This article is the first of a series of conti-
nuing articles evaluating the theaters in the
area. Next week a review of The Pleasant
Street Theater and the Amherst Cinema.

VISUAL NOTES

PREMIERE OF FURTIVOS

The Spanish Film Furtivos is now mak-
ing its New England premiere at both the
Amherst Cinema and the Academy of
Music. This film was banned in Spain for
over seven months because of political

reasons. Furtivos directed by Jose luis

Borau, is set in Franco's Spain and soon
after its public release in 1975 became the
biggest film in Spain's history. World
renowned director Luis Bunuel said, "Fur-
tivos is one of the best movies I have ever
seen."

FREE FILM AT THE JONES LIBRARY
"Start the Revolution Without Me", will

be shown at 7 p.m. today at the Jones
Library in Amherst Center. The film is FREE
and the public is invited.

WISEMAN DOCUMENTARIES

Two Frederick Wiseman documentaries
will be shown this week in Franklin Patter-
son Hall at Hampshire College. "Basic
Training" (shown at 8 tonight) is about the
Army training center at Fort Knox, Ken
tucky. "High School" (scheduled for 8
p.m., Oct. 31) is a film about a white subur-
ban high school in Pennsylvania. Wiseman
tends to have a critical but objective view of
our social institutions, see one of these
films and Im sure you'll learn.

BLOW FOR BLOW

The Progressive Film Series will sbow
"Blow for Blow " on November 1, at 8 pm.
in Thompson 106. Admission is FREE.
"Blow for Blow"' is a dramatization of the
successful strike and take over a of a
French textile factory by women workers.
The film deals with many issues that face,
workers everywhere, from alienation at
work, to workers control of production.

For film listings see page 12
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AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
62 Mam St

,
Amherst T«l 2S3-7I3S

Good Dirung Award from
American Diners Socmly"

Eat in or take out

Lunch Specials
1.09 and up

Fresh Chinese vegetables from
our own farm'

UMASS BUS STOP
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"The goriest

and sexiest

'Frankenstein'

ever filmed.

"

— Kevin SdnrtP'i ABC TV
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LISTINGS:

MOVIES OF THE VALLEY

At the Colleges

Thursday, October 27

FRANKENSTEIN by Andy Warhol 7 9 11
p m C.C A.. UMass.
SLAUTERHOUSE FIVE, 7,9.11 p.m.,
Mahar, UMass
BASIC TRAINING, 8p,m. Franklin Patter-
son Hall. Hampshire

Friday, October 28

THE EXORCIST, 6:45, 9, 11 p.m., Mahar,
UMass
BRIEF ENCOUNTER, 7:30 p.m. Gamble
Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke
THE WIZARD OF OZ, 7,9:15 p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire

Saturday, October 29

CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON
6:30, 8:15.10, 11:45 p.m. SUB. UMass

'

SWEPT AWAY, 7:30, 9:30 p.m.. Sage
Hall, Smith

Sunday, October 30

'"Z"
.
3:00 p.m.. Lecture Room I, Merrill

Center, Amherst.

Monday, October 31

HIGH SCHOOL, 8:00 p.m., Franklin Patter-
son Hall, Hampshire
I LOVE YOU ROSA, Hillel Film 8 00 p m
Wright Hall. Smith.
CLASH BY NIGHT. 7:45 p.m FREE
Herter227, UMass.

Tuesday, November 1

BLOW FOR BLOW. FREE. Progressive
Film series. 8:p.m. Thompson 106. UMass

Wednesday, November 2

HAROLD AND MAUDE 730 915 11
p.m., CCA. UMass
I LOVE YOU ROSA, Hillel film, 8 p.m
Thompson 104, UMass.

Commercial Theaters

Amherst Cinema - FURTIVOS - 7. 9p.m.

Calvin Theater - CARRIE 7, 9 p.m.

Academy of Music FURTIVOS - 7, 9 p.m.

Pleasant Street Theater FOUR HUNDRED
BLOWS, plus LESMISTONS 7,9:10p.m.

Mountain Farms Four STAR WARS
CARRIE - BETWEEN THE LINES - THE
SPY WHO LOVED ME plus midnight
showings Fri.& Sat. of MYRA
BRECKENRIDGE PHANTOM OF THE
PARADISE

Thursday, October 27, 1977

Treats

THEATER LISTINGS

UMASS
ROMEO AND JULIET
University Ensemble Theater
UMass Fine Arts Center
Oct. 28,29 8:00pm

GREASE
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Oct. 28 8:00pm
General public/$7,6,5

UMass students and Senior citizens
$6,5,4

TOM JONES
Roister Doisters Drama Society
Stockbidge hall. Bowker Aud.
Oct. 28 30 8:00pm

AMHERST COLLEGE
WHERE'S CHARLEY*
Dept. of Dramatic Arts production
Kirby Memorial Theater
Oct 28 30 8:00pm

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
AN ITALIAN STRAVy/ HAT
Laboratory Theater
Oct. 27-30 8:30pm

NORTHAMPTON
ADIOS ADIOS
Living Poem Theater at

City Studio Theater
49 F-eari Street

Oct. 27 29 8:00pm '$3.00

Children's Theater:
A TOAD'S HALLOWEEN and THE PUM
PKIN
SEED
Elfin Puppet Theater and Enchanted
Circle Theater at City Studio
Theater
Oct. 29 11:00am. 1:00pm/$1.00

A MESSAGE TO WHOEVER

YOU SHIT
i clean it

COMB HAIR.
I'll dissolve It.

PIPES BREAK,
i'll mend them.

Why no recognition for me. my work?
No respect, no lawyer's status (yuk).
Paper payment, sure,
that's not soft enough to sooth our
wounds,
or to wipe my ...

respectfully,
your* plumber

ART HAPPENINGS IN THE 5 COLLEGE
AREA h ELSEWHERE

AMHERST
"ENCOUNTERS AND IMAGES" an exhibit
of drawings, paintings, and prints by
Novelda Noderer Brennan; Burnett Gallery
Jones Library thru Sat. Oct. 29. Gallery
hours 9 5:30 Mon. " Fri. • 9-930
Tues. , Wed. ,& Thurs., Sat. 9-5-30

WOODY SHAW IN CONCERT AT
U MASS

Woody Shaw, noted jazz trumpeter and
recording artist will perform at the UMass
Student Union Ballroom Friday, October
28th.

Appearing with Woody Shaw will be his
concert ensemble featuring Cater Jefferson
tenor, Jimmy Vass on a alto, Steve Turre
on trombone, Onaje Allan Gumbs on piano
Cliff Houston on bass and Victor Lewis ori
drums.
A veteran of the Europeon jazz scene
Woody Shaw's latest album, Live at the
Berliner Jazztage, reflects Europes en-
couragement of the avant-garde.
Strengthened and more creative because

of this influence. Woody Shaw and his
ensemble should provide and exciting ex-
ample of the kind of adventurous jazz being
experimented with by Shaw and his other
young contemporaries: Steve Lacy and An-
thony Braxton.
Tickets are $2.50 (general admission)
They are available at TIX (UMass Student
Union across from Post Office). Also
they are available in Amherst at Faces of
Earth, Backroom Records, and Sun Music
and the Sound Room in Northampton.
This event is being sponsored by Union

xk?kT^"^
Council in association withWMUA. Future events will include: A hallo-

ween party featuring Widespread Depres-
sion on October 31, and Bobby Hutchinson
on November 19.

NORTH HATFIELD
"IMAGES: THE APPEARANCE OF
REALITY IS ALL THAT IS NECESSARY"
an exhibit of recent works by Paul Berube
thru Dec. at the Baracca Gallery.

WORCESTER
"ZENGA AND NANGA" paintings by
Japanese monks and scholars, i.e.78
Japanese paintings and calligraphies thru
Nov. 13.

AMHERST COLLEGE
Artist and sculptress CAROL ANTHONY at
the Meade Art Gallery thru Nov. 22 Mon-
Fri. 10-5; Sat. and Sun. 1-5.

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
PHOTOGRAPHS by BILL ARNOLD AND
ELAINE MAYES thru Nov. 4, at the
Hampshire College Art Gallery.

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
MARION MILLER: PAINTINGS AND
DRAWINGS thru Mon. Oct. 31.

SMITH COLLEGE
NAVAJO BLANKETS FROM THE
ANTHONY BERLANT COLLECTION thru
Nov. 6, at the Smith College Museum of
Art.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
JOHN WILLENBECHER an artist dealing
with acrylic paint on masonite, thru Nov. 13
at the Univ. Gallery at the Fine Arts Center
Tues. 11 8. Wed. -Fri. 11 4:30. Sat and
Sun. 2 5

Herter Art Gallery: Dottie Attie- thru
Nov. 2. Lecture and slide presentation
Thurs. Oct. 27, Herter 227 at 8:00pm
Nancy Spiro thru Nov. 2. Lecture and
slide presentation Tues. Nov. 1, SBA 120 at
8:00pm

Student Union Gallery thru Fri. Oct. 28.
A video installation by two young artists
from New York Kit Fitzgerald and John
Sanborn. Performance screening Fri. Oct.
28 at 7:30pm at the gallery.

CONCERT LISTINGS

OUTOFTOWNERS

Stomu Yamashta: October 27, Jazz
Workshop in Boston.
Southside Johnny & the Asbury Jukes;
October 27 29. Paradise Theater in Boston.'
Harold Melvin & the Bluenotes; October
21-20. Paul's Mall in Boston.
Linda Ronstadt; October 28, Hartford
Civic Center.

Chris Hillman; October 30, Paradise
Theater in Boston.

orover Washington; October 31-
vJovember 5, Paul's Mall in Boston.
^on Carter; November 16 Jazz
A/orkshop in Boston.
The New Brubeck Quartet; November 4
aymphony Hall in Boston.
Charles Mingus/Larry Coryell
\lovember 5, Paradise Theater in Boston
^hicago; November 8. Boston Garden
^harlie Daniels/Sanford-Townsend
Band/ Mark Earner; November 9 Spr-
nqfield Civic Center.
Keith Jarrett; November 10, Yale Univer-
sity in New Haven.

Keith Jarrett; November 11, Symphony
Hall, Boston.
Earth, Wind £f Fire; November 11, Sprin-
field Civic Center.
Average White Band/Tower of
Power/Brick; November 11, Hartford
Civic Center.

Queen; November 12, Boston Garden.
Ella Fitzgerald/Count Basie/Joe
Pass/Oscar Peterson; November 13,
Hartford Civic Center.
Queen; November 13, Springfield Civic
Center.

Joan Armatrading; November 15, Sym-
phony Hall in Boston.
Queen; November 16, New Haven Col-
iseum.

Maynard Ferguson; November 18,
Glastobury High School.
Jethro Tull November 19, Springfield
Civic Center.

Jethro Tull; November 28, Hartford Civic
Center.

Aerosmith/Styx; December 7-8, New
Haven Coliseum (rescheduled from Oc-
tober 24-25).

Kansas: December 11, Springfield Civic
Center.

The

(JAtflSS
Cnion Program Council in association wil h WML'fl

Presenis

Woody Shaw
concert ensemble

Friday Ocfober '28ih 8 pm admission $2 Hekeis:

at ihe Sludont (nion Ballroom ' '^' '^"" Musk, Backroom Records
s^_______^ ^ntl The Sound Room in Norlhampcon
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Hatch dives into GOP gubernatorial racemRIDGE, Mass. \AP] - With an si. v««r« a k, -.„.„.:__ _
^^ ^^ ^ m^^m M %M\^\^CAMBRIDGE, Mass. \AP\ ~ With an

angry snipe at a governor he says delivers
linle more than "inflated promises" House
Minority Leader Francis Hatch opened his
campaign for the Republican nomination for
governor Thursday.

Before a crowd of about 100 supporters,
the Beverly lawmaker, said, "I am here today
for one reason - to tell you that Michael
Dukakis should not be governor."
Hatch described the Democratic governoi

as "as rigid as this podium. He just doesn't
listen to people."

Hatch, 52, a member of the House since
1963, has been minority leader for the past

six years. Among those lending support at
the Thursday news conference was former
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge.
The minority leader criticized Dukakis for

failing "to provide the bold leadership he
promised.
"We are being taxed to death and talked

!? ..?®^.*" '^y ^^^'s governor, and we're all
disillusioned," he said. "Disillusioned by his
glib rhetoric which promised us 'the best
government Massachusetts has ever known'
and then gave us the worst automobile
insurance fiasco in the state's history

"

State government costs $600 million more
a year to run than it did three years ago

Hatch said.

"We are still losing jobs by the thousands
and businesses by the score," he added
'State government is dead in the water."
Hatch said Massachusetts citizens are

tired of "ripoffs" whether in welfare or in no-
show state jobs.

Hatch said he is in the GOP race to stay
even if he goes away from an informal party
convention May 6 without its endorsement.
He is expected to be opposed for the
Republican nomination by Middlesex County
Shenff John Buckley and Edward F. King
head of Citizens for Limited Taxation.
One of the state's leading Republicans,

former Ambassador to breat briiain, biiott
Richardson, has ruled himself out of the
contest.

Edward J. King, former director of the
Massachusetts Port Authority, announced
Tuesday for the Democratic nomination.

Hatch said he will stand on his voting
record on the issues of capital punishment
and abortion. He has consistently opposed
capital punishment and supports the rights
of poor women to have "the same options"
on abortion as women who can afford them.

Hatch became the second gubernatorial
hopeful to make an official announcement
this week.
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Advice sought on presidential selection
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass Presidential Search Com-
mittee will be on campus today to hear
suggestions from members of the University
community concerning ideas about a new
president. Current President Robert C. Wood
will resign as of January, 1978.

According to Lewis C. Mainzer of the
political science department, who has been
promoting the committee's visit by setting
up appointments, about seven of the 11
committee members will be present to obtain

opinions from various people todav from 230

CemeT*''
^ ^'^' '" '°°"^^ °^ ^^® Campus

The committee is composed of six
University trustees, three faculty members
(one from each UMass campus), and two
student trustees. The chairman of the
committee is Trustee Stephen G. Breyer
who will be present today.

Mainzer said, "A few individuals have
made appointments to see the committee
and also a few groups, including a student
group, a union group, a faculty consultative
committee from the faculty senate, and a
group of deans." He said that drop-ins are

Fac Senate won't yield

nsibilities to union

welcome, yet the schedule todav is
somewhat tiaht."

fr.r^lliSL'^ ly^u®^'
'^''^^^^^ °^ public affairs

for UMass-Amherst, said the committee
wants to get input from others on criteria"

for presidential candidates. The members
according to Melley, "are interested in whatpeople on this campus think is needed at thistime in terms of qualifications of a
president.

At the last board of trustees meeting inBoston on Oct. 5, there was much discussion
on the subject of criteria to be used in
deciding on a new president.
Many members of the board argued that

criteria should be settled before applications
are accepted; the search committee felt that
It should go ahead and accept applications
because, according to Breyer, much time
would be wasted in not considerating
nominations. Mainzer said the committee
has met "a couple of times" since the last
board meeting.

The committee will not onlv viqit thi.

people at the Boston and Worcester r;impuses. Breyer said the members w1 thTncompile the suggestions and takeXr^ mthe^trustees at the Nov. 2 b^ard m^^in^g^

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Terrence Burke, secretary of the Facuu,
Senate, said yesterday no items or
responsibilities handled by the faculty senate
will be yielded to the Faculty Union (MSP)
unless collective bargaining should require

them to do so.

The senate also passed a motion to allow

the Committee on Reorganization to make
an interim report on the problems of higher

education and outlined the progress and
future intentions of the rhetoric program
yesterday in its bimonthly meeting.

Burke replied to a written question as to

the role of the senate since faculty

unionization, saying that discretionary items
such as salary increases, academic calendar,
grievances and budget advice, previously
handled by the faculty senate, may be af-

fected by collective bargaining.

"The administration has refused to talk

with any other organization group but the
faculty union," Burke said, "so all the faculty

senate can do is sit back, speculate and
wait."

Chairman of MSP, Larry Roberts, said the
union would like to see the faculty senate
strengthened, particularly in academic
matters, but reminded the senate that the

Union was given a mandate to see that

certain things ought to be done differently.

"There are discretionary items the union
would want to bargain for," he said.

Stanley Young, chairman of the com-
mittee on Centralization Reorganization, said

the committee will make its own con-

siderations on reorganization of public higher
education having found the proposal by
Secretary of Educational Affairs, Paul Parks,
to be unacceptable. A copy of the com-
mittee's report will be sent to the Legislative
Commission on Reorganization which is
currently being established in the hopes of a
liaison with the commission.

Professor John Hunt, in an oral report said
the backlog in the rhetoric program will not
be eliminated in one year as previously
anticipated and will require $140,000 more
per year in funding. "Next semester there will
be 4, 150 students enrolled in rhetoric classes
creating 166 sections explained Hunt. "Only
105 sections are currently being funded
leaving 46 sections without any funds for
staffing."

Hunt said the eventual goal is to have an
all-freshman rhetoric program but over one-
third of entering transfer students have a
rhetonc deficiency. "We can't make rhetoric
a transfer requirement because the
University would lose too many students,"
Hunt said. "In the meantime we will en-
courage transfer students to take rhetoric
before they come and try to get the Deans to
take care of their own seniors."

The committee to evaluate the Chancellor

nS^'^."^
''' 2^-P^9« report, howlvenobody knows what it says because thereport is confidential. Professor Rothberacornmented the report is really an exerdse n

futility unless its information is shareT

TU«N TO PAGE 6

Prof. Dave Yancey, chairman of the rules committee and Prof. Terrence Burke
Secretary of the Faculty Senate, review some notes before yesterday's Faculty
Senate Meeting. (Staff Photo by Howard Barnstone)

A timely reminder.
The days are growing shorter, the

sunlight's on the run,
tho' it seems like only yesterday we were

basking in the sun.
The winter's chill is soon ahead, you know

It won't be long
before we're trudging thru the snow and

singing winter's song.
So remember as you gaze once more at

summertime's last flower,
to turn your clocks BACK this Saturday

eve, and sleep one extra hour.

Inside...

--A former UMass student was arrested on drug charges stemming

detTiiron^Pa^Va'^"''®"®'^
"Smoke-in" on Amherst Common. See

—The Dean, Associate Dean, and Assistant Dean of Students are all
out of town. So who's minding the Dean's store? See Paqe 2 to find
out.

Weather...

Skies will be largely witchy. A storm
will be brewing over the scarecrow's
head. Black cats expected to cross the
road. Chances of clouds most likely. Trick
or treat weather expected.

•M
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Green serves as Acting Dean of Students
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1977

By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

The Dean of Students, William Field, is out
of town today, and he was not in his office

yesterday Robert Daniels, Associate Dean of

Students is also out of town. And Janice
Wertz, Assistant Dean of Students, is out of

town too.

The chair in which Field normally sits is

being occupied by an attractive blond
woman who is under thirty years of age. Her
clothes could be worn by any stylish female
undergraduate. Rumors attesting to a
student take-over of one of the most im-

Ruth Green, Acting Dean of Students, looks up from her work just in time to be
caught by a Collegian camera. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

CC director concerned

with co-op services
By JAMES A BARBIERI
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center director yesterday
expressed concern that growth of the
student co-op system might conflict with
existing Campus Center services in the
future.

William Harris said, "I don't see, at this

time, any conflicts between the CC (Campus
Center) activities and the co-ops. What I do
worry about though, is if the co-ops try to
expand their services and a conflict

develops."

At least some co-op members say they feel

the administration is already anticipating that
day and has been harrassing them, most
recently with the possibility of charging them
rent for their Campus Center offices. Harris,

however, said, "I cannot foresee the
charging of rent to any of the RSO groups."

"Since the co-ops are doing such a good
business the CC administration is worried
about the possibility of the co-ops conflicting
with the centers profits from the ( University)
store and other CC services," said Debbie
Herrick, director of the stereo co-op on the
first floor on the Campus Center

Herrick helped sponsor a petition that was
signed by more than 3,000 students this

week calling for a written agreement be-

tween the co-ops and the Campus Center
administration that would eliminate the

possibilrty of rent being charged to the co-

ops.

Such an agreement is not needed accord-
ing to Harns, "as long as there is a mutual
trust between the students, the Board of
bovernors. the co-ops and the CC ad-
ministration."

But "a mutual trust is not sufficient
evidence," said Herrick, "that the co-ops
won't be pressured by the administration in

other way besides rent.
'

Armand "Bud" Demers, coordinator of all

Recognized Student Organizations, signed
the petition this week and said he feels that
charging rent to student co-ops would defeat
their purpose.

"It just wouldn't be right," he said, "since
the co-ops are student-run and work on a
break-even level." Making them pay rent
would force the co-ops to increase their

prices "and the whole idea or purpose of the
co-ops would be defeated."

The Campus Center Board of Governors
last night voted to return all rent money not
approved by the board to the UMass Student
Federal Credit Union (UMSFCU) within two
weeks. This will result in a rebate of no more
than $3 to the UMSFCU.

Notice
There will be an important meetmg for all

members of the Collegian's Campus Bureau
on Monday at 7 p.m. in the Collegian office.
Attendance is mandatory'
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portant administrative offices on campus
remain unfounded as the Collegian learned

yesterday that Ruth Green, assistant to Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert
Woodbury, has been appointed acting Dean
of Students for yesterday and today.

Field, who is currently attending the
National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators in Windsor Locks, Con-
necticut is expected back on Monday.

"This has never happened before," said
Green yesterday in reference to Field's

absence. "I'm onlv filling in because I offered
to help out for the two days, " she added
modestly.

Green said her actions in the office were
not an "accurate reflection" of a typical day
for the Dean of Students. She said she feels
her foremost priority lies in "picking up
things that have to have immediate attention
given to them."

Although Green will concentrate primarily
on "matters requiring immediate attention
until Monday, she will also be responsible for
the countless phone calls directed to the
Dean of Students daily. "Sometimes parents
call and want some reassurance or in-

formation." Green said

Most students with problems in areas such
as housing or academics are first referred to
the specific deans who may best attend to
student needs. Green must also receive
those students, who because of their off-
campus residence, must see the Dean of
Students to officially withdraw from the
University.

As Dean of Students, Green will also be
responsible for students with discipline

problems.

"There are incidents of grade forging or
acts of endangering behavior, " Green said.

"I'm concerned with acts that jeopardize the
safety of other students."

Staff members could not estimate the
number of students who enter the Dean of

Students office during the course of a day.

"Some come in when they are at the end of

their rope," Lillian Fishman, secretary to the
Dean of Students commented, "and others
come in here figuring they should start at the
top in solving their problems, and there are
also some who just wander in here by ac-
cident or some other reason." Fishman said
the office was "constantly busy" and that
some days there were "30 or 40 phone calls
alone."

Green's temporary position makes her the
highest ranking female official on campus
according to Jon Hite, Student Government
Association co- president. A Dean of Women
was though necessary during the days of the
sexually segregated residence halls.

However, in recent times, the positions of
Dean of Men and Dean of Women were
discarded in favor of a Dean of Students
responsible for the coordinated resident hall

system that incorporated within its

framework the dormitories, sororities, and
fraternities.

Off-campus residents with student
problems relevant to the University are also

under the guidance of the Dean of Students
office.

As Assistant to Vice-Chancellor Robert
Woodbury, Green said she "did not get a

chance to see many students" from her

office located on the third floor of Whitmore.
"I am learning a lot on the second floor" she
commented.

The woman with the soft voice and
sparkling eyes then rose from her chair to
receive a student who requested counseling.
As she closed the door behind herself and
the student, the phone rang in the office. A
student's mother called to ask that the dean
inform her son's teachers that he was in the
hospital in critical condition from a car ac
cident. The caller was reassured of prompt
action "And we will keep in touch," Fish-
man added.

She then wrote out a relating message for
the acting Dean of Students.

Second policeman

charged

with

larceny

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. \AP] - A nine-
year veteran of the police force has become
the second Northampton officer charged
with larceny in six weeks.

Luke J. Scanlon pleaded innocent
yesterday in Hampshire District Court to
charges that he stole $36,000 from Caldor's
Department Store late last December.

He was accused of breaking and entering
in the nighttime and larceny in a building.
Judge Luke Ryan set bail at $5,000 and
continued the case to Nov. 10.

In an apparently unrelated incident earlier

this fall, police officer Donald Roy was
charged with larceny and illegal sale of

weapons.

McBee addresses
PAUMA on union
By DAN MONTUORI

'

Collegian Staff

An address by Vice-Chancellor of Ad-
ministration and Finance James L. McBee
was the highlight of the second general
meeting of the Professional Association of
UMass-Amherst (PAUMA) yesterday.
McBee's speech included a discussion
regarding the newly formed Union of
Professional Employees. (UPEI

In addition to McBee's address Don
Lisnerski of PAUMA's Personnel Policy
Committee submitted general guidelines on
annual personnel evaluation procedures
prepared by the University Personnel Policy
Committee. Lisnerski explained that each
UMass campus is expected to draft specific
guidelines based on general guidelines, and
asked anyone with any imput concerning the
evaluation procedures to contact him.

Speaking on the topic of professiohal
unionization. McBee said he could work with
a union, or without one.

"There really isn't much of a difference
between the effectiveness of a union and the
effectiveness of a governance group,"
McBee said.

McBee expressed concern that the
creation of the Union of Professional Em-
ployees may have an unfavorable effect on
the review of the trustee's professional non-
academic staff policy currently being carried
on by the University Personnel Policy
Committee.

"The Union of Professional Employees
'muddies the water' in regards to the trustee
policy review," McBee said.

An area of major importance according to

PAUMA members is employee benefits,

particularly in the areas of employment
security, health care, and retirement plans.

One PAUMA member questioned the legality

of the state's current retirement plan, which
IS now in financial trouble.

Federal law stipulates that states must put
aside money for state retirennent plans, but
Massachusetts lacks the necessary funds to
do this.

McBee said he did not understand the
legal machinery involved, but said that he
was sure the state was handling the matter
legitimately.

Former student held

for pot possession
By JOAN FEENEY
and JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

A 28-year old former UMass student is

being arraigned this morning at North-
ampton District Court on drug charges after
he was arrested yesterday at the Amherst
Common where the canceled "smoke-in"
had been scheduled.

Another demonstration to protest the
state marijuana laws is scheduled for Sunday
afternoon, Nov. 13.

Amherst police yesterday said Jonathan
Nelms of West Hartford, Conn., was arrested
on charges of possession of a controlled
substance - a marijuana cigarette. Bail was
set for $50. Nelms withdrew from UMass last
spring.

Nelms was one of the few demonstrators
to show up at the common for the canceled
smoke-in, which was sponsored by the
Youth International Party (Yippies). The
Yippies had planned to distribute five pounds
of marijuana in 3,000 rolled cigarettes to
protesters at the common.

Yippie Russ Swan, of 326 Pierpont dor-
mitory, Wednesday withdrew his application
for the Yippies to assemble on the common
after being advised by an attorney of legal
implications involved with distributing
marijuana at a demonstration.

Swan originally applied for an assembly at
the common for a "great pumpkin party"
with live music.

Amherst police and Yippie volunteers
yesterday at noon were at the common to
disperse any would-be protesters who had
not heard the smoke-in had been canceled.
About 35 people, including TV media from
Springfield, came to the common and left.

No incidents, other than the arrest, oc-
curred, police said. Swan said he does not
know if Nelms is connected with the Yippies.

UMass freshman Joseph Gould, of 421
Patterson dormitory, yesterday applied to the
town for a protest assembly with speakers
and music at the common on Nov. 13.

The November assembly is being spon-
sored by the Five College Marijuana Protest
Committee, in which Gould is a member.
Gould last night declined to say whether

the committee plans to distribute marijuana
at the November assembly.

Gould said he is acquainted with Swan,
but declined to say if Swan is involved with
the November protest.

Swan, who earlier yesterday said he is

attending a "smoke-in" in New York City this
weekend, could not be reached for comment
last night.

Gould also declined to say who the
speakers, or what kind of music, would be at
the protest assembly.

A representative from SCER spoke to the group last night attending a meeting
held to discuss energy and its conservation.

Collpgi^

Jonathan Nelms of West Hartford. Conn, a former UMas& student, was tugged off
by Amherst policemen yesterday in the Amherst commons for allegedly possessing
marijuana.

University first level

to stop energy waste
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

A meeting on energy and its conservation
last night drew representation from the
btuaent center tor taucationai Hesearch
and the Coalition for Environmental Quality
as the problem of energy as relates to
federal, state, local, and University
organizations was discussed.

Participants decided by general consensus
that the most practical way to attack energy
waste was to start with the students. If the
students themselves did not wish to cut
down on energy waste, then University or
governmental organizations would be unable
to handle the problem at the University level.

There were many alternatives introduced,
on the student level, to cut down on the
excess use of energy. Among these were:
that meters be placed on residence halls and
all other University buildings in order to

establish which o ^ these are the worst energy
wasters; that insufficient or unworkable
thermostats, evicdently abundant in number,
be fixed; that all light switches be changed
to time switches; and that students become
aware of the "re^l" and "pressing" problem
of energy and d«D something about it.

To many stude nts, simple actions such as
turning off lights when leaving a room, are
too much to l> € contended with, both
organizations indicated. However, the excess
use of energy involves the students directly.

While conventior^al energy is running out,
students do not seem to realize that as
energy is wasted^ tuition rises accordingly,
the participants s~aid.

SCER and CEC] representatives said it

seemed strange thtat students were ready to
sympathize with issues which did not touch
them personally, but were hesitant to act
when the issue is> close at hand.

Credit Union iines result of growtli
By LAURIE WOOD
Collegian Staff

If you have ever stood in line at the UMass Student Federal
Credit Union (UMSFCU) anrf become distraught because it takes
longer to reach the teller than you have time to wait — don't place
the blame entirely on the Credit Union staff. The lines are partially

your fault, too.

The long lines, especially on Friday, can be attributed to the fact

that the Credit Union is the busiest bank in the Amherst area for

over-the-counter transactions, according to Peter L. Bloom,
UMSFCU president. Since there are at least 2000 transactions per
week, with a minimum of 500 taking place on Fridays, Bloom
suggests that members stop by on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday when lines are shortest.

Bloom says it is unusual for a credit union to have as many small

deposit and withdrawal transactions as the UMSFCU does, since
the purpose of most thrift institutions of this type is to accumulate
a large pool of deposits whose total will not fluctuate over a given
period of time.

"The members of a credit union are brought together through
an idea or a common bond," says Bloom. Generally, most credit

union depositors elect to build up their accounts and not withdraw
large amounts of money from them. But, since most members of

the UMSFCU are UMass students, who do not have appreciable
incomes, it is not possible for them to maintain a constant balance.

Despite the relatively small balances of depositors, the UM
SFCU has been able to award, "... almost $0.5 million in loans to

over 800 members in less than three years, " according to Bloom.
"Right now there are 260 loans outstanding which amount to

$145,000, and most of these loans were given to members who
could not obtain a loan elsewhere due to the fact that they were
students

"One hundred ot the loans awarded
throughout the past three years have been
new car loans averaging about $4000 each,"
Bloom added.
Bloom stressed that individuality is a key in

the process of considering loan applications.
The Credit Committee, whose function is to

UNIVERSITY
OF MASS.

Student Federal
Credit Uhion

study loan applications and award loans to

those deserving members, does so on a case
to case basis.

The seven- member committee must reach
a unanimous decision in granting or denying
a loan for each application that it reviews.

In addition to. granting loans to its

members and allovying $50 cash withdrawals,
the UMSFCU issues Travelers Checks and
sells money orders to both members and
non members on savings accounts, 5'-'? per
cent interest is compounded quarterly.

The UMSFCU is indirectly funded thro ugh the Student Senate.
For fiscal year 1976, the UMSFCU's first year of operation, about
$10,000 was received from the senate. TMeamount was increased
to $21,000 for FY 1977, but this year or* ly $1000 was requested.
Bloom says. The Credit Union is making a conscious effort to be
autonomous of any outside funding wi ihiri the next couple of
years.

In a document submitted to the Beared of Trustees in March
1975 by Peter Birnbaum, the first UMSFCU president, it is stated
that "Credit unions are usually supported by corporations or other
groups with a common bond...." In OLJr case we set up the
University Federal Credit Union Association... which is a
Recognized Student Organization. The Credit Union Association
became the sponsoring agency. This was done so that the credit
would not be tied to or subjected to any form of university wide
political gamesmanship."

The UMSFCU received its charter fr«Dm the National Credit
Union Administration in March of 1975^ and began operations
soon after in Campus Center 166.

The UMSFCU began with 18 members, a staff of 30 and only
two teller windows. The room was not large enough to ac
commodate any more tellers at one time. Cash was accepted from
members, but none was distributed to the an; transactions took the
form of checks and loans. There were also no computer hookups
which the UMSFCU had access to, so all transactions had to be
recorded by hand.

Despite this difficult beginning, 800 p«ople joined the Credit
Union that first year, with assets amounting to $135,000.

In August of 1976, the Credit Union moved i.pstairs to its

present location jn.the.§ludsatJjQLCia,ay-ifca..v?.Qj;^ .At the^saicg
time introduced an on line computer syste fv.^ro^ Intercontinental
Computer, Inc. based in Albany, New Y oik.. J
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Viewpoint
Viewpoint IS a column designed for our

readers to express their views on various
subjects. In this manner, the staff of Black
Affairs hopes to establish an open line of
communication between our readers and us.
Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs. All articles
must be typed.

By MARY E CUSTARD
Black Affairs Staff

As I look back, I recall with regret and
disdain the coldness and unfeeling that many
of us showed and are still showing towards
one another,

Everytime I get into a serious conversation
with someone (male and female), one of the
main subjects is the UMass grapevine. Now
we all know that the grapevine operates
anywhere, but it seems that the UMass
grapevine not only spreads rumors but
serves to create distant or non-existant
relationships among the brothers and sisters
here.

I'm not placing the blame on anyone in

particular, but there are those people who
besides spreading rumors help to create
thenx Some people have decided that if they
don't know your business, they will then
make up something about you. Ail of these,
he said, she said, and-or he's messing with,
she's messing with cliches have become
everyday occurrences'

People dislike each other without any
concrete reasons Between so many of the
sisters and brothers there are tensions
caused by the grapevine.
We have enough problems and pressures

without having to worry about a back-
stabbing brother or sister. The situation has
become ridiculous!

I can't offer any explanations on why a
person would like on someone else but I

hope this article will make you aware of the
problems arising as a result of these lies.

With all sincerity, I hope that we can and
will bring an end to this problem soon, for
our own sakes.

A male perspective:

Women 's Rights
By JAMES LEWIS
Assistant Editor of Black Affairs

In response, to the responses I received
about my article "Female Expression', I have
decided to furnish a clearer sense of what I

was talking about.
First, the point of my article was not to

suggest that women are the ones responsible
for this sick-sexist authority. It is men and the
male willed, male dominated society that
encourages the male supremacy ethic. If

there is to be any proper, true shaping of the
women's course, and place of being in this

society, it has to come primarily from
women. Men should help, but ultimately, and
initially, and essentially, it is women who will

direct the moves, and their status.

To the reply that women won't get power
unless men give it to them, I feel strongly
that women have much more power than
they realize, and with the right kinds of steps,

they could create the society that has their

ethic and protection laws. What's to prevent
sisterhood' Women have over half the vote!

They could vote women into office as well as
men. Women should hold the highest offices
in government. They should also get into

business, although that would be a little

harder to accomplish.
I doubt if I have racists, oppressive at-

titudes and I doubt if I would propagandize
anything sexist. If anything, my story was
exactly the opposite. Sexism thrive on male
dominancy Is it sexist for me to believe that

women should define themselves in society

and in their relationships? The only way to

keep man from messing up on women and
exploiting them is for women (as well as
men I to create an environment where men
know how serious rape is, wife beatinq is,

and how everything else is screwed up as
dictated by men about women. I get tired or

listening to male authorities on the women's
movement. In any relationship, the women
should never allow the man to control her life

so much that she keeps hidden her disgust
for the situation she feels stuck in. If a man
first thinks he can beat a woman, it will be
harder later to convince him of his fault.

I don't believe women have an "inherent
defect" which allows them to be treated in a
sexist way and I never even slightly

suggested that in my article. I see that it is

through the oppressive manipulation of the
male willed society that women are sub-
jugated the way they are, and it is by unifying
and demanding their change will they get
their change

I do believe women should express
themselves. I don't believe they should feel

they have to express themselves to "every
bastion of male supremacy" they encounter.

Picture of the Week: Craeman
Gethers, former UMass student will

be speaking Tuesday. November 1st

at 4:00 in Room 168 in the Campus
Center. This will be Craeman's

second visit to UMass since he was
incarcerated. Craeman along with
another UMass student. Earl Brown,
became controversial figures in the
much publicized incident at Mc-
Donald's on Route 9, in which they

were arrested and imprisoned for
allegedly robbing in August of 1974.
Earl Brown is currently out of prison,
but Craeman is still serving time.
Photo by Ed Cohen.

Third World women meet at 'X' Third World news
The Third World Women's Center

sponsored an informal social hour last

Sunday. The gathering, which was in the
Malcolm X Center was designed to acquaint
the Third World women of UMass to each
other.

The social hour served as a rap session for
ideas concerning Third World women. Those
who attended the gathering gave
suggestions on programs, workshops, and
activities they would like to see implemented
on and off the campus.

The social hour may not have been a

success in terms of attendance, there were
200 invitations sent out, but only 20-25
women were present. The Women's Center
feels that more active mer.ibers are needed in

order to make the Center successful. Though
invitations were extended to all Third World
women,' only black women attended.

Those who attended the social hour
seemed to enjoy themselves. Everyone there
agreed that a lot of beneficial things could
happen for the Third World community with
more participation.

Woody Shaw in concert at UMass
Woody Shaw, noted jazz trumpeter and

recording artist will perform at the UMass
Student Union Ballroom Friday, October
28th.

Appearing with Woody Shaw will be his

concert ensemble featuring Cater Jefferson
on tenor, Jimmy Vass on alto, Steve Turre
on trombone, Onaje Allan Gumbs on piano.
Cliff Houston on bass and Victor Lewis on
drums.
A veteran of the European jazz scene.

Woody Shaw's latest album. Live at tfie

Berliner Jazztage. reflects Europe's en
couragement of the avant-garde.

Strengthened and more creative because
of this influence. Woody Shaw and his

ensemble should provide an exciting

example of the kind of adventurous jazz
being experimented with by Shaw and his
other young contemporaries: Steve Lacey
and Anthony Braxton.

Tickets are $2.50 (general admission).
They are available at TIX (UMass Student

Union - across from Post Office). Also, they
are available in Amherst at Faces of Earth,
Backroom Records, and Sun Music, and the
Sound Room in Northampton.

This event is being sponsored by Union
Program Council in association with WMUA
Future events will include: A Halloween party
featuring Widespread Depression on Oc-
tober 31, and Bobby Hutchinson on
November 19.

Thoughts
Only nature can create true black and white,

everything else is a nnultitude of grays.

(author unknown)

LUTHER

media gets grants
MIAMI \UPI] - The executive board of

the World Press Freedom Committee an-
nounced Thursday approval of five grants
totaling $51 ,000 for Third World news media
projects.

The program, funded by private non-
governmental media contributions, also has
additional grant requests under con-
sideration, according to the program's
executive director, George Beebe of the
Miami Herald.

The fundraising effort is headed by Jack R.
Howard, chairman of the board of Scripps-
Howard Newspapers.
The grants, approved by the committee's

executive board, were:
- $20,000 to the University of Nairobi

Kenya School of Journalism for equipment
for a weekly laboratory newspaper and for
scholarships.

- $10,000 for organizing and conducting a
training school for print and broadcast
reporters in Trinidad.

- $10,000 to the International Press In-

stitute to help underwrite an African Seminar
on economic and financial reporting in

Nairobi.

- $6,000 to the Partners of the Americas
journalist exchange, a program now in its

12th year.

- $5,000 to the Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy of Medford, Mass., toward
holding a media conference at the University
of Cairo next April.

Beebe said additional requests under
consideration include those of the In-

ternational Press Institute, the Inter
American Press Association and the Press
Foundation of Asia.

Beebe also said a half-dozen American
newspapers have offered to donate used
equipment to Third World media. Several
newspapers which have asked for such
equipment are still handsetting type, he said.

By Brumsic Brandon Jr.
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Heterosexual women left in bind

jR RESTRICTED

"JSBk/MKa

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

The "sexual revolution" has left
heterosexual women in a bind If thevovercame their socialization and demand
fl''^^L^^^'^^^^^'°"' ^^®V ^"" »he risk of being
labeled nymphomaniacs." If they act in
accordance with society's concept of
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women and don't express the desire for
sexual satisfaction, they usually don't get itThen they are labeled "frigid."
The model of the "sexually liberated"woman shows her engaging uninhibitedly in

a wide variety of sexual activities, keeping
emotional ties with partners to a minimurri In
other words, she is now expected to adopt
traditional male sexual behaviors
A nationwide study of female sexuality

The H,te Report, Shere Hite, Dell, '76) ir^'
dicates this sexual model is neither realistic
nor physically and emotionally satisfying formany women. The socialization of Americanmen has left many unable to fully panicipate
in close, loving relationships. Encouragingwomen to become similarly crippled is not an
act of liberation.

The time has come for us to develop aview of female sexuality based not on myth
not on media images... but on the reality ofwornen s sexual experiences and feelings.
Shere Hite asked 3,000 women, ages 14 to

/B, about their sexual lives. Oven/vhelminglywomen wanted sex with emotion, not just
physical satisfaction. The worst sexual
experiences women reported were those in
which they felt they were being used as
objects, solely for the sexual satisfaction of
men.

Throughout f/je Hite Report, women
report that they often experience em-
barrassment about sexual activities they are
expected to engage in. They also report that
even when they indicate to their partners
what feels good to them, their preferences
are often ignored. It seems that the myth
persists that sexual satisfaction is less im-
portant to women then men.
Although the role of the orgasm in sex has

been glorified, it remains the realistic symbol
of physical satisfaction. Most women in Tfie
Hite Report said that they consider orgasm
art important part of their sex experiences
AIniost every woman who didn't orgasm
wished she did for a variety of reasons in-
cluding feeling "left out" or "cheated" and "

feeling "inadequate."

Many women said they stopped them-
selves from having orgasms because they
were afraid they would look funny, so great
IS their concern about their physical ap-
pearance. Most women who didn't orgasm
saw It as a defect in themselves they would
overcome if they weren't so "hung-up."

It IS a myth that orgasm is women's natural
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response to penetration by a penis. It is a fact
that female orgasm is triggered by clitoral
stimulation but experienced deeper in the
body. There is no such thing as a "vaginal
orgasm. Heterosexual intercourse alone
does not usually provide enough clitoral
stimulation to bring women to orgasm

Only 30 per cent of the women par-
ticipating in Mite's study could orgasm
regularly from intercourse without more
direct manual clitoral stimulation at the time
of orgasm. 95 per cent of the women who
said they masturbated (82 per cent of those
taking part in the study) reported having
orgasms easily and regularly through
masturbation. For decades we have been
labeling women who respond normally to
inadequate stimulation "frigid."
More women orgasm regularly from oral or

rrianual stimulation than from intercourse
Women report that their orgasms from these
activities are more intense than those ex-
perienced through intercourse. Yet
Americans consider to label these sexual
behaviors "unnatural" and "perverse

"

Many women report that if their partners
engage in these activities at all, it is only to
shorten the period of foreplay. If the only
reason a man will engage in a sexual activity
more pleasurable to his partner than in-
tercourse IS to "get in" sooner, we have to
question whether mutual pleasure is really
his goal.

Although most women have been brought
up not to masturbate, masturbation seems to
be the best way to learn orgasm. 94.5 per
cent of the women who reported that they
didn't masturbate never have orgasms at all
With masturbation, the problems of self-
consciousness and sexual pressure are gone.
Women can concentrate on their own

sensations and learn to please themselves If
they choose to have sexual relationships
they can teach their partners what feels good
to them. Most of the women in Hite's study
who had orgasms from intercourse played an
active part in reaching orgasms and did not
passively wait to receive them.

Most women who never masturbate or
orgasm aren't comfortable with their bodies.
Many of them won't even use tampons
because they don't wont to touch them-
selves. Again, it is negative feelings and
attitudes that are the problem. These women
have no physical defect that acts as a barrier
to orgasm.

These same negative attitudes women
learn from society affect most women to a
greater or lesser degree. Learning to like their
physical and sexual selves is a major step
towards the attainment of sexual satisfac-
tion. Women can learn to have orgasms.
What are some of the things that happen

in heterosexual sex relationships that
contribute to women's dissatisfaction? Lack
of open communication is a big problem.
Women are embarrassed to admit that

they are sexual beings, and ashamed to
indicate a preference for specific sexual
activities. They express their desires too
vaguely and their partners can't tell what
they really want.
Some women are afraid that if they

communicate their desires, their partners will
take this as a criticism and become angry or
hurt. Others fear that if they indicate a
preference for sexual activities that are less
enjoyable to their partners than other ac-
tivities, their partners will think they are
"demanding too much" and leave them.

(There is nothing too demanding about
asking for sexual satisfaction. It« is a woman's
right; not something her partner gives her if

he's feeling generous.)
Another problem created by the "sexual

revolution" is that of "pressure to perform".
For some couples, the woman's orgasm
becomes the focus of their sex lives.
Sometimes, because men have taken to
using women's orgasms to measure their
own sexual skill, this creates a "you're going
to come whether you want to or not" at-
mosphere...which is usually enough to insure
that the woman ^ffSesn't.

A woman's orgasm is for her own pleasure
*irst, her partner's gains from it should be
secondary. If this theory was already in
practice, women wouldn't resort to faking
orgasms.

Out of the 1664 women Hite asked about
faking orgasms, 567 said they faked them
currently. Another 318 said they "used to".
Major reason's given? Not wanting to have
sex but feeling pressured, wanting to "get it

over with", protecting partners' ego and not
wanting to appear "frigid."

It is important to note that many women
who faked orgasms did so because although
they thought they could enjoy sex with that
person, communication wasn't open and
their needs weren't being met.
Adequate sex education, open verbal and

non-verbal communication between partners
and a sincere mutual desire to please should
eliminate most of the sexual problems
described in Tfie Hite Report.

While studies and generalizations about
female sexuality can teach us a lot, every
woman is an individual with her own special
preferences and responses. The best answer
to Freud's question, 'what do women
want^ "

is.. .ask them.



Halloween...

Things get freakier than normal
fiy TERRY cm l/MO/iQ
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By TERRY COLUMBUS
Collegian Staff

Don't be alarmed this weekend if someone

ToT^^o:i
^°^ ^"' ^^^^ ' ^^^V may suck

no^r. ,t .^r ' '^^"'^' '""e^-citV sex deviant,nor s It a desperate vamp.re. It's Halloweeni
At UMass. there is a reason for being

* Faculty Senate

somewhat more freaky than normal this
weekend. Werewolves, witches and
chemistry majors will be among those at the
Campus Center Saturday night. Escorting
them will be invisible men, gila monsters
dodo birds and a special guest appearance
by the nuns" of Van Meter South (Central's
all female dorm).
Asked the famous question, "And what

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Professor Berlin, chairman of the com-
mittee, replied that although President Wood
has received a copy of the report, the real
influence is supposed to be on the personwho IS being evaluated. "We are confident
that Chancellor Bromery will take to heart
what he has seen."

Secretary Burke explained that the
evaluation, which was compiled from
questionnanes given to students, faculty and
administrators and the observations of the
committee, has the same type of privacy and
limit to distribution as does faculty and
administration evaluations.

of ^h?^^^^''.'
^""^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ol^ed the rightof the faculty senate to continue its

evaluation of administrators.

Associate Provost Vere Chapped, speaking
tor Puryear who was not present, told the
senate that he expects that it will take 12
months to complete the development of his
long-range plan. "No further steps can be
taken, said Chappell, "until the Board of
Trustees plans a timetable for the plan's
framework."
Chairman of the Program and Budget

Council, Harvey Kline, who has been having
trouble getting information on the budget
said he was informed by the Chancellor that
certain kinds of information such as names
and salanes of faculty are off-limits.

kT^Tc^'xI^.® '^^^ ^^^ ^°' information sent
by OBIS (Office of Budget and Institutional
btudies)to the trustees and any information,
the Provost sends to the Dena4'1sfcid KUne.l
The problem is, we don't know what in-'

formation is sent."

will you be tor Halloween?" Some of the
various responses were: "Wonder Woman",
"A Pub Mug,"; I'm not going to be"'
"Mar:5aret Mead"; "Groucho"; "A ride
needed to New York"; and a "jelly bean".

Other means of merriment for this coming
weekend include The Pub in Amherst, which
will be holding its annual Halloween party on
Sunday night. There will be a $25 cash
reward to the person with the best costume
and free t-shirts will be given to the first 50
people wearing costumes.
So listen all you introverts, dress up as

something other than a turtle and have a
good time! II!
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BOG has hard time
getting CC audits
By PAULA L. QUEUILLON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of
Governors has had a difficult time gaining
access to the audit of the Campus Center
for fiscal year 1976, completed July 8
1977, according to Michael Pill Co-
chairperson of the board.

According to Pill, William L. Harris was
reluctant to allow the BOG to review the
audit because it would interfere with the
privacy of the client. Pill said students
pay for this auditing service.
The audit contains a qualified opinion

which means the auditors cannot ac-
count or approve of all aspects of the
financial records, and cannot pin down
the "cost of goods sold," said Pill.

"What happened to several thousand
dollars of Campus Center Trust fund
money?" Pill asked.
The auditors cannot now determine

whether the Campus Center has lost or
made money for the fiscal year of 1976
Pill said.

The BOG indicated that it did not
blame Harris for the audit results. "Harris
inherited a mess that he did not create

"

Pill said.

In other business, a position statement
on promotions within the campus center,
which states that two professional staff
persons were given promotions in
violation of affirmative action
requirements, was unanimously ap-
proved by the BOG. The board agreed
that l^both positions were granted un-
justly" and condemned this type of
practice in the future.

The Campus Center assistant director
and university conference services
manager received promotions with new
job descriptions, according to the
position statement. This violates af-
firmative action requirements because
there was no internal review to find
qualified women and minorities for the
position, according to the survey.

The move of the Student Video Project
from Student Union 407-409 to the
Commuter Lounge was also approved by
the BOG. The typing room will be moved
to Student Union 407-409.

A maximum of $770.00 will be
allocated for the purchase of furniture for
the Student Organizing Project, the
bicycle co-op, and the stereo co-op.

Thurs.. Fri.. Sat., Sun.
Oct. 27-30
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NE dorms get $175
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area dorms will each be
receiving $175, thanks to a vote by Northeast
Area Government representatives.
NEAG Treasurer Jeffrey Shapiro said the

allocation of funds to the dorms was
traditional with previous Northeast and
Sylvan area governments. Both Shapiro and
Budget Comminee member Bob Fraser
strongly suggested the funds be used for
area functions although they noted the
dorms could not be forced to do so.

Prior to the vote, the question of alter-
natives to the flat allocations was brought up
by NEAG Co-president Diane Lauircella.
Among the alternatives mentioned were
NEAG loans, a policy discussed earlier in the
meeting. It was the consensus of most
representatives that dorm residents wanted
the allocation.

The representatives also discussed a
proposal for a NEAG loan policy, presented
by Budget Commitee member Bill

McElhiney.

Provisions of the policy include the
requirement that loans granted not exceed
50 per cent of the total estimated expenses
for the event. McElhiney explained that this
provision was to insure the dorm requesting
the loan would pay at least half the costs of
the event. McElhiney said, "If we give you 75
per cent of the money, your collateral is less
than the total cost."
The policy is designed to insure that other

group treasurers will work closely with the
NEAG treasurer. One provision states the
NEAG treasurer will at the end of the year
submit a list of those groups with unpaid
loans to the new treasurer.

The policy states that loans will be granted
to any group who will invest the loan in amoney making proposal. Also, the loan must
be paid back before the group receives any
of the profits.

Co- president Dave Goodhue told the
representatives that although groups cannot
legally be forced to pay back the loans, those
groups that do not would be considered bad
risks for another loan.

GRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS -

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RECRUITING VISITATION -

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. SYRACUSE. NY

The School of Management
of Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY,
will be interviewing interestecJ applicants
for their Graduate Studies Programs on

Wednesday
, November 2

9:00AM . 4:30PM

For further information and appointment.
please contact the Placement/
Career Services office on your campus.
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LADIES FREE" TIL 10
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Prize for the best costume
. First 25 people free glass of champagne
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Sweetest air! on campus.
Called contest greotest thFng sir.ce her beagle had pups

Blue eyes, blonde and what a beauty! During ceremony ride Ground stodium,

distracted driver ran inro goal post. Condi drinks Lite Beer from Miller because It's less filling.

Can't afford to get filled up. You guessed it, she's also o cheerleader.

Spends spore time in Atlantic City practicing runway walk.

Lite Seer front Miller.
Everything you a»woys wanted in a beer. And less.
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First lady Rosalynn Carter ar>d her daughter Amy adjust the mask of one of the

UN.rrP^r
'""'°'' '° 1^' ^^''^ "°"'^ ^^° ^«'P«^ ^° '«""<=^^ »he Trick or Treat forUNICEF Campaign this halloween.

Anita Bryant claims

to have been persecuted
M/AM/ lUPI] - Anita Bryant said

yesterday that if citrus officials are going to
"persecute" and "crucify" her because of
h«ranti-iio.-iiosexual stand, they should get it

over with and leave her in peace.
"I am clearly a victim of religious per-

secution, and this is another evidence of
religious decay in America," Miss Bryant said
in response to remarks by a citrus official that
she would eventually be replaced as the chief
promoter of Florida orange juice.
"There are those forces in this country

who through boycotts and influencing of
some of the staff of the Department of
Citrus, want me fired only because I took a
stand as a concerned citizen and for the
protection of my four children," Miss Bryant
said.

"I'm sick and tired of being put on the
cross continually. If they want to fire me, let
them do it now and give me peace."
Edward A. Taylor, executive director of the

state Department of Citrus, had told a
growers' meeting Wednesday night that the
citrus message might be lost on television
viewers who associate Miss Bryant with aav
rights. ^ ^

"That's no way to sell orange juice,"
Taylor said.

Miss Bryant's television commercials have
been the Florida Citrus Commission's main
promotion for 10 years, but Taylor said some
changes will be needed in the "foreseeable
future.

'

Taylor said a de-emphasis on Miss Bryant
would bring some new faces to citrus
commercials, includin conductor Arthur
Fiedler and ice skater Peggy Fleming, both ofwhom have already prepared ads.

Taylor has no direct say over Miss Bryant's
contract with the citrus commission which
runs through August, and Commission
Lhairman Dan Richardson said the group has
no plans to curtail Miss Bryant's com-
mercials.

He said her contract, which lasts through
August 1978, won't be discussed until next
year.

Flonda Gov. Reubin Askew had supported
Miss Bryant's drive against a county gay
rights ordinance in the Miami area, but he
refused to intercede yesterday.
"I have tremendous respect for Antia
Bryant and think she is a fine person

"
Askew said. But he added that any decision
on her future would be economic not
personal.

Marion family pays ransom
SHERBROOKE, Que. \UPI] - The family

of kidnapped banker Charles Marion has paid
a $50,000 ransom demanded for his release
from 83 days captivity, but there was still no
word yesterday on the fate of the missing
executive.

Marion's son, Pierre, delivered the ransom
in a transparent plastic bag crammed with
used $10 and $20 bills about 9 p.m. EDT
Wednesday on a lonely road 25 miles outside
the city.

"I have absolutely no comment at this
time," Pierre Marion told reporters who
contacted him at the family home Thursday.
The kidnappers threatened to execute the

banker if the ransom was not paid by mid-
night Tuesday, but sources said the Marion
family was not overly concerned by the delay
in his release. His captors said he would be
freed anywhere between three and 24 hours
after the ransom payment
A recent letter from the 57 year- old credit

manager with the Caisse Populaire de
Sherbrooke Est advised his family not to
worry if he were not released immediately.

"I will be placed -in a spot where I can
make a telephone call," he said.

At an early morning news conference,
Quebec Police Force spokesman Andre

Dugas said Marion made the drop along with
an unidentified friend and police bodyguard
Yvon Fourgeon.

He could not confirm reports that four
men made the pickup.

Amtrak makes plans
to sell used railroad cars

FRIDAY OCTOBER 28 1977

Energy needs in N.E. cited as critical

!Coilegiaj2 9

WASHINGTON \AP] - For a mere $4,000
or so, you can have your very own railroad
car, and not a model size, either. But getting
it home is your problem.
Amtrak plans a sale next month on used

railroad cars. It's letting 170 of its vintage
passenger cars of all types, including
sleepers, coaches and diners go to the
highest bidder.

the collection includes diners with wood-
burning stoves, round-end observation cars
and dome sightseeing cars Most are more
than 25 years old and have seen millions of
miles of service on trains both famous and
obscure.

The surplus cars are stored and will be sold
at rail yards in Oakland; Seattle; New
Orleans; Chicago, Los Angeles; St. Peter-
sburg, Fla; Topeka, Kan.; New Haven, Conn •

and Minneapolis St. Paul.
Most of the sale goods are in good con-

dition. But a few were damaged in accidents
and probably will be bid by scrap dealers

'

An Amtrak spokesman estimated
yesterday that bids for most of the cars
would average between $4,000 and $4 500
with the scrap cars going for much less.

But for the real plus, the unique cars like

^o^"^^ °"®^' ^^® P'''^e might go as high
as $25,000," he said.

Who buys old railroad cars? The
spokesman said potential bidders 'nclude
wealthy railroad buffs, collectors of train cars
and owners of restaurants with a railroad
motif.

He mentioned George Pins, a New York
City attorney who has remodeled one old car
and uses it to travel around the country by
tagging on to regularly scheduled trains

Larry Battley of Arlington, Va., a former
Amtrak employee, rents out a plush railroad
car for groups to ride to Florida or wherever
they desire.

"Some people fix them up and live in them
or use them as a recreation home " the
Amtrak spokesman said.

AUGUSTA, Maine [UPf] - New
England's need for new energy sources is
"the most critical in the nation" because the
region's economy will be ruined if they are
not developed, the regional head of the new
U.S. Department of Energy said yesterday.
"We have to come up with the energy

equivalent of roughly 210 million barrels of oil
annually by 1985 to stay in place," Robert
Mitchell said in a telephone interview from
his Boston office. "Any action we do not
take means incremental addition to our
present dependence on oil."

"New England's need for developing these
alternate sources is the most critical in the
nation. If we don't take action our economic
viability and competitive position in national
and world markets will erode," he said. "We
will remove ourselves from everything except
service industries. I don't think we can fly
that way. We have to take action."

Mitchell said his office has prepared a plan
to come up with the 210 million barrel
equivalency, but "it will take hard decisions
and commitments in the public sector and
private sector before action can be taken."
He said New England's economic viability

depends on not becoming any more
dependent upon petroleum products. The
region is now 65 per cent dependent on
petroleum for energy, and this is a major
factor in New England's energy costs being
45 per cent higher than the rest of the nation,
he said.

Mitchell said his department's plans for
developing alternate energy sources include:
- Using conservation measures to save

the equivalent of 97 million barrels of oil;

- Constructing six nuclear power plants to
produce the equivalent of 66 million barrels
of oil;

- Converting oil-fired electrical generating

plants to coal where it wouldn't produce air
pollution problems to generate the
equivalent of 25 million barrels of oil;

-Developing the use of wood as an
energy source to produce the equivalent of
21 million barrels of oil and,
- Installing 200,000 solar heating units in

new and older homes to generate the
equivalent of 1.4 million barrels of oil.

"What we have planned is achievable if we
take action," Mitchell said. "6ut we don't
have the luxury of sitting down and taking
choices on which alternatives we will use.

New England has to take action on all
fronts.

He said his department is waiting for the
passage of a national energy policy before
attempting to involve the region in alternate
energy source development.

"The first thing we need is a national
energy policy. Right now it is confusing as to
what the policy will be," he said.

"We are holding off until a national energy
plan IS adopted so potential investors will
know the environment they are investing in."
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Harvard scientists study
'laughing gas' in rivers^
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BOSTON [UP/] - A team of scientists are
studying the polluted Merrimack and
Potomac Rivers to see how much nitrous
oxide or laughing gas is rising from the
waters.

The team - Drs. Michael McElroy and
Stephen Wofsy from Harvard University and
Dr. Charles Kolb from Aerodyne Research in
Bedford, Mass., chose the two rivers for
study because they are large rivers,
downstream from sewage plants.

It is believed that the amount of nitrous
oxide released into the atmosphere plays an
important part in controlling how much
ozone gas remains afloat in the stratosphere.
The ozone layer screens out many of the
sun's deadly ultra-violet rays.

They have found the Merrimack River is

producing two to four times as much
laughing gas from the sewage than it would,
if it dissolved the oxide from the air.

A more severe case is the Potomac River
in Washington where the treated sewage

from more than 2 million people is being
dumped into the river at one place. "Down
stream we find as much as ten times more
nitrous oxide than would be there if it were
merely dissolved from the air," Kolb said.

It's still too soon to say something definite
about the danger to the ozone layer, but over
the years, scientists have warned that man
may be destroying this shield.

The doctors say if the ozone layer is
significantly thinned out, with the increase in
use of nitrogen - rich fertilizers a factor, it

could cause a skin cancer threat, especially
to Caucasians.

Kolb says there is no real danger that
people will go around giggling or laughing.
The danger is when the nitrous oxide moves
to the upper atmosphere and a small per-
centage undergoes a chemical reaction that
turns It into nitric oxide, the chemical that
destroys the ozone.

'Stepping Out Gang'
jailed after capture
PR/CHARD, Ala. \AP] - Three young

men took up the names - and traveling
habits - of such Depression-era gangsters
as Clyde Barrow and C.W. Moss in pulling
off some 50 robberies in a dozen states,
police said yesterday. They planned to put
their exploits in a book.

A.G. Hildreth, police chief in this south-
western Alabama town, said the three were
taken into custody near the Florida state line
earlier this week. Unlike their Depression-era
gangster idols, the young men surrendered
peacefully and used only a pellet gun and
fake rifle in their robberies, Hildreth said.

The men - along with two Mississippi
girls still being sought known as "Ma
Barker" and "Bonnie Parker" - referred to
themselves collectively as "The Stepping-
Out Gang," Hildreth said.

The men, arrested Monday night, were
identified as Howard Patrick Hagan, 17, of
Kissimmee, Fla.; Anthony Artimus Sullivan
of Columbus, Miss., 21; and a 16-year-old
from Kissimmee whose name was withheld.
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Hildreth said the men had a diary in their

possession when captured which referred to

Sullivan as "Clyde Barrow," Hagan as 'C.W.
Moss, " one of the girls as Bonnie Parker"

and the other as "Ma Barker ", and the
juvenile male as ""Pretty Boy Floyd.'"

Hildreth saia a diary told of robberies in

about a dozen states, mostly m the

Southeast and Midwest, creating a traveling

crime wave similar to that of Bonnie and
Clyde. "We are verifying them," he said.

"We've probably verified 50 robberies."

He declined to give specifics of the in-

dividual crimes, but said one was the robbery
of a church congregation.

The three intended to write a book about
their experiences, Hildreth said. "That was
the purpose of keeping the log," he said.

He said Hagan and Sullivan were charged
with robbery and were being held in the
Prichard City jail pending bond hearings

Friday. The juvenile was in a youth detention

center without bond, he said.

All three, he said, "look like normal ap-

pearing teen-agers." He said it wasn't clear

why they adopted such names as Bonnie and
Clyde, robbers whose cross-country crime

wave has been portrayed in movies.

J. Earl Ray

again

his innocence
WARTBURG, Tenn. [UPf] - James Earl

Ray told a jury yesterday he escaped from a
Tennessee prison June 10 because he
thought that was tne only way he could win
a new trial in the assassination of Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Ray testified in his own defense at his trial

on escape charges that could add up to five
years to the 99-year sentence he received
after pleading guilty to the 1968 sniper
slaying of King.

"It was my intention after I was out a
couple of months to get in touch with the
U.S. Attorney General, Griffin Bell, to
arrange for a trial in the King case," the 49-
year-old Ray said.

- Defense and prosecuting attorneys
concluded final arguments yesterday af-

ternoon, and the case was expected to go to
the nine-man, three-women jury later in the
day.

Circuit Judge Lee Asbury earlier refused a
bid by Ray's lawyers to turn the escape trial

into a full-blown hearing on the King
assassination. Asbury said the issues must
be confined to Ray's escape from Brushy
Mountain State. Prison at neart)v Petros.

IT
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Triage

at UMass
hol)mcli«i

Ghostly warning

to 'Almond Joy'

kevin knobloch

Almond Joy turned his padded swivel

chair to face his confectionary foreman.
"Your children's dentist bills are the least

of my concerns, Puckers," Joy spat in

disgust. "This is a candy factory, not a

children's health center. Request for a raise

denied."

Puckers turned towards the door in

silence.

"One more thing. Puckers," Joy stopped
him. "I want you to work tomorrow
evening."

"B-b-but, sir," the young foreman said.

"Tomorrow is Halloween ... the children,

sir!"

"I'll have none of this whining in my
shop," Joy said. "Now get out of here before
I send you back to counting rat hairs!"

Almond Joy left for home, as always, by
the side door. This time, however, a sharp
chill ran up his spine, causing him to pause in

his steps. A transparent ghostly figure,

glowing softly against the darkness of the
evening, floated to Joy's side.

"Who ... who are you?" the candy
executive stammered.

"I am the ghost of Halloween past," the
spirit said, forcing a smile that revealed a

toothless grin. "Halloween is not as it was
intended and you are to blame. Como with
me and see."

Together, Joy and the ghost companion
traveled backwards in time. They arrived at a

large office building and entereid a meeting
room filled with middle-aged men in business
suits. A small boy, sucking on a Sugar
Daddy, sat quietly in a corner.

"Look carefully," the ghost instructed,

"You were too young to remember this day
when your father, Peter, and your uncle,

Paul, planned the future of Halloween.
Listen."

"I think you gentlemen from the American
Dental Association will agree with my
brother and our associates," Almond Sr. said

as he mentioned towards executives from
Nestles. Nepco and Beech-Nut, "that a

holiday designed to distribute our con-
fectionary products to young children once a

year should provide a guaranteed annual
revenue for us all."

As Joy and the ghost looked on un-
noticed, the executives and dentists nodded
their heads, smiled and shook hands. It was a

deal. Joy wanted to shout congratulations to

the enterprising capitalists, but he was led

away to a new scene by yet another spirit.

"I am your new guide, the ghost of

Halloween present," the acne-covered
phantom said. "Look and see your son."

Joy turned to see his young son, Hershey,
preparing for an evening of Halloween fun
with his friends.

"Watch," the ghost said, "as your son,

innocently disguised in a made - to - fall -

apart in one wearing Dracula costume
treated with tris, schemes with his com-
patriots how to make Halloween a living hell

for the unfortunates who cross his path this

night."

"The pharmacist wouldn't sell me the rat

poison," Hershey told his buddies. "Good
thing my Dad had all those extra razor

blades."

The boys were busily inserting the blades
into apples for distribution later that evening.
As Joey looked on, admiring his son's
technique, Hershey began to fill plastic bags
with hair remover. The neighborhood cry
baby, Ruth, as all the boys knew, was the
destined target of the Nair bombs.

Suddenly, the chilled feeling left Joy's
body and he felt a warm hand on his

shoulder.

"I am the ghost of Halloween future," the
new apparition said cheerfully. "I will show

you what this holiday will be like after your
death. Come."
The pair entered the home of Pucker, the

foreman at the candy plant. Viewing the
scene before them, it was clear to Joy that
Pucker was having the neighborhood
children in for a party. The children were
dressed in homemade costumes and
clustered in giggling groups, playing games
or eating home-made goodies laid out on the
kitchen table. Absent from the scene, Joy
noticed, was processed sweets of any type.
"B-but it's impossible," Joy said. "Why,

their bobbing for apples with no fear of razor
blades ... and all the children have perfect
smiles!"

"See how it can be ...
" the ghost began.

"Stop, stop!" Joy shouted. "Take me
away from all this. I'l' repent. I swear I'll

repent. I don't want it to come to thisl"

Joy buried his face in his hands and let out
loud sobs. A moment later the ghost had
disappeared and Joy found himself in his

office at the plant. He quickly dialed Pucker's
number.

"Puckers, the raise is yours!" Joy cried.

'Please, buy your children anything they
want ... just make their lives sweet again!"

Kevin Knobloch is a Collegian ghost writer.

When Henry Kissinger was in power, he
proposed that the US should halt all aid to

the very poorest countries. He rationalized

his decision by claiming that the US could

not help all the underdeveloped nations and
should therefore aid only those nations

which appear to be improving their situation

and which could benefit most from our

assistance. The very poorest nations were
not even developed enough to be able to use

our aid properly, Kissinger said, so any help

we might give them could be better applied

elsewhere. This policy is called triage.

When the number of soldiers and civilians

maimed and wounded in battle is so great

that there are not enough medical personnel

and supplies to treat them all, the doctors

must decide who will be treated and live and
who will be left to die. In this situation those

most likely to benefit from treatment get it at

the expense of everyone else, even if others

are in more desperate need of attention. This

policy is also called triage.

Triage, then, is a policy under which the
rich and healthy justify ignoring the needs of

some of the poor and sick. This shouldn't
surprise anyone old enough to read a
newspaper, but I must confess to being
caught off-guard when I discovered that the
UMass clinic has a triage department. I

realize that the University has its share of

problems, but I'm not quite ready to

characterize this campus as a battlefield or
an underdeveloped nation.

The term is quite appropriate, hovyever, as
I found out last week. Having felt

progressively worse for several days I

staggered into the clinic Tuesday evening,
desiring to be assured that the miracles of
modern pharmacology would have me
feeling better in no time. But it seemed that

because most of the staff had left at five

o'clock, the supply of medical personnel
could not meet the demand, and because
others could benefit more from treatment
than could I, I would have to wait until

tomorrow.

I wondered why I couldn't get sick bet-

ween nine and five like everyone else and left

muttering deleriously about a student union.

I remember thinking if I got much worse the

only thing missing would be me.

On Friday I came back in the middle of the

day, filled out the same forms as Thursday

and made an appointment to be seen on

Monday because I couldn't afford to wait

two hours right then. I returned on Monday
at the appointed time, filled out the same
forms as on Thursday and Friday and was
finally examined by a sympathetic and
competent nurse.

Of course I was now feeling much better

and was thrilled to be informed that although

I had had a virus and fever, all that was gone
now and only a mere cold was left. Like any
self respecting American should have, I had

gotten better all by myself, with no help from
a taxpayer-subsidized hospital. I was so

proud of myself that I had an almost un-

controllable urge to rush out and join the

Republican party.

If I were a cynic, I would be inclined to

believe that the clinic treats people in this

wav in the hope that they will get

discouraged and not return, or go elsewhere

for attention, or get better while they are

waiting.

Of course this is absurd, but the really

absurd aspect to this whole situation is I

can t really get mad at anybody. The people

at the clinic are, I assume, as competent and
dedicated as anyone else, but (surprise) they

are underfinanced relative to the task they

are asked to do.

Inadequate funding is a fact of life here,

and I have isolated the clinic not because I

want to attack it, but because it best

highlights a University-wide ailment. We are

so used to cramp)ed living conditions,

unappetizing mt lis, crowded courses and a

feeling of powerlessness that we often tend

to treat them as jokes. Laughing eases the

pain, as long as the source of pain is outside

of us.

But it is hard to laugh when the pain is

inside. No one can deny that the state has
limited resources and can't provide us with

everything we might like. But it can be
argued that the state shouldn't allocate its

resources by the triage principle. When the

wealthy and powerful decide who must go
withoux, it is seldom their belts which get

tightened.

When it is Michael Dukakis wielding the

mpat-cleaver, it follows logically that those
whose necks get chopped are the sick, the

old, the retarded, the unemployed and those
students whose economic background
imoells them to seek public rather than
private higher education.

When resources are scarce it is always
those who have the least who are forced to

suffer further. We all know how the triage

principle has contributed in recent years to

the deterioration of our University. And we
can't prevent this principle from being ap-

plied to us unless we come up with some
type of countervailing power.

So perhaps my delirious mumbling about a

student union wasn't so crazy as I thought.

Bob Melia 's column appears Fridays in the

Collegian.
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A Marxist point of view

on capitalism

Stephen Mathieu's "I LOVE
CAPITALISM" demands a reply from the
other side. I am not talking about liberals, but
about those of us he calls "socialists,

commies, marxists," "anti-capitalists",

"leftists", and yes, often "hypocrites" too. I

speak for probably all of my Marxist

colleagues on campus as being not only

offended by Mathieu's distortions, but

downright embarrassed that such an article

appeared in a University paper. Mr.

Mathieu's ideas about capitalism have not

progressed much farther than Webster's
Collegiate Dictionary and his fond childhood

memories of being "bribed" by his parents to

be a nice boy.

Mathieu's definition of capitalism avoids

the driving force in the whole system:

PROFIT. Profit and nothing else but profit

keeps capitalism moving, and corporations

produce and sell ONLY what makes a profit,

and not what serves human needs.

Capitalism wasn't all bad, though. Even old

Karl Marx gave capitalism its dues: it did

indeed develop society back in the 19th

century. And yes, there WAS free com-
petition of a sort, and firms did try to build a

better mousetrap, but ONLY to make a

profit. I'm sorry to give Mr. Mathieu the bad
news, but those days are now over. In any
major branch of our economy, only 3 or 4
firms dominate the market; you name it, from
cars, to soap powder, to calculators, to blue

jeans to hamburgers, and heaven forbid the

goddamn phone company he is so proud of,

which is a monopoly. And yes, I suppose that

when I go into Stop-and-Shop and see not

just one but five kinds of deodorant, or when
Detroit can offer me a car with or without a

vinyl top, I say to niyself; "Isn't capitalism

great. All this CHOICE!". No, Mr. Mathieu,

not even Ralph Nader will bring back the

Mom and Pop Candy Store days. That stuff

will be left to the fellows selling the Gary
Gilmore T-shirts.

However, the real crunch comes when
profit takes preference over everything else
in society: US Steel just laid off 5000
workers. Zenith moved to Taiwan, inflation

goes up faster than wages; Blacks, white
males, and women are competing with each
other for the jobs "offered to them" by the
capitalists. You and I and most of the readers
of this newspaper are scared stiff about
where (or if!) we will get jobs when we leave
UMass. Some of us have been made so sick
that instead of helping each other we are
cheating on exams just to "get ahead".

When students don't trust each other, when
you fear the person next to you cause he-she
might get a higher grade than you, THIS IS

ALSO CAPITALISM.

Mr. Mathieu's article makes some
mistaken assumptions about human nature
and the history of capitalism. Any student

who passed Introductory Anthropology or

Introductory Economics will tell you that

capitalism is not human nature, that in fact,

for 99 per cent of human history, we have
existed without dog-eat-dog competition.

Hunting and gathering or growing our food,

we shared the wealth. If one starved we all

starved. Mass starvation, disease, racism,

slums, unemployment, and poverty (in the

midst of wealth] are not age old, but brought
on by capitalism. Take a look at all these

underdeveloped countries you condemn, Mr.

Mathieu, and notice that they are all former
(or current) colonies of European or

American powers, and that these poverty

stricken countries supplied us with gold, with

slaves, with tie, copper, you name it, until we
bled them dry. Our "good life" is built on
THEIR BACKS, and the struggles in Asia,

Africa and Latin America, and in our own
country, are making us realize the fact,

whether we want to or not. Why are all these

countries so underdeveloped? Why the

poverty, the slums, the overpopulation? Why
is India, or for that matter, Puerto-Rico with

its oil refineries and mineral deposits and tax

free havens for US corporations, a basket

case? Is it just laziness, is that it? Or bad luck?

Or climate? Or lack of the "free enterprise

spirit?" No it isn't, the conditions in these

underdeveloped countries are part and parcel

of capitalism too; they are the dark side.

I suggest that Mr. Mathieu forget about
commies for a minute and take a good luck
(and a critical look) at the socialist countries.

What have Cuba, China, the East European
states, and the USSR done to alleviate the
problems of capitalism? Most authors, even
the most conservative, will admit that in

these countries there is virtually NO inflation,

NO unemployment, NO Beggars, NO crime
in the streets, CHEAP public housing, FREE
medical care, and FREE education (including

University). Aren't these the REAL human
rights. Only after this can you really talk

about life, liberty and "pursuit of happiness".
Also, believe it or not, you'll find more
political debate going on than you think.

(You're right, it's far from Utopia, as any
honest Marxist must admit).

In the meantime, we are educating
students who will join the ranks of the
unemployed. Steel factories in Ohio sit idle

while steel workers want to work. Why aren't

they working? Don't we need steel? Profit.

The steel companies can't make enough
profit. Well, that's too bad, so Carter gives
the workers 13 weeks extra food stamps.
There just might be another solution to this

- just nationalize the factories from the
corporations, put the steel workers back to
work and they will produce what's necessary
and not just what's profitable. After that, we
might even produce a nonpolluting car that
lasts 20 years! GM could never do that, they
would go bankrupt, but a socialist society
could.

All this sounds like propoganda, right?

Well it is, just like the "I Love Capitalism"
column. I would ask Mr. Mathieu (or you the
reader) to just walk into some of the courses
being taught right under your very nose, and
step up and argue it out with your professors
and fellow students. Any good socialist

supports free debate, and I'll vouch for you,
Mr. Mathieu. There are several courses in the
Economics Department on Marxism and
Underdevelopment, Anthropology has
courses in Problems of Socialist Countries
and in Eastern Europe, as does Political

Science. AfroAm offers a course in African

socialism. I'm sure these professors would
love to have Mr. Mathieu in their classes.

They are probably tired of preaching to the

already converted. Look around you, man,
and don't blame the socialists when you lose

your job, when the meat coloring at the

supermarket makes your hair fall out, when
our tuition rises to $1(X)0 per semester, when
you sit and think whether you can afford to

go to a doctor. It's not the marxists' fault,

and it's not '"welfare chislers" either, it's that

capitalism you so love and cherish. We
socialists don't like it but we're NOT "getting

the hell out of here" as you say. Neither are

we to run a blind eye toward ugliness or

hypocrisy among capitalists or by com-
munists, Stalinists, Maoists, or whomever.
We are staying right here, and getting

stronger, and stronger, and stronger. You
can love your capitalism to the very end.

(But isn't it just great to have a CHOICE?)

S. Sampson is a Marxist Graduate
Student.
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Bakke article

knocked
To the Editor:

In rebuttal to Richard F. Stanton's

article in the October Collegian, / would
suggest f\/lr. Stanton read up on the case
and the facts before he makes any
comments in the Collegian. First of all,

(he sole criteria for Allan Bakke's
rejection was not only his race, but more
importantly his age. He was rejected not
only by UC Davis,* but also by 12 other

medical schools. Surely a person with his

"qualifications" would have made it at

one of these schools. Two of the schools

cited his age was the deciding factor \he

was 32 when he applied]. Why didn't he
sue the other schools for discrimination?

Perhaps one of the reasons was that he
was actually encouraged by one of the

administrators to file a suit against the

special admissions program. Mr. Peter

Storangt the administrator at UC Davis
also helped Mr. Bakke seek legal aid.

I When Mr. Stanton makes the

I
statement "but because fie was not a

I member of a minority, he was rejected to

make room for others who were
minorities but less qualified. LESS
QUALIFIED FOR MEDICAL SCHOOL."
he is apparently ignorant of the ex-

periences of physical minorities in the

United States. A minority group member
who has to work as well as get through

school in order to support his-her family

has much more obstacles than a person

who has the luxury of devoting full time

to school because he-she doesn't have to

worry about financial responsibilities.

This was such a case. Allan Bakke at-

tended an all white high school in Florida.

The United States Justice Department's

brief said that the minority person who
could overcome such obstacles is much
more qualified in terms of motivation,

determination and ability than the white

student from a middle or upper class

background. How can anyone make
relative judgements between different

people with different experiences in

terms of only One group limited scope
which is happening here where they have

culturally biased tests \MCAT]. This test

IS made up with no minority input.

I would disagree with Mr. Stanton's

assertion that he is not responsible for

the actions of his forefathers. Those fore-

fathers of yours built the great in-

stitutions that we have today. Institutions

like schools that don't even mention the

third world people with their slave labor
which built this country. The institution

of selection where a "colored" person is

tried with a jury of "all white peers. " The
institution that makes our brothers and
sisters feel the real stigma that they are
inferior because they are not white. You,
Mr Stanton did not build these in-

stitutions, but you sure are responsible

for maintaining and perpetuating this

injustice.

You say that the very existence of
quota systems implies that minorities are
unequal to the white race. Just look
outside at South Chicago, Bronx, China-

towns, and slums of this nation, tell me
who lives in them and tell we're equal.

We are as innately intelligent and skilled.

It's just that we never had the op-
portunities to fulfill the potential because
of the prejudice and racist doctrines of
this country. Now that they at least make
progress to reach a parity by special

programs, you say to stop this. How can
anyone be equal in opportunity in an
unequal economic system? DEFEAT
BAKKE!

John Yong

Senate appropriation

'quite frivolous'
To tf»e Editor:

/ was appalled to read in the Collegian
Wednesday that the Undergraduate
Student Senate had appropriated $450 to
finance a trip for Mr. Kwaku Saunders to
L as Angeles in an attempt to bring Stevie

Wonder to UMass. In this current period

of economic services and programs, and
a downfall in the quality of education, I

find this action by the Senate to be quite

frivolous and a disgrace to the financial

management of student funds. I would
suggest that in the future the Senate

make more of an analysis of the costs

versus the benefits of a proposed ap-

propriation before it finds it no longer has

the funds to appropriate.

Robert R. Montgomery

Is unionization
the answer?
To the Editor:

In response to Jerry fiogers' column
on the Student Union, let me say that

there are many of us who, as students,

want to see students have more power
but wonder if the Union is the answer.
Students have no right to bargain with
the University now and won't until the

Governor grants that right to students.

Knowing what the Governor thinks of
students \it is certainly reflected in the

budget], I wonder whether or not we are

kidding ourselves with this Union idea.

The major question we must ask is 'Will

the state ever give up the power to run

the University to students?' If not then

let's stop spending all this money on
something that will never happen.

David Kennedy

'Capitalism' rebutted
To the Editor:

As a "no mind", as defined by Stephen
Mathieu 's column of Oct. 26, [one who
hates capitalism], I have some questions.

no doubt stemming from my confused
thought processes.

You used Webster's definition of

capitalism as characterized by "com-
petition in a free market."

Where is there a free market in an
economic system based on "corporate

capitalism", in which the wealth,

resources and modes of production of an
entire society are controlled by non-living

entities? Where is there real competition,

when these corporations exist on the

principle of economic growth based on
maximizing profits; for the benefit of a

few at the expense of the masses?
/s it truly hypocritical, when trapped

within an economic system to deal within

its boundaries, even though not ac-

cepting its motivations? Would I be less

of a hypocrite to refuse to pay the price

of a loaf of bread, and instead walk out

with it?

You say capitalism is the only system
we've had since the beginning of time.

Didn 't the first humans band together for

the betterment of self, by living together?

And was it not obvious to the early

Christians that when seeking to improve

the physical and spiritual quality of life,

the way to live was communally?
No, I don 't like the system here in this

"great" country, but it won't do me any

good to leave. I am a citizen of the world,

a part of all humankind; and as long as

capitalism oppresses and corrupts this

world, I shall fight it.

I do it as a favor to you Stephen, one
you don't have to buy me an ice cream
cone to do.

Kevin Young
To the Editor

Stephen Mathieu's editorial [26 Oc-

tober] "Capitalism: I love it", is a prima

facie example of ignorance and stupidity.

It wouldn't be going too far by saying he

possesses the attributes of a moron. If a

person knows nothing about something,

how can he like it? In most cases, even

knowing a little is seldom justification for

approval. Let Rousseau's statement "The

sorrows of life begin with its mistakes":

serve as a reminder to those prone to

making hasty judgements.

Briefly, capitalism refers to a mode of

production. Historically, it is a recent

phenomenon. It evolved from feudalism

and is characterized by the sale and
purchase of labor as a commodity in the

marketplace. Those seeking an in-depth

treatment of the subject will discover a

bounty of information in most libraries.

Capitalism is also characterized by

antagonistic relations between a small,

propertied dass and a large, property -less

class. As for its benefits, one need only

check the welfare and unemployment
roles, walk through what was once a

neighborhood where now stand the

skeletons of tenement houses, or in-

vestigate the number of people lacking

adequate health care, education, and
environment to live decently. These are

only a few of capitalism 's benefits. If Mr.

Mathieu wants to discuss the good life in

America, perhaps he should consider its

cost and the people paying the bill.

With regard to the remainder of Mr.

Mathieu's appeal, I only hope he makes
the most of his education. Obviously, he

is a beginner and hasn't given tremen-

dous thought to his experiences or the

world in which he lives

I loathe capitalism.

Warren GoM
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News in Brief

L

Foreign trade deficit

fell in September
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The nation's

foreign trade deficit narrowed to $1.7
billion in September, the best per
formance since spring, the government
said yesterday.
A 14 per cent increase in the value of

American-produced goods sold to other
nations was the main reason for the
dramatic improvement over August's
trade imbalance of $2.67 billion. Com-
merce Department analysts said. The
export total of $10.9 billion was an
historic high.

However economists saw the Sep-
tember trade picture as an aberration
from the overall trend rather than a signal
the steadily escalating deficit would
continue to shrink during the rest of 1977
and next year.

"I don't think it is indicative of what we
will see in coming months," said
Maynard Comiez, a top Commerce
Department economist. We will still

have a full-year deficit of about $27
billion"

September was the 16th consecutive
month the United States has bought
more goods from its trading partners
than it sold.

Tax increase to

aid Social Security
WASHINGTON AP^ - The House

voted yesterday to keep the Social
Security system from going broke by
drastically increasing the taxes paid by
more than 100 million Americans and
their employers.

The bill was passed, 275 to 146, and
sent to the Senate, wnich has similar
legislation in committee.

Under the bill, the maximum Social
Security t?x would more than tnple in the
next decade, ^rom $965 c>er year to
$3,025.

Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., whose Ways
and Means Committee fashioned the Dill,

called the legislation a vital concern to
virtually every American.

'

'Practically every American is either a
beneficiary under the Social Security
system, a contributor building protection
which will provide uture benefits or a
dependent of a contributor, " Ullman
said

Southie residents
arrested at protest
BOSTON \AP\ - Three adults and 10

juveniles, all from the South Boston
section, were arrested in front of South
Boston High School yesterday following
a demonstration outside South Boston
Municipal Court, police said.
No one was reported injured, but

police said the windshield of a black
man's car was smashed in front of the
court building.

Officers said the arrests, on charges of
being disorderly persons and unlawful

assembly, were made when the persons
refused to disperse from the high school.
The demonstration at the court was

linked to the court appearance of two
black juvenile girls who had been charged
with juvenile delinquency by reason of
assault and battery with intent to murder,
police said.

They said the girls were charged in

connection with an alleged threat to
throw a white girl out a window at the
Gavin School in the South Boston
section earlier this month.
The girls appeared before Judge

Lawrence Cameron, and the cases
continued until Nov. 22.

The Police Information Office said the
13 arrested Thursday were: two juvenile
and two adult females on charges of
unlawful assembly; one juvenile female
on a charge of disorderly person; one
adult male and seven juvenile males on
charges of disorderly person.

French wine prices

may rise in U.S.
PARIS \AP\ - A freezing spring and a

soggy summer ruined more than a third
of France's fine grapes, producing
shortages that experts say could double
prices of white wine in the United States.

Nature's wrath on grapes was worst in

Muscadet, Sancerre and Pouilly where
some good white wines are made. At the
same time California grape growers say
they expect a better crop than last year.

So many people have been sold on
white wine in the states that the demand
s far greater than supply," said Robert
Finigan, publisher of Finigan's Private
Guide to Wine. "And there just is not that
much available.

"

Some of the better 1976s have already
sold out.

Finigan, m France to look over the 1977
harvest said that since up to 90 per cent
of the Muscadet crop was ruined in some
areas, a good bottle could soon sell for
S7 twice Its present American price.

Overall, Frances 1977 reds, whites,
pinks and bubblies were expected to be
reasonably good, even m shorter supply.
Septemoer sun sweetened the fruit just
as picKers were limbering up their fingers,
and harvests were delayed for weeks m
most regions to let the grapes npen.

Dukakis rallies

for crime prevention
WAKEFIELD, Mass. \UPI] - The

failure of the legislature to pass a court
'eform measure this year would
seriously set back efforts to fight crime

<n Massachusetts," Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis told a meeting of law en-
forcement officials yesterday.
A massive $100 million court reform

package based on the recommendations
of a special commission headed by
Harvard Law Professor Archibald Cox is
currently bogged down in the House.
The package is aimed at eliminating

»A/aste and patronage from the court
system, providing speedy trials and
relieving property tax burdens.

Carter calls for embargo
of arms to South Africa
WASHINGTON \UPI] - President Carter

announced yesterday he has ordered an
immediate U.S. arms embargo against South
Africa - but no economic retaliation — in
response to its 'blatant deprivation of basic
human rights."

"We still hope the South Africans will not
sever themselves from the rest of the world
and will work in an evolutionary way toward
the establishment of human rights," Carter
said at a news conference.

His first move to respond to South Africa s
racial crackdowns seemed a comparative
slap on the wrist, since the United States has
embargoed the sale of arms to Pretoria since
1962 and, according to Pentagon sources
the new order would affect little more than
the sale of spare parts for military cargo
aircraft.

State Department officials, however, said
It would also cover a "gray area" of
equipment, such as computers, not affected
by the earlier embargo.
At a news conference that ranged over

many other subjects, the President also said
Congress' attempts to work out a con-
servation-oriented energy policy amounts to
'a test of the national will," and suggested
ie might compromise by accepting natural
ias price ceilings higher than he wanted.
He also gave a somewhat more restrained

appraisal of prospects for concluding a new
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty with the
Soviets, saying "the general terms of a
settlement

"
might be worked out soon but a

detailed treaty, ready for signing, will take
longer.

On the South African issue, Carter fulfilled
predictions he would approve no more than a
tightened arms embargo as a first step in
hopes the white minority Pretoria regime
might relent in its repression of anti-
apartheid blacks without the pressure of an
economic quarantine.
"My decision has been to support strong

sanctions against the sales of weapons to
bouth Atrica, he said. " Ihis will be carried
out immediately by us and my prediction is

that the U.N. Security Council will adopt
similar measures and they will be over-
whelmingly supported by the nations of the
world."

Asked whether he was considering any
more far-reaching economic blows — such
as a full or partial trade embargo, or
restrictions on U S. investments in South
Africa - Carter said, ""we are not deciding at
this point on any sort of general trade or
investment embargo.
"The additional steps that might be

mandatory, beyond an arms embargo, have
not yet been decided."

IflfTfflf mmB
NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE AT TWO LOCAL THEATRES'

IPOACHERS)
ONE OF THE 1 BEST FILMS OF 1 976' en„i,s>. C.k s C.cie

GRAND PRIZE SAN SEBASTIAN FILM FESTIVAL
"FURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST FILMS

I HAVF EVER SFFN" - lui-, Bunuol

MADE BY A MAN WHO LOVED HIS
COUNTRY AND HATED HIS GOVERNMENT

A JOSl LUISHORAU Ml M

AMHERST Cinema
daily 7:00 9 00

Mat Sat/Sun 5 GO

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton
daily 7:00 E» 9:00

No Dollar Nights This Attraction
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RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
SENIORS ONLY

The rhetoric exemption exam will be given on November 2 from 7 lOnm inF ngmeerHK, E.ist Aud The test consists of writing a 500 word e*^^ VoS be

nrihl 7"^./"^"' ''""^ ^"^'^^ ^"'^ ^^" '^^""^^ °"« Your work^^be e ;Se'on the following criteria depth of treatment, development ar d suoDorrc>rr,ani..t.on style, and themechanics of writing such as gr'r^mar.'uncraZ;

!^;;;r,s;;:; -LrrT^r"'^'
^"^ '^^ "''' '' ^^^^^ ^° ^-''^"v --^ the cost ot

THIS EXAM IS FOR SENIORS ONLY

' .>«i>w^. ^

s^
rusty nail3^ŷj^t^

A
FRI. 8. SAT. Oct. 28-29

JAMES COTTON
BAND

ED SHAW AND THE
HOWLIN WOLF BAND

WED. NOV. 2

POl/SfTTf-
DART

SPECIAL GUESTS
THE BRICKER BAND

r^e. 47 Sunderland, ma. te 1.665493'

ftfftt******* t »»»##**»*»»i####»»i»i#»»^< »»»»»»**#***^**#»»<'#»*s»»*»»*»»»#»#^»»»#*»»#»» r

wmritrai;>

Take a warm Peter Pan or Gmtinental
Trailways Bus to Boston, New York and
many other places. Play it safe!

i:

CONTINENIALTRAIUMWrS
& PETERMN DUS UNES/r— *-

MAKE UFESIMPIER FORYOU

For Information, Schedules anJ Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office

5452006 or 549 6000
»»»##'»#**#»**»»»##*»»#»»»»»##^##^^##»###,'**»»»*»»»»»#*»»»»*»»#»»#*»##»»»##»#»>»i##M

SHOE
BIN 187 n. pleasant St., amherst, ma.

^:3;aj:3»=3»)-U-»-iUVJV

SPECIAL
Tu€s. Wed. Thur.

YANliEE Pot Roast
ChoppEd SIrIoin Onion RJNqs
ChickEN PJE
LoNdoN BrojI IMusk. Sc.
Boston SchRod
BAliEd STufpEd JuMbo SliRiivip

VEqETARIAN SpECJAl

Fri.

BAkEd LobsTER CasseroIe

2.95
2.95
2.95
5.95
2.95
5.95
2.85

Prime Rib

Roast TuRkEy

Sat.

Sun.

Wines

4.95

5.95

J. 75

iCoJJe^ian ,3

BtRquNcJy Ch/iDlis Rose
CAR/vft ' i 1 >0 - 2.75

Just before the b'^idge on Rt. 9

For f urther i a formation

please ca!! 584-6813

What's Happening

PARTY
-Halloween Costume Party, Hampden

Student Center Southwest, 8-1 a.m., 50
cents, live music featuring "Vice Grips".
-Comp. Lit. Undergraduate Majors Party,

Elizabeth Petroff's. Call 545-0929 for details.

CONCERT
-Woody Shaw, Student Union Ballroom

8:00 p.m.

GREASE
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. General

public, $7, 6, 5. UMass students and Senior
citizens are $6, 5, 4. For information call 545-
2511.

OPERA
The Valley Diminutive Light Opera Group,

Marksmeadow Auditorium, 8:00, admission
is $2 for non students and $1 for students.
Tickets available at the door.

HALLOWEEN DISCO
Campus Center, 10th floor, $1 donation at

the door, music begins at 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Costumes encouraged. Sponsored by the

People's Gay Alliance.

LECTURE
Prof. F.G. Friedmann, Director America-

Institute, University of Munich will speak on
"Civic Initiatives: A New Element in German
Politics." Campus Center 905-909, 10 a.m.

UMASS PRESIDENTIAL SEARCH COM
MITTEE
The Trustees Presidential Search Com-

mittee is soliciting advice concerning the
UMass Presidency. CC 903, 2:30-4:00. Public
is welcome to attend, your advice is sought.

FILM
A Victorian thriller, "Angel Street" by

Patrick Hamilton, today and tomorrow at 8

p.m. Belchertown Jr.-Sr. High School.
Group discounts.

UMSFCU REDEEMS FOOD STAMPS
All students may redeem their U.S. Federal

Government Food Stamps in the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union. We are
located in the S.U. and are open from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Mon.-Fn.

CHECKS
^'^'^'^ ^""^^"^ TRAVELERS

The UMass Student Federal Credit Union
offers travelers' checks to all students
regardless of your membership status Youmay purchase American Express Travelers'
Checks at our convenient location in the S U
Open Mon.-Fri. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

SATURDAY
WALK A-THON

Walkers for the 7th annual Heart Fund

9^ .^r^ w 7''' ^««^ 3» Ha-gis, Mass. at
9.30 a.m. Walk begins at 10 a.m.

SUNDAY
POETRY READING

Paul Marianni and Naftula Berrill, 3 to 5
p.m. in Hampden Center, Southwest, free.

CONCERT
Chuck Meglione, arranger conductor,

electric piano player and flugelhornist ex-

tradordinaire will perform in concert with
Chuck Mangione Quartet, Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

LECTURE
Daniel Berrigan, s.j., will discuss "Human

Rights An Abstract Ideology?" at 10 a.m.
in the Main Lecture Hall, Patterson Hall
Hampshire College.

Notices

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
Meeting Monday 8 p m CC 809, New Africa House

418 Open Monday Friday 11-9. call 545-0517
COMPANION PROGRAM

"Big" companions being recruited to spend 2-3
hours wk with Amherst children Contact Amherst
Communitv Resource Center 253-2591
VOLUNTEER CLEARING HOUSE

It's never too late in the semester to begin volunteer
work Come see us m the basement of Jones Library
or call the ACRC office at 253 2591
LOST
A thin gold chain Please call 6-8560

WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT
First meeting of all women interested in exploring

teminism through creative media: video radio,

photography, poetry, lournalism, dance and art.

Tuesday, Nov 1. 8 00 om
STAR THEK

Meeting of the Star Trek Lives Group. Thursday,
Nov 3, at 7 p.m in CC 908 All welcome

BICYCLE RACING
Informal training ride Sunday with the UMass

Bicycle Club. Meet at 11 am at Grad Research.
U S C F and others urged to come

Anthony Newman perfonms

wfth Springfield Symphony
Anthony Newman and the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra will perform as plannec
next Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall.

The musicians union strike of the
Springfield Symphony Orchestra ended
Wendesday.
Newman will perform three concertos in D

for Harpsichord: "Concert for Harpsichord in

D, B.W.V. 1052" Bach, "'Concert for Harp-
sichord in D, Opus 6, No. 10," Handel and
"Concerto for Harpsichord in D, by Franz
Joseph Haydn.

Other selections will include "Violin

Concerto in A, Opus 10" by Jean Marie

Leclair, featuring Theodore Arm, con-
certmaster of the Springfield Symphony
Orchestra.

Mr. William Witting principal flute of the
symphony, will perform Antonio Vivaldis'
concerto for flute, "La Tempesta di Mare."

Robert Gutter is conductor of the or-

chestra.

Tickets for the Nov. 2 concert are on sale
at the Fine Arts Center box office and all

Ticketron locations. Prices are: General
public: $7, 6, 5. UMass students: 13.50, 3.00
and 2.50. Senior citizens and other students
are $6, 5, 4. For more information, call 545-
2511.

Mine worlcers breai< tali<s

increasing chance of stril<e
WASHINGTON [UPI] - United Mine

Workers President Arnold Miller announced
yesterday he has broken off talks with the
bituminous coal industry, increasing
prospects of a nationwide coal strike Dec. 6.

The talks broke down Wednesday after
only five meetings because the two sides
could not agree on the agenda. Miller

charged the industry refused to discuss the
key issue of health and pension benefits. It is

highly unusual for labor talks to break off at
such an early stage.

The negotiations got off to a rocky start

Oct. 6, when the union showed up
inadequately prepared to make demands.
The 277,000 member union has been torn
apart in the past year by dissension and
wildcat strikes.

Both sides fear they will be unable to avert
a long national walkout when the current
contract expires next Dec. 6. Miners have a
long "no contract, no work" tradition and
contract extensions are unknown in the
industry.

A long strike probably would hurt miners
more than the coal consumers. The union

now mines only 50 per cent of the nation's
coal, but a strike could bankrupt the union's
benefit funds.

Miller's statement said the union "will not
participate, in further bargaining sessions

"

with the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association until the employers group ex-

presses a willingness to discuss health and
pension problems.

Wildcat strikes have depleted the union's
health and safety funds, which receive
production royalties from the employers.
Health benefits were cut recently as a result
of the wildcats.

Miller said the BCOA refused to discuss
proposals drafted the union and attorney
Henry Ruth for restoring the financial
soundness of the health and pension funds.
Ruth IS the former Watergate special
prosecutor.

Whenever the BCOA is willing to respond
in a constructive manner on the question of
the funds, we will be ready to resume
negotiations," Miller said.
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"My Fair Lady' , a musical comedy will be performed at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall next week

'My Fair Lady' at Fine Arts Center
"My Fair Lady," the biggest musical

comedy hit in theatrical history, will be
presented twice next Thursday at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.

"My Fair Lady" to be shown at a 3:30
matinee and a 8 p.m. evening performance,
is part of the Fine Arts Center Broadway
Theater Series.

Edward Mulhare (Henry Higgins) and
Anne Rodgers (Eliza Doolittle) will recreate
the magic they developed as the original
stars of the National Company of "My Fair

Lady with their return to an extended tour
which plays at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall.

Tickets for 'My Fair Lady" are now on sale
at the Fine Arts Center box office, open
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. and
all Ticketron locations.

Ticket prices are: General Public $7.50
6.50 and 5.50. UMass Studnts are $3.75,'

3.25, and 2.75. Other students and senior
citizens are $6.50, 5.50 and 4.50. For more
information call 545-2511.

Phi Eta Sigma initiates 88 new members

By KEVIN McCarthy
Collegian Staff

Eighty eight members were recently
inrtiated into the UMass chapter of Phi Eta
Sigma for their academic achievements.

Phi Eta Sigma, the National Honor Society
for first-year men with 170 chapters across
the ration, has membership based on
students having achieved a 3.5 or better
cumulative grade point average in their
freshman year.

Parents and friends of the initiates filled
the auditorium at the School of Business
Administration last weekend. The welcoming
address was given by Dr. Louis S. Green-

English professor speaks

as part of lecture series

"Shylock: Shakespeare's Portrait of the
Jew," will be the topic of a talk by UMass
English professor Normand Berlin Sunday at

11 a.m. in the Commonwealth Room of the
Student Union.

Berlin, the 1967 recipient of the UMass
Distinguished Teacher Award, teaches
Shakespeare. Elizabethan-Jacobean drama,
modern and tragic drama, and has lectured
widely.

Before coming to UMass. Berlin taught in

Israel, Hawaii and Canada His is on the
eoitorial board of "English Literary
Renaissance," has written many articles and
is now working on a book. Berlin is also on
the board of directors of the Jewish Com-
munity of Amherst.

Sunday's lecture is part of the UMass
B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation Sunday Brunch
Lecture Series. There will be a fee for food
only; the lecture is free.

baum, the UMass faculty advisor to Phi Eta
Sigma. According to Greenbaum, this is the
"highest academic honor" of the University
given to first year men. He went on to give, a
list of the achievements of Phi Eta Sigrna
graduates.

The initiation was based on the three
principles of Phi Eta Sigma: a vigorous and
disciplined mind, a sound and healthy body,
and a sound character foundation. The new
members proclaimed their willingness to
uphold and continue these principles.

Honorary mismbershin was awarded to Dr.
John Sitterer, director of the UMass honors
program and professor of English. Also
awarded honorary membership was John F.

O'Connell Jr., director of the UMass alumni
and annual funo.

The 1977-1978 officers of Phi Eta Sigma
are President Jay Labourene, Vice President
Paul Kolesnikovas, Secretary Michael
Reardon, Treasurer Kenneth Silverstein and
Historian Kevin McCarthy.

Topic of civil rights

for Sunday speakers

'The Civil Rights in Latin America" will be
the topic of two speakers Sunday at 730
p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium
Later the Bolivian folklonc group The
RumiSongo, will interpret music of the
Andes,

This presentation is sponsored by Ahoraand the Fefel Varona Study Group tocommemorate the anniversary of the Jayuya
upnsing in Puerto Rico

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Fishburgers, Turkey Divan

n.^K^M^^®^^'"®
'^o^ P°^' "^"^ey Diian!

DINNER - Steak, Baked Fish, Basics
Baked Fish, Crusty Soybean Crowd
Pleaser.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Omelet, Sausage Links,

Deli Ham on

Spaghetti-Meat Sauce,

Duchess Beef Pie- Gravy
Rye
DINNER -

Fried Shrimp.

SUNDAY
LUNCH - Scrambled Eaas, Grilled

Ham Slice, Clam Roll, Beef Chop Suey.
DINNER - Chicken. Squash Bake.
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 ^Rd, QIR'5 MOUNTAIN (ARMS MAU^"^ J I v^O apijTfc 9 HAOltV MASS

Adults $2 bO Studenu wilh AMC Card $2 00 Children $1 2S Twi Litt Sho¥» Adults & Studtnts $1 50|
Spenal Engagements Eicluded

Shes back...

TO SCARE
YOU AGAIN!

Fri at 5 15 7 45, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 45'1 50
Sat at 2 15, 5 15, 7 45. 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7 45 1 50

JAMES
BONO 007 THE SPY

WHO
LOVED

IM

'^ Fri at 5 00, 7 30, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7 30/ 1 50
Sat at 2 00, 5 00, 7 30, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7 30/1 50

-'• cir.2 'ji-^ne age •'- a -^^x , far ^ar av\av

'•»\_ AmC^

PG
Fri at 5 00, 7 30 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7 30 1 50

Sat at 2 00, 5 00, 7 30. 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7 30 1 50

HERl COMES
THt COMtDV
ROHANCr

Ot THt YhAKf

A 70m

K

t^i BebiueeNl
-A .bHe

Fri at 5 15. 7 45. 9:55

Twi lite show tickets 7 45/1 50
Sat at 2 15, 5 15, 7 45, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 7:45/1 50
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'
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BRK KINKIDCjL

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
BOTH START AT MIDNITE

«p m

CHOOSE ONE OR
THE OTHER

1 1 : I ' l\\ C/i
Alx. r

arrah ' aw. « t M.ic i\(St PAUL WILLIAMS
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FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

IHEmiOm TOUR Of WF WORLDS 6REAnSJ MUSICAL

n
EDWAR.D ANNE
MULHARE ROGEP6

ALAN JAY LERNER FREDERICK LOEVE

'-K!. |jf.*f5\

y^ A.noninO

lauof ^nMAN

CrXANCALLOEHl.

^^ JEWYADLER

Thursday, November 3
3.30 pm and 8.00 pm

FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT W^\
Tickets now »n ule for both perfornnnces.
General public J7.50, d.JO, S.SO UMass students
J3.7J, 3.M, 2.7$. Other students and senior
citiiens U.SO, S.SO, 4.$o.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f ,4

*AII Ticketron Locations

FANTASTIC

* GOING HOME THIS WEEKEND?
BRING BACK USED SKI EQUIPMENT

*
*
*

•X-

•X-

*

*
*
•K-

Campus Center
Conco urse

Next to Bookstore

Novem ber

9.10.11.14.15

10AM-3PM

Used Equipment & Accesories Turn-in
FOR

Annual SIci Sale (Nov, 7619;

1

*

*
•X-

*
•X-

•X-

SAT OCT. 29 S.U.B
6:30 8:15 10:00 1 1:45

^ "X"

*
For more info-Ski Club office-309 S U S4S-3A37 *

'^»'«^er boigrrrB- brama Bocrtp prrsmts

TOM JONES
based on the Fielding novel

Bowker Aud.. Stockbridge Hall. UMass

Show dates ,

Oct 28.29.30 Nov. 4.5.6

Prices

S2 00 stu. senior citizens
S2 50 general

Group rates available

Tickets available at

Bowker Box Officb

545-0783

for information 549-3905

The

tJMASS
Cnion Program eouncil in associai ion with WMIJA

Presents

Woody Shaw
concert ensemble

Friday October '28 th 8 pm admission $2 '
ickeis:

at iho Student Union Ballroom '
'^' '^"" Music. Backroom Records

=s=s=====^=^ *^"^ '
*^^' Sound Room in Northampton

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 830a. m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

M ! ! Little Ads Get IIG R ESULTS

The rates are; Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

'

REACH2S,000 READERS DAILY

AUTO FOR SALE
iBMiMMniMilriiaiaMMiHMHMM^MM
68 Galaxy bOO Ford $700 527 5746

122VoTvooans sedawaoon.ilaa. e6<v4.1B4.

73 Vega Wgn 4spd VG cond Ne<^ tires

SI 200 Tom 549 4600 exi 323

68 Dodge 1 ton Pick up 6 cyl , 4 spd std
Mech O K . cab rotted S245 256 0681

FUR SALE

1967 Oatsun 411. mechanically sound, new
battery radials $295 or B O 584 4307

71 MGBexc cond $1 900 or B~0 549^93

72 Toyota Carina std good condition
$1 100 or Best Offer Call weekends or
after 6P VI 666 4925

72 Vega Waqon, Good stereo system
Good cond $650 Call 546 6879

74 Ch«vy Pick up Lowrnl!~2300 Call eve
584 1094

71 Tor Runs well Look Bd $125 549
6382

68 VW Camper No motor BO Call 666
3963

69 Chev Wagon Fair condition stud sn
lires $200 01 B O 584 3303

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
~

SUPER BIKE 74 KAW Z 1 900cc In very
good condition Keiker pipp Dpnselube
Cham OFFERS' 665 3031

71 Honda 350 CL Very good sfiapp 546
1092

Honda Express 50cc. 26mi old siili on
warranty weighs 95ibs top speed
."•eMPH hplrnj^t plus extras S.V"' •••t
S86 3b8?P W

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Mens Ldtlies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

1970 Fiat 860 Spyd' ' Sport conv Very good
condition Musi tit „; $600 or best

offer 533 6025 Roger afier 6 OOP M
AnentionM Joggers, B Ball players
StrG Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can a«ord
Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere Call us before
going to a high price retail 546 96 1

1

69 Gibson Guitar J46 $225 75 Martin
Guitar DISS $350, Cij Martin Roundback
Mandolin $150 Negotiable 253 5333
eves

WANTED TO RENT

1 Bdrm in Apt complex available immed
i '0 mo Call Mitch 253 5487

Furnished Apt on bus route 1 bedroom
S!?") Ai! utilities included 253 3336

Lost in Hampshire Housa Wiison Tennis
racquet If found contact 549 1202

ENTERTAINMENT

Lost pockstbook near Gorman Sunday
night If found call Sue 549 1122
REWARDi

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco
Monitor Music 946 4731 Rea

ROOM WANTED FOUND
PERSONALS

Ouiet undergraduate male seeks room in
quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and for next two years including
summers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call
545 3503 Mon mies and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

wOman s

689W
glasses found m S W Call

CALCULATORS

HELP WANTED

2 Continental Stud snow radials 175 14,

$60 4 Firestone radials 155 13 $80 Call

Bill 64580 evenings

Bus companion ;\an!ed for 5 yr old visitmg
Boston on weekends and fetufning Some

• pay 586 4386

College Calculators offers low price b fjf
service All models avail T159 $225 58
$99 95 51 $49 96 MPs 6 Commodores
iivdii Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

If your dont want to t>e locked into a 10 or
12 month lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have 1 and 2
bedroom townhouse and garden units
starting at $195 plus utilities call SOUTH
MEADOW 256-0166 for more details

Dave Happy 20th Birthday Love Joseph

Dave- Happy 20th Birthday - Love Lori

Dave- Happy 20th Birthday Love Celeste

AUDIO

4 piece Oak Set Desk, 5 Draw Chest 2
Cabnets Asking $145 Call 253 7462.

19 In Sylvan-a BhW TV $50 or 8 O 10

speed bike $60 584 3303

G78, 14 snow tires $40 69617

Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage model
'Iprtnc pi.mo S60I-1 Used 6m o S4fi 4 788

Lg Rm avble imm Echo Hill Apt
$110 mo Inc patio w w carpet etc 253
5288

TO SUBLET

Experienced Waitresses
Rich.nds 1 1 U) Ip-m (idily

Apply Poor

To Sublet 2bi on bus route fo' sping
nipsier and bummer: Call 666 3536

Mature responsible person for child care
and light housekeeping One child nine
months old Monday through Friday 8 15

5 30 Own transportation References
Call 253 7203 after 6P M

Fresh Ink, 5 College paper needs Campus
Ad Rep Circ Help Call 253 3780

Math Problems? Will tutor ai' subjects
1 (iwesl rates Call Lisa S46 5183

LOST

T I SR'40 Calculator Somewhere .n or
be-wcen Goes '52 and Bluewall on Sept
28 after 8p m Oesperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and Ntf Questions asked 256
6(159

Mcintosh MA230 Integrated Amp $200
DYNA FM tuner S75 OHM D2 Speakers
$260 ADVENT 20V cassette deck $225
No reasonable offer refused Ken 546
4035

Dave Happy 20ih Birthday Love Cuddles

Dave Happy 20th Birthday Love Mary

AMPEG V3, ex cond 4 ISspkr $500 B
367 2695

SERVICES

Volvo rpoairo and maintenance AH years
and models, low prices Jack 586-0610.

BIRTHDAY CAKES'! AFoccasiw" cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9576

Dave Happy 20th Birthday Love Jackie

Dave Happy 20th Birthday Love Andy

Dave- Happy 20tti Birthday - Love Debbie

Dave Happy 20tli Birthday Love Russ.

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subiects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles Calif 90025(213)477 8474

Jlil^illiJUiiit^uiuijuitii ij|.ijn.,iniji,wmjin,,i,i,,.|j,.|jn.„n^B, .„,^ ,.

Dsve Happy 20th Birthday Love Joel

Mary and Katie: We reaTly missed you!
Even the Creepy Guy4t" Serioutly,
It's great to have you beck! Love
always Your Thatcherinends

Stud Sevice Prices flexible all n^hts,
except monday Good references 658S8

"^Hi'UHIIII
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Gelling Small
Americans are becoming much more transient, and certain audio dealers (namely us) have

^^Tmo^ u®
^^ ^"""^ ^'® designing stereo component systems to be compact, efficientand small. Here s some examples of our Amherst Audio "small stereos' of mcredible per-

BURHOE CRIMSON
Retail Value $l20/pair

Win Burhoes super compact creation with an amazing
84% accuracy quotient (Pretty good considering most
speakers 10 times their size can only mu&ter 77%)

SUPERSCOPE R1240
Retail Value $249 95

BIC 920
one of the good American-made turntables complete
with simulated wood base, dust cover, and Grado FCR
cartridge

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE $589.90

OUR LOW
DELIVERED

MARANTZ2216 DPICF
Two receivers are offered as substitutions in this systems The Superscope by virtue
Of a more powerful amp stage should be the choice for those who like moderate to
low volume and the Marantz for more discriminate Fivl listening (both are made bv
Marantz).

$319.00
If your real home is overseas or you plan to spend a while there, you'll be happy to know that wehave just the system for you.

GRUNDIG RTV 740 120-220V
50-60 HZ
AM FM stereo, 2 bands of short wave
Absolutely tne best fm section of any
receiver under $500 and its options
include 5 preset FM stations. Public
Service Band, and a host of refresh-
ments so typically German
Retail Value $369.95

GRUNDIG HIFI BOX 320
Unmibtakably the prince of the mini
speakers Deep tight bass, astonishing
high and physical dimensions less
than a fifth of Pinch'
Retail Value $169.95

PHILIPS GA 427
Belt drive semiautomatic turntable
Complete with wood base, dust
cover (hinged). Shure M75EJ
magnetic p«ck up and free
conversions to 220V50H2
when you leave

Retail Value $199 95

TOTAL RETAIL VALUE
$734.85

Our Low
Delivered Price

$499.00

THORENS TD165C With wood

S deluxe base,

.JK_ hinged dust cover,

^m' Empire 4000D/1
Jm I

cartridge and

I

T^ I
styljft.

Check OurNorthampton Store For Great Buys On LP's Too!

VtSA
We service everything we sell

IRIDAY^ OCTOBER 28, 1977

Gelling

TALL
(or being the one person on your block with the
ultimate system.)

2500
Billed as the world's most powerful receiver is

somewhat of a mild understatement! Our demo puts
out an unbelievable 430 watts per channel into 4
ohms, both channels operating at about .03% THD.
Coupled with marantz' famous super tuner with an
oscilliscope to visually help you see what's hap-
pening in the processing of your audio signals. Retail
Value $1795 00

""^'eiTi

BURHOE ACOUSTICS MODEL SILVER
This is the box that everybody's been waiting for
Unquestionably the state of the art in musical ac-
curacy (Boston Audio Society) rated them as the best
loudspeaker regardless of price in two of the three
critical auditions; jazz vocal, symphonic, and a
miserable 2nd in classical piano. Frequency
response i 2db. 24 HZ 19 5 kHZ
Retail Value $800.00/pair

THORENS TD 125 Mkll

With SME tonearm The ultimate turntable under
$94995 the 125 represents virtual perfection in all

perameters of perfection. Retail value with arm and
micro-acoustics 2002-E and stylift, $839.00.

Our Delivered Installed Price

$2380.00

The Weekly Deals
Tapes Retail Value Our Low Price

TDK SA C90 450 2.88

TDK AD-C90 4 00 2.79

Maxell UDXL II 500 3.11

•Attention co-ops or dealers: Purchasers of 100 pes.
or more of TDK earn an additional 10% off the
already super low price

nmHERST nuDio
584-4478

186 Main St., Northampton
(formerly Sound Room)

in our own service department

Open 'til 9,

Sat. 'til 5

549-2610 586-2552
259 Triangle St., Amherst

mlMsim ifeHlii
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DOONESBIKY hy darry Irudeaii
.rollc ^i^in '7

CALMDOm, 6IHLS.MIK5'

WNK! NOW, THUie. ARt
UMTsALL (UmLMNO
Tf€YEUm ONCXM
ABOm? FLOOH-!

^^i^y I02t

JUSTIjOOK

I GIRLS? AROUND This

^ HOW CAN BAlWmMANiW BB LIPSTICK! Llt€f^

SURB' Bim€5!JfytS
\ ^^ OF COLD CKeAMi

nl Hey.. ofmms.i'D
iOU'Re SAy 7H£R£^ AT
RJ6HT.. l£ASTF0O^0F

\ '£M..MAy8£FIVB!

'M^m^'i

„- HUM HAIR, mi ThCy
'\\\ CURLER'S yusr''^ Pfi&ED
n SHLL THKOUSHHtRa

UARM.. USSTNANAN
i ^.^^ HOUR AGO!

XB>'^'4d4<^

B.C. by lohnny Hart

WHAT f»^ TRe FUNNiesr

PULLED .^

THE OKC THE FAT B«a4,D
Fell ASLeeP a/vjd r put '• WHAi

WHAM>
WHAM
WHAM
WHAM

PEANLTS hy Charles Schuiz

IF S'OU WERE A
REAL OU)L, H0\} KNOU)
iJHAT S'OU'O DO ?

^OU'D 5u)00P 0^}"^.

OF ^OUR^REE.ANP
CATCH A ,MOU$£

THAT'S oIhAT 1'OUP

DO IF ^OU a'ERE A
REAL OUJL

'^>

' THAT'S U)HAT ID
DO IF I WERE OUT
OF m MINP

WALLY DORF hy Roh Ranncy

I I'«^ V^CAcd mosic makes |
§

I
I plants groto, So 1 got

tjof CL radio. I

%s

1 ob»t see -H^dt it

W\Qke3 S<!MS<?, but

III give it a try.

f^rjj

So Qrouy, cjou

dot^D plant'.

all
WHAT NEXT? by Dick lanssen

Tm v«tf in rue. t^MoFmy vt*c

\ \^2iJk',/

XTJ Q^tt-i R£Ai^

9^

UM by Marty Maceda

ALLMIMM FOn hy Steve Latter

BECAUSE YOO GET
rou OWM STRlf..

BESIDES roo LII«rE

EVERYONE, WHILE I HK^
EVERMDNE' 50 IM GOING
TO DESTROY THE V^ORLO
WITH A MACHINE .

THAT WILL \0H ItE
^V TH6 EteCTftCJNS \U

EVERYONES WE/SO. ^

RUT SINCE YoyRE AFOIL-
H6AP. »H_ SHOdT rou.*

Your Birthday By St«lla Wilder

KUIIMY ()(T(>HF:|{2H
Born l(Mla>

,
you arv u

friendly, outt^om^^ persdn
who i.s wck'onie cver\ -

whtTf ThouKh you niny
have t()t^u;tr(l your privai >

a^am.st loo mar)\ commit-
ments to loo rriiiiiy [)f(jpi«',

you enjoy your popul/irilv

and would b<' lost without
a.s.so( lalioii.s with oth<T.->;

for It IS Ihrouyfi others that
you Kain your di-t-pcst plea-

sures Women fxirn on thi.->

date have a special affiiiit>

for children and animals
and will usually be sur-

rounded by both whether
in their career or leisure-

tinie hobbies.

Suited to married life,

you may settle down early
in your adulthood Whether
man or woman, you will

take from marriage the
major portion of your hap-
piness V'ou are not. how-
ever, merely a taker;
but will also t^ive a >;real

deal to your relationships
with others Indeed, any-
one fortunate enough to tx-

an associate of yours
should know many
moments of genuine happi-
ness through the relation-

ship

You have considcralile
executive abilitv \'ou
know how to assign work to

others, how to delegate
authority, how to hire and
fire without iiuikin^ any-
one uncomfortable You
also know how to make

iinderlint;s leei a part ot

the >ucce^s of ;m\ o[k Tit

lioti Beiau.se of this, y;iu

an- sought aftt'r ;is a <ii-

Horker, a.s a boss as one
A ho will do wh.it lias to b<

done both will and with
»;oimI will

To find what is in ston
for you tomorrow, seic, !

your Ijirthdav and re id the
' orrespondiMK par.inraph
l<et >our tiirthdav star h>

vour dail\ t^iiide

SATURDAY OCTOBER
29

SCORPIO <)(t 2:t-

Nov 'j; ) - Outstrip <ipposi-

tion t)y taking the time and
trouble to learn the secret
of success Kxercise \our
wits

SAGITTARIUS Nov 2:'-

I)e( Jl I Keep your emo-
tions in cht'ck. Should you
l)ecoiile too -.ubjective > ou
' oulil make serious errors
CAPRICORN ln>( 22

.Jan I'.h .Sti( k t<i the mid
die of the road on politics

or rehnion, and you'll of-

fend MO one Tread careful-

\\

A O U A R I U S i .1 a 11 ?

F"eb IHi - You inav experi
ence more than one bump
in the road as >nu attempt
to progress faster than
usual toward career tjoals

PISCES Keb 19-March
20 1

- Business matters ( an
btr set aside for the
moment Time is well

spent in advancint; social

aiises and chantv ven-

tures

ARIES .March L'1-April

10
1

- Appearances could
deceive you Itnlav Dis-^

(over what lies beneath the
surface

TAURUS April UO-May
211' Be diplomatic with
familv memlx'rs It would
t)e unwise to hurt the feel-

intts of children Safe^juard
their emotions
GEMINI May 21-.)une20i

(onser'.e yout ener^;>

Others fiia\ be indifferent

to your efforts to achieve
new i;oal.- don t be dis-

I'ouiaued

CANCER June 21-.Iuly

22 /
- Make an effort to see

the lighter side of what
appear to be heavy-hand-
ed, heavy-hearted deci-

sions. Time iM'j^ins to heal
immediateh
LEO .liilv' 2.i-AuK22i -

I'lace your trust in old

acquaintaru es who have
served ym well in the past
Don t feel you must ex-

plain yourself
VIRGOi Au»4 2;<-i.ept 22i -

Show another thi' kindness
vou would like to Ik- shown
This IS a Hood time to cast

>our bread upon the
waters
LIBRA'Sept ^a-Oct 22i -

Carefully analyze your be-

havior early in day Mo-
tives may not be clear to

others, but must be clear to

you

'

>»l>vri»!hl I'JT: I nih'il t-i'Marr .s>ndi

<lr In'

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1

51
54
58Mexican In-

dian
5 City on the
Arno

9 Dwellings
14 Golden Calf
15 instant
16 Kind of tele-

phone
17 Widely con-

sumed liquid 65
18 Entangle-

nnent
20 Fitzgerald or

Cinders
21 One Com-

plete turn: In

formal
22 Meat cuts
23 Tape spools
25 Lasted for-

ever: 2 words
27 Summon
29 A condensate
30 Have a desire
34 Hop drying

kiln:Var
36 Permit
38 Musical direc-

tion
39 Louvre paint-

ing: 2 words
42 Snare
43 Brighter
44 Tavern
45 Required to

46 Ally
47 Charles —

:

Eng. author
49 Chafes

60

61

63
64

66

67

68

69

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

10

11

Talons
Church areas
French sea-
son
Cook by sim-
mering
Instrument
mechanic; 2
words
Plot of land
Colorado
park
Jewish
month
Bacchanal's
cry
Facts and fig

ures: Infor-

mal
Buttons and
Barber
Depress

DOWN
Kitchen gad-
et

oman offi-

cial

Ana
Soluble min-
eral salt

Buttress
Of the soul
Chilean pres-
ident: 2 words
Santa— ,Cal
Cooling
agent
Prayer wheel
user
Summer
drinks

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday Puzzle Solved:

5 P T N E A P D R A r T

M I b 1 A A V E E L" L r
p E N S E C R E T 5 r A 5

t E N E Y i I T R A N § A C T
t R E K 1 T 1 E I § k V

F R 1

1
R 1 t> m N A

L A c S M t A ftI A T L 5

A R A ^B 1 A R E? s L 1 p

W A L E s I k 6 B t D

1
L E A

G A ' F U S E R u N

A P T L E t 1 T L E

§ i A L E V I L G ft A P §

T R 1 E V 1 L N A T U R E

C T R S E r E t 1 N

R I 5 T E ii T E T R r N D

12 Hair dye 40

13 Chronic drun-41
kards

19 Boast
24 Set forth in

words
26 Informative
28 Building sec

tion

30 Moistened
31 Tending to

hold back
32 British car-

bine
33 Pommel of a

saddle
34 Possesses
35 Pump, for

one
37 Statutory
38 Navigational

system

46
48

49
50

52

53

54
55
56
57

59
62

Fast plane
Sportscaster
— Allen
Just elapsed
Came togeth-
er

Total
Ending with
farm or home
Allow to be
known: 2
words
Hav ngasug
ary taste
Imitates
Inventory
"So long"
Claude —

:

novelist
fvluffs

f^ideast ini-

tials

Fi

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1

1
9 10 n 13 ''

u '5 li

17 18 19

20 2' 22

23 ^'1 25 26 ^^^^H
|^^^|27 2S 29 _ 30 31 3? 33

34 3S 36 37 38

39 40 41

42 43 44

4-3 46 i"
48

ij^l
i^^B 49 50 51 52 53

54 55 i6 57 58 59

1

60

61 62 63

64

1
65 66

47 6S 69
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Sports Calendar
VARSITY
VARSITY

FIELD HOCKEY
VOLLEYBALL -

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
UMass 5 Smith

Mt. Hoiyoke 3 UMass 2
TODAY

MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER vs. Springfield Awa^/ 2;30
TOMORROW

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Boston College A/ome 1:00
MENS VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - YanCon championships ty/?/ 11:00
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. URI-Keene State-BU Home 1:00
WOMEN'S SOCCER - Tufts Toumamerit /4tvay 1:30
RUGBY - vs. Providence RFC /Away 1:00
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY Albany Invitational Away 1:20
MENS JUNIOR VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY Albany Invitational Away 1 1 :00

NY bound runners aim
for Albany State titles
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

While the UMass men's varsity cross
country team battles this weekend for

Yankee Conference supremacy, the women
harriers and men's sub-varsity crew travel

north tomorrow to Albany for late season
clashes.

The Albany State College campus will

serve as the battlegrounds for an invitational

involving small private colleges around New
York, as well as several representatives from
New England.

There will be two morning contests
beginning at 11:00, consisting of all the
men's teams. Both races will be run over a

5.1 mile course. At 1:20 the women's squads
are expected to step up to the starting line to

compete over a three-mile course.
"Four of our top seven runners will be

sitting out this meet, " explained UMass
women's coach Charlotte Lettis. "Ideally this

will allow some of our other runners a chance
to approach the race with a different per-

spective; a good opportunity to experience
running up front."

Veteran Jane Welzel, Brandeis Invitational

champ Barb Callahan, and freshman sur-

prises Tina Francario and Priscilla Wilson

represent the distinguished harriers who will

not suit up for the contest. The burden of
leading a depleted squad will rest on the legs

of Sue Swartz, Debbie Farmer, and Linda
Welzel.

The second trip for the men's JV team to

the Albany State Invitational provides it with
some varsity competition before the New
Englands Nov. 5. The varsity forces from
Keene State, last year's trophy winners, will

again pose the most serious threat to the

expected field of 20 teams.
The acquisition of varsity harriers Bob Neil,

Mike Morris, Jay Legere, Neal McGrail,
Glenn Lyie and Steve Bugby to the JV
squadron will boost considerable the team's
chances of defeating last year's title holder.

Coach Arnie Morse's freshman troops, as
well as veterans Jerry Pratt and Dave
Warner, round out the individuals from
UMass performing this weekend.
The next time first year mentor Lettis will

expose her full artillery will be Nov. 5 at

Rutgers University as New Brunswick, New
Jersey will be the site for the Eastern
Women's Championship. Thcj New
England's runner-up will be one of three
representatives from New England jour-

neying out of state Nov. 5, as Middlebury
College and Harvard will also make the trip.

Debris players Ron Williams, Stan Luboda, and Doug Shute break up a pass
intended for a Theta Chi receiver (second from right). Theta Chi won, 26-20. (Staff

photo by Sue Donnelly)

INTRAMURAL RESULTS
MEN'S DIVISION
Fourth World 13 Baker Bucks 2
Theta Chi 26 Debris 20
Wasted Crew 26 Hogsters 20
Spineless Weasels 14 EOTNC
Sptace Cadets 40 Rebels

Weeds id James Gang 12

MacKimmie Lions 2 Sons of Sam
WOMEN'S DIVISION
Sows 12 Gammies 2
GAMES ON TAP
Monday - Men's semifinals (Games
start at 4:30 on Boyden fields)

Sports Notices
CPR - A CPR lecture-type course will be

held in NOPE for those who wish Basic
certification The course satisfies one part of
the First Responder Law. Each full session is

required and will meet from 4:15-6:15 p.m. on
the following days: Nov. 1, 3, 8, 15 and 17.

The class is limited to 20 persons. Register

With the secretary in NOPE by next Monday
at 4 30 p.m.

INTRAMURALS Boyden gym free play

hours for the remainder of the semester are
Monday - Friday 12:00 5:30 p.m.
NOPE basketball courts will be closed

tomorrow fo' :* varsity volleyball game.

* Sticksters triumph again
CONT FROM_ PAGE 20 The five goals are the most the stickers

even though s*he was not directly involved. It
^^^® scored all year. Davidson feels that this

was Gipps' seventh shutout of the year and ^"^"^'^ ^"''P '^^ Mmutewomen now that they
,o.-— < " -, " .. know they can score, which has been a

problem all year That should be helpful as
;\i' liO' t's Aitn tier Mdt^ U(i;k_ now naseiy*: they play .-their. .rerTjafinir\g •Thr<»e/ -gawes'

joa's -'n'fne vea' igamst probable *OHrn^n^ert ho'jT'l *P3m<-,

FRIDAY, OCTOBE R 28, 1977
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKIS
Amhersl Cycle Shop

253 Triangle Street
Northampton Bicycle Shop ^>^cr ^

Amherst 549-3729
21 Pleasant Street

Northampton 586-3810

INTRODUCTORY SALE
come see...

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10:30

50 cents a

string

Booters aim for 7th win
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass soccer team will be gunning
for Its fourth straight victory and second in a
row at home tomorrow afternoon when they
host the Eagles from Boston College in a 1 00
contest on the field behind Boyden.

911221 t29ijlooq2
!!fltnotn sAt lo HUNAN

GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly Soutti Chtn«)

^ ^ an <t> ^
Mandarin Szerhuen

Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

ll:3ta.m.-IO:Mp.in.

n:3l>a.m.-n:Mp.m.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER *396

main course- choic* of
Szachuan Spiced Chicken

or

Sweet b Sour Shrimp
Dinner include*: spere rib

eggrole. chicken wing, fried
rice b hot and sour shrimp

Men. Wed 5:00400 p

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Fneiiitie!

i!

S^i^

/(AmeftU^

FRI. & SAT.,

OCT. 28 and 29
JAMES COTTON
also £0 SHAW and
the HOWL/N' WOLF

BAND
SUNDAY

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

MONDAY., OCT. 31
L & M ANd lUt
SOUL DRIVERS

TUES., NOV.l
ORCHESTRA

LUNA

It^s a Happening Monday, October 3lst

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

HJU UQUOR iJC£NS£

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO UMASS.
($5.00 Min)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m 10:00 p.m.

FRI. &SAT —6:00 pm 11:00 pm
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Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937
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Bell's Pizza
Pli pizzas are not

created equal

I Enjotj the distinctive difference!

I of Bell's

s
S

TUBORG GOLD
12 <,/ N R

$5.95

FALSTAFF

$5.25 .

65 University Drive

FREE DELIVERY on compus

Sun. - Thurs.

E
s

549-1311 253-9051
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The Minutemen, sparked by a three goal
performance by sophomore Mil<e Shannon
whipped the Owls of Westfield State 5-1
Wednesday for their first home victory of the
season. The victory lifted the booters' record
to 6-4.

The Minutemen will be facing a talented
BC that has had a disappointing up and
down season. The Eagles, sporting an
unimpressive 5-6-1 record, are coming off a
very lopsided 6-1 loss to Brandeis.

The Eagles, under new coach Ben
Brewster, a former UConn player were
expected to do well at the beginning of the
season, but have played erraticaly and
haven t been able to put anything together.

BC battled the Minutemen to a 0-0 tie in
overtime last year, in a defensive struggle on
the Eagles' astroturf. Coach Russ Kidd says
the Minutemen have much more offense this
year, and that the story should be different.

Kidd added, however, that BC does have
talent and are not to be taken lightly.

"They're talented, and I still think they can
be tough," said Kidd.

Kidd added that the Minutemen are now in
a tough battle for the fourth and last playoff
spot in New England and must win and win
impressively in ail of their remaining games.
Said co-captain Larry Aronson, "If we win all

of our remaining games we stand a 50-50
chance of making the playoffs."

Aronson said the team playing very well,
and is "ready to play."
The Minutemen will still be without the

services of co-captain Ed Niemiec, who is out
for the year. Kidd has said that Mike St.
Martin has done a super job filling in for
Niemiec as has the rest of the defense.

Following Saturday's contest, the
Minutemen will have only three games
remaining. They take to the road for two
games, at Springfield and New Hampshire,
before coming home for the season's finale
against Providence.

Spikers suffer setback;

host three opponents
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team suffered its

1 1th setback of the year last night, bowing to
Mt. Hoiyoke on the road in five games.

In what coach Dianne Thompson
described as "a two hour marathon," UMass
started the evening off right, winning the first

two games of the match by identical 15-12
scores. The first game was the toughest of
the two wins as the spikers had to battle
back from an 11-2 deficit.

The team didn't fare as well in the next
two, as Mt. Hoiyoke evened up the match,
winning by the scores of 15-7, 15-12.

With the match on the line in the final
game, both teams turned out top efforts.
UMass had its opportunity to win as they led
15-14 and held the serve. They failed to
capitalize when their serve went wide. The
Mt. Hoiyoke team made the most of its new
life, reeling off three straight points to win
17-15.

Thompson was not displeased with the
team play, despite the losing effort. "We
played exceptionally well. We showed much
more hustle on defense," said the coach.

She added that the match was a
psychological one, a match of "mental
highs" and that Mt. Hoiyoke was probably a
little more psyched in the end because it was
its last match of the regular season.

She said that she was especially pleased
with the play of Diane Mandragouras who
did not start the match, but who came in to

do "an exceptionally fine job."

The team's next match is in NOPE, at 1

p.m. tomorrow. It is a quad-match com-
petition, featuring the University of Rhode
Island, Boston University and Keene State.

URI, sporting a 9-6 won-lost record, has
beaten some of the top teams in the East
(Central and Southern Connecticut) this

year. Possibly the top player on the court on
Saturday will be its senior standout, Jackie
Elmer, who has played on the USA East team
in the United States Volleyball Association.

BU is new on the UMass slate this year
and is a very young team featuring four
starting freshmen. Under Coach Allen
Cohen, the Terriers are 6-2.

The UMass volleyball team dropped a
heartbreaker to the Lyons of Mt.
Hoiyoke last night. (Staff photo by Pete
Baumann)

Finally, Keene Slate, 9-5 on the year, has

lost to Smith, UNH, and Vermont but coach
Marilyn Selish boasts four returning starters.

It will be the second quad-match within a

week for UMass. In iast week's marathon vs.

Bridgeport, Williams, and Maine, the
Minutewomen shone, winning two of their

three matches before bowing to Williams in

the fina'

The spikers hope for the same success on
Saturday as they will be looking to improve
on their 4-11 record.

Big Ten battles loom
CHICAGO \UPI] - Wisconsin battles a

jinx as well as Ohio State tomorrow in an
effort to bring the Big Ten's little eight within
challenging range of the conference title and
the automatic Rose Bowl berth.

The Badgers, with a two-game losing
streak after winning their first five games,
must play at Ohio State, where Wisconsin
has not wpn since 1918. Ohio State has a 4-0
record in the Big Ten and has been victors
over Wisconsin in the iast 17 qames.

It will be the highlight matchup of the Big
Ten schedule this week. A win for the
Badgers would give at least six other teams a
chance to get into championship contention.

Wisconsin itself would have the best
chance since, along with Northwestern, it

plays nine league games against eight for

every other team.

Other games on the schedule were Iowa at

Michigan, in second place with a 3-1 league
record, Illinois at Michigan State, Purdue at

Northwestern in the regional television

contest, and Minnesota at Indiana.

Michigan, knocked from No. 1 to No. 6 in

the national ratings by Minnesota's 16-0
upset last week, was favored over Iowa and
by winning could remain Ohio State's major
challenger, even moving into a tie for the
lead should Wisconsin win.
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Arnold to return

Collegian »>

Harriers seek YanCon crown

Mike Quinn. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Carrying an impressive 11-2 season
record, the UMass men s cross country team
will be lourneying to URI Saturday for the
Yankee Conference championships. Meet
time will be 1;00.

Coach Ken O'Brien's band of seven men
will be shooting for the crown which has
seen UMass capture it seven straight times
since 1970. Again, the harriers will be favored
over UConn and Maine to win it for the
eighth straight time.

The UMass seven will be co-captains Mike
Quinn, Frank Carroll, and Stetson Arnold,
•^evin McCusker, Louis Panaccione, and
Matt and Tom Wolff.

More than capturing the team title,

O'Brien is anxious to see how well his top
two of Quinn and Arnold perform under
competitive conditions. Arnold, in his first

competitive year since fighting a year marked
by hepatitis, has been up>-and-down in his

races during the year.

Even more critical will be the running of

junior Mike Quinn, who will be testing his

injured knee after a month of inactivity. This
will be the first race for Quinn since the meet
between UMass, Harvard, and Providence
September 27.

Last spring Quinn developed a strained
knee which caused him to stop running the
last three weeks of outdoor track and for half

the summer. Quinn managed to come back
in fine shape and started the season in good
form, placing in the top five in both of the
races he ran.

However, Quinn's sore knee popped up
again, causing O'Brien to rest the talented
junior and also send him to orthropedic
specialists.

Stickers sizzle Smith,
Meliones nets three
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The UMass field
hockey team, aided by Cheryl Meliones three
goals, eased by Smith College 5-0 yesterday
for its eighth win of the year in a game played
here.

The game was never really in doubt as the
Minutewomen took command early and held
it throughout the game. They led 4-0 at
halftime and then some members switched
positions in order to get some different
experiences at new places.

Ginger Bulman scored what proved to be
the game-winner on an assist from Laura
O'Neil halfway through the first half. Bulman
was credited by coach Judith Davidson as
playing one of her finest games of the year.

O'Neil, from Northampton, scored shortly
after a pass from Meliones, at 22:03.

Meliones took over the scoring from there,
scoring three times, once in the second half.

Laurel Walsh, Jody Wickman and sister
Lynsie, and Judy Kennedy drew assists from
her goals

The statistics reflect the game's lop-
sidedness. UMass had a season high 41
shots on goal compared to only four for
Smith. Penetration time was 22:06-2:13, in
favor of UMass.

Davidson was very pleased with her
team's performance. "They all played a
strong game, even in their different
positions," said Davidson.

She said that she believes in an open game
with players able to substitute for each other.

Sue Kibling was mentioned as playing her
new position well because "she cut to the
ball well."

One of the most pleasant surprises was the
play of Walsh. "She is one of the most
aggressive players on the team and she was
anticipating awfully well," said Davidson.

Goalie Kathy Gipps was virtually untested
until the final minutes of play when Smith
applied some pressure. Davidson was quick
to credit Gipps with solidifying the defense

* TURN TO PAGE 18

Eastern Eight Conference

gets television pacicage
PITTSBURGH lUPI] - Basketball action

in the fledgling Eastern Eight Conference
during the 1977 78 season will be televised in

most of the major markets in the East under a

contract signed with Total Communications
Systems, league president Dr. Leiand Byrd
announced yesterday.

The Eastern Eight, known during its

maiden 1976-77 season as the Eastern
Collegiate Basketball League, is composed of

Villanova, Rutgers, Massachusetts, George
Washington. West Virginia, Duquesne, Pitt,

and Penn State universities.

The contract calls for TCS to telecast eight

regular season games and all or part of the
league's NCAA Qualifying Tournament via a

network composed of 12 or more TV stations

in Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia and possibly New York State,

said Nelson Goldberg, president of TCS.
Play-by play of the games will be done by

Ray Scott, while John Clark, former
basketball coach at St. Francis (Pa.) will

handle analysis and color TCS, a local firm,

also hanales the Penn State football net-

work.
The flagship station for the network will be

WPGH, Pittsburgh.

"We view this as a majbr step forward in

the development of the Eastern Eight," said

Byrd. athletic director at -WVU. "The

coverage of our teams via television should
grow to become as comprehensive as any
afforded leagues throughout the country. It

will mean a more positive image for the
Eastern Eight and will contribute to the
growth of the league in terms of competition
and recruiting."

Goldberg said he hopes the network will

eventually grow to be as large as the one that

has been telecasting Atlantic Coast Con-
ference Basketball action to many areas of

the United States for 20 years.

Goldberg decttned to name any of the
other members TV stations, other than
WJNL in Johnstown, Pa., saying
negotiations had not been finalized. But he
said that there would be stations in

Springfield and Worcester, Mass., along with
members in the Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
Boston areas.

The schedule of telecasts include WVU at

Pitt, Jan. 4,; Massachusetts— Villanova, Jan.

11; WVU- Duquesne, Jan. 18; Penn State-
Villanova, Jan. 25; WVU Rutgers, Feb. 1,

Duquesne— George Washington, Feb. 9;

George Washington Rutgers, Feb. 19, and
Duquesne - Pitt, Feb. 22.

The League Tournament, won last year by
Duquesne, will be held at the Civic Arena
here March 2 4

"We have checked many medical
specialists and have developed a special
training insert called Orthordic to put in

Mike's shoe which will give him special

support in his running," said O'Brien.

Quinn has been running on it the last two
weeks with some success but O'Brien is

cautiously optimistic.

"Over the last few weeks we have limited

his workouts so that he could get some
quality training in. He's been running well but
I have no idea how it will hold up under
racing form," said O'Brien.

Other than his worries about the top two
runners, O'Brien is ecstastic about the rest of
the team.

"I have never had such a season where the
whole team has responded so well to the
meets and our workouts. The cooperation
has been everything I have hoped for and
more," he said.

The top seven was an extremely hard
decision for O'Brien to figure out since the
three through seven runners are so close
together in time. However, this season has
seen every week someone different have an
excellent race while others have faltered.

"We have yet been able to put it all

together where all of our runners have ex-
celled together. Every week, someone else
has been picking up where others haven't.
Hopefully, this top seven, will be mentally
prepared for a championship race, because
we are now in our championship type
sequence of races for the season. It's a
whole new ballgame when this time of the
season comes," O'Brien said.

Two sophomores — Jay Legere and Mike
Morris — who O'Brien said are progressing
rapidly, will be sent to the Albany State
Invitational.

Steve Hilyard, Bob Neil, Jerry Pratt
(Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Bill Fdelstcin

Gridiron diversions

If your boss gives you the weekend off

when you're supposed to have worked, you
slobber at his feet in gratitude. But if a

football team finds itself with a free

weekend, its reaction is not quite as gleeful

.. especially if the team has been winning.
This, however, is the stark reality that

faces UMass' Grid Gang this weekend.
What the team needs are some diver-

tisements to prevent it from getting rusty; to

preserve its finely honed edge of com-
petitiveness.

Before Dick MacPherson sacrifices himself

to the flying wedge on account of this

inopportune vacation, here is the complete

list of Football- Related Activities for a Team
With an Off-Weekend.

— Patronize a movie house which is

showing a re-release of "The Longest Yard."
- Dispatch members of the special teams

to the nearest American Legion meeting hall

to participate in a debate on the role of the

kamakazi during World War II.

A hike in the Berkshires can't be beat.

Note that some leaves fall sooner than others

from the same tree. Such leaves are to be
considered offside.

- Journeying to the Mid-East is a fine

day's recreation for the offensive backfield.

In particular, repeated crossing of the Israeli-

Egyptian border is an excellent drill in broken

field running.

- Offensive linemen would benefit from a

guided tour of a Platex undergarment factory

in which they would be taught the art of

inconspicuous holding.

- A Sunday drive can be a remarkably

effective activity. Remember to fill the tank

with only half as much fuel as will be needed.

This will teach the evils of running out of gas

in the third quarter.

- Blocking is one of the most important

aspects of the game. It is imperative that

mastery of its technique remain at an op-

timum level of efficiency. Loitering in the

middle of Amherst Center at rush hour would
keep blocking procedure sharp.

— Take a trip to Boston College and spit

on the football field.

— One of the first motor activities to get
rusty from a week's layoff is eye- hand
coordination. Knit a pair of shoulder pads.

— This is the time of year during whic^
most birds fly south. Stand under a flock and
try not to get clipped.

— Physical slowness isn't the only

problem that besets the team with an open
date. Mental acuity can also be lessened. To
avoid this situation, the club should repeat

the phrase, "Peter Piper pitched a peck of

perfect pigskins."

— Good timing breaks down under
lengthy periods of inactivity. Take an hour
out of every day to stare at a clock.

— Oftentimes a player will become over-

eager in the first game after a bye. A Sunday
shoveling of the Stockbridge barns would
eliminate the possibility of costly piling-on.

— Many a good center and quarterback

have gotten their signals crossed because of

a break in schedule. The pair should cruise

the mid-Atlantic on two separate ships, using

only semaphore for communications.

— Injuries are more likely to occur in a

contest played after an off-weekend. This

can be prevented by sustaining an injury in a

barroom brawl prior to the game.

— Keeping abreast of any new trends that

may have started since last the team played
is not an easy task. Have a beer with a bookie
and talk things over.

— A good coach always sets an example
for his athletes. One should stay active by
running around trying to think of ways his

players can remain active.

If UMass adheres to this regimen, it will

not only be ready for the Holy Cross game
next Saturday, it will also be ready for the

imminent padded room.

UMass Professor James Ludke told the Presidential Search Committee that the
new UMass president should be 'a true defender of academic freedom" at their
meeting in the Campus Center Friday. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Committee bats around
honorary degree awards
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

Each October, UMass students, faculty,
and staff form a committee for the purpose
of awarding an honorary degree to selected
distinguished members of society.

The purpose of the degree, according to

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, is to

acknowledge the accomplishments of a

particular individual in a certain field.

Although most universities award a similar

degree, he said, the areas of the particular

degree may vary with the school. UMass
presents the honorary degree to one member
involved in the arts, referred to as the Doctor
of Fine Arts. The Doctor of Letters degree
acknowledges success in miscellaneous
fields, ranging from science to politics,

Bromery said.

Recipients of the award are first

nominated by a campus committee com-
posed of students, faculty and the Board of
Trustees. Resumes of the nominees are then
researched by the Chancellor's Office. Once
a full background of the nominee has been

obtained, the recipients are decided upon by
a rommittee of the Board of Trustees.

Bromery described the general criteria for
selection as being based upon the in-

dividual's contributions to society, and how
outstanding that person is in their particular

field. He said that although most of the
nominees are lanious' in their respective
fields, being reknowned is not a major
criteria. However, Bromery continued, the
board's preference for selection is guided
toward University alumni, but in the past,
that policy has not been rigid.

In the past, recipients of the degree have
included Arthur Fiedler, Ted Kennedy, Frank
Sargent, Elliot Richardson, and Nancy
Hanks.

Bromery said that although the 1979
recipients of the award have been chosen the
names will not be released until March 1978,
after insuring that the individuals will accept
the award.

The awards ceremony involves a dinner,
the awarding of the degree, and a speech
presented by at least one of the persons
chosen.

inside
•UMass students haunted the Campus
Center this past weekend in celebration
of Halloween with costumes ranging
from storybook characters to Darth
Vader of Star Wars. See the photo essay
on Page 4

•The Costume Closet in Springfield
provides many way-out and ghoulish get-
ups for this Halloween. See the feature
story on Page 3.

•The musical show Grease slid through
campus Friday night and left a rocking
and rolling audience. See the review on
Page 2.

wcnilicr

Zero chance of rain today with highs in

the mid 50's to low 6G's. The overnight
temperature will be between 25 to mid
30's.

1
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Presidential search
haunts UM campus
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Members of the Presidential Search
Committee met with UMass Amherst
students and faculty Friday to solicit their
opinions on the role of the new University
president. President Robert C. Wood
resigned last June.
The day long meeting was divided into two

parts with previously invited students
speaking the first hour, then an open section
from 2:30 to 4:00 p.m. which was attended
mostly by faculty. According to Committee
Chairman Stephen G. Breyer the meeting
was "very helpful" to the committee
members.

Speakers at the earlier part of the meeting
consisted of the personal advisory com-
mittee of the Search Committee's student
member Paul M. Cronin. This advisory
committee was made up of area government
presidents, representatives of student
organizations and others.

The students specifically desired that the
new president would be more visible to the
students on campus. They said the president
should also be able to attend student
meetings.

Students also expressed concern with the
new presidents' ability to "buck the

president when necessary." Some say the
reason Wood resigned was due to Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis' increasing control of the
Board of Trustees.
The question of student unionization was

brought up by Undergraduate Student
Senate speaker Brian DeLima. DeLima said
he hoped "the president would be concerned
with the input of students," and "would
recognize the students."
The open section of the meeting was

attended mostly by faculty who had secured
permission to speak prior to the meeting.
Cronin said he "wished more students had
attended, we got mostly faculty."

There was debate among the meetings
participants on whether the new president
should be an academician or a manager able
to deal with the legislature. "Of course," said
Cronin, "the best would be a good balance
of both."

Meeting members also discussed the
question of a president from a private school
versus a preoident from public higher
education. One professor said he "would be
bothered by a candidate from a prestigious
private school." Wood is a graduate of
Harvard University.

Many faculty members suggested the
president should be able to work with the
faculty in order to put up a solid front.

Costume Contest
Tfie first Collegian Halloween costume contest will be held tonight at 8

directly outside the Collegian office, 113 Campus Center.
In addition to having their pictures published in the centerfold of Tues-

day s Collegian winners in each category will receive a $5 cash prize
Contestants will compete in the following categories:
Traditional

\ witch, bat, etc. I

Most original \two prizes]
- Famous personality
-Groups
Photos ofrunners-up and others will be run as space permits. A board of

Collegian staff members will judge, and staffers are ineligible.

^
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Grease rocks UMass
jyiONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

It is unusual to watch an audience get so
involved in a play as was the case Fridav
night at the Fine Arts Center with GreaseWhen the play concluded people were
humming and singing, as well as dancing to
the music that had just faded away There

de arts
was probably no more than a few people that
did not go rocking into the night as they left
the theatre.

Grease was performed before a very eager
audience. The antics of the Burger Palace
Boys and the Pink Ladies of Rydell High class
of 1959 were funny as well as quite cap
tivating. The play may not express the typical
50's but the songs have that catchy 50' s type
of beat, and the costumes were great. The
dance numbers were very imaginative and
choreographed superbly.

The lines were very funny, and the jargon
and hand gesturoo were preny good. Thp
acting itself WiS not the best, especially
when the Pink Ladies were gossiping at
school and at a pajama party. Often, the lines
were lost and the words were jumbled
together.

The songs were a completely different
case. Most of the performers who had a solo
sang with much expertise and an over-
whelming amount of emotion. The chorus
songs were very powerful and performed
along with terrific dances.

The energy that was put into the songs
and dances was phenomenal. The energy
flowed from all of the actors and never
seemed to drain them. By the finale, sweat

was dripping down most of the actors faces
but the conclusion was just as dynamic as
the rest of the show, if not more.

There are many relationships that develop
between the Burger Palace Boys and the
Pink Ladies. The main romance was between
Danny Zuko, played by Peter Gallagher, and
Sandy Dumbrowski, who was portrayed by
Gail Edwards. The character of Zuko was
most convincing and held up strongly
throughout the play. His voice was ex
ceptionally good. Sandy's character was fair,
and the other female roles were far better!

Marty, played by Linda Lyons and Betty
Rizzo, played by Nita Novy, were the best of
the female characters. Sonny LaTierri,
portrayed by Terry Michos, was one of the
better male characters. His movements and
gestures, along with his way of using his
lines for all their worth, was really great.

The backstage noises were often
distracting, and some of the scene changes,
of which there was an over abundance, did
not go too smoothly. The movement and
singing that went on made up for most of
that, and overall the play was very strong,
powerful, and very witty. It was easy to see
the actor J out a great deal of themselves into

the play, and it was received very well.

An interview with the cast revealed that
most of the actors, because of their ages, did
not remember the 50's very well. Stephen M.
Groff, who played Vince Fontaine, a radio
disc jockey, remembered the parties his older
sister had thrown. "My sister was 16, and her
parties intrigued me. It was all so fascinating,
the dances and songs."

Gallagher commented on why he felt the
show went so well. "In order for the show to
work, we had to be totally honest. We have
certain bits that usually get a laugh, but with
a college audience we had to use some of
our own ingenuity."

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977,

The recent spring weather brings out many moods. Chris Sotolongo and Ben
Mangen take a break for a car-side jam. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Frat wants fire-safe status
Fraternity brothers at Alpha Tau Gamma

are having a tough time convincing the town
that their house is indeed a fire-safe home.

For the past few months the group has
been trying to obtain a variance, or exemp-
tion, from the state sanitary code on fire

safety conditions for their house at 401 North
Pleasant St. The problem is safety exits.

Fire Chief John Doherty told the Board of
Health recently that the installation of a
sprinkler system in the house several years
ago has greatly increased fire safety. And
Board of Health member Howard Peters
reported a number of substantial im-
provements to the inside and the outside of
the building have been recently made.
The town, however, is k<jeping a hard line

on the state regulations. Officials mair^tain
that the codes are very clear in cases like this,

and the safety exits at the house simply don't
make it.

'

The Board of Health last week refused to
grant the variance. Interior modifications that
would bring the house into compliance with
the code can be made, according to the town
building inspector.

Town officials and private citizens are
starting to boil over the question of how to
meet increased water demand in Amherst.
All indications show that future supplies may
not be able to meet user demand.
A recent report issued by Public Works

Superintendent Stanley Ziomek showed a
dramatic increase in water consumption for
the first nine months of 1977. Town Engineer
James Smith says the increase in con-
sumption appeared to result from an in-

creased year-round population, noting that
over the past 10 years per capita con-
sumption had actually declined.

Smith said that while UMass consumption
has decreased over the past three years,
usage in private homes and apartments has
increased, placing a greater demand on the
system.

The present system can provide up to 4.5
million gallons per day to customers. But
Ziomek has indicated that normal main-
tenance and preventative measures could
not guarantee against a breakdown in any of
the four main components of the present
system.

Should problems develop at any one of
these systems, Ziomek said, the town would
be faced with a daily shortage of one million
gallons. Consulting engineers Tighe and
Bond have advised the town an additional
1.3 million gallons per day is desperately
needed to meet existing community
requirements.

Town Meeting members at the Oct. 14
special Town Meeting grappled with the
problem, approving two proposals to study
the purchase of additional water from
Quabbin Reservoir and the town of Hadley.
The proposals passed by a wide margin. The
assembly, however, declined to approve a

more controversial proposal for a town
supported system.

Meeting members at that time voted to kill

a proposed $63,000 study to test for water
beneath Lawrence Swamp in South
Amherst. Soon after, the Board of Select
men voted 3 2 to go over the heads of

meeting members and have the Lawrence
appropriation placed on the agenda for

reconsideration at the Nov. 14 special Town
Meeting The article was signed by the
selectmen last Thursday.

Further complications arose last week
when the board was petitioned by Finance
Committee member Chauncy Simmons to
add to the town meeting agenda a com-
prehensive study of existing water supplies.

Amherst Briefs

Two board members, Nancy Eddy and
Chairman Diana Romer, blasted Simmons'
proposal, saying it was expensive and
"unnecessary." Romer said the cost of the
study could range from $5,000 to $250,000.
Simmons defended the proposals, saying he
was concerned about the implications of a
failure in the existing supply would have.

Yet another gremlin turned up later in the
week when the town decided to oppose any
moves that would separate UMass from the
town supplies. Town Manager A. Louis
Hayward warned that such a separation,
suggested earlier Town Meeting members
and other private citizens, would greatly
increase the cost for other town customers.
Hayward cited a report by Town Engineer

Smith calling the separation "both complex
and expensive to each party". The report
said in 1976 UMass provided 45 per cent of
all town water revenue.

Smith said only the main campus might be
separated from the town system, leaving
North Village, the School of Ed, Tillson Farm,
Fraternity Sorority park, and other service
areas on the town water system.

"Substantial basic costs to operating the
water system accrue regardless of whether
the University is a customer or not,"
Hayward said.

UMass has been on the town water
system since the "old water company" was
purchased by the town in 1941.

- Joe Maglitta

Grad towers
topic of meeting
UMass and Massachusetts Bureau of

Building Construction (BBC) officials will

begin sessions today in Boston to discuss
solutions for solving the noise pollution
problem of the Graduate Research
Center (GRC).
The sessions, expected to be a

"series" of meetings, according to
UMass Director of Planning Jack Lit-

tlefield, were brought about last August
when the state Lower Pioneer Valley Air
Pollution Control Center found the
research center to be violating noise
pollution standards.

Littlefield said he believes the
building's noise problem is the
responsibility of the state building
authorities since they constructed the
building and UMass never accepted title

to the structure.

Plans sex shows
'CoUeguu^

Sparks wants to 'bewitch' campus with
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

Albert Sparks is coming back.
The 27-year-old founder and original

president of Baroque Enterprises, a con-
troversial organization that brought por-
nography to UMass, is planning to return to
UMass after a two semester hiatus.

In the meantime, he is working on
arrangements for a variety of sex shows:
pornographic films ("Deep Throat" will be
first), a strip-tease show, and perhaps even a
live sex show. "I'd love to have a gigantic
porn festival in the Campus Center
Auditorium," said Sparks in an interview this
week.
The case of a strip-tease show would be a

combination of professional strippers and
UMass students. Sparks said. In response to
the suggestion that a strip show may not
draw much of a crowd here, he said, "If we
have a strip-tease show at UMass, the object
won't be to make money - it would be to
see what kind of response we would get."
Sometime in the undetermined future,

Sparks has plans to bring a "super concert"
to the campus - a gala music festival,
rivaling Woodstock and Watkins Glen in

scope, with "some of the biggest name
bands in the world" providing the en-
tertainment. The money to finance this
concert would come from the movie and
strip-tease profits, said Sparks.

Sparks is convinced that he and Baroque
Enterprises have been the victims of a
systematic series of actions designed to limit
his civil rights. "I would love to take
somebody to court for violation of personal
rights... I'm hoping that between Dean
William F. Field and the RSO office, they'll
make some mistake, so that the civil liberties
people can come in and nail their asses to the
wall."

Sparks claims he has been "harassed" by

OHAG debates
current budget
By JACK GRAVELL
Collegian Staff

Orchard Hill Area Grovernment last night
voted to reconsider the 1977-78 fiscal year
budget in order to consider a budget
sponsored by student representative Bill
Coffey, Extensive debate left controversies
between the budget and the proposal
unresolved.

The major controversy concerned funds
appropnated for the Third World Center
Although the center has been appropriated
more funds than the other center^ Coffey
reasoned that this represented a substantial
cut over last year's budget. Various activities
of universal interest sponsored by the Third
World Center were cited as rationals for the
entire government to support this ap-
propriation of $2,700. "You aren't going to
change color when you walk through that
door," Coffey said.

Concerning the funding of a snack bar in
Field House, the student senate has not
acted upon the request for a loan. Mean-
while, it was suggested, the funds should be
borrowed from other areas which would not
spend their funds until spring. This would
allow the snack bar to get started and
hopefully make a profit. If such a snack bar
were to open, the foods sold would not
interfere with the Central Area snack bar.

both Field and the administrators in RSO
Specifically, Sparks cliams that:
-RSO has frozen Baroque's funds after

every movie they've shown. "They never put
anything on paper - Jjm Riley just tellseverybody not to sign purchase orders for
Baroque.
-a routine RSO purchase order for a

pornographic movie took 5 days to complete.
It should have taken five minutes," said

Sparks. Because of the delay, Sparks had to

upThffil'"
'"' ""'''' '"' p^'^°"^"v P'^^

h.7^'^?^,-^^''°^^®'P^°P°s®^ programs that

nfrnpH°i
^"^

'n
"^^ ""'^^ pornography were

turned down. One, a warm weather concert
on the fields near the campus pond, was
^T' oo^P^°^^' because, in Sparks' words
the RSO office said people would get

drunk, walk across the street, and get hit by a
car." The other idea, an all night (1 a.m.-5
a.m.) disco party, was personally vetoed by

• I«rn
Field.

-a proposed alternative radio station thatwould broadcast from Southwest was nixedby the Southwest administration. Sparks
said he feels any other organization could
have built a radio station there, and that
Baroque was being singled out for
harassment.

-the administration shut down the
showing of "Portraits" an X-rated movie
under false pretenses, claims Sparks. Field
said he stopped the showing last March
because it was discovered that Sparks was
not a student at UMass, and therefore had
no right to use University facilities for a fund-
raising activity.

"The truth of the matter," said Sparks "is
that It didn't matter that I wasn't a student
because another member of Baroque signed
all the paperwork. RSO regulations allow
non-students to put on programs as long as a
student organization backs them up."

Speaking for RSO, student activities
coordinator Jim Riley, put these charges in
perspective.

First, it is the student senate who has theauthonty to freeze funds, RSO can onlymake recommendations, said Riley. Riley
said Baroque's money was probably frozen
because of the questionable legitimacy of the
group. For a time last spring, there was some
question as to exactly who, besides Albert
Sparks, belonged to Baroque.

This same nebulous quality of Baroque's
membership was cited as the reason Field
stopped the showing of "Portraits" last
March. Sparks may be right that he as a non-
student could legitimately put on a program
It a student organization backed him up. The
problem said Riley, was that not only
bparks, but the backing organization, too
was suspected.

Dan Berrigan, Jesuit priest and peace activist, soealcs at Hamn«hira r^ii^^. ^ ^
bomb on humanity. (Staff photo by Dale Griswo'dl

"^ '"•''•"•""""'"•'• P"""'!"' »««t. of th. n.utron

Business...

is frightening

By CINDY YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Going into business for yourself can
certainly be a frightening experience. Geri
Spear and Joanne Pilon, find it especially
scary, as Count Dracula agd Frankenstein
are two of their regular customers. Spear
and Pilon run the Costume Closet on
White St. in Springfield.

When entering the store, dozens of
eyes seem to follow you from behind
rubber masks that hang upon the wall, a
large case contains fake fingernoils,
teeth, and hair. In the back of the store is

the workroom, where Spear and Pilon
put together an assortment of strange
and delightful characters - anything
from Raggedy Ann and Andy to the
Hunchback of Notre Dame.

The Costume Closet opened three anr*
one- half years ago on April Fool's Day.
The Idea came to Spear and Pilon at a
Halloween party, when they learned that
Pease Costume of Springfield was going

out of business. They bought out the
store and have since completely
renovated and replaced all the costumes.
Ninety per cent of the costumes are
handmade.

The Costume Closet has an extensive
selection of costumes, numbering in the
thousands. If the customer doesn't know
what he or she wants Spear and Pilon try
to "play psychologist and suggest
costumes that may fit their per-
sonalities." Many of the costumes are
interchangable, so Spear and Pilon can
create just about anything. A colonial
soldier becomes a pirate with the addition
of a patch, scarf and earring. The only
characters they are unable to create are
copyright characters. Saturday Night
Live's Coneheads and many Star Wars
characters are popular this season, and
Pilon and Spear try to create similar
costumes without duplicating the
copyright.

The Costume Closet provides makeup
with the appropriate costumes, along
with explicit instructions as to its ap-
plication and removal. This way the

customer can get an idea, as to how long
it will take to get ready for a party. A
wolfman's face can take up to an hour
and one- half to apply.

Spear and Pilon really "get into" their
business. Every year Spear makes
costumes for her husband and his band.
This year, they will be wearing the
skimpiest of caveman outfits. Pilon's
mother is getting into the act, and is

wearing her costume bowling.
With the lines 20 deep and the phone

constantly ringing. The Costume Closet's
business is booming. Halloween parties,
in fact all parties are "in" this year.
"People started dressing up during the
Bicentennial and found out they really
enjoyed it, " says Spear. Halloween
theme parties are also a big thing. Spear
and Pilon outfitted Sir Lancelot and Lady
Gweniviere for a knightly theme party.
Spear claims she and Pilon are "two

kids that never grew up." They love their
work, although during the Halloween
season things can become quite hectic.
"It really helps to be a bit crazy," says
Pilon.
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UMass Halloween .

MONDAY. OCTQBFR 31, 1977 MONDAY, OCTOBER 31. 1^77,

«..^hfu^n '" ^^^ ^'^^"^ ^^^^P^s came alive,as the Halloween spirit descended upon itthis past weekend. Various monsters and
devils appeared from bushes and buildinas
while a group of pregnant nuns were seenroaming the streets chugging mugs of beer.

Studerits flocked to the movies as such
F^J"?/^,p^^.^,E>'orcist", "Slaughterhouse

'Ti! V '® appeared at area theatresThe Creature from the Black Lagoon" wasshown Saturdav in the Student Union
Ballroom and 3-D glasses were handed outto get the total "eerie" effect.

The Pub held its annual Halloween party
last night. The first fifty costumed characterswere given a free T-shirt and a $25 cash prizewas given for the best costume. PoorRichard s also held its annual costume party

^^^p^n^^'.f"^^
'^'^''^^^ ^^^^ ^as causingsome equally strange reactions.

\A/hile dorms all over campus held parties
the Campus Center itself was the site of most
of the Halloween action. Hundreds of people
gathered on the concourse level; 90 per cent
of them in costume. Moon maidens
scarecrows, green-faced witches and tramps
assembled in a large parade of weirdness
The Hunchback of Notre Dame chased awoman in a white gown as a man posing as a
midget walked on his knees across the floor.

UMass had its own Star War as two
great" Darth Vaders battled each other and

baturday Night Live was also a popular
theme as Coneheads and Killer Bees were
buzzing about. Those of us "normals" were
heard to exclaim "unbelievable!"

Text by

Cindy Young

Photos by

Dale Griswold
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WASHINGTON \UPI\ - President Carter
angered members of a congressional "steel
caucus" Thursday by refusing to consider
their demand for import quotas to help the
nation's troubled basic steel industry.

"I think it's incomprehensible that we can
let a basic industry go down the tubes,"
declared Sen. Richard Schweiker, R-Pa.,
after a meeting with Carter. He complained
that Carter "seems far less concerned with
the steel industry problems and far more
concerned with our relationships with other
countries and the impact it has in other
countries."

Robert Strauss, Carter's trade am-
bassador, responded to Schweiker's
complaint by insisting the President would
not "be shoved into a simple answer for
political gain."

Carter told the 150-member Capitol Hill

delegation his steel policy will be completed
in a few weeks by a special task force. He
already has promised the industry some tax
relief and a crackdown on importers who
illegally "dump" steel in the United States at
a loss.

Carter assured the meeting his policy "will

be compatible with yours, which is to make
sure we have a strong viable industry."

But the President ruled out any support for
quotas on growing steel imports, which
many members of the congressional
delegation were seeking. Imports now
comprise nearly 20 per cent of the American
steel market.

Imports have been blamed for the many
woes of the steel industry — including big
losses, plant closings and layoffs.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Sausage Grinder, Swiss
Cheese Fondue; Basics, Vegetable
Grinder, Swiss Cheese Fondue.
DINNER - Roast Beef, Chicken

Tetrazzini; Basics, Spinach Noodie
Casserole, Chicken and Pineapple

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Hamburgers, Cheese

Ravioli; Basics, Oatburgers, Cheese
Ravioli

DINNER - Roast Turkey, Knock-
\vurst; Basics, Roast Turkey, Ratatouille

Young wants ban
on nuke fuel cargo
NEW YORK \UPI] - Andrew Young, the

U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, said

yesterday he personally would favor an

absolute ban on American shipment of

nuclear fuel to South Africa, but it is too late

for that to be a realistic possibility.

In an interview on ABC television's Issues

and Answers, Young said South Africa has

achieved "nuclear potential the extent of

which we're not fully able to judge."

Young said, "To cut things off now would
only encourage separate development of

South Africa's own nuclear potential. I think

by maintaining some kind of relationship, we
do have the possibility of infTuencing them to

sign tho Nuclear Proliferation Treaty and
accepting all the safeguards that go with the

International Atomic Energy Agency."
Asked if the Carter administration was

considering other actions aside from sup-

porting in the United Nations a mandatory

in the

AUTOMATIC
MARKDOWN
BOOK
SALE

Mon. C>«i. 31

Ml opig. price

Mon. !Nov. 7

V* oripr price

a great selection

at great prices

at the bookstore
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embargo on the sale of arms to South Africa,
Young replied: "I think it's fair to say that we
are considering other things.

Young said if South Africa "insists on
following the policies of apartheid, then our
relationships with them cannot remain the
same. There's going to be a gradual
disengagement of American support at all

levels."

Toward the end of the interview. Young
was asked if he agreed with a description of
him given in an interview with black African
leader Steve Biko that was taped before his

death in a South African jail.

"I doubt if Young's heart is in the right

place," Biko had said. "He is a pretty am-
bitious black fellow, who is going to have to
play it pretty neutral. He can't project his

blackness, he has to project his
reasonableness."

Bolles jury

starts debate
PHOENIX, Ariz. [UPI] - A Superior Court

jury may start deliberations today in the trial

of two men accused in the bomb slaying of
newsman Don Bolles in June of 1976.

Final testimony in the trial, which began
July 11, was heard Thursday and closing

arguments were ordered Monday by Judge
Howard Thompson.
Max Dunlap, 48, a Phoenix contractor, and

James Robison, 55, a plumber from nearby
Chandler, are charged with first-degree

murder and conspiracy in the death of Bolles.

Bolles, an investigative reporter for The
Arizona Republic, was injured June 2, 1976,

when a bomb exploded beneath his car. He
died 11 days later.

49 countries

media tall<

SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia [UPI] - A first-

ever conference of Third World radio and
television officials ended Sunday after

delegates from 49 countries adopted
resolutions to pool their facilities and counter

Western domination of the world television

industry.

With little debate, the meeting approved a

proposal for formal cooperation among
national radio and television networks in

"non-aligned" countries, including sharing

newsfilms and television programs.

"There will certainly be problems in the

future," Mirko Popovic, a member of the

executive committee of the Yugoslav
communist party, told delegates in a closing

speech.

"But the difficulties result from the in-

sufficiently developed broadcasting net-

works of the non-aligned countries. And it is

also possible that the difficulties will come
from those who do not agree with this kind

of development."
The idea of a newsfilm pool was patterned

after the non-aligned countries news pool

project, in which some 35 Third World news
agencies exchange dispatches through the

Yugoslav agency Tanjug.

Delegates at the conference said the

television pool would be a limited operation

and was not intended to take over the world

television market from Western film com-
panies.

"The technical problems are already

enormous," one delegate said. "There's no

way we could operate without the newsfilm

and entertainment programs we get from the

West
"

Even the turnout at the meeting was
somewhat disappointing, delegates said.

Conference officials had predicted that at

least 60 countries would send represen-

tatives, but delegates said there were only 49

full delegations, including the Palestine

Liberatin Organization.

Under the conference resolutions, the

coordination program will be run by a

committee of 19 broadcast executives from

the Third World. Further conferences will be

held every three years, the next in Sierra

Leone.

Devilish and
Bewitching..

Jennifer Koskinen, 6, shows off the similar dental pattern of her creation while

getting ready for the pumpkin carving and costume contest at the Hyatt Regency
Cambridge.
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Treasury head

tours Mideast

ROME \UPI\ - U.S. rre-isury
Secretary Michael Blumenthal fl( /v to
Italy yesterday from Saudi Arabia -nd a

tour of Middle cast oil states designed to
head off possible price increases.

Diplomatic sources said thj't in ad-
dition to discussing oil prices -vith Saudi
leaders, Blumenthal tried to rfc.issure the
Middle East's largest oil prodiu^r of the
strength of the U.S. dollar

In Saudi Arabia, Blumecihal also
signed a $100 million agreement for
development of solar energy use. The
accord, to be funded equally bv the two
countries, comes within a Carter Ad-
ministration energy policy aimed at
trimming U.S. oil needs.

Heavy border dashes
SALISBURY, Rhodes/s [UP/] -

Rhodesian troops fought Zambian
soldiers in heavy daylong border clashes
and killed 26 black nationalist guerrillas
infiltrating into Rhodesia, the military
command said yesterday.
An evening communique said Zambian

troops using mortars, machine guns and
small arms launched "heavy attacks"
against Rhodesian forces early Saturday
at Kazungula.

"There have been no security forces
casualties but some damage has been
caused to buildings and two vehicles," as
a result of the Zambian attacks, the
communique said.

Kazungula, located on the tip of the
western Rhodesian panhandle, forms the
meeting point of Rhodesia, Zambia,
Botswana and South West Africa.
The border clashes came slightly more

than a month after Prime Minister Ian
Smith and Zambian President Kenneth
Kaunda met in Zambia to discuss tension
between the two nations.

The communique said Rhodesian
troops yesterday "intercepted a gang of
terrorists who had just entered Rhodesia.
In a series of engagements 26 members
of this gang were killed. There were no
secuhty forces casualties."

Train strike ends

BUENOS AIRES, Argentian \UPI\ -
Normal train service was restored in

Buenos Aires yesterday after four days of

wildcat strikes, but subways were still out
of service and airline personnel
threatened further strike action.

Negotiations today will be crucial in the
worst labor disturbances since the
military government took power from
President Isabel Peron in March 1976.

Strikes are illegal and most unions are
controlled by the armed forces, but the
wildcat strikes spread quickly last week.

Signalmen and other railway workers
went back to work Sunday pending the
announcement today of salary increases.

There was no official information on
what formula was found to end the strike

that hit most of Argentina's stateowned
railway lines at one time or another
during the past four days.

Government negotiators were also

looking for a solution to the subway
strike that began Friday.

Boston Children's theater actor Jamie Guggins, 14. gets some help from eight year
old Christina McNeff, as he puts finishing touches on a pumpkin for the group's
Halloween production.
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Ghouls unite
As a result of all this, ghouls are

forced to see Halloween as it really
Is — a holiday when ghoul's in-

terests are not necessarily those of

the Great Pumpkin. It is ludicrous
to say "leave it to the Pumpkin,"
and then expect to have a
Halloween experience that is truly
rewarding.

And hence, we arrive at the
subject of ghoul collectives.

If we were to actively participate
In a ghoul collective the benefits

would be enormous. We would be
able to deal with the Great Pum-
pkin and the Legislative Squashes
In real numbers — just think of the
number of ghouls there are around
here. And perhaps more im-
portantly, we would gain ex-
perience in dealing with the other
power groups and their leaders.

together

pkln.

against the great Pum-

In conclusion, beware of anyone
who tells you that a collective of

ghouls will be a panacea for all our
problems as ghouls. The nature of

the holiday of Hal'oween precludes
that thought. People will always
give you the damned apples instead
of good candy, and Americans have
a tradition of dealing with
Halloween by looking to the Great
Punipkin for help. But the complex
nature of Halloween in the 70's
precludes such a resigned attitude.

With the present system we, as
ghouls, end up consumers of things
that the Great Pumpkin and his
followers label as "treats". We are
not so sure as to these "treats," so

like Santa and the Little Elves, and we find ourselves seeking a
the ever present Big Turkey. collective of ghouls.

The danger in a ghoul collective
Is that it too may become im-
personal and not responsive to the
ghoul's needs and wants. We could
end up with a Big Ghoul instead of a
Big Pumpkin. The leaders of the
ghoul collective have spent much of
the month of October trying to

work out a system that would in-

sure direct ghoul participation. But
it is we, not them, who are
responsible.

This group that has been working
on a ghoul collective is called the
Ghoul Organizing proiect (GOP) . A
good and well meaning group of

ghouls they are, but they have
failed to show the ghoul population
exactly what they have to gain by
participating in such a collective.

Until they do so many of us ghouls
will be skeptical about joining

Events of recent years have
provoked many of us to reexamine
the nature of Halloween. Two

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
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Organizations may submit letters, but
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at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
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myths have pervaded the ghoul
population In recent years, despite
repeated evidence that they are
fallacous:

One is that Halloween Is sup-
posed to be a friendly holiday. We
are supposed to get dressed up in

costumes that aren't really scary,
but are rather the Great Pumpkin's
idea of what scary should be. He
and his cohorts have watered the
Idea of a good scare down because
they are out of touch with today's
world. And our tricks are supposed
to be cute; even the rather cliche
soap and toilet paper are frowned
upon. The effect — we, as ghouls
are forced into a mold we find
neither scary nor particularly
rewarding.

The second popular myth is that

Halloween will provide every ghoul
with a full bag of candy. Well for

most of us that full bag of candy
promise as at best tenuous. Even
those who get dressed up as
business maiors (enough to scare
the hell out of anyone) are not

assured success. All ghouls are
subiect to the Indiscriminate
vicissitudes of the Halloween rat

race. And who can even speculate
about the Halloween situation ten

or twenty years from now. There
will always be that cranky neigh-

bor who will complain about having
his car windows soaped. But the
real power we would yield as
ghouls would help alleviate a lot of

the bad things that are presently
ruining our Halloween fun, and will

make the great Pumpkin wonder
how great he really is. Like Linus,

who sits on his duff waiting for the
Great Pumpkin to come and make
his Halloween, we too will be
disappointed if we don't get moving
now. Ghouls unite for a better

Halloween.

All unsigned editors are the
majority opinion of the Collegian
Board of Editors.
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rm in the majority with capitalism

I've red so much nasty left-handed print in

this anti-kapitalist newspaper that I'm ab-

solutely too furious to be coherent! My
intellect literally fumes with patriotic ap-

pleplexyl To quote a other grate Kapitalist,

"Mein Kempf!" And all you nasty anti-

hypocrites are a bunch of pox on the well-

trained Kapitalist corpse like me. And I don't

need fact to back it up. I'M IN THE
MAJORITY.

First, let me define Kapitalism for all those
with smaller IQ's than mine. My mother says
Kapitalism is "all there is and there ain't no
more." PERIOD. And my mama luvs me. She
luvs me.

Who can deny the economic system is

characterized by investments determined by
mainly corporate ownership of private

freedom? And where else are all you slob-

bering radical peace-mongers allowed to go
the market or a football games once in

awhile? Wouldn't you send your kids to

debtor's prison if they didn't behave? You
bet your \^ add I would. If somebody asked
me to spell "goriller" for five bucks you can
bet I'd look it up in the diktionerry.

Being a little kid and having recently

handled myself, tell me, what is more basic in

human nature than satisfying my lusts and
desires?

Lust is the only instink that's been with us
since the beginning of time. And I luv it.

Because of Kapitalists I've been dealt on,
sold out and serviced at a price. And I've
ripped people off in turn. Sometimes they
complain bitterly, but tough greenbacks.
They have the option to go out and rip

somebody else off and leave me the hell

alone. It's as clear-cut as my lobotomy.

However, and ipso facto, the socialites,

commies. Troglodytes, Naderists, and weary
multitudes of so-called oppressed poor
people in so-called ghettoes, seem to think
they have a right to liberty, life and the
pursuit of happiness. These dissident, nasty
people are obviously more deluded than us.
You can all go to Chile! Kapitalism takes care
of its own.

The only rights you have are Christmas
and new years and alcohol if you reach
adulthood. Suppose you lived in some
undernourished island beneath a tribe over
the Pacific. Then where would you be? I'd

certainly like to hear you translate that one.
Not everyone has the right to desired prices

or can right for the Collegian. Can telephones
right? Can homes right?

The Kapitalists have given us such a high

level of education that our standard of living

defies description. You commies got a

description? Bull shit. Go live in a free

democratic egalitarian society, then see if

you can educate me. I don't want to hear it.

I'm too busy trying to pass Rhetoric to
worry about politics. And never mind staying
alive. You self- proclaimed anti- Kapitalists
think you have some basic right to that
affect? Well leave me alone. I'm already
affected.

Kapitalism is the system here in this great
country,"under God, interdigital, with liberty

and justice for all - all Kapitalists". Dig the
quotes, comradishes. Kapitalism is

responsible for everything we have. If you
don't have anything, get the hell out of here.

You'd be doing me and my mother a big

favor.

Go forth, hypocrites, and tell the world
what a shaft I am. Maybe if you're lucky

somebody will give you a job to cry about.
But not in this country; you can all go cry in

the unemployment line.

Fearing Street residents

complain about UMass noise

To the Editor:

ATTENTION ALL UMASS
STUDENTS WHO L IVE IN OR AROUND
THE FEARING ST. -NUTTING AVENUE
SECTION OF TOWN! This also includes

all of you who use this neighborhood as a
general thoroughfare between South-
west and the center of town. Did you
know that this section of Amherst is

basically residential? And that, more
oft6n than not, there are FAMILIES living

in }he houses that line these streets?

Well, we [the residents of this neigh-

borhood] are writing to inform what
seems to be a fairly large number of you
that this is the case.

Now we don 't wish to be offensive or

alienating. However, a particular situation

is becoming a constant irritation, and we
felt it was time that this particular

situation be addressed. We're talking

about inordinate NOISE and general
ROWDINESS Of course we all were
college students once, and we remember
that it is great fun to indulge in frivolous,

careless partying and careening through

the streets of any university town in the

evenings. However, it is really asking too

much that you Iwhoever you are] curb

your enthusiasm when the clock strikes

eleven?

Three nights in a row, several of us

have been rudely awakened, after 1 f, by
singing, shouting, screaming, etc., etc.,

ad nauseam. We are where most of YOU
will be in a very short time, i.e.

begrudingly participating in the Mon.-
Fri., 9-5 mediocrity of the life of working

people. In addition to that, many of us

have children - we are sure that many of

YOU will someday soon discover that this

means you get up, {whether you want to

or not] between the hours of 6 and 7a.m.

EVERYDAY.

Are we making ourselves absolutely

clear? It is just so depressing to have to

drag oneself to work in the morning,

bleary-eyed, due to a lack of sleep; lack of
sleep due to someone's inconsiderate

behavior.

Perhaps many of you do not realize

that you are disturbing working people
and their children from their slumbers
when you stroll along Fearing Street in

the late hours of the evening, or the early

hours of the morning. We hope this will

inform you, and when you pass by,

perhaps you could can it for just a few
minutes? We could sleep on, wake up
and continue to be rested, productive
participants in the mediocrity of work,
and you could continue your partying —
but after you reach the campus.

Everyone's cooperation in this matter
would be most SINCEREL Y appreciated
by several residents of the above
mentioned neighborhood.

Several Exhausted Residents
of the Fearing St-Nutting

Ave Neighborhood

Capitalism column

poor journalism

To the Editor:

Though not surprised, I am truly fed up
with the poor journalistic qualities

represented on the editorial page of your
newspaper. Stephen Mathieu's editorial

of October 26, "Capitalism: 'I Love It' "is
an example of a style of writing best
characterized by its lack of content and
fact. The author's logic and form of
argument are nonsensical and make no
real point. He substitutes his opinion for

historical information he knows little of.

Capitalism, as a system, has not, contrary
to Mathieu 's editorial, been with us since
the beginning of time. Dictionary
definitions are not items to be taken
verbatim and placed out of context in any
setting, to make a point. Rather than
informing or stating a well articulated

opinion, Mathieu's editoriaf confuses
facts with fiction and is disrespectful to

its readers by misinforming them in such
a blatant manner.

Instead of reacting, why don't writers

for the Collegian take some time to learn

something. The Collegian has a
responsibility to provide intelligent and
coherent news and editorials to its

readers. Leave your emotional baggage
at home — and try, please, to con-
centrate on the content of your news-
papers. It would help.

Penny Schwartz

The ever changes

of Halloween

"The University is dedicated not only to learning and ad-

vancement of knowledge, but to the development of ethically

sensitive and responsible persons. It seeks to achieve these goals

through a sound educational program and policies governing
student conduct that encourages independence and maturity."

The above quote is from the preamble of the Student Code of

Conduct and states, in terms borrowed from the School of

paul yanowitch

Education and the Community Development
Center, the objectives of the University. That
is, you venture in the hallowed doors im-
mature and ethically unresponsive and
irresponsible sheep, and miraculously arrive

after a 4 year hiatus from society, a mature
adult.

By the looks of it, we are rapidly failing;

one need only go to Southwest on
Halloween to determine the veracity of my
statement. Actually, there is nothing wrong
with college students celebrating Halloween
with the same intensity and in the same style
as it was celebrated when we were but knee
high to a grasshopper. What has changed is

not the custom that surrounds the depraved
holiday, but the way in which it is celebrated.
The times have changed so extraordinarily
since our callow youth, and these changes
are naturally reflected in our mannerisms in

our old age. But it struck me that it would be
enjoyable to see how others have made this
transition. For example, how would the
infamous My Three Sons celebrate
Halloween in 1978.

Mr. Douglas — attend Halloween formal at

the Country Club tor the over 55 crowd,
dressed as Abe Lincoln. Finds 44 other
Lincoln's; Drinks too much egg nog and
makes passes at the 44 Mary Todds.

Uncle Charlie - gets his kicks by baking
brownies spiked with Spanish fly and hash
for trick or treaters. Also puts razor blades in

candy apples, chortling to himself, Arg,
matey.

Robbie — goes to party on the 9th floor of
Kennedy in Southwest in costume as Harry
Reems. Trips out on Qualudes and winds up
with Hokkaido Bear in a carrel in the library.

Chip — goes to high school dance as
C3P0, smokes 4 joints of Columbian, has 3
Martinis, pops 2 valium and goes into coma.
Put in intensive care next to 6 year old girl

who bit into apple with razor blades.
Ernie — finally gives into peer pressure and

smokes a joint; sees Great Pumpkin and runs

around Amherst giving joints to any kid

under 15.

Or, perhaps, if one doesn't consider the
characters listed above to be the average
family, what about Family Affair:

Uncle Bill - goes to party on 72 street and
Park Avenues as Robert Young; gets
shnokkered on Vodka and wakes up in
Tijuana, married to a 42nd street floozy.

Mr. French - finds a joint in Jodie's
pocket doing a wash; smokes it and runs out
to Central Park and molests little boys and
girls. Put away for pederasty.

Sissy - gets high on life, takes a dare and
kisses some guy. To repent, she runs off and
joins the Moonies.

Jodie - drinks too much punch at junior
high dance; comes home and gets Buffy
pregnant.

- Buffy - goes to same party dressed as
Cinderella; stays after 12:00 and comes back
as Lady Godiva. Loses shoes and virginity to
Jodie.

There are others of course who celebrate
Halloween in a more classical fashion: Telly
Savalas will go as Night on Bald Mountain,
etc. (very bad, but I couldn't resist). The
Polyglots will get dressed up as soccer
players and beat the Cosmos.

Of course, the types of activities listed
above will not occur tonight. This is a
peaceful, quiet, idyllic environment made so
by the benevolent University so that we may
mature and develop academically, in-

tellectually and emotionally. I'd bet that there
won't be a large amount of casual sex,
alcohol imbibement nor intake of harmful
substances: however, I've got horse sense —
that which horses have that prevents them
from betting on humans.

Some friends have suggested that I go as a
human; not so, I cry, I am going to go as the
distinguished Casanova of the 50's - Ward
Cleaver.

Paul Yanowitch is the Collegian Vampire.
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Whafs Happening

TODAY
"HAPPY HOUR"

Finally a "happy hour" for plant lovers!
Every Tues. 4:30-5:30. $1 one-time donation.
French Hall, 105.

LUNCHEON AND DINNER
Served by HRTA students. Tickets must

be brought in 219 Chenoweth in advance.
This week: poached filet w-Newburg sauce,
soup, slaw, zucchini, French Bread, and
lemon pudding cake. Tuesday at noon,
MTuWTh at 4:30 p.m.
FILM
The documentary film 'America, I Love

You" originally produced for Israeli
Television, will be shown at 8 p.m. in

Thompson 104.

DANCE
The Red Barne at Hampshire College;

every Monday at 8:30 p.m. Live Blue Grass
music. Blake Hanson - call«r

TICKET SALES: TOM JONES
Tickets for the Roister Doisters "Tom

Jones" go on sale today on the CC Con-
course from 9-5. Tickets on sale in Bowker
box office Tues-Sun. Prices are $2.00 stu.-

$2.50 general public. Show is Nov. 4, 5, and 6
at 8:00 p.m. in Bowker Aud., Stockbridge
Hall. Call 5-0783 for info.

TOMORROW
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

Everyone is WELCOME. Come and see
what we are all about! Check CC schedule
for room number. Free.

LECTURE
"National Energy Prospects" during

energy forum at 4:30 p.m. in Herter 231, by
Dr. Robert Seamans, former administrator of

the Federal Energy Research
Development Administration.

and

DAILY
BOLTWOOD-BELCHERTOWN PROJECT

Volunteers are needed to participate in

recreational programs and as companions at
Belchertown State School. Volunteers and
the residents at Belchertown State School
are afforded social, recreational, and
vocational experiences. For more in-

formation, please call: Carole Sieron 323-
6311, ext. 295.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
The Fund for Theological Education is

currently sponsoring 3 various fellowships;
one open to all Norti-* Americans, one special
opportunity fellowship open to Hispanic-
Americans, and one special opportunity
fellowship open to Black North Americans.
All will provide financial assistance to
students pursuing their Master of Divinity
degree or equivalent at an accredited school
of theology, based on individual needs. For
complete details contact UCF, 428 Student
Union, 545-2789. Deadline for nomination to
receive a grant is Nov. 20
NEW ENGLAND-WIDE CONFERENCE
The University Christian Movement is

inviting all New England students to its

annual conference to be held at Brown
University on November 4-6. WHAT IS THE
UNIVERSITY PREPARING YOU FOR? is the
theme with keynote speaker Howard Zin,
Professor of Political Science at BU.
Workshops on Black Studies, Women's
Studies, Alternative Educational Systems,
etc. Please register at UCF, 428 Student
Union, 545-2789 by Wednesday.

Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting CC 804 at 7:30 p.m. Pledges meeting at 7

p.m. Any interutad atudent is urged to attend.
DV.P

Short, important meeting, CC room 174 at 630
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Meeting 7 p m Rm 903. All sisters should try to

attend

G S S PLEDGING
Meeting at 8:15 p.m Rm 903 CC

C-4/V YOU SINGP
Coffeehouse performers needed. Call 5-2526 (days)

or 665-2818 (nights).

FOUND
Bicycle, 5 miles from Amherst. Describe 665-3091

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
Let's Make a Deal Night ", at 700 p.m Prizes,

refreshments, and a good reason to dress for

Halloween. Call Mary or Liz at 545-0939 for rides and
info LDP, 389 North Pleasant St Amherst
COLONY MEETING AND ASSOCIATION

Halloween party features

Widespread Depression
The Union Program Council's Halloween

party tonight at 8 in the Student Union
Ballroom will feature the fabulous swing
orchestra: Widespread Depression Or-
chestra. The 10-man band, reminiscent of
the Count Basie Orchestra, will play the
goodtime music of the swing era. Celebrities
like Count Basie have deemed Widespread
Depression Orchestra a "great band", and
Charlie Harrison (Duke Ellington's manager)
calls them "a fabulous group; the best I've
seen in years."

Admission is $1 with costume, $2 for
•everyone else. Tickets can be purchased at
nx in the Student Union (across from the
Post Office). There will be a cash bar and
prizes will be awarded for the best costumes.

CEREMONY
All colony members are required to anend in room

905 909 of the Campus Center at 6:30 p.m sharp
OUTING CLUB
Meeting 7 p.m , CC rm 101 - HalJoween Coffee

House
SE SOCIETY PARTY

Halloween Party, Farley Lodge, 7:00 pm to
midnight Costume suggested but not required. SF
members and their guests only
RENTS AND FEES COMMITTEE

Will meet m rm 917, CC. Housing Contract Task
Force, same place at 6:30. All interested please come
LOST

Black key case, Southwest area or in the Campus
Center Caf» Chris at 6-4105
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS

Nomination papers are now available for Vice-
President of Southwest Assembly For info call 5
0960
NORTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT

Northeast Area Government has one position open
for Judge, open to entire UMass community. Person
cannot be a senior Call Diane Lauricell at 546 4665 by
no later than Tues., Nov. Ist, at 10 p m. Interviews
Nov. 2, 7pm at Knowlton Basement in NEAG office
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Meeting tomorrow 9 to 10 am Campus Center 903
for anyone interested in applying to the program

POUSETTf-
DART

SPECIAL GUESTS
THE BRICKER BAND

Coming
Thurs., Nov. 1

ANDY
PRATT

special guests FAT
cover $3.00

rfe. 47 Sunderland, ma./rel.665-493:
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977
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Streaking Pats topple

Jets for fourth straight

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977

FOXBORO. Mass \UPI\ - Steve Grogan
tossed three touchdown passes, including a
52varderto rookie Stanley Morgan, to spark
the New England Patriots to their fourth
straight win yesterday, a 24-13 victory over
the New York Jets.

Grogan, who has 13 TD passes halfway
through the season, also threw scoring
tosses of 1 1 yards to Darryl Stingley and four
yards to rookie Don Hasselbeck. John Smith
added a 30- yard field goal.

,n^,o®
'^^^^- ^^° P'^y®^ ^^^ England to a

10-10 tie in the first half, scored on a 30-yard

pass from Richard Todd to Jerome Barkum
and field goals of 36 and 21 yards by Pat
Leahy.

Grogan completed 16-of-23 passes for 228
yards, while Stingley, who had 116 yards in
receptions last week, caught eight passes for
121 yards.

/f
"IT IS A JOY!"

HAROLD
and

MAUDE
up Colo' by t»<hr.,<c.lo>* ^^^- i

IOct 31st; 7 15, 9 30 & 11 00
IN C C AUD

NFL Scoreboard
Cincinnati 13, Houston 10 OT
Cleveland 44, Kansas Citv 7
Minnesota 14, Atlanta 7

New England 24, NY Jets 13
Washington 23, Philadelphia 17
San Dieoo 14, Miami 13
Chicago 26, Green Bay
New Orleans 27, Los Angeles 26
Dallas 37, Detroit
Oakland 24. Denver 14
Seattle 55. Buffalo 17
San Francisco 20. Tampa Bay 10
Baltimore 31, Pittsburgh 21

The Patriots, after a 12 start, are 5-2. Tfie
Jets, 30-27 winners over the Patriots four
weeks ago, r.,w have lost three straight to
tall to 2-5.

Grogan snapped the tie at 3:57 of the third
period when, on a first down at the New
England 48, he threw an arching pass that

New York Jets running back Clark Gaines finds the going tough as Patriots St«w«Kmg (r) and Bob Howard (1) combine to bring him down in secondqurr^^r ac^^^^^from yesterdays game at Schaefer Stadium. New England won. 24 13. (UPI)

Morgan ran down at the 10 before streaking
past two defenders. The play capped a 73-
yard, eight-play drive.

New England sealed the game less than six
minutes later when Grogan, on a third-and-

four situation at the Jets' four, rolled to his
right and flipped to the 67" Hasselbeck The
Patriots' second-round draft choice from
Colorado now has four catches for the year
all for touchdowns.

FINE >f?TS CENTER PRESENTS

mMwm TOUR Of we worlds greatist musical

1

wl
EDWARD
MULHARE

n
ANNE

ROGERvS

Alan .AY LEANER FREDERICK lOEWE

1^

rr<t "Mil _»N>

CrWCMVLLDCHL
^^ JERAYADLER

Thursday, November 3
3.30 pm and 8.00 pm

FINE >4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

V^^^llxTl^ °?,^" '"' ''•"^ performances
General P"t>lic $7 50^ 50 i so UMass studentsUJi. 3 2i 2 7$ Other students and sen.or
citiiens $4 50, 5 50. 4.50

Pme Arts Center Box Office M F «
* ft" Tichetron Locations

NOW, ENDS TUESDAY
AT TWO THEATRES

7 00 and 9 00

^i^^

^

FINE >^TS CENTER PRESENTS

CRITICS AROUND THE WORLD
HA« CALLED FURTIVOS

,f>''lA(J«D.r^v RIVETTINC, iV-.BEr^Wf
.fVUS SOCKO ACRVSr*iuN*r4:M

TOTAI.I » ABSORBING #*FfABl F
'VPOSSiBlf TO.OfSl BtRt

•NO IT WON
'JFOf 'H{ lUBtS-riLMSO 1976

--..".'.i PBia SANSfaASTIANFIlMFfs:,,A _
IGWAND PRI^ SOUTH AMERICAN CiV HSTiVALl

THmnoRi^f TMiTAGoniMFfs-'vAL

MAflt BY A MAN WHO I0¥t0 HIS
COUNTRY AND HAT£D HIS GOvVwlMtNT

TURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST.

FILMS I HAVE EVER SEEN"

Luis Bunuel

AMHERST Cinema
in Amherst

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

No Dollar Nights

AMHONY
NHWWIAN,

Harpsichordist

All baroquf program

UIIM

SPRI.NGMI II)

SYMPHOW ORCHIS I RA
Ki>l)trt (.iiittr. C.Miduttor

Wednesday, November 2 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public i7, 6 5UMass students S3 SO. 3, 2 SO Ottier students and
senior citiiens 56, S, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4
4 All Ticketron Locations

CALVIN
KI\(,S1 NOHIHAMPION

IF

VOOVE
GOT A
TASIt
FOU

TERROfI

TAKE
CARRK

%, rOTHE
PHOOI

CARPie

M0UNTIUNFUIIK4
loun i-iM»if«

OF THE l1E>IJt/

Fmmkv,

BebujeeN
^ (lUe LiNes

0-ttltOt>,XiAH MICKLIN SllVf M
JoMnoM, Br rnco MMMOM 'MiOWtS'mM »«CS|NT«riON

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Cirtssified form

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALt

eeGalanySfWFord S700 527 5746

73 Vega Wqn 4sdc) VG cond~Newlires
$1 20rj Torr 549 4600 exf 323

122Volwo oarts sed&waorin Rb3 665-4384

i9 Ford Galaxy 500 Ponce miercept 428ci
Huns >-«relleni S450 549 1456 after 4

ii8 Dodge 1 ton Pick up 6 cyl 4' spd' std
Mech O K

, cah rotted $245 256 0681

'967 Datsun 411, mechanically sound, new
i.atte'y 'adials $296 or B 584 4307

72 Toyota Carina strl good condition
51 'riTj or BesT Oiif Ciii weekends or
after 6P M 666 492"^.

72 Vega Waqon Good stereo sysTenn
Good cond $660 Call 646 6879

71 Honda 350 CL Very qood stiaoe bAh
1 m?

FOR SAL t

SAVE up to 50%or, TtNNiS SHOES'
Men s, LadKjs Cdnvds & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Fender Rtiodes 73 Note Stage model
"U'rrr.r piHfio S6n0 Used 6mo 546 4788

SQQSSJIQ!
FOR RENT

IBtfrm Apt ',.
• •St 1180 mo Uti

WANTED TO RENT

1 Bdrm m Api complex available immed
5 70 mo Cdll fvlitch 263 5487

74 Chevy Pick up Low mi 2300 Call eve
S84 10CI4

68 VW Camper
3963

°. Call 665

69 Chev Wagon Fair 'ondition stud s'
' '»-s syfjC •,• R r, t,nfy I'ln-t

1970 Fiat 850 Spyder SporT cony Very good
condition Must be seen $600 or best
offer 533 6025 Roger after 6 OOP M

Atlentior" Joggers. B Bail players
SbG Enterprises sefis excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can afford
fWlany famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere Call us before
going to a high price retail 546 9611

89 Gibson Guitar J45 $225 75 Martin
Guitar D18S S350 Old Martin Roundback
Mandolin $150 Negotiable 253 5333
eves

19 In Sylvania BftW TV $5fJ or B 10
,i)ft!ft b.ke ififJ 584 3303

ROOM WANTED

Fresh Ink, 6 CoHpqe paper needs Campus
'>! H,.(j CiK. Hflp Cdll ;'63 ;^780

LOST

T I SR 40 Calculator Somewfiere in or
(x'twf-n Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept
28 aftfer 8p m Desperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return
Ri'w ird and No Questions asked 256
6fJ69

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIP

CANON 814 SUPER 8 w BTOl PWR
ZOOM ispd

. casp lens attach h more
US') S4f, fi936

SERVICES

Oiiiel undergraduate male seeks room in
quiet house to hang his hat and study
for spring semester, possibly January
and tor next two years, including
s.ininiers Willing to pay for own bath
and kitchen or easy access to them
Will live anywhere in area Please call
545 3503 Mon n.tes and ask for Joe or
leave message for rm 209 50724

Lost in Hampshire House Wilson
racquet If found contact 549 1202

Tennis

fOUND
- - . ~ -

Found Cat .»,)' SWpst ,)rpa Call 6 8604

AUDIO

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years
,j(u) models, low prices Jack 586 0610

BIRTHDAY CAKESI! All occasion cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9676

HELP WANTED

Bus companion Aiari^ed for h yr oitl visiimq
Boston on weekends and returning Some
pay 586 4386

G78 14 snnw >"fs S4/1 C,rrf 1 7

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE
Honda Express 50cL, Xr... , „. J sl.li on
y.a.ranty weighs 96lbs top speed
.6IVIPM KplrrcT ;,!.,,, ,.,,,,, ''Hill l,,„

..HFi .HH'y't'
•

Experienced Waitresses
flich.irds 1 1 to 1p m 'tally

Apply Poor

TO SUBLET

Sunderland Sublet 11 lb 7/9 1 /8 2
H H on U Md>jS bus route All utilities

nciiided $260 CaM 665 2029 Keep trymq

Mature responsible person for child care
,1(1(1 light housekeeping One child" nine
months old Monday through Friday 8 16
5 30 Own transportation References
Call 263 ;203 after 6P M

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ffT

Mcintosh MA230 loteqratpd Amp S200
DVNA FM tuner $76 OHM 02 Speakers
$?«) ADVENT 201 cassette deck $226
No reasonable offer refused Ken 546
4f)36

AMPEG V3. e« cond 4 15 spkr S600 8 O
.ih? 2696

CArcuiATORS
i^MBmaBHMiSia^aiHHHBBfiaa^^
College Calculators i.l). is lo^ pni e h fur

.•(Vice All models .ivail T16;i $225 58
$'rt96 61 $49 96 HP s h Commodores
IV. Ill Mrxlels from $16 Remomher we
(Vice ill c.ilculators we sell Before you
iiiiy iriywhere else, call Boh or Chris at
f.'ill<'f)<' r,,il, ulators 6-19 "316

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
(lie All acadeniK subiects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles. Calil 90025 12131 477 8474

PERSONALS^

If your don't want to be locked into a 10 or
12 (Tionlh lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have 1 and 2
bedroom townhouse and garden units
st.irtinq at $196 plus utilities call SOUTH
MIADOW 256 0166 for more details

What's the Furor' Rivtsiomsl Rock'

INTLRIAINMENT

Pro Music ServK e Best in rock thru disco

ssssiJlLlifJIE H.)IHJIIIIIJIJilH.l.i.|..|J|.|JH.„H. !!!!Uttl*A^tettlG RESULTS!
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

my, imMm!Rouifto
MKT- BUKIWHOLei.
NK! JKi UJN6 mm,

I MAN! lUWr/lKE

ON A 616! rM U/OHK-
IN6 FOR. ABC HEWS AHA!
NOW! DOm A MtN/- THEB^BR
DOCUMmARYON POPULAH.
THIS ye/>A!5 CAMPUS STATE -OF
\--5^ Moop! THB-smeta

STORY.'

RI6HT.' rmsm
AT ¥OUR COMMUNE;.
AND MAfH< TOU)M£:
WUAND MIKB UEX£
UVIN6 ON CAMPUS

yeAH,UB
MDVEDIHTO

TfePORM
LAST
mBK!

I

UHATIS This,

S0M£.SORJ

I

UH-HUH.

UlteOTThE
lOeAFROM
*Tim."

B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANLTS by Charles Schuiz

TDNI6WT IS HALLOWEEN
ISN'T IT LINUS ?

V£ OeClPEP I NEED
50METHIN6 TO BELIEVE IN

50r/W60lN6 7D5rrH£R£
WITH VOU.ANP WAIT'

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

Here ktis \^[\ouot,cn

arvd lye rurv ouT of

beer.'

TIIK VVANDHRHR by Mark Rollins

A SHORT PRO-
iOOut, A yooN^
ARCMfotoOirr, 0£:M»yi3

TN£ if^icH-iPVion <,

ON . A r-lA/AA^ ST(y.f

TABixr. ir ToL.:, (>•

4 "stow r obel/sk",

A"G-«Teu/*y PK -rht

(k)OSr' QESP'Tt THE
R4.0iCiji.f F«om M(i

T'fACMfftS A^-o mo-

CneAftKeO I'POrV

f^LcJ a^CK To lliVUu

An OPiNtN(ri r

UM by Marty Maceda

ALLMINLM FOIL by Steve Latlei

MEY KIDS! IF Y<W PONT
HAVE A COSTUI^E YET,
IVE GOT JUST TME
THING For You.'

TAKE A Hollow old
OBJECT LIKE A CARD-

BOARD GLOBE OR A
ROTTEN PUMPKIH',

PAmi IT IN A 50L\^
COLOf^CUT OUT EYES
TWEN PUT A NOSE Mb
MOUTH OM

'

. AND PRESTO.' YOU
look just like
renb;

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

• Bom today, you have
(and always have had)
extraordinary recupera-
tive powers Aa an adult,
you may have ininor ail-

ments due to emotional set
backs, but since you usu-
ally recognize the psycho-
logical root of these ail-

ments, you should not suf-
fer long. You possess a
dnving need to aid others
in their troubles You find
It impossible to allow suf-
fering human bemgs to
pass yuu by wiUiuut trying
to help them out of their
difficulty

You are not particularly
moody, though you have
been known to cut even
your dearest friends when
depressed. In general,
however, you enjoy life's

gifts - good food, friends,
merry or philosophical
conversation, the process
of learning and applying
knowledge and these
ket-p you alert, progressive
and ent/it:siastic.

Though not outwardly
romantic in appearance or
behavior, you've a strong
romantic bent which you
keep under wraps In pri-
vate, you will display a full

range of romantic views
and behavior You will be a
loving wife or husband,
ttiough private when it

comes to demonstrations
of that love.

To find what is m store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l«t your birthday star be
your daily guide

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 2

SCORPIOiOct 23-
Nov21( - Illness may
strike early in the day.
But. you should have a
swift reooverv by noon
r>on t underestimate your-
self

SAQITTARIUSlNov 22-
Dec 21 ) - Your response to
another's emotions may be
more upsetting than you
think. Remain calm
toward evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-
Jan.l9) - Your good consti-
tution tielps you to recover
from iUness. Major change
IS in order.

AQUARIUS* Jan 20-
Feb 18

)
- A romantic morn-

ing leads directly to an
active afternoon. Finan-
cial matters loom larger
than they ought in P M

PISCES(Feb.I9-March
20) - A fondness for plea-
sure could stand m the way
of business success. Don't
pretend to what you don't
feel.

ARIESi March 21-April

19 1
- Control your emo-

tional reactions to criti-

cism You can learn a

great deal if you will re-

main calm

TAURUSlApril 20-May
20 1 - An interesting conver-
sation m AM bears curi-

ous fruit towards PM
Don 'bbe too quick to alarm
your friends

QEMINIlMay 21-June20)
• Advise the young; help
them learn from your
experience Believe what
IS said

CANCERlJune 21-July
22) - Peace of mind re-

quires hard work. Work at
a relationship and you will

find what you seek in it.

LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22)
Stay within your budget
today. It would be easy to
aggravate a financial situ-
ation on the home front

VIRGO(Aug23^Sept 22; -

An unpleasant meeting
with an old enemy leaves a
bad taste in your mouth
today Don't allow it to
spoil work

LIBRA(Sept23-Oct 22) -

Where nature attracts you,
respond. A good mood is

catching: cheer up your
fellows with optimism and
affection.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS
1 Part of

USA
5 "Begone!"
9 Heavy

strong rope
1 4 Cotton

package
15 The very

best
16 Gold lace or

braid
17 Outbursts
19 Distinctive

odor
20 Kitchen tool

21 Steep river

cliffs

23 Soaks in

liquid

25 Satisfied

fully

26 Even,
scorewise

28 Corpses
Slang

32 Police

device 2

words
37 Actress

Bernhardt
38 Grain spike
39 Luminous

disks
41 Greek letter

42 Tester

54 Finishing a
road

56 Skin
62 Singer
63 Pep up
64 Sty
66 In re

67 Turkish
VIPs

68 Drive
onward

69 Birds
structures

70 Kind of

income
71 Quick look

DOWN
1 Biblical

man.et al

2 Jacobin
supporter

3 Escape
detection
by

4 Abounding
5 Capuchin
monkey

6 up
Confine

7 Coins of

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

FmRT

45 Midweek
period

48
Bethlehem

50 Mrs

Roosevelt

51 Rhymester

India

8 Nikola :

Electrical

genius

9 Pet lambs
10 Greek

region
1 1 Brought up

1 2 Row of

printed

words
13 Superlative

endings
18 Lukewarm

22 Pronoun
24—-

Thomas
Clockmaker

27 Possible
game result

29 Mr Allen
30---

morgana
N^irage

31 Two-
wheeled
carriage

32 Becomes
fixed

33 Go different

ways
34 Silkworm
35 Brewmaster's

product
36 Schools of

seals
40 Center a

football

43 Tending to

wear away

44 Nib g
ani . s

46 Mu- 1

mir

47 Ac I'atej

2

49 2 jrce
52 V on
53S!i J-

m
55 H? te

56 0'

tiv )un-

Vv

57 Eu- an
58 Imc -osity

59 Tre*

eOCurr e-'s

CO' •: ;jue

61 Pe.. 50
65WVV- li

ves-sel;

Abb

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

9 10 II 1 . 13

14 15 16

17 '8 '9
*

1 —
20 2! 22

23 24 25 ^^^^26 ^^H^l 28

1

'

32 J3 34 35 36

W' !

38 39 43 ^^^^H4'
*—

(

42 43 44 45 46 4/

1

48 Tv^^^HSQ

^I^^^^^^^H-' 52 53 ^--< t. r

-
58 iy 6j ^H62

63

1

64 65

66 67

1
68

69 70 7-



Sports Calendar
MENS JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCEr"'^ UM^s^fs'pringfie^^ 2

MENS VARSITY SOCCER - UMlIs'2^'orn Se'o'

^^ H ?S^5^^ - ^^^^^ ^ Mount Holyoke
Radcliffe 2 UMass 1

y
c u

Tufts 2 UMass
MEN'S WATER POLO - UMass 11 Harvard 8

UMass 19 Georgia Southern 6
Southern Connecticut 18 UMass 6

TODAY
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL (1-1) - .sMCHome 1:30

J

JV booters deadlock
Springfield in thriller
By JUDY KEEFE
and BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

It beaan as the battle of the unbeatens.
The Springfield freshmen soccer squad was
sporting an 8-0 record while the visiting
subvarsity Minutemen were 4-0. As was
expected, Springfield proved to be UMass'
toughest opponent thus far.

Two regulation periods and two overtime
periods later, the two teams remained un-
defeated as they fought to a 2-2 standoff
Friday at Springfield College.

For UMass It was an uphill struggle to
escape with the draw.

The first half was a period of adjustment.
Not only did the Minutemen have to worry
about their capable opponents, but also
Spnngfield's extra weapon; the artificial
surface.

Springfield used its "kick and run" style of
play to best advantage as the Chiefs quickly
surged to a 1-0 lead.

Although the score remained that way
Through the rest of the first half, the 13 shots
JMass goalie Mark Marilla had to fend off
compared to only two shots his counterpart
3t the other end of the field, Mike Verchot
saved showed better the domination of SC in
the first half.

In the second half, though, UMass-
-esponded with added motivation. While the
-hiefs seemed content to sit on their lead,
the momentum clearly swung in UMass'
avor. But that momentum could not bring

forth a goal since the Springfield defense
continually thwarted the Minutemen at-
tempts.

With ten minutes left in the game, per-
sistence was rewarded with a goal from Dave
Mains, assisted by Bob Montalto. Ninety
seconds later SC frustrated UMass' hopes
for overtime with a goal. It was a result of a
corner kick, just like its first goal.

Hope was instilled once again in the
Minutemen, though, when the referee
awarded them a penalty shot. But DaveMams rung his shot off the right goal post
and once again UMass' hopes flickered
away.

But, unbelievably, with a minute left to
play UMass was awarded another penalty
shot. This time Bob Montalto pumped itdown the middle and out of the goalie's
reach for a tie score, which eventually led to
overtime play.

Montalto pumped it down the middle and
out of the goalie's reach for a tie score,
which eventually led to overtime play.

In the two overtimes UMass carried the
pace, but it was Minuteman goalie Marilla's
fantastic saves that saved UMass from a
loss.

Both coaches expressed satisfaction in the
performances of their players but neither the
coaches nor players were content with a tie.

Their attitude towards the oiucome of the
game is best expressed by th * line used by
many players after playing to f. tie, "It's like
kissing your sister."

k UM's eighth title in row
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

teammate Frank Carroll, Gary Crossans
lURI), George Reed (UNH), Pat O'Neal
'UConn), Pete Kane (UConn), and Matt
Wolff (UMass).

Ouinn, displaying the speed and strength

ioU
^3s characteristic of his Ail-American

1976 season, sprinted ahead of the pack and
then eased up for the last mile. Carroll kept
up with Quinn for most of the race, but tired
in the last mile and was in second place up
until the last 100 yards when URI's Crossans
caught him at the tape.

"Frank had a great race, possibly the best
of the season. Like Quinn, Frank was
aggressive, and set the pace for the rest of
:he pack," said O'Brien.

The coach was also quite pleased with the
'aces of Panaccione, the Wolff brothers
>^Matt and Tom), and Kevin McCusker. All
^ur of them were within striking distance of
Quinn for the first four miles of the race, but

were sluggish the last mile, according toO Brien.

"This was the first race for us in more than
two weeks, and our timing may have been
lost but I'm glad our runners had this chance,
before the New Englands to warmup " he
said.

The only disappointing aspect of the
victory was the race of Ail-American Stetson
Arnold. Arnold finished 14th after running
fifth for the first two miles of the race.

Arnold, coming back from a year's layoff
due to hepatitis, has looked strong in some
races and weak in others. The reason, ac-
cording to O'Brien, is not due to conditioning
but to a loss of blood sugar causing fatigue.

"it's called hypoglycemia, and its effects
are a lack of energy production for the body
when running. Stet got tired in the middle of
the race, thus causing his low finish.
However, after talking to him after the race,
he felt he could iecover in time for the Nevv
Englands," said O'Brien.

GRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS -

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RECRUITING VISITATION -

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. SYRACUSE, NY

The School of Management
of Syracuse University, Syracuse. NY,
will be interviewing interested applicants
for their Graduate Studies Programs on

Wednesday
. November 2

9:00AM • 4:30PM

For further information and appointment,
please contact the Placement/
Career Services office on your campus.

NJOY» ""'

MONDAY, OCTORFR 31, 1977

KLOCS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1977

BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER

SPECIAL TUES.WgDTMiiPQ

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ^5*5

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
^^^ 4-6P.M.MON. Night Happy Hour]

4ptn •- closing
ALL DRINKS ONLY 69C

Damon Rd., Northampton

At last-the third novel in

PHILIP JOSE FARMBt's
fabulous RIVERWORLD series!

f*ttl«toi1
PRE-SEASON XC SKI AND ACCESSORIES SALE

OCT. 24-NOV. 12
SKIS

ONLYPACKAGES

$45.00

PACKAGE

SUGG

RETAIL

$97.95

PACKAGE

SALE

Exciting new adven-
tures in "one of the

most imaginative
worlds to be found in

science fiction "* - by
the Hugo Award-
winning auttior of To

your Scattered Bodies
Go and Ttie Fabulous
Riverboat

A Berkley/Putnam Book

Just Published /412 pages

S9 95 at your bookstore

G.P. PUTNAM'S SONS

SPORT TOURER Joffa Spon Skis

Suva Tourer Boots. Tonkin Cane Poles, Oovra Pin Binding
Mounting and Base Prep

SUVA JOGGER IV: Jogger Waxless Skis
Suva Boot, Tonkin Cane Poles, Oovra Pin Binding
Mounting and Base Prep "

WEEKENOER: Bonna 1700 (Ligna Edged)

Haugen Boots. Tonkin Cane Poles, Dovro Pin Bindings
(Northampton Store Only)

Mounting and Base Prep

COUNTRY RUNNER:
Ctioice of Fischer Europa or Bonna 2200 Fiberglass Skis,

Exol Fiberglass Poles, Oovre Canadian Boots, Dovre
Pin Binding

Hot Wax (Base Prep) and Mounting

All our package prices include base preparation This process adds durability, pertormance'and
bener wax adhesion to every ski running surface whether synthetic or wood
Petoton feels that our customers are entitled to total ski preparation, so we include this service at no
cXIid COSI

49.00 101.95

65.00 117.45

75.00 137.95

$65.95

FREE

79.95

FREE

89.95

FREE

101.75

FREE

Cannondale

Hollofill Vests

Sun Buster Polar Guard

60-40 Vests

Snow Shoes (Arvidsjaur

)

North Country

XC Ski Suits

Reg.

$26 95

38 50

34 00

40 00

ACCESSORIES:

Sale

$19.95

36 95

26.95

19.95

SOS Off

Winning Ways
Warm Up Suits

Sunbuster Alpine Jackets

Mountain works Daypack

Wigwam Socks

Exel Popular Fiberglass

Ski Poles

Reg. Sale

64 00

1295

13.95
Tiger & Lotto Running Suits

SPECIALS ON LAST YEAR'S EQUIPMENT AND RENTALS

2Q% Off

58.00

10.95

20% Off

. 10.95

15 State St., Northampton
584-1016

1 E. Pleasant St. Amherst
549-6904

* The Booklist

record sale
and cassette tapes tool

$198 -14.98
Classical, Rock, Blues, Folk, Jazz

Continuing this y^eek !

hurry for the best selection

campus center/oniv of moss /amherst

Women runners place
2nd with depleted team
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

ALBANY, N.Y. - The decision by UMass
women's cross country coach Charlotte
Lettis to ground four of her top runners at
the Albany State Invitational presented the
seven traveling performers a chance to prove
themselves against a strong field of 1 1 teams
and 70 runners.

The chute at the finish line was speckled
with familiar jerseys as the Minutewomen
pushed across two harriers in the top five,
and four amongst the first 20. Their team
total of 52 points was second only to St.
John's winning effort of 29.

"The competition was excellent today,"
commented Lettis, "I'm really pleased with
ourfrontrunners who ran good tactical races.
An invitational such as this gives the runners
a chance to run in packs which is invaluable
for meets like the Easterns and Nationals."
Joan Gallo from Suffolk College won

comfortably in 18:17 over the relatively flat

three-mile course. Second and third
positions belonged to St. John's Valerie
Scheiber and Maryanne Persan as they
finished shoulder to shoulder in 18:28.

The efforts of UMass competitors Sue
Swartz and Linda Welzel were rewarded with
fourth and fifth place, respectively. Veteran

Swartz ran the course in 18:45, with fresh-
man Welzel nine seconds back in 18:54.
Debbie Farmer in 12th place, Laurie Wolf in
19th, and Eileen Everett in 30th position
rounded out the UMass scoring.

Persan took command of the contest early
until she was directed the wrong way by
several bystanders at the halfway point. It

wasn't until she ran herself out of the lead
that she realized her mistake and retraced her
steps back into the competition. A lengthy
discussion ensued after the race as the St.
John's coaches filed a protest.

Although Gallo was awarded the first

place trophy, the crowd on hand voiced their
appreciation of Persan's performance when
she walked up to the awards table to receive
her third place prize.

"The only way to settle something like this
IS to run the race over again," said an official,
"and that's ridiculous. A girl who is likely to
be in the lead should know the course
beforehand."
The season dwindles down for first-year

mentor Lettis and her troops. The next
excursion for the Minutewomen will be
Saturday and the Eastern's at Rutgers
University. The selected seven who will make
the trip are veterans Jane Welzel, Barb
Callahan, Sue Swartz, Debbie Farmer and
frehsmen Tina Francario, Priscilla Wilson and
Linda Welzel.

Spikers soar, then fall
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team Saturday
added two more victories and one more loss
to its record in a quad match played at NOPE
gym.
The Minutewomen touched all parts of the

scale as they defeated Boston University in

straight games, Keene State in split games,
and lost to Rhode Island in straight games.
UMass played BU first and built up a 10-5

lead before BU, with many successful
blocks, tied the score at 11. Despite the
comeback, UMass prevailed in the game by a
score of 15-12.

The second game looked like a repeat of
the first as UMass had a 6-1 lead when BU
capitalized on some serving mistakes and
took a lead of 7-6. Then UMass, after some
long, exciting rallies and good defense,
recaptured the lead and held on to win 1 5-1 1

.

Meanwhile, on the other court, a powerful
Rhode island team crushed Keene State by
the score of 15-6, 15-9.

The next two matches had Rhode Island
going against BU and UMass taking on

Keene State. Rhode Island had no trouble
disposing of BU, winning by a score of 15-2,
15-7. However, UMass had some problems
against a scrappy Keene State club.

It began as a rout, with UMass dominating
the first game by a score of 15-1 . Then Keene
State took control as it built up leads of 4-2
and 10-3 by taking advantage of UMass
errors. UMass refused to yield any longer and
by exceptional defense and serves tied it up
at 10-all. UMass began to tire out at this
point, and Keene State won the game 15-10.
The third game saw the lead change hands
many times as UMass won it by the small
margin of two points, 15-13.

This set up the match for first place in the
quad meet between UMass and Rhode
Island. Rhode Island took control from the
start and with its devastating attack and
superior spiking power destroyed a
distraught UMass club by the score of 15-1
15-5.

Commenting on the second place finish,

UMass coach Dianne Thompson said,

"Although we had a hard time thinking
offensively sometimes, overall everyone
played well."

JV harriers split meets
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

ALBANY, N.Y. - The trip north for the
UMass sub-varsity cross country teams
proved successful, as only the varsity squad
from CW Post could negate the possibility of
the Minutemen seizing both first place
trophies.

The self proclaimed mean green from CW
Post, absent from last year's contest,
stormed back with a spirited effort to win the
Albany Invitational's varsity division. UMass
overcame last year's champion Keene State,
127 to 129, however fell short of CW Post's
winning tally of 111. Running on its home
turf, Albany State finished fourth with 152.

Hartwick's Dick Cartwright posted a 12-

second victory over his nearest competitor
Dave Severance of Plymouth, as he toured
the 5.05 course in 25:14.

Short-striding veteran Bob Neil was the
only UMass harrier to break into the top ten
as he finished sixth in 25:42. Sophomore
Glenn LyIe, running his best race of the
season, crossed the line in 11th place and
25:58 Farther back in the field of 181 runners
was Steve Hilyard in 27th, Mike Morris in

39th, and the varsity debut of freshman Mike
Dorion in 44th.

"Bobby Neil is finally running back to
form," said coach Arnie Morse. "This has

been his best race to date. Glenn Lyle is

making tremendous progress over last year,

probably the best performance turned in by a

UMass runner today."

JV spikers win
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity volleyball team
improved its record to 5-3 Thursday night
defeating Mt. Holyoke College by a score o:
15-6, 14-16, 15-12. It marked the fifth straight
Minutewomen win after beginning the
season vyith three straight losses.

The Minutewomen came out strong in the
first game, winning it rather easily by a score
of 15-6. Christine Perron and Joanne Eames
accounted for 12 of the points with well-
placed serves.

The second game began quite differently
as Mt. Holyoke quickly jumped out to a quick
4-0 lead. Then behind the serving of Christine
Perron, strong spiking by Maria Minicucci
good net play by Julie Mendelsohn, and
good all-around play by Nancy Tate, UMass
came back and tied the score at 14-14
However. Mt. Holyoke scored the next two
points to win the game 16-14.
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Women runners 2nd in Albany, P. 15

Patriots win again, P. 12

Fourth straight win

Booters bewitch BC, 2-0
By MARK MAf^CHAND
Collegian Staff

Two goals in the first half was all the

UMass soccer team needed Saturday af-

ternoon as the booters posted their fourth

straight win with a 2-0 shutout over the

Eagles of Boston College on the Field behind

Boyden.
As in the past, the stalwart Minutemen

defense was the story behind the win as Pat

Veale, Larry Aronson, Mark Vassalotti, and
goaltender Mark Hodgdon combined to

bottle up the Eagle offense. Hodgdon, a

senior, tied the UMass record for shutouts

during a season as Saturday's blanking was
his fifth this year.

"Our defense was the kev to the whole

thing," said UMass coach Russ Kidd. "They
were covering up for each other and only

allowed one really touch shot on Hodgdon."
Sophomore fullback Vassalotti opened up

the scoring for UMass at 17:26 of the first

half when he took a corner kick from Bill

Leary and banged it home amidst a pileup of

players in front of the BC goal. It was the first

goal in a UMass uniform for the Needham
native and it proved to be all that the

Minutemen needed.
The second UMass goal came at 38:04 of

the same half when senior Andy Moore took

a Joel Mascolo pass to the right of the

Boston College net and scored on a blazing

shot that deflected off the shins of an Eagle

defender. Like Vassalotti's goal, the score

was the first during Moore's career here.

"That goal was sure a long time coming,"
said a grinning Moore in the locker room
after the contest. "That's what happens in

this game; we were applying a lot of pressure

and didn't score, then we scored on that

deflection."

The win boosts UMass' record to a healthy

7-4 while BC saw its record drop to 5-7-1

.

BC coach Ben Brewster was a little

disappointed with his team's performance
and said that it was due to inexperience.

"We just don't have anyone to make the

decisive plays," said Brewster. "Against a

strong team like Massachusetts, any errors

that we make are fatal."

Brewster, in his first year as head coach,

had a lot of praise for the way that UMass
coach Russ Kidd has built up the program
here. "Kidd's done a nice job with the

program here over the last year and a half,"

said Brewster.

The Minutemen applied most of the of-

fensive pressure in Saturdey's game and
could have run up the score but missed on a

lot of opportunities, in the first half, Mike

Tonnmy Kousoukos fends off a Boston College defender

while going after the ball in Saturday's soccer game. The
flashy freshman was held scoreless but UMass still won, 2-C.

(Staff photo' by Dave Rodgers)

Shannon, who has had the hot scoring hand
(foot?) as of late, missed two golden op-

portunities with a shot that barely sailed over

the top of the net and with a point blank shot

right at the BC netminder who couldn't help

but stop it.

In the second half, the Minutemen con-

tinued to press but failed to increase their

margin. Both Tasso Kousoukos and Moore
took shots that missed scoring as they went
over the net, missing by inches. Also, fresh-

man Ion Bogdaneris had an excellent op-

portunity when he dribbled the ball in from
midfield and shot from the right side only to

see the ball just miss the pole on the left side.

Bobby Abt, a freshman out of New York
City, has been making his presence felt as of

late and had a good game Saturday. The
5'9" forward exhibits a tremendous amount
of hustle and looks like he's here to stay.

"My game plan is to press all the time and
feed passes to the center which is what I

think a winger's job is," said Abt.

The booters return to action on Wed-
nesday night when they hop on the bus for

Springfield College to play their first night

game of the season at 7:30.

BOOTER BANTER: Fullback Greg Omasta
is back in action after a head injury a week
and a half ago... excellent crowd on hand to

see the booters win their second straight at

home... goaltender Hodgdon has only

allowed 10 goals in 11 games.

Harriers win YanCon;

Quinn takes first place

The UMass women's cross country team traveled to Albany, N.Y. Saturday and

placed second in the Albany Invitational meet. The Minutewomen are priming

themselves for this weekend's Easterns. See story. Page 15. (Staff photo by Ellen

Davis) -

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - Captain Mike Quinn's
return to the UMass cross-country lineup

was noticed immediately as the junior runner
scored a first place in the Yankee Conference
championships held this weekend, here on
the URI campus. UMass, scoring five of its

top seven runners in the top ten, captured

the team title with 29 points.

UConn was the harriers' nearest com-
petitor with 61 points, while Now Hampshire
placed a distant third with 78. Other teams
competing and finishing in respective order

were Maine, BU, URI, and Vermont.
UMass' Yankee Conference victory marks

the school's eighth straight YanCon title. The
next stop for coach Ken O'Brien's men will

be next Saturday as UMass will enter the

New England championships.
Other UMass finishers besides Ouinn were

Frank Carroll third, (24:23), Matt Wolff
seventh (24:32), Lou Panaccione eighth

(24:33), Kevin McCusker 10th (24:44). Other
finishers for the second ranked in New
England harriers were Tom Wolff 11th

(24:45) and Stetson Arnold 14th.

The YanCon title victory more than
pleased Ken O'Brien for more than the

obvious joy of winning. This was the first

race Quinn has run in more than a month and
O'Brien was anxious to see how Quinn
would react to actual competitive racing

after a month's layoff and just a week and

half of training.

Secondly, the win was accomplished by

the UMass depth. After season-long ex--

perimentation by O'Brien with several of his

runners, O'Brien finally decided upon the

seven best and his decision was proved out.

"I'm happy to say that Mike (Quinn) had
no ill effects after his race. He came back
well, looked in fine form, had a good fast

time, and it's good to see him back in the
lineup," said O'Brien.

"Secondly, our team as a whole looked

excellent. We went out fast, ran aggressive,

and accomplished what we wanted to do.

Before the race, we wanted to place seven of

our runners in the top ten. We came very

close to that and I'm satisfied," he said.

UMass, headed by Quinn, actually had all

of its seven runners in the top ten for the first

two miles of the race. On a fairly level course,

and a clear cool day, Quinn set the pace.

Aided by teammate Frank Carroll, UMass *

had the top two runners of the race going

into the two-mile mark.

At that point the course ran into some
steep hills, gradually branching the 50

runners who entered the race. Coming out of

the hilly section of the race (three mile mark),

Quinn had a slight ten-yard lead over

TURN TO PAGE 14

ostume contest results, pages 4-5
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Carter accepts former director's piea

CIA's Helms pleads no contest
WASHINGTON \AP] - Former CIA

Director Richard M. Helms pleaded no
contest yesterday to two misdemeanor
charges of failing to testify fully about the
agency's attempts to prevent the election of
Marxist Salvador Allende as president of
Chile in 1970.

The government decided to accept the
plea to avert the accidental disclosure of
secrets if Helms went to trial.

Appearing before U.S. District Judge
Barrington D. Parker, Helms said "I found
myself is a position of conflict," when he
testified before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in 1973 that the CIA made no
attempt to influence the Chilean election.

I he Justice Department recommended a
suspended, minimum sentence and a small
fine in exchange for Helms' plea, which he
entered virtually unnoticed at an afternoon
hearing before U.S. District Judge
Barrington Parker in Washington.
No date was set for formal sentencing, but

there were reports it could be as early as
today.

Justice Department officials said in a

statement the plea agreement was made to
avoid the security risk of bringing Helms to
trial on a felony charge.

Assistant Attorney General Benjamin
Civiletti said the decision was approved by
Carter during a meeting with Attorney
General Griffin Bell even as Helms, 64, ap-
peared in court with defense attorney Ed-
ward Bennett Williams at his side.

It ended months of speculation that, if

threatened with a jail term, the powerful
intelligence head could implicate other major
figures from the Nixon and Ford ad-
ministrations and possibly reveal national

security secrets.

Rather than seeking a grand jury in-

dictment, the department filed a two-count
criminal information charging Helms with
failing to give complete answers in 1973
when the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee asked questions about the CIA's

involvement in efforts to prevent Marxist
Salvador Allende from becoming president
of Chile.

The charge, which makes it a

misdemeanor for a witness under certain

circumstances to refuse to testify, carries a
minimum sentence of a month in jail and a

$100 fine and a maximum of a year in jail and
a $1,000 fine.

A White House spokesman said Bell
"talked to" the President in the early af-

ternoon and he approved the decision.
"He thinks it unholds the authority of the

law and Congress and protects the legitimate

Dorm lease proposed
By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

UMass is alone among 52 universities in

not having a dormitory lease, according to
the Lease Task Force of Rents and Fees
Committee, whose job is to secure such a
lease. Its proponents say a lease would
benefit UMass students by requiring the
University legally to provide quality housing
for dorm residents.

The proposed lease was drawn up by the
Lease Task Force, which is composed of
people from Rents and Fees, the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate, Legal Services

Office, Student Organizing Project, and
Student Center for Educational Research.
The task force will present the lease to the
senate for approval on Wednesday.

According to a task force report:

"Through a random sampling of 52
universities nation wide, it was established

that UMass-Amherst is the only institution

without a lease. The establishment of such a

lease is necessary to legitimize a landlord-

tenant relationship, with all relevant and
customary rights, between students and the
administration at this university."

TURN TO PAGE 7

Election precedent set
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Student Attorney General Jeff Lutsky
yesterday said a ruling by the Judiciary Court
of the Student Government Association
(SGA) on election procedures will serve as a
precedent for future area government
elections.

The court ruled last Thursday that new
elections for representatives, involving the
original candidates, must be held in Brown
House in the Sylvan area. The ruling

followed a complaint by an unsuccessful
candidate for representative James Chaney
who complained of election irregularities.

The court also ruled since the Sylvan Area
constitution does not include election rules

and regulations. Chapter 10 of the SGA
constitution "shall be strictly enforced."

Chapter 10 of the SGA Constitution

establishes rules and regulations for holding
elections.

The Court's ruling stated "since the court

TURN TO PAGE 2

One of IB members of the Outing Club emerges from a sewer outside of the Fine Arts Center during a Halloween prank last
t night. (Staff photo by Howard Labitt)

interests of the country," said Press
Secretary Jody Powell.

But Civiletti, who represented the
government at Helms' arraignment, said
Carter was notified of the agreement as
Helms entered his plea and told he could nix
it if he so chose.

Bell was asked by reporters at a press
briefing what would have occurred if Carter
had disapproved the agreement.

"I guarantee that if the President wanted
me to stop it, I would have stopped it," he
said.

Parker refused in open court to be bound
by the Justice Department recommendation,
but he was expected to heed it.

Helms and Williams, whose legal services
were paid for by the government, were not
immediately available for comment.
The charges were filed in connection with

Helms' statements before two 1973 Senate
hearings, the first on his nomination as
ambassador to Iran. Helms left the CIA in

1973 and served as ambassador until

President Carter took office.

At that hearing, on Feb. 7, Helms "failed to
answer...questions fully, completely and
accurately as required by law," according to
a statement of facts filed along with the
"criminal information" in federal court.

The same committee questioned Helms
again on March 6, 1973, during its inquiry
into allegations that the CIA or the In-

ternational Telephone and Telegraph Corp.
attempted to block Allende's election in

1970. It said that Helms again "failed to
answer those questions fully and completely
as required by law."

It said that from July through September
of 1970 CIA officers discussed the Allende
presidential campaign with ITT officers in

meetings held in the United States and
South America.

It also stated, the CIA conducted an ex-
tensive "...program to prevent Allende's
election"

GOOD
MORNING!

Women series on rape
Julie Melrose continues her

Women's Health Series on Page 6 by
confronting the issue of rape. Ms.
Metrose claims that rape in the
United States is a product of stereo-

typed sex roles.

Help evaluation study
The Student Affairs Office is

looking for students to add input to
the UMass evaluation study. Debbie
Wallace has the story on Page 3.

Look for calendar
Today is the first day of November

(a Holy Day of Obligation for
Catholics) and along with it comes
the Collegian advertising-events
calendar in today's centerfold. Cut it

out and post it in your room.

Weather
Mostly sunny today, highs in the

low 60'8. Mostly cloudy tonight and
tomorrow, lows in the 30's tonight.
Ten per cent chance of rain
tomorrow, highs in the 60's.
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/ was thinking of you one sky blue day while

walking down a somewhere road. I wanted a gif

to touch your heart - a part of me to all of you.

I saw a flower among autumn sunlight - glowing

in scents of softness, digging deep

while reaching high and we were one

So I thought this is my gift to you

and left it there to grow.

CAC requests Senate
aid snack bar study
By MICHELE BIAGIONI
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council (CAC) last night
voted to petition the undergraduate student
senate to evaluate the impact of a possible'

Orchard Hill Snack Bar on an existing one at

Greenough. Undergraduate Senator said the
Greenough Snack Bar has recently become a

profitable enterprise and the establishment
of a second snack bar on the Orchard Hill

may not be economically feasible.

Both the New World Center and the Men's
Center had representatives at the meeting.
The New World Center explained their

expenditures during September and October
came largely from sending a representative
to a Third VVorld conference in Atlanta, Ga.
They also submitted job descriptions for the
duties of those individuals whose salaries are
paid by CAC. The Men's Center applied for
ifunding from the Central Area Council, and
announced the selection of three coor-
dinators and their program proposals.

^ Central

CAC President Mark Zinan proposed a

reconsideration of the traditional Central-

Orchard Hill Spring Concert. Because of

OHAG budget difficulties, Zinan said, Central

plans to contribute a larger sum of money.
He discussed moving the site to more
Central-focused Baker dormitory hill. Both
CAC and OHAG are awaiting subsequent
budget allocations from the undergraduate
student senate. The distribution of OHAG's
funds to the mutually sponsored event will

determine CAC's course of action. Presently,

Central Area Council is working with a $2,904

budget.

Dormitory representatives were en-
couraged to determine the interest of area

residents in the founding of a radio station to

be operated by residents. Funds were alloted

to VVheeler for a film series, and to Chad-
bourne for a coffeehouse to be held at the
end of November. The representatives are

awaiting notification of any alteration in the
present policy regarding the saJe of alcoholic

beverages at dormitory events.

Presently the Central Area Council is

searching for a permanent meeting place.

They are currently contending for an opening
in the basement of Baker.

Police beat

Weekend theft in dorm
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Two UMass students missed ap-

prehending a thief in their Pierpont room by
11 minutes early Saturday morning, one of

the students said.

Alan Green and Bill DeProspo entered

their room at 12:45 a.m. and found their

electric alarm clock on the floor and $400

woah of audio equipment missing, police

said. The clock had stopped 11 minutes

earlier.

"They yanked the clock out with the

stereo," Green said, "and must have been in

a hurry because they took a CB mike but not

the radio."

The ground floor apartment was "Entered

through the window' police said.

In another break-in, Kevin Morrissey and

Scott D'Amelio, 312 Webster, had \ leir

Petition causes new
Sylvan officer vote

By JANIS FINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

[See related story P. 1\

The Sylvan Area Government was forced

to hold another election in Brown dormitory
for the government's candidates due to a

petition brought to the Student Attorney

General by a resident of that dorm.

Sylvan Area Government officers voted to
choose three people from the area govern-
ment and one person from each of the house
councils to recommend constitutional
changes. The changes will then be brought
to the area government for amendments.

Sylvan Area Government members also

voted to allocate $200 to each of the three
house councils with the stipulation that no
more than 50 per cent of the money will be

m Sijivan

The charges stated that one of the can-

didates on the Sylvan Area Government
election ballot was campaigning near a ballot

box, and another person at the ballot box
was instructing people whom to vote for.

There are no changes in the officers

previously elected because of the re-election.

Two new representatives were elected from

Brown dormitory: Ingrid Newman and James
Cheney.

spent on alcohol.

It was also voted that Treasurer Jim
O'Connell will be a temporary student
senator.

Susan Birmingham and Lydin Preston
spoke on behalf of Student Unionization.

Birmingham explained that with unionization
a council would be formed in each dormitory
in order to have a direct influence on the
decisions made 6y student government.

Researcher's daughter

drowns in Amherst swamp
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

The 20-month-old daughter of a UMass
researcher died from accidental drowning
Sunday afternoon in a swampy area behind

the North Village apartment complex,

Hampshire County Medical Examiner Donald
Rogers said yesterday.

Rogers said an autopsy conducted
yesterday at Cooley Dickinson Hospital in

Northampton confirmed cause of death as

asphyxiation due to drowning.
Nagi Kawasaki, daughter of Kenji and

Mariko Kawasaki, North Village Apartments,
Amherst, was pronounced dead at the scene

Sunday at 5:43 p.m. by Rogers.

UMass police spokesman Arthur Clifford

said the girl apparently wandered away from
her parents' apartment to a shallow swampy
area 75 yards from the complex.

The girl's body was discovered in 18 in-

ches of water after a frantic half-hour search

by her parents and neighbors.

The Amherst Fire Department was called

to the scene at 5:43 p.m., fire officials said.

Efforts by University Police and the Fire

Department to revive the girl were un-

successful, Clifford said.

The victim's father is a visiting researcher

at the UMass Polymer Science Department.
He is on leave from the Idemitsu Kosan
Petroleum and Chemical Company in Chiba,

Japan.
Funeral arrangements will be handled by

Amherst Funeral Home.

*SGA court gives ruling
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

did set a precedent by making Chapter 10 of
the SGA Constitution binding in the absence
of the areas' own election procedures, the
court urges all areas to come up with their

own procedures."
"The decision affects only Brown House

and Chaney," said Student Attorney General
Jeff Lutsky. "It is not legally binding on
others but in reality that's the way it will be. It

will set a standard courts in the future will go
by."

"It's not written that -in the absence of
their own election rules Chapter 10 will be
binding," Lutsky added. "By acting, the
court is setting precedent."
The court ruled the new election must be

held because "there was evidence of
electioneering at the ballot box during the
election" and because ballot boxes were not
locked during the election.

Linda J. Fuller, a member of the 3 member
court that made the ruling, said the elec-

tioneering included incidents of poll workers
trying to influence votes.

"Poll workers were saying, 'vote for him,
he's a good guy', and things like that," she
said.

"The absence of locked ballot boxes is a
violation of the election rules set up in

Chapter 10 of the SGA constitution," the

Judiciary said.

Fuller said, "on the basis of evidence
presented, there was nothing else to do but
apply Chapter 10."

"I sincerely hope it will encourage them
(other area governments) to set up their own
rules," Lutsky said of the court's ruling.

SGA co-president Jon A. Hite said the
area governments "may adopt Chapter 10,"

as a result of the ruling. "Others may be
smart and adopt their own."

Dave Goodhue, co-president of the North-

east Area Government Association, and
Mark Zinan, president of the Central Area
Council, told the Collegian last night their

areas already have rules regarding elections

in their constitutions.

Goodhue said the ruling will have no effect

on his area government association's plans
because election regulations are "laid out" in

the Northeast constitution.

Zinan said the ruling will not affect the
Central Area Council because the Central
constitution was modified after an incident
similar to the Sylvan issue arose last March.

Representatives from the Southwest
Assembly, the Orchard Hill Area Government
Association, and the Sylvan Area Govern-
ment could not be reached for comment last

night.

Panasonic stereo and two Texas Instrument
calculators stolen over the weekend, police
said.

D'Amelio said they had gone home for the
Halloween weekend and returned to find
their window smashed and $350 worth of
items missing, police reported.

The third Tloor apartment was entered

through the window, police said.

In other news, a 1967 VW Bug, belonging
to Scott Maynard, 227 Webster, was stolen

from Fraternity- Sorority Park sometime last

week, police said. The car was valued at

$750.

Another VW was vandalized Friday night

in lot 49 when someone cut a gas-line hose
and dented the hood of a 1973 VW Bug
belonging to Nancy Bergeron, 180 Wood-
bridge St., South Hadley.
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Freshman Mark Melhado of J.A. 9th floor prepares to dive into a bucket filled

with apples at Berkshire Dining Commons in Southwest ...

UM credit bid begins
By DEBBIE WALLACE
and BERNIE DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

University self-evaluation will shift into
higher gear this month as UMass prepares
for its bid to be re-accredited next semester.
The New England Association of Schools

and Colleges (NEASC) will make a "site
visit" next April to examine the University.
Based on its own observations and the
University self-evaluation, due March 1,

1978, the association will release a report
stating its criticisms and recommendations.
UMass goes up for accreditation every 10

years.

The nine University schools and colleges,
as well as the Office of Student Affairs, will

solicit input from their respective faculty,
staff and students until the end of this
month. Each of these groups will then submit
its findings to a 20-member University
committee that will prepare the final package
for the NEASC.

"Every constituency of the University will

be involved," said Paul L. Puryear, vice
chancellor for academic affairs and provost.
Puryear is responsible for the self-evaluation
process here.

The quality of life for students on campus
and off will be examined by the Office of
Student Affairs. Members of its self-

evaluating committee will visit six randomly
selected dorms this month, asking students
"open-ended" questions about living
conditions at the University, according to

Ruth Ann Green, assistant to the \^ice

chancellor for Student Affairs.

Sororities and fraternities, University
family housing and Third World students
(through the New Africa House), will also be
contacted for input by Student Affairs, said
Larry Benedict, director of Student Affairs
Research and Evaluation.

Benedict, coordinator of the Student
Affairs self-evaluation committee, said the
University committee has formulated four
basic questions each group on campus will

deal with. They are:

- Wnat is the basic quality of life at
UMass, the Commonwealth's only public
land-grant institution?

— What is the "mix" on campus — in

terms of sex and age, race, etc.?

— How should the University go about
allocating its resources?
- What is the status of the Five-College

Program?
In each case, those surveyed will be asked

how they think these aspects will be different
in five years, and what the possible con-
sequences could be, said Benedict.
Although the purpose of the 10-year

evaluation is, at least superficially, to
determine if the University should be re-
accredited, the real value of the process lies
in the NEASC critique of the University, said
Ruth Green.

TURN TO PAGE 7

electmen allow decriminalization drive
By DAVE\GRAI\A
Collegian \Staff

The Artiherst Board of Selectmen last

night votea unanimously to allow the Massa-
chusetts Diecriminalization Coalition tc hold a
petition ({Jrive for decriminalization of
marijuana in front of the Unitarian Church on
North Pleasant Street Saturday.
The drive will be part of a state-wide

petition drive being sponsored by the
Coalition and the National Organization for

the Reforrfi of Marijuana Laws (NORMAL).
There will also be tables set up in the UMass
dining commons this week for the signing of
petitions.

Coalition spokesperson Cece Dion said the
organization's goal for the Amherst area is to
collect 30,000 to 35,000 signatures by Nov.
28. Only 2,000 signatures have been
collected so far, she said.

State-wide coordinator Peter Graham

cited two major problems in collecting
signatures. One was "general student
apathy". The other was the fact that in order
to sign the petition, the signator must be a
registered voter.

To alleviate that problem, the Coalition
says it will also be manning polling places on
election day, Nov. 8, in an effort to reach
registered voters state-wide.

In keeping with Halloween spirit, the
selectmen stopped in mid- meeting to don
masks, drawing a brief wave of chuckles
from others in attendance. The board,
however, quickly, removed the masks and
settled back down to business.
A proposed motion for article 4 on the

Nov. 14 special Town Meeting was tabled
until additional information could be
gathered. The proposed motion asks the
town to direct the SCARCE committee to
perform the following tasks with the water
development program:

A. To review the state of the art on
municipal water supply conservation
measures germane to New England,

B. To review the maintenance procedures
and user charge of the town ... pertaining to
water consumption,

C. To review the uses of portable water
made by the several large scale consumers
— with due consideration given the special
needs of the institutions of higher education,

D. And to report to the next annual town
meeting their findings and recom-
mendations, including practical and lawful
alternatives to an increasing need for
municipal water supply.
The last section of the motion calls for the

allocation of $1,000 to cover in-state travel
and publication costs. The matter will be
considered by the selectmen at their regular
meeting next week.

I he board also voted to accept Berkshire
Terrace in North Amherst as a public way.
Town Manager A. Louis Hayward recom-
mended to the board that the street, which
has been maintained by the town since the
1950's, be officially accepted as a town
street.

Public Works Superintendent Stanley
Ziomek told the board that the town has
provided snow removal, paving and
sweeping services over the past ten years.

In a letter presented to the board, four
street residents pointed out that the street

was accepted as a public way in 1950, but
the town never finalized the deal.

"We assume that this was an oversight
and respectfully ask the selectmen to accept
this street and cause its removal from our
taxable real property," the letter said in part.

Recyclers searching for recyclable assistance
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Michael Lichtman, director of the two-
year-old Student Senate Recycling Project,
says more cooperation is needed from both
students and administration for the project to
be more successful.

"Resources are running out. There comes
a time when people must decide whether
they want to care about the quality of their

life," says Lichtman.

Since September, Lichtman has been
spending about 25 hours weekly overseeing
the project's garbage pick-ups and heading a
nine-person team to recycle glass, paper, and
aluminum at UMass.

"I see the job as one with which I can do
something with my environment," Litchman
explained.

Lichmar^ said paper for recycling is

collected
i

from 46 green bins marked
"Recyclable paper only" located outside

dormitories, in residential areas, or around
the campus in various academic buildings.

Paper is aljo picked up from huge bins in the
Campus Center, the University print shop,
Whitmore* Administration Building, and the
Graduate Research Center.

Last year the project collected 130 tons of

recyclable paper and 30 tons of glass.

Presently, they are collecting about 40 tons

of garbage weekly. Lichtman points out that

the project is only collecting 1-50 of the

possible paper disposed of on this campus.

"People have to realize that for nine

people trying to go to school at the same
time. It's a lot of work," Lichtman said.

After paper has been collected in the bins,

it is loaded into one of the two project

recycling trucks and taken to a company in

Northampton, which crushes the paper into

blocks.

The blocks are then sold to paper mills

who turn out recycled paper.

Lichtman said there are "acceptable" and
"unacceptable" paper products for
recycling, and students should be con-
scientious about disposing items which that
are recyclable. Newspapers, cardboard,
magazines, paper bags, napkins, tissues, and
postcards fall into the recyclable category.
Products not acceptable for recycling include
carbon paper, any waxed paper product,
styrofoam, cigarette and cigar butts,
aluminum foil, pie plates, and anything
plastic.

According to Lichtman there are 19
dormitories with bins for recyclable glass.
Commuters and students without bins in

their dormitories should bring glass to lot 26,
where all the glass is crushed, then sold to a
firm which melts it down for re-use. Licht-
man said it is important that any glass have
all metal removed and be separated ac-
cording to color: green, brown or clear.

Litchtman said lot 26 has separate bins for
paper, different shades of glass, and
aluminum.
Twice weekly, four to five students collect

garbage from the green bins and about once
a week, two students Tun the glass pick-up.
These ae work-study positions, Lichtman
said.

There are two paid area coordinators in

charge of seeing trash collected and brought
to lot 26. They are also trying to increase the
number of bins for recyclable glass in dor-
mitories in their respective areas. Bruce
Karson is the recycling coordinator for
Ceritral-Orchard Hill Area, while Suzanne
Star heads Southwest's recycling projects.
Karson and Star together are in charge of
Northeast Sylvan Area recycling activities.

There are volunteers in several of the
dorms that have recyclable glass bins who
assist in bringing the glass to lot 26. "We
always need dorm volunteers...and we're
always looking for people with ideas and
who are willing to help," Lichtman said.

Karson said he enjoys his job as an area

coordinator because he likes "going around

and talking to people...the environment is an
important issue."

Lichtman said the Recognized Student
Organization office gave the recycling

project an initial fee for the pick-up trucks.

but funds tor other expenses (i.e., salanes)

must come from money the project receives

when it sells its recyclable paper and glass.

Lichtman said the project "is just about

breaking even now financially. ..but there are

still old debts to pay."

TURN TO PAGE 7

... and comes up a (wet) winner at the Food-Services sponsored event.

photo by Andy Bernstein)
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By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Mont/ Hall would have loved it

The first Collegian Halloween costume
contest held last night was in tme "Let's

Make A Deal" atmosphere. Mickey Mouse,
Mr. Peanut, a two-headed monster,
Quasimodo, a human cash register, assorted

pumpkins, vampires and other Halloween
personalities were vying for the coveted
Collegian prizes.

Categories in the contest included
"traditionar, "most original," "famous
personality" and a "group entry." Con-
testants were allowed to enter one or all of

the categories and were judged by five

Collegian staffers. The winners received five

dollars and their picture in this photo feature.

The boys and ghouls competing wore
costumes from all ranges of the imagination

but the prevalent theme for this year was
definitely "Star Wars." Three Darth Vaders
arrived with light sabers to battle it out for

famous personality. There was but one Jawa
entry.

The Darth Vader who walked away with
the prize was Pit Martin of Wheeler, who
comoined batteries, electrical components,
and a cellophane flashlight to produce the

most realistic costume.
'Doctor Death", a figure draped in black

with a huge pumpkin for a head, was the

victor among the traditional entries. Jeff

Young of McNamara, who had been wearing
the "rotten and slimy" carved out pumpkin
for "at least three hours straight" said the

idea for the costume came to him while

sitting in the Blue Wall after "about eight

beers."

Two winners in the most original category
were a tusked monster and a human tongue.
Don MecClellan of Wheeler came garbed as

the monster, while Linda Paul of Mary Lyon
painted a huge tongue on a pillow slip which
covered her body.

"The Fellowship of The Ring" was the

winning entry in the group contest. Based on
J.R.R. Tolkien's book, the group of four

residents from McKimmie House were
Stridor (Jim Hamilton), Gimli (Randy
Greenbaum), Hobbit (Bill Hogue) and EIrond

(Rick Ward).
Another entry in the group competition

was a foursome of Fruit of the Loom un-

derwear, size 134-136 inches. The huge pair

of underwear was held up by fruits Mary
Haggerty (purple grapes), Mary Hamilton
(leaves), Valerie Beecy (green grapes) and
Sharon walker (apple).

Touche Turtle, Super Garbage, Spider-

man, Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson,
and a three-legged man lingered after the

judging to mingle with other trick or treaters

in the campus center. Some of the night's

electricity was provided by a plug and socket

costume made by Dave Robison and Kim
Shawcross.

The Collegian costume contest was one of

the final opportunities for UMass students to

celebrate the holiday that has been
dominating events the past five days. For

those of you who either lost or did not enter,

there's always next year — start planning

now!

Photos by

Andy Bernstein

Chris Bourne

Randy Glenn
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Rape—the fastest growing crime
By JULIE MELROSE
CoU»gian Staff

This is the sixth in a weekly series of ar-
ticles on women's health care.

What is rape?

What definition of "rape" do we come to
when we strip away the trappings of the legal
system and look at the actual behavior in-

volved? Rape is any sexual intimacy forced
on one person by another. That word,
"forced" is the key.

Rape is not only a sexual crime. Rape is a
crime of violence. In heterosexual rape, the
penis is used as a weapon.
Rape is a crime in which the victim

becomes not a human being, but an object.
Just as a military mentality demands soldiers
view the individuate they fight as "the
enemy", rape mentality demands the
reduction of women to "pieces of meat."
Susan Griffin has called rape the "'All-

American crime" (Ramparts, 9-71), not
because it only occurs in America (it

doesn't), but because American society
provides the perfect setting for rape.

Rape IS not a phenomenon totally alien to
our everyday lives. In rape, the active- passive

sexual roles American men and women are
expected to adhere to are taken to their

logical extreme.
Many women, when asked if they have

ever been raped, will answer, "I don"t
know." With our normal pattern for sexual
relationships containing such strong
elements of conquest and submission, where
do we draw the line? "Normal" sex and rape
lie at different points along the same con-
tinum. The patterns are the same, the dif-

ference is a matter of degree.

How commonly does rape, identified as
such, occur? A study funded by the U.S.
Department of Justice " ("Criminal Vic-
timization in the U.S." Vol. I, 11-74) reported
about 85,000 rapes and attempted rapes in

the first six months of 1973. Only 10 to 25 per
cent of rapes are reported.

The number of women raped in America in

1973 may well have been over half a million.

Crime statistics indicate that rape is the
fastest grov.ing crime in America. Rape can
no longer be considered a rare and unusual
occurrence.

Reported rape victims in this country have
included children as young as six months and
women as old as 93. It is a myth that young,
stereotypically attractive women are the only

Billy Beer goes on sale

but extremely hard to find

ones who get raped. All women are potential
rape victims.

Women continue to believe that no one
they know would ever rape them though
statistics indicate this just isn't true. A study
by Menachim Amir ""Patterns in Forcible
Rape", U. Chicago, 1971) shows the chances
are better than 50 per cent that a woman will
know her attacker pnd that he will behave in
a matter-of-fact way before and after the
rape.

Rapists, unlike o*her types of sex of-
fenders, are generally iidistinguishable from
O'-dirwry men in psychological tests. If rapists
show any unusual tendency at all, it is that
they may express anger more violently than
other men. But no indication of '"sickness" is

present.

It is more comfortable for us to imagine
the rapist as a perverted maniac than it is to
face the facts. Women can reassure
themselves they won't get raped if they
simply avoid dark alleys and strangers. Men
can continue to relegate all responsibility for
rape to "those freaks ".

ThQ fact is that male socialization in this
country teaches men to rape. Men are taught
to fear and loathe ""feminine" qualities in
themselves. The worst thing a man can be in

LOUISVILLE, Ky. [UPf] - Billy Beer,
backed with the signed endorsement and the
discerning taste buds of Billy Carter, went on
sale yesterday but beer lovers had to go out
of their way to find it.

A spot check showed many downtown
restaurants and bars either didn't stock Billy

Beer or dkln't believe it could succeed in the
city's competitive beer market.
"We won't display it even if it is a

hometown beer," said a shopkeeper at a
liquor store in Louisville. "We're mer-
chafKlising merchandise. We don't care,
even if it's billy goat beer."

At a downtown lounge, bartender Telly
Hall said he wouWn't stock Billy Beer in his
bar, which is a popular lunchtime watering-
spot for businessmen.

"It's not that we don't want it," Hall said,

"it's just that we don't have room for it."

"It's a tough beer market," Hall said.

Hall said he believes Billy Beer is an at-

tempt by the financially ailing Falls City
Brewery to improve its image enough to
attract a buyer.

One popular spot where Billy Beer was
doing a brisk business was a chili and beer
hall in the heart of Louisville's Germantown
neighborhood.
"Of course it's new, but the response is

very good," said the owner Joe Murrow
"When you get two out of three calls, it's a
good response."
Murrow said it would take three weeks to

determine if the response is due to the
novelty or taste of the beer, which the
president's brother endorsed as "the best
I've ever tasted."

Billy Carter is receiving an undisclosed
royalty on the sale of each can of Billy Beer.

State loses bid to charge
doctor in sexual assault cases
WASHINGTON [UPI] - New York state

lost out at the Supreme Court yesterday in its

effort to prosecute a doctor on the testimony
of a policeman who, without a search
warrant, saw him sexually assault an
anesthetized woman patient.
The justices rejected without comment the

state's appeal seeking to overturn a lower
court's suppression of testimony by the
officer in Dutchess County, N.Y.

According to records in the case, state
police investigator James Apolinaro climbed
a seven-foot ladder to look into the
examining rooms of Dr. William Abruzzi
while policewoman Peggy Hopkins was
inside posing as a patient.

The two were acting on complaints from
several patients accusing Abruzzi of sexual
misconduct during gynecological
examinations. Apolinaro was watching to
make sure no harm came to the

policewoman, and he did not have a search
warrant.

Apolinaro reported seeing the doctor
commit three acts of sexual intercourse and
two acts of sodomy on an unconscious
woman in one of the examining rooms. On
the basis of his statement, Abruzzi was
indicted for sodomizing and raping the
anesthetized woman patient and sexually
abusing two other female patients aged 22
and 15.

New York argued that Apolinario's
presence was needed to protect the un-
dercover woman. The country court agreed
and Abruzzi entered a plea of guilty to sexual
abuse in the first degree.

Later, however, he appealed on grounds
Apolinario's testimony was gained through
an unreasonable search and seizure in

violation of the Constitution and should not
be allowed at trial.

Spanking public school child

creates danger but widely used
WASHINGTON [UP/] - School children's

behavior is unlikely to improve when they are
panked unless the punishment is so severe
that hospitalization might be required af-
terward, an article in a government
publication said yesterday.

The report, in the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's Children Today
publication, also said that corporal punish-
ment creates a "syndrome of violence"
which can set an example of aggressive
behavior for other youngsters.

Overall, the article said, spanking
represents a potential danger to child,

teecher and school property, but it is widely
iMed.
The Supreme Court ruled 5-4 in April that

nothing in the Constitution prevents a
teacher from paddling a public school child,

but the Children Today article said research
cast serious doubt on its effectiveness.

While corporal punishment may result in

temporary reduction of certain behavior, it

will not work in the long run unless it is

"extremely harsh and repeated," the report

said.

"In order for corporal punishment to be
effective in stopping children's misbehavior

the results would often be hospitalization," it

said.

The report said two teenagers involved in

the Supreme Court spanking decision
required medical treatment that "would have
resulted in reports of suspected child abuse
had parents wielded the paddle."

The report said drawbacks to paddling

include the possibility of injuring a child,

setting a model of aggressive behavior that

young children will imitate, frightening

children who view the punishment;
destroying student-teacher relationships and
increasing chances of physical retaliation.

America is womanish. For some men, this
hatred of the "feminine" becomes
exaggerated and comes to include all

women. Contempt for traditionally feminine
traits prompts men to rape women.
American men are taught that sex must be

won through an elaborate game of pursuit
and seduction. Sex becomes a commodity
that must be bargained for. The man who
gives the least and gets the most is the most
successful man. Rape, or "free sex", is the
ultimate "rip-off".

Rape laws are property laws. There is no
such thing, legally, as rape within a marriage.
A married man has a legal right to sex with
his wife, whether she is willing or not. Our
legal system in no way recognizes a woman's
right to control her own sexuality.
The possibility of rape affects the day-to-

day lives of all women. Sexual comments
made by men to (or at) women are a kind of
"petty rape". They are another kind of
uninvited sexual intimacy. Such comments
are designed to humiliate women, and carry
along with them a reminder of the threat of
rape.

"There is what might be called a universal

TURN TO PAGE 12

Black Africa deals tough

on mandatory ennbargoes
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - The

United States, Britain and France
yesterday vetoed attempts by black
African nations to impose mandatory
economic and arms embargoes against
South Africa, but left the door open for a
compromise on a milder ban on arms
sales.

The U.N. Security Council immediately
recessed for about an hour for con-
sultations to seek a common course
against the Pretoria government for its

latest crackdown against black leaders
and other dissidents and for the closing
of black newspapers.
The vote was 10-5 in favor of each of

three proposals that reflected black
Africa's hardline course in dealing with
South Africa. But the five "no" votes
included vetoes from Washington,
London and Paris, thus dooming the
measure.
The othpr two "no" votes were cast by

Canada and West Germany.
The Council approved 15-0 a fourth,

blandly worded resolution strongly
condemning massive violence and
killings as an outgrowth of South Africa's

apartheid policies.

U.S. Ambassador Andrew Young tried

to steer for a compromise and appealed
to the Council not to vote on the three
hardline resolutions which were unac-
ceptable to the West.
The three African Council members -

Benin, Libya and Mauritius - ignored his
plea and insisted on an immediate vote.

Young said the three vetoed
resolutions represented "an attempt to
divide us, and that is not tactically wise."
Both he and Canadian Ambassador

William Barton said the Security
Council's actions could be effective only
if they were unanimous.
The projected compromise was a

resolution unofficially proposed by Indian
Ambassador Rikhi Jaipal, Council
president for October under the monthly
rotation system.

Diplomatic sources said the 15 Council
members were discussing unanimous
approval of the compromise during the
recess.

The crisis that pushed the Security
Council toward proposals for sanctions
was triggered by South Africa's latest
crackdown on black leaders and other
dissidents and its closure of leading black
newspapers.
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-kDorm lease benefits
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

After passing the senate, the lease will go
to area governments for their approval and
then to dormitories for further ratification.

Members of the task force say they hope it

will be approved directly by a majority of

students on campus.
Following endorsement by the student

body, the lease will be presented to the
administration so the bargaining process can
begin. All previous attempts to secure a lease

from dorms have been turned down by the
university, but task force members believe
that students can win this time with -well-
organized popular support.

In addition to presenting the lease
proposal, the task force will be surveying
dorms to find out where the University is

currently failing to maintain adequate
housing standards. The checklists to be
circulated will cover all aspects of campus
housing, from lighting and heat to kitchen
and storage facilities.

^ Recycling for future
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

Asked how the project could improve its

productivity, Lichtman replied, "By getting
more bins and barrels, and by getting more

student and administration cooperation." He
added that the project has "the ad-
ministration's so-called support," but there is

a lack of administrative support "because
personally it can't benefit them and their
political goals."

Will students combating environmental
pollution unite to form a front equal to the
strength of those fighting racism or sexism?

^ Evaluation
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

"Accreditation isn't really questioned,"
said Green.
The association's final report, she said,

"does not just sit on a shelf. It will give
recommendations for future changes."
"The building of the UMass library was a

result of the last evaluation," Green said.
"The library was needed, but not a priority
when it came to funding. It was made
possible when the evaluations brought out
the urgent need for a library."

The Student Affairs committee will begin
its self-evaluation with a meeting of the
Resource Network tomorrow in Campus
Center 804, with representatives from the
professional staff of those programs in the
network.
A meeting next Wednesday at 4 p.m. in

Herter 301 for all commuting students is also
planned for those living off campus.

"If these so-called 'aware' students aren't
going to be concerned, no one else is and
we'll be heading in deep, dark trouble. If no
one is around, their movements aren't going
to mean a thing." Lichtman said.

Asked about the plans that the project has
for the future, Lichtman replied, "Within the

next two years, its goal should be self-

sufficiency... Basically, we have to expand
and increase our volume of paper because
that will allow us to break even. I'd like to see

a more organized project, with the hope that
in the future, recycling projects can expand
throughout the Valley area

"

"The Student Affairs task force is looking
for student volunteers to help with the
writing and critiquing process of the self-

study," said Benedict. "We have no student
volunteers as of yet."

The Office of Student Affairs comprises
various students services, including Health
Services, Public Safety, financial aid and
admissions.

The NEASC should release its final report
well before the end of the summer, Provost
Puryear said.

The NEASC is the regional association for

schools and colleges, and has an equivalent
in other regions throughout the country.

Results of the University self-evaluation
will probably be discussed next January, in

the "micro-college" sponsored by the
UMass Resource Network, according to

Green. The state of the University in five

years is a likely topic for the annual "micro-
college," she said.

Attention
All Collegian staff:

Who is this man and what is his problem

^

Qtme and see at the

StaffMeeting
'%.

in Campus Center Boom 101

7:00 p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 2

Topic: advertisingpoltci
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karen hermann

Euthanasia— a possibility in this case...
or maybe a

Here I sit, surrounded by heaps of texts
unread, longing for midterm week to end. It's

two o'clock in the morning and I haven't had
a nieal in three days. I've finally completed
the first page of a ten-page essay that's due
at eight o'clock. That allows me six whole
hours to finish, if I forgo another night's
sleep.

"Courage, courage," I mutter through my
teeth. "You're too young to die." As my
head slumps down upon my overworked
Smith-Corona and my eyes begin to glue
shut, I reach for another Coko and pull

myself upright. It's going to be a lo-oo-ong
morning.

A glimmer of hope suddenly illuminates my
enfeebled brain. Perhaps that paper isn't due
until Wednesday! I eagerly grope for the wall
calendar, but find no consolation. The entire

room is swimming in a haze of hideous
ciphers, runes, codes and exotic alphabets.
But I don't know any foreign languages. I

haven't studied anything all semester. This

must be a hallucination

delusion of knowledge.

"Keep your sanity," I groan, leafing

through my sheaf of C-minus quizzes ac-

cumulated throughout the torturous weeks
of Fall, 1977. Glorious portraits of Karen E.

Hermann, the future Nobel prize-winning

physicist, the 1996 presidential candklate,

crumble to dust before my bloodshot eyes.

To hell with that ten- page essayl What I

need right now is sleep, or perhaps more
appropriately, euthanasia.

Could it be that I am flunking out of

ZooMass? Visions of my brilliant youth (alas,

long gone) haunt me, just as memories of

sumptuous dinners torment the starving

prisoner of war.

I breezed through twelve years of school

with straight A- pluses and gold stars in

conduct. My SAT scores were the first ever

recorded to soar above 800 in both the

mathematical and verbal sections. In my
senior year I received the Unanimous
Teachers' Pet Medallion, and was included in

Who's Who Among Teenage Limerick

Writers. I was a Brain par excellence.

Do not think, however, that I was a stuffy

egghead. I was as well-rounded as a thirty-

dollar basketball. I was a Campfire Giri for ten
years, and served as a junior counselor at

Camp Bluebird during summer vacation. I

was chairman of the organizing committee
for the junior and senior proms. Furthermore,
I worked behind the scenes of every play
shown at Wacahoo Regional High School
during the years 1970-1974.

My high school teachers were very lenient

with homework assignments, since they
were aware of my exceedingly heavy
schedule. Above all, they were eager to

encourage a future leader, to "bring out the
potential genius of a future Kennedy or
Gandhi," as the educational journals phrased
it. At least those good ole teachers didn't

stifle my native potential for having fun.

UMass, on the other hand, is not such an
easy place to breeze through. These mean,
uppity professors just don't seem to un-
derstand that I have Pep Club meetings
every evening which are more important

than Latin translations and chemical for-

mulae. Doesn't the faculty care about my
peer relationships and social development?

Student towing

is a good thing
To the Editor:

The committee against Amherst
Towing was formed to benefit the

student body. It seems that many
students are naive to this fact. A student

towing service would provide safer and
less expensive towing. Amherst Towing
apprehends about 4000 cars a year from
our campus. Why should we pay them to

carelessly tow our cars, when we could
be paying our own student system to

tow? The answer is not to stop towing,

because that is not feasible. The answer
is to support the student towing service

when it comes up before the student

senate Wednesday, November 2. If a
sufficient loan is appropriated by the

student senate, this towing service can
become a reality rather than a belated

dream. I therefore urge all concerned
students to support this cause for your
own benefit. If the funds are not ap-

propriated it will be Questionable whose
side the student senate is really on; the

students, or the people that make a profit

off our misfortune.

William Z. Thar

Language change

a possibility
To tha Editor:

It is a rare moment when a Collegian

reader can enliven and enlighten a topic

discussed by two distantly related

editorial page comments. F'lfi Ball's lead

coJurvj of Friday, September 30, and
f^anc/ Eddy's letter of Thursday, October

11, provide that opportunity.

Fifi BaU pleads with us to be more
conscious of the emotional con-
sequences of language [as it refers to

women and men]. She points out that

language is a major determinant of how
we think and constrains the concepts we
are able to grasp.

More specifically, Nancy Eddy takes to

task a Collegian artist who, under the

influo'ce of one such misconception,

portr9fed trie Amherst Board of
Selectmen \ 3electPE0PLE?] as five

ma/eg. In rmtJrty the Board is, and has
since 1975 o&an, composed of three men
and women \2-3 of all the women ever to

serve on the Amherst Board of Select-

PEOPLE] Ms. Eddy has herself sen/ed on
that Board smce ISf*

">

In their book Wi^ds and Women
[Anchor Books. 1317, $2.50 in paper-

back] Casey Cimrk and Kate Swift speak

directly to the infirmities in our language
by providing us with a readable, com-
prehensive study of the sexist constraints

of the English language, a history of its

development for the purpose of con-

tinuing the subjugation of women, and a
vision of language able to reflect the

equalities between women and men I

hope we can achieve. Words and
Women is also a statement, eloquent in

its restraint, of the author's pain and
anger at finding themselves and other
women bound in their very being by the

perversion of our distinct method of
communication, language.

For perhaps three years progressive
members of Amherst's legislative body,
our Representative Town Meeting, have
attempted to change the language which
misdesignates members of its governing
body, which we prefer to call the

Amherst Board of SelectPEOPLE. We
have not been successful. At one point
during the debate at the May 1976
Annual Town Meeting, Ms. Eddy herself

proclaimed that she was proud to be the

ChairMAN of the Board of SelectMEN. It

is a tribute both to Ms. Eddy and to the

persuasiveness of the Miller and Swift
volume that no such speech was made
this May.

Change is possible and desirable in

language and in many other areas. The
realities of our lives and of Amherst have
changed. Every spring Amherst elects

members to town government and town
meeting offices [not surprisingly,

Amherst's Representative Town Meeting
is presently 2-3 male, almost all white,

etc., despite the efforts by students and
tenants in the past three years]. If you
feel that government, at least at the town
level, is one of the places to begin to

control the changes in our lives and in

Amherst, please consider taking part in

the spring 1978 town elections. One way
to do this is to get in touch with the many
students and tenants, women and men,
who are presently members of Amherst's
Representative Town Meeting, or with

members of town government, such as
Nancy Eddy.

Vince O'Connor
a student-tenant

Town Meeting member

Language studies

advocated
To the Editor:

On August first, 1975, in Helsinki, Fin-

land, the leaders of 35 nations including

all nations of Europe, Albania, Canada
and the United States signed a one-

hundred page declaration on European
security, known as the Helsinki Accord.

One important agreement of the Accord
is the very well known Human Rights
issue. Another agreement commits the
participating nations to encourage the
study of foreign languages and
civilizations.

In the near future, there are strong
expectations that PresidentJimmy Carter
will act to create a short term presidential
commission charged with making
recommendations to the President and
Congress on ways to strengthen and
improve language and area studies in the
United States. During the past ten years,

there has been a steady decline in the
area of foreign studies; however, the
Helsinki agreement sheds bright light on
its future.

During the weekend of October 6 to 8,

a group of four students representing the
Five College Language Council attended
the Georgetown-MLA Conference on
Language in American Life in

Washington DC. This group obtained
much information concerning foreign
language careers which can be obtained
at the placement office in Berkshire
House. The Massachusetts Foreign
Language Association Conference will be
held this weekend, November 4 and 5, at
the Sherat,on-Tara Hotel overlooking
route 9. All interested people are urged to

attend, then listen for news concerning
the formation of the Presidential com-
mission, and write representatives and
congressmen urging the formation of the
commission.

Alessandro Massaro

An educator
for president
To the Editor:

In my 25 years at this university we
have not yet had an educator as
president. It is time that we appoint a
person who is primarily interested in

education, someone who is now actively

engaged in teaching and who views a

university as an educational and cultural

institution. We need someone who has a
philosophy of education, a vision of what
en education is and what it should do for

an individual. And that person should be
sufficiently eloquent to articulate his

views and inspire students and teachers

to put them into practice. We need, in

short, a true educational leader.

We have not had such leadership. This

campus is badly divided — between
faculty and administration, between
professional education and liberal arts.

The university is without direction. It tries

desperately to put itself on the map, with

inflated graduate programs and
fashionable experiments. For well-

intentioned but misguided social reasons
it tries to be everything to everyone. It

admits students who can't do the work, it

even admits students who don't have
command of English. It awards degrees
to students who can't speak and write

English correctly. None of these and
other problems is ever addressed by
those in charge. Educational questions

seem to play no part in their decisions.

I have never heard the president,

chancellor or provost discuss such
questions. Their pronouncements are
limited to administrative matters and are

Last week the dean called me in to discuss
my cumulative average (2.09 and sinking

fast). He was concerned that I wasn't
realizing my "demonstrated potential." I told

him that nobody seemed to care about my
potential anymore.

"Why don't they give grades for Drama
Club participation, huh? Like, they won't let

me be me. Term papers are a drag, man."
The dean gave me an icy stare and started

shuffling papers on his desk. I left the office

quickly, full of consternation.

Midterm Hell will finish me. My body has
never before had to endure three days
without food or sleep. I write this memoir as
a warning to foolish freshmen who came to

ZooMass anticipating a life of wild parties

and effortless A's. Right now, ascending the
twenty-sixth flight of stairs in the UMass
library and preparing to take the final plunge,
I murmur a prayer for the 24,999 souls who
will remain, and hope that their fate may be
brighter than mine.

Karen Hermann's column appears every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.

filled with jargon. They count money and
people and buildings. When educational
issues are raised, as they were at a faculty

meeting last spring, these are evaded or
greeted with silence.

There are many good people here,

students and teachers, and they deserve
something better. They deserve, above
all, a more humane spirit and at-

mosphere. Please look for a person who
knows and cares about education, who is

committed to academic excellence — a
person who will speak to us with a clear

and honest voice and bring us together in

pursuit of a common, well-defined goal.

Look for someone with sufficient per-

sonal stature to inspire not only all

sectors of the university, but also to

educate the public on the role of the

university.

If such a person cannot be found, it

would be better to do without a
president, as is now the case at the

University of Illinois. Bad leadership is

worse than none.

Henry A. Lea
German Dept.

'Homecoming Queen'
is insulting
To the Editor:

/ want to register particular objection

to the full-page Miller Beer advertisement

which ran in Friday's issue and to protest

in broader terms the Collegian's ac-

ceptance of offensive ads from brewing
companies. "Candi Kane — Home-
coming Queen " was the latest in a series

of stereotypic cartoon figures in such ads
intended as humorous inducement to

drink more Miller but which, in fact,

reinforce demeaning and sexist images
that insult readers of the Collegiaa Bux-
om, brainless, bestrewn with frat pins,

Candi is portrayed visually and in the ad
copy as a classic example of woman - as •

sex - object. Alleged humor cannot
redeem the sexism of this ad or tfie af-

front to women at UMass whether or not
they belong to sororities. Earlier ads with

male figures were also sterecrtyped,

offensive, and degraded "maleness" to

the level of gross cliclje.

To what end does the Collegian spread
these damaging imaaes? Higher con-

sumption of Miller products. Alcohol
abuse is a grave prob/em on this campus.
To tally the episopes of endangering

behavior, destruction of property,

physical and sexual assault in a
residential area and find that most involve

drunkenness is to see the pernicious

interplay between alcohol and violence

which is modelled in many Collegian beer

ads.

What standards does the paper have
for refusing advertisements which are

blatantly sexist and which undermine the

well-being of the entire community? I

think the Collegian would have the sense

not to run an ad featuring, for example, a

black student labelled as winner of the

"Stepin Fetchit Shuffle-Alike" contest.

Have you no sensitivity to sexist insult, or

may we look forward to ever-funnier

Miller ads featuring barbaric super-studs

and gang-rape victims?

Prof. James IViatlack Master-Director
Southwest Residential CoUege
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Socialism— 'service to others above self
By DREW CRANE

Taking into consideration the current

intellectual climate on campus I would not be

surprised if the majroity of those who read S.

Sampson's Marxist point of view on cam-
pitalism, 10-28, simply accept it as the literal

truth without the necessity of a critical

evaluation.

Graduate students should not be rattling

off a fantastic list of lies it would be too polite

to call this anything but a deliberate denial of

the facts for propagandistic purposes.

It is a typical stunt of a collectivist to dis-

tort the language in a fashion which r. ces

the reader doubt himself and his percepJon

of reality. This intellectual travesty is

monstrously evil and precisely illustrative of

the tactics of a collectivist mentality.

To assert that in Cuba, China, the Eastern

European states and the USSR there is no
inflation, unemployment, crime in the streets

or beggars; cheap public housing and free

medical care and education, is an incredible

distortion of reality.

In every socialist (collectivist) country

there is no conception of the rights of in-

dividuals. There are only the expendable

members of the collective whose life is the.

tool of "society". It is the explicit im-

plementation of the morality of altruism —
service to others above self. Where there is

no recognition of individual rights there are

no property rights and no accurate means of

economic calculation.

The results are rampant crime suppressed

by secret police, government induced famine

to "encourage" collective farming, inflation

which makes ours look like a standstill and,

oh yes, full employment, but at jobs without

purpose and chosen for you by the dictators.

As to cheap public housing and so called

free goods there is the avoided question of

who pays for it? NOTHING is free; even the

few zero-prized economic goods can have a

cost-value is some situation. When the

collectivist talks of something free or cheap

he is talking of enslaving the productive to

benefit the non-productive, ot i-hyating

justice and the trader principle, of giving the

unrewarded and unearned t*. *hose whose
"need" is considered greater • •'rt • than that

of their "brother".

Now as to the alleged sup.port by any
good socialist" of free debate t.iat is the

biggest farce of all as anyone whr has ever

felt the vindictive wrath of a socialist at

.•'//////,'/',

grading time can tell you. But if these
socialists are as open minded as they say I

can suggest a few books for their

enlightenment: Socialism: An Economic and
Sociological Analysis by Ludwig von Mises,

Workers' Paradise Lost by Eugene Lyons,
Capitalism and the Historians by F.A. Hayek
ed.. Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal by Ayn
Rand.

One final thought: Why is it that so many

NOBOPK M(?|/£ /

^Ol;P SEATS I

thousands of people risk their lives against

the machine gun toting border guards,

against the barbed wire, land mines, walls

and fences which keep them enslaved in

their collectivist Utopia, just for the chdnce to

live like human beings? And why is it that so

many come here to the freest country on
earth but none leave?

Drew Crane is a Collegian Commentator.
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The mandate for agricultural change
Editor's note: This is the second in a series

of editorials dealing with some major issues

in modern and alternative agriculture and
UMass' role in dealing with them.

By LAURA LUDEN

It is often said that students have no real

power to implement change, that the

majority are either too busy or too apathetic

to devote any time to issues other than

school work. But one has to look only as far

Look here
In yesterday's (Oct. 28)

issue of the Collegian, the

editorial entitled, "I'm in the

nnajorlty with capitalisnn"

was written by Steve
Johnson. The opinions
presented in the editorial

were strictly his own and did

not necessarily represent the

opinions of the Collegian

staff or its editors.

as the students that were instrumental in the

anti-Vietnam war movement and at those

who are involved in the anti-nudear power
movement to realize that not oniv do
students have the time but also the

dedication to implement changt in our

society.

Food and agriculture is in a state c f crisii in

the worid, the nation and in ever> state in

America. People have started realizing that

not just the poor countries arf expariencing
great problems in feeding the r people, but
that people in the United States are starving.

Food prices are soaring, monetary r'jturns to

the farmers are dropping and cur rystem of

agriculture is heavily dependent on non-

renewable sources of energy, /et. stude-^ts

of agriculture are still being tauijht that

bigger is better and that at^rtcj^ural

problems can be "solved" using fertilizerr,

p>esticides and herbicides.

As the need for food incre£ses with ex-

panding populations and the useful less of

chemical farming decreases wi*:h the energy

crisis and with genetic resistence of insects,

pathogens and weeds, we are finding

ourselves in an ever closir>g circle It is im-

perative that students are taught that there
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are other systems of agriculture that can

supply enough food to feed the people and
that the United States must not go on ex-

porting energy intensive agricultural systems
to under-developed nations. The major

problems causing the food crisis are that

food is not being produced in a manner that

replenishes the soil and the food that is being

grown is not distributed fairly. Agricultural

experts tend to agree that the entire world

can produce enough to feed everyone and
that the problems are that prime agricultural

land is being used for non-food products

such as coffee, tea and tobacco and that

land used for food is unequally distributed.

We must realize that the potential for

change exists no matter how discouraging it

is to work for months and years and see no

real change. Things change very slowly,

especially with agriculture which is

dependent on nature. It is very important

that we try to overcome our cynicism and

doubts about our power to implement

change. We have the potential numbers to

make our voices be heard. We possess as our

medium economic and political power.

The ways to go about this are varied.

Many people belong to food co-ops, shop at

the Peoples Market and eat at Earthfoods not

only for economic but for political reasons.

As irKJividual persons it seems as if our

political beliefs and actions will have no

effect; as a large and growing movement we
will be heard.

We can work towards changes in the food

industry and in the agricultural system in

many ways. General education and
awareness of the problems is the first step.

The p>eople of the country have the right to

know that our foods and agricultural lands

are being mismanaged to the benefit of

international corporations. They also have

the right to know that each and every person

can do something, no matter how in-

significant they may feel their actions are.

The more people that realize there is power
in groups of people, the more power these

groups will have. An example of this oc-

curred at Cornell in the eariy 70's. A group of

students researched Cornell's role in agri-

business and uncovered some startling facts

This was published as a report. Failing the

People. The report shook up the ad-

ministration so badly that the 400 or so

copies were quickly bought up and no
further copies were printed. Needless to say,

Cornell has been more careful to be sure that

their activities fall within those proscribed for

a Land-grant college.

There is a student movement involved in

directing our energies as a nation towards a

more responsible system of agriculture, one
in which our resources are used wisely and
biologically. A group called the Action
Center in Washington, DC. (a nonprofit

group), has been sponsoring student intern-

ships in their Responsible Agriculture

program. This summer they sponsored a

New England Internship program, with about
40 students from public and private colleges.

They worked with community, governmental
and student organizations in such diverse

places as the New Alchemy Institute in

Woods Hole, Maine farms, the New England
Federation of Co-ops, the Mass. Dept. of

Agriculture, and here in Western Massa-
chusetts in community action (Project

Greenbean) and the Coalition for Alternative

Agriculture and Self- Sufficiency.

Obviously, the state of agriculture in New
England did not go through a radical change
due to these peoples' work — the change
that occurred however, cannot be measured
by traditional methods. The summer's effort

has inspired many of the interns to go on in

their work and has served to educate untold

numbers of people to 'the need for change.

The success of the internship lies in the fact

that a handful of people have been able to

work towards implementing change and In

doing so have excited and mobilized many
others to join the fight.

We as students have the right to demand
that our agricultural education should

present all sides of agriculture, not just the

current system but innovative, non-
traditional systems. The movement is not

one that wants farmers to go back to "the

good old days" because those days weren't

so good, farmers didn't have the resources
and knowledge to use science for the good
of the land. The move is towards a rational

use of our resources, where the small farmer

can produce food, make a living from it and
• not use up our natural wealth. We have a

responsibility to ourselves and to the future

to demand that the people's money be used

to research and develop new methods. We
have the numbers to makp our voices be

heard. The status quo will not change if no
one demands a change. Land-grants have a

mandate to work for the people and

education must include alternative methods.

If we want to see change in our lifetime and
for our children we must be the ones to

implement it. We cannot sit around and
expect the establishment to ciicnge for us as

it will always move towards what 's good for

its own interests.
I

Laura Luden is a member of the Coalition

for Alternative Agriculture and Self-

Sufficiency.
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Make Reservations New!!
29 S. Pleasant tt. Amherst

IdUci

t
Expert typists and proofreaders

rush jobs, IBM selectrics word processor for

letters resumes etc., guaranteed perfect

multiple originals

Tel 156-6736

M-F 10-6 , Sot 10-2

NTERTAINMENT
Quilapayun, Chilean folk group, CCA, 8 pm, $3.

Blow for Blow, Thompson 106, 8 pm, free

Anthony Newman, harpsichordist, FAC Concert Hall,

8 pm
Harold and Maude, CCA, 7:30, 9:15, 11 pm
I Love You Rosa, Hillel Film Series, Thompson 104,

8 pm

Thurs 3

Fri 4

Sun 6

Mon 7

iTues 8

Wed 9

iThu 10

Fri II

Sun 13

|Tuesl5

Wed 16

Thu 17

Fri 18

Sat 19

My Fair Lady, FAC Concert Hall, 3:30 and 8 pm
Romeo and Juliet, Rand Theater, FAC, 8 pm

(through Nov. 6)

Tom Jones, Bowker Auditorium, 8 pm (through Nov.

Sun 20

iMon 21

Mon '^8

Tues29

6)

The Tenant, CCA, 7, 9:15, 11 :30 pm

Godfather II, CCA, 7 and 10:30 pm

Rocky, CCA, 7, 9:15, 11:30 pm
Kibbutz Langdon, USA, Thompson 104, 8 pm.
Faculty Winwood Quintet, Bezanson Recital Hall,

FAC, 8 pm

The Last Resort, Thompson 106, 8pm

All the President's Men, CCA, 7 and 10 pm
Charlie Daniels/Sanford Townsend/Mark

Farner, Springfield Civic Center

Madrigals, Bezanson Recital Hall, FAC, 8 pm

Earth, Wind, & Fire, Springfield Civic Center

Queen, Springfield Civic Center

nothing

The Ooubleday, Thompson 106, 8 pm
Jeffrey Ballet, FAC Concert Hal" 8pm

Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore. CCA,
7,9,11pm

Two Gentlemen of Verona, Bowker Aud 8pm
(through Nov 20)

Obsession, CCA, 7,9,1 1 pm

Marathon Man, CCA, 7, 9:15, 1 1 :30 pm
Boston Symphony Orchestra, FAC Concert

Hall, 8pm

Bobby Hutcherson Quartet, CCA, 8pm
The Boston Pops with Arthur Fielder, FAC Con-

cert Hall, 8pm
Jethro Tull, Springfield Civic Center

Murder By Death, CCA, 7,9pm

Israeli Cabaret, Hampden Student Center, $1

University Jazz Workshop 'Billy Taylor Trio, FAC
Concert Hall, 8 pm

Pourquoi Israel, Thompson 104, 8pm

Last Grave at Oimbaza, Thompson 106, 8pm
University Wind Ensemble, FAC Concert Hall, 8pm

NORDIC & ALPINE
SKI EQUIPMENT,
ACCESSORIES, SERVICE

84-86 Gre«n Street

Northampton
S84-3924 584-4003

November ^i

ber *Novei
ember *No^
er •Novemt

$495INJOY! lit?. ^I^'l:",

«

LIVE LOBSTER senfed

ewy day

SPECIAL TUES., WED.. THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ^5^^

•

k\^l

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.N.

MON. Night Happy Hour
4ptti -- closing

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69C
Damon Rd., Northampton

SPMHAN
BRAKE AND MUFFLER SHOP

BRAKES
• MUFFLERS

• SHOCKS

TOWINO Z
8 Pearl St., Northampton — 584-8531

TRUST YOJR CAR TO SPEEDY SPARTAN SPECIALISTS!

10

"0

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

PONTIAC

The New

1;ARTELLI PONTIAC inc:

QUALITY SPECIALISTS IN

fi^uto Painting & Body Worl
PLUS

^COMPLETE AUTO GLASS SERVICI

^ FREE ESTIMATES •
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC CARS

"Wh«r« Quality ComM Flrit"

CALL 'ROD' CHAMPOUX, Body Shop MQR.

Pontiac Inc.
140HIGHST. HOLYOKE

536-2240

THE
NEW

CI

Collegian ^^

CROSS— COUNTRY SKIS

PRE—SEASON SALE

We have complete packages including

skis, bindings, poles, boots and set up

For $79 95 102.95. MOW at savings of

$21 $32 off list Description of this equip-

ment would be inadequate, so corhe Tn and

look, touch and try on.

Also, accessories, rentals, junior size shoes and bicycles.

tiL&Pp.

*/
^cF"-^

JAmhertl Cycle Shop

253 TrionfiU SI.

Amhersl-S86-3810

Norlhomplofi Cy<l« Sho|

21 PUosonl SI.

Norlhofiiploii>S86-3810l

SPORTS EVENTS
Varsity Football

Nov. 5 - Holy Cross - Home
Nov. 12 - New Hampshire - Away
Nov. 19 - Boston College - Away

JV Football

Nov. 6 - Connecticut - Away
Nov. 13 - New Hampshire - Home

H

GOUMASS
FOOTBALL

BLOW AWAY
UNH

ON N0YI2

Varsity Cross Country

Nov. 5 - New England's at Boston

Nov. 19 IC4A's

Varsity Soccer

Nov. 2 - Springfield - Away
Nov. 4 - New Hampshire - Away
Nov. 12 - Providence - Home

Varsity Volleyball

Nov. 1 - Holy Cross/E.Conn. - Home
Nov. 3 - Smith - Away
Nov. 5 - Connecticut - Away
Nov. 8 Keene/Westfield St. At

Westfield

Field Hockey
Nov. 1 - Connecticut - Home
Nov. 4 - Springfield - Away
Nov. 6 - Boston State - Home

Varsity Basketball

Nov. 30 - Harvard - Away
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News in Brief

Mission planned

to examine f/?e sun
PASADENA, Calif. \AP\ - A four-year

sp>ace mission, designed to illuminata

mysteries of the sun from vantage points
never reached before, is being planned
for the 1960s by U.S. and European
scientists.

Officials of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory said yesterday that the
project was planned to observe the sun
from positions other than along its

equatorial plane, the flat, disc-shaped
imaginary line known as the ecliptic that

extends from the sun through the orbits

of the planets.

It is as if the sun were at the center of a

giant phonograph record ana the planets
spun around in orbits arrangerl like the
bands of individual songs. The aim of the
proposed misssion could be compared to

leaving the record's surface to view it

from above and below
The plan calls for the use of twin

spacecraft, one to be built by the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration and the other by the 10-

nation European Space Agency.
The Space Shuttle, a reusable

spaceplane now being developed for

short space flights, would carry the

satellites out of the Earth's gravitational

pull and launch them toward Juprter, the
largest planet in the solar system.
Jupiter's gravitational pull would be used
as a slingshot- like booster to position the
spacecraft.

Officials said it would be impossible, by
today's standards, to generate a rocket

blast tremendous enough to place the
satellites in position without using
Jupiter's pull as a booster.

The satellites would simultaneously
observe the sun's northern and southern
hemispheres and take scientific readings
of its radiation, magnetic field, outer

atmosphere and surface features at all

latitudes.

The flights would also take the
satellites over the sun's poles.

"All the observations of the sun we've
made are based on being in a single

plane; we don't see what comes out of

the sun at its poles," said Norman
Haynes, manager of spacecraft programs
at JPL
The team of scientists which proposed

the project in a J PL report said the flow
of energy from the sun is of tremendous
interest because of its effects on the
climate and weather of the Earth.

Their report also stressed the need to

observe the sun's convection layer.

"Energy is broughh to the surface of the

sun, to be radiated into space, by fluid

motions in the outer layer of the sun, the

convection layer," it said.

"Our climate, and thus life on Earth are

dependent on the physics of the con-

vection layer, and we are in need of

understanding it. Indeed, there is tan-

talizing evidence that in the historical

past the fluid motions in the convection
layer changed, with resulting climate

changes on Earth."

Postal Service

highly commended
PITTSBURGH [UPI] - Postmaster

General Benjamin Bailar said yesterday

no public agency has accomplished as

much over the past sixy years as the

Postal Service.

"Over the last six years the Postal

Service has a tangible record of progress
in providing the American people with

good mail service and particularly over
the last two years progress has been
made in providing a servce that is ef-

ficient and adaptable to an uncertain

future," he said.

Speaking to a regional meeting of the

National Postal Forum, Bailar said the

Postal Service deficit has been cut in half

this fiscal year; for a 30-day period ending
in early October, 96 per cent of eligible

first class mail was delivered overnight
and service standards for two-day and
three-day delivery were met 92 per cent

of the time; and last year 63 per cent of

letter mail was handled mechanically,

compared with 25 per cent in 1971.

John Marino
submits resignation
BOSTON [UPI] - Massachusetts

Commerce Commissioner John J.

Marino yesterday submitted his

resignation from the Dukakis ad-

ministration in order to prepare for a

possible challenge to Rep. Margaret
Heckler, R-Mass.

Marino said he was giving up the

$28,500 a year job he has had since

March 1975 to "determine the feasibility"

of entering the Democratic primary

against Mrs. Heckler, now in her sixth

term in Congress. Both are Wellesley

residents.

Marino's resignation is effective Nov.

15.

Meanwhile, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
later yesterday announced selection of

Division of Employment Security Director

John Crosier as Marino's replacement.
Crosier, who earns $32,600 as DES
director, will take a pay cut to accept his

promotion.

Carter's neutrality

hurts negotiations
KANSAS CITY, Mo. [UPI] -

President Carter's Middle East policy has
dulled U.S. effectiveness in negotiating a

peace settlement, according to former
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.

Rabin, who was in Kansas City this

past weekend to speak with Jewish
leaders, did not directly criticize Carter's

policy, but said the president's less-than-

neutral stand has hurt negotiations.

"In the past the United States suc-
ceeded in bringing about agreements be-

tween the Arab nations and the Israelis

when it did not take a position," Rabin
said at a news conference. "Once the
party that goes between takes a position,

it loses its effectiveness as serving as a

go-between."

Court supports

drunken-driving laws
WASHINGTON [AP] - The Supreme

Court yesterday supported states with

tough drunken- driving laws, dealt a blow
to news reporters seeking to protect

confidential sources, and placed in

jeopardy a consumers' victory over in-

surance companies.

Taking action in more than 200 cases,

the justices also agreed to review ob-

scenity prosecutions in California and an
Alaska law requiring job preferences for

state residents in non-public jobs.

The court gave what amounts to an
endorsement of state laws that suspend
the driver's licenses of motorists who
refuse to take a chemical or breath

analysis test after being stopped for

alleged drunken driving — even when the

motorist receives no pre-suspension
hearing.

The justices threw out a lower court's

decision striking down a Massachusetts
law calling for a 90- day license

suspension for test refusals on grounds
that it denies motorists their due-process
rights.

They told a three-jcdge court in Boston
to restudy the case in light of a Supreme
Court decision last May which upheld an

Illinois law authorizing revocation or

suspension of a driver's license without

preliminary hearings.

Legionnaires

disease

reDorted
\UPI\ — Another case of Legionnaires'

disease in Vermont was reported yesterday
bringing the total of confirmed cases in the
state to 26 in the past three months. Con-
necticut also reported its first confirmed case
yesterday.

Vermont State Health Department
spokeswoman Dorothy Griffith said the

national Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta determined the latest case involved a

person who died of a_ cause other than

Legionnaires' disease.

Since the current outbreak began in July
there have been 46 confirmed and highly
probable cases of the pneumonia-like illness

in Vermont.
Of that Total, 16 deaths - including 14

confirmed and two highly probable cases —
have been linked to the disease.

In Connecticut, health officials yesterday
announced their first confirmed case — an
unidentified 33-year-old Newtown man who
died in August.

The victim, whose identity was withheld,
was admitted to Danbury Hospital in early

August with severe pneumonia and died

three days later, Milton Guyer, chief of Public

Health Education of the Department of

Health, said yesterday.

He said a sample of the dead man's lung
tissue was sent to the National Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta, which confirmed
the cause of death yesterday.

He said there is no evidence the disease is

communicable from person-to-person and
"can occur in isolated cases without causing
epidemics."

There have been no reports of additional
cases associated with the disease in the
Danbury area or elsewhere in Connecticut,
he said. •

Connecticut health officials have sent
tissue samples from 15 persons with
respiratory problems for testing at the federal
facility in Atlanta, he said.

^Rape product of socialization in the United States

curfew on women in this country. Whenever
a woman walks alone at night, vvhenever she
enters a bar or movie theatre, whenever she
hitchhikes, she is aware that she is violating

well-established rules of conduct and, as a

results that she faces the possibility of rape."

(MedM and Thompson, Against Rape.
Noonday, 1974).

The attitude that women who choose to

behave like full human beings are "asking

for it" is one of the most blatant examples of

"blaming the victim". For too long, rape has
been considered a "woman's problem."

Women aren't rapists... men are. Rape is a

"nr>en's problem."

Every time a man laughs uncritically at a

joke that degrades women or asks his buddy
if he's "had any lately" he is condoning rape.

Men's acceptance of their own and each

others' sexist attitudes allows rape to

continue flourishing in this country.

There is no manner in which a woman can
act that protects her from rape. Rapists have
said of their victims that they were "asking

fo. it" and that they "acted too good for it."

Whatever a woman's manner, rapists (and

the courts) will find justification for what
happened to her.

Men feel safe sexually harasssng and
raping women because they know the

chances are good they can get away with it.

They expect women to passively submit to

humiliation and abuse, because that's

exactly what women have been socialized to

do.

It is no coincidence that rape is reaching
epidemic proportions as the feminist
movement gains momentum. Men are

reacting strongly to women's attempts to

liberate themselves. The increased number
of rapes is a symptom of that reaction.

As Medea and Thompson wrote in

"Against Rape", "Rape is not a price we
must pay for our freedom for our freedom
any more than lynching is the price blacks
have to pay for theirs." As long as America
remains a place where freedom must be
bought by women, rape, the "All-American
crime", will continue.

U.Mass

Student Federal

Credit Union

POSITION AVAILABLE.
MANAGER

15 credit internship

An inttrvievv is required.

Contact Peter Bloom
or David Green 545 2800

Thursday is U Mass Night

10% OFF
ALL FOOD & DRINK WITH I.D

ATTENT/ON//

1 Prey St.

Amherst

"COME IN & TRY US

549-5403

M

Next to

ThePub

THE U MASS STUDENT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

will hold a

GENERAL STOCKHOLDERS* MEETING

on

Thurs. Nov. 3rd at 7:30 p.m.

in C.C. rm. 804-808

ALL MEMBERS ARE URGED TO ATTEND TO VOICE

ANYCOMMENTSXRITICISMS AND SUGGESTIONS!

YOUR /NPUT /S NEEDED/
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Automobile exhaust may
increase risl< of cancer

Collegian ^3

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Studies in a small
Swiss town suggest people who live near
highways may face an increased cancer risk

from chemicals in automobile exhaust, an
American and two Swiss scientists reported
yesterday.

Their conclusion was based on a
population study in Netstal, Switzerland, a
mountain town of about 3,000 inhabitants,

and on a soil analysis.

An earlier report, published in 1972,
showed death from all kinds of cancer was
nine times as frequent for residents near the
highway between 1958 and 1970 compared
to cancer deaths for residents in a traffic-free

part of town. The report said cancer mor-
tality was higher for all groups of residents
near the highway, which was traveled by
4,000 to 5,000 vehicles a day.

In an attempt to search for cancer-causing
agents in the environment near the highway,
the scientists analyzed soils there and in

other parts of the town and found much
higher levels of a class of compounds called

polycyclic hydrocarbons in the near- highway
soil.

Many polycyclic hydrocarbons are known
to be capable of causing cancer in animals

and the compounds are known to be
produced in internal combustion engines.
The report, published in the November

issue of the American Chemical Society
journal. Environmental Science and
Technology, was written by the late Dr. Max
Blumer of the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, Dr. Walter Blumer of Nestal,
Switzerland and Theodore Reich of the
University of Zurich.

The scientists found 85 to 300 milligrams
of the polycyclic hydrocarbon compounds
per kilogram of soil near the highway. An
outlying section of town with light traffic had
21 mg of the compounds. A nearby Alpine
meadow had levels of 4 mg.
The chemical nature of the compounds

showed they were not products of the
asphalt used on the road, nor of lubricants.

Hydrocarbon compounds found in the
soot from a chimney of a house heated by
fuel oil were of a very different nature.
"The demonstrated correlation between

highway traffic and the production of car-
cinogens strengthens indirectly also the
correlation between highway traffic and the
observed mortality from cancer," the report
said.

Supreme Court disbars

Mitchell and Ehrlichman
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The Supreme

Court yesterday disbarred former Attorney
General John Mitchell and former White
House aide John Ehrlichman because of their

convictions in the Watergate coverup case.
In such matters, the justices act on the

basis of lower-court disbarment orders,

which are routinely furnished the high court.

Mitchell has been disbarred in New York
state and in the District of Columbia and
Ehrlichman in California.

The two were suspended by the Supreme
Court in 1975 but final disbarment action was
delayed until their appeals were concluded.

Ehrlichman, who has been serving time in

the federal prison at Safford, Ariz., is eligible

for parole. He has been interviewed by two
government examiners and his case will be
considered by the Parole Commission when
it meets in mid-November.
On Oct. 14, federal district Judge John

Sirica reduced Ehrlichman's original sen-
tence of 2y2 to 8 years to at least one year
but no more than four. Then U.S. District

Judge Gerhard Gesell reduced to 314 years
Ehrlichman's sentence of from 20 months to
5 years in the "White House plumbers" case.

Gesell said Ehrlichman could be released
whenever the commission agrees.

The second case involved the 1971 break-
in at the Beverly Hills, Calif., office of
psychiatrist Lewis Fielding, who had been
treating Daniel Ellsberg, the central figure in

disclosure of the Pentagon Papers.
Mitchell, who has been serving at Maxwell

Air Force Base in Montgomery, Ala.,

received the same treatment from Sirica as
did former Richard Nixon aide H. R.

Haldeman. Both will be eligible for parole in

June, 1978.

Haldeman is at the Lompoc, Calif., open
prison.

Ehrlichman, at his own request, started his

sentence earlier than the other two men.
Mitchell's attorneys have applied for

executive clemency on grounds he is in

severe pain from a hip ailment and needs
surgery.

Muskle admitted to hospital
[UPI] - Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-

Maine, was admitted to Bethesda Naval
Hospital yesterday for treatment of severe
back strain, his Washington office an-
nounced.
A Muskie spokesman said the senator was

undergoing tests and was expected to

remain in the hospital "for a day or two." He
said Muskie's condition was "painful but not
serious."

The senator has been suffering occasional
back pain for the past year and aggravated
the condition in July while working in his

garden.

John Sirica ends career
as an active federal judge

[AP] - After 20 years on the bench,
five of them on Watergate, John J. Sirica
ended his career as an active federal
judge yesterday by listening to lawyers in

a $168 damage suit.

"I think it's time to reduce my ac-
tivities," said the judge who is 73 and
looks 60. "Thirty years as a lawyer and 20
as a judge is a long time."

The key word was "reduce." Sirica

isn't retiring. He'll return to the same
courtroom today at the same pay — but
as a senior judge permitted to choose
cases that interest him, rather than have
them assigned at random. Sirica will

bypass criminal matters and concentrate
on civil cases.

"I've been thinking about it for some
time," he said. "I finally made up my
mind I'd take senior status when Water-
gate was wound up."

The judge's Watergate involvement
ended earlier in the month when he
reduced the coverup sentences of H.R.
Haldeman, John D. Ehrlichman and John
N. Mitchell. Not long after, he notified
President Carter he wanted to step down
as an active judge.

, His plans are not firm, but Sirica is

expected to write a book that will be
partly autobiographical and mostly
Watergate.

His robe off, tie loosened — his
paneled office nearly devoid of Water-
gate mementoes - Sirica talked a little

about a judicial life that began with his

nomination in 1957 by then- President
Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Ironically, he considers none of the
Watergate matters as his most difficult

case, but rather a truck company anti-

trust suit against the railroads.

Sirica was chief of the 15-judge U.S.
District Court here when the Watergate
break-in occurred June 17, 1972. As chief
judge, it was his duty to assign protracted
or highly publicized cases to a judge.
"When I set the case of the seven

Watergate burglars to be tried by
myself," Sirica said, "I did not do it

without giving the matter considerable
thought. I talked with three colleagues,
district judges, and one judge on the
appeals court. The consensus was I

should take the case."
Sirica said one factor in his taking the

case was that his reputation as a staunch
Republican would help make his decision
appear above reproach.

Even the Collegian got into the Halloween spirit as graphics department worker
Charlotte Trenchard conducts business "in drag." (Staff photo by Andy Bern-
stein)

The Distinguished Vistors Program

(DVP)

prosonls

HAN SUYIN
Biographer of Mao fso Tuny
K) sp<;cik and show slides on

"Art in

China Today*'
Thursday, November 3, 1977 8:00 PVl SUB

The DVP office is 4IS Student Union
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Funds for Arts
Applications are now being accepted by

the Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities Local Project Program for
funding for community arts and humanities
projects.

Local Projects applications are accepted
only from non-profit community
organizations. They are designed to be
flexible, provide small anwunts of money
quickly, and to support programs designed in

response to local needs.
"This program has been created to en-

courage community- based arts and
hunrwnities activities and to assist com-
munity organizations in providing the highest
qualtty artistic services. It is intended for
organizations such as arts councils, com-
munity theatre, dance or music groups,

histoncal societies, city or town art centers or
commissions, libraries and local artists'
guilds," says state Rep. James G. Collins D-
Amherst.
Those wishing to apply should send a

letter describing their organization and the
project to the Council on Arts and
Humanities, One Ashburton Place, BostonMA 02106. The letter should include the
following:

-name and address of the organization
-name of the director of the organization
-name and telephone number of the

person in charge of the project

7 brief description of the organizations
activities

-full description of the project for which
funding is being sought

- brief description of any projects already
done which demonstrate an ability to
complete this project successfully

- description of community support for
the organization

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 1. 1977

Applications will be accepted until May 1,
1978. The council will review applications
and notification will be made within six
weeks of receipt of a complete application
letter. Contact Mia Goldman at the council,
(617) 727-3668, for further information.

Dog pound residents
A ^^ °^ °^^ ^^

i^®
following dogs are at theAmherst Dog Pound, Wagner Farm 217

North East St., 253-7294. and may l^either
claimed or adopted:
-Male puppy, mix, black with white

markings, Boltwood Ave.
- Female collie mix, black and tan, stray

on Tracy Circle.
'

- Male Spaniel, black and white, no collar
or tags, picked up on a complaint on Lincoln

-Male shepherd puppy black anH to„
stray on Potwine Lane,^?Xo elch

^^ ''"'

NEW
THE NATURAL
LIQUID DOUCHE
CONCENTRATE

fRfSMNCSS
THE NATURAL
LIQUID DOUCNE
CONCENTRATE

4 oz
REG $1.29
NOW $.99

GRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS -

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RECRUITING VISITATION -

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. SYRACUSE. NY

The School of Management
of Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY,
will be interviewing interested applicants
for their Graduate Studies Programs on

Wednesday , November 2

9:00AM • 4:30PM

For further information and appointment,
please contact the Placement/
Career Services office on your campus.

For symptomatic
relief of colds,

sinusitis, flu

without sedatives
or antihistamines

20's $1.45
40*s $2.75

TAMPAX.
ECONOMY PACK

40 COUNT
REG $1.93

NOW $1.69

Wilkinson
STAINLESS STEEL

Blades

5 Pack
R£G $1.09
NOW .30

Colga^®

Colgate.
"Toothbrush

REGULAR

By Mail

: 7
: A

sports
thermos
tor only $4 98 and
2 Coast wrappers
ar>y size

Coasr Coupons Htre
LI

Wt hit full

COLLEGE DRUG STORE
4 Mam Si

Amherst

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p.m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Little Ads Get tlG RESULTS:

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SAL E

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

/3 Vega Wgn lispd VG condHNew tires
51 200 Tom 549 4600 ext 323

122Volvo Darts sed&waonn Rna G6&-43R4

69 Ford Galaxy 500 Police intercept 428ci
Runs e).ce!.ent $450 549 1456 after 4

a Dodge rion Pick up 6 cyl , 4 spd. std
Mech O K

. cab rotted $245 256-0681.

2 Toyota Carina std
, good condition

51.100 or Best Offer Call weeker.ds or
after 6P M 665 4925

Honda Express 50cc, ?6m, old still on

^t^oj;"^. ""^'^^^ ^^"^^ '"P speed^PH helmet plus extras $300 firm
586 3682P M

TO SUBLET FOUND

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on fENNlS SHOES'
Men s. Ladies canvas b leather Reg S18
30 Just 510 14 50 Call 538 3181

Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage rnodel
electric piano 5600 Used 6mo 546 4788

Sunderland Sublet il )b 77 9 1 78 2BR on U Mass bus coute All utilities

^;;^;;dec^?6(^l^65^02^eeDtryinq

FOR RENT
IBdrm Apt

SERVICeS

Found Cat near SWest area Call 6 8504

AUDIO

ncl Lf.i'^i- d4'' ]A-\.

Merst $180 mo Util

HOUSEMATE WANTED

1970 Fiat 860 Spyder Sport conv Very good
condition Must be seen 5600 or best
offer 533 6026 Roger after 6 OOP M

IBr ,n 2Br Millhollow Apt
, Summer

M9 15l^ '
^'°^ ""^ ""' '"= *'^"

Mcintosh MA230 Integrated Amp $200
DYNA FM tuner $75 OHM D2 Speakers
S250 ADVENT 201 cassette deck $225
No reasonable offer refused. Ken 546
4035

Volvo repairs and maintenance Ad years
and models, low prices. Jack 686-0610,

BIRTHDAY CAKESM M o^^^oV^^^
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

i Vega Waqon Good stereo
Good cond 5850 Call 546 6879

jysiem.

» Chevy Pick up Low mi 2300 Call eve
584 1094

i Chev Wagon Fair condition stud sn
tires $200 or B O 584 3303

Maverick engine only 34 K M^ Many
newparts Exc mech con 5450 586-
S62S.

"^

i71 Olds Vista Cruiser Station Wagon air

cond Kept in good condition with many
'epiacerl parts Rides like a top SI 200 or
B Call A ndv 546 87 10 late eves

MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE

'^r"?"'*'
350 CL Very good shape 54f,

c^rT' •'<»«9«'» B Ball playersbbO Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can affordMany famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere Call us before
going to a high price retail 546 961

1

19 In Sylvania B&W fvl50 or B O 10
speed bike S60 584 3303

G78, 14 snow tires 540 69617

^^tl]^°P
Stereo System 8 track playerAM FM t«dio Garra-d turntable Excellent

cond 4 speakers Assorted records and
tapes Asking $150 Call Richard 546
7696

Gift Idea Have your portrait "drawn Call
) Oel,)p 256 8732 9 10a mr»i

HELP WANTED
AMPEG V3, ex cond. 4 15 spkr. $500. 8
367 2696

experienced Waitresses
Richards 1 1 to 1pm. daily.

Apply Poor

CALCULATORS
Mature responsible person for child care
and light housekeeping One child nine
months old Monday through Friday 8 15
5 30 Own transportation References
Call 253 7203 after 6PM

Fresh Ink. b College paper needs Campus
Ad R(.p C.rr Help Call ?53 3780

LOST

College Calculators otters low price & full
service All models avail T 159 $225 58
$99 95, 51 S49 95 HPs h Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Co legiate research papers Thousands on
tile All academic subjects Send $1 for
mail order catalog. Box25918 2 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (2131 477 8474'

LUNCHEON & DINNER served by HRTA
Students This week: Poached Eilet Sole
Newburg. slaw soup, Veg

, homemade
French bread, lemon pudding cake Only
$1 75 Tix must be bot in advance rm 219
Chenoweth Meals served Tues at noon
h Mon

,
Tues, Wed

, & Thus at 4 30
promptly

Typing $ 40 page Call anytime 549 6655.

What's the Furor? Revisionist Nock'

!iaztB&msnssi

T I SR-40 Calculator Somewhere in or
bt-two^n Goes 152 and Biuewall on Sept
/» after 8p m Desperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256
6()69

PHO TOGRA PHIC EG UIP

BG Joey R., Jimnny 0.
B and I all love you

Richard H , David

CANON 814 SUPER 8 w BT01 PWR
fP,9'^,

-^^^^ <^3^«- 'ens attach, b more
5150 546 6936

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disCO
Monitor Music 546 4731 Rea

BZSQMSSD
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Notices
New Mexico needs interns

CAREER LIBRARY
library and walk In services at Communitv

Development Centers Career-Life DevelopmentTeam available Thursdays, 6-9 p.m. in Berkshire 119
in addition to regular schedule, Mon thru Fri 8-30 a m'
to 5 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
meeting, tonight at 6:15, check CC schedule for

room,
COIN CLUB
meeting tonight, 7:30, CC 901. January Coin Show

to be discussed.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
meeting Wednesday, CC904-909, FAA movies

shown.
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE
second annual, teaching about law conference

today in CC 101, 8:30 a.m. -3 p.m., for info call 5-2155.

Northampton State Hospital Thursday eves
Tricia, 256-6035.

Call

PLANT AND SOIL CLUB
plant lovers "happy hour" in French Hall 105 4 30-

o:30, every Tuesday.

SEMINAR ON MEDICINE. PART 5
the colloq has been cancelled.

LS a R MAJORS
hear Dom Longo, director of recreation for Mon-

tague, share his experiences about developing acommunity recreation program, 7 p.m CC 903
tomorrow. ' '

Applications for acceptance into the New
Mexico Cross-Cultural Educational Program
(NMCCEP) will be accepted up until next
week, according to its director.
UMass' only cross-cultural program is

open to all UMass students interested in a
unique teaching experience in one of six
pueblos in northern New Mexico. Applicants
need not be Education majors.
Emma M. Cappelluzzo, program director,

said the program offers the student a chance
to work and live with the Native American
and to try to understand the Indian struggle.
NMCCEP is a three-semester program.

Those accepted this semester will enter into
the pre-practicum level next semester
designed to update the student on current
Indian issues and prepare them for teaching
After returning from the intern level in New
Mexico, students will advise pre-practicum
students to fulfill their post-practicum
requirements.

Interested students should set up an in-
terview with Dianne Mancus, program
assistant, at 545-1565 or drop by 262 Hills
South. Interviews will be conducted no later
than next week.

Campus fire drill results

HAM RADIO CLUB
meeting tonight, 7:30, Engineering Lab 109

HILL EL
Israeli dancing Wednesdays, Cape Cod Lounge,

7:30-9:30 p.m. Teaching and requests beginners, first
hour; advanced and requests, second hour. All in-
vited.

HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS
practices today, tomorrow and Thursday for

women interested in trying out for winter varsity
UMass hockey cheerleading squad, 7 p.m, Boyden
Lobby.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
entertainers needed for coffee house atmosphere at

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Hamburgers, Cheese
Ravioli; Basics, Oatburgers, Cheese
Ravioli

DINNER - Roast Turkey, Knock-
wurst; Basics, Roast Turkey, Ratatouille.

TOMMOROW
LUNCH - Brown Derby Sandwich,

Fried Clams; Basics, Fried Clams, Lima
Bean Stew

UNITED CHRISTIAN FOUNDATION
biblical exploration this week, 7 to 8 p.m. Ail

welcome to share in open examination of scriptures
Student Union 428.
UCF board of directors have monthly meeting

tonight in Student Union 428, first two interview at
8:30 p.m,

bread and wine, brief candlelight communion in the
round tonight from 8 to 8:15 p.m. celebrated by Pete
Sabey, campus minister.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
publicity meeting tonight at 6 in Student Union

41bA, to organize subcommittees for Bobby Hut-
chinson and Roberta Flack shows.

SAILING CLUB
meeting today for those going to sail in Florida, in

Campus Center 901, 9 p.m., discussing final plans. If

you can't come, call Jim, 6-7775 or Ed, 6-1044.

Seabrook supporters rally

A rally is being planned outside the
Rockingham County Courthouse in Exeter
New Hampshire, starting at 10 a.m. next
Monday.
The rally is to give support for the 64

Seabrook occupiers that the state of New
Hampshire has summoned to appear in
Supenor Court on that day. They will have
their appeal case heard for the first time
before a jury.

The Clamshell Alliance is organizing the
ral y at the courthouse, Hampton Road, Rte.
101 -C, Exeter, New Hampshire.

Evacuation during a fire alarm is important
in that occupants of the building aren't
exposed to a growing fire from within, as
well as the poisonous smoke and toxic fumes
that are produced bv a fire.

Unfortunately, 12,000 people in this
country are killed every year, and hundreds
of thousands maimed for life, because many
of them ignored warnings of fire. Don't
throw away your future, when the alarm
sounds, evacuate.

Among this semester's leaders in the
recent evacuation drills on campus was
Knowlton, which set a campus record by
evacuating in one minute. John Quincy

Adams Tower also set a high-rise record of
five minutes.

Nevertheless, there were some problems
during the drills. First, more than 100 fire
extinguishers were reported empty, and a
dozen missing. All the extinguishers were in
working order before the semester began.

Secondly, many fire doors were open. A
fire door could be the difference between life

and death for dorm residents if a fire were to
begin late at night. If the door is open, smoke
and heat will travel throughout the corridor,
up stairs and expose everyone to its lethal
potency. Fire doors are installed per order of
the Commonwealth to reduce your likelihood
of being suffocated or burned to death in a
fire. Keep fire doors closed.

TODAY
LECTURE

"National Energy Prospects" by Dr.
Robert Seamans, former administrator of the
Federal Energy Research and Development
Administration, 4:30 p.m., Herter 231

TOMORROW
MOVIE

"Harold and Maude," Campus Center
Auditorium, 7:30, 9:15 and 11 p.m. $1
LECTURE
"A Comparative Study of Workers'

Education in U.S. and Britain," by David
Hakken, industrial anthropologist of
American University, 2:30 p.m. Part of the

Research CenterLabor Relations and
Student colloq series.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
MEETING
Campus Center 162-75, 7 p.m., recruit-

ment to prepare for the week (March 5-11,
1978). Need to coordinate finance, publicity,
child care, music, speaker, films, theatre, art
and poetry. For more info call Irene, 5-3600.

DAILY
INDEX PORTRAITS

This is the last week seniors graduating in

December or going on internship next
semester can have their pictures taken.
Appointments can be made by calling 545-
2874 or in the Index office. Campus Center
102, from 9 a.m. through 5 p.m.

WESTERN AUTO
WESTERN VILLAGE

SKI SHOP

DOWN HILL SKIS
SPAULDING PACKAGE #1

Era 330 ski

Look G T binding

Poles and Installation

REG. 190.00

NOW 140 00

DOWN HILL SKIS
K 2 PACKAGE #2

Quickcut Ski

Look G 7 or S' Binding
Poles and Installation

REG. 215.00
NOW 105,00

DOWN HILL SKIS
K 2 PACKAGE «

Shortcut Ski

Saloman '202' Binding

Poles and Installation

REG 200 00

NOW 149.95

DOWN HILL SKIS
HEAD PACKAGE #4

Cimarron Ski
Look G T or S' Binding
Poles and Installation

REG 200,00
NOW 154 .-95

32 Main St.

Northampton, Mass

OPEN THURS.
'til 9:00
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LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1977

AUTO ANALYZER
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR
Complete ana Delailed Guide

CHECKLIST INCLUDED
Send Si. 00 per copy to

INFORMATION GROUP
Box 31 EC Colro.n Ma0l340

MONEY-BA CK
G UA RA NTEE

^(Dealer & Bulk Inquiries Invited)

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

JottrcA'Hallcl

*rtTM ORCHESTRA

University of Mossachus*?tt<; / Amhv>fst

FINE /PTS CENTER PRESENTS

ANTHONY
NEWMAN,

Harpsichordist

All baroque program

Ul 1 H

SPRINGFIHLD
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Kobcri Gutter. Conduaor

Wednesday, November 2 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public $7 6 5
U^Aass students $3 SO, 3, 2 50 Other students and
senior citiiens S6 S. 4.

»
ENDS TONIGHT AT

TWO AREA THEATERS'

7 DO and 9 00

Fine Art<i Center Box Office M F « 4
& All Ticketron Locations

CfllTICS AROUND THf WORLD
HAVt CALLED fUHTIVOS

'FURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BE

8

FILMS I HAVE EVER SEE'i"

.
- Lui s Bunuel

•NO IT mM
'

ljHANO<>«C« SANSfBASTlANFUMMSIiw-
G«AM0P«1^ SOUT>'AMfRtCAN<llV>!S'A.-i

1HIK)Pf*i^t Cm« A(,<)(iiM(fS^.*

MMX IT « MM WHeiOKO HIS
COMTRT AM) NATED HIS GOVfRNMINT

T.cke's now on sole

General Pubhc $7 6

5 UMoss s'udenis

S3 50 3 Z50 Other

students ond senior

citizens-$6 5 4

Tuesday Novertibei 15

VIVA VIVALDI' I Arpinol

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limonl

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Balanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday November 16

AS TIME GOES BY iTharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpinol

PAS DES DEESSES iJoHreyl

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharpi

Thursday November 17
KETTENTANZ

I Arpinol

RODEO (de Miiiei

TRINITY lArpmoi

All performances - 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT hUL

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

AMHERST Cinema
in amherst

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 ^O** JI3,T no, ;^ ).>,AOit» MASS

Aduttj J2 SO-Studtnu ««itli AWC Carrt s? 00 Childr.n II 75 -Twi Lite Show Adutu & Sludtna >1

!

Special ( ngiqrmentt Eiciudcd

tia She 5 back...

JJmA to scare
YOU AGAIN!

Today at 6 15. 830
Twi lira show tickets 5 4e/$1 50

JAMES "
BOND 007 THE SPY

WHO
LOVED

TO

ft

Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twilita show tickets 5:30/11 50

&Jiase
.5.. <•• AAigf >«*•'»

Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5:30/$1.50

HERl COMES
THf COMEOV '-4 70a
ROMANCE Aimrricmm Graff^r

Of THE YEAR!

o

BebujeeNl
,b«e
LiNes

Today at 6 IS, 8:30
Twi-lite show tickets 5:46/$1 50

l;l<.|IH4.|.|.|l|li«<ll.U:tIJ:IMi^i.l:li'.'lBIHi>H!l.l'.'i^y<i^^||:itjj.t^^^j„ ,.

COMING TO U.MASS FOR ONE SHOW ONLY

IN CONCERT
Wednesday. Nov. 30 8:00 p.m. F.A.C.

Reserved Tickets: $4.50. 5.50. 6.00
with student ID

$5.50. 6.00. 6.50
general public

available at TIX (in the Student Union),
FAC Boi Office and all TICKETRON LOCATIONS

A Union Program Council Production
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DOONESBIRY by Garry Trudeau

../H> SOmBH r TOP TtBM

im I HAD OONTAOS UJITH

sate TmcAL cou£6e sw-
00m, -nefumriMD! fve
BBCCMB SOKT OF Ve RB&I-
PB/Tiom exmcTAT
C9S NEUtSI

=S\
CB6? I
JHOUGmWU
SAlDiOU
uonxeD
FOKABC!

CBSTUHATA
SUP! IGUBSS

MOUCXONKim
PBGONALVf!

ANfUjAi, ITS GCIN6
TO Be A HARP-HmiNO
DoajMBNTAirf ON na
LATBST CmPVS MOOCS.' IT

SHOULD RUN SOMBTIMB
NBKT ueetc ON rue fee
NIGHTli Nem>!

^_ 0H..GOD.H0tU^^ iou emAifHAesMa!
MeAN, JACK CHAttCBL-

^ ABC' LOR. IHOULP

\
JUST KILL Me!

1
#P^'

^^^S
B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

IxJELL, ANOTHER
' HALLOWEEN HA5 COME,

ANP 60NE

)1»77 Uo.l.a Ft,iu,, s,'^oc«le 'ic ..>_

DID VOU
EVER SEE
TW6"G<?£AT

Pl/MPKIN"?

V NO, And I

JUST DON T

UNPER6TANP
IT.

^
I TH0U6HT MARCIE

U)A5u;iTM^0U...UJHAT

HAPPENED TO MARClE ?

f^.U

HER PAReiSTS CAME
AND eOTHEK..SHE'S
6E1N6 DEPR06RAMMED.'

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

\ i\eed tuotec and

-H^^S dorf 9 tires t^e

^ a radio.

ZH Woors o"^ disco. 1^ '

a"i aAcI c^anc^

a C£rji^^

TK\s "iSh't |f\Qkct

MM >v AM)I RI K hij Mark Kolliiis

/rr THt Qcmor^ OF

TH S»*AFT , A TOUCH

IS T^JUlteO OH 19« "-
T/vf OiAMdttt. It ur up

Qy nooaLAMP% , AC-

TlVATfO 3y 06'^'
S'

Ui «fALl2f5 THIS

iSi^r OUST At^N* Vm^.

iT li r^otii THM THrr
I /^UCH **of<i

!

f^NC> TcA A LO»«C

wWiiC., Ofiwiis iijOvi/v'N

CM by Marty Maccda
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31 •

Bom today, you have as
your deepest interest the

welfare of other people
You will always be in-

volved in thoae aspects of

life wtiich mirror culture,

through which, you
believe, people best serve
themselves. Music, litera-

ture, poetry, and painting,

are most valued by you
You may not be particu-
larly talented in any of the

arts, but you will be a
staunch supporter of any-
one who is; and if possible,

will surely lend material
aid to any struggling artist

who deserves your help.

You have a specific gift

for reaching the young.
You would make an excel-

lent teactier Your knowl-
edge of your subject might
not be as broad as anoth-
er's, but your insight,

enthusiasm, and en-
terprise should more than
make up for it.

Though not by nature an
explorer, you are bored
with the ordinary. You ap-
preciate originality and
Nope for experiences that

are memorable rather
than mundane. You do not,

however, feel that you
have to place yourself or

your work in danger ui

order to enjoy life.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
l.«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.

TUESOAV, NOVEMBER 1

SCORPIO (Oct 23-
Nov 22) Your interest in
another's whereabouts
could be misconstrued At
least appear to be nrunding
your own affairs.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov 22-

Dec 21) - Your menUl and
emotional moods may
make it difficult to distin-

guish between what you

like and what you dialike.

CAPRICORNIDec 22-

Jan.19) - A mental strain

early in the day may cause
you to be overly concerned
with things as they are.

Try to understand events.

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-
Feb.18) - Kintw where you
are in the scheme of things
at work. Ask questions of

higher-ups.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - Diconcerting and un-
expected questions may
arise. Don't be surprised to
find followers falling
away.

ARIES( March 21-April

19) - A variety of objects

makes your labor intense

but, perhaps, a bit mis-
placed. Confusion brings
you into the realm of error.

TAURUSi April 20-May
K) - Your intuition about
future events gives you the
edge today.

QEMINKMay 21-June20)
• Your own judgment on a
business matter will take
you farther than anyone
else's Reality looms
larger than fancy for a
change

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - Your good memory
serves you well this morn-
ing Afternoon hours may
not prove as rewarding as
they have been. Go slowly.

LEO(July 23-Aug22) -
Don't neglect light ex-
ercise even if you don't feel

like it. Redirect energies
toward a meeting with oth-
ers.

VIRQO(Aug 23-Sept 22) -

- Good food, drink, and
company make a memora-
ble day Take advantage of
your own good fortune.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Avoid moodiness, your
own or another's. Overlook
a thoughtless word early in

the morning.
Ctrm0t. im. Umtrd FrMun tftt-

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 — salts

5 Containers
10 Boutique
1 4 Area

measure
15 Spanish

girl's name
16 Legendary

William
1 7 Affectedly

dramatic
19 Tune
20 Furniture

piece
21 Unclose:

Poetic
22— -Uris:

Author
23 with

faint praise
25 Channel
26 Delicate

skill

30 Went ahead
31 Buddhist

temple
34 Unusual

people.
Slang

36 Inclined
channel

38 Tree
39 Where

Balboa is 3
words

42 Banking
abbr

43 Asian
44 Sea nymph
45 Proofreaders'

marks
47 .June bug
49 Pastoral

staffs

50 Madison,
eg

51 Anglo-
Saxon
laborers

53 Tree section
55 — pick:

Cavil
56 Dog
61 Norse god
62 Regard as a

divinity

64 Flow out
slowly

65 Serious risk

66 Anent 2
words

67 Brought up
68 Sharp ridge

69 Ringing of

bells

DOWN

1 Nocturnal
mammals

2 Dull pain
3 Weight

allowance

4 Make
warmer

5 Breakfast
food

6 Fatlma s

husband

7 Retail

establish-
ment: 2

words
8 Raps Brit

dialect

9 Merc ha nc:

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday's Puula Solved

:

J M ITU I J. ^ T C XI Lg
f J E Tmffw omn ll.
E J u P T 1^ N S s ^ w

LI
N

N E

y E
N

S T N

S

Sing event
10 German

P.O.W
camp

1

1

Prevtously
12 Mixture
13 Course of

action
18 TV per-

sonality: —
Mack

24 Mohammed's
birthplace

25 Scottish
highlanders

26 The thing

discussed
27 Pineapple
28 Bring under

one control
29 — la la

31 School org.

32 Took on
food

33 Sports
palace

35 Hit hard
37 Labor group
40 --- longa":

Art is long
41 Move

"^uickly

'3de level

second
ending
3wn

source
edby
'eement

- -3

1

- ^grance
"*^ atching
L >.m
)<- urney

k prong
.'sn's name

.")e spool
minated

46
48

52

53
54
55

57
58
59
60
63

AILMIMM FOIL by Sieve Latlcr

^^^"^1 I I'W

IONIZE TME ELECTRONS in E^tRY-

ONE'SHEAP fhO^ AMHEP^^ To,
ME\W ZEALAND.'

SELRALD VU«TCHES THE.ffAOVJ TO D6Aa_ \h\ TU. , , ^ _ .. .

[Vovi SAY YOUR. PRAYER-S ; - BULLET ZiP Tt?wARD5 HjMl,

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9 iO~" V \7- '3

' 4 IS

h8
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Pi 1

HHI^^^H^^ *
i _"
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w i

33
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m
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Polo team wins two Koutsoukos stars
Collegian i9

The UMass men's water polo team
traveled south to New Haven this past
weekend to participate in the third Annual
Yale Invitational Water Polo Tournament.
The Minutemen came back to Amherst with
two wins and one loss, defeating Harvard
and Georgia Southern while losing to
Southern Connecticut.

In the opening game of the tournament,
UMass was defeated by Southern Con-
necticut 18-6. Southern Conn came out
swimming strongly, built up an early lead,

and never slowed down. UMass was unable
to get going from the opening whistle on.
Russ Yarworth led the UMass scoring with
two goals and an assist followed by single

goal scorers Rick Mansfield, Bill Tharion, and
Stew Carlisle.

UMass came back to defeat the Harvard
11-8 in the second game. The Minutemen
showed signs of their potential with smart
heads- up play by everyone on the squad.
Tied 5-5 at halftime, UMass player Chris

Lomas blocked two threatening shots on
defense and netted two goals offensively,

sparking his team to go on and eventually

win. Scoring for UMass were Lomas, Yar-

worth, and Mansfield with two goals each;

and Steve Ladder, George Collias, and Bob
Deconic with single goals each.

In the final match of the weekend for the
Minutemen, UMass defeated Georgia
Southern University by a score of 19-6.

UMass played its best game of the year as a

result of a total team effort.

The UMass offense set picks freeing men
for open shots against the helpless Georgia
Southern goaltender. At the other end the
UMass defense blocked shots, stole balls,

and totally frustrated the Georgia Southern
forwards who then took it out on the
referees, resulting in the ejection of three
Georgia Southern players.

UMass continued its barrage against

Georgia Southern resulting in a season high
of 19 goals. Mansfield and Yarworth led the
UMass scorers with six goals each, followed
by Tom McGinn with three goals, Lomas
with two goals, and Jim Mclver with two
goals. The jubilant Minutemen returned
home to Amherst with two impressive wins,

due in large part to the volunteer coaching of

graduate Bob Corb.

Tomorrow night the poloists travel to New
Hampshire to take on the University of New
Hampshire and Exeter Academy. This
weekend UMass will face Harvard and the
number one team in New England- Brown
University.—Sports Calendar-

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
JUNIOR VARSITY FOOTBALL -

TODAY
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY (8-1-2) - vs. UConn A/ome 2:30
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Holy Cross/ Eastern Conn Home 6:00
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - Vs. UConn Home 3:45

MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY SOCCER - vs. Berkshire CC Home 2:30

TOMORROW
VARSITY SOCCER (7-4) - vs. Springfield Away 7:30

MEN'S WATER POLO — vs. New Hampshire/ Exeter Academy Away

Women's soccer tripped;

booters 3rd in tourney
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's soccer team's un-

defeated streak came to an end last Saturday
when the booters finished third on the first

Tufts Women's Soccer Tournament. -

The team defeated Mount Holyoke 4-0

before losing to Radcliffe 2-1 and the host
team by a 2-0 count.

UMass dominated the game with Mount
Holyoke, beating the Lyons for the third time
in as many games. It was also the third

straight shutout, as the first two games were
6-0 wins.

Elaine Contant, Laurie Mickles, Jennie
Donte and Kelly Tuller each had single goals
for the 7-2 Minutewomen.
The UMass scoring machine went cold in

the other two tourney games, however, as a

Contant goal in the Radcliffe game was the
only goal the team could push through.

Radcliffe scored its game-winning goal on
a questionable non-call of an offsides. Tuller

described the referees as "not too good" in

any of the tournament games.
"It was a close game," she said. "We were

getting our shots, but they just weren't going .

in."

Radcliffe scored a goal in each half to
advance to the final round against the
Jumbos of Tufts.

"The Radcliffe goals were on good shots,"
said Tuller "(goalie) Diane Buckhout did a

good job, but there was no way she was
going to stop them."
The booters next game will be Friday when

they host the Chiefs of Springfield College at

3:30 p.m. on the soccer pitch across from
Boyden Gymnasium.

Notices
INTRAMURALS - NOPE basketball

courts will be closed tonight for a volleyball

game.
Recreational activity schedule change —

Boyden main gym is open Fridays only from
12 noon-10 p.m.

Co-rec foul shooting competition will be
held tonight, tomorrow, and Thursday night

from 6-8 p.m. in Boyden main gym.

Sports in Brief
Cheevers sidelined
BOSTON [UPi] - The Boston Bruins

learned yesterday that goalie Gerry
Cheevers will be sidelined for two to four
weeks with a strained knee ligament.

Cheevers, 36, suffered the injury to his

right knee Saturday in the second period

of the Bruins 5-3 win at Pittsburgh.

Cheevers had X-rays taken Monday at

Massachusetts General Hospital.

Coach Don Cherry said Ron Grahame
will play the entire game Thursday night

when the Bruins host Buffalo in their first

home game in 18 days.

Cheevers, Grahame and Gilles Gilbert

nad shared goaltending duties over the

^irst nine games of the season.

Jacl<son in court

NEW YORK [UPI] - Reggie Jackson,

the New York Yankee outfielder who was
the most valuable player in the recent

World Series, has another command
appearance today.

Jackson, the toast of New York after

hitting a record three consecutive homers
in the clinching Series game against Los
Angeles, is scheduled to appear in

Manhattan Criminal Court to answer
charges of criminal harassment.

Chris Howe, 14, of the Bronx, N.Y.,

made the charges against Jackson
following the All- Star game at Yankee
Stadium in July. He alleged that Jackson

chased him, threw him to the ground and
kicked him repeatedly near the parking
lot across from the stadium.

The hearing is scheduled for 10 a.m.

EST.

Chiefs ax Wiggin
KANSAS CITY. Mo. [UPI] - The

Kansas City Chiefs decided yesterday
head coach Paul Wiggin was no longer
"a positive force" in the bid to recon-
struct the team to its previous Super
Bowl heights and relieved him of the final

2'/? years of his three-year contract.

The firing came one day after an
embarrassing 44-7 loss Sunday to the
Cleveland Browns, with whom Wiggin
played 11 years as a defensive end and
earned a number of Pro Bowl selections.

It was the sixth loss in seven games for

the Chiefs this season.

"Paul Wiggin gave us credibility," said

Chiefs board chairman Lamar Hunt. "He
came to us in a very difficult period and
helped us through it. But we felt he was
no longer a positive force. We are

dedicated to seeing the Chiefs com-
petitive with the best in Pro football and
we felt we were no longer heading in that

direction."

Hunt named Kansas City defensive
backfield coach Tom Bettis to replace
Wiggin on an interim basis with his

performance to be evaluated at the end
of the year to determine if he should be
given the job full-time.

UMass kicker Dave Croasdale booted this field goal in the Minutemen's 10-0

victory over UConn. Croasdale and the rest of the Minutemen will take on Holy
Cross in their last home game of the year on Saturday while in a first place tie

vj'nh New Hampshire, who was upset by Rhode Island 21-20 on Saturday. (Staff
photo by Dave Rodgers)

Wa/t Cherniak

At what price pitching?
Wanted: one or more pitchers. If none are

available, one or more arms will do,

preferably left ones.

Qualifications: Applicant must be able to

consistently win ball games while pitching

half of his games in the shadow of a big

green pitcher-eater. Applicants should also

be able to continue pitching well despite

outside interference from his manager and
pitching coach, which may take the shape of

pitching him with three days rest for three

weeks and then not pitching him at all for

two weeks. It might also help the applicant to

be unable to read Boston newspapers.
Fringe benefits: Excellent defense behind

you that only makes errors at critical times
and the most powerful offense in the

American League. The fans are great too.

It's pretty much common knowledge in

the New England area that the Boston Red
Sox need pitching, or at least that's what
everyone keeps telling us. The $64 question,

then, is where do we find it? Where does one
look for a pitcher whose arm is so supple and
whose stuff is so great that even the con-
certed efforts of Don Zimmer and Al Jackson
can't spoil him? And then, if and when we do
find this Herculean hurler, where will the new
nickel-and-dime owners of the franchise

come up with the money to pay him?
Befo-e we go rushing off to look for novel

mediocrity instead of the old stuff, let's take
a quick look at what we've got. Aging
veterans Rick Wise and Fergie Jenkins seem
to have no part in the Sox' 1978 plans. Don
Zimmer says Luis Tiant will be back, but will

he be the El Tiante of '76 or '77? We also

have Reggie Cleveland and Bill Lee, both of

whom have excellent stuff and can be ef-

fective in tiny Fenway. Unfortunately,

Messrs. Zimmer and Jackson saw it fit in this

past season to send these two through a

revolving door between the rotation and the

bullpen all year, thus curbing their ef-

fectiveness. The staff's strong points, if there

are any, lie in the remaining quintet of pitch-

ers. Youngsters Don Aase, Mike Paxton and
Bob Stanley all impressed in their rookie

seasons, and figure heavily in the future of

this ballclub. And, in the bullpen, the Sox
have the much-loved, much-hated Bill

Campbell and the potentially great Jim
Willoughby.

There are pitchers who will be available on
the free agent marketplace this year, but very
few, if any, could help the Sox. Relievers

Rawly Eastwick and Rick Goasage are

available, but they would only get in the way
of "Soup" and "Willow." Minnesota lefty

Tom Burgmeier might help out in the pen,
but he is aging and questionable.

A lot of talk has been circulating that Mike
Torrez of the world champion Yankees (boy,

that's hard to say) would like to play for

Boston, but I for one don't think he would
help that much. What the Sox need is a
stopper, and Torrez, contrary to popular
belief and Howard Cosell, is not one. Neither
are any of the other free agents, whom the
Red Sox may wind up paying too much for

anyway.

What the Sox should look for is a trade,

and a big one. Wise and Jenkins could
certainly help some team, but who wants
their combined $350,000 annual salary?

Dwight Evans is another possibility, but with
two bad knees, who will take a chance?
People like Vida Blue, Jon Matlack and Bert
BIyleven are available if the Sox will part with
some bats, and I don't mean Tommy Helms
and Bernie Carbo. The Mets would love to

have Butch Hobson playing third for them,
but so would the Sox. What team wouldn't
love the presence of a George Scott in their

line-up? Or the fine all-around potential of a
Fred Lynn? Or a young pitcher with the
future of a Mike Paxton? The Sox have it

available.

Red Sox fans have to face the inevitable. If

we expect to have any kind of pitching next
*

year, talented people will have to leave, and
who has more young talent in the American
League than the Sox? A pitching staff built

around say, a Blue or Matlack, with Aase,
Lee, Cleveland, Paxton and Tiant for starters

and Stanley, Willoughby and the inimitable

Mr. Campbell in the pen wouldn't be bad at

all. In f3ct„ itjust might, be enpugh.

Blue chip booter
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

This year's edition of the UMass soccer
team has, on its roster, an exciting freshman
named Tasso Koutsoukos who has already
notched nine goals and one assist, helping
the Minutemen to a 7-4 record thus far.

Those nine goals are one less than the ten
goals the Minutemen have given up to the
opposition so far this season.
Who is he and where does he come from?
Tasso Koutsoukos comes to UMass from

Montreal as a result of a recruitment effort by
Minuteman coach Russ Kidd. Kidd first

heard of the 5' 10", 180 lb. Canadian last

winter when he began his efforts to obtain
him.

"I think he was a hell of a catch," said
Kidd. "He's really filled out our team and has
solved a lot of problems for us."

Three years after his parents moved to
Canada from Greece, Koutsoukos was born
on April 14, 1959 in Montreal, Quebec. He
began playing soccer at the age of seven and
played organized soccer for the first time at
14 as a member of the Quebec Midget team.
He was the youngest player ever to make
that team in the 16 and under age group.

While he was a member, that Quebec
Midget team played in the Eastern Canadian
finals and lost to Ontario by one goal.
According to Koutsoukos, his interest in

soccer stems from when he used to go and
watch soccer games with his father.
Although his father didn't play soccer, his

interest started Tasso in his soccer career.
The 18 year old Koutsoukos attended

Outremont High School in Montreal where
he started playing soccer during his second
year. He says, though, that more emphasis is

placed on the summer soccer leagues in

Canada.
At age lb, Koutsoukos began playing in

the Quebec Senior league which consisted of
players older than himself. He played there
for two years before trying out for the 21 and
under Quebec Select team.

Making that team as a starter and playing
for them is where Koutsoukos gained most
of his notoriety. Last year the Quebec
Selects, with Koutsoukos, played in the
Canada Games, held once everv four vears.
They fared extremely well in those games but
lost to British Columbia by one goal in the
finals. But, Koutsoukos was named the MVP
of the Games and as a direct result, was
invited to try out for the Canadian Olympic
and Pan American teams. Also, he was
invited to Greece to try out for a pro team
there.

Instead of going to Greece and trying to
make it on the professional level, he chose to
attend school and wound up at UMass.

"I want to get an education while I'm
playing and gaining more experience," said
Koutsoukos. "If I play well here, I stand a
good chance of being drafted by a pro
team."

The powerful Canadian is studying
Political Science here, but insists that his
main objective is to play pro soccer.

"A professional player from Greece who
coached my team last summer said that the
right type of coaching would enable me to

make it in the pros," said Koutsoukos.
Tasso speaks fluent Greek, French, and

English and says that his studies here have
been "pretty easy" so far. He also says that
he misses the Montreal night life.

"The night life here is not as good as it is in

Montreal, but I think that the girls here are

more friendly," said Koutsoukos.
Tasso certainly has proven his worth so

far, jumping o" lo a tremendous start with
eight goals in the first seven games. Since
then he has slacked off a little which is due,
in part, to better defensive coverage by the
opposition as his reputation spreads through
the East.

The coach of the Westfield State soccer
team summed up the sentiments of the rest

of the league when he said, "that Greek kid

sure amazes me," after a recent loss to

U Mass.

Splkers take on two foes
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball team takes
to the NOPE court for their last home match
of the year tonight as they tangle with Holy
Cross and Eastern Connecticut in a tri-match
beginning at six p.m. The match will also

mark the last appearance of two of the
Minutewomen's stronger players, seniors
Heidi Dickson and Kathy Higgins, on their

home court.

UMass coach Diane Thompson is very
optimistic about picking up a pair of victories

tonight. She said, "There's no reason that

we can't beat these two teams. Its just a

matter of getting our offense untracked."
She also hopes that the team's succes in

Saturday's quad-match (two victories and a

second place finish) has put the spikers back
on the winning track.

Holy Cross, 4-8 on the year under coach
Terry Moran is in the midst of what Moran
calls "a growing year." They lost seven
seniors from their 1976 squad but have an
abundance of sophomores and freshwomen
with good potential. They have beaten
Eastern Conn, in an earlier match.

Eastern Conn, is coached by Floretta

Crabtree and they too are a young team,
carrying only one junior and a single senior.

Holy Cross will take on Eastern Conn, at

six p.m. UMass will sit out the first match.
The locals will then take on Eastern Conn, at

seven p.m. before finishing the match with
Holy Cross at eight.

Freshman sensation Tasso Koutsoukos heads home a goal in UMass' recent 2-0

victory over.Boston College. Koutsoukos, who is originally from Canada, has been
the Minutemen's leading scorer this season, and at present has personally scored
nine of the team's ten goals.

Intramural football scoreboard: Semi-final contests:

Mens: Both games today at 4:30

Men's quarterfinals: Cadets vs. Lions (field No. 2)

Space Cadets-33 Weasels-0 Theta Chi vs. Wasted Crew (field No.

MacKimmie Lions-28 Weeds-O 1)

Theta Chi-22 4th World-0 Women:
In a non-shutout. Wasted Crew-8 SAE-3 Flakes vs. Alpha Chi (8:30 starting

Co-rec: time)

Gorman Oaks-8 Midnight Cruisers-0 Sows vs. Q's (4:30 on field No. 9)

Peter Goonan

Re-negotiation revisited

The UMass volleyball team returns to action today, facing Holy Cross and Eastern

Connecticut State College this afternoon. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Linemen Leon Gray and John Hannah
recently returned to play for the New
England Patriots.

The two walk-out football players didn't
realize it, but their return would have a direct
effect on my current contract dispute with
my employer.

'

My boss might turn on me now and say,

"Hey Goonan, Gray and Hannah gave in, so
now you better!"

Like Hannah and Gray, I too felt I was
being overworked and underpaid at the
furniture factory I work at. I checked around
the "league" and found out other
upholsterers were being paid more than I

was— and I was better!

So, a month ago, I rushed up to Mr. Ogre's
office and pounded on his mahogany, gold-

plated door. My agent was with me. A
perfumed secretary accompanied us up the

plush velvet carpet to the boss's jeweled
desk.

"A Mr. Goonan and his agent to see you,
sir," she nasaled.

The little guy with the big stogie looked up
from his desk. As usual, his polka dot tie

clashed with his striped shirt. He curled his

evil lips into a derogatory half-smile.

"What do you want, scum?" he sneered.

"I want to renegotiate my contract," I

replied, trying to keep my voice from
quivering.

"I qet a cut," my agent added.

"Ha, ha, ha," Ogre cruelly laughed.

"I've been with you now for over three

years, " I shouted over his mockery. "I'm no
rookie!"

"Goonan, you're replaceable. I can call up
a tacker any day of the week!"

"I got this team...er, I mean, this company
where it is today! I'm just like Hannah and
Gray. I'm the backbone of this squad!"
"Who the hell is Hannah Ann Gray? One of

them Libbers?"
"They're opportunist football players.

They strike anytime the Patriots have a good
season."

"How many times was that?"
"Just last year. But we're getting off the

track here, boss. I single-handedly led this

organization to the top last year, and I want
my due!"

"I get a cut," my agent added.
"what are your terms, you unloyal bum?"

Ogre asked.

"Hey, boss," I snapped. "Don't give me
that crap. You can call me a money-hungry,
egotistical, opportunist jock, but don't call

me unloyal! I love New England. I'd play...er,

I mean work for nothing if it wasn't for my
family."

"What about your family?"
"They like caviar, fast cars, and exclusive

country clubs."
"I get a cut," my agent added.
"No dice," the boss said, pretending to be

cocky.

"I don't work until I get my way," I

threatened. "Furniture Gallery will eat this

place alive without me."
"You'll come crawling back on you

knees," he yelled as I stormed from his

office, tears burning my eyes.

I turned one last time, and threw my
helmet at him.
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Stickers to face New Hampsh
By MISSY GALLAGHER of Connecticut, which i« ranVow f„.,r»h _.._.. ,. i^By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The New England Regional Division lA
annouced yesterday that the UMass field

hockey team is ranked second in its tour-
nament, behind the University of New
Hampshire. The Minutewomen's only loss
thus far came from the hands of UNH when
they succombed by the score of 3-0. The
Northeast toruney will take place next
weekend at Harvard.
The UMass stickers enter the last lap of

thier season when they battle the University

of Connecticut, which is ranked fourth
regionally, today at NOPE. Game time is 2:30.

In a recent contest UConn defeated Yale,
2-0. Earlier in the year, UMass tied Yale, l-l!
Julie McHugh scored the lone goal.
However, the Yale clash was far from
UMass' best effort.

The Minutewomen hope to duplicate last

year's 2-1 triumph over UConn. UMass
coach Judith Davidson anticipates an ex-
cellent game from what she termed as a well-
balanced, aggressive, and well-coached
UConn squad.

Davidson feels today's game will be an

indication of how her team will fair in the
Regional tournament. The Minutewomen
should be relaxed because the standings are
permanent, no upcoming loss will affect the
ranking, she said.

The team is healthy except for Jody Wick-
man, who has a bone bruise, but she is
expected to play.

The UMass stickers latest contest against

Smith resulted in their most explosive of-

fensive show of the year. The maroon and
white fired 41 netminder challenges. The
Minutewomen's five goals dominated play
with tallies from Ginger Bulman, Cheryl
Meliones and Laura O'Neil.

TheUMass stickers have just three games
remaining in the regular season, including a
makeup game with Bridgewater State on
Sunday.

*n\
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Orr will skate no more
By BUI TARTER
Collegian Staff

Hidden in the Sunday Globe's sports
section was a photograph. It looked like an
ordinary picture. Something you may have
seen a thousand times and never given a
second glance.

A young man was sitting calmly at a desk,
like any other desk, in an office that
resembled any other office.

Hardly newsworthy, unless the young man
happens to be Bobby Orr, one of the nation's

Commentary

most recognizable athletes and quite
probably the finest hockey player of his

generation.

The sad truth of the picture is the fact he is

at a desk instead of on his natural element,
the ice. Regrettably, the office is where he
will stay, instead of touring the country from
rink to rink.

For the f i 'st time in over a decade he won't
be suited up to perform his miracles in the
National Hockey League.

For the time being he has decided to listen

to his tender knees, which have been
begging for him to leave hockey the past few
years. Of course leaving something that has
been your love as well as your livelihood is

not that easy.

Bobby still hesitates to use the word
retired while describing his present status.
"Retired" implies forever, which he refuses
to believe is possible. Hockey has been
everything for him.

At 29 his heart is still willing but his legs are
not as cooperative. In the past he has suf-

fered through operation after operation in

order to return. The endless hours of
therapy, the pain and uncomfort of braces
and bandages have all been worth it to him.

Most people would say he is crazy —
Bobby just replies "everyone has to make
some sacrifices to get what they want."

His last hurrah (against the pleas of his

specialist) which perhaps permanently
crippled his knees, was his appearance in last

year's Canada Cup.

Realizing that it might be his last hope at

playing against the Soviets, he was not
about to miss the opportunity that had
eluded him twice before.

Though Orr was a rriere shadow of his
former self, he still gained the tournament's
"Most Valuable Player Award."
You often hear ancient veterans of the

sports scene make the inevitable com-
parisons of the athletes from different eras.
How many times have you heard some old
sage comment, "I've seen them all from
Cobb to Mays and I still say there was
nobody finer than Williams," or maybe "No
man alive could stay in the ring with the
Brown Bomber, he could teach Ali a lesson."

I have this vision of an event that will take
place 20 years from now. I'm getting off the
trolley at North Station to see the Boston
Bruins play the champion Washington
Capitals. I fight off the cobwebs and duck
into the moldy Boston Garden.

"It hasn't lost that atmosphere," I say to
myself.

Accompanied by a fellow aficionado of the
game, we seat ourselves in our modest $25
seats. We look forward to our local heroes
doing battL against the champions and their
superstar, Guit Guit Gombarre.

Guit Guit is the game's greatest player.
Some mention the best ever,

As the match progresses the visitors assert
themselves with a 3-0 lead, Gombarre has
scored two goals and is dominating the
action.

A youth sitting on my side nudges me and
says with awe, "He's really something isn't

he?"
A wave of nostalgia comes over me as I

mumble "yeh, he's good, but if you only
could have seen Orr, he was the best,
nobody could do it like No. 4."

"Oh yeh, I read about him," said the boy in

reply. "He must have been pretty good."
I felt my blood pressure rise with his

assessment that Orr was just "pretty good."
I felt like saying he could skate circles around
this Gombarre but I knew that wouldn't solve
anything. He just couldn't understand.

Instead I spared the starstruck lad and told
him, "Today's player is a different breed than
the players of twenty years ago, they
probably wouldn't compare."

The UMass field hockey team will take on the University of New Hampshire today.
The Wildcats are ranked first among all New England colleges.

MLiJm Ru8s Smith

Thanks a lot URIH

New York Gianfs' running back Bob Hammon (33) leaps up and into the arms of St.

Louis Cardinal defenders Tim Kearney (56) and Le« Nelson (38) as he attempts to pick

up a first down in first quarter action last night. St. Louis scored twice in the first

half to lead the Giants 14-0. (UPI)

Ohhh, URI beat UNH 21-20, knocking the
Wildcats from the ranks of the undefeated.
UMies across campus should send th< :

regards and let the Durham campus ktiow
exactly how we feel about their heart-
breaking loss.

UNH actually picked up a good weekend
to lose - good from UMass' standpoint
anyways.

The UMass-UNH showdown is two
weekends away. If UNH had lost next
weekend (vs. Springfield, me thinksl instead
of this past weekend to URI they'd be 8-1

heading into The Game'. And having just

lost, would want to take their revenge out
on our Minutemen.

But by losing one weekend too soon, the
Wildcats will pick on the Chiefs instead
(UNH-48 Spld-2) and hopefully wear their

offensive unit out so they will still be tired the
following weekend when UMass heads
north.

'The Game' will decide the Yankee
Conference, and could get either school a
post-season bowl bid. UNH will end its

season with that game, while UMass will

finish up with BC's Eagles, our favorite rival

school (school maybe to UConn, though the
true UMie hates BC while respecting
UConn). UMass must dump Holy Cross this

weekend also.

New Hampshire has beaten UMass the
past two seasons and has won the YanCon
those two years. Massachusetts last won the
YanCon back in 1974, sharing the title with
Maine (back when Maine had a team).

While on football, but down a level, in-

tramurals have been going on (unnoticed)
and the playoffs are in the semifinals round
for men's and women's titles.

Tonight at 4:30, the Space Cadets, made
up of Garber's Gorillas, will take on the Lions
from Mackimmie in a brutal battle. The
Cadets, led by Mickey Menna's three touch-
downs, wiped out the Weasels last night, 33-

in quarterfinal action. Meanwhile, the

Lions scored a safety on the opening play,
and again on their first possession on their
way to a 28-0 romping of the Weed§.

In the other quarter game, Theta Chi blew
out 4th World, 22-0 and will face Wasted
Crew, who came from behind in the second
half to drop SAE 8-3.

In women's action two games are
scheduled also: the Flakes vs. Alpha Chi
(8:30) and the Sows vs. the Q's (4:30).
Winners in the finals Wednesday

Plans for the intramural champs to play the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers (of the NFL, sup-
posedly) have been cancelled. Sorry, T.B

Meanwhile the Seattll Seahawks took it

easy on O.J.'s Bills in the second half of their
game, playing them even. They could afford
to since the 'Hawks led at the half, 42-3.

These thoughts while in the pro ranks:

Will the Canadiens collapse now that
they've lost theer first game of the season?

And look out for the streaking Northstars.
They actually won two games last week (3-0
over the Bruins-ha, ha 7-4 over Capitals).

Currently, the green and gold is only 5 pts.

out of first....

At the rate the Celtics are going, they
won't need an excuse come March of how
they choked in February, and faded from the
playoff picture. They will just point back to
October and November's games
The Denver Broncos returned to earth

from cloud nine with a little help from their
friends, the Oakland Raiders....

The Dallas Cowboys could have a 4-game
lead after this weekend's games. Standings
should be Dallas 8-0, Washington 4-4 (lose to
Colts), St. Louis 4-4 (if they won last night,

and could-should lose to Vikes Sunday).
Clever quote by a supposed spons an-

nounce.'. Raiders up 23-0 and attempting 1-

pt. conversion; John Brodie "This is an Im-
portant point- aner.

And what ever happened to Gowdy's 108
win Cincinnatti Reds?

Don't fret, Tampa Bay, your day will come.
Hopefully.
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Gethers wants
to leave Norfolk
By DAVID OIMOS
Collegian Staff

Craeman Gether's campaign to free

himself from the confines of the Norfolk
Prison came to the UMass Campus Center
yesterday afternoon, over three years after

his arrest for a crime he says he did not
commit.

Gethers says he was convicted on a case
built on circumstantial evidence, involving
the August 1974 robbery of a Hadley
MacDonald's restaurant. Gethers said the
arrest made him feel like his "feet, heart and
mind were lifted off the ground."
As part of a 24 hour furlough from Norfolk

Prison, Gethers will travel to Boston today to
speak with the Black Ecumenical Com-
mission. He hopes it will provide further

evidence for the support behind the case.
"This is an issue that involves us all", said

Gethers. "It is time for us to take a relative

step in having our public officials serve us for

a change, and take their minds away from
emotion and prestige", he added.

Gethers was sitting in a Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant on Aug. 26, 1974 after

getting off his job as a security person on the
UMass campus. Two state policemen walked
into the restaurant and arrested him, in-

forming him that he was a suspect in the
MacDonald's robbery. No attorney was
allowed at first, and Gethers was not in-

formed why he was chosen as a suspect.
Earl Brown, a UMass student and friend of

Gethers, was also arrested. Both were in-

dividually tried and convicted in the case.
Brown received a sentence of 3-5 years and
is now back at UMass, but is on parole until

1980. For the same crime, Gethers is service
an 8-12 year sentence.

Gethers says the two female MacDonald's
employees lied to the police about being able
to positively identify Brown and himself. He
told how the two women twice thought they

were sure they had seen the robber, once in a
passing car and once in a supermarket.
Neither of these persons turned out to be
Gethers or Brown.

Gethers ran into more problems with what
he termed, "the bureaucratic alliance bet-
ween attorneys and judges."
The first attorney who took Gethers case,

Robert Santinello, promised to give Gethers
the best defense possible. Gethers said
Santinello failed to get any witnesses who
had been in the dorm where Gethers was
working the night of the robbery. According
to Gethers, Santinello told him to plead guilty
to the charges. Gethers said he told San-
tinello he wanted another attorney and his
money back. Santinello said he would return
the money and would let Gethers choose his
next attorney. Gethers did not get this

money back and Santinello ended up picking
the second attorney.

During the trial a policeman testified he
saw Gethers walking in a parkino lot and
getting into a car. Gethers said he was not in

the parking lot and did not own a car at the
time. The women witnesses testified that
Gethers had jumped over a counter during
the robbery. However, Gethers said he was
unable to have done this since he had an
ankle injury at the time.
Some more testimony Gethers feels was

not brought out at the trial were two
polygraphic tests taken by him, both having
positive results.

Gethers has now gone through four at-

torneys. His latest is Matthew Fineman of
Boston. Gethers says he is having some
problems with Fineman in trying to get him
to place vital information into the case
records. "I just want the judge to know
about the information," said Gethers.

Gethers was also on campus in September
speaking to students and talking to Dean of
Students William F. Field. At that time Field

said he hoped Gethers would return to finish

his studies and qet his degree.

Here on a 24-hour furlough from Norfolk Prison. Craeman Gethers speaks in th«Campus Center on the crime which he says he did not commit. (Staff photo bv
Marilyn Mankowsky) '

Decision on UM-Boston chancellor today I.

J

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees will finally

decide the position of the Boston campus
Chancellor Carlo L. Golino, during today's
board meeting in Worcester, Ma.

At the last board meeting a committee was
formed to judge the effectiveness of the
chancellor and is to report to the board
today. The trustees will decide whether or

not to ask Golino to step down during a

morning executive session, then announce

their decision in the open session this af-
ternoon.

Golino was affected by a 65-year-old
mandatory retirement age policy adopted by
the board this summer. The age was later
raised to 70 to conform to national stan-
dards. Some feel the initial policy was
established specifically to oust Golino, who is

64.

Golino has made it clear to the board that
he wishes to remain at his post, despite
increasing pressure that he resign.

Inside
^local ^national

An MIT professor spoke yesterday on
the possibility of exploring alternative

energy sources before our present
resources are depleted. See Page 3.

Prof. Don Wise received quite a shock
Vivien he reported for work yesterday
nrK)n^ng at his office in Morrill Science
Center. See photo and story on Pege 2.

A petition to resir .i smoking to

restroorm in ail public ouikiings, which
coukJ quite possibly become a bindir>g

refenmdum for the November 1978 state

btlkA, a crrculeting at UMass. See Pege
3.

Extra time may be able to be obtained
for the states to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment. See Page 7.

The House of Representatives
yesterday had a heated debate on the
issue of federal financing of abortions.
See Page 10. *

Weather

^sports

Jack teaman's hbopeters are tooking

ehead to another ^win season. See

Rich EckeTs story pn Page 23.

There will be more for, today
Of what we had yesterday
With highs 60 to 65
The sun will surely arrh/e

Mostly clear through tonight
With patchy ground fog decreasing

sight

The temperature will be 42 to 48
A Kttle bit chilly, so snuggle ck>8e to

your date.

The board will also hear reports from the
President Interim Committee and the
Presidential Search Committee. UMass
President Robert C. Wood resigned from his

post last June. His resignation is effective

January.

The Search Committeee will present to the
board a rough outline of criteria for selecting
a new president. The committee was present
at the Amherst campus last week soliciting
ideas from faculty and students on the
qualifications of a new president.

House to look into

African leader's death

Amherst Trustee Fran McNulty said there
could be some reorganizing among com-
mittee members in today's meeting. This
would be necessary after the resignation of

Trustee Carolyn Rowlands last month, who
was chairman of the Long Range Planning
Committee and a member of several other
committees. ,

Rowlands resigned in protest, citing Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis' increasing control of the
board. Her successor has not yet been
named by the governor.

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

The House of Representatives Monday
approved a resolution calling for an impartial

international investigation into the death of

South African leader Steve Biko and
denouncing the wave of arrests that shook
South Africa on Oct. 19.

The resolution was supported by a vote of

374-54. "This is the first time Congress has
formally spoken out against South Africa,"

said David Hoffman last night in a telephone
interview with the Collegian.

Hoffman, a graduate student and former
assistant director of the Inquiry Program at

UMass, is currently working with Democratic

Congressman Edward Markey in

Washington. Hoffman also said the

resolution could be considered "a kind of

landmark piece of legislation."

Markey, who represents the 7th

congressional district in Massachusetts,

introduced the resolution on Oct. 4, calling

for an investigation into Biko's death. The
resolution was referred to the Sc'jth Africa
Subco'.imittee last week and was combined
with a resolution sponsored by Cardiss
Collins, D-lll.

Collins' resolution was in response to the
crack down by the South African police on
ail black political leaders and organization in

the country.

"The two resolutions were combined in

the committee, Hoffman said. "It asked for
the U.S. to vote to condemn the government
of South Africa for its recent actions and
urged the U.S. to take the strongest
diplomatic actions possible."

Hoffman said, "Conoressman Markov's
office has been very active on the South
African question. Mr. Markey and myself
along with 10 other congressmen, including
Paul Tsonqas, Democratic representative

; TURN TO PAGE 3
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Students cement

relationship witii prof
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

Prof. Donald Wise of the UMass
geology department has developed such
a rapport with his students that a few of

the more "active" ones, as he calls them,
worked on a very difficult, time-

consuming and unassigned project to

present to the professor.

When he arrived at his office in 261
Morrill Science Center yesterday mor-
ning. Wise discovered his door had been
bricked up.

Twenty-four concrete blocks held fast
with mortar now adorn the entrance of
the office. The students did, however,
leave Wise some means of access to his

office. The student construction crew left

an entry passage which is about three
feet high and 12 inches wide.

Amused at the prank. Wise estimated
he's got about one half ton of concrete
adding to the decor of his office. On the
wall outside the office the students used
spray paint to write, "Vertical Tectonics
Liberation Front. Free Board Now."

Tectonics, explained Wise who
teaches a class in the subject, is the study
of continental draft. "Free Board", he
said, refers to the relation between sea
level and the continents.

Wise said he's decided not to do

anything about the prank. "We have a
rather high spirited tectonics class," he
said. He did, however, contact the
Physical Plant in regards of the removal
of his new addition, and because he's
been placed on a waiting list, Wise ex-
pects the wall will be dismantled
sometime by 1980.

In the meantime. Wise has become
more or less accustomed to his concrete
doorway and crawl space. Outside the
tiny entrance he placed a pan and a cup
for donations for doughnuts and coffee.

He's already received a few pennies and a
Sugar Daddy.

Wise said he believes the construction

of the wall hds a follow-up to the
anonymous "ultimate truth questions"
he's been receiving this semester. Some
of his students placed a box on a wall

outside his office with questions such as,

"If it takes a man and a half to dig a hole
and a half, how long does it take a blind

mouse with a wooden leg to kick the
seeds out of a dill pickle?"

Wise said the students of the geology
often indulge practical jokes, and there is

an unwritten law about this matter in the

department. "As long as the only thing

injured is dignity," he said, "no one gets

concerned."
He's not concerned, he said, but he did

happen to notice a number of retired grad

students hanging around his office.

Women's Media Project to plan activities
By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff • •

The Women's Media Project of UMass last

night held its first meeting of the year to
recruit new members, discuss its history, and
plan activities. The project was described as
"a campus wide organization for women in

media so as to give support and information

about skills and possibilities on campus,"
said Susan Terrel, project treasurer.

The project started in 1973 with a Com-
munication Studies Class aimed toward
women learning about radio production,
explained Terrell. She said this eventually

turned into a WMUA radio show entitled

.'Women's Hour", consisting of interviews

with women, news, and information about
women's events in the five-college area.

The "Women's Hour" changed its format
last year and is now a three-hour production
on Thursday evenings featuring music.

No answer yet for

Grad Tower pollution

interviews, and special projects of interest to
women, according to Terrel. The show,
combined with the Women's Video
Collective, are the two major activities of the
Media Project for the year said Susan Gray,
Women's coordinator of the Student Video
Proiect.
The Women's Video Collective is a group

within SVP devoted to the purpose of

"involving women in video production by
giving workshops on equipment and
producing a bi-monthly show, 'Women's
Series'," said Joan Scovill, co-ordinator of
the collective.

'

Scovill indicated that each show would
revolve around a theme, such as women in

therapy or religion, and might consist of
interviews with Pioneer Valley women.
"Video can also be used by women for

workshops in assertiveness training and self

help," said Scovill.

In addition, the collective participates in a

project, "Video Newsletters" in which
women's video collectives around the
country send tapes to one another for the
purpose of learning the activities of other
women's communities.

Other items discussed at last night's
meeting were the need to involve members
in a budget planning session and the move to
a new office, located in CC 921.

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Details could not be obtained from this

week's meeting of state and local officials

attempting to solve the noise pollution

problem of the Graduate Research Center.

Officials from UMass and the Massa-
chusetts Bureau of Building Construction

met Monday in Boston to consider possible

solutions to the noise problem.

UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield

declined to comment on the details of the

meeting, saying he wants to confirm various

items discussed at the meeting with BBC
officials in Boston before making any

statement

That confirmation, to be done by mail,

should come "sometime next week", Lit-

tlefield said.

Henry Salice, UMass project engineer

from the BBC, could not be reached for

comment yesterday.

The date of the next meeting between
UMass and BBC officials was also not
available. Littlefield said that date is also

awaiting confirmation. Littlefield had said

earlier a series of meetings would be needed
before a final solution to the GRC noise
problem is found.

The issue of the GRC noise problem began
last August when local residents complained
the structure made excessive noise. The
Lower Pioneer Valley Air Pollution Control
Center performed two conflicting noise tests

on the structure before a third test in August
identified the violation. Pollution center
officials then requested UMass and BBC
officials to find a plan to solve the noise
problem.

Andi Nelson (right) and Barbara Couture discuss women in media at last night's
meeting.
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By I^ATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

A special election for the position of

Southwest Assembly vice president is

tentatively scheduled for Nov. 19, Chris

Durkin, co-chairman of the Elections
Committee, said last night.

Everyone in the Southwest community is

eligible to run as a candidate and must
acquire 25 signatures endorsing their can-

didacy by Nov. 10, to be handed in at the

Assembly Office in the Hampshire Cultural

Center, Durkin said.

In other news, the SWA last night voted to

allocate $44.85 for books to expand the

Emerson Library and allocate 125 to finance

SWA vice presidential campaign drives.

Each vice presidential candidate is eligible

to receive up to $25 worth of purchase orders

to fund their campaign drive. '.'This wav

every candidate has an equal chance at

winning the election," Durkin said.

The function of SWA vice president is to
assist the president and to supervise com-
mittee action. The new SWA vice president
will fill the vacancy left by former Vice
President Bruce Berkowitz. Peter Torkildsen
is now acting vice president.

Notices
Spring 1978 Housing Exemption Ap-

plications are due in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore, no later than Friday, Nov. 4, 1977.

Applications will not be accepted after this

date.

There will be a mandatory staff meeting
for all Colleaian departments toniaht at 7

p.m. in CC 101. The Collegian's advertising

policy will be discussed. '-

Professor calls for

new energy sources

Dr. Robert Seamans lecturing on alternative energy sources in Herter Hall last

night. (Staff photo by Peter Lee)

By ./CHARD LENIHAN
Collegian Staff

Dr. Robert Seamans, professor of En-
vironment and Public Policy at MIT,
yesterday said the United States should
explore alternative energy sources if it is to
meet its growing energy demands.

Seamans, speaking before audience of
over 100 people in Herter 231, criticized

President Carter's energy proposals for not
doing this while praising the proposal for

increasing public awareness of the problem
of possible fuel shortages.

Citing major polls which show that only 30
to 40 per cent of the couttry feel there is a

problem, he said "It's hard to get people to

sacrifice today for something that's going to

be acute 10 or 15 years from now."

Seamans said that while oil and natural

gas are the two most commonly used fuels in

this country, they are also the least com-
monly found. Noting major projects such as
the Alaskan Pipeline and predicting there will

be oil drilling on the ocean floor, he said "It is

becoming more difficult to get oil and gas,
otherwise we wouldn't be going to this

expense."

Among the alternative energy sources he

discussed were geothermal energy, oil shale,

coal, nuclear fission, nuclear fusion and solar

energy. Geothermal energy, heat from the

earth, is not available in most parts of the

country, he said.

The process of transforming oil shale into

synthetic fjjel is very expensive as is the cost

of transporting coal. Nuclear fission is very

difficult because of the high temperatures
involved, said Seamans.

Despite these difficulties, however, he said

that "every possibility should be explored."

He also said the future is good for nuclear

and solar energy.

While there have been problems in

disposing of nuclear waste, nuclear energy is

relatively inexpensive and can meet large

demands. It is also very controversial, he

said. "Almost everything to do with energy

has some controversy," he added.

Solar energy has a good future as a

secondary source of energy, according to

Seamans. "It's not impossible to increase the

amount of solar energy we use, but the

economic and environmental problems are

substantial," he said.

Seamans also stressed the importance of

conserving the amount of energy the country

uses.

Dutch millionaire released by terrorists
AMSTERDAM, Netfierlands [AP] -

Dutch multimillionaire Maurits Caransa has
been released unharmed by his kidnappers,

police said early Wednesday.
A police spokesman refused to say exactly

how the 61 -year-old real-estate tycoon won
his freedom. He said Caransa was brought to

Amsterdam police headquarters during the
night and had since left for an undisclosed

destination.

The spokesman described Caransa as "in

good health".

Caransa was kidnapped early last Friday —
forced into a car by four or five persons as he
left the Continental Club in Amsterdam after

playing bridge. His briefcase was found on
the sidewalk near his chauffeur-driven Rolls

Royce.
Police tightened controls on the West

German and Belgian borders and launched a

nationwide search for Caransa after callers

claimed he had been seized by a West
German terrorist group.

But sources said Monday the conviction
was growing in government circles that

Caransa was kidnapped by common
criminals and not political terrorists.

"If the crime were politically motivated it

would seem that the kidnappers would have
circulated well-documented claims and
photos by now," the source said.

Caransa's wife, Rita, made an appeal over

Dutch radio Sunday asking the kidnappers to

make their demands known "in whatever
manner."

Mrs. Caransa, her daughter and two
grandchildren went into seclusion at the

family villa on Vinkeveen, 12 miles south of

the Hague, after the kidnapping.

Anti-smoking drive begun
By PATTI JONES
Collegian Staff

A statewide petition declaring that all

cigarette "smoking shall be restricted to rest

rooms in all public buildings has begun
circulating at UMass.

If this petition, sponsored by the Citizens

for Clean Air in Publicly Used Buildings, can
draw 100,000 signatures, it will become a

binding referendum for the November 1978

state ballot.

The petition is based on the findings of the

Surgeon General's report since 1972 which
indicates that breathing someone elses

second-hand tobacco smoke (smoke at end
of cigarette) can be hazardous to the health

of a nonsmoker.
Currently, smoking is only considered

illegal in classrooms, buses, and elevators

according to Chapters 271 and 465.

Circulation of the fietition in the Amherst
area is now underway by two UMass
students, Richard Sidney and Nurit Rechnitz.

So far they have about 500 signatures.

They hope to reach around 5,000 by

November 30, the deadline date for all

registered voters signatures.

The one problem with this petition, ac-

cording to Sidney is, "It is an attempt to

legislate consideration, which is something a

law really cannot do.

"While some argue that it is their right to

smoke, my answer to them is that it is not

their right to pollute my air."

Sidney and Rechnitz, directed by the

Citizens for Clean Air in Publicly Used
Buildings, will also be distributing stickers

and pamphlets concerning nonsmoker's

rights throughout the Amherst area, as well

as circulating the petition.

For a wider circulation of the petition,

Sidney and Rechnitz are holding a meeting
Friday at 3 p.m. for all those interested in

volunteering their time. For any further in-

formation concerning smoker's rights or to

sign the petition a contact Sidney or

Rechnitz at their table in the Campus Center
concourse.

^ House investigation
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

'

from the 6th congressional district in Massa-

chusetts, went to the South African embassy

to meet with Donald Sole, South African

ambassador to the U.S."

The purpose of the meeting, according to

Hoffman, was to ask the ambassador about

Biko's death, about the police detention in

South Africa and about the security laws

which allow people to be held in-

communicado for up to one year without

being charged.

"The answers the ambassador gave were

almost evasive, completely evasive and

unsatisfactory," Hoffman said.

The final version of the Markey-Collins

resolution was passed in the South Africa

Subcommittee last Wednesday by a 6-0

vote. The resolution was passed on to the

House International Relations Committee

Thursday where it was approved on a vote of

20-0.

In this committee, Richard Moose of the

U.S. State Department testified in favor of

the resolution, giving it also the full support

of President Carter, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance and U.S. Ambassador to the U.N.

Andrew Young, according to Hoffman.
The resolution then went before the full

House, where a two-thirds vote was needed.

According to Hoffman, this procedure

would ordinarily be used for non-

controversial resolutions. This resolution was
controversial in that it was the first time the

House officially spoken out against South
Africa.

Markey, on Oct. 26, introduced legislation

into the House that would limit trade to

South Africa, Hoffman said. "The Markey
bill would suspend all trade except under
national security needs," he said.

Speaking on the floor yesterday Markey
said, "

... Inescapable restriction of the

apartheid system controls every aspect of life

for the non-white community in South
Africa," as quoted by Hoffman.

Scores of anonymous telephone calls

making ransom demands were made to
newspapers and authorities after the kid-

napping.
Nine hours after the kidnapping, a German

speaking man telephoned a Dutch
newspaper and said: "We are the Red Army
Faction. We have Caransa. You will hear
from us."

A second caller, speaking Dutch with a
heavy Moluccan accent, told another
Amsterdam newspaper he represented three
groups: the Red Army Faction, a Palestinian

guerrilla organization and the South
Molluccan Suicide Commando. He
demanded the release of Knut Folkerts, more
than 20 South Moluccan terrorists in Dutch

jails and a Japanese terrorist imprisoned in

Israel. The 25-year-old Folkerts is a Red Army
Faction member detained for the slaying of a

Dutch policeman in Utrecht on Sept. 22.

The Red Army Faction is a West German
terrorist group also known as the Baader-
Meinhof gang. Militant South Moluccans
living in The Netherlands have been trying to
force the Dutch government to support their

demands for the independence of their

native islands from Indonesia. They have
made a number of terrorist attacks in the
Netherlands, including two train hijackings.

Newspapers also received calls demanding
ransoms ranging from $20,000 to $10 million

for Caransa's release.

A student portions out freshly made cole slaw In one of HRTA's advanced food
preparation labs. The class offers five meals weekly for $1.75 each. They are open
to the public. Details available in Chenoweth 219. (Staff photo by Laurie Traub)
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S. Africa nears climax
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

On October 19, the South African
government launched an attack on the
leading Black organizations and newspapers
in the country, arresting hundreds of
organization leaders, banning the two
prominent Black newspapers, imprisoning
their editors, imprisoning hundreds of Black
leaders, and killing hundreds of students and
protesters.

The United States, Britain, and France had
been meeting previously, asking South
Africa to dissolve apartheid in South Africa.
The world had been waiting to see how
South Africa would respond to these
western pressures.
The death of the founder of the Black

consciousness movement in South Africa,
Steve Biko, incensed the already growing
demand for an end to apartheid. Biko was a
great man and it is understood that he was
beaten to death while in prison.

Blacks in South Africa unified deeper and
deeper, singing songs of freedom, longing
more and more to be free. The atmosphere
scared the white Afrikkaners of South Africa.

The response to this call of freedom was the
present attack on alt the progressive Black
institutions in South Afr'ca. White
moderates of South Africa were upset by
this because most of the pressure (within
and without) suggested peaceful change,
and now, most of the South African
moderates are in prison or killed, and there
may not be any more peaceful attempts to
end apartheid. The South African govern-
ment has given no indication whatsoever in

changing their regime.
This had the effect of stating that if Blacks

want a change in South Africa, they are
going to have to take it.

The 49 African countries represented in

the United Nations demands that the
western powers withdraw their investments
in South Africa. The leading countries in-

vesting in South Africa are Britain, France,
the United States, and Israel.

The United States has 1.5 billion invested
in South Africa. Britain has 7 billion invested
in South Africa. South Africa receives most
of its arms imports from France, Britain, and
Israel, in that order. South Africa brought
1.35 billion in U.S. goods last year. An
estimated 500,000 U.S. jobs depend on
South African exports. The U.S. brought 925
million in goods from South Africa last year.
38 per cent of U.S. chromium comes from
South Africa.

The 49 African countries put pressure on
the U.N. Security Council to impose a
mandatory embargo on South African
imports of arms and oil. The leading African
advocate of this is Nigeria, lead by foreign
minister Brig. Joseph N. Garba. This sent the
U.S. into heat, as the U.S. is trying to en-
courage a positive relationship with Nigeria,
and eventually the rest of Africa. President
Carter said: "There are various degrees of
economic sanctions. But what we want is a
resolution of the South African threat
against peace in Namibia and of course the
rights of the South African peoples them-
selves protected.

'

U.S. leaders urged African leaders to
accept the agreed six month embargo
against South Africa for the sale of arms.
The African leaders refused the compromise,
demanding that a permanent mandatory
withdrawal for support of South Africa, but
they will settle for the present U.N. sanction
if they cannot get anything else.

The U.S. position is giving Britain and
France a scare because Britain and France
want the U.S. to remain on their side in

solidarity for not supporting the U.S. sanc-
tion for an arms embargo for South Africa.

Black people in South Africa are not
treated as human beings, as reported by the
over 200 killings during these past weeks.
The inhumanity of apartheid will be stated by
a future article.

Eno Washington's
1

1

Dance Improvisations"
By MARCIA HOSPEDALES
Black Affairs Staff

This past week was marked by a series
of cultural activities in the Valley. Among
these were two stimulating performances
by Eno Donald Washington, a UMass
undergraduate in dance.
Washington's "Midnight Dance Im-

provisations" took place last Wednesday
October 26, at Hampden Theatre (South
West). The audience was delighted by
the rhythmic sounds of Gary Owens,
Tony Clayton, Kevin Jones, Eon John
(percussion) and Bill Dargen (on reeds).
Variety was added to the show with a
vocal rendition by young Eon John (Let
Me Try Again) and poetry and narration
by Ima Henderson. Washington
displayed unique styles and movements
and used traditional garbs, thrilling the
eager midnight audience with his
flamboyance. Before long, the crowd
was brought to its feet with a hand
clapping, foot stomping response, in
tribute to black classical dance.

This past Saturday October 29,

Washington had much the same effect
on the capacity audience that showed up
to witness "Spirit Dances" at the N'Fafa
Gallery in Northampton. The theme of
the show was set by Washington's
choreography to Gil Scott Heron's "Ain't

No New Thing," which expresses the
rape and destruction of black culture by
white society. Once again, we were able
to capture some of what we lost many
years ago. Utilizing his 17 years ex-
perience in dance, Washington used his
body to tell the story... the story of a
people torn from their native land and
brought to a society bent on being violent
and oppressive to them. Narrator Ima
Henderson helped to increase awareness
throughout the night, striking a positive
chord with a critical interpretation of
justice by an anonymous Ethiopian
•writer.

In the end, Washington drew a well
deserved standing ovation from the
audience who applauded in appreciation
of a step in the direction of black cultural
revival.

Benefit dance for human rights

La Familia at Hampshire College is proud
to announce a Benefit- Disco for the Nor-
thampton Chapter of the Hispanic Council
for Human Rights at Hampshire Dinning
Commons on November 4, 1977 at 9:00 p.m.
We warmly extend an invitation to clap

your hands and stomp your feet, for the sake
of the survival of the Hispanic Northampton
Community. The recorded music of Third
World People (Latin-Soul-Funk-Disco) will
provide the inspiration for our dancing feet
and spirits. We are asking for a $1.00
donation; all proceeds will go to the Hispanic
Council for Human Rights. Refreshments will

be available

bottle.

but BYOB — bring your own

For those who relate to the social reality of
the Rainbow struggle, a panel-discussion will

precede the Dance at the West Lecture Hall-

Franklin Paterson at 8:00 p.m. The panel-
discussion will consist of representatives
from the Hispanic Northampton Community
and is entitled: Crises: International and
Local Struggles of Hispanics. La Familia is a

collective of Third World brothers and sisters

that are dedicating their energies to the
communities of oppressed peoples.

Pooi, table tournaments to begin
The pool and table tennis tournament'

sponsored by the Malcolm X Center will

begin this Thursday, November 3, at 7 p.m.

Only the novice divisions male and female
will be held on Thursday. All contestants

should drop by before Thursday to obtain
rules and regulations and to see the
scheduling for the tournament. All people
who have not paid as of now should be
prepared to do so on Thursday.

Discrimina\It in Northampton, a fight against wrong
Racial discrimination, also known as

prejudice, is a preconceived judgement
usually directed at groups or individuals

because of their race or characteristics of
their person.

It is an outgrowth of insufficient interracial

knowledge and the resulting irrational at-

titude of suspicion and hostility.

We well know that discrimination does not
only occur in the South (via South Boston)
and that it has not been overcome by the
Civil Rights movement. Everyday in-

teractions between the races gives evidence
of this; that discrimination is alive and well in

Northampton.

Discrimination in one way or another
affects all Third World people in the Valley.
In this area, (Northampton), the main victims
are Latinos, most of whom are Puer-
torriquenos, who came here under the
illusion that they would find work, a better
environment, and a better life for their

children. The socio-economic conditions on
their island homeland — a colonial

possession of the U.S. for neariy a century —
often made this the only ^Iterrwtive to
poverty and despair. For Puerto Ricans, as
well as other Third World people, the
American Dream never canr>e true. The
reason for this is obvious.

Nevertheless, in order to determine thft

vital needs of Latinos in our area, and to

discover exactly where discrimination exists

in this community, the Hispanic Council for

Human Rights very recently conducted a

survey of the Latino community. The
Council, formerly known as the Puerto Rican
Committee for Human Rights, is a group of
individuals wno in response to acts of
harassment and discrimination against
Latinos, have organized themselves to

combat this oppressive disease of American
Society.

While the exact data and analysis of the
study are to be presented in a thorough form
in the weeks to come, much of what the
Hispanic Council for Human Rights
discovered only confirmed the obvious.

The majority of Puertorriquenos, both men
and women, have been employed for at least
three years, (contradictory to the myth of
being on welfare), doing factory work,
machine-operating, farm work,
housecleaning, secretarial work and cooking.
The wages that most of these workers

receive, however, is at (or below) the U.S.
Govt, povertv level for a family of four.

Of all the people interviewed, neariy half
have children of school age. These are
Spanish-speaking families, who unanimously
stated that they wanted their children to
'etain their culture and language; while at the
same time acquiring tiie =ibility to speak, read
and write English plus the skills that could
lead to a better life.

Yet, what do they find? There is no
adequate bilingual-bicultural education

program in the area schools — even though
this is mandated by law. (Ch. 622-Act 71 A).

In addition, it was discovered that access
to employment, decent medical care and
lego! assistance is made neat I', impossible by
the lack of Hispanic or bi-lingual personnel in

the hospitals, courts, welfare, and em-
ployment offices. The people interviewed
unanimously agreed on the need for Hispanic
employees and interpreters in these key
agencies.

Social service centers, set up to attempt to
alleviate these and other problems, such as
H.C.A.C.'s Centro Hispano, find themselves
facing the same discrimination. The Centro
Hispano is presently fighting an eviction
notice.

Educational centers like the Farm Worker's
Council, which is run by people of the
Hispanic community that it serves, offers
courses in basic English and Math, High
School equivalency exam preparation, and
other pertinent "^rvices. Recsntly, their

contract was terminated and fbrHls that
would enable their program to corrtmu^ were
channeled to other sources. Apparently,
officials of this city (Northampton CETA)
presume themselves more qualified to run a
program for Latinos than the people from the
Spanish-speaking community them-
selves,who have been running it successfully
for two years.

These above-mentioned instances and
nriany more are clear examples of
discrimination. But cases of discrimination
have been fought and beaten before through
people's struggles, it can and must be
combatted here and now. To do this, we
must overcome the mistrust that divides us
and conr>e together to continue working to
obtain justice in our community.

If you know of still other cases of
discrimination, or want to help combat it,

contact The Hispanic Council for Human
Rights, 586-5537 or 584-0672.

Black Affairs

High Notes...

Now that everyone's got the Hallowe'en
spirit(s) out of their systems, we can take a

serious look at what we'll be doing for future

entertainment. An event that will definitely

be on my schedule is the upcoming Roberta
Flack concert at the Fine Arts Center. She'll

be doing one show only on November 30 at 8
p.m. Everyone knows that her sounds are

definitely sweet and should be heard at all

costs. Flack hasn't had a release in a while
but hers is music that mellows with age. She
also takes on an even more mystical quality

with her live performances. To those who
may not be familiar with the lady, some of

her past works include, "That's The Time I

Feel Like Makin' Love To You," "The First

Time Ever I Saw Your Face" and the classic

she did with Donny Hathaway, "Where Is

The Love" (written by the quiet Ralph
Macdonald).

On the recorded side, ACTION, by the
Blackbyrds is a worthwhile addition to

anyone's collection. The LP features sides

written by the group-members themselves
(as their last LP) and makes for some very

nice music. The group remains true to their

original concept which they laid down in

their debut LP (simply titled THE BLACK-
BYRDS). Cuts like "Supernatural Feeling"

and "Lookin' Ahead" are much like

LUTHER

Palestine lecture Conference on racism

\

"Reggins" and "Gut Level" of the past.

Another Donald Byrd production, I give it a

well deserved "A".

In the "Coming-Over-The-Horizon" Dept.,

we have word from my man Cosmo Wyatt of

Progressive Platter, (when in Boston, read

it!!) that none other than the Fatback Band
has a very serious single coming in "Master

Booty". (Not sure of the spelling Cos!!)

Cosmo tells me that this cut really has 'em

shakin' their booties (if you'll pardon the

pun). Only a few copies out there at the

moment but word has it that it'll break strong

as more DJs get their hands on it.

Time to go now, til' next week, be good to

yourself and to whoever else you're close to.

See ya' soon!
— mario

Tomorrow November 2, at 7 p.m. there will

be a lecture on PALESTINE, The Arab
Perspective. Dr. Hatim Hussaini formerly of

Smith College and UMass will be the guest
lecturer.

This event will take place in the Center for

Racial Understanding (Moore House), in

Southwest.
For further information contact Kamal Ali

- 545-0472.

Malcolm X Center
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS MOVIE

NIGHT AT THE MALCOLM X CENTER!!!!

A conference on racism has been
proposed for the afternoon and evening of

November 17. Its purpose would be to tie the
broad issues of racism and imperialism to our
local concerns. It is important to begin this

work now since racial oppression — in-

ternationally, nationally, and locally — has
been increasing daily. Workshops on
deportations. South Africa, Puerto Rico,

Craeman Gethers, and the history of New
Africa House have been proposed. It has also
been suggested that the evening plenary
session focus on the local implementation of
affirmative action.

Announcements

The Malcolm X Center is inviting the Five-

College community to attend the Malcolm
X's Waist Party this Friday, November 4. This

event is designed to raise funds for the

center. A Waist Party is a novelty-type event
that uses your waist size as an admission fee.

Example: 31 inch waist, 31 cents to get in.

Refreshments will be served. Brother Kurt

(K-Rock) Williams will be the D.J. for the

evening. The "X" needs your support. Come
on Down, it's your center, SO GET IN-

VOLVED!

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

The format and content of this conference
vyill be decided by those who organize it. We
want to meet the needs of a variety of people
and organizations. The broadest possible

spectrums of organizers and audience will

ensure the greatest success. We all strive for

unity in diversity. This conference can be a

step in that direction.

If your organization would like to plan and
participate in this conference, please come to

rm. 114 in New Africa House (UMass) at 8:00

on Thursday, or call Steve at 253-3328.

Thoughts
We need some

imaginative stimulus. ..to

carry us year after year,

witliout disgust^ through

the routine \noxV. which

is so large a part of life.

Pater

Attention
All Collegian staff:

Who is tliis man and what is his problem?

0)me and see at the

StaffMeeting

im Campus Otnter Koom ni

7:o»p.m, Weinesdaf, Nov, 2

Topic: advertisingpolicy
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Central Area opens

center for women
By JANET HOEBING
Collegian Staff

Central area women in search of anything
from personal counseling to coffeehouse-
rype social settings can find them at the

Central Area Women's Center in Baker
House.

The center had its opening celebration
Oct. 23. Live music, poetry and refreshments
were offered at the event which drew more
than 75 men and women, according to Cindi

Thomas, center coordinator.

"Although the center is still in the process
of getting settled in its new location, we have
had an enthusiastic response," said Thomas.
Thomas encourages ail Central area women
to take advantage of the growing library,

resource file, and referral service. There is

also space available for teaching a

colloquium, studying, visiting, or meeting
other women, she said.

In addition to the other services, the center

also offers counseling by Linda Fuller, said

Thomas. "Linda deals with a variety of

problems ranging from rape and crisis inter-

vention, to contraception and sexuality,"

said Thomas. She will be available at the

center on a drop- in and appointment basis
Sunday evenings, said Thomas.
A monthly newsletter is being published

for all area women. Thomas said she hopes
this will encourage participation by allowing
residents to submit poetry and literature, and
to be aware of the center's events.

The center, funded by the Central Area
Council, was recently granted $2,150 for this
year's operating budget, Thomas said. She
invites women to take advantage of the open
business meetings, and to participate in

organizing activities and making center
policies.

Thomas said a questionaire has been sent
out to Central area women. "We are here to

serve the women's needs and it is important
that we krow what they want. The center
urges women to speak up for what they
need," she said.

There are many events to look forward to

this year said Thomas, such as a series of

movies, workshops, guest speakers, con-

certs, potluck suppers, contradances and
coffeehouses. "People have been very

enthusiastic so far. We're looking forward to

a really bright future," she said.

The center is open Sunday through Thurs-

day, 2 to 1 1 p.m. and Friday and Saturday by

appointment.

Staff Woman's Services

can help female employees
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Pay discrepancies and the inability to

move up the "career ladder" are some of the

problems affecting the 1,800 non-
professional women employed at the

University, according to Staff Woman's
Services coordinator Sarah Boy.

DC Menu

TODAY
LUNCH - Brown Derby Sandwich,

Fried Clam Plate; Basics: Fried Clam
Plate, Lima Bean Stew.
DINNER - Chinese Beef and Peppers,

Roast Fresh Ham, Fruit Plate; Basics:

Baked Fish, Ratatouille.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Deli

Broccoli-Cauliflower

B roccoli- Cauliflower

Patties.

DINNER - B.B.G.

Beefsteak Special;

Ham on a Roll,

Casserole; Basics:

Casserole, Lentil

Chicken, Chopped
Basics: B.B.Q.

Chicken, Herbed Soybean Casserole.

The Staff Woman's Services, which
started four years ago to provide a variety of

services to the women employees, is one of

six groups making up the Everywoman's
Center in 506 Goodell.

Jncluded in the category of non-
professional workers are secretaries, janitors,

institutional and domestic aides, and cafe-

teria workers.

"There needs to be the opportunity to

advance into administrative positions," said

Boy.

To make the rise out of entry level

positions easier. Staff Women's Services
offers assertiveness training workshops and
coordinates classes in typing and shorthand
which could lead in increased job salaries,

she said.

The program also informs staff women
how they can take advantage of the
educational opportunities at UMass. "There
are classes they can take for free," said Boy.

Lack of exercise was another problem that

women were concerned about. Boy is trying

to arrange a "swimnastics" program with the
physical education department so the
women can exercise every day at noon.

Staff Women's Services is also acting as
an advocate in grievance proceedings for

women who have no union representative.

They are also trying to bring about the much
needed changes in the entry-level pay scale,

which gives men higher salaries.

To inform staff women of the many
services available to them, the program puts

out a quarterly paper entitled "The Staff

Woman."
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^UtM^M«*
ENDS TONIGHT AT

TWO AREA THEATERS!

7 00 and 9 00

#fi#

CRITICS (IROOMO TMl WORLD
tun CALIEO FURTIVOS

"FURTIVOS IS ONE OF THE BEST

FILMS I HAVE EVER SEEN"

Luis Bunuel
AND IT WON

GKAN!)P«i/t bAN«HAi<1iANIIlMHMiv^.
.HANI) Pni.»» StKjT M avnW .AM 11 W I (

-.
' i\. .>l'

'HI«OPni/l CMK Ai.i)fllMtfSI"i.'k

MAM »1 « MAN WNO lOVf HIS
COUNTRY AND HATED HIS GODIRNMINT

AMHERST Cinema
in amherst

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

no dollar nights

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

$: ^ 31 <t) ^
Mandarin Szerhuen

Cuisine *

* Open 7 days a week *
Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

lt:3ta.m.-I0:Mp.in.

n:3f)a.in.-ll:Mp.in.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER $395

maincouraa: chotc* of
Sxcchuan Spicad Chicken

or
Sw»«t 6 Sour Shrimp

Dinner includei spar* rib

aggrola. chicken wing, fried
rice b hot and tour ahrlmp

Mon Wad. 5:00-8 00 pm

10 Beichertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilities

Justice Dept. says Congress can provide
more time for states to ratify ERA

YOU SHOULD DROP BY

(

fv can •Mtwer vt H mor* ttiM IHree
•f ftMM ntMtmikt

I Cse ireu watch T V.
1. Can ymi play pNiball

3. Pay l»»s and get more than
anywhere in town.
4. Vini IM frtantf* Mid have r«*fn lor

S. Dftvt ar walk 'I«m ditlaiK* fron>

campwt man any otlier place in taw«
A En|ov f««4 more in • retaainfl at-

maipHare
1. Cnioy more variety
a. AAaet mo^a pao^ia

I

I

PS. Enlov on lc« cr«om cocio or tundoo
ACROSS FROM PATTERSON

.K—^— l..

Blue Wall Happy Hour
Sat. Nov. 5

with

JOHN MORGAN
3:30-7:30

o ^

Right after the UMass- Holy Cross Game

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Justice
Department yesterday said it believes
Congress can provide extra time for states to
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment but
legislatures which have already approved the
ERA cannot reverse their decision.

The department, in a legal opinion sent to
the White House and the House sub-
committee on constitutional rights, said it

believed Congress has the right to extend the
period for ratification from seven to 14 years.

State legislatures that have ratified the
amendment, the department added, do not
have the right to rescind the action later.

In passing the ERA proposal In 1972,
Congress set a seven-year time limit for
ratification, following a precedent dating
back to the 18th amendment. The present
deadline for ratification is March 22, 1979.

Legislatures of 35 of the required 38 states
have ratified the amendment but Idaho,

Nebraska and Tennessee have since voted to
rescind their ratifications.

Assistant Attorney General John M.
Harmon, head of the office of legal counsel
which drafted the Justice Department
opinion, was opening witness at Tuesday's
subcommittee hearing on the con-
stitutionality of extending the ratification

period.

Rep. Elizabeth Holtzman, D-N.Y., in-

troduced a bill to extend the time to 1986,
saying she feared "stalling strategies" will

prevent all states from getting a chance to

ratify ERA by the 1979 deadline.

Harmon testified he believes Congress in

its next session can adopt an extension of

time and this will not give the state

legislatures any added right to rescind their

previous ratifications.

"It is my view that the Holtzman resolution

is constitutional, Congress has the power to

extend the time period for consideration of

the ERA," Harmon told the subcommittee.
"The sole responsibility for the exercise of
that power is yours."

i

'ONIGHT WED NOV 2|

POUSETTE DART
with special guests
THE BRICKER BAND

U.Mass

Student Federal

Credit Union

POSITION AVAILABLE.
MANAGER

15 credit internship

An interview is required.

Contact Peter Bloom
or David Green 545 2800

THURS NOV 3

THE BRICKER BAND

FRI NOV 4 & 5

& SAT
CLEAN LIVING

SUN NOV 6

WIDE SPREAD
DEPRESSION

"IT IS A JOY!"

-Jodilh CrisI, New York Magazine

PoromounI PktoreJ Pf«ienl»

HAROLD
and MAUDE

-ki:?
"" GP Color by l^chnitolor"

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

A ParomounI PIcturt

r/ \^i

Nov. 2nd
7:30, 9:15 & 1 1 :00

In C.C. Aud.

Ill WN
WITH

COLD
EMS carries the finest in down clothing &
outdoor equipment at the best prices.

DOWN GLOVES
DOWN MITTENS
DOWN BOOTIES
DOWN VESTS • PARKAS
DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
DOWN COMFORTERS

Eastern Mountain Sports

V/SA'

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM.
Sat. 9:30 AMa:30 PM

Route 9, Amherst-Hadley Line

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413) 253-9504

nMster charge

Harmon added he believes Congress can
extend the ratification period by a simple
majority vote of both houses, although the
ERA proposal with the seven-year restriction
initially required a two-thirds vote to pass.

Although the ERA originally went througn
the House and Senate with overwhelming
margins, some observers believe opposition

to the amendment has grown to such an
extent it would be difficult how to obtain a
two-thirds favorable vote to extend the
ratification time.

As to whether such congressional action
could be challenged in court, Harmon said
the prevailing view is that federal judges
would consider it a purely political question
that should be left entirely up to Congress.

Battered wife testifies

at her murder trial

LANSING, Mich. [AP] - A sob-
bing Francine Hughes testified in her
first-degree murder trial yesterday that her
ex-husband repeatedly beat and othenAfise
severely abused her but her pleas for help
were ignored.

Mrs. Hughes, 30, is accused of killing

James Hughes while he slept by setting fire

to the home the couple shared. The
prosecution maintains the motive was Mrs.
Hughes' involvement with another man.

Prosecutor Martin Palus wound up his

presentation Monday with testimony from a
handwriting expert that Mrs. Hughes' writing
matched that on letters found in a former
security guard's locker.

In opening statements, Palus said the
letters would prove the motive for the slaying

was Mrs. Hughes' "relationship" with an
unidentified man. But Palus did not in-

troduce the letters as evidence and did not
disclose their contents during his presen-
tation.

He has refused any comment on the

letters, and the defense has not addressed
the issue in its presentation thus far.

Mrs. Hughes has said she was driven to

killing Hughes because of the beatings and
abuse she had suffered at his hands since

they were married when she was 16 years

old. Feminist supporters hope Mrs. Hughes'
case will set a precedent to strengthen the

rights of abused women.
In testimony on the sixth day of her trial in

Ingham County Circuit Court, Mrs. Hughes
said she met Hughes at a high school dance,

they became lovers and she married him

because of her moral values.

"It used to be that a girl was taught to save

herself for somebody," she said. "We had

intercourse before we were married. I felt like

I should marry him because of that. He
wanted to marry me so bad. I never felt I had
anyone who loved me that much. What
attracted me to him was that he was at-

tracted to me."

But she later found Hughes to be "in-
sanely jealous" and he began to abuse her
within a year of the wedding, she said.

"I felt terribly alone and afraid. It

dominated my life. I never knew what to
expect."

The couple divorced in 1971 but soon
afterwards Hughes was seriously injured in

an auto accident. Mrs. Hughes has said she
moved into a home next door to Hughes'
home in Dar»sville to help care for him.
Gradually, Hughes moved into her home,
and the beatings and abuse resuPDed, she
said.

Her face twisted with emotion, Mrs.
Hughes read parts of the divorce decree
which was granted her on grounds of
"extreme cruelty."

In the first fight she could remember,
Hughes blackened her eyes after she bought
nail polish at a drug store while he was
working, she said. "I guess it was because I

left the apartment."

She said Hughes once came to a factory
where she worked and ordered her to quit,

despite the fact that the couple needed her
income.

After Hughes moved into the home where
she lived with the couple's four children, "I

wouldn't move without him saying it was all

right," Mrs. Hughes testified. "I know it's

hard to believe, but it's true ... He didn't want
me to go places, or see anybody — not even
my own family. I think maybe he was afraid

I'd leave."
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HOUSEWARES:

16 X 18 Rattan all purpose baskets

were 9 95 NOW 7 95

Many other baskets from our fine selection

reducea ud to 30%
Bed Spreads were 8 00 to 29.95 NOW 5 95 to 24 95
2x3' multi-color numdah rugs were 9 00 NOW 6 95

4 X 6 multi-color numdah rugs were 19 50 NOW 16 50
Cork Bulletin Boaids were 5 95 NOW 3. 95

Decorative Pillows were 10 95 and 1 1 95 NOW 8 95 to 9 95
Lamps and lampshades were 2 50 to 25 00 NOW 1 95 to 22 50

Ail our bamboo shades were 4 95 to 21 95
NOW 3 95 to 17 50 (a dig 20% oft)

ACCESSORIES

Leather wallets were 3 50 to 11 95 NOW 2.95 to 9 95

Hair combs and barettes 10% off entire stock

Paper wallets were 1 95 NOW i 50

Fashion scarves were 4 50 to 4 95 NOW 3 95

Hand mirrors were 2 00 to 7 00 NOW 1 50 to 5 00

LEATHER BAGS:

large assortment was 19.95 to 32 95 NOW 14 95 to 29 95

qreat assortment of decorative boxes were 2 50 to 9 00

N0W1 25to4 50i'',- off)

Crystal all our hanging shapes were i 75 to 20 00

NOW! 50 to 17 95

PRINT DEPARTMENT

A!' unmounted tme art prints were 300 ea

NOW 2 50 ea 3 for 6.50

CLOTHES:

Outerwear

Jackets select g'oupina of fail weights were

S35 to S50 NOW 24 50 10 35.50

Demm vests reversible sherpa 'mmg were 19 95

NOW 13 95

Crew neck Shetland sweaiers were 17 00

NOW 14 95

TOTES

n :!0*n ?.n(j canvas were 5 yi) to
'

NOW ' 5'"- :o ^ ^'
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Around New England

State employees

protest pay delay
BOSTON \UPI\ ~ Some 8,000 state

workers, angered over a three- month
delay in the payment of wage increases
negotiated last spring, marched on the
State house demanding immediate
approval of a $26 million supplemental
budget.

Some 250 members of the Alliance, a
state employees union, swarmed into the
State house chanting, "we want our pay
raises now" and scuffled briefly with
police outside Gov. Michael S. Dukakis'
office.

Several demonstrators inadvertently
took the wrong elevator and came out
just behind Massachusetts Registry
officers who bolstered the ranks of eight
capitol police standing guard outside
Dukakis' third floor office.

Protesters who had been waiting in a
roped-off area then surged towards
police and the scuffle broke out. Ten
police officers engaged in a brief shoving
match with demonstrators in the day's
only reported physical confrontation.
Members of the Alliance held the

Beacon H\\\ rally to protest the delay of
$17 million in pay raises and expenses
which were to begin Aug. 1.

The anti-abortion rider was attached to
the budget by Reps. Rayond L Flynn and
Charles V. Doyle, both Boston
Democrats, and most of the protesters
appeared to be angrier with the
Legislature than the governor.

House passes

controversial bill

BOSTON [UPf] - Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis yesterday criticized the Massa-
chusetts House for its last minute "frenzy
of activity" to pass a supplemental
budget that includes an anti-abortion
amendment and a state employees pay
hike.

A $26.7 million budget for fiscal 1978
was approved late Monday by the
Legislature after two and one-half hours
of debate in the House where action on
the controversial bill had been postponed
for weeks.
The bill contains $17 million in pay

raises and expenses for state employees
who were supposed to get the hike last
Aug. 1, and an amendment to prohibit
the use of state funds for abortions
except to save the life of a woman.
"The legislature in a frenzy of activity

after three paralytic months finally
passed a budget with an anti-abortion
amendment," Dukakis, who reiterated
his opposition to the amendment, said at
a cabinet meeting.

Daniel Taylor, the governor's chief
counsel, said Monday afternoon he hand
delivered an advisory question on the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
to ask if Dukakis can constitutionally line
item veto the amendment.

If the SJC says "yes." Dukakis said
"with great relish, I will sign" the budget
and veto the amendment. If the SJC says
"no," the governor said "the budget will

have to go back to the Legislature with a
full veto."

Seabrook appeal

trials begin Monday
EXETER, N.H. \UPI\ - The first set of

appeals trials for the 1,414 persons
convicted of criminal trespass in May Day
weekend of the Seabrook nuclear power
plant opens Monday in Rockingham
County Superior Court.

County Attorney Carleton Eldredge
said yesterday he has scheduled appeals
trials for 64 persons. The 64 all were
convicted in District Court, but under
state law, have a right to appeal to
Superior Court for a jury trial. Eldredge
has said there are about 1,500 cases to
handle.

The Clamshell Alliance, which has
sponsored two antinuclear demon-
strations at Seabrook resulting in nearly
1,600 arrests, say the real issue in the
trials will be nuclear power. It plans to use
New Hampshire's "Competing Harms"
law as a defense, saying it is legal to
break a law to prevent harm from oc-
curing that is more of a threat to life and
property than the law which is broken.
"We see the Nov. 7 trials as a wav to

take the case against nuclear power to

the people," said alliance spokesman Eva
Gibavic. She said the alliance will try to

convince the jury that occupation of the

Seabrook site was necessary to prevent a
greater crime the building of the $2 3
billion plant.

The 715-acre oceanfront plant would
be the nation's largest atomic generating
plant. On Wednesday, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission hears oral
arguments in Washington on whether
Seabrook should be built.

Woman charged

with patricide

MANCHESTER, N.H. \AP\ - A
Manchester woman was arraigned
yesterday on a charge of first degree
murder in connection with the shooting
death of her father, Henry Piasecny.

Manchester District Court officials say
that Susan Hughes, 35, is being held
without bail at the Hillsboro County
House of Correction. A probable cause
hearing on the charge is set for Nov. 17 in
district court.

Assistant Attorney General Peter Heed
said Mrs. Hughes was arrested at the
Manchester Police Station Monday
night. She was accompanied by her
lawyer at the time of the arrest.

Authorities had originally ruled
Piasecny's death a suicide, when he was
found in his Manchester home on Sept.
2, shot in the head with a shotgun.

Heed said Piasecny's body was
exhumed and an autopsy performed at
Mrs. Hughes request later that month,
and a medical examiner ruled he died of a
.22-caliber bullet wound.
According to Heed the death was

investigated as a homicide by the at-
torney general's office and Manchester
Police, who determined Monday that
there was sufficient evidence to arrest
Mrs. Hughes for murder.

Senate votes

for confidentiality

BOSTON [AP] - The confidentiality of
therapy sessions between patients and
psychologists would be protected under

. a bill approved yesterday by the Massa-
chusetts Senate.
The bill would extend to psychologists

and their patients the same privilege that
now exists between psychiatrists and
patients, lawyers and clients, priests and
confessors. Psychologists, for example,
could not be forced to testify against
their patients in court.
The Senate bill, which was sent to the

House for approval, would only apply to
psychologists with doctorate degrees.

Students protest

Philippine grant
MEDFORD, Mass. [AP] - Seventy-

eight Tufts University faculty members
have signed a letter protesting the
university's acceptance of a $1.5 million
grant from Imelda Marcos, the Philip-

pine's First Lady.
"We find it ironic that Tufts University,

an institution purportedly committed to
humane values, would accept money
from the family of a Philippine dictator,"
the letter states. "The lies about the
nature of the Philippine dictatorship and
of the Marcos family that the Tufts
administration has used to justify its

acceptance of the money is a shameful
perversion of the goals and ethics of
educators."
The letter is currently being circulated

among professors at the Tufts Medical
School in downtown Boston. It will be
sent to Tufts President Jean Mayer and
to area newspapers later this week,
according to organizer? of ^ne protest.

Spfld. threatens

water cutoff
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI] - The

city's water commissioners are
threatening to turn off the water supply
to neighboring East Longmeadow unless
the community pays a $148,000 past due
bill by Nov. 22.

But it seems 90 homes in Springfield
also would lose water if the shutoff is

instituted. Mayor William Sullivan said
that presented "a bit of a problem."

East Longmeadow refused to pay the
bill to protest the water rates, which were
hiked two years ago by 100 per cent.
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I llml a^ Wholesale to the publicmb^# ^^ CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TiRtS MOUNTED
MICHELIN FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR LEE -
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MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

BIAS PLY - Made by major U.S. Tire
Mfgr'8. Goodyear, Lee, Firestone,
Seiberling. Armstrong, and many
more.

SALEPMICESIZE TYPE

600x12

600x13

Alliance Sno White

LaHarveSno White

Goodyvar Black

Goodyvar Whit*

Zenith Snow Powar BIk.

20.95

22.95

A78x13 17.95

A78x13

878x13

20.95

20.95

B78x13 Custom Snow Whit* 24.95

078x13 Custom Snow Whits 24.95

C78x13 Firs. TAC BIsck 27.95

700x13 Goodysar Black 24.95

24.95C78x14 Custom Snow Whits

078x14 L— Magna Grip Whits 27.95

E78x14 Zsnith Snow Powsr BIk. 25.95

F78x14 Lss Mag. Grip BIk. 28.95

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip Wht.

Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

Fira. TAC Bait. BIk.

Laa Magna Grip BIk.

Laa Magna Grip Whita

Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

30.95

F78x14 26.95

F78x14 33.95

G78x14 30.95

G78x14 32.95

078x14 28.95

G78x14 Fira. TAC Whita Blam.

Laa Magna Grip BIk.

31.95

H78x14 32.95

H78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk. 29.95

H78x14 Fira TAC Whita Blam 35.95

560x15 Piralli(VW) Black 20.95

24.95600x15 Pann. Mud A Snow Whita

685x15 Fira. TAC Mini/Sport BIk. 28.95

F78x15 Fira TAC Whita Blam 29.95

G78X15 Zanith Snow Powar BIk. 28.95

G78x15 Zanith Snow Powar Whita 30.95

H78x15 Laa Magna Qr4p«|k. 33.95

H78x15 Zanith Snmu P««ar BIk. 29.95

H78x15 Fira TAC Whita Blam 35.95

Fira TAC Bait BIk. Bm.J78x15 37.95

L78x15 Saibarling Sno Whita 33.95

L78x15 Fira TAC Bait. Whita 39.95

AMtHICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS

FIRST QUALITY MADE BY
ARMSTRONG. WHITEWALL.
SIZE SMiPMCf

DR78X14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78X14

HR78X14

GR78x15

HR78x15

LR78X15

39.95

40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
SIZE TYPE Sill ma
BR78x13 F. re Run Silent Bl«m
ER78iii4 Lee Sfud Less
FR78.14 Lee Slud Less

GR78k14 Fire Run Silent Blem
HR78x14 Lee Stud Less

GR78«15 Lee Stud Less

HR78x15 Lee Stud Less
LR78ii15 Fire T4C W

3C.9S

47.95

4f.ti

M.iS
M.9S
S4.98

M.tS

METRIC SNOW RADIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE
145x13 $33.95
155x13 $37.95
165x13 $39.95
165x14 $43.95
165x15 $42.95

Plus Taxas

SAlLPfflCt

MICHELIN XM&S
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES PLUS F.E. TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP
SNOW'S

ANY SIZES

MIDWAY BETWEEN
AMHERST A NORTHAMPTON

15.95 PLUS
TAXES

North
mpton
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Finast Fresh
Hen Turkeys

10-14 Iba.

Average
With

Pop-Up
Timer

Rock Cornish Gam*

Hens
Wmvw frtti Bag O'

Chicken
FlnaslM««tor8«««

Franks 1 lb

Shoulder for

London Broil

$^28Boneless
Beefsteak

USDA
CHOICE

lb.

BMf Chuck U.S.O.A. Cho(c* ^^ iKO

Cube Steak'tf"
Bm« Chuck U.S.D.A. Choica #% ^^^
Short RibsOOf
LaanTandar U.S.D.A. Cholca ^^Qft
FlankSteak'1.

Fresh
Ground Beef

3 lb. pkg.

or Larger

Lesser
Amounts 887&
Ground 3 lbs. or mora

""T,': TbT" ^% ^%^
Lean Beef 007
Finast Sllcad ^^^^A
Bacon ^«90
Arm Picnic Smokad I^H ^^ ^^

Shoulder 7of
MR DELI

C''"^- Roast Beef

V
' ^ r^ U.S. Govt

> :a^^7 SpacHlcatlon | ^^

V^il^..Baked Ham
y^- $44^"^^ 1

PRODUCE
Calffbmia

Ij^berg Lettuce

lb.

Ai»it»bt9 Only in Sforas with S0rvic» Dmii D»pt».

In-Store Bake Shop!

Fresh Baked Hard Rolls. 6-^. 59*

Finast Italian Bread. 'Ol
1.00

A filtbl* Only In Stortt wilh ln-Stor9 Bait* Shops

FROZENFOODS

head39
Seedless
Grapefruit

U.S. Fancy
Apples

Western Sweet Green
Anjou Pears Peppers

FK.a. IS $4 "^'r^AQlt -^ ^$1 ''"^Q^32SI,a^
,^^ I Cortland^^V^ coun,^ ^^^ | Salad.^ ^,^

Tony's Pizza
Thick Crust
Ch«ese

Round or Six Pak

15oz89
Tony's Sausage Pizza c^^i X 99*

Finast Orange Juice .... 1^' 59*

Finast Cheese Pizza .

Finast Broccoli Spears . . p.a

15 02 QOt
pkg 99^

Frenoh Fries
Richmond
Froz«n

51)»1

Sunrise fresh Dairy Values!

Orange Juioe

Richmond ^
Finast Low Fat Milk . .CCg 1.19

Finast Cream Cheese. . tfo 59*

Borden's Egg Nog .... I'c^f 99*

Borden's Yogurt Shakes !^< 39*

For Your Health & Beauty!

Scope Mouthwash . . . 'iS' 1.29

OhampOO Meaa4 SKouidors . n 0/ Dot 1.""

FlexConditioner3o"5S'?Sb..'^r 1.39

Vo-5 Hair Spray ;.°n 99*

BAKER STREET

Fresh
Bread

Loaf-O-White

m^^ loaves^^^^V
Country Style Bread. 2 :.;' 1.00

Buttermilk Bread 2 ^r 1.00

Fresh Bread "of's^^'^i 3tr 1.00

Hamburg Rolls rr.:;«^' I'Sf? 1.00

English Muffins
Finast Fresh ^^L p^gs^^B
Enriched ^^ °'^ |

Bakfy Itmms AwaHatI* Tutday thru Sslurdmy

^''xPolkaBrandi

V^gnnedHam

Imported by
Krakus

Extra Lean

Ann Picnic Fraah Pork ^^^ ^^^^
Shoulder 007
Aasoflad Cantar, Hip, Blada ^^| 4 ft

Poilc Chops'l?"
Fraah Po(1( Small and Tandar 0^^^^
Spareribs 90r

's

^l Wi^/"<^ BEANS GOLDEN «-* \-^^^,

Finast Canned
Vegetables

Sweet Corn, Waxed Beens, Cut Green
Beans, Whole or Sliced White Potatoes

4 99
Mwe Grocery Values at Finast!

Finast Fnjit Cocktail . . . 3?an°^99*

Finast Peaches c^l^^^ . . 3''an°i99*

U.S. Sugar t?;.??"" ... 3^1^ 1.00

Finast Apple Cider % 1.79

BEER & \N\NE

Budweiser Beer
case ol 24
12 oz. cans

case

only
$e995

Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer-I* 5.39

FonziaChiantio-vnfioM. . mmjrvm 2.49

Tosca Lambrusco .... 'tS' 1.79

Liebfraumilch Wine .^ "tS' 1.99
Baar A Win* Itmma Awltble Only In Fin»st at Htdfy

You Save 20^
Richmond
Margarine

Finast

You Save 51*

Finast
Ice Cream

'/tgal.

cent

PMl^^g
*;!r :^«^ rixjoon and \' ^Ooufcf«sf ot mofe

fctustve otciMfetl* and :oGa(-Co pf^jducs

ViiKlOci aOtnru^v 5 t977 Ltmit one coopofi M

You Save 31^

Pillsbury

1 FkHir
'orys^

^S^..

rm

«m Itiis coupon and |7 50 bwcIk* o< more

eidusivt 0' cioaf«n« vt tooacco pfoducts

rMSMlii^' j,,«,Oct 30mruN9. 5 1977 um.tont coupon N 748 "" ««|ag|k«« ViiKlOci 30tnruNov 5 1977 L,m,t one coupc' H «•)
^^J^^^mm^^''^I^J^'^'2!i!^'^'^Zm'^''il^!!!^Z^— .

PncroTftectl^esJncteyOctotwf 1977 We reserve the nght lo limit quantifies

(^^f eiciuS'V* nfc'Qi'entaociotMRXO products

VilK] Dc' 30 Thtij Nov 1977 L-mi! joe couow H 7S0

You Save 31^
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House and Senate try in vain
to settle Federal abortion issue

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1977

WASHINGTON [UPI] - With their
tempers growing s^ort and their voices
rising,. House and Senate negotiators made
another vain attempt yesterday to settle the
issue of federal financing of abortions for
needy Women.

The^^bfoke up in confusion and bitterness
after an hour and a half, promising to meet
again at an unspecified time Wednesday.
The dispute has been holding up a $60

billion appropriation for the Labor Depart-
ment, Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, and several smaller agencies for
four months.

Stop-gap financing for October already
technically has run out, and those agencies
are operating and paying their employees
only by virtue of the 10-day time lag that
exists in most federal disbursements.
Both the House and Senate agree that the

federal government should pay for abortions
for low-income women under Medicaid
when the life of the woman otherwise would
be endangered.
The dispute revolves around just a few

words:
— The Senate negotiators would also pay

for abortions where "serious physical health
damage to the mother" would result if the
pregnancy continued. The House team says
that should read "grave, physical, permanent
health damage to the mother."

— The senators would allow "medical
procedures necessary for the prompt
treatment of the victims of rape or incest."
The House negotiators would limit this to
cases of "forced" rape or incest which are
"reported to a law enforcement agency."

Sen. Clifford Case, R-N.J., said that on
Monday the conferees had appeared to be
'within one word of an agreement" — the
issue then being whether the bill should refer
to "serious" or "grave" health damage. But
on Tuesday much of whatever partial

agreement there may have been unraveled.
Senators accused the House side of

I am sure you have
heard about it...

backtracking, saying they had understood
the rape- incest issue was settled Monday,
with their language accepted.

But Rep. Daniel Flood, D-Pa., the chief
House negotiator, said his team took an
"overwhelming" vote just before yesterday's
meeting to stick to its language on that point.

"lis back to square one," said Sen. Ed-
mund Brooke, R-Mass., at the end of
yesterday's session.

Sen. Lawton Chiles, D-Fla., said the
conferees never should have recessed their
talks Monday night. "We should have locked
the doors," he said.

PCUPUNCTURE
Why don't you learn more?

You will be able to, after four mon
ths, relieve pains, cure diseases for

friends, relatives, and yourself

Come.
Nov.

join us.

3. 7 30 pm, CC 917

Social Security taxes
will raise over decade
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate

Finance Committee Tuesday approved its
version of a bill substantially raising Social
Security taxes over the next decade to keep
the program operating in the black.

Unlike a version passed last week by the
House, the Senate panel's measure would
put the increased payroll tax burden much
more heavily on employers than employees.
The House, following tradition set when

Carter cuts assistance to

nations abusing liuman rights
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

Tuesday signed a $6.7 billion foreign
assistance appropriations bill which cuts off
aid to some countries considered guilty of
abusing human rights.

The bill represents a boost in worldwide
assistance over last year, the White House
said, in an effort to redress the imbalance
between the "haves" and "have not"
nations. Congress appropriated $5.6 billion in

fiscal year 1977.

As a result of a major skirmish between
liberals and conservatives during debate in

Congress, the bill contains nothing for

Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Uganda.
Conservatives opposed such aid even if

extended indirectly through international
financial institutions such as the World Bank.
World Bank President Robert McNamara

warned the bank would not be able to accept
an American contribution with the
precbndition it could not be used for certain
loans.

The conflict was solved when Carter
offered a compromise under which U.S.
representatives to international banks would
be instructed to vote against such loans.
The measure also bans military aid of any

kind for Ethiopia and Uraguay and prohibits
military credit sales to Argentina, Brazil, El
Salvador and Guatemala because of human
rights practices in those countries.

Aid to the Philippines was also cut back
from administration proposals on the same
human rights grounds. The new law would
provide up to $18 million in military aid, $1.8
million in military credit sales and $700,000
tor military education and training funds for
the Philappines.

The aid law includes $1.8 billion in military
and other help for Israel, $750 million for
Egypt, $90 million for Syria and $224 million
for Jordan. The law also contains a ban on
aid from the Export-Import bank for any
nation which grants sanctuary to terrorists.

Social Security began in 1935, would tax
them equally.

Another big difference is that the Senate
committee would raise the "earnings limit"
— the amount retirees under age 72 can earn
in wages before they begin to lose Social
Security benefits - from its present $3,000
to $6,000 in 1979, after which it would rise
with wage inflation.

The House would remove the limit entirely
in 1982 for persons 65 to 72, so that they
could earn any amount of wages and still

draw full Social Security pensions. The
earnings limit does not apply above age 72.

Also unlike the House bill, the Senate
committee version tentatively includes the
first installment - $400 million in 1978 - of
what may be a three-year program to
reimburse state and local governments for
some of their welfare costs.

Sen. Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y., said an
agreement with the administration is taking
shape whereby amounts for 1979 and 1980
would be included in another bill.

Only hours after the committee acted, the
bill was brought to the Senate floor for
consideration although no action was ex-
pected until Wednesday. Like the House
version, it is designed to finance Social
Security into the next century, preventing
the disability fund from running out of
money in 1979 and the retirement fund in the
early 1980s.
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Ai these prices?
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perhaps you should huy
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1AKEA
ROAST BEEF BREAK
ANDGETABREAK
ON ROAST BEEF.

2F0RM
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ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

Good at ail participating Hardee's.

I
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y

Haidecs:
One coupon pef cuAomer please

Hardee s of Hadley
430 Russell Street

The ptace that bnngs you back ^a^'ey. Massachusetts

Coupon expires November 22, 1977

SPECIAL
Tucs. Wed. Thur.

YANliEE Pot Roast 2.9>
ChoppEd SirIoIn Onion RiNqs 2.95
ChickEN PJE 2.95
LoNdoN BrojI M ush. Sc. 5.95
Boston SchRod 2.95
BAkEd STuffEd J UMbo ShRJMp 5.95
VEqETARIAN SpECJAl 2.85

•

Fri.

BAkEd LobsTER CasseroIe 4.95

Sat.

PrIivie Rib

Sun.

5.95

Roast TuRkEy 5.75

Wjnes

BtRquNdy CkAblis Rose
CaraFe V? 1.5 - 2.7 5

Just before the bridge on Rt. 9

For f u rther in formation

please call 584-6813
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Nov. 1. 1977 — BOSTON: Boston's Park Street is lined with motorcycles as

members of the Modified Motorcycle Association gathered members from

around the state to demonstrate their "concern and distaste" for the mandatory

helmet law in Massachusetts.

Senate vote
will lessen

pot penalties
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate

Judiciary Committee Tuesday reversed its

decision to decriminalize possession of up to

an ounce of marijuana, but proposed
lightening penalties.

At present, under federal law, the

possession of any amount of marijuana is

punishable by a $5,000 fine and one year in

jail. The compromise, included in a bill to

revise all federal criminal laws, would be sub-

stantially easier on persons possessing less

than 10 ounces.
On a 12-1 vote, the committee approved a

provision which would set a fine of up to

$100 for persons who possess less than 10

grams of marijuana — about one-third of an
ounce.

Although the offense would be a "criminal

infraction," the defendant's record would be
automatically expunged for both the first and
second offense. A person arrested for the

third time could have his record expunged if

there were no more violations in the
following year.

For persons possessing between 10 grams
and one ounce of marijuana, there would be
an automatic $100 fine for both the first and
second offenses, but the record could be
expunged after six months or 12 months,
respectively, if there were no further

violations.

An individual arrested a third time would
be subject to the same penalties prescribed

for possession of between one and 10

ounces - 30 days in jail and a $500 fine.

There would be no jail terms for individuals

possessing less than 10 grams, nor would the

first or second offender be subject to jaii for

an infraction involving less than one ounce.
All these violations would be treated by a

"summons" like a traffic ticket, rather than
arrest.

For possession of over 10 ounces of

marijuana, the current penalty of a $5,000

fine and one year in jail would be applied.

The compromise was devised by Sens.
Birch Bayh, D-lnd., author of the original

amendment to decriminalize possession of

less than one ounce, and Orrin Hatch, R-

Utah, who opposed decriminalization and
had threatened to oppose the entire revision

bill if Bayh's amendment prevailed.

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdgopen Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

..^r^Sbfij^ (uj Det«#

ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will

look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610

65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

W ( iiM .III' 1 1 1 1 pHiiiu :i»|

C^REDKEN
skaipei, cit & style irj $7.31

Liif Hair Sli|ktly Mire

with this coupon on
Twot. or Wod. only

OHor limitod to now customors.

mvw
Thurs.,
OV.3

Fri.,

Nov.4

The Great
Pretenders

Duke &
The Drivers
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\bur money

talks LOUDEST in

a lowcostWanfAd
No matter what it is you're looking for. get the very most

from your money by shopping the Want Ads Products,

merchandise, services you'll find it all And you cap do

all your shopping from the convenience of your own easy

chair So S-T-R-E-T-C-H your dollars by checking the

Want ads today!

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

® 113 CAMPUS CENTER

Sato,

Nov.5
LUNA
form eriy

Orchestra Luna

— THE RAMONES*-
are coming

Nov.16
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lisa mclilli

Attempted press

manipulation

raises

questions
I

of ethics,

sincerity

Recent actions of the president of the

Student Government Association, Jon A.

Hite, clearly show questions regarding

Mr. Hite's sense of responsibility as a

student leader.

It has come to the attention of a few

Collegian staffers that Mr. Hite has been

trying to manipulate some members of

the Collegian staff to have the newspaper

cover issues and items which would

perpetuate his point of view — that

student unionization should never

happen.

Acco'^ding to these sources, Mr. Hite

has approached certain conservative

members of the Collegian and offered to

help them in their campaign for the

upcoming Board of Editors elections in

December; intending that they would

support his view against unionization.

Mr. Hite has also reportedly ap-

proached a highly respected Collegian

staffer about sitting down to plan out a

full plank of candidates for the Board of

Editors election, again with the intent

that they would support his view against

unionization.

Also, Mr. Hite has allegedly tried to

manipulate reporters here to look into the

actions of certain union affiliates in the

SGA ranks. Mr. Hite's obvious purpose

was to raise ethical questions concerning

all those involved with the union

movement and so the union movement
itself.

Several Collegian staffers also question

Mr. Hite's asking if the Collegian wanted

a letter of resignation of one board-

member of the Student Organizing

Project (the group working to organize

students for unionization) so that, he

said, "the Collegian might be able to use

it in one of their stories." In this letter the

resigning boardmember complained

about some points of the SOP's lack of

action. It seems apparent that Mr. Hite

wishes this letter to be published so a

serious question would be raised about

the validity of the SOP.

Mr. Hite also has been reported to have

maneuvered certain reporters to cover

certain stories which would support his

viewpoints and has been known to use

those priceless items of manipulation:

booze, pot and a friendly handshake,

according to Collegian sources.

Besides the ethical question obvious in

Mr. Hite's actions, there is another

serious question — namely, Mr. Hite's

sincerity as a representative of students.

Mr. Hite ran on a pro-union platform.

Obviously, Mr. Hite's recent actions

show clearly that his heart wasn't in what

he said last March when he was running

for the office he now holds.

Obviously, Mr. Hite's recent actions

and motives should be looked into.

Lisa Melilli is a Collegian columnist.

On the return of Sir Albert Sparks
hillsuiulstrom

"Albert Sparks is coming back."

Just reading the first line of the news story

brought tears of joy to my eyes.

For those unfamiliar with Sparks and his

antics of years past, suffice it to say that he is

the campus' perennial purveyor of por-

nography, and a person who thrives on the

controversy he is so adept at producing.

Who but .Mbert, with his endearing
frankness, could say to a reporter, "I'd love
to have a gigantic porn festival in the
Campus Center Auditorium"?

Sparks' goal is not to enlighten the
community, nor is it to provide inexpensive
entertainment for the students. It is to sell

sex and sexism for profits, and whatever
noble goals he may attribute to his efforts

merely mask the inherent Sparksism.
Last year a number of students became

"Fifty percent sex and fifty percent violence. Ttiat's the balance we've
been looking for!

'

'

This is the time...

By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Ah yes, we are now at the time of the

semester that injects fear into the hearts of

everyone from seniors to the terror stricken

freshpersons.... EXAMSIIII!

With tests and quizzes now, and with

midterms lurking obscurely around the

corner, tensions begin to mount. This is

really noticeable if you ever have the

misfortune to disturb someone who's
studying. Some people practically jump
down your throat if they're studying and you
go anywhere near them.

I, on the other hand, am very calm. It's just

that I've realized a few things that are

inevitable about exams. In an effort to save

even one of you from useless worrying, I'll let

you in on them.

It's hopeless to finish an exam you're not

prepared for, and since pity is not something

the teachers consider when they're

correcting exams, if you don't know what
you're doing, you might as well leave; we
could all find something better to do with our

time anyway.

This is when you'll learn that the teachers

who give excellent lectures comprise their

tests of everything else.

This is when the library elevators definitely

won't work.

This is when you won't be able to

distinguish the D.C. food from the napkins

anymore, they'll both taste the same.

This is when you realize that maybe you
should have done those reserve readings
when no one had the books you need taken
out.

This is when a bottle of NO-DOZ will keep
you company on those long nights of

cramming.

This is when there are no check cashing

lines, because everyone is making a final

attempt at studying or is relying on the Blue

Wall for consolation.

This is when you discover that the guy
who cut every lecture still knows more than

you do.

•

This is when you resort to pleading, in a

final effort to save your grades, which
doesn't help; neither does crying, or threats

(bribery sometimes works).

This is when you realize that maybe you
should have been studying all along.

This is the moment of truth.

This is my end

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian commentator.
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Shops present

obstacles for

handicapped student

To the Editor:

Saturday's beautiful weather con-
firmed my plans to do some shopping in

Amherst center. Since my move up to

UMass this fall, I had been trying to

assert my "independence" by doing all

the kinds of things I had never done by
myself before. This might sound strange

until I mention that I am physically

"handicapped" and dependent upon my
electric wheelchair.

The trip up wasn 't bad — I managed to

find the right paths and avoid curbings.

My optimism began to fade as I travelled

along North Pleasant St. The ominous
obstacles took the form of stairs that

were at the entrance to every store that I

wanted to go into.

When I finally spotted the ground level

entrance into Faces of Earth, I was
happy. Only when I got inside the door
did I see the two stairs that must be
handled in order to have access to the

rest of the store. Thompson's was my
next try. The entrance was easy but all

the women's clothes were in the back of

the store, up a flight of stairs. I then

decided to spend some time in the Back
Room Record Shop until I got inside and
saw how small it was and how damn
narrow the aisles were. Stairs prevented
me from going into Emporium India and
the Carriage Shops too.

While living at home, there were
always family and friends around to help.

The physical barriers didn't seem as
insurmountable then. I could depend on
others to help me. Now I depend on
myself and my wheelchair. I have come
to know the frustration when presented
with freedom on one hand, and barriers

stopping that freedom on the other.

As I headed beck to the dorm, I tried to

soothe my anger in the beauty that was
around me, in the last burst of color on
the trees, that intoxicating smell of

autumn, and the feel of sunshine war-

ming me. I felt a lot less independent than

when I had started out, but I felt stronger

in a way too. I had seen how far I had to

go until I really had reached in-

dependence but I knew that I could make
it one day. It will only be a matter of time

before enough people get angry and we
do away with the thoughtless planning

that goes into public and private

buildings. I have to hope that someday
soon we will have buildings that are

designed with all people in mind.

Susan Downie

YPSL to sponsor

discussion group

To the Editor:

The coverage of Dr. Holesoevsky's

recent lecture on socialism in the

Collegian was adequate in all but one

respect. The Collegian article failed to

mention the fact that the lecture was

sponsored by Social Democrats, U.S.A.

and the Young People's Socialist League

\YPSL]. Social Democrats, U.S.A. is an

American affiliate of the Socialist In-

ternationale, the organization of socialist,

social democratic, and labor parties

around the world. The YPSL is the youth

branch of Social Democrats, U.S.A. Our

movement stands out from the alphabet

soup -like too of leftist groups in being a

strong supporter of the American labor

movement and in our uncompromising

opposition to communist totalitarianism.

During the Holesoevsky lecture

questionnaires were distributed to the

audience regarding the possible for-

mation of a socielist discussion group on
campus. The results of the question-
naire vnww quite positive and the

YPSL therefore hope to bring to cempus

authorities on such diverse subjects as
socialism, the labor movement, detente,

and the Middle East. The discussion

group is open to interested students who
feel close to the YPSL position but do not
presently wish to affiliate themselves as
members. Any student desiring more
information can obtain by calling me at
546 9146.

Shawnne Hutcheson

Student Senate to

debate student run

towing service

To the Editor:

Tonight the Student Senate will be
debating the feasibility of a student run

tow service. This is not a new issue, but
has been around for several years. At this

point, the stumbling block appears to be
the allocation of a $35,000 loan. This loan

is necessary in order to purchase towing
vehicles and construct a storage area [for

the towed vehicles]. The proposal sub-
mitted by the Committee to Stop
Amherst Towing is structured to; first,

replay this one time loan in five one year

installments of $7,000 and second,

remaJn financially soluble with a 15 per
cent reduction in revenue. This means
that if the number of vehicles towed
remains constant the student tow service

would realize an annual profit of over
$9,000. This money would then be
tunneled back into student activities.

Last spring this committee was
sabotaged by certain individuals in the
Student Senate. In actuality this raises a
much larger issue than just the creation
of a student run tow service. This issue
brings forth the question of whether the
Student Senate is responsive to the
needs and demands of the student body
at large. In a recent survey conducted by
S.C.E.R. the problem of towing was
listed as the second most important issue
on ^campus. The Committee to Stop
Amherst Towing has gathered over 6,000
signatures mandating the creation of a
student run tow service.

The Student Senate will be debating
this issue Wednesday evening. Students
should voice their opinions either pro or
con bfi contmeting their Student Senator
or ettending the Student Senete

meeting. If there are any questions
concerning this proposal we urge people
to stop by our table in the Campus
Cer. ter.

The Committee to Stop
Amherst Towing

To the Editor:

I'm sure that all members of the UMass
community are aware of the recent at-

tempts to replace Amherst Towing with a

student run towing service. Tonight, the

fate of this proposal hangs in the balance

as the Student Senate votes on whether

or not to fund the towing service. As a

member of the Committee to Stop

Amherst Towing, I've had to face the sad

reality of the way in which the Student

Senate operates. After the numerous lies,

false hopes and pure bullshit we have

been fed, I have found that the Senate

doles out its money on the basis of who
you know, who you can pressure,

whether or not you find out the correct

procedure; and not on the basis of

whether or not students want it, or

whether or not it is a good proposal.

I place most of the blame for the sorry

state of affairs on the leadership of the

SGA, most of whom are nothing more
than cheap political hacks, attempting to

further their own ambitions. I urge all

members of the UMass community to

come to the Student Senate meeting
tonight and make known your demands

Eric Johnson
Committee to Stop Amherst Towing

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's,
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the

Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the ooy orscedtrtf

that date.

upset with Sparks and his organization,
Baroque Enterprises, and formed a counter-
Sparks group called PISSED (People In-

vestigating Sparks' Suspicious Educational
Drives), which attempted to expose Sparks'
RSO 'front groups'. But actually, Albert's

"educational drives" are hardly suspicious —
he's chasing the almighty buck, plain and
simple.

Sparks has always insisted that when he is

denied access to space for showing his

movies (as was done in Southwest two years
ago) his right of free speech is being
abridged. In fact, the student judiciary has
supported him in this claim, and Sparks has
threatened that should Dean of Students
William F. Field or the RSO office make some
mistake in their efforts to thwart Baroque, he
will bring on the "civil liberties people" and
"nail their asses to the wall."

And he may have a point there. If the
American Civil Liberties Union can support
the Nazis' right to assemble, they will most
certainly welcome the opportunity to defend
Sparks and his porn flicks.

Issues like these always bring the liber-

tarians out of the woodwork like dormant
beetles on the first day of spring. Liber-

tarians, who believe anyone should be able

to say anything, are a persistent lot, despite

the fact that their basic ideas are those of

17th and 18th Century thought and ignore

the vast bulk of philosophical developments
in the past 200 years.

It is ignorant and dangerous to protect

total freedom of expression particularly

within the context of a given power structure

and historical development. Some ideas, by
their very nature, are opposed to freedom,
equality and whatever other values a society

may hold dear. Was the Weimar Republic

justified in its relative indifference to Hitler

during his rise to power? Are we justified in

sitting back and tacitly accepting the

promotion of ideas which are clearly inimical

to our notions of human rights?

Peoples living in relatively "free" societies

can and must determine overall goals and
values for their social development.
Othenrt/ise they become subject to the

desires and manipulation of the existing

power structure, as is the case in modern
America. Of course, that power structure will

play a large role in shaping those goals and
values - but at least people will become
more conscious of the process and will thus

be less acquiescent to the most serious

threats to their freedom.

Modern "pluralist" societies cling

fanatically to the myth of the 'equality of

ideas,' ignoring the fact that some ideas are

supported by the status quo while others are

inherently more true. Ideas considered

"alternative" are frequently co-opted to

support the existing structure. One almost

wishes the old authoritarianism were still

around. At least then one could be fully

aware of what the powerful were up to and
what its motives were. Today we can only

speculate on how our thoughts are being

manipulated by the "free" press and our

other "free" institutions.

Sparks' ploy to hide behind the bastions of
our legal system are typical of those who
would use libertarian rights to decidedly

unlibertarian ends. Both the Nazis and
Sparks, when confronted by their op-
position, almost instinctively point to the
First Amendment as a justification for their

actions. But of course, the First means
virtually nothing on paper — the Soviet

Union, for example, has a very similar

provision in its constitution.

In the words of French reactionary Joseph
deMaistre (in 1810), "That which is most
essential, most intrinsically constitutional,

and truly fundamental, is never written, and
could not be, without endangering the

state." Perhaps that's being a bit extreme —
but it seems reasonable that those social

values most crucial to a society's well-being

spring not from sheets of paper but from the

minds and hearts of people.

And that is precisely why communities
must have some power to draw the lines of
social acceptability. Certainly, minority
viewpoints must be protected. But when
such viewpoints advocate or directly result in

oppression, manipulation or denial of
freedom, they are no longer legitimate and
must be restricted. Those who proclaim the
rights of Nazis may smile while the goose-
stepping soldiers march down their street.

As for Albert Sparks, his profit mongering
at the expense of women's rights has no
place on this campus. Right now it seems
that as long as students and administrators

continue to skirt the issue, Albert will per-

servere. The time has come to boot him out
of business, once and for all.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the
Collegian.

ti
Third World" means...

v*^

By JOSE GUILLERMO TREJO

Many minority student organizations are

labeled "Third World" to identify themselves

in the UMass population. Now, being myself

born and educated in a developing. Third

Worid, "free" country, I have learned from

abrodd that Third World also has a deeper

and mor-; comprehensive perspective on

what the aims of its political platform are.

However, my intention with this editorial is

only to share my personal feelings and

understandings on the meaning of "Third

World". Such concern comes from having

the firm conviction that the human race must

have a third ... or a fourth alternative

economic solution in order to stop, in time,

this neurotic world-wide warfare between

two military mights — Capitalism and

Communism — before they put and end to

mankind.

Because "Third World" comes from the

increasing necessity of non-aligned countries

to seek other political and economic
philosophies outside the scope of Capitalism-

Communism, Third World means the pursuit

of better and more comprehensive concepts

and principles of freedom for all our people; it

is to work toward a natural, clean

development, free of waste and pollution as

legacy for our future generations; it is to

apply our technology in using nriore

ecological and reliable non-fossil sources of

energy (i.e. solar, wind, tide, hydraulic,

thermowave, geothermal, etc.).

And thus, "Third World" is to achieve

more social improvements whHe preventing

the sociological ills of Capitalism-

CorrmurMm, nich as wan, ttw arm race,

nuda.r' tasting, espionage, opprassion.

experiments on humans, accidents,
unemployment, welfare, workfare, poverty,

ghettos, drug abuse, alcoholism, por-

nography, prostitution, child perversion,

organized crime, political corruption, police

harassment, social segmentation,
discrimination, sexism, racism, deportatiors,

suicides, cancer, blackmail, red tape, con-

sumer exploitation, maniac murders,
ecological disorder, and on, and on. In a ftw
words, it is to grow, living in peace with all

humanity and nature, respecting mutural

rights. But above all, it is to keep from
polarizing the political beliefs of the people of

the world, as the now aligned countries have
established through military equilibrium

poles "charged" with horrendous weapons
for mass destruction.

Third World also means political and

economic freejjom from inaccessible foreign

debts, unavoidable inflation, endless

currency devaluations, multinational cor-

porations, economic trade blocks, foreign

intervention, dictatorships, military coups,

bribed governments, wealth and power

manipulations, armed invasions, terrorism,

CIA, KGB and SOB that are constantly

undermining and draining our development

and growth, and as a result leaving larger

numbers of our people fighting, homeless,

hungry, oppressed, exploited and killed.

In summary. Third World is the political

belief in the right of self-determination In

order to achieve an authentic freedom and

peace for all our people that neither

Capitalism nor Communism has succeeded

in providing us. Therefore: no Capitalism, no

Communism; Third World should be tt>e

ttmai solution.

rJose Gu9ermo Tre/o is e CoHegien guest
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U.N. report shows
baby drug addiction
GENEVA, Switzerland [UPf] - More than

1,000 babies in New York City are born
addicted to heroin each year because their

mothers are addicts, a U.N. drug agency said

yesterday.

In a grim report on the sharp increase in

drug addiction throughout the West, the

U.N. Fund for Drug Abuse Control said there

are now more than 600,000 addicts in the

United States and that half of all street

crimes in America are committed by drug
addicts.

The agency said there were 2,000 heroin

deaths in the United States last year.

The agency blamed Burma, Laos and
Thailand for producing most of the raw
opium for the illicit trade in narcotics.

Most of the raw opium produced in the

world comes from the "Golden Triangle" of

Burma, Laos and Thailand, with Burma
turning out 500 tons of the 600 to 700 tons

produced annually by this region, the agency
said.

The 500 tons of opium produced by Burma
is sufficient to make 50 tons of heroin which

at $4.50 a milligram in Washington streets
represents $225 billion.

Citing official and unofficial sources, the
agency said a heroin addict in Washington
spends $54 daily to get his four doses, which
adds up to $20,000 a year.

In the United States, the report said, an
estimated 620,000 people are addicted to
opium and its derivatives.

By comparison, there were some 100,000
addicts in France last year — five times the
number in 1970 - West Germany had some
40,000 addicts, 5,000 of them in West Berlin.
There were 15,000 in the Netherlands, half of
them in Amsterdam.

In comparison to the 2,000 U.S. deaths,

there were 325 drug deaths in West Germany
last year and 59 in France.

The number of deaths in West Germany is

expected to rise above 500 this year, with 60
heroin deaths in West Berlin already.

On the brighter side, heroin seizures by
narcotics agents rose by 44 per cent last

year, the U.N. agency said.

Soviet Union celebrates

its birthday, 1917-1977
The Bolshevik forces under V.I. Lenin

stormed the Leningrad Winter Palace on the

night of Nov 7-8, 1917, to wrest power from
the provisional Russian government of

Alexander Kerensky at the start of the

revolution that was to shake the world and
continue to do so until today.

The Soviet Union celebrates its 60th birth-

day Monday Nov. 7, a proud enigmatic

superpower as far removed from the rubble

of 1917 as it is from the dream that sparked

that revolution.

UPl will move tonight for release in

weekend editions a three-part package on
the anniversary.

The main piece by Moscow bureau
manager Jobieph Galloway gives a picture of
the Soviet Union tooay and discusses the
future of Leonid Brezhnev. Emil Sveilis, UPl's
Leningrad bureau manager, contributes two
sidebars about the facelift given Leningrad
for the revolution anniversary and the
memories of two old Bolsheviks who were
associate > of Lenin.

German historian finds

Hitler's illegitimate son
SPEVER, Vi/est Germany [UPl] - A West

German historian said yesterday he is certain

that a 59- year-old Frenchman is Nazi dictator

Adolf Hitler's illegitimate son.

The historian, Werner Maser. said he

based his claim on Hitler's personal notes

orders, documents, witness testimony and

clinic reports.

Maser, who specializes in the Nazi era, said

that the mother of Jean Loret told her son

that Hitler was his father.

Maser said that Hitler, an amateur painter

before assuming leadership of the Nazi party,

painted a portrait of his girlfriend.

The historian said that Loret, who lives in

northern France, has nine children and five

grandchildren.

Maser said that Hitler made the

acquaintance of Loret's mother in 1916

during World War II in a village in Germany-

occupoed northern France.

He said Hitler, who served with a Bavarian

infantry regiment, and the girl had a love

affair until Oct. 5, 1917. Maser said the girl

gave birth to Jean in March, 1918.

He said the mother later left her illegitimate

son who was adopted by a wealthy French
family.

The foster-parents sent Jean to boarding
schools and he joined the French armed
forces in 1936, Maser said.

Maser said that Hitler ordered a search for

his one-time girlfriend and their son in July,

1940, after visiting the places in France
where he was with her in 1916 and 1917.

Hitler's helf)ers found both the mother and
Jean but the Nazi dictator did not want to

see them but only demanded information

about them, Maser said.

He said the girl Hitler painted in 1916 had
become an alcoholic.

According to Maser, Loret was not in-

terested in his fellow countrymen knowing of

the alleged link to Hitler.

"Nobody in France would like to have
Adolf Hitler in his family," Maser quoted
Loret as saying.

"On the basis of your Maser's complete
evidence, I must disclose my origin. I fear for

my children," Moser said Loret told him.

More Mexican farm workers

carry weapons, learn karate
SAN DIEGO \AP\ ~ Many Mexican farm

workers, whose main worry once was
eluding capture while slipping across the

border, are carrying weapons and learning

ka-'ate, authorities say. They attribute it to

the slaying of 12 illegal aliens here this vear.

"They think everyone is after Them, ' says
\/larina Sanchez of the North County
hicano Federation in this border city. "They

ire afraid of everything."

Thousands of Mexicans enter the United

K~ M M i>

States illegally each year because they can

find work at higher wages than in their native

country

"They're afraid of the Border Patrol.

They're afraid of robbers because they carry

so much money," Mrs. Sanchez said

Tuesday. 'They're afraid of being killed

because they have nothing to defend
themselves with, and they're afraid of being

out in public where they might be picked

up."

^^ :«<:

A 10-15 hour work-study position is

Open in the Collegian news department.

Typing, filing and answering phones. Sunday

through Thursday, two to three hours a night.

See Rernard Davidow in the Collegian office.

GRADUATE STUDIES PROGRAMS -

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
RECRUITING VISITATION -

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE. NY

The School of Management
of Syracuse University. Syracuse, NY,
will be interviewing interested applicants

for their Graduate Studies Programs on

Wednesday , November 2

9:00AM - 4:30PM

For further information and appointment,
please contact the Placement/
Career Services office on your campus.
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LIVE LOBSTER

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ^5^^

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M.

MON. Night Happy Hour
4pni •• closing

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69<

Damon Rd., Northampton

rustvnail
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0., NO

POUSETTE"
DART

SPECIAL GUESTS
THE BRICKER BAND

Q/^

Coming
Thurs., Nov. 1

ANDY
PRATT

special guests FAT
cover $3.00

r^g. 47 Sunderland, ma./tel.665-493:
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BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art. From all

corners in all sizes, some with covers

some without, some natural some fancy.

For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils

Containers for use and t>eauty.

Pm* OHIea - OpM. •:»•.Mm ttint Sal

Schmidt's is not i^^^ uL -

versus women's lib. And here's a verse to prove it:

Roses are red; Violets are blue,- |> \ ^ AjJ
Its irrelevant to US; NrtlttllnrC
Who pays for the brew. tV ."*rQ

I he beer that inij>ht make
Philadelphia tanuHis.

C SCHMIDT & SONS. INC . PHILA
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Rally of state workers demand pay raises

BOSTON \AP\ - Several thousand
chanting, sign- carrying state workers rallied

at the statehouse yesterday demanding pay
raises stalled for the past three months in a
battle over state abortion funds.

Hours earlier, Gov. MichaH S. Dukakis
asked the state Supreme Court for a ruling
on whether he could use his line item veto to
kill the anti-abortion rider tacked onto a $26
million supplemental state budget. If the
court rules against him, the governor says he
will veto the entire budget.
The budget contains some $17 million to

cover pay raises negotiated last summer with
the state employees' union, the Alliance.

"We're sending a message to the governor
that the Alliance stands together," said
Edward Sullivan of the Service Employees
International Union, one segment of the
Alliance.

An estimated 5,000 workers filled the
street in front of the statehouse at noon as
Capitol Police reinforced by officers from the
Registry of Motor Vehicles and the
Metropolitan District Commission ringed the
building.

Many of the demonstrators marched up
Beacon Hill from a state AFL-CIO meeting at
a downtown hotel. Some carried signs
identifying themselves as employees of the
Dever and Fernald Schools for the mentally

retarded and from Fitchburg State College.
Other signs said simply, "Don't abort our

pay bill - pay up."
A demonstration by several hundred

motorcyclists over a state Inw requiring the
use of helmets added to the confusion.

Jazz music and union songs blared from a
loud speaker. One MDC officer turned to a
demonstrator and said, "This looks more like

a love-in."

The crowd attempted an hour later to

move into the building, but the front doors of

the statehouse were padlocked after a
number of demonstrators managed to get
inside. State House workers trying to return

to their offices had to go searching for open
doors and the public galleries of the House
were closed.

More than a hundred workers crowded in

front of the governor's office on the third

floor chanting, 'We want our raise."

Dozens of other workers patiently filled

out the white cards needed to summon their

local legislators from the flod*' of the House
chamber. Workers clustered in groups with
legislators, lobbying them in an effort to

separate the abortion bill from the pay raise.

The legislature worked throughout the
evening Monday to get the controversial

budget bill on the governor's desk by
morning.

/#My Fair Lady" tickets available
"MY FAIR LADY", will be presented twice

tomorrow at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall.

Tickets are still available for "My Fair

Lady" with a 3:30 matinee and 8 p.m.
evening performance. This is the center's

Everywoman's center

celebrate sixth birthday

To celebrate the sixth birthday of
Everywoman's Center, the staff of the center
will hold an open house today from 4-6 p.m.

Everywoman's Center, in Goodell 506,
originated in 1971 with Project SELF, a series

of courses and workshops by, for and -about
women.

The open house will be a celebration of
Everywoman's Center's existence and
growth. It will also be a chance for the staff
to hear feedback about the programs of
Everywoman's Center.

School for all seasons:

senior citizens will teach

School for all Seasons has a course in

conversational French taught by a senior

citizen who fled France during the German

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

first attempt at a matinee in its theater

program.

Ticket prices for "My Fair Lady" are:

general public, $7.50, 6.50 and 5.50. UMass
students, $3.75, $3.25, and 2.75. Other
students and Senior Citizens are $6.50, 5.50
and 4.50. For more information, call 545-

2511.

occupation in World War il. 1 he course will

be taught once a week for eight weeks.
There will be a $10 registration fee. For more
information call Douglas Warner, 256-8403.

The school is also looking for teachers.
Any interested senior citizen who thinks he
or she has a talent or life experience that
might be enriching for others should call

Warner at 256-8403. The school emphasizes
both craft and academic courses: its

curriculum runs the gamut from Apiaries to
Zoology.

Lesbian support group

will be meeting tonight
An organizational meeting for lesbian

support groups will be held today at 7:30
p.m. in CC 91 1 . The meeting Is for all lesbians
from the University and the Pioneer Valley
and will set up groups to enable women to
talk about issues including: being a lesbian in

a heterosexual society, coming out, lesbian
motherhood, relationships and politics. All

interested lesbians are invited.
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Adults S2 50-Stud»nu with AMC Card M. OO-Children $1 25 -T*w Un Show Adults A Studints »1 50|
SpecMJ Engagements Eicludcd

<>OMrr BH.I JAMCS CARL

POITICn COSBY JON»
A delightfully

delicious dilemma'

THE ACTION
Wed at 5 45, 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5:15/1 50

rj»*

pf>

JAMES ''

BONO 007 THE SPY
WHO
LOVED

PC

Iff

Wed at 6 00. 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30/1 50

- crx, arnc ago -r a gaiSAy far ^en 'r^gy

PC

Wed at 6 00, 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30/1 50

H£JI£ COMES
THE COMEDY "A 70 m

ROMANCE Atm^ncmn Graffitar

Of THE YEAR?

BebiJjeeNi
,bHe

Wed at 6 15. 8 30
Twt lite show tickets 5 45/ 1 50

REDUCED AOUIT i STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI LITE SHOW TICKETS LIMtTgP TO SFATIMP. »
CHOOSE ONE OF THESE MIDNITE SHOWS

irSliVi!9[iIlPJ:^lirSkYtf9fi1»7i^ft!l ^" '^^^^'^ ^^ ^ '"'^^V & Saturday

BEYOND LOVe BEYOND DEATH
I

SEANCONNERY '.' If/
AICA .1- >rhiiingM'nti-up*

.^ml x.i-h flicks

"Why are you using our pay raise as a
means to get your bill passed," Rose Mc-
Carthy of Medford asked Rep. Raymond
Flynn, D- Boston, one of the authors of the
rider to ban the use of state furjds for

abortions.

"I'm against abortion," said Mrs. Mc-
Carthy, a worker at the Division of Em-
ployment Security said. "But we're being
used.

House Speaker Thomas W. McGee, D-
Lynn, cornered by another group, put the
ball back In the governor's court saying, "the
governor is saying to 160 members of my
House who voted for the abortion ban, 'the
hell with you'."

jr-ivvrsity of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

ANTHONY
NEWMAN,

Harpsichordist

All baroque program

\M I

H

SPRI.NGMFLl)
SYMPHONY ORCHKSIRA

Robert Gutter, Ctmdiutor

Wednesday, November 2 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT hUL

Tickets now on sale General Public i7, 6. S
UMass students S3 50, 3, 2 50 Other students and
senior citiiens S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box 0<tice M F 9 4

& All Ticketrin Locations

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

^ AITM OflCMESTRAThe
J()tfrevBi)llet

Tickets now on sole

General Public $7 6

5 UMoss students.

$3 50 3, 2 50 Other

students ond senior

citiienS'S6, 5 4.

Tuesday Novembef 15

VIVA VIVALDI' lArpinol

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limoni

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Baianchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday November 16

AS TIME GOESBY(Tharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PASDESDEESSES(Jotlrey)
DEUCE COUPE IKTharpi

Tfiursday November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arpino)

RODEO ide Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
Fir^ >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4-L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F ? 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

. Program Council

Films

Presents

P(; ^1160 Long

V.

Thurs.. Nov. 3

7 & 9 CCA
$1.00

What's Happening
TODAY

MOVIE
"I Love You, Rosa, " Thompson 104 8 p.m.

free. Sponsored by Hillel. Renoun as one of
the most celebrated films to come out of
Israel.

MEETINGS AND ISSUES

UnivefSify of Massachus<^ft$/ ArTiherst

FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

m HATiom TOUR Of m world's greatest musical

m
,/

/ .'•

n
EDWARD ANNE
MULHARE ROGER6

ALAN JAY LEf\NER FR£DEWCK LOEWE

CrCK DfAtOS

K£N o;i.u»i6t6N

f\O0trtTrUJ<>i;6fNNtTT
Qr<3 PHII L>kNG

CIXANDALLDtEHL

^ >^ JEWYADLER

Thursday, November 3
3.30 pm and 8.00 pm

FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT hi4.L

Tickets now on sale lor both performances.
General public $7. SO, 6.S0, s.so. UMass students
$1.75, 3.23, 2. 75. Other students and senior
citiiens M.JO, S.SO, 4.S0.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F » 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

-International Women's Week recruit-
ment meeting, 7 p.m.. Campus Center 162 to
plan the week (March 5-11, 1978). Need to
coordinate finances, publicity, child care,
music speakers, workshops films, theatre, art
and poetry. For more info, call Irene Richard,
5-3600.

-Science for the People organizational
meeting, 7:30 p.m., upstairs in the Amherst
Jones Library. For all interested in science
and technology issues, specifically
recombinant DNA research in Amherst, the
Montague intervention, a sociobiology

symposium at Hampshire College.

TOMORROW

LECTURE
— "Art in China Today", and slide show,

by Han Suyin, 8 p.m.. Student Union
Ballroom.

-"Selbstdarstellungs," by the Action
Analytical Organization, 7 p.m., Campus
Center 168-172. About a social model based
on common property, collective work,
production and free sexuality.

"Techniques Used in Gene Isolation on in

Vitro Construction of Recombinant DNA
Molecules," by Dr. M. Fournier, a member of
the UMass department of biochemistry. She
will be speaking at 4:30 p.m. in Morrill
Science Center Auditorium. Coffee will be
served at 4 p.m.

MOVIE
"Union Maids," 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center

163, free. A discussion on women in the
textile industry led by Annie Sullivan will

follow the film. Sponsored by the J. P.
Stevens Boycott Committee.

Notices
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting, tonight, 7 p.nn., Hasbrouck 44
BOWLING CLUB
Team meeting, 5 p.m., today, Boyden Lanes

CHESS CLUB
Meeting, tonight. Campus Center 177

EPISCOPAL CHURCH AT UMASS
Open house at the ARK, 758 North Pleasant St.

(Two doors north of the Graduate Research Center),
7-10 p.m. tomorrow. Refreshments.
FOUND
- Silver earring, found near Prince in Southwest

Call Jim, 6-9243.
- Navy blue sweater, found outside Berkshire

Dining Commons. Call Jim, 6-9243.
LOST
- Wallet, in Blue Wall Saturday night. IDs needed;

roister boiBttrs* brama sorirtp prrsents

TOM JCNES
based on the Fielding novel

Bowker Aud., Stockbridge Hall. UMass

1

Nov. 4.5.6

Show dates

Oct. 28.29.30

Prices

S2.00 stu. senior citizens

S2.50 general

Group rates available

Tickets available at

Boivker Box Office

545-0783

for information 549-3905

keep money Call Rosemary, 5-4207.
- Blue nylon knapsack, outside Campus Center

store. Must have blue looseleaf notebook. Call Cathy
6-5502.

- Brown canvass pocket book. Reward, no
questions. Call 6-6397.
- Set of keys on key chain with tiny elephant and a

tiny N.Y. License plate on key chain Reward. Call 6-

5610.

- New down parka North Face, size 14, South-
west. Boy heartbroken. Call 549-5395
FILM CLASSICS SERIES
The third showing, tomorrow at 7 p.m., Newman

Center classroom 2. Orson Welles' The Magnificent
Ambersons."
LUTHERAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION

Meeting, 7;30 p.m.. Campus Center 902, Bible study
and discussion.
PHOTO CO OP

Meeting, today, 7 p.m., Soffolk room.
PROGRAM COUNCIL FILM COMMITTEE

Monthly meeting, today, 3 p.m.. Student Union
415A.
SIGMA KAPPA
Happy hour for all interested women. Informal way

to meet sisters of Sigma Kappa, today, 7:30 p.m., free
beer, 19 Allen St., caM 256-6887 for more info
STUDENT CONSUMER AFFAIRS COUNCIL

Lecture by Dr. de Vos, marketing professor and
meeting to discuss club proposals, today, 8 p.m.
Skinner Lounge.
WOMEN'S STUDIES
Wine and cheese party for all Women Studies

students and other interested people, Nov. 9, 4-6 pm ,

sixth floor lounge Thompson.
ALTERNATIVt ENERGY COALITION

The AEC, the local affiliate of the Clamshell
Alliance, meets every Wednesday at 7:30 pm in

Converse Hall 304, Amherst College

COMIHG TO U.MASS FOR ONE SHOW ONLY

IN CONCERT
Wednesday. Nov. 30 8:00 p.m. F.A.C.

Reserved Tickets: $4.50, 5.00, 5.50
with student ID

$5.50, 6.00, 6.50
general public

available at TIX (iivjt^e Student Union).
FAC Box Office an^aW TICKETRON LOCATIONS

A Union Program Council Production

REACH25,OO0 READERS DAILY! !!!Uttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! ! iLittIc Ads G«t IIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8;30a.m. and
3 45p.m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45pm. three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerl< for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line: 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!LittleAdsGet BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 REAbERS DAILY!! !!Uttl« AdsGct BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 600 Ford $700 527 5746

73 Vega Wgn. 4spd. VG cond. New tires

$1,200 Tom 549 4600 ext. 323.

122Volvo parts sed&waonn Rna 665-43R4

69 Ford Galaxy 500 Police iniercepl 428ci
Runs excellent $450 549 1456 after 4

ta
MOTORCYCLE FOR SALE Bicycle Rack. Reclining chair 549 5725

A Real Screamer CZ250 Enduro 75. used 1

season Never raced Great in snow 256
8413DOIIC] Must been seen $475 or B

LOST SER\/tCES

WANTED

Wanted dorm si lOcu ft Refrir) 646
9926

FOR SALE

72 Vega Wagon. Good stereo system.
Good cond 5850 Call 546 6879

74 Chevy Pick up Low rrii 2300 Call eve
584 1094

69 Chev Wagon Fair condition stud sn
tires S200 or BO 584 3303

1971 Olds Vista Cruiser Station Wagon air

cond Kept in good cnndilion with many
replaced parts Rides lil^e a top $1,200 or

BO Call Andy 646 8710 late eves

1971 Plymouth Fury3 PS AT, runs well,

no rust $550 Call Tom 545 0156

73 Volvo Wagon Very good condition Air

con snows. 4 speed $3,200 527 5421

76 Datsun B210 Htch bk Lo mi AM FM
Ster cass R proof E« con Ask $2,900
546 9931

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Mens, Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage model
electric piano $600 Used 6mo 546 4788

1970 Fiat 850 Spyder Soort conv Very good
condition Must be seen $6QQ or best

offer 533 6025 Roger after 6:0OP M ^^

Attention!' Joggers. 8 Ball players
SftG Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy

sneakers at prices students can afford

Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere CaM us before
going to a high pnce retail 546 961

1

Clairlcon Stereo System. 8 tract' player

AM FM ladio Garrard turntable Excellent

cond 4 speakers Assoited records and
tapes Asking S150. Call Richard 546
7696

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap 256 8732, 9 10a mm
Galant Elec Guitar w hardshell cse
Audiovox 50 watt amp w reverb etc

Best offer 546 7986 after 7r ni

TO SUBLET

T I SR 40 Calculator Somewhere in or

between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept
28 after 8p m Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return -

Reward and No Questions asked 256
6069

I*

Sunderland Sublet 11 16 77 9 1 78 2
BR on U Mass bus route All utilities

included S260 Call 666 7029 Keep trying

AUDIO

AtVtPEG V3, ex cond 4 15spkr S500 B

367 2696

FOR RENT CALCULATORS

1B<lrm Apt tv

n( I Lensi- 'vJ>

j'80 Dili

HOUSEMA TE WANTED

IBr in 2Br Millhollow Apt , Simimer
St

. Amherst $102 rao util inc Alan
649 1517

HELPWANTED

Experienced Waitresses
Richards 1 1 to 1pm daily

Appiv

College Calculators offers low price & fi?'

service All models avail T159 $226 58

$99 95 51 $49 96 HP s & Commodore s

avail Models from SJ5 Rememtjer. we
service aM calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else call Boti or Chns at

College Calciiialorb S49 1316

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIP

CA.^ON 814 SUPER 8 w BTOI PWR
ZOOM 3spd case lens attach h more
$U-(' 54<; h^r

INSTRUCTION
Mature responsible person for child care

and light housekeeping One child nine

months old Monday through Fnday 8 15

5 30 Own transportation References
Call 253 7203 after 6PM

Fresh Ink, 6 College paper needs Campus
Ad Rep Circ Help. Call 253 3780.

Math Problems' Wiii tutn' all

lowest Mtcs al! ; .s.j 64b S'83
Sllb|er

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Best m rock thru disco,
Monitor Music 546 4731. Rea

Volvo repairs and maintenance AHyeurs
and models, low prices. Jack 586 0610.

BIRTHDAY CAKES'! All occasioTT cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days

notice Delivery available Call Laune 546
9576

Collegiate research paper*. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2 Los
Angeles, Cal.f 90025(2131477 8474

LUNCHEON & DINNER served by HRIA
Students This week Poached Eilet Sole
Newbijrg slaw soup, Veg homemade
French bread lemon pudding cake Only
$1 75 Ttx must be bot in advance rm 219
Chenoweth Meals served Tues at noon
h Mon Tues Wed

, h Thus at 4 30
piompllv

Typing '= 40 paqe Call anytime 549 6655

PERSONALS
MMAiMMiflMHHHaaHHii^H^aa^iBaMaik
What s the Furor? Hevisionist Hcir\

BG Joey R Jimmy O . Richard H David

R and I all love you

DOUBLE FEATURE The GraduateTshovvs
ai 6 ft 9i and Bonnie and Clyde 'show; at

7 b 111 Sat Nov 5. CCA Admission
Sl^OO

Torn, we've been best of Friends for

VSyrs and may we be t)€st of Friends for

many more Happy Bday Eric

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! i'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILYf! 11 REACH 15,000 READER? DA»LYM!'«.»W» AH? <>»• 110 P^S'Ji Tfn!"
'•'.'^^.'^.'^•••'t^.
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Wim ir'is coupon »n<) » |7 50 pu'Cfiawt ^ -'

GoMMedal^.
Flour ^Q

fiqjiir SOUBag
ir

(({
Stop & Shop Coupon

j JtttileUAl'gii^^'^'
'.i-'J-;.

't^Sr^top&Shop Co
With this coupci »"<) a $7 yi pi.'cn*»«

/''~-t y^'^f ' "*^.

upon

Minute
Maid 69 WaMort

With this coupon and a S7 SO purchasa

Waldorf

L/777

Tbllet fm
V.

lt?iia'Wind-fall^
insert in your early week

^«Come get your Stop & Shopsworth!

corner deli st.cec1 'resh to yojf order
*««•. in stores t»a(unof « »#r^H > {>•«

Stop & Shop Kitchen

BakedHam
Perfect for your buffet qtr ''j^Jr
A great price too' lb m^W
Stop & Shop Roast Beef . 89'

Stop 4 S^OD- K^ctien Quality Protected

Alpsberg Cheese ;,T;; "M**
Cameco Danish Salam* !;; 99*

Comer Deli Old Fashioned

Eranksl^
Cole Slaw storiShop --i';;^—' ? 49*

Chicken or TunaSaiad T,*.r^ r»1*»

Stop & shop kitchen madew.th

quaKlv mgredierits m our own Kitchen

Greek Style

RicePudding
2 pound package ^^Df'

Stop & Shop Kitchen ^^^^
Macaroni & Cheese \\ '.^.l, ' 99'

Potato Salad -'»^- '""^^Z.'^-^' 99*

self service deli ailweek sen service

fW|n-, ^-^*« dell specials

Stop & Shop'Great Beef" USDA Choice

SiloinSteak
BeefSiiell«49
Loin

Most families go tor

steak This rich flavored

sirloin IS a big favorite

Bone in

Top Sirloin Steak Beef Loin

Beef Round Tip Roast
Beef Chuck Underblade Roast

7 Bone Beef Chuck Roast

Fresh Brisket of Beef

Chuck Stewing Beef

Boneless

Stop & Shop- Facial

Tissues 'c^tt

Glad Wrap 400 Ft. -"79^

Fabric Softener Sheets l^""
Slop 1 Snop-20 count package

Spaglietti
Ragu Sauce ""

Grated Cheese

igalons

ic»!jf«\'-*Mi< Plain Mutmooi' QQ*
o>lM<'ina'<-Uo; ii'

SloptSnoc $i99

v^iv/p a w>iix/|^—w& ««&. |«i

Grape Jelty

Bnn*

Flat Cut

\:u 9&
Rath Beef Franks Z 79'

Rath :"..• Bacon ;^»P»

Spiced Luncheon Loafi '"-V^, 89'

Pickle Pimento Loaf *Vrr 89'

SausageMeat^y
SeStOOQ catch these great seafood i^aiues

Pdilocknilets
stop & Shop Frozen

5^b. box »3»»

Cod or Schrod Haeooci. .'Il-ts
»1 3S

frozen food stock your treezer with

these ceat Isuvs

Banquet Meat
IMAC Chtcken ^Ab'-'
* ^^9 & Turtey ^W ^'"''A

Beef
Chtcken
& Turtey

Sun Glory French Fries •' 59'

Stop & Shop Fish Sticks '• 99'

Stop & Shop Vegetables 59'

Peas CcT 01 Peasi Car-ots -24 07 Dag

Sun Glory Orange Juice 2 . M

HGallon StopcrShop

IceCreamogr
Assorted F:avors ^^^ ^^^

Mrs. Smith s Apple Pie '.; 99'

Whipped Topping soD»snop .'.;; 39'

Stop & Shop Strawtjerries 2 .. 89'

u3iry rrxjre week long dairy savings

**SUiteof Mtune"ChiOten Sale

Fresh Roasting Chicken XQ«
Fresh Chicken Livers white Gem 69^ V7b
Chkketi Legs 23 „ p^g •!Qc
"White Gem" Chicken Breast . .', 99=^ • ^^
^

s/
]

Jaiva sends us her best park vidues.

PtaleShoulder0%
Fresh Pork Butts boo^" 89*=

Fresh Hams Shank Half M*^

Fresh Pork Ribs 99^

Italian Sausage 2 .3 pound package $1^

Fresh Ham Rump Half 'V^

Smoked Boneless Pork Roll

Smoked Pork Shoulder pcmc

Slop & Shop - C'eimy
0'Ciuftliy-18o* j*f

C«mal«n
12 ounce t*g

79

4»i
cans ^^

l» car,s ^

S'0P4
Snop

StoetSooc

siooiSnoe 69*

(vater added

7 e*s
Mate added

Jennie O $<
Self-Basting

•rozenTuilcey Breast
Weaver Fully Cooked Chicken

Stop & Shop Beef Burgers

F •Ojt?'"

3 'D DC"

Peanut Butter

Hot Cocoa Mix

stop & Shop-Cranben7 Juice

Cocktail "^r
Apple Juice stop&shop *t.r 89
Tomato Juice ^-"^-^ 2 '^r 89'

stop & Shop Medium

Peas
Cut Green Beans
Tomato Puree
Stop & Shop

^^^^fl##tt Whole

^^^^A'SB kernel

Black Pepper
Stop & Shop Cinnamon 'c'^' 69'

or Oregano-2' . ounce jar ^^ ^ .^m

Stop & Shop in Heavy Syrup ^ S^
FkiiitCocktaUJ I
Yellow Cling Peaches 3 .-*1

Stop & Shop- Sliced or Halves

Sun Maid Raisins r 99'

Stop & Shop ^ $^
Ketchup ^ 1
Salad Oil Stop & Shop -r *3^

Chunk Light Tuna .f;?'^"?.. 55'

Pillslniry Quick £j(k<

BreadMix rrr U7
Cake Mix ^^i^ 2 'l.^' 89'

Fudge Brownie Mix ^':^iT, 79'

Sun Gk>ry 1 6 ounce pKg. ^^%C
Squares yy

< an .-1 ^ . ig* t "'- •vifnil BuHe'

Chips Ahoy Nabisco coo^'°^«'r?z »«, 79'

Jones Link Sausage '1
49

/<^^\
1 lb pkg.

We want "^

to tie your
Food Stamp store^^^^y^^ll^r^^''^

savings '. t

I

u' ippfrJ/^^^^^^^7ood Stimp st^re' fy^'

Royal Gelatin

FlakD
Hershey Mini Chips

Pancake Mix

»$vxt»8 favors Q pk^ *I

Pie

Crust
Mix

3^110 01

pkgs ^^
CfX)C 01 D»rtl Cv>c 7Q*
FiavorM 12 07 pkg r ^

59'Compnw Sioo « Snop
32 01 plif

Light N' Lively Cotlag« cheese

Stop & Shop Sour Cream
Cream Cheese ^ioda s^od

89'

49'

49'

bakSry Tempting treats from our bakery

79^

Seedless White Indian River

maiioinOnaiocs ^o^'^^^% bag /^

health & beauty aids wealthy savings from

Slop I Shop

Crest Toothpaste ^r
6 o; DCus tut* :f<f4 i> -' '•»•» ' °' ''«•'

Lavofis Mouthwash
""

Reguia' 24 o; 005602 frea\
Ml

69"

99«

22 Ounce pKq

English Muffins p^r^*-" 3..

Premium Bread strr»->^ o 3 »1

Crisp Large Stalk

Cdery
49'

Brown or White

Mushrooms
12 ounce
package99

Butternut

Superb Oua'ity Hearthside Stoneware

Casual Elegance Dinnenware

CerealBowl^Of
pi^ann Note due to Cic recant

ijoc* sirike v»eie corrxjeHed lo

stai our 2n<J cycle one ••••< later

"lar^ or>g*riaiiy planned

Dinner Plate on sale

again Nov. 14.19

i ^ ^ % *- , I: -;-:•:-:
*''

: .^^'::'^«»: . -.^ . .-r^. ; .'^<'.vAvnv.v>xvr'.v%i
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY. NOVEM-
BER 1 - Bom today, you
have since childhood
tended toward a position of

leadership You can con-
trol others with euae with-
out sparking feelings of

resentment or envy in

tttem. You keep your posi-

tion of leadership through
system of gentle reward,

without ever exerting too

much force. For this rea-

son, your followers are
happy in you and iii their

work.
You have much insight

mto other people's difficul-

ties; indeed, you often

foresee problems before
the individual directly in-

volved realizes there is

one. Though sought after

as somicthing of a sooth-

sayer at times, you will

always have your feet on
the ground, and will never
be carried away by the
importance others grant
you. You know your own
limitations and though you
may not admit them
openly to others, you will

certainly live by them pri-

vately.

An interest in a wide
variety of subjects ntakes
you a good conversational-
ist. Sought after for parties

and social gatherings, you
should never lack for en-
tertaining situations. Still,

you prefer activity that is

more demanding and pro-

ductive.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I^et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
3

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
Nov.21) - Unless you can
relax at evening, you will

not be able to uae the
rewards gained earlier in

the day.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
t)ec.21 ) - Seek reliable in-

formation atxHit cowork-
ers. Take care not to listen

to goaaip or encourage
false tales.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - Holding a grudge
ntay cause you trouble late

in the day. Try to forgive

and forget - in a hurry

!

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-

Feb.18) - Idealism serves
you less well than usual.

Take care that you don't

begin to believe your own
publicity.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - Your sensitive re-
sponse to a call for help
puts you into a dangerous
situation. Rely on quick
wits.

ARIESi March 21-April
19) Quick perception is

necessary to success
today. Don't be an alarm-
ist; think before you act

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) - Collect your wits

before you nuike a decision
regarding our future This
is no tune for unexpected
changes.

GEMINI ( May 21-June 20)
- Chances for a happy
relationship with an old

fnend are excellent Con-
sider the nurital relation-

ship first

CANCER(June 2I-July
22) - A possessive, de-
manding figure of author-'

ity may cause you trouble

in the AM P.M. hours
prove helpful to career.

LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22l -

/ou may meet with too
great a challenge to over-
come. See things as they
really are - or will be in

the long run.

VIRGOlAug.23-vSept.2) -

Keep jealousy to yourself.

A good time to learn to

cope with criticism.

LIBRA! Sept 23-Oct.22) -

Don't confuse certainty

with bossiness or you may
spoil what could have been
an extremly rewarding
relationship.

Ci9rn«M Itn. tluud r—un SyMI

Today's Crossword

ACROSS
1 Card game
5 Carnelian's

relative

9 Moulin
Rouge, tor

one
1 4 Grotto
1 5 Divas solo
16 Single

year's
record

17 U.S.S.R.
river

18 Impressively
great

19 Screens
20 Sunday talk.

Abbr
21 Tavern: 2

words
23 Impedes
25 Telescope

part

26 Motet of

yore
27 Tater
29 Mischievous

child

32 Did
something

35 Unheard of

36 Steel -—
Scouring
material

37 Stream
profusely

38
Marner";
Ehot title

39 Actress—
Neagle

40 Does wrong
Revered

42N. Amer
mammal

43 Lounging
room

44 Compassion
45 Cattle

genus
46 Offended

Informal

48 Stationery
item

52Shoofly:2
words

56 Eggs
57 Fastener
58 Undersized

animal
59 Rough

protuber-
ance

60 Slow to

move
61 Ajd

62 Pelt

63 Become lost

64 Beginner
65 Big tennis

serves
DOWN

1 "Ouiet!"

2 Asian land
3 Warning

device
4 Distance

Prefix

5 Planet

6 Horses
7 Rivulet

8 Spanish
artist

9 Hit hard
10 Tear jerker

1

1

Solutions
made by

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday'sPuziieS>oived
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steeping
12 Makes lace

13 ApaM from
that

21 Remain un-

settled

22 Hints
24 Platforms

ever Welter

27 Set out

28 Beg
30 One Prefix
3' Fcmuiate a

schp<nt
32 Did the

same
33 Nucleus
34 Inverts 2

words
35 Revelry

36 Human
trunk PrTt

38 More

bashful

42 Loud noise
44 Somewhat
45 Dead drunk
47 •-- - barrel

48 Goof
49 Km-:? of

medicine
SOLscace by

rlQCeit

5' "'revails

unchecked
52 Maiav

•weapon
53 Downy .,

rraton ji

54 Spoiled
chi'd

55 Preciou';
st':^ne

59 Urial
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Sports in Brief

Jackson acquitted
NEW YORK \UPI\ - New York Yankee

outfielder Reggie Jackson was found not
guilty yesterday of charges of harassing 14-

year-old Chris Howe in the parking lot at
Yankee Stadium following the All-Star game
on July 19.

In handing down the decision. Judge
Harold Enten said: "With all the evidence
given in the court today, i have a reasonable
doubt and Mr. Jackson is found not guilty."

"For me personally I feel relieved," said
Jackson. "But I feel some sorrow for Chris. I

hate to see a kid going through what he did
today. Let him grow up and have fun."
Howe refused to comment on the

deicison.

Howe accused Jackson of "stomping"
him on the right wrist and causing a half-inch
cut as a result.

FANS eye owners
WASHINGTON \UPI[ - The Sports

Group F.A.N.S. founded by consumer
advocate Ralph Nader yesterday called the
pending sale of the Boston Red Sox to a
financial group headed by Haywood Sullivan
and Buddy Leroux "ill-conceived and un-
derfinanced" and a potential "disaster."

In a telegram to American League
President Lee MacPhail, F.A.N.S.'s
executive director Peter Gruenstein asked
the American League owners to disapprove
the sale during their meeting in New York
this week.

Sullivan is a former Red Sox catcher and
recent director of player personnel. Leroux is

a former Red Sox trainer who made a small
fortune in real estate and other ventures. The
Sullivan- Leroux group includes about a
dozen other investors including Mrs. Tom
Yawkey, widow of the late Red Sox owner.

"Please communicate to league owners
the Fans' concerns that the proposed sale of
the Red Sox be rejected. We believe sale is ill

conceived and underfinanced. Approval of
such a sale would effectively be olacinq the
Sox under the control of the bank. It would
be a disaster for the Red Sox fans to have
decisions concerning the welfare of the
franchise made by a financial institution

whose paramount concern in assuring the
prompt repayment of a loan," the telegram
said

Friday is the closing date for the $15
million sale of the Red Sox by the estate 'of

the late Tom Yawkey to a group headed by
Haywood Sullivan and Buddy Leroux," the
statement said.

"However, it has been disclosed that
under the terms of a proposed SB million loan
to the Sullivan roup from the State Street
Bank and Trust Co., of Boston, the bank
would retain significant control over
management decisions," the statement said.

"For example, the player payroll could not
increase more than 10 per cent in any one
year and some player contracts would be
subject to bank approval."

In a statement released by F.A.N.S. (the
fight to advance the nation's sports)
Washington office the group said that late

Red Sox owner Tom Yawkey had been
"good for baseball in Boston" and "that his

widow should be given every opportunity to
find adequate financing under acceptable
conditions for the purchase of the club."

The sports consumer group asked the
American League to give Mrs. Yawkey more
time to put together a better financed group.

F.A.N.S. also asked the league to "insure
the team is sold to a local Boston group
rather than an outside corporation such as
A.T.O. Ohio."

Majors now a loser
KNOXVILLE, TENN. [UPI] - Johnny

Majors, college coach of the year in 1976 but
now facing the prospect this season of
becoming the losingest coach in Tennessee
history, turned philosophical yesterday
saying he'd rather have that kind of season
than a mediocre one.

Tennessee is presently 2-5 with four
games to go. Only three Tennessee coaches
have lost six games in a single season,
Geroge Levene in 1909, Harvey Robinson iri

1954, and Bowden Wyatt in 1958 and 1962.

"I believe I'd rather be 4-7 than 5-5-1, and
be aggressive and continue to play en-
thusiastically," he said in a news conference
in which he ruoted Jack London on living life

as a "brilliant blaze." Rudyard Kioling on
"Triumph and Disaster," and his Uncle Tom
Majors, a methodist preacher, on future
directions.

"I don't want a team that is namby-
pamby," Majors said. "I want a team that will

either fish or cut bait. I like to see thinp«^
happen and I want a team that will try to

make things happen."

"Help!" says Cleveland's Foots Walker, as he's up In the air with nowhere to go
in NBA action last night vs. Denver. (UPI)

JV Footmen outclass

Berkshire Community
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Bv BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Goals from Antonio Estanislau and Brett

Simon provided the Junior Varsity Soccer
team with a 2-0 victory over Berkshire
Community College yesterday on the
Boyden Fields.

Despite the relatively close score it was a

mismatch from the opening whistle. BCC
came into the contest with ao 0-7 record

while UMass boasted an unbeaten 5-0-1

mark.

When Dave Mains fed Estanislau with the
opening tally only 5 minutes into the game, it

appeared a rout was in the making. But
instead of the goal adding spirit to the team it

seemed to drain it away. Most of them
appeared to be suffering an emotional let-

down from their recent draw with rival

Springfield.

The one score held up till late in the game
when Simon finally got the insurance goal.
He was the dominant force for the Min-
tuemen in the second half, steering in the
driect kick from Bob Montalto.

Another bright spot for UMass was goalie
Mark Morillas fourth shutout. Though he
was not busy in goal, he rose to the occasion
when he had to.

While the game was still in doubt he made
some sparkling saves. On one occasion he
came well out of his net to thwart a partial

breakaway with a sliding tackle, then
moments later made an acrobatic catch
stealing the ball from a BCC attacker.

I here is no douPt tne team win nave to

recapture its enthusiasm if it hopes to

preserve its winning ways against UConn
this Friday.

The Distincjuishod Vislors Program

(®
prosonts

y
BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN
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Attention
All Collegian staff:

Who is this man and what is his problem}

G)me and see at the

^affMeeting

in Campus Cemitr Rmtm 101

^
7:»o p.m. Wethiesdttf, Niw. 2

Topic: advertisingpolicy

HAN SUYIN
I5i(>(|rijph(;r ol Miio I so Tunn
lo sp<;iik iind show slidos on

"Art in

China Today'*

Thursdiiy, Novomhor v'i, 1977 8:00 PM SUH

The DVP office is 415 Student Union

ENTIRE INVENTORY OF JAZZ ALBUMS ON SALE
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SERIES 698
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ALL OTHER SERIES AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS!

CHECK OUT OUR HUGE ASSORTMENT

JAZZ STEREO LP'S

v.~; «ii-,.l * '-k^^ -|99.299
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HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM!

SALE ENDS N0V.5
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ECORD TOWN
Recortis & Tapes at Super Discount Prices

< ^ %
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Rte. 9, Hadley, Mass.
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S'2" sophomore Patricia McGrath spikes the ball over an opposing Holy Cross

player during yesterday's double win. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Volleyballers capture

first place in tri-match
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's volleyball team ran

off four straight victories and coasted to a

first place finish in a tri-meet at NOPE last

night vs. Holy Cross and Eastern Con-

necticut.

In their last home appearance of the

season, the spikers, winners of four of their

last five games, upped their record to 8-12

and kept alive their hopes to finish the year

with a .500 record.

Only a handful of spectators were on hand

as UMass took on Eastern Conn, in the first

match. After trailing 4-2, UMass rode the

strong serving of Deb Kuzdeba (served for 10

points) and Joyce GresI (served for 9 points)

to shut their opponents out the rest of the

way and score a 15-4 victory.

After building an early lead in the second

game, UMass began to have problems

serving and this allowed Eastern Conn, to

stay close up until the score reached 10-8 in

favor of UMass. At this point. Deb Kuzdeba

made a brilliant play to save what looked like

a sure opposition point and the

Minutewomen rolled to a 15-8 victory.

UMass then took a breather as Holy Cross

took on Eastern Conn. Eastern Conn, blew a

big lead but hung on to win the first game 1 5-

12. Holy Cross rebounded to win the second

game easily, 15-1 but the Crusaders went
cold in the third game and Eastern Conn, was
victorious, 15-6.

Umasi> and Holy Cross then played to

determine whether UMass would win the

outright championship or fall into a three

way tie.

After a slow start, UMass began to assert

its size advantage to tie the game at five.

However, the Minutewomen could not avoid

the numerous serve faults that have plagued

them all year and Holy Cross took advantage

to stay in the contest, scoring most of their

points on well- placed drop shots. What the

locals lacked in serving ability, however, they

made up in spiking power and in the long

run, power prevailed, as they won, 15-8.

In the fifth game, UMass piled up even

more service faults but Peggy Barber, by
virtue of her serving, spiking and blocking,

more than made up for her team's

deficiency. This time it was 15-9, UMass.
With four games remaining. Coach Dianne

Thompson said that she realizes that the

remaining competition will be stiffer than last

night's but with the team's new found

confidence, she sees no reason why they

can't even their 8-12 record.

Stickers suffer second loss
By MISSY GALLAGHER
CoUegian Staff

Yesterday, the UMass field hockey team

was blanked 2-0 by the visiting University of

Connecticut. The defeat was the second loss

of the season, giving the maroon and white

an impressive 8-2-2 record. However, the

sunny weather, was the most favorable

aspect for the UMass fans.

"Just not everyone had their best game.

Many players played well though, like Ginger

(Bulman) and Lynsie (Wickman)," com-

mented UMass ticker Kelley Sails.

The Minutewomen had their scoring

opportunities, but they just couldn't

capitalize on them. UMass co-captain Lynsie

Wickman had her team's best scoring

chances. UMass had 10 shots on goal, wile

UConn drove 13 reminder challenges.

UConn's first tally, which proved to be the

game winner, came 25 minutes into the first

half. Liz Childs fired a shot to the left of the

sprawling UMass goalie, Kathy Gipps.

The Minutewomen's first solid threat in

the first half canne when Laura O'Neil forced

UConn goalie Pat Hoskin to venture far from

the net. The shot was stifled with a pad save,

which was one of ten for Hoskin. Gipps

kicked aside 9.

Also in this half, Gayle Hutchinson and
Wickman made deflections, which, if un-

touched, could have easily resulted in UConn
goals.

The second half was similar to the first. Val

McCord drlle*^ UConn's insurance goal,

which came 12 minutes into the latter half.

Again, the UMass tickers couldn't score,

even though the Minutewomen ac

cumulated 6.78 of penetration time com-

pared to 6:24 for its opponent.

Non-starters Julie McHugh, Julie Hass
and Laurel Walsh saw action.

Needless to say, UMass coach Judy
Davidson was disappointed with the out-

come. The UMass mentor doesn't feel her

squad adjusted well enough under UConn's
pressure.

Both the team and individual defense was
not up to par, she said. Davidson contributed

this to the Minutewomen's poor positioning.

Yesterday's defeat will not affect the New
England Regional Division lA Standings,

where UMass is ranked second behind the

University of New Hampshire.
the net The shot was stitieo witn a oao save, universuy ui i^cw nainwwuio.
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at Ski Inn

after meeting of UMass Ski Club
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fr-r music buys
On sale now

UnHimlaJl
Simple D ream s

thru Saturday. Nov. 5.

366
LP SERIES 798

FIREFALL: Luna Sea
8- TRACK SERIES 796 4.94

699
LP SERIES 1198

THE ROLLING STONES:
Love You cive

8-TRACK SERIES 1195 tM

366
LP SERIES 798

LINDA RONSTADT:
Simple Dreams
8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

Unutuilly he*y» demand! mj>

r«Qu<(e our f«ttin| featon«bl«

quanlitir ltn»iii on »omt ol the

iltmt in l*»n»>l to JH cuHocrwrj

immm
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599
LP SERIES 998

THE OSMONDS
Greatest Hits

8 TRACK SERIES 995 5.99

Ikr

AS UN BC
^ ".S

W kniim lih »
—

.
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HEATWAVE
Too Hot To Handt*

» .**.«ir' ^..^

e
SHMmcAssnnr

r,< lu<i». ih. H.i D4 Dcxi Hon R.ii

Al>o InctvMln Morning Gu'.

HoiKiiv TK^tRocli n Roi;

^
C3rHcss

Oy^
374

LP SERIES 698

HEATWAVE:
Too Hot To Handle
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
IP SERIES 698

PATTI LABELLE
Patti Labelle

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
LP SERIES 698

SHAUN CASSIDY
Shaun Cassidy
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

374
LP SERIES b98

STEPHEN BISHOP
Careless
SIR SERIES 795 4.94

[Km m '. .A

rou UH 'HI MWAN
liVIN IIN1 LtVII

Daryt Hall and John 0*t*s
• aacli SIraX

^74 ^24 4L24
1# LP SERIES 698 ^W LP SERIES 798 ^V LP SERIES 798

BOB SECER: BAD REPUTATION: FIREFALL Firelali

Night Moves Thin LiiZy 8 TR SERIES 795 4.94

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94 8TR SERIES 796 4.94

424
LP SERIES 798

HALL AND DATES:
Beauty on a Back Street

8-TR SERIES 795 4 94

.24
LP SERIES 798

HALL ANO DATES:
Bigger Than Both Of Us
8-TR SERIES 795 4,94

.24
LP SERIES 798

THE CARPENTERS:
Passages
8TR SERIES 795 4.94

.24
LP SERIES 798

KANSAS:
Point Ot Know Return
8-Tn SERIES 795 4.94

24
LP SERIES 798

BOSTON: Boston
8TH SERIES 795 4.94

FLEETWOOD MAC
Rumours

N

^ .
Mich

.24
LP SERIES 798

FLEETWOOD MAC:
Rumours
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

24
'
LP SERIES 798

DIANA ROSS
Baby II s Me
8 TH SERIES 795 4.94

24
LP SERIES 798

CHICAGO: Chicago XI

8TR SERIES 795 4.94

.24
LP SERIES 798

DONNA SUMMER
1 Remember Yesterday
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

A(M n stock plasttc

unit stores six

8-tracks or eight

cassettes

Soma regular pricat

may vary by store

Hi Fl apeakar wire,

50-lt. Two conductor

«••

^49
REG 2 99

The HoMar. Expands
and contracts to

hold books records,

tapes and more

449
REG 4 99

Pro-toiflzar racord
claanlng kit includes

cleaner (luid stylus

brush and carry case

Available only at the Bradlees below
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10 4 1

Bradlees, King Street. Northampton
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Lea-men begin workouts
I

Of course, the
soaring Julius Er-

ving, shown here
rejecting a

Marquette Warrior

shot in the 1970 NIT,

won't be around this

season, but coach
Jack Leaman's
hoop-men will be
looking to continue
UMass' fine
basketball tradition.

The Minutemen will

open their season
Nov. 30 at Harvard,

and will play an
expanded schedule

of ten games in the

Eastern Eight, their

new league. Check
'em out in the annual
intersquad scrim-

mage game this

Saturday.

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

With its season opener just 28 days away,
the UMass basketball team is busily

preparing itself for another basketball

season.

If the team's performance to date is any
indication of things to come then according
to UMass head coach Jack Leaman it should
be a very interesting winter of basketball in

Amherst.

"It's been a very pleasant pre-season I

haven't had a disappointment yet," said

Leaman about his squad that has nine

returning lettermen. Leaman welcomed more
than 40 candidates to the team's first

practice on October 17 and has since

narrowed the field to 16 players.

According to Leaman, the first two weeks
of practice have been productive, and the

impetus has been provided by the leadership

of the team's senior members.

The Minutemen will be playing their

toughest schedule ever this season and it

appears they have the talent to match the

challenge.

The backcourt is strong, with captain

Derick Claiborne and Alex Eldridge, both
seniors and starters last season, return for

their last hurrah. They will be joined by senior

Chuck Stevetsky, sophomore Billy Morrison

and impressive freshman Tom Witkps, the

teams only Massachusetts native.

Up front the Minutemen are looking to

strengthen two positions vacated by the

graduation of Jim Town and Mark
Donoughue. Senior Mike Pyatt returns to his

familiar fon^/ard position, while juniors Len
Kohlhass and Mark Haymore have impressed

at center and forward respectively.

Pyatt, at 6'6, 205 lbs.; Kohlhass, 6'9, 225
lbs. and Haymore, 6'8, 223 lbs. combine to

make a very formidable front line. Haymore,
a transfer student from Indiana was forced to

sit out last season and could be a key to the

team's success.

"He's just starting to play well and get into
shape," said Leaman.

Eric Williams has returned to the team
after sitting out last season for person;

reasons and should provide needed strength
to the front court. Brad Johnson, a junior]

swingman, George Dennerlein and Jimj
Maguire add to the team's bench strength.

'

Freshman recruits include: Jay Stewart,
Connie Nappier, Juan Holcomb and Witkos,

I
aal of whom paint a bright picture for UMass •

basketbaal in the future. The reason for the
16 man roster at this point is because UMass
has dropped its JV program. This has

,

presented some problems for Leaman, who
still isn't sure exactly how he'll handle the
situation.

"We can dress 12 men on the road and 15
at home," said Leaman. "But we may
evenutally get down to 13 or 14 out of
necessity because the cage has only two
baskets and that causes some problems. I

*

would rather see a "freshman rule" so that \

the freshmen could gain some playing ex-
[

perience and give them time to adjust." \

The Minutemen, no matter what size their'

squad eventually takes, have the offensive
firepower to compete in the Eastern Athletic
Association (formerly the ECBL). The
question is whether their defense will be able
to contain opposing teams.

"We have the potential to be a fine of-

fensive team, we're going to be tough, now
we just have to stabilize our defense," said
Leaman, whose teams have always been
removed for their strong defensive play.

"Generally, I'm pleased with the progress
of the team," said Leaman. "The com-
petition is going to be difficult, but I think this

is going to be an exciting and successful
basketball team."

If you are interested in getting an early
look at this year's team, the Minutemen will

be scrimmaging at 4:30 at the cage this

Saturday after the football game. All arej
invited. »

Thank You
(Ed's note ~ The following letter was received

by UMass head basketball coach Jack Leaman.)

Dear John,
Please extend my thanks to the UMass

students who use the gym on Saturdays.
These students, much to their surprise, had

their schedules stopped by the fact that the

disabled were using the facility for the Superstars.

These young people were very courteous in

sharing the facilities and I felt they should be
recognized for this.

Sincerely,

Judy Hoyt
Community Program Coordinator

JV gridders topple AlC

There ISm differetueitl

PREPAVIE FOM:

By KIRK 1^ACKEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass J.V. gridders downed
American International College, 18-3

Monday. The defensive unit was the key

again as it used aggressive hard hitting to

force its opponents into many turnovers and

setting up the offense with good field

position all day.

The offense was more or less a two man
show as QB Jack Kraham and wide receiver

Danny Kelly teamed up for two of the three

UMass T.D.'s.

A.I.C. opened up the scoring in the first

quarter with a field goal but from then on it

was a UMass game. In the second quarter

the defense forced a fumble on the five yard

line, and on the first play from scrimmage

Kelley was found open in the end zone. With

1:40 left in the half, it was Kelley again as he

took a forty yard pass from Kraham for the

six points.

The Minutemen closed out the scoring in

the third quarter by recovering a bad punt
snap on the A.I.C. seven yard line. Running
back Ed Picatelli bulled his way over from the

three.

Again this week the running game was
close to harmless, and the gridders were
fortunate enough to count on the fine aerial

exhibition. Defensively the standouts in-

cluded linemen Ken Horn and Mark Foley,

linebacker John Allen and deep back Tony
Jesse.
The subvarsity has a week layoff in

preparing for a Sunday afternoon game with

UConn in Storrs.
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Booters will try to stretch win sl<ein
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

The streaking UMass soccer team will try
to stretch its current win streak to five
straight when it travels to Springfield tonight
to face the Chiefs of Springfield College in a
7:30 contest.

Currently sporting a 7-4 ledger, the
Minutemen will be facing a 4-8-2 Chief squad
that has been a perennial thorn in UMass's
side. Although it is a Division Tvyo team, the
Chiefs have only lost twice to UMass since
1938. Those two UMass wins have come in

recent history with the second one coming
just last year when the Minutemen were
victors on their home field by a 2-1 score.

Springfield's record is very deceiving as
the Chiefs have included several nationally
ranked soccer powerhouses on their
schedule such as St. Louis and Brown
University. Against Brown, the Chiefs were
victors over the top ranked team in the
Division One New England rankings.

game against BC. Shannon has been adding
a lot of scoring punch to the Minutemen
attack lately and will be missed.
The Minutemen are looking to topple

several team and individual records this year.

Goaltender Mark Hodgdon has tied the team
record for shutouts in a season with five

blankings including Saturday's shutout over
BC. Also, the Minutemen need five more
goals to tie the goal production mark for one

season and need one more win to tie the
record for wins in a season.

After tonight, the Minutemen stay on the
road and visit the tough Wildcats of New
Hampshire on Friday.

New England Division 1 Soccer Poll

W-LT Pts
1. Brown 7-4-1 49
2. Vermont 11-2-1 44
3 Rhode Island 7-3-1 43
4 Boston Univ. 9-52 31
5 UMass 7-4-0 29
6. Dartmouth 6-4-1 26
7 Harvard 6-4-1 23
8. UConn 8-8 1 19
9 Yale 7-5-0 19
10 Bridgeport 680 10

According to UMass coach Russ Kidd, the
Chiefs play a kick and run style of soccer as
opposed to the passing style of UMass. "We
might have to change our style and play a
little kick and run to begin with," said Kidd.

'Our style of play may not work that well

against Springfield."

Another factor that'll come into play
tonight is the artificial playing surface that
Springfield College has. The Chiefs have the
edge there since they've been playing there
all season and the Minutemen have played
but one game on astroturf; that coming
against Boston University.

"The ball's too fast for the players on the
astroturf and it's hard for them to frap it,"

explained Kidd.

In the recently released New England
rankings, the Minutemen found themselves
moved up from eighth to fifth among
Division One teams.

"'>.e move up comes in the wake of the

Minutemen's four game win streak and puts

them one place behind fourth position which

is the final berth for the New England

Tournament.

According to Kidd, the selections for the
tournament will be made sometime next
week and a loss now would hurt his team's
chances badly.

"We've just got to win the rest of them,"
said Kidd. "We can't worry about what
everyone else is doing, we've just got to

win."

Listed as questionable for tonight's
contest is Minutemen Mike Shannon who
su"fered an ankle injury in Saturday's home

Minutemen Bobby Abt dribbles the ball around a
defender in Saturday's 2-0 win over the Eagles. The

BC Minutemen travel to Springfield to face Springfield College

7-4 tonight at 7:30. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

UIVI advances
The University of Massachusetts grid

forces, although idle last weekend,
advanced in the national Division II

standings, as they moved up into a tie

with Tennessee Tech for third, from their

fifth place ranking last week. The
Minutemen will play Holy Cross this

Saturday, setting up a key clash Nov. 12

against New Hampshire, which dropped
from 1st to 6th this week. A UMass win
could set the team up for post-season

bid.

Division II College Football
1. South Carolina State 17 0-1) 60
2. North Dakota State (6-1-1) 56
3. (Tie) Massachusetts (6-0) 50
3. (Tie) Tennessee Tech (8-0) 50
5. Nevada, Reno (7-1) 42
6. New Hampshire (7-1) 41
7 California, Davis (7-0) 35
8. Boise State, Idaho, (6-2) 34
9. Trov State (Ala.) (6-2) 30

10. (Tie) Winston-Salem (N.C.) (9-0) 27
10. (Tie) Bethune-Cookman (Fla.) (7-1) 27
10. (Tie) Northern Michigan (7-2) 27

jiidy Van Handle

Expect the unexpected
night. still

NBA Wrapup
Warriors win Bucks bomb
SAN ANTONIO, Texas [UPf] - Rick

Barry scored 16 fourth-quarter points last

night to ignite the Golden State Warriors
to a 108-97 come-from-behind victory

over the San Antpnio Spurs.
Barry hit all seven of his field goal

attempts and added tWo free throws in

the last-period rally after the Warriors
trailed 76-71 at the end of the third

quarter. Barry led alt scorers with 28
points.

MILWAUKEE [AP] - Junior
Bridgeman scored 23 points last night to

pace the Milwaukee Bucks to an easy
115-95 victory over the cold-shooting
Kansas City Kings.

The Kings shot only 25 per cent from
the floor in the first period and the Bucks,
getting 12 points from Kent Benson arxJ

seven assists from Quinn Buckner, rolled

to a 31-18 lead at the end of the period.

Hawks howl Jazz five
ATLANTA \UPf] - The surprising

Atlanta Hawks overcame a seven-point

deficit in the final six minutes last night

behind forwards John Drew ar>d Ron
Behagen to edge Seattle 102-99 for their

third straight win.

Seattle, which lost its third straight,

was ahead 91-84 with 5:30 left but the

Hawks held the Sonics scoreless for the

next three minutes 'and ran off eight

straight points, taking the lead on
Behagen's spinning, backhand layup

with 2:40 remaining.

NEW ORLEANS \UPI\ - Pete
Maravich and Leonard Robinson
combined for 55 points last night to give

the New Orleans Jazz a 99-88 win over
the Chicago Bulls.

Robinson scored 28 points and
Maravich 27 as the Jazz won its fifth

consecutive game and moved its record

to 5-1. Chicago dropped to 4-3.

The Jazz outscored Chicago in every

period and grabbed a permanent Feed

with 14 straight points at the end of the

first period.

At 11 o'clock Saturday

couldn't believe it.

Only until I saw the Boston Globe did it

finally sink in.

There it was. Rhode Island 21, New
Hampshire 20.

The unbelievable had been done. A school

with a 3-4 record had risen up and slain the

number one football school in the country (at

least in Division II).

The Seattle Mariners had won the World
Series. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers had won
a game. The New Jersey Nets had won the

NBA championship. The Washington
Capitals had won the NHL championship.

The Rhode Island Rams had beaten the New
Hampshire Wildcats,

But every one of the above is fiction, save

for one. The last.

The same thing - an upset — happened
to New Hampshire last season, so people

should keep this in mind when thinking rosy

thoughts about a UMass victory over the

Wildcats and a possible berth in the National

playoffs.

In 1976, it was Maine which caught New
Hampshire napping, and the Black Bears

posed a 10-0 win.

And then the Wildcats zipped through the

rest of their regular season with an un-

blemished record, including a 23-0 wipeout
of the Minutemen in a game which decided

the Yankee Conference championship.

The loss to Rhode Island will undoubtedly

drop New Hampshire frorh its number one

ranking in the nation. A guess would have it

that either South Carolina State or Ten-

nessee Tech will take over the top spot.

But enough of the predicting. What the

UMass football team has to be concerned

with are the games at hand.

First, Holy Cross.

Now, the Crusaders are not what one

would exactly term a football dynasty. Holy

Cross is 0^7, coming off a 1-10 1976 season.

The Crusaders may have a basketball team

nonparicJIj but, obviously, football is a little

different story. Ever since a hepatitis

epidemic wiped out the entire grid squad in

1969, the Cross has been as dismal as a team
can get. Its best record since the outburst

interrupted season has been a 5-5-1 cam-
paign in 1974. Not too much to write home
about, right?

Yeah, that's true, but last season UMass
was expected to run all over the Crusaders

but ended up having to pull out a 21-14

victory, due in large part to the heroics of

Mike Fallon.

All in all, the Minutemen should waltz all

over the Cross, but stranger things have
been known to happen, like Rhode Island

beating New Hampshire.

While UMass and Holy Cross are battling it

out at Alumni Stadium, the Wildcats will be
tuning up for their shutdown with the

Minutemen by playing Springfield College

(and that's no misprint) at Benedum Field,

just down Route 91.

Springfield has been enjoying a good

season (7-1) but haven't playing anyone of

the caliber of a New Hampshire. The

Wildcats should probably toy with the

Chiefs, although Springfield did upset the

New Hampshire two years ago, 21-12, and

that was the year the Wildcats spoiled

UMass's perfect season and Yankee Con-

ference title hopes with a 14-11 win.

But New Hampshire is coming off that loss

to Rhode Island, and should be ready to hit

anything that comes its way this weekend. I

would suggest that Springfield try to keep

the score as close as possible, to prevent a

mass exodus from the stadium at halftim^.

And as far as UMass is concerned, the

main points of this weekend's game seem to

be to win it early and then let the starters rest

to avoid injuries in preparation for the game
next weekend in Durham.

So there you have it. The lull before the

storm. The tune-up before the main at-

traction.

The battle for the Beanpot looms ever

closer ...
• •»"
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Bromery seeks top spot

Board appoints interim president
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Former Hampshire
College President and UMass Secretary
Franklin Patterson of Cambridge was ap-
pointed by the UMass Board of Trustees
yesterday to serve as interim president when
President Robert C. Wood steps down in

January.

Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery last night told the Collepian he
approved of the trustees' decision and that
he would accept the permanent presidency
should the board offer it.

The trustees during their monthly meeting
yesterday also discussed the University's

relation to the state's open meeting law,

approved a motion to establish two more
bachelor degrees for the Amherst campus,
and approved the purchase of land in New
Hampshire for the UMass Outing Club.

Patterson was chosen from 15 other

candidates and three finalists. He did not

attend the meeting and was unavailable for

comment last night.

Patterson will serve as interim president

until the trustees' Presidential Search
Committee identifies a permanent president.

The trustees this October said the interim

president would not be considered for the

permanent position.

The Interim Presidential Committee
screened 14 other applicants before
recommending- Patterson and two others to

the full board during a closed-door session

yesterday morning. Committee Chairman
Gavin D. Robertson last night said he did not

think it "appropriate" to identify the nthpr

two finalists because the final choice was
maoe oerore tney were contacted.

Patterson served as the first president of

Hampshire College from 1966-71, and later

chaired the college's board of trustees.

He graduated from Occidental College in

Los Angeles, and received his Ph.D. from
Claremont Graduate School, also in

California.

Robertson told the other trustees the

criteria used to judge applicants for interim

president included accessibility to and

knowledge of most segments of UMass and
the relationship with the state legislature.

"All 15 (applicants) had positive
qualifications in many areas of criteria,"

Robertson said. "We were able to come to a

unanimous decision on first, second and

The committee, Breyer said, will visit the
Boston and Worcester campuses next week
to gather ideas for criteria for judging
candidates. The committee visited the

Amherst campus last Friday.

"The true content of the criteria will come
out of those at the campus level," Breyer
said. "I think discussion of criteria is fairly

well along the road. We will continue
considering applicants; in January and
February we will hold more and more
preliminary and then more serious interviews

(with the candidates).

"By March or April we hope to have a

candidate," he said. Breyer added University

alumni will be able to form their requested
committee from all three campuses to review
lists of names for president and to present

comments to the trustees.

The trustees also voted to have Healey
inform the state legislature the board would
like to retain closed door sessions for

discussing honorary degrees and personal

property purchases.

Trustees accept
Golino resignation

Franklin Patterson

third choices for interim president."
Trustee Chairman Joseph P. Healey told

the board he informed Patterson of his

appointment prior to the afternoon trustee

session.

Bromery last night said he withdrew his

name from the field of applicants for interim
president.

"I understand from the search committee
that my name has been suggested by several

people as a (permanent) presidential can-
didate. Yes, I think I would accept the
presidency," Bromery said.

Presidential Search Committee Chairman
Stephen G. Breyer yesterday told the other
trustees his committee hopes by March or

April of 1978 to have identified a candidate
for permanent president.

By JOE QUINLAN .

Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - The UMass Board of

Trustees yesterday accepted the resignation

of 64-vear old Boston campus Chancellor
Carlo L. Golino, a week after the Boston
campus faculty voted "no confidence" in

their administrator. His resignation is ef-

fective January 31, 1978.

In a recent poll fifty-nine per cent of the 36
full-time Boston campus faculty expressed

no confidence in Golino. Twenty-eight per

cent supported Golino, while another 13 per

cent abstained. Several ballots were in-

validated.

Golino was named chancellor in 1973. The

Boston campus numbers 7,200 students,

mainly commuters.
Golino did not attend yesterday's trustee

meeting at the UMass medical school, and

his family last night said he would not be

available for comment until this morning.

In his letter of resignation, Golino wrote

that his education goals for the Boston

campus and those of the trustees have

differed too much during the past three

months for him to remain chancellor.
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Inside

Carlo L. Golino

Golino wrote that while he told the

trustees last June he would remain chan-
cellor as long as he "could make a con-

tribution tn the camous
"

But, he added, "Over the last three

months it has become obvious to me that my
sense of the educational mission of this

Campus and that of the Board, have grown
so different, as to be incompatible."

The trustees last June imposed a 65-vear-

oid mandatory retirement age for University

administrators, which would have forced

Golino to retire this spring when he turns 65.

The trustees, however, last August formed

a five member ad hoc committee to study

Golino's position at the Boston campus, and

at the September meeting rescinded the

mandatory retirement age policy.

Trustee Haskell Kassler, a member of the

ad hoc committee, last night said, given the

situation, he isn't surprised by the vote of

"no confidence" by the Boston faculty.

Kassler said since Golino resigned it would

"serve no useful function" to discuss what
the committee found on the Boston campus.

Boston campus student Trustee Judy

Baker yesterday after the meeting said there

"was not a crisis" on campus about Golino

when the mandatory retirement age was
implemented in June.

She said "the trustees created" the

situation which led to the vote of no con-

fidence last week. Baker said the campus just

wanted the trustees to decide soon about
Golino.

Trustee Chairman Joseph P. Healey could

not be reached last night to comment about

the ad hoc committee. Healey told the board

a committee will be formed this month to

identify an interim Boston campus chan-

cellor.

local

The undergraduate student senate

huddled last night and came up with a

proposal to delay the opening of school next

fall. And final word of negotiations to have

Stevie Wonder at Spring Concert is expected

by next week. For details, see Dan Huse and

Jon Klein's story on Page 3.

about people
ABOUT PEOPLE today features Anita

Bryant on threats against her body. The
Pope on death, the retirement of a long-time
UMass administrator, and the putt- putting

tale of a woman who wants to ride, a lawn-
mower across something wider than her

front yard. For stories and photos, see Page
6.

sports
Mark Vasington scored a goal with 48

seconds left to lift the UMass soccer team to

a rousing 3-2 win over Springfield College

last night. The win was the fifth in a row for

the streaking Minutemen and their eighth in

12 tries. See the story on back page.

In the morning don the rain togs,

A half 3 day of drizzle and fog.

Afternoon will bring partial sun
With 60 degrees before the day is done.
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Rotary Club sues
concert organizers
NORTHAMPTON - Five-and-a-half

months after the last act packed up,

organizers of a May 14 rock concert are
still untangling legal problems with the
city and among themselves.

The concert drew between 20,000 to

30,000 to the Three County Fairgrounds.
Numerous complaints of vandalism and
violence by concertgoers camping in the
city were reported.

Last July one of the concert's three
organizers filed a suit against his part-

ners, claiming he had not received any
payment for the concert. The case is

pending.

Now, the Northampton Rotary Club
has filed to require the three to pay
$20,622 for fair ground rental fees, police

and fire costs, damages to private

property, and the club share of ticket

revenues
A Rotary Club spokesman said his

group was forced to pay $6,433 for police

and fire costs, and $3,604 in private

damage to citizens in the fair grounds
area. As a result, the club now has a

$2,500 deficit to deal with, he said.

Selectmen to decide
canvassing law
SUNDERLAND - Door-to-door

salesmen. Nobody wants 'em. Sun-
derland officials are looking into the

possibility of limiting all canvassing and
door to-door saleswork to residents of

the town.
Sunderland Police Chief Charles

Smiarowski says decision on the
proposed bylaw, similar to one enacted in

Deerfield, should be made at the next
selectmen's meeting Monday.

Clean-up begins

on landfill sites
HADLEY - Clean-up efforts have

begun on two allegedly illegal landfill

Clumps on the banks of the Connecticut
River

The owner of the dumps recently filed

a "notice of intent" stating he would
comply with regulations for cleaning,
reinforcing, and reshaping the river

thanks.

Meanwhile, workers are gathering
scrap metal to be sold to a dealer. The
areas will later be covered with loam and
seed

Environmentalists had claimed
flooding and erosion in the area could
wash rusted debris into the river. The
area was used by the owner of a con-
tracting company to dispose of
demolition debris.

All dumping in the area was halted
after a US. Army Corps of Engineers
inspection last August.

-JOEMAGLITTA

The one millionth volume at th« UMass library, an original copy of 18th century

theologian Jonathan Edward's "Freedom of Will. " is part of "Friends of the Library

and Their Contributions," on display until Dec. 2 on the main floor of the library.

(Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

Senate plans for seminar

I.

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge Student Senate last night

began mapping out plans for a Professional

Development Day proposed for spring 1978.

This day long seminar would include lectures

in agricultural areas specifically related to

Stockbridge majors, and booths representing

commercial agriculture agencies and
distributors.

Peter Quinlan, president of the Class of

1979, explained, "This project will attract

students, faculty, administration and local

professional ptsople. It will give students a

chance to acquaint themselves with business

people in their field. It would really help

students if they knew some contacts before

they graduate and enter into business."

A mandatory meeting for club presidents is

scheduled for Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 7 p.m.

in Stockbridge 114 to discuss Development
Day plans.

In other business, the Senate voted to

draft a letter supporting the hiring of

qualified people not holding a doctorate
degree in the Stockbridge curriculum.

This would bring professional persons with
first hand business knowledge to the
classroom. This proposal is to help upgrade
the quality of education in the Stockbridge
program.

The Senate also passed a motion requiring

senators to present a written committee or

club report to the Senate Office, 432 Student
Union Building, no later than Monday noon
prior to the Senate meeting. This information
will be included as part of the written
meeting agenda, and should help to increase
the efficiency of time use at meetings,
Quinlan said.

Gene work
is safe,

panel says
A National Academy of Sciences com-

mittee has concluded that controversial gene
splicing experiments can be conducted
safely in labs conforming to federal rules.

The panel of specialists said yesterday
current evidence shows benefits expected
from work in which heriditary traits of dif-

ferent organisms are combined can be
achieved with negligible risk to the en-
vironment.

A '"biohazard" committee was approved
by the Amherst town meeting October 19,
which will oversee recombinant DNA
research. The committee will deal with
research requests on a case-by-case basis
instead of trying to set up an overall policy
for all research.

The committee, working with the
selectmen, will be responsible for collecting,

summarizing and disseminating related
information to the town; examining social

and ethical implications of DNA research;
and assessing and defining any dangers of
research.

Some officials in Cambridge, Mass. earlier

this year tried to block recombinant DNA
research at colleges and universities in that
city. Dr. Philip Hamdieg, president of the
academy, told a Senate commerce sub-
committee the panel's conclusion "seems
entirely justifiable" with the experiments
offering inconsequential risk under
laboratory safety guidelines established by
the National Institutes of Healths.
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The committee was headed by Dr. Maclyn
McCarty of Rockefeller University. She is an
authority on infectious disease. It looked into

the matter at the request of Congress, which
is now considering legislation that would
regulate the work scientists call recombinant
DNA research.

Opponents of such experiments contend it

raises the possibility of a laboratory accident
that might release harmful matter a
defenseless environment.

Woman's center celebrates sixth year;

open house draws 150 visitors

Labor hearing

postponed
A hearing scheduled for Oct. 31 to con-

sider unfair labor practices by the UMass
administration against the faculty union has

been postponed until Dec. 12.

UMass was cited Oct. 12 by the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
for failing to bargain in good faith with the

faculty union, the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, over the issue of department

chairpersons.

The UMass administration has said

department chairpersons should not be

considered part of the MSP bargaining unit,

while the union maintains they are part of the

unit.

By JANET HOEBING
Collegian Staff

A large birthday cake displaying the
Everywomans Center symbol honored the
Center's 6th anniversary at an open house
last night.

A wide variety of people attended the

celebration at Goodell said Sharon Stentiford

of the EWC newsletter publications
department. Stentiford said she was
especially surprised by the amount of men
that showed up. "Many of the people are

here because they are curious; they want to

see what the Everywoman's Center has to

offer directly rather than by word of mouth,"
she said.

Visitors looked comfortable in the casual

atmosphere. Most were holding a ';.ass of

wine punch or some other "hor d'ouvere"
offered by the Center as they browsed
through brochures and chatted with others,

Stentiford said.

The crowd began to disperse around 6
p.m., and an enthusiastic Schaefer estimated
an attendance of around 150 men and
women. "We are basing this on the amount
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of paper cups that are gone, and we planned

for about as many as we hoped for!"

For many people, this was their first visit to

the center. "I talked to a lot of people that

had come here, and they all seem happy with

it, so I thought I would come in and check it

out myself," said Mimi Clarke.

"Also, my mother brought me down with

her!", she said.

The Everywoman's Center is made up of

several part-time staffers that all work on
different programs, said Buffy Spencer, a

public relations representative for the

Center's staff. "There is a debate over
whether we are a social service or political

organization, and many think of us as
cohesive, but we are really just individuals

with different outlooks and perspectives,"
she said.

The staffers that were interviewed all gave
enthusiastic responses on goal achievement.
Cheryl Schaefer, another public relations

person, said, "we have accomplished that

we are established; now we are con-
centrating on ending discrimination and
oppression." The outreach is growing, and
more and more women are realizing the
benefits of the center and taking advantage
of it, she said. "I feel good — about the
Center's size and successfulness. We could
do better with more money and more women
staffers, but we are doing good considering
what we have," Schaefer said.

Linda Spataro, of "Project Self," said

there has always been a demand for

counseling and information about women.
She said she is pleased the center can
provide help to women desiring it. One of the
volunteer staffers at the front desk, Valerie

Nicoloucias, said she sensed that the

community needs a woman's center, and is

happy so many women are realizing this and
taking advantage of it. "I never even heard of

a Woman's Center my first year here. It has
so much to offer; resources, referrals — and
it can help solve the widest range of

problems, from personal counseling to

apartment seeking."

Ruth Fressenden, a "sexual violence

counselor", said she is also pleased with the

number of women served by the center. She

feels because more and more women are

requesting aid that there is a greater need
that the center can meet. The increasing
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demand is also seen by other staffers. All of

the workers are part-time she said, apd many
other time-consuming projects and main-
tenance tasks means less concentration on
the individual programs.

""Right now the direct services available

may be forced to turn into strictly resour-

ces," she said, '"and the amount of women
requesting services is growing."

"Especially after tonight!" added Martimit

Emmart, a woman involved in the Poor
Woman's Task Force. She sees women
becoming more aware of today's issues, and
is pleased with the number -of new women
showing an interest in the Center. "The
Center can help the women to realize that

they are not alone in their feelings, and that

others have problems too," she said.

The center is open on Monday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday from 10-4; Tuesday and
Thursday from 12-2; and on Wednesday
evenings from 6-8.

Start school after Labor Day, senate votes
By DAN HUSE
and JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The student senate last night challenged
the university to start school after Labor Day
next year. The unanimous decision was
aimed at protecting students who in recent
years have had to leave summer jobs early,
losing needed wages.

In other business, the senate supported
the establishment of a snack bar in Orchard
Hill, directed the Athletic Department to
create a women's soccer team, and received
further information on the attempt to secure
Stevie Wonder for a concert in the snrinn

In accordance with Board of Trustees
policy, the senate moved to recommend for
fall semester of 1978 the dorms be opened on
Sept. 3, and meals be served beginning with
breakfast on Sept. 5. Senator Jay Martus
said the purpose of the motion is to con-
tradict the academic calendar which has
classes start before Labor Day. Thr senate
has no power to set dates for the c cademic
calendar.

The Senate was told that within one week
they should have definite word on
correspondences which should determine if

Stevie Wonder will appear here this spring.
Kwaku Saunders, representing the Senate

in negotiations with Wonder's management,
said that those he met with were concerned
that Wonder "is getting involved in more
than a concert." Correspondence is now in
the mail from the Duke Ellington Foundation,
which would receive the proceeds from the
concert.

Saunders said the initial objective of the
Foundation was to buy Duke Ellington's old
home and convert it into a museum.

Saunder's said 'p came back "feeling the
trip was a success.

"

Citing the Title IX of Federal law which
requires the Athletic Department to provide
equal funding for men's and women's sports,
the senate directed the Provost to direct the
Athletic Department "to create and support
a women's soccer team." The department
has not yet completed their evaluation,
which must be complied with by January 1,

but the motion claims "sufficient interest"

for the soccer team has been shown.
Senator Adam Auster announced 170

Recognized Student Organization accounts
would be frozen. Auster had sent notice to
the organizations. Those that did not
respond had their accounts frozen. Auster
said If the group will report to the RSO office
their accounts will be unfrozen.

Auster pointed out that groups "have time
to come to the Senate office to pick up their

checks but not enough to respond." The
organizations include Nummo News, Scubba
Club, Motorcycle coop, the Judo club and
Sylvan Area.

The senate also voted to loan $1500 for

Orchard Hill to start a snack bar in Field

house. The point arose that this snack bar

might conflict with the business of the

Greenough Snack bar in central. Supporters
pointed out different menus would be of-

fered in each.

Bill Staub, speaking for the student towing

service, said the administration's deadline for

bids is the last week of November, but funds
to establish the service will not be available

until February. The motion has been tabled

for another week pending a decision by
Finance Committee on how to deal with the

problem.

Reverse discrimination faces new test
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Another ""reverse

discrimination" case arrived at the Supreme
Court yesterday — this one dealing with
required black representation on two student
groups at the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill.

The university filed the appeal after two
white students, Lawrence Uzzell and Robert

Arrington, won at the federal appeals court

level on their challenge to the representation

regulations.

After the students have had a chance to

present their side, the justices will decide
whether to review the case.

The court heard arguments last month on
an appeal by the University of California from

New program keeps the bees at home
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Everyone knows you
go for honey when the bees aren't home, but

keeping the bees at home is the idea of the
Beekeeping class being taught by senior
citizens in the new School for All Seasons
program being organized in the valley.

Instructor Neil Cochran comments on the formation of a new honeycomb in a

recent session of "The School for All Seasons" at Belchertown High School: (Staff

photo by Patrick Dobbs)

The program offers a variety of courses, all

taught by senior citizens, for the benefit of
area college students and the general public.
The school was founded by Douglas Warner,
a staff member with the Belchertown
Council on aging. It's purpose is to teach
"lost arts and life experiences," according to
Warner.

Warner said the concept of the program is

to "strike a good balance between earthy
courses and the more intellectual pursuits -

philosophy and history as well as chimney
sweeping and the blacksmith's trade.

"We're also striving for the contrast

between the age and experience of our

teachers and the youth of our students," he

said.

There are presently six students enrolled in

the beekeeping course being taught by
Beekeeper Par excellence, Neil Cochran. The
class has been designed to cover all aspects
of honey production,, from care and main-
tenance of the bees and hives to collecting

and boiling down the honey.

Cochran, 78, has kept bees as a hobby for

over 60 years. He served formeriy as

president of the Hampden County
Beekeepers Association and maintained as

many as 13 hives at one time. He has only

one hive now and spends much of his time
teaching his art, which his father and
grandfather handed down to him, to his

students and other young people.

The School for All Seasons is also offering

a class entitled "Free Market Economy -

Pros and Cons" taught by former Smith

College professor Max Salvador!.

Other courses are being planned to cover a

wide variety of subjects including amateur
radio building, conversational French, herbal

medicine and mathematics. Anyone seeking

more information, including a complete list

of courses can contact Douglas Warner at

256 8403.

a state supreme court decision striking down
the special minority admissions program at
the university's Davis medical school.
The "reverse discrimination" lawsuit was

brought by a twice- rejected white applicant,
Allan Bakke.

In the North Carolina case, Uzzell and
Arrington objected to student government
regulations which:

— Required that the student body
president appoint two black members and
two women to the 20-member Campus
Governing Council if two are not elected.
— Permitted an accused called before the

Student Honor Court to request that four of

the seven judges be members of his or her

race or sex.

Uzzell and Arrington contended that

federal civil rights law guarantee them the
right to attend a state university free from
officially approved discrimination, and that a

taxpayer should not be compelled to sub-

sidize a university that sanctions
discrimination.

A panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that "without either
reasonable basis or compelling interest, the
composition of the council is formulated on
the basis of race."

"This form of constituency blatantly fouls
the letter and spirit of both the Civil Rights
Acts and the 14th Amendment," the opinion
said.

The same ruling was made regarding the
Honor Court. On re-examination by the
entire circuit bench, the panel was upheld 4-

3.

The circuit court dissenters said the white
students lacked standing to sue because
"there is no actual or threatened injury to
them."

Carter addresses

Jewish Congress
WASHINGTON \AP\ - President Carter,

interrupted by protesters shouting that he

was "stabbing Israel in the back," told a

Jewish audience from 40 countries last night

that Israel's "worst fears" may be justified by

the Palestine Liberation Organization's
refusal to recognize the Jewish state.

Although he criticized the PLO and
reaffirmed that he does not prefer an in-

dependent Palestinian state, the president

declared anew that Jewish settlements on
the West Bank are illegal and a cause of Arab

"suspicions."

But his carefully balanced speech made no

new demands on the Israelis.

Carter spoke at a meeting of the World
Jewish Congress, which presented him with

an award.
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Group denies

building halt

at Seabrook
WASHINGTON ^UPI\ - The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission yesterday denied
the request of the New England Coalition on
Nuclear Pollution and other groups for a halt

in construction on the Seabrook, N.H.,
nuclear power plant.

The commission, which is conducting
hearings on the financial stability of the
Public Service Co of New Hampshire, the
firm building the $2 billion plant, said it would
not be influenced by the additional con-
struction on the project in making its final

decision on the company's financial health.

Earlier, Karen Sheldon, an attornev for tfie

New England group, told the commission the
Public Service Co. might not be able to
afford better than minimum standard parts
for Its power plant. She stressed commission
regulations are intended to assure that a
company would never "be in a financial

position where it would have to cut corners
and economize and that would have an
impact on safety."

She noted the Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire bond ratings have dropped to a
"BAA" rating which she described as
"lacking outstanding investment charac-
teristics and having a speculative character
as well."

Another witness, Robert Backus of the
Seacoast Anti- Pollution League and the
Audobon Society, said the power company
is banking all of its hopes for funds for the
power project on rate increases. But he said
recent rate increas»»s showed that sales were
down and anticipated profits were not
realized He blanf>ed this on "price induced
conservation."

Company lawyer Thonnas Dignan said

power companies have "no incentives to

cheat" on safety standards because they

"would be the biggest losers in town" if a

nudear accident occurred. He also told the
commission the bond rating had nothing to

do with meeting safety standards.

Walk-ins are welcome at the bloodmobile being held this week in the Student Union Ballroom. Today, however, is the last day
that donors can give. A spokesman for the Red Cross said they expected the total number of pints to reach 225 by the end of the
second day, yesterday. A donation takes about an hour and will save another's life. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

Clamshell says it will appeal stoppage
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

EXETER. N.H. — The 64 persons arrested
in the April 30 occupation of the proposed
nuclear power plant site in Seabrook, N.H.,
will appeal their cases Nov. 7 in Rockingham
County Superior Court.

Eva Gibacic, one of the defendants, said

she sees the trials as a way to take the case
against nuclear power to tf>e people. "Over
1600 people have been convicted of criminal

trespass in three Seabrook occupations in

the past year and a half, yet not one person
has had a jury trip', " she said.

The Clamshell Alliance, the group
responsible for last years occupations have
contacted a numt>er of nuclear technology

experts to testify at the trials. These possible
witnesses include: Dr. George Wald, Nobei
prize-winning Biologist; Sister Rosalie
Bertell, cancer researcher at the Roswell Park

Memorial Institute in New York and an

expert on the health effects of low-level

radiation; and Dr. Helen Caldecott, of the

Boston's Children's Hospital Medical Center,

an authority on genetic damage and disease
caused by radiation.

In their defense the alliance is expected to
argue that the occupation of the site was
necessary to prevent a greater crime, "the
construction of a nuclear power plant."

In all 1,414 people were arrested for the
Seabrook occupation.
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Tom Jones
dares to be
different

By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Tom Jones is here and still as charming
and provocative as he has always been.

Lest anyone entertain the notion of

throwing room keys up on stage for his

pleasure keep in mind this Tom Jones is

not the Warbling Welsh Wonder, but

rather the main character of a play

bearing the same name.

Presented in Bowker Auditorium by
the Roister Doister Drama Society, "Tom
Jones" debuted last weekend before an
appreciative audience, with per-
formances this Friday through Sunday.

Based on Henrv Fielding's bawdy
novel about a "foundling in Eighteen
century England, "Tom Jones" has been

adapted tor the stage by David Rogers,
with director Rolf Carlson making a few
interesting changes on the poorly written
script. Furniture is omitted on stage save
for one bush and a host of black boxes
that serve in lieu of chairs, tables and
beds. Props are held to a minimum
thereby focusing attention on the actors
and their performances.

The major role is manipulated by actor

Michael Law with the ease afforded by an
accomplished performer. Law projects a

character whose personality comfortably
oscillates between that of the gregarious
innocent and the lusty rogue.

Marsha Gillete who plays the pam-
pered Sophia Western steals the show
with her hillarious gesticulations and

facial expressions. Her timing and
movements on stage are excellent and
give the theater goer a character to

believe in and follow, from the time the
rurlain goes up until it lowers again after

the final call.

Stacey Sparks demonstrates her
thesbian talents as she smoothly ac
commodates three characters in the play
Alternating between subservient,
common, and aristocratic personalities.

Sparks richly deserves applause for her
talent.

Congratulations are in order to Director
Carlson for daring to be different.

Tom Jones begins 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium Friday night. Tickets are still

available at the Bowker Auditorium box
office.

Appeals court upholds Hearst ruling
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SAN FRANCISCO \UPI\ - A federal
appeals court yesterday upheld Patricia

Hearst's 1976 conviction for robbing a San
Francisco bank while underground with the
Symbionese Liberation Army.

The government said she will be permitted
to remain free on bail pending further appeal.

The Ninth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
said it found "no reversible error" in the

celebrated two-month trial of Miss Hearst,

who was found guilty and sentenced to

seven years in prison for participating in the

bank robbery 10 weeks after she was kid-

napped by the terrorist SLA.

She has been free on $1 .2 million bail since

November of last year, and would be eligible

for parole after serving another 14 months.

U.S. Attorney James Browning, Jr., who
prosecuted *^° r^se. said the qovernmpnt
would not seek to have her bail revoked and
have her returned to custody until her at-

torneys decide whether to appeal to the U.S.

Supreme Court.

There was no immediate word from Miss

Hearst's attorneys on whether they would
appeal further.

Miss Hearst's father, Randolph A. Hearst,

president of the San Francisco Examiner,

said he and her mother were "disappointed"
by the decision.

"We had hoped the appeal would be in her

favor," Hearst said. "We thought there were
very good grounds for the appeal."

Miss Hearst, 23, was found guilty of by a

U.S. District Court jury of participating in the

April 15, 1974, bank robbery. She remained
in hiding for a year and a half after the

holdup, and was arrested in San Francisco in

September, 1975.

Miss Hearst had contended that she was
forced to take part in the robbery after

undergoing weeks of duress and torture

while locked in a closet by members of the

SLA following her kidnapping. Her attorneys

argued that if she had not been kidnapped in

the first place, she never would have been
involved in the robbery.

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

In a 35-page opinion, the appeals court

said: "We conclude on the basis of well

established principles that no reversible error

occurred and that the judgement must be
affirmed."

Miss Hearst had raised several points in

her appeal. First, she said trial Judge Oliver J
Carter had improperly allowed testimony
about her subsequent activities with the SLA
following the robbery, particularly a shooting
incident she participated in at a Los Angeles
sporting goods store a month later.

The appeals court said because her
defense was that she participated under
duress, the court had to prove that was not
true.

"The evidence of appeallant's involvement
in the Los Angeles activity was relevant

because it tended to show appellant willingly

engaged in other criminal activity with
persons of the same group at a time not
unduly remote," the opinion said.

She also contended that the trial judge
erred in allowing the government to cross-

examine her on the stand about a "missing
year" of her time underground. She took the
Fifth Amendment against self-incrimination

42 times when questioned about it.

The appeals court said "a defendant who
testifies in his own behalf waives his privilege

against self-incrimination with respect to the
relevant matters covered by his direct

testimony and subjects himself to cross-

examination by the government."
The court also rejected defense con-

tentions that the judge erred in admitting a

Patty Hearst

jailhouse tape recording of a conversation
between Miss Hearst and a friend, and that
testimony by a defense expert witness on
psycholinguistics should have been allowed.

On the other hand, the appeals court said
the judge acted correctly in admitting
testimony about Miss Hearst's state of mind
by prosecution experts.

"0' ce it is conceded that experts in

psychology and psychiatry can be of help to
a jury faced with a defense such as appellant
raised, we see no basis for this case for
limiting their opinions to subsidiary issues
and prohibiting them from opining whether
appellant entered and robbed the bank
voluntarily or under duress," the opinion
said.
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about people

about people

about people

BOSTON - Sheila Macbeth Mitchell, 87, of Edinburgh, Scotland, survivor of
the World War I sinking of the Britannic, sister ship of the Titanic, displays an
album and part of a chair relating to the event Ms. Mitchell, a world traveler, told
,of her latest adventure-diving in a mini-sub to the bottom of the Aegean Sea to
inspect the remains of the ship she was sailing on as a volunteer nurse 61 years
:ago. lUPI)

Saying she has been shunned as an
entertainer, Anita Bryant declared
yesterday that death threats, the
potential loss of her livelihood and
various forms of harassment would not

deter her from campaigning against

homosexuality.
"I'm not afraid," she said in an in-

terview. "So they kill me. So what?"
Saying that her more than $1(X),000-a-

year job with the Florida Citrus Com-
mission is in jeopardy. Miss Bryant
declared that she "won't be intimidated."

She continued. "If that's the price I have
to pay for standing as the concerned
mother of my four children and to make it

a decent country to live in, then it's worth
paying the price."

She commented after taping two
interviews at NBC. One of them was for

the "Today Show," on which she was to

have appeared live on Thursday.
Under the watchful eyes of security

guards, the red-haired singer said that

various threats from "militant

homosexuals" prompted her to cut short

her stay here and necessitated the taping.

Watergate burglar Frank Sturgis got
his bail reduced to $10,000 yesterday
after his lawyer argued that charges
against the former CIA agent stemmed
from a publicity stunt.

Sturgis, 53, was accused of trying to
harass and coerce ex-spy Marita Lorenz
into changing testimony that he was a

participant in the assassination of

President John F. Kennedy.

Mrs. Delmar Miller of Osten, Florida
and her son, Donni« Payton. are
mowing their way towards Kentucky and
a hoped-for spot in the Guiness Book of
Records They plan to reach Center,
Kentucky, in 22 and-a-half days on the
machine which has a top speed of 5
m.p.h. Her husbarnj overhauled the 8-

year-old six- horsepower mower for the
800 mile journey.

A Superior Court jury has awarded
8ir>gef Perry Como $257,509 for injuries

he suffered when he fell of a stage while

taping a 1971 Christmas special for NBC.

Pope Paul VI referred to his own
"fading life" in an All Souls' Day general

audience speech yesterday.

The 80- year- old pontiff, who has
repeatedly said he feels death ap-

proaching, told a group of newly married

couples: "It is so pleasant for a fading life

to see the life that is kindled in your
founding of new Christian homes."

The pope has often touched on the

subject since he told Easter worshippers
in 1976: "Death for us cannot be far

away."
Vatican officials, however, have said

that apart from arthritic pains in his

knees, the pope is in relatively good
health for a man of his years and working
habits.

The pope's weekly general audience
coincided with All Souls Day, for

Catholics a day of special prayers for the

dead.
Discussing the subject of death in

general, the pope said the beyond is "a
world of which we lack precise images,

and which therefore we cannot picture in

our present way of thinking.

"But we know some truths that

educate and comfort us," the pope said.

"We know first of all that our dead are

still alive. The human soul is immortal."

Robert J. Morrissey, of the Career
Planning and Placement Office at UMass
has retired after 31 years of service.

In 1960, he became the Director of

Placement and Financial Aid until 1972.
During that time the amount of financial

aid grew from $60,000 to $3.5 million.

When Placement and Financial Aid
separated he became Director of Career
Planning and Placement. He served as a

consultant for the College Entrance
Examination Board, and se:>'ed as a
reserve member of the Army research
and development unit on campus. Upon
leaving UMass, Morrissey said "Over the
years, what I have enjoyed most was
working with students... watching youth
as they mature, and trying to help them in

their career decisions."

Amy Carter Christmas gifts from the
people of Finland are biding their time in

a local animal shelter. The gifts are two
reindeer, which were sent to the Clifton,

New Jersey Animal Import Center this
week by Finland National Tourist Office.
Amy is shown in a 1976 photo.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
arrived in Saudi Arabia yesterday for
Middle East policy coordination talks with
King Khaled and other government
officials

Sadat flew in from Tehran where he
met with Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi.
The Iranian leader is due to travel to the
United States in two weeks' time for talks
with President Carter.

No official communique was issued on
the Iranian leg of Sadat"s current tour,
which had earlier taken him to Romania
and top level Middle East discussions
with President Nicolae Ceausescj
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WEEKEND SPECIA LS

CHICKEN TETRAZZINI $3.95

BAKED STUFFED SCALLOPS
$4.S0

QUICHE LORRAINE
w/salad & roll $2.50

FOR BOOZE & BEER
''"'' NEAR & HERE

Right in

the heart of Amherst !

Save your time, tires, and gas

C&C LIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY
253-3091

US Will prohibit

arms to S. Africa

WASHINGTON [AP] - The United

States is prohibiting the export of military

and police equipment to South Africa

and will recall two U.S. Embassy attaches

in a further show of U.S. opposition to

Pretoria's crackdown on dissent.

The announcement yesterday by
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
represents a tightening of an arms
emt>argo the United States has observed

since 1963 and an escalation of Carter

administration efforts to disassociate

itself from the white supremist regime.

Vance told a news conference the

arms ban will be extended to cover so-

called "gray area" items, which have
both military and civilian uses. The ban
also will encompass the export of spare

parts for equipment sold to South Africa

in the past.

Former CIA head
charged in cover-up
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Former CIA

Director Richard Helms will be sentenced
Friday for his no contest plea on charges

of covering up the CIA's anti-Marxist
activities in Chile.

Helms entered the plea Monday as part
of an agreement he reached with the
government, and the Justice Department
in turn recommended against a jail term
for him.

But U.S. District Judge Barrington
Parker, who presided at the arraignment,
refused to say he would not impose a
prison sentence, so Helms will have no
guarantees when he goes to court Friday.

Federal government

creates youth jobs
WASHINGTON [AP] - The federal

government began its billion-dollar effort

to cut down massive youth unem-
ployment this week by sending the first

Young Adults Conservation Corps
workers to wildlife refuges and forest

areas.

By the end of this year, 7,895 youth will

be tackling conservation tasks in urban,
park and forest settings, according to
Labor Department officials. Some 22,300
out-of-work young people will be
awarded jobs with the corps by next
October.
The corps is a $233.3- million piece of

the $1 -billion youth jobs act that passed
Congress this year. Other major elements
of the act are experimental training and
employment programs and community
job products.

Congress allocates

for neutron warhead
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The House,

without a word of debate, voted
yesterday for more than $3 billion in

defense and nuclear energy programs,
including $12.6 million for the neutron
bomb and $15 million for carrying cruise
missiles.

The House accepted by voice vote a
conference report to authorize $476.4
million for defense matters.

It voted 336-69 to authorize $2.6 billion

for additional Energy Department
programs. They now go to the Senate.
The Energy Department bill adds $12.6

million to funds already approved for the
neutron bomb in 1978, bringing the total

for the weapon to $22.6 million.

African countries

again suffer famine
ROME [UP/] - A representative of the

Sahelian countries south of the African
Sahara said yesterday the region is once
again suffering severe drought and
famine conditions only three years after

its most recent plague.

Boulama Manga, minister for
agricultural development of Niger, told a
meeting of the U.N. World Food Con-
ference the Sahel region is going to need

massive international aid to see it through
the coming year.

"The threat of famine is severe once
again," Manga told World Food Con-
ference delegates.

I^icro organism
a new life form
WASHINGTON [AP] - A microscopic

organism previously thought to he or-

dinary bacteria actually is a separate form
of life and may be the oldest living thing

on earth, it was announced yesterday.

The major development could provide

new clues to the unknown stages of

evolution that immediately preceded the

development of life as it is known today,

scientists said.

The discovery by a University of Illinois

research team was announced jointly by
the National Science Foundation and the

National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, which funded the work.
The team led by Dr. Carl R. Woese, Dr.

Ralph S. Wolfe and Dr. George Fox
discovered the organism's uniqueness by
analyzing its genetic composition.

Science traditionally divides living

organisms into two basic types, the

"higher" forms of animals and plants,

and the "lower" forms of bacteria.

The researchers say their organism,

which lives without oxygen and produces
methane gas as its waste product, fits

neither group.
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Invite the bunch . .
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Setves 32. . . tastes like a super cocktail!

Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,

add ice and 7UP at the last minute ... serve the crowd

right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!

Recipe:

One fifth Southern Comfort

3 quarts 7UP
6 oz fresh lemon juice

Or>e 6-oz can frozen orange |uice

One 6-oz can frozen lemonade

Chill ingredients Mix in bucket,

adding VUPIast Add a few drops

food coloring (optional) and stir

lightly Add ice. orange, lemon

slices Looks and tastes great!

You know it's got to be good . . . when it's made with
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The Great Pretenders
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Nov. 3

Duke & the Drivers

Pri.,
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SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, !00 PROOF LIQUEUR. ST lOUIS, MO 63132

Sat.,
Nov. 5

LUNA
formerly Orchestra Luna

**********************

Cominc}: THE RAMONES
Wed., Nov 16

FBI to release

Kennedy files
WASHINGTON [AP] - FBI officials

confirmed yesterday that the bureau is about
ready to release publicly its massive file on
the assassination of President John F.

Kennedy.
A department spokesman said the first

segment of the 80,000 pages of investigative

material would be unveiled sometime this

month. It vill cover the first six months of the

probe.

The remainder of the file will be disclosed

by the end of the year, the official said.

The release comes in response to more
than 50 requests under the Freedom of

Information Act. Critics of the government's
version of the events surrounding the
Kennedy assassination, in which Lee Harvey
Oswald was held to have acted alone, have
sought access to the FBI's raw files almost
from the Nov. 22, 1963, date of the killing.

The FBI said it has been working on the
file's preparation for public release for two
and one- half years.

The disclosures will not include those
documents from the Warren commission
which remain classified and under seal in the
National Archives. Nor will it involve

materials which the FBI received from other
federal agencies such as the CIA or the
Secret Service.

Gas tanked to U.S.
WASHINGTON [AP] - An administrative

law judge recommended approval yesterday
of a major import of liquified natural gas to

the United States, by way of a tanker ter-

minal in Canada.
The initial decision by judge Nahum Litt

rejected two alternative terminal sites in the

United States: one at Prudence Island, R.I.,

and the other at Sears Island, Maine.

But Litt said either of those two locations

would be a suitable alternative if Canada's
National Energy Board fails to approve the

primary locations in New Brunswick.
Litt's decision, subject to review by the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
approved a proposal by Tenneco Atlantic

Pipeline Co., a subsidiary of Tenneco, Inc.

Housing exemptions

Spring 1978 Housing Exemption Ap-
plications are due in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore, no later than tomorrow. Ap-
plications will not be accepted after this date.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Deli Ham, Broccoli-

Cauliflower casserole. Basics, Fried

Clam plate, Lima Bean Stew
DINNER B.B.O. Chicken, Chopped

Beefsteak Special, ' Basics, B.B.O.

Chicken, Herbed Soybean Casserole

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Grilled Cheese, Duchess

Beef Pie, Basics, Grilled Cheese,

Vegetable Shepherds Pie

DINNER - Manicotti, Fried Fish,

basics, Manicotti, Fried Fish
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An old guy wearing a wrinkled and tat-

tered pork pie hat and wrapped in any army
surplus coat slams the bus seat with his copy
of the Boston Herald American. No one
responds. Everyone is too busy con-
templating the back of the head in front of
them. He grunts to get attention, "Eh, you
wid da bookbag! You a college kid?"

I slowly nod my head, "yes," reluctantly

admittting my non-occupation. I get ready.

Either this guy's going to ask rT>e if I know his

nephew that went to UMass in 1943, or
probably he'll ask if it's true what "they" say
about co-ed dorms.

The old gentleman explodes, "Ya know
what ya learn in college? Garbage! All this

crap about relationships, chemical equations,

economic theory, gbbs of paint on canvas!

Hell, where I come from ya leam from doin'

not hearin' about other people's sweat!"

"You students don't know nothin'. Can ya

fix a light, repair a door hinge, rebuild a...."

"Excuse me," I stall the tirade. "I think the

garbage we learn is like a compost heap. It is

a fertilizer that nourishes the growth of other

things. Students are the raw sewage of

knowledge. Students are unrefined...."

"Hey, Einstein, put a lid on that trash!" the

old gent orders. Listen, I been bustin' my
hump for 45 years at my job. Some unshaven
punk in a three piece suit comes and tells me
that my motions aren't efficient. I say to da

"Students are the raw

sewage of knowledge.

Students are unrefined..."

guy 'What is this ballet or construction

work?' 'Look kid,' I says, 'I'm tired of your
demands. Let's settle this right now chump!'
The punk frowned and said, 'It's against my
principles to engage in physical altercations.'

College doesn't turn boys into men. It turns

'em into indexed bird turds, computerized
puppy slush...."

Waving my hands in front of his bulging

eyes to break the tantrum, I apologetically

interrupt. "Sorry, but maybe what college

students leam is how to think. Maybe we
consider the fate of humanity. Maybe we can
broaden our horizor\s. Maybe we for-

mulate..."

"Woe Shakespeare, woe. Flush that junk

down the drain. You kkJs are shitkkikers of

the worst kind. The only thing ya know Is

garbage, garbage, garbage!"

"All right already Mister," I surrender.

"But do you know how much sanitation

workers are making these days?"

Steve Dubin's column appears every other
Thursday in the Collegian.

Nuclear weapons:
nnobilizing for survival

By DAMON THOMAS

Arise, ye prisoners of extinction.

Peoples of the world, unite — You
have nothing to lose but your terror,

your exploitation and ceaseless

deception, your helplessness and
hopelessness.

And a world to win.

AND A WORLD TO WIN.
- Statement of Conn. PEP

[Promoting Enduring Peace]

Tens of thousands of nuclear bonds,
which can destroy the world many times
over, are stockpiled and ready for use. Since
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the danger of total

nuclear war has steadily increased. The
people of America, the USSR, and the world
have been lulled into a silent acceptance of

the existence of nuclear weapons. Despite
detente, despite nuclear test ban treaties,

despite the continuing SALT talks, and
despite President Carter's call for a total test

ban and zero nuclear weapons, there has still

not been a single nuclear weapon eliminated

by negotiated agreement. It is clear that only

through the efforts of p>eople in this country
and throughout the world will real action be
taken to abolish nuclear weapons.

Abolishing nuclear weapons is one step.

The United States and Soviet Union have

were lost. But between 1945 and today more
than 40 million persons have been killed in

"small" wars, "police actions", and
"conflicts" around the world. These conflicts

were heavily nourished by American
weapons manufacturers — the U.S. today is

the world's biggest arms merchant. The arms

race has taken on a deadly momentum of its

own. The planet earth is now a time bomb, a

doomsday machine. And time is running out.

Unless there is massive intervention by
people everywhere on the planet, directed

against the military machine of every nation,

the inevitable outcome will be unthinkable.

Though many people think of the arms
race as something that might explode into

war tonight, they forgot that the arms race is

killing us now. In our own nation, and
throughout the world, death comes each day

to the Mck, the hungry and the poor of all

ages, it comes because money that should

have provided health care has built nuclear

warheads and war equipment (e.g. -18 health

centers treating 40,000 people each year

equals $57.6 million equals 3 F-14 aircraft).

Money that might have gone to child care,

education, and city services has gone into

funding military death toys (e.g. cutting out

one F-15 fighter plane would pay for

Cleveland's mass transit costs for a year-

adequate child care for 300 children equals

$300,000 equals average cost of training one
pilot; the overrun in cost on the XM-1 tank in

a six-month period — $394.1 million —

"Siirv. wc ciin bJou up tlic world. Iiiit it the

Kussiuns ciin blow up tlu. world twice, were Jioncrs"

other weapons at their disposal. Many of

these "conventional" weapons overlap with
some nuclear weapons in terms of their

destructive ability.

Many people think of World War II as the

last "great war" because 40 million lives

would be enough to finance all of Baltimore's

education). Money that might have recon-

structed our cities has financed bombers (66

low-cost homes equals $1 million equals 1

Huey helicopter).

Americans think all the bombs in the Indo-

Yours, mine, and ours

jimpaulin

"Yet what power on Earth is equal to the

feeble strength of one?
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"But the union nnakes us strong."

Solidarity Forever

The Industrial Workers of the World
Songbook.

UMass students need a union to represent

their interests and to protect them from the

administration, faculty and trustees the same
way that the American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees promotes
the interest of university workers and
defends them against the university and
state, the same way that electric company
linemen have the Brotherhood of Utility

Workers or the International Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers to advocate their interests

and fight the management when it trys to

bargain for the right to force their employees
to work outside in bitter cold weather.

We don't need to worry about the

university forcing us to have outdoor classes

in freezing weather, because no one above
us in the hegemony (a hierarchical structure

— in this case, one where we students are on
the bottom, even though the university exists

to serve us, and not vice versa) likes the cold

any more than we do. They love, however,

keeping us out in the cold, i.e., excluded

from having any real say in most of the big

decisions that profoundly affect our lives as

students.

The main difference between students and
workers is that workers are paid for their

labor, while students pay for labor. In the

case of the public-low tuition university,

taxes pay for most of the cost of education,

THi$ 1$ THE ONW OFFICE Its) TOWN
VJHERE v^JE'RE NOT A /MNOl?\TV."'

china war fell 10,000 miles away. Walk
through our slums and you will see where
else the bombs fell. Burned out blocks of

buildings. Look at the victims — old people

searching garbage cans for food. Children

already brutalized by poverty. Unemployed
youth hooked on drugs, crime, prostitution

and alcohol. These are our casualties. Think

what is happening in nations that are

desperately poor, where most people are

hungry most of the time, where almost

everyone needs medical care. Think of what
could be done for life with the billions spent

on barreling toward Armageddon. The arms

race, extremely profitable and necessary for

22,(XX) prime contractors, is a criminal attack

on the peoples of the world.

The U.S. has some 30,000 nuclear

weapons in its stockpile; this stockpile could

destroy every city in the USSR with more
than 100,000 inhabitants at least 40 times

over. Yet, we continue to build three now
nuclear bombs a day, every day. The Soviets

could destroy every American city of more
than 100,000 at least 17 times over. It is time

to stop this insanity. It is time to work for the

complete abolition o* all nuclear weapons
from the earth.

organized on a nationwide and global basis.

The movement's goals are to stop the arms

race ban nuclear power, abolish nuclear

weapons, and fund human needs; it is

supported by such notable national figures

as Daniel Berrigan, Helen Caldicott, Noam
Chomsky, Barry Commoner, Daniel Ellsberg,

Sidney Lens, Pete Seeger, Benjamin Spock,

George Wald, and Cora Weiss.

The MFS. in the Amherst-New England

area actively seeks your help and in-

volvement. Amherst- N.E. is a key area in this

growing campaign because of the presence

of military research and development in the

area's major universities, electronic in-

dustries, and military bases — as well as a

great number of regional people already

involved around these issues.

Preceding action in Spring, 1978, will be a

series of nationwide teach-ins, speak-outs in

campuses, communities, and churches, from

Oct 15-Dec. 15. The Amherst MFS needs

people for outreach, media work, leafleting,

ideas, fundraising, etc. Anyone interested in

helping out in local actions is urged to drop in

soon at the CEQ office, 306 Student Union.

Arise, ye prisoners of extinction. You have

a world to win.

A growing movement known as the Damon Thomas is a Collegian com-
Mobilization for Survival (MFS) is now being mentator.

not tuition. Even at private institutions, in-

cluding the most exorbitant priced ones, for

instance the rest of the 5 college system,

tuition does not fully cover the actual cost of

the education, and they depend heavily upon
the institutional endowment, which is a

reserve of funds designated to be used in the

interest of the college-university. Essentially,

it's a bank account. Public institutions are

dependent on allocations from state

revenues.

We are not workers, but consumers, or,

customers, and the old saying goes "the

customer is always right." We're not always
right, but neither are the nr>erchants of

education, landlords, cops, restauranteurs,

etc. etc. who control our lives with their

illegitimate hegemony.

As Jimmy Cliff says, "as sure as the sun

does shine, I'm going to get my share right

now, what's mine, and the harder they come,

the harder they fall, one and all." What's

mine, yours, and ours is power. Power to

democratically participate in the decisions of

the university, right along side AFSCME local

1776, and the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, the Faculty Union.

We want the university to hear our voices
and feel both our strength of cooperation

and the power of our resistance, depending
on how we're treated. We are the foundation

of the edifice, but the floors above us can use

their weight to stifle us, and their height to

shit on us if they choose, though generally

they benevolently let us eat the cake,

It is as if we still haven't left high school,

and the university is acting in loco parentis,

that IS, in place of the parents, and we should

be seen and not be heard, if they can help it.

In spite of the fact that we are the essence of

the university, we are also essentially

powerless. We are the only component of

the corporation whose absence would not

stop or slow down the university. Though a

non-Student Trustee is evidentally invisible

except at board meetings, they are the would
be people's representatives (in reality the

Governor's appointees), and their decisions

steer the course of the university in the same
way a deliberative body such as a senate and
house of representatives controls a

qovernment.

If any other level of the hegemony went on
strike the university would be crippled at the

least and probably incapicated. If students
went on strike, the employees contracts
would guarantee the continuance of their

salary, and they would pretty much be on
vacation. Hypothetically, if every university

employee up and quit, students have the skill

to run the show themselves, all that would
have to be done would be for the legis-

lature to convert payroll funds into

workstudy money; but that would never
happen. What we need is the right to bargain
collectively, just like labor has, since, at least

potentially, we have all the vehicles of

leverage labor has, if we turn our dissent into

united action via escrow accounts, boycotts,

class action suits, etc.

Let the students decide!

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.

Capitalism:

the cost of

flanging on

To the Editor

For the last few days, Collegian readers
have seen ringing defenses of capitalism.

We have been told by Drew Crane and
Stephen Mathieu how wonderful
capitalism is and how grateful we should
be that we have the privilege of living

here in God's country under the greatest

economic system ever devised, and that
if forsome twisted reason we should find
fault with it we can just get the hell out.

I would like to remind Mr. Crane and
Mr. Mathieu of how we got to be in this

enviable position, and what we are doing
to make certain we stay there:

The U. S. and her European and Asian

friends are responsible for the wholesale

rape of our planet in search of the

resources necessary to the continued

exponential rise in consumption of

goods. The results? The highest standard

of living in the world. Also, the extinction

or near-extinction of scores of animal and
plant species; the ruination of formerly

pristine lakes and rivers; the poisoning of

our air; open pit mines; enormous
sanitary landfills; undisposable radio-

active wastes, etc.

This is not to mention the staggering

human toll exacted in our quest for more,

more, more. The history of Western

civilization is little more than a list of

atrocities committed against native

populations. The slave trade, imperialism,

multinational corporations [the modern
colonial powers] — all the result of

businessmen trying to make yet another

buck. The extermination of the American

Indian, the subjugation of pre-

Communist China, the almost total

destruction of Laos, Cambodia, and
Vietnam — makes you proud to be an
American, doesn't it?

We have seen fellow-capitalist despots

such as the Shah of Iran, Korea's Park,

the Phillipines' Marcos given Presidential

handshakes and billions of dollars, while

equally tyrannical but regrettably leftist

dictators such as Cuba's Castro and the

Dominican Republic's Trujillo are treated

to everything from poisoned cigars to

CIA bullets. Why? To make the world

safe for democracy, of course.

And what is being done now to ensure

we stay on top? We try to find ways of

making the U.S. independent of the rest

of the world. You see, we have to have all

our own, home-grown energy and other

resources, also some unscrupulous

nation might slap us with an embargo

and take away our refrigerators that

dispense crushed ice. It's too bad that all

those Jamaican bauxite miners live in

utter squalor, but God forbid we should

have to pay an extra dime for Reynold's

Wrap. And gee, we 'd like to help all those

millions of starving children in Africa, but

we might not be able to have our

Twinkles. ^

It's safe to say that this litany of ac-

complishments has only scratched the

surface; capitalists have not exactly

covered themselves with glory. Frankly,

the current trend on campus towards

conservatism and-or apathy is very

disturbing. I fear that in twenty years the

country will be run by people like Mr.

Mathieu who are too busy looking out for

Number One to give a damn about

anybody else in the world.

JohnGever

Rape: shifting the

problem to men is

not the answer
To the Editor

There is no doubt that the problem of

rape is not only increasing at an alarming

rate, but one that we should all be aware
of and educated about. However, Julie

Melrose's article on November 1, "Rape
— the fastest crime," did in no way
accomplish this.

The article, written as a series on
"Women's Health Care", does little to

educate women at all on the problems of

rape. Instead, Ms. Melrose directed her

report as an impetuous attack in an
article that not only does little in the line

of accurate reporting, but blatantly

defines Ms. Melrose's attitudes toward

men.
Since Ms. Melrose is confining her

article solely to heterosexual rape, it

seems rather ridiculous to use statistics

on rape in general. How many of those

85,000 rapes were actually women? She
mentions all types of rapes, but to ac-

curately deal with the problem of violent

heterosexual crime, it would be helpful to

have accurate statistics rather than the

generalizations that Ms. Melrose gives.

This is one of the few attempts on the

part of Ms. Melrose to document the

article. We point out the distortion of her

statistics solely as an example of the

gross inaccuracies which continue in the

rest of the report.

As men who have lived in all male

dorms at UMass for three years, we do
not think male socialization teaches men
to rape. Through our experience and
discussions in seminars, we do not feel

sex is a commodity that men bargain for.

In fact, we think most men today have

much regard for the feelings and con-

cerns of women.
To infer that all men force sex on their

wives is a disservice to the contract of

marriage. Most men having entered into

the unity of marriage will recognize a

woman's right to control her own
sexuality.

It may be true that for too long "rape

has been considered a woman's
problem," nonetheless, shifting the

burden to men is certainly no answer.

Rape is a problem that has resulted from

the attitudes of both men and women in

our society. Together men and women
must set as their goal the end of this

horrible crime.

Finally, to infer that men's reactions to

women's attempts to liberate themseNes
increases the number of rapes is un-

founded and ludicrous. To generalize in

such a way explains Ms. Melrose's

obvious lack of Knowledge about men.

Overall, we feel that Ms. Melrose could

have used her influence as a reporter to

more accurately focus on the problem of

rape. Instead, her article would have been

more appropriate on the editorial page.

Perhaps a more suitable title would have

been, "Julie Melrose — Another Reason

Why I Hate Men.

"

Barry Maddix
Neal Quintan

Melilli accused of
/A
innuendo, gross

inaccuracies
yf

To the Editor

Lisa Melilli 's column of Wednesday,
November 2, is an amazing collage of

innuendoes, generalities, and gross
inaccuracies. Phrases such as
"manipulate some members of the

Collegian staff", "several Collegian

staffers question", "maneuvered certain

reporters to cover certain stories", and

other nebulous accounts of incidents

show a clear lack of courage on Ms.
Melilli's part to substantiate her charges.

It is difficult to respond to charges
which have no points of reference.

However, a number of her points are
clearly contortions of fact. Ms. Melilli

comments on Mr. Hite giving the
resignation letter of a Student Organizing
Project Board member to the Collegian.

She insinuates that this somehow a
dastardly and unethical abuse of Mr.
Hite's position. Perhaps it never occured
to Ms. Melilli that the letter is a matter of
public record, not some confidential

document, which if released would doom
the unionization effort.

It should be noted that the SOP is not
the only holder of the Gospel truth on
student unionization. To publicize
problems within the project is no
heresy, as Ms. Melilli would have one
believe. Obviously, William Bluestein,

who was the resigning Board member,
wanted to let the problems within the

SOP be known. If he didn't, he never

would have made those comments to the

Co-Presidents.

As for "manuevering certain reporters

to cover certain stories", again, where
are the specifics, the substantiation? The
News Editor of the Coltegian is responsi-

ble for assigning stories, apd.the issue

Editors, [which Ms. Melilli is], are

responsible for positioning the stories in

the paper. The burden rests on these

Collegian sfa^ members and the Board of

Editors for the content of the paper.

The comment, "[Mr. Hite] has been

known to use those priceless items of

manipulation; booze, pot, and a friendly

handshake" is a gross insult, and accuses

Mr. Hite of some kind of moral turpitude.

It also indicates that Ms. Melilli has little

respect for her Collegian colleagues, if

she- thinks they can be manipulated

through such means. The charge is

baseless.

4

The Co-Presidents hold the public trust

to make sure that the SGA conducts
itself in a professional manner. Therefore,

if Mr. Hite did not inform the Collegian of

possible mis-doings on the part of any
member or official of the SGA, he would
be remiss in his own duties. The
Collegian for a long time has been un-

willing to investigate any allegation of

misconduct among SGA officials. Ms.
Melilli seems to think that Mr. Hite should

say nothing and let things go merrily

along.

At no time did Ms. Melilli contact Jon
and ask him if any of her information was
true. Shejust went ahead and printed the
column without getting the other side of
the story.

I strongly agree with Lisa that the

Collegian must be able to operate free

from interference. I have been a strong

supporter of the independence of the

Collegian, with a record in the Student

Senate to back it up. However, I wonder
if Lisa was carriid away by her dedication

to the Collegian and deviated from her

normally incisive and professional

journalistic practices.

Paul M. Cronin

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegiari

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding

that date.

^

»• % • mr^ mr' m^ %
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What's Happening
TODAY

SHAREHOLDERS MEETING
Members of the UMass Student Federal

Credit Union should attend with comments,
criticisms and suggestions. 7:30 p.m.,
Canr>pus Center 804-806.

LECTURE
"Art in China Today, " and slide show by

Han Suyin, 8 p.m., Student Union Ballroom.
— "Techniques Used in Gene Isolation on
Vitro Construction of Recombinant DNA
Molecules," by Dr. M. Fournier, a member of

the UMass biochemistry department. She
will speak at 4:30 p.m. in Morill Science
Center Auditorium at 4:30 p.m., coffee at 4
p.m.

MOVIE
"Union Maids," 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center

163, free. Discussion on women in textile

industry led by Annie Sullivan will follow the
film. Sponsored by the J. P. Stevens Boycott
Committee.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY FAIR
Today through Saturday, sponsored by

the Alternative Energy Coalition and the
Mountain Farms Mall.

COFFEEHOUSE
Hillel Coffeehouse, Campus Center 168-

172, 8-11 p.m. Wine and cheese, coffee.

LECTURE
"Is Peace Possible in the Middle East?" by

Prof. Everett Mendelsohn of Harvard
University, 8 p.m., Hampden Student Center.

TOMORROW

MOVIE
"Casablanca," at 7 and 10:30 p.m. and

"To Have and Have Not," at 8:50 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom, $1.

Notices

NORTHEAST AREA GOVERNMENT
Meeting tonight, 6:30, main lounge of Leach

HILLEL
Local talent at the Hillel second annual coffee

houae, munchies. mellow music. Campus Center
LOST

— Male dog. Part husky, tan with white chest, gray
mask. Call 549 0048 or 253 3100
— Notebook and exam of German East-West (1901,

Herter 225, Oct. 24 or 25. Call Elsie, 549 6424.
— Orange cat. more than 10 pounds, last seen Oct.

26, Arnold Road, Pelham Road. Pelham Reward, call

256-8082, 545 2780
— Cable-knit sweater, off-white pull-over; lost

outside Student Union, sentimental value. Call Gloria,

253 7672
— Bankbook. United Jersey Bank at Northwest,

No. 728 032252 Return to bank
— Blue wallet. Hatch, return to Campus Center lost

and found. Need the IDs.
— Biochemistry notebook, red. Campus Center or

Student Union candy counter. Return to info desk or

call Shoryl, 6-9784.

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
Meeting. 8 p.m.. Campus Center 178, to discuss

raffle movie and election.

AMHERST COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
Volunteer work in basement of Jone's Library.

Amherst. Call Roger or Val. 253-2591

HILLEL
Come speak Hebrew in a casual atmosphere,

tonight, 7:30 Campus Center 901.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Meeting, tonight. 7, Campus Center 173, elections
held, upcoming concert planned.
FOUND

Black sunglasses, Phillips St., Nov. 1, returned to

info booth.

DIABETES GROUP
Meeting tonight, 7 p.m., discussion with Lisa

Lambiasi, nututionist. Health Center (Infirmary), room
302
PRE LAW OFFICE

Continuing Education sponsoring an LSAT prep
course, $40. Will meet Nov. 7 to 10. Nov. 14-17, 7 9
p.m., with practice LSAT Nov. 19.

STAR TREK LIVES
Meeting, tonight, 7-11, Campus Center 908.

STOCKBRIDGE BASKETBALL
Tryouts, Nov. 7, 8 p.m., Curry Hicks Cage, also Nov.

8, 8 p.m.
CITIZENS FOR CLEAN AIR
Those Interested in helping collect signatures for

no-smoking petition, meeting tomorrow in Dwight
Lounge, 3 p.m.

AMHERST CAMERA CLUB
Williai Doty of West Springfield will speak on

"Your New England Wild Flowers." tomorrow. 7:30
p m.. Herter Hall 231 Doty is a two-star exhibit in the
nature category of the Photography Society of
America.
CEO CONTRADANCE AND DINNER
Tomorrow, 6:30 p.m., Farley Lodge. Sign up to

bring food at CEQ office Student Union 306 $1 Bring
own utensils.

COFFEEHOUSE
People's Gay Alliance of UMass, 8 p.m. to

1 a.m., Hampden Dining Commons theatre.
There will be live entertainment, $1.

VIDEO SIDEWALK
The Student Video Project will present the

exhioition, including this week's feature,
"The Strife of Life." 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the
Campus Center concourse.

DAILY

BUS TICKETS TO UMASS-UNH FOOT-
BALL GAME

Only 60 tickets left on first come, first

served basis. Bus leaves Nov. 12 at 9:30 a.m.
and returns 7 p.m. Tickets on sale in NOPE
lobby, 8 a.m. to noon, $7.

CAREER LIBRARY
The Career Library and the walk-in career

and personal counseling services of the
Community Development Center's Career-
Life Development Team are now available on
Thursday's from 6 to 9 p.m. in Berkshire
House 119. This is in addition to the regular

Chinese expert's speech
to air on 'Focus' program
WMUA (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will air a

speech by Han Suym an expert on Chinese
culture and biographer of the late Mao Tse
Tung, today at 6 p.m.

The speech, originally broadcast 11 years
ago as part of a China teach-in at the
University of Toronto, is being aired as a
special feature of "Focus," WMUA's weekly
public affairs series produced and moderated
by Kenneth Mosakowski.

Another segment of tonight's program will

feature a preview of next Tuesday's election

in the city of Northampton.

Public invited to attend
doctoral presentations
The Office of Student Affairs in the School

of Education is presenting a Graduate
Colloquium on Nov. 8 from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. in

Campus Center 903-909.

The public is invited to come and listen to

the oral presentations of School of Education

doctoral candidates. Among some of the
dissertation topics to be presented are:

"Chapter 622: Sex Discrimination in

Education"; "Genetics Instruction: Audio-
Tutorial Laboratory Approach Compared to

Traditional Methods"; "Education as En-

vironmental Design-Teacher as Designer
Perspective" and "Strategy for Evaluation of

a Contextual System of Public Education"

schedule, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m.

INDEX SENIOR PORTRAITS
This is the last week that Seniors

graduating in December or going on in-

ternship next semester can have their pic-

tures taken. Appointments can be made by
caaling 545-2874 or stopping by the INDEX
office, CC 102, from 9 a.m. through 5 p.m.
Morning, afternoon, and evening times are
available.

Tonite, Thurs., Nov.

3

The
Bricker Band
Fri.&Sat., Nov.4&5

Clean Livlns

Sunday, Nov.

6

Widespread
Depression

Men., Nov.

7

Andy May ft

T exas Tabby Crabby

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Sunday—Noon to Nine

Friendl 2fort Night

BUY1
GET1
FREE

(most drinks & beers)

8:30 to 1

1

WITH

TWOWAY STREET
V *>*

'-^ws^ct:

The

EXCAU6IK0
PLATTER

featuring 5 ounces of

100% Pure Beef, on a

Bulkie Roll, with Let-

tuce, Sliced Tomatoes,

Cole Slaw, and french

Fries.

AWcLtt** 4 to 8pm

SUNDAY
GOODTIME HOUR

Qt. Pitchers

of Beer for

V *>^

«»'<««•«

AFTERTHEGAME
HAPPY HOUR

WITH

MM PLUNRETT

Brinti your

PIB miii{s

tor

2V hccrs

' - 'kalJMMMMWMMa
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LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg.open Monday
Saturday 4 10:30

50 cents a
string

Collegian n

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
string

1

zs zz zsant ac ac ag
Representative

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
to be on campus

FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 18

Graduate study information - ail fields of.

Letters, Arts & Sciences
emphasis on Social Sciences

ontact Placement Service, Ha mpshire House|

DORM RESIDENTS
for only one dollar S 1 00 see

ROMEO AND JULIET
November 3. 4, 5. 6 at 8 00pm, pm, Nov 5 of 2 00pm

FRANK PRENTICE RAND THEATER UMASS. Fine Arts Center
Bring meal ticket and ID to Box Office

mm
... On u lam-^^i'!^}

III WN
WITH

COLD
EMS carries the finest in down dothing &
outdoor equipment at the best prices.

DOWN GLOVES
DOWN MITTENS
DOWN BOOTIES
DOWN VESTS • PARKAS
DOWN SLEEPING BAGS
DOWN COMFORTERS

Eastern Mountain Sports

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

(^ Fairfield MaH/chicopee y

VISA*

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9PM,
Sat. 9:30 AM-5:30 PM

Route 9, Amherst-Hadlev Line

Amherst, Massachusetts

(413) 253-9504

master charge,

REAO^,OOO^EADERSDAILY!.MLittleAdsGetBIGRESULTS...!REACH25.00CREADERSDArLY!!MREACH25,OOOREADT^?^LY.
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 46c per" line: 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

IrMI'MtMrUl*

AUTO FOR SALE

% Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

Ford cust. Gcxxj cor>d New oil

trans baft $360 or B O 546 5920
pump

69 Ford Galaxy 500. Police intercept 428ci
Ruris excellent $450 549 1456 after 4

72 Vega Wanon. Good stereo system.
Good cond 9850 Call 546-6879.

SBlSIiSnE
Bicycle Rack, RecSning chair 549 5725

Graat running Votka.
1602

$125 or 80. 549

tffTO Toyota Corolla. Er>gine b other parts

of car for sale 549 1399 Larry

ItTD Pontiac BonnavHIa ConvartaMa.
Power everything new paint, AMFM
Best offer 666 3082 after 4pm

1971 Olds Vista Cruiser Station Wagon air

cond Kept in good condition with many
replaced parts Rides like a top $1,200 or

BO Call Andy 546 87 lOlate eves

Attention!! Joggers, B Ball player*.
S&G Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy
sneakers at prices students can afford
Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere. Call us before
going to a high price retail 546-961

1

T I SR-40 Cakulator. Somewhere in or
between Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept.
28 after 8pm Desperately need it for
doing my assignments' Please return
Reward and No Questions asked 256
R059

CDE a:

AUDIO

1971 Plymouth Fury3.PS , AT, runs well,

no rust $550 Call Tom 546 0156.

VW Squaraback
2n7.

1970 Good cond. 498-

219 Mercedes Body very good Int

clean plus 219 1969 parts car many extras

1.000 or Bast offer call 666 2202

14 Valiant Gud. eng , new starting
systyem Needs some work $100. Call

3B9-4979 Ken

122Volvo parts sedErwagon Rea 066-4384

73 Chav MaNbu CL 350-U8 56,900 miles

Many new parts, runs well $1,750. pnce
negotiable. Call Janet 549 3509

int'l. Scout 4W0 Solid 2S3-5394
B.O

73 Volvo Wagon. Very good condition Air

con snows. 4 speed $3,200 527-5421.

7S~batsun B210 Htch bk. Lo rm AM FM
Ster cass.R proof. Ex con Ask $2,900
546 9931

1970 Fiat 860 Spyder Sport conv. Very good
condition Must be seen $600 or best
oHer 533 6025 Roger after 6 OOP M

IMORTORCYCLeS

A Real Screamer CZ250 Enduro 75, used 1

season Never raced Great in snow 256
8413 Doug f^ust been seen, $475 or 8.0

1970T-2S0 Suzuki. Clean, good trans.,

plenty of pep $200 Ron 546 5187

FOR SALE
~"

Hugh cotorful woven indoor Hammock.
Fits 3 adults Perfect X mas gift $20 Call

Pat 546 6230

TO SUBLBT

Sunderland Sublet 11 15 77 91 '78 2

BR. on U Mass bus route AH utilities

included $260 Call 666 2029 Keep trying

Lg Bdr in 2Br Apt $122.SOmo. 7aM^0~

HOUSEMATE WANTED
^

AMPEG V3, ex cond 4 15 spkr $500 SO.
367 2696

BIRTHDAY CAKESI! All occasion cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

Collegiata research papara Thousandao^
file All academic subiects. Send $1. fo^
ma>l order catalog. Box25818 2 Loa
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213) 477-8474

IBr in 2Br Millhoilow Apt , Summer
St . Amherst $102 mo util irK Alan
549 1517

Garrard 440M turntable w/ Empire 120XE
cartridge 4 months old Excellent con-

dition Asking $35 Call Suzy 584-7674

CALCULATORS

Collage Calculators offers low price Et fulT

service AH models avail T159 $225 ,
58-

$99 95, 51 S49 96 MPs Et Commodore's
avail Modals from $15 Rennemtser, w«
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Cak:ulators. 549 1316

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQ UIP.

WANTED

Wanted dorm si lOcu. ft Refng 546
9925 *.

Canon 814 Super-8/w 8-1 Pwr Zoom,
3spd. case, lens attach, b more $150.

5466936

LUNCHEON h DINNER served by HRTA
Students This week Poached Eilet Sole
Newburg, slaw, soup, Veg , homemade
French bread, lemon pudding cake Only
$1 75 Tix must be bot in advance rm 219
Chenoweth Meals served Tues. at noon
b Mon

, Tues, Wed , & Thus at 4 30
promptly

Tvping-$ 40/page Cafl anytime 649 66S6

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or color service in-

'Struction by arrangement Reasonable
pnces for high quality worV Contact:
Steven 546 9653 nights or>ly

Expert typing, only $ 40/page. Call after 6.

Mon Thurs . 256-8484

PERSONALS

72 Super BAJA Bug Must sell im

mediately Excellent shape. Call 549 5879

73 Fiat 12S, blue, recant tune-up. front wM.
dry great winter car, Michelins, exc.

mileage, dependable and clean Asking

$995 Dave 584 3606 aft 6 or weekends

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Men's, Ladies canvas Et leatf>er. Reg. $18.-

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

HELP WANTED

Fresh Ink. 5 College paper needs Campus
Ad Rep: Circ Help Call 253 3780

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service • Best in rock thru disco.
Monitor Music 546 4731, Rea

Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage model
electric piano $600 Used 6mo 546 4788

8 Ford cust. Good cond New oil pump
trans batt $350. or 8 0. 546 5920

73 Vsga Wgn 4spd VG cond. New tires

$1,200 Tom 549 4600 ext 323

Galant Elac. Guitar w' hardshell cse
Audiovox 50 watt amp w reverb etc

Best offer 546 7986 after 7pm

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn
Dennis De:ap 256 8732, 9 10a mm

Call

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS Work study
Assts for Humanities Research Typing
req Interesting work, gotod pay Phone J
Donohue, 5 0498 or 253 9802

LOST .

^BBHKBBHIiHHIi^BII^MBBBBBHab
Wallet in Blue Wall Rosemary 6 4207.

What's tha Furor? Revisionist Hock

<

BG Joey R Jimmy Richard H
, David

B and I all love you

Wanted Immadiataly Black mate actor

Call 584 3994 Cst in NHamp

SERVICES

Volvo repairs and maintenance AH yaan
and models, low prices Jack 586-0610.

DOUBLE FEATURE. The Graduate (shows
at 5 Er 91 and Bonnie and Clyde (shows at
7 & 11) Sat Nov 5. CCA Admission
$100

Thank you to whomavar turned in my
wallet Oct 30 at the Fine Arts Center
Respectfully Fredi

»*- .^•-. . ^.'wli-.-.^di^iB «-*%T»iii^» fc'^'. « •-s'» »« »'•'<• * •.*•'• «'«'«'*>3£it^

|[^|^^IH;4IIIUJI.IIH1"IIJ1.IJH.MHJIIIIIJI.I.IH iiJI.IJil.llHJIllil.., I. IHIIIMiiiEj^m
f
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Hiking Wufi

New shipment
for school and the
Fall Fashion!

The Largest Selection

of the Qriginal

Swedish,

Danish and
Austrian Clogs

ALL SIZES
Bastard - Mia -

Gunilla and Mengen\i
f BRING IN THIS AD FOR A ^1
" 3.00 DISCOUNT-CLOGS
Eastfield Mall Auburn Mail Liberty Mall I
Springfield ,M A Auburn MA Danvers, MaI

There's no place like home and we
make it easy to ^et there. Peter Pan and
Continental Trailways offer convenient,

express service to Bc\ston, New York and
many other points.

CONTINENIALTRAIIWAfS
6 PETERMN DUS UNES
/ii

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU

%^
Methuen Mall Methuen MA

For Intomiation, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Offi
545-2006 or 549-6000

weather
friends.

A. SMILE CORDUROYS
Flap pocket cords with that

great fit, Reg. $19.00

$14

COLLAGE
WOMEN'S

VESTS
All wool V-neck
cable sweater vests

- $Jj.oo

WOMEN'S
TURTLENECKS

Sweater T-necks

by Cecily, Reg. $7.95.

$4.95

WOMEN'S CREW
NECK SWEATERS

IOC Y wool fashion sweater.

MEN'S
FLANNEL SHIRTS
Assorted plaids.

$14.95

$C.955
.'\mherst, Rt. 9- next to McDonald's, 584-9690

Store hours: Mondav to Fridav 10-9, Saturdav 10-6.
at harvard square

h «
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irtJTmfSBLRY by Garry Triideau

I DOttT uMieRsmw,
ROLANPim AR5 iOU

MtniNG 7W£ mice- /r

1 01©? /f= WU HfiN&rr SMBS
i efoi DONB ma jimb,

: SJOfTf m? ZONKEfi.!

\
muMS ON comespONPenfs

! DMime AifiOnieinAL can-
ausoNSANyuAr.i -mah
UHYm AiWAYs use jm
^REMAINS TO Be secN'sidN-

Hetie^ HOU IT'LL 60 ON
wi5^aifi''WHenefi.0R.
NOTsm&m HA/eR£AWf
CHAHeeO RtMANi TOBe
seen. BUTONemNQis
CLBAR-UFeeoesoNf*

Sr? mSBD! aVBN
Disme. uuHTHAia/B

I m LBTTEftS!

B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

m FAMILV SAID IT'S

ALL R16HT ID BEueVE
IN SANTA CLAUS, BUT
NiOT THE 6REAT PUMPKIN

II-

1

T—

T

U)6LL, THEV ALSO
SAlP H'OU U)e(?£ CRAZV..

O ! 9f .' Unled re»lu». Synd-c.t.. Inc

W ALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

jv«ips oier "tht Uztj s*otl\.

\ —^ 1

HIE WANDiRER by Mark Rolliiii

SC OOU6TS IN

Wfr»

IM by Maity Maceda

M«0 TO

aatfus. -p^y

WILL nCTUAM 1^/
you TO TU€ \^

AfaL»f4T iT df o^f /y

SCMT VflU To. _J\

Your Birthday

ALUMINLM FOIL by Steve Latler

POUTUNATELX GERALDS
HOOD IS MW«. OP HE/kA'
DUTY ALUMINUM R3(L AMP
TME RULLET BCX>HC£S
OFF.

'J =r: r

By Stella Wilder

THURSOAr. NOVEMBER
1 • Bom tod«y, you are a
proud individual, and niuat
guard against being
thought egocentric But,
your good sense of humor
should keep you from
overestimating yourself or
your work More or less

fearless, you must guard
against placing yourself or
your work in jeopardy be-
cause you don't see the
difficulty involved in a
given endeavor and thus
fail to prepare for it. Make
every effort to foresee dan-
ger and you'll avoid
regrets.

Sincere in purpose, you
never pretend interest
merely to gain your own
ends. You are honest in

appearance and deed for

you believe it to always be
the best policy, in the long
run. Your insight into your
own. and other's, motives
is exceptional, sometimes
to the point of being uncan-
ny, even frightening.

Forceful and dynamic,
you present a commanding
presence. It is difficult to
maneuver you into a posi-
tion of subservience. You
will fight against any who
would attempt to place you
outside the commanding
circle. You will strive for,

attain, and then fight to
maintain vour place at the
too.

To find what \s, m store
for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the
correspondinK paragraph
l.*t your birthday star be
your dauy Kuide

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4

SCORPIO I Oct 23-
Nov.21 ) - Your desire to

occupy the center spot, at

home or at work, causes
tension today.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.2I I - Minor quarrels
Riar the mofmnc and lend

a gloomy air to the sfter-
noon. SMk to pteaae.

CAPIIIC0RN(D«c.21-
Jan. 19) - CompaUbUity
with cwnpsnlons is eaasn-

tial to the happy end of a

business deal. Don't
overuse excuses.

AOUARIUSf Jsn.20-
Feb.lS) - The constant adu-
lation of another may
make you nervous and
aimoyed. Try to live up to

your image.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - An exception to the
rule affords an opportunity
for gain at work in A.M.

ARIES(March 21-April
19) - Family plans may
badcfire today. Vour own

execution of earlier plans

should save the day.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20 1 - A happy and success-

ful partner makes it easy

to follow suit Be grateful

for cnticiam: take advice.

QEMINI(May21-June20)
- If you are a woman
content at home, be grate-
ful. Restlessness among
women is common today.

CANCER(Jttne 21-July
tZ) - You can shine at work
today. Don't make a clean
sweep of new opportuni*
ties, however.

LEO(July Zl-Aug.22) -

Sauce for the goose is

sauce for the gander. If

you forget that, you'U be in

for an unpleasant surprise
toward P M

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
- Unhappy results accrue
if you can't adjust to new
knowledge of an old
project.

LIBRA(Sept.2}<)ct22) -

Be the social leader today
only if you don't expect
others to follow blindly.

Ask questions: give
answers.

It77. UM.. F.

an. Ik.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Aromatic
plants

6— - Alto.

Gal.

10—souci:
Without
care

14 Spanish city

15 Keenly
desirious

16 "Thanks

-

---!'

1 7 Narrow one
1 8 Buffet

entree 2
words

20 Cabbage
dish

21 Sawbuck
22 Four-bagger
23 Destitute
25 Kind of twin
21 Containing

NaCi
30 Moved

ahead
31 l^eatdish
32 Electrical

conductor
33 In the nasi
36 Vide- -

See befc^e
37 Garment of

India Var
38 Unsightly

mark
39 Eurasian

deer
40 More

sensible

41 Throw
42 Numerical

relationships
44 King and

Queen, e.g.

45 Greed
47 Loss
46 Begin to

prevail: 2
words

49 Calendar
entry

50 Most recent
54 Mortgage

security 2

words
57 Slowly;

Music
56 Brutish

person
59 As soon as
60 space
61 Sandpipers
62 Redact
63 Bridges

DOWN
1 Montreal
Canadians
Informal

2 Malevolent
3 City on the

Baltic

4 Prif^itive

weapon
5 Was in

session
6 Run'"' trig

horse
7 Shakespea--

e s river

8 Fern

iiCKne'^e
9 Uriusual

10 Dancer m
MatthPvv

1

1

San Fran-
cisco's

UNITED FMtur« Syndicate
Wadnaaday's Puzzia Solved

? 7 X T T X T ^ r 5 T T T\
H L 1 A R \ A A

ii N A k
U R A L T A L L S I F T 1
S E R *> U B L I C H U s E

Qoyiias aacia

QBOBQ aaaa adaa
UlilCJU UMIiUU 'JGliaCJ
Buua iDQHo aoaaci

BBQB B L

7
T T E R

t LjlO V E TT B J. 7 FT sr V A
R I V E T R U N T s N A 6
T 54 IT T \ S F T HIT F r
I 7^ \L Y T Y IT 0"

E C E s

neightKjr: 2
words

12 Musical
symtxj's

13 Metric
measure

19 Aspect
21 Opposite of

"heel"
24 Unit

25 Weapcn
26 Land mass
27 Top-notch

athlete
28 Pisa s river

29 Belles-let-

tres

30 De. 'nds
jr Open boat
34 Assigned
35 Cinnihar

andga'ena
37 Levantne

ketch
c8 Discharge

debts 2
words

40 Be sparing
41 Towel insig-

nia

43 Originates
44 Trinke»
45 Famous fur

trader

46 Brink
47 Future of-

ficer

49 Numerical
prefiA

51 Theater gp.
52 Office*

worker
Abbf

53 Ivan --".

Movie-
maker

65 Female deer
56 Outer edge
57 -— Araeles

1 2 3 4 5

1

6 7 8 9

1
19

10 11 I? 13

u '5 u

17

I
?4

18

lb

?0

TT'

I

2?

V 28 IHI
31

A^

fe
33 U 3b

M

*

38

39

47P
4?

4<3

*4

<5 —P^eM
41 I 1

i

1
so 5' 5? 53

54

S8

1
•:<i _ 6C

ii ti 63
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Collegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team you think will win i

Ties are losses
\

1. Holy Cross vs. UMassj

2. UConn vs. Boston University!

3. Maine vs. Northeastern
j

4. Brown vs. Dartmouth 1

5. Michigan St. vs. Minnesota i

6. California vs. Washington
\

7. Nebraska vs. Missouri
j

8. Colorado vs. Iowa St.

!

9. Denver

10. Minnesota
vs.

vs.

Pittsburgh!

St. Louis!

11. Cincinnati vs. Cleveland
j

12. Chicago vs. Houston!
1

Winner is determined by person v

winner is person coming closest to

1

vho picks most games correctly. In case of tie, 1

picking score of UMass game. j

UMass -- HC
1_ 1

1

If still tied, winner will be drawn.
J

Contest is open to all UMass students and employees. Entries (limit one per i

person) are due at the Collegian Sports Desk, 101 Campus Center, by 5 p.m. i

Prize is one large plain pizza ar

Pleasant St.

id a small soft drink at THE HIDEOUT, 103 N.
|

1
1

NAME
1

ADDRESS — 1

PHONE — 1

Soderholm selected

AL comeback player

ABC exec admits fault
WASHINGTON \VPI\ - An ABC sports

executive said yesterday he failed to com-
pletely read two pieces of internal

correspondence critical of the quality of
fighters selected to participate in the
disastrous U.S. Boxing Championships.
James Spence, networl< vice president for

program planning, told the House Com-
munications Subcommittee he regretted not
fully examining two memoes submitted at his

request by Alex Wallau, a network staff
member, well before the start of the tour-

nament.
Roone Arledge, president of ABC news

and sports, and ABC sportscaster Howard
Cosell testified before the subcommittee
with Spence and Wallau. The 14-member
subcommittee, chaired by Rep. Lionel Van
Deerlin, D-Calif., is examining the
relationship of sports and the three television

networks
In Wallau's first memo, dated last Dec. 10,

he detailed the poor reputations of many
obscure boxers in the tournament, which
eventually collapsed amid allegations of

corruption and falsified records. Wallau's
second memo, written almost a month
before the tournament started, characterized
31 of the 56 boxers entered as less than
qualified and 14 of them as "disgraces".

Also included in the second memo was
"an assessment of potential damage to the
reputation of ABC sports by its association
with the U.S. B.C.".

Spence said he only read the portion of the
first memo dealing with heavyweights Larry

Holmes and Tom Prater — scheduled to be
featured in the tournament's first telecast —
and only the top page, containing Wallau's
conclusions, of the second memo.

"I think intense preoccupation with other
matters, one of which was the Moscow
Olympics, was one factor why I didn't read
the remaining portions of the memoes," said

Spence.
Under questioning by subcommittee staff

counsel Phillip B. Hochberg, the ABC of-

ficials also admitted that two other em-
ployees - Betsy Goff and Robert Greenway
" had at various times warned officials

about the quality of boxers in the Don King-
promoted tournament.

Several cards of the tournament — which
actually consisted of eliminations in seven
weight classes - were held before ABC took
it off the air The downfall started Feb. 13 at

Anrapolis, Md^ where heavyweight Scott
Ledoux claimed Tre was cheated out of a

decision in a fight against Johnny Boudreax.

Arledge, defending ABC's actions, pointed
out that the network aired Ledoux' charges
first and said: "You are judged by how you
react in a crisis situation, and I think we did
all right.

"Some of the record keeping and records
(by Ring Magazine) lacked the integrity we
thought they had. Some people in boxing
were doing business as usual and they didn't
recognize that there were a different set of
ground rules here."

NEW YORK [UPI] - Eric Soderholm, the
Chicago White Sox' 29-year-old third
baseman who was sidelined with a knee
injury for the entire 1976 season, was
selected by UPI yesterday as the American
League's comeback player of the year.

Soderholm's selection gave the White Sox
a sweep of three prestigious UPI post-season
awards. Bill Veeck and Bob Lemon having
previously been voted the Major League
Executive and AL Manager of the Year
respectively.

Soderholm won the award in voting by 24
sports writers with eight votes compared to
five for Bobby Bonds of the California
Angels.

Andre Thornton of the Cleveland Indians
got four votes, Ron Fairly of the Toronto
Blue Jays had three, Tito Fuentes of the
Detroit Tigers two and Jim Sundberg of the
Texas Rangers and Larry Hisle of the Min-
nesota Twins one each.

"It's an honor and i wanted it more than
anything," said Soderholm when advised of
the award. "I'm highly goal-oriented. Before
the season I wrote down all my goals and this
was one of them.

"It's a greater honor because I met one of
my goals," Soderholm continued. "It was
hard work and a lot of credit should go to the
Nautilus."

The Nautilus is a complicated exercise
machine which enables an athlete to develop
virtually any muscle in his body. Soderholm
worked on the Nautilus for a year,
rehabilitating his injured knee, and also i^

working on it this winter.

Soderholm, acquired by the White Sox in

the re-entry draft after playing out his option
with the Minnesota Twins, had a .280 batting

average, hit 25 homers and knocked in 67
runs last season.

Sports Notices
HOCKEY CLUB - Teams are now for-

ming for men's and women's ice hockey
leagues. If interested, -.all Dusty at 549-2635
Chip at 546-9629, Karen at 546-1422 or Mike
at 546-8622.

PEP RALLY - The offices of Community
Relations and Sports Promotion will sponsor
a football rally at 7:30 tomorrow night at the
campus pond, featuring the marching band,
cheerleaders, the coaches and players, and a
bonfire.

"It was a fantastic year," said Soderholm.
"I was fortunate even to be playing. We had
a new spirit, we were in the pennant race
until mid-August, we created a lot of ex-
citement and it was wonderful to be part of
it."

Soderholm was signed at the start of the
season to an unusual contract which enabled
him to earn $55,000 if he made the club by
the opening of the season or $27,500 if he
didn't. He is believed to have signed a two-
year contract for $100,000 for 1978 and 1979.

folobow
prisms

A fine collection of hand cut stress
quality crystal, high lead content
and exquisite shapes project color
and form when hung in a window.
A perfect gift for your home, from
$1.75 to $20.

o^E^uiJi
Open 9: 30 to 6 Mon.-Sat.

Next to Amherst Post Office
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Cinemas
ROUTE 5
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If Springfmtd
733-5131
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Carlton named NL top pitcher

Collegian 15

HIDMi
MR.(^ODB.Ut
iRBraciB^

PHILADELPHIA \AP\ - Steve Carlton,
the 23-game winner who earned his second
Cy Young Award as the National League's
top pitcher yesterday, dazzles opposing
batters the way show business stars charm
audiences.

Yet the Philadelphia Phillies' left-hander
who easily outdistanced Tommy John of the
Los Angeles Dodgers in the voting by the
Baseball Writers Association of America
remains a private man in the public eye.
"With Lefty right now, his attitude is

something like Frank Sinatra's. All he feels
he owes the public is a good performance,"
catcher Tim McCarver said at one point this
season.

The 6'5", 210-lb. Carlton, who is away on a
throe-week hunting trip in Canada, enjoyed
his best season since 1972 when he was 27-
10 for a last-place team and was the
unanimous Cy Young winner.

Helping the Phillies win their second
straight division title, the 32-year-old Carlton
had a 2.64 earned run average, worked 283
innings with 17 complete games and had 198
strikeouts. Only three of his 10 losses came
at home, where he won 17 games.

Since joining the Phillies in 1972, he is the
National League's winningest pitcher with
lib victories, an average of 19.1 a year.

Arid his steady performance, reminiscent
ot a business executive successfully handlinq
the routine at the office, was never more
evident.

"He gave us a good game every time he
went out there. Steve was about as con-
sistent as a pitcher can get," said Manager

Danny Ozark, reached by phone from his
Florida home.

"I don't think there was any time this year
he went after the Cy Young. He just went out
there and concentrated on being a oood
pitcher, " Ozark said.

"

Carlton, who uses metaphysics to help him
concentrate positively, came into the seasonm the best shape of his life. He practices a
rigorous physical program to strengthen his
arms, legs and cardiovascular system.

-Sports Calendar-
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S VARSITY SOCCER - UMass 3 Springfield 2
TODAY

Ym5.?IIX,Y°'-'-^^^ALL - vs. Smith Away 8:00
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - vs. Snx^hAway 7:00

TOMORROW

Jffpc^Tv'^c.c.V S2£^^" - ^^- ^^^ Hampshire y^waK 2:00VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Springfield Awav 3-00
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY ~ Jit^^^^'Jwayy.OQ
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Wrestlers to sneak a preview

3^vm/
I Starts_

L Fn "-— i

PORSCR^TMES

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts wrestling
team will get its first test on Sunday, as the
team participates in a tournament sponsored
by Springfield College. The tournament,
which will begin at 1 1 :30 a.m., is open only to
college wrestlers and coach Dave Amato
expects practically his entire squad to
participate.

"As far as I know, the entire team will be
there," said Amato. "I don't care who wins
or loses. We have a young team and this is a
good chance for some of our boys to get
some college experience."

It doesn't require a great deal of scrutiny to
observe that this year's UMass squad is one
of the youngest in recent years. The most
notable loss on the team is that of the
legendary Dennis Fenton, who during his
four years at UMass won the New England
heavyweight wrestling championship an
unprecedented four times. In fact, several of
last year's heavier wrestlers have parted and
this year's crop is much lighter.

"Last year," said Amato, "all of our
strength was in our heavier wrestlers, but

if i
II t

%\ %

^^ ^ Liquor Store

open 'till 1 1 p.m. daily
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ANSELMl ITALIAN WINES
VALPOLCELLA BARDOLINO SOAVE

$2.99 reg. vo/ue $2.49 ^*^

CATHEDRAL WHITE GERMAN WINES
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this season is going to be the exact op-
posite."

Although the wrestling team at UMass is
given no money whatsoever for recruiting,
Amato went out shopping last spring for
quality wrestlers, "selling only the school and
Its reputation." And Amato did not come up
empty-handed.

In the 118-126 pound area, Amato came
up with two high school champions, Dana
Rasmussen of Tewksbury and Anthony
Perry from Springfield. Joining them are
Dave Krase and Rich Schriazzi, also fresh-
men, and Dave Daly, a sophomore returning
from last year.

It is expected that the big guns on this
year's squad will be co-captains Kevin Griffin
and Tim Fallon, and Larry Otsuka. Griffin is

defending New England champ a^ 150
pounds, Otsuka placed second in the 134
pound class, and Fallon was third at 158
pounds.
From 134 to 142 pounds, Mike Carroll and

Greg Schoener have looked impressive in
practice, as have Gary Rotatori, Steve
McLarney, and Charles RigogoJiso, a regional
high school champ from New Jersey.
From 150 to 158 pounds, Mike Metrowski,

Gary Minski, Mike Cunningham, Steve
Joyce, and Steve Haskell (current New
England JV champ in his weight class) join
Fallon and Griffin.

The problems begin in the heavier weight
classes. "We've lost our top four last year

"

said Amato, "and this really leaves us in 'a
bmd. We have some good kids at 167 and
177, but we have not one legitimate 190
pound wrester."
Bob Radiwitz and Steve Whitman have

been wrestling at 177 pounds, and it would
appear that as the team prepares for the
upcoming season one will have to wrestle up
in the higher weight class.
And in the heavyweight division?

Although there are no Fentons on the team
UMass does have two freshmen, who are
hghting for his vacant position. Marty
Rogers, from Concord Carlisle High School
weighs 225 pounds, and John Allen, fromNew York, weighs about 216 pounds.
Coach Amato hopes that Sunday's action

in Spnngfield will help him get a better idea
of what to expect when the team opens the
season November 18 with a quad match
against Rhode Island, Michigan and
Syracuse.

"We'll probably start off slowly in our first
few matches," he said, "but I expect a one-
hundred per cent improvement by the end of
our season as we gain experience. I know we
won't have the overall power that we had
last year, but I think that as a team we can be
much better. I like our team attitude; these
kids are young and they want to win."

WARE FACTORY
SHOE OUTLET

CAST ST., WARt. MASS.

Mike Mcllu^h

A Marxian weekend

FAaORY TO YOU SAVINGS

OF
to

FAMOLS NAME WOMEN'S SHOES!!
Including: AFTER SKI B(M)TS, & FASHION BOOTS

NewFallArrivals

WARE FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
HOURS: - Men. thru Sat. 9 to 5 P.M.

Also: PICK - A - DULY FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
64 North St, Pittsfield Mass.

Tel. 1 -967-9753
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I was reading Karl Marx last weekend
when my mind wandered off into a
revolutionary state. Therefore, when I

pondered what type of sports activity I was
going to witness, my thoughts centered
around sports teams with Marxist sym-
bolism.

The UMass MInutemen had a bye last
weekend, but fortunately the New England
Patnots were at Foxboro, so I could quench
my thirst of Marxism.

I filled up my '69 station wagon with
capitlaistic goodies such as steaks, hot dogs,
hamburgers, hibachis, beers, coolers,
utensils (notice that all the items are plural)
and a Craig (singular because he's a friend).
Then, Craig and I began a 10 hour odyssey
(left at 9:30 a.m., came home at 7:30 p.m.) to
Foxboro that I'll never forget.
We pulled out of my driveway in Wor-

cester at 9:30 a.m. and pulled back in at 9:31
a.m. when the fuse to my radio blew. The
day was off to a glorious start.

We finally arrived at Foxboro at 10:45 a.m.
Eastern Standard Time. I paid the reasonable
(?) price of three dollars to park my car about
14 John Huarte stone throws from the
stadium (which is pretty close).
We cracked open our beers, cooked our

steaks on our hibachis, and carried on
conversations with our neighbors
(everything done in excess, which is the
antithesis of Marxism).

At Approximately. 12:35 a.m. EST we
entered the stadium. As I got inside the gate,
I noticed that there were three barrels full-to-

the-brim with booze bottles.

Craig commented that we'd probably see a
lot of sober people at the Pats-Jets game.
He was wrong, which isn't often.
We were struck smack-dab in the middle

of a bunch of recalcitrant ingrates. If they
weren't drinking, they were yelling insults at
•the refs, at you, or anybody else that told
them to shut up. The only persons exempt
from their wrath were the cheerleaders.
One big mouth idiot (they're at every

game), about 6'3" and around 200 lbs.,

threatened to punch out a 5', 130 lb kid,
because the kid cheered when Rich Caster
hauled down a touchdown pass that brought
the Jets to within one point of the Pats, 10-9.

Needless to say, the kid didn't have to
worry the rest of the game because the Jets
only scored four more points, but he'd
probably by lying in a Mass. General Hospital
bed right now if the Jets had won the game.
Fortunately, the Jets lost, 24-13.
On second thought, the kid would have

h»een all right. The recalcitrant fools passed
out in the fourth quarter.

At 4:30 p.m. EST, we returned to my car to
cook steaks and wait until the other
capitalistic possessions filtered out of the
parking lot. While my steak sizzled on the
fire, I wondered if Schaefer Stadium was as
zoo-ish as people had built it up to be. I was
brought back to reality with a thunderina
thud.

**

A short stocky guy, who looked like a
character from Eugene O'Neill's The Hairy
Ape. jumped out of his car because he was
being beeped at from the car behind, and
proceeded to pummel the dumbfounded and
drunk beeper mercilessly. What made it cruel
was the fact that the beeper (the guy
blowing his car horn) could barely walk,
never mind defend himself.

Craig and I stood helplessly by the
wayside, as four members of this ape's goon
squad made sure that no one intervened.
The State Police came 10 minutes after the

incident. By this time, the beeper's face was
a bloodied mess. The Police eventually
caught the hairy ape, but it didn't do the
beeper's face any good.
We returned to beautiful Worcester at 7:30

p.m. EST. Anything was beautiful when
compared to Schaefer Stadium at the
moment I arrived at home. Anybody that has
ever seen Worcester will realize just how
depressed I really was.

I'll probably go back to Schaefer Stadium
this year to watch the Dolphins or Eagles, but
instead of reading Marx and searching for
symbolism, I'll read Bruce Lee's book on self-
iefense
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Booters smoke
Springfield, 3-2
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By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD Sophomore Mark
Vasington scored with 48 seconds left in the
game last mght to lift the Ui ass soccer team
to a thrilling 3-2 victory over the tough Chiefs
of Springfield College at Benedum Field in
Springfield.

The Minutemen had fought back from a 2-

I ^ K
i^ '^'^'? ^'^^ ^®^°"^ ^^3lf goals by junior

Joel Mascolo.
The ball came out to me on a rebound

frorp the goalie after Bobby Abt had shot it
"

explained the triumphant Vasington 'When
I got It, I just blew it home."
The win lifts the streaking Minutemen's

recora to an impressive 8-4 while Spnngfield
College saw .ts sagging record collapse to 4-

"I don t know what to say," said an ec-
static Minuteman coach Russ Kidd. "It was
tremendous and I just had that feeling that
we'd score that last goal.

"Springfield played the toughest I've seen
them play in two years," continued Kidd "Itwas just a tough, tough win.'
The scoring was opened up by Chief Jeff

Wrestling, who took a John Garrity pass and
slid It past Minuteman netminder Mark
Hodgdon at 13:-^ -^ the first half.

The score remained that way until Joe
Vung of Springfield beat goalie William
Temby who was subbing for the injured
Hodgdon at 14 49 of the second half.
Hodgdon had been hun earlier in the game
after striking the astroturf with his knee
when making a serve. Temby saw about ten
minutes of action in that second half until
Hodgdon returned.

Thus, the table was set for the roaring
Minuteman comeback which started with
Mascolo s first goal at 17:32 of the second
half when he converted a pass from the
hustling T.J. O'Brien.

"I was just waiting for the rebound andwhen It came back to me I got off a quick
shot, explained Mascolo.

But the junior fullback wasn't through for
the night. Mascolo brought the UMass
bench to its feet when he beat Chief goalie
Paul Bortolotti to score on a picture play set
up by Tasso Koutsoukos at 35:53. Kout-

soukos had come off the bench for that play
as the Montreal native was weakened by a
cold and medication.

"Tasso made a hell of a pass to me and I

lust shot it," said Mascolo of his second goal.
It was his sixth goal of the season and the
third time this season that he had scored
twice in a single game.

With the score tied at two apiece, the
clock wound down until less than a minute
retriained. It was on a Mark Vassalotti throw-
in from the right corner that the scoring play
that won the game was developed. The ball
found Its way through a maze of players in
front of the goal and rebounded out to
Vasington when Minuteman Bobby Abt and
goaltender Bortolotti hit the ball at the same
team

Vasington didn't waste any time as he qot
off a quick shot that traveled through ascreen of players and past Bortlotti to put the
f.nal nail in the Springfield coffin. That goal
caused an eruption on the UMass bench anddrew a lot of noise from the Minuteman fans
in attendance.

It was Vasington's first goal of the season

^"xJ'
»?^'^"'^ ^^''^ ^°^^ 3t a better time

The Minutemen were kept in the game by
a solid performance on behalf of the om-
nipresent UMass defense. Hodgdon
although playing hurt, came up with several
astounding saves on excellent scorinq
chances by the Chiefs. The defensive trio of
Larry Aronson, Pat Veale, and Vassalotti
stymied charge after charge by upset-
minded Springfield Those three have been
doing the job all year and have to be one of
the bpst defensive crews in New England.

O'Brien turned in an excellent effort and
was responsible for igniting Minuteman
dnves on several occasions. O'Brien is a fiery
player who also plays UMass hockey. If

anyone, O'Brien has written the book on
UMass hustle.

With selections for the New England
playoffs coming up next week, the win
comes at an opportune time. The Minutemen
have only two games left now, including
tomorrow's game against the Wildcats at
New Hampshire.

Mascolo summed up the sentiments of the
eritire team when, after the game, he said:
That s the mark of a winning team; coming

from behind like we did tonight."

*

Spikers set for Smith
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team will be shooting
for Its third straight win when it takes on
Smith College in an away match tonight.
Game time is 8 p.m., with the junior varsity
match slated to begin at 7 p.m.
Smith has been having "a successful

season," according to UMass coach Dianne
Thompson.
Thompson reports that Smith is a veteran

squad, as four seniors, one junior, and one
sophomore comprise the starting six. The
squad is coached by second-year mentor
Cathy Connell.

If the Minutewomen, currently 8-12 on the
season, hope to win the best three out of five

match, Thompson said they will have to play
"aggressively

"Offensively, we'll have to play
aggressively, " she said. "We'll also have to
cut down on our service faults."
Thompson added that UMass has been

slipping lately in its percentage of successful
serves, and that the malady will have to be
cured if the Minutewomen hope to make
tonight's match one to chalk up in the win
column.

If the Spikers hope to reach .500 this
season, they will have to wn ill their
remaining matches. Following tonight's
match, UMass will travel to UConn for a
Saturday clash against the Huskies, and
then close out the regular season with a tri-

meet at Westfield State next Tuesday

Celts drop yet another
BOSTON \UPI\ - Walt Frazier scored 22

points to lead four players in double figures
last night and the Cleveland Cavaliers with-
stood a late Boston charge to earn a 104-101
victory over the Celtics.

With the Celtics' first-round draft choice
last year Cedric "Cornbread" Maxwell
leading the rush, Boston scored 11 of 13
points in one span late in the quarter. But
Frazier then added one of two free throw

attempts with 12 seconds to play to seal the
victory.

Bingo Smith added 16, John Lambert 15
and Walker 14 for the Cavaliers, who saw a
23 point lead late in the third quarter dwindle
to two points with just 15 seconds left, 100-
98.

Maxwell scored all 15 of h.s points in the
final 14 minutes.

Junior Joel Mascolo scored two goals for the UMass soccer team last night as the
Minutemen won their fifth straight game, 3-2, over Springfield College. The goals
were his fifth and sixth of the season. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Rich Kckel

Space Cadets win title
1 ed by Mickey Menna's three touch-

downs, the Space Cadets won the men's
intramural football title yesterday,
defeating Theta Chi, 24-15.
Menna scored two of his TD's on pass

receptions, and another on an in-

terception Don Goldsteir booted all

three extra points and added a field goal
for the Space Cadets.

Phil Croasdale and John Fitzgerald

scored the Theta Chi touchdowns.
In the men's consolation (third place)

game, MacKimmie dumped the Wasted
Crew, 23-0.

In the women's division, the Flakes
upended the Sows, 15-0. to win the title.

In the co-rec division, the Gorman
Oakes squeezed by the Jukes, 3-0, for the
championship

T

Nostalgia is a fad that has experienced a
comeback in the past few years. We've seen
an especially keen interest in the 50's era,
with such movies as American Grafitti and
television shows as Happy Days enjoying
great success.

Now a group on campus is trying to
rekindle a little of that innocent, fun-loving
spirit that predominated in the 50's by
staging, as they call it, "an old-time football
rally."

That's right. On the eve of the 1977 UMass
football teamj last home game, there is

going to be a scene straight from an old
Bobby Darin flick enacted near the campus
pond.

There will be the UMass marching band
performing the school's fight song,
(whatever that is) and cheerleaders smiling
their way into everybody's hearts. Then
UMass football coach Dick MacPherson is

going to deliver an old fashioned straight
from the gut, "give 'em the best effort we
have men," pep talk. The climax to this event
will be the igniting of the bonfire by co-
captains Peter McCarty and John Gladchuk.
The rally is a gesture by some people who

are trying to increase student interest in

athletics on this campus. But is it a practical
idea for the student generation of the '70s?
MacPherson hasn't forgotten the times

when as a coach here in 1959-60, pep rallies

were the big social event on Friday night.
"Back then everyone showed up in their

white bucks and white socks," recalls
MacPherson.
"As the band played, we'd introduce the

players, who paraded outside the Student
Union and then the captains would light the
bonfire. Afterwards the students would take
off their shoes and dance up a storm. And if

they got real risque they would have a
cigarette."

Now, back then, students got thrills from
eating goldfish and stuffing themselves into
telephone booths, so it's easy to see why the

football rally was such a success. But that

often over-used cliche states, "times have
change".

Ricky Nelson is no longer on top of the

charts and Betty Lou, who hung around the
malt shop, has three kids and is probably
divorced by now.

The 50's have been followed by the tur-

bulent '60's that saw campus demon-
strations, not for the football team, but
against a war. The counter revolution in

sports, led by Jack Scott, saw football as an
archaic form of battle that had little value in

our society.

Now the '70s appears to be a decade of
apathy and indifference. Students are caught
between both eras. We don't know whether
to attend a football game or a rally against
apartheid policies in South Africa.

But enough amateur sociology. The
question remains - why a football rally? Is

this an anempt to show the trustees that
there is an interest in football at this un-
versity, and therefore a need for more
scholarships to improve the program? It

could be. Or is it simply another attack of
nostalgia and someone's desire to turn the
clocks back to times when life was a little less

complicated?

I don't have the answer, but my guess
would be that it's a combination of both.

Attendance at the rally would certainly in-

dicate an interest in the football program.
The football rally has always been a tradition

at "big-time" football factories, like Notre"

Dame. But does it have a future at UMass
and can interest in the footbaal team be
revived? I'm not even sure whether the
bonfire might be in violation of EPA anti-

pollution laws.

There are obviously some people who
believe a rally will succeed on this campus.
I'm not one of them, but I'll be damned if I'm

going to miss this spectacle.

Now if only I could find my "I like Ike"

button.
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Quilapayun
Quilapayun Sings of Chilean Resistance and Unity

Quilapayun was greeted by a standing-
room-only audience at the Campus Center
Auditorium on Tuesday, November 1st.

David Barkin of the Western
Massachusetts ChiJe Solidarity Committee
reviewed background to the September
1973 fascist coup that ended three years of

Popular Unity government reforms that

favored the Chilean majority. Alternating
between English and Spanish, Barkin noted
aspects of the current situation in Chile.

Pinochet, the installed hed of the junta, has
declared in response to Carter's inquiries

about the restoration of human rights, that

elections will be reinstated in 1991. One
million or one tenth of the Chilean popula-
tion has fled the brutal regime and are now
living in exile throughout the world. The
majority of people in Chile continue to face
military repression and economic hardships
which include high inflationary prices, forc-

ed labor at less than subsistance wages to

produce in the main, export goods for max-
imum profits, and everyday misery
resulting in mass malnutrition and even
starvation. To this day suppression of

human rights is the policy of the ruling jun-

ta.

Rudolfo Parada thanked the audience "in
advance for what you will continue to do in
the anti-fascist struggle." Quilapayun's
opening song, "Prayer to a Laborer" sym-
bolizes the group's dedication to the work-
ing class movement which continues in
Chile today and their homage to Victor Jara
who wrote this song and who was
murdered by junta officials in the Santiago
stadium on September 15th, 1973. Victor
Jara is now known throughout the world as
a "symbol of youth, a committed artist."
He was among the leadership in the Chilean
New Song Movement, identified by its ties
to the working class and indigenous
peoples. "The working class has recogniz-
ed this new song movement as a means of
expressing their own aspirations."
"...Clasp your comrade's hand so you may
grow/Together we go, united in
blood/Now and in the hour of death."
Quilapayun sang another Victor Jara song
after intermission, "Recuerdo Amanda."
This ballad tells of a woman's love for her
co-worker in another factory who chooses
to fight in the mountains. She visits him
during her five-minute breaks, eventually in

memory. Poignantly, the musicians ex-
pressed that moment when Amanda learns
of this brave worker's martyrdom with
mournful, confused, emotional, disjointed
instrumentalization. The audience already
familiar with these songs broke into com-
memorative applause.

Nine out of ten of their concert presenta-
tions are composed by all members of the
group. Their experimentation and musi-
cianship was further illustrated by "Macchu
Picchu" emanating echoing harmonies
from the antiplanoi Andes, floating atop
Quechua rhythms. Their instruments are in-

digenous and popular. Besides the guitar,
they traded among themselves the Quena,
an Incan cane flute, the guiro, a gourd in-

strument of African origin, the bass drum
the Bombo Lequero, introduced by African
slaves, the Caja Militar, a snare drum and
the incredible multiple c&ne flutes played by
the Andean peoples. Las Zamponas. The
Charango, a stringed instrument with a
body from the shell of an armadillo, provid-
ed a metallic, quivering vitality to their
cmpositions. Quilapayun members cherish
their instruments because the Quena and
Charango were among the instruments
declared to be "weapons" against the junta
and therefore prohibited. Quilapayun
members revealed that they are in close

photo by Ed Cohen

Venceremos.

("We will win. ")

contact with resistance artists in Chile who
use these loved instruments clandestinely
and continue to sing the very songs that a
concert audience hears. In "Premonition to
the Death of Murieta" the Argentine and
African derived drum, the Bombo Leguero,
and three guitars galloped through a nar-
rative of a guerilla-legendary folk hero
recoiling, "...like wind mounted on
thunder."

With the Tumbadora, a conga drum, pro-
ud solo stanzas followed by full choral
volume created vital defiance to a 17th cen-
tury Colombian'slave song, "To the Mine
I'm Not Going Anymore!". By way of a
newly composed song, Quilapayun expos-
ed the junta's ploy to cover up the "disap-
pearance" of political priccners in "secret
prisons, torture centers and concentration
camps " To the 2,500 Chilean patriots who
have "disappeared" they sang, "...They
are standing on their feet, " and to the junta
they challenged, "Donde estan?"-"Where
are they?"

Quilapayun called upon the crowd to sing
to the song that utilized popular slogans
composed as stanzas by Carlos Puebia of

Cuba. Guillermo Oddo enlisted everyone to

join in the refrain, "Batida, Batida, Bah!"

All selections were arranged and played
with great facility in conveying authentic,
indigenous musical themes merged with at-

tentiveness to peoples history and culture
in Latin America. Outstanding instrumenta-
tion came to the fore in "Contraste" with
its somber epigram followed by a burst of
single and syncopated melodies following
the rhythms and oscillating metalic textures
ringing forth from the Charango. A black
slave lullaby combined vocal and drum se-
quences in tribute to the mothers of
fighters. In an incredible arrangement
dedicated to their companeros in France,
each musicain played a Zampona, the an-
cient multiple cane flute that must be
played in pairs since each instrument only
carries part of a scale. The theme was
derived from the working class district out-
side of Paris where they live and from the
organ grinder. Returning to Chile they
sang, "Mi Patria""We want to see again
the flower that sets fire the evening..." It

was a song set forth with closed or teared
eyes and devoted visage. It culminated
with a drum pushed determination and
hope filled vocals. There was the in-

genious, indigenously Latin American mix
of humor and voodoo in "Malimbe", newly
composed to make things "very

dangerous" for the junta generals The
concert ended with the anthem well known
to most in attendance, "A People United
Will Never Be Defeated." This was one of
the "old" songs sung by the group. They
have been singing together since 1965 and
this song was a favorite at Popular Unity
workers rallies that assembled as many as
500,000 at times. In response to the encore
they closed with "Venceremos""We will
win!"

Alert to every international development
that effects their homeland, they eagerly
answered inquiries relating to the progress
of their resistance movement and the
isolating of the military junta. It was noted
that China has continued to support
diplomatically and economically this brutal
oppressive regime. China was one of the
few countries that expelled the Popular
Unity ambassador and that to this date has
not accepted refugees. They also
speculated that Pinochet is seeking allies

and therefore has offered Chilean troops to
bolste, the apartheid fascism in South
Africa Referring to the disclosures revolv-
ing around former C.I. A. head. Helms,
Quilapayun members stressed that any in-

formation that helped the anti-fascist cause
was favorable. In a3dition, for those inside
and outside of Chile who believed that the
international monopolies and the U. S.-
C.I. A. were not involved in the vicious
overturning of the elected popular govern-
ment headed by Allende; "Here is more
proof... It was not the Chilean people who
wanted the coup."

Their twelve year cohesiveness is

related to their dedication as artists

and as patriots. They cited their task

"...to maintain alive our culture, to

create music, to create culture, face

the death and raise the banner of life."

They have utilized the heritage of this

indigenous culture coupled with the

plight and concerns of the majority,

the working class, to fight cultural

foreign penetration. They compose
and perform music "to recover our
own roots."

They have performed in 39 countnes
and won an international prize for the
best foreign song in France in 1974.
Their fifteen records are distributed
throughout the world and in the United
States by Paredon, Highlights of this
tour will be the performing of the can-
tata honoring Chilean nitrate miners in
"The Seige of Santa Maria De Inqui-
que, the text of which will be recited by
Jane Fonda in Los Angeles. They will
perform at Carnegie Hall on November
21st.

Wearing black ponchos with color
coming from vibrant instruments, from
their voices strong in resistance, and
dedicated to the unity which will even-
tually defeat the junta, Quilapayun
were truly ambassadors of culture and
representative of Chilean aspirations to
recreate a just and free homeland

-

singing to hearts in solidarity.

Zee Best

HASTA LA VICTORIA SIEMPRE
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Package Sii^rv

"OISCOUNT LIQIIORS"

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

MICHELOB BEER CASTEL RUBON 1

l2oz. cans H LAMBRUSCO 1

$6.69 1
case H

$2.99 1Magnum

LANCERS 1
CANADIAN MIST I

Canadian I
• ROSE 1 Blended Whiskey 1

$2.99 1
Fifth 1

$4.99 1Quart 1

Tuesday Nov. 1 To

>. We reserve the righ

Saturday Nov. 5 1
t to limit quantities t

The Distinguished

Visitors Program

Presents

HANSUYIN
Biographer ot

Mao Tse Tung
to speak and
show slides on

"Art in China Today"

Thursday, November 3, 1977

8:00pm SUB

The DVP office is 4IS

Student Union
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""Art is anything you can get away with"

— l\/larshali l\/lcLuhan

Editor: Bob Armstrong
Assistant Editors: Zoe Best, Ken Shain

Art: Lesley Lawrence
Books: Cheryl Sreiberg

Dance: Sharon True
fWm: Skip Tenczar
Music: Ross Nerenberg
Theatre: Debbie Wallace
Politics: Jim Paulin

Contributors: Lisa Wait, Stu Dickson,
Mark Harris Levitan, Mario A. Barros, Brett

Milano, Tom Aversa, Perry Adler, Michael
P. Doran, Gerarard Halloren, R. Arps Gar-

ret. J. Wilkins, Janie Portnoy, Leila Bruno.

Below the Salt is the weekly fine arts

supplement to the Collegian. Do not let

the term "fine arts" lead you to believe
that we will print only material that
deals with "high culture" or impres-
sionistic, individually-oriented art. We
are of the many roles which various
forms of art may play in a society.
Therefore we welcome the submission
of any material that deals with anything
in an artistic context, we repeat;
anything. One stipulation is that if this

material is typed it should be double-
spaced at sixty-seven spaces per line.

Pleasehave whatever you want publish-
ed in Sunday night in order to insure
publication in the following Thursday's
issue. Our office is located in the Col-

legian complex on the first floor of the
Campus Center. If no one from the staff

is at the office when you come down,
you may leave your material in the ap-
propriate folder on the file cabinet or

leave a message on the wall. You may
also call us at the Collegian at 545-3500.
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COINCIDENTAL QUOTES

''Losing Sucks r^

- R.P. Wolff
— Fred Blassie

To date, we've received 46 entries and
one confession in RasTapunk's NAZI-
HUNT competition. We are offering as
first prize, a rare valuable recording
(only 1000 made) of the Beatles and
Jimi Hendrix together playing
"Daytripper," to Whoever can tell us
who burns the Valley cross. This is not
a joke, a hustle, or a scam; this is real.

If you think you know who's recently
burned a cross in the valley, or would
like to claim such credit for yourself,
fill out the entry blank at right and mail
to:

RasTapunk
Collegian
Campus Center

" Who knows? You may be a winner!

.i<i>.> > t ' a H

WHO BURNS THE VALLEY CROSS 7

1 hWi 1 ert+rv^ io-. RasTaponK ^

CoUefllanAJMai3S
CArv»^3Gervter

I
Kame:

Mciness:

I Phooe;
I bumscrtaoes.

^
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POETRY

Americans Dreaming

My American Oream

What I want to do-

I want to stand outside inside the center of the shitpile

Drinking beer in a bar with lights on bright at night

And get excited when the skates start punching
And then walk through old American Streets
And make intelligent conversation
With the outcasts of the special class

Or maybe I'll pursue the integrity of my own shit

And get an office in the Tory Dep>artment
And P.O. P. until I'm tenured and impossible to scrape off the hull

Or maybe I'll graduate a Tory major
And become a lawyer
And hang out in the hall in the court house
with a doubleknit suit that gives my ass the flexibility

To simulate swinging a golf club
Next to the clerk's office

•

Jim Paulin

SIXTIES BIRTHDATES BABY BYE

Oxp^nD?:irox:xa!X!:im:aj3xn3xmxrn3^^ ^

Sixties birthdates

Here at last

No more bomb culture baby

Election diapers

Assassination wipers
No more bomb culture baby

Beatle bottlers

Woodstock toddlers

No more bomb culture baby

Liberal learned lemmings
Leavin' love outstanding
For fun, adventure, life

Pot?
No
Coke?
Maybe
Do they want angeldust now?

Beer can kickers

Safety pin stickers

Dickie dunkin's old hat now

Old man hippie

Keeps on rollin'

Agin' everyday

Sixties birthdates

Fear has passed
No more bomb culture baby.

RasTapunk Ram Oass

God. what a love story we have!

.A/'! met over dinner and craziness

and a long line to Chicago
things built

slowly
but they built

a strong undertow of love that we both"

knew was there but were afraid to admit
d short fling with a best friend didn't help

our matters any
we thought
but in the long run we know it did

then a long talk

and a quick split

<'ind in a drunken frenzy

a beautiful kiss

that seemed to last a week
summer interrupted

in more ways than one
find when yuu returned

I thought it was over

but wouldn't even admit it to myself

jiul I cried

\)\\\ ha!

I was wrong
ctiKl a weekend drive and a few long talks

brought out the truth

you love me!
I love you
both dreadfully fearful of another rejection

I hope this story is far from over
— Walter MacL»ise

THEY NEVER SAID

I wanted to talk with Sandy.

I wanted to see what she felt.

But something had taken place.

She was a victim of insanity.

She doesn't live at home.

Sandy never said good-bye.

I wanted to talk with William.

I wanted to learn why he felt.

But something had taken place.

He paid for his brothers' sin.

He doesn't live at home.

William never said good-bye.

I wanted to talk with Jeffrey.

I wanted to know how he felt.

But something had taken place.

He couldn't stop what he couldn't see.

He doesn't live at home.

Jeffrey never said good-bye.

I wanted to talk with Allison.

I wanted to feel like she felt.

But something had taken place.

To her, love was no cause to run.

She doesn't live at home.

Allison never said good-bye.

I wanted to talk with them all.

I needed to understand their call.

But, now, they'll never answer me.

Because

Peace is something murderers wo'?'? see.

They dcn't live at home.

They all died alone.

Why? Why did they tj;-'

Until we alt know, the Pour will never say bye.

MARA
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Program Council
Films Presents

Bingo Long

Traveling

All Stars

Motor Kings

Thurs., Nov. 3

7 & 9pm

CCA
$1.00

We wUl ft?e tway a

FREE PAIR OF HiHg BOOTS

jour choice etch week for the

MXt 6 weoks. Come in and re^ster.

No purchase is necessary.

.

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St..Amherst
10 6.00 MonrSat. 253 5135

Traditional

is our Tradition

I oi the MTV selective.

(.|uiet elejiancf inspired

by the grand traditions

of the British

At lU'silio. creative

.uiiheniicity is our
hitijm.irk. Since I9()f>

TPAOttlONALS

Proudly presented at;

YALE-GENTON, INC

400 RIVERDALE ST.

SPRINGFIELD, MA.

BOOKS
The Owl

THE OWL
a novel by John Hawkes

New Directions Paperbacks

The Owl is a waking dream-nightmare
carefully composed of bits of dirty ice-a
chilling vision of sterility, bloodless
viloence, and dispassionate cruelty.

The scene is set in an ageless but decayed
Italian village. Sasso Fettore inherits the
legacy of feudal rule and the repressive
melancholy of the reign of the Roman
Catholic church. All of the young men are
gone, killed in an unexplained war. The
young women exist in half sleep limbo,
knowing of the impossibility of marriage
but clinging to a dream of their completion.
Dowries are hopefull laid away in trunks
and purses and the mothers bathe and
beautify their daughters.
The narrative is told in the voice of II Gufo,

the village hangman whose name means
the owl' II Gufo is respected and obeyed.
Inheriting his position as lord and lan-
downer, he is the law of the community
and it's only eligible man. The fathers half
dream of the hangman, the embodiment of
repressed sexuality, becoming a husband
to one of their daughters.
A new hope alights when the presence of

another man arrives The prisoner is march
ed into town and locked into one of the
bleak watchtowers that brood, stony and
oppressive, on the hill. One father presents
the hangman with plans for the wedding of
his daughter Antpnina to the pathetic and
broken foreigner. A fair is held in the
meadow below, in view of the prisoner's
window, where the girls parade, hoping to
catch his eye.

Antonina, a strong and noble girl, has
waited longer than any of the other girls in

the village. She, the oldest of the virgins,
decides to break the rules and give herself
to the hangman who she believes she
loves. Escaping the fair they climb together
out of sight onto a hill. Desperately trying
to complete her womanhood she rolls on
the ground with II Gufo while he explores
her body and the interior of her clothing un
til he finds what he wants.

I reached into the sheltered thighs
touching this bone and that, and felt for
what all women carried. High and close to
her person, secreted, I found Antonina's
purse which she had hid there longer than
seven years, that which they fastened to
girls when young. What was there more?"
The hangman's emotions reflect the

season of winter. All is dead and frozen.
Snow falls, not as a soft blanket but as a
bitter and poisonous sheath, denying all

thai is warm and alive. The fires are small,
noxious and smoky. The sun strikes the
isolated village with a weak feebleness,
unable to impart any warmth into the sad
land

The story illuminates the darkest corners
of denied sexuality and its thwarted expres
sions The domestic animals are mutilated
and grotesque. II Gufo's ass has its ear slit

and bells inserted. A white dog is beaten in-

to performing an unnatural stylized dance
with its welted body. The owl, the
hangman's pet and alter ego is the essence
of cold watchfulness and piercing cruelty.
One claw was missing, another cut off

blunt and short, at every feathered layer he
was scarred and covered with old wounds
that penetrated him like the grain of wood,
his fiber, the old markings of the forest. But
he had never cried with the pain, the scar-
red face, the face enraged and bloody,
always anesthetized with the cold enormity
of the eyes, the sudden circumference of
the eyelids protecting him, making him in-

sensitive"

Hopelessness is never relieved. The Don-
na', a gentle white stone statue in the
wood, the antithesis of the dark lady'
gallows, is kicked over by the hangman and
destroyed. The only beasts with any
semblance of normality, the geese, are
found frozen and stiff, laid out to the four
corners of the compass. And the hangman,
never releasing grip on the rules of the old
order, ignores the pleas and fantasies of the
father who desires a husband for his
daughter, and the prisoner, after silent and
insidious tortures, is hanged.
The complexity and depth of The Owl in

dicates John Hawkes' position as one of
the most noted prose stylists. His lines go
beyond poetry by their extravagance, they
go beyond mere prose in their gripping
precision and finesse. His style holds
elements of surrealism, but is more reveal
mg and the vision is less purely subjective
than wnters of that school. His images are
dreamlike and fantastic, out of range of our
objective reality but still easily identifiable. He
masterfully manipulates the reader through
the personal and lucid psychology of II Gufo,
perhaps the epitome of the fascist mind.
TheOwl.reprintedafteritsfirstintroduction

in 1954, presents us with a shocking and
terrifying possibility of a world out of touch
with any element of humaness. He paints an
existence which threatens when sanc-
tification of the 'old order' imposes
meaningless conditions on lives, society
decaysanddegeneratesundertheshadowsof
corrupt and outmoded governance.

-Lisa Wait

WHO BURNS THE VALl ^Y CROSS?

PLAN TO EAT AT

Pizza-GrindersSandwiches-CoidOrinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst

mmM
Hours 11:30-1 am Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

WEEKEND DELIVERY SPECIALS

236 (H4

1

I
—

I Buy a small combo pizzu &
i ^et a quart of coke FREE!

I
I

11/3-1 1/6

"I
I

I

I

I

I

I
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j
Buy o large pizza and get on |

'ingredient of your choice FREE'I
I *

I 11/3-1 1/6 !
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They foundme
in the classifieds!

I was a purr-ty
good deal" You'll
find all kinds of
pets from horses
to guppies at all

kinds of prices.

Classifieds are an
entire pet store
delivered to you at

UMass.
COLLEGIAN

CLASSIFIEDS ARE
PURRTY

DARN GOOD!

ART
John Willenbecher
University Gallery
thru November 13

Currently on display at the University
Gallery is a one-man exhibition featuring
the work of artist John Willenbecher. The
works ex^hibited in this show are not unlike
works which appeared in the first show of
this semester, those which feautured Sol
Lewitt and Larry Bell.

John Willenbecher's work exists in shape,
volume and substance as geometric art.
He consistently employs the use of arch,
circle, square, cone, sphere, and pyramid
forms throughout his work in a manner
which is repetitive yet variable. These
shapes appear in two arid three dimen-
sional forms as paintings and large scale
floor pieces.

The medium Willenbecher has chosen to
work in is also of interest as it is treated in a
manner which is unique and visually
stimulating, Masonite or wood is used in all

of Willenbecher's works with variations on
this base. He is consistent in his use of
white acrylic paint or gesso, which is ap-
plied for 5 or 6 layers on the masonite or
wood, with a final layer of gray or black
paint applied over the gesso. Willenbecher
then goes on to create a milky-wayish ef-
fect by scratching the gray or black paint
with a knife or sharp object. The gesso
through the paint produces a starry effect
which is heightened when sandpaper is

rubbed along the surface. The direction
and amount of pressure applied to the
sandpaper directly determines the resulting
celestial pattern. As a child Willenbecher
received Neely's Pnmer for Stargazers and

MarUxm
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of Stars

It 's possible that this was influential in his
thinking. What is perhaps the most in-
teresting aspect of Willenbecher's work is
the thought process behind it. As is true of
most 'modern art', the pieces in thi's show
may at first appear as unfamiliar and am-
biguous to the viewer. In an effort to ac-
quaint the reader with John Willenbecher,
several pieces in this show will be examined
to familiarize the reader with
Willenbecher's work before visiting the
gallery.

Located in the main gallery is a piece done
in 1975 entitled 'Sea'. This work
demonstrates a non-traditional approach to
a maze structure and consists of 30 3-sided
pyramid or tetrahedra forms which are 55
inches tall and stand nearly shoulder height
to the viewer. Each tetrahedra is carefully
placed at random with the existing arrange-
ment in the gallery demonstrating one of
the many possibilities for this piece. 'Sea'
works from the repitition of its forms but,
more importantly, from the active participa-
tion of the viewer, for it is the viewers
perceptions of the piece which determines
which path he/she will take. "Sea" works
especially well in this darkened gallery
where the amount of natural and artificial
light has been drastically reduced giving the
piece an ominous and dark feeling. This ef-
fect is further enhanced by the play bet-
ween the gray tetrahedra forms. These
forms work together in a rythmic, wave-like
manner creating the momentum of waves
on an ocean, as the viewer moves through
and about the piece.

Willenbecher was also interested in the
work of Boullee, an 18th century visionary
architect. From this interest Willenbecher
derives the neoplatonic flavor in his works
which exists in the form of rounded Roman
arches and other classical forms. These
arch forms are bound in many of his pain-
tings, particularly the 'Bridge' and 'Arch'
series. These exist as a number of squares
or modular increments set side by side
which give the viewer a 'window' 'irough
which to view the starry, celestial i.,usions
taking Iplace on the canvas.
Willenbecher incorporates solid ladder

forms ranging in size from small to very
large in works such as 'Song of the
Earth', 'Kiva' and 'Truth Revealed by
Time'.These step ladder forms act as a for-
mal device as well as imply symbolic mean-
ing of an upward travel or journey. When
used with the starry, celestial backgrounds
these ladders seem to suggest some kind of
heavenly ascent.
There is no intended message to

Willenbecher's work and in this way the
work becomes very individual and per-
sonal. What the viewer sees depends large-
ly upon ndividual perceptions and openess
to the works. For this reason, one visit to
the gallery is not nearly enough time to take
in the illusionistic, cosmic experience of
John Willenbecher's work.
The exhibit runs through November 13.

The University Gallery, located in the Fine
Arts Center, is open Tuesday, 11:30am to
8:00pm, Wednesday- Friday 11:30-4:30pm,
Saturday and Sunday 2:o00-5:00pm.m

The Hush Street

Bridge in Chicago

was totally

destroyed by a

herd of cattle in

November of 1863!

Wall Happy Hour
Sat. Nov. 5

with

JOHN MORGAN
3:30-7:30

Right after the UMass- Holy Cross Game
V *. *.» « •,. '.t »_tl ».•. •
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from both sides of the fence

Political Poking in Panama

Boston Pops a- BSO ticket sales

Tickets for the Friday November 18
concert of the BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA go on sale at the Fine
Arts Center box office on Friday
November 4.

Tickets for the Saturday November
18 concert of the BOSTON POPS OR-
CHESTRA go on ^ale at the Fine Arts
Center box office on Monday

November 7
The Fine Arts Center box office is

open from 9 am. to 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday

tickets for Fine Arts Center Events
are also available at Ticketron loca-

tions throughout New England.
For more information, call 545-2511.

CITY BOY
Young Men Gone West

THE RUMOUR
Max

(both on Mercury)

For those without a taste or a tolerance
for the frothing, three chord wonders of
Britian's rabid new waye, a spate of late
summer early fall releases by mainstream
artists there should provide some musical
relief. Of these, two are particularly im-
pressive Young Men Gone West by City
Boy and the debut release of Graham
Parkers back up band, The Rumour. While
both bands differ in their musical stance,
both display an abundance of musical savy
and enough taste to spare their listeners the
aural cloriform of punk political
statements.

On their first album. City Boy ail too
eagerly echoed the blithering excesses of
their prime musical antecedents Queen and
10 c c sounding at their least inspired like
just another glib and glitzy band from
somewhere across the sea. Young Men
Gon*> West is better because it's terser.
The bjpbtick with and frentic energy that
animated the first two City Boy albums is

still here, but not in such unfocussed effu-
sion: By economizing on their eccentricity
only one oddnick or oddity per song seems
to be the formula here City Boy achieves a
more organic graft of lyric to arrangement,
without sacrificing too much of their rich
word plav.

The most interesting songs on Young
Men Gone West are also the most inane.
"The Man Who Ate His Car" is a heartfelt
tribute to a heavy metal connoisseur with
heartburn, while "(What Good's) One After
Two " uses a deft double entendre to la

ment a forced sexual diet. Even when the
band's falsetto harmonies tend to sound
brittle, or overbearingly campy, or on the
albums weaker material" Dear Jean" is

merely silly, while the title cut is un-
characteristically maudlin and pointless
the arrangements remain uniformly ex
cellent, and the musical excitement never
flags

Max by the Rumour is one of those rare
albums that can be recommended on the
virtues of any given cut. From start to
finish, Max scintillates with a sinewy
hybrid of rock'n'roll and rhythm and blues,
carrying with it more cut to-cut momentum
than any album I've heard this year.
Everything you could expect from thejjub
apprenticed Rumour is here - raw, fresh,
fifties tinged REtB, without pretense or
frills Snd more. "Airplane Tonight"
probably the album's best cut recalls the
earthy eloquence of the Band at its best.
"Do Nothing Till You Hear From Me" sw-
ings irresistably talented rock -composer,
Duke Ellington. Throughout, The Rumour's
gritty but game vocals-shared among
them mesh admirably with their in-

strumental underpinings, particularly on
"Anything But Love" and the album's most
infectious rocker, "This Town ' As
Graham Parker's back-up band, the
Rumour played efficiently but unobtrusive-
ly, so it's a real pleasure to see them step
out of line and shine on Max.

Jack Flynn

ARTFUL DODGER
Babes on Broadway

(Columbia)

Anybody out there remember Slade? Back
in '72 '74 they had the wildest sound
around and were the biggest thing in their
native Britain, but couldn't make it over
here due to rock'n'roll's biggest curse,
radio. (Must I go over it again? Too loud for
the Top 30, too unhippiesh for Regressive.)
When they compromised themselves by
toning down, they faded into oblivion
because they weren't cut out to be
melodious.

What has this got to do with Artful
Dodger? Well, their lead singer is very
reminiscent of Slade's Noddy Holder, and
on this album they do Eddie Cochran's
"C'mon Everybody" just the way Slade in

their prime would have done it. But most of
the record is filled with attempts at melodic
pop that don't quite come off, just like

Slade in decline. Their tunes aren't distinc
tive enough to distinguish themselves as
more than rehashes.

There is one great original here, and it's

another straight out hard rocker, the amus-
ing heavy metal funk "Idi Amin Stomp".
For two albums Artful Dodger were hailed
as promising popsters. But it seems that
maybe their potential lies in another direc
tion They would be wise to follow Slade's
path in reverse and concentrate on the
ravers. They may yet make a really consis-
tent LP.

-Perry Adier

photo by Dave Rodgers

I never think about the audience"

says Chuck.

Chuck Mangione- Call it Music...

"Everything that you experience as a
human being becomes a part of your
music. My music reflects all of the feelings
and experiences that I've had in my life."

It's impossible to Igbel the style of musi-
cian Chuck Mangione. Instead of a solid
definition there is an artistic synthesis of
Latin, rock, jazz, and classical in his com-
position and arrangement. Mangione said
that "nobody puts me in the pidgeon-
hole",when asked to classify his style.
"I play Chuck Mangione music. There's

no way to label it! Why put a four letter
word on my music? It's music! Today
everybody is everybody, we don't need
categories! So go ahead and call my music
anything you want!"
Chuck Mangione has the same demeanor

off-stage as on. He's casual, easygoing
and had the rare distinction of actualTy
holding an interview session after his per-
formance. In addition, he gave a per-
sonalized autograph to each and every per-
son who waited in the orchestra pit after
the show!
Mangione has achieved in 30 years his

dream since he first stepped on a stage at
the age of 8. Presently at 37, he is con-
sidered among the top (jazz?) musicians in
the world today.
Beginning with piano lessons at age 8,
Mangione was performing professionally
with his brother Gap when he reached high
school. Upon graduation from Eastman
School of Music in Rochester, New York,
Mangione taught for several years. During
that time he had the opportunity to play
with such acclaimed jazzmen as Dizzy
Gillespie, Art Blakey, and Maynard
Ferguson, among others. When asked
about how it felt to play with Dizzy
Gillespie, Mangione replied, "What would it

be like to play center with Reggie
Jackson?"
In 1970, Mangione formed his first quartet

which became a quintet last year. The
group recieved a Grammy Award last year
for the song 'Bellavia', in the best in-

strumental composition category.
There is a unique quality to the music of
Mangione, but he refused to cite the source
of his inspiration. On stage, you can see a
special form of communication going on
with the group and the audience. There is

a disninct closeness, a mutual sense of ap-
preciativeness. "When I'm playing my
music, I never think about the audience. I

just want them to have a good time. I never
really look out and see them, but I always
find out later if they liked us."

Mangione admits to enjoying himself
while performing, and there is an obvious
rapport on stage within the group. I was
curious as to Mangione's feelings about the
first few minutes of the performance.
"Well, there's always a little bit of tension
and excitement at first. Then you have to
adjust to the people, and technical pro-
."jlems, if any. We all know each other well,
and I can ;ell immediately when someone is

having a problem, with sound or anything
else."

The Mangione program selection is im-
promtu, "When we go out there and play,
no one has any idea of what we're doing! I

just plav something, and then decied what
to do next. I make music, not show
business. I don't want perfection, I like it

when the music bleeds a little!" •

Atmosphere is important to a Mangione
concert, and he said that "if it feels com-
fortable, then the music feels better. There
is really no other way to take the music to
the people other than live."

Along with Mangione on the flugelhorn
and electric piano are guitarist Grant
Geissman, Charles Meeks on bass, James
Bradley Jr. on drums, and Chris Vadala on
saxophones and flutes.

The Chuck Mangione Quintet continues
it's current tour to the West, where it will

end in December. In May, the film premiere
of 'The Children of San Chez' will feature a
Mangione soundtrack.
Call it jazz or blues, but whatever you

think It's unique because it's the magic of
Chuck Mangione

Leila Bruno

A Reply
It is not impossible to label the style of
Chuck Mangione. Candy-ass, tepid, so-
diluted-even-grandmother-will like-it high
school jazz might suffice as a label, tho' it

would help to look at Chuckie-boy's oh-so-
mellow dipshit image to explain the man
behind the thinly-disguised muzak. He is a
perfect example of the theft of innovations
made by truly creative Black classical musi-
cians by white musicians who know how to
dilute these innovations so a smug middle-
class audience will like this sanitized pop.
This audience couldn't bear to listen to the
more urgent statements made by artists of

the stature of Ornette Coleman or Sun Ra.
To put a tour letter word on his music is

very easy; shit.

Abdul Kol Khara

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$5$$$$$^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

JAMES BROWN
Mutha's Nature

(Polydor)

This one's from the A-Little-Late-But-Still-

Important Dept. The "King of Soul" is back
again but with a slight change in concept.
Just as the name implies, this one's about
nature, both human and environmental.
The "King" is calling all his soulful subjects
to the task of improving the ways of the
world and doing so with cuts like "If You
Don't Give A Doggone About It" and the
single from the LP, "Gimme Some Skin".
The lyrics are a little different from his past
works as not once does he want to be
"...taken to the bridge..., turned loose....,

or sent."

In the liner notes he says that certain per-
sonalities and DJs claim that this is his best

effort. Well, that's up to the individual
listener but I'll say that this one does war-
rant a bit of extra attention even if just for
the difference in format. The "King" also
should be heard even if just to hear his new
JBs. Mr. Brown has always managed to
come up with a smoker of a back-up band
and the New JBs are no exeption. It's my
guess that the name was inspired by the
fact that the sound of the album brings to
mind the work from the early 60s with the
original JBs. The horns are in the same laid-
baok rnanner and James himself kind of
goes back to his older manners.

This, combined with the change in for-
mat, makes the album both different
Brown and more-Brown-than -lately at the
same time which, to me, provides a rather
pleasant mixture. Keep it comin', James (or
should I say "King"?)

-Mario A. Barros

Various Vinyl
CHEAP TRICK

In Color
(Epic)

EDDIE MONEY
(Columbia)

Imitation, they say, is the fondest form of
flattery and flattery will get you everywhere
in music land. A-. Cheap Trick and Eddie
Money found out, all il u,i< , . a tight act
and a loose ass and anyone can be a
superstar. These new discs from the
Columbia Epic recording axis are new,
fresh renditions of the same oi-' thing,
stretching to the limit the innovati(,,i of past
eras. Their value, however, does not lie in

the music; rather it lies in the performers'
approach to the industry itself.

Cheap Trick is a new band whose current
album, Irr Color, was released hot on the
heals of their national concert tour with
Kiss. Featuring kissy faced rock and roll

stars on the cover mounted on choppers,
the real brains of the group is Huntz Hall
type Rick Nielsen featured on a bicycle on
the re se side. Writing most of the
group's naterial and playing all the leads.
Rick renders a sound remeniscent of
Beatles cum Badfinger-cum-Raspberries,
highly liste.iable and surpassing its
predec ;sors in lack of pomp and
circumL .nee. I personally like "So Good
To See You" while my daughter prefers "I
Want You To Want Me". "Huntz"
Nielsen's presence is one step towards the
demystification of the SMno":tar in music.

fcddie Mor, ..us to be a star so bad
that I think he'll make it. In fact, that's
mostly what he likes to sing about, too.
Eddie has ego, plenty of it, and his songs,
fashioned in the Springsteed "Born to
Run" style, shadow Steely Dan and Stevie
Winwood. Eddie sings and plays sax and is

as worth hearing as Southside or any of the
other new talents appearing on vinyl. Listen
to "Two Tickets To Paradise", the opening
cut on the record, a solid single for just an
ego. Learn about this ego in "Wanna Be a
Rock 'n Roll Star". Eddie wants to be a star
so bad it hurts. Relieve him of his misery;
buy the record and see how you, too, could
be a rock 'n roll star.

Final analysis: Cheap Trick is easy money;
Eddie will go a long, long way. Both are iri

the pocket for CBS...

-Kenneth Shain

ALICE COLTRANE
Transcendence
(Warner Bros.)

NARADA MICHAEL WALDEN
I Cry I Smile
(Atlantic)

Good news from the spirit world! Turiya
Alice Coltrane and Narada Michael Walden
both have new releases out this month to
warm your souls and expedite your ascent
to nirvana. Producing sounds harmonious
with your innermost thoughts Turiya and
Narada have synthesized albums that not
only allow you to dance or meditate with
ease, but stack well with Stevie Wonder as
well. Capturing elements from "Pastime
Paradise " along with others, in all their

disparity, I Cry I Smile and
Transcendence are recordings that, if you
are into "that Eastern thing"" you will want
to own.
Coming out with her best album since her
World Galaxy days, Alice Coltrane has
emerged as a driving, but still unrecogniz-
ed force of the "New Classical Music."
Sounding like Gospel on the Ganges,
Transcendence marks more than time
with "Radhe Shyam" and the title cut
"Transcendence." "Sivgya" is the "roll-

ingest " (as in holy-roller) number on the
album and uses not only the traditional in-

struments of the East and West, but elec-

tronic innovation as well. .

Narada Michael Walden, who used to sing
with John McLaughlin, sings smooth
listenable lyrics over a steady and consis-
tent instrumental designed to put health
back into dance music. "I Need Your Love"
is a great opener with Herbie Mann on flute

heading up the list of proficient musicians.
"Oneness Cry"" is a tribute to the high-
energy Mahavishnu Santana sound taking
you out to Turiya land", in search of John.
These people are rock steady; their music

needs no gimmick and their followers know
who they are If you are a disciple of Swami
Prabhupada (Alice switched Gurus from
Swami Satchidananda) or Sri Chimnoy or
you just want some inspiring music either
way, these cosmic discs are for you.

-Kenneth Shain

KANSAS
Point of Know Return

(Kirshner)

Kansas' fifth album. Point of Know
Return, finds the band unspoiled by the
commercial success of Leftover-
ture.Although this album will undoubtedly
atttract many new fans, it shows the same
high quality which has marked all of their

previous efforts. The instrumental expertise
so characteristic of various "progressive

"

English bands such as Gentle Giant King
Crimson, and Yes, is also a trademark of
this midwestern band. They can do it all.

The original six members of Kansas who
rose out of the "most unmusical en-
vironments imaginable" have remained
with the band since their first album back in

1974. Kerry Livgren the blonde haired pro
phet, writes most of the music and plays
guitars and keyboards. Steve Walsh, who
on this album writes as much as Livgren,
sings most of the leads, as well as playing
keyboards and vibes. Robbie Stienhardt, a
tremendous violinist, also shares in lead

COLLIN WALCOTT
Grazing Dreams

(ECM)

This, Collin Walcott's second album on
ECM, (the first being Cloud Dreams) is a
fine, well-executed album, and despite the
fact that it bears some of the characteristics
that are becoming a bit too common to
many ECM recordings, its more innovative
traits make for an agreeable listening ex-
perience.

A good number of ECM recordings
employ the use of very unrestrained
tempos-and often long gaps of silence-
with brooding, somber bass lines and light
percussion. The statements made by the
lead instruments vary somewhat in
character yet are seldom either agressive or
ebullent, ratfier they are almost always af-
fectedly quirky and ponderously artful, and
above all very rarely express a sense of
musical humor. Indeed, the German com-
pany's motto is 'ECM-the most beautiful
sound next to silence", and this is certainly
indicative of the label's approach to music;
that any musical statement made has to be
an improvement on silence. This leads to
what is often an overly cautious, self-

conscious approach, from which the
results are not always as fruitful as they
might be were there more of an emphasis
on spontaneity. There is a a noticeable lack
of youthful spirit, sensually or humor to
many ECM recordings, often what one
finds are dry, sharp, wintry broodings that
could often pass as selections from Ode to
a Scandanavian Forrest in Winter or
something of the like. Nevertheless, ECM
has been an innovative, creative label
despite an increasingly manifest penchant
for a certain style It should be emphasized
that this style in itself has been a unique
one that has contributed much to modern
music, through its use of open structures
and unhurried soloing. The label offers a
welcome alternative to the dumbo-chord
banalities that are the essence of a lot of
what is called "jazz rock'" these days.
GVazing Dreams does embody many a-

trifle-too-common ECM characteristics;
slow, virtually non-existent tempos,
somber atonalities and quirky, interrmittent
cries from the instruments unfolding out
over the stark musical lanscape.
What contributes greatly to this album is

this use of Indian, Latin American, and
African rhythyms and melodies and
creative employment of the talents of
trumpeter Don Cherry and percussinonist
Dom Um Romao.
Walcott, the sitarist-perscussionist for the

ecclectic, innovative ensemble named

vocals, while Rich Williams, Dave Hope
and Phil Ehart are the second guitarist
bassist, and drummer respectively. The
tightness exhibited by these six men is rare-
ly found in other bands. The only question I

can ask about Kansas is, how did they
manage to stay obscure through their first

three albums, which were easily as good as
their last two.

Point of Know Return has everything in-
cluding a nice jacket. You can find
dynamite rock and roll,("Llghtning"s
Hand, " "Sparks of the Tempest "), poten-
tial hit singles, ("'Point of Know Return,"
"Portrait"), mellow numbers, ("dust in the
Wind, " "'Nobodys Home") and even the
typically Kansas idealistic investigation into
the secrets of life, ("Helplessly Human").
This album should finally place Kansas at
the top of progressive music where they
have belonged for so long. Point of Know
Return is an album well worth purchasing.
It will please "head" music connoisseurs,
heavy metal maggots, and popular music
fans equally.

-Tom Aversa

Oregon, plays his characteristic sinewy,
remarkably lyrical lines and Indian-style per-
cussion and compsed most of the selec-
tions on the album. These compositions
have a substantial amount of the idiomatic
variety which prevents the album from be-
ing indistinguishable from a good number
of other ECM albums.
Cherry, a well-traveled, uncompromisingly
non-commercial musician of the avant-
garde of Afro-American music,
demonstrates his versatality and
knowledge of non-Western musical idioms
with sure, spirited solosiJn the trumpet and
wood flute. His wood flute solo on "Jewel
Ornament" is a particularly enchanting,
very spright African folk melody and his im-
provisational powers manifest themselves
proudly on the two group improvisations
on the album. Dom Um Romao, the Latin

American percussionist who has played
with Weather Report, contributes his broad
talents on a good number of percussion in-

struments and his array of energetic
polyrhythyms help to liven the spirit of the
album. Guitarist John Abercrombie plays a
electric mandolin and electric and acoustic
guitars on this recording, and does a com-
petent, though not particularly noteworthy
job of playing intermittent, jagged riffs.

Bassist Palle Danielsson, an ECM regular,

provides the rythymic base of the music
with the chatacteristic slow, full base lines

throughout most of the album.
Fortunately, through the use of non-

Western musical idioms-the melodies
in particular-this album succeeds in

providing us with an unusual kind of

music that can be formed only by the
prudent use of various and at times
seemingly incongruous-musical
idioms. Some of the compositions re-

mind one of the brighter moments of
early Weather Report and other times
(not so surprisingly) of Walcott's group
Oregon, which is probably the most ac-

complished ensemble of what could be
called the Hew Ecclecticism. Though
the common ECM traits are still here to

some extent, the exceptions to the
ECM norms are welcome things in-

deed. ("The Swarm", for example is a
group improvisation that is a tornado
of clashing tonalities that remind one
of a Sun Ra excursion.) The quality of

ECM recordings is second to none, and
one can only hope that this technical
excellence will be employed to record
music of a broader range than that
which has heretofore been recorded by
them. This album, with its variety and
moments of warmth and humor, is a

good start in that direction

Bob Armstrong
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A Curse On Both

Your Houses

Romeo and Juliet

"A pair ot star-crossed lovers take their life

Whose misadventured piteous overthrows
Do with their death bury their parents

strife."

The University Ensemble Theater is

presenting Romeo and Juliet again this

weekend. The opening performance last

Friday night, to a good extent brought to

life the story, summarized in the prologue.
It was nevertheless an uneven production,
with flashes of comic brilliance, but also en-
tire scenes of disappointing acting.

Director Jeffery Huberman should be ap-
plauded for his effective way of drawing
out the bawdiness in the play. The comic
bits were the highlight. The tragic parts

would have been greatly improved if he had
not made the enormous mistake of casting
the wrong person for the role of Juliet.

Mercuritio, played by Calvin Maclean,
was excellent. His comic sense is well-

developed, in the way that he milked every
last drop of humor from his lines, and used
his props and stage action to the fullest

comic potential. His timing was astute and,
his emphasis never misplaced. His dying,
though dramatic enough to suffice would
need work in order to be truly moving.
The nurse, played by Elizabeth Redler-
Thompson was the nurse Shakespeare
would recognize. She was funny, meddl-
ing, showed age (most of the time), and fill-

ed with the love Juliet's mother lacks. Her
opening scene was very funny, she
posesses the ability to affect an entire au-
dience with her laughter, It was smart to

bundle her up in a lot of clothing, though
she may have bursted out with unseemly
youthfulness if not for the cloth that kept
hfer from doing so. She too lacked some
timing when it came to the scene of Juliet's

apparent death.

Benvolio and the Capulet servants were
also funny. Benvolio changes nicely from
the rather effeminate friend to Romeo, to

the person who virtually untangles the
whole mixed up affair to the prince.

Romeo (Jere E. Burns II) was a good,
strong lover because he gave me the feel-

ing he was a true romantic, and was really

in love with Juliet He spoke often too
rapidly, and some o' the beautifjjl poetry
was lost. But he did gain a sense of the im-

petuosity of a young lover. The scene in

Fridr Laurence's cell when Romeo learns he
has been banished was overacted to the
point of almost being tongue-in-cheek. He
was superior to all of the other actors in

creating sadness in the other sad scenes.
He also posesses one of those faces god
meant for lovers which added considerably

to his role. One wished he had a suitable

Juliet to fall in love with. Instead of con-
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trasting and enhancing his role when they
"were together, he had to lend some of the
ambiance of love to her. I wonder how
much better he would have been with
another Juliet.

Juliet (Debi Hopkins), was played'with no
feeling, no sense of the lines she was
speaking, no dramatic force and most im-
portant of all, no growth. She starts off as a
little girl and remains that way. It seemed
ludicrous for her to threaten to take her
own life, if she were forced to marry Paris,
because she lacked the depth of character
to make it believable.

Capulet (George W. Angell III), and Lady
Capulet (Barbara Crook), are both good
strong actors. Angell, changed from being
a close-minded feuder in the middle of
town, to someone who allowed Romeo to
attend his banquet for the sake of domestic
peace, employing the transitional ability of
a professional actor. His explosion when he
learns of Juliet's dissenting was one of the
best parts in the play. The Montague's
were weak, and I got little sense of either
character.

As for the rest of the major roles, I was
quite pleased. Tybalt, did well to bring out
the irrational hate that can be passed on
from old men to young one's, who then
lose their lives over it. Paris did his best to
be undesirable in comparison to Romeo.
Friar Laurence was solid, playing the male
counterpart to the meddling nurse with
much understanding.
The set is good for the first part of the

play, with it's very useful center stage
space and the stairs facilitated good action.
It should have been changed more radically
when the scene changes to the tomb. I got
the sense that Tybalt was buried under
Juliet's balcony. The sword playthough
swashbuckling, h^s little to do witfi the way
Elizabethans would have fenced and looked
like a grade B films remake of the Three
Musketeers. Overall, the choreography and
props are good.

I would recommend seeing this play
because any production of Shakespeare is

bound to bring alive those things a reader
must perform in their mind when reading
the play. Insights also occur at a live pro-
duction. You'll surely laugh at this produc-
tion, but I don't know about the crying.

Michael P. Dbran

Charley at Amherst
Where's Charley?

I had mixed feelings about the play
Where's Charley?, which was presented at

Amherst College last weekend. An overall
judgement of the play is difficult because
certain scenes were clever, and others were
corney and not very entertaining.

When George Abbott and Frank Loesser
wanted to write a light, airy musical com-
edy set in 1892, I think they got carried
away with the silly dialogue and extremely
corney songs.
Some cf the lines were fairly funny, and

the singing on the whole was quite good.
The play takes place at Oxford University,
where two college roommates are planning
a luncheon for their sweethearts, and find
themselves without a chaperone. They
decide to dress up one of them, Charley, as
his aunt who is late in coming from Brazil to
visit Charley and make the lunch proper.
Charley played by David Rubin, had the

expertise of a professional. Rubin's voice
was powerful and melodic, and his dancing
was superb. He actually made this
somewhat silly production worth seeing.
He sang an old favorite, "Always in Love
With Amy", very cleverly and accompanied
the song with excellent dance steps. He
was applauded very heavily, so he came
out and did ari encore of the song.
The other roommate. Jack, played by
Douglas J. Cohen, had a good stage
presence also, and expressed himself very
well. Amy (Kim Davis), Charley's girlfriend,

portrayed a typical feminine pouting female
from the good old days, fairly well. Her
moverpent was good, as was her singing.
Jack's fiance Kitty (Kim Davis), was not
constant with her role. At times her voice
as well as her lines had a weak qitality.

Mr. Spettigue, (Jeffery E. Natter), Amy's
uncle and Kitty's guardian, was excellent in
his portrayal of a crotchity old man in his
sixty's. While Charley impersonates his
aunt, dressed in a black dress and an
adorable hat with lacey ruffles, Spettigue
takes a liking to her, and chases her acros"
the stage many times while trying to court
her. Each time the Spettigue ran across,
the audience laughed at the clever way it

was executed.
Jack's father. Sir Francis Chesney, a sup-
posed man in his forties, had little sign of
age. He looked and acted like a young man
trying to have a sense of age. Charley's
Aunt Donna Lucia, who does not appear
until late in the play was not really missed.
She was caught up in portraying an. ex-
perienced lady, and at times her character
was very phoney.
The costumes were beautiful, and the

scenery was nice. The women's dresses in

the style of the 1890's with the sashes and
silky material along with huge bonnets set
the ballroom dance scene aglow.
The orchestra was adequate, and though

the choreography was not complex, and
dances were done in company unison, the
chorus members tried to pull it off.

If you like old fashioned music, and cor-
ney humor you will definitely enjoy the

*

play. If not, Charley's fantastic per-
formance made the whole evening wor-
thwhile, and I would recommend the play
because of him.
The play will continue this weekend,
November 4-6 at 8:00pm, at Kirby
Memorial Theater. Ticket prices are:
General admission $2.50. Amherst College
students free, with ID.

Debbie Wallace

HOUSEWARES:
16" X 18" Rattan all purpose baskets

were 9.95 NOW 7.95

Many other baskets from our fine selection

reduced up to 30%
Bed Spreads were 8.00 to 29.95 NOW 5.95 to 24.95

2' X 3' multi-color numdah rugs were 9.00 NOW 6.95
4' X 6' multi-color numdah rugs were 19.50 NOW 16.50
Cork Bulletin Boards were 5.95 NOW 3.95

Decorative Pillows were 10.95 and 11.95 NOW 8.95 to 9.95
Lamps and lampshades were 2.50 to 25.00 NOW 1 .95 to 22.50

All our bamboo shades were 4.95 to 21 .95
NOW 3.95 to 17.50 (a big 20% off)

ACCESSORIES

Leather wallets were 3.50 to 11.95 NOW 2.95 to 9.95
Hair combs and barettes 10% off entire stock

Paper wallets were 1 .95 NOW 1 .50

Fashion scarves were 4.50 to 4.95 NOW 3.95
Hand mirrors were 2.00 to 7.00 NOW 1.50 to 5.00

LEATHER BAGS:

A large assortment was 19.95 to 32.95 NOW 14.95 to 29.95

GIFTS:

A great assortment of decorative boxes were 2.50 to 9 00
NOW 1.25 to 4.50(72 off)

Crystal all our hanging shapes were 1.75 to 20.00

NOW 1.50 to 17.95

PRINT DEPARTMENT:

All unmounted fine art prints were 3.00 ea.

NOW 2.50 ea. 3 for 6.50

CLOTHES:

Outerwear

Jackets select grouping of fall weights were

$35 to $50 NOW 24.50 to 35.50

Denim vests reversible sherpa lining were 19.95

NOW 13.95

Crew neck Shetland sweaters were 17'.00

NOW 14.95

TOTES:

In cloth and canvas were 5.95 to 12.00

NOW 1.95 to 5.95
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FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

m MATWrn TOUR Of WE WORLO'S GREAffSJ MUSICAL

fj n
EDWARD ANNE
MULHARE R.OGEP5

ALAN JAY LEANER FREDERICK lOEWE

^ a;.(i6(ViuC

^/ QnO l*<ll. LANG

I'viK '\.'T^^A^

CrWCALLDCHL

^^ JErWADLER

Thursday. November 3

3.30 pm and 8.00 pm
FINE >4?TS CENTER CNCERT rt4.L

Tickets now on mI* for both performances.
General public $7. SO, 4.S0, 5 SO UM«ss students
U 7S, 1.2S, 2 7S. OftMr students anA senior
citiiens U.SO, S.SO, 4.S0.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F « 4

A All Ticltetron Locations.

!M*I

rARKll.

(, lO IMI

PI»0«H

'CARPIE-
I 00

b SUN

MON i ruES AU SUTS 11 00
J

Program Council Films i

Present§

THE TENANT

Fri. Nov. 4

7, 9:15 i&ll:30

CCA SI.00

His u hi ill- hti' u .IS ,1 niilliiiii-in.i>Mi' shni

MON.

NOV. 7, 1977

7:00

9:15

1 1:30

TICKETS ON SALE A

United Artists

^^'^
\

•**^1 it* «.»-»<»< fOUV**'* -• »>•«>».>

FILM
Furtivos

illim*»-».vmrmnii»mf> i "« mwiii

Angel and the Governor from Furtivos

FURTIVOS (Poachers)
Directed by; Jose luis B o r a u

Cast: Lola Goas, Olividi Montllor, Jose Luis
Borau, Alicia Sanchez.

I can't restrain my excitement; Furtivos is

a wonderful film. It's witty, passionate,
critical, entertaining, original, profound...!
can't say less than: Furtivos is one of the
best feature films that I've had the op-
portunity to see this year - "a rose growing
in a dung heap".

Furtivos is the story of a young poacher.
Angel, who lives with his overly-protective
mother. The two are people of little

economic means, and exist by illegally

poaching game from the surrounding
forest. Angel goes to town one day, and
madly falls in love with Milagros, a runaway
from a girl's reform school. Mother doesn't
like Milagros, basically because she is a
threat to the existence of the secure rela-

tionship which she has with her son. At this

time, the mother's foster son (who hap
pens to be the provincial governor com-
plete with projection from the Spanish
guard) comes fcr a vacatior\ to hunt the
land which Angel poaches. Mother per
suades the governor to have Milagros ar

'rested and in order to save her frorri this

fate. Angel marries her Milagros' old
boyfriend then shows up to complicate
things even more. This action sets up the
last part of the film which presents some in-

teresting, suspenseful happenings.

Through this story line there are a few
themes. Borau first depicts the relation
ship of Angel and his mother in a very in-

teresting and insightful way. Mother is very
possessive of Angel and at times seems to
treat him as a lover rather tham a son.
Angel on the other hand, is consciously try-

ing to break away from the grips of his

mother, thus starts the battle over
Milagros. Borau depicts a mother son
conflict which can be seen in our own

culture, ana furthermore, he does it in a
semi comic, satirical manner while at the
same time retaining incredible realism.

Since the film is set in Franco's fascist
Spain, Borau clearly expresses a political
stance It's clear, after seeing this film, why
the Spanish government prevented its

release for so long. The movie shows
Spanish society, at the time divided into
two classes; the ruling class and the rest of
the people. Borau presents Angel and his
mother as people who work very hard so
they can merely survive. They represent the
workers in society, the common people. On
the other hand, the governor represents the
ruling structure, for he has tne Guard at his
disposal to terrorize anyone, such as by ar-
resting Milagros. There is a blatant com-
parison of life styles and personalities
within the film. The Governor is shown as a
very gluttonous, superficial character
whose only concern is his status and well-
being In the hunting scene, he is shown
killing animals only for trophies. He, or
rather his servants, cut off the heads and
leave the rest of the animal to rot In com-
parison. Angel is a very thrifty hunter who
kills only for the animals' use value, that is,

for the food and the hide. Comparisons like

these run throughout the film and one cer-
tainly knows which side Bora u s sympathy
falls within: the classist society which he
has depicted.

Of course there is more to this film than
just these two themes. There is also a pas-
sionate love that ends unhappily, a murder,
and an interesting look at Catholicism'
Bor a u 's film is not just for Spain, because
the subjects dealt with are applicable to
many other societies including our own.
This is why Furtivos received much praise
wherever it has played; it shows things that
are important to people, and it shows them
in an ingenious, witty, passionate, critical,

entertaining, original, profound,.. manner.
-Skip Tenczar

VISUAL NOTES

De Antonio's
edy"

"Mlllhouse: A White Com-

EMILE DE ANTONIO IS ON THE SMITH
CAMPUS TODAY

Documentary filmmaker Emile de Antonio
will be on the Smith College campus today.
In the Year of the Pig, a film dealing with
the Vietnam War, will be shown at 4 p.m.
today in Wright Hall, and Millhouse: A
White Comedy, a satirical look at Richard
Nixon's political career, will be at 8 p.m.
DeAntonio will host a discussion period
after each film. The films and discussions
are FREE, so go and chat with the only film
maker whose name appeared on the
Richard Nixon "Enemies List

"

LA SALAMANDRE SHOWING THIS
WEEK

La Salamndre is a film written by Alain
Tanner and John Berger and directed by
Tanner, this same duo teamed up to make
Johan Who Will be 25 in the Year 2000
B.C. Made five years before Jonah, this
film is the story of a working woman and
her unusual way of dealing with her ex-
isLince La Salamandre is showing at the
Pleasant St Theatre this week.

BERGMAN'S "TORMENT" ON TV.

Torment, the first screen play written by
Ingmar Bergman will be on Channel 57
November 5, at 9 p.m. This film was
directed by Alf Sjoberg, and won a Cannes
Film Festival Grand Prize, Torment willJae
presented in its original uncut form.

ROCKY IS BACK

Rocky is playing at the Amherst Cinema
right now and will also be shown on
November 7 at 7, 9:15, 11:30 p.m. in the
C C A at U MASS. Rocky is the story of a
/9 year old boxer who gets one last chance
r»t the title and gives it his best shot.

:--^~^=rJF.QR.0kW.^;iSTW6fir6££PAQE.ia..>,.. 4 «,
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Cinemas Reviewed
Amherst Cinema

Ticket Pnces: $2.00, adults, $1.00 seniors
and children, Mon. and Tues. are dollar
nights on selected films.

The Amherst Cinema, located on 30 Ami-
ty St in Amherst center, is the most conve
riient of the area theatres. This house seats
/OO and is old and run down: its reminis-
cent of many of the theatres I went to as a
child It used to be my favorite place to go
in the wintertime with a friend and a
blanket, for it was quite chilly. Manage-
ment, to my disappointment, has installed
a new heating system.

Pleasant St. Theater

Film tare at the Amherst consists of art
and cult films with an occaisional commer-
cial movie. It is the owners' policy to cater
to the arts community and the students.
The theatre sometimes features old classic
Hollywood movies.

The Amfinrst Cinema's foremost at-
tributes at-^ the movies it shows, its

reasonable pnces, and its convenient loca-
tion.

Ticket Prices: adults: 2.25 regular, 2.50
double features and special shows, 2.00
silents; 1.25 seniors and children.

The Pleasant St. Theatre is the area's
newest theatre located on 27 Pleasa.it St.
across from Sheehan's in the center of Nor-,
thampton. In addition to being the newest
theatre, it is the smallest, seating only 140.
The size of the theatre affords an at-
mosphere of intimacy and a level of
technical quality virtually unsurpassed in
this area. This house caters to the college
community. It offers many old films, a con-
tinuing Gathering Hepburn festival, and
Sunday afternoon silents complete with a
live organist. In addition to the standard art
fare, the Pleasant St. Theatre attempts to
have many area premiers with personal ap-
pearances by the film makers whenever
possible. Most notable of the "premiers"
was the first area showing of Weisman's
Titticut Follies. Another aspect of this
theatre is its unusual snack bar which offers
fruit juices and a variety of candy that is not
typically found in other theatres.
The Pleasant St. Theatre is the most

unusual of the area's movie houses. The
wide variety of films and Sunday silents
make the trip to Northampton worthwhile.

Gerard Hallaren

yVell-Directed Quotes
**i r
I'm not against tfie police;

ffI'm just afraid of them.
-Alfred Hitchcock

"The film's job is to make

the audience help itself.

not to entertain it."

i

— Sergei Eisensteiiin

ssPlnsie

University of Massochussptts / ^mr\^^"

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Northampton

Only Area Showing!
Ends Tues. 7:15 & 9:00

WO(X¥ ALLEN
DIANE KEATON

'ANN!
HALL
at the Gates of Smith College

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

WITH ORCHESTRA

Joffrey Ballet

Tickets now on sale

Generol Publ(c-$7, 6

5 UMoss jtudens

$3 50. 3, 2 50 Other
students ond senior

citizens-$6, 5 4

Tuesday Novemtjer 15

VIVA VIVALDI' (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Balanctiine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday November 16
AS TIME GOES BY (Tharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PAS DES DEESSeS (Jeffrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday, November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arpmo)
RODEO (de Milie)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
Flf^ /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Fine Ar^s Center Box Office M-F 9-4
& All Ticketron Locations.

5R4. QIC'S MOUNTAIN rARMS MALLUW* JIJO R0uTt9-HA0Ltr MASS

Adults 12,50-Studintt with AMC Card «2 00-Children tl 2S-Twi Lit* Show Adults « Sludtnts t1 SOI
Specul Engagemenu Eicludtd

SNMCY

pomcn cosBft jom^
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
VQi

ACTION
Thurs at 5:45, 8:30
Twi lite show tickets 5:16/1 SO
Fri at 4:45, 7:30. 9 55
Twi-lite show tickets 4:15/1.50

JAMES
BONO 007^ THESPY

WHO
LOVED

AiongDTTvago ma galaxy jar /ara^vary

PR Thurs at 6:00. 8:30
Twi-lite show tickets 5:30/1 50
Fri at 5 00, 7:30, 9:56
Twi lite show tickets 4:30/1.50

Iff

PC Thurs at 6:00, 8:30
Twi-lite show tickets 5:30/1.50
Fri. at 5 00. 730, 9:55
Twi-lite show tickets 4:30/1,50

Thurs at 6:15, 8:30
Twi-lite show tickets 5:45/1 50
Fri at5:15, 7:46, 9:56

- Twi lite show tickets 4:46/1 50

l^'l'H^'l.l>il|tiWII|.li'iiJ:ll.lMi.l:it'.flilHi>H!l.i'JiiU!<iL4H| . UH,lf.«j
CHOOSE ONE OF THESE MIDNITE SHOWS

JgyAlgfllKMraYtlJriKiriiTI Allsea»« «.00 Friday & Saturday

HERE COMES
mE COMEDY
ROMANCE

Of THE YEARt

'AJVm
Am^ricmm Gmffitir

BebiueeN
,bUe
LiNes

B6Y0ND LOVe B€YOND D6ATH.

SEAN CONNERY

:«

If/
A kning Mrml-up «if horror |

arni sci-fi flkkv

The Pleasant St. Theater
The Finest in Foreign and Reiiral Film.

".
.
.AN ELEGANTLY GLITTERING TALE .

.

...OF PASSION, MONEY AND ART.
"

JACKKROLL ^^^^ NEWSWEEK

A LOST MASTERPIECE "^

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY

HARLES CHAPLIN

rF,Anjf?iNC';

EDNAPURVIANCE

A^Jl;(X>•'CUl !fLB'

ERC ROGERS

ERIC JAMES

kCHARlESCHAPUN

A150 STARRING

ADOLPHEMENXXJ
AFTER 40 YEARS^\

AND

CARLMILLfR
OF SUPPRESSION!
New England Premiere

Nov. 9

I 27 Pleasant St. Northampton 586-0935
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LISTINGS
FILM LISTINGS

At the Colleges

Thursday, November 3
BINGO LONG TRAVELING ALLSTARS
AND MOTOR KINGS, 7, 9 p.m., CCA.
U.Mass.
RAMPARTS OF CLAY, 8 p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.

Friday, Movember 4
THE TENANT, 7, 9:15, 11;30 p.m.,
CCA., U.Mass.
CASABLANCA, 7, 10:30 p.m. TO
HAVE AND HAVE NOT, 8:50 p m
S.UB,, U Mass.
THE FRENCH CONNECTION, 8 ' 10

p m., Merril Center, Amherst.
BELLES X)F ST. TRINIANS, 7:30 p.m.,
Gamble Aud

, Mt Holyoke.
THE FILMS OF MARTHA COOLIDGE, 8
p.m

, Franklin Patterson Hall, Hamp-
shire

Saturday, November 5
THE GRADUATE, 5, 11 p.m., BONNIE
AND CLYDE, 7, 9 p m., CCA.,
U.Mass
HELP, 7:30, 930 p.m.. Gamble Aud.,
Mt Holyoke.
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN, 2 p.m.
Wright Hall, Smith.
THE FRENCH CONNECTION, see Fri-

day listing.

Sunday, November 6
GODFATHER II, 7, 10:30 p.m., CCA.,
U Mass.
THE MAN, 3 p.m.. Penny Cultural
Center, Octagon, Amherst.
ANATOMY OF A MURDER, 1:15, 4:00
p m , Wright Hall, U Mass.
THE FRENCH CONNECTION, see Fri-

day listing.

Monday, November 7
SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER, Kathenne
Hepburn, 7:45 pm., Herter 227,
U Mass.
ROCKY, 7, 9:15, 11:30 p.m., CCA.,
U.Mass.
KIBBUTZ LANGDON, 8 p.m., FREE,
Hillel film, Thompson 104, U.Mass.

Tuesday, Novembers
THE LAST RESORT, 8 p.m., FREE, Pro-
gressive Film Series, Thompsqn 106,
U.Mass.
THE WILD CHILD, 7, 9:15 p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
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Cultural Harvest

LA SAUUMAMDIIC
Is ih« most int«reslin9 foreign dim of 1972 and vaults

both Tannar and his fascinating star, Bulla Ogiar,

"Tha most captivating mn^ droll debut in Now Vorti by
a foraign diraclor since Rohmar. Full of inlallact and

gay clarity and it s not to bo missad.'

A marve4ous re* l.im A fcoqn tu-^ny Aom Rare *.lt> 1! s ari

original --v.ncef-' Ci-ir. %* . j- I^«

A rich tougr) and "la'vetr.jsi. ju-r: oe* *ifm

i
LASAI MIMIK

l-tn- by Atdtn tdiTn
•mm ktrt 1 •• B*tf»«u «*>d ijr^ttn Offii^ ^.

J

SHALL WE DANCE, Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers, 9 p.m., Gamble Aud.,
Mt. Holyoke
LALKA, 7:30 p.m., Sage Hall, Smith.

Wednesday, November 9
ESSENE, Frederick Wiseman, 8 p.m.,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
ALL THE PRESIDENTS MEN, 7 '^ 10
p.m., CCA., U.Mass
THE PHILADEPHIA STORY, Katherine
Hepburn, Cary Grant, 7:15, 9:30 p.m.,
Wright Hall, Smith.

Commercial Theatres

Amherst Cinema -ROCKY -

Pleasant St. Theatre -LA
SALAMANDRE- -7, 9:15 p.m.
Calvin Theatre -CARRIE- -7, 9 p.m.
and also Sat. ' Sun. at 1 :30 p.m.
Academy of Music---ANNIE HALL-

-

Mountain Farms Four- -PIECE OF THE
ACTION -STAR WARS -THE SPY
WHO LOVED ME- -BETWEEN THE
LINES—midnight shows on Fri. and
Sat- -ZARDOZ---ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW--

Art Happenings

North Hatfield

"Images:" The Appearance of Reality
is All That is Necessary- an exhibit of re

cent works by Paul Berube thru December
at the Baracca Gallery.

Worcester

"Zenga and Nanga"- paintings by
Japanese monks and scholars, i.e. 78
Japanese paintings and calligraphies thru
Nov. 13.

Amherst College

The works of artist and sculptress Carol
Anthony at the Meade Art Gallery thru
Nov. 22; Mon.-Fri. 10-5; Sat and Sun. 1-5.

Hampshire College

Photographs by Bill Arnold and Elaine
Mayes thru Friday, Nov. 4, at the Hamp-
shire College Art Gallery.

Mount Holyoke College •

Offset Prints- editions from Artists-
Research-Technology. Mt. Holyoke Art
Museum November 4- December 20; open-
ing reception Friday Nov. 4 from 4pm-7pm.

Smith College

Navajo Blankets from the Anthony
Berlant Collection thru Sunday, Nov. 6.

Goya: Los Caprichos and tos
Proverbios- November 4- January 7, at the
Smith College Museum of art.

University of Massachusetts

John Willenbecher- an artist dealing with
acrylic paint on masonite, thru Nov. 13 at
the University Gallery in the Fine Arts
Center. Tues. 11:30-8:00; Wed. -Fri
11-4:30: Sat. and Sun. 2-5.

Student Union Gallery- "Video Works"
an exhibition by Howardena Pindell thru
Fn. Nov. 11.

CONCERT LISTINGS

Out Of Town Biggies

Grover Washington; November 3 5,
Pauls Mall in Boston.
Ron Carter; November 3 6, Jazz
Workshop in Boston.
The New Brubeck Quartet; Novembei 4,
Symphony Hall in Boston.
Sanford Townsend Band/Pousette-
Dart Band; November 8, Waterbury
Palacer Theater.
Chicago; November 8, Boston Garden
Charlie Daniels/Sanford-Townsend
Band/ Mark Earner; November 9, Spr
ingfield Civic Center.
Keith Jarrett; November 10, Yale Univer
sity in New Haven.
Keith Jarrett; November 11, Symphony
Hall, Boston.
Earth, Wind & Fire; November 11, Sprin
field Civic Center.
Average White Band/Tower of
Power/Brick; November 11, Hartford
Civic Center.
Gentle Giant/Dr. Feelgood; November
1113, Paradise Theater in Boston.

Queen; November 12, Boston Garden.
Queen; November 13, Springfield Civic
Center.

Ella Fitzgerald/Count Basie/Joe
Pass/Oscar Peterson; November 13,
Hartford Civic Center.
Joan Armatrading; November 15, Sym-
phony Hall in Boston.
Queen; November 16, New Haven Col-
iseum.

Maynard Ferguson; November 18,
Glastonbury High School.
Talking Heads/Ramones/Eddie & The
Hotrods; November 18, the Orpheum in
Boston.
Jethro Tull November 19, Springfield
Civic Center.

Jethro Tull; November 28, Hartford Civic
Center.

Emerson, Lake, and Palmer; November
30, New Haven Coliseum.
Hall h Oates; December 1, The Music Hall
m Boston
Aerosmith/Styx; December 7 8, New
Haven Coliseum (rescheduled from Oc
toDer24 25).

Kansas: December 11, Springfield Cw
Cf'nter.

THEATER LISTINGS

UMass

ROMEO AND JULIET
University Ensemble Theater
Nov. 3 to Nov. 6 at 8:00pm
Saturday Nov. 5 at 2:00 and 8:00pm

TOM JONES
Roister Doisters Drama Society
Bowker Aud. Stockbridge Hall
Nov. 4 to Nov. 6 at 8:00pm

MY FAIR LADY
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
Thursday Nov. 3 at 3:30 and 8:00pm
Ticket Prices-General Public-
$7.50,6.50, and 5.50
UMass students-$3.75, 3.25, 2.75
Other students and Senior Citizens
$6.50, 5.50, and 4 50

Amherst College

WHERE'S CHARLEY?
Dept. of Dramatic Arts Production
Kirby Memorial Theater
Nov. 4 to 6 at 8:00pm
General admission - $2.50
AC. students free with ID

Greenfield

Macbeth
St James Parish
Nov. 3-5

Springfield

THE LITTLE FOXES
Stage West
Nov. 6 at 7:30pm

My Fair Lady

My Fair Lady, the biggest musical comedy
hit in world history, will be presented twice
on Thursday, November 3 at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Ha.' at UMass. There will

be a 3:30 matinee and an 8pm evening per-
formance.

The Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe
musical, adapted from George Bernard
Shaw"s brillant comedy of 1913
Pygmallion, is about a guttersnipe who was
turried into a lady by a haughty phonetics
professor to win a bet. It achieved the most
striking populanty of any stage attraction of
the mid-twentieth century. It ran in New
York for six and a half years, and it's road
tours throughout America and Abroad
were similarly well recieved.

Edward Mulhare (Henry Higgins) and
Anne Rogers (Eliza Doolittle) will recreate
the magic they developed as the original
stars of the National Company of My Fair
Lady with their return in an extended tour.

M YOU NAME THE COUNTRY! 16 DRAFTS
WE HAVE41)INTERNATIONAL BEERS
Fine Mexican and American Food a
New England Fned Chicken, Sandwiches and Snacks

v,

TheDrakeVillageInn ss Amity st , Amherst 253 2548

"I think she's got it."

Mulhare plays the aristocratic speech pro-
fessor and Rogers the dingy flower girl he
takes home in order to prove that by train-
ing in upper class pronunciation he can
pass her off as a cultivated woman of the
world.

My Fair Lady contains the most abundant
collection of song favorites of any show of
modern times. The songs flow so spon-
taneously they appear to sing themselves.
By now such glorious tunes as, "I Could
Have Danced All Night'", '"The Rain In
Spain", "On the Street Where You Live",
and ""I've Grown Accustomed to Her
Face", have entered into the musical con-
sciousness of the world with affectionate
permanence.

Ticket prices are: General Public $7 50
$6.50 and $5.50. UMass students'
$3.75,$3.25, $2.75. Other students and
Senior Citizens $6 50, $5.50, and $4.50.

DOUBLE FEATURE

5 & 9

The

Graduate

7 & 11

Bonnie
& Clyde

ADMISSION: $ 1.00
CCA at UMass Sat. Nov. 5

pizzn Rnmn
'^J of Amherst 358 College St

You've tried the rest, now try the Best.

Open Mon-Thurs 11 -1AM
rri, Sat, Sun 11 - 2AM

For Fast FREE Delivery call 253-3808

Mon - Thurs 8PM to 1AM
Fri, Sat, and Sun 8PM to SAM

CALL 253-3808
J

T.V.

Watch
Inside

Inside:

Southwest residents who have been
dodging cars like these may soon have an
answer to a potentially dangerous
situation. For the details, see story Page
3.
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Boston Chancellor Golino's resignation...

Trustees didn't cause situation
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

UMass President Robert C. Wood last
night said the UMass Board of Trustees did
not create a situation on the UMass-Boston
campus which led to this week's resignation
of Chancellor Carlo L. Golino.
Wood replied to a Collegian quote of

Boston campus student trustee Judy Baker
who said Wednesday she believes the
trustees "created"' and helped contribute to
faculty dissatisfaction by delaying the
reappointment decision for the 64-year-old
Golino.

The trustees last June lowered the
mandatory retirement age for University
administrators from 70 to 65, a policy which
would have first affected Golino this spring
when he turns 65.

Golino Wednesday submitted a

resignation 'etter to the trustees at their

meeting in Worcester, a week after 59 per
cent of the UMass-Boston campus faculty
voted "no confidence" in Golino.

Golino did not attend the trustees meeting,
and has not been available for comment.

After receiving an appeal from Golino, the
trustees this summer formed an ad hoc
committee to study Golino's position on the
campus and at their September meeting
rescinded the three month old retirement
policy.

Wood last night said Golino's letter

"reflected a time of uncertainty" at the
Boston campus.
Wood said the "general trustee feeling"

was that this semester was an "appropriate
time to look ahead" for the Boston campus.

""The trustees in discussion really felt it

would be appropriate to look at the next five
to six years on the (Boston) campus," Wood
said.

"When the chancellor submitted his
resignation, the trustees accepted it. There is

a common concensus to that," Wood said.

The Boston Harbor campus numbers 7 200
commuting students who attend three
colleges.

Wood last night also said the trustees will
"seriously consider" Amherst Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery as the University's
permanent president, but he added the
trustees will be able to consider applicants
from outside the University by this spring
the target date for the appointment.

Bromery this week told the Collegian he
would accept the presidency if approached
by the trustees. Bromery also said he had

earlier requested the trustees to withdraw his

name for interim president. According to
trustee policy from the summer, the person
appointed as interim president cannot be
considered for the permanent position.

The trustees this week appointed Franklin

Patterson, first president of Hampshire
College, as interim president when Wood
steps down in January.

Wood said when he announced his
resignation in June, he believed six months
would be "reasonable" time for the trustees
to find a successor. He said he was an
outside candidate in 1970 and it took eight
months for the trustees to choose him.

Trustee Presidential Search Committee
Chairman Stephen Breyer told the board this
week his committee hopes to identify a
permanent president by March or April.

Authoress discusses

impacts on Chinese art
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

Chinese authoress and scholar Han Suyin
last night related revolutionary movements
and "socialist realism" in China as the driving

forces behind the rebirth of Chinese art.

Suyin spoke in the Student Union
Ballroom as a guest of the Distinguised
Visitors Program.
Han Suyin, was born and raised in China

but has lived, worked and studied in many
countries. She attended Yehching
University, Brussels University, and received
a doctor of medicine degree in England in

1948.

Suyin said that since 1929 the
revolutionary movements in China have had
a great impact on China's art. Fo'cusing on a

history of Chinese art, Suyin explained that

prior to 1958 there were only two types of

painting. The highest quality work was the
""professional"' type. This type reached its

peak in the Sung and Ming dynasties, then
began to decline until the 1^'s, when it was
partially revived by the French im-

pressionists. However, the ongoing
revolution prevented the work from
achieving its previous high standards.
The other type of art was the "folk

painting" or "New Year Pictures." These
were paintings of "good cheer"'; good
winning over evil, portrayed in traditional

styles, using birds and flowers.

By 1968, several decades after the Chinese
Revolution, artists began to change their

attitudes. During this period, which Suyin
referred to as ""the great cultural leap for-

ward," painters began to incorporate
"socialist realism,"" a social and realistic

context into their work. In an effort to both
inspire themselves and also to share the art,

professional painters went into rural areas to
teach the peasants to paint. At the same
time, factory and industrial workers all over
China became involved in the rebirth of the
cultural arts.

""Throughout the country,'" explained
Suyin, "workers and peasants were par-

ticipating in painting as part of their daily

lives."

However, in the mid-1970's, the Gang of
Four gained political power in China, and
with the group came a number of social

decrees, which Suyin said "distorted" the
social norms that were established and
effected. In addition to destroying the
existing educational system, and turning the
workers against their own masters, the Gang
of Four established the ""Three Peaks" —
standards and criteria which all painters were
expected to follow. These standards in-

cluded anti-capitalist painting, and a

"positive"" portrayal of the Chinese lifestyle.

Those painters who did not respect the
Three Peaks were blacklisted, and often
persecuted.

Recently, the Gang has become less rigid

and those painters who were suppressed
have been able to express themselves.

Suyin then expounded on the effects of
the painters newly regained freedom to

express themselves.
The painters from the workers focused

primarily on industrialization and machines.
Suyin said the peasants -attitude: "As we
work we look, and as we look, we draw."
The techniques were "traditional, yet a little

modern'".

In addition, the modern painters painted
with ""100 flowers" applying a variety of
styles to their .vriting.

The Distinguished Visitors Program presented Han Suyin, medical practitioner

and novelist, last night in the S.U.B. The author of a biography on Mao Tse Tung,
she talked to listeners about recent Chinese art and its philosophy. (Staff photo by
Debbie Snyder)

Fence at drowning site temporary until spring
By JOE MAGUTTA
Collegian Staff

A permanent fence around a swampy
section behind North Village Apartments
where a 20-month- old girl drowned Sunday
probably cannot be erected before spring,
according to a UMass housing official

Director of the Family Housing Office,
Robert W. Fowler, told a group of North

Village residents and University staff

members in a meeting at the complex last

night that while he agreed there was a need
for a permanent chain link fence around the

area, a temporary ""snow fence" would 'have

to be adequate through the Winter.

Physical plant workers Tuesday began
construction of the temporary tence
separating the apartments from the area

where Nagi Kawasaki, daughter of Kenji

Kawasaki and his wife Mariko, died after

wandering away from her parents apartment.
The victim's father is a visiting researcher

in the UMass polymer science department.
Fowler said a lack of funds and difficulty in

coordinating construction efforts would
make a permanent fence unfeasable in the
near future. The temporary snow fence is

firmly anchored in the ground and will be
adequate if children "do not climb all over

it", he said.

"I am only one man in one office. It would
be unrealistic to give a definite date for

construction of a permanent fence. You
must remember we have to deal with both
the physical plant and Whitmore here. This

seems like it will become an emerging issue

. TURN TO PAGE 18
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Land purchase for outing club near completion
Collegian '^

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The purchase of land in New Hampshire
for use by the UMass Outing Club (UMOC),
approved by the University Trustees at their
monthly meeting Wednesday, should be
completed within the month, Andy
Bonacker, president of the UMOC, said
yesterday.

The proposed land, located in Bethlehem
on the edge of White Mountains, should be
"ideal for winter activities" although year
round use is the major advantage of the
project.

Once the purchase of the land is com-
pleted, construction of a cabin to ac-
commodate a maximum of 30 people will

begin, Bonacker said.

Reasons for the UMOC purchase in New
Hampshire are "to open up winter activities

to more people," according to Karen Davis,

UMOC treasurer. UMass averages only four
trips each winter because "we have to use
other peoples' cabins, which are in high
demand." Many universities own land in

New Hampshire for the use of their outing
clubs and then rent out cabins to other
groups, Davis said.

Plans for the purchase of land by the

UMOC have been considered for several

years but initial steps were taken last

semester when the UMOC asked the

Student Senate for $6,000 of the estimated

$9,000 cost for the project. The remaining
money was to be raised through a pledge
campaign from former and current members.
is based on a priority list from the UMOC.

This 1963 bonfire rally is expected to be dwarfed by tonight's bonfire and rally.

The bonfire is an attempt to spark greater student interest in this year's winning
football team which goes against Holy Cross tomorrow at Alumni Stadium. The!
rally starts at 7:30 p.m. at the Old Chapel, but spectators should watch from the
bonfire site in front of the Campus Center Pond.

,

Swans leave pond

for long winter rest

By ANDREW TOMOLONIS
Collegian Staff

Two ducks and three swans splashed and
squawked their way around the Campus
Center pond yesterday with a motorboat
weaving in close pursuit.

While most spectators watching the melee
were cheering for the swans, the men in the

boat were not villainous bird thieves, but

rather University ground crew workers at-

tempting to capture the birds and remove
them from the pond for the winter.

James La Rose, working foreman for the

grounds department, said the swans will be
taken to Tillson Farm on East Pleasant

Street, where they will be placed in the
fenced off area

"The Campus Pond freezes over in the
winter," La Rose said. "And dogs can run
across the ice and catch the birds where they
swim, in a small open spot near the Campus
Center end of the pond. At Tillson FarT, the

birds will be safe in their pen, with running

water and fenced protection from dogs."
The birds are removed from the pond each

year, and although the birds' wings are either

pinned or clipp)ed, catching them is not an
easy project.

"We run down the birds with the boat,

chasing them until they get tired. Then we
herd 'hem to shore and grab them, careful

not to injure them. This year, though, the
birds seem to be a little smarter. We've been
at it for more than two hours now and only
one of the five birds have been captured," La
Rose said.

"It's all a game," La Rose commented.
"We know it, the students know it, and even
stranger, the birds seem to know it. They're
ahead now four to one, but before the day is

over we'll have them."
By late afternoon all the birds were in

captivity, and the grounds crew workers
were ready to go home.

Flat fees charged per person for the cabin

will run 50 cents for outing club members, $1

for all undergraduates and $1.50 for non-

undergraduates and other Outing Clubs.

The senate did not fund the money to the

UMOC, but it did grant a loan for the same
amount, and gave UMOC the chance to pay
it back by running the beer concession at last

year's Spring Concert. UMOC made $6,000

on the concession, in addition to $4,000 from
the pledge campaign and $1,500 from UMOC
funds to cover the costs of buying the land

and constructing a cabin.

Once the money had been raised by the
UMOC, the purchase still had to be placed on
the trustees' agenda and approved by both
the UMass Building and Grounds committee
and finally by the trustees. UMOC had
waited for the approval since the end of last

semester, but it was not until Oct. 20 that the
Building and Grounds committee approved
the purchase, bringing the subject to the
monthly trustees meeting held Wednesday in

Worcester.
Delays in purchasing the land were not

expected to last throughout the sumnwr,
according to UMOC spokespersons. "We
didn't think the budget, or getting on the
agenda would take as long. We thought
we'd get on the agenda at the beginning of
the summer," Debra Provasoii, cabin co-
chairperson, said last night.

UMOC will begin construction on the site

as soon as possible, now that the trustees
have approved the purchase of land. A trip to
the area next weekend will serve as a final

check before the purchase, and Provasoii
said she hopes a parking lot can be cleared
before winter.

Women's film series

features slew of stars
By SHARON TRUE
Collegian Staff

Bette Davis, Joan Crawford, Clara Bow,
Mae West, Lillian Oish, Marilyn Monroe —
these are only a few of the women featured
in the film series. Images of Women ih

American Film, being shown to the public
Monday evenings at 8 p.m., in Herter Hall,

Room 227.

The series, which includes Whatever
Happened to Baby Jane.^ (Crawford), I'm No
Angel (West), Suddenly Last Summer
(Katherine Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor),
Rachel, Rachel (Joanne Woodward), to

name just a few, is a Southwest Residential

College course, co-sponsored by the
Women's Studies Program, with additional
funding provided by the Southwest
Women's Center and the Southwest Center
for Interdisciplinary Studies.

According to course instructor Anne
Patenaude, the way in which women are
portrayed in American commercial films from
World War I to the present reflects the
prevailing social attitudes toward the female
behavioral roles and female character of each
era She cites, for example "the conservative
teens," when Lillian Gish plays the fragile,

innocent, child-like women; the "roaring
twenties," with wild, independent flapper-

girl Clara Bow; The Depression of the 30s,
characterized by forget-all-your-troubles

women as diverse as Shirley Temple, Mae
West and the Gold Diggers; and the wartime
career women of the 40s, such as Joan
Crawford character, "Mildred Pierce".

For each of the films, (shown
chronologically), Patenaude's class examines
the following issues in relation to the social

history at the time the film was produced and
to the historical developments of the film

industry itself: female stereotypes (career
women, ingenue, victim, temptress); sex
roles (mother, daughter, lover, wife); at-

titudes toward independence, passivity,

ambition, trials, sacrifice, men; changes in

these attitudes from 1914 to the 1970s; ef-

fects of the star system on the image of
women; and personal disposition of the
director toward women.

Patenaude said that although the cir-

cumstances, or the "outward trappings" of

the film plots change from era to era, with

very few exceptions, the underlying Vclues

concerning women's place in society have
not really changed at all. The predominant
message of most films is that women are

happiest if they succeed in their roles as

wives and mothers, she said. Under the

influence of the women's movement,
however, this message is beginning to

change. Recent films have provided women
with more complex roles and alternative

routes to happiness.

Student Senate sued
by NEAG for funds
By DAVE OLMOS
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government last night

passed a motion to file a class action suit

against the Student Senate Budget Com-
mittee and its treasurer Priscilla West.

The suit will be filed by Jeff Shapiro, a

NEAG officer in an attempt to obtain funds
which NEAG represetatives feel were im-

properly allocated to the other area

governments. Shapiro said West used
projected, rather than actual student
population figures in allocating the money.
These figures led to a misallocation of

$10,152 according to Shapiro.

In other business, NEAG discussed a

possible Arts Festival to take place in the

barracks, in Worcester Dining Commons,
during the first weekend in December. The
festival would provide an opportunity for

people to show their artwork and sell it.

Possible activities during the weekend would
be an art show, crafts fair, baked goods and

some dance and music groups.

A tentative date of either Nov. 17 or 18
was set for two movies to be shown in

Worcester dining commons; "Hot Rock"
and "Chinatown" will be the featured films.
A proposal to allocate funds for a Nor-

theast and Sylvan area work-study position
of a recycling area coordinator was passed.
NEAG voted to match Sylvan's funding 'to
the position for up to $1UU.
The Social Committee also set a date of

April 8 for a semiformal dance to be held in
the Campus Center.

Leach dormitory requested $85 for a Nov.
20 coffee house. There was some debate on
whether there should be a charge for donuts
at area coffee houses. It was finally voted
that a fee of ten cents apiece be charged for
donuts, starting with the Leach coffee
house.
A speaker discussed the progress being

made on campus to decriminalize marijuana.
NEAG decided to vote next week on a
proposal to allocate $100 to the President's
Transportation Account to help with the
decriminalization drive.
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UMass staff will vote on union affiliation
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Leaders of the two unions vying to
represent UMass clerical, administrative, and
technical employees yesterday accused each
other of not being able to adequately
represent the employees.
An election will be held Dec. 8 and 9 in

which the employees will choose between
their present union, the National Association
of Government Employees- Massachusetts
State Employees Association (NAGE) and
the Massachusetts Teachers Association-
University Staff Association (MTA).
The Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission ruled that enough signatures

Actions—Analytical Organization

were obtained from unhappy NAGE union
members to hold the new election.

Mark Daguanno, national vice-president of

NAGE, said yesterday the MTA would not be
able to represent the employees interest "like

we would."

Bernard K. Turner, spokesman for those
staff advocating the MTA, labeled the charge
"ridiculous."

A memo released from NAGE to al( ap-
plicable UMass employees questioned
whether the "rival" MTA could adequately
represent the interests of the clerical em-
ployees.

The memo stated the MTA is "a teacher's
union, not an administrators', clerical or

technicians union." The memo further
questioned who the MTA would "protect
first - the teachers or the administrators,
clerical, and technicians?" in the event of a
teachers' strike.

The memo also stated the MTA needed
the employees' money "to help pay for
heavy fines incurred through illegal strikes."
"The MTA wouW more than adequately

take care of clerical employees," Turner said.
"Clerics would be totally separate from the
Jeachers."

But, Daguanno said employees should
realize that "Turner is a dissident" before
considering Turner's anti-NAGE stance.
The decision to hold an election on Dec. 8

and 9 stems from employees who are

unhappy with the NAGE representation and
obtained signatures from the required 30 per
cent of union members. The petition stated
that the employees were dissatisfied with the
present union and requested a new election
to determine their bargaining unit.

The labor commission authorized the
election once the signatures were received.

Turner said his group is seeking to have
the MTA represent clerical employees rather
than the NAGE because the NAGE voted in

August to affiliate with the Massachusetts
State Employees Union (MSEA). Turner said
the action was taken without the consent of
the NAGE membership.

This "enraged" the membership, Turner
said.

Communal living situation explained
By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Otmar Bauer employed all the im-

provisational acting skills of an off- Broadway
star last night to promote the Actions-

Analytical Organization (AAO) before a

packed Campus Center room audience.

Bauer punctuated his introduction of the
Austrian based "social model" with primal

grunts, flamboyant gesticulations, and
dimpled winks at members of the audience.

"What's the matter with your sexuality,"

Bauer asked. After a small public excursion

into his childhood wherein he rejected the
social roles of his father, Bauer lept upon a

table in the small room and outlined the
structure of the AAO.

Comprised of ten chapters located in

Europe and Scandinavia, the AAO is a

communal living situation practiced by more
than 450 members emigrating from countless

international locations. The AAO center,

community of some 150 members." The

located in Friedrichshof Austria, is "a village
philost'p iy enjoins the conceptions of free
sexuality, common property, common
economy, collective children and a host of
other communal ideologies.

The organization, begun in 1970, is based
on the teachings of William Reich, whose
preachings on communistic environment and
sexuality were published more than two
decades ago. Slight modifications of Reich's
philosophy as well as the infusion of freudian
analysis have produced a near self-sufficient

community in Austria and satellite com-
munes of 40 to 80 persons in international
cities including Paris, Berlin, Geneva, and
Oslo.

"We have 10 businesses, schools, and
living and working facilities within our
organizations" explained Bauer. He ex-
plained that the AAO works best in

capitalistic developed countries and plans for
chapters in communist ruled countries are
"impossible." "We are pure communist but
work within and for capitalism while we exist

in the unreal capitalist society."

With the aid of Virginia Stoize, an
American AAO member, Bauer revealed that

since 1973, women in the organization have
specific beds and "men are free to wander at

night." Bauer said women must take over

the world situation to "free men from their

roles in society." One-to-one sexual
relationships are not practiced in the

organization and products of indiscriminate

sexual unions are taught collectively by
members.

Traveling by foot is

tough business here
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Whiz.. .Whiz...

For some, crossing the intersection of
Massachusets Avenue and Sunset
Avenue at the south end of campus is

more of an exercise in broken field

running than the simple act of crossing
the street.

Students traveling to and from South-
west flood the street, and motorists often
do not strictly obey crosswalk
regulations.

In an attempt to determine just how
dangerous the situation may be and what
can be done about it, the UMass En-
vironmental Health and Safety Depart-
ment conducted a study of the traffic

situation on Wednesday and Thursday of
this week.

"People have been complaining about
this intersection for years," said Guy
Fragala, head of the study team,
gesturing at the busy street.

"We're trying to evaluate how
dangerous it is," he said. "We're biased
though; people have told us there is a
problem."
"We are studying whether people use

the crosswalks, whether motorists are

stopping at the crosswalks, and also

getting the flow of traffic," Fragala said.

The results of the study, designed by
UMass Civil Engineering professor
William W. Boyer, will be presented to

the UMass Planning department, the

Department of Public Safety, and other

related agencies.

"We are trying to put a finger on the

problem and maybe come up with a

solution," Boyer said, talking about the

study.

Fragala said one of the considerations

in the study will be the tunnel passing

under Massachusetts Avenue. The
tunnel was built to provide access to and
from Southwest without having to cross

Massachusetts Avenue.
"Apparently, many people don't use

it," Fragala said. "It creates a large flow
of traffic here (at the intersection)".

Preliminary results from the study are

expected by the middle of next week,
according to Fragala; the study will make
recommedations to solve problems with

the area, he said.

"We will recommend where the bus
should stop and things like that," Fragala

said.

"What's the matter with your sexuality? This question, and many others were
raised by Otmar Bauer of the Analytical Actions Organization last night at the
Campus Center. (Staff photo by Pete Baumann)

Index 77
expected

by end of

semester

By BRIAN NELSON
Collegian Staff

Index '77, the latest edition of the

UMass yearbook, will soon be on its way
from the American Yeart>ook Company
presses in Kansas, according to yearbook

editor Rebecca Greenberg.

However, no one knows exactly when
it will arrive.

"We are hoping for an er>d of the

semester delivery again (as last year),

though we can't say for sure," said

Greenberg, who attributes the possible

delay to tne new index's "very com-
plicated" design.

Greenberg declined further comment
on the 108th yearbook in hopes of

keeping it "a surprise". She did state,

however, that it wili surpass the previous

two award-winning Indexes. She also

said 6600 copies will be available for

undergraduates, and advised students to

get theirs as soon as they become
available.

The Index, the University's oldest

student organization, was first published

in 1869, only six years after the University

received its land grant. It has evolved

from a slim 28- page pamphlet in 1969-70,

to a girth-some 2^ pages in 1977. It has

also evolved, in spite of a continually

decreasing budget - $37,034 in 1977,
down from $45,120 in 1976, according to
Jay Rynn of the Student Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee— into

an award-winning college publication. In

Greenberg's words, "the Index strives for

perfection."

THE YEARBOOK OF

THE UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS

SINCE 1869

Index 75 and Index '76 both received
the Printing Industry of America Award
in competition with professional
publications in the category of books
over 200 pages. The Index is the only
college yearbook ever to win that award
for two consecutive years, according to
Greenberg. Index '76 also received a first

class All-American rating for college
yearbooks by the Associated Collegiate
Press.

To get an Index, students must present
tfieir Index computer card alortg with one
dollar. The card is automatically given to
students who have paid their student
activity for two ' semesters, Greenberg
said.

The yearbooks are usually distributed
in front of the Student Union on a first-

come, first-served basis. Only studente
with an Index coniputer card, together
with one dollar will receive an Index.
Greenberg said the dollar is to cover
budget deficiencies.

Index '78 is already in production, with

positions open for News Editor and
Academics Editor. Expenence is not

necessary for those or any other Index

positions, said Greenberg, with the only

real prerequisities being both enthusiasm

and a desire to learn.
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Black Affairs
How Kind

Klan offers

its services
By RONALD W. JENSON
Special to

The Christian Science Monitor
San Ysidro, California

A maneuver by the Ku Klux Klan to set up
a "border Klan watch" that would assifst II R
immigration and border patrol authorities

spotting and apprehending illegal aliens

crossing into the U.S. from Mexico has
touched off a storm of protest.

It has triggered outrage among both
blacks and Jews as well and sparked fears of
violence among Mexican-Americans in this

and surrounding communities.
At the same time, however, federal Border

Patrol officials have discounted the Klan's
assertions tht at least 30 illegal aliens were
nabbed Oct. 25 — the first night of alleged
Klan operations — as a result of calls made
by the KKK to authorities.

"If there was a Klan watch in effect we
haven't seen any evidence of it," a U.S.
Border Patrol officer at a fog-shrouded Chula
Vista command post told tNs writer during
an inspection tour early Oct. 26.

(Texas Klansmen also claimed to have
patrolled that state's border with Mexico and
reported some 110 illegal crossings of the Rio
Grande. Border officials there, however,
denied being contacted by the Klan, ac-
cording to United Press International.

Some have dismissed the Klan plan as a

publicity stunt and an attempt to halt the
fk)w of undocumented workers across the
border by scare tactics alone.

Though the move appears to have been
almost universally denounced by law-
enforcement officials, Mexican-American
leaders are nevertheless angered over what
they claim was initial "tacit approval" of the
border watch scheme by local U.S. Im-
migration and Naturalization Service (INS)
authorities.

Thus in the wake of the claim by KKK
leader David Duke that at least 500 Klansmen
have been stationed at selected spots along
the California, Arizona, and Texas border,

Mexican-American community leaders have:
• Called on President Carter and other

etected representatives to put an immediate
halt to "extremist vigilante groups
patrolling" or being present near the in-

ternational border with Mexico.
• Asked for a congressional investigation

of the border situation and a meeting of

Carter administration officials with
representatives of the Mexican-American
community and other groups affected by the
immigration issue.

• Called for the immediate removal of two
INS officials who reportedly told Mr. Duke
and other Klansmen during a guided tour of

the INS facility that information on illegal

alien activities would be "welcome from any
citizen."

Who gave the KKK permission to land in a

private helicopter at the international border?
these Mexican- American leaders ask.

"And why was an organization with a long
and proven history of hatred, racism, and
violence given what amounted to a 'red

carpet welcome' by the INS?" asks Herman
Baca, president of the San Diego-based
Committee on Chicano Rights.

Responding to INS officials' assertions

that the Klan was given the same tour of the
INS that would be afforded any group, Mr.

Baca continued: "That's bankrupt liberalism

— the Chicanos have never been given
anywhere near the type of courtesy treat-

ment and it is difficult for us to imagine a

more insensitive response.

Meanwhile, a motion for a temporary
restraining order that would restrict the

Klan's patrolling of the border was rejected

Oct. 26 in a U.S. District Court in San Diego.

LUTHtt
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Picture of the Week: A scene from this past Saturday's demonstration, demanding the unconditional release of the
remaining four prisoners of the Puerto Rican Five. This demonstration was followed by a larger demonstration held in
Washington D.C. on Monday. Monday was the 27th anniversary of the Nationalist uprising in Puerto Rico.

Craemen Gethers—take note of a symbol
I am sure, that by now most of you know

who Craemen Gethers is and of the cir-

cumstances surrounding his case. If you
know him personally then the things you
have seen done to him must hurt deeply.

Craeman is more than just a person, he is a
symbol of what it means to be black in

America. His plight is no accident, the time
he has spent in jail is no mistake. Craemen,
others like him, and all of us who are born
black in this country are labeled guilty from
dav one.

All that's needed is time for us to grow up,

Terrell Evans',

'Call it what you want'

then we become a threat. By threat I don't
mean we actually go out and commit a

crime. Threat means we try to assert our
blackness, love it, live it, be proud of it, share
it, and find peace with it. Black people trying

to do things like this in America are a threat,

because to find out what it means to black in

America means that white people must
define themselves first. I don't think even the
Devil calls himself 'Devil.'

Identifying ourselves means that we must

change society's identity of us. In order to do
this, society must change its perception of

itself. Craemen's case is a perfect example of
America's unwillingness to do so. They
refuse to say they were wrong and it forces
them to keep piling lies upon lies until they
actually began to believe everything they
have preached has actually been true all

along.

Craemen's case is just one "of thousands,
but we know him and it hurts. It hurts
because we want to scream and screaming

never seems to help. It hurts because we
have a clear idea of what is right and wrong.
No matter how much right is put into it

things still come out wrong and we are

powerless to do anything about it, that's

outside of violence. People get tired of

having to answer to everything with
violence.)

We began to ask ourselves 'Why?' 'What
did we ever do to deserve all this?' Most
pepple will probably answer that question by
saying 'nothing!' but it goes deeper than
that.

It has been said before that oppression has
two parts. That ot the oppressor and the
oppressed cooperating with the oppressor.
To some degree, all along we have been
cooperating with the oppressor. There are
only two choices that a person has in this

situation. He can either choose to cooperate
or choose to die.

This death I am speaking of most often
comes about when the oppressed decides he
will not cooperate any more. It is not a group
decision, the decision can only be made by
each and every individual. They have to
decide to die and they have to decide to what
degree they will put their lives on the line.

People like Malcolm X and Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. decided they would rather die
than live under such conditions. It is your
decision, no one can tell you what to do. But
there will always be people on both sides, no
matter how you choose.

Weekend Happenings
Panel Discussion given by representatives

from the Hispanic Northampton Community
of 'Crises: International and Local Struggles
of Hispanics', will take place at Hampshire
College at 8 p.m. tonight. The discussion will

be held at the West Lecture Hall-Frankiin
Paterson. Benefit dance to follow.

La Familia at Hampshire College will have
a Benefit-dance for the Northampton
Chapter of the Hispanic Council for Human
Rights, at Hampshire Dining Commons
tonight at 9 p.m.
The recorded music of Third Worid People

(Latin-Soul-Funk) will provide the inspiration

for the event. Refreshments will be served.

By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.

The Malcolm X Center invites the Five-

College community to attend the X's "Waist
Party", tonight, November 4.

This event is to raise funds for the Center.
Admission fee is your waist size. Refresh-
ments will be served. K-Rock will be the D.J.

TTwd World Women
The Third World Women's Center will

have a very important meeting this
Sunday, Nov. 6 at 7:30 In the New Africa
House Lounge. This meeting is man-
datory for all officers! We wilt finish
planning the calendar for the rest of the
semester, and prepare for the Third
World Women's Week. The Center has
sonr>e ideas on workshops, films, and
speakers, but we need your support! II If

you have any ideas about who or what
you woukj like to see at UMass, per-
taining to Third Worid Wonr>en. pleaee
come to the meeting Sunday or contact
(Central) Cheryl Watkins 2S3-9961 or
Adnenne Phillips 5-3971, (Southwett)
Lorrame McCollin 6-8239, (Sylvan) Letlit
Riley 6-4096.
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Down In sunny New Orleans. Collegian staffers reflect on the day's
proceedings. (Staff photo by Steve Lesser)

Jamaican leader ioiows

of assassination plot
STOCKHOLM, Sweden [UPI] -

Jamaican Prime Minister Michael Manley
said Thursday he was aware of plots to

assassinate him in 1976 but would not say if

he believed the CIA was behind them.
But Manley said his country's relations

with the United States had improved
dranfutically since President Carter took
office because the new administration "is

more sensitive to the interests of small

nations."

Penthouse Magazine reported in its

December issue that the CIA tried three
times last year to assassinate the Jamaican
leader but failed each time. The CIA denied
the story.

Manley, in Stockholm on a three-day
official visit to Sweden, said he knew of plots

to kill him.

'I can confirm not a shot was fired," he
said.

He refused to say if he thought the CIA
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had planned his murder but accused the spy
agency of meddling in Jamaica's affairs in

1975-76 "to destabilize the country."

Asked if he would read the Penthouse
article, he said, "It won't tell me anything I

and my security people don't already know."
Penthouse said the assassinations were

ordered after Manley rejected an ultimatum
from then Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger to end his support of Cuban leader
Fidel Castro.

"Relations between Jamaica and the
United States were quite strained in 1975-76
when we asserted our position toward multi-

national corporations in Jamaica, and toward
Cuba and our position as a member of the
Third Worid," Manley said.

"Our relations are much better now,
they're very cordial.

"The new administration's foreign policy is

more sensitive to the interests and needs of

small nations, Africa and the Third World
and seems to be seeking a more relaxed

atmosphere in the Western hemisphere."
Manley brushed aside what he called

"right-wing nonsense" about his friendship

with Castro, who visited Jamaica last month.
"We have very principled relations with

Cuba," he said.
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Women's News

Smith conference held

on women and work
By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

"Protective Legislation and Women's
Employment," an international con-
ference, will be held at Smith College
Thursday through Saturday.
The past, present, and future con-

ditions of women's work experience will

be covered, with special emphasis on the
importance of "informed, equitable,

policy-making in the long-run interest of

all working persons," said Shawn Leary,
conference coordinator.

Dorothy Haener, international
representative of the women's depart-
ment of the United Auto Workers union,
delivered the conference's opening
address last night.

The conference will continue with
three sessions today and Saturday which

will be open to the public. Today, a
session on the history of protective
legislation in the U.S. and Scandinavian
countries will be held from 2-5 p.m., and
will include a presentation on the
biological research that has been done to

justify special protection for women, said
Leary. Saturday's sessions, from 9 a.m.-
12:15 p.m. and 2-5 p.m. will deal with the
implementation process of protective
laws, and an attempt to develop just laws
for the protection of all workers, said

Leary.

Participants in the conference will

include scholars and representatives —
from the U.S. and several foreign
countries — of labor groups, women's
organizations, government, and the legal

and medical professions, said Leary.

The conference is funded bv a arant
from the Ford Foundation.

Women's Week now
being planned here

V.

By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

An organizational meeting for In-

ternational Women's Week (IWW) was
held Wednesday night, where women
from WMUA, the Southwest Women's
Center and the Distinguished Visitors

Program (DVP) gathered to plan the

event, scheduled for March 5-11, 1978.

This will be the second year an entire

week has been dedicated to women's
activities and awareness. The celebration

will include concerts, lectures, films,

workshops and theatre programs. Last

year's speakers and performers included
congresswoman Bella Abzug and jazz

singer Betty Carter.

DVP has proposed Barbara Jordan,
Rita Mae Brown, Joanne Greenberg and
Inez Garcia as candidates for speakers.

Carly Simon and Joan Baez head the list

of performers being contacted.

Irene Richard coordinated the meeting
and discussed the need for IWW on this

campus. She stressed the goal of IWW
"to have a week of all women's activities

that would have an impact on the entire
campus."

The workshops and programs being
planned will be of interest to all women,
including those in Third World, lesbian
and senior citizen communities. Those
with skills in fund raising, business and
bookkeeping, publicity and art are being
encouraged to become involved. The
program is also looking for those involved
in child care, educational and recreational
areas. Last year, child care was provided
for women participating in the program.

According to Richard, the Child Care
Workshop was one of the most exciting
events of the week.

The next meeting of the IWW com-
mittee is scheduled for Nov. 14 at 7:30
p.m. in the Campus Center. No ex-

perience is necessary to become involved
in the IWW celebration — just en-
thusiasm.

Pat Hearst's lawyers

to appeal court ruling
SAN FRANCISCO [AP] - As Patricia

Hearst'« lawyers readied an appeal Thursday
of a ruling upholding her bank robbery
conviction, her onetime fugitive companions,
William and Emily Harris, prepared for a

court appearance on charges of kidnapping
her four years ago.

Miss Hearst's attorney, Al Johnson, said

his 23-year-old client was optimistic that her

guilty verdict eventually would be over-

turned.

Earlier, Miss Hearst assailed the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, which upheld her
conviction Wednesday, as "incapable of

rendering a purely just decision."
Johnson said, "She is disappointed about

the appellate ruling but is optimistic about
what the final result will be." The last resort

is the U.S. Supreme Court.

Miss Hearst was convicted in March 1976
of joining her terrorist kidnappers in the 1974
armed robbery of a San Francisco bank and
was sentenced to seven years in prison. She
is free on $1 million bail.

U.S. Attorney James L. Browning Jr. said

the government had no plans to seek her re-

imprisonment until all appeals are exhausted.

Meanwhile, Miss Hearst's accused ab-

ductors prepared to open their legal battle

Friday in Oakland against charges that they

kidnapped the newspaper heiress amid a

volley of gunfire on Feb. 4, 1974.

The much-delayed preliminary hearing for

the Harrises, among the few surviving

members of the terrorist Symbionese
Liberation Army, comes after a year-long

fight by the couple to get attorneys of their

choice appointed to defend them at public

expense.

The California Supreme Court agreed with
the Harrises' position. Last month Los
Angeles attorney Leonard Weinglass was
named to defend Harris and San Francisco
lawyer Susan Jordan was appointed counsel
for Mrs. Harris.

Weinglass represented the couple last year
in Los Angeles when they were convicted of
kidnapping Hearst. They are serving 11

years-to- life sentences.
The volatile Harrises, who repeatedly

interrupted previous court appearances with
outbursts against the judge, have vowed to
flavor the trial with their radical political

beliefs.

"It is clear the SLA will be on trial here,"
Mrs. Harris said at one of those court
sessions. The defense, she said, will convey
"the objectives, motivations and
philosophies of this organization."

The SLA, a ragtag tribe of less than a
dozen active members at its peak, burst into

prominence with the kidnapping of Miss
Hearst, granddaughter of the late newspaper
magnate William Randolph Hearst, and
claimed her as their most famous recruit.

In tapes sent to news media in the spring

of 1974, Miss Hearst reviled her parents and
pledged allegiance to the SLA. She
eulogized six who died in a fiery shootout
with Los Angeles police in May 1974.

But at her bank robbery trial, she testified

the tapes were made under threat of death.

She said the Harrises beat her and mentally

tormented her until all three were arrested in

San Francisco in September 1975.

"u
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U.S. oil study cites

reliance on imports

Collegian

NEW YORK \AP\ - The United States will
become increasingly reliant on oil imports
even though the growth rate of energy
consumption and the actual amount of
gasoline used in the country will decrease
through the 1980s, according to a study
released yesterday.
The report, by the Petroleum Industry

Research Foundation, contradicted some
important elements of President Carter's
energy plan, and disagreed with some
estimates made by government agencies and
industry officials since Carter's plan was
introduced last April.

Carter, attempting to save his energy plan
in Congress, will address the nation on TV
Tuesday night, the White House said
yesterday.

One of the prime goals of the president's
plan is a reduction of oil imports from the
average 8.5 million barrels a day this year to 6
million barrels a day by 1985.

But the foundation estimated that imports
in 1^5 will be around 9.6 million barrels a
day.

"It's not just that his plan is not being
accepted by Congress. The plan itself could
never achieve the president's goal," said
John H. Lichtblau, executive director of the
foundation, which is partially supported by
oil- industry funds but has a reputation for
independence.

,^, ioo^®[^®'^.'
Accounting Office estimates

io o MK
®^®' °^ '"iports at 11.9 million to

1^.9 million barrels a day, and Exxon Corp
the world's largest oil firm, estimates it at
12.5 million.

The foundation predicted that the high
pnces for oil and government programs
would cut the growth rate of energy demand
between now and 1985 to about 2.1 per cent
from the current 4.3 per cent. The president
said his plan would result in a growth rate
below 2 per cent.

All of the foundation's predictions were
based on a lower level of general economic
growth dunng the period than the level
assumed by the administration. Generally a
lower level of economic growth would be
expected to result in reduced growth of
energy demand.
The report said that gasoline demand

after a modest increase during the next two
years, would decline through the 1980s and
by 1990 would match the demand of 1976
despite the fact that there would be 40 per
cent more vehicles on the road.
The foundation said the projection was
based entirely on more efficient gasoline

utilization in new cars from 1978 on as
mandated by existing legislation, and a
growing switch from gasoline to diesel
engines beginning in the early 1980s because
of the lattgr's much higher fuel efficiency."

Value of education
discussed by Governors
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DENVER WPI] - Governors of three
states yesterday urged establishment of
minimal competency standards for high
school students to Guarantee the
American people receive full value for tax
dollars spent on education.

But the chief executives said thfi
standards should be set up on statewide
rather than national, levels to guard
against their being used as overall goals
for maximum educational achievement

Govs. Otis R. Bowen, Indiana; Scott
Matheson, Utah, and Richard Snelling,
Vermont, made the comments at a news
conference during a two-day meeting of
the steering committee of the Education
Committee of the Educational Com-
mision of the States. Bowen is chairman
of the commission.

"The Question of minimal competency
standards must be faced up to to ensure
that each student reaches a minimum
level of educational attainment,"
Matheson said. "But these standards
must not become the mark we want our
students to aim for. We must encourage
our young people to surpass these
standards whenever possible."

Snelling said he does not believe
Americans are receiving less and less for
their educational dollars, even though
there is no correlation between increased
spending and an improved product.

"But many people appear to feel that

since spending more dollars does not
necessarily improve the quality of our
graduates, we can afford to reduce the
money spent on education," Snelling
said. "That's a very dangerous theory,
however, and one this commission and
other groups interested in education are
trying to combat."
Bowen admitted the nation's present

education system has faults, but said
critics must remember that because of
technological and scientific ad-
vancements, the amount of knowledge
to be taught doubles every five or six

years.

Snelling said the solution might lie in a
thorough re-evaluation of the nation's
educational goals. Such a re-
examination, he said, would necessitate
an updating of educational methods and
an objective judging of some newer, and
some older, teaching practices.

"It has been a long time since we have
evaluated our fundamental concepts of
education in this country," Snelling said.
"One of the things that has hurt
education is that when a new theory is

tried in a college or university, where the
teachers and students are exceptional, it

works marvelously.
"But when the theory is put into

practice in general teaching, where
faculty and students may be only
average, it falls flat," he said.

WWII WASPS win fight

to attain veterans status
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The House

yesterday agreed with the Senate that some
800 surviving women pilots from World War
II — the WASPS - should receive veterans
benefits.

The provision approved without debate
and by voice vote culminated a 34-year fight
by members of the Women Airforce Service
Pilots to win veteran status.
A bipartisan effort by most of the 18

women members of the House, led by Rep.
Margaret Heckler, R-Mass., resulted in

House acceptance of the Senate provision
which was attached to an earlier House-
passed measure raising G.I. education
allowance rates by 6.6 per cent.
The House revised the Senate language on

the WASP provision to require that the
Pentagon make the final determination that
the women should be considered as veterans
of World War II and qualified for all G.I.

benefits.

That charge required the bill to return to
the Senate for final congressional approval.
The Pentagon already has said in writing to
the House Veterans Affairs Committee it

supports extension of veterans benefits to
the women pilots who numbered .more than
1,000 at the peak of the war years.
The women pilots flew military planes

from B-29s down to Piper Cubs in the United
States, freeing males for overseas duty,
according to their wartime organizer,
Jacqueline ;Cecran.

Rep. Ray Roberts, D-Tex., chairman of
the veterans panel, and Rep. Olin Teague, D-
Tex., senior Democrat on the panel behind

Roberts, opposed giving the women full

veterans status on grounds it would set a
precedent for other "para- military" units,

Mrs. Heckler met past 1 a.m. yesterday
with Teague and Roberts before getting their
approval of the compromise language.

The education measure will bring in-
creased benefits to an estimated 1.8 million
veterans and their dependents and will be
retroactive to cover the 1977-78 school year
that started in September.

Roberts estimated the first-year cost of the
increased education benefits at $483 million
with a five-year cost of some $1.5 billion.

In other action, the House yesterday
passed by voice and sent to the Senate a bill

carrying a 6.5 per cent increase in disability
pensions for 2.7 million veterans or thiBir

survivors, effective Jan. 1.

The increase, expected to cost about $130
million, will go to some 1 million veterans
suffering total disability from non-service-
connected causes and to another 1 .7 million
widows and children of such veterans. The
pensions are paid on a b»sis of economic
need.
The increase was described by the House

Veterans Affairs Committee as a cost-of-
living boost but also to compensate for any
cuts that would be made in the pensions in
the face of increases in their social security
benefits.

In the Senate, members approved by voice
vote an amendment to the Social Security
bill which would shield veterans and their
windows from having their pensions cut
when Social Security benefits rise.

Sadat wants preparations

for Middle East talks
By United Press International

Egypt's President Anwar Sadat called
yesterday for setting up a "working com-
mittee" to draw up an agenda and make real
preparations for a Geneva Middle East peace
conference.

Othenrt/ise, Sadat said, Egypt will not take
part in the peace talks, tentatively slated to
be held next December.

In Tel Aviv, Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan said Israel would seek end-of-war
accords with the Arabs if final peace
agreements cannot be reached at Geneva.

Sadat, speaking to Egyptian journalists
who accompanied him on a flight back from
Saudi Arabia, said Egypt "will not take part
in the Geneva conference unless
preparations, real preparations, are made.
"This means that a working committee

should be set up to draw up the topics which
will be discussed, with the agreement of
Arab countries and the United States,"
Sadat said.

Dayan, speaking to a group of students at
Ben Gurion University in Beershetw, said

that Israel is ready to negotiate at Geneva
"also to produce end of war treaties with the
Arabs as an advanced stage toward a peace
settlement."

His remarks echoed the stand of former
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin's government,
ousted by Prime Minister Menahem Begin's
conservative Likud bloc in last May's
election.

A government source said Dayan's
renriarks represent his own views and do not
indicate a change in government thinking on
Geneva. Begin has been committed to
seeking full-fledged peace treaties with the
Arabs at Geneva.

In his statements to the Egyptian jour-
nalists, Sadat emphasized Cairo will not
conclude a unilateral peace with Israel, which
means an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty will

not be signed, unless Syria and Jordan are
ready to conclude similar agreements with
the Jewish State.

"Egypt is committed to its often- declared
strategy; total Israeli withdrawal from oc-
cupied Arab lands and the creation of a
Palestinian Stat* " "

, .mo.
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House pays tribute

to Hubert Humphrey
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The House

chucked its own rules, set business aside
and paid unprecedented tribute
yesterday to a member of what it calls

"the other body" - Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey of Minnesota.
"We asked you here because we love

you," Democratic leader Jim Wright told
Humphrey during an emotional, hour-
long welcoming ceremony that began
ar>d ended with standing ovations for the
cancer stricken senator.

Speaker Thomas O'Neill himself broke
the musty oratorical rule against referring
to a nr>ember of "the other body" by
name, saying "Hubert Humphrey, you
are the most genuine liberal this country
cojid ever produce. Your presence in this

House brings honor, pride and distinction

to it."

The House has never, in the memory of
veteran observers, interrupted its

business to honor a sitting member of the
Senate.

Yesterday, it gave Humphrey in a
rousing outpouring of sentiment
reminiscent of the thunderous welcome
his own chamber gave him a week ago.
The floor was jammed with members

and staff workers and the public galleries

filled to capacity when the senator, his

wife, his sister and a niece walked into
the chamber to a two-minute standing
ovation.

Humphrey returned a week ago from a
two-month medical absence during
which he learned he has inoperable pelvic

cancer.
The House made its tribute all the more

singular by insisting that Humphrey
deliver his own remarks from the
sp>eaker's podium — where presidents
deliver the State of Union addresses —
and not merely from the well where
ordinary debate is conducted.

"This is an honor that I never believed
would happen," he told the chamber.

Noting jovially that he had finally

achieved his dream of flying on Air Force
One, the presidential jet, when President
Carter flew him from Minnesota to
Washington last week, he added:
"Now I'm standing where the

President of the United States stands to
give the State of the Union address.
"My Goodness!"
He noted he had never served in the

House himself, and said that was
because "when I found out that you have
rules limiting speeches to two minutes or
five minutes, I decided that would drive
me into utter frustration."

He spoke for 21 minutes. Then he
walked back to his seat to the roar of
another standing ovation, got a kiss and a
pat on the cheeks from wife Muriel and
set off shaking hands with everyone
within reach.

Soviet activists

protest death penalty

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1977 iCoJiegian 9

MOSCOW [AP] — A group of Russian
human rights activists opened a campaign
yesterday to eliminate the death penalty, a

punishment seldom publicized but reportedly

often imposed in the Soviet Union.

Soviet law allows for capital punishment in

cases of treason, murder, hijacking, at-

tempted escape across Soviet borders and
serious economic crimes, such as bribe-

taking and large-scale embezzlement. Other
special articles provide for capital punish-
ment in the armed forces.

The Soviet Union publishes no crime
statistics, but Western diplomats here say
they believe several dozen citizens are
executed each year. The usual method is

firing squad.

The subject is not publicly discussed,
executions are rarely mentioned in the press
and there is no organized campaign for the
abolition of the death penalty.

But yesterday the six Russian members of
Amnesty International, backed by 23 human
rights activists, including Nobel Peace Prize
winner Andrei D. Sakharov, said they had
mailed an appeal to the Soviet pariiament to
remove the death penalty from the law
books.

Amnesty International is a London-based
prisoners- rights group that was awarded the
1977 Nobel Peace Prize.

"Just maybe we will get some kind of

response to our petition," said one of its

supporters. "This subject should not be
surrounded by silence."

The petition proposed that the Kr«mln
take the opportunity of the current 60th
anniversary jubilee of the Russian Revolution
to abolish the death penalty.

Life is "the priceless and untouchable gift

of nature," it said, and the death penalty
"does not strengthen but weakens the
government."

Its abolition "would show all peoples and
governments a great example of good will
and love of man," the petition said.

The petition was a departure for the
dissidents, whose criticisms generally are
aimed at obstacles to free speech, assembly
and emigration and similar problems.

But one of their number, Anatoly Sh-
charansky, is currently under investigation
for alleged espionage contacts with
American diplomats and journalists, a capital
charge of treason that could carry the death
penalty.

In 1975, a U.N. survey found that 104
nations had provisions for capital punish-
ment in their legal codes.
The U.S. Supreme Court has found the

death penalty constitutional in murder cases.
But only one man, Gary Gilmore, shot in
Utah last January, has been executed in the
United States in the past 10 years.

Auditors cite

wide misuse

of military jets
WASHINGTON [AP] - High ranking

military and civilian officials systematically
misuse military aircraft and have kept some
Air Force pilots so busy flying generals they
had no time for required combat training.

Pentagon auditors said yesterday.
The Defense Audit Service made the

finding in a report that said the military and
civilian defense officials use military planes
for personal trips or for low priority missions
at an annual cost of at least $52.3 million.

The report was made public by Sen.
William Proxmire, D-Wis., who cited it as an
example of flagrant waste.
The secretary of defense last year ordered

that the military's "special air mission"
aircraft be used only for official business and
only when commercial transportation was
not available. But Clement E. Roy, deputy
director of the audit service, said military

=iircraft continued to be improperly used.
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Distinctions in combattina^orn
1 K-. 1 1 things we're instrinsicallv interested in <Thi« ii«o „ ^h;w,„„ :

fifi hall

Pornography: the depiction of erotic
behavior designed primarily to cause sexual
excitement.

The Meriam Webster Dictionary, 1974

The majority of us, in this community,
would agree that most pornography is bad in

any form: film, books, magazines, live

"entertainment", advertising, etc.

But the issue of how to deal with por-
nography often gets clouded by two very
different views, both opposing it, that
become confused and combined with each
other. Though each view may have its

merits, it's important to realize the distinction
in order to be able to deal more efficiently

with the opposition we get. The two issues
are sex and sexism.

Some people react to pornography
because its mass exposure of what
represents, for most of us, an extremely
private part of our lives. Sex and sex roles are s«"ves to a particular perspective For
exploited all over the media because they're example, the proposed legislative ban on the

things we're instrinsically interested in. (This
exploitation is especially obvious in the
picture we get of ourselves from most ad-
vertising.)

It's reached the point where totally un-
natural and unrealistic criteria, and our
resulting insecurities, have been created
regarding body image and sexual "per-
formance."

This exploitation of our sexuality reaches
Its pinnac.w> in pornography. People get most
vocal when the indignities become blatant.
The other objection is raised by those who

feel most pornography exploits women by
placing them in roles or positions that
perpetuating the myth that women can
validly be looked at as sexual objects rather
than as whole people. This kind of ex-
ploitation is also epitomized in pornography.

These two perspectives are obviously very
different. So different, in fact, that many
people from one may be opposed to, or
ignorant of, the views of the other.
The reactions to pornography become

confusing when they don't address them-
selves to a particular perspective. For

use of children in pornography may indicate
a recognition of the long-term affects of this
kind of portrayal (and, in this case can
potentially be expanded to include women or
all adults.) Or it may reflect the general
feeling that children shouldn't be involved in
sexual activity with adults.
Those who react against pornography on

the grounds of some sort of sexual morality
are often labeled prudes. The public reaction
against this should be distinguished from
that against the feminist perspective
Though both factions end up getting
censorship" screamed at them the

reasoning and counter-attacks are very
different. This difference should be
recognized by pro- as well as anti-
pornography people.

It's important for pro-porners to address
themselves to the correct perspective and
It s important for those aqainst pornography
after recognizing the differences, to keep our
factions working together to combat whatwe both see as a gross violation.

Fifi Ball

Collegian.

is Women's Editor of the
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Student run towing?

If all goes as planned by the Committee for
Student Run Towing, we may soon see the
replacement of the abhorred Amherst
Towing trucks with a mini-fleet of Student
Senate Towing trucks. The logic of giving
away this lucrative enterprise to an outside
firm escapes both the committee and myself.
To accept this hot potato of towing of
students, staff, faculty, and visitors by the
already tarnished Student Senate is not at all

a logically reasoned act either.

Why does the Student Senate want to be
responsible for towing on behalf of the
university administration? There are valid as

^well as questionable reasons for the
proposal. The cost to the person towed
would be reduced. There would be a
grievance procedure (presently absent) in
towing actions allowing for redress of the
towing action, if it proved to be undertaken
unnecessarily or if any damage occured. The
cost of the operation appears reasonable, if

all assumptions of the towing policy remain
constant. What happens if the groups who
use the parking facilities and have policy
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making powers over towing are not in ac-
cording with the Student Senate tow ser-
vice? Will the interest in earning enough
money to support the operation outweigh
the progressive change in towing policy? Will
the interests of all the users be served by
having regulations enforced that ensure the
economic survival of the towing service?
My questioning of the proposal will

probably be viewed as heresy. Before any
current proposal had been brought to the
Student Senate, letters to the editor by the
committee and individuals working for it

have pre-condemned any dissension or
extensive discussion on this major issues as
being against the interests of the university
community. Careful discussion and analysis
cannot occur at this point, they argue,
because of the timeline of preparing a
proposal for submitting a competitive bid
against Amherst Towing. By creating the
need for rapid review by the senate, we are
being asked to accept without question. The
crisis of time could have been avoided had
the proposal gotten to the senate ealier.

Why couldn't efforts have been made to
have the User's Council, the group
responsible for all other aspects of the park-
ing system, be responsible for the establish-
ment and operation of a towing facility? If

efforts to reform the parking regulations
were the concentration of the User, the
people (students, staff, faculty) who make
the policy could implement necessary
modifications to adjust an on-campus tow
service much more quickly and efficiently
than a group whose only interest will be its

own survival.

Jay A. Martus is former co-president of
the Student Government Association. His
column appears every other Friday in the
Collegian, ,.

In defense of higher freedoms
bobmelia

The Collegian is carefully and cautiously
moving to consider censorship of ad-
vertisements considered sexist, and as
censorship is potentially dangerous, I think it

behoovos us to examine its implications.
The main arguments against censorship

can be summarized as follows. Not everyone
considers something offensive, and even if

something is generally offensive, censorship
deprives us of the opportunity to decide for
ourselves. What right has a handful of
students sitting on a censorship board to
determine what 20,000 students see? And
what right does this board have to prevent
advertisers from transmitting their message
to us, especially when some of us want to
see the message? The answers to these
questions, of course, constitute the case for
censorship, so we will explore each question
thoroughly.

Admittedly censorship deprives us of the
freedom to observe and analyze censored
material. But the failure to censor sexist ads
also deprives us of a freedom; the freedom to
live in an environment in which corporations
don't force us into roles which suit their
needs. By depicting the role of women as
that of amusing and entertaining men, sexist
advertisements distort the consciousness of
women. By pushing women along a road of
development which treats them as objects,
sexism closes off all other avenues of growth
and thus stunts womens' emotional, sexual
and creative development.

Men are also affected. If women are forced
to play a dehumanizing role in relation to
men, men must, to maintain the farce, play
the opposite but equally stunted and
degrading role in their relations with women.
Freedom from this type of environment and
manipulation is a more important freedom
than that of being able to pick up the
Collegian and look at the ever-so-attractive
Dean of Beer.

But this reasoning alone does not justify

censorship, for we must also justify denying
advertisers the ability to transmit to us a
message. Corporations have one reason for

existence; profits. Consequently they view
people as objects to be manipulated in such a

way as to maximize profits. Our thoughts
and feelings are important to corporations
only insofar as they <:an be exploited and
shaped to suit the corporate purpose.
Naturally torporations' advertisement
reflects this purpose, and depicts us, and
encourages us to view others, as objects.

It is obvious that these advertisements are

incompatible with the purpose of the

Collegian. The Collegian is not out to make a

profit. As a part, an important part, of this

university, the Collegian strives to provide us
with information that will expand our
horizons and it serves also as a forum in

which to debate issues that will help develop
our awareness and sensitivity. Clearly ad-

vertisements which stunt our growth, which
encourage us to think in stereotypical terms,
do not help achieve the Collegian's purposes.
Clearly, then, there is no* place in the
Ci)llegian for such ads.

But the most important arguements for

censorship have not yet been presented.
Sexism is an all- pervasive influence in our
society; we are exposed to it so often and
from such an early age that we have come to

regard it as- natural. We have grown ac-

customed to it to the point where we hardly
realize what is happening to us. I would not
be surprised if someone wrote a letter saying
that because sexist advertisements didn't

lead him to go out and categorize women in

a degrading manner, they have no harmful
effects. Advertising is more subtle than this,

and we must be subtle. Because some of us
are near sighted does not mean that all of us
must put in blinders. We are human beings,
not horses.

And ne irony of this situation is that those
who are least offended by sexiam are those
who are most hurt by it. If you are conscious
of what sexism does to your self-image and
social awareness, than you can fight it. But if

sexism is embedded so deep in your being
that you don't even realize it's there, you're
in real trouble. Thus we arrive at the in-

teresting conclusion that those who don't
realize that certain material is sexist, or who
aren't offended by it, are those who most
need to be protected from it.

An example should make this clear. A
person is sitting in a chair with electrodes
implanted in his/ her head. An electrical
charge then stimulates this person, and
when asked what she wants most, the
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Let's take a vote

persori answers, "I want to be stimulated
again." I don't think anyone would argue
that under these conditions this person is
freely choosing to be stimulated by electrical
charges. S-he is not free because she is
being manipulated, being treated as a mere
object, being denied the ability to exercise
his/ her moral and critical judgement.

Sexism, and sexist advertisements,
manipulate people, just as do electrical
charges. The process is less intense, less
blatant, and infinitely more subtle (and thus
more dangerous). But the logic and the result
are the same: we are being manipulated,
treated as objects whose sole reason for
existence is to enrich corporate coffers.
Wants generated under these conditions

are not, I submit, wants appropriate to the
human condition, provided that one views
humans as beings capable of independent,
moral thought and action. It is this thought
and action which must be protected; and it is
the freedom to think and act in a logically
consistent and morally acceptable manner
that censorship, in this case, will protect.

There come times when we simply must
have the intelligence and courage to sacrifice
lesser freedoms for higher and more noble
freedoms.

Bob Melia is a student senator His column
appears every Friday in the Collegian.

By DAVID PERLOW

After attending a meeting that I'm sure
most of you were unaware of, I was left with
a bitter, no, impelling taste on my tongue On
Wednesday evening the Collegian held a
staff meeting during which we were to
decide by vote if certain "sexist" ads should
be banned from the newspaper. Since I

know that you are all dying to know the
results of the vote, I won't tell you. Instead
I II try to objectively review the proceedings
and allow you the reader to vote for yourself'
on a symbolic level of course, because all of
this has already been decided for you
anyhow.

The meeting began with an introduction to
the issue at hand. Specifically, the question
related to some of the ads that have been
running for various breweries - Schlitz
Miller, and Schmidts. Many of these ads
have been termed "sexist," hence not fit to
pnnt, because they portray women in a
degrading fasion. For instance, we were
shown a Schlitz ad that pictured a very pretty
woman dressed in a tight tee-shirt, and hot
pants. I must say, this ad really reinforced my
image of women as sex objects. And the
nerve of that company to manipulate my
puritan mind with that slander. The next
woman that I saw would have been filed
right into the same category as this Schlitz
girl. I was now sure that all women were like
her. But before I get completely carried
away, let me further discuss the proceedings.

Staffers made their presentations, there was
an intellectual discussion period, during
which i heard some of the most eloquent
spealcers of this era. I couldn't, however,
concentrate on the discussion, because I

kept glancing at that Schlitz ad, sub-
consciously reinforcing my image of women.

Obviously, me, a 21 year old college
student does not have the intelligence to
take this ad for its intended worth. No I

should not be able to see such an ad
because even as this discussion was
progressing I was categorizing a// women on
the basis of this Schlitz ad.

The eloquence continued and my was I

ever impressed. People kept reiterating the
same legitimate points: These ads are sexisf
these ads are a manipulation of the con-
sumers minds, etc. At this time it occurred to
me; What advertisement isn't a manipulation
of your mind? How many courses at this
school teach you to manipulate someone
else? Is not the censorship of ads from your
newspaper a manipulation of your mind?

Next were presentations by various
members of the advertising and editorial
staffs, either asserting the right of the ads to
appear, or asserting the right of the Collegian
staff to censor the ads. Both sides were well
represented with the typical rhetoric that
normally surrounds such an issue. You
know, the Supreme Court can't decide on a
pornography stance, but the Collegian staff
IS definitely capable of defining what is
"sexist", and what should not be allowed in
the paper. (I do believe that my objectivity is
waning. But back to the meeting.) After the
Supreme Court Justices, I mean Collegian

Finally, one eloquent speaker summarized
the whole event perfectly when after it had
been decided that an advertising review
board be set up, he moved that 50 per cent of
the board be male, and the other 50 per cent
be female. Just like your average American
jury, right? Mandating such a ratio is absurd,
and only reinforces the notion that meri
inherently think differently than women. But
of course I am basing this account on ob-
jectivity; SO VOTE! What do you think?

While responses won't have too much affect
on our tyrannical decision, perhaps they will
wake a few people up. I mean, objectively
speaking a 17 to 11 vote, on an issue that
affects 23,000 people, might not be the best
solution to the problem.

David Perlow is Assistant Advertising
Manager of the Collegian.

Jewish group

opposes Bakke case
To the Editor:

Resources Judaica, the voice of the
Jewish community on campus, wants it

to be known that we do not join in the
cries of Bakke and others, that af-

firmative action is reverse discrimination.
There are some national Jewish groups

in this country that have declared a pro-
Bakke stance, and this is because they
are helplessly blinded by the illusion of
the American dream. Many Jews have
repeated the mistakes of their
"liquidated" German brethren, by
believing that they can safely assimilate
into a white society. If one studies history
closely, one will arrive at the same
conclusion that we have; when the
economy weakens, inflation shoots up,
unemployment reaches heights that no
one ever dreamed of, and even if Jews
are in many positions of doctors, lawyers,
writers, artists, as they were in Germany,
they will be blamed for the problems of
the society and will be persecuted for
them.

We have studied the Bakke case and
realize that there are many factors in-

dicating that Bakke has no case at all.

The first and most important is the fgct
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that we live in a seriously racist society
which makes it difficult and practical^
impossible for a Third World person to
have the same access to a good and
necessary education as a white person
has. Therefore the only guarantee the
Third World has of professional positions
at this time is through affirmative action.
Secondly, medical schools put a heavy
emphasis on standardized tests which are
geared towards the white middle class
person. They are discriminatory.

Some other facts that need to be
examined are; Bakke was rejected from
twelve other medical schools and he is 32
years old 84 spaces out of 100 are open
for non-"under privileged" people, who
are all white and 35 of these students
received lower grades than Bakke and
^^ill got in. Bakke was further down on
the waiting list than 16th, and even if
these slots were not reserved for "under
n-ivileged" folks, he still wouldn't have
tl^d a chance. We think that it is very
'auspicious that the assistant Dean of
Admissions contributed to Bakke's law
''It, ane he is now the Dean of another
university.

We urge people to consider this cry of
reverse discrimination as a ploy of our
coy leaders to take away the rights to the
Third World ccmmunity that were so
fiercely and painstakingly fought for

during the 1960's. It is another plot to
keep the masses fighting over the small
crpmbs which were strategically laid out
by our capitalistic leaders. Why are there
so few available positions in medical
schools? There is surely a need for lower
doctors' bills, and more doctors!
As the new Jews who have been

molded out of the ashes of our fathers
and mothers in the German
crematoriums, we side with the Third
World in their cry, "REVERSE THE
BAAKE DECISION!"

Resources Judaica

'Cream a pig'—

International Week

of Pieing

To the Editor:

Follow your desires! Release your
aggression in a positive, creative way.
Cream a pig with us. The Revolutionary
Three Stooges Brigade, along with tlje
Canadian Anarchist Party [Groucho-
Marxist] and certain groups in the U.S.
have declared November 4 through 11
the International Week of Pieing. Arise
you downtrodden masses and strike a
blow for freedom. Chnose a suitable
target, whether he, she, or it be of local,
national or international infamy, and pie
away.

The pie as a political weapon has cut
down such notaries as Daniel Moynihan
William F. Buckley, Anita Bryant, E.
Howard Hunt, and Governor James
Rhodes. Let the pie stand for, and be
thrown for, your political beliefs. Join
behind the Pied Crusader, Aron Kay. Let

yourself be heard along with your
brothers and sisters across the country
when the pies take to the air
So far the pie deluge has been carried

out mainly by a few select organizations
and small groups of lone conspirators.

Now all the piepeople - groups, isolated
nuts, what-have-you - willjoin together
for the International Week of Pieing.

One pie thrower is a pie-eyed maniac!
Two pie throwers are a pieverted

conspiracy!

Three pie throwers are a pieple's army!
When the masses join together to

heave pies ~ Nov. 4 to Nov. 11, it will be
a veritable piepular insurrection I

Russell Swan
and 13 members of the

Revolutionary Three Stooges Brigade

Commentary

is 'misdirected'

To the Editor:

Dear Rich Eckel,

Your comments on the upcoming pep
rally (Collegian, Nov. 3) disturbed us.
Although some of your arguments were
valid and we can understand your
viewpoint, we feel that you neglected to
realize what a detrimental effect your
commentary could have on the efforts of
so many students to revive interest in the
football program.

Football rallies are a tradition at " 'Big
time' football factories like Notre Dame.

"

But can UMass not be considered a
football powerhouse? If you looked in

this week's NCAA Division II football
ratings you may have noticed that UMass
is currently ranked third in the nation. We
think that this constitutes UMass as a
Division II football powerhouse.

It is a/ways easy to destroy something
before it has started but it is extremely
difficult to get something started when
opposed by something so ignorant and
mis-directed as your commentary. We
would have preferred that you had
developed a constructive solution or a
realistic alternative rather than mar the
collective efforts ofso many persons. We
would much prefer that you support our
efforts rather than negate them.

Robert Davidson
Peter Klebanoff
Michael Phillips
Robert Sheffres
Jeffrey Sypole
and 11 others

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all
letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by4;00 p.m. the day precedinp
that date.
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News in Brief

U.N. agrees on

hijacking treaties
UNITED NATIONS [UP/] - The U.N.

General Assembly yesterday

unanimously approved an appeal to all

nations of the world to cooperate and

end the threat of air hijackings.

The 149 U.N. members adopted by

consensus a resolution asking for a global

effort to increase participation in three

existing international anti-hijacking

treaties and strengthened airport

security.

With no nation dissenting, there was

no roll call vote.

The resolution, sponsored by 50

nations including the United States and

most of the other Western powers,

condemned "all acts of violence which

may be directed against passengers,

crew and aircraft, whether committed by

individuals or states."

It also called upon the nations of the

world "to take all necessan/ steps" to

prevent terrorism and the use of innocent

travelers as hostages - including

tightening airport security and ex-

changing "relevant information" among
states facing terrorist threats.

Newlyweds sought

i in l<idnapping case

WORCESTER, Mass. \AP] - Police

were seeking a couple of newlyweds
yesterday who allegedly abducted their

children from previous spouses.

"We don't think they've gone far,"

said Detective Sgt. John Kolloran. "We
had heard they were in Ohio. We
checked that out. It was wrong."

Killoran said that when the two

children of Floyd Rainey, a house painter

in his mid-30s, and the son of Darlene

Suprenant, also in her mid-30s, vanished

last summer, it was suspected the man
and woman being sought had abducted

their youngsters.

Rainey's children, Todd, 11. and his

brother Mark 6, were last seen with their

father tour months ago when he visited

with them while they were in the legal

custody of their mother, Rainey's former

wife, police said.

Sen. citizen group

for the organization in April. It turns out

he had been a CPA, but the FBI says his

license was revoked 22 years ago and he

also was convicted of eight counts of tax

fraud in Ohio in 1953.

One investigator says the

organization's members have developed

"a case of creative amnesia" about how
Lorton was elected to the board and

made financial officer.

"He was always praying," one member
of the organization recalls. "He used to

pray at Rotary meetings."

"He was real smooth, but he was a real

hard worker," said another senior citizen

at a federal hearing called this week to

determine whether the group's funding

should be cut off for mismanagement.

The hearing was called by the federal

Community Service Administration, the

agency that funds the Action Group,

which since 1969 has provided

recreational programs for senior citizens

and legislative advocacy programs.

House approves

abortion legislation

WASHINGTON \UPI] - In a move
that could end a four-month impasse

with the House, the Senate yesterday

voted to fund abortions for the poor only

in limited cases — including where
"severe and long-lasting health damage"
would result from continued preananrv

The legislation, approved 62-27, also

would provide aoortion tunas tor needy
victims of rape and incest and those

whose lives are endangered by
pregnancy. ^

Rep. Edward Brooke, R-Mass., helped

engineer a one word change in the

measure that made it more restrictive

than legisla*'on approved by the Senate
earlier yesterday.

But he said talks with House leaders

convinced him the switch was necessary

if House approval is to be won.
The change involved the provision

allowing abortions when a woman's
health is endangered. The Senate first

voted 59-29 for wording that said federal

funds would be provided "in those in-

stances where severe or long- lasting

physical health damage" would result if

the pregnancy continued to term.

Connecticutjobs

duped by treasurer depend on exports

ANCHORAGE. Alaska \AP\ -
Spencer Lorton, a 65-year-old ex-

accountant, must have seemed the

perfect choice to straighten out the

tangled financial affairs of the Older

Persons Action Group.

But now Lorton has disappeared with

the group's financial records, and the FBI

says it's looking for him - as it did more

than a decade ago when he fled after

being convicted of tax fraud.

Lorton, who claimed to be a retired

Navy chaplain and a certified public

accountant, was named financial officer

NEW HAVEN, Conn. [UPI] - Between

30,000 and 40,000 Connecticut jobs

depend on a tax provision favoring

American exporters, but that provision

may be weakened by the Carter ad-

ministration, a former congressman said

yesterday.

Former Rep. Joseph E. Karth, D-Minn.,

said Connecticut businessmen should be

concerned about the possible dilution or

elimination of the tax provision because

Connecticut ranks 12th nationwide in

direct exports and realizes additional

revenue from indirect exports.

VASA creates space suit

'or immunity deficient boy

Northampton

HOUSTON lAP] - The scientists who
>nt man to the moon have developed a

space suit" that will permit a Houston boy
I wander from the plastic bubble in which
? has spent all of his six years.

Researchers at the National Aeronautics
id Space Administration, using what
ey've learned from space projects, per-

cted an arrangement in which David can
awl down a plastic tunnel and into the
rm-free suit that will make him an
tronaut on his own planet.

For the first time, he will be able to look

It the window of his hospital room, walk
e corridors of the hospital, play catch with

J 9-year-old sister and do his schoolwork at

desk.

Experts also said he will be able to com-
jnicate more directly with his doctors,

rses and family.

David — whose full name has not been
eased — suffers from a disease known as

yere combined immunity deficiency. His

>dy has no defense against germs for

tcteria. What would amount to sniffles for a

jrmal child could be death for David.

At a news conference yesterday, officials

the Baylor College of Medicine and the

)hn«}n Space Center displayed the tuK and
xkup systam.
Dr. Bufford L. Nichola, David's attanding

lysictan said: "This is an important faature

Only Area Showing!
Ends Tues. 7:15 & 9:00

in the cultural enrichment of the boy. He is

now learning the concepts of space,

developing physical skills which cannot be

done within the bubble and this is advancing

the education for this very bright young
child."

Bill Carmean, project director at NASA for

the tiny space suit, said, "I think this shows
how we can advance to mankind what we
have learned in the space program. This

simple space suit can be used, probably, for

a variety of diseases, t-or example, the young
leukemia patient who is quite vulnerable to

infection during periods of regression.
"

The cost for development of the suit was
$20,000.

The design of the suit was a spinoff from

the Apollo lunar missions. It is made of a

rubberized, non- porous fabric like that used

in liferafts.

For added protection, it is covered with the

same white silky material on real space suits.

There are form fitting rubber gloves and
shoes and a clear plastic bubble for the head.

The suit is all one piece.

There is a filter system and a large unv
bilical cord attached to a push cart that

pumps air into the suit, giving it a slightly

inflated appearance.

David can also ride on the push cart if he

becomes tired. Doctors said David had first

tried out the suh in lata July, arxl "the first

thing ha did was go look in a mirror."

WOOD/ ALLEN
DIANE KEATON

'

"ANNIE
HALL'r,

(no dollar nights)

at tiw Gates of Smith College

(JniverSifv of

FINE >RTS

CENTER

Boston
Symphony Orchestra

SEIJI OZAWA
Music Director

Fri.Nov. 18
General Public 57 50,

$6 50 $5 50

UMass student S3 75.

$3.25. S2 75

Other student or senior

citizen $6 50. $5 50. $4 50

Fine Arts Center

Box Office M-F 9 4 & All

Ticketron Locations

'WMWIII' > ''<'. ' ••

IFRI. & SAT., NOV. 4-5

CLEAN LIVING
I

SUN., NOV. 6

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

FritchFiriCipiila-s

&;;LniRTii

Uoflivrf iKlbitH UodrKn
UaSyn JdbCiak NiibriY.fazB

KkuMK^ KbMiHiH LaSbMhoi

haiiMtwpihbwhiMaB uh. «.!* ^
FILMS INCORPORATE

O

AAON., NOV. 7

ANDY MAY &

TEXAS TABBY CRABBY

TUES., NOV. 8

LUNA
formerly

Orchestra Luna

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

L

PROqRAM CoUNcil

Filws Presents

The Godfather

Part II

Sun. Nov. 6

7 &10:70

CCA $1.00

r?;OU SHOULD DROP BY

H you can aniwor vm to rnor* thon thrM
of thoM qwMttont
C»r v«u watch T v

3. Can vow p4«v pHiball

3. Pay less and get more than
anywhere in town.
« Bring 100 friond* •tiA havo room tar

mor«
}. Orivt or walk lots ditianct frorr

camput ttion any otfttr pta<« in town
«. Enioy tootf mart in a rolaxinf at-

moiplioro
7. Enioy moro vartoty

•. Moot moro poopio

S4t-t6l2

HOUSEWARES:
16" X 18" Rattan all purpose baskets

were 9.95 NOW 7.95

Many other baskets from our fine selection

reduced up to 30%
Bed Spreads were 8.00 to 29.95 NOW 5.95 to 24.95

2' X 3' multi-color numdah rugs were 9.00 NOW 6.95
4' X 6' multi-color numdah rugs were 19.50 NOW 16.50

Cork Bulletin Boards were 5.95 NOW 3.95

Decorative Pillows were 10.95 and 1 1 .95 NOW 8.95 to 9.95

Lamps and lampshades were 2.50 to 25.00 NOW 1.95 to 22.50

All our bamboo shades were 4.95 to 21 .95

NOW 3.95 to 17.50 (a big 20% off)

ACCESSORIES

Leather wallets were 3.50 to 11.95 NOW 2.95 to 9.95

Hair combs and barettes 10% off entire stock

Paper wallets were 1 .95 NOW 1 .50

Fashion scarves were 4.50 to 4.95 NOW 3.95

Hand mirrors were 2.00 to 7.00 NOW 1 .50 to 5.00

LEATHER BAGS:

A large assortment was 19.95 to 32.95 NOW 14.95 to 29.95

GIFTS:

A great assortment of decorative boxes were 2.50 to 9.00

NOW 1.25 to 4.50(72 off)

Crystal all our hanging shapes w

NOW 1.50 to 17.95

1.75 to 20.00

f

/

M

PX, tffilev mm \tm
ACROSS FROM PATTfRSON

PRINT DEPARTMENT:

All unmounted fine art prints were 3.00 ea.

NOW 2.50 ea. 3 for 6.50

CLOTHES:

Outerwear

Jackets select grouping of fall weights were

$35 to $50 NOW 24.50 to 35.50

Denim vests reversible sherpa lining were 19.95

NOW 13.95

Crew neck Shetland sweaters were 17.00

NOW 14.95

TOTES:

In cloth and canvas were 5.95 to 12.00

NOW 1.95 to 5.95

\
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Notices

BICYCLE CLUB
Informal training ride for all intaraatad in racing;

Sun , Nov 6, noon, Graduate Reaearch.

BLACK SCIENTIST SOCIETY
Meeting tonight, 7 p.m.. New Africa Houaa.

DISCO PARTY
Tomorrow, Nov 5, Malcolm X Center, 50 canta

admiaaion.

DIVINE LIGHT CLUB
Meeting tonight, 7:30 10:00, Campus Center 177.

INTERNATIONAL fOLKDANCE CLUB
Live muaic tonight, 8 12, Cape Cod Lounge,

Student Union; Teaching from 8-9:30

IRISH REPUBLICAN CLUB
Meeting Sunday, Nov. 6, 7:30 p.m., Campus Center

901 Anyone interested in Irish Liberation Struggle

invited.

What's Happening
TODAY

MOVIE
Bogart film festival - "Casabljnca", at 7

and 10:30 p.m., and "To Have and Have

Not," 8:50 p.m., $1.

COFFEEHOUSE
People's Gay Alliance of UMass, 8 p.m. to

1 a.m., Hampden Dining Commons theatre.

Live entertainment, $1.

WOMEN'S CONTRADANCE
Benefit for New England Learning Center

for Women in Transition. Featurina all-

women band. Ladies Chain. Women and

children welcome, childcare provided,

refreshments. For info, call 772-0125. 8 p.m.

to midnight, Worcester Dining Commons.
FOOTBALL RALLY
Campus Pond, 7:30 p.m., marching,

bondfire, torches, cheerleaders, coaches and

players.

TOMORROW

STATE REP OFFICE HOURS
Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, will be

in the Campus Center 801 , from noon until 1

p.m.

MUSIC
Musical composition by new head of the

UMass department of music, Charles Bestor,

JOHNSON HOUSE NORTHEAST
Hiring Resident Assistants; Pick up application Nov.

7 or call 546 4549 for info.

LOST
- Gold wallet, between North Amherst and

Bovden. Nov. 1, plaaae return to Campus Canter
information desk.

-Ladies Gold Cross pen. Machmer Hall, Nov. 2,

please call Kathy 546-5860

OUTING CLUB
Rock climbing Sat., Nov. 6; transportation needed.

PROGRAM COUNCIL ART COMMITTEE
"Video Workshops" by Howardena Pindeli. Oct.

31-Nov. 11, Student Union Gallery.

UNION STEREO CO OP
Meeting Mon., Nov. 7, 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center

166

10 a.m. and 3 p.m. in Bexanson Recital

Composition for piano and tape.

SUNDAY

Fri; Nov 4
7, 9:15. &1 1:30
CCA $1.00

CONCERT
The UMass Jubilee Singers, Amherst

Regional Junior High School, 5 p.m., $2 for

adults, $1.50 for undergraduates. Tickets at

the door. Sponsored by the Amherst Chapter

of the N.A.A.C.P.

DAILY

UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAM
People applying to the University Honors

Program for the fall 1978 semester are

reminded that one honors course must be

completed before an application may be

made. Potential applicants should preregister

for an Honors course for next semester.

Graduation with higher honors may be

achieved only by completion of a depart-

mental honors program. If you have not done

so, contact your department's honors

coordinate or the honors office.

ERRANDS SERVICE
Amherst Youth Work Week, Nov. 13-19.

Babysitting, errands, raking leaves, and

housecleaning. For more info call 549-6335.

FINE >«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Campus Carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

ADD BAD SAMARITANS ... according to

a page one piece in the Indiana Daily

Student, Patrick Wen, 77, got help gettirig

his car out of a snow drift in a campus
parking lot by three young men who then

vandalized his car, when he toM them he had

no money to pay them.

THE FINGER » more offensive than

obscene, accordirtg to a court ruling in

Hartford, Conn., says the UCal-Santa

Barbara Daily Nexus.
Seems that a 16-year-old high school

student appealed a $25 fine imposed when
he flashed the fickle finger at a state trooper

following behind his school bus. The appeal

decision by a three-judge state court panel

said that "for the finger to be obscene, it

must be significantly erotic or arouse sexual

interest." _ . .

Which leaves former Vice-President

Nelson Rockefeller off the hook, too.

JOB MARKET, here tf ey come: 43 per

cent of the record 17,059,000 Americans

registered in adult education courses opted

for occupational training of some kind,

according to HEW's National Center for

Education Statistics. Which means that

academic departments with anti-vocational

biases better read the handwriting on the

wall. Like English.

GALLUP, AGAIN ... 62 per cent of those

surveyed by the Gallup Poll say young men

should give one year's service to the country.

Such service would be military or such non-

military work here ar»d abroad as VISTA or

the Peace Corps.

And while the respondents were so

favorable to getting young men off the

streets and the campuses, 51 per cent said

they were against a similar program for

women. But if there were such a program, 63

per cent said the one-year of service should

be non-military.

HOT TERM PAPERS traffic is the subject

of House Bill 123 in the state of Washington

legislature, being offered by that body's

Higher Education Committee.

Calling cheating "the second oldest

profession," the committee report says its

bill would make it harder for the average

college student to cheat on research and

term paper assignments.

Amherst Dog Pound is

looking for foster homes
As of Nov. 3, the following dogs are at tne

Amherst Dog Pound (Wagner Farm, 217

North East Street, 253-7294), and may be

either claimed or adopted:
- Male beagle mix, black and white with

brown face nnarkings, picked up on a

complaint on Pondview Drive.

- Female wire hair terrier mix, black and

tan, Amherst Center.

— rviaie roxnouno, wnite with reddish tan

patches and pink on the nose, heavy duty

collar, able to climb six foot fences (and leap

small buildings).

— Male shepherd mix, tan and white with

black tail markings, struck by auto on Main

St. by Jewish Center, 11-2-77, removed to

Hampshire Veterinary Hospital.

DC IVlenu
TODAY

LUNCH - Grilled Cheese,

Beef Pie, Basics, Grilled

Vegetable Shepherds Pie

DINNER "- Manicotti, Fried

Basics, Manicotti, Fried Fish *^

I
TOMORROW

I
BRUNCH - Scrar Died Eggs, Bacon

Duchess
Cheese,

Fish,

I una Noodle Casserole, Corned Beef

DINNER - Roast Beef, Eggplant

Parmigiana
SUNDAY

BRUN'^H - Omelet, Sausage Links,

Fishburger, Chicken Mushroom Scallop

DINNER - Roast Stuffed Chicken,

Grilled Ham Slice

^

Tick«*s now on sole

G«n«rol Publit S7 6

S UMots >iud«nH'

1 I l(. WITH 0»«CH£STHA

)()tfre\' Ballet

Tuesoay November 15

VIVA VIVALDI' (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Lpmoni

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
iBalanchme)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday November 16

AS TIME GOESBY(Tharp)
TOUCH ME lArpinoi

PAS DES DEESSES iJotfreyl

DEUCE COUPE ll(Tharp)

Thursday November 17

SMIT

WINKLER FIELD

HBieE$ iPfS

i'S^'S^

t3 50 3 2 50 Oth»r KETTENTANZ fArpirx))

sfud«nfi aryi Mniot RODEO (Oe Miilei

citiians t6 5 4 TRINITY \Aiptno)

All performances - 8 pm

FINE y4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Fin* Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

3 ~^oimj

PLEASE CALLlHE/tnC:
FORSCH^TMES

DORM RESIDENTS
for on/y one dol/or S ^ 00 see

RCMEC AND JULIET
November 3 4, 5. 6 oi 8 00pm. pm. Nov 5 of 2 00pm

FRANK PRINTICI RAND THEATER UMASS. Fin« Arts Center

Bring meal ticket and ID to Box Office

DOUBLE FEATURE

5 & 9

The

Graduate

7 & 1 1

Bonnie
& Clyde

roiftcr boiftrrs' brama sotirtr prrsrnts

TOM JONES
based on the Fielding novel

Bowker Aud.. Stockbridge Hall. UMass

Show dates

Oct 28.29.30 Nov. 4.5.6

Prices

S2 00 stu senior citizens

S2 50 general

Group rates available

Tickets available at

Bowker Box Office

5450783

for information 549-3905 J
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COMINO TO U.MASS FOR ONI SNOW ONLY

IN CONCERT

Wednesday. Nov. 30 8:00 p.m. F.A.C.

Reserved Tickets: $4.50. 5.00, 5.50
with student ID

$5.50, 6.00, 6.50
general public

• vaitv^U at ril (in lh» Itudvnl Union]
f«C tea 0))it< mo* all IICmilON lOCallONl

A Union a>o«r«n* Cowntil Preriucti

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 C Q /I QtC3 MOUNTAIN FAHMS MAIL
DO^- J IOJ RQuTt 9-HAOier MASS

^Adults SZ.SO-Studtnts with AMC Card $2 00 -Children $125-Twi U« Show Adults ft StudtnttJISOJ

Special Engagements Eicluded

SUMCY 011.1 lAMCS LAM.

POmCR COSBY K>NES
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION

*C| Fri at 4 45,7 30,9 55

Twi lite Show Tickets,4:15/$1 50

Sat at 2 00.4 45,7 30.9 56

Twi lite Show Tickets.4 15/$1 50

JAMES
BONO 007 THESPY

WHO
LOVED

AioTignmeago magaiaxylaf fciraw^

P» Fri at 5 00.7 30,9:55

Twi lite Show Tickets, 4:30/$1 50

Sat at 2 00.5 00,7 30,9 56

Twi-lite Show Tickets,4 :30/$1 50

H£II£CX)MES
THE COMEDY
ROMAMCE

Ot THE YEAR!

-A HTm
American Graffittr

VG

Iff

Fri at 5 00,7 30.9 55

Twi lite Show Tickets.4;30/$1 50

Sat at 2 00.5 00.7 30.9 56

Twi lite Show Tickets,4 30/$V50

BebiweeN
.b«e
LiNes

Fri at 5 15,7 45.9 55
Twi lite Show Tickets.4 45/$1.50
Sat at 2 15,5 15.7 45.9 55
Twi lite Show Tickets,4 45/$1 50

The Jeffrey Bellet celebrates its 21st anniversary at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

New England premiere of the

Jeffrey Ballet at Fine Arts

CHOOSE ONE OF THESE MIDNITE SHOWS

BEYOND LOVe BEYOND DEATH

SEAN CONNERY #/
A k»ing>*'n*l-up«>f hoiTorl

Ani\ xi-H nkks.

Tickets are not on sale for the in-

ternationally acclaimed Jeffrey Ballet, which
will celebrate its 21st anniversary during its

New England premiere this month at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall.

The ballet will present separate dance
programs on Nov. 15, 16, and 17 at 8 p.m.

Robert Jeffrey is the artistic director and
founder of the Jeffrey Ballet. For 21 years,

Jeffrey has served as dancer, teacher and
choreographer. His 'no-star-all-star' ballet

has been hailed by critics as a major troupe

of "limitless expressiveness."

The Jeffrey Ballet performances at the

Fine Arts Center are: Tuesday, VIVA
VIVALDI! THE MOOR'S PAVANE,
TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DEDEUX and
TRINITY.

The Wednesday, Nov. 16 performance

includes: AS TIME GOES BY, TOUCH ME,

PAS DES DEESSES, and DEUCE COUPE II.

The Thursday performance includes:

KETTENTANZ, RODEO (OR THE COUR-
TING AT BURNT RANCH), and TRINITY.

Tickets for the ballet are on sale at the Fine

Arts Center box office, open Monday
through Friday 9 a.m. -4 p.m. and al!

Ticketron locations.

Ticket prices for the performances are:

General public-$7, 6, 5. UMass students

$3.50, 3.00, 2.50. Other students and senior

citizens are $6, 5, 4. For mere information,

call the Fine Arts Center box office, 545-

2511.

R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! I REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! I REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get ftIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a.m and
3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m. three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line: 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! !! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! !Uttl« Ads Get %%Q RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 627 b746

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
irdns bati S3&0 or BO 546 5920

Great running Voiks S126 or BO 549

'602

1970 Toyota Corolla Engine & other parts

of car for bale 549 1399 Lartv

1970 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable.

Power everything now paint AM FM
Best offer 665 3082 after 4p m

VW-SquirebacinSTb Good cond 498

2887

1958 219 Mercedes Body very good int

clean plus 219 1959 parts car many extras

1.000 or Best offer call 665 2202

64 Valiant Gud eng ,
new starting

systyem Needs some work $100 Call

369 4979 Ken

69 Ford Galaxy 500 ''dIh ' rte-n .ip- 4;hi

Runs excellent $450 549 1456 after 4

72 Vega Waqon Good stereo system

Goori cond S?,50 CM 546 6879.

1971 Olds Vista Cruiser Station Wagon air

I,end Kept in good condition witfi rnany

rei>laced parts Rides like a top $1200 or

B Call Andy 546 8710 late eves

If R.K k q . I ,1 •349 ')7?S
HOUStMATE WANTED ENTERTAINMENT

1971 Plymouth Fury3.PS AT runs vveM

no fusi S550 Call Tom 545 0156

73'Volvo Wagon Very good condition An

, „n snows 4 speed $3,200 527 5421

122Volvo pjrts sed&wagon Rea 665-4384

73 Chev Malibu CL 350 US! 56,900 miTes

Many new parts, runs well $1,750 price

negotiable Call Janet 549 3509

1969 fnt I

~
Scout ~^4wo' "SoTid 253 5394

B

72 Super BAJA Bug, Must sell im

mediately Excellent shape Call 549 5879

73 Fiat 1287brue,^cent tune-up, front whi

drv great winter car. Michelins, exc

mileage dependable and clean Asking

$996 Dave 584 3606 aft 6 or weekends

66 Ford cust. Good cond New oil pump

"ans batt $350 or BO 546 5920

1974 V«ga M^itchbicikrvefV goo*! con

dition Andrea ca" eve 546 9870

76 Datsun B210 Hich hk Lo mi AM FM
Ste' cass ,R proof Ex con Ask $2,900

54*^9931 _
71 VW Sqbk^ S720 or 8 0. 545 0811 Jack

72 Cutlass 350V8, automatic PS PB.

tiood cond 2 snow tires. Call 586 3666

1973 Mercury Comet, 2dr hardtop Auto.

mint condition Asking 2300 Call Caria

549 1741 eves Moving MUST SELL'

68 Chevy Belaif S100 or B O Call 253

^,497 tftc' 5'A

Attention!' Joggers, 8 Bail players
StfG Enterprises sells excellent qualtiy

sneakers at prices students can afford

Many famous brands GUARANTEED
lowest prices anywhere. Call us before

f)Oing to a hiqh price retail 546 961''

Hugh colorful ^ivoven indoor Hammock.
Fits 3 adults Perfect X mas gift $20 Call

P.it 546 6230

Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage model

electric piano $6a) Used 6mo 546 4788

Galant Elec Guitar w hardshell cse

AimIi<ivo« 50 watt amp w reverb etc

H.-.i ottei 546 /985ciHer 7o ni

IBr in 2Br Millhollow Apt , Simiiiier

St Anihe's? $102 mo iitil mc Alan

5491517

Pro Musif Service Best
f,\)r,r.-,r M,isi(, 546 4731

1 totk thru disco.

Red..

R/DE WANTED

To JFK Airport 10 Nov Must be at JFK by

f, 30 f' M WiH'pay gas. tolls, etc Call

Arunasb 1331 or 5 2762 Iv mssge

LOST

Wallet in Blue Wall Rosemary 5-4207

MOHTORCYCLES

A Real Screamer C/250 Foduro 75, used 1

'.cison ISicvcr '.jced Great m snow 256

8413 Doug Must been seen, S475 or B O

1970T250 Suzuki Clean, good trans

plenty of pep $200 Ron 546 5187

New/ excellent Conn Guitar $40 Vittert

Racket $25 N Face St Elias tent $160

Low a Triplex mountain ski boots $80
11'- ice axe $30 71 Opel tape deck

$700 549 6599

Save Levi Jeans. All sizes, stereo, 'VW

Se.its 549 6305 after 6

FOR RENT

If you dont waul to t)e locked into a 10 or

12 months lease check with us about our

new rental agreement We have one and

two berirms Townhouse and garden units

starling at $195 plus utilities - Call

SOUTHMEADOW 256 0166 for more
dftrllls

TO SUBLET

J I SR-40 Calculator Somewhere in or

t>etween Goes 152 and Bluewall on Sept

28 after 8pm Desperately need it for

doing my assignments' Please return

Reward and No Questions asked 256

6059 ,

Bankbook United Jersey Bank of Nor-

thwest «728 032252 If found return to

bank

Lost cat, orange large & very fluffy Last

seen Qrt 26. Arnold Rd Pelham

Reward 266 8082, 545 2780

Wanted Immediately Black male actor

Call 584 3994 Csi in N Hamp

SERV/CES

BIRTHDAY CAKES'! All occasion cakes

t)eautifully decorated to order on 2 days

notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546

^576^
Collegiate research papers. Thousands on

file All academic subjects Send $1 for

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213)477 8474.

Typing-S 40^page Call anytime 549 6655

Volvo repairs and maintenance All years

and models, low prices Jack 586 0610.

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap
plication photos done. Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or color service in

struction by arrangement Reasonable

prices for high quality work Contact:

Steven 546 9653 nights only

AUDIO

Technics SA5270 RCVR. Sanyo RD5055

Cassdk Infinitv Qa spkrs Less than 3

mos old Best offer 546 4132

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIP

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%6n TENNIS SHOES'
Men s Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18

30 JustSIO 14 50 Call 538 3181

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap 256 8732. 9 10a mm

Sunderland Sublet 11 15 77 9 1 78 2

BR on U Mass bus route All utilities

included S260 Call 665 2029 Keep trying

Lg-Bdr in2Br Apt $ 1 22"5bmo 256 0520

Canon 814 Supei 8 w 8

3st)d case, lens attach

546 6936

1 Pwr Zoom,
it more $150.

WANTED

Wanted
9925

dorm sz lOcu. ft Refrig '546

CALCUL ATORS

College Calculators offers '"^^ P''ce & |^'

service All models avail T159 $22b
,
b«-

$99 95 51 $49 95 HP s b Commodore's

avail Models from $15 Remember, we

service a" calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at

CoHege Calculators 549 1316

Expert typing, only S 40/page Call after 6,

Mon Thurs ,
256-8484

Pf/?SO/V>H^S
"

What s the Furor? Revisionist Mock'

To Mickey Mouse Jane, would like to

see you again 456 4199 ZAC.

Thank you to whomever turned m my
wallet Oct 30 at the Fine Arts Center

Respectfully. Fredi

DOUBLE FEATURE The Graduate (shows
at 5 ft 9i and Bonnie and Clyde (shows at

/ Et 11! Sat . Nov 5. CCA Admission
$1 00

BG
B

Joey R . Jimmy
and I all love you

Richard H David

Mjs^QjSCS^
j
flllJJN.IJ...I.!i!.!Jll.Miril[l[l!!!-T>'t"llll:U^lliailll
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Booters trek to UNH,
try for sixth straight

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1977
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1977

By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

Gunning for a berth in the NCAA playoffs,
the UMass soccer team travels to Durham to
take on the Wildcats of New Hampshire this
afternoon at 2:00. The Minutemen enter the
match with a record of 8-4, including a five
game winning streak, while UNH is 3-9 with a
six game losing streak.

Offensively, UNH is weak to say the least.
The Cats have scored only ten goals in their
twelve games thus far; or the same number
as UMass' top scorer. The big Wildcat is

halfback Scon Davis, a senior, who has
potted three this year. Punchless this year,
UNH has been shut out in its past four
games.
The defense, believe it or not, is worse. It

has surrendered twenty-seven opposition
scores so far. The UNH goaltender, Gordie
Tufts, has been bombarded this year: the
opposition is averaging twelve shots per
game. He gets little help from a porous
defensive corps.

If UMass can exploit these glaring UNH
weaknesses, then victory and the NCAA's
are well within its grasp. But it is a game that
the Minutemen must win convincingly to

have any effect on the final standings, which
will be determined on November ninth.

Despite UNH's poor record, nobody is

taking this game at all lightly. UNH has
nothing to lose, another defeat will be just
another mark on its final record. A young
club with twelve freshmen, the Wildcats are
a loose unpressured lot.

For UMass, it is quite different. If the
Minutemen lose today, their NCAA hopes
are over. A decisive win would be a
tremendous aid in their battle with BU for the
fourth, and final, playoff spot.
About UNH, co-capt. Larry Aronson says,

"If they score early, it'll be a tough game.
They don't have a JV team, and that really
hurts their program."

Injured (sprained ankle from the
Springfield game) forward Mike Shannon
feels, "we have to win and to win big."
Shannon's absence will leave a gaping hole
in the UMass offense, but one that should be
readily filled by coach Russ Kidd's plethora
of fine substitutes.

After today's match, the Minutemen will
have a week, either to toast the victory or
drown their sorrows, before winding up the
regular season on Saturday the twelfth in a
homer against Providence.

Stickers face Chiefs, Bears
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team, smarting
from Tuesday's loss to UConn, plays its final
regular season games this weekend against
Springfield today away at 3:00 and
Bridgewater home at 1:00 on Sunday.
The EAIW playoffs start next week and

Coach Judith Davidson is hoping for good
performances this weekend in order to enter
the post season with a winning attitude.
The Minutewomen are anxious to play

Springfield because its field is Astroturf and
compliments their style of play.

Kelly Sails said, "We play a fast, controlled
game with a lot of crisp, short passes which
their rug is suitable for. Expect a good game
from us".

Davidson is a little wary of the Chiefs.

"They've had an up and down year but
overall have improved since our last game
with them." (which UMass won 1-0 in its

opener).

The Chiefs' record previous to Tuesday's
game was 6-4-1.

Bridgewater is another team which has
had a disappointing season. The game
should be close as every UMass- Bridgewater
game has been in the past.

Tuesday's game was a bit disheartening
for UMass as nothing seemed to go right,

continually frustrated by poor passes and
bumpy field, the Minutewomen were unable
to score and lost, 2-0. Their record is now 8-
2-2.

What is needed for today's game is a
repeat of some of the performances from the
last Springfield game which is considered to
be one of their best efforts all season.

pRidAy , Nov. 4

AT pARley LodqE

DInner at 6:70 pivi

Dance at 8:00 pivi

Square ANd Contra Dances
LivE Music

Presen ted by

tlie Coalition for Environmental Quality

$1.00 donation Bring your own utensils

New For Women at

ThoMpsoN^sCloThiNq Store

MaTSON SblRTS

KiTTy hAwk ANqoRA TurtU NEcks
//7 a var/ety of co/ors

CuNNE Sax by Jessica
arr/v^fng short/y

HOMPSOrS

/3 N. P/easant St.

MonSat. 9: 00-5. 30

Thurs. t/// 8pm

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST , AMHERST

R3U. UQU09i UCEMSB

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 p.m 10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. - 6:00 p m.-l 1 00 p.m.

rl^
f^
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B.C. by lohnny Hart
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PULLS A LOrOF G'S
'

ific:

PEANLTS by Charles Schul/

'I HEAR THEV've SEEN
CALLING VOU A
FALSE PROPHET

iFynisiii^Mi!lufe SyndicaU inc|

NO QKE IN MV CLA55
MAS ^VER SEEN A
FALSE PROPHET,..
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!^E FOR "SHOW
ANP TELL " ?
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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Your Birthdau By Stella Wilder

FRIOAV. NOVEMBEH 4 -

Bom today, you ari- not a
delicate person - except
where your nervous sys-
tem is involved .Stress,

intense feeling and impul-
sive action rauae you con-
cern and nervous tension
You are happiest and dc
your best work when calm
Such surroundings are
scarce, however, and it's

best to grow accustomed to
diaturtaances in the atmosi-
phere in which you work or
pUy
You could be an orator

You have a flair for saying
the right thing at the right
time, knowing in a motnent
what style to adapt to your
listeners. A kind and gentle
person, you freely display
tenderness in public.
Indeed, you would have
more qualms about not
displaying the tenJemess
you felt when to do so
would be of help to him
who receives it. You are a
deeply feeling person,
which IS one reaam why
other people's demonstra-
tive behavior unnerves
you. You realize how
strongly one must feel to
be publicly emotional.
You are most upset by

anger, and make every
effort to avoid it Those
who know you best realize
how hard this is for you yet
they also know bow much
worse it would be were you
to let go* Your enjoy-
ment of life's little
moments is a joy to behold.
Those who experieiM.-e your
appreciation of the little

things learn more about
life than most of life's lug

moments' could ever
leach them
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l*t your hirthday star be
your (laily ^uide
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

%

SCORPIO( Oct 23-
Nov.21) - An overly-sensi-
tive reaction to another's
ill luck may bring you ill

luclt of your own. Control
yourself

SAQITTARIUStNov 22-
'^*<^.21> - Determination
•nd invenUon can bring
yoa to a moment of success
ui P.M. OfaMrve another's
happiness

CAPRICORN(De'<? 22-
Jan. 19 ) - Beware the friend
who gives too much
<lvice. He might be Uking
advantage of you system-
atically.

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb.l8) • Be suspicious of
another's motives, espe-
cially if offered a high
yield for a very Uttle work
Invention pays.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
10) - A domineering friend
could get you m much
trout>le. Be wary ; don't be
persuaded.

ARIES( March 21-Aprii
19) - A carefree nature is

not enough weapon against

the difficulties of the day
Settle down; get to work on
problems.

TAURUSI April 20-May
20) - (liange brings escite-
ment and excitement
bnngs a new lease on life

for the Taurus willing to
take his chances.

GEMINI(May21-June20)
- A cheerful attitude makes
it easy to adjust to minor
hardships. A fnend plays it

safe in the afternoon

CANCER(June 2I-July
22) - A prosperous individ-
ual influences higher-ups
for the good. Those in au-
thority look in your direc-
tion.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

Beuig well-liked will not
keep others from upbraid-
ing you should you deserve
it. Reflect glory at eve-
ning

yiRGOlAug23-Sept 22) -

A magnanimoiLS spirit car-

ries the day Make a lovely

gesture in A M . and allow
It to carry you until day's
end.

LIBRA(Sept27-Oct 22) -

llirifty investment:] are a
good idea Be safe, not
sorry; give fnends a peek
at your advance informa-
tion.

rMr, )flr

sni*

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Indonesian
island

5 Becomes
insipid

10 Foolish
1

4

Picture

15 Arctic, e.g.

i6Gladeye

1

7

Recent
happenings

18 Dialect
19 Obtain

20 Jewish
ascetic

22 Slave

24 Banking
abbr

25 Malayan
boats

27 Softens

29 Excuses
32 Patriotic gp.
33 Be penitent
34 Canary's

relative

36 Gapes
40 Subjoins

42 Old-hat
44 Brake part

45 Certain hills

47 Eye part

49 Compass
point

50 Or not

52 Architectural

column
54 Flowed

noisily

58 Embankments
59 Ending with

prop and
rep

60 Epic poem
62 Tame
65 Ballgame

statistics

67 Practical

69 Ascend
suddenly

70 Be bold
enough

71 Carpentry
joint

72 Inside:

Comb, form
73 Opening

74 Rye disease
75 Letters

DOWN
1 Twining

plant stem
2 High cards
3 Unhurried

rates 2
words

4 Interpolate
5 Slugged
6 Chemical

prefix

7 Optical item
8 Beverage
9 Slept noisily

10 Great da ne

5"

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

IT N S

N

N E

SIA "M^Ta
rmn nomnn isdEiaa

R A T I OlspiT IJT lTeTS

TR u s T D E £. E.

G R E N C E

~^EiEI$ J^ 1 f

N

1

1

Once more
12 Hard quartz
13 Canvas

shelters
21 Negative

replies

23 Fleece
26 Beat in a

way
28 Historic

periods
29 Buggy
30 Uncouth
31 and

take notice
35 Water scor-

pion, eg
37 Sharpening

device
38 Face

feature

39 Clairvoyant
41 Vocalized
43 Painstaking
46 Filet of

-

48 Erie, for one
51 Notoriety

53 Became
aware of

54 Wares
55 Typical
56 Backward:

Prefix

57 Overly fond
person

61 Give evi-

dence:
Slang

63 Dilatory

64 God of love
66 Unyielding
68 Card game

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 s 9

1
23

10 II 12 13

u 15 16

17 18 19

20 21

2«

22

I 24

25^
28

29 30 31 J2

43
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Matty (1) and Tom Wolff (r) will play key roles tomorrow when the Minutemen
harriers travel to Franklin Park in Dorchester to compete in the New England
championship meet. They will be striving to keep the important 4th and 5th
positions as close to the leaders as possible. (Photos by Matthew Mangan).

NE's await OB's men
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

As the cross countrv season began,
UMass head coach Ken O'Brien had hopes
of upsetting top-seeded Providence College
for the number one soot in New England.
But a series of injuries to the top two

runners of the UMass squad Mike Quinn and
Stetson Arnold, combined with the unex-
pected improvement of Providence College,
have dwindled any hopes of UMass winning
the New Enaland's tomorrow at 2:30 at
Franklin Park.

The battle for the harriers tomorrow will be
for second place as the Huskies from North-
eastern will pose the stiffest competition.
Aiming for the fourth and fifth spot, ac-

cording to O'Brien, will be small college
schools Bates and Brandeis.

Providence, rated fourth in the nation by
Harrier magazine, has three of the top seven
runners who have run the best times on the
five mile Franklin Park course this season.
Gerry Deegan (freshman import from
Ireland) and All-American John Treacy have
run the fastest times of 23:22, in an early

season meet against UMass.
"Playing second best to a team like

Providence is nothing to sneeze at," said
O'Brien.

"I definitely feel we can beat Northeastern
with our talent up front and depth in the 3rd-

7th runners. Northeastern is a team much
like ours with two very good runners and
three good runners but if everyone runs the
way we should, we will hold the second
spot," he said.

The rivalry between UMass and NU is an
intense one, singled out with basically the
same season records, same type of runners.
and in a majority of cases, very close meets
can always be expected.
As of November 3rd, UMass was rated 2nd

in a New England Cross Country Poll with
Northeastern rated 3rd. In a history of regular
season meets held against each other,

UMass holds an edge, 18-17. In last year's
New England's, UMass just edged out the

Huskies, 88-89 tor secono place.
In a meet held earlier this year, the harriers

clearly outraced the Huskies 31-50 but ac-
cording to O'Brien, three of the NU runners
ran bad races.

The rare will probably be decided among
the 3-5 runners in which both teams per-
sonnel are similar. Northeastern's runners
Walter Nevolis, Ivan Solero, Jim Doane, and
Kurt Stolle are all capable of running be-
tween the 24:35-45 level as are the UMass
counterparts of Frank Carroll, Lou Panac-
cione, Kevin McCusker, and the Wolff
brothers Matt and Tom.
"We have more runners in that category

but it only takes three runners to settle the
race," said O'Brien.

UMass is coming off a strong performance
in the Yankee Conference which saw them
capture the YanCon crown for the eighth
straight time.

Capturing five of the top eleven positions,
UMass confirmed its depth. But more im-
portant, captain Mike Quinn, out for a month
with a strained knee, came back impressively
with a first place showing.

"Mike looked good last week, has run well
in practice, but again I can't predict what
kind of a race he will have," said O'Brien.

If O'Brien has cause to worry, it will be the
mysterious case of hypoglycemia which has
hurt Ali-American runner Stetson Arnold.

Hypoclycemia, involving the amount of
blood sugar in the body and affecting the
energy output of a runner, has hurt Arnold all

season, causing him to be continuously in
and out.

Last week Arnold finished 14th in the
YanCon, which was his lowest performance
in his college career.

"It's a strange injury because it's

something we can't control. We don't know
if Stet is going to feel strong or weak any
particular day. He's had two strong running
days and two weak ones this week. So it's

anyone's guess as to how he will do
tomorrow. But you can't count him out. He
is quite a gutsy kid and a fine competitor

"

said O'Brien.

JV's set for NE race
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

What could prove to be the clinr>ax of an
ur^iefeated campaign, the UMass sub-
varsity cross country team carries proudly its

&-0 record into the New England Cham-
pionship tomorrow.

The squad which launched the season
with a group made up entirely of freshmen,

enter the toe end of its schedule sporting

four varsity performers.

"During the regular season 12 runners are

allowed to compete on a traveling squad,"
commented Coach Arnie Morse, "but only
seven for each team can compete in the
championship meets. This gives each team
the opportunity to drop five of their varsity

runners down to the J.V.'s."

The quartet that will expose their ex-

perience in he championship race will be,

Bobby Neil, Mike Morris, Glen Lyie and
Stevie Hilyard. Freshman standouts Kevin

Molteni, Matt Anderson and Craig Arnold
will also suit up for the ride to Franklin Park in

Boston. The gun is expected to sound at

1:45.

"This race is basically a duel meet versus
Providence, as far as the front group is

concerned," stated Morse.
The strong trio from Providence; Pat

Rafferty, Peter Crooke and Brian Dillon,

along with the Minutemen's Neil, Morris and
LyIe, figure as the most serious threats to the
individual title.

UMass has enjoyed outstanding JV cross
country teams as the contingent consisting

primarily of freshmen and sophomores has
won two out of the last three New England
Championships. The JV program has proved
invaluable for Coach Ken O'Brien, as several

celebrated harriers began their careers in JV
uniforms. Two years ago, All American Mike
Quinn finished second in this meet. If past
accomplishments can dictate the outcome of

future events, O'Brien will be observing this

contest closely.

Sports Notices
HOCKEY CLUB - Teams are now

forming for men's and women's ice

hockey leagues. If interested, call Dusty
at 549 2635, Chip at 546-1422, Karen at

546 1422 or Mike at 546-8622.

PEP RALLY - The Offices of Com-
munity Relations and Sports Promotion
will sponsor a football rally at 7:30 tonight

at the campus pond.

L

* Fence HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ 31 <t> ^
Mandarin Szechuen

Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

II :3«a.m.-t0:00p in.

n:30a.in.-ll OOp.m.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

over the winter. We'll have to see what
happens," Fowler said.

North Village apartments, the newest and
the largest of three University apartment
complexes for married students, is one-half
north of campus on North Pleasant St. There
are 240 one and two-bedrooms units.

Fowler said last night construction of a
permanent fence would cost about $15,000.
Because the property is owned by the UMass
Building Authority and not the state any
allocation of funds would have to come
directly from the authority, Fowler said. In

order to set up the fence public bids would
have to be taken, said Fowler, and Physical
Plant employees would have to take care of
construction.

If the construction goes to an outside firm,
he said physical plant workers woold still

have to be paid in addition to the outside
. contractors.

Fowler said because there are no funds
presently available for the fence, material and
construction costs would have to paid by the
North village Residents, ultimately leading toi
a rent increase. Tenants and staff members
expressed anger at the situation.

"If the University is going to be in the
housing busieess I think tenants can ask for
safety measures in dangerous areas," said
one tenant.

John Coull, one of two resident managers,
said petitions would be drawn up to exert
pressure on university administrators. Coulls
said the group also hoped to garner popular
university support on the issue. He said
petitions would be circulated "sometime
next week." Kawasaki is on two year leave
from the Idemitsu Kosan Petroleum and
Chemical Company in Chiba, Japan. The
family, who moved to North Village three
months ago, was not at last night's informal
meeting. Friends said the Kawasaki's flew
Tuesday to Chiba for funeral services.
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Spikers squeak by Smith
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Rallying from a five-point deficit in the

deciding game of the match, the UMass
volleyball team came back to beat Smith
College last night at Smith and improve its

season's record to 9-12.

The final scores of the five-game match
were 16-14, 15-10, 11-15, 13-15, and 15-7.

UMass trailed 7-0 in the first game but

fought back to win and the momentum

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER «3.96

main couraa: choic* of
Si«chu«n Spicad Chickan

or
Swaat b Sour Shrimp

Oinnar includaa: tpara rib
•ggrola, chickan wing, friad
rica Cr hot and sour shrimp

M on. Wad 5 00-8 00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Fnrilitie»

carried over to the second game as the
spikers won that one by an even wider
margin. However, Smith, playing its last

game of the year, refused to quit. They won
the next two games and the pressure was on
the Minutewomen. They responded with
their largest margin of victory of the evening.
UMass coach Dianne Thompson said she

was really pleased with the way that her
squad retained its confidence in the fifth

game. She cited Peggy Barber and Kathy
Shinnick for their outstanding play, while
also praising the efforts of Joyce GresI and
Chris Kelly who came off the bench to spark
the team.

With the win, the spikers kept the

possibility of a .500 season alive. Their next
game is on the road vs. UConn on Saturday
at 6:30 p.m. UConn, 11-6 on the year, beat
the locals last year and Thompson calls the
Huskies "one of the strongest teams in the
east."

After a slow start, UMass has now won
three in a row and five of its last six matches.
After the Minutewomen's trip to UConn, the
team will move on to Westfield State on
Nov. 8. They will play a tri-match there
against Keene and Westfield State.

UMass must win all of its three remaining
contests to even its won-lost record for the
regular season.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - UM 16-14 15-10 11-15 13-15 15-7, vs Smith

TODAY
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - vs. New Hampshire >^way 2:00
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Springfield Away 3:00
JUNIOR VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - vs. Springfield/^way 3:00
WOMEN'S SOCCER - vs. Springfield Home 3:30

* Coleman eyes record
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"As the season went on I began to realize I

had I had a shot at a thousand," said the
physical education major. "It's something I'd

really like."

His first few weeks here as a freshman
gave little indication that he would be in his

current record breaking position. In fact,

Coleman left UMass after having been here
only three weeks. The quiet, reserved, and
unsuspecting running back wasn't ready for

the adjustment from Ipswich High School to
college life.

Coleman returned to Mattapan, and then
decided to give UMass a second chance that
January. However, those three weeks in

September could have prevented him from
playing football this season, had the NCAA
not changed its eligibility rule.

"When I found out I could play, I told

myself that I was going to give it my best
shot — do it right — and go out the best way
you can," he said.

This season Coleman has been doing
nothing but the best to opposing teams. A
key to much of his success stems from his

shift to halfback, after playing fullback last

season. The change is obviously one that he
enjoys. His 4.8 yard average per carry is

second in the conference only to UNH's Bill

Burnham. And his six touchdowns ties his

output of last season when he was the
team's leading scorer.

"When I was in high school, I was a stand-

up tailback. Then last season I was the

65 University Drive

FREE DELIVERY on campus

Sun. - Thurs.

549-1311

r- .v<iiMV

if i
If i

253-9051
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fullback and had to set up in a three point

stance and I never seemed confortable. Now
I'm back in the 'I' where you can run with
your head up and pick your holes," said

Coleman. "You also don't have to run up the
middle and block as much," he added,
referring to his preference for the halfback

slot.

If you weren't aware of his status as a top
running back in New England, it's not sur-

prising because Coleman is a quiet person
who doesn't relish the added attention.

When asked about his high school career,

Coleman shrugged, and mentioned that

Ipswich had won two Cape Ann League
championships during his three seasons.

What he failed to state was that he had run

for over 1 ,000 yards in two of those seasons
and played in the Harry Agannis all-star

game his senior year.

His quiet demeanor and hard work has
earned the respect of UMass football coach
Dick MacPherson. "Billy's a deep and
sensitive person who's a joy to coach," said

MacPherson. "He started to see some
daylight last year, and what he's meant to

our ball control offense this season is

something I don't have to describe. He's a

great back who's very quietly breaking

records. He's done it all. Billy paid the price

to get where he is today, he's just worked
and worked and worked..."

Coleman's two best games this season
came against Yan Con rivals BU and Maine.
He set a personal record by churning for 156
yards against BU. Three weeks earlier

Coleman rushed for 127 yards against Maine
and celebrated by marrying his wife Pat the

following day.

"Last year was the turning point, said the

square-shouldered Coleman as he stroked
his goatee. "This year the team came here
knowing what we could do and Vi/e've just

gone out and done it."

He credits the offensive line ("twhat can
you say about em") and the toaches for

much of his success. The decision to attend

UMass instead of URI has paid off with

dividends in the end.
When he walks into Alumni Stadium

tomorrow with the other 21 seniors, many
great memories will flash before him. But for

Billy Coleman, his greatest moment lies

ahead.

Booters end year
The UMass women's soccer team is

finishing its season with a flourish this

weekend, as it hosts Springfield College this

afternoon at 3:30 on the lower Boyden fields

and greets New Hampshire and UConn
tomorrow and Sunday in the Yankee
Conference championships.

According to UMass coach Luis Macedo,
the idea for the YanCon tourney came from
both himself and the men's coach Russ Kidd.

"Cap and I called UConn and UNH, and
they said the only time they could make it

down here was this weekend, so we decided
to have the tourney," he said.

UMass, currently 7-2, will play UConn at

10 a.m. tomorrow in the first game of the

championships, and the Minutewomen will

then take on UNH at 1 p.m.

UConn will play UNH Sunday at 11 a.m.,

and UMass will then meet the winner of that

game in the tourney finale at 1:30.

All of the tourney games will be played on
the lower Boyden fields.
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Gridders joust hapless Crusaders
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Bill Coleman

Best is yet to come
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

When people try to find an explanation

for the 1977 UMass football team's

success, many point to the play of the

offensive line. Still others will cite the

over- all quality of the defense. But a

major reason behind the squad's 6-1

record might not be found by just looking

at the team's performance.
A big key to the Minutemen's im-

pressive record to date came in the form
of a rule sanctioned by the NCAA last

January pertaining to Division II schools.

That rule allowed Billy Coleman a chance
to display his magic for another season at

UMass.
The rule change provided for a player

to complete his four seasons of eligibility

in five years. That is why Coleman is

wearing number 40 again this season and
also goes a long way in explaining why
the Minutemen currently occupy first

place in the Yankee Conference with a 4-

record.

When Coleman, a 5'11", 199 lb. senior,

walks onto Alumni Stadium's turf

Saturday for possibly the last time as a

MTnuteman, it will be an emotional

moment. But he won't be able to

reminisce for long because, even more so
for him than the other seniors, it could be
a very big day.

Entering the Holy Cross game,
Coleman needs to gain just 113 yards to

establish a UMass single season rushing

record, set by Paul Metallo (860) in 1972.

He also is just 234 yards shy of Rich

Jessamy's career rushing mark.

Coleman would like to break these
records at home. But he's realistic

enough to realize that there's two more
games after tomorrow, barring injury, in

order to establish himself as UMass' all-

time leading rusher.

"The thought will definitely be on my
mind," Coleman said. "But, hey, if I don't
do it here, I'll do it in New Hampshire."
He not only has his sights on those

records, but Coleman also is entertaining

thoughts about reaching the coveted
1,000 yard plateau. With three games
remaining he needs to average 83 yards a

contest, or 24 yards less than his present
107 yard per-game average, in order to

achieve the milestone. There is little

question that his goal is within reach.

TURN TO PAGE 19

Legwomen In Eastern's
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The women's cross country team will

complete in the Eastern Association of In-

tercollegiate Athletics for Women (EAIAW)
cross country championship tomorrow at

Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New
Jersey.

The Minutewomen finished third in last

year's meet, trailing champion Penn State

and last Year's NE champ Middlebury. Penn
State is favored to take the title again this

year, the UMass could finish "anywhere
from 2nd to 6th," according to coach

Charlotte Lettis.

The tearr.'s top four runners have had two
weeks rest after sitting out last weekend's
Albany State Invitational. Jane Welzel, Tina

Francario, Priscilla Wilson and Barb Callanan

should be well rested for the three mile

Rutgers course.

Sue Swartz (who has a little cold), Linda

Welzel and Debbie Farmer led the team to a

By RICK ECKEL
Collegian Staff

This is the type of game that can give a

coach an interminable case of heartburn.

The scene: Coach Dick MacPherson's
Minutemen, a team that is inching its way
into national Division II prominence, plays

host tomorrow afternoon to Holy Cross at

1:00 at Alumni Stadium. The Crusaders are

still searching for their first victory of the
season.

The twist in the plot comes in the

knowledge that the Minutemen face their

biggest game of the season next week at

New Hampshire. MacPherson has been
saying that his team takes them one at a

time, but any slight letdown against a team
that has nothing to lose and everything to

gain could prove fatal.

The chance that his team might be looking
past Holy Cross to the big game in Durham
could be the biggest factor in tomorrow's

second place finish in the Albany meet and
will compete the seven member UMass
squad.

"I think they're ready, and since they've
already found out they won't be running in

the nationals, I think this will make them a
little looser," said Lettis.

With Penn State "in another league,"
UMass, Middlebury, Rutgers, Maryland and
St. John's will fight for two through six. New
England champ Harvard will not run as a

team, although it wjjl send individuals.

It's too bad they (Harvard) won't be going,
but the meet will still be exciting," said Lettis.

"Our women will get a chance to run against

equal competition, and I think they will just

say. We have to do our best,' and they'll go
out and do it."

Lettis will not accompany the team, since
she has to fly to Puerto Rico to compete in

an international 10,000 meter (about 6 miles)
race.

WMUA, 91.1 FM will broadcast the game
tomorrow beginning at 12:50. Tune in and let

Charlie Holmes, AJ Quitadamo and Rick
Heidemann bring you all the action.

game. MacPherson is approaching this game
with the necessary caution.

"The series between our two schools
stands at 14 wins for Holy Cross, 10 for

UMass and four ties," said MacPherson.
"My record against them is 3-3, so who the
hell are we to start bragging?"
UMass enters the game with a 6-1 record,

is currently ranked third in the nation on the
Division II level, and is second behind New
Hampshire in the Lambert Cup standings.
The Minutemen are also first in the Yankee
Conference with a 4-0 record.

Meanwhile, HC is wondering when its

nightmarish woes are going to end. The
Crusaders enter tomorrow's game with an 0-

7 record, but MacPherson believes the
record is deceptive.
"Holy Cross has great people. That

concerns me more than the x's and o's," said

MacPherson. "I believe in people and we're

gonna have to play solid football to beat*

them."

There are some facts that seem to con-
tradict a Minuteman letdown against the

Crusaders:
— This could be the last appearance at

Alumni Stadium for 22 seniors and they

don't want see their final game at UMass
spoiled.
— Halfback Billy Coleman needs just 113

yards to establish a UMass single season
rushing record and he would like to do it in

front of hometown fans.

— MacPherson emphasizes that these two
teams have players who played against and
with each other in high school. There should
be some personal confrontations on the field

that mean a great deal to the players. He
refers to the rivalry as the 'WINTER TIME
PUB LEAGUE!
"These kids have grown up with one

another and they don't want to have to go
home and listen to the other brag about how
his team beat them this fall. This is a great

rivalry," exhorted MacPherson.
Crusader coach Neil Wheelwright brings

his beleagured team into Amherst one week
after a 48-7 pasting at Army. The score gives

no real indication of the football game,
however. The Crusaders ran off 91 offensive

plays to Army's 64 and had a large edge in

time of possession. But four interceptions, a

lost fumble, and a blocked punt led to their

demise.
Its offense can move the football, but

which one is the question? Holy Cross

utilizes both the wishbone and 'I' offense

with varying degrees of success. Last year

the Crusaders were strictly a wishbone team,

but three games into the season
Wheelwright coverted to the 'I' formation.

If Holy Cross opts for the wishbone, senior

Bob Morton will be a QB, with Steve Hunt at

fullback and Brian Doherty and Larry Ewald
at the halfs. Should HC utilize its 'I' offense,

Pete Colombe will most likely take over at QB
and Crocky Nangle, the Crusaders' leading

rusher, would enter as the tailback.

Whatever the offense, it is up to UMass to

concentrate on Holy Cross and not begin

thinking about UNH until after tomorrow's
game. That thought and a pack of Rolaids

would make MacPherson a much happier

man.

Bill Edchtein

k

A piz-za the action
Many students at this university have

found a new way to frustrate themselves.

Every week the Collegian presents its

"Pizza Bowl." Every week literally tens of

people enter. And every week everybody

winds up a loser.. .save one lucky stiff who
wins the coveted pizza and priceless small

soft drink.

This is a gross inequity.

To correct this situation, some in-depth

research has been authorized and the list of

sure-fire winners is as follows;

HOLY CROSS vs. UMASS - The

Minutemen have won their last six contests

and are tied for third place in the NCAA
Division II poll. The crusaders, however, are

not the team their 0-7 record would in-

dicate... they' re worse. It should be a close

game, but tonight's rally will put UMass over

the top.

UCONN vs. BOSTON UNIVERSITY -
The Huskies are 0-8. The Terriers are 2-5.

This game is for the dogs. With a combined

effort, these two clubs couldn't beat an egg.

Neither team has a particularly good chance

of winning. Best bet is to circle the ab-

breviation "vs."

MAINE vs. NORTHEASTERN - The

Black Bears have yet to beat a team whose
offensive line averages over 130 pounds-per-

lineman. Northeastern averages 129. Take

Maine.

BROWN vs. DARTMOUTH - A victory

here could mean a share of the Ivy League

title for the Bruins. The Big Green's only

defeat came at the hands of Harvard, a team

which UMass humiliated, 17-0. Still, in all,

pick Dartmouth. The Ivy title doesn't mean
much anyway.

MICHIGAN ST. vs. MINNESOTA - The

Spartans haven't lost in their last three

games - all of them against Big Ten op-

ponents. Let us not forget, though, that it

was just two short weeks ago when Min-

nesota shutout powerful Michigan. Since

then, the Gophers have been humiliated by

Indiana just to prove ihat their conquest of

Bo Schembechler's Wolverines was a fluke.

Both clubs will be looking past each other

toward more important contests. Take

Minnesota. The Gophers are at home, and
they use their own officials.

CALIFORNIA vs. WASHINGTON - This

should be a great passing game for

Washington. They'll be happy when it has

passed. The Huskies have a better Pac Eight

record than California (3-1 vs. 2-2), but this

includes wins over Oregon and Oregon
State, the conference doormats. On the

other hand, California defeated USC last

week. Choose the other hand.

NEBRASKA vs. MISSOURI - The Corn-

huskers would like nothing better than to

beat Missouri mercilessly about the head and
shoulders for last season's transgressions

upon Nebraskan dignity. Yet the Tigers have

been a stopper all year long. They stopped

Colorado's winless streak, they stopped

Illinois' losing streak, and they stopped

Oklahoma from developing a losing streak. If

you circle Missouri, you either have a fetish

for teams named after striped animals or you
don't like pizza.

COLORADO vs. IOWA STATE - Iowa

State is a team that has never won a major

title, and they won't win one this year either.

Colorado is a club that is going nowhere.

Both squads have fine records, but

Oklahoma outclasses them both. Take

whoever you want, it really doesn't matter.

DENVER vs. PITTSBURGH - The
Broncos are one of the most overrated teams

in pro football. Any team with Craig Morton

at quarterback has got to be fighting an

inferiority complex. Pick the struggling

Steelers and attend your local house of

worship this weekend.

MINNESOTA vs. ST. LOUIS - The
Vikings may not know it yet, but they're

washed-up. This could be the week they find

out about it. Don't discover their short-

comings with them, take the Cardinals.

CINCINNATI vs. CLEVELAND - Beware!

This is a trick game. Neither of these teams

plays this week.

CHICAGO vs. HOUSTON - The odds-

makers say Bears by ,one, but the game
should be a lot closer than that. Take two
and hit to right.
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Claudius
Sunday at 9 on Channel 57

MASTERPIECE THEATRE, which has housed the for-

midable Forsytes, decorous Bellamys, swashbuckling
Poldarks and delightful Dickenses, will be taken over by
the corrupt Claudians, the family whose business was
ruling the world, when 'I, Claudius' moves in on PBS
beginning Sunday, Nov. 6.

The l3-episode TV adaptation of Robert Graves'
best-selling novels depicts the murderous intrigue and
unparalleled lust that characterized the Claudians'
singleminded pursuit for power and led to the downfall of

Pome. Their story is told by Claudius, whose royal

relatives mistook his physical handicaps for mental in-

competence, and had no idea that the stuttering, limping

butt of their ridicule would ever become Emperor.
D^rek Jacobi (pictured above), who's now in

'Hamlef at London's Old Vic, plays Claudius in the Lon-
don Films-BBC production which won six awards when it

aired in England. British critics hailed it as "outstan-
ding ... a resounding success . . . undoubtedly the

best produced, best directed and best acted series of the
year . . . boisterous, gutsy, irreverent . . . a triumph."

Sian Phillips portrays the beautiful Livia, who con-
nived, deceived and murdered her husband and children
and others in a succession of cold-blooded power plays
that outdistance the Borgias. Brian Blessed is Augustus,
her unsuspecting husband; Ian Ogilvie is the son whose
death she engineers and George Baker is Tiberius, the
son who owes his crown to her foul play.

Margaret Tyzack is Antonia, mother of the sickly, lim-

ping Claudius, arid Sheila White is Messalina. the lady of

the evening who becomes his third wife.

The mad Caligula, who led Rome on a non-stop orgy
of blood and lust, is played by John Hurt.

The MASTERPIECE THEATRE series recreates in

opulent authentic detail the glory that was Rome and the
human foibles and flaws that tarnished and ultimately

destroyed it. Alistair Cooke is host for MASTERPIECE
THEATRE

November 5 November 11, 1977
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MORNING

REFLECTIONS (EXC MON,, WED )

GREATER BOSTONIANS(EXC MON , WED )

FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC MON . WED.)
VARIOUS PROGRAMMING (EXC MON . WED )•

I
MORNING GLORY

I VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
I
NEWS
PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
REFLECTIONS (MON , WED.)
GREATER BOSTONIANS (MON . WED )

SEMINAR
FARM AND MARKET REPORT (MON. , \MED.)

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
NEWS
DAILY ALMANAC
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
LAS notk:ias de hoy

7:00 O ocas NEWS
fi®T(X)AY
Q CE) GOOD MORNING AMERICA

§
UNDERDOG
NEWS
CBS NEWS

§MR MAGOO
O CAPTAIN KANGAROO
ARCHIES

8 30 @ NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
900 O IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMINn

MIKE (X>UGLAS
CX)NCENTRATION
GOOD DAY

§
DINAH
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
ROMPER ROOM

©LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
gQ WRITING FOR A REASON (MOI . WED )

9:30 O CHKX} AND THE MANm SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
©FLINTSTONES
m IN-SCHCC^ PROGRAMMING

9 50 ©NEWS
9 55 ©HERITAGE CORNER
10:00 O CORSAIR AND COMPANY

OSANFORDANDSON
© KITTY TODAY
m TOM LARSON SHOW
® STRUM N DRUMMERS

10 24 CB WEATHER VIEW
10 30 O® HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

OeS EDGE OF NIGHT
O PRICE IS RIGHT (EXC MON.)

11 00 O MATCH GAME

8 ©WHEEL OF FORTUNE
® HAPPY DAYS

© MOVIE
11 30 O® SESAME STREET

OO LOVE OF LIFE

0@ KNOCKOUT
O JOKER S WILD
©FAMILY FEUD

11 55 OOCBSNEWS

AFTERNOON

1200 OOeONEWS '

©TO SAY THE LEAST
ffi THE BETTER SEX

12 30 O® 'N-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
OO SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
O WOMAN n
OfflRYANSHOPE
gCHICOANDTHEMAN

ALL IN THE FAMILY
O ffi) ALL MY CHILDREN
O YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
©©GONG SHOW

1 30 OO AS THE WORLD TURNS,

8 ©DAYS OF OUR LIVES
GREEN ACRES

2 00 O® MUSIC IFRI )O CE) $20,000 PYRAMID© BEVERLY HILLBILUES

2 30 Oo
8©

3 00 O
3 15

3 30

A 00

4 30

•> 00

30

o©eo
8O®
©

oe
©
©e
o
©©©e
o
o
g©

3) VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
O GUIDING LIGHT
© (X)CTORS
©ONE LIFE TO LIVE
WALLY GATOR
3 ANOTHER WORLD
BUGS BUNNY
©GENERAL HOSPITAL
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
ALL IN THE FAMILY
HECKLE AND JECKLE® SESAME STREET
DINAH (EXC THUR )

MIKE DOUGLAS
BIG VALLEY
MERV GRIFFIN (EXC THUR)
BRADY BUNCH
SUPER HEROES
LITTLE RASCALS

DINAH (1 HUH )

MERV GRIFFIN (THUR )

MUNSTERS
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
©MISTER ROGERS
FAMILY FEUD
EMERGENCY ONE
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
MY THREE SONS
SESAME STREET
MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
©NEWS
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLEPINS FOR CASH
GHOST AND MRS MUIR
ELECTRIC COMPANY
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1000

1076
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11 00

11:X
11 30

11:56
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Sat. Nov,5

MORNING

§
REFLECTIONS
GREATER BOSTONIANS
AGRICULTURE USA

Q INTERNATIONAL ZONE
Q A BETTER WAV
Q CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES© PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY

§
TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ
CARRASCOLENOAS
MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL

8 CAMERA 3

VILLA ALEGHE

§
SOMETHING ELSE
JABBERWOCKY
WACKO

§
ARTHUR AND COMPANY
THINK RMK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA

O CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
Qp UNCLE WALDO
O SESAME STREET
OO WHAT S NEW MI6TER MAGOO''0®C 8 BEARS
O Qi) SUPER FRIENDS

IN THE NEWS
BUGG BUNNY AND ROtAD RUNNER
BUGS BUNN.Y AND ROAD RUN RUNNER
CE) SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
MISTER ROGERS

8® YOUNG SENTINELS® SCOOBY S LAFF-A-LYMPlCS
O IN THE NEWS
§ELECTRK: COMPANY

OSKATEBIROS
® ARCHIES-SABRINA

§ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS

O REBOP
OO SPACE ACADEMY
§ffi ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU

CARRASCOLENOAS
® SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

§IN THE NEWS
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
O BATMAN-TARZAN

O® THUNDER
gffi CANDLEPIN BOWLING

HOT FUDGE

g IN THE NEWS
CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT

§NEWS
QD SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM
IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

81

tm
Broi

S-W

O DANIEL FOSTER, MO The Immune Response
System Guest Dr Jonathan W Uhr chairman of the
Department of Microbiology at the University ol Texas
Health Science Cente'

O SECRETS OF ISIS

@ BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWTTS
Q CANDLEPIN SUPER80WL
© MOVIE Couni me Clues Clayton Moore. Jay
Siiveheeis Several clues lead the Lone Flanger and
Tonto to murder and tJlacKmail (1 hr 30 mm)
©ROOM 222

12 26 CI IN THE NEWS
12:30 O CROCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN Dahlia roots are

dug up and stored atxjve (ree.'ing temperatures to
survive the winter and protective measures are
derTK>nslraied to' evergreens and roses

FAT ALBERT
RED HAND GANG

QE) NCAA FOOTBALL
IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
WACKO
MARLO AND THE MAGK: MOVIE MACHNE
TARZAN
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTUNG

_ WALL ITREET WEEK Host Louis RuKeyser The
Bear Facts Againi Guest James Dines editor ol The
D«ne» Letter

RAZZMATAZZ The broadcast profiles the three
Sipoll Brothers professional young daredevils.
Broadway star Stephanie Mills who portrays the
character. Dorothy in the Broadway hit. The Wl7'. and
the Back Street RIers si» young men vwho perform
acrobatics as part of the Big Apple Circus

ffi MOVIE Francis Covers the Big Town' 1955 Donald
O Connor Yvette Ougay Fraricis helps his reporter
friend m and out of a murder trial Uhr 30 mm |

BELLE OF AMHERST In a role that won her a
roadway Tony Award Julie Harris stars as Emily

Dickinson in William Luce s ofw<haracter portrait of
the shy 19th-ceniury New England poetess who wrote
more than 1700 poems but came into full recognition
only after her death
§SOUL TRAIN

THIS IS THE NFL
STAR TREK Omega Glory'

^30 O MOVIE Girls' Girls' Gi.'ls! 1962 Elvis Presley. Stella
Stevens When girl he loves buys a boat lie loves for
him. boy refuses to accept until he sees anotlier boy
after his gin (2hrs I

S MOVIE Money From Home 1953 Dean Martin.
Jerry Lewis The duo are involved with gangsters and
steeptechase racing (1 hr 30 mm)
S C6S REPORTS The Battle Over Panama Bill

Moyers explores the raging debate over the
ratification ol the Panama Canal Treaty

® MOVIE Abbott and Costelio Meet Frankenstein
1946 Abbott and Costelio Bela Lugosi Two corpses
kidnap the Boys, wanting to transfer one of their
brains to a monster i2hrs t

03 MOVIE You Can I Cheat an Honest Man 1939 W C
Fields Edgar Bergen Two men try to keep a
showman s daughter from marrying a wealthy man
because she thinks her father needs the money (1 hr
30 mm !

O TREASURES OF TUTANKHAMUN Fifty-five years
ago archaeologists discovered tfie 3000-year-old tomb
of King Tut filled with valuable obiecis This program
looks at the present exhibit currently touring the
United Stales and into the discovery ol the tomb and at

the life ot King Tut himself

8® SESAME STREET
© NCAA FOOTBALL

O CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR Washington. D C
intemdiionai 2btn running ol this mile and one-half
live from Laurel Race Course Laurel Md . World
Middleweight Boxing Championship 15-round bout
Rodngo Valdes vs Benny Briscoe livr» Irom Cam-
[,ionp Italy World s Strongest Men Part VI

8 IRONSIDE
SURVIVAL

© MOVIE When Worlds Collide 1951 Barbara Rush
Ri;h.ir'; Derr Two heavenly bodies head lor direct

'.oiiision Ailh Fa'th il hr 3<Jflnin i

VILLA ALEGRE
CORAL JUNGLE

@ WILD KINGDOM Lanilot Iheirjex

® BEST OF FAMILIES (CAPTIONEO) The Bridge The
opening of the Brooklyn Bridge and a tragic accident
that occurs shortly after sets the mood of the period
James Lathrop becomes disillusioned by his em-
ployer's lust for profit a feeling only alleviated by his
growinQ love for Sarah Baldwin

5 30 O VISION ON Building

O ADAM 12

@ HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

6 00 O MUSIC Music Is Harmony shows what happens
Ah'T tA,'. or more notes played together lose their

s. ; .,'dl. r. se, and produces new sound
000®NEWSm HOGAN S HEROES
S IMAGES OF AGING No Preface to Old Age
examines the thesis that no one knows what old is

until he or she becomes old Film excerpts include
The F,r..ii Proud Daysol Elsie Wursler

6 30 QZOOt*
O cas NEWS

§® NBC NEWS
BLACK NEWS
ADAM 12
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14 NOVA The Tongues ol Men Part I Disaster at
Babel The first of two one-hour films about Ihe
diversity of the world s languages and their con-
sequences looks at how and why the human species
uses more than 4000 languages

O AGRONSKY AND COMPANY
WILD KINGDOM Kmg ot the Kop|3
NEWS
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA
ODD COUPLE
SUPERMAN
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend of Robin

Huoo Episode Five Now branded outlaws Robin and
his men flee from the sheriff and are sheltered by Friar
Tuck Later, they meet Little John s band and decide
to |Oin forces

OPINK)N
DAILY NUMBER
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
BAXTERS

® SCHOOLS MATCH WITSm DK:k VAN DYKE SHOW
® POLKA FUNTIME
® MUSIC Music Is Tone Color' demonstrates that

every instrument - including ihehuman voice - has its

own quality characterised by texture, a register, a
range and dynamics

O HOT FUDGE
O BEST OF FAMILIES The Bridge The opening of

the Brooklyn Bridge and a tragic accident that occurs
shortly after sets Ihe mood of the period James
Lathrop becomes disillusioned by his employer s lust

for profit a feeling only alleviated by his growing love
for Sarah Baldwin

B O SNOOPY COME HOME Supper dish on head
and Suitcase in paw Snoopy. Charlie Brown's beloved
beagle, bids farewell to Peanutland to return to his

first owner, a lonely, ailing little girl named Lila. and a

heartbroken Charlie and the rest of the gang realize

how much the unique little canine means to them

O ® THE BIONIC WOMAN Motorcycle Boogie
Guest star Evel Knievel Jaime Sommers, in pursuit ol

some valuable, top-secret microfilm, jumps onto a
motorcycle that she assumes is being driven by a

trusted German operative only to discover, after

crossing into East Germany that it's Knievel at Ihe
controls

B (Q FISH Jiiiy nearly gets herself in hot water when
she takes a job as a model Meanwhile. Fish embarks
on a new career as a salesman
03 HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs Montreal Canadiens
® EPIC THAT NEVER WAS Actor Dirk Bogarde
narrates this inside story ol the never-completed 1937
film I. Claudius Scenes from the film are featured as
well as a study of the confrontation between dictatorial

director Josef von Sternberg and anarchic actor

Charles Laughton

O CE) OPERATION PETTCOAT When the Sea Tiger
arrives loo late to pick up a USO troop, theofficers and
crew put on their own show for stranded Marines

O EYEWITNESS The Last Seven Minutes of Flight

212 a dramatization of an air crash which claimed 62
lives. The Trial ol Fred Doane, the story of the only
male prostitute ever brought to trial, and The Karen
Ann Quinlan Case a dramatization ol the courtroom
euthanasia case all comprise this premiere episode

O ® NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
Aspen Part I Perry King Gene Barry A penniless
young man who is accused ol committing homicide,
becomes the local point ol struggles involving a
financier s plan to create a huge report and a young
attorney who refuses to be intimidated by a senior
colleague (2hrs I

O Q) WORLD HEAVYWEKjHT ElIMINATK>N BOUT
Live co^.rage of a 15-round t)out between Ken Norton
and Jimmy Young, from Caesars Palace in Las Vegas
Nevada Two other live fights will be announced at a

lalf r date

® MOVIE Torment' 1944 Mai Zetterlmg Alf Kiellin A
teacher romantically involved with one of his students
finds out she is also having an affair with one of the
boys in his class (2hrs »

S THE TONY RANDALL SHOW Bobby is a witness
that even a ludge s daughters are not exempted from
punishment by law when Walter sends her to jail for

contempt of court

O DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW Who Was Lee Harvey
Oswald''

fl O THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW The Family
ho*

OP BOSTON BRUINS WRAP-UP
OOS®NEWS
Op KING OF KENSIf4GTON

S FORSYTE SAGA The Pursuit of Happiness'
Heiene gives birth to a son and Jo is freed to marry her
when his wife dies m a hunting accident Irene con-
sents to marry Soames, not because she loves him but
10 escape her home life

e MOVIE Circus World 1964 John Wayne. Rita

Hayworth Slory ot a wild west and circus show in

financial straits (2 hrs 30 mm )

O ® WEEKEND Host Lloyd Dobyns Reports on
overpopuiated campsites, proliferation of recreational

vehicles, city folk at Yosemite National Park, poverty-

stricken Haiti: recent actions of former Secretary of

Agnculture Eart Butz

8CQNEWS
MOVIE The Ouiet Man 1 952 John Wayne, Maureen

O Hara Insh-Amencan tighter who killed a man in Ihe
nng returns to his homeland lor peace and quiet, and
finds he gets neither (2 hrs )m CELEBRITY BOWUNG
^ MOVIE The Autobiography ol Miss Jane Pitman'
1974 Cicely Tyson, Odetta Traces the life and
memories of a fK:tional 110 year old black woman from
her birth as a slave to the beginning of the Civil Rights
(1 hr SOmin )Q MOVIE High Noon 1952 Gary Cooper. Grace Kelly

i1 hr 55min )

OD ATHLETES

f^
MOVIE Port of Call 1948 Nine-Christine Jonsson.

engt Ekiund

O MOVIE Point of Terror 1971 Peter Carpenter,
Dyanne Thome (1 hr 30 mm )

O MOVIE The Glass Wall 1953 Vlltorio Gassman.
Gloria Grahame dhr 30min )

MOVIE Apache Uprising 1966 Rory Calhoun. Lon
Chaney (i hr 55min )

Sun. Nov.

6

800

MORNING

I REFLECTIONS
I GREATER BOSTONIANS
(EVERY WOMAN
I CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP
> LAMP UNTO MY FEET
(CAMERA 3

\ LIVING WORD
J DIRECTIONS
KOOK UP AND LIVE

I DAVE Y AND GOLIATH
I MAN BUILDS MAN DESTROYS
\ NOSOTROS THEATRE Histona De Una Mala
ij|i:r Auford B-jijli.sta i^hrs

) DRAWING FROM NATURE
) PEOPLESCOPE
) LUCY SHOW
\ SPREAD A LITTLE SUNSHINE
JDAVEY AND GOLIATH
) WOMANKIND
) CATHEDRAL OF TOMORROW
) ROCKY AND FRIENDS
) OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
>® SESAME STREET
I WE BELIEVE
\ ABC SHORT STORY SPECIALS
(ELDER AMERICAN
) YOUNG SAMSON
( MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
( LIFT EVERY VOICE
(ORAL ROBERTS
(UNCLE WALDO
(SACRED HEART
[DAVEY AND GOLIATH
(MISTER ROGERS
( NOSOTROS
(SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
( ASIAN FOCUS

PETER LUNDY AND
THE MEDICINE

HAT STALLION

Leif Garrett, current teenage
singing sensation, stars as a 15-

year-old Pony Express rider who
must outrun Indians and battle

fatigue, rough trails and the

elements to carry the mail from the

Nebraska Territory to the West
Coast in Peter Lundy and the

Medicine Hat Stallion,' a special

telecast on NBC Sunday, Nov 6

Fifteen-year-old Peter (Garrett)

lives dfi a trading post operated by
his family in the Nebraska Territory

in 1861

After an unsavory character
named Lefty Slade leaves a foal at

the trading post in payment for a

horsehoeing job, Peter raises the

animal and eventually breaks him for

riding

Peter learns that the Pony
Express is seeking accomplished
young riders for a difficult and
hazardous new route to California

and he wins a job after
demonstrating his horsemanship.

10-30

11:00

11:30

@ DAY OF DISCOVERY
~POPEYE

CLOSEUP
SUNDAY MASS
ZOOM

O CONGRESSIONAL REPORT
® JIMMY SWAGGART
©JETSONSm INSIGHT

10:00 OS WRITING FOR A REASON
OBARFHO
Q INSIGHT
OECO® CHALKJE OF SALVATWN© TOP CAT
(LATINO
) CORSAIR AND COMPANY
) FOR KIDS ONLY
( THREE STOOGES
(JEWISH HERITAGE
( Sk OIMENSK>NS IN CULTURE
( COMMUNITY AUDITIONS
( NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
NEWSMAKERS
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HKSHLKiHTS
GREAT GRAPE APE
O FACE THE NATKDN
@ MEET THE PRESS The Vice President of the

United Stales Walter F Mondale. will be the guest on
the special 30th Anniversary Edition of the program.
0AQUIm SWISS FAMILY ROBINSONm ANIMALS, ANIMALS. ANIMALS

11:55 ® SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

AFTERNOON

12:00 O ® AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Mandarin
Revolution recalls the Great Depression that
threatened economic disaster after World War I and
how the ideas of John Maynard Keynes overturned the
rules of classical capitalism lo become governmental
and economic policies

8
FACE THE STATE
C0 ISSUES AND ANSWERS
MOVIE My Sister Eileen' 1955 Janet Leigh Jack

Lemmon Ohio girls seek su'cess while living in nulty
Greenwich Village ajjartment (2hrs ) ,© MOVIE The Black Shield of Falworth 1954 Tony
Curtis. Janet Leigh A knighthood trainee seeks
vengeance against an Earl who wrongly accused his
father of disloyalty (2 hrs )

12:30 O THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day
§PATRK)TS 77

BRIEFING SESSK>N
NFL '77 Up-to-the-minute football news, interviews

and features with Lee Leonard. Bryant Gumt>el.
Regina Haskins and various NBC sp>ortscasters
contributing reports from the field.

gCONVEfeAUONS WITH
CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT More Power to You

Power Tools Buying the right power tool for the right
kind of work can save money ar>d. if used propierly,
provide good workmanship

O THE NFL TODAY Dallas Cowboys vs New York
Giants

fl® NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Bulialo
ills vs New England Patriots

!I TARZAN
9 FLINTSTONES
i FIRING LINE Host William F Buckley. Jr
iovernment by Judiciary' Author Raoul Berger and

attorney Harriet Pilpel lOin in a debate ol what role the
Supreme Court should play in legislative policy
making

1:30 Q ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS
gQBULLWINKLE

2:00 O DEAR LOVE Play based on the letters and poems
exchanged by Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barrett

MOVIE A Date With Judy' 1948 Jane Powell.
Elizabeth Taylor The escapades of two teenagers
from different backgrounds and the adventures their

imaginations get them into !2hrs )

O MOVIE The Juggler 1953 Kirk Douglas. Milly

Vitale Sentimental account of Jewish refugee going to

Israel to rebuild his life overcoming bitterness from
life In a concentration camp dhr 30 mm)© MOVIE Tammy and the Doctor' 1963 Sandra Dee.
Peter Fonda Young girl linds romance with a young
intern (2 hrs )

JB MOVIE King Creole 1958 Elvis Presley. Carolyn
Jones Teenager, involved in holdup, becomes big hii

when he s forced to sing in gangster s nightclub (2

hrs I

3) EYEWITNESS Through the statements of the foi^r

accused or would-be assassins Lee Harvey Oswald.
Sirhan Sirhan Arthur Bremer and Sara Jane Moore,
the motivation behind political violence is examined
Also three conversijtions compiled from Mao Tse-
Tung s writings present the late Chairman s

philosophy
3:00 O ffl ALMADEN GRAND MASTERS Coverage of the

singles lenms linais of Ihe Almaden Grand Masters
Tournament originates from the outdoor courts on
Seabrook Island S C

3:30 O® NFL '77 Wrap-up of today s football news with
LFe Leonard Bryant Gumbel and Regina Haskins

8 NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
THE NFL TODAY St Louis Cardinals vs Minnesota

Vikings

8 GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
FBI

O MOVIE
© LOU RAWLS ON ICE
© MOVIE Rebel Without a Cause 1955 James Dean.
Natalie Wood Youth gets involved with a juvenile
delinfjueni (2 hrs 30 mm )

em ADVENTURERS
4 30 Q EYEWITNESS NEWS CONFERENCE

©THE SAINT
5:00 @B BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

O A CONVERSATION WITH CHAIM POTOK NBC
News corr.'Sijdnrlenl Edwin Newman interviews the
dislinguished novelist Chaim Potok

UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Inr redible March of the Spiny Lobsters'

g CANDID CAMERA
SAY BROTHER

©DECISIONS 77m MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

6:00

6:30

(0®NEWS
(RC)MA(JaGNOLIS' TABLE This Little Pig to Market'

t® NBC NEWS
) CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
( HONEYMOONERS
(SUPERMAN
) FRENCH CHEF Turkey Breast Braised

6:45 THE NFL TODAY A post-game program presenting
scores higrHights and sports news

7:00 O CROCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN Dahlia roots
are dug up and stored above freezing temperatures to

survive the winter and protective measures are

demonstrated for evergreens and roses

POaO MINUTES® PETER LUNDY AND THE MEDiaNE HAT
ALLION LeII Garrett stars as a 15-year-otd pony

express rider who outruns hostile Indians, conquers
iatigue and rough trails and defies the elements, to

successfully carry the U S Mail on the perilous route
Irom the Nebraska Territory lo the Pacific Coast

f(
CO) HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES

trange Fate of Flight 608' Frank and Joe desperately
attempt to pilot a plane, carrying a graduation class ol

stewardesses, through a hurricane over the Bermuda
Triangle.

7:30 QSHOWOF HANDS Metal: ihree Easy Pieces
© HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs New York Islanders

^ PARENT EFFECTIVENESS Worlds Apart' focuses
on the rifts that can develop when ptarents' and
children's values conflict Flexibility, setting a good
example and mutual consultation are suggested
remedies

7:Sa em ABC MINUTE MAGAZINE
8:00 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Resplghi s Ancient

Airs and Dances. Suite No 1 and Richard Strauss'
Symphonica Domestica' are the works conducted by
music director Seiji Ozawa with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra

RHOOA Rhoda meets a new man and Unds
herself getting rTK>re emotionally involved than she
planned Judd Hirsch guest stars

O THE Six MILLK)N dollar man The Dark Side
oTthe Moon Part I Steve Austin takes off into space to

learn if a scientist. Charles Leith, has intentionally

changed the moon's orbit, causing cataclysmic storms
throughout the world

S:30 ON OUR OWN A blackout hits New York and
leaves Julia strarKJed on the thirty-third floor with an
insurance man who has romance on his mind.

S:S8 0NEWSBREAK
26 ABC NEWSBRIEF

0:00 O MASTERPIECE THEATRE 1. Claudius' Episode
One A Touch of Murder' Robert Graves' account of
the decaying Roman Empire, ruled by the despotic
Claudians, opens with Claudius composing his
memoirs until he recalls a banquet attended by his
grandmother, Livia, a coldly manipulative t>eauty, and
her husband. Ihe Emperor Augustus

ALL IN THE FAMILY The realization that he's
losing his dream is a bitter pill for Archie to swallow,
but what he swallows to make it sweeter may cost him
his life (Pan one of a two part story )

qa THE ABC SUNDAY NK3HT MOVIE Telethon
1977 Polly Bergen. Red Buttons The glitter and ex-
citement of Las Vegas provide the backdrop for this
drama about romance and danger behind the scenes
ola na'ional (und-raising telethon (2 hrs.

I

© THE BIG EVENT Aspen Part II Sam Elliott, Perry
King Tom Keating is tired after he fai's to convince the
senior partner that a homicide suspect is being poorly
defen<^ed by a senior attorney The case is terminated
and Carl Osborne pushes ahead with his resort
development plans with the help of a former mobster
(2 hrs )

9:M O ALICE Alice s moonlighting as a singer in a local
.a^ern gels her in trouble at Mel s Diner. Guest stars
Morey Amsterdam

10:00 VISKDNS Pleasantville Written and directed by
Ken Locker and Vicki Polon, this impressionistic film
delves into the mind ol a young girl who, following her
grandmother s sudden death, begins to live out her
deepest fantasies

KOJAK Billy Blaske is Koiak s only source of
information as to the whereabouts of S6 000 000© BRUINS WRAP-UPm MASSACHUSETTS

November 5 November 11, 1977
Supplement to the Collegian TV WATCH Page 3

10:18

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

ASK THE MANAGER
VISK)NS Pleasantville Written and directed by

Ken Locker and Vicki Polon. this impressionistic film

delves into the mind of a young girl who. following her
grandmother's sudden death, begins to live out her
deepest fantasies

THE DRUM
CE) NEWS

11:45

1:30

MEDIX
ARTISTS SHOWCASE Collected Monitor Works

by Kit Fitzgerald and John Sanborn

f THE CBS LATE MOVIE MA S H A strange series
accidents occur and suspicion falls on Trapper

John Kojak Birthday Party' Ko)ak searches fran-

tically for his kidnapped niece (R)

O MOVIE One Hundred Rifles 1%9 Jim Brown.
Raquel Welch An Indian bank robber and an American
negro lawman join up with a female Mexican
revolutionary to help save the Mexican Indians from
annihilation by a despotic military governor (1 hr 30

mm )

MOVIE Ride the High Country 1962 Randolph
Scott, Joel McCrea Two aging gunmen, down on their

luck, team up to guard a gold shipment One ol them.
aided by a young drifter, schemes to doublecross his

buddy and keep the gold (2 hrs.)

SI
THE CBS LATE MOVIE Wild Rovers 1971 William

olden. Ryan O'Neal Two cowboys rob a bank so they
can fulfill their dream of owning a ranch (R)

NBC LATE NKJHT MOVIE Hearts of the West 1975

Jeff Bridges. Andy Griltith A naive young man goes to

Hollywood to write westerns and becomes the hero of

a string of grade B horse operas <R)(2hrs )

Q) MOVIE Hitler The Last Ten Days' 1973 Alec
Guinness. Simon Ward A dissection of Hitler's final

hours complete with newsreel footage of the atrocities

at concentration camps (1 hr 50 mm.)
WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS
SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Mon. Nov.
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7:00

7:30

7:31

8:00
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0:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

EVENING

0O0O©NEWS~ HOGANS HEROES
CROSS WITS .

ZOOM
ELECTRK: COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
ELECTION '77 Spnngfield Mayoral Race'
NEWS
ZOOM

CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
CQ ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE
WRITING FOR A REASON
WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE A Voice from the Past

In order to please his commanding fiance, a timid
young man enrolls in an agricultural correspondence
course When he mistakenly receives a course in self-

confidence, he develops an iron will - much to her
d[smay

DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
tlOO.OOO NAME THAT TUNE
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
CANDID CAMERA
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

ia

TATTLETALES
% MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
I THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
I LIVE FFK>M THE MET Rigoletto' Guiseppe

Verdi's opera about a court tester's vain attempts to

protect his daughter Irom the philandering Duke of

Mantua is broadcast live from the Metropolitan Opera
House This new production Is conducted by the
music director, James Levine. the cast includes lleana

Cotrubas arid Placido Domingo
LOGAN'S RUN A life-and-dealh decision faces

Logan. Jessica and Rem when six survivors of a
cryogenic experiment that has kept them suspended
in a frozen state for 200 years discover that only
enough anti-plague serum exists to assure the safety

of lUSt threeof them
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The Af-

termath' Jesse and Frank James, posing as traveling

businessmen, hire Mary Ingalls to run errands, then
take her hostage when bounty hunters close in on
them

fl
UNOSAY WAGNER: ANOTHER SIDE OF ME

uests Paul Anka. Michael Brandon, Theodore
Wilson, Vincent Price, Avery Schreiber, Vilo Scotti,

i

ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
NEWSBfKAK
ABC NEWSBRIEF

THE BETTY VlfHITE SHOW John s mother, who
has never been told that John and Joyce are divorced,
arrives in town to visit her happily married' son and
his wife

NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Aspen-
Tony Franciosa, Sam Elliott After Alex Budde fails to

persuade Owen Keating to sell out. he tries to burn
him out Meanwhile. Tom Keating's legal battle to get
Lee Bishop out of the prison reaches its climax when
he appeals the case to the U S Supreme Court
(CONCLUSION )(2hrs )

ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
Washington Redskins vs Baltimore Colts from
Baltimore. Maryland

MOVIE Battle Cry 1955 Van Heflin, Aldo Ray Lives
and loves of U S Marines during WWII (3hrs )

MAUDE Arthur instigates a doctor's strike,

refusing to treat any patients, but his convictions
could prove to be very unhealthy when Walter and
Vivian take ill

ONEWS
O O RAFFERTY Is Sid Rafferty s nurse and friend.

Vera Wales, terminally ill? Evidence points to it and
Vera herself has given up hope, but Dr Rafferty

refuses to concede

g MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest: Agnes DeMllle.

choreographer

0OOe9NEWS

11:30 O O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Love Boat 1976 Gabe
Kaplan, Cloris Leachman Four romantic en-
tanglements aboard a luxury cruise ship (R)

Pm THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Bob Newhart
Guesis Luciano Pavarolli Lola Falana§ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

CO NEWS
SCREENING ROOM

CB COLLEGE FOOTBALL TT An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights ol key contests
which are scheduled dunng the 1977 NCAA Football
season

1:00 O ® TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests An-
drea McArdle and Martin Charnin. title role star and
direclor-lyricist. respectively, of the musical hit
'Annie.' Cy Coleman, lyricist of the musical hit I Love
My Wife.' owner Vincent Sardl. Jr , and some surprise
guests

1:45 ONEWS
1:55 ©NIGHTSHIFT
2:25 0AOUI

Tues. Nov. 8

EVENING

8:00

6:30

8:55

7:00

(NB(

7:30

7:31

(000©NEWS
(3J HOGANS HEROES
CE CROSS WITS
nZOOM

I ELECTRIC COMPANY
©NBC NEWS
©ADAM 12® I LOVE LUCY

AS WE SEE IT The effects of ethnic humor, the
conflict between generations in Asian-American
families and the implications of cultural prejudices are
examined m three segments by high school students
in Chicago, San Francisco and Portland, Ore.
©NEWS
(ZOOM
J CBS NEWS
7BCNEWS

( CQ ABC NEWS
(NEWS
( ODD COUPLE
( DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
( ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS A discussion of the

play FDR with playwright Dore Schary and actor
Robert Vaughn The one-man play Is on at Ihe Wilbur
Theater in Boston

O DAILY NUMBER

§
EVENING MAGAZINE
MUPPETS SHOW Guest Milton Berle.

S25,000 PYRAMID
~) SHA NA NA

( OKJK VAN DYKE SHOW
(GONG SHOW
I
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

I
ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

8:00 O IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP An Evening
of Bluegrass' Diversity of styles is captured in this

taped concert where the rock-oriented music of the
Dlllards' is juxtaposed with the more traditional

renditions of Doc and Merle Watson John Hartford
and Bryan Bowers deliver a variety of instrumental
solos

UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
Cousteau in Ihe Antarctic' Part I South to Fire and
Ice'

O MAN FROM ATLANTIS Shoot-out at Land's
End' Caught in a time warp, Mark Harris is projected
back to the Old West where he encounters his twin
brother, Billy Jones

C0 HAPPY DAYS Fonzle s Girl Rock Group' Part I

The booking agent Fonzie lines up to hear Leather
Tuscadero and the Suedes' - arranges a tour lor the
rock group - and Joanle shocks the Cunninghams
when she insists on going with them as a doo-wop'
girl English rock star Suzi Quatro guest stars

PRIME CONCERN: CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
( ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
( CB LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY An Affair to Forget'

Part I After months ol preparation. Laverne and
Shirley are looking forward to a five-day cruise of "he

Great Lakes on a luxury liner with lots of water, sun
and men, but at the last minute discover they are short
of money

MASS REACTION
9:00 O MEN OF BRONZE This documentary about the

black infantry soldiers who were to become the most
decimated and decorated division of any American
regiment in World War I features film clips of their

actions in France as well as interviews with veterans of

the valiant 369th Regiment
M.A.S.H. Charley devises a greedy scheme to

cash in on the Army's exchange of old military money
by fleecing local civilians

O MULLKjAN'S stew Winning the Big Ones'
Michael Mulligan seriously considers a well-paid

alternative to his high school coaching job, particularly

when, after a losing football season, dissatisfied

parents make his life miserable. Dick Gautier guest
stars

THREE'S COMPANY Jack de Bergerac'
Chrissy, whose skills in Ihe kitchen aren't exactly
sharp, invites a gourmet to share a home-cooked
dinner, then pleads with Jack to be her secret stand-in

chef

f3
MOVIE The War Lover' 1982 Steve McQueen

obert Mitchum, Captain of the Flying Fortress during
WW II and his co-pilot are in love with the same girl. (2

hrs )

O ONE DAY AT A TIME Concerned that her
,

daughters are being pushed out of their father's life by
their new, young stepmother. Ann sets up a con-
frontation to see what she s up against

O CE SOAP Episode Eight Burt and Danny come to

terms in a secluded cabin, and it s a double surprise
when the Tales meet Burt Campbell's other son.

Chuck
9:58 CB ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00 ONEWS
O LOU GRANT Rossi and Billie Indulge In the fine

art of scooping, one of the oldest and most tempting
techniques m news reporting

O © POLICE WOMAN Means To An End Sgt
Pepper Anderson poses as the Canadian connection'

to crack a campus drug ring, but meddlesome in-

vestigators from the district attorney s office expose
her and threaten the case

8:X

9:30 O

ACROSS

1 2 3 4 5 6

E
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14

11

1
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22

18
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24 ^H2S

26 /^ 27

1
28

1
26 30

31 32 33

%
34 ^'ss^

1

^^6^

^ >

37

36 39

140 41

1 — and Son' (clue 10 p
swer)

7 Network
10 — pro nobis

11 Pod member
12 Belonging to us
13 Digs for

15 C«vlar

16 Climbing
18 Tittle

20 Angry
21 — and Gladys

22 Comparative suffix

24 Connor
28 Snake-Ilka fish

28 Football position (abbr.v )

29 King or carle

31 Not one
33 Labors
34 Female deer
36 Tasteless

38 Ailing

39 Row
40 Susan of Partrtdg. Family

41 Sight organ
42 Greedy person

DOWN

V.

oooo ooooo
ooooo

1 Therefore
2 Weapons (clue to puule answer)

3 Tree of New Zealand
4 Telephone company worVer

5 Live-In member
6 Prosecutor

7 Neither

8 Float

9 Groan
14 Entitled

17 Davis or Storm
19 Possessor
23 Asner
25 Acceptable
27 Recently

29 Krwwing
30 Charley

32 Musical Instrument

34 Accomplished
35 Spanish cheer

37 Set down

10:30

11:m

11:30

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:35

1:4S

3:30

4:m
4:30

O FAMILY The Little Brother' Willie s plans to

adopt a homeless young boy upset the Lawrence
household

fl
EYEWITNESS Death Wish concerns the case of

ary Gilmore, Easyrider Cyclist' tells the story of

Robert Morris who cycled around the world without
incident until he returned lo the US. and A Few Good
Men' recounts the beating and subsequent death ol

Lyn McClure during Army basic training.

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest: Werner Erhard.

founder of the controversial self-help program com-
monly known as EST

OOOO® CO NEWS
SANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Kojak My Brother My

Enemy' A detective accidentally shoots a young boy
Cut Man Caper 1976 Robert Hooks. Godfrey Cam-
bridge Two detectives investigate fencing operations
in the ghetto (R)

O THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guest:
Joyce Robita-Burditt author of The Cracker Factory.'

8 FOREVER FERNWOOD
ELECTION COVERAGE

©IRONSIDE
CB TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Street Killing'

Andy Griffith. Bradford Dlllman A prosecutor for the

New York District Attorney's Office connects a street

mugging and murder to an organized crime figure (R)

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Street Killing'

Andy Griffith, Bradford Dillman A prosecutor for the

New York District Attorneys Office connects a street

mugging and murder to an organized crime figure. (R)

© THF TONIGHT SHOW Hoft: Johnny Carson Guest:
Joyce Robita-Burditt. author of The Cracker Factory.'

O TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder Guests:
Controversial attorney Roy Cohn will discuss two well-

known clients he is representing: Adela Holzer,

Broadway angel, producer and financier who has been
indicted on fraud charges, and Carmine Galente,

described in the press as a mafia godfather who was
recently arrested by the FBI

8 NEWS
MOVIE City In Darkness 1939 SKlney Toler. Lynn

Barl (1 hr 35min )

8
BAXTERS
NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
GOOD DAY

Wed. Nov.

8

EVENING

6:00 OOOO© NEWS© HOGANTs HEROESm CROSS WITS
®ZOOM

6:» O ELECTRIC COMPANY
§NBC NEWS

ADAM 12

(I LOVE LUCY
I
AS WE SEE IT Carol City from the Miami suburb ol

Carol City Fla shows what happens at a successfully
desegregated school when school redistricting
threatens to upset a comfortable balance of whiles,
blacks any Cuban-Americans at the local high school

6:55 CBNEWS
7:00 OZOOM
OO CBS NEWS

8 NBC NEWS
CB ABC NEWS© NEWS —

©ODD COUPLE
® WRITING FOR A REASON

7:30 O MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS
O DAILY NUMBER

§
EVENING MAGAZINE
IN SEA.ICH OF Deadly Ants'

@ BIG MONEY
© DICK VAN DYKE SHOWm IN SEARCH OF Lite After Death'

ffl MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
7:31 OJ25.000 PYRAMID
8:00 O NOVA The Tongues ot Men' Part II A World

Language^' examines how Americanized English is

rapidly becoming the world's universal language and
offers a perspective on its implications lor other

cultures

O O GOOD TIMES Michael Evans discovers the

exciting world ot Ihe CB radio, but his jaw jacking

leads him down a road that could be more than he and
his handle' can handle

O© THE UFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS The
Search Grizzly Adams races against time and long
Odds to locate and save the cub of a dying cougar,
t>etore the hunters that are stalking it catch up with the

frightened animal

CB EIGHT IS ENOUGH Tom and Abbey decide to

marry despite complications caused by his eight

children

© ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
FORSYTE SAGA Dinner at Swilhins Irene refuses

to let Soames touch her and a dinner party introduces
the unhappy wife to architect Philip Bosmney. who is

courting Jos daughter June
8:30 O O BUSTING LOOSE Lenny can t decide whether

he wants to be tree or true only to Jackie, so his

buddies try lo cheer him up with a birthday blast.

8:58 O'^EWSBREAK
9:00 O CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN A final once over

for lawns and garden soil preparation are done in

November before the winter sets in

O O THE CBS WEDNESDAY NK3HT MOVIES
Jacqueline Susann's Once Is Not Enough' 1975 Kirk

Douglas. Alexis Smith The lavish tale of love and
money among the powerful, glamorous jet set (2 hrs

15 mm )

® POLKJE STORY An officer cannot convince
himself that he deserves the Medal of Valor awarded
him after a shoot-out in which his partner was killed

© MOVIE Merrill s Marauders 1%2 Jeff Chandler. Ty

Hardin U S WW II command in Burma plans to

destroy a strategic viUaae (2 hrs.)

GREAT PERFORMANCES The Royal Family
Loosely based on the illustrious ^rrymores. this

affectionately satirical play by George S Kaufman and
Edna Fert>er reveals a gifted family of actors who. even
at home, are continually up-staging each other

Starring in this 50lh-anniversary revi/al are Eva
LeGalliene. Rosemary Harris

9:30 O WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Unpleasantness at

Bludleigh Court results when Aubrey and Charlotte

spend a weekend there, the two lovers of art and
poetry find themselves becoming intluenced by the

family iraditions ol blood-sports
9:58 OD ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00

1.

2.

3.

I
V

TY I.Q.
What was Sgt. Preston's first name?
What is Captain Nice's secret identity?

What were the names of the police officers on
'Car 54, Where Are You'?
What Character did Lauren Bacall play in 'To

Have and Have Not?
What was the name of the hotel In 'Petticoat

Junction'?
Who is the voice of Donald Duck?
What was the name of Spin's horse In 'Spin and

Marty'?
What was the name of Sherlock Holmes'
housekeeper?
What is the name of Amos Burke's valet in

'Burke's Law'?
Who played Burke?
What was the name of the horse in the TV
series 'National Velvet'?

What movie featured the character Phileas
Fogg?

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

The
What is the name of Gene Autry 's home?
What is the name of the schooner in
Wackiest Ship in the Army'?
Who murdered Batman's parents?
What movie featured the characters Benjie,
Hermie and Oscy?
Who played the title role in 'Tenafly'?
What was Tenafly's first name?
What was the top TV show in 1970-71?
What character did Liza Minnelli play in

Cabaret?

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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i0:30

11:00

11:15

11:30

11 45

12:00

1:00

I
Jf

gNEWS
CE) CHARLIES ANGELS The Angels take to the air

waves to track down a killer who has threatened a

nowswomdn s litf

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
® DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Slydini magician

and sipighl olhand mastP'

00®CE}NEWS
03 ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
OO ^4EWS
O © THE TONIGHT SHOW HosI Johnny Carson
Giir sts Piloboius la.mct'rsi

O FOREVER FERNWOOD
©IRONSIDE
CB STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKV AND HUTCH- Losing SireaK A down on his

luck musician accidentally steals counterleit bills

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK The Next Voice You See
Bradtord Dillman stars as a blind musician who
recognizes the voice of the person who blinded him
(R)

8 ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-0

McGarrelt is assigned lo insure an orderly trial tor

bombers Death Race 1973 Lloyd Bridges Roy
Thinnes Two U S pilots are pursued by a German
lank rommande' iRi

STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKY AND HUTCH- Losing Streak A down on his

luck musician accidentally steals counterfeit bills

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- The Next Voice You See
Bradford Dillman stars as a blind musician who
recognizes Ihe voice ot the person who blinded him
(R)

©©TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests Arthur

Weingarlen author ol The Sky Is Falling a book
about the tragic crash ol an Army B-25 bomber into the

Empire State Building s 79th floor in 1945 and two New
Yorkers who survived Ihe tragedy

NEWS
I SPY
5 ALL NIGHT
BRIEFING SESSION
GOOD DAY



/

PaqeA TV WATCH Supplement to the Collegian

NIGHT MOVES
FRIDAY

Gene Hackman (pictured in

photo) plays a detective who
gets up to his neck in big trou-
ble in 'Night Moves,' the 1975
thriller having its television
premiere as a CBS Friday
Movie Special on November 1 1

.

Directed by Arthur Penn of

'Bonnie and Clyde' and 'Little

Big Man' fame, the film follows
the exploits of a cynical
Hollywood private eye who is

hired by a fading movie actress
to find her teenage daughter.
The case spreads like a net,

leading him from Los Angeles
to the Florida Keys where, as
he digs deeper, never quite
sure of his footing, he
becomes enmeshed in a web
of intrigue, smuggling and
murder.

Co-starring with Hackman are
Jennifer Warren, Susan Clark,

Edward Binns and Harris Yulin.

Thurs. Nov. 10

EVENING

630

• 36

700

730

ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
AOAM12
LOVE LUCY
AS WC SEE rr New World e«pk>res San Francisco

schools through the eyes ol Asian-American students
Poniiac Mich students recommend that restrictive

school rules adopted alter 1971 rioting t>e changed m
Day Without Incident

NEWS
ZOOM (CAfmONED)
a CSS NEWS
NBC NEWS
QQ ABC NEWS
NEWS
OOOCOOPU
OiMENSIONS IN CULTURE

_ ONCE UPON A CUkSSiC The Legend ot Robin
Ood Episode Six With Marion s help Robin escapes

and rejons his men When they hear further news ol

Prince John s tyranny they attack his labor camp in

order to tree the slaves and there disctiver all his

amassed 'evenues
{DAILY NUMBER

EVENING MAGAZINE
MOUSECALL Mialul Hernia
GONG SHOW

® MOLLYWOOO SQUARES
^ HOCKEY Boston B'uins vs Los Angeles Kings
m THAT GIRL

S MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
ODOUBLEPLAY

8:00 O EVENING AT SYMPHONY Respighis Ancient Airs

and Dances Suite No 1 and Richard Strauss
Symplx>nica Domestica are the works conducted by
music director Sei|i Ozawa with the Boston Syrriphony
Orchestra

7.31

OO ^^^ WALTONS Mary Ellen and Erin sutler when
Mary Ellen s husband is dratted and Erin's former

boyfriend enlists in the Army
§MZIZI ROOTS

cm WELCOME BACK. KOTTER
CHIPS Green Thumb Burglar $«0.000 worth ol

landscaping plants stolen by roadside burglars, a

naming gasoline tanker and a demolition derby keep
the CHP busy
9 NOVA The Tongues ol Men' Part II A World

Lariguage^ examines how Americanized English is

rapidly becoming the world s universal language and
otters a perspective on its implications lor other

cultures

8:30 O ® WHAT'S HAPPENiNCII Rerun and Rai try to

make some last money by using Owrayne's seemingly
loolprool betting system

8' SB flB NEWSBREAK
9:00 OQ BEST Of FAMIUES The Election - Patronage or

Paradise in 1886 John Patrick Rallerty foresees a

qu4Ck way out ol poverty when the corrupt Tammany
Hall machine otters him a |ot> >*ter the election His

brother supports a workirtg-class car>didate. while the

wealthy Teddy Wheeler backs a newcomer by the

name ol Theodore Roosevelt

OS HAWAII FIVE-O Steve tries to find a way to crack

through tt>e facade ol a U S astronaut turned real

estate-huckster in an effort to solve the murder of a

crusading investigative reporter

O ® JAMES AT 15 Caught between opposing
moralities one embraced by his traditional parents,

the other by his older sister who is living in sin,'

Jamea finds himself a confused peacemaker

O® "THE LOVE BOAT Identical Problems starring

Bernie Kopell Julie s Old Flame starring Lauren
Tewes The Jinx starring Ray Bolger Harriet Nelson

9:58 Em ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 QNEWS

O THIS WEEK

O ROSETTI AND RYAN A beautiful girl, daughter of a
famous television star, pays a traffic violation with
counterfeit money and then hires Rosetti and Ryan to

defend her

0GE)REOOFOXX

SPECIALS THRU NOV 12 1977

iWITM A COPY OF THIS ADI
40"'. . " all Camp J Slfepmq Bmgi
KT^r o ' til Camp 7 and Janspon Mtn

Pstkas
2V. oM All Ki^lty framed Paclis

Ow lailv Bird Program or\ Parkas
,ind Jsckef, fMtfrtded thru Nov 12

HOURS 9 to 5 30 WEEKDAYS
9 to 5 SATURDAY

PEARl STREET IS ONE BLOCK
SOUTH OF MAIN STREET IN THE
CENTER

WILL THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 1976?

If most of the forecasters are cor
rect It will be so why not get
ready now Gleason % is all stock
ed with stylish and practical cold
weather outdoor clothing for all

your tall and winter needs Come
in early and look over the Quality
lines we stock Also ask us about
our early birds buy special

A riot«> on quality Look at clothino

labels AIVIERICAN MADE GOODS at

Gleason s usually cost no more than

inferior imported copies

Don Gleason Uu.iniv Down Vests

North Face Down Parkas and Botlies

Sierra Designs Down and 60 40 Parkas

Camp; WnAi' Vfils E» Mm Parkas

Woolrich Hiiqi)ifl Shuts Pants Jackets

Ouofold Qii.iliiy 2 Layer Underwear

Wiijwam Hals S<>(>s and Mitts

Vasque Hikinq Biiots

Sorel '• ^Mi.itiM Hoots

TUBBS Snowshoes

Also a Complete Selection of

Camping ft Backpacking
Equipment on display

iTents Packs Etc I

0*-^ '^\y r»|*PtB5 Supply INC

flARLSTRtn NORTHAMPTON M^SS

10:30

11 00

11 30

O BARNAbr JONES Barnaby s hands are tied

literally when ric becomes one ol the captives in a

desert town taken over by hoodlums planning an ar-

moreil rar holduiim BRUINS WRAP-UP
^ MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius Episode
One A fouch ol Murder Robert Graves account ol

the decaying Roman Empire ruled by the despotic
Claudians. opens with Claudius composing his

memoirs until he recalls a banquet attended by his

grandmuther Ltvia a coldly manipulative beauty, and
her husband the Emperor Augustus

10:15 Qi) MOVIE Glory Brigade 1953 Victor Mature, Lee
Marvin Combat engineer in Korea ordered to escort

C'lFOPk int.inlry into enemy terntory (2 hrs.)

8MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
gB DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Jason Robards

Academy A*d(i1 winning aclor

8000®C£)NEWS
O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Stalk the Wild Child

ig/e Ddviil Jan.ssen. Trish Van Devere Behavioral
psychologist works with a boy who al Infancy was
abandoned in the woods and raised by wolves (R)

O ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
Guest Ihdiassd Ciiiso (gardening expert)

SI
FOREVER FERNWOOD

D polk;e story-thursoay nksht speqal
POLICE STORY The Other Side cl the Fence' Police

olficer poses as lence to get evidence to arrest jewel
thieves THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL-'Academy of

Country Music Awards' Co-hosts: Pat Boone. Palti

Page Guests Freddy Fender, Ronnie Mitsap, Don
Williams Donna Fargo Mel Tillis (R)

gABC CAPTKJNED NEWS
POUCE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPEOAL

POLICE STORY The Other Side of the Fence Police
olficer poses as fence to get evidence to arrest jewel
thieves THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL- Academy of

Country Music Awards' Co-hosts: Pat Boone, PattI

Page Guests Freddy Fender, Ronnie Mllsap, Don
Williams, Oonna Fargo. Mel Tillis (R)

1:00 O ® TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder Guest: Rev
Everett Parker, described by Time as the media
watchdog ol the United Church ol Christ in New York

2:30 QNEWS

12:00

1

Fri. Nov.II

EVENING

8:30

>NEV

7:30

7:31

run all

over
town!

oOK'rig fo' a |0b

Sit dow'i and
check li^e

dssi'ieds lo'

employment
openings It s

taster and mort-

efficient than

racing I'cm dOor

to door'

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 13

I LOVE LUCY
_ AS WE SEE rr In Portland Ore . Harrisburg. Pa ,

and Chicago, high school students examine aspects of

desegregation including rumors, cultural sexism and
ethnic history

8:55 cm NEWS
7.00 O SAY BROTHER

CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS

ABC NEWS
EWS

OfX) COUPLE
_ PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKV Last

Three on Totlerdown' Color formulas suggested by
Nancy take the guesswork out of oil painting.

DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
MATCH GAME
SHANANA
s100.000 name that tune
dk;k van dyke show

® MUPPETS show Guest Milton Berle.

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
MATCH GAME

8:00 O® WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
OO THE NEW ADVENTURES Of WONDER WOMAN
Wonder Woman, in her guise ol Diana Prince, is

married to presidential aide Christian Harrison as the

first move in her effort to find and seal off the source of

leakage of confidential U S diplomatic information to

foreian officials

Novembers - November 11, 1977

Q ® CPO SHARKEY Sharkey Files Over the
Cuckoos Nest' Chiel Sharkey's routine physical

causes a flap when he is mistaken for a mentally
ilelii loni patient and carted away as a loony bird

O CE) DONNY AND MARIE Guests Bob Hope. Ruth
Bu.vi (tii'iyl Lddd
m ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

8 30 Q iSi WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser.
^eeT Change to Survive Guest Peter F Marcus,
first vice-president and director ol Mitchell. Hulchins
Inc

O ® CHKX) AND THE MAN Delia accepts Ed's
proposal of marriage so Raul will have a mother -

and invites Ed to be the guest who's coming to din-

ner to moot hpr family

8:58 QNEWSBREAKm ABC NEWSBRIEF
8:0C O MASTERPIECE THEATRE I, Claudius Episode

One A Touch ot Murder' Robert Graves' account of

the decaying Roman Empire, ruled by Ihe despotic
Claudians. opens with Claudius composing his

memoirs until he recalls a banquet attended by his

grandmother, Livia, a coldly manipulative beauty, and
her husband the Emperor Augustus

O O CBS FRIDAY MOVIE SPEOAL Night Moves
1975 Gene Hackman, Jennifer Warren Hollywood
detective, tracing down a missing teenager in the

Florida Keys, learns about a bizarre smuggling ring. (2

hrs )

O® THE ROCKFORO FILES Jim Rockford agrees to

help a young nature lover, but his good Samaritan act

leads to an attack by the underworld, who is convinced
she IS a courier

O ^ THE ABC FRIDAY NK3HT MOVIE Intimate

Strangers' Dennis Weaver. Sally Struthers A couple
find that their deep love for each other can't overcome
the explosive emotions which threaten to destroy their

marriage (2 hrs )@ MOVIE Von Ryan s Express' 1965 Frank Sinatra.

Trevor Howard. WW II; An American Air Force colonel
leads prisoners to take over a train transporting them
to Austria (2 hrs 30 mm.)m MASSACHUSETTS
S BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS Sketches include The
Great SutMnergo. Ernie as a movie director featuring

The Clutching Hand, an examination of sex and
violence on television and two musical visualizations.

NEWS
@ QUINCY When Quincy urges a high school

toott>all star to stay out of an important game, he
meets opposition from an entire community obsessed
with a championship season.

SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Joyce Grenfell.

author of Joyce Grenfell Requests trie Pleasure,' is

regarded as one ol England s foremost monologists.'

her specialty being her subtle yet sympathetic

evocation of the genteel, middte-class Englishwoman.

CS>NEWS
_ OS Afraid of Virginia Woolf 1966

Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton Story about the love-

hale relationship between a middle-aged resigned

college prolessor and his wife (2 hrs. 30 min.

)

Om THE TONIGHT SHOW Host: Johnny Carson.

8 roREVER FERNWOOO
a SECONDQTY TV

S MOVIE The Scarlet Claw 1944 Basil Rathbone.
Nigel Bruce Holmes and Watson trap a monster in the

Canadian marshes (1 hr 30 mm )

09 BARETTA Look Back in Terror' A copvict, sent to

prison by Baretta, escapes to get even with him and
discovers that the girt he left l)ehind is romantically

involved with Baretta (R)

8 ABC CAPTK)NED NEWS
MOVIE Rage 1966 Glenn Ford, Stella Stevens. (2

hrs )

12:30 O BARETTA Look Back in Terror' A convict, sent to

prison by Baretta, escapes to get even with him and
discovers that the girl he left behind is romantically

involved with Baretta (R)

1 :00 O® THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host: Glen Campbell
Guests: Dorothy Moore. Anne Murray, Brick, Cianne
Steinberg. Jell Kulach and the Dancing Machine,

1:35 QNEWS
1:45 O MOVIE Duffy' 1968 James Coburn. James Mason.

(2 hrs )

3:45 05 ALL NIGHT
4:00 B HOUSE CALL

0:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30
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BACK ROOM
RECORD SHOP

HELORD

AIHVM SPtCIAI
ALL 6 98 LIST

3.99
^ith CoupO'"'

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Expires Nov 20 '

I

ALL 7 98 LIST

4.76

WEEKLY SPfCIALS ALSO
USfO RfCOROS Bought A Sold
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Seabrook demonstrators
to begin appeals today
^/X^TER, N.H. [UPf] - Appeals trials for
64 of the more than 1,400 persons arrested in
May's occupation of the Seabrook nuclear
power plant begin today in Rocltingham
County Superior Court.

The demonstrators all have been con-
victed in District Court of criminal trespass,
but state law allows them an appeal to
Superior Court for a jury trial.

The demonstrators say nuclear power will
be the main issue in the trials. They plan to
use as a defense New Hampshire's com-
peting harms law, which says it is legal to
break a law to prevent harm from occurring

that is more of a threat to life and property
than the law that is broken.
The demonstrators claim the building of

the $2 billion Seabrook plant is more of a
threat to humanity than was their oc-
cupation.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in
Washington is now reviewing evidence
presented by opponents of the plant who
want construction halted at the 715-acre site.

One of the parties contesting is the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which is
disturbed that the builders of the plant the
Public Service Co., of New Hampshire, 'may

not have the money to maintain it

adequately. The plant would be located a
few miles from the Massachusetts state line.

Gov. Meldrim Thomson, in a letter to
Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,
urged the Bay State yesterday to stop its

opposition to the plant.

"I wish to protest strongly against the
State of Massachusetts, involving itself
through your attorney general's office in the
current NRC hearings. I am not aware the
state of New Hampshire ever protested the
construction of your nuclear plants. In truth,
I am personally glad to have them and hope
you get more," Thomson said.

Cheerleaders, band members, and fans both vouna and nirf tum^iw «..* c •j
to get spirit up for Saturdays UMass- Holy Cross foo?ba,laar^/^^^ "'«^U°; !^'» ^°"*''^ ^^''^ ^"^ '^^ *^"'^P"' P°"^

y wru»» Tooioaii game, which UMass won 28-6. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Appeals

appeal

to UMIes
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Stgff

Today's Seabrook appeals trials have
sparked favorable reactions within the
UMass community. About 50 or 60
people from this area alone joined others
at 10 a.m. today in a rally to gain more
support for their cause, according to
Sean Conley, a UMass student. Only four
of the 64 people on trial are from this
area.

The aspect of "putting nuclear power
on trial" shows the importance of today's
appeals trials, said Myra Levy, a UMass
student.

Jim Laurita, also of UMass, said "It's
great that Governor Dukakis is opposing
Seabrook so strongly in the interest of
Massachusetts.

"One of the main reasons I feel that
Massachusetts is so concerned is that
Boston is located within the danger zone
if a nuclear accident were to occur at
Seabrook," Laurita added.

"I feel that Massachusetts is opposing
Seabrook basically because of the costs,
and the need of it," Conley said. "One
interesting aspect of these appeals trials
IS that they are being held before the
appeals trials for the two August 1976
occupations, and no one knows why,"
Conley added.

Cost seems to be a main concern of
people in the area. "When the costs of a
nuclear power plant are being calculated,
people don't think about 20 or 40 years
later, that's where the main cost is,"

Myra Levy, a UMass student said.
"When the plant becomes too

radioactive to be useful anymore, it must
either be buried in concrete or completely
dismantled, and that is really expensive,"
Levy said.

On the aspect of cost, Conley added,
"Although the purpose of nuclear power
plants may be to cut present costs, as
time goes on, costs increase and our
children will be the ones to end up
suffering the major expense."

It's a general consensus fhat today's
appeals trials will be all important in

setting a precedent for future nuclear
power trials.

Inside

Reporter Michael Simons takes the
readers on a delectable journey when he
investigates student-run munch-out
joints on campus. See story and photos
on Page 4.

HCfifher

Highs in the 50's, a bit of rain.

These daily forecasts are really a pain.

Tomorrow

How much money does the Textbook
Annex make on books? Where does it go?

Reporters Robin Costello, Pam Lindmark
and John Moran examine the finances and
operation of the Textbook Annex in a three-
part series starting tomorrow in the
CoMegian.

Parking proposal seen as shopper aid
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Christmas shopping in downtown
Amherst may be less hectic for motorists this
season if town officials decide to back a
proposal to create additional temporary
parking spaces in the center.
The proposal, in part, asks the town to

develop, "as quickly as possible", a tem-
porary parking facility off Main St. at the site
of the old junior high school. The site is

currently under the supervision of the
Amherst Redevelopment Authority for the
Boltwood Walk project. If the proposal is

accepted, the site v^ould be in use from now
until Jan. 1, 1979.

The proposal will be considered by the
Board of Selectmen in their weekly meeting
toniqht at 7:30 in Town Hall.

Board Chairman Diana H. Romer said last
night she suspects the selectmen will back
the proposal. She said the board has heard a
number of proposals to increase downtown
parking, and is generally supportive of the
idea.

"When you stop and consider that many

of the small retailers take in 20-25 per cent of
their yearly gross from now until Christmas, I

think the importance of the problem
becomes clear. While I cannot presume to
speak for all my colleagues, I have the
suspicion we will push pretty hard for in-

creased parking," Romer said.

Romer said she did not know whether the
board will act on the proposal tonight.
The selectmen are also scheduled tonight

to consider borrowing for a pumper fire

truck; board stand on town meeting warrant
articles; and applications for live en-
tertainment, a juke box and dancing at
Charlie's in Amherst Center.
The proposal, latest in a series of plans to

develop both temporary and permanent
parking spaces in downtown Amherst, was
drafted by Town Planner James Cope and
Project Planner Edmund D. Mossey and has
received strong support by the Amherst
Chamber of Commerce.

Other recommendations outlined in the
plan include:

-Development of 50 temporary spaces
within the next year, and 50 permanent
spaces by July 1, 1979;

- Amendment of the town zoning bylaw
to allow for the development of compact car
spaces;
- Installation of signs indicating public off-

street parking areas;
- Development of remote "park-and-ride"

lots for employees using public transit;

Amherst Redevelopment Authority
Director -J urgen H. Roetter, said although he
was not familiar with Cope's proposal, the
ARA would continue to work with the town
to ease the parking problem. Responding to
recent criticism that the ARA was opposed
to any downtown parking shuffle, Roetter
said "We will continue to work with the town
— not against it."

Roetter said that while he was concerned
with "creating a lively downtown business
area," the ARA's main priority would be to
find parking spaces for the Boltwood Walk
project.

The ARA is overseeing construction of
Boltwood Walk, a redevelopment project in

Amherst Center designed to provide elderly
residents and others with "an alternative for
living," Roetter said.
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OHAG members (I. to r.) Jeff Cohen, treasurer; Scott Wieler, president; Sue Curt, secretary; and Mark Hergenrother, vice
president, discuss the 77-78 budget allocations among the Orchard Hill area groups. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

OHAG receives loan from SGA
By JACK GRAVELL
Collegian Staff

A $1,500 loan from the Student Govern-
ment Association has been granted to the
Orchard Hill Area Government, President
Scott Wieler announced at last night's
meeting. Presently, the allocation of these
funds has not been resolved.
An art fair to be held in early December

was appropriated $50 out of the budget of
the Art Guild. This event will be co-

sponsored bv the Central Area council.
in other business, a motion was presented

to allocate $1,000 toward an Orchard Hill-

Central spring concert. Wielder, the sponsor
of the motion, stated as rationale, "This is

the one event which shows students where
their money i- going." Wieler expressed an
obligation to "give those people out there
what they want."

In opposition. Treasurer Jeff Cohen asked,
"Why can't we have our own coffeehouses
where our own people can play for us?" He

also questioned the actual student interest in

a spring concert.

A contingency fund was proposed by
Dave Riave, head of residence of Field

House, in which funds could be placed for

later use. Concerning the spring concert
controversy, he argued that "tradition is a

poor gauge for measuring student interest."
He said he felt the contingency fund would
provide for the changes in opinion
throughout the year.
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Feminist

shows
film

By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Martha Coolidge, nationally known film-

maker and feminist, led a discussion at

Hampshire College Friday at 8 p.m.,
following the showing of her recently film,

"Not a Pretty Picture," to a crowd of about
150.

The movie was an autobiographical ac-

count of the filmmaker's own rape. "No film

had ever been shown about rape that dealt

with the topic realistically," Coolidge said.

The plot deals with a 16-ycar-old girl, who
visits New York City for the weekend with

some older friends, and is eventually raped
by one of them. The story is frequently in-

terrupted by discussions between the actors

and Coolidge, on their feelings about rape

and the scenes in the movie.

Coolidge said she didn't want to shoot a

rape scene within the movie. "Every rape

scene I've seen in movies or TV ends up an
action-packed, titillating, provocative part of

the overall scheme," said Coolidge. She
stressed the rape sequence in "Not a Pretty

Picture" to be "improvisational, where the

actors knew the result would include their

reactions."

The purpose of the film, Coolidge said,

was "an analysis of one experience, intended
to be a first step toward a discussion about
rape." The film has been shown to a variety

of audiences, including college students,
feminists, community groups, and film

competitions.

Much of the discussion after the film was
concerned with changing male and female
roles. Coolidge said, "Until men start to deal

with issues connected with rape, nothing
positive can occur. Men are victims of rape
too."

Coolidge stressed the desire to deal with
topics not generally portrayed in con-
temporary films. A majority of her films have
been biographical accounts. Some of these
include "Old Fashioned Woman," a film

about Coolidge's 87-year-old grandmother
and "David Off and On, " a portrait of her

brother.

"Hollywood must work on not socializing

men and women as being different," said

Coolidge. "The views of many filmmakers
today are 10 years behind the times."
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Why do we parade through campus on

a Friday night? Why do we bother to

attend a bonfire? The answer can be

found on the back of this UMass Tuba
player... and we love it.

Sylvan television station

soon to start cable system

Correction
The union affiliation story on page three of Friday's Collegian should have read the

Massachusetts State Employees Association (MSEA) affiliated with the National
Association of Government Employees in August, upsetting MSEA members.

By MARIANNE TENNEY
Collegian Staff

After a two year lapse, the Sylvan

television station, WSYL, will begin a closed-

circuit television system, tentatively

scheduled is the week of Nov. 28.

Unlike the current FM radio station, the

television productions will be open to Sylvan
residents only.

The cable system will receive its power
from the antenna atop the roof of one of the
Sylvan dorms. In order to view the program,
residents should turn to channel two. No
specific viewing times have been allotted
thus far; surveys will be taken in order to find

the most convenient times.

Student Video Project will provide sources
for programming WSYL's beginning stage.
Eventually, once WSYL has established

Itself, they will do their own interviews and
talk shows.

SVP, funded by the Undergraduate
Student Senate, already offers workshops
open to all interested students. Nina
D'Amico, head of residence at Brown, is

currently offering a one-credit Sylvan area
TV community workshop for students in-

terested in broadcasting. The director of the
television station is Tim Bernard, also a

resident of Brown.

The programming content will be very
flexible. Basically, it serves as a community
awareness project. Joe Kennedy, assistant
head of residence at Brown, said, "There is a
communication problem in Sylvan because
of the suites." He said he feels the new
television station will alleviate this problem.

Bernard was selected as the director of the
television station two weeks ago. The studio
is located in the basement of Cashin dorm.
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Library still has a few "bugs

'

By CHRIS BOURNE
Collegian Staff

A collection of old records brought into
the library about 10 days ago has prompted
action to correct two problems with the
Archives in the library: no fumigation
procedure and no real idea of which records
belong there.

The 60 cases of records were delivered to

Project

Self

scratched
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The staff at the Everywoman's Center
have decided to discontinue the Project

Self program indefinitely, beginning this

spring semester, because of a work
overload and financial concerns, accord-
ing Linda Spataro, a program coor-

dinator.

Project Self, which stands for support,
education, learning, and friendship, is an
alternative educational program at the

Everywoman's Center at 506 Goodell and
offers workshops by, for, and about
women.

Project Self began in 1971 with work-
shops offering women information about
"sexuality, the media, communication
skills, values clarification, and sex roles,"

reads a pamphlet on the "herstory" of

Project Self.

At that time, only 10 women par-

ticipated in the workshops, Spataro said.

This semester, 275 women are involved in

27 workshops.
Creativity, skills, personal growth, and

cultural identity are the goals of Project

Self. The program offers women a

"supportive atmosphere in which to

overcome their own limitations and
limitations placed upon them," said the

pamphlet.

Project Self workshops are supported
by the participants' registration fees,

ranging from $12.50 - 25, and a financial

advance from the University's School of

Continuing Education which is paid back
with these fees.

"Plans are now being made to hire a

research developer to re-evaluate the

alternative educational program at the

center and to generate ideas about a new
program to meet the current needs of the

women of the community," said Spataro.

The evaluator will collect data needed
for program decision making and the

clarification of the goals of Project Self.

"We'd like to do something to replace

Project Self," Spataro said, "but the

form of the program depends on fun-

ding."

the library from the University Property
Office without any advance notice according
to Archivist Katherine Emerson. "The boxes
were suddenly dumped on us," she said.

When the cases were brought into the
library. Deputy Director of Public Services
George Wright saw a silverfish, a type of

insect which gets into old books and papers,
on one of the boxes. "I saw just one silverfish

crawling around on the top of one box," said
Wright.

Wright also said that "it's certainly not the
first silverfish brought into the library and not
the last, either."

Emerson said the Archives haven't had
any real need for a fumigatior procedure
before this. "Most of the papers we get are

damp and moldy. We do have a drying
chamber that we put papers in along with a

desicant to dry them out," said Emerson. "I

suppose we are shortening the life of any
bugs by putting the paper in the drying
chamber."

The papers are currently being stored in

the basement of the library. Wright has had
the area around the papers sprayed with an
insecticide to prevent any bugs from getting
out.

The University Press has about 100,000
books stored in the basement. Emerson said
there was little danger of any bugs getting
into books because the basement is a large
area and the records are well away from the
books.

Emerson talked with the Entomology
Dept., but said the only thing they could
recommend was that "we shouldn't try it

ourselves because the chemicals are
dangerous."

Emerson is now discussing the problem
with the Physical Plant. "They said that they
had little experience fumigating papers. Most
of their experience was with buildings. The
main problem is to find a chemical which
won't be a danger to anybody using the
records but will still kill the bugs," Emerson
said.

Most of the records probably won't end up

in the Archives according to Emerson. "I'm
not sure we would be keeping anything.
We'll probably be able to discard or return to
the Property Office most of the papers," she
said.

Emerson said all state records must be
kept for at least seven years. "The Mass.
Records Conservation Law says that no state

office can throw away any records without
permission of the State Records Con-
servation Board," said Emerson.
Under present University policy, any

records are the responsibility of the office

where they were produced. "The offices

didn't want to go through the procedures to
discard the records, so they just stored
everything," Emerson said.

The Faculty Senate approved a change in

the policy that would make all University

records the responsibility of the Archives.

"The policy change was approved by the
Faculty Senate last spring. I hope to bring it

before the trustees at their next meeting,"
said Emerson.

Black author to give presentation
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

Established black author Sam Greenlee
will give a presentation at the UMass
campus, tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the Campus
Center auditorium.

Born in Chicago, Greenlee calls himself a

"second generation immigrant from the
Deep South." Receiving a "non-education"
in Chicago ghetto "non-schools," Greenlee
compensated for his lack of primary

education, ultimately receiving a degree in

political science from the University of

Wisconsin. He also did graduate work in

international relations at the University of

Chicago.
Serving as a foreign service officer with

the United States Information Agency, he
was given the Agency's Meritorious Service

Award for his activities during the 1958
Bagdad Revolution.

After eight years abroad, Greenlee decided
to devote full time to creative writing. During

the next three years, he wrote three novels

and a three-act play, and published five short

stories.

Returning to Chicago in 1968, Greenlee
became the deputy director of a non-profit

civil rights organization, devoted to the

breakdown of segregated housing patterns.

In addition, his creative writing dealt with
black- related issues.

Greenlee's first volume of poetry was
entitled 'Blues for an African Princess". His

other works include "Ammunition," widely
acclaimed novel, "The Spook Who Sat by
the Door," and "Bagdad Blues."

Scfiool of Ed. collective in doubt
By SETH JACOBSON
Collegian Staff

Since September, a group of students in
the Human Services and Applied Behavioral
Sciences Division of the School of Education
have been trying to establish themselves into
a collective, responsible to the students
needs, according to a council member. But a
significant governing voice for the council in
the pending governing reformation is still in
doubt.

"The administration still believes that the
students are not yet responsible to have a
voice in the important decision making
bodies," said Marvin Davenport. "We are
still being given token status on the few
committees that we are allowed to sit in on,"
he added.

The principal objective of the council is to
provide a base for the students to
cooperatively supervise their education
within their division. However, faculty and
student responsiveness has been mixed,
Davenport said.

Students appear to be apathetic to in-

creased demands and responsibilities.
Faculty opinions vary, but are for the most
part conservative, he said.

For the past few months, various com-
mittees have been meeting to decide on
what direction the School of Education will
take in the next several years, said Daven-
port, but so far, no permission has been
granted for students to participate
significantly in these restructuring boards..
This has lead many students to surmise that

whatever new rules are established will

include little more than observatory status
for students on the decision making com-
mittees, he said.

The HS-ABS is fervently working to in-

form the students of their much needed
voice in the collective, according to Margie
Morrison, another council member.
Newsletters have been sent, but the
response has been sporadic. Without input

by these students, Davenport said, the ef-

forts of a few to affect the governmental
system appear bleak.

On the brighter side, the council has
established a resource center to gather in-

formation of relevancy for the students and
faculty of the HS-ABS. Communication
between student and faculty in the five-

college area is the number one priority, said
Morrison.

Commission on police

to meet at Smith school
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The mayoral
commission studying the Northampton
police department will hold its first public
meeting tonight at 7:30 in Smith Vocational
High School.

It will be the first meeting of the com-
mission since Hampshire County District

Attorney John M. Callahan ruled the
commission must hold its meetings open to

the public under the provisions of the state's

Open Meeting Law. Previously, the eight-

member commission had met in closed
session.

Among the items the commission will

study are the training of police officers,

relationships between different areas within

the department, communications equipment
and evaluations of officers.

Thomas Neagle of the city's legal

department, has said the commission's
three-member interview panels may meet
with officers and others in closed session
without being in violation of the law.

In a related matter, a Northampton youth,
allegedly beaten by two city police officers
this summer, has been arrested on a charge
of possessing marijuana.

Raymond J. Derouin, 17, pleaded rot
guilty to the charge last week in Hampshire
County District Court. Patrolman Raymond
L. Goulet was fired in September for

assaulting Derouin, while Patrolman
Nicholas Divenere was reprimanded on the
same charge. Goulet is appealing his

dismissal.
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Snacks satiate starving stomachs
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Hungry? Want good food fast and cheap?
For many dorm based students relief from
the munchies may be as little as a floor away.

Washington Tower Pizza Kitchen
Finally open after a half semester's

inactivity, the Washington Pizza Kitchen,
found on the 12th floor of Washingtori
Tower in Southwest is once again open for
business.

' The pizza kitchen was in debt last year
due to poor management, " said new co-
manager Joe Beninato. Beninato said he had
to go to Southwest Assembly to get the
backing the kitchen is now operating on Any
profits will go to Washington Middle.

This year the kitchen features six kinds of
pizza in two sizes, 12 and 14 inches, in what
the kitchen brags are the best prices around
This year 14 students from Southwest are
keeping the kitchen open seven days a week
trying to get out of the red and back into the

The "Subway " - a McNamara House snackbar featuring fast service, gourmet
hoagies, and other delicacies to delight the palate of munched out Sylvanites.
Karen Meany serves above patron. (Staff photo by Steve Nugent)

black, with all profits going back into the
dorm.

For those who don't want a hot pizza, 10
flavors of ice cream can also be purchased.
Service is quick, friendly and efficient. The
kitchen is open from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. on
weekdays and 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. weekends.

Sylvan Subway
The oldest snack bar on campus is also the

nicest and most restaurant-like. Located in
the basement of McNamara, the four-year-
old Subway employs 31 Sylvanites
dispensing everything from roast beef subs
to milkshakes. Unlike some area snackbars,
Subway patrons can sit and enjoy their food
in one of seven booths illuminated by Tiffany
lamps. .

Freshman Lisa Capone, claims an em-
ployee, the Subway has a very relaxed at-
mosphere but weekends really get busy with
lines backing out the door. Capone boasts
about the Subway's 20 flavors of ice cream
and the Wednesday night specials.

Michael Galper of McNamara, caught
eating his roast beef sub said, "When I get
hungry around 10, its a convenient place to
come down and get something to eat.
There's always the Worcester Munchies, but
you can't get a roast beef sub for $1.25, I

don't think you can get one anywhere for
that price. If you miss dinner it's a good
alternative and easy on the wallet."
The Subway also serves the Northeast

living area and is open from noon to midnight
Sunday thru Thursday, and noon to 1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday.

John Adams Snack Bar
Housed on the 12th floor of the John

Adams Tower in Southwest, the J. A. snack
bar is open from 8 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. on week-
days and 9 p.m. - 2:30 a.m. Friday and
Saturday.

J. A. specializes in six kinds of sandwiches
and eight kinds of subs, as well as bagels,
muffins, candy and doughnuts.
The snack bar is funded by RSO with all

Docs get just 'disserts'
By BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Doctoral candidates from the UMass
School of Education will tomorrow, for the
first time since 1970, present their disser-
tations for discussion in a public forum.
The candidates will not be defending their

dissertations as they would in their oral
examinations, according to Norma Jean
Anderson, the school's assistant dean for
Student Affairs.

Instead, they can add to or revise their
presentations, and respond to questions and
suggestions from anyone attending, she
said.

It will give students a chance to learn more
about unique topics, as well as give the
candidates a chance to test their disser-
tations in a public arena Anderson said.
The school last sponsored the Graduate

Colloquium seven years ago. Although it was
a new venture, "at that time, it wasn't
anything unique for the School of Ed," said
Anderson, who had just become assistant
dean in 1970. The venture was a success, but
the program was discontinued, although
there was not a conscious effort to stop the
program.

"I don't know why we stopped," she said.
"We were just starting so many now ven-
tures in those years."

Most of the 13 presentations will last an
hour and a half, with topics ranging from the
need for educating political refuges from
Southern Africa, to issues in genetics in-

struction.

Although the oral examinations are open
to the public, they are usually only heard by
the committee evaluating them, Anderson
said. She expects at least 25 to 30 people at
the presentation tomorrow.
She said the school hopes to continue the

program this time and have Graduate
Colloquium every semester.

Doctoral candidates taking part in
tomorrow's colloquium were either
nominated by a faculty member or volun-
teered and were approved by their disser-
tation committee.

About half of them took an oral exam in
June, while the others will take the oral in

January, Anderson said.

The final oral exam is one of the last steps
for a doctoral candidate before the disser-
tation is presented to the dean for approval.

There are 520 full-time equivalent masters
and doctoral candidates in the School of
Education, according to Anderson.
Tomorrow's forum is in Campus Center

903-909. The schedule is:

- 9:30 a.m.: Winnie Noel, "Experiencing
As Systemati"- '^•aining: Its Effects on
Communication Between Black and White
High School Students," room 903.
Nana Seshibe, "Southern African Political

Refuges; Their Need for Education," 905.
- 10 a.m.: Steven McLaughlin, "The

Relationship of Educational Experience to
Problem- Saving Ability In a Rural African
Context," 909.
- 10:30 a.m.; Luther Seabrook, "Parent

Advocacy For Educational Reform: A Case
Study of the Harlem Parents Committee "

905.

James Sullivan, "Chapter 622: Sex
Discrimination In Education Implementation
in The Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
909.

- noon: Eduardo Aponte, "Participatory
Need Analysis Methodology for Community
Runninq." 903.

Harriet Parker, "An Inservice Program To
Address The Realities of Psychological and
Societal Oppression of Teachers," 909.
- 1 p.m.: Peter Way Cotto.x "Education

As Environmental Design, Teacher As
Designer, " 905.

Jean Ross, "Genetics Instruction: Audio-
Tutorial Laboratory Versus Traditional
Teacher Directed Laboratory," 904.
- 2:30 p.m.: Jim Collins, "Teaching

Writing: Implications From A
Psycholinguistics-Sociolinguistics view, and
Philosophical Aspects of the Writing Process
of High School Students," 909.

Evangeline Darity, 'Plan of Success
Imagery Between Black Male and Female
Underaraduates, " 903.

- 4 p.ni.: Judity Souweine, "Maintaining
Teacher Praise Through Principal Rein-
forcement," 903.

Merrita Hruska, "Reconceptualizing In-
service: A Teacher Designed Staff
Development Program," 909.

Military budget projected
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Secretary of

Defense Harold Brown said yesterday he
expects the U.S. military's fiscal 1979 budget
to be at least $5 billion less than the $135
billion to $140 billion Gerald Ford projected
for that year before leaving office.
Brown also said the defense budget that

emerges from Congress for fiscal 1978
which started Oct. 1, should be about $117
billion.

He made the remarks in an interview onABC s Issues and Answers program when
asked if President Carter would keep his
canipaign promise to cut military spendina
by $5 billion to $7 billion.

"That pledge has in fact been met

"

Brown said^The Ford budget for fiscal year
1978 was $123 billion and the Carter budget
as It IS finally going to come out of the
congress, will be about $117 billion."
Brown then was reminded that Carterwhen pledging the military spending cut'

mentioned it in terms of the first budget for
which he would have total responsibility -

Octob'^r"l9m
''"''^'' ^°' ''" ^"'^ ^"^'"9

"Will there be cuts in that budget
reflecting his economy pledges."

TURN TO PAGE 6

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

handballs
and

handball gloves
at

•

A. |. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St. Amherst

surplus going back into the Student Ac-
tivities Tax Fund. An average of 100 people a
day come up to the 12th floor to conduct an
average of $150 worth of business. This year
J. A. has also added ice cream to its menu,
but unlike the other snack bars, the six
flavors change every two weeks.
A snack bar worker said that last year the

place was losing money, but since the new
manager, Wayne Montague, took over and
added the Ice Cream Chest, business has
picked up. "We're not making a lot of money
but we're not losing as much," he said.
The service is fast and reasonably efficient.

The J. A. snack bar has the distinction of
being the only snack bar that sells candy.

Central Filling Station
If you climb up the hill to Greenough and

find yourself hungry, then climb down the
stairs and get off at the Central Filling Station
in Greenough's basement.
The newest snack bar on campus opened

last semester, the Filling Station claims it's

the only station around where you won't get
gas. Greenough may be the only place on
campus where you can get a good steak as
well as the usual snacks one craves late at
night.

The Filling Station is open Monday -

Thursday from 7:30 p.m. to midnight,
Saturday from 5 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., and
Sunday from 5 p.m. to midnight.

The J. A. Snackbar — An aggregate of
outstanding foodstuffs. A must for any
munchie connoisseur. (Staff photo by
Steve Nugent)

MAKEUP
tothe classifieds!
Here's your most
effective market
for buying or
selling!

Classifieds reach
over 20,000 UMass
people daily. No one
el$e reaches so many
at UMass.

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

Laetrile transported;

hearing scheduled
NEW HAVEN, COHH.\UPI\ - A

Nov. 15 court date has been set for a
former Clinton resident on charges
of illegally importing 68 pounds of a
substance some claim is a cancer
treatment.

U.S. District Court Judge Robert
Zampano Friday set th etrial date in

New Haven for Willard Turner, of
Chula Vista, Calif., who was
arrested on the charger in 1974.

Federal drug enforcement
officials said they found several
pounds of Laetrile in Turner's
California home three years ago.
The agents, convinced some of the
drug had been mailed to
Connecticut, say they found
another 46 pounds of Laetrile in

Middlebury.
Turner is accused of bringing the

' aetrile into Connecticut's Bradley

New England News
international Airport from Germany
before taking it to California.
Turner's alleged accomplice, Eli

Pinochi, is listed as a fugitive by
federal authorities.

Originally, Zampano ruled the
federaL agents had conducted an
illegal search in California and he
threw the case out. But the U.S. 2nd
Court of Appeals reversed his
decision, sayin g the search was
conducted legally.

Thursday, Zampano rejected a
motion by Turner's lawyer, Robert
Oliver of New Haven, who wanted
to have the search declared illegal

again.

About a dozen states have passed
laws alowing the production and
distribution of Laetnle within their
borders, bul federal law still

prevents interstate transpotation of
the drug.

•HAMP PLAZA
Next to Big "Y
Super market

Northampton

•NEXT TO
BIG "Y"
Supermarket

in Ware, Mass.

Is this anyWW
to diet?

You bet it is!

V
Losing weight WFtfUJT

never tasted ^MaSSSXVso good WATCHERS
The Authority.

)lfNi*re this dofc to lodng i^viglit

EASTHAMPTON-

Wednesdays
AMHERST - UMass

Tuesdays
AMHERST-HADLEY -

401
Wednesdays 9

NORTHAMPTON - World

Tuesdays
Wednesdays

NORTHAMPTON - Y.M
Thursdays

American Legion
Pleasant Street

7 PM
Campus Center Bldg.

7 P^
Howard Johnson '

s

Russell St. (Rt, 9)

30 AM, 5 PM & 7 PM
War II Vets. Assn.

50 Conz Street
7 PM

9:30 AM
C.A. , Prospect St.

7 PM
For -Information Call:

(413) 786-6611 of write

6?? No Mam St , East Longmeadow, Mass. 01028

$7.00 first meeting, then $3.00 weekly. Join now'
LOWER RATES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

Workers file suit
on minority grants
CONCORD, N.H. \UPI\

Associated General Contractors of
New Hampshire will decide this
week whether to file suit
challenging minority requirements
in the latest round of grants
alocaterd by ther Economic
Development Administration.
AGC Executive Director L.E.

McGillicudy said in an interview
yesterday the association objects to
the requirement that at least 10
percent of a grant must be given to a
minority subcontractor.

A federal judge in Los Angeles last

week ruled the minority stipulation
unconstitutional. But judges in

Pittsburgh and Cinncinatti have
upheld it. McGillicuddy said the
problem is especially seriuos for
New Hampshire because of the lack

Collegian

of minority candidates.
"In New Hampshire, there is only

one and one half percent minority,
"

McGillicuddy said, adding six or
seven other states are

'

contemolatinq similar suits.

R.I. base wants
military destroyers
PROVIDENCE, R.I. \UPI\ The

chcJirman of Rhode Island's
Republican Party has urged
President Carter to throw his
weight behind a Defense
Department proposal to base four
Navy destroyers at facilities in
Newport.

'fi a letter made public
yesterday, state GOP Chairman
Americo Campanella said renewed
military activity in New England
would have "a positive effect on
Rhode Island's economy, which
has yet to recover from the
massive Navy pullout m 1973."

Optimistic look
at oil countries
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Treasury

Secretary Michael Blumenthai said
yesterday there is a "good chance" the
Arab oil producing countries will not
levy an oil price increase in 1978.

Blumenthai, who recently travelled to
the Middle East and met with leaders of
severa of the Organization of
PetroleumExport Countries, said he is

now "a little more optimistic"
"I think there's a good chance that the

price of oil will be stable for a period of
time, " he said. "By stable, I mean, of
course that I'm hoping there will be no
increase. And by a period of time, I

mean., for at least the entire year of
1978."

Blumenthai, interviewed on CBS's
"Face the Nation" program, said even a
moderate oil price increase "would have
a very negative effect on many
economies around the world, including
our own."
But he said he believes that now "the

major oil exporting nations do
understand that inflation in the
consuming countries and
enemployment in consuming countries,
is not in their interests and that price
stability for at least another year will

help them as well as all the consuming
countries"
He explained that increased world

inflationwill only raise the price of goods
which are sold to the oil producing
nations, wiping out benefits they might
receive from price a price hike
The 13 OPEC nations are scheduled to

make a decision on whether to raise
prices at a meeting nxt month in
Caracas

"Based on my discussions in Saudi
Arabia and in Iran and in Kuwait," he
said, "I think they're seriously

considering" puting off a price increase
for at least another year.

Blumenthai also said the
administration probably will grant either
tax breaks or some form of government
asistance to the U.S. steel industry hit

by "dumping" of lower priced foreign
imports on the domestic market.

"I wouldn't call them governmnt
subsidies," he said. "I would say there
would be special programs. They could
be tax incentives of various
kinds., although some government
money invested in that industry which is

such a key to many others might not be
a bad investment."

He said a three-pronged program for
the industry, being developed by an
interagency committee, probably also
will aim at agreements with foreign
governments to regulate the prices for
which their steel products are sold in the
UNited States, and at easing their costs
to the industry for newly required anti-
pollution equipment.

President Carter has opposed placing
quotas on imports to help U.S.
industries hit by dumping, and
Blumenthai called this a "no win policy"
because it would bring similar
protectionist policies from other
countries.

The treasury secretary also said:

The administration has not abandoned
its goal of a balanced budget by 1981.
although recent increased price indexes
and unemployment figures have been
"disappointing."

The monetary supply has been
"behaving in strange ways" but if

Federal Reserve zchairman Arthur Burns
is "careful, things will work out all

right"

Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthai said yesterday there -s a goodchance the Arab oil producing countries will not levy an oil increase for
tlie year 1978 He appeared on CBS s Face The IVIation
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Contractor guilty

of killing Bolles
PHOENIX, Ariz. [UP/] - A jury yesterday

convicted Phoenix contractor Max Dunlap
and plumber James Robison for the 1976
car bombing death of prize-winning in-

vestigative reporter Don Bolles.

The jury of eight men and four women
deliberated nearly 40 hours after receiving
the case Tuesday.

Dunlap, 48, and Robison, 55, were con-
victed on all counts of first-degree murder
and conspiracy charges against them in the
death of Bolles, an investigative reporter for

The Arizona Republic.

Members of Dunlap's family, including his
wife and five daughters, were in the cour-
troom and gave a collective gasp when the
verdict was read and some of them began
crying.

None of Robinson's family members were
present.

The most damaging testimony against
Robison and Dunlap came from dog breeder
John Adamson, 34, who pleaded guilty to
second-degree murder ana testmea tor tne
state in return for a minimum 20-year sen-
tence.

Adamson testified that Dunlap hired him
to kill Bolles and that Robison used a radio
control device to detonate the bomb under
Bolles' car in a midtown hotel parking lot

June 2. 1976.

According to Adamson, Dunlap's motive
was revenge for stories that Bolles had
written which forced millionaire liquor dealer

Kemper Marley St.. a longtime friend of

Dunlap, to resign from an appointment to the

Arizona Racing Commission. Adamson
claimed Dunlap had told him that Marley
wanted Bolles dead.

Marley, who was not charged in the case,

appeared as a defense witness and denied
that he ever had said anything about harming
Bolles or that he ever had heard Dunlap
tnreaten Bolles.

Adamson claimed that Bolles' death was
part of a $50,000 deal with Dunlap that was
to include the murders of state Attorney
General Bruce Babbitt and Al Lizanetz, a

former public relations man for Marley.

He said Babbitt was to be killed because of

an anti-trust suit against the liquor industry

and Lizanetz because of distributing

literature critical ot Marley.

The jury was sequestered Aug. 27 when
testimony began. Eighty-seven witnesses
testified and 174 exhibits were introduced
during the trial.

Bolles, 47, a father of seven who was killed

on his wedding anniversary, was known for

his investigative articles on corruption,

organized crime and land frauri.

Liquid fuel is studied

for use in hydroplanes
WASHINGTON [AP] - By the end of the

century, people might might be whizzing
around the world in hydrogen- powered
planes that could get from New York to
London in one hour and 56 minutes.
The National Aeronautics and Space

Administration last week gave Lockheed-
California Co. a contract to study a liquid-

hydrogen fueled aircraft capable of carryir>g

200 passengers up to 6,000 miles at a cruise
•peed of 4,000 miles per hour.

That pleases Willis Hawkins, Lockheed-
Califomia president, a one-time biplane
riveter who long has dreamed of building a
hydrogen aircraft.

The purpose of the 15-month, $270,000
study is to determine how to design a hyper-
tonic aircraft with two diverse engine
syttems, he said. It would use five con-
tentional turbojet engines for takeoff and five
supersonic combustion ramjet engines for
cruising.

The contract calls only for a design
concept, with no actual construction
planned.

But Hawkins hopes the nation soon will
begin experimenting with a hypersonic test
vehicle. NASA and the Air Force are looking
into that possibility.

He feels American airlines should be flying
hydrogen planes by the end of the century,
that it makes sense from the standpoints of
speed, saving energy, preventing air
pollution and reducing noise.

Hawkins said the time is fast coming when
Americans are going to have to find alternate
means of fueling their automobiles, their

homes, their buildings and their airplanes.

"My candidate for the airplane is hydro-
gen," he said. "It's clean, it's energetic,
provides about 2 'A times the miles per pound
than the fuel we're using today, and the
engines are pretty easy to design for,
because the stuff bums very beautifully
when it's converted to a gaseous state."

Hawkins said hydrogen can be produced
from the nation's abundant supply of coal.

"We've got one design that we've been
looking at pretty thoroughly," he said. "It

carries 400 passengers. And we've come up
with some interesting numbers. If you made
a fleet of 100 to 120 of these airplanes and
they operated 20 years on hydrogen made
from coal, they would save $10 billion over
operating them with a JP synthetic type fuel

made from coal."

The world's fastest commercial jetliner is

the 1,300-mile-an hour British-French
Concorde. But it is restricted to half that
speed when flying over most land areas
because of the potentially damaging effects
of its sonic boom on the ground.
The concept being studied by Lockheed

would have no such restriction because it

would cruise at altitudes of 110,000 to
120,000 feet - compared to about 60,000
feet for Concorde.
On takeoffs and landings, the noise would

be kept down by use of the conventional
turbojet engines.

• Budget
CONT. FROM PAGE 4

Brown said, "Yes, it will probably be less
than the projected Ford budget by at least
that amount."

After the show. Brown said Ford's
projection for the fiscal 1979 budget was "in
the ballpark" of $138 billion to $140 billion.

Carter, besides pledging the military
spending cut, also has promised a 3 per cent
real growth in defense spending — real
growth meaning that beyond inflation.
A Pentagon spokesman said the figures

Brown gave would allow Carter to keep both
his promises, assuming inflation next year is

around 7 per cent.

Dissident urged to emigrate
VIENNA, Austria [UPI] - A leading

dissident forced out of the Soviet Union
under threat of crimir>al charges arrived in

Vienna yesterday and urged the West to
continue efforts to save the Soviet human
rights movement from destruction.

Mrs. Tatyana Khodorovich, trustee of a
fund set up by exiled writer Alexander
Solzhenitsyn to aid imprisoned Soviet
dissidents, said the KGB secret police
warned her to emigrate or face unspecified
criminal charges.

"I succeeded in reaching the free world
not because of the generous attitude of the
Soviets, but as a result of efforts made in the
West," she said. "The Soviets have
destroyed my family.

"They also appear decided to destroy the
entire Soviet human rights movement unless
the West continues efforts to save those in

danger of ending up in prisons or labor
camps."

Also on the flight from Moscow were Mrs.
Dina Kaminskaya, 56, a lawyer who
defended Soviet dissidents in political trials

in the late 1960s, and Mark Popovsky, 55, a
writer.

Mrs. Kaminskaya and Popovsky, who
organized a dissident news agency, had
applied for permission to emigrate.
The three dissidents and their families

were hugged and kissed at the Vienna airport

by Leonid Plyushch, who emigrated from the
Soviet Union in January 1975 after being
held in a Soviet psychiatric clinic.

Plyushch, now living in France, came with
his wife to welcome his compatriots.

Dozens of well-wishers, including Nobel
Peace Prize laureate Andrei Sakharov, gave
the trio an emotional sendoff at Moscow's
Sheremeteyevo airport.
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Mass State Finast Supermaiicets Open Friday Nov. 11 Veteran's Day 1-9 pm

Enast
SUPERMARKETS

ITS GOnA BE FRESH
TO BE 1HE fMAST!

MEAT STREET, U.S.A.

Semi-Boneless
Herrud Hams

4to6lbs.
Average

l

BenaiMs B«ai for London Broil ^^^A
Shoulder *1.
Bonol— Rump or Tip ^K^IA^ft

Beef Roast ^1.

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^18Equal Amounts
3 Blada, 3 Canter,
and 3 Sirloin

or Country Style
Port Ribs 1.18 lb lb.

Bon«««M Top Loin ^^90
Porit Roast 'I:*
Colonial Cantor Cut S^
Bacon 1

;:;;».,•: ^f*^-«.i.»^ ^-^ • .. •• •.••.•;..•

Boneless Beef
ShoulderRoast

$^17
Top Round or

Bottom Round
•1.27*

lb.

Tall-laai T-Bona Portorhouta ^^^^A
Beef Steak'2.
Extra Laan 3 Iba or mora

GroundBeefl
18

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs

lOWhole

Whole
Breasts
96«H> 78:

Bonalaaa for London Broil ^^BVO
Top Round 'I'"
Bonalaaa Baal Round ^^UKO
Cube Sleak'lr"

MR.DEUDEPT.

Cooked
\.o^'' Pastrami

$439
cad ^M
°

Domestic
Cooked Ham

lb.

More Mr. Deli Favorites '.

Imported Swiss Cheese 1.99

B.C. Hard Salami .1.99
Mr. Deli Bologna :\'^%

. . ,1.19
Atailtbit Onlf m Sroras with Strvict Dull Dtpts

Freshly

Sliced

InStore Bake Shop!

Enriched Rolls. .•.. .... 79*

Iced Layer Cakes As,,.,.,, . . .. 1.99
Pumpkin Custard Pie .r:.';>'' 119
Afiltbit Only in Storti with In-Stort Bakt Shops

FRESH PRODUCE—^^
Fresh Califorhia^

Broccoli

59
Large

Bunches

ea

Red Delicious Family Pak
Apples

I
Tomatoes

Grapefruit
^ FloridaflBI jfc

Fresh
IMushrooms

New Baking
Potatoes

DellMonte
Vegetables

Sweet Peas. Sliced Carrots, Golden Corn,
French Style or Regular Cut Green Beans

3 -88
-BONUSBARGAINS—

^'nuteAraid

i

h

sierra STONEWARE
This Week's Feature Place Setting Item

with every $5.00 purchase or more.

Dinner Plate
Alao Sava S0< Itila waak
on 2 Soup/Caraat DIahaa
Only S3.M No Additional

Purchaaa It Nac

Lincoln

Apple Juice

^/2 gal.

bottle 99
Minute Maid

Orange Juice

Frozen

3 0(200 1.00

•"ZS*

Facial Tissue R.cN,««.

.

"Ho nlC6 Unc* Bwii Lonj Onm . . . pkg

Chef Boy-ar-dee ^^.^ir- '*;? 49*
OOUP" c!,'Vi?"oi'liMl»i '".

. . 5 e« 1.00

Wish Bone Dressing sr^ 'S.S'89*

Fresh Cranberries ii 39*
Henojd Beef Franks ;* 79*
Eye Round Roast tST . . «, 1.98
Sausage lJnkSjon«u«. » 1.69
Weaver's Chicken 'ssi,° ^i,*? 1.99
Finast Sliced Bologna. . . ^4 88'

Finast Shortening ^c^ 1.59
Del Monte Emit Cocktail '2^' 69*

Del Monte Peaches*
Fab Detergent 30.

SfecM ><».ei c«1 Wv^

•iS' 2.29
Sunrise fr»s/i Dairy Valuas!

Egg Nog
Borden's

32 oz
coot99

^^^^V cans ^M

r-FROZEN FOODS

Banquet
Fried Chicken

$049

BEER & WINE
Budweiser Beer

$e99case of 24
12 oz. cans ^,y 5

1.99

88*

Axelrod's Sour Cream
Hood's Orange Juice

.

Cottage Cheese Mood 9 Nuforni

69*

69*

'Boj
con

corl ^9
16 OJ
conf

54 OZ

Piece Box (*o 3
Rich's Coffee Rich .

.

Ore Ida Dinner Fries .

Green Beans ^^^;ss:

Hood's Ice Cream . .

dconH 1.00

'ir79*

21V> 75*

. ccS? 1.49

Folonari Wines *;,r 3.69
Reunite Lamkxusco . . . '^r 1.89
Inglenook Chablis . . . ™^ 3.79

Bu^ « WInt A vaNaMa In FInnt ot Hmdt»f

20* OFF H 25* OFF^1

"»purch«««o(ni 7?M Dkg

lOoldenQrkMlel Prime Variety

.

jPencakeSyrupjl Dog Food
[

15' OFF H 25* OFF
I ff»e purchese o« M ) 1 8 o; (Ag

, Post Super
jl Sugar Crisp

'^•Ourchaseof f2) 1 Ci pligs

« imperial
I Margarine

Extra Bonus
I YouSaveSO"*'

50 OFF

Pnoas anacOva

f. irir iNnv 1? iq:

I
FN

*t'i'"e,inorn(>ari.,(ii-»irK Vj*<! Nov BINuHov I? 19;;
I "ni!oo^

( rxioor M 77 7

on (1 ) dozen WhHe or BroMm

Finast
Large Eggs

|ffl^5 ctoafffV and tobacco oiooiKi'- va'-dNni, bfrwjs,n
I imiioof coupon M ?/s

I

Sunday November 6 Itwu Saturday November 12 197 7 We reserve the ngtil to Nmit quantities

ttie purchase of any custom cut

Whole Poilc Loin po..:rc%,

Shoulder Clod Sr.Vsr
Bottom Round SCV^'
y^^^Jwilt tnLSCojpor ValwNov 6 i^ 1977 14 842

Not responsibk' tor typographical errors
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Can advocacy reporting work at the Collegian?
Collegian 9

lisnmelilll

Forthe past four years a group of students
have been working to change the present
student senate governance structure into a
union structure. In order to create change,
this group must possess power, power being
the ability to influence thoughts and events
corresponding to the organizational effort to
change the status quo. But these students
do not possess enough power and so must
look to another group to carry their message
for them - namely, the target point oeing
the Collegian's policy of objective style
newsreporting.

Since beginning as a Collegian staff

member two and a half years ago I have
witnessed these "unionists" openly try to
convince the Collegian to report on the issue

of unionization and the movement toward
unionization in a favorable, subjective
manner; that is, for the Collegian to openly
and in a biased manner support unionization
in its reporting as well as issues which would
be advantageous to the union cause.

The most recent example of this was when
Bob Meiia, a commuter Senator vocally for

unionization and also a Collegian columnist,
tried to persuade the Board of Editors at one
of their weekly meetings to report on
unionization in a subjective manner.

Now Melia and every other unionist's

argument to the Collegian is fine since their

argument is that journalism is not just to
report the facts but also to educate I agree
that one of the Collegian s roles is to educate
students and investigate further into what
the administration is really up to and how
effective the Senate can realistically be. I

agree with them that the Collegian should be
doing a better |ob in these areas, could be
better serving students However, I feel that

Melia and other unionists suffer from tunnel
vision.

Although I have publicly supported
student unionization both last semester after

the faculty unionized and this semester, I do
not see unionization as the only issue
students face here. I do not see the desire for

students to unionize as a common
denor.iinator including the political concerns,

never mind the beliefs of UMass students.

Unfortunately, the unionists will have to

come to terms with the fact that the

Collegian is the only campus newspaper and
so must serve the needs of the entire

community by providing information articles

and articles on other news events besides

Student Senate politics and surrounding
issues.

And then one must turn to the issue of

objective news reporting. There is essentially

no such thing as "objectivity". We will

always be belaid with personal biases.

However, there is an essential difference

between objective and advocacy journalism.

Advocacy is clearly biased and presents only
one side to an argument. It is a form of
reductionism. However, objective style
reporting, by its very nature, at least at-

tempts to present two sides of the news. The
reporter is at least under moral obligation to
get refutation or response to facts or
statements released from a second party. By
this very nature of objective style

newsreporting, the reader may not be given
the total picture or a totally unbiased view,
but is given at least two opinions It is

essential that the Collegian in some form
make this attempt to present at least two
sides in its news coverage, since it is the only
paper on campus.

This is not to say that subjective style
news reporting, a new genre of journalism

which developed in the 1940s, cannot be
experimented with in the Collegian. It has
been in the past and I believe should be used
even more widely. However, such reporting

should be labelled as such on the news pages
or presented on the editorial pages and
should include all issues, not just
unionization, as the unionists would prefer

Quite clearly, the Collegian cannot inherit

the Senate's tunnel vision and carry only
Senate "propaganda", and I am in no wa\
using this term harshly. Clearly, the Collegian
must remember its duty to the entire
university community. And the unionists
must realize this.

Lisa Melilli's column appears ever\
Monday in the Collegian.

Funds ForW workers misused

To the Editor

There is a man who has been working
full time for over five years in the Campus
Center; and a woman, who for the last

seven years, has worked in the Com-
munity Development Center; and a large
group of people in Special Programs who
have worked for years as staff assistants,

administrators and counselors. The list

could go into the hundreds All of
these people have one disturbing trait in

common.- they are all "temporary"
workers receiving no benefits. That is,

they are not covered by insurance, they
get no vacation, no sick days, they have
no retirement fund and have no job
security.

These people are caught in this in-

credible dead-end situation because they
are paid with 03 monies. This constitutes

'As for freedom, Shana...

paul yanowitch

"I disagree with what you have to say, but
I shall defend to my death your right to say
it." This oft-quoted remark attributed to Vol-
taire seems to sum up the ideal of free
speech in our society. The First Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution is one of our
legitimate sacred cows (at least in tneory),
and it pairw me so to see an aspiring in-

tellectual such as Bill Sundstrom sink to the
deplorable level of ill cogitation, as witnessed
by his drivel printed on Wednesday,
November 2, in the column headed "On the
Return of Sir Albert Sparks."'

I do not mean to defend, attack or even
discuss Albert Sparks. Good taste has
tangible borders. What I mean to do is cast
disparaging remarks upon the thorny crown
which sits, ever so titled, on the inflated head
of Mr. Sundstrom; if worse comes to worst,
I'll insult his family. Just remember; there are
no sacred cows!

Mr. Sundstrom contends that civil

libertarians come out of the woodwork ""like

dormant beetles on the first day of spring"'

when issues such as censorship of the press
arise. While it is no surorise (in fact it remains
extremely logical that supporters will rally to
their cause), I merely take this opportunity to
remind him that the so called progressive

school, or the self-enlightened clique, are
often found bleating and hysterically
screaming at the jabbering dormant beetles;
the only difference is that the progressive
school more closely resembles drowned rats

and Water Buffaloes (or Beefaloes) in heat.
According to our sage of the month, we

persistent civil libertarians believe that
anyone should be able to say anything at any
time, and in voicing supF)ort of this position,
we are ignoring major philosophic
developments that have occurred in the past
two hundred years. Our country was
founded on the principle that all should be
able to speak their mind on all issues; it is a
permanent and irrevocable part of the fabric
of our history, and to so palpably ignore such
is to close one"s already averted eyes. Mr.
Sundstrom; what great philosophic
developments, what wondrous revelations of
thought, what insufferable epiphanies have
occurred to obviate the need for freedom of
speech?

Actually, what Mr. Sundstrom contends is

that freedom of speech is important, but is

only so when the issue being discussed is of
relevance or is judged of merit by Mr. Sund-
strom. So much for our definition of
egalitarianism in progressivism. Apparently,
free speech should only be allowed when it

aids in the shaping of goals and values of the
society. A wondrous judicial test is placed
before us. So clear, so definitive, so
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rT\eritorious! It defies imagination. Well,
actually, it defies common sense.

Mr. Sundstrom, as the Executive Editor of
a newspaper, should hardly be the one to
contend that only certain issues are worthy
of legal protection, while others remain
undeserving of our society's benevolence. I

scarcely hesitate to wonder what issues
raised in this newspaper would be allowed if

we are to consider the goals of this country.
But, wisely, he claims that the minority view-
points must be protected. I must simply
assume that there is a certain set of minority
views that are labelled acceptable, while
others are not. Consider the Consumers'
Reports Index to Acceptable Views:

"This week, the Supreme Court declared
that only the following minority viewpoints
are acceptable. All others will be censored,
and the authors destroyed ...

"

My goodness, will not society be open and
free when only 'meritorious' issues are to be
considered? It is best seen in the three views
of the first amendment.
The first view is often associated with

Justices Black and Douglas, who adhered to
the blanket protectionist view: the First

Amendment states that Congress shall make
no laws, and that is what it means; no laws.
All views, however, unpopular, however
unworthy of public attention, however trivial,

deserve the right to be aired in the "market-
place of ideas" and judged accordingly.
These "ignorant and dangerous" people do
not wish to sit and judge the relative merit of
issues, and pick and choose which are
worthy of society's discussion. This ab-
solutist view is not in vogue, nor is it ac-
ceptable legal precedent. After all, both were
senile.

Then of course, there is Mr. Sundstrom's
view: only certain issues that forw^rrj t^o

goals of the society and do not serve the
purposes of the capitalist war mongers are
capable of being aired. These issues are
those which are objectively considered
"more true". There will doubtless be a panel
of editors or some such enlightened group
who shall pass judgement upon the truth of

the issues. This way, the Nazi regime will not

rise again in the U.S., and Albert Sparks will

be booted out. Once again, the Weimar
Republic is saved; stay tuned for next week's
show when our panel prevents moral decay
and the decrepedation of American values by

upholding the ban on socialist propaganda, il

nominate Joe McCarthy for the chair of the

committee; that's my contribution.)

Finally, there is the current legal view,

neatly summed up by Justice Holmes when,
in 1919, he stated that "no reading of the

First Amendment would allow a man to

shout fire in a crowded theater." That is, free

speech is to be protected at all costs, unless

there appears to be a "clear and present

danger to the community." This approach
attempts to protect the right of free speech
unless considerable, irreparable and im-

minent danger is clearly noted; such as

shouting fire in a crowded theater. But would
it allow William Shockley to speak in the

Campus Center; Albert Sparks to show Deep
Throat in the SUB; Dave Kopay to speak on
Gay Rights; the RSB to call for socialism in

this country?

It is sad to think that we can only gain

freedom by losing it, as Mr. Sundstrom
advocates, for the censorship of even a few
persons is a crippling force in our "aware
society. Yet it is contended that purging the

idiots and the unpopular from the paper will

allow us to grow as a country and realize

greater freedom some day. It is wondrous to

note that in a university we have some
altruistic peers who would paternally choose
for us what we may and may not see; what
we can and cannot hear.

Someday the words of Justice Jackson
will ring true; "the rights of the minority are

never up for vote of the majority." All those
in favor signify by saving av'.

"Shana ...

"

Paul Yanowitch is a dormant Beetle

waiting for the first day of Spring. You can
suffer through his columns every Monday />"

the Collegian.

Romeo and Juliet

review unfair

To the Editor:

We wish to comment on Michael P.

Doran's review of "Romeo and Juliet"
I Below the Salt -11-3- 77\, feeling that his

summary dismissal of Debi Hopkins'
performance in the role of Juliet was
unfair.

Mr. Doran claims that Ms. Hopkins
relayed a Juliet who showed "no
growth, " complaining that "she starts off
as a little girl and remains that way."
Surely, however, this is what Juliet is

supposed to be - a young, willful,

headstrong and petulant fourteen year-
old. Viewed in this light, Ms. Hopkins
performed skillfully; now deceptively
obedient to a demanding father, now
enveloped in rage at Romeo's exile, at
times frantically impatient with her nurse
f^ar from lacking "depth of character,"
we feel that Julie was a very plausible
daughter of the strong-willed Capulet
father. She may, at times, have delivered
her lines too hastily \but then, so did
Romeo]

.
Her love speeches were

I happily] not tepid, gentle, romantic
thrills, but were instead strong, firm, yet
adolescent. We feel that the skillfully

portrayed adolescence of both Romeo
and Juliet was essential to the success of
the final tragic scene. Had Juliet been
any more mature or any less impetuous,
her suicide would have lacked credibility.

Tragedy would have been transformed
into the absurd.

a blatant misuse of funds. 03 monies are
generated by the state to pay for tem-
porary and short term positions. Con-
sultant fees and honoraria are ap-
propriately paid with these monies. Using
these funds to pay full-time, year after
year employees creates a flagrant
violation of common labor laws and
practices.

Until now 03 employees have remained
silent; but the period of placid ac-
ceptance and tight-lipped resignation is

over. Now we are demanding that the
adminis-'ation accept responsibility, that
Whitmore account for the inequities of its

03 policy, and that the absurdity of
payment without benefits be corrected
immediately.

In a rational and reasonable attempt to
deal with the 03 situation, the
Organization of 03 Workers \003] was
formed last spring. As a first step we
requested a list of 03 employees and a
written policy on this funding from the
Personnel Office. John L. Denyse,
Director of Personnel, has seen fit to
ignore our letter, as well as a memo and
severalphone calls. This is not in keeping
with the message we get from the ad-
ministration every time the question of
unionization comes up, whether with the
students, faculty or the professional staff.

Cooperation, they say, not unionization,

is the fitting route to balancing the
various interests of a university.

We hope that printing our original

letter to the Director of Personnel ]which
follows] here in the Collegian will finally

move Mr. Denyse to respond to us and
move the administration to comply with
its own words of wisdom.

Steering Committee
Organization of 03 Workers

P.O. Box 209, Amherst

Dear Mr. Denyse:

During our last meeting, it was decided
that in order to understand and deal with
our present situation more information is

needed concerning University employees
paid with 03 monies. The information we
request is as follows:

1. List of all 03 non-student employees,
showing

a] sex

b\ classification [professional,
clerical, etc.]

c\ length of employment
d] per cent of time

2. Definition of 03 funding, including
a] guidelines for utilization of

03 monies
b] justification for denying

benefits

c] definition of "temporary"
employees

As we will be holding a meeting on
July 21, 1977, we would appreciate a
response from you by that time.

Sincerely,
Steering Committee

Organization of 03 Workers

Review 'reply' termed abusive
To the Editor:

While it is the undeniableright of each
person to express their own critical

views, the abusive language and the
racial put-down made by Abdul Kol
Khara on Chuck Mangione [Nov. 3] was
unnecessary and an example of bad
journalism, in my opinion. So Abdul, you
don't like Chuck Mangione, but to go as
far as to call him candy-assed and a
dipshit really! And then there's the bit

about the 'theft of innovations', by
Mangione Stop and consider what
music, or any other art form, is comprised
of. Surely it is one's own thoughts and
emotions but influenced by other artists

as well as environment. If Mangione
h.isn't been affected by the classical

Black musicians that you speak of, his
music would be sadly lacking.

While I was sitting in the audience with
the rest of the 'smug middle-class', I saw
five guys who obviously liked playing
together. I also heard the influence of
Latin, rock and classical, as well as jazz.
Abdul, I think your views of music are a
little lop-sided. Music is for sharing; when
you start playing a game of 'this is mine,
hands off

' it loses this aesthetic value. To
say thatjazz belongs only to the Blacks is

very selfish. True, that is where jazz
originated, but move over and allow
some room for new ideas!

Lisa Keppinger

Defending the First Amendment
To the Editor:

While hesitating to defend Albert
Sparks and his plans for a porn festival in
the Campus Center auditorium, I found
Bill Sundstrom's logic in his editorial
Wednesday unsatisfactory and
dangerous with regard to interpretation
of First Amendment rights. "Por-
nography" may be offensive and sexist
exploitation, but it does not represent a
distinct threat to freedom and basic
human rights.

The distinction between modern art
and pornography is so vague that the
Supreme Court has decided for an even
vaguer criterion: that of "community
standards". In any case, the restriction of
expression in art, films, and writing of
such an undefined quantity as "por-
nography" does represent in my mind a
more real threat to a legitimate freedom:
the ability to speak, create, and publish
one's thoughts and ideas.

The "Lessons of History", much like

the Bible, here too may be quoted to

serve one's own purpose. Remember
that publishing Joyce's Ulysses was
illegal for twenty years, regarded as a
threat to public morals and safety. Even
allowing the notion that public con-

ceptions of pornography have changed
since the 1920's, restriction of speech for

a society's well-being is still a dangerous
precept. Only a few years ago our
country's government, formed for the

general welfare of its citizens, was trying

to halt the publication of the Pentagon
Papers as a threat to national security

and presumably, in the government's
opinion, the well-being of U.S. society.

Allowing interpretation of what could

and should be an absolute right is un-
necessarily dangerous. Accepting the
fact that men are rational and can select
when fully informed an opt/on in their

own best interest [the basic
rationalization for democracy], there
should be no danger that radical thought
could inspire a tyranny such as the Nazi
regime in Germany. The use of that
example also seems extreme in the case
of Mr Sparks, whose porno plans hardly
invoke in me a sense of danger or a threat
to my rights. What does scare me is the
germ of an idea in Bill Sundstrom's
editorial that the First Amendment
should be restricted in a situation where,
to use his words, "such viewpoints
advocate or directly result in oppression,
manipulation, or denial of freedom"
would hardly appear to be the case.

As in Russia, where the First Amend-
ment is just words, the threat is in the
restriction of speech in the name of
protecting society. In the words of
Justices Holmes and Brandeis, only a
"clear and present danger," such as
yelling "Fire!" in a crowded theatre,

justifies such a restriction, and not
someone's plans to show distasteful
movies. Other logic should be used to
deny Albert Sparks use of Campus
Center, perhaps due to the blatantly
profiteering motive of his actions, but an
argument for the abridgement of his First

Amendment rights is not the reason.

That is a reason the A.C.L. U. will support
the American Nazi Party's right Jo
assemble, and I Albert Spark's right to

show his movies, at least on First

Amendment grounds.

David Leith

Third World': The struggle against capitalism

p. Behenna Meyer
Robert H. Meyer

To the Editor:

J. G. Trejo's commentary [Nov. 2] on
the meaning of Third World is an in-

teresting one. The commentator goes
into extended detail of what Third World
is and what it should be —a commentary
which will undoubtedly have impacts on
the UMass Third World people including

myself.

According to Trejo, "Third W»rld" is

an economic alternative outside the

scope of capitalism and communism. It

is, politically, countries that oppose not
only capitalism and communism, but
dictatorships, military-coups, CIA, KGB,
SOB and a rather long list of things. He
concludes that being Third World is a
political belief that the future may bestov\

on us.

I looked for his place on the map and
f?!'ed to locate a- spot that fits his

definition of Third World. Maybe I am
lodging at either a capitalist or a com-
n-^^n.^t map. In my reading of his

commentary, Mr, Trejo seems confused
with the old term "Third World coun-
tries" and the new concept of the Third

World people. He liberally mish-mashed
all together and came out with a naive

Utopian schema.

Originally, the old term Third World
was coined by capitalist ideologists for

countries which refused to participate

directly in the Euro American camp and
were not a part of the Soviet component
in the confrontation of the Cold War
either. In this context it must be stated

that the non-aligned countries such as

India do not accept this imposed term.

Today, the use of the term Third World
has a different and cnncret connotation

The Third World peooie at UMass and
elsewhere have very clear objectives

regardless of the concept's origination in

the Cold War. The majority of the Third

World people in this country and others

do not, in my view, oppose communism
wl\ich is, in fact, our ultimate goal. Short

of communist programs we can never
solve problems of racism and sexism. In

addition to economic exploitation, racial

differences and sexual domination are
established goals of capitalism.

Third World means a united front to

attack institutions of racially and sexually
oppressive regimes, and to support and
participate in revolutionary political acts
and organizations. In the long run the
Third World people, in cooperation with
the white working class, will aim toward
toppling all capitalist states by
revolutionary means.

Tenzing Chhodak

More letters

on page 10
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More thoughts on Mangione reply

To the Editor:

Congratulations are in order to Mr Abdul
Kol Khara for his enlightening opinion of
Chuck Mangione's music Below The Salt
Nov 3\. And what clever use of adjectives he
makes '

But to get to the point: I can empathize
with Mr Khara 's anger to those whites ( case
in point: the late, legendary Elvis Presley]

who have blatantly stolen black music and
peddled it back to white, middle class

America in the form of glossed-over million-

sellers: but may I suggest to Mr. Khara's
homba'^t at Chuck Mangione is completely
misdirected' In fact, I challenge Mr. Khara to

advance any particulars on how Chuck
Mangione represents a "perfect example of
the theft of innovations made by truly

creative black classical musicians by white
musicians.

"

Chuck Mangione is a brilliant musician
whose original compositions and styling are

unduplicated anywhere in the musical world;
that Chuck may not be as outlandishly

creceive as Ornette Coleman or Sun Ra is not
at issue here, nor does anyone dispute that

lazz IS originally a truly black art form. But

anyone who is even vaguely familiar with
music in Its historical context will tell you that

every musician builds to some degree on the

works of all his predecessors, whether they
he black or white, and Chuck Mangione is

certainly no exception Beethoven, who is

regarded throughout the world as one of the

most creative musicians of his time, em-
ployed the exact same sonata-form as used
by Haydn, Mozart, and countless others.

Even Ornette Coleman and Sun Ra couldn 't

have transcended traditional musical
boundaries if traditional music hadn't been
pstablished in the first place!

So in conclusion: if Mr. Khara would like to

bombast white racism, it is his legitimate
right to do so If he would like to review
Chuck Mangione's music, that is also his

right to do so, but it would certainly be more
appreciated if Mr. Khara could tackle the
latter assignment with something remotely
approaching emotional equilibrium despite
the fact that Chuck Mangione is a white
man. So please, Mr. Khara. do the two
separately - they really don't mix.

Jurgen Kern

Vast judgements unnecessary

To the Editor:

Abdul Kol Khara, in his Below the Salt

"review" of the Chuck Mangione concert at

UMass, struck a few dissonant chords with
me

I felt, first off, that the review was highly
racist in nature. By characterizing Chuck
Mangione as a "perfect example" of a
"typical white" musician, Abdul fias helped
to extend the racist categorizing of music
and people

Abdul claims that Chuck's music is middie

-

class How can music know 3 class-' I should
hope that music is enjoyed by all, tastes

being independent of race, creed, sex, color,

or checkbook balance.

I resent being called part of a "smug
audience" I resent being called an admirer of

"sanitized pop" I resent Abdul's presump-
tuous judgements of what is musical theft

and creativity

I enjoyed the concert. I think Mr.

Mangione puts together some excellent

sounds and makes use of a highly talented

band. That is my opinion. Not a judgement of

White music or Black music or Green music
or Indigo music. If you have a different

opinion, Mr. Khara, let us know it, without
the frills of vast judgements on society.

Richard Maltzman
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TODAY
LECTURES

"The Effect of Economic Structure on
Technological Change," by Gregory Giebel
of Penn State. 2:30 p.m.. Campus Center
805 809. Spnsored by the Labor Relations
and Research Center Student Colloquium.

- "Plato, Ontology and Misogyny," by
Vicki Spelman of Amherst College's
philosophy department, as part of the Five-
College Faculty Lecture Series: Women on
Women, 4:30 p.m.. West Lecture Hall of
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire College.
CONCERT
UMass Faculty Woodwind Quintet's first

concert ot tne season, 8 p.m., Bezanson
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center. Will
perform four quintets.

MEETINGS AND ISSUES
Individuals and groups interested in

organizing a fast for a world harvest Nov. 17,
in conjunction with OXFAM, should attend
meeting at 3 p.m. at UCF, Student Union
428.

TOMORROW

MOVIES
- "Growing Up Female," 8 p.m.. Orchard

Hill Women's Center, Field House 112.
- "The Last Resort," 8 'p.m., Thompsbn

106, as part of the Progressive Film Series,
free.

SEMINAR
Study Skill's seminar, 1-3 p.m., Campus

Center 904-908. Third session in a series of
four.

LECTURE
Doris Preston, from Monsanto, will speak

about her career as an engineer and being a
working mother. All women welcome
Campus Center 905 909, sponsored by the
Society of Women Engineers
MEETINGS AND ISSUES

Lesbian support groups are forming; and
for those interested in meeting with other
lesbians, there is a meeting. Campus Center
802, 7:30 p.m.

DAILY

ART DISPLAY
The three-dimensional soft sculpture and

tapestries of artist Nancy Pyle McGee at
Herter Gallery, today through Nov. 17
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR

Prof. Etienne Brunei of the University of
Nice, France, will visit UMass today,
tomorrow and Wednesday. Brunet wrote a
monumental study of French author and
playwright, Jean Giraudoux. Those in-
terested in meeting Brunet may do so during
scheduled meetings.

For more info, call Prof. Agnes Raymond,
52314, department of French and Italian
FOOTBALL TICKETS TO UNH-UMASS
GAME

Tickets available on first come, first serve
basis at NOPE lobby, 8 a.m. to noon, while
they last Bus leaves Nov. 12 at 9:30 a.m. and
returns at 7 p.m.

The Collective Bargaining Advisory
Committee of the Graduate Student Senate
has t)f;en meeting for the last several weeks
Hnd tias come up with the following ideas.

Collective bargaining is a confidential
(process and we are not at liberty to discuss
what goes on in the bargaining sessions. It is

important, however, th,?t we know the
general opinions of graduate students on
specific subjects that affect graduate
students.

W(i have decided to hold open information
sessions on Mondays at 6:45 p.m., right
before Graduate Student Senate meetings
and in the rooms that the senate meetings
are held. The next meeti ig is today in

Campus Center 904 908. For future meetings
see the elevator schedule for room numbers
or come to Graduate Senate office Campus
Center 919.

Laboratory Safety class

available next semester

The Division of Public Health is offering a
course next semester on health and safety in
the laboratory to graduate students in the
natural and physical sciences and
engineering.

The one credit course. Public Health 690H,
will teach students how to recognize hazards
in the laboratory, how to work safely with
hazardous materials and conditions, and
what to do in the event of an emergency.

jienDemij :

Dogs located near airports Notices
to sniff out bomb targets

Northampton

WOOCV ALLEN
DIANE KEATON

'ANNIE
HAL (p

(no dollar nights)

at the Gates of Smith College

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Bomb-sniffing
dogs are now strategically located within 30
minutes flying time of almost any American
commercial plane that is the target of a bomb
threat, the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration said yesterday.

Trained teams of dogs and handlers have
been assigned to police departments of 29
cities across the country, including Boston,
and in Puerto Rico where they can quickly
check arriving planes or be flown 50 other
airports, the federal agency.

Between rush trips to airports or other
sites to sniff out possible explosives, the
dogs perform routine K-9 police patrol duty,
the LEAA said. Their handlers are hand-
picked officers already on the force.

"Twenty-nine cities were selected so the
nation would be covered as fully as
possible," said Acting LEAA Administrator
James Gregg. "The 29th city, San Juan, is

now operational and the program is com-
pleted."

He said the dogs are located within a half
hour flying time of most airports where a
threatened commercial jet might be. Another
spokesman said there were some exceptions.

Cities that received dogs during the past

year include St. Louis; San Diego; Phoenix,
Ariz.; Seattle and Spokane, Wash.
Besides San Juan, others are

Albuquerque, N.M.; Baltimore; Bismark
N.D.; Boston; Buffalo, N.Y.; Cleveland
Dallas; Denver; Houston; Jacksonville, Fla.

Kansas City; Los Angeles; Memphis, Tenn.
Miami; Minneapolis; Nashville, Tenn.; New
Orleans, Oakland, Calif.; Oklahoma City;

Pittsburgh; Salt Lake City; San Francisco
and Tucson, Ariz.

Gregg said the LEAA and the Federal
Aviation Administration have trained 77 dogs
and their handlers during the past three
years, financed by $400,000 in LEAA funds.
He said two to five teams were assigned to
each city.

The dogs have made some 4,000 searches
in actual investigations, 597 of which in-

volved aircraft, Gregg said. They located
explosives on 70 occasions and found six
"live bombs" ready tc go off, he said.

"We had great confidence in the dogs but
they are far more effective than we an-

ticipated," Gregg said.

To give them useful police work between
bomb searches, the dogs also are trained to
track, attack and patrol.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight rm. 911 CC at 7:30 p m. Pledges

meet at 7 p.m. in same room.
BADMINTON CLUB

Badminton Club will hold a meeting at 6:30 on
Tuesday night at Boyden Upper gym All levels
welcome.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Room 802 CC, Monday at 7:00 p.m. Come and meet

with the Lord.

DVP MEETING
Meeting to be held in CC rm. 805 809 at 6 30 p m

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. rm. 811 CC. Mandatory

meeting for all sisters. Pledge meeting tonight at 8:15
p.m., same room.
JQA UPPER COFFEEHOUSE

Saturday Nov. 19, JQA will have a coffeehouse on
the 19th floor. For more information call Rick at 6-

8580
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA COLONY MEETING
There is a meeting for all colony members in rm. 903

CC at 6:30 for High Zeta and at 7:00 for everyone else
LOST
Somewhere on campus, a maroon warm-up suit

Size small, with white stripes down sides Faded out
white lettering on lacket. If found call 549-2624
Rhoda. REWARD.
Ceramic tools in white plastic University Store bag.

somewhere on campus - metal and wood ceramic
tools possibly in Dining Commons - Basics? Please
call 546-6578, Lisa.

OUTING CLUB MEETING
7:00 tonight, rm. 917 CC. Coffeehouse bring your

instruments. Refreshments may be served. Exec.
board meeting afterwards.
UMASS SKI TEAMS
Candidates for the UMass Ski Teams, men and

women, will meet for organization in rm. 305 Holds
worth Hall on Wednesday, Nov. 9th at 7:00 p.m. Dry
land training will be covered.

betweer

Clossifieds
UL ^WBt

AUTO FOR SALE

?Uiflass iflusic Cbfiitrt €^u^lb
^

prisiBti

Two Gentlemen Of Verona
*'

ii latin Rock miisital based on Shakespeare's c(»medij

adapted by ly r id by music by

John Guare j^^„ Guare Gait MacDermofMe/ Shapiro

Nov. 7 7, 18, 19, 20 - 8:00pm

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall

$2.00 students $2,50 others

Bowker Box Office - 5450783

68 Galaxy bOOForr) $700 527 5746

66 Ford oust. Good cond New oil pump
trans batt $350 or 8 546 5920

VW Notchback 64 Mew brakes, clutch,
and more $450 for more info call 527
5659

72 Vega Wagon. Good stereo system
Good cond S850 Call 546 6879.

$125 or B 549Great running Volk*.
1602

1970 Toyota Corolla. Engine Er other parts
of car (or sale 549 1399 Larry

1970 Pontiac Bonnavilla Convertable.
Power everything, new paint. AMFM.
Best offer 665 3082 after 4pm.

1970 Good cond 498VW Squareback
2887

1958 219 Marcadas Body very good int

clean plus 219 1959 parts car many extras

1.000 or Best offer call 666 2202.

•4 Valiant Gud eng new starting

systyem Needs some work $100 Call

369 4979 Ken

122Voivo parts sedEtwagon Rea 665^»4

TSCliev.'Malibu CL 35b-U8 56,900^iies
Many new pans, runs well $1 750 price

negotiable Call Janet 549 3509

iSr Tnfl." Scout 4WDSolid^ 253 5394

BO
72 Super
mediately

69 Ford Window Van for sale
Mechanically good, rebuilt engine Asking
$1,200 617 249 3338in Athol

1971 Plymouth Fury3.PS AT, runs well
no rust $550 Call Tom 545 0156

73 Volvo Wagon Very good condition Air

con snows. 4 speed $3,200 527 5421

76 Datsun B210 Htch bk Lo mi AM FM
Ster cass .R proof . Ex. con. Ask $2,900
546 9931

Bicycle Rack. Heciminy chair 549 5725

Free puppy ft supply. 3mo fem. retriever-

setter, trained to good home 253-7357

Hugh colorful woven indoor Hammock.
Fits 3 adults Perfect X mas gift $20 Call

Pat 546 6230

RIDE WANTED

To JFK Airpon 10 Nov Must be at JFK by
5 30 P M Will pay gas tolls, etc Call
Arnnas5 1331 or 5 2762 Iv mssge

Wanted Immediately Black male actor
Call 584 3994 Cst in N Hamp

SERVICES

LOST
Fender Rhodes 73 Note Stage model

electric piano $600 Used 6mo 546 4788

HEXCEL Competions, brand new SI 00 00
206 CM with 505 Heels S125 546 9047

New/ excellent Conn Guitar $40 Vittert

Racket $25 N Face St Elias tent $160
Low a Triplex mountain ski boots $80
11'; ice axe $30 71 Opel tape deck
$700 5496599

71 VW Sqbk $720 or BO 545 0811 Jack

1973 Mercury Comet. 2dr hardtop Auto.
mint condition Asking 2300 Call Caria

549 1741 eves Moving MUST SELL'

Stereo
Deck
5950

for

$50

sale Receiver, 2 spkrs, 8 T
or B O Call AOE aft 5 549

70 Audi 100LS.
545 1387

40 Std.R T Vg Cond.

BAJA Bug Must sell im

Excellent shape Call 549 5879

73 Fiat 128, blue recent tune up, from whi

drv great winter car, Michelins exc

mileage, dependable and clean Asking

$995 Dave 584 3606 aft 6 or weekends

1974 Vega Hatchback Very goort con

dilion Andrea call eve 546 9870

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
ufins ban $350 or B 546 5920

MORTORCYCLES

1970T-250 Suzuki Clean, good trans
,

plfotv of pop $200 Ron 546 5187

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Men s, Ladi«?s canvas tf leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Save Levi Jeans AM sizes, stereo. VW
Spats 549 6305 after 6

Running Shoes-Puma size 12 Used 10X
must sell: Back problems Bob 584 0638

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Cail

Dennis Delap 256 8732 9 10a mm

FOR RENT

If you don't want to be locked into a 10 or

12 rnonths lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two t)edrms Townhouse and garden units

starting at S195 plus utilities Call

SOUTHMEADOW 256 0166 for more

HOUSEMA TF WANTED

Wallet in Blue Wall Rosemary 5-4207

Male dog. part Husky tan with white chest,

gray white mask Wearing flea collar

Answers to Bert Reward 549 0048: 253-

3100 Lost 10' 31 vicinity No East St

Lost cat. orange, large b very fluffy Last
seen Oct 26. Arnold Rd . Pelham
Reward 256 8082 545 2780

AUDIO 71_

Technics SA5270 RCVR, Sanyo R05056
Cassdk, Infinity Qa spkrs Less than 3
mos old Best offer 546 4132

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cakes
t)eautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subjects SernJ II for

mail order catalog Box2S818-2, Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 1213) 477 8474

Typing-$ 40 page Call anytinne 549 6656

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ^ears
•and models, low prices. Jack 586-0610.

IBr in 2Br Millhollow Apt Summer
St Amhe'st $102 mo util inc Alan
M-^'Sn

Pioneer KP-SOO under warranty $110 or

B Kelvin 6 9363 Must sell

CALCULATORS _

College Calculators offers low price £t full

service All models avail T159 $226 , 58

$99 95 51 $49 95 HP s & Commodore's
,ivdil Models from $16 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else call Bob or Chns at

(.ijiiegM CaiLulatnrs 649 '316

ENTFRTAINMEIVf

Pro Music Service Besi 'n lock thru disco
MortiUir Mum: 546 4731 Rea

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap
plication photos done Portraits m time for

Christmas BEfW or color service in

struction by arrangement Reasonable
prices for high quality work Contact.
Steven 546 9653 nights only

Expert typing, only $ 40 page Call after 6.

J/lon Thuis , 256 8484

PERSONALS

Sweetie, you rp the Tequila

Have a good day

my Sunrise

Thank you to whomever turned m my
wallet Oct 30 at the Fine Arts Center
Respectfully Fredi

To Mickey Mouse Jane, would like to

see you again 456 4199 ZAC

R EACH 35,000 R EADERS OAILYI I M Lmit i^ Oct BIO RESULTSI 1 1 1 REACH 2S,Mt REAOCRS OAILYI 1 1 1
REACH ISJM READERS OAILYI 1 1 ILNIto Aii «•! BM RESULTS! 1 1

1
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Bills shock Patriots;

Francis suffers injury

Buffalo s Jim Braxton bursts through a gaping hole in the Patriots' line to score a
first quarter touchdown. (UPI)

* Quinn, Arnold stand out
CONT FROM PAGE 16

With 100 yards to go, Deegan finally

sprinted past Treacy and won the race with
five yards to spare
"John (Treacy) is a great competitor and if

we ran another race I couldn't predict who
would win. I'm happy for the team and I

definitely think our team can make an ex-

cellent showing in the Nationals," said the

22-year-old Deegan.

Finishing 35 seconds behind Treacy was
Jon Flora of Northeastern, Flora ran pretty

much by himself the whole race, finishing 19

seconds ahead of fourth place finisher Dan
Dillon of Providence. For half the race Flora

was 15 yards behind Deegan and Treacy but
as the latter part of the race went on, Flora

fell back

Quinn, winner of the Yankee Conference
championships last week, ran his second
straight good race. Although th s year's fifth

place time of 23:56 did not match last year's

second place record-making time of 23:13,

Quinn was still happy.

"I thought overall that the race was easier

than I expected. I felt comfortable and for a
long time I hought I could catch Flora but he
was too strong for me. It was a great race for

UMass and I'm proud of our team's per-

formance and especially the races of Arnold
and Carroll," said Quinn.

As far as individual finishes go, Providence
had first, second, fourth, 12th, and 16th

spots while UMass garnered fifth, sixth, 10th,

15th, and 21st spots. Northeastern finished

with third, seventh, 11th, 25th, and 33rd
finishes.

UMass' next race will be two weeks from
today in the iC4A's - the Eastern collegiate

cross country championship. If UMass is one
of the top three teams finishing, it stands a

good shot of going to the Nationals in

Spokane, Washington.

FOXBORO, Mass. [UPI\ - Halfback
Roland Hooks, lost in O.J. Simpson's
shadow for three seasons, shredded New
England for 155 yards and the Buffalo
defense intercepted four passes yesterday in

directing the underdog Bills to a 24-14 victory
Sunday over the heavily-favored New
England Patriots.

The Bills, notching only their second win in

17 games dating to last season, recorded
their highest point total of the season. Joe
Ferguson threw a 7-yard scoring pass to
Reuben Gant, Jim Braxton had a 2-yard
touchdown run, Carson Long kicked a 30-

NFL SCORES
Buffalo 24, New England 14

Dallas 24, New York Giants 10

San Francisco 10, Atlanta 3
Cincinnati 10, Cleveland 3
Denver 21, Pittsburgh 7

Philadelphia 28, New Orleans 7

Detroit 20, San Diego 10

Kansas City 20, Green Bay 10

Houston 47, Chicago
Oakland 44, Seattle 7

Los Angeles 31. Tampa Bay
St Louis 27. Minnesota 7

Miami 14. New York Jets 10

yard field goal and Doug Jones ran back an
interception for 24 yards for the final touch-
down.
New England, which fell to 5-3 - 1 Vi

games back of AFC East-leading Baltimore
and a game behind Miami - scored on
Raymond Clayborn's 93-yard kickoff runback
at the end of the first period and Sam
Cunningham's 10-yard burst in the fourth
quarter after the Bills had taken a 24-7 lead.

Hooks, a third-year player from North
Carolina State, had a 6iByard run in the first

period to set up the second Buffalo touch-
down. He had been used sparingly over the
first two seasons, gaining 80 yards against
the Patriots last year in his best previous day
as a pro. Hooks was playing because
Simpson suffered a leg injury in the Bills' 56-
17 loss last week to Seattle.
The Patriots lost All- Pro tight end Russ

Francis on their first offensive series of the
game. Francis suffered three broken ribs
when hit by linebacker Bob Nelson on an
attempted pass reception.

Ferguson, who missed the final half of last
season after suffering a rib injury against the
Patriots, completed 15-of-22 passes for 201
yards - 188 of them coming in the first half.
The Buffalo defense, riddled for more than
550 yards by Seattle last week, intercepted
two passes that led to 10 points and two
more Steve Grogan tosses to shut off the
New England offense.

U.Mass

Student Federal

Credit Union

POSITION AVAILABLE.
MANAGER

15 credit internship

An tntervie**.' is required.

Contact Peter Bloom
or David Gre<?n 545 2800
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right
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B.C. by lobnny Mart

Your Birthday By St«IIa Wilder
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CONGRAIUtAnONS,
YOU KAVe VfOti A. eFDT
rN TKE'CELEBRirf TENNIS
DOUBLES TOURNAMENT."
YCXJR R\KTNEK IS
HOWARD COSELL.

PEAMIS by Charles Sthuiz

Q )9'r U'f.ivd f«aiu'« SyndiCai*

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 7
• Bom today, you possess
an excellent niind but are
overly influenced by ambi-
tion and other's opinions.
Determined to achieve
success in your life, you
are often at a loss as to how
to do this. At other times,
you are certain of your
ultimate fame and fortune,
but don't know how to deal
with the circumstances
that get in the way of your
'destiny.' You'll be better
off if you become more
concerned with the present
than the future.

An adaptable individual
you should have little trou-
ble changing from one kind
of work to another, one
place to another, even
from one group of friends
to another. Only take care
that you don't seek change
for its own sake or you may
find yourself friendless,
jobless and eventually
aimless.

Though adaptable you
are stiU quite tempermen-
tal. When pushed too far by
another's temper or sar-
castic humor, you can re-
act with a poisonous
tongue. You don't respond
physically, however, to the
barbs of others. You prefer
to keep things on an intel-

lectual plane, slipping per-

haps to a highly emotional
one, but never to the physi-
cal.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
Nov.22) - To have things
your way in the end, allow
another's view the domi-
nant position for the time
being.

SAO(TTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Be willing to
dlacuss your likes and dis-
likes, or you are likely to
be disappointed in a new
assignment.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - Endurance is es-
sential to the completion of
today's assignments and
routine chores. Take your
free spirit m hand.
AOUARIUS( Jan.20-

Feb.l8) - Financial affairs
may add to your confusion
early in the day. Turn over
money matter to one in the
know.
PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) - If you are swayed by
another's principles and
not your own, you may be
in for a good bit of trouble.

ARIES(March 21-April
19) - Practicality and cau-

tion carry you through a
difficult day with flying
colors. Don't hesitate to
say no when you wish.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) - Commercial interest
may conflict with artistic

one. Consult with one who
knows which side your
bread is buttered on.

GEMINK May 21-June 20)
- An excitable visitor
makes AM. interesting.
Don't expect rmracles -
but hope for the best at
evening.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - If caUed upon to
undertake the manage-
ment of a complex
enterprise, don't say no too
soon. Think it over.
LEO(July 2a-Aug.22) -

Family affairs bring you
face to face with your own
ability to be fair and
unprejudiced. Do what you
must, when you must.
VIRGO ( Aug.23^Sept.22) -

• When everythmg that can
go wrong has gone wrong,
prepare for one more
upset. Then the tide will
begin to turn.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

Consider another's posi-
tion in ^ affair which you
are presently disturbed
about. You may be well off
without realizing it.

Capyrlatai. \m. UnlUd FaMura Synttt-

CBl*. Inc

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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ACROSS

1 Heavenly
instruments

6 Egypt god
of creation

10 Large
number

14 Separately
1 5 Israel tribe

1 6 Pans airport

1 7 Army officer

18 Turkish title

19 High priced
20 Flower

organ
prefix

22 Arranged in

succession
24 Unseals
26Cal

mountain
27 Musical

composition
30 Bank abbr
31 Canadian

Indian

32 Cold crystal
in the air

37 According
to 2 words

38 Reveal
40 Cereal

grass
41 Vatican City

palace
43 Stiff hair

44 Beverage
45 Overshadows
48 Magna -

51 Throw rocks
at

52 Certain rays
54 Contem-

plates
58 Fitzgerald or

Cinders
59 In the

direction of

61 Honor
62 Humble
63 Shortly
64 Evergreen
65 Emendate
66 Pairs
67 Playing

cards

DOWN
1 Poor actors

Informal
2 Pit- ---

3 Ruler in

India

4 Advance m
rank

5 Zebra
feature

6 Sad
7 Pro —
8Vis
Face to

face
9 Lowly
worker

10 Dress
designer

1

1

Regions
1 2 Color
13 London

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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warning
device

21 Final

23 Hindu

princess
25 Makes firm

27 Plant

disease
28 Man's name
29 Chime
33 US A Nov

events
34 Accomplishes gg lo^l^^'i35 Tardy

high goals
42 Changeable
43 Lawbr<?aker
46 Mr Chaney
47 Whole
48 de

cacoa
49 Dragged

with force
50

Stevenson
53— goose

55 Protuberance

36 Gr letters
38 River

deposit
39 Pursuer of

57E Ind
weights

60 — little —
late

AIOIINLM K)ll. by Steve Lafler

HEY ?\ai \ DARE YOU
TO ARREST ME. I

BET YOO DONT HAVE
THE NERVE!

TTlWELL-Urt ... WE DIDNT
REALLY PLAKITO AR-
REST ANYONE TODAY.'

C, COfviE BACK'"
I WAS ALL PSYCHED.

si
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FRIDAY'S RESULTS
VARSITY MEN'S SOCCER - UMass4 New Hamphsire 1

VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass 1 Springfield 1

WOMEN'S SOCCER ~ UMass 2 Springfield 2
SATURDAY'S RESULTS

VARSITY FOOTBALL - UMass 28 Holy Cross 6
VARSITY MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY UMass second in New England's
WOMEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY - UMass third in Easterns
VARSITY VOLLEYBALL - UConn 3 UMass 2
WOMEN'S SOCCER - UMass 5 UConn 0; UMass 2 UNH

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY - UMass Bridgewater State
WOMEN'S SOCCER - UMass 6 UNH 1

Spikers slip to UConn
5v LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The UMass volleyball team saw its hope
for a .500 season vanish Saturday as it lost a
hotly contested match at UConn.
The match went the full five games with

the final aame going into overtime. The
scores were 12-15, 15-4, 15-7, 9-15, and 14-
16. With the loss, the Minutewomen's record
fell to 9-13 with just two games left on the
schedule.

UMass suffered its first loss before the
match began as junior Diane Mandragouras
injured her ankle in the pre-game warm-up.
In addition, several of the players were not
feeling well and this weakened the bench
strength that coach Dianne Thompson has
counted on so heavily in recent contests.

In the first game, UMass fell behind 10-5
but rallied to tie the score at 12 before
eventually winding up on the short end of the
15-12 final.

In the second game, the Minutewomen
warmed up. Thompson said the team played
its best offense of the year in the second and
third games as no player committed a service
fault in either game. The final in the second
game was 15-4, UMass, with Deb Kuzdeba
(served for six points) and Heidi Dickson

(served for seven points) sparking the of-
fense.

UConn only managed to get a little bit

closer in the third game, losing 15-7. This
time, Joyce GresI (served for 12 points) led
the charge as the Minutewomen ran off 12
unanswered points after trailing 4-1. Brenda
Simmons also helped the cause as she came
off the bench and played strongly in her relief

role.

Peggy Barber and Kathy Higgins put forth
solid efforts, especially in the blocking
department, in the fourth game but it wasn't
enough as the Minutewomen fell by a score
of 15-9.

In the final game, the lead changed hands
several times until UMass found itself up by a
score of 14-12. At this point, the offense
stalled and the Huskies rallied to win, 16-14.
The final point was scored on a serve (which
most of the UMass players thought was
wide) that just caught the line when it was
allowed to fall in untouched.
Thompson said that most of the oeoole

and even the officials said that it was one of
the best matches they had seen all year. The
officials commended the UMass squad for its

outstanding sportsmanship and Thompson
was also very pleased with her players' total

efforts.

Stars to shine for fame
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The Phoenix Suns and the Cleveland
Cavaliers meet tonight at 7:30 in the
Springfield Civic Center in the sixth annual
renewal of the Basketball Hall of Fame game.
The contest, which is played to raise

money for the hoop shrine, is designed "to
pay tribute to the founding of basketball in
Springfield," according to Mike Kogut, the
Hall of Fame's public relations director.

In the first Fame game, the Boston Celtics
beat the Detroit Pistons, 119-117, before
8804 fans. The crowd is still the largest ever
to witness a sporting event at the Civic
Center.

The teams to play in the game are selected
on a rotating basis, Kogut said.

Phoenix, NBA playoff finalists in 1976, are
led by all-stars Paul Westphal and Alvan
Adams; Ron Lee, one of last season's
outstanding rookies; and forwards Garfield
Heard and Curtis Perry.

Cleveland, a playoff team in 1977, boasts a
roster with such names as newly-acquired
all-star guard Walt Frazier; other guards
Austin Carr, Dick Snyder, and Foots Walker;
forwards Jim Brewer and Campy Russell;
and center Jim Chones.

Phoenix currently sports a 4-5 record and
is tied for third place in the NBA's Pacific
Division. Cleveland, meanwhile, is 7-3 and
rests in second place in the Central Division.

JV booters top Huskies
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity soccer team
headed southbound Friday to take on its

arch-rivals, UConn.
When the Minutemen finally waved

goodbye to Storrs; they had left another
victim in their wake. The sub-varsity team
shot down the Huskies, 2-1, allowing UMass
to still savor its undefeated season.

It was a typical rough and evenly-matched
contest one comes to expect between the
two schools. What provided the winning
margin for UMass was a defense that refused
to fold in the second half, despite the
relentless pressure from a desperate UConn
anack.
The mainstay for the defense was

unquestionably Bobby Montalto. As UMass
coach Joel Dryer commented following the
game, "I've never singled out any performer
in our victories before, but Montalto played
so exceptionally well today he deserves
individual recognition."

Staff Notrce
ATTENTION!!! All sports staffers or

prospective sports staffers: the Collegian
will be holding a sports staff meeting
tonight at 5 p.m. in the Collegian offices.
Topics to be discussed include winter
beats, features, and the winter sports
special. Any old and new staffers, and all

interested people, are urged to attend. If

you want to write sports this winter,
show up. This meeting is mandatory.

L

Other key contributors were Andy Het-
tinger, Clovis Rainford, and Peter Oulette.
Oulette also scored the winning goal to go
along with his excellent defensive efforts.
UMass got the game off to a flying start

when Mark Miskin drilled a penalty kick low
and hard into the back of the net, with just
one minute elapsed. It was Dave Mains'
hustle that drew the penalty, allowing Miskin
the free kick. Mains was trying to work his
way through a crowd and was dragged down
in front of the UConn net.

* U-N-HH!
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

face as he added, "I love to plav in bowls."
The last two times UMass and UNH have

gotten together, UMass tight end Kevin
Cummings has just been an interested
spectator, having been sidelined with In-

juries.

"I've been looking forward to the New
Hampshire game since tho summer,"
Cummings recalled. "It's even more im-
portant than the B.C. game, because it

means the Yankee Conference title. It means
everything."

Maybe f\/!acPherson isn't greatly over-
stating the case when he said the /ankee
Conference version of THE game, "We'll die
for victory."

One must remember, however, that next
week's grudge match in Durham may include
some emotion on the home side, a> well.

And reports from New Hampshire nimor that
the chant after the Wildcat's 52-7
demolition of Springfield went something
like: "Yoo-Mass, Yoo-Mass, Yoo-Mass...."
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Spend Your Intersession

in ISRAEL!
Experience a three week encounter

with the land and the people.

For more info, call 545-2526 or

contact: B'uai B'rith Hillel

i()2 Student Union

University of Mass.

Amherst, Mass. 01003
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Gloria Stevens Figure Salon
features the M.E.D. method:
Motivation, Exercise and Diet
There are no gimmicks or
double talk. If you sincerely
want to lose weight, firm up
your figure, then try
Gloria Stevens.
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Women
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's cross country team,
led by freshman Tina Francario's eighth
place finish, grabbed third place in the
Eastern Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (EAIAW) Cross
Country Championship Saturday at Rutgers
University.

Penn State successfully defended its team
title by amassing 47 points to lead Maryland
(84), UMass (134), Rutgers (151) and Middle-
bury (175).

The victor's Kathy Mills also defended her
individual title by running a course record
16:39 over the 5,000 meter Buccleuch Park
course. The former record holder, Kris
Bankes of Penn State, finished third.

Harvard's outstanding freshman, Anne
Sullivan, outkicked Bankes for second place.
Han/ard, the New England champ, did not
send its full squad, but Sullivan and two
other individuals did run.

Depth keyed the three top teams, as Penn
State had five runners in the top 15 places,
Maryland had five in the top 24 places, while
UMass put five runners into the top 36.

Francario continued her string of great
races by touring the slippery red clay loop in

18:23, trailing Lucy Kelly of the University of
DC by one second. She outran all the run-
ners who had beaten her in the NE's, in-

cluding NE third place winner Kathy Whit-
comb, who she passed in the last 660 yards
of the race.

"I came up next to her (Whitcomb) and
looked at her, and she looked at me," said
Francario. "Then I gave her a great big smile.
It really blew her mind. Then I went by her."

Francario seems to be peaking as the
season goes along. She didn't beat team-
mate Jane Welzel until the NE meet, and
beat her again in the Eastern's, by 50
seconds.

"I definitely haven't peaked yet," she said.
"I don't think I've ever peaked in a season
before - they've always ended."
A blanket of 16 seconds covered the next

five Minutewomen harriers. Co-capt. Jane
Welzel established a position at the middle of
the lead group and hung on to finish 26th in

19:13. She was running in her final cross
country race for UMass, ending her third
season as probably the finest runner over
that period at the school.
A sure bet to continue the Welzel lock on

frontrunning in a red uniform is sister Linda.
She ran a super meet to pass teammate co-
capt. Sue Swartz in the last 200 yards.

Booters extend string;

tame Wildcats, 4-1
By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

DURHAM. N.H. - Tasso Koutsoukos
scored the winning and insurance goals, Joel
Mascolo popped in the first, and Mike St.
Martin added the last as the UMass soccer
team extended its winning streak to six
games with a resounding 4-1 victory over the
Wildcats of New Hampshire in a match
played here Friday afternoon.

For the Minutemen, the win established a
new season victory mark as the team upped
its record to 9-4, while for hapless UNH the
defeat was its eighth in succession, and
dropped its record to an unimpressive 3-11.

If this game was to be the rout one would
normally expect in such a matchup, it wasn't
evident in the first half. Missed opportunities,
the Minutemen's chief nemesis all season!
continued to plague the team. The passes
were connecting, but the shots weren't.
Freshmen fon^/ards Bobby Abt and Ion
Bogdaneris came up empty-handed on
several chances.

The drout ended at 25:11 of the first half
when Joel Mascolo, a junior forward, scored
from close range to the right of Wildcat
goaltender, Gordie Tuttle. For Tuttle, it

would be a tough afternoon, as he was
machine-gunned by the UMass offense
before being mercifully replaced by Allen
Barnard.

It was in the second half that the
Minuteman offense flexed its muscle. Three
goals were scored in the space of three
minutes and 41 seconds.

Koutsoukos got the first two at 3:39 and
5:13 respectively. The first came on a direct
kick to the goaler's right as the ball angled
and slid through his hands. The second,
assisted by Andy Moore, was on a tur-
naround shot directly in front of the
goaltender.

The most deserved goal, and also the last,

went to fullback Mike St. Martin on a header
scored at 7:20. He was assisted by Mark
Vassalotti on a throw-in. A steady defender

who has been a vital part of the UMass
success thus far. The Saint got his reward for
his consistency.
The lone UNH goal came with less than 10

minutes to play when halfback Bill Collin.*
scored from close in to the immediate right
of Minuteman goaltender Mark Hodgdon. By
that point, UMass coach Russ Kidd had
inserted basically a second-string lineup.

Despite the loss, the Wildcats can take
solace in the fact that they broke their
scoring drout, which was approaching its

sixth game. UNH coach Art Young sounded
a bit sore in defeat; "UMass is a really good
team. That 17 (Koutsoukos) is a really good
player. I could say a lot more, but it might
sound bad."
About UNH, injured forward Mike

Shannon said: "They were the worst
collegiate team I've ever seen, and that
includes Divisions two and three." Kidd, the
Minuteman coach, used one word to
describe the game, "super."
Now comes the toughest part of the

season, waiting to find out who gets the final
(fourth) spot in the NCAA playoffs. UMass'
competitor here is Boston University. The
general consensus among the players is that
although BU beat the Minutemen, 1-0, back
on Oct. 8, both clubs have basically even
records, but UMass plays a more difficult
schedule and is riding a six-game winning
streak. As Russ Kidd puts it, "Now it's in the
hands of the Gods."
Even if the club fails to make it, this has

been a seson which can easily be described
as rewarding. Season records for wins (nine)
and goals (Koutsoukos' second broke the old
mark of 32, set in 1970) were set. Hodgdon
still has another chance to set a record for
shutouts with six. Actually the record will be
a credit to the whole defense, which hasn't
slumped yet. The success is truly a team
effort.

FOOT-NOTES. ...following in the footsteps
of Shannon and Mascolo, Bogdaneris and
Abt are in the midst of a freshman scoring
slump...

"I couldn't believe it," said Swartz. "I
heard someone huffing and puffing and
whoosh, Linda went flying by me."
Another of the Minutemen's outstanding

trio of freshmen, she ran the course
equivalent to about 3.1 miles, in 19:20. A field
hockey buff, she almost didn't run cross
country, perish the thought.
Swartz was also running her last x-country

race as a Minutewoman, and went out a
winner in 33rd, running 19:22.
She was also finishing her third season (I

can't believe it - three years, that's

ridiculous") and was a steady performer who
could always be counted on for a gutsy raca
and a top five finish.

Junior Deb Farmer ran well to cop 36th in

19:27, after starting fairly slowly. She just got
by Barb Callanan in the last 100 yards, as
Callanan ran her heart out to finish 38th in

19:29.

The team's third freshman, Priscilla
Wilson, suffered from a leg injury, but still

managed to finish 51st in 19:53, easily in the
top one third of the field of over 180 runners

Lynsle Wickman stickhandles by a Bridgewater State defender in yesterday's
field hockey game. (Staff photo by Pete Baumann)

Sticl<ers tie twice
By JIM GLEASON
and MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team closed out
Its regular season with ties against
Spnngfield 1-1, and Bridgewater State 0-0
this weekend.

Coach Judith Davidson was hoping for a
more successful weekend as the team's
record is now 8-2-4. "We played fairly well
but I would have liked to win those to give us
a winning attitude going into the playoffs,"
she Said.

On Friday, UMass hooked up with
Springfield in an excitingly fast, evenly-
played game. Both teams applied pressure at
different times and forced opposing goalies
to make some fine saves.
The Chiefs scored first with 17:16

remaining in the first half, when Caryl
Copland drove in a shot which rebounded to
her after the original shot hit the goal post.
Down 1-0, the Minutewomen quickly

applied pressure. Laura O'Neil scored with

PLAN TO EAT AT
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5:35 remaining to tie the score and it

remained that way to the end.
Play was ragged late in the second half

due to the quickness of the astroturf and the
warm weather.

Both goalies played large parts in the
game. Sharon Schmickley, of Springfield,
made some outstanding saves off Cheryl
Meliones' hard shots in front of the goal off
penalty corners. UMass' Kathy Gipps c&me
out of the net numerous times to break up
scoring drives and made many kick saves on
bounce shots.

Gayle Hutchinson, who controlled the ball

very well in the defensive zone, and Sue
Kibling, who made some smart passes,
received praise along with Gipps from
Davidson.

Statistics were very even. UMass won the
penetration time by only 15 spconds and
outshot the Chiefs 16-15.

Davidson feels that although her team was
looking forward to playing on the rug sur-
face, the Minutewomen weren't as ex-
perienced as Springfield when it came ot the
judging in quickness of the ball.

For seniors Judy Kennedy, Kibling,
Meliones, Ginger Bulman, Gipps and Kelley
Sails, the 0-0 tie against contest was their
last home game.

But as Bulman remarked, "The best is yet
to come."
UMass' post-season play starts this

Thursday when it battles the University of
Maine in the single elimination Northeast
Regional tournament at Harvard. The two
top squads from New England will be sent to
the Nationals. Two years ago, Maine
defeatecV^e UMass stickers in the semifinals
of the regionals by the slim margin of
penetration time.

The Minutewomen clearly dominated the
Bears yesterday in every category except the
most important, scoring. UMass had a game
total of 8:39 in penetration time, while
Bridgewater acquired 3:44.

The UMass stickers unleashed 13 shots on
the Bears' goalie. UMass goalie Gipps was
outstanding in net with her five saves. Gipps
made a fine save in the second half when she
utilized her height to make a high hand block.
Bulman commented that her team "wants

to learn from the last three games for the
tournament."
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Sixth straight victory

Gridders lance Crusaders, 28-6
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The big question before Saturday's UMass
- Holy Cross football game was; were the
Minutemen lookinq oa?t the Crusaders to
this week s game against New Hampshire?

They weren't.
The Minutemen, playing their last home

game of the season, scored three first half
touchdowns and added another early in the
second half to defeat Holy Cross, 28-6,
before 8100 partisans at Alumni Stadium!

It was UMass' seventh straight victory
after an opening game defeat to Army, while
the loss extended Holy Cross' winless skein
to eight.

Any thoughts of an upset were put to rest
early as the Minutemen controlled the line of
scrimmage and marched for touchdowns on
their first two possessions. UMass had the
football five times in the opening half, scored
three times, and iust missed scoring on its
other two attempts. The Minutemen's ball
control offense proved too much for the
over-matched Crusaders.

Quarterback Mike Fallon, recipient of the
Dr. Eddie Anderson Trophy for the second
consecutive year (given to the game's most
valuable player) ran for two scores and
halfback Billy Coleman clicked for the other
UMass touchdowns.
"We came out there to get a win and we

did, " said UMass coach Dick MacPherson.
"We had no problem getting our team up for
Holy Cross."
That was evident on the Minutemen's first

offensive possession. UMass got on the
board as Fallon snuck over from one yard
out, to cap a 12-play, 73-yard march. At this
point the question changed from whether
UMass would win to by how much of a
margin it would win by?
On its next series, UMass moved 68 yards

in 12 plays and scored on the first play of the
second quarter. Coleman, who injured his
ankle on his first carry from scrimmage in the
tKst quarter, returned to the lineup just in

time. After entering the game midway
through the drive, he performed the scoring
honors by diving over from the two.
Although he scored two TDs and was
awarded the game ball, Coleman managed to
gain just 48 yards on 1 1 carries after twisting
his ankle.

"It's tender right now, I'll just have to keep
pressure off it," said Coleman in reference to
his ankle. "It's the one that's always
bothered me, I just hope it won't be too
bad," he added.
The Crusaders launched their only of-

fensive march of the game against a
Minuteman defense that is ranked first in

Division II against the run, and closed the
gap to 14-6. Halfback Larry Ewald swept
around the left side unmolested from four
yards out for HC's touchdown. The score
finished a 78 yard drive, in which quarterback
Bob Morton completed three of his seven
completions in the game.

"We thought we might surprise them by
throwing out of the wishbone," said
Crusader coach Neil Wheelwright. "But they
adjusted well after that score and we
couldn't do anything after that."

After a change of possession for each
team, UMass scored its third touchdown of
the half. Once again, Fallon, who hit eight of
12 passes for 132 yards, opted to rush it in

himself. The TD was set up by a 39-yard pass
to Dennis Dent two plays earlier, giving the
Minutemen control at the Crusaders' one-
yard line.

Dave Croasdale just missed field goal
attempts of 42 and 48 yards, that otherwise
would !iave made UMass a perfect five for
five in the half.

Before the game was handed over to the
subs, Coleman completed the day's scoring
with a 17-yard spurt on UMass' second
possession of the half.

'We got a chance to play a lot of people
today and that's good," said MacPherson,
who had vords of praise for his defense!
"Nobody has been able to stop their wish-
bone offense, but we did. We're proud of the
defense," he added.
MINUTEMAN FUMBLINGS... UMass

compiled 375 total offensive yards compared
to HC's 214... Dennis Dent has developed
into the Minuteman's deep threat. He had his
defenders outdistanced most of the dav and
the only problem is getting the ball to him.
Mike McEvilly took over for Fallon on QB
early in the third quarter and finished the
game by completing two of six passing
attempts. Hank Sareault was the leading
UMass ground gainer with 76 yards on 13
attempts.

Minutemen primed
for Wildcat contest
By BILL EDEL STEIN
Collegian Staff

Businesslike. Verrry Businesslike.
That's about all you can say about the

Minutemen's 28-6 pasting of a somewhat
less than effective edition of the Holy Cross
Crusaders.

Overall, the game was about as exciting as
the burial of a relative. Th*» ^irct time rhp
UMass offense got its hands on the ban, it

Mike Fallon, - dinner of the MVP
trophy in Saturday's game, skirts left

end. (Staff photo by Pete Baumann)

scored. The secona time it touched the ball it

scored.

After building up a 21-6 lead at in-

termission, the Minutemen spent the second
half trying not to heap too much dirt on the
corpse.

Dick MacPherson had said that a UMass
football team wouW never look past Holy
Cross as long as the Minutemen had enough
people from Central Massachusetts on the
team. On the field, his troops proved
MacPherson a prophet, but in the locker
room, after the game, the team let its true
feelings surface.

They surfaced in a chant that would have
awed the Tibetan Monks. The lyric was brief,

but to the point: "U-N-H, U-N-H, U-N-H..."
Co-captfi.r. Pete McCa.ty was the first to

state the recurring "Biggest Game of My
Life" theme.

"I was on a team that won a state
championship in high school, but beating
New Hampshire would be even better than
that," said McCarty.

Cornerback and kicking specialist Dave
Croasdale lives in New Hampshire. His
reasons for a successful Saturday in Durham
have a more local slant.

"My friends have been giving me shit since
the summer, saying that UNH has a better
team than we do," explained Croasdale, not
without a tinge on venom in his voice. "Well,
we'll see..."

John Romboli spends most of his time in a
UMass uniform punting the ball to a safer
place than wherever it was before he
massages it with his foot.

"I've been playing football since I was
eight years old," said Romboli. "I've been at
UMass for five years. This Saturday's game
means everything in the world."

Bill Coleman was injured against Holy
Cross. Somebody stepped on his ankle while
he W8& trying to make a cut, and the ankle
was sprained and bruised at the same in-

stant. Still, Coleman came back to score two
touchdowns and gain 48 yards. His goal of
rushing for a school record, 1000 yards
seems farther away this week than it was a

few days ago. A victory against the Wildcats
would dwarf the record books as far as the
senior halfback is concerned.

"It would mean the end of two years of

frustration." A smile flashed over Coleman's

TURN TO PAGE 14

Billy Coieriian dives over the Holy Cross defense to score one of his two touch-
downs. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

CRAEMAN GETHERS MUST DEFEND SELF

Harriers place second
in New Engiands
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - They say that second place is
tor losers, but certainly this weekend's
second place showing in the New England
cross country championships proved that
UMass IS an Eastern cross country power.

Providence College which right now is
rated fourth in the country, showed why it is
as It won the meet with a team total of 37
points. Freshman Gerry Deegan and senior
runner John Treacy, both from Ireland
literally sprinted their way to the top two
spots with record-shattering 22:47 and 2249
times respectively. This broke the record for
the Franklin Park five-mile course, which was
set in 1976 by Treacy (23:06).

For UMass, captain Mike Quinn and
Stetson Arnold took fifth and sixth places
respectively to spark UMass' second place
total of 57 points. Northeastern, also running
Its best team race of the season, held third
with 79 points.

Quinn and Arnold's finishes were im-
portant but even more critical were the races
of UMass' third, fourth, and fifth men. Co-
captain Frank Carroll placed 10th, Lou
Panaccione 15th and Tom Wolff 21st.

"Any time that any team can place five
runners in the top 21 shows they are a team
of national recognition. We knew before the
race that UMass would give us our toughest
race and if not for the races of Deegan and
Treacy, we would have been in great danger
of losing our championship," said
Providence coach Bob Amato.

"I cant pinpoint anyone on the team who
impressed me the most but I will say this was
our best team effort of the year. We knew we
didn't have any chance of beating
Providence but we sure came as close as we

could. That's all I could have hoped for " said
UMass head coach Ken O'Brien.

Most happiest of the UMass harriers was
Arnold, who had been sidelined for most of
the season with hypoglycemia, a blood sugar
disease. But Arnold ran his strongest race of
the year and admitted that if he hadn't fell
down halfway through the race he could
have finished higher.

"About halfway through the race, I lost my
footing and fell Three runners passed me
but I managed to pass them before the end
of the race. But I am very happy that I

finishe'1 well and I feel good," said Arnold.

For runners Carroll and Panacionne, it was
a personal milestone. "I thought Frank had
run his best race of the year last week in the
Yankee Conference (third) but this week he
even ran better. I know that he was waiting a
long time to pop a big one. It finally came,"
said O'Brien.

Panaccione, a junior, ran his personal best
time of 24:29 but said his only regret was that
he didn't run his first two miles faster.

"I didn't get out as quick as I wanted to.

But I felt better as the race went along. I tried

to run with Frankie and it helped. Although I

couldn't finish along side him, trying to keep
up with another teammate helped," said
Panaccione.

The race itself was run on a cold, damp,
day with a slight wind, treacherous con-
ditions in front of 300 spectators who
jammed Franklin Park.

The crowd knew that the race would be
won by either Deegan or Treacy but the
question was — which one? Throughout the
whole race, they ran together with only a one
or two yard lead between them.

TURN TO PAGE 12

By Johanna P. Brassard

Craeman Gethers was granted a

furlough of twenty-four hours from

Norfolk Prison on Tuesday, the first

of November. It has been a little

more than three years since his

arrest as a suspect in the hold-up

robbery of the McDonald's
restaurant on Rt. 9 in Hadley. In

these past few years he has been
hustled by two-bit attorneys,

ignored by judges, and hassled by

prison guards. He has also been

studying court proceedings, as well

as working systematically toward

the recovery of his stolen freedom.

One aspect of Gether's system is

the delivery of speeches on his own
behalf. He spoke to a gathering of

approximately fifty persons in

Room 168 of the Campus Center

last Tuesday from four-twenty-five

until five-thirty.

On August 7, 1974 the Mc-

Donald's of Hadley was held up and

robbed by three men. The mer-

chants of the area became nervous,

putting pressure on local police to

solve the case. Unfortunately,

Craeman Gethers fit the rather

inaccurate description of one
robber: a black male, approximately

six feet tail.

Gethers was picked up by state

police in the early evening of

August 26, 1974 while sitting in the

Kentucky Fried Chicken on Rt. 9 in

Hadley. He was told only that he

was in a good deal of trouble and

not to make a scene. He was not

immediately allowed an attorney

and was not informed of the criteria

used to obtain a man who was
to be the first in a series of defense

lawyers.

Gethers found that his lack of

funds and knowledge of criminal

proceedings virtually destroyed his

chances for a fair, humane trial. The
unconcerned lawyers he managed
to obtain with his meager resources

made every attempt to construe his

testimony in order to coerce the

jury into an acquittal, when a simple

statement of facts would have been
sufficient to illustrate his in-

nocence. Although Gethers per-

sonally appealed to the judges at

his hearings, the particulars of his

story were never officially con-

sidered.

Now, Craeman Gethers acts as

his own defense. He feels that in

working to liberate himself, he is

working toward the liberation of his

people from a system run by

persons more concerned with

money and prestige than with the

plight of common humanity. He
needs the financial and moral

support of every citizen conscious

of injustice in America today. For

detailed information about

Craeman Gether's case, and how to

join in the struggle, call the Cultural

Office in the New Africa House at

545-0794. Or just drop in.

Supplement to the Collegian

Palestine, the Arab Perspective Demonstration on South Africa

Hatem Hussaini Photo by Bari Mjiirl

Bv WJ WHEELER
Niimmor News Staff

As part of its racial conscious

leveling program the Center for

Racial Understanding hosted guest

lecturer Dr Hatem I. Hussaini

Tuesday, Nov 2, to explain the

views of the Arabs in regards to the

. reation of the state of Israel.

Dr Hassaini is the associate

director of the league of Arab states

m Washington DC and has written

itiany articles about the situation in

the middle east He received his

B.A degree at the University of

Cairo and his MA. and PH.D.

degrees in political science at the

University of Massachusetts.

His rehiarks were very critical

towards the attitude and practices

by which the Israelies where able to

flefeat the Palestinian Arabs. He
stated the Israelies would not have

l)een able to defeat the Palestinians

if it were not for the massive

support they received from the

United States Government. The

United States gave the Israelies

economic and military aid which Dr.

Hassaini believes was in the neigh-

borhood of 4-7 million dollars. He

noted the similarities by which the

Israelis occupied the Palestinian

land and then took it over are

similar in nature to the way the

colonial powers of Europe took

over South Africa and Rhodesia.

Dr. Hassaini stated that the

practices of Zionism are identical to

the practices of Apartheid. The

leaders of the state of Israel use the

same oppressive measures as

South Africa's leaders use to

maintain control over the natives of

those prospective countries.

Dr. Hassaini is appealing to the

American people to call for a

r omplete withdrawal of American

lid to Israel because the same thing

's happening in Israel that hap-

pened in Vietnam, where by

America has itself involved in a civil

war, that America is more or less

determining the destiny of a people

by its intervention.

One level that Dr. Hassaini is

.tppealing on is the humanistic

level, that the Palestinian Arabs are

being denied the right to self-

determination, they are being

denied the right to political freedom

and expression, that these rights

are undeniable to a people in their

own country and that the United

States Government must im-

mediately stop its intervention or

serious consequences will occur if

these actions are not forth coming

in the immediate future.

Dr Hassaini stated that when the

Israelis first came to Palestine they

( ame with the notion that they

were bringing democracy and

civilization to the natives. He stated

that this was a guise to eventually

take over the land because tho

Continued on Page 3

Once again the location is South

Africa with the recent reprisals

against Blacks in the last few

weeks. On October 19, the South

African government confirmed that

democratic rights cannot exist

under apartheid. The Vorster

regime launched the most drastic

crackdown against Blacks and

opponents of apartheid that South

Africa has seen since 1960. At least

twenty organizations were banned,

including the South African

Students Movement, South
African Students Organization,

Soweto Students Representative

Council, and the Black People's

Convention. The ban was not

confined to Black groups or

political organizations. It included

the multi-racial Christian Institute of

South Africa and groups like Black

Community Programs, which ran a

network of medical clinics.

at the same time the government

banned "The World," South
Africa's major Black newspaper.

Percy Qoboza, the paper's editor,

was arrested along with about fifty

other prominent critics of the

government in pre-dawn raids on

October 19. Under South African

law these prisoners can be held

say they are restricted to their

homes, can only meet with one

person at a time, and cannot say or

write anything for publication.

Massive protests had erupted

earlier this fall following the death

of Steve Biko while in police

custody. Biko, one of the most

influential Black leaders in South

Africa, was said to have died as a

result of a hunger strike. Evidence

later showed that in fact Biko died

of severe brain damage. Mourners

at his funeral could see that the

back of his head was crushed.

Twenty thousand Blacks joined

the funeral procession for Biko on

September 25, and protests later

spread to a number of cities and

Black townships throughout the

country. This outcry posed a

serious threat to the Vorster

regime, which moved to crush it

with typical brutality.

The White masses are armed to

the teeth and are not hesitating

whatsoever to murder young
children, women and men that seek

decent housing, medical attention

and other basic human rights. Fifty-

three per cent of all Black children

under the age of five continue to

die as elegant foods are consumed

indefinitely without trial. Other

'ndividuals were banned. This is to
Continueo en Page 6
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Interview with Arthur Jackson, Associate Director of Financial Aid. upward bound
CULTURAL DAY/>y Karien Zachery

The primary function of the

Associate Director of Financial Aid
is to coordinate special financial

programs. He also deals with "non-
traditional students and anything
that is not within the general
framework of the University,"

CCEBS, BCP. University Without
Walls, and working students.

The Associate Director primarily

focuses on assisting students who
either themselves or their families

are financially incapable of sup-
porting their education. This is

done through grants, state
scholarships, help loans, etc. Mr.

Jackson is also concerned with
funding students who may have
partial funds for their education.

Mr. Jackson has been func-
tioning in his present position for

about two months; however, he
plans to be at the University for a
couple of years, while working on
his doctorate. Prior to his job at the
University he was the Asst. Director

at State University in New York.

Some of the areas indirectly

associated with Financial Aid are

CCEBS program, the Billengual

Collegiate Program (BCP), Univ.

Without Walls, part-time working
students, students doing in-

dependent study, counseling, etc.

"Basically the money for grants

and scholarships comes from three

main sources," Mr. Jackson said.

The federal government, the state

government and local sources.

Other contributing areas are,

private foundations, schools, loans

and working programs.

"The main objective (of the

Univ.) is to spend al the money

Art Jackson

they are allocated, but not to over-

spend," Mr. Jackson said. The
University is funded through the

federal government and supported

through government resour-

ces." The University has to justify

every penny spent to the Federal

government. They have little to say

about the operation," Mr. Jackson
added.

What about the millions of
dollars students pay yearly in

tuition? "Tuition only represents
one third of the cost to run the
University," said Mr. Jackson.
Taxes cover a great deal of the
cost. When asked, "what are some
personal changes that you would
like to initiate or see occur within
the Financial Aid Dept.," Mr.
Jackson responded, "I would like a
closer repure with students." He
desires to deal closer with specific

problems, financial planning,
budgeting money and dealing with
graduate students.

He especially desires to teach
students to deal with financial

problems themselves. This will

eliminate a lot of problems suffer
for from major mistakes, for
example, incorrectly filling out
financial aid forms.

Mr. Jackson added that he will

be handling workshops during the
year associated with the Billengual

Collegiate Program.

Upward Bound celebrated its

annual Cultural Day centering

around the theme of "Afro Latin

Roots; Similarities and Dif-

ferences." The day was begun with

an analysis by Luis Fuentes on the

historical aspects of Afro- Latin

roots. He cited the common
cultural link with Africa that exists

between the Black and Spanish-

speaking communities. He also

talked about the racism that exists

in the school systems, and how it

affects Black and Hispanic
students.

Following that was a dramatic

poetry reading by Carlos Anderson
who brought out the religious

aspect of Afro- Latin culture. Diana

Ramos dealt with dance as part of
black culture. The musical aspect of
the culture consisted of a historical

presentation of Afro-Cuban, Afro-
Latin, African, and Afro-American
drumming and how the music has
changed from continent to con-
tinent. The day was ended by a
poetry reading featuring Carlos

Anderson and Shareef Rasool.

Wayne Wilson the director of
Upward Bound cited the
relationships of the different ethnic

groups in Upward Bound in his

closing remarks. The day allowed
for the parents, students coun-
selors and faculty of Upward
Bound to get together and
celebrate their culture.

Hampshire College student
gets four years probation

Third World caucas
vs

Craig Sherwood

DEDHAM - Hampshire College
student Rita A. Landman, 20, has
been sentenced in Norfolk County
Superior Court to four years
probation after pleading guilty to a

charge of conspiracy to commit
armed robbery while masked.

Miss Landman, the daughter of a

Bloomfield, N.J., physician, had
originally been charged with being
an accomplice in a Wellesley bank
hold-up but the Norfolk County
district attorney's office accepted
her guilty plea to a lesser charge.

Miss Landman was to provide a

getaway car for Ernest Powell III

and Jack Crump Jr., who have
since been convicted of holding up
the South Shore National Bank in

Wellesley on March 23.

Under the terms of her probation.

Miss Landman must have per-

mission from the Norfolk County
Superior Court before she travels

out of state and must visit a

psychiatrist at least once a month.
Her sentencing followed a brief

and highly unusual private trial

Friday in the judge's chambers
before Judge Robert Bonin, chief

justice of the state Superior Court.
The private session was requested
by defense attorney Mark Shuman
of Boston due to "the extremely

emotional nature of the testimony."

Usually, closed sessions are held
in cases involving juveniles and
rape victims, when safety reasons
dictate such a choice.

A transcript of the proceedings
was released later.

Northampton psychiatrist

According to the transcript,

Northampton psychiatrist Dr.

Sanford Bloomberg testified that

Ernest Powell III, the son of a

Chicago trial lawyer, had saved
Miss Landman from an abusive
relationship with Vincent Gotay.
Gotay, a local resident who is not a

Hampshire College student, was
well-known on campus. He
allegedly had beaten and abused
Miss Landman.

Dr. Bloomberg said that Miss
Landman, who had previously been
involved in abusive relationships,

had been unable to get help from
college authorities. She turned to

Crump and Powell whom she met
while playing basketball at the
college. Powell persuaded Gotay to

leave Miss Landman alone, her

psychiatrist said.

During her own testimony. Miss
Landman said Powell told her that

"if I was going to be his woman, I

would have to do what he wanted

me to do and I should help him."
The help included providing

Crump and Powell with a getaway
car for the March 23 holdup.
However, Miss Landman's car
developed engine trouble en route
to Wellesley and the car "switch"
never occurred. The two men were
apprehended after a chase on the
Massachusetts Turnpike.

On April 20, Miss Landman was
arrested at an apartment she
maintained in Sunderland.

Peter Glucker, spokesman for

Hampshire College, today said that
"because of the nature of the
case," he could not comment on
the statements that Miss Landman
had been unable to obtain the
counseling help she needed at the
college.

This semester Miss Landman is

on field-study leave from Hamp-
shire.

On Oct. 24, Powell was sen-
tenced to 10 years in the Concord
Reformatory. On Oct. 3, Crump, a
former Boston State College
basketball star, was senten- ed to
six to 10 years at Walpole State
Prison. Crump also rece'ved a
three-to five-year concurrert term
for unlawful possession of a
firearm.

By VUKANI MAGUBANE
Nummo News Staff

"Right now things are kind of
sensitive" is how Craig Shenrt/ood
described the situation he is in-

volved in. Sherwood is a white
student who was elected to the
Senate as a part of the third world
caucus. ^ embers of the third world
caucus have introduced a motion
before the Senate which if passed
would call for the resignation of

Sherwood whom they feel cannot
adequately represent the needs of

the third world students.

Sherwood however feels quite
differently. "I feel that I can
represent and carry out my
responsibilites as a representative
for third world students," Sher-
wood said. He then cited his Jewish
background as a qualification for

being a member of the third world.
"People don't believe that they (the

Jews) have been exploited for over
5,(X)0 years. My feelings in that
would qualify me as a third world
student, regardless of my color."

Sherwood feels that he was
lawfully voted into the Senate. "I

was shocked to learn that I was the
first white to run with the bylaws as
they stand. The bylaws did not give
an active definition of third world."
When told about the newly drawn

up definition of third world
Sherwood said he was against the
definition because it was based on
race and unconstitutional by the
14th amendment and other civil

rights bills.

ShenA/ood was quite clear in his

refusal to give up his seat. "I am
willing to do anything in my power,
short of resigning because I think

they are trying to remove me on
unfair grounds." If there is a recall

vote and I lose I will have no choice
then, but to resign.

When asked if he has gotten
together with the other third world
senators he said they had been
hostile and unwilling to give him a
chance. "It has been brought to my
attention that they don't want me
at the Steering Committee
meetings," he said. He admitted
that this controversy could be
harmful to third world students if he
and the third world caucus are
unable to work together, but he
cited the unwillingness onto the
members of the caucus.
The Senate on Wednesday

passed the recall petition and it will

be another three weeks before the
Craig Sherwood controversy can
be resolved.

Blacks are 15% of enrollment at white colleges
By John Milne

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
number of minority group students
at U.S. colleges went up 16.8 per
cent between 1974 and 1976, and
now mirorities make up 15.2 per
cent of tne total enrollment, ac-

corc'ing to a lew survey.

During the same period, lo^
college enrollment lose ^3^ ipt

cent, said the study rs lum îiAMf X'm
National Association of Ft^n?
Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges.

The study found major advances
in black enrollment at traditionally

white campuses. In fact, 68.6 per

cent of the total black student

population was at predominantly

white schools. The fall 1968 survey

found 60.8 per cent of all black

students enrolied at 17 traditionally

black lolleges artd • »r«versities.

T>i .- ' - •"' *nered from 351

canv . ... *-. fall of 1976,

•Jhp* VW.948 minority students

caar of a total enrollment of

2,932,596. That's 15.2 per cent

compared with 11 per cent minority

enrollment calculated in the last

survey, taken in the fall of 1974.

Black students made up almost

half that figure, with 196,398
reported, or 6.7 per cent of the total

enrollment. There were 104,866
students classified Hispanic, 69,831
non-resident aliens, 57,722 Asian or
Pacific Islander, 16,131 native
Annerican There were 2.4 million

whites in college.

Although the total enrollment of
blacks increased, the study said
"the black percentage of total

enrollment accounted for by blacks
— the largest minority category —
was down at the undergraduate
level, compared with the

1972. ..report."

In the fall of 1972, black students
were 8.4 per cent of undergraduate
enrollment and in the fall of 1976
the figure for black students was
7.3 per cent. But many of the
undergraduate students in 1972
must have gone on to higher
education. In 1972 the percentage
of blacks in graduate programs was
4.9 and in 1976 that percentage 9.8.

In 1968, only four colleges had
more than 1,(XX) blacks on campus.

The study said there were 15 in

1970; 32 in 1974, and 37 in 1976.

This, the study said, reflects the

fact that "black students, as the

largest minority category, have
been the focus of much of the

affirmative action effort on campus
over the past decade."

And the figures are flowing the
other way in some traditionally

black schools. In the fall of 1968,
only 4.4 per cent of the enrollment
on 20 traditionally black campuses
was nonwhite. In 1976, the number
of whites has ri'..,n to 1 j.5 per cent.

M _ ^^ ouppiemeni lo tne Loiiagian

Jamaica fetes Castro
^ V>^ S«-V *. ,M ^ -tt f

Castro gets O.J. Governor General, the Most Hon.
Florjzel Glasspole, conferred the Order of Jamaica
on Cuban President Dr. Fidel Castro at King's House
on Oct. 16. A citation describing Dr. Castro as "a
giant in the struggle against imperialist intervention
and aggression" was read by Prime Minister
Michael Manley.

-Gleaner Dowie photo

Kingston: Cuban President Fidel

Castro has said that he will never
interfere with Jamaica's internal

affairs as the relationship of both
countries was based on the
sovereign rights of the people.

Addressing a rally at Sam Sharpe
Square, Montego Bay, the visiting

leader said Cuba did not intend to

tell Jamaica what to do or how to

manage its affairs, as no one had
given Cuba such instructions in its

struggle against imperialism and
other forces.

Castro declared: "We know what
the people want. They want justice,

equality, liberty and dignity,

because all people of sound
thinking want these."

The Cuban leader, speaking to
the large crowd through an in-

terpreter, said Jamaica would in

time undoubtedly achieve these
aspirations because they have at

their head "a dynamic and capable
leader in the form of Prime Minister,

Michael Manley."

He said that the vast
congregation of people in the
Square was an act of faith in Mr.

Manley and their solidarity in the
struggle for a better Jamaica where
all people will be recognized.

Castro added: 'No one will be
able to deceive the people as the
force of the people is great'. It was
not possible to besiege and enslave
a people who have become alert

and united as to what they want
and where they would like to go.

The Cuban President was
conferred with the Order of
Jamaica by the island's Governor-
General Florizel Glasspole.

The ceremony was held at King's

House. Prime Minister Manley read
a citation which described
President Castro as "a giant in the
struggle against imperialist in-

tervention and aggression".

In receiving the honor, the Cuban
leader said he was accepting it in

the name of Cuban fighters, An-
tonio Maceo, General Maximo
Gomez and Jose Marti, as well as
the thousands of Cubans who
fought for independence.

During his address at Montego
Bay, Castro also expressed his

gratitude to be able to celebrate

with Jamaicans on the occasion of

honoring their country's National

Heroes, who have fought for

freedom and without whose
sacrifices and efforts there would
never be an independent Jamaica.

"Jamaica and Cuba have many
things in common and if in some
way the Europeans discovered us,

we also discovered the Europeans,
but a Europe of freedom rather than
a Europe of acquisition, one which
was the mother of colonization and
slavery. All Europe was responsible
for the injustices and crimes
committed in this world.

Meanwhile, five Jamaicans have

been awarded top national honors.

Receiving the Order of Jamaica

were Vernon Arnett former Minister

of Finance and former secretary of

the Peoples National Party, Vivian

Blake, for political development and

public service; Claude McKay, for

Literature; Basil Robinson, for

distinguished services in the

Jamaica Constabulary Force, and

Leacroft Robinson, for services in

the field of law.

Receiving Orders of Distinction

awards were Sybil Hill- Francis,
Gloria Knight and Edward " ^d'

Ogilvie (decf sed.)
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Arab Perspective

cent.

Palestinians had not developed the
land therefore the European settlers

had every right to take the land and
'ultivate it. Not only says Dr.

H;issaine do they believe this

ridiculous pattern of thought they
have now become exclusive and
refuse to budge one inch off the
Palestinian land, everjmore they
have set up or established a at-

titude of Zionism in the minds of
the simpathetic and not-so-
simpathetic Israelies to perpetuate
the occupation of the land by the
Israelis. The way in which the
Israelies have been able to do this is

thought the support they have been
receiving from the United States
Government. The Palestinian Arabs
have lost three wars to the Israelies

one in 1956, one in 1967 and the last

war in 1973. The Israelies have also

used the pretext that it is their god
(liven right to the land and that the
proof to this can be found in the old

testament. Ridiculous says Dr.

Hassaini. 'The Israeli leadership

has a whole set of ideas that it has
presented to the American
Government that Israel is the only
democracy in the area around
Syria, Egypt, Jordan, or Lebanon
that protects American interests in

the area that the Arabs are com-
munists and therefore Israel

protects democracy from com-
munist takeover".

Dr. Hassaini predicts that the
warfare will continue until some
concessions have come to the
Palestinian people, like an
agreement to give back the land
they now occupy, and complete
political and economic freedom tc

the indigionous people of Palestine.

NEW YORK - A North Carolina
superior court judge and the state's
attorney general were charged last

week with improper and unethical
conduct in appeals filed in state ar;d

federal courts in Raleigh to free the
Wilmington Ten.

Superior Court Judge George
Fountain and North Carolina
assistant attorney general Richard
N. League are charged with having
worked out Judge Fountain's order
in a post-conviction hearing for the
Ten without notifying the defense
lawyers, an alleged violation of the

New charges in Wilmington 10 struggle
North Carolinia Code of
Professional Responsibility and of a
North Carolina statute.

In his order, issued last July,

Judge Fountain denied the Ten a

new trial after hearing evidence that

the main witness against them had
lied in their 1972 trial.

The alleged improper judicia.

conduct is being challenged in the

North Carolina Court of Appeals
and in a habeas corpus proceeding
in Federal District Court which
charges that Judge Fountain and
League violated the federal Con-

stitutional rights of the defendents.
The State Court of Appeals is

also being asked to overturn Judge
Fountain's decision on the basis of
the evidence and errors he allegedly
made in conducting the post-
conviction hearing.

Meanwhile, U.S. Attorney
General Griffin Bell has denied
reports the federal government is

pressuring Gov. James B. Hunt Jr.

to pardon the Ten.

"We wouldn't want to presume
to tell the governor what to do,"
said Bell at a press conference last

week. "I've talked with Gov. Hunt
about it within the past month or

six weeks. I've not tried to pressure
the governor in any way," he said.

The Ten are nine black men and
one white woman convicted of

arson and conspiracy to assault

emergency personnel during racial

violence in Wilmington in 1971.
All except for the woman, who

has been released on parole, are

serving long prison terms.

Bell said he has "been keeping
up with the case".

"I met with the lawyers and

others interested in the Wilmington
10 case months ago," said Bell.

"After the case has run its course in

the state court system, we plan to
look into it," he added.

Civil rights groups claiming the
10 civil rights workers were con-
victed on perjured testimony, have
lobbied for their release. News
reports last week quoted Justice

Department officials as saying Hunt
has been asked by government
officials to pardon the Ten.

Freedom for Puerto Rican Nationalists U.S. Arm's Embargo

NEW YORK UPI - Puerto Rican

nationalists demanding the release

of imprisoned terrrorists took over

the Statue of Liberty for nine hours

Tuesday, and then were arrested by
U.S. park police.

The Puerto Ricans, who ousted

hundreds of tourists and a movie
crew from the famed statue on an

island \r. New York I- arbor, were
seeking freedom for terrorists

serving life prison terms for attacks

on Congress and President
Truman's Blair House residence in

the 1960's.

Some 35 U.S. park police began
removing about 30 demonstrators

peacefully shortly before' 6:30 p.m.

EDT, a spokesman for the agency
said. U.S. Attorney Robert Fiske

said the demonstrators would be

arraigned in U.S. District Court in

Manhattan Wednesday morning on
charges of trespassing on federal

property. He said they would be
held overnight at the U.S. detention

facility in Lower Manhattan after

being taken in boats ff'om Liberty

Island.

Senate Approves Nomination

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Senate approved the nomination
Thursday of Rufus A. Lewis, a

former civil rights leader, as the first

black U.S. marshal to serve in

Alabama since the Reconstruction

era.

Although Lewis was confirmed
by voice vote without dissent for a

four-year term. Sens. James B.

Allen, D-Ala., and Edward Brooke,

R-Mass., noted the occasion after

the vote.

Allen said the nomination and
confirmation of Lewis, active in civil

rights work during the 1950s and
1960s, indicated the change in

"public opinion that has taken

place in Alabama in the last 10 or 15

years."

Brooke, the first black senator
since Reconstruction, said it was a

"historic moment" and added "this

shows how race relations in the

state of Alabama and in this

country have improved in the last

decade."

UNITED NATIONS UPI - The
U.N. Security Council Wednesday
agreed to impose a mandatory arms
embargo against South Africa in a

compromise reached between the

African bloc and the western
nations led by the United States.

The agreement reached after a

day of closed-door negotiations

paved the way for a Security

Council vote either Thursday night

or Friday and certain — probably

unanimous — passage of a

comprehensive arms embargo
against South Africa's minority

white regime. "We have reached

agreement," said Ambassador
Mansur Rashid Kikhia of Libya,

Council President for November.

Kikhia said he expected the

Council to vote Thursday night

"but more likely on Friday." British

Ambassador Ivor Ricard confirmed
the agreement reached arter the

five western members of the

Council accepted an African
demand to widen the embargo to

also prohibit cooperation with

South Africa "in the development was reached under which some of

of nuclear weapons. the previous African demands were
included in the new resolution.

Earlier, U.S. Deputy Ambassador
Donald F. McHenry told reporters

that the resolution's wording had

been tentatively agreed upon in a

meeting between African

representatives and the five

western powers, the United States,

Britain, France, West Germany and

Canada.

"I believe that a basis for con-

sensus has been reached,'"

McHenry said.

Canada and West Germany
presented a first draft resolution in

the Council on behalf of the

western powers Monday after

Britain, France and the United

States had vetoed three African

hardline resolutions demanding
arms and economic sanctions.

The Africans rejected the first

western proposal as too mild. In the

ensuing negotiations a compromise

The vetoed African resolutions

had focused on the existing South
African military machine as a global

menace and a threat to peace, a

formulation which would have left

the door open to a request for

further sanctions.
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By SAM UBA
Nothing will make the present

military governments in Ghana and
Nigeria retract their promises to
hand back power to civilians in

That assurance was given by the
Ghanaian head of state, Gen
Ignatius Kutu Acheampong, and
the Nigerian chief of staff, Supreme
Headquarters, Brigadier Shehu
Yar'Adua, at exclusive interviews in
Accra and Lagos.
At the separate interviews, the

two leaders were asked the same
question: "Can you forsee or
envisage a situation or develop-
ment that could cause you and your
colleagues in the ruling Supreme
Military Council (SMC) to change
your mind about returning the
country to civilian rule in 1979 as
promised?"

Both were emphatic in their
answers.

Gen. Acheampong said: "The
stand of the Supreme Military
Council is that the two-year
program we have drawn up is final
Nothing can make us reconsider
the proposals because we know the
whole world is looking up to us to
honor our pledge."

Nigeria pledged civilian
rule by 1979

Nummo News Page 5

Brigadier Yar Adua: "I do not see
anything that can get the SMC to
change its mind on any aspect of
the political program. As for the
date for the return to civilian rule,
there is no possibility of it being
changed. That possibility was never
envisaged, and we don't envisage it

now."

Yar'Adua added that in the past
two years they had experienced
"one or two difficulties, not hit-

ches" with their political program,
but those were administrative
matters which were only to be
expected.

With the successful conclusion
of the election to the 232-member
Constituent Assembly (203 elected
and 29 nominated), which began
sitting in Lagos Oct. 6, the next step
on the journey back to civilian rule

would be for the Assembly to ratify

the draft constitution.

After that the ban on political

activities would be lifted, paving the
way for a general election to usher
in a civilian administration.

At age 34, Yar'Adua is generally
regarded as the strong man of the
Nigerian military regime. Recently
federal government-owned Daily

Times described him rather in-

cautiously as "head of govern-
ment."

The draft constitution provides
for an American-style executive
presidency, and many Nigerians
believe Yar'Adua will be a can-
didate for a top political office after
the change. He cannot run for the
presidency because the draft con-
stitution stipulates the president
must be at least 40 years old.

But does Yar'Adua, the son of a
top politician of the First Republic,
have a political ambition? After the
return to civilian rule, would he
resign from the army to seek
political office, or would he con-
tinue in the military?

Smiling innocently, he said that

question had never crossed his

mind. He said he was certain he
would never seek political office

because he did not believe he
would make a good politician.

Whether he would stay in the

army was a different matter.

"That," he confided, "you could
say is my problem."

In Ghana, Gen. Acheampong's
commitment to return the country
to civilian rule was reinforced by his

Biko: looks like slaying

political adviser and roving am-
bassador, Joe Appiah. He said he
would not stay in office a minute
longer if he thought the general
would renege on his promise. His
job, as he saw it, was to help insure
the transition to civilian rule was
effected as smoothly as possible.

The talk in Ghana is about union
government, which Gen.
Acheampong has described as "a
national government formed by all

sections of the community - the
civil population, the army and the
police."

Although Acheampong is
committed to the union govern-
ment concept, he made it clear he
would not impose his wish on the
country. A national referendum on
the issue has been fixed for March
1978 and he and the SMC will abide
by the verdict of the people.
He said after the transfer of the

government: "As a soldier I

pledged on the day of my enlist-
ment and subsequent commission
to serve my nation in any way that I

am directed by the people or their
accredited representatives. As to
what I will do after 1979, I leave that
to the Almighty God who koows
best."

S.W. Africa drops
2nd race law

WINDHOtK, South West Africa
- Taking another step toward
dropping aparthoid statutes, the
South West African government
has scrapped laws requiring blacks
to carry passes designating where
they were allowed to go and during
what hours.

Earlier, the government had
dropped laws forbidding sex and
marriage across color lines.

The new repeals do not give
blacks the right to work in areas
proclaimed white. They must still

get permission to do this.

The repeal of the race laws is part
of an effort by an Anglo-American
block and the government here to
devise an acceptable plan for the
country's independence next year.

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa
— An official autopsy on black
nationalist leader Steve Biko has
been completed but an inquest to
determine if criminal charges
should be brought against anyone
has been delayed until Nov. 14.

Protests by school children last

summer and protests that followed
Biko's death lead to harsh re-

strictions by the government
against black leaders, groups and
the two largest black oriented
newspapers.

Western nations have responded
to the South African atrocities by
proposing an unprecedented,
mandatory full arms embargo. A
stricter economic sanction is being
demanded by black nations. The
UN Security Council was expected
to vote Monday on what action
would be taken.

Sources said the autopsy
showed Biko died in a police cell

Sept. 12 of severe brain injuries of
the "contra-coup type" — a
whiplash effect injury on one side

the body of Biko, a 30-year-old
activist considered the father of the
black consciousness movement in

South Africa.

The autopsy also showed that in

the last week of his life Biko suf-
fered from several symptoms of
brain damage, including a condition
called "echolalia" in which a person
repeats automatically whatever he
hears, the sources said.

Another symptom of brain
damage was a disorder known as
'planters toe" in which a person's
toe inyoluntarily jerks upward.

The sou'-ces said it was in that
condition that police drove Biko 750
miles from the southeastern city of
Port Elizabeth to Pretoria and put
him in a police cell Sept.11. He had
been arrested Aug. 20.

Biko did not receive medical
attention in the capital for several
hours until late in the afternoon of
Sept. 12. He died that night in his
cell, they said.

Biko was the 20th and most
prominent black police detainee to

of the brain by a blow to the other die in South African police custody
^'^® within the past 19 months. His
They said two broken ribs, blood death triggered widespread rioting

cloning and acute kidney failure in South Africa and a tempest of
also were found in an autopsy on international protest.

Can

The autopsy report was not
released officially.

Justice and police minister
Jimmy Kruger first said Biko died

after an eight-day hunger strike in

prison. But last week he said an
official investigation showed that

although police did not kill Biko, "It

might come out" that Biko
struggled with police when they
tried to handcuff him.

The autopsy report was sub-

mitted Monday to Jacobus
Nothling, attorney general for
Transvaal state, where Biko died.

•Nothling now must decide whether
to hold an inquest. The autopsv
was performed Sept. 13 by '-liief

staff pathologist Johan Loubser
and Dr. Jonathan Gluckman,
appointed by Biko's family.

An attorney representing the
victim predicted a full hearing will

result in prosecution.

"Far more comes out in the
inquest than from the (autopsy)
reports," said Shan Chetty, the
Biko family's lawyer.

In an inquest, Biko family at-

torneys would be able to call

numerous witnesses whereas if a
straight prosecution is launched by
the state itself proceedings are
limited.

Nigeria wins council

seat over Niger
UNITED NATIONS - Nigeria,

black Africa's most populous and
economically strongest nation, has
won a two-year, non-permanent
membership on the U.N. Security
Council after balloting marked by
acrimonious debate and sharp
dissent by losing candidate Niger.

After three restricted ballots last

week involving the two countries
produced no winner, but saw Niger
gradually losing votes, Niger
Foreign Minister Moumount
Djermakoye Adamou vyithdrew his

country's candidacy for the African
seat.

The five permanent members of

the council are the U.S., Soviet

Union, Britain, France and China.
Nigeria has played a leading role

in U.N. activities and wanted
membership on the Security
Council in preparation for decisions
the council - as the strongest arm
of the United Nations - will take
during the next two years on the
problems of Rhodesia and Namibia.
As one of the world's largest oil

exporters and a member of the
powerful organization of petroleum
exporting countries, Nigeria can
wield more influence with the
Western world than can
economically poor Niger,
diplomatic observers said.

African progress

DOT bump firm with
S. African link?

WASHINGTON - Can the
government legally deny a contract
to a firm because of its ties to
South Africa?

This is one of the main questions
facing the U.S. Department of
Transportation because it awards a
multimillion dollar contract,
hopefully to a minority firm, for
work on the Northeast Corridor.

The question arose last month,
when it was reported that
Maryland's Congressman Parren J.
Mitchell, chairman of the
Congressional Black Caucus, was
supporting a Midwest minority firm
for the contract— a firm that has

One of the telegrams was from
Dr. Joseph E. Lowery, president of
the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, who said, "It is in-

credible that the U.S., government,
while giving verbal support to

Gary Gayton, spe:ial assistant to
Transportation Secretary Brock
Adams, told the AFRO last week,
"We have to look at the legal
implications. Can you knock out a
firm because of its ties?

"There would be no question if

this country had concrete
economic sanctions against South
Africa."

majority rule would give financial

ties with Grinaker Precast Ltd of ^"u^^u"^
^° ^^""^^ ^^''^^" ^'"""^s

Johannesburg ' "^^'^^ strengthen and uphold the
apartheid policy of the South
African nation."

" Calls are also being received from ""- "" ""=» **'"' oouin airica. ne
Gayton said the department has other minority contractors trying to ^dded, that to his knowledge no

received numerous telegrams about get the important contract, Gayton contracts have ever been awarded
^^^ '«"« said. to firms with South African ties

"I'm trying to get this (contract)
to a minority firm, but they can't
keep fighting among themselves,"
he said, adding, "They're (minority
contractors) calling me and telling

on each other- they're fighting like
cats and does."
The $30 million contract which

involves concrete railroad ties is

important, Gayton said, because
"the firm that gets the contract
would be setting up a new industry
and have to be an expert on
concrete ties."

Gayton said that the Midwest
firm, headed by Lewis Smoot in

Ohio, is not the only firm that has
requested to bid on the contract.
A decision on who wili oe

allowed to bid is expected to be
made in about 10 days, he added.
He also said that personally, his

first priority in awarding the
contract is minority involvement
and no ties with South Africa. He

BOTSWANA'S HELP
TO REFUGEES

GABORONE - Tons of food
from the World Food Program
(WFP) are starting to arrive in Bots-
wana, aimed at primary school
children, the country's brigades of
young school-leavers, other
vulnerable groups and especially
the refugees flooding into Bots-
wana from white-ruled South
Africa, Namibia and Rhodesia.

CATTLE FOOD
FROM OIL WASTE

MOVE TO PROTECT
LAKE BIRDS

GENEVA - Kenya has
responded to fears over the future
of the one million-plus flamingo
population on Lake Nakuru in the
Rift Valley, according to the
Switzerland- based World Wildlife
Fund.

The Kenya government has
reportedly decided to move a
chemical factory from the shores of
the lake. There was concern that
the pesticides produced at theLUbAKA - Mobil Oil Zambia is factory might escape into the lake

planning a project to produce and kill the algae in it on which the
animal foodstuffs from the waste flaminqoes depend for food.
from oil and other raw materials.
The scheme will use oil waste as LIVESTOCK STUDY

well as soya beans, cotton, sun- IN MAURITIUS
flowers and groundnuts to produce LONDON - Four British experts
food for cattle, pigs and poultry. All are undertaking a study of the
three industries are currently livestock potential of the island of
suffering from a lack of adequate
feedstuffs.

TELEPHONE EXPANSION
IN ZAMBIA

LUSAKA - Zambia's Post and
Telecommunications Corp., has
signed a contract for the provision
of 37 new telephone exchanges
throughout the country. The ex-
pansion will increase the country's

telephone network by 33,500 lines,

many of them in rural areas.

The contract has been awarded
to a U.S. company and is expected
to be completed by about the end
of 1979.

Rodrigues - part of Mauritius.
They will assess the commercial,

economic and technical, aspects of
establishing an abattoir, coldstore
and associated projects on the
island.

The study is being undertaken by
specialists in livestock production,
refrigeration, meat processing, and
economics. They are expected to
make proposals for increasing the
output of livestock, marketing,
processing and shipment.

If the projects are assessed as
viable, the team will produce a
costed development plan with a
view to early implementation.

Goodlett says Blacks must
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Carter's Home Klan's Nest

Washington: Dr. Carlton B
Goodlett, president of the National
Newspapers Publishers Association
(NNPA) Black Press of America
has called on Black people to save
themselves from the results of
American racism.

He was speaking here before the
62nd Annual Meeting of the
Association for the Study of Afro-
American Life and History at the
Sheraton Park Hotel.

Other speakers during the five-
day convention included Secretary
Patricia R. Harris of the Department
of Housing and Urban Affairs-
Mayor Walkter W. Washington of
this city, Dr. Hugh M. Gloster,
president of Morehouse College-
Dr. Charles Walker Thomas Sr

'

president of ASALH; its executive
director, Dr. J. Rupert Picott; and
Dr. Joseph E. Harris.

Goodlett launched into American
racism, saying "To an audience
with your historical concern, I need
not dwell on the marshaling of
arguments which would establish
the fact that the USA is a racist
nation."

themselves
"And even today," he continued,

"all the judicial, legislative and
executive machinations have not
permanently freed blacks from the
status of second-class citizens.

"The truth is", Goodlett said,
"that all the lanrimari-. politicc'l

victories, the Supreme Coun
Judicial victories, and the legislative
victories have disturbed very little

the relationship between the white
masters and the black slaves who
endured two and a half centuries of
hell, as well as between the white
majority and the present day Blacks
who inhabit the core cities of
America 114 years after Lincoln's
Emancipation Proclamation.

Dr. Goodlett called on Black
schools, the Black family, the Black
Church, the Black Press, Black
sororities and fraternities.

"Black financial institutions, and
Black political leaders to join in a
concerted, dedicated effort to save
Black America.

Continuing, he added: "We livem a sick society. The avaricious
greed of the early pioneers was
joined m struggle by those seeking
special privilege and favors in rne
founding conventions of the young

nation, in which the supporters of
materialistic values won the day
against those of humanistic values.
"As we look back," Goodlett

said, "in this 201st year of the
founding of the nation, its history
makes mockery of the American
paean, "Freedom, Liberty, Justice
and Equality!" For 201 years,
property rights have been inviolate
when in contest with human rights.

"From the landing at Plymouth. "

the publisher charged, "the ac-
tivities of the white settlers and
now the white majority began and
sustained a ravenous, plundering
march of physical and human
exploitation which nearly destroyed
the Red Man and for more than 249
years, dehumanizing Blacks in
horrendous slavery."

Harrassment of Black officials rife

AMERICUS, GA. UPI - Buddy
Cochran, who smashed his sports
car into a crowd at a Ku Klux Klan
rally in President Carter's
hometown of Plains, was convicted
Tuesday on eight counts of
aggravated assault.

A Sumter County jury of six

blacks and six whites returned the
verdict at 3 p.m. after deliberating
about 13 hours.

Cochran, a 30-year-old Americus
mechanic, faces a sentence of up to
10 years on each count stemming
from the July 2 incident.

About 30 persons were injured,

19 of whom were hospitalized,
when he rammed his car into a
group of spectators and hit the
speaker's platform.

Judge William Blanks ordered
Cochran to undergo psychiatric
tests at Central State Hospital in

Milledgeville before sentencing.
The jury began deliberating

Monday at 2 p.m. and reported it

was deadlocked Tuesday morning.
Blanks ordered the jury to

resume deliberation. "This is the
eighth day of the trial and a lot of
time and expense went into it," he
said.

Robert Bryan, chief defense
counsel, had argued during the trial

that Cochran had an intense hatred

of racism and the KKK as a result of

his experience as a Vietnam War
veteran.

District Attorney Claude Morris
had contended, however, that
Cochran was legally drunk when he
attended the rally and said, "Mr.
Cochran went there looking for

trouble and when he couldn't find
any, he created it himself."

Morris also said that thousands
of young men served in Vietnam
and when they returned they "did
not commit acts like these."

Cochran testified he did not
remember anything about the night
of the rally.

At one point in the trial, the
defense called the President's 79-

year-old mother, "Miss Lillian"

Carter as a witness. She told the
jury she attended the rally out of
curiosity, but left immediately after

Cochran's car crashed into the
group. Mrs. Carter was not injured.

Several of the injured spectators
have filed civil suits in Sumter
County against Cochran, asking
damages that total over $1.2
million.

"The Ku Klux Klan created a fire

in Buddy's mind and they blew on
the flames," he said. Bryan had
urged the jury to send Cochran to a
mental hospital to find out "what
makes him tick," rather than to jail.

He said, "something snapped,"
in Cochran's mind as he was
leaving the rally.

By MARY R. WARNER
Washington: Systematic and

nation-wide harassment of Black
elected officials is charged in a
report issues last week by the
National Association of Human
Rights Workers (NAHRW).

The report, entitled The Dilemna
of Black Politics: A Report on
Harassment of Black Elected Of-

ficials, is the result of a two-year

study by NAHRW's Committee on
the Status of Minority Elected

Officials.

Cited in the repoot are over 100
Black officials who have been
victims of various forms of harass-
ment. The officials represent all

regions of the country, all levels of
office, and both urban and rural

areas.

Research findings mdicdte
though, that the "higher the level of
office, or the more outsooken the

official, or the greater the influence
and power, the higher the incidence
of harassment."

Documentation was obtained of
distinct patterns of harassment,
and in at least some instances the
harassment is without doubt the
result of conspiratorial activity.

•

Black officials identified as
having been targets of attack in-

clude the late U.S. Rep. Adam
Clayton Powell, U.S. Rep. William
Clay of Missouri, Lt. Gov. George
Brown, Lt. Gov. Mervyn Dymally,
and Secretary of State C. Delores
Tucker of Pennsylvania.

Mayors Maynard Jackson,
Atlanta; Richard Hatcher, Gary;
Coleman Young, Detroit; "Jay"
Cooper, Pritchard, Ala., and
Charles Evers, Fayette, Miss.;
former Mayors Carl Stokes,
Cleveland; Clarence Lightner'

Chapel Hill; and State Senator
Julian Bond of Georgia; NAACP
Washington Bureau Director
Clarence Mitchell and former State
Senator Leroy Johnson of Georgia.

Principle perpetrators ot the
attacks on Black elected officials
are identified as 1) the white press;
2) the intelligence community and
enforcement agencies; 3) the
corporate structure; and
4) representatives and allies of the
corporate structure positioned in

the executive legislative branches
of the United States government.
The research did not determine

that a single national or in-

ternational conspiracy exists to
destroy the institution of Black
politics; however, neither did it

determine that there is not such a
conspiracy.

Jordon Stays On Carter

Jimmy Carter

ATLANTA (UPI) - Vernon
Jordan, executive director of the
National Urban League, is again
criticizing President Carter for
failing to deal forcefully with
unemployment.

"We may balance the budget by
1981

,
but when we do there will still

be cities on the brink of death, mass
unemployment and continued
inequality," he told the AFL-CIO
industrial union department
convention.

"We have to remind them
(politicians) that the hands that
once picked cotton picked the
President," Jordan said. Since last

summer, he has repeatedly charged
publicly that Carter has reneged on
campaign promises he made to
blacks.

Blacks and labor elected Carter,
Jordan said, and in return those
groups are entitled to their desire
for a guaranteed job for everyone.

We Must Rebel If We Are To Survive
The hands of the American

government are dripping with the
blood of the Puerto Rican people.

American corporations call

Puerto Rico an "island paradise" —
for the Puerto Rican people it is a
living hell of exploitation and
suffering. Exploitation by U.S.
corporations in Puerto Rico has
resulted in: an "official" unem-
ployment rate of 23 per cent; a real

unemployment rate of over 40 per

cent: cost of living 25 per cent
higher than in the U.S., and wages
"1 less; 70 per cent of the people
depend on food stamps to survive;

thousands of workers are being

poisoned by chemicals in U.S.
factories, and the islarid's waters
are being polluted by chemical

waste; 35 per cent of the women of

child bearing age have been
sterilized. A large occupying army
and FBI- led assaults against the

workers and independence
movements protect U.S. in-

vestments in Puerto Rcio.

The millions of Puerto Ricans
who were forced to migrate to the
U.S. in order to service have fared
no better. Here too we are used to

cheap labor and denied the basic
right to a decent job, education,
housing and health care. The
government admits that we have
the highest rate of poverty and
unemployment in the U.S. - but

the situation does not get better, it

gets worse. A greater percentage of
Puerto Ricans live in poverty today
than in 1960. In NYC, 85 per cent of

us are forced to live in deteriorating

ghettos where our children use
abandonned buildings and gar-

bage-filled lots as playgrounds.

In our communities we are shot
down by police murderers who are
then released. The Puerto Rican
people will remember Ishmael
Rodriguez who was beaten to

death in 1975 while his wife watch-
ed, Julio Osorio and Rafael Cruz
who were murdered by police

terrorists in Humboldt Park,
Chicago, this summer, just as we
will remember Julio Roldan, Tito

Perez, Clifford Clover and Randolph
Evans, and many more. And these
oppressive conditions are repeated
in every Puerto Rican community in

the U.S.

imposed U.S. citizenship on Puerto
Ricans in 1917.

- They have tried to passify and
deceive Puerto Ricans here with
smiling presidential tours through
the ruins of the South Bronx -
raising false hopes, telling people
"Don't rebel ~ you have a friend in

the White House." Meanwhile, our
basic rights are denied. Meanwhile:

They have stepped up their

torture of the imprisoned Puerto
Rican patriots, trying to force them
to publically renounce the struggle
for Puerto Rico's liberation.

(2) We demand immediate and
unconditional freedom for the 4
Nationalists who continue to be
tortured in U.S. prisons - Lolita

Lebron, Rafael Cancel Miranda,
Irving Flores and Oscar Collazo.

They have carried out the

death penalty against Andres
Figueroa Cordero.

We have every reason to be
burning with anger and hatred of

those responsible for the conditions

the Puerto Rican people face in

Puerto Rico and in the U.S.

We must rebel if we are to

survive' We have tried petitions,

letter writing campaigns and
demonstrations. What has been the

response of the U.S. rulers? —
- They have accelerated their

plans to impose statehood on
Puerto Rico just as they forcibly

— They have increased
repression and political frame-ups
against the entire Puerto Rican
fhdependence movement.

We have taken this action
because the American government
has left the Puerto Rican people no
alternative. We carry with us today
the sentiments of thousands of
Puerto Ricans in the U.S. and in

Puerto Rico who have shown by
their actions their unity with our
demands.

(1) We demand the
dependence of Puerto Rico!

in-

(3) We denouce the physical and
mental torture and slow murder of
Andres Figueroa Cordero. Andres
was held in solitary confinement for

6 months and denied medical at-

tention. When cancer had spread
throughout his body, he was
"pardoned". He was pardoned to
die - outside the prison, so the
U.S. rulers that murdered him could
maintain their cover of "concern for
human rights." (This is the same
way Don Pedro Albizu Campos was
murdered. He was subjected to

radiation treatments and was
released from prison in 1965 only
after they had assured themselves
of his death.) Despite this inhuman
torture, our brothers, Andres, has
remained firm in his commitment to
the liberation of Puerto Rico - he
is an inspiration to all freedom-
loving people.

(4) We demand full democratic
rights for Puerto Ricans in the U.S.

an end to discrimination based
on our nationality, color and
language, an end to discrimination
in the workplaces, the communities
and the schools.

(5) We protest the increased
repression against the Puerto Rican
independence movement. The
frame-up of David Perez and
Vicente Alba is a recent example of
this intensified drive to terrorize

supporters of Puerto Rican in-

dependence. Just as the govern-
ment's "charges" in this case were
proven false - so too are the
charges against the 8 people in NY
and Chicago who have been jailed

for refusing to cooperate with
Grand Jury witchhunts designed to
crush the independence
movement. We demand the im-
mediate release of the 8.

(6) We demand amnesty for all

those involved in this action today.
We take this action in solidarity

with the struggles of the Black,
Native American, Chicano-
Majicano and Asian peoples. Our
enemy is the same. We demand the
release of all those who have been
imprisoned for fighting for their

people's liberation, like Assata
Shakur who goes on trial today.
We are in solidarity with the

American workers who in growing
numbers are confronting the U.S.
rulers. We have a special message
of support for the striking miners of
Stearns, Kentucky, who have set
an example by taking up arms to
protect their rights.

The same class of blood-sucking

Continued on Page 8
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New York Haitian Artists Show at Broolclyn iVIuseum

An exhibition of fifty paintings,

tapestries, weavings and sculpture

by ten Haitian artists opened in the

Community Gallery of the Brooklyn

Museurrv on October 30th. The

show will run through December
4th

Spencer Depas whose hooked

and woven tapestries are on

exhibit, started organizing this

show two years ago. He is a

member of the Community Gallery

Advisory Committee.

All of the artists showing were

born and trained in Haiti. They have

stayed abreast the flux and flow of

national, aesthetic and cultural

currents while living and working in

New York. They proudly affix

themselves to an independent

Haitian artistic school that came

into firm existence after the Black

led revolt leading to independence

in 1804 C.L.R. James in THE
BLACK JACOBINS documents this

struggle by ex-slaves led by

Toussaint L'Ouverture. Con-

tributing to the cohesiveness that

links early works to contemporary

expression are the Africanisms that

persist and permeate all Haitian

cultural and aesthetic forms. This,

as an identifiable element of Haitian

art, is visibly present in the works

being shown.

Nineteenth century artist, Numa
Desroches, the artists with the

Academie des Beaux Arts, and

sculptor Normil Charles set forth

precedents from which a ground-

swell movement peaked in the

1930's William Edouard Scott,

Chicago born, was inspirational to

Petion Savain and Georges
Remponeau, a participant in this

show, who in turn were in-

strumental in the founding of Le

Centre d'Art in 1944. This center

had influence on the gaumut of

aesthetic directions of Haitian art.

Lucner Lazard, Toussaint August

and Spencer Depas, among the

Centre d'Art group, took park in

formulating and creating the matrix

of artistic thought that continues to

be of importance.

Toussaint August first had his

paintings introduced into this

country in 1963 by a U.S. priest

who presented one of his canvases

to the United Nations committee

that chose designs for their

UNESCO fund raising Christmas

cards. His painting was reproduced

for one of these card designs and

since then he has been showing in

the United States and Europe. In

"Market Near The Sea" stiff fish

hang out of baskets like petaled

flowers, Male and female figures

flicker visually setting in motion

tropical colors Currently August is

working on a voodoo subject but he

inserted, "I don't have enough time

to paint because I work."

Georges Remponeau submitted

for this exhibition "Vodou Dance"

a triad of women two drumming
and "Market Ceremony" where

workers are rendered in a unity of

circular movement, necessary and

natural to such a setting.

Haitian homescapes by Eric

Girault offer contrasts of technique

within each of his paintings that

provide a sense of impending

changeability from sky or sea

forces. In "Jeremie", the village, by

means of smooth, invisible strokes,

is at angle to the sky with its clouds,

lapped into brush-print roughness

rather than salty sea breezes.

Fritz Edouard Joseph, born in

1948 in this village of Jeremie,

injects history and its political in-

terpretation by inference into his

sculpted bronzes, while his titles

speak more directly "1804

Freedom in Haiti" and "Mao's

Thought in Black Revolution

1980's" ....

In the August show at the

Brooklyn Nuseum of "Black

American Painters", New Jersey

artist Jacob Lawrence in his

"Toussaint L'Ouverture Series"

infused his paintings with history —
dynamically amalgamating armed

and uniformed Black fighting

figures in a design sensitive to

dialectics. He utilized "natural and

ancestral visual symbols" to

commit his panels to speaking of

the "intolerable conditions" of the

slave struggles — even as they are

manifested today. Thus he cited by

way of historical theme how lives in

Haiti today are tied to Africans in

the Americas, wherever they think,

create, work and struggle. He pain-

stakingly depicts a past to for-

mulate a conceptualization of the

necessities for that inevitable

future. Thus a bold statement such

as Jacob Lawrence's is not present

in this Community Gallery Show. It

should be noted also that many
contemporary Haitian painters

create works communally and

anonymously in rural collectives, in

enclaves isolated by the effects of

harsh political and economic
conditions, or by choice, to

maintain separation from the "art

world" Works representing this

qonre were shown last year at the

Studio Museum in Harlem.

Oils in reds, blues and yellows,

but as the artist stressed, they were
not "monochromatic", countered

the commercial stereotyping of

Haitian painting "Primitivism".

Painting traders import into the

United States and Europe paintings

hy Port au Prince street artists

selling them for $2000 with the help

nf agents and galleries employing

people are a religious people it's

in the dance, the music, the life ...

All night we discussed this, artists

and writers. Painters are close to

writers"

Wah started painting at age ten

and has over the past twenty years

been engaged in clarifying an

abused" language." He founded
an art school in Haiti based on

voodoo Calfon "Crossroads".

"I wanted all artists to meet, to

work together," he stated.

Demonstration cont.
Continued from Page 1

by liberal' Calvinists who have

based their economic-political

relationships on racism.

workers and running away with a

higher investment- profit margin

than anywhere els* in the world.

Again we see profits take

precedence over human needs.

As the Jewish population was

required under Hitler to wear

badges, all Blacks still are required

to carry on themselves at all times

passbooks that limit their

movement according to

authoritarian directives issued by

the government according to its

needs for Blacks in its economy.

1.1 the meantime President Carter

speaks out on human rights and
refuses to use the tool of an

economic, diplomatic btockade of

South Africa. The United States

was able to strangle the economy
of Chile in 1973, leading to the

overthrow of the democratically

elected government there, and it

continues to wield an economic
blockade against Cuba, yet there is

no such action taken against South
Africa The reason for this refusal

becomes apparent as once again

we see multinational corporaflons

exploiting a cheap labor market,

paying Black workers six to

fourteen times less than White

One then might ask, "Isn't it

possible that these corporations

could effect affirmative action

policies and work in a positive

direction on the South African

economy?" South African law

however, says different and any

business within its boundries are

required to abide by South African

law. Token measures are possible

but when Blacks are forbidden to

vote, organize unions or strike, be

in supervisory positions over

Whites, then we start to see the real

motive of South Africa and the

multinational corporations which

make up the backbone of its

economy.

We here in the United States

need to pressure our own govern-

ment to break with South Africa

and apartheid. The US. has about

1.5 Billion dollars invested in South
Africa. The minority regime
depends upon severe repression to

maintain itself as it has denx)n-

strated with the jailings and killing

of thousands of students in Soweto

last year and over the country in the

last few weeks. The Commiitee for

the Liberation of Southern Africa to

effect international justice and in

solidarity with the majority of

people in South Africa, call for the

US. to initiate a total economic and
diplomatic blockade of South
Africa, for the South African

government to end the ban, for

freedom for all South African

political prisoners and for an end tt

apartheid. We urge you to join with

in in our activities over the coming

months working for these goals. A
demonstration is being planned for

November 19, on the Amherst

common, tfiere will be teach-ins

and conferences on the situation as

well. To help the Black people in

South Africa attain justice, come to

New Africa House, room 116, at 8

p.m. on Thursdays.

Rick Field

Sally Rees

n,/

slick Madison Avenue marketing

practices. It need not be stated that

anything above ten dollars reaches

the painters' hands. Bernard Wah
condemned this saying, "There's a

sickness ... There can be too much
painting painting as an industry

only to sell." Wah stated that his

pa ntings and those by other

Hauian artists were not "primitive"

and may or may not be "popular"

but that they did express the life of

Haitian people. He is exploring on

canvas the internationalities of the

Haitian feeling, in addition to the

objective elements that threaten

this "Traite Malad" mirrored his

comments and thought. He
reminded further, "The Haitian

Raphael Denis, Lucner Lazard

and Abraham Mucius joined with

the artists mentioned in creating a

colorful reflection of Haitian life

reminiscences not unlike what

Haitian poet, Rene Depestre has

written in A RAINBOW FOR THE
CHRISTIAN WEST:

Here I am a brand new
Black

I finally feel that I am
myself

In my new solar

geography.

News in Brief

SHARON OKAY
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The

Senate Thursday routinely con-

firmed Sharon Percy Rockefeller to

a five-year term on the board for

the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting.

Mrs. Rockefeller is the wife of

West Virginia Gov. Jay Rockefeller

and the daughter of Sen. Charles

Percy, R-lll.

WASHINGTON (UPI) -
President Carter signed a bill

Thursday creating the pKJSition of

associate attorney general. He

promptly appointed former

Republican Georgia House leader

Michael J. Egan to fill the spot as

third ranking post in the Justice

Department.

Egan, 51, a native of Atlanta, has

been serving as associate attomey

general under appointmen* by

Attorney General Griffin Bell since

last February.

WASHINGTON (UPI)

President Carter Thursday said his

mother, "Miss Lillian" was
"heartbroken" that the Los
Angeles Dodgers did not win the

world series.

Carter made the remarks when
he met with Reps. Edward Koch
and Herman Badillo, both New
York Democrats at the start of a

White House meeting.

Lillian is a longtime Dodger fan

and threw out the first ball at the

fourth series game in Los Angeles.

DON SCHL

by Kevin Jones
The denotative definition for the

word jazz is, a kind of music
syncopated and highly rhythmic,
originated by New Orleans
musicians especially Negroes.
Lately there has been an objection
of the use of this word "'jazz".

Many musicians feel that the use of

music are some of the terms that

have been offered to replace such
an emotive term.

But, why not use the term
"jazz"? To begin with the term first

came about through the use of

slang language. When people first

heard the music in New Orleans

Why Not Jazz
image of the musician. The
stereotyped role of the musician is

no longer being played by today's

musician. The use of drugs, wild

and unclean lifestyles were por-

trayed by only a few musicians.

Even those who did portray that life

style were forced into it through the
nature of the business. This being

that musicians are so often un-

derpaid and the fact that blacks

being the creators are in a business

controlled by whites. This is in-

creased by the fact that black

artists never receive fair recognition

for their creations. Consequently
many turn to drugs and alcohol as

an escape route.

The concept of changing the

term "jazz" is not a new one.

Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington

was first conscious of enriching the

African-American culture during a

time called the Harlem
Renaissance. He made one of the
first efforts to change "jazz" to

"Negro Music". Although it was
progressive during that era, the

term "negro" is also outdated and
unappropriate.

Black Artists such as Max Roach
have spoken on the implications of

the word "jazz". "'...I detest that

word, I work "jazz" festivals and
"jazz" concerts, and "jazz"
workshops etc. Its a compromise. If

well just forget about being in the

business because it is controlled by
whites and we have no control We
have no real estate to preserve and
perpetuate our culture. Also, its

getting so bad now that we were
asking ourselves if there is a black

culture."

'

It is also a matter of respect for

the master musicians that have
gone before us such as Duke
Ellington, Charlie Parker, Bud
Powell, Dizzy Gillespie and Max
Roach not to label them with such a

derogatory word as a "Jazz
Musician"'. Contrastly, we have
specific labels for European
Classical Music. Their music is

labeled by eras in which the music
went through. Baroque, Classical,

Romantic and Impressionistic are a

few of their titles. We have labels

such as "swing", "bebop", "'cool

jazz" and "hard bop". This is the

reason why we need a more
dignified label than Jazz. Per-

sonally, I would label it Creative

African-American Music. You may
ask, why African-American Music?

Because this art form was created

by Americans of African descent

and have been the major con-

tributors and innovators.

With this in mind, we hope for

the day when the system will

change and bring forth an ap-

ChARi,,"; f.A(JKt.f< "NO Vats

this word is not concommitant to

the complexity and the beauty of

this musical art form.

There have been many
suggestions to use in place of this

word. Black Classical Music,
Creative Black Music, African-

American Music, or just black

and afterwards, it seemed very

foreign to them. Of course they

didn't understand it, so they tagged
a name to it, something which
seemed to convey the excitement

and energy of the music.

Because the term is so loosely

used, it connotates a negative

CHARLES STFWART/ JOHN COI TRANE. 1961

I don't do it that way, I might as propriate title for Creative African-

American Music.

I Sang the Blues

r*
. namf> (s Sarr Greenioe; I am

R!.ick American, and I write; not
• oressanly listed m their order of

f»i;>nrTance I was horn rf a blaci'

•"fiiqf'e family in Chicago, iuly '3,

'930, a second generation im

"uqrant from the deep south. At

hM fim«! of iT^y birth, my father was
I ' fiauffeur, my nic^ther a flancer in

lie chorus line of ffie Regal Theater
in Forty seventh and fiouth Park
A' IV on the south side of Chicago

"I received a non education in

Cfiicago qhetto non schools and
tilayod catch up at three univer

sities; Wisconsin. Chicago and
Thessalonikki. I speak fluent Greek,
Indonesian Malay and enough'
Arabic, French and Italian to order a

nu!al and argue with taxi drivers. I

served for two years as an Infantry

I ieutenant in the U.S. Army, in the
list Infantry Dixie' Division, whose
divisional insignia is the Con-
federate flag and whose band
tirirr :h(!s in Confederate uniforms. I

was threatened with court martial

for u.'fusing to wear the latter and
salutf' the former.

"I WIS f^mployed for n.ore than
.even vears as a professional
propagandist in the foreign service
'if tfie United States Information
Sf'rvice. I served in Iraq, Pakistan,

Indonesia and Greece, resigning in

'irdnr to dgvote full time to rreafive

A/(iiinq I was* qiven the Ayency"s
•hird highest award, the Meritorious

SiTvico Award, for activities during

'he 1958 Kassem revolution in

llujhdad. The following year I was
pjissed over for promotion.
howpiece spades are not pupular if

'hf?v think thp\ ive been hired

innaiise of. rather than in spite of,

ornpetence.

"I h<ivR written a t)ook about a

olonial revolution in the United

Si.itus hecause I feel Black
AiiH'firans are no more citizens of

'\»-'
l,J S than were the Algerians

iti^'pns ')f metropolitan France
;iiifH to their country's in-

ilcpendence. The Black American
h,is followed the f. lassie Marxist

I'lv.inr.enipnt' from slavery to

( iiloninlisrn

'I .:nnsider THt SPOOK WHO
';A T by THE DOOR a study nf the

fi'vniutionary character m general

mrj I'le farcical nature of racial

ntoqiHtion in the J.S in particular.

' IS a book about white face and.

Iilfic:k triasks anrl a earning that
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Voices of N.A.H.

Choir Tentative

Fall Schedule
Wednesday, November 16, 1977,

Dress Rehearsal, 7:00 p.m.
Thursday, November 17, 1977,

Fall Concert Dinner Disco. Special
Guest - Genesis, 7:00 p.m.
November 18-20, 1977,

University of Connecticut Black
Voices of Freedom Pre-
Thanksgiving Concert, Storrs,
Connecticut.

Friday, November 18, 1977,
Caravan of Choirs - Optional.

Saturday, November 19, 1977,
Combined Choir Rehearsal and
Workshop.

Sunday, November 20, 1977,
Joint Concert, Black Voices of
Freedom - Voices of New Africa.

November- December, WHYN
Television Tape - Christmas
Special, Springfield, Mass.

Hampshire Third

World Calendar
Nov. 11, 10:00 p.m. -Dance with

live band from New York, "PRISM"
'powerful rhythms. Inspiring soulful

music'. Hampshire dining com-
mons: $1.00.

Nov. 13- "Brother Blue Per-

forms" Master story teller Dr. Hugh
Hill (Brother Blue) will be at The
Red Barn at Hampshire. No ad-
mission fee. Refreshments.

Public Service

Announcement
On Friday, November 18, 1977,

Charles (Majeed) Greenlee will be in

concert at New Africa House,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. This concert is free of

charge.

Announcements
On Monday, November 7, 1977,

Prof. Douglas V. Davidson will

speak at Amherst College in the

Babbott Room of the Octagon on

"Some Thoughts on Black

Culture'" at 8:00 p.m. The recipient

of a master's degree in sociology

from the I'linois Institute of

Technology in Chicago, Mr.

Davidson is presently Assistant

Professor of Black Studies at

Amherst. He has taught on a-

number of campuses including the

University of Massachusetts-

Boston and the University of

California Berkeley. Prof. David

son's courses range from

colonialism and the Black ex-

|)erience, the sociology of the Black

family, to social class and-in the

Black community. Mr. Davidson

has been published in prominent

lournals such as The American

Journal of Sociology and the

Review of Black Political Economy.

The program is free ^nd open to

•he public.

African masks have historically and

traditionally sen/cd the dual func-

tion of both entertaining and

threatening the enemy In that it is

'he story of one ghett' Black man's

reaction to the hypocrisy of the

Pourqeoisie, it is autobiographical:

m that It IS a tale of man's reaction

to opprnssion, it is universal.

'At the risk of supporting

I hfHished sterotypes, I run fast,

sinq. dance and fiave been told that

t am qood in bed. My chief literary

uifliinnces are Charlie Parker, Lester

Young Miles Davis and Biliie

Holiday. As ^ writer, I consider

ivysf^lf a lazz musi.ian whose in

trumi'nt is an Olivetti typewriter. I

viitp in 4 4 time, in the key of E and

'I'V audience are the swinging free,

•ogardloss of their chains.

"I (\o not consider mvself a victim

t white racism because a victim

iibmits Not ,'.-T I appalled by

t iiropean and or American history

because I regard it as fiction. Sing

no blues fur me because I sing my
' wn; and to a Black man, the blues

ire a freedom song.
'
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Contemporary Chinese Art

Han Suyin Photo by Bari Njiiri

By: JOHANNA P BRASSARD

The Distinguished Visitors

Program brought Han Suyin to the

Student Union Ballroom last Thurs-

day night. Officially, she is a

medical doctor, practicing in her

native China, and the biographer of

Mao Tse Tung But she described

herself as "the sort of person whom
has the tendency to put her foot

into everything" Because of this

tendency, she has attracted the

attention of mar^y countries. Our
university's attention was attracted

to Han Suyin by virtue of her study

of contemporary Chinese art.

Han Suyin has spent the past

year working on a systematic

survey of painting in contemporary
China. She undertook the survey

out of concern that no book or

article was available pertaining to

the subject of the impact of various

revolutionary movements from
1949 to the present on painting in

China Her year of research in-

cluded extensive travelling to

different areas of China, and the

interviewing of various artists

professional artists, working class

artists, peasant artists

Han Suyin told our audience that

there had been two types of

painting in China before the

Communist Revolution There had
been the painting of professional

artists. These artists concentrated

on traditional subjects, depicting

birds, fishes, landscapes and
flowers Due to a decline in the area

of professional art before 1949, the

professionals became heavily in-

fluenced by the French Im-

pressionists. It was very difficult to

make a living at painting

professionally in China before 1949.

Tne second type of art work
prevalent before the Revolution

were Folk Paintings These were
New Year's pictures, painted by
individual peasants chosen by other

peasants each year in individual

villages. The subjects were not
original, but prescribed
representations of cherubic
children and beneficient Genii.

But the Communist Revolution
changed the values as well as the
political structure of China. No
longer were learning and creativity

to be reserved for a privileged elite.

After 1958 and the Great Leap
Forward, Cultural Centers were
instituted on factories as part of

Mao Tse tung's literary drive.

Professional painters went among
the workers and peasants to gain

inspiration, but soon began
teaching artistic skills. Creativity in

wood cutting and painting were
encouraged by the government in

order to improve the quality of life

for the general populace. This

movement did not develop evenly

throughout the country, but it

( ontinued

In 1970 the program was rein-

forced hy Chou En lai, and
flourished until 1973. Refresher

courses were set up in communes,
factories and mines. There was an

enormous surge in creativity

throughout China.

1974 saw the rise of the "Gang of

Four" political group in China. They
were a paranoid lot, seeing insulting

innuendoes in the work of

|)rofessional artists. Many artists

were persecuted The Gang of Four

emphasized manual labor and the

despiction of all things cerebral;

they nearly undid the progress of

the Cultural Revolution.

Today, Academies of Art closed
hy the Gang of Four have been
reopened and restored. The per
secuted professional artists are
Iiainting again Workers and
peasants continue to express
themselves through art. Modern
Art historians from the United
States are now travelling to China
to study these new works.
Most of the older professional

-irtists still paint in the traditional

manner. But the workers and
peasants concentrate on the
depiction of their immediate en
vironment These paintings are
colorful and vibrant, expressing the
|oy which the people feel for the
social, political and technological
'fevelopmt'nt of their country

Persons in factories, villages and
art schools create posters with
messages both political and moral.

Paintings are also done of scenes
from everyday life, and are often

very detailed, resembling
photographs. This art is done on
scraps nf paper and the walls of

rooms and buildings; not only on

traditional canvases The workers
ind peasants attach no monetary
value to these works and so make
no egoistic attempts to preserve

ih)>m Creativity is for fun; for the

'•nioyment of all. The government,
howt'vet, does choose some of the

best works to be reproduced and
flistributed at a low cost throughout

China, in order that all citizens may
enjoy the art of their comrades.

Ttiose in capitalistic countries

may not understand these prac-

tices We have been socialized to

believe that only an elite few may
paint, and that these treasures mutt
be locked from the sight of the

many, whick only serves to sully the

creation But the People's Republic
of China operates under the belief

thai all persons should experience

the )()y of creation By encouraging

everyone to try their hand at art, the

riiinese government has seen fine

work from a larger sector of the

population Han Suyin provided her

iiidience with an insight into the

tiature of our society when she
said "Individualistic art is im
portant in society where people are

thrown back on themselves -

Chini IS not that way" Is our at

'itiidi! towards art just another
reflection of the alienation created

hy our political economic and
social system?

Announcements

Amherst College, Black Cultural

Center presents Prof. Douglas
Davidson speaking on "Some
Thoughts on Black Culture", Mon.,
November 7, 1977, 8:00 p.m.,

Babbott Room Octagon, Amherst
College. The public is invited.

Poems by Andrew Sulkey p^^m to Eno Rebel To SurvlvO
RIP OFF

The greatest rip-off

in the ghetto is the

theft of chiJdhood :

a ten year old junkie

hustling an unpaid-for

stolen tv for his fix

bought from a thirteen

year old hustler-pimp

with a string of teen-age

junkie whores.

An
a twelve year old

sister ought to be playin

with dolls instead

of her ADC baby.

An
a ten year old

brother ought to be
shootin marbles somewhere
he can smeU some
green grass instead

of smokin grass.

An
the bitch of bein

calJed boy
IS when you aint

never really

3ccn one . . .

::ONniTIONED RElLtX

Niggers offin Niggers

puttin one another down
messin each other aroun

bad mouthin

back stabbin

Momma grabbin

hatin other Niggers

cause they hate theyseU es

doin what they been

trained to do

instead of what fhey

supposed to do.

What vou bet

Pa\ lovs dogs was black?

Salivatin when that bell rang

whether there was a grease

there or not.

An. what you bet. too

at lea.st a few

waited to check out

the scene?

I mean, how bout you. baby?

The bell's ringin

!

Is vo mouth waterin ?

Rumi Songos

With muscles like wrought iron, a

man swings

Dance, splinting and healing

yesterdays of beauty, of Africa.

Torso forged wonderfully to hips

chin jutting out, head tilted back;

Baule sculptured with the
fjeometry of dignity.

the eyes, wet divining stones,

burn

with memory:
cones of sand, the crystals

filter away slowly.

razed pyramids, scorched scrolls

of the libraries.

gems stolen out of the eyes of

sarcophages of pharoahs.

bushes torn viciously out of the

qround.

spirit beings contained in chained
flesh, chained to the destinies of
qreat European gardens.

His legs arc

between planets, and he opens
up to let

the universe flow in, allows
the ancestors to move his body,

listens

to the messages hissing up from
the wells

of our unknown being

Continued from Page 5

exploiters who are trying to crush

the miners, using hired gunmen,
court injunctions and mass arrests

are responsible for and profit from
the oppression of Puerto Ricans in

the U.S. and the colonization of

Puerto Rico.

ALL OUT TO WASHINGTON -
OCT 3nTHi

LONG LIVE THE SPIRIT OF
JAYUYAi
ALBIZU CAMPOS LIVES IN THE

HEARTS OF THE PUERTO RICAN
PEOPLEi
PUERTO RICO WILL BE FREE!
THE PUERTO RICAN PEOPLE

WILL HAVE THEIR RIGHTS!

On the night of October 30,

AHORA sponsored one of the most
talented Latin American groups

that have ever come to campus
RUMI-SONGOS, a group of young
musicians from different parts of

South America, interpreted the

songs of the spifit of the high

Andes peasants. They interpreted

from "B Condor Pasa" to the song

of Chilean hope "La Plegaria del

Labrador" with the typical in-

struments of the Andes region We
had a very enthusiastic evening full

of solidarity and with good com-
mitted art. This art is committed
with all the Third World countries,
sharing the same culture and
struggle: "A song of Liberation".

Alfredo Gracia

What is spirit dance'
Eno. . recalling forgotten

I eremonies, remembering the
fssence that

cannot be taken, the universe

.vithin where all parts have come
igam complete.

Freida lones, Oct 1977

UBERTY
Puerto Rico

Libertad

• FREE THE NATIONALIST PRISONERS i

Smith sells Firestone stock in S. Africa
By ROSEMARY CONWAY
Collegian Staff

Trustees of Smith College have sold nearly

$70,000 of stock held in the Firestone Tire

and Rubber Company.
As a result of a student petition signed last

spring by 600 of Smith's 2,500 students, the
investments committee of the Board of

Trustees decided to make written requests
for information about how four firms in

which stock was held were meeting their

"social responsibilities" in South Africa, said

Smith spokesperson Ann Shanahan.
The firms in South Africa in which Smith

owned stock were General Motors Corp.,
Caterpillar Tractor Co., IBM, and Firestone.

Shanahan said, "We received from each
of the four corporations a response. General
Motors, Caterpillar Tractor and IBM aft gave
satisfactory responses."
According to Shanahan, the problem with

Firestone was a plant recently constructed
near segregated land.

|

Firestone provided inadequate responses
when asked why the plant was placed right
outside this segregated area, and what is

being done in South Africa to promote
equality for the nation's black majority.

according to trustee Roger Murray, chairman
of the board's investments committee.
Shanahan said "The answers were simply

incomplete. Firestone was not responsive to
the questions. The trustees did not have
enough information to determine whether or
not Firestone was acting with social
responsibility."

Shanahan said the Firestone stock had
been purchased shortly before the student
petition was presented last May.

"UsuaWy stocks the College invests in are
looked at over a long period of time -
looked at carefully. The Board of Trustees
sometiiTies does not have a chance to review

the investments immediately," Shanahan
said, in reference to the Firestor>e in-

vestment.

Some 42,014 shares worth $687,728, have
been sold as a result of the inquiry.

"This sale is not an isolated incident. Mr.
Murray has for years been in the forefront of
all kinds of investor responsibility activities,
and he's very knowledgeable. This was not a
decision that was taken lightly," Shanahan
said.

Earlier this year trustees of Hampshira
College and UMass voted to divest their

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Course guide ready;
pick it up today

^t^'-"
,^'

coluege isn't the place to go for ideas. . " "^ _

Helen Keller
Suffragette, pacifist, intellectual, and author of
JtUUL 1 B££AI1E. A. SOCIALIST-

ONTHEOTHERHAND
A Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide

GOOD MORNING!
Health series on alcoholism
The number of women exhibiting alcohol problems is

rapidly increasing. What are some reasons why women
drink? See Julie Melrose's seventh women's health

article. Page 3.

Annex series starts today
To find out how the money you contribute to the

Textbook Annex's profits is being used, see John
Moran, Robin Costello and Ram Lindmark's
first of a three-part series. Page 3-

Weather

RAIN, today, tonight and tomorrow.

By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to present "nnore than just

an advertisement of courses," a guide
containing more than 500 course and teacher
evaluations has been compiled by the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee.

According to committee member Joe
Connolly, 20,000 copies of the guide entitled

"On the Other Hand" will be available today
in dining commons. Student Union and
Campus Center.

Connolly said the guide will contain listings

of the salaries and tenure status of UMass
professors, as well as information regarding
contracts and grants received by UMass
faculty.

Three evaluation techniques were used in

compiling the guide, academic affairs

committee member Karen Hakala said.

The first type of evaluation is derived from
information obtained from the personnel files

of professors. According to Hakala, per-

mission was sought from 1400 professors to

examine evaluation forms completed by
UMass students. Approximately 300
professors agreed to allow the academic
affairs committee to review the evaluations
and write summaries based on that in-

formation. Hakala said most of the course
evaluations contained in the guide are based
on information compiled from professors'
files.

Opinions based on responses to a survey
in the Collegian comprise another group of
evaluations. Hakala said the guide will

contain all the quotes obtained from the
survey which was conducted last spring.

In addition, the guide will contain the
opinions of ten students regarding individual
courses and instructors. Hakala said the
guide will also contain correspondence from
the academic affairs committee to UMass
President Robert C. Wood, former FBI
director Clarence Kelly, and CIA officials

regarding research done at UMass, and
outside consultation work by professors.
Connelly said this information previously was
not available to students.

"It is our hope that some basic ad-
ministrative policy changes can be im-

plemented to improve the quality of
education at UMass," Connolly said. "We'd
like to see more emphasis given to in-

struction when facuir/ members come up for

tenure."

Student Government Association co-
president Jon Hite said, "The issue of the
course and teacher evaluation is a good first

step in providing the student body with the
information they need in selecting their

courses."

Hite added that while this year's guide was
incomplete, "it should put both the student
and faculty on notice that the SGA is serious
about this type of guide and that we are
committed to doing it again next year."

The present guide contains evaluations of
more than 500 courses, but does not contain
descriptions of most of the course offerings.

"This represents the first step toward
getting public access to the faculty and
administration," student senator Greg
Tarpinian said. "This (professor's salaries
and tenure) will be an issue at the bargaining
table. It is a crucial issue for studeots in their
quest to gain recognition as a viable force
within the University community," he said.

Socialist assesses Carter
By l\/IICHELE BIAGIONI
Collegian Staff

Socialist Party member Frank Lovell yesterday gave a
Socialist view of Carter's first year in office, attacking
the president for not fulfilling campaign promises with
performance.

Lovell, a regular columnist for the /Militant, a Socialist
news weekly, cited Carter's stand on human rights, his
pledge to cut nuclear arms spending and opposition to
Washington's massive bureaucracy as areas where the
president has fallen short. He also discussed the Marxist
analysis of history.

Lovell said the major problem of the current ad-
ministration is its handling of the faltering economy. He
criticized Carter for depending on various proposals,
such as the energy plan, while operating in a capitalist

system which, by its nature, is "planless", he said.

Although Carter has not alleviated the unemployment
problem, as he had claimed he would do, Lovell said, its

current figure of seven million is consistent with that of
a year ago, and Carter is not completely to blame.
The principle causes Lovell cited were "the social

forces which President Carter and others don't know
about and can't control." Consequently, he said. Carter
is not totally at fault for his inability to act. The major
antagonists are the employers, he said.

Lovell said the social and economic ills crippling
America are a result of an overproductive world
capitalist system. Because of the over-production, he

continued, the economy cannot accommodate for the

employable sector of the population. The interests of

the employers are preserved so they can continue to

operate at a profit at the expense of the working class,

said Lovell.

Lovell called for the working class to find means of

political organization in an effective way, as they have
achieved economically in the formation of unions.
Through unions, he said, the working class can voice
their political ideas and organize to change the system.

Once the working class is recognized, he said its
leading course of action should be to institute a
federally funded public works program and a cut in the
corporate profits. Lovell said he believes that as long as
the employer class continues to manipulate the
economy, inflation, unemployment, environmental and
social (racism and sexism) ills will continue to plaque the
country.

The Socialists answer in the public works program,
he said, would be the creation of a building project for

housing, a cleanup of our urban centers, and the
establishment of a widely expanded and desperately
needed public transportation system.

Only through a reform of the economic system with a

politically active working class can the government
effectively confront its majoi" problems, Lovell said. As
he explained in his Socialist interpretation, Carter, like

his predecessors, will continue to be ineffective if

confined to a capitalist system.

Frank Lovell, member of Socialist Workers Party,

assesses President Carter. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)
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Parking headaches
By JOE MAGLITTA
CoUegian Staff

Temporary relief for downtown parking
headaches should be on the way by next
week, according to Amherst Town Manager
A. Louis Hayward.

Hayward last night said the town would
announce by next week, possibly as early as
Thursday, plans to create additional parking
spaces in the downtown busin'iss district.
Town Planner James P. Cope last night

presented to the Board of Selectmen a
proposal to create 50 additional temporary
parking spaces on a half-acre lot behind the
main business district on Main Street. Once
approved, "temporary spaces" would be
used for 12-14 months, he said. Cope said an
additional 17 spaces could be made on
Lessey Street, which borders the proposed
lot.

Development costs for the lot, which
would have to be paved with one foot of
gravel to prevent cars from sinking into the
mud would be around $2,800, Cope said. The
site has been approved by the Chamber of

Commerce and the Amherst Redevelopment
Authority. The proposed lot is on land slated
for use by the ARA for the Boltwood Walk
project.

Although the temporary parking proposal
IS not subject to approval by the selectmen
board Chairperson Diana H. Romer said

may

a.
Amherst Selectmen

Cope and Hayward had the selectmen's
support in pursuing "any action they deemed
appropriate."

Proposals for long-term solutions to the
parking problems will be heard by the board
at their regular meeting on Nov. 28.
Cope also outlined a "sketch plan" for

additional parking spots in an area on Main
Street behind Delano's, Time-Out, Judy's
and other neighboring stores. Cope stressed
this was only a rough proposal, subject to

future change. He said the area could be
developed within the next year.

Also considered last night were various
proposals to install new parking meters in
selected spots around town, and to lower
meter times. Area businessmen voiced
strong opposition to raising meter rates
above one cent, maintaining the hike could
only scare business away from the center
Vanous downtown merchants stressed the
importance of adequate downtown parking
on the busy upcoming Christmas shopping
SGdson.

In other business, the Board of Selectmen
also granted permission to an anti- cigarette

UMasI^^
P''°9ram will not extend as far as

The selectmen last night also approved a

i?^f K \f^l^^^' ^°^" "^^^'"9 appropriated
one-half the purchase cost of the $70 000
truck. Last night's action completed the dealThe truck is scheduled to arrive Nov 11
The board unanimously approved an

application from Charlie's restaurant-lounge
for live eritertainment and dancing weekdays
and Sundays, and a juke box weekdays.

All six articles for the Nov. 14 special Town
Meeting were approved by the board, five ofv '— >~.w.. lu ail aiiii-uydreTie ' w "w.i., u^^iuvou uy imh ooara, Tive OTsmoKing group to set up petition tables in ^"®"^ unanimous vote. Four of the articles

downtown Amherst. The group, the Citizens
for Clean Air in Publicly Used Buildings will
set up a table on Saturday, Nov. 19 on the
walkway between the Unitarian Chu'rch and
the 103 Shops."
A pilot town recycling program will be run

in March and April of 1978. Hayward an-
nounced. Bimonthly curb-side collection of
newspapers and bottles sorted by color will
be made within the district downtown he

including two water search articles
reconstruction of a drainage tunnel, and
construction of a sidewalk mall along Bolt-
wood Walk, were placed on the warrant or
agenda, by the board.

One of the two articles by a private citizen
Article 5, calls for a town study of existina
water supplies. Article 6 asks the town to
endorse legislation being planned to reform
property taxes in the state.^^ ~ Miupoiiy idxes in ine state.

Grad Senate prexy to meet with Puryear
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Graduate Student Senate President Sally
Rees will meet with Vice-Chancellor of
Academic Affairs Paul L. Puryear this week
to discuss summer fee waivers, it was an-
nounced at the GSS meeting last night.
The senate yesterday received a notice

from UMass Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery saying he was referring to Puryear
the decision of whether to bring the issue of
summer fee waivers before the Board of
Trustees.
A motion passed by the senate on Oct 15

requested 'that the Board of Trustees in-
struct the Division of Continuing Education
to waive summer course fees for those

graduate students under contract with the
University and who are receiving tuition
waivers for compensation."

Graduate Students who had been exempt
from payment under the summer tuition
waiver in previous years must now pay for
some of the summer courses under the new
waiver, based on fees rather than tuition
Rees said. Those affected are primarily
teaching assistants and resident assistants.

Other matters brought before the senate
last night include a report from the Collective
Bargaining Advisory Board, elections of
Graduate Council members, and motions
from the finance, executive and elections
committees.

Emily Rosenberg, the GSS representative
to University collective bargaining sessions.

last night said the ability to sit in and observe
the sessions would give the Collective
Bargaining Advisory Board a "good
knowledge of the ins and outs of the

Graduate Senate

University."

The opportunity to participate in
negotiating sessions is a result of this
summer's administration and faculty pre-
contract meetings which accepted one
graduate and undergraduate student from

the Amherst and Boston campuses to sit In
on the sessions, Rees said.

Elected to committee and council
positions last night were Regina Brown to
the Health Council, Don Froust to the
Graduate Council, Prescott Smith, Extensive
Council, Sue Ziller to the Arts Council
alternate, Barbara Stack, Status of Women
Committee, Beate Riesterer, Student Health

Advisory Board, and David Biggers, to the
Student Affairs Committee of the Graduate
Council. Biggers was also elected as an
alternate on the Collective Bargaining Ad-
visory Committee.
The Finance Committee last night moved

to guarantee a Beer Blast for a deficit up to
and including $600 for Prince House

RSO investigates alleged snack bar deficit
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

An audit is being conducted through the
Recognized Student Organization in-
vestigating an alleged $5,000 deficit of
Greenough Snack Bar, Central Area Council
President Mark Zinan said last night at a two
hour CAC meeting in Chadbourne dormitory.

Zinan said according to Greenough
figures, the snack bar has made $500 from
pinball machines and $500 from food and
beverages.

Zinan told the council that snack bar
workers said they wanted the CAC to pay for
any of its deficits, and "not get involved" if

the operation earns a profit. Zinan said snack
bar employees are not work-study positions
and if the council ever "took over" the
concession, it would require staff to be work-
study students in order "to save money".

Zinan said an "earth-foods type" snack
bar being considered for the Orchard Hill

area might result in Greenough's losing
business.

In other action, a heated discussion
followed a comment made on the concept of
student unionization by Student Organizing
Project members David Barenberg and
Susan Birmingham.

Birmingham said the SOP will provide an
organization that will "allow students to have
a say in the quality of their education." She
added UMass students have $1.1 million
which is theirs, but "have very little say
about it."

^

r
Today's Staff

Barenberg said he has "enough con-
fidence that students will get involved" in
their academic rights "if they have a vehicle
with which their involvement can be
facilitated."

Birmingham continued, "Students are
represented, as opposed to doing what they
want... We should use collective power to
deal with issues. Presently, the senate
doesn't provide resources. We should
organize ourselves better... so that when
issues come up we can help each other deal
with them."

New World Center Coordinator Nkrumah
Olinga questioned the role of SOP as an
"organizer." He said he has dealt with many

organizers, such as those combatting racism
and would not consider SOP a structured
organizer. Olinga said he is "looking for
improvement

"
in student government and

wants to see "actual steps" taken toward
improvement. He added, "When SOP
organizes, more people will listen."

Olinga said he was more interested in the
"methodology" of SOP than in its theories.

Terry Byrd, President of the New World
Center, said he thinks SOP would allow
students to deal with issues other than those
concerning money. He said area govern-
ments "are always talking money, money
money.... while students today ridicule older
people for trying to make the bucks... all they
want themselves is bread."

Greenough representative Ron Color
questioned the need for increased student
organization, saying "people don't care
and the majority of people you'd want to
represent you don't give a damn."

In other business, the CAC voted
unanimously to allocate $85 to Chadbourne
and Greenough dorms to host a joint cof-
feehouse Nov. 20 in Chadbourne.

Chadbourne representative Wendy Trock
said she thinks the coffeehouse "will be a
good thing for the area... it will be a
multicultural event." She added, she Is
"looking for a better quality, more coor-
dinated, and smoother coffeehouse."
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By JAMS EINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Sylvan Area Government members last
night discussed functions of the newly
developed Academic Program Developnrwnt
Council, and its members.

^V !Sylvan

The Academic Program Council will
support local organizations such as the
Racial Awareness Training Program,
Anacoana Center, Sylvan Cultural Society
and other organizations. The coucil will
consist of the three Sylvan heads of
residence, the assistant area director, the
residential resource manager, a represen-
tative from the Human Oppression Center,
three area government officers and four
Sylvan Area residents, including two Third
World members and two women.

Sylvan Area Government officers also
voted last night to support the Northeast
Area Government suit against the un-
dergraduate Student Senate concerning the
allocation of Student Activity Trust fund
monies.

Sylvan Area President Linne Donaldson
also introduced the newly hired area
secretary, Anne Igoe, a resident of Cashin
House. Donaldson also announced the new
director of The Parchment, the area's news-
paper, Steve Galvin and the new coordinator
of the Craft Shop, James Messier.

Correction
Scott Wieler, president of Orchard Hill

Area government, incorrectly stated in
Sunday's OHAG meeting that the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate lent $1500 to
OHAG. Actually, the senate lent Field
House Snack Bar $1500, according to Mark
Hergenrother, OHAG vice president
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Annex profits *6 per studentthe first in a tfiree oart sariftc in tk« . .

^^ ^^" ^^ ^

Collegian 3

This IS the first in a three part series
examining the finances and operation of the
Textbook Annex.
By JOHN M. MORAN
PAMELA LINDMARK
and ROBIN COSTELLO
Collegian Staff

Students unknowingly contributed an
average of $6 dollars each to support the
operation of the Campus Center last year in
addition to the $79 Campus Center fee.
The $6 was the average profit the Text-

book Annex made per student from the sale
of textbooks during Fiscal Year (FY) 1977,
according to unaudited figures from the
Campus Center Business Office.

Since students are practically obliged to
buy most or all of their textbooks at the
Annex, each student pays approximately $85
per year for the privilege of using the
Campus Center, regardless of whether or not
they use the building.

The annex, despite its separate location in
a University owned building, is considered
part of the University Store, and its profits
become part of the Campus Center revenue.
The textbook annex reported net profits of

$206,900 on total sales of $1.86 million in FY

5127,800 after deducting some ad-
rninistrative costs shared by the annex andthe University Store.

;,r,Io!>^"^'r®
University Store (including the

sales 0/?-^'?."^ '?"" ?'°^'''^ °^ ^315,70) onsales of $3.35 million last year
The Textbook Annex accounted for over

40 per cent of the actual profits of the entire

totarsales
^""^ °''^' ^^ ^^' ^®"* °^

The profits were used to pay off the annual
debt service of the Campus Center (the total
cost of the bonds sold to build the complex)
and the expenses of other accounts in theCampus Center which do not show a profitThe annual debt service of the Campus
Center is approximately $1.56 million. The
bonds will be paid off in 33 years in the year

The two methods by which students
contributed to the operation of the Campus
Center is comparable to the two types of
taxes: direct and indirect. The $79 Campus
Center fee is a direct tax much the same as
an income tax. Profits generated by the
revenue accounts such as the Textbook
Annex are indirect taxes like sales taxes

Other revenue accounts in the Campus

Center include Food Services Ac-
commodations Services, Conference Ser-
vices Maintenance and Operations, and
Retail Services. Along with the University
btore, these accounts brought in estimated
revenues of $6.70 million in FY '77 The
accounts are budgeted to reflect an increase
in their combined revenues of over $60 000
dunng this fiscal year.
Campus Center revenues have increased

dramatically over the past several years The
Campus Center fee rose $15 since 1975 from
$64 to the present $79. The total sales and
profits of the University Store have also
increased over the last four years. Total sales
have nsen more than $550,000 since 1974
Dunng that time, profits rose by ao-
proximately $100,000.
The average profit margin (the percent

difference between the cost of an item to the
seller and to the buyer) on the books sold at
the Textbook Annex is about 18 per cent
The overall University Store profit margin
averages 30 per cent according to the ac-
counting figures.

According to Winthrop L. Cumminasmanager of the University Store, theTexV*book Annex discounts about five per cent ofthe suggested retail price for hard cove

^etal;'price^''^°'^"'^
*'°°''' ''^ '°'^ ^' ^""

Cummings said only about three or four
other textbook stores in the country offer

n'!!'I'Ja'^''°T
^""^ ^^""^ ^^o^es, including

one at Brown University, increase their prices

retaH phce ^^' '^"' ^'""^ '^^ suggested

"I realize there is a co-op movement afoot
at UMass, but I think such a move would be
fatal, ' Cummin'js said.

''We have a very efficient system here. It
takes a hell of a lot of expertise just to break
even in the textbook business."

The second part of this series in
tomorrow's Collegian will discuss how the
iextbool< Annex operates so efficiently that

Seabrook trials start
Group studies police

By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Trials for demonstrators arrested at the
Seabrook nuclear power plant in connection
with an anti-nuclear rally last May yesterday
at Rockingham County Superior Court inNew Hampshire.

The two cases scheduled to be heard
yesterday were recessed and scheduled to
resume today. Mark Wentworth of Hamp-

i? u
^'^' ^"^ ^^^^^ ^°'® °^ Eas^ Kingston,

N.H. are appealing convictions of criminal
trespassing -Wentworth for his part in the
May 1977 occupation, and Cole for the
August 1976 demonstration.

Fifty-nine people have appeared for the
trials of 62 who appealed their cases. Many
of these were members of the anti-nuclear
group, the Clamshell Alliance. According to
Myra Levy, Aliance member, a deal was
made between the state of New Hampshire
and the Alliance which stated that the state
must agree to hear their cases.
However, Rockingham County Superior

Court officials said only three trials will begin
today and five more are scheduled for
Wednesday. Levy said there is no way of
knowing if the remaining 54 cases will ever
be heard.

According to Levy, some of the defen-
dants are defending themselves, while others
are usjng either public defenders or other
forms of legal counsel. She said two New
England lawyers at the hearings, Eric
Blumenson and Manny Krassner, have been
working with Alliance members on earlier
distnct court trials and negotiations since the
May occupation.

Levy said the defense for the trials will be
built around a "Comppting Harms" statute
of the state of New Hampshire. The statute
states that it is permissable to break one law
to prevent a harm from occuring that is more
of a threat to life and property than the law
broken.

The demonstrators are arguing that oc-
cupation of the Seabrook plant was
necessary to prevent a greater threat, the
construction of the 2.3 billion dollar plant.

Women's health series

In the United States, 67 licenses for the
construction of nuclear power plants were
applied and granted.

"This proves that civil disobedience is
necessary if the public has any say in
whether nuke plants get built," Levy said

By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON ~ "I was more shocked
than any other person in the city of Nor-
thampton. If the serjjeants do not know
then how do I know? They never com-'
municated with me," said Northampton
Police Chief James Whalen summing up his
reaction to the recent series of criminal

I
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charges made against several Northampton
police officers.

Chief Whalen was one of four police
officers to appear before the mayor's ad hoc
committee studying the police department,
which held its first public meeting last night!
Communication within the department

and organizational responsibility were the
two central issues at the meeting. Along with
Chief Whalen, the committee interviewed
Sergeants Lebiecki, LaFrance and Veredy
about their duties and possible im-
provements within the department.
The three sergeants told the committee

they did not feel they had the authority to
discipline a patrolman beyond a reprimand
and-or a recommendation to the chief. Chief
Whalen expressed surprise, saying "they do
have the authority, I think they won't take
it."

He noted the. authority to reprimand or
othenA/ise discipline is written into the
sergeant's job description. The chief has sole
authority to suspend an officer for up to five
days.

In discussing training procedures with Sgt.
LaFrance, the committee discovered that
detectives in the department required no
special training. According to both LaFrance
and Chief Whalen, the only requirement for
an office may be put on the detective division
merely by volunteering. But the final decision
IS up to the chief, Whalen said. "A man
works for it (a spot on the detective's
division) he is not afraid to work late. It is just
a natural affinity to this type of work

"

Whalen said.

The department does not currently have a
sergeant detective. Chief Whalen told the
committee he would like to appoint one, but
requiring the removal of a man from night
duty. The division is now overseen by Chief
Whalen during the day and by Sgt. LaFrance
in the early evening. Sgt. LaFrance stated he
could redirect the priorities of the detective
division, if necessary, when he came on duty,
but Chief Whalen later said his orders could
not be contradicted.
Asked by Committee member Francis

Collins Jr. what steps he had taken to bolster
the morale of the department. Chief Whalen
said, "I don't know. There is a morality
problem. I tell the men to hang loose and
don't let these people from outside destroy
us."

Alcohol-related problems increasing for women
is the seventh in ft XMOoI/Im earia^ «/ AI 1 l: A *^This is the seventh in a weekly series of

articles on women's health care by Julie
Melrose.

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Note: Facts and statistics in this ar-
ticle, unless otherwise attributed, are
taken from a fact sheet on women and
alcohol distributed 6y the National

iT.t^TSA*?"*^ 'Of Alcohol Information
INCAI, 75).

Alcohol use among women is on the rise
The proportion of adult women who drink
has been increasing steadily since World War
M. An article by B.D. Cohen (Washington
i^ost, 2-2-75) cites the results of a Health
Education and Welfare (HEW) study 38 per

1^ °^-i®^®"^^ 9'^^® S'l'ls in California in
1969 said they did drink; the figure rose to 67
per cent in 1973.

Not surprisingly, there is a corresponding
reported increase in the number of women
exhibiting alcohol problems. Ten years ago
one out of six persons with a recognized
alcohol problem was female. A 1974

Alcoholics Anonymous survey found that
one out of every three new members in the
past three years was a woman.
Joanne Gravell, a Staff Health Educator at

the Alcohol Education Project here at
UMass, said according to a 1976 consumer
survey done by the Project, women at

{Psychology Today, 6-73) reports that many
women drink to feel more warm, loving,
considerate, expressive, open, affectionate,
sexy and feminine ... characteristics ex-
pected of women in this society.
Wilsnak draws a profile of an alcoholic

woman: she consciously values traditional

'Heavy drinking may result from...

a confusion about self-identity...'

-Dr. Morris Chafetz

UMass drink only slightly less than do UMass
men.
What are some of the reasons why women

dnnk? Many recent studies (Balfor '71

Wilsnak '73, Burton '73, Fraser '73, Curlee
70) indicate female drinking is often
precipitated by a specific life crisis such as
the death of a loved one, separation or.
divorce, grown children leaving home and
obstetric or gynecological problems.
A 1973 study by Sharon Wilsnak

female roles but experiences chronic doubts
about her own adequacy as a woman. The
potentially alcoholic female may cope with
these feelings quite well until a specific '\df^
cident (i.e. divorce, miscarriage) direc#
threatens her sense of feminine adequacy.
Then she may turn to alcohol to gain artificial
feelings of womanliness.
A 1966 research project and two surveys

cited by the NCAI show that alcoholic
females have more incidence of alcoholism

and psychiatric disorders in their family
background than do alcoholic males. The
same sources suggest that many female
alcoholics had dominant mothers and
alcoholic fathers.

Dr. Morris Chafetz, director of the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
feels there may be a tie between the current
process of 'breaking away from traditional
sex roles and the increase in female problem
drinking.

"Heavy drinking may result from a dis-
satisfaction or confusion about self-identity
brought on by a new consciousness and
pressure for change," said Chafetz in a 1974
press conference.

It has been suggested that some women
in trying to achieve equal status with men'
have adopted traditionally male drinking
behavior (men are twice as likely to be
moderate drinkers and three times as likely to
be heavy drinkers than women).
Contemporary women, who experience

the extra pressure of living at a time when
femininity" is becoming less clearly defined

are "victims of history." Since it appears
predictable that many women may turn to

TURN TO PAGE 7
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UMass
ZooMass ^K
because of u ^^^Pm

its mass
By MICHELE JOSEPH
Collegian Staff

UMass is often referred to as
"ZooMass," reflecting its reputation as a
big "party school," probably earned by
virtue of the number of students.
Twenty- five thousand students, and their
visitors are bound to have a lot of parties.

UMass is most known for parties
among high school students. High school
students visiting friends are more likely to

be taken to parties and bars than classes.
Weekends are the best time for parties
and that's when friends from high school
usually visit. The impression a high
school student has of UMass may
depend on what area he or she visits.

There are obvious differences between
Southwest and Sylvan which may be due
to the way they are set up. The vast
amount of students crammed into
Southwest do give it "zoo" like aualities.

UMass is a state school, with a wide
variety of students who have diverse
ideas about what makes a good party.

Many students like to "get high" or drink

/

fm'
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A quiet afternoon at the "Blue Wall". But UMass is known to have many rowdy afternoons. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

at a party. Some people like mellow
parties. Other people need to get rowdy
to unwind.

Loud parties contribute to UMass'
reputation as a party school. People here

beer is relatively inexpensive. According
to Paul Barbados who buys alcohol for

the Blue Wall, between the Blue Wall, the
Hatch, and the T.O.C. 130 kegs of beer
are sold each week. The amount sold per

"Many students like to 'get high' or drinl<

at a party. Some people like melloy\/ parties.

Other people need to get rowdy to unwind.

'

need be responsible only to themselves.
They don't have to see their parents at

the end of the night. As a matter of fact,

they don't even have to end their night.
There are always pi ces to party, and the

student is low considering that those
places are patronized by the five colleges
in the Amherst area. Thirty to 40 per cent
of the alcohol consumed is hard liquor;

the rest is beer. Wednesday through

Saturday are the biggest party days.
Wednesday night is a big party night at
the Pub with Friday afternoons from 3 to
6 p.m. Happy Hour. Pub mugs may be
purchased for $1.50, and beers are only
25 cents during Happy Hour, with a Pub
mug. Beer is usually free or 25 cents
apiece at dorm parties.

Whether a student at UMass sees the
University as a party school or not
depends on what he does with his time.
There are so many options available. A
student can reside here as a partier, a
student, a worker, or just a person trying
to pull his life together.

Whatever the case, there are always
quiet places to study and read as well as
places to party.

Committee votes retum of check cashing
By f^AARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors
Space Allocation Committee unanimously
approved a proposal yesterday to return
check cashing to the Campus Center. The
plan now goes to the full board for approval
on Thursday

The proposal, sponsored by the Student
Organizing Project and written by Stephen
Sandler, calls for the use of the Campus
Center cash handling facility (room 155)

located at the bottom of the escalator on the
first floor, for a student run check cashing
service.

Check cashing facilities were removed
from the Campus Center last spring because
of security problems at the facility, according
to Bursar Robert Mishol.

Since the closing of the Student Union
facility, the Bursar's Office has proved to be

Senate looks

for contacts

to groups
The status of over 160 Recognized

Student Organizations is being investigated

because they do not appear to be active.

These groups have been the target of a

two- month effort on the part of the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate to locate and
find a contact for these groups. All RSO
groups were asked to leave the name, ad-

dress and telephone number of a contact
number at the senate office. Despite an
intensive effort to reach every group, over

160 RSO groups have still not responded.

Consequently, the registration of these

groups has been suspended. Any group

suspended for this reason can have its

registration reinstated by stopping by the

senate office and leaving information about a

contact number
The following RSO groups should report

to the senate as soon as possible:

104 WBLK
109 Eco Latino

111 Outfront Collective

113 NUMMO NEWS
114 Grassroots

115 DRUM
118 Black Mass Communications
201 Cance
202 Pierpont

203 Van Meter North

206 Crabtree

208 Knowilon
213 Thatcher
218 Buttefield

TURN TO PAGE 7

an inconvenience due to its location and long
lines.

Mishol said he would like to see check
cashing return to the Campus Center
because "we (the bursar's office) don't have
the space, we're not doing it justice."

-The proposal calls for the establishment of
four campus agencies to sponsor the facility.

These are the Undergraduate Student
Senate, the UMass Student Federal Credit
Union, the Campus Center Complex, and the
Bursar's Office.

The student senate would cover all deficits
if any, although the plan predicts that
revenues should cover all operating costs.
The senate would have to cover all bad
checks and would have to supply employees
for operating the facility. These would be
mostly work-study students, although a
supervisor and collections office will also be
on the payroll.

The Credit Union has agreed to provide
accountants and will serve in an advisory
capacity, overlooking the finances.

The plan provides for the Bursar's Office

to transfer the lump sum payment at the

beginning of operations to be used for the

cashing of checks. Bill Staub, a Student
Organizing Project spokesman, estimated
the amount at no more than $100,000.

The Campus Center is being asked to

provide space, furniture, equipment, and
room modifications as necessary.

BOG Space Allocation Committee
chairperson Bruce Belcher said he expects
the plan to pass at the board meeting on
Thursday.

From there, Staub said, contracts must be
drawn up between all parties concerned and
the plan must be approved by the senate.

* Smith sells stock
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

holdings in stocks of companies operating in

South Africa.

UMass divested $680,000 worth of stock in

19 companies, while Hampshire College sold

$19,000 of investments.

Amherst College kept $20 million of South

African stock. Amherst College President
John W. Ward at the time said, "We would
consider divestment, if the corporation is

unresponsive to our objections."
The Firestone stock, sold in mid-October,

amounted to less than 1 per cent of Smith's
$82 million endowment.

The Last Resort
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The first professional exhibit of the arts and crafts is being featured in the
Student Union Ballroom this week. There is a wide representation of different

types of arts and crafts including unique candle designs, pottery and clay jewelry,

original prints, T-shirts and greeting cards, as well as stained glass hangings and
terrariums. All artists offer their work for sale to the public, and some even create

a product while you wait and watch. The exhibit and sale will continue through
Thursday, Nov. 10.

Atomic Energy at Seabrook
On August 1, 1976. eighteen men and women were

arrested for occupying the site of a planned nuclear
power plant in Seabrook. New Hampshire.

Nine months later, more than 2000 people took
possession of the same atomic site in a non-violent at-

tempt to halt construction.

THE LAST RESORT is a documentary film about the
battle of Seabrook. the international nuclear con-
troversy, and the question of civil disobedience.
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TIRED OF WORKING FOR THE DC?

If you type, have at least 10 hours

work-study time per week, and are

a conscientious worker, we have a

job for you. at the Alumni Office.

Hourly rale $ 2.75 - $ .1.25

^Cfirn^ini; on skills Anb experience.

Apply to Skip Olmstcab

at Memorial Hall
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Dams pose major threat
to all people downstream

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977

IRS worker wounds ten in

hour-long shooting spree

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977

TOCCOA, Ga. (UPI) - The earthen dam
that burst in the northeast Georgia moun-
tains two days ago, deluging a sleeping Bible
college campus, was never inspected by
federal or Georgia officials, a congressman
charged yesterday.
The official death toll for the disaster stood

at 37, but officials said two men were still

missing and presumed drowned. All other
faculty, students and children associated
with Toccoa Falls College were accounted
for, a college spokesman said.

In Washington, Rep. Leo Ryan, D-Calif.,
chairman of a House panel investigating dani
safety, said the dam above the college had
"never been inspected by any agency of the
state of Georgia nor by the Army Corps of
Engineers."

He said the dam - and thousands like it

across the country that have not been in-

spected - were 'like loaded shotguns

pointed at the people downstream, and all ft

takes today to trigger that shotgun is a heavy
rainfall of the kind we had over the weekend
in Georgia."

At a late afternoon briefing in Toccoa,
college officials dodged questions about the
structural soundness of the dam, referring
reporters to the Corp of Engineers. A Corps
spokesman earlier had said the agency had
no authority to make such inspections.

College President Kenn Opperman said
earlier yesterday he did not know if the dam
had ever been inspected.
The search for the two men still missing —

identified as Dr. Jerry Sproull, 45, and Paul
Williams, 76 - stopped as night began to
fall. The search is to resume Tuesday.

President Carter, cutting through federal
red tape, issued a disaster declaration at 1

p.m. EST, less than 36 hours after the dam
burst, to speed federal relief aid to the area.

NE\N ORLEANS \UPI\ - A tall man,
hardly noticed by lunchtime crowds on
central business district sidewalks, walked
calmly into an office building Monday and
shot three people, then quietly turned
towards the street and shot two more.
"He was calm and never said a word," said

an employee of the Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner and Smith stock brokerage, where
the incident occurred. "I didn't pay any
attention to him because he looked very
normal."

Carlos Poree, 35, unemployed since being
fired from the Internal Revenue Service a
year ago, was arrested after surrendering to
police. Officers said 10 people, including the
suspect's estranged wife and father-in-law,
were wounded in a citywide shooting spree.
Joyce Saylan, on her way to lunch with

her 9-year-old son Jeff, said the man shoved
the two aside as he entered the brokerage
tirm, pushed a door into a secretary's face
and began firing.

After calmly leaving the office, the gun-man strolled onto the sidewalk and shot two
pedestrians.

Maggie Christensen, an insurance office
worker, said she heard shots and saw a
victim fall to the sidewalk as she walked to
lunch.

"i heard the shots, then saw everyone
diving for 'he street," Ms. Christensen said

I tried to get away into Sears, but everyone
in the store was trying to get out so I yelled at
them to get back."

Vincent White said the pedestrians shot on
the street apparently tried to stop the
gunman.

Women effected by cancer-

Supreme Court to decide ''i?A?li°?^!^^""g^w
if power plants are liable
WASHINGTON \AP] - The Supreme

Court, in a case the government says could
determine the future of nuclear energy
development in the United States, agreed
yesterday to decide whether power plant
operators ever may be sued for more than
$560 million for a nuclear accident.
The justices said they will review a

decision by a federal judge in North Carolina
that the liability ceiling approved by
Congress is unconstitutional.
Congress passed the Price-Anderson Act

in 1957 to help encourage private
development of nuclear energy. Several
amendments to the original legislation have
upped the maximum amount of liability
facing nuclear plant owners for a major
nuclear accident or catastrophe.

U.S. District Judge James B. McMillan
ruled last March that such a limit denies
persons who might be injured in such a
"nuclear incident" their right to due process
and equal protection of the law.

Justice Department attorneys, appealing

McMillan's ruling for the federal Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, said it "could stand
as a major impediment to further private
development of nuclear energy in this
nation."

Because available insurance is inadequate,
the government said, power companies
would not build plants if confronted with
unlimited liability.

The trial judge's decision also was ap-
pealed by the Duke Power Co.
The controversy stems from a lawsuit filed

by the Carolina Environmental Study Group
against Duke Power involving two power
plants under construction in the Charlotte
N.C., area.

The environmental group challenged the
federal law limiting Duke Power's liability in
accidents at the plants, and Judge McMillan
ruled that area residents "are threatened
With certain injury of relatively minor nature,
and with the reasonable likelihood of major
or perhaps catastrophic injury, without
assurance of adequate compensation."

HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - Rosie the
Riveter may have gotten cancer in the line of
duty, said women's health activist, Marlene
Mainker.

Mainker said during World War II - when
the men went off to fight - nearly three-
and-a-half million women who stayed behind
replaced them at their industrial jobs
Mainker said increased incidence of cancer in
women who are now over 50 may be due to
exposure to cancer causing chemicals back
in the war years.

Studies on job-related cancer, said
Mainker, have focused mainly on men. In
addition, it's difficult to track down women
vyar workers, because most of them have
since changed their names through marriage
or divorce.

Women who were exposed to toxic
chemicals during WWII should write to
Marlene Mainker, Womenpower Projects
Inc. 18 Oak Ridge, Springfield, NJ 07081

Soviet Union test satellites
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

IS concerned that a "major arms race" may
develop around killer satellites which the
Soviet Union apparently already have tested
press secretary, Jody Powell said yesterday!

"We are concerned about the prospect of
the major superpowers being involved in an
accelerated major arms race in this area

"

Powell told reporters.

Powell volunteered his comments, saying,
"we have expressed our concern to the
Soviets."

"We do feel... it would be unfortunate if

the United States and the Soviet Union

became involved in competition in this area
"

Powell said.

The Pentagon has announced the Soviets
have conducted several experiments that
appear to involve simulated attacks by one
space satellite against another.
On the U.S. side, "We do have an R-D

research and development program in that
area which we consider to be quite adequate
for the time being," Powell said.
Powell said the administration has

broached the subject of limiting the program
with the Soviets. "We would like to reach an
agreement that avoids what we consider
would be a destabizing area of competition.
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Breast surgery

often performed
unnecessarily
Her Say News Service - Federal health

officials have overruled the recommendation
of their own doctor-dominated advisory
group and have decided to notify 53 women
who were victims of unnecessary breast
surgery after a federal program incorrectly
diagnosed them as having cancer.
The decision comes in the wake of con-

troversy over a $54 million government
health program, in which 200,000 women
received annual breast X-rays, and 2500
alleged breast cancers were found and
removed.
A study group led by Doctor Oliver Beahrs

of the Mayo Clinic found, when it reviewed
the X-ray program, that breast removal
operations had been performed on 53

women who didn't have breast cancer at all.

Beahrs and his associates recommended to
the government that the physicians who
diagnosed the breast cancer incorrectly need
only "consider" letting the women know
their operations were needless.
Now the National Cancer Institute has

announced it will notify all the women who
mistakenly received mastectomies.

Experiments

led to suicide
Her Say News Service - The former

lawyer for Baader-Meinhof group member
Ulrike Meinhof, said Meinhof was subjected
to bizarre experiments in sensory deprivation
for eight months prior to her alleged suicide
in 1976.

West German attorney Klaus Croissant
said Meinhof was held in solitary con-
finement in an all-white, totally noise-free
cell, for eight months before her death.

During that time, she was watched 24 hours
a day by prison authorities.
Meinhof was in prison for alleged terrorist

acts, including a bank robbery and the fire-
bombing of a U.S. Air Force base during the
Vietnam war. She had not been convicted of
the criminal charges by any court at the time
the sensory-deprivation techniques were
used.

The soundless white cell was reportedly
part of an alleged scientific experiment. The
results of this experiment were sent to a
special research section at Hamburg-
Eppendorf University.

Carter places
strict controls
on all drugs
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

linking the national crime rate with heroin

Collegian
abuse, yesterday advocated strict controls
on all drugs, including barbiturates, which he
said may cause as many deaths as illegal

narcotics.

"We have had a remarkable success
already m the first 10 months" in trying to
bnng the nation's drug problem under
control, Carter told a meeting of his newly
sworn in Strategy Council, formed to halt
drug abuse.
He said his administration was trying to

seek "control of the so-called legal drugs, the
barbiturates, which probably cause as many
deaths as... the other drugs."

"The purity of the heroin is at the lowest
point It has been in seven years," Carter said
in reference to street sales.

''In the first six months of this year we've
had a seven point reduction in the national
crime index, which I think Is quite often
directly related to heroin use," he said.
The FBI recently released an Interim report

which showed serious crime committed In
the United States during the first six months
of this year was 7 per cent lower than In the
first half of 1976.

^Student organizations subject of investigation
CONT. FROM PAGE 4
219 Chadbourne
220 Van Meter South
228 Gorman
229 Brett

230 Grayson
231 Field

233 Dickinson

235 Melville

236 James
241 J. Adams Lower
243 Crampton
246 Mackimmie
247 Jf-K Middle

250 Coolidge Upper
253 John Adams Snack
254 John Adams Upper
256 Washington Upper
261 Alpha Chi Omega
262 lota Gamma Epsilon

263 Sigma Kappa

264 Tau Epsilon Phi
266 Pi Beta Phi

267 Beta Chi
268 Zeta Nu
269 QTV Fraternity

270 Kappa Kappa Gamma
272 Lambda Delta Phi
273 Sigma Alpha Mu
274 Pi Lambda Phi
275 Theta Chi

278 Delta Chi

280 Zeta Psi

281 Kappa Sigma
282 Alpha Tau Gamma
283 Phi Mu Delta

284 Sigma Delta Tau
285 Sigma Delta Tau
287 Tau Kappa Epsilon
288 Sigma Phi Epsilon
289 Chi Omega

300 J. v. Cheerleaders
302 UM Tenants Assoc Day Coop
303 Peoples Newsstand Coop
305 Assassination Info Bureau
308 Communications Disorders
310 Dames Club
317 International Programs
319 Juvenile Opportunities
320 Pioneer Valley Juggling Assoc.
324 Young Socialist Alliance
325 Pro Vet Club
326 Equestrian Club
330 Okinawan Martial Arts Assoc
334 Scuba Club
337 Hellenic American Assoc.
339 International Club
342 Heymakers Square Dance Club
344 UMass Crew Club
348 Angel Flight

349 Fashion Council
358 North Village Day Care

359 UMass College Republicans Club
361 Weightlifting Club
369 Young Workers Liberation League
370 UMass Democrats '76

385 Arab Organization

387 Sailing Club

392 Third World Womens Center
394 Eastern Mountain Concerts
396 Chinese Club

398 Student Automotive Workshop
405 UMass Dog Club
406 Cultural Edu. Dev. Comm.
407 Undergrad Economics Council
411 Red Cross Student Volunteers
414 Past Time Productions
416 UMass Bicentennial Fair

417 UMass Frisbee Club

TURN TO PAGE 11

ifAlcoholism and related problems rising amono
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

alcohol to help them cope with changing sex
roles, we need to channel energy into finding
healthier alternatives for easing that
pressure.

Because many women are isolated in their
homes during the day, they may be well on
the way to alcoholism before anyone
recognizes their problem. When a woman's
drinking problem is discovered, friends,
relatives, doctors and police officers tend to
take a more protective stance than they
would for a male problem drinker. Husbands
may cover up for their wives socially; police
officers may escort female drunken drivers
home instead of arresting them.

People may think they are doing a woman
a favor by protecting her from the double
moral stigma of female alcoholism (that of
alcohol abuse in general and that of drinking
as "unladylike" behavior). In reality, they are
delaying recognition and treatment of her
illness.

Myths abound which suggest alcohol
contributes to female sexual "promiscuity".
An article in Psychiatric Medicine (Schuckit,
M., 3-72) said 95 per cent of female problem
drinkers complain of a diminished interest in

sex. It is possible that when a woman relaxes
after consuming a moderate amount of
alcohol, she allows herself to experience
sexual feelings that she ordinarily inhibits due
to her socialization.

Over 40 per cent of alcoholic women suffer

broken marriages. Alcoholic women have a
higher divorce rate than alcoholic men.
Fraser (Addictions, 3-73) reports that for

every ten wives who stay with alcoholic
husbands, only one husband in ten remains
with an alcoholic wife.

An alcoholic mother is likely to physically

and emotionally abuse her children. They will

often show signs of emotional disturbance
and will run a higher risk that other children
of becoming alcoholic themselves.

Researchers (Jones, Smith, Abramson)
are currently investigating the recently

recognized Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS).
Babies of alcoholic mothers are likely to be
shorter than other babies, have a lower birth

weight, underdeveloped jaws, small heads,

heart and limb abnormalities, and low I.Q.s.

They may also show symptoms of brain

damage and liver disease.

Babies can be born as true alcoholics, who
go through withdrawal after birth. Some
researchers feel FAS is the result of
alcoholism and malnutrition in the mother,
but all agree alcohol appears to be a major
factor. There is also a possibility that victims
of FAS are "programmed" to become
alcoholics when they begin to drink socially.

As widespread problem drinking among
women becomes more visible, the lack of
adequate treatment facilities foi women also
becomes more evident. Treatment facilities
tor women have o^en been a *f>w hpds in ri

women
facility for men, with no privacy or child care
available. This is changing, slowly but
steadily. New treatment models are being
developed that are geared to the special
needs of women.
Only when female problem drinking is

recognized and understood will it be dealt

with in a realistic and constructive manner.
Resources for Female Problem Drinkers at

UMass:
Room to Move (multi-cultural peer

counseling)

Mental Health (professional personal and
group counseling)

Everywoman's Center (personal counseling
and group on Lesbians and Alcohol forming
11-10, 7 p.m., Everywoman's Center, contact
Elizabeth Gordon [5-08831).

Alcoholics Anonymous (for problem
drinkers or other concerned people, Newman
Center, Monday nights at 8:30).
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Objectivity

a fallacy

Srej{tarpinian

Objective newsreporting is a myth.
Newsreporters are not cameras, as some
wouW like us to believe, but are human
beir>gs.

As members of society we are shaped by a
muhipJicitv of forces. We are all the products
of unique family lives, educational ex-
periences, economic backgrounds, and so
on. We are not objective. Because of our
individual histories we all have unique biases.
We cannot forget this fact when confronted
with arguments which oppose political,
cultural, and ideological slants in reporting!

The Daily Collegian is the students'
newspaper. By virtue of its status as a
student-run newspaper it is inevitably bound
to the conceptions of student; students with
unique historical backgrounds and
aspirations.

The sentiment promulgated by many
Coilegian "staffers" towards the goals and
content of newsreporting is based on the
nr«xim of "objectivity in the news. ' I con-
tend that the thinking which abides so
unceasingly to such nonsense could only
find shape in modern society.

In a society which has as its lynchpin the
ominpotence of private property, 'freedom of

We are not objective .

Because of our individual

histories we all have unique

biases. We cannot forget

this fact...

As far as I can see, the Collegian should
be the student's advocate within and outside
the university community. Clearly, the
position of students within the university and
society speaks to this need. Who gives a shit
if Randolph Bromery enjoys so-called "line

administration" versus some other kind (I

don't know what it is), when 400 students
are being transported around campus
because of the blindness of junior ad-

the press' is a false notion. "Freedom of the
press" is a phrase coined by our forefathers
and mothers at the turn of the nineteenth
century. Recall: our forefathers and mothers
owned the presses. 'Objective
newsreporting' is doubly invalid when it is

utilized as a precondition of freedom. •

What is objectivity?

In this society objectivity is that which
adheres to this society's basic ideological

foundations. The Boston Globe is objective,
for it puts forth perspectives on news which
do not diverge all that much from the basic
ideological formulations most prevalent in

this society. The Valley Advocate - a leftist

publication - is 'subjective' or 'off-the-wall',

for its 'line' comes into drastic conflict with
the basic thinking of American society.

Freedom of the press exists for those who
control, own, and reap profits from the
presses. They define objectivity. They define
what is legitimate. The owners of the presses
have their own biases, which become clear
through the editorial policy of their
newspaper. So, then, objectivity is a concept
used to recreate the existence of certain
media practices.

Why, then, must the Collegian, a student-
run, non-profit newspaper abide by such an
erroneous conception? Why isn't it an ad-
vocate for the students instead of a breeding
ground for the sycophants who will go on to
write so uncritically of a state of affairs
demanding change?

'Objective newsreporting

'

is doubly invalid when it is

utilized as a precondition of

freedom. What is objectivity?

ministrators over in Whitmore? We can get
news of Carter's energy plan in the Globe,
Times, Gazette, etc., etc. We can't get news
of graft and embezzlement in the Campus
Center in those papers (see Outfront, last

issue).

Aside from being an advocate, the
Collegian should be an open forum for ideas.
The Collegian is not the property of its

newsreporters, editors, columnists, business
managers, or anyone in particular. It has an
obligation to the student body. It is the
property of the students. Any RSO group
should be able to place 'inserts' or articles in

the Collei 'an Collegian staffers do not
represent the University community. In fact,
they are in general a peculiar lot, who get
their jollies by playing 'Jimmy Olson and Lois
Lane: ace newsreporters.' Don't get me
wrong. Most of the people who work for the
Collegian are sincere and honest people, who
are merely trying to perfect a skill, or enjoy
writing for the public.

There is talk of barring the so-called
political' inserts from space in the Collegian.
There should not be a blanket policy barring
political, religious, cultural or any other type
of insert or article from publication in the
Collegian. Why? Because nothing is solely
political, cultural, or religious. Our society is a
complex one in which each of its different
aspects penetrates the other, affects the
others, and confuses the others. Examples:
Nummo News is not solely cultural. It has a
particular political and ideological bias also.
Below the Salt is not solely of the arts. It too
conveys a particular political and ideological
bias. Outfront is not solely political. It is a
cultural phenomenon too; it also presents a
"student" perspective of the University
community. Each insert should be judged
individually!

If a non-profit, student newspaper was to
lay down policies which would exclude a
large number of students from presenting
their views it would be detestable.
The Collegian is the student body's

newspaper, not Millers', Datsuns', the
reporters', the board of editors', the business
managers'. It is a service for the student
body, not a club or business for a few of the
student body's members. All policy should
have this at its base.

Greg Tarpinain is a Student Senator. His
column appears every other Tuesday in the
Collegian.
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Lest

we forget

To the Editor:

Even though the wine punch, tea and
cookie celebration at Everywoman's
Center did not give visitors a sense of
how the center came about, I eagerly
read the Collegian write-up of the sixth
anniversary hoping that some sign would
attest to the "establishment" of the
center.

Everywoman 's Center is a child of the
Vietnam War. Everywoman's Center was
a negotiated demand after the takeover
of the ROTC. Cambodia was bombed in

1971. There were protests. Remember
Jackson State and Kent State.
Remember the takeover of the School of
Education, because just like there was
saturation bombing in Indochina to force
submission from a people fighting for

economic and political independence, so
were there saturation tactics of
degradation and manipulation at the
School of Education. There was a corrupt
hegemony by racists hiding behind the
guise of open enrollment, democratic
procedures and touchy-feely exhibitions
that enforced the premise that any Third
World student who wanted to receive a
degree must submit and thereafter do a
"Yes sir, boss" routine.

Women planned the takeover of
ROTC. An agent within the group called

out after the decision was made on
when, how, etc. Then the women
eventually invited the Vets to take part.

The Vets from that time on, on the

whole, stood steadfast to certain prin-

ciples and continued to fight against the

militarization of campus, etc. They also

tried to fight the sexism within their

ranks The woman agent who called out
dunng the initial planning for the

takeover along with her husband, in the

Vets, stayed on the job for months
evidently reporting to their superiors and
getting paid for it. Negotiations at

Whitmore eventually led to the granting

of space and basic resources for the

women's and vet's centers.

Women were on the front line in

solidarity with the Vietnamese, in
solidarity with the Third World students
at the School of Ed and very conscious of
their roles as movers, doers and creators
of history. They were in the fore of the
creation of Everywoman 's Center in 1971.

By calling attention to the origins of
this sixth anniversary, I also want to state
that those times of strong push for rights,

for countering the fascist-racist ten-
dencies always rearing its head at times
of recession or depression have come
from the unity of sectors within the
working class. Necessary is an eye to the
external and the objective, to the whole,
to the dynamics of all vents as they lean
on women's lives, on the poor, on the
working poor and the ethnic nationalities
of this country who have spilled the
maximum of blood for the least return,

who have worked the hardest, again for
the least return. Women within these
societal sectors are in the forefront of
struggle to push society into rectifying
the economic, political and social ills that
make life miserable to differing degrees.
At the time that ROTC was taken over,
the women who participated and planned
it were not thinking of a desk and phone,
rather they were acting in unity. They
were carrying forth a tradition. For this I

joined the sixth-year celebration at

Everywoman's Center.

Xela Sahale

'Grease" review

'horrifying

'

To the Editor:

/ read in horror the review of GREASE
in a recent Collegian, and although I'm
not much in the habit of writing to

periodicals, I felt I had to.

it bothers me terribly that those in-

dividuals who claim to write reviews in

the villey put out the kind of literary

"garbage" that was printed yesterday.

That review didn 't tell anything about the

show How was it directed? What was it

like technically^ How was the music?
And most importantly, what was it

about? The review told me none of this.

About all it told me was UMass students
enjoyed imitating it as they left.

Her claim that lines were jumbled
together - well, I happen to know the

show fainy well, because I worked on it in

Los Angeles, and that is intentional. But
really, that's not the point of this letter.

What I'm trying to say is this. Theatre
events deserve good coverage, and solid

cohesive journalism. [That's why
Ttwatres have Press Agents. To HELP
the reviewer!] If you as a staff are in-

capable of giving us a readable and
sensible review, why don't you just stop
reviewing all together?

I'm sure that there are other Theatre
Majors who agree.

Tony Shepherd
Theatre Major

Hampshire College

'New Solidarity'

is bad news

To the Editor:

This letter is written to expose a new
group on campus. This new group. The
New Solidarity, alias National Caucus of
Labor, and U.S. Labor Party, hides
behind the label of a left-wing group, but
any one who has ever dealt with these
people can tell you their real intent. They
are in reality no better than a fascist,
reactionary group out to destroy the
gains made by the Progressive Left,
minorities, women, the working class,
and all affiliated organizations.

They have a history of underhanded,
cheap shots directed at groups working
for the people. At times they have even
resorted to physical violence. They work
in concert with the C.I.A., in attempts to
destroy the left.

Pight now they're here, working
against the Clamshell Alliance, and pro-
pounding their p'^o nuclear power
message. They have a right to do that.
But next time someone comes up to you
with a New Solidarity paper, ask they
v/hy they have to resort to tactics like dis-
rupting Clamshell meetings? Why do
they have to stoop so low as to publish
libelous lies about key people in the
Alliance, along with slandering other
members of other leftist groups, saying
things like certain people are gays, or
child molesters, or claim that members of
certain organizations run guns across
borders, and rape women? Why do they
haye to resort to physical violence like

their Operation Mop -Up, where members
of_ the NCLC crashed meetings or left

wing groups and beat up the members
with chains and clubs?
Then while that NCLC member stands

there trying to explain their warped
philosophies, ask them to explain how
they can manage to spend $28,000 a

Party pooper's lament
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b.J. roche

"So he thinks it would be fun to own a
newspaper. Fun to own a newspaperl?"

from Citizen Kane, a film

about a man who built an
empire around a newspaper.

"Sometimes itjust ain 't no fun, right guys?
Jeez, between them loudmouthed wimmen
and themuppity black folk, and those hippy
type crybabies who all want their own way,
it's enough to drive ya ta drink ..."

from Citizen Collegian, the
story about a newspaper empire

built around men

It seems we're spoiling the Collegian's fun
again, this time with frivolous girlie talk of
censoring sexist ads in general, and ads
featuring Siglinda Steinfuller and Kandi Kane
in particular.

At first glance the arguments against
censorship are noble, but they are also
superficial, and reveal something of a double
standard within the Collegian.

Freedom of speech, that is freedom from
censorship, has been through the wringer in

week with only $6,500 a week income? Is
it through C.I. A. funding, loans from
such anti-left organizations like Chase-
Manhattan, to the tune of $60,000?

One can easily see the inconsistencies
of the NCLC. They are a dangerous
organization. Right now their target is the
Clamshell Alliance. But what's to stop
them from working with those at Whit-
more who wish to stop Student
Unionization, like they did when they
worked with the bosses to disrupt the
Wisconsin Coalition, a labor group for

social changes near Milwaukee, or the

countless other times that the NCLC got
together with the corrupt powers in an
attempt to stop necessary and just

changes?

The NCLC should be kicked off
campus, but until that time comes, the
NCLC should be regarded with caution.

Do not talk with these people, let alone
volunteer any information about your
group. They will only use it against you. If

they come up to you as you pass their

table outside of the SU, politely ignore
them. They are trouble.

Roberto Bolandrina

and five others

'Manipulated

into limbo'

To the Editor:

On Wednesday, Novembers, an article

written by Lisa Melilli appeared in the
Collegian. The article stated that "Mr
Hite also has been reported to have
maneuvered certain reporters to cover
certain stories which would support his

viewpoints and has been known to use
those priceless items of manipulation:

booze, pot and a friendly handshake,
according to Collegian sources."

While attending a Student Senate
meeting to give a report on campus wide
issues, I was given a first hand experience
of Jon Hite's pot pushing politics. I was
sitting against the wall in the back of the'

Senate meeting when I was asked if I

coula spare five minutes to talk. This was
requested of me by Peter Graham. I

agreed to talk with Peter and he
suggested we go outside and smoke a
joint while talking. When we were
outside the room he said "consider this a
complimentary joint from Jon Hite." I

had never talked to Peter before, but I did
know he was working on the state-wide
committee to decriminalize marijuana.
The entire time we were outside the room
we did not discuss anything and I began
to wonder why Peter had asked if he
could talk to me.

the past few years, used as a dubious
defense for such artists as Larry Flynt and
kiddie porn producers. This is a lame defense
in regard to national advertisers. By cen-
soring advertisements from Schlltz and
Miller, the Collegian would not be denying a
voice to the advertisers, it would be denying
a certain tone of voice. Miller ads found in
the Boston Globe are not the same as those
found in college newspapers. And not only
are the ads demeaning to women, but they
insult the intelligence of any male "bright"
enough to get into college.

The Board of Editor's sudden concern for
freedom of speech is touching, considering
the recent denial of distribution access to
Outfront, a newspaper whose ideology just
happens to differ from the Collegian's. But it

is highly unlikely that Outfront could pay the
Collegian $200 per page (as does Schlitz.)

The other argument is that sexism is in-
definable, and thus, the Collegian Board of
Editors are incapable of making a judgement
as to whether or not an ad is sexist. Trans-
lates, it means women are not a political
threat to the newspaper. When black
students saw that changes were not forth-
coming in policy, they took over the
Collegian office to help those changes along.

And when the shit hit the fan, the Collegian
came up with a working definition of racism
in news and ad copy. It's time the Collegian
came up with a working definition of sexism
for use in judgement of ads. But to my
knowledge there has never been a wide scale
write-in or sit-in by women in protest of ad
policy. Certain editors think this is because
women like pictures of other women in tight
tee shirts and hot pants.

I don't buy the idea that Schlitz has an
inherent right to use the Collegian's pages
for ads that insult me. And to ignore sexism
just because there's no definition of it in the
dictionary is irresponsible. Let's be real. The
Collegian wants the money.

A women's vigilante force is in order to
conduct sit-ins at the Collegian office as
these ads appear. There, armed with smoke
bombs filled with feminine hygiene spray and
nail polish, we could do enough damage to
make a $200 a page ad seem just not worth
the price.

B.J. Roche's columns appear every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

I arrived in the Senate meeting just in

time to give my report on check cashing
and student towing. Another minute and
I would not have been part of the ad-
vocacy services report. While giving my
report on student towing, I asked the
Senate how to go about issuing a
supportive agreement so negotiations
could continue. The time was growing
short and the Senate had not received
any of the material they should have had
a week ago.

While this was being considered Bill

Bluestein, chair of Finance Committee,
said the issue would be before the Senate
next week. I went on to say that we
would not have enough time by then to
submit a bid. All of a sudden, David Gold,
a member of the Student Towing Task
Force, signaled to me that we can wait a
week. Baffled, I went to the back of the
room to see what happened. David told
me that Senator and former Co-
President, Jay Martus, informed him that
if the issue of towing was brought before
the Senate he would say that the in-

formation in the report was erroneous
and went on to give his reasons why.
These reasons worried David, so he
stopped me in order to give us time to
verify them.

I talked with Jay Martus the next day
and asked him to account for his actions.

He said that "there is no reason why the
towing service should be totally student
run. " / asked him about the information
he gave David, he admitted that what he
said was false. That's right I Jay made up
the story to prevent the Senate from
deciding on the towing issue in time to
submit a bid.

Jon Hite was asked how he felt about
Lisa Melilli 's article and h:s reply was
"that's politics." This is indeed the
politics of Jon Hite; he and the other
members of his camp, as he likes to call

it, manipulated me and the entire Senate
into limbo on the Senate towing issue.
Many of his comrades that make up his
camp are working as student ad-
ministrators, a job acquired by being
influential within the student body and
pro -administration.

This camp has revealed itself to be of
an anti-union position; without a union
the administration can be happily sup-
pressive. Students will not realize any
significant gains if this manipulation is

allowed to continue within their decision

making process. A union begins to

progress and gain power once a common
unity is found and infiltration of the

oppressors has ceased. The common
unity should be in identifying ourselves as
a class of people oppressed hy the

business administration and its puppets.

The Hite. camp, as well as the ad-

ministration and the structure of our

educational environment, promotes
competitive self interest. The student
body can no longer be a breeding ground
for such anti-social behavior We need
each other to create an educational
structure that will promote healthy
change in our selves and our en-
vironment.

Wednesday, November 9, the Senate
will have the towing issue on the agenda.
With a lot of effort there is a slight

chance of subverting past manipulation
and producing a bid for student run
towing. Come and support each other,
don't be fooled like I was and let your
good intentions fall short of your desire
through manipulation.

Bill Staub
Rape article

commended
To the Editor:

The Southwest Men's Center wishes

to commend Julie Melrose for her in-

formative article on rape in the Nov. 1st

Collegian. We have ambiguous feelings

about some of her statements, which
need clarification, but overall we think

she did a good job of raising an issue

which is in desperate need of discussion

and action on this campus.
We were also pleased to read the

response of Barry Maddix and Neal
Quinlan in the Nov. 3rd Collegian. We do
not agree with some of their statements,

nor with the acerbic tone of the letter, but
it did show that men are becoming in-

creasingly sensitive to the issue of rape
and are willing to enter into dialogue

about it.

The Southwest Men 's Center is in the

process of forming a study group to

educate ourselves about rape and to

design a men's workshop on "Sexual
Violence". We invite any interested men
to contact us at 545-0263.

Frank Dorman
Southwest Men's Center

Letters policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number. Also, all

letters must be typed, double- spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages.

Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include 'a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed.

Deadline for all letters is 4:00 p.m. the
day before publication. Any letters

received later will be published at some
later date.
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Soviets celebrate

sixtieth anniversary
[AP] — Hundreds of tanks and rockets

thundered through Red Square yesterday

as the Soviet Union marked the 60th

anniversary of the Bolshevick revolution

with its biggest military parade in years.

For the first time since 1974, tracked

vehicles, including the new T-72 tank,

rumbled across the cobbles, with the roar

of their engines reverberating off the

Kremlin walls.

In a light sprinkle of snow, Politburo

leaders stood atop Lenin's mausoleum to

watch the tanks, armored personnel

carriers, rockets and artillery, including

two new self-propelled howitzers never

before displayed.

President Leonid I. Brezhnev and other

leaders remained throughout the two-

hour parade, which included more than

100,000 cheering, chanting Muscovites.

At the Kremlin reception, Brezhnev

declared "peace and socialism are in-

separable. We will do everything in our

power for easing the threat of war, for

strenghtening peaceful cooperation

among states."

He noted that "Soviet people live

better today than ever before both in

spiritual and material respects. At the

same time, we can clearly see what still

needs polishing up and improvement and
know how it shall be and will be done."

from both sides and was accepted

preliminarily as a member of the panel.

Attorney Harold Rhoden, who is

seeking to prove the three- page, hand-

written will is valid, asked Brown whether

he was aware the Mormon Church would

not allow him full membership because of

his race.

Brown said he knew the church would

not allow him to be a full member but

that it didn't matter since he had never

thought of joining.

Lawyers had expressed great concern

that it would be virtually impossible to

find a juror who had not formed an

opinion on Hughes or his estate and to

find jurors who had not been flooded

with information on the subject,

especially in Las Vegas where Hughes

lived for four years.

Order oil distributor

to refund customers
\AP] — The federal government

yesterday ordered a New England oil

distributor to pay back customers more

than $4.7 million because it allegedly

overcharged them for home heating oil

during 1973 and 1974.

A spokesman for the Energy Depart-

ment said C.H. Sprague & Co., based in

Boston, has 10 days to file an appeal with

the department's Office of Administrative

^ Review.

Carter postpones trip officials ^t Sprague were not available
f^ f^ f^ immediately for comment. In the past

to foreign nations
\AP\ - President Carter officially

postponed his planned foreign trip to

devote himself to energy legislation.

Actually, aides said yesterday, Carter also

will be busy with planning for 1978 during

his stay-at-home time.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance an-

nounced the postponement, saying

Carter messaged heads of the nine

countries on his intended route that he

hopes "a mutually convenient date could

be found for a later visit in the near

future."

Vance said the president's message
emphasized a conviction that "his

personal involvement was vital to the

development of sound energy
legislation."

Carter will reiterate his concern about

energy policy today in a broadcast ad-

dress to the nation scheduled for 9 p.m.

EST.
Since Carter already has engaged in

extensive personal lobbying of Congress
members in behalf of his energy package,

there is a limit to what else he can do on

that matter during the stay-at-home

period.

Mormon will trial

starts selecting jury
\(jpi\ — The trial to determine the

authenticity of the so-called "Mormon
will" attributed to the late Howard
Hughes became embroiled in the first day

of jury selection yesterday with

questioning about the Mormon Church's

refusal to allow blacks full membership.

Milton Brown Jr., a black who is retired

from the Air Force, was the first

prospective juror among 200 to be

questioned by attorneys. He survived

more than an hour of c, illing by lawyers

they have denied any overcharges.

The order, issued by the department's

Economic Regulatory Administration,

concludes more than three years of

investigations into the pricing policy of

the company which has among its major

customers utilities in Massachusetts,

New Hampshire and Maine.

Under yesterday's order, Sprague and

Its parent company, A. Johnson & Co.,

of New York, were told to make refunds

of $4.7 million plus interest to customers

within 30 days and if the customers

cannot be identified pay the refund to the

U.S. Treasury.

Leonardo painting

underneath fresco
\AP\ - An American-financed

research team, using sound and heat for

the first time to look for art, has con-

cluded that a lost masterpiece by

Leonardo da Vinci is probably under

another fresco in Florence's Great

Council Hall.

Now it's up to Italian authorities to

decide whether to look under the vast

wall painting by Giorgio Vasari, who
remodeled the room four centuries ago,

and see if the researchers are right.

"We've passed the ball to them at this

point," said Maurizio Seracini, scientific

director of the year- long project that used

ultrasonic and infrared equipment.

Leonardo's "Battle of Angiari,"

commemorating a 1440 Florentine

victory, was completed in the early 16th

century during Florence's brief history as

a republic. It disappeared after the dukes

took over and ordered Vasari to remodel

the hall in 1563.

Some art historials believe Leonardo

used ar untried fresco technique and the

colors faded away. Others believe the

fresco was covered up because it

glorified the republic.
^
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LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10:30

50 cents a

string

* 160 student groups may be inactive
CONT. FROM PAGE 7

420 Comm. To Stop Amherst Towing
421 Baroque Enterprises

423 Ski Corporation
424 JQA Cultural Committee
427 Krishna Yoga Society
429 New World Day School
430 Infant Care Experimental Center
432 Grass Roots Coop School
435 University Day School
439 Council for Exceptional Child
442 Third Floor Social Club
445 Motorcycle Coop
448 Teen Learning Center
450 UMass Bowling Club
453 Pc'ish American Assoc.
454 Minds Eye Cine Club
455 Medical Emergency Loan Fund
457 Cinema Club
461 Japanese American Club

464 SURE 609
467 The Source 611
468 Mass Third World Alliance 613
473 Fencing Club 620
475 Issues in Agriculture fi30

477 Strategy Games Club 635
479 Int Womens Week 644
481 Sociedade Luso Brasileira 645
482 Mary Purchase of Care Funds 646
483 New American Movement 654
487 Business Club 701
490 Committee on Poverty 703
493 Che Lumba Loft II School 706
494 UMass Bus Drivers Assoc. 708
506 Students of Objectivism 710
508 Roisters Doisters 712
510 Butterfield Farm Coop 715
512 Butterfield Arts Group 905
601 ASME 910
606 A ICE 915
607 ASCE (No

IEEE

Food Science &• Nutrition Clutj

UMass College Section Home Ec.

Recreation Club
Design '^turtRnts Group
Five College Information
Economics Journal for students
Philosophu Club
Italian Club
Naida

Imicron Nu Society
Alpha Zeta
Beta Alpha Psi Delta Nu Chapter
Eta Kappa Nu
Pi Sigma Alpha
Kappa Delta PI

Alphi Pi Mu
Newman Club
Campus Crusade for Christ
The College Church
Number) Roman Cultural Society

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 5QA QlfiT '^''' '<'*"^ (ARMS M*uOH 3I3J HOirt'* MAOLfr MASS

Adults $2 50 - Studtnu with AMC Card S2 00- Children $175 Tvm litt Show Adults & Students S) 5D|

Special Engagements deluded

\

AB'i-.Wi. Hftmvtam; trf

'^m8- iIlTilfB t,eiH., ,,.

hOV- Z 6,7,10
9:00 am - 6:00 pm

5TUDEMT union BALLROOn

TH[ mmm or nA.')5AChU!)[T5

HOMEY Bll.i JAMCSCARI.

POmCR COSBY X>NES
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION

PC)

Today at 5 45. 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5:15/1 50

JAMES
BOND 007'

f

THE SPY
WHO
LOVED

A nxic, :3>^<e ago ir a ^sn*' / far far ^wvty

J: MfSL

PC,

Univ<?rsitv Of Massucfiusvptts/ Amhi'fsi

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Today at 6 00. 8 30

Twi lite show tickets 5 30/1 SO

HEMt COMES
THE COMEDY ^ "A 70.

ROMANCE ^-*'^<»- (^fpt^^

OF THE VEAJIf

po

3P0ri50RCD BY U-^1^55 BOWL IMG CLUB

i»i

Today at 6 00. 8 30

Twi lite show tickets 5:30/1.50

BebiJjeeNi
.bUe
LiNes:

Today at 6 15, 8:30

Twi lite show tickets 5 45/1 50

REDUCED ADULT t STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI LITE SHOW TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

Joffrev Ballet

WITH ORCHESTRA

Tickets now on sole

Generol Public $7 6

5 UMass students

$3 50 3 2 50 Other

students and senior

citizens $6 5 4

Tuesday November 15

VIVA VIVALDI' (Arpinol

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
iBalanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday Novemt)er 16

ASTIMEGOESBYiTharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpmo)
PAS DES DEESSES (Jotfrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arpmo)
RODEO ideMille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT hKL

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-A
8 All Ticketron Locations.

PLUS

SPECIAL eUEST

WED. NOV. 16

2 SHOWS - 7& 10 PM

jleflDeragssHoiie

COMING TO UMASS FOROHE SHOW ONLVi

A NIGHT OF BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC
FEATURING

Northampton. Mass

Tickets ^6. unreserved

Tickets on sale Now at

AMHERST RADIO - Northampton

SUNSHINE RECORD- AmKerst

FACES of EARTH - Amherst

MAIN MUSIC - Sprinsfield

GOOD BODIES - So. Hadley

(across from Mt. Holyoke)

Tickets on sale at Box Office

Wed. Nov. 16 FROM 12 NOON
Information Call 584-8435

Produced by HT PRODUCTIONS

Some favorites

you can expect to hear...

''Peaceful"

"Penny Lane"

''Haven't We Met"

"Blackbird"

"Silver morning"

Recordinj on

Saturday, Nov. 19

8:00 p.m. CCA.

Admissions FREE
A Union Prosram Council Production
in association with WMUA-FM and
Black Mass Communications Project

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! ! !Little Ads Oct BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m three dayS before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAI LY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ILittte Ad» C«t •fC RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

TODAY
The Distinguished Visitors Program and The Black Cultural Center

P rese nt

Sam Green Lee

- Author of -THE SPOOK WHO SAT BY THE DOOR '

4:00 P.M. New Africa House

8:00 P.M. Campus Center Auditorium

(THE FILM SPOOK... will be shown and a discussion will follow)

Admission Free!

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

TTHonda CU60. Good shapa Ch«ap 546-

1092

Graat running Volks. $125 or B.O 549-

1602

VW Notchback '64. New brakes, clutch,

and more S450 tor more info, call 527

5659

71 Honda CB3S0, real good cond., strong

bike $400 takes it. Call 253-5054 Jim eve.

72 Vega Wagon. Good stereo system.

Good cond «50 Call 546-6879

Bicycle Rack, Reclining chair 549-5725.
LOST

Save Levi Jeans. All sizes, stereo, VW
Seats 549 6305 after 6 Wallat in Blue Wall Rosemary 5-4207.

CALCULATORS

1970 Toyota Corolla. Engine ft other parts

of car for sale. 549-1399 Larry.

1970 Pontiac Bonneville ConvertaMa.
Power everythmg, new pamt, AM FM.
Best offer 6G5 3082 after 4p m

VW Squaraltack 1970 Good cond 498
2887

1974 Vaga Hatchback. Very good con-
dition. Andrea can eve 546-9870.

19SB 219 M«rc«<l«a Body very good int.

clean plus 219 19S9 parts car many extras

1 000 or Best offer call 666 2202

64 Valiant Gud eng , new starting

systyem Needs some work. $100 Caw

369 4979 Ken

69 Ford Window Van for sale

Mecfvanically good, rebuilt engine. Askir^g

$1,200 617 249 3338 in Athol.

1971 Plymouth FuryS.PS ,AT, runs weM,

no rust $560 Call Tom 545^156

73 Volvo Wagon. Very good condition Air

con snows. 4 speed $3,200 527 5421

76 Oatsun B210 Ht~ch^~Lo mi .AM FM
Ster cass ,R proof.. Ex. con Ask $2,900

546 9931

70 AttdTlOOiLS. 40 Std,R T ,Vg Cond
545 1387

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
trans batt $350 or BO 546 5920

Free puppy €r supply. 3mo fem retriever-

setter, trained to good home 253-7357.

Hugh colorful woven indoor Hammock.
Fits 3 adults Perfect X-mas gift. $20. CaB

Pat 546 6230

HEXCEL Compations. brand new $100 00

205 CIWI with 506 Heels $125 546^9047.

Tir«s-3 tires. Ounkip steel betted radials,

*iB 155^14 Excellent condition. Best

oHer 253 5487.

Starao for aala. Receiver. 2 spkrs. 8 T.

Deck $50. or BO. CaM ADE aft 5 S49
5950

Male dog. part Husky tan vtnth white chest,

gray /white mask ^eanng flea collar.

Answers to Bert Reward 549^X)48; 253

3100 Lost 10/31 vicinity No. East St.

Lost cat. orange, large ft vary fluffy. Last

seen Oct. 26, Arnold Rd., Pelham.

Reward 2S6 8082, 545 2780.

AUDiO

Technics SASZ70 RCVR. Sanyo RDS0S6
Cassdk, Infinity Oa spkrs. Less tttan 3
mos ohJ. Best offer 5«6-4132.

Coliege Calculators offers low price' & fuf
service All models avail T159 $225 ,

58-

$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP's 6 Commodores
avail. Models from $15. Remember, we
service all calculators we sell. Before you
buy anywfwre else, can Bob or Chris at

College Cak:ulators 549 1316

eNTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru <Saco.

Monitor Music, 546 4731, Rea

Wanted Immadiatoly Black male actor.

Can 584 3994 Cst. m NHamp

Running Stioas-Puma size 12 Used 10X

must sell: Back problems Bob 5840638.

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Rea 665-4384

73 Chev. MalibuCL 350^08' 56,900^miles

Many new parts, runs well $1,750 price

negotiable Call Janet 549 3509

MOTORCYCLES

1970T-250 Suzuki Clean good trans

plenty ot pep $200 Ron 546 5187

FOR SALE

1969 Infl Scout 4WD Solid 253 6394

B O

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Mens Ladies ranvas & leather Reg S 18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap. 256 8732, 9 10a m.

aBSSBBBBSBBiHBBiBBBiSBBBaa
If you don't want to be locked into a 10 or

12 months lease check with us about our

new rental agreement We have one and

two hedrms Townhouse and garden units

starting at $195. plus utilities Call

SOUTHMEADOW 266 0166 for more
dpt:iils

Pioneer KP-SOO under warranty. $110. or
BO Kehnn 6^9363 M-.tt sea

lUDERS WANTED

FLY TO FLOI^IDA FOf« THANKSGIVINGI
Six seat private plane going Nov. 20 to

Nov. 26. Round tnp cost $150. each. For
info call Jason 546-1041 Notify by Nov
121

HELP WANTED

SERVICES

Cologiata rasoarch p«p«ra. ThousarnJa on
file. All academe subjects Sand $1 W
mail order catatog Box2S818-2. Los
Angates, Calif 90025 (2131 477-M74.

Volvo repairs and maintenance All
.

arid models, low prices. Jack 586-0610

Expan typing, only $ 40/page Can after 6,

Mon Thurs , 256 8484

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS work study
assts For Humanities Research. Typing
req Interesting work, good pay Phone J.
Donohue, 5-0498 or 253 9802

AW. ,rm.iiim. \ ui.}\
\ \ i»i»^.i

't' .i.t \'-*>i*"^^^^^^^

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap-

plication photos done. Portraits in time for

Christmas 8&W or color service in

struction by arrangement Reasonable

prices for high quality work Contact:

Steven 546 9653 nights only

iiin'.iit
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What's Happening

JUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1977 m Collegian i3

TODAY
LECTURES
— Biblical exploration led by Pete Sabey,

campus minister, at UCF, 428 SU.
-"Short Whert and a Green World" by

Joel Cohen. 7:45 p.m. Campus Center 174.

Sponsored by Issues in Agriculture.
— "Realize Your Full Potential - The TM

Program" 7:30 p.m. Machmer Hall E-16.

Growth of full potential of mind, body, and
society will be discussed as well as super-

natural abilities (such as the ability to levitate

by mere intention) experienced by advanced
TM meditators. Free and open to the public.

Sponsored by Sims.
— "Male, Female, or Jew. What comes

first?" by Reuven Kimelman, formerly a Five

College Professor of Judaic Studies, at 8
p.m. in the Wright Hall Common Room,
Smith College.

RADIO PROGRAM
— "Songs by Claude Nougaro" broadcast

over WFCR 88.5 FM 6:30 p.m. Nougaro is

one of the foremost creators of modern jazz.

Sponsored by Tout en Francais.

TOMORROW
WORKSHOP
— "Socialist Scenario of Mankind's

Future." 7:30 p.m. Campus Center 175. For

further information, contact: Shawne
Hutcheson, 546-9146. Sponsored by Young
People's Socialist League.

RESOURCES JUDAICA
Meeting 7:30 Campus Center 175 All

welcome.
PARACHUTE CLUB

Meeting 8 p.m. Campus Center 901 for

those interested in intersession Florida trip.

GREEKS
Meeting 7 p.m. at Phi Sigma Kappa for all

those interested in working on the Greek
Christmas party. Participation appreciated.

SQUARE DANCE LESSONS
Lessons continue today. Club members

stay current, come to help and dance.

Sponsored by the Haymakers.
SUPPORT GROUP MEETING

Lesbian support qroup meeting tonight

8:30 Campus Center room 802 for all in-

terested women. Sponsored by the Lesbian

Union.

CENTRAL AREA STUDENTS
Meeting in Butterfield main lounge at 7

p.m. on the reorganization plan to centralize

control of public higher education in Massa-
chusetts. Sponsored by Students United for

Public Education.

VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION
Meeting Nov. 9 at 4:30. SU Rm. 411. All

interested persons invited to attend.

LECTURES
-Dr. Frank Rife will speak on his Olympic

experience 7:30 p.m., SBA 120. Sponsored
by PE Major's Club.
— "Judaism and Christianity: Jesus for

Jews" by Reuven Kimelman. 8 p.m. Campus
Center rooms 904-908. Sponsored by Hillel.

— "Man as the Idol of God - the Biblical

Grounding of Human Value" by Reuven
Kimelman. Porter Lounge, Amherst College,

4 p.m.

COLLOQS
— "Linguistics and-or Poetics? An inquiry

into the pragmatic aspects of literature. 7:30
p.m. 3rd floor lounge Herter Hall. Par-

ticipants include Elizabeth Wissman-Bruss,
professor of English at Amherst College,

Donald Freeman, professor of English at

Temple University, Bernard Pierce and
Vernon Cronen, associate professors of

Communication Studies at UMass, and Alan
Prince, assistant professor of Linguistics at

UMass.

CONCERT
UMass Percussion Ensemble. 8:15 p.m. »n

the concert hall of the Fine Arts Center. The
concert will be devoted to "Music of the

Americas" and is jointly sponsored by the

Program in Latin American Studies and the

Department of Music and Dance.
POETRY READING
Marge Piercy, poet, writer and feminist,

will read in the Main Lecture Hall of Franklin

Patterson Hall, Hampshire College at 8 p.m.

$1 . Piercy is allergic to smoke so there will be
no smoking allowed in the lecture hall.

Notices

CONTRACEPTIVE EDUCATION
Sessions open to all Ur.versity women and men

Mondays and Thursdays at 3 om . Wednesdays 7

p.m Session especially for couples Tuesdays, 7 p.m.
University Health Services 302
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The Volunteer Program has a list of agencies

needing volunteers m these areas Youth, Elderly,

Mental Health, and others Call 253-2591 or go to

Jones Library (basement)
BICYCLE CO OP OPENING

Meeting 306 Student Union, 7 p.m , to plan our
opening. All welcome
PEOPLES GAY ALLIANCE

Meeting tonight at 8 CC 902 All welcome.
STUDENTS HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

Meeting tonight 5:30 CC Room 174.

PRE VET CLUB
Meeting tomorrow at 6 15 pm Paige 202 Bring

dues New advisor will speak

COMMUNION
Candlelight communion 8:15 p.m , UCF, 428 SU,

celebrated by campus minister Pete Sabey All are

welcome

LOST
One white Bell bicycle helmet: one wool hat

Sentimental value Reward Bill 549-6606

COMMITTEE FOR LIBERATION OP SOUTH AFRICA
Meeting 7:30 o m at The New Africa House tonight

and Thursday to plan workshop for Nov 16 and
demonstration against recent crackdown in S Africa

on Nov 19

Careers night tomorrow
The annual fall Careers Night sponsored

by the political science department will be
held tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Thompson
106.

This year students will be able to listen to

individuals who are living politically in a

variety of ways.
William Brewer, a career Foreign Service

Officer in residence on campus, will share his

experience along with Leslie Laurie, founder

and director of the Family Planning Council

of Western Massachusetts, David Kaplan, a

lawyer and activist from Northampton, and

Karen Meenan, Project Director at Mass
PIRG.
The theme of the evening is the relation

between politics and work, shifting attention

to the discovery of social needs as well as

professions that provide an opportunity for

meaningful work. An effort has been made
to present "living proof" that the

significance of a liberal arts education cannot

be understood simply in terms of measurable

skills.

After short presentations by each speaker,

there will be an opportunity for questions.

CLERK OF COURTS

Applications are now being accepted for the paid

position of Clerk of Courts in the Student Judiciary.

Duties include assisting judges, training new judges.

Keeping case records, assigning cases.

Applications due Monday, November 14 at 4 p.m..

Room 422, Student Union.

The SAG is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer

— Student Government Association —

I
HEAD OF RESIDENCE positions at UMass/Amherst starting

February 1978. Qualifications: Bachelor's Degree or Equivalant Ex-

perience. Annual salary: $6664. Deadline for receipt of application

materials, application materials: December 8, 19/7. Information

and application materials may be obtained from Diane Frokus, 215

Berkshire House The University is an Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Employer.

n/o
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CHECK ALL OUR LOW
DISCOUNT CALCULATOR
PRICES!

campus ccnter/univ of rross /omherst

The Collegian classifieds can
turn your unused items

into cash in a hurry!

You re wasting money by storing uiiused items. Sell

ttiem quickly and inexpensively thru the Collegian

Classitieds Put your unwanted items into the

Collegian s Classified Money Machine'

CLEAN UP WITH
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

COLLEGIAN

Classifieds n
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

B.C. by lolinny Hart
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TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 8
- Bom today, you are an
extremely excitable indi-

vidual whose tiark is worse
than tiis bite. You have
very high hopes for your
destiny, tielieving in your
ability to succeed, and you
won't tolerate any actions
in another that would
lessen your chances to do
so. On the other hand,
when you make nnistakes
you are very lenient, find-
ing all manner of excuses
for the failure. In short, the
demands you make of oth-
ers you don't usually make
of yourself, and this could
be fatal to your ability to

work with other people.
You are s'omcwhat short-

sighted in your choice of

friends, especially in the
selection of your daily
companions. Though you
speak of associating only
with those who can help
you in your career, you are
generally to be found with
those who have tieen un-
able even to help them-
selves. You would be wise
to check again your crite-

ria for companionship.
Your answer to the prob-
lem of companions lies

somewhere between those
who can help you and only
those who can't.

You intend to be
wealthy, but are not espe-
cially gifted in financial

matters. The area of eco-
nomics being very much
over your head, you will

want to associate with a

partner who can handle
finances. If this shouldn't
happen, yon may well gain
and los^ more than one
small fortune in your life-

t'jne.

To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I^t your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM-
BERS
SCORPIO(Oct.23-

Nov.21) - Imitation ia the
sincerest form of flattery.
Still, another must be
tau^t to give credit where
it Sa due.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - A lack of incen-
tive may be restricting
your ambition. Look into a
new line of work; try to
interest yourself.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - Generosity may
t>e misunderstood. Be sure
another doesn't think
you're interfering. Be tact-

ful with an offer.

AOUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.l8) - Anything that
brings contact with others
should run smoothly today.
Be prepared for an argu-
ment at evening, however.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - Harness humanitar-

ian principles to help oth-

ers meet their needs.
Abuse of those principles is

possible

ARIES I March 21-April

19) - Your concern for

another's stability is not to

be dismissed. There is a
need for professional ser-

vices.

TAURUS* April 20-May
20) - Pressures of circum-
stances on the home front

may cause confusion at
work. Soft pedal disagree-
ment.

OEMINKMay 21-June 20)
Today's goals can be

achieved if you are wiliing
to ask the right questions
of one who's "been there.'

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - Small beginnings are
of such a nature today that
they point to definite mate-
rial gain in the near future.

LEOCJuly 23-Aug.22) - A
real estate investment
can't t>e made to satisfy a
loved one today. Personal
attention to another's feel-

ings is required.

VIRQO(Aug.23.Sept.22) -

You have an opportunity to
choose a friend from
among many who are new
to the scene. Chooae wise-
ly.

UBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

Today's demands all but
preclude frivolity. Thia
does not maan you muat<bC'
dspnassd, howavn, onljr

serious.

WAIIY DORF by Rob Ranney

rle's runmnj ar^wd.jusf like

.xry mof^ing, forge++ing al'

j..bout we. I cant stQid it!

Today*s Crossword
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UM by Marry Maceda

ACROSS
1 Missing
5 Man's
name Abbr

9 Tip over
14 Preposition
15 Show

displeasure
16 Literary

form
17 Be brilliant

18 Can prov
19 Daggers'

handles
20 Thin tin

plates
22 Missiles
24 Small fishes
26 Hackneyed
27 Pastry Items
29 A Caesar
30 Lived
33 Breathing

act
37 Flounder
38 Kings

retinue
39 Washroom

Abbr
40 Saying
41 At one time
42 Lake Erie

city 2

words
44 Indo-

Chinese
language

45 Fr com
46 Corrode
47 Yacht spar
49 Scold
53 Severe

mental

disorder
57 Merchan-

dising
events

58 Love It

59 Pianist ----

Waller
61 Bottle

closure
62 Stogie
63 Opera

highlight

64 Numerical
prefix

65 Once upon -

66 Not any:
Dial

6 7 Clairvoyant

DOWN
1 Schedules
2 Ready to

serve 2
words

3 Series of

steps
4 In pieces 2
words

5 Bus adviser
6 Actor Tim

7 Motorcars
8 Begins

a.^ew 2
words

9 Supported
10 ' and

Prejudice
1 1 Perform

alone
12 Ferrara

ducal name

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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3 words

30 Among
31 Calif wine

center
32 Drive away
33 Decorates

cakes
34 Astas

mistress
35 Seed s

outer
covering

36 Adjective
suffix

37 Track
events

40 Hebrew law-
giver

42 Spanish bull

43 Nickname
45 Range
47 "Away with

you!":
Slang

48 Crownlike
headpiece

50 Unmatched
51 Coated

metal sheet
52 Glacial

ridge Var
53S Am ro-

dent
54 Hit hard

Archaic
55 Hindu

mystic
56 Commotion
60 Pronounce
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UMass defensive tackle John Willis (84) (left) received Yankee Conference
honorable mention laurels for his outstanding performance in the Minutemens 28-6
victory over Holy Cross, while his teammate, quarterback Mike Fallon (7) (right) wasnamed co offensive player of the week. (Staff photos by Dave Rodgers and JohnAnderson)

Fallon, Willis honored
New Hampshire tailback Bill Burnham and

Massachusetts quarterback Mike Fallon have
been cited as offensive co- players of the
week in the weekly Yankee Conference poll.

Connecticut's Herb DeGraffe earned
defensive laurels, while Rhode Island's Jon
Rodgers was named league rookie of the
week.

Burnham, a 6'2 - 210 lb. senior from
Dorchester, gained 152 yards in 31 carries as
the Wildcats upended Spnngfield, and
scored New Hampshire's first four touch-
downs. Burnham also established a single
season New England rushing mark during
the afternoon with his 1341 yards gained this

season.

Fallon, a 6'1 - 199 lb. senior from Rox-
bury, Mass., scored two first half touch-
downs in the Minutemens 28-6 triumph over
Holy Cross and set up two other touchdowns
with his passing, completing 8 out of 12
attempts for 132 on the afternoon.

DeGraffe, a 5'7 - 152 lb. senior from
Portsmouth, N.H., sparked the 23-21 Huskie
win over Boston University with a 94 yard
kickoff return for a touchdown, ran six yards
for another score, returned 3 punts for 37
yards, and, while playing defense, had six

tackles and deflected three passes.

Rodgers, a 57 — 152 lb. freshman from
Cheshire, Conn., was pressed into a starting

role because of injuries and had a 47 yard
touchdown run among his 18 carries. He also
returned a kickoff 73 yards and threw a 4
yard touchdown pass for another Ram score.

Honorable mention performance: John
Willis (UMass-DT); Robin Anderson (UConn-
EB); Steve Tosches (RI-QB); Grady Vigneau
(NH-OT); Pete Krynicki (BU-DT); Dave
Harrison (ME-DB); Greg Donahue (NH-LB),
Tom Marhefka (RI-LB); Tom Delozier (NH-
HB).

Patriots start for third time
with Francis on the shelf
BOSTON [UPI] - The New England

Patriots have to start the National Football
League season for a third time — and get it

right this time - to make the playoffs that

seemed a certainty eight weeks ago.
Hoping for a quick recovery by injured All-

pro Russ Francis, the Patriots watched a

horror movie yesterday of their embarrassing
24-14 loss to the Buffalo Bills on Sunday.

* Ke//y Sa//s
CONT. FROM PAGE 15

This year, Kelley is having her best season

of her career. She attributes it to the team
saying, "when the whole team is playing

well, you naturally play your best."

Now field hockey is her favorite sport

though she also plays lacrosse in the spring.

"Field Hockey is such a good sport

because it contains so many aspects. Not

only do you have to be an athlete, but you
have to be very agile with the stick. It is a

demanding sport to play.
'

In order to be in shape, Kelley had to run

during the summer. It has payed off for she

f€.€ls that it is her and the team's good
conditioning which has won them many
games this year.

Now that her team is in the playoffs, Kelley

can look and say that it's been a good
season.
"Any time you can beat Springfield you

can call it a good year," she said. "But it isn't

over either. I'm ready to go to Colorado
(where the Nationals are being held).

Either way, her college career will soon be

over. But she would rather not think about
that until later, perhaps when she is playing

another intramural sport. She wants to play

club association hockey near Framingham
next year because she likes the sport too

much to give it up.

Kelley Sails has played the best, most
consistent defensive hockey this school has

seen. For those who need statistics, she has

managed a shot on goal this year. Though it

is hardly worth remembering, it is not what
sh3 is noted for. What is important are the

seven shutouts the team has recorded this

year.

They also learned Francis, a third-year
tight end, will be lost for three to six weeks
because of three fractured ribs. Francis,
crunched by Buffalo defender Steve
Freeman in the first period Sunday, stayed
overnight in Norwood Hospital before being
released.

The loss dropped the Patriots to 5-3 and
snapped a four game winning streak.

They had gotten off to a false start, losing
two of the first three games while linemen
John Hannah and Leon Gray were striking
over a contract dispute.

The linemen returned and helped the club
to the month's worth of victories. Then came
the unexpected loss to Buffalo, and vows of
winning the rest of their games.

Swimming for $
On Thursday, November 10 the University

of Massachusetts Men's and Women's
swimming teams will conduct their annual
"Crawl-a thon. " It begins at 4:(X) p.m. and all

spectators are invited to attend at the NOPE
pool

The purpose of this event is to raise money
to help finance travel expenses to cham-
pionship meets, improve the facilities, and
further develop the swimming and diving
programs at the University. In order to raise
this money sponsors are being solicited.

Each swimmer swims either 200 laps or for
2 hours, and sponsors can pledge a certain
amount of money for each lap swum. Last
year the combined swimming and diving
teams raised over $1,000 with contributions
from students, faculty and various
businesses in town such as The Sport Store,
Russell's Liquors, First National Bank, and
Fred Houke Jewelers.

The swimming and diving teams really
need this added income, so come on down
to NOPE pool on Thursday, November 10
and make your pledge.

Russell W. Yarworth
Captain, UMass Men's

Swimming Team

Polo team divides four
The UMass men's water polo team split

four games last week, defeating the
University of New Hampshire and Exeter
Academy, while losing to Harvard and
Brown. UMass will face Williams tonight in

the final game before going to Brown
University for the New Englands this
weekend.

Last Wednesday, UMass played a double-
header at Exeter Academy against Exeter
and the University of New Hampshire.
Against Exeter, the UMass squad outplayed
a young, inexperienced team and won, 13-8.
Duncan Lomas was the high scorer for
UMass, netting a personal high of seven
goals. Other scorers for UMass included
Russ Yarworth with three goals. Bob Corb
with two goals, and Joe Hebert with one
goal.

In the second game against UNH, UMass
found itself trailing 4-1 after the first quarter.
UMass came out swimming hard in the
second quarter, resulting in five unanswered
goals which gave the Minutemen a 6-4 lead
at halftime. UMass went on to win 13-7. High
scorer for UMass was Tom McGinn with four

Sports Notices

WOMEN'S CREW - Any undergraduate
women with athletic background interested
in women's crew - please come to room 9,
NOPE, at 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. this week, or call

Maureen at 253-3674.
BATON TWIRLING - Tryouts for this

season will be next Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Anyone interested, contact
Laura Biron at 546-4853.
INTRAMURALS - NOPE will be closed

this weekend.
Boyden gym, handball courts, and weight

room will be open this weekend from 10
am -6 p.m.

Boyden Poll hours: Fri.-IO a.m.-4 p.m.;
Sat. 12 noon-5:30 p.m.; Sun. 10 a.m.-5:36
p.m.

goals, followed by Yarworth, John
Gallagher, and Stew Carlisle with two goals
each; and Chris Lomas, Mike Reardon, and
Bob Deconnic with single scores.

Last Saturday, UMass traveled to Harvard
to face Brown and Harvard in NCAA league
competition. In the first game, UMass was
soundly defeated by the nationally ranked,
number one team in New England, Brown
University, by a score of 23-4. Scoring in the
losing cause for UMas? vas Gallagher with
two goals, followed ,./ Yarworth and
Reardon with sirqie tallies.

UMass couldn't shake off the effects of its

loss to Brown, losing their second match 11-

7 against Harvard, a team UMass had
defeated twice in contests eariier this season.
UMass trailed Harvard 9-4 at halftime and
made a run at the Crimson in the second half,

closing the gap to 9-7 before Harvard scored
two unanswered goals to upset the
Minutemen. The UMass combo of Mansfield
and Yarworth combined to score all the
UMass goals in that game.

J.V. spil<ers win
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

The J.V. Volleyball team closed the season
at 6-3 last week, defeating Smith College in

straight games by the scores of 17-15, 15-5.
The first game began very slowly, but with

good serving and very consistent play on the
part of the UMass squad, and it was tied at
15 apiece before the Minutewomen put it out
of reach, 17-15.

In the second game, UMass just
dominated play. Two stars emerged from
this match, Patricia McGrath and Brenda
Simmons. McGrath, who showed very good
movement, also served and set well and was
instrumental in determining the outcome of
the game. Simmons, who was coming off an
ankle injury, devastated the Smith team with
her spiking prowess. The final game of the
match and the season was won by UMass
15-5. A fitting end to a successful season.

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERII

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent

at NO EXTRA charge-
Heat & Hot Water

2 Bedroom

For Your Convenience:
+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
<- Stove, refrigerator, disposal,and dishwasher
• Fully carpeted
^ Wall to wall closets Garden Apartments
Cablevision available ^ *% m m #«#\

»!'/? miles from Mt Farms Mall 5 245.00
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

^ Special second
semester rental terms

available

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive

Take first entrance
Rental Hours Mon.Fri 9 5, Sat. 10 2

256 8534

Brittany manor

Sails stars on D

L

Kelley Sails, shown here In earlier action against Yale, leads the defensive unit
into the playoffs this Thursday against Maine, where she expects her team to do
well. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

It is hard writing a story about an athlete
without mentioning figures because for

some reason a person is seen as more worthy
when there are statistics to back them up.
Players without these stats often go un-
noticed.

Such has been the case with Kelley Sails,

right back for the UMass field hockey team.
Now a senior, she has been the quiet, key
player for four years on the defense - a
defense which this year is the best the team
has ever had.

"I know we wouldn't be nearly as good as
we are without Kelley," said UMass coach
Judith Davidson. "She's an integral part of

this team."
Goalie Kathy Gipps, who has played with

Kelley for the past eight years, can remember
the situation as always being the same.

"She's played exceptional hockey ever
since I've known her. I've relied on her for so
long and she's always come through."

It is this quality of being reliably consistent
that has impressed everyone on the team.

Playing a defensive position, Kelley rarely

has the chance to score goals. Her
responsibilities a(Q to break up opposing
drives and to keep the ball in the offensive
zone. When she does her job, she goes
unnoticed by most people.

"I guess you could call her the unsung
hero of the team," said Davidson. "She is a
steady player with excellent talent."

Field hockey has played a large part in

Kelley's life. Though her reasons for
originally taking up the sport were varied, she
gradually began to realize her potential and
took hockey seriously. By her junior and
senior years at Framingham South High
School, she, along with Gipps, had helped
her team win the Bay State Championships.

After graduation, she went looking for a
college with a good hockey reputation. There
were many, but only one (UMass) had the
major she wanted, which was East Asian
History. She remains one of the few on the
team who has a major other than Physical
Education.

Her freshman year at the university was a
very frustrating one because the introductory
courses were not what she wanted.

"I considered leaving school and probably
would have, had it not been for field hockey.
It was that much fun."
The following year was a very positive one

for Kelley. It was her first year on the varsity
level in hockey and she started on the
defense for a team that was seconds away
from making the nationals.

Kelley remembers, "we were playing
Maine in the semifinals and the game ended
in a tie but they had a few more seconds of
penetration time and so they were con-
sidered the winners."

That year she started becoming friends
with the people who were later to become
her roommates and teammates on a very
successful intramural team which won titles

in soccer, football and softball over the last

three years.

TURN TO PAGE 14

Three wrestlers score
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The members of the University of

Massachusetts wrestling team flexed their

rr.uscles Sunday, as three grapplers won
awards in a tournament sponsored by
Springfield College.

Larry Otsuka (142), Tim Fallon (158), and
Kevin Griffin (167) all won championships in

their respective weight classes. What is even
more impressive is that each of these
wrestlers competed above their normal
weight classes. Otsuka generally wrestles at

134 pounds; while co-captains Fallon and
Griffin usually compete at 150 and 158
pounds respectively.

Charles Rigogoliso, a freshman from New
Jersey, also looked impressive, finishing third

at 142 pounds. Also, Steve McLarney
(another freshman) finished in fourth place in

the 150 pound category; while Anthony
Perry, another frosh won his opening match
at 126 pounds.

Coach Dave Amato was very pleased with
the performance of his team, noting that the
majority of his wrestlers won a match.

zz: zs zs zs zs zs zs zs
Representative

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
tr be on campus

FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 18
Graduafe study information - all fields of

Letters, Arts & Sciences
emphasis on Social Sciences

Contact Placement Service, Ham pshire House^ ^^ ag- Jg. ag »g- ^g ^g- jg

Bob Neil (280), Glen Lyie (275) and Matt Anderson (261) played key roles in
Saturday's NE meet as they finished 2nd, 6th and 11th, respectively. (Staff photo by
Jim Gomes)

Sub harriers triumph
in New England meet

on^i
^AS
\ \\\v^''
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By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

A Friar fan sounded a bagpipe trium-
phantly when the first two competitors to
cross the finish line at the JV New England
Championship wore Providence jerseys.
However, when the team trophy was
presented, the UMass contingent reserved
the rights to a victory celebration as it posted
the low score of 29. Providence was second
with 41.

Coach Arnie Morse's pre-meet forecast of
"basically a dual meet against Providence"
proved to be accurate as the chute at the end
of the five mile course filled eariy with the top
four men from each squad. The determining
factor was the performance of the fifth men,
as UMass' Matt Anderson finished in 11th
place, while his counterpart from Providence
could do no better than, 21st.

Friar Peter Crooke, who won this race two
years ago as a freshman, shattered last year's
meet record by 26 seconds as he ran the

soggy Franklin Park course in 24:28
Teammate Brian Dillon also eclipsed last

season's standard as he was a distant second
in 24:50.

•The next four positions belonged to the
Minutemen, as the 1(X) or so spectators at

the finish line witnessed the impressive wave
of maroon uniforms. Veteran Bobby Neil led
the assault on the third through sixth
positions, as he crossed the finish line in

25:01. Stevie Hilyard, exhibiting his finest

form of the season, captured fourth place.
Sophomores Mike Morris and Glen LyIe
completed the show of strength with times
of 25:12, and 25:16 respectively.

"They all did what they had to do,"
commented Morse. "They helped each other
out and competed very well. I told our
frontrunners to get position early, and work
as a group together."

The race, involving 14 teams and over 200
individuals, was run over the rain soaked
Franklin Park golf course.

"I felt strong near the end of the race,"
said Bobby Neil. "But on several hills I found
it difficult to concentrate because I was
conscious of the slippery footing."
The impressive performance by tt>e

Minutemen marks-the third time in four years
that they have enjoyed the title of "the best
sub-varsity team in New England." Nov. 14
concludes the fall campaign for Morse's
troops, as a dozen JV harriers will display
their skills against the best squads in the east
at the St. Johns Invitational at Van Cortland
Park in New York City.

iV«*k'».''»v*' .»>»-. ••»'St»»-*'»'v. •V «-• ••».•••«' ,v. . j^.V«'*-w»'rfVir»'-rf-.»"«VU>.' . v-<^«f^>\«»*<^>>.*>
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UMass harriers

Season ends tonight

Spikers rejected
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The fact that UMass volleyball will end for
the year tonight in Westfield, with the locals
squaring off in a tri- match against Westfield
State and Keene beginning at 6:30 p.m.,
does not sit well with coacl. Dianne
Thompson's crew.

The reason?
UMass had hoped to be one of the con-

estants in the state tournament which
oegins Nov. 11, but they received word from
he selection committee last Friday that their
ipplication had been reiected.

Coach Thompson filed the team's ap-
)lication when its won- lost numbers (4-10 at
he time) were not exactly impressive,
lowever, as she points out, the
^nutewomen had played a lot of tough
division I teams at the beginning of the year
nd she feels that this should have been
aken into account. UMass is currently 913.

"Boston College (9-5 for the year) was
i^ccepted into the tournament," explained
'hompsop, "but they played a lot of Division
I and Division III teams that we wouldn't
'ven consider playing because they'd be no
ompetition for us."
In addition, UMass entered under a

)ivision I classification and only four teams
vere accepted in this category while each of

the other two divisions will have eight teams
participating in the tourney.
Thompson blames this on the selection

committee. She said that the committee is

too concerned with quantity and not quality.
"I feel personally that if the three members

of the committee knew more about the
caliber of the out of state competition (that
UMass played) and the caliber of Division I

teams, we would have been better off," said
Thompson.

Hopefully, the spikers won't let this
disappointment affect their efforts in
tonight's finale.

Keene State should be the tougher of the
two teams according to Thompson, even
though the Minutewomen beat the Owls
Oct. 29 by the scores of 15-1, 10-15, 15-13 on
their way to a second place finish in a quad
match.

Westfield State, coached by Sheila
Gammons, has played many of the same
teams that the local spikers have played but
are in the midst of a "rebuilding" year and its

record (1-10) reflects it. UMass lost to
Westfield last year but tomorrow should be
quite a different story.

"We should easily beat these people
tomorrow, " said Thompson.

The team is still suffering from assorted
injuries and illnesses, although Thompson is

hopeful that Diane Mandragouras (sprained
ankle), the major casualty, will be ready for
tonight's match.

I^avaliers defeat Suns
y JUDY VAN HANDLE
oilegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Walt Frazier didn't

tow. Campy Russell didn't show. Paul

/estphal didn't show. Ira Terrell didn't

low.

Despite the absence of two members of
ich team, the Cleveland Cavaliers and the
noenix Suns managed to put on a good
tow last night at the Springfield Civic

arter

In the sixth annual Basketball Hall of Fame
hibition game, the Ccvaliers defeated the
jns, 106-94, before 5772 fans.

Ar, for the two missing main attractions, it

•s reported that Westphal had an injured

^.e. while Frazier caught a virtue and was
:k in his hotel room. C'est la vie.

Cleveland placed six scorers in double

figures while posting the win. Sub center
John Lambert had 18 unspectacular points
while deadly Dick Snyder pumped in 17.
Snyder came in on the second quarter and
logged a seven for 10 night from the field.

Jim Chones had 16 points, Austin Carr
pumped in 12 (but on a six for 20,gun-all-
game performance), and Jim Brewer and
rookie Ed Jordan (remember Rutgers?) had
10 apiece.

Phoenix, meanwhile, teceived a 26 point
performance from the slick Alvan Adams.
Rookie Walter Davis chipped in with 19.

But, as Adams sat out the second quarter,
a 28 24 first quarter lead disappeared and
become a 57 52 halftime disadvantage.
Although the Suns crept back to within two
points (78-76) after three, the Cavs outscored
them 28 18, in the final stanza to post the
win

Stetson Arnold Frank Carroll

Mike Quinn Lou Panaccione

named All-NE
Russ Smith

Fair weather spirits
I guess all along, its been missing.
And the bonfire only served to prove it.

School spirit here at UMass' Amherst
campus is as dead an issue as building an ice
hockey rink here by the year 2000.
On Friday night, a football rally was held

near the campus pond.

But of the 24,000-plus that supposedly
attend school here, only a few hundred, if

that, bothered to show their support (or
express it) for the (or should I say OUR)
football team.

There were probably more people in the
Bluewall, well, maybe not at that time, at the
Pub, than attended the rally.

It's true that rallies in general don't go over
too big here at 'U. Apathetic' no matter what
the issue.

But a football team that has improved
from a dismal year of 5-5 last year, to 6-1
(prior to H.C. victory) deserves some credit
from its followers.

Was it because UMass was playing Ronnie
Perry's boys who aren't exactly racking up
wins left and right?

Or that a UMass-H.C. game isn't the kind
of rivalry a UMass-UConn basketball game
is?

Or does it have to do with UMass football
in general?

It fTiay be true that it's not exactly the most
exciting brand of football one can view this
side of the Connecticut, but it beats not
having football at all (like U.Vermont).
And it's not on the same level as 'big time'

football, i.e., Michigan State, Georgia Tech,
etc. But then again, that's not the goal of
UMass' program; or it shouldn't be since
we'd have to pour thousands of dollars more
to get to that level.

Maybe it comes down to the students. If

you look at UMass' athletics in general, there
are only a few teams which receive student
support; Leaman's basketball squad and
Garber's Gorillas. And the basketball fans
status is shaky.
When the hoopsters have a game (game in

this context meaning just that, a game-
UMass vs UConn, URI or BC, not UMass-
UMaine or UMass UNH; those are supposed
to be more like a scrimmage) then the fans
show. If the Minutemen are hosts to one of

the less fortunate schools from the sticks,
you never have to burst your can to get into
the Cage.
And how many loyal fans will venture

down to Springfield to cheer on our boys in
the red-and- white suits?

Once upon a time, a Boston College squad
ventured into the Cage. The crowd was
psyched. Standing and chanting, "BC
sucks", the 5,000 students practically blew
the doors off our little pyramid arena.

Now, the cheer might not have been
exactly pleasant to some of the more
sophisticated fans (or non-college age
adults) ears, but it was spirit nonetheless.

For some reason, be it the sport, the field,
or good weather for drinking and watching a
game, Garber's Gorillas always get the
support of the campus. And the opponent
has nothing to do with the attendance;
students show up for them anyways - even
going as far as to skip afternoon classes
(imagine that) for weekday contests.

If the baseball team and lacrossers happen
to be playing at home the same day, you can
bet money there'll be way more people at the
lacrosse field than down at Lorden's
diamond.
Now, true, the lacrosse field may be a little

more accessible than the baseball team's
playpen, and the air is sweeter by Boyden
than down past the animal farms, but that's
no excuse. If the two were switched around,
I get the feeling there would be no at-
tendance change.

The school spirit is there for lacrosse. It's
somewhat there for basketball. It comes and
goes in football. And the only way students
won't forget baseball and hockey exist is if

the score of the game makes the Collegian.
The spirit will be there in Durham this

weekend; not because it's not lacrosse
season, but because it's a big game.

After that, the spirit could extend to BC
the following week. IF UMass wins this
weekend.

Othenwise, the only spirit on this campus
will be the kind students consume in the
Bluewall.

They'll be drowning their sorrows. Waiting
for lacrosse season to come.
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A UMass student strolls along reflecting upon life here at the University. (Staff
photo by Amira Rahman)

Financial Aid
out of money
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The Financial Aid Office has run out of
funds.

At the end of October, the office
discovered there were no funds available for
needy students because of the great demand
for aid this semester, according to Associate
Dean of Students Daniel Fitzpatrick.

There are »UU to 1,000 more students this

semester receiving University financial aid
than the total number of recipients last year,

from September to June, he said. The
UMass Financial Aid Office has given out
$1.5 million already, over both semesters last

year, said Fitzpatrick.

Last year there was an abundance of
funds, and the office had trouble using up
the money available, he said. Because of this,

an extensive work-study program was
developed last May and June. Of the $16
million used in aiding students last year,

$7,000 of loan money was returned at the
end of the year, Fitzpatrick said.

Fitzpatrick said although there is no more
financial aid money available, students
can continue to fill out applications in case of

a turn in the present situation.

The office is in the hole, he said, and hopes
to break even by the end of the year if no
additional money is awarded. "We've helped
more students than we thought we could,
and part of the demand is due to the large

freshman class.

"The present freshman class is 30 per cent
larger than last year's, and we had to help
those students that came to us," said Fitz-

patrick. Another reason for the great demand

for aid, he said, is because there has been
about a $3(X) increase in the cost of

University living, which makes more students
eligible for aid.

Anyone that has aid now will continue to

receive it, as the office is honoring com-
mitments that have already been made Fitz-

patrick said. As of now there will be no aid

available for incoming January freshman and
transfer students. There is no solution to the
problem, according to Coordinator of

Student Employment Gerald Scanlon,
because aid is given on a first come basis and
there is no way of planning how many
students will need aid, he said.

Students needing aid will have to depend
on the Basic Education Opportunity Grant or

the Board of Higher Education Grant,
Scanlon said.

Often, student employment is reduced or

cancelled because a student received outside
scholarships or self-help, Fitzpatric said. This
action is based on individual cases and
happens every year. It has no correlation

with the lack of funds.

Scanlon said letters have been sent out to
hundreds of students that have accepted
work study positions, but have not taken job
assignments. This has nothing to do with the
lack of aid, he said, but is a warning to these
students to go to the Financial Aid Office and
straighten out their situation or work study
positions will be cancelled.

Each student that has work-study at the
present time or some other form of aid will

continue to get this aid, said Scanlon. Due to
the insufficient funds, no additional financial
aid will be given out or projected until after
June 30 of this year.

CC in debt: Trustees may set funding plan
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

UMass Vice Chancellor James L. McBee
will decide, possibly next week, whether to

recommend to the Board of Trustees a
$2(X),000 maintenance subsidy to which
would offset a $417,000 Campus Center
oversight. However, this subsidy is much less

than what the Undergraduate Student
Senate was led to expect.

According to Robert Dion, chairman of the

Rents and Fees Committee, last year's state

fund fee schedule assumed that a $472,000
oversite would not be held liable to the
Campus Cente' and that an additional

$225,000 would be funded every year for the
next five years.

McBee last night told the Collegian in a
telephone interview fee schedule was not

meant as a promise. "It was a five-year

projection made up by somebody else," he
said, "I had nothing to do with it."

McBee assumed his role as vice chancellor

this fall.

McBee said the $472,000 will not be
funded and the $225,000 was scheduled for

two years only and is now available only at

the administration's discretion. "This is the

administration's opinion, not mine." he said.

The Rents and Fees Committee had ex-

pected the proposed fundings to be fur-

nished. Dion said last night, "The way I look

at it they put it down on paper as a

justification of the student fee at that time."

However, Dion also said it is "common for

them (the administration) to go back on their

promise," on projected budgets.

McBee said he sees the $472,000 funding
expected in Fiscal Year '77 and the $225,000
expected every year for the next five years as
one optional funding of $200,000. An ad-

ditional $25,000 will he funded by the state.

The $472,000 was an oversite made by the

Campus Center before McBee's arrival. The
Campus Center assessed their financial

position in 1976 to determine their Long
Range Bond rating. A mistake, which could
have been intentional in an attempt to gain

better bond ratings, stated that the Campus
Center $472,000 more than they did.

It was also assumed in the fund fee
schedule that the Campus Center "would
not be held liable" to this oversite.

According to Dion, the lack of funding will

eventually cause a student fee increase. Dion
said, "You figure that we are not getting
$200,000 of the promised $472,000 which is

essentially needed, and that there are about
23,000 students in the school. That is ap-

proximately $10 a student."

Dion cited that the Campus Center Fee
was projected at $64 for his fiscal year but
students now pay $79. "Somehow the fee

went up $15," he said, "So it's obvious they
don't adhere to their promises."

There is also a question of where the

additional $25,000 is coming from. According
to the Fee Based Revenue Account Book,
which was approved by the board in May
1977, the funding is to come from Project 14.

Dion said that "Project 14 should have no
money in it."Money in the project was taken
from the residential halls to buy Fraternity-

Sorority Park, and "they should have taken
only what they needed."
McBee told the Collegian last night, "I

have never heard of Project 14. The $25,000
is state funding."
The decision of whether or not to include

the $200,000 should have been made in early

October, according to Dion. The Rents and
Fees Committee, which is a watch dog for

student fees, reviews and makes reconv
mendations on all proposed fee increases.

According to Dion, they did not receive a

single fee proposal on the requested date.

The budget proposals are supposed to go
to the Board of Trustees meeting in

December, but Dion has gotten a promise
from George Beady, director of the Office of

Budgeting, that the committee will get three

weeks to review the fees "even if it means
holding up the board."

Dion had been worried that "students-
were going to be pushed out of budget
making decisions."

McBee and Dion have had several

meetings where they discussed the $200,(XX)
funding. "McBee explained to me that he
has not yet made his decision whether or not
to recommend the funds to the board," said

Dion.

McBee has been invited to attend at least

one committee meeting, but did not do so.

"Maybe I will, maybe I won't," he said when
asked if he will meet with the committee. "It

depends."
Dion said he is sure MrBee "wants the

Campus Center to be a self sufficient

operation. "He (McBee) has kids that go
here too," Dion said.

UMass leads metric

conversion projects
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The matter of metrics may well be the

most embarrassing event to hit college

campuses since Johnny who can't speak,

read or write.

A glaring example is UMass which leads

higher education in the country in the

conversion to metrics and doesn't even
know it.

UMass is the headquarters of the Nor-

theast Metric Resource Center, whose latest

project is the changeover of the northeastern

United States to the SI (System In-

ternational) metric system; however, the

administration at UMass has no policy

regarding metric conversion whatsoever,

according to Vice Chancellor James L.

McBee, has not got round to discussing it,

and was previously unaware of the NMRC's
accomplishments.

Metric workshops and in-service training

for the faculties of elementary and secondary
schools all over New England have been
sponsored by the NMRC and the result is

that approximately 1,000 school systems in

the nine northeastern states are in some

phase of metric conversion right now.
Many of these students who are well-

schooled in metrics are reaching the
university level and discovering, to their

frustration, the metric system does not exist

on campus where students and faculty
wouldn't know how to use it if they had it.

"Universities in general are doing very little

the way of metric education, " says Evan
Johnston, director of the NMRC. "This Is

causing students at different levels who are

caught in the middle of conversion with
some very serious problems, such as a total

breakdown of the metric learning ac-

.

complished at the earlier levels and a good
deal of confusion."

This dilemma poses the question — "If

public higher education is not goir>g to take
the responsibility for teaching the metric
system, which has been since 1975 the
official measuring system in the U.S., then
who will?"

UMass is ahead of the 3,100 institutions of

higher education in this country to the extent
that the chemistry department at UMass was
the first in the nation to adopt the SI system
in its teaching methods.
The departments of physics, mechanical

TURN TO PAGE 6
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Judge ousts no-nuke testimony
EXETER. N.H. [AP\ - The judge presiding

over the first jury trial of one of the 1,400

anti- nuclear power demonstrators arrested at

Seabrook. ruled yesterday he would not allow

testimony on the possible harm of atomic
plants.

Rockingham County Superior Court
Judge Wayne J. Mullavey sustained a

prosecution objection to the key strategy of

those arrested during May's mass oc-

cupation of the Seabrook nuclear power
plant construction site.

Eric Blumenson, representing Carter

Wentworth, 26, of Kensington, told a jury his

defense would be based on the state's

competing harms law, which he said could

justify the violation of a law to prevent a

greater harm.
Blumenson said he would show the

demonstration was justified because it could

prevent harm caused by construction of the

power plant.

But Mullavey agreed with prosecutor Peter

McFarland that the competing harms law

was not relevant in the case.

Mullavey then refused to allow defense

witnesses to answer questions relating to the

dangers of nuclear plants.

However, he allowed Wentworth to make
a personal statement about his objection to

nuclear power.
Mullavey presided over one of two trials

going on at the county court.

Cathy Wolff, a spokeswoman for the

Clamshell Alliance, which sponsored the

May demonstration, said the group was
disappointed with Mullavey's decision "to

ignore a New Hampshire law". She said the

demonstrators' actions cannot be judged out
of context of the atomic power issue.

The defense rested in the Wentworth trial.

Summations in the case will be presented
today.

Judge William Cann heard the appeal of

Roger Cole, 22, of Hampton, found in

contempt for violating a court injunction
against trespassing on the Seabrook
property. Cole was arrested during an
August, 1976 demonstration.

Cole's lawyer said Cole had not been
served with an injunction and wasn't a
member of the Clamshell Alliance.

Cole's trial is to continue today.

The Seabrook-related cases began
Monday. Sixty-two cases are on the docket.
Most stem from the mass occupation April
30- May 1.

During that demonstration, 1,414 people
were arrested and charged with criminal
trespass.

After most were held for almost two
weeks in National Guard armories, they
agreed to accept guilty pleas in District Court
and appeal to the Superior Court, where they
could have jury trials.

SWA to

give money
for Gethers
Bv MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

After 15 minutes of heated debate the
Southwest Assembly last night voted to give
$150 to the Craeman Gethers legal defense
fund.

Gethers, once a UMass student, was
convicted over two years ago of robbing the
McDonald's on Rte. 9 in Hadley during the
summer of 1974 and has already served 26
months of an 8-12 year sentence in Norfolk
State Prison.

In delivering her presentation, Consuelo
Williams, a member of the New Africa House
Steering Committee said the trial of Gethers
and Earl Brown, both accused of the 1974
robbery, resulted in a hung jury. The two
men were later tried individually and con-

victed on "circumstantial evidence" she said.

Gethers is appealing to the State House for a

retrial and Brown is back at UMass, on parole

until 1980.

Those opposed to the bill argued the

money was not directly related to the South-

west community.

"Several weeks ago the Revolutionary

Student Brigade, consisting of many South-
west students, proposed a bill to finance a

trip to Kent State to protest the construction

of the new gymnasium," Bruce Aronson,
Patterson house representative said. "They
were turned down because the money, like

that allocated to Gethers, was not being
spent inside the Southwest community.
Therefore, I have to vote against this bill," he
said.

Diana Fessenden, Southwest Assembly
president, voted in favor of the defense fund
allocation saying, 'Gethers use to be a

Southwest resident and since one of the

assembly's goals is to combat racism I

believe we should show our support by
giving money to Gethers' legal defense
fund."

Wayne Langley hones his skills on The Wizard as his friend Eric Johnson eyes the silver ball on a rainy Tuesday afternoon,

taff Dhoto ^v Patrick Dobbs.)(Staff photo ^y Patrick Dobbs.)

Women 's self-defense class rewarding
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Women interested in staying in shape and

protecting themselves through defensive

training are finding the course Women's
Self- Defense a rewarding experience.

The main objective of Women's Self-

Defense are learning what to do in defensive

situations through the advantage of body

weight, reflex training, blocking, and

counteracting in a one-to-one situation,

according to this semester's instructor, Dan
Partridge.

Calesthenics and physical fitness exercises

are also part of the training program.

"Relaxation is the basic technique when one

comes in contact with another person in a

defensive situation,' Partridge said.

One of the guest speakers this semester is

a woman from the police department

speaking on rape and how to break hammer
locks and holds.

About 60 women participate in the two

sections of the course, but because of the

importance of individual attention in

technique and form, the classes next

semester will be smaller.

Women's Self-Defense began several

semesters ago because of a demand from

UMass women, said George Flood,
supervisor of General Physical Education.

Usually the instructors of the course, who
have been both men and women, have a

black belt in one of the Martial Arts, said

Flood.

One of this semester's students. Amy
Margulies, a senior, said of the course, "I

spend a lot of time going places alone and I

want an awareness of how to protect myself.

It's also a great way to keep in shape instead
of sitting around reading books all the time."

Another senior, Linda Stern, said the
atmosphere is "much more comfortable and
less competitive" because there are all

women participants.

Instructor Dan Partridge demonstrates specific techniques to members of the

Women's Self-Defense Class. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Institute brings together campus on environment
By PATH TROPED
Collegian Staff

In an effort to "bring together"' the

members of various departments on campus
in dealing with environmental problems,

UMass established in 1971 the Institute for

Man and Environment.

Largely administrative in organization, the

institute encourages a muitidisciplinary

approach to problems dealing with the in-

terraction of people with their social and

physical environment.

Dr. Hugh C. Davis, acting director of IME,

said, "We serve primarily as a catalyst and

clearing house for research and public

service programs on the state and local level.

We appropriate research projects to the

different departments on campus on topics

dealing with anything related to the en-

vironment."
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Davis went on to say that the institute,

which is independent of all departments and
colleges of the University, does not compete
with departments on campus for grants or

research students.

""If we get a request for a specific type of

research to be done, we contact the persons

or departments that are interested and
qualified to do it. They will then work with

us, not against us," he said.

Davis assumed the position of acting

director of IME upon the recent departure of

Dr. Ervin H. Zube, who headed the institute

from 1972 until September. Zube is now
director of Renewable Natural Resources at

the University of Arizona, Tucson.
Davis is professor of resource planning in

the department of Landscape Architecture

and Regional Planning. He is also academic
sponsor for six BDIC students.

The institute is organized as a group of

Notice
Students living off campus will today

critique student services at the University,

and propose what the general quality of life

should be like five years from now.
Larry G. Benedict, director of Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation, will con-

duct the meeting, open to undergraduate

and graduate students, today at 4 p.m. in

Herter 301.

The meeting.is part of the University's self-

evaluation being conducted this month by

Student Affairs and the campus' nine

schools and colleges.

centers under which the majority of

programs are conducted. These include, the

Center for Community Renewal Studies, the

Center for Environmental Policy Studies, the

Environment and Behavior Research Center,

the National Park Service Cooperative

Research Unit, and the Education Program.

"The institute began in 1971 with a total

staff of three workers; two administrators

and a secretary. It now includes 20 full- and

part time staff members, ' Davis said.

"Graduate research students are chosen by

their own departments and are paid by the

institute, which receives the grants."

A smaller number of undergraduate

students were given Environmental Research

Scholarships. According to Davis, "These
grants were originally funded by the Alumni

Association. They go directly to the student,

and pay the costs of travel and materials for

the research."

Last year IME was funded primarily by

outside research grants. The total budget for

fiscal year 1977 was $527,370.

Davis said he has hopes for making some
changes in IME in the near future.

"It is still in the planning stages, but we
would like to see the name changed. Institute

for Man and Environment sounds a little bit

sexist," he said.

Correction
The trustees of Smith College have sold

nearly $700,000 of stock held in the Firestone

Tire and Rubber Company, not $70,000 as
reported in yesterday's page one article.

Net profit of $206,900
CollegjRn 3

Textbook Annex called "very efficient"
This is the second in a three part series

examining the finances and operation of the
Textbook Annex.

By PAMELA LINDMARK
ROBIN COS TELLO
and JOHN MORAN
Collegian Staff

University Store Manager William L.

Cummings says his $1.86 million a year

operation is "very efficient."

Here's why:
The UMass Textbook Annex received over

216,000 textbooks in the fall of '76 alone.

It reported net profits of $206,900 of these

total sales of $1.8(6 million in Fiscal Year '77.

The annex supplies not only textbooks for

many of the 23,000 students at UMass, but
also offers over the counter services to other

students in the five-college area.

As Cummings put it, such a highly

profitable and extensive business must
necessarily be efficiently run.

Textbook Annex Manager Russ Evans, in a

recent interview outlined the present system

used in managing this operation. The annex
first obtains initial book orders from
professors. Each order includes ap-
proximately two titles. In all, the annex each
semester processes over 1,800 orders, 5,000
titles.

The Textbook Annex does not decide on
which books are to be chosen, although
Evans cited this as a common misconception
by students. It is the professor's decision, he
said.

For books to be in by the semester's start,

professors are asked to have book orders
submitted by a specific date. For the spring
semester of '78, the deadline was Oct. 28.
The purchase orders are then submitted to
the publishers, said Evans. Books should be
received starting in December.
Evans pointed to the January semester

break and the summer months as being the
busiest times for those working in the annex.
These are the times when textbooks are
coming in and being shelved for the up-
coming semester.

This is also the time when many student
employees are hired as temporary help.

Evans said there are over 50 cashiers hired at
the beginning of each semester. There are
also 12 full-(ime employees at the annex, and
during the summer months approximately 13
students are hired for a 1-3 month period.
Textbooks are ordered and received

through use of an International Standard
Book Number (ISBN), which is found inside
the cover of every book published. Once the
textbooks have been received and accounted
for, they are shelved alphabetically by
subject, then by course number. Shelves are
divided into four sections and specific
subject areas are separated by a color code.
Evans said this has been especially helpful in

aiding students find books.
Also to be accounted for are those books

which, for one reason or another, remain
unsold. Most books, said Evans, can be
returned to the publisher. Non-returnable
books are the annex's expense unless
professors decide to use them in following
semesters. The annex can also advertise
nationally to other colleges for their use.
Refund policy of the annex states that any

student who returns textbooks by a specified

date, accompanied by both student ID and
the sales receipt, full refund will be granted.

At the end of every semester, a separate
Used Book Company which deals only with
the purchase and sale of used books is
available for students wishing to sell text-
books.

Student discounts are also included in the
sale of textbooks. According to Evans, the
Textbook Annex buys textbooks at' the
standard textbook discount of 20 per cent
below the list price. UMass students buy the
textbooks at a discount of 5 per cent below
list price. The 15 per cent difference between
the two is the approximate profit made by
the annex.

This difference amounts to a sizeable
figure: the annex reported net profits of
$206,900 in FY '77.

UMass students now are wondehng if this
high profit margin is a result of unnecessarily
high prices charged by the annex.

The third part of this series in tomorrow's
Collegian will elaborate on the pros and cons
of a student co-op. Is such an operation
feasible?

Author lectures
on his CIA novel

Sam Greenlee, author of The Spook Who Sat By The Door, a book concerned with
the black man in the CIA, spoke last night in the Campus Center auditorium as part
of the Distinguished Visitor's Program. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs.)
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By GARDE WELLS
Collegian Staff

Sam Greenlee, author and co-director of

The Spook Who Sat By The Door, a film

about racial injustice in the CIA and in

America, last night gave a film presentation
and a speech in the Campus Center
auditorium.

The book was rejected 42 times before it

was published in this country, according to
Greenlee, whose best-selling novel won two
top book awards in London while it was
"systematically banned" in the United
States.

The Spook Who Sat By the Door tells the
story of a young black man who becomes a
CIA agent, against impossible odds.
Unable to advance because of overt racist

opposition, he leaves the CIA to become a
social worker in Chicago, where he secretly
organizes and trains a terrorist group of
society's ghetto victims.

After policemen shoot down an unarmed
young black in an alley chase, a riot ensues.
People are beaten and arrested, and finally

the National Guard is called in to take control
of the ghetto.

Enraged by police and troop brutality, the
terrorists wage guerilla war on the National
Guard. Force is met with force and the Guard
refuses to move out of the ghetto even after

the mayor's office is blown up and the officer

in charge is kidnapped and murdered by the

terrorists and the movie ends when the news
reports that the president has declared the
United States in a state of emergency.

After the movie, Greenlee spoke about his
work.

"The book was successfully banned in the
United States for three years, for reasons
other than its literary merit," said Greenlee.
He said the CIA, the FBI, and the little known
DIA, the intelligence branch of the Pentagon,
held a series of meetings in the interest of
keeping the book suppressed.

"The major reason it was difficult,'" said
Greenlee, "is that contrary to popular
propaganda, free speech in this country is a
myth.

"'Hearst Newspapers came out with a
story that linked the book to the Symbionese
Liberation Army before the movie finally
came out, and United Artists urged
repeatedly that the film be taken off the
market,"" he said.

Greenlee said the film was finally released
on Labor Day Weekend in 1973, "the worst
possible time, strategically, to release a
movie, although it grossed $78,000 in its first

week.
"I think we"re seeing an increase in overt

racism,'" Greenlee said, "'and it"s going to get
worse."
He pointed out that CIA and FBI activities

in foreign countries ""are actively per-
petuating the White regime in South Africa."

Elections at a glance

Northampton
Harry S. Chapman, Jr. (D) was voted

new mayor of Northampton yesterday as

voters went to the polls in the pouring

rain. The unofficial vote after all the

precincts were tallied was Chapman-
3,377, George D. Tobin (D)-2,931.

In the race for City Clerk Adeline

Murray (D) won with a vote of 5,560 over

Stephen J. Bernier-965.

In the closed race for Councilor-At-

Large, Francis H. McNulty overturned

incombent William C. Ames with a vote

of 4,539-3,368, Paul Bixby had 3,786

votes.

The following Councilors won: Ward 1

- Mario Mazza (D); Ward 2 — Marian E.

Mendelson (D); Ward 3 — Leonard
Budgar; Ward 4 - Harold Craig (R);

Ward 5 - John E. Fitzgerald; Ward 6 -
Charles W. Baranowski (D); Ward 7 -
Carol J. Parsons (D).

For School Committee- At- Large John
D. Lawlor, Jr. (D) defeated Christine

Grab (D), a Smith College student, by a

vote of 4,498-4,268.

Palladino, a staunch opponent of forced
school busing, finished out of the run-
ning. Kathleen Sullivan finished in first

place, followed by David Finnegan, John
McDonough and Paul Tierney.

Hicks finished in 10th place for the
nine member city council, some 130
votes behind Patrick McDonough. State
Rep. Raymond Flynn and Rosemarie
Sansone, who ran Miss Sullivan's
successful 1975 school committee race,
will be new faces on the council, ousting
Hicks and John Kerrigan. Former school
committeeman Paul Ellison, now serving
a prison term for larceny, finished last in

the council race.

O'Bryant, 46, a teacher and guidance
counselor in the public school system,
will be the first black school committee
member since the post Civil War era.

State

Boston
BOSTON \AP\ Boston elected its

first black school committeeman in a
century and turned out of office its

former top vote getter, Louise Day Hicks,
in an election day filled with upsets.
John D. O'Bryant finished third in the

school committee race and Elvira Pixie

SPRINGFIELD
City Council President Theodore

DiMauro defeated State Rep. James
Grimaldi by a 2-1 margin in Springfield's

mayoral race. Dimauro, a 44-year-old
lawyer, credited his victory to his em-
phasis on downtown revitalization.

A ballot question that would change
city council and school cottee election?

from at- large to district races was voted
down.

HOL YOKE
Holyoke Mayor Ernest Proulx won a

second two-year term, defeating
Alderman Ronald Mihalak by a more than-

4-1 margin.

CHICOPEE
Chicopee Mayor Howard W. Redfern

Jr. conceded defeat to Alderman John
Moylan with two-thirds of the precincts

counted in that city. Unofficial tallies

showed Moylan with 55 per cent of the

vote. Redfern, who served one term,

suffered in his reelection effort because
of a $65 property tax increase last year.

LAWRENCE
Lawrence LeFebre, a salesman, upset

10-term Lawrence Mayor John J.

Buckley by a 2,000 vote margin. Buckley,
a former governor's councilor, was
hampered by a district attorney"s in-

vestigation into alleged violation of the
state campaign finance law.

FITCHBURG
Firefighter David M Gilmartin, at 25

the youngest mayoral candidate this year
in the state, won election in Fitchburg.
Gilmartin led City Councilor Richard J.

Ryan by a 2-1 margin in unofficial results.

Incumbent Mayor Hedley Bray was
defeated in the preliminary election.

ATTLEBORO
Councilman Gerald J. Keane scored an

upset victory over Attleboro Mayor
Raymond MacComber taking about 52
per cent of the vote. MacComber was
trying for his fourth term as mayor, but
ran into heavy criticism for the city's

rising tax rate and deteriorating roads.

Voters also approved a change in the

method of electing school committee
members, switching from the cur-rent at-

large system to district elections.

MELROSE
Melrose Mayor James E. Milano won a

second term, defeating former alderman
Dudley V. Carr by a more Jthan 2-1

margin.

SOMERVILLE
Thomas August was elected the new

mayor over challenger Eugene Brune.
Incumbent Mayor S. Lester Ralph
decided against seeking re-election to a

fifth term.

National
NEW YORK \UPI] - Veteran

Democratic Rep. Edward Koch got a
quick and convincing victory in New
York's mayoral campaign Tuesday night,
and voters in Albany sent Erastus Cor-
ning back to city hall for his 10th con-
secutive term.

In Cleveland, voters in the non-partisan
election' chose maverick Democrat
Dennis Kucinich, a 31 -year-old municipal
court clerk, over regular Democrat Ed-
ward Feighan. Kucinich will be the
youngest mayor of any major city in the
nation.

Hartford"s Mayor George Athanson, a
Democrat, won his fifth term as expected
over Republican Edwin Maher, an ad-
vertising executive.

Minneapolis Democratic challenger
Albert Hofstede defeated incumbent
Charles Stenvig, an independent. It was
the third match between the two.

Other returns from across the country
showed that voters in Louisville, Ky.,
elected Democrat Willian Stansbury over
Republican Russ Maple, a 39-year-old
businessman with no political experience. J
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Protest against

S. Africa
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Editor

A regional demonstration is being planned
for Saturday, November 19, for the struggle
of South Afnca, here at UMass. On October
19, 1977, the South African government
launched an all out attack on the non-white
peoples of South Africa. Moderate whites
were also arrested.

The world had been pressuring South
Afnca to end apartheid, and the attack was
the government's response. The South
Afncan government has killed hundreds of
people over the past 3 V2 weeks, banned the
two prominent Black newspapers (although
one has recently been reinstated), and im-
prisoned hundreds of people from children to
adults.

Almost all Black organizations are banned.
The infant mortality rate in South Africa is 53
per cent for black people, due to lack of food,
disease and lack of hospital facilities. In one

hours' time 60 children below the age of five
will die as a result of apartheid, racism, and
neglect for Black people.

There have been reports of U.S. com-
panies working thousands of retarded people
in South African diamond mines. The U.S.
has invested 1.5 billion dollars in South
Africa. The U.N. embargo on South Africa is

for military trading and it remains to be seen
whether Bntain, France, Israel, West Ger-
many, Canada, and the U.S. will live up to
the U.N. sanction.

The demonstration is for all people. It is

designed to be informative, and to en-
courage other schools across the country to
demonstrate against this inhumane country.

The demonstration is to put pressure on
the U.S. government to use its influence to
get U.S. businesses out of South Africa, and
to get other countries out of South Africa.
There will be m'^re details coming up.

Bakke, a step backward
By ROY WILKINS

The case of Allan Bakke vs. the University
of California, which will be heard by the
Supreme Court, is expected to result in a
landmark decision as far as college education
for blacks and other non-white minorities is
concerned. Bakke alleges that he was denied
admission to the University of California
Medical School at Davis because of the
program of the university under which less
qualified black students were admitted.

After extensive argument in the Carter
Administration, the U.S. governmeht finally
has decided to uphold the plan for minority
admissions as it now stands. A brief will be
filed in the Bakke case for the United States
which will be signed by Anorney General
Griffin Bell, upholding the practice of the
University of California on minority ad-
missions.

Some black leaders feel that the decision
on the Bakke case is as important to the
future of the higher education of blacks in
America as the decision in the Brown case
which outlawed separate but equal
education, was back in 1954.

The debate over blacks in college classes
started over half a century ago, strangely
enough with the disputes of two black men
the late Dr. W.E.B. DuBois and Booker J.
Washington (of course, a black man - John
Russworm - had graduated from Bowdoin
College as early as 1826).

WEB. DuBois had earned a Ph.D. at
Harvard in 1895. He believed that blacks
should have an opportunity for education in
the nation's best universities even as he had.
He inspired and encouraged blacks toward
college educations and helped in the
development of black scholars in his day.

On the other hand, Booker T. Washington
was in no hurry about blacks finishing
college. They had no business there under
his program of training for technical and
service jobs, and he followed this course in
the development of Tuskegee Institute.

He related that a part of his own ad-
missions examination was dusting a room
(he did it three times) before being allowed to
remain at Tuskegee Institute and he ap-
parently believed this a suitable part of an
entrance examination.

White people were pleased with Dr.
Washington's program of education for
blacks and gave financial support which
enabled him to develop Tuskegee Institute.
Happily, today, over 60 years after Dr.
Washington's death, Tuskegee has a regular
college curriculum with a well trained faculty
and high standards.

Should a black student who has obvious
potential for development into a first-rate
doctor be forced into an industrial job
because the only undergraduate training
available to a black boy in his locality was
lacking in certain areas of study?

Should a black student with high in-

telligence quotient be barred because the
unequal education he received did not
acquaint him with areas of knowledge in
which a white student in a prep school was
exposed?

Will the Supreme Court take away from
minonty students the small advantage given
them by special admissions programs of
some colleges?
Are we now attempting to revert to the

Booker T. Washington philosophy of
education for blacks?

(Reprint from the Baltimore Afro-American)

LUTHER

Black arrested for staying in city beyond authorization

Students attend NBSA cx}nferBnce

By NKRUMAH LUMUMBA OLINGA
Black Affairs Staff

Students representing UMass as
well as the Five College area, went
south to Atlanta, Georgia for the
formation of the National Black
Students Association during the past
weekend, November 4-6. The con-
ference came out with some positive
positions that Black Students around
the country should address them
selves to. Some of the desired goals
and objectives are to address the
issue of Affirmative Action around
the country, and cutbacks in Black
enrollment in colleges. Other things
discussed were a call for .^ demon-
stration in front of the Whit? House
in Washington, D.C., to protest the
U.S. not cutting off trade with South
Africa. The organizers of the

Whaattttt!
UPI - S AFRICA

Johannesburg - South
African newspaper tells

U.S. to "go to hell;"

police report killing black
"terrorist" trained in

Angola.

Thoughts
Will a young man named

Bakke in his Supreme Court
plea now destroy an op-
portunity for many young
black people who aspire to
be doctors, lawyers,
teachers, engineers or well-
trained businessmen?

By Brumsic Brandon Jr.

demonstration are the National Black
Students Association, along with
Dick Gregory. Gregory asked for
support from the N.B.S.A., and It was
agreed at the Conference to par-
ticipate in the demonstration. The
sentiments expressed were that
Blacks and other concerned people
had nothing to be thankful for as
long as this country oppresses
another country. Also the issue of
Affirmative Action will be addressed
at the demonstration November 24,
1977. More details about the
demonstration, and the N.B.S.A.
Congress will appear in the next
issue of Nummo News. We will win
in our struggle to liberate ourselves. I

am quite proud of the UMass
delegation to the Conference. There
will be a meeting of all conference
participants on November 10, Thurs-
day at 6:30 in Butterfield.

Acting, not all that

its "cracked up" to be

v%iL» mji*'4ji^*Qty'af'^^M^'^mf-'^t

Tel Aviv: David Carradine ('72 photo),
star of the award-winning television
show about the ancient Chinese martial
art of kung fu, had his nose broken by
his teacher while filming a scene for a
new movie, "The Silent Flute," in the
limestone caves of Bet Guvrin in the
heart of Israel. (UPI Photo)

x;

This week we set out to answer the
question; what is there to do around this

place? Or more to the point, where can
somebody go out and dance? The choices
are limited now with the closing of Rachid's,
the dropping of disco at the Bluewall (which
wasn t really my idea of a discotheque
anyway) and the change in format to rock at
Poor Richard's.

However there are some choices that do
remain if you can or want to do a little

traveling. There's Arabian Nights in

Chicopee (the home of the world's largest

kielbasa), The Vanilla Tree, The Stanchion,
and the newly formed Margo's all in

Springfield.

Closer to home in Northampton is Zax.
Recently opened under new management,

High Notes...

Zax IS the only remaining real Discotheque in
our little corner of the Pioneer Valley The
decor is just as good as that you'll find at the
previously mentioned clubs (in the case of
Margo's, better) and an advantage that it has
over Arabian Nights is that you can dance on
the dance floor. And dance they do at Zax to
the music of yours truly and Eric Jellison
both accomplished DJs. Both are up on the
latest music (in most cases ahead) and put it

together smoothly and pleasantly for your
dancing pleasure. Eric on Saturday nites
plays more mainstream disco with a taste for
occasional avante garde and I on Fridays,
(ladies' nite) wind up playing everything from
Imports to crawling funk. Whatever the case,
It will be chosen and blended to the tastes of
the given audience.

Zax is open at present on Friday and
Saturday nites. The cover for Friday is $1.00
for gents and $0.00 for ladies and Saturday is

$1.00 for all. So when you think there's
nothing to do or no place to go and enjoy a
good discotheque atmosphere, keep Zax in
mind. Compared to alternatives, the ride is

short but you'll see that the place Is long on
pleasure.

That's all for now, take care and above all,

be good to yourself because someday that
may be all you've got.

— mario

Black Affairs

Announcements

Annie's Poetry Comer
Fried Cfiicken

Early Sunday morning I walk
The streets seem to tell many stories
Stories of pain, loneliness, fear, and

struggle
The funk of active energy
is the only remains of Saturday's

party

The odor of fried chicken
smothered in gravy
piping hot biscuits

for gravy sopping
fills the streets

Somehow the streets do not seem so
lonely now

The laughter does not seem so forced
We all need to laugh at our unwanted

reality

to make living easier

The night before I walked among the
crowd

Held captive

under the law of my own philosophy
of distant dreams
Seeking a sharer
Finding only takers
Maybe if I spelled my name with a

thousand transparent lies

I could be a taker too

The smell of fried chicken with gravy
and piping hot biscuits

bringing me back
to the unpaved roads of Aliceville

We all took
but we all gave back
I wonder if the creator of the fried

chicken and gravy
I wonder if they 84: having rice too

Annie Carpenter
10-7-75

Spring Course Offering
PSYCHOLOGY 391E (Spring 1978) THE PORTRAYAL OF THE COLONIZED IN FILM (3

credits)

Tuesday 4:00-6:30; Herter 227; (Film screenings)
Thursday 4:00-5:15; Herter 227; (Discussions)
Instructor. M. Martin - Organization: Lecture-film screening-discussion
Aim: A comparative examination of historical and contemporary portrayals of colonized

people in American and foreign full-length commercial and documentary film. Emphasis on
the legitimation and maintenance functions of film; the psycho-dynamic formation and
elaboration of colonial stereotypes; and the emergence of the post-colonial "third world" film
traditions in Latin America (Cuba), Africa (Senegal), and Asia (Vietnam).

Topics include: The Sociology of film; filmic approaches to history; film as an instrument of
legitimation and mystification of dominative social orders; film and social reality; images of
the colonized and colonizer during the colonial-de-colonization stages; and film as an
emancipatory vehicle for social transformations.

Films: The Birtti of a Nation (Griffith), Burn (Pontecorvo), Attica (Firestone), Nothing But aMan (Roemer), Acquirre, the Wrath of God (Herzog), Lucia (Solas), Black Girl (Sembene)
Hearts in Dixie, Superfly, The Gladiators (Watkins), Punishment Park, plus many more.

Books: Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks; E. Bradford Burns,
Latin American Cinema; supplemented by readings on colonial psychology.

Prerequisites; none.
Requirements: Two 4-page papers and a final exam.
Lab Fee: 10.00 for film rentals.

Conference on racism
A conference on racism has been proposed for the afternoon and evening of November 17,

its purpose would be to tie the broad issues of racism and imperialism to our local concerns. It

is important to begin this work now since racial oppression - internationall, nationally, and
locally - has been increasing daily. Workshops on deportations. South Africa, Puerto Rico,
Craeman Gethers, and the history of New Africa House have been proposed. It has also been
suggested that the evening plenary session focus on the local implementation of affirmative
action.

The format and content of this conference will be decided by those who organize it. We
want to meet the needs of a variety of people and organizations. The broadest possible
spectrums of organizers and audience will ensure the greatest success. We all strive for unity
in diversity. This conference can be a step in that direction.

If your organization would like to plan and participate in this conference, please come to
rm. 114 in New Africa House (UMass) at 8:00 on Thursday, or call Steve at 253-3328.

UMass Credit Union, volunteers needed

K ^xu- ^.'^Pa?'^^."'^'®^
presented by the UMass Undergrad Credit Union, should be considered

by ihird World students. The organization allow?? students to learn the techniques of bank
telling for a short period. From here people can branch into managerial skills. This would in-
clude accounting, loan operations, becoming a member of the board and other ad-
vancements for making decision in this organization. Finally, the only requirement is four
hours of voluntary services per week.
The experience gained from the Credit Union could be rewarding when we leave UMass In

this respect, if your schedule is not tight, check out the UMass Credit Union.

Tickets for colored girls

The Malcolm X and Third World Women's Centers wish to invite the Five-College com-
munity or» a tnp to Boston to see "For Colored Girls Who Considered Suicide When theKainbow Is Enuf . The date for the trip is tentatively set for Sunday, December 4 You mav
sign up for the trip at the Malclm X Center under Berkshire D.C. in Southwest For more
information, please contact Greg Maynard, 546-9731, or Connie Williams 546-9905.

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS MOVIE

NIGHT AT THE MALCOLM X CENTER!!!!

ff^i^ h^VAti^

tor man C wirnnan

ARE YOUR HAIRCUTS

ALWAYS A SURPRISE?

Now there's a haircutter who
will tell you how your hair will

look before you sit in the chair.

Call or Drop in

for a Free Consultation

549-5610
65 Univ. Dr. Amh.

\\ I UM (lul iiionimcnii

#REDI<EN
sliipN, cit & Style drj $7.31

Liif Hair Slifbtlj Nire

with tfiit couffon on
TiMt. M- Wad. only

OMor Itmitod to now cuttomors.

i
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* Metric
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engineering and medicine are also metric.
Johnston says he knows of no other
university in the country which has gone
metric even to a limited extent of depart-
mental declaration Even renowned scientific

institutes like the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology and Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute have yet to make the switch.
The real problem, which has been ignored

by the adnwnistration here and at every other
institution of higher education, lies in the
classrooms of non-science students such as
English, rrxjsic, and physical education,
where, accordino to Johnston, the subject of
Si usage, rather than the customary system,
has not been approached.
"These students will all need a practical,

working knowledge of the SI system within
five years just to get by in daily Hfe," he says.
Johnston says he believes th^e is no

coordination of metric progress between
different areas of education and between
levels. "High schools and elementary schools
look at college requirements and set their

standards by them. Higher education should
be leading in the metric system education
effort and not waiting for government issued
inarKlates to begin conversion," he says.
The outdated measurement style at

UMass hurts not only the incoming student
but the graduate as well, especially in terms
of the future job market.
The government's tortoise pace has not

prevented business and industry from metric
conversion. The€uropean Common Market
has refused to do busir^ss with U.S. multi-
national corporations after April 1978 in

anything but the Si system, so in the name of
profit, business and industry have almost
completed the switch.
The day is not far away when a metrically

ignorant grad applies for a job and fails to
pass a standard exam because he or she
does not know the metric system, or is

beaten out in a competitive situation because
someone else does.
Johnston affirmed that relocating

businesses have bypassed New England
because they know graduates and would-be
employees in the area do not have a

thorough knowledge of the metric system. A
specific example is Volkswagon Inc., which
settled outside New England; metric
ignorance being a major factor in their

decision.

"By the time this year's freshman class has
been graduated," says Johnston, "the
United States will be 80 per cent metric.'.'

The NMRC at UMass is the only resource
center of its kind in the country, providing
consultation and workshops to businesses,
clubs and school systems during their metric
changeover. The NMRC is responsible for

much of the credit UMass has received. The
metric coordinator for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, Christine Sullivan, exiaimed
to Johnston that she can't understand why
UMass isn't waving their metric ac-
complishments in everyones face.

Since the NMRC's last grant ran out in

June, neither Johnston nor any of his staff
have been paid Most have resorted to part
time jobs in order to keep the NMRC going.
"If we were forced to close down, the whole
northeastern conversion plan would
crumble," he says.

UMass has given little financial support to
the NMRC except office space in the School
of Education. The Campus Center ad-
ministration has agreed to provide the NMRC
with office space and an undetermined
amount of funding. This move is more in the
name of profit than principle however
Johnston says, because workshops provided
by the NMRC will boost the flow of business
to the Campus Center.

Mandatory conversion with strong ad-
ministrative back-up has been shown to be
the most effective method of foreign nations
which have undergone successful im-
plementation programs.
"The initial decision by the administration

to set up the necessary mechanisms to allow
for metrication is the most difficult part of
the transition, " says Johnston, "after that,

metric conversion can be accomplished with
an efficient cost-effective plan.

"We've got everything going for con-
version at UMass, " says Johnston,
"everything but the support of the ad-
ministration. "They just don't seem aware
that metrics is not a far off trumpet call but is

here now, today. This seems to be true of the
entire general public as well."

According to a report by the Northeast
Metric Consortium, education holds a wait-

and-see attitude: wait for the federal

government to mandate something and see

what happens.
"Universities have got to get their act

together," says Johnston. "They should
start their own metric programs, compare
notes and work with their elementary and
secondary education systems which provide
them with most of their students.

"Quite frankly, I'm getting a little

frightened because universities are just not
moving on this. The governor and the
legislature have officially gone on the record
in favor of conversion to the SI system and it

looks like the date for the switch for the
entire commonwealth will be 1980, 1981 at

the latest."

Industry, which has looked to institutions

of higher education for leadership, is now in

the position of usurping such leadership by
making its own conversion to metrixs
without benefit of professors and college-
trained recruits.

If the conversion to metrics seems at all

questionable in these United States, it may
be because the educational leaders of the
country aren't taking it at all seriously.

Nursing program looking up
UMass division of nursing faced serious

problems throughout 1975-77 and was
placed on provisional approval by the
Massachusetts State Board of Registration
in Nursing, but after a meeting on Oct. 26
which voted to lift restrictions on admissions
and to restore full approval power things are
looking better for the division, according to
Ruth Smith, director of Division of Nursing,
School of Public Health.

The division has previously admitted too
many students and faced such problems as
insufficient faculty and a limited number of
faculty employees, said Smith. Con-

sequently the division was only granted
partial approval power.

The division closed admissions to
prospective nursing students during 1975-77.
As a result, there are presently no enrolled
sophomores or freshmeri.

The division is now ready to admit a
limited amount of new students, said Smith,
now that the division has met all criteria for

progress in nursing education. Former as
well as future graduates should be prepared
to take state exams for registered nurses,
said Smith.

FREE HEAT and HOT WATER!!

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

included in your rent
at NO EXTRA charge-

Heat & Hot Water

For Your Convenience:
+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
+ Fully carpeted
- Wall to wall closets
-f Cablevision available
+ 1 y? miles from Mt. Farms Mall
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

2 Bedroom
Garden Apartments

$245.00

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance.
Rental Hours Mon Fri 9 5. Sat. 10 2

256 8534

^ Special second
semester rental terms

available

Brittany HIaiior
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1

GIVE YOUR PAPER THE FINISHED LOOK
ONLY 'S" FOR SEVEN DAYS

SMITH CORONA
ELECTRIC PORTABLES

TYPEWRITER SALES ALSO!

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
3CMS

BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

6 30 9 00

MIKf'fi
WfSTVlfll ^^p

253 9202
_iis

fad pa/id^3xmUi flaps'

'\rt\W^

j^y^lftRS Dtl*l

SOUSS
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

f^ Fairfield Mallthicopee

Considering a Career
in the Legal Profession?

I

I

I

I

I

If you are seeking a career opportunity— WSU offers several
ways in wfiicfi you can enter the legal profession Full-Tim*

Studints: Can earn a JO Degree and be eligible to take tfie

California State Bar Examination in 2'^ or 3 years Pirt-Tiiw

Stuiitnts: Can graduate in 3'/i or 4 years of study witfi the same
degree as a full-time student by attending class an average of 3
times per week, 3 hours per class There are schedules to fit

many needs — classes are offered days, evenings and
weekends Wtstsrn State Univirsity Colligi of Law has a Wholi

Person Admissions Policy - applicants are screened for academic
background, personal aptitude, general experience, maturity

and motivation Applications are now being accepted for Spring

Semester from men and women with two or more years of

college credits To obtain catalog fill out and mail advertisement

to either ot our two campuses

Western Stale University College of Law Depl. C1

1

1 1ll N State Collage Blvd 1 333 Front Street

Fullerton
.
CA 9263

1

San Diego , CA 92 1 1

Phone (7141993-7600 Phone (714) 231-0300
P'Htt

Name

Street

City State Zip

[apply now F0RSPRINGSEMESTER.CLASSESSTARTJANUARY16
Although tfie cost o( professional education continues to spiral,

tuition at WSU remains among the most moderate in the nation

fesj^rn State University

ge ofLaw
Fully accredited by the State Bar of California and by the

Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

Students eligible for Federally Insured Student Loans

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Feminists present
new detective story
Ru PI A IMC nCD/~iDAI "By ELAINE OSBORN
Collegian Staff

Called "a loving satire of the girl detective
stories of our youth" by one of the co-
authors, an original musical comedy
"Bonnie Keane, Girl Sleuth", will be
presented Nov. 11 and 12 at the Amherst
Regional Junior High School.
The pipduction is sponsored by the

Amherst Feminist Repertory Company, and
involves members of the community as well
as five-college students. Co-authors Sarah
Alleman and Eileen Stewart, both of
Amherst, have, in the musical, attempted to
portray women's strength and character
through these "juvenile heroines."

Alleman expressed her gratitude toward
Nancy Drew, Kay Tracey, and the Dana Girls,
among others, by saying "For many, I

suspect most of us, these girl sleuths are
remembered with affection.
"They were girls like ourselves who lived

the exciting lives we were denied. We loved
them, admired them, and hoped someday to
emulate them. We were told, however, by
the 'real' world, to be ignorant, timid, and
passive."

"Bonnie Keane" is a "collage" of the girl

sleuths of the detective stories. The setting
of the oroduction is Maplewood. USA during
World War II, and "The boys are away for
the Duration," (a musical number from the
show). The women have the responsibility to
"hold down the fort," not entirely to their
chagrin;

"Oh, we'll keep the country
humming,

'Til our heroes are returning.
And then retire demurely to our

stations.

But meanwhile, frankly speaking.
We never like housekeeping.
And the boys aie away for the

Duration."

Alleman said the adventurousness and
ingenuity of the detective girls shows
"women's lives can be dramatically in-

teresting without men." She also said the
young women in the detective stories are not
seen as "victimized or self-sacrificing," but
rather as "positive human beings."
The AFRC's goal is to further this latter

notion of women. Specifically, the company
is "committed to giving women with varying
skills, experience, and interests, a forum for
learning and artistic expression in a sup-
portive, non-competitive atmosphere."

Stewart said her goal is to "encourage
women where they have been discouraged."
She said she sees a lot of women who "hang
back more than they push forward."

AFRC grew out of an improvisational
theatre group which first presented a musical
revue, "Girl of Our Dreams", in 1975. The
company has since produced two plays and
a musical; "Bonnie Keane Girl Sleuth" being
their third musical production.
The company "tries to work in terms of a

collective," said Kathryn Girard, who plays
the part of Bonnie Keane. She said her part is
"not a lead, only the title role." Alleman said
they don't consider a part "lesser" because it

has fewer lines.

Auditions for future productions are open
to all women. The AFRC also encourages
submission of scripts by unpublished
feminist playwrights, e.ipecially written for a
fairly large number of women.

Stewart said the advantage of their theatre
group, where the writers work with the
actors, is that the production is "constantly
working, evolving." She also said if, during
production, the script or musical
arrangements are not workable for someone,
changes will be made so the actor is more
comfortable with her part. Alleman said,
"You don't know what's right or wrong 'till

you see things happen."
Joan Bannish, a member of the chorus

and the character of the Keane's "kindly"
housekeeper, said, "The group is very
professional, not slipshod; it's a serious thing
but not without humor and laughter. "Some
people have a lot of experience but you feel
comfortable with them because it's such a
close-knit group."

Margaret Walters, a veteran Broadway
choral director, has given her time and ex-
pertise to work with the chorus for the
production. Her influence, according to
publicity coordinator Barbara Pridham, has
helped to secure a mid-November
engagement for "Bonnie Keane, Girl Sleuth"
at Carnegie Recital Hall in New York.

Opening night will be presented "for
women only". This has been the oolicy for
AFRC production in the past, Alleman said.
"It's an evening when women can be
together enjoying something feminist; a
women's space, something by, for, and
about women," she said.

"The writer gets a good feeling for the
product on women's night, " Alleman said,
because responses differ between a female
audience and a mixed one, said Alleman.
The Nov. 12 performance will be open to

everyone. Tickets may be obtained in ad-
vance for both Amherst and New York
performances at Jones Library Amherst; the
Common Womon Club, Northampton; and
the Everywoman's Center, UMass.

To a lot of people in the world,
Germany makes the best beer.

To a lot of people in Germany,
Beck's makes the best beer.
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House listenstothr
on E.R.A. extension

^-^^^^^^^^i^^tc^it^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^

WASHINTON (UPI) Instead of extending
the deadline for ratifying the Equal Rights
Amendment, Congress should "take a fresh
start" with a newamendment that would be
more popular, former Solicitor General En^in
Griswold said yesterday.
But Ruth Bader, a Columbia University law

professor, countered that if Congress
redrafted ERA it might just as well also "send
the due process, equal protection and
fredom of speech clauses back to the draw-
ing boards."
William & Mary College law professor

William Van Alstyne said Congress couldex-
tend the the reatifucation deadline beyond
March 22, 1979, but only for three years and
only by a two-thirds vote of each house.
The three testified before the House civil

and constitutional rights subcommittee on a
proposed joint resolution to extend the
original seven-year ERA deadline another
seven years in order to get 38 states to ratify

it

Currently, 35state legislatures have passed
it, although three have rescinded their ap-
proval.

Because the original time limit was not writ-
ten into the text - it was contained in the
resolution proposing the amendment con-
stitutional questions have arisen on whether
Congress can extend th edeadline and
whether it can do so by majority vote instead
of the two-thirds reqired to propose the
amendment in the forst place.

"TO change the time now is clearly a
change in the announced rules governing a
substantial matter in our constitutional struc-
ture, ' said Griswold, former ddean of the
Harvard Law School. "It is a little like exten-
ding the time of a football game after 14
minutes in the final quarter, with the core
tied and one team on the other's one-yard
line."

He said even if Congress has authority to

extend the deadline, "this would seem to me
to be poor policy and would be a bad prece-
dent and it would be widely regarded as a
hrparh nf faith with the states."

Gunfire explodes, ends
truce in Mideast
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Israeli and

Palestinian gunners dueled across the
Lebanese border yesterday in the worst
breach of their Sept. 26 truce. Officials said
one Israeli and six Lebanese civilians were
killed.

Each side accused the other of starting the
shelling, which pounded the Israeli coastal
resort of Nahariya and at least a dozen
Lebanese towns, villagesand refugee camps
along the border from the Mediterranean to
the mouni jins in the southwest.
Lt. Gen Ktordecai Gur, the Israeli chief of

staff, said his forces had "bombarded
sources of the rocket fire" in Lebanon.
Lebanese officials said the Israel shelling
continued past dark, seven hours after it-

started.

In an attempt to keep the fighting from
escalating. Foreign Minister Fuad Butros
conferred separately with the U.S. and
Soviet ambassadors, Richard Parker and
Alexander Soldatov.
"My government believes the threat of an

invasion of south Lebanon is very grave,"
Soldatov told reporters afterward.
A State Department spokesman in

Washington said the United States has urg-

ed both sides "to show restraint" and was
working to reinstate the cease fire.

The United States arranged the September
truce after Israel sent tanks into Lebanon in

an attempt to help Lebanese Christians drive
Palestinian guerrillas away from its border.
The fighting lasted 11 days and the tanks
withdrew.
Sporadic cross border shelling continued,

the latest on Sunday when rockets killed two
Israelis in Nahariya. Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman warned at the time that Israel

might retaliate with more than longrange ar-

tillery fire.

Yesterday's shelling sent thousands of

Lebanese families fleeing north to Sidon, 35
oles north of the border, aspokesmanforthe
governor's office there reported. Some had
returned to damaged homes after the
September truce.

The spokesman said two persons were kill-

ed and wounded 10 in the main square of

Tyre, 1 5 miles from the border on the coast.
He reported four other dead and 10 other
wounded in two refugee camps south of

Tyre and in the southwestern towns of Taibe
and Nabatiyeh.
Israeli radio reported 30 Katyusha rockets

struck Nahariya, eight miles inside Israel, in

three waves. Military sources said a woman
was killed and five other persons were
wounded in the second strike.

Riot follows Arab protest
of housing destruction
NAZARETH, Israel (AP) An order to

bulldoze an illegally built house touchedoff a
riot yesterday that killed an Arab and injured
about 30 police and Arabs in a village in nor-
thern Israel, police and witnesses said.
The Arabs in Majd el-Crum, 10 miles from

the Mediterranean coast on the main road
linking Haifa to Safad, took to the streets
when intenor Ministry workers appeared to
tear down the house.
According to the police, hundreds of
townspeople attacked the bulldozers, then
blocked the highway and stoned passing
cars.

Hundreds of police rushed to the town and
ordered the demonstrators to disperse.
Whenthev refused, the police firedintheair,
then at the ground, killing one Arab and
wounding about 15. Fifteen police were hurt
by rocks

It was not the first incident of Arabs
clashing with police over demolition orders
against illegally built homes.

Experts say Arabs of the Galilee, their
villages bulging from a population explosion,
have built over ;v),000 houses without
building licenses, rrianv on government
owned land.

The government issued a general pardon
for most illegal buildings, but kept up demoli-
tions of about 200 houses. Police often had
to be called m to keep order while the
bulldozers levelled the buildings.

In Majd el-Crum, about 250 police kept the
peace after the rioting died down. Thirty per-
sons were arrested, police spokesmen said.
The bulldozers tore down the house while
the police guarded.

Golda Meir says Palestinian
homeland will endanger Israel
WASHINGTON (UPI) - After a pnvate

session with President Carter yester-

dayformer Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir
said It would be "too dangerous" for her na-

tion to accept establishment of a Palestinian

homeland.
Mrs Meir said she did not know whether a

Geneva Mideast peace conference would be
convened by the target date of next month.
"There are differences m the methods on
how to go about it,

' she said.

Asked whether Israel could ever accept
creation of a homeland for Palestinians, she
shook her head no.

"I think not, because it isn't essential," she
said. "It isn't necessary for anybody
"The Israelis do not accept it. It isn't

necessary It is too dangerous for Israel. It'sa

threat to Israel's existence and of no necessi-
ty for the Palestine refugees."

Carter has endorsed the concept of a
homeland for Palestinian refugees, an issue
that has become central to peace efforts.

"I am |ust a public citizen," Mrs. Meir said
but added, "I may have resigned from
government, but I haven't resigned from my
people.

'The argument between us and the United
States government is, how to go toGeneva,
not whether to go to Geneva or not, not
wh^ther to negotiate peace or not, but what
road do yoj pave in order not to cause a
greater crisis when you go to Geneva and
nothing happens?"

She agreed America's position differs
sharply with Israel's over resolving the situa-
tion.

UNIVERSITY PIZZA
EXPER/ENCE WHA T THE COLLEG/Ar\J HAS ^
SA/D ABOUT US - -OA/E OF THE BEST P/ZZAS ^
//V THE AMHEffSr NOPTHAMPTON A PEA " ^

PLUS OUR SUBSil
' THE y PE B/G A A/D PA CKED FULL
Of /NGPED/E/\/rS

'

CALL

549-5592
A CROSS FROM
PA TTERSON

^^^^^2^^i^^J^2^J^2^2^2^i^i^2^:^J^I^2^i^2^2^2^2^

TIRED OF WORKING FOR THE DC?

If you type, have at least 10 hours
work-study time per week, and are
a conscientious worker, we have a

job for you. at the Alumni Office.

Afour/yra/c 52.75-53.25

b epcn^ in if on skills and e %perien< c.

Apply to Skip Olmsteab

^i /Hemori^l Hall

r
»»E3KnBn»nk t4^=»^S^>3S^nc3HnE&

DINNER SPECIALS
Tucs. Wed. Thur.

Y ANkt£ Pot Roast 2.95
Ckoppfd SiRloiN OnIon RiNqs 2.95
CkirkEf^ Pic 2.95
LofsdoN BroU Minsk. Sc. J.95
Boston SckRod 2.95
BAkcd STtfFEd JtMbo Shniivip 5.95
VcqETARJAN SpCCJAl 2.85

Fri.

BAkcd LobsTER CasseroU 4.95

Sat.
PRJivfE Rib 5.95

Sun.
Roast TuRkEy ?.75

Wines

BuRquNdy CkAbiis Rose
CaraJe ' V 1.50-2.75

Just before the bridge on Rt. 9

For further in format ion

please call 584-6815

mm
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Mass State Finast Supennariceto Open Friday Nov. 11 Veteran's Day 1-9 pm

irsoomnnast
SUPERMARKETS TO BE THE HNAST!

MEAT STREET, U.S.A.

Semi'

HorrudHams
$^48

4to6lbs.

lb.

OMlMsBMf far London BraH ^^^A
Shoulder '1^
enatMoRumporTIp ^^Mtk
Beef Roast '1.

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^18

;:>:;:;;. -'Ms^' r::^^^^^!^^"

Equal Amounts
3 BiMto, 3 CMttor,

and 3 Sirloin
or Country Stylo
PoftRllMi.iSit, lb.

BonotM* Top Lotn #^90
Poric RoastM.
Bacon ^1

BoneiessBeef
ShoulderRoast

$^17
Top Round or

Bottom Round
•1.27 lb

TaH-l«M T-Bon« PortarttouM

lb.

Extra Lmo 3 Km. ormor* ^^lA
GroundBoofi^

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs
Whole

Whole
Breasts
98* lb 78!

BwMtMa tar London Broil ^^VA
Tbp Round *1:*

Si&"StoakM~
^MR DEU DEPT.

Cooked
Pastrami

$^39
Domestic

Cooked Ham

Mon Mr. Deli Favorites

!

Imported Swiss Cheese . , 1.99
B.C. Hard Salami «, 1.99
Mr. Deli Bologna .'.r;.!?-: . . .1.19
A filsbl0 Onlf in Storta with Strvict D»li Oapts.

Frashly

Sliced

In-Store Bake Shop^.

Enriched Rolls. ...v. . . . „. 79*
Iced Layer Cakes Ass..,e. . . .. 1.99
Pumpkin Custard Pie-,;.''i°' 1.19
Afiltbl* Only in Stores with In Start Bakt Shops

rFRESHPRODUCE—^^-^^ -
Fresh Calffbrhia ""

Broccoli ""«•'

.«<!«/-m^
Grapefrui

I

Red Delicious FamilyPak
Apples

I Tomatoes
Fresh

INuslirooms
New Baking
Potatoes

Del Monte
Vegetables

fa^SS!^' ^*^ Carrots. QoWon Com."•nch Stylo or Rogular Cut QrMn Boons

-BONUS BARGAINS—

sierra STONEWARE
This Wook's Faaturo Place Sotting Itom

with ovory $5.00 purchase or more.

Dinner Plate
AlaoSavoSO'tMtwMk
on 2 Soup/CoTMl 0«*hM
Only t3.M. No Addltlonil
PurchcM It NocMMry

Lincoln
Apple Juice

Mi gal.

bottle 99
Minute Maid

Orange Juice

Frozen

3o(;oo 1.00
""79*

Facial Tissue Rie»«»od.

.

VVMa nice Unci. Bwi a Long Qrwi . . . pkg

Chef Boy-ar-dee •STcir' '*^ 49*
•Soup^-s?-4-c2T*r-°.

.
.5'^°.' 1.00

Wish Bone Dressing ^^1, 'g„r89*
Fresh Cranberries k^ 39*
HeniKJ Beef Franks ;.* 79*
Eye Round Roast ^r:? . . i^ 1.98
Sausage Links^o™.

. . . „ 1.69
Weaver's Chicken "^° '««

Finast S«ced Bologna

Finast Shortening l* 1.59
Del Monte Fruit Cocktail '^69*
Del Monte Peaches i

Fab Detergent «^(^;^

c«M ?9ozCJW
> Sk-M HHm c»i'

84 oz n 15Q

Sunrise fresh Dairy Values!

Egg Hog

99*Bordon's ^'^^

Ho»<«y 'taw 1.99
'•"88*
(*0

Axelrod's Sour Cream
Hood's Orange Juice
Cottage Chee^

teoj
cont

Hooa s Nulonri

69*

c,sr99*

69*coni

^}tl^
FROZENFOODS

Banquet
Fried Chicken

$349

BEER & WINE
Budwelser Beer

$case of 24
12 oz. cans only 5

Seventeen 54 oz

Piece Box (*g

Folonari Wines «;,r 3.69
Reunite Lambrusco . . . '^r 189
Inglenook ChaWis . . . „,^ 3.79

B—r t Wln» Anlltbl* In FIntMt ot Hudt»r

Rich's Coffee Rich . . 5^S„°4 1.00
Ore Ida Dinner Fries . . . "A" 79*
Green Beans f^?;^^

. 25.^ 75*
Hood's Ice Cream . . . jr 1.49

You Save 39^

Amefican
ClieeseFood

YoM Save 26^

Richmond
Tea Bags

•'» itK coupon wo 17 SO pixcivnf ™ more tirimn m
c^inntantMbKropraducK VaMNo. 6t»»u>«v !? IS7;

Limt one coupon N Jrf,

"^ ^^ ^ «»•» ^^ ^
—^-^i^^^i^^^^—1^ h «^ 1^^^ ^^^^ ^^ma^St " '•-

Extra Bonus

U^y^yy "W'lif j-wtoojfrootnoiKK vwonov emPuNo. i? 197;

mM^~u^e> ^ ~~""————— — -.—— _r__r^^r imiioneroupor H '7", I --, HU^f wIMtMs coupon Vj*a Nov 6 1 ? 1^7- MR4?!•"«•<« SondivNovwnbw 6 mnjSahjrdiiy November 12 1977 -———-—----- —--- — -.__ --._J.I"__.^ "^ ""^^l

on (1) dozen White or Brown

Finast
Large Eggs

l'<«DUfCf>M*o(M)24oi t»l I

I

ItWpu'ChMeoflll 72oj £*g

QoldenQriddlei Prime Variety
™"cal««Syrupj| Dog Food

15* OFF H 25* OFF
Post super i Imperial

I Sugar Crisp jl Margarine

You Save 50^

OFF

roMrv* m» right to Kmlt quwitltlM

the purchase of any custom cut

Whole Pork Loin ««.."rc^
Shoulder Clod sr.Vi;r
Bottom Round i"^:T:r^

Im^f win ItMs coupon Vj*aNov 6 1? 197 M842

Not responsoie for typogrvfvcM arrors
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Bet.er than punk rock
By PETER KRACHT

Nov. 19 and 20 - Buses rolling into
Columbus Ohio from all over the country
Buses carrying students from 60 campuses
nationwide and youth from the neigh-
borhoods of major U.S. cities. Young people
filing into the auditorium at Ohio State
University, and getting ready...

But not to see a preview of "Star Wars II"
or to rock out on Peter Frampton. But
getting ready to found an organization: a
national young communist organization that
can lead youth in fighting for the many
changes needed today; an organization that
can bnng youth together to forge a real
future, different than the one we're offered
now. A future that will be in our hands.

But this kind of thing isn't supposed to be
happening in the 1970's. We are supposed to

of us that something's got
the feelings in

to change.

Well, on Nov. 19-20, over one thousand
students and youth will have the chance to
put those feelings into motion. This is a time
to get to the root of the problems and map
out plans to deal with them. A place for
optimistic youth to rally, people who want to
pull together and work for a world worth
living in. Youth who want to play the role
we've always played - one of bold fighters,
challenging the authorities, refusing to
accept the status quo as our fate.

And November 19-20 is the time to make
this a reality, because we need an
organization to do this. An organization that
has a clear understanding of the root of the
problems people face - the capitalist
system, where everything (no matter how

WtDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1977

Another way to deal with sexist ads

'This kind of thing isn't supposed to be happening
m the 1970's. We are supposed to be the silent
generation..."

be a silent generation, different from the
students of the Sixties who challenged
authority, rose up against the Vietnam War
and made breaking the rules a way of life

Instead, we are toid to buckle under, dig into
The books, scramble like hell for the faintest
chance of success, (whatever that is) and in
our spare time drown ourselves in punk rock,
booze and the rebirth of fraternities

But in the backs of our minds there is a
growing feeling that it doesn't work. After
all, how silent can you be when the U.S.
government is neck deep in southern Africa
suppressing the fight against apartheid?
Detente continues to collapse as new
weapons systems get developed. Neutron
bombs call for action, not silence. Unem-
ployment continues to mount to the point
where whole sections of the unemployed are
no longer even counted. Unemployment
even confronts college students these days
as PhDs end up as taxi drivers. Students
weren't silent in the fight for civil rights and
against Jim Crow, and can't be silent as the
Supreme Court prepares to call any atterfipt
at alleviating discrimination "reverse
discnmination " These are the signs of the
times

And as each semester passes we are
growing a little less silent. A linie more aware
and a linie more active. A linie quicker to
stand up and refuse to be whipped about by
the arbitrary decisions of the powers that be
This new rebelliousness is small but growing,
new but developing.

And we've seen indications of it. Like at
Kent State this year where thousands have
stood against the building of a gym on the
site where four were murdered by the
National Guard in 1970 Or in California last
spnng, where hundreds of students took
over buildings, demanding an end to
university investments in southern Africa.
And the past couple of years, this new
rebelliousness has shown itself as thousands
of students fought against budget cuts and
tuition hikes.

And eac.i time something happens they
call It just a " -,sh in the pan." But to those
of us who arc growing dissastisfied with
today and the pospects of the future, each
new rebellion is a spark, potentially igniting

dear to us) is sacrificed for the great god of
profit. An organization that leads students
and youth in every fight for our needs, and
that stands with the working people and
millions of others against the side of the big
corporations and the men who own them.
An organization that points the way out -
socialism, where the working class runs
society in the interests of all. Where the
bosses and bankers are no longer free to
grow rich and fat while millions live with
poverty, unemployment, and war. Where for
the first time people will be free to use our
knowledge and skills to build a new world
without misery and oppression. An
organization that teaches youth Marxism-
Leninism: a science that helps us understand
the world we live in, the causes of the
problems we face, so we can start fighting to
change things.

This IS the kind of organization we need.
Everyone won't join it right away. In fact,
compared to the tens of thousands involved
in revolutionary organizations during the
1960's, it may seem relatively small. But this
doesn't represent a step backwards. On the
contrary. Because although thousands more
were involved fighting the system ten years
ago, most had the feeling that if you just
could end the war. you could change the
whole world. And though the Vietnam war
was ended, something else was born out of
this struggle: the understanding that what
were up against is somethinc, much bigger
than one man, or one problem, but a whole
system that permeates every aspect of our
lives. Many grew cynical - in awe of trying
to take on something so big. But many also
continued to fight, and brought with them
this new understanding of the source of
society's problems, and how to change
things.

And on Nov. 19-20, this new young
communist organization, based on this more
advanced perspective (although relatively
smaller), will be the one that can lead youth
in standing with millions of others in this
country and, this time, carrying this struggle
through to the end.

Peter Kracht is a member
Revolutionary Studem Brigade.
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The
Science

The Collegian strives to print only advertising which is truthful and complete
but final responsibility for all advertising lies with the individual advertisers

By A. DAVID GRAM

At a meeting last Wednesday night
Collegian staff members voted to discon-
tinue the publication of any advertising
deemed by staff members to be sexist

This, ,t was argued, would spare the
Collegians readership (i.e. the university
community) the indignity of being exposed
to advertising which fosters traditional sexual
stereotype and places women in a degrading
and subservient role.

One small step was being taken, I was told
toward the elimination of sexism in our
society. This is a commendable goal but the
method by which it is being pursued raises
some serious questions.

First, there has been some concern that
the Collegians suppression of these ad-
vertisements constitutes censorship. This is
not the case. Decisions are made every day,
by newspaper people everywhere, that have
a direct effect on what you and I read. The
entire journalistic process is a series of
decisions - from a reporter's decision on
what to scribble into his or her notebook, to
the editor's decision on what stories will be
published, where in the paper they will
and how much space will be
them.

't can and cannot publish. When a
newspaper staff decides on its own to refrain
from publishing a given story or ad-
vertisement, this is not censorship It is
journalistic license. Journalists should take
extreme care in exercising this license
however. It is a weighty responsibility.

Let us now examine the question of what
effect this action (i.e. the suppression of
sexist advertising) will have toward achieving
Its goal. If the aim, as stated, is to keep
readers from being exposed to and-or
manipulated by sexism in the media that
purpose will have been defeated as soon as
the reader turns on Charlie's Angels or
dnves by a bill-board that shows a beautiful
woman smoking Winstons.

go,

devoted to

Censorship

outside force

occurs only when some
such as the government

business community, or university ad-
ministration, tries to tell the newspaper what

There is a very strong tendency for us to
point to the fact that we have no control over
television or billboard advertising and to
therefore disclaim any responsibility for
them. We can withdraw into this protective
shell of a university community, this ivory
tower of academia, and tell whomever asks
that we have purged our societal microcosm
of sexism by ceasing to publish a few Schlitz
beer ads in the Collegian.

This is isolationist journalism at its worst
By suppressing this advertising, we suppress
the entire issue. If our goal is to bring about a
change in the societal mainstream we
cannot achieve it by merely withdrawing
ourselves from that mainstream.

I would like to issue a challenge to the
Collegian to step out of its hiding place in the

basement of the Campus Center and to enter
the arena of society at large.

If full page advertisements depicting a
beautiful and provocatively dressed woman
holding a mug of Schlitz beer are sexist and
indeed they are, the Collegian should publish
them and address the issue of sexism before
Its readers.

Directly opposite a full page ad of this
type, the Collegian should respond with a
full page ad of its own, which would read
something like this:

"SEX"
IS being used to draw your attention to the
advertisement on the opposite page The
next time you reach for a six-pack of Schlitz
beer, remember that the Schlitz Brewing
Company exploits women and
manipulate its consumer public
sexist advertising.

Collegian ^^

Free Church" protest off base
jinipaulin

tries to

through

Time for U.S. to set the

"Remember, too, that heavy beer con-
sumption can lead to alcoholism, with all the
physical, psychological, and emotional
problems it entails."

The following footnote could be added in
explanation:

"The above statement reflects the majority
opinion of the Collegian Advertising Review
Board."

If the Collegian were to speak to the issue
of sexism in advertising in this manner it
would be doing its readers a much greater
service than it would by suppressing the
advertising and the issue altogether.

A. David Gram is a Collegian staff writer.

example

Outfront is back.
The way it came back though, makes

me almost wish it hadn't. It irresponsibly
does not always print bylines (that is
print who wrote an article), and when it

does, the byline is sometimes false, a
pseudonym.
The "Mark Lewis" who was credited

with writing the front page story in the
10-27 edition of Outfront is in reality Lou
Wilson, who is using Outfront in his
reactionary and atavistic crusade to
abolish compulsory education.
UMass needs "An independent news

supplement to the Collegian.- I helped
fight for the right of Outfront to use the
Collegian as a circulation vehicle and
denounced the Collegian's pretension of
'objectivity." However, the last issue left
me feeling angry and betrayed -

I did
not think that I was supporting a
newspaper that would be characterized
by anonymity and trashy, inaccurate
reporting, and never ever did I expect it to
be dominated by a non-student like Lou
Wilson, who is the high priest of "Free
Church Incorporated," late of Shutes-
bury. What "Free Church Inc." means is

Lou Wilson's nuclear family.
In Rev. Wilson's own words, "At stake

is the Wilson family's custody of their
own children, the legality of compulsory
education, abuse of religious and civil
liberties ... Outfront (read "Me, Lou
Wilson") wants to fan this issue to

By GREG BRYANT

A couple of weeks ago, in a move that
outraged many around the world, the

l\5». K\\)

apartheid government of South Africa
banned black protest groups, closed the
country's principal black newspaper and
arrested its editor. The total number detained
by the government came to more than 50
ueople. They were accused of conducting a
campaign of hate against the whites. South
Africa's Justice Minister echoed the rhetoric
of the white's flimsy legitimacy when he
labelled those arrested as a "smokescreen to
cover subersive activities," a favorite
argument used to justify suppression of
blacks.

The white apartheid government feels
Itself slipping and is ardently trying to hold
onto its increasingly tenous position of
power. Their credibility was not helped when
Steve Biko, the country's foremost black
eader died while in police custody about
seven weeks ago, It was thought that he died
of head injuries, suffenng from at least a
dozen other bruises including extensive rib
damage (his death is currently under official
investigation).

forms of protest has
South African regime
defensive stance.

similarly driven the
into an even more

The American response to these crack-
downs was hardly one of emphatic con-
demnation. Quite the contrary, Jimmy Carter
merely stated that it had "implications" for
relations and w^s an ' unprecedented"
event. Although comparatively speaking it

was a harsher reaction than any previous
administration had taken. Carter has again
proven that his human rights doctrine
indeed rather selective.

IS

A week later

Nations sanction

he advocated a United
against all arms sale to

South Africa, again an unprecedented move
but again he did not go far enough. In the
United Nations Security Council last week
for instance, the United States joined with
Britain and France in a veto to defeat a
resolution that would have imposed stringent
economic sanctions on South Africa. They
opted instead for a mandatory arms ban
3ga'"st the South Africans. The Pretoria

Mandela, a black government retorted saying it has a stronawoman accused of violating the restrictions enough arms industry to surmount an

The trial of Winnie

cA her banning order, has focused world wide
attention on the many repressive tactics that
the whites employ against the blacks. Recent
boycotts by black schoolchildren and other

in-
ternational embargo and to "put up a fight
that will astonish" opponents seeking to end
white rule.

Washington has thus taken the safest

route in this matter. It has leveled criticism in
a manner that will not adversely affect the
whites' power in South Africa. Economically
the United States is too heavily involved
($1.5 billion worth) in the country to ad-
vocate any economic sanctions against it

Yet It IS increasingly clear that the American
corporate presence there has not and will not
help the blacks' plight, for profits are assured
only if the blacks are kept in their current
subservient status. The recent crackdowns
only serve to improve the atmosphere for
investment, which must be very pleasing to
the corporations.

The South Africa regime is still running
scared, though. It seems to sense that its

days are numbered. Carter's timid responses
to the latest suppressions have done little

except to build the confidence of the
Afrikaners. He has merely made it easier for
the United States again to avoid any
vigorous confrontations with our continued
economic presense in a country that sub-
verts the rights of its non-white members.

The administration should thus have taken
a more passionate stance against the South
African government immediately after the
recent crackdowns and expressed an anger
truly worthy of Carter's often stated concern
for human rights. Secondly, it is my belief
that the onlywayto force South Africa in this

North Village

children endangered
To the Editor;

We, as parents of North Village
Apartments, believe that the time has
come to express openly our anger and
outrage at the unsafe conditions That
exist in our complex. On October 30,
1977. Nagi Kawasaki, the twenty-month
old daughter of Kenji and Mariko
Kawasaki, wandered from her home and
drowned in the swamp that borders the
western edge of North Village, a few
yards from the end of the apartr^ents. In

response to the tragedy, the Office of
Family Housing has put up a snow fence
to block off the area. Although we are
grateful for some attention to this long
standing problem, we feel that temporary
measures are inadequate.

This is an emergency situation that
requires an immediate and permanent
solution We demand that a durable,
child proof fence be constructed the
entire length of the western edge of
North Village to seal off the swampy
area In addition, we demand that each
triangle of family apartments be provided
with a fence and gate for each of the
three corners of the triangular backyards.

The extraordinarily high density of
children in these triangles makes it
essential that our children be protected
from the other hazards of the complex -
the busy road, the large and full parking
lots, and areas where men are working
with dangerous equipment and open
holes.

We have been informed that no fund
exists at Family Housing to defray these
costs, which we deem crucial to the lives
of our children. Within a large university
surely there is some organization with the
capacity to bear these expenses im-
mediately. It IS a disgrace to the entire
university community that the children of
North Village are constantly exposed to
danger University-run apartments house
ryot only the increasing number of non-
traditional American students with
families, but also foreign students and
visiting faculty. The unsafe conditions
therefore, reflect unfavorably on the
university not only within the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts; but they
also impair the reputation of the
University of Massachusetts on a
national and international level

We, thS undersigned parents of the E

Triangle, feel that as tenants of North
Village and productive members of the
University community we can no longer
tolerate these dangerous conditions.
Within our triangle of twelve apartments
there are nineteen children, seven of
whom are under four years of age. This
unusually high concentration of children
demonstrates the high risks that exist
throughout North Village. We will ap-
preciate help from any quarter of the
University.

Mildred Crill

and 18 others

Why does Martus

oppose tow service?

To the Editor;

In last Friday's Collegian, Jay Martus'
editorial appeared to be another attempt
to block student towing. This raises in my
mind the question, why is he against the
student service? His reasons for not
implementing the service appear
groundless

truancy
racist, sexist and

flames." I myself want to pull the fire
alarm on this issue just as I would if I saw
a burning cross.

The Wilsons boycotted the public
school system and advocated
because they object to
competitive learning."

I realize how miserable the K-12 public
education is. I found public school ex-
tremely oppressive and repressive, and sobegun my caree as a rabble rouser When
was 13 my parents, considering the fact

that I was getting suspended with great
regulanty, real/Jed I was never going tomake it in the Athol schools, and enrolledme in the Devereux Foundation in
Pennsylvania, which is a private reform
school without bars. A repair rather than
preparatory school. There were
physical obstructions to escape
many students, feeling the pain of
psychological terror inflicted both from
without and within, liberated themselves-
most returned, some didn't. It cost the
state, under Public Law 750, a fortune -
the tuition was in the neighborhood of 10
grand.

But if you rescind compulsory
education, the next thing to go would be
the child labor laws. Many kids would not
mingle with their peers, but would remain
under their parents' thumb, and-or boot
Many kids would stay inside and watch
TV all day. Regardless of how fucked
public school may be, it is a socializer it

gets children out into the world and
shows them that there is life beyond their
parents.

Lou's "Let the n;)rantc decide"

campaign
su

could

no
and

probably also garner
pport from people who are angry that

schools aren't racist enough, who don't
want their kids in public schools. There
are people in this society who realize that
the less people know the less they want
that ignorant people have lower ex-
pectations and are less dissension prone
arid would b« happy to ally themselves

-'

Wilson.

Wilson is like the man in Robert Frost's
Mending Wall" who says "good fences

make good neighbors," and wants the
future to be composed of children who
again like the Mending Wall man, "will
not go beyond his father's sayings."
Wilson is the kind of person who throws
rocks at school buses.
On the back page of Outfront it says

that Outfront was labeled a "communist
publication" at a Collegian staff meeting
which IS a complete lie because at the
meeting when it supposedly occurred
Outfront editor Britt Warren and Wilson
were not there - they based their ac-
cusation on hearsay.

Then, alchemists that they are they
change Collegian graphics department
staffer Phil Milstein into Phil Goldstein
and campus police officer Tucker into
State Trooper Ford.

Outfront has great potential, but it will
never be realized as long as Wilson and
his family continue to occupy its office
Free Church out of Outfront]

"Let the parents
Jim Paulin's column appears

Wednesday in the Collegian.
every

area is through means that would hurt it the
most: economic sanctions. Foreign in-
vestment is South Africa's basis of power -
to eliminate or modify this source would
severely damage its very basis of rule and
suppression over "its" people.

The United States can provide an example
for the rest of the world if it really wants to.
Let's see if this country can use its power in a
truly constructive manner by getting the hell
out of South Africa.

Greg Bryant is a Collegian Commentator

hgr&thg?><?77(.Ns

PEREGUIATE mo^Al GAS PRICES?'*

His allegations that the student towing
bill is being presented so rapidly that the
Senate has no time to review it is not
true. For one thing, last year at this time a
similar attempt was made by the stop
Amherst Towing people to have a
student towing service take over It never
made it to a vote because last year's
Senate with Jay Martus as co-president
kept finding technical reasons not to put
it up for a vote.

Jay's complaint that the Student
Senate should not be responsible for
student towing, but instead the university
administration should, is an equally in-
valid criticism. As of now the ad-
ministration is responsible for towing,
and who do we have but Amherst
towing? And if this is his position, then
many other organizations should similarly
be dropped and left to the administration,
for example, the student transit sen/ice.

What really didn't come across was
that the- Student Senate exists wholly for
the benefit of the student body. There are
close to 7000 signatures representing
student support for the bill. If the bill is

not blocked again for a technical reason I
don 't see how the senate would not vote
It in, considering the amount of support it
has.

Alan Wagner

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Carter presses Congress
to adopt his energy bi
WASHINGTON (UPI) President Carter
warned the public last night it is guzzling
energy at a rate that endangers the economy
and the nation s security, but said he will

veto any energy bills that do not meet his

standards of conservation, fairness and
economy
In a televised address to the nation, Carter

tried to whip uppublicsupportfortheenergy
package tied up m Congress, painting a grim
picture of the alternatives to a comprehen
sive national energy policy.

This is not a contest of strength between
the President and the Congress, nor between
the House and the Senate, ' Carter said in

noting that the two Houses are now tryingto
resolvevastly differing versions of his original

energy proposals, r

What IS being measured is the strength
and will of our nation —whether we can
acknowledge a threat and meet a serious
challenge together."
Peppering his speech with references to the

alleged desire of oil and gas producers for

"huge windfall profits," Carter noted that

Congress' failure to complete action on an
energy package had forced him to postpone
his projected world tour until "sometime
after Christmas."
Nonetheless, he reserved the right to veto

whatever legislation comes out of Congress
"I will sign theenergy bills only if they meet

these tests," he said, and listed three re-

quirements for energy legislation:

- That they be fair to both the American
consumers and to theenergy producers, and
that It not diirupt our national economy."
- That they be "designed to meet our im-

portant goals for energy conservation, pro-

mote a shift to more plentiful and permanent
energy supplies, and encourage increased"
energy production.

- That they protect "our federal budget
from any unreasonable financial burden."
"The excessive importing of foreign oil is a

tremendous and rapidly increasing drain on
our national economy," the president said.

"It hurts every American family ...

If this trend continues, excessive reliance

on foreign oil could make the very security of

our nation increasingly dependent or certain

energy supplies." He said every $5 billion

increase in oil im-

ports "costs us about 200.000 American
jobs."

Noting that oil prices to some extent are set

by foreign suppliers and are outside
American control, he added: "Our biggest
problem, however, is that we simply use too
much — and waste too much - energy."
It was Carters first nationwide address

devoted exclusively toenergyproblemssince

he introduced his energy policy proposals to

Congress April 20, and he took the occasion
to tell Americans they had donea poor job of
conservation in the interim.

"This summer we used more oil and
gasoline than ever before in our history," he
said. "More of our oil is coming from foreign

countries. Just since April our oil imports
have cost us $23 billion - about $350 worth
of foreign oil for the typical American fami-
ly"

Tuesday night's speech represented
Carter's effort to take a major personal hand
in lobbying for passage of the Houseapprov-
ed energy bills that closely reflect his own
taxbased conservation proposals. The
Senate scrapped many of his key provisions

and also voted to remove federal price con-
trols controls from natural gas despite his

veto threats.

Nonetheless, while pressing for congres-
sional action, the president seemed to take
special care to adopt a conciliatory tone
toward the legislators.

The choices facing the members of Con-
gress are not easy, " he said.

'For them to pass an effectiveand fair plan,

they will need your support and understan-
ding - your support to resist pressures from
a few for special favors at the expense of the
rest of us and your understanding that there
can be no effective plan without some
sacrifice from all of us.

"We should reward individuals and com-
panies who discover and produce new oil

and gas, " he said, "but we must not given
them huge windfall profits on their existing

wells at the expense of the American peo-
ple"

As Carter delivered his speech before
cameras and microphones in the Oval Office,

a contingent of congressional leaders watch-
ed It by invitation in the White House
Roosevelt Room across the hall.

"We must face an unpleasant fact about
energy prices, " he said. "Theyare going up,
whether we pass an energy program or not,

as fuel become scarcer and more expensive
to produce.

'

But he said he means to tight one type of
proposed price hike —the deregulation
sought by natural gas producers and the
Senate, which approved deregulation in its

version of the energy bill.

"Unfortunately," he said, "there are still

some who seek personal gain over the na-
tional interest"

'Thisenergy plan is a good insurance policy
for the future, in which relatively small
premiums we pay today will protect us in the
years ahead, " Carter said in urging support
for his proposals.

Kidnapping spreads worldwide
ROME \AP\ — The rich in Europe are in-

creasingly being forced to live with
bodyguards and take other safety measures
as the idea behind Italy's "Kidnapping, fric."

spreads to other countries.

The number of Italian kidnappings for
ransom in 1977 reached a record 63
yesterday when three armed men seized
Pietro Fiocci, a munitions factory owner and
town official in Lecco. They pushed him into

a waiting car as he left work in the northern
Italina town and drove away.
Monday an armed gang grabbed Duke

Massimiliano Grazioli as he toured his estate
near Rome The abductors demanded a $12
million ransom for the duke, who police said
failed to follow the cardinal rule of kidnap
prevention - vary your daily routine.

More significant than the number of Italian

kidnappings, now one more than the one-
year record set in 1975, is the fact that the
crime has spread elsewhere.
A few of the kidnappers in other countries

had political motives, but most of them
demanded, and got, high ransoms of the

order that has netted Italian abductors
millions of dollars a year. Italians were
suspected of involvement m some kid-

nappings in other countries.

Switzerland, long seen as a safe place, had
its first recorded kidnapping this year: that of
Graziella Ortiz, 5-year-old grandniece of
Bolivian tin king Antenor Patino. She was
freed on a $3 million ransom. Police said they
suspect Italian professionals were to blame.

In France, Luchino Revelli-Beamont, chief

executive of Italy's Fiat auto company in

Paris, was freed in July after 89 days in

captivity and payment of $2 million. A gang
of Argentines was arrested after his release.

French police are now trying to discourage
kidnappings by preventing ransom
payments.

The Netherlands had its first kidnapping in

the recent spate when real estate magnate
Maurits Caransa was seized Oct. 28. He
negotiated his own release last Wednesday
with a $4.16 million ransom and said he used
no bodyguard - though he suspected he
was being followed to avoid diverting a
potential kidnap to others in his family. Police

said his kidnappers spoke English 'with a
Mediterranean accent."

Police in Portugal blamed a gang of
Italians and Latin Americans for the kid-
napping of a Nicaraguan and a Canadian last

summer, the first such cases in recent
memory. They were freed with a $200,000
ransom.

In Spain, rich Basque industrialists have
long used bodyguards against the Basque
Land and Liberty terrorist group, which has
carried out kidnappings for both political

reasons and money. A radical leftist group
called Grapo joined in this year with the
abduction of two Spanish officials, later

released without bloodshed.
The latest kidnapping reported in Spain

was last Thursday, when a jeweler in

Salamanca was seized by four men. Police
said there seemed to be no political

motivation.

The main motive behind the kidnapping of
West German industrialist Hanns-Martin
Schleyer was political, with a band of Red
Army Faction terrorists demanding the
release of 11 prisoners. But the kidnappers
also demanded $478,000 in ransom. Schleyer
was killed Oct. 18 after 43 days.
The first victim of what came to be known

as Italy's Kidnapping Inc. was a Sicilian
baron, Francesco Agnello, abducted from his
home in 1955 for a 60 million-lire ransom,
worth nearly $100,000 at the time.
The new-found industry was generally

limited to Sicily and Sardinia in those early
years, but it moved to Italy's mainland in the
1970s.

Since the oil-wealthy family of J. Paul
Getty III paid a $2.7 million ransom in 1973,
the figures have been frequently near the $1
million mark. Getty was freed but had an ear
cut off

Authorities estimate over $60 million was
paid in the more than 200 kidnappings for
ransom in Italy until this year, while unofficial

estimates of ransomes paid so far this year
total nearly $16 million.

The victims are usually released unharmed
after a ransom is paid, but there have been at
least seven confirmed deaths at the hands of
kidnappers since 1970, the latest a Milan man
found in a lake Oct 8.
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LetStop& Shop
helpyou

Clean
your
carpets
forthe
holiday

Get rid of

^summer grit,

spruce up . .clean up. . . give

a new life to your carpeting.

Let Stop & Shop help you
cut cleaning costs with

"Carpet Magic". Get
professional results at a
fraction of the cost! It's

easy. Choose the equip-

ment most suited for your
carpet. . a large or small

shampooer, mild or strong

detergent. . .rent the equip-

mv3nt for a full 24 hours,

and enjoy clean, fresh

carpets the next
day. Be sure to

reserve early. A
"reservations

list" is being

compiled
at your

Stop&
Shop
now.

?rarpet^Aagi^^

sSm macV^^ne

and save...

^T'"Idi"'"

Regularly ^5
S1200 '^\oooSt

24 hour rental o^ our

"Steam Machine"
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Laundry
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box
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Golden Com Oil

Toothpaste
5 ounce
tube
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pliMargarine
^[-^ 1 lb. package
i^i^ qtr. lb. sticks

Grocery*
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. 89'
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44'

11 28
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I I
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natural chickens from Maine'
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FRESH, pure and natural Delirious
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Tender and delicious every time that s Stop t. Shop Great Beef
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"^ 69^

Turkey, Chicken

Meat Loaf or

Salisbury Steak ^

Ore Ida Dinner Fries

Chicken Croquettes "^."ST 79^

Gortons Fish Kabobs 'ir M "
Taste O Sea Fillet of Sole Dinner :.; 49^

Macaroni and Cheese "T.^t:^ 39^

Mrs. T's Potato Pierogies ',', 89'
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^^ cm
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Tropicana Orange Juice »' 49^
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Pillsbury Hungry Jack Biscuits 5 .,=?,, M
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Round Cheese Ravioli

Buitoni Lasagne or Manicotti

Italian Style Broccoli .
*.?;',

5 lb. Pkg. Richs Bread Dough
Welchs Donuts "rCiUi-.^^^
Snow Crop Orange Juice
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59^
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•/^' 69^ 49^

, bSkery over 150 treats from our ovens
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Fresh

Cranberries
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Carrots
1 pound
package

Stop & Shop Buttertop Bread 2 "»' »i
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IMnnenilates...
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HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Whafs Happening
WEDNESDAY,

f> .IVEMBFR 9, 1977

TODAY
SINGER'S WORKSHOP

Benzanson Recital Hall, (Rm. 248) FAC 5p.m. Five students from the "Techniques' inAfro-Amencan Vocal Music" course willperTorm.

WORKSHOP

Fun.r*
"^°^"*^ Scenario of Mankind's

fMrth!' ? P "" Campus Center 175. Forfurther information, contact: Shawne
Pponi

^°2 546-9146. Sponsored by Yo^^
People s Socialist League.

LECTURES

c.Z.
°'

''''\"!l?'^®
^'" ^^^ on his Olympic

experience 7:30 p.m SBA l?n QrsXJlI ^
by PE Major's Club^ '

^° Sponsored

- "Judaism and Christianity: Jesus forJews by Reuven Kimelman. 8 p.m. CampusCenter roorr^s 904-908. Sponsored by HiSel- Man as the Idol of God - the Bibiirfli
Grounding of Human Value" by ReubenKimelman. Porter Lounge, Ambers' Co^ege

COLLOQS

into thi n^i"^^'"
^'"^'°' ^°«^"? An inquiryinto the pragmatic aspects of literature. 7 30p.m. 3rd floor lounge Herter Hall Par-ticipants include Elizabeth Wissman-Bruw

Don^S°P
°^ ^"9'*^^ '' Amherst Collegl'Donald Freeman, professor of English at

lemon r
"*"""^'^' ««^"«^^ Pie^e andVernon Cronen, associate professors ofCommunication Studies at UMass, and AlanPnnc^ assistant professor of Lingu«?ics at

CONCERT
UMass Percussion Ensemble 8:15 p m in

the concen hall of the Fine Arts Center The
concert will be devoted to "Music of the
Americas ' and is jointly sponsored by the
Program in Latin American Studies and the
Department of Music and Dance

The

POETRY READING

^A^iHr^H^^^'^'.?'
P°®^' ^"^«^ and feminist,

Patterson Hall Hampshire College at 8 p.m.

no c^ L^
'^

^"r^'"^
*° ^"^^^ so there will beno smoking allowed in the lecture hall.

AN EVENING OF WOMEN'S VOICES

R
~

c"'
7°.'!'«" Po®»s; Dianne Wald, ZoeBest, Sue Wilkins. Presented by the Fine

no Q°^"'^" °^ ^'^^^""^ Hill-Central. Weds.n-9. 8:30 p.m., in Van Meter Lobby.

CONCERNS ^°'^0««0W
- Madrigal Singers will perform at 8 p m

bv rh2'22^"
"'''''^' ^«"' ''AC. Sponsoredby the department of music and dance

tK»
.
'^'c']!^ Shepp in concert at the FAC forthe benefit of the Che-Lumumba SchoSAlso featunng the Diana Ramos Dancesand poet Andrew Salkey. Tickets on s^?e aiMA. (-or more information call 545-2145.

DAILY
STOCKBRIDGE PHONATHON
The Stockbridge School of Agriculture is

holding an Alumni Phonathon this week for
the Stockbndge Alumni Association. Stock-bndge students are urged to donate their free
time from 6 to 10 p.m. in Memorial Hall,
bandwiches, beer, and soda will be provided
f-or further information contact the Stock-
bridge Senate Office, SUB 432

B^Nfll 6'RITH HILLEL PRESEN fS:

REUVEN KIMELMAN
flSS'T PROF. OF NEAR EASTERN

PND JUDAIC STUDIES AT BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

speaking on:

''JUDAISM and CHRISTIANITY,
JEWISH ATTITUDES TOWARD JESUS."

WED. NOV. 9 at 8:00 P.m.

CC 904-908 FREE

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

'Pormerly Sooth China)

^ 5« ai * i^

Mandarin Szerhuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
ll:3«a.m.-I0:00p.in

n:3l>a.in.-ll:Mp.m.

WITH ORCHESTRAThe
Jeffrey Ballet

Mon.-'Hiur.

Fri -Sun.

Specials

i-UNCHEON $1.25 & ui

DINNER *39S

main course choics of
Szechuan Spiced Chicken

or
Sweet ft Sour Shrimp

Dinner includes spare rib
•ggrole. chicken wing, fried
"ce e hot and sour shrimp

Mon, Wed 5:00-8:00 pm

Ichertown R
• 9, Amherst
256-0251

256-0252

#

Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students-

$3.50, 3, 2.50. Other
students and senior

citizens-$6, 5, 4.

Tuesday. November 15

VIVA VIVALDI! (Arpiro)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY FAS DE DEUX
(Balanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday. November 16
AS TIME GOES BY (Tharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpmo)
PAS DES DEESSES (Joftrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday, Novembei 17
KETTENTAN2 (Arpino)

RODEO (de Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
FINE ^TS CENFER CNCERT HAL

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 94
& All Ticketron Locations.

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER fl
,
1Q77,

|L-iEP HZ
I Thcr* n

} ^Therg IS• differetut t§i

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VSKT • SAT

<X<r broad r»r»ge of programs provides an umbrel'd of testing know how
that cnaWcs uj to offer the be»t preparation available, oo rr^attcr which
course It taken Over 3a years of experience and success Small classes
Votomlnows home study materials Courses that are constantly updated
Permar>»nf centers, open days, evenings and weekends an ^ftar
Completa tape facilities for review of class lessons cmd ior use of
supplamantary matena's AAakeups tor missed lessons at our centers

'parH now for WintfM exdt'is
LSAT GRE GM.AT OCAT

ClAStiS IN AMMCNtT
Cal« totteM for Into
M Nuntln«to<« Ave
•oeier* MA CB11«

«IM«IS1S0
Oulsidr NV Siiif Onu
CALL TOLL FnCC

800^2219840

DUCATIONAI CEf

TEST PRCPARAT
SPCCI4LISTS SINCC

Cefllfv in M.lj«r II S f'.fifi

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9153 MO'JNTAIN FARMS MAUsio^ jijj Roure9-MAOttY mass

AMii t2.S0-Starft«li «Mii AMC Caril $2 00-CMdreR II75 Tm bt. Show AMts ft StadaaVirso]
Special EntagenMNts Eiduded

SPtij

A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
TIIE AcnaN

W»d. tlt«,t:30
TwUha ahow tickets 5: IS/1.go

Aiongameago nagaJaxy/ar /aras-v^y^

JAMES
BONO oor

r

THE SPY
WHO
LOVED

Wad. at 6:00. 8:30
Twi-lha show tickata 5:»/1.8)

Iff

MunMKnvm
mMui
BHUi vounaitesee

m
Wad. at 6:00. 8:30
Twi-IKa show tickata 530/1 .50

YOUAREJUHMfT
TOUVEOME.

Starts Fri.

**^ T^u« .^•^^••" tha Unas. 6:16. 8:x|

Wad. at 6:30, 8:30
Twi-lita show tickata 6:00/1.50

Fri.. Sat., Sun
1 :00 Cr 3:00. all aaats $1.25

[The ENTIRE 'pcawi;ts"gan6

vr-7

ALL NeW!

•€•
IP«r Yo«r Llf«

CImHI«
Id Br#wnl

Ji'|IH<'I.V|l|li«il|.N:iiJ:1^4i^i.!:li^1ll»i>H!l.lVltiJ'iU>BI I'ltH.I/.^Jnn

CELEBRATION

tf BIS SOB .

Choosa ona of thaaa
Midnlta ahows
Fri. £r Sat

all saats
$2 00VMZAPDS

PQ

PC

W^

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p m thqpe days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

imiLi:iT.i*iJ:«»yTn

n
Boyden basement holds

Outward Bound program
There will be a presentation on the Out-

ward Bound program tonight at 8:15 in
Boyden basement, room 17.
Outward Bound philosophy, history and

teaching styles will be discussed by two
instructors from the Hurricane Island Out-
ward Bound School. A film on all the Out-
ward Bound schools in the country will be
shown.
Should be of interest to prospective

teachers.

Five college Interterm trip

Is scheduled for Japan
The Five-College Center for Asian Studies

IS organizing a three-week trip to Japan, Dec.
29 - Jan. 19, open to students and the
general public.

The group is scheduled to arrive In Tokyo
by Japan Air Lines in time to welcome the
New Year, Japan's biggest and most festive

'

holiday. At no time of the year is Japan more
Japanese - with everyone dressed in their
native finery.

The itinerary also includes a week in
Kyoto, the ancient capital, and side trips to
the temples of Nara and Kamakura, the
Grand Shrine at Ise, the Tokugawa
mausoleum at Nikko, the pottery and craft
museums and shops at Kurashiki, and the
great castle at Himeji.

Accommodations will be in temples, youth
of New York and Tokyo.

Collegian 15

/i44^iien^

WED NOV 9

GEORGE & GRECORYI

THURS NOV 10

ANDY PRATT &
FAT

FRI & SAT

NOV n & 12

FATE

EVERY SUNDAY

WIDESPREAD

DEPRESSION

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Deadline for applications is Nov 15
Applicants should send their name, address
and phone number, along with a $100
deposit, payable to Miyazaki Travel to Prof
Tyler-Asian Studies Program-Amherst
College- Amherst, Ma. 01002. The balance of
the money will be due Dec. 1, along with the
participant's passport. For more information
call the center mornings at 542-2242.

Woman's workshops offered
at Health Services Center

Women's health workshops for dormitory
and campus groups, offered through
University Health Services, give women an
opportunity to take time away from studies
and learn about their bodies.
Women's health is more than anatomy.

There are emotional aspects involved in

sharing experiences of personal relevance
with friends.

VVomen's health covers a broad range of
topics including vaginal ecology, men-
struation, contraception, and pelvic and
breast exams. The workshops also stress
ways women can become activated par-
ticipants in their health care.

Ellen Miller-Mack, a Health Center nurse
practitioner, emphasizes that the workshops
also provide an exciting opportunity to
explore preventive activities and how women
can better care for themselves.

Each workshop is tailored to meet group
needs. Educational aids brought to the work-
shops include: Betsi, used to demonstrate
breast self-exam; Gynny, a pelvic model, a
slide-tape show on vaginal ecology, and a
variety of other handouts. The models are
good for stimulating questions and en-
couraging active participation, but the
specific content is really the group's
decision.

To sponsor a women's health workshop
for your dormitory or campus organization,
call the Division of Health Education at 549-
2671, ext. 181.

Smith College sells

Firestone Tire stock
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. [UPf] - Smith

College has decided to sell its Firestone Tire
Co. stock because of questions surrounding
the firm's dealings in South Africa.
A spokesman for Smith says the school

sold $688,000 worth of Firestone stock
because school officials weren't satisfied
with the company's explanation of why it

built a new plant near racially segregated
housing in South Africa.
"We did not sell the stock because Fire-

stone was not being socially responsible, but
because they didn't get us the information
we needed to make a decision," said spokes-
man Ann Shanahan.
"The location of a new Firestone plant

next to a segregated housing complex in
South Africa was of particular concern to the
college," she said. The school's investment
committee sold the stock after student
demonstrations against Firestone last spring.

Mrs. Shanahan said three other companies
whose stock constitutes $17.2 million of
Smith's stock portfolio were not dropped
because they gave satisfactory explanations
of their South African dealings. Those
companies were international Business
Machines, Caterpillar Tractor and General
Motors.

Neighboring Amherst College decided last

month to keep its $20 million worth of stock
in companies with South African holdings,
saying racist policies could best be changed
by pressuring the companies to work for an
end to the apartheid policies in South Africa.

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galany 500 Fofd $700 527 6746

71 Honda CL360. Goodlihape Cheap 546
1092

1969 lot I

B
Scout 4WD Solid 253 i)394

VW Notchback '64 New brakes clutch,
and more $450 to' more info call 527
5659

Tires-3 tiros Ounlop steel belted radials,

size 155 14 Excellent condition Best
offer 253 5487

The rates are Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 4oc per line
per day; 30 consecutive nubtishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

.iJ:H>MH'jimw!i^pw^i Miimti
n/DERS WANTED

presents

THERAMONES
Wed. Nov. 1

6

ureat running Votks. »125 or B 549
1602

1970 Toyota Corolla Engine b other parts
' car for sale 549 1399 Larry

1970 Pontiac Bonneville Convertable
" "wer everything new paint, AM FM
Best offer 665 3082 after 4p m

1970 Good cond

71 Honda CB3S0. real good cond , strong
bike $400 takes it Call 263-5054 Jim eve

69 Ford Window Van for "sale
Wechanically good, rebuilt engine Asking
$1,200 617 249 3338in Atbol.

Free puppy b supply. 3mo fern retriever-

setter trained to good home 253-7367

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn ICall
Dennis Delap, 256 8732 9 10a rr.

FLY TO FLORIPA FOR THANKSGIVINGI
Six seat private plane going Nov 20 to
Nov 26 Round trip cost S150 each For
info call Jason 546-1041 Notify by Nov
121

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service - Best in rock thru disco.
Monitor Music, 546 4731, Rea.

Wanted Immediately Black male actor
CJII584 3994Cst inNHamp

LOST
TO SUBLET

70 Audi loots
545 1387

4D StdR T .Vg Cond

1 fern, wanted for own rm m 2 bdrm apt
Isf month FRfFi S130iitil inci Caria 549
1741 f^vcs '.• mile f'oni campus Bus

Wallet in Blue Wall Rosemary 5-4207

SERVICES

496VW Squareback
.'887

1974 Vega Hatchback. Very good con
!''in Andrea rail eve 546 9870

958 219 Mercedes Body very good^t
"1 plus 219 '959 parts car many extras

' ;J00 Of Best offer call 665 2202

64 Valiant Gud eng . new starting
. tvfm Np(>(Is some work $100 Call

<fi9 4979 K

66 Ford cusi Good cond New oil pump
•'HHs bati $350 or B 546 5920

MOTORCYCLES

FOR RENT

trans

. 2VolVO pJ'' "fd b6b 4384

n Chev Mal.bu CL 3S0 Ue 56,900 miles
. lew parts, runs well SI 760 price
• ..hi.' CjI" ),)npt 549 3509

1970T250 Su/uki Clean good
plenty of pep $200 Ron 546 5187

fOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%ii'i TENNIS SHOES'
Mtjn 3 Larl.eb (.diikds b leather Rt-y S18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

if you don't want to be locked into a 10 oi
12 months lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two bedrms Townhouse and garden units
starting at $195 plus utilities Call
SOUTHMEADOW 256 0166 for more
(((•tails

Lost cat, orange, large & very fluffy Last
s»en Oct 26 Arnold Rd Pelham
Reward 256 8082 545 2780

AUDIO

Technics SA5270 RCVR, Sanyo RD5056
Cissdk Infinity Qa spkrs Less than 3
mos old Best offer 546 4 132

Collegiate rasaarch paper* Thousandaoft
file All academic sub/ects Sernl !, f«r
mail order catalog Boi(2S918 2 Lot
Angeles. Calif 90025 (213) 477 8474.'

Volvo repairs and maintenance AH
and models, low prices Jack 586-0810.

Expert typing, only $ 40*^age Call after 6
Mon Thurs

. 256 8484

2 bedroom apt near UM st.irt'

:'S3 988b
1) Ian Call

WANno

Save Levi Jeans All si/es

Sf.ils 549 630S,iftP- R
stereo. VW

Salesmen needed tur on campus s.iies
G.-ncrous I ommiisions Call 69669 or
696fS4

B3SE&yTfrrn

Pioneer KP 500 i,(XJer warranty $110 or
H K-iyiri h 9363 Mus t sell

CALCUIATORS

College Calculators offers low price £» fuh
sofv/Hf All models avail T159 S226 58-

$99 95, 51 S49 95 HP s e Commodores
avail Models from SI 5 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at
CoHf'ge Calculators. 549 1316

BIRTHDAY CAKES!51' All occasion cakes
beauiifijily flecorated to order on 2 days
'int.. e Delivery available Call Laune 546
9576

PHOTOGRAPHY P"a7s^r t Tn"d 7^
plication photos done Portraits in time foi

Christmas BbW or color service .ri

struction by arrangement Reasonable
pr.ces for high quality work Contact
Stpvpn 546 9653 nights only

IUlimill'lllT'T,1IIMI4i'H^lllli.Jf,HlH> IMI.HH.,MllilllllJU!tii..iiji.ijn.iiirji iii i „ ,. i . i i i.f^<t im<iii.
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Notices

in Nor-

ALCONOL GROUP FORMING
Room to Move is offering an on go.no group

Aeeklv for those people wanting to deal with alcohol
and alcohol related problems Call 546 0400 for infoARBOR AND PARK MAT CLUB

Monthly meeting. Farley Lodge. 7 p.m., tonight
Club election speaker Peter Childs
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonight at 7 pm ,n Hasbrouck 44 Please
bring any telescope and accessory cataloguet youmay have
CHESS

The UMass Chess Club will meet tonight in CC 16'>

COFFEEHOUSE
Free coffeehouse on the 12th floor of Kennedy from

9 om til 1 am Featured will be Vm Mitchell and
Marty Schreiner, and Wayne Burns. Refreshments
will be served
COIN CLUB

Meeting tonight at People s Institute
thampton at 7 15
CUSP

meeting 7 30 p.m - 304 Tobin all Psych un-
dergrads welcome
DANCE WRITERS

important meeting at the Below the Salt office
tonight at 7

DISCUSSION WORKSHOP
Topic: 'Socialist Scenario of Mankind's Future"

introduced by V Holesovsky For members and
sympathizers of Young Peoples Socialist League-
Social Democrats, USA. Wed. Nov. 9 at 7:30 p.m. CO

POOD AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS MAJORS
curriculum meeting Wed

, Nov 9 Draper 227 7 00
p m
FOUND

teeth retainer, at the F,ne Arts walkway Thurs
Nov 3 Pick up at Information Desk in CC.

- tan colored Levi corduroy lacket Jacket was left
in Lewis House a while ago Call 6-5433
LOST

green backpack with red stains in the Biuewall
Sat night Need contents badly Reward 546-2716 or
leave by CC Information Desk

a blue nylon knapsack taken in CC store from
book shelves Must have blue loose leaf notebook
Leave at information Desk in CC or call Cathy 6-5502

Reuven Kimelman, Assistant
Professor of Near Eastern and Judaic
Studies at Brandeis University will be
speaking today in the Campus Center.

Prof, of Near Eastern and
Judaic Studies will speak

Reuven Kimelman, former five-college
professor of Judaic Studies and presently an
assistant professor of near Eastern and
Judaic Studies at Brandeis University, will be
speaking today at 8 p.m. in Campus Center
904-908, on "Judaism and Christianity:
Jewish Attitudes Toward Jesus."
Kimelman did his undergraduate work at

Columbia University and received a masters
degree at the Jewish Theological Seminary.
Yale University awarded Dr. Kimelman with a
second masters degree as well as a doc-
torate. He has held fellowships from the
Jewish Theological Seminary as Fellow in

Talmud, The Danforth Foundation as Kent
Fellow and the National Foundation for
Jewish Culture.

Kimelman has written in general and
scholarly publications including: "Judaism,"
"Response," "The Jewish Spectator,"
"Religion 1969," "Dimensions," and
"Commentary." He wrote "Rabbi Yochanan
of Tiberias: Aspects of the Social and
Religious History of Third Century
Palestine," soon to be published.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Fried Fish Plate, Lazy
Golompki; Basics, Rice and Cheese
Stuffed Cabbage, Fried Fish Plate.
DINNER - Pot Roast, Swiss Turkey

Sandwich, Basics, Barley Soybean
Casserole, Swiss Turkey Sandwich

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Cheeseburgers, Liver and

Onions, sherberts special; basics,
begeyable Chow Mein, Golden Burgers
DINNER - Chicken Cacciatore, Meat-

balls; Basics, Chicken Cacciatore, Lentil
Loaf

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 9, 1977
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 9^ 1977,

STflTIONflRY

ISRAELI DANCING NOT HlLLEL\
Wednesdays, Cape Cod Lounge, 7 30-9 30 p m

Teaching and requests Beginners first hour advanced and requests, second hour All invited
MIDDLE EAST STUDENT SOCIETY MESS'

rTieeting tomorrow at 320 Cliffside, Sunderland at

^mc'V^ o^n,ct^o 665 2837 tor more information
ROISTER DOISTER DRAMA SOCIETY

after show meeting todey, at 5 p.m in CC 175
Slides from Tom Jones will be shown. All persons
interested in working on next semester's show should
attend

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
meeting of members and interested non-members

305 Holdeworth. 7 pm
, Nov 9. Freshmen and

sophomores are encouraged to attend
SPECTRUM

artists and writers - please come pick-up work
submitted last year If old submussions are not taken
by December, -hey will be discarded. CC 104 M-FSTUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM

This week's meeting will be in CC 802 at 8 p m Next
week we will meet in CC 901 Those interested in
discussion of the philosophy of Ayn Rand are invited
to attend Also, plans for the Dec 1 showing of "The
Fountainhead" will be discussed
STUDENT UNION GALLERY

Presents A painting exhibition by The Guild of
Boston Artists. Mon Nov. 14 - Fri

, Dec 2 Painting
demonstration, date and time to be announced
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Publicity committee meeting tonight. Everyone
must attend to organize publicity Staff for the up-
coming concerts Be prompt
USA MTA

general membership meeting Weds Nov 9 12051pm. SBA 116 An MTA Representative will be at
this meeting to answer all questions concerning the
upcoming election
BOTANY SEMINAR

The department of botany seminar speaker for
tomorrow is Dr R Sparks, His topic will be
Recombinant DNA Research in Plants", Sparks is an

Assistant Geneticist at the Connecticut Experience
Station ,n New Haven, Morrill Science Center
Auditorium, 4:30 p m Coffee will be served at 4 p m

HALLMARK EATON CRANE
AT

A.J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St.

CLERK OF COURTS
Applications are now being accepted for the paid

position of Clerk of Courts in the Student Judiciary.

Duties include assisting judges, training new judges.
Keeping case records, assigning cases.

Applications due Monday, November 14 at 4 p m
Room 422, Student Union.

The SAG is an equal opportunity
affirmative action employer

—Student Government Association —

n« AND AUTOMOTIVf CfHllHi SPECTACULAR
E

VOlCO tSELL
We wan r to be your favorite store

5 RIB POLYESTER
WHITEWALLS

Priced From

4 FOR
*78

E78 14

SAVE »6 TO »30
ON A SET OF FOUR

7 RIB POLYESTER PREMIUM VI
WHITEWALLS OR BLACKWALLS

5176 4 FOR EACH F r T

PRICE EACH

E78 14 S78 00 JI9 50 $2 23
f78 14 88 00 22 00 2 37
G78 14 88 00 22 00 2 53
M78 14 98 00 24 50 2 73
6001 15 78 00 19 50 1 81
G78 15 88 00 22 00 2 59
M78 15 98 00 24 50 2 79
L78 15 98 00 24 50 3 09

All i.j •> plus < • t •ach & old ti re

Qoori'itiei Limited In Some Sn«i

WHTTEWALLS OR BLACKWALLS
Pric«d From

4FOR

A78 13

SAVE »26 TO »82
ON A SET OF FOU«

HEAVY DUTY
POWER 48
BATTERY

18
rE«chooge

• Oroupt 22F. 72
. Fm mo«» compact & tome mid jiie cor»

STANDARD A lUXUtY CAR SIZIS
RKDUCfD TO $34 sa

. Oeli.en up to 450 cold cronfcmg AMPS
ond up to 135 minute* of fitnm
copocity (Group 27)

•ATTfRY POST PROTECTORS 97< P,

2 FOR| 8 OZ

STP GAS TREATMENT

POR-OO
LIMIT 2

coupon

DELCO O^ MOTORCRAfT
TUNE-UP KITS

44

each & old lire

Helpt cleon dirty

corburetors

FRONT END ALIGNMENT

PREMIX WINDSHIELD T
WASHER .^

/

79^ i^ili

SHOCK ABSORBERS
ORIOINAl

EOUIfMINT QUAUTY

2 FOR
1288
Moit U 5 Corj

INSTALLED

• Improves handling ond
iteering rciponi*

• Quality with economicol
pricet

323 s-r*-
Let our eipen mechanic*

• ADJUST ond check coner
• ADJUST ond check comber
• ADJUST ond check toe
• INCLUDES air conditioned corj

tornon bar od|oifment entro. if needed

T»m« Paymoni and
Layaway Plana Ai^allabla

AP 16

• Powerful tound • Slide bar control

EXPCRT INSTAUATION AVAILAHI

SHOP DAILY: 10 AM to 9:30 PM

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL

lUV WITN CONnOfNCf

SATISMCTION CUAaANTiiO!

ntiicKHv n iM«ii 114)1) Ki^mii

ROUTf 9 HADLEY

DOONKSBLKY i>y (larry Triidcaii
(-'olie tjian 17

ntc/tY, Alan.

I GOT THE KJD! njpi.

1 YOU fiEADY LET'S
' W 60? Dom
''^^^ \
'^^y^i»;^-,/j^f

^^^M^'fl^ ^ L y^BoiQ

'^-^Ute"

I<1?CT pBfe
I r^

EaCH UPSETT IS A STlJPBm.
NOTA BRJUIANTblWem NOT
£VBV A P/mnjLAKlY eiFTEP
0N£. HE IS. HOmvEM, TYPtCAL

.

EfuCH, ttMT's we
\ / TOPICAL STUDtm

UKB mse DAYS''

UM.. i/ueiL, I ounNO. nes
UK£.. UH.

. AH ALL-APOUND
6UY.. YOU KNOW. JUSTA
neooLAK pensoN, eoes

j^.A, TO A LOT OF MOV/es
i /^ "} ^^ STUFF.

IS ERICH'S

POKTRAITA
FAIR ONE?
L*/EU,ABC
NEVJSMU.
8e..\

ftOLue.

CAN UJEltB
TOO Genius
NOW? QLARE

FWMiOUR.

Your Birthdau By Stella Wilder

B.C. by lohnny Kart

BWMf^fe CAST.

'SWEAR OU, >C?UR

6'RANDiW7rHEI^

PEANLTS by Charles Sthuiz

'^^Ei^5TUpiFcAT^^
IT'S sTAirriNa to snow
SEE ALL THE
SNOUFLAKES ?

But YOU'RE 50 STUPIP
VOU PROBABLY PONT
EVEN KNOW WHAT A
SNOWFLAhfE L0OK5 LIKE.'

P^7

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

tl^'

) ° =

o

^ T"^ J

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 9 - Bom today, you are
practical, resourceful and
able to deal with a variety
of people and situations. At
times you feel in over your
head, but generally you
are confident of your abil-
ity to handle whatever
comes up. You don't "hog"
responsibility, however,
and usually insist that all

those involved in projects
with you take their turn at
the helm to prepare them
for a time when you may
be unable to be in charge.

Most of those who know
you respect and admire
you. Those who don't are in
the minority, and are usu-
ally avoided by the majori-
ty Beware, therefore, that
you don't start thinking too
highly of yourself. You are,
usually, wise enough to
catch yourself when this
happens. Fortunate in hav-
ing so many virtues, you
should not find success dif-

ficult to attain.

You enjoy your associa-
tions with people, finding
in your fellow human be-
ings all the excitement you
could want. You amuse
yourself with a study of
other people's motives and
consequent behavior, but
never at their expense, for-
you are very careful to

keep such quiet studies to
yourself. You are open,
eager, always enthusiastic
to undertake new projects.
Seldom saying no to re-
quesu from others.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
correaponding paragraph.
L«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY. NOVEMBER

10

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
Noir.21) - Be cofiaervative
on preaent-day iasues. De-
clare your purpoM before
Mttlng out to work.
8AOITTARIU8(Nov.22-

Dec.21) - Recognition
Bould come today if you
•fare your knowledge with
another. Promises are
kept at evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - You can accom-
plish more than you had
planned today if you stick
to your schedule and
refuse to be hindered.
AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-

Feb.18) - A sudden change
in another's plans causes
considerable alteration of
your own. Don't dispute
the facts.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - You should get along
well with friends of
friends. It's important that
you enter the scene realiz-
ing this.

ARIES( March 21-ApriI
19) - (^urb impulses to
speculate, especially with
other people's money Di-
rect attention elsewhere in
a hurry.

TAURUS! April 20-May
20) - Early morning moodi-
ness may keep you from
gaining the most from a
day that has more to offer
than you know.
GEMINI! May 21-June 20)

- Gose friends who under-
stand and sympathize with
you are to be welcomed
today. Money matters to
be discussed at evening.
CANCER(June 21-July

22) - Both mind and body
need avenues of expression
now. Don't exercise one at
the expense of tlie other.
LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22) -

Success in profession
should not be as long in
coming as you feared. Be
prepared to make another
decision to further career.
VIRGO (Aug.2a^Sept.22) -

Happiness does not neces-
sarily mean security. You
should be able to know joy
even in the midst of certain
basic wants.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) •

Your restlessness and an-
ticipatory nature makes it

easy to pull the wool over
your eyes today Have a
care.

finjii^t. itn. uwmm
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LM by Marty iMaceda
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DISTRESS^

ACROSS

1 Be full

5 Asa
companion
of

9 Tuck
14 Buffalo of

India

1 5 Opinion
16 Forward

movement
1 7 Small boys
18 Of language
20" this

monr»ent"

21 Sp article

22 Surgical
threads

23 Furnish new
equipment

25 Records the

speed of

27 Flower
extract; Var

29 Was a guide
30 Method
34 Acknowledge
36 Beguiled
38 Waffle

additive:

Var.

39 WW-II
group:

2

words
42 It. coins:

Var
43 Flight unit

44 Took on
food

45 French
state

46 Heart

47 Tranquil
49 Did some

gardening
51 Buttresses
54 Kitchen

accessory
58 Fiber knot
60 cap
61 Kind of

triangle

63 Diminutive
suffix

64 Harmonize
65 German

king
66 Predatory

onset
67 Gas pipes

68 Conjunction
69 Weaver's

reed

DOWN
1 Genghis
Khan
follower

2 Blot out

3 Epoch
termination:
4 words

4 Maladjusted
person

5 Volition

6 Blockhead
7 Physical
property: 2

words
switch
9 Insects
10 Color
1

1

Against

12 Opposed
Dial
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13 Papers 37 Plant new

marked seed
"paid- 38 Punishment
Abbr medium

19 Secondhand 40 Corrode
24 Discussions 41 Command to

26 Press. TV. a dog
etc. 46 Gazelle

28 Robot 48 Fanciers
drama 49 Deals out

30 Missing in 50 Greek letter

action 52 Bind again

Abbr 53 Shabby
31 Serving to 54 Metrip unit

adorn 55 Latvian city

32 Tubular 56 Preface to

passage culture

33 Foil's rela- 57 Next in

tive order
34 Stare at 59 Menial
35 Habeas cor- worker

pus, eg 62 In noway

ALIMIMM FOIL by Steve latler

(T'5 YOUR TURN TO
SELECT AN AlBuM,

6ENB PICKS OUT ONE
OF H15 FAVORITE RE-
CORDS

THE CLUf^SY g£NB
DROfe THE NEEDLE
BYm>STAKE/J

DOWN ON TME record.
DUST WSRTICLES FLEE IN

TERROR

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 •

1
9 10 II 12 "

14 15 1^

\7 18 19

20 21 "
23 24 25 26 ^^^^H
HHI27 28 29 '° 31 3? 33

3* 35 37 w
39 r40 41

42 m"
^^44

4S 46 47 48

llHiHHiH^'' . g 51 52 53

•>* 55 56 57

m-
59 60

6' 62 6J

6*

i
65 66

67 68 JV
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Collegian Pizza Bowl
Circle Team you think will win

Ties are losses
UMass
Harvard

UConn

Arkansas

Clemson
Oklahoma

Washington

Purdue

Browns
Patriots

Giants

Bengals

vs.

vs.

New Hampshire

Yale

<
<

<

CO

CO

CO

...

URI

Texas A&M
Notre Dame

VS. Colorado
vs. use
vs.

vs.

vs.

vs.

Michigan

Steelers

Dolphins

Buccaneers

vs. Vikings
|

I

I

I
W.nner ,s determined by person who picks most games correctly In case of ti«w.nner .s person commg closest to picking score of UMass game

UMass UNH
I

I

I
If still tied, winner will be drawn

! >.«o"n?ari'dr«,'?h!"r"ir'" "c"'"" ="" ""PK'V.es En„i mi, one per

I
^r'dav

CoMeg,.n Spons Desk. 101 Cempus Center, by 5 p m.

i Ple^aTani's""'
""" ""'" "'"' '"'' ' *'""" "" """" "' '^"^ HIDEOUT. 103 N

I

i NAME
I

ADDRESS

i
PHONE

Ex-UMass hoop star
plays 'musical guards'

DETROIT \UPI\ - Al Skinner is the latest
entrant in the Detroit Pistons' game of
musical guards'.
Four guards capable of starting and only

two starling positions is what annoyed Kevin
Porter to the point of public discontent. Even
Chris Ford, who started most of the time,
was upset about playing time.

But Kevin Porter was the most vocal
complainer, showing open contempt for
Coach Herb Brown of the Pistons after being
taken out of games last season, and even
though his temper tantrums have subsided
he still wanted to be traded.
Monday he was, along with forward

Howard Porter, no relation, and an amount
of money suspected to be equal to the
forward's salary. They went to the New
Jersey ISJets for Skinner and two second
-ound draft choices Detroit will get the picks
one at a time over the next two drafts.
Whather Skinner, an ex-UMass star, can

handle being an interchangeable part with
Ford. Ralph Simpson and Eric Money will be
seen m another month or two. after he's
adapted to the change
Brown seems to have adopted a "harmony
or else" policy this season. Money

Jisregarded a defensive instruction in a

recent game, was pulled out and never
returned. The coach followed that loss to
Atlanta with a public notice he was not going
to play any "mind games" with his players.

Skinner may be able to match up at small
forward against some players and could be
the big defensive guard the club has sear-
ched for. The Nets got help they were
looking for, too.

Howard Porter, 29, was Detroit's No 3
scorer with a 13.2 average last season while
the playmaking Kevin, 27, was fourth in theNBA with a 7.3 assist average despite his
sporadic playing time last season. Skinner
25, averaged 12.6 points a year ago.

"I think it's bette-- for the organization and
I m ready to go to New Jersey," Kevin Porter
said. "They're talking about playing me 44 or
45 minutes a game. They're willing to add
some years to my contract, and, hopefully it

will lengthen my career."
New Jersey is getting the playmaking

guard it has sought for some time in Kevin
Porter, who came to Detroit from
Washington for Dave Bing and a first- round
draft choice m 1975. He led the NBA in
assists with the Bullets.
Howard Porter was unhappy playing

behind Margin Barnes at forward for Detroit

PIZZARAMA
of Amherst 3B8 College St

You VB tried the rest, noyv try the Best.

Open «n-Thur8 11 -1AM
Frl, Sat 1 1 - 8AM

For Fast FREE Delivery call 253-3808

SAVEONTIRES. Inc. route 9. man \ ss ?,":::rrr;
>mpion

I llmUm^ Whol«tcl« to the public

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
Sfnr\ V~ ^J"^^ ^y '"•^^^ U.S. Tire

^I?K^.
^°°<*y««^ Lee. Firestone.

Seiberhng. Armstrong, and manymore

SIZE

600x12

600x13

A78x13

TYPE

Alliance Sno White

LaHarve Sno White

Goodyear Black

A78x13 Goodyear While

B78x13 Zenith Snow Power BIk

878x13 Cuatom Snow White

C78x13 Custom Snow White

C78x13 Fife TAC Black

700x13 Qoodyr Black

SAUnWE

J0.95
22.95

17.95

20.95

20.95

2495
24.95

27.95

24.95

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES
AMtHICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS

BY'^IRbT QUALITY MADE
ARMSTRONG, WMITEWALL
S»« SAUFRKf

DR78X14 39.95
ER78X14

1 40.95
FR78X14 43.95

C 78x1 4 Cualom Snow White

C 78x1 4 LMMagne QrIp White

E 78x1^4 Zenith Snow Power BIk

F78x14 Lee Mag Oripjiik

F78x14 Lee Mag Grip Wht

F78x14 Zenith Snow Power 0lk

F78x14 Fire T4C Bell BIk

G78x14 Lee Magna Grip BIk

G78x14 Lee Magna Grip White

G78k1 4 Zenith Snow Power BIk

078x14 Fire TAG White Blem

H78x14 Lee Magna Grip BIk

H78x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk .

H78x14 Fire TAG White Blem

560x15 Pirelli (VW) Black

600x15 Pann Mud* Snow White

685x 1 5 Fira. TAG Minl/Sport BIk.

F78k15 FIra TAC White Blam

G78k15 Zanlth Snow Powar BIk.

G78«15 Zanlth Snow Power White

H78k15 Laa Magna OfIp BIk

H78k1 5 Zenith Snow Power BIk

^^•«|5 FIra TAC White Blam

J78x1 5 Fire TAC Balt^Blk. Bm
L78x 1 5 Saiberling Sno White

L78x 1 5 Fira TAC Belt White

24.95

27.95

25.95

26.95

30.95

26.95

31.95

30.95

32.95

26.95

31.95

32.95

29.95

35.95

20.95

24.95

26.95

29.95

28.95

30.95

33.95

29.95

3595
37.95

33.95

39.95

GR7ax14

HR78X14

GR78X15

HR78X15

LR78X15

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
^'^^ TYPE S«l( Ptta
BB78.13 Fife Bun S.lent Bl.^
EB^».u le^siwdi:::

—

FR78i»«

GR78i14
<•* Siud Lms

M«7ei14
FifP TPtr. w

GH'8«15
IttStuflteM

HB?8i»5
Iff Stuo L«|t

_Lef Stud L«fi
L R;8i IS *•'« rac w

3«9S
47»5
4aas

5195
MfS
MIS
MtS
49.N

METRIC SNOW RAOIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUO-LESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE
145x13 $33.95
155x13 $37.95
165113 $39.95
165x14 $43.9$
165x15 $42.95

Plua Taiea

IZE TYPE

fuldiStud L«

•uid« Slud L»M

r«C Bk

SAlEmo

44.65

24.65

37.65

35.65

MICHELINXMAS
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES PLUS F E TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP
SNOW'S

Sun - Th u rs

Frl, Sat

8PM to 1 AM
5PM to 2AM

ANY SIZES

MIDWAY BETWEEN
AMMEPtST * NORTHAMPTON

15.95 PLUS
TAXES

Hadley
C«nl*r

\

RTE. 9

-XJ SAVEONTIRES rCooiidg*
Bndflt

CALL 253-3808
J

SAVE-ON-TIRES. INC.
^""^rclS^S^-jii^-- HH 586-2544
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His/e also sought
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Zlsk jumps Chicago for Texas tea
ARLINGTON, Texas [UPI] - Outfielder

Richie Zisk, whose 30 home runs and 101
RBIs last season with the Chicago White Sox
made him one of the most sought after free
agents, yesterday signed a contract with the
Texas Rangers for "a lot of money" and "a
lot of years."

A Rangers spokesman said actual money
terms and length of Zisk's new contract
would be discussed at an evening news
conference.

"But just say for the moment that it is a lot
of money, but within line with the salary
structure of the club," the spokesman said,
"and for a lot of years."

Rangers owner Brad Corbett said Monday
he had offered free agent outfielder Larry
Hisle of the Minnesota Twins about $3
million and a 10-year contract to sign with
Texas.

Zisk, 28, and Hisle were considered the
two premier power hitters available in last
Friday's free agent draft. Speculation was
that offers to Zisk and Hisle would be in the
same monetary neighborhood.

The Rangers can sign as many as five free
agents this year. The team's first choice in

Friday's draft was former Minnesota Twins
outfielder Lyman Bostock, but Texas had

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdgopen Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

indicated Hisle was their primary con-
sideration.

But with the signing of Zisk - a right-
handed, power- hitting outfielder like Hisle -
It was speculated Texas would drop out of
the running for Hisle.

The right-hand hitting Zisk batted .290 for
the White Sox last season. He also had 17
doubles and six triples to help keep the White
Sox in contention for the division title
through much of the year.

Zisk was obtained by the White Sox in a
trade with Pittsburgh last December for
pitchers Rich Gossage and Terry Forster.

Gossage also went through the free agent
draft Friday.

The 6-1, 208-pound outfielder played last
season without a contract since it was his
option year and received the standard 20 per
cent pay cut which teams may impose on
players playing out their options.

But White Sox owner Bill Veeck restored
the cut, pushing his salary up to about the
$90,000 level.

Veeck had repeatedly said he was trying to
sign Zisk, but said Zisk was demanding
$800,000 "front money" and a three-year
contract. Zisk's agent, Jerry Kapstein, denied

that statement, saying Zisk had asked for
considerably less.

Speculation was that Zisk was seeking a
contract paying at least $250,000 to $300 000
a year with the White Sox.

Zisk opened strongly at the plate in 1977,
but a series of injuries reduced his ef-
fectiveness in the second half of the season.
He played right and left field and occasionally
served as designated hitter for the Sox.

The Rangers said they signed him because
of his power consistency at the plate. In the
past five years, he averaged .299 with 20
home runs and 84 RBIs.

50 cents a

string

Hey!

Money fox

!

T
or ore vow iust a B' ( Busi.-iets Bunny ) ?

""V ••• TMt AAONIY FOK CAMI ' A Great,
New, Bwsines* fame ! For one or more players.
Great »lay Capacity and Efficiently
Packaged for Convenience .

"o.l ordrr only from publiihcr printed m U t A
How ler to 1 to 4 werkt dclivrry

$4.«S postpaid to

BALDWIN MARKETING CO
P.O. 4St Merritt Island, Flo. 339S3
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The UMass women's soccer club raised its record to 10-2-1
last weekend as it tied Springfield, 2-2, and won the Yankee
Conference tournament. The host Minutewomen defeated

UConn, 5-0, and New Hampshire, 2-0, Saturday afternoon, and
then beat UNH again, 6-1, on Sunday afternoon to take the
title. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

JV's bow to UConn
By KIRK MACKEY
Collegian Staff

I

The UMass junior varsity football team
dropped a heartbreaker Sunday at UConn,

Ahead 9-0 at halftime, the UMass offense,
which had been doing well, collapsed and
gave the Huskies the necessary points to
win.

UMass opened up the scoring in the first

quarter with a 25-yard field goal by Jim
Mullin, which was set up by the recovery of a
fumbled punt.

In the same quarter, linebacker John Allen
intercepted a pass and returned it to the
UConn 25-yard line. On the ensuing play,
fullback Steve Milkiewicz sprinted in for the
score.

The second period saw the tempo of the
game change. The offense sputtered and
missed three opportunities to score from the
one.

The second half showed the comeback of
a tough UConn squad. A bad UMass punt
snap caused excellent field position for the
Huskies, and they took it in from there for
their first score. It soon became 14-9, due to
a touchdown runback of an interception.

After that it was a seesaw battle in terms
of who would get the points to put the game
away. With the Minutemen driving in the
final minute, UConn intercepted another
pass and again brought it in for the score and
the icing on the cake.

Again this week the UMass defense was
excellent, as the entire unit stood out in a fine
effort. Quarterback Jack Kraham kept the
offense going until he dislocated his elbow in

the first half. Milkiewicz and Brian Mc-
Cutheon ran well in the much improved
ground performance.

The junior Minutemen take on the New
Hampshire sub-varsity at 1:30 at Alumni
stadium Sunday in hopes of improving upon
their 2-2 record.

Notices
WOMEN'S CREW - Any under-

graduate women with athletic back-
ground interested in women's crew -
please come to room 9, NOPE, at 4 p.m.
today through Fri. of this week, or call

Maureen at 253 3673.

BATON TWIRLING - Tryouts for this

season will be next Monday at 7 p.m. in

the Campus Center. Anyone interested,
contact Laura Biron at 546-4853.

INTRAMURALS - NOPE will be
closed this weekend. ,

Boyden gym, handball courts, and
weight room will be open this weekend
froni 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

Boyden pool hours: Fri. - 10 a.m. -4

p.m.; Sat. 12 noon-5:30 p.m.; Sun. 10
a.m. -5:30 p.m.

REALLY "CLEAN-UP
WITH A

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIED AD!

Turn your junk' into cash!

Don't ignor your closet shelves
another dayi There could be big
money lurking there. Advertise those
unwanted items in the Collegian
classifieds and turn them in hard
cold cash.

'CLEAN-UP'
WITH

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

For ThE Fun OF It

SKI CLUB MEETING

/A.
Thompson 104
8PM TONIGHT

-k -k DOOR PRIZES* -k

DON'T FORGET
"THE GREAT
SKI SNATCH"
NOV. 16-19
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Spikers capture

final tri-match

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBE R 9, 1977

By L£0 PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Led by its two departing seniors. Heidi
Dickson and Kathy Shinnick, the UMass
volleyball team finished the season in im-
pressive fashion, winning a tri-match over
Westfield State and Keene State in four
straight games last night in Westfield
UMass finished the season with seven

victories in its last nine games and an overall
record of 11 13 The victory total was the
best ever for UMass volleyball in ,ts three
years of existence.

In the first game vs. Keene, it was Kathy
Shinnick who rescued the Mmutewomen
atter they had squandered an early 6-1 lead
and Keene had closed the gap to 10-7
Shinnick took over the serving respon-
sibi ities and UMass iced the game by a score
or 15-9,-with Shinnick serving the last five
points.

Keene managed to get a little closer in the

second game and even led at one point (8-7)
but this time Joyce GresI was the hero as she
served for five points in the game, including
the last three, and UMass prevailed 15-9

Westfield became the squad's next victim
and again it was Shinnick who led the charge
with seven service points. The final tally was
15-3 In the final game, coach Dianne
Thompson used her strong bench
generously and the women opened up an 11-
2 lead and coasted to a 15-9 victory led by
the combined serving efforts of Dickson andDonna Sasso. Each served for five points in
the finale.

Thompson was very impressed by theteams strong showing, She said "We
totally dominated both teams. We were very
aggressive, always attacking."
She had absolutely no complaints with theteam s season performance. As she put it

Even though we didn't reach our goal of a
500 season, I feel that it was a very suc-
cessful season."

Foster- IMLMVP

George Foster exhibrts his smooth swina that en»hi«ri t^- r:« • . .

capture the 1977 NL MVP award. (UPI)
C.nc.nnat. slugger to

NEW YORK [UPI\ - George Foster the
quet own with the big, black bat in the
middle of the Cincinnati lineup, yesterday
was named the National League's Most
Valuable Player for 1977, the sixth time a
Reds player was awarded the honor in the
last eight years.

Foster, the first National Leaguer to hit
more than 50 homers since his idol Willie
Mays 12 years ago. collected 15 of a possible
^4 first place ballots in voting by the Baseball
A/riters Association of America. He also had
line second place votes for a total of 291
Joints.

Greg Luzinski of the Philadelphia Phillies
who received the remaining nine first place
/otes. plus 12 second place ballots, had a
fotal of 255 points to place second. Pin-
.burghs Dave Parker was third with 156
joints, Los Angefes' Reggie Smith was
ourth with 112 points and Philadelphia's Cy
•'oung Award winner Steve Carlton with
itth with 100 points.

Foster, a deeply religious man who will
turn 29 m three weeks, captured one of
baseballs most prestigious awards withsome impressive credentials, including a
eague- leading 52 home runs, 149 runs
totted in and 124 runs scored. He also had a
^320 batting average, fourth best in the
league.

Only three other men in National League
history broke the 50- homer barrier. Hack
Wilson set the record with 56 in 1930 Ralph

?^k\a?? ^ '" ^949 and Mays had 52 in
1965. Wilson set his mark a year before theMVP voting began and Kiner lost out to
Jackie Robinson of the Brooklyn Dodgers
Mays received the MVP award in 1965

Foster became the 16th player in the 47
years since the BBWAA instituted the MVP
to come from a non pennant winning team
Luzinski, who helped Philadelphia to the
tastern Division Championship batted 309
with 39 homers and 130 runs batted in

«s.. =.:,r.^-sz-irc aiir.iisx^r-^-
UM holds 3rd spot

! UMass football team continnpc tr, oi^Kt*, ^„^ k,-_.^ ..."^The UMass football team continues to
hold down third place in the National
Division II rankings.

In the latest poll released yesterday theMmutemen, by virtue of a 28-6 win over
Division I Holy Cross, held onto its th'rd
I allDQ.

South Carolina State earned its second
straight number one ranking after defeating
Maryland (Eastern Shore), 42-7
North Dakota State remained second after

It trounced Morningside (Iowa) 65-6

ir. Tv^^t-
'".^"°' "'"^^^ ^P to ^'^h from

fourth, New Hampshire from sixth to fifthand Boise State from eighth to sixth
Tennessee Tech, which had been tied for

third with UMass last week, dropped toseventh after a 28-21 loss to Eastern Ken-
tucky UCal. Davis slipped from seventh to

^cfth^'Jo^nfnt^h"'^^^'"
Michigan climbed from

wiil^hJ'"^'P''''^J°" " P°" °^ t^e 1977 season

Ravol? 11 '^'^'u'^''
^««kend's games.

Playoff berths will also be announced
sometime next week. Eight teams will quali^
tor the national tournament

t South Cdfoi ria Sta e i8-0-1l
2. North Dalr ,ta Sta a (7-11)
3. Massachusetts (7 1)

4 Nevada. Reno (8 1)

5. New Hampshire (8-1)
6. Boise (Ida ) State (7 2)
7. Tennessee Tech 18 1)

8 California. Davis (8 0)
9 Northern Michigan (7 2)

10. Winston Salen, (N.C I State (10 0)
Northern Arizona (7 2)
Lehigh (Pa ) (7 2»

llMtljV.iiiM.liulJo

/Vo winter of discontent

A year ago at this time, most UMass sports
fans were already thinking ahead to the
winter season.

And why not?

- Although the football team was gearing
Itself up for a battle with New Hampshire
which decided the Yankee Conference
winner for 1976, the Minutemen were
struggling through what was to wind up a
disappointing 5-5 season.

- The soccer team was putting the wraps
on a frustrating 5-8-1 campaign. Along the
way, the Minutemen were shut out five
times.

The field hockey team was coming off a
somewhat unsatisfying regular season. The
Mmutewomen, ranked fourth in the North-
east playoffs, bowed out of the champion-
ship fight in the first round. Much more was
expected from the squad, since the year
before it had missed going to the Nationals
by the slimmest of margins.

The only UMass fall sports teams which
experienced any measure of success in the
post- season play last year were the men's
and women's cross country squads.
The male harriers won the Yan Cons (ho-

hum), finished second in the New Englands,
and then came in ninth in the IC4A's (or
Easterns, for those of you don't know CC
lingo).

The female harriers, meanwhile, took
second in the New Englands, third in the
Easterns, and finished 14th in the country.

This season, though, things have radically
changed on campus. And for the better if

you like UMass sports success. Although the
final verdict is far from being issued, it looks
as if several of those teams which found 1976
so unfulfilling will be singing a different tune
come the end of this month.

Take, for instance, the football team. Now
in undisputed possession of third place in the

latest national Division II rankings the
possibility of post-season play looms large.

This weekend, of course, will tell the story.
The build up has been taking place for
weeks, and this year's Game of the Decade'
IS all set for Durham. If the Minutemen win ...

well, you all know what will happen.

And if they lose ...

But at least UMass will be master of its
own fate. A win, and the national playoffs
beckon. A loss, and an anticlimatic game
against Boston College will wrap up the
season.

The soccer team will find out its post-
season fate sometime early Thursday
morning. The 9-4 Minutemen, currently
ranked fourth in New England, will learn if it
will be chosen for the regional playoffs Only
Brown. Vermont, and Rhode Island are
considered better than UMass in the area
And since just four teams will make up the
post season field, the Minutemen's chances
look rosy.

The field hockey team glided through an 8-
2-4 regular season, a vast improvement upon
thetf 1976 showing. The second seed in this
weekend's Northeast Regional playoffs the
Mmutewomen look as if they have a good
chance to qualify for the National tour-
nament, to be held later this month in
Denver, Col.

While the football and soccer teams are
still unsettled about their postseason
possibilities, at least they have a realistic shot
at making some waves in national com-
petition.

And, of course, the men's cross country
team still have the IC4A's awaiting it, and a
chance to go oi to Spokane, Wash., for the
national championships.

So postpone winter a little longer, folks
This fall still has some big news left.

I

Whalen
elected
speaker
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Commuter Senator Patrick Whalen last
night defeated Senator Nick Krikoris 49-32 in
the election for Undergraduate Student
Senate Speaker.
Whalen discarded his prepared text during

his campaign speech to the Senate. "There
IS no way a handful of administrators should
control a school with 25,000 students," said
Whalen. He added "the most important
thing I can do is educate peoples as to how
things work." Whalen, a business major in
his junior year, said students had to establish
"strength from independence." He urged the
increase of student run coops. He also
wanted to look into the possibility of study
days before finals

Krikoris, in his speech to the Senate, said
his two years of senatorial experience were a
"vital" part of his ability to handle the job of
Speaker
He said that past leadership has not done

enough to alleviate the problem of confusion
during Senate meetings. Krikoris called for a
"more informed Senate, more involved in
debate to increase representation of
decisions" _

"The time has come for a new kind of

leadership," said Krikoris. The candidate said
he hoped to make the body a place "where
all are proud to serve."
Whalen said in his speech that "we must

move away from the tendency of isolation.
We must move away from criticism behind
each others backs. We must continue to try
to work for the students benefit."

During a Collegian interview after the
Senate meeting the new speaker compared
himself to his predecessor, Brian DeLima.
"Brian is very constructive, a hard worker.
Some question his tactics but few question
hit desire to improve education here. I might
not be so forceful. I do not have a basic
organizational capability to help bring about
order."

Whalen added that while DeLima had
"extended knowledge of procedure " the
new Speaker can only obtain this with time.
Whalen, a graduate of Acton Higr S--) ool

said the "most important aspect i nave
prior to becoming Speaker is ^. un-
derstanding of the issues." He said ne . as
spent recent weeks on 'Senate issues -
rather than studying how to be Speaker."
"The need to increase participation is

vital," said Whalen. He said he feels that a
student union can only become a reality by
involving students from "all aspects of
University life." Whalen said he is concerned
that "unionization has been dealt with in

rhetoric for so long that students don't know
what it is."

Senate funds student-run towing;
service should begin in summer

'
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By DAN HUSE
Collegian Staff

The student run towing sen/ice was ap-
proved and funded by the student senate last
night. The towing service, proposed and
advocated by the "Stop Amherst Towing"
group, and the Campus-wide Issues Task
Force of the Student Organizing Project will
be put in to effect in July.
The senate also elected Patrick Whalen to

take the office of senate speaker, recently
opened by the resignation of Brian DeLima.
Whelan was chosen over his opponent Nick
Krikoris, by a vote of 49 to 32. (See related
story)

The student towing proposal has been
held up in the senate for several weeks due
to lack of available funds. The proposal calls
for an outlay of $35,000, to be returned to the
senate from the revenues of the service _

service $8,300 to begin work on the lot to be tJ#T SLIKM ^Tfinf^t^ f^T^sed for vehicle storage. The remaining
^^' ' l9 ti#A^O C^f #C#Cr C/#

S26,650 necessary to purchase tow trucks
and accessories will be allocated from next
year's budget.
The finance committee, in their report on

the towing proposal, recommended that the
senate not approve the towing service.
According to committee chairman William
Bluestein, the committee's unfavorable
report, which passed six to three, was based
on several reasons not related to funding.

Bluestein said the majority of the com-
mittee felt students should not enforce
administration parking policies over which
they have no say. There are serious problems
with the system, he said, but the way to
solve them is not to set up a student run
towing service. What is needed, Bluestein
said, IS for students to have some input into
parking and towing policy.

Speaking for the towing service. Bill Staub
of the SOP Campuswide Issues Task Force
said that 7,900 student signatures have been
gathered in support of the proposal. He
claimed students in charge of the towing
operation would be more sensitive than
Amherst towing to those whose cars were
being towed.

Speaking for the ad hoc Legislative Task
Force, SGA co- president Jon Hite requested
that the senate provide $570 to pay two
month's rent for an office space near the
State House in Boston to be used by
students engaged in lobbying efforts

Negotiations open

first facuity contract
•sports
The UMass soccer team, ranked fourth

in Nevy England, learned late last night
that sixth ranked Dartmouth was
selected over them for the four-team
New England Tournament. It was a bitter
disappointment for the 9-4 booters who
play an anti- climactic game against
Providence on Saturday afternoon. See
the story on page 15.

•local
CHECK CASHING in the Student

I
Unton Building is still a possibility. Or is
it? Mark Horan has the latest develop-
ment on page 2.

•local
TO FIND OUT what students are

reading these days when they're not
buried in textbooks, see story page 2.

has

e

•w Cither
Four long days it has rained.
Now, Old Apollo a change

deigned.

But the sun will be here only for the
day.

As clouds and rain will darken the
evening's play.

•local
THE TEXT BOOK ANNEX
In the last of this three part series

alternatives to the present set-up are
exarnined by Collegian reporting team
Robin Costello, Pamela Lindmark and
John M. Moran.

Be/ow the So/t

What does work have to do with
culture? Funny you should ask. Find out
in this week's Below the Salt.

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Negotiations yesterday opened between
the faculty union and the UMass ad-
ministration on the substance of the first

faculty collective bargaining agreement.
Details of the session could not be obtained.

Larry S. Roberts, president of the Amherst
union group, the Massachusetts Society of
Professors, said yesterday a "large part of
the package" of union proposals were
presented to the administration. The MSP is

affiliated with the Massachusetts Teachers
Association.

Roberts said the union proposal includes
personnel policy, governance, working
conditions, salaries and wages, and other
miscellaneous areas.

UMass Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
who also serves as UMass executive vice
president in charge of formulating and
implementing policies with the faculty union,
could not be reached for comment.

Personnel policy deals with criteria for
evaluating faculty for tenure and other
related areas, Roberts said, and governance
deals with the function of the faculty senate

among other items.
Roberts declined to comment on the

specifics of the union proposal. The ad-
ministration and the faculty union agreed
eartier this year there would be no media
releases without mutual agreement.

The session yesterday was the first to deal
with contract matters. "Housekeeping talks"
dealing with how contract negotiations
would be conducted were held during the
summer. Contract negotiations were also
delayed following administration refusal to
recognize the faculty union shortly after it

was voted in last February.
The dispute centered on whether

department chairpersons and other
categories should be included in the union
bargaining unit. The administration has said
the chairpersons should not be part of the
unit while the union has said they should.

The matter is presently pending before the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Comi.-ission.
The administration and faculty union have
agreed to petition the labor commission to
redefine the bargaining unit according to the
results of a poll to be taken among depart-
ment chairpersons orl whether they want to
be included in the unit.
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Official favors return

of checl< cashing area

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1977

Or Frank Rife of the sports studies department told of payoffs and oth.rproblems he faced as a member of the 1968 U S Olvmoic teem in . 1
sponaored by the PE Mejor, Club last night. (Staff phoWbTs^b ""910.1
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Israel responds by air

to Lebanese attack
TEL AV/V, Israel [AP\ - Israeli warplanes

streaked across the southern Lebanese
border early yesterday, pounding Palestinian
strongholds in reprisals for guerrilla rocket
attacks that killed three Israelis this week.
Lebanese officials said the Israeli foray killed
63 persons and wounded SZ.

It was the first Israeli air raid announced in

nearly two years, and the first time the hard-
line government of Menahem Begin has
openly flexed its military muscle since taking
office June 20.

Bomb craters 10 yards wide could be seen
in villages and camps hit by the Israeli jets.

Refugees said as many as 12 Israeli jets made
repeated sorties to drop their bombs during
the early morning raid.

A spokesman tor the Palestine Liberation
Organization said the raid was "a direct
consequence of the irresponsible and
criminal encouragement of Israel by the
United States."

Israel's deputy defense minister, at a
funeral for one of the Israeli victims, said the
guerrillas "will pay the full price for their
actions," that "Jewish blood is not for the
taking," and vowed "never to give the
murderers any rest."

Abu Jihad, a Palestinian guerrilla com-
mander supervising rescue operations in the
nearly flattened town of Azzieh, six miles
north of the border, said, "not a single

guerrilla has been killed and most of the
casualties are women and children."

But a Palestinian spokesman admitted
later that three members of a guerrilla anti-
aircraft battery "were killed while tryina to
repulse the raiding jets."

Half a dozen Palestinian women wailed
hysterically, pulling their hear and tearing
their clothes outside the small infirmary
serving the nearby Burj el Shimali refugee
camp.

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Campus Center Director William Harris
said yesterday he "certainly sijpports the
return of check cashing to the Campus
Center, although he cannot see it hao-
pening before next fall.

Students from the Student Organizino
Proiect (SOP), sponsoring a proposal to
restore check cashing in the Campus Center
told the Collegian last week Harris was
against setting up a new facility.

Harris in a Collegian interview yesterday
refused the claim, saying a check cashing
facility "would enhance all cash operations in
the Campus Center, such as the University
btore and the food operations."

Harris said, however, he could not see the
facility becoming a reality until the fall of
1978. SOP spokesman Bill Staub, when
reached for comment yesterday, said he
hoped the facility would be in operation by
next semester.

'"We're going to try to work out all the
details with all parties involved c'uring the
next few weeks and then we will meet with
Mr. Holmes (Director of Security) to outline
extra security measures needed. Hopefully
these will be made over intersession " Staub
said.

The plan being pushed by Staub and SOP
is a proposal written by student Stephen
Sandler this summer. The proposal calls for
the use of Campus Center Room 151, the
cash handling facility at the bottom of the
Campus Center escalator, for a student run
cash check cashing facility.

The plan calls for four campus agencies to
be involved in the setting up and running of
the operation; the Student Senate, the
UMass Student Credit Union, the Bursar's
Office, and the Campus Center Complex.

Harris said he cannot see the details of an
arrangement being worked out by next
semester. Harris called the Sandler proposal
"a working document that enables all parties

to come together to decide the best way to
implement check cashing in the Campus
Center."

Harris does not see the Sandler proposal
as an end and in fact has some fundamental
differences with it. The proposal calls for the
Student Senate to hire a staff consisting of a
Supervisor and two Collection Offices
Tellers would be work-study students and all
bad checks and other losses would be
covered by the Senate, although the plan
anticipates no losses.

Harris said that any check cashing facility
wou'd be run by the Campus Center because
ultimately "I've got to assume full respon-
sibility for it."

Harris said that he would demand a full
time staff of two tellers to "provide con-
tinuity and efficiency" to the operation.

Harris called allocation of space for the
facility by the Campus Center Board of
Governors (BOG) "inappropriata" at this
time. The Sandler proposal passed the BOG
space allocations committee eariier this week
and is due before the entire BOG today. BOG
space allocation committee chairperson
Bruce Belcher said Monday he thought it

would pass the BOG "unanimously".

At present, consensus seems to be that
check cashing's return seems to rest on
Hams' shoulders. The Sandler proposal calls
for the Campus Center to contribute all
equipment and modifications needed for
operation. Harris is not prepared to be in-
volved until he is sure the facility is a "reim-
bursable and self-liquidating" operation.

Also in the Sandler plan is the transfer of
money from the Bursar"s office to start
operation. Bursar Robert Mishol said this
transfer would have to come from some one
above the Bursar's office. He said it would
probably be Vice-Chancellor James McBee

McBee, who is also Harris' superior said
earlier this week he would not support' any
new check cashing facility in the Campus
Center until "the Director of the Campus
Center indicates a desire to have one

Antl-nuke demonstrator ordered to jail
EXETER, N.H. \UPI] - A Superior Court

judge sentenced a Seabrook anti- nuclear
demonstrator to four months in jail
yesterday, following his conviction on
criminal trespass charges stemming from theMay protest at the site of the proposed
nuclear plant.

Carter Wentworth, 26, of Kensington, is
the first of 62 persons facing appeals trials in
Rockingham County Superior Court for their
role in the occupation of the plant site last
spring. More than 1,000 persons were
arrested in that demonstration.

Superior Court Judge Wayne Mullavey
sentenced Wentworth to six months with
two months suspended. The sentence has
been stayed on apDeal.

The sentence was stronger than the stat^
had recommended. Peter McFariane an
assistant county prosecutor, has recom-
mended SIX months with all but 15 days
suspended, plus a $100 fine.

Mullavey said he considered the case one
of the few instances where a heavy sentence
could be a deterrent to future violations

Defense attorney Eric Blumenson said "I
think it's unbelievable that a first-t'me 'of-
fender drew such a heavy sentence on a
trespassing charge. I'd like to find another
instance when a first-time offender drew
such a heavy penalty.

"I can only conclude that this court is the
property of Public Service Co."
Blumenson also objected to Mullavey's

disallowance of the state "competing harms
law ' as a defense. The law allows an in-
dividual to violate one law to prevent a
greater harm to life or property.

Members of Clamshell Alliance, which
sponsored the May occupation, vowed that
Wentworth's sentence would not prevent
future occupations of the Seabrook site.

"These are scare tactics," said Richard
Berg of lthi(fe, N.Y., who is scheduled to
stand trial later this week.

A second trial, for Roger Cole, 22 ofHampton, was recessed until Monday whenformer State Police Commander Paul Doyon
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Students' reading habits follow national trends
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

The mind, the outdoors, fantasy and
energy are the things UMass students read
about most. At least, books on those topics
are the biggest seHers

at the UMass ^
University Store, the
largest local source of
popular reading
material.

According to
University Store book
manager Charles
Mihie, UMass book
buyers pretty much
follow national trends.

Passages
, Gail

Sheehy's book which
aims to explain, and
thus make less

frightening,

"predictable adult
crises," and J.R.R.
Tolkien's Silmarillion

top both local, as well

as

national, best-seller lists. Tolkien- philes
scooped up 20 copies of The Silmarillion, a
hardcover, in its first three days on the
shelves; Passages, at its peak, was selling at
the rate of 25-30 copies a week. Your
Erroneous Zones, a book- which has received
extensive publicity promotion throughout
the country from its author, Wayne W Dyer
IS probably the current number one best

seller at the University Store, MihIe said.
Star Wars, the book - like its movie

namesake — has enjoyed fantastic success.
At the pinnacle of its popularity, George
Lucas's science fiction fantasy was selling at
six copies a day —

high, even for a paper-
back. Another, older,
sci-fi tale of faraway
places - Frank
Herbert's Dunes has
sold well here for
years, as a sort of cult
book.

Even Cowgirls Get
the Blues, by Tom
Robbins, is probably
the most popular piece
of fiction (non-fantasy)
now at the University
Store, MihIe said.
Sales were good even
before they were
stimulated by the
inception

of an English course that assigned the book
as a text

Growing awareness of the outdoors over
the past 2-3 years has stimulated the sales of
various nature books and wilderness guides
There has been an unusually large demand
here recently for the Audubon Society's
Field Guide to North American Birds, MihIe
said

Books on solar heating, wind power, and
other "alternative" energy sources sell better
at UMass than at the "typical college," MihIe
said, who is expecting especially strong
interest this winter in books on woodburning
stoves.

Psychology is as popular a reading subject
as It IS a major, MihIe said. Except for fiction
and history, no subject area tops psychology
in number of books sold.

Some books have been selling un-
spectacularly, but consistently, for years. Our
Bodies, Our Selves, a sort of enlightened
maintenance manual for the female body is
one example. Others that have sold steadily
Leon Uris' novels {Trinity, QB VII. Exodus)
Tolkien s Hobbit (plus, the accompanying
trilogy to a lesser degree), and Robert
Hirsig s inquiry into values," Zen and the
Art of Motorcycle Maintenance MihIe
pointed out.
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Textbook stores can be run in different ways
By ROBIN COSTELLO
PAMELA LINDMARK
and JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

This is the last in a three part series
examining finances and operation of the
textbook annex.

Basically, there are three methods of
efficiently managing a university textbook
store: institutionally (run by the university),
as a student co-op, or a strategic com-
bination of the two.

Each of these three alternatives presents
its own advantages and difficulties, yet each
aims at the most efficient means of providing

students with their proper texts.
The idea of a student run textbook co-op

has been suggested as a viable alternative to
the present system of distributing texts at
UMass.
While at first glance this idea appears to be

an ideal solution, closer examination of the
system reveals many serious problems in its
institution, operation and management.
To begin, the establishment of any

business on the scale of a university textbook
store requires an initial outlay of many
thousands of dollars in capital. Tremendous
amounts of time and effort are essential to
handle such a complex operation.

Students generally attend a university for

about four years and during that time are
mainly concerned with academia. They are
not usually able to make the necessary in-
vestments in such a project. A student run
operation would mean a complete turnover
in management and employees at least every
four years.

Publishing houses are often large com-
panies which prefer to deal with
professionals. They may be wary of dealing
with students and therefore tend to be overly
concerned with credit ratings. In addition,
students would have to lease space for their
operation thereby greatly increasing their
expenses.

"Music of the Americas ' was the title of a concert by the UMass Percussion and Marimba Pn««mhi«. lo- • u. ^
Arts Center Concert Hall. (Staff photo by Bob Higglns).

Manmba Ensembles last night m the Fine

The major flaw in dealing with the idea of
a co-op IS students tend to see this as an
Ideal solution," said Ray Verrey, manager of
the textbook co op at the University of
Connecticut. 'Here at UConn, we started
from scratch about two and a half years ago
For our initial capital we charged each
student a $35 deposit which we refund when
they leave school."

The UConn co-op is managed by full-time
professionals with 30-40 student employees.
A Board of Students was established to
represent the students and to supervise the
administration of the co-op.

Currently the co-op is struggling. The
initial costs of the store have been so great
the co-op has yet to offer any discount of the
pnce of the textbooks or show a net profit.

Verrey predicts it will be about five more
years before the store can begin to be run as
a professional operation.

The University of Maine has employed the
third alternative a combination of the ad-
vantages of an institutionally run textbook
store with the desirable characteristics of a
student co-op. Its innovative merger of the
two has enabled them to offer students a
seven to ten per cent discount on the price of
textbooks. The store said it expects this
discount to increase even further in the
future.

Thomas Cole, manager of the store ex-
plained that textbook sales are a break-even
situation there. The sales of the rest of the
store such as school supplies, tradebooks
etc. subsidise the textbook discounts. Cole
said net profits of the store are minimal
however they are channeled back into the
operation and serve to increase the textbook
discount.

UMaine, like UConn, also has a student
advisory board to make all policy decisions
handle security, discuss new product lines'
and adjust gross margins. The board is also
kept up to date on the financial situation of
the store.

UMaine has been able to offer a discount
on its textbooks for the past two years, even
though it has been operating under the
current system for five years. This is because
only two years ago it finished paying off a
large inherited debt which Cole says they
never should have inherited in the first place.
He declined to elaborate further on the
nature of the debt.
The major obstacle preventing UMass

from setting up the system like that at
UMaine is the Campus Center debt. This
debt requires the UMass University Store to
contribute all its profits to the payment of the
C.C. debt. This does not allow the University
Store to channel its profits back into the
system to reduce the cost of textbooks._^ —
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Emotions, questions surround North Village death
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

The death certificate is still crisp and new.
It is folded twice for compact storage.

TOWN OF AMHERST
Name: Nagi Kawasaki
Sex: Female
Age: / year, 9 months, 17 days
Place of Birth: Tokyo, Japan
Place of Death: Amherst, Mass.
Date of Death: October 30, 1977
Cause of Death: Asphyxiation by

Drowning
Place of Burial: Tagane City, Chiba. Japan
North Village Apartments is a modest,

university run complex sandwiched between
Presidential Apartments and Pufton Village.
There are 240 flat- roofed units, most of them
occupied by married students. Many of these
students are from foreign countries. Kenji
Kawasaki is one such student.

In late August Kawasaki, his wife Maiiko,
and their infant daughter moved into Apt. J-
23, on the West side of the village. Kawasaki
was beginning a two-year leave of absence
from a large petroleum firm in Chiba, Japan
to do research in the UMass Polymer
Science department. Three months passed.
The Kawasaki family was well-liked.

The zoning map in town hall is colored in
purple around North Village. Zoned for
Education. Small green circles loop across
the purple. Brook.

About 75 yards west of J-block, on the
outer edge of North Village, a drainage pipe
empties into a grass- ringed culvert. The
water is less than two feet deep. On the
surface, snagged in a cluster of tall grass, is a
tennis ball. On the sloping banks to the right
of this depression is a childs' play shovel.

Report favors ciianges
for Mass. Ave., bus route
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Closing off part of Massachusetts Avenue
near Southwest and relocating bus stops are
among solutions suggested to a traffic

problem at the intersection of Mass. Ave and
Sunset in a report by the UMass Department
of Environmental Health and Safety.
The report will be presented to the UMass

Public Safety Committee in a meeting today.
Guy Fragala, from the dept. of En-

vironmental Health and Safety, said the
results of the study are "preliminary" and will

present "the significant observations" the
study noted.

The study noted drivers do not stop for
pedestrians at the intersection, most
pedestrians use one crosswalk more than the
other two, most times buses stop before
crosswalks blocking the vision of following
traffic, and most traffic on Mass. Ave.

continues straight on Mass. Ave rather than
using Sunset Ave. *

As an option to closing off Mass. Ave from
Lincoln Ave to Commonwealth Ave., the
study recommended allowing one crosswalk
in the closed section.

Bus stops would be relocated west of the
tunnel running under Mass. Ave. connecting
Southwest with the rest of campus under the
proposed solution. Walkways from the bus
stop to the tunnel "can be conveniently
installed" according to the report.

Interim solutions were also proposed until
permanent solutions can be found. These
included having buses stop after
crosswalks, installation of warning signs and
lights, reducing the number of crosswalks at"
the intersection from three to one, and
enforcing driver observance of crosswalks.

Fragala, however, said he didn't "think
they'll be effective."

And at the bottom of water is a bright orange
toy. It looks like a toy snake.

Nobody is really sure. How did an infant
girl get out of tier parent's apartment, cover
the distance to the culvert, without being
seen? No one knows.

Ambulance. Form No. 391.
5:43 Call received from UMass Dept. of

Public Safety Officer
5:45 Dispatched
5:49 On the scene
6:08 In service on the scene
6:19 Return
Charge -0$ —

The middle-aged woman was speaking in
a soft voice. "Sometimes, it helps to have
traditions to fall back on. It makes it easier to
deal with things. I wish sometimes
Amencans had traditions like this." Silence.
"She is a strong woman. She told me she
was going home to cry. She will return here
when she is ready."

Petition

"We, the undersigned parents of the E
triangle, feel that as tenants of North Village
and productive members of the university
community we can no longer tolerate these
dangerous conditions. Within our triangle of
twelve apartments there are nineteen
children, seven of whom are under four years
of age. This unusually high concentration of
children demonstrates the high risks that
exist through North Village. We will ap-
preciate help from any quarter of the
University."

Hildred Crill

and 18 others

The young married couple live next to the
water. They have no children. They sit in

their comfortable living room. Their bedroom
window overlooks the water. "Wouldn't it be
easy for a toddler to climb on a snow bank,
over the temporary fence, and take an even
higher fall into the swamp?" He grins
uneasily.

The housing official looked tired. There is v:

no money for a permanent fence right now.
He has four children.

The plane tickets were purchased
Tuesday. Jonenji Yamaguchi cemetary is

8000 miles from Amherst.

On the concrete lip of the drain three
apples are arranged in a perfect triangle. Two
days earlier, a vase with flowers. No one
knows who placed them there.

Former FBI

shot
SUGAR HILL, N.H. [UPI] - William C

Sullivan, the FBI wire tap boss forced out
of his assistant director's job because he
questioned J. Edgar Hoover, was shot
and killed yesterday in a deer hunting
accident near his retirement home.

Officials said the son of a state police
officer allegedly shot the former No. 3
man at the FBI in the neck or shoulder
about a quarter of an hour before sunrise
after mistaKing him for a deer.

They said it was not known what
charges, if any, woulo be filed against
Robert Daniels, in his 20s, of nearby
Lisbon, N.H.

Mason Butterfield, chief of law en-
forcement for the state Fish and Game
Department, said he believed at least one
FBI or form3r FBI officer was hunting in
the White Mountains with Sullivan at the
time. His department handles all hunting
accidents in New Hampshire.

Butterfield said Daniels tried to give
Sullivan first aid but "just couldn't do a
thing for him... and the guy died."

Sullivan, who later described Hoover
as a "master blackmailer," was forced to
retire from a 30 year FBI career Oct. 6,
1971, after questioning Hoover's
judgment.
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(luy Lombardo the 75-vear old band
leader whose smooth danceable music
helped millions of Americans greet theNew Year, was buried on Long Island
yesterday.

More than 600 mourners paid their
respects at a funeral mass at Holy
Redeemer Church in Freeport, the Long
Island community where Lombardo
made his home for the last 40 years and
where he pursued his hobby - speed-
bfv>ts.

C haries Kowalwas excited and puzzled
by his discovery of a strange object 2
billion miles out in space and other
astronomers are reacting the same way

Kowal who is making a systematic
survey of the solar system, first noticed
the object orbiting the sun between
Saturn and Uranus last week while
checking photographs he had taken
through the 48-inch telescope at Mount
Palomer two weeks earlier.

"I was very excited," he said, "but at
the same time very puzzled."

The Cal Tech astronomer said the
object was too small - only 100 to 400
miles in diameter, about one tenth the
size of the moon - to be a planet He
said It might be an asteroid, except all the
known asteroids are found between Mars
and Jupiter.

So he decided to call it a "mini planet"
while he and other scientists worked to
figure out where the object came from
what tt IS made of and whether there's
anything else out there like it.

A Belgian crossword fanatic yesterday
unveiled what he called the biggest
toughest puzzle in the history of the
game: 25,000 squares with 7,748
definitions.

Henri Blaise a 38 year old expert from
Liege in southern Belgium, said his
French-language puzzle took him eight
years to complete. The Guinness Book of
Records lists the "largest crossword ever
published" as one created in 1975 by
Hank Koval. an American television
producer, with 5.553 definitions and"
clues.

A gutsy 26-year-old former Paris
actress and model was swept off her
sloop in a storm but saved herself and is
well on her way to becoming the first
woman to circumnavigate the world solo
via blustery Cape Horn.
Brigitte Oudry sailed into Sydney

harbor this week, nearly halfway toward
her goal She set off in January from the
French Mediterranean port of Sete, near
Marseilles, leaving behind her husband
and a 4-year-old daughter

A funeral will be today for Thomas CBarber 81, the famed police commander
who for more than 30 years mourned the
death of an unidentified girl killed in the
worst fire in circus history.

Barber, who investigated the 1944
Hartford circus fire that killed 168 persons
and injured 682 others died Tuesday at
^'.^'ancis Hospital and Medical Center.
The short, stocky policeman, who

retired in 1962, gained national
recognition for his investigation of the
blaze. But he is probably better known
tor his tender showing of emotion for one
of the victims.

Barber and another detective now
dead. Edward T. Lowe, spent several
frustrating years trying to identify a
young girl helieved to be about 7 years
old who died in the Hartford circus fire
They never did find out the identity of

the girl, who became known as "Little
Miss 1565" because of her morgue
number.

But three times a year, Barber offered
prayer and put flowers on the grave of
the unknown girl.

S easoned auto test drivers, used to
dodging craters and scaling hills, are
running into a different challenge at
Chrysler's Chelsea Proving Grounds -
deer and deer hunters.

Nelson Rooke president of United
Auto Workers Local 1284, said yesterday
that about 25 of the 250 drivers hit deer
during the last year on the 4,000-acre
rolling, wooded testing ground which lies
in a lightly populated farm region aboyt
55 miles west of Detroit.

Rooke, a test driver himself, said his
worst experience was "once when one
deer brushed the side of the car. It came
running along parallel to me. The whole
thing happened so fast that I didn't really
get scared until it was all over."
There have been no major injuries to

drivers, but one driver got glass in his
eyes when his windshield shattered,
Rooke said

Shiriey Jones and Marty Ingels a
commercial proaucer, will be married
Sunday in a private ceremony, the couple
announced yesterday. Shaun Cassidy
son of Miss Jones and the late Jack
Cassidy will give the bride away.

Susan Ford daughter of former Pres.
Gerald Ford will make her television de-
but in January as a regular on a daily,
hour long syndicated variety program
hosted byjim Naborsit was announced
yesterday

Sen. Jacob Javits (R-N.Y.) talks with Dave Weathers, Bio-Hazards Control
Officer at the National Center for Disease Control Javits and the Senate Healthsubcommittee were at a hearing at the center and were told that Legionnaire's
disease rnay strike 15,000 to 45.000 Americans every year and cause 2,000 to 6 000deaths Weathers is wearing a pressurized biological safety suit used indangerous laboratory tests.

Feminist poet speaks
at Hampshire College
By SUSAN O'NEIL
Collegian Staff

Marge Piercy, poet, author and feminist,
brought her angry poetry to Franklin Pat-
terson Hall at Hampshire College last night.

In the main lounge, where no smoking was
allowed because she was allergic to it, Piercy
dressed totally in black, read several' of her
poems, such as "The Friend," "A September
Afternoon at Four O'clock" and "Livina in
the Open."

Piercy's poetry, which is largely feminist,
expresses anger at men, sex roles and
destroyers of the land.

"The Token Woman" attacks the role of
the woman with the "plastic smile" who
"comes filled with goose down, able to
double as a sleep and punching bag."
"The Rape"' expresses the rage of a raped

woman, who sees rape "like being run over
by a truck and being asked aftenAfard if you
enjoyed it.'"

Piercy asked, after reading two poems
that the audience not applaud until the end
of the reading because "'it expends energy
which IS negative. I'd rather that you turned
energy inward on yourself where it does
good," she said.

Reading 'To Be of Use," Piercy related
her liking of the person who goes out and
"plows the field" better than "parlor
generals who have deserted the field."

Piercy explained herself in one of her
poems through the eyes of a man sitting next

to her on a plane. He looked her over,
"seeing the face and body as fairly at-
tractive" but not knowing how to react to
the "mass of dark hair."

Originally from Detroit, Piercy began
writing poetry at the age of 15, when she said
she wrote "probably mostly about myself
because that was all I knew about." Moving
at that age into a larger family home with her
own room prompted her to start writing
about her newfound privacy.

"I look fon^/ard to the day when people
won't understand the things I write about,"
she said. Much of this writing is about social
and feiminine problems.
She writes, too, about the destruction of

the land on Cape Cod, where she lives in a
communal household. "River Road" talks
about the construction of summer homes for
"the psychiatrist and his wife and children"
which is "empty nine months out of the year
except for the few rats and occasional
spider" that visit.

She also read "Concerning the
Mathematician" which, she said, is a poem
about "living with someone whose work you
don't understand."
The general response of the audience was

favorable. One woman went up to Piercy
immediately following the reading and said
she had read one of Piercy's books and it had
'"changed her life.""

A reception followed in Merrill House
where wine, beer, cheese and crackers were
served.
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Nuclear waste truck

crashes in N. C.

RUTLAND, Vt. \UPI] - A tractor
trailer carrying low-level radioactive
wastes from the Vermont Yankee nuclear
power plant collided yesterday with a
Dickup truck on Interstate 95 in Rocky
Mount, N.C., but no damage resulted,
Vermont Yankee spokesmen said.

I he b a.m. collision forced the trailer
onto the median strip of the highway.
The cask containing the radioactive
material remained secure on the trailer
and both remained upright, according to
spokesman Lawrence Keyes.

State police bust
13 for gambling
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. [AP] - State

Police took into custody seven more
persons to bring to an unlucky 13 the
number of suspects arraigned yesterday
in what authorities said was a $25 million
gambling ring in Greater Boston.

All those arraigned pleaded innocent to
a variety of gambling charges and were
released in $1,000 bail in Middlesex and
Norfolk County Superior Courts.

Stores may open
4 holiday Sundays
BOSTON \UPI\ - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis today signs into law legislation
ameriding the state's antiquated Sunday
blue laws to allow certain large stores to
open on four Sundays during the
Lhnstmas shopping season.

Dukakis scheduled the bill signing
ceremony for 1:30 p.m. in his office.
The legislation allows supermarkets

and chain department stores to open on
the four Sundays between Thanksgiving
and Christmas. However, liquor stores
would remain closed.

Carter energy plan
wins victory

WASHINGTON [AP\ - In a victory for
President Carter's energy plan a
congressional conference committee
yesterday killed a major Senate- passed
exemption which would have allowed
many industries to continue burning oil.

Carter's program is designed to force
utilities and factories to switch from
scarce oil and natural gas to coal
Meanwhile, a second conference

committee opened its consideration of
energy tax issues by discussing proposed
tax credits of up to $400 for home in-
sulation. The conferees debated whether
homeowners who pay no income tax
should also be eligible for such payments
from the government.
The House passed Carter's plan to

require that coal be burned in most
existing, as well as new, utilities and
industrial plants. But the Senate inbill
contained an exemption allowing all but
the biggest industries to continue using
oil as a boiler fuel.
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Snow creeps into

northwest America
NEW YORK \UPI\ ~ A surprise early

blizzard yesterday paralyzed cities
blocked highways and marooned
motonsts in mammoth drifts and swirls of
blinding snow in the northern Midwestand Plains.

The storm came whipping out of the
Rockies across parts of Nebraska, the
Dakotas, Iowa and Minnesota. One
sheriff s deputy said, "It caught
everybody with their drawers down - us

The storm shut down Sioux City, Iowa
tor all practical purposes, forced publicand parochial schools to close in Omaha
Neb., and piled up 6-foot drifts prompting

Falls° S d"'®'^®"^^
declaration in Sioux

Worker's Union
sues J. P. Stevens
NEW YORK [UPI\ - The

Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers Union sued J. P. Stevens & Co
Inc. yesterday for allegedly engaging in a
scheme to restrain trade and commerce
by opposing the union's effort to
organize and represent its workers.
The antitrust suit filed in U.S District

Court in New York alleged that Stevens
conspired in anti- union activities with
other textile firms, chambers of com-
merce, local and state governmental
offices and agencies, national and local

othe%
^"^ industry associations and

Black man elected
to Boston board
BOSTON \UPI] - Boston voters

tossed out three vehement opponents of
court-ordered school busing Tuesday
and elected a black man to the school
board for the first time since the turn of
the century,

"Obviously Boston is somewhat over
the busing issue, and the proof of it is the
election of John O'Bryant," said George
Regan, press aide to Mayor Kevin White.
The city's image as a center of

liberalism was badly tarnished during the
past three years, due to frequent violence
and demonstrations stemming from
busing of students under federal court

cTa'st'oms.
"'"^^ desegregation of

Unexplained killers

may be Legionnaires'
ATLANTA \UPI] - Legionnaires'

disease may take a toll of 2,000 to 6 000
Amencan lives annually and the orgariism
that causes it could be only one of many
microbial killers yet to be unmasked by
medical science, a Senate health sub-
committee was told yesterday.
"Our best guess at this time is that be-

tween one- half per cent and one and
one-half per cent of the unexplained
pneumonias may be caused by this
organism," said Dr, William Foege )

MANDATORY
WARNING LABEL

"Do not use for weight reduction or

uperv

h

IS. I

I, or f^regr^ant

WASHINGTON, (UPI): FDA Commissioner Donald Kennedy said at a news
conference the Food and Drug Administration has reports of 16 deaths whichmay be linked to the popular liquid protein diet. In 10 of them it said the diet was a
contributing factor if not an outright cause of the deaths. He said the agency will
require such products to carry a warning label.

Socialist urges end
to alienation in society
By DUANE A. STEVENS
Collegian Staff

UMass professor of economics Vaclov
Holesovsky called alienation "a major
problem in society'" that can best be dealt
with by a Democratic Socialist Ideology.
Holesovsky, in a speech entitled "A Socialist
Scenario for the Future of Mankind,'" told a
crowd of 15 persons in the Campus Center
there are several principles and policies
which help to eliminate alienation in society.
The lecture was sponsored by the Young

Peoples' Socialist League.
Holesovsky's analysis was grounded in

certain general principles from the school of
thought known as Democratic Socialism,
According to Holesovsky, Democratic

Socialists recognize "'the importance of a
formal democratic political framework for
pursuing the goals of socialism,"" Existing
labor unions are recognized as crucial
organizations for advancing the cause of
socialism. The Democratic Socialist ideology
also espouses the existence of authoritarian,
despotic regimes which impede the forces of
socialism. Especially so in the case of "the
Soviet authoritarian society which endangers
world peace,"

• The element which is central to the
Democratic Socialists' vision of future
societies is the overcoming of alienation,
Holesovsky said in general, "a state should

be created where people feel at home with
each other, with their social institutions and
with all other forms of societal organization

"

he said.

Specifically, alienation which stems from
social divisions within the society (i.e.

classes) should be dealt with. The
Democratic Socialist alternative would be a
totally classless society. In addition,
alienation which is inherent in social in-
stitutions is seen as an obstacle to the
constructioaof a socialist society. Regarding
this aspect of the problem, Holesovsky said
"the capitalist economic system is an
example of an institution which has become
master of society." In a more global sense
alienation which has developed from the
division of humanity into nation states must
be overcome. This process of eliminating
alienation between culturally distinct peoples
Holesovsky termed as "the creation of an
integrated humanity,"

The concluded portion of the lecture was
devoted to a partial analysis of policy
measures which should be promoted by the
Democratic Socialists. For axample, the
welfare system in the United States should
be altered to become more attuned to real
human needs. The labor unionist struggle for
the advancement of workers' rights must be
supported in order that the objectives of the
Democratic Socialist school achieve success.
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By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Want to get into lapadiary but don't know
what it means' Like to make a belt but afraid
of getting hung up on a loop? The Craft
Shop in room 206 of the Student Union
Building can solve these and other hassles
tor do-it-yourselfers.

"The whole purpose of this place is to
make it yourself," Lucas Feininger a craft
shop employee said. "Any UMass student
can come in and make something."

The something' students can make
ranges from pottery, ceramics, wood-
working, pewter to silk screening designing
and lapadiary (stonecutting).

Penny Worman, Craft Shop supervisor
since 1970, estimates only 25 per cent of the
student body uses the shop. But that 25 per
cent has made approximately 20,000 belts,

she added.

Worman said people think they have to
know something to come in here but they
don't, we will help them right from the start.

"Most of the people who came in here don't
know anything about making things.

Help at the craft shop comes two ways.
"Most of the information someone needs
can be gotten right over the counter," says
Worman.

"And you can come in anytime for general
instruction."

All instruction is free, as is use of the tools.
The only things students pay for is the cost
of the material. "Prices are cheaper than
anyplace else, we don't make any money we
break even." Worman said. The Craft Shop
IS an RSO group funded by the Student
Senate.

Leather crafts take up most of the room in
the shop, with about 90 per cent of the
people who come in making things for gifts
especially now before Christmas, Worman
said.

Worman pointed out the shop's other
uses, "we do a big business in repairing
things like eye-glasses and ski-bindings."

For those who think it takes days to make
everything, Worman estimated the average
belt takes between an nour-and-a-half and
two hours to make, with more time involved
for more intricate designs.

Five Colleges receives trust fund
An annual $50,000 can be expected from

the million dollar trust fund recently given to
Five Colleges, Inc. from the estate of the late
Grace M. Neill of Woodstock, Conn.
Jefferson Murphy, Five College Coor-

dinator said final details were still being
worked out fo«' new ways of investing the
sum. "The income will be used for Five
College visiting faculty appointments and we
anticipate funding several positions in the
Fall of 1978," he said.

Final decisions will be made by the

directors of the Five College Corporation but
Murphy said, "the five colleges already have
a successful joint faculty appointment
program so we would like to use the money
to continue to attract distinguished visiting
scholars to the area."

The fund, considered the largest single
donation ever made to the corporation will
be called the James E. Neill fund in honor of
Miss Neill's father. She was a 1912 graduate
of Smith College.

Collegian Correction
Although the Recognized Student

Organization office claims that this year's
management of the Greenough Snack Bar
has run up a $2,500 debt, managers of the
snack bar insist they have made a profit of
$1,000, according to Mark Zinan, president of
the Central Area Council.

Zinan said yesterday that there was a
$2,500 debt from last year's management of
the snack bar, bo't that has since been paid

by the Undergraduate Student Senate. As
long as the snack bar is making money, Zinan
said the area council will not-get involved in
Its management.

Zinan made his remarks yesterday to clear
up any misconceptions that may have
resulted from Monday night's council
meeting, which was reported on page two of
Tuesday's Collegian.

Worman says people ripping off a small
tool from the shop is a problem. "We have
minimum tools and everybody shares. If we
have 10 of something and someone takes
one, thats one-tenth of our supplies. It's not
a bad problem, but it makes me feel bad
because it's free for everybody to use," she
said.

Besides leather tools, the shop also has a
stone cutting and polishing machine for
mounting stones in jewelry, as well as four
pottery wheels. Two of the wheels were
made in tne shop.

The Craft Shop is open Monday thru
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday from
10 to 6 p.m. and Saturdays from 12 to 4 p.m.
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Presence on Caucus misguided

By EDWARD COHEN

The case of Craig Sherwood is one which
poses a number of problems for the
movement of human rights in this country,
Craig Sherwood, a white student, is

presently a member of the Third World
Caucus of the Student Senate. His presence
there is an error since he does not represent
in any way the constituency which the
caucus is designed to represent. Attempts to
ask him to leave have been met with cries of
reverse racism, and he has managed to
further complicate the issue by pointing to
his Jewish identity and the fact that he is

oppressed.

This is not the first time that this type of
incident has occurred. During the Bakke
Debate held several weeks ago, a Mr. Green
referred to his Jewish identity in his defense
of Bakke's position that he was denied a
place in the University of Cal. Davis Medical
School because of an affirmative action
program at that same California school. Mr.
Sherwood is attempting to define himself as
a "Third World" student, and therefore, like

Bakke, is challenging the institution of Af-
firmative Action in this country. I feel that
Mr Sherwood is a hypocrite, because only a
hypocrite would attempt to point to his own
oppression and then oppress others. By this
and other actions, it is seen that he does not
have the slightest interest in trying to deal
With oppression, such as racism, sexism and
exploitation.

In America, Third World people, or non-
white people, are victims of unemployment,
poverty, improper health care, poor schools,
etc. which is very much higher propor-
tionately than that of white America, not to
mention murder by lynching, both legal and
illegal. Also, in America, being Jewish means
being thought of as belonging to a white
ethnic group which enjoys all the privileges
of other white ethnic groups. Jewish people
are victims of anti-Semitism, which is a
European concept of prejudice against Jews;
but in America, anti-Semitism does not have
anywhere near the social, cultural, political,

or economic ramifications that racism does.

It IS thought that because of anti-

Semitism, Jewish people would be more
willing, to assist in ripping down the walls of
racism, sexism, and exploitation which
oppress non-white people, but there are too
many individuals like Craig Sherwood who
use their Jewish identity as an excuse to
assist in maintaining or building those walls
even higher. This fact reinforces the idea that
he is an oppressor. The Third World Caucus
of the Student Senate wants Sherwood to
resign because they know that his
resignation would be important for their
constituency. So if Mr. Sherwood really
wants to fight oppression, he should resign
from the Third World Caucus, and ask what
could be done to aid in the fight against
racism, sexism and exploitation. His con-
tinued presence on the Caucus is a racist act
that serves to ally him with those oppressive
forces found in American society and
throughout the world.

Edwdrd Cohen is a Cotlegian com-
mentator.

By CLIFFORD MONAC
and NORA CHOROVER

Why am I here? Every student must have
thought about this question. As students, we
believe that higher education is important for
two reasons. First, it serves as a means for
our moving ahead towards achieving specific
future goals. We expect the university to
provide a step in the right direction and to
help us in attaining a comfortable and ful-
filling life. Second, the social life which the
university environment offers is one which
will not be available to us more than once.
There is a sense of shared freedoms and
experiences which come as a result of our
being "on our own."

Although we feel a sense of shared ex-
periences with others, we each hold our
individual goals separate and unique.
Because we come to school primarily to
receive a wage ( m the form of a grade) we do
not share a common bond in valuing
education for the sake of education. There is

rarely a thirst for knowledge on our part.

Instead, there is the desire to attain a good
grade and to get out. This way of thinking
discourages our relating to other students
about what we are learning and goes against
the concept of an intellectual community.

The nature of our education is such that

we are continually put in a position of

competition with one another. In the natural

sciences for example, tests are made op
pressively hard and students are then scaled

in relation to other scores. We feel com-
petitive in terms of our attainment of goals

and see others' success as our failure. Given
this academic atmosphere we are forced into

a feeling of loneliness, and it becomes dif-

ficult for us to picture ourselves working
together rather than apart. This notion of our
being separate entities at odds with one
another leads us to support a student

Vn the other hand'

utterly tasteless

To the Editor

Picked up a copy of On the Other
Hand, read It, ^nd am left wondering how
the faculty and students of the French
and Italian departments feel about their

field of study being symbolized by an
obscene gesture, not to mention all the

native speakers and children of native

speakers. I have difficulty imagining
where in the world the heads of the

illustrator] >\ and editor were at for them
to produce and permit to be published,

such sheer crap.

How about that drawing of a hand
being sprayed with "Cruex " for the Short
Studies-P.E.P people? Or the saluting

arm for Germans everywhere and a
feeble political cartoon of a gypsy-type
for Slavic Languages. A distorted

crescent-headed creature flashing a
victory sign for Asian Studies, I quite fail

to understand. Two of my favorites: a
drawing of a pencil outline of a hand a ' la

kindergarten with the caption, "To be
placed in front of the Fine Arts Center:
$25,000" and one of the book. The Total
Woman being read for the Art and Home
Economics departments, respectively.

Does this mean to say that art is just a big
rip off and that to be a "real" woman,
one must take Home Ec? Or are we
meant to be amused?

The whole damn booklet is sprinkled
with trite, irrelevant, utterly tasteless,
biased and stereotypic to a moronic
degree drawings: I refuse to call them
illustrations. I am thoroughly disgusted
- at such simplistic, ignorant and

0^;=^
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Apology for

illustrations, omissions
To the Editor:

/, and the staff, apoligize for some of
the illustrations printed within the Course
and Teacher Evaluation Guide. It was
certainly never our intent to insult or
demean any individuals or groups who
may have so taken offense. It is quite
understandable that, given their am-
biguous context, certain drawings have
implied more than was intended. We
regret our insensitivity.

Upon return from the publisher, the
Guide was discovered to have several
deletions. The index [page 4], credits, a
design caption, correct material
placement, and an important dif-
ferenciation among evaluations had all

disappeared The evaluative essays for
professors Ashton, Noland, Dolbceare,
Nober, Depuy, Key, Chevan, Syed,
Goldberg, Sulzner, Seymour, Kup-
purman, Bert which had been sent to the
printe/ vith a mark "the opinion of one
student' are not so distinguished in the
final product The following people
deserve credit for their contribution to
the project: director, Richard Baga;

writers, Joseph Connolly, Karen Hakala,
Laurie Wood, Steven Freeman, Marilyn
Mankowsky, Art work, A. Id, Mitchell
Singer with Roberta Steward;
Photography, James Gagne, Marilyn
Mankowsky, and co worker, Karl Allen.

Clearly, both the subjective, in-

dividually written evaluation and the

Collegian based evaluation may not be as
representative as summaries dependent
upon faculty cooperation. The following

statement was deleted at the bottom of
page 5, "when employed as the sole

written comment \5] Collegian quotes are

pritted in their entirety without
pretension to summarization.

One mistake has come to our attention
in our evaluation of Spanish Course
302A There is a mixup of data in this

particular case. We apologize to Mrs.
Manserrate.

Academic Affairs encourages all

suggestions, with regard to the next

Guide issue, to be sent to the comrrfittee.

Room 422, Student Union. It would b^
especially helpful if we could ascertain

opinion concerning 1\whether
evaluations should include sample size

\as opposed to those interested checking
back with the instructor under question \;

2\which evaluative questions might be
improved on the Collegian and University

surveys

Joseph Connolly

government which is in agreement with this
situation. What arises as a result is a form of
government which does not truly represent
the student body. Individuals are elected into
office and the process of decision making is

then left in their hands. They alone must
intend with the ineffective structure of the

S G A Budget cuts, for example, have
eliminated programs against the will of the'
Student Government Association. The only
rtieans by which the S.G.A. was able to
express the students' objectives was by
staging a rally which in the long run proved
ineffective in altering the administration's
oroposed policy.

Presently our government does not require
time input on our part, and we feel able to
give our academic and social situations their

needed priority. Many of us believe that,
evi-M if given enough time, there is very little

effect that we ourselves could possibly have
in terms of instituting important changes.
Given this feeling of powerlessness, we are
comfortable with the existence of a structure
which limits any kind of fundamental
change. Since our present government does
not provide a means for rapid alterations, we
feel secure in that no decisions will be made
which will result in an infringement of our
freedoms.

/^s we live our day to day lives we often
feei that there are things we would like to
have changed. Although we may often share
many of the same grievances, at present we
have no means by which we can com-
municate these grievances among one
another. Should any real problem arise,

affecting all of us, it would be difficult for us
to come together in an effort to solve it.

Many people would account for this dif-

ficulty by stating that we at the university are

apathetic. Used in this way, the term apathy
implies an attitude of just "not caring." In
reality, this does not exist. We are continually
grappling with problems, yet because we
exist as isolated individuals we do not have
the opportunity to get together and see the
similarities in the problems we each en-
counter. The competitive atmosphere places
these similarities in the limelight and forces
us into situations which make it difficult for
us to come together collectively for our
individual gain.

We are correct in believing that alone we
can achieve little in the way of important
change. Change occurs when individuals get
together and direct their efforts towards a
specific goal. If we begin to examine those
areas where we each feel the greatest
amount of frustration, we will see that we all

have a lot in common. These areas provide a
starting point for our coming together and
beginning to realize how collectivisation can
be beneficial. What is needed is a permanent
structure by which communication and
decision making can occur from the bottom
up.

This editorial has not thus far addressed
the issue of unionization. Although we, the
authors, are very much in favor of
unionization, we have deliberately skirted the
issue in order to avoid further fragmentation
of the student body. We believe that at-
tempts to unionize students at UMass have
had the effect of breaking people into two
groups; those for and those against. Our
purpose in writing this commentary was to
try and look more closely at the way students
think and our hopes are that this may spur on
the idea that students need to get together.
We believe that unionization is the best way
to make unity a reality.

Clifford Monac and Nora Chorover are
Collegian guest commentators.

Thanks to 'donor

clays' supporters

To the Editor:

We are most grateful to all who helped
to make the Blood Donor Days,
November 1, November 2, and November
I at the University of Massachusetts so
successful. For the three days, 722 pints
of blood were collected; there were also
an additional 76 donors deferred for
health reasons. Of the 722 donors, 147
were first-time donors!!!

We wish to thank the student mem-
bers of APO and Gamma Sig who helped
with the recruiting, the publicity, and
who came when they could to help in the
Donor Room.

We wish to commend the Faculty
Wives for their tremendous efforts in

"putting the whole thing together."
Helen Sternheim was General Chairman,
assisted by Eunice Progulske, last year's
chairman. Grace Rhodes was chairman
of the Canteen, again, as she has been
for many, many years. She was able to
hnd help among the Senior Citizens of
Amherst. Faith Conlon took charge of the
donor appointments, Doris Plagenhoef
recruited volunteer nurses and Louise
Ftivers found volunteer typists. Much of
'he food was donated by Saga Foods.

Finally, junior and senior student
ni/rses gave their time to help to take

temperatures and pulses.

We feel that the University of Massa-
chusetts community at Amherst can be
lustifiably proud of this great cooperative
(Effort there is a great and immediate
oeed.

Thank you, all.

Dorothy C. Perhine

Play on names

plagues RSB
To the Editor:

Recently some students from a
calculus class came up to the
Revolutionary Student Brigade table in

the campus center. They wanted to know
if the Brigade had anything to do with
their calculus professor having a pie

thrown in his face during class.

The RSB did not, but the confusion
comes from a letter in the Collegian last

week that encouraged students to "pie a
pig" in the name of the "Revolutionary
Three Stooges Brigade".

We feel this was an unfortunate play
on names. First it maligns the

Revolutionary Student Brigade and
secondly, it maligns the Three Stooges.
The Stooges were funny, this was not.

This pie throwing business sounds more
like a publicity stunt for Table Talk pies
than a political statement. I guess the

Yips couldn't figure out that pies are

much better in your stomach than on
someone else's face.

Sandra Carabineris
Revolutionary Student Brigade

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.'

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Should we celebrate?
Jerry rojjers

Tomorrow will be the eleventh Friday of
the semester, the end of the tenth complete
week of classes. It is most noteworthy,
however, because it marks the start of a
three day weekend. The value of these kinds
of weekends is well documented.
This eleventh Friday, also the eleventh day

of November, will coincide with the
celebration of Veterans' Day in

Massachusetts and some other rebellious
States. The value of this holiday is not as well
documented as the value of a three day
weekend. Many of us do not think of the
holiday as a day worth celebrating for any
particular reason, despite our cheers for
another day off. The federal government,
after all, thinks of it only as a Monday off (the
feds switched their recognition of the day to
a Monday in October).

claim is just as often very hard to prove.
The sacrifices of millions of working class

citizens can not be written off so easily
though. For it is they, not the capitalist war
mongers, for whom the holiday is most
noteworthy. They are the people who have
to live with the sadness and bitterness that
has resulted from seemingly senseless war. I

offer no counterarguments to the claim that
war (s senseless. It seems unfortunate
however, that the only way we can deal with
memories of war are framed by either the
acceptance or rejection of imperialism.

Those who wish to mark a day such as
Veterans' Day as a special day are often
thought supportive of the kind of imperialism
characterized by the United States' in-

volvement in Vietnam and Korea.
This type of thinking made me feel guilty

on the Fourth of July during the bicentennial,

when I felt stirred by the nation's
celebrations (despite my disgust with all the

Why has the holiday been given such short shrift?

l\/lost lil<ely it is because the holiday is war related

Why has the holiday been given such short
shrift?

Most likely it is because the holiday is war
related. While the theme of the Fourth of
July is independence and not war. Veterans'
Day stirs up memories of the worst facet of
war - the deaths and maimings of human
beings.

Certainly war leaves much to be desired.
There is no reason why people should rejoice
over death, degradation, and the inequitable
effects of war on the working classes (the
ability of the upper classes to remove
themselves from war is well documented).
The stopping of fascism and the main-
tenance of freedom is the oft proclaimed
reason for most wars, yet the validity of the

accompanying media hype and public
relations).

I could not accept those feelings as en-
tirely valid because I'm sure my stirrings were
not rooted in imperialism.

Whether or not war related holidays can
ever be validly celebrated is a subject I can
not summarily comment on. I think it im-
portant, however, to remember the sacrifices
made by many people who approached
World Wars with benificent intentions (many
later comdemned the U.S. involven-ient in
Viet Nam), and I hope that no similar
holidays will be marked on our future
calendars.

Jerry Rogers' Column appears in Thurs-
day s Collegians.

Captain Hook
Steve clubin

Let's see. So far this semester I've lost a
jacket, three socks (my only matching pair), a
visor, and a notebook. But, a car? I knovv I

parked it here. Oh no, they did it to me again.

There goes another bet. I wagered that by
parking next to the Student Auto Workshop
in the lower Campus Center Garage a tow
would be impossible. I thought there just

wasn't enough clearance for a tow truck to

sneak in. I guess I get against in-

surmountable odds; the resourcefulness oi'

Amherst Towing.

Yes, Amherst Towing is ruthlessly ef-

ficient, like a well-oiled Winchester. They
swoop down and rustle the grazing steeds.
They brand it with a $16 dollar reclaimer fee
and the Parking Office tatoos on a $10 ticket.

"Ah, they got me."

I venture down to Amherst Towing's
distant corral to redeem my car. A bee hive
blonde secretary buzzes, "Sorry, no checks
or credit cards. We've been burned by
students too many times." I console her.

"Goe, that's too bad. Amherst Towing has
furnished students with nothing but
pleasure. Well, what the hell should I pay you
with, Spanish Bullion?"

Amherst Towing refuses to co-operate
with students or the university. Earlier this
year the Collegian asked Amherst Towing
what they thought of the growing concern
about their tactics and a need for a student-
run towing service. Amherst Towing replied
in their usual diplomatic tone, "we're not
giving you any information."

What are our options? One, we could
camouflage our cars to look like parking lot

attendants. Second, someone could invent a
"fold - up - and - put - in - your - pocket"
automobile. Or third, we could park in the
Student Senate Office until they adopt a
student-run organization to provide a more
compassionate towing service.

Revenge, justice, fate. Maybe Amhurst
Towing will soon know the fseling of a

"stubbed tow."

Steve Dubin's column appears every
Thursday in the Collegian.
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What's Happening

CONCERTS
^°°*^

- Madrigal Singers will perform at 8 p m
in Benzanson Recital Hall. FAC. Sponsored
by the department of music and dance

u "VT^^^l®
Shepp in concert at the FAC for

the benefit of the Che- Lumumba School
Also featuring the Diana Ramos Dancersand poet Andrew Salkey. Tickets on sale at

^ERFO^RMTNcf''°" '"" ^^'''^

A performance with words, dreams and
television sponsored by U.S. Travel Diaries
Student Union Gallery, 4pm
VIDEO SIDEWALK
The Student Video Project will present the

Holly Near concert, taped here last fall, on
the Campus Center Concourse, 11am to 2
p.m. '

RECITAL
Electronic music recital, Bezanson Recital

"an, o p.m.
MEETINGS AND ISSUES
J.r Stevens Boycott Committee meeting

at /:30 p.m. in Campus Center 163. Internal
presentation and discussion will follow at 8
p.m.

TOMORROW
CELEBRATION
The India Association will celebrate

"DIWALI," the most popular festival in India,
in Farley Lodge at 6 p.m. There will be a
potluck supper followed by the screening of
the Indian movie, "CHACHA BHATUA "

with English subtitles.

LECTURE
"Ethics in Journalism," by Edward

Shanahan, editor of the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, at 12:15 p.m. Reservations for the
luncheon are required and may be made by
calling 253 2848 Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 3
p^m. The forum is at the Unitarian
Meetinghouse, 121 North Pleasant St
Amherst.

V,QL
''"~''*^

A commemorative vigil marking the third
anniversary of the death of Karen Silkwoodwho was investigating alleged safety
violations at the Kerr-McGee plutonium
facility in Crescent City, Oklahoma at the
time of her auto accident, 11 a.m. on the
Amherst Town Con.mon.

DAILY
TICKET SALES FOR "VERONA"

Tickets are on sale for the UMass Music
Theatre Guild's "Two Gentlemen of
Verona. $2 for students, $2.50 all others
presentation will be Nov 17-20
PEACE CORPS

Seniors at the University, gracfuating in
January, are advised that the Office of the
Heace Corps Coordinator»at UMass now has
detailed job descriptions for Peace Corps
Programs starting in January and February

&45^2To5
"^'"^ C. Russo, 117 Draper Hall,

SPECTRUM SUBMISSIONS
Spectrum, the award-winning un-

dergraduate literary and fine arts magazine
IS taking work for the spring issue. Bring in
written work and black and white and color
art work to Campus Center 104 by Nov 23

Croft-Counfry Skit
Pre-Season Sale

Complete Packages froi

$67.50

Amherst Cycle Shop Northompton Bicycle Shop
**'3729 586-381,

PROGRAMMABLE
•;.'/// ////// (.'.;'.• /.

'''II
iii/iim I: AND

PRINTER

SPECIALS I!

Anti-nuke discussion
tervention Office of the Alternative Energy
Coalition, one of several groups opposing
construction of the Montague nuclear plant.

to air on Tocus' program rm^Ai* u • i.K vp^iaiii Credit Union seeking
WMUA (UMass radio 91.1 FM) will tonight

at 6 air a discussion on efforts to present
statements opposing construction of the
Montague nuclear power plant, at a series of
official heanngs now tentatively scheduled
for late December or early January.

The guest for the live, open forum will be
Richard Asinof, spokesperson for the In-

spring semester manager

The UMass Student Federal Credit Union
needs a manager for next semester. It offers
a 15-credit internship, banking experience
and pleasant company. Call Dave Green or
Peter Bloom at 545-2800 for interview

Texos Instruments

Proorommoble^O _, • • .Thermal printer

Texos Instruments
or

only
$259.00
only

$389.00
A/so: you get a free solid state games
program library with the purchase of either
of these calculators thru Nov. 15 only
at the calculator store [fe QDoM/C^ZTDGW §Q©(?^

^^rnpus center univ of mass, amherst

TiCQand PC lOOAProgrommobleOV^^^^^^, printer

Sweatos,clogs
orcords.

FAIR ISLES SWEATERS
Women's wool blend

crcu- neck in assorted colors. 15% off.

MEN'S FLANNEL
SHIRTS

Assorted plaids.

$5.95

Clogs
and Women's styles.

CORDUROYS BY
HE LODGE
Assorted colors.

$11.95

CHINOS BY ^^
THE LODGE '^"^

Air Force Blue, Tan or Grcv.

$1195

CORDUROY
FATIGUE SKIRTS
Biegc, Black or ChcKolate.

Amherst, Ri. 9- Next to McDonald's, 584-9690
Store hours: Monday to Friday 10-9, Saturday 10-6.

mmDiie
at harvard square ®
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LSAT
A weekend intensive course is planned for December 3 and 4 Practice exams also available, with or without review For more information call TestPrep Services of Amherst at 256 6462

TESTPREP

Notices

^^.i^^^^f^^OWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS
Will not meet this Saturday, November 12th We

vvill resume November 19th Any questions contactKevin 549-4562 or Jim 546 7079
COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Amherst people extendino Invitations for Thanks-Q.vma Feast. If interested call 545-2843 or come to theForeign Student Office.

BEGINNER DANCE GROUP
Class In basic performing and dance techique

Thursday, 7-9 p.m. NOPE 11. All welcome!

BOOTSpurchase neccessary
Just Register

UP TO 30% OFF
on several styles of FRYE BOOTS

(llm ited sizes)

^Timberland Waterproof Boots
• Krone Clogs $15.<>o

• Fine leather jackets. Bags, Wallets, Belts

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5135

FIRST JUMP COURSE

malr^fJr'r ^^ ^°^ V ^^ *°' '^°" ^^° ^»"' «omake their first parachute jump
FOUND

~ 3 silver rings, near Van Meter. Call Dede 6-1278

.hi L
''^'

'^^''' ^'°'^" ^"'^ ^^'"^ "^ale cat with fat
cheeks. Owner call: 549 6791
LOST

. „ ^°^^^y. Nov. 7, ELEMENTS OF STATISTk"*?
by^Jyrkit, Donald R. Call John Reilly 2I3-292? ^

thJirs'todav'"'
''" ^" ^"«*''« ^^-'«- -" °«t

^^jJ.^^^'^
^'^' ^'^^TCH EQUIPMENT TURN-INTurn in vour used equipment to be sold at the SkiS^natch. Turn-m dates CC Concourse Nov. 9 10 M,

J P. STEVENS BOYCOTT COMMITTEE
7:30, important general committee meeting 800

internal education presentation and discussion. 163

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Students interested in Medical Technology contact

Linda Brannett, rm 103, Morrill BIdg. Dept. of Micro-
biology.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Important meeting, Thurs. nite, 8:00 p.m. CC 173-

171. Ground School and Lessons
UMASS VOLLEYBALL CLUB

Practice Thursday, 6:30 p m. NOPE. Bring $2 dues.

WSYLFM

siToryi'j'Z" ^" '"'^"
'° ^'^^^'^ '" ''--

ZAMm MEETING FOR THIS SUNDAY'S SHOW
Listen to ZAMIR on Sunday 1-2 p.m. on WMUA

FS AND N CLUB

SDf'ak"a?fh«'p^cf,.'7i''
'"'' *''""^^ ^^^^ Drikinsman

nm Z-)-, ^u^*^ ^'''^ '"^^''"O '^'«.. Nov. 15, 7 30p.m., 227 Chenoweth, free cider and donuts.

Spring schedule book

available this Monday
There will be one Schedule Pamphlet with

Undergraduate, Graduate and Stockbridge
courses listed for the spring semester.
A sufficient number of Schedule Pam-

phlets are being produced to provide one to
each individual that needs one. The following
is the distribution (only one distribution -
none on Registration Day):
- For Graduate Students - The pam-

phlets will be available in the appropriate
departments for pickup by graduate students
on or about Monday, Nov. 14.

— For Undergraduate - Available at noon,
Monday, Nov. 14. Pamphlets may be picked
up on the Concourse Level, Campus Center.

Students who fail to obtain a Schedule
Pamphlet Monday at the Campus Center
may pick one up at the Calendar & Schedule
Officein Whitmoreafter9 a.m. Nov. 15 - as
long as the supply lasts.

-For Faculty - Schedule Pamphlets will
be distributed by the Calendar and Schedule
Office to departments on Monday and
Tuesday, Nov. 14 and 15.

The number printed permits the
distribution of one per person. Please take
only one and retain it for use through the
spring semester.

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?!!!Littte Ads C«filC RESULTS

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
3Qc per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Ford S700 527 5746

71 Honda CUBO. Good shape Cheap 546-
1092.

Great running Volka? $125 or 8.0. 549
1602

Muat San 68 Chav. 66 Merc. V.G. cond
550, BO 584-0164.

VW Nofchback '64. New brakes, clutch,
and more $450 for more info call 527
5659

69 Ford Window ~V~a7i~Tor sal?
Mechanically good, rebuilt engine Asking
»1,200 617-249 3338 in Athol

Little Ads Get tIG RESULTS
FOR RENT

69 Ford Galaxy 500. Police intercept
428C1 Runs excellent. 400$ 549-1456
after 4.

If you don't want to be locked into a 10 oi

12 nionths lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two bedrms Townhouse and garden units
starting at $195 plus utilities Call
SOUTHMEADOW 2560166 for more
details

LOST

LOST: Three records in CCN Pleasant St
area last Fn. nite Reward. Jack 253 5442
after 7P M

Bankbook: United Jersey Bank of Nor-
thwest #728 032252 If found return to
bank

SERVICES

Collegiate research papers Thousand* on
file All academic subtects Send $1 fo<
mail order catalog Box2S818-2 Loa
Angeles Calif 90025 (2131 477 8474.'

1970 Triumph GT8 + . 46K miles, no rust
exc cond $1,400 Rob 549 1228 after
7pm.

1974 Vaya Hatchback. Very good con-
dition. Andrea call eve. 546-9870.

72 Oatsun 012 door coupe Good cond.,
auto trans $900 586 0723 Keep
trying

f()« SALE

2 bedroom apt near UM starting Jan Call
2539885

AUDIO

Volvo repairs and maintenance AH ^ear«
and models, low prices Jack 586-0610.

WANTED TO RENT

19S8 219 Mercedes Body very good int

clean plus 219 1958 parts car many extras

1,000 or Best offer call 665 2202

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES'
Mens. Ladies canvas & leather Reg. S18
30 Just $10-14 50 Call 538 3181

2 bedrm. apt. N harmton S186 mo inci

heat Near 5 Coll bus Call 584 3573

ROOM wanted'

Technics SA5270 RCVR, Sanyo RD5O05
Cassdk, Infinity Qa spkrs Less than 3
mos old Best offer 546 4132

Pioneer KP-500 under warranty $110. or

B Kelvin 6 9363 Must sell

Expert typing, only S 40 page Call after 6
Mon Thurs

, 256 8484

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! Alf occasion EaiTes
beautifully derorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

1989 Triumph Spitfire. Semi-good con-
dition Make offer 253 3160

72 Cutlaas 360V8, automatic, PS, PB.
good cond 2 snowtires Call 586 3666

122Votvo parts sed&wagon Rea 665^43B4^

72 Super Baja Beetle. Excellent shape
Must sell immediately Call 549 5879.

71 Honda CB3S0. real good cond strong
bike S400 takes It Call 253 5054 Jim eve

70 Audi ibOLS. 40 StdTRT^Vg Cond
545 1387

66 Ford oust. Good cond New oil pomp
trans batt S350 or 8 O 546 5920

Save Levi Jean*. All sizes, stereo, VW
Seats 549 6305 after 6

Grad male wants efficiency apt or room
in a house, within 1 mile of campus Zahid
5450842 263-2097 for Dec to Aug

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732 9 10a m.
WANTED

Stereo KLH331, spkrs Harmon Kardon
'PC Used 2 mo , ex cond. Good price
$240 Call 546 8958

Salesmen needed foi on campus sales
Generous commissions Call 69669 or
69664

Tires-3 tires Dunlop steel belted radials
size 155^14 Excellent condition Best
offer 253 5487

Used calculator Tl SR 51 '51A Call Mark
545 0842 days

RIDERS WANTED

TO SUBLET

1 fern, wanted Un own rm in 2 bdrm apt

1st month FREEi $130 util ind Caria 549
1741 »>v»"s ' .. milp from campus Bus

FLY TO FLORIDA FOR THANKSGIVING!
Six seat private plane going Nov 20 to

Nov 26 Round trip cost $150 each For
info call Jason 546 1041 Notify by Nov
12^

Kenwood TK140XAMP Receiver Per
cond . 350 watt Need cash steal at

$126. fi'st offer Cai' 263 2576 ex 101
if.fvp rriess.igc

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low pnce & fuff

bcrvicp All models avail T159 $225 . 58
$99 96 61 $49 96 HP s B Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 649 1316

ENTERTAINMJENT

Pro Music Service Best m rock thru disco

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or coloi service in-

struction bv arrangement Reasonable
prices for high quality work Contact:
Steven 646 9653 nights only

INSTRUCTION

I will tutor Chem 1 11 Cheap prices Call 6-

6967 aftei 9 OOp m ask for Dennis

PERSONALS

JER happy 20th birthday Lots of love'

Love, your older woman KAL Nov 13
1977

To no 54 Good luck in tfie upcoming
irime against UNH Love a friend

REACH25,OOOREADERSDAtLYttHUntoAdtG»t BIO RESULT$HH REACH ISJfKgADgitOAILYmmgACMM.<0tRE/IPg||S DAILYIffftintoAii«itBIORBSULTStllf
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Sugarloaf Mt. Club
hosts NEAAU meet
fly DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The Sugarloaf Mountain Athletic Club will
be sponsoring the New England Amateur
Athletic Association (NEAAU) cross country
championship Sunday at 12:30 p.m. on the
athletic fields above NOPE
The race, being held in Western Mass. for

the first time in five years according to meet
director Ed Sandifer, is open to any in-
terested runners, including women.

Entry fee is $1 before Sunday, and $1.50
'or post entries.

The course will be a three-mile loop
through the woods behind Sylvan Area and
through the orchards. The runners will do the
loop twice, for a total of six miles.
A special trophy will be presented to the

first woman finisher. Individual and team
awards will also be given for the men.

Sandifer said he expected about 80
runners to compete, including teams from
the Greater Boston Track Club, last year's
champs; the North Medford Club, the largest
in the state; and possibly the Boston Athletic
Association, which sponsors the Boston
Marathon.
Top runners will be Bob Hodge, Vin

Fleming and Fred Doyle of the GBTC, and
Larry Olsen of the NMTC.
The host team boasts ex-UMass harrier

Tom Derderian; Sandifer and Bob Fisher,
both math grade students; Tony Wilcox, an
exercise science grad student who finished
15th in the 1976 Boston Marathon; Bob
Rosen; and "whoever else shows up."
The GBTC is favored to repeat, but

Sandifer said SMAC could take second.

Photo bv Dave Rodman

* UM will stop Burnham
CONT FROM PAGE 16

defensive coordinator Bob Pickett is not
in the least worried about UNH quar-
terback Allen using prime receiver Lee
Pope to pick on newcomers Sullivan,
Harrington, and Mclnnes.
"This is a good example of players,

who for some reason, knew at the
beginning of the season they would be
substituting but because of injury, at a
moments notice, have come in and done
the job - not doing it adequately but
superbly," said Pickett.

Harrington, a senior, has labored on
the bench for three years but is now
starting in place of the injured John
Beerworth and since the Harvard game is

quietly but most convincingly doing his
job as weak safety

'Ever since the Harvard game, Joe is a
leader in that backfield. He knows what
he's doing and is very proud of his
performance. Kevin Sullivan, a
sophomore, has stepped in, taken on a
lot of tough receivers, and has not
allowed one touchdown pass against
him, ' said Pickett.

"We may not have the greatest talent
man per man for a total unit, but I can't
think of any defensive unit that's better

"

he said.

Already, such players as linemen
Bemis and Willis; linebackers McCarty
and John McDonald; and secondary men
Croasdale and Sullivan have been named
to the Yankee Conference weekly
selections for defensive Player of the
Week on various occasions.

Pickett said he can't compare this
year's unit to the defensive unit of two
years ago which was in the same
situation, facing UNH for the YanCon
crown.
"You really cant compare our team

this year to the team two years ago
because of the different schedules and
player personnel. But I will say this year's
defense has done everything we, as
coaches, have asked and more. They are
an extremely cooperative bunch and very
serious about practice."
We are very confident that UNH will be

stopped by the players we have,' said
Pickett.
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UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

colculotors
Texas instruments

WAS SALE
S300 S224 96

$125 $93 9S

$«0 $59 99

$200 $149 95

$80 $59 99

$70 $45 95

Tl 59

TI-58

TI-57

PC 100A

MBA FINANCE
SR 51 11

SH 40

Tl 1660

BA BUSINESS
TI-5015

T I 5040
Tl 5050M
MODULE LIB

$40

$40

$40

$80

$130

$110

FOR

$23 95

$23 95

$27 95

$62 95

$94 95

$79 95

HI wi f J r

!

jr >'4( ^A«;l
m

WAS SALE
HP 10 $175 $153 95
HP I9C $345 $299 95
HP 21 $80 $69 95
HP 22 $125 $109 95
HP 25 $125 $109 95
HP-2SC $160 $140 95
HP 27 $175 $153 95
HP 29C $195 $171 95
HP 55 $395 $129 95
HP 67 $450 $374 95
HP 91 $325 $279 95
HP-92 $625 $519 95
HP-97 $750 $624 9558 & 59 $29 95

46o»« prfcM Includt A/C AdmptorChmrg»r ana Carrying

All abov calculator* hatta lull ona-yaar laclory warranty
Eneloia paymant In Ml with ordar, or ramll S20 with ordar.
balanca COD
Shipping Chargaa Add $3.00 for calculator* and 4% ol prica
lor racalvan.

FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with MO or cartlflad
chacki Partonal chack$ will dalay Iha ordar until It claart
bank*

STEREO
RECEIVERS

CidmoiMeefT
SI 1}iO

SI toso

S« tM
SX'MO
•I 'Sfl

ti.aso

tl SM
SI «so

REG

KSO
»0
47«>

3Tb

2n

SALE
ifcl?

S03

436
381

302

J31

196

1b<»

SEND
FOR
FREE

CATALOGUE
PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814-237-5990

(Add J\ !(•• Crertii Trfi'l Order;.;

STEREO WAREHOUSE
1 10 NEW ALLEY. STATE COLLEGE. PA 16801

OPEN NIGHTS TILL 11 P.M. DAILY

FROM HERE TO THERE AND BACK
AGAIN -IMPORTED BEERS FROM

AROUND THE WORLD

• MIX N MATCH
YOUR FAVORITES

I list nssortiii rii I nf
/•ri.'.s fnr nil Itistrs

MOW Ml ni?? ('irr IIS a rnll

n r ran Iwlp
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:u»()( (mj.K(;kst hto

DOONHSBLRY by Carry Triideau

aM(&( HARfilS IS A vejemn
coueoe srupeNT iajith his
SARTOTm 6R0UND. TBCL //£,

J Z3NK£f!, WHAT'S 7H£ 3C£Na
[ LIKE W[m?/lfi£ KJD5 STILL
, "TURNING ON'/iNP^IUNma/T'^

mey CEOAJNLy AR£, ROLANP,
ANDINB^-eHOUHMe NUMBBftS'
mit we USB OF 'acid'iscoon
OTf€ft 5TAPUS SUCHAS *GMSS-
AND '•CO^'H/Jve RBaSTERED

IMf>fi£5SIVS6AlNSi

HOmyiR. Bf ThB END OF TUB
iEM, I'D UXK FOR MOfit 'DOWN-
BUS' AND! THINK )0U'LL FIND
MANY STWENTS UJILl BB kWVO^O
TOUAftDTUBmUBimXTIONAL
CBWm. NBUms StSTEMI&HES-

sAimn

WMBAN..
ALCOHOL?/

R/6HT.THB

KmCALL

PLA5IEREP'
OR^BOMBEO:

B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANLTS by Charles Schuiz

I PONT JNPER5TAND.

o

HOUJ CO/ME THE ROOF
IS COVERED WITH

SNOW, BUT HE ISN'T ?

'^^i^M^

SNOW DOES NOT
STlCl^ TO A WARM
CUPPLV 80PV I

and h€ \tavti wie ^
Sprau^/ec/ OiA across

+h« floor. ^H^^^

WALLY DORF by Rob Raniiey

I just Luari^cd to gei-
|

tHcit dorf's cxHcAfxon, I

J

I dor\'t get it-

i>oKa1'5-H\e poimit?

©-^

\ ';'.•! • ). \i
'..'k i;. Ilins

cioui, itJ A

WS 8ooy , vio

HJ^ytt.9 i£/smto

i£ML»tMu CYC..:)

CM by Marty Maceda

CQll^gLf

PLAN TO EAT AT

Pizza GhndersSawlwicbes-CoidOirinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst

'i' M k

Hours 11:30 1 am Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends

New Hideout Delivery Policies
r

THE HIDEOUT
Save ten receipts and receive

- 1 FREE LARGE plain pizza

265-0441
sample

We deliver chef

salads, antipasto,

spinach salads, and
soups of the day

ALlMIiNLM HON by Sieve Lafler

YiPPlE LEADER K\C^
SV^MP CAL1.IM6 THEI
FBI HERE/

HELLO'THIS 15 RiCH ] 'uH^SoRRr R\CH, BOT
sSWAMP' I WANT YOU I lYOUR PHoME .•:^- TAP-|

GORKY G-MEM TO STOP ^^PED. WERE BuSr- wiTW
r^ON»~rofvlNG MY PHoMEyAXE MURDERERS AND

THE LIKE. ^\GHT MOW

MMM.. MAYBE IP I

MOLESTED A CHiLt> OR

Your Birthday ^y Stella Wilder

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
10 - Born today, you are
ambitious and detemiined,
with an ability to
maneuver other people
into the decisions and ac-
tions you need for success.
This doesn't mean that you
take advantage of people,
or have no interest in
them. For every service
rendered you are wilbng
and eager to render a ser-
vice back. In fact, you
often repay debts with
more than you owe. It is
the large not the small
issues that concern you.
A cautious spender, but

not miserly, you will al-
ways spend what is neces-
sary in order to achieve
your aims where good
health, entertainment,
educaUon, and daily shel-
ter are concerned. Where
you draw the line is at
spending what is entirely
unproductive. You refuse
to give to any charity with-
out first conducting your
own thorough investiga-
tion. You do not believe in
paying for what you do not
receive, i.e. childr«'n's
allowances.
You would make an ex-

cellent parent, instilling in
the young thrift, honesty,
determination and ambi-
tion, along with a knowlege
of ones Imutations and a
love of knowledge. You
pride yourself on your

open-mindedness and
open-heartedness; and
your children can depend
upon this to bring you
always over to their side in
terms of love, if not in
deed.

To find what Ls in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
L«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 11
SCORPIO(Oct.23-

Nov.21) - Take a pracUcal
stand when asked for your
views today. Children njay
need special guidance late
in the day.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Oec.21) - Guard against
one who seems determined
to beat you at your own
game. Practice up on finer
points.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - You should find a
happier state of affairs at
home today. Be content
with improvement; don't
ask for more now.
AQUARIUS( Jan.20-

Feb.l8) - Intellect without
affection leaves loved ones
cold. Let family and
friends know how you feel
about them.
PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) - Plan your financial
security now. To wait
longer may be to lose out
on an opportunity for gain
in the near future.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) You'll meet wit
ing degrees of •

today. Don't t>e alaj
another moves ah
you; it's only tempt
TAURUS(April :

20) - Progress com<
constructive thinkij
courage to move ah
you - not another - <

GEMINI(May21-Ji
- Consider your sp
habits; it may not
difficult as you ima
discover where the
goes.

CANCERiJune
22) - Many would s

fail. Arm yoursel
knowledge. Facts a
ures make the difl
between failure an
cess.

LEO (July 23-Au§
Your adventureson
ture may lead you i
lund of experience
can't handle. Be war
offer of new gain.

VIRGO) Aug.23-Se
Restlessness cause
sion in A.M. Don't I

to a plan to get at

.

through devious me
open and honest.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oc

Teach to chUdren w
had a difficult tim<
ing. You should b
successful than yo
parents were.
C<V7r«ak(. itn. Uattai P«m

cato. lac.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Horny skin
proieciion

5 Yearn
9 Out in front

14 State
15 Actor—

Novello
16 Well's

partner
17 Liquid

poured off

19U.S
president

20 Destroy
slowly

21 Head part
23 "— we

forget'
24 Can -US

Indian
community;
2 words

27 Afr 'nation

29 Inebriates
31 N Can.

island
35 Windy city

37 Vaudeville
routines

39 Remove pits

40 Takes part
in races

42 Slumber
44 — fountain
45 British

composer
47 Jacob's

sons
namesakes

49 Point
50 Thrown

away

T

52 Recondi-
tioned

tires

54 State
56 Vituperates
59 Boxing

match
62 Came upon
64 Roma

martini

ingredient
65 Instrument
67 Brought

shame on
70 Way
71 -—club
72 Japanese

monastery
73 Chirping

sound
74 Dash
75 Formerly

Archaic

DOWN
1 Walks in

surf

2 Prevent
3 LPs
4 Dealer
5 Illuminated
6 Eggs
7 Importance

8 Very large
9Sailors
direction

10 Barn areas
1 1 Author ----

8 Gardner
12 Historical

periods
13 Netherlands

city

1 8 Hot wine

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday s Puizle Solved

T £1 M w
\ T H F FHiIaIrI

A R N 1 I £> LA _lj,jInIgIfI
T /^k s L I

N.G U I S! T I C
A S 01 F

^t
SIIS E 1" N S

«.; F 11 I ME S
A i*^ L EIDH^'ODE

WIN IM^'^ ^ °Vr ^ R U P
5 f< E T^K nil "N-C E
r^n? Ais1 T Ah R 1Err
T""TJim Z6 M

7T w TTT
iftlAlT^ giN^pj iK NEE
^ 1 G HT A ^m Irrr
A C5 R E E T TO R A I D
m7^T nT LLIKm i Ulv

beverage
22 Filch

25 Signs a con-

tract

26 Ability

28 Hydrogen
30 Range

animal
32 Kitchen

tool 2
words

33 Asian na-
tion: Comb
form

34 In order
35 Gang
36 Haw dance
38 Cut through
41 Make wet
43 Com of India

46 Pensioned
Abbr

W

48 Specific
taste

51 River barrer,
53 Judea's pro-

curator
55 Non-com

mittal state-
ment

57 Tinkers tr

to

Chanpe
58 Anwar --

Egypt
Presideni

59 Kind
60 Ships for

ward hull

61 Fever
63Doafarrr ^

job
66 Tennis gr -

68 Water bo. v

69 Mil VIP
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Mike Fallon Dave Rodgers

UMass's QB

Rags to riches
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Rags to riches.

It's America's favorite story. Everyone
loves the tale of the Horatio Alger types.
The guy who comes out of nowhere to
fame and success.

Mike Fallon fits the part.

The UMass quarterback has risen from
relative obscurity to a place in the
Minuteman record books this season.
And just six years ago, little did anyone

know that Fallon would even be playing
collegiate football.

"I never played football in high
school" said Fallon, a 1971 Catholic
Memorial graduate. "I broke my arm in
nny sophomore year, and I didn't try out
my last three years."
Upon graduation, Fallon plunged

directly into the working world. In his
spare time, he played quarterback in the
Boston Park League for two years. It was
there that his collegiate career was
launched.

"A friend who saw me play there
recommended me to some people down
at Ferrum Junior College, " Fallon said. "I
went down there with no scholarship to
play football."

And he did just that. Fallon led the
Virginia school to the national junior
college championship in 1974, his
sophomore year.

^
After his two-year stint at Ferrum, the

6'1", 199- lb. signal -caller was recruited
by several Southern schools, but his
heart belonged in his home state.

'I really wanted to go to UMass,"
Falk)n revealed. "I sent them some films,
I guess they liked what they saw, and i

came here."

But in his first fall on campus (1975),
the Roxbury native was not a member of
the varsity. Joining a team which had
veterans Fred Kelliher and Brian McNally
as its two top quarterbacks, Fallon sat the
season out.

") was red-shirted," he said. "But I did
play on the 'look team' (a team which
scrimmages the varsity in practice)."

After his year of adjustment to the
UMass system, Fallon was elevated to
second-string last season. But not until
McNally suffered an injury in the eighth

game of the campaign did Fallon have a
full opportunity to exhibit his talent.

After McNally groggily went to the
sidelines against Holy Cross with a slight
concussion, Fallon was rushed into
service. He brought his team back from a
7-0 first quarter deficit to a 21-14 win by
rushing for 1 12 yards in 19 carries. For his
performance, he was awarded the Most
Valuable Player trophy for the game.

Assured of a starting job in 1977, Fallon
went through pre-season practice with
optimism. But his dreams of glory
seemed to vanish in the first game of the
season when he limped off the field at
Army with an injured knee.
"They told me it looked really bad," he

said. "They wanted to put it in a cast, but
if I knew if they did that, I wouldn't be
able to play. And since it's my senior year
I didn't want that."

Fallon skipped the next game, but
came back against Harvard to engineer a
17-0 UMass victory. For his efforts, he
was awarded the ABC offensive player of
the week laurels.

From then on, it's been smooth sailing
for the 24-year-old senior. Fallon leads
Yankee Conference quarterbacks in
touchdown passes with 10, and has
completed 52 per cent of his passes for
744 yards. He has had just five tosses
intercepted, while connecting on an
average of seven per game.

Along the way, he set a new UMass
record for TD tosses in a game (five vs.
Youngstown State). And after that
exhibition, he won the 'Golden Helmet'
trophy, emblematic of the top ECAC
Division II player of the week.
He also won his second straight MVP

trophy from last Saturday's 28-6 Holy
Cross victory.

And now, with "definitely the biggest
game of my life" facing him Saturday,
Fallon would like nothing better than to
make up for past UMass losses and take
home the Beanpot.

"It doesn't matter that the game's
against UNH," he claimed, "as long as
It's for the Yankee Conference cham-
pionship."

And if the Minutemen do win, then the
perfect ending will have been written for
the Mike Fallon story.
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Swimmers to raise funds
NOPE pool will be alive with action

tonight, when the members of the men's and
women's swim teams participate in the first

annual UMass "Crawl-a-Thon."

From 4 6 p.m., an estimated 45 swimmers
and divers along with some "surprise
celebrity swimmers" will be attempting to
swim for two hours or a maximum of 200
laps, according to women's coach John
N'unelly

The purpose of the "Crawl-a-Thon" is to
raise money for equipment and an intensive

training program over intersession for the
two teams, Nu nelly said.

Nunelly and the men s coach, Bei
Melamed, hope to raise around $1,000 from
the event.

Money will be raised through pledges
obtained by the swimmers from businesses,
friends, parents, teachers, and relatives. The
male and female swimmer who raises the
most money will get a free dinner at a local
restaurant

Everyone is invited to come cheer on the
swimmers.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10. 1977 m
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2nd seed stickers open tourney

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

Plenty of good food is served on
Tr''"M'r^S«'"'''«V Brunch

U„„ u n
^'°°** ^"*' Stillings Din

?om ,n"*
^^l'^*""* you. servingfrom 10 a m to 1 p.m

^th« m"\*''' ^ 9°°** '"««• before i]

By /l/l/SSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass field hockey team, seeded
second in the New England Regional
tournament, will play unseeded UMaine-
Orono today at 10:30 am. in the first round
ot the tourney at Harvard.
The tourney's top two squads of the field

ot lb, eight of which are seeded, will journey
to Colorado for the Nationals later this
month. The final round will be played at
Harvard Saturday.
The Minutewomen hope to escape last

year s fate of losing in the opening round of
the single elimination tournament.
Two years ago, the maroon and white lost

the opportunity to face- off at the Nationals
by the slim margin of penetration time. In
case of a tie, the greater time within the

mI?'"^
circle determines the victor In

UMass's case only the clock stopped the
Minutewomen from continuing post-season
play.

The UMass stickers were winless in their
last three games after the tournament
rankings were announced.

"We've had a big letdown," commented
coach Judith Davidson.
With three contests remaining, the

Minutewomen entered the UConn game
with an impressive 8-2-1 record. But UMass
was shutout, 2-0, by the Huskies, who are
ranked fourth in New England.
The Minutewomen's last two games

resulted in ties. Laura O'Neal's goal evened
the Spnngfield contest, M, last Friday. The

New England Regional lA Standings
1 New Hampshire
2. Massachusetts
3. Colgate
4. Connecticut
5. Brockport
6. Springfield

7. Dartmouth
8. Yale

liKdoor Savings too good to be advertised.

Gome see for yoHrself!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhtrtt CtnUr, across from tho croon 253-5441

ItkinB Hufi

New shipment
for school and the
Fall Fashion!

The Largest Selection

of the Qriginal

Swedish,

Danish and
Austrian Clogs

ALL SIZES
Bastard - Mia -

Gunilla and MengennGunilla and A

WHY PAY MORE ?
COME TO THE

WARE FAClilRl
SHOE OUTLET

EAST ST., WARE. MASS

FACTORY TO YOU SAVINGS

BRING IN THIS AD FOR A \
3.00 DISCOUNT-CLOGS '

Eastfield Mall Auburn Mall Liberty Mall
Springfield ,M A Auburn MA Danvers. MA

%^^
Methuen Mall Methuen MA

OF 25
%

to

FAMOUS NAME WOMEN'S SHOES
& FASHION BOOTS

Intludlnjj: AFTER SKI BOOTS

NewFallArrivals

WARE FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
HOURS: - Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5 P.M

Also PICK A DILLY FACTORY SHOE OUTLtT
64 North St Piftsfield Mass

Tel 1-967-9753

makeup clash with Bridgewater State
t-oliege, the last regular season game, was a
scoreless deadlock.

-rJ^'^.l^^'*
°^ scoring concerns Davidson.

The UMass mentor may add an additional
player to the offensive line in today's game to
battle this situation. Davidson said she is
willing to risk the chance of foes scoring
more often, but only in the hopes that the
Minutewomen's scoring will increase

Co captains Cheryl Meliones and Lynsie
Wickman led the scoring department with
eight and four goals respectively this year
Laura O'Neal contributed three tallies, while
Juhe McHugh had two goals. Sue Kibling
and Ginger Bulman both added one

UMass's defense has been outstanding all
year. The Minutewomen have allowed only
seven goals in 14 games. UMass goalie Kathy
bipps has an incredible 0.5 goals against
average. Gipps improved upon her 1.5 goals
against average of last year.

Defensive positions were filled by Sue

ilT f^^Mi?^^ ""''' ^"^y Kennedy at left
link, Jody Wickman at left back, Kelley Sails
at right back, Gayle Hutchinson at sweeper
and Gipps in goal. The defense's only lapsecame against first ranked New Hampshire
when It allowed three goals.

Although UMass is seeded second, the
road to the Nationals will not be easy' The
Minutewomen's contest against third- ranked
Colgate ended in a scoreless tie.

Yale, seeded eighth, tied , the UMass
stickers, 1-1, earlier in the season. Julie
McHugh scored the lone goal.
The maroon and white have the privilege

of playing on Harvard's best field, which may
aid their performance.

Booters bypassed;
no tournament berth
By MARK MARCHAND.
Collegian Staff

"It's over. Dartmouth was selected over
us," said a dejected Larry Aronson over the
telephone late last night. The senior co-
captain of the UMass soccer team had just
learned that the Minutemen were overlooked
by the selection committee for the Division
One New England Toumament.

The news spells bitter disappointment for
the booters, who have turned in a brilliant 9-4
season thus far and will have to play an anti-
chmactic game against Providence College
here on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
UMass was ranked fourth in the latest

Division I poll, while Dartmouth was ranked
sixth.

"They (Dartmouth) tied Brown University
(ranked first in NE) and had a stronger
schedule, " explained disappointed UMass
coach Russ Kidd. "We kind of figured that
they might get in."

This will be the first time that UMass faces
the Providence soccer team in its history.
"They're an up and coming team," said
UMass coach Russ Kidd. "They've given
some tough teams a real hard team as of
late."

According to Kidd, the Friars are coming
off of two tough losses to both UConn andUR by scores of 1-0 and 2-1 respectively
URI IS ranked third in New England while
UConn IS a perennial N.E. powerhouse.

''I saw them at the beginning of the year
and they really didn't look that potent," said
Kidd. "I don't have that much information on
them, but apparently they've been coming
on strong in the last few games."

With no tournament berth, Saturday's
game will mark the last game for five UMass
seniors. Aronson, Ed Niemiec, Mark
Hodgdon, Andrew Moore, and William
Sorenson will be suiting up for the final time
in front of a UMass soccer audience.

"UMass soccer has come a long way and
it would be nice to play the final game in
front of a nice crowd," said Aronson. "It's
difficult to imagine that it's all over on
Saturday since we weren't selected for the
tournament."

Saturday's game will also be the first

action that co-captain Ed Niemiec has seen
in a while. Originally thought to be out for the
season, Niemiec has seen his thigh injury
take a turn for the better and has started to
practice.

Smoken' Joe to fight
Shavers in comebacic

^^j

NEW YORK [UP/] - Former World
Heavyweight Champion Joe Frazier is all but
set for a $1 million nationally televised comt^
back fight against fourth-ranked slugger
Earnie Shavers in February, according to
promoter Bob Arum of Top Rank, Inc.

"We'll know all the details later today or
within the next couple of days," Arum said
yesterday. "We're still talking to the net-
works."

Frazier, his singing career somewhat
stalled, is anxious to return to the ring for the
first time since his fifth round non-title kayo
by George Foreman 17 months ago. He has
reportedly been working hard in his
Philadelphia gym and is around 221 pounds,
about 10 more than his prime fighting
weight.

"He feels he can take Shavers," said
Butch Lewis, Arum's partner. "And he thinks
it would lead to a fourth fight with
Muhammad Ali. Joe wants Ali bad."

Frazier will be going against the advice of
nearly everyone around him if he returns to
fighting. His family wants him to stay retired,

his manager Eddie Futch wants him to*iand
so does Lewis, even though he'll promote
the bout for his friend.

"As a friend, I don't want him to fight,"
said Lewis, "but he told me 'Butch, we're
friends but I'm gonna fight' and I said I'd

handle it for him."
Frazier. who will be 34 in January, is not in

dire need of money, according to friends,
although he has lost money on his venture
into singing with his group "The Knock-
outs." What he seems to miss is the action.

Perhaps Frazier should hear what Futch
has to say b*>fore coming back against
Shavers, who nearly kayoed Ali in the 15th
round of their Sept. 29 bout before dropping
a unanimous decision.

Futch, who stopped Frazier from con-
tinuing in the 14th round when he was
blinded by his own blood in the "Thrilla in

Manila" against Ali three yeai^ ago, told the
story at the weigh-in for the Ken Norton-
Jimmy Young fight last week in Las Vegas.
Futch's voice was soft but firm.

"Joe called me on the phone a few
months ago and said he'd been working out
and asked if I would come out and take a
look at him," Futch said.

"I started to tell him I didn't think it was
such a good idea that he be coming back but
he said 'just come out and watch me work.'

"Well, a few days later I went over to his

gym and watched him rjo a few rounds in the
ring and on the bag and frankly I've got to
admit I was impressed.

"He was in much better shape ttian I

expected and he was moving and working
well. He'd gotten heavier but now his weight
was pretty good. He wants to come back. He
doesn't need the money. He just misses it.

He misses the training, the work. He misses
the whole thing."

Futch shrugged when someone asked
whether he thought Joe would come back.

"I don't know " he answered. "I told oim I

didn't see any future in it. I don't think he
should. But I love him, he's my friend. If he
wants me, I'll be with him.

That's about the attitude of everyone
around Frazier.
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THE GAME

Kevin Cummings won't drop many
balls like this one, crowds of defenders
notwithstanding. The senior tight end,
along with junior wide receiver Dennis
Dent (9), will be expected to carry the
brunt of the load in Saturday's clash
with the New Hampshire Wildcats. Dent,
a speedster, has been coach Dick
MacPherson's long threat this season,
^.'Hile Cummings has been a clutch
receiver and very steady — steadily
breaking records. (Staff photo by Bob
Higgins)

UM-UNH battle for Yankee title
By BILL EDEL STEIN
Collegian Staff

Actually, it's no bigger than the battle of
Gettysburg, the Manhattan Project, and
the Bunker Hill monument put together.

It is dwarfed when compared to man'5 first

step on the moon and Columbus' discovery
of America.

"If may very well be the biggest game a
UMass football team has played since the
Peil Pennington Era. It is the UNH game this
Saturday at Durham. Game time is 1 p.m.

The key to the game may not be New
Hampshire's All- Everything halfback. Bill

Burnham. At least UNH head coach Bill

Bowes thinks this way.
"UMass is exceptionally strong against the

run. There hasn't been a team this season
that's been able to establish a rushing anack
against them," said Bowes.

Although the Wildcats' offensive line is in

a comparable weight class to the
Minutemen's defensive front, UMass's
quickness has affected Bowes' game plan.
"We don't expect to dominate the line of

scrimmage," he said. "Jeff (Jeff Allen, the
New Hampshire quarterback) must throw
effectively for us to win."
UMass coach Dick MacPherson plans to

run "business as usuai" as far as his offense
is concerned.

"If we run. we can pass better," quoted

MacPherson from the Little Red Book of
Chairman Lombard!. "We obviously have the
passing game to go to if we have to."

On defense, the Wildcats plan nothing to
astound the visiting Minutemen.

"Well line up and see what happens,"
stated Bowes.

MacPherson offered a similar strategy.
"There's no question about it — they have

a fine passing and running attack," noted
MacPherson. "We've got to be able to stop
any of those things, and I feel we have the
people to do it."

UMass will not go out of its way to put
pressure on the experienced Allen.

'He"s a senior quarterback that handles
the blitzes by checking-off. He knows where
his receivers are, " warned the UMass coach.
Bowes also mentioned the blitz.

"UMass teases you a bit," said the New
Hampshire mentor. '"They let you complete a
few passes, then they blitz. Before you know
It, they have you second and 20, third and 15,
and you're in trouble.""

Bowes may be teasing UMass a bit in

failing to mention his top receiver, Lee Pope.
The Roxbury native has been UNH"s top
receiver for the last two years, and is leading
the club in receptions once again this season.
He is expected to be Allen's prime target.

"UMass" defensive secondary is the lesser
of two evils, according to Bowes, and
MacPherson has had to make a few changes

to make it such an undesirable, "better"
alternative.

"'We tried some man-to-man against
Army," said MacPherson, ""but since then
we've implemented more of a zone pass
defense."
Bowes says that the game will be won by

the team that makes the fewest mistakes,
and MacPherson concurs ... to a point.

"Some bad breaks on the special teams
could hurt,"" said the UMass coach, "but
after that, if a team really gets behind, I think
the other club could really run all over the
club that"s losing, and make them look bad.
Both teams are good enough to do that,"
said MacPherson.
Whether this Saturday"s contest will be a

closer one or a runaway is irrelevant.

Rich Eckel

UNH must fly or die

UM defense confident
capable and complete
By I^IKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Just what is the UMass defenses
opinion of the highly touted UNH of-
fense? Are they impressed with running
back Bill Burnhams 1,341 yards and
quarterback Jeff Aliens better than 50
per cent pass completion percentage?

Phil Puopolo — senior middle guard,
"Who's Bumham? Never heard of him."
John Willis - senior defensive end —

"I think Burnham is going to see a lot of
darkness on Saturday afternoon. He
might even be meeting a lot of UMass
people like Phil Puopolo, Dave Bemis,
Steve Telander, and Peter McCarty. The
meeting might not be too friendly."

Dave Croasdale - senior defensive
safety - "I probably won't be seeing
Burnham too often because the people
up front are going to make sure I don't
see him."

This past .Tuesday night, on the
practice field in the driving rain, the mud,
and the cold, cornerback Kevin Sullivan
dumped a player attempting to get
around defensive end. The whole
defensive unit gave him a round of ap-
plause, saying, "Thats where Burnham

and Allen will be watching the game
from."

UMass" defense is the number one
team m Division II against the run,
holding its opponents to 63 yards per
game on the ground, and has given up an
average of 9 points per game.

Unlike the New England Patriots of last
year, UMass' defense does not hold
hands in the huddle to signal
togetherness and unity. But the feeling is

very much evident among the players.
"I think every person on the team and

especially the defense cares about what
happens to each and every person out
there. In other words, the defensive
linem^ care about the linebackers, the
linebackers care about the secondary and
the secondary cares about the linemen.
Whatever affects one, affects us all,"

said Steve Telander, linebacker.
The least experienced part of the

senior dominated defense, but still ef-

fective, nonetheless is the secondary
composed of cornerbacks Kevin Sullivan
and Dave Croasdale, and safeties Joe
Harrington and Steve Mclnnes.

Croasdale is the only veteran but

TURN TO PAGE 12

For two weeks now, while walking my
appointed rounds across campus, friends
and acquaintances have stopped to ask me
the same question. Who's going to win —
UMass or UNH?

Everytime, I have replied in the same non-
commital type fashion. On paper, I say, it

looks like a real even matchup. Its really hard
to pick one from the other.

That"s on paper.

But what about the men who, for

countless hours, this fall, sat in their offices
watching films on both teams looking to find

some type of weakness? What about the
coaching peers of Dick MacPherson and Bill

Bowes who, in every case but one, obviously
have had trouble finding a weakness?
What are their weaknesses? Where can

each team try to attack? Here's a sample of
opinions from people who can better ap-
preciate the intricacies and preparation
behind Saturday's game. Four coaches who
for the most part have come up empty
handed against the two Yankee Conference
elites.

One man who will be watching the
scoreboard Saturday with special interest is

URI coach. Bob Griffin. ShouW UMass lose
and his team defeat Connecticut, the
YanCon would end in a three way tie.

"There's not a lot to choose from; both are
outstanding teams," said Griffin, whose
team stunned UNH, 21-20, two weeks ago.
"Mass has better overall team strength and
balance. But UNH has Burnham and Allen.
They coukJ nnake the difference."

"I see it as a real close game, and in close
games kicking can make the difference,"
continued Griffin. "In that respect I woukj
have to give the edge to UMass. They have
the field goal kicker (Dave Croasdale). But no
matter how it comes out, we still have to
beat Connecticut to have any shot at the
title."

Up the road apiece, UConn coach Walt
Nadzak also is expecting a close contest. "It

should be one of the great games in New
England, '" said Nadzak, whose team
provided UMass a scare before bowling in

the second half.

""Mass has a much more physical team,"
Nadzak added. "When we came out of that
game, we knew we had been in a football

game. I think they are stronger defensively.

But UNH can throw the ball better. If Allen
has a good day, I'd have to give the edge to
UNH. There's not much of a difference,

though. The team that plays with the most
emotion and intensity is going to win the
football game."

Maine"s mentor. Jack Bicknell, concurs
that this should be a close ballgame.

"New Hampshire's not physical enough to
run at Mass, " he said. "They've got to throw
the football. If they throw nothing but
Burnham at them I doubt they will win. I

think the key is Allen and whether NH throws
on early downs. They did that against us and
were effective.

"Allen is a good one, and though I un-
derstand Fallon's had some good games, I

would have to give NH the edge at quar-
terback.

"It's a good matchup, but I lean to
UMass," Bicknell said.

Holy Cross coach Neil Wheelwright also
saw both teams this fall, and he too came
away with two losses to add to his coaching
record.

"I think both squads are exceptk)nally
talented," Wheelwright said. "But there'i
been two months in between times that I

saw them, so Its tough to compare them
(Holy Cross lost to UNH, 27-14, on Sept 10).
I think UMass is sound in every phase of the
game. But like I said, we saw New Hamp-
shire two months ago, and they've improved
since then. It shoukJ be a great footbaH

'

game."
That's what the rival coaches think. What

seems to be their conclusion?

They all seem to feel that if UNH is gdng
to win its third straight YanCon title, the
Wildcats will have to move the football via

the air. Ironically, Bill Burnham, New
England's all-time leading rusher, seems to
take a back seat in importance to Jeff Allen,

UNH's classy quarterback.

The concensus is that if UMass has a
weakness, it is in its secondary.
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Artist's rendering of tfie Haymarket bombing. May 4, 1886.

When the Haymarket conspirators were hanged, November 11 1887 their last
words were reported by Police Captain Schaak. August Spies' said, '"You may
strangle this voice but my silence will be more terrible than speech " Adolph Fischer
said "Hoch die Anarchie!" George Engel said "Hurrah for anarchy!" Albert Richard
Parsons said, "O men of America, let the voice of the people be heard "Just then
the trap was sprung.

The Haymarket SquareA ffair
Tomorrow marks the ninetieth an-

niversary of the hanging of the Haymarket
conspirators, who were convicted of hav-
ing conspired to throw a dynamite bomb in-
to a group of policeman on the night of
May 4, 1886. The policeman had been call-
ed to disperse what had been organized as
a non-violent protest rally by 3,000 workers
who had come to protest the shootings of
workers two days earlier at the McCormick
harvester plant where striking workers
there had been demonstrating in favor of
the eight-hour work day. Among the
workers at that rally were many anarchists,
socialists, and other members of the radical
labor movement which was particularly
strong in Chicago in the mld-1880's.The
four who were hanged for the Haymarket
bombing had nothing to do with the throw-
ing or the making of the bomb. They were
railroaded to the gallows by Melville E.
Stone and other leading citizens because
they were labor agitators and outspoken
enemies of the capitalist system. Three of
them were German-born anarchists. The
fourth, Albert Richard Parsons, came from

Police Captain Michael J. Schaack wrote
a 700 page hook about the bombing.

For an excellent book on the subject see
The History of the Haymarket Affair by
Henry David, New York, 1963, Collier
Books.

old New England stock and had worked for
a number of newspapers before moving to
Chicago and becoming very active in the
printer's union and socialist politics. He
became an anarchist after he became con-
vinced that the American system did not
give the American workmen a square deal.
In one of his newspapers he once urged
"Worklngmen of America, learn the
manufacture and use of dynamite. It will be
your most powerful weapon..." For this he
was hanged. The man who really threw the
bomb was never identified. The incident
and its subsequent trial and convictions
created a great deal of controversy
throughout the country and It succeeded in
polarizing much of the American populace
in its attitudes towards the labor movement
In the nation. It has also had important
long-range consequences for the American
labor movement. In recognition of this
event and Its importance In the history of
the struggles of American laborers, we
dedicate this issue to the American working
class and Its struggles, past, present, and
future.
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McDonalds presents the
contest you cant possibly lose.

a crazy contest. The "Guess the
Weight of the 50 Pound
Hashbrown" Contest.
Now. this ma\- sound

silK. but if you can
^ess how much a
50 pound hashbro
weighs, you win
right. You get a

brown ct)ufX)n gtxxi

hash[>rowns fi\i' with \-our

next l)reakfast purchase.

Now. that's not so silly

after all. is it? So come
in to a participating

McDoncild's for a liniitt^l

ime onlv. and try- our

the Weight of the 50

Hashbrown" Con-
t a frpi^ hiishbnmii!

We do It all for you

ObiMcOonaid's

377 Russell St (Rte 9)

Hadley. Mass

The*'Guess the Weight of the
50 Pound Hashbrown Contest.

DVP
presents

Dr. Helen Rodriguez

to speak on

**iyho's Behind Population Control?

at 7:00

in the Lumumba Hut
(basomont of Now Africa House)

admission froo

II
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"Art is not a mirror; it is a iiammer. FF

-Jolin Grierson
A compendium of material from tlie annals of American labor history

EUGENE V. DEBS
{1855- 1926)

Eugene Debs, founder of tlie American-
Socialist Party. who once told
workers"Every capitalist is your enemy,
and everyworking man is your friend.

"

What's a scab '.'

WHAT IS A SCAB'.' aiinhun-,/ 1,, 7o, * /,.,„/,.«

Afh-r Cod had TinislKd (he rallinnakr. the load and ihe
>;iiiipirr. he had tome awful substance left with which to

iiwkr a St AB. A SCAB is a Iwo-le^ed animal with a cork-
Ntrrw MNil. a waler-lo|ged brain and a chmbination hack-
MMic made of jelly and glue Where others have hearts, he

i.icTie<i a tumor of rotten principles

When a SCAB comes down the street, men turn their

h.H'ks jnd ;inftls weep in Heaven, and the Devil shuts the

tjiU\ iif Hell to keep him out Judas Iscariol was i gentle-

III.III lompared with a SCAB. For betraying his master, he
lijd lltr ihar.icler to hang himself a SCAB hasn't

Ksau sold his birthright for a mevs of pottage Judas Is-

.^iriiii sold his Saviour for thirty pieces of silver Benedict

\riiold sold his country for a promise of a commission in the

Hiilisli Army The modern strikebreaker sells his birthright.

\\\- tiHiiilry. his wife, his children and his fellow men lor an
iinliiirilk'd promise from his emplover trust, or curporati(m

I situ was J traitor to himself. Judas Iscariot was a traitor

his (iikI. Benedict Arnold was a traitor to his country A
>lriki-l>ri'4kt'r is 3 traitor In himself, a traitor to his God. a

Kuilor to hl^ country, a traitor to his family, and j tiailui

(<i his cliiss

Iherr is nothing lower ihan a SCAB

Big Bill" Haywood, ex-cowpuncher and
miner, led the I. WW., whose motto was
"Good Pay or Bum Work.

"

Reg. $18.-30. Just $10.-

14. Call 538-3181

.

1970 Fiat BSD Spyder Sport
conv. Very good con-
dition. Must be seen
$600. or best offer 533
6025 Roger after 6:00P.M.

YOUR AD
HERE

If you come to the
Collegian Classified
Office, 113 Campus
Center.

69 Gibson Guitar J45
$225. 75 Martin Guitar
DIBS $350. Old Martin
Roundback Mandolin
$150 Negotiable 253
5333 eves.

'Time to butcher, " a 19 12 socialist cartoon.

TIRED OF WORKING FOR THE DC?

If you type, have at least 10 hours
woric -study time per week, and are
a conscientious worker, we have a
job for you, at the Alumni Office.

Hourly fAle $2.75-$3.25

^ cpcn ^ inq on skills Jtn^ e%perien€ e.

Apply to Skip Olmsieab

at M cmo rial Hall

What's a boss

rcnled llii'r^' wjs conlriilion
V 111 wliii w;iN Loiii); III Ik- the

WHM IS \ BOSS
Vslieii llic bods was firsl

iiiniin'! the coniponrni parts
boss.

The brain said 'Siiiii; I am llii- lu-rsf ccnlcr thai roii
Iri.ls every Ihiii): and does all <if iiie lliinkmi!. I shinilil be tile

boss
"

The feet said "SiiHe I carrs all the fngjiin' weight. I

should be Ihe boss
"

Thi hands said •SiMce I miisi do all Ihe manual labor
and earn all the nionev lo ke'ep Ihe lesi of voii ttomji. I

should be the boss
"

The e\es said "Since I Uiusl look out for all of vim and
let you know when danger furis I should be Ihe boss."'

\nd so it went with the liearl. llie lunj-s. and various
other component parts of ihe b.ids . till there was no one
left but Ihe anus Ml Ihe others lauehed when he made his
bid for hosshood. for who ever heard of an anus beini; boss
of any thing' This rebuff upset the anus so much thai in a
pique of anger he closed himself off comptetels and refused
to function any further

SiMin the brain was feverish the eves crossed and ached .

the feel were too weak to carry the hiad the hands hung
limply at Ihe sides, and the heart, the lungs, and all Ihe rest
of Ihe component parts struggled to keep goini; They all
capitulated to the anus, and he finally became the hovs

While they did all Ihe work, the anus |ust basked and lei
out a lot of hot air. ahing with the other material Ih.-il it is

the anus's function to let out

The moral of this htile epistide is that it takes no special
talent to be a boss so why have one if evervone knows
how to work together in harmony' Think about it'

Lucy Parsons, longtime worker in the
labor movement at the November, 1927 In-
ternational Labor Defense convention Are-
view of a book on Ms. Parsons appears on
page 7.

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

fl ^ 31 ill ^
Mandarin Szechuen

Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week

Mon.-Thur. ll:Ma.m.-I«:Mp.in.
Fri.-Sun. ll:3aa.m.-ll:Mp.in.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER (3.96

main courts; choice of
Szachuan Spiced Chicken

or
Sweet b Sour Shrimp

Dinner includes: apare rib

aggrole. chicken wing, fried
rice a hot and sour shrimp

Mon Wed. 5:00-8:00 pm

10 Beichertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Bancjuet rarililies

/•". -A
•'
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THELMA HOUSTON
The Devil In Me
(Tamla Motown)

Alot of folks say that it s bad luck and bad
form to monkey around with success. As
far as a few cuts on this LP yo, this seems
to be the rule of thumb. To start with, "I'm
Her.; Again ', while not a remake, sounds
Hmazingly similar to her last giant Disc
soul, then pop, then all at once hit, "Don't
Leave Me This Way' I also will speculate a
little and say that the same type of success
IS in store for this side too. Another cut that
could really enjoy some success while the
people enioy it is ' Triflin". This side bears
some resemblance to her single with Jerry
riutler, You've Got Me This side is my
personal pick on the LP as Ms Houston's
voice IS definitely the highlight while there's
.1 minimum of orchestration
Tiie rest of the LP is stylish and easy to

listen to with some nice cuts like "The Devil
In Me and the very mellow Your Love"
CO written and produced by Michael
Masser and Ram Sawyer. Your Love "

is a
nice miKture of the talents which created
the soundtrack from the movie "The
Gr»;atest and Love Hangover" respec
lively.

Overall production is the work of Michael
and Brenda Sutton for Holland, Dozier and
Holland They also do a lot of the wnting
and their talents come to the front very
nicely as the sides are smooth and very fit

ling for Ms Houston's voice. All put
together, the talents of the aforementioned
people make for a very nice LP that overall
actually outdoes her last and takes Thelma
one step ahead in the myriad of female
vocalists

-Mario A. Barros

THE STEVE GIBBONS BAND
Caught in the Act

(MCA)
The Steve Gibbons Band is vaguely con-
nected with the British contigent of the
New Wave m that most of the band
members (with the exeption of bassist
Trevor Burton, ex Move) are relative
newcomers to the spotlight and that the
band has earned most of its renown play
ing the London club circuit. But that's as
far as the connection goes, because
musically the SGB is carrying on an old
tradition by playing powerful
unadulterated rock and roll. This, their third
album, was recorded: live at some of their
club concerts, the perfect atmosphere for
the groups direct, no nonsense music.
Bands that play clubs have to contend with
short sets and impatient audiences, so
there s no time to waste There's also no
filler on this album, just twelve quick
energetic crowd pleasers Included are
cover versions of songs by Bob Dylan
• Watching the River Flow", nicely funked
up to become one of SGBs best numbers;
Lennon and McCartney (Day Tnpper" a
bit grittier than the onginal), and Chuck
Berry

( "Tuane
, which deservedly became

a British hit single over the summer). The
best of the original songs is the youth an-
'••em. One of the Boys ', and the version
here compares favorably to the cover ver-
sion which became the title song of Roger
Daltreys latest solo album. Gibbons lead
ocals are upfront and confident, and the

double lead guitars always get their point
across

The album cover comes with reprints of
rave reviews of recent SGB concerts. One
of them declares the group as "one of the
country's best up and coming bands," and
if this album is an indication of everything
that the SGB does, I believe it This album
can do for the SGB what Full House did
or Geils: and all that the band has to do
now IS to carry on the excitement of this
live set to their next couple of studio
albums and they'll be home free. Caughtm the Act, however, can stand on its own
ment as an example that pure rock and roll,
1977 style, doesn't always need the thud-
pounding of the New Wave to be effective.

Brett Milano

Recent Work in Vinyl
Supplement to the Collegian

LAKE
(Columbia)

This IS without a doubt one of the best
debut albums these ol' ears have been
pnvileged to hear in a quite awhile. It has
been receiving substantial and well
deserved FM airplay. Unfortunately, check
ing over the cover credits doesn't reveal
much simply because there aren't many
About all that may be gathered from the
aforementioned procedure is that Lake is a
European quintette whose membership
consists of Martin Tiefensee, James
Hopkins Harrison, Alex Conti, Dieter
Ahrendt and Geoffrey Peacey. There's
nothing even resembling the slightest clue
as to who plays what instrumentis) Recor
ding and production work were apparently
done in Germany So, I honestly know very
little about Lake, except for the fact that
they re an extraordinary new addition to
the contemporary music scene (and Lord
knows how it could use one).
But, rather than the shoddy album cover,

•t s the actual music contained in the LP's
grooves which offers conclusive proof that
this new band is destined for fame Com
parisons to other successfully progressive
rock bands abound; various parts of this
disc remind one of Yes, lOcc, Gary Wright
Kansas, and Genesis. Lake can rock & roll
(the albums initial two offenngs, "On the
Run" and Sorry to Say"), Lake can
mellow down easy (the Kansas like "Do I

Love You"). Lake can get funky (the
rhythmic "Key To The Rhyme, " another
tune with Kansasian influence), and Lake
can sound spacey (the Gary Wright like
Chasing Colors' I The single from this

album IS one of the best I've heard this
year Entitled "Time Bomb "

it sounds
amazingly like a Yes lOcc combo propelled
along by constant piano, haunting har
mony, and ticking time bomb "going to ex-
plode"
Another side of Lake is brought to the sur-

face via the ethereal "Jesus Came Down "

The dynamic chorus is the selection's
outstanding point: "Jesus came down and
the word got around He wasnt pleased
with the fighting and war Thousands of
years full of blood, pain and tears/Yes He
found that the world hadnt changed."
Rounding out the album is a ten-minute

grand finale. "Between The Lines " Each
member of Lake had a hand in this com-
position which functions as a showcase of
the band's true prowess, particularly during
fluid instrumental passages which bring
forth crackling keyboard, seanng guitar
booming bass, and crashing drumwork
Between The Lines" definitely closes up

the album on a high note
As far as I feel, to say that Lake is superb

would be quite the understatement. With
some concert exposure hopefully immi
nent Lake should shoot up the charts
Along with such up and coming groups as
Starcastle and the Little River Band, they're
the hope for the future of rock Right now
nieir debut earns a "Lake is dam(n) good"

-Ross Nerenberg

MARK EARNER
(Atlantic)

A decent debut solo album from ex-Grand

niP^/\i^'"'
f^^^ne^ as he delivers apleasantly enjoyable effort comprised often ong.nal rock and pop tunes. A goodlynumber of these tunes are songs of yearn•ng - yearning for the simple country life

' Easy Breezes ), the return to the days ofpeace and tranquility ("Social Disaster")and the good ol' lady love ("Lorraine") A
t''l?.Ti!,

^^'^^^'°"s unfortunately fall into
lie realm of toe-tappin' muzak ("Dear Miss

Sr< fr^t "^°K
'"^ ^^ ^^^V"*' perfectly

suited as teenybopper Top Forty mat*ial

thanThpAM '^ ^'"'f
^'^ ^^rf^'^'V betterthan the AM pap which Grand Funk had

lars
'^^^'"9 °''®' ^^e past four or five

Farner employs no big-name studio musi-
cians. Indeed, the most instantly
recognizable name is that of famed guitarist
Dick Wagner as producer. Famer holds
his own sat.sfactonly as he earns a thisguy could, believe it or not be the next
Barry Manilow" B•^

Ross Nerenberg

16 DRAFTS

STEVE HILLAGE
Motivation Radio

(Atlantic)

Motivation Radio is Steve Hillage's third
solo effort His amazing futuristic guitar
technique was previously found on import
albums by Unel, Clearlight Symphony
Khan, and most notably Gong. For those of
you who have already discovered Hillaqe
Motivation Radio will be no let down li
should even garner a good amount of FM
airplay, thus increasing Steve's legion of
faithfu followers. The album is produced
by Malcolm Cecil and strangely enough
(tor Hillage), contains no song longer than
SIX minutes. OP<;n.te the lack of epic com
positions suci /Vftaglid," (from Fish
Rising

) and "Lundr Musick Suite", (frt ,..
L

) Mo:ivatior R ...o displays the same
deranged qenius that we know and love

Side one opens with "Hello Dawn "
a

^>'' ' 'ight foryvard number which
•• ' • t some airplay. On "Moti-. jtion"
• •.-• p.f.iches to us before cu.ung looseor his syi-.thesised guitar. The third song
Lighi •, ie Sky " is reminiscent of Gong's

crazmess "Radio," the longest song on
the alhum begins acoustically id moves
through ai: kinds of unexplored t .rritory
After one listens to this side, therr is nodoubt to the listener that it is the same old
niiiage

Side two is no let down. "Wait One Moment displays the many different facets of
Hillage s colorful guitar "Saucer Surfing "

which
^ based on the Chanot, (the number

sevrn Tarot card), begins with a great riffand deteriorates into complete madness
Search.nr, *or the Spark "

is a showcase
tor the s -. „is.sers as well as the guitar

.we^ Doctors" takes up where "The
Uciiye .>o..,ors and the Crystal Machines "

roMi (.u)n., s Radio Gnome left off The
last Sony on the album ,s an incredible
remaKe of "Not Fade Away" in which
Hillage introouces his own hnle idiosvn
crasies to tho classic.
Perhaps ihis album wmI win H.iidge an
above ground " following It should but

then aqa-n
1 thought I would, and ,. di'dnt

It <\on.n > r,;diiw .Tiatiur, because those who
get into Hiilu.^, wouldn ; oe without this
album.

Tom Averse

BRAND X
Livestock
(Passport)

Brand X is working within a rather limited
form that of the jazz rock fusion - buttheir
collective intelligence makes them one of
the best bands of the genre. Individually,
they've got virtuosity to spare - the drumt-
percussion team of Phil Collins and Morrie
Pert forms a foundation strong enough to
support a small city; bassist Percy Jones
and guitarist John Goodsall can slide up
and down their respective fretboards with
remarkable dexterity; and keyboardist
Robin Lumley is equally skilled at taking the
solo spotlight and enriching the
background. Collectively, the key to the
quality of their music is the compositional
strength of Brand X's pieces. They seem to
realize what has eluded many fusion bands
that flashy soloing is not enough to make

for interesting music.
Livestock, recorded in concert, is the

third Brand X album. Their previous one
Moroccan Roll, contained some con-
structive experimentation with studio
techniques. In contrast, on the new album,
they use the more immediate atmosphere
of a live concert to take their music in a dif-
ferent direction. The sound is more direct
and agressive, allowing more room for im-
provisation. Only two pieces here have
been recorded before, and the new ver-
sions of "Euthanasia Waltz " and "Malaga
Virgen " are more of an elaboration than a
repetition In both cases, the original songs
are us^d hs denarture points for further
variation Of the new pieces, "Nightmare
Patrol is the best, starting with a simple
theme which gains momentum throughout
its development.
Unfortunately, Brand X may become the

latest • i t m of .e^ord industry greed.
Aris'.v which now distributes the Passport
label isn't doing either the band or their
tans a favor by giving the dreaded $7.98 list

pnce to this album. The price should keep
all but the band's most avid followers from
buying the record, and thus prpv ^rand
X from achieving the jh
they v.. d' ,.cd ^ ,.^ . V reran

> ' I tj r,'3r IS probably usee: n neing
t..l- on advantage of by the industry and my
woids won't do much to remedv he situa
tion All that I can do is judge Livf.>stock by
Its musical value, of which it has plenty.

^_^^^^__^^^^ Brett Milano

— TMf tCATUf
I
•<€• JOO* ^

lOMMrtOvt ___^,
I ,

1 'OOl ON TMf HH.!. ,__»,^
[

V0ULE2 VQutCQMCHfa AW1CMOI7
tMOMMTSLirTLKum

THE BEATLES (W/JIMI HENDRIX)
Studio Outtakes

(Tobe Milo)

Thanks to A.D., the guard on the
third floor, and Tobe Milo Productions,
Studio Outtakes comes to the American

I
'^^'!;®^' ^^°"9h shrouded in mystery and
shades of international intrigue, the record
IS pure delight. Running the better part of
17 minutes, this 7-inch disc features a 3mm. and 26 sec. Beatles-Hendrix version of
Daytnpper', never, everbefore released
Also, thnll to those zany moptops (sans
Jimi.. J trying to sing Bob Crewe's Voulez-
Vous Couchez Avec Moi' in French with ir-
repressible John stealing the show Paul
displays his flair for wit on a 'one only' ver-
sion of 'Hey Jude', while the group col-
laborates on 'I Am The Walrus', stripped of
horns and stnngs. Rounding out the EPA
(Extended Play Album) are 'Fool On The
Hill Oh My Love', and previously
unreleased 'Mommy's Little Girl'
There are only 1000 of these albums in ex-

istence today and each one is serial marked
for control and identification. If you are
ever presented with the opportunity of
possessing one of these, do what you have
to, but do It. This record will go down in
history as the finest example of in-
vestigative bootlegging ever.

-Samuel Goody III

YOU NAME THE COUNTRY! .o ukaftsWE HAVE^IjINTERNATIONAL BEERS
Fine Mexican and American FoodNewEngland Fried Chicken, Sandwiches and Snack

X'!S£r?J5?Y'J'<'9elnn 85 A.ty St Arr,herst 253 2548

DOLLY PARTON
Here You Come Again

(RCA)

Back at last with an ever-inspiring front is
Dolly Parton with a new chestful of
favontes. Dolly, Christianity's answer to
pornography, is one of those rare singers
that deesn't need talent to succeed but has
it anyway.
Here You Come Again is not, as those

of you yet unfamiliar with Ms. Parton,
about multiple orgasms or anything of the
like. It is a good, clean album of wholesome
and decent music sung and performed by a
good Christian woman; melodious, vir-
tuous music from a good clean Christian
woman. Songs like "It's All Wrong But It's
All Right" and "Cowgirl & The Dandy."
The title cut is already a hit and it won't be
long before Sebastian's "Loving You" will
be gracing our airwaves. Lucky us.

-Otis Bob McCoy

STELLA PARTON
Country Sweet

(Elektra)

If Dolly Parton is the keeper of the family
chest, then sister Stella has been blessed
by the great Lord above with the nicest pair
o' legs this side of Las Vegas. Hot on the
heels of an evangelical national concert
tour with the Stella Parton Singers, Coun-
try Sweet captures the vibrancy and
urgency of the "New South's" message-
keep things the same. Containing many
titillating photos and her smash hit "I'm
Not That Good At Goodbye." Country
Sweet IS a must for anyone who thinks they
know anything at all about music.
There is alot of money on this honey and if

It sells, who knows, maybe G T Arm-
strong will feature her in a centerfold in
Plain Truth magazine. I'm hopin' and
prayin' and you should be too.

•Clem Hatfield

...Ad Infinitum
November 10,1977

MARY McCASLIN
Old Friends

(Philo)

It's very reassuring to know that people
like Mary McCaslin are still around making
good, calming music in this age of punk
rockers screaming at us to lose our sen-
sibilities and to throw our dreams away.
And it's very rewarding to know that Mary
McCaslin, as an artist and interpreter of
many kinds of songs with a truly western
'flair, is growing at a pace which only she
has set for herself.

Mary's previous two albums for Philo (a
small label out of North Ferrisburg, Vt.)
were rich with a love and an evocative sen-
timentality of the American West, past pre-
sent, and future. Mary's natural singing
style reflects her strong western mountain
accent, which, along with her simple ar-
rangements, lends a genuine taste of the
West to her music. McCaslin's natural ap
proach puts her far ahead of th» whole
barnful of puerile rock stars that call

themselves country.
Old Friends doesn't have the strong

thematic threads that wove through Way
Out West and Prairie In The Sky. In
place of a strong western theme, McCaslin
assumes the role of interpreter, as she in-

cludes two Lennon McCartney tunes, a
Holland Dozier Holland tune and a handful
of cobwebbed popular tunes about the Old
West. And in notable departure from any of
her previous song themes, original or bor-
rowed, Mary includes an interesting and
catching version of "Pinball Wizard."

Side one opens with "Things We Said
Today," that dreamy and timeless Beatles
love song. Her version (released as a single)
is highlighted by her G-nr>inor tuned guitar
harmonizing perfectly with her blended
vocal overdubs. A song abouf the old In-

dian myth of the death spirit, "Wendigo"
also rates highly for its haunting air. The
vocal is augmented by Mary's co-performer
and partner in life, Jim Ringer.

Highlighting side two is a remake of the
1965 Supreme's hit, "My World Is Empty
Without You Babe." Mary's overdubbed
Supremes do a calmer, more yearning ver-
sion which comes up shining. Also shining
is her rendition of Lennon and McCartney's
"Blackbird." The song is perfect for Mary's
singing style, and the banjo and fiddle ar-

rangements are quite imaginative, making
this song a high point of the a'hum. Cole
Porter's old show tune, "Don't Fence Me
In. " is the sleeper of this album. A simple
popular song of the '40's takes on a new
meaning in this day of nuclear power, strip-

mining, and mega tourism. Her vocal clari-

ty is exceptional on this cut, and her emo-
tion is even clearer. The last song on side
two is McCaslin's only composition for the
album, which is a marked difference from
the past. Mary puts the listener face to face
with memories with this masterpiece entitl-

ed "Old Friends. " The song carries the sen
timental and emotional weight of "Circle of
Friends":

"Remember old friends we've made along
the way
the gifts they've given stay with us every
day..."

While not as rich throughout its entirety
as her last two works. Old Friends is still a
worthwhile listening venture. A clear vocal
recording quality has been achieved that
pinpoints Mary McCaslin's strongest
features. Chief among these is her articula

tion, which is certainly a key to her success
as a singer. On Old Friends,as in the past,
she treats every word she sings as if it were
a hello kiss.

Mark Harris Levitan

THE NEW COMMANDER CODY BAND
Rock N Roll Again

(Artista)

Commander Cody fans should like the
Commander's "cleaning house" effort
here, for Rock 'N Roll Again is the (now.
NEW) CCB's most refreshing album in a
few years on their new Artista label.

Past CCB albums, while providing good,
corny rock'n roll, suffered from the fact
that several of their discs sound basically
the same.
New guitarist Darius Javaher and three

other newcomers give the band refreshed
energy while the instrumental solos are
kept brief and zesty, true to old form.
The Commander is a limited singer,

especilally now that Billy C. Farlow is gone,
but his on-cue delivery mixes well with
Javaher's guitar work and the fine sax riffs

of another new guy, Cisco G.
The title cut along with "Seven Eleven"

and "Widow," which are the LP's best of-
ferings, all exemplify Javaher's ability to
play lead licks which boogie and space out.
Drummer Fred Myer and bassist Rob

Greer keep a steady rhythmn while the po-
tent two-women chorus of Nicolette Lar-
son and Charra Penny handles harmonies.
For CCB fans. Rock N Roll Again is worth

picking up.

-John Bergman

GIL SCOTT-HERON AND BRIAN
JACKSON

Bridges
(Artista)

Though many persons still have never
heard of Gil Scott-Heron, the latter has
been making jazz-ryhthmn 'n blues music
with cohort Brian Jackson since 1969.
Author of a single, "The Bottle," Scott-
Heron has much to say. His literate knack
for persistance in pointing out societal
wrongs is as vehement as Joan Baez, who
is neither quite as direct or as uncanny at
being articulate as is Scott-Heron.
Gil's typical songs are angry, very real pro-

test songs where he alternately sings and
speaks, while his backup men play low-key,
effective melodies. "H20 Gate Blues" and
"Home Is Where The Hatred Is" fit this
description, but lest some sniff that he's
socio-politically redundant, Scott Heron
and his group can mellow out and perform
such vibrantly nice tunes as "New York Ci-
ty" and "John Coltrane and Lady Day
(Blllie Holiday)."

Brian Jackson, who co-authors some of
the group's material, plays key boards and
sings harmony on Scott-Heron- Jackson's
latest release, Bridges.

Expectedly, Bridges is not as splendid as
Scott-Heron's earlier '77 LP ,lt's Your
World, a terrific "live" double album and
probably Gil's best effort to date. But while
Bridges does have one or two
"thrc'vaway" tracks, most of the album is

solid.

"Hello Sunday! Hello Road!," side one's
opener, is a disco hopping tune made only
semi-tolerable by a few high pitched
Jackson keyboard wiggles.
Even less impressive, at first, is

"Racetrack In France," as I could not pic-
ture Gil enjoying France. This one sounds
more convincing, however, after a few
listenings when one's ears do become en-
chanted by "the good vibrations a long way
from home."
"Vigldgolia (Deaf, Dumb, and Blind),"

with its fairly loose, well-merged sax
(played by Bilal Sunni-Ali) and percussion,
is side one's and maybe the album's best
cut.

"Under The Hammer" begins side two on
a good level both energetically and lyrically

. With good contributions from all eleven-
musicians, its funk beat steers clear of
disco.

"We Almost Lost Detroit," dedicated by
Gil to the Clamshell Alliance, and the eery
"Delta Man "are listenable as is the
serene'"95 South."'

Mario Henderson"s guitar style is unique
and pleasant despite not being as blues-
based as that of Scott-Heron alumnus
David Spinozza.
Bridges is not as strongly consuming as

It's Your World, nor is it as tight as The
Revolution Will Not Be Televised, an
anthology of early Scott-Heron songs. Still,

Bridges fias a warm sound with some in-

timate liner notes to boot; it is far from be-
ing a turkey.

-John Bergman

JETHROTULL
Repeat Best Of Jethro Tull, Vol. II

(Chrysalis)

Several persons have contended that the
soft in my heart for Jethro Tull is exceeded
only by the one in my head. However,
amidst the fleeting trends of reggae, disco!
glitter, and punk, not to mention the
spiteful malevolence of hostile critics, Tull
has survived for nearly a decade. Repeat is

firm proof of Ian Anderson and company's
holding steadfast in their musical brilliance.
Spanning the years from 1969-1976,
Repeat brings back such classic Tull tunes
as "A New Day Yesterday," "To Cry You A
Song" and '"Cross-Eyed Mary." There are
also popular edits from two of Tull's finest
LPs, Thick As A Brick and A Passion
Play. Newer material presented includes ti-

tle tracks from War Child, Minstrel In
The Gallery and the critically -maligned
yet technically brilliant Too Old To
Rock'n' Roll: Too Young To Die. Roun-
ding everything out here is a previously
unreleased ballad from the WarChild era.
This selection blends lan's masterful sax-
work along with John Evan's accordian,
creating a rhythmic tale relating the coming
and going of old and new heroes as they
rapidly make their way down "Glory
Row .""

A pat on the back goes out to riff-roaring
Martin Barre. While he may not be reckon-
ed an outstanding lead guitarist, his dual-
tracked leads and fills fit in perfectly in

every song. Just listen closely to his work
on "'New Day Yesterday" and '"Minstrel."
And by the way, kiddies, if you really want
to have some fun, try listening to ""Bouree"
dan's tribute tc J.S. Bach) at 45 rpm. It's

rather a unique experience, as the tune is

jazzed up considerably.

So, to wind up (Tullites, please pardon the
pun), let me hereby conclt ^ by giving
Repeat a "I only try to 'TuH' it like it is"A.

-Ross Nerenberg

Package Stitn*

•OISCOUNT LIQUORS '

RUSSELL ST. HADLEY at the Mt. Farms Mall

FALSTAFF BEER

1 2oz. cons

RIUNITE

ROSE

$4.49 I $1.79
24 oz. bottlecase

DEL ANITA

CHIANTI

$3.89
Vi gal.

OLD
MR. BOSTON
VODKA

$7.99
1.75 liter bottle

Tuesday, Nov. 8 to Sat., Nov. 12
All sale items cash & carry

We reserve the right to limit quantities

to Pizza
Get a free round of soft drinks on us

Gel a free 16 oi sofi dnnk for everyone in youf
(WIv when vou order any large otia Thick n
Chfwy' |)i//a or Thin n Crispy' pi/za Served
try ( anrtlnlight in our co/y don atmosphere
There s a Do It Yourself salad bar. grinders Deep
Dish p,isi,) and your choice of beer or wine too
wvhcri you lei yourself go to Pi//a Hut Just cut
mil this coupon and take it lo the P\iza Hul"
icsI.iiiMnt on route 9 near the Campus Cmema
(iniTi 1 1 am III miriniqht

n

Ottr-r i|ood on regular menu prices only through
Nov 20 1977 One coupon per customer per

visit

424 Russell Street (Rte. 9), Hadley

are /*^
ddidotis.

,A.,^ %,_
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AN AFRICAN TREASURY

edited by Langston Hughes
Jove publ. 192 pages, $1 .75

Many folks say that the "back-to-the
roots" ma no has gone too far. I was one of
them until I read this collection of African
writings, now I feel that it hadn't gone far
enough. It hadn't gone far enough as peo-
ple of Langston Hughes' ilk hadn't yet been
the vehicle for the modern Back-to-Africa
movement.
In An African Treasury, Hughes has col-

lected the wntings of Africans today show-
ing what they feel African Pnde is all about,
not an Americanized, romanticized sense
of pnde a la Roots and the cultish sym-
bolism of Kunta Kinte. This type of
"Rootsmania " isn't what I feel Marcus
Garvey had in mind. Africari Pride in its true
sense cannot be dup'icated by the roman-
tics of writers in touch with what they think
IS especially attractive about our African
Heritage. This is where Hughes comes in
and validates the modern desire to get back
to the roots. He calls upon the people of
Africa themselves to convey the African
spirit to their American brothers in struggle.
Hughes actually solicited manuscripts of

all types from African writers on everything
from politics to romance. Some of the
works are of some more accomplished
wnters, but just as interesting and just as
indicative of Afncan life as it is today and
recalled from yesterday, are the works of
those who merely submitied their works in
hopes that Hughes would find use for it.

The love (both for one's companion and
ones country) m the love poems and odes
to woman and country is truly African, not
a western adapation or interpretation of
what an African feels. The politics in the
various manuscnpts are African borne of
African strife, not from mere observations
of that strife.

Hughes could have taken the easy and
somewhat pompous route and used his
own talents to convey the African way of
life and the thoughts of the African who
leads that life. But no, he goes through
literally thousands of manuscripts to come
up with a work that is truly representative
of the people themselves, how they live
and what they feel.

To Hughes I say .thank you. for An
African Treasury, with these works
you've provided me with a chance to really
feel the "vibes" of my African brothers as
they eminate from the source, not as inter-
preted by someone who merely had a feel-
ing for what the continent is like. This ap-
proach is very refreshing and reassuring in
that It lends some reality and credibility to*
the back to the roots movement after it's
been distorted by the fanatics and roman-
tics of "Rootsmania."

-Mario A. Barros

HISTORY OF A CANAL
Panama, your geography granted you
a gift that no other land was given:
two oceans pushed fonA/ard to meet you:
the Cordillera tapered naturally:
instead of one ocean it gave you the waters
of the two sovereigns of the foam,
the Atlantic kisses you with lips
that habitually kiss the grapes,
while the Pacific Ocean shake's
in your honor its cyclonic stature.
And so, small Panama, little sister,
I am now not taken by my first doubts,
I'll whisper them in your ear for I believe
that one must speak of bitterness in privacy
And what happened? little sitser, they cut
your figure as if it were cheese
and then ate and left you
like a gnawed olive pit.

I later found out the canal
was shaped like a moon river:

through that river the world was to arrive
spilling fortune on your sand,
but men from other parts
b'-ought to you their yoke
and they spilled nothing but whiskey
since they mortgaged your waistline:
and everything follows as it was planned
by devils and their lies:

with their money they built the Canal,
they dug the earth with your blood
and now dollars are sent to New York
leaving you the graves.

Pablo Neruda
from Songs of Protest

Morrow Press,
Miguel Neruda, Editor
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In anniversary of the martyrdom of
Weslev Everest. November 11th 1919

The lumberjacks, loggers, shingle-
weavers, sawmill workers were the helots
of the timber empire; the I Vv'.W. put the
idea of industrial democracy in Paul Bu
nyan's head; wobbly organizers said the
forest ought to belong to the whole people,
said Paul Bunyan ought to be paid real
money instead of company scrip, ought to
have a decent place to dry his clothes, wet
from the sweat of a day's work in zero
weather and snow, an eight hour day,
clean bunkhouses, wholesome grub; when
Paul Bunyan came back from making
Europe safe for the democracy of the Big
Four, he joined the lumberjacks' local to
help make the Pacific slope safe for the
workingstiffs. The Wobblies were reds...
John Dos Passos, Nineteen Nineteen

WESLEY EVEREST WAS A WOBBLY
(For my father, a sawmill worker, who was
disabled on a year-long picket line and
scab disemployed after he and co-workers
attempted to go union.)

I heard them all a laughin'
"This is better than the union hall;

doesn't he look fine

with his eyes a bustin'?"

Rumors of the previous day
forewarned lumber baron Hubbard
and his secret C.P.A.
were plannin' a lynching bee
for every red and foreign Wobbly

These swindler bosses
in less than a minute
got the Centralia legion
to act as cover for their game:
"Let the men in uniform do it."

"Notables" and Red Cross girls

led the parade on Armistice Day.
After they marched by,
a gent on a horse, ten hands high,
yelled, "Bunch up boys; it's open season!"

Soon we had to abandon our hall.

Our ranks, thinned out and tired,
traded the thick of blood and powder
for a wooded stand from where we fired.

That breed of no good hound
though they had license to torture more
seoin' how our guns lay empty on the
ground.
But till lock and key stop our kickin"
or till our cleats fall off, it's war!

They howled, "You're cornered Wesley!"
With onp bullet, I had no option
I dropped the baron's kin.

On the spot they readied to do me in.

Then before a hangman's hand
got a rope over my tossin' head,
a woman shouted a lifesavin' repnmand:
"Get back" Lay off this loggin' man!'"

She addressed those murderin' vermin:
'No mercy for you cowards and curs'
There's not a chance in hell you'll last

and there ain't no heaven'"
With that she closed her sermon.

When I came to on the jailhouse floor
I heard, "We won't desert ya,
we fight for our class and the I.WW.
Were committed to the core!"

Don't recall the limousine ride
Didni hear, "Hang that yella red'"
Didn't see carlights aimed below my head,
nor Hubbard, rabii* for revenge.

I only heard them all a laughin'
"Jhis is belter than the union hall;

doesn't he look fine

with his eyes a bustin'?"

Now a Wobbly's never dead and gone.
They work the graveyard shift,

collecting overdue pay from the rich
who are good at feigning thrift.

We reimburse the workingstiff

.

hungry, our heads may beWhen we're
bloodied

by the bourgies' badged and private thugs;
but unbowed, we'll defeat those lugs,
do a long term strike

or take out a loan from the local arsenal.

With all the folk turned Wobbly
and all the down and out,
we're sure to rout the thievin' posse
and bring those profit hunters down!

Zoe Best

Workers of the World Awaken
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Spartakus and Mars
Went for a walk by the sea
To ponder bout the furure.

My God," said he
The enslaved one
"Of what of me I've done?"
Said Mars to Spart
"It's far apart.

Your deeds and what you need.
For what is done
Has not been done
For but IS what is need?"

JERRY BUTLER

It All Comes Out In My Song
(Motown)

The Iceman returneth with another collec-
tion of love songs from the Motown record
factory. While Motown, in recent years
has lost it s edge in the soul music trarte
through contract disputes and the rising i„

novativeness of the new generation of
black production companies (Philadelphia
Westbound, etc.), it still has Jerry Butler'
which says a lot.

Jerry Butler is one of the greats in soul
music; his career is long and proud, spann-
ing three decades and providing him with a
wall full of gold. Why then, despite his
great voice and solid reputation, is Jerry
Butler considered by most circles to be a
"marginal" artist "on the wane" not being
able to meet contemporary market expec
tations?

it seems that the Iceman was frozeth over
by the Media Corps, after his 1972 benefit
appearence for Angela Davis in Madison
Square Garden and things have not been

'

the same since. Producing great music is m '

no way a guarantee for success and more
often than not, especially to black artists
political statements cause whole careers to i

freeze on the vine. Supplanted by Al Green
iand Billy Paul and other merry makers ofmood music, Jerry Butler still has Motown

and the edge in talent
It All Comes Out In My Song is yet

another solid release by one of the bravest
singers around. Branded "The Sound of
Chicago" and oriented for lights down low
It s sure not to receive the accolade and ac-
claim It's due. Who says culture and
politics don't mix? It all comes out in his
song...

-Kenneth Shain

BOOK REVIEW:

LUCY PARSONS: AMERICAN
REVOLUTIONARY

by Carolyn Ashbaugh
1976 Chicago

Charles H. Kerr Publishing Company
Includes Chapter Notes, Selected

Reading
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A BIRD THAT LAVS SUCH ROTTEN ECCS
IS LONC OVERDUE FOR EXTINCTION

FUTURE OF A CANAL
Water passes through you like a knife
and separates love into two halves
with the chill of dollars struck
up to the hilt in your honeycombs:
I tell you the sorrows that I feel;
if others do not see these calamities
you'll think that I am lost or that I drank
too many bottles in your bars:
but these constructions, these lakes,
these blue waters of two oceans
should not be the sword that divides
the miserable from the happy,
the door to this foam should be
the grand union of two nuptial oceans:
a small path constructed
for men and not exploiters,
for love not for money,
not for hate but for sustenance
and it must be said that to you belongs
this canal and all other canals
built on your territory:

these are your sacred springs.
The flow of the ocean that surrounds you
is yours, it is a vein for your blood,
and the vampires that devour it

should pack their valises and get out,
for only your sailing flag
should move in the afternoon wind:
the Panamanian wind asks
like a child that has lost its mother,
where is the flag of my country?
It is waiting. And Panama knows it.

And we Americans know it

from Fdtagonia to the Rio Grande:
only one flag in the Canal
should move its fragrant petal,
it cannot be a pirate flag
but yet another rose from our blood,
for Panama's national colors
will preside over the passage of ships.

Pablo Neruda

Institutionalized censorship
thing. In yet another work
herstory" and history a biography was

published last year by Charles H. Kerr and
I Company which has in the past put in print

i

work that no other publisher would touch-
i The Autobiography of Mother Jones, Walls
I and Bars by Eugene Debs and due out : is

I year, another biography -£tyc7e/?e V. Debs
I

Spokesman For Labor And Socialism.

j

L ucy Parsons: American Revolutionarws a
detailed exposition of a Black-Chicana
(Spanish speaking Native American)

I

woman who entered the throes of labor
;

history by migrating with her husband
Haymarket martyr Albert Parsons, from
Texas to Chicago. This story freed from
the history catacombs of Capitalist America
yives us another example of a woman who
dedicated her life toward achieving a
wQi-ker controlled society.

It took Carolyn Asbaugh four years to
research the life of Lucy Parsons. This
hook written and scrutinized by a conscien-
tious feminist, careful to write from a class-
ronscious perspective, reveals a woman
A 01 king from an ideology distinct from that
(>• Mother Jones or Emma Goldman. This

' js significance for today in identifying cer-
tain tendencies that persist in the working
class and women's movements. Lucy Par-
sons is of interest also in that she par-
ticipated in the Black struggle from a
stance similar to that of many urban
organizations committed to national
minority and worker struggles.
Lucy Parsons was labeled to bean "Anar-

chist". The "Anarchist" scare preceded
the "Wobbly" scare and the "Communist-
Red'" witch hunts and coincided with the
Klan campaign against Blacks. In fact the
Parsons left Waco, Texas in 18/3 because
of Klan lynchings. Albert and Lucy Parsons
l^ad been involved in registering Blacks to
vote, in publishing the socialist Spectator
in defending a judge that was in line for lyn-
ching because he had taken a stand on
behalf of the disenfranchised. At fault with
the book, is that this area of detail is usually
exposed in the Chapter Notes rather than in
the text. However Asbaugh writes: "Lucy
and Albert Parsons were two of the displac-
ed persons from Reconstruction, they were
political refugees from the Ku Klux Klan
and the renascent Democratic Party in the
bouth."' They joined political refugees
from Europe who had gathered in Chicago
who had brought with them the initial
Midiments of Marxism that explained clearly
and scientifically the historic and economic
factors that separated worker-made pro-
duct from profit and workers from power.
Confrontations between workers deman-

ding just for the time and labor and the
police, electorally oriented campaigns to
better working conditions, increased wages
and eight hour demands gave rise to a

ilitancy that produced armed workers
who marched and trained on Chicago
streets. We learn from Ashbaugh of an
amazing event- "The Chicago movement
was at Its peak in 1879. In March, the
socialists held a tremendous Paris com-
^'Jne rally in the Exposition Building,
despite the opposition of the Stock Ex-
change and the Board of Trade. Thirty
thousand people got inside, while
thousands more were turned away... The
socialist military companies, about 385
"^en, were there in uniform."
Lucy Parsons was not a passive wife in

'bis period. She was writing for the
^^lalist, speaking for the Working
Women's Union and was pregnant with her
tirst child. Lucy Parsons, along with
iviother Jones, were among the first
women to join the Knights of Labor as
t-nion members. Later she split from the
jnights based on her class and trade union-
aerived ideology describing them as "the
croakers about harmony between labor and
capital." In addition Lucy Parsons
flenerated funds for her household, for

«;'aC:rAo;f,"*r;4T"°'""°'™''"'°*

publications and for the labor movement by
her dressmaking business conducted from
her home.
In October 1883, the Revolutionary

Socialists drafted the Pittsburgh Manifesto
and at the same time formed the Interna-
tional Working Peoples' Association. Lucy
Parsons incorporated the manifesto's six
points into her life's works: 1.) Destruction
of the existing class rule, by all means, i.e.,
by energetic, relentless, revolutionary and
international action. 2.) Establishment of a
free society based upon cooperative
organization of production. 3.) Free ex-
change of equivalent products by and bet-
ween the productive organizations without
commerce and profitmongery, 4.)
Organization of edercation on a secular,
scientific and equal basis for both sexes. 5.)
Equal rights for all without distinction to
sex or race. 6.) Regulation of all public af-
fairs by free contracts between
autonomous (independent) communes and
associations, resting on a federalistic basis.
In 1977 we have not achieved points 4 and
5 which should give us cause for thought
and consideration of the historical and pre-
sent tactics ostensibly purporting to
achieve this.

This manifesto was in direct response to
events and severe conditions -"Between
1865 and 1880, 41,000 miles of railroad
track had been laid, bringing rural artisans
into direct competition with factory goods.
Hundreds of thousands of rural Americans
had lost their farms in the crash of 1873 and
moved to the cities looking for work. Eight
million European immigrants came to the
United States between 1870 and 1890, 5.25
million of them between 1880 and 1890.
Another depression in 1883 ended the
economic upswing which had started in
1879." Ashbaugh adds, "In 1886. ..in Il-

linois, the average daily wage of men was
nearly $2, for women it was $1.11, and for
children it was 70 cents." From these con-
ditions, Lucy Parsons began addresses to
workers with the slogan, "The land for the
landless; the tools to the toiler and the pro-
duct to the producers, for without this right
to the free use of these things, the pursuit
of happiness, the enjoyment of liberty and
life itself are hollow mockeries. Herice the
employment of any and all means are
justifiaibe in obtaining them, even to a
forceable violent revolution." Asbaugh
writes, "She favored arming workers,
'Thus being .n a position to argue his or her
case, the final compact might possibly be
achieved by very little violence.'"

The author documents the violence of the
ruling class in this period. In January 1889,
a worker, arrested from a picket line was
beat in the head to death; Pinkertons fired
into a crowd near a McCormick Reaper fac-
tory killing several people, and Charles and
Ed Brown plus eleven others were shot or
lynched in Carrolton, Mississippi.
"When the ruling class advocated arsenic,

Lucy advocated arson. When the ruling
class said destroy the human being, Lucy
said destroy their property." In response to
the Mississippi murders, Lucy Parsons
wrote to blacks in the Alarm to work
with "those who are striving for economic
freedom" and she called on others to utilize
acts "to show murderers and tyrants the
danger line, beyond which they may not
venture with impunity,...."
In 1886 the eight hour movement was met

by a Citizen's Association campaign with
backing from police, thugs and Pinkertons
to "rid the city of 'anarchism'". A workers'
march and assembly in Haymarket Square
was met by police orders to disperse -a
bomb exploded. The Parsons at home
heard the explosion. Albert Parsons caught
a train out of Chicago. Seven people were
killed. "A telegraph pole in the middle of
the scene of the riot was filled with bullet
holes, all coming from the side of the
police. The pole was removed within 24
hours 'to improve service' and it was never
again located." This is just a hint of the
conspiracy to capture or kill off the worker
leadership in Chicago. On May 4th August
Spies, Michael Schwab, Adolph Fischer,
Gerhard Lizius, Oscar Neebe, Chris Spies'
Lizzie Holms and Mrs. Schwab had beeri
arrested. When police grabbed Lucy Par
son s friend, Lizzie Holms, she inten/ened.
He yelled back, "You black bitch! I'm going
to knock you down too!"
What followed were indictments, the
Haymarket trial, a national campaign to
free the convicted, including Albert Par-
sons, but law and order vindication prevail-
ed. On November 11th, 1887, Adolph
Fischer, August Spies, George Engel and
Albert Parsons were hung. Oscar Neebe
received a 15 year sentence, Samuel
Fielden received a life sentence and Louis
Lingg either committed suicide or was
murdered prior to the convictions.
Ashbaugh notes, "Three weeks after death
row speeches by the labor leaders, the
Statue of Liberty was unveiled".... From
this time on, Lucy Parsons carried forth
"the work of two-her own and her dead
husband's.

"
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Lucy Parsons was instrumental in keeping
the working class movement from being
usurped by the Democratic Party in the
1880 elections. She charged from platform
to platform, "that President Cleveland had
been elected by the shotgun, that the
South had been carried for the Democrats
'by the most shocking outrages and crimes.
I have seen the Ku Klux Klan in the South
myself.... They were everyone Democrats.
The negroes of the South are no longer in
physical slavery, but the Democrats of the
South intend to keep them in economic
slavery."'

We can see today's abortion and steriliza-
tion to a very aged issue when Ashbaugh
writes how President Roosevelt feared that
Anglo-Saxon women were not bearing
enough children. Conversely Lucy Parsons
wrote in 1906 after a visit to ghetto slums,
'"If President Roosevelt were to happen in-
to this part of the town, his denistry would
shine forth resplendidly; he would see no
signs of race suicide hereabout."
After publication of Emma Goldman's

Mother Earth and a Goldman led Anarchist
conference, Lucy Parsons analyzed the
"disassociation of Anarchism from strictly
class struggle movements... Anarchism, as
taught in recent years, is too far away from
the mental level of the masses..."
Ashbaugh documents that in the first-twen-
ty years of the 20th century, the I.W.W.-
International Workers of the World -the
Wobblies-had organized the west -

lumberjacks, paper workers in the South,
migrant workers who traveled as hobos ori
boxcars, and for one and all their ticket was
the red I.W.W. card. The Wobblies led the
textile strikes in Lawrence, Massachusetts
in 1912 and Paterson, New Jersey in 1913
During a Seattle trial of 99 socialists Lucy

Parsons yelled at a judge who referred to

}l]^
haymarket martyrs as "murderers"

My husband was no murderer!" She was
in Seattle to organize for the syndicalists In
1912 William Z. Foster of the Spokane Free
Speech Fight split *rom the I.W W and
traveled over 6,000 miles in one winter as a
hobo organizing Syndicalist Leagues. In
the same year Lucy Parsons delivered a
speech titled, "Syndicalism: Its Aims and
Objectives". In Tacoma on November 1 1th,
1913 she took up a collection on behalf of
four Mexicans jailed in Texas, caught
before they had rejoined revolutionary
forces fighting in Mexico.
In 1914 Lucy Parsons was organizing the

unemployed during the severe "recession".
She agitated among iron miners on strike in
Minnesota in 1916. The next year war was
declared, J. Edgar Hoover was in the
Justice Department and Congress passed
The Espionage and Sedition Acts On
August 1, 1917 in Butte, Montana Frank
Little, among the I.W.W. leadership, was
lynched. The afternoon before he had sided
with the copper workers and had made an
anti-war speech. Bill Haywood and 100
Wobblies were tried in 1918 for conspiracy
with Frank Little. They were all imprisoned
or d;3posed of. Many of the publications
that Lucy Parsons had contributed to were
destroyed at the printing site, confiscated
were denied access to the mails, and their
publishers, jailed. The Palmer raids in 1920
burned tons of books and literature. In this
year .he I.W.W. leadership was dead or jail-
ed and therefore it was extinguished as a
mass organization.
During a May Day rally in 1930, Lucy Per-

sons addressed 25,000 workers in Chicago.
At age 80 she spent days walking the
Chicago Loop selling pamphlets and
engaging people in analysis of the
economic -political conditions they were
facing. She defended Angelo Herndon who
led 10,000 Blacks protesting depression
seventies in Atlanta and the Scottsboro
Boys. On the 50th anniversary of the ex-
ecution of her husband, Lucy Parsons spur-
red listeners to continue the militant strug-
gle for workers' rights. She had ac-
cumulated over the years a 1500 volume
library. She was blind now. On March 7
1942, Lucy Parsons died when a wood
stove overheated and started a fire in her
small home.
This book sparks a lot of thought and in-

quiry. It also provokes in one the hope that
a publisher will make available to us the
writings and speeches of Lucy Parsons:
Because of Carolyn Ashbaugh's research
because of the exemplary life of Lucy Par-
sons, we have more reason to be proud and
to bear forward!

-Zoe Best
©All Rights Resen/ed

"Masks" said Mars
"To hide the sight

Of those who cannot see
March for might
With swords drawn bright
Before the dreaded thee
And know that you
Will come to be
The Jovian national heart.

And soon it passed
Passed past and class
And Spartakus said to Mars,
Meet my sight.

My right, my might
And all I behold I am
Tis not the truth

That runs in root
That thee art just like thou?"

It need but took
More than half history
And half of what is left

Said Mars to Spart,
"Sr)artakian one
For what is life but thoui*
You run round and round
From stone to blip

To see that thou art thee!"

If lossons are from history
And more than what I say
Find out what class
.Produced this poem
And help it on its Way.

-RasTapunk Ram Oass
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Ballet Present...

The Jeffrey Ballet flies in for a visit to UMass Nov. 15. 16, and 17.

JOFFREY BALLET AT THE FINE ARTS
CENTER NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE

The internationally acclaimed JOFFREY
BALLET will celebrate its 21st anniver-
sary during its New England premiere
performances at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, University of
Massachusetts.
The Jeffrey will present separate dance
programs on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, November 15, 16, and 17 at 8
p.m.
The presentation of the Jeffrey Ballet

at the Fine Arts Center is part of the Na-
tional Endowment Dance Residency
Touring Program.
ROBERT JOFFREY is the artistic direc-

tor and founder of the Jeffrey Ballet. For
21 years Mr. Jeffrey has served as a

dancer, teacher, and choreographer.
His 'no-star-all star' ballet has been hail-

ed by critics as a major troupe of

"limitless expressivness."

GERALD ARPINO is associate director
and major choreographer of the Jeffrey
Ballet. Mr. Arpino is recognized as one
of the most important choreograhic
talents to appear in over a decade, anci is

the only choregrapher to have had four
of his ballets performed at the White
House.
The Jeffrey Ballet performances at the

Fine Arts Center are: Tuesday, VIVA
VIVALDI! Choreography by Gerald Ar-
pino, music by Antonio Vivaldi.

THE MOOR'S PAVANE, choreography
by Jose Limon, music by Henry Purcell.

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUS,
choreographed by George Balanchine,
music by Peter llyitch Tchaikovsky.
TRINITY, choreography by Gerald Ar-
pino with music by Alan Raph and Lee
Holdridge.

The Wednesday November 16 per-
formance includes: AS TIME GOES By,
choreographed by Twyla Tharp, music
by Franz Joseph Haydn. (1772)
TOUCH ME, choreographed by Gerald
Arpino. Music by James Cleveland and
the Charles Fold Singers.
PAS DES DESSES, choreography by
Robert Jeffrey. Music by John Field.

DEUCE COUPE 11, choreography by
Twyla Tharp with music by the Beach
Boys. The Thursday November 17 per-
formance indludes: KETTENTAN2,
choreography by Gerald Arpino, music
by Johann Strauss, Sr. and Johann
Mayer.
RODEO (OR THE COURTING AT BURNT
RANCH),
choreography by Agnes de Mille, music
by Aaron Copland,
TRINITY, choreography by Gerald Ar-
pino, music by Alan Raph and Lee
Holdridge.

Tickets for the Jeffrey Ballet are now
on sale at the Fine Arts Center box of-
fice, open Monday through Friday 9-4,
and all Ticketron locations.

Ticket prices for the performances are:
General public-$7,6,5. UMass students
$3.50, 3.00, 2.50. Other students and
senior citizens are $6, 5, 4. For more in-

formation, call the Fine Arts Center box
office, 545-2511.

GOOD SEATS STILL AVAILABLE
FOR THE NEW ENGLAND PREMIERE

OF THE
JOFFREY BALLET

... Ball! Past
THE CAMBRIDGE COURT
DANCERS AND PLAYERS

Sackbut, krummhorn, shawm, lute --

sound Telkienese? Actually, these are the
names of instruments popular during the
late Middle, Renaissance, and Baroque
eras. On the eve of Nov. 6, in Amherst Col-
lege's Buckley Recital Hall, the Cambridge
Court Players buzzed, plucked, thumped
and blew life into these precursors of

modern-day instruments, accompanying
the lavishly dressed and tressed Cambridge
Court Dancers in an authentic recreation of

the court music and dance of Italy, France,
Spain and England from the early 15th to

18th centuries.

The music was full of lilting melodies and
pleasant, balanced harmonies urged ever-
onward by the steady beat of a drum or

lute. The dances were of many styles and
types: the ceremonious, processional 15th
century bassedanse end I6th cen-
tury Pavane. characterezed by elegance,
quiet nobility and an uninterrupted, gently
rocking flow of movement close to the
ground; the intricate, ornamental or story-
telling turn and leap dances such as the
15th century Italiian balli and 16th cen-
tury Ga/Z/arc/, the circles, open lines, sym-
metries and mixing patterns in

the Branies and Balfetti; 3nd the simple,
countryish English ballroom dances of the
17th century.

A few of the dances had charming motifs.
For example, in one dance, each of the
dancers carried a candle while mingling and
meandering to and fro until, en a cue from

the music, they each raise their candles to
light the face of the partner they have end-
ed up with; they dance a bit, bow, and
move on, but not before the man plants a
bold kiss on the woman's neck. Another is

a "boys against the girls" dance of com-
petitive tee-tapping and stamping
brilliance. Particularly amusing is a dance In

which the men appear to be kneeing the
derrieres of the women as they lift them
straight into the air while turning.

Dr. Ingrid Brainard, musicologist, dance
historian, teacher and performer of
historical dance, founded the Cambridge
Court Dancers in 1969. They are, like their

noble predecessors, an ensemble of well-
trained, literate, musical people from many
walks of life, brought together by a lively

interest in the art of dancing and its history.

Strict attention is paid in their dances to ac-
curacy of steps and movements, manner
and style, and costume. Their chi f sources
of informantion are the dance instruction

books of each of the different historical

periods, meticulously compiled by profes-
sional dancing masters at the extravagant
coutrs of Europe.
The Cambridge Court Players are directed

by Sheila Beardslee and are a youg profes-
sional ensemble of musicians specializing in

performance of early music on authentic in-

struments.
The performance, which was presented

by the Amherst College Department of
Music, was an interesting, enlightening and
satisfying event. It is hoped that more
events such as this will follow.

-Sharon True
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Loverly Theatrics
"My Fair Lady"

The curtain rose at 3:30 pm. From then
on. My Fair Lady " was a delight

^J^u ^^^^?^ characters headed by Edward
Mulhare (Henry Higgins) and Anne Rogers
(Ehza Doolittle) are alt veterans of the
theatrical stage. With their multitude of
backgrounds the Fine Arts Center stage at
the University of Massachusetts was simply
another place for these performers to
display their excellence.
"My Fair Lady" is the adaptation of Ber-

nard Shaw's "Pygmalion". The film ver-
sion, produced by Gabriel Pascal starred
Rex Harrison and Audrey Hepburn It first
premiered on Broadway in 1956 and has
since been highly acclaimed in England and
Russia as well.

Alan Jay Lerner wrote the book and lyrics
and Fredenck Lowe composed the music
tor this rendition of "My Fair Lady" It was
meticulously constructed, and stood alone
as a highly polished, professional array of
talent.

Briefly, a poor, illiterate flower-selling
mishap (Ms. Rogers) is taken in by an
educated, English scholar (Mr. Mulhare)
Henry Higgins proposes to transform ill-

mannered Eliza Doolittle into a "lady" of
social grace and verbal eloquence. His suc-
cess IS achieved through painstaking ver-
bal exercises that are very funny.
Edward Mulhare (many may remember

him from the television series "The Ghost
and Mrs. Muir") is a fine actor. His regal,
statuesque appearance accompanied a per-
formance backed by motivation and talent
His determination was believable; his anger
was forceful; his comical exploits were
laughable; and his mere presence on the
stage was a joy.

If Anne Rogers couldn't act, she'd more
than compensate with a beautiful voice.
But she can act, and she can sing. She can
even make me rise from my seat at the end
of the show for a standing ovation. Ms.
Rogers was a "lady" whether she wiped
her nose with her sleeve, danced across the
stage, or accidently yelled "C'mon Dover

UMass Music Theatre Guild

A lively musical comedy that won a New
York Drama Critecs Circle Award in 1972,
'Two Gentlemen of Verona' will be per-
formed in Bowker Auditorium of
Stockbridge Hall, November 17, 18, 19,
and 20, at 8 p.m.
Director Ben Marshall and his UMass

Music Theatre Guild cast have been rehear-
sing this musical adaptation of
Shakespeare's play for seven weeks. The
blatant alterations in Shakespeare's text are
less injurious net only because it is one of
his earliest and lesser plays, but because
the underlying message of love and
fellowship clearly shows through.
A pricniple change is that Shakespeare's

Verona to Milan setting becomes San Juan
to New York City in this musical version of
'Two Gentlemen of Verona'.
The plot remains almost completely the
same as Shakespeare outlined it. It involves
a perennial shuffle of love affairs and court-
ly advances which result in a charming pic-

ture of love in full bloom.
A flagrantly fickle Proteus (Eugene Niles)

falls flat for a meek Julia (Leslie Fleming
Mitchell) who quickly becomes metamor-
phosized by him. Proteus' bosom buddy
Valentine(Luis Benitez) leaves Verona for
Milan to seek his fortune, and Proteus soon
follows him after being ordered to do so by
his father, Antonio (Robert Novak). Left
behind, Julia and her faithful friend and
consultant Lucetta (Joyce Abdun-Nabi)
proceed in search of Proteus, clad as two
gentlemen.
Meanwhile, in Milan, Proteus now loves a

lusty and weak-willed Silvia (Cathy
Carlston) but her father, the Duke of Milan
(Peter Tolan) wishes her to wed a wealthy
blockhead named Thurio (Brian Murphy).
Silvia and Valentine fall in love. When

Valentine is banished, the deceitful and

move yourbloomin' ass!"
The robust Ronald Drake did a find job as

Colonel Pickering, as did Thomas Bowman
playing the lovable Cockey, Alfred P
Doolittle. Marie Paxton (Mrs. Higgins)
Joyce Worsley (Mrs. Pearce), and Keviri
Deannger (Freddy Eynsford-Hill) also gave
memorable performances.
Often, in a stage production, it is difficult

to depict the passage of time. In a clock-
Itke rhythm, the servants sang of a time
elapse en the dimly lit stage. The audience
could "feel" the long hours of pronuncia-
tion exercises that Eliza Doolittle and Henry
Higgins practiced. The effect was fantastic.
When the stage re-lit, we were ready for a
new speech lesson.
The transitions from scene to scene were

so tight and organized, I didn't feel the least
bit uncomfortable with the sudden
changes. One such effect was when Eliza
said a breathy 'H'. The candle blew out at
the same time as the stage lights. Beautiful.
The choreography was sublime, and the

costumes were lovely. A grey, black, and
white color scheme of the elite joined with
a mechanical dance at the races that was a
visual feast. A rather drawn out pause in
this scene was unnecessary. Nonetheless
the comedy was evident. In Act It, the'
dance number for "The Embassy Waltz"
was simitar to the Ernest Flatt style often
seen on "The Carol Burnett Show."
Whoever worked the spotlight must have

been high. It was most distracting. Not on-
ly was the timing inaccurate, the placement
and size of the light was off, too. The per-
son responsible for this should become an
usher in a movie theatre. Perhaps operating
a flashlight is a more suitable line of work.
My biggest complaint about "My Fair
Lady" is that it was only at UMass for two
performances. Anyone who missed it, for
whatever reason, was deprived of an
aesthetic experience. Alas, there will
always be plays, and there will always be
audiences. Wouldn't it be loverly if all

musicals were as delightful as "My Fair
Lady"?

-Janie Portnoy

devious Proteus thinks he has Silvia, but
her former lover Eglamour (Brian Kelly)
steps in before they wed.
Eglamour whisks her away to the forest.
The outcome is that Valentine returns from
exile to win Silvia, Proteus regains Julia's
love, Thurio chooses Lucetta, Proteus' ser-
vant Launce (David Farman) woes a
milkmaid (Heidi Winer) and the shew ends
on a theme, 'love has driven me sane'.
Gait Macdermot's music is a combination

of rock, lyricism, and Latin patter. John
Guare's lyrics mingle Shakespeare with
hilarious sensual connotations.
'Two Gentlemen of Verona' was brought

from the open air of Central Park, to the
Broadway stage of the St. James Theatre.
It opened Dec. 1, 1971,'and ran for 800 per-
formances.
Clive Barnes of 'The New York Times'

wrote, 'What 1 relly love about 'Two
Gentlemen of Verona' is its simplici-
ty... there are real people living and loving.
Mr. Macdermot's music is more subtly
shaded and more varigated than his score
for 'Hair'. Mr. Guare's lyrics have a brusque
toughness that is admirable, and his
rhymes are occasionally as acerbic and rug-
ged as his sentiments'.
Brendan Gill of the 'New Yorker' wrote,

'At the end of the opening night per-
formance of 'Two Gentlemen of Verona', it

seemed likely that nobody would ever con-
sent to leave the theatre - neither the merry
band of marvelous young people en stage,
nor the audience that stood applauding'.

Musical Director of this oncoming per-
formance is Judy Brown. Choreography is

being done by Kerrie Lipsky and Ben Mar-
shall. Tickets are now on sale at the
Bowker Box Office. Students - $2.00,
others - $2.50. For reservations, call
545-0783.

-Samuel Judson

The Learned Ladies

Smith College will present The Learned
Ladies in theater 14 Thursday, November
10-Saturday, November 12 at 8:00 p.m.
The play is set in the late seventeenth cen-
tury France, and parodies the fawning
pseudo-intellectuals of the day, those who
professed a love of knowledge solely to fur-

ther their own reputations as scholars.
The Learned Ladies, a household trium-

virate of mother, elder daughter and sister-

m-law, fancy themselves the enligbtened
women of rheir day but spend ?Heir time id-

ly philosophizing and making plans to form
their own school of intellectual thought.
The Learned Ladies is not only one of

Molieres last but perhaps best of his

comedy of -character plays. So effective
was the playwright's parody, that au-
diences of the day recognized the very in-

dividual Moliere mocked.
Richard Wilber, distinguished Amencan

poet and translator, has been on the Smith
campus throughout the rehearsal period of
this production, as he is writer-inresidence

in the Smith English Department this year.
The director of this production, Tina

Packer, trained as an actress with the Royal
Academy of Dramatic Art. Seven years age
she truned to directing at the London
Academy of Music and Dramatic Art, She
subsequently formed her own touring
theater troup, Shakespeare and Company.
While at Smith, Ms, Packer is also teaching
a workshop in Shakespearean acting for
five cg>llege students.
Smith's proc^pction has been entered in

the American College Theater festival,
presented by the John F, Kennedy Center
for the performing Arts and the Alliance for
Arts Education. Th;s competition, which
each year brings together the best of col-
lege theater, begins at each show's home
institution. If the production passes this in-
itial judging it will be produced at the
regional festival in January at UMass.
Tickets may be purchased by visiting or

calling Smith College Theater box office
584-2700, ext. 840. A reduced rate is of-
fered to students and senior citizens.
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A weekend intensive course is planned for November 19 and 20 Those interested may also take our practice exam, with or without review session
For information call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-fvafi9
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A whole line of insulated waterprool boots.

Heartfelt Leather
103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5135
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Tuesday, Nov. 15, is the last day
for

Third World Registration
for the Recall Referendum

Registration is now taking place in
BCP and the New Afhca House.

Monday-Friday 10am-4pm

Peter Pan and Continental Trailways
t)ffer frequent service to Boston, New-
York and many other ^j^reat, ^et-avvay-

from-it-all places.

CONTINENTAL TRAIIWATS
6 PETERMN BUS UNES

COMTIHfHTAl TItAILWAYS ^f^^ST"

MAKE LIFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

For Intomiation, Schedules <ind Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Omcc
545 2006 or 549 6000
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Jonah: Worker Alienation and more...

WINKLER FIELD
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PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

JONAH WHO WILL BE
25 IN THE YEAR2000

directed by: Alain Tanner

written by: Alain Tanner
and John Berger

Jonah is a personal film which exposes
the many difficulties that people encounter
in capitalist society today. The film is the
latest work of the Swiss director Alain Tan-
ner, and is set in modern industrialized
Geneva. Through the lives of eight
characters, Tanner unfolds and examines
the situation of people living in a society
composed of institutions which alienate
and frustrate them in the workplace, while
at the same time fragments their family
structure.

The characters are trying to realistically
deal with their social situation so they can
merely survive within it. In all of their cases,
there is a severe gap between the world iri

which they live and their perception of
what it should be. Unfortunately, in most
cases, the real world barbarically cir-
cumvents their attempts for social change.
Matthieu is an unemployed factory worker
who has been blacklisted because of his
Vlarxist philosophy and union militancy.
Mathilde, his spouse, works in a factory,
and would like to have a child, but can't un-
til her husband finds a job. Matthieu sear-
ches for work, and is hired by Maguerite
and Marcel to shovel manure on their
vegetable farm (a work situation that allows
him to escape the industrial blacklisting.)
Marcel is a naturalist- romantic who spends
a lot his spare time painting pictures of
animals, while Maguerite's prime concern
IS the farm. As this is happening, we meet
Max, a Trotskyite who works as a pro-
ofreader. He has somewhat retired from
any political activity, but rises to the occai-
sion to foil a bank's attempt to acquire land
and build "luxury slums." With the help of
one of the bank's secretaries(whose name
IS Madeline and also Max's tantric lover) he
acquires the names of all the people whose
land the bank is trying to buy. He then visits
all of the potential sellers to inform them of
the bank's plan for their land. While doing
this, he meets Marcel and Maguerite. Mar-
co, a highschool history teacher, is the

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RIS CENTER PRESENTS

WITH ORCHESTRAThe
Jeffrey Ballet

tickets now on sole.

'General Publlc-$7, 6,

5. UMoss students-

$3.50, 3, 2.50. Other

students and senior

citizens-$6, 5, 4.

Tuesday. November 15
VIVA VIVALDI' (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Balanchme)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday, November 16
AS TIME GOES BY (Tharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PAS DES DEESSES (Joffrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday, November 17
KETTENTANZ (Arpino)

RODEO (de Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
FINE >4?TS CENFER CNCERT hUL

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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neighbor of Maguerite and Marcel. He falls
in love with Marie, a supermarket cashier
whose own political activity is giving away
food to the poor and the elderly. She is jail-
ed for her charitable efforts, while Marco
loses his teaching position for introducing
anti-capitalist attitudes in the classroom
The film goes on to tell the story of the rela-
tionships amongst these characters and
their dreams for society which ultimately
are embodied in Mathilde's and Matthieu's
newly born child Jonah.
One of the major concentrations of the

film concerns the systematic oppression of
the worker in society today. This is shown
through: Matthieu's blacklisting, Marie's
jailing, and Marco's firing. The worker
whether he/she works in a factory, store
or school must conform to the present
system or be eliminated. Tanner is telling us
that personal creativity and beliefs have no
place even in our schools. As Tanner says:
"Even if the factories aren't like those in
Victonan England, the relationship betwee
n the worker and his work has not chang-
ed." This concept of worker oppression is
further exemplified by the strategic place-
ment of news footage in the film of the

1932 worker demonstrations in Switzerland
where 13 people were killed by the Swiss
army. Tanner comments: "

I wanted to
show how the Swiss army has never fired a
shot in anger, except against the workers "

Matthieu comments in the film: "from the
day you learn to read or walk 'til the day the
police and army fire on thousands like
you."

Jonah is a film that has much to teach us
much more than I could ever write about iri

an article of this size. It shows characters in
3 remarkably real and personal way. We
see them deal with situations that are com-
mon to many people in our own society
vA/e see how they encounter their problems
and hardships, while at the same time re-
taining humor and the hope of something
Detter to come. The film at the same time
Deckons us to re-evaluate our present lives
and aspirations. If one looks at the film
another way, one might say what the New
York Times said of Tiinner's earlier film La
Salamandre; "it's a dangerously appealing
movie." My only reply to this is in the form
of a question: "Dangerous to what

-

dangerous to whom?
Skip Tenczar

Ciiaplin's Worl<
A WOMAN OF PARIS

and SUNNYSIDE
both directed by Charlie Chaplin (1924)

For those of you who are long-time ap-
preciators of the genius of Charlie Chaplin
the re-release of these two films is a
momentous occasion. At the time of their
original release, the films greatly influenced
other silent film directors, such as Ernst
Lubitsch, for Chaplin was making signifi-
cant innovations in silent film technique.
He was the first to innovatively use visual
'mages to tell his stories. He captured
psychological factors; facial and eye ex-
pressions, the movement of hands and
feet-instead of relying on titles to explain
action in the film.

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT'
Eves 7 00 and 9 00
Mat .Sat, Sun 5 00

MY FAVORITE
FILM OF

THIS YEAR.
— Jul «(ihd' Cuti

Rolling Slone

HIGHLY

COMIC. A
ferriricolly

Inrelligenf,

*vlfty

comedy.'
- V-iiLi nl CiinCy
New Yu'k
T.mes

A terrjflcGlly intelligent

comedy. .

JoNAh
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AMHERST CINEMA
downtown amherst

Chaplin, being involved in the Red Scare
politics of the 1920's, withdrew these films
from theaters for political reasons as he fled
to England seeking political asylum. After a
few years he moved to Switzerland where
he still lives and composes today. It is only
within the past two or three years that he
composed the soundtracks for "Sun-
nyside" and "A Woman in Paris", prepar-
ing them for their re-release into sight-
sound cinemas.
The first film shown is Sunnyside, a

short. In the course of a day's work and
love's labour, "Charlie the hotel-farmhand,
etc., etc.," avoids his alienating labor and
expresses himself in his day-dream fan-
tasies. He had a delighful frolic with river
nymphs while bringing the cows out to
pasture, and then, after registering a rich
city-gentleman to the hotel, he dreams of
the loss of his lover (Edna Purviance, the
leading lady in most of his early shorts) to
the sophisticated dandy. He wakes in a
jealous fury to find his love secure and his
happiness with life and love intensified.
This is a simple story of passion com-
municated in Chaplin's exquisite style that
transcends the time and society in which it

was contrived.

A Woman in Paris is the story of a
woman, Marie St. Clair (Enda Purviance)
who, abandoned by her father and disap-
pointed by her fiance, Jean (Adolfe Men-
jou), goes to Paris, where "love is fickle
and a woman gambles with life". She
shares company with Pierre Revel, the
richest bachelor in Paris, who supports her
in a style to which few people are ac-
customed. He becomes engaged to an
heiress of equal econonic stature, but
wishes to keep Marie as his mistress. Marie
becomes depressed and distraught. That
same night she accidentally meets her old
lover, Jean, who has moved to Paris with
his widowed mother. The scene is set for all

sorts of classic conflicts. Marie must decide
between the happiness of marriage and the
comforts of wealth. Jean must decide bet-
ween his love for Marie and his devotion to
his mother. The flame that sets this passion
play on fire is the mothers possessive and
manipulative relationship to her son.
Chaplin keeps us in suspence with his
strange and ironic juxtapositions right until
the end, which is not all together unhappy.

Andree LeBlanc
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Sidney Poitier and Bill Cosby in their new film ''>* Piece of the Action

A PIECE OF THE ACTION
Directed by Sidney Poitier

Cast: Sidney Poitier, Bill Cosby,
James Earl Jones, Denise Nicholas,

Tracy Reed, Hope Clarke

Once again the talented team of Sidney
Poitier and Bill Cosby have put together an
hilarious and entertaining film designed not
only to bring chuckles to your lips but ideas
to your brain. This time the film is for
everyone and is as much a Sunday after-
noon family treat as a Saturday night date
out. Produced by First Artists Productions
an artist owned company whose principles
include Poitier, Steve McQueen, Dustin
Hoffman, Paul Newman, and Barbara
Streisand, A Piece of The Action is the
best Hollywood team-effort so far.

The film centers around the exploits of
cat-burglar Bill Cosby and con-man Sidney
Poitier whose careers in crime are nipped in
the bud by retinng detective, Joshua Logan
Burke, played with ease and effectiveness
by James Earl Jones. Threatening to turn
them over to the police, Burke forces these
two hustlers to put their talents to work at
the Benjamin Banneker Community
Development Center educating and train-
ing young jobless black children and fin-
ding them legitimate jobs Turning chaos
into fun and deprivation into an educational
experience, Cosby and Poitier turn the
Center upside down as they assist social

workers Denise Nicholas and Hope Clarke
in providing these youngsters with hope in
a hopeless society. All is not fun, however
when syndicate leader Bruno (Tito Vandisj
settles the score with our heroes for their
"pre-reform" exploits. Kidnapping Poitier's
girlfriend, Tracy Reed, the mob leader
hopes to make his money back in ransom,
but runs into trouble when Burke teams up
with the ex-hustlers for one last caper.
The film incorporates clever performances

on the part of all the actors with scathing
social criticism dispensed in a subtle comic
way assuring mass market palatability.
Directed by Sidney Poitier, A Piece Of
The Action is another example of the
social responsibility of the artist, functional-
ly respectful of the identity and integrity of
the audience. Be you black or white, or any
color in between, this film will set you
thinking and laughing at the same time and
IS every bit worth of the admission price to
see.

The music to the film was composed by
Curtis Mayfield and rendered capably by
Mavis Staples, one of the Staples singers.
The soundtrack recording is available on
Curtom Records and the only complaint
this critic has with it is that it does not cap-
ture the humor of the film, only the music.
Some people may find that enough; I

don't. See the picture first before deciding
on any additional money to be spent.

Kenneth Shain

emas Reviewed
Mt. Farms Four

Ticket Prices: 2.50-adults, 1 .25children, 50
cent discount forstudentsand senior citizens
with the purchase of a discount card (regular
shows only), 1.25 twilight shows (all early
shows).

The Mt. Farms Four Theater complex
located in the Hadley Mall is the area's com
mercial multi-cinema unit. This theater is part
of the second largest chain in the country,
and it reflects this image. Despite this major
handicap, the theater isa good place to seea
film

.
The advantage of a multi-unit cinema is

the variety; at least one in four must be wor-
thwhile. At this theater, like at Holiday Inns,
you get no surprises. Film fare here is usually
commercial current release items with an oc
casional cult film thrown in.

There are a few things about this theater
which must be mentioned. First off, the con
cession stand has the widest variety of junk
food and the most reasonable prices of any
of the local theaters. In addition to this, the
lobby areas are often decorated with film

memorabilia and props from current films.
This serves to break up the somewhat bland
atmosphere found within. These extras ana
the low Twi-lite price make the Mt. Farms 4a
healthy alternative to the alternative cinema
found in the Five College area.

The Calvin

Ticket Prices: 2:50adults, l.QOseniorsand
children, Mon. & Tues. are dollar nights
on selected films.

The Caly/in is the Amherst Cinema's sister
theater in the Western Mass. chain. It is
located on on 19 King St. in the center of
Northampton. Unlike the the Amherst
Cinema this theater runs films of commercial
nature and tries to attract much of the non-
student audience from in and around the
Northampton area. This theater isa large old
house seating 1313 (very lucky)- combined
floor and balcony. The atmosphere here is
friendly and reminiscent of many of the old
city theaters dedicated to entertaining the
viewer.

-G. F. Hallaren

FOR FILM LISTINGS SEE PAGE 12

"Without a political basis, collective creation

is no more than collective eating
in a restaurant." - JeanLuc Godard
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THE VALLEY CROSS?
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NOW, ONLY AREA SHOWING!
7 15 & 9:00- ends Tues.
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WOODY ALLEN
DIANE KEATON

'ANNIE
hall;'

(no dollar nights)

at the Gates of Smith College
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The Pleasant St. Theaterl
The Finest in Foreign and Rerirai Film

"...AN ELEGANTLY GLIHERING TALE
...OF PASSION. MONEY AND ART -

JACKKROLL ^^^ NEWSWEEK

A LOST MASTERPIECE
WRIHEN & DIRECTED BY

CHARLES CHAPLIN
MUST r>< if^HMH'

ERC ROGERS

ERIC JAMES
_ v«ja:coMPcaDg»

kCHARLESCHAPUN

New England Pramiara
Daily at 7 Er 9 10

Sun at 1 30 with liva organ
accompaniment by AT Pursaglova

FEATUPtNG

EDNAPURVIANCE
ALSOSTARf?tNG

ADOLPHEMENJOU
AND

CARL MILLER

i 27 Pleasant St. Northampton 586-0935

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 vJOM- J I >JO ^n, ,^ ,^ MADUr MASS

Adults $2 50- Students with AMC'Carri S2 00 Children $125 Twi lite Show Adults & Students $1 SO]
Sppcial fngagements Eicluded

POITIER COSBY JONCS
AdelighttuUy

delicious dilemma'

'-.' xx •"K *?v *.-. *,

PO-

A PIECE OF
'^ THE ACTION
Thurs at 5:45. 8:30
Twi lite show tickets 5:15/1 50
Fri and Sat at 2. 4 45, 7:30, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4:15/1 50

JAMES
BONO 007 THE SPY

WHO
LOVED

PG Thurs. at 6:00, 830
Twi lite show tickets 5:X/1 50
Fri and Sat at 2, 5, 7:30, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4:30/1 50

PG-

i»f

Thurs at 600. 830
Twi lite show tickets 5:30/1 50
Fri and Sat at 5 00, 7 30, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 30 1 50

^iMfJIATIOKl

YOU NAVE SEEN
GREATAOVENTURES.
YOU ARE ABOUT
rOUVEONE.

Starts Fri.

Ends Thurs: Between the Lines, 6:15. 8:30|
'*•' Thurs at 6 M, 8:30

Twi lite show tickets 6:00/1 50
Fri and Sat at 2 30, 530, 8, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5 00 150

' REDUCtOADUlTt STUDENT PRICES FOR TWILITE SHOW TICK

|TME entire PeAAJ0'rSGAN6

J/ ALL NEW
Race

IFor TowrLifal
Charlie

r. Brown I

Choose one of these
Midnite shows:
Fri ft Sat

all seats
$2 00UVEAFSS

EiraiiJEnca

CELEBRATION

ATBIGSUR ..
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FILM LISTINGS

At The Colleges

Thursday. November 10

CALIFORNIA REICH, 7:30 p.m. , about
Nazis in California, f^ranklin Patterson Hall,
Hampshire College

Friday, November 11

THE DAY OF THE JACKAL, 7:00 p.m
CCA., U.Mass.
MIDNIGHT COWBOY, 8 & 10 p.m., Merril
Center, Amherst.
THE ODD OBSESSION, Japanese Film
Series, 8 p.m., Wright Hall, Smith.
DARLING, 7:30 p.m., Gamble Aud., Mt.
Holyoke.

Saturday, November 12

KLUTE, 7:30, 10 p.m., Gamble Aud. Mt.
Holyoke.
BARRY LYNDON. 7:30 p.m., Wright Hall,
Smith.
MIDNIGHT COWBOY. See Friday's listing.

Sunday, November 13

TOGETHER BROTHERS, Afro-Amencan
Society Film, 3 p.m.. Penny Cultural
Center, Amherst
MIDNIGHT COWBOY, See Fridays listing.

Monday, November 14

JOHNNY GUITAR, 7:45 p.m., FREE
Herter227, U Mass.
LET MY PEOPLE GO. 8 p.m., Hillel Film,
FREE, Thompson 104, U.Mass.
THE FIXER, 7:30 p.m., Hillel Film, Merril
Center, rm. Ill, Amherst.
THE GARDEN OF DELIGHTS, 7:30p.m.,
Spanish 33 Film, MernI Center, rm. II,

Amherst.

Tuesday, November 15

DOUBLE DAY, Progressive Film Senes, 8
p.m., FREE, Thompson 106, U.Mass.
O'LUCKY MAN. 7 & 9:15 p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
MAJOR AND MINOR, 1942 Ginger
Rogers, RayMilland, %p.n).. Gamble Aud.,'
Smith.

Wednesday, November 16

ALICE DOESNT LIVE HERE ANYMORE
7.9,11 p.m., C.C.A., U.Mass.
THE FIXER, 8 p.m., Hillel Film, Wnght Hall,
Smith

Commercial Theatres

Amherst Cinema -JONAH WHO WILL BE
25 IN THE YEAR 2000
Academy of Music-AGUIRRE: THE
WRATH OFGOD-
Calvin Theatre -HERBIE GOES TO MONTE
CARLO -

Pleasant St. Theatre -A WOMAN OF
PARIS - also SUNNYSIDE 7 & 9:10 p.m.
Mountain Farms Four -A PIECE OF THE
ACTION-STAR WARS THE SPY WHO
LOVED ME DAMNATION ALLEY (starts
Fri.l-midnight shows on Fri. and Sat
WIZARDS CELEBRATION AT BIG SUR-

OANCE

Nov 10, 11, Mt. Holyoke: Student
Dance Concert Chapin Hall at 8
Nov 12, Mt. Holyoke: Celebration
Mime theater Chapin Hall at 8:30
Nov 15, 16, 17, UMass: The Jeffrey
Ballet Concert Hall, Fine Arts Center at 8.

Nov 17,18,19, Smith: Student Dance
Concert Scott Dance Studio at 8

ART HAPPENINGS

University Of Massachusetts

Hsrter Art Gallery Nancy Pyle McGee and
Liirson thru Nov. 17.

Student Union Gallery "Video Works"
an exhibition by Howardena Pindell thru
Friday, November 11.

University Gallery John Willenbecher a
one man exhibition of painting and
sculpture thru Nov 13. Tues. 11:30-8:00,;
Wed Fri. 11 4:30. Sat and Sun. 2-5.

Amherst College

The works of artist and sculptressCarol
Anthony at the Meade Art Gallery thru
Nov. 22; Mon. Fri. 10:00 5:00; Sat. and
Sun. 1-5.

Hampshire College

"Models of Inventions" by Leonardo da

Vinci thru Nov 19. Drawings and sculpture

by Gerald Shannell thru Nov. 11.

American Culture in the Valley

Archie Shepp
ARCHIE SHEPP THE RAMOS
IDANCERS AND ANDREW SALKEY TO
PERFORM IN BENEFIT CONCERT
TONIGHT AT FINE ARTS CENTER
UMass Professor of Music Arcf.ie Shepp

will perform in a benefit concert for the
Che Lumumba School with Jamaican poet
Andrew Salkey and the Theater Dance
Ensemble under the direction of Diana
Ramos at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
this evening at eight.

Shepp, a gifted tenor saxophonist, has
been one of the foremost figures in creative
Afro American mus/c since the mid-sixties,
having studied under the tutelage of tenor
saxophonist and colossal innovator John
Coltrane before fully developing his own
style, which now (more than ever) is one
that embraces the vast richness of various
styles that have develped through the
history of Afro American music. He has
been a major innovator in his own right,

and has played a leading role as an apostle
of both "free music" and of the incorpora-
tion of more indiginously African properties
into current Afro American music. This
musician has always had a strong sense of
social responsibility and has performed
many benefit concerts and has recorded
many albums dedicated to the liberation

struggles of people throughout the world,
those of Black people in particular Pro
fessor Shepp has just returned from Europe
where he was on a month's tour of France,
Italy and Belgium.

The Theatre Dance tnsempie, unaer me
direction of Diana Ramos, will perform a
collaborative work, and Ms Ramos will

perform a solo dance piece to the ac
companiment of the poetry of John
Williams and a piano composition by
Marion Brown. Ms Ramos is a very
talented dancer with much experience and
has a strong sense of social commitment.
Andrew Salkey is currently Associate Pro

fessor of Writing at Hampshire College and
teaches poetry and fiction workshops. He
will be reading poetry for tonight's pro
gram He has joined his Carnbbean
counterparts in seminars and performances
all over this country, in Europe and Latin
America.

Shepp shall be joined by Charles
Mageed Greenlee on trombone, Siegfried

Kessler on piano, Cameron Brown on bass,
and Charles Jarv is on drums. Shepp's
compositions, as well as those of other
Black musicians of great reknown, will pro-
vide music dedicated to the Black and Third
World Unity.

The Che Lumumba School, for whom the
concert is being performed, is an organiza
tion based on campus that provides ae
credited, alternative, and Third World
education for its students.
This promises to be an inspirational con

cert put on by talented and dedicated ar

tists of a more than worthwhile cause We
advise you to attend it There is a two-
'1f)llar donation at tlif rinur

Mount Holyoke College

"Offset Prints" editions from Artists-

Research Technology, at Mt Holyoke Art

Museum thru December 20.

Smith College

"Goya: Los Caprichos and los Prover-
bios" thru January 7 at the Smith College
Museum of Art.

North Hatfield

"Images The Appearance of Reality is
All That is Necessary" an exhibit of re
cent works by Paul Berube thru December
at the Baracca Gallery.

Worcester

"Zenga and Nanga"- paintings by
Japanese monks and scholars i e 78
Japanese paintings and calligraphies thru

Nov. 13.

FIVE COLLEGE MUSIC LISTINGS
Nov 10 Andrew Rangell piano recital,

Diabelli Variations by Beethoven, Sonata
no. 2 by Ives Buckley Amherst College
8:15.

Archie Shepp at the Fine Arts Concert Hall

8:00 $2.00.

U.Mass. Music Dept. Recital by the
Madrigals Bezanson 8:00.

Chamber Music with members of Smith
Dept. of Music Dalrymple Gallery 8:00.

Nov. 11 /Musical Sabbath Services with
Smith College Freshmen Choir Hills Chapel
Smith 7:30.

Formal Recital by M. Rockwood (79) Sage
Hall Smith violin 8:00.

Aston Magna in Concert Buckley Amherst
College 8:15.

Brink Coffeehouse presents Tom Aksens
rural blues guitar and banjo Eliot House Mt.
Holyoke 8:30 $1.50.

Nov. 12/Formal Recital by M. Schubert
(79) flute and S Greenberg (79) piano Sage
Hall Smith 3:00.

David Wertman solo string bass Buckley
Amherst College 8:15

Nov. 13/Handers Oratorio ISRAEL IN
EGYPT glee clubs of Mt. Holyoke and
Union College, Valley Festival Orchestra
students $1 .50 Abbey Mernorial Chapel Mt.
Holyoke.

Chamber Music for Winds, Strings and
Voice by members of Five College Faculties
Sage Hall Smith 8:00.

Nov 15 Hindusthani Music with Asad Ali

Khan on been and Pandit Gopaldas on
pakhawaj Buckley Amherst College 9:15.

Nov 16 Kenny Rankin at the ACADEMY
7:00 & 10:00 $6.00.

THEATER LISTINGS

5 College Area

Smith College

THE LEARNED LADIES

Theater -14

November 10-12 8:00pm
Box Office

584 2700 ext. 840

Northampton
THE LAST MEETING OF THE KNIGHTS
OF THE WHITE MAGNOLIA
City Studio Theater
Opens Friday Nov. 11

Friday, Saturday eves 8:00
Sunday afternoons 2:15

Springfield

THE LITTLE FOXES

Stage West
November 5 26
Box Office 736 7092

You've heard about
Punk Rock.

Now see what
it's about.

-4A

THE RAMONES at
the Hatch. Wed..
Nov. 16. Be there.

AREA CLUB LISTINGS
Nov 10 Anthony's Pub So, Hadley
Silverado.
Casa Conti So. Hadley Sgt. Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band.
Cecilia's Holyoke Little Jimmy ^ the
Bad Boys.
Center of Town Chicopee Bear Moun-
tain.

Rahar's Northampton Mountain Life.
Red Paotry Belchertown John Lincoln
Wright ^ the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail Sunderland Andy Pratt and
Fat.

Rusty Nail West Westfield The Jewels.
St Regis Northampton Johnny ° the
Luncheonettes.

Nov. 11 /Anthony's Pub So. Hadley Azura.
Casa Conti So. Hadley Nelson Adelard
Band.
Cecilia's Holyoke Little Jimmy ^ the Bad
Boys.
Center of Town Chicopee Bear Mountain.
Rahar's Northampton Arwen Mountain
String Band.
Red Paotry Belchertown John Lincoln
Wright ° the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail Sunderland Fat.
Rusty Nail West Westfield The Jewels.
Rusty Scupper Amherst Tom Abdow.
St. Regis Northampton Lilith.

Nov. 12/Anthony's Pub So. Hadley Azura.
Casa Conti So. Hadley Nelson Adelard
Band.
Cecilia's Holyoke Little Jimmy ^ the Bad
Boys.
Center of Town Chicopee Bear Mountain.
Rahar's Northampton Arwen Mountain
String Band.
Red Paotry Belchertown John Lincoln
Wright ^ the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail Sunderland Fat.
Rusty Nail West Westfield The Jewels.
Rusty Scupper Amherst Tom Abdow.

Nov. 13 Rahar's Northampton Harmony
Arbour, Arthur Cable Blues Band,
Mountain Life, Skyline and Avatar.
Red Pantry Belchertown Tupelo.
Rusty Natl Sunderland Widespread
Depression.
Rusty Nail West Westfield Jimmy
Carter's Sass.
St. Regis Northampton The Andy May
and Texas Tabby Crabb Band and Pam
Bricker.

CONCERT LISTINGS
Out Of Towners

Captain Beefheart/ Sunnyland Slim-
November 10, Pauls Mall m Boston.
Andy Pratt; November 10, Rusty Nail in
Sunderland.
Keith Jarrett; NovemberlO, Yale Universi-
ty in New Haven.
Keith Jarrett; November 11, Symphony
Hall in Boston.
Average White Band/Tower Of
Power/ Brick; November 11, Hartford
Civic Center.

Earth, Wind & Fire; November 11, Spr-
ingfield Civic Center.
Jack Bruce; November 11, 12, Paul's Mall
in Boston.
Gentle Giant/Dr. Feelgood; November
11, 12, 13, Paradise Theatre in Boston.
Queen; November 12, Boston Garden.

'

Queen; November 13, Spnngfield Civic
Center.

Ella Fitzgerald/Count Basie/Joe
Pass/Oscar Peterson; November 13,
Hartford Civic Center.
Dwight Twilley/ Danny Peck; November
13, Paul's Mall in Boston.
Joan Armatrading: November 15, Sym-
phony Hall in Boston.
Queen; November 16, New Haven Col-
iseum.

Todd Rundgren & Utopia; November 16,
The Orpheum in Boston.
Maynard Ferguson; November 18,
Glastonbury High School.
Talking Heads/Ramones/Eddie & The
Hot Rods; November 18, The Orpheum in

Boston.

Aztec Two Step; November 18, Universi-
ty of Hartford.

Jethro Tull; November 18, 19, Springfield
Civic Center.

Lou Rawls/MFSB; November 18, 19, 20,
Berklee Performance Center in Boston!
Harry Chapin h Hartford Symphony
Orchestra; November 19, Hartford Civic
Center.

Jethro Tull; November 28, Hartford Civic
Center,

Emerson, Lake ft Palmer; November 20,
New Haven Coliseum.
Hall & Gates; December 1, The Music
H.ill m Boston.

Aerosmith/Styx; December 7, 8 New
Haven Coliseum.
Kansas; December 11, Springfield Civic
Center.
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Daytime. Mon.— Fri.

MORNING

REFLECTIONS (EXC WED )

GREATER BOSTONIANS (EXC. WED )

FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC. WED )

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING (EXC WED.)
MORNING GLORY

_ VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
QNEWS
® PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
** REFLECTIONS (WED

GREATER BOSTONIANS (WED.)
SEMINAR
FARM AND MARKET REPORT (WED )

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
NEWS
DAILY ALMANAC
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
LAS NOTICIAS DE HOYO CBS NEWS
©TODAY
® GOOD MORNING AMERICA
UNDERDOG
NEWS
CBS NEWS
MR MAGOO
O CAPTAIN KANGAROO

ey ARCHIES
© NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUBa IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
Q MIKE DOUGLAS
Q CONCENTRATION
O GOOD DAY

8 DINAH
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW© ROMPER ROOM

CE) LEAVE IT TO BEAVER® WRITING FOR A REASON (MON. WED)
Dimensions in Culture (EXC MON . WED )

7:(X)

800

9:30 OCHICOANOTHEMANm SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCEm FLINTSTONES
^ IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

9 50 ©NEWS
9.56 m HERITAGE CORNER
1000 O CORSAIR AND COMPANY

QSANFORDANDSON
©KITTY TODAY© TOM LARSON SHOWm STRUM N DRUMMERS

10:24 ©WEATHER VIEW
10:30 Q® HOLLYWOOD SQUARES0® EDGE OF NIGHT

O PRICE IS RIGHT
11:00 ei MATCH GAME

e ® WHEEL OF FORTUNEB® HAPPY DAYS
© MOVIE Fancy Pants (MON ). Funny Face' (TUE )

The Matchmaker (WED ), How to Marry a Millionaire
(THUR ), Woman's World' (FRI.)

11:30 e® SESAME STREET
OQ LOVE OF LIFE

C 1© KNOCKOUT
C IJOKER SWILD
©FAMILY FEUD

11:56 OO CBS NEWS

12:00

12:30

1:00

fS>

3:00

AFTERNOON

OOONEWS
TO SAYTHE LEAST
THE BETTER SEX

IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW

WOMAN '77

©RYAN'S HOPE
CHICO AND THE MAN
ALL IN THE FAMILY
©ALL MY CHILDREN
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
gGONG SHOW

AS THE WORLD TURNS
® DAYS OF OUR LIVES
GREEN ACRES
©MUSIC (FRI.)

©$20,000 PYRAMID
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

8 VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
GUIDING LIGHT

® DOCTORS
©ONE LIFE TO LIVE
WALLY GATOR
©ANOTHER WORLD
BUGS BUNNY
© GENERAL HOSRTAL
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
ALL IN THE FAMILY
HECKLE AND JECKLE

4:00

4 3C

00

530

8® SESAME S'REET
DINAH

8 MIKE DOUGLAS
BIG VALLEY (EXC WED ) Cliffwood Avenue Kids

iWEO) Anchors Ahoy
O MERV GRIFFIN (EXC TUE.) Young People s
Special (TUE

} Palm Trees and Icebergs'

e
BRADY BUNCH
SUPER HEROES

CD LITTLE RASCALS
O ABC AFTERSCHOOL SPECIAL (WED ) My Mom s
Having a Baby
QMERV GRIFFIN (TUE )

©MUNSTERS
© PETTICOAT JUNCTION (EXC WED.) ABC
\tif^-^chooi Specidi iWED i My Worn s Having a Baby
Offl MISTER ROGERS
O FAMILY FEUD (EXC WED)® EMERGENCY ONE
© NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR© MY THREE SONS (EXC. WED.)
Q"^ESAME STREET
H MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
0©NEWS

S
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLFPINS FOR CASH

©GHOST AND MRS MUIR
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Sat. Nov. 12

MORNING

REFLECTIONS
GREATER BOSTONIANS
AGRICULTURE US A
INTERNATIONAL ZONE
A BETTER WAV
CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES
PTL CLUB-TALK AND VARIETY
TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ
CARRASCOLENDAS
MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL
CAMERA 3

VILLA ALEGRE
FOR KIDS ONLY
JAB8ERWOCKY
WACKO
ARTHUR AND COMPANY
THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
RAZZMATAZZ
UNCLE WALDO
SESAME STREET

8 WHAT S NEW MISTER MAGOO?
C B BEARS

©SUPER FRIENDS
IN THE NEWS
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER
BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUN RUNNER
Sil

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
ISTER ROGERS
a YOUNG SENTINELS
a SCOOBY S LAFF-A-LYMPICS
IN THE NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

S
SKATE BIRDS
ARCHIES-SABRINA

ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS
REBOP

S
SPACE ACADEMY
ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD AU

CARRASCOLENDAS
Ql SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
IN THE NEWS
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS
SBATMAN-TARZAN

THUNDER
KROFFTS SUPERSHOW '77

HOT FUDGE
IN THE NEWS
CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT
NEWSm SEARCH AND RESCUE: THE ALPHA TEAM
•NTHE NEWS

5.50

555
6:00

30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:2B

8:30

8:55

8:00

8:26

8:30

10:00

10:2>

10:30

10:96

10:96

11«

11 26
11 30

11:96

AFTERNOON

1^00 m DANIEL FOSTER.

tm

3:00

M D S4ckie Cell Anemia' Guest-
Helen M R»nney chairperson of the Department

of Interiiai Medicine al the University of Calilornia

II

a SECRETS OF ISIS

IA BAGGY PANTS AND THE NITWITS
I CANOLEPIN SUPER80WL
I MOVIE Tale of Gold Clayton Moore. Jay
ilverheels Lone Ranger and Tonic come to the

rescue when a friendly horse race between Indiana
and a fown nearly efupis into war (1 hr 30mm 1" CANOLEPIN BOWUNG

IN THE NEWS
CROCKETTS VCTOflY GARDEN A final once over

for lawns and garden soil preparation are done in
Novemt>er before the winter sets m
SFAT ALBERT

RED HAND GANG
IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
WACKO
MARLO AND THE MAGK; MOVIE MACHNE
CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
CANDLEPIN CHAMPS
CHAMPKXSHIP WRESTLING
BOOM 222
WALL ITREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser Steel
ange to Survive Guest Peter F Marcus, first vice-

president and director o* Mitchell Hutchms Inc
{THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL• NCAA FOOTBALL Colorado vs Oklahoma

MOVIE Francis in the Navy 1955 Donald O Connor.
rti%a Hyer Francis is put up for auction (1 hr 30

mm )

IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP An Evening of
luegrass Diversity oi styles is captured in this taped

concert where the rocti-oriented music of the Oillards'
Is juxtaposed witn the more traditional renditions of
Doc and Mene Watson John Hartford and Bryan
Bowers deiivef a variety ol instrumental solos"^ SOUL TRAIN

MOVIE RousUPout 1964 Elvis Presley. Bart>ara
itanwyck A roving reckless Singer joins a carnival
and romances owner s daughter i2hrs )S MOVIE Tarzan and His Mate 1934 Johnny
Weissinuiler Maureen Sullivan Two hunters hope
to have Jane persuade Tarzan to lead them to the
sacred elephant burial ground n hr 30 mm )

S
STAR TREK Assignment Earth
MEN OF BRONZE This documentary about the

black infantry soldiers who were to become the most
decimated and decorated division of any American
regiment m World War i features film clips ol their
actions in France as wen as interviews with veterans of
the valiant 369th Regiment

fl
MOVIE Scared Stiff 1953 Dean Martin. Jerry Lewis

lory of a singer and his busboy friend who flee from a
murder charge i1 hr 30min i

MOVIE Abbott and Costeiio meet the Invisible
Man 1951 Abbott and Costeiio Arthur Franz Private
detectives try to prove their new invisible client, a
boxer, innocent of his manager s murder (2 hrs )

fl MOVIE Monkey Business 1931 Marx Brothers.
elma Todd Four stowaways on an oceanlmer try to

avoid t)e<ng caught n hr 30 mm i

S THE FITZPATRK;kS Jack s first crush on a girl
turns bittersweet *hen he learns her parents are
1. ''C and she may soon leave town

<00 O® SESAME STREET
O BASKETBALL 77 Warriors Of Marquette University
vs Cuban National

IRONSIDE
CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR Dixie 500 NASCAR

race 500-mile race on this i 52-mile oval track, from
Atlanta international Speedway. Atlanta Ga
Pendeiton Round-Up one of the couotry s top
rodeos from Pendeiton Ore. Worlds Strongest
Men Pan VI

_ MOVIE Beast From 20 000 Fathoms 1953 Paul
hristian Paula Raymond After an atomic blast, a pre-

historir, beast is seen d hr 30 mm )

VILLA ALEGRE
.^ ABC S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Live coverage
the National amateur boxmg teams from the United

States and Cuba from the Houston Astrodome a
profile of the Cuban Olympic Heavyweight Champion
Teofiio Stevenson, who was burned during a fire m his
home several months ago and who has resumed
framing m Havana

S
WILD KINGDOM Eagle Island
BEST OF FAMILIES (CAPTIONED) The Election

Patronage or Paradise In 1886 John Patrick Rafferty
foresees a quick way out ol poverty when the corrupt
Tammany Hall machine offers him a job after the
election His brother supports a working<lass
candidate while the wealthy Teddy Wheeler backs a
newcomer by the name of Theodore Roosevelt

§
VISION ON
A0AM12
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

6 00 O MUSIC Music Is Tone Color demonstrates that
ever/ instrument - including the human voice - fias its
own Quality characteri/ci by texture a register a

§00®^Evvs
HQOANS HEROES
IMAGES OF AGING From Resignation to Rene«vai

'- ;'-*i-; awareness of older citizehs and fheir

leal power and influence studies !t,e

3:30

4 30

I'

500

oTtt

5:30

the
Iweek

TUESDAY

SUNDAY

[

(NBC) WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY- 7 00 PM
EST. P.S.T -6:00 PM C.S.T.. M.S. T.

"The Computer Wore Tennis Shoes" 1969 Kurt Russell, Joe
Flynn While working with the schools coiTiputer, a college
student accidentally plugs the machines data into his own
head, making him an attractive target for a gambling
syndicate

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT: 9:00 PM E.S.T. P.S.T. -8:00 PM
C.S.T..M.S.T.
"Mario Puzo's The Godfather'. The Complete Novel for
Television" Part II 1972, 1974 Marlon Brando, Al Pacino. Don
VitoCorleone is an assassin's target after he refuses to join a
rival capo in the drug trade but his high-prmcipled son
Michael avenges the attack on his father by killing the rival

chieftain and his accomplice.

(ABC) SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. -

8:00?MC.S.T..M.S.T.
"The Poseidon Adventure' 1972 Gene Hackman, Ernest
Borgnine. The survivors of the disastrous capsizing of a huge
luxury liner make a torturous journey upward through the
tK>wels of the ship to seek rescue before the structure sinks.

MONDAY ^
(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.S.T.. P.S.T. -8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Mario Puzo's The Godfather': The Complete Novel for
Television" Part III 1972. 1974 Marlon Brando, Al Pacino
Tragedy strikes Don Vito Corleone— son Michael's first wife
is killed in Italy and rival mobsters assassinate Sonny—and
the aging capo decides to call for a truce Michael returns
home, marries a New England girl and moves the family's
business to Las Vegas.

(NBC) THE BIG EVENT 8:00 PM EST.. P.S.T. - 7:0(J PM
C.S.T.. M.S.T.
-"Mario Puzo's The Godfather'; The Complete Novel for
Television" Conclusion 1972. 1974 Al Pacino, Diane Keaton.
Michael Corleone attempts to enlarge his crime family's
operations by establishing a base in Cuba but a New Year's
night coup thwarts that plan He returns to Las Vegas to face
a committee investigating organized crime.

WEDNESDAY

(NBC) HALLMARK HALL OF FAME: 8:00 PM E.S.T..
P.S.T. -7:00 PM P.S.T. M.S.T.
"The Last Hurrah" Carroll O'Connor, Burgess Meredith. In a
new adaptation of Edwin O'Connor's 1956 best-seller, the
aging, ailing head of an old-line, big city political machine
surprises everyone by announcing that he will seek
reelection to a fourth mayoral term. However, details of his
private life become public and threaten to undermine his
campaign.

(CBS) WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES: 9:00 PM E.S.T..

P.S.T. -8:00 PM C.S.T., M.S.T.

"From Noon till Three" 1976 Charles Bronson, Jill Ireland. An
amateurish bank robber mistakenly believed killed is made
into a legendary outlaw by his paramour, a writer of penny
dreadfuls, in this tongue-in-cheek western.

FRIDAY

(CBS) FRIDAY MOVIE SPECIAL: 9:00 PM E.S.T.^ P.S.T.
-8:00 PMC.S.T, M.S.T.
"The Three Musketeers" 1974 Michael York, Charlton
Heston. Alexandre Dum^^s' classic tale of the swashbuckling
exploits of the king's musketeers in 17th-century France.

(ABC) ABC THEATRE: 9:00 PM E.S.T.. P.S.T. -8:00 PM
C.S.T., M.S.T.
"Mary White" Ed Flanders, Kathleen Seller. Inspired by a
famous editprtal, the film focuses on the complex but deeply
affectionate relationship between Pulitzer Prize winner
William Allen White, one of the nation's most influential

newspapermen, and his spirited, vivacious young daughter
Mary.

November 12- November 18, 1977

09 MOVIE Holiday Inn 1942 Bing Crosby. Fred
Astaire A song and dance man decides to convert a
farmhouse Into an inn (2 hrs )

fD
MOVIE Girls, Girls. Girls' 1962 Elvis Presley Stella

(evens The girt he loves buys a boat for him. but he
refuses to accept it until he sees another boy after his
girl (2 hrs.)

O LIVE FROM THE MET Higoletto' Guiseppe Verdi's
opera about a court leslers vain allempts to protect
his daughter from the philandering Duke of Mantua
was taped al the Metropolitan Opera House This new
production is conducted by the music director, James
Levine and the ^.^oi ..i.iuJca i.eana Cotrubas and
Placido Domingo
e O THE NFL TODAY A post-game program
presenting scores, highlights and sports newsB MOVIE My Six Loves' 1963 Debbie Reynolds, Cliff
Robertson. Broadway musical star arrives al her
country home and finds six abandoned children living
on the property (2 hrs )

fl
NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Cincinnati

engals vs Minnesota Vikings; Denver Broncos vs.
San Diego Chargers; Houston Oilers vs Oakland
Raiders

OFB.I
fi MOVIE Torn Curtain' 1966 Paul Newman, Julie
Andrews American scientist pretends to defect (2
hrs.Mmin )

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Houston
Oilers vs Oakland Raiderse MOVIE Going My Way' 1944 Bing Crosby, Barry
Fitzgerald Story of a priest assigned to a down-
trodden parish. (2 hrs 30 mm.)
~| ADVENTURERS
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3:4S

4:00

4:30

S:00

5:30

!l THE SAINT
\S BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
> UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
ife at the End of the World'a Ip SAY BROTHERS My PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

6:00

6:30

6:46

7:00

6:30 a ZOOM
I CBS NEWS
_J NBC NEWS

• NEWS
I
BLACK NEWS

I ADAM 12

I ABC NEWS
7:00 9 NOVA The Tongues of Men Part II A World

Language''' examines how Americanized English is
rapidly t>ecoming the world's universal language and
offers a perspective on its implications for other
cultures

I agronsky and company
I
WILD kingdom Land ol the Falcon'

I BAXTERS
I
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW

I ETCETERA

fOOD COUPLE
SUPERMAN
ONCE UPON A CLASSK: The Legend of Robin

Hood Episode Six With Marions help Robin escapes
and reioins his men When they hear further news of
Prince John's tyranny they attack his labor camp in

order to free the slaves and there discover ail his
amassed 'evenues

7:26 nOPINK)N
7:30 O DAILY NUMBER

I
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

I
THIRD WORLD

I
SCHOOLS MATCH WITS

I DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
IPOLKAFUNTIME
MUSIC Music Is Form The organization of

patterns m music is studied as subtle alternations of
form are shown to produce tietutilul and dramatic
results

7:31 Q HOT FUDGE
6:00 O BEST OF FAMIUES The Election - Patronage or

Paradise in 1886 John Patrick Rafferty foresees a
quick way out of poverty when the corrupt Tammany
Hall machine offers him a job after the election His
brother supports a working-class candidate, while the
wealthy Teddy Wheeler backs a newcomer by the
name of Theodore Roosevelt

a 9 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW It s no laughing
matter for Howard Borden when his young son,
Howie announces he s giving up regular school to
become a comedian

SIO THE BK>NK: woman Jaime endangers Oscar
oldman s life when she reveals top secret

information while getting a shampoo that turns out to
t>e a brainwash

01 TABIJHA Tab ha falls in love with a handsome
political candidate an. nust contend with the lealousy
of her boss, television star Paul Thurston® musk: hall AMEFiCA Host Jack Jones Guests;
BJ Thomas Barbara f. "dreli. Hank Garcia
(9 AGE Of uncertain: • The Fatal Competition An
examination ol the arms competition between the U S
and the U S S R includes a look inside NORAD - the
nuclear war command center buried one mile beneath
Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado

6:26 O) ABC NEWSBRIEF

6:30 O WE'VE GOT EACH OTHER Damon s emotional
stability is at an aM-time low when he learns that his ex-
wife IS remarrying, and *hen Judy expresses her
concern he mistakes her meaning and makes a pass
gOI THE ABC SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIE Butch

ssidy and the Sundance Kid 1969 Paul Newman.
Robert Redford A couple ol legendary outlaws at the
turn of the century take it on the lam with a beautiful,
willing ex-school teacher who becomes a sort of
mutual mistress (R)(2hrs 30 mm )

8:56 ONEWSBREAK
9 00 O EYEWITNESS Through the statements of the four

accused or would-be assassins Lee Harvey Oswald.
Sirhan Sirhan Arthur Bremer and Sara Jane Moore,
the motivation behind political violence is examined
Also, three conversations, compiled from Mao Tse-
Tung s writings present the late Chairman's
philosophy

THE JEFFERSONS When a suspicious Louise
gets a sign that hei marriage is doomed. George is

forced to make a decision that could change the rest of
their lives

O® NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES The
Godfather Part I Marlon Brando Al Pacino Gripping
saga of tr>e nse of an orphaned Sicilian immigrant to
the pinnacle ol power in tiie underworld This
complete chronological story is drawn from the 1972
and 1974 Paramount Pictures releases plus additional
original footage never before shown (2 hrs )

^ MOVIE The Barbarian and the Geisha 1958 John
Wayne Elko Ando Story about one man's fight to
open Japan to the rest of the world (2 hrs )

MOVIE Miss Julie 1962 Anita Bjork Ulf Palme A
confused noblewoman persecutes herself with shame
and disgrace for allowing her arrogantly masculine
servant to seduce her '? hrs )

9 30 O THE TONY RANDALL SHOW A very reluctant
Judge Franklin hires his superior ludge s son to fill the

iob ol court clerk caus'nq Walter to be constantly

11:00

11:30

i0S00NEWS
INGOFKENSlh

12:00

12:30

1:00

1:30

1:45

345
400
4:30

5'- V. ^ ^ ,KING OF KInSINGTON
FORSYTE SAGA Dinner at Swithins' Irene refuses

to let Soames touch fver and a dinner party introduces
tt>e unttappy wife to architect Philip Bosinney, who is

courting Jo's daughter June.

fl
MOVIE The Wild Bunch' i960 William Holden,

obert Ryan Story of violence on the Texas-Mexican
border in 1913 with a band of outlaws vs Law, Order,
and the Mexican Army

P O NBC'S SATURDAY NKiHT LIVE Host Ray
Charles Guest FranklynAiaye. comedian

MOVIE San Francisco 1936 Clark Gable. Spencer
Tracy Powerful Barbary Coast gambler-saloon owner
and boyhood pal now a priest, are tK>th concerned
about young singer, each lor a different reason (2 hrs
15 mm )

MOVIE Drums Along the Mohawk' 1939 Henry
Fonda. Ciaudette Colbert Tale of colonists in upstate
New York dunng Revolulionary War (2 hrs )m CELEBRITY BOWLING

MOVIE Not With My Wif.> You Don't' 1966 Tony
Curtis. Virna Lisi Apple-poli. hing Air Force maior
discovers that an old buddy is .becoming too friendly
with his neglected wile (2 hrs >

MOVIE The Maggie 1951 Paul Dougles, Hertwn
Gregg v<1 hr 33 mm )® ATHLETES
O MOVIE Blood Mama' 1970 Peter Carpenter, Ehc
Allison (1 hr 30 mm )

O MOVIE The Bamboo Prison 1955 Robert Francis,
Brian Keith (2hr SOmin)

fl
MOVIE Breath ol Scandal' 1960 Sophia Loren. John

avin (2 hrs )

§
ABC NEWS
THIRD WORLD
GOOD DAY

11:30

Sun. Nov. 13

agitated by the /oung man *fio turns out to be a racist

10 00 DAVID SUSSKIND SHOW Part I Our Obsession
with Being Thin Part II Success-Looking Out for

Nijmtier 1

O O THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW TT^e Family

MORNING

5:50 n REFLECTIONS
555 I > GREATER BOSTONIANS
• 00 OO CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP

LAMP UNTO MY FEET
6:30 il CAMERA 3

LIVING WORD
DIRECTIONS
LOOK UP AND LIVE

6 45 QDAVEY AND GOLIATH
7:00 O MAN BUILDS. MAN DESTROYS

NOSOTROS THEATRE
DRAWING FROM NATURE
PEOPLESCOPE
LUCY SHOW

7:30 il M Y NEIGHBOR S RELIGION
DAVEY AND GOLIATH
WOMANKIND
CATHEDRAL OF TOMORROW
ROCKY AND FRIENDS
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR

6:00 80 SESAME STREET
WE BELIEVE
ABC CHILDREN S NOVEL FOR TELEVISION
ELDER AMERICAN
YOUNG SAMSON

6:30 H MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
LIFT EVERY VOICE
ORAL ROBERTS
UNCLE WALDO
SACRED HEART

845 ffi DAVEY AND GOLIATH
9 00 a MISTER ROGERS

NOSOTROS
SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
ASIAN FOCUS
DAY OF DISCOVERY
POPEYE
CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP

9:15 fi SUNDAY MASS
0:30 OZOOM

UPFRONT
JIMMY SWAGGART
JETSONS
INSIGHT

10:00 fi® WRITING FOR A REASON
BARRIO
INSIGHT
ECO
CHALICE OF SALVATION
TOP CAT
LATINO

10:30 O CORSAIR AND COMPANY
QPOR KIDS ONLY
©THREfe STOOGES
©JEWISH HERITAGE

11:00 fiffl DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
COMMUNITY AUDITIONS
NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
NEWSMAKERS
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
GREAT GRAPE APE

>0FAC€THENATK)N
I EYEWrfNESS NEWS
lAQUI
I
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON

I ANIMALS. ANIMALS, ANIMALS
11:S6 SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

AFTERNOON

12:00 00 AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The FaUl Competition'
An examination of the arms competition between the
US and the U S S R incudesa look inside NORAD -
the nuclear war command center buried one mile
t>eneath Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado
"1 FACE THE STATE

) MEET THE PRESS
_) ISSUES AND ANSWERS

( NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
I MOVIE War of the Worlds 1953 Gene Barry, Ann*

Ffobinson Events after the earth is invaded by Mv> (2
hrs.)

12:30 O THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each
National Football League broadcast with news and
features on the NFL and other sports news of the day.

p NFL '77 Focus on the Miami Dolphins and the
Pittsburgh Steelers two teams whose back-to-back
Super Bowl triumphs brought forth dynasty
comparisons

BRIEFING SESSION
CONVERSATIONS WITH

1:00 O CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Budgeting-
Pennywise, Dollar Foolish shows how to set up a
realistic spending plan and go about plugging the
leaks in your money flow

O THE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs Tampa Bay
Buccaneers

P NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Miami
Dolphins vs New England Patriots
OTARZAN
B NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New YorH
Giants vs Tampa Bay Buccaneersm FLINTSTONES

FIRING LINE Host; William F Buckley, Jr.
Sbortion Federal vs Local Money' Rep Henry J.
Hyde (D-Ill ) and attorney Harriet Pilpef discuss their
opposing viewpoints on the use ol tax funds for
elective abortions

1:30 p ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Guests: Actor Robert
Vaughn and author Dore Schary from the production
F D R atlheWilbu

^ BULLWINKLE
2:00 O LIVE FROM THE MET Rigoletto' Guiseppe Verdi's

opera about a court lester's vain attempts to protect
his daughter Irom the philandering Duke of Mantua Is
broadcast live from the Metropolitan Opera House.
This new production is conducted by the mualc
director. James Levine, the cast includes llear>a
Cotrut>as and Placido Domingo.

P MOVIE The Big City 1948 Margaret O'Brien, Danny
Thomas Orphan is raised by three bachelors, each ol
a different religion She goes to the one who marrlea
first, and trouble ensues as the two rentalnlng
bachelors don't want to give her up (2 hrs.

)

7.30

^B^B NEWS
KIMAGNOLIS' TABLE A Salute to Central Italy' A

potpourri of recipes includes lamb stew, bucatini all

'amatriclana,' and 'bocconotti' sugar cookies with
rum.
0CBSNEWS

CANOLEPIN SUPERBOWL
0NEWS
0HONEYMOONERS

SUPERMAN
FRENCH CHEF Lasagne a la Irancalse' A French

variation on an Italian theme makes for an unusual
pasta meal

NFL '77 Wrap-up of today's football news with
Lee LeoTMrd, Bryant Gumbel and Regina Haskins

CROCKETT'S VK;tORY GARDEN A final once
overTor lawns and garden soil preparation are done in
Novemt>er before the winter sets in.00 00 MINUTES

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY The
Computer Wore Tennis Shoes' While working with the
school's computer. Dexter, a college student, makes a
wrong connection and transfers the machine's data
Into his own head, making him an attractive target for a
gambling syndicate (R)

P O HARDY BOYS-NANCY DREW MYSTERIES
Prank and Joe discover hang-gliding, beautiful girls
ar>d dangerous enemies while investigating the
mysterious kidnapping of their father in Mexico.

8 SHOW OF HANDS Patchwork and Quilting'
r

-

7:Se

6:00

8:30

8:58

9:00

9:3Q

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:45

11:S6

1:55

MOVIE 'Quiller Memorandum' 1966 George Segal,
Alec Guinness American, working for British
Intelligence, is assigned to find leader ol a neo-Nazi
movement (2 hrs.)

PARENT EFFECTIVENESS The Perils of Power'
Presenting a false picture of a 'united front' or
coercing children are not as effective as the '1-

message' in changing children's behavior

8 ABC MINUTE MAGAZINE
EVENING AT SYMPHONY Principal guest

conductor Colin Davis leads the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and violin soloist Miriam Fried in the Violin
Concerto in D by Sibelius Also on the program is

Sibelius' Tapiola

P RHODA Rhoda decides to spend a weekend
alone with her new boyfriend, Mike, and gets
encouragement from Brenda. but makes the terrible
mistake of not asking her mother's permission

Pm THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN The Dark Side
of the Moon' Part II The obsessed scientist, Dr
Charles Leith, coerces Steve Austin to use his bionic
powers to help with mining operations on the moon
that are causing meteorological havoc on earth.

P ON OUR OWN Craig Boatwright convinces the
girls to buy into a monthly freezer plus meat' rental
plan from an old college buddy, and they're all

surprised to discover the real contents of the freezer~ NEWSBREAK
ABC NEWSBRIEF

MASTERPIECE THEATRE I, Claudius' Episode
wo Family Affairs' Livia has her son divorced to

marry Augustus' daughter for political reasons. Still in

love with his first wile. Vipsania, he arranges secret
meetings with her

ALL IN THE FAMILY The problem of grown-ups
pill popping is seen through Archie getting hooked
when he tries pep-up pills after being depressed by
business pressure (Conclusion)O® THE BIG EVENT The Godfather' Part II Marlon
Brando. Al Pacino. Don Vito Corleone is the target of
assassins; his son. Michael, avenges the attack; the
elder Corleone is released from the hospital. This
story IS drawn from the 1972. 1974 Paramount Pictures
releases and footage never before shown. (2 hrs )O CQ THE ABC SUNDAY NIGHT MOVIE The
Poseidon Adventure' 1972 Gene Hackman. Stella
Stevens Survivors make a tortured lourney upward
through a sinking ship which is floating upside down
(R)(2hrs 25 mm.)
OO ALICE When Mel wrenches his back at Alice's
brunch, it throws a multi-wrench into Alice's life

g RIFLEMAN
VISIONS In You Can Run. But You Can't Hide.'

Brother Jonathan, a Franciscan and co-founder of the
Everyman Company, draws upon his own experience
to dramatize the personal growth a Vietnam veteran
achieves through the support of a street theater group
he joins

SP KOJAK Christina Raines guests stars as Janelle
wlings. a fashion model who finds herself the

center of attention as the people around her are
mysteriously being murderod.~ ASK THE MANAGER

MASSACHUSETTS
THE DRUM
VISIONS Pleasantville' Written and directed by

en Locker and Vicki Polon. this impressionistic film

delves into the mind of a young girl who, following her
grandmother's sudden death, begins to live out her
deepest fantasies

PpP0NEWS
MASSACHUSETTS COUNCIL OF RABBIS
CBS NEWS
CQNEWS
ARTISTS SHOWCASE Truth Through Mass

Individuation'

SI
KFL THIS WEEK

I MOVIE Strange Bedfellows' 1969 Rock Hudson.
g Young International oil company executive has to

watch his corporate image when he Is about to divorce
histurbulent Italian wile (1 hr. 30min.)

THE CBS LATE MOVIE Wild Rovers' 1971 William
Holden. Ryan O'Neal Two cowboys roba t>ank so they
can fulfill their dream of owning a ranch. (R)

P NBC LATE NK3HT MOVIE Charlie Cobb A Fine
Night for a Hanging Clu Gulager. Stella Stevens. In

the 1870s, a Chicago detective is hired by a California
rancher to deliver the girl he believes is his real
daughter and heir (2 hrs.)

WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS
THE CBS LATE MOVIE M A S H ' Hawkeye

evelops a strange attachment to Major Burns and
refuses the attentions of a pretty nurse Kojak: A Hair
Trigger Away' A heroin addict tries to kick the habit
w[th the help of her boyfriend (R)

MOVIE Saratoga 1937 Clark Gable. Jean Harlow
eautiful, spoiled American, caught in whirl of English

society Ife. is lolted into reality when her father ales (2
hrs )

MOVIE Lady Ice' 1973 Donald Sutherland. Jennifer
OTileili The story ol a jewel caper, set in Miami and
Nassau with an insurance investigator on the trail of
the lewel fences (1 hr 20 min )O SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Mon. Nov;. 14
1:00 O ® TOMORROW Host: Tom Snyder Guest: Dr

Desmond Morris, author of Manwatching - A Field
Guide to Human Behavior.

1:45 pNEWS
1:55 0NIGHTSHIFT
2:25 OAQUI

EVENING

7:30 p WOOEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Unpleasantness al
Bludleigh Court' results when Aubrey and Charlotte
spend a weekend there, the two lovers ol art and
poetry find themselves becoming influenced by the
family traditions of blood-sports

O DAILY NUMBER~ EVENING MAGAZINE
$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
THAT S HOLLYWOOD
CANDID CAMERA
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
TATTLETALES
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 p THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
6:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES The Royal Family'

Loosely based on the illustrious Barrymores. this
affectionately satirical play by George S Kaufman and
Edna Ferber reveals a gifted family of actors who. even
at home, are continually up-staging each other.
Starring In this 50th-anniversary revival are Eva
LeGalliene. Rosemary Harris.

LOGAN'S RUN Logan, imprisoned by a society
bent on creating a 'master race.' faces the alternative
of joining that society or allowing Jessica to become
one of its mindless 'menials

'

P UTTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The High
Cost of Being Right' Jonathan Garvey suffers a
serious loss of confidence due to poor crops and his
Inability to find work, but when his wife gets a job at
the post office, he threatens to divorce her and move
away.

PP SUGAR TIME
ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR

W .• ^A % • -^

Tues. Nov. 15

EVENING

6:00 IOOO®NEWS
IHOGAf

6:30

6:56

7:00

7:30

7:31

iAN'S HEROES
CROSS WITS
[ZOOM
ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS

I ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
I OVER EASY Guests: Mr and Mrs Redd Foxx.

E)NEWS
I ZOOM

(CBS NEWS
I NBC NEWS
I CE) ABC NEWS
NEWS

I ODD COUPLE
DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS For Colored Girls Who

Have Considered Suicide When The Rainbow Is Enuf.
I
DAILY NUMBER

I
EVENING MAGAZINE

( MUPPETS SHOW Guest: Steve Martin.

I $25,000 PYRAMID
tSHANANA
) DHIK VAN DYKE SHOW
I GONG SHOW
I MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
I ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

ACROSS

1 Huge (clue to puzzle answer)

3 Island state (clue to puzzle answer)
S Actress Balin

7 C^ooper or Owens
8 Accompanied
10 Dreads
12 Homestead
13 Loud noise
15 In Ifie direction of

16 Elsie the Cow's calf

1

7

AgerKia ur>its

20 Certificate of merit
21 Scoundrel
22 Damage
25 Valentir>e symbol
30 Gang
32 Arab country

33 Clear up
34 Foot digit

35 — King

36 Pearly and Golden

DOWN

CXXX) oooooo

2 Very large

3 Severe
4 Fire— (2 words)
6 Drug
9 Spanish bull

10 Liberty

11 Per item(abbrev.)

13 Ultimate

14 Pulpit

18 Eskimo settlement
19 Created

23 — and Andy
24 Stone
26 Thin Man' detective's dog
27 Indian peasant
28 Elm or oak
29 Container
31 Purchase

AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Big Corporation' An
investigation into the way corporations gain and use
power and how governments car join with companies
to conceal their power are included in a Icxi*' behind
the corporate myth.

NEWSBREAK
B) ABC NEWSBRIEF

THE BETTY WHITE SHOW Mitzi has broken up
with her boyfriend and Doug seems to be getting
nowhere with Tracy, so it's Joyce, the matchmaker, to
the rescue

P ® NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES The
Godfather' Part Three Marlon Brando, Al Pacno In

Italy Michael marries Apollonia. but after she dies in a
bomb-rigged automobile and Sonny is assassinated.
Don Vito calls for a truce Michael returns home,
marries Kay and moves the family's business to Las
Vegas. (2 hrs.)

fl
ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL St Louis

ardinals vs. Dallas Cowboys from Dallas. Texas
MOVIE 'Road to Singapore' 1940 Bing Crosby. Bob

Hope. Two lovers of the sea and haters of matrimony
turn up in Saigon, where they meet a gal with marriage
on her mind (2hrs )

AMERICAN SHORT STORY The Music School' by
John Updike concerns a contemporary writer's

struggle to find a focus in his life amid the claims of

science and spirituality, and the twin peaks of joy and
sorrow.

0:30 O MAUDE Maude's up to her libido in romantic
fantasies over a handsome government ecologist and
Walter's up to his ears in jealousy.

10:00 0NEWS
RAFFERTY A teen-age gymnast who is well on

the way to starving herself to death, a ptolice officer

carrying a bullet in his t>ack that is now threatening his
life, and a medical colleague who may be psychotic
each pose a mystery for Dr. Sid Rafferty.

VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW Sur Faces' Ed
Emshwiller uses a variety of theatrical and video
devices to delineate interactions between actors in

both real and illusory moments to represent differing

dramatic styles

8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest: Academy Award-

winning actor Jason Robards.
000®NEWS
SANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

SOMETHING PERSONAL A Woman's Place Is in

the House' profiles Elaine f-loble. a radical lesbian
Massachusetts legislator This award-winning film

follows her on a typical day working for her
constituency and shows how she has integrated being
a woman and a politician

O THE CBS LATE MOVIE Coffee. Tea or Me' 1973
Karen Valentine. John Davidson A young stewardess
leads a double romantic life, she's married to a
medical student in Los Angeles, and a struggling artist

in London (R)

O ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Frank
Sinatra Guests George Burns. Angie Dickinson. Don
Rickies, Carroll O'Connor, John Barbour (theatrical

critic)

IRONSIDE
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

11:45 0(QNEWS
12:15 O SCREENING ROOM

COLLEGE FOOTBALL '77 An ABC Sports series
which features weekly highlights ol key contests
which are scheduled during the 1977 NCAA Football

season.

10:30

11:00

11:30

8:00 GEORGIA O'KEEFFE Against a background of

her paintings and the New Mexico desert, which has
Inspired much of her art. Georgia O'Keeffe speaks of

her work, her marriage to Alfred Stieglitz. and their

involvement in the vanguard ol the modern art

movement in America

O UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU
PART I Cousteau in the Antarctic' Part II The Flight ol

Penguins'

P® THE BIG EVENT The Godfather' Conclusion Al

Pacino, Diane Keaton Michael becomes head of the

crime family and aims to enlarge its operations, but a
New Year's night coup thwarts that plan and he
returns to Las Vegas to face the questions of a
Congressional committee. (3 hrs )

P® HAPPY DAYS Fonzie's Girl Rock Group Part II

Fonzie and Richie lead the search for Joanie after she
runs away from home, determined to go on tour with

Leather and the Suedes rock group as a 'doo-wop'
girl English rock star Suzi Quatro guest stars.

I
PRIME CXJNCERN Death and Dying

I
ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR

8:30 Gg) LAVbRNE AND SHIRLEY An Affair to Forget'
Part II Laverne and Shirley finally get to take their

vacation cruise of the Great Lakes, and Shirley meets
a man who may change the course of her life

P JEANNIE SINGS A Thanksgiving Special from
PTimoth Plantation' Jeannie Conroy sings
contemporary songs from Mayflower Two, Plimoth
Plantation, and various other autumn' locations

0:00 TO BE A MAN Betty Friedan and psychologist
Dan Sullivan comment on new delinitions of
masculinity, and profiles of men who embrace and of
those who reject the traditional stereotypes are
shown The (sossible benefits of male liberation' are
discussed by Professor Wayne Johnson and Pete
Hamill

00M.A.S.H An officer with a cold-blooded nack for

predicting casualties prompts a violent reaction from
Hawkeye

P THREE'S COMPANY Chrissy s Night Out Jack
defends Chnssy's honor when a man who
misunderstands her friendliness shows up at the
apartment and no one knows he's a cop.

MOVIE Country Girl 1954 Bing Crosby, Grace
Kelly Story about a has-been star almost missing his

chance lor a comeback (2hrs )

0:30 ONE DAY AT A TIME Under pressure to please
her mother and to do well in school Barbara resorts to

desperate measures

O SOAP Episode Nine Jodie enters the hospital
for his operation. Burt reveals his secret to a
psychiatrist. Dr Medlow. and Jessica is deeply hurt
when she sees her husband. Chester, in action.

0:58 CB ABC NEWSBRIEF
10:00 ONEWS

OO LOU GRANT Bernard Hughes guest stars as an
eccentric Supreme Court ludge, who presides over
cases in a humorous manner

60 FAMILY A Matter of Indelicacy After several
years Buddy s friend Laura returns for a visit, but she
brings a tragic problem Laura, at 15. has become an
alcoholic

EYEWITNESS The Last Seven Minutes of Flight

212 a dramatization ol an air crash which claimed 82
lives. The Trial of Fred Doane.' the story of the only
male prostitute ever brought to trial, and The Karen
Ann Quinlan Case a dramatisation ol the courtroom
euthanasia case all comprise this episode

10:30 fl MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

11:00 p DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Writer, poet and
feminist spokeswoman Ntozake Shange0O00®® NEWS© ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

11:30 p SOMETHING PERSONAL Rape A comparison of
the viuto p eces No Lies and If It Happens to You
tells of Ihe.diflerent courses ol action open to a rape
victim

O p THE CBS LATE MOVIE Columbo: Forgotten
Lady' A former movie nueen plans her husband's
uemise when he refuses to finance her comeback |R)

P ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
Guests Chris and Charlotte f4cBride. authors ol The
White Lions of Timb.ivati,' Arnold Schwarzenegger,
Cloris Leachman. Judilh Blegen

FOREVER FERNWOCnm IRONSIDE

P TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Legend ol
\'alentinQ Suzanne Pleshette. Franco Nero A
romantic drama based on the life and the myth of
Rudolph Valentino, the screen's first and most famous
male sex symbol (R)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
12:00 p TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Legend of

Valentino' Suzanne Pleshette, Franco Nero A
romantic drama t>ased on the life and the myth of
Rudolph Valentino, ihe screen s tirsland most famous
male sex symbol (R)

1:00 O0 TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest: Marom
Kalb, co-a jthor of In Ihe National Interest

'

2:03 0NEWS
2:15 O MOVIE Castle m the Desert' 1942 Sidney Toler,

Arleen Whelan (1 hr is min)

Wed. Nov.16

6:00

6:30

fo
6:56

7:00

7:30

7:31

8:00

EVENING

NEWS
HOGAN'S HEROES
CROSS WITS
ZOOM
ELECTRK: COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
OVER EASY Guest; Richard Brooks.

ookingforMr GoodtMr.'
NEWS
ZOOM

CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS

ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE
WRITING FOR A REASON
MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING QRCUS
DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
IN SEARCH OF Coming Ice Age'

director of

BK> MONEY
DICK'

8:30

8:58

9:00

9'
the

0:30

958
10 00

10:30

11:00

11:22

11:30

12:00

1 00

VAN DYKE SHOW
IN SEARCH OF Dracula'

MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
$25,000 PYRAMID
NOVA The New Healers' examines the debilitating

diseases that feed on poverty and looks at vahous
approaches to health care in Tanzania. Guatemala and
theU S

Pp GOOD TIMES Bookman gets more than a cold
Shoulder from Willona and the Evans family when he
snows them into saving his job

g0 HALLMARK HALL OF FAME The Last Hurrah'
rroll O'Connor stars as Mayor Frank Skeffington.

the aging, ailing head ol an old-line, big-city political

machine, who surprises everyone by announcing that
he will seek reelection to a fourth term.

EKjHT is ENOUGH I Quit' Tom Bradford
'resigns as lather when his children accuse him ol
being a dictator

$ ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
FORSYTE SAGA A Man of Property Soames s

absorption in financial affairs leaves him blind to
Irene's growing attachment to Philip Helene gives
birth to a daughter and shows signs ol mental
disorder

BUSTING LOOSE The first time Vinnle meets
e hostile Helena they strike sparks; she punches

him out and he tosses her in a closet
NEWSBREAK
CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN An easy method

to prevent winter loss of chrysanthemums is

demonstrated and tips on Jerusal^ artichokes,
rhut>arb and early spring peas are sharMf.

THE CBS WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES From
Noon till Three 1976 Charles Bronson. Jill Ireland. A
woman becomes famous after writing a t>ook about her
affair with a notorious outlaw, who she mistakenly
believes IS dead (2 hrs)

fl
CHARLIE'S ANGELS The Baby Sellers The

ngels are out to crack a big-time black market baby
ring, so Kelly poses as an expectant unwed mother.
Kns as a professional source ol blond, blue-eyed
t>abies and Sabrina and Bosley as a rich, arrogant
couple in search of a perfect child

© MOVIE Connecticut Yankee in King Arthurs Court'

1949 Bing Crosby. Rhonda Fleming Handyman from
Connecticut finds himsell in King Arthur's court (2
hrs )

GREAT PERFORMANCES The Areata Promise' by
David Mercer concerns an actor who. though rich,

successful, loved and admired, bears the seeds ol his

own destruction in the petty cruelties he visits on
others Anthony Hopkins Stars as Theo Gunge and
Kate NeMigan plays his vulnerable young girlfriend

WOOEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE The Noclder A lowly

employee ol a Hollywood film studio i^inf armed by his

girl that she won't marry him until he proves his

manhood
ABC NEWSBRIEF
NEWS

_ BIG HAWAII You Cant Lose Them AM' In high

hopes of making a bundle the devious sidekick ol an
ailing rodeo champion persuades Mitch Fears to enter

the competition against the champ - then bets against
Mitch

00 BARETTA Buddy Tony Baretta risks his career
by hiding out his friend. Buddy, a retarded 19-year-old
sought in the slaying of his mother~ MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

ME AND STELLA The story of Elizabeth Gotten, a
cook and cleaner for most of her 83 years, is revealed
in this program The composer of Freight Train sings
and plays her music with her close fnend Taj Mahal00 DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest William F Buckley.

80O®CQ)NEWS
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

' EWS
SOMETHING PERSONAL Birthday Or Lonnie

iggins. a Boston obstetrician-gynecologist, is

profiled as she cares lor patients, delivers a t>aby and
discusses her life as a wife and mother

O THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson.
Guests Tony Randall Billy Crystal. Jack Douglas
p FOREVER FERNW<X)D

THE CBS LATE MC VIE Hawaii Five-O I m a Family
Crook' The Loveioys a husband-wile confidence
team, find themselves caught between two crime
nr»obs Family Flight' 1972 Rod Taylor, Dina Merrill A
family at odds with each other deci<les to take a
vacation to try to reconciliate (R)

P
IRONSIDE
STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK

_ ARSKY AND HUTCH. Silence' A cop killing

safecracker leads StarsKy and Hutch on a wild chase.
MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- Good Salary Prospects.
Free Coffin' When her two friends disappear alter
leaving a )ob interview Helen answers tfie same ad (R)~ ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

STARSKY AND HUTCH-MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
ARSKY AND HUTCH-Silence A cop killing

safecracker leads Starsky and Hutch on a wild chase
MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- Good Salary. Prospects.
Free Coffin When her twc friends disappear alter

leaving a |ob interview Helen answers the same ad IR)

P TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests Joan .

Didion and John Gregory Dunne husband and wile
will discuss their success'ui writing careers.
"NEWS

I SPY
5 ALL NIGHT
BRIEFING SESSION
GOOD DAY

0NE
S<

niQaii
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Thurs. Nov. 17

EVENING

roo

730

7:31

800

I ZOOM (CAPTIONED)
3 CBS NEWS

i NBC NEWS
>ffi ABC NEWS
)NEWS
) ODD COUPLE
i DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend ol Rob.n

Htxxl Episode Seven Robin and his men go to a
village tor provisions only to lind that the people are
starving because of the Sheriff s s«vage taxation
policies

5
DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
HOUSECALL Coronary By-pass Surgerv'
GONG SHOW

® HOLLYWOOO SQUARES
(0 HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs Vancouver Canucksm THAT GIRL
$ MACNEIL LEHHER REPORT

I DOUBLEPLAY
_) EVENING AT SYMPHONY Principal guest
conductor Colin Davis leads the Boston Synnphony
Orchestra and violin soloist Miriam Fried in the Violin
Concerto in by Sibelius Also on the program is
Sibelius' Tapioia

O THE WALTONS The tranquility of Walton s
Mountain is abruptly shattered by battle cries, echoing
the war in Europe when Grandpa invites a U S Army
unit to camp on the mountain while the soldiers
practice maneuvers
O S BIG EVENT Super Stunt Host Lee Marvin
BreatlvtaKing displays of Hollywood's most thrilling
stunts performed by the world s greatest stunt men
and women, and guest appearances by top stars
including Ernest Borgnine, James Caan. James
Coburn Robert Conrad Angie Dickinson. Jan« Fonda,
and many others

WELCOME BACK. KOTTERa ADVOCATES Should Congress Pass President
Carter s Energy Program' The issue debated is what
should the U S strategy be m filling our energy needs
given as we must cut back on imported oil and gas''

8:30 e GE) WHATS HAPPENING!' Dee who always hoped
her divorced mother and father would reunite,
becomes upset when she learns her father is going to
remarry

8 56 QNEWSBHkAK
900 O ^ BEST OF FAMILIES Ambition Inspired by

jacoD Hiis Teddy Wheeler commissions a model
housing protect tor slum dwellers and James Lathrop
wins the design competition James wife decides she
will use a new antiseptic process when she has her
tiaby

OO HAWAII FIVE-O A pretty tennis star -. nounces
Her intention to defect to the U ^ during a major
tennis competition in the Hawaiian islands and a staff

member of the Eastern European team is murdered,
thrusting Steve McGarrett into a potentially dangerous
international situation

Q Qi) BARNEY MILLER The Chase While Wo|0
careens around Fun City in a commandeered cab the
detectives back at the precmct house have to cope
With an undercover investigation by Internal Affairs

9:30 Offi CARTER COUNTRY
9 58 (E) ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00 a NEWS
I
THIS WEEK
NEIL DIAMOND I m Glad You're Here With Me

Tonight A rare personal look at the man and his
music plus highlights from his recent triumphant five-

Aept" European tour

QCjaFIEDOFOXX
BARNABY JONES Guest star Vera Miles plays

widowed Diane Mangus who begins reliving her past
when her niece s tx>yfriend proves to be an exact
double of Diane s long-dead husband
S) BRUINS WRAP-UP

Twc
MASTERPIECE THEATRE I, Claudius Episode

wo Family Affairs Livia has her son divorced to
marry Augustus daughter for political reasons Still in

love with his fust wile, Vipsania he arranges secret
meetings with her

10 15 ©MOVIE Road to Ball '953 Bing Crosby Bob Hope
American vaudevillians end up as sea divers trying to
recover treasure (2 hrs i

10:30 a MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
11:00 9 a DK;k CAVETT SHOW Guest Former

ongresswoman Bella Abzug

11:30
io®ce)news
eThi

12:00

1:00

2:30

2:40

_ OMETHING personal Till Death Do Us Part
Five widows relate their enperiences on how they
continue lite

O Q THE CBS LATE MOVIE The Wrecking Crew
1968 Dean Martin Eike Sommer Matt Helm is called in

to an international case when a half-million dollars in

gold intended lor the British is stolen (Rl

P ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson
Guests Orson Bean Robert Klein, Erma Bombeck

S
FOREVER FERNWOOO
P0LK:E STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

POLICE STORY Wolf Wolf Bozeman tricks his
partner into helping him commit suicide THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL- The Sixth David Frost Presents the
Guinness Book of World Records' George Gobel plays
the wortd's largest guitar, world's largest twins,
world's champion domino toppler. and more (R)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
POLICE STORY-THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

LICE STORY- Wolf Wolf Bozeman tricks his
partner into helping him commit suicide THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL- The Sixth David Frost Presents the
Guinness Book of World Records' George Gobel plays
the world's largest guitar; world's largest twins,
world s champion domino toppler, and more (R)

SS TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests: Martin
idin, author of Cylxirg' and Lester Velie, author of

Desperate Bargain; Why Jimmy Hoffa Had to Die
"NEWS

MOVIE The Cat Creeps 1946 ' ois Collier, Paul
elly (1 hr 20 mm.)

i

r
Keil

FrL Nov. 18

7:00 a SAY BROTHER ^^^**"*Q

O CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
CE) ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE

® PAINT ALONG WITH NANCY KOMINSKY San Juan
Mountains

7:30 O DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE
MATCH GAME
SHANANA
$100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
MUPPETS SHOW Guest Nancy Walker
MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT

7:31 fi MATCH GAME
8:00 a® WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

I THE NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN
Roddy McDowaii guest stars as professor John
Chapman a deranged scientist who has developed
the means to ravage earth with artifically-induced
volcanic eruptions and may use his power unless
Wonder Woman can stop him

O ® CPO SHARKEY Don t Make Waves A shifty
SharKey attempts to outmaneuver a detachment ol
WAVES quartered in his barracks experimentally, by
placing their leader m a compromising predicament
O ® OONNY AND MARIE Guests Cindy Williams,
Paul Lyncle Jay Osmond Bruce Kimmel
© ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
O a WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeyser,
Some Time Next Year Guest Bernadette M Bartels.
vice-president oi Shaw and Company

fl@ CHK^O AND THE MAN Aunt Charo The aunt ol
d Brown s newly adopted son. Raul insists she take

her long-lost nephew to live in Spam Guest stars
Charo

8:30

CLERK OF COURTS
Applications are now being accepted for the paid

position of Clerk of Courts in the Student Judiciary.

Duties include assisting judges, training new judges.

Keeping case records, assigning cases.

Applications due Monday, November 14 at 4 p.m..
Room 422, Student Union.

The SAG is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer

— Student Government Association —

ic- ar az zs zs 33: az

THE RESmURANT
NOW OFFERS

• HPLF SPNDWICHES

• SIX TYPES OF BPGEL SPREPDS

• FRESH SQUEEZED ORPNGE JUICE

OPEN AT 9:30 a.m. FOR COFFEE,

BAGELS. & PASTRY

HOURS MON-SAT 9:30-6:00

256-8955

LOCflTED PT FPCES OF EPRTH
Ke az: ZE zx =^x: ZE zs ZE

9^»4i»^ ^^t^mi0b.^^^»^^ t^^m^^m

MARY WHITE
FRIDAY

Mary White,' an ABC Theatre'
special inspired by Pulitzer Prize-
winning journalist William Allen
White's legendary editorial, will be
presented on ABC-TV Friday, Nov, 18

Starring as White is the double
Emmy Award-winning actor Ed
Flanders. Kathleen Beller portrays
the pivotal role of White's daughter
Mary, whose tragic death in a horse-
back riding accident at the age of 16
led to the famous, poignant editorial.

Much of the program was filmed in

the home where Mary and her family
actually lived. This moving testimony
to love and to life itself focuses on the
complex but deeply affectionate
relationship between White, one of
the nation's most influential
newspapermen, and his daughter
Mary. When she was killed
accidentally, White immortalized her
memory in one of the most moving
editorials ever printed, in a recent
poll of journalists and journalism
students, it was named one of the
three best-known editorials in the
history of American journalism.

8:58 QNEWSBREAKm ABC NEWSBRIEF
»:00 p MASTERPIECE THEATRE I, Claudius Episode

Two Family Affairs LIvia Iws her son divorced to
marry Augustus' daughter for political reasons Still in
love with his first wife, Vipsama, he arranges secret
meetings with her

O O'CBS FRIDAY NIGHT SPEQAL The Three
Musketeers 1974 Michael York, Charlton Heston.
Lovers of adventure and intrigue, and loyal to their
king, the Three Musketeers must save the royal family
from a plot being hatched by the wily cleric. Cardinal
Richelieu and his spy. Milady (2 hrs )

O ® THE ROCKFORD FILES A famous painting
believed to be stolen by the Nazi's and sold to a film
director leads Rockford on a wild hunt

O CE) ABC THEATRE Mary White Ed Flanders,
Kathleen Beller A special atioul the life of a spirited,
vivacious young girl and her moving relationship witti
her lamed lather newspaper editor William Allen
White (2 hrs )

P MOVIE Say One for Me 1959 Bing Crosby Debbie
Heynolds A priest and his dealings with show
business parishoners (2 hrs 30 mm )

tB MASSACHUSETTS

9 30 m BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS Visits with Ernie s gallery
orcharaciers*ccmprise this segment Hungarian cook
Mikios Moinar, children's storyteller Auntie
Gruesome, poet Percy Dovetonsils drunken magician
Matzoh Hepplewhite, western hero Blue Bows and the
Nairobi Trio

10 00 QNEWS
O ® QUINCY Ouincy s efforts to prove a young
longshoreman is innocent ol murder go unappreciated
when the suspect sees his alleged crime as a way to
prove his manhood Robert Walker guest stars

e WOMAN ALIVE! Job Discrimination Doing
mething About It' In the series premiere, Harriet

Rabb, assistant dean of the Columbia University Law
School provides a step-by-step analysis of how to
recognise and document a case of job discrimination
and describes what leaal procrwinres may t>e taken

10:30 8 MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
11:00 O 9 DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest: James Dickey,

poet and author ol Deliverance,

'

OQeaoBffiNEws
11:30 O SOMETHING PERSONAL Yudie' and Older and

Bolder portray the lives of two older women-one
living in New York City and the other residing in

Cambridge, Mass.-and what the aging experience
means to them

fl
MOVIE Klule 1971 Jane Fonda. Donald

utherland Detective arrives in New York searching
for a missing friend and gets involved with a pathetic
call-girl who is trying to break out of her surroundings
(2 hrs 30 mm )

O ® THE TONIGHT SHOW Host; Johnny Carson.
Guests James Caan Lucille Ball,

§
FOREVER FERNWOOO
SECOND CITY TV
MOVIE The House of Fear 1945 Basil Rathbone,

Nigel Bruce The lamed detective solves machination
of unique murder club (1 hr 30min )

(Q BARETTA Crary Annie' Posing as a wino. Baretta
IS trying to nail a skid row killer when he is abducted
and held captive by a tough old woman who believes
he IS her wayward son (R)

ffi ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12:00 O MOVIE Charro 1969 Elvis Presley. Ina Balln. (2
hrs )

12:30 BARETTA Crazy Annie' Posing as a wino, Baretta
IS trying to nail a skid row killer when he is abducted
and held captive by a tough old woman who believes
he IS her wayward son (R)
~)® THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
(NEWS

MOVIE Sorry Wrong Number' 1948 Barbara
Stanwyck Burl Lancaster (1 hr 45 mm I

~| ALFRED HITCHCOCK
(HOUSECALL
\ GOOD DAY

3:30

4:00

4:30

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST . AMHERST

FUU UQUOR UC€NSe

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Mm)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 pm 10:00 p.m.

FRI & SAT - 6:00 p mil 00 pm

J J^ J X'^N^ >V "l ««l ClOSI TO

mif Fifltt Tiiflic'

IrinlyviM

PutftM V)IU|8

f(ftidtntMl Aftk.

Crtftvifv

HiH M«ll»«

UMra

BUDWEISER
1 2 Oz. cans

$5.95

ROLLING ROCK
12 Oz. N,R.

$5.95

implies tax evasion
fly MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

The UMass president's office yesterday
released an independent report of all

"discretionary nnonies" controlled by top
University officials which left open the
possibility of income tax evasion by two
campus chancellors.

Non-monetary income in the form of
housing allowances was cited by the firm of

Hurdman and Cranstoun, certified public
accountants, as "in fact, compensation and
subject to federal and Massachusetts income
tax withholding" for both Worcester

Chancellor Roger J. Bulger and Boston
Chancellor Carlo L. Golino.

The report did not make clear if the two
chancellors are paying taxes on the
allowances, termed "perquisites" by the
University.

Bulger, in a telephone interview yesterday,
said his $500 per month housing allowance is

reported to the Internal Revenue Service
each year.

Golino, who receives $800 per month for
housing, said in a telephone interview
yesterday that "it's not anybody's business"
if he reported those allowances to the IRS.

"That's between myself and the IRS," he
said.

UMass President Robert C. Wood and
Chancellor Randolph W, Bromery do not
receive any "perquisite" income.
The report, requested by Wood during the

summer to establish total compensation for
the president and the three chancellors
including both state and non-state monies,
was released to the Board of Trustees 10
days ago.

Wood, in a telephone interview yesterday,
said he requested the report in order for

those involved in the search process, in-

cluding applicants for the position of

UMass president, would know exactly what
compensation each senior officer receives.

Wood will step down as president Jan. 1..

Perquisite income, as defined in the report,

is "something of value or benefit provided to

an official in addition to regular salary. They
are customarily associated with recognition
of status or special privilege and are provided
on a regular basis."

Money for the allowances Bulger and
Golino receive comes from a discretionary
account, money which is accrued from the
investment of student fee-based trust funds,
of which a large portion is set aside for

TURN TO PAGE 3
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UMass playoff-bound

How sweet

Bill Burnham found himself In this position
during the better part of Saturday afternoon -

stopped cold. Joe McLaughlin wraps up the New
Hampshire running back here, while Phil Puopolo
(74) and David Bemis (76) rush in to help out. (Staff

photo by Dave Rodgers)

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - The Beanpot is back in Amherst.
After a five-year leave of absence, the trophy, awarded to the

Yankee Conference champion, returned to campus Saturday
following the UMass football team's hard-earned, 19-6 victory over
defending champion New Hampshire before more than 20,0(X) at

Cowell Stadium. The win gives UMass sole possession of the
Beanpot for the first time since 1972, and assures the Minutemen a
berth in the Division II playoffs.

"This has to be my biggest game ever," said elated UMass coach
Dick MacPherson. "This one was for ail the bananas and we won
it."

The Minuteman offense clicked for a first quarter touchdown by
Billy Coleman, and added fourth quarter scores by Hank Sareault
and John Romboli to provide the margin of victory. But it was the
defense, sparked by Dave Croasdale's three interceptions and a stiff

goal line stand that ultimately determined the outcome.
The key to the game, concurred both coaches, occurred early in

the second half with the Minutemen holding a 6-0 advantage. On its

first possession of the third quarter, the UNH offense, which had
been stifled in the first half, began to assert itself.

Behind the running of halfback Bill Burnham and three pass
completions by quarterback Jeff Allen, the Wildcats marched the
football from their own 12-yard line to UMass' seven in 12 plays.

Two runs put the ball on UMass' one. But two successive carries by
Burnham on third and fourth down fell short and UNH's best scoring
opportunity was stopped.
"The key was that goal line stand," said MacPherson. "All I was

thinking was we gotta stop them here. After stopping them and then
getting that second touchdown, they had to go to a catchup of-

fense. That was the ball game."
"We had two downs and one yard to go, but couldn't make it,"

said UNH coach Bill Bowes. "They have a great defensive squad and
when you get an opportunity to score you have to take advantage of

it. We didn't."

TURN TO PAGE 20

Dave Douvadjian shows the open field form
which helped him gain 99 yards against the Wild-

cats. The senior halfback filled in Superbly for an

injured Billy Coleman. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)

Defensive back Kevin Sullivan's reaction tells the story in the waning moments of UMass' Yankee Conference title win. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins)
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Charthel Arthur of the internationally known Joffrey Ballet displays her
mastery of the art of dance. The company is celebrating its 21st year under the
directorship of Robert Joffrey and will perform its New England premiere at
UMass Nov. 15, 16, and 17.

Joffrey Ballet

FAC this week
By LEILA BRUNO
Collegian Staff

In celebration of its 21st anniversary,
the highly acclaimed Jeffrey Ballet

Company will hold New England
premiere performances Nov. 15, 16, and
17 at the Fine Arts Concert Hall.

At a recent luncheon meeting at the
Lord Jeffrey Inn, sponsored by the Fine
Arts Council, Joffrey Ballet star Charthel
Arthur and company publicist Ken
Martini spoke with members of the press
about the company.

Arthur, who has been with the Joffrey
tor 12 and one half years discussed the
background of the company as well as
some of her experiences as a professional
dancer.

Both Arthur and Martini agreed that

the Joffrey is doing quite well this year,

and that the National Endowment of the
Arts gave them $450,000 Arthur said,

"The audiences accept us as a dance
company now." Martini added, "The
repertory of the company is widespread."
Apparently, many other dance

companies across the globe want to use
the works created by Gerald Arpino,

assistant director and chief
choreographer of the Joffrey. Arpino has
had several offers to work on Broadway
plays and for other dance companies; but
refuses so he can devote all of his time to

the Joffrey.

Arthur described Arpino as working
mutually with the dancer in

choreographing. "He's very good at

seeing what looks good on a person He
makes you look your best. If he feels that

d riiece should be longer, he'll extend the
music," she said.

Nevertheless" the Joffrey Ballet

renertorv includes the works of other

artists such as George Ballanchine, Twyla
Tharp, Agnes B. DeMille, and the late

Jose Limon. Robert Joffrey, founder of

the company likes to recreate ballets

done by others.

Arthur, who is married to Joffrey
dancer Robert Estrur, obtained her early

training in Pasadena, Calif. Upon high
school graduation, she studied in Canada
with Winn Show. It was Shaw who
recommended Arthur to Robert Joffrey,

who was looking for new dancers at the
time.

After receiving a scholarship to the
Joffrey School, she became an ap-
prentice in six months. She said that
approximately 60 to 70 per cent of the
Joffrey Ballet Dancers have come
through the school, and into the Joffrey
II company first.

Since Arthur is expecting a baby, she is

not presently performing. When asked
about future plans, she said, "If I feel at
ease and comfortable staying at home
with my family, then maybe I'll stay
there. ..But I'll probably go back to the
company."

Arthur was impressed with the scope
and diversity of the five-college dance
department. She had this to say to
prospective professional dancers, "Go to
New York, and study at the different
schools, because that's the way to be
seen You never know, some director
might like you enough to take you on."

Arthur agreed the training and per-
formance experience that could be
acquired at in the five-college dance
department was invaluable to the dance
student

Tickets are now on sale for the per-
formances at the Fine Arts Council Box
Office

\.

Workers' group

By JANET HOEBING
Collegian Staff

Are you a woman suffering from low-pay,
|ob discrimination, sexual harassment, or just

plain boredom? If you are, and are interested
in meeting others who share your 'gripes",
you may be interested in the 12-1 Clerical
Workers organization ("12-1").

This support and action group by and for
women office workers emerged out of a
workshop last fall, when groups of clerical
workers met over lunch (12-1 p.m.) to
discuss common complaints, said Florence
Estes, committee member of "12-1".

12-1 offers workshops for all concerned
women to come and discuss problems. Since
90 per cent of all clerical jobs on campus are
held by women, there are undoubtedly many
frustrated people out there, said Estes.
Currently, there are hundreds of interested
women, and about 50 working members, she
said. It is a volunteer organization, and
everyone contributes their thoughts; there is

no hierarchy, Estes said.

Susan Hammond, one of the core of about
10 women making up the steering com-
mittee, urges women to take advantage of
the program. "We are here to point out
avenues of change that are open to them,"
she said.

Judith Kinney, also a committee member,
said there are many women who do not
realize men are getting higher pay than they
are. Most women are not evern aware of the
organization, said Kinney.
Jane Fleishman, another committee

member, describes 12-1 as being a "take-
off" from the clerical group in Boston known

as 9-5. "We are daughters of 9-5, and we are
starting a regional network of clerical
workers," she said.

Fleishman and Kinney recently appeared
at a meeting in Boston to represent 12-1 in
demanding implementation of affirmative
action laws.

Kinney said they appeared before Walter
Parker of the Employment Standards Ad-
ministration and William Richardson of the
Office of the Federal Contract Complaince
Program, to present statistics on em-
ployment inequities at UMass. Richardson
said UMass' Affirmative Action plan was not
a "bona fide" one, and he agreed with the
Health, Education, and Welfare ad-
ministration that forceful action had to be
taken.

The 12-1 women were excited that the
government realized their needs, but it was
stated at the meeting that action will be
delayed due to a review by HEW of Af-
firmative Action at UMass. "However, we
have been noticed, and they know we are
not kidding," said Kinney.
A questionnaire has recently been devised

by the staff and has been distributed to all

the campus clerical workers to measure their
personal experiences, said Estes. So far 30
per cent have been returned. "There is a real
rieed to find out their true feelings," she said,
"and anyone else who would like to receive a
questionnaire is urged to stop by the
workshop."
Workshops are being held at 901 Campus

Center, Tuesdays from noon to 1 p.m.
Fleischman urges women to come and share
frustrations about their jobs. "We cannot do
anything alone; our greatest gift is our
numbers," she said.

Lawrence Swamp studied
By JOE MAGL ITTA
Collegian Staff

For the second time in four weeks,
Amherst Town Meeting members will be
asked to consider a $63,000 engineering
study as a starting poin. in developing
Lawrence Swamp as a possiole future water
source.

Reconsideration of the Lawrence Swamp
test proposal, along with five new articles, is

scheduled for consideration at the special
Town Meeting tonight at 7:30 in the regional
junior high school auditorium on Chestnut
St. The meeting will be broadcast live by
WMUA, 91.1 FM.

The Lawrence Swamp test well proposal,
one of three "water articles," was defeated
by Town Meeting on Oct. 14. The assembly
at that time voted to further consider offers
to purchase water from the town of Hadley
and the Metropolitan District Commission.

A majority of the Board of Selectmen,
however, said after the meeting they felt the
proposal had not been adequately explained
to Town meeting members, placed the
proposal on the agenda for tonight's
meeting. V fall special town meeting is

regularly scheduled by the selectmen, who
have the authority to ask the assembly to
reconsider any article.

Board members Diana H. Romer, Nancy B.
Eddy, and Nathaniel M. Reed have backed
the proposal on the grounds that testing will

be beneficial to the town in the future, even if

the supply is not immediately developed.
Selectmen William C. Atkins and Roger Q.

J agues have opposed the testing. They claim
the test is wasteful, and that the offer rom
Hadley, coupled with existing water supplies,
would be a more logical solution.
A recent study by consulting engineers

Tighe and Bond showed that water usage
had increased to the point where additional
supplies are needed to insure an adequate
supply in the future to come.

OHAG treasurer resigns
Orchard Hill Area Government Treasurer

Jeff Cohen last night announced his

resignation of that post and said he will

assume the position of co-chairman of the
Undergraduate Student Senate Budget
Committee.

In a motion written by Cohen, it was
suggested that $500 be donated to the Jeff
Cohen Center for Political Relief considering
the fact that he has "promoted only the
highest ideals and contributed exhausting
hours" throughout his eight-month career.
The motion was defeated.

Concerning candidates for the position a
meeting will be held next Sunday at 7 p.m.' in
room 103, of Dickinson house to discuss the
role of treasurer with the executive body.
Nomination papers can be picked up outside
of room 103.

OHAG last night voted to grant signature
power to one person from each center
whose budget exceeds $750. This power can
only be used by each person for their
respective categories and will be revoked if

any fiscal report is not submitted on time.
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helps out women I evasion

implied
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

providing services to the University which
cannot be paid for by state monies.

For the current fiscal year, these funds
amount to $675,000 for the University.

Currently, this money is being used to
finance a day care center at the Boston
campus, scholarships, recruitment and
entertainment by University officials, to
name a few.

Currently, President Wood has a salary of
$51,789, receives no perquisite income, has
the use of a state car and receives $20,000 in

discretionary funds each year.

Bromery also has use of a state car,

receives a $44,443 salary and $16,000 in

discretionary money.
Golino leases his car on a monthly basis,

receives a $43,330 salary, his $800 housing
allowance included in his $25,000 in

discretionary funds.

Likewise, Bulger leases a car, has a salary

of $50,850 and has his $500 per month
housing allowance included in the $16,500
discretionary allowance he receives each
year.

Howard White, director of University

Relations, stressed in a cover letter ac-
companying the report that "it was not
intended to be a transaction audit."

Wood said the firm was called in to certify

that the "process, procedures, controls and
documentation" were adequate for
discretionary accounts and its expenditures.

Wood said if there was any mishandling of
the money "it wasn't seen" by the firm.

Boston Chancellor Golino, Amhei^t Chancellor Bromery, and University President Wood. Golino v
post, along with Worcester campus Chancellor Bulger may be cited for possible tax evasion.

:ently resigned his

Hurdman and Cranstoun have completed
similar audits on discretionary funds for the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Boston University, Wood said, and it is the
firm's "informal judgement" that UMass
rates "a poor third in the way we manage
this."

As far as the chancellors reporting their

perquisite income to the federal government,
Wood said, "I'm taking the position if you
trust the chancellors with millions of dollars

of expenditiwes at the campuses, they'll

settle their own financial situation.

"I'm not going to ask them for income tax
receipts," Wood said, although he said he
does require the three chancellors and
himself to submit a budget to the Board of
Trustees each year and a detailed summary
of how the money was expended.
Wood said that as each chancellor was

hired, the University made clear that the
housing payments could not be a source of
personal gain if they decided to sell their

homes and buy new ones.
The chancellor "can't gain by it," Wood

said.

Bromery is the only University official to
live on campus in a house owned by the
state.

In a telephone interview last night,
Bromery described his job as a "24-hour''
one.

"If anything major ever comes up," he
said, "campus security has orders to call
me."
Bromery said one of the major problems

has been reconciling his house to what the
other two chancellors are getting in housing
payments. Worcester and Boston are not 24-
hour campuses, he said.

Wood said, "The important thing to
remember, is that these (payments) evolved
over the years; we tried to build a system.
"We're trying to get the total com-

pensation package known, so people won't
fix on the new president as having a great
bundle," Wood said.

He said the differences in the amounts the
different chancellors receive represents
some "rough judgements" on his part as to
the "character and extent of University
activities."

Wood said he had to consider cost of
living, the different character of the cam-
puses and differences in entertaining in
setting up the packages for the chancellor.

Bulger said he used to have a state car, but
it was "bad publicity" for the University if he

13 other than 9 a.m. to

jh Friday, so he leased

was seen in it a

5 p.m. Mondav
a car with dis. ;uonary monies instead.
Bulger said he did not consider the car
taxable since he only uses it for University
business.

Golino said, "The money is accounted for
down to the last penny." He referred to the
discretionary monies controlled by senior
level administrators as "peanuts" when
compared to other colleges and universities
in the United States.

The firm reviewing the accounts also
recommended that the discretionary ac-
counts, now in the names of the three
chancellors and the president, be put in the
name of the University, and that the ac-
counts "be reconciled" by persons outside
the immediate staffs of the officers, a
procedure already followed.
The report also urged the continuation of

budgeting for the discretionary accounts,
and that a statement of policy be drawn up
by the trustees.

Currently, Wood's discretionary money is

held in Barclay's Bank in Boston, Bromery's
in Northampton National Bank, Golino's in

the First American Bank and Bulger's in the
Peoples Savings Bank.

Criticism levied at course guide
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The course and teacher evaluation guide
which hit the campus early last week was
met with both negative and positive
responses by faculty, administration, and
students.

The Provost's Office received complaints
about the guide, concerning some of the
graphics depicting several departments and
many teachers felt their evaluations were not
representative of the total number of
students in their classes.

Student Government Association co-
President Jon Hite received student and
faculty complaints on the guide. The
complaining parties referred to the graphics
as being crude, racist, derogatory and
disgusting. Hite apologized to the Faculty
Senate at their Thursday meeting, but did

not apologize for the guide. "For any one
who was offended I apologize for the
graphics," he said. "I feel there were definite

high spots, and we should continue with this

guide as long as we iron out the rough parts.

A higher response rate from students is

needed to make it a success," Hite said.

The evaluations were compiled from a
survey in the Collegian last semester, and a
survey sent out by Whitmore. For the future,

Hite is trying to come up with a system to
use five questions, and rate the teachers on
the basis of the replies.

The SGA talked about such a guide for the
past four years, Hite said, and he feels the
guide should be less political and more
straight forward. The best way to get to
every student, he suggested, was to send a
letter by bulk mail to on and off campus
students. The letter would have questions to
evaluate each teacher and hopefully result in

a more complete evaluation.

Hite said he feels the guide has a great
future. "The course description guide is from
the faculty, it is based on what they think
they will teach but not actually what
students did or did not get out of the course.

The course and teacher evaluation guide will

keep students informed before they take the
class," he said.

The reason all teachers were not
evaluated, according to Hite, is because the
SGA sent letters asking faculty members to
release their own evaluations. They were told
the evaluations were not public information,
so all records could not be looked into, he
said.

Hopefully, Hite said, the book will be more
consistent in the way it evaluates the faculty.

A grading system and comments below
would be most effective. This would in-

corporate the two methods used, he said.

Hite explained that this first issue is a
rough version. The quality and readability of
the guide will improve with the issues as did
the course description guide, he said.

The graphics that were most offensive
seemed to be the ones used in the German
Dept. and the French-Italian Dept. Ingrid

Buauschinger, German Dept. chairman, said

in reference to the graphic, "I thought it was

Ed King— unclear on higher education
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

Democrat Edward J. King announced his

candidacy for governor of Massachusetts
two weeks ago, and by his own admission
needs to work on some of the issues, par-

ticularly that of state support of public higher

education.

King calls himself a "proven ad-

ministrator." An ex-pro footballer of Buffalo

Bills fame, he has held a variety of ad-

ministrative positions including executive

director of the Massachusetts Port Authority

from 1959-1974, assistant director and
comptroller of the Museum of Science, and
his present position, president of the New
England Council.

Speaking before a small group of local

democrats at the Amherst Town Hall

Thursdays, King said he was not aware
Massachusetts was 48th in per capita

support of public higher education, but
added he would look into this issue.

A Collegian interview earlier in the day
with King revealed that on the issue of Gov.
Dukakis' reorganization plan for higher

education, he was also uninformed.
King did point out, however, that

Massachusetts boosted its support of all

education by approximately $3 million.

"I'm interested in anything to be done in

controlling that cost, but yet getting equal or

better education. If we could better match
our general needs, cracking the theme that

TURN TO PAGE 4

Ed King, democratic candidate for governor, is running on a "business is people"
platform, but his stands on issues of higher education are unclear. (Staff photo by
Patrick Dobbs)

apparently done by a young person that did
not know the full meaning the picture
represents. It shows inexperience and youth,
and I suggest this person might take a
German History course to learn what the
symbol means."

French-Italian Dept. Chairman Micheline
Dufau said in response to the graphic
representing her department, "I think it's

TURN TO PAGE 5

Mayor dumps

arrested cops
By KAREN FARMENTER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - In the wake of the
arrest of another Northampton policeman,
Mayor David W. Cramer Friday announced
the plans to put additional men on the force.

Patrolman William M. Mazuch Thursday
pleaded not guilty in Hampshire County
Superior Court to the charge of kidnapping
James L. Robinson, then a Northampton
resident.

According to District Attorney John M.
Callahan, on Jan. 13, 1975, Mazuch drove
Robinson to Holyoke and assaulted him
severely enough to send Robinson to
Providence Hospital in Holyoke for 13 days.
Mazuch was on duty and in uniform at the
time of the incident.

Judge George Hayer ordered Mazuch
released on $10,000 bail and scheduled a
hearing for Nov. 28.

Police Chief James J. Whalen had told the
ad hoc committee investigating the police
department he did not think there would be
any more incidents. Whalen later said he
knew of the district attorney's investigation
of Mazuch when he met with the committee.

Prior to Mazuch's hearing, patrolman
Lucas F. Scanlan pleaded not guilty to 21
charges of breaking and entering while on
duty. Among these indictments is the charge
that Scanlan had stolen $36,000 from
Caldor's on Dec. 6, 1976.
Both Scanlan and Mazuch are on in-

definite leaves of absence.
The department is operating with a

shortage of 13 men, requiring many officers
to work overtime. Several beats in the city

cannot be covered. During the week some of
the shifts do not include an on-duty
sergeant, according to Whalen.
Mayor Cramer plans to meet with Civil

Service and public safety officials to discuss
the possibility of appointing six or seven
permanent patrolmen to the department.
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Chicken wire ijas great "scope
"^

Bv MICKY BACA
Collegian Staff

Twenty miles east of Amherst, four bowl-
shaped structures made of chicken wire are
catching radio signals from outer space
Thev are pan of the Five-College Radio
Astronomy Observatory, a cooperative
project run by five-college students,
professors, and a small in- house staff of
technicians.

The observatory is located in a remote area
near the Quabbin Reservoir It is within the
watershed management area which has
restricted public access. This isolated site is

Ideal because radio telescooes are sensitive
to interference from cars, radio stations,
aircraft, and sometimes home appliances.
While touring the observatory, UMass

Professor Nick Scoville explained that the
four bowl-shaped structures are meter-wave
radio telescopes. They are 120 feet in
diameter and 30 feet high. Radio waves from
various directions in space are reflected off
the wire dish to a receiver located above it at
a focal point.

The data is then recorded by computer on
magnetic tapes. These four telescopes are
currently being used to study pulsars ex-
ploded stars that emit bursts off radio waves

Deadline for final grades
advanced by FacSen
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Faculty may have to cut showr their New
Years celebrations this year as the Faculty
Senate unanimously voted last Thursday to
advance the date for final submissions of
grades to noon on Wednesday, Jan. 4, 1978.

Previously there was no specific final date
for the submission of grades, according to
Peter Manning, chairman of the Space and
Calendar Committee, and grades were being
submitted as late as Jan. 9, interfering with
Data Processing, which is the final step
before grades are sent to students.
James Shaw, dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, explained at the senate's bi-
weekly meeting that this move will provide
approximately 1,000 students not reinstated

because of poor academic standing, with five
to seven more days to make necessary
adjustments to their new status and allow
the deans more time for the evaluation of
their academic records.

Questions were raised by various senators
as to the faculty's ability to abide by the new
regulations. In past years, some students had
received their grades over the phone because
they were submitted well into January.
Faculty will still have a minimum of two
weeks to comply with final grading.

Chairman of the Rules Committee David
Yaukey said the committee will accept an
invitation to meet tomorrow with its student
counterpart, the Executive Committee of the
Undergraduate Student Senate. Jon Hite,

TURN TO PAGE 6

The observatory's other equipment in-
cludes a fifth, more sensitive radio telescope
enclosed in a 60-toot white dome, and a one
story laboratory building which houses
computer equipment and reference material.

The construction of the observatory
which began in 1969, was done almost
entirely by the staff. Students did carpentry
work, winng, poured concrete, and put up
antennas.

Inside the lab building three of four
technicians work silently, assembling
electronic equipment. They are nearing the
completion of the fifth telescope, a
millimeter-wave telescope. It will be far more
sensitive than the other four and must be
protected from the weather by the dome.
There are only three other telescopes like it in
the world, according to Scovilh. "This is the
largest antenna for high frequency radio
astronomy in the world," he said.

The mHlimeter-wave telescope was
prefabricated and is made of aluminum
panels assembled to form a dish 45 feet in
diameter. The telescope is mounted so it can
be rotated to face any direction. It is ex-
pected to be in operation within a few
months.

A number of projects are planned for the
millimeter telescope. Astronomers from
Germany and other countries will be visiting
the observatory with its unique telescope
Scoville said. He and the other observatory
researchers will use this new telescope to
study gas clouds in space. It is within these
pockets of condensed gas that new stars are
Tormed. They hope to learn more about this
process, Scoville said.

* Bus/ness 'king ' according to Ed
CONT FROM PAGE 3

Massachusetts excells in scientific
knowledge, we could keep the Data Generals
from leaving the state," said King.

After questioned as to how he voted on
last year's bottle bill. King replied there was
no substantiated reason to show the bill

would not hurt the economy.
"We cannot stand any dent to hurt the

economy the perception by business is that
it's an anti-business measure. Rather than
cause any more damage, let's leave it alone,"
he added.

King's major concern is to cool off the
anti-business climate" which he claims has

been perpetuated by the performance of the
Dukakis administration and has resulted in a
vicious circle of economic stagnation."

"Without investment by the private sector
to c-eate new jobs," reads his campaign
literature, "there is no way to alleviate
unemployment and welfare and the in-
creasing taxpayer burden. And there can be
no improvement in the quality of our social,
educational, and health care services."

King's answer to the "anti-business
climate" is a dual proposition; cabinet ap-
pointments based on the criteria of
promoting business in the state, and, solving
the welfare and unemDiovment problems.

We need people who have a commitment
to a well thought out plan and will not simply
throw It out and forget all about it when
questions are asked and leadership is
needed," he states in his campaign literature

At. the base of King's "well thought out
plan 'is solving the state's energy problem
and if questioned on nuclear power the
answer from King is, "I support it."

While discussing the nuclear power issue
at the Amherst Town Hall, King said he
realized this area was not a "citadel of
nuclear power support" but nevertheless
nuclear power is a reality "if you want
employment and social benefits."

According to King, the cost of energy is
the underlying weakness of the state's
economy. King informed those present at the
Town Hall that the average cost of energy in
New England is 31 per cent higher than the
average cost in the rest of the nation, and in
Massachusetts the figures are the highest
because we depend more on imported oil.

driMinn f^^i
'^'"^ ^^ '^P^^^^* °^^^Ore oildrilling, coal conversion if economically andenvironmentally feasible, and solar pov^er

Of the latter, while president of the New
England Council, he secured a grant from the

Energy Research Development Agency

m 1975 which resulted in the New England
Solar Energy Center being built in Cam-
bridge.

King loaned $20,000 of his own money to
fund his campaign but has raised much over
that in recent weeks. Last week a fund
raising event brought in $41,000 for the King
campaign which is shooting for $300 000 bv
Jan. 1.

When asked if most of his funding comes
'K^ /^^« business sector. King replied
Mostly, but you should understand that

business is people."

Activist

death

protested

I'

By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

Over 30 people stood on Amherst
Common yesterday morning for one and one
half hours amid snow flurries in an effort to
let the area residents know who Karen Silk-
wood was. "Over 1000 vigils like this one
were held nationwide to commemorate
Karen's death," said Rick Dodge, a UMass
student. All these people felt close to Silk-
wood, although none of them knew herWhy are so many concerned that she died?

The story of Karen Silkwood, the anti-
";jclear activist, began in 1972. It ended in
1974 with her death at age 28. The events
that surrounded her death resulted in
congressional hearings that to this day have
remained closed.

"It's scary to see the enormous amount ot
power behind the people who are for nuclear
energy^' said Jeffrey Carlson, a participant
of the vigil. "If they are the people who have
kept the proceedings of her hearings closed
what are they afraid of?" he said.

Silkwood, a member of the Oil, Chemical
and Atomic Workers International Union'
vvas working for the Kerr-McGee plutonium
plant in Crescent, Okla. when she met her
death. She had been involved in the in-
vestigation of health and safety violations
and the possibility of falsification of quality
control methods used in the production of
Plutonium fuel rods at the plant.

In November of 1974, Silkwood discovered
she had been exposed to high levels of
contamination from plutonium. After it was
determined that this wasn't a result of her
job, she found that her^^partment was also
highly contaminated. All her personal
possessions then had to be buried as a result.

About a week later while on her way to a
meeting :n disclose the information she had
gathered against Kerr-McGees' supposed

'"°nrTvA/°xf
^^"^ ^°'^ ^^« reporter and

an OCAW official, she was killed instantly as
her car crashed just down the road from the
KerrMcGee plant. Police report that before
the accident, Silkwood had fallen asleep at
the wheel.

Investigation by a private firm has
determined that her car had been struck from
behind before the crash. The documented
evidence against Kerr-McGee, which wit-
nesses have testified she had with her as she
left for the meeting, were never recovered.

In a performance by local musicians Tex
LaMountain and Pat DeCou at the vigil, they
sang "No one would listen and believe if not
for tragedies." LaMountain later said they
became interested in Silkwood because "she
connected all our goals in her struggle
against the hazards of nuclear power."
"The main purpose of the vigil was to

inform people. If it reached only 10 or 20
people, it will have been worthwhile," said
Stephan Cohen, organizer of the Amherst
vigil that was sponsored by the Alternative
Energy Coalition of Hampshire County.
When asked why people hadn't heard

more about Silkwood, Dodge said, "She's
only a small part of the whole nuclear
question." Freddi Perry, a UMass student
said, "It's encouraging to see so many
people out here to let everyone know what's
going on."
The feeling that Silkwood was close to

everyone through her work for the OCAW
was summed up by Rob Wilson-Okun, an
AEC member, when he said, "I feel a per-
sonal loss in her death, she could've been a
friend, or a sister. That someone worked so
hard to educate people is really inspiring.

Schedule pamphlets available

us.

Schedule Pamphlets for spring
semester will be distributed today. The
pamphlet will include Undergraduate,
Graduate, and Stockbridge course
listings.

For undergraduate students, the
pamphlet will be available at noon on the
Campus Center Concourse.

For graduate students, the pamphlets
will be available in the appropriate
departments.

For faculty, the pamphlets will be

distributed by the Calendar and Schedule
Office to departments today and
tomorrow.

Students who fail to obtain a Schedule
Pamphlet today may pick one up
tomorrow at the Calendar and Schedule
office m Whitmore after 9 a.m., as long as
the supply lasts.

The number printed permits the
distribution of one per person. Please
take only one and retain it for use
through the spring semester.

Fusion energy
fit>wer source
BALTIMORE [UP/] - Physicists at Johns

Hopkins University are studying atomic
particles on earth to find a way to reproduce
the kind of energy — called fusion energy -
found in the sun and the other stars.

Funded with a $625,000 grant by the U.S.
Department of Energy, the group is using a
fusion machine it hopes will one day provide
an abundant and relatively cheap supply of
power.

Experimental fusion machines designed to
trigger and sustain fusion reactions have
been built in the United States, Japan, the
Soviet Union and Europe.
Headed by Dr. H. Warren Moos and Dr.

Lloyd Armstrong, the program is focusing on
impurities in the fusion process — small

amounts of oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and

other substances that reduce the ef-
fectiveness of the fusion reactions.

Fusion, or the joining of atomic particles to
release energy, requires temperatures of 60
million degrees to 90 million degrees Celsius
m a gas like mixture called the plasma.
One of the principal aims of the scientists

IS to keep the hot plasma away from the
walls of the machine's containment vessel.
The walls cool the plasma and are the source
of the impurities.

Dr. Moos said the "machines have been
successful to a point, but it has been found
that even the minutest amount of impurities
-- a few oxygen or carbon atoms knocked
off the wall of the containment vessel by the
intense heat, for example - would vastly
reduce the energy output from the plasmas."

Freighter holds
marijuana— 20 tons

MIAMI \UPI\ - The Coast Guard seized a
70-foot freighter laden with an estimated 20
tons of marijuana said to be worth $12 million
yesterday and arrested its nine-man crew.

The Coast Guard was escorting the
mystery freighter, which carried no
registration papers, to Florida. The vessel's
original destination was uncertain.

"It is considered a stateless vessel, not in

compliance with international rules and thus
we are allowed to board it in international
waters even though it may be found to be of
foreign registry," Coast Guard spokesman
Lance Jones said.

The cutter Steadfast halted the freighter
Caybur Saturday night in the northeast
Providence Channel, just south of Great
Abaco Island and 150 miles east of Miami.

Jones said the captain of the ship claimed
it was registered in Honduras, although the
ship carried no registration papers. The nine
crewmen, charged with possession of a
controlled substance with intent to import,
claimed to be from Colombia, Jones said!

He said the Steadfast came upon the
Caybur while on routine patrol and boarded it

because the freighter carried no home port
designation on its stem and displayed no
national flag.

Dock strike ends
NEW YORK [UP/] - An expected set-

tlement in the six-week long dock workers
strike against container ship operations from
Maine to Texas appeared snagged Sunday in

a haggle over the wording of a job security
clause.

The International Longshoremen's
Association and negotiators for ocean
carriers met through the afternoon in an
effort to iron out the difficulties. Everything
in the pact has been agreed upon except for
job security - a key issue in the strike that
has left $4 billion in goods piled at ports.

"They're haggling over terminology for the
job security issues," ILA spokesman Larry
Malloy said at 4 p.m. EST.

ILA President Thomas Cleason said dock
workers could be back on the job within a
week after an agreement is reached.
A settlement had been expected as early

as Saturday but after 5'/? hours of talks a
recess was called while employers stayed
behind to discuss the job security provisions.
The walkout, which began Oct. 1, was

aimed at container ship operations, in which
large trailer-like containers of cargo are lifted

on and off ships by crane. The containers are
then placed onto flatbed trucks for transport.

Conventional cargo ships, passenger liners

and containers holding perishables were
unloaded during the strike.

Despite its limited nature, the strike has
cost importers and exporters, stevedoring
concerns and carriers millions of dollcrs.

Shippers said $4 billion in goods had piled up
in ports.

They said this has created shortages of
some imported items which will, in turn,

boost the cost of Christmas shopping.
Because containerized shipping requires

fewer dock workers, the union had
demanded a job security program for its

workers.

Although only North Atlantic shipping
companies were directly involved in

negotiations in Manhattan this week,
representatives from South Atlantic and Gulif

ports were also on hand.
Historically, a settlement in the northeast

ports has served as the basis for agreements
in other ports.

A major obstacle to a pact was removed
Thursday with settlement of a disagreement
between the New York Shipping Association
and the Council of North Atlantic Shipping
Association over the job security program.

1^—--Collegian

Actress Shirley Jones and producer Marty Ingels are joined by Shirley's sons (L-R)
Patrick, Shaun, and Ryan Cassidy following their wedding at the Bel Air Hotel.

^Course guide
CONT. FROM PAGE 3
rather funny. It might depend on whose
doing the gesture, a student or a faculty
member, but no offense was taken."
Joseph Connolly, the student in charge of

the guide, made a formal apology for the
graphics in the Collegian last Thursday.
Connolly said the graphics were intended to
satirize stereotypes, and not intended as
stereotypes themselves. "Because this was
not clear we apologized. The opposite of
what we had intended was the impression
many had of the graphics," he said.

The survey had a low response rate,

Connolly said, which is mainly why the guide
was so incomplete. The surveys were sent
out at the end of last semester, and many
faculty members either didn't get a chance to
respond or didn't intend to, he said.

Professors have different kinds of
questionaires by which students evaluate
them and because there is no standardized
form of a questionaire, we had to use all

resources given to us, said Connolly.
Connolly said there will definitely be

another guide, and is working with the
Student Center for Educational Research
and the Legal Services Office for help on
how to get around the problems that were
met with this issue.

University spokesman Arthur Clifford said

that having taught at UMass, he feels the
evaluations aren't always accurate.
Sometimes negative comments are the only
ones expressed, he said, and few people take
the time to write positive. Because of this,
the evaluations are not balanced, said
Clifford.

In referring to the guide on the whole,
Clifford said it is a valuable tool, and the main
problem is that it is not complete. The
Communication Studies dept. had only four
teachers represented. One of the teachers
was a teachers' assistant, one was a visiting
ptofessor at UMass for just one year, one
was teaching for someone that had just died
and was not as familiar with the material than
he might have been under other cir-

cumstances. "You don't get a very accurate
picture of the department because of cases
like this," he said.

Clifford said he hopes the project will

continue, and that a more professional and
complete looking book is produced. It is

something Amherst College has had for
years and other colleges also, he said, it

should not be abandoned. It was a learning
experience that with proper future support
will probably result in a better product, said
Clifford, and in the interest of fairness and
usefulness, it should include all faculty
members.

Females against boy's club
The Ridgefield Women's Political Caucus

is trying to stop the Boy's Club from getting
six acres of land for $1 because the club does
not admit women.

U.S. District Court Judge Jon 0. Newman
has scheduled hearings on the case Nov. 23
in Hartford.

The caucus says the town should not give
the land, which is worth more than $50,000

TUNE
4cyl.

P SPECIAL

6 cyl. 8 cyl.

$2995 $34 95 $3995

TUNE-UP
•replacement of^lugs, points

and condenser

•adjustmenf of fimmg 6, car
burefor

•checking distributer cap &
rotor, wire, filters and emission
systems

North Amherst motors, Inc.
iiMitMf* :ie: Automotive Service Autobody Repair

Towing and Used Cor Soles

40 montague Rd., No. Amherst, fTlass. 549-2880
ius^ above No Amherst Center on Rte 63 .

to an organization that does not admit
females.

The battle stems from a club decision to
build a pool on the property they have been
leasing for $1-a-year.

But club officials said they were unable to
get financing for the project unless the club
owned the land. A November 1974 town
meeting voted to sell the land to the club for

At that meeting club officials said the pool
would be open to the public, but refused to
include in the deed that all residents would
be able to use it.

The caucus then filed the lawsuit trying to
block the transfer of the land and Newman
suggested the suit become a test suit

because the town attorney declined to
concede its discrimination against females.
Two girls applied for membership in the

club and were rejected in 1975, with club
officials citing a lack of funds to provide
duplicate facilities.

City migration
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The federal

government has encouraged migration from
the nation's cities through interstate high-
ways, home mortgage policies and other
programs, a study released yesterday
concluded.
The study, done by the Rand Corporation,

also found that "jobs tend to follow people
rather than the reverse," thus leading to
fewer employment opportunities in urban
centers

The study was described in the current
issue of Nation's Cities - magazine of the
National League of Cities - by Dr. Mark J.

Kasoff, visiting scholar at the Charles F.

Kettering Foundation in Dayton, Ohio.
Kasoff said federal policies "have con-

tributed to the decline of central city

population and employment," and a
migration to suburbs and small towns.
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Troubles in ^
steel Corp.
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The chairman of

Bethlehem Steel Corp. says the ad-
ministration should stop "raising hell" every
time steel prices are increased since it does
not complain of price hikes in other basic
industries.

Lewis Foy, head of the nation's second
largest steel producing firm, said the industry
does not want to be bailed out of its current
troubles, but would like the government to
ease restrictions, enforce trade laws and
impose realistic tax regulations.

"And we'd like government to stop raising
hell every time we try to recover in the
marketplace, the costs that we are in-
curring." Foy said in an interview released
yesterday by U.S. News & World Report
magazine.

Foy said since President Carter took office
the only pnce he has talked about has been

the pnce of steel. And yet, everything we
buy, including coal and other forms of
energy, has gone up at a faster rate than
have our prices."

In one 12-month period, he said, the price
of aluminum - a steel competitor - in-
creased 24 per cent.
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Campus Center 546-0660
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President and Mrs. Carter leave the Eisenhower Theater of the Kennedy Center

?ra!I
^"|"^;"B

!J«
^o^'^ premiere of the movie, 'The Turning Point", starring ac- ^ C^^O^ -^

MThtnl ;; ^'"-Ar "T^
'^""* ^""^^°*^ ""*^ ^^« 9^««* «"»«'«" ballet dancer IT 1^3006 11Mikhail Baryshnikov. After the performance the Carters leave with Barvshnikov and

^ ^^^^ 1^ I
Browne.

Israel has no guarantees
DALLAS [UP/] - Former Israeli prime

minister Golda Meir Saturday cautioned
American Jewish leaders to beware of
Middle East peace plans that include in-
ternational guarantees.
"When peace is made between countries,

why do you need guarantees?" Mrs. Meir
asked the 48th annual assembly of the
Council for Jewish Federations.
Simcha Dinitz, Israel's ambassador to the

U.S., echoed Mrs. Meir's position. He said
American guarantees would not be an
adequate basis for IsraeKs security.

Dinitz said Israel must calculate the
consequences of each proposed peace plan

to ensure that it will be able to defend itself.

'"For Israel to want peace, no pressure is

required," he said. "But for Israel to accept
an agreement that undermines its vital in-
terest, no pressure will help."

Mrs. Meir complained that world leaders
have asked both Israel and the Arabs to take
risks for peace, but said any concessions
would jeopardize the existence of the Jewish
state.

"Are we going to Cairo? Do they really

ii ^^'""^ ^°'"9 ^o ^ake Syria, Egypt
Jordan? But can anyone guarantee us that
they won't anack us?" she asked.

Rape safety campaign
started in Indiana
BLOOMINGTON, Ind [UP/] - "Don't be

scared, but don't be stupid," proclaims one
of the posters on the main Indiana University
campus.

The theme of the signboard campaign is

part of an effort by school groups and the
Indiana campus police department to cut

down the number of rapes.
"We're not trying to make people so

paranoid that they'll stay in their rooms with
the doors locked, " said Rick Wynne vice
president of the Indiana Residence

'

Halls
Association. But he said educating students
about security devices is a way to promote
safety

CONT. FROM PAGE 4

Student Government Association co-
president, said the topic for discussion at the
meeting will be "Why the system of
University governance does not work."
The Textbook Annex received a favorable

review from Vice Chancellor James L. Mcbee
in response to a series of charges from
Senator Howard Brogan that the annex was
inefficient and irresponsible in its procedure
of ordering texts.

Mcbee investigated the profits of the Text-
book Annex and the University store, twice
for Brogan, said the annex was doing an
adequate job and accused Brogan of waging
a personal vendetta against him.

Election results for the Committee on
Committee's were announced by Secretary
Terrence Burke. The new members are
senators Lawrence L. Ambs, David A.
Storey, James H. Matlock, and Robert W.
agner.

Various members of the senate have
expressed concern about Provost Paul L.
Puryear delegating responsib'lity to lower
levels in personnel recommendations and
decisions. Senator Lawrence Ryan sub
mitted a written question to Puryear asking
to what extent his responsibility has been
delegated to an associate provost or other
administrative officer, and the procedure on
this in the future.

Puryear did not attend Thursday's meeting
nor the previous one so the matter will be
discussed at next week's Faculty Senate
meeting.

the
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-MEAT STREET U.S.A.—
• ' > -TV. • , -Am
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'^St'

Fresh
Whole Fowl

Shoulder
UmdonE

5 to 7 lbs.

Averag*

Split or

Cut-up

54**.
lb.

Boneless
Beef Steak

' CHOICE

FrMh Pardu* Ov«n Stuffar I^B0^^^

Roasters:s79r

Uvers 69f
Weaver's r4**
PRODUCE-

around (Lmsw Amount* l.oa lb.) ^^^% ^k

Lean Beef 98f
Full Cut witti Taodw^loln S.^ VO
Sirioln Steaki!*
Talt-lM« T-Bon* PorlwhouM ^^^.^O
Beef Steak'2f*

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^173 Center,
3 Slrldn,

& 3 Blade

lb.

Hunt's Canned
FruHs

Peaches, Pear Halves. Fruit Cocktail

Mix or

Match H^^ 150Z H
^^Kj^^W cans ^H

Sweet
Potatoes

lb

California
Carrots

$ 1?

r,

HOUDAY VALUES
FruH

Holiday
Fruit TV^ys

$069

3;in°M.OO

S'oir^ 1.00

3 ct^ 159
Sc'a^ll.OO

One Pje Pumpkin.
Pie Crust Mix c^li,

Finast Shortening
Cranbeny Sauce^ . „ ,^, ,.„„
PnnceWa Cut Yams *?^ 89*
Rnast Boiled Onbns 2 "°'

Pitted Black CHives'
Sweet Pickles H^.M
Finast Apple Cider ... . ^ 1.79
Madam Crab Meat ... ^'^'

1.79
Mandarin Oranges t.«.^^ -^^ 39«
Hnast Tomato Juice ^;, 39*
Purina Cat Food ,:^^ 5?^ 1.00

L'nOMy

*r,99*

%°^. 69*

Sunrise fresh Dairy Values '

Philadelphia
Cream Cheese

PSi* Roast *15«

PS^Ribs *1."
tJM England Fralrict« Smokad #%#%^k
Shoulders****^

MR, DELI DEPT.—

Cooked
Roast Beef

$^99
Cooked Corned Beef . . . ,. 1.99
Virginia Baked Ham ,. 2.19

*inilabl» Only in Storas with Stnic* Dmil Oapt».

In-Store Bake Shop!

Assorted Turnovers. ... 4.,. 89*
Fresh Italian Bread ... 4 ;° I.OO
Pumpkin Custard Pie^,v '^ 1.19

Cooked to
U.S. Govt

Specification

' — — -^^ jf 'HIT i.^y • ^

4»a)l«»(aOn<yinSfOfa« wllh lnStor» Bale Shops

Kraft

pkgs

Sealtest Sour Cream . . . ;«<^-69*

Hood's Yogurt ^c^* . . . Ac'^k 1.00
Cottage Cheese *..»o<, . . '/oo°f69*

Fresh From Baker Street!

Big Round Top Bread. 3'^' 1 0O
English Muffins .,„«, ... 3"^^ 1."oo
Firiast Junior Pies. ...4i°4 1.00
Buttemiilk Bread.

FROZEN FOODS

-

Birds Eye
Cool Whip

Non-Dairy
Whipped 9 oz

Topping cont

'".r 1.00— —-J Sfv*a Breeo . ^^ rvs
B9k0fy It0m9 AwmllMbf Tu—amf thru Uturaay

You Save 81^
[Mrs.SmithDeluxe^
Bumpkin Pie^^^a Golden Custard

98«

59

Siena STONEWARE
This Week's Feature Place Setting Item

«rt»h

00 purchaM i>a

Finast Bread Dough
Highliner Shrimps;::
Finast Creem Rite .

.

Heinz Deep Fries c.^c^

Bama Pie Shells .o.en..

Sweet Potatoes M„p^,.

0«ve>ned

.

99*• (*g

c*g £.09

4^t:;^99*

:ut 2()t,gs89*

Bread & Butter Plates »

BEER & WINE

PabstBlue
Ribbon Beer

$C39
Budweiser Beer .^sii;

49*

case of 24
12 oz. cans

case
onfy

case

46 OZ
Tiviiiin.ii^

w* IfK caoor jnd 17 'jO purcrtjM a mat^M •WrtmijBt 1 3 tru Ho.»mbm

You Save 47
, Cains
Mayonnaise

98*lar

»H5aaa««:•vaSurK^av^to^^fT<»r13l^sIIJ*7^to^^ ig^g/T*

'9 H7; inna

We reserve the nghl to hnut quantities

M <»4

Folonari Wines . . .

.^'
, ^]^ 3.69

Mistala Rose ^,' 399
Paul Masson«„„cr^; ." .'

'^J^ ^jqB—r t Win* Aviltbl* Only in F,na$t of Htdlty

You Save 35
Richmond

grange Juice |i

58* •
pgai
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News ill Brief
Iran doesn't push
oil price increase
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Iran has

assured th« United States it will not push
tor an increase in world oil prices at this
time, an administration source said
yesterday.

That doesn't necessarily mean they'll
tight a pnce increase, " the source said
But at least they won't be out looking

for It etther."
"

Iran, which in the past has
spearheaded efforts to raise the price of
oil on the world market, issued its pledge
•n advance of next month's meeting of
the Organization of Petroleum Exponino
Countries in Caracas, Venezuela

The subject is expected to be
discussed when President Carter meets
Tuesday with Iranian Shah Mohammed
Heza Pahlevi in a session that has drawn
the ire of Iranian groups in the United
States.

The two leaders also are likely to
discuss arms sales, particularly whether
the United States will proceed with the
sale of 140 F-16 fighter-bombers to Iran

The shah's oil stance may be related to
hopes of improving Iran's chances of
receiving approval for its request on
military purchases, wh'ch during the last
tiscal year, was put at more than $5
billion.

The shah's impending visit, opposed
by groups which say he violates human
nghts, was protested Sunday outside the
church Carter attended, and there also
was a demonstration against the neutron
bomb.

Ethiopian leader

possibly executed
NAIROBI, Kenya (UPI) - Radio

Ethiopia yesterday indicated the
country's No. 2 leader, Lt. Col. Atnafu
Abate, has been deposed and said further
purges within the ruling military council
were imminent.

In a 35-minute broadcast, the
^government radio said Atnafu, who has

long been an opponent of the nation's
dictator Mengistu Haile Mariam,
"revealed a concealed attitude opposing
socialism which could prove dangerous
to the revolution."

It reported a "revolutionary step was
taken against him."
The official statement gave no further

details, but the phrasing indicated Atnafu
had been deposed and possibly
executed.-

;_A bitter struggle lies ahead," the radio
said in an apparent reference to the
Dergue, the ruling military council
Imposters must be eliminated."
The broadcast said the "military

bourgeois class " must be "cleaned up"
with the "revolutionary sword."

""Those who have to be wiped out are
anti-people and anti- revolutionary for-
ces,"' it added. Since the military ousted
the late Emperor Haile Selassie on Sept.
12, 1974, Atnafu had always held second
rank in the Dergue behind the nation"s
undisputed boss, Mengistu. The two men
were sworn enemies and repeatedly
jockeyed for support among the military
councirs factions.

The "'revolutionary step" against
Atnafu, whatever his fate, apparently
was the second major incident in
Ethiopian politics this year.

Seaside evacuation
PENSACOLA, Fla. [UPI] - About

1,000 people evacuated from their plush
seaside houses for the second time in
four days returned home yesterday as
work crews removed the last 10 of 16
ammonia-filled tank cars which derailed
Wednesday night.

Pensacola Fire Chief Lloyd Fleming
ordered the evacuation Saturday as a
precaution should any of the railroad cars
begin leaking the deadly anhydrous
ammonia. Crews began clearing the cars
about noon Saturday and completed the
task Sunday afternoon.
Two of the tank cars of a Louisville and

Nashville train derailed along a bayside
bluff Wednesday. The ammonia spewed
out of the cars and the fumes killed one
man and injured 32 others.
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LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Campus Center 546-0660

Officials evacuated the area im-
mediately after the derailment and all but
about 25 families who lived closest to the
scene were allowed back home Thur-
sday

Police Sgt. Joe Irwin said four of the 16
cars were removed prior to Saturday, and
the two which ruptured would be left at
the site.

S. Africa's future—
no racial war insight

WASHINGTON [UPI[ - Prime
Minister John Vorster says "sporadic
troubles and uprisings," may occur in
South Africa, but there will be no racial
war.

'"I don"t foresee a racial war in South
Africa now or in the future," Vorster said
in an interview with U.S. News & World
Report.

"These tensions will pass," he said. "I
don't think they will wreck South Africa's
future one bit."

He said the forthcoming elections were
not prompted by fear South Africa is
heading for a major national crisis.

"One can and must expect sporadic
troubles and uprisings," in South Africa,
Vorster said, in part because "Marxists
and Russian communists," are seeking to
inflame the African continent.
"They are pumping armaments and

ammunition into Africa, and un-
fortunately there will always be people
who like to use them," he said.

Vorster also said President Carter's
goal IS to force a one-man, one-vote
system, "or, in other words, black-
majority rule," on South Africa.

"Our policy is that white and black
should even have their own parliament,
govern themselves, and run their owri
affairs," the prime minister said.
An economic boycott will hurt South

Africa, Vorster said, "but it certainly can't
kill us."

"What it can do, however, is kill in-
dependent black countries in Southern
Africa like Botswana and Lesotho. And it

can, to a large extent, seriously harm the
black peoples of South Africa." he said

Research on smog
WASHINGTON [UP/] - NationalBureau of Standards scientists have

whf.^r'^'^u^ "^"^ °'9anic molecule
which may have an important role in the

yeSy" °' '"°^' '' ^'' ^""°-^«^

The molecule, made up of carbonoxygen and hydrogen atoms, is called
dioxirane. It is unstable at normal tem-
peratures and is formed when automobile
emissions interact with the atmosphere

smog^""
to ^orm photochemical

That type of smog affects most large
American cities and has been linked toeye and bronchial irritation.

Plan of preventing

world depression
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Sen. Jacob

Javits, R-N.Y., yesterday called for a $250
billion, 10-year "world Marshall plan"
aimed at developing nations to prevent a
worldwide depression in 1979.

Javits said there is a "grave economic
danger for our system" in endemic
unemployment plus economic stagnation
in the developed world due to excess oil
pnces. Stagnation, he said, is worse for
the economy than inflation.

Poor nations, instead of providing new
markets for world goods, have to borrow
excessive amounts of money to buy the
petroleum they need, said Javits.

"If we don't do more than we're doingwe may run into not only a deep
recession but a depression in the 1979-80
period because you simply cannot skim
off the over $40 billion in excess prices
that you re paying to the Organization of
Petroleum Exportation Countries," he
said on NBC's "Meet the Press."

'"I think we have to lean on the Arab
countries which are getting most of this
money and can't use it,

" he said, adding
the Arab nations should kick $150 billion
into the pot, with the developed nations
putting in the rest.

Looking

for a lost notebook or book ??

Check lost and found at the Campus Assistance

Center-2nd level at the Campus Center

open dai

LSAT
A weekend intensive course is planned for December 3 and 4 Practice exams also available with or without review For more information call TestPrep Services of Amherst at 256 6462

TESTPREP
M.S. in U.S .

M.D. in FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOLS
The Institute of international Medical Education oNers
toUi medical education leading to practice in the U.S.

1 M S in cooperation with recogni/ed colleqes and
universities m the United States leading to advanced
placement in Spanish. Italian or other foreign medical
schools ^

2 While in attendance at the medical school the Insti-
tute will provide a supplemental Basic Medical Sciences
Curriculum which prepares students lor transfer into an
American medical school (COTRANS)

3 For those students who do not transfer the Institute
provides accredited supervised clinical clerkships at co
operating United States hospitals

4 During the tinal year of foreign medical school the
Institute provides a supplemental and comprehensive
clinical medicine curriculum which prepares the student
to take the ECFMG enamination

The Institute has been responsible for processing more
American students to foreign medical schools than any
other organization

INSTITUTEOF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
3 Last S4 Street New York lOUi*^ (^l^j 8J;? 2089
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SUPtRMARRtTS Startsavingnowon

FREE!
Stop&Stop ^
tbenySanceP

yourThanksgivingV chon eariv and oet your Stop &Shop early

We try

to save
our

customers
little extras

at Stop & Shop!
A lot of those little extras are right
in our Stop & Shop newspaper
ads Sure, they have great spe-
cials on the important foods on
your list—meats, groceries, pro-
duce

But actually, our whole ad is de-
signed to match your whole shop-
ping list That's why there are so
many other specials m it—deli,
frozen foods, bakery, dairy, pre-
pared foods, health and tieauty
aids—even coupons to clip.

To help you make your shoppir^g
list, we organize everything in it by
departments

Jim Breda
Store Manager, Naugatuck /

self service deli your favome
brands

SlicedStopcr

1 pound package
Bologna, P4P or

Spiced Luncheon Meat 89^
Fenway Franks

Gem Beef Franks
Child Mild Franks «^ 89
Hebrew National ^4° i^' »i

^
Cooked Ham ^-«^- '::l'^;' ? »i '»

S6drOOQ everything from fillets

to shellfish

tsSlFMlock
Fillets 89!

Stop&Shop"Big^»PoHt Sole;
See the difterence in meatiness J^ ^^m^^^^t^i^U^^^
... save the difference In price! f^ XfBMwB^Blff^Bl

Pnrfi
V3 Center ^
Va Blade
V3 Sirloin
All-week special'

Countrystyle Pork Ribs
Center Cut Pork Chops
Boneless Sirloin Cutlets
Boneless Center Cut Pork Chops

SreShPotk
Shoulder "°«

Dehc'ous roasted, leftovers make great sandwiches

Fresh Pork Butts
Fresh Pork Spare Ribs
Fresh Pork Hocks servewthsaucKaut

Fresh Pork Neck Bones low pnce

I reSn Pork Foot '^^^ke stew wim cabbage

Rath Pork Sausage Meat

St^&Shopsworth!

Arj^Mixes
Banarid N
Oairr>©* Rat&tr 160/

Black Pepper '."

'*' Nul M'-joi Cherry Nut 1 7 62

Great eating'

Thin cut$1 59 lb

Savor the flavor

Roast and glaze'

Oven barbecue

»r

Frozen (5 lb. box $4.39)

Turbot Fillets Frozen
Matlaw's Stuffed Clams J.:' 99^
01 Gums Casino 1 1 oi Clams Oreganala 7 o^ fionr

Stop & Shop Sfirimp ""- ;^ »6*'

Peelea & Deveined Colossal Size

Extra Large Shrimp '--^ i/ »3»«

Stop » Shop - Peeled & Devemed

Shrimp Cocktail 'iV 3'.%*}*^

Cocktail Sauce stop»shop y:' 69^

1 lb Roll

Frozen

Sun Glory Bacon Sliced
Stop&Shop Bacon "^^sted^lt °^.T''

Colonial Center Cut Bacon siced

Stop &Shop Bacon Sliced

pkg 99«
$-|09

$-|19

DaKery over ISO treats from our ovens

BlgDaisyBiead
^^V loaves ^^S^^V

Id^LeanCrauiMlBeelQO;
^_ 'Lean contains not more than 20°o fat Anv si7P nkn ^^^ ^^^

ia»tWholeKernel
Com 4^^
Cream Style Corn X* 4 li.'.' »1

Sliced Beets stop»shop 4 '.i:; «1 ^^.a..^ ncuuc. nv.

PieCrustMix Stop&ShopMedium

Jiffy Corn Muffin Mix 6 ;.,.> M Mixed Vegetables "^* 4 '""
»i

Bread Crumbs :^M^.. 39' Cut Green Beans ?r 4
""-'

»i

Cranberry Sauce CranberryJuke
^°^iilJ°'' 4^^1 CocktaU s.op.iy||c

Jeiliea ^W " "^^L "8 ounce bottle Shop MJ^
Stuffing Mix stop. shop «„»^

43c
Boiled Onions stop.shop -49-

^J^mgMix s,op.shop 's,' 79^ Stop * Shop Apple Juice iZ
lomatoJuice FHiitCodaail

ff€)f Stop&Shop ^,,5^
^9^^ In Syrup .j'c^^ ^

^. ^^ - 1 Puddings ^*:;7.,., 4 '^' 89^
Stop & Shop Miveri N. Its 'f°' «1 « Royal Puddings .„"r^., 4 'X' 89^

Sweet»fixed Wishbone
*!?**» SSt Dressings e OQ^

llalianorDeiuie French "" ^^V^^^
Stuffed Olives "M : r" 69' Kosher Dill Pickles JT^ 79<
Hemz Sweet Gherkins ";' 79^ Polish Dill Pickles JT.. 79'

A^i^mumMmFkM PaoerPlatesstop 4 Shop 37'. ^MC *^*^*^*SScHeavy Duty square Fr,5y Whrtj^or 9^ia - , 00 «Q(f

Ir'^ul^T ^'^r'
3-'^ Stop* Shop Cold CupsT?»!89'

Scott Napkins «.'-;^, 55c Foam Cups ^rSoZT^ ay y
Oai ry huge vanety au good and fresh

Stop»Ste^lO«%Pore UghttfLively

OrangeJuke Ktenirt -^r
Half Gallon fiQf c«ait^^ eoz Otfy

iromConcemraie Cin ^^^f^^W ^^MCK^V* ^^B cups ^^^B^^V
Imperial Marganne 69' Cottage Cheese Breakstone f^' 69^

1 lb pkg -qli lb Slicks Cam Large Curd. Low Fat or Tangy

Crescent Rolls ^'^'^ 3 „;i^ »1 Breakstone Sour Cream c'^ 69^
Cream Cheese .Srs;:;^.. ,';' 99^ Whipped Topping *»-«^

;i' 79'

Richardson Mints rC- ,;', 2 •

Lean contains not more than 20°o fat Any si^e pkg

We measure and control the fat content of every
batch with a special machine

SHced
WhHe

Oui
produce

stands aie heaped
high with some of the

tiest pickin s of the fall crop'

Slop 4 Sr»op oDaisy Donuts u.o^ <:..,o,u

Com Toasties siop.snop 2 p.^".., »i

Homestyle Spice Cake '"^I'Sr 99^
Pineapple Pie stopishop '^"'89'

health& beauty aids save on
tine brands

100 ct. Bayer Aspirin bonie 89"^

Scope Mouthwash 'r »i

"

J Stop ft Shop Coupon

g-l

Groce
»wp»' cumofw tt** tar —

^rORreshGniftSl.
Mix and Match to create your own Holiday Fruit Bowl

Red or Extra Fancy

Goidef? Delicious Apples
Mcintosh Apples ^"^^
^^ U.S. No. 1 _i^ i3sti» ^
Oregon Bosc Peai
Anjou Pears "T.S"'''
Extra Large Roilda m 12a ^^_^^
Navel or Tangelo Oranges
Extra Large ^ ,„^ Large ,,5^ ^^
Tangennes, Lemons or Umes

frozen foods shor 700 difterem Items

PieShdls A|>iilePie
Oronoque «7IQf MrcSmith fiOT

Bread Dough "^'J'" 99' Mince Pie Mrs Smiths ^'»1»»

Meat Tortellini stop«Shop ^^'79' Pumpkin Pie Mrs SnMth's «" 89^

Salad Shrimp CT V.' 99^ Whipped Topping T^'Sr 39^

Cooked Squash 100%AUNatiiral

Vegetables Stop* Shop ^ 69' ^^^^IH^ AVT
Orange Juice sun ctory "^' SO'

20 01 CjI Greer Beans Pea5 o- Mi«ea Veg 24 oi

Green Giant -k-zr^ 2 U";' »1
Orange Juice r -

Broccoli Spears CulBroccoli or Cauliftower COffee Lightener ISi,* "^39^
Vegetables stop & Shop "^ 59^ Sara Lee Coffee Rings "i," 99"

Com o; Peas 4 Carrots Rasptierry. Bluet)erry, Maple or Almond

100 «1»

corner Uell everything sliced to order >«>mm •< surx Mur.ig •>.<«,«

LiVerWUrStcRil Absolutely deKck>us! ^^
Old Fashioned Loaf \Z"' 7*^'* Chicken Salad stop. shop ?-»i'»
Stop & Shop Baked Ham „:^ »1 " Custards -^IS^. r 69^
Stop & Shop Cole Slaw ? 55^ Deli Hut Rolls 5S^ "^°' 72^

our kitchen fresh made quality foods

MuttiPadi S^C^'m^
M m^MtmtwL frtsh ^"'chMM ^^ 2 pound ^^60
Cranberry Nut Gelatine '^ »!<*

2 pound
square cut size

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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On the other hand...

for course evaluations

MONDAY
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paulyanoKitch

"The stupidist man is the education man
out of his fietd of education" - Will Rogers
through Will Durant and George Zinsmiester.

On the other hand, maybe it wasn't such
a good investment. I speak of the recently
published Course and Teacher Evaluation
(known as GATE to a few endearing persons)
which was heralded as the first step down
the long and tortuous road to greater student
power and control over our lives. Un-
fortunately, the great unveiling has proven
remarkably embarrassing for students, as the
publication has aroused the ire of both
faculty and students - and deservedly so.

The ideal that was sought after, that is, an
evaluation of courses and teachers, is a
highly respectable and meritorious one. After
all, if this university was established, as it

presumably was, for the education of

'^
??•'

n i ULam.

-111- Milt*

« ^a^ In iiti

••

ONTHEOTHERHAND
A Court, and T*ach»r Eva iuation Cuid*

Acorfamlc Afffalrf Commltt«« Studani S*na««

students, than we may reasonably be looked
at as the ultimate constituency that mOst be
catered to an pleased. The recent rise of the
consumer analogy is, in my opinion, quite
applicable. We are the consumers, at a price,

of an education And, as any economist will

tell you, to enable the marketplace to operate
so as to weed out the undesirable teachers
and courses, and reward the worthy, there
must be consumer sovereignty.

That is, we must have complete and
factual knowledge of the choices that appear
before us every semester. Hence, this guide-
in theory. Unfortunately, what has emerged
is the most damaging blow to student-
faculty relations since Yahoo.

The publication has myriad faults, yet
some are glaring: for example, how many of
you have read the FIRST line in the book? To
save you the trouble, I will reproduce it here;

"If the quality of education at

UMass mirrored that sublime vision

of education embodied within
Robert Wood's wet dreams there
would be no need for this guide."

I am shocked that President Wood's wet
dreams are the subject of discussion.

President Wood has fought hard for this

university, and has spent many months

trying to upgrade this institution. His success
or failure is irrelevant; what is of importance
is that a certain level of decorum and civility

is maintained. If the base criticism must be
levied, might it not be more prop>erly applied
to various student leaders (and at least at-

tributed to the incognizant fool who wrote
it)? (I fear the quote falls into the category of

bedroom humor anyway.)
The second major faux pas was the

general approach; I find it extremely
disconcerting that the authors would even
consider printing a recommendation based
on one reply. That is statistically unsound,
and it is more helpful to not print it than to

put one reply in. I do not condone the at-

titude of those professors who failed to

return their consent forms; they, too, are
suffering from illogical thinking, faulty

assumptions, and a condescending complex.
However, this does not remove from the
authors the burden to produce a document
that is excellent in quantity, as well as
quality. We must not throw caution and
minimum acceptable standards to the wind
in a frail attempt to gain revenge.

Then of course, there are the wonderfully
informative quotations from Helen Keller, our
self-taught socialist who appears to have
"seen the light" in a major epiphany. I do not
wish to attack Ms. Keller, though; I direct my
pale wrath to the editors for the mere
existence of her pithy sayings in the work. I

was not aware that this book was destined to

point out the way for us. Was its purpose to

reflect a particular ideology; a specific

philosophy? If so, from whence came this

directive? I blissfully assumed that the
document would restrict itself to its task; I

was palpably wrong. If, as has been ad-
vanced, the document is political in nature,

at least a touch of subtlety would have been
appreciated.

The immature approach is reflected in

those wonderous drawings, which obviously
were done in fits of pique. The drawings
themselves are, I am sure, considered
socially redeeming in nature, saving the book
from being considered utterly obscene. I am
sure that even the editors must have realized

that there was no need to callously offend
large segments of the student population by
denegrating their chosen major; why the
disparaging pictures next to business related

majors, or journalism, or engineering? Our
editors, in their own condescending self-

effacing way must be telling us that they do
not find favor with these fields - how can
we be so stupid as to enter these capitalist,

inhumane fields when those who are so
knowledgable, mature and intelligent have so
plainly shown us the true way. I would like to

believe that even the most immature, the
most unthinking, the most irrational student
would soon arrive at the recondite con-
clusion that people will be offended by an
arm raised in salute (ala Nazism) next to
German. Guess not.

I would be interested to see the Faculty
Senate put out their own student evaluation
forms. That, or leave the job up to Poor
Taste, Ltd.

Paul Yanowitch is former Student At-
torney General. His column appears every
Monday in the Collegian.
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Preemies-'red eyes and bro\A/n noses'
By FRANK DENTON

With the arrival of the autumn months, the
zoologist once again observes the advent of
the preemy. A preemy, for the uninitiated, is

that peculiar life form which exhibits a bent
toward medical school. The stage of preemy
metamorphosis we shall examine here is the
characteristic four year cycle of activity

shortly after (and often including)
adolescence.

A typical preemy can be found in the dingy
domains of Chem 111-112 and Zoo 190. At
more advanced stages, a preemy may even
penetrate the languages and humanities.
Also typical of the preemy are its piteous
ululations of "Oh, Sir!" and the sonorous
growls of satisfaction resulting from a T.A.
conquered.

Particularly outstanding is the male of the
species. This gender more so than the
female) has been known to prostrate itself

before anything with a high school degree.
Such is its fervor that it does, in fact, give
even PhD's the fourth degree. This
prostration displays the posterior end to
advantage, which should be administered a
good, swift kick.

Several markings are common to many
preemies. They may be spotted from a
distance by the padlocks on their notebooks.
Generally they are described with red eyes
and brown noses. Many are devoted to their

mothers.

The habitat of each preemy is a well-kept
secret. Some hibernate in nooks and
crannies of the library, forgotten by all but
Star Trek fans. Old research labs have been
known to harbor this species. It is rumored
that three preemies reside in an abandoned
coat closet in Whitmore.
Much of the creature's time also appears

to be spent camping in the habitations of
instructors, attempting to revamp the
grading structure. Preemies are most often
encountered setting up office in a dean's
reception room. Frequently they become as
faded and jaded as the dean and the rest of
the office furniture.

Given pressure, many individuals display a
penchant for toilet training, as they will foul

any papers in sight, including labs, grades,
and transcripts. These beasts make
notoriously poor pets, however. Predatory
behavior and aggressive play make them un-
fit for domestic use. As a further inhibition

towards domesticity, this breed is rather

solitary in its loyalties. Perhaps this lack of
domestic capacity is the reason many are
Zoo majors.

Atypical individuals have been observed
engaging in less parsimonious pursuits.

Social sciences, fraternizing, and saluting
passing beers are among favorite pastimes.
This type should forget med school.
The career of the preemy appears fraught

With dubious distinctions and intrepid folly.

This author, under duress, has studied the
specimen in the field. It is his proposal that
the title should be changed from
' premedical" to "premeditated".
Also known as "toadie," "turkey," and

less printable names, the preemy oc-
casionally emits articulate and philanthropic
croaks, squawks, and screeches. Many
observers, however, question the motives of
any animal with such competitive behavior
attempting to enter a humanitarian field. Its

environment is generally classified as hostile

due to the provocative nature of its habits.

With few exceptions, one might conclude
that the preemy's existence is altogether vile,

churlish, and despicable. It is.

Frank Denton is a Collegian commentator
and an ex-premed student.

A healthy dose of cynicism
By JOHN BERGMAN

"The torcher never stops. " - Frank Zappa

This is my third year at UMass, but I have
only three months time as a healthy cynic.
During my other two years here I was an
UNhealthy cynic, i.e., I kept my nose mostly
in my textbooks when I wasn't partying in

my dwelling places, and my textbooks
naturally didn't afford me the time to learn
various details as to many awful per-
petrations on campus.

I knew something stunk, but I didn't know
why it stunk -"Well, I'll forget that my prof's
a turkey and the lines everywhere on campus
are long," I'd psyche myself, "and I'll read
another chapter of this textbook, then
party..."

But now that I'm a healthy cynic, I'm
healthier physically and mentally as well.
What bummed me out a year ago still bums
me out today except that today I don't freak
out about it as much. "IT" is many things.

Fairly briefly, here and now, are my
suggestions on a few issues: Stop Amherst
towing. Oppose the gym site at Kent State
U. any way you dare to try. Enter Whitmore,
find Chancellor Bromery and tell him the
check-cashing facilities are intolerably
inadequate. Support the Collegian on their
recent banning of a banning of a particular
bogusly sexist Schlitz ad.

Fight the Bakke decision; this is still a very
murky issue to take a stand on, but the
clinching factor is, the U.S.'s ghettoes (of
which there are many, all incredibly horrible)

have mainly black people living in them, and
unlike most white communities, ghettoes'
needs for qualified doctors is absolutely
desperate (Especially when the ghetto-
dwellers' perhaps- most frequent sickness is

rat poisoning).

Also: I think Jon Hite's act is very clean.
The charges levied against him appear unfair

and very largely groundless not to mention
quite malicious. Check him out at SUB Room
430 sometime, and rap with him for fifteen

minutes. That's right! You, Joe-Jo student,
give him 15 minutes of your time. Firstly, he
WILL likely BE there. Secondly, he's a down
to earth dude.

John Bergman is a Collegian com-
mentator.

Food drive;

lend support

To the Editor:

Throughout this week,
Newman Club and the

Council \the organization

are jointly sponsoring a
Food Drive Please give us

the UMass
Pan -Hellenic

of sororities]

Thanksgiving

your support.'

All food collected will be donated to
the Open Pantn/ in Springfield. The Open
Pantry is an emergency food program,
serving Springfield, Holyoke, Ludlow,
and the greater Springfield area. If a
family must seek federal or state
assistance, due to poverty or loss of
income, the Open F*antry provides them

with food until the welfare check or food
stamps arrive.

We ask you to donate one can of food.

There is a table in the Campus Center
concourse, a table in the Newman
Center, and boxes in each dormitory on
campus for this purpose.

A family at starvation level needs
staple food, such as: beef stew, chunky
soup, peanut butter and crackers, cereal,

powdered milk, and canned fruit and
vegetables. For this reason, we ask for

these items

Please, remember the poor of our area
this Thanksgiving. One can of food, for a
very worthy cause. Thank you.

The Newman Club
The Pan-Hellenic Council

Fences

child-proof?

To the Editor:

Separate to be equal

Collegian a^

lisa nielilli

Black and still, but not a bad fit.

Will you marry, it?

It is waterproof, shatterproof, proof
Against fire and bombs through the
roof.

Believe me, they'll bury you in it.

(Sylvia Plath. "The Applicant)"

Power, according to Webster's Dictionary,
is the ability to influence or manipulate, to
impose your own ideas over another. But
what Webster leaves out is the concept of
individual power, the power within the in-

dividual to affect and influence his or her
own life. This power base within the self is

actually necessary in order to exert power
over another.

For a woman this inner power is almost
impossible to obtain given the position, both
economically and psychologically, in which
she is placed. A woman is taught from age
one to be selfless - not to have a base of
power within herself, but in another. First,

it's your mother and father and family. Then,
by the age of twelve, you're told it's a man.
And the process continues as a woman
grows older - her power leaps from one
man to the ne.^t and then when she marries,
her total identity, all of her sense of power, is

invested in her husband, her husband's
career; her children, her children's careers.

and she is left aimless and alienated from
herself.

There is another context of this alienation.
It's an alienation of women from men which
deals with the basic socialization of a man to
ignore and fight off his deeply emotional
feelings, to not turn out to be a 'fag.'

Because of this, many women complain that
most men both ignore and cannot participate
in discussion of the sensitivity and emotional
levels of their personalities and the woman's
personality.

For a black this inner power is almost
impossible to obtain as well, given the
historical position he or she has been placed
into, which leads to both an economic and
psychological position of powerlessness.
Clearly, a black person cannot be stable nor
completely equal with whites, dealing in the
economic realm, due to stereotyped images
from the history of slavery.

And there is another context of this

alienation as well. It's an alienation of blacks
from whites because of the socialization of
whites to ignore and fight off the equality of
blacks and the cultural aspects of African
life. The fact is that whites have robbed
blacks of their inherited past, their heritage.
This was part of the manipulatory methods
of Southern white culture in the selling of
slaves from the same tribes to different
regions of the South in order that the cultural
bonds would disintegrate.

We can clearly see that both women and
blacks are slaves in our society. Their history,
their sense of self-power, has been robbed
from them. Needless to say, what is needed

is a change of the social system from one
which is based upon competition, based
upon the winner and the looser, based upon
pitting one against the other, to one which
perpetuates a more humanistic attitude from
one person to another, one which would
perpetuate a common bond rather than
animosity.

But until the system of capitalism is either

revolutionized or grows into socialism,

women and blacks can only pull themselves
together as a group in order to get in touch
with themselves and a sense of inherent
power. This is called political separatism.
Many men and whites cannot deal with

separatism on an emotional level because
they view it as defeatism, as a method used
because women and blacks cannot deal in

any other way with the problems before
them.

But clearly, both blacks and women are
offered a syste."i in whi-:h they must marry
themselves to something in order to have a
sense of power. For women it is a man. For
blacks it is unfortunately only a second rate

position in society. Perhaps it is protective to

accept these granted positions; however, as
Plath says in her poem "The Applicant",
"They'll bury you in it." So some choose not
to bury themselves, but to pull out. To be
separate.

And in this frame of reference, in a political

reference, maybe more people can better

understand separatism.

Lisa Melilli's columns appear Mondays in

the Collegian.

Refutation of 'Silent Seventies

By BILL RIORDAN

It's almost too good to be true. I'm proud
of that handful of writers who recently,
better late than never, have stimulated some
political discussion on this campus For the
first time in recent memory, an ongoing,
articulate dialogue is being engaged in that
raises questions about our lives that are so
fundamental they are often ignored. It's been
quite a while since our editorial page has
been this lively. It's a refreshing refutation of
that awful phrase, "silent seventies."

Ironically, though, the intensity of feeling
behind this discussion, which seems to be
drawing capitalists and socialists alike out of
the woodwork, may be acting to overshadow
the content and meaning of each article with
emotion-charged rhetoric that turns
thoughtful observers into propagandists. My
fear is that, in the heat of this battle, so much
ideological dust is being kicked up that
nobody can see the issues beneath it all. It

would be a shame to see this debate die
because of its very high level of intensity.

For a week or two now, the Collegian
editorial page has featured a vigorous debate
in which each side, that is, left and right, has
taken turns criticizing the other and
promoting its own. As I said, I'm thrilled that
some life has been breathed into this paper,
but I'm afraid that this particular format
widens communication gaps, overlooks
down-to-earth problems, and, worst of all,

alienates readers. When capitalism and
socialism are alternately defined as causes
and cures of the world's ills, the discussion
escalates to an emotional dogfight that
abandons inquiry into the nature of the
issues.

There's a reason, perhaps, for that. When

pressed to define the ideology in real terms,
i.e., as applied to concrete realities, both
socialists and capitalists are left speechless.
To prove that statement, I'll bring up some of
those issues and challenge and defy Authors
Sampson, Mathieu, Crane, and the rest to
respond.

Overpopulation. Did someone really mean
to imply that overpopulation is an inherently
capitalistic problem, and that socialists could
deal with it? Explain! Please don't muddy the
issue with dogmatic rhetoric about capitalist

exploitation of the working class. That's an
insult to the reader's intelligence. Take this

issue out of the ideological clouds and tell me
how socialism would deal with this most
awful of all the world's problems. You, too,
Mr. Mathieu. If capitalism is the best way to

organize human activity, why has it failed to
curb population growth?

Resources. They're running out. Are the

capitalists at fault? No doubt Americans are

gross over-consumers and its shameful. The
way to use resources is wisely and efficiently.

What provides the incentive for efficiency, S.

Sampson, in a system where production and
pricing are immune to the effects of com-
petition and demand? Don't smile,
capitalists. This is the country that makes
cars that get eleven miles to the gallon.

Abortion. Anybody who has arrived at a
firm, unmovable opinion about abortion is a
fool. This issue is ripping families and nations
apart all over the world. Tell me what's right,

capitalists, I thought you had the answers.
The Left is claiming that capitalism cheapens
life by making commodities out of people. Is

that true? But all the leftists I know support

abortion without batting an eyelash. These
are the ones calling for freeing people to
develop their potential to its fullest!

Food. There's not enough. Russia has to
buy grain from us. Score one for the
capitalists? Not quite: ten million Americans
don't get enough to eat. China feeds itself,

but I don't know how mental starvation
compares with the physical kind. If it's the
best of all possible worlds, what's wrong
with permitting a look at the others?

Both capitalist and socialist ideologists
today make the blunder of describing the
world with century-old theories, theories that
are obsolete, theories that have become
irreverant with time. Worse, the struggle, the
rift between left and right, only diverts
human energy away from these issues.
These approaches revolve about particular
interpretations of human nature, say,
cooperative vs. competitive. But to base a
way of life upon such necessarily subjective
interpretations is only repressive. Who's to
say what our nature is? It's pathetic when
one side rejoices at the other's failure to cope
with a problem that is hurting everyone.

Again, what I want to see in the Collegian
is thoughtful, mature discussion of what
things are wrong and why, not vindictive
banner-waving. The former opens jp issues
while the latter obscures them. And when it

comes to potential, hat of a college
newspaper, relatively free of fears about
circulation and sponsorship, is unmatched.

Bill Riordan is a Collegian Commentator.

swamp. As an obstacle to kids over six,

there ain't no such animal.

The fence will eventually go up — to

become more of an obstacle to parents

looking for their children than to the

children themselves. Accompanying the

fence there will exist also a false sense of
security and I worry about the safety of
kids whose parents would use a
babysitter "...a fence and gate for each of
the. ..backyards.

"

BillJenkins

The drowning of little Nagi Kawasaki at
North Village last week stunned us all in
North Amherst. That it happened so near
and in an adjoining swamp stunned me.
However, Ms. Grill's letter took me aback

, almost as much. As a parent of a five-

year old. It blows me away to read that
grown people see a danger yet are letting
time go by waiting for Big Brother to do
sometfiing about it. If the danger is truly
there, procrastination is criminal. How
much would a toddler-proof fence cost
when split several waysP Ms. Grill

demands a "child-proof" fence for the

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian'

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Sun Day proposed
WASHINGTON (UPI) The folks who
brought you Earth Day almost eight
years ago are preparing for a gala Sun
Day on Wednesday next May 3
"Where Earth Day atoned for the buf

falo, the whale and the cutting of the
redwoods, Sun Day will be a day of
atonement for the Santa Barbara oil
spill, the Scotia mine disater and the
near meltdown at the Fermi nuclear
plant, " said Sun Day official Peter Har
nick.

While most Sun Day functions are still
in the "idea" stage, organizers said the
day will start with a sunrise celebratior.
on Cadillac Mountain in Acadia National
Park. Maine, where the sun first hits the
United States, and move westward with
a concert at the United Nations Plaza in
New York, clothesline art displays, solar
energy exhibits, teach-ins, and political
demonstrations.
Boston and Atlanta are preparing solar

fairs while a group in Martinsburg, W.

Va
,

plans a solar home tour, organizers
said.

"There's even some talk of a national
ice cream chain featuring a Sun Day sun-
dae," said Richard Munson, a Sun Day
coordinator

Sen Charles Percy, Rill., is planning to
introduce a Sun Day resolution in Con
gress. a member of his staff said.
Considered a "modern celebration of a

primitive holiday," the festivities will not
only praise the sun for sprouting seeds,
but will include demonstrations of solar
technology illustrating the sun's ability
to "heat and cool homes, desalinate the
seas and power factories."
"The sun has been rising every morning

and setting every evening for billions of
years, delivering energy to your
doorstep or rooftop," the Sun Day group
said in a statement. "It doesn't foul the
air. land or water and there isn't a thing a
terrorist, hijacker or multinational com-
pany can do to prevent sun power from
reaching you."

ili-Hass i-Miisir JTIifiitif ^uil b

presiDts

'Two Gentlemen Q Verona'*
a latin Roik miiskal based on Shakes iieare's toniedy

Incumbents enjoy
election advantage
WASHINGTON (UPI) - An incumbent
House member running for re-election
starts off with more than a half million
dollar advantage over challengers, says
a study made public yesterday by
Americans for Democratic Action.
The ADA analysis includes the con-

gressman's salary, his staff allowance,
mailing privileges and office space
among advantages the incumbent has -
even though they may not be used
directly in the campaign.
"The huge advantage accruing to all in-
cumbents over challengers is clearly
evidenced by the remarkable staying
power of both House and Senate
members," the study concluded.

Three man ring accused
in check fraud
NEW HAVEN, Conn (UPI) FBI of-

ficials say the arrest of three men who
were allegedly trying to sell $130,000 in
fake traveler s checks raises concern
about a possible nationwide ring.

Thomas R. Dugan, FBI special agent in
charge in Connectinut, said Saturday
the bogus checks were all m 350
denominations and were of excellent
quality He said the checks were made
by photooffst printing and he was con
cerned about a possible nationwide
trend.

The suspects were arrested Friday after
they allegedly tried to sell the
counterfeit checks, made to look like
those sold by American Express, to
seemingly reluctant buyers who were
rea'ly undercover agents.

The agents haggled the buying price
down to $23,000 from $48,000, Dugan
said. He said the bogus checks were
confiscated shortly after the sale was
made to FBI agents inside a Wethersfield
motel room
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j tfinqsie
Northampton

mkkxjd
NOW, ONLY AREA SHOWING'

7 15 & 9 00 ends Tues

Wobcv ALLEN
DIANE KEATON

'ANNIE
HAl

(no dollar nights)

•V!* at tke Gates of Smith C«N«fle •*..

/yrics by inu%ic b^adapted by

John Guare i^u^ ^ ^ i^ .

.

Me/ Shapiro ^'**'" ^"""^ ^°"' f^^cDermof

Nov. 77, 18, 79, 20 - SiOOpnw

Bowlcer Auditorium, Sfockb ridge Hall

52.00 students $2.50 others
Bov>fker Box Office - 545-07 83

The report said in every House election
in the past decade, at least 96 percent of
incumbents who sought office were re
elected -except in the post Watergate
upheaval year of 1974 when the figure
dropped to 90 percent.
The study said the incumbent gets a

$387,984 "advantage" in salaries and of-
fice space primarily from his own
$57,500 salary and the $255,144 allowance
for a staff of up to 18 persons.
Members of Congress get another

$143,245 "advantage" in communica-
tions and travel, including the $100,000-
a year franking privilege. Finally, there
are $35,962 in miscellaneous benefits
~ for a grand total of $567, 191

.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 OO^ 3I30 BO,, -I, ..jo.ty ^t.i,-.

52 so Students v*.th AMC Ca.d S? 00 Ch.ld,en"$1 ?5 Tw. lit. Shov. AdulU & Studtnis St Sol
Special (ngdqemcnis (icluded

pomcfi cdwY Biti
.4 delightfully

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION

P(;

Toddy .)t 5 45 8 30
Twi liln show tickets 5 15 1 50

PG

Today at 6 CO 8 30

Twi lite shcaw tickets 5 30 1 50

JAMES
BONO 007

f

THE SPY
WHO
LOVED
ME

pii
Today at 6 00 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 1 50

i9ILEY
Y0« HAVE SEEM

lA ^mm CREArrAOVEIimjIIES.
\10T^ VtmjAREABOUT

TVlfVEOME.

pi:

Today at 6 CXI 8 30
Twi lite shc»v» tickets 5 30 1 50

Univ/ersityof Massachusetts/ /Xmherst

FINE /RIS CENTER PRESENTS

,.j

WIT H ORCHESTRAThe
Jeffrey Ballet

Tickets now on sole.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMoss students-

$3.50, 3, 2.50. Other
stucJents and senior

citizens-$6, 5, 4.

Tuesday, November 15

VIVA VIVALDI! (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAV/^N E (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY PA.S DE DEUX
(Balanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday, November 16
AS TIME GOES BV(Tharp)
TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PASDESDEESSES(Joffrey)
DEUCE COUPE II <Tharp)

Thursday. November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arf>ino)

RODEO (de Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances -8 pm
FINE /ms CENFER CNCEI^T Fi4.L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

What's Happening
TODAY

FILMS
- Spanish 33 Film; "The Garden of

Delights", Lecture Room II, Merrill Center,
Amherst, 7:30 p.m.

-Hillel Foundation Film: "The Fixer"
Lecture Room lil, Merrill Center, Amherst
7:30 p.m.

- Hillel Film Series "Let My People Go"
Thompson 104, UMass, 8 p.m.

LECTURE
-"American Women Playwrights" From

Mercy To Megan, From Angelina to Alice"
by Doris Abramson, UMass Theatre Dept.

WLH FPH
"Welfare Reform and Its Impact on Public

Employees", by Robert Sherry of the
American University, Campus Center SOB-
SOS, 2:30 p.m. Part of the Labor Relations
and Research Center Student Colloquia
Series.

LESBIAN UNION MEETING
A general meeting of the Lesbian Union

will be held tonight at CC 904-908. Included

IfoundiNn
the classifieds!

And I paid for it by
selling something I

no longer needed
thru the
classifieds' Isn't

that a great way to
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ARE TERRIFIC!!

•n the agenda will be re-writing of the
constitution. Discussion to follow on
r?.K^o?P"«^

" ^" Lesbians welcome.
CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION FOR MEN
H^o'S c""^ ^*^''o^'°" ^ P"^' University

Sm^ A^rfv''"'^^^
^2. All University invited

BDIC ADVISING PROGRAMS
BDIC and other Special Programs will be

featured on WMUA's "Valley Talks"
Representatives from BDIC, Office of In-
ternships and Women Studies will be on
hand to describe their respective programs
and answer nut stinns from rallers

TOMORROW
SYRIAN JEWRY

Bruce Utowitz will speak on the Syrian
Jewry Situation. He has his masters degree
in contemporary Jewish Studies from
Brandeis and is presently the director of
community relations at the Springfield
Federation. Campus Center 176
LECTURE
"Who is Behind Population Control?" by

Dr. Helen Rodriguez, organizer for the
Committee to End Sterilization Abuse. Also
the East Indian classical danser Rohini Bhati
will perform. At the Che Lumumba Hut, New
Africa House. Admission is free, childcare
will be provided.

-"Weaving", University Arts Extension

Service Craft Lecture, Betty Steiner, Parish
Hall, Grace Church, Amherst, $2.50

-'"Wagner's Tristan," Depts. of Music
and German Lecture: Michael Steinburg
Director of Publications, Boston symphony
Orchestra, 7 p.m. Sage Hall, Smith.

^ Dr. Kinsman, a professor of animal
husbandries at UConn, will speak about his
recent trip to the Soviet Union and show
slides of the meat processing plants there at
the Food, Science and Nutrition Club
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Chenoweth 227
FILMS
-"O Lucky Man", 7:00 and 9:15 p.m.

Chronicles Malcolm MacDowell's odyssey
through a catalogue of contemporary life
situations, $1 Main Lecture Hall, Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
-"The Doubleday," sponsored by the

Comniuter Collective, Thompson 106, 8 p m
free. Part of the Progressive Film Series
- Major and the Minor", (1942), Ginger

Rogers and Ray Milland in a military comedy
y pm. $1. Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke.
THE JOFFREY BALLET

Fine Arts Center Presents, Dance Series,
The Joffrey Ballet with orchestra. Concert
Hall, Fine Arts Center
MUSIC OF THE WHOLE EARTH SERIES

Hindusthani Music, Asad Ali Khan, been
and Pandit Gopaldas, pakhawaj, Buckley
Recital Hall, Music Center, Amherst at 815
p.m.

BDIC
BDIC will host two cluster gatherings

aimed at promoting student-sponsor-

sCoUggi^ 13
program dialogue during Counseling Week
Since the Program places such a helvy
emphasis on curriculum planning, severalmembers of the faculty Supervi^Vy Com
mittee will be available for BDIC studentsand faculty sponsers in CC 1 102. Informationon courses, field studies, and careers will beprovided and refreshments will be served.

DAILY
NURSING

Nursing is admitting a limited number of
students to the second semester of the
sophomore year. In order to qualify for
admission at this level, it is necessary to havecompleted the following prerequisites:
Anthropology 104, Chemistry 111
TICKET SALES FOR "VERONA"'

Tickets are on sale for the UMass Music
Theatre Guild's "Two Gentlemen of
Verona, $2 for students, $2.50 for others
Presentation will be Nov 17-20
PEACE CORPS

Seniors at the University, graduating in
Januaiy, are advised that the Office of the
Keace Corps Coordinator at UMass now has
detailed job descriptions for Peace Corps
Programs starting in January and February

SAb-ms"'^ ^' "''^' ""^^ ^'^^^' ^^"'

SPECTRUM SUBMISSIONS
Spactrum, the award-winning un-

dergraduate literary and fine arts magazine
IS taking work for the spring issue. Bring iri
written work and black and white and color
art work to Campus Center 104 by Nov 23

Notices

SPRING INTERNS OR VOLUNTEERS

.JJ"^
Amherst Youth Center is lookino for Internsand-or Volunteers for Spring semester. There will be a

M9 6335
^^""^""^ ^«"'«' '^^'s ^eek for info or call

ACDTG. ASSOC. AND BAP
John Towsend of GE will be the guest speaker. He

will discuss GEs financial management program and
career opportunities tomorrow. See accounting
bulletin board for time and place. Free beer and
munchies.

AMHERST STAMP CLUB
Meeting today at Farley Lodge on the UMass

campus. Program for the evening will be, "Covers-

Meters, First Oav and Airmail" from the collection of
the late Morgan Ryther. In addition, there will be a 44
lot auction of stamps and souvenir sheets. Doors open
at 7 p.m.; program begins at 8. Guests welcome.

SHABBOT SERVICES
Across from Southwest dorms, 30 North Hadley

Rd,, the Chabad House - the only orthodox
Synagogue and community center - has services
starting at 6:30 Friday, 10:30 Saturday morning.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES MAJORS
The Communication Undergraduate Committee will

meet today at 2:30 in Machmer 313 to continue plans
for the spring communication conference For in-
terested communication studies majors

CC 811. Pledge

'/j mile posf

Wolroba s or-

right

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL

C02 IN OUR A TMOSPHERE
Dr. Livingston, of UMass, slide show and lectureCampus Center 903 today at 8 pm . All welcome.

Meeting, CC 171 at 6:30.

POUND
-Sunglasses found on Philiip Street Nov 1

Returned to Info desk.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sisterhood meeting tonight, 7

meeting 8:15 p.m., same room.

PERFORMERS
Talent wanted to Israeli Cabaret on Sunday Nov

20 8 p.m^Call Fred Shuster at 5-2526 (days) or 665-
2818 (nights) or S.U. 302.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA COLONY
Meeting in CC 805-809, 6:30 p.m. for officers and 7

for all others. Attendance mandatory.

LOST AND FOUND
Chdck Lost and Found at the Campus Assistance

Center for lost glasses and wallets, 2nd level, CC.

OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in CC 163-164.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
SPE IS re-initiating its Little Sister Program. Any

women who are interested or have questions call
Mike Feinman at 549 6582 or 545-0070 for details.

POLITICAL SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATES
Political Science students who are interestec; in

forming a council in the political science department
whould come to a meeting today in Thompson Hall
219 at 7 p.m.

WORKERS NEEDED
Southwest Men's Center needs men to work inortice - volunteer or worksfudy. Call 5-0263 or 6-4579or^come^to Office No. 3, JFK Lobby between 11'?

CONTRACEPTIVE EDUCATION FOR MEN
Offered at University Health Services 302 7 p m All

University men invited.
'

REACH„,«0.REAOERSDAILynMLm,.AdsG.,BIGRESULTSrM,REACH„,«»REAOeRSO*,LYIIIIREACH»,0.0?EADERSDA,LyflllLm..Ad.G.„.OI,EsUl^.
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!

The rates are Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

I Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

Great running Volks $125 or BO 549
1602

Must Sell 68 Chev 66 Merc ."v^g" cond
550. B 584 0164

1970 Triumph GT6 * 46K mTler^TTusl
exc cond $1,400 Rob 549 1228 after
/p m

69 Ford Galaxy 500 Pdih c iMtenep!
428C1 Runs eKcellent 400S 549 1456
atlpr 4

Audi Fox 1974 black beauty .n superb
condition Automatic trans , radial tires,

AM FM sunroof air cond Asking
$3,395 Call 549 1203

.1^.>^1.....I:>1.HH.1

FOR RENT AUDIO
mm

'l'!'-^! "J'^^l

MOTORCYCLES

71 Honda CL350 Good shape Cheap 546
1092

If you don't want to tie locked into a 10 o'

12 months lease check with us about out
n«»yv rental agreement We have one and
two bedrms Townhouse and garden units

st,irting at S196 plus utilities Call

SOUTHMEADOW 2560166 for more
delails

2 bedroom apt ni^ar UM starling Jan Cal'

253 988b

Technics SA5Z70 RCVR, Sanyo RD5056
Cas.sdk, Infinity Qa spkrs Less than 3
mos old Best offer 5464132

Pioneer KP SOO under warranty $lW^
B O Kelvin 6 9363 Must sell

1974 Vega Hatchback Very good con
dition Andrea rgii eve 546 9870

1958 219 Mercedes Body very good int

clean plus 219 1959 parts car many extras
1 000 or Best offer call 665 2202

1969 Triumph Spitfire Semi good con
O.nor, Make offer 253 3160.

72 Cutlass 350V8, auiomalic. PS. PB
qood c ond 2 snowtires Call 586 3666

122Volvo pjris sed&wagon Rea 665 4364

72 Super Baia Beetle Excellent shape
Must sell immediately Call 549 5879

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
trans t)att $350 or B 546 5920

70 Audi 100LS
546 ns;

4D Std.R T Vg Cond

FOR SALS

SAV^ij^t^50%!!!wFN\l?SH0ESi
Mens Laclii>s cir.v.is ft leather Rpg SIS
30 Just $10 14 5$ Call 538 3181

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Dfi,ip ?S6 8'3? 9 10a m.

Stereo KLH331, spkrs Harmon Kardon
•>•! Ustil 2 mo (•« cond Good price

$240 cm ')46 8958

'ires 3 tires Dunlop steel belted radiaKwe 155 14 Excellent condition Best
offer 253 5487

Refrig Fk^ rood 2 cii ft S15 00 C.ii

D»-nn.s at 6 6976 after 9 00 PM

TO SUBLET

1 fern wanted fm own rm m 2 bd'm ,i(,t

tst i.^M.in f Rt-P $t30util ifit I C.I'M 549

ROOM WANTED

Grad male wants efficwncy apt or room
in a house, within 1 mile of campus Zahid
545 0842 253 7097 for Dec to Aug

WANTIO

Used calculator
'vis (J84? .I.iys

ri SR 51 51A Call Mark

LOST

LOST Three records m CC N Pleasant St
ii.,i 1,1st fti niie Reward Jack 753 5442
.itlri ;p M

Lost Green Backpack with red stains

Rlupwdll Sat niie Need glasses, wallet

b.iitly Return Campus Center Assis Desk
'>J'i ,^718

Kenwood TK140XAMP Receiver Per
cond , 350 watt Ne«»d cash steal at

$125, first offer Call 253 2576 ex 101,
liMvi? message

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low price b fui

si'ivice All models avail T159 $225 58
$**95. 51 $49 95 HP s b Commodores
.iv.iil Models Irom $15 Remember we
swyicp iM c,il<:iilaiors we sell Before you
I my anywhere else call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators S49 1316

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Musk ServK e Best in rock thn, disco
''

I ^'u .< VK 4/.il Him

SERVICES

Collegiate research papers Thousands or-

lile All academic subfects Send $1 foi

nviil order i alaloq Box25918 2 los
Afujclrs ( ..ht <»rt1?', (21.1) 4n 84 74

Volvo repairs and maintenance All rears
and models, low prices Jack 586 0610

Expert typing, only $ 40 page Call after~6Men Thurs
, 256 8484

BIRTHDAy CAKES!' AM occasion caiies
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

PHOTOGRAPHy Passport and^
plication photos done Portraits in time for
Chnstmaj BEfW or color service in

siruction by arrangement Reasonable
prictrs for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9653 mqhts only

Typing $ 40 page Call anytime 549 6656

PERSONALS

To Flash Ithat s youl Do you think the
drive was worth it' Just tor an Oly Lite"
Well, Happy 24th Birthday hope you
downed a few Love CMH

Vern Thanx lor the flowers Would like to

see you again and meet Nipper T

Your Personal Biorhythm understand
your body s cycles increase your chances
of success 12 month computer plot,

begin any month year you specify
$9 96ppd Specify date of binh Applied
Mm rocomputer Systems Box 68 Silver

lake N H 03875H.HlHv,HJ1.NH-MH'Jllimili'i.'riilJUi,iniiiimfunii iiii.Nii.iiirjiiiiuij.n, iui.i ui. i, nii.ii i
".';

.

"

j"J|| , nmn,,,,,.
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flV TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

WOMEN GREEKS may be allowed back
on the Stanford campus, after a 33-year ban
of sororities, there. The Board of Trustees is

considering lifting the ban which they im-
posed in 1944 because the dual system of
sorority and University housing at that time
was "causing serious disruption among
women students.

"

Title IX of the Education Amendments Act
of 1972 has caused the trustees to consider
Stanford in violation because men currently
have a housing privilege - subjective
selection - which women do not, according
to a story in The Stanford Observer.
Thus far, only three national sororities of

the nine formerly on the campus have ex-
pressed an interest in returning.

HAPPY HOUR at Texas A&M occurs
every day in the campus library, from 9-30 to
10 a.m. and 12:30 to 1 p.m., and it's free,
according to a recent piece in tne Battalion
newspaper
The lines of faculty and students don't do

any drinking, either, once they get inside.

The Ramones in concert
Wednesday at Hatch

By now you've no doubt heard of punk
rock. But the Union Program Council now
gives you a remarkable chance to see and
hear the real thing for yourself, right on your
home turf - at the Hatch this Wednesday
evening, as The Ramones hit town for a one
night stand.

Leading perpetrators of American punk
rock — or "new wave" music — The
Ramones have just released their third Sire
album, "Rocket To Russia," which com-
prises "Teenage Lobotomy," "Cretin Hop"
and "Sheena Is A Punk Rocker." Their songs
are all short (under three minutes) and
furious walls of sound, replete with trulv

• memorable melodies, and their stage show is

one of the most exciting around.
If only out of a desire to witness punk rock

in person, if only out of curiosity, or if only to
hear some great rock n' roll, then The
Ramones are not to be missed.

Boston center director

speaks on energy policy
Dr. John Neely, executive director of the

Center for Energy Policy in Boston, will

speak tomorrow about the economic and
social consequences of a national energv
policy at 4 p.m. in Herter Hall 231. His talk
will be titled "The Failure of Energy Policy,
Why New England Will Use More Oil Rather
than Less" and will be followed by a question
period.

Neely has been involved with energy-
related matters since the early 70s, when he
worked with the Conservation Law Foun-
dation of New England. Since January of this
year he has been with the Center for Energy
Policy. Inc. involved in a variety of energy-
related matters and serves as a resource to
various agencies and organizations

TONIGHT MON NOV. 14

ANDY MAY
and the

TEXAS TABBY CRABBY

TUES. & WED
NOV. 15 & 16

FAT CHANCE

THURS., NOV 17

TO BE lirHODRCED

FRI. & SAT.

NOV. 1 8 & 19

JAM £S MONTGOMERy
. BAND

Sunderland. MA.
iRte. 47 Tel. 665-4937

What they do get is free compute' time that
IS valued at $4,000 in a busy month.
The Happy Hour is intended for students

not taking any courses in which funds are
alloted for computer work, but who want to
use the computer, anyway. The free time is
inanced by the office of the vice-president
tor academic affairs.

HEADLINE on a satirical piece about
violence and bad taste on TV. in the Texas
^ech University Daily is "As Our Stomachs
Turn.

Typing Paper,
Thesis paper & Binders

at
flJ. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.

flmherst

.Jt^^'^"^^ ^^ ^^fCH reminds that an
MIT student editor is being tried for his part
in publishing an allegedly racist photo in the
Freshman Picturebook.
The photo of drogo, the statue of a gorilla

used as a mascot and symbol by the
Technique, appeared captioned "Harvey
Grogo Kampala, Uganda." The result was
a charge that the picture and caption were a
racial slur against black Africans.
MIT president Wiesner and Chancellor

Gray agreed, while the picturebook's
publisher said the entire matter was intended
as humor and had been blown out of
proportion.

Minister raps ^

grade school
sex education

BOSTON lUPI] - A Boston Unitarian
minister has blasted a proposal to in-

troduce the issues of birth control and
family planning to children in the first

grades of school.
The Rev. James K. Allen of the First

Parish Church in the city's Dorchester
section said the ideas presented over the
weekend by a Chicago physician to the
American Public Health Association are
"preposterous."
The clergyman was referring to the

suggestions of Dr. Lonny Meyer, of the
Midwest Population Center.
The Rev. Allen said he supports sex

education but said the discussion of birth
control and other issues at that age
"would replace the innocent play of
children with incest and immorality."

Jewish documentary film

showing in Thompson
"Let My People Go" will be shown in

Thompson 104 today at 8 p.m. This film

contains rare footage which captures the
essence of the Jewish people - the early
settlers of kibbutzim in the 1920's, the
beginning of the Arab-Jewish conflict in

Palestine, the Holocaust, the illegal im-
migration to Palestine following World War II

and the founding of the state of Israel.

The film, sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel, is

free and open to the public.

fl PR06RflM IN W/WTER LEISURE LIFETIME
SKILLS IN m. HEART OF VERMONT'S
NORTHEAST KINC7POM.

.A^^
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The maior emphasis of the institute will be to provide an effec„„e experience for people who seek an introduction mdeveloping skills ,n alpine skiinq cross country skiingsnowshoe.ng and snowmobil.ng Duiing the ten day program, students vvill be conducted through a series of winter
skills models The instruction will be scheduled so that thestudent proceeds along various levels of competency Thisshould result in a growth pattern as the student is exposed to
..II f.vf. winter skills in repeating patterns over the duration of ^the institute The wmter skills learning models will be super ^vised by staff of Lyndon State Colleges Department ofRecreation and Leisure Studies
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[academic credit 3 semester hours
COST

$389 Out Of State Students
$209 In State Students

INCLUDES
Country style meals, lodging

instructional fees, equipment rentai.
trail fees, lift tickets.

and trar sportation
while attending institute

APPLY
MR JAMES McCarthy, chairman

Department of Recreational h Leisure Studies
Lyndon State College

Lyndonville, Vermont 05851

$100 deposit required
December 1, 1977
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DEPARTMENT of RECREATION
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TELEPHONE (80?) 626-33351
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Your Birthdau By Stella Wilder

MONDAr, NOVEMBER 14
Bom today, you are one

of life's merry-makers, al-
ways seeming to find some
reason for rejoicing. While
aware of the ills about you,
you refuse to allow them to
conquer you. You will not
aUow diaappointment to t>e
anything more than
momentary; certainly you
will not allow it to deter-
iorate into discourage-
ment. In short, you are
always ready to begin
again, regardless of tlie
difficulty involved.
A generous individual,

you often give away to
others precisely what you
need for material success;
for you consider peace of
mind, personal satisfac-
tion and spiritual growth
more important than any
material or financial gain.
Beware not to carry this
attutude to such extremes
that you cause th^ suffer-
ing of family and friends.
Vou get along extremely

weU with people, although
sometimes you prefer
••othmg more than soli-
tude Your ambiUons are
to fulfill your l>aaic nature
rather than gain a posiUon
of authority. Vou have
leadership qualities, but
can also understand when

a follower must take the
mitiative, must anticipate
needs and act to secure
them.

To find what is m store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
ctMTes|jonding paragraph.
I^t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER

IS

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
Nov 21 ) - Yesterday's good
tiny may become today's
nightmare if you are not
wise in the story you tell.

Don't exaggerate.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Carry a good
frame of mind to the day's
employment. A depressed
attitude serves no one.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - Help yourself
first today, then you will be
in a position to help anoth-
er. Disregard a game of
•chicken."

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Learn all you can
about the subject under
discussion before a meet-
ing with experts. Rejoice
at evening.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - A business opportu-
nity may prove more elu-

sive than you hoped Take
another's offer of aid seri-
ously

ARIESi March 21-April
19) - Today s opportiinity
for gain is not likely to
come again soon Take ad-
vantage of it.

TAURUS* April 20-May
20) - Make contacts with
those m social work so that
you can be- a help to the
lessening of problems
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)
Recent changes may not

be as workable as they
seemed. You may change
your mind again by eve-
ning.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - Money problems
should be set aside for now.
There is little you can do at
the moment to settle them.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

Unless you are willing to
take another's word, you
will be uneasy atwut the
future of projects at home.
VIHGO(Aug 23-Sept22) -

Today presents a wonder-
fully easy method of get-
ting ahead of the competi-
tion. Approach with
confidence.

LIBRA(Sept. 73-CM. 22) -

Settle the differences be-
tween friends without be-
coming embroiled in argu-
ment Take indirect action.

Oipj i>i>i. an
'^«««»»l>1ll1l.l«C

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Fault
5 HaH; Prefix

9 Keeps away
from

1

4

Tree-snake
1

5

Oil country
16 Wigwam's

relative

17 PtK>ne com-
pany
employees

19 Appraiser
20 Very mucti
21 Dock

worker
23 Balance

sheet items
25 Oirty places
26 Furnishes

with
stitches

28 Fence
crossings

32 Loss of

freedon
37 Sleeping

sound
38 UCLA's rival

39 Nasal
passages

41 Tap drink

42 Grave
45 Group of

Can. pro-

vinces
48 Sawbuck
50 Town map
51 Twirls
54 Folkms a

path
58 Rising again
62 Establish

firmly

63 Old
womanish

64 inherits: 2
words

66 Stoups
67 White frost

68 Ending for

the or idol

69 Corn silk

70 Lab heater
71 Standard

DOWN
1 Plants col-

lectively

2 Runs easily
3 Tracts
4 Most cordial
5 Baseball

statistic

6 Sensuous
love

7 Retail es-
tablish-

ments
8 Influx

9 Roadways
1 Steers to

shore: 2
words

1

1

"What are
you ?"

1

2

do-well
13Dry up Var

18 Fall flower

22

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved
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24 Cob or pen
27 S China

Sea gulf

29 Rich soil

30 Man's name
31 Observes 52 Wall recess

32 Plant fungus53 Treat with
33 This: Sp disdain

34 Scope of VI- 55 Poem divi-

formal

47 European

49 Adorn In-

formal

-a-vis

sion sion
35 FDR's crea- 56 Pierce

tion 57 cellar
36 Prehistoric 58 Riff's
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40 Mud deposit 59 Chem
43 Offends suffix

44 Make 60 China
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Pats falter again
as offense fails

.MONDAY NOVEMBER 14 1077 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1977

MIAMI [Compiled from wires] ~ The
Miami Dolphins struck for a second period
touchdown and their defense then took over
as the Dolphins defeated the Patriots, 17-5
yesterday at the Orange Bowl to hand the
Pats their second straight loss.

Gary Davis ran in from one-yard out for the
second quarter score, while Gary Yepremian
added a 33- yard field goal in the fourth
quarter to provide the Dolphins with hard-
earned points before Nat Moore caught a 26-
yard touchdown pass with 5:51 to play to
give Miami an insurance score.
New England's only offensive score was a

33-yard field goal by John Smith, which
made it 7-3 in the fourth quarter as Miami's
defense held on grimly. Miami punter Mike
Michel took a safety intentionally on the
games final snap, standing in the end zone
as the gun went off

The stunning kickoff return by Davis set
up Yepremian's field goal to give the
defenders a bit more breathing room.

Smith's field goal came after an un-
necessary roughness penalty on a Miami
punt gave New England the ball on its own
47 yard line.

Ike Forte, who earlier in the second half
had a 33- yard touchdown run called back by
a holding penalty, started the drive by
skirting right end for 16 yards and one play
later bursting eight yards up the middle.

But on the kickoff following Smith's three-
pointer, Davis darted up the left sideline
swung across midfield and raced to the
Patriot 22 yard line. Miami worked down to
the two on Griese passes of three yards to
Don Nottingham and 15 to Moore

The offense stalled and Pete Barnes threw
Griese back to the 18, forcing Yepremian's
field goal.

New England threatened on its first
possession, but was unable to muster much
offense the remainder of the half. The Pats
were shut out through a first half for the first
time in 25 games.

The first quarter threat came when New
England got the ball on the Miami 43 on a

Baltimore 31 Buffalo 13
P'ttsburyh 35, Cleveland 31
Atlanta 17. Detroit 6
Seattle 17, NY Jets
Washington 17, Philadelphia 14
Mianni 17, New England 5
NY Giants 10, Tampa Bay
Chicago 28, Kansas C.ty 27
Los Angeles 24, Green Bay 6
San Francisco 10. New Orleans 7 QT
Minnesota 42, Cincinnati 14
Denver 17, San Diego 14
Oakland 34, Houston 29

Short punt and 15-yard penalty. The Patriots
moved to the Dolphin 16 in seven plays but a
procedure penalty pushed them back to the
21 and Smith was wide with a 37-yard field
goal attempt.

The Dolphins blunted a late New England

Hather han risk a punt return or blocked kick
•n the closing seconds. Michel took the snapand ran around in the end zone for five

exp?red^
^ ^"""^ ""^ *^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^l^^*^

*D keeps promise
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

v.-.th three interceptions. Just super '

said
Sullivan.

Secondary coach Jim Reid was happy and
relieved when his secondary responded the
way It did.

"We just had a couple of breakdowns the
whole afternoon. Croasdale went one-on-
one with Pope four times and won three out
of the four. I'm proud of the people back
there and I love them all," said Reid.
"A lot of people said we were going to lose

the game m the secondary all week and we
worked hard all week to prevent that. I think
Allen IS even a bener quarterback than
Leamon Hall of Army and we stopped Allen
all but once, " Reid added.

The offense's reaction was nothing but
pride for the defense.

"Things weren't going as well as we
hoped in terms of moving the ball but after
that goal line stand, we knew we had to
repay the defense in some way. They made
life easier for us," said offensive lineman
Gerry Greene
"The defense was phenomenal, " said tight

end Moses Williams.
"At halftime, we said that we were not

loing to let the game get away from us. As
far as UNH was concerned, the door was
closed for them. The defense slammed it

right in their faces," Williams added.
"It was the greatest goal line stand in the

history of UMass football. A real classic
because it meant everything," said head
coach Dick MacPherson.

•IC4A 's
CONT. FROM PAGE 17
run across athletic fields for the first mile and
then enter a hilly, treacherous stretch of two
miles In this period, the runners will go
through horse and riding paths, rugby fields
narrow woods with sharp ditches and get
themselves ready for "Cemetery Hill."

"Cemetery Hill", said O'Brien, is about the
steepest hill on a cross country course I have
ever seen. It gets its name not because
runners pass out when they get to the top of
the hill, but because there is a little cemetery
at the top."

The runners then sprint down the hill for a
half mile to the finish line.

An hour after the varsity race, assistant
coach Arnie Morse will send 12 runners to
the line to compete in the JV race. The JV
harriers, coming off winning the New
England titles are favored to win the JV
IC4A's, which they won last year

Mast«-^f ot Arts n

Teachmq ProqrarTi

at NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS
THINKING ABOUT A CAREER?
Consider the Master of Arts in

Teaching Program at Northwestern
University and a career in teaching

15 month master s degree program June 78-
Auqust 79

Advanced study m your field

Teacher certification elementary or secondary
Summer student teaching experience
SALARIED INTERNSHIP ($4 500 to S6 500l m
nearby school for full school year

Last year 85 percent of our qraduat^b bt-eHmq
teaching positions ound employment as teachers
Si.j- up ,,t the Otfii . ,f Carpet Counseling for an
.ip|M)MHiiu'nt \A(ith Joiiri Elisbi^rq Director
Tf.n tu-r EdtK.itioo Programs who will b« on ram

-I'u W»Mln»»sf1itv November 16 from 9 00 a m until
in It)
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Turn In Your Ski Gear For

THE SALE OF THE YEAR
Nov 16 19

Harriers invade Bronx

^
Tommorrow Is O
The Last Day'

for info call ski club 545 3437

2 to face Eastern powers
,Noa±issiiAi±,iMoaiissiiAii,Noa iissr
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GRE
A weekend intensive course is planned for November 19 and 20 Those in
terested may also take our practice exam, with or without review session
For information call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256 6462.

TESTPREP

EIODse
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

^

r^ Fairfield Mall/chicopee

Coming soon ....

School of Business
Administration

Career Day
All University students are invited to
attend the School of Business Ad-
ministration's Career Day on November
29, 1977 in the Campus Center Hotel. The
program will begin at 9:00 a.m. and will
feature representatives from the 15
leading corporations In addition there
will be representatives from State and
Federal Government. Featured speaker at
the luncheon m rm 1009 will be Mr
Charles B. Housen, president of Erving
Paper Mills.

Tickets for the luncheon will be
available at the coffee shop in the lobby of
the School of Business Administration.

Student Price $2.50 Faculty $3.50

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

All season long, the UMass cross country
team has been living in the shadow of
Providence College, ranked fourth in the
country. Today's meet, the IC4A's, will
decide just how well UMass itself can do on a
national level.

Providence, by virtue of winning the New
England's last week, was given exemption
from running in today's meet scheduled for
Van Cortland Park in the Bronx (1200
varsity race). The Friars will compete next
Monday in the nationals held in Spokane
Washington.

The top two New England colleges to
finish in today's game will qualify for the
nationals.

With Providence not competing, the team
title IS up for grabs. UMass has a good
chance for the top spot but according to
head coach Ken O'Brien, the competition will
be stiff.

Rutgers, Villanova, and Georgetown
represent the three best teams in the New
York-New Jersey region and are very similar
in team personnel.
"On paper, Villanova has the best talent

but in actual performances this year, Rutgers
IS my choice to win the meet," said O'Brien.

Rutgers comes into today's meet, rated
9th in the country and undefeated, with a 9-0
record.

"They have no one really super but they
have seven runners on about the same level,
which in comparison to our team could be a
mixture of seven Mike Quinn's and Stetson
Arnolds," said O'Brien.

Villanova was highly regarded by O'Brien
at the beginning of the year but he termed its
8-1 record "lackadasical".' The Wildcats are
led by South African transfer Sidney Marcey,
3:56 miler.

"If Villanova runs to potential, they could
win the meet, but I am more scared of
Rutgers than I am of Villanova," said
O'Brien.

Georgetown is regarded by O'Brien as the
sleeper in today's meet. It finished third in
last year's IC4A's, and are ranked 1 1 th in the
country. It is led by George Peterson, a four
minute miler, and Jim Dobrynski, seventh
finisher in last year's IC4A race.

For UMass to do well requires good
performances from two important variables.
For the last two weeks, O'Brien's squad has
been buoyed by the returns of injured
runners Mike Quinn and Stetson Arnold.
Quinn won the Yankee Conference meet and
placed 4th in the New England's, while
Arnold ran sixth in last week's NE race.

Still, O'Brien cannot predict just how well
the two will do today.
"Knowing the type of injuries they have

had (Ouinn-ankle, and Arnold-
hypoglycemia), I can't say just how well they
will do. If we are to do anything it depends
on those two," said O'Brien.

Secondly, the finish of UMass runners
Frank Carroll, Lou Panaccione, Matt Wolff,
Tom Wolff, and Michael Morris in relation to
Quinn and Arnold will also determine the
finish of the harriers.

"If Mike and Stetson do well, the rest of
the runners will have to be close, because in
all three cases, Georgetown, Villanova, and
Rutgers have the caliber of runners that are
equal to Quinn and Arnold. We can't afford
to have two runners in the top ten and then
wait another ten places before our next
runner comes in," said O'Brien.

Last year UMass finished 8th as a team in a
strange race which saw Mike Quinn get
stomach cramps in the middle of the race
and drop out, and little known (in x-country
circles) Harvard University win the team title,

title.

Two aspects in UMass' favor are that 23 of
the top 50 finishers in las* year's race have
graduated, and secondly, UMass more than
any other team has run the rough Van
Cortland Park course reasonably well.

In the heart of the Bronx, overlooking
Manhatten College, 270 runners will line up

TURN TO PAGE 16

Merwomen open season
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's swimming and
diving team "kicks off" its season tonight, as
it hosts Smith and Mount Holyoke in a 6:00
tri-meet at NOPE pool.

"It should be a good meet," says UMass
coach John Nunnelly. "With the five-college
rivalry, everyone should be psyched."

Nunnelly is particularly excited about
tonight's meet, because it is his first as a
collegiate coach.

Although the 25 swimmers and divers on
this year's UMass team have been practicing
for two months now. Smith and Mount
Holyoke have been training since the first

day of school, and are at the peak of their
seasons.

"That will make it tougher for us," said
Nunnelly.

Last year the team beat Mount Holyoke,
but didn't swim Smith.

This year, the two visiting teams have
selected to swim a "long program " meet.

where the 12 swimming events are twice
their usual length.

Siiicfc UMass is primarily a sprinting team,
that could be a disadvantage, said Nunnelly.

The fact that the scoring will be divided
three ways could also make the meet a close
one. "Every race will count," he said.

Although Nunnelly expects "good per-
formances all-around", the team's strongest
event should be the 200-yard butterfly, in

which UMass will have New England
champion Deb Schwartz entered.

Nunnelly is also counting on the team's
"outstanding divers," who compete in two
events, for extra points. The five divers on
the team are coached by Doug Forsyth.

Tonight's meet is the first of 14 for the
UMass women, whose season runs until
March.

For the team's six home meets, volunteers
to help with timing and judging are needed.

The team's next meet, and first djal away
from home, will be against Willams on
Wednesday.

ZAYRE'S Tues thru Sat
Nov 15th- 19th
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Stickers soar to Nationals
By JIM GLEASON
Cotlegian Staff

"I knew we could do it and we did it
We're going to Colorado."

- the UMass field hockey team

CAMBRIDGE - The UMass field hockey
team reached the goal it has been playing for
all season - a chance to compete in the
Nationals at Colorado next week.
Though the Minutewomen were edged, 1-

0, in the Northeast finals, they were assured
a seed m the National Playoffs by virtue of
their 2-1 win over Springfield in the semi-
finals this weekend at Harvard Stadium.
UConn won the Northeast EAIAW play-

offs with its 1-0 victory over UMass.
The UMass team played the best hockey

of the tournament and its most consistent
hockey of the season to place second.
A proud UMass coach Judith Davidson

was admirable of her team's performance.
"I am so pleased that we showed what we

can do. Everybody on the team played so
well and I'm very proud of them," she said.
The tournament started on Thursday

morning with 16 tense teams trying to ad-
vance. UMass was paired against a virtually
unknown Maine but quickly sized up its
chances.

"I knew right after the game started we
were going to win because I could see we
were better in every position," said Judy
Kennedy.
And win the Minutewomen did, 2-1.

UMass started quick and strong and had a 2-
lead at halftime on goals by Lynsie Wick-

nan. The goals were identical and scored off
penalty corners when Jody Wickman flicked
the ball out front to Cheryl Meliones, who
caught it and left it for Lynsie who drove the
ball into the lower right-hand corner of the
goal.

UMaine scored with 19 minutes left in the
game and applied pressure as UMass
seemed to let down. But a solid defense-led
by goalie Kathy Gipps, sweeper Gayle
Hutchinson, and right back Kelly Sails -
kept the ball out and gave UMass the victory.

Instead of returning to the hotel for the
day, the team had to stay for another game
at 3:00.

**

The UMass squad, already tired from its
earlier game, stretched out and warmed up
to play Dartmouth. It took the Minutewomen
a while to get going and the score was 0-0 at
halftime. Realizing their whole season's
hopes were on the line, the stickers applied
early second half pressure.

Right from a penalty corner, UMass also
scored and forced the Big Green goalie to
cover up on the ball in the scoring circle.
Resulting from that action, Sue Kibling was
awarded a penalty stroke. After a slight
delay, Kibling drove a hard shot into the
lower left hand corner to give the team a 1-0
lead.

Play for the following minutes was even
with both teams getting good chances to
score. Then, from a seemingly harmless play,
came one of the most outstanding individual
efforts of the tournament.

Laura O'Neil stickhandled and dipsy-
doodled for 30 yards past Green defenders
and broke in alone on the helpless goalie
O'Neil mipaged to keep her balance long
enough to hit the ball in the net.

That gave UMass a 2-0 lead and the win
but more importantly supplied the team with
confidence as it looked ahead to the next
day's game with Springfield.

"We needed not only to win those games
but to play well and we did," reflected
Davidson. "Laura's goal was our first
regular' goal and we needed to know we
could score those."

It was late in the afternoon when the game
ended and the team was ecstatic but drained
- both mentally and physically. Each player
was tired and most had minor injuries. The
only thought which kept them going was
that Springfield was next.

Ginger Bulman said, "I think it was good
that we played Springfield because I don't
think we could have 'gotten up' for anybody
else. We knew what we had to do to win."

The field was ready for the Minutewomen-
Chief clash with both teams knowing the
wiriner was headed for Colorado.

"I was never so nervous for any single
game in all my life," said Judy Kennedy.

The first half was, for the most part, played
evenly as neither team wanted to take
chances and there was no score at halftime.
Hutchinson made some great last effort
saves when the ball laid on the goal line to
keep the game tied.

In the second half, Jody Wickman scored
her first goal of the year from a loose ball in
front of the net.

Six minutes later, O'Neil scored the in-
surance goal on another fine individual ef-
fort. Springfield's Nita Lamborghini put in a
meaningless goal with 30 seconds remaining
to make the score appear close. The fact is
that most of the UMass team was waiting
around as the clock ran down the final
seconds.
The team was off to Colorado.

Booters bop PC, 2-0;

Hodgdon sets record
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Senior goaltender Mark Hodgdon broke
the record for shutouts in one season with
his sixth blanking of the year on Saturday
afternoon to lead the UMass soccer team to
a 2 win over the Friars of Providence
College on Hicks Field in the final contest of
the regular season. Prior to the game, the
Minutemen learned that they were selected
as one of four teams in the upcoming ECAC
Playoffs The announcement came after
UMass was snubbed by the selection
committee for the New England Division One
playoffs last week.
The UMass win gives the Minutemen a

final record of 10-4 while Providence finished
its season at 5-8-1.

"Our defense wanted the shutout for
overall pride," said the record setting
Hodgdon "I'm just glad that the regular
season ended on this happy note."
Hodgdon's performance wasn't the only

record set on Saturday as fon/vard Joel
Mascolo, named Yankee Conference Player
of the Week for his work last week, equaled
the record for assists during one season
when he notched his seventh of the year.

Mascolo is now fourth in the Yankee
Conference in scoring while teammate Tasso
Koutsoukos holds the number two spot.
The scoring for UMass was opened up by

freshman Bob Abt who slid a rebound past
Friar netminder Bob Patton at 28:44 of the
first half with the assist going to Bill Leary. It

was Abt's first career goal.
12 minutes later, Koutsoukos finished up

the scoring when he took a perfect lead pass
from Mascolo and beat Patton with a low
shot to the right.

The Minutemen had plenty of other
chances to increase their margin but just
couldn ; connect on the last pass during
several offensive thrusts.

"We had the chances to run it up but just
didn't do it," said UMass mentor Russ Kidd.

"It was just a solid, controlled game of
soccer," continued Kidd. "We only gave
them two.really good scoring chances."

Frtar coach Bill Doyle said that UMass'
passing offense caused his backs to back up
and play a defensive game.

"In stead of three halfbacks, we had six ofem playing back," explained Doyle "We
)ust let them handle the ball too much."
One of the scoring threats for the Friars

came late in the second half when one of the
Friars got the ball in front of the UMass net
with no one. including Hodgdon, in front of
him. Instead of taking his time, the
Providence player got off a hurried shot that
sailed over the net to the relief of the entire
UMass bench

"I figured that he'd take his time and just
slide It in with no one around," said a relieved
Hodgdon.
The Minutemen are now awaiting final

details on the upcoming ECAC tourney
which will take place this Saturday. The four
teams that have been selected are: Oneonta
College, Adelphi University, Boston
University, and UMass. UMass would like to
get a chance to prove that the New England
Tournament Committee shouldn't have
overlooked them, according to team
members.

Saturday's game also marked the last
regular season contest for UMass seniors
Larry Aronson, Ed Niemiec (co-captains)
Andy Moore, Willie Sorenson. and Hodgdon'
Each were announced before Saturday's
game with a summary of their deeds by
announcer Bob Lazarus who is also
graduating this spring after doing a won-
derful job at the Mmuteman home games
BOOTER BANTER A tip of the hat to

ballgirls Nancy Maki, Lisa Newborg, Nancy
Stechler, and Roberta DAmbrosia. Their
presence has added a touch of class to the
Mmuteman home games. Also, statistician
Cindy Laborde, manager Barry Benson, and
trainer JoAnne Celia deserve credit for the
time and help that they both have con
tributed to the team. ..the booters finished
strong with an awesome seven game
winning streak. ..Hodgdon is ranked fourth
among Yankee Con. netminders...if
momentum is a key, the booters should do
well in the ECAC tourney.

Lynsie Wickman stickhandles past a UConn defender. The Minutewomen fellto the Huskies, 1-0, Saturday. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Collegian '9

Return

of the

Beanpot

However, UMass had one game left to
decide the Northeast Champions and it was
against UConn, upset winners over UNH. A
tired and battered UMass team took the field
and quickly fell behind 1-0.

Not accustomed to losing, the stickers
gave it all they had and controlled play but
could not score. They hit the goalpost twice
and once had the ball spinning on the goal
line but couldn't get it in. The team lost, 1-0,
and placed second in the Northeast.

Davidson was happy with her team's

pertormance despite the loss. "They gave it

everything they had and came back even
though they were dead (tired)," she said.
The team politely watched as UConn

accepted its trophies and celeorated with
champagne. The Minutewomen left the
stadium separately and dejected, momen-
tarily forgetting their season's dream had
come true.

But someone yelled to Jody Wickman,
"C'mon, hold your head up, you played well
and you're flying to Colorado.

"
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Paul's Mall - Jazz M^orktlitp Prasants

IN CONCERT

KENNY

RANKIN
PLUS

SPECIAL eUEST

H/ED. NOV. 16

2 SHOI^S - 7& 10 PM.

Jieaoei-TistHasie

Tickets ^6. unreserved

Tickets on sale Now at

AMHERST RADIO - Northampton

SUNSHINE RECORD- Amherst

FACES of EARTH - Amherst

MAIN MUSIC - Springfield

GOOD BODIES - So. Hadiey

(across from Mt. Holyoke)

Tickets on sale at Box Office

Wed. Nov. 16 FROM 12 NOON
Information Call 584-843S

Produced by HT PRODUCTIONS

Northampton, ,Mass

Some favorites

you can expect to hear...

"Peaceful"

"Penny Lane"

"Haven't MVe Met"

"Blackbird"

"Silver morninj"

Recording on

- 4^—

I

LittilJvCta^

John Romboli gathers in a 21-yard
touchdown toss from Mike Fallon (top);

Hank Sareault takes a shot in the face
from a UNH tackier (above left); UNH
quarterback Jeff Allen is sacked by
middle guard Phil Puopolo (above
center); UMass coach Dick MacPherson
screams a message to his charges
(above right); Defensive back Dave
Croasdale returns one of his three in-

terceptions, for which he was awarded
the game ball (left); Sareault struggles
for a few extra yards (right). (Staff
photos by Dave Rodgers and Bob
Higgins)
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Dave Croasdale, who received the game
ball for his three thefts, set up UMass's
second score by picking off Aliens pass to
intended receiver Lee Pope on the Wildcats'
next series after the goal line stand
Croasdale stepped in front of Pope at hisown 20-vard line, then raced 38 yards up the
sideline to the New Hampshire 47.

UMass's offense took command, when six
plays later, on the second play of the fourth
Q'jarter, fullback Hank Sareault rambled 16
yards to give the Minutemen a 12-0 lead.

On Its next series. UMass drove 65 yards
on eight plays - mostly due to the running
of Sareault and reserve halfback Dave
Douvadjian A senior, Douvadjian entered
the game mid-way through the second
quarter, after Coleman was forced to leave
the game because of an ankle injury. The
slashing type runner was a big factor in
UMass's success and was the game's
leading ground ga.ner with 99 yards in 17
carries.

"This IS the most I've ever played I think
"

said the Greenfield native. 'I was sorry to see
Bi ly get hurt, but it meant a lot to me to be
able to get in the game. Just to be a part of
this and to have made a contribution is a
great feeling.

But UMass's third score didn't come on
the ground. Rather, quarterback Mike Fallon
(eight completions in 17 attefnpts for 128
yards) surprised everyone in the stadium
when on a fourth and one situation at UNH's
21-yard line he hit John Romboli coming out
of the backfield for the score.

Romboli was another key factor behinfH
UMass s victory. In the first half he managed
to keep the Wildcats pinned deep in their
own territory with an adept display of
punting. Twice he left New Hampshire stuck
inside Its own ten-yard line, and once he
saved the Minutemen from possible disaster £m m

Near the end of the first period, Romboli M% ^\liF%^
went in to punt. Standing near his own 45- ^^ M^i^W\
yard line he watched the snap from center

^^^^im%d
sail over his head. He turned, caught the ball
on the run, avoided a tackle, then somehow m^^^m m.mm. .^managed to get the kick off. Although it was f^Mn Ir|0^

listed as only a nine-yard punt, the play had
actually saved the Minutemen almost 45
yards

The matter of field position was the key inhe opening half. UMass's defense allowed
the W„dcats a miserly 60 total offensive
yards in the half. The defense harassed Allen
and hmited Burnham to 57 yards rushingBurnham did not enjoy his best afternoon as
he finished with 81 yards in 23 carries The
strong senior halfback did score his team's
only points for the day when he burst over
from the one in the fourth quarter for his^nd TD this season.

"VVe never had field possession that whole
half, said Bowes. "That hurt us. We justweren t able to get anything going

"

The Minutemen's first score came 939

cT\^!l
^'^st quarter on a one-yard plunge byColeman. The touchdown was set up by a

49 vLh°/'T
C^^'^'^gs pass that covered

iNH^felg^h^t^d^le"^^^^ ^°"-- -
Standing in the delirious locker room after

tl,,^ \ '^o-captain Peter McCarty sur^-med up the team's feeling.
"Like the song says, " said McCartv

re erring to the Beanpot trophy wtch ^i

belong. "

'° ^'"^ ^°" ^^^^ "^^^'^ VO^

MINUTEMAN FUMBLINGS... Evidence ofhe Minutemen's pass rush was the statist^that showed Allen losing 46 yards on th^day... Inunes took their toil as Coleman

team
..u..uycu nj yci iiic MLR oTT. Miinoupn It was

A win brings benefits
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - The UMass football
team earned quite a bit more than the
Yankee Conference championship Arhen it

defeated New Hampshire, 19-8, Saturday at
Cowell Stadium.
The Minutemen. in all likelihood, will be

the East representative in the national
Division II playoffs. They may also win the
Lambert Cup, symbolic of the top middle-
sized Eastern collegiate grid team. In ad-
dition, UMass has a good chance of finding
Itself ranked number one in the nation in
Division II.

To top It all off, this Saturday's UMass-
Boston College game will almost definitely
be telecast on a regional basis by ABC-TV

First, the playoff picture. Unlike Division I

college football competition, the NCAA has
adopted a post season playoff format for
Divisions II and III.

Eight teams are selected for post-season
play, which begins Nov. 26. The East South
Midwest, and West regions are each
represented by one team, while four other
teams are named as at-large participants.
A representative from the NCAA said

Thursday that the winner of the UMass-UNH
game's chances of making the playoffs are
'frxcellent.

"

By IVIIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The Lambert Cup may also be awarded to

^t? Z'hi^ 'ramer',H:°^
'™'^'

.raHed the Wildcats fyTJii atw '^S^T.T.latest Lambert Cup poll will b^ ,eiealed

UMass, which was ranked third nation

™o1V"up''aMi:s?
°'^'^'°" " 1=* "^-l"nove up at least one notch in the new

Sou?hr.° ^' ^t^^^^ tomorrow n?ghtbouth Carolina State (ranked first) ln« itc

w..h an f1 1 rIcCd ""'^ '""^ '"' '«^'

Saturday as ,t beat Northern Colorado ™3
o.'hL^So^°""*""^°""«'^«'^'L't

-J?r^-™''ei',^^rprce%^^"t
Xird-?;ofr'^c'o°„r"---
'egird'nTa Xls? -'aC^",,

^°"'««='

nioht "hut ARr ^ f ' ° Connell said last

thi'r 'lighting. ''' ^° ^° ^'^^^ *° ^^^'^ ^uX

O'Connell said he exn*>rt«: to k^., t

A UMass sports bonanza
•Stickers Denver-bound, p. 18

•Boaters blank PC, p. 18

•Football photo essay, p. 19

DURHAl^, N.H. - When all is said and
done concerning the UMass victorySa urday over New Hampshire, people will
still continue to discuss who the game ball
should have gone to.

Cornerback Dave Croasdale received the
ball frorn captains Peter McCarty and John
Gladchuk and said there were a number of
people equally deserving of the award

who H°y'*^ kT^ ^ '°^ °^ "^"^^s °" this teamwho did a helluva job for us, John RomboliDave Douvadjian, Mike Fallon; but as awhole I have never played on such a teamand have been this proud of everyone T^edefense was unbelievable and the guyson itdeserve a game ball," said Croasdale
When fans look back and remember thisgame, they will remember the goal line stand

of the UMass defense which not onlychanged the momentum of the game but
also represented the character, hard workand confidence of the total UMass defensive

"I knew " said offensive lineman Jim
^'enta, and everyone else knew that UNHwas not going to score on those set ofdowns. Our defense has done that all yearand It s certainly no surprise to anyone on
this team.

n^T MMu^^'^^'^'^g
6-0 in the third

quarter, UNH changed offensive strategies
after being convinced that Bill Burnham was
not going to get past the UMass defensive
ines and the linebackers. In 11 attempts in
the first half, Burnham had 57 yards but in
total team rushing yardage, UNH had only 24
yards in 24 attempts.
UNH quarterback Jeff Allen decided to qo

to the air and connected on a 31 -yard pass
reception, giving UNH the ball on the UMass
1/ _After completing two more swing passes
and a Burnham rush for three yards the
situation was set for the UMass goal' line
stand on the four yard line.

Allen tried to bootleg it in but was stopped
on the one- yard line by safety Steve
Mclnnes. Burnham tried to bulldoze in but a
combination of UMass defenders (Dave
Bemis, Phil Puopolo, Duncan Gillan Peter

McCarty Joe Harrington, and Dave
Croasdale) stacked him up on the one foot
line.

Burnham tried again, but again the UMass
defensive line rose again to the occasion and
he was stopped. There was no
measurement. It was obvious. But how close
did Burnham come?

''This close," said linebacker JohnU Amato, holding his hands six inches close
That killed UNH's momentum right

there, said lineman Bemis, who sacked
Allen three times on the afternoon.

"I think we were able to do," Bemis said
because we all believed in each other'

Everyone was talking to each other, trying to
help each other out."

Puopolo, another lineman, who sacked
Allen another three times and was credited
with the tackle twice on the goal line stand
credited his linemates
"When I had my hands on Burnham, there

were at least six pair of hands on him also. IfUNH had tried again, we would have
stopped him again. There was no way he
was going to get in, because we knew if we
stopped him then, UNH was broken " he
said.

Safety Harrington felt the unsung hero of
the defensive line was reserve Gillan who
replaced the injured John Willis in the
second half.

"Gillan was unbelievable. He was there
popping Burnham and keeping the pressure

P.?.,
"®" that whole second half. Losing

Willis hurt at first but UNH could not get past
Gillan. He was super," Harrington said.
The UMass secondary (Dave Croasdale

Kevin Sullivan, Harrington, and Mclnnes)
knew the pressure was going to be on them
when Allen started going to the air.

After the goal line stand, in its next
possession, UNH went to the air on nearly
every play. The result was a 39-yard pass
reception setting up a UNH touchdown but
the secondary didn't panic.

"We knew Allen was going to attack our
area. So we had to buckle down even harder
Dave (Croasdale) was great. He had the
oughest assignment (covering Lee PopeUNH s leading receiver) and he responded

TURN TO PAGE 16

WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Another "reverse discrimination"
case arrived at the Supreme Court
— this one dealing with required
black representation on two
student groups at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

The University filed the appeal
ifter two white students, Lawrence
Jzzell and Robert Arrington, won
at the federal appeals court level on
their challenge to the represen-
tation regulations.

After the students have had a
chance to present their side, the
justices will decide whether to
review the case.

The court heard arguments last

Supreme Court gets another college
'reverse bias' case

month on an appeal by the
University of California from a state
supreme court decision striking
down the special minority ad-
missions program at the univer-
sity's Davis Medical school.
The "reverse discrimination

lawsuit was brought by a twice-
rejected white applicant, Allan
Bakke.

In the North Carolina case, Uzzell
and Arrington objected to student
government regulations which:

-Required the student body
president appoint two black
members and two women to the
20-member campus governing
council if two are not elected.

-Permitted an accused called
before the student honor court to
request that four of the seven
judges be members of his or her
race or sex.

Uzzell and Arrington contended
that federal civil rights law
guarantees them the right to attend
a state university free from officially
approved discrimination, and a
taxpayer should not be compelled
to subsidize a university that
sanctions discrimination.

A panel of the 4th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that
"without either reasonable basis or
compelling interest, the com-

position of the council is formulated
on the basis of race."

"This form of constituency
blatantly fouls the letter and spirit
of both the Civil Rights acts and the
14th Amendment," the opinion
said.

The same ruling was made
regarding the honor court.
On re-examination by the entire

circuit bench, the panel was upheld
4-3.

The circuit court dissenters said
the white students lacked standing

to sue because "there is no actual
or threatened injury to them."They
also deplored the lack of a complete
record of "the whole story., of
discrimination or non-
discrin.ination at the university."

In its appeal, the university said
the lower court "ignored the
distinction between the benign or
harmless uoe of racial
classifications and their invidious
use" and "the principle that harm is

an essential ^ir'dicate to standing
and (to) the txisnnce of a real and
(oncrete controversy."

The Cinema as a Political Tool

Sam Greenlee, photo by Marcia Hospedales

By \N.J. WHEELER
Nummo News Staff

Sam Greenlee a native Black
American is a Author, Film
Producer, and poet exquisitus. On
Tuesday, Nov. 8, at the N.A.H.
Lumumba Hut he presented the
film he CO-PRODUCED EN-
TITLED, "THE SPOOK WHO SAT
BY THE DOOR". The film is an
adaptation of his book, which is of
the same name.

He stated that he had a difficult

time trying to get his book
published, in which case, he sent
the rough draft to over twelve

publishers before one accepted to
publish his book. The book was
published by Bantam Publishers in

1970 and came out in paperback in

1972.

The book became an immediate
success directly after it was
distributed to independent lower
establishmentarians. Six months
later Film Director and Actor Ivan
Dixon approached Sam Greenlee
with an idea to edapt his book into
a movie, the two decided to
produce the film themselves. Sam
Greenlee suspected that had he

released the filming rights to a
multi-national cinemacrat the film
would be turned into something
completely opposite.

Sam Greenie and Ivan Dixon did
not foresee the difficulties they
would encounter trying to produce
the film independently. They ran

short of funds while filming and had
to cut certian portions of the film
that were very costly but doing this
the total quality of the film was
diminished.

Sam Greenlee served several
years in the Foreign Service of the
U.S. Information Service, while
there he observed many CIA. men
while assigned in Iraq, Indonesia
and Greece. He characterized them
as men with a guise of humility that
would be comical if it were not for
the fact that they are extremely
dangerous.

The film is a indepth in-
terpretation of the mannerisms of
CIA. agents particularly in regards
to white agents attitudes towards
black agents and black peoples
capabilities as a whole.

The film had such an impact on
black youths that movie theaters
gradually phased the film out. The
film made a lot of money while it

was being distributed, Sam
Greenlee attributes the sporadic
plug pulling of the film to the
content of the film and the growing
fear that black youths would take
the film literally. As in the film

where as the black CI. A. recruit

completes training and joins the
ranks of the CI. A. with alternus
motives. The ploy of the flim is for
the black' agent to gain as much
information as possible without
being suspected of using that
information against the C.I.A. He
does completely disguise his in-

tentions and organized a
revolutionary army of black patriots
in the name of freedom. The film is

of such dynamic dimensions that
theater owners regard it as a un-
profitable comodity, but in reality

the film made a more than ap-
preciative profit up until th* time
that it was phased out.

Sam Greenlee stated that he can
no longer get any of his work
published neither can he get a
decent job in his profession. The
publishers industry stated Greenlee
has "white listed him". In other

word they consider his work
subversive and of a decadent
nature. Sam Greenlee stated that
he is in exile in the writers industry
and he is presently earning his

livelyhood lecturing on college
campuses and through speaking
engagements.

Sam Greenlee considers his film
a composit demonstration that
black people can take those
measure necessary to liberate
themselves from the oppression
institutions that control their lives.

The Che-Lumumba
Benefit

Archie Shepp Quintet, photo

bv KEVIN JONES
In this society we are often

forced to accept the culture of the
oppressor. We are fortunate to live

in an area which is frequented by
the presence of artists such as
Marion Brown, Vishnu Wood, Max
Roach and in Thursday night's case
Archie Shepp.
The audience at the UMASS

by Edwin Patterson

Fine Arts Center was privileged to

witness an array of Third World
cultural shows through the
exhibition of poetry, dance and
music. The Archie Shepp Quintet
along with the Diane RAMOS
Theater-Dance Workshop En

Continued on Page 6
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Protests hit KKK border patrol unit
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1977 Nummo News Page 3

San Diego, Calif.

The Ku Klux Klan (KKK! began
its vigilante patrols of the U.S.-
Mexican border last week in the
face of intense opposition from the
Chicano community here.

U.S. Attorney General Griffin Bell
o'derec the KKK to halt itc ^ order
activities Oct. 27.

Bells warning that the Klan
"cease and desist under penalty of
law" was the first sign of federal
opposition to the patrols. KK Grand
Dragon David Duke received a
guided tour of the San Ysidro
border area near here last week
from U.S. Immigration dnd
Naturalization Service (INS) official

Alan Clayton.

Shortly after Bell's statement, his
office issued a mildoi release ex-
plaining that while the Justice
Department had no authority to
actually stop the border hunts, such
work should only be handled by
legitimate law enforcement of-
ficials.

In Texas, meanwhile, Duke
stated that the Klan plans to
continue its border patrol despite
Bell's threats.

And in San Ysidro, Calif., an
estimated 750 people marched to
the border and back Oct. 29 to
protest both the KKK patrols and
INS harassment.

Herman Baca of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Chicano Rights set
the tone of the rally when he told
the multinational crowd: "As long
as the migra (the name given to the
INS) exists, racism and
discrimination will continue. Only
when we unite can we hope to
eliminate these evils. " Bacca also
insisted that the much-publicized
KKK border patrol was not the
most important target for attack.

"The INS and the government
set the tone and determine the
policies that allow groups like the
KKK to thrive," he said. "We must
get to the root of the problem if we
expect solutions."

The action was sponsored by a

broad range of groups including the
Blac. Federation, Puerto Rico
Solidarity Committee (PRSC),
Un'on of Democratic Filipinos and
muny individuals and community
organizations.

In announcing formation of the
border patrol Oct. 19, Duke said the
Klan would stem a "rising tide of
color washing over our border.

I^Mer
i^

f^KK leaaer Davia Duke at California border Oct. 25.

washing away our culture, our
racial fabric and changing Arnerica
as we know it."

He said that 500 to 1000 KKK
rriembers would patrol the border
"from San Diego to Brownsville
(Tex.)," in special Klan-marked
cars, armed where permitted, to
"spot" undocumented immigrants
coming across the border.

Duke's description of the size
and extent of the patrol has so far
not been matched by actual
operations. Only a few KKK cars
were on the road near the border
during the first nights of the Klan
vigilante undertaking.

Referring to the Klan patrol, Baca
warned immediately after its an-
nouncement: "Let it be made clear
right now, lest any of these in-

dividuals have the mistaken idea
that Chicanes are going to submit
passively, that any action taken by
these groups against our people will

call forth an immediate response in

kind."

Baca made these comments at a
press conference here on behalf of
the committee, a newly formed
grouping including CASA, the
Chicano Federation, the Chicano
Pinto Organization and
organizations representing the local
Black community.

We're going to defend our-

declared. He denounced the KKK
patrol and the recent announcemtn
of doubling of the INS border

forces, from 2000 to 4000, as "the

nfilitarization of the border."

Baca emphasized that while the

situation has been worsened by
KKK involvement, the treatment of

undocumented aliens by INS has
been a longstanding affront to the

Chicano community."
"We have decried repeatedly the

human degradation, brutalities,

harassments, rapings, and killings

that have occurred on these
borders," Baca said. "We have
raised our voices against the

manipulation of the undocumented
alien issue to the point of hysteria

by self-serving interests."

The new coalition called for the
immediate removal of INS regional

director James O'Keefe and
Clayton, conductor of the guided
tour for Duke. The group also urged
the Carter administration to
disavow the INS' implied en-

dorsement of racist groups 'and
vigilante gangs.

The night following Baca's
denunciation of the KKK campaign,
signs reading "Duke's boys are

here" and "Chicano go back where
you came from" were painted on
the driveway of Baca's home. The
home of another Chicano activist

painted on the walls. A cross was
burned near the home of Leon
Williams, San Diego's only Black
City Council member.

Formation of the Klan patrol

marks an escalation of an 18-month
KKK recruiting drive in San Diego
County. Until recently, most Klan
activity in this area was centered
around the Marine base at Camp
Pendleton, 35 miles north of San
Diego. Klan incitement of racial

prejudices among white Marines
led to the incident at Camp Pen-
dleton in which 14 Black Marines
were charged with assaulting
whites whom the Blacks believed to
be KKK organizers.

As the Klan increased its public

activities in the area, links

developed between the KKK and
other right-wing racist groups like

the White Brotherhood and a local

Nazi organization.

The Chic.mo coalition, leading to
the fightback against the KKK ^as
recently been joined by the local

PRSC chapter, the Jewish
Federation and the National Urban
League. Baca explains that the
Chicano- led alliance is trying to rally

broad support here to stop Klan
actions that threaten all minorities

' .N^i • .v> V. uii\yhiiv>i \^iiiuaiiv.f a^Liviai
selves any way possible." Baca was broken into ana a "KKK" was

CHICAGO - Two Chicago
policemen almost beat Bennie
Lenard to death last January after

he got into a car accident with a
white woman.
The state then turned around and

charged the Black repairman with
nine traffic violations and
misdemeanor counts.

Despite the state's attempt to

railroad Lenard, who is now par-

tially blind due to the beating, a

Circuit Court jury acquitted him on
all but one count Oct. 21: carrying
an open car of beer in his car.

Sentencing will occur Nov. 10.

"I feel excellent about this,"

Lenard said following the verdict.

Td like to thank all the people who
helped me...who were concerned
about the poor, working-class
man."

Judge Harold Schrier, who acted
in the interests of both the

prosecution and the Melrose Park

police throughout the proceedings,

contended that the question of

whetrier or not Lenard was beaten

Students should obtain their pre-

registration forms from their

CCEBS academic advisor. The
advisors will be available from 9
am to 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday, November 14" - 18, 1977.

Also the advisors will go into the

residential areas on Tuesday
'November 15]; Wednesday
\ November J6\; and Thursday

Framed Black Chicago Man Freed
Two Chicaao XA/ac "irrolowant frt tha r-ttr-t^ " LJ„ ^i_ - .. ...was "irrelevant to the case." He

denied defense attorneys the right

to enter into evidence photographs
showing Lenard's condition
following the attack.

At one point, defense attorney
Edward Stein asked one of the
cops, "How many times did you hit

him (Lenard) with your billyclub?"

Judge Schrier then threatened to
hold Stein in contempt of court.

Lenard, a worker at the In-

ternational Harvester plant in the
Melrose Park section, was called
racist names and beaten almost to
death by Melrose Park policemen
Sansone and Robert Argento
following the minor traffic accident.
Lenard has been hospitalized twice
since the beating and has recently
undergone surgery for a dislocated
shoulder suffered in the beating.
The testimony of the

prosecution's witnesses was full of
contradictions concerning both
minor and substantive details. None
of the witnesses presented the
same description of events bet-

ween the time of the accident and
the departure of the police car.

Police Testimony
During cross examination by

defense attorneys, Sansone, who
was the first policeman at the scene
of the accident, testified that:

•He did not witness the accident.

•He did not know the location of

either the arrest or tow reports.

•He did not sign any of Lenard's
traffic tickets. Another police of-

ficer, who was never at the scene of

the accident, signed the five

violations.
'

•When he peered into Lenard's
car he did not see a gun. Earlier, in

the pre-trial motion, arresting
officer Argento had testified that a

gun was found on the front seat of

the car.

•He signed a sworn statement at

the police station that Lenard had

refused a "breathalyzer" test.

Earlier Sansone had testified that

he had never been in the police

station with Lenard.

Lenard's supporters argue that

Public Service Announcement

the "evidence" was manufactured

in order to back up the state's

phony charges and to draw at-

tention away from the brutal

beating.

Lenard's supporters attended
every day of the two-week trial.

Contingents from International
Harvester, the United Auto
Workers union. Cook County
hospitals, high schools, junior
colleges and anti- repression groups
were present at the opening
session.

"We're very happy with the

verdict," concluded defense at-

torney Val Klink following the trial.

"We feel that my client never
would have been acquitted had it

not been for the jury...The outcome
shows it was a coverup from the
beginning to hide the brutality

Lenard was subjected to by police."

\November 17, 1977] from 6:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m. They will be located in

the following areas on the dates
indicated.

Tuesday (11-15-77) - Sylvan
Area, Cultural Center in Cashin
Dorm.

Wednesday (11-16-77) - Or-
chard Hill- Central, Third World
Center in Webster.

Thursday (11-17-77) - South-
west, Center for Racial Un-
derstanding in Moore.

Here is a list of CCEBS advisors
and the classes with whom they
work.

1981 - Carole Watkins and
Philip Hicks.

1980 - Doris Chin and Manuel
(Rick) Townes.

Pearl Clay and1979, 1978

Shareef Rasool.

Please come prepared - have a
list of the courses that you would
like to take. Bring your own class
schedule and course description
guide with you.

REMEMBER
your academic
receiving your
form

You must see

advisor before

pre-registration

Chicanos Wary

of U.S. 'Justice'

Ague Prieta, Mexico
A law of vigilantes, sherriffs'

posses, vengeance and racism has
long reigned along the Arizona-
Mexico border. But Chicanos and
Mexicans in the area say it's a
system of law they can no longer
tolerate.

The determination of the
Spanish-speaking population to
fight back against the white power
structure was further strengthened
with the recent acquittal of two
Arizona men charged with the
abduction, torture and robbery of
three Mexicans.

Following the Oct. 7 acquittal by
an all-white, middle-class jury, 1500
people demonstrated at the border
station between here and Douglas,
Ariz., to protest what Douglas city

councillor Frank Barraza called

"racist justice."

"Residents feel left out and
insecure about the future of justice
in this country," said Barraza.

It has become very obvious that a
dual system of justice is present In

the**Southwest," said Rumanado
Suarez, president of the Spanish-
speaking Council of the Diocese of
Tucson. "One system which
protects the rich and the other
which prosecutes the poor."

A coalition of people from
Tucson, Douglas and Agua Prieta

have called for a boycott of the
Arizona border towns — many of

them economically dependent on
the shopping trade of the much
larger Mexican cities — "until there

is justice in the Hannigan case."

(The Hannigans are the two
brothers acquitted of the torture

charaes).

"We have called for a boycott of
the U.S. border towns to show the
government that the people of
Mexico are concerned and to force
the Civil Rights Division of the U.S.
Justice Department to come in to
investigate this case," said Barraza.
"If a boycott is what it takes, it has
to be done."

The boycott organizers have also

demanded a boycott of the
statewide Dairy Queen franchises

owned by the Hannigans, a
politically influential ranching clan.

The U.S. attorney in Arizona has
called in the FBI to investigate the

case, but as yet a full-scale in-

vestigation has not been initiated

by the Justice Deoartment.

The Mexican government,
angered by the acquittal of the

men, has condemned the action as

"a flagrant violation of the civil

rights of our countrymen" and "an
pvamole of racial sadism."

"The cynic jury has declared an
open season on Mexican workers,"
said Raul Avaleyra, the Mexican
consul.

During the three-week trial, the

three victims of the sadistic practice
— Manuel Loya Garcia, Eleasar

Ruelas Zavala and Bernabe He'-rera

Mata — recounted their ordeal.

They told of gunshot wounds, knife

slashings, abuse of their genitals

and burnings by hot iron rods by
the Hannigans.

The Hannigans' attorney. Wes
Polly, tried throughout the trial to
discredit the intelligence of the
three men rather than to prove his
clients' innocence. Aften/vards, he
said: "I am satisfied there was the
help of God."

The tensions created along the
border area here by this example of
"racist justice" may explode or alter
the '"jungle law" prevailing here,
according to local observers.

"The people are madder than hell
down there," said Charro Rabago,
a Douglas city councillor!
"Something bad is going to happen
down there."

Kenya set to oust subversive
Kenyan Somalis

NAIROBI As Kenya-Soman
relations continue to steadily
deteriorate, the Kenya government
has ordered a mass registration of
all Kenyan Somalis living in the
country and plans to expel those
found to be engaged in subversive
activities aimed at disrupting peace
and stability.

The move has been coupled with
demands from certain political

circles in Kenya that the govern-
ment here should close the
Mogadishu embassy in Nairobi.

Leading the attack against the
Somalia government is the head of

Kenya Civil Service, G. Kariithi,

who is also the Permanent
Secretary in President Kenyatta's
office. He has accused the Somali
government of being engaged "in a

process of forming a new shifta

front focused on Kenya's north-
eastern province."

The Kenya government"s official

view on the Somali-Ethiopia
confrontation was made known
recently when Kenya declared that
"victory by Ethiopia was Kenya"s
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Black press
not stilled

in S. Africa
victory," and made it clear that
Kenya would fight alongside
Ethiopia in the current '"war" in the
Ogaden area in Ethiopia.

What sparked off fresh
developments in the already
strained Kenya-Somalia relations
was the recent arrest by Kenyan
security forces of a number of
Kenyans of Somali origin who had
been issued with Somali govern-
ment passports in Nairobi to enable
them to travel to Somalia to join the
country"s national army.
Among those arrested was a

former Kenya Army officer,
Mohamed Rashid Ahmed, who
admitted that he had been issued
with a Somalia government
passport and was heading for
Mogadishu to join the Somali
National Army.

According to security reports,
the Kenya government estimates
that more than 100 such passports
have been issued to Kenyans of
Somali origin in Nairobi in the last

six months and that many of them
have already left Kenya to join the

fighting in the Ogaden area.
"The recruitment of such people

like former Kenya Army men who
have detailed knowledge of Kenya
is worrying the Kenya government
because such people will be sued
by Somalia to attack Kenya," the
reports say.

Although the Somali Embassy
here has denied reports that it was
recruiting Kenyans of Somali origin
to fight in the Ogaden war, it has
however, admitted that Somali
government passports have been
issued to Somalis on "humanitarian
grounds to help them travel out of
Kenya in search of employment
outside."

In announcing the mass
registration. Vice President Daniel
arap Moi, said, '"The Kenya while
they involve themselves in anti-
Kenya activities." He appealed to
patriotic Kenyans to assist the
authorities in identifying those
known to have sympathised with
the Somalia government ""and the
government will not hesitate to
deport such people who are being
used as agents of a foreign country

against the territorial integrity of
their mother country,"

"Although the Kenya govern-
ment has known for some time that
Somalia was recruiting Kenyan
Somalis with military knowledge to
form a new shifta front to attack
Kenya, the government here
continues to adhere to the 1967
Arusha Declaration in which both
Kenya and Somalia agreed to
maintain and respect their
sovereign integrity and borders," a
Kenya government spokesman
said.

Other Kenya government reports
say there is an influx of Somali
people, particularly in the urban
areas of Kenya, believed to have
crossed the border from Somalia
and the fact that the Somali Em-
bassy here has admitted issuing
such people with Somali govern-
ment passports -makes the mass
registration necessary so that
Kenyans of the Somali ethnic group
are easily identifiable to Kenyan
security forces.

U.N. votes S. Africa embargo

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
The voice of the black press has

not been stilled here despite the
white government's closing of the
World and arrest of its black editor
Percy Qoboza.
The Post, billed as a revival of a

similarly named black paper that
closed here several years ago but
still exists in Durban as a weekly,
has taken up the torch.

It is being published three times
weekly and is expected to become
a daily. Its editor, John Miskelly, is

white, but news editor Joe
Latakgomo worked with Qoboza on
the World.

Early editions have publicized the
fact that students in Soweto and
around the country are not only
continuing their school boycott but
have extended it to include junior
highs as well as high schools.
The high school boycott has

been going on for over a year.

African
ressProg

UNITED NATIONS - The
Security Council has unanimously
slapped a global embargo on
military sales to South Africa, but
the white supremacist regime says
it can go it alone and called the
embargo ""an incitement to
voilence."'

The 15-0 vote Friday was the first

time in U.N. history a member
nation has been hit with such stiff

punishment. U.N. Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim called it "a
momentous step" that will hasten
the end of apartheid.

But in Pretoria, South African
officials boasted their government
manufactures enough weapons to
support itself and warned the
embargo would only serve as an
incitement to violence among black
nationalists.

Transport Minister Lourens
Muller called U.S. Ambassador An-

drew Young, who voted for the
embargo, a "two-faced black
racist" motivated by his own black-

ness rather than his concern for

South Africa's blacks.

Western analysts agree Pretoria

already is the strongest military

power in Africa South of the
Sahara and has the capacity to

manufacture more than half its

weaponry.

Although the U.N. embargo is

mandatory — meaning U.N.
member nations are subject to

sanctions themselves if they violate

the ban — it remains to be seen
how strictly it will be enforced.

France, which has been one of

South Africa's principal suppliers of

foreign weaponry, joined the 15-0

vote and said it would take "all

necessary steps" to make sure it is

enforced.

But Israel, the second major
source of foreign weapons for the
Pretoria regime, issued a non-
committal statement on the U.N.
embargo and said it "'will draw its

conclusions like any other coun-
try."

Andrew Young said the arms
embargo was a necessary reaction
to South Africd s Oct. 19 crack-
down on black dissidents, when it

outlawed 18 anti-apartheid groups,
banned several black leaders from
speaking in public and shut down
the nation's two leading black
newspapers.

Buy Young added the United
States holds the "fervent hope"
that South Africa "will finally begin
to talk and listen to its own people
- black and white, Asian and
colored, English - and Afrikaan -
speaking - and work with them in

moving away from the disaster

which threatens that country."

All Security Council members
hailed the four days of negotiations
between hard - line black African
and Western nations that led to the
compromise resolution approved
Friday.

The African nations wanted
economic as well as military sane-,
tions against South Africa, but
Washington, Paris and London
vetoed those proposals.

The West first favored only a six-

month embargo, but later relented
under the Africans' pressure and
agreed to make the embargo open -

ended.

But several U.N. ambassadors
said they would press for the
economic sanctions at some later

time unless Pretoria changes its

policies.

8,737 whites flee Rhodesia
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (UPI) -

Government statistics show
Rhodesia has lost 8,737 whites
through emigration so far this year
— more than in the previous record
year of 1964.

The monthly digest of statistics

showed 1,479 whites left the
country in September while 455
immigrated.

The negative balance of 1,024 for

September pushed to 8,737 the
number of whites lost through
emigration between January and
September 1977.

The loss recorded so far this year
exceeds the 1964 loss of 8,710.

At that time, the loss was at-

tributed to the uncertainty resulting

from Rhodesia's failure to conclude
an agreement with Britain over the

country's colony status. In

November 1965, Prime Minister Ian

Smith unilaterally declared in-

dependence.

The negative migration balance
of 1977 is attributed by government
officials to the guerilla war, in-

creased military commitments for

whites and the uncertainty of the

whites' future if a majority rule

settlement is achieved.

U.S. indicts 4

Houston cops

Civil Service Commission

Accused of Discrimination

WASHINGTON - The Civil

Service Commission, administrator
of the federal government's merit
system, is being questioned about
its own equal opportunity program.
The interrogation is said to be led

by Clinton Smith, a black who is

serving as executive vice chairman
of the Interagency Advisory Group
and as director of the commission's
Equal Employment Opportunity
unit.

Smith is reported to have urged
CSC chairman Alan Campbell, in a
recent memo, to take disciplinary

action against high officials at the
commission for possible ob-
struction and interference in the
processing of complaints of dis-

crimination and abuse of the merit

system. •

For his efforts. Smith is said to be
meeting increased resistance from
key CSC officials in his attempts to

enforce internally, laws and
regulations that the commission is

responsible for enforcing in the
government-wide merit and EEO
programs.

The complaints, said to be made
by Smith, reveal that high CSC
officials have failed to take
corrective action on internal merit

violations brought to light as a

result of several discrimination

charges.

Four former Houston policemen
convicted in connection with the
beating and drowning of a 23-year-
old Chicano laborer pleaded not
guilty last week to federal charges
of violating the civil rights of the
victim.

Two of the indicted policemen,
Terry Denson and Stephen
Orlando, had earlier been charged
with murdering the Chicano, Jose
Campos Torres. Although con-
victed on misdemeanor charges by
an all-white jury, five of whom
worked for the police system, they
were set free Oct. 6. The sentences
of one year in jail and a fine of
$2000 each were suspended. The
two did not spend a day in jail.

The other two, Louis G. Kinney
and Joseph Janish, had been given

immunity from prosecution in

return for their testimony against
their colleagues during the earlier

murder trial.

The federal charges were
prompted by work carried out by
the Chicano community in

Houston. The community's anti-

police brutality efforts, protesting

recent police murders of Blacks and
Chicanos in the Houston area, is led

by the Coalition for Responsible
Law Enforcement in Houston.
The federal district judge in

charge of the civil rights violation

case has set a trial date for Dec. 5.

The defense attorneys have been
given 25 days to file motions, one of

which is expected to be a change of

venue for the trial.

Public Service Announcement
All CCEBS students interested in

law should note that on Tuesday,
Novembe^r 15, students from
Northeastern Law School will be in

the New Africa House. These law
students will talk with all interested

CCEBS students from 1:00 - 3:00

the New Africa House. All those
interested 'n this visit should sign

up with Brian Maher in Room 208
of the New Africa House by Thurs-

day, November 10. Also check to

see if any other arrangements can
be made at this late date.

p.m. in the second floor lounge of

Public Service Announcement
S B K. In Concert

Marion Brown's accompanist:
Featuring Steven Croven Drums,
Brandon Ross Guitar, Kevin Ross

Bass, will be performing at Beard-

sley's Cafe and Restaurant in

Northampton, Nov. 14, at 8:00 p.m.

ACCRA - Ghana has concluded
a draft management agreement
with the U.S. based European
African Development Co. for the
establishment of a free- port in

Ghana.

The agreement, which is to be
submitted to the Ghana govern-
ment for approval soon, provides
for the setting ip of a "Ghana free

zone authority" which will have
responsibility for the organization
and administration of the freeport.

Work on the opening of the port
is to begin early next year, ac-

cording to K.S. Adusei-Poku,
chairman of Ghana's Capital In-

vestment board.

KENYA'S COFFEE
BONANZA

NAIROBI - Kenya expects
coffee earnings for the financial

year 1976-1977 to be a record 200
million pounds, according to the
assistant minister for agriculture,

George Mwicigi.

Mwicigi has urged Kenyan coffee
growers and co-operative societies
to take advantage of the high prices
coffee is now fetching to purchase
new machinery and equipment.
He said that coffee will continue

to attract high prices if farmers
maintain the quality of the coffee
they produce.

TANZANIA OIL PLANS
DAR ES SALAAM - Tanzania

has received an assurance from
India that it would be willing to put
its oil and gas exploration expertise

at the country's disposal.

Oil experts from b ,
- countries

took part in discussions in Delhi,

and the matter is to be considered
further.

Meanwhile, it has been an-

nounced here that the Tanzania
Petroleum Development Cor-
poration has begun research into

ways of using the natural gas
discovered at Songo-Songo Island

earlier this year.

ZAMBIAN CANDLE
FACTORIES

LUSAKA — Zambia expects to

become self-sufficient soon in the

manufacture of candles, which are

used widely in rural areas of the
countn

.

This will be made possible by the
construction of four candle fac-

tories, at Mongu, Kasama, Mansa
and Solwezi. Theyre to begin
operation early next year.

The project is being financed
with a loan from the Development
Bank of Zambia, and will use im-

ported paraffin wax.

ANGOLA BRANCH
OPENED

LUANDA ^ A new branch
railway line has been opened in

Angola. Known as the Cacuaco
line, it is serving people living in the

industrial complexes between
Luanda and Cacuaco.
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What is the National Black Student Association?

Supplement to the Collegian MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1977

On December 11, 1975 a call
wen> out from the Afro American
Society at Tufts University in
Medford, Massachusetts The
statement went out to colleges and
universities across the country. It

spoke to the need for Black
students to revive their active
participation m the struggle for the
liberation of our people. The
National Black Students' Solidarity
Conference was held from February
17 thru 23, 1976 at Tufts University
Over 200 students from various
parts of the country attended. Also
attending the conference were
several people who have been
leaders m the liberation movement
Queen Mother Moore, Akbar
Muhammad Ahmed, John Henrrk
Clark and several others, including
Robert Williams, participated on
panels and workshops. Workshops
were held on topics covering the
range of areas of student in-
volvement.

The conference resulted m the
initiation of the National Black
Students' Association. Conference

participants were urged to return to
their respective areas and to begin
the work of building the National
Black Students' Association.
By June of 1976 a statewide

NBSA conference had been held in

Massachusetts. During that
summer organizers in the
southeastern region planned for a
Southeastern Regional NBSA
Conference to introduce the
concept and the organization into
the area The conference was held
on September 24 and 25 of that
year Over 125 students attended
from 50 schools. The Conference,
in spite of the attempts of a few
would-be disrupters, was a suc-
cess After the Southeastern
Regional Conference work was
done to implement the programs
and to consolidate the Atlanta
Chapter. Work was done on the
local and regional structures of the
organization. During this time many
local forums were held and
communications were sent to
organizations throughout the
region. In December the

southeastern region produced a

Newsletter called UJIMA. At that

time the newsletter dealt primarily

with issues pertaining to Black

prisoners and was an extension of

our Pnsoner Support Program.
Later, because of suggestions from
the prisoners we were working
with, the scope of the newsletter
expanded. Two more editions Of
the newsletter came out during the
first part of 1977.

During the first part of 1977 there

was further work done on internal
consolidation and on programs.
The primary progrrms were the
Prisoner Support Program (PSP)
and the Tutorial Program. The PSP
was the most successful of the
programs. Work is still being done
to develop a regional tutorial
program.

Meanwhile the Northern Region
IS consolidating bases in various
major cities and the building of
NBSA continues.

The National Black Students
Association had its first Congress
on November 4, 5, 6, 1977. The

congress was held at Dean Sage
Hall, at Atlanta University in
Georgia. Most of the conference
dealt with outlining Black students
roles in the Liberation struggle in
the country, and around the world.
The conference had international
representation. There was students
there from Africa, and Europe and
they came to find out what the
NBSA was about. Some of the
discussion was for black students
to get involved with Prisoners
support programs, political
prisoners rights. It was also decided
where necessary to start tutorial
programs. The NBSA also decided
to start where the Student Non
Violent Coordinating Committee
left off. They decided to begin to
work for Voter registration again to
elect sensitive Black political figures
who would have blacks self interest
at heart.

The Congress also worked out
for a Code of Operations, and broke
down tasks to a Sterring Com-
mittee who was elected at large.
The Congress decided that they

would work on the Bakke decision
around the country. On November
24, 1977 the NBSA, along with Dick
Gregory planned to have a National
demonstration to protest the U.S.
not calling for an Embargo against
South Africa. Last week the South
African government killed young
children in the streets of South
Africa. This type of animal behavior
should not be on the face of the
Earth. The NBSA, along with Dick
Gregory is asking for students
around the country to give up their
'Jive Turkey" to protest the U.S.
role in South Africa. The New
World Center along with NBSA,
and the Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa will
be sending down a bus from this
area more details about the bus,
and the demonstration will appear
in the Black Affairs section of the
Collegian. Dare to Struggle Dare to
Win" We will without a doubt.

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

Sherwood Recall Election
An important election is being

held this week concerning the recall

of Craig Sherwood. Sherwood is

one of several white students who
ran on the Third World Senate
ballot during senatorial elections,

however, he is the only white
student who has remained seated
on the Third World caucus. His

presence on the caucus has
aroused controversy as to the
definition of Third World and who
can be classified as Third World
student.

The most critical issue in this

election is our right to define
ourselves as a Third World com-
munity. We cannot allow other
groups to dictate who we are
because ultimately they will decide

how, when and where we are
active. The Office of Third World
Affairs and the New Africa House
Steering Committee strongly urges
Third World students to register
and vote on the recall of Craig
Sherwood.

Registration will be held Monday,
Nov 14 and Tuesday, Nov. 15 at
the Cultural Center in New Africa
House and the Bilingual Collegiate
Center offices in Goodell Hall.

• Elections will be held Thursday,
Nov 17 and Friday, Nov. 18 at the
same locations. It is extremely
important ot both register and vote
in this election as those who are not
registered cannot vote.

Editorials

South African Demonstration

There will be a den-.onstration on
South Africa Saturday, November
19th, at 1:00 p.m., on Amherst
Commons. The demonstration is

being planned jointly by The New
Africa House Steering Committee
and The Committee for the
liberation of South Africa. All Third
World peoples, and other people
are invited to attend. It will be
completely informative, and it is a
peoples demonstration. We, as
Black people must realize how
important this demonstration is.

Hundreds of Black children,
students, young adults are being
killed at the hands of blind racist.
South Africa is presently in a state
of seige, with military and police
killing and imprisoning non-white
people who do not succomb
willingly to the white South African
Ideal. It is very important for Black
people to recognize their
responsibility for this demon-
stration. Places and universities all
over New England are being
contacted about this and the
people are invited to come. It will
last from one to two-thirty in the
afternoon, and this much space can
be allotted by anyone when 60
children below the age of five die
every hour because of racism in
South Africa and U.S. government
businesses invest 1.5 billion dollars
in South Africa. The demonstration
IS completely informative, and it is
designed to encourage other
schools and universities to the
same.

The New Africa House
Steering Committee

The Committee for Liberation

of South Africa

Ex-CIA head found FBI spied on Lawyers
9""*y Guild since 1937

UPl

Former CIA Director Richard

'rlelms appeared secretly in U.S.

District Court Oct. 31 and pled "no
contest" to two misdemeanor
charges of failing to testify ac-

curately before the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee about the

CIA's role in tampering with the

1970 Chilean elections.

The maneuver to get the former
CIA director into court without

causing attention was carried out in

secrecy. The schedule did not

appear in the court docket and the

Justice Department strayed from a

long-standing tradition of informing

the press about the trial of public

officials. No spectators or reporters

witnessed this first conviction of a

high-ranking CIA official.

The Justice Department,
reportedly with White House
approval, recommended that Judge
Barrington Parker suspend the

potential sentence of two years in

jail and a $2000 fine.

The judge, however, reportedly

refused to automatically accept this

arrangement and said he will

schedule a sentencing date.

Richard Helms

"Richard Helms knew at the time
he testified that in 1970 the CIA
carried out a covert operation

approved by the Forty Committee
to prevent (Salvador) Allende from
winning the Sept. 4, 1970, Chilean

presidential election," Assistant

Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti

said in court.

"Mr. Helms also knew at the time
he testified that the Forty Com-
mittee had approved actions and
money to prevent Allende's
selection and to encourage by
economic pressure and other
means action by the Chilean

military to prevent Allende's ac-

cession to the presidency," the

assistant district attorney added.
The government charged that

Helms did not testify "fully,

completely and accurately as
required by law" when he appeared
before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on Feb. 17,

1973 and on March 6, 1973.

Helms "nolo contendere" plea

will go down in court records as an
admission of guilt.

18 U.S. prison cases

probed int1 body

Remember Biko!

LONDON (UPl) - Amnesty
International, winner of the 1977

Nobel Peace Prize, is investigating

the cases of 18 prisoners in the

United States because it believes

they may have been jailed for their

beliefs, origin or involvement with

unpopular political groups.

Most of the 18 are black activists.

The group includes two American
Indians and the "Wilmington 10,"

convicted of burning a white-
owned grocery store in North
Carolina in 1972.

Amnesty International is a non-
governmental, worldwide
organization that investigates and
works for the release of prisoners it

believes are in jail for their beliefs or
origins.

It does not defend prisoners who
have either advocated or used
violence.

Amnesty spokeswoman Fran
Taylor said at the organization's

London headquarters the American
cases are being reviewed in-

dividually.

In some instances. Amnesty
International has requested the

release of the prisoners.

Ms. Taylor said that although
questionable imprisonment in the

United States is not as widespread
or clear-cut as in some other

countries, some prisoners ap-
parently "have been framed on
criminal charges."

The 18 cases being investigated

are;

-Richard Mohawk and Paul

Skyhorse, American Indians
allegedly beaten by guards at

Ventura County jail in California.

Amnesty International has written

California Gov. Edmund G. Brown
to request an inquiry.

-The "Wilmington 10," in-

cluding Benjamin Chavis, Marvin
Patrick, Connie Tindall, Jerry
Jacobs, Willie Earl Vereen, James
McKoy, Reginald Epps, Wayne
Moore, Joe Wright and Ann
Shepherd Turner.

Except for Mrs. Turner, the

prisoners are black. They were
sentenced to up to 34 years in jail in

North Carolina.

— Lee Otis Johnson, sentenced
to 17 years in jail for stealing $18
and a television set in Texas in

1976.

-T. J. Reddy, a black activist

sentenced to 20 years for arson in

1968. He is free on bail.

— Eva Kutas, sentenced to two
years in the Pleasanton Federal

Correctional Institution for con-
spiracy and harboring an escaped
federal prisoner.

— Iman Obadele, also known as
Richard B. Henry, president of the_,

Republic of New Africa*

organization, who received a 7-year

sentence for conspiracy to assault a

federal officer and related charges.
— David Rice, found guilty of first

degree murder in Omaha, Neb., in

1970. Amnesty International thinks

the police may have framed Rice.

— Gary Tyler, a 17-year-old black

youth who received the death
sentence for the murder of a white
youth in Destrehan, La. The
organization said Tyler "may have
been wrongly convicted of killing a

white youth and that the reason for

this miscarriage of justice may have
been (his) ethnic origin."

By JEFF SEGAL
The National Lawyers Guild

(NLG) has learned from recently
released FBI documents that it has
been a key target of governmental
espionage since its founding in

1937.

Some 5000 pages covering the
years 1937-1958 have already been
gone through by the guild's
researchers. They reveal concerted
attempts by the FBI, the CIA and
other state and local intelligence

agencies to destroy the guild by
such activities as burglarizing and
wiretapping its offices, disrupting
its activities and implanting agents
and informers in its meetings.
A damage suit based on these

revelations has been filed on behalf
of the guild by a team of lawyers
headed by Michael Krinsky,
president of the guild's New York
City chapter, under a project of the
National Emergency Civil Liberties

Committee (NECLC).
By 1939, according to the files,

the guild's vigorous defense of
working class demands and its

racially integrated nature had
gained it FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover's "undying hatred." The
FBI director subsequently made
several unsuccessful attempts to
get the Justice Department to
declare the guild a "subversive"

organization.

The guild's condemnations of
Truman's cold war policies, as well

as its denunciations of the 1947
Loyalty Program, earned it in-

tensified surveillance by the in-

telligence community, led by
Hoover, who took personal interest

in the lawyers' organization's
activities.

In 1947, Hoover ordered 21 FBI
field officers to wiretap and spy on
the guild's offices, its chapters and
the activities of its members.
The McCarthy era brought the

FBI and the House Un-American
Activity Committee (HUAC)
together to vilify and attempt to
cnpple the guild through a large-

scale propaganda campaign. The
FBI and HUAC fed the American
Bar Association (ABA) with
enormous information in an at-

tempt to get the ABA to dismiss
guild members.
GUILD REBUILDS

In 1948, the Board of Governors
ot the ABA recommended the ex-
clusion of NLG members from its

fold. The move was repudiated,
however.

But the ABA was receptive to
much of the FBI's proddings and
threatened to dismiss members
who tried "to defend communists

in hearings before Congressional
Inquiry Committees."
The FBI's attempts to place the

guild on the attorney general's list

of subversive organizations paid off
on Aug. 27, 1953 when Attorney
General Herbert Brownell an-
nounced at an ABA Annual
Convention his intention to do just
that to the NLG.

Five years later, after an
exhaustive court battle. Attorney
General William B. Rogers,
Brownell's successor, gave up such
efforts. The NLG, however, had
already paid very dearly for the
intelligence agencies' intrigues. Its

1945 membership of 4000 members
and 25 chapters had shrunk to 500
people in four chapters.
The guild survived and

reemerged with stronger member-
ship, commitment and popularity in

the late 1950s and 1960s with the
birth of the civil rights and antiwar
movements.
According to guild researchers

working on the case, the thousands
of pages of the documents yet to
be studied possibly contain
enormous information indicating
massive plans by governmental
agencies to destroy the left and
progressive movements, not only
the lawyers' association, in the late

1960s and early 1970s.

Black officials under the gun,
study reveals

by Mary R. Warner
WASHINGTON (NNPA) -

Research undertaken by the
National Association of Human
Rights Workers reveals some of the
most prevalent tactics being used
to discredit black elected officials.

The tactics include: Lack of

coverage by the media, biased
coverage, investigations and un-
founded criminal accusations by
the white media.

Other methods are: Audits and
investigations by the IRS; sur-

veillance, bugging, burglaries and
covert disruptive activity by in-

telligence agencies and inquiries,

grand jury investigations and
allegations by law enforcement
agencies.

These activities not uncommonly
amount to vicious, vindictive
witchhunts which have the effect

of damaging or destroying the
credibility of the officials involved,

though there is never any finding of

wrong-doing, the research shows.

Smear campaigns, intimidation

of voters and constituents, recall

efforts, charges of "reverse
discrimination, suits that impose
economic hardship through
necessitating payment of attorney
fees, legislative censure,
defamation of family members,
friends and associates; and threats

of personal injury or death also are

used, according to the find igs.

The character, volume and in-

tensity of these tactics are far in

excess of what might be normally
and reasonably expected by virtue

of being a candidate for a holder of

a public office, many officials say.

In fact, "In nearly every respect,

black officials are judged by a

double standard. They are required

to be more scrupulous, more above
reproach, more competent, more
effective than their white coun-
terparts," the research revealed.

The harassment is not a new
phenomenon.

Black officials were harassed
throughout the Sixties when black

militant organizations were being

attacked and destroyed.

Harassment was occurring
throughout the Nixon era, when
black officials were included on the
"enemies list" and targeted for IRS
investigation, according to the
findings.

The harassment has not ceased,
however, since Nixon left office.

On the contrary, it has continued

to mount as increasing numbers of

blacks are elected to public office

and achieve positions of influence,

newspaper reports indicate.

Nor is the harassment merely a

product of the "new post-
Watergate morality" that currently

prevails.

Rather, the cry of "corruption"
has become a smokescreen for

conducting racist and
discriminatory attacks on black

officials, much as the accusation of

"Communism" was used in the

past to discredit civil rights leaders

and organizations, the research

shows. •

Airline executive

tells it like it is
Although black youngsters have

more positive role models today in

the business world, they still have

to fight hard to make it to top-level

positions.

That's the view of James 0.

Plinton Jr., vice president for

market development for Eastern

Airlines.

Plinton says that blacks can't sit

back and wait for jobs to fall into

their laps. "You have to be in there
fighting," he said in an interview

with the AFRO.

He said that he had encountered
the "how will he fit into my team"
attitude from white co-workers,

and he had to prove he could do the
job.

The 62-year-old Plinton was in

Ricfimond last, week to encourage
black civic and social groups to fly

to the Caribbean.

"It's a hell of a lot easier than it

was" for blacks to get high-paying,
respected jobs, he said, but there is

still a long way to go.

When Plinton was growing up
there were no black pilots, but now
there are 'role models" in many
jobs for today's youths, he said.

Plinton, who said he grew up in

New Jersey a "privileged ghetto —
that's one with grass around the

house," proved himself outside the

country.

After flying with an all-black

squadron in World War It, Plinton

established and operated a small air

service in Haiti. After the 1956

Haitian revolution, a close friend at

TWA helped him join that airline. In

1971, he became a vice president

With Eastern.

Plinton conceeds that he
probably would never have become
a top airline executive had he
stayed in this country.

More directly related to his trip to
Richmond, Plinton said, "black
convention travel is incredible. ' He
said that about one-third of the
$722 million spent by blacks on
commercial travel was with the
airlines.
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Dr Helen Rodriguez

On the 15th of November, there
will be a evening of cultural and
political get together sponsored by
the Committe to End Sterilization

Abuse (CESA). The event will be
held at Lumumba Hut at 7 p.m.,
situated in New Africa House at

University of Massachusetts.
The guest speaker will be Dr.

Helen Rodriguez from New York.
She is the director of pediatrics at

Albert Eurstein College. She was

a member of the Social Science
Department at Montefiore Hospital.

She is a founding member of CESA
nationally, Helen has been in-

strumental in pushing and gettng
pass the guidelines in New York
City - that effect 17 municipal
hospitals. She is also a member of

the Puerto Rican Socialist Party
and is working to end unjustices of

law against Third World people.
Ms. Rohini Bhate is reknowned

Indian dance artist and founder and
director of Nriytabharati Kathak
Dance Academy of India. She is

receiver of the Padma Shri Award
(an Indian Award in Fine Arts). She
has toured in China and Russia and
IS currently on tour in the states.

CESA is Committee to End
Sterilization Abuse. The committee
has been in existence since early

spring of this year. It is a group of

concerned women fighting
sterilization abuse in this area.

Sterilization is a surgical operation
which makes you permantly in-

capable of reproduction.
Sterilization abuse occurs to reduce
the size of the population. It occurs
whenever someone is sterilized

without any knowledge of the risks,

benefits or alternatives to the
operation, is sterilized without
knowing the operation is per-
manent; is sterilized without having
given informed consent; is sterilized

without the opportunity to make
the decision with chance to learn
the social facts and to understand
their implications; and is sterilized

because abortion was unavailable
or other methods of birth control
too costly

Sterilization is used as a strategy

by the Imperilist power to control
the population m Third World
countries, and also the poor whites
at home. Best example of
sterilization as an imperilist tactic is

seen in Puerto Rico where 35 per
cent of all child bearing age women
are sterilized. Over 24 per cent of all

Native American Women are
sterilized; 20 per cent of Black
married women are sterilized in

U.S.; 5 per cent of married white
women are sterilized.

The CESA is currenly collecting

data on sterilization abuse in this

area. Anyone having knowledge
about cases of sterilization abuse
can contact us SUMAN BOHM,
256-6019 or LISA. All information is

held in strict confidence. We would
like to thank Distinguis Visitor's

Programme and Third World
Women's Center for helping us to
sponsor this event. Day care is

provided at the event. -
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SBK Concert, November 6th,

1977, The Dining Commons at

Hampshire College.

Steve McCraven-Drums
Brandon Ross-Guitar

Kevin Ross- Bass
Candlelight and a small but eager

audience awaited the debut of
SBK, a trio of brothers, currently

locally based, who have been
dealing with their own modes of the
Black Improvisational Music for

some time.

With a flowing, lithe, from the
heart sound, SBK opened with
Benny Goodman's "Soft Winds"

as arranged by saxophonist
Marion Brown. Possibly, thoughts
of the man Brown were with the
members of SBK throughout the
performance: all three have played
with him locally, and it was during a
late Winter European tour earlier

this year (with Mr. Brown) that the
guitarist and drummer of this group
got their first on-the-job feel for the
European scene and its response to
Black Music. At this performance
SBK did a number of Brown
compositions: "Sweet Earth
Flying", "La Placita," "Bosco,"
"Miles" (for Miles), and "Fela
Goli " all done in memorable
style

Energy soared through original

compositions by SBK's drummer
and guitarist. Drummer Steve

McCraven - who wrote "Last
Flam in Amsterdam" - set up a
deep, rich rhythm for this tune
while Brandon Ross, the guitarist,
did a spicy phrasing, reminiscent of
the cosmpolitan Northern Europe
town. Also by Steve was
"Sangoma," written for drummers.
Brandon Ross wrote "Con-

necticut Lunch" (co-authored by
Paul Block). This tune ended with a
brashy acappella chorus with
visualizations of the lun-
cheonettee's clientele: hard-heels
yelling, "Gimme my beer!" and
innocent bystanders being "taken-
out-to-lunch" by the place. A
mellowed, "The Sun Shines for
Personal Reasons" (originated by
Brother Eshu Elegba), was
developed by guitarist Ross. "Long
Distance," another composition of
Brandon's, took flight wnen bassist
Kevin Ross grabbed the tune and
viave It his own type of feeling-
sensitive, yet strong, with an ex-
pressiveness unique to an
aggressive bass player.

The session closed into the next
morning with a smoking (really!)
rendition of Monk's "Straight, No
Chaser," which left the diminished
audience of die-hards, friends and
lovers quite satisfied, SB&K; young
innovators in the mode of Black
Classical- Improvisational Music.

- Belinda Raines

Che-Lumumba Benefit cont.
Cont. from page 1

wasted no time in presenting an
array of their outstanding musical
abilities as quintet kicked off a swift

tune. Art Matthews lead Prof.

Shepp into unique realms of im-

provisation The popping and
bombdropping of Clifford Jarvis

made for interesting rhythmic
conversation between drums and
piano.

The spirit of 'Bird" spoke
through Shepp as he jumped into

his rendition of "Confirmation".
After a short intermission Shepp
pressed onward this time on
soprano sax mixing exotic blends of

melody with Majeed. The first half

of the concert proved to be just a

warm-up when the stage became
alive with the sounds of "Things

Archie Shepp, photo by Edwin Patterson

iemble and Andrew Salkey

.presented a benefit performance

for the Che Lumumba School.

The event was forefronted by

Andrew Salkey as recited poetry

both self written and that of his

politically aware cohorts.

This was followed by a

riemonstration of verbal and
physical bodily theatrical ex

pression by the Diane RAMOS
dance ensemble. Unlike the typical

Afro American, Afro-Latin and
African dance ensembles, this one
expresses thought about the

realities of life. The workshop-

ensemble offered a wide contrast of

the pieces performed. "Black
People and Changes", a poem
vSiritten by John Williams was

recited by Judy Brandt. In coor
dination with the poem was a solo

dance piece by Diana RAMOS with
t)ackground music composed by
Marion Brown.

"Invisible", performed by the

entire ensemble related the ex

periences of suffering of Third

World people.

Powerful and moving words
praising the legendary master of the

tenor sax, Archie Shepp, were read

by Rick Scott Gordon. Prof. Shepp
approached the stage with his

familiar spirit of truth as his

illustrious cohorts were introduced;

Arts Matthews on piano, Charles

"Ma)eed" Greenlee on trombone,
Cameron Brown on bass and
Clifford Jarvis on Drums. They

Diana Hamos, photo by Edward Cohen

Andrew Salkey

photo by Edwin Patterson

Have Got To Change". African

elements were presented in a

heavy, flowing 6-8 rhythm with
Clifford Jarvis laying the foun-

dation.

Archie Shepp became "Blue and
Sentimental" with his music as he
expressed the 'gut' feeling of

Blue'. Prof. Shepp always
manages to convey in his music the

black social experience in the form
of sound. The experience of pain,,

suffering and stife are prevelant
amongst his compositions. His

music has a specific message to

educate the people, and that

education is truth.

Gospel in the Valley"
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Bobby Hutcherson

David Jackson, photo by Edward Cohen

The Voices of New Africa House
Workshop Choir, a unique vocal
ensemble of twenty-five voices
from the Five College community,
will present its sixth annual Fall

Concert on Thursday, November
17, 1977 at 8:00 p.m. in the Crown
Center, Hampshire College.

The Voices of New Africa House
Choir, with its s'ster choir Genesis,
will present "Gospel in the Valley",

an evening of contemporary
Gospel music. Genesis, Smith
College's gospel chorus, was
organized in 1975 by Laurice
McDonald, a Sociology major at
Smith. Lfnder the direction of
Laurice McDonald (a former
member of the "Voices"), Genesis
has expanded into thirty-five

glorious voices delivering their

message of joy in the spirit of
authentic Gospel music.

The Voices of New Africa House
Choir was organized in 1972 by the
famous percussionist Max Roach, a
professor at the University, as a
performance course in the W.E.B.
DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies.

From 1974-1977, Dr. Horace
Clarence Boyer, Assistant
Professor of Music at the
University, an authority on the
Afro-American Vocal Tradition,
directed the choir par excellence
from an academic and professional
dimension. Under Boyer's guidance
the choir has not only appeared in

solo concerts, but with such well-
known artists as Max Roach, Ossie
Davis, Reggie Workman, Archie
Shepp, Paul Carter Harrison,
Dorothy Love Coates, Sallie Martin,
Dee Dee Bridgewater, Cissy
Houston, Carman Moore, the
Famous Boyer Brothers, and the
Collective Black Arts Ensemble.

Highlights of the career of the
choir include a successful tour of
several colleges throughout the
United States; a concert in tribute
to Thomas A. Dorsey, the "Father
of Gospel"; Porgy and Bess with
the Springfield Symphony; "Gospel
Fuse," a fusion of gospel and
symphony; and "Tomorrow Has
Been Here and Gone," a musical
play by Thurman Stanback and
Semenya McCord.

Benefit Concert For

Craeman Gethers

Jade, photo by Edward Cohen

The very talented Jean Cam,
along with JADE will be in concert
for the benefit of the Craeman
Gethers Defense Fund this coming
Sunday, Nov. 20 in the Student
Union Ballroom at 8:00 p.m.
Jean Carn is a vocalist of

enourmous versatility and skill, she
is rapidly becoming one of the great
Black female artists of our time.

She can be heard on the Black Jazz
label singing such compositions as
"Search for the New Land" and
"Infant Eyes". Jean has also

recorded with Norman Conners and
with Charles Greenlee on his album
"I Know About the Life".

Her first solo album "Jean Carn"
on Philadelphia International has

been tremendously successful, a
second album on the same label is

to be released in the near future.

Accompanied by the instrumental
group JADE, Ms. Carn is touring
the east coast performing for

enthusiastic capacity crowds.
JADE made its debut last spring at

UMass in a benefit performance for

Craeman.

The entire university community
is urged to attend this Craeman
Gethers benefit sponsored by the
Afro-Am society. Tickets are $2.50
and can be purchased at TIX in the
Student Union. Your donation will

be going to an extremely wor-
thwhile cause and the concert itself

promises to be a very special event.

Accompanied by an instrumental

ensemble, the "Voices'" perform in

a wide variety of styles, including in

their repertoire selections of gospel
songs, blues, spirituals, black
classical music, soul, and slave

songs such as cries, field hollers

and shouts.

The Voices of New Africa House
Choir is under the direction to

David Marshall Jackson, an Afro-

American Studies major. He has
served as assistant director and
organist for the choir since 1974,

and has accompanied students of

Boyer's Afro-American Vocal
Technique class. Known as the

singer's pianist, Jackson has
performed with many professional

gospel soloists, groups and choirs

throughout eastern United States.

The public is cordially invited to

experience, "Gospel in the Valley,"

Pioneer Valley's call of Unity,

sponsored by the W.E.B. DuBois
Department of Afro-American
Studies and the Third World
Organization at Hampshire College.

Admission — FREE!

BOBBY HUTCHERSON

Like so many artists featured on
Blue Note Records, Bobby Hut-
cherson has become a symbol of
advancement and evolution on the
instrument of his choice. The
vibraphone and marimba an in-

strument he has done much to
revive inprogressive music. He was
born January 27, 1941 in Los
Angeles. Bobby tike piano lessons
when he was nine years old, but did
not become seriously interested in

music until he heard a record by
Milt Jackson. Soon he had his own
set of vibes and was playing local

dances and concerts.

After gigging around Los
Angeles for some time with Curtis
Amy, Charles Lloyd and others,

Bobby joined the Al Grey-Billy

Mitchell combo. He earned wide
exposure, all the way from San
Francisco to New York.

BUeN*

Bobby worked with other
combos, including those of Archie
Shepp, Hank Mobley, and Charles

Tolliver. He also free-lanced with
small groups. He played in two
notable big bands, Gil Fuller's

orchestra, and later with Gerald
Wilson's all-star ensemble.

Hutcherson won the 1964 Down
Beat critics poll as the vibes man
most deserving of wider
recognition.

It was in 1965 that he took to
doubling on the marimba, com-
menting: "It's such a basic in-

strument, and it really hasn't been
brought out in jazz."

Bobby has been widely ac-

claimed for his fresh, free style. His

use of four mallets in some of his

performances has been notable

characteristic.

bobby Hutcherson means good
vibes

Prism at Hampshire College

PRISM (Powerful Mhythms
Inspiring Soulful Music), an up
and coming group from New York
City performed a concert-disco

Friday night at Hampshire College.

Prism is a group with devotes its

music entirely to the listener. Their

rhythms of happiness are enhanced
by melodies of love and lyrics of

understanding. The sound in which
they convey brings happiness into

the heart of the audience.

The group sound encompasses a

broad musical spectrum. It in-

cludes a variety of musical styles

including disco, funk, latin, calypso,

jazz, popular and raggae.

The members of the group in-

clude drummer- leader Ray Newton,

guitarist Eric Saunders,
saxophonist and composer John
Purcell, bassist Kevin Parlor and

singers Louise Robinson, Carol

Mailand and Diana Warlon. They

have recorded for and played

with such artists as Bobbi Hum-
phrey, Ester Satesfieid, Leon
Thomas, Frank Foster, Tito Puento,
Marion Brown, Tito Rodriguez,
Aquarian Dream, ABC, Impulse and
Buddha records.

They perform popular as well as
original works. Their music is

guaranteed to educate, enlighten
and entertain ones thoughts and
body movements. In the near future
look for a group with a total array of

soulful music, PRISM.
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How Jobless Can Lose Out On Work When Others Fail

WASHINGTON - White
national unemployment rose

slightly back to 7 per cent and black

unemployment jumped to 13.9 per

cent in October, three federally

funded jobs programs were
stripped of their monies because

they failed to allocate lobs on
schedule.

Thus jobless black workers in

those areas who might have

qualified for millions of dollars

worth of work missed out and the

funds were shifted elsewhere.

The funds, given out under the

Compretiensive Employment and
Training Act, amounted to nearly

$3 million and were reassigned to

areas that were on schedule in

allocating jobs.

Hugh Davies of the Department

of Labor division which oversees

Shd

"

the CETA program said the three

counties (prime sponsors) lost the

funding because they "couldn't

identify enough people" who
qualified for the jobs.

He said the program requires that

a person has been without a job for

15 weeks, has been collecting

unemployment benefits for 15

weeks, has exhausted jobless

benefits or be a recipient of Aid to

Families With Dependent Children.

He said the division formerly

reviewed the ability of prime

sponsors to allocate jobs on

schedule quarterly, but would be
stepping up the reviews to monthly.

Prime sponsors found unable to

fill jobs promptly would be in

jeopardy of losing their funding if

improvement is not shown in a 30-

.e cross

day period after a notice of intent to

withdraw the funds, he said.

In addition, instead of having" to

fill 70 per cent of the jobs planned

for in their programs, prime

sponsors will have to meet 80 per

cent of the schedule.

A spokesman for the CETA
program in Baltimore, which meets

100 per cent of its jobs schedules,

explained that the city has a

decentralized program that hunts

out qualified persons in the pockets

of high unemployment.
Jay Harris said that because

funds for the program are based on
an area's overall unemployment
rate it is often difficult to reach the

pockets where the jobless rate is at

its peak and the qualified people are

available and looking for jobs.

ngs • . . .

The Baltimore program, he said,

therefore relies on community

offices run by groups such as QIC

and the Urban League which have

proven their ability to reach people

and get the qualified ones on the

job rolls.

He said the city also operates

several mobile vans that canvass

other neighborhoods where
unemployment is high to find

qualified persons.

Based on performance reviews

by the department's Employment
and Training Administration in July

$2,892,000 was taken from
sponsors that filled less than 70 per

cent of the jobs they planned in

expanding their programs.

They were:

— Pacso County, Fla., from which

$1 million was reallocated to

Escambia County ($800,000) and

Northeast Florida Manpower
Consortium ($200,000).

-Tippecanoe County, Ind., from

which $892,000 was reallocated to

Hammond ($140,000), Lake County
($100,000) South Bend ($150,000),

St. Joseph ($102,000), Madison
County ($150,000), Delaware-
Blackford Consortium ($100,000),

and Vigo County ($150,000).

— D'j Page County, III., from which
$1 million was reallocated to

Shawnee Consortium ($62,750),

McLean County ($105,950), Macon
County ($22,100), and Illinois

balance of state ($251,600). The
remainder will be allocated later.
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Reeds
By FREIDA JONES

A reed, a

cut and shaped piece of bamboo,
piece of some pole sticking out of water.

When taken, soaked in saliva, placed in

a mouthpiece and ligature tightened,

when touched by the tip of the tongue,
by wind rushing up
a reed vibrates. ..

And wails dry and slow like the wind over the desert,

like ancient tones, slipping like silver light

through dark clouds stretching endlessly;

Knee deep in the Nile, the woman
hides in the reeds,

palys a flute cut from rushes.

Her song is the heat of evening lessening,

the sun sinking,

her ceremony.

She is black, bare and lotus-scented
from the cone of wax she wears on her head.
She stops and listens, fish

rush past her calves; in the house
where she is servant, her son taps
rhythyms on a leopard-skin gourd.

A tuning fork is vibrating.

listen.

There has been one sound for

ten-thousand years.

listen

It's the music of The opening up
of palms, the acceptance of immeasurable benefits

from the infinite past.

11 you could realize the gift.

I' you could remember the promises you have made,
to hear and become one with

tne oneness the wholeness of sound,
sound that can foldin like a flower

Majeed in Concert

in ttie night. Or have the symmetry
of the 'wings of large birds.

Or the illusion of raucousness,

city that swells and sweats out of the pores of skin

like sound, stolen and disguised sound/
that covers truth like a curtain,

glittering with paste jewel sounds.
But all sounds are woman melody flowing
over male rhythym; like the drum is

hollow like a woman's womb
giving life.

Knee deep in the mud of a Cuban river,

of a New Jersey marsh, of the Amazon,
men penetrate wilderness. Knives

cut and tear rpeds, rushes, stalks, cane
brush gives way
as the men cut away America
to make room for Europe.

The reeds cry screech

Can you not still hear?

A plethora of reeds, regrowing
in the New World. Convention of planets, like

Hawkin's reed.

Betchet's reed.

Lester's and Jacquet's reed.

Parker's reed.

Moody's, Rollins' and Stitt's reed.

Ornette's reed.

Trane's reed.

Shepp's reed.

Marion's, Ayler's, Dolphy's reed.

McPherson's reed. Pharoah's

reed through them
rush

ancient languages like silver

tongues splashes against harsh

skies, silver light

breaking through the clouds stretching endlessly.

Charles Majeed Greenlee, photo

by Edward Cohen

On Friday, November 18, 1977,

Charles ( Majeed) Greenlee will be in

concert at New Africa House,

University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. This concert is free of

charge, in the Lumumba Hut

of the New Africa House.

UMass Campus Center At Dusk

Public Service Announcement

Come to the Founding Con-
vention of a Young Communist
Organization in Columbus, Ohio
Nov. 19and 20. Speakers include

°an AFricaa Congress of Azania;

Kent State- May 4 Coalition;

Revolutionary Communist Party;

Ex Member of Black Panther Party;

Ex National Secretary of SDS and
others Workshops on: Bakke
Decision, Kent State, Jobs for

Youth, Southern Africa, Women,
Busing, Police Repression and
others. Contact Revolutionary
Student Brigade Rm 413A,
Student Union 5-0199, 6-8425.

Announcement

Benefit concert for Craeman
Gethers. JEAN CARN featuring

JADE, Sunday, Nov. 20, 8 p.m..

Student Union Ballroom. Donation

$2 50. Sponsored by afro-am
society.

Campus Center at dusk, photo by Edwin Patterson
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Students

study TV
violence
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The effects of television violence will be
highlighted by UMass students re-enacting
the trial of Ronald Zamora tonight.

Zamora, a 15- year-old convicted murderer,
claimed he killed an elderly woman because
of his watching hours of television crime
shows. His defense attorney argued Zamora
was temporarily insane due to "television
intoxication." Testimony from sociologists
and psychologists, key witnesses for the
defense, was not allowed to be heard by the
jury.

Under the direction of Professor Brian
Pontes, of the Communication Studies
Depaitment, the students will re-enact the
trial according to the court transcript, in-

cluding the professional testimony overruled
by the Florida judge.

The UMass students are attempting to

determine the outcome of the trial had the
experts' opinions been presented the jury. Al

Dodge, student lawyer for the defense said,

"We feel it was a gross injustice that the
sociologists and psychologists did not get to

testify. We want to examine the evidence
that was not brought out in the trial."
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The sun shines brightly but doesn't do much in warming such a cold day. (Staff
photo by Dan Vullemier)

Town to
test for

water

Karen Kozacki, student lawyer for the
prosecution, said, "We are doing the whole
trial over again to see whether television

violence or Zamora himself was on trial."

Dodge said, "We are trying to show that

television was responsible for Zamora's
actions. The basic idea is to try to make
people aware that television can influence

individuals to act in certain ways."

Pontes added, "The students are re-

enacting that segment of the trial which the
judge dismissed. The purpose of the

assignment is to give the students a chance
to role-play the experts, the jury and the

mass media."
The re-enactment is set for tonight at 7 in

Herter Hall room 227.

Various speakers, including a botany professor, a congressman, and a Polish journalist,

addressed the five- college area yesterday. See stories. Paae 2.

An interview with UMass interim President Franklin Patterson by Collegian reporter Joe
Quinlan, including quotes from Patterson's former associates appears on Pages 4 and 5.

UMass and its surroundings have changed a lot in the past 70 years. The campus pond
has been around since 1900, and in the time a lot of stories and anecdotes about it have

accumulated. See feature. Page 3.

Don't forget! Today follows a Friday class schedule.

Weather
Sunny, breezy, and cool today with highs from 30 to 40. Clear and cold tonight. Chance

of rain near zero per cent through tomorrow. Continued sunny, clear and cold tomorrow.

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting last night took a
major step forward in the search for future
water supplies in the town, voting to begin
immediate testing for new water wells in

Lawrence Swamp in South Amherst. The
decision was a turnaround from one made at

the Oct. 14 Town Meeting.
The assembly also voted to appropriate

and transfer $1,000 from available water
funds in support of the study of water usage
and water conservation. In another decision
Selectmen and Town Manager of Amherst
were authorized to study and review the
details of Amherst's present water situation.

In other business, a unanimous vote was
made to back planned legislation which
would reform the property tax in

Massachsetts. Approval was also given to a
project for the reconstruction of a drainage
tunnel and utility complex.
According to a recent engineering study

water in Amherst is becoming more and
more scarce. Controversy over solutions to
this problem run high, as was seen last night

in a two hour debate over whether or not the
town of Amherst should initiate testing of
the quality and quantity of water in the
Lawrence Swamp.

Arguf.-ients against this dealt with the
desirability of alternative solutions. One such
solution would be use of water from the
Quabbin Reservoir, owned by the
Metropolitan District Commission. Another
would be the possibility of Hadley as a more
than adequate source, if negotiations proved
to be successful.

Selectman Roger C. Jacque said of the
Lawrence Swamp testing proposal, "$63,000
is too high of a price to ask, given the fact

that it may not prove out, coupled with the
fact that Amherst in future years may have
need of more water than this source may be
able to provide."

However, if successful, such testing could
prove to be Amherst's most accessable and
ifinancially sound solution, backers maintain.

Selectmen Nancy B. Eddy said "The
Quabbin Reservoir, is a far possibility, in view
of its limited supply and the high number of
cities and towns applying for its usage."
"As for Hadley, if you close off the

Lawrence Swamp option, we are at their

mercy.. .we will be depending upon a Hadley
Town Meeting."

Eddy stressed that Amherst must com-
plete explorations within its own borders
before making any decision. Water from the
Lawrence Swamp would be totally under the
control of the town of Amherst, whereas
other alternatives would make Amherst
dependent upon the source.

"It would be well worth the $63,000," said

Eddy. "$63,000 is peanuts compared to

$5,000,000 of any other total cost."

Fluoridation controversial in Washington
\Ed. Note: Arnold Warshaw is a Collegian

staff reporter on internship with the Capitol

Hill News Service in Washington, D.C.]

By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Special to the Collegian

WASHINGTON - The long battle over

water fluoridation has taken yet another
twist as controversy mounts over whether
the chemical causes cancer.

Only in the past three years has a "cancer
link" become the rallying point for

fluoridation opponents, although it has long

been one of their objections to fluoride.

Moreover, the fluoridation debate has
pitted the government's chief cancer
research agency, the National Cancer In-

stitute, against a California-based health

lobbying group, the National Health
Federation.

Proponents of fluoride claim that its

presence in the drinking water will help
prevent tooth decay in young children.

But opponents have waged a long battle
against it for political and health reasons.
Some claimed back in the 1950's that it was a

Communist plot to poison the American
people; others said it was a civil rights

violation to force everyone to drink

fluoridated water.

Heart disease, kidney disease and arthritis,

as well as cancer, have all at one time been
claimed as side effects of fluoride.

All across the country, the fluoridation

issue has been decided by referendum votes,

but rarely without much heated debate.
A number of U.S. communities have

reversed pro-fluoridation votes with another
referendum, such as in San Diego. But in

most instances, once fluoridation is begun, it

continues.

In testimony before the House Sub-
committee on Intergovernmental Relations

and Human Resources, representatives of

the NCI said they had seen no evidence of a

fluoride-cancer link.

"I can state with certainty from the

analyses and reviews of the relevant data
that no trends in cancer rates can be ascribed
to the consumption of water that is artificially

or naturally fluoridated," said Dr. Arthur C.

Upton, director of the NCI. The NCI is the
cancer research arm of the U.S. Public

Health Service.

Testifying before that same sub-

committee, Dr. Jo'in Yiamouyiannis, science
director for the NHF, said his research
showed a link between consumption of

fluoridated water and cancer.

"At the present rate, we can expect in the
area of 10,000 fluoridation-linked cancer
deaths yearly... unless something is done to

stop fluoridation in the U.S.," Yiamouyiannis
said.

The NHF is a Monrovia, California- based
organization. According to its vice-president,

Clinton Miller, the group lobbies for

"freedom of choice in health issues."

Among their other interests, the NHF has
come out in support of laetrile, the con-
troversial cancer "drug" made from apricot
pits and has been lobbying for its

legalization.
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By Word of Mouth
Robert Livingston: Botany prof

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1977

By CHRIS BOURNE
Collegian Staff

UMass Botany professor Robert
Livingston said last night that "we may have
planted a thermal time bomb by releasing
large amounts of C02 into the atmosphere."

Livingston spoke to about 50 people at
Coalition for Environmental Quality meeting
last night in the Campus Center. Rising C02
levels and rising levels of smoke and dust in
the atmosphere may bring about the first

climatic changes caused by man, he said.
"Climatic change is the norm, but until
recently they weren't caused by man,"
Livingston said.

Carbon dioxide, captured in coal, was
formed about 300 million years ago. "The
world 300 million years ago had about ten
times the amount of C02 that we have now.
This helped great numbers of plants to grow.
Gradually they reduced the C02 level and
died off. These plants were then converted
into coal," said Livingston.

By burning this coal, we are releasing the
C02 into the atmosphere, said Livingston.
The excess C02 m the atmosphere can act
like the glass in a greenhouse and retain the
heat that the earth gets from the sun, ac-
cording to Livingston.

Livingston cited figure which show that
the average temperature around the world
rose steadily from 1880 to 1940. 'Since 1940
the temperature has declined, due to in-

creasing amounts of smoke in the at-
mosphere. The smoke reflects the sun's light
and heat out into space before it reaches
us," Livinaston said.

However, he feels that the "greenhouse
effect" caused by the C02 will raise the
temperature more than enough to offset this
in the long run.

Many of the world's major glaciers have
receeded in the last 70 years; some by many
miles. "A temperature rise of only six
degrees would be enough to melt all the
glacial and artic ice in the world. This would
cause the oceans to rise as much as 500
feet," Livingston said.

A rise of only 80 feet would flood major
portions of the US east and west coast as
well as much of the southeast according to
Livingston.

The high levels of C02 could throw the
world into a new cycle of ice ages between
periods of very hot, humid climates, ac-
cording to Livingston. "The oceans holds
about 50 times as much C02 as the at-
mosphere, but most of this is contained in
the cold artic waters. As the world's tem-

perature rose, the oceans would warm up
releasing more C02 into the atmosphere,"
said Livingston.

Livingston went on to explain that when
the glacial and artic ice had melted, there
would be enouah ocean water to start ab-
sorbing Cb2 again. As this C02 was ab-
sorbed, the temperature would begin to
drop, bringing a new ice age. "This cycle
takes about 50,000 years, so I don't think we
have to worry much about it yet," Livingston
said.

According to Livingston, the only way to
stop this process would be to develop a new
energy source. "This source would have to
be non- polluting, cheaper than fossil fuels,
and available right now."

Livingston is not optimistic about the
prospects for such a source being found.
"The trouble is that we don't pay any at-
tention to things which don't happen in our
backyard," Livingston said.

Even if we are able to stop putting C02
into the atmosphere, Livingston said that
there might still be drastic climate changes.
"The smoke and particles in the atmosphere
might begin to lower the temperature. It's
the type of situation where you are damned if

you do and damned if you dor't," Livingston
said.

Chris Bourne

Prof. Robert Livingston

Karol Szyndzielorz: Polish journalist
By MARY McAULIFFE
Collegian Staff

Noted Polish journalist, Karol J. Szynd-
zielorz said last night that social and
economic tensions since 1970 have left the
Polish people with a 'feeling of
helplessness."

Szyndzielorz, a 1977 Nieman fellow at
Harvard University, told a group of 40 people
in S.BA. 120 that Poland has restructed its

priorities in economic planning.
"This is done through massive recon-

struction in industrial production through
modernization of steel production and
shipbuilding industries specializing in fishing
business," he said.

The government has tried to deal national
problems as establishing a national purpose,
promoting a decent rate of growth, and
elimination of food production shortage,
leading to an increased confidence for
farmers, he said.

According to Szyndzielorz, there is no
unemployment in Poland. Although there are
millions of young people entering the job
market, the government created new jobs to
accommodate the growing labor force.

The housing industry, he said, is an area

that is slowest to make progress. He
predicted, however, that each family should
have their own house or apartment by 1990.
Szyndzielorz also said Poland is rich in

natural resources. It has a large coal industry
and is second to the United States in coal
export. It is also the biggest industry in that
country.

"Poland," said Szyndzielorz, "is a country
trying to pull itself up by its own bootstrap
with tremendous effort but old tensions are
replaced with new ones with what is to come
in the next five to seven years."

Agriculture has prospered and ex-
perienced constant growth since 1970, he
said, but agriculture is having difficulties

Dsn Vullemier
Polish journalist Karol J. Szyndzierioz

because many farms are divided into small
plots which limits improvement by
machinery.

Szyndzielorz said agriculture faced
another setback last summer when large
amounts of grain was ruined by rain. He said
the country borrowed heavily for new lines of
production.

Poland has a long term agreement with the
United States for importing two-and-a-half
million tons of grain, Szyndzielorz said. Since
the poor crop of 1976, Poland has increased
that figure to four and a half million tons, he
said. The government increased grain import
so farmers would not use livestock to
compensate the grain loss when the market
for livestock would be better next year, he
continued.

The government also tried to raise food
prices which caused political crisis because
workers organized strikes against new
programs.

Education is universal, said Szyndzielorz,
but it is financed by the state. There are three
levels of education. The first eight years are
compulsory, and some cities are making high
school mandatory. The college leve' Is highly
competitive and is open to thoss who have
the scholastic ability.

Benjamin Rosenthal: Congressman
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

Congressman Benjamin S. Rosenthal, D-
New York, told an assembly of about 50
students at Amherst College last night the
outlook for a Middle East peace settlement is

"hopeful".

Rosenthal a Liberal- Democrat, serves on
the House International Relations sub-
committees on Europe and the Middle East,
and on International Organizations.

In a thirty minute speech, Rosenthal
presented the perspectives of all the
countries involved, criticized President
Carters approach to a settlement, offered his
own views to a solution, and ended by
fielding questions from the audience.

Begin said he disagreed with President

Carter, that if a Geneva Conference doesn't
happen this year "The world will come to an
end." He also criticized President Carter's
approach to a Middle East settlement, which
he pointed out was an adoption of a
Brookings Institute study done by National
Security Director, Zbigniew Brezinski.

The Brookings plan calls for Israeli with-
drawal of lands back to the 1967 lines.

Rosenthal said the "trump card of the
US", and one which Carter will certainly

play at Geneva, is to have Israel "go back to
'67' lines and tell them we will guarantee
their security."

Rosenthal pointed out that the Israelis

don't think we're good on our guarantees.
"Guarantees are not a healthy situation.

We should help them achieve self security,"
said Rosenthal.
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Rosenthal said that in his view the in-

tolerable conditions of the Gaza Strip
Palestinians would have to be recognized by
Geneva if a settlement were to be reached.

After completing a recent tour of the
Middle East, Rosenthal said he found that
much like the average American, the average
Egyptian was primarily concerned with rent,

food, family, and their job.

"We found the general population willing
to live in peace. It s the politicians who are
riling up the electorate, not the electorate
riling up the politicians," said Rosenthal.

His views of the perspectives of the
countries involved in the Middle East went as
follows:

United States: "Carter sees himself as a
paramount in foreign affairs and resents
congressional interference. He feels a great
commitment to attaining peace which means
a reconvening of the Geneva Conference."

Israel: "Prime Minister Begin is a true
believer that the West Bank is original Israeli
land and seems intransigent on this issue."

"Begin feels there is not a clear definition
of who the Palestinians are. He believes
these things are negotiable."

Rosenthal called Begin "an extraordinarily
courtly person" who sees himself as
protector of the remaining 12 million Jews
interests.

Syria: "This country is under an identity
crisis," said Rosenthal noting Syria's
relations to Russia in the past. Rosenthal said
that while visiting Syria he talked to a Chief
Justice who expressed interest in trading
with Israel.

Jordan: Rosenthal called Jordan's King
Hussein "soft spoken, wdll-educated, and

Pat Oobbs

U.S. Congressman Benjamin Rosenthal

willing to go along with any peace settlement
that won't topple his throne."

"Hussein doesn't like the FLO (Palestine
Liberation Organization), but that's the kind
of thing politicians have to say. The FLO is

an enigma to some of these people,"
Rosenthal added.

Egypt: "Sadat is a capable, astute leader,"
Rosenthal said of Egypt's president.

Rosenthal said that peace was in the in-

terest of Egypt, considering their economic
and social conditions.

"Egypt's per capita income is only about
$300 a year," he said.

Rosenthal lectured courtesy the Amherst
College Political Science and History
Departments and the Foreign Affairs
Committee.
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77 years ago today.
By SHARON STENT/FORD
Collegian Staff

The Campus Pond, scene of the recent
duck and swan fall round-up, has
through its various transformations
served as showground and playground
for countless human entertainments,
sports, and celebrations, as well as the
home for a variety of wildlife and a haven
for winged visitors.

A Peking duck, a domestic mallard and
three mute male swans are the most
visible of the pond's seasonal inhabitants.

The swans were donated by the Rhode
Island Wildlife Sanctuary. According to
Kenton Billings of Grounds and Services,
wild ducks have been known to drop in

on the pond birds, which are brought
each spring from Tillson Farms by
Physical Plant employees.
Edmund J. Ryan, physical plant

superintendent, said no attempt is made
to stock the pond with fish, and the origin

of the goldfish is a mystery to him.
When the pond is drained so that litter

and debris can be removed and weeds
trimmed, said Ryan, the fish stay around
in a small pool of water.
The fish and other pond inhabitants

have not always been treated with such
care. One October morning in 1947, the
pond was found almost empty of water.
Crayfish and fish gasped and giant mud
turtles roamed about. Some
unauthorized person had obtained a key
to the dam and let the water out the night
before.

In preparation for the Baccalaureate
exercises of 1913, students tried to

control the pond's algae by dumping in

90 pounds of fish poison-ten times more
than was necessary. Along with the
algae, the poison killed two "wagon
loads" of suckers, that gave off such a

stench they had to be raked up before
Commencement.
Thanks to Collegian articles dated 1944

and 1953 by Lois Bannister and Marcella
Marling, respectively, the pond's history

can be traced back almost a century.

Prior to 1892, the waters of the pond
region, springing from a source east of
Butterfield, formed a small meandering
stream through a cow pasture at

Massachusetts Agricultural College. Here
town boys of the 1880's speared fish in

the spring; in winter they rode downhill
on sleds to the pond.
To help provide the large quantities of

ice needed for the dairy products and
cold storage of fruit, a dam was built

across the stream. William Wheeler, a

graduate of MAC's first class in 1867,

The UMass campus pond as it appeared in 1900.

supervised construction of the dam. The
pasture became submerged beneath a
sheet of water.

In 1893, after more than 20 classes had
graduated, the mass of water was
fashioned into College Pond. A couple of

years before, two sophomores had
coaxed Fred S. Cooley, superintendent of
the campus farm, to build another dam.
Through the influence of Cooley and
President Henry H. Goodell, the
Massachusetts legislature appropriated
$1,000 for the project.

The UMass campus pond today. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Despite other's doubts concerning the
dam's ability to hold the pressing waters.
Cooley said he would "eat his shirt" if it

broke. It did, but it is uncertain if he kept
his word.

About a year later, Samuel Maynard,
professor of horticulture proposed that
the new pond be ornamented with a
"Massachusetts Garden" consisting of
native trees, shrubs, and plants. As part
of the garden motif an island was built.

Since then, the pond has served as a
showground and playground for a variety

of activities.

MAC'S first ice hockey game was
played on the pond in 1909. By this time
the freshman-sophomore rope-pull was
already an established tradition.

The College Pond was also the scene
of hazing for freshmen. Dressed to

appear ridiculous, women were made to

cast for nonexistent fish using "real

worms". Some initiates were thrown into

the pond.

"Winter Carnival Weekend" featured

ice shows on the pond for many years.

Campus afternoon entertainments in-

cluded pond races and figure skating

exhibitions.

In late spring, 1937, juniors and seniors

began a custom by forming a procession

to the banks of the pond for graduation

exercises.

First discretionary money given in 1970
Editor's note — A report released by tfje

UMass president's office Sunday describes

discretionary accounts, which total $77,750
this year, that the UMass president and three

campus chancellors have at their disposal.

The following tells how these accounts
became established and the types of ac-

tivities they fund.

By MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

The UMass administration first began
providing discretionary money to its senior

level officers in 1970, funding activities which
the University could not pay for out of other

restricted funds, such as state monies.
Since that time, discretionary monies have

been used for a variety of purposes-
entertainment, scholarships, faculty enrich-

ment and travel expenses.

A report by an independent certified public

accounting firm, Hurdman and Cranstoun,

states, "It is generally recognized in

educational circles that senior University

officials have a duty to carry on community
activities both within and outside the

university community.
"However, because of Commonwealth of

Massachusetts restrictions on the nature of

certain types of expenditures, these funds
were handled outside the normal University
channels, but, we are informed, subject of

official scrutiny and approval to the same

extent as Commonwealth funds, the report
states.

The report is a review of management
controls on the discretionary accounts,
ordered by UMass President Robert C. Wood
during the summer to determine what each
senior officer receives and how much
University discretionary money he directs.

According to a 1971 memo authored by
Wood, the discretionary accounts were
established for "official and ceremonial
entertaining," although they have been used
to finance other special activities as well.

The money was raised through interest on
student fee - generated trust funds. Interest

and earnings on the trust funds this year
amounts to $675,000 the report says.

In 1971, the Executive Committee of the
Board of Trustees approved a memo from
Wood asking that "perquisites," income in

addition to salary, be established for the
Chancellors at both the Worcester and
Boston campuses. This was done to give the
incoming Worcester chancellor and Boston
chancellor payment towards buying homes.
Amherst Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
lives in a state-owned house on campus;
Wood does not receive a housing allowance.
Up until 1976, the discretionary monies

were held by the University Foundation, a
non-profit, private corporation described by
Wood as established to provide "enrich-
ment" programs to the university.

But changes in federal law and Internal

Revenue Service Codes forced the University
to establish separate accounting procedures
Wood said in a telephone interview Sunday.
At that time, a budgeting and review
procedure was also established whereby a

three person trustee committee would
oversee the accounts.

For this year, Wood controls a
discretionary budget of $20,000, Bromery a
budget of $16,500, Worcester Chancellor
Roger J. Bulger oversees $16,000 and
Boston Chancellor Carlo L. Golino controls

$25,000.

The report recommends continuing the

controls already instituted over the accounts,
such as signature power in the hands of

someone other than the chancellors of

presidents staff's, and that other controls be
tightened.

While the report includes a financial

diagram of how much money was expended
by each officer for the last few months, the

forms are not standardized, and only

Chancellor Bromery's and Bulger's are

footnoted.

Among the activities the officers have
financed in the past year;
— the reception at UMass-Boston during

the summer for the Kennedy Library, which
cost the University "between $3,000 to
4,000", according to Wood. The reception,
and the "few hundred dollars" he said he
spent lobbying to have the library built at

UMass, "were well worth the money," he
said.

- in 1977, Worcester students were
treated to a party and clam bake at the
Dean's house totalling $1,926.03. The money
was taken out of discretionary funds
budgeted for entertainment which Bulger
had budgeted about $3,600. Bulger also said
he used the money to finance the first faculty
retreat at Worcester.
- varying sums ranging from $10,000 to

$40,000 over the past several years to finance
a day care center at UMass-Boston, when
state funds could not be found.
- financing yearly commencement

receptions for honorary degree recipients at
the Chancellor's house in Amherst and
partial reimbursement from Bromery's trip to
Hokaido University last year.

Correction
The caption on a page 3 photo in

yesterday's Collegian incorrectly stated that

the UMass President and campus chan-
cellors "may be cited for possible income tax

evasion." The caption should have read that

the trustees made public a report on the

officer's discretionary accounts, recom-
mending tighter auditing control of the

funds.
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New UMass president ready...
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...'to start something new'
ffy JOE QUINLAN
and GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Recently appointed UMass
Interim President Franklin K. Patterson likes
"to start something new and different about
every five years."

"I don't like to be stuck in a rut," said
Panerson in a recent interview. He once
worked with New York City youth gangs

I^ helping to found Hampshire College
in 1 966 and eventually joining IMassin 1973
As the University's Frank L. Boyden

Professor, Patterson said he begins his day at
UMass Boston at 8:30 a.m. and is often
involved with committee work in the
University graduate school program. He is
also frequently consulted by University
trustees and administrators.

Patterson explained the honorary po'-ition
he holds is dedicated to a former L.. ass
trustee chairman and headmaster of
Deerfield Academy. Patterson said he is "so
glad I teach here" at the Boston campus
because of the students he has met.
"UMass- Boston is a fantastically aood

place," he said. Patterson teaches political
science to 45 students in two classes. Most
of his students, he said, are between 26- and
29-years-old, and there's "no motivation
question at all."

Visits Amherst Friday
Patterson said he hopes to be as visible as

possible to the University community. It is

^^absolutely essential," he said, to be visible.
"I hope within the limits of time to be able to
be around all three campuses."
He said he plans to visit administrators and

student leaders of the Amherst campus this
Friday. Saturday he will be attending the
inauguration ceremonies for recently-
appointed Hampshire College President
Adelle Smith-Simmons.

Patterson said he left Hampshire College
to come to UMass because he had "done
what I wanted" as president there for five
years.

Patterson and Charles Longsworth,
Patterson's successor who resigned this year
outlined the educational goals and plans of
Hampshire College in their book, "The
Making of a Colleqe" Four of his years as
president there Patterson worked with
Longsworth and others to organize the
college before it admitted its first 250
students in Patterson's fifth and last year as
president. He then chaired the college's
board of trustees while beginning his
association with UMass.

Here he has held the honorary
professorship and also served as the
University secretary for two years.

Before helping to found Hampshire,
Patterson researched "youth relating to

society" when he served as director of the
Lincoln Filene Center for Citizenship and
Public Affairs at Tufts University in Medford

During the 1950's, he worked with
'bopping" youth gangs on the Lower East
Side of New York City. The sixty-one year
old Panerson began his association with
education in the secondary schools of his
home state, California.

Didn't Seek Interim
Patterson said he didn't seek the interim

job as president. He said he took the job for
neither power or glory" but rather out of a

sense of responsibility.

"The University needs someone to give asmuch as possible to unify various elements
as much as possible in a period of tran-
sition, " said Patterson.
He said he wants to "try to help the

University develop and strengthen programs
arid relationships outside and inside
(UMass).

"I do not see my role as an interim
president to seek to install any major
changes in the University," he said. "It
wouldn't be fair to my successor to start
something he or she wouldn't want to do."

Patterson added he probably wouldn't
bring any of his Hampshire College policies
to UMass.

"I don't know if I would want to try what is
appropriate for a small residential college at a
public university," he said. "It would be
foolhardv to a.itomatirallv think I could makeUMass like Hampshire. They are two totally
different situations."

Lobby Style Different
A major task facing Patterson this spnng is

lobbying the state legislature for the
University budget. In the past UMass
President Robert C. Wood has managed
to attract reasonable funding despite his
political differences with Gov. Michael
Dukakis and his efforts to trim state services.

Patterson said he is not yet familiar with
the whole University budget process, but he
looks fonrt/ard to the "challenge".

"The major thing the president has to do,"
Patterson said referring to budget lobbying,
is to look at the budget "not with anxiety!
but the challenge to do good."

Patterson said his lobbying technique is

"quite different from anyone else's style. I

will use my own straightforward style with
the legislature as I know how," he said,
adding "I look forward to good relations with
the legislature and governor."

Preparing to defend the budget is also a
"happy coincidence" for Patterson because
he IS analyzing the history of the state
legislature for its bicentennial anniversary in

Patterson said he is "comparing the
human make up of the colonial legislature"
with those of 1880, 1930, 1978, 1979 and
1980.

The research is helping him to know the
legislature better, he said, and the legislative
leaders are "friendly to the study."

Patterson said he sees no redundancy in
academic programs offered at the three
UMass campuses. UMass-Boston, he said is
different tha.i a state college in resources
The Harbor Campus services a "commuting
population which can't go to (UMass)
Amherst."

"It is possible" for redundancy in
programs offered by UMass-Boston and

Outgoing UMass President Robert C.
Wood

local state colleges, but it can be prevented
with '"adequate resources," Patterson said.

UMass-Boston has "fine faculty and
programming which need strengthening," he
said. Noting the John Fitzgerald Kennedy
Memorial Library being constructed on the
Harbor Campus, Patterson said if the state
"doesn't face the challenge" of proper
expansion, then it has "failed a real op-
portunity for a (state) university in Boston."

A Need For Higher Ed Reorg
"There is a very great need for a more

effective organization for the state's relation
with public higher education," said Pat-
terson. A reorganization of public higher
education "will have to take into account the
totallity " of the public and private schools in
the state.

Higher education in Massachusetts, said
Patterson, is the state's "third or fourth
biggest industry"

"We don"t have grain or things of that
nature, we have brains, or at least I hope we
do," he said.

Patterson said he has been "'trying to
persuade" the last two Massachusetts'
governors to reorganize the state's public
higher education system.
The state legislature and governor have

been fighting the last few years over how to
reorganize public higher education in the
state. A committee was formed this fall to
evaluate the system.

TURN TO PAGE 5
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The present state Board of Higher
Education has 'nominal planning respon-
sibilities," Patterson said, "but it's not in the
position to

.
do^ much. It can't preventredundancy m the public sector."

The reorganization of public higher
education will have to access the tradition of
the state's independent educational sector
and help "mesh the public and private"
systems so they are useful to each other and
the people of the state, Patterson said.
"One way or another the board (of public

higher education) needs to exist stronger
than now," Patterson said. "It has to have a
greater voice in the total planning process
and utilize its resources more effectively."

Trustees not adversaries to UMass
Patterson said he does not see the UMass

Board of Trustees "in any way an adversary
of the president, faculty, students or
University. There is nothing to be gained
he said, rf the president and trustees are
adversaries.

"My chief intention in undertaking the job
IS to work effectively with the board. I have a
great deal of confidence in what the board
can become," he said, noting the "con-
siderable turnovers in the composition" of
the board since Wood in June announced his
January resignation.

The "desirable relationship" between the
trustees and president, Patterson said, is the
president having the trustees' "confidence
and support" to lead the institution. If the
trustees do not feel the president is doing the
job, Patterson said he would expect the
trustees to fire the president.

Patterson said his philosophy of
management for Umass is the same as for
"almost any other" institution. He said he
has a two-fold view which is "fairly simple".

As the University's executive officer,
Patterson said he would take the "initiative''
and "go out front on things that need to be
developed, formulated, evaluated and
changed." Patterson added because he will
be the interim president, and not the per-
manent executive a time limit may constrain
some policy decisions.

Governance Tension "fun"
Patterson said while he believes in strong

leadership, he also believes in "all the
feasible participation of those concerned
with the effects of decisions as in making the
decisions." He said he likes as much a
decentralized administration as possible. He
said the "inevitable tension" which occurs
between the administration and staff when
making policy decisions is the "fun" of
governance.

"There doesn't have to be a lot of
bloodshed," Patterson said, adding faculty
and staff "Tend to trust you" as they did
when he was associated with the ad-
ministrations at Tufts and Hampshire.

iCo]legian

Patterson's fanner associates

caff him "outstanding', "committed"
"Patterson has more of a commitment

to education, he is not just a manager.
Robert Wood could be the manager of
anything; he's an operator. Pat could be
an operator too," said Ruth Hammen, in
comparing her former boss, Franklin K.
Patterson, with UMass President Robert
C. Wood. Patterson, the Founding
President of Hampshire College in 1966,
takes over as UMass interim president
this January when Wood steps down.

Hammen was Patterson's secretary in
the early years of Hampshire College.
She is now the administrative secretary in
Its School of Language and Com-
munications in a building dedicated to
Patterson. Hammen and two other
onginal Hampshire College personnel
recently reflected upon their association
with Patterson, when the college
comprised only 20 faculty and 250
students. There are now 120 faculty
sending 1200 students.

Hammen said Patterson is the com-
bination of administrator and professor
that the UMass Board of Trustees sought
for interim president.

"I believe he is an outstanding ad-
ministrator and an educated man," she
said. "Patterson as an academic is deeply
committed to education and to public
education. He enobles a state institution.
That wasn't President Wood's deep
commitment by any means.

"He seems to me to be an excellent
choice for interim president," said
Hammen. "He knows the University, the
structure, and he knows how to work
with the (state) legislature."

Hammen, who first met Patterson
when she became his secretary in 1966
said she does not feel he will bring any of
Hampshire College's policies to UMass.

"I do not think that he thinks his ideas
are evangelistic," she said. "He wouldn't
try to impose his style on UMass. But it's

quite possible that he learned something
m his experiences at Hampshire that will
help solve some of the problems at
UMass.

"I don't know how much bad or good
he can do in six months," said Hammen,
but he may whip some things into

shape."

Hampshire College liberal arts
Professor Richard Lyons, who met
Patterson in 1967 and began working
with him a year later as the college's first

academic dean, said he became in-

terested in the new college after reading
a book that outlined the educational
goals and plans of Hampshire College.
The book, "The Making of a College,"
was co-written by Patterson and his
Hampshire College successor, Charles
Longsworth. Lyons said he saw in the
book "lively new possibilities in curricula
design."

The ideas in the book, he said, were
like "a lot of fresh winds blowing through
the stagnant air of higher education."
Lyons was associated with the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill before
coming to Hampshire College.

Lyons also praised Patterson's ad-
ministration at Hampshire College "Pat

linT^u'^^'"^^'^ ^"^ ^ an organized
mind. He ran a very tight ship."

"He is a strong academic and a very
strong administrator," said Lyon. "He
has a quick mind and one with
imagination. I believe he is unusual in that
respect. He is deeply responsive to poetry
- you don't often find that type in a
college president," noted Lyons.

Lyons said Patterson was "always at
ease with students." Patterson sen/ed as

TURN TO PAGE 6

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Patterson said he'd "like to know the
d9namics" of student unionization before
discussing its role in university governance.
He did say the students at UMass-Boston
"have a really pretty good opportunity to
participate" in the governance structure with
the campus unicameral assembly of faculty
and 30 to 40 students.

Patterson said he has no idea of the impact
of faculty unionization at the Amherst

campus, and added he would be "interested
and concerned" to see its effects.

Likes Present Governance
He did say the existing governance system

at UMass "is just about the best thing any
university has." It provides for a "substantial
amount" for initiative of decentralized
governance while "respecting" a centralized
process, he said.

Patterson said while no governance
system is perfect, the UMass governance
system is "a pretty good one for interfacing
governance and management."

The UMass governance system allows
faculty and student senates to recommend
changes to University administrators and
trustees when making policy decisions.
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Group asks students i

to fast for harvest

JUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15. 1977

By LARRY COHEN
Collegian Staff

ThM.^»
UMass students may go hungry

Thursday. But there is a reason They wH^

rrCdVe'rCe:;^^''-"'^^ ^""^- ''^-

AiJcmrA*^ '® sponsored by OXFAM-
AMtHlCA, an international organization
which gives small grants and loans to local
tarrrers in third world nations. Oxfam helps
farmers to raise their own food, rather than
to supply them with the finished product
said Howard Goldman, UMass fast coor-
dinator.

"Our efforts in this fast are several-
pronged," Goldman said. "First, we hope to
generate awareness of the world food
situation. Second, we'd like to get people to

w"^^®*^"®^
" ^^^ V«3r, Oxfam collected

about $200 at UMass, he said.

Goldman said information tables will be set
up in the dining commons and in the Campus
Center Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.
Students may donate either money or meal
tickets. Food Services will donate about 70
cents for each meal ticket collected,
Goldman said.

There will be films shown all day in the
Campus Center, Goldman said. "Diet for a
Small Planet

' shows people how they can

* Patterson

start conserving world resources by eatina
lower" on the food chain.

"It takes 10 pounds of grain to make onepound of meat," said Goldman. Another
movie, Toast," deals with the technology
that goes into making bread. There will also
be a slide show, Goldman said.
Among the groups that are supporting the

fast are the United Christian Foundation theNewman Center, Hillel Association, Peoples'
Market, Earthfoods, and the Coalition for
Alternative Agriculture and Self Sufficiency
Goldman said.

^-oxv-y,

Goldrpan, who is also coordinator of the
Peoples Market, said they will not be open

I^^w !/ °^
^^?u^^- ^^" Co'' o^ Earthfoods

said they will be serving bread, water, tea,and coffee only, as a "shock effect
"

fo^/l!f J^®1
'^ ^° present people with the

fact that when they come in here to eat
there won't be food," Cox said "A
suggestion will be that people donate what
^7."^°^'^ ''^"^"V pay ^or the food to OX-rAM, he added.
Goldman said the main focus of the fastwas not to make people go hungry "Weunderstand that people might not be able to

fast that day. due to an exam or something
and that s okay. We just want people to Sqaware of what this is all about

"

CONT. FROM PAGE 5

president the first year Hampshire College
admitted students.

Lyons said there were occasional
disagreements between Patterson and the
college s first 20 faculty members.

"There were times when Pat disagreed
with the faculty, but by and large we pulled
together very well, " said Lyons, adding 'It
was tough (for Panerson) to compromise his
views of what this college shouW be."

Dorothy Anderson, secretary to Hamp-
^ire College President Adelle Smith-
Simmons, said Patterson should have no
trouble becoming president at UMass after
having served as president at the smaller
Hampshire College.

"I think he will do very well, he's very
versatile," said Anderson. She and Hammen
typed the draft copies of "The Making of a
College for Patterson.

."! tend to think of him more as an ad-
ministrator. But I heard that the students

were pleased with his style as a teacher

"

Anderson said. She also said the faculty
"loved" Patterson.

"He knew a great deal about their fields
"

she said.

UMass President Robert C. Wood told the
trustees Patterson, "will be critical in the
transition period of the University

"

a veryWood said Patterson "will do
superb job as interim president."

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery told the
trustees he looks forward to working with
Patterson.

"I look forward to working with Frank- we
were on the board of trustees at Hampshire
together. Doctor Patterson is a good choice
and I believe that he will be a very good
interim president," Bromery said.
Amherst campus Student Trustee Marion

L. Batiste said Panerson was the best interim
candidate for dealing with the state
legislature.

"The trustees' committee spent a long
time discussing all the candidates," she said
Doctor Patterson was. as far as we could

see. the interim candidate best qualified in
dealing with the legislature."

Notices

Fellowships
The deadline for nominations for three

fellowship programs is Nov. 20. The three
programs, all sponsored by the Fund for
Theological Education, include the North
American Ministerial Fellowships, the
Black Opportunity Fellowships and the
Hispanic Opportunity Fellowships.

Direct application is not permitted.
Interested persons must be nominated by
a campus minister, professor, or parish
pastor. The local contact agency is the
United Christian Foundation in Student
Union 428, 545 2789 and 545-2661. In-

formation is posted outside the door.

Pete Sabey, campus minister, will talk

with persons about their interest and
eligibility.

All seniors are eligible for the North
American Ministerial Fellowships.
Seniors and graduate students (up to age
30) are eligible for the Black and Hispanic
Opportunity Fellowships. Anyone who
might want to consider theological study
should contact UCF no later than th s
Friday.

Hutcherson
Bobby Hutcherson, nationally know

black classical inusician, will appear in a

free concert Saturday at 8 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

Hutcherson has played with Archie
yShepp, Hank Mohley and Charles

Tolhver, as well as Gil Fuller's orchestra
and Gerald Wilson's All-Star ensemble
He has become known for his innovative
use of four mallets during his per-
formance.
The concert is sponsored by the Union

Program Council.

Oxford study
Alumni of the Oxford Summer

Seminar will be available to discuss the
program tomorrow niaht at TV)
Bartlett 301.

a oi '»} in

The seminar will convene its 13th
session next summer at Trinity College
btudents in any discipline may apply on
the graduate or undergraduate level The
cost is $1,000.

Details are explained in a brochure
available in Bartlett Hall 160 or from the
dean's office of the College of Arts and
Sciences, South College.

The program employs Oxford tutors
exclusively, though UMass Honors credit
^provided. Courses range from Medieval
Paleography to Contemporary British
Theatre. Several are interdisciplinary- all
are taught in small classes and tutorials
averaging eight students.

There is time to travel before, during,
and after the program. Rooms at TrinJty
are mostly in suites: a bedroom and a
livingroom. In 1977 students from 44
colleges and universities participated.
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Knievel is jailed

for six mont/fs
SANTA MONICA, Calif. [UPI] - E.el

Knievel, who admitted beating a
television executive with a baseball bat
for writing a book which the stuntman
said was a "vicious lie," was sentenced
yesterday to six months in jail and put on
probation for three years.

Knievel's "action violated all precepts
of civilized society," Superior Court
Judge Edward Rafeedie said in imposing
sentence on Knievel, 39.

Knievel pleaded guilty last month to
using a bat on Sheldon Saltmar, ^, v<e
president of 20th Century Fox s tele-
communications division, who wrote a
book, "Evel Knievel on Tour," about the
stuntman's unsuccessful attampt in 19/4
to jump the Snake River Canyon in a
rocket-powered motorcycle.

Saltman, 46, who promoted the SneKe
River Canyon stunt, suffered a brokon
arm and wrist in the attack.
When he pleaded guilty to a charge Df

assault with a deadly weapon last month,
Knievel said the book was "a vicic js
book of pornography about me, insulting
me, my wife, my grandmother, my
children, my loved ones."

Knievel was allowed to remain free
until next Monday when he is to report to
the sheriff's department.

"I have only one thing to say about this
day in court," Knievel said when he left
Rafeedie's courtroom. "That jucge is a
good judge, he is a fair judge. Th; Vs ail I

have to say."

Rafeedie recommended the motor-
cycle daredevil he assigned tc either a
work furlough program or to an honor
farm. He said Knievel could apply later for
parole.

Tfiree states claim

Hughes ' residence
LAS VEGAS, Nev. [UPI] - The legal

battle over Howard Hughes' millions
flared on three fronts yester.ja/ — jn

Nevada, Texas and California - and the
U.S. Supreme Court was asked to step in
and bring order to the turmoil.

In Nevada, jury selection was in its
sixth day in the trial to determine the
authenticity of the Fo-called "Mormon
will" attributed to the late industrialist
who died April 5, 1976 on a medical flight
from Mexico to Houston.

In Texas, jury selection began in a trial
to determine the legal residence of the
ate industrialist in an action that could
lead to that state collecting millions of
dollars in inhertance taxes.

California, which also is battling to
prove Hughes a legal resident of its state
asked Supreme Court Justice Lewis
Powell to stop the trial in Houston.

Russian dissident

fanally summoned
MOSCOW [UPI] - The family of

imprisoned dissident Anatoly Sh-
charansky has been summoned to a
meeting with Soviet authorities in what
could be the prelude to his long-expected
tnal on charges of treason, his brother
said yesterday.

Shcharansky has been in prison for
eight months awaiting word on his fate.

His brother, Boris, told fellow
dissidents yesterday that he and his
parents, Ida Milgrom and Leonid Sh-
charansky, were told to report to
Lefortovo Prison Wednesday.

Dissidents said this probably means
authorities have completed their in-
vestigation and will advise the family to
retain a lawyer for Shcharansky.

Shcharansky's fate has been unclear
since he was arrested March 15 in an
apparent crackdown on dissidents
monitoring Soviet compliance with the
Helsinki Accords on human rights.
The first public word or charges

against him were reported by the Tass
news agency last month when they
labeled him a "betrayer of the mother-
land."

Tass said he would be punished to the
full extent of the law for alleged

collaboration with foreigners in anti-
boviet activity.

'Super rats" are
immune to poison
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Federal

officials indicated Monday a stronger
strain of rodent, a "super rat" immune tocommon poisons, is apparently breedino
in Hartford. **

The rats feed on potent anticoagulant
poison without ill effect. Health o^icials
are concerned because the poison has
oeen the extermination standard for 30
years.

The poison ordinarily kills by causing
internal bleeding.

**

The so-called "super rats" were first
Identified in North Carolina in the late
i»bOs and have migrated north, infesting
ghetto areas along the eastern seaboard
according to the Hartford Tribune

O^t'cials at a 40-city rat control project
"1 Albany, N.Y., sponsored by the
Depanment of Health Education and
Welfare, said four rats in a 32 rat sample
trapped in Hartford were found to beimmune from anticoagulant poison.

Ku Klux Klansman
on trial for murder
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. [UPI] - A jury of

three blacks and nine whites was chosen
yesterday to decide whether a former Ku
Klux Klansman killed an 1 1-year-old black
girl with a 1963 dynamite blast at a
Birmingham church.
The jury was chosen to hear the case

of Robert E. Chambliss, 73, charged with
four counts of first-degree murder for the
bombing of the Sixteenth Street Baptist
Church.

Prior to the questioning of potential
lurors, Chambliss' attorney asked that the
prosecution be halted and the jury panel
declared illegal because no one on the
panel was over 70 years old.
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What are we doing?
By DAMON THOMAS

During my grammar school and high
school years I remember being told I was
building for my future, that the knowledge
that I gained and used would someday
prepare me for college.

College - that was the goal to reach, the
key to the "good life" and to personal
realization of the "American Dream " Of
course, I was only rarely reminded that
certain people just wouldn't be allowed to
make it, but I was never told just why.
Anyway, for those of us fortunate enough to
be able to attend, college was, next to
heaven, the place to go even if the reasons
for attending weren't all that clear.

Well, now, here we are at the University of
Massachusetts. For some, the university

represents the end of their formal education;
after completion of their studies here, they
will (hopefully) enter the depressed job
market. For others, UMass is again only a

steppingstone for their future. Some are here
to learn how to change the world, others are

tivities, but not to be aware of what is ac-
tually happening.

What are we doing? We isolate ourselves
while we "study". We glance away as we
run past our brothers and sisters. We sit

confined to chairs as though involuntarily

strapped down, in lecture halls and libraries,

cramming and memorizing for tests beyond
any point of value. We are assigned a worth
as a total human being by the type of
alphabet letters we receive on a yellow card.
We are forced into competitive relations with
each other, each person pushed by our
capitalist culture and economy into an In-

dividualistic, competitive, hierarchical mold.

Look at many of the faces and listen to

some of the words being spoken. We do not

look at faces very often, even less than we
look at ruined rivers and devastated hills.

Human beings, so engrossed in becoming
their role occupations, that they have largely

forgotten how to communicate with one
another, beyond the plastic "How are you?"
and "What's happening?" human beings, so
concerned with a future of self-defeating

materialism and status that they lose a sense
of who they are and what they are truly

worth as individuals (not collectivized,

stamped, filed, numbered, briefed func-

The Stato Depart mont has admitted polio*' personnel
from I jJTanda for helicopter training? in the I .S.

— \«'WS It*'m
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We're obviously all here for

different composite personal ^'onanesl: Human beings, so wrapped up in

forgetting their own loneliness, that they

reasons, and we look to the have relinquished their ability to relate, hiding

.,„;.,^ •-. ^_ • , r instead behind the business of organizations
university to provide for our and constantly seeking love and reaf

diversity, to educate us (not ^''"^^^'Q" ^v striving for the perfect lay karen nermann
Instead of sharing feelings, desires, needs

indoctrinate us}...

A genious is discovered

content to carve out and master a small part
of it, and still others are here only because
college represented the next stop.

We're obviously all here for different

composite personal reasons, and we look to
the university to provide for our diversity, to
educate us (not indoctrinate us), to provide
relevancy and meaning to our studies and to
our lives, not only through the classroom,
but also through living situations and in
providing for myriad situations conducive to
the development of interpersonal
relationships with our fellow students.

What do we see each day as we look
about campus? Students scurrying from
place to place, busily attending classes, labs,
and lectures, studying in libraries, living in

dorms. This seems apparent, childishly

obvious. But look again.

Many of our activities here consist of an
emp*y, ritualistic, processed set of tedious
exercises, designed to keep us pacified. To
demonstrate this, let us borrow some
thinking from Marshall McLuhan. A light

bulb, McLuhan says, has no content. The
content of a student's day is being a student,
the purpose of his-her activity. The medium,
however, is the student's actual activities

during the day. And, as McLuhan says, the
medium is the message, although we don't
know it. The medium, like the light bulb,
itself tends to be overlooked because it has
no content. In more general terms, we are
trained to be aware of the goal of our ac-

and weaknesses, and relating to them in both
an interpersonal and spiritual context, they
flood their senses with drugs and alcohol,

hiding from their problems and from
themselves.

Too often, we THINK we like what we are
doing here, and we don't stop to question
the obvious, but we must all critically ask
ourselves if our studies and actions are really
the overt manifestations of personal desires
or even spiritual convictions, or just the
acting out of a prescribed role or task that we
have been thrust into.

Sooner or later, we all have to confront
ourselves with some fundamental questions
of great importance. Am I really satisfied
with what I am learning here? Will I be able to
bener myself and society with what I am
learning? Am I watching what kind of a
person I am becoming, or do I drift with the
tide, content with being a slave to external
expectations and internal passions? Do I

keep myself open to new ideas, to new
experiences, and to developing meaningful,
understanding human relations?

Clearly, responsibility lies both with the
school and with the individual. But, in

becoming what we will be, we must always
be careful not to lose sight of who we are,

what we are really doing, and our basic
needs as human beings. It is within this

context that we will be able to best fulfill our
potential during, and give meaningful ex-
pression to, our learning experience here.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian com-
mentator.

It's pre-registration time again. Hordes of
muddled freshmen are laying down sleeping
bags in the hall outside the CASIAC office,

clutching their computer cartis for next
morning's appointments. Cynical seniors sit

huddled at tables in the Coffee Shop, ex-
changing grim smiles over games of Cosmic
Wimpout and wondering when they will

really Kave to graduate. At times the air

seems filled with the sound of shuffling
greenbacks, as weasely individuals "per-
suade" deans and department chairmen that
the foraign language requirement is not
relevant to all students' needs.

I am happy. For the 'irst time this semester
I have an excuse to step thinking about my
eight term papers (due next week) and start
worrying about what to do in January. No

professors will be so heartless as to assign
term papers in spring - or will they? Mid-
November is a time for hope and
procrastination.

As I am descending the steps in front of
the Student Union, a freshman runs by,

waving a pink slip of paper.

"HEY, look what / got!" he lisps en-
thusiastically to anyone bored enough to
listen. "The dean says I don't gotta declare a
major for a whole year! And I bought off the
rhetoric requirement for just 200 dollars! And
I found two gut courses that look intelligent
- sort of.

"So you know what I'm takin'?" he
continues, his shrill lollipop voice swelling
with emotion. "Intensive Basket Weaving,
Exotic Sex Theories, and three gym
classes!!!"

I congratulate his silently. That kid is

already showing signs of genius. Wait and
see, he'll be summa cum laude in 1981. It's

amazing how quickly some people can
master the UMass system — a tradition —
and wrap it around their little finger after two
months. (Discretion will come later, when
Smart Freshie finally learns not to announce
his triumphs in public.)

The last of my Smart Freshie days passed
many moons ago, and here I am, a Suffering

Senior with a blank pre-registration form and
nowhere to turn for help. I have no money to

bribe deans, and I can't even find solace
amidst the whimpering masses of CASIAC,
since my major was declared last spring.

If no one supplies me with a better course
choice, I just might consider Intensive Basket
Weaving. A little occupational therapy might
help me cope with the final stretch of

confinement in this zoo.

Karen Hermann's column appears every
other Tuesday in the Collegian.
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Ad censorship

advocated
To the Editor

/ want to join the growing number of
people who are protesting the portrayal
of women in the Collegian alcohol ad-
vertisements. We. at the Alcohol
Education Project, have been monitoring
ads in the Collegian and we maintain that
ads such as the Miller ad on Oct. 28 are
definitely offensive both to women and
men.

Action must be taken to counteract the
negative images of women depicted in

ads such as this. Since UMass is sup-
posed to be an educational community,
we agree with David Gram's suggestion
that instead of banning the ads, free

counter-ad space should be provided to
point out the images and strategies that
brewers' advertising companies use to

sell their product. This educational at-

tempt should also act as a catalyst for the
brewers to remove the offensive ads from
this paper and possibly others. If this idea
is not feasible, then we feel that the
offensive ads should not be carried in the
Collegian.

Certain people on the Collegian staff
and in the community should be com-

mended for their efforts and com-
mittment to exposing and counteracting
these ads.

Joanne Gravel!
Alcohol Education Project
University Health Services

The Future

is Ours../

To the Editor

The Revolutionary Student Brigade [a

student organization on 60 campuses
across the country] will be merging with
Youth in Action [revolutionary urban
youth groups] at Ohio State on Nov. 19
for the founding of a Young Communist
Organization. The Future Is Ours ... If We
Dare To Take It! is the banner under
which this new organization for change
will be founded. The slogan calls on
youth and students of optimistic mind to

come together to grapple with the
burning questions of the day and map
out plans for the future.

The agenda for the convention in-

cludes workshops on important issues
such as the Bakke Decision, the Kent
State struggle, support for people of
Southern Africa, and Jobs for Youth.
There will also be workshops on broader

points including; The International
Situation, Soviet Union, Socialism, and
Women. Many leaders of past and
present struggles of the people will be
present. Some of these are: a member of
Pan Africanist Congress [freedom
fighting organization of Azania], Al
Canfora, member from the May 4th
Coalition - Kent State, David Clarke, an
ex-member of the Black Panther Party,
Clark Kissinger, a former National-
secretary of S.D.S., Bob Avakian,
Chairman of the Revolutionary Com-
munist Party, and a member of the
Young Communist League of the '30's.

To wind things up, Sunday night will
feature Prairie Fire, a revolutionary
singing group, and one of those great
RSB parties you've heard so much
about!

I urge all students who are interested in
discussing these important issues or who
want to get involved in dealing with some
of the problems that confront us all, to
join us in Ohio, Nov. 19.

For more information contact the RSB,
Rm. 413a SU or call 5-1099.

Chuck Pooler
member of the Revolutionary

Student Brigade

Gov. candidate

is 'ignorant'

Tired of the system
giving you the finger?'

iCollegian a

cliarl-ilMini

The phone rang at my house the other
night. The caller wanted to know "if this was
the commie house." What? He then said he
hoped the house "burned to the ground."
When the first of the month comes and

and I've got to pay the rent, I wish the same
thing sometimes, but somehow I don't think
that's what the caller had in mind.

He must have seen the convex,tion poster
cr the picture of Rockefeller that asked "are
you tired of the system giving you the
finger?" which then went on to invite

students to the founding convention of a
national young communist organization.

I had to ask myself, what was this

character defending. Another "Capitalism, I

Love It" guy strikes again. Well I'm one of
those "Capitalism, I Hate It" guys.
What does capitalism mean to me? A

quick list:

-in the spirit of "money talks": the gas
was turned off on a 70-year old man in Ohio
for failure to pay a $18 bill. He was found
frozen to death a few days later,

— in the spirit of free enterprise: unem-
ployment for construction workers is 50 per

cent, while our cities fall apart, and blocks
and blocks of the South Bronx (NYC) are
burned out graveyards - each a monument
in honor of the god profit.

-in the spirit that capitalism inspires
initiative and creativity: 80 per cent of the
minority youth in NYC are unemployed and
40 per cent of the white youth. College
degrees get you cab licenses and little else.

For many youth the only future the system
provides after high school is standing on the
corner smoking dope or drinking wine.

-in the spirit of "capitalism has a better
idea": the same politicians Pentagon
Capitalists that brought us Vietnam,
Cambodia and the Chilean junta, now bring
us (ta-da) the NEUTRON BOMB. A fully

guaranteed device that will kill people and
leave the buildings and machinery standing.
(What an Advance).

The list could go on, but the question is, in

the country that is called the greatest in the
world, why are the above the "natural order
of things"? Do things really have to be this

way?
These broad social problems, unem-

ployment, discrimination, and war, are
rooted in the capitalist system. Its a system
based on profits first, not peoples needs.
Together we have to confront these
problems.

We have seen things begin to stir. The
protests against the Bakke Decision and
University investments in South Africa, Kent
State, Seabrook, and the numerous cam-
puses that responded to cutbacks with
united demonstrations, all spell it out. And

that's one of the things this "commie
convention" is about. Bringing together
activists and concerned students from the
various struggles of the American people to
share their experience and map out a plan of
action.

But it doesn't stop there. We also need an
analysis, an overall view of just how these
things fit together. There will be workshops
on the economy, women, the international
situation, discrimination, and socialism, etc.

The convention will also clearly put out an
alternative to the way things are and the
need for revolution and socialism. And thats
why my caller wants to burn my house
down. I think there's got to be some big
changes. Things are getting worse not better
and I don't think it has to be this way. The
bleak future the system has for my brothers
and sisters disgusts me. I'm willing to fight
for a better one.

Things are starting to happen but the old
solutions don't seem to solve anything. The
convention in Ohio this weekend is a time for
all students interested to get down on new
answers and a new direction. A time to break
free from the hopeless hopes and dead end
cynicism that we get offered. A place for
optimistic youth to rally, people who want to
pull together for a world worth living in.

Charlie Bagli's columns appear every other
Wednesday.

'No comment'

Victor Boyder, spokesperson for

New York's Republic National Bank,
one of three agents importing South
African Krugerrand gold pieces:

"Sales go on regardless of the
troubles in South Africa because
when it comes to money, people
don't care about politics. When you
say South Africa, you think of gold.

The more South Africa is in the news
people think about South Africa and
buy gold."
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To the Editor

A man who hopes to be the governor
of Massachusetts spoke to an audience
at the Amherst Town Hall on Thursday
evening. His comments were so
distressing that I think they should be
shared with the University community.
Edward J. King astonished many of us

in the audience by his lavish praise of the

major oil companies, calling them
"brilliantly perceptive" and "consistently

correct." His views on offshore drilling

and deregulation of natural gas sounded
like a Mobil Bicentennial Minute.

When questioned on the future of this

University, King asked a student how
much it cost to attend this institution.

When the student replied, "ap-
proximately $2500," King asked if the
$2500 was just for tuition. He showed
absolutely no sensitivity or awareness of
the problems facing public higher
education.

The fact that Mr. King was speaking in

a community which is largely
educationally oriented might have been
cause for him to familiarize himself with
tuition costs and related issues. Instead,
Mr. King spoke of a place called the
"University of Amherst, " which, as far as
I've been able to determine, isn't even on
the Five College Bus Route.

If Michael Dukakis is indifferent to
public higher education, Mr. King is

simply ignorant.

«

Mr. King, we were told, is "pro-life."

Yet, no explanation was offered to

reconcile his "pro-life" stand with his

strong support of the death penalty.

Perhaps "anti-abortion" and "pro-capital

punishment" are more accurate ways of
describing Mr. King's views. Indeed, his

extraordinary concern and compassion
for the rights of the fetus are no where to

be found when the state seeks to kill a
human being in the electric chair.

Mr. King flatly opposed the 1976
Massachusetts referendum which sought
to ban non-returnable containers. He

seeks to establish a constitutional
amendment which would place a ceiling

or government income tax. He also feels

that environmental standards have
severely and unfairly contributed to

unemployment in this state by hindering
growth and production, and that tough
environmental standards have created a
strong anti-business reputation for this

commonwealth.

Mr. King has no reservations whatever
concerning nuclear power. Inaeed, his
calls to "move ahead with Seabrook"
have been as loud as they have frequent
He supports vigorous and comprehensive
drilling of Georges Bank.

To me, Mr. King's views are in-

tellectually insulting. He has little con-
cern, interest, or expertise in such vital

areas as education, the environment, and
human services. He appears to be a
short-sighted politician with short-
sighted ideas, and blind devotion to the
welfare and advancement of the big
business community.

His election would be a severe setback
to progressive efforts at social and
economic justice.

Stephen W. Doran

Student tow service

closer realization

To the Editor

The Committee To Stop Amherst
Towing would like to express their ap-

preciation to those concerned students

\fvho signed and supported the petition to

create a student run tow service. Last

Wednesday evening the student senate
overwhelmingly voted to; ( 1] approve the
concept of a student run tow service, [2]

appropriated $8,350 immediately to
construct the storage facilities and
committed $26,650 out of the 1978-79

budget for completion of the service.

This loan will be repaid as outlined in the

proposal.

This campaign to create a student run

tow service was a victory for the student

body at large. However, this decision is

still under question by the same minority

that has opposed it since its conception.

On Wednesday, November 16, there will

be a motion to reconsider this vote for

what appears to be erroneous reasons.

Your continued support is essential if this

service is to become a reality.

The Committee To Stop
Amherst Towing

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian"

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Black students attacked
by whites at Bunker Hill
BOSTON \UPI\ - A group of blacks from

a Pennsylvania Seventh Day Adventists high
school visiting the historic Bunker Hill

Monument yesterday were attacked by
several whites armed with hockey sticks and
golf clubs, police said.

Four of the students from the Pine Forge
Academy in Valley Forge, Pa. and their

history teacher were treated at Massa-
chusetts General Hospital for multiple in-

juries suffered in the attack. Two men,
arrested shortly after the attack, were
charged with five counts each of assault with
a deadly weapon.
The group of 14 was boarding a tour bus

near the monument across the street f'om
Charlestown High School when the attacks

occurred.

Charlestown has been a center of racial

conflict since the implementation four years
ago of court-ordered school busing to

achieve racial desegrqation.
Senior John J. Jones, 19, told reporters

the men on the trip let the women get on the
bus first.

"We all tried to get in the bus, but we all

couldn't make it. The guys didn't get on. We
were attacked with sticks and golf clubs and
other wooden clubs," Jones said. "There
were three people circling around in a car.

We saw them circle twice and then stop
about half-a-block from us."

Some of the students with cameras took
movie film and still shots of the attack. "We
took pictures," Jones said. The group led by
their historv tfiarher Charles Battles. 26, and
his wife Miriam, had been in Boston since
Saturday. All the injured were treated ana
released. The most seriously hurt was Battles
who met reporters at the hospital carrying his

bloodied jacket.

"We read about the busing problem in

newspapers and we heard about it on the
news but we never imagined we would be
victims," Battles said, shaking his bandaged
head, "We did not anticipate this hostility"

New theory formulating

about origin of universe
MOUNTAIN VIEW. Calif. [UP/] - The

theory that the universe began with a big
bang may give way to a theory that it started
in a much more orderly fashion, according to
a group of scientists for the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Measurements made recently by a team of

researchers using a high-flying U-2 jet

suggest that the cosmos may have started
"with a powerful but tightly controlled and
completely uniform expansion," NASA said
yesterday.

Using very sensitive equipment high above
the Earth, the scientists measured energy
waves that have been pulsating through the
universe since its origin.

They concluded that the beginning "was a
very smooth, almost serene process, witfi

matter and energy uniformly distributed and
expanding at an equal rate in all directions,'"

a NASA release said.

The findings were made by Dr. Richard
Muller, Dr. George Smoot, and graduate
student Marc Gorenstein of the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory and the University of
California at Berkeley.

The researchers also found that the whole
Milky Way galaxy, as well as the sun and
Earth, "are hurtling through space at more
than 1 million miles per hour," in the
direction of the constellation Hydra.

"The radiation left from the universe-
forming event, about 15 billion years ago, is

so uniform that it provides a universal
reference for measureing this motion,"
Gorenstein said.

Smoot said the researchers were also
surprised to find that "there is no rotation of
the universe'".

"Our measurements give a picture of an
extremely smooth process. The big-bang,
the most cataclysmic event we can imagine,
on closer inspection appears finely or-

chestrated,'" the scientists said. ""Either

conditions before the beginning were very
regular, or processes we don't yet know
about worked to make the universe ex-
tremely uniform."

According to the big-bang theory, the
universe began as a hot, incredibly dense
mass containing all the matter in the
universe. It exploded in an instant and the
universe was formed from cooling of the
gaseous explosion.

The radiation being measured by scientists

now is believed to have originated in the
intensely hot material that existed for the first

million years after the big-bang. The
radiation, now weakened as a result of the
many millions of years since then, never-
theless can be used to measure motion of the
earth and reveals some information about
the beginning.

Women on oral contraceptives

increase risk of liver tumors
CHICAGO \UPI] - Women taking oral

contraceptions run an increased risk of
developing liver tumors, a study in this

week's issue of the Journal of the American
Medical Association indicates.

The American College of Surgeon's
Commission on Cancer conducted a survey
of primary liver tumors in cancer program-
approved hospitals throughout the nation
from 1970 to 1975. The National Cancer
Advisory Board requested the study.

Some 543 cases of primary liver tumors
among both sexes were reported. Of these,
378 occurred in females and 165 in males. In

males, 91.5 per cent of the tumors were
malignant. In females, 43.9 per cent of the
tumors were malignant.

Women taking oral contraceptions ac-
counted for nearly half of all tumors and 65
per cent of benign tumors found, the study
found.

"The findings confirm the suggested
association between oral contraceptive use
and hepatic cell adenomas and focal nodular
hyperplasias," the JAMA article said.

"The frequency of malignant tumors
increases with age and resembles the
distribution of malignant liver tumors in these
age groups in the general population," the
article said.

"In contrast, the frequency of benign
tumors peaks in the age group from 26 to 30
years and declines slightly in the older age
groups, a pattern that corresponds in the
female population."'

Attorney sends case to jury

in Texas' longest murder trial
AMARILLO, Texas [UP/] - Prosecutors

and defense attorneys in the T. Cullen Davis
murder trial rested yesterday and the
presiding judge said closing arguments
would be heard Wednesday, sending Texas'
longest murder trial to the jury.

"The testimony that you've heard thus far

IS the testimony upon which you will decide
the guilt or innocence of the defendant,"
District Judge George E. Dowlen told the
jury.

Some jurors have been sequestered in a

downtown mc!el since June.
""I can tell you now we will be in a position

to read a charge to you and begin jury

closing arguments Wednesday morning,"
Dowlen said.

The defense rested yesterday without
calling any rebuttal witnesses. The state had
called two during 12 weeks of testimony but
rested unexpectedly yesterday.

Davis, 44, is being tried for the Aug. 2,

1976, shooting death of Andrea Wilborn, 12,

lis stepdaughter. The child's body was

found in the basement of the secluded Fort

Worth mansion Davis vacated in 1974 when
sued for divorce by his wife, Priscilla, 36.

Mrs. Davis and two other prosecution
witnesses identified the millionaire in-

dustrialist as the black-clad intruder who
ambushed residents and guests at his former
home. Mrs. Davis was wounded and her
lover, Stan Farr, 31, killed. Gus Gavrel Jr., 22,

a family friend who arrived during the
assaults, was wounded and remains partially

paralyzed.

The defense countered the identification

of Davis as the gunman with testimony from
his mistress, Karen Master, 29, who said he
was asleep at her suburban home at the time
police theorize the mansion assailant was
escaping.

Dowlen and attorneys for both sides spent
yesterday afternoon studying more than 740
pieces of evidence introduced during
testimony. They will spend today preparing

the legal charge which will govern the jury in

its deliberations.

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

^j

m^^

WITH ORCHESTRAThe
Jeffrey Ballet

#

Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students-

$3.50, 3, 2.50. Other

students and senior

citizens-$6, 5, 4.

Tuesday, November 15

VIVA VIVALDI! (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Balanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday. November 16

AS TIME GOES BY (Tharp)

TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PAS DES DEESSES (Joffrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday, November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arpino)

RODEO (de Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT hULL

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

r
DVP

presents

Dr. Helen
Rodriguez

to s|)0(ik on

^Who's Behind

Population Control?'

Tonight - November 15

i\\ 7:00 p.m.

in the Lumumba Hut

(bcisemeni ol New Africa House)

What's Happening
TODAY

SYRIAN JEWRY
Bruce Utowitz will speak on the Syrian

Jewry Situation. He has his masters degree
in contemporary Jewish Studies from
Brandeis and is presently the director of
community relations at the Springfield
Federation. Campus Center 176, 7:30 p.m.

LECTURE
"Who is Behind Population Control?" by

Dr. Helen Rodriguez, organizer for the
Committee to End Sterilization Abuse. Also,
the East Indian classical dancer Rohini Bhati

will perform. At the Che Lumumba Hut, New
Africa House. Admission is free, childcare
will be provided.
- "Weaving," University Arts Extension

Service Craft Lecture, Betty Steiner, Parish
Hall, Grace Church, Amherst, $2.50.

-"Wagner's Tristan," Depts. of Music
and German Lecture: Michael Steinburg,
Director of Publications, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, 7 p.m. Sage Hall, Smith.
— Dr. Kinsman, a professor of animal

husbandries at UConn, will speak about his
recent trip to the Soviet Union and show
slides of the meat processing plants there at

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RR4 Qm^ MOUN'AIN FARMS MALL,JUT J I ^yj HOUH 9-MAOLtY MASS

Adulo t2 SO-Stud«nu with AWC C«id $2 00 -Chrldien $1 25 T»vi Litt Show Adults A Sludtnn »1 So]
Special Engagements deluded

POmCR COSOY K>NES
A delightjully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION

pt;i

Today at 5 45. 8 30
Tvvi lite show tickets 5 15 1 50

JAMES "
BONO 007

f

THESPY
WHO
LOVED

Mf

PG,
Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twi hte show tickets 5 30/1 50

A o'v. n^-ic age r ^ galaxy ?» ^ar <?wv^

the Food, Science and Nutrition Club
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Chenoweth 227.

FILMS
-"0 Lucky Man," 7.00 and 9:15 p.m.

Chronicles Malcolm MacDowell's odyssey
through a catalogue of contemporary life

situations, $1, Main Lecture Hall, Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
-"The Doubleday," sponsored by the

Commuter Collective, Thompson 106, 8 p.m.
free. Part of the Progressive Film Series.
-"Major and the Minor," (1942), Ginger

Rogers and Ray Milland in a military comedy,
9 p.m. $1. Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke.

THE JOFFREY BALLET
Fine Arts Center Presents, Dance Series,

The Joffrey Ballet with orchestra. Concert
Hall, Fine Arts Center.

MUSIC OF THE WHOLE EARTH SERIES
Hindusthani Music, Asad Ali Khan, been.

MCollenian n
and Pandit Gopaldas. pakhawaj, Buckley
Recital Hall, Music Center, Anr>her»t et 8:15
p m.

BDIC
BDIC will host two cluster gatherings

aimed at promoting student-sponsored-
program dialogue during Counseling Week.
Since the Program places such a heavy
emphasis on curriculum planning, several
members of the faculty Supervisory Com-
mittee will be available for BDIC students
and faculty sponsors in CC 1102. Information
on courses, field studies, and careers will be
provided and refreshments will be served.

RECEPTION
An informal reception will be held for Anne

Hawley, newly appointed executive director,
Massachusetts Council on the Arts and
Humanities today from 3 to 6 p.m. at the Fine
Arts Center Gallery. The reception is

sponsored by the Arts Extension Service of
UMass Continuing Education and the public
is invited.

Plant stimulant
PG

Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twi hte show tickets 5:30/1 50

YOU HAVE SEEN
GREATAOVEHmiRES.
VOU ARE ABOUT
TOUVEONE.

PC
Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30/1 50

REDUCED ADULT I STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI-UTE SHOW TICKETS...LIiy|ITED TO SEATING

=H= =*f^ =K= =3P =»«=

COMING TO UMASS FOR ONE SHOW ONLY:

A NIGHT OF BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC

FEATURING

BOBBYHUTCHERSON
Saturday, Nov. 19

81OO p.m. CCA.

Admissioni FREE

A Union Program Council Production in
association wth WMUA-FM and Black Mass
Communications Project

^^ :M= ^*s sH= sH= =K= :^t:

EAST LANSING, Mict). [UP/] - A new
growth-stimulating chemical which in-
creased field crop yields up to 24 per cent in
Michigan promises to enhance worldwide
food production dramatically, scientists said
Monday.

The new chemical is a natural plant alcohol
called triacontanol which Michigan State
University horticulturist Stanley K. Ries
extracted from alfalfa hay.

It is not a fertilizer, the scientists said. It

apparently affects plant metabolism in ways
that are not completely understood. Ries said
much more testing is required before it can
be widely used in agriculture.

"It is still possible that the chemical won't
work in other important crop production
areas such as the tropics or more arid
locales," he said. "In fact, it may not work in

Michigan next year."

"Increases in yield averaged from 7 to 22
per cent, if all our test plots with 10 different
crops are considered," Ries said. "The

average increase for all plots of all crops was
12 per cent."

He said triacontanol works in such small
doses that one pound could treat 90,000
acres of farmland. It is found naturally in
many plants - and in fact is routinely
ingested by humans in food — and therefore
appears to be environmentally harmless as a
plant treatment, he said.

"I'm still very skeptical it's going to work
every time," Ries said. "I would just hope it

would be an effective means of increasing
the crops of developing countries."

Sylvan H. Wittwer, director of the MSU
agricultural experimental station, said the
chemical is a breakthrough of another kind.
Until now, most efforts to enhance crop
growth involved external factors such as
irrigation, fertilization and mechanization.
By contrast, triacontanol works on the

inner biological processes of the plant.
"I think we've got a frontier of research

that will be extremely important for society in
the near future," Wittwer said.

DVP
*s.

presents

Prof. Brian B. J.L. Berry
Prof. Borry is an urt)an cjoociraphor

His t()pi(i will f3o:

Policy implicatjon of growth
and migration reversals

Ttio locturo will bo hold Thursday Nov. 17
at SBA r^C Admission is Froo

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Fofd $700 527 5746

Great running Volks $125 or B 549
1602

FOR SALE

66 Chevy many new pans Runs great 300
or best offer Call 546 9612 nites

1970 Triumph GT6 • 46K miles no rust
exc .on,) $1,400 Rob 549 1228 after
7p in

1974 Vega Hatchback Very good con
flitfon Andrea call eve 546 9870

SAVE up to 50%on TENMIS SHOEi>i
Men s, Ladies canvas & leather Reg S18
30 Just $10 14 5Q Call 538 3181

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call
Dennis Deldp 266 8732, 9 10a m.

Stereo KLH331, spkis Harmon Kardon
tec Us(!d 2 mfi fx (.ond Good price

S240 Call 546 8958

If you don't want lo be locked into a 10 o'

12 months lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two bedims Townhouse and garden units
startiiii) at $195 plus utilities Call

SOUTHMEAPGW 256 0166 for more
details

WAnrreo to rent

2 wvomon looking for an apartment in N
Amherst Call 545 0724 and leave a message
for room 211 or 219 Boo or Poo

67 CataRna Gd running condition
brakes $400 Call 6 5007 after 7:00

New

Tires-3 tires. Dunlop steel belted radials,
si^e 15F>14 Excellent condition Best
offer 253 5487

WANTED

1968 VW green sqback 253 5886 12 8pm

72 Cutlass 350V8. automatic. PS. PB.
good cond 2 snowtires Call 586 3666

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Rea 665 4^4

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
trans bat^ S350 or 8 546 5920

Audi Fox 1974 black beauty in su^Tb
condition Automatic trans , radial tires,

AM FM sunroof, air cond Asking
$3,395 Call 549 1203

Bakpk. Kelty

665 2441
w frm. ex sh $35 BO

Fkite stvidant model ask Mark 549 1365

5 tickets to Fiedler on 11/19 any 3 2 comb
seats pref 3 adults 2 stu $7S0 soon as

poss pMease call Laurie 2537353 aft or

Kraig 66893 eves

Technics SA!i270 RCVR. Sanyo RD50&b
Cassdk Infinity Qa spkrs Less than 3
mns oil) Best offer 546 4132

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low price h fui

s.'rvice All models avail T159 $225- 58-
$99 95, 51 $40 95 MPs h Commodores
avail Models from $15 Rpmemlier, we
service ,iM c.ikulators we sell Before you
buy .rnywhere else call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

entertainment

Pro Music Service ficsl m rock thru disco
\^)Miiur MiiMC, 54f^, 4731, Rea

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ^ears
iiHl models, low prices Jack 586 0610

BIRTh"dAY CAKES" All occasi. .n ekes
iMMulifiiily (lecii' ited to order on 2 days
liie Delivery ,iv.iil.tlile Call Laurie 546

9576

PHO'fOGRAPHY PasspoTt "Ji^T^
11" I'i'i' |ilioii)s done Portraits in time for
t.liii-.lma-, HfctW or color service in
:mii tiiin tiy .irraniiemeni Reasonable
!"!, fur hiql, quality work Contact
•''""" 546 9653 nici'iis only

TRAVEL

Refrig Sears 5x3 Sep frjr $50 256 8683 LOST
P

TO SUBLET

1 fem, wanted tor own rm in 2 bdrin apt
1st Pioiiih FREE' $130 util incl Caria 549
1741 eves '.- mile from campus Bus

SUNOeRLANDSUBLer

69 Ford Galaxy
428C1 Ri.r>s ox
iffr 4

500 Police

elleni 400$
intercept

549 1456

MOTORCYCLES

Enjoy a 2 bedroom, furnished apartment in

Sunderland, open for sublet Dec 20
Jan 20 Pay rent & electricity Call Bill at

665 3223

CL3S0 good shape Cheap71 Honda
546 1092

Bates Faimg Honda 750 and otherl~fork
mounted Good cond $30 549 0363 Jim

FOR RENT

7 bedroom apt UVl Kt.l'Ttr^q Cai'

Bicycle helmet, ski hat, Bill 549 6606

Lost-Green Backpack with red stains

Biuewali Sat nite Need glasses, wallet

badly Return Campus Center Assis Desk
or call 545 2716

^ AUDIO

Want to buy quality auto AM FM stereo
cassdk Call 546 7887

Kenwood TK140XAMP Receiver Per
I Olid

, 950 watt Need cash steal at

$125 first "offer Call 253 2576 p« 101.
'••clvf messaiif

Vocalist. Holiday engagements Mt Snow
should have commercial lounge experience

253 5886 8 12 pm

LOWEST AIRFARES
, worldwide m

fiirrTiation lewsletter $5 year quarterly
Box 188D Northfield Mass 01360

Travelling cottpanion wanted to Europe
Contact Cindy 323 4309

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ at

14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

SERVICtS

Collegiate research papers Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1 foi

mail order catalog Box25918 2, Lo«
Angeles, Calif 90025 (2131 477 8474.

Lookirjg for action this intersession' For
5147 20 you qet round trip bus to Daytona
Beach Fla a room in the Beachcomber
Hotel a bear^hfront room with color TV Et

A C This bus trip leaves Dec 26 b returns

Jan 3 There will be a New Years Eve
(1 a r t v

For 'iHire info call David Day at 546 7845

PfRSO\ALS '_

Small refrig repaired, all sm appliances
carry in service mutual appliance 263 3044

Expert typing, only S 40 page Call after 6
Mnn Thurs 256 8484

Typing $ 40 page Call anytime 549-6655

Your Personal Biorhythm understand

youi body s cydes increase your chances

of success 12 month computer plot,

begin any month, year you specify.

$9 95ppd Specify date of birth Applied

Mit roromputer Systems Bo« 68 Silver

lake N H 03875

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILYtHIUttteAdtOt HO Rg$ULTStHI REACH 2S,0WKgADm$DAILYfttmEACMaS,tWRE/IDg»8 DAILY! I ItUltto AiiOstRiaRKSULTSlltf
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Notices
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 15, 1977

ACCOUNTING ASSOC AND BAP
John Towsend of GE will speak ton.ghi on GE »

financial management program and career op
portunities See accounting bulletin board for time
and place Free beer and munchies.

BADMINTON CLUB
Meetings will be held on Tuesday evenings at 6 30

'co^Veeho'use'
"'" '" "'•" "•'""«

James House is having a coffeehouse Nov 19 from
3 1 Anvone wanting to play call Kevin, 6 4551.

DIABETES PROGRAM
The diabetes group will meet tonight at 7 p.m in

Health Center 40 (infirmary). Guest resource will be
Jeff Hersh, clinical psychologist All those with a
personal interest in diabetes are welcome.

FIVE-COLLEGE STUDENT COORDINATING BOARD
The Five-College Student Coordinating board is

looking tor interested students to become members
Get involved in 5 College cooperation for in

formation, come to the next meeting, tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in the Wright Hall Common Room on the
Smith College campus.

FSaN CLUB
All undergrads, grads, and faculty Hear Dr Kins

man from UConn speak at the FS&N Club meeting
tonight. 7:30 p.m., 227 Chenoweth. Free cider and
donuts.

SAILING CLUB
Meeting in Campus Center 802 at 900 tonight

Discussion - cars, food, money, etc. Restricted tomembers who have paid initial deposit!

WOMEN'S MEDIA PROJECT
Meeting of interested women in creative media -

radio, video, lournalism, photography, music dance
and the arts. CC 906, Weds., Nov 16 8 00 p m'

Omitted spring courses
The foltowing courses were not included in

the course description guide:

Internships
Contact the office of Internships in

Goodell 409 for information on the following
internships:

Internships with Toward Tomorrow
In preparation for the 1978 fair, Toward

Tomorrow is offering four internships for the
spring semester. The Toward Tomorrow Fair

is a three-day educational exposition ad-
dressing topics in alternative lifestyles,

appropriate technology, and social options
for the present and near future
The available positions include an ad-

ministrative assistant intern, a public
relations intern, and two program
development interns. Contact person in

Office of Internships: Jamila Gaston.
Internship with WBCN Radio

WBCN Radio in Boston is looking for a
Third World Student to do a fulltime in-

ternship in the news department. Contact
person in the Office of Internships: Kathy
Dardeck.

Internships with the Consumer
Mediation Division of the
Attorney General's Offices

In Springfield
interns will be responsible

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowlinq Alley located in
basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
string

The in-

Music 290 D Bayer

Afro- American Church Music, Office-
Cottage C, Meetings: Monday-Wednesday-
Friday, 1:25 p.m. Organization: Lecture and
class participation. Aim: This course is
designed to provide a much needed
background to jazz, sou! and gospel music,
for Afro-American church music serves not
only as the source of all Black American
music, but also as a direct history of the
Afro-American experience. Placing emphasis
on such historical song forms as the Baptist
lining hymn, camp-meeting spirituals, ring
shout, Negro Spirituals, jubilees and church-

New nurses
Nursing is admining a limited number of

students to the second semester of the
sophomore year. In order to qualify for
admission at this level, it is necessary to have
completed the following prerequisites:

Anthropology 104, Chemistry 111 and 112
or 110, Chemistry 250, 252 1160- 162)'
Philosophy 110, Physics 139, Psychology
101, ZooloQv 337.

"

DO NOT APPLY FOR ADMISSION AT
THIS TIME UNLESS YOU HAVE COM-
PLETED THESE PREREQUISITE COURSES
WITH AT LEAST A 2.0 (C) FOR EACH
COURSE, AND A CUMULATIVE GRADE
POINT AVERAGE OF 2.5

If you have been working on prerequisites
for the nursing program and believe that you
are eligible for second semester sophomore
level admission, call 545-0405 or 545-1338
(week of 11-7-11-10) to arrange an ap-
pointment during Counseling Week. Bring a
transcript or grade cards.

gospel songs, an analytical line will be drawn
directly to blues, rhythm and blues rock and
soul music, with special attention given to
gospel music. Readings: Textbook by in-
structor and articles. Requirements: At-
tendance and class participation listening to
tapes and two short exams.

Music 330 \290B\ Boyer

Techniques in Afro- American Vocal
Music, Office: Cottage C, Classes: Tuesday
and Thursday. 1-2:30 p.m. Organization:
Lecture-demonstration and individual
participation. Aim: To analyze, prepare and
perform Afro-American vocal music, con-
centrating on the development of skills in
singing jazz, popular and soul songs, blues,
spirituals and gospel songs. The techniques
of such singers as Bessie Smith, Ella Fit-

zgerald, Billie Holiday, Mahalia Jackson, B.B.
King, Aretha Franklin and James Cleveland
will be studies in detail. The class will present
public recitals during the semester.

Requirements: Audition for admittance into
class. Note: This course is an elective and
open to all Five-College students.

for
vestigating consumer Complaints, resear-
ching state laws relative to the complaint,
Conducting informal mediation efforts by
phone or by mail, and working towards
establishing major cases. Contact person in

the Office of Internships: Jamila Gaston.

Educ. majors
Spring is the time for fresh beginnings -

even when it begins in February under four
feet of snow. A new program in multicultural
education for undergraduates is getting
underway with the first of what will be a
comprehensive series of courses for
elementary and secondary school education
maiors

The introductory course, Educ. P377; Tu
Thu. 2:30-3:45) is open to all persons in-

terested in exploring our diverse cultural
heritage.

The course will be team taught, and will
involve a variety of classroom activities and
independent and group projects. For more
information, see Prof. Bob Suzuki, 545-1565
Hills House South 263 or Dolores Metivier!
Hills House South 273. Messages may be left

at 545-2155, room 254.
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Nursing majors Entomology
All NURSING STUDENTS MUST MEET

WITH THEIR ADVISORS IN ORDER TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING SEMESTER. The
Registrar's Office will not accept
preregistration forms which have not been
signed by the student's advisor.

Advisor-Advisee Lists are posted on the
bulletin boards at the Division of Nursing,
Arnold House. Appointment sign-up sheets
for counseling week are posted on the door
of each faculty advisor's office in Arnold
House.

course
Entomology 590B is for undergraduates

and graduates, majors and non-majors; 3
credits; 3 one- hour lectures-week; prior

comprehension of fundamental biology and
chemistry extremely beneficial. Course
section: LEC 1 (no lab); Meeting time: M W F

1:25-2:15; Building: Fernald; Room: D; In-

structor: Cole L.K. Schedule number: now
unknown, so on or after Nov. 14 call Dept.
Entomology; Phone: 545-2283 545-2284 545-

2285.

CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

It's no gamble.
Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for

years. Why not
put your money
on a sure thing -

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

SELL

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERII

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent
at NO EXTRA charge-

Heat & Hot Water

For Your Convenience:
-t^ Free UMass bus to town and campus
-t- Stove, refrigerator, disposal. and dishwasher <% B*»,J
* Fully carpeted * OearOOm
-waiito wall closets Garden Apartments
->^ Cablevision available
* 1 y, miles from Mt Farms Mall $ 2 4 5 .0
* 24 hour maintenance staff

n . . « . . H * Special secondOur new rental office is located
"^

at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive, semester rental terms
Take first entrance OVailoble
Rental Hours Mon Fri 9 5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

Brittany manor
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Your Birtlidai
^

By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

Bom today, you Icnow
and can judge intuiUvely
J.uman behavior You un-
der^tand peoples prob-
lems and of the reasons
behind them. You are one
of those to whom other
people insUnctively listen
and to whom they look for
syriipathy and solutions
You are slow to admit your
fallibility; rather, you al-
low people to keep their
trust in you, doing your
best not to mislead them.
You are a romantic indi-

vidual, though not pubUcly
demonstrative of this. You
look beneath the surface to
those aspects of character
essential to a relationship,
and establish your friend-
ships accordingly. This
ability should serve you
weU. especially if you at-
tain a position of leader-
ship requiring decisions
concerning other people.
Your talent for organiza-

tion, persuasion, and inspi-
raUon could make you a
power to reckon with in
your community and busi-
ness or profession. You are
easily able to persuade
others against their wiU
into uncharacteristic
behavior; but this will gain
you an adverse
reputation. Your concern
for others must remain.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l^t your birthday .star be
your daily guide

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 16

SCORPIO( Oct 23-
Nov.22) Know the differ-
ence between packagirig
and content. Don't be satis-
fied with less than the best
today.

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22
Dec.21

) - What you consid-
ered ills take a turn for the
better today. You may
have decisions to make by
evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-
Jan.l9) - A new friendship
may not be on as sound a
footing as you thought So-
lidify and stabilize your
feelings.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.l8) - The plans you
reworked yesterday and
must rework again today
can be implemented suc-
cessfully tomorrow.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
W) - Another's refusal to
take your word for things
must not upset you. Go
about your business.

ARIES I March 21-April
19) - You should be able to
make friends when others
are making an enemy. The
search for success moves
downward.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) - I^t those less for-
tunate know that you are
ready, willing, and able to
help if they ask

GEMINI(May21-June20)
- Adverse criticism may
disappoint you, but ii can
also challenge you if you
take it in the spirit given

CANCERlJune 21-July
22

)
- A bit of tension is good

for the quality of your
endeavor. Keep quality
up; promote your own
projects

LEO (July 23-Aug.22) -

Beware you don't procras-
tinate until you miss the
time completely for taking
advantage of an opportuni-
ty

VIRGO (Aug.2a^pt.22) -

Be willing to accept extra
responsibility. You do
much to keep another's
interest; use your talents
fully.

LIBRAlSept. 23-Oct. 22) -

Minor repairs could lead to
major expenditures if you
are careless Call in an
expert for an estimate.

Unttad PMtan Syndlclt. Inc

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Minor
prophet

5 Black buck
10 Forbid ac-

cess to
1 4 Hot rock
1 5 Reduce
16N Z tree
1 7 More

desirable
19 Nervous
20 Unclouded
21 Insane
22 Grows old
23 Hinder
25 Madame

Abbr
26 Spinning

like- —
30 --- Anthony

Eden
31 Tyrant
34 Disease
36 Saltpeter
38 Big name in

Boston
39 Garden of

Eden plant
3 words

42 Stumble
43 Lightwave

amplifier
44 Narratives
45 Had trust

47 PSTplus 2
hours

49SawbucKs
50 Cricket field

parts

51 Abrupt
53 -— SpM
55 Barnyard

sound
56 Classical

Greek verb
tense

61 Dominate
62 Gunther ti-

tle 2 words
64 Maple

genus
65 Cubic meter
66 Flowerless

plant
67 Garden

areas
68 Rabbits

relatives
69 Travel by

wagon

DOWN

1 Italian—
2---
nostrum
Our sea

3 More than
4 Unhurt
5 Carousals
6 The Altar

7 Naval
vessel 2

words
8 Dental filling

9 Be in want
10 Cooks

clams

UNITED Feature Syndicate
MONDAYPu«|^0lyid

Qaaui^aocio soQQi

1

1

Mixture
12 Spur
13 Trifles

18 Boundary
24 Cham rings
25 Eur

blackbirds
26 Behind
27 Pomme de—

- Potato
28 Burdened

excessively 54
29 Letter 55
31 Condensed

moisture 57
32 Heart, eg
33 Hair braid 58
35 Proper

functions 59
37 Part of the 60

body
40 Temporary 63

41

46

48
51

52

53

craze

Have dinner

Concludes
from evi-

dence

Exchanges
— -Glaus
--- the mark:
Conform
Snatch
Staple food
Mash's
partner-
A lot Infor-

mal
Elbe tribu-

tary

Forefather
Jail cell:

Slang
Wrath

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

10 11 12 '3

14 15
16

'8 g

20 W 2?

^^^^H^J 24 ^H25~
wt^i6 i' i% 2? ^H^o 31 32 33

U 3S ^^36 37 ^^38
39 i3 41

4 2 43 '"
45 46 47 J8

s J ! 5' s; iH|^m
53 54

1

55 '6 5^ 58 d9 63

6' bl 63

64
•

i5 !66

67 1.8 1 6 -J
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Longhorns stay on top
TUFSDAY. NOVEMBER 15, 1977 TUESDA Y, NOVEMBER 15 1977

NE\^ YORK \UPI\ - The University of
Texas, in the homestretch of a National
Championship drive, retained its No. 1

college football ranking this week with 35
first place votes and "^ points.
The Longhorns demolished Texas

Christian University, 44-14, last Saturday as
Heisman Trophy candidate Earl Campbell ran
for 153 yards and scored two touchdowns.
Texas must get by Baylor this Saturday and
Texas AEtM on Nov. 26 to complete a perfect
season and stage a turnabout of a 5-5-1
record in 1976.

Oklahoma, ripping Colorado, 52-14,
nudged ahead of Alabama into second place
among the collegiate elite with 314 points.
The Crimson tide collected 313 and dropped
to the third slot after a 36-0 shutout of Miami
(Fla.) Oklahoma and Alabama each had one
first place vote.

Ohio State remained in fourth place, losing
some support this week as the Buckeyes
drew 263 points, 16 less than last week.

Another switch between the fifth and sixth
place teams resulted when Michigan climbed
to No. 5 with 209 points and Notre Dame

slipped to No. 6 on 204 points. Seventh
through 10th places remained the same,
occupied by Arkansas (159), Penn State
(121), Pittsburgh (89) and Nebraska (66).
Pittsburgh secured the only other first place
vote among the top 10.

TEAM POINTS
1 Texas (361 (9 01 395
2 Oklahoma (1) (9-1

1

314
3 Alabama (1) (9 1) 313
4 Ohio St. (1) (9 1) 279
5. Michioan (9-1) 209
6. Notre Dame (1) (8 1) 204
7 Arltansas (8 1) 159
8. Penn St (9-1) 121
9 Pittsburgh (1) (8 1 1) 89
10 Nebraska (8 2) 66
11 Arizona St (8 1) 13
12. Texas AbM (6 2) 10
13. Florida St (8 11 8
14 No Texas St. (8-2) 4
15 Clemson (7 2 1) 3
16 UCLA (7-3) 2
16 North Carolina (7-2 1) 2
16 Texas Tech (7 21 2
19 Iowa St (7 3) 1

JV booters end unbeaten
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

As the curtain fell on the 1977 edition of
the UMass junior varsity soccer team last
Thursday, there was unanimous agreement
that the season had been a great success.
The sub-varsity had easily polished off

Amherst College, 4-0, to complete the first

undefeated season for a UMass soccer
squad in recent memory.

Antonio Estanislau celebrated his birthday
in fine fashion, scoring the opening goal and
what proved to be the game winner 18
minutes into the first half. The goal was a
result of a 'give-and-go' pass worked to
perfection by Dave Mains and Estanislau.
Early in the second half Mams got a score of
his own, giving UMass a comfortable 2-0
lead.

The Minutemen then proceeded to totally
dominate the action, rolling up a 23-5 ad-
vantage in shots on goal. In the closing

moments of the game, Tarek EInabli and
Scott Cooper added the final coup de grace
to Amherst and a flashy finish to an out-
standing 7-0-1 season.
Amherst's celebrated Prince Albert

Grimaldi provided a touch of class to the
game with his presence, but he too was
unable to help the team's cause. Playing left

and right wing, he showed traces of his
European soccer heritage. The Prince had
good skills but seemed to lack the tenacious
desire that is necessary to succeed in the
American brand of soccer.
UMass coach Joel Dryer was extremely

proud of the team's accomplishments.
"They worked extremely hard all season,

this squad was more than a collection of
talented individuals they truly came together
as a team," he said.

"From the first day of practice I had two
objectives. One was to beat UConn and the
other was to have an undefeated season, we
attained both those goals. What more could
you ask for?" he concluded.

* UM gains national berth
CONT. FROM PAGE 15

but not of UMass. I talked with Judith and
she confidentially promised that if UMass
beat Springfield, there would be a party in
her room after the game. I told her that I

didn't see how they could lose, judging by
their talent and confident attitude.

Friday was the big day - not only for the
game but for Sue Krieder. It was her birthday
and she was given the best present possible
- a win over the Chiefs. The defense was
too much in this game and Jody Wickman
and Laura O'Neil scored the big goals. Sue
said it was the best birthday sh^d ever had,
although being embarrassed at a local
restaurant by being sung to by the players.

Sure enough, after the game, there was a
party in the coaches' room. There was so
much celebrating that the manager of the
motel came to quiet them down. But this
joyous celebration couldn't be dampened or
quickly disposed of. Co-captains Cheryl
Meliones and Lynsie Wickman had a few
words for the team before being dragged
away. They momentarily reflected on last
year's disappointing season by saying that
they've learned a lot and that they were
ready for Denver.
Walking around that night, I noticed that

mostly everyone stayed in their rooms
resting and healing. Mostly all of the players
had minor injuries suffered from their first

three games. Meliones was hit hard by the
ball below the throat and was down for
several minutes; Kathy Gipps' leg was
swelling up; Julie Hall and Krieder suffered
hand bruises; Kel'ey Sails had circles under
her eyes from lack of sleep and had sore,
hacked-up ankles. The list could go on.
The team awoke relatively early (8:30) and

went to breakfast. They were very loose and
ready, but not for field hockey. They were
ready to rest and take it easy.

But the schedule called for one more game
for which they were not ready. They'd simply
played themselves out the days before. But
still they came so close to scoring that it was
frustrating. They controlled most of the
game but didn't score and fell, 1-0.

It was a sad game to lose and most of the
team scattered to their local homes near

Boston after the concluding ceremonies.
What was sad was that the team came
together the day before and now had to lose.

It didn't seem right.

But what I saw this weekend was
something special. I watched this team pull

together and on sheer determination
overcome injury and fatigue to beat some of
the best teams in New England. All the while
they managed to keep their sense of humor
and comfort each other when it was needed.

They played as a team and made me wish
that I could feel such closeness as they must
have felt to each other. Watching from the
sidelines, all I was allowed to feel was pride
that this was the team which represented
UMass. They showed themselves well.

ifX-country
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

able to run again. Since that time we have
won the Yankee Conference, placed 2nd in

the New England's, and now we have won
this," he said.

O'Brien's squad, by virtue of this cham-
pionship, will send a full squad to the
nationals in Spokane, Washington next
week.
When asked how his team will respond,

O'Brien said, "We're hoping for 8th-9th
place in the country and I think we can do
it."

Notice
Information pn General Physical

Education (GPE) ski offerings for in-

tersession and spring semester are
available in room 226 Boyden today —
Friday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

MMMMmMnMMWAMMNnMMMAM

Timbetiand
A whole line ot insulated waterproot boots.

Heartfelt Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5135

FREE ADMISSION

The Great Ski Snatch"

SUB
Nov 16 12 noon 5 pm
Nov 17 10 am 10 pm
Nov 18 10 am 10 pm
Nov 19 10 am 5 pm

///4»' Top Quality
h^ Alpine & Crosscountry

New b Used
Equipment, Clothing & Accessories

Ten local ski shops represented
Sponsored by the UMass Ski Club

The Little Shop of Horrors

starring

Jack Nicholson
Tues Nov. 15, Mahar Aud

7 9.11
Adm ission $ 1

.

ZAYRE'S Tues thru Sat
Nov 15th- 19th

Color Photo Package
Select From Several Beautiful Backgrouncs ^

• All Aqps Welcome
• Gioups Si 00 Eili.i Pf>t Pptsor
• S.itist.trlion Guar;4(itepd

O' Df-posit f ftiiiiclpcl

2-8\10'2'5x7'8'VVallets

Entire Pkg iO.96
Less Deposit .98

PhotoQitohf. Hour-. Balance - Sf.tO
12-5

, 6-8 Daily Entire Package Orders Only

440 Russell St. Hadley. Ma.

i

DUKE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE PROGRAM

IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
A two-year MHA Program

with a strong Management Emphasis
An Admissions Representative will be

on (Campus

November 22, /9 77

For information contact-

loan Ciehomski
Career Planning and Placement Office

Duke V n i v e r s ity is com m itte d to

the principle oj equal educational opportunity
aa^ ar

QQM^mi'^

• •
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THE DOUBLE DAY
working women in latin annerica:

the struggle for equality

gODSS
Mike Morris

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

f3 Fairfield Mall/chicopee

THE DOUBLF. PAY IS AN INFORMATIVE AND THOUGHT PROVOKING
DOCUMENTARY WHICH ANALYSES WOMEN'S WORKING CONDITIONS
IN LATIN AMERICA. THE FILM SHOWS THE REALITY OF THESE
CONDITIONS, PROVIDING A CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE BY UTIL-
IZING THE ARTICULATE VOICES OF THE WOMEN THEMSELVES.
MOST COMBINE THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE IJVBOR MARKET
WITH THEIR FAMILY FUNCTIONS AS MOTHERS AND WIVES, THUS
WORKING A 'DOUBLE DAY'.

tuesday november 15

Croasdale gains honors;

aired
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Following Saturday's 19-6 win over New
Hampshire, UMass cornerback Dave
Croasdale has been named ECAC defensive
and Yankee Conference defensive player of
the week.

Meanwhile, the UMass athletic depart-
ment yesterday received confirmation that
Saturday's regular season finale against
Boston College will be televised by ABC-TV

Croasdale, a 5'10", 180 lb. senior from
Manchester, N.H., intercepted three passes
in the Yankee Conference title win. The first
theft set up a touchdown.

Croasdale made six tackles, with two
coming on kickoff returns. He also deflected
a pass which may have gone for a touch-
down.
Dave Douvadjian, a 5'9", 175 lb. senior

from Greenfield, earned an honorable
mention for in the YanCon picks for his play
in the victory.

Douvadjian, who entered the game early in
the second quarter after Billy Coleman hurt
an ankle, ran for 99 yards in 17 carries.
Greg Jones, a Boston University flanker

and Leroy Shaw, a Rhode Island halfback.

vvere named YanCon offensive and rookie
players of the week, respectively.
On the television front, word was received

from Boston College that Saturday's game
will be aired on a regional basis by ABC.

I^^e game, which had been slated for a
1:30 p.m. kickoff, will instead start at 410
p.m.

The telecast will be the second part of anABC college football doubleheader.
On the playoff front, an NCAA conference

call will take place at 10 a.m. today. The
Division II selection committee is expected to
rnake the first selections for the playoffs at
the meeting.

In a related development, assistant athletic
[^'^ector Bob O'Connell last night that
UMass, in a reversal of an earlier decision
would be interested in hosting a first round
playoff game.
According to O'Connell, the athletic

department said earlier this year that it was
not interested in hosting a game at Alumni
Stadium. But a letter was sent yesterday to
the NCAA saying that the athletic depart-
ment here has changed its earlier stance and
would like to host a playoff contest.

O'Connell said that all budgetary in-
formation must be in the NCAA's hands by 9
a.m. Central Standard Time today.

Stickers pulled together
at Northeast tournament
Editor's Note: The following is a personal

commentary on the UMass field hockey
team's trip to Harvard for the Northeast play-
offs.

By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

I was fortunate enough to travel with the
field hockey team this past weekend to their
tournament at Cambridge and I must say
that It was the most special three days I've
spent in a long time.

I'd first met some members of the team
outside their motel and joined them for
breakfast. It wasn't clearly visible that they
were nervous until it came time to leave for
the field. Then they started to stretch and
yawn nervously. The pressure was beginning
to get to them.
Coach Judith Davidson led the team to

Han/ard Stadium where the games were to
be played. There was already a game in
progress when they arrived. As UMass
watched from the sidelines, they fell in love
with the field. The grass was mowed and the
turf was level - it was the best for hockey
the players have seen this year, and they
were anxious to play on it.

Maine was the first team to play and fall to
UMass. I couldn't believe that the
Minutewomen were playing so well. The
players had told me they were capable of
that all year but hadn't consistently done so.
Now, they were showing me. They won, 2-1,
with Lynsie Wickman scoring twice.

1%

Following the game, the formal opening
ceremonies were held introducing all the
teams. UMass marched proudly behind its

handmade banner as the Minutewomen took
up the rear of the parade. The significance of
the ceremony was that it marked the first

women's athletic event ever to be held in
Harvard Stadium.

After the ceremony concluded, some
members of the team went off to eat while
others watched over tournament games I

walked around thP athletic fields and noticed
the conflicting scenery; the old buildings
crowded with historic monuments and
tradition and the new modern buildings
covering tennis courts, pools and a track
which seemed out of place.

At 2:30, the team was again together and
limbering up for its next game with Dart-
mouth. Sue Kibling and Laura O'Neil scored
and the defense recorded a shutout. Again,
the Minutewomen played one of their best
games of the season.
The team was tired and worn out

emotionally. When a team is expecting to do
well, a single elimination tournament can
really work on your mind. But as the team
loaded into the vans for the return trip to the
motel, I could sense a growing feeling of
confidence in each other. They weren't as
nervous as before the games started.

Mostly everyone went to bed early, hoping
for a good night's sleep. The local news
showed some footage from the tournament

TURN TO PAGE 14
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Julie McHugh typifies the UMass field hockey team's determination as she stick-
handles past a defender. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

I
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Earn trip to Spokane
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1977

Harriers top East in IC4A's
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

BRONX, N.Y. - "Whoa Baby."
''UMass, who believes it!"

"It's been a long time since we last
brought home the silverware," said UMass
head coach Ken O'Brien as he clutched the

Stetson Arnold

20 pound IC4A championship trophy em-
blematic of the best college and university
cross country team in the East.
UMass, all season long submerged in the

shadow of Providence College (ranked
tourth in the nation), finally put it all together
and defeated 23 teams including Rutgers
University, ranked 9th in the country
By gaining 5th, 6th, 20th, 44th, and 48th

spots, UMass won the title with 123 points
just outgaining nearest competitor
(Georgetown which amassed 128 points
Villanova was third with 142 points while pre-
meet favorite Rutgers failed miserably with a
fourth place 182 points.

Heroes were aplenty for the harriers. For
starters. Stetson Arnold and Mike Quinn
displaying the form that earned them All-
American honors blazed to 5th and 6th place
finishes with times of 24:39 and 24:53 over
the treacherous 5 mile course.

Lou Panaccione, who just a week earlier
earned All- New England honors, scored 20th
place (25:14) to aid in the win.
"To ice the cake," senior Tom Wolff won

the 44th spot while sophomore surprise Mike

°vA/l
^"^^''^d ^'^h a 48th place showing.

What can you say," said team captain
Frank Carroll. "We are the best team in the
tast. Everyone ran clutch today. Quinnie and
btet looked the best I have seen them all
year. Lou gets better and better each week
and no one at all expected the finish of Mike
Morris. Unbelievable."

"Before the race," said an elated KenU Brien, "I felt we migtH have a shot. On
paper, Rutgers, Georgetown, and Villanova
were better, but our people believed they
could do the job and did it."

"I was the only coach that picked UMass
as the team to beat us, " said Rutgers coach
Les Wallace. "If I was smart, I would have
bet on UMass and won a lot of money "

/',>r'?-n^®^'*^®''"'^
^°" ''•o''^ ^on the race

(24:17) but he had to outkick Army's Curt

<o^^o-l?^--?^'
^"^ Georgetown'^ Jes Peterson

(24:27). The three ran together for most of
the race with Flora sprinting past Alitz and
Peterson for the individual honors.
At the mile mark, Quinn was in the fifth

spot with Arnold 9th and Panaccione 15th A
rriile and a half later, the three maintained

L ^I^
positions, but as they hit "Cemetery

Hill
,
the highest and steepest hill of the

course, Arnold began to make his move
Going up the steep hill, Arnold passed four

runners as he began to run with Quinn for
the remainder of the race. Panaccione lost
tour positions as the runners entered the last

*.*x

Mike Quinn

Women
two • •

By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's swimming and
diving team opened its season last night withan impressive victory over Smith and Mount
Holyoke in a tri-meet held at NOPE.

Led by double victories by Kathy Jurick
Ceha Walsh, and Deb Schwartz, and top-
notch performances by the divers and relay
teams, the women took the meet with 106
points. Smith came in second with 73 points
followed by the Holyoke "Sea Lions" with 52
points.

UMass was in charge the entire meet
fo lowing a victory by the 400 yard medley
relay team of Jurick, Marianne Primavera
Schwartz, and Jeri Otey in the first event!

F rst places by Walsh in the 200 freestyle
Junck in the 100 backstroke, and Schwani
in the 200 butterfly, along with strong
performances by Lynn Lutz in the 1000
freestyle and Primavera in the 100 breast
stroke give the team a 38-35-17 lead going
nto the first diving event.

Jurick swam her best time ever in the 100
j>ackstroke, as she swept the field with a

>^ K
^^i.Schwartz walked away' with the

JOO butterfly, with a time of 2:18.3.

UMass veteran diver Susi Strobel captured
:
he requ^red phase of the diving competition
vith 131 points, and Leslie Dumphey gave
he team another three points with a third
)lace finish in the event.

Following the diving, Qtey and co-captain
;se Hembrough came in first and third in the
JO freestyle with sub-minute times of 58 8
>d 59.75. Cathy Jurick earned her second

victory with a 2:26.4 in the 200 backstroke,
and Celia Walsh gave the team her second
set of SIX points with a 1:07 victory in the 100
fly.

A second-place finish by Walsh in the 200
IM and second and fourth places by Sch-
wartz and Lutz in the 500 free made the score
80-63-44 with three events left.

The optional diving followed, with two
more impressive performances by the UMass
diving competitors. Kris Bullard won the
event with 151.15 points, and Leslie Dum-
phey took third place again.

Schwartz's victory in the 200 breaststroke
arid a first place finish by the 400 freestyle
relay of Rachel Mack, Lise Hembrough
Walsh, and Otey sealed the victory.

Despite the fact that he ended up going for
a swim himself, UMass coach John Nunnelly
was obviously pleased with the meet, his first
as a collegiate coach. "It surpassed my
highest expectations," he said. "We did
terrific. The entire team performed well."

Co-Captain Mack was also amazed at the
team's "unbelievable effort." Mack noted
that the victory came under the "toughest
conditions" - it was a distance meet, where
swimming events were twice as long as
usual, and it was a tri-meet.

Diving coach Doug Forsyth summed it up
when he said, "It was a great way to start the
season."

Lou Panaccione

half mile sprint of the race. But the story of
the meet was the races of UMass' 4th and
5th men.

Because of stomach cramps, Carroll hung
back in the race and did not figure in the
sconng. Fortunately for UMass, Wolff and
Morris picked up the slack.

"We've been doing this all year. When
someone's hurt or has a bad race, we have
the people to back us up. Today, it was
Tom's and Mike's turn," said Arnold.

"I felt sluggish for the first three miles
"

said Wolff and I thought I was doing terrible
When I heard I was the team's fourth man in
the middle of the race, I got psyched and my
pace picked up."

Wolff started picking off runners, passing
about 15 of them, and then sprinted as hard
as he could to the finish line.

"I knew position was important and it

turned out it was," said Wolff.
Assistant coach Arnie Morse said the

coaches decided to pick Morris for the
varsity because he was the JV's most
aggressive runner, and, after the race, Morse
said It was a good decision.

"For this race, we needed as many
aggressive runners in the lineup as we had
For the JV's all season long, Mike has done
that and he certainly helped us out today

"

said Morse.
Morris said after the race he too didn't feel

that strong at the three mile mark but after
hearing the positions of the first three UMass
runners, felt better and immediately began to
pass runners.

"I guess it was the team's conditioning but
on that last hill, I ran as hard as I could and
began to pass a lot of runners," said Morris
UMass last won the IC4A championship in

1974, but O'Brien said he was happier for this
year's squad because of the obstacles the
team had to overcome to do it.

"This year's team and 1974's squad are
very similar in talent but this year's team had
to work a lot harder to accomplish this IC4A
trophy," said O'Brien.

"For most of the season we were without
Quinn and Arnold because of injuries and it
wasn't until three weeks ago that they were

TURN TO PAGE 14

Tom Wolff

RussSniifh

Tis the time of year to be gracious, with
Thanksgiving tlightly over a week away.
Now I may not be 100 per cent correct (after
all, I'm a sports reporter, not a newsperson
- we don't have to be right all the time), but
in some people's mail this week, the
following implications of sarcastic thanks
may be enclosed in a T-day card.
Dear Patriots,

Thank you for a wonderful season. 5-4 is
not that bad a record. It's better than 4-5 like
those teams in the AFC Central division
{true, they're still in contention]. I am
completely consoled in the fact that if you
IPats] were in that division, you'd be in first
place.

And you lost to some tough teams, the
Jets and then the Bills. At least they weren't
on consecutive weeks.

Don't think it was your fault you got
crushed by Miami ~ it's obvious the Devil is
against you down there in Florida. Maybe
YOU should protest the game [too many
players on the field?].

I only have one question: Now that your
year is over, will you bother to show up for
your next five games and if yes, why?

Cordially yours,

A Fan

The team will be seeking its second victory
of the season when it travels to Williams for a
7:00 p.m. meet tomorrow night. Last year the
women defeated Williams, so they may be 2-
when they take on UVM at home Saturday

to end their first week of competition.

Dear Mr. Shula,

Though an avid New England fan, I would
like to take this time and opportunity to
congratulate you on your team's success this
season, especially on the heels of Miami's 17-

5 victory over the N.E. Patriots.

I especially admired the last play of the
game, when rather than boot the ball away,
you allowed your boys to give the Pats two-
points via the safety, allowing for the final
margin of 12 pts.

Personally I was very fearful that the Dol-
phins would kick it away. Now the way the
Pats were playing, they weren't going to
score They had their field goal for the day.
And I had New England plus thirteen

points. I thought for sure 'there goes $100'.
But then that safety.

Without that, I wouldn't have gone all out

and spent 50 cents on this card. I still have
$99.50 left too.

Gotta fly. The kid I won that bet from is
checking out the Peter Pan schedule for the
next bus south.

Your friend for life.

Rich Bettor

Dear Tommy,
Congratulations are in order for you and

the Celtics in general. By defeating
Milwaukee you are out of the cellar since
those N.J. Nets lost.

We know the Knicks won't last for long in
first place.

I can see you've got the team moving
again. Two wins in a row, that's hot! The
Knicks and 76'ers have got to be shaking in
their Converse All-Stars sneakers when they
see the standings and realize the 'men in
green' are hot on their tails.

Don't let it bother you that fans aren't
exactly tearing down the Garden wall for
home games. The Bruins aren't drawing
either. And they've won more games than us
too.

Do you think it would be too much to ask
-to go for three wins in a row?

Trustingly,

Red
P. S. The management has asked me to tell

you that Gene Shue's application for your
position will now be tossed out.

To U.N.H.:

Thanks a lot Durham footballers!!!
Here we are playing UConn at home, and

you've got UMass up there. All you had to do
was beat them and the three of us could've
shared the YanCon title \we knew we'd
smash U of CI.

Just because we upset you a couple
weeks earlier; it wasn't our fault. You had
your chance to beat us. No, you get even this
way. We played our butts off Saturday for
the hell of it.

Well, we hope to do the same for you
some dty.

Begrudgingly,

Rams of URI
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UIVI
By MEGAN O'REILL Y
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Union (MSP) may have
grounds to file an unfair labor practices
charge against the administration for
refusing information to the Program and
Budget Council of the Faculty Senate.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last
night said in a telephone interview that "it is
very unlikely" that the Program and Budget
Council, would receive requested in-
formation regarding Full Time Enrollments
State Funds 01, 03, 0416 and Trust Funds'
because it had never been requested by the
PBC before, and it dealt with wages, salaries
and hours which he would negotiate onlv
with the union.

Chairman of the PBC Harvey Kline said

this denial of information violates a collective
bargaining agreement which specifies that
rules of governance cannot be changed
during the interim period of establishing theMSP contract. Kline said he had requested
and received this same information from the

rnm?»°/ ^u"^^®^
^""^ Institutional Studies

(Ubib) for the past two years.

Bromery was unavailable for comment on
these charges. Bromery said he will only
provide the PBC with information his lawyers
deem appropriate because of the changes in
governance procedure brought about by the
union.

"That's absurd," said Larry Roberts
chairman of MSP. "That information is

public record and the chancellor is choosing
not to reveal it in order to continue to

frustrate the faculty. I think it's unwise that
he's doing so."

Kline refuted the chancellor's denial for
information because it concerned wage,
salary and working conditions, on the basis
of a meeting held with the chancellor on Oct.
4.

"I understood the chancellor to say that
we could no longer have individuals wages
and salaries, but we could have such in-
formation on a department by department
basis," he said.

"If the MSP is to file a suit they must do it

now before governance is eroded." Kline
said. "This creates a problem because it

would put the union in litigation and might
take eight months to a year to resolve."

Roberts said if the chancellor continues to

Hung Jury result of mock trial

on effects of television violence
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

A hung jury was the result of the television
violence trial last night conducted by
students under the direction of Prof. Brian
Fontes of the Communication Studies
department.

An audience nearinq 100 watched the
proceedings of the trial based on the widely
publicized trial of Ronald Zamora. Edward
Panetta, the defendant in this trial, like
Zamora, had admitted guilt in firing the gun
that killed the victim. Whether he was
responsible for his actions at the time of the
murder was the main question that attorneys
of both defendants tried to disprove.

In Zamora's trial, evidence of the effects of
television violence on children, one of the
main arguments for Zamora's plea of
temporary insanity was declared overruled
and left unheard. In the trial of Edward
Penatta, it was not.

Fontes, before the trial began, reminded
the audience and jury that the purpose of this
tnal was to determine if those experts
testimony could in fact have affected the
outcome.

Testimony for both sides, delivered by
students of Fontes' Comstu 226 class, was
compiled, as one witness put it, "in the
library." Still, the evidence was all drawn
from actual experiments done on the effects
of televised violence on children.

The question of whether television
violence or Panetta was in fact on trial was
the topic of much disagreement. Defense
Attorney Rocco Defrucio repeatedly claimed
that Panetta was on trial, while the
prosecution attorneys seemed more inclined
to put television itself up as the main
discussion point.

After many experiments were cited with
conflicting results, and occasional humor,
the jury was sent out to determine a verdict.
During that time Fontes, a past researcher of
the effects of television violence on children,
fielded questions from the audience.

Due to the evidence presented, the jury
returned with three jurors declaring Panetta
temporarily insane, and eight saying he was
sane at the time of the murder. Following
Massachusetts state laws, a hung jury was
declared by the acting judge, David
Donovan, a UMass graduate student.

When asked about the trial later, Donovan
said he felt the trial had been a good
educational experience for the students
involved. He also said, "It shows that the
body of literature available on the subject of
television violence's effects on children is not
conclusive."

When asked whether he, as a researcher
felt that television intoxication, the term used
for the defense's main argument, was in fact

possible, Fontes said, "Television could
cause violent behavior effects on some
people under certain conditions, but since

these can't be defined it would be difficult to
|

prove. Basically though, it could happen."

i •

Members of Communication Studies 226 re-enacted the trial of Ronrwe Zamora
^st night. Defense attorney Al Dodge is shown questioning the prosecution witness
Dr. Sally Moulton. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Inside
•local

Dr. Helen Rodriguez, former director of
pediatrics at Albert Einstein College in
New York, spoke last night on the abuse
of sterilization as a means of birth
control. See page 3.

•Iota I

The Hampshire College student
newspaper, Climax, has been cancelled.
See story on page 3.

•local
UMass gets its first toxicologist and

offers a course on the subject next
semester. See story on page 6.

The UMass football team learned
yesterday that it had been chosen to
represent the East in the NCAA Division
II playoffs. The Minutemen will host the
opening game of tlie playoffs against an
unnamed opponent in Alumni Stadium
on November 26. It will be the team's first

post-season appearance in five years.
(See story on page 24.)

•HcaHier
Chance of rain tonight won't stay
The UMass cretins from breakin' away.
The Hatch will have it all.

Oh yeah. Oh yeah.
Sheena is

withhold the information the union would
seriously consider filing suit.

Kline said certain faculty members
speculate that the "r.one-wsl'Ing of the
Faculty Senate" may be an attempt by the
administration to set a precedent of refusing
information before the contrar.: is signed
The final clause in the proposed contract

which deals only with wages, salaries and
working conditions, states 'all other
governance will rontinue as before," thus
refusing inforMation would becorne iaw
under the contract.

Kline said many members of the MSP
believed this clause would be a part of ihe
final contract.

Bromery said that this speculation would
be unfounded if he had anything to do with it

because "that clause won't be in the con-
tract."

The chancellor proceeded to contradict his
previous reassurances to the Faculty Senate
that their role in governance, except in the
areas concerning wage, salary and hours,
would stay essentially the same.

"The role the Faculty Senate is to play in
governance procedure is entirely an ad-
ministrative decision and will be determined
by the Board of Trustees and the ad-
ministration, he said. It has nothing to do
whatsoever with the union contract unless it

deals specifically with wages, hours and
salaries."

Secretary of the Faculty Senate Terrence
Burke said in a telephone interview, "I have
no objection to the chancellor's stance until

TURN TO PAGE 2

UM trustee

C. Clark

dies at 58
By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

A memorial service will be held Friday for
UMass trustee Catherine F. Clark, who died
of cancer Monday after a long illness. She
was 58.

University spokesman Howard White said
the service will be at 11 a.m. at Clark's
Dorchester home.

Clark was appointed to the board in April
of 1974, and served on the Committee for
Long Range Planning and the Building and
Grounds Committee. She was also an at-
large member of the trustees' Executive
Committee.

At the time of her death, Clark was a
member of the Area III Elderly Nutrition
Project, of the Division of Federated Dor-
chester Neighborhood Houses. The Nutrition
Project IS one of the largest elderly service
programs in Massachusetts, providing hot
meals and transportation to elderly residents
of Dorchester.

Clark served as past vice president of the
Dorchester- Savin Hill Civic Association, and
of the Dorchester United Neighbor
Association.

Clark also served on the Mayor's Com-
mittee for Boston, following the outbreak of
racial violence in the city in response to court
ordered busing.

UMass President Robert C. Wood said, "In
three and one half years of service on the
board. Kit Clark served the University on
many fronts and in measureable ways. Her
greatest contribution was the link she
created between the harbor campus (U Mass-
Boston) and the Dorchester community. But
her concern for services to students, her
capacity to cut to the heat of issues, and her
consistent insistence that the public
university must truly serve the public were
hallmarks of her trusteeship.

"At this time in the University's history,

she is literally irreplaceable. As a friend to all

her fellow trustees, and to me, she will

always be missed."
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Ghostwriter for Free Church faces charges
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A Massachusetts man charged with ex-
tortion in connection with The Free Chruch
Inc. has been writing under an alias topromote that group in Outfront, a student-
tunded publication.

The alleged extortion stems from a Free
Church, Inc. program to get parents to send
their children from broken homes to boar-
ding schools, according to Rhode Island
Attorney General Julius C. Michaelson.

Louis Wilson, a non-student who founded
the church, used the alias of Mark Lewis in

an Oct. 25 Outfront article on the group, and
wrote another article with no byline \n the
November issue, according to Britt Warren, a
staff member of the Outfront collective.

Publication of the articles written by
Wilson, who is not a staff member, was
supported by the paper's staff, said Warren,
although "the relationship of Lou Wilson to
the collective is now in question."
Wilson could not be reached for comment

this week.
Wilson faces an extradition hearing Dec. 5

on a governor's warrent in Rhode Island,
where he and his wife Nancy established the
church.

Allegations facing Wilson in Rhode Island

Steve Miller, co-president of the UMass Ski Club, briefs the sales force on the
quality of different bindings that will be on sale at the Ski Snatch today. (Staff
photo by Dale Griswold)

Senate will hear proposal
to reopen towing debate
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A motion will be brought before the
Undergraduate Student Senate tonight to
reopen debate on the proposal of a student-
run towing service which was approved by
the senate 'ast week.

According to Senate Speaker Pat Whelan
the proposal to reopen debate is based on
new information that has come out since last

week. Whelan said the proposal was based
on the belief that the administration was not
going to change its towing policies. Whelan
said the administration plans to change its

policies "radically."
I he speaker also said the figures used by

Stop Amherst Towing, the group which
presented the proposal, are "questionable,"
and need further examination.

Another reason to continue debate, ac-
cording to Whelan, is that the "discussion
centered on financing, not the concept of
towing."

In other business, the senate will vote to
approve the selections for student observer
and alternate observer. The Senate
Collective Bargaining Committee has chosen
Dan Saisi as observer and Gail Doyle as
alternate.

The Advocacy Services Committee will

recommend that the Legal Services Office
work on relear.e of all student course and
faculty valuations for next year's Couuse
and Teacher evaluation Guide. The com-
mittee oversees the staff and resources of
the advocacy agencies. The faculty says the
evaulations are personal information. LSO
may attempt to obtain the information under
the Federal Freedom of Information Act.
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include charges of issuing false checks,
stealing under false pretenses, threatening in

an attempt to extort $5,000, and conspiracy,
according to Frederick Cass, assistant at-

torney general of Rhode Island.

The Free Church, Inc. was established by
Louis and Nancy Wilson and Carolyn DIouhy
in Shutesbury, Mass. after moving it from
Little Compton, R.I. It advocates a "religious
and educational alternative" for church
members and their children, according to the
November issue of Outfront.

With separation of church and state as its
major tenent, The Free Church, Inc
challenges the right of the state to make

public education compulsory, according to
Wilson's November article.

"We're not saying that Lous Wilson is
right or that Free Church is the ultimate
answer," Warren said, But, he added, the
issue IS "important and has to be brought to
attention."

Outfront gets about 60 per cent of it:

funds from the Commuter Collective, Warren
said, with the remaining 40 per cent coming
from the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Wilson has access to Outfront, according
to Warren, because the paper "as a com-
munity media resource, solicited articles and
letters from students and non-students in the
area."

*UM denies information
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

he formally tells the Faculty Senate and the
PBC of this."

The role of the PBC, according to Faculty
Senate by-laws, is to advise the ad-
ministration on matters of budget allocation.
Kline said he requested the information for a
mid-year budget review, which is a formal
recommendation to the provost concerning
the reallocation of any additional monies.

"Without this information," said Kline,
"the PBC cannot continue its established
role in governance procedures and protect
the best interests of the faculty."

Bromery continued to offer his views on
future governance, saying, "There seems to
be some kind of feeling out there that the
union makes no difference. It makes a great
deal of difference, especially irt requests
dealing with financial information."

Bromery dealt a further blow to the PBC.
"The MSP will be requesting a great deal of
information which will heavily tax our
resources, " he said. "As the officially
recognized faculty bargaining group, their
requests vViil take precedence over those of
the senate.

The kind of governance envisioned by the

chancellor is one of dual purpose where
there is no functional overlap. Bromery said
the administration would trv to maintain
collegiality on those issues not mandatory in
the contract, and cited this as a precedent
over other universities where faculty had no
say in governance procedures whatsoever.

At Kline's meeting with Bromery it was
decided the PBC could have all the in-

formation sent by OBIS to the trustees and
all the information sent by the trustees to the
deans.

"This is a catch-22 situation," said Kline,
"since we don't know what information is

sent, we don't know what to ask for."
The final decision on the PBC's request for

information is crucial to the future of the
council. Kline said if they are turned down,
the PBC will most likely choose one of three
possible options: 1) to continue to operate
and get their information through sources, 2)
to quit, or 3) to move as individuals or as a
group to the MSP in order to protect faculty
interests.

"One morning the faculty are going to
wake up and they will know what they can
and cannot do because it will be written in
the contract," Bromery said. "Until that day,
there are going to be many frustrated faculty
and Harvey Kline is one of them."

Budget surplus discovered
in Southwest allocation
By SETH oACOBSON
Collegian Staff

Southwest Assen- blv co-Treasurer Bonnie
Ward last night announced Sout*hwest had
been over allocated $4,000 by the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate for its budget
this year.

"The senate has allocated funds using this
year's population as a guide, but with the
funds that were held from last year's
students," she told the assembly. There were
no comments.
Now that the error has been discovered,

the assembly is left with $432 to spend for
the remainder of the year.

There has been no explanation by the
student senate as to why they waited so long
to inform the assembly, she said. Out of the
original disputed figure of $47,675, the
assembly has spent or allocated $43,808. The
assembly is now $4,000 short of that dif-

ference, said Ward.
The allocation discrepancy has stemmed

from what appears to be a growing conflict
between area governments and the method
by which the student senate may compute
allocations. The area governments argue that
the senate computed figures on a percentage
scale, and not on a head count which would
have distributed funds more equally.

The Orchard Hill Area Government filed

suit against the student senate. The trial has
been scheduled for Monday. If the area
governments were to win the suit. South-
west would be entitled to an additional
$2,000.

Also last night, three of the four can-
didates running for the Southwest vice-
presidency, Peter Torkidson, Jimmy
Rosenberg, and Bruce H. Aronson spoke
after the meeting. The fourth, Tim Condron,
was not present.

Torkidson, new acting vice president,
spoke optimistically of his desire to see
greater involvement in assembly activities.

Water will be off
The Water Division of the Amherst

Department of Public Works advises that
alterations will be made to the water main at
North Pleasant and Hallock streets tomorrow
morning, requiring a disruption of water
service. Repairs will begin at midnight and
should be completed by 7 a.m. tomorrow.
Amherst residents and businesses on North
Pleasant Street between Amity and Fearing
Streets should draw off sufficient water prior
to the alterations, and check their tap water
tomorrow morning to be sure the disruption
does not leave any dirty water.

He also said that as acting vice president he
felt he was more experienced than his op-
ponents.

Aronson focused largely on "the lack of

effort to push through bills once they have
been passed."

Ramones
play Hatch

Punk rock will be purported by one of
its original purporters tonight at the
Hatch as the Ramones are scheduled to
make a live concert appearance.

Fronted by lead singer Joey Ramone,
the four-member band has just released
its third Sire album entitled "Rocket To
Russia." Included on the album is the
band's hit single "Sheena Is A Punk
Rocker," which is the first punk rock
single to break into the Amencan charts.

The Ramones, incidentally, are con-
sidered to be the prime influence for
popular British punk groups like the Sex
Pistols, the Clash, and the Damned.

Besides Joey, the Ramones include
Johnny Ramone on lead guitar. Dee Dee
^Ramone on bass, and Tommy Ramone
on drums. Despite the common surname
the four boys are not related. Their sound
IS loud, brash, fast, powerful, chunky,
crushing, dissonenting, and just about
any other action-oriented adjective one
ran think of. They are also fun.

Although their repertoire has not been
announced, the Ramones will probably
be selecting numbers from their new LP,
including "Teenage Lobotomy," "Cretiri
Hop " and the best version of "Do You
Wanna Dance."

Other possible tunes include "Beat On
The Brat," "Loudmouth," "You're
Gonna Kill That Girl" and "Now I Wanna
Sniff Somp Glue." Although their em-
phasis seems to be on drugs and
violence, it should be pointed out that the
Ramones are four nice boys from
Queens, and are only joking.

The warm-up act for The Ramones is

Willie Alexander and The Boom-Band
from Boston. Although their latest single
IS entitled "Hit Her Wid De Axe," it

should also be pointed out that they have
little else in common with the Ramones.
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Speaker
knocks
population
control
By CYNTHIA HARHEN
Collegian Staff

Terming sterilization a frequently used
racist and classist method of reducing the
size of the world's population. Dr. Helen
Rodriguez, former director of pediatrics at
Albert Einstein College, New York, last night
presented a speech entitled, "Who Is Behind
Population Control?"

"It (sterilization) is used against the
poorest and hardest working sectors, those
who represent the greatest political threat to
capitalist power," she said to a group of
about 80 persons at the New Africa House in
a brief 10-minute presentation, sponsored by
the Committee to End Sterilization Abuse
(CESA), the Distinguished Visitors Program
and the Third World Women's Center.
"The rationale behind wide-scaled

sterilization is the myth of population control.
Population is not the basic problem now. The
basic problem is the distribution of food,"
Rodriguez explained. "The U.S. government
is nr>i about to admit this, since equal
distribution of food is tantamount to talking
about equal distrijaution of power and im-
perialists don't like giving up power."

Rodriguez, a native of India and member
of New York CESA and the Puerto Rican
Socialist Party, discussed the ways the
capitalist class constantly expands its power
and control through the U.S. government in

order to deny more people their rights.

She cited examples of this control in-

cluding the then of land from the Native
Americans, the importation of African blacks
as slaves, and the exclusion of women from
democratic rights.

In Puerto Rico, 37 per cent of all women of
childbearing age are sterilized under
programs sponsored by the U.S. government
in collaboration with the local colonial
government, Rodriguez said. This extends
into the United States, too, where Puerto
Ricans and blacks are subject to such at-

trocities.

In the United states, three million women
of poor white working class as well as the
Third World are sterilized each year.
Rodriguez regards the term "voluntary
sterilization" as a "bad joke". Women are
often given misinformation and miscon-
ceptions about the irreversibility of the
operation and are intentionally misled or
coerced into the tubal ligation operation.

Rodriguez also cited vivid accounts of
forced sterilization in her homeland India.

She said that in terms of race and class
vision, Indians, like all Third World people
and poor, are portrayed as "animal-like in

their inability to stop producing large
numbers." She stressed that intelligent birth

control is one thing, forced sterilization is

something else.
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Hampshire newspaper folds;

editors cite lack of support
Bv DFRRIF \A/AI I Arc ..«»;i :* »_...-ui:-. .. ' "By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College will no longer have a
student newspaper.
The Climax, the college's newspaper since

the fall of 1971, will retire as of Nov. 17. Of
the five colleges, Hampshire will be the only
school without a newspaper. Amherst
College has the Student, Smith the Sophian.
Mount Holyoke the Choragos, and UMass
the Collegian.

The three present editors, Steve Nesich,
John Parnass and Penelope KoechI, said
their main reason for resigning was the lack
of community participation from the
Hampshire students.
The editors said they felt they were

running the entire paper, and the Climax
couldn't represent the college community if

only a few students were expending time and
energy into it.

There is no established journalism
department at the college. Hampshire does
have a communications department, but it

concentrates on theory and not journalistic
writing, said David Zatzkis last year's Climax
editor and Fresh Ink's current publisher.

It is possible to design an individualized
program at Hampshire, but the editors said
they decided not to have a major con-
centration in journalism.

Nesich said, "The paper is not going out of
business. It will however, remain shut down

until It establishes a new editorial staff The
reasons we are leaving the Climax is due to
lack of support from the student body and a
lack of staff to run the paper."

The editors are full-time students and
couldn't continue at the pace they have been
working at since the beginning of the
semester. They also said they felt it was not
fair to pretend the newspaper was a student
body effort when the tasks were handled
almost entirely by the three editors and
business manager Paul Benjamin.

KoechI said there was a lot of talk among
administrators, faculty, and students about
the closing of the Climax. The resigning
editors will talk with the administration in

hope to iron out some of the difficulties the
paper was witnessing. A lack of funds, and
sparse office space for the Climax are some
other complaints of the editors.
KoechI said, "There are some students

that may be interested in running the paper
in the future." But, as it stands now, and was
printed in this week's last issue, the Climax
will cease for sure until the end of this
semester. Possibly the newspaper will not
resume next semester or in the coming years.

Parnass said the work the editors were
putting in was getting to be too much. He
feels in order for the paper to run smoothly, it

needs to be better staffed and needs a
regular source of funding.
The Climax is presently funded through

the student activity fee which fluctuates
each year according to the number of

A major scandal ignored

students. The editors have always had to
fight for the money to operate the paper,
they said. Most college newspapers have a
permanent budget, but the Climax is given a
portion of the activity fee which is not
sufficient enough to run a newspaper
Zatzkis explained.

Parness said, "The ending of the Climax is
not a simple thing. It is connected to dif-
ferent aspects of the college. We didn't
come to Hampshire to teach this community
why we need a newspaper. I think we did the
right thing."

Rumors have been spread to the effect
that Fresh Ink, the new five-college
newspaper, is going out of print also. Zatzkis
said, "Fresh Ink is not closing. We are doing
all right, and will continue with the
newspaper."
When asked if Fresh Ink's coming into

publication influenced the closing of the
Climax, Zatzkis said, "No, not at all. Our staff
is from the five colleges, and as last year's
Climax editor, the number of staff for the
Climax has not been this low for years."

Nesich said, "In the past, as far as staff
was concerned, the Climax always had one,
two or three people running the paper, and
as editors we did not want this to continue.
We hope some changes can be made and
that other editors will be able to get the paper
going in the future."

Whether the Climax will be missed or not
will be answered by the student and faculty
support to reinstate the newspaper, the
editors said.

Misinformation distorts drug use, distribution
This article, the first of a series of three on

psychoactive [mind-affecting] drugs, at-
tempts to give an overview of drug use and
distribution in the United States.

By ROB THAYER
Collegian Staff

Misinformation, confusion, and
emotionally based fears pervade popular
conceptions of the world of drugs in the
United States.

The true nature of drug use and
distribution has been seriously distorted by a
history of misinformation disseminating from
government agencies and a media which has
just begun to catch up with one of our
nation's greatest scandals.

In modern capitalist society, the availability

and promotion of drugs are artificially

stimulated by the drive for profit. But the
variety and extent of drug use in the United
States, from drugs which enhance the
impulses of the brain's neura and promote
"mind expansion" like LSD, to those which
slow down neural impulses, like alcohol and
Valiums, indicates that epidemic proportions
of social anxiety and tension exist in our
society.

In "The Pursuit of Loneliness," Phillip

Slater describes extreme levels of social

anxiety-tension as the natural condition of a

competitive society
technological stage.

in its advanced

To the degree that a particular "per-
sonality type" is simply prone to a particular
form of drug use, that individual is a product
of his- her environment. And in this nation,
that environment includes more than a billiori

dollars spent annually promoting "licit"
drugs, and a stream of government and
media information and propoganda con-
cerning "illicit" drugs. So the character of
drug use and distribution cannot be
measured in terms of "pprsonality types," or

News Analysis

as an example of individuals' demand simply
being accommodated by commercial in-
terests, but must be examined with the
followinq in mind:

1) f/Olitically motivated information from
government,

2) profit-motivated information from the
fTianufacturers of prescription drugs and
"non-drugs" like alcohol, nicotine, and
caffeine,

3) law enforcement efforts which often
promote use and almost always keep profits
high for established syndicates,

4) a number of physicians who have
become salesmen for a superficial system of
cures, and

5) a modern technological society, ac-
companied by extreme levels of social
anxiety and tension, history's greatest
consumers of psychoactive drugs.

The laws of supply and demand do not
always operate in the world of drugs.
Sociologist Peter Park, who teaches "Drugs
and Society" at UMass, states that "in a
competitive economic structure, supply
p^teri precedes demand." In the case of
"licit" drugs, demand is exaggerated by
massive advertising and promotion efforts.
According to Park, U.S. pharmaceutical
companies spent just under a billion dollars
on promotion in 1972 to achieve a $1.5 billion
profit, an extraordinary ratio.

Meanwhile, the effect of law enforcement
has been to create even higher profits on the
black market. The editors of Consumer
Reports, introducing their exhaustive 600-
page study of Licit and Illicit Drugs, cite "a
growing conviction on our part... that the
illicit drug scene in the United States was
rapidly becoming intolerable." That study,
sponsored by the Consumers Union in 1972!
describes the effects of current policy ori
heroin as more damaging to the user than
the drug itself. There are now more heroin
addicts in the United States than there have
ever been.

Conservative appraisals of anxiety-tension
levels in the United States Ip 1977 describe a
population in which at least 10 per cent
require some form of mental health care.
And of physical ailments, the medical
profession has estimated that at least 80 per
cent are dependant on anxiety- tension, yet it

has opposed the legalization of one of
history's oldest tension relievers —
marijuana.

Few are aware that the universal symbol of
the medical profession, the staff with the
snake coiled around it, was originally carved
from a cannabis stalk more than 2,000 years
ago in China, whe'e the Emperor Shen Nung
placed it in the highest class of medicines.

Some critics of the health care industry
claim the resistance of the medical
profession to legalization is natural because
marijuana undermines its system of cures by
going to the root of human illness - anxiety
and tension. Others claim this has not been a

policy decision, but is rather an indication of
its ill-preparedness to deal with anxiety in the
first place. Critics cite the failure of the
medical profession in dealing with
alcoholism, the nation's number one drug
problem and an anxiety- related phenomena,
as evidence that a supei^icial system of cures
exists in this society.

Mental patients are drugged with sub-

TURN TO PAGE 6
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Racfem prevails,

'Sheets' yanked off Marines
SAN DIEGO [UPf] - A yearlong

investigation into an interracial attack has
exploded the initial denial by officials that
racism in the Marine Corps had nurtured
a Ku Klux Klan group at Camp Pendleton.

The fact that KKK members were
active, although few in number, on the
sprawling Southern California base
became increasingly clear as prosecution
proceeded of the 14 anacKers - all black
Marines.

Besides prompting investigations by
military authorities, the Nov. 13, 1976
incident spawned inquiries by legislators,
led to punishnr>ent of the attackers and
gave the KKK publicity.

Klan activities have since expanded to
other fronts including recent vigilante
patrols along the Mexican border. The
officially unauthorized patrols seek to
turn back illegal aliens crossing into the
United States.

The attack a year ago occuaed on a
Saturday night in a barracks room where
^ven white Marines were drinking beer.
Six were hurt. Five of them suffered
wounds that included screwdriver
punctures.

Consequences included charges
against 14 black Marines and disclosure
of the existence of an on- base KKK den
of 17 Marines - the intended victims.

Public interest soared and white, black
and Chicano civil rights groups
demonstrated on and off the base

At first, base authorities denied the
KKK's presence, but reporters learned
otherwise. The base commander Maj.
Gen. Carl Hoffman, later transferred 12 of
the Marine Klansmen, some of whom
protested at off- base news conferences.

The black Marines, dubbed The Camp
Pendleton 14 by supporters, were or-
dered to face courts- martial on charges
that included attempted murder.

They described the attack as a "pre-
emptive assault" arising from open and
intimidating racist conduct on the base
that included the wearing of sheath
knives and the display of KKK posters
and stickers.

Supporters of the defendants said
racial tension on the base had generated
cross burnings, fights, name-calling, drug
use and unauthorized absences for
months before the incident.

One defendant was granted immunity
in return for his testimony and one was
acquitted. Eleven others were convicted
by trial or as a result of pleas on charges
up to conspiracy and assault, and
proceedings against the last of the group
were still pending on the anniversary of
the attack.

Penalties included fines up to $600, up
to six months confinement, reduction in
rank and bad conduct discharges.

Five of the victims also drew punish-
ment - for drinking beer in the barracks

The Marines are looking
for

a few good men.
Are you one of these men?

(or women)
If you are. we're also
looking for you.

Something to think about
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

We should be aware that there is a recent
uprising of the Klu Klux Klan across the
country. The Klan has not decreased, but is

supported by thousands, or more probably
millions.

There have been reports of Klan activities
disrupting an anti-Bakke rally in Los Angeles
There have been reports of Klan persons
openly parading down main streets in Boston

Commentary

and New York There have been Klansmen
reported protesting in Florida, and even
retiring to an eating place after the protest.
Klan activities have been also recently
reported in Wilmington, North Carolina, New
Orleans, Alabama, and in Mississippi.

The most recent is the Klan Border Watch
The leaders of the Klu Klux Klan have
organized a border patrol for any Chicanos'
or Mexican people trying to cross the border
into the United States. They have organized
aInrKwt 4,000 people to support their patrol.

I remember watching the Tomorrow show
and listening to the leader of the Americari
Nazi party tell everybody that he has about
10 million people who silently or overtly back
his movement. Does that seem like an
exaggerated figure? It shouldn't.

There are many white people who are
simply afraid of Third World people who
don't know much about us, and would side
with such organizations. There were reports
Klan operations in Amherst. They don't
come out in the open and join the R S
anymore, but I doubt very much if the cross-
burnings at Hampshire and UMass, at the
Blue Wall Disco, were pranks by drunks.

I personally
. remember my next door

neighbor, last semester and the semester
before, having an American Nazi flag in his
window. I use to pull down his shade and
laugh and joke with him about it all the time.

You shouldn't forget that Cecil Rhodes
founder of racist southern Africa, got along
perfectly with Africans. He smiled all the
time, and was most harmonious. We shoukJ
think about these things.

Asian American Association

sponsors Coffeehouse
The Asian American Students

Association Is sponsoring a Cof-
feehouse "Tiger Mountain Cafe"
on Saturday, November 19. It will

be held In room ]009 Campus
Center at 7:30 p.m. The program
includes two guests from New
York, Liz Young and a represen
tatlve from A.A.F.E., who will
speak on current issues of concern

to the Asian American Community.

Also, the Jazz Band "Avaltar"
(formerly Phoenix), Charlie Chin,
a guitar and vocal musician, and
Faye Chiang, a poet, will be per-
forming. It is our hope that this
diverse program will provide a
social and educational experience
for all attending.

Demonstration on Amherst

Commons this Saturday
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

The New Africa House Steering Com-
mittee and The Committee for the Liberation
of South Afnca are planning an area wide
derrionstration demanding an economic
embargo from the U.S. in South Africa,
bchools and universities over the New
England area are being contacted for this and

V^^° ^ ^^^ Saturday November 19th at
1:00 p.m. on Amherst Commons.
The demonstration was prompted by the

symbolic killing of Steven Biko, and the
October 19th crackdown on the non-white

peoples of South Afnca, killing hundreds
imprisoning hundreds, banning almost all the
black organizations, and banning the two
prominent black newspapers. The world has
been shocked by this reaction, for other
countries, black people, and even the people
within had been pressuring the Voster
regime to start change for dissolving
aparthied. "

The US. House of Representatives voted
ovenvhelmingly to demand an international
investigation into the death of Steven Biko

1 .n 'I^
Nations, under the pressure of

the 49 Afncan countries, voted a military
embargo on South Africa.

Protest march to be held at White House
By NKRUMAH LUMUMBA
OLINGA
Black Affairs Staff

On November 24, a group of
concerned people will protest in
front of the White House at 10:00
a.m. The protest will be sponsored
by Dick Gregory, and the National
Black Student Association. We are
expecting at least a couple of car
loads of students from UMass,
Amherst to participate. The
Committee for the Liberation of
Southern Africa is also supporting
this demonstration in Wash., D.C.
In the next issue of Black Affairs it

will be known if the Student Senate
will be willing to fund tran-
sportation to Wash., D.C. The
Student Senate has already funded
such trips for Kent State. Some of
the speakers at the Demonstration
will be Dick Gregory, Nkrumah L.
Ollnga from the UMass Southern
Africa Support Committee, and
speakers from the National Black
Students Association. We are
asking for all concerned people to
give up the Jive Turkey and sup-
port this demonstration with your
bodies rather than your mouths.

If The People Unite, We Will Win.

Editor's Editorial
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

The top story of yesterday's Boston Globe
(but not the Collegian), was "Black group
attacked in Charlestown." Today's lead off
story in Black Affairs is about the Klan's
activity in general, and the Marine Corps in
particular.

How many times must it be said that
racism IS alive and kicking? Racism not only
kicks but hits with golf clubs and sticks. Ask

L M
!^®'^® •^'ack teenagers visiting Bunker

Hill from Pine Forge Academy, a Seventh
Day Adventist school near Pottstown
Pennsylvania, who were attacked by several
white men armed with hockey sticks and golf
clubs. **

If there is still doubt, travel to San Diego
Cahfornia. and ask the Black Marines there'
dubbed The Pendleton 14, about Klan ac-
tivity.

Let us travel South (of the Canadian
border) to the Mexican border and watch the
Klan border patrol, very patriotically, to say
the least, keeping watch against Mexicans
attempting to cross the U.S. border.
Want to bring it on home? Welcome to the

Pioneer Valley where Hampshire College and
the University of Massachusetts hosted two

cross-burnings respectively. At the
University of Massachusetts, top ad-
ministrators even referred to the warnings as
'pranks.'

In economic times of stress, it is not
uncommon that racist elements rise to the
limelight. Their hatred, whether it be based
on race, religion, or national origin, ap-
parently provides appeal for the frustrated
especially in light of present controversies
such as the Bakke decision and Affirmative
Action.

The black teenagers, who were attacked in
Charlestown, were quoted by the Boston
Globe as saying, "No one told us anything
like this could happen" At the Blue Wall a
few weeks ago. Third World students
dancing on the dance floor were (strangely
enough) also surprised and shocked to learn
that someone had burned a cross outside.
Many there did not even learn of this until the
next day.

^y.l'fTl '^
L^*"^

^^^°'^ P«°P'e will becomeaware of the basic inherent underlying trait
of this society?

a i an

Before racism is sincerely struggled
against, I hope that it does not have to ?or^eknocking on your door, or upside your head.

BENEFIT CONCERT FOR
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$2.00 DONATION
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What's Happening
FREE CONCERTS

Bobby Hutcherson, nationally renown
Black Classical Musician will be appearing in
a free concert at the University of Mass.
Campus Center Auditorium on Saturday,
November 19th at 8 p.m.

Hutcherson, who has done much to revive
the use of the marimba and vibraphone in
progressive music, has played with such
greats as Archie Shepp, Hank Mobley, and
Charles Tolliver. He has played in two
notable big bands, Gil Fuller's orchestra and
later with the Gerald Wilson's All-Star en-
semble.

Hutcherson has been widely acclaimed for
his fresh, free style and the use of four
mallets in some of his performances has
become a notable characteristic.

This concert has been part of a series of
progressive Black Classical Musical en-
tertainment, presented by the Union
Program Council, an RSO group at the
University of Mass.

High Notes

\

Well ladies and gentlemen, it happenedWe lost the Roberta Flack concert. That's
putting It lightly, really, we were snubbed
There may be rumors of a conflict in her
schedule and other various factors men-
tioned, but no matter how you roll the dice it
still comes up with us losing.

There are other diversions available
though that should ease the pain of this
letdown somewhat. JADE, who made their
debut here in a concert for the benefit of the
Craeman Gethers Defense Committee will be
back in the Student Union Ballroom on Nov.

20th for the same purpose; to raise funds for
the Gethers Defense Fund and to highly
entertain its audience. Their stop here is part

of a tour in which their backing Ms. JeanCam. Ms. Carn, a former Black Jazz stalwart

Du^M-^
';°"^® '"^° ^^« Gamble and Huff fold

at Hhillie Intl. came into her own beautifully
this past summer with her LP Free Love On
Free Love, Ms. Cam exhibited a very smooth
arid sensuous style that had remained a
relative secret for so long. She's "out there"now and should provide a very pleasantshow backed by Jade.

Got out to the movies this weekend and
saw A Piece of the Action. The flick was
good and the person I went with thought it

was funny and entertaining and this person
never thinks anything is funny and en-
tertaining. I thought the movie was well done
and for the production team of Cosby and
Poitier it's a vast improvement over Lei's Do
It Again, their last venture. This one's more
mature and carries more of a message. In
fact, I'll go one step further and say that it's
much funnier than Let's Do It Again.

Time to go now, til later, keep on keepin'
on. Also keep lookin' for yours truly as I'll be
reviewing a couple of discs that you may
definitely want to add to your collection. 'Til
then, keep warm and look out for the
"Hawk"!!

— mario

Charles Majeed Greenlee, photo
by Edward Cohen
On Friday, November 18, 1977,

Charles (Majeed) Greenlee will be iri

concert at New Africa House,
University of Massachusetts,
Amherst. This concert is free of
charge, in the Lumumba Hut
of the New Africa House.

Sherwood Recall Election

Thoughts

How little you know about
the age you live in it you
tancy that honey is sweeter
than cash in hand.

Ovid

An important election is being
held this week concerning the recall

of Craig Sherwood. ShenA/ood is

one of several white students who
ran on the Third World Senate
ballot during senatorial elections,

however, he is the only white
student who has remained seated
on the Third World caucus. His
presence on the caucus has
aroused controversy as to the
definition of Third World and who
can be classified as Third World
student.

The most critical issue in this

election is our right to define
ourselves as a Third World com-
munity. We cannot allow other
groups to dictate who we are

because ultimately they will decide
how, when and where we are
active. The Office of Third World
Affairs and the New Africa House
Steering Committee strongly urges
Third World students to register

and vote on the recall of Craig
Sherwood.

Registration will be held Monday,
Nov. 14 and Tuesday, Nov. 15 at

the Cultural Center in New Africa
House and the Bilingual Collegiate
Center offices in Goodell Hall.

Elections will be held Thursday,
Nov. 17 and Friday, Nov. 18 at the
same locations. It is extremely
important ot both register and vote
in this election as those who are not
registered cannot vote.

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

foiobow
prisms

A fine collection of hand cut strass
quality crystal, high lead content
and exquisite shapes proiect color
and form when hung in a window
A perfect gift for your home, from
SI 75 to $20.

Faccs^,
«»£arth

Open 9: 30 to 6 Mon.-Sat.

Next to Amherst Post Office

^, .Jere's what's

r-^appetiing!

\A for men & women
Now there's a hairstylist

who will tell you how your hair wil
look before you sit in the chair

Shampoo, cut & style dry
$7.50

long hair slighiiy more
with this coupon on Tues or Wed only

Otter limited to new customers "^

,,,_ CALL OR DROP IN
FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

549-M10

StifUm by Deborah
65 University Drive. Amherst

OREDKEN*

GIVfc HIM BLACKCOf FEE
THAT'LL SJOBER HIM UP.

Suti.v in about five hours. Cold shower
don't work cither. Qnlv time can get r

alcohol out of the system, as the liver,

metabolites the alcohol. Slo ,vly.

1 here's no way to hurry it

DRINKING MYTH SERIES
Alcohol Education Project 549-2671

CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

It's no gamble.
Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for
years. Why not
put your money
on a sure thing -

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

SELL
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Poison course in offing

by Entomology Dept.

WFDNESDAY, MOVEMBER 16, 1977

By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

Toxicology, the study of toxic substances
will be a new course option offered by the
UMass entomology department next
semester.

Prof. Larry K. Cole of the department said,
'Primanly, the course will concentrate ori
chemicals We will emphasize the effects of
chemical exposure on people and other life
forms. We will also cover plant and animal
life."

Cole is primarily interested in simulated
model ecosystems, which are "m essence
like terrariums." Cole said, "We need a way

An experimental course for sprino
semester, Entomology 590B will look at toxic
substances in detail: their variable charac-
ters, their effects in environments and fate It
will explore critical concepts such as the
envisage of all ecosystems, the evaluation of
their responses to a given substance and the
response to all substances by all ecosystems

to quickly assess more than 30 000
chemicals, Experimentation cannot be done
outdoors because the environmental balance
cannot be controlled. In a model ecosystem
things can be physically controlled."

Cole pointed out that the growing demand
for toxicologists is due to the Toxic Sub-
stance Control Act, passed Oct. 11 1976
The act according to Cole, "possibly one of
the most important pieces of environmental
legislation m our history," authorized the
Environmental Protection Agency to test allnew and existing chemical substances.

"I would like to point out the immediate
need for toxicologists. People don't realize
how few of us there are. Toxicologists are
trained even beyond a Bachelor's Degree"
Cole said.

He added, "Since the Toxic Substances
Control A.t was passed, all chemicals must
have some kind of toxicological data if they
are to go on the market. There is a definite
demand for people in this field. I would
encourage anyone interested in toxicology to
follow up with this course."

* Drug use info distorted
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

stances that suppress anxiety in lieu of the
resources to deal with them interpersonally
and get to the root of what has caused the
condition in the first place. The majority of
institutionalized mental patients in the United
States are given regular doses of Thorazine
a potent tranquilizer.

The medical profession may well realize
that the anxiety-tension factor is central in
human illness, but another anxiety-
dependant industry insists that we need an
array of artificial odors, whitener for our
teeth, and all kinds of cosmetics in order to
maintain attractiveness and appeal - even
peace of mind. The impression created is
that the natural mind is an anxiety-ridden
one, and that the natural body is somehow in
need of drastic alterations. Lacking is the
recognition that mental well-being is an
instrument of pnysical well-being. There
exists a system of ideas which has separated
the mind from the body.

As long as our society has a medical
profession and a system of cures which
includes drugs, it is essential that the
distribution of drugs and the politics of that
network of distribution be understood by
'the recipients of health care" the
"citizens." Also worthy of scrutiny are the
political implications of laws which attempt

to regulate what we ingest. And even if the
• Pnonties of "legitimate" drug distribution
included our mental and physical well-beina
something which is hardly clear, it would be
important for us to understand the sub-
stances which have the immense power of
altering human consciousness. In the eyes of
those who monitor mass consciousness with
ill-'ntent, the value of certain substances
might be measured not in terms of well-
being, but in terms of the development of
thinking as a social force that could run
counter to vested interests in rigid
socialization. **

Histoncally. colonial expansion has carried
with It the introduction of psychoactive
drugs to cultures whose drug use had
previously been determined by tradition The
colonial era witnessed the spread of cocaine
and tobacco by the Spanish, marijuana from
Afnca by the French, and the Opium Wars of
the Bntish Empire in the Far East. But the
role of the Central Intelligence Agency in the
establishment of heroin distribution net-
works stands out as the single greatest
example of drug- related exploitation in the
neo-colonial era.

Tomorrow's article will examine the
current heroin situation in the United States,
the factors which precipitated the rise of the
heroin black market in the 60s, and the ef-
fectiveness of various de-toxification
programs.

Cljanfeggibing
cards & decorations

at
A. J. Hastings

45 S. Pleasant St.
Amherst

DON GLEASON S KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

Down cind Polaguard jackets by the North
F.ice^ Sierra Designs and Camp Trails. Down
cifKi Pol.iyuarc) vest hy Don Gleason and Camp
Trails. Wool and cham,os shirts byWoolnch two layered underwear tops andbottoms, and one piece un.onsu.ts by
Di-ofoU) Down filled mittens, and gloves by
Saian.u: Snow shoes by Tubbs of Vermont
Sorel t,oots and Vasque hiking boots DonGleason s best means quality products for
vou: outdoor needs

also

Other gift giving favorites
Original Swiss army knives"

Heavy duty canvas tote bags"
Buck and Gerber knives

plus

Our complete selection of family
camping and backpacking equipment
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Hot Dogging 200
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Ponny Pinching 101

You Can't Fail The Ski Sale
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Program tells 'hi

in place of his story

Colle iljrjn

B^/ TISHA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The emphasis on the male perspective in
many University course offerings may now
be exchanged for some "herstory," spiced
with feminist theory.

The Women's Studies Program deals with
this and other women-related issues by
offering both their own courses and
seminars, and events sponsored by the Five-
College Committee on Women's Studies
Women's Studies, an autonomous ex-

perimental program under the umbrella of
the Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Women's Studies

Concentration Program (BDIC), operates out
of a small office in 508 Goodell.
The program's status is currently being

evaluated by the Faculty Senate Academic
Matters Council's Subcommittee on Special
Programs.

The program grew out of a combination of
increased public awareness of the women's
movement and need expressed by a small
cluster of BDIC students with concentrations
in Women's Studies for a separate program.

in 1973, the Subcommittee on Women's
Studies ifrom the Faculty Subcommittee on
the Status of Women), together with two
staff members from Everywoman's Center,
Ann Jones and Ann McCord, pulled together
all pertinent information into a program
proposal. In the fall of 1974 the Women's
Studies Program became a separate ex-
perimental program.

The program currently has no full-time

faculty. They have a "fifth of the Five-
College Women's Studies faculty member,"
and one teaching associate.
Women's Studies has successfully en-

couraged other faculty to offer courses with
emphasis on women. By cross listing these
courses with the regular Women's Studies
offerings, they have been able to virtually
guarantee the courses will be filled.

"While there is a high level of interest
among other faculty to teach Women's
Studies courses, there is a strong possibility
that were Women's Studies not around,
those courses would not be offered," said
Pat Murphy, teaching associate.
Within the five-college community, only

UMass offers a major and a certificate in
Women's Studies. However, Women's
Studies courses are offered on all five
campuses.

There are over 90 courses listed in the
Women's Studies course offerings booklet
roughly half of which carry automatic
Women's Studies credit.

For funding, Women's Studies submits an
independent budget yearly and receives
money from the University Special Programs
budget.
To become a Women's Studies major or

certificate student, one must first talk with a
staff counselor to clarify the focus in their
proposed program of study. Then the
student must find a faculty sponsor
(Women's Studies has a list of possible
sponsors), prepare a written proposal, and
have an interview with the Student Affairs
Committee of the Women's Studies Policy
Board.

Once the proposal is approved, the
student must complete 36 credits towards
the proposed course of study, and in-
troductory and advanced serninars. A
certificate student must complete 18 credits
and the two seminars.

Energy outlook bleak
for NE, speaker says
By DAVID OLMOS
Collegian Staff

New England will be using more oil in the
future, will pay higher rates, and suffer
substantially as a result, according to Dr.
John Neely, executive director for the Center
for Energy Policy, Inc. in Boston.

Neely spoke at UMass yesterday on the
topic of energy policy. "The increased oil

consumption is unfortunate and inevitable,"
he said.

Neely began his speech with a case study
of electrical utilities. He explained using
graphs that showed how energy con-
sumption is rising and how it will be met in
the near future. "The New England area will
have to meet these needs by oil," he said.
The reason New England will be using

more oil in the future, he said, is because
there are no alternatives for energy until after
1982, when additional nuclear power plants
will become operational. "The cheaper fuels
cannot meet energy needs so the marginal
consumption must be met by oil consuming
plants," explained Neely, the cheaper fuels
being hydroelectric, nuclear, and coal.
The present energy policy is not sufficient,

according to Neely, because there still is no
real policy. The closest thing to an overall
energy policy in the country, he said, is

President Carter's energy statement, which
he said he sees as a negative policy.
New England uses more oil to produce

power than any other region and is now
probably using less coal tnan in the last 40

years, according to Neely. 'And this is under
a national energy policy which calls foi more
use of coal," he added.

Neely said he sees a definite failure of the
country to develop an energy policy,
especially after the Arab oil embargo brought
the problem to the attention of many people
for the first time. Neely said part of the
problem is that "many people still don't
believe there is an energy problem."

Also, the energy legislation which is

passed is not always sufficient explained
Neely. He gave an example of two homes he
owns that are over 150 years old and have no
insulation. Yet these homes would still meet
present building construction standards.
The second topic of Neely's speech was

concerned with the development of an
energy policy which would prevent a similar
situation from occurring again.

Neely cited the possibility of a grand
compromise between government and the
public as a start of the solution. "There
needs to be more public participation as early
as possible," emphasized Neely. "Local
people affected by plants need to be involved
earlier," he added, concerning the decision
making process.

When questioned about his view of
nuclear power, Neely explained he doesn't
see any choice other than building nuclear
power plants, but he agrees with Carter that
breeder plants are probably a dangerous and
uneconomical choice.

COMING TO UMASS FOR ONE SHOW ONLY:

A NIGHT OF BLACK CLASSICAL MUSIC

FEATURING

BOBBYHUTCHERSON
Saturday, Nov. 19

SiOOp.m. CCA.

Admissioni FREE

A Union Program Council Production in
association wth WMUA-FM and Black A/Uiss
Communications Project
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Paul's Mail - Jazz Mferkshop Prasents

IN CONCERT

KENNY

RANKIN
PLUS

Roger McGuinn &
6ene Clark (formerly

oftheByrds) wed nov.i6

jjeaoerrastmnsie

Tickflts ^6. unrasarved

Tiekats on saia Now at

AMHERST RADIO - Northampton

SUNSHINE RECORD- Amharst

FACES of EARTH - Amharst

MAIN MUSIC - Sprinffiald

eOOD BODIES - So. Hadlay

(across from Mt. Holyoka)

Tickets on sola at Box Office

HtL Nov. 16 FROM 12 NOON
Information Call S84-843S

Produced by HT PRODUCTIONS

2 SHOWS - 7& 10 OM

Northampton, Mass

Soma favaritfi

you can axpaet to hoar...

"Paacafal"

"Penny Lana"

"Haven't Ht Mat"

"Blackbird"

"Silver mornin)"
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Shah visits Carter,
protesters are gassed I

''"^^ heat and hot waterm

WFDIMESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1977

WASHINGTON [UP/] - Bleary-eved in
wafting tear gas, President Carter greeted
the shah of Iran on the White House lawn
yesterday as hordes of screaming, club
swinging anti-shah demonstrators brawled
with police and pro-shah crowds a few
hundred yards away.
The shah, his queen and Rosalynn Carter

wept and gagged in the wind-carried gas
police fired during the half-hour, skuil-
cracking battle that erupted just as the
Iranian monarch arrived for a two-day visit
White House veterans said they could not

recall any comparable disruption of a White
House state ceremony, not even during the
Vietnam protest era.

U.S. Park Police said at least 82 persons,
including 20 policemen, were injured, most
with cuts and bruises not requiring
hospitalization. Hospital spokesmen put the
total at 75 and said one man, a shah partisan
was in serious condition with a fractured
skull.

Police said 20 persons were arrested
An estimated 7,500 to 8,000 pro and anti-

shah demonstrators had gathered on both
sides of the White House overnight for
rallies.

The demonstrations remained peaceful, if

noisy, until the visiting monarch and Empress
Farah arrived by limousine at 10:30 a.m. But
then the anti-shah protesters broke through
police lines and the police responded with
tear gas.

The gas and the noise drifted into the
White House South lawn, where the
president was just starting into his welcome
speech. The shah recoiled as the fumes
reached him, putting his hands to his face
Through it all, Carter tried valiantly to

conduct the ceremony as though nothing
unusual were happening.

Standing erect, blinking back tears from
the stinging fumes, he called the shah's visit
"a great honor" and "a reminder of the
strong ties of friendship between your
country and ours."

Ironically, his prepared speech contained a
line noting thfere are about 30,000 Iranian
exchange students in the United States and
saying, "this is a wonderful opportunity for
us to for us to share experiences and to plan
together for the future."

^^
In his responding speech, the shah said

'we attach utmost importance to our
relations with the United States ... America
has always shown a very unselfish and many
times very friendly attitude towards us."
With the din of the nearby fighting nearly

drowning out his words, with much of his
audience choking and weeping in the gas,
the shah told Carter: "Thank you very much
for your words of welcome."

Inside the executive mansion. Carter told
his guests, with a smile, "I have already
apologized to the shah for the temporary air
pollution."

The shah's visit was expected to focus
pnmarily on oil and arms sale issues, with
Carter trying to persuade oil-exporting Iran to

Begin will

meet Sadat
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The United

M^^f.^ ^
n°'^ ^ messenger's role in the latest

Middle East developments yesterday and
welcomed the prospect of a meeting be-
tv,/een the leaders of Egypt and Israel.

"Direct negotiations are always useful
"

said State Department spokesman Hodding
Carter. "Our role is as courier and conduit
between the parties."

Carter referred to the fact that US am-
bassador Samuel Lewis was the go-between
when Israel Prime Minister Menahem Begin
issued a formal invitation to Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat for a Jerusalem
meeting.

Carter said the State Department was told
that Lewis then transmitted Begin's in-
vitation to the U.S. ambassador in Cairo,
Herman Eilts, for delivery to Sadat. Lewis
acted as courier because Israel and Egypt do
not have formal diplomatic relations.
Sources said State Department officials

first suspected that Sadat's offer to meet
with Begin anywhere was a grandstand play
and they were surprised by the quick
developments that followed.

Carter said the United States first learned
of Sadat's proposal when he made it public
in an address to his parliament last week.
The proposal was quickly taken up by

Begin and the details were further explored
when CBS-TV interviewed both leaders in a
shovv broadcast on the evening news
Monday.

The proposal was quickly taken by Begin
and the details were further explored when
CBS-TV interviewed both leaders in a show
broadcast on the evening news Monday

use Its influence against further price hikes
by pt':-,oieum exporters, and the shah
swekm-j more ultramodern U.S. weaponry for
h;s alr.ddy well-equipped armies.

Cart.:;.- later released a statement saying he
had ajisured the shah, in their first private
d.acus..ion, that the United States will
continue to help Iran meet its military
fecurty needs" and fulfill its "economic

a'ld social development programs."
The anti-shah factions - many of them

Ir.^nian exchange students wearing colored
mar>ks - bore placards and chanted slogans
acoising the shah of running a brutally
repressive regime in which secret police
t(vrturb" and "murder" dissidents.
'he pro-shah factions, apparently swelled

by visitors from around the country, carried
placard

; reading "The Shaw is the Answer"
ano "Long Live the Shah."
The demonstration became unruly when a

21 -gun st;3te salute boomed out to welcome
the shah Hundreds of anti^hah protesters
gathered near the Ellipse, behind the White
House, charged through police lines and
attacked a pro-shah group nearer the South
Lawn fence, swinging long wooden staves

Police fired one volley of tear gas, then a
second, and waded in with billy clubs
tackling demonstrators and hurling them to
the ground. Brawlers tossed the cannisters
back at police. Someone slammed amot nted policeman's horse to its knees with
a trash can. One man fell and lay still with an
app.'irent head injury.

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent
at NO EXTRA charge-

Hea^ & Hot Water
For Your Convenience:

+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator,disposal, and dishwai^her
*- Fully carpeted
+ Wall to wall closets Gordon Am#...«^~^ a
^ cabievision available

vuroen Apartments
1 Vj miles from Mt. Farms Mall $245.00

2 Bedroom

24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance.
Rental Hours Mon.Fri. 9 5 Sat 10 2

1 256 8534

* Special second
semes^'er rental terms

available

Brittany manor
B^m
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Boston investigates
chiid-mofesting ring

RD.^TnAJ \IIDI\ TK-. o..i«_ii. /^- . _.BOSTON [UPI\ - The Suffolk County
distnct attorney's office is investigating a
child molestation ring operating in the
Boston area, a spokesman confirmed
yesterday. The ring reportedly involves
youngsters from throughout New England.
"We are investigating the matter," said

John T. Gaffney, first assistant district at-
torney. "But, as far as the details, we have
no comment on that. It's a very sensitive
matter."

The ring involves rape and incest of young
teen-agers, Gaffney said.

He refused to discuss other aspects of the
case, saying public comments would
damage further investigation and
prosecution of the case. He presented some
information on the probe Monday to a
Suffolk County grand jury.

Gaffney also declined comment on a
report in Tuesday's Boston Herald American
that said the ring involves children - most of
them boys - between the ages of 12 and 14.
The paper said the children were brought to
Suffolk County from their homes in Ver-
mont, Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island
and western Massachusetts.

The Herald American also said the district
attorney is investigating "a number of well-
known people who hold professional
positions" for their reputed involvement in
the ring.

The paper quoted its sources as saying the
ring was uncovered last June, when tK>lice
found a file containing nude photos of 54
children at the home of Revere advertising
salesman Richard Peluso. 37. Sources also
told the paper the ring has existed for nearly
^'vo years.

Peluso was sentenced in October to a 15-
to 25-year term at Walpole State Prison after
pleading guilty to charges he raped three
boys and assaulted two others

• TONIGHT^
at the Hatch
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TIGER MOUNTAIN
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AN ASIAN AMERICAN

COFFEEHOUSE

You've heard about Punk Rock
Now see what it's about.
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also appearing

Willie Alexander and the Boom-Boom Band

A.A.F.L

FAYE CHIANG

CHARUE CHIN

PHOENIX

LIZ YOUNiG

Doors Open at 8:00
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SPONSOREP BY THE ASIAN AMERICAN STUPENfTS ASSOC/ATiOw

Strikers

at Yale

yell 'scab'

at leader
NEW HAVEN, Conn. [UPf] - The leader

of Spain's Communists began a 10-day visit
yesterday - and promptly ran into a union
leader who called him a "scab" for crossing a
blue collar picket line at Yale University.
"He spits in the faces of workers," strike

leader Vincent Sirabella said of Santiago
Carrillo, the 62-year-old secretary general of
Spain's Communist Party.

Carrillo said through an interpreter at a
news conference that although he agreed
with the strike by Yale's 1 .400 workers which
began in September," I hope that it wouldn't
prevent a Spanish Communist leader from
coming here to speak."

Sirabella said, "I was astonished that he
came. As a Communist, he ought to have
some sympathy for the worldwide struggle
of workers."

Sirabella refused to talk to Carrillo.
"We are not interested in talking with a

Spanish scab any more than talking with an
American scab," he said.

Sirabella said that he and American
Communist Party leader Gus Hall sent
telegrams to Carrillo asking him not to ap-
pear at Vale, but Carrillo did not contact the
union until after he arrived on campus.

Earlier this month. Sen. George
McGovern, Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall
and former Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir
canceled plans to appear at Yale because of
the picket lines.

Carrilio's appearance is the first of a
western European Communist leader in the
United States since the World War II. He is in
the United States on a lecture tour with
stops also scheduled at Han/ard, and John
Hopkins universities.

"In Spain, the feeling is that the American
labor movement is more to the right than the
Spanish Right," Carrillo said.

He said his complaint is with American
labor unions - not the American worker —
and said Spanish unions expressed op-
position to the Vietnam War while American
unions, to his knowledge, did not.

"During the last 40 years, the strikes in
Spain were strikes for liberty," he said.
On other subjects, Carrillo said he does not

"consider capitalism an evil or a good. Just
as feudalism was replaced by capitalism, so
capitalism will be replaced by socialism."
He said that in Spain, "it could be said

there is an emergency situation much like
that in Europe in 1945 after Fascism was
broken up. It is not enough for just the forces
of the left to consolidate themselves. We
need a consolidation of all forces."

Court convicts man
in Seabrook trial

EXETER, N.H. [UPI] - A fourth person
has been sentenced to jail on criminal
trespass charges as a result of last May's
occupation of the Seabrook nuclear power
plant.

Rodger Cole, 22, of Hampton, was con-
victed in Rockingham County Superior Court
Tuesday and given a three month sentence
in the county House of Correction.

Cole was also found guilty of contempt of
court for his role in an August 1976 oc-
cupation of the site and was given another
three month sentence.

The sentences were stayed when Cole said
he would appeal to the New Hampshire
Supreme Court.

Three other protesters have been con
victed of criminal trespass charges in con
nection with the Seabrook occupation. All
are appealing their sentence to the high
court.
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S. Africa destroys homes
of thousands of blacks

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa \UPI] -
Government bulldozers moved into position
yesterday to evict and raze the gheno homes
of back men listed by the government as
single although they may have wives and
children. Residents have vowed to fight with
"passive resistance."
At issue is a 1960s law in which the white

supremacist government ruled that the black
township of Alexandra, which adjoins
Johannesburg's upper class white suburbs
should allow only single blacks to live there
and decreed that they be housed in huae
dormitories.

The law will take its course starting
Wednesday with the eviction of the first of
3,000 men and the razing of their homes.
Joas Phahlane, 52, is one of the typical

victims. He has lived in Alexandra since 1945
He has a wife and five children.

His house will be one of those bulldozed to
the ground. His wife is being forced to move
into a women's hostel and he to a men's
compound miles away. There's nowhere for
his children to go.
As far as the law is concerned, all blacks

living in Alexandra are single. They cannot
have wives or children or houses.
The 3,000 men were single years ago and

eligible to live in Alexandra. But many have
since married and now have families.
Some of those, like John Maseia, a

married father of three children, applied to
change his status to married but the ap-
plication became bogged down in red tape
and three years later he's still on the
township books as single.

Women with single permits will be housed
in hostels in Alexandra, men will go to a
compound for single men on the other side
of town. At neither place is there provision
for children.

The Rev. Dominee Sam Buti, a senior
black member of the Dutch Reformed
Church in the township says, "That's an
explosive thing to do in the present situation.
We have appealed to the authorities, but
they won't even listen to us.
"We will resist the moves. There will be

passive resistance."

"Now what will happen to these people's
children? And their furniture?" asked Buti.
'Joas Phahlane is one of the eiaers or my
church and he's lived here more than 30
years. What will happen to him or his wife
and their five children?

"

Jan Bosman, spokesman for the West
Rand Administration Board which ad-
ministers Alexandra and other black
townships such as Soweto, on Johan-
nesburg's southwestern edge, said the board
is trying to be as sympathetic as possible
towards blacks with families "but all

residents of Alexandra have to be single.

Juvenile prostitution from
midwest to N.Y. grows
NEW YORK \UPI] - Since 1970, the

number of Midwest girls lured into Times
Square prostituion has increased tenfold, a
Minneapolis police lieutenant said Tuesday.

Lt. Garry McGaughey said seven years ago
the Minneapolis-New York prostitution
pipeline used to provide 30 to 40 Midwest
girls a year Now 300 to 400 new arrivals are
selling their bodies on New York City streets,
he said.

McGaughey made his remarks at a hearing
of the state Select Committee on Crime
where a number of officials agreed that
juvenile prostitution is a burgeoning problem
but differed on how to stem the tide.

All it takes, McGaughey said, is a scared,
young Midwest kid - perhaps with some
family problems, drug involvement and a bit
of sexual experience - and a smooth-talking
pimp.

"The pimps are well schooled to play the
distorted psyches these women have,"
McGaughey said. "Throuah her twisted
values and twisted psyche she'll accept this
man as her father image.

"I've known hundreds of such women and
not once did they go unwillingly," said

McGaughey, who came to New York last

week in an unsuccessful effort to take some
of the girls off the streets and back home.
McGaughey said that once in New York,

the girls go to work for the pimp who
brought them or else are sold to another
pimp, usually for about $1,000. Their lives in

New York are marked by physical and sexual
brutalities at the hands of pimps determined
to keep them submissive.
He said some 200 pimps are known to be

involved in the pipeline but in the last six

years in Minneapolis, only 35 cases were
brought against pimps because the girls are
reluctant to testify against them.

While witnesses at the second day of

hearings at the Chamber of Commerce
Building in Manhattan agreed that
something had to be done about juvenile

prostitution, they disagreed as to where the
problem lay.

McGaughey complained that they were
run through the criminal justice system with
few attempts made to place them in a
"sterile environment where they could be
rehabilitated."

Justice Dept. says Aff. Action

does not violate Title VI
WASHINGTON \UPf] - The Justice

Department told the Supreme Court Tues-
day "affirmative action programs" favoring

minorities do not violate the 1964 Civil Rights
Act's prohibitions against racial

discrimination.

The department filed its court-requested
"friend of the court" brief in Allan Bakke's
"reverse discrimination" suit challenging a

special admissions program for disad-

vantaged applicants to attend the University

of California Medical School at Davis.

Bakke, who is white, claims he was twice
denied admission on account of his race and
this violated the act's Title VI, which forbids

racial discrimination in any federally assisted

activity.

Bakke charged the school's practice of

reserving 16 of 100 student openings for

blacks, Hispanics and Orientals resulted in

admissions of applicants with lower
qualifications than his own — solely on racial

grounds.

"The act as a whole," the department
argued, "was intended to deal with the
discrimination against black persons then
pervasive in our society."'

"At the time the act was being considered,
blacks often were denied the benefits of
programs supported with federal funds," the
brief said. "Title VI was designed to put an
end to federal support of discrimination and
to assure to blacks "the right of access' to
federally assisted programs."

The brief was the second the department
has filed with the Supreme Court to defend
the legality of taking reco into consideration
to correct effects of rast discrimination by
society at large. It said:

"We argued in our principal brief that the
Constitution does not bar the medical school
from taking race into account in order fairly

to compare minority and non- minority ap-
plicants.

Products containing saccharin

to have cancer-warning labels
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Food and

Drug Administration yesterday issued gui^'e-

lines for industry compliance with legisla^ on
requiring cancer-warning labels on prodi cts
containing saccharin.

The requirement is included in a bill,

passed by Congress in October but not yet
sent to President Carter for his expected
signature, which delays for 18 months an
FDA- proposed "ban on use of saccharin to
sweeten foods and drinks

The FDA guidelines published in the
Federal Register call for prominent display of
the warning label which wilJ read: "Use of
'his product may be hazardous to your

health. This product contains saccharin
which has been determined to cause cancer
in laooratory animals."

Congress gave industry 90 days from
enactment to comply with the label

requirement. But the FDA notice said, "The
commissioner urges manufacturers to begin
placing the warning statement on the label or

labeling of food containing saccharin as soon
as possible"

Under the FDA guidelines, the label

warning must be in the easily legible boldface
type "not less than one- half of the height of
the largest type appearing in the statement
of identity for the food."
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^; Y)ur money
talks LOUDEST in

a lowcosfWanfAd
No matter what it is you re looking for, getthevery most

from your money by shopping the Want Ads Products,
merchandise, services you'll find it all And you can do
all your shopping from the convenience of your own easy
chair So S-T-R-E-T-C-H your dollars by checking the
Want ads today!
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COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

113 CAMPUS CENTER

o

''WHEN i GRADUATE FROM

University

of

Massachusetts

I won't go Into

management

training,

ril go into

management."

«

PAUL T.AHERN
CLASS OF 1980

"The fact is - ROTC is a challenge. A real challenge. It's

been exciting and I've learned a lot. The best part is, when I

graduate I know I've got a job - and it won't be in

MANAGEMENT TRAINING. It'll be in MANAGEMENT."

UMass ARMY ROTC
Learn what it takes to lead,

CALL: 545-2322
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Rnast
TRUST THE FINAST FOR

YOUR HOUDAYFEASTING
'^^.m: '^#,.^«:^#a^ «;^^._^<^' 5C^^

MEAT STREET U.S.A.

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs

Chickens 49,

78:
Fr««h Ptntu* Chlckan

Frash P«rtlua Chicken ^^^^
Breasts 90 lb

Fresh
Whole Fowl

5 to 7 lbs.

Average

Split or

Cut-up

54«. 49:
FrMh Pardu* Oven Stuffar HB0^^
Roasters Th^,:T97
FrMh Chicken ^^^^^
Uvers D9f
Friad Chlckan ^ JM QO
Weaver's a« *l

Shoulder for

London Broil
Boneless
Beef Steak

Ground (Lassar Amounts 1.08 lb.) ^^^ ^^fc^
Lean Beef 90;
Full Cut with Tandarloln Sg^7&
Sirloin Steak1.
Tail-lass T-Bona Potlarhousa ^^^^.O
Beef Steak'2.

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^173 Center,

3 sirloin,

& 3 Blade

lb.

^=^==^^

Hunt^

}^

Hunt's Canned
Fruits

Peaches, Pear Halves, Fruit Cocktail

Mix or

Match m^^ 15 oz

^^B^^V cans ^H

PRODUCE

Emperor
Red Grapes

.0
Sweet

/X«P|P**' Juicy49
Sweet

Potatoes
California
Carrots

.HOUDAY VALUES

Rad
or

Gold

Delicious
Apples

lb.

Holiday
Fruit TWiys

$069

/

Bonalass Top Loin ^^|90
Pork Roast 'I.

P^Ribs *!?•
Naw England Fratrlch Smokad ^^^^^
Shouldere 89f
MR, DELI DEPT.— *K

Cooked >T)iir. dq

Roast Beef^
Cooked to

U.S. Gov't
Specification

*1
lb

"^k

.3'c^M.OOOne Pie Pumpkin
Pie Crust Mix ^^^ . . . Z'^ii 1.00
Finast Shortening . . .Z'^ 1.59

Crant>erry Sauce jic • 3'c",^'s 1.00

Princella Cut Yams ^"^'SS*

Rnast Boiled Onions . .

2
',»/ 99*

Pitted Black Dives ^^r. . ^^ 69*
Sweet Pickles H^M,.«, . . . "„."69*

Finast Apple Cider t^ 1.79

Madam Crab Meat . . .
';'^' 1.79

Mandarin Oranges Tr«,.WKH» ';^ 39*
Finast Tomato Juice .... ^,39*
Purina Cat Food fart/LMWor

c«ffWvo*»w O c«r>9 1*UU

Sunrise fresh Dairy Values!

Philadelpliia

Cream Cheese
Z'

Kraft

pt(QS

. . coot OSf*

4c'oo°4 1.00

. . ian°f69*

Extra Savings
Gold Medal B

6*11 FkMir I

Sealtest Sour Cream
Hood's Yogurt VrX . .

Cottage Cheese a..»o

Fresh From Baker Street!

Big Round Top Bread. 3'£r 1.00
English Muffins.™.,

. . . S-?^ 1.00
Finast Junior Pies 4^°4 1.00
Buttermilk Bread cr2_ .

Bmk»rr Ifmt /krtllMbf Tumtdmf llitu Saturd»r

2"^' 1.00

FROZEN FOODS

Birds Eye
Cool WIlip

Non-Dairy
Whipped 9oz

Topping cool59
•>*> QQ<
pkg »»«»

'2.89

Finast Bread Dough
Highliner Shrimp ^rerne«. . „.«

Finast Creem Rite ^^r. 4ct,"99*

Heinz Deep Fries cn^,?

Bama Pie Shells r,o,«, .

.

Sweet Potatoes M„ p,u,s

ror
•Cut 2;ig°,'89*

39oj
iK<gs 1.00
'^°;55*

You Save 81
|Mrs.SmithDeluxe!
f-Jgumpkin Pie

Golden Custard

H .-93

' *i^ rt»s couoofi anc $7 SO pufc^iM 0, more
Vaw Sovumtxi 1 3 mrj NmanMi t9 1977 imt <n coupoi

Pncaa aftactiva Sunday Novembef 13 n»\j Saturday Novamoef 19 197 7

N 79?

You Save 47
Cains

Mayonnaise

98«qt

lar

N '9<

•'tf iNs f oupon ana $7 bO pufcNisf y rr.ore

VJIidNovemoei 13 tr»u>(oy«int»i 19 197 7 ;
m 1 tw roupi-x

We reserve the right to Imul quantifies

Cooked Corned Beef . . .^ 1.99

Virginia Baked Ham ^ 2.19
Arailabl» Only in Starts ¥¥lth Sarvica OaM Oapt*.

In-Store Bake Stiop!

Assorted Turnovers. . . . 4 10, 89*

Fresh Italian Bread ... 4 ';,' 1.00
Pumpkin Custard Pie ^V'cir 1.19
A¥allabl» Only in Stor*» with In- Store B»k» Shops

SierraSTONEWARE
This Week's Feature Place Setting Item

Bread & Butter Plates ssrpr;i..e. 49*

BEER & WINE

Pabst Blue
Riblxm Beer

$1^39
Budweiser Beer ff^^V^s . ^0^ 5.99
Folonari Wines «4r 3.69
Mistala Rose *&;' 3.99
Paul MaSSOnRo« Chaws . . magnum 3.79
B—r A Win* Ai»ll»bl» Only in FInaat of Hadlay

You Save 35*

^ji^^ Richmond
grange Juice |

con ^1^^ ^ I
«i1t!ltiiscouo<»i Jiid$7 sOouichjwwmwf »

Val«<K(ivfmt)»' 11 mr,, NovwiM*- 19 197- ; -irtt ^if o„p(ir B
^ ^^^fc —^^^K ^— ^B ^m «» ^m MM .^ ^
Not rescxmsibte tor tyObgraphcal errors

case of 24
12 oz. cans

case
onty
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Oxfam-Am depends on you
The majority of the people In this

world go to bed hungry every night.
Though this Is not news to any of us
who live in one of the best-fed
nations In the world, It Is something
we usually try to Ignore. This,
unfortunately, does nothing to help

toward providing small loans and
grants so farmers in under-
developed countries can grow their
own food and become less
dependent on the three big coun-
tries whose food Is never donated
without political reason. Oxfam-

Tomorrow Oxfam-Amenca will be collecting meal
tickets or money at the dining commons. For every
meal ticket they collect , the University Food
Services will donate 70 cents.

solve the world food problem.
Oxfam-America Is an International
organization that is attempting to
do something.

Tomorrow, Oxfam-America will
be collecting meal tickets or money
at the dining commons. For every
meal ticket it collects, the
University Food Services will
donate 70 cents. This money goes

America does not solicit govern-
ment funds and is thus dependent
totally on your support.

We urge everyone that is able, to
donate their tickets or anything
they can afford tomorrow.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

U.P. employee's lament
By WENDY STEARNS

"Do I want to be rich or have fun?", I ask
myself as I stand behind the counter at
University Pizza on a weekend night. U.P. is

the Southwest pinball and munchout hang-
out.

It's not that working is so bad, but I

become instantly insane when crowds of
stoned and overpartied people are screaming
for pizza and subs at the same time. It seems
endless.

The thing that really drives me crazy is the
indecisiveness of the average UMie.
A typical dialogue follows:

Me — Can I help you?
Customer - I'm thinking Uh, I'll have

a sub.

M - What kind?

C - Let's see, what's good? I guess roast
beef.

M - What would you like on it?

C - What can I have?
M - Everything would be lettuce, tomato,

mayonnaise, and onions.

C - Um, uh I'll have everything except uh
- wait a minute, ... no lettuce, tomato, ...

oh, and please, no onions!!

M - In other words, you just want
mayonnaise.

C - Yeh, that sounds good.
Customers complain that we sound like

broken records. But there's only so much we
can say to get an order straight. Nine times
out of ten, people change their minds after
ordering. With the rushes of people it's hard
to keep cool.

When closing time comes people can't
understand why we're in a rush to leave
work.

After a long, frustrating night I often hit
McManus'. It's the only place open at 3:00
a.m. I'm probably one of the few people who
sympathizes with their graveyard shift
workers.

Customers complain that

we sound like broken

records. But there's only

so much we can say to

get an order straight.....

I know this article sounds like a sob story
for the working class student. Please don't
feel too bad for me, because my misery pays
off when I pick up my check every Wed-
nesday.
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Lord of the SATF's
bill sundstrom

Grease for squeaky wheels
By 5067872

"If you don't exploit the school we will
exploit you," said the director of orientation
to a room full of bewildered incoming fresh-
men. We had all been uneasy that summer
worrying about the size of UMass and
leaving behind our high school friends and
with them some sense of security. But now
this man was giving us an additional worry.
Our education was our responsibility and the
school was letting us know it right from the
start. Neither he nor any other administrator
from that day forth would care if we cut D
block to smoke with our friends or go to the
beach. As long as we paid our bills we could
take advantage of the programs on campus
or we could sit n our rooms for the entire
semester. How ironic that what we con-
sidered freedom in high school could turn

' into exploitation here.

But how does one keep from being ex-
ploited? I didn't even know where the dining
commons was, I did know that just about
everything was offered in one course or
another but because of the vast numbers of
students it was not easy to find or be enrolled
in them.

No student escapes the anguish of seeing
oversubscribed" on his or her pre-

registration card and I was no exception. To
enroll in a course once one is excluded is
difficult, since one must persuade a com-
puter, as well as all too many bureaucrats A
computer can't know or care that I've been
waiting all my life to study a certain course
with a famous visiting professor. No matterWhat fnendly, cute name we call him, Oscar
still calls us 5067872 and his answer is most
definitely "oversubscribed." If a student

does not get the courses he wants or cannot
convince an administrator to help him he is
not taking advantage of the school; he is

being exploited. This mt-st be the "ex-

How ironic that what we
considered freedom in high

school could turn into

exploitation here.

ploitation" the man at orientation was talking
about.

Tangling with the system takes time, a
commodity too precious to waste on
bureaucrats. Understanding the system well
enough to use it for your own benefit takes
time. Most students don't know what to say,
or whom to say it to, until they are juniors or
seniors. By then they are thinking of getting
out of school and become acquiescent. Also,
when students are busy with school work,
they simply don't have the time to follow up
on their requests and the administration
takes advantage of that.

Very rarely is a complaint taken seriously
the first time it is made on this campus. I

waited for a doorknob to our Sylvan suite for
five weeks. Our head of residence called in
the complaint many times, each time being
assured the doorknob was coming. He got
nowhere. I decided it was time to fight fire

before fire. Somehow the fire department
got involved and when someone mentioned

the knobless door constituted a fire hazard
the knob magically appeared early that very
afternoon. Need I say more?

Upperclassmen owe it to freshmen to pass
down their acquired knowledge. So don't
despair, there is an appropriate way to deal
with bureaucracy. Everyone develops his or
her own method of getting what she wants.
One man I know was waiting in line for

assistance with many other noisy students in

the library. The room was in utter chaos. He
'.vrote down what he wanted and passed it to
the librarian and made an ASL sign for
"thank you." She helped him immediately
and sent him on his way. He made the sign
for goodbye. This man is not deaf, just
clever.

Here are some strategies that worked for
me. Always try to speak to someone with the
authority to help you get what you're after. If

you go to a lower level bureaucrat he can
only say no or send you to someone else.
You rarely get a positive answer at this level.

It is a good idea to know the name of the
person with whom you are dealing. Then you
aren't stuck when the bureaucrat across the
desk says, "Who told you our office was
sending your clearance card through?"

Above all, make noise. Bureaucracies pride
themselves in running things smoothly.

.

There are just so many requests the ad-
ministration can get to in a school this size
but if you are persistent and maybe just a
little annoying they will take care of you and
send you on your way. Remember, (the
English Achievement Test would call it

cliched) the squeaky wheel gets the grease,

5067872 is a fictitious student number for
Charlotte Trenchard.

Then Maurice pretended to be the pig and
ran squealing into the center, and the
hunters, circling still, pretended to beat him
As they danced, they sang

BASHW,''f^"°-
^'^^ """ ''"'°^^-

Ralph watched them, envious and
resentful. Not till they flagged and the chant
died away, did he speak.

"I'm calling an assembly.

"

- William Golding, Lord of the Ries

Golding's 1954 novel is a sort of pop
sociology experiment in which a plane full of
young boys crashes on a deserted island -
their formation of a social system and
culture" IS traced through to its ultimate

conclusion of decadence, savagery and
murder.

Now picture the fourth floor of the
Student Union, where a number of young
people have been located and left to their
own devices. There they spend their idle (?)
hours attending assemblies and ritualistic
meetings. Of course, there is a basic dif-
ference between Lord of the Flies and the
UMass student government - at the end of
Golding's work the boys are miraculously
rescued from themselves by a ship. But who
is to rescue our student politicians from their
own self-destructive tendencies?

Actually, it's a little inaccurate to describe
student government as self-destructive -
after all, the course description guide does
Q«it out every semester, the co-ops do stay in
ex<steoce, and the Student Senate - well
the Senate meets faithfully every Wed-
nesday night to map out the defense of the
stiid^.n!3' interests. Self-defeating is perhaps
a oetter word for the consequences of
fact.onahzing, power politicking, corruption
and-or ego-tnpping, depending upon who
you talk to.

To be sure, the corruption and
backstabbing in the SGA is hardly at the

Watergate level, but it certainly exists and no
one on the fourth is willing to deny it. Misuse
of business phones and minor indiscretions
in dealing with the local press may sound
petty, but they reflect a definite lack of
scruples on the parts of student politicians
whom one might have hoped were ethically
superior to their "real world" counterparts

Consequently it behooves us to figure out
just what the political structure of the SGA
is, and why it is that open hostilities
sometimes dominate and perhaps hinder the
operation of the "students' advocate."

With any analysis of an unfamiliar system,
the researcher runs the risk of viewing the
culture from the "outside" and never
learning what the real dynamics and
motivations are for the group's members.
This column is no exception. One student
senator suggested that I spend a week on the
fourth floor (where the politicians hang out)
before writing this piece so that I might get a
better flavor of the situation. Valuing my
sanity, however, I respectfully declined, and
at least my effort here will be relatively
untainted by involvement in whatever
ideological struggles may be present.

The traditional analysis of UMass student
politics IS to make a division along pro- and
anti-student union lines, with an intermediate
taction that can be swayed on particular
issues. This is an appealing interpretation
because it suggests the old liberal-
conservative dichotomy, and it is also largely
erroneous, since some supposed "right-
wingers" have been known to declare their
support of "the union," and everyone has
their own definition of what a union is
supposed to be anyway.

Another theory says that many of the
tensions in student government result from
the gradual narrowing of the power base
along ideological lines toward a unified
student union front. This seems an equally
unlikely possibHity, since the present con-
fusion on the fourth floor indicates anything
but a political focusing.

Neither would one wish totally to credit
some abstract "hunger for power" with the
present state of affairs, in spite of the
grandiose egos that float about the SU
Rather, UMass student politics seems to be
dominated by personality conflicts and a
stability of distrust - "if you won't trust me
I won't trust you." Some of the old splits ori
issues are still present, but one gets the
distinct feeling that were the politicians less
intent upon suspecting each other of
manipulation" and more willing to tackle

the issues, some sort of unity of purpose
might result.

As long as the present self-serving at-
titudes persist - and they won't be changed
by structural alterations in the SGA -
students will continue to be manipulated by
an administration and state government that
can present a much more unified front
Student politicians would be better off
dropping their bogus internal power
struggles and personal grudges to get down
to the business of the students - creating a
real union in theory and practice to confront
the major issues upon which most of us
agree.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the
Collegian.

Return from the twilight zone
Jim paulin

Denton Jailed

at responsible

journalism'

To the Editor:
Excuse me while I take my brown nose

out of my Organic text to write a letter to
the editor. Let it be known that I intend to
make no categorizations, nor make
frequent use of the words "generally

"

and "typical. " Instead my attack will be
specific in its target. I don't intend to cast
aspersions on all Collegian editorialists; I

simply want to point out that Frank
Denton, the ex-premed author of
"Preemies - red eyes and brown
noses," is, pre-medically speaking, an
anus. His editorial of 11-14 should have
been flushed rather than published.

I do realize that the editorial was an
attempt at humor. The competitive at-
mosphere of getting into med-school is a
worthy topic for satire. However, I

question the existence of any humor in
the statement, "With few exceptions.

If there were to be a Pulitzer Prize awarded
on the UMass campus, this year it would
have to go to "On The Other Hand - A
Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide"
published by the Academic Affair" Corri-
mitt-e of the Student Senate, along with all
the sv...dents, faculty, etc. whose par-
ticipai;f;n rnade it possible.

'n the past, completed student course
evaluaTfons vanished into the academic
aepa.-tnients. The evaluations ne/er again
saw ;he light of day, and for all the a Jthors of
those evaluations knew, could have been
immediately placed in the circular file (waste-
basket) or disappeared into The Twilight
Zone.

This past semester however, with .so rnuch

public discussion focusing upon open
meeting (sunshine) laws, full disclosure
investigations into the abuse of power and
information by the FBI and CIA, and the evil
of secrecy in general, UMass students decide
to pool and publish their opinions on the
quality of instruction here.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the
Guide was the publication of the faculty's
salaries. They do okay. History Professor

need for a humor magazine here. There
certainly is no lack of subject matter. And it

should be distributed with the Collegian.
I can imagine, though that some

professors don't think CATE's too funny. I

remember reading a memo posted in Bartlett
Hall for the English department faculty
concerning course evaluations which
reassured them that, as I recall, "these are
only student evaluations," i.e., it doesn't

•—
:^

one might conclude that the preemy's
existence is altogether vile, churlish, and
despicable. It is." I conclude that Mr.
Denton used to be a pre-med "twit", but
has now seen the light and is in a field
much more valuable to society - stereo
typing various groups by writing hack
editorials in the Collegian, Can we expect
next week's editorial to deal with the
burning issue of the "typical" business
major? And perhaps the next week Mr.
Denton will proceed to evacuate an

editorial with remarkable insights on the
"typical" Black.

I sense the "sour grapes syndrome" in
Mr. Denton's editorial. He used to be an
aspiring doctor, but for some reason
dropped out of the competition. Now he
writes as if becoming a doctor is a goal
arrived for only by "toadies" and
"turkeys ".

I first thought that the editorial must
bave been written by someone who failed
fo get into med-school. But I don't have

the facts on that matter. All I know is that
Mr. Denton failed at responsible jour-
nalism.

Padraic McCahill

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more tnan
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.'

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. t4ie day precedina
that date.

I remember reading a memo in Bartlett Hall for. the

English department faculty concerning course

evaluations which reassured them that, as I recall,

'these are only student evaluations/ I.e., it doesn't

matter so much if they like you, what

counts is if we like you.

Dean Albertson is an example; his first words
to his students reportedly are "capitalism
sucks." I wish it would suck $26,356.72 into
my pockets. Or our socialist economics
professors Bowles and Gintis, who make 26
and 23 grand annually. And this is for nine
months work. You don't see those kinds of
big bucks being earned by the Physical Plant
workers.

Collegian Columnist Paul Yanowitch,
however, begged to differ on the CATE
issue, "Unfortunately," he wrote Monday
11-14, "what has emerged is the most
damaging blow to student- faculty relations
since Yahoo. '' He neglects to consider the
fact that many faculty helped with the guide
and almost makes me feel that I'm like the
children in communist countries we used to
hear about who would inform on their
parents.

Actually, I think that CATE is the best
thing that's happened here since Yahoo the
defunct humor magazine. There is a definite

matter so much if they like you, what counts
is if we like you. Maybe some of them are
scared that we're impinging upon their
academic freedom not to teach very well if

they don't feel like it.

Mr. Yanowitch evidently feels that CATE
lacks a "certain level of decorum and
civility," and it's probably his wet dream that
CATE join Yahoo in The Twilight Zone, and
that we all act like bland diplomatic, cautious
lawyers, and walk around in three piece suits
every weekday and Sunday.

The graphics were generally amusing,
sometimes hilarious, and occasionally,
crudely and rudely stereotypical,

Hopefully, CATE will continue giving the
faculty feedback, intravenously if necessary,
and maybe the Senate will contact Rod
Serling in The Twilight Zone and offer to
swap Yanowitch for Yahoo.

Jim Paulin's column appears
Wednesday in the Collegian.

every
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What's Happening

TODAY
LECTURES
- Chet McCord, chief of research, Mass-

achusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife 730
p.m., Holdsworth, Rm, 203.

-"Political Economy of World Recon-
struction" by H. Graham Lowry, of the
National Committee US Labor Party.
Amherst College, Converse Hall 207, 7:30
p.m. First of a three part class sponsored by
the US Labor Party.

-Feminist Criticism and the Literary
Curriculum, discussed in a department of
comparative literature colloquium by UMass
faculty; Lee Edwuards, Arlyn Diamond,
Margo Culley and Elizabeth Petroff.

MOVIES
-"Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore."

CCA $1
. Sponsored by Hillel. 7, 9 and 1 1

.

-"The Garden of Delights." Spanish 33
film. Lecture Room II, Merrill Center
Amherst College. 7;30 p.m.
-"The Fixer." 8 p.m. Wright Hall, Smith

College. Hillel Foundation Film.

BALLET
The Joffrey Ballet, with orchestra,

presented by the Fine Arts Center Dance
Series, 8 p.m. Concert Hall, FAC.

TOMORROW
LECTURES
-State Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst, will

speak on the reorganization of higher
education in Massachusetts. CC 174-176
7:30 p.m.

-"Assessing the Risks of Recombinant
DNA Research," by Dr. B. Levin of the
UMass department of Zoology, 4:30 p.m. in
Morrill Science Center Auditorium. Coffee
will be served at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the
department of botany.
- 'Study Opportunities at the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem" by Don Friedlander
4 p.m., CC 176.

CONFERENCE ON RACISM
— 1 p.m. The National American Solidarity

group will present the slide show: "The
Question You Ask" in CC 163

-2:30 p.m. Al Peakes will speak on
Education, Racism, and Social Change in CC
164

-4 p.m. Luis Caltro will speak about the
Chicano Latino conference on un-
documented workers in San Antonio, Texas
in CC 163.

-6:30 p.m. There will be a poster making
session for the demonstration on Sat. Nov.
19 for the Liberation of South Africans in CC
163.

-8 p.m. The film "There Is No Crises
Here," about the Soweto Rebellion will be
shown, followed by Mohammed Akbar, who
will speak on Racism. Mohammed Akbar
helped organize the Revolutionary Action
Movement and also worked closely with the
late Malcolm X, CC 163.

The Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa welcomes all to come and learn about
Racism in the world.

OXFAM AMERICA'S FAST FOR WORLD
HARVEST
A fast for a world harvest is being

sponsored by Oxfam-America. Oxfam is an
international agency that provides Third
World farmers with the equipment and
knowledge they need to feed themselves.
The following organizations on campus
support the fast: People's Market, Earth
Foods, Hillel, United Christian F'^.^r^dation,
and Coalition for Alternative Agriculture and
Self-Sufficiency. The following people
support the fast: Harry Chapin, Dick
Gregory, Governor Dukakis, Margaret Mead,
and Andrew Young.

There will be a table with information at
the CC on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, of next week. You can donate
your meal ticket at the dining commons or
leave a donation of money at the CC

DAILY
The Career Library and the walk- in career

and personal counseling services of the
Community Development Center's Career-
Life Development Team are now available on
Thursday from 6-9 p.m. in Berkshire House
119. These hours are in addition to the
regular schedule, Monday through Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

sCol]egian ^^
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REALLY MAKE ITA GREAT

UMass Electronic Music Ensemble
will present debut performance tonight

The UMass Electronic Music Ensemble will
present its debut performance of works
composed and recorded in the UMass
Electronic Music Studio tonight at 8 in
Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine Arts Center. It
will feature compositions involving prepared
tapes, live synthesizer, dance, acoustic in-
struments and video.
The composers and their works include-
-John Duesenberry; "Phrases," a

prepared tape employing voice and elec-
tronic sounds and "Four Movements for
Tape and Piano."
-Mike Ferraro-Janney Densmore- "Part

II; Probably a Time Step," a free, stochastic

tap composition employing a tap dancer, live

synthesizer, and prepared tape.
- Dave Neubert; "Concert for Double

Bass and Double Bass," a real-time per-
formance involving bass sounds and two
tape recorders.

- A guest tape performance by Mike
Gilbert Joseph Ayoob; "Dancing Lessons
From God," a prepared tape.
-John Zieman; "Variations on a Poem,"

electronic manipulation of an original poem,
and "Fate-Chance" for four dancers and
prepared tape.

-Chris Dawson; "Sand and Beneath,"' a
prepared tape.

• ^#
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Time to enjoy the fine tastes of all good things!

SCHENLEY
RESERVE 86 PROOF 1.75 Utre

WHY PAY '12.99?

I

8 YEARS

Kovse
24-120Z ^,
CANS ^"-

I J(Utltu U
' OFC ^I

CANADIAN
86.8 Proof. ..1.75 Litres

WHYPAYM6.69?

80
PROOF
1.75

Litres

BIG 'r

VODKA

7.29

201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fi feirfield Mall/chicopee

BUDWEISER
REER

N

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

$: ^ an ^ ;i^

Mandarin Szerhuen
Cuigine

* Open 7 days a week *

^'

** UNIVERSITY PlZZAf-

^~l-f
""-^ —.T —

Mon.-Tliur.

Fri.-S«n.

II :3ta.m.-If:Mp.in.
11:30a. fn.-ll:Mp. in.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DIMMER (396

mam courM: choic* of
Szvchuan Spicad Chicken

Of
SwMt Cr Sour Shrimp

Dinn«r includat tpar* rib
•Hgrol*. chickan wing, fried
rica ft hot and tour ahrimp

Mon Wad 5 00 8 00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. », Amherst

"2564)251

256-0252

Banquet Fnrilitip*^

WHY PAY
»7.29? 5.39

CUTTY SARK
SCOTCH

X 80PRO0F...1.75LITRES

,,^ WHY PAY '18.49?

BEEFEATER

GIN
90 PR00F..,1.75 litres

99
12 WHY PAY

'16.657

JDHBEAM

BOURBON
80 Proof...1.75 Litres

99
Why pay

M2.69?

LOWENBRAU BEER
Light and Dark .

ivpav'295? b"l K- ^9^M

^^AHARETTO
DiSoronno

23oz bottle

WHY PAY '10.99?

Wi/MESFOR
THANKSGIVING!

experience what the Collegian has said about us- 8/31/77

ONE OF THE BEST PIZZAS IN THE
j
AMHERST—NORTHAMPTON AREAII

I 25* OFF SM. PIZZA 25

\ call 549-5592 coupon
expires 11/17/77

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

I 50' OFF LG. PIZZA 50

across from
i

Patterson i

7.99

KAHLUA

7

PADl HASSON

2.69
BURGUNDY, CHABLIS,
R0SE...1. 5 Litres

WHY PAY '3.89?

GALLO WINES

COFFEE
LIQUEUR
Why pay

$9.85?

HEARTY BURGUNDY, CHABLIS
BLANC ...3 Litres

WHY PAY '5.59?

LAMBRUSCO
CASTEL RUBOUN

ROGGS WVffHS

Cranberry

Liqueur

33.80Z

bottle

LANCER HAMP PLAZA
FAIRVIEW
BRECKWOOO

.tNC STR[(T ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 M(MORI«l ONIVE
BIC Y J SMOPPIMC CfNTIR

WllBR«H«MRO«0
SPRtNCflHO
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Notices

WFDNESDAV, NOVEMBER Ifi 1977
WEDNESDAY^NOVEMBER 16, 1977

COMPANION PROGRAM
The Companion Program is recruiting big com

panions who give 2 3 hours week to an Amherst
child Contact ACRC 253 2591
ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting, 7 p m m Hasbrouck 44 Jeff Young wiil

present a talk on the testing of optical surfacesCRAFT FAIR
Local craft people wanted for Winter Holiday

fe»tiv«l Sunday, Dec 11. Call 6-4565 or 6 2883 for
into.

ATTENTION FSEA
Heimlich Demo tomorrow 7:30 p m , Machmer E 37

Everyone welcome.
FOUND
-Set of keys m brown leather case on the lawn at

Puffton near the shortcut to Brandywine Call
Rosaline 546 2526 days 549 0062 eve
-Red coat m elevator. Contact Solo, Daniel .nLonee Shop

FAC COUNCIL CENTRAL ORCHARD HILL
Hilma Wolitzer reading scheduled for yesterday has

been rescheduled for tomorrow at 8:30 in Butterfield
Lounge.
GRAD SCHOOL NITE

Find out about graduate school for psych majors
today at 730 p.m. m Tobin 304 Sponsored by CUSP
CHUG IRVI
Meeting tomorrow 7:30-8:30 p m in the Hillel office

For information call Lisa, 253 2026 Sponsored by
Hillel.

ISRAELI DANCING
Every Wednesday In the Cape Cod Lounge

Teaching for beginners 7 30-8:30 Advanced teaching
and requests 8 30 to close All welcome, sponsored by
Hillel.

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
Pi Lambda Phi Fraternity presents Open Rush

Happy Hour 15 cents Wilier drafts Friday 3-9 p m
For rrdes and info call 256-6837
ATTENTION NURSING STUDENTS
S.N rneeting Friday, Nov 18th, 12 noon, CC 804

To discuss plans for bake sale, holiday party, ski trip.
All welcome.
VETERANS SERVICE ORGANIZATION MEETING
Meeting 4:30 today SU 411. All interested invited

VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
Many social service agencies in the area need vour

time The Volunteer Program located ,n the basement

ilonVlTr'' '"'" '°" '" »" «'" °' vour cho!cJlyouth, elderly, mentally retarded) Call 253 2591 ordrop in at any time during the day
DIAPHRAGM USERS

Consultation support for diaphragm users Thur

ftV» V ^-^ P "" ""^ 2^ University Health Center
LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP MEETING

Meeting tonight, 7:30, CC 808 Sponsored by the
Lesbian Union.
OXFORD NIGHT

Meeting today for all students interested in the
Oxford program for 1978 Bartlett Hall 301 7 30 p mMeet the director and alumni Refreshments
Sponsored by the Oxford Summer Seminar
STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM

Meeting tonight at 8 in CC 901 Final preparations
for the Dec 1 showing of The Fountamhead" and
The Incredible Bread Machine ' will be discussed.

The P.C Film Committee meets today at 3:30, 415A
SU. All members are asked to attend
SKI CLUB

Ten local ski shops display ski equipment in SUB
Nov 16 19.

V^OMENS MEDIA PROJECT
Meeting of women interested in creative media -

radio, video, journalism, photography, music and
dance. CC 906 tonight at 8 p m
KAPPA KAPPA PS I

Meeting 6 30 p m Sunday, Nov. 20. Dues must be
paid for the year. Will d.scuss Dutchman meeting
Attendance mandatory. Also check ushering list for
Friday.

JUGGLERS
Meetings every Monday and Wednesday at 7 p m

first floor CC Sponsored by PVJA
CREDIT UNION OFFERS MONEY ORDERS
UMass Student Federal Credit Union offers money

orders to all students for a small fee at our Food
Stamp express window Open Monday-Friday 10 a m
to 3 p.m.

NOMINATE A DISTINGUISHED TEACHER
You can nominate a teacher you feel is excellent for

the 78 Distinguished Teacher Award Both faculty
and teaching assistants-associates can be nominated
Send a letter of nomination to Ms. Digiammo
Provosts Office, Whitmore Deadline has been ex-
tended to Nov 23.

B'nai B'rith Hillel sponsors

speaker from Hebrew University
Dov Friedlander, director of student

counseling services at the Hebrew University
in Jerusalem, will be speaking on Study
Opportunities at Hebrew University
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in Campus Center 176

Dr. Friedlander received his doctorate in
Clinical Psychology from Queen's University
at Kingston, Ontario in 1965. Before 1970 he
held various counseling positions including a

»»»»»»»»» »„ » <»»»#»»<^

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

<

<

:;

::

Since 1970, Friedlander has been the full-
time director of student counseling services
at the Hebrew University. He is also a lec-
turer in clinical counseling. He has published
extensively and served on numerous projects
and psychological consultations. He is
presently a member of the Israeli
Psychological Association,

o.'';if^'3"der's task, sponsored by B'naiB r,th Hillel IS free and is brought here as part
ot Israel Awareness Week.

Five College Transportation will ^
sponsor a three^v>«ek training pro^ '

gram during January irrterterm for
;

those interested in getting a Class 2 <

bus driver's license Get applica '<

tions and instructions at the Student \

Employment Office. 239A Whit \

more, or call Five College Transpor
\

tation office 586 4262 Application;
deadline is December 2.

J

'

LETS GO
BOWLING

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

Bowling Alley
basement of
B I d g o p e n
Saturday 4 10 30

located in

Boyden
Monday

50 cents a
string

*ift4-Qim MOoNTAis FARMS MAILw»U-^ JI^J WOuTtS-HADLtT MASS

AMii »2.50-St,H«eiit. m^ AMC C.rd M 00-Chrfdr.n t1 25-Tw. Uta Show Adultt A SlMtenti t1 SO]^ Special Enga^emenu Excluded

BPNCY

A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE Of
THE ACTION^

Wed. at 5:45, 8:30
Twi lite ihow ticbett 5:15 1.50

. onq or-ie «3o ragaiaxv/ar |ar,y/^

PO
Wed. at 6:00. 8:30
Tiwi lite tliow tickets 5:30 f.50

mm
YOU NAVE SEEM

GREJirAmnENTUIIES.
YOU ARE ABOUT
TOLfVEOiML

pi;

Wed. at 6:30. 8:30
Twi lite tliom ticketi 6:00 I 50

ilHmil|>li1IJ:iHili.|;ai'.lBIH^H!I.LiJM.<ii^linu^.|fT^YYfn
Choose one of these midnite shows

Friday & Saturdoy S7 00

THE BEATLES
mmtmtm rtCMCsiM [il-w

COUNi

llnilpd Aril

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
PRESENTS

NORTHEAST
SILVER

CONNECTION
and Fantasy Photos

displaying fabulous jewelry
at fabulous prices

for all University women.

Thursday, Nov. 17, at 7

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
389 N.Pleasant St.

call 545 0919
for rides or info.

MttUBt

Dinners from 4.99
Ent rees include

Draught Beer
& Wine

Program Council
Films Presents

Obsession

St arring;

Cliff Robertson
and

Genevieve Bujold

Thurs. Nov. 17

7,9. & n
CCR $1.00

^ JOHN MORGAN^
"* HAPPY HOUR

SATURDAY NOV 19

BEGINNING RIGHT '

rOOTBALL
GAME

835 BEACON ST BOSTON (RIGHT OUTSIDE OF KENMORE SQ
ALL FOR ONLY 10

«W

S^f^

WED., NOV. 16

FAT CHANCE

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Tue. & Wed.
College Nite
Beer & V\/ine
T" pitcher
& presenting
Larry Tomel

^ with college i.D. )

THURS., NOV. 17

BRICKER BAND

WITH ORCHESTRAThe
Jeffrey Ballet

Thurs. & Fri.

Boogie
with
Kenny
the

Who le

FRI. & SAT.,

NOV. 18 & 19

jnmES
mONTGOmERY

BPND

EVERY SUNDAY
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

"O! eve dreomea
f a secoro c'xnce

"Woman most deserving of
an Oscar." . . , jovce haber l a times

"Ellen Burstyn is poignani,
beautiful, brave, sad, silly and
outrageous."

...LIZ SMITH COSMOPOLITAN

*AL!CE IS A RUNAWAY
MOVIE..;*

-Pju/.n«- Kdtfi NEW VORKER MAGAZINE

ELLEN BURSTYN
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON •.

/4UCE
DOESN'T UVE HERE
/1NYMOREQ PC

Tickets now on sale.

General Public-$7, 6,

5. UMass students-

$3.50, 3, 2.50. Other

students and senior

citizens-$6, 5, 4.

Tuesday, November 15

VIVA VIVALDI! (Arpino)

THE MOORS PAVANE (Limon)

TCHAIKOVSKY PAS DE DEUX
(Balanchine)

TRINITY (Arpino)

Wednesday, November 16
AS TIME GOES BY (Tharp)

TOUCH ME (Arpino)

PAS DES DEESSES (Joffrey)

DEUCE COUPE II (Tharp)

Thursday. November 17

KETTENTANZ (Arpino)

RODEO (de Mille)

TRINITY (Arpino)

All performances - 8 pm
FINE MS CENFER CNCERT K4L

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Graduate Women's Program
holds Resource-Social hour

ColleqiaQ

The Graduate Women's Program Is
sponsoring a Resource-Social Hour forwomen graduate students tomorrow from 4
to 6 p.m. in the 6th floor lounge of Thomp-
son Hall. ^

This will be an opportunity for women
graduate students to learn about the services
available to them on campus. Represen-
tatives from the Legal Services Office, the
Community Development Center Every-
woman's Center, the Graduate Student
Senate, VVomen's Studies, the Graduate
btudent Union, the University Health Ser-
vices and the Ombudsman's Office will

discuss the various services offered by their
offices.

The Resource-Social Hour is also intended
as a chance for women graduate students to
meet other women working in similar fields
and departments and to talk with other
women about the experience of being a
woman graduate student at UMass.

This is the first even sponsored this year by
the Graduate Women's Program, which is
funded by the Graduate Student Senate and
run jointly by Everywoman's Center and the
Women's Studies Program.

Ian Mettarg, landscape planner
will speak in the Campus Center

Ian McHarg, internationally acclaimed
landscape planner and author of "Design
With Nature," will be speaking on planning
the ecological landscape tomorrow at 1220
in the Campus Center Auditorium.
McHarg is an outspoken critic of the

notion that urban development must be
imposed on the landscape, regardless of the
ecological consequences. He is a proponent
of a balanced development approach that

recognizes the human race's dominion over
the land and seeks to make it the earth's
"Good Steward," rather than its rapist.

McHarg is founder and chairperson of the
department of landscape architecture at the
University of Pennsylvania, and is a partner
in the office of Wallace, McHarg, Roberts,
and Todd, architects, landscape architects'
and city and regional planners.

The Amherst Dog Pound
still has available residents

The following dogs are at the Amherst

?t^9R? 7ol^^H"^' ^^'"'' 217 North East
bt., 253-7294), and may be either claimed or
adopted:

- Male collie mix, tan with white on chest
and black tail markings, picked up on a
complaint on Bridge Street.
- Male labrador mix, black with some tan

in coat picked up on a complaint at Wild-wood School.
- Female shepherd puppy, tan and fuzzy

turned in from UMass.
- Femafe setter mix, half black and half

white, a puppy picked up on a complaint on
Dickensori Street, at Hampshire Veterinarian
Hospital, University Drive.

Five College Board will
meet at Smith College

The Five College Coordinating Board will
meet tonight at 7:30 in the Common Room of
Wnght Hall, Smith College and invites
people interested in student interaction

arriong the five area colleges to attend
The board has most recently established

the Five College Information Phone, 545-
I-IVE, a daily information resource on ac-
tivities at the five colleges. In the past it has
established the Five College Bus System the
Five College Residential Exchange, arid a
freshman orientation program.
The board, which holds weekly meetings

also functions as a forum for student issues
that involve more than one institution

DC Menu

Hey!

Money fox !

T M

or arc you fust a BB' (Business Bwnny ) '

•*'"^ ••* THt MOHIY fOX OAMI A Creot.
New, Business qome ! For one or mere players.
Creaf Play Capacity and Ifficiently
Packaged for Convenience .

-.O.I ordrr only from |iubli,ller p,.„»,d .n W S •Ma» )ar to I t* « weeki delivery

$4.95 postpaid to

BALDWIN MARKKTIHC CO
P.O. 488 Merritt island, Fla. 3a»52

TODAY

AlmnnH^PK-T '''cf"^''
°'P Sandwich,

A mnnH TK^t^" S'^^
Casserole, BasicsAlmond Chicken Rice Casserole, Garden

F,S!Tfr. ~P
^?' P^^-^'aiana. BakedHsh, Basics: Eggplant Parmigiana, Baked

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Deli Ham Sandwich

G. h^n,
°
n""^'

^^"'"^ Q^'^^he Lorraine,'
Cjarbanzo Beans and Rice

sJilT^r^'. ^^^^r?"^'
^^'^I^en Cutlet,

Stew " ^""^'' ^^^^V Latir;

Sail a Semester
aK)aru

Mans

pemesrer

Kciin.. M.in, (,„ ,,»,, iM..i,th ,. „„„tK .,hI..Ii« .

li..n.ilnp,-J„„,n,,,^,„j^ »hiU. ,nJ,,,xn.H.-.i,
«-i..l..L'\ Thi. 144 <.Mlinc»oHlnr..>iJi-..,,„i.
..r>r""iimrv t..r,tiKl«niN|.if U- im INM-.,r>,,|J(
micT<rM.Jmiii,rimv..,,|.,ts „^^.\\ „ U-.,rni.,i;
n.v,i....f„.n ,nJ,„h.r.>..u.K..M,ll, ( ,i-.) „..„,. ,.,»,„
thr,.UL..h rh. H,.rv.„J I ',„v..,„r, t.n..M..n pr,H:t.,n,
bxp,J,t,„n- k-.,v.- ,„ I VxcnK-r fill. ..„J ,„ f-.K" ">
uul April N.h K..t,ki.iU«Tiii

T»wiV,.,,nR,H-,rih ,i,JtJ,H,.„.n-s»„n liu
>l( ..mnifrii,il\)t'h.,rt #ft\ Ri„„„ ^1 A v" I K
(M7) 5.M.(4iS

The rates are Daily, 45c per line 5consecutive publishing days. aSc per line
per day. 30 consecutive publishing days30c per Ime per day 38 characters con^
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 627 5746

Great running Volks $125 or ^.0 5^
1602

MOTORCYCLES

71 Honda CL350 good shape Cheao
546 1092

« Chevy many new parts Runs great 300
or best offer Call 546 9612 nues

1970 Triumph GT6 < 46K m,les, no rust

7pm
^"""^ *"^ "'"' ^^^ '^^ a"e'

1974 Vega Hatchback. Very g^d^con
dition Andrea call eve. 546 9870

87 Cslaifw Gd running condition New
brakes $400 Call 6 5007 after 7 00

Bates Fairing Honda 750 and others fork
mountpd Good cond $30 549 0363 Jim

If you don't wani to bn locked into a 10 o
12 monlhs lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two bedrms Townhouse and garden units
slaitMic) at S196 plus utilities Call
SOUTHMEAOOW 256 0166 for more
details

FOR SALE WANTED TO RENT

^vv

7, 9, & 11 at CC. Auditorium
Wednesday Nov. 16th.

1968 VW green sqback 253 5886 12 8pm

72 Cutlass 360V8. autoiTwiic, PS PB
good cond 2 snowtires Call 586 3666

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Rea 665 4384

66 Ford cust Good cond New oil pump
jrans bati $350 or B O 546 5920.

Audi Fo« 1974 black beauty ~in superb
condition Automatic trans

. radial tires
AM FM, sunroof, air cond Askina
3,395 Call 549 1203

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Men's. Ladios canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 5g Call 538 3181

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call
0*nnfs Delap. 256 8732 9 10a m.

Flute student rnodeTasTMarirMgiSlK

Refrig Sears 5x3 Sep frzr $50 25&8ffi3

TO SUBLET
~"~'~

1 fern w/anted '(ii owr' rni i' 2 bdrm .jpt

Isl month FREE' $130 util incl C.irU 549
1741 pves ' J mile from camous Bus

2 women looking for an apartment in N
Amherst Call 545 0724 and leave a message
for room 211 01 219 Boo or Poo

HELP WANTED
Teacher's Aide fc Arr-herst Jewish

Community 1st and 2nd grade Sunday
School Class Send resume to J C A
P Box 606, Amherst

Atternarive Learning Program seeks Iriterns
to teach Auto Merhamcs Karate Call
Kent 584 0708 days

Vocalist Huhday engagements Mt Snow
should have commercial lounge experience
253 5886 8 12 pm

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low pnre h lui

service All models avail T159 S225 58-

$99 95, 51 549 9S HP s b Commodore's
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service ,ill calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

AUDIO

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ^aar«
and models low prices Jack 586-0610,

BIRTHDAY CAKES'^ M occa^To^'^es
beauiifully decor.ited to order on 2 davs
n,,t,,,. Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9576

pH oToGRAPH-^ n5i;;^^7n;;^r7^
()lic .iiMin photos done Portraits in time for
Chr.s.mas BbW or color service ,n
Mict'on by ..rrangement Reasonable
l>n' -s for iiigh quality work Contact^fevnn 546 9653 n.qhU only

^"""C'

Typing S 40 page CalTarj^r^i^ii^ 549-8656

Want to buv quality auto
( assdk Call 54f trr?

AM FM steren INSTRUCTION

StffVICtS

WANTtn

SUNDERLAND SUBLET

M Ford Galaxy 500 Police
428C1 Runs p«cf>llent 400$
after 4

intercept

549 1456

Enjoy a 2 bedroom furnished apartment m
Sunderland, open for sublet Dec 20
Jan 20 Pay rent & electricity Call Bill at
665 3223

5 tickets to Fiedler on 11 19 any 3 2 comb
seats pref 3 adults 2 stu $750 soon as
poss please call Laurie 2537353 aft or
Kraig 66893 eves

Collegiate research papers Thousands or
file All academic sub/ects Send $1 for
mail order catalog Box25918 2 Lo«
Angeles, Calif 90025 (213i 477 8474

Folk Guitar Lessom fnr h<^,nnprs Aho
figure they II npve- be able to hear a tune
or strum 2 chords m order Call Bill 253
5784 tor information Cheap

TRAVEL

VW Bus 1973 4cyf 30,000mi , auto Exc
Cond 65270 after 8p m

73 Opel Exc Cond 37K mi $1,660 546"

6772

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt near UM startina 'a.-^ Cai''

253 9885

Roommate Wanted immed Share 2 brm
apt Furnished Bus rt $122 Maureen
545 240 or 256 8246 aft 6

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Best iri rock ihru diSco
Monitof Music 546 4731 Rea

Big tMndi to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

IJIJJIp. .|..]jUj.lj.yill.4llll{i|,yff,,,^ljt,|j^^lj^^^„,,^j^j,|^^

Expert typing, only $ 40 page Call after 6
MoK Ttuiis 256 8484

GREAT FOOD CHEAP'^Dmner atT30p^~
Mon thru Thurs

, lunch at noon Tues
This week Consomme Celestine
Tomato Cucumber Salad Cog an Vm.
Potato Duchesse Peas Forestiere
homemade rolls ice cream
snowballs Choc See Tn must be bot in

advance Chenoweth Lab rm 219 $1 75

PROFESSK)NAL TYPIW Fast Accural^
Reasonable Call Diane evenings 549
2637

aOWEST AIRFARES', worldw.de ,n

B'"'fooA'
"•'•^s'erter $5 year quarterly

Box 1880^ Northfield Mass 01360
Trav»nir>g companion wanted to Europe
Cont.irt Cindy 323 4309

PERSONALS
Your Personal Biorhythm understand
your body s cycles, increase your chancss
of success 12 month computer plot,
begin any month, year you specify
$9 96ppd Specify date of birth App ted
Mic rocomputer Systems, Box 68 Silver
Lake N H 03875

Fern Happy Igtti Birthday LoveT Rob

•lOllttULTSMII

i(U^r
i.g''^'

^.;j«j»rtg;n» vg8i^r^fS.v..C->
il*^



^^^
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Tampa Bay
gives ulcers

\UP/] - So you thought a game between
the lowly New York Giants and the even
lower Tampa Bay Buccaneers was
meaningless.

"This will go down as the worst week of
pressure I've ever experienced," Giants'
coach John McVay said.
The Giants didn't lose, but it's hard to call

their 10-0 win a victory.
"If we'd have lost it I think a lot of careers

were on the line," Giants' free safety Jim
Stienke said.

That's how it is every week now for Tampa
Bay's opponents. The Bucs' have lost 23
straight. The Detroit Lions are feeling the
pressure this week.
"It's something to really concern ourselves

with," Lions' Coach Tommy Hudspeth said.
"I'm sure the players feel the same way. We
don't want to be the first ones to get beat by
them."
At least Tampa Bay coach John McKay

still is providing some funny lines.

After the loss to the Giants he said, "we
couldn't score against a strong wind."
On what Tampa Bay fans expected of him:

"Well, they expect of me as they expect of
every coach. When you take over something,
m our case an expansion team, they always
say, 'You probably won't win a game' and
then they laugh. And as soon as you lose the
first one, they're kind of angry."

On being funny: "It's hard to be funny
because I speak quickly and people down
here listen slowly. Still I haven't gone over as
much of a comedian and you don't have a lot
to be funny about basically.

'

On Tampa Bay officials recently giving him
a vote of confidence: "It must mean they're
thinking of firing me ... I think people forget
that I wasn't looking for a job. I had a good
job. I kind of anticipated what would happen
and I think our owner did. I think he's willing
to wait. Now if I'm wrong you can call me
and I'll be m Newport, Calif. "

...

Bowlers roll
The UMass Bowling Teams bounced back

this weekend at UConn after a poor showing
in their first tri-state tournament a month
ago.

The men's team turned in a steady per-
formance despite the absence of several
regular members. The men averaged a fine
179 per cent while taking fourth place overall
in a field of 14 schools. Fine games were
turned in by Chuck Bond (210, 203) Mike
Berard (215, 201 ), Dave Tursky (215) and Tim
Welch (204). Also turning in fine per-
formances were Kirk Peters and Jeff Nelson.
The women's team also bowled well as

shown by its third place finish. Competing
for the women were Beth Schneider, Jane
O'Neil, Gina McEvoy, Sue Iverssn, Jackie
Cashin and Cyndi Adams.
The next tri-state tournament is Saturday

at Worcester Tech where the bowlers hope
to continue their marked improvement over
recent weeks.

UNH buries

JV gridders
By KIRK MACKEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass junior varsity football team
closed out its season with a disappointing 34-

loss to UNH Sunday at Alumni Stadium
Blessed with excellent field position from the
start, UNH quickly capitalized with three
touchdowns in the first half, and put the
game away.

Although the loss was painful, coach
Clarence Brooks went in with the plan to use
as many people on his 65 man unit as
possible. Every player saw action, and some
of the results were very pleasing to the JV
coach.

The defense, which has been the strong
point all season, was like the varsity, the hard
hitting group which has become its trade-
mark. Defensive backs Jack Mula and Tony
Jesi and linebacker John Allen lead the rest
of the unit as strong contenders for next
year's varsity positions.

Likewise on offense, OS's John Atkinson
and George Scullane displayed strong
performances. Running back Steve
Milkiewicz and receiver Keith Lombardo also
showed that those varsity positions are very
much up for grabs on next year's teams.

So, in ending up with a 2-3 season. Brooks
has to be disappointed with the outcome,
but pleased m terms of finding out wno may
be key personnel for the 1978 Minuteman
squad

NUCLEAR POWER:
BOON OR BOOM?
Many people have opinions on this subject, but
few really have the facts to support their posi-
tions. Next term. Physics 117, Nuclear Energy, will
explore nuclear energy in the overall context of
our energy problems. No prerequisites, 3 credits,
MWF, 10:10. For further information, consult the
course description guide or contact Professor
Gerald Peterson, Graduate Research Center 322
545-2008.

UnusiMlly heavy demands may require our setting
reasonable quantity limits on Kom« n' the
items in fairness to all customers

One of The Stop & Shop Companies

i

by the score

YOU LIGHT UP MY LIFE

$*^

On sale now thru Saturday. Nov. 19

344 RCil A
IPSE

Some regular prices
may vary by store.

]

LP SERIES 698
OEBBY BOONE:
You Light Up My Life

8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

366
LP SERIES 798

STEELY DAN: aja

8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

ELTON JOHN'S
I

GREATEST HITS Vt>LUME \,

OLIVIA NKWn)\ JOHNS
GREATKSTIinN

LP SERIES 798
ELTON JOHN:
Greatest Hits Vol. II

8-TR. SERIES 795 4.9'.

LP SERIES 798
OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN:
Greatest Hits

8-TR. SERIFS 795 4.94

LP SERIES 798
THE BLACKBYRDS:
Action

8-TR. SERIES 795 4.94

099^ LP SERIES 798
BILLY JOEL:
The Stranger
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

'-^Mm^

399
LP SERIES 798

ROBIN TROWER:
In City Dreams
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

10-3-2

r* /z

DOLLY
PARTON

I . s

'

'

099WIPSLP SERIES 698
DOLLY PARTON:
Here You Come Again
8-TR. SERIES 795 4.94

^49
REG. 1.99

Vinyl carry c«m
Holds fifty 45s.

REG. 4.99
Rock star belt hjcklat.
12 stars including:

Steve Miller, Bosion.
Kiss. Doobiy Brothers.

DOOM SBLRY by (iarry Trudeau

\ mmtr

B.C. by lohnny Han

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

ef^^ B4/(f

ii-it, —\i 50RRV...LUE'RE

CL05EP FOR

, ,
REA10PELIN6!

WAILY DORF by Rob Ranncy

^- some tuatfcr
J j

you'll be oil Se1.| I

I sKould kef p tiie

Soil dry. Sold yse
ji/«t a l,-Hl€.

k

i tea?* a

lt'3 too eosij tb

dfDiun a oactos.

Nil WANDIRIM bij Mark Rollins

TO OENf^'S SuRf>Rl^£,rHE

HE TUlNKi Of TORNin G- .

OENNii IS Kqout to
STA^D UP, U/Hf/v THE
CHAIR 5Ays... /—

T^He THRONOS l^nr
, f\f^t> Ofv/v/i /$ TAKEN

AU/Ay To A diffCRjENT PlAC[ to

wram

LM by Marty Maceda

ALLMINLM FOIL by Steve Lafler

TAKE BENR'S ACWCE' |
instead, GO fioR BENffS

I
(just spread EaUAiWNT EAT AJjTMOftE OP LLpaVORITE LUNChTimE ' ^

TWOSE UXJSr OiC. LUNCHES' > SPECIAL cH/

HAMP PLAZA, NORTHAMPTON, MA
11-2-2

"^*^|*^'«"-'^«'-"iWaw'i»*i.!* -VM-,.**;*,*!'
>r»-. j«r--i: - .- -'. n^»» 4Wk"^1 •*«•.• ^ ..... «•»,:

I

AMOUNTS OP LICE AND
CiOLpEN FLEECE ON
^ , THE BREAD.

AND IF LICE GROSSES
YOU OUT, MEREiy SL>6-
STlTUTE Oice/J

.Collegian '9

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
16

Bom today, you have the
character traits of one ca-
pable of earning a great
deal of money: determina-
tion, tenacity, Joy in work,
imagmation, elasticity,
and a genuine talent for
spotting the successful
enterprise You have a
kind of sixth sense that will
keep you from overstep-
ping the bounds, beyond
which profit is impossible
You accept a challenge
eagerly, but you never nsk
what is unreplaceable:
health, for example, or
love.

Because you do not work
well alone, you would be
wise to enter into a part-
nership which will give you
the companionship and ex-
pertise of others. You like
to think of yourself as
highly independent, but
this is idle and erroneous,
and may also be danger-
ous, causing you disdain
help you need, listen to
your own analysis of your
needs, not to vacillating
emotiorjs.

You are happy with
fewer material goods than
many others. You enjoy
life's luxuries, but do not
need them. You would far

rather give to others than
receive from them. This is

very well known, and you
will have to be careful of
those who might take ad-
vantage of your generosi-
ty Ttiough their claims
may L»e untrue, you are
likely to find them irresist-
ible

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I>et your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

17

SC0RPIO(0ct.23-
Nov.21) - You should in-
crease your earning power
by a good bit today if you
can spot the right contacts

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec21) - Unless you can
organize your own house
emotionally, make fewer
demands on another to do
so.

CAPRICORN(Dcc 22-
Jan.l9) - A good day for
ordinary gain. You will be
disappointed if you expect
•big* things, however
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) - Partake in a
child's endeavor to suc-
ceed where friends have
failed. H?lp him build
character, maturity.
PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) - Don't sit back and

allow others to work for
you; you will receive no.
blame, but also no credit.

ARIESlMarch 21-April
19) - This is a good day to
demonstrate your new-
found ability to handle peo-
ple with tact and authority.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) - You will receive much
praise by late today Don't
offer unnecessary explana-
tions

GEMINI) May 21-June20)
- Show your feelings; today
is excellent for reopening
communications with the
young Exert yourself
CANCERiJune 21-July

22
)

- A race for the finish
may cause some hard feel-
ings between you and your
opposition.

LEOiJuly23-Aug.22)- In-
vention is the way out of
your difficulties today, be
willing to try new methods
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -

Be willing to take more
than one step toward inde-
pendence, and this could
be a great day. Keep a
promise.

LIBRAfSept.23-Oct.22) -

If your criticism of anoth-
er's work is negative you
might do well to keep your
views private for now.

United Peaturr Syndicate, inc

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Aromatic
plant

5 Wet
9 Sue

14 Make suffer
1 5 Kazan

Movie VIP
16 Man of the

cloth
1 7 Notion
18 European
19 Place in a

row
20 Interjection

of shock
21 Noughts

and crosses
23

strength
25 N Amer

coin
k6 Golf item
27 Happy
29 Chieer
32 Bar

t>everages
35 Disparaging

remark
36 Kind of

show
37 Object of

worship
38 Incline
39 Narrow

margin
40 Parasitic in-

sects
41 Neap, eg
42 Lively com-

positions
43N Y s

neightx)r
44 Identical

45 Title of

honor
46 Feel dizzy
48 Post
52 Piece of

paper
money

56 Bikini part
57 Musical

direction
58 Pretext
59 Cardinals or

Blue Jays
60— board
61 Where Anna

taught
62 Have value
63 Medicine

portions
64 Current
65 City in Iowa

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday Puzzle Soivea

puffs 38 Church pew
9 Placed at m- 42 Unreliable
tervals person

10 Promenades 44 E Indian

DOWN

1 Change of

workers
2 Hero-actor

Murphy
3 Untried
4 After Zeta
5 Taint

6 Ms Faye
7 Kind of fur

8 Emit loud

1

1

Newspaper
item

12 Work Prefix
13 Ribbon

Prefix

21 Unites
22 Separated
24 Shrpworn
27 Forest area
28 CtairdP -

30 Passage
31 Pronoun
32 Farm build-

ing
33 God of art

34 Tenets
35 MeagtT
36 Garment

soldiers
45 Emitting

vapor
47 nous:

Between
ourselves

48 Place
49 Steel girder
50 Speak

publicly
51 Titles

52 Malamute's
tow ,

53 Blood
Prefix

54 Church area
^b Coasted
59 Pewter com

x:^- ^A.'.
r^.*'fi,'.
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UMass's Mark Hodgdon

Goalie has a tough job

WFDMFSDAV. NOVEMBER 16, 1977

By JACK ATKINSON
Collegian Staff

The position of soccer goaltender is not an
easy one to master. Often the goalie is like a
duck in a shooting gallery, facing an average
of 12 opposition shots per game.

Having to defend an area large enough for
a small blimp, he must have tremendous
agility and/eflexes to prevent enemy goals.When his team wins, everybody
congratulates the scorers; when they lose
It's usually the goaltender who gets the
blame.

Which brings us to Mark Hodgdon.
Mark Hodgdon, for those who are

oblivious to talent or just don't like soccer is
the starting goaltender for the UMass soccer
team. This year, he hasn't had to worry
about ducks in shooting galleries or losing
teams, because he has nothing to do with
either.

With the aid of a solid crew of defenders
Hodgdon has quietly been leading the
Minutemen to their most successful season
ever. Already, along with the help of Larry
Aronson, Ed Niemiec, Pat Veale Mark
Vassalotti, and Mike St. Martin, Hodgdon
has broken the school shutout mark of five
with his sixth blanking of the season last
Saturday against Providence Co'lege.
So the question arises, "How did Mark

Hodgdon, of the Moorestown, N.J
Hodgdons, rise to such heights with the
Minutemen this year?"

First, some background.
"First of all. I wasn't always a goalie. I

started playing soccer in the sixth grade as a
halfback. I wasn't as strong or as big as the
others, and there were some football players
on the team, so I was second string because
of my size," Hodgdon said.

Second string would come to be an un-
familiar place for him over the next several
years.

He switched to goaltending in the eighth
grade, and it is there that the real success
story begins. A starting goalie in his
sophomore year in high school, Hodgdon
was all-state his junior and senior years.
Soon he was to receive an athletic scholar-
ship to Penn State, and bring his talents to
the Nirtany Lions.

Unfortunateey, he hurt his knee, and Penn
State pulled back on the scholarship. It was a
low move, and one which isn't allowed any
more.
Down but not out, Hodgdon instead at-

tended Gloucester County College, and
continued his string of success. Showing no
'II effects of his knee injury, he made the All-
Garden State team his freshman year. In his
two years at Gloucester, he would make the
All-East and All-American teams for junior
colleges. In addition to soccer success, he
also wrestled in his junior college days!
Upon leaving Gloucester, Hodgdon had

the choice of three schools: UMass
University of Maryland, and Penn State Of
course, he chose UMass.

"My brother (Jim, a former UMass student
and wrestler) promoted the school. Cap

TURN TO PAGE 22
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presents 1
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Two Gentlemen Of Verona
'*

(1 Latin Rock musical based on Shal^cspeare's comedy

adapted by lyriii by music b I

MeA^opTo -">''" G— Golf MacDorn,of

Nov. 77, 78, 79, 20 - 8:00pm
Bowker Auditorium, Sfockbridge Hall

$2.00 students $2.50 others

Bowker Box Office - 545-0783

NEW COURSE OFFERING

Food Borne Disease Agents
(Department of Food Science

and Nutrition, 590 A)

A study of the mechanisms and agents of the
major microbiological intoxications and
infections associated with food. Questions?
Contact Dr. Ron Labbe Rm. 342, 545-0187
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GMAT • GRE • OCAT
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prepare now Tor winter exams
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Color Photo Package
Select From Several Beautiful Backgrounds

2-8xlO'2'5.\7'8'Wallets
• All Aqps Wplcomr ^ <tr\ C\^
• Coups SI 00 E.ira po, pp.so.. tHtire RKq IU.Vu
• S.ilist.irtion Gu.ii,uilf>f>()

o. Drpos.l Rflu.utoO LGSS DepOSit " .98

pho.ofj-„ph,.. MouM Balance - ^'Q.QS
12-5

, 6-8 Daiiy Entire Package Orders Only

440 Russell St. Hadley, Ma.
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vs.SCHNIDrS
TEMPORAMr INSANITY

fscwniVVS ^^, SCHMIDT'S- f
Women 's^ ue,

^

Let's say there's something you've got to do right
away (like writing this ad).And there's a person who's
keeping you from doing it (like a co-worker who'd
rather Bs. about his love life).

Either you can shoot, stab and hang the offending
3arty (and take your chances with the justifiable

homicide laws). Cg4intirlti^
Or you can split for a Schmidt's. MtnTlllUiS
What the hell. I I! write the ad later The beer that might make

Phiiddelphidtamous.

C SCHMIDT* SONS INC PHILA PA
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Neil paces subs
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

BRONX, N. Y. - Senior cross country
runne Gobby Neil, suited up in a familiar red
unnorm for perhaps the last time, used a
machii^e-iike stride to power his way to
victory in the St. John's Invitational Monday.
The race, run in the wake of UMass'

lubildot triumph in the IC4A's, involved sub-
varsity teams representing colleges from the
Eastern United States.

The defending champion Minutemen,
placing their scoring five in the top 20,
tabulated 51 points en route to the runner-up
trophy. Rutgers, finishing three runners in
the top seven, copped the team title for the
first time in the meet's three year existence.

"I know UMass has a big crowd like us,"
commented Rutgers coach Les Wallack, "I
don't know of any deeper squads in the

Bob Neil

country. A healthy program such as theirs
insures successful teams."

Kevin McCusker, dropping down to the JV
ranks for the first time this season, shared
the lead at the halfway point of the five mile
course before falling back to a third place
finish.

"When I took the lead at the mile marl( I

felt confident," said McCusker. "To run a
good race I knew I had to bust in the back
woods portion of the course. When I reached
the level ground I tried to stay with Neiisie
but he was just too determined to win the
race."

'Neiisie" is the nickname given to the
shortest member of the cross country team
Bob Neil.

"That's the best I've ever felt on these
hills," commented Neil. "I planned all along
to take it out early with a fast pace. At about
3 '', miles I knew I had it won. Van Cortland is

more my course; the longer, the harder, the
better."

Individually, 10 of the first 20 finishers
belonged to either UMass or. Rutgers. Stevie
Hilyard, displaying a kick Coach Arnie Morse
described as "animal-like " finished the race
in 14th, as he went from 35th to his finishing
spot in the last Vt mile. Mike Dorion
returning to early season form, crossed the
line after the leaning Hilyard in 15th
Sophomore Glenn Lyie, in a tight pack of
runners, finished 18th only two seconds
behind freshman Dorion.

First year harriers Craig Arnold and Matt
Anderson rounded out the Minutemen's top
seven in impressive fashion, with 23rd and
26th places, respectively.
"Bobby ran out of his mind today,"

commented Morse. "His time of 25:29 is the
second fastest run by any JV on this course.
I'm pleased witn all the performances.
McCusker ran up r- his potential, LyIe ran
gutsy and it was d super race by Dorion."

Three years ago the IC4A committee
abandoned the sub- varsity title race because
of financial reasons. St. John's University, in

an effort to revive the meet that determiried
the "best JV team in the East," picked up the
tab for the trophies and medals awarded
each year to the outstanding teams and
individuals.

Although the meet has been renamed
Morse's forces end the 1977 season with the
knowledge of being the second best sub-
varsity squad in thp Eastern United States.

• Hodgdon a stopper
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

(UMass coach Russ Kidd) did an active
recruiting job. It had a good program. So I

decided to come here. I've been very
satisfied," he said.

In Hodgdon's first season here, 1976, he
was a back-up for Marc tHanks. Hanks is one
of the CO- holders of the shutout record, tying
it in '76. Although Hodgdon found himself in

a substitute role, it was obviously an ex-
perience from which he profited greatly,
judging by his present statistics.

Now we are back to 1977, and it's the most
successful soccer team in UMass history.
Says Hodgdon, "Team attitude, unity, and
pride have been the key reasons for our
success. Larry and Eddie (Aronson and
Niemiec, the co-captains) have done an
excellent job. It's a big disappointment that
we didn't make it (to the NCAA tournament).
It's been something we've set our sights on
all season long. If we play the way we can,
then we can win the ECAC tournament."
(The Minutemen just learned of their

selection to the ECAC tourney on Monday.)
Outside of soccer, Hodge, as he's referred

to by nis teammates, is a Hotel, Restaurant
and Travel Administration major who has

maintained an average in the B range;
although he does admit that socces does
take a lot of time away from his school work.
Looming on the horizon is the possibility of

a professional soccer career. He has up-
coming tryouts with two members of the
North American Soccer League: the
Washington Diplomats and the Dallas
Tornado, of Kyle Rote Jr. fame.
Hodge also has a hobby in which he's

become involved since his arrival here. "I like
to ski. I just started since I came up here It's
one of my major endeavors," he revealed.

Hodgdon, who will turn 21 later this
month, has no regrets over his choice of
schools.

"I think UMass has been a good choice
over the others and I've enjoyed the New
England area," he said.
The finest words about Mark Hodgdon

come from his coach. When Kidd speaks of
Hodgdon, he won't gloat over statistics.
Those can be deciphered by the reader.

Kidd sums it up: "He's been everything 1

thought he would be. He's a hell of a kid, one
of the greatest guys I've ever know. He has
outstanding skills, an outstanding kid, also a
good student. Never any trouble, he's always
there. He's just a sweet, sweet kid."
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Madness
BUY A:

THOR|N$ TD 165C
with Monitor Audio Stylift and Micro Acoustics 2002-e
condenser cartridge for only $194.00 (retail value
$335.00) and get the world famous Discwasher ° for
$1.00.

Pickering se-i
magnetic cartridge ($49.95
value) for $22.80 and
receive a spore DSE1
replacement needle for 40
cents.

Buy any system featuring the marantz 2500 receiver
(receiver turntable - speakers) and get a pair of
Presage 15 loudspeakers for $1.95.

THOR0I5 TD 165C THOR|N5 TO 165C
...Bring a friend and buy two Thorens 165C with
Empire 4000D1 and Stylift for $149 ea. and you'll both
get 1 sound guard record preservation kit free.

These specials are designed to make Wednesday our busiest day
(if they fail, we'll run the specials 'til Sat at 5 00. so call

}

We service everything we sell

nmHERST nuDio
in our own service department

540 c/Mn 259 Triangle St.. Amherst 586-2552

186 Main St., Northampton 584-4478

Open 'til 9, Sat. 'til 5

WrONESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1977

SAVE-ON-TIRES. Inc. root£ 9, iuoiey I :r ^^^rrr,--
0«N MON^« WED

. , FR,.,:30.S:30.THUR8..9:M.7.8*T..,Olp"

TIDrC CASH & CARRY
I llmrm^ Wholttale to tht public»•%# ^^ CAN ARf^ANGE TO HAVE YOUR TlRfS MOUNTED
J?i^«A.^ o

''•"^STONE . PIRELLI - GOODYEAR LEE -

GENERAL B F GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTH ER MAJOR BRANDS. l.L.

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS

Made
Goodyear

major

Seiberling, Arm
more.

SIZE

600x12

600x13

A78x13

TVPE
Alliances .> White

laHarve io White

Goodyai r Black

A78x13 Goodyear White

Firestone,
nd many

s/uinwc

^0.95

2295J
17.95

20.95

is/^axi3 ZenitP tnow Power BIk

Cuat >i 1 Snow White

Cuflio n Snow White

Fir ^«C Black

20.95

B78x13

078x13
/24.95

24.95

078x13 27.95

700x13

078x14

Or t! ear Black

r u«tom Snow White

-•• Magna Grip White

Zanlth Snow Power BIk

Lm Mag QrlpBlk

Lee Mag Grip Wht

Zenith Snow Power 01k.

Fire TftC Belt BIk

24.95

24.95

078x14 27.95

E78x14 25.95

F78x14 28.95

F78x14 30.95

F78x14 26.95

F78x14 31.9S

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES
AMtHICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS

FIRST QUALITY MADE
ARMSTRONG, WHITEWALL.
SIZE %kimi

BY

G78x14 Lee Magna Grip BIk

G78x 14 Lee Magna Grip White

078x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk

078x14 Fire TftC White Blem

H78x14 Lee Magna Grip BIk

H78x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk

H 78x 14 Fire TA^C White Stem

560x15 Plflli(VW) Black

600x15 P*nn. Mud * Snow White

685x15 Fir*. laC Mini/Sport Bik.

F78x15 Fir* ISC White Blem

078x15 Zanlth Snow Powrar BIk.

078x15 Zanith SrK>w Power Whit*

H78x15 L** Magna Grip Bjk

H78x15 Zanith Snow Power BIk.

H78x15 Fir* TSC Whit* Bl*m

J78x15 Fir* rac B*lt BIk. Bm.

L78x15

L78X15

S*tb*rllng Sno White

Fir* TAC B*lt. White

30.95

32.95

28.95

31.95

32.95

29.95

35.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

_?il5
28.95

30.95

J3.95
29.95

35^95

37.95
I

33.95

39.95

'

PR78x14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78X14

HR78X14

GR78X15

HR78x15

LR78x15

39.95

40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
S'^E TYPE S«li »«a
BR78113 fire Bun Sileot fllem

FR78i14 L»» Stud Le«>
aR^BiU
HR78«14

F.rf^ r^r. w
GR78«15

L«« 5tu<5 ten
Lee Stuo Lett

hb;8>»^ Lee Stud Leu
lR 78i I') *-|'e T4C W

MtS
47 §5

4«.tS

51 95
MtS
S4.tS

Sf.M
4t.tS

METRIC SNOW RADIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUO-LESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE
145x13 $33.95
155x13 $37.95
165113 $39.95
165x14 $43.95
165115 $42.95

SIZE

Plue Taiee

TYPE

165i13 Fuldt Stud Lett

185x14 Fulde Stud Les*

155x15 Fire TAC Bk

165«15 Fire T4C Wht

165x15 B F G CT700Bk

SALE mo

34J5
44.95

24.95

J7.95
35.95

MICHELINXMAS
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES PLUS F.E TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP
SNOW'S

ANY SIZE $

MIDWAY BETWEEN
AMHERST A NORTHAMPTON

15.95 PLUS
TAXES

SAVE-ON-TIRES. INC.
ROUTE9HADLEY mKomm >Cfi|L9CAA
Cbs/> tnd C&rry or ^S^lTJ^ liiWMil vOITAtlff
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Collegian Pizza Bowl
I Circle Team you think will win

I
Ties are losses

il.UIVIass

I 2. Holy Cross
I

j
3. Army

1 4. Penn. St.

j
5. Ohio St.

I 6. Nebraska

j
7. use

I S.Washington St.

j
9.New England

1 10. Miami

I

11. Minnesota

12. Pittsburgh

VS. Boston College

vs. UConn
vs. Navy

vs. Pittsburgh

vs. Michigan

vs. Oklahoma
vs. UCLA
vs. Washington

vs. Buffalo

vs. Cincinnati

vs. Chicago

vs. DallasI

I

I
Wmner .s determined by person who picks most games correctlv in ^o ,.

I
w.nner ,s person coming closest to picking score of UM^ss game

^'

I
UM BC

I
If still tied, winner will be drawn.

I Contest is open to all UMass students and employees Entri«« ir.^r.:*
I pe.o^n, are due at the Collegian Sports Desk. 1ot^ampu^"rente^bV^p.^

I Ple^jl^nt'sr^
"'^^ ^'^'" ^"" '"^ ' """" '°^ ''""•* ^^ THE HIDEOUT, 103 N

I

I NAME
i
ADDRESS .. PHONE

,

Last weeks winner was Bruce Burnett. 26 Hayden St., Orange. Burnett picked !

,

n out of 12 games, and was only six points off on the UMass-UIMH score.
|

Rough day for quartert)acks
NEW YORK \UPI] - Broken bones and

other painful things plagued the quarterback
position last Sunday in the National Football
League.

Three quarterbacks suffered broken legs,
another fractured his collarbone, a fifth

sprained his ankle and a sixth bruised his
shoulder. Three other players suffered
serious injuries in what had to be one of the
most hazardous Sundays in NFL history.

The most noted injury was Minnesota
Viking quarterback Fran Tarkenton's frac-
tured right fibula against Cincinnati.
Cleveland quarterback Brian Sipe fractured
his collarbone against Pittsburgh. San Diego
backup quarterback Bill Munson broke his
left fibula after starter James Harris severely
sprained his ankle against Denver. The
Steelers' Terry Bradshaw bruised his
shoulder but is expected to play Sunday
against Dallas.

Other serious injuries included San
Francisco offensive tackle Cas Banaszek's

broken right leg, Houston defensive end
Elvin Bethea's broken right arm and New
Orleans' defensive back Jimmy Stewart's
knee injury that required surgery on Monda/.

Tarkenton, who says he will return for rhe
playoffs, received a formal apology from
Gary Burley, the 262-pound Cincinnati
defensive end who fell on his leg.

Tarkenton said of Burley's tackle "it
wasn't a dirty play."

Nonetheless. Burley sent this note:
"Dear Fran.

"My first season in the NFL, I was injured
and out for the season. In your 17-year pro
career, you have missed but one game. In my
aggressive play Sunday, on a day in which
you were superb. I injured you.

"Fran. I am truly sorry, for you have
contributed so much to the National Football
League. I wish you a speedy recovery and
the best of luck in your future p'ay.

Sincerely,

Gary Burley,

Cincinnati Bengals." ...

Women's
Media Profect

Meeting of oil women interested in

creative medio, radio, video, photography,
music, journahsm, donee and the arts,

for the purpose of organizing a

Feminist Medio project.

Come to Compus Center, room 905,
8:00pm Wed.

Nov.l 6.
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Gridders to host game

UM in Dlav

WEDNESDAY. NQVFMRFR 15, I977

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

It's official.

The UMass football team yesterday
received word that it has been chosen to
represent the East in the NCAA Division II

playoffs.

In addition, the Minutemen will be the host
team for the first round playoff game. UMass
will take on an opponent yet to be deter-
mined Nov. 26 at Alumni Stadium. Starting
time will be 12:45 p.m.

"We're thrilled. It's beautiful," UMass
coach Dick MacPherson said last night.
"There's no sweeter trip we'd rather take
than from Boyden down to the stadium."

The selection committee, which met
yesterday, chose UMass, North Dakota
State, and the University of California at
Davis as participants in the fifth annual Div. II

football championship. The other two
schools will also host games on their
campuses.

Five more teams must be selected for the
eight-team tourney, which will begin at four
sites on Nov. 26.

They will have been chosen by Sunday
according to NCAA regulations.
The selection of UMass came as no

surprise, since it had been stated last week
by an NCAA official that the winner of the

UMass New Hampshire game was a sure bet
to be selected.

"The players love it. They're thrilled,"
MacPherson said of his team's reaction after
hearing of the selection. "There's no place
we'd rather be.

"In fact, we had a lousy practice today
after we told the team," MacPherson
continued. "We took 20 minutes out of
practice to tell the team about the selection
beforehand. But they were so keyed up they
couldn't keep their minds on the practice."

Three of the nation's top Division II teams
South Carolina State, Nevada at Reno,

and Boise State - are ineligible to compete
in NCAA-sponsored post- season events. As
a result, they will not be considered for the
tourney.

From the East, other strong contenders for
a playoff berth include Lehigh and Delaware.
Should the latter win its final game of the
season Saturday against powerful Colgate,
the selection committee may give the Blue
Hens the nod.

But if they lose, Lehigh may get a bid.
"We'll be moving into our third season,"

MacPherson said of the playoff spot. "Our
first season was the first seven games of the
season, while the last three were our
second."

In their post-season appearance, the 1972
Minutemen defeated UCal-Davis, 35-14, in
the Boardwalk Bowl. The win gave UMass
the Division II East regional championship.

The UMass Minutemen hockey team will hopefully win more face-offs this yearas It seeks to improve upon last year s 8-13-1 record.
^

Pucksters open at NE
Bv MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass Minuteman hockey team will
be kicking off its 1977-78 season tonight at
8:30 against the New England College
Pilgrims at Everett Arena in Concord, New
Hampshire.

The Minutemen will be seeking to improve
upon last year's 8-11-1 record in Division II

and 8-13-1 overall. All the pucksters' op-
ponents this year will be Division II teams,
according to Sports Information Director
Dick Page.

The Pilgrims are coached by first year
mentor Bill Beaney, who replaced the Colby-
bound Mickey Goulet. According to UMass
hockey coach Jack Canniff, Beaney has
been encouraged by his team's scrimmages
this year, one of which pitted the Pilgrims
against Division I powerhouse New Hamp-
shire.

The Pilgrims, said Canniff, "have two
outstanding goaltenders - junior Ricky St.
Laurent from Lewistown, Maine and senior
ohn Stevenson from Concord, N.H."

As far as UMass is concerned, Canniff
said, "We're ready mentally, but physically
we could hp better-off. Bob White (right
winger and newly elected co-captain) hasn't
skated yet. He's got badly strained ligaments
that will only be. healed by rest and op-
timistally speaking, he won't be ready to play
until after Thanksgiving.

"We've got to stay healthy because we've

got a very tough schedule ahead of us. We
play nine games before the intersession and
seven are on the road. If we can keep our
neads above the surface in the first nine
games, we'll be in a good position to play the
next 11."

Canniff thinks that the line of Bill White
(left wing and newly-elected co-captain)
Don Murphy (center) and John Peters (right
wing), "have the potential and talent to be a
very productive line this year. Although
Peters and White didn't have good statistical
years last year, I think with Murphy in the
middle they'll make a good combination.
Murphy IS a very talented playmaker."

"Defensively, our strength is depth. I'm
going with six defensemen tomorrow night
(tonight). Sophomore Jamie Benelli is a solid
two-way defenseman to keep your eyes on "

Benelh will be paired with Ron Valencenti
on the defensive corps. The other members
are Dean Liacos paired with John Lowey and
Barry Milan paired with Brian Kitteridge.

"I'm bringing three goalies to the New
England game and I'm dressing Riley (John)

^"ocnfSrn'^^""'" concluded Canniff.
REDLINE RHETORIC - Unfortunately for

the Minutemen, both goaltenders that are

!f!'rQo^°'
^^® "^^^ England game, Riley

^oi^S '
^""^ ^^° °^ ^'^® seniors on the

1977-78 squad. There are five juniors, eight
sophomores, and three freshmen. ... Division
M has been divided-up this year into two
divisions ~ East and West, with ap-
P;o/'"^ately 18 teams in each division
UMass IS in the Western Division

Mac's men 2nd in
In the final NCAA Division II poll of the

season, the UMass football team has ended
up second in the country.
The Minutemen garnered 56 votes to

move up to second place in the final
rankings. They were ranked third last week

North Dakota State was named the top
team m the nation. It earned the spot by
defeating Northern Colorado, 27-3, in its last
game of the season. It collected 60 votesND State had been ranked second last
week.

South Carolina State slipped to fourth in
the final poll due to a season-ending loss to
Wofford College, 39-21. The Bulldogs had
been ranked first.

The University of California at Davis

?^nkrng.'^
'° '^""^ ^'°^ '^' P^«^*°"^ «'9hth

1. North Dakota State (8 11)
2. Massachusetts (8-1)
3. UCal at Davis (9-0)
4. South Carolina State (8-1 1)

3t^R^enr<8 2?
'®'^'' ''°'''""" '^'"°"' '« ^l; Nevada

Nevada at Reno fell from fourth to a tie for
f.fth as It lost its last game of the season

Northern Anzona and Boise State also
shared the fifth spot.

Iiidij Van Handle

UMass wins The big one
Injured New Hampshire tight end Bill

Wharff stood by the temporary press box at
Cowell Stadium Saturday afternoon.

After he finished talking with a UNH fan,
Wharff grinned and said, "We'll see you iri

the playoffs."

But Wharff made that statement before
the opening kick off. After he saw the UMass
defense in action and the offense out the
necessary points on the board, he must have
wished that he could eat those words.
UNH is going no place. It is the 'other

guys,' the UMass Minutemen, who will

represent the East in the NCAA Division II

playoffs.

All season long, all we ever heard about
was Bill Burnham. Number 36, UNH's sure-
shot Ail-American. The guy who gained over
100 yards in every Wildcat game this season
except one. The man who was to lead UNH
to another post-season berth.

Sure.

Of course, Burnham's impressive career
statistics (3,692 yards gained, 21 touch-
downs) could not be overlooked. And
Saturday afternoon, he gained another 81
yards and scored one TD.

But when it came right down to it, when all
the marbles were on the line, he was
stopped.

The scenario: third quarter. UMass 6 UNH
0. The Wildcats have the ball on the
Minuteman one.

Third down, Burnham into the line
Stopped cold.

Fourth down, Burnham into the line. No
touchdown. No longer New Hampshire's
ball.

The UMass defense had rejected him
again.

of ^th^ w'^H^" "^f'"^^-
^"^ °^ momentum. Endof the Wildcats' best chance.

UNH had finally met its match. This was
no Springfield College, no Central Con-
necticut, no Northeastern. This was the
University of Massachusetts, no easy W.

And, as it turned out, no W at all.

So much for that game, THE game, of the

1977 season will stick out in my mind
The first time UNH got its hands on the

ball. It had a third and 10 facing it. So there
goes Burnham, slicing through the left side
of the line on a perfectly executed draw

First down after the 28-yard gain
Visions of a Bumham-dominated af-

ternoon flickered through my mind. But
then when UNH's Billy Coleman was nailedm the backfield on the next play by Steve
Mclnnes for a five-yard loss, those thoughts
suddenly were tempered with the realization
that this UMass defense wasn't going to let it
happen to them.

Sure enough, Mr. Burnham settle into a
routine afternoon of two-to-three yards a
carry. Routine for the UMass defense
maybe, but not for Bill Burnham.
And while UNH's vaunted rushing attack

was being held in check, Mike Fallon was
grittilly directing the UMass offense to three
scores.

The first was set up by a superbly
executed bomb to Kevin Cummings on the
Minutemen's second possession.
Cummings flashed the form which has

made him one of UMass's top receivers by
beating his man deep and hauling in the on-
the-money toss to bring the ball down to the
New Hampshire eight.

Billy Coleman soon busted in for the score.
6-0.

Then seconds into the fourth quarter,
Hank 'The Tank' Sareault broke loose for the
second touchdown. 12-0.

Six minutes later, Fallon shocked the
crowd when, on a fourth and one from the
UNH 21, he hit a wide-open John Romboli
for the icing on the cake. 19-0.

Although Jeff Allen tried to lead the Wild-
cats back in late desperation drives, Dave
Croasdale took care of Allen's efforts with a
big, big interception.

As Cliff Pedrow was stopped on the last

play of the game, the UMass faithful rushed
on the field, celebrating the Beanpot's
return.

UMass had won the big one.
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Legal office to sue University
V KLEIN Senators were in the rnnm tr. /-/^r,ti„..« u^ -n l . ..

'By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last
night instructed the student-funded Legal
Services Offices to sue the University under
the Freedom of Information Act for in-

formation in the student written course and
teacher evaluations (CATE).
The Senate also after lengthy debate

voted 39 to 37 to remove former Attorney
General Paul Yanowitch to the Faculty
Senate Academic Matters Committee
(AMC).

Topics such as student towing and a dorm
lease were not discussed by the senate last
night because of the time taken up in the
debates over CATE and Yanowitch. A 10:30
quorum call revealed that not enough

Senators were in the room to continue the
proceedings.
Former senate speaker Brian DeLima

proposed that the senate initiate an "issues
campaign" to stir up student concern over
the CATE issue. Although the primary ob-
jective of the campaign is to obtain the
evaluations, DeLima said he also wanted to
use the issue to help promote the proposal
tor student unionization.

The issues campaign would not only in-
clude the LSO suit but would also attempt to
pressure faculty members into making public
the information; publicize how some
departments have already made their CATE
public; and involve other advocacy agencies
hke Student Organizaing Project and
Student Center for Educational Research in
the issue.

The charges against Yanowitch were that
he did not attend Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee meetings, which was part
of his responsibility as AMC student
representative. The two other charges were
that Yanowitch "neglected to attend a
crucial AMC meeting for unexcusable
reasons", and that he allegedly said he was
accountable to "no one".
Yanowitch said he missed only one

Academic Affairs meeting. The "unex-
cusable reason" for Yanowitch missing the
meeting stemmed from his duties as Vice^
Chairperson of the Academic Matters
Committee.
The faculty rnmmittj t I III! W II I'LJ.mLlJ

chairperson out tj)>tfV^eer, said Yanov _
Yanowitch s^kThe went out to buy bet.
about one hbur before the 7:30 meeting. He
claimed he Was detained, and missed the
7:00 academic affairs meeting.

Yanowitch\ said he was "more than
willing" to ^ttend the Academic AffF
meetings. H^ said he resented the viev
which, accorcLng to Yanowitch, says "I'm
their lackey w*io runs out to the package
store, puts thd beer at their feet, and says
'Whip me! WHjp me!"
Yanowitch stated that he never said he

was accountablfe to anyone. He said he was
accountable to\ the student government
association. \

he always votes as the
, Yanowitch said "not
id that during a debate he

would use all information available to him,
and would "vote Ihis conscience".

vote, a motion was made
Yanowitch issue. The
a quorum was called.

were in the meeting to
ion, however. Some
'ere upset that towing

were not

of requiring a deans signature to be
exempted from University rhetoric
requirements. Yanowitch said he supported
the move in order to allow more freshman
into the course, thereby relieving the backlog
of courses. No decision was made on the
issue.

When asked
senate instructe

necessarily". He

Shortly after th

to reconsider the^

motion passed, an'

Not enough senato
continue the se
senators said they
and the dorm lea^e question
discussed during the meeting.

Earlier in the meeting, Yanowitch was also
questioned about his feupport of the practice

/
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/
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"The Ramones" hit the Hatch last night, and so did the crowds. Hundreds
jammed the room and stood outside the doors and windows to hear their "punk
rock". (Staff photo by John Anderson)
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/
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Drowning site fence construction to begin
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

University officials say construction of a
permanent chain link fence separating North
Village apartments from a nearby swamp,
site of the Oct. 30 drowning death of an
infant girl, should begin next week.

Director of the Office of Resource
Management, Robert C. Campbell, yesterday
said the six-foot-high green fence will extend
for about 1,000 feet along the west end of
the university-owned housing complex.
The fence will adjoin existing fences

currently running east to west along North
Village property boundaries, and will close
off all access to the swamp, he said.

Director of the Physical Plant, George A.
Norton, said he has requested price

quotations from several local contractors,
and that he expects the contract will be
awarded by tomorrow. Norton said con-
struction should be completed by December
first.

Public attention was first drawn to the
swamp on Oct. 30, after the 20- month-old
daughter of a visiting UMass researcher
wandered away from her parents nearby
apartment, fell into the swamp, and
drowned.

Robert L. Woodbury, vice chancellor for
student affairs, said yesterday labor and
material costs for the new fence, previously
estimated at $15,000, would come from

housing trust funds; an account in which all

university housing rents are placed.
"The important point is that we shouldn't

be sitting around twiddling our thumbs when
something like this is needed," Woodbury
said.

Woodbury said the University "has made a
committment" to complete the project.
Funds for the construction at the 240 unit
complex will probably have to be repaid by
the office of residential resource
management, he said.

North Village tenants, many of them
parents, said yesterday they were relieved
over the decision to build a permanent fence.
A temporary wood snow fence was con-
structed two days after the drowning.

'"We are overjoyed," said Paula S. Wag-
ner, a UMass Health services employee and
North Village parent presently organizing an
area tenant group.

Campbell said the decision to build the
fence, which will run across a narrow access
road near the complex, was "a response to
the tragedy." Physical plant and fire per-
sonnel will be able to pass through a gate, he
said. He commended Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery for his efforts to obtain im-
mediate fundiny for the project. Bromery,
out of town on business yesterday, was
unavailable for comment. Woodbury said
yesterday the administrative system is not
always able to handle "the millions of
demands" placed upon it.

r
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GOOD

MORNING!

'"Fast for a World Harvest", sponsored
by OXFAM AMERICA begins today.

UMass students who wish to fast may
donate either money or meal tickets.

Information tables will be set up in ihe
dining commons and in the Campus
Center.

Members of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML) go before
the FDA to request a reclassification
of marijuana to allow research for
medical uses. See Page 6 for details.

WsATkCR

Rain and windy today with rain
ending by evening. Highs in the 50's.
Breezy and cooler tonight. Sweater
and umbrella weather.

^
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Stockbridge

vice prexy

resigns
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Stockbridge Senate vice president, Fred
Thompson, unexpectedly resigned from his
post, and freshman, Lindsay McMurty, was

Sioch h ridije Senate

elected unopposed to fill the post at last
night's meeting.

Senate President, Geoff Macduff, read a
written resignation submined by Thompson
which asked for his resignation to be ef-
fective immediately. Thompson cited
"reasons beyond his control" which he said
made him unable to meet his responsibilities
of vice president and Land Operations major
representative. He was not present at the
meeting.

Newly elected, Lindsay Mc Murty, said, "I
plan to promote student recognition of the
school, and its potential through the high
school counseling program being instituted
by the Educational Qualities committee."

Macduff announced last week's Stock-
bridge Alumni Phonathon raised $9,900 for
the Alumni Association. He expressed hope
for closer contact between the current
student body and the alumni in future years.

Macduff stressed the necessity of club
representatives to submit their club reports
no later than Monday prior to senate
meetings.

The next Senate meeting is scheduled for
Nov. 30th at 8 p.m. in C.C. Rm. 168-172.
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New course I
^i^^rsities can help energy cause

on cancer

begins here

.C.oJle^iHQ 3

romery; schools must lead way

Lights, cameras, action! seems to be the thought on the minds of Lisa Vinson,
Jonathan Cue, and Nancy EIrick as they film the opening minutes of their final
project for TV. Production 331. The 30 minutes movie will be "an orientation on
communications." (Staff photo by John Anderson)

Hampshire
to host

journalist,

author

Women's Media Projec
recruits new members
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

By KELLY BROWN
Collegian Staff

Wilfred Burchett, noted war correspon-
dent, author of numerous articles and over
25 books published in two dozen languages,
will be speaking today at 3:00 in Franklin
Paterson Hall in Hampshire College as part of
his first U.S. speaking tour.

An Australian, Burchett began his jour-
nalistic career during the 1930's covering the
China-Japan war for such authoritative
publications as the London Times. He was
the first Wcsiern journalist in Hiroshima after
the A-bomb attack; he was stationed in
North Korea throughout most of the Korean
war; he met Ho Chi Minh during the battle of
Dien Bien Phu; he was stationed sub-
sequently in the USSR, Cambodia, Algeria
and other countries until the early 1960's
when he was the first journalist to report
from the National Liberation Front base areas
in South Vietnam. He was the only Western
correspondent admitted to Saigon after the
Provisional Revolutionary Government took
over on April 30, 1975.

A prolific writer, Burchett is also the
biographer of Nordom Sihanouk and Ho Chi
Minh and has interviewed Chou En-lai. In
more recent years, he has reported from
China, reunified Vietnam, Portugal, the
Middle East, Mozambique, Angola, Japan
North Korea and Ldt)s. Today at Hampshire
he will speak on Mozambique, Angola's
second war of independence and the
prospects for revolution in the rest of
Southern Africa.

Susan Terrell, Treasurer of the Women's
Media Project, (WMP) is working on a multi-
media project on women she calls "shopping
bag ladies;" ladies who wander through the
shopping malls and the streets of the cities
New York, Boston, Springfield, Greenfield'
all over the Northeast. They live from
shopping bags and seek warmth and
sustenance from the city. Susan plans to
interview these women ^nd to visit a home
set up by five nuns in New York City which
serves as refuge for them. Her plans for the
project include a radio broadcast interview
on the "Women's Hour" program, a video
tape for general use, and a taping for Cable
TV Channel 3.

The WMP, still in its organizational stages,
held Its second meeting last night to recruit
new members for the project and others that
the current and new members would like to
present Six new women voiced their interest
in starting or working on WMP sponsored
projects.

All the new members showed interest in
learning how to approach the radio media
through WMP's radio program on WMUA

and in other media which the WMP is willina
to try. '

**

Projects which the WMP is currently
dedicated to include beginning a women's
news show which they could incorporate
into WMUA's evening broadcast, a women's
video series, a video newsletter and a
women's media conference sometime in the
future.

The project, begun in 1973, gained ac-
ceptance as a recognized student
organization last spring, and since then its
rnembers have been trying to synchronize
their plans with a workable staff and budget
With their plans set, and an expanded staff
the project hopes to be able to solve some
budget problems soon.

Project director Joan Scoville said the
group IS hassling with financial difficulties
brought on by a temporary SGA- imposed
freeze in their budget. The freeze prevents
the women from starting any projects and in
tact was the reason why an already started
video series fell through, she said.

lA/P-TPu
^^® budget is operative again, theWMP has outlined plans to sponsor women

in their individual projects such as drama
poetry, or music, she concluded.
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By BRIAN CONDRON
Collegian Staff

You are half way to victory once you begin
to know and understand your enemy, and
one of the biggest enemies of mankind has
been cancer.

Through a new course called "Cancer: Its
causes, nature and treatments," Prof. Albey
Reiner of the microbiology department
wants us to begin to know and understand
the enemy.

Eighty to 90 per cent of all cancer is en-
vironmentally caused, for example through
smoking, diet, pollution and radiation.
Cancer has always been on the rise, but
Reiner says he feels that "without a
tremendous change in our lifestyles, we can
cut cancer in half."

A major problem with the disease being
environmental is that following exposure it

can take 20 to 30 years to show up in the
body. In the late 1960's, cancer began to
show up in factory workers who in the 1940's
worked with a plastic called Vinyl Chloride
and throughout this 20- year span the use of
the product was constantly increased.
That is why the Food and Drug Ad-

ministration now labels elements that cause
cancer. They must test a back log of 30 years
of industrial chemicals that range from flame
retardants to hair dyes.

A curious twist to this is that once the
elements are found to be carcinogenic, the
industries will still fight to keep their money
making products on the market and very
often they stay, defeating the purpose of
cancer education.
How does cancer work? Reiner says that in

a multicellular body, such as the human
body, if any cell forgets that it is part of a
larger body and grows on its own, that larger
body is in trouble.

,
"If you can picture the body as a society, It

has cells acting as police looking out for the
' deviants," he says. The cancer cell criminal is

only interested in its self, the body must
police this. Cancer results when the 'police'
are swamped.

"Cancer," says Reiner, "is a tremendously
intellectually challenging problem. Even
though cancer is guaranteed to go up in the
next 30 years, if we tackle it now we can
hope to peak it by 1997."

Cancer: Its causes, natu.e and treatments
IS a Micro 160 E core course that will be
offered three days a week for three credits.
There are no prerequisites and you don't
have to be a science major to take it, just
show an interest. Through it is a science
course, it will focus on many social aspects
of cancer.

According to Reiner, "It will be a whole
different view of the disease, a con-
sciousness raising course on the idea that
cancer is basically an environmental
disease."

irns same course was introduced 3t
Harvard University two years ago with an
enrollment of 15. It now has an enrollment of
300.

Reiner, a molecular geneticist and winner
of the Distinguished Teacher Award for
1975, says he feels well qualified to teach
such a course because cancer and genetics
are strongly related.

Due to an administrative problem,
students pre- registering for this course must
register for Micro 150 instead of Micro 160.

Corrections

The woman quoted in yesterday's page
three Collegian story on sterilization and birth
control was Suman Bohm, and not Dr. Helen
Rodriguez. Bohm, shown in the photograph,
is a member of the Northampton-Amherst
Committee to End Sterilization Abuse. Also,
according to figures provided by Alice
Moore, another committee member, 1.3
million poor white and Third World women
are sterilized every year in the U.S. As in-

dicated in the article, Bohm criticized forced
sterilization, not all forms of population
control.

The Collegian apologizes for any in-

convenience the article may have caused.

Also, in yesterdays page one photograph
of the mock "television violence" trial the
person shown was prosecuting attorney
John Guimond, and not defense attorney Al
D^dge.

Randolph W. biomery (Staff photo by
Christopher Schmitt)

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD ~ Chancellor Randolph W
Bromery told an audience here last night
universities must join in the fight against an
impending energy crises, and assume a
leadership role in that fight.

Bromery made his remarks as the last in a
series of speakers sponsored by the
Spnngfield Adult Education Council.

Bromery, in a prepared speech, told an
audience of 100, "the modern university
must assume a leadership and a cooperating
role with the scientific and technical com-
munity," to work on solutions to the eneroy
crisis.

He said present efforts to conserve energy
resources and to make more efficient use of
energy resources will not be sufficient to
solve the energy problem.

"Infinite human expectations" for material
goods must be transferred to "infinite human
expectations" for non-material goods
Bromery said.

"Organized properly, the energy crisis
could result in an extension of our very
successful land-grant philosophy," Bromery

added. "We must utilize important com-
ponents of our university to join in the attack
on our so-called energy crises."

Land grant universities were established
beginning in 1862 under the provisions of the
Mornll Land Grant Act where the federal
government gave land to states to establish
agncultural schools. Following establishment
of the Land-Grant schools, agricultural
production increased. UMass was founded
as a land grant school.

Bromery said if universities delved into the
energy problem the way they did into agri-
culture in the 1800's, the professional
schools and the science faculties would be
capable of training the professional

scientists needed to work on solutions to the
energy crises."

He also said "we're only going to be able
achieve so much with increased ef-

ficiency and "the most optimistic use of
conventional approaches to conservation will
only narrow the gap between supply anddemand - it will not eliminate it."

But, Bromery said, those measures "will
not solve the problem; it will merely delay the
inevitable."

'

Bromery told }iow many people in the
United States "are caught up in the sfuggle
to gam the material things" cnat they have
lost the ability to enjoy good music, to

appreciate art, to relax and enjoy tne theater
to sit and meditate, and to discuss
philosophical concepts."

He said in many cases "striving for
material possessions " has replaced "concern
for our human relations."

Following his talk, Bromery fielded
questions from the audience on subjects
ranging from nuclear energy to urban
problems.
When asked i. s position on nuclear

energy, Bromery pdjsed, and said, "I better
think about this one, I have 25,000 students
to go back to

'

Early in his .speech. Bromery told of his
boyhood in Maryland, growing up next to the
rriain line of the Baltimore and Ohio and
Western Railroad. He recalled how he used
o walk down to the tracks with his brothers
to nick up pieces of coal that fell off the
passing trains.

h=.Il!'H^u°^^^^^^'" ^® S3'd' "everyone
banked .heir f.^es in their stoves and furnaces
at night :o conserve fuel."_ _ -' •a" "I ^yj (-unserve Tuei.

Heroin addiction increasing in country
This article the second in a series of three on

f^sychoactive \mind-affacting] drugs, examines current
levels of heroin addiction in the U.S., andsome of the rootsof Its dramatic rise in the 1960's.

By ROB THAYER
Collegian Staff

Heroin was first marketed in the United States by theBayer pharmaceutical company in 1898 as a remedy for

A^Tt^^Vo' T!?^^ ^'^! ^^^ P^'^^9« °^ ^^^ ^a^^ison Narcotics

thiiTc ^u^
drastically altered the nature of opiate use in

the U.S. by giving nse to the heroin black market. Accord-

Sm^«" S°[!^T®'?oyo"'°" '®P°^ °" "Licit and Illicit
Drugs, published in 1972, the effect of that act was to
protect the black market from the last vestiges of low-pnced legal competition."
Iri February of 1977, almost six years after Nixon

declared h.s "War on Drugs," the House Select Comrr;SeSon Narcotics Abuse and Control estimated that between
three and four niilhon Americans used heroin occasionally

SrrK'^^^l^'^u^Q'
^he panel believed that the number of

addicts had doubled to about 800,000 since 1973. It was in
Jhat year that Dr. Robert DuPont, chief of Nixon's SpecialWhite House Action Office on Drug Abuse, predicted that
in a few years, drug addiction will be down to ore- 1965

levels of under 55,000 addicts."
^

Jj'.^^'^fi'
^^^ ^^'^^y- o"e-third of adult males under

the age of 25 are currently addicted to heroin. According to
official estimates, heroin cost the city almost one-and-a-
narr times the annual municipal budget in 1976
Only recently have the myths surrounding the true

source of U.S. street heroin begun to be dispelled. In his
State of the World address in 1972, President Nixon an-
nounced that "we have worked closely with a number of
governments, particularly Turkey, France, and M«»xico to
try to stop the illicit production and smuggling of nar-
cotics." But the world did not realize that, as he spoke the
vast majonty of heroin on the U.S. black market came not
from those countries, but from the "Golden Triangle of
Laos, Burma, and Thailand.

Figures on the dramatic increase in addiction which
occurred both in the U.S. and in Europe in the 1960's
reveal a close parallel to the increased U S military
presence in Indo-China. According to Frank Browning and
Banning Garret in "The CIA and the New Opium War "
the international traffic in opium has expanded in lock

step with the expanding U.S. military presence there."
But the role of the U.S. military presence in Indo-China

was not limited to toleration of organized crime. In Laos
according to Browning and Garret, "opium was the
economic cement binding all the parties together much
more closely than anti-communism could." The authors
describe the process by which the Meo tribesmen, principal
growers of Laotian opium, were motivated to fight the
Pathet Lao guerrillas, in part, because it guaranteed trans-
port of their product aboard United States and Royal Lao
aircraft.

While the inter- relationship of war and narcotics in Indo-
China has never been detailed by the news media, the
allegations of these authors have been substantiated by a
number of authors in books and magazines. Alfred McCoy
in "The Politics of Heroin in Southeast Asia," highlights

the cooperative relationship between the CIA andorganized crime in the establishment of "air logistics forthe opium trade" during the Vietnam era.

Available documentation of the role of official govern
ment agencies in the facilitation of narcotics distribution is
limited to the Vietnam War era. But the "Golden Triangle"
iS still the pnnciple source of U.S. black market heroin
Recognizing that a primary motivation of the U.S. presence
in Vietnam was the maintenance of an economic order
conducive to corporate interests, and recognizing that
opium, according to U.N. figures, is a bastion of U S
commerce, it should hardly be surprising that, for a time
war and opium were inseperable in that part of the world
Not only was the opium trade an economic windfall for

U.S. interests in Indo-China, use of the drug itself was
deemed compatible with maintaining an effective military
force by many in an official capacity.

Estimates of the number of users among U.S. ground
troops ranged as high as thirty-five percent, and as many
as fifteen percent were addicted. Incredibly, new recruits
received extensive warnings on marijuana use before being
sent over to fight and very little on heroin
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By ROSEMARY CONWAY
Collegian Staff

The Student Judiciary last night
unanimously rejected the Undergraduate
Student Senate's definition of the Third
World constituency for student government
elections.

A Third World spokesperson said after the
decision they will "definitely appeal."
The decision came after the three-member

judiciary deliberated for 90 minutes over
testimony heard in a 45 minute session.

Student Attorney General Jeff Lutsky
defended the senate motion; Advocate Louis
Capponi represented Craig Sherwood, who
filed the complaint against the motion.
The motion describing the Third World

constituency was passed by the senate in
October after three whites had been elected
on the Third World ballot in a recent senate
election. Two of the whites resigned before
being sworn in as senators, but the third,
Sherwood, remained a senator until he
resigned last night.

Although he filed the compalint against
the motion, Sherwood did not attend the
session and could not be reached for
comment. He was reportedly in Boston.
The senate motion declared "void" by the

judiciary reads "Third World people are
African- Americans, Asian- Americans,
Latinos, Native-American and Chicano
peoples, and other people of color " in the
United States who suffer "political,
economic and cultural exploitation."
The judiciary decision said while believing

there should be a definition of the UMass
Third World community, it found the senate
definition in violation of the Student
Government Association constitution.

"It is not the job of this court to redefine
the present definition but only to review for
legality and conflict with the SGA con-
stitution," the finding read.
The three members of the judiciary,

Joseph D. Levens, Lee A. Radwill and Donna
E. Cohen will not hear the possible appeal.

^^
Lutsky said he will appeal the case on

miscarnage of justice." Capponi, saying he
IS pleased with the decision, said he will
prosecute again.

"As of now, Lutsky said following the
decision, the (Third World) constituency is
anyone and everyone. It is undefined."

World
Capponi during the hearing said the senate

definition does not include needs of other
minority groups.
"Why should people of color be

represented specially over other minorities?"
he asked. "Eliminating some instances of
racism and not others is a step sideways and

not forward."

Lutsky said the Third World commu.iity
have "vastly different" needs than those of
the white majority on campus.
"The Third World community cannot

depend upon the traditional form of getting
into the senate," he said.

by John Anderson)
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Joan Baez
Folk singer Joan Baez, who refused to

come to Spain as long as it was a dic-
tatorship, appeared on national television
Tuesday night and dedicated a song to
Communist Dolores Ibarruri, "La
Pasionaria" of the Spanish civil war.

Baez was featured on the most popular
entertainment program of the govern-
ment-controlled television network.

The song she dedicated to the 82- year-
old president of the Spanish Communist
Party was "No Nos Moveran" (We shall
not be moved), which was popular with
republican troops who fought
Generalissimo Francisco Franco's right-
wing rebels during the civil war.

In a ncvvs conference, Baez said she
refused to vibn Spain during Franco's
authoritarian rule because "I could not
have said nor sung what I wanted."

Warren Burger
Chief Justice Warren Burger, trying to

work through a pile of legal briefs from a
hospital bed, has received an expensive
bottle of wine and a fifth of Scotch to
make his hospital stay more bearable.
"Someone sent me a bottle of Chateau

Lafite 1966, Baron Rothschild's best
wine," the chief justice told a well-wisher
Wednesday. "That's worth staying in the
hospital a week."

Another friend sent Scotch not
realizing Burger doesn't drink it.

"I )ust blew my old back again,"
Burger told a friend. "If you sneeze the
wrong way, you can blow it out."

The chief justice is in traction at
Arlington Hospital and receiving
physiotherapy. He has had back trouble

Vvirtually all his life.

Andrew Young

American UN. Ambassador Andrew
Young arrived Tuesday for a four-
day visit on an invitation offered in June
after Young had described Swedes as
rascist.

At an airport news conference Young
said he was looking forward to his
meetings with foreign ministry officials
for discussions on such topics as
development aid and southern Africa.

Olga Korbut
Olga Korbut, who won the hearts of

millions of television viewers with her
dazzling gynastic performances in the
1972 Munich Olympics, is suffering from
an "acute attack of influenza" at her
home in the Soviet Union and will not
accompany the Russian gym team on its
exhibition tour.

A spokeswoman for the Forum in
Inglewood, where Miss Korbut was to
perform Sunday, issued a brief statement
which said the Soviet men's and
women's gymnastic teams will appear as
scheduled at the Anaheim Convention
Center Saturday and the Forum Sunday.

Juan Carlos
King Juan Carlos of Spain said

Wednesday his country can bring
centuries of experience and a new drive

to the European Common Market.
In an apparent appeal for support for

Spain's bid to enter the European
Economic Community, Juan Carlos said

his country's contribution could be
'1,000 years' experience and a new drive

which may be also necessary to complete
the picture ...of what this new Europe
can and should be."

Norman Mailer
A six-member federal jury Wednesday

deliberated in a $1 million libel suit
pressed by a local prizefighter against
writer Norman Mailer and Playboy
Magazine.

Former heavyweight fighter Elmo
Henderson, 42, claimed he suffered
mental anguish as the result of a Mailer
article, entitled "The Fight," which
appeared in the May 1975 issue of
Playboy and identified him as a former
patient of a Nevada mental hospital.

Playboy admitted the statement was in
error and apologized in its August 1975
issue.

Mailer was writing about the 1974
Muhammad Ali-George Foreman fignt in
Zaire Henderson was a sparring partner
for Foreman when he trained for the
fight.

Mailer testified during the three-day
trial that Terry Lee, another Foreman
sparring partner, told him that Henderson
had been in the mental insitution.
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Jeffrey dance king.,.
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By LEILA BRUNO
Collegian Staff

Talkiog to Gerald Arpino is like talking to a
friend. The words come naturally, and there
is no pretentiousness. Only Gerald Arpino
has the distinction of being one of the
world's most respected artists, associate
director, teacher, and chief choreographer of
the Joffrey Ballet.

Arpino recently spoke of the changing
trends in student attitudes, from the 60's to
now. In the late 60's he spent 3 years
teaching at Berkeley College, and it was from
there he developed his keen interest in youno
people.

He said 'students in the 60's were very
much into dance-it was like as an answer to
many of their searchings. The students now
are more discerning. They respond to life
more organically and openly. They really
turn me on!"

The process of starting and financing a
ballet company was a difficult one and
Arpino recalled "Just to pay for lessons' I had
to work as a bank clerk, teacher, and waiteri
I ve always had to work very hard to make it

possible to give a concert. Although the
company is called the "Joffrey" Ballet it is
really the product of Joffrey and Arpino I

was the builder, and always have been
"

Gerald Arpino has danced for 15 of the 21
years that the Joffrey has performed. Those

a worldly artist
tCoilegian 5

Gerald Arpino.

were the times when dancers not only
danced, but also put down their floor, set

TURN TO PAGE 5

... a friendly artist

CONT. FROM PAGE 4

lights, and did just about everything
preparation for a performance.

in

HOME OF THEM 0.00
CORDUROY JEAN!

However, times have changed, and now
the company is without those demands.

Several of Arpino's ballets reflect a new
awareness of the male role in the dance. He

said. You must realize, for a male to dance
he usually starts training later than a girl'Many times he gets no support, and it's also
very expensive. I, per say, Gerald Arpino
have done much to project a change in
attitude to the male dancer. I've worked with
a point of view to liberate the male in dance."

The ratio of men to women in the Joffrey
conripany is 1 to 10, Arpino explained it is
harder in this country to get male dancers
due to the family structure, and society's
values. Unlike countries such as Russia and
Denmark, where ballet reigns supreme
America does not have state run schools!

Arpino discussed women in the dance,
stating "Today it has become necessary to
get an early start in training. Because the
goals of a dancer are so demanding, it's
important for a girl to begin lessons at 8 to 10
years old. It's easier only for a man to start
later. However, the woman outlives the man
in dance."

Arpino described the Joffrey as reflecting
a whole new way of ballet theater. During its
40 week season of tooring, the company
performs what is characteristic of the Joffrev
repertoire - variety.

In describing his source of inspiration
Arpino said "My whole life is dedicated to
the creative process. I'm constantly ob-
serving and I'm always aware of what's
happeriing in my country. I'm very Americanand place-orientated. I'm different from
other choreographers.

I don't know whatthey re weaknesses are, or their strengths

They think of themselves. I think of the
country's resources, and how it will promote
a strength in the dance."
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Robert Douglas Hunter, Guild President
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SEMINAR ON BUSINESS APPLICATIONS OF
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
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Speaker: Norman Benedict. Real Estate Appraiser
RM. 917 CAMPUS CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST. MASS

FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN FINANCE. BANKING. MARKETING. MANUFACTURING AND
REAL ESTATE

SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY STORE and TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC

campus center univ. of mass.

Internationally renowned jazz pianist
and UMass alumnus, will present a free
concert with the Billy Taylor Trio and the
University Jazz workshop on Monday
Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall.

The joint presentation will feature the
world premiere of "Concerto for Piano "

written by UMass professor Fred Till'is
and two other original arrangements
writteri by Jazz workshop members Mark
Puricelli and Stephen Ferrgdino

Dr Hugh C. Davis

Dr. Hugh C. Davis has been appointed
acting director of the Institute for Man
and Environment (IME) at UMass
replacing Dr. Ervin H. Zube. Dr. Davis is

professor of resource planning in the
Department of Landscape Architecture
and Regional Planning and director of the
Center for Environmental Policy Studies
within the Institute.

Edward A. Connors

The Department of Mathematics and
Statistics at UMass has a new depart-
ment head.
He is Associate Professor Edward A

Connors, who has been with the
University since 1969.

Connors, a native of Chicooee,
received his B.A. degree from the College
of Holy Cross; his M.A. from" the
University of Massachusetts; and his Ph.-
D. from the University of Notre Dame. He
has held academic positions at Holyoke
Community College, the University of
Notre Dame, and the University of
Massachusetts, and is the author of
numerous publications.

Dr. Billy Taylor

Bernard Bell

Mario Fantini

Mario Fantini, Dean of the School of
Education at UMass, was among the
leading nationally-known educators who
recently participated in a half-day in-
vitational round-table discussion on
quality education held at the White
House.

Sponsored by the President's domestic
policy staff, the conference focused on
solutions to the problems of establishing
and maintaining high student produc-
tivity, teacher administrator per-
formance, and parental involvement.

The scholarly study of Afro-American
literature in the United States has been
hampered in the past by the lack of
detailed biographical information on
black authors.

But the future for Afro-American
scholars finally is beginning to look
brighter, according to Bernard Bell, a
professor of English at UMass.

Bell's optimism is based on the results
of a conference of literary scholars, both
black and white, which met recently in

Durham, N.C. At the conference,
sponsored by the University of North
Carolina and the National Endowment for
the Arts, he said, a long-term project to
develop extensive biographical material
on black authors was planned by
academics from all over the nation.

Robert Stern
UMass music professor won an award

from the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors and Publishers in
recognition of his performances and
compositions.

Robert Stern, a professor in the
University Department of Music and
Dance since 1964, received an award of
$500 from the society. Stern specializes
in musical composition.

John Conway
Professor John Conway has been

appointed Five- College Professor of
Canadian Studies at UMass under a grant
from the William H. Donner Foundation.
The $77,500 Donner Foundation grant
will fund a program of study in ail facets
of Canadian history, culture, govern-
ment, and literature under the guidance
of Conway, a distinguished professor of
history and advisor to the Canadian
government.
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Justice dept checks protests about Iran

THURSDAY, NOVEMRFR 17 ,977

( Compiled from Wire Services
]The Justice Department is checking the

financing of bloody demonstrations near the
White House by supporters and foes of theShah of Iran to determine if the sponsors
violated federal law, a spokesman said
yesterday.

Joel Lisker, head of the Justice Depart-ment s registration unit, said in an interview
If we detect violations of the Foreign

Agents Registration Act, we'll recommend
appropriate action."

Meanwhile, President Carter and the Shah
of Iran concluded two days of talks as police
tightened security around the White Houseand demonstrators massed for protests in
other areas of the city.

A heavy contingent of police stood Dy at
the executive mansion to prevent anv
recurrence there of large-scale violence
between pro-and anti-shah demonstrators
such as occurred Tuesday. Those clashes left
124 persons injured and 12 persons under

By mid-day yesterday, police reported
three arrests for disorderly conduct resulting
from minor scuffles.

FDA asked to reclassify pot

Hundreds of demonstrators, most of them
opponents of the shah's regime, gathered
near Embassy Row and on Capitol Hill to
stage protests at two functions the shah was
scheduled to attend before leaving
Washington. **

Some of the several hundred pro-shah
demonstrators who turned out allegedly
received up to $100 spending money and
tree travel and lodging during the two days
of marches.

Justice Department officials said it would
be difficult to prosecute the demonstrators
under the registration act because the
influence on public opinion" of their in-

dividual actions would be questionable -
although the larger groups might have an
impact.

The target of any department review will
be the middle men" who might have passedmoney or paid expenses for the demon-
strators while trying to conceal their
relationships with the Iranian government or
anti-shah factions by holding jobs such as
consultants, the sources said.

If money was passed to cdemonstrators
directly from the Iranian govern ment through
Its Washington embassy, h-iowever, the
Iranian officials involved might be protected
by diplomatic immunity, departrment officials
said.

Lisker said if organizers of she anti-shah
rallies represented political facti«-ons in Iran or
neighboring countries, they al so could be
subject to the registration law
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Food and
Drug Administration was asked yesterday to
endorse the use of marijuana for a number of
medical research purposes, including
treatment of cancer oatients
At a hearing in suburban Rockville Md

leaders of the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws asked an FDA
advisory committee of scientists to urge
reclassification of marijuana from the
stnctest category of the Controlled Sub-
stances Act.

The advisory panel made no decision and
scheduled another meeting on the subiect in
two months.

Currently, marijuana is categorized as
having no known or accepted medical uses
in the United States and of posing a high
potential for abuse among its users

In a five-year court battle, NORML has
attempted to force the Drug Enforcement
Administration to reclassify marijuana to
permit its medical use for treatment of
glaucoma, of nausea for cancer patients
receiving chemotherapy and of asthma.

If the drug is reclassified, the FDA could
approve wideranging projects to research its
medical utility. In instances where marijuana
was found effective, the FDA would then
presumably approve it for use with a doctor's
prescription.

South Africa speech tonight

Peter Meyers, NORML's chief counsel
told the FDA panel:
"The continued classification of marijuana

in Schedule I the strictest category will
deprive hundreds, and perhaps thousands of
persons of legal access to a drug which could
relieve their suffering, and will continue to
inhibit scientific and medical research into
marijuana."

He said marijuana is being explored as a
treatment for epileptics, alcoholics and as an
anti-depressant. White House adviser Peter
Bourne said recently marijuana also might be
of use as a pain killer.

One witness, Robert Randall, Washington,
IS losing his sight because of glaucorna and
has received federal court approval to smoke
government-supplied marijuana to slow his
blindness. The government is sponsoring a
Howard University research project to
determine its effectiveness in treating others
with glaucoma.
The DEA has final authority for classifying

marijuana. The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia agreed the
agency has authority to control under an
international treaty the United States signed
with about 100 countries.

But the appeals court suggested marijuana
and Its components - such as its leaves and
juices - could be rescheduled to permit
medical uses.
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Peter Pan and Continental Trailways
offer service to Boston, New York and
many other destinations.
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c«^K A,^*"^^ '^" ^^^^ °" "'he Crisis in
South Africa - Origins and Prospects" at 8
p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 17. in the SouthLounge of Prince House, Southwest Area

KA
'-^"93 .appears as part of the continuing

Master- Director's Series.
Langa will give a broad historical context

for the current tragic events in South Africa

[HAVE WE GOT
BOOTS!

and will Identify likely future developments in
the cnsis. He was born in South Africa and
has been active with student organizations
and liberation movements since 1961 He
was exiled to Swaziland in 1963. He worked
in Guyana from 1970 to 1973 as an economist
and teacher. Since 1973 Mr. Langa has been
a graduate student at UMass, and an
organizer with South African liberation
groups.
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News in Brief
Sadat confers on
Israel trip with Syria
DAMASCUS, Syria \AP\ - Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat huddled

'^:Z'"\.T ^'T""
P-«'den?Hafez

Assad, seeking the backing of his

fsrlef." '"^ ^°' ^'' P'°P°'«^ ^''^'^
"°

Informed diplomatic and Syrian
sources said they believed the EgyptianK thLTH^^'"^ !° ^"^V 'ss'ad's

deals nnJjf^\ ""^^'^ ^^"^^ P^i^ateaeals on the first-ever visit of an Arableader to Israel.
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^° ^®" Ass^d that anynp o Israel IS "meant to change the

Ind oT'^'lI '^°"' ""'^^ intentionsand to show the world who is serious

Charlestown tourists

go to grandjury
BOSTON [AP\ - A group of pacifist

black tourists were called before a
Suffolk County Grand Jury yesterday to
describe an attack on them by club-swmging whites at the Bunker Hill
Monument.

Suffolk County Prosecutor Lloyd
MacDonald said no indictments have
been returned against the three men
charged in the Monday attack. He said
the completion of testimony may take
several days.

Califano criticizes

U.S. health system
LONDON [AP] - Joseph C. Califano,

J
r

said today the biggest obstacle to a
national health system in the United
btates IS money and he called U S

Sgat" "'""^''^'^ ^'^-^ --'

The U.S. Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare met with
reporters after a three-day visit to study
Britain s state-run National Health
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"'^ ^^- hospital costs aredoubling every five years - increasing

Z/2- times faster than living costs - and
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IdiAmin 's angels
track Ugandans
9,.nl:^T^ ^^''^•f^'^^^ - '^^^e LondonSunday Times said the latest world leader

nnn? 'T ^^t
^'^^"^ ^"^ ^^gger game isnone other than Uganda's President IdiAmm.

The Times said to keep tabs on
dissident Ugandans outside his country's
borders, Amin has set up an all-female
spy network.

Sixty highly-trained women - at least
SIX m New York alone - are observing
the movements of Ugandans away fror^
home, said The Times.

Favoring minorities
allowed, said Court
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The

University of California is telling the

iakk^fpi^^H'-
^"«^^''"9 the^llanBakke reverse discnmination case "

thatCongress has approved voluntaryprograms favoring minorities even if

collect."
"° ''"'^' discrimination to

In carrying out the 1964 ban against

P 00^?"°"
'" '"^^^^"V assistedprograms, government regulations

specifically permit consideration of raCeeven in the absence of prior
discnmination," Donald Reidhaar the

y^eT/rday.^^
^^"^^^' —'-'d

/?. Catholic bishops
stand on taboos

Catholic bishops yesterday condemned a
report that urges an easing of religious
rules on sex and concludes church
taboos such as adultery, pre-marital sex
homosexuality and masterbation can becondoned in some circumstances
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Divestiture can be a valuable tool
By KELLEY BROWN

Directions: choose the one best answer
The question is Why should college
students demand that their school sell stock
it owns in U.S. corporations that do business
in South Africa?"

A) Because colleges professing
humanitarian ideals should not share in the
super- profits made at the expense of blacks
in S. Africa.

Congress, and the recently banned South
African Students Organization.

In a UN Security Council meeting of Nov
4, a representative of the ANC-SA was
highly cntical of the U.S.-led Western veto of
economic sanctions against S. Africa He
stated:

The three triple vetoes confirmed
in the clearest terms that whatever
the Western powers pretend to be

B) They shouldn't unless it can be shown
that the corporations which the school holds
stocks in are committing specifically
discriminatory acts.

C) They shouldn't, because a college
exerts more influence by voting its shares for
resolutions against investment inside the
company than by selling its stock.

0) They shoukjn't because corporate
business in S. Africa is beneficial to blacks in

S. Africa.

E) They should because the over $1.5
baiion in direct U.S. investments, along with
the other Western investments, are the key
props in tt>e reproduction of the system of
forced labor and racism known m apartheid.
The setting of stock has an immediate
political effect and an eventual economic
one.

To answer our question, we must first

articulate our position on the apartheid
system in S. Africa. If students genuinely
oppose apartheid and support majority rule,
they must develop a strategy that
corresponds to real and not imagined needs
of the struggling black majority. The leaders
of the national liberation movement in S.
Africa have spoken cleariy and succinctly on
the issue of Western investmerrt. They have
stated that Western investment shoukj be
withdrawn until a government of the majority
decides to invite them to return. This position
has been put forward by every nr^ajor

organization in S. Africa, including the
African National Congress, the Pan-African

doing in support of our struggle is

calculated in terms of pounds,
dollars, francs and Deutschmarks
and not based on principles. Our
people have once again been told
that economic sanctions and r*>e

withdrawal of investments would
harm the economies of the Western
countries...

We are in a war situation. We may
be excused if we use as our criteria

for Judging friends or foes what
people do either to strengthen our
striking power against the enemy or
to strengthen the enemy's striking
power.

As U.S. investment has gone up over 500
per cent since 1960, repression has only
deepened for S. African blacks. After the
June, 1976, Soweto rebellion, a consortium
of N.Y. and Boston banks gave large loans to
S. Africa and began marketing the
Kruggerand gold coin, a major source of
foreign exchange for S. Africa. What has this
aid to the S. African economy meant to the
black majority? It put the government in a
position to ban virtually every black
organization and to imprison, murder and
ban thousands of black leaders.

On the face of this, it would seem that a
rather tortured logic would be needed to
uphold answer (D), above. In fact, this is still
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the argument of our government, anc h little
closer at hand, it is the argument of the
Amherst College trustees to the modest
proposal of Amherst students to vote for
withdrawal inside corporations for two years
and when that fails, to sell the stock.

This question of "which strategy" is not
an abstraction for those concerned about S
Afnca, because students and administrations
have taken definite positions on our little
quiz. Smith College has sold nearly $700 000
of stock for reason (B), above. Mt. Holyoke
student government has diluted last years
total divestment demand to include only
those corporations which have not acted
'responsibly" in any divesting action.

The problem with answer (B) strategies is
that the question of corporate involvement
cannot be posed at the level of the individual
firm. It does not matter whether a cor-
poration IS acting "responsibly" or not
because the contribution corporations make
to the maintenance of apartheid takes place
at a structural level. The taxes, the
repatriated profits, the goods and sen/ices
provided, the economic and political
credibility that these banks and corporations
lend to S. African system are the key factors,
not discrimination by individual firms!
Besides, can we take seriously claims by
corporations of "equal employment op-
portunity practices" in a land where
inequality is the national creed and where
laws enforcing inequality exist
sphere of life?
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Justice in America
CoiJegJan 9

in every

'How little we really own. Tom, when
you consider all there Is to own.'

Answer (C) is only acceptable as part of a
long term strategy, as at Amherst College. It

must be recognized that these share- holder
votes for withdrawal are both practical and
political failures. The votes in Texaco and
other corporations have gone about 99 to 1,
because big share- holders find the very high
profit rate obtained in S. Africa a little too
juicy to pass up. Also, next to no one ever
hears about such votes so it only goes to
relieve guilt, not to produce effects.

Answer (A) is right, but somewhat short-
sighted Selling stocks to wash one's hands
of "dirty" profits only passes them on to
someone else. As you probably have
guessed, answer (E) is the best answer. If

students are sincere in their opposition to
apartheid, they mjst employ a strategy
which puts increasing political pressure on
corporations to withdraw from S. Africa and
ori the government to support an economic
embargo of S. Africa. Only this strategy
corresponds to the stated needs of the S.
African black liberation movement. The
movement for divestiture politically and
forcefully targets these twin supporters of
apartheid. This movement is the first since
the Vietnam war to mobilize so many
students to oppose corporate and govern-
ment foreign policy. It has already received
wide publicity (see Boston Globe, Nov. 13,
pg. 1) and it has only just begun.

Divestiture is one of the most valuable
tools the movement to oppose apartheid has.
It IS a way of mobilizing mass pressure on
corporations that no current alternative
offers. Students must help to lead this fight
to knock away this crucial crutch of in-
vestment from the apartheid regime in S
Africa.

By TOM DEVINE

;, llUl^h I^l^"' ^T'' ^^"^ ^^^ '^^ thinking
a little bit about what it means to be a law
abiding citizen in America today Thes«
events - the deal made by the Justice
Department in the perjury trial of former CIA
Director Richard Helms, the recent furiough
of former UMass student Craeman Gathersand the circumstances surrounding the
cancelled Yippie Smoke-In in Amherst -
provide much food for thought.

In the first case we have Richard Helms
forrner Director of the CIA, who through a
deal worked out by the Justice Department
<with President Carter's approval) managed
to escape a jail sentence for lying to a
Congressional Committee. The excuse given
by the government for this negation of
justice was that it was feared that, in a trial
where Helms could face a prison sentence
he might feel compelled to start blabbing
national security secrets in the course of his
defense. He only iied in the first place, Helms
claimed, in order to protect the national
interest.

Unfortunately, the facts tell a different
story. First of all we can't forget that Helms
first lied when testifying before a committee
investigating his fitness to serve as an
Ambassador. The later lies he told before
other committees were necessary to keep his
story straight. Therefore he lied not to
protect national security as he claimed, but
rather to protect his nomination for Am-
bassador to Iran. Not even our Congress
dim-witted though it may be, would have
confirmed Helms for the job had he told
them the truth about the CIA's activities in
Chile, as he was asked to do.

the extremes that have been gone to in the
past to insure trials for American dissidents
(the Chicago 7 for example) you wonder why
such extremes that have been gone to in the
past to insure trials for American dissidents
(the Chicago 7 for example) you wonder why
such extremes were not employed in Mr.
Helms' behalf. Couldn't any testimony
dealing with security matters have been
given behind closed doors? Besides, the
question was not whether Helms was in-
volved in some dirty dealings in Chile (as later
information revealed he was). The question
was, did Richard Helms lie to save his
Ambassadorship in Iran? To those charges
he pleaded no contest (read: guilty), yet
walked out of court a free man. Adding insult
to injury, the taxpayers were forced to pay
for Helms' legal expenses.

Unfortunately, others who have been
found guilty of far lesser crimes than Mr.
Helms have not been so lucky. Take for
example the case of Craeman Gathers, a
UMass student who was convicted of
robbing an area McDonald's restaurant. Mr.
Gathers is still in jail for that robbery, and
although there were peculiar circumstances
surrounding his conviction, it appears he will
remain in jail for some time to come. Both
Gathers and his alleged accomplice in the
crime. Earl Jones, insist they were innocent.
If that's true then they wouldn't be the first
to serve time for a crime they didn't commit.
But whether they are guilty or not is

irrelevant. Mr. Gethers is in an iron cage
while Mr. Helms is free to sip cocktails at
Washington luncheons. What has it come to
in this country when it's more of a crime to
rob McDonald's than to betray a public trust?

Conference explores women's roles
jerry rogers

A loosely organized coalition of Right-to-
Lifers, Ku Klux Klan members and other
politically conservative women is threatening
to disrupt the National Women's Conference
which begins tomorrow in Houston It is
unfortunate that a conservative backlash
began forming during the summer at the
state women's conferences. It is even more
unfortunate, however, that the press will
cover the presence of these women and the
conflicts they will have with the more liberal
majority as the major story of the con-
ference.

The conservative backlash and the
willingness of the press to lend it credibility
as evidenced by the type of coverage ac-
corded the state conferences, are rooted in
many of the same fallacious arguments
advanced against the Equal Rights Amend-
ment.

The conservatives, and many of their
husbands, insist very wrongly that they are
directly threatened by the liberal majority.
Also, they speak as if the liberal majority is in
reality a large group of extremely radical
feminists, which it is not.

conferences and the culminating National
Women's Conference.

Conference consideration of homemakers'
rights, basic health and reproductive issues. Feminism

's Liberation in that it is a more

I do not pretend to have more than a basic
understanding of feminism, but it is useful to
look at a few of the basic differences be-
tween feminism and Women's Liberation,

can be differentiated from

issues

International Women's Year celebrations
held world wide in 1975 under the auspices
of the United Nations,
President Gerald Ford
commission the 56

spurred former
and Congress to

state and territorial

women that will be considering these
.s composed of housewives, working women
(single or othe.^ise), elected politidans Tndothers, including more rad.cal feminists.

The inclusion of some lesbians, feminist
separatists and other radical feminists is
conducive to broad based discussions, as is
the inclusion of some Right-to-Lifers, fun-
damentalists and other conservative womenwho support the status quo. While the two
groups may be at odds, only the latter has
denigrated the former and taken up the
dialectic of fear in its arguments. It is also
interesting to note that the majority of the
delegates fall into neither of these categories
and should not be forced into aligning
themselves with either extreme through the
portrayal of the conference as a battleground
for extremists.

Most men and many consen/ative women
do not understand feminism and mistakenly
assume it to be synonymous with Women's
Liberation. This assumption does justice to
neither concept and may in part explain the
actions of the conservative women who will
be at the conference.

„^. . , . ,
•" physiological,

psychological and sociological concepts
exclusive to women, and its embodiment is
more individual than class.

Women's Liberation, however, is a class
response to capitalist exploitation and op-
pression of women, and its embodiment is
externalized political action.

The two concepts are not mutually ex-
clusive, however, and each may foster the
development of the other. Feminists certainly
support the liberation of women, and in turnWomen s Liberation may free more women
to become feminists.

Both concepts sen/e to enhance the status
of women, and at some point will remove
rrien from their position of dominance
throughout society. This removal is a societal
shakeup the National Women's Conference
will serve to advance to accurately gauge the
conference, however, we must monitor the
work of the liberal majority and discount the
disruptions, rooted in fear, that the con-
servatives will cause.

Jerry Rogers column appears every Thurs-
day in the Collegian.

Secondly, what reason do we have to
believe the government when it tells us that
there was absolutely no way that Helms
could be placed on trial? When you consider
the extremes that have been gone to in the
past to insure trials for American dissidents

Finally there is the matter of the Yippie
Smoke-In, where all the students (myself
included) who claim to be so concerned
about the repressive dope laws in this
country, were all scared away once the

Dog don dashing duds
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Steve dubin

such extremes were not employed in Mr.
Helms' behalf. Couldn't any testimony
dealing with security matters have been
given behind closed doors? Besides, the
question was not whether Helms was in-

volved in some dirty dealings in Chile (as later .„„.<^ ,, „,„ ,„«

courage of their convictions to go down to
the Common that day and, through his
subsequent arrest, put all the rest of us loud-
mouthed radicals to shame.

Ambassador to Iran. Not even our Congress,
dim-witted though it may be, would have
confirmed Helms for the job had he told
them the truth about the CIA's activities in
Chile, as he was asked to do.

Secondly, what reason do we have to
believe the government when it tells us that
there was absolutely no way that Halms
could be placed on trial? When you consider

PeopleSkins Unlimited is a fashionable
boutique catering to the wealthy and those
aspiring to such. The soft whinings of the
"Golden Retrievers" filters through the
speakers mounted on the wall.

The two salespups stand at attention in
Here of course is the reason why the law

^"^'cipation of a customers demand. Grossie
*^e well-dressed, slightly built French Poodle
wipes his brow and sees to another patron.
Poo Poo, the stylish Chihuahua, straightens
his lapels made of pure sunburned Saphardic
awaiting a command.

Packs of shoppers prance by the display of
Arien wineskins and chess sets of carved
index finger to inspect other items.

Grossie approaches a Collie and Irish
Setter couple (interbreeding is becoming
accepted) browsing in the expensive jewelry

contrary to the interests of justice. If we
don't care enough about what's right to
actually put something on the line for it, then
how can we be surprised when abuses like
the Helms fiasco take place? Yet it may come
to pass that you or I become the victims of
our warped legal system, and then perhaps
well wish we'd been a little more active
about correcting the injustices of today.
Tom Devine is a Collegian Commentator.

area. He displays for them several wisdom
teeth necklaces and polished toe nail rings.
Across the shop Grossie spies a sharply

dressed Doberman, a menacing character,
pawing an Afro-stole. Grossie humes over to
point out his new shipment of Italian made
Caucasian skin shoes and leaves the
Doberman to ponder them.
Poo Poo is beckoned by a well-groomed

German Shepherd. He offers up a wide
selection of Pygmie tennis shirts and Mickey
Man sport jackets.

An old and puffing Basset Hound couple
browse among the brunette poney tailed
cravats. After much fondling they choose a
bushy black eyebrow scarf for their son in

military school.

The Collie and Irish Setter couple wait at
the cash register to buy a matching set of
Virgin Wasp luggage. Poo Poo rings up the
sale and the couple's servant, a uniformed

V.

Validity questioned
To the Editor:

We were heartened by Paul
Yanowitch's criticism of Nov. 14 of the
Course and Teacher Evaluation. We, like
Yanowitch, objected to the manner in
which the data for the booklet was
collected The validity of such an
evaluation is to be questioned.
We were most surprised to see the

demeaning gross stereotyping of the

various major departments, especially in

the area of languages, where particular
groups of people were characterized by
offensive drawings that have nothing to
do with the people, their language, or
their culture. We feel very sorry for the
artist \?] in question, who most likely
suffers from some psychological
problemls], and is obviously severely
lacking in education.

FinJIy, we d:d not find the Helen Keller
quotations inappropriate for this type of
handbook, but rather we feel that her

brilliance ,s on a scale far beyond the level
at which this Course and Teacher
tvaluation was written. What a shame
tpat our funds are wasted on such of-
fensive and dehumanizing literature!

Emily Gabel
Arthur Aiifens

Racism a disease
To the Editor:

Racism - from its most miniscule
level, to its grossest form, is a terrible
disease within our society, which we all
rnust cure ourselves of.

An example of racism, in its unin-
tentional form, lies in this example: my
mother is a typical Jewish mother and
she loves me very much, and because of
this she advises me, "Honey, I want you
to be happy and marry a nice Jewish
doctor". If I should bring home a nice
black doctor, she would pull me aside
and whisper, "He may be nice dear, but
hes not for you." This twisted society
disease in your mind that even your worst
enemy shouldn't think of doing.

Across the shop Grossie

spies a sharply dressed

Doberman, a menacing

character, pawing an

Afro-stole.

mongrel, carries the purchase to the car.
At the end of this hard day Grossie and

Poo Poo head for an upper-middle class bar
mostly frequented by loud and obm)xious
beagles. Tired, after working like human
beings, they toss down several drinks. Most
of the women are bitches so they tip the
barpooch and return to their bachelor pens.

Steve Dubin 's columns tend to appear
every Thursday in the Collegian.

has created the situation that someone
who loves you, impregnates the ugliest

After looking at this, try multiplying it
by one mi/lion and you get Apartheid in
South Africa. There you have a situation
in which per capita income for blacks is
$117, for whites it is $2,373. Laws state
that blacks cannot hold Jobs supervising
whites and that black trade unions are
illegal. Blacks cannot be elected to
Parliament. Blacks must pay fdr their
education while for whites it is free and of
higher quality.

There is one doctor for every 415
whites, while blacks have only one doctor
for every 100,000. One consequence of
this is a 53 per cent mortality rate for
black children to the age of five. As
people have become more aware of this,
the situation has grown even worse. As
of three weeks ago the government has
banned the last black political
organizations, arrested 50 political
organizers, and forbidden the two black
newspapers. They have taken away the
last source of power the blacks have: the
power to unite!

This world is so malignant with racism
that the U.S. makes money from the
horrendous disparity that exists in South
Africa. In fact, the legalized exploitation
of black labor helps the corporations that
are invested there make a 17-19 per cent
return as opposed to a world average of
1
1 per cent. That's probably why the U. S.

is the second largest investor there.

Racism can be found in every in-

stitution in our society and we all have to
work really hard to rid ourselves of this

mentaland emotional plague. The reason
we don't do something about it

collectively is that we are falling into their
trap and fighting against each other. We
are also blinded by the bright flashing
neon lights of capitalism. Well pretty
soon the music is gonna stop playing,
and the world will stop turning, if we
don't start doing something to clean up
our acts'

There is going to be a demonstration
Bnd an organizational meeting about S.

Africa on Saturday, November 19, 1977.
Please come and hear Greg Williams,

Dove Affazi and others speak about S.
Africa. Show your support! Down with
apartheidi

Cathy Jo Shuman

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegiarf

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double- spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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What's Happening
TODAY

COFFEEHOUSE
Baker will he having a coffeehouse in the

first floor lounge today at 8 p.m. Anyone
interested m performing call Charri at 5-0496.
Free refreshments and entertainment.
LECTURES

- 1 p.m Museum of Art Gallery talk,

Donald D. Keyes, Assistant Professor Art
Smith College; AMERICAN LANDSCAPES,
Museum of Art, Smith.

- Museum of Art lecture, 5:00. Eleanor A.
Sayre Curator, Dept. of Prints and Drawings,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston: GOYA
Wright Hall, Smith.

- Mr BHEKI LANGA will speak on "THE
CRISIS IN SOUTH AFRICA - ORIGINS
AND PROSPECTS" at 8 p.m. in the South
Lounge of Prince House, Southwest, UMass
(enter south door from small parking lot just
off Sunset Ave.). Mr. Langa appears as part
of the continuing Master- Director's Series.
- State Rep. Jim Collins, D-Amherst will

speak on the reorganization of higher
education in Massachusetts. CC 174-176
7:30 p.m.
- "Assessing the Risks of Recombinant

DNA Research, " by Dr. B. Levin of the
UMass department of Zoology, 4:30 p.m. in
Morrill Science Center Auditorium. Coffee
will be served at 4 p.m. Sponsored by the
department of botany.
- "Study Opportunities at the Hebrew

University in Jerusalem" by Don Friedlander
4 p.m., CC 176.

- "The Influence of Changing Role
Patterns on Pre- school Girls and Middle-
Aged Women," by Grace Baruch and Rosa-
lind Barnen, Brandeis University; Skinner
Hall Mitchell Lounge, 4-5:30 p.m. Sponsored
by the Family Colloquium, division of home
economics

Sun
On Sale...

MKTALLK K.O.
IjJgy & Stooges 83.98

ROD STEWART
Footloose $4.98

ELVIS
Mood> Blue

BEATLES
Love Song;s

S4.98

86.49
I'sed Kccords Bought

Sold \l Snapped

Sun Music 5492830
9 E. Pleasant St. Amherst

in :hf ( jrnage Shops

pm^po
fr rusty 1
1 nailiJ

H THURS NO . W H
BRICKER BAND 1

JAMES MONTGOMERY

H BAND

WiOESPREAD DEPRESSION

H F w E R V '/ N D A f

I ANDY MAY C^

THE TEXAS
TABBY CRABBY

^ Sunderland. MA. N
|Rte.47 Tel. 665-4937

CONFERENCE ON RACISM
- 1 p.m. The National American Solidarity

group will present the slide show: "The
Question You Ask" in rm. 163 CC.

- 2:30 p.m. Al Peakes will speak on
Education, Racism, and Social Change in rm.
164 CC.

- 4 p.m. Luis Caltro will speak about the
Chicano-Latino conference on un-
documented workers in San Antonio, Texas,
in rm. 163 CC.
- 6:30 p.m. There will be a poster making

session for the demonstration on Sat., Nov.
19 for the Liberation of South Africans in rm.
163 CC.
- 8 p.m. The film 'There Is No Crisis

Here, ' about the Soweto Rebellion will be
shown followed by Mohammed Akbar, who
will speak on racism. Mohammed Akbar
helped organize the Revolutionary Action
Movement and also worked closely with the
late Malcolm X in rm. 163 CC.
The Comminee for the Liberation of Africa

welcomes all to come and learn about racism
in the world.
FILMS

- 7, 9, and 11 p.m. - Program Council
Film, "OBSESSION," CCA, UMass.
- 8 p.m. "HEARTS AND MINDS," the

award-winning documentary on Vietnam,
Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire.
THE JOFFREY BALLET

Fine Arts Center presents, Dance Series,
THE JOFFREY BALLET with orchestra, 8
p.m., Concert Hall, Fine Arts Center.
STUDIO DANCE CONCERT

8 p.m. department of dance, admission $2,
Scott Dance Studio, Smith.

TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA
8 p.m. UMass Music Theatre Guild

presents, TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA
a musical based on Shakespeare's comedy
Tickets on sale at the Bowker Box Office, 9
a.m. -4 p.m., $2 foi students and $2.50 for
others; group rates also available. For
reservations and information call 545-0783
Bowker Aud., Stockbridge Hall.
CONCERT

8:15 p.m. Asparagus Valley Contemporary
Music Ensemble, Buckley Recital Hall, Music
Center, Amherst.
ANNUAL SKI EQUIPMENT SALE

10 a.m. -10 p.m. sponsored by the
University Ski Club, SUB, UMass.

TOMORROW
FILM
- NEAG presents "Chinatown" and Hot

Rods, shown at 8:00 at the Worcester
Dining Commons. Admission 50 cents.
NAVIGATOR FELLOWSHIP MEETING

Christian fellowship meeting, 804-808 CC.
Come meet a missionary from Indonesia.
Singing, sharing, and enlightenment.
PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE

The People's Gay Alliance at UMass
cordially invites all people to a Disco on Fri.

Evening, Nov. 18. The music begins at 9:00
p.m. until 1 a.m. on the 10th floor of the CC.
There is a $1.00 donation at the door. For
further info call the People's Gay Alliance at
(413) 545-0154.

CHRISTMAS FAIR
Unitarian Society of Amherst will hold a

Christmas Fair. Featured will be the quilt
"Moon Over The Mountain" pattern made
by society members to be raffled off
Saturday. Book booth, plant table, and plant
care clinic, boutique table, baked goods and
more. Friday, Nov. 18, 5-9, Sat, Nov. 19, 9-2.

121 N. Pleasant St. For more info call 253-
2848, Thursday or Friday, 8:30-3:00.
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Saow^o-?'^^"'^^'^ PAST FOR WORLD
nAHVEST
A fast for a world harvest is being

sponsored by Oxfam-America. Oxfam is an
international agency that provides Third
World farmers with the equipment and
knowledge they need to feed themselves.
I he following organizations on campus
support the fast: People's Market, Earth
Foods, Hillel, United Christian Foundation
and Coalition for Alternative Agriculture and
Self-Sufficiency. The following people
support the fast: Harry Chapin, Dick
Gregory Governor Dukakis, Margaret Mead,
and Andrew Young.

There will be a table with information on
the Campus Center Concourse today and
tomorrow. You can donate your meal ticket
at the dining commons or leave a donation of
money at the CC.

DC Menu

TODAY
LUNCH - Deli Ham, Quiche Lorraine

Basics: Quiche Lorraine, Garbano Beans
and Rice.

DINNER - Lasagna, Chicken Cutlet
Basics: Chicken Cutlet, Hearty Latiri
Stew.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Tuna Grinder, Chicken Ham

Roll Ups, Tuna Grinder, Baked Soybeans
DINNER - Roast Beef, Fish Fry Plate

Fish Fry Plate, Colache

2 for I Wild Turkey Drinks
Tuesday, Nov. 22

arde lasftnigfjt

before aTfjanfeggitjing.

Turkey being raffled

Prizes given aivay

THURSDAY, NOyEMBER 17, 1977

=gu ics=i.Kiij u^^L^ I^U^l
YOU NAME THE COUNTRY! 16 DRAFTS rVf TJ"
WEHAVE^fyiNTERNATIONALBEERS ^^'\^
Fine Mexican and American Food
New England Fried Chicken, Sandwiches and Snack.

^
TheDrakeVillageInn ss Amity st., Amherst 253-2548

Colle gian 11

BUS DRIVER TRAINING
;

1

1

;iFive College Transportation wiii
;

;
\ sponsor a three-week training pro

;

X gram during January interterm for ; I

X those interested in getting a Class 2 '
\

X bus driver's license. Get applica i!

tions and instructions at the Student !
I

Employment Office, 239A Whit I

;

more, or call Five College Transpor
;

;

tation office 586 4262 Application;;
deadline is December 2 |i

^ * » J

Red Hot Offer from the Red Hot Magazine

SAVE 50% OFF
the newsstand price
26 issues for only $ 1 3.00
You d pay J26 if you Iwught them on the
newsstand - save 50% and don t miss a single
copy Get alive to the world of ROLLING
STONE
•totally honest 'brilliantly written 'widely quoted
'into the whole contemporary scene

FOR YOUNG ADULTS Over 2!4 million

people like you read it For the Music For the
Politics The Movies The Reviews The
Interviews The Photography The Opinions The
Scoops The Gossip

WHAT IT LL DO FOR YOU If II open your
eyes Turn you on -Make you laugh Make you
angry Make you think

WHAT YOU LL FIND Recent articles like these
Peter Frampton - Peter s Principle Let em

eat candy
The Life & Lurves of Diane Keaton
Twyla Tharp - something in the way she moves
A Question of Style A conversation with

Diana Vreeland
True Life Confessions of Fleetwood Mac
The White House Whiz Kids
"•Only m ROLLING STONE will you fmu
unique articles like these covering the tot?.;

contemporary life-styl°

SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT

COUPON

SAVE 50%
OFF NEWSSTAND PRICE
26 ISSUES FOR ONLY $13 00

OR SAVE EVEN MORE

52 ISSUES FOR ONLY $22 00

Come Saleins
With The Ski Club

^The Great Ski Snatch
Nov 17 lOam-lOom
Nov 18 lOam-lOpm
Nov 19 10am-5pm

S.U.B.
ki Devicei At Poor Man's Pricell

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
COSTA ICE COLO

KEG BEER

SCHMIDT'S
12 or cans

YES
Pledse send me one
year of ROLLING STONE (26 issues) at

the money saving rate of $1 3 00
D 26 issues only $13 00

(newsstand price for 26 issues is $26 GO)

Save even more!
U 52 issues oniy >.^2 00

(newsstand price for 52 issues is $52 00)
D Payment Enclosed D Bill me later

NOW
I

NAME APT

FILL OUT THE

SPECIAL COUPON
& MAIL TODAY

ADDRESS

CITY

MML TO: ROLLING STONE P.O. BOX 2983
BOULDER. COLDRADO 80302

U
O
o

00 $5.90

i$1.50
six

IfKdoor Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIE^S ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

in Imhtrtt Canttr, across from tho rroon 253-5441

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3:45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p m. three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line 5consecutive publishing days. 40c per lineper day; 30 consecutive publishing days30c per Ime per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

MOTORCYCLBS

Great running Volks. $125 or BO. 549
1602

71 Honda CL350
546 1092

good shape Cheap

1 Bdrm in 2 Bdrm. Apt. Brandvwine,2nd
1/2 Dec. Free Dog allowed Leave name
& phone no., at 253-2441 in ref. to Jim
Kerner

66 Chevy many new parts Runs great 300
oj^toffer^ Call 546-9612 nites ^

^^ Triumph GnvnieKniiii^n^^-^
exc^cond $1,400 Rob 548 12^ LV.e;

SUNDERLAND SUBLET

Vocalist. Holiday engagements Mt Snow
should have commercial lounge experience
253 5886 8^ 12 pm

LOST

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ^ears
and models, low prices Jack 583-0610.

1974 Vega Matchbaeli. V^ good con
ditton Andrea call eve. 546-9870.

67 CaMna Gd running condition New
brakes $400 Call 6-5007 after 7:00

1968 VW green sqback 253 5886 12 8pm

1977 Omega Brougham. Fully loaded. List
$6,922. $5,300 or BO. Call Brad 546-8706.

122Volvo parts sedErwagon Rea 665-4384

* ^«>'<1 cu»t. Good cond^^iToiiliump
trans_batt. $35a or B O 546 5920

**"«*' Fox 1974 black beauty in superb
condition. Automatic trans ; radial tires

fo,^"^-;
sunroof, a.r-cond. Asking

$3,395 Call 549 1203.

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOEiji
Mens, Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18.
30 Just $10. 14 50. Call 538-3181

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn Call
Dennis Delap, 256 8732, 9 10a m.

Fhjte student model ask Mark 549-1365

Refrig. Sams 5x3 Sep Uzr $50 256-8683

P.A. Amplfier. 75 watts RMS. One premier
reverb unit $35 - each. Mark 253-2755.

Classy Choc/Wh domestic 5 mo old
Skunk. Exc.temperment box-trained all

shots Can no longer keep due to
location. Paid $85 , will sacrifice for $60.
or best offer Good home a must.for more
info call Donna after 7 6-6532

Enjoy a 2 bedroom, furnished apartment in
Sunderland, open for sublet Dec 20-
Jan 20. Pay rent & electricity Call Bill at
665 -3223

Stolen from truck at B. ManorSatnit^
The boots in the duffel will never fit you
property. I'll buy back -no hassle Call 253-
5931 . Boots broken to my foot.

WANTED TO RENT
CALCULATORS

2 woman looking for an apartment in N
Amherst Call 545-0724 and leave a message
for room 21 1 or 219^Boo or Poo.

2Bed apt. N'Hampton. $185. /mo., Incl.
heat Near 5 Coll. bus Call 584 :»73.

HELP WANTED

College Calculators offers low price & fui

service All models avail T 159 $226 58-
$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP's & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Rememt>er, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Typing - $.40 /page Call anytime 549-6655

PHOTO GRA PHY '

"^p"a ss^oTt"anTTp

-

plication photos done Portraits in time for
Christmas B&W or color service m-
.>lruction by arrangement Reasonable
prices for high quality work Contact-
Steven 546 9653 night-: onlv

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Fast, Accurate,
Reasonable. Call Diane evenings 549-
2637,

** _fo'«* Galaxy 50, Police intercept
'»^C1 Runs excellent 400$ 549-1456
after 4

5.5 cu. ft. Refrig. Call 546-4035, 4036.

8X24 Nikon Binocular. 15 OZ, like new
$70 firm Call Roland 545^0600 ext. 29
days, 584 6183 evenings

^Teacher's Aide for Amherst Jewish
Community 1st and 2nd grade Sunday
School Class Send resurT>e to J C APC Box 606, Amherst

Mcdonald's employee EZ25$ 4U, Eric 6-
4404

AUDIO

FOR RENT

AHemative Learning Program seeks Interns
to teach Auto Mechanics, Karate Call
Kent 584 0708 days

Want to buy quality auto AM FM stereo
cassdk Call 546 7887

Mcintosh Int. Amp $200., Dynaco FM
tuner $75., OHM D2s $250 , Advent 201
Cassete deck $225

,
Call Ken 546 4036

4036

BIRTHDAY CAKES'! All occasion cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laune 546-
9576.

TRAVEL

'LOWEST AIRFARES", worldwide in

formation newrletter $5 year quarterly
Box 188D, Nortnfield, Mass 01360

Travelling companran wanted to Europe
Contact Cindy 323 4309

PERSONALS
PBS"

SERVICES

VW Bus 1973 4cyl. 30.000mi , auto Exc
Cond 66270 after 8p.m.

73 Opel. Exc Cond 37K mi $1,650 546
6772

'< ^
kltfi?'-''"'""

V.

72 GMC Vandura Camper. Sink, stove,
heater, AM/FM tape, bed. much more
Ex. cond. $2,300. leave name b ph. at
253 2441 Jim Kerner

19W Chevy Impale 2-door coupe, A/C PS
and PB, 350 engine, FM radio BO 546-
6842.

If you don't want to be locked into a 10 o
12 months lease check with us about our
new rental agreement We have one and
two bedrms Townhouse and garden units
starting at $195. plus utilities Call
SOUTHMEADOW 2560166 for more
details

RtDERS WANTED

Riders needed to go West!! Will be
leaving around Dec 19 for a real direct
drive straight thru to Wash. State Ph.
665-3031 Carol

fNTERTAINMENf

TO SUBLET

1 fem. wanted for own rm in 2 bdrm apt
1st month FREEi $130 util inci Caria 549
1741 eves '/? mile from campus Bus

Pro Music Service - Best in rock thru disco
Monitor Music . 546 473 1 , Rea

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

Collegiate research papers. Thousands on
file All academic subjects Send $1, fof
mail order catalog Box25918-2 Los
Angeles, Calif 90025 (2131 477-8474

GREAT FOOD CHEAP! Dinner at 4:30p m"
Mon thru Thurs

. lunch at noon Tues,
This week: Consomme Celestine,
Tomato Cucumber Salad, Cog au Vin,
Potato Duchesse. Peas Forestiere!
homemade rolls. ice cream
snowballs 'Choc See. Tix must be bot in

advance. Chenoweth Lab, rm219$1 75

Expert typing, only $ 40 pageCall after ¥.
Mon Thurs 256 8484

Your Personal Biorhythm understand
your body s cycles, increase your chances
of success 12 month computer plot,
begin any month, year you specify!
$9 95ppd Specify date of birth Applied
Mic rocompufer Systems, Box 68 Silver
Lake N H 03875

Free Kittens - Call 549 3937 eves, Judy.

INSTRUCTION

Folk Guitar Lessons for beginners who
figure they'll never be able to hear a tune
or strum 2 chords in order Call Bill 253
5784 for information Cheap'-'°»c3 " iMiic HuiM Ldmpus (JUS ~™.- .^w,. 1,,^ uMc aiici t ycais ivion I nufs /bb o4c>* ;j/o^ lor iniormaiion v.,neao

iifMlhl''llfl-H,H-MHilll»llll'l-1ll|.|;ltilH^IIIII.H.H:M IUI.UH.MHJIIII:IJ1J!tll'IIJI.IJil.l.i|^n|
n,..j , l l Lni in ^iiro
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Notices
BLOOD DRI^E
Blood donors needed Thursday 5 9:30 p.m in the

Public Health Center
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS VOTE
SW Assembly vice president elections todav From

Mackimmie South, vote at Berkshire DC. From
Crampton and North, vote at Hampshire DC
UMASS HANGLIDING CLUB
Meeting 8 p.m CC 172. Groundschool. Sign up for

lessons.

BETA CHI
Weekly meeting Mon , Nov 21 7 p m. in the

Commuter Lounge. Gus Andrade will lecture on
How not to pick up girls." All vets invited to attend
COIN CLUB

Meeting, 8 p m CC 902.
INDEX PHOTO STAFF MEETING

Important meeting for all photo staff members and
any other photographers interested in working on the
77 78 yearbook CC 102 7pm
ATTENTION NORTHEAST
Area government meeting tonight in the Thatcher

Mandala Room. 6:30 pm Everyone is welcome to
attend

FOUND
This gold bracelet at SBA Owner call 6 7273

BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS
The bus for the state school leaves this week at

12;30 Please be prompt Any Questions, contact
Kevin 549-4562 or Jim 546 7079
SKI PATROL

Important meeting, 8 p.m., CC 904. If you can t

T.ake the meeting, don't forget the Hill Course Sat. at
Mi Tom.
PIZZA PARTY
The sisters and pledges of Sigma Sigma Sigma

would like you to visit. Join us for piz^a, 8pm CaM for
ndes 253-9066 or 545 0046

School for All Seasons

seeks students, teachers
School for All Seasons has free courses in

conversational French and German once a
week for eight weeks in either Amherst or
Northampton. For further information call

Douglas Warner at 256-8403, or write Box
212, Amherst.

The school is looking for teachers. Any
interested senior citizens who think they
have talents to share with others should call
Warner or write.

Opportunity available

to study on Nantucket
Applications are now being taken for the

spnng semester of the Nantucket Program.
Students enrolled in the program will live on
the island and study its distinctive history
and culture, earning 15 academic credits.
This unique program provides a limited
number of undergraduate students with
opportunities for fieldwork in American
Studies.

One of the world's leading authorities on
maritime history, Edouard A. Stackpole,
teaches the three-credit course, "The History
and Culture of Nantucket." Staff members
from the UMass Biology Field Station at
Quaise Point teach the three-credit course,
"The Natural Environment of Nantucket,"
emphasizing the ways in which the island's
natural environments influenced its human
history. And the director of the Nantucket
Program, who is a UMass-Boston faculty
member, leads the three-credit seminar,
'Methods of Humanistic Research," a
course which includes periodic contacts with
visiting scholars from the University.

In addition, students complete a major
Independent Study Research Project for six

credits, the focal point for the semester's
academic work.
Any University junior or senior in good

academic standing may apply for admission
to the program, regardless of college or
campus affiliation. Approximately 15
students will be accepted into the program.
Additional information and application forms
may be obtained from the English Under-
graduate Studies Office, Bartiett Hall 252.

Democratic candidates

speeches air on 'Focus'

WMUA, (UMass radio, 91.1 FM) will

tonight at 6 air remarks of three Democratic
candidates for statewide political office in the
1978 elections. They are Boston City

Councilor Lawrence DiCara, an unan-
nounced candidate for State Treasurer, and
Boston State Representative Michael
Connolly, an unannounced candidate for

U.S. Senator — both of whom spoke before
the Young Democrats in Springfield Sunday;
and former Massport director Edward J.

King, an announced candidate for Governor,
who addressed the Amherst Democratic
Town Committee last week.

Legislative Task Force

plans meeting today

There will be a meeting of the Legislative

Task Force today in the Senate Council

Chambers to review progress on the for-

mation of the formal Senate Committee S93,
to discuss bills which must be submitted to

the legislature before Dec. 7, and discuss

Legislative Advocacy Bureau and Massa-
chusetts State Student Association issues.

Members of the Task Force and other in-

terested persons are urged to attend.

CANCELLATION
Black Scientists Society regrets the cancellation of

the Friday night testimonial to Ken Smikle It will be
rescheduled in spring
FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
There will be a general body meeting on Nov. 29 at

9 30 pm in rm 178 CC Dec schedule will be
available at this meeting
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Important organizational meeting for all members at
7:00 tonight in the office 415A S U We'll be deciding
on bands for next semester
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

The UMass Dog Club is having a meeting and a Dog
Obedience demonstration today at 7 p m. in Grinnell
Arena (behind Thompson Hall) New members are
welcome
LECTURE WORKSHOP
On Friday evening in the Lumumba Hut of New

Africa House. Charles Greenlee will be giving a lec-
ture demonstration or, the origins of modern Black
Classical and Contemporary Music, all are welcome.
Free.

SENIOR RECITAL
Ban Groiman, Flute, Nancy Petncelli, Percussion.

Sunday, Nov 20 8:00 p.m Bezanson Recital Hall
Fine Arts Center. UMass
PARTY
Come dance tonight to the music of Road Apples

"

in Hampden Commons. Southwest, 8 p m 1 a.m.
Refreshments available Admission SI 00
ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Are invited to attend a special showing by the
Northeast Silver Connection h Fantasy Photos.
Tonight at 7. Lambda Delta Phi 389 N Pleasant St
Call Mary, 645 0939 for ndes or into
INFORMAL DISCUSSION
ORIOL PI SUNYER PhD will speak to any in-

terested students about his experiences as an an-
thropologist Meeting at 7 00 o m followed by talk at
8:00 in Machmer E 26 Refreshments.
OXFAM AMERICA'S FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST

Correction on Oxfam Am Fast. All activities are this
week, Nov 16, 16, and 17
COMMUNICATION STUDIES MAJORS

Meeting today at 4 p.m. in Machmer Hall 313 to
elect offices for our newly formed RSO groups. All
communication majors invited.

C&C LIQUORS
BEHIND THE POL ICE STATION

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY 2 53 309 1

FOLONARI ^3.65
BARDOLINO VALPOCELLA SOAVE 68 OZ.

PAUL MASON ^3.65
BURGUNDY CHABLIS VIN ROSE MAGNUM

INGLENOOK ^5.95
BURGUNDY CHABLIS GALLONS

TEN HIGH
BOURBON

•5.99
QUART

Presents

Fri. & Sat. Nov. 18 & 19

Mifeh Chskour

andMission Band
and

2 for I Poiverhouses all night
2 for 1 Bud til 10:00

$2.00 cover
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Your Birthdau By Stella Wilder

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
17

Bom today, you believe
strongly in the dignity of
man It is impossible for
you to sell anyone short -
even your enemies. You
believe that Man will ulti-

mately prevail, regardless
of seemingly insurmount-
able barriers. You also
believe that man as an
individual will ultimately
triumph. You believe in the
need for challenge, and
that every individual's pos-
sibility of success is honed
on the experience gained in
working out problems and
slowly wresting wins from
losses.

You expect a great deal
from those who work with
you: above honesty and
loyalty you expect a better-
than-average grasp of the
business and an extraordi-
nary problem-solving
intelligence. You have no
patience with those who
are frightened by hard
work, and especially with
those who are able but
unwilling to do the work.
You will readily go to the
aid of anyone in genuine
distress; you refuse to take
on someone else's respon-
sibility because of his
sheer laziness.

There is something of the
melancholy about you. You
have periods of sadness
heralded by a withdrawal
from the company even of
loved ones. On the other
hand, you do not tolerate
easily the moods of others.

You expect them to be on
an even keel emotionally
and are inclined to become
annoyed when they are
not

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I.«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
Nov.21 ) - CxMidltlona on the
home front may be such
that you will feel the need
to get away from it all this

eve.

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Should you be-
come convinced the pres-
ent project is doomed, quit
at once. Don't fall behind.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - Things should go
your way today if you are
quick to decide which way
you wish them to go!

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb.l8 ) - Don't be confused
by many options this morn-
ing. Choose what you wish
to do and do it! Don't be
distracted.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - You could be the
victim of a practical joke
you won't soon forget. Stay
alert all day.

ARIESi March 21-April
19) - Don't look back. Be
sure of your ability and all

should go welL. The future
is what counts.

TAURUSf April 20-May
20) - Your decisions this
morning have great bear-
ing on your distant future.
Select companions wisely.

GEMINIiMay 21-June 20)
- A system of entrances
and exits worked out effi-

ciently improves your view
of things at home.

CANCERfJune 21-July
22) - Don't vent your frus-
trations on another. Take
personal inventory again
today. Be kind to children

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

You are lucky to be offered
an opportunity for gain,
however small. Be con-
cerned with another's ill

behavior.

VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -

Beware you don't offend
young people by word or
deed. Make your attitude
one of calm receptivity.

LlBRA(Sept.23-Oct 22) -

A carnival atmosphere at
work may make gain
impossible. Be concerned
with results, not appear-
ances.

Cmqrrlglit. itn
Umt Fmtm Smdloit.. lac

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Lifting

device
6 Skin dis-

ease
10 Greek letter

14 Pass along
a message

15 Kind of

spring
1

6

Ancient
Jewish
month

1 7 "What's in

-

18 Oyster on
the

20 ---china
21 Gamble
22 Engraved

stone
23 San --

Obispo
25 Crop
27 Annoy
30 Formal for

Julie
31 Corpulent
32 Plant

33 Garment
flap

36 Unhewn
timbers

37 Move
laterally

38 Invented
39 Haw gar-

land
40 Israeli

dances

41 Misrepresent
42 Traps
44 Seashores
45 Salt-

covered
plains

47 Ruminant
animal

48 Variegated
chalcedony

49 Bird

50 Compel to

go
54 Metallic ele-

ment
57 Flower leaf

58 Metal
59 Formerly
60 Part of

Hispaniola
61 Arrow
62 Dollar bills

63 Rims

DOWN

1 Crustacean
2 Gambling
center

3 Actor ----

Bates
4 Unidentified
5 Seeing
faculty

6 Has pangs
7 Paint layer

80
9 Dwarf

10 Act properly
1 1 Rudiments

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday s Puzzle Solved
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1 2 Bulrushes
13 Divide by lot

19 Temporary
money

21 Small piece
24 Employ
25 Shipyard

units
26 "I cannot

tell -
-••

27 Thief's gal

28 Instrument
29 Ottawa or

DC VIP
30 ---- Iscariot

32 Grows
bored

34 Entrance
35 The birds

and the —
37 Bird

38 Oaf Slang

40 Nether-
world
kingdom

41 Fur scarf
43 Floating
44 Milk source
45 Flavorsome
46 Gr assem-

bly

47 Sports
49 11—-

Mussolini
51 Eat like

52 Dilatory.

53 Yalestudes
55Saulf St

Mane Infor-

mal
56 Swiss river

57 Haggard ti-

tle

1 2 3 4 5

2'

7 8 9

1
19
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10 II 12 13
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18
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Booters in tourney
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

The UMass soccer team will pack up Its

act and travel south to Garden City, New
York tomorrow morning to prepare to face
top-seeded Adelphi University in the first

round of the ECAC playoffs at 10:30
Saturday morning.

Coached by second-year mentor Russ
Kidd, the 10-4 Minutemen are seeded fourth
in the four-team field which also includes
second-seed Oneonta College (11-1-1) and
third-seeded Boston University (10-5-2).

If the Minutemen can get by powerful
Adelphi on Saturday morning, they'll face
the winner of the BU-Oneonta game on
Sunday morning.

';Adelphi could be the best team thatwe ve played all year," said Kidd. "They're a
scholarship outfit and have a lot of class
players from the Long Island area."

Coached by Dr. Mel Less, Adelphi finished
its season with an impressive 8-2-2 ledger
that included a tie against national
powerhouse Hartwick College. Two years
ago, Adelphi was crowned as the national
champion in Division II soccer before going
over to Division I last year. One of the major
threats for Adelphi is forward Ron Attanasio,
who is considered by many to be a top pro
prospect.

"They've had one of the best offenses in
college soccer for the past couple of years,"

said UMass co-captain Larry Aronson.
"They're definitely going to be tough but we
feel pretty confident that we can give them a
good game."

This week, several of the Minutemen
received honors for their play during the
season from both the Yankee Conference
and the New England Intercollegiate Soccer
Association. Both Tasso Koutsoukos and
Joel Mascolo (second and fourth in the final

YanCon scoring race) were named to the
NEISA All-Star team. Named to the Yankee
Conference All Star team were goalie Mark
Hodgdon, Mark Vassalotti, and Koutsoukos.

Back from an injury that sidelined him for
most of the season, co-captain Ed Niemiec
saw action in last Saturday's win over
Providence College and will be starting in his

midfield position against Adelphi Saturday.
His reinstatement back on the roster should
bolster the Minutemen's attack

Also, freshman Mike Shannon should be
back in action as the Northampton scoring
ace is just recovering from an ankle injury
that he suffered in a game against Boston
College.

Members of the UMass team say they're
looking to do well in the ECAC's and possibly
come away with the title to prove that they
should not have been overlooked by the
selection committee for the Division Une
New England Tournament. A good per-
formance will make that committee look bad
and announce the arrival of UMass a New
England soccer powerhouse.

UM grapplers open

vs. 3 top-rated powers
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will open its

1977-78 season tomorrow, as the team
travels to Kingston, Rhode Island for a tough
quad match with URI, Michigan, and
Syracuse Coach Dave Amato will take
fifteen grapplers for the three matches, but
one notable omission will be team co-captain
Kevin Griffin.

"He has a really tough lab schedule," said
Amato of the 158 pound New England
champion who is a Food Science major. "We
had a long talk and decided that it would not
be good to let him wrestle right now. He has
onlv been practicing about twice a week and
he really isn't in top shape. I don't want to
risk hurting him."
Amato will replace Griffin with two fresh-

men, Dave O'Brien and Mike Cunningham,
for the matches. Amato had planned on
using O'Brien at 167 pounds, but since each
wrestler has a five pound weight allowance
for weigh-ins he will try him at 158. Steve
Joyce will go at 167 pounds.

In the 118 pound class, Amato plans on
taking Dana Hassmussen and Tony Perry.
Rassmussen has been sidelined with a collar-

bone injury for much of the semester, but
appears ready to go.

"I '-^el pretty good," said Rasmussen, "I

don't think my shoulder will give me any
problems."
Dave Krase will be the only wrestler at 126

pounds, but Amato may pull a surprise and
use Rassmussen or Perry in this class.

Larry Otsuka will be the only 134 pound
wrestler to go on the trip.

"Larry is one of my most rugged
wrestlers," said Amato. "He's always been
injury free, so I don't think he'll have any
problems"

Charley Rigogoliso and Mike Carroll will go
at 142 pounds.
"They had a wrestle- off a few days ago,"

said Amato, "and they were so close that I

decided to take them both on the trip."
Co-captain Timmy Fallon will wrestle at

150 pounds, along with freshman Steve
McLarney.

Steve Whitman will make his UMass debut
at 177 pounds. A transfer student from
Boston State, Whitman did not wrestle with
UMass last year, although he practiced and
trained with the team.
The only question mark so far is at 190

pounds. It was thought that Bob Radiwitz
would be going at this weight, but he has not
been feeling well this week. If Radiwitz isn't

ready, then Amato may go with newcomer
Bob Clancy, a freshman who has been
playing JV football.

Amato will take both of his heavyweights,
John Allen and Marty Rogers, on the trip and
each is expected to see action.
As for the competition, Amato does not

expect UMass to come away with any real
victories, but is more interested in the in-

dividual performances of his players. Last
year, Michigan was ranked 5th in the nation,
Syracuse was ranked number one in the

TURN TO PAGE 15
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Heartfelt Leather
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INVITES ALL
UNIVERSITY MEN TO:

OPEN RUSH
HAPPY HOUR

15' MILLER DRAFTS (10 OZ.)
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FOR RIDES & INFO CALL 256-6837
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GREATS/WINGS
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& SWEATERS....

Remember, Holiday
Gift Giving is

coming up soon!
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NBA-from the sidelines

New shipment
for school and the
Fall Fashion!

The Largest Selection

of the ^^rig inal

Swedish,

Danish and
Austrian Clogs

ALL SIZES
Bastord - Mia - %#

By STEVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

With the exception of Atlanta,
Cleveland, Denver, and Portland, NBA
teams are off to slow starts thereby
warranting the following analysis of each
team based on their performance to date
(11-14).

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

New York (7-5) - to decipher this
situation is to Reed between the lines.

Philadelphia (6-5) - Too much one on
one seems to spoil the Sixer fun, so they
hired the Kangaroo Kid to get them
hopping.

Buffalo (6-6) - After seeing the
Braves lose to the Celtics at Boston
Garden, it is time for them to shuffle off
to Buffalo and say Good Knight, Billy.

Boston (3-8) - This team is like A&P's
Price and Pride campaign, Auerbach
continues to stick with Celtics' Pride and
now he's paying the price.

New Jersey (2-9) - The owners got
Hillman and King, two Porters (Howard
and Kevin) to carry the Nets' excess
baggage (the rest of the team).

Central Division
Atlanta (8-3) - Someone forgot to tell

John Drew and Co. that they were
supposed to be winless.

Cleveland (8-3) - The Cavaliers are
ready for a long crusade.
San Antonio (8-6) - The Ice Man is

beginning to heat up.

Riding off into the

The Jazz are

Houston (6-6)

sunset.

New Orleans (6-7)

singing the blues.

Washington (4-6) - Here's a case
where eleven Bullets turned out to be
blanks.

Western Conference
Midwest Division

Denver (8-5) - A mile high and still

climbing.

Detroit (6-5) - As Paul Simon,
"Detroit, Detroit. Got a hell of a hockey
team.

Chicago (7-6) - You guessed it. Full of
Bull.

Milwaukee (6-6) - The Bucks stop
here or everyone's passing the Buck(s).
Kansas City (6-8) - The Kings have

abdicated the throne.
Indiana (3-8) - "God didn't make little

green apples, there'll be no title in Indian-
apolis come the summertime."

Pacific Division
Portland (9-2) - Blazing a trail of glory

behind lumberjack Bill Walton.
Phoenix (6-5) - The land of the rising

Suns and the Kamikaze Kid.
Golden State (7-7) - Warriors' chief.

Rick Barry, and the tribe take to the
Parrish with a Ray of hope for success.
Los Angeles (6-6) - Heavyweight

boxing champ, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is

due to return to the ring.

Seattle (4-10) - The Supersonics go
boom - right on their behinds.

* Wrestlers open campaign

197 N. Pleasant Sl/Amherst/Mass./ 256-01 40
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East, and URI was the top team in New
England.

"It's good for our team to face some of the
big schools," said Amato. "I think that the
exposure will do our kids a lot of good and
help the program in terms of recruiting for
the future."

The loss of Griffin will certainly be a big
blow for UMass, but as Amato explains,
"These guys are here to go to school first.

That's the important thing."
Former UMass wrestling sensation Dennis

Fenton rejoined the team this week, in the
role of assistant coach.

Fenton, who captured four consecutive
New England heavyweight crowns while at
UMass, had been working for the football
team as defensive line coach. He will also be
working in the Housing Office and plans on
taking some graduate courses next semester.

"This year's team looks really good," said
Fenton. "They have a lot a strength, and
seem to be a lot more balanced than last
year."

Fenton will probably be doing a lot of work
with Marty Rogers and John Allen, two
young heavyweights who have replaced him.

"They're both tough kids," said Fenton.
"Marty and John have both worked pretty
hard, and even though they will face a lot of
opponents I think they'll both win their share
of matches."
UMass will travel to Kingston tomorrow

afternoon, and face Michigan at night. On
Saturday afternoon the team will be pitted
against host team URI, and will face
Syracuse on Saturday night.

Of the fifteen grapplers Amato is taking on
the trip, he is not sure who he will use.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Foul shooting -

Men ar.'i Women interested should
show-up at Boyden Gym between Nov.
28-Dec. 1, 6-8 p.m. Sign up and shoot!!

Information on General Physical
Education (GEP) ski offerings for inter-
session and spring semester are available
in room 226 Boyden today — Friday from
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

pmmhi^
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Celts win

third in row,

top Hawl<s
BOSTON lUPf] - Rookie sparkplug

Cedric Maxwell netted seven of the first 13
points and added 10 third-quarter points last
night to drive the Boston Celtics to a
runaway 131-105 win over the Atlanta
Hawks.

The Celtics, with only one win in their first

nine games, have since won three straight.
The Hawks, winners in eight of their first nine
games, have lost their last four.

Maxwell, Boston's top draft choice from
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte,
finished the game with 20 points. He shared
team high tjoring with Tom Boswell. Dave
Bing scored 17 and Dave Cowens and Jo Jo
White added 16 each for the Celtics. Cowens
got 20 rebounds.

Atlanta's John Drew led all scorers with 23
points.

The Celtics opened up their fast break at
the first period tap-off, jumping to a '-0 lead.
Maxwell began the scoring with a three-point
play by connecting on a rebound underneath
the basket.

The Boston lead mounted to 30-22 at the
end of the first quarter and bulged to 14
points, 40-26, 3:35 into the second period on
a driving layup by Bing. They led 64-46 at
h^lftime-
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Women swimmers beat Williams
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

WILLIAMSTOWN - The UMasswomen s swimming and diving team
coming off an impressive double victory in its
season opener Monday, defeated Williams
last night here in its first away match.

By a score of 76-55, the Minutewomen
glided past the purple and gold Ephwomen
to bring their season record to 3-0.

The UMass women took first place in nine
of the 15 events, and three swimmers -
Maryanne Primavera, Kathy Jurcik, and Deb
Schwartz - set personal records.

Primavera, a freshman, swam a 1:18 in the
100- yard breaststroke, but had to settle for
second place behind a Williams opponent.
Schwartz swam a 1:06.8 in the 100-yard
individual medley, while pursuing Williams
record-holder Karen Walker. Jurick knocked
05 seconds off her personal best time she
swam Monday, with a 1:06.3 first place in the
100- yard backstroke.

Jurick and Schwartz were also double
winners, with Schwartz hitting the wall first

'.n the 500-yard freestyle and 100-yard
butterfly, and Jurick winning the 50-yard
backstroke, 3S well as the 1(X).

As was the case in Monday's victory over
Smith and Mount Holyoke, the UMass team
was ahead throughout the entire event.

Starting with a victory by the 200 medley
relay team of Jurcik, Primavera, Schwartz
and Jeri Otey, the team kept the pressure on
and the score after six events showed UMass
on top, 28 24. Other top performances at the

pho« brE".r D^tr
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beginning of the meet were turned in by
Celia Walsh, who swam a 2:08.7 in the 200
freestyle, Primavera and Nancy Podger who
took second and third in the 50 breaststroke,
and Otey and Lise Hembrough, who finished
second and third in the 50 freestyle.

Up against only one Williams opponent,
the UMass divers took first and second in the
required diving event, with Leslie Dunphy
was first with 139.9 points, followed by Suzy
Strobel

The Minutemen hockey team stickhandled into the 1977 78 campaign last night at
New England College, and waltzed away with a 4-1 win. (Staff photo by Andy
Bernstein)

Pucksters win opener;

top New England, 4-1
By MIKE McHUGH
Collegian Staff

CONCORD, N.H. - If last night's U Mass-
New England hockey game is any indication
of the Minutemen's caliber of play, then co-
captain Bill White's prediction that the puck-
sters "are going to surprise a lot of people

"

just might be true.

The Minutemen, thanks to third period
goals by Frank Pycko and White, outmuscled
and outeverythinged the Pilgrims, 4-1, last
night before a noisy crowd at Everett Arena
here.

Pycko added breathing room for goalie
John Rilev by giving UMass a 3-1 lead in the
early mon^ents of the third period. It was a
brilliant individual effort by Pycko as he
skated all the way from center ice to beat
New Engiand's goaltender Rick St. Laurent.
White c'lded an insurance tally at 16:25 to

put the icing on The victory.

UMass coach Jack Canntff was reserved in

victory. "We played poorly especially in the
second period, and we were lucky to come
out of the second period no worse than we
went in.

We were overtrying," said Canniff. "It
was a hard-fought game, but fortunately we
got our wheels spinning."
New England broke the scoring ice early in

the first period as Lee Villiger from Calgary,
Canada came flashing down the right wing
and fired a rising wrist shot over Riley's left
shoulder.

UMass broke onto the board at 6:18 of the
opening period as defenseman Chris Lowey
fired in a 90-foot slap shot from the left point
John Peters and Dean Liacos assisted on the
goal.

The period appeared headed to end in a tie
but Don Murphy managed to slip the puck
past St. Laurent with only 22 seconds left to
give the Minutemen a 2-1 edge.

Riley and the Pilgrims' St. Laurent guarded
their creases magnificently, as both did their
Ken Dryden acts, with lightning quick saves
at point-blank range. Riley handled 21 shots,
while St, Laurent was bombarded with 40
shots from the Minutemen.

Both teams displayed good clean two-way
hockey throughout the contest, especially in
the first period when only six penalties were
called and there were very few whistles.

Among those adding points to the UMass
total when the swimming events resumed
were Hembrough and Otey with first and
second place finishes in the 100 freestyle
and Walsh and Kim Murphy, who took
second and third in the 50 fiv.

In the optional diving competition, Suzy
Strobel came back to win the event with
164.95 points, with teammate Martha Fink
following in third.

"I love it," were the words of coach John
Nunnelly after the meet. "It's like music to

my ears. All the hard work has been paying

''They are a surprising bunch of young
athletes with tremendous spirit," he added

Nunnelly also felt the team's depth was an
important factor in the victory. "A lot of
seconds and thirds made the difference " he
said. "Williams just had a few stars"'
UMass will be seeking its fourth season

victory Saturday, when the Minutewomen
face the University of Vermont in a 100
home dual at NOPE.

^ Rich EckeJ

',^£ ABC filis athletic coffers
The UMass-Boston College football

game's starting time on Saturday has been
moved back from 1:30 to 4:00 in order to
jccommodate the needs of the ABC
television network. But no one at either
institution is whispering a complaint.
You see, for the right to telecast the game,

it has been reported that ABC will fatten the
athletic coffers of each school to the tune of
$200,000. For that type of money, both in-

stitutions would probably have agreed to
schedule the game at midnight.
UMass knew before the season started

that its game against Harvard was going to
be telecast regionally, and probably already
spent the stipend it was going to receive.

But news that this week's game was going
to be aired came as a complete surprise to
both schools. It is Santa Claus deciding to
show up a month eariy. It is an inheritance
from a long lost uncle whom you never
knew. It is Jed Clampett discovering that the
property he owns has the potential for a
million barrels of oil. It is a bonanza.
The type of bonanza that this school's

athletic department desperately needed.
UMass will receive almost $400,000 from
ABC for its coverage of the football team.
That money, according to assistant athletic
director Robert O'Connell, will be funneled
into the George H. Barber athletic
scholarship fund.

Luckily ABC has taken an interest in

UMass because, although the football team
has been a success on the field, it has been a
disastrous year for the team at the gate. All
five of the team's home games were played
under less than ideal weather conditions, and
subsequently, the largest crowd at Alumni
Stadium this season was 10,500.

Only a small proportion of fans actually
pay at the gate, so outside revenue from
fans, other than students who have already
paid their athletic fee, was off.

Who cares, you say?
Well, consider this: The football and

basketball teams at UMass are supposed to
be money makers in order that they may
defray the costs of other less revenue-
producing sports. The money to send the

field hockey team to Denver can't be raised
at a bake sale.

Therefore, the athletic department
depends on alumni contributions and gate
sales at basketball and football games to
finance a quality athletic program. Unlike
major league baseball which gives the
traveling team a certain percentage of the
gate at every game, the Yankee Conference,
according to O'Connell, lets the home tearri
kei,^. ' gate receipts.

Thus if you're going to make money,
you've got to do it at home. UMass didn't
share the gate at New Hampshire and it

won't share the receipts at BC either. What
ultimately saved the football team this year
was ABC and that is an unhealthy situation.
With the football team making the Division

II playoffs the possibility of raising even more
money from television exists. But, according
to O'Connell, the probability of receiving
another $200,000 is unlikely.

The quarterfinal round games will not be
televised by the network. But the semis and
finals, should UMass make it that far, would
be carried. However, O'Connell said that
playoff coverage is handled in a different
manner.

"The post season television sum is a flat
figure and the money goes into a pot," said
O'Connell. "Everyone who participates gets
to take a cut of the pot."

Along with television revenue, the Division
II playoffs will raise money from gate receipts
and program sales. Thus students who
attend the November 26th quarterfinal game
will have to pay a $2.00 entrance fee along
with presenting student ID's.

"We are not guaranteed any money," said
O'Connell. "The only guarantees are that
you get expenses. Anything above that
would be your share of the final pot after
expenses."

O'Connell said the NCAA takes one-half of
the net right off the top. The remaining
money is divided into 34 shares and the team
which eventually wins the playoffs will

receive eight shares of that, or about one-
quarter of the profits.
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THE SECRET PARIS OF THE 1930 s
photographs and narratives
by Gyula Halasz Brassai
Pantheon Random House

186 pages $8.95

Here the photographer Brassai presents a
collection of photographs and short nar
ratives on va::^us aspects of the seamier
side of Parisian nightlife in the 1930's. The
book is a very good example of what can be
accomplished •with the proper combination
of good photographs and short yet well-
written accounts of the subjects therein by
someone who is not only interested in but
familiar with these subjects. In this instance
Brassai's intimacy with and his knowledge
of the world of the Parisian night is fully
manifest.

In his introduction Brassai states that his
very reason for becoming a photographer
was his desire to 'translate all the en-
chanted me in the noctrunal Paris I was ex-
periencing." He was a man fascinated by
the underwoHd nightlife of Paris, this Paris
at 'its least cosmopolitan, at its most alive,
its most authentic...', as he puts it. He
shared this fascination with his friends
Henry Miller and (French poet) Jacques
Prevert, who often accompanied him on his
strolls through the areas of Paris where "

the lure of sinister things" could be found,
to quote Prevert.

Within this book one finds all the elements
that made up this Paris de la nuit, this Paris
of whores, pimps, rough gangs, mobsters,
hobos {clochardsl sewerpumpers, lovers
of all sexual persuasions, gypsies, fortune
tellers, hustlers, hucksters, eccentrics of
many types, bar owners, madames,
dealers in vice, patrons of vice, and sleazy
dance halls, brothels, cheap hotels, all-

night cafes, game rooms, small com-
munities of clochards camped under
bridges under the Seine, wild, bawdy
festivals for graduating college students,
the whole panorama of this special world
that was reserved for those who were truly
drawn the noctunal proliferation of crime,
vice and danger, of sex and drugs, and the
sort of eager indulgence which one never
finds in 'proper' society. The lack of curious
bourgeois and tourists in these districts of
Paris [les arrondissements, <7t/o/l during the
thirties testifies to just how 'secret' this
festering underworid was.
fet in order to photograph the people and

places which make up this secret Paris,
Brassai had to gain the confidence of many
who lived within it. He would spend mon-
ths in order to convince certain gang

COAfML/AZ/ry AFFA/RS

Group Homes For The Mentally
Retarded

There are more than six million persons in
the United States who are mentally retard-
ed. Very few of these people are able to live

independently. The traditional way of solv-
ing the problem of where the retarded live
is through the State Institutions for the
retarded, like the one in Belchertown.
However, it has been claimed that these in-

stitutions are actually "warehouses" for the
retarded.

The institutions, say critics, don't give
enough time to the retarded as individuals.
The retarded are left to stimulate
themselves, rather than having their
energies channeled into productive areas.
One alternative is the Group Home. Group
Homes, through better staff-patient ratios
are able to devote more time to the retard-
ed as individuals. Staff members are
generally young, 20-25, and most are just
out of college. The pay is very poor ("No
one is here for the money," says Joel
Rosenhaus, the social worker for the State
Street Home in Northampton). The
average stay is one year. In the summer
there is an almost complete turnover
because of the "Burnout Factor." Because
the nature of this type of work requires
such intense giving and caring, it is hard to
continue to do it for a long period of time,
as people tend to get "burnt out." As Joel
Rosenhaus says, "You can't give all of
yourself for too long, and there are always
people willing to do something like this with
ifresh energy."
In this area there are three Group Homes,

one each in Belchertown, Northampton
and Easthampton. They correspond to the
three levels of retardation-intermediate,
severe, and mild, respectively. If a child has
advanced enough, then he or she might
move to the home on the next level. This
helps to keep people on the same leveis in

the same home.

BELCVTHE5/\LT
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Un clochard avec son chat.

A bum with his cat.

Une putam qui travaille.

A whore on the job.

members, mesdames, or clochards that he
was not an informant for the police or an
agent from another gang sent to disturb or
endanger the clandestine lifestyles of these
people. A good part of these societal out-
casts were held in the utmost disdain by
proper society and were pursued (though
not always that actively) by the vice squad.
Brassai's recounting of various experiences
he had when trying to become acquainted
with those of the underworld impress upon
one the intrigue and the danger that lurked
in the dark, dirty neighborhoods. He
became good friends with a number of
these people in time, and was therefore
able to gain their assistance in helping him
to photograph scenes of surprising in-
timacy; those pictures taken in the brothels
and in the sleazy pimp-filled bars could not
have been taken without help from the
mesdames or without an acceptance
(grudging though it may be) of these
pimps. (Brassai tells us that Parisian pimps
were often given the names of fish and
theat macareau (mackerel) was the most
common. [Macareau is now used
throughout France). This is one of the
many interesting details of Parisian nightlife
which Brassai recounts, and the book is full

of such information. The description of the
lower-class Parisian dialect is particularly
interesting. This dialect was and still is ex-
tremely rich in describing some of the more
visceral aspects of life; terms for food,
money, and sex are so numerous that most
of them would confound anyone but a per-

son raised in a certain stratum of Parisian
society.)

Among what one finds in this book is
a recounting of the nights that Brassai
and his young assistant spent follow-
ing the city's sewer cleaners through
their disagreeable, dangerous work
and their means of relaxation after a
night of such work. The photographer
chronicles his investigation of a heavily
bejeweled older woman whom he cap-
tures in some pictures that give a
remarkable feeling of spontaneity and
he tells of the great history of Parisian
outdoor urinals and their importance
as meeting places for homosexuals.
Brassai is able to convey the warmth
with which he is greeted by a clochard
who IS camping under one of the bridges
under the Seine stroking a black cat, and
his account of his conversation with this
old soul shows him to be a man of in-
dominatably good spirits and fortitude. He
shows the sleazy cheap thrills of open-air
street fairs and the eerie sort of warmth
that permeated Paris as one could see it

from the top of Notre Dame at night. In
both photographs and words he presents
the life of the prostitutes who plied their
trade around certain seamy areas of Paris
with a genuine human compassion for
them and those who sought their services.
These are but a few of the subjects covered
in this marvelously insightful book.
Throughout it one sees the true love that
Brassai had for Paris and the celebrants of

the night life within that great city, yet this
love is not simple and naive, he is not
enamoured of the beauty or visual attrac-
tiveness of what he photographs, rather
this love comes out of a realization of the
complexity, the danger, and even the
sadness that was there; his compassion tor
this underworld seems to be engendered by
a recognition of the brutal honesty of it, its

lack of pretentious bourgeois morality and
false comraderie, its energetic pursual of
sensual gratifiacation and its proud de-
fiance of restrictive social ethics. It is this

same part of Paris to which Henry Miller

and Jacques Prevert were drawn, both
these writers share with Brassai a certain
love of the grimy, seedy underworld in

which elemental human desires strive and
compete without being corseted by proper
societal standards of politesse, morality,
and ethical business practices. This book
serves as a valuable chronicle of this life in

Paris in the thirties and would make a par-
ticularly interesting document for anyone
who had ever read Miller's Tropic of
Cancer or any of Prevert's poems.
By combining photographs that capture

the detachment, excitement, and empathy
with which Brassai viewed the secret' Paris
of the thirties, with narratives written with
the informative ease of someone truly

familiar with his subjects, the author pro-
vides us whith a unique look at what
transpired in some of the darker corners of
one of the world's great cities during the
period before the war, the Vichy govern-
ment, the Marshall plan, and the Cin-
quieme Republique. Though these parts of
Paris still have their shares of whores,
pimps, and various and sundry small
criminals and game rooms and cheap
hotels, much of the charm that this Parisian
underworld held has been lost to the
onslaught of modernisation; most of the
clochards are gone, tourists in double
decker buses now roll through La Place
Pigalille, the street fairs are things of the
past, and most of the poets and artists that
made up such an important sector of Pari-

sian society have since fled, and most Pari-

sians will tell you that Pans' 'ne'est plus
celle qu'elle etait, "as they point to the
American-style skyscrappers that are
shooting up in many areas around Paris.
Some of this 'charming' character still re-
mains, but much of it is vanishing./Wa/sen-
fin c'est la we. This book serves as a
reminder of the gritty charm which certain
parts of Paris had in the thirties, and is an
excellent work of photography in its own
right. It should become a classic in its field.

-Bob Armstrong

New Programs/or the Re tordec/

Photo by Geof Stein

Don Bush, right, « staff member at the Northampton State Street Home withfriend.

The Northampton State Street Home (for
the severely retarded) houses eight children
between the ages of 11 and 21. The Home
established in 1972, sends its children to
special classes given by the Hampshire
Educational Collaborative (HEC). The HEC
classes are provided for by Chapter 766-
which states that any child 0-21 has the
right to an education and that any special
physical, mental or emotional requirements
that enable him/her to get that education
must be m !. The Homes are coordinated
bv a pre .:dent, Peter Bittel, and each has a
r.oiise mar.t^jer, a social worker and other
staff members.

The houses themselves are perfectly or-
dinary, aside from the fact that they are
large. There are no large signs warning
people away. They try to keep a low profile
and stay out of the limelight.

There is an alarming amount of ignorance
regarding the retarded and Group Homes
People avoid the retarded because they are
made to feel anxious or uncomfortable.
Because of this, they shy away from any
contact or information dealing with the
retarded. I talked to twenty of the
neighbors from the State Street area. Of
these people, fourteen didn't know what
the house was, and some were very shock-

ed to find out that it housed retarded peo-
ple. ("Oh my God!" said one.) Of the six
who knew about the Home, there were on-
ly two who cared about its existence. Clear-
ly something must be done to dispel the
myths about the retarded and to educate
the public.

Most people tend to vievO the retarded as
violent. Actually, says the staff of the Nor-
thampton Home, the retarded, as a group,
are very passive. The typical image of a
retarded person is one of a rampaging
Frankenstein monster, out to pillage towns,
molest children kill people, burn fields, steal
cows and rape women. Most of these peo-
ple claim to have "reasons" for denying the
civil rights of the retarded, their chief com-
plaint is that it would lower their property
values.

Another common complaint is that kids
would "escape " from the Homes. There
have never been any "escapes" from any
of the Homes in this area, and if one of the
children were to wander off, he couldn't
get very far without being noticed. There
are very effective security measures to pre-
vent- someone from wandering off. There
are always at least two people on duty at all

times, and the house managers sleep in the
houses, in a separated apartment in the
rear of the house. There are buzzers that
sound whenever a door is opened. All
children wear ID bracelets with their
names, the address of the Home, and other
important information. At the Northamp-
ton Home, the children are not even aware
enough to understand the concept of leav-
ing. This is their home, it is where they
live. Onewaytodispellthesemythsisthrough
communitization, the mainstreaming of the
retarded into regular situations. The staff,
through volunteers and visitors, tries to ex-
pose the children to as many non retarded
people as possible. The staffs try to teach
about money, taking busses, what is and

(continued on naoe 6)
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DINNER SPECIALS
Tucs. - Wed. - Thurs.

BAktd Srtffcd FilcT of Sole
BAkfd Ham w RaisIn Sauce
BoilEd New ENqlAMd Dinner
OldE FAshioNEd BeeF Pot Pje
VEqETARJAN SpECJAl

Friday

AlAskAN KiNq CraB Lsqs

Saturday

DeImonico SteaI<

AvACAdo SrtffEd

W AUskAN KiNqCRAblMEAT

J. 95
>.95

J. 50

J. 25

2.85

5.95

5.95

5.95

Sunday

Boston ScRod >.95

on Rt. 9, Hadlcy Center

please call 584-6815

"OISCOUNT LIQUORS-

RUSSELL ST.. HADLEY af the Mt. Farms M

MILLER BEER

1 2oz. cans

$5.79

DONELLI
LAMBRUSCO

case
$1.49

fifth

EARLY TIMES

BOURBON
1 .75 Liters

$9.99

TUBORG BEER

12 oz.

N.R. bottles

$5.79
case

We reserve the right to limit quantities
Tues. Nov. 15 to Sat. Nov. 19
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Editor:

Assistant Editor:
Art:

Books:
Dance:
Film:

Music:
Political Affairs:
Theater:

'^',M^2r-

Bob Armstrong
Ken Sham
Lesley Lawrence
Cheryl Sreiberg
Sharon True
Skip Tenczar
Ross Nerenberg
Jim Paulin

Debbie Wallace

CONTRIBUTORS THIS WEEK
Rick AJvord, Don Aucoin

Mano A. Barros Zoe Best
Ed Cohen, Bob Farrant

Scott Haas
Mark Harris Levitan, David Need

Ras Tapunk Ram Dass
Patti Rosenberg, Alex Stein
Geof Stein, Lisa-Gale Wait

North

"We shou/d keep fthe Panama Can a/)

A/ter a//, ^e sto/e U /a^r and square. "

• -S. / Hayakaw a.

Senator from Cof/forn/a

WINNERS ANNOUNCED
IN RASTAPUNK NAZI HUNT

RasTapunk's great NAZI-HUNT for the
valley crossburners has finally and officially
come to a close and judging by the plethora
of entries we received, it turned out to bt
an even greater success than RasTapunk
himself had anticipated. After careful
scrutiny of the entries and a painstaking
process of verification, cross referencing all

possible sources, we feel it is time to an-
nounce the winners.
In order not to offend the sensibilities of
many on this campus nor the technical
morality of most, we have decided n^t. to
publish the winners' names in the paper.
Many entries were sent in by "professional
confessional but non-repentant" racists
seeking only headlines and a free record
and would be very pleased with any
coverage we gave them, positive or
negative. Some of these peoples' friends,
too, had submitted entries "in all con-
fidence," and publication of their names
would undoubtedly jeopardize their own
safety and well being here in campus.
In an effort to minimize future racial

violence at UMass and to protect not only
the safety of our winning entrants but the
lives of RasTapunk and his immediate
fnends and family and all those who par-
ticipated in the contest, we have decided to
seal the entries in an envelope to be placed
in the Chancellor's safe in the event that
these names are ever needed. Copies will
also be sent to the Governor and entrusted
with the Collegian's Editor in Chief.
We are not so idealistic as to think that

just because we have identified the valley
cross-burners, all racists in the valley will
discontinue fanning the flames of racial
hatred. Quite to the contrary. The
smokescreen of racial hatred will continue
to get thicker as our economic crises get
worse. If this contest accomplished
anything, it was to open the doors of
perception to the racism around us.
The Deans and Administrators on this
campus were willing to see the crossburn
ings dismissed as pranks and swept under
the carpet. Many students preferred it that
way, too, as its incidence has already
disturbed the mellow-acracy here at
UMass. The only real voice that came out
and addresesed itself to the issue was the
sincrere but naive remark by a certain Rabbi
on campus who, in a letter to the Collegian,
declared th(! whole incident a "black mark "

on oyr valley. This, to you nitpickers, is
more than just a matter of semantics; it in
fact demonstrates the extent to which
racism has permeated our society, in-
cluding our language.

If RasTapunk did anything with his NAZI-
HUNT, it was to keep the dirt out from
under the carpet. Has anyone wondered
why no one, despite all the sentiment, has
even bothered to attack RasTapunk or the
contest in the Collegian editorial pages
throughout the duration of the contest?
One hundred and four entries and not one
single editorial or poison-tipped letter!
Amazing! And do you know why? Because
everyone and anyone who had something
to say about it refrained from doing so
because to do so, in the public's eye, would
be tantamount to supporting cross-
burning.

We had hoped that this contest would
have blown the liberal veneer of rhetoric
right off of the contemporary racist position
as well We hoped all the "we have mixed
feelings about Affirmative Action" people
would scream outrage and the "I believe in
equality for everybody not just the blacks"
crowd would scream fraud. We were even
hoping that the John Birch Society, in
response to our first ad, would have written
a letter to the Collegianexplaininghow they
don't burn crosses. If you can get anyone
to defend themselves out of necessity
against these charges, you're doing OK.

As it stands, we have three winners-
people, who either out of a burning hate of
racism or a burning desire to receive free
records, have correctly identified the valley
crossburners. As I have stated earlier, their
names are unpublishable as their collegues
in Van Meter would, in all
likeliehood, clobber them. They have been
notified by phone and should receive their
prizes by mail within a couple of days.
Finally, and in the main, the objective im-

pact that this contest has had on this cam-
pus was to turn thousands of record
hungry students into veritable "Spys
Against Racism" by offering material
rewards for humane and socially responsi-
ble committments. Records as carrots are
nothing new but what the contest pr?JVed
was that there is nothing wrong with
fighting racism with r ward. Many whites
have no idea and no possible basis to
understand why being against racism is in
thoir own self interest. By making such
self interest iinmediate, we have cir-

cumvented the long and elaborate process
of explaining scientifically the benefits of
whitp dRti racist behavior. Maybe now that
the doors of perception are open, perhaps
we can see some real anti-racist education
begin on this campus instead of the usual
moralistic garbage the University always
tries to ram down our throats in their
"chess from both sides of the board" ap-
proach to social control.

:>:>:
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PERFORMANCE:TRAVEL DIARY
PART ONE

by Graham Harthill
student union gallery:
thurs. november 10

Pay back the blue you stole for your police
uniforms. Pay that blue back to sea and sky
and eyes of the earth. Pay back the blue
you stole and bottled and doled out in eye
droppers ofjunk. Pay red- pay back the red
you stole for your lying flags and your coca-
cola signs- pay that red back to penis and
blood and sun. Pay green- pay back the
green you stole for your money- and you-
dead hand stretching the vegetable peo-
ple

William Burroughs,
from the Nova Express

1. art as intellectual exercise, scenario, take
one empty room blank white walls au-
dience sprawled around on carpet two col-
or t.v. sets periodic switching of channels
turn volume up and down juxtapose the
dual inanities blend in the polyethylene
shrieks mix up mix down third set across
the room video cam recording a bemused
audience each face grins in embarrassment
as it shows on the screen, young man
works the crowd w/ a microphone asks
"what do you see on the screen?" answer
t.v., our gang, color t.v., us, etc. etc. he
asks "who is us?" answer the art club,
right, the 'art club' sees t.v.

2. art as a political statement, scenario,
angry young man reads excerpts from diary
of his thumb-trip across america. the beau-
ty and the trash, a dreaming young woman
falls in the gutter in the Haight. electricity
stolen from the lightening gods of native
americans _.id sold to us courtesy of

AT&T, sensitive pleading o.sillusion poetic
chant against a background of color dot
babble.

3. art as revolutionary tactic, fantasy
scenario, install a video cam in every room
in america invaded with the t.v. eye. send
all signals to a master control board, flash
the faces of an Iowa farmer and his
daughters to the living room of a mill
worker in Hammond, Indiana, flash well fed
suburban faces to the screen of an old
broken down set w/out knobs in rural
Alabama, flash the South Bronx hovel into
the Park Ave. penthouse, flash me into all

the lonely bedrooms, flash them onto those
pay t.v.'s in airports and bus stations. Joe's
Tavern into the Methodist parsonage, the
parson's chubby kids into the call girl's

quarters, flash a separate scene 40 times
per second.
install a microphone on each porta-pak.
take all answers to "what do you see on the
screen?" mix them all down into white
noise and send over the airwaves as sound-
track, superimpose all the howls and
screams that television numbs out of ex-
istence, play over the three major network
monsters 24 hours a day for at least 6 years.

what have we got?

rapid fire succession of all the numb un-
conscious faces the sprawling poses the
alien separate realities constant admixture
of millions of dazed voices insisting that
they see television the overriding screams
in vyild dissonant harmony the pain the con-
fusion of being revealed as living parts of a
grinding machine.

what happens now?
you write the next scenario.

Lisa-Gale Wait

.^^.^
"VrS'
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Untitlad

Crashing tootsteps down ttie street
Violent young t>earded eyes flash
Someone cues his man
h there s a surge
neath the store sign

Bloody bonle breaks.
Back surge ar>d^c rash, -^ imm i _

footsteps running. aA-^^-A^-J^^M^ /.
Cued man got hit, X<^*iSV>5"; r^'i^^T^.

said his line,
'

' Z^-^ » . ->jj^- '/\
he's got for good.

'««»»- --•.--.'

Bloody bleeding breaks.
So the pistol shots & rats cringing

on the corners urtder papers m ^ j'-*'
b pounding feet and yells, J^^St'*? j
white shirts screamir>g ,

r'"^^ Kfi

h a curtain blows out into the streM.*
—- (a woman weeps on a n^n,
,*^ her curtain dress billows & » ci/^-?<

someone drags her into the alley, ) ?v * "

Ah wtK) can speak ,

' ^
the scream is caught

in our evading eyes,

locked to our fingers

clenching teeth, ^
we still watch the news.

^ shut the windows^ waiting for the glass to break

CftfeS arrned madness »*3»^»»» «k»«
j43/5i bleating fire at the night ^^^'^'^

(the youngest nish for safety, ^ -*'~--".^ ,
~

only the cab that's there, S^' '"—"—'
hasn't got doors aS%.

and arms and legs

har>gout.)
th« buikting* reek of ash.
P*opta crouch on tt>e doorstep*.

hidmg
& the yaHow smoke

— wavers around their ayes
a firatruck is broken.

over soma atraat sign,
black -cappad draam ridan

scattered on the ground j»--iii i_ ^ •

& it's all ilin, ^^^^si'?'^'
latting loose,

i>*:.t-..

.

crashir>g at the years,
rtwn baating b windows smashed

Ah. our peopia are crying Er crashed
& waatad on the coman

like dazed deer,
waiting for the execution

-"t^iil

ri5

h^l
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More media manipulation?

PLAYBOY INTERVIEW SEPT. 1976
Playboy: "You've often said that you
believe very strongly in fascism yet you also
claim you'll one day run for Pnme Minister
of England."
Bowie: "I'd love to enter politics. I will
one day. I'd adore to be Prime Minister.
And, yes, I believe very strongly m
fascism."
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NOW OFFERS

• HRLF SANDWICHES

• SIX TYPES OF BflCELSPRERDS

• FRESH SQUEEZED ORPNCE JUICE

• SAVE 15* on Bowl of Soup,
Sandwich, or Large Salad

WITH THIS AD
OPEN AT «:30 o.m fO B COrru

BAGELS, & PASTRY

HOURS MON S*T 9:30 6:00
256 8935
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to Pizza
I G«< a 'we quart of Cok« to 90.
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424 Russell Street (Rte 9) Hadlev

1977, Pizza Hut, Inc

The savings are delicious
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BOOKS AFTERIMAGES
by Arlene Croce
1977 New York

Alfred A. Knopf Publishing Company

Arlene Croce, founder and editor of
Ballet Review, dance reviewer for The
New Yorker, and contributor to several
other dance publications, has published a
collection of her writings, spanning a
period of about ten years, in a book entitled
Afterimages.
The book is organized in four parts, with

each part representing a different frequen-
cy in writing; that is, Part One contains
writings "By the week" from 1973-1977
Part Two, "By the month" from 1969 1971

'

Part Three, "Quarterly" from 1966-1972'
and Part Four, "On occasion." These dif-
ferences are a result of writing for different
publications and deadlines.
Croce possess a keen, knife-edged

perceptivity, a talent for producing apt
evocative, to-the-point descriptions of
dances, dancers, situations - anything
and a wealth of experience and knowledge
of dance.
In every selection in every part of the

book, Croce's craftsmanship and artistry as
a dance critic are evident; not only does she
describe in acute (not minute) detail the
particular performance at hand, she also
delves into and interrelates all other perti-
nent aspects of a performance, such as a
choreographer's or a dancer's background
the image source for a dance, the
characteristics, development and direction
of a dance company, and the relative in-
fluence of certain social, political and
historical events. In many of her selections
she probes even deeper raising and com-
menting on various problems encountered
in the serious consideration of dance - the
cnteria for quality, the relationship of critic
to dancer, and the nature of the avant-
iaide_in_datTce, for example.

November 1. '977 November 17, 1977

Tenessee Williams to Gore Vidal"
Gore, I slept through the sixties '

Vidal: "You didn't miss a thing."

GATES OF EDEN
by Morris Dickstein
300 pages, $11.95
Basic Books, Inc.

The sixties are a much misunderstood
decade. Those who choose to ignore the
lessons of the sixties are legion. There are
others who misinterpret them, and see in
the savage contortions of those years many
signs of decay, giving an excuse for a
retreat into the shelter of a book-lined
study. Still others are ambivalent about the

WE CAN'T WAIT!

^iQtterpus cRecoidls the area's most
complete record and tape store, will soon be open!
He\e decided to give a ^^sneak preview'\ so you
can become aqiiainted with us

I WITH THIS COl P()\:
\A\) 7.9H SERIES ALttLM ls\

' 4,49 '

I

I

I

I

I

Eiiuit I itlhuni /n>r vovfunt
I roiipou per riisiomrr

f'xinrrs I 1/19/ 7 7

^lotterpiis

Rt. 5. BIG Y HAMP PLAZA NORTHAMPTON
586-5882

Authorized Springfield Civic Center
Ticket Outlet

To quote a few passages from the b ok
itself: In reference to trockadero ballet or
ballet m which men take women's roicf. aid
satirize the classice, Croce points out,
"Drag ballet provides one answer to the
question of why men impersonating
women are funny, while women imper-
sonating men are not; it has to do with
gravity. (A heavy thing trying to become
light is automatically funnier than a light
thing trying to become heavy.)"
In relation to the nondance concerts of the

seventies, she writes, "Implicit in all tl^ir.

seems to be the idea that unless dancitg
can be taken back to an embryonic statr..
It cannot be done. The only trouble ^ith
this is that the embryo never grows.... The
embryo never grows because the dancers
do not build on one another's ac-
complishments - they work on as if

nobody had ever done anything."
Of "Deuce Coupe", a pop r),j|let

choreographed by Twyla Tharp for the .Jof-
frey Ballet, she writes, "But the
restlessness and pain of American children
are in it too. The end of the ballet - the
long, slow crescendo of tossing arms,
lunges in plie, and backward bourrees on
point, with here and there a fall to the fnor

- is half truth, half myth. It sums up a k,nd
of schmaltzy romanticism that young peo-
ple love to wrap themselves in..."

Croce's rather high-brow style of writing
assumes a reading audience familiar with
dance, and in particular, with the dance
scene in New York City. For example, f he
frequently uses ballet terminology a-id
refers to certain famous ballets, rolt.s,

dance companies and even theaters
without fully explaining who or what th.^y
are. This is not a fault; it is merely an indica-
tion that this book might be a frustrating
one for those who are not already famil :?r
with dance. But for those who know an'J
love theatrical dance. Afterimages
provides an informative, profound insight
into the dance world, as seen by one ex-
traordinary critic.

-Sharon "^n b
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sixties, accepting it's Iruits, rejeciing'"!!?"
subtle poisons.
In Gates of Eden, Morris Dickstein pro

ves to be a trenchant literary critic and
astute commentator on the changes
wrought by a turbulent decade. He has
decided to study those changes as ihey
were reflected in the prose of the sixties'
best writers- Donald Barthelme, John
Barth, Kurt Vonnegjt, Thoman Pynchon,
Joseph Heller, Norman Mailer- and the
words of its most influential "thinkers",
such as Herbert Marcuse, Paul Goodman,'
and Susan Sontag.
This approach is not without its

drawbacks. A reader may question the ac-
curacy of Dickstein's thesis that the social
wrinkles of the age must necessarily show
up in a litery fabric. Also, in his attempt to
validate the decade intellectually, he runs
the risk of slighting the sixties' feel. It might
have been better had he turned his keen
eye on the direct actions of the time, and
not those actions as filtered throught the
novels then being published.
However, Dickstein is an academic;

hence, he responds to the play of ideas ard
the imaginative use of words. He leaves tivj
facts to the journalists, and concentrat».'!j
on high art (in a decade which tried to
destroy all notions of such spruioui
categories). It is ironic that a review of such
an anti-intellectual age, an age which
claimed Marshall McCluhan as one of it's

gurus, should depend so heavily on
literature.

Dickstein shows how writings in the late
50's, such as Mailer's The White Negro"
and Goodman's Growing Up Absurd
were the first stirrings of the national
psyche, which was to explode in the ne\t
ten years into a strange mixture 0'
spirituality and polyemics, solipsism a:ici
communality. Dickstein correctly identifies
Allen Ginsberg as the epitome of that duali-
ty, for Ginsberg was an early cultural in-
surgent who endured. His rebellion against
form and manner in life and art laid the
groundwork for much bad poetry and ex-
citing thought.
Dickstein also offers one of the best

analyses of Norman Mailer I have yet read
He distinguishes between the nonsense
and self-dramatization, and the peculiar
genius of Mailer's insights into America.
A brief look at rock music centers on

discussions of Dylan, the Beatles, and the
Rolling Stones. Dickstein doesn't seerri tb"
take the Beatles seriously, preferring to ex-
plore the dark nights of Dylan's soul and
the Stones' satanic pretensions.
Gates of Eden is essentially the

unleashing of one man's unique percep-
tions. The sweep of Dickstein's intellect
and the breadth of his interest keeps the
book from being just another self-ser^'inq
academic treatise. Another revirvvp'r
dismissed Gates of Eden as "the Green-op
of Morris Dickstein", but this charge is only
partly true. Dickstein does occasionally
refer to his own experience, but this is Vr.livi

if one accepts the premise of the sixties
that self-conciousness is crucial to ar.

understanding of the outer world. Dickstein
mirrors the sixties Zeitgeist as weM as
anyone.

-Don Aucoin

Labor Reform
LABOR REFORM AND LEGISLATION

Almost any way you look at it these days
through the eyes of working people, the
U.S. economy is in big trouble. Massive
layoffs in steel, continued high unemploy-
ment for Blacks and youth, cutbacks in
unemployment benefits to laid off workers
are only symptoms of the real problem: the
total crisis of capitalist production in this
country. For people who punch the clock
sweep the floors, face unsafe and ofteri
deadly working conditions every day, this
reality has been coming on more and more
the past few years. Meatless meals, (and
not by dietary choice), coming home to a
cold house after having worked in a drafty
and damp factory all day, frustrated expec-
tations, increased alcoholism, mental il-

lness, suicide are all evidence of this
capitalist economy in crisis. As always in
the history of working peoples' lives it is

they who bear the brunt of the crisis not the
owners of the means of production, those
who created the mess in the first place.

What makes matters even worse is that
the national leadership of the American
Federation of Labor has put its efforts into
trying to patch things up with a legislative
reform program. Reforms are not
automatically bad. Reform efforts that
point out the inequities of the capitalist
system, that locate the source of workers
problems in the profit drive, that educate
masses of organized and unorganized
workers in the whys and hows of political
struggle are crucial at this time. However
the AFL strategy to date has been mostly
the opposite. Lets's take a look at this
strategy more close'y.

Key areas of reform announced by presi-
dent of the AFL George Meany over the
summer included streamlining National
Labor Relations Board procedures,
minimum wage increases, repeal of 14 B of
the Taft-Hartley Law (14B allows states to
pass laws forbidding mandatory union
memebership clauses in contracts and is

used in the South to break union drives)
and legislation to prevent runaway shops.
On the surface, at least, these proposals

could in fact heighten working class con-
sciousness, could challenge the capitalist
system directly and force changes that
would lead to the further growth of work-
ing class political and economic power. But
the AFL strategy for winning these
demands blunts this possibility right from
the start. The AFL Executive Council,
before the battle began, decided that the
fight would be waged on the floors of Con-
gress not in the union halls and the
thousands of unorganized factories
throughout the country. The government
will solve the problem of organizing the
unorganized by passing a more favorable
organizing law; the government will solve
the runaway shop problem by raising im-
port tariffs to low wage nations, like Mex-
ico; the government will stop exploitation
of low wage workers by raising thier pay.
All of this is supposed to be accomplished
by workers writing to their legislators in

Washington D. C.

These proposals and the reliance on the
government to enforce them shows that
AFL officials continue to view the govern-
ment as a neutral arbitrator of capitalist-

labor conflicts. This is in keeping with other
points in US labor history when union
leaders traded away the right to strike for

some immeditate economic gains. Reforms
of this type, those lobbied for and granted
by Congress, do not create rank and file

awareness of the fundamental contradic-
tions that exist between labor and capital.

But since the early years of the 20th cen-
tury top union officials made 'peace' with
the government and top monopoly cor-
porations. In return for these corporations
recognizing labor unions, labor leaders
agreed to keep the rank and file in line. This
has led to the sell-out over and over again
of workers' demands from the shop floor

and in representative local union meetings.
It has constantly led to money being made
the cutting edge of any strike demands, not
the building of a class conscious union. It

has led to and perpetuated deep divisions in

the working class between Blacks,
Hispanic, women and unskilled workers on
the one hand and white skilled workers on
the other.

To date the legislative package pro-
posed by AFL officials has not done
well at all in what is supposed to be a
pro-labor Congress. Reform of some
aspects of national labor law will make
it a bit easier to fight companies like

J. P. Stevens who have used loopholes

in the law for years to block union
organizing drives. Minimum wage in-
creases have been only minimal and do
not effect all workers or take verymany workers' hourly pay above the
poverty level. And the question of
runaway shops has not been dealt with
at all. A direct challenge against them
would require that the AFL recognizewhy wages are so much lower in
places like South Korea, the
Phillipines, Latin America, Mexico and
Puerto Rico. The importation of
cheap' goods from these countries is
not the fault of the workers. It is a
result of the United States' multina-
tional corporations' control of these
economies backed by the power of
American finance capital and the
niilitary. No legislation is going to
change this.

On the brighter side though, there has
been an upsurge of rank and file activi-
ty in almost every major union across
the country. Mines, steel mills, auto
and aircraft plants, on the docks and in
the offices workers are becoming more
militant and are challenging for control
of their unions. The struggle to
democratize the unions, to end racism
and sexism in the union hall and on the
shop floor, the battle to put more
power over decision making in the
hands of shop floor workers through
their elected representatives is going
on at an accelerated pace. Reform ef-
forts fought in the context of the larger
battle to identify the real source of
working class misery, production for
profit, are extremely important. Such
organizing efforts are far different
from the AFL legislative record of the
past few years.

-Bob Forrant
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DAVID BOWIE
Heroes
IRCA)

THE WORK OF HEROES

HEROES explodin' sweet violent
cacaphony. i'm wired, all nerve endings
stimulated to point of bruise yet no black n

'

blue no fatigue, i ask, "what inspired
demon bowie is? what is divine ?" rock
divinity renders body incapable of slow mo-
tion, the whirling dervish ectasy we all
know the intoxication of speed, driving 180
mph at night with the headlights out. the
rush of the hero is speeding along the brink
of life, rock'n' roll's the calculated death
trip.

/ was running at the speed of life

through morning thoughts and fantasies
then i saw your eyes at the cross fades

cross wires meshing into a new unity, nerve
wracking body impulse melting down in
subtle disharmonies, we have all been here
a million times, every time we had to
scream for more, each time we escape,
each time we awaken.

YOU GET UP AND SLEEP
YOU GET UP AND SLEEP

Robert Fripp always the master of invoking
the point where pleasure meets pain, guitar
electric incorporates static into standard
A.C. current . raw sparks crackle & flash,
his lines sear to a point past memory/within
reach of silent melody. Eno's a futurist
mystic, weaves a perrvasive grid, cellular
structure beneath that which we easily
hear, noise pulses whispers hisses through
all the cracks, voices of chiming metallic
angels ring, his treatments land jet-sonic
movements that filter from beyond the 20th
century.

Nothing will corrupt us
Nothing will compete
thank God Heaven left us
standing on our-feet

The Mus/c ofHeroes. Be They Recogn/zed or Neg/ectec/..
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Carlos Alomar rythm guitar and Dennis
Davis percussion give the illusion of
coherance, just as the tightrope walker
concentrates on heartbeat to maintain her
delicate balance . George Murray electric
bass aims straight at the hips, amplifying
the frantic urgency of sexuality.

SIDE A: time slip back to PIN UPSand
David Bowie regains his vocal vital feyness.

David Bowie

:^.C
rock n' roll the ultimate blood transfusion
and I can't stop dancin'. it's all here, all that
we always knew the Duke could do. limbs
flail apocalyptic heart attack, sweet unear-
thly melodies burn right to the core. Sons
of the Silent Age gently sweeping us to
harmonic dimensions. Blackout. Beauty
and the Beast.and Joe the Lion encircl
ing me in whirlpool vortex pulse, hard core
body beat.

APRIL WINE
Live At The El Mocambo

(London)

Here they are! The rave group that opened
for the Rolling Stones at their surprise
recording date last March at the El Mocam-
bo Club in Toronto now has an album out
available to the Amencan consumer!
Recorded live during the Love You Live
sessions, April Wine is a Canadian band
with enough power and personality to
make this critic say: to hell with the Stones;
let's hear what the next generation has to
say.

Escaping categorization, for the time be-
ing, April Wine offers us a sampler of their
talents on Live At The El Mocambo. Syn-
thesizing their own sound out of the in-
fluences of Bachman-Turner Overdrive,
Stevie Wonder, Bob Marley, and Savoy
Brown, Apnl Wine really doesn't do
anything new, they just do it bener than
anyone else around.

Capturing the flavor of the old
Bluesbreakers' and Ten Years After live
club date sessions. El Mocambo does the
masters' one better by having plenty of
singles material on it. While "You Won't
Dance With Me " and "You could Have
Been A Lady" were both Canadian hits,
"Tonight Is A Wonderful Time To Fall Iri

Love" could make it here, rightoff the
album as a live single! "Oowatanite "

will
keep heavy metal fans talking while
"Juvenile Delinquent" and "Drop Your
Guns" will attract a budding New Wave-
Reggae audience.

Live At The El Mocambo is a perfect
American debut album for a group that, by
comparison, make the Stones look like old
farts. I give this one the Nerenbergian "A."

-Kenneth Shain

NEIL YOUNG
Decade
(Reprise)

Someone told me that you pronounce the
title of this album with the accent heavily
on the second syllable. All kidding aside
the title is to the point: ten years of Neil
Young with the Buffalo Springfield
Crosby, Stills and Nash, the Stray Gators'
Crazy Horse, and by himself. Young se-
quenced this three-record anthology, and it

IS indeed a straightforward look at his
career as a star. The set is obviously intend-
ed for the Christmas boom, but in a sly
move to corral older Young fans into buy-
ing the set, there are seven 'previously
unreleased' tunes. 'Down To The Wire'
was recorded in '67 for the Springfield's
unreleased Stampede album; others are
from the canned Homegrown sessions.
Some people will just eat up this sort of
thing.

-Mark Music for the Masses' Levitan

RAY BARRETTO
Eye Of The Beholder

(Atlantic)
It is hard not to get excited when

presented with material like this. I could go
on and on about how Ray is Mister Integri
ty, about ho.^ much his new band sounds
like Weather Report ( )ne Latin, about how
they probably wouldn't let Klaus Doldinger
on this record with a ten foot pole, and
about how advanced Ray really is into the
world of music But, you wouldn't want me
to do that now, would you?
Once again Senor Barretto takes us on a

Latin space voyage, whizzing by planets
and meteors at the speed of salsa. A
Crusaders production. Eye of the
Beholder is a fusion of many different
forms and styles, strutting its influences
across your ears unabashedly proud of its

heritage. This is the music of the eighties as
heard, imagined, and played by one of the
outstanding percussionists of all time. Buy
the record and make yourself happy today.

-Kenneth Shain

get me off the streets

get me on my feet

hot air gets me into a blackout

title cut Heroes kisses traditional rock
ballad, i and you against the world song
rock n' roll traditon emerges from sugar
alienation, tears hot and streaming scaldinq
the cheek of the one who is alone.

We can beat them
For ever and ever
Oh we can be Heroes
Just for one day

SIDE B: offers visions of wireless electonic
conciousness. serene brain asia. time slip
back to LOW. take cold wire-flow machine
add flesh and blood. V-2 Schneieder sings
like that Sense of Doubt, Moss Garden,
and Nuekoln drift from wisp layers of
cumulus through Chinese skies falling in
atomic rain and Bowie saxophone bleating
bleeding angular structures of mood, final
brass-glint clear spot.

secret secret never seen
secret secret ever green

rock inherent the esorteric mysteries the
exotica of decacdance and child play the
erotica of the inner reaches, and ziggyand
speeding autos and piercing desire and 6
point snowflake purity and cocaine Stardust
god circuitry and nerve flare sky rocket
swift and sure climb rise twists into coils
sweeping my poor brain away, my cells ex-
plode a white death.

me i'm robin hood
and i puff on my cigarette
panthers are

steaming
stalking

screaming

Lisa Wait

I KNOW ABOUT THE LIFE
CHARLES MAJEED GREENLEE

"Mr. Majeed has a unique voice on
his instrument, one which falls within
the line of a great tradition of poets

-

Tyree Glenn, J.C. Higginbotham,
Quentin Jackson, and Benny Morton.
Besides the sound. Brother Majeed's
compositions-/W/ss Toni [Miss Barbara]
and El Sino are an integral part of the
literature."

Archie Shepp

Spanning three decades, Charles Majeed
Greeenlee has played with every major
band in the country except that of Count
Basie. Of the early big bands he played with
the Floyd Ray Band, the Lucky Millander
Band, the Benny Carter Orchestra, the
Lionel Hampton Orchestra, Gene Ammons
the Duke Ellington Orchestra, the Yusef
Lateef Sextet, the Maynard Ferguson Band
and the Slide Hampton Octet. In this recent
period he has performed, toured and
recorded with saxophonist Archie Shepp.
In the mid-forties he played with such
greats as Thelonius Monk, Walter Brown
Max Roach, Charlie Parker, J.J. Johnsori
and Dizzy Gillespie who were major in-
fluences on his musical career. This rich
heritage and experience will permeate the
compositions and arrangements to be per-
formed by Greenlee in concert on
November 18th in the New Africa House on
the University of Massachusetts campus.
This 8:00 pm concert is free and open to

Charles "Majeed" Greenlee, right, with Archie Shepp photo by Ed Cohen

COMMODORES
Live

(Motown)

The Commodores have turned what has
to be the most successful R B/Soul tour
of the year into a double album set. Most of
the album was recorded at the Atlanta con-
cert with one cut being a studio cut that will
be debuted on this LP. This cut is "Too Hot
To Trot" and right off the bat it's typical
Commodores' funk with the funky
keyboards and thin background horns

Too Hot To Trot" is the closest thing
that the Commodores have as a throwback
to funk-klassiks like "Slippery When Wet"
and "I Feel Sanctified." These cuts are
given all too short renditions on this double
LP while the more contemporary and con-
sequently less potent "Brick House" covers
eleven minutes plus.

The band may have slipped a little in funk
production, but the slow sides are still a
tour de force. Present in very long and
healthy versions are "Sweet Love " "Just
To Be Close To You," "Zoom" and
tasy, a cut that has so many country '

western overtones that it would be a sure-
shot Grammy for Charlie Pride had he done
It. (He probably wishes he had.)

bverybody's favonte Commodores song
should be here, and again, especially pleas
ing IS the representation from the slow side
of the scale. Enjoy the concert, folks!!

-Mario A. Barros

the public. Material presented at this con-
cert will be recorded soon on a Japanese
label. Artists slated toperform include Bill

Hardman on trumpet, Ernie Wilkins on sax-
ophone, Beaver Harris on drums, Cameron
Brown on bass and Art Matthews on piano.
Music for this concert and the new album
was "influenced by Tad Dameron...One
tune I did for his octet and that was during
my most prolific penod. I was really stret-
ching out then." Another tune was first
played with Philly Jo Jones after he had
just left Miles Davis" Band. It was recorded
but has never been released.

Greenlee's compositions and playing can
be heard on recordings by Dizzy Gillespie,
Gene Ammons and Roland Kirk of the late
forties-early fifties. He recorded with John
Coltrane in 1965 on Africa Brass. Up until
1975 he had never recorded a disc of his
own in the United States. In discussing
probable reasons for this, Greenlee explain-
ed, ""In 1965 I recorded with Charles
Mingus a truly Black Classical piece of

music, "Half Mass Inhibitions." This was
an Afro-American symphony which involv-
ed western harmonicand melodic content
and included such greats as Max Roach
New York Philharmonic musicians. It was a
beautiful piece of music. Mingus told us
that this was something that he had com-
posed twenty years earlier and hadn't had a
chance to record it before this." He added.
""Business mechanisms...and how they ap-
proach marketing has something to do with
the fact that many musicians who should
be recorded have not been recorded." In
other cases recording companies may do
an album, "but they seem not to try to sell
Afro-American instrumental music." By
perusing albums available, it is noticeable
that the percentage of Black instrumental
artists who are promoted are relatively few
to the actual recorded output.

Greenlee's compositions are recognized in
Europe and Japan. "Although my work is
not known in this country, I've recorded ex-
tensively in Europe and though I've never
been to Japan, the Japanese people know
my work. Also my work circulates in South
Amenca and Africa." Stan Kinard and
Kwaku Gyata, students at the University of
Massachusetts, "recognized Majeed as a
known artist. We felt that he should be
recorrlftd in this country." They raised the
money, formed their own company,
Kwaku Anance's Web, and produced the
disc, I Know About r/»eZ.//e. The lyrics to
the title cut were written by Aisha Rahman
and the music by Archie Shepp. Rahman
subtitled her poem, "'The Genius of Charles
Greenlee". This album features Archie
Shepp, Joey Wilson and Jean Cam. The
record is presently being distributed in

Japan and negotiations are pending on
distribution rights in this country.

Greenlee arrived in the Amherst area after
Archie Shepp was appointed Associate
Professor of Music with the W.E.B. Dubois
Department of Afro-American Studies at
the university. He had been working with
Archie Shepp since the early 70's and his
distinct trombone sound can be heard on
Money Blues, Things Gotta Change,
Attica Blues, The Cry For My People.
Trumpet In My Soul, Sea Of Faces and
U-Jaama. Greenlee recalls, "Archie ex-
pressed that he would like to get all the
guys in the band in this general area so we
could get tighter musically and grow as a
group. At the time I was working with the
Collective of Black Artists based in New
York. We did concerts and workshops at
major music schools throughout the east
coast region. We played in a concert at the
university, "Ritual" which was a history of
Black music. For once I had a few dollars
left and I stayed over. Archie asked me if I'd

be interested in going to school here., that
same evening I met the woman I would
marry-so all these things added up to a
very attractive proposition. Plus New York
was kickin' my ass." Charles Majeed
Greenlee enrolled as a University Without
Walls student and graduated in two and a
half years with a B.A. cum laude.

Black Instrumental music, so-callea
"jazz" or Black Classical music is

Greenlee's medium of musical expression.
He composes and orchestrates by "sitting
at the piano for long periods working on
every note of every passage before I put it

on paper. This is not the ideal way to write.
A person should be able to visualize the
sound, hear it and put it on paper. It is a
creative process. It is a craft too." He dif-

ferentiates between his generation of musi-
cians and those of today. "Only a few from
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RANDY NEWMAN
Little Criminals

(Warner Brother^]

To no one's surprise, another satisfactory
effort presented by good ol' boy Randy
Newman. Little Criminals offers the
lyrical beauty which we have habitually
come to expect from one of today's most
creative composers. As in the past,
Newman sometimes fails to match his
lyrical masterpieces with outstandsing
melodies, but each of the twelve cuts are
varied enough to hold interest. The best
songs rendered here are simply the ones for
which the best music has been written to
accentuate the lyrics (the humorous "Short
People," "Baltimore" and "Kathleen

"

subtitled "Catholicism Made Easier"). It's

unfortunate that a vast proportion of our
populace has no idea of who Randy
Newman is, but, then again, many a genius
has been neglected during his lifetime. And
although I personally don't consider him an
out and out musical genius. Randy
Newman is not far from it. If he could con-
sistently make his melodies as captivating
as his lyrics, he would probably be
recognized as the greatest thing since the
wheel. But until he does (and at this stage it

appears doubtful), he will just have to con-
tent himself with pleasing a chosen few. In
spite of, or maybe just because of,
Newman's non-desire to cater to the
masses, I give Little Criminals a "who
says crime doesn't pay?" B.

-Ross Nerenberg
(from page 1) '^^''jf^-

what isn't socially acceptable, and many
other things that most of us take for
granted in everyday life. They also try to fit

the children into regular classes, in addi-
tionto the HEC classes.

"Northampton is the ideal place tor doing
this. It's very receptive to our needs," says
Rosenhaus.
"It's great taking the kids around town

here, too," adds Nina Rosenberg, house
manager of the Northampton Home. "Nor-
thampton has more specialized programs,
so the kids are more used to seeing kids
who are different from themselves. They
don't stare at you like they do in Amherst."
The money to operate these facilities
comes from ^ variety of sources. The
houses themselves are generally rented
from the Hampshire Association for

^. .^\ >w:^ re:*
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ANDY PRATT
Live at the Rusty Nail,

Sunderland
Thursday, November 10

Despite a couple of bright moments, the
visit of Bostonian Andy Pratt and his four-
man band to the Nail last week left a rather
distant feeling in the air. It might have been
due to the sound mix in which Pratt's voice
got lost during the loud songs; more likely it

was the sterile sound of those same loud
songs. There was a definite lack of enerqy
in the hall.

In fairness to Pratt, his performance was
strong and his band together (especially on

i:

this generation look at the study of music
as something to be pursued diligently and
senously. It seems that certain periods gave
rise to very false notions which include the
attitudes of do-your-own thing; that one
need not study music, that all one needs is
talent and ability; or, that one need only to
spend time with an instrument to create an
art form. This is not true. . .When you find a
genius it is usually accompanied by a kind
of dedication. I've met musicians with a
tremendous amount of talent, but they
haven't done anything with it intellectually
or scientifically, which they somehow have
come to believe if they did, it would detract
from what they are trying to create musical-
ly. Music IS a lifelong study. If you listen to
Dizzy's music or Charlie Parker's, you hear
growth. You hear dedication. The music of
Max Roach, Woody Shaw, the late John
Coltrane, and among others, the unherald-
ed giant, Frank Foster, reflect these same
qualities."

Charles Majeed Greenlee traces his com-
mitment as a musician "from the very first
time I heard musicians play those kind of
extended long lines, the altered harmonies
and the excitement that this music
generated." He continues to "stay open to
different kinds of sounds."

He links his aesthetic value system with
conditions that he first witnessed in Detroit
as a child, to the time he was "hangin" on
the corner with Charlie Parker", to those of
the present. "With the terrible things going
on in the world, I felt that art should be in
the vanguard of exposing injustice and of-
fer solutions... I've come to feel that art is

valid in a purist form....A person who plays
the most revolutionary sounding music
might be the most capitalistic, and vice ver-
sa. I thing that the vocalist and the spokc.i
and graphic arts can better express political
thoughts." Greenlee also emphasizes that
music in African societies had function--
recreational and religious, and that modern
Afro-American music is valid for music's
sake and that functionally "it can deal with
stress, it can provide beauty alongside
ugliness and it helps us to survive."

As a trombonist, as a composer, arranger
and recording artist, Charles Majeed
Greenlee is part of a lineage spanning the
geographies of Africa and America and the
decades from the forties through the
seventies. He refers to the "great" whom
he has pisved with and the not so-great.
Disregarding the role of the media in defin-
ing the great, if we are to decide who the
contributors are to formulating the
essences and direction of great Black in-

strumental music, we would have to con-
sider the works and playing of Charles Ma-
jeed Greenlee.

-Zoe Best

W^M
Retarded Citizens (HARC) or the Housing
Authority. The food and rent is paid for by
SSI (Social Security Income, received by
any child who is retarded), about $220 a
month. The staff is paid for by the DMH
(Department of Mental Health,) whom they
contract through as service providers.

In addition to contracting with the Homes,
the DMH provides monitoring for the
facilities, ideas for new developments (such
as a fourth home, to be a cooperative
apartment or youth-home, still in the plann-
ing stages), and helps select the children to
be placed in these Homes. The DMH also
reviews all people and programs quarterly.
The ultimate goal of a Group Home is to

enable the patient to one day be able to
leave. There are various ways that kids can
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leave a home like this. They can be placed
in a Specialized Home Care situation, with
Specialized Foster Parents, who continue
the programs started in the Group Home
"When taking kids into a home for
Specialized Home Care," says Rosenhaus,
"people tend to take the most 'attractive'in
a sense. Some of the children are less at
tractive in their mannerisms, personalities
and what they look like (than others)

''

Nina Rosenberg adds, "We want to
enhance those qualities that the kids have
that make them likable so that people will
spend time with them."

Another way to leave would be to go into
a cooperative apartment or an independent
living situation "I don't think that any of
the kids here (in the Northamptoi. Home)
will ever be able to live on their own, but

i^>:M

vocals), but in this dance hall-bar setting,
Pratt was forced to rely on his harder
numbers which do not adequately repre-
sent his best material or style. Never-
theless, quite a few people were dancing to
funky numbers like 'Mama's Gettin' Love'
and 'I Want To See You Dance'. But 'So
Faint', which is a more ethereal song, was
completely lost on the crowd despite the
fact that Andy's rendition clearly bested the
album cut of this song. Still, Pratt won the
fancy of the crowd by the end of the show
with his rousing "Avenging Annie' and a
stellar version of 'All I Want Is You'. Both
songs highlight Pratt's outrageous falsetto.
Outside of these successes, it just seemed
like the wrong place to see Andy Pratt.

-Mark Harris Levitan

FOR CONCERT LISTINGS SEE PAGE 12

some of the kids in the Easthampton Home
might be able to," says Rosenhaus. They
also could live with relatives, go to another
Group Home, or, if too big a problem, they
could be sent back to the State Institution
at Belchertown (not to be confused with
the Group Home for the intermediatley
retarded in Belchertown), a step that's
never had to be taken. "All of the kids look
much better now than they did when they.,

got here," says Rosenberg. "They were"
much more aggressive from being institu-
tionalized."

A typical day at the Northampton Group
Home begins at 6:30, when the staff begins
to wake the eight children. All eight mus
be up, toiletted, dressed, eating breakfast
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and out by eight. This can be quite a job
since none of the children are fullly toilet-
trained, and all are given baths in the morn-
ing (A sign on the dryer announces, "DO
NOT PUT PLASTIC PANTS IN THE
DRYER.") The staff agrees that the five
females and three males have gone very
far, and some might even be able to pro-
gress into the intermediate Home in
selchertown. Although none can con-
verse, some of the children can say a few
'vords. Most use a toned-down version of
iign language for the deaf. They can do
-asy puzzles and l.dve attention spans of
-•20 minutes. All need help eating. At 8:00
ne kids leave to go to school in the winter
'nd to camp in the summer.

"'^ause they are involved in different pro-
's, the kids come home anytime bet-

•-•-•- ."•"«-

ween two and four. From then until five
they work on individual programs- which
range from learning how to tie a shoelace
to learning how to make a bed. All of these
tasks must be learned by repetition and
may take six months to learn. From five un-
til seven they have dinner, the staff helping.
Staff members clean up messes, cook and
eat at the same time. After dinner the staff
takes a break. Next there are more in-
dividual programs and getting the children
ready for bed, undressed, teeth brushed
takes at least an hour

:»..
.
•«.. •». ••:•:• •«.

xs:
..*•&

This afternoon there are only two children
here, John and Bob (not their real names),
two of the most severely retarded. As we
walk in. Bob is trying on clothes with a little

help from Nina Rosenberg. Bob says very

few words except for food words, his
favorites. "Bob, do you know we're here?"
asks Joel. Bob turns slightly, and I can
almost see a flicker of recognition, but not
quite. "Yogurt?" he asks.

John is sitting on his bed, rocking his feet.
He IS in a bad mood, I learn, because he has
been to the dentist. John has a physical
problem that prevents him from talking,
and the staff has been helping him with his
signing. He doesn't seem to notice us
either.

How aware are the children in these
Homes? In the Easthampton Home they are
as aware as other people. In the Belcher-
town Home they are aware of some of the
outside world. In Northampton they are
much less aware." If you were to throw a

rubber ball to one of the children in the
State Street Home, he or she might react
to It, but chances are that they wouldn 't

"

says Rosenhaus.

The group Home is more helpful than a
state institution, if only because it gives the
kids mor individual attention. Recently
some local grad students set up a Playlab,
where the children can learn while they are
having fun ("They're getting more used to
the fact that retardation isn't contagious,
so we're getting more volunteers than we
used lO," says Rosenhaus.

"These children," says Nina Rosenberg
used to, often, get worse rather than get-

ting better. What we do is try to make their
already difficult lives a little easier."

- Alex Stein

',\

*\
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ZAYRE'S Tues thru Sat
Nov 15th- 19th
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Color Photo Package
Select From Several Beautiful Backgrounds
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440 Russell St. Hadley. Ma.
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FOOD

Philip D. Armour

PMip D Armour, founder of Armour Meat Company and the man who mechanized the nation s meat (along with his friends in the Chicago "beef trust") around the
turn of the century, once said "////re to turn bristles, blood, bones and the insidesand outsides of pigs and bullocks into revenue "

r/MEL y THOUGHTS

That there are never enough hours in a
day is a recurring echo that has acguired
the undertone of a boast. The Beautiful
People are endlessly busy. Always hopping
into limousines and sprinting up airplane
ramps, rushing to parties and premieres
and public appearances and cocktails
and... Just watching their event-packed
days leaves one breathless (witness Rona
Barrett). By a logical fallacy the reverse is

seen as true: busy people are beautiful. So
important! So dynamic! So in demand!
Never mind that there is no correlation bet
ween busyness and productivity. (We all

know the starlet who shops in the morning,
eats lunch in Spain and dinner in Nevv
York, attends a Broadway show and a cast
party before going to sleep in California has
had a very busy day. While the unemployed
scholar reads and writes from dawn to dusk
is not busy at all.) Busyness is glamorous.
What is so pathetic and unsexy as the lover
who has the time to wait by the phone?
Busyness is a corporate ideal. From the
waitress who, when there are no
customers, must, rather than sit down and
gaze off into space, perpetually add a few
grains of salt to shakers that are already
full, to the vice-presiient whose secretary
is trained to keep all his calls indefinitely on
hold to enhance his image. Meanwhile we
whine about how scarce time is. We love to
think our lives are so exciting but so ex-
hausting (sigh!).

They found me
in the classifieds!

I was a purr-ty
good deal! You'll

find all kinds of
pets fronn horses
to guppies at all

kinds of prices.

Classifieds are an
entire pet store
delivered to you at
UMass.
COLLEGIAN

e.e. cummings advised "pity is this busy
monster, manunkind,/not. Progress is a
comfortable disease..." But unfortunately
a progressive one, too. That wonderful in-
stitution of the rat-race is a quietly frantic
process of engineering more bits of spare
time and then manufacturing activity to fill

it, which necessitates finding new sources
of time again.

As a society becomes more industrialized,
both leisure time and life expectancy in-
crease. People tend to join the labor force
at a later age and retire from it at an earlier
one. Transportation is faster. Labor-saving
devices and strategies are pioneered,
patented, and popularized. Everything it

would seem conspires to insure an abun-
dance of time. But proportionately, there is

never enough of it and less and less of it all
the time. Paradoxically, as available time
grows absolutely, it shrinks relatively. Betty
Friedan noted in The Feminine Mystique
that despite the advent of "modern conve-
niences" (a euphemism for vacuum
cleaners, dish washers, self-cleaning
ovens, etc.), the average housewife in the
1950's spent more hours per week on
household chores than did her counterpart
half a century earlier. Thus the feeling that
there is "less time" cannot be reduced
simply to "rising aspirations".
And yet technology encourages rising

aspirations even as it frustrates their fulfill-
ment. Rarely is a new gadget marketed
without due commotion over the time and
money (which are synonomous: "time is
money'

) it will save. Neglecting of course,
the money said gadget will take to produce,'
distribute, and purchase, not to mentiori
the time utilized in these functions as well
as learning how to operate and repair the
machine. And then come the newer
models, more expensive and complex.
Like the weather, everyone complains

about the time but nobody does anything
about it. Clouds can be seeded but time is
rot some sort of vapir in a can that when
punctured will expand. Curiously, taxes are
often regarded as a disagreeable but in-
evitable fact of life by the same people who
suggest that a day should be something
longer than 24 hours.
Wny not then, fix the life expectancy

at some arbitrary but stable rate, say
fifty, and divide the resulting excess of
unused hours evenly among the days
of those years? Thers would be minor
problems but nothing insoluble
Periodically the length of days would
have to be readjusted. When cancer is
conquered, for example, we could all
sleep 20 minutes later every morning.
And instead of being assaulted by silly
public service announcements that
every cigarrette shortens one's life by a
minute, the principles of positive rein-
forcement and immediate gratification
could be put to effective use. A two-
pack-a-day-man could quit and earn a
longer lunch "hour". Since women live
longer than men, a women's day could
actually contain more hours. Rather
than creating any imbalance, such a
move would allow the continued par-
ticipation of women in the wage-labor
force without any changes in the
domestic sphere. Women could do all
the housework during those hours
which were non existent for men
anyway.
Ur perhaps in keeping with
we attach to individuality

the value
and free
our per-

a work

.'.//xv/,'/,v/////,v,v,v.^.'.v/.-.<>.«:^.<.<.

choice, we could manipulate
sonal units of time like

schedule in a liberal office. One might
wish to love to the age of ten and have
200 hours a day to play. Or 50 hours a
day, 28 days a week. Or. ..the
posoibilities are,... well, endless. One
could spend an eternity contemplating
the alternatives. But who has the time?

Patti Rosenberg
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MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
FALL DANCE CONCERT

Student dance concerts are often un-
predictable, nervously energized events. In

them, dance students try their hand at
choreography, experimenting with ideas,
movements, styles and other dancers.
Dancers attempt to rise above their
classroom experiences and deal with the
more demanding challenges of performing-
-dancing dynamicly and evocatively, being
at ease with the audience, performing with
technical polish and brilliance.

These challenges are met with varying
degrees of success-which accounts for the
unpredictable, nervously quivering quality
of most student dance concerts. Such was
the case with Mt. Holyoke's Fall Dance
Concert, presented Nov. 10 and 11 at
Chapin Auditorium.
The program opened with a work entitled

"!!!", choreographed by Jennifer Mencher
to Vivaldi's "Concerto for Lute and Str-
ings". As the title suggests, this dance is an
exuberant one, full of springy leaps and
dashes, rapid-fire movement combinations
criss-crossing the stage diagonally, and
balletic exclamation points -that is, quick,
soaring jumps straight up into the air, a flut-

tering beat of the legs for added excite-
ment, and a brief, energy-gathering landing
period (the . in !) before shooting up into
the air again. Although the movements
were well-chosen to represent the idea of
exuberance, there were times when the
dancers succumbed to overkill, trying so
hard to be energetic and exciting that the
exuberance began to appear somewhat
contrived.

"By the Sea", choreographed by Andrea
Olsen with the ceaseless swish. ..wish...
swash...wash lap of the ocean waves as
music, left me feeling cold and empty.
There were several compelling motifs in the
dance-the black-shrouded, ominous figure
which rocks rapidly from side to side while
slowly making its way to the back of the
stage, the shifting lines of dancers calling
to mind the waves, the tortured, suffering
solo danced by Peter Schmitz, and the
eerie solo by Leigh Whiteman in which she
rushes forward, hocitates, her eyes
transfixed at a point somewhere above the
audience, and her hands nervously rolling,

fondling and fidgeting with an imaginary
object, then rushes back, repeating the
same sequence at a different perspective
from the audience. Despite these motifs,

the dance in its entirety is void and unsatis-
fying. Perghaps a few examples of the
graphics of Edward Munch, which the pro-
gram lists as the image source for the
dance, would have provided those without
knowledge of his work with an insight into
what the dance was all about.
Two jazz pieces, "Anarres" and "Summer

in the City", choreographed by Geri Lynn
Peak and Wandamaria Black respectively,
were both expletive of the sensual, caress-
ing quality of jazz dance. One of the
dancers, Jenny Coogan I believe, is par-
ticularly adept at capturing the subtleties of
jazz music and phrases her movement in a
way that illuminates these subtleties for the
audience. She is also the most at ease
before an audience, overcoming the stage
fnght which inhibited several of the other
dancers.

A menacing, love-hate relationship is
the theme in The Sisters', a modern
ballet choreographed by Joe Orlando
to the 'Sonata for Unaccompanied
Cello, Opus 8', by Zoltan Kodaly. The
dance opens with one sister vainly ad-
miring herself in the hand mirror she
holds up while brushing her long hair
with the other hand. The other sister
sits at the other side to the stage, at
first staring into space, then turning to
glare evilly at her sister. The dance that
ensues between them is brimming
with the passoins of love and hate,
tenderness and aggression, vanity and
jealousy. In addition to the sisters'
facial expressions that alternate bet-
ween bitter, piercing glances and
(when the other isn't looking) tender, I-

need-you expressions, there are the toe
shoes that become darts, the fingers,
spikes, the flailing arms, sticky nets to
enmesh the adored enemy. This
frightening, intense dance ends with
the first sister again admiring herself in
the mirror, only this time the other
sister is slowly brushing her hair while
the lights begin to dim until only a blue-
white circle of light illuminates them.
Then, pulling her sister's head back,
the second sister slowly brings the
brush-turned dagger to the other
sister's neck, the lights blacking out at
that critical monment of truth.
Although the nervous jitters

prevented some of the dances from
realizing their full potential,
Holyoke's Fafl Dance Concert
several strong points that made
concert worth seeing.

-Sharon True

Mt.
had
it a

FOR DANCE LISTINGS SEE PAGE 12

THEA TER

CITY STUDIO THEATRE

As the second offering of their 1977-1978
season, City Studio Theatre will present
Preston Jones' THE LAST MEETING OF
THE KNIGHTS OF THE WHITE
MAGNOUA.Openmg November 11 the
play will be performed Thursday, Friday
and Saturday evenings at 8:00 until
December 3.

THE LAST MEETING OF THE KNIGHTS
OF THE WHITEMAGNOLIA is one of three
plays in Preston Jones' TEXAS
TRILOGY. Jhe other plays are LU ANNHAMPTON LAVERTY
OBERLANDERandTHE OLDEST LIVING
GRADUATE.The three plays are very new,
only having appeared last season. The staff
at CST selectedTHE LAST MEETINGfrom
the other two because of its uniqueness.
Directing the play is Philip Zweig, who

recently stage managed CABARET
BRECHTfor CST. He is a graduate of Smith
College, and holds a Masters'degree in
playwriting. His p\ay. HARI-KARI,yNas pro-
duced at the WPA Theatre in New York Ci-
ty in 1973. Mr. Zweig comments about the
play:

"It's set in all-white male meeting house in
Texas in 1962. In the '20's the club was the
biggest around, and didn't need white
sheets with cloaks to beat up Black men,
like the Klu Klux Klan. The play revolves
around the events in a single evening."
Mr. Zweig went on to comment about his

concept for the play: "It's really very sim-
ple. I want people to leave the Theatre lik-
ing the characters, and feeling surprised
that they do."
The cast of 7"^f LAST MEETING OF Th
KNIGHTS OF THE WHi
MAGNOLIAincludes (alphabeticallyl
JOHN ANDERSON, CHRIS HORTON
JOHN HUNT, RALPH INTORCIO, STEVE
JIMENEZ, JIM METZLER and JAMIE
NEWCOMB. The set is designed by Lynn
Osborne, the lighting is by Ren Hinks, and
the stage manager is Kathryn Quaintance.
Reservations may be made from

9:00-5:00, Monday through Friday by call-
ing the Theatre at 584 3978.

FOR THEATER LISTINGS SEE PAGE 12

TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA'

Tickets are now on sale for UMass Music
Theatre Guild's production of Two
Gentlemen of Verona'. The musical will be
presented in Bowker auditorium,
Stockbridge Hall, November 17 through 20
at 8:00 p.m.
Prices are $2.00 for students and $2.50 for

all others. Tickets may be purchased daily
at the Bowker Box Office from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Group rates are also available. Reser-
vations may be made by calling 545-0783.
'Two Gentlemen of Verona' is a musical

based on the comedy by William
Shakespeare. The show combines Latin
rock music with Shakespearean verse to
present a satirical look at life, love, hate,
and betrayal.

The UMass Music Theatre Guild is a stu-
dent organization with membership open to
anyone in the Five College area. The Guild
has presented annual musicals since 1936.
Recent productions include, 'Godspell',
'Kiss Me, Kate', and 'Cabarat'.

DON GLEASON S KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

Down and Polaguard jackets by the North
t-ace Sierra Designs and Camp Trails. Down
and Polaguard vest by Don Gleason and Camp
Trails Wool and chamios shirts byWoolnch two layered underwear, tops and
n "."Zl'^'r.''"''

°"'^ P'^^« unionsuits by
Duofold Down filled mittens, and gloves by
baranac Snow shoes by Tubbs of Vern-.ont
Sorei hoots and Vasque hiking boots Don
bleasons best means quality products for
von: outdoor needs

also

Other gift giving favorites
'Original Swiss army knives '

Heavy duty canvas "tote bags""''''' and "Gerber" knives

plus

Buck

£f99vj^^^6aaorv'ja.
CAMPEMS SOPPLT INC

PtARl STREH NORTHAMPTON MASS

Our complete selection of family
camping and backpacking equipment

HOURS9io5 aOWEEKDArs
9 to6 SATURDAY

PEARl STREET IS ONE BLOCKSOUTH OF MAINSTRFETI^ THE
CENTER

otOoodPrtces

7 INTRODUCING A
SPECIAL NEI4^ COLLECTION

OF HANDBAGS yiND M^llETS

The distinctive look and feel of top-

quality leathers, in superbly
designed and finished handbags,
clutches, and cosmetics pouches.
(Men's wallets, too!) Styles from
casual to elegant— all priced to be
exceptional values.

The Look...
Tlie Price...

At Faces Now!

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

9:30-6, l^on.Sat. I

'1
llyTT

HOW DANGEROUS ARE
NUCLEAR REACTORS?

Many people have opinions on this subject but
few really have the facts to support their

'

posi-
tions. Next term. Physics 117, Nuclear Energy, will
explore nuclear energy in the overall context of
our energy problems. No prerequisites, 3 credits
IV»WF, 10:10. For further information, consult the
course description guide or contact Professor
Gerald Peterson, Graduate Research Center 322
545-2008. '
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The Other Side
ofMidrJsht

•MM t TUCS «U sun 11.00

Showcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
Wast Springfield

733-5131
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LOOKING FOR MR GOODBAR
Directed by: Richard Brooks

Cast: Diane Keaton, Richard Kiley
Tuesday Weld, and Richard Gere

Looking for Mr. Goodbar can at least be
considered one thing: an unusal film for
current Amencan Cinema. It's a cutting
edge for a style of screen writing which un-

Through Tuesday!

Hepburn is Back in

SPITFIRE (1934)

and
ALICE ADAMS (1937)

In one an dark Mountain
failh Healer, in the other a

imall-town woman going plocei.

Spitfire at 7:1S, Adamt at 9 p.m.

Midnight Show* Friday and Saturday:

K
LITTTLE SHOP OF HORRORS

(and shorts)
Roger Corman s Comedy of the
macabre with Jock Nichelton.

i? Plcjsjnl St. Northampton '>86-U41S

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
PRESENTS

NORTHEAST
SILVER

CONNECTION
and Fantasy Photos

displayins fabulous jewelry
at fabulous prices

for ail University women.

Tonight, Nov. 17, at 7

LAMBDA DELTA PHI
389 N. Pleasant St.

call 545 0919
for rides or info.

2Jiflass iflusit Ibcatrf f»uild

prisiBts

Two Gentlemen Of Verona
'

.1 Intin Rock miisknl based on Shakespeare's comedy

adapted by

John Guare
'yrirs by I us/c by

Me/ Shapiro
^""^^ ^'''"'^ ^"'^ MacDermof

Nov. 7 7, 18, 79, 20 8:00pm
Backer Auditorium, Sfockbridge Hall
S2.00 students $7.50 others
Bowker Box Office - 545-0783

A^r. Goodbor
doubtedly will continue to infiltrate com
mercial Hollywood productions for some
years to come. This trend can be seen in
films such as Nashville and Welcome to
L.A., for these are films which "-ely heavily
on characterization, and are for the most
part devoid of structured plots. As we've
seen through Altman's Nashville this can
be a valuable experience for the audience
with much to be learned from its many
diverse characters and their careful integra-
tion. Goodbar narrows the concentration
to one central character with many super-
ficially depicted characters surrounding
her. This, unfortunately, ends up being a
film which can only be described as
stereotyped, fragmented and somewhat
difficult for the audience to construct a
meaningful perspective about.

The film is about a young, female college
student whose name is Teresa Dunn (Diane
Keaton). She's the product of a strict
Catholic upbringing and vividly fantasizes
about and craves never-attained sexual ex-
periences. While in school, she has her first

physical relationship with an English pro-
fessor. She seems to love him, but Terry is

objectified as only a mistress by the pro-
fessor. She graduates and the relationship
ends. Terry becomes a teacher of deaf
children and is sincerely interested in her
students. With this job comes economic
freedom and she moves away from the
restrictive environment of her parent's
home. Upon moving into her new environ-
ment she becomes involved in the com-
odicized single's nightlife scene. Through a
series of one-night stands, we are shown
that her personal life has become merely a
quest for physical gratification. Even when
a man becomes sincerely interested in her
as a friend, she rejects him in order to con-
tinue her bar-hopping life style. She even-
tually finds herself dominated and in-

timidated by her macho, stud-like lovers.
Terry is beaten and abused by one, and is

ultimately murdered by another one of her
pick-ups while he rapes her.

I have some complaints about this movie.
First, stereotype images were relied on too
heavily when showing some of the secon-
dary characters. Gays were battered and
sick, cocaine dealers were black and slick,
social workers were frustrated idealists,
etc. Brooks seemed to take the most com-
mon images from middle America and
plugged them into his film.Goodbaralso

seemed to be one of tha most non-
integrated films I've ever seen. Characters
and scenes would be shown without hav-
ing any important reason except maybe to
facilitate Keaton's role. As I have said
before, this ruined the film's unity and con-
fused the viewer in his/her response to the
film. This, plus Tuesday Weld's very
mediocre acting performance as Terry's
sister, causes some major difficulties for
the film.

There are some positive attributes in
Goodbar. Brooks makes an attempt to
show how our comodicized sex culture is

objectifying people's relationshps with
each other. He presents a world in which
pornography and singles' bars beckon peo-
ple to be more concerned with pleasure
rather than creating it for others. He shows
us a character whose first concepts about
physical relationships are formed by what
was most readily available to her. This in-
formation wasn't to be found in her
puritanical home, but ratner by what one
saw on the street and in print. Brooks
shows this media saturation by showing
repeated images of the sex strips where
Terry spent much of her time.

The film also shows how male domination
over women still characterizes our society
today. In almost every relationship which
Terry enters with a male, she ends up in a
clearly subserviant position. From her first

encounter with the professor, to her last
with her murderer, she ends up what the
man wants her to be, whether it's by coer-
cion or brute force. Unfortunately, I could
imagine this statement being twisted and
shaped into something which was not in-

tended by some patriarchal viewer who will
apply the gross double standard which
prevails in many people's conceptions of
sex roles today.

Goodbar, despite its problems, is not a
film that should readily be cast aside
Keaton and Kiley offer brilliant per-
formances, and this is something which
should not be overlooked. The film is a step
towards cinema which requires us to
scrutinize oyjp. lifestyle, rather than being
doped by the screen's image. It should
cause Amencans to reconsider our com-
odicized, objectifying sex culture and roles
The prospective viewer should take note of
Its mistakes, however, particularly the
film's reliance on stereotypes for some of
its characterization.

Skip Tenczar

VISUAL NOTES

a scene from Hearts and Minds

Hearts and Minds

Hearts and Minds, a documentary film
about the U.S. involvement in Viet Nam,
will be shown at 7:30 p.m. today in Frankliri
Patterson Hall at Hampshire College. This
film is an enlightening look at the American
military mentality in relation to its warped
perce ion of the people of Viet Nam and is

well worth seeing.

Vintage Bergman

Ingmar Bergman's Wild Strawberries
will be shown at 8 p.m. on November 21 in
Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire Col-
lege. Wild Strawberries is about an old
professor reconsidering his life as his death
draws near. It's one of the most widely ac-
claimed movies of this world-renowned
director.

FOR FILM LISTINGS SEE PAGE 12
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It hai rtii<i li'inK itandardt and latitttd living

COttt

It hat ff«t(*ffd hnancial c<infidence and enthuii*

•am,chan|£r J.'.X/ lriima'i>Afean'tpri%ilegetoar»ai««e

utility xn.^./^,,/ ,he „„ of tlmcaving device, and
released «omen from the thrall ^U,.,rmc JruJ^rry.

It ha« provided every countv in the country with
'«. concrcee road and knitted :'w highway, of the
nation ,n.„ a «-/,/», J trjrhc s) -t. m

Thank, to Rep„hl,can adminlMration, farmer,
dairyman and merchant can make deliveries m Uii
• .me and a. /, ,. exprns,, c^n ho„„vv M.vr/, money to
re-fund exorbitant moit^aKCv. mj „na their pa,-
lu'e>, ranges and shelves.

Democratic manaKemcnt /-/^-^.v/M.Vand Jcmoral-
rui the ra,h.aJ,, uj p,,^,^,, ^|,„„-,„j „^^ ^^^,^^^^^
-n,.. rrr,,:,,,*,/., s.pianj.. re d |.,!|.,.ns on ,„[,ru.„.al
programs

Democratic mal-admmlstraiion Issued furlhtr bil-
lion, on mere ••scraps of paper." then encouraged for-
eign debtors ,n belie, e th.t th.ir Inans vv„„ld never
be C.IIfd, and bopieathcd t.. .Ik Republican Party
the job of •"i/'/v/'i; uf ihi /..•, ;i

Republican adnnnisiratiMn li is ,,ti.,r,J to the rail-

road, solvents, etbcicncv and pir sccuritici.

It ha, br..u|{h, the ruMx r Iridi s thrnuich panic
and chaos, brought dovsn the price ot' crude rubber
by tmashinK fi,.„^f,.l,Ui, ,,h^\, put ilu unncrS hooki
in che */j.i and secured from ihi Kuropean po»ert
formal acknuv,led)>ment ol their obli^^aiions.

The Republican Part) rests », case on i record
of »le»ardship and performance

Iti Presidential and Congressional candidatci

itand for election on a platform ol sound practice,

('ederal »i({ilanie, hijjh laritT, Constitutional integrity,

the cenwrvation of natural resources, /ro'/ii/and (oit-

ilrnilnt measures for agricultural relief, jinccre en-

forcement of the lavss, and the right o( all cituent,

regardlett ofjjiih or origin, to share the beneritt of

opportunity and justice.

Wages, dividends, progress and prosperity say,

"Vote for Hoover

'

A tew years later...

/?//VG BEFORE E/\/TER//VG

ILL AT EASE

Unexpectedly, an existential chasm
thrust Itself upon me. Taken by complete
surprise, my first thought was panic
tollowed closely by confusion. Thrusting
Chasms, I thought. It sounded like a new
Vegas act or Hugh Hefner's summer cot-
tage on the Hamptons. But there I was
paralyzed in the middle of a large city
populated by hundreds of thousands of
faceless people, thinking: I think that I

think, but if I want to stop thinking I can't
because that is a thought. On the other
hand, if I could sell my thoughts perhaps I

might clear my head, settle down, open a
bicycle shop near Lake Geo'-ge.

I wandered in the nameless city, a nonen-
tity, a man with no past, no futrue. a shirt

.stained with catsup. I went to every
bookstore I passed, hoping to find so-
meone I knew, someone who might help
me. The clerks thought I was trying to pick
up girls and threw me out. The sky looked
foreboding whereas before I had been
thrown out of the bookstores, it merely
looked threatening. A bad omen, I realized.

I sat down on a damp park bench and
waited.. I didn't know for what or for

LETS^Go"^
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in
basement of Boyden
BIdgopen Monday
Saturday 4 10:30

50 cents a
string

whom. People walkd by me without a
glance. The night inundated me with fear
and an innoculation to prevent whooping
cough. What does it all mean, I asked
myself. My mind spun wildly. I placed ten
dolars on black 27, but red 32 came up in-
stead.

I stood. I sat. I stood again. A crowd
gathered thinking I was doing a pantomime
of a man on a seesaw. I collected some
loose change, but nothing real, no ex-
change of love, trust, of a'small'home in
the country.

I ran to a subway entrance, hoping so-
meone would run up the cement stairs
recognize me, and run over to plant a
tremendous kiss on my aching lips. But the
hour was late and the subway was closed I

walked over to the all night newsstand and
leafed through the magazines. The first ar
tide my eyes hit was: Plague: You Are
There. I fled.

The tree tops swelled up in the fog look-
ing at the world like asparagus. The chasm
gave a sudden thrust. I hoped something
would happen, anything, even tragic and
ternbly misguided. I thought my existence
depended on it. When my wallet was takeh .

at gunpoint I knew I was wrong.

-Scott Haas

5J, ' II MS IMCOHfOHATECi

MAKATIKON MA
Friday, Nov. 18

7, 9:15, 11:30

CCA^Sl.OO

The University of Massachusetts

Music Department and

Fine Arts Center

present a

FREE

Concert with

Billy Taylor Trio

and

University Jazz Workshop

'"EXTRAORDINARY" ^^
"

AMHERST Cinema
eves 7:00 and 9:15
Mat. Sat/Sun 5:30

X

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
IN Northauipton

eves. 7:1 5 and 9:00
no dollar nights this film

AMTi; g»wBZBB

iJ
Selections include the world

premiere of 'Concerto for Piano' by

Fred Tlllls
.
and selections by

Parker. Peterson and Billy Toylor.

Monday-November 21-8 pm

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

The concert is part of the

Special Program in the Arts.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
rAdu«, IZ.50-Stud,nu ^.h AMC Card « 00-Ch.ld,en *1 25-Tw.:Lrtrsi;;;^M.U H^iSi^SliTS^

Sptcial Engagements Excluded '

584-9153 FOUNTAIN rARMS MAIL
,

JIJJ ROUTE 9-HAOLtY MASS

POmER COUY JONll
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

IP^

A PIECE OF
ACTION

fcxTgornpago •r. a gabxy _f» /» away

,f^\

Thur. at 5:45.8:30
Twihte show tickets 5:15 1.50
Fri. at 4:45. 7:30. 9:55
Twi life show tickets 4:15 I. so

PO
Thurs. at 6:00. 8:30
Twi lite show tickets 5:30'l.50
Fri. at 5:00. 7:30. 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4:30 1.50

Jfiurs. at 6:00. 8:30
Twi life show tickets 5:30 I 50Fn. a(5:00. 7:30. 9:55
Tu'i n:,: show tickets 4:30 l.so

V

MUHKKnVfti

YOU NAVE SEEN
GREATAOVEMTURES.
YOU »R£ ABOUT
TOUVEOME.

pi;
Thurs. at 6:30. 8:30
Twi lite show tickets 6:00
Fri. al 5:30. 8:00. 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00 I.5C

.50

!J'iii»^^i|.H:fciJ-]r.fflii.]:tfr^hrii7XT^^^

4-

Choose one of these midnite shows
Friday & Saturday S2.00

THE BEATLES P<"P
«kw8u(Nndf%i^

U"««WWtiti MCiwcoioa fil^
COUM

United Artists!
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FILM LISTINGS

At the
Thursday.
HEARTS AND
Patterson
OBSESSION,
U M a s s

Friday,
MARATHON
CCA.,
Saturday,
DISTANT
Sage

colleges
November 17

MINDS, 8 p.m., Franklin

Hall, Hampshire
7, 9, 11 p.m., C.C.A.,

HAND IN

Smith.
FUN WITH
p m
Sunday,
MURDER BY
U Mass.
MACBETH, 2
Monday

November 18
MAN, 7, 9:15, 11:30

U . M ass
November

THUNDER, 7:30, 9
Hall, Smith

p.m.

19
30 p.

HAND, 2 p.m
, Wright Hall,

DICK AND JANE, 7, 9, 11

Mahar. U Mass.
November 20
DEATH, 7, 9 p.m., C.C.A.,

4 p m., Wright Hall. Smith.
November 21

WILD STRAWBERRIES, 8 p m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire
THE PUMPKIN EATER, 7:45 p.m., FREE
Herter 231 U.Mass.
Tuesday, November 22
2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY, 7, 9:30 p.m.,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire.

Commercial
Amherst Cinema
WRATH OF GOD
Pleasant St.

p m ALICE
Calvin THE
MIDNIGHT
Academy of
WRATH

Theatres
AGUIRE, THE

7:15, 9:00 p.m.
Theatre SPITFIRE 7:15
ADAMS -9 p.m

OTHER SIDE OF
8 p m .

Music AGUIRE, THE
OF GOD

Mountain Farms 4 STAR WARS
VALENTINO A PIECE OF THE ACTION-
DAMNATION ALLEY- midnight shows on
Fri and Sat. of LET IT BE- YELLOW SUB
MARINE.

OF MUSICAL NOTE

De Jaz Match will be presented in Nor-
thampton this weekend.
De Jaz Match features the talents of
Michael Keith on trombone, David Wert-
man on bass, Michael Koeak on sax-
ophone, Clem Lee Parker on drums, and a
number of dancers in a presentation of-
creative exploration through the media of
music and dance. These artists will appear
at the Main Street Center in Northampton
this Fridayevening at 8 pm and this Satur-
day at 2 pm A donationis requested at the
door.

Trombonist Charles "Majeed"
Greenlee will appear in concert this Fri-
day on the UMass campus at 8 pm
The concert is free of charge and will
take place in the Lumumba Hut of theNew A frica House.

FIVE COLLEGE LISTINGS

Nov 17 Asapaiagus Valley Contemporary
Music Ensemble Buckley Amherst Col-
lege 8:15

Nov. 18 Smith College Orchestra /Greene
Hall Smith 8:15

Nov. 20 Da Camera Singers Grace Church
14 Boltwood Ave. Amherst 4:00

Faculty Recital of Chamber Music with
Ernest Wallfisch violin and viola and Lory
Wallfisch piano. Sage Hall Smith.

Nov. 21 University Jazz Workshop with
Billy Taylor Trio featuring Billy Taylor
piano, Victor Gaskin Bass, Freddie

Waites percussion. Concert hall. Fine
Arts Center 8:00

AREA CLUB LISTINGS

Anthonys Pub, So Hadley Hush.
Cecilia's, Holyoke, Fat Chance.
Center of Town, Chicopee, George
Gregory

K.K.s, Florence, Harmony Arbour
Red Pantry, Belchertown, Mose Allison.
Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Bricker Band
Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Forest.
St Regis, Northampton, The Andy May
h Texas Tabby Crab Band.

Nov 18 Anthony's Pub, So. Hadley
Hush.

Casa Conti, So. Hadley, Young Adults.
Cecilia's, Holyoke, Soul Drivers.
Center of Town, Chicopee, George

Gregory, Zonkeraz.
Hatch, UMass. Bricker Band, Mitch
Chakour & the Mission Band.

K K.'s, Florence, Harmony Arbour.
Monarch Inn, So Hadley, The Andy May
& Texas Tabby Crab Band.

Rahar's, Northampton, Arthur Cable
Blues Band.

Red Pantry, Belchertown, Little Jimmy &
the Bad Boys.

Rusty Nail, Sunderland, James
Mon tgomery. Road Apples.
Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Forest.
St. Regis, Northampton, Fat.
Top of the Campus, UMass. Caitf
Crawford Trio.

Nov. 19/ Anthony's Pub, So. Hadley,
Hush.

Casa Conti So. Hadley, Young Adults.
Cecilia's, Holyoke, Soul Drivers.
Center of Town, Chicopee, George

Gregory, Zonkeraz.
Hatch, UMass. Bricker Band, Mitch
Chakour h the Mission Band.

K.K's, FLorence, Harmony Arbour.
Monarch Inn, So. Hadley, Mountain

Life.

Rahar'^ Northampton, Arthur Cable
Blues Band.

Red Pantry, Belchertown, Little Jimmy &
the Bad Boys.

Rusty Nail, Sunderland, James
Mon tgomery Band, Road Apples.
Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Forest.
St. Regis, Northampton, Fat.
Top of the Campus, UMass. Carol

Crawford Trio.

• #
I
I

SODse
201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fi FairfieW Mal/chicopee

Internationally renowned jazz pianist Billy

and his Trio, along with the University Jazz
Workship will present a free concert on
Monday November 21 at 8pm in the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall.

CONCERT LISTINGS
Out Of Town Scene

Tavares; November 17, Memorial Hall in

Plymouth.
Kool & The Gang; November 17, 18, 19,

20 Paul's Mall in Boston.
Maynard Ferguson; November 18,

Glastonbury High School.
Aztec Two Step/Silverado; November

18, University of Hartford.
Talking Heads/ Ramones/Eddie & The

Hot Rods; November 18, The Or
pheum in Boston.

Jethro Tull; November 18, 19, Springfield
- Civic Center
Lou Rawls/MFSB; November 18, 19, 20,

Berklee Performance Center in Boston.
Harry Chapin with the Hartford Sym-

phony Ochestra; November 19, Hart-
ford Civic Center.

Cheap Trick/Crawler; November 21,
Paradise Theatre in Boston.

Eric Carmsn/Artful Doger; November
25, Paradise Theatre in Boston.

Jethro Tull; November 28, Hartford Civic
Center.

Emerson, Lake & Palmer; November 30,
New Haven Coliseum.

Hall £f Oates; December ] , The Music Hall
jn Boston.

Bob Seger/Nick Jameson; December 4,
Waterbury Palace Theater.

Judy Collins; December 4, Symphony
Hall in Boston.

Aerosmith/Styx; December 7, 8, New
Haven Coliseum.

Kansas; December 11, Springfield Civic
Center.

The concert is part of the Special Program
In The Arts Sponsored by the Fine Arts
Center and The University of
Massachusetts.

The concert will feature the world
premiere of "Concerto For Piano" written
by Professor Fred Tillis, and two other
original arrangements written by Jazz
Workshop members and University
students, Mark Puricelli and Stephen Fer-
rendino.

He has written over 300 songs and 12
books on the art of jazz piano. He has made
over 30 recordings. Since his first profes-
sional jobs, he has played with Charlie
Parker, Billie Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie, Col-
eman Hawkins, Roy Eldridge and other
greats

DANCE

Nov. 15,16,17 (Tu. Wed. Thu.) UMass:
Joffrey Ballet, Fine Arts Center 8pm
Student Prices: $3.50, $3.00, $2.50;
General Public: $7,$6,$50ther Students
and Senior Citizens: $6, $5, $4.

Nov. 18, 19, (Fri. Sat.) Smith: Studio
Dance Concert, Scott Dance Studio
8pm $1.50

ART HAPPENINGS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Herter Art Gallery - Nancy Pyle McGee
and Larson thru Thurs., Nov. 17.

Student Union Gallery - A painting
exhibi tion by the Guild of Boston
Artists thru Fri., December 2
AMHERST COLLEGE The works of artist
and sculptress Carol Anthony at the
Meade Art Gallery thru Nov 22 Mon -

Fn. 10:00-5:00; Sat. and Sun. 1-5'

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE "Models of
Inventions" - by Leonardo da Vinci thru
Saturday, Nov. 19.

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE "Offset
Prints" - editions from Artists Research
- Technology at Mt. Holyoke Art
Museum thru December 20

SMITH COLLEGE "Goya: Los
Caprichos and los Proverbios"- thru
January 7.; Gallery talk on American
Landscapes by Donald D. Keyes Thurs.,
Nov. 17 at 1p.m.; Museum lecture ori
Goya by Eleanor A. Sayre Nov. 17 at
5p.m. in Wright Hall.

NORTH HATFIELD "Images- The
Appearance of Reality is All That is
Necessary"-an exhibition of recent
works by Paul Berube thru December at
the Baracca Gallery.

DEERFIELD "Recent Acquisitions of
Deerfield Area Furniture"- a special
exhibit featuring a sampling of rural
Massachusetts cabinet- making of the
late 18th century on display at the
Historic Deerfield Museum thru February
28.

f C.A.O.S.
Counseling Assistance for Older Students is looking
for a graduate or undergraduate non-traditional
student to fill the position of Counseling Coordinator,
and the Pre-service training C.A.O.S. in-service training
are required, job responsibilities include such duties
as supervision of counseling, client-load statistics and
counseling. Experience in counseling and
administration desirable. The position is a worlc/study
position and begins January 1. 1978. We are accepting
applications in C.A.O.S., Hasbrouck 207. 545-0057 until
Friday, December 2. 1977. We are an equal
opportunity, affirmative action employer. Women
and Third World Students are encouraged to apply.

HUBnil 'wmm m ''<-i"»w 'ttmnmr

C.A.O.S.
Counseling Astiitance for Older Students (C.A.O.S.) is

looking for graduate and undergraduate non-traditional students,

to fill counselor jobs. All positions are work/study. C.A.O.S.

inservice training is a prerequisite for employment. Deadline

for applications is Dec. 2. 1977. Persons hired will begin

second semester. Please find applications at C.A.O.S. office.

207 Hasbrouck, 5450057. We are an equal opportunity,

affirmative action employer. Women and Third World students

are encouraged to apply.



Sadat to address Israeli parliament

Egyptian Foreign Minister Ismail Fahmi

CAIRO, Egypt lUPI] - President Anwar
Sadat, denounced by his allies and deserted
by members of his own cabinet, Friday

accepted an invitation to go to Jerusalem
this weekend to address the Israeli

parliament.

"I am going," Sadat said upon his return

from Damascus and futile talks to win ap-

proval of the trip from Syrian President Hafez

Assad. "I always mean what I say."

In Jerusalem, Israeli Prime Minister

Menahem Begin told a group of visiting U.S.

congressmen that Sadat would arrive

Saturday night, spend two nights in the King

David Hotel, pray at Al Aqsa mosque Sunday
morning and address the Knesset Sunday
afternoon in either English or Arabic.

Massive security precautions were ordered.

Within an hour of Sadat's return from
Damascus, Ismail Fahmi, Sadat's pro-
American foreign minister, resigned
"because I feel that I can no longer carry out
my duties and share the responsibilities

under these circumstances."

Sadat first named Mohammed Mahmoud

Riad, minister of state for foreign affairs, to

succeed Fahmi, but Riad resigned as well in

apparent protest over Sadat's visit.

Sadat then named a former professor and

current executive on the Al Ahram
newspaper, Butros Ghali, a Coptic Christian,

to fill both posts.

Within hours of Sadat's acceptance, a

bomb exploded at the Egyptian Embassy in

Damascus. The Syrian government
denounced the attack as a "cowardly act."

There was no immediate report of damage or

injuries.

Assad said after his meeting with Sadat he
was "deeply hurt" over the Egyptian

President's decision.

"During Sadat's visit to Damascus, tne

Syrian government tried to convince the

Egyptian leader to change his mind, pointing

out the dangers of his intended visit and its

negative effects on the Arab cause," the

Syrian statement said.

The Fatah, Palestinian guerrilla group,

joined the denunciation. Thus far, only The

issuing its first reaction to Sadat's visit,

Sudan, Egypt's African neighbor to the

South, has voiced support for Sadat's trip to

Israel.

In Jerusalem, Begin said Sadat's visit

would not interfere with efforts to reconvene

the Geneva Middle East peace talks. Begin

also touched on the opposition to Sadat's

visit by Eavpt's Arab allies.

"There Tiave been some suspicions in the

Arab world that we are trying to drive a

wedge but this is not true, " Begin said. "We
shall be very glad to meet all the represen-

tatives of the neighboring Arab countries.

"I hope in the wake ot this visit there will

be other meetings," the Israeli Premier said.

"I may go to Damascus. We don't want to

divide the Arab camp."

Sadat and Begin planned to hold two

rounds of talks - one after Sadat's prayers

at Al Aqsa, the mosque where King Abdullah

of Jordan was assassinated in 1951 in protest

against his earlier meeting with Golds Meir,

and again at a state dinner following Sadat's

address to the Knesset. Pres. Anwar Sadat
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o Weatherma Partly sunny and cooler today, high

temperatures in the low 50s. Fair and cool
tonight and tomorrow. Low temperatures
tonight in the low 30s. Highs tomorrow
around 50.
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Collins criticizes

state reorg plan
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

last night criticized a plan now before the

legislature that would group the state's 30

public Universities and colleges into five

regional systems.
The plan formulated by Secretary of

Educational Affairs Paul L. Parks and

Governor Michael S. Dukakis includes the

regrouping of the 30 systems into five

regional systems, each having its own board

of trustees as well as its own specialized area

of study. For example, the western

Massachusetts area may be one such region,

with UMass-Amherst as the main campus
specializing in liberal arts.

The present system consists of five boards

of trustees, one each for UMass. the

University of Lowell, Southeastern
Massachusetts University, one board

representing the ten state colleqes, and one

representing the 15 community colleges.

Collins spoke last night at the Campus
Center before a small group. His speech was

sponsored by the Student Center for

Educational Research (SCER).

Collins' the "local boards would probably

become defunct" as a result of too many

inner conflicts, whereby the central board

..ould gain power. He said he felt that "the

problems of a regional plan would be myriad,

in that it wouldn't provide for better

management".
According to Collins, the Board of Higher

Education is currently composed of several

gubernatorial appointees as well as a

representative from each of the five boards

of trustees. Frequently there are serious

conflicts among the segments, and each has

its own legislators with whom the board

members try to parley for funds for the

respective institutions. "This lack of unity

tends to keep the board a lot more

powerless," Collins said.

Collins also disagreed with the specializing

of regions. He said, "A certain degree of

duplication (of programs at schools) isn't a

bad thing," because resources must be

available to people in all areas. Collins said

specialization would destroy the University,

and added "The Parks Plan doesn't deserve

to pass".

There is at present a definite need to

reorganize the Board of Higher Education,

Collins said. "Everyone thinks that

reorganization ought to take place, but

everyone thinks that everyone needs to be

reorganized except them," he said.

A select legislative commission is being

established to study alternatives to

reorganization; the commission will be
composed of ten gubernatorial appointees,

ten members of the Massachusetts House
and five members of the State Senate. The
senators have already been chosen; the

House members should be selected within

the next week, and the gubernatorial ap-

pointees should be designated by the end of

December, Collins said. The commission will

probably begin its work at the beginning of

January, and should have raeuits of its

research by the end of 1979.
Collins said he "very much hopes" to be

one of the House members on the com-
mission. He has recommended to Dukakis
that "he not appoint his appointees solely

from the boards of trustees," because the

general public, the voting citizens of the

state, should be involved in the decision-

making process.

"I recommended to the governor the

appointment of students (to the board); I

think the governor was very sensitive to

that," Collins said. Collins added that ad-

visory committees comprised of students,

faculty, professional and non-professional

staff would do a great deal of research for

the commission. "These will be working

groups, generating ideas," he said.

Collins said he would like to see

reorganization heading in the direction of the

schools becoming more far-reaching in the

communities. He said, "The birth rate being

off by so much in Massachusetts, if we don't

begin to develop new clienteles, it's going to

mean there ii oe a conriict created between

the public and private sectors.

"The first thing that needs to be settled in

the commission is that the public and private

sectors are co-equal institutions, because

both systems will be affected (by the decline

In the birth rate). It is very important for us to

see reorganization at this point, done

honestly and openly...we should not be

afraid to look into the future," he said.

Drugs analyzed

by state department
By ROB THAYER
Collegian Staff

Anonymously submitted drug samples

were forwarded by Room to Move to the

State Department of Public Health at UMass
prior to 1973 to be analyzed, according to

UMass physician Leroy Kendrew.

An official with a state agency who
requested that his name be withheld,

revealed that the arrangement was
discontinued after an investigation by the

Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), which

Related story on Page 3.

the State Department of Public Health was
prompted because "we felt an obligation to

let students know if they were in fact using

drugs which were more harmful than what

they thought they were buying." Kendrew,

who came to UMass from a Springfield

surgery practice to concentrate his studies

on drug abuse, received the substance

anonymously in a mailbox and turned them
over to the state department of Public Health

for analysis.

E. T. Mellor, who was associated with

Room to Move during the period from 1970

to 1973 when the testing was conducted,

acknowledged that a common discovery was
the presence of PCP in marijuana samples.

PCP, or "angel dust ", is addictive and can

induce violence and paranoia after prolonged— use.

pressured the State Department of Public

Health to end the testing. A member of

Room to Move, a mental health organization

at UMass, acknowledged that "the Feds put

their influence down to end that practice".

In a telephone interview with the Collegian

last night. Regional DEA Director Edward

Cass would not confirm or deny the story

from his office in Boston. "If that did indeed

happen, I would not be inclined to tell you

that," he said.

According to Dr. Kendrew, the

arrangement between Room to Move and

Mellor, who said that "hundreds" of

samples were tested while he was with

Room to Move, added that THC tablets were
"all PCP". THC is the active ingredient in

marijuana. To my knowledge, those prac-

tices are no different today", Mellor said.

In October, an organization for marijuana

legalization alleged privately that PCP was
added systematically to marijuana by upper

level distributors "to make it addicting." A
New York Times article of Nova 10 blamed

the PCP situation on "teenagers in search of

strong, cheap highs."

State Rep. James C. Collins ID-Amherst), stresses a point in his criticism ot Secretary of Education Paul L. Parks plan to

regroup the states 30 public Universities. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

DNA research risks discussed
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

Risk assessment factors of recombinant

DNA research were highlighted when
zoology prof. Bruce Levin ^oke to a crowd
of 100 at Morrill Auditorium yesterday.

Levin spoke of the value of recombinat

DNA research as a "useful tool, whose
utilization in drug production may be realized

in the very near future."

Recombinant DNA (deoxyribonucleic

acid) research attempts to piece together

DNA particles from different organisms and

transplant them into living cells.

Although Levin said he doesn't see DNA
experimentation as a "violation of basic

biological bylaws" and stands "in favor of

recombinant DNA research," he pointed out

some problems associated with risk

assessment.

"There is a likelihood of contaminating

existing populations with recombinant DNA
and also a likelihood of forming pathogens.

On theoretical grounds, this is highly

unlikely," Levin said.

He pointed out that it is possible that

recombinant DNA experiments have oc-

producing insulin to attect us. but I would
like to see that demonstrated, I believe there

is a need to do these risk assessment ex-

periments and I don't believe they have been
done yet," Levin said.

"There is a definite need for more research on

whether or not it is possible for recombinant DNA

to become a pathogen."

curred naturally and may even have been

cloned. "Just because these experiments

have occurred in the past, how do we know

they are safe? I don't believe these

theoretical arguments should be con-

sidered," he said.

Levin said, '"There is a definite need for

more research on whether or not it is

possible for recombinant DNA to become a

pathogen. This is the kind of risk assessment

experiment that should be done."'

"It is highly unlikely for a bacterium

Levin also discussed the levels of physical

and biological containment demanded by the
National Health Institute. He said, "The host
cells that are used in recombinant DNA
experiments are genetically weakened so
there is no chance of its making it in a natural

environment. They are 'loser genes' They
are laboratory dependent strains of E, Coli.

Also, a plasmic is used in cloning that

cannot be readily transmitted into another
cell. They are only able to survive in highly

specialized cells not found in the natural

population,'" he said.

Rally supports U.S. embargo of S. Africa
By n^ARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

A rally calling for a U.S. economic em-
bargo of South Africa will be held tomorrow
on Amherst Common. According to Stan

Kinard, coordinator of the Office of Third

World Affairs and a member of the New
Africa Steering Committee, the rally ""Will

bring attention to all issues concerning

South Africa.""

Kinard said in addition to the economic
embargo, the demonstration would address

Amherst College's refusal to divest stdck in

U.S. corporations in South Africa, as well as

the First National Bank of Amherst's South
African investments.

Earlier this fall, the Amherst College Board
of Trustees voted not to divest $20 million

worth of stocks in U.S. corporations with

operations in South Africa. At that time

Amherst President John Ward explained that

the trustees thought they could affect

change through the corporations, rather than
"washing one's hands" completely of the
problem.

Trustees at UMass, Hampshire, and Smith
College have recently decided to sell all such
stocks

Kinard also said there would be discussion

of recent incidents in South Africa, such as

the death of black leader Steve Biko and the

imprisonment of political leaders and
journalists.

The demonstration is being co-sponsored

by the New Africa House Steering Com-
mittee and the Committee for the Liberation

of South Africa.

Kinard said there will be three speakers

including Prof. Michael Thetwell and Dovi

Afesi both of the UMasn Afro-American

Studies department, and Nana Sheshebe a

UMass graduate stuoent who is a native of

South Africa.

After the speeches, the rally will move
inside to the Red Room of Converse Hall at

Amherst College where the film "The Last

Grave at Dimbaza ", will be shown.

Kinard said organizers hope for a large

turnout, and student organizations in

colleges throughout New England have been

contacted by the organizers.

News
TV Watch does not appear in today's

Collegian due to printing limitations. It wUI be
published Monday

r
j»
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Landscape architect Ian McHarg lectures on environmental ecology in the
CCA as a guest of the Distinguished Visitors Program. (Staff photo by Diane
Cra>Mford)

Architect

discusses

ecology
B^ AMV KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

Planning the ecological environment was
the topic of a short film and lecture yesterday
by internationally acclaimed landscape ar-

chitect Ian McHarg in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

McHarg began by saying, "All evolution is

a creative process dependent on energy." He
told the crowd of over 500 that the evolution
theories of Darwin and Lawrence Henderson
are important for landscape architects and
regional planners to understand.

Darwin's theory states that surviving
organisms are fit for the environment while
Henderson's says that the actual world
contains an infinite number of environmental
opportunities. McHarg said "The
requirement of every system is to adapt the
environment to the most fit members."

McHarg also discussed landscape plan-

ning with regard to culture. "Cultural
adaptation Is another way of saying plan-

ning," McHarg said. He described a good
planner as a person who is able to formulate
alternative forms of action, predict con-
sequences, and understand costs and
benefits. "Understanding people's needs and
desires and determining a group's value
system is another important task of the
planner," he said.

McHarg's speech was interrupted
frequently by jokes and anecdotes. He
described a recent job designing a highway
bypass for the state of Delaware saying,
'The gratifying feeling of screwing people
who are screwing /ou and getting paid for it

was all I got out of the Delaware ex-

perience."

Following the lecture, an 11 -minute film

was shown describing a proposed institution
in Iran which would include a zoo, botanical
garden, planetarium, aquarium, exhibits, and
replicas of different geographical en-
vironments. The institution is being designed
to help Iranians learn more about their en-
vironment

Bromery's

assistant

appointed

to council
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Michael A West, assistant to UMass
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, will be
appointed by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis to the
state Developmental Disab'lity Council The
appointment was confirmee' yesterday by
William Geary the governor s appointment
secretary

West will represent the publrc in the
council which helps formulate and im
plement programs for the disabled using
federal funds Federal law states there must
be such a pane' m each state receiving these
federal funds

Former Assistant Dean of Students, West
has been assistant to the Chancellor for the
past 18 months

Pari of his present duties include im-

plementing federal legislation for the han-
dicapped at UMass Amherst

"I've been heavily involved working with
the handicapped on this campus.' West said
last night l guess they wanted someone
with that background at this time."
West said that council members represent

various Massachusetts disability agencies
but that he would be representing the public
on the council of 20 members West was
informed of his appointment yesterday
morning

Benjamin Ricci, professor of exercise
science m the physical education depart-
ment, is also a member of the council.

( The meeting

CC soliciting now restricted
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of
Governors last night passed a policy
amendment preventing groups not
associated with Recognized Student
Organizations from soliciting donations
from tables on the Campus Center
Concourse.
The action came after Campus Center

Building Operations Supervisor Dudley
Bridges told the board he has received
almost 50 telephone complaints about a

table being operated this past week in the
concourse by the US Labor Party.
The 90 minute meeting was attended

by 30 people, including members of the
labor party.

The amendment reads "There shall be
no buying or selling of goods or services,
and no soliciting or accepting of
donations" by groups not associated
with RSO.

The amendment will be added to the
present policy defining rules governing
the use of concourse tables.

U.S. Labor Party member John Mc-
Carthy said the only board co-
rhairperson Michael Pill "ranted and
raved at the table" Is because the
presence of the labor party on the UMass
campus ci^eates competition for Pill's

own philosophies.

"I am quite shook by what McCarthy
said and would rather not dignify It with a
comment," said Pill.

NE darkroom funding debated
By MICHELE BIAGLIONI
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government last night
debated the long awaited funding for a
Northeast Area darkroom, before
allocating funds and naming a director. In

Its infancy, the darkroom has been
waiting allocations for a year, and has
been retarded In Its development without
the sufficient funding.

NEAG Treasurer Jeff Shapiro argued
that the allotment of $100 would be
Inadequate to make the room functional
and serviceable NEAG co president
Diane Launcello considered the money
essential for the darkroom's organization
to be operative by next semester, and
Indicated that NEAG had given both the
Women's Center and the Anacoana
Center money earlier this semester. The
members of NEAG voted to give the
Darkroom the money, and approved of
Coleen King as Acting Director
The proposed renovation project for

Knowlton House to facilitate han-

dicapped persons was discussed because
of its possible future impact which may
necess tate the relocation of the
darkroom NEAG decided to support the
darkroom in its present location, as the
renovation project is more than a year
away.

In attempts to renovate the area, a
proposed light for the basketball court
next to Thatcher dorm was discussed.
Residents accepted the idea with the
stipulation that the light automatically
turn off late at night to decrease noise
and activity during late hours. If the
request was granted, the University
Resource Center would have set a
precedent by which students may ask for
lighting of the University's five other
basketball courts.

The Resource Center turned down the
request for the renovation of the stairs

leading to Worcester Dining Commons.
Their decision was based on the current
policy of matching all renovation projects
with subsequent accommodations for

the handicapped.
y
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Guardian reporter speaks
on international solidarity

By KELLEV BROWN
Collegian Staff

Wilfred Burchett, long-time radical

correspondent for the New York Guardian
newspaper, spoke on international solidarity

among Third World revolutionary
movements at Hampshire College yesterday
afternoon.

Before a crowd of more than 200, Burchett
relied on his 40 years of experience reporting

0(. national liberation movements in China,
Vietnam and South Africa to provide a first

hand account of how revolutionary
movements lend support to each other.

Burchett began by telling the story of his
experience at the battle of Dien Bein Phu in

Vietnam in May 1954. He related how he saw
hundreds of Algerian P.O.W.s, formerly
conscripts in the French army, being trained
for guerilla warfare by the Viet Minh. Bur-
chett went on to point out that armed
struggle began in Algeria in November of
1954, and the Algerians trained in Vietnam
emerged as some of the top leaders of the
Algerian liberation movement.

Burchett travelled to the newly in-

dependent Algeria in the early 1960's and
told the audience that he saw it bloom into a

major base to "help anyone really fighting

colonial powers."
As independence spread throughout the

continent of Africa, other countries, such as
Tanzania and Zambia, became territorial

bases for movements in Angola and
Mozambique. Burchett, during his visit to
Angola and Mozambique last year, found
that they in turn were providing material and
political support to the movements in

Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), Namimbia (South-
west Africa) and South Africa.

Using examples from Vietnam and
Mozambique, Burchett went on to point out
that within the theory of "peoples war" the
decision to begin armed struggle is never
made lightly and only after all other avenues
have been exhausted.
He stressed that only deep roots among

the people and intense political preparation
can insure the success of armed struggle.
Burchett cited a document written by Ho Chi
Minh in 1944 which stated that military
action should only be taken with its political
effects foremost in mind and using guerilla
tactics at all times.

Burchett concluded with dn optimistic

report on the current situations and
prospects for the national liberation
movements in Southern Africa.

UNIVERSITY PARK, PA.: Norman Albert. 20, a student at Penn. Statte University, attempts to break the world record for
treadmg water this week at the University Matatorium. The existing record stands at 50 hours, and Albert, of Lewiston. Maine,
plans to stay in the water for 72 hours. After this ordeal ending Saturday, Albert will continue training to eventually swim the
English Channel. (UPI)

Ramones introduce
"punk rock' to UMass

Policy on heroin and marijuana
characterized by distortion

This article, tfie final in a series of three on
psychoactive drugs, analyzes the relationship
between heroin and marijuana, and the
medicinal applications of marijuana.

By ROB THAYER
Collegiin Staff

Official policy on manjjana and heroin has
been characterized by distorted priorities.
Government informational networks in the
1960s lumped marijuana and heroin together
as "dangerous drugs," Implying at one point
that marijuana was also addicting.

News analysis

The effect of that misinformation resulted
in many individuals who found marijuana to
be distorted in drug literature, assuming that
the same would hold true for heroin. The
extreme example of distorted priorities on
the "cannabis-heroin issue," of course, was
the Vietnam war.

The relative effects of marijuana and
alcohol have also been clouded by misin-

formation. The contradiction here stems
from alcohol's status as society's drug of

choice. Until recently, the popular impression

of marijuana, manifested in our media and
legal apparatus, has been that it is more
harmful than alcohol.

But more recently, the tremendous volume
of literature on marijuana is making lies out

of forty years of official policy on the subject.

Despite abundant literature attesting to its

usefulness in treating chronic anxiety,

depression, migraine headaches, menstrual

cramps, glaucoma, asthma, addiction, and
its use in childbirth, marijuana continues to

be ignored.

One of the worst effects of relegating a

drug to black market status is that no
"quality control" can be maintained. U.S.
street heroin is often "cut" with substances
which may account for many deaths
presently attributed to "heroin overdose."

The removal of marijuana from the official

"Pharmacopea" relegated it to what Mr.
Harold "Doc" Humes has termed "the no

New trustee
The name of the new UMass Board of

Trustee member is expected to be an-
nounced today. The new trustee will

replace Carolyn Rowlands, who resigned
from the board last month protesting

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' increasing

control of the board. According to

William Geary, the governor's ap-
pointments secretary, the new trustee

will be from the western part of the state.

man's land between medicine and politics."
Humes, author of two best selling novels and
co-founder of the Paris Revue, claims that he
has developed effective procedures for the
detoxification of heroin and amphetamine
addicts, using a combination of Shiatsu (or

accupressure) massage and medical grade
hashish, a marijuana derivative.

The Indian Hemp Commission Report of

1898, one of the most extensive studies ever
conducted on marijuana, made specific

reference to the use of cannabis in the de-
toxification of narcotics addicts. The eminent
Harvard scholar Dr. Lester Grinspoon, in a
December 1969 cover story In Scientific
American, also referred to the use of
marijuana for de-tox purposes. ""Curiously,"
he added, ""these promising results have not
been followed up ...

""

A self-defined '"dissident scholar," Humes
began to explore the relationship between
marijuana and heroin after the dramatic
increase in ac^diction in the 1960s. The
research of Mr. Humes into the ""no-man's
land between medicine and politics" has
resulted in his conviction that "every in-

telligence agency in the world uses heroin
addicts as part of their armoretum." Humes
claims that "the use of narcotics in clan-

aestine warfare is as old as warfare itself."'

Late in 1967 at the instigation of persons
later laentitied by Italian officials as CIA
agents, Humes' "crashpad clinic"' in Rome,
Italy was disbanded by Italian police after he
was lured out of the city on an invitation to a
bogus medical conference on the medicinal
applications of marijuana. According to
Humes, the raid occurred because of the 125
addicts he detoxified, about forty had ""some
bona fide connection with an intelligence
organization of one kind or another." Ac-
cording to one former patient, a British in-

telligence agent, Mr. Humes had been
"cutting the strings on their puppets."

In Rome, considered by many to be "a
battlefield of the Cold War" in the sixties, Mr.
Humes claimed that "the practice was to
recruit some of the high risk agents and
operatives from the addicted population and
use the drug as a kind of leash or chokehold
on the agent."

In a meeting with Gov. Dukakis' counsel in
May of this year to determine the status of an
attempt by the State of New Jersey to extra-
dite him, Mr. Humes discussed the dif-
ficulties he has encountered with his de-
toxification method in a nation where
cannabis is still regarded as a "dangerous

Humes claims that the New Jersey
charges, which originated in 1973 and in-
clude marijuana possession as well as assault

on a police officer while armed, represent
""flat out lying in the courtroom."" Those
charges were re-activated this spring and
prompted the May meeting with Gov.

Dukakis" attorney. The Governor's office

denied Humes' request that the extradition
effort be resisted by the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts, but he has yet to be picked
no at his Cambridge apartment.

The usefulness of cannabis and massage
in medicine go beyond the de-toxification of
addicts. Variations of these techniques are
useful in relief of all conditions dependent on
anxiety and tension. Most recently, Mr.
Humes demonstrated the usefulness of the
technique in childbirth to achieve a painless
delivery of his son, born on July 4th of this

year.

Mr. Humes will arrive at UMass this
morning and is scheduled to speak at 12:20
p.m. in Hasbrouck Auditorium.

The medical profession, in its failure to

provide more than a superficial system of

cures for this anxiety-ridden society, has

perhaps failed to recognize the human spirit

altogether.

The time has come for us to incorporate
into our system of cures certain substances
which are, in effect, political exiles from the
medicine cabinet.

This concludes the series on psychoactive
drugs.

By J11^ PAULIN
Collegian Staff

Punk Rock made its grand UMass debut at
the Hatch Wednesday night, and juding from
the way the crowd reacted to the Ramones
and Willie Loco, the "New Wave" of rock
music has hit this campus like a tsunami, a
monster tidal wave.
As if it were a Rockefeller conspiracy, a

press release from the Revolutionay Student
Brigade national office published in the
Collegian last Wednesday by Peter Kracht
claims that "we are told to buckle under, dig
into the books, scramble like hell for the
faintest chance of success (whatever that is)

and in our spare time drown ourselves in

punk rock ...
'"

There is no evidence that the UMass
punks took their marching and pogo dancing
orders from Rocky Wednesday night. They
were without a doubt though, drowning
themselves in the new wave, dancing madly
in front of the huge tub shaped speakers,
waking up yesterday morning with live Punk
still reverberating in their ears.

Call it the New Wave, or call it the new
nihilism. Call it stylized grossness, of-
fensiveness, absusiveness and the
glorification of anti-social behavior in

general. Punk recalls Alice Cooper
pretending to hang himself on stage, the
raunchiness of Frank Zappa, the sexuality of
James Brown and Mick Jagger, and Jim
Morrison of the Doors masturbating on stage
in Miami.
The suggestion that the English Punk

band, the Sex Pistols, are the fathers of Punk
sent the Ramones' tempers through the
ceiling.

"Our first album was out before the Sex
Pistols were even together," said Tommy,
drummer for the Ramones. "We're the
reason the Sex Pistols exist," he added.
He went on to denounce the Sex Pistols as

a band that never performs, and a band that
has risen to fame only because of a lot of
hype and a "loud mouth manager."

According to concert promoter Bonnie
Levitan, co-chairperson of the Union
Program Council, the concert was a success
considering that it was held on a Wednesday
night and the Ramones are not really a big
name act. Attendance was approximately
450 according to Levitan.

Regarding the future of Punk Rock here,
Levitan said she had heard that many people
enjoyed the show. '"It (the turnout) shows
that people are interested in seeing what it"s
(Punk Rock) like," she said.

Logic, \anguage, mind
topic of second talk
Professor Barbara Partee wi/l present the

second talk in this year's Chancellor's
Lecture Series at UMass on Monday, Nov.
21, at 8 p.m. in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

Her talk is entitled "Logic, Language, and
the Mind." Prof. Partee has recently returned
from a year as visiting fellow at the Center for
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
at Stanford University.

Partee began her education in

mathematics at Swarthmore and completed
her Ph.D. with Noam Chomsky at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1965. She joined the facuHy of the
Linguistics department ai the University of
California at Los Angeles the same year and
remained there until appointed full professor
in Linguistics and in Philosophy at UMass in
1973.

The Chancellor"s Lecture Series, founded
in 1974, serves as a means of recognizing
distinguished members of the faculty of the
University. Each participant in the series is

awarded the Chancellor's Medal, the highest
honor bestowed on individuals who have
rendered exemplary service to the University.

Southwest election results
Bruce Aronson was elected Southwest

Assembly Vice-President in yesterday's

special election. Aronson captured 258 of the

966 total votes.

According to Southwest Election Com-
mittee Co Chairperson Joni Mersky, ap-

proximately 18 per cent of Southwest

residents voted. Mersky said tnis was a
"good" turnout, considering the special
election.

Peter Torkildsen finished second with 239
votes; Jimmy Rosenberg, third with 230
votes; and Tim Condon, fourth with 158
votes.

Interim president visits
Recently-appointed UMass Interim

President Franklin K. Patterson is scheduled
to meet with UMass administrators and
possibly student leaders here today, as part

of a two day visit to the Amherst area.

Tomorrow Patterson will attend inauguration

ceremonies for Hampshire College President
Adelle Smith-Simmons. Patterson helped
found Hampshire as its first president from
1966 to 1971.

Patterson was appointed by the university

Board of Trustees earlier this month to serve
as president until a permanent successor to
President Robert C. Wood takes over. Wood
steps down in January.
A University spokesman said Patterson

plans a low-key visit to the campus.
Patterson currently holds the honorary

position as the University's Frank L. Boyden
Professor at the UMass Boston campus.

News in Brief

Flight attendants

prepare to strike
WASHINGTON \AP] - A flight at-

tendants union said yesterday it is

preparing to strike United Airlines at

midnight tonight in a dispute that could
ground the nation's biggest airline over
the Thanksgiving holiday.

Patricia D. Robertson, president of the

Association of Flight Attendants, said

there "has not been enough progress in

talks at this point," between the union
and the company to avert a walkout.
A strike "appears likely" Ms.

Robertson said, advising that "people
with reservations on United may want to

make backup arrangements on other

airlines

Despite the union's statement, federal

mediators said contract talks were
continuing. ""We are still optimistic that

an agreement can be reached before the

deadline," said mediator Robert Harris.

Five million

'chuck' cigarettes

(United Press International] —
Hopefully, the Great American Smoke-
out inspired 5 million people to spend a

fidgety and uncomfortable 24 hours
without caving in to their cigarette ad-

diction.

That was the number the American
Cancer Society estimated to have
chucked cigarettes yesterday for the

coast-to-coast day of no smoking.
"And we know that if 5 million people

can give up smoking for a single day, 20
per cent of the total number have a good
chance of giving up cigarettes for good,"
said Jack Landers, director of the Cancer
Society's San Francisco chapter.

In California, where no-smoking day
was first proclaimed last year, anti-

tobacco activists observed the occasion
by circulating petitions for a state Clean
Indoor Air Initiative.

If enough signatures are obtained to
qualify the measure for next November's

ballot, Californians will vote on whether
to impose $50 fines on persons, smoking
in most offices, factories and businesses.

In Detroit, two dozen persons threw
cigarette packs into a fire smoldering in a

drum while lunch hour office workers
paused to watch a couple of minutes
before moving on.

Mistrial declared

in obscenity trial
KANSAS CITY, Kan. \AP] - A

mistrial was declared yesterday in the
obscenity trial of AI Goldstein, publisher
of Smut and Screw magazines, when a
federal court jury said it was unable to
agree on a verdict.

The jury of seven women and five men
had deliberated nearly 14 hours over
three days before deciding it could not
reach an agreement in the case involving

the New York publisher, a former partner
and their publishing company.

Alvin Goldstein, 41 , and former partner

James L. Buckley, 33, of Stockbridge,
Mass., had been charged with illegally

mailing into Kansas 11 copies of the
allegedly obscene tabloids.

Also named in the charges was their
publishing house, Milky Way Productions
Inc., which is based in New York.

Scientists cite

nuclear dangers
BOSTON [UPI] - The United States

by the year 2000 "might expect close to

15,000 accident-induced fatalities"

related to nuclear power plants, the

Union of Concerned Scientists predicted

in a report released yesterday.

In a report on atomic power plant

safety, the Cambhdge, Mass. based

coalition of scientists and engineers also

said "there may be a one per cent chance
of a major accident that would kill nearly

100,000 people." Previous reports have

understated the risk of nuclear disaster

due to sabotage, the UCS report said.

The non-profit UCS — which has an

estimated 45,000 supporting members

nationwide ~ said most of the victims

from such accidents would die from
'"cancers caused by exposure to
damaging levels of radiation".

The study is a critical examination of

the Reactor Safety Study released in

1975 under the auspices of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. That study was
headed by Dr. Norman Rasmussen of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and is commonly referred to as the
Rasmussen Report.

"With good luck the nuclear power
program might never have major ac-

cidents that even approach this level of

devastation,"' said MIT professor Henry
W. Kendall, who headed the UCS
project.

The UCS study is critical of the manner
in which the Rasmussen Report covered
possible nuclear plant disasters due to

sabotage.

Mayors attend

leadership seminar

CAMBRIDGE. Mass. \UPI\ - Raleigh,

N.C., mayor elect Isabella Cannon says a
leadership seminar for newly elected

mayors at Harvard University's John F.

Kennedy Institute of Politics will teach
her what every young mayor should
know.
She is 73 years old.

Mrs. Cannon is attending a five-day

intensive course to help newly elected
mayors organize themselves for up-
coming administrations.

She's known in Raleigh as "the little

old lady with tennis shoes." But at 73, old

is hardly the way to describe her.

A widow, Mrs. Cannon decided to run

for mayor of North Carolina's capital city

one hour before the filing deadline
"Some friends asked me to come over

that night," she said "We talked about
my running."

When the white-haired, bespectacled
woman arrived at an early morning
breakfast yesterday she became the
center of attraction.
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Read this!
As we know - or as we should know -

the demonstration on South Africa is this
Saturday, tomorrow, at 1:00, on the Amherst
Lommons. Every effort has been made to
invite people from the New England area to
this protest. I, along with others, have been
consistently trying for the last two weeks to
get our student newspaper, the Collegian to
advertise the protest
The demonstration is to ask for an

economic U.S. boycon. There will be
teachers and professors speaking on history
economics, violence, the view of the other
African countries on the situation in South
Africa.

It upsets me to know that the Collegian
our host paper would deliberately not print a
few pnnted articles on South Africa and our
Demonstration. Advertisements of the
protest have only been in the Black Affairs
section, and in Nummo News. This may give
the impression that this demonstration is
exclusively Black.

That IS untrue. Liberal or moderate whites
were also arrested and probably subject to
torture, although I doubt if any were killed as
were non-whites. We are inviting everyone
people of all types and colors to loam about
South Africa. This is not a lot of half crazed
radicals who want to ventilate raw emotions
and make progression look sick. This is a well
organized, well planned protest designed to
be completely informative and to encourage
other schools to do the same.
What bothers me about the Collegian is

the fact that they know about the race

killings, about children beina killed about the
type of protest this will be on South Africa,
yet still refused to print anything telling of
this Demonstration. They know how worthy
and qualitative it will be, but have even lied to
some of us to avoid printing our press
releases. In view of nature of the sick racism
m ^outh Africa and in the sight of the
thousands of innocent and dead people, and
even children over there, I believe' the
Collegian has made one of the greatest
mistakes it ever has made, or ever will make
The inhumanity happening in South Africa

IS continuing. The latest reports told of
imprisoning children and destroying
thousands of black homes. We are having
the protest for people to learn about the
situation there. Whites and Third World
peoples have sincerely worked on this to
make it effective. If it is effective the way it

should be, it will be covered by the main
news medias in Boston and New York, and
other schools will be encouraged to do this
once at least, to ask for an economic
divestment of stocks in South Africa.

The U.S. has 1.5 billion dollars invested in
South Africa, where non-white people can
be killed by hundreds or thousands by
stubborn, ignorant racist with technical
weapons.

The protest was prompted by the October
19th crackdown by S. African government
and the death of Steven Biko, the founder of
the black consciousness movement in South
Africa.

Billy Taylor at FAC

Billy Taylor in previous performance af UMass.

Billy Taylor, the jazz pianist, composer,
arranger, teacher, actor and the first black
music director of a major television series
(The David Frost Show) will be appearing at
the Fine Arts Center on Monday, November
24. at 8 p m Taylor will be making two
appearances, one with the UMass Jazz
Workshop and one with his own group.

During the Forties and the Fifties, Taylor
performed with such greats as Billie Holiday,
Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, Roy
Eldridge, Charlie Parker and others.

He received his doctorate in Musicology
from the University of Massachusetts and he
has taught and lectured at such schools as
the Manhattan School of Music, C.W. Post,
Columbia, and Yale University.

Born in Greenville, North Carolina. Taylor
began his music career at the age of saven in

Washington. DC. He has wnnen more than
300 songs, a dozen books on the art of Jazz
and has made over 30 recordings.

In the 1960's, in addition to his nightclub
and concert appearances Taylor t)ecame a
popular disc jockey on Harlem's WLIB. A
few years later he became general manager
of WLIB, one of New York's only black
owned radio stations.

Taylor has become one of the elder
statesmen of Jazz, serving as a member of
the National Council on the Arts, the New
York State Commission on Cultural
Resources, the board of the American
Society of Composers and Publishers
(ASCAP) and the New York City Cultural
Council.

Taylor also has his own corporation, Billy

Taylor Productions, which produces radio

and television commercials, records and
concerts. He was a charter member of the

Inner City Broadcasting Corporation as well

as the Black Communications Corporation.

Billy Taylor promises to be a dynamic
performer. Come see him at the Fine Arts

Center on Monday.
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The People's Gay Alliance

cordially invites all people to a

Gay Disco
on Friday evening, November 18, 1977

lOtli floor, C.C. 9:00 1:00 $1.00 donation

'

Black Affairs

Picture of the week: Charles "Majeed " Greenlee adds a musical note as Jean Carn
sings during a past rehearsal for the album, "I Know About The Life" recently
released in Japan.
Jean Carn will be featured this weekend- with'Jade". in a benefh concert for

Craeman Gethers at the Student Union Ballroom. Photo by Edward Cohen

'Jade' is coming!

Editorial

Appeals for

'Wilmington 10'
Most Americans probably did not think of

their own country's "Wilmington 10" when
they heard the Amnesty International had
won a Nobel Peace Prize this fall for its

campaign against oppression around the
world. But Amnesty's campaign includes
efforts to free the Wilmington 10 in the
democratic United States as well as the
political prisoners under authoritarian
regimes in other countries. Now that new
legal appeals have been filed for the
Wilmington 10, American authorities should
seize the opportunity to prove once more
that, in a free society, the mistakes of the
justice system can be corrected.
New evidence has emerged since the

controversial 1972 conviction of the
Wilmington 10 (the Rev. Benjamin Chavis,
eight black high school students, and one
white woman poverty worker) on charges of
arson and conspiracy during racial turmoil in

Wilmington, North Carolina. Three witnesses
have recanted previous testimony against
them. Yet in a post- conviction hearing last
spring a North Carolina superior court judge
denied a new trial after being given evidence
that the main state witness had lied.

Meanwhile, the woman has been paroled,
but the nine men remain in prison serving
terms of from 20 to 34 years.
The new appeals are based in part on the

contention that the judge's order against a
new trial appears to have been written by the
state attorney general without notice to
defense counsel. The defense is supported
by the United Church of Christ, for whose
Commission on Racial Justice the Rev. Mr.
Chavis had gone to Wilmington in the first

place.

Clearly this matter has to be resolved in a
manner that not only is fair but is perceived
to be fair. Though a federal grand jury has
heard evidence, Attorney General Griffin Bell
has said the Justice Department will not get
into the case, at least until state procedures
have been completed. It is important for the
process to move ahead in line with President
Carter's comment at a news conference last
June that he wanted to see justice done in
the case.
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Duke
for pres

kevin knobloch

News Item: Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakis resigned as governor today
and joined the candidates vying for the
state's top administrative position, president
of the University of Massachusetts. The post
will become vacant when the current
president Robert C. Wood steps down Jan.

Although the above item is fictional it

would certainly make good sense for the
governor. As president of UMass, Dukakis
would be taking a step up in the state
bureaucracy. His new job would not only pay
better by some $11,789, but would include
the use of a state car (Dukakis currently
takes the subway to work at the State House
each morning) and $20,000 in "discretionary
funds," to be used much like expense ac-
count monies, as he saw fit.

And, if the president's spot didn't pan out,
he might be wise to consider one of the
chancellor positions. The three chancellors
also receive large "discretionary allowances"
in addition to their salaries. However, it might
be more accurate to call the $25,000 that
Boston Campus Chancellor Carlo L. Golino
brings home along with his $50,850 per year
salary, "financial aid." And it is certainly
financial aid at its best.

Out of his $25,000 expense account,
Golino receives $800 per month to help curb
his housing costs. Why someone making 50
grand a year needs help paying his rent
mystifies me. I barely receive that much in
financial aid each year to assist me with
housing costs and I don't have the benefit of
a salary.

While I had always known that the salaries
of the university's top administrators were
high, I had never suspected that the students
were subsidizing exorbitant expense ac-
counts to assist them with the cost of
housing, transportation and entertaining
dignitaries, whatever they may be.

For those still interested in the capitalist-
socialist rhetoric battle, the publication of the
salaries and accompanying fringe benefits of
the president and chancellors at UMass is

certainly a point for socialism. The $16,500
carried home by Worcester Chancellor Roger
J. Bulger in "discretionary funds" is more
than the total income of several large families
I know who buy their own car and pay their
mortgage out of that limited salary, as well as
pay the taxes that make Bulger's $50,850
salary possible. Socialism, go to the head of
the class.

My favorite quote in Monday's Conegian
came from the lips of Golino, who reportedly
said it "was nobody's business" whether he
reported his allowances to the Internal

Revenue Service. I wonder who the hell he
thinks makes those allowances possible.
Golino's $25,000 comes from a discretionary
account, which is accrued from the in-

vestment of student fee-based trust funds.
Since Golino is spending student money, in a
sense, it becomes my business if he is

suspected of misusing or manipulating funds
given to him for university-related purposes.

I don't want to sound like the perennial
critic of state politics, but I was surprised to
hear that earlier this year, Worcester
students were treated to a clam bake and
party at the dean's house, at a cost of $1,926,
taken from discretionary funds. The day
Chancellor Bromery invites me to his castle

on the hill for a bologna sandwich is the day
I'll stop complaining about long check
cashing lines or the unfair and possibly illegal

campus center fee. I have no qualms about
high living, but when it's on the backs of
others, in the form of rising tuition, housing
and food costs and student fees, I can't

condone it. A day care center I'll pay for, a
clambake for a minute few, no.

It might be better politics for the

university's administrators to voluntarily pay
for their housing and automobiles out of their

more than adequate salaries and perhaps

pass on the savings to the students in the

form of financial aid. Although I realize that

the total money saved by such action would
be minimal, it just might restore a little faith

in the student populace concerning the

university's role.

Kevin Knobloch's column appears every

other Friday in the Collegian.
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The ideology of contempt

Although a casual observer would never
know it, we are here to learn how to think,
and think critically - not just to absorb facts.
To reflect seriously on a complex subject we
must be able to ignore myriad irrelevant facts
and use the power of abstraction to select
and focus on the most important aspects.

But this is only half the problem, because
before we can abstract the islands of im-
portance out of the sea of irrelevancies we
must first decide what is important. To do
this we need a world-view that enables us tc
order facts and experiences and decide
which are relevant; in short we need an
ideology.

Consequently commentaries like Bill

Riordan's of Nov. 14, in which he said that
ideology simply obscures issues, are ludi-

crous. Riordan enumerates four problems;
overpopulation, resources, food and
abortion, and asks us to consider them
without an ideological base and in isolation
from each other. A moment's reflection,
however, will reveal that each of the
problems R jrdan mentions is closely related
to the oth> 's, and that an attempt to solve
any of them without incorporating all of
them into the solution is absurd. Without an
ideology to tie things together, Riordan's
taking of everything in isolation reminds one
of nothing so much as the proverbial blind
men trying to describe an elephant.

But if Riordan's lack of ideology leaves him
intellectually impoverished, no ideology is

nonetheless preferable to a harmful ideology.
Perhaps the nearest example of this is the
morally bankrupt Ideology of ex-Student
Attorney General Paul Yanowitch.

Yanowitch, as you may know, had his ap-
pointment to the Academic Matters council
rescinded Wednesday by the Student
Senate. In fairness to Yanowitch, the precise
procedural accusations against him were
never proved, and even if they were, they
were not of a nature serious enough to
warrant his recall.

Yanowitch was recalled because of his
ideology; his politics. When asked if lie

would abide by policies which the Senate
passed, Yanowitch replied, "not
necessarily." The remainder of his answer
made clear that he would follow Senate
policy only if he damn pleased.
The importance of Yanowitch's attitude is

this. The Senate, like it or not, is our supreme
legislative body and the only body which
represents students from all residential areas.
Therefore, insofar as there exists a student
interest and student will, that will is em-
bodied and manifested in Senate policy, and
Yanowitch's refusal to abide by Senate
policy evidences a contempt for his fellow
students.

But if Yanowitch holds students in con-
tempt, he certainly doesn't extend that
sentiment to faculty. The chairpersons and
many members of certain Senate com-
mittees wanted Yanowitch recalled because,
they said, Yanowitch consistently sided with
the faculty. Our sharp-nosed legal eagle has
thus revealed himself to be a brown-nosed
legal beagle.

But Yanowitch's actions should not
surprise anyone who reads his Collegian
columns. Writing on Robert Wood's efforts
to improve this university Yanowitch says
"his success or failure is irrelevant; what is of
importance is that a certain level of decorum
and civility is maintained." Spoken like a true

sycophant. Those of us who have endured
cramped living conditions and suffered
through overcrowded courses taught by
uninspiring professors would probably
hesitate to characterize efforts at improving
UMass as "irrelevant."

But apparently there are not Yanowitch's
concerns. Apparently he would rather
maintain civility than advocate student's
interests. And if regularly fetching beer for

the faculty members on the Academic
Matters committee is decorous, Yanowitch is

more than happy to sen/e. Some of us think
he should be serving students.

But the Senate could not justify spending
nearly an entire meeting on Yanowitch if the
issue did not have more important im-
plications. And I would not waste your time
and mine writing solely on Yanowitch. As
Yanowitch himself said in one of his

columns, "The borders of good taste are
tangible."

The issue here is not simply Yanowitch's
actions. The issue is whether we should
demand that those students who serve on
committees should have an attitude and an
ideology which is respectful of their peers'
rights and interests. This does not mean that
we must all think the same way and agree on
all the important issues. But it does mean
that we must all incorporate into our per-
sonal ideologies a basic respect for the in-

telligence and interests of our friends and
classmates.

Judged on these grounds Bill Riordan may
be excused for intellectual imcompetence,
but Paul Yanowitch stands condemned.

Bob Metis is a Student Senator. His
column appears every Friday in the
Collegian.

Time for Seabrook occupiers
By S. TRACY

Political repression has become a reality to
the anti-nuclear movement. Up to 214 people
face jail sentences in New Hampshire this
year for the Seabrook occupations.

Last week, four occupiers were convicted
in jury trials in Superior court. Through
manipulations of the judges, they never had
a chance for a true defense of their actions.

The jury function, as far back as common
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law of England, is one of mercy. Yet the
judges refused to tell the juries they had the
power to acquit a defendant despite the facts
if they feel the circumstances in the case
dictate mercy.

The Seabrook occupiers based their action
on the N.H. competing harms statute, which
says that If a lesser crime (criminal trespass)

is committed to avert the danger of a greater
harm to life or property (nuclear power and
radiation), there can be no conviction for the
lesser crime. The judges refused to allow a
defense of competing harms, and would not
let the juries examine the statute when they
requested it.

The jail sentences were a glaring act of
political retaliation. In their separate trials,

the four convicted last week got two, three,

four, and six months, much heavier sen-
tences than those recommended by the
prosecution. In their past sentences for
criminal trespass, neither of the judges had
ever given any defendant so much time.

They said they felt a stiff sentence would be
a deterrent to future "mob rule" at Sea-
brook.

Despite the bias of the judges, the oc-

cupiers made their defense with integrity and
courage. Instead of dwelling on the incorrect

arrest procedures or other legal loopholes, in

their determination to put nuclear power on
trial they explained in very moving terms why
they occupied. The juries were obviously

swayed (one of the jury foremen was crying

when she delivered the verdict), but they
were hamstrung by the rulings of the judges.

Approximately 200 occupiers who didn't

pay an $8 appeal fee have been remanded to

district court for hearings Dec. 1 , Dec. 13 and
Jan. 5. These people face a 15 day sentence
and a $100 fine.

Another group of ten who were among the

18 who first occupied Aug. 1, 1976, and
again occupied Aug. 22, have been con-

victed and sentenced to three months
beginning Dec. 1.

The Clamshell Alliance will not be deterred

from stopping the Seabrook nuke by court-

room threats. This week the next occupation
at Seabrook was announced for June 24,

1978. Those convicted in N.H. courts, and
those who occupied and will again, are

putting their bodies on the line to stop

nuclear power.

None of these people wants to go to jail,

and they occupied not for personal gain but

to protect us all from the dangers of nuclear

power. In the future, as repression around

the nuclear power issue grows, you, too,

may find yourself on the line.

Nuclear power is a corporate war for profit

against the people of the U.S. and the world.
The time to resist is now, but we must be
aware that the forces against us are strong.

We can be deprived of our freedom when we
assert our constitutional and human rights

against this deadly nuclear industry.

There are many paths of resistance open
to us. A conscious, concerted effort for

conservation of energy can stop nukes. In

the U.S., we waste as much energy as we
use. When citizens fight rate hikes which
provide the utilities with capital, that helps
stop nukes. Understanding and using the
available renewable resources around us in

abundance, wind, solar, wood and water,
helps stop nukes. All of these together will

give the people control over the energy they
use.

We are faced with a subtle and insidious

war against life and health waged by huge
corporations whose weapons (besides the
neutron bomb) are money and power. If we
don't collectively resist now, the con-
sequences could be an end to life as we
know it on earth.

S. Tracy is a Collegian commentator.

Abolish
grades
i\i\ bail

Grades (as in A, B, C, D, F and all inter-

mediate permutations) should be abolished
from all levels of the education system in this
country.

Grading breeds competitiveness between
students which is harmful to the learning
process. We are all here to learn something,
whether it's training for a potential job, or for
more personal kinds of gains like social

awareness, experience, or res^iunsiuiiity.

(Why we learn or need to is a question in

itself.) The grading system implies we are not
here to learn - in fact don't really want to —
but can be forced to be those in (unde-
serving) positions of power who impose an
unnatural value system onto us.

This system creates an atmosphere in
which the student's emphasis shifts away
from learning because of being forced into
false values. The teacher's emphasis shifts
too - the power discrepancy betwen
teachers and students is inevitably exploited.

Grades produce bad feelings between
students and teachers, running relationships

which could otherwise be friendly, egali-

tarian, and more understanding from both
ends. Grades make the system unnecessarily
hierarchical. Getting rid of grades would put
education into the hands of those seeking to
be educated.

There was a time when "masters" were
respected because of their meritorious
records. In our case, word-of-mouth might
come in the form of a guide like our course
and teacher evaluation guide. Teachers
would have more incentive to be "good", to
help their students learn, rather than suc-
cumb to the false tenure system now in use.

Grading gives the student a false sense of
accomplishment or lack thereof. Often a
grade his little or no correlation with how
much the student learned during the par-

ticular time period

Abolishing grades would get rid of all the
lying and cheating built into the current
system. Exams, if there were any, would be
voluntary progress checks.

There are a couple of alternatives to the

current grading system. One is nothing; no
grades at all. The rationale for grades is that a

visible indication of how much you've
learned is necessary. Obviously grades are a

false, superficial form of communication.

If necessary, competence exams could be
given at the time of consideration for a job
requiring a particular skill. This exam might
be waived in cases where there are obvious
signs of proficiency (e.g. published writing,

paintings, reliable verbal recommendations).

The second alternative is somewhat of a
compromise. There could be periodic

(probably semesterly or bi-semesterly within
our system) comments written by both
student and teachers on leai'ning that has
bpen accomplished (by both) during the
proceeding time period.

Fifi Ball is Women's Editor of the

Collegian.

letter

Issues transformed

into 'vendettas'^

To the Editor

Wednesday night's recall of Paul
Yanowitch from the Academic Matters
Council is another in a long list of examples
of how the Senate distorts and manipulates a
discussion of a defined issue into myriad
personal vendettas and irrelevant topics. This
manages to keep all discussions out of focus
just enough to evade the issue at hand.

The reason the Senate fails to accomplish
its goal of unifying the student body is its

inability to rationally discuss the issues. The
Senate continually interjects irrelevant
rhetoric which color and disguise the real
matters. In other words, the Senate is always
out in left field.

While the Senate professes to be an in-

stitution that welcomes fresh ideas and
encourages outside student participation;

the fact of the matter is to disagree with the
Senate is to commit a crime sosacrilegious to
warrant dismissal from the face of the earth.

When will the Senate realize that a large
portion of the student body may hold views
different from thetr reprts^ntatives? I urge

the Senate to encourage individual ideas and
initiative, and to stop dictating their policy to

other student groups.

Meridith Kaplan
Student Senator

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The following course were inadvertently

left out of the spring 1978 Course Description
Guides Ithe rest will appear Mondavi

Military Science
MilSci 423
SEMINAR IN MILITARY LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT

Office and Hours: Army RQTC BIdg; M-5
8430 Organization Lecture-di8cus*ion.
Aim Study of managerial problems inherent
in tmlitary staff planning and administration;
perspective of defense and Army leadership
and organization for each war and post war
period in support of National Security,
Readings: Available throuah Departmental
library Requirements: Midterm and final
exams, one paper and three oral presen-
tations. Add ^otes: Permission of instructor
for non Army RQTC cadets. Students must
register for a Leadership Laboratory
MilSci 323
ADVANCED MILITARY ORGANIZATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

Office and Hours: Army RQTC BIdg; M-F
8430 Organization: Lecture-discussion,
plus management simulation exercises. Aim:
Course if instruction-interaction designed to
provide students opportunities to apoly and
develop basic management skills within the
context of realistic simulations. Skills to be
devfiloped are: Problem analysis, decision
making, planning, organizing, delegation,
control, and interpersonal skills, which will
provide a basic managerial foundation
Readings: Army ROTO Management
Simulation Program' (Provided by depart-
ment). Requirements: Two exams and a
final; participation in all management
simulations. Prerequisites: None. ( Permission
of instructor requested for non-Military
Science students). Added Notes: ROTO
students are required to register for a leader-
ship laboratory.

MilSci 190G
BRANCHES OF THE ARMY

Office and Hours: Army RQTC BIdg; M-F
8 4:30 Organization Lecture-discussion-
guest lecturers. Aim: Introduction by the

instructor and guest speakers to the 14
Branches of the Army, their related career
specialties for junior-grade officers, junior-
grade officer assignments, training,
responsibilities, and career planning within
each specific branch Readings: DA Pam
600-3 provided by the Department and
supplementary readings available through
Departmental library. Requirements: Three
examinations and short paper. Prerequisites:
None. Added Notes: One ( 1 ) credit course.
Military Science students also required to
register for Leadership Laboratory.
MilSci 190F
INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY THEORY

Office and Hours: Army ROTC BIdg; M-F
8-4:30. Organization: Lecture- Discussion.
Aim: Study of the fundamentals of modern
military tactics through the analysis of of-

fensive and defensive operations, com-
munications, and patrolling technique*.
Emphasis on the leaders role in managing
individuals and small unit actions. Readings:
Available through Departmental library.

Requirements: Midterm and final exams.
Prerequisites: None. Added Notes: One
credit course. In addition to course, a leader-
ship laboratory (no credit) is required.
MilSci 190E
METHODS OF INSTRUCTIONS

Office and Hours; Army ROTC BIdg; M-F
8-4:30. Organization: Lecture-discussion-
student presentations. Aim: Introduction to
the performance training concept to include
a slide-audio presentation on the principles
and phases of performance training, con-
currently complete a programmed text, apply
the principles and phases in the evaluation of
four television tapes, and the students are
given a performance test, lesson plan and
materials to conduct a performance training
session. Readings: US Army Field Manual
21-6 provided by the Departments and
supplementary readings available through
the Departmental library. Requirements:
Students will prepare, present and evaluate a

performance training session. Prerequisites:
None. Added Notes: One (1) credit course.

\Vliat*s Happening

TODAY
TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA

8 p.m UMass Music Theatre Guild
presents, TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA,
a musical based on Shakespeare's comedy.
Tickets on sale at the Bowker Box Office, 9
a.m. 4 p.m., $2 for students and $2.50 for
others; group rates also available. For
reservations and information call 545-0783,
Bowker Aud.. Stockbndge Hall.

CONCERT
8 15p m Asparagus Valley Contemporary

Music Ensemble, Buckley Recital Hall, Music
Center, Amherst.

ANNUAL SKI EQUIPMENT SALE
10 a.m. -10 p.m sponsored by

University Ski Club, SUB, UMass.
the

FILM
- NEAG presents "Chinatown ' and Hot

Rods, shown at 8:00 at the Worcester Dining
Commons Admission 50 cents.

-7:00, 900, and 11:30 p.m. - Program
Council Film, "Marathon Man", CCA.

NAVIGATOR FELLOWSHIP MEETING
Cliristian fellowship meeting, 804-808 CC.

Come meet a missionary from Indonesia.

Singing, sharing, and enlightenment.

PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE
The Peoples Gay Alliance at UMass

cordially invites all people to a Disco on Fri.

Evening, Nov. 18. The music begins at 9:00
p ni until 1 am on the 10th floor of the CC.
There is a $1 00 donation at the door. For
further mfo call the People's Gay Alliance at
(413) 545 0154

fyiEAG

presents

Clii nat(»w n
and

Hot l{(icks
to be shown

Fri . Nov 18at8 00

in the

Worcester Dining Commons
Fifty cents admissiorv^

CHRISTMAS FAIR
Unitarian Society of Amherst will hold a

Christmas Fair. Featured will be the quilt

"Moon Over The Mountain" pattern made
by society members to be raffled off

Saturday. Book booth, plant table, and plant
care clinic, boutique table, baked goods and
more. Friday, Nov. 18, 5-9, Sat., Nov. 19, 9-2.

121 N. Pleasant St. For more info call 253-

2848, Thursday or Friday, 8:30-3:00.

DANCE
— Fine Arts Center presents. Dance Series

THE JOFFREY BALLET with orchestra, 8

p.m.. Concert Hall, l-ine Arts Center.
— 8 p.p.. department of dance, admission

$2, Scott Dance Studio, Smith.
— International Folkdancing, teaching and

review, 8-9:30, Cape Cod Lounge, SU.

THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Fine Arts Center Presents, Orchestra

Series, The Boston Symphony Orchestra,

Seiji Ozawa, Music Director, Concert Hall,

Fine Arts Center

MUSEUM OF ART
Last day to rent works of art for 1977-78,

Museum of Art, Smith, 1-4 p.m.

POETRY READING
Norrrwn Dubie and Jody Stewart, faculty

members of Arizona State University, East

Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire.

ASTRONOMY OPEN HOUSE
Slide presentation: "Survey of the

ShQuxxise
Cmemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
W^mt Springfield

733-5131

AAMUiM $ 2.00 ('< 2:30
liUnMfffS EVERYDAY

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Jhc9lutctacfet

Hartford Ballet

with The UMoss Symphony

Wayr.p Abercrombie Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm

Sunday. December 4 3 pm

Sunday, December 4 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickpts now on sale General public V. 6, i

UMass students V3 SO, J, J $0 Other students

and senior citiiens U, 5, 4 Special matinee
children's prices %3 $0, J, J. SO

Fine Arts Center Bo< 0«»ice M F ? 4

& All Ticketron Locations

PC

HENRY SAUY

WINKLER FIELD

HEROE^f PO

^M^ ivnen
ru ....,«. ,«,

BebiweeN
.bWe
LiNes 1

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

Military Science students also required to
register for Leadership Laboratory. Per-
mission of instructor is required for non
Army ROTC cadets
MilSci 141

AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY
Office and Hours: Army ROTC BIdg; M-F

8-4:30. Organizations: Lecture-discussion.
Airv: This course is a study of American
Military History with emphasis on the social,

economic, and political factors that caused
participation in each war; Army organi2ation
of each war; application of the principles of
war in selected battles; the development of
tactics, weapons, and equipment. Readings:
American Military History by Maurice Mat-
loff, provided by the Department and
supplementary readings available through
the Departmental library. Requirements:
Lead a classroom discussion of a selected
battle and one examination. Prerequisites:
None. Addea Notes: One (1) credit course.
Military Science students also required to
reaister for Leadership Laboratory.

Environmental Science
Env Sci 502

L. Lockwood
CASE STUDIES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROBLEMS

Office and Hours: Marsh. Hall Bsmt: 9:30-

12:00, MTW. Organization: Lecture-
discussion Aim: Problem approach (via case
studies) to develop environmental literacy

and to provide the necessary conceptual
framework for analysis of environmental
problems. The parameters of specific
disciplines in relationship to ""cause" and
""cures"' of environmental problems; inter-

faces among those disciplines; and dif-

ficulties encountered with linear perspectives
to multidimensional problems. Readings:
"'The Ecology of Man: An Ecosystem Ap-
proach'" by Robert L. Smith, 2nd ed., 1976.
Harper & Row. Requirements: Two exams;
paper. Prerequisites: Two semesters of
College Science. Added Notes: Highly
recommended for students in Environmental
Sciences Education, the Natural Sciences

Universe,"" at 8 p.m. Observations from the
roof of McConnell Hall will follow, weather
permining; refreshments will be served
McConnell Hall 406 and roof, Clark Science

_Center, Smith.

and for those interested in Environmental
Studies.

ENV SCI 516
W. Litsky, L. Lockwood

MICROBIOLOGY OF AIR AND WATER
Office and Hours: Marshall Hall, by

arrangement. Organization: Lecture-
laboratory. Aim: Emphasizes specific micro-
organisms which affect water quality; micro-
floral interrelationships; standard micro-
biological methods for the examination and
monitoring of air and water. Readings. EPA
Handbook for Evaluation Water Bac-
teriological Laboratories. Selected readings
from the literature. Requirements: Two
exams; lab project report. Prerequisites: Env.
Sci. 315 or one semester microbiology plus
permission.

Env Sci 370
CONTROVERSIAL CHEMICALS IN EVERY-
DAY LIFE

Office and Hours: 61 Marshall: by
arrangement. Organization: Lecture-
discussion Aim: To survey the broad groups
of chemicals preset in food, cosmetics,
medicines, and occurring in industrial and
agricultural practices. An attempt will be
made to weigh the environmental and
human impact of these chemicals and to
make some assessment of benefits in relation

to the present and potential hazards of their

use. Readings: Topical material will be
assigned. Requirements: One mid-term and a
paper. Prerequisites: Permission of the in-

structor. Although this course is intended for
an informal lay public, a background in

chemistry and biology would be helpful.

Env Sci 492
Staff

SENIOR SEMINAR
Office and Hours: Room arranged, Th.

4:40. Organization: Invited speakers and a
Saturday Fieldtrip. Aim: Emphasis on the

presentation of a wide variety of en-

vironmental problems by speakers involved
intimately with these problems.
Requirements: A required senior Env Sci

major course open to a limited number of

other students, by arrangements.
Prerequisites: None.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

The Other Side
of Midnight

MON I lUES Ul SUIS SIDO

' a i ii •

NOW SHOWING AT IWO AREA
THEATRES ...end* Tuesday

daily 7:1 S and 9:00

'A MASTERPIECE!"

'"EXTRAORDINARY!" iar^fwy [^.n wRk I

AMHERST Cinema
eves 7:00 and 9:1 5
Mat. Sat/Sun 5:30

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
IN Northampton

ewes. 7:1 5 and 9:00

no dollar nights ttiis film

ffimmmnnnnii I

RftA Q1RT MOUNTAIN fAHMS MAIL>)0-»- JIOJ HOUTt 9-MAOiey. MASS

Adulti t2 SO -Sludtnu with AMC Card t? 00 - Chiidftn II 25 -Tiwi Liti Show Adultt & Sludantt t1 SO

|

Sptcial Engagemeiiu Eicludtd

BAHAI ASSOCIATION LECTURE SERIES
-"'Is There a Place for Religion in the

Future? " MARZIEH GAIL, author:
Civilization: The Flowering of Religion,"'
Browsing Room, Nellson Library, Smith.

'

OXFAM AMERICAS FAST FOR WORLD
HARVEST
A fast for a world harvest is being

sponsored by Oxfam-America.
There will be a table with information on

the Campus Center Concourse today. You
can donate your meal ticket at the dining

commons or leave a donation of money at

the CC.

TOMORROW
ASIAN AMERICAN COFFEEHOUSE
The A.AS.A. is sponsoring a coffeehouse,

"Tiger Mountain Cafe"' in CC 1009 at 7:30
p.m. Program includes speakers on current
issues and Asian American artists from New
York

ANNUAL SKI EOUIPMENT SALE
10 p.m. until 5 p.m., sponsored by the

University Ski Club, SUB.

FILMS
-2 p.m. - SOS Children's Film Series:

"Hand in Hand", the frightening experiences
of two children from different cultures cause
the adults in both communities to work
together, 75 cents, to benefit People's In-

stitute, Wright Hall, Smith.

TURN TO PAGE 7

PorncR cosoY
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION

Fr, dt4 45, 7 30, 9:55TQ
Twi lite show tickets 4 15' 1 50
Sat at 2 00, 4 45, 7 30, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 15 1,50

Ffi at 5 00, 7 X. 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 30
Sat at 2 00, 5 00, 7 30. 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 4 30 150

A long tme ago n a 9fllaxy Jar jar 9/^

'*'? Fn at 5 00, 7 30, 9 55
Twi hie show tickets 4:30 1,50
Sat at 2 00 5 00, 7 30, 955
Twi lite show tickets 4:30

YOU HAVE SEEN
GREAT JUMEimNIES.
VDU ARC ABOUT
TOUVEOME.

pu Fn at 5 30, 8 00, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 5 00 1 50
Sat at 2 30, 5 30. 8 00, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 500 1 50

msK
Choose one of these midnite shows

fridoy & Solufdoy S700

THE BEATLES
UmMHrtwIi tiCWMCMM Isi -

Yell(wSu(Kndnne

a.-
Uniird Artists

^mhefst Gsafiage §hops

Sandwiches Cx)ldCuts
'^Bagels Salads
AT 9AfVI 70A<S 549-6314

THE DOWNTOWN MALL
Antiques. An & CnJti>, BanKlng.

Bicycles & Mopeds, Books. Clothing,

Dell & Resiaurants. Doctors &
Lawyers, Gifts. Gourmet Cookware

HalrstyllnK, PrtnUnK & Copy Service

Records Stereo EqulpmenL

Travel Agency, Yams L Needlecrafi

Vita'SaVer
STEAMERS

• HFALTHFUL COOKING
• SAVES VITAMINS
• QUALITY STAINLESS STEEL

Reg '4"

>.

Fine Yarns & Supplies

^>

ORIGINAL DESIGNS IN

NEEDLEPOINT & CREWEL
EMBROIDERY FLOSS

RUG YARNS & CANVAS

LESSONS AVAILAOLB .S49-6106

asAr adventura, we 'vebeen there !
,.•' 'hpr'.uMtof YOU' rrnir*^ ari'*^*iet tra»ri'nq
' St CitW 'jr a %»!<*Vf <r>g VVc f» autt^'irtd
.il^"t% (' J^ *ri.n#S Sfc^fu'Wir-a .-»-«n»» ai\^

' 'Hi "I D*5I f^t ''»> ,vu

-4. .*•,«•...(,(#<] Oy uta'' »\#s ^.s.teoao
'

' 1 •• t "jO iltft*. /« c *• ry^H, you t,<\r\

|»>*".,»jn'» "Svf hi'^ts Of « «<mpitf
'. iyir '''^^t9 s '>', sfffViCf- Oarge u

O'V r.vrw ^,n^, *rtver>lufJ s tf* fastest yrowm,;

adwotutQ travl
54«12S6

OPEN THURSDAYS TILL 9 P.M. FREE PARKING

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1977

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST . AMHERST

RJU UOUOR UCEMSM

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-l 1:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for
FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.

($5.00 Min)

NIGHTLY - 6:00 pm 10 00 pm
FRI & SAT - 6 00 pm 11 00 pm

'Coil^giaQi

(mt f»i\>%i

BUD

•( Alt ClOSf TO

a viHict

PltHdtKlMl kf\K

•N N««l»«

UNm

I FALSTAFF | ^^\^X^^WEISER
i

"
j ROCK

12 oz, cans

$5.95

I

I

I

1

12 oz, cans

$5.25

12 oz. cans

$5.95

HrflraETHi
Prctcntt

Fri. & Sat. Nor. 18 & 19

Mitch Ckkour
und Mission Bsad

^VN\^"* \>N\%%\\\\\\\\\\V

2 for I Powerhouses all night
2 for I Bud til 10:00

$2.00 cover

CONT. FROM PAGE 6

— 7.30 and 9:30 p.m. - "Distant Thun-
der", the reverberations of the Second
World War shatter the way of life in a remote
Bengali village in this majestic film directed
by Satyajit Ray (Bengali with English sub-
titles), Sage Hall, Smith.

CONCERTS
8 p.m. — Bobby Hutcherson Quartet,

sponsored by the Campus Center Program
Council Concert Committee, CCA.

THE BOSTON POPS WITH ARTHUR
FIEDLER
8 p.m. - Fine Arts Center presents.

Celebrity Series, The Boston Pops with
Arthur Fiedler, Concert Hall, Fine Arts
Center.

TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA
UMass Music Theatre Guild presents: Two

Gentlemen of Verona, 8 p.m. in Bowker
Auditorium. $2 students, $2.50 others.

MUSIC DEPT. AUDITIONS
All day. Music Dept.

SUNDAY

LECTURE
11 a.m. Arnold Westwood will discuss

world hunger and population. Text will be
taken from Frances Moore Lappe. "Diet for a
Small Planet" and Joseph Collins' book
"Food First." Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121
N. Pleasant St., everyone welcome.

Notices
fOUND

Call M6 7237*'""° °'""*'* ^'"''•"' ""'°" Building

LOST
Calculator, (Texii Initfumenu SR 61-111 Nov 8 I

naad it for finals. Reward Call CliH, 253-7291
-- If you find ona tar^ wool mittan, please call 266

8674, ask for Maryann,
-Woman s watch, black band and face. Lost on

ft°o"5,1o'^"'^"*'
^"' °" ^"^ **°'' 16 Call Martha

^t>J-z4o4.

CHRISTMAS PfteSENTS
Christmas presents are easy to make at the Student

Union Craft Shop - stained glass, silver jewelry

g'ay'"disco"'*"
*^*"**' '"'*"' ~ *'" '"»'"'""'"

Peoples Gay Alliance invites all people to a disco
tonight at 9, CC. 10th floor »1
ISRAeLI CABARET

Sunday, Nov. 20, Hampden Student Center, 8-11
pm,; Israeli H/lusic, food, entertainment
NAVIGATOR FELLOWSHIP RALLY
Meet a missionary today at 8 p.m., CC 8O4-808 All

welcome, free.

PREMED SOCIETY
Meeting Monday at 7:30 p m C C 806-809 Allmembers attend, elections scheduled for that night

SMIL ES
Come learn how to protect your pearly whiteal

Information on dental health in CC Concourse all day
Friday,

ffHiTORIC STUDENTS
Help plan a way to reduce maximum class size to 20

students. Meet together on Friday at 1:30 pm InMachmer E 21, Call Sue H, at SOP 545 2415SABBATH SERVICES
Synogogue located near Prince Dormitory near

^.S?'"" ^° ^ "«'"«* "t* <"" 6:30 p.m, Saturday
at 10:30 am, Pleaae come,
SHABBAT SERVICES

Friday nigh: services will be held at 7:00 pm in
Farley Lodge (across from Southwest Dormsl in
conjunction with "Israel on my Mind" retreat. Those
lust interested in services are invited to attend
COFFEE HOUSE
Sunday Nov, 20th, 8 p.m , 1 am, in Cfiadbourne

Recreation Room. Live entertainment and free
refreshments, Co-sponsored by Chadbourne and
Greenough Dorms.

NAVIGATOR FELLOWSHIP MEETING
Come meet a missionary to Indonesia. Singing,

sharing and enlightenment, 804 808, CC.

MEETING YOUR PSYCHIC SELF
A participation workshop, Nov, 19th; 8-6 p.m CC

rm. 917 Fee 120, students le.
STUDENT UNION GALLERY

Presents: A painting exhibition by the GuM of
Boston Artist, Mon Nov. 14 Fri. Dec 2 Painting
demonstration Idata and time Id be announcedl
PARKING
On Tuesday, Nov 22, the P Lot behind Lot 26 wiH

be closed for repsirs and grading. Anyone that parka
in this P Lot can use another P Lot or park in the back
area of Lot 26
NANTUCKET ISLAND AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
PROGRAM

Spring 1978 "Semester abroad" on Nantucket
sponsored by UMass Boston Information and ap-
plications English Undergraduate Studies Office
Bartlett Hall, room 262
INFORMAL DISCUSSION

Oriol Pi Sunyer, Ph D will speak to any interested
students about his experiences as an anthropologist.
Meeting at 7 p rti

, Monday, followed by talk at 8 in
Machnr>er E 26 Refreshments

B'nai B'rith Hillel will

sponsor Sunday brunch
Who is a Jew? Why are there so many

conflicting definitions?
In an attempt to bring the issue of what is

a Jew? Who is a Jew?, B'nai B'rith Hillel will
sponsor a brunch Sunday at 1 1 a.m. that will
deal with all aspects of Judaism.
The topic is: "What is Judaism - a

Nationality, a Religion, or a Culture?" The
panelists are: Krot. btan Young, Rabbi Israel
Deren and Prof. Alan Lieberman.
Young, of the School of Business Ad-

ministration is a member of the Amherst
Jewish Community. He will be speaking on
Judaism as a culture. Rabbi Deren, of the
Chabad House, a branch of Orthodox Jewry,
will be speaking on Judaism as a religion!
Lieberman, a clinical psychologist who spent
last semester as a visiting faculty member at
the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, will be
speaking on Judaism as a nationality.
The brunch begins at 11 a.m. in the

Commonwealth Room, Student Union, and
there is a fee for the food only.

FASHION FAVORITE ELCO

SAVE 50% TO 75%
OFF RETAIL PRICES
ON OUR COMPLETE LINE...

OPEN 10

jHf PUBlIC
ON SATURDAYS

ONLY
EVERY SATURDAY
9 00 A M 3PM

tV SWEATERS

T^ DRESSES

^ SKIRTS

^ SHELLS

T^ BLOUSES

^ GOWNS

^ PANT SUITS

it ENSEMBLES

V

nvo- rjtrs skjkt sn--
with plcalai detail!

Vcly CT(p( buttcM-fTcnl htcusi

with lace collar.

full p lea tcii s Icev cs . .

.

full top pleated dintdl skirl.

C0l'0K'S:3lesh

SJZSS:&- 14

The very same fashions that are sold
in better stores throughout the
country. All manufactured in

our own organization.
•.

ELCO DRESS Co.
FACTORY

OUTLET

532 MAIN ST.
HOLYOKE

yoke C enter £

fLCO»

ffOTi ArTihenf \ou't^ or> ^

to Molyotie Cen'er pa-i

foHovw Signs to Holyoke
igh* Qi to'k 'ok»e a '-gh* c Mai'> S'

In addition to our regular Saturday hours - we will now be

open on the following Sundays from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Nov. 27. Dec. 4, Dec. 1 1. Dec. 18

To place a classified ad. drop by the
{

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45pm. Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Littl«Ad»C«t»IC RESULTS:

msmsm Clossifieds
The rates are: Dally. 45c per line 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

uiii^t^i'nfri*"**^* -"' iiTi:

68G8la«yM0fot(1 S700 527 5746

66 Chevy many new parrs Rufis great 300
Of bpsi oiler Call 546 9612 nites

68 Volvo 144 Automalic, clean, reliable,

very good body h engine, snows.
AM FM $1,195 584 7743 Tues Th or

586 1448 eve

1974 Vega Hatchback Very good con
diiion Andrea call eve 546 9870

67 Cataina Gd running condition New
hialrcs S400 Call 6 5007 after 7 00

BARGAIN 1974 Dattun 710 station wgn
Standard Iran 4500. $1,700 or 8 253
9792

1977 Omaga Brougham Fully loaded List

S6.922 $5,300 or BO Call Brad 64&B706

122Volvo pjrts sedftwagon Rea 665 4384

66 Ford cust Good conrj New oil pump
ir.i.ft batt $350 or B O 546 5920

Audi Foil 1974 black beauty in superb
condition Automatic trans , radial tires.

AM FM, sunroof, air cond Asking
$3 395 Call 549 1203

69 Ford Galaiiy 500 Police intercept
428C1 Runs encellent 400$ 549 1456

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOESi
Men i Ladies canvas b leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 5(1 Call 538 3181

AKC Old Englith Sheep dog pupt^
females 14 wks old Good with kids
Championship stock $225 ea 549 5523.

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call
U.T,nis Delap 256 8732 9 10a m.

Fhite student model asirMarir549~T^

PA Amplfier 75 watts RMS One premier
reverb unit $35 each Mark 253 2756

Rm In 3fm, house
$104 mo plus uti.

9908

Nxt to N Village
Chris. 8430, 253

wms.
ENTERTAINMENT

Claxy Choc/Wh domestic 5 mo old
Skunk E«c temperment box trainee all

shots Can no longer keep due to
location Paid S86 , will sacrifice for $60
Of best offer Good home a must. for more
info call Donna after 7 6 6632

TO SUBLET

1 fem wranted lor own rm in 2 bdrni apt
Kt monih FREEi $130 util mcl Carta 549
1741 eves ''? mile from campus Bus

1 Bdrm in 2 Bdrm. Apt Brandywine,2nd
1 2 Dec Free Dog allowed Leave name
tr phone no , at 253 2441 in ret to Jim
Kerner

SUNDERLAND SUBLET

Enjoy a 2 berlroom furnished apartment in

Sunderland, open for sublet Dec 20
Jan 20 Pay rent b electricity Call Rill »r

665 3223

Pro Music Service Best m rock thru disco
Monitor Music 546 4731, Rea

! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

Typing $ 40 page Call anytime 549-6656.

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

PHOTOGRAPHY Passport and ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for
Cliribimas 8bW or color service in
iruction by arrangement Reasonable

prices lor high quality work Contact
Steven 546 9653 night*^ onlv

LOST

Stolen from truck at B Manor Sat nite

The boots m the duffel will never fit you
properly I'll buy back no hassle Call 253
593 1 Boots broken to my foot

PROFESSIONAL TVPING Fast. Accurate.
Reasonable Call Diane evenings 549
2637

5 5 cu ft Rafrig Call 546 4035 4036

8X24 Nikon Binocular, IS OZ i.ka oew.
$70 firm Call Roland 545 0600 ext /i
days, 584 6183 evenings

HELP WANTED

VW Bus 1973 4cyl 30.000m( .

Cond 65270 after 8p m
auto, Exc

Ona pair of brand new undrllled
Rosignol St Comps 185cm best price
over $150 Value of over $200 Call Alan at

6 7486

Oorm Refrig,
MaryAnn

Teacher's Aide lor Amherst Jewish
Community 1st and 2nd grade Sunday
School Class Send resume lo J C A
P O Box 606 Amherst

WANTED

ISO neg 253 5263

73 Opal Exc Cond 37K mi $1,660 546
6772

72 OMC VarMlurs Campar Sink, stove,

fteater, AM/FM tape, bed, much more
Ex cond $2,300 leave name ft ph at

253 2441 Jim Kerner

FOR RENT

Roommate wanted for new house
$110 -mo • Bus route wood stove Call

alter 5 30, ask lor Scott, Alison Rick 25fr
8242

Bicycle helmet, ski hat Bill 549 6606

CALCULATORS

College Calculators oilers low price h fui

seivice Aii models avail T159 $225 ,
58-

$99 95 61 $49 9'. MP s & Commodore s
dvdil Models I'om $16 Remember, we
service an calculators we sell Before you
.iuy anywhere else, call Bob or i:hris at
College Calculators 549 1316

AUDIO

Want to hjy quality auto AM FM stereo
cassdk Call 546 7887

Mcintosh Int Amp $200 , Dynaco FM
tuner $75 , OHM 02 s $250 Advent 201
Cassete deck $225. Call Ken 546-4035,
4036

BIRTHOAV CAKES" All occasion cakes
tiedutifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546
9576

Expert typing, only $ 40/page Call after 6
Mon Ttuirs

, 256 8484

Dinners from 4.99
Entrees include

Draught Beer
& Wine

TRAVEL

LOWEST AIRFARES . worldwide m
formation newsletter $5 /year quanerly
Box 188D. Northfield. Mass OlsiSO

TravaMrtg con^wnion wanted to Europe
Contact Cindy 323 4309

PERSONALS

1909 Chevy Impel* 2 door coupe, A/C, PS
and PB 350 engine, FM radio BO 546-

6842

If you don't want to Ire lock(?d into a 10 o'

12 months lease cf>eck with us about our
new rental agrr»ement We have one and
two t)edrms Townhouse and garden units

starting at $195 plu& utilities Call

SOUTFIMEAnOW 256 0166 for more
detaiK

RIDIRS WANTtO

Riders needed to go West!! Will be
leaving around Dec 19 for a real direct

drive straight thru to Wash Slate Ph
666 3031 Carol

NEED MONEY) Realistic Rcvr Imade by
Sony) 22WPC Uitralinear spkrs BIC 940
turntable for only $325 or 8 Call Phil

549 4759

SERVICES

Volvo repairs ^nri maintenance AH f'ears

<ni) models low prrces Jack 586 0610

Your Personel Blorhylhm understand
your body s cycles, increase your chances
of success 12 month computer plot,
begin any month, year you specify
$9 95ppd Specify date of birth Applied
Mic rocomputer Systems, Box 68 Silver
LzKe N H oaaTS.

Fra* KittWM Call 549-3937 eves, Judy

Tue. & Wed.
College Nite
Beer & W/ne
1" pitcher
& presenting
Larry Tomei

'with college I.D. )

Penev at Have beers, Nov 21si
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Thors. & Fri.

Boogie
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Shoot for ninth straight
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1977

By rich ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Gridders aim to ground Eagles
percentage, arrived at practice last Thursday ^*^ ^"^

This, by all rights, should have beer^ a
weekend for the UMass football team to rest
and prepare itself for the upcoming Division
M playoffs. But, a Saturday afternoon at
Boston College cannot be considered a
vacation.

In fact, the Eagles are probably the biggest
and most talented team the Minutemen will
face this season, including the playoffs.
Although their 5-4 record won't earn them a
trip to the Sugar Bowl, the Eagles must still
be considered the class of New England.

Thus, tomorrow, the Minutemen will pur
thetr eight game winning streak on the line
when they face the Eagles in an ABC
regionally televised game beginning at 4:00.

Ordinarily, this game would be the
highlight of the UMass football season.
However, this has not been an ordinary week
for UMass, Last weekend's victory over New
Hampshire and the team's Division II playoff
bid, received earlier this week, have over-
shadowed the BC game. But, according to
UMass defensive coordinator Bob Pickett,
the Minutemen are still enthusad about the
contest

"As a coach, you're always concerned
about your team looking ahead to another
game," said Picken. "But this year's team
hasn't had any problem with that. Year in
and year out this is a game we look forward
to, and this week is no exception.
"We found out Tuesday that we had

received a bid for the playoffs. We told the
players at practice, and we haven't heard
anything about it since. Everybody is ready
to play

"

"UMass IS a two-way team," said BC
football coach Joe Yukica, "and I know they
will be prepared to give their best against
us."

,qI^® "^otlefn version of this rivalry began in
1966, and since then the Minutemen have
managed to win just one of 1 1 games That
was a 28-7 shocker in 1972, by a UMass team
that earned a Boardwalk Bowl bid.
While the Minutemen have been enjoying

their best season since '72. the Eagles have
fallen upon rough times at The Heights.' BC
began its season by losing three of its four
games. The Eagles rebounded by winning
four straight behind the arm of senior
quarterback Ken Smith. However, the
nation's number two quarterback in passing

percentage, arrived at practice last Thursday
admittedly drunk, and was suspended from
the team.

Without Smith, the Eagles dropped last
Saturday's game to Syracuse, 20-3, and lost
any hopes for an obscure bowl bid. On
Tuesday, Smith asked Yukica if he could
explain the incident to his teammates and
offer an apology. After hearing his plep
Smiths teammates voted to reinstate him!
Smith, who has completed 60.6 per cent of
his passes for 171 1 yards and 16 touchdowns
will play tomorrow

Smith is unquestionably the key to an
offense that has produced 188 points this
season But the Eagles aerial attack is also
supported by a solid receiving corps.

Mike Godbolt, is the Eagles leading
receiver, with 24 receptions good for 533
yards. Paul McCarty, a junior, whose brother
Peter heads the UMass defense, has also
been a favorite target of Smith's. He's
caught 22 passes and is averaging 18 yards
per reception.

When the Eagles aren't passing, their
running game will be commandered by
fullback Don Conway, the Eagles leading
rusher, and Joe Brian. According to
Pickett, O'Brien adds a different dimension
to BC's offense.

"He"s a great runner, but he can also
throw the ball. He adds another option to
their offense," said Pickett.

O'Brien was the Eagles quarterback at the
start of the season, before being replaced by
Smith and moved to tailback.

Meanwhile, UMass enters the game with a
chance to establish itself as the number one
team m New England. A win over BC, along
with its Yankee Conference championship
and number one ranking in the latest
Lambert Cup voting would be impressive
credentials.

After the New Hampshire game it ap-
peared the Minutemen might be sub-par this
week, because of ankle injuries to John
Willis. Ross Schubarth and Billy Coleman.
However Pickett reports that they are
healthy and will be available tomorrow.
Coleman needs to gain just 53 yards

rushing to establish a single season rushing
mark set by Paui Metallo in 1972. The senior
halfback seemed assured of breaking the
mark two weeks ago against Holy Cross,
however, injuries in that game and at New
Hampshire have slowed him down.

Billy Coleman has leaped over, around and through the seta single season rushing record in tomorrow's game at BC.
opposition this season on his way to 808 yards rushing. He can (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Puckmen host scrappy Lowell;
shoot for second straight victory
5> MICHAEL McHUGH
Ccllegian Staff

The UMass Minutemen six will face-off at

8: X) against Lowell University tomorrow
ni^ht at Orr Rink. It's the first of only two
home games for the icemen before inter-

session.

Tne Minutemen are coming off a 4-1

o.ienlng game victory over New England
Cv'ege Wednesday night in Concord, New
Hampshire.
The icemen were sparked by Chris

Lowey's first period goal, Fran Pycko's third
period goal, and Don Murphy's two goals in

the first and third periods. Goalie John Riley
played a super game in the nets, turning
aside 21 Pilgnm shots.

Ihfe r^nalty killing of Brian Kittredge,
. amie Benelli and John Peters, when UMass
v.'is two men down in the second period and
protecting a slim 2-1 lead, was perhaps the
key to the game.
"We don't practice being two-men short

ti o often, but we do have a blackboard
i'»ssion and practice it occasionally," said
I ittredge.

"As far as the Lowell game is concerned,"

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Foul shooting - men

anc (vomen interested should show up at
Boyden Gym between November 28-
December 1, 6-8 p m. Sign up and shoot!

Information on General Physical Education
(GPE) ski offerings for intersession and
spring semester are available in Room 226
Boyden today from 9 am. -4 p.m.
NOPE POOL CLOSED tomorrow for swim

meet

coach Jack Canniff said, "There's no
question that we've got to tighten up our
defense. Hopefully, we'll improve our fore-
checking. The only plus for us is that it's a
home game. The boards at New England
gave us fits, but we shouldn't have that
problem at Orr rink.

"To give you an indication of how good
Lowell is, they made it to the ECAC Division
II semi-finals last year and were bumped only
by Merrimac. This year's team is basically the
same team as last year's with a few ao-
ditions They just barely lost to UNH in a
scrimmage this year 8-6.

"Lowell has one of the better forwards in
Division II - John Costello. He played center
last year, but coach Bill Riley switched him to
left wing this year. Lowell's goaltending Is

also a strong point."

The Minutemen played well offensively
against New England, as they pumped in 41
shots on goaltender Rick St. Laurent, and
will hope for a repeat performance tomorrow
night, as they will need all the offense they
can muster against Lowell.

Co-Captain Bill White talked about the
Ne-v England victory and the upcoming
( .me with Lowell.

'We played with a lot of spirit but the new
kids made some mistakes in our end and they
were overshifting the puck

"

Overshifting the puck is when three
players get stuck on one siue of the ice, while
forechecking tne opoonv.it. In other words,
the fonrt/arfl isn't sf-iyinj, on his wing, which
can cause a three on two or four on three
break.

"We've got to clejjr up a few things in
.J! ";tice," continued White. "This Saturday
COTic'row) we'll be more defensive minded

au.e Lowell Un' arsity is a lot stronger
.• rT New England. Tney have a lot of depth,
but we car -ratch their talent."
GOAL- LINE GAB - The Minutemen were

ono of only a few teams hat beat Lowell
University last year. The ice ,nen edged them,
3-2 Due to an error by t^e official scorer.
Bill White was credited wih UMass's final
tally against New Fngland v len in actuality it

was center Murphy. All tr-j often the goal
scorer gets the glory when .• crisp pass might
have made the goal possibii,, so I'm going to
mention who contributed assists in the New
England game. AM-,ists were credited to
Jamie Benelli, John Peters, Mark Ferragamo,
Brian Kittredge and Dean Liacos.

Bill Fdelstein

A bowl, by any other name.

.^ijy^^
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UNH quarterback Jeff Allan 115) hat tha faaling of a man
looking down tha barrel of a loaded shotoun, a* UMass' Dava

Bamis (76) and Phil Puopoio (74) are about to lower the boom
on him. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

A great many people, including myself,
have been going bonkers trying to uncover
the names and whereabouts of the bowl
games in which the UMass football folks are

likely to participate during their stay in the
Division II Playoffs.

Leaving myself open to clear and present
physical danger, not to mention unusually
high levels of mental anguish, I have gained
knowledge of these closely- guarded secrets,

and have finally compiled enough in-

formation to expose a fatal oversight on the
part of the Division II Bowl- Naming Com-
mittee.

This oversight is best illustrated by listing

the bowls of which UMass could be a part.

The Division II Valhalla is the Pioneer
Bowl. The two finalists will go at each other
in this one from scenic Wichita Falls, Texas.

The Eastern semifinals is to be hosted by a

participating club, which will have the

privilege of entertaining its opponent in the
Knute Rockne Bowl.

For the quarterfinal round, which will see
one of its contests hosted by UMass, there

are NO GIVEN BOWL NAMES.
Imagine that!

Here we have an honest-to-goodness
playoff game right in our own backyard, and
nobody takes the time to name it as a bowl.
This is a situation which must be remediedl

Most famous bowl games are named after

the structures in which they are held. For

example: the Rose, Cotton, Sugar and
Orange Bowls are all staged in stadia bearing
their respective titles.

UMass suffers a handicap in this respect.

Sure, university afficiandos could entitle the
upcoming playoff encounter the "Alumni
Bowl," but this would create the miscon-
ception of an old-timers' game sponsored by
the class of '23 Besides, the World War I

halftime tunes would send most spectators

running for the exits.

The aforementioned Knute Rockne Bowl
is an example of a game named after a

famous individual. UMass has a number of

possibilities along this line.

The contest could bear the name of the

town's most celebrated personage; the

"Emily Dickenson Bowl," or a corollary of

that, The "Belle of Amherst Bowl " These,
howe er, seem inappropriate monikers for as
bruising a sport as football.

A name cou!'^ -e chosen from the UMass
athletic dep^, in-.ent. But, although the
"Frank Maclnerny tJowl" has a certain ring

to It, it vi/ould be forced to lose money in

order to be used as a tax shelter.

Ck^ariy, what is needed is a revolutionary,

nr'w train of thought.

There are certainly enough idiosyncrasies
unique to the university from which to draw
up an impressive list of unmistakably UMass-
ish bowl-nan-t candidates.

Th3 "Downstairs of the Drake Bowl"
would not only allow Minutemen supporters
to view the playoff with a certain amount of
hometown pride, it would also grant free
admission to anyone under 18.

Declaring the contest the 'Blue Wall
Bowl" would provide for a novel ticket-

selling campaign. Since a grid game consists
of four IB-minute quarters, the Boyden ducat
demons could promote the game as the
"Happy Hour".

iMHre arc those people, though, who
would rathci not publicize UMass' collective
affir: ty for hops-based beverages. Such folks
a'e easily accomodated.

For connoisseurs of the arts, there's the
"FAC Bowl". One catch to this is that
concession prices will be raised before
halftime.

The University is generally acknowledged
as the first institution of higher education to
pursue the possioilities of a student union. In
the Union Bowl", football would be played
us::tq a fairer foimat, since a controversial
cnW by an official would necessarily bring
about a Situation of collective bargaining.
1 he Bowl'i only drawback is that in order to
gain iicce-s into the stadium, fans would
have to t-oss a picket line.

Or just maybe the game should be
dedicated not only to the Thanksgiving
season during which it will ba played, but
alsj to the genius who scheduled the contest
for the holiday weekend, a time when most
students will he home with their families.

In honor of both the meal and mastermind
- tne "Turkey Bowl".

J
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men's Basketball

A veteran team... ...seeks 'lasthurrah'

U Mass shoots for NCAA
By Ron Arena
Collegian Staff

Jack Leaman picked up the ball tricky
dribbled behind his back- take' note
Johnny Most and tossed an easy one-
hander toward the hoop. He missed. The
coach smiled

, backed up to the corner
and let loose with a 20-foot keep those
feet on-the-ground set shot Swish. Again
Swish.
"Gettin' kinda cocky, " quipped one of
Leamens players. "Kinda cocky."
Leaman may very well have displayed a

touch of cockiness as he enjoyed some fun
dunng this pre-practice warmup, but as he
looks to the upcoming UMass basketball
season, that cockiness quickly fades. The
reason ' How about Villanova, Rutgers,
Holy Cross, and Providence College for
starters? With a schedule of this calibre, a
winning season for UMass may be difficult
to come by. But with the collective person
nel and attitudes tha'> surround this year's
UMass basketball team, Leaman will have
more than a touch of confidence when his
squad debuts at Harvard at the end of this
month
Reasons for that confidence come in

various degrees of size, shape, and speed
The nucleus of the squad can be found m
the New York City trio of Derick Claiborne,
Alex Eldridge. and Mike Pyatt, who, after
flirting with various levels of success since
their heralded arrival here three years ago.

find themselves in their last-hurrah senior
years. Surround them with 6-9 junior Mark
Haymore, a rugged transfer from Indiana,
6-9 junior Len Kohlhaas, 6-5 junior Eric
Willams, 6-4 junior Brad Johnson, and
others, the result is a strong and deep
Minuteman squad.
Were a fine balanced team with a lot of

depth," assesses Leaman. "We'll be going
with eight or nine people consistently. We
won't have to deal with 38 or 39 minutes
stints like last year. If a starter plays 32
minutes at full tilt, and with a strong bench
to fill in, we'll be in good shape."
With the different types of players UMass

has, Leaman will be able to floor two
distinct styles of play.
"If we go with Haymore and Kohlhaas

together, we'll have the big physical team,
"

Leaman said. "We'll have a lot of
firepower, strong boards, but not much
quickness.
"The other option is to go with either
Haymore or Kohlhass, and play them with
either Willams, Pyatt, or Johnson. With
this setup, we II be quicker and stronger
defensively."

"Either way, we'll be able to meet our
needs,' the coach added.
Granted that UMass has capably filled

potentially big gaps up front with the
graduation of Jim Town and Mark
Donoghue, the strength of this club lies in
the guard position, according to Leaman.
With the ever consistent Claiborne, this

year's captain, and the explosive Eldridge,
few would argue Leaman's claim.
Eldridge carries with him a past marred by

controversy, but if practice so far is any in-

dication, he's ready to play.

"We gotta go all out now," Claiborne said
of Pyatt, Eldridge, and himself. 'This is it

for us. We still have some things to ac
complish before we leave

"

Tm looking for those three to have
outstanding years, " Leaman said 'Most
people are remembered by their last year,
and everything before that goes down the
drain if you're not effective as seniors
That should be an added incentive for

them- they'll have something to prove."
An extra push for Claiborne and Eldridge
may come from the play of sophomore
guard Bill Morrison and freshman Tom
Witkos, both of whom are capable
replacements should either starter falter.

Other newcomers who have impressed
Leaman are Jay Stuart, who at 6 8 provides
height and quickness, and Connie Napier,
who Leaman labels a pleasant surprise. The
coach also has the services of senior Chuck
Steveskey, always a long range shooting
threat. Another returning forward is 6-6
sophomore George Dennerlein.
Willams, however, who left the team last

year because of personal reasons, has
been the most impressive player in camp to
date, says the coach, with Kohlhaas right

beside him.

"BeautifuH" said Leaman of Williams. "As

Minutemen face stiff test
in EAA's soph season
By Rich Eckel
and Mike Berger
Collegian Staff

The ECBL, Eastern Eight, aaah. Eastern'
Athletic Association, whatever" tMe'league
finally decides to call itself, is ready to em-
bark on its second year of existence. In its
initial season, the league was highly com
petitive and this year shouldn'd be any dif
ferent

What can UMass expect to encounter this
season? Here is a list of the teams it will
tace and what the Mmutemen can expect
from Its opponents.

RUTGERS Tom Young 18 10
Since the 1975 76 season when the

Scarlet Knights made it to the NCAA post-
season final four, their playoff success has
been nothing to wnte home about. With
1977 losses to UMass m the ECBL playoffs
in the first round and to St. Bonaventure in
a NIT opener, coach Tom Young will hope
for recruiting help to help him get over the
playoff jinx

The front court for the Knights will be the
teams strongest point as Hollis Copeland
James Bailey, and Abdel Anderson are

^considered to be the most dominating front
Tin4 w, ihe league. In the backcourt. Eddie
Jordan took his high scoring average into
the pros, leaving somewhat of a sconng
lack Look for Rodney Duncan and Steve
Hefele to be the backcourt sta-^ters,

VILLANOVA Rollie Massimino 23-10
Five years ago Massimino took over a
nothing special' type of team but since
that time has guided the Wildcats to vic-
tories over Notre Dame and St. John's, a
second place finish in the ECBL last season

and a third place spot in the NIT.
He's lost offensive punch from the

graduated John Olive and Larry Herron but
seems to have the players in Herron's
younger brother Keith, Reggie Robinson,
and 6 6 super recruit Alex Bradley
The backcourt is still intact with last year's

starters Rory Sparrow and Whitey Rigsby
back. The Wildcats recruited a 34 4ppg
scorer in Tom Sienkiewicz to handle the
team's backcouri offense. Look for the
Wildcats to challenge seriously for the
league title.

GEORGE WASHINGTON Bob Tallent
14-12

The Colonials, along with Penn State, had
the worst record in the ECBL last year but
prognosticators say that Tallent s group
might be the best team in the league by the
end of the season
Senior Les Anderson (6 4, 15.1ppg) is the

most well known player, but Tallent has
had some extremely promising recruits and
transfers enter his program. Bob Lindsay
iFloridal and Daryle Charles ILaSallel bnng
impressive scoring statistics with them but
Tallent is most impressed with Glenn Dixon
(6-8 junior collegetransfer) and a freshman
21ppg scorer Curtis Jeffries-out of Ken
tuckey's best high school team Look for
the Colonials to be the sleeper in the
league.

WEST

VIRGINIA Joedy GardnerWEST
18 11

Last season was supposed to bef/?eyear
for the Mountaineers but losses to Du-
quense and UMass in the league's tourna-
ment in Philadelphia ended their season
abruptly Its victories over Notre Dame and

Duke were highlights for a team that had a
roller coaster season.
This year only two returning starters are

back. Maunce Robinson and Sid Bostic will
be the players the Mountaineers rely on.
Gardner experienced a good recruiting off-
season by nabbing Donnie Gibson, Greg
Nance and Dick Herbert. But they are only
'fresfynen and this could be a rebuilding
season /or the Mountaineers.

DUQUESNE John Cinicola 15 15
The Dukes were the prime example of the

league's balance last season. They entered
the tournament in Philadelphia heavy
underdogs, but surprised everybody by
making it to the finals and then beat
Villanova for theleague title and an NCAA
playoff berth.

However, the sparkplug of last year's
team. Norm Nixon, is now wearing a Los
Angeles Laker uniform. Returning veterans
Lonnie McClain, Rich Cotton, John Moore
and John Thomas will have to make up for
the loss of Nixon, the outstanding player in
the ECBL last year.

PITTSBURGH Tim Grgurich - 6-21
The football heroics of Tony Dorsett over-
shadowed last year's team And this year
Matt Cavanaugh and his gridiron team-
mates should do the same. Football is
number one and the Panthers will have to
go a long way to change that tact,,La^t'
year their ECBL record was a dismal •"[ 9
This year the Panthers have 6-6 Larry Har-

ris to lend some credibility to their squad
An outstanding season from him and sup
port from^'ree sophomore returnees could
make the Panthers a spoiler in the league
But somehow this winter you've got to feel
that students will be wondering how many
more days it will be before the football
season starts

PENN STATE John Bach 11-15
You can name some great football players

that have played for Joe Paterno over the
years But nane just one basketball player
that has ever made it big from Penn State
This school, like Pitt, is a football factory
Thus the Nittany Lions who throw basket-
balls at hoops are not highly regarded.
This season the Lions have Minnesota

transfer Garry Korkowski and Carvin
Jackson to lead the team. The team is
young and inexperienced and, unfortunate-
ly for Bach, most teams will probably per-
form an overture on his.

Opponents
to watch
Given that UMass posseses
some of the finest individual
talent in the East with the likes of
Mike Pyatt, Derick Claiborne,
Alex Eldridge, and Mark
Haymore, its opponents can also
boast some of the bigger names
in the region. The following is a
list of some of 't'he top players
whose teams will compete
against the Minutemen this year:

Junior guard Brad Johnson tries for two against Rhode Island in action last
season at the Cage The Minutemen travel to Kingston this season to take
on the Rams, who should be one of UMass s biggest New England rivals
(staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Chris Potter
Ronnie Perry
Mike Vicens
Keith Herron
James Bailey
Hollis Copeland
Maurice Robinson
Bruce Campbell
Bob MIscevicius
Jiggy Williamson
Sly Williams
Joey Whelton
Jim Abromaitis

Holy Cross
Holy Cross
Holy Cross
Villanova
Rutgers
Rutgers
West Virginia

Providence
Providence
Rhode Island
Rhode Island
Connecticut
Connecticut

for Kohlhaas, he's been equally impressive.
The past two years I think he had conceded
the starting role to Donoghue, but now he
realizes he's the heir apparent, and he's

ready."

If all of this personnel meshes together as
Leaman hopes, UMass's goal of winning
the league championships and gaining an
automatic bid into the NCAA tournament
seems well within reach. The tourney will

be played in Pittsburgh on March 2-4, with
the winner taking all.

"That's what it's all about," Claiborne
commented.

UMass finished third in the tourney last

year, as Duquesne, led by Norm Nixon,
surprised all by capturing the tournament
title.

UMass figures to be a strength among
strengths as the league's second year un-
folds. With Villanova, Rutgers, and George
Washington in the same division, therein

lies the class of the Eastern Eight. UMass
will play these three teams on a home and-
away basis, while West Division opponents

Duquesne, Pittsburg, West Virginia, and
Penn State - will be single game foes.

In short, the outlook for the Minutemen is

typical. The talent is there - what remains
to be seen is how that talent will perform.
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Haymore - Indiana ^s loss

becomes UM^sgain
By Rich Eckel
Collegian Staff

One day during the summer of 1976,
UMass basektball coach Jack Leaman's
phone began to ring. When Leaman
answered it, he found the caller had an of-

fer he couldn't refuse.

The caller, Davidson basketball coach
Dave Pritchett, asked Leaman if he might
be interested in a 6-9 transfer student from
Indiana University. It didn't take long for

Leaman to express his interest. Leaman
called the student and set up a meeting.
They obviously both liked what they saw
because the student decided to enroll at

UMass.
Now, after one year of ineligibility, Mark

Haymore is ready to play basketball for

UMass. The story of Haymore's eventual
decision to attend UMass is a sordid one. It

was simply a case of all the cards falling in-

to UMass's lap, and all Leaman had to do
was show the cards. Haymore was in the
business of looking for a school to attend
and UMass was suggested after his first

two choices fell through.
He had been a member of Indiana's na-

tional championship team in 1976, but play-

ing behind talent like Kent Benson, Scott
May, Quinn Bucknerand Bobby Wilkerson-
now all members of the NBA -Haymore

saw little action.

Eventually, Haymore and Hoosier coach
Bobby Knight began to see things dif-

ferently, and it was clear that the services
of the highly recruited prospect from
LutheraTt»^ast • High School in Cleveland
wore no longer needed at Indiana.

"I had decided on Indiana because it was
close to home, and also Indiana went strict-

ly with man toman defense, something I

enjoy, " said Haymore, who received over
400 offers from interested schools.
"Bobby Knight is a helluva coach. He

taught me a lifetime of basketball in two
years. Every game was like a national
championship to him, though, and we had
a never-ending conflict," said Haymore.
That conflict led the player who had been

all-everything in high school to search for
another school. He contacted Lefty
Driesell, basketball coach at the University
of Maryland, who had recruited him heavily
back in high school. But Driesell already
had the big man he needed, so he advised
Haymore to contact officials at Davidson, a
school outside of Driesell's conference.
He did. However, Haymore was told that
Davidson couldn't accept any more
transfer students. But the assistant at

Davidson last season was Ray Wilson,
former assistant at UMass, who has,
ironically enough, returned this season.
Wilson suggested thay Haymore contact
UMass.
"I came here during the summertime and I

liked the way it looked," said Haymore. "It

looked like a place where everybody could
get into their own thing."

Last season, his first at UMass, Haymore
was unable to play due to NCAA regula-
tions. But the square-shouldered addition
to UMasss front line didn't mind.
"I knww whereever I went I was going to

have to sit out a year, " he said. "It gave
me time to think and get my head together.
To find out if I really wanted to play ball."
This season, Haymore is considered a key

ingredient in the hopes of another suc-
cessful Minuteman basketball campaign.
The difference between the high-pressured
atmosphere at Indiana and the more low-
key approach at UMass is one he enjoys.

"It's changed my whole game. I'm more
relaxed here," Haymore said. "We don't
have to dive on the floor in loose ball drills

or do sprints after practice. At first, I

wondered if I'd made the right choice. But
I've found that if you want to work, you
can get just as much out of this."

It is this willingness to work and his
dedication to the game that has imppressed
Leaman.

"He's strong and appears to want to be
successful. With his will to work, he could
be one of the best players in the East, " en
thused the coach.

"He's going to help us with his shooting
and rebounding," said Leaman. "But my
only apprehension is that everyone is going
to expect too much from him early in the
year. If you count the small amount of time
he played at Indiana and last year, he really

hasn't played competitively for three years.
It's going to take him some time to adjust.

We expect he'll reach his potential
sometime around the middle of the season.
We hope it will be sooner, but you've got to
be realistic about the situation."

Haymore's presence in the frontcourt,
combined wiht Len Kohlhaas's, should help
Umass make up for the loss of Jim Town
and Mark Donoghue. Haymore said he is

looking forward to the season and that he
would like to improve his rebounding.

After three years of struggling it appears
that Mark Haymore is ready to find his
place in the sun. And UMass fans can con-
sider themselves lucky to be able to watch
Haymore find the potential that everyone
from Bobby Knight to Jack Leaman knows
exists.

Ray returns home

Here's the big guy. UMass's transfer from Indiana, Mark Haymore, takes a
jump shot in the Minutemen's annual intrasquad scrimmage. Haymore is

expected to fill one of the voids left by graduated Jim Town and Mark
Donohue. (staff photo by Pete Baumann)

Wilson'ssearch forhappiness

leads him back to the Cage

Mike Pyatt lofts one of his patented one hand jump shots toward the
hoop. The high scoring senior forward will team with Eric Williams, Len
Kolhaas, and Mark Haymore to make the UMass frontcourt a formidable
one. (staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

By Mike Berger
Collegian Staff

In most cases the success of a collegiate

basketball team is based on its recruiting. A
6 9 muscle forward, averaging 21 rebounds
a game, or a 6-1 lightning quick guard who
shoots over 50 per cent a game and
averages 21 points a game can mean a big

difference in a team"s play.

For UMass, coach Jack Leaman might
not see the full effects of his recruiting pro-

gram this year but he has one important ad-
dition to his team. And this man doesn"t re-

bound or score points.

Assistant coach Ray Wilson, 44 years old,

returns to the UMass basketball program
after a years absence. He was assistant

coach at Davidson University last year.

Prior to last season, Wilson served as one
,of Leaman's assistants from 1969-1977.
How do the players feel about having

Wilson back as assistant coach?
The seniors on the team - Derick Clair-

borne, Alex Eldridge, Mike Pyatt, and
Chuck Steveskey - all have a warm feeling

for the man who recruited them from high
school.

"Sure, I'm glad he's back. He's like a
friend to us. He knows how to deal with us
on a personal level. He's seen us since high
school, and he personally recruited myself,

Alex, and Mike," said Clairborne.

"Coach Wilson's real easy to get along
with," said Pyatt.

"He still keeps in touch with most of our
families, and for many of us, he's another
father, " he added.
How does Wilson feel about being back?
'"Like I have never left," said Wilson. "

I

put a big value on happiness in my life, and
UMass is where I am the happiest. I didn't

realize that when I left for Davidson but I

actually missed Derick, Mike, and Alex's

kind of basketball."
Wilson went to Davidson University,

located in North Carolina, for a new op-
portunity in a more advanced league and

for more money.
Seven years ago Davidson had been in

the NCAA post season semi finals and had
seen players like Mike Malloy, Fred Hertzel,

and Dick Snyder graduate into professional
basketball

"Since that time, their program had gone
downhill and they were looking to go into
\he toi^ time agaiti,"saici WWson.
The graduate of Boston University, where

he played alongside Leaman for the Terriers

in 1958, said Davidson made a massive at

tempt to recruit players for the 'big Time'
but only managed a 7 21 season record.

"Davidson played teams like Notre Dame,
North Carolina State, Duke, Wake Forest,

but they just didn't have the players to han-

dle it," said Wilson.

Because of the unfamiliar setting of

Davidson and because he missed the Nor
theast, Wilson sought out another
coaching post In the East and was elated

when UMass put out an application for an

assistant coach to replace Fan Gaudette.
"I saw UMass beat Rutgers in the ECBL

playoffs at Philadelphia last year," said

Wilson, "and I was impressed. To me,
Derick, Mike, and Alex looked strong, a lot

more condifent of themselves, and after

seeing them, I really got homesick for

UMass "

Wilson said UMass had has the potential

to be a very fine basketball team but has to

concentrate on defense, rebounding and
must develop a team patience In both prac-

tice and game situations.

"We have the people to put the ball in the

hoop, and when we will have Mark
Haymore, Len Kohlhaas, and Mike Pyatt In

the middle we have a fine rebounding team
but we have to concentrate on team
quickness and defense with the defense the

most important," said Wilson.
Also a professor In the school of Physical

Eduaction, Wilson explained that defense
will be the key to the Minutemen's success.
"Defense Is a delayed gratification. The

players who play it real well are those who

aren't recognized. At times, we (UMass)
can play fine defense but our concentration
IS lacking at times," Wilson, said.

Wilson's best recognized achieve ment as
a UMass basketball recruiter besides
scouting Eldhdge, Clairborne, and Pyatt,
was that he was the man responsible for br-
inging in the NBAs premier player - Julius
Erving - to VJmnss

"Not in my wildest dreams did I ever think

that Ervlng would become the player he
has. He was a good scorer, a fine re-

bounder, and a pretty good defensive
player for me at Roosevelt High and here at

UMass, but I never thought he could be the
single most dominating player in the NBA,"
said Wilson.
How does Wilson feel about the four

seniors he recruited for Leaman In 1974?
When these four leave UMass after this

season, I think they will take with them a

brand of basketball which I will personally
miss," said Wilson.

"Mike Pyatt I see as a future NBA pro-

spect, Derick has developed into a better

an dround baskeiL.on player since high
school and Is very underrated," Wilson
continued.

"As for Alex, I have the feeling that he
has the same magic that Ervlng has for the
game of basketball. He has the potential to

become something special in the game of

basketball if he is willing to do the things
that must be done. I have not seen too
many players like him," he said.

Finally, Wilson feels as assistant coach
that he is in the position of being the 'Good
Guy'.

"All the hard decisions are made by Jack
and If they are good, the players feel It's my
Input. But if It goes against their wishes, all

the cnticism goes to Jack," Wilson said.

"I will say this. If UMass Is to have a great
year. Its going to be a collective effort from
everybody," he said.

Minuteman fans are hoping that
joyous scenes such as this one
become regular Cage occurences
during the 1977 78 basketball
season.
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Women's Gymnastics

Number three in '77... ...looks for same in '78

Talent-laden team set to shine

Fridiiy, fvlovember 18, 1977
Supplement to the Collegian

Winter Sports Special Pafle6_

By Laura Bassett
Collegian

Silting behnid her desk last week, UMass
women's gymnastics coach Virginia Evans
I ontemplated and commented on the up
coming season.
In the last six years under Evans' tutelage,

the gymwomen have never finished lower
than seventh in the nation. Evans believes
this year's squad is every bit as strong as
the other teams she has coached.

"This team has a tremendous amount of
talent and we'll be right up there on top
again," she said.

The gyn)women finished fourth in the
count'y last year and the squad is returning
vimiallv intact. Leading the return are top
all aroung performers Stephanie Jones,
Susan Cantwell and Karen Hemberger.
Jones, the most consistent Umass gym-

nast last year, returns after trying out for

the World University Games during the
summer Jones qualified for the trials with
an eighth place finish in the individual
championships last year Jones is pro-
gressing well during practices and is ex-
pected to be )ust as strong a contributor for

the gymwomen this season as last.

Cantwell is a definite veteran to the
UMass squad. Cantwell received an
AIIAmerican rating during the national
thampionships as a freshman and has com-
peted strongly for the two subsequeent na
tional title contending teams. Evans is par
til iilarily pleased with Cantwell's pre-
season progress.

Cantwell is stronger now then she was at
this point last year' , Evans said.

She is picking right up and going for-

ward, there's no senior slump ", Evans add-

ed.

Co captain Hemberger ran in to injury pro-
blems last year wihch limited her contribu
tions But that was last year. Hemberger is

back, healthy and working on tougher
routines than ever before, according to
Evans.
Jill Heggie, the top all around performer

for the Minutewomen last year is the gym-
nast not competing this season. Heggie
severely injured her knee during the World
Games Trials while compteting on the
uneven bars during the summer.
She was recovering well through the sum-

mer and early fall but has recently ag-
grevated the injury and is out for the
season
"We have obviously lost some scoring

potential, depth and consistency and we
will also miss her perosonality," said Evans
of Heggie's loss.

Heggie's injury places more pressure on
her teammates but depth graces this year's
squad. Also returning will be juniors Jean
Anderson, Diane Laurenson, Cheryl Mor-
rier and Julie Myers. All contributed to the
gymwomen's fourth place national finish
last year.

Anderson, an uneven parallel bars
specialist, has greatly improved the difficul-

ty level of her routine, according to Evans.
She IS expected to be a very strong con-
tributor to the bars squad this season.
Myers specializes on the floor and on the

beam. She is expected to be a very consis-
tent performer for the squad this season.
Evans said that Myers is a very solid per-
former and will undoubtedly add depth to
the team.
Laurenson and Merrier are both

strengthening their positions as all around

performers Laurenson saw action last year
on the floor and in vaulting but is working
hard to develop a bar routine. Morrier serv-

ed as a fill in all around performer when
Heggie, Jones, Cantwell and Hemberher
were out. She has worked very hard during
the summer to build up her routines to

break into the regular all around ranks.

Sophomore Laurie Knapp has shown a

great deal of improvement over last year.

Knapp performed very strongly on the
beam during a recent intrasquad meet and
Evans feels she is making a strong bid for a

regular beam slot.

Joining the team for the first time will be
freshmen Karen Clemente, Coleen Thorn-
ton, Debra Smith and sophomore Ann
Varano. Varano was injured all last year
and IS currently recovering from pperations
on her wrists. Smith is a developing talent

while Clemente and Thornton are expected
to make all-around contributions this

season.

Another new face this year is that of new
assistant coack Luke Thornton. Thornton
has been active as a summer camp gym-
nastics coach, where many of the UMass
gymnasts work during vacation. Thornton
brings additional expertise to the team with
special emphasis on tumbling.
Former UMass gymnast Paul Nunes has

joined the coaching staff as the team
choreographer Evans has noticed improv-
ed beam routines ansd enjoys having one
more person to help the gymnasts
Despite the loss of record holding Jill

Heggie, this year's squad has enough talent

and depth to once again be right up there
with the best gymnasts in the country.

The East is the word
By Laura Basset
Cullegian Staff

T 1 e East IS a perenially strong power in

vv linen's gymnastics At last year's na-

ti' Mai championships three of the top four

ttvinis wert- from the East. Clarion State
I Pennsylvania I and Penn State finished first

and third respectively while UMass placed
lijtjrth tn the competition.

This year the Minutewomen will face
some of the best the East has to offer and
participate in some exciting meets for gym-
nastics fans

The gymwomen open their season with a
very tough opponent Penn State. On
December lOtbi the Nmany Lioni wW in-

vade the Curry Hicks Cage for the first of
three double dual meets of the season.
Double dual means men's and women's
trams compete Simultaneously. Women's
r/nitiastics coach Virginia Evans is dubious
itiijijt meeting such a strong opponent so
early in the season.

Neither team likes it because you try to

Ijuild throughout the season to a peak at

Easterns and Nationals, said Evans

Penn State will undoubtedly be as strong
this year as last but the earlmess of the
meet in the season matches the teams
head to head.

Ann Carr, the best all around performer m
the United States last year, competes for

Penn State. Carr and teammates will give

the Minutewomen their toughest competi-

tion of the season
Cornell and Southern Connecticut will be

the other two double dual meets of the

season. Cornell is a decent team but not on
a par with UMass Southern Conn, has an
excellent mens team but is still rebuilding

its women's squad. They are expected to

be stronger than last year as the women's
coach enters her second year

New Hampshire has a greatly improved
team as the athletic department has decid
ed to spend a great deal of money to
develop a team, according to Evans UNH
has recruited Denise Walker, an elite gym-
.»ast, who 16 axpacted to lead the Wildcat
attack. UNH was too weak to even meet
UMass last year and still will need more
time to build up a team the caliber of the
Minutewomen

Michigan State shall make a trip half way
across the country to meet UMass and
UNH. Michigan State finished 14th at last

year's nationals and will be a strong
challenge for the gymwomen. The fourth

-

place finishing Minutewomen are expected
to keep the upper hand, however

Townson State has done extensive
recruiting for this year and is expected to be
a stronger team. Townson narrowly lost to

Springfield College for fourth place in last

years Easterns Townson will be the gym-
women's last opponent before Easterns

this year, which ought to be a highly com-
petitive meet before the championship.

Springfield College has dropped in recent
years from stardom to mediocrity. While
the men's team has excelled, the women's
squad has slipped and will not offer the
Minutewomen a very strong challenge.
Canisius, West Chester and Temple will

not be tough opponents, but will give the
gymwomen the luxury of some experimen
tation. Evans tends to take advantage of
these lesser adversaries to experiment with
line-ups and routines.

A new scoring item has been added this

year to make the meets even more exciting.

Under the new system, gymnasts will be
awarded .06 points lor international risk

moves in their routines.

These high level tricks will help increase
the difficulty levels of the routines and
make a distinction between good and top
notch gynasts," said Evans.
Even though the gymwomen will not nf)eet

top-ranked Clarion during the regular
season this year due to scheduling hassles,
the schedule will definitely help them
prepare for yet another shot at the Eastern
and National Championships

The team is currently in full training,
preparing for the rapidly approaching
season. With seven potential all around
gymni'sts and a host of specialists, the
squad is more than ready to face the
season's challenge.
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Cheryl Morrier, a steady performer for coach Virginia Evans women's gym-
nastics team, performs on the balance beam. She iis expected to be a key
veteran In UMass's hopes for another high national finish, (staff photo by
Rob Carlin)

Gymwomen at work

Women's Basketball

Minutewomen gun for the top

Sue Peters soars out of bounds to save an errant pass in a scrlmmaaegame against Berkshire Community College. The sophomore guard lastseason led the Minutewomen in scoring with a 16.3 points per gameaverage, (staff photo by Pat Dobbs)
yanio

By Judy Van Handle
Collegian Staff

UMass women's basketball coach Mary
Ann Ozdarski has stressed team play during
her one-year tenure at the helm of the
Minutewomen.
This season, it will take a heap of that to

provide a successful campaign for her
charges.

Why? One very simple reason. Lu-Ann
Fletcher is hurt.

The 6 foot senior center, who had been
one of UMass's leading scorers and re-
bounders in the past three seasons, tore a
knee cartilege during a pickup game in late
September. It was operated on a week ago
Wednesday, and as a result Fletcher will

p obably be out of action for six to ten
weeks.
The lack of a classy player who averaged

12.6 points and 10.8 rebounds per game
last year has to hurt the Minutewomen, but
Ozdarski thinks Fletcher's unexpected
absence from the squad will just make it

perform much harder.
"The way things look now, we'll have to

play more as a team and concentrate more
on playing defense," she said. "Bytaking
the big girl off the court, we lose offensive-
ly and defensively. We'll have to concen-
trate on the basic fundamentals."
Along with Fletcher's absence, graduation

took starting fonwards Nancy O'Neil (12.9
points) and Chris Basile (5.9 points) away
from the UMass women's basketball pro-
gram. As a result, an entirely new front-
court will take the floor for the opening
game against Harvard on November 30.
But don't despair. Ozdarski said that
Maura Supinski and Cheryl Carey have two
of the three forward berths locked up,
while Ginny Peebles looks like she'll take
over the third.

Supinski, a sophomore, improved im-
mensely last season as the year went along.
The 5-10 power forward asserted herself as
the first forward off the bench by supplying
the Minutewomen with some devastating
rebounding, both offensively and defen-
sively, and some fine inside offensive work.
She popped in 6.6 points a game.
Carey, a senior co-captain, possesses a

ton of basketball know-how to go along
with a never-ending hustle. Small (5-6) for
a forward, she makes up for the lack of

UMass' co-captain

Carey sets the example
by Judy Van Handle
Collegian Staff

Cheryl Carey will never grab any
headlines.

The chances of seeing Carey scores 24
pointL leads UMass to win' are practiaclly
negligible.

And Carey realizes it.

"M" position isn't ccoring 20 points a
game," she says realistically. "I create
situations where other people on the team
can score."
But basketball aficionados know her true

value to the team. And so do her team-
mates.

didnt play well," Carey says four years
later, reflecting back on the contest 'And I

just got sick of basketball."
Carey, disappointed and disillusioned

from her high school experience, abandon-
ed all thoughts of playing collegiate hoop.
And so one of the top scorers in Western
Mass. girls' basketball history went to work
as a UMass secretary

.

But she soon had a change of heart. After
a year away from school, Carey decided to
enroll in Greenfield Conn.jnity College.
Carey went back to playing basketball

there, while earning her associates degree
in recreation. In the fail of 1975, she also
married Rick Carey

"Cheryl does the little things right. She is

tremendously knowledgable floor player"

- Ozdarski

Cheryl Carey was elected by her peers to
be one of the 1977 78 UMass women's
basketball team's co-captains.
"That was excellent! " Carey said, beam-

ing about her teammates' choice of her to
be one of their leaders. "As a transfer stu
dent, it's a great honor. Being voted it

means something, too. It shows your team-
mates respect you and have confidence in

you."

But four years ago, even just playing col-
legiate basketball was the farthest thing
from her mind.
Back up to 1973. The then Cheryl Boron

was THE star of Western Mass. girls' high
school basketball. The third scholastic girl

in the area to score 1 ,000 points in a career,
she helped lead her Frontier Regional team
to the Western Mass. title in her junior
year.

And t(. n came senior year. Frontier was
again favored to win the championship.
But in the title game, the Redskins were
upset b\- •'>mherst Regional.

"I didn'i play well, and the whole team

Carey transferred to UMass upon her 1976
graduation, and tried out for the basketball
squad. She immediately impressed coach
Mary Ann Ozdarski w'th her hustle and
drive.

"You'll never find a better worker than
Cheryl," Ozdarski said "She knows the
value of hard work. She's so conscien-
tious."

And Carey also waxes rhapsodically about
her coach.
"She's not only a good coach, but a fan-

tastic person, " Care ..-.. refering to Oz-
darski. "She makes he. 'hietes feel like

they have something to contribute to the
team.
"She's made us realize that athletics isn't

only winning, but it's having fun, too" she
added.
Carey averaged 5.4 points and three re-

bounds a game last season while alter-

nating between guard and fonA^ard. But of-
fensive statistics hardly concern the 5'6

senior.

"I really love defense," she says. "I find it

more satisfying than scoring points. To
make the other person work, it's something
I like to do.

"You have to dig so much deeper playing
defense. It's much more intense. You have
to bear down and think and concentrate."

Not only is Carey a defensive demon, but
her work on offense is truly that of
unselfishness. And that fits perfectly into

Ozdarski's team philosophy.

"Cheryl does so much away from the ball

that goes unnoticed," the coach marvels.
"She sets the picks that let other players
score.

"Cheryl does the little things right. She is

a tremendously knowledgable floor
player."

"I have to work hard," Carrey says. "I
have to work with the basic fundamentals,
like boxing out."

Now that her fellow co-captain, Lu-Ann
Fletcher, is out indefinitely with a knee in-

jury, even more of a burden falls upon
Carey.

"It's tough for her, " Ozdarski says. "The
task of co-captain is all going to be on her
shoulders."

"It's a hacd adjustment to say Lu's not go-
ing to be here," Carey says. "It's going to
take more out us to compensate for Lu.
We'll have to have a great desire to play
ind reach for more. We just can't let up.

"It's gotta come from us," she continues.
"We'll have to play intense basketball for
«0 minutes every game. We'll all have to
:ontribute and play as well as we can."

And not only is her role on the team ex-
tausting, but so is her hectic lifestyle.

"Energy drains are coming from more
directions,"' Carey notes. "I have to take
care of the house and prepare meals. Many
times I get exhausted. But I feel I have to be
an example to my teammates. "

And with Cheryl Carey's attitude, there is

little doubt that she will prove to be just
that.

height with aggressive play and a smooth
outside shot.

Peebles, a 5-11 senior, was Fletcher's
backup last year. She also has improved as
she enters her fourth year of UMass basket-
ball. She can prove to be a good rebounder
and diso work for inside offensive position.
The lack of height in the frontcourt (most

collegiate teams have at least one six footer
on their rosters), worries Ozdarski, but she
feels that her team can overcome the
obstacle by playing run-and gun, defensive
oriented hoop.

The backcourt, unlike the frontcourt,
returns two starters who are coming off
outstanding freshman seasons.

Sue Peters, a 5-7 wow-the-crowd type, is

assured of one guard spot. A superb
athlete, Peters last year led the
Minutewomen in scoring with a 16.3 per
game average and also hauled down five
caroms per outing. Her offensive repertoire
includes outside jumpers, driving layups,
and, on special occasions, a reverse layup
or two.

Sue Henry, a 5-5 guard, will be Peters'
mate in the backcourt. She hands out
assists like Jimmy Carter does smiles (eight
a game) and also bombs away from
downtown with a silky smooth outside shot
or drives the lane for layup. The attempts
fell in often enough for her to record an 8.4
points per game figure last season.
"They've been through the program for a

year now," Ozdarski said of her mercurial
guard tandem, "And they know what I

want them to do."

Although the starting five is important,
Ozdarski relies on her bench extensively. Iri

the 1976-77 campaign, the 'super-subs'
contributed greatly to the team's success
which included an 18-5 record, a state Divi-
vion I championship, and a nine-game win-
ning streak.

UMass was seeded third in the Easterns
before being dumped in the quarterfinals by
Springfield College, 66-64. in genuine
upset.

Anyway, the current 14 healthy players on
the roster will all see a great deal of p lying
time under Ozdarski's system.
"The kids know they're gonna play, ' the

coach said. "They'll all play under my

coaching philosophy. And they'll all gtv*
100 per cent "

But the subs are relatively inexperienced.
With the exception of guards Grace Mar-
tir,elli and Julie McHugh (and her season
will start late due to field hockey), none
have played UMass basketball before.

"All the kids look good, though," Ozdaski
said. "They've shown a willingness to
work."

Heading up the fonvard bench strength is
freshman Cathy Harrington. A recruit from
Acton Boxboro High School, where she
set the state scholastic high jump record
with a 5 5 leap, the 5-11 recruit oozes
potential.

Lori Green, a 5-11 sophomore transfer
from UMass Boston, provides the
Minutewomen with height off the bench.
Kathy Horrigan, a 5 9 sophormore transfer

from Berkshire Community College, and
Peggy Barber, a 5-10 freshman from
Amherst Regional High School, are ex-
pected to add strength in the frontcourt.
Jen Parker, a 5-7 junior transfer from
Southern Connectivut (that perennial
woman's basketball powerhouse.) is ex-
pected to alternate between guard and for-
ward.

Along with Martinelli and McHugh at
guard, 5-6 frosh Mary Halleran and 5-7
senior Deb McCulloch provide the bench
strenght in the backcourt.
Oh yes. Come January 31, a new player is

expected to join UMass for second
semester action. She's a 6-4 center with
"the best shot for a big girl I've ever seen

"

according to Ozdarski.

But that's two months away. By that
time, the Minutewomen will have played
the bulk of their regular season games, in-
cluding a week-long road trip to New York
to take on (gulp) Queens, Adelphi and
people like that.

And, UMass will also have met Vermont
Maine, St. John's, Rutgers, and Rhode
Island by then.

But Ozdarski isn't concerned.
"Togetherness as a team and a will-

ingness to work toghetfier will help us,"
she said.

It should be an intriguing season, indeed.
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All around standout Susan Cant
well flashes the form which has
made her an all American. The
senior star hopes to once again
shine for the women's gymnastics
team, (staff photo by Rob Carlin)
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NUCLEAR REACTORS,
BOMBS, AND PEOPLE

Many people have opinions on this subject, but
few really have the facts to support their posi-
tions Next term. Physics 117, Nuclear Energy, will
explore nuclear energy in the overall context of
our energy problems. No prerequisites, 3 credits,
MWF, 10:10. For further information, consult the
course description guide or contact Professor
Gerald Peterson, Graduate Research Center 322,
5452008.
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Boston Univ.

Vermont
Connecticut

Bentley

28-29 UConn Classic ^i Hartford'c.C
(UConn, Niagara, AAanhattan.
UlA^am)

@ Spfld. C.C. 7:30
Away 7:00

Away 8:30
Away 7:30

Away 3:00
<fi Spfld. C.C. 7:30

7

11

17

20
22

25

Rutgers

Villanova

Connecticut

Penn State

Duquesne
Providence

27-28 Colonial Classic ^ Boston
Garden (B.C., UMass,
H.C., UConn)

2 Holy Cross

4 West Virginia

7 Rutgers

9 Northeastern

1 1 A^ine
14 Villanova

18 Geo. Washington
23 New Hampshire
25 Rhode Island

27 Pittsburgh

2, 3, 4 EAA Tournament
@ Pittsburgh C.C.

Away 7:30
Home 7:30
Away 8:00

Home 7:30
Away 7:35

Home 7:30

Home 7:30

Home 7:30

Away 8:00

Home 7:30

COACH: JACK LEAA^AN

J.V. Wrestling
Dec. 10 Harvard
f«b.w4 fAa»sr. fAar.time
Feb. 13 Cent. Connecticut
Feb. 16 Springfield

Away 2:00
Away 12:30
Home 7:00
Away 7:30

COACH: DENNIS FENTON

JIM PLUNKETT
THANKSGIVING NITE

THURSDAY. NOV 24

9:00 p.m.

835 BEACON STREFT- KXSTON. MA

Supplement to the Collegian

WINTER SPORTS SCHEDULES
Women's Basketball

Nov 30 Radcliffe Away 5:30
Dec. 2 New Hampshire Away 7:00
Dec. 3 AAaine Away 1:00
Dec. 10 Vermont Home 3:00
Dec. 12 Cent. Connecticut Away 7:00
Dec. 22, 23 So. Conn. Tourn.

' ^ So. Conn.
Jan. 7 St. John's U Spfld. C.C. 5:15
Jan. 12 Brown Away 6:30
Jan. 14 Queens Away 3:00
Jan. 17 Brooklyn College Away 6:30
Jan. 18 Adelphi Away 3.00
Jan. 21 Rhode Island Away 5:30
Jan. 25 Rutgers ® Spfld. C.C. 5:15
Jan. 31 Springfield Home 7:30
Feb. 2 Providence* Away 6:00
Feb. 7 Bridgewater Home 6:00
Feb. 11 Northeastern Home 3:00
Feb. 21 Connecticut Home 7:30
Feb. 28 So, Connecticut Away 8:00
Feb. 24, 25 AAAIAW Tourn.

COACH: MARY ANN OZDARSKI

J.V. Basketball

Dec. 10 Vermont Home 1:00
Jan. 31 Springfield Home 5:30
Feb. 7 Bridgewater Home 4:00
Feb. 10 Smith Home 7:00
Feb. 11 Northeastern Home 1:00

Feb. 28 So. Connecticut Away 6:00

COACH: SUSAN WALAS

Women's Track
Feb. n Vermont Away 12:00
Feb. 16 New Hampshire Away 3:00

COACH: CHARLOTTE LETTIS

Menis
Leather Wallets

^^ "^^ *' " -— ^g » » "»-
BENEFIT CONCERT FOR

CRAEMAN GETHERS

JEAN CARN
FEATURING

JADE
SUNDAY,NOV 20, 8PM

STUDTNT UNION BALLROOM

DONATION $2.50

sponsored by afro-am society

1

J^ T Ji- ar

An excellent variety of wallets from
Faces' leather collection Flatfold.
bifold. and tnfoid designs, each with
plenty of well-organized interior

pockets. Look tor such special
features as key connpartments and
credit card holders Rugged saddle
cowhide, smooth harness cowhide,
or super-soft Nappa leather Crisp,
distinctive styling and the un-

mistakable look of fine work-
manship 5 95-8 95

The Look... The Prke...
At Faces Nowl

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

930-6, Mon Sat

Men's Swimming
Dec. 6 Wor. Poly. Tech. Home 7:30
Dec. 10 Boston Univ. Away 1.00

Jan. 28 Maine Away 1:00

Feb. 1 Tufts Home 4:00
Feb. 4 Rhode Island Away 7:00
Feb. 8 Amherst Home 7:30
Feb. 11 Vermont Away 3:00

Feb. 15 New Hampshire Away 3:00

Feb. 18 Connecticut Homo 2:00

Feb. 21 Cent. Connecticut Away 7:00
Mar. 2-4 New Englands

<^^ Spfld. Collccje

COACH: BEI MELAMED

Women's Swimniing
Nov. 14 Smith/Mt. Holyoke Homo 6:00
Nov. 16 Williams Away 7:00
Nov. 19 Vermont Home 1:00
Nov. 22 Cent. Conn/UConn

^'' Cent. Conn. 7:00
Dec. 2 New Hampshire Away 7:00
Dec. 3 Maine Away 1:00
Dec. 7 Yale Away 7:00
Dec. 10 Boston Univ. Away 1:00
Dec. 13 Radcliffe Homo 6:00
Feb. 1 Bridgewater Homo 7:00
Feb. 4 Springfield Away 11:00
Feb. 9 Boston College Awiiy 6:00
Feb. 11 Rhode Island Home 1:00
Feb. 16-17 New Englands
Feb. 25 So. Connecticut Horne 1:00

COACH: JOHN NUNNELLY

CUBA
$573.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
All meals
Hotel accommodations
Transfer;;
Six sightseeing tours

CURACAO
from $299.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
All taxes ft gratuities

MIAMI
from $205.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggaaa handling
Taxes Cr tips

MARTINIQUE
from $399.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
Hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggage handling
Gambling lesson
Fashion show
Complimentary chaise lounges
All taxes ft gratuities

EL SALVADOR
from $299.00

includes:

Roundliip ,iir liiins|Miiliiliiiii

7 nighi'. liuii!) ,ii uMiiiMMliiiMni'
Tull bri-.lkl.l-.l il.iily

V. Transl.i-. ti li.ii|<|a<|it Ii.iimIIiihi

^'Sightsi-fiiMi iiMir

All tax-, (t i|i.itiiiiiif,

COSTA RICO
from $299.00

includes:

Rounaiiip .III ti,iii->|)iM iiitiuii

7 night'. Imlnl III I oiiiiiiKiltilioii'i

TransliMs ti liti<|<|iii|<i himiMiiMi
Alt taxiis ft flKllllMMIH

GUATEMALA
from $359.00

includes:

Rouriittiip nir tinnniioitntloii
7 nightn h«»t«l nccoiiiiiKirtntioiiB

TrannfniN b bntitinfin hniidliiiu

Half (Iny Nldhtnnnliig
All timnn b (irntiilllns

TenniH

FT. LAUDERDALE!
from $249.00

lincludes:

Rounillii|i nil Irtiiinportnlioii

7 nighiM hottil »< i oiiiinoaitltoiin

.vTransiiifH it iiiififiimo imiKiiiiin

.vTax««i u ti|i<t

AMHERST,

MASS 01002

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CAMPUS CENTER UNIVf MsiTYOF MASS

OR CALL

5450600

Women's Gymnastics Varsity Wrestling

Dec. 10 Penn State

Jan. 21 Westchester
Jan. 29 Cornell

Feb. 5 Michigan State

Feb. 11 Temple
Feb. 16 So. Connecticut
Feb. 19 Springfield

Feb. 25 Canisiu9

Feb. 28 New Hampshire
Mar. 4 Towson

Home 1:00

Away 1:00

Home 1:00

Home 1:00

Away
Home 7:30

Away 4:00

Home 1:00

Home 7:00

Away

Nov. 18,

COACH: VIRGINIA EVANS

Dec. 2,3
Dec. 10

Jan. 21

Jan. 26

Jan. 28

Feb. 1

Feb. 4

Feb. 8

Feb. 11

Feb. 13

Feb. 18

Feb. 22

Mar. 2,3,

19 URI /Syracuse/Michigan

@ URI
Coast Guard Tourn. Away
Harvard Away 2:00
Ho-fstra Away 2:00
Springfield Away 8:00
Coast Guard/SUNY Albany/
C. W. Post @ Coast Guard 1 :00
So. Conn. /Union Home 6:30
Mass. Maritime/Montclair St.

@ Mass. Maritime 2:00
New Hampshire Home
Army/Wilkes @ Army
Cent. Connecticut Home
Yale/Navy/Boston U.

@ Yale

Connecticut Away
4 New Englands @ URI

7:00

2:00

7:00

5:00

COACH: DAVE AAAATO

Men's Track

Doc 3 Conn/Seton Hall ^^ UConn 1:00
J.in. 21 Boston U./NE @ me '\.qq

Jar). 28 Grcen/Whitc Inv.

^" Dartmouth
Feb. 4 New H.impshire fKy^a\j 1:00
Feb. 7 Dartmouth (V & JV) Away 1:00
Feb. 18 Y.inCon Championships

@ URI

Hockey

Feb. 25 26 New Englands
^"' NE/Tufts

COACH: KEN O'BRIEN

Nov . 30 Boston State
Dec. 3 Army
Doc. 7 Univ. of Lowell
Dec. 10 Penn State

Jan. 29 Cornell
Fetx 4 Syracuse
Feb. 1 1 Navy
Fob. 16 So. Connecticut
Feb. 19 Sprincjnold

Feb. 21 Dartmouth
Feb. 25 Temple

^

lastics

Home 7:30

Away 2:00

Away 7:00

Home 1:00

Home 1:00

Home 1:30

Home 2:00

Home 7:30

Away 1:00

Home 7:30

Away 1:00

Nov. 16 New England Coll. Away 8:30
Nov. 19 Univ. of Lowell Home 8:00
Nov. 22 A. 1. C. Away 7:15
Nov. 29 Connecticut Away 7:30
Dec. 2 Norwich Away 7:00
Dec. 3 Middlebury Away 4:00
Dec. 7 Army Away 7:00
Dec. 10 Boston State Home 8:00
Dec. 12 Merrimack Away 7:30
Jan. 27 St. Anselm's Home 8:00
Jan. 28 Babson Home 8:00
Jan. 31 Holy Cross Away 7:30
Feb. 3 Merrimack Home 8:00
Feb. 4 New Haven Home 8:00
Feb. 10 Bowdoin Home 8:00
Feb. 11 Colby Home 8:00
Feb. 15 Williams Home 8:00
Feb. 18 Boston State Away 7:30
Feb. 23 No. Adams State Away 7:30
Feb. 25 Salem State Home 8:00

COACH: JACK CANNIF

COACH: DICK SWETAAAN

^^^.^I.^l.^l.^l.u^uAIAl.'.I.^I.^iJ.l.^nT.^.t^T^^II.l.^.I.^.I.l.I.l.l.^.l.^.l.^.l.^I.f.l^^

Winter Sportt Sp«cl«< • P»Q> 7

Women's Ski

Jan. 2-6 Can-Am Collegiate

Gaspe, Nova Scot;a, Can.
Jan. 28 Plymouth State

Dartmouth Skiway, Lyme, N.H.
Jan. 29 Amhersrt College Giant Slalom

Dartmouth Skiway, Lyme, N.H.
Feb. 4 UMass Slalom

Round Top, Plymouth, Vt.
Feb. 5 UMass Giant Slalom

Round Top, Plymouth, Vt.
Feb. 11 Boston College Slalom

Pleasant Mt., Bridgton, Me.
Feb. 12 Northeastern Giant Slalom

Pleas-ant Mt., Bridgton, Me.
Feb. 18 UConn Slalom

Highlands, Tilton, N.H.
Feb. 19 UConn Giant Slalom

Highlands, Tilton, N.H.
AAar. 3 WISC Championships

Wildcat, Franconia, N.H.
Mar. 4 WISC Championships

Cranmore, No. Conway, N.H.
AAar. 5 WISC Championships

Pleasant Mt., Bridgton, Me.
COACH: JIM HAWKINS

Men's Ski
Jan. 2-6 Can-Am Collegiate

Gaspe, Nova Scotia, Can.
Jan. 17-18 Wildman Downhill

Jimlny Peak, Pittsfield, M«.
Jan. 28 Plymouth State Slalom

Dartmouth Skiway, Lym«, N.H.
Jan. 29 Amherst College Giant Slalom

Dartmouth Skiway, Lyme, N.H.
Feb. 4 UMas9 Slalom

Round Top, Plymouth, Vt.
Feb. 5 UMass Giant Slalom

Round Top, Plymouth, V%.
Feb. 11 Boston College Slalom

Pleasant 1^^., Bridgton, Me.
Feb. 12 Northeastern 0\an1 Slalom

Pleasant Mt., Bridgton, Me.
Feb. 18 UConn Slalom

Highlands, Tilton, N.H.
Feb. 19 UConn Giant Slalom

Highlands, Tilton, N.H.
Feb. 24-25 NCAA Qualifier

Snow Bowl, Middlebury, Vt.
Mar. 3 NEISC Championship

Wildcat, Franconia, N.H.
Mar. 4 NEISC Championship

Cranmore, No. Conway, N.H.
Mar. 5 NEISC Championship

Pleasant Mt., Bridgton, Me.
Mar. 8-12 Can-Am Collegiate

Whiteface, Lake Placid, N.Y.

COACH: BILL MacCONNELL

The Sair Box

Ear Piercing Clinic
Sat. Nov. 19— 11AM to 4PM

$0.05
20-0 off on selected
14K and Sterling Silver
earrings. SAT. ONLY

V
I • Main St *M HopmMdow St

Amh«r«t. Moat 51m«6ury. Ct

r.vi\i\MviviYiTTvrTrTri-Trri-iTri'iv iv i vr,- r, 'i' .
' P. ' iv i' .'i vri-i', 'i vivH|

PI LAMBDA PHI FRATERNITY
INVITES ALL
UNIVERSITY MEN TO:

OPEN RUSH
HAPPY HOUR

15' MILLER DRAFTS (10 OZ.)
FRIDAY, NOV. 18 3-9pin

FOR RIDES & INFO CALL 256-6837

Program Council

Films Presentf

PIZZARAMA ]
or Ainherst 358 College St.

Yiiu vK iiiiMt iliK rest, now try the Best.

Op an «•»

rri.

ThiiiB lllAM _,^

Bet 11 - 8AM ^.^i^^^^^^

Fuf FaHl FREE DbIivhiii i:al| 253-3B0B ^^^^^
•n Tbura 8Plf to 1AM
rn, at BPM to 8AM

CAIl 253-3B0B

Will ass ill II sit (tJjr.itrr tf^lJlll>

prisiBU

''Two Gentlemen Of Verona
"

a l.illii Kiick miisic.ll hascd on Shakespeare's tomedy

adopted by 'y r ics by mwsic by

John Guare j^^„ ^uore Gait MacDermotMel Shapiro

Nov. 7 7. 78, 79, 20 • a:00pm
Bowker Auditorium , Stockbridge Hall

i2.00 students $7.50 others

Bowker Box Office 5450783

>tOei»T IV»N5 SlOMv BiCKitMANi
iOMNSCHLlSiNCM..-

OUSTIN HOFFMAN
LAURENCE OUVIER ROY _,
WILLIAM DEVANE MARTHi KBI£R

Friday, Nov. 18

7, 9:15 & 11:30

CCA - $1.00
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A young club

to rely on 'D'

Friday, November 18, 1977 Friday, November 18, 1977

By George O'Brien
Collegian Staff

The $64,000 question for this winter: Can
the 1977 78 UMass hockey team possibly
survive the loss ot 11 seniors, the effects of
a crippling no scholarship program, the
loss of its (uniof varsity team, a tough
schedule and manage to improve on last
years dismal 8 13 1 record and possibly
make the ECAC Division II post season
piayoffs&

Coach Jack Canniff, now in his 11th year
says he doesn t have the answer to that
one yet But he admits that the road back
to the top will certainly not be an easy one.
The Minutemen will enter their new

season minus no less than seniors from last
year, including the top scoring line, three
consistent defensemen, and the two top
goaltenders.

Gone from last years squad are forwards
Mike Merchant, Carl Burns, Frank
Snowlwhich comprised last years top
scoring line); Paul Hurley, Mike Badger and
Kevin Sullivan; defensemen Bob McCor-
mack. Bob Jefferson and Chris Lamby, an
All East selection the last three years; and
goaltenders Dana Redmond and Doug
Janik, who did practically all of the net
minding last season
To fill the huge voids left by these

departed seniors Canniff has some fine
returning veterans and several young
players, many of whom show good pro
mise, but have little experience
On defense, an area that just might be the

key to a winning year, the Minutemen have
three good pairings. One duo consists of
veteran Brian Kittendge and freshman
Barry Milan Sophomore Dean Liacos and
freshman Chris Lowey will make up a se-
cond pair while junior Ron Valicenti will
comjine with sophomore Jamie Benelli to
form a third painng According to Canniff.
Benelli did a super |ob when called up from
the JV's last season
Other defensemen who may see action

during the year are freshmen John
Gallagher, Steve Tnpp, and Eric Jacobson
Canniff, who skated seven blue liners in the
teams two scrimmage games aqanst BC

said he would probably skate six during the
year

The Minutemen lost both scrimmages by
scores of 6-2 and 5 3
Canniff said he was hoping to get more

output on offense than he got last year.
One line he is hoping will do some scoring
will feature Don Murphy centenng Billy
White and John Peters The Murphy-
White Peters line scored two goals against
BC and played very well, according to Can-
niff.

A second will have senior Lincoln Flagg
centenng for Nick Carney and Billy Estes.
Freshman Mark Ferragamo will be between
Joseph Milan and Frank Pycko for a third
line, while Richard Kenny centering for
Gene Crowly and Doug Limone will com-
prise a fourth line.

The goaltending will be handled by seniors
John Reily and Peter McCann. Both
players saw little action last year, but are
quite capable," acording to Caniff.
Canniff said both goalies played well

against BC and that most of the goals
scored could be blamed on poor defense in
the slot and not on the goaltending.
Canniff added that defense was a "total

team problem," and that if the team was
going to win this year it would have to keep
the game close by keeping the other team
off the scoreboard.
While the defense will be important, Can-

niff said it will be the offense that will be a
big key.

"A lot depends on what kind of offense
we can produce. We have a more explosive
offensive than last year and should score
more goals, ' siad Canniff.
The Minutemen will be hoping to improve
on last years very disappointing 8 13 1

record (8 111 in Division II) and end a
three year playoff drought.
The Minutemen will not play any Division I

teams this season. Last season UMass was
0-2 in Division I, losing to Vermont, 4-2,
and Northeastern, 11 1. The last time
UMass defeated a Division I team was in

January, 1975 when it dropped Yale.
UMass will play 20 games in ECAC Divi-

sion II, which has a new playoff format.
The league will be divided into two con-

Co captain Billy White looks for skating room as he beoln^ a r...K * «
behind his own net The 22 year old forw'ard h"s been a t^ee yea sta^rfor the Mmutemen and hopes to have his efforts pay off in a D%is on 1playoff spot (staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

i^'vision ii

Hockei^
Supplement to the Collegian

John Peters stickhandles around a defender in a 1977
game The junior center is expected to be the anchor of
UMass's high-scoring top line. The Minutemen, winners

of their first game of the season, host the University of
Lowell tomorrow night at Orr Rink in an 8pm game,
(staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

ferences. East and West, with separate
playoffs in each conference. Eight teams
will be selected from each conference for
the playoffs

UMass, which is in the Eastern con-
ference, will have some stiff competition
standing between it and a playoff berth. Ar-
my, AlC, Hamilton, Union, Middlebury
Oswego, Salem State, Bowdoln, Buffalo
and Merrimack are but a few of the tougher
opponents on the schedule,
Canniff was not overly optimistic about

his teams chances to make the playoffs
but did say he thought he had a good team
and there was a "possibility we can make
the playoffs."

The White
with goals
By Michael McHugh
Collegian Staff

The World Hockey Association has the
Howe Brothers and the National Hockey
League has the Esposito brothers They
slam bodies into the boards, block shots
and whistle wnst shots on glazened sheets
of ice in hockey arenas across North
America.

UMass has its own version of hard nosed
hockey brothers seniors Bill and Bob
White. Although they haven't played m
hockey nnks across North America, they've
done something that neither the Howes nor
Espositos will ever accomplish they were
born on the same day (they're twins).
Both Bill and Bob, 22, hail from Revere

where they started playing organized
hockey m pee wees that spanned to their
stardom at Revere High School Bill played
left wing and Bob played nght wing on the
same line at Revere High.
Hockey coach Jack Canniff has earned on

that tradition at UMass.
"I've played them together for three years

and I can't imagine breaking them apart
"

he said

"The White brothers are two very strong
competitors, who have spirit and a lot of
hustle. They have the type of character that
rubs off on other people," Canniff added.
One might speculate that two brothers on

the same team could only spell trouble in
the manner of a rivalry. Not so between the
White brothers
"We've always been on the same teams

together, " said Bob "It helps because we
help each other out when the other is lack-
ing off. We'll get on each others ass
whereas a regular player might be afraid to
tell someone else off

"

Canniff spoke highly of the defensive
corps and the goaltending but raised ques
tions about the offensive punch and overall
depth.

"We're not going to win the 9-8 game "

said Canniff. "We have to keep the game
close and hope to score enough goals to
win. We have to win the 3-2 game."

Canniff said he thought the loss of the JV
program would definitely hurt the team
'We have a lot of freshmen and
sophomores that could really be developed
in the JV's. It's (losing the JV team)
definitely going to have an effect

"

The Minutemen will be without the ser-
vices of star forward Bobby White for at

least the first game. Bobby, the twin
brother of forward Billy, has a knee injury
that could keep him out as long as two
weeks.

The season began Wednesday night when
UMass took on a tough New England Col-
lege squad in Henniker, New Hampshire
The Minutemen then come home to banle
the University of Lowell before leaving for a
five game road trip featuring AlC. UConn
Norwich, Middlebury and Army.

twinsprovide UM
andseniorsavvy

The Whites have been playing varsity
hockey at UMass since they were freshmen
m 1974. Bill added that "we've been play
ing regularly since the fourth game of our
freshman year."
The Whites know of the 1972 UMass
hockey team that won the ECAC Division II

title just before their arrival in 1974 and
they've noticed a lot of changes since their
freshman year.

Bob said that "each year the program
is..."

Bill interrupted, "going downhill."
Bill said that "because there's no money

and scholarships, UMass will be unable to
get the highly talented players."
Bob said "The only way UMass is going to

get talented players is from the greater
Boston area, where there's so many good
players that some might spill over to
UMass."
"Up at UMass, you have to really love
hockey b ecause we have to practice away
from the campus," said Bill.

"A three oclock practice session means
leaving my home at two to go down to
Curry Hicks Cage. If I get there before 2:30,
I cant park near the Cage because it will
get towed, so Ive got to park somewhere
else We practice at Orr Rink until five,
come back to the Cage, shower, and final-
ly, get home around six. So you"re talking
about three-four hours for a two hour prac
tice session, " added Bill.

The attendance at UMass hockey games
at Orr Rink (located on the Amherst College
campus) has been miserable the past few
years and consequently, the Minutemen
are, m reality, a team without a home.
""Ho" 9ST\ you get motivated to play
' okev before six or seven people "" asks

Bill. "'The home ice is supposed to be a

one goal advantage, but not for us. Per-
sonally, I think someone is trying to make
conditions miserable, so that they can
phase out hockey at UMass."
Brother Bob thinks that "A rink at UMass-

Amherst would draw fans to the rink and
indrease attendance."
Both Whites feel that "the caliber of Divi-

sion II team play is evening out " and as a
result, both feel that "UMass is going to
surprise a lot of people this year."

"This year"s team is more aggressive,"
said Bob. "The freshmen are challenging a
lot of people and pushing them to try
harder. In fact, down at Boston College (an
exhibition game two weeks ago) the guys
were really hitting. A friend of mine from
BC complained about high sticks, which
meant we were aggressive. There were too
many lapses last year, but with the young
kids competing this year, we"ll be more ag-
gressive."

Bill said, "The freshmen are pushing
harder this year because they know if they
don't make the team, they can't play
hockey for another year. That's because
theres no junior varsity team this year.
There arent any 40 goal scorers on the
team, so were just going to concentrate on
a tight defense. We'll be a hard working
team that"ll surprise a lot of people.'"

Bob White is nursing partially torn
ligaments in his left leg for two weeks, but
he expects to be back soon.
Bob plans to shave his mustache, which

will eliminate the only distinguishing
characteristic between the twins. So, if you
happen to venture to Orr rink this year and
you can"t tell the White brothers apart, just
look for number 15 flashing down left vving-
that"s Bill- and number 10 flashing down
the rirjht wing that"s Bob

When you attend

TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY

you are truly in an international city.

TEL AVIV — a modem metropolis vwth a 5700-year ok) hislory

• Tiieatres • Dances • Concerts
• Archeological Excavations • Open Air Cafes
• 15 Art History Museums • 8 Synagogues
• 4 Churches • 16 Consulates

• 27 Embassies Legations • 2 Monastenes
• Artists Quarter • Mediterranean Beaches • All Sports

TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY - Israel s largest univer sily, equipped with
the most scientific equipment and installations

. 14 Faculties and Schools - Humanities Exaa and Life Sciences General
and Social Sciences, Medicine Dental Law Business, Music Education
Social WorV and Engineenng

• 45 Departments - Judaic Studies. Archeology, Physics, Mathem«.cs
Environmental Science, Economics Latior Human Medicine

• 51 Research Institutes - Space and Planetary Archeological Middle
Eastern and Afncan Studies Social Sciences Geophysics Philosophy
Economics Medical Biology and more much more
Al T.( Avh, UnlvrtltY you recefv* morm than tctdtmlc •ducal/on
fou partlclpalt In both a J»wl,h and InfrnHlonal lit* tncounlur'.

Programsdelivered in English Acc-edited in U S S Canadian colleges

AfpHcMona tor Spring, 1978 S«mMt*r now accapted
(Fabfuary 26-Jun« 16 1978)

AMERICAN FRIENDS OF TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY
342 Madison Avenue, New York NY 10017

(212)687-5651

Aimrtcan Friends ol Tel Avhr Univerilty
342 Madison Ave New york NY 10017

Please sand me further information about Tel Aviv Unr/Arjity
I am interested in the following

13 Sprlnfl, 1978 Semester : Fall, 1978-9 Swnesters

Name

Address

University

i

CROSS-COUNTRVSKIS
Jogger J:^ Huski

Complete Packages
$74.95 and up

»!l'J«Jt,

Come and Look
>'*t Cycl* Shop

S49 3729
Northampton Bicycl* Shop

3*6 3t10

Winter Sports Special Page 9

Where would you rather 30
for your motorcycle needs?
to an experienced, enthusiastic dealer selling top quality

Pikes (Kawasaki, OSSA. Rokon & Hercules motorcvcles/Cimotti
mopeds) accessories tor street or trail (if we don't hove it, we'll

order it) expert service plus, we take trade-msi

Check out our price accessory lale

Tirei. Tubti, Goijglci. Gloves. Racks
and Handlebar s

at RIDICULOUS PRICES

VaNey flofforsports
368 King street, Northampton • 584-7303

RIMMEL. Fine makeup for eyes, lips, face
and nails that works beautifully.

At prices that are just as beautiful.

COLLEGE
- DRUG STORE -

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST

953-9593

K 2 Package
Shortcut Skis

Salomon 202 Binding

Poles b Installation

Reg $200 package $149.95

K-2 Package
Quickcut Skis

Look GT or S Binding
Poles & Installation

Reg $215 package $165

5|c********5jc*******:|£^:|c**:)c:|c:ic:l«:|e:|c:|c:|«:jc******

Head Package
Cimarron Skis

Look G T or S binding

Poles it Installation

Reg $200 package $154.95

He**************

Cross Country Package
Jofa Step Touring Skis

Irak Sierra Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation

Reg $98 95 now $82 00

Spalcjing Package
ERA 330 Skis

Look G T Binding
Poles & Installation

Reg $190 package $140

Hc:ic:ic:{c^:|c:icHc»ic»|c:ic:ie)ic:{c)ic)(c

Cross Country Package
Silva Jogger II Skis
Silva Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation

Reg. $87.00 now $79.95

*****************Hc^fr>K****************:

Cross Country Package
Silva Jogger IV Skis

3 Pins Binding £t Poles
Installation

Reg. $97 00 now $89.95

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ <^^% ^^^^^^ ^^%

J

Cross Country Package
Silva Jogger II Skis (Mohair)
3 Pin Binding & Poles
Installation

Reg $92 00 now $84.95

**?*****»*»»»»»»

iWesternVi
> SKI SHOP

1

1

a^e at

Ly

Western Auto
32 Main Street

North ham p ton

open Thursday til

584-3620

Wrestling

An optimistic outloolc

brightens UlVlass hopes
by Steve Buckley
Collegian Staff

The UMass Wrestling team has promise.
True, Fenton, Riley, Spaulding.Jabut, and
a number of last year's stars are gone, but
coach Dave Amato thinks his team will sur-

prise people.
Only five lettermen—Kevin Griffin, Tim

Fallon, Larry Otsuka, Keith Dixon, and
Dave Daly-are returning from last year.

The rest of the squad is make up of grap-
plers who toyed in the junior varsity ranks
last season and freshmen.
Despite the extensive schedule (UMass

opens the season with a quad-match with
URI, Syracuse, and Michigan; all nationally

ranked colleges), don't ignore this young
team.
Look for three wrestlers— Griffin, Fallon

and Otsuka---to gain increased prominance
throughout New England. Griffin won his

first New England championship last year in

the 150-pound class, but is expected to

wrestle mostly at 158 lbs. this season.
Fallon (150 lbs) and Otsuka (134 lbs) are

ready to make the big move. Both are

good, strong wrestlers with a lot of ex-

perience and stand excellent shots at winn-
ing New England crowns this season.
The big hole seems to be at 190 lbs.where
Amato has not found anybody to step in.

Bob Radiwitz and Steve Whitman are two
wrestlers in the 177 pound class and when
the team begins wrestle-offs for its first

meet these two will be pitted against each
other. More than likely, the winner will

wrestle in the 177 pound class while the

loser takes his chances in the heavier class.

Heavyweights John Allen (who also plays
junior varsity football) and Marty Rogers
are both freshmen. Allen is lighter than
Rogers, but his credentials include a na-
tional prep-school championship. Both will

be wrestling off for the varsity spot, but it

seems that they will probably alternate for
much of the season.

Griffin, Fallon, and Steve Haskell fill out
the middle weight classes along with Mike
Metrowski, Gary Minski, Mike Cunn-
ingham, and Steve Joyce. Joyce may
wrestle at 167 pounds, along with Dave
O'Brien, who has looked impressive in early

practices and is another freshman who may
see plenty of varsity action.

As stated previously, Larry Otsuka will be
the top man at 134 pounds, but there is a
great deal of talent here, and it seems that
Amato has ti-is weight class well-stocked
for the future. Charles Rigogoliso has a
solid reputation, and Mike Carroll, Greg
Schoener, Gary Rotatori, and Steve
McLarney (150 pounds) also have good
high school experience.

Dana Rasmussen was named "Wrestler of
the Year " by The Boston Globe last year
when he was a high school grappler in

Tewksbury, and the freshman is expected
to do a lot of wrestling in the 118 pound
weight class. However, he has been
hampered with a collarbone injury lately

and has not been doing any heavy training
with the team.

If Rasmussen is healthy, UMass can be
quite powerful at 118 pounds and 126
pounds.
UMass also has the services of Dave Daly,
who shared the 118 pound duties last year
with Paul Belanger, who is taking the
semester off, and Pete Sachon, who
graduated last spring.

Dave Amato has said that Dave Krase and
Keith Dixon will likely do the wrestling at

126 lbs., while Rich Schriazzi and Spr-
ingfield's Tony Perry will stay at 118
pounds.

There are, of course, more names. One
can expect to see a number of different

wrestlers popping from varsity to junior var
sity and from one weight class to another.
With all the experimenting that Amato is

likely to do, the true depth of this UMass
team may not be fully realized until near the
very end of the season. By that time,

Amato should be able to accurately assess
the talent before him as the squad prepares
for the New England championships at URI
in March.

The UMass sports fan may find college
wrestling very interesting to take in. You
won't see any Bruno Sammartinos or Chief
Jay Strongbows, and you won't see Amato
trip up opponents or hit them with a cane.
What will be seen, however, is the sport

of wrestling performed almost as an art

form by about 40 atheletes who have put in

long hours of practice in a never ending
quest for near-perfection.

Kevin Griffin (r) and Tim Fallon were opponents in higfi
school, but this time it's just for practice as they scrim-
mage each other during a recent Minutemen practice.

Fallon and Griffin

The two senior co-captains of the UMass wrestling
team hope to lead their teammates to a successful
season under second year coach Dave Amato. (staff
photo by Pat Dobbs)

Opponentsbecome teamates
by Steve Buckley
Collegian Staff

In early 1974, two high school wrestlers
from different schools participated in a
tournament to derermine state champions
for the year. Each was the captain of his
respective team- the leader.
One of the wrestlers had had a seperated

shoulder and was told by doctors that
perhaps he should not wrestle. He did and
he lost.

The winner called it one of his toughest
matches ever, noting that his opponent had
him in a cradle for over a minute at one
point in the match.
Why reminisce about high school wrestl-

ing match from a bygone era between two
obscure atheletes? Well sit back in your
chairs as a chilling tale of fate unfolds
before your very eyes.
The two combatants were Timmy Fallon,

from Lowell High School, and Kevin Grif-
fin, from Brookline High School. They
didn't know it then, but the future held that
not only would these two men become
teammates but roomates as well.
"When Homer Barr (the late UMass

wrestling coach) told me that Fallon was
coming to UMass," said Griffin, "I almost
died. I did not want to wrestle him for the
next four years.

"Griffin took care of that," laughs Fallon,
"he got a little fat, and now wrestles in a
heavier weight class."
Tim Fallon and Kevin Griffin, co-captains

of the Umass wrestling team are buddies.
Once pitted against each other in high
school competition, they now work
toghether for one common goal: the elelva-
tion of the UMass wrestling program. They
work together, they train together, and
along with fellow wrestlers Larry Otsuka
and Steve Whitman, they share an apart-
ment together.

Being captain of any team is certainly a
huge responsibility, but for Fallon and
Griifin the pressure is greater. Last year's
captain, Dennis Fenton, left UMass as a
legend in his own time and one of New
Englands great all-time grapplers.
"Fenton was a great wrestler, and it's

tough to step into his shoes, but the beauty
of this sport is that not even a Fenton can

carry an entire team," says Fallon.

"A captain can only do so much," says
Griffin. Each guy has to be in top shape or
the whole team suffers.

For Griffin, a Food Sciences major, there
is extra pressure involved here. Saddled
with an extensive lab schedule. Griff usual-

ly finds himself late for practice and thus
must work extra hard.

To this. Griffin says,
'

'I know I should be at
practice more, I'm a team captain. I want to
help my teammates as much as I can so I

guess I have to prove myself worthy of my
job sometimes."

Last spring, while Fentom was winning his
forth consecutive New England
heavyweight title, Griffin was winning his
title at 150 pounds. Fallon finished in third
place in the 158 pound class. This year,
Griffin will wrestle mostly a: 158 and Fallon
will compete at 150 pounds.

'We vary ou.' weights a lot," says Fallon.

We've actually been pretty sneaky. In four
years Kevin and I have never had to wrestle
off each other for a varisity spot. The two
of us have always been going at different

weights."

The term "wrestle off" deals with who
will wrestle in a given match. If a member
of the team feels that he can beat, say, Tim
Fallon, then he may challenge him to a
wrestle-off. The winner would then wrestle
in the varsity match. The result is that
nobody can take it easy -everybody has to
work to keep his sopt on the team.

Obviously, Griffin and Fallon have worked
hard. Both men attribute their success to
the support of their families. Early this

year, Griffin won the New England free-

style championship at 167 pounds. Among
the rooters were his father and uncle.
Kevin's younger brother Liam was also in

the crowd, cheering his brother on all the
way.

"He was really great to have around that
day," said Griffin. "He had a singlet
(wrestling suit) on under his clothes and he
was wrestling all the other kids on the

sidelines."

Fallon's father has been to many of his
son's matches, too. As a matter of fact.
Griffin and Fallons fathers have become
good friends, often sitting together in the
stands while their kids do their thing.
Coach Dave Amato is quite happy about

the success of his two captains.
"They both have done very well the past

few years, and I think that this year they
can be even better," said Amato. "Tim and
Kevin can't do it alone, but we're counting
on them and Larry Otsuka (134 pounds) to
win and urge on the younger wrestlers.
These are the guys with all the ex-
perience."

The co-captains are optimistic.
"We start our season with three nationally

ranked schools, and I think we can surprise
them, ' says Griffin. ""We have a team with
a lot of desire and I think that we're going
to win our share of matches."

"We wrestle some good schools," says
Fallon, "but I think that we can stay with
them. Even if we don't win we certainly
won't embarrass ourselves and I hope that
the students will come out and support
us."

The bottom line is that Griffin and Fallon
are ready As seniors, this is their last hur-
rah and they want to go out with style.

"Next year we won"t be able to wrestle ex-
cept for tournaments, so I guess we really
want to go all out this year," Fallon says.

And what about next year? Griffin is

weighing the possibilities of grad school,
and Fallon, a major in Physical Education,
is interested in a career in teaching. Fallori

apparently doesn't want to put wrestling
out of his mind completely, as he is also in-

terested in giving coaching a try.

Oh, you're probably wondering who won
that high school mjtch between Fallon and
Griffin. The next time UMass has a wrestl-
ing meet, go on down to Boyden and ask
them.
One of them will be glad to tall you.

1
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men's Gijmnastics
Frosh-filled Minutemen
gird for winter battles
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By Corey Rinker
Collegian Staff

Coach Dick Swetman's UMass gym-
nastics team is looking forward to the
opening of its season with the possibilities

ahead of an excellent year.

But there is one catch - besides being a
potentially very talented team it is also an
incredibly young one. Coming off last

year's successful season which saw the
team ranked in the top 20 nationally ac
cording to stat scores, graduation took its

inevitable toll.

Gone are three crucial all-arounders,
Steve and Paul Marks and Angelo Scuderi,
and the squad's top ring man, Mike
DiMuro. This leaves Swetman with a team
of about 25 gymnasts, and amazingly, over
half of them are freshman.
The two seniors on the team (count 'em,

twol, should provide capable leadership,
though, as co captain David Kulakoff
(junior Steve Nunc is the other cptain) and
John Forshay come off outstanding
seasons and are looking very strong again
going Into this winter's campaign.
Kulakoff won the side horse event in last

year's competition of the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League (of which
UMass is a member), while Forshay finish-

ed fifth in the vaulting competition of the
EIGL.

The team's backbone, however, the four
all-arounds, will consist of probable at least
two freshmen. Bob Donahue, a
sophomore, has one of the spots locked up
and junior Frank Cohen has the second slot

if he is healthy.

Cohen is nursing an injury and if he isn't

able to compete, the spots will go to
freshmen Al Wallace, Bob Lamb, and Paul
O'Neil, with John Brzorad having an out-
side shot.

If Cohen does come back quickly, then
those four first year men will be fighting it

Swimming

Newcomers bolster men's hopes
By Mark Marchand
Collegian Staff

Featuring nine returnees from last year's
4 7 squad, the UMass men s swim team
will plunge into its 1977 78 campaign on
December 6 when the Minutemen play host
to Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

Under the able coaching of former Olym-
pian Bei Melamed. the Minutemen have
been undergoir^g twice a day workouts for
two weeks now in preparation for the
opener

"I really don't know what's going to hap
pen, says KWlamad. 'Othei taams have
recriiitfd heavily but we couldn't because
we don't have any scholarship money.
Swimming ,ust isn't a top pnority sport at
this school

"

Tops among the returnees is senior Russ
Yarworth who currently holds five in
dividual records and is a co holder of the
record fjr the 400-yard individual medley
relay Tne senior biochemistry major has
had some shoulder problems as of late but
has kept in competitive form while playing
water polo

If Russ can be as dedicated as he was
last year, I expect him to have an excellent
season," said Melamed.
Yarworth amassed a total of 92 points last

year enroute to his finest season at UMass
In addition, he placed second in the 400-
yard IM and third in the 200-yard IM during

last years New tngiano cnampionsmps.
Barring any further health problems, Yar
worth should equal, if not top, his per-
formances of a year ago.
Other returnees expected to add ex

penence to the team include long distance
specialists Dave Hoffman and Don
O'Malley. freestylers Harry Fulford, Pete
Ziomek, Dennis Buss, and Steve Rizzo; and
divers Jim Antonino and Dan Conley.
Hoffman, a junior chemistry major, is in

his third season as a Mmuteman and is

looking to better his times of last season
"It's a little early to tell what kind of

season I'm going to have but I do think that
this is the best team in the three years that
I've been here," said Hoffman
Also, back after one-year absence,
George Collias and Tom Nowak are ex
pected to add depth to the team, according
to Melamed
Among the newcomers to this year's

squad, a lot is expected from freshman Bill

Tyler, who comes here after a brilliant high
school career with Amherst Regional.
The Amherst native is a butterfly and

freestyle specialist and holds the New
England high school record in the 100 yard
freestyle.

In addition, he holds five individual
records and shares two relay records at
Amherst Regional High. His list of ac
comphshmenst includes being named MVP
in Western Mass. during last year's

schoolboy season.
"There are a lot of good individuals on this

team but I don't know how we'll do
because I haven't seen the competition that
we'll be up against," said Tyler.

"Coming to school and swimming here is

a different world compared with high
school "

Other schoolboy stars who are expected
to lend depth to Melamed's charges are
Tom Stevens and Jim Leiand. Both were
selected as Western Mass. MVP's during
their high school days,

"They should really help the team but Bill

Tyler cannot be a whole swim team," said
Melamed.
Freshmen Bob DeConinch and diver Dan

Anthony are two other newcomers who
should help add to the UMass sconng this
year.

As in the past, Melamed has seen his

squad dwindle from the first day of

workouts to the first meet. This year, 35
candidates showed up for the first workout
but that number has now been slashed to a
current roster of 20.

Some people that could have continued
and helped us have just chosen not to pur-

sue it any further," lamented Melamed.
So right now it's a 'wait and see' period

for the Minutemen
As O'Malley puts it: "Just wait till

January "

Freestyler Jen Otey dives into the thick of things for
the Minutewomen during the first meet of the season.
UMass has gotten of to a 2 start by defeating Smith

and Williams The freshman filled team continues its
season tomorrow with a home match against Vermont.
Meet time is 1pm in NOPE pool, (staff photo by Ellen
Davis)

Women plunge into campaign
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

"Ready HqI '

Since the middle of September, this
familiar cry has echoed through NOPE
pool, as the 25 swimmers on the UMass
women s swimming and diving team have
been getting m shpae for their season,
which began Monday.
Although 50 perceriX of this year's team

are freshmen, and there is only one senior,
the team is the largest in a long time,
and"looks promising, according to coach
John Nunnelly
"We have a lot of good talent," says Nun

nelly, and pveryone is trying hard. Some
times havp been remarkable."
The team got off to a slow start because

last year s coach. Eve Atkinson, went to

Yale, and ir was a month until a new coach
was hireo But, led by co captains Lise

Hembrouqh and Rachel Mack, workout*
began without a coach, and the team
gradurtiiy w.rked their way up to swimming
5,000 v.ir.K /?00 laps) a day

The women parctice on weekdays from
4-6 p.m. at NOPE, with extra practices two
mornings a week from 6:30 8.00 am for
those with enough will power to get up
This year, the team has a long 14meet

schedule, with many difficult opponents.
According to Nunnelly, Yale and Spr-
ingfield, along with UConn and Maine,
should give the Minutewomen the most
competition.

Following their regular season meets, the
year will climax with the New England's on
Feb. 16, 17, and 18, and the Easterns on
March 3, 4. and 5 Nunnelly also expects to
send some swimmers to the Nationals on
March 16,17,and 18

So they can reach a peak in February, and
not get out of condition over intercession,
the swimmers will be having a three week
intensive training program here during the
long vacation penod Dunng those three
weeks, the team will be swimming
10-12,000 y«fd« a day, in two sessions.
To raise money for the intercession pro

gram, the women participated in a twohour

"Crawl a Thon " last Thursday.

Not to be forgotten on the women's
swimming and diving team are the five
divers seen spinning and twisting through
the air at every practice. Just like the
swimmers, there are more divers out for the
team than ever before, and this is the first

year for four of them. "That means
they"re pushing one another to do better
dives, " says second year coach Doug For-
syth. "It's really showing now. They're all

doing good degree of difficulty dives."

With his divers doing so well, Forsyth
hopes they will take three of the top five
places in the New Englands if they work
hard enough

.

Uunng tne regular season, Forsyth ex
pects the toughest competition from
Maine, UNH, and Springfield, as he did last
year. In these, as well as the 11 other meets
they will be in, the divers will participate in
two events consisting of required and op-
tional dives.

out for the remaining spots.

Swetman is also looking to specialist John
Nelson, ("a very pretty performer, who in

the parallel and high bars should be a very
big asset ") freshman Steve Craig ("looking
real good in the floor exercise with difficult

double backs and all") and especially to

floor exercise man David Buegler.
"He's got a lot of good talent and style.

He's very good and could conceivably win
the Easterns this year, even as a

freshman, " hopes Swetman. Agreeing
with this assessment is assistant coach Joel

James, who like Swetman, is in his second
year of UMass Coaching. He's a recent
graduate of UMass (nursing major) and is

now an RN to go along with his coaching
duties.

UMass opens its season on November 30
against Boston State, and this should just

be a warm up for a schedule that includes
the likes of Southern Connecticut (number
one last year), Army, Springfield, Temple,
and a big double dual meet with Penn
State

Thus far into practices, Swetman likes

what he sees.

"I'm not looking for too much, what with

the relative inexperience and age of the

team, but in the first intersquad last week I

was hoping for a 200 score an average of

8.3 an event and we came real close with

a 197
"

"The number one team in the country

last year finished with a 212 (about an 8.8),

so we'll have some work to do, but if all the

guys just realize their potential and do their

best, which is the most important thing, we
should have a pretty good year," he said.

And the team should have a good year

and get better as it goes on. The critical

factor is how fast the freshmen come on,

and with the number of very promising
frosh with the team, as well as the proven
capabilities of key members Kulakoff and
Forshay, the team could go a long way.
And whatever happens, there will always

be the return of that successful and enter-

taining show of gymnastics, the tumbling,
juggling, of the Gymstravoganza.

SKIS
SUPER VALUES ON

SKI PACKAGES

X-COUNTRY SKIS
All packages Include
skis of your choice,

EMS Runner Boots,

Bamboo Poles. &
Three Pin Binding

SKAN TEMPA
MADHUS ASPEN
FISCHER EUROPA
FISCHER STEP
LOVETT RUNNING
LOVETT MOHAIR
KNEISSL SPIRIT

KARHU TOURING
KARHU MCK

DOWNHILL

Lovett GLM
Raichle Flow Boot

Tyrolia 150 Binding

Scon Pole

Tot Sugg Retail

NOW

$119.50

$55.00

$50 00

$1495
$239 45

S159.50
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COMPARE THE QUALITY & PRICE OF EMS PACKAGES

WITH ANY IN THE VALLEY

SHIRTS • SWEATERS

LONG UNDERWEAR

The finest values in warm
winter clothing.

WOOLRICH • PENDELTON • EMS
DUOFOLD • STYL0N6 • JANUS

EMS has down and PolarGuard®
and Fiberfill II* parkas
as well as down and

Eastern Mountain Sports
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:30 AM - 9 PM

Sat. 9:30 AM -5:30 PM
Route 9, Amherst-Hadlev Line ^.^ _

Amherst, Massachusetts
(413) 253-9504

master ch,irqc

Track

Senior Nancy Cominoli, one of several all around
athletes on the Minutewomen traci< squad, is part of a
nucleus of veterans who are returning to possibly mal<e
them a contender for an Eastern title. Last year, she tiert

one record and set another, and ran on three recora-
breaking relay quartets. She competes in the 100 yard
dash, 100 meter hurdles, long jump and on three relays
(staff photo by Rob Carlin)

NewcomerNunnelly
to coachswimwomen
By Ellen Davis
Collegian Staff

"Three, Three, Three!" A voice emerges
from the office at NOPE pool, signaling the
beginning of another day's workout for the
UMass women's swim team.
"Let's go everybody! Eight laps butterfly

for anyone not in the water in ten
seconds!"
The voice is that of John Nunnelly, the

teams new coach this year. Nunnelly
replaced Eve Atkinson, who is now
women's swimming coach at Yale.
"Swimming is 99 psychological and 1.

physical when you're in shape," says Nun
nelly, an all american swimmer.

In 1975, he took fifth place in the 400 in-
dividual medley at the nationals in Detroit.
Nunnelly started swimming at the age of

nine, in his hometown of Los Angeles. He
spent his high school years m western
Europe, where he swam and was coach of
his high school team.

After graduation, he got a congressional
appointment to the Merchant Marine
Academy in New York, so he returned to
the United States and studied Nautical
Science.

After college, he worked on a tugboat
and then a freighter before coming to

UMass last spring to take more courses so
he can become a secondary school science
teacher.

"I was always interested in coaching,"
said Nunnelly, "so when the job here open-
ed up. I applied. It saved me from going out
to sea again."

How does he feel about coaching 25
women?

"It's challenging," he said, "but swimm-
ing IS a genderless sport, so that applies for

women '

Besides coaching, Nunnelly is busy trying
to recruit top high school swimmers for
next year's team.

New UMass women's swim coach
John Nunnelly surveys his troops
during a recent practice, (staff
photo by Ellen Davis)

Men skiers aim for tenth title in row
by Jeffrey Glynn
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's skiing team should be
very strong this year, due mainly to its con-
siderable depth and overall talent. This is

not a new occurance, however, as the
UMass team has been division or league
champs for the past nine years.
With the way the rules are set up. coming

in first in a match becomes a very difficult

task. The skiers (12 to a team) run three
types of races: the downhill, the slalom,
and the giant slalom. Eight skiers run in
each race, with the five best times counting
in the sconng. All six teams comprise the

league race in the same match; the only
team which gets credited for a victory is the
first place finisher, while the other five
teams receive a loss to their records.
Therefore, winning a division title takes a
great deal of skill.

The skill lies in the fact that only one com-
petitor from last year's team will not be
returning this year.

According to coach Bill MacConnell, "We
have at least 15 very good skiers who are
trying out for the team."

Considering the fact that only 12 players
will be chosen for the squad, the team
should be quite strong indeed. MacConnell
went on to say that another important asset

that the UMass '^am has is the 40 days of

intersession. irost of .vhich can be devoted
to all-day practice.

From the teams in UMass's league, which
consist of Amherst College, Plymouth
State, UConn, Boston College and Nor-
theastern, the expected competition should
come from Plymouth State and Nor-
theastern.

The great cost of transportation and con
flicts with academics remove many people
on the squad who are good enough to
compete on almost any other team. UMass
is blessed with players who are members of
the Eastern Ski Association and have five
players who have come from intensive high
school training in ski academies.
Before the first league match, which is on

January 28th, UMass will ski in two tour-
naments in Canada. According to Mac-
Connell, the Minutemen have enjoyed
good success in them.

• BAUER

• DA OUST

• CUSTOM
RADIUS SHARPENING

178A N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst-253-2719

daily 10-6, Thurs. til 8:00

Women waiting

for starter's gun
By Dave Rodman
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's indoor track team
returns this season virtually intact after an
outstanding initial indoor season and se-
cond outdoor campaign last year.
Only four distance runners; Maggie
Crowley, Julie Lafreniere, Jane Welzel and
Jo Chapman graduated from the squad
which took fifth indoors in the Eastern
Championships.
"Once again, we'll be looking at the in-

door season as a conditioning phase for the
outdoor season," said assistant coach Gary
King. "We should do well once again with
the nucleus we have returning and several
good freshmen."
Top returnees include Diana Sealy, Nancy

Cominoli, Chris Perron, Cindy Martin and
Sue Kibling.

Sealy, a junior, set the quarter mile record
(57.4) last season, and had a hand in four
record breaking relay efforts.

'She could go under 55 seconds in the
quarter this season," said King.
Cominoli, a senior, is probably the most

versatile athlete on the squad. Last season,
she was the top long jumper (15'10 1/2")'

ed the 100 yard dash record ( 1 1 .6), set the
10G meter hurdle record (14.77) and col-
laborated on three of those relay records.
Possibly the best pure athlete on the team

is Perron. The sophomore from Lowell
competed nationally while in high school,
and while, according to King, "she hasn't
matched those performances up here," she
still has tremendous potential.
Perron set the 440 intermediate hurdle

record (64.5) last year, along with being the
second performer in the 100, 100 meter
hurdles (14.99), and running on the record
setting mile relay team.
Martin is a junior sprinter and middle

distance runner who ran the second fastest
220 (26.9) and 440 (58.9) times last year
along with running all four record relays.

Another key member of the relay squads
is sophomore Kathy Contini, who also runs
the 220 and 440.

The four relay records were set in the
4x110 (50.1), by Sealy, Martin, Cominoli
and Contini at Eastern's; the 4x220
(1:48.4), by the same foursome at the
UMass Relays; the sprint medley (1:50.5;
for a 440. 220, and two 110's), by Sealy,
Contini, Martin and Perron, at Eastern's.
Another relay record was shattered in the

Eastern's, as Laurie Wolf, Sue Mulligan,
Bonnie Bukowski and Karen Zimmerman
combined to set a new 4x880 standard
(9:39.8).

Wolf and Mulligan are in school, Zimmer-
man has graduated, and Bukowski is on ex-

change for the fall semester. Her return,
plus the addition of freshman Priscilla

Wilson (2:19 at Mohawk Reg. High) may
spell the end of that record.
Kibling, a senior, will be coming back from

a leg injury which kept her from competing
in the spring, but the versatile athlete, cur-
rently playing on the NCAA-bound field
hockey team, should once again be the
Minutewomen's top pentathlete.
Kibling took third in the event in the in-

door Eastern's, after competing in the high
jump, shot put, hurdles, long jump and
880.

The typically strong distance corps was
decimated by graduation, but still returns
cross country co-captain Sue Swartz, an
Eastern placewinner in three mile indoors
and outdoors; and Deb Farmer, Barb
Callanan, and Anne Bradshaw. all who
placed in the top ten in both Eastern meets
in distance events.

The distance runs will also be bolstered by
freshmen Wilson, Tina Francario, who is

coming off an excellent cross country
season; and Linda Welzel, who, like Wilson
and Francario, impressed with her per-
formance this fall.

"Other freshmen who will help are a 17'

long jumper, Karen Stillman; 5-6 high
jumper, Patty Owen; and a couple good
shotputters," said King.

The women will compete in a 16 event
program indoors, including the 100. 220,
and 440 yard dashes; the 100 meter high
hurdles; one, two, three, and half mile
runs; the high and long jumps; shot put;
and 4x110, 4x440, 4x880, and sprint medley
relays.

The team may compete in a couple low
level meets, such as the UConn Invita

tional. before intersession, but will not hit

the bulk of the schedule until January.
The first big meet is the US Track and

Field Federation Invitational on January
14th at Dartmouth.
"All the best athletes from the East coast

will be there," said King. "It's a wide open
meet, with divisions from high school hght
up to AAU, and the competition is fierce."
King expects the team to improve this

season, and said several athletes have ap-
proached him and informed him they're
planning on making the nationals. He
believes it's a possibility for some, with
striking improvement definate.

"We'll be going low-key again this
winter," he said, "but even at that we were
fifth indoors in the Eastern's and third out-
doors. It workked and we peaked properly.
We were the number one team in New
England last year, and I think with the peo
pie we've brought in, along with what we
have returning, we'H do we(\."

Men to depend
upon harrier help
By Kevin McCaffrey
Collegian Staff

Although the cross country calendar
schedules the services of track and field,

head coach Ken O'Bnen for just one more
engagement, the prospect of a much-
deserved vacation is unlikely. The UMass
indoor track teams first contest is

Decembers.
To date, the winter season pencils in a

tentative schedule of four dual and tri-

meets, and four optional contests. The
campaign concludes in February with the
Yankee Conference and New England
Championships.
O'Brien, assistants Arnie Morse, Gary

King and newcomer Enc Lammi will split

four ways the task of coaching the number
two team in the Yankee Conference.
UConn occupies the top position.
"The conference meet is always between

us and UConn," said King. "Their depth in

the weight events usually outpoints our
strength in the running events."
Two weak elements in the track program
hope to be strenghtened with a welcomed
batch of new recruits.

Richard Cady, a freshman out of Albany
N.Y., is expected to beef up the sprint

corps with his 9.8 speed in the 100 yard
dash. The hurdling trio of Paul Ennis. Paul
King and Rich Handschuh are first-year
men capable of reviving one of the
Minutemen's low-scoring events.
The power of the track program remains

in the middle and long distance races.
Cross country all-Americans Mike Quinn
and Stetson Arnold will use the mile and
two-mile as a means of displaying their
talents.

Joe Martens, Mark Healy, Rich Thomp-
son, and John Richards, will expose ex-
perience in both the 600 and 1000 yard
runs. Mike Janowski, Massachusetts high
school state champ last year, enters the
program with credentials to be a front-
runner in either middle distance event.
The versatility of Martens, plus the

presence of conference long jump champ
John Slepetz aid greatly the potential suc-
cess of the jumping competition. Martens,
Bob Fitzgerald and freshman Don Dowderi
all have registered high jumps of 6'6" or
better, a field event in which UMass should
finish strong at the YanCons.
"This looks to be a stronger team than last

year," said King. "We're confident of a
successful season, a squad more than
capable of challenging UConn."
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C.A.O.S.
Counseling Aitlftonce for Older Studonts i« looklnf
'ur a graduate or undergraduate non-traditional
student to fill the position of Counseling Coordinator,
and the Pre-serwice training C.A.O.S. in-service training
are required, job responsibilities include such duties
as supervision of counseling, client-load stat istics and
counseling. Eaperience in counseling and
administration desirable. The position is o worit/study
position and begins January 1, 1978. We are accepting
applications in C.A.O.S., Hasbroucic 207. S45-00S7 until
Friday. December 2, 1977. We ere on equal
opport-unity , affirmative action employer. Women
end Third World Students aro encouraged to apply.

Nu. 1 I
II

Why
runa!!

over
town'

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER

BILL'S SHOE REPAIR
LcMatcd in the (tMiKr of Amherst

^v Hrpair- < loj;^. Kr\r Roots. Runniiijt Shoen.
Hikinti H«»ois. V( iillalxM H»«'U. |»iir!.i!*.

I.t-ulht-r Jackcto. /i|>|i<-rs. vK Carrv-AlU

BUS DRIVER TRAINING 1
I

:

;

Five College Tra.Tsportation will

;

sponsor a three vveek training pro
;

I gram during January interterm for

;

lhos«> interealmi in getting a Class 2
;

\\ bus drivers license Gel applica I

lions and instructions at the Student ! \

; Employment Office 239A Whit;;
:
more or call Five College Transpor \

\

tatlon o«ice 586 4262 Application ;
;

dtiadlinc is De<ember 2 1
I

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdgopen Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
string

it=---_=-

C.A.O.S.
Countvling Adiitanca lor Oldsr Students (C.A.O.S.) Is

looking for groduota and undergraduate nontradi*lenal aledents

to flM coun»*lor |obi. All positions ar* wtMrk/study. C.A.O S.

In-tarvica training li a preraquitlta for amploym-r^t DaadllMe

for oppllcotiont if Dec. 1. 1977. Parsons hired wilt begin

,
second semester. Please find applications at C ACS office,

307 Hasbrouck, 34S-0037. We are an equal opport. "^>ty

affirmative action employer. Women and Third ''ilorld students

ore encouraged to apply.

Nowcom
^nn MMer Brvonng Co MUwaukee Ms

//// ^/HhtL
' Fri. & Sat.

Nov. 1 8 & 1 9
JAMES

MONTGOMERY
BAND

EVERY SUNDAY
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION
EVERY MONDAY
ANDY

TEXAS
MAY &the
TABBY CRAB

Tues. Nov. 22

LUNA

/ Sunderland. MA. \
'Rte.47 T.'l.()(;5 49.S7

fi

lbyou,

exereise
meum

everyday
You enjoy keeping fit. It's

good fnn one/ good sense. You
don't let your period stop you,
either. Because you use Tampax
lampons.

Since they're worn internally,

you don't worry about chafing
or bulges. They're easy to use,
too. (All the instructions you
need are right in the package.

)

Fiut, most important, lampa.x
tampons are uniquely designed
to expand so they conform to

individual lM)dy contours. Which
means there's far less chance
of an accident.

^
No wonder you'd never con

sider any other form of feminine
protection. And no wonder
you're in such wonderful shape.

The internal protection more women injsl

TAMPAX.

)
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Sadat to world: Israelis welcome
JERUSALEM (AP) - In a history- making

appearance before the Israeli parliament,
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat yesterday
told the world he welcomed the Jewish state
to live in peace and safety alongside Arabs in
the Middle East.

"You want to live with us in this part of the
world, and I welcome you among us in all

safety and security," Sadat somberly told
the massed leaders of a nation the Arabs
have fought and vilified since it was founded
29 years ago.
His appearance in Israel was unthinkable

less than two weeks ago, before Sadat made
his dramatic offer to fly here. Much of the

Arab world raged at the visit, a fury that
escalated Sunday into callsforhisassassina-
tion as a traitor.

In Washington, President Carter prayed for
the success of the Sadat-Begin meeting and
said the Egyptian's mission to Israel "might
very well break down the barrier to peace "

Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin
following Sadat to the rostrum of the
Knesset, called on Arab leaders to open
peace negotiations and declared-
Everything must be negotiated and can be

negotiated."
Begin hailed Sadat for his "courage of

heart
'
m coming to Israel. "We Jews ap-

preciate courage, and we will know how to
appreciate our visitor's courage," he said
He invited other Arab leaders to follow the

Egyptian's example and added that he per-
sonally was prepared to go to Damascus
Ammari or Beirut, the capitals of neighborina
Syria, Jordan or Lebanon.
The globally-televised Knesset speech was

the political climax of Sadat's visit to Israel a
land no Arab leader had visited before
For nearly an hour, Sadat held the packed

Knesset hall in thrall as he read stiffly and
forcefully from a prepared Arabic text. Rab-
bis in skullcaps, Arabs in flowing headcloths
army generals who had battled Egypt pre-

sent and former government leaders,
diplomats and journalists listened through
earphones.

News analysis; page 2

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

His visit, Sadat declared, was an "Impor-
tant juncture in the history of the world

"

He acknowledged that in the past the Arabs
had rejected Israel, refused to meet its

TURN TO PAGE 5
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Ceremony marks
inauguration of
Hampshire prexy

Sr—Sr—-—^^^^^

By ROSEMARY CONWAY
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College President Adele Smith
Simmons at her inauguration Saturday
related to the audience how she was told an
inauguration is like a wedding. But, she
continued, "while a wedding is the beoi'nnina
of a honeymoon, an inauguration is the end
of one."

Simmons, elected Hampshire's third
president by the college's trustees last
March, was inaugurated in a ceremony
which included addresses by other
educators, bagpipe music, original music
'representative of different cultures" a
Yugoslav song and a low key student
protest. Twelve hundred people attended the
inaugural, held in the Robert Crown Center
on the Hampshire Campus.

Presidents from other area colleges and
UMass Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
participated in the "academic procession"
opening the ceremony.
Recently-appointed UMass Interim

President Franklin K. Patterson, the founding
president of Hampshire, and Charles
Longsworth, the president before Simmons
also attended.

William C. Bowen, president of Princeton
University where Simmons was the dean of
Student Affairs, and Smith President Jill Kerr
Conway, delivered speeches.

Med school unique in pay back plan
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - The UMass medical
school here now stands alone in requiring its
graduates to repay the state for the cost of
their education.
The 1978 state budget recently passed by

the legislature and signed by Massachusetts
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis requires medical
school graduates beginning with the in-
coming class of 1978 to work off or pay back
the state for the costs of their education at
the medic^il school.

UMass trustees will consider on Dec. 7
what the specifics of the work off-pay back
plan will be. The UMass medical school will
be the only school in the nation with such a
requirement.
The cost of a medical education here is not

expensive. The students, all from Massa-
chusetts, pay $840 a year for tuition. Tuition
next year will be $900.

Compared to the costs of other nearby
medical schools, even the increased figure is
not expensive. At Tufts University and

?c°^^
University, costs range between

55,000 to 6,000 a year. At Brown University
medical school in Providence, R.I. costs
total near $7,500 a year,

On the other hand, the salary potential of
graduates as doctors is high.

It is this paradox, the low cost of the
medical education here and the high salaries
doctors command, that has brought about
the state's decision to implement the work
off-pay back plan.

The med school was authorized by an act
of the Massachusetts Legislature in 1962. In
1965, a decision was made to locate the
school here in Worcester. The school oc-
cupies some 125 acres of land on the eastern
edge of the city. "•

Each year, about 1000 students apply for
admission, and 100 are offered positions at
the medical school. All students are from
Massachusetts, but their educational
backgrounds are from colleges and
universities across the nation.
The curriculum of the school offers

training in a wide range of subjects. Students
may study surgery, family practice, internal
medicine, or anything from pediatrics to
geriatrics.

Physical resources include a new Basic
and Clinical Sciences Building, a power
olant, and a large teaching hospital. The
Sciences Building contains the school's
library, teaching and research laboratories
and amphitheatres. The power plant features

TURN TO PAGE 2

The UMass Medical School in Wor-
:ester is the site of a unique pay back
'I'm for graduate students at that

Dus. (Sta** photo bv Chns ScLj^'iir)

Simmons briefly outlined the history of
Hampshire in her inaugural address "It is
important," she said, "tor Hampshire and
institutions like it to represent in higher
education a continuing commitment to
develop new ideas and new approaches "

Simmons said "Hampshire's basic mission
IS much the same as it was 20 years ago.

"Hampshire College will neither yield to
the temptation to rediscover tradition and
call It innovation nor rush headlong to
embrace the most recent fad," she said.
"We will instead continue to pursue our

commitment to an educational program that
IS compatible with change and at the same
time respects the past."

Bowen, in his inaugural address, quoted
literary critic Thomas Powers, who said
"Amencans have not yet learned to be
patient or temperate in dealing with social
problems, and indeed, are never more
confident than when they know leasf and
that often the American cure for the
American disease - whatever cure
whatever disease - is not just worse thari
the disease, it is the disease."

He said "This certainly need not be right
for Hampshire," and expressed his con-
fidence in Simmons.
Conway said, "As a representative of a

women's college, it is an occasion of great
pleasure for me to salute a woman of this
stature," upon Simmons' inauguration.
Conway also praised Hampshire's "at-

tempt to dismantle the academic hierarchy,"
and its "belief in human potential arid
freshness of human insight."
The inauguration ceremony was also

marked by the original composition of
double-bassist Vishnu Wood, accompanied
by his wife Elise on the flute. The music was
presented between the addresses of Brown
and Simmons.
At the close of the event, area instructor

Michael Jovanovic told the audience his
mother Ziva, from Yugoslavia, "wants to
sing a song for the new lady president. Since
Han-ipshire does not follow protocol very
much...." his 85-year-oid mother was given
the podium.
Jovanovic explained that as a child Ziva

had sung for Yugoslav head-of-state, and
this prompted her to ask to sing for the new
head of Hampshire College.

Ziva received resounding applause for her
contribution to the ceremony.
Members of the Committee for the

Liberation of South Africa were also at the
inauguration. They distributed leaflets before
and after the ceremony and exhibited a
banner throughout the ceremony which read
"U.S. out of S. Africa - Princeton and
Amherst Divest."

Simmons a graduate of Radcliffe College,
famed her doctorate from the Faculty of
Social Studies at Oxford University. She is
.in ^icknowleaged expert in Affxan politics.

s nidfied and has two children.
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JERUSALEM [UPr - Despite the warm
handshakes, it is clear from the speeches of
President Anwar Sadat and Prime Minister
Menahem Begin that neither of the two
nations that consider themselves at war
made any concession toward peace.

But both men expressed a sincere
willingness to continue negotiating

Sadat went so far as to extend in Israel a
welcoming hand to the Jewish state to join
the family of Middle East nations, all of them
Arab Begin countered by offering to open
Israeli s border to Egypt s citizens

It was a start - a hint of the peace that
may come

What the two leaders did in the Israeli

Knesset was to set forth their most extreme
positions, hardline stances that have been
public knowledge for months. It would have
been foolhardy to expect anything different.

It IS from those extreme points that the
two men are to begin bargaining, if Sadat's

Billy Taylor

FAC presents

free concert
The Billy Taylor Tno and the University

Jazz Workshop will unite their musical
powers tonight at a free concert in the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8.

Tonight's concert is the culmination of

two months of mutual rehearsals of Billy

Taylor and the University Jazz Work-
shop.

Jazz pianist Billy Taylor is a composer,
arranger, teacher, actor, disc jockey,
founder of Jazzmobile, the first black
mu«ic director of a major television show
(The David Frost Show) and holder of a
Ph.D in musicology from the University.
Throughout his career he has played

with such greats as Charlie Parker, Dizzy
Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, Roy
Eldridge and others.

The first portion of the concert will

feature Billy Taylor and the University
Jazz Workshop performing the music of
Parker, Peterson and Tillis.

The Billy Taylor Trio will perform
selections from the repertoire of Taylor in

the second half of the concert.
The Special Program In The Arts is a

new program sponsored by the Fine Arts
Center and the University and brings
professional musicians, actors and
dancers to the University for lectures,

demonstrations, workshops and clinics.

All activities within the Special
Program In The Arts are open to the
public.

Man held in beating
A 28-year-old Springfield man is being

arraigned this morning at Northampton
District Court in connection with a beating in

Puffton Village early yesterday morning.
A 25- year-old woman was later admitted

to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton with severe head injuries, Amherst
police said. They would not release the

woman's name.

Gregory J Triplet, of 107 Green St.,

Springfield, was arrested and charged by
Amherst police with assault and battery with
a dangerous weapon shortly after police
responded to an ambulance call at a Puffton
Village apartment where they found an ax
handle.

Triplet was held on $10,000 bail prior to his

Sam arraignment.

Mews analysis

Arab allies will let him continue his un
precedented initiative to achieve peace.

In fact, the bargaining already is underway
and may continue if Begin visits Cairo Both
men met for private talks three times.

Sources in the Foreign Ministry said the
private talks will be much more important
than the public statements Sadat and Begin
said in the open what their publics expected
them to say.

In fact. Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan
became livid over an Israeli report that the
first sessions had produced talk of a non-
belligerency pact between Egypt and Israel.

Such a pact would be one step short of a
peace treaty.

The extent of Dayan's reaction to the
report made it all the more likely that there

was substance to it. The source for it was an
official who is extremely close to Dayan.

Several hardline points will have to be
softened before there can be any progress
toward peace. Chief among them are two
Sadat mentioned in his speech that Israel

adamantly opposes.

One is the issue of Israeli withdrawal from
the Arab lands it captured from Egypt, Syria
and Jordan in the 1967 war.

Occupation of those territories led in part
to the 1973 war. Israel argues it needs the
strategic depth afforded by those lands to
ward off another attack.

The second is the creation of a Palestinian
state on Israel's frontiers, possibly in the
occupied West Bank of Jordan, the Gaza
Strip or both, with a corridor linking the two.

Anwur Sadat

It is the touchiest of all issues because it

involves a people the Arab nations have used
as pawns and Israel has condemned as a
threat to its existence.

Yet even Washington, in statements oy
President Carter, views the Arab-Israeli
conflict unsolvable unless the Palestinian
issue is resolved.

Committee hopes to educate
victims of sterilization abuse
By CYNTHIA HARHEN
Collegian Staff

Intelligent family planning is a basic right,

but according to members of the North-
ampton-Amherst Committee to End
Sterilization Abuse, forced sterilization under
the guise of family planning has become a
population control technique used upon
unsuspecting victims.

CESA IS a national organization to end
forced sterilization of the poor working class
in the United States and Third World
countries Terming forced sterilization a

racist and classist method of reducing the
size of the world's population, rftembers of

the Northampton-Amherst CESA is con-
cerned with educating the community to

promote awareness of sterilization abuse.

Sterilization for contraceptive purposes is

a surgical procedure that involves the
bilateral cutting, tying or removal of parts of
the reproductive organs, CESA members
explained. Sterilization abuse, however,
occurs when an individual is sterilized against
her will or without her complete knowledge
of the operation.

Misunderstanding usually occurs in non-
English speaking women who are led to
believe, through coercion and misin-
formation, that the operation is reversible. In

most cases it is not. Often, sterilization is the
only form of birth control available to women
of Third World countries where large per-
centages of the United States budget for

economical development are spent on
sterilizations.

In many cases, in order for a woman to
obtain an abortion, she must consent to a
"package deal" which involves a sterilization
along with the abortion, members said.

In an organized way, CESA member? said,
the government can utilize a variety of
programs to break down opposition. Sex
education in schools, pre-natal clinics, family
assistance programs, housing, and food
stamps all become weapons used toward
eventual consent to sterilization and
population control of the working class, they
said.

Members of the group discussed
sterilization and population control as a
further example of the way the capitalist and
imperialist class constantly expands its

power through the U.S. government in order
to deny more people their rights Sterilization
IS used against the poorest and hardest
working sectors, those who represent the
greatest political threat to capitalist power,
one CESA member said.

U.S. aid to foreign countries through such
agencies as the Agency fo. International
Development is usually allocated for birth
control in these countries. This birth control
takes the form of sterilization.

This aid, like other foreign aid has "strings
attached," members said. By simply getting
rid of the excess working population,
unemployment and instability with a rapidly
growing movement for independence will no

longer threaten U.S. hegemony in these
countries

In Puerto Rico, 37 per cent of all women of
childbearing age are sterilized under
programs sponsored by the U.S. department
of Health, Education and Welfare. Public
sterilization programs also exist in India,
Pakistan and other Third World countries.

In the United States, 3,000 men and
women are sterilized daily, one member said.
These victims are usually blacks, Puerto
Ricans and poor working class whites.
CESA members cited accounts of

sterilization techniques such as Parafor-
maldehyde, an acid which is injected into the
uterus, and self-sterilization kits issuec to
women in Third World countries. In hdia
young children were used as "guinea pigs"
and were given drugs which would cause
sterility for 10 years. The effects of these
drugs were not previously tested.
The Northampton-Amherst CESA is now

involved with casework of forced
sterilizations in the area. A recent speech by
Helen Rodriguez, a founding member of
CESA, was sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitors Program, CESA, and the Third
World Women's Center.

Good medical care, pre-natal care and day
care are health rights on which CESA
members would like to see U.S. aid spent,
not on forced sterilization. However, iri

countries where women do not have control
over their own lives and their own bodies, the
term "voluntary sterilization" bf'comes little

more than a bad joke.

^Med school grads to pay back state
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

a solar heating and air conditioning system,
while the hospital serves as a training ground
and learning experience for students.

The medical school is affiliated with a

number of nearby hospitals and recently
affiliated with the Berkshire Medical Center
in Pittsfield.

Chief architect of the work off-pay back
plan was State Senator James A. Kelly ID-
Oxford), chairman of the Senate Ways and

Means Committee. Kelly sponsored the plan
in the legislature.

"The subsidy given the medical student
should be evened out with the subsidy we
give the common student," Kelly said. "The
graduates are very capable of helping the
people after them."

Kelly said the graduates have a "strong
moral obligation" to pay back the state
because the state spends so much to
educate them.

Student dies from crash
Funeral services for Gary J. Meyers,

UMass student and coach for the UMass
freshmen football team will be held
tomorrow in Andover at 10 a.m.

Meyers, 23, of 17 Rennie Dr., Andover,
died Saturday morning in Concord Hospital,

Concord, N.H. of extensive head injuries six

hours after his car skidded on an icy bridge
on 1-93 in Sanbornton, N.H. and flipped into

the southbound lane. He was alone in the
car, according to New Hampshire State
Police.

In Amherst he lived at 56 Towne house
Apartments and majored in political science,
according to the UMass student directory!
A native of Chicago, Meyers spent most of

his life in Andover. He was a graduate of
Andover High School, where he played
football and was the 1973 track team captain

Meyers played football at UMass from
1973 to 1976, according to coach Dick
McPherson, and coached this year's fresh
men defensive backs. He also coached the
Andover High School girls track team last
spnng.

Meyers was the son of Elaine (Mickey
Kohl and the late Thomas Meyers He is

survived by two sisters and four brothers
Calling hours at the M.A Burke Funera'

Home, 390 North Main St., Andover will be

today from 2 to 4 p.m., and tonight from 7 to
9. The funeral mass will be held tomorrow at
10 a.m. at St. Augustine's Church, Andover,
where he was a member.

Burial will be in St. Augustine's Cemetery.

He said the state is spending "a sizeable

amount" to educate the students who will

earn "extremely high wages."
Meanwhile, UMass-Worcester Chancellor

Roger C. Bulger said the legislature's

requirement "reflects a concern of the public

at large of the high cost and the earning
capacity of professionals."

There are different estimates as to what
the cost of the Worcester education is. What
the final estimate is will have an effect on the
scope of the payback plan the trustees will

formulate.

Kelly said the estimated cost is about
$120,000 to the state for each student. The
legislature, however, estimated the cost to
be between $12,000-18,000 per student.
Bulger said the legislature's estimate was
"not an unreasonable one," but declined to
say what his estimate of the cost was. He
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Rally

protests

8. African

apartheid
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

Approximately 200 people attended a
Saturday afternoon rally on the Amherst
Common calling for economic embargo by
the United States against South Africa and
for Amherst College to divest its stocks in

corporations operating in apartheid South
Africa.

After the rally, the demonstrators marched
down North Pleasant St. as far as the Mobil
gas station where they crossed the street and
continued to Amherst College, chanting
"U.S. out of South Africa," "Down with
Vortser," "Down with racism from Amherst
to South Africa," and "Amherst College take
a stand; don't support this racist land."

Exiled South African and UMass graduate
student in the School of Education Nana
Seshibe, told the group that the U.S.
government listened to student protest
during the Vietnam war and that students
can influence the U.S. South African policy.

Seshibe explained that the South African
regime prohibits interracial marriage because
children of integrated marriages are
automatically black Africans. "If you inte-
grate, the white race is going to be
eliminated," she said.

After she addressed the rally, Seshibe told
the Collegian she expects the Vorster regime
to fall within a year, with or without an
embargo. She said the pro-apartheid forces

sourh!}

Demonstrators march on the Amherst Common Saturday in protest of the apartheid South African government (Staff
photo by Debbie Snyder)

will never admit defeat, therefore, "It has to
be a bloody situation." She added, "They are
just like (Idi) Amin," referrina to Vorster and
company. Seshibe left South Africa in 1965
at age 17.

UMass professor in the Afro-American
studies department Michael Thelwell said at
the rally that an embargo would be effective
because South Africa is entirely dependent
upon western capitalism, including such
countries as the United States, England and
France.

Thelwell also said an inordinate per-
centage of South Africa's budget is spent on
the military and internal security forces.
Consequently, Thelwell said, the cost of

repression gives the South African govern-
ment "very little leeway" when it comes to
allocating funds for social services and
preventing the non-white majority from
going hungry.

Thelwell predicted that Western powers
will soon abandon South Africa, because
what's happening there has "become too
obvious, too heinous," for any civilized
society to participate in.

At Amherst College, an auditorium had
been reserved in Converse Hall, where the
movie "Last Grave at Dimbaza" was shown,
which depicts the sub-human treatment of
the non-white majority by the racist South
African government.

Prior to the showing of the film there was
discussion about future organizing arouno
the South African issue locally. It was an
nounced there will be another rally Dec. 10
when the Amherst College board of trustees
meet in order to attempt to persuade them to
reconsider their decision not to sell stocks in

corporations operating in South Africa. The
possibility of boycotting the Boston Globe
for carrying advertisements for Kugerands
(South African gold coins) was also
discussed.

The rally was co-sponsored by the UMass
based Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa and the New Africa House Steering
Committee.

Banner symbo/izes support to divest stocks

Demonstrators adorn the top of a banner urging Amherst College and Princeton
University to divest their stocks in South Africa. (Staff photo by Joe Quinlan)

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

A cloth banner urging Amherst College
and Princeton University to divest their

stocks in corporations operating in apartheid
South Africa was hung from a balcony in

Hampshire College's Robert Crown Center
Saturday, where inauguration ceremonies
were being held for Hampshire College
President Adele Smith Simmons.

The presidents from both colleges were
invited to the inauguration, but only Prin-
ceton President William G. Bowen could
attend the ceremonies for Simmons, for-
merly his djan of Student Affair^ at Prin-
ceton.

Amherst College President John W. Ward
could not attend due to family business, he
said last night.

Amherst owns stocks worth $20 million
and Princeton reportedly $200 million.

Hampshire last spring divested stocks worth
$19,000. UMass and Smith College, both
represented at the inauguration, divested
their stocks this fall. Each school had about
$700,000 invested.

Student protests at the area colleges were
held prior to the divestments. Amherst

UMass fast contributes $1100
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Eleven hundred dollars will be sent to
OXFAM AMERICA this morning as a result

of last Thursday's "Fast for a World Har-
vest," according to UMass fast coordinator
Howard Goldman. Estimates indicate 1,500
people skipped at least one or two meals
Thursday to contribute money to the cause,
Goldman last night said.

"It's not the length of time one fasts but
the feeling of hunger for a little while," an
enthusiastic Goldman said in reaction to the
fast. "By every criteria, it was a great day."
The $1,100 represents $300 cash collected

in the Campus Center and 931 meal tickets
collected in the Campus Center and
University dining commons. Food Services
donated 82 cents a meal ticket, according to
Goldman.
OXFAM, an international organization

which gives small grants and loans to local
farmers in Third World nations, will send 80
per cent of the UMass money to fund
projects in the Third World, an "incredibly
high figure, " said Goldman. The remaining
20 per cent is used for promotional and
administrative costs, he said.

Peoples' Market, coordinated by Goldrrian,
undertook fast-planning three years ago, the
second year of OXFAM operation. This

year's total collection was an increase from
last year's total of $200 and reflects the
supportive attitude from students and the
Food Services, Goldman said.

Goldman, who interned with OXFAM this

past summer, said part of the money in-

crease is due to an earlier start this year and
the number of groups interested in working
on the fast, citing People's Market and the
United Christian Foundation in particular.

Goldman noted the money collected in the
fast will be used not for food that would be
consumed immediately but for long-lasting
tools to make the Third World farmers more
self sufficient.

College trustees in October voted to retain
the stocks while students demonstrated for

divestment outside the meeting.
Another protest is being planned for the

Dec. 10 meeting of the Amherst trustees,
according to a member of the group which
hung the banner Saturday.

The Committee for the Liberation of South
Africa hung the banner in the morning and
also distributed protest and information leaf-

lets during other inauguration events held
throughout the day.

Hampshire student and committee
member Joel Saxe said th. .jmmittee
organized the inaugural pro:est to "let
people know there is an organized opposition
to the role of U.S. corporations in South
Africa." He noted presidents and other
administrators from several colleges which
invest in corporate stocks attended the
ceremonies.

He said the committee did not plan to
personally confront any college officials or
"disrupt things at the inauguration. " The
committee did not tell Hampshire officials in

advance about its plans, he said.

One Hampshire officials said the college
administration was not worried about the
protest, adding that Hampshire had sold its

stocks.

Bowen, after the inauguration, said
Princeton officials have been discussing the
university's investment policy for "at least
seven years." He added reports about the
university's position or investments have
been published.

The question of the investment policy,
Bowen said, is "not over South Africa but
what courses of action of U.S. institutions
are 'sensible'"

Marsha Bonner, a Princeton student and
member of the People's Front for the
Liberation of Southern Africa, last night in a

telephone interview said a protest is being
planned for either the December or January
meeting of Princeton's board of trustees.
The committee wants a complete divestment
of the $200 million worth of stock, she said

Bonner also said committee members will

meet with Bowen after the Thanksgiving
break to discuss divestment.
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A sailboat glides along the choppy
waters of a lonely lake. (Staff photo
by Dale Griswold)

Report compares qualities

of local college campuses

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1977

By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

Students at UMass and Amherst College
are less satisfied w^th the 'ood they're served
than students at Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke,
and Smith colleges. Smith and Hampshire
students claim larger amounts of intellectual
learning than do students at the other three
schools. Mt. Holyoke women shine at
"trusting people.

"

These are some of the findings reported in

"Cycles: Spring 1977 - A Five-College
Comparison." Cycles comes out each spring
and fall with a comparison of student at-

titudes at each of the five college campuses
in the Pioneer Valley.

Surveys were distributed at each campus
last spring. The data is based on the
following selection: 13.8 per cent of Smith
students, 2.5 per cent of UMass, 15.2 per
cent of Mt. Holyoke, 7.1 per cent of Hamp-
shire and 17.1 per cent of Amherst.

Little difference existed among the five-

colleges in "general satisfaction with college

experience." About three-fourths of those
questioned said they were "satisfied" or

"very satisfied" (Mt. Holyoke was high with
81 per cent. Smith low at 74 per cent).

However, when the students were asked to
report their relative satisfaction with their

first course of the week la technique for

random selection of courses), substantial
variation emerged.

Hampshire students were most content,
with 64 per cent expressing satisfaction,
while only 39 per cent of the UMass students
questioned said they were pleased with the
course.

Cell abnormality traced

to women in 4O's-60's
This Is the eighth in a \/veeklY series on

women's health care.

The information used in this article was
taken from pamphlets published by
University Health Services l'75-'76].

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

In the late 1940's to the 1960's, an
estimated two million women were given the
synthetic hormone diethylstilbestroi (DES)
by their doctors. The women were pregnant,
and were considered to be at risk of
miscarrying because of abnormal genital
bleeding or previous miscarriage.

Since that time, vaginal and-or cervical
adenosis (thought to be a mild, benign cell

abnormality) have been detected in 85-90 per
cent of the daughters of these pregnancies.
Structural abnormalities of the cervix or
vagina and an increased incidence of vaginal
and cervical cancer have also been noted in

these daughters.

According to UHS, these conditions have
been traced to DES exposure. Several
researchers now working in the field suspect
a progression of adenosis to cancer,

although this has not been firmly established.

UHS encourages ail women to look into

their birth histories to determine if they were
exposed to DES or a related hormonal drug.

If possible, they should ask their mothers if

they took this hormone during the first 18

weeks of pregnancy.

If it is not possible for a woman to speak
with her mother about this, or if her mother
doesn't know if she was given the drug, the
woman should contact the hospital where
she was born and try to obtain this in-

formation.

If a woman knows or suspects she was
exposed to DES in utero, or if she is having

difficulty obtaining information about her

birth history, she should discuss it with her

physician.

At UMass, UHS provides screening,

counseling and referral services for women
who know or suspect they are DES
daughters. Contact the Community Health

Educaticn office for more information.

The screening process for suspected DES
daug.hters involves a routine gynecological

exam (visual inspection of the vaginal walls,

palpation and a Pap test! and a simple iodine

staining test (Schiller test) which can help

'he health practitioner discover ab-

normalities.

All DES daughters should be medically
evaluated on a regular basis throughout their

lives. This will usually involve a thorough
examination at least once a year; more often
for women in whom abnormalities have been
detected Any abnormal vaginal bleeding
should be brought to a physician's attention
as soon as possible.

As most of the vaginal cancer suspected
to be DES related has been discovered in

women between 14-25 years of age, in-

vestigation into birth history and screening
for DES related abnormalities is not
something college-aged women can safely
"put off 'til tomorrow."
The possibility of developing cancer or

finding out one has it is a frightening idea to
any one, male or female. While modern
technology has played a part in causing
some types of cancer, it can also be used to
help take positive action toward improving
the level of health care available. The
screening process for DES related ab-

normalities is neither time-consuming nor
painful. DES related services at UMass are

covered by the student health plan.

Ideally, inexpensive and easily accessible

screening for suspected DES daughters will

be available to all women. This set-up exists

here on campus, and UMass women would
be wise to make use of it.

While DES Is no longer prescribed for the
prevention of miscarriage, it has another
current use. Often referred to as the
"morning-after," DES can be used as a post-

coital birth control method. If a woman starts

taking the drug within 72 hours after un-
protected intercourse and takes it for five

consecutive days, DES usually prevents
pregnancy by altering the speed with which
the egg moves through the fallopian tubes
and uterus, thus preventing implantation of

the egg.

There are problems with the use of DES
for tnis piirpr ,«-;. Side effects of the "morn-
ing-after pi!!' iiicluJe nausea and vomiting.

There is presently no evidence linking nse
of the "morning after pill" with subsequent
genital cancer in the user. But the suspected
link between fetal DES exposure and the
delayed appearance of cancer in female
offspring remains an issue. A woman who
takes DES as a post-coital birth control

method, but is not successful in preventing
pregnancy, may wish to seriously consider

abortion.

Currently, the "morning-after ^''•"
is

usually 'eserved for emeigency situ.itions,

including rape Because of the mar.v medical
and moral issues involved in this use of DES,
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Five College Student Coordinating Board

Amherst College

Hampshire College

Mount Holyoke College

Smith College

University of Massachusetts

Inter-college variation was also apparent
on the question of students' perceived
"influence over personally relevant events."
While 75 per cent of Hampshire students saw
themselves as potent forces in campus
affairs, only 61 per cent at Smith College, 52
per cent at Amherst, 48 per cent at Mt.
Holyoke, and 35 per cent at UMass felt very
influential.

Personal happiness seemed to be
distributed evenly among the five campuses.
About three-fourths of the students
questioned said they liked themselves to a
"qreat extent" or "very great extent."
Feelings of loneliness, though not
widespread at any of the schools, were most
prevalent at Amherst College. UMass ranked
lowest on the loneliness scale. In a related

question, it was shown that UMies feel less
isolated from their fellow students than do
the students at the other four colleges.

Amherst students do their best to combat
that loneliness: 44 per cent of the Amherst
students questioned said they were involved
tc a "great" or "very great" extent in social
activities. The two women's institutions, Mt.
Holyoke and Smith, were the least social of
the five colleges - only 26 and 25 per cent
respectively claiming extensive social play.
Figures for UMass and Hampshire College
were identical: 36 per cent of the students
said they socialize a great deal.

Of course, college is after all for learning,
so the most important question of all may be
at which of the five college > does one learn
the most? If the students are to be believed,
the answer would be Hampshire College,
followed cl^osely by Smith and Mt. Holyoke.
At Hampsliire, 70 per cent said the extent of

their intellectual learning was "great" or
"very great."

Curiously, students at Amherst College,
one of the most prestigous schools in the
nation, were as a group, unimpressed by
what their school was doing for them. A bare
majority claimed to be learning a great
amount. UMass students were even less
satisfied with only 46 per cent saying they
learned ""a great amount."'

If students at Hampshire College learn the
most, they also seem to learn it in the least
time The average Hampshire student spent
less than 40 hours a week on academic work
(course related plus non-course related).

Smith students were the busiest of all

averaging 55 hours weekly on intellectual

activities. UMass students are only slightly

more diligent than those at Hampshire
studying about 40 hours per week.

Perhaps UMass students have an excuse
for their relative laziness: they seem to get
sick a lot. In fact, the average UMass student
is likely to have been sicK 1.04 days during
any specified two-week period. Mt. Holyoke
and Smith students are almost as ill as those
at UMass, averaging .95 and .98 sick days
every two weeks. Healthiest of all were
Hampshire students, averaging only .59 sick
days every two weeks.

One thing the five campuses have in

common is the weathe-. Attitudes towards
the elements, however, are quite different at
each school. UMass is the school of
meteorological malcontents: only 35 per cent
here were satisfied with Mother Nature's
atmosphere productions. Smith, Mt.
Holyoke, and Amherst students were divided
on the subject but at Hampshire, the weather
was one of the good things in life: 61 per cent
said they were very satisfied with it.
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HOUSTON: Pandemonium breaks out in the New York section as delegates

Nl!r«
^^« P"»'"9 of a resolution supporting the equal rights amendment at the

Mational Women s Conference Saturday. (UPI)

ERA viewed
at conference

Resolution

;

minority wc
HOUSTON [UPI\ - The National

Women's Conference, already on record
favoring the Equal Rights Amendment,
staged an emotional show of support
yesterday for the rights of minority women.

The vote on a resolution supporting
minority rights prompted a moving floor
demonstration of black, Indian, Eskimo,
Hispanic and Asian women. Nearly all of the
2,000 delegates joined hands and sang, "We
Shall Overcome "

the Mississippi delegation was booed
however, when it failed to join the
demonstration. Conference leaders have
criticized the Mississippi delegation because
it is all-white and some claim its members are
sympatnetic to the Ku Klux Klan
The minority resolution, proposed by

representatives of each race including
Coretta King, declared that minority women
suffered discrimination based on both race
and sex.

• • • rting

rights

HOUSTON \UPI\ - The head of the
National Women's Political Caucus said
yesterday an extension of the 1979 deadline
for ratification of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment is not "absolutely necessary" for its

approval.

Appearing on NBC's "Meet The Press,"
Audrey Rowe-Colom was asked about
proposals to extend the ratification deadline.
She replied, "I think it's a backup sup-
port. ..but I don't think it is absolutely
necessary. I still think we would be able to
ratify.

"We see the momentum building," she
continued. "More and more people are
becoming informed about the issue."
Ms. Rose-Colom was among four women

panelists on the program representing
various viewpoints at this week's National
Women's Conference. A fifth panelist was
Stop ERA leader Phyllis Schlafly, who is

leading opposition to the conference.
Eleanor Smeal of the National

Organization for Women said an extension
for ERA ratification is not prohibited by the
Constitution and would provide more time

for discussion of the proposed amendment,
which needs approval from three more state
legislatures.

"We feel the opposition is using the
deadline" to keep state lawmakers from
switching, she said. "We feel the time issue
should be eliminated." But she also ex-
pressed hope ratification could be achieved
by 1979.

Margaret Mealey, retired head of the
National Council of Catholic Women, said
her group thinks legislation is helping to
protect women's rights and passage of the
constitutional amendment would only be a
"symbolic victory."

Mrs Schlafly, who declined to announce
yet whether she plans to seek a Senate seat
in Illinois, attacked use of $5 million in

"taxpayer's money" to fund the women's
conference dominated by pro-ERA factions.

"I think people will realize if they study the
plan of action proposed by the International
Women's Year Commission - what the
women's lib movement is all about," she
said.

"Every level of government should
recognize and remedy, this double
discnmination," it said.

The resolution, proposed by a coalition of
minority g-^oups, mentioned specific
programs faced by each group - including
subminimum wages paid to Hispanic
migrants and housing discrimination against
blacks.

"We as minority women have been
struggling individually for our rights and we
recognize that we are ail interdependent "

King said.

Carter urged to stop
military base closings

Mrs.

She called the vote "a remarkable
moment' because many conservative op-
ponents of the conference voted with the
minorities.

Barbara Groomes of Florida added: "I
hope somebody gets in touch with President
Carter and tells him that this is unity day."

* UMass medical school
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

said the school will conduct a study of its

own to determine the cost per student in the
near future.

The work off-pay back plan may also have
an effect on admissions and the number of

people applying to the medical school.
"I don't think it will have an effect on

admissions," Kelly said. "We already have
far more people applying than it is possible to

admit."
Bulger, however, doesn't share Kelly's

optimism.

He said the work off-pay back plan is "a
very significant danger' to admissions at the
school, but the total effect will "depend on
what the payment plan is."

"It might have an impact on a student who
doesn't have a large amount of resources,"
Bulger said. "We really don't know for sure."

Bulger said the effect the plan may have
on admissions will not be known until May
1978, when applications for admission for the
incoming class in 1978 will have been
received.

if Sadat says 'welcome'
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

representatives, rejected its legitimacy and
communicated only through mediators.
But then he declared: "I wish to tell you to-

day and I proclaim to the whole world: We
accept to live with you in a lasting and just

peace."
He said this could not be possible without

Israeli withdrawal from Jerusalem and all

other lands occupied in 1967, and the crea-

tion of a homeland for the Palestinians.

These are the core Arab demands.
Begin made no concession on the Palesti-

nian question. On the contrary, he said the
Hebrew word for Palestine was "Eretz Israel"

— the land of Israel. Twice he was heckled
by Communists who demanded that he
amplify his intentions on the Palestinians.

In reference to the occupied territories, he
said: "We did not take any strange lands.

We only returned to our own land."

Members of the Egyptian delegation were
openly disappointed that Begin had not
made a more positive response to Sadat's
bold gamble in coming to Jerusalem. "I'm
disgusted, " said one Egyptian.

But to the Israelis in the hall and to the

millions of television viewers around the

world, the significance of the day was not

necessarily in what the leaders said or didn't

say.

It was rather in the unprecedented spec-

tacle of the president of the largest Arab na-

tion openly exchanging conditionsfor peace
with the leader of Egypt's bitterest foe.

It was for this symbolic breakthrough that

Sadat gambled wiih his political future and
Arab unity to become the first Arab leader to

openly visit the Jewish state, and it was a

theme he stressed in his address.

There is a "complicated psychological bar

rier between us and you," he told the
Israelis, "a barrier of skepticism, of revul-

sions, of the fear of deceitfulness, of delu-

sions about any action or decision that's to

be taken."

That wall was 70 percent of the Mideast
problem, Sadat said. "And I would like to
ask you today . .

.
, why don't we extend our

hands in honesty and sincerity and good
faith so that we may pull down this barrier?"
The Egyptians had said Sadat was bringing
new proposals to Israel, but none of these
surfaced in his speech. However, Begin and
Sadat held several private meetings and it

was possible some new initiatives were
discussed at these.

Sadat insisted he was not in Israel to seek a
separate peace, and Begin said he did not in-

tend to "drive a wedge" among the Arabs.
Sadat arrived at the Knesset after early mor-

ning worship at the Al-Aqsa mosque, a visit

to the Christian Church of the Holy
Sepulcher and a tour of YSd Vashem, the
massive monument to Jewish victims of Nazi
Germany.

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - More than 200
congressmen from midwest and north-
eastern states have asked President Carter to
halt the closing of military bases in their
states.

The lawmakers told Carter a moratorium
on base closings in their states was needed
because of a discriminatory pattern of
defense spending that benefits the South
and the West at the expense of the more
populous states.

The congressmen also asked that troops
returning from abroad be sent to bases in
their states and that the Defense Department
make a "conscientious effort ... to narrow
the gap in the regional disparity in military
construction spending."
The request was made in a letter released

Sunday by Reps. Michael Harrington, D

ifDES
CONT. FROM PAGE 4

it is important that 6 woman considering use
of the "morning-after pill" be well informed
as to the potential implications of her
decision. UHS offers professional medical
and personal counseling for women in such
situations.

According to Our Bodies, Ourselves
(Boston Women's Health Book Collective,

Simon and Schuster, '76), until 1970, vaginal
cancer was one of the rarest human cancers,
"virtually unknown in women under 50."

The book also said it was already known as
early as 1963 that DES was not effective in

preventing miscarriage. Some obstetricians
continued to prescribe it for this purpose
until the first link between DES and vaginal
cancer was demonstrated in 1970.

It would appear that those physicians were
not informing themselves as to new
developments in their profession; or they had
no respect for the findings of professional
researchers, or they simply did not have the
best interests of human beings at heart.

Whatever the reason for their actions, the
result is a tragedy.

There is a lesson for women in the DES
story: when prescribed a medication she is

not familiar with, a woman should ask to see
that section of hor physician's drug manual
which deals with the drug in question. She
shouldn't take "no" for an answer. She has a
right to know what she's putting into her
body, and health care professionals should
respect that right.

Mass.; Frank Horton, R-N.Y., and Donald
Mitchell, R-N.Y.

Harrington and Horton aie co-chairmen of
the 204-member Northeast-Midwest
Economic Advancement Coalition, and
Mitchell heads the bipartisan group's Task
Force on Military Installations.

The letter tc Carter was signed by 148
House members, including Speaker Thomas
O'Neill Jr., D-Mass.; Rep. Melvin Price, D-lll.,

chairman of the House Armed Services
Committee, and Rep. Robert Giaimo, D-
Conn., chairman of the House Budget
Committee.
The letter said the "inequitable

distribution" of military bases, with most of
them in the South and the West, had
resulted in "an alarming exodus" of jobs and
people from the Midwest and Northeast.
The congressmen said studies made for

New England governors showed Defense
Department employment rose 35 per cent
nationally from 1950 to 1977.

During that period, they said, defense
employment rose 50 per cent in the South
and West but decreased 3 per cent in the
coalition states-

MAKEUP
tothe classifieds!
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effective market
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CLASS/FfEDS
GET RESULTS!

College & University Supplies

at

A.J. Hastings
45 S. Pleasant St.
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Fraud labor claims

WASHINGTON (UPI) The Labor
Department has set up a new division to
investigate possible fraud in workers'
compensation claims, officials announc-
ed yesterday.

The new investigations unit will look in-

to suspicious claims in the department's
three workers' compensation programs
- the Federal Employees Compensa-
tions Program, the Longshoremen's and
Harbor Workers' Compensation Pro-
gram and the Black Lung Benefits Pro-
gram.

Department officials said in a state-
ment the unit will investigate whether
any persons receiving disability compen-
sation are employed and "have not
notified the Department of Labor of
their employment."
The unit also will take a hard look at

possible false hearing loss claims, par-
ticularly from shipyard workers.

Congress against
Clinch River veto
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Congress is in

a tug-of-war with President Carter over
his veto of the Clinch River, Tenn.,
nuclear breeder reactor project.
Right now, the anti-Carter forces ap-

pear to have the strength to win through
a very tricky piece of parliamentary
strategy.

The Clinch River project would develop
nuclear fuel as a new source of energy.
But it would also create weapons-

grade Plutonium as a by-product, and
Caiter opposes that as part of his over-
all effort to reduce the production of
such materials and the resultant spread
of military nuclear technology.
Accordingly on Nov 5, he vetoed a

$5.2 billion bill authorizing programs for
the Energy Research and Development
Administration, including the Clinch
River project.

Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash., chair-
man of the Energy and Natural
Resources Comminee, has decided not
to try to override the veto. He will try in-

stead to draft a new ERDA authonzation
bill that leaves Clinch River out.

Sterilization booklet
(Her Say News Service) - Distribution

of a booklet which tells women that
sterilization may bring "greater sexual
pleasure" has been halted by the federal
government.
The pamphlet, issued by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and
Welfare, tells women that the benefits
of having a hysterectomy are the same
as for other types of sterilization.

The pamphlet said: "You never have
to., get pregnant again. That brings
peace of mind to many women who
nr»ay also experience greater sexual

pleasure after they have been steriliz
ed."

HEW officials said they discontinued
distribution of the controversial
brochures after the House of Represen
tatives heard testimony by doctors in-

dicating that many of the hysterectomy
operations were unnecessary and ir-

responsible.

Protestors against

Concorde jetliner
NEW YORK (UPI) - Opponents of the
Concorde tied up traffic at Kennedy Air-
port yesterday in their last motorcade
demonstration before the AngloFrench
supersonic jetliner begins scheduled
commercial flights to New York later
this week.
As in five previous demonstrations held

to protest landings of the jet at the air-
port, some 250 cars moved in a slow
procession around the main road con-
necting Kennedy's terminals.
About 200 of the cars briefly blocked a
mam entrance to Kennedy before mov-
ing around the airport terminals. Traffic
was tied up moderately for about 90
minutes and

Rhodesians plan

new peace initiative

SALISBURY, Rhodesia (UPI) - Prime
Minister Ian Smith said in an interview
published yesterday that he has opened
his own peace initiative as result of what
he termed the universal rejection of a
majority rule plan for Rhodesia.
"New initiatives have started and I an-

ticipate that serious decisions will be
made during this coming week," Smith
told The Sunday Mail.

"It is not really a question of me rejec-
ting the latest AngloAmerican initiative.

I would say it has been universally re-

jected by Rhodesians.
"Therefore, let us be realistic We can-

not sit by and allow things to continue in

a vacuum I believe the time is ripe for
Rhodesians to get on with the task now
and settle their problems," Smith said.
Smith's remarks appeared to herald the

full revival of his controversial "internal
settlement" plan, which would be con-
cluded with Rhodesia-based black na-
tionalists at the exclusion of the more
militant Patriotic Front.

Britain and the United States have re-

jected the prospect of a settlement ex-
cluding the Patriotic Front, which con-
trols the guerrillas fighting to end white
rule.

Smith gave no details of his new in-

itiative. But th:e Sunday Mail said "it is

obvious" it would involve Rhodesia-
based nationalist leaders Abel
Muzorewa and Ndabaningi Sithole and
tribal chief Jeremiah Chirau.
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Rnast
TRUST THE FHIAST FOR
YOUR HOLIDAY FEASTING

^^^^^^^: is^^^^r' '^^-:M' '^^^m- it^^M:^^^,M:'^t^^M.'^^^m: i^€v,^; ^.^

MEATSTREET U.S.A.

Finast Fresh
Turkeys

with Pop-up Timer
Grade A-10 to 20 lb. Avg.

Fresh Perdue
Chicken Legs
Quarters

Breast

Quarters

54^

Perdue Chicken Legs
Perdue Breasts chTK^n .

Weaver Fried Chicken

Fresh, lb f O
... 98«

Z 4.98

Chickens
Perdue
Wnoiv

2V>ie3lb« 49 lb

Gold CrMi S«(( Basting JM ^^^ SwHt Turkey* Toms 18-20 lbs. ^^ ^%^
Turkeys :?.OOT ButterballOO

.

Young Hens 10 to 14 lbs. > 73"

Finast Frozen With Pop-up Timar^2^^^ Fraah Pardua Ovwi Stuftar 5-7 Kx. "V^^^
Turkeys :eOO . Roasters f 9;

Young Hens 10 to 14 lbs - 68*

Fresh
Marval

Fresh Turkey Breast X

Turkey Dmmsticks
Fresh Turkey Wings Marva.

Pork Sausage Meat

6 lbs
Marvai it)

>T>,ih(iwi it>

1.19 Turkey Hindquarters Ma,v«, . ib 49*

49* Fresh Turkey Cutlets M.., ,b 1.99

59* Young Ducklings f™*,f,w»,. . t 95*

69* Fresh Chicken Livers ... it 69*

Shoulder for

London Broil

Boneless

Shoulder Steaks -^°"^
' Thm Sliced

Beef Kabobs aon.*^ shou*.

I OrK MOaSl Boneless Top Lain .

1.38

1.38

1.78

Pork Chops
$417

H lb.

Assorted
Equal Amounts
3 Center, 3 Blade

and 3 Sirloin Chops

L- iihhtjffU Libby-/ K^- libbs> (^ i Ubbu> ')

Km Ubby>l> Ubb^ ., ^, Libbv> <;| Ubby> A
*; Ubb«^p; '-^^ r]h Ubbji> M Ubb<|> '

I

^:

Libby's Canned
Vegetables

Cut Green Beans, Cut Beets, Golden Com

1^^^ cans ^^XS^m
SierraSTONEWARE
V,y\JIICtr \j\J\J withevery'S 00p.ifcnase

rHOUDAY VALUES

49*

Emperor
Red Grapes

49*

Fresh Florida

Tangerines
$1

176 size

for

Delicious
Apples o^

18
Fresh

Cranberries

39 lb

MR. DELI DEPT.

Baked ,

Ham
M19

/-
>'

»v
A

*^.
Vlr. Dei,

c
:c

I (X UvenMurst Mr Del'

half

pound

Bologna
Provolone Cheese
Swiss Cheese importeo * 2.19

Genoa Salami caranrtos . . . ^^a 1.19

Italian Hot Ham p^*:.1.29

Carando's Pepperoni ... ,t 2.1

9

Avallabla Only in Sroras with Sarvfca D«ll Oapts.

. . « 1.19

Finast Tomato Juice

.

Pie Crust Mix «KN^

One Pie Pumpkin .

.

Rnast Shortening.

U.S. Sugar L°^;?itr. .

.

Green Giant Corn .

.

Finast Apple Cider .

.

Chicken Broth douqi- .

.

Madam Crab Meat .

.

Rnast Boiled Onions
PrinceMa Cut Yams .

.

CranlDerry Saucei^
Sugar Valley Peas .

.

V.^1 rUUU fnh Country (Vinv .

qt

bol

5

39*

1.00

1.00

1.59

1.00

1.00

1.79

1.00

1.79

3' 1

«

r*jS

3Soz

31b
can

316 0Z
eke*

317<a
cans

9*
iug

can*

can

21602 Q<W
cans 99

.. ''2Sf89*

'«<»39«
can

'1607
I cans

560.
cans

1.00

1.00

Sunrise Fresh Dairy Values!

Philadelphia
Cream Cheese

Beer & Wine Shoppe!I

FROZEN FOODS

Kraft

A Holiday

Favorite

260Z $4
pkgs.

^c*,n"99*

16m

Cottage Cheese see(,es>

Hood's Sour Cream

.

Finast Sour Cream .

.

Fresh From Baker Street!

Big Round Top b^^ .

Honey, Butter& Egg
Stuffing Bread ....

English Muffins Fr.,h

.

Btlmrf Mamt HiaHmttt* Tun. thru Sat

69*

3?.°^ 1.00

3^Ss° 1.00
2'?^' 1.00
.2'^°'69*

Z't?^ 1.00

Whipped
Topping

9oz
cont

Birds Eye
Cod
Whip

59*
Rnast Bread Dough
Highliner Shrimp

Cooked Squash
OeveinM

.

Tinast

Bama Pie Shells Zl^^ 1.00

. ^^99*
120; o OQ
pkg CO9
3;*%i89*
9 07

Finast Frozen Peas »c<

Sweet Potatoes ^^o^:?'

.i^69*
'^°«'55*

case
only

50o;
hot

5.99

3.99

Budweiser Beer f/src^t

Mistala Rose Wine . .

.

Paul Masson c'^Z. .... Magn.m3.79

Fotonari Wines ^Jof 3.69
MeliniChlanti SS* 4.29

Saar A Wint AvailabI* Only in Finas\ of Hadlay

Extra Savings

I Fresh
Large Eggs

natural

Whlta

:j^
'doz N «7a

You Save »1«»

Breyer's

jrleeCream

wttti ttas coupon tnt $7 &0 purchase w more

VslK) Novemoei ?0 tfru Hov 23 1977 Irmiiooe couoor

N 800

wlt^ this coupon and 17 50 purchase ot more
ValK) Novembe' ?0 thru Novembei ?3 1977 L Km I one coupon

You Save 41^

^

^Ocean Spray
I k^ Cranberry Juice
^^7l|i Coclctail

68*.*-H?
48 oz
bol

N tot

with this coupon and $7 50 pu'Chase m mo'f

Vjiid Novembe' 20 Itvu Novembei ?3 1977 i.mi! one coupor

IfW L*I*1

Extra Savings
Finast
Butter

88*
•pttfi l»*s coupon and $7 ^0 pu'C^iase w more

valid l»o»emoeT ?0 f^'tNovprnber ?3 19?^ Limii oneccxioon

You Save 81^
Mra. Smith Deluxe

Pumpicin Pie

Pi1o88«ff0cavaSundBy, November 20 thru Wednesday. November 23. 1977 We reserve the right to limit quantities

^BjtjigMjjiij^gigyg

Ooidan
Cuatard

46 Oi
pkg

• It' l^'s coupon jno $7 50 ou'Chaseo" mo>e
vai«3 Nnvemo^r tq mi^ So

Not responsible tor typog^ap^•cal errors
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The computer in my life

By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Do you ever have the feeling that
someone, somewhere is put to get you? I do.
When I looked through my scheduling
booklet for a mere four hours the other day
and realized that somewhere a computer has
my number, I could have cried.

In my mind I can see it working diligently
through the night with a copy of my tran-
script, figuring out what courses I'd like to

l©®®®®<®©©®®®©®^
^BBB8 (^m^^ '^M'i'^\

'lli!Pelii.r„?.L«««^

o o 00

take just so it can schedule them all at the
same time. Maybe I should sign up for those
five classes at the same time just to see what
would happen. (Did I just hear a computer
gasp?)

And it isn't )ust scheduling that I'm
worried about; somewhere right now, my
computer is transferring into it's memory
banks a three word reminder for January:
"All courses oversubscribed" I mean, I can
see it coming. I just can't win, but I can
cotnpete! I've come up with some ways to

determine a schedule that no computer
could ever pre-guess. If you have your own
computer out there working against you,
too; maybe one of these would be helpful.

But, if questioned, please don't tell my
computer where you got them. Then my life

could really be in danger.

1. The "Pick any five courses in your
major" method. As well as making ,

choosing a schedule eafier, it could make
you realize that this may not be the major for

you after all. (or maybe you really don't want
to know). If you want a little more variety,

try....

2. The "Pick no courses in your major"
method. This method relies on the theory
that everyone could do with a change once
in awhile. For the adventuresome among
you, I suggest

3. The 'Toss the scheduling booklet into

the air five times and take whatever' s on the
open pages" method. (Caution, since this

method requires physical exertion, if you
don't feel that you're up to it, maybe you
know a Phys. Ed. major who could help out.)

4. The "Pick any five 'guts' regardless of
your major" method. (This one is great for
shocking the computer with your future
cumulative average. Did you ever see a
computer faint?)

5. The "Pick the courses you think Jimmy
Carter would have chosen" method. This
could very well get you into some great
courses like; "Peanut Growing 101," "How
to Speak Southern in a Northern World,"
and the ever popular, "Smiling with Your
Whole Face." (This one will really confuse
my computer; I have inside information that
he's a Republican.)

And finally...

6. The "Choose every course your faculty
advisor recommends" method. Since no
computer has ever believed anyone would
actually do this, it's nearly impossible for
them to oversubscribe the courses for you in

advance. (And, if they did figure out what
you were doing, the shock would probably
short-circuit them.)

One of the above methods should work to
confuse your computer. At least they give
you a fighting chance during pre- registration.

And remember, if a computer chases you
into an alley some dark night, calling out
your student I.D. number, then say your
prayers — the end is near.

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.
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The Madison Avenue manipulators
By ANDY TOMOLONIS

Television advertisers, faced with the task
of attracting attention, employ a wide variety
of tactics to entice the consumer. Once a
viewer is reached, advertisers come on
strong with the hard sell, claiming their
product is superior in all ways to their

competitors. When this is no Honger ef-

fective, when Aunt Bluebell fails to convince
us that Scott towels are the best buy, when
we are left somewhat skeptical by the Pepsi
challenge, advertisers are forced to switch
their game plans. Faced with an
unresponsive audience and a gross assort-
ment of largely useless products to sell,

Madison Avenue creates a need for these
items by fabricating any number of
problems, diseases, and socially unac-
ceptable conditions, which only their
products can cure.

Let's take a look at Helpless Hank, the in-

ept consumer. He is an avid television en-
thusiast and appears to be healthy and
normal. Deep inside, though. Hank knows he
suffers from such unspeakable illnesses as,

body odor, ring around the collar, medicine
mouth, the nubs, foot odor, grey hair, and
dandruff

His wife. Simple Sarah, is in the next
room, complacently polishing the polish and
swatting cockroaches the old fashioned way.
Clearly a non-liberated woman, she is a
victim of dispan hands, girdle spillover,

wrinkly pantyhouse, razor stubble, iron poor
blood, midriff bulge, and the dreaded frizzles.

Their teenage children worry about acne,
baa breath, and the greasies; while, their
nosy neighbors drop in for a visit to see spots
on the glasses and smell cat litter and last
night's fried fish in the kitchen. "What could
be worse," Hank and Sarah sigh, than
houseatosis?"

Millions of Americans are bombarded each
day with a barrage of problems they don't
really have: problems created by Madison
Avenue: problems which only their

products can cure. Advertisers call this the
need-cure method, while many who view
these commercials tongue in cheek, seeing
them as they really are, get nothing but the
heartbreak of "sore-eye- osis."

The need for sexual identity is preyed upon
by product pushers across the nation. From
coast to coast, smart, well dressed ladies

know that gentlemen prefer Hanes. Young-
sters everywhere wonder when they will be
old enough to understand the secret of Den-
tyne's snappy tingly taste. The more in-

telligent jetsetters know, however, that
expensive clothes, fancy cars, and ex-
travagant hair styles are not the way to

obtain a sexual partner. They argue that
whiter teeth and fresher breath are what it's

all about. For them, sexual salvation comes
in a tube of Close Up toothpaste.

Those who find the Certs breath test more
childish than provocative can revel in an

Ultra Brite toothpaste proposition. If one

isn't satisfied with having a clean mouth, due

r
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to perhaps a combination of Madison
Avenue diseases, there are always alternative

solutions. Maybe the problem is bulging
bottoms, or unsightly panty lines. Underalls
will cure all that as demonstrated by a short
but sweet parade of delectable derrieres, all

belonging to girls who love Underalls,

because they make them look like they're
wearing nothing at all.

Provocative tactics lead to perversion in

advertisement when people are aroused by
putting on lipstick and flicking their Bics.

Does anybody rea.'y know what it is about
Tickle antiperspirant that turns 'those ladies

into laughing hyenas? Harry the newlywed
certainly doesn't know. His wife will tell you
why all he can do is smile. "Harry really got
stroked this morning!"
The television viewer is exposed con-

tinuously to the mythical world of ad-
vertising, in which stereotyped people, living

meager lives, are liberated from their

drudgery with products of all kinds. It is up to
the consumer to see beyond the promises
and threats of Madison Avenue and separate
the myth of advertising from the reality of his

own world. Without this ability to discern
fact from fallacy, the television viewer
becomes helplessly lost in a world of plastic

people projected by big business.

Andy Tomolonis is a Collegian guest
commentator.

ERA: Not for women only

lisa niclilll

I SAID: Mighty men have en-

camped against me, and they have
questioned not only the sk !! of my
defenses

but my sincerity...

Tell them to leave m 3 riamiad well

alone with my insights.

(John Berryman,
Defensio in Extremis]

Liberation is often seen as a one-sided
benefit, that with the liberation of one group,
the other group(s) will have their freedom
restricted. Liberation in this sense, is seen as
revolutionary - one side upsurping the
other's power position by producing another
power vacuum antithetical to the previous
one.

However, this view is not Jrue in context
with women's liberation works for the
benefit of both women and men.

Over the weekend, women representatives
from every state in the' Union journeyed to

Texas to attend the ERA Women's Con-
ference where the ERA amerd-nent, the
longest pending legislative item in Congress
which was first presented in the 1920's for

approval, was discussed and debated by
ERA supporters and ERA dissidents.

The basic reasons for not supporting the

ERA on the part of women and men alike is

that it changes the basic set-up of society:
men and women would be equal. There are
no sex identified roles in society with the
ERA. The ERA does not only create equal
pay, equal opportunity for job positions for

women, but also means that women will

have to fight in a war, will have to face the
same types of career choices as men. The
ERA will also affect alimony procedures in

cases of divorce and separation, child care,
home care, even the simple definition of
bathing suit attire requirements on public
and private beaches and pools. Not all men
and women alike are ready to change the
social structure. Not all men are ready to give
their leading position to be equal. They feel

they are loosing something. Many feel

threatened by this change because it greatly
threatens their way of life, their view of the
world. But is this way of life or view of the
world actually worth while to hold onto?

The way society is set up now, women are
put in a lesser power position then they have
the aptitude to handle while men are put
often times in a greater power position than
they can handle. Both men and women are

alienated from themselves because they are

anticipated to be not as themselves, but as
society would see them to be. For a woman,
it is acquiescence. For a man, it is

bullishness, it is no fear, it is total control
over yourself and any situation you run into,

particularly with women.

Men are taught from a very early age to
avoid being a "fag," avoid being impish,
avoid tears, avoid being the underdog. They
are taught to be strong, to be aggressive. In a

Union council

accomp/isfinlents

To the Editor:

I've heard a lot of rhetoric about
UMass student unionization as a theory.
I'd like to speak about some real,

practical accomplishments being made
right now.

Already, six to eight union councils
from different departments and dorms
around campus have been started and
are working on the needs of the students
in those departments or dorms. One such

council is the Human Services and
Applied Behavior Sciences Union
Council.

The HS ABS Union Council, which
meets every Wednesday night at 8:00 in

our newly acquired Resource Center [rm.

453 Hills South], is providing a means fgr

us undergraduates in the Human Ser-
vices and Applied Behavioral Sciences
division of the School of Education to

constructively affect our education, to

make and keep our department strong
and valuable to us, and to facilitate a

communication among and between
students and faculty.

In order to meet these objectives, we

are working on several projects, one of
which is the Resource Center. The Center
is collecting and will have information
available on courses, internships,
graduate schools and jobs that are of
interest to those in the division.

Promoting student participation at
meetings and on committees in the
School of Education [such as the Dean 's

Cabinet meetings, the Governance
Committee, and the Academic Matters
Committee] is another concern. We're
also working on a governance proposal
for how we feel the new governance
structure should be set up.
And in the interest of determining the

needs of all students in the division, we
have almost completed a needs
assessment survey form which will be
sent out in the near future.

Other projects include a petition drive,
a letter to those in the division, and
setting up a curriculum committee, in the
Human Services Program, which will
offer a student-run course next semester.

I'm hoping that students will see that a
lot can be accomplished when we put our
talents tc use and will then get together
to work on things in their own depart-
ments or dorms. If you are interested in

sense, their career decision years are niuch
harder than for women, for although a

has the fear of knowing that his incorre must
support others. Even character develo iment
is far more crucial for a man knov^ior and
later experiencing the emotional deperr^ ince
on him of a family.

According to some men I have talked to,

even the relationship between men is cften
frustrating since because of social pressure,
close relationships, the intensive relation-

ships that exist between women cannot,
ought not to occur between men.

According to some men I have talked to,

even the relationship between men and
women is frustrating, that in relation to how
some women feel about a man's In-

sensitivity, that wish they could show more
sensitivity.

By having women equal to men, not only
will women reap benefits of equal job op-
portunity and the opportunity to be all that
they are, independent, powerful and decisive
in their own, but also men will not be forced
to carry the burden of relationships, the
burden of providing an economic ba.S3 for
families, the burden of carrying .he
emotional support for others.

Clearly, keeping to the old way of doing
things for fear of change is foolish, as the
fear of most men that they'll loose t.on^ athing
with the liberation and equaliza'io.i of
women in society. For with women's
liberation, everyone has something lo gain.
Why be defensive? Why hold onto yoi. : own
insights when you are only losing?

Lisa Melilli's column appears every
Monday in the Collegian.

doing this or would like more in-

formation, you can go to the Student
Organizing Project office, located in the
Student Union building, rm. 426.

And I hope that those interested
students in our own department will

either come to the meetings, stop by the
Resource Center or contact me, Margie
Morrison, 586 2912, or Karen Klonfer '

549-0524.

Margie Morrison

Attack Schlitz, •

not the Collegian

To the Editor:

The Collegian has been maliciously

criticized in the past for printing soxist

ads. Such ads as the beautiful bunted
woman wearing a Schlitz T-shirt while

holding a mug of Schlitz beer in her hand
has sent some university students into

uproars. I can understand the readers'

resentment toward this type of ad-
vertising which many consider an insult

to their intelligence. Few want to believe

they could fall for something as low as

French politics

our w^i r: i:pr«'»

By MARK WILDING

"Indisputably, the political landscape is

troubled." These words, uttered by French
Socialist leader Georges ^Mitterand in the
Paris National Assembly last week, betray
little of the turmoil that daily wracks the ...

"

(At this moment I was interrupted by a
knocking at the front door. I rose from my
writing and went to see who the caller was.
He was a little man with a Gallic countenance
who barged his way past me into the hall.

"Monsieur," he began, "I see from the inside
of your door that you have no locks what-
soever to protect you from burglars and
young holligans who may be about. As you
know the crime rate in Paris is astonishingly
high."

"Hmmm," I ventured and thought to

myself that I mustn't let on to this guy that

living in an apartment was a new experience
for me. I must appear the bored apartment
dweller. "All right, my man, throw a half

dozen locks on the front door and half a

dozen on the back door and leave your bill on
the kitchen table. And please, no in-

terruptions as I'm writing a very important
piece for my newspaper back home," where-
upon I took leave to retum to my writing.)

"
... French left, a calamitous five months

before the nation's elections."

The French left is composed of three
groups — the tiny radical movement, the

Communists, and the fast-rising ...

(This time I was interrupted by the little

man's voice which cried for me from the

front hall. "Monsieur, I would have as soon
sacrificed my first born as interrupt you but I

forgot to ask you what type of lock it was
you wanted. I have a single turn lock in

copper, a double turn lock in brass, or a triple

turn kind using both metals."

My voice rose. "Throw on the most ex-

pensive and leave me to my business you
rapacious journeyman!" I returned to my
work, and after composing myself for the
better part of an hour, resumed.)

... Socialists, who appear to be in the

strongest position of any of the three to

make a run at Giscard D'Estaing. One

mustn't however count out former French
prime minister Jacques Chirac. The feisty

Chirac ...
"

(At this moment the little man's popped
through the door and he beckoned me into

the front hallway. "Regarde Monsieur, I have
put six locks on the front door and six locks
on the back door. Still, there are the win-
dows and the bathroom door. One's privacy
is such a precious — "

"Listen you loathsome snail-eater, I've had
enough of your ennervating twaddle! Throw
locks on all the windows! Thrown them on
the furniture! Thrown them on the
refrigerator and the oven! Throw half a
dozen more on the front and back but leave
me in peace! His eyes lit up like Rontgen rays
and he babbled excitedly "Merci mille fois

Monsieur! It is a locksmith's dream! ! will do
it with dispatch!"

"Just dispatch yourself out of my way you
jabbering hobgoblin!" After two and a half
hours of repose I took up my treatise.)

leads the far right Gaullist party.
Sources close to Giscard D'Estaing say the
president regards Chirac as a political mover
and a definite threat. Meantime Chirac keeps
a low profile, preferring to do his political

maneuvering in the cloistered chambers of ..."

(Interrupted by a din in the outer hallway I

proceeded thither to find the wretched lock-
smith displaying his handiwork to about
twenty neighbors. "It is done Monsieur!
There are locks everywhere! You have easily
he most secure maison in France!"

I rushed frenzied into the middle of the
group and, grabbing him by the collar,
shouted "Just give me your bill and the keys
to each one of these metal monsters you
soldering miscreant!" He did so and, feeling
exhausted from the days tribulations, I went
straight to bed.

The next day, returning from my morning
jog, I realized that I'd forgotten the keys to
the front door. Quite at peace with myself I

walked to the local hardware store where I

purchased an ax.)

Writers note: Anyone wishing to purchase
119 locks in good working order please
contact the editor of this esteemed journal
and arrangements will be made accordingly.

Mark Wilding is

Correspondent.
the Collegian 's Paris

AlivOinf Th# C'ti»»n

and in keeping with the seasonal spirit of hrotheihood artd goodwill

gift turkeys wilt be given out with the 'ayoff noticni

the association of a sexy girl to a can of
beer.

I do not agree that these ads should be
banned from the newspaper. The
Collegian, which is free to the public,
relies heavily on advertisements. If the
Collegian made it a point not to print any
ad that upset the public it would be
cutting its income down considerably.
Also, why should the Collegian have the
right to censor what the public reads?
The Collegian is a source of news and it is

its job to make the public aware of the
changing times. It is to the public's
benefit to see ads. If the reader sees that
Schlitz is exploiting women we learn the
extreme to which Schlitz will go to sell its

beer.

If the reader disagrees with the ex-
ploitation of women then the anger
should be taken out on the Schlitz
company, not the Collegian. The
Collegian is only printing what some
company paid millions to create The
public's disagreement and anger can be
expressed by not buying Schlitz beer and
by writing letters of disgust to the Schlitz
company. The Collegian cannot stop
these ads from being created, they can

'

only stop you from seeing them. And do

you want to be sheltered from the real
world:* If not, attack Schlitz and support
the Collegian.

Suzanne Starr

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian^

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

».*

.*^vC
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
The following courses were inadvertantly left out of

the spring 1978 Course Description Gude
PSYCHOLOGY

PSYCH 206

M Bernard, J Sweeney
ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Organitation Lecture discu»sion, plus some

simulations role plays. Aim Emphasis on developino
knowledge of persons as participants in organizations,
organizations as human enyironments and "fit
interaction betyyeen persons and organizations.
Development of ability to apply this knowledge to
oneself and specific organizational situations. Focus
will be on a membership view (vs. a management one)
dealing with levels of persons, groups and
organizational design-structure as they affect
members experience Readings: Anderson and Carter
Human Behavior in the Social Environment. Schein,
E Organiiational Psychology plus some handouts!
Requirements learning psychological contract, four
short 'obiective pass fail tests and 3-6 page essay
paper Prerequisites: Intro to Psychology course

PSYCH 290C
Dr. James Chumbley

COGITATION
Office & Hours: Tobin 432, to be announced.

Organization Lecture-discussion, plus laboratory in

skill application Aim. To present a few of the more
well-understood and widely accepted psychological
principles established by congnitive psycnologists and
instruct in the application of these principles The
principles will be used to improve performance in

situations requiring accurate, detailed observation
and reporting of events: comprehension and sum-
marization of textual and lecture material:
memorization, evaluation of evidence; and. problem
solving. Readings Highbee, Your memory How it

works and how to improve it: and two or three other
similar paperbacks on studying and problem -solving.
Requirements Short exams over knowledge of the
theory behind principles and evaluation of relative
degree of success in application of the principle.

Prerequisites Psychology 100, Psychology 110, or
eauivalent Added Notes Students will be en
couraged to work with materials associated with other
classes they are taking or have taken Final Readings
selections Higbee, see above Adams, Conceptual
blockbusting Buzan, Use both sides of your brain.
Locke, A guide to effective study
PSYCH 310A (210)

E Dzendolet
SENSATION b PERCEPTION

Office & Hours 213 Middlesex House, by
arrangement Organization Lecture Aim To acquaint
students with 1) the simple sensations and per-
ceptions in tne different senses, and 2) the ex
planations o' :hese pnenomena m terms of physical,
neurophysioiogical ana chemical concepts Readings
Study noies Requirements Four 1-hour
examinations. The lowest will be dropped There will

be no make ups. Prerequisites Psychology 110, or
other scientific O' biological background

PSYCHO 310H Honors D13
Alwitt

SENSATION AND PERCEPTION
Office: 433 Tobin Hours: Currently, Tues. T-3.

Organization Lecture and discussion. Aim This is an
honors section of the regular sensation and per-
ception course Topics will be covered m rr.ore depth
than in 310 and there will be more chance for

discussion because of the small enrollment The
course will cover Aays we obtain, encode modify and
use intormation rom the sensory world Sensory
physiology and theories of perception will be
discussed, wtn an emphasis of vision and audition
Readings Probably one or two tests plus additional
readings Reiju/rements Probably two midsemester
exams a f^nai exam, and several out-ot class projects
and reports Prerequisites Psych 110 or equivalent
Psvch 241 or equivalent would be helpful Enrollment
limited to twenty.
PSYCH 320A

J Donahoe
LEARNING AND THINKING

Office & Hours 531 Tobm. MWF 12 Organization
Lecture-discussion with some demonstrations Aim A
survey of the 'undamental concepts and findings with
classical and instrumental procedures and m language
and memory Readings: To be distributed in class.
Requirements Frequent short-answer essay
examinations with opportunities for retake
examinations to improve knowledge.
Psvch 110 or Psych 120 or permission
Added Notes $8 00 lab fee pays for

additional purchase of test

PSYCH 330A (250)

Neil R. Carlson
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Office: 527 Tobin Organization Lecture-discusston
This course discusses the physiological bases of
behavior. Topics include: 1) Cells of the nervous
svstnm 2l Transmission of information and decision
making 31 Biochemistrv and pharmacology of the
nervous system. 4) Basic anatomy of the nervous
system 51 Research techniques 6) Sexual develop
ment and behavior 7) Control of food intake 8)

Emotional behavior and psychosurgery 9i Reward,
punishment and the biochemistry of schizophrenia
10) Physiological bases of learning and memory 111
Sleep and arousal Readings: Physiology of Behavior,
by N Carlson, and a workbook by L. Standish. Exams
Weekly quizzes (with makeup) Study questions for
the quizzes are included in the workbook. fVote The
primary means of information transmission will be the
taxtbook and workbook, lectures and discussion will

supplement the written material Prerequisites
Psychology 110 1120) and the desire to learn
PSYCHOLOGY 330H Honors D 6

R. Gold
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Office Tobin 526 (545-09341 Organization: Two
lectures per week. Aim To master the biological bases
of behavior Topics will include the biological bases of
motivation, sleep and dreaming, pleasure, and sensory
processes The rudiments of neuroanatomy,
neurophysiology, and the endocrine systems will also
be covered Readings. Textbook by Carlson
Requirements Weekly 15 mm quizzes will determine
the 3 credit grade For the Honors (4th) credit a
laboratory project, m class presentation, or term paper
will be evaluated. Prerequisites: Psy 110 or a
background m zoology.

PSYCHOLOGY 335A
M. Friedman

EMOTION AND MOTIVATION
Office and Hours 524 Tobm after class and by

appt. Organization Lecture. Aim This course will

consider so called motivational phenomena from a

physiological point of view The first part of the course
will be a brief survey of basic physiology relevant to
the material covered m the remainder of the semester
We will then discuss hunger, thirst, salt appetite,
sexual behavior and maternal behavior Finally, the

Prerequisites

of instructor,

readings, no

mechanism by which internal physiological events
affect behavior will be discussed Readings A packet
of approximately 20 journal articles will be handed out
in class. Requirements One quiz on the physiological
material and four exams on the res* The exams are
open notebook multiple choice Prerequisites: Psvch
102 or permission.

PSYCHOLOGY 350A

Prof. E. Tronick
CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Office & Hours: 417 Tobin. TuTh 930 10:46.
Organization: Lecture. Aim: This course will focus on
human development over the first several years of life.

It will review data on infant and young children's
emotional and cognitive abilities and place them in a
developmentalevolutionary framework Readings
Child Psychology, Heatherington and Park (probably)
Requirements: To be announced. Prerequisites: In
troductory Psychology

PSYCH 350B
H. Horn.E.P, Lorch

CHILD BEHAVIOR AND DEVELOPMENT
Office and Hours 11C Bartlett: MWF 9-11; 403

Tobm: TTH 2-4. Organization: Lecture discussion.
Aim: Emphasis on normal child development from
before birth through middle childhood. Particular
topics include the development of motor abilities and
perception, learning and thinking, language, per
sonality, and social interactions between parent and
chil

,
and peers Readings: textbook und book of

readings Requirements: two exams and a final
Prerequisites: Psych 101, 110. 150, or permission of
instructors.

PSYCHOLOGY 335H-Honors D8
John J. B. Ayres

(Honors Section taken for four credits)
EMOTION AND MOTIVATION

Office: Middlesex 301, hours: to be announced.
Organization: Lecture discussion Enrollment: 25
maximum. Description: The course deals with ex
planations and theories of behavior We begin by
considering the properties of explanations and
theories in general then move to specific instances.

We'll examine theories thit man's behavior is largely

inherited, theories that man's behavior is largely

learned but impelled by primitive, unlearned,
biological drives, theories that emphasize learned
drives and emotions, theories that emphasize the
incentive properties of rewards; and finally we'll

consider the view that man is not pushed about by
diives at all but is instead pulled around by the
reinforcing consequences of his actions. The evidence
for these theories will derive from anthropological
investigation, from naturalistic observation of
subhuman primates, fishes, and birds, and from
laboratory investigations on rats and other species. In

general the course is heavy on learning theory and
light on physio. Requirements: Five short answer
essay exams and a term paper. Texts: Tentatively
Ardrey's African Genesis, Pfeiffer's Emergence of
Man, Bolles' Theory of Motivation, and several short
stories.

COURSE REVISIONS AND ADDITIONS
INTERPRETERS STUDIES 581

All students interested in Interpreter's Studies 581,
Techniques of Consecutive Interpretation, should sign

up for French 581 for Spring 1978. The preregistration

of students in majors other than French will be
changed to Interpreter's Studies 581 over the January
break. The prerequisites are fluency in one or more
foreign language. It is open to undergraduate and
graduate students.

The Freshman Rhetoric Program
Women's/ Mens Rhetoric, 110W

Section 1, TuTh, 11:15, (686517)
Section 2, TuTh, 11:15,(686524)

Note: The student who enters these sections must
have completed a first semester (Group I) rhetoric
course. The course focuses on helping the student to
improve writing skills.

TOPICAL FOCUS: WOMEN'S RHETORIC
An exploration of the ways m which women

communicate images of themselves, other women,
and the world in which they work and live.

Women's literary and oral tradition will provide the
focus, and an attempt will be made .o include voices
of women from other cultures besides our own.
Literature, music, and film will be used as resources
for out study Informal lecture and discussion, with
short papers due throughout the semester. There will
be frequent in-class and out-of-class writing
assignments Course will be taught m 2 sections on
Tuesdays and as one large section on Thursdays.

Some possible readings: "A Room of One's Own"
Virginia Woolf, "Towards a New Psychology for

Women" - Jean Baker Miller, "The Woman
Warrior" - Maxine Hong Kingston (Autobiography),
Daughter of Earth" Agnes Smedley (Novel)!
"Machinal" - Sophie Treadwell (Play), various short
stories from "American Voices, American Women,"
and poetry of Adrienne Rich, Anne Sexton, Tess
Gallagher, Ai, and Carolyn Forche

Section 3, TuTh, 1:00, (686531)
Section 4, TuTh, 1:00, (686548)

Note: The student who enters these sections must
have completed a first semester (Group I) rhetoric
course. The course focuses on helping the student
improve writing skills.

TOPICAL FOCUS: FRIENDSHIP AND MARRIAGE:
RHETORIC FOR MEN AND WOMEN
The semester will be divided into three parts:

examination of assumptions and stereotypes;
examination of friendship between women and
friendship between men; examination of relationships
between men and women, both sexual and non-
sexual.

Material for discussion will come from personal
experience and from reading assignments. Some
authors who will be looked at include Plato, Mon-
taigne, Doris Lessing, Saul Bellow, Bob Dylan, Joni
Mitchell, Simone de Beauvoir, Ernest Hemingway and
D.H. Laurence. We will also look at Ms. magazine and
Playboy magazine. There will also be some films.

Requirements will be one 7 to 10 page paper for
each of the three parts of the course as well as
frequent in class writing exercises.

PSYCH 105
The correct schedule for Psych 105 is: Lee. 1, Tu

2:30-3:45, Skinner Auditorium. Students will be
assigned to discussions on Thursday, 2:30-3:45 or
Wednesday evening.
PHYSICS 142

Physics For Life Science Majors (II), Physic 142, will
also be offered spring semester in the evening through
Continuing Education. Lecture Tuesday, 7 10 pm
Lab Thursday, 7-10 p.m. 4 credits
JOURNALISM 491 A

Prof. James Boylan, founding editor of the
Columbia Journalism Press Review, spring semester Is
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""""'^ °* ^''P°'''"0 b'O ''"''i"«ss trustsand the.r effects on child and woman labor, patentmedicines and the political machines of the cities

states and United States Senate.
'

Students will read muckraking pieces by UptonSinclair, Ray Stannard Baker Samuel HopkinsAdams David Graham Phillips, Burton Hendnck and

penod wm'Li 'T''"'"
'"^'^^'"0 '^« muckrakingperiod will also be used - Hofstadter's "Aae ofReform," Wilson's "McClure's Magazine and the

JJeLnf*'h' c"'"*''°"'
S''*"'' "Muckraking: PastPresent and Future" and others.

Grading will be based on written work and classparticipation. Students should register Tth perm,ssK,n of the journalism program advisor in Machmer

rnnHnl-^."' "^^l
^^' '^""'*'^ ^^ ^"^3" in the past will

ethi?s
'"°''*' '""'"'' '" ^'« ^^^'"0 °" journalisrl

The Western European Studies Program dealinowith specific Western European problems. wilTagaln

English
"*"' "'""'^^ '"' ^°'^'''«^ ^^« ""Of^t in
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'°''"'®* °" societies both with unique

historical traditions and a common heritage anddestiny. For further details see Prof. Mankin at Herter
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FINE ^TSCENTERPRESENTS

The University of Massachusetts
Music Department and

Fine Arts Center

present a

FREE

Concert with

Billy Taylor Trio

and

University Jazz Workshop

Hartford Ballet
with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conducfor

Saturday. December 3 8 pm
Sunday. December 4 3 pm
Sunday. December 4 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public $7 6 5
UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens t6, 5, 4. Special matinee
children s prices $3.50, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Sox Office ,M- F »-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Selections Include the world

premiere of Concerto for Piano' by

Fred Tlllls. and selections by

Parker. Peterson and Billy Taylor.

Monday-November 21-8 pm
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
The concert Is part of t

Special Program In the i

ill

J
To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Ford $700 527 5746

AKC Old English Sheep dog pups 2
females 14 wks old Good with kids
Champronship stock $225 ea 549 5523

ANTHROPOLOGY UNDERGRAD CAUCUS
Meeting, 7 p m ;ollowed bv talk at 8 p m by an-

thropologist Oriol Pi-Sunyer in Machmer E-26
Refreshments.
OUTING CLUB

Meeting, 7 p m CC 101, Cross country ski night Amovie Skinny Skiing, ' will be shown

program''
'^'"""^ AMERICAN CIVILIZATION

Spring 78 "semester abroad" on Nantucket
sponsored by UMass Boston Information and ap

BartirH^n *"' Undergraduate Studies Office,
oartiett Hall, room 252
P LOT REPAIR
Tomorrow the P Lot behind lot 25 will be closed forrepairs and grading. Users of this lot can park Tnanother p lot or in the back area of Lot 25.

Meeting, CC 174, at 6 30
^'fJ'^^^ISHED TEACHER NOMINATIONS
Members of the University may nominate a faculty

iTl °; ''''=^'"« "^*'''^"' ^o^ a Distinguished

,o ,hp
p' '^^^^d by submitting a brief memorandurn

found'" ^^ '^'^ W«d"«sday.

-Gloves in Five-College office. Call 6-9960

LOSt'^
"*^' ^^'^^" ^'^^ '''®''" '^^" ^6-9960

-Barnes and Noble Book bag containingnotebooks and other important personals. PleTse
return to lost and found or call 546-5027 Was lastseen in Ski Club Ballroom Book Drop
-On Nov. 16, one gold hoop earring - great

personal value. Reward offered, call Carol 546-8947- One tan wool mitten, please call 256-8674 ask forMaryAnn.
AASA MEETINGS

Tonight, ex. 809 at 8 p.m Also, office in rm. 418 inNew Africa House open 11-9, tol. 545-0517ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m, in the CC 911

Pledges meet at 7 p.m. in the same room. There will

Notices

r^oom" Z'l^tr''"''' "' » P "^ ^'''^ '" 'he sameoom All officers must attend
INDEX PHOTO STAFF

Asslanmp°n,'°"'f'
'* ^ '" ^^- ^^^ (Index Office),

she^s wm H ''h

°'° ''"'"'""'' ^"'^ '«'"^"«d contact

gTaduateVtuITnts '^" "'''''''' '"^'^'

abouTcoZr'"°K'°"'''^'
^°' "" 0'^«^^««« students

fssues fo H
^"^'""'"O «' 6:45 pm. in CC. 163.

lmp"ym"n,'"'""'°" '" °°^^^"^"" -^ ^'"^ent

SAILING CLUB

the^pS,'?
'"" ^^ '°"'0'' '' ^^30 p.m. ,o discussthe Florida trip preparations

UNITED WA Y FUND

tablI'on'thl''r r
^?''''^ '' sponsoring a contributionlaoie on the CC Concourse until Nov 30

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

P.ntrmVZt "''"'•'•«"• •''«'^°« ---« «

L.S.R. SOCIETY

eleclTf"'^
"'^*""'' '°"'0^' «' 7 P "^- ^°r P'ans and

CEQ GENERAL MEETING
Meeting tonight, 8 pm CC ifit; m,

projects. All interested invTt^d
^'"' ""'^

BADMINTON CLUB
^^Meeting tomorrow night at 6:30 in Boyden Upper

UNITY DAY
Tomorrow at the Campus Center Pond En-

?oSr o'f ^Ct;;';"^"^^""
•-« Sponsored'^by tt

CALVIN
KISf.SI SORIHAMHION

TTk Other Side
ofMidriiisht

MON t rUES AU SEATS Sl.OO

^ ^

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

will

;

Five College Transportation
sponsor a three-week training pro-

- gram during January interterm for j
; j

those interested in getting a Class 2 '

;j
bus driver's license Get applica 3:

tions and instructions at the Student l

Employment Office. 239A Whit !;

more, or call Five College Transpor
;

tation office 586 4262 Application
deadline is December 2.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
Adaltx

584-9153 !'P^'«'*"« '»«ms uZ^
,

Jl>JO «0uTt9 H»OUT MASS,

»? 50-St»dMt»^ AMU t.rd »2 O0-ChHd,.n tl 2S -f;;; U. SIn,w Ad-It. ft Sl«d.«, tl
SptlMl fn««gemioU ficM»d

-""-a • .

HDNCY
iAMCSEAM.

tPOl

PomcR COSBY jSncs
A delightfully

delic ious dilemma

'

A PIECE OF
THE ACnOiN

Today at 5 45. 8 30
Twi hte show tickets 5 15 SI 50

PCI

Today at 6 00 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 SI 50

Today at 6 00. 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 si 50

:pa

YOU NAVE SEEN
REiiriioirEMniiiE
YOU ARE ABOUT
TOUVEONE.

Today dt 6 30 8 30
Twi hte show ti: fcets 6 00 S 1 fiTi

n'l.i.|IHimi|.li'HJ:iMHi.l:ai'.<mil>H!|.inUU4i^^pnj^

The rates are Daily. 45c per line 5consecutive publishing days. 40c per'line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con^
stitutes one line

TO SUBLET

1986 Chevy Van. Best offer 323 5163 aft 5

«• Volvo 144. Automatic, cie*rr~reiiabie,
very good body & engine, snows
AM'FM $1,195 584 7743 Tues -t^ Th or
586 1448 eve.

68 Buick. 6 cyf
. auto~Goodcond $295 6

1161

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn
Dennis Delap. 266 8732. 9 lOa m.

Call

PA. Amplfivr. 75 watts RMS. One premier
reverb unit $35 each Mark 253-2755.

87 CMairM Gd running condition New
brakes $400 Call 6 5007 after 7 00

BARGaTn 1^4~0»tsuir7l6 station wan
Standard tran 4500. $1,700 or B.O 253-
2f/«ic

.

CiMsy Choc/Wh domestic 5 mo '
old

Skunk Exc temperment box trained all

shots Can no longer keep due to
location Paid $85 . will sacrifice for $60
or best offer Good home a must, for more
info call Donna after 7 6-6532.

1 fern wanted 'or own ,m m 2 btlrm apt
1st nioMih FREE' $130uiil inc! Caria 549
1 741 eves '> mile from campus Bus

1 Bdrm In 2 Bdrm Apt Brandywme,2nd
12 Dec Free Dog allowed Leave name
a phone no

, at 253 2441 in ref. to Jim
Kerner

ENTBRTAINMEN T

Pro Music Service B.-st m rock th-u disco
Moiiiior MuMc. 546 4731. Rea

BrittanyManor 2bf. Apt. Jan June,
heat&hot water incl, phone installed 256-
6023

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

Lost watch. Women's black band and
face Lost Tues

. Nov 15 on So Amherst
bus Call Martha 253 2484 Sentimental
value

Typing S 40 page Call anytime 549 6656

PHOTOGRAPHY Passport and I^
pill iiiun ()huios done Portraits ih time lor
Cliii-.iinds BftW or color service m
Mii.lion by .irrancjempnt Reasonable

priitrs for hi(|h qualiiv work Contact
Si.-v<'n 546 9653 nighf onlv

1*77 Omega Brougham Fully loaded List
$6,922 $5,300 or 80 Call Brad 546 8706

122Volvo pjrts sed&wagon Rea 665 4384

66 Ford oust Good cond New oil pump
trans bati $350 or 8 O 546 5920

5.5 cu ft. Rafrig. Call 546-4035, 4036.

Woman's Head Ski ParkaT Excellent
condition, size med Call 549 5961

One pair of brand new undrilled
Rosignol St. Comps 185cm best price
over $150 Value of over $200 Call Alan at
6 7486

PUFFERS FOR SPRING 2 br apt near
bus rt

, $210 mo uti inc. for mid. Jan
No Amherst 549 1683

To sublet immed. 2 bedroom a^ VNTw
carpet, dshwashr, UMass bus rt All util

inci $260 John 665 3247, James 665
2972 eves

CALCULATORS

HELP WANTED

College Calculators offers low pnce & fui
siTvice All models avail T159 S225 58
$99 95. 51 $49 9'; MPs & Commodore's
av.iil Models Irom S15 Remember, we
service .iM c.ilculalors we sell Before you
buy anywhere else call Boh Of Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

PROFESSIONAL TYPIIMG Fast Accurate
Reasonable Call Diane eveninqs 549
2637

'^

bTrthDAY CAKES!' All occasTon Takes
iMidulifully (lecur.iied lo order on 2 days
ii'iln (• Di!liv(!ry ,ivdilat)le Call Laurie 546
9576

Expert typing, only $ 40 page Call after 6
Moil Thurs

, 256 8484

DON T PASS THISUPi

^5 f«»'<• Qalaxy SOO. Police intercept
428C1 Runs excellent 400$ 549 1456
alK-i 4

VW Bus IStT 4cyl" 3a000mi . auto Exc"
Cond 65270 after 8pm

Oorm Rafrig.
MaryAnn

$50 neg 253 5263

FOR RENT

Teacher's Aide for Amherst Jewish
Community 1st and 2nd grade Sunday
School Class Send resume to J C A
P O Box 606. Amherst

AUDIO

72 GMC Vandura Campar. Sink, stove
heater, AM/FM tape. bed. much more'
Ex cond $2,300 leave name & ph at
253-2441 Jim Kemet

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Men's Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Rm.: In 3rm. house Nxt to N Village
$104 mo plus utI Chris. 8 4 30, 253

IF YOU DON T WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at
$195 plus utilities Call South Meadow
256 0166 for further Information

WANTED
Roommate wanted tor new house
$110 mo • Bus route, wood stove Call

after 5 30, ask for Scott. Alison Rtck 256
8242

RIDERS WANTED

Warn to buy quality auto AM FM stereo
rassdk Call 546 7887

P A Amplifier 2 loud spkrs New Corid
Half price $50 See at Craft Shop Stu
Un

NEED MONEY! Realistic Rcvr (made by
Sony) 22WPC Ultralinear spkrs

. BIC 940
turntable for only $325 or B Call Phil

549 4759

1964 Olds F 85 for sale 135 000 miles very
good condition Ideal for shon trips
MUST SELL BEFORE 11 25' THIS CAR'
HAS PLENTY OF LIFE LEFT Call 546-
9642 immediately' $225 or best offer

Riders needed to go West!' Will be
leaving around Dec 19 for a real direct

rjrive .straicjhi jhru to Wash State Ph
665 3031 Carol

SERVICES

Volvo 'epairs and maintenance AH <e8r«
dni models lov. prices Jack 586 0610

Donna. Eddy. Steve Susan th.inks so
much for the tjreai Birthday

I li always
remember it Suanne

Oawna Gill 3000 miles is closer then you
think' Remember 19 s roses and dinner'
We II have to share #20 in absentia Love
It anyway I do you Miss you oodles see
ya in June' Love, Jahr

l,^ml^^Ailf^lu^MI^'illllllll'lP.l^,Mll.lUlll^am:lJ^j!llr'llJ^|jl^MlrJll^^ iiji.n ii. ii njiiii i ... .^.ii-i n im immi.
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Distinguished Teacher Award
nominations due Wednesday

.MONDAY, NOVEMBEh 21 1Q77
,

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21 1977

What's Happening
The Distinguished Teacher Award has

honored 55 teachers. The Provost's Office
yearly presents six Distinguished Teache.
Awards of $1,000 each, three for full-time
teaching faculty and three for graduate
teaching assistants and associates.

All members of the University community
may make nominations.

Since the validity of the awards depends
upon the best teachers being nominated, the
comminee urges everyone to consider
nominating those teachers whom they have
found to be truly distinguished. The
following is provided for your information.

Qualifications: A nominee must be a full-

time teaching faculty member (or TA-TO)
who primarily teaches undergraduates; he or
she must have taught here for three years,
and two semesters of teaching evaluations
for all classes must be collected by the DTA
committee The DTA committee is seeking
evidence of the following characteristics of
outstanding teaching: ability to stimulate
students through challenging ideas and
effective communication; ability to relate to
many types of students, along with concern
for student needs; ability to interpret and
relate the results of contemporary
scholarship; a deep and real knowledge of
subject matter, distinguished performance in

both large and small class formats.
Commitee: The Distinguished Teacher

Awards Committee, which chooses the
^ward winner, is formed in the following
way: 1) Each Distinguished Teacher who is

still a staff member is invited to serve for a
period of two years. A teacher who is on
sabbatical leave is invited to serve upon his-

her return. Teaching assistants-associates
are invited to serve for one year. 2) The
president of the Undergraduate Student
Senate is invited to designate an un-
fiergraduate student representative. 3) The
president of the Graduate Student Senate is

"vited to designate a graduate student
epresentative 4i Deans of those schools
and colleges not representated on the
^oTimittee by a D-stinguished Teacher are
-"vited to name a representative to serve for
period of two years. 5) The chairpersonship
otates every two years among the various
schools and colleges in alpahbetical order.
".Vhen a school or college has more than one
-presentative on the committee, the dean
lesignates the individual to serve as chair.
Process of Selection: Once it has been

determined that a nominee is eligible for an .

dward (three years of service, undergraduate
reaching full-time status), the appropriate
aean ana department head chai*- are notified
c* the nomination.

Information .s sent to a representative of
the department (the liaison person)

Orchard Hill Observatory
has openings for students

There is an opening for a freshman.
sophomore, or junior in the Orchard Hill

Observatory Committee. The committee
oversees the operation of the Orchard Hill

telescope

Applicants should have an interest in

astronomy and in the use and care of
astronomical equipment, be readily available
in the evenings

Interested persons should submit a short
resume :o Orchard Hill Observatory
Committee. Hasbrouck Lab by Dec 2.

'The Colonized in Film'

is new spring course
The new course, "The Portrayal of the

Colonized in Film," Psych 391 E, is also listed

under Afro Am 391 E. It will be taught by M.
Martin and will entail lectures, film
screenings and discussions.
The course will meet Tuesday, 4-6:30 p.m.,

in Herter 227 for film screenings, and Thurs-
day, 4-5:15 p.m., in Herter 227 for
discussions.

Index photography staff

seeking new members
The UMass yearbook, INDEX, extends an

open invitation to all photographers to
become members of the oldest campus
student organization Become part of the
tadition and stop down to the INDEX photo
staff meeting tonight at 7 in CC 102 (INDEX
office).

UMass Paris program

is open to all students
Prof John MacCombie from UMass

Boston will attend an informational meeting
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m m the third floor
lounge of Herter Hall to discuss the UMass
Pans Program.
The program is open to all students m

qood academic standing, especially non
-^ rriajors, though some command of

-t;n French is required. Total cost is

jughly that of one fulPyear on the Amherst
amous.
^or more information, see Prof. Frederick

''-ist. Herter 328

requesting that evaluation forms be
distributed to classes, colleagues, coun-
selees, and so on. The DTA committee
requests that departments make every effort
to collect information from the broadest
variety of sources, including alumni-ae.
Nominees should provide the liaison

person with names of persons qualified to
write evaluations of their work, as part of the
process of reaching as broad a selection of
opinion as possible, but beyond this
nominees should not be involved in the
evaluation process nor in the collection of
data.

After information on two semesters
teaching has been gathered, the nominee's
file in complete and the DTA committee
meets to evaluate it. All the files of nominees
for a given year are read carefully and
discussed at length; through a gradual
process of elimination the field of candidates
IS narrowed until finally the three top can-
didates are selected.

TODAY
CONCERT
8 p.m. University Jazz Workshop with the

Billy Taylor Trio, Concert Hall, Fine Arts
center.

p.m.

ISRAELI EXPO
10 a.m. Hillel's Israeli Expo, until

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union.

LECTURE
4:30 p.m. in the West Lecture Hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall, Margaret Cerullo of
the School of Social Science at Hampshire
College will speak on "A Family Revival?
Recent World On The Family by Alice Rossi,
Tamara Hareven, and Christopher Lasch." A
reception will follow the talk. All welcome.

TOMORROW
THANKSGIVING BAKE SALE
The Amherst Youth Center, as part of itsNovember fund-raising drive, will hold a

Thanksgiving Bake Sale at Amhe--..! Conterfrom noon to ceii-out. Bakes ooods will
include pies, rskes and cookies.

"

FILM
"2001: A Spacf! Odysi.ey/' $1, Mfiin Lecture
Hall, Franklin P.-,tterson Hall, Hampshire. 7
and 9:30 p.m.

LECTURE
7:30 p.m.. University Arts Extension

Service Craft Lecture, David Powell and
John Tierney, "Woodworking," Parish Hall
Grace Church, Amherst, $2.50

UNIIFD
TRANSMISSION
EXCHANGE INC

.(11 iiiciKr ( .ir ,wi(| trui k

tr.tDSMiissions

Rtp.iir.'d R^'huilf Ex(:h.ini|e<i

r36 Plt'as<ini St

North.impton Mjss
584 6790

The only plate in the valley fttr crepes, lamb .^
and Persian dishes, Baklaiah, Baha Ganurhe^
Sh iska ho h a rt d more. V^

'HAHJEE'S'PUCE*
Mon.-Thurs. 4:30 - 11:00
FrI & Sot. 12:00 - 12:00

Sun. 12:00 - 1 1:00
(Rt«. 9) Hadley 584-9797

THE STUDENT SENATE PRESENTS
THE DEAN OF BUCKS

COME
AND
GET
IT!

Money, fhaf Is. I'm giving

awoy over $7,000, 000 for

the fiscal year 1978-79.

But you've got to submit

first. A budget rationale,

that is. 5p.m. December
14th is the deadline S.U.

Rm. 420 is the place. Don't

be late because late

budgets and rationales viill

not be accepted.

iThls sexist ad is presented by the Student Government Assoc.J

DOOMSBIRV by (iarry Irudeaii
Collegian 13
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B.C. by lohiiny Hart

yiiaind Mise-LF'

Your Birthday BvSt«lla Wildrr
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PEAiNLTS by Charles Schuiz
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THE POLAR BEARS ARE
IN TROUBLE TODAY

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 21

Born today, you are a
person of charm, energy,
and imagination, a combi-
nation that m.sure.s your
.social and career success.
Your approach to most
problems is unconvention-
al, but the results of that
approach are almost al-

way.s precisely what is

hoped for. Your main de-
sire is to satisfy your urge
for character develop-
ment; beyond that, you
will accept gratefully
whatever comes of a bene-
ficial nature.
You are never discour-

aged by setbacks, but are
usually spurred by them to

increased action, more de-
liberate and more accu-
rate calculations, and
more humble and deter-
mined application of your
creative talents. Some
may accuse you of loving
your leisure to excess.
More accurately, it is your
instinctive knowledge of

the value of rest and recre-
ation and hence your insis-

tence upon balancing work
with play.

You are ambitious, but
you never allow this to

dictate actions against
your moral grain. High
standards keep you on the
straight and narrow" and
a strict sense of ethics
keeps you from wasting
your time, talent, and
energy. You believe in

your ability to achieve
your goals and you will

fighrt hard againnt those

who would keep you from
tcating that belief

To find what Is In store

for you tomorrow, select

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph
I,et your birthday star be
your dally Kuldc.

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER
22

SAaiTTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec. 21) An emotional
approach to a problem at
home take* away any pU>a-
sure In finding a solution.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) Work out your
own ideas, or you may be
forced to accept blame, not
praise, for a breakdown of

plans.

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-
Feb.181 - An honest,
straightforward answer
disarms even those who
began questioning armed
to the teeth!

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - You should find

satisfaction your activities

if you include children. The
elderly may make unusual
demands.

ARIESi March 21-April
19) — Make a decision
early in the day, and avoid

having to do .so m the midst
of a f'risis.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20

1

ln.sist upon your
right to speak for yourself,
or you m.ay not receive the
benefits you deserve.

GEMINhMay 21-June20)
— Try hard to look objec-
tively at the work of the
competition. Admit hon-
estly to its high quality.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22) — Let others know
where you stand, or you
cannot expect them to sup-
port you in your efforta.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —
Today you may be able to

spot a winner on sight.

Make use of your ability to

predict the Immediate
future.

VmQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Don't ask for what you
don't want; you are likely

to get what you demand
today, particularly in splr>

Itual matters.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
This la not the most auspi-

cious time for making your
plans public. Bide your
time.

8CORPIO(Oct.23-
Nov.21) " Analyse the sit-

uation carefully before you
commit yourself to mate-
rial or spiritual aid. A

'

may not be well.
1 ..piriHhi 1917, UnilMl KMIur.-MymIr

mlc, Ini

WALIY DORF by Bob Banney

: I jtft \ tea p oc.h

©
o

to ^ t4»€ 4 ca^ I'c^ swcM up

fro I* a o<«ett mmtl'fll h<»r«

to ^uwp once evecj cA»»j for oirr\

So^inj »»»«j life

Today's Crossword

INK WANDKHIR by .Mark Kollins

TO TWf T/f»|f ^pflc( punjn

CM by Marty Maceda

'A ^Vw^X\'.V\t
-^^rr" '•"

ACROSS
1 Actress Ma

ria -

5 Charles

Eng. author

9 Prankish

youngster

14 Algerian

seaport
15 Inter ---:

Among other

things

16 Asian capital

17 Musicians'

milieu

19 Related on
mother's sid3

20 Unable to act

21 Put in good
order

23 Some Japa
nese-Amen-
cans

25 Musical
symbols

26 Flog

28 Put in order

32 Burdensome
conditions

37 show:
Peepshow

38 Intent

39 Automobile
41 Adjective

suffix

42 Sorority

members
45 Lowenngs

in rank

48 Deprives
of rank

50 Impetuosity

51 Swerves
54 Condition

of life

58 Profane
62 Burdened
63 Turn away
64 Cole was

one: 2 words
66 Samuel

Telegraph
promoter

67 Drama
68 Being m

addition

69 Diminish
gradually

70 Shoppers'
mecca
Future crop

source

DOWN
Goodfel

low: Puck
Asian native

Weather
cocks
Actor Dana

Saturday' sP uzzle Solved:

s A F E R R A S P R AP T

A L I N E E
-

H I nL E

P A R T Y T A N 5 F t R S

5 ! § I 1 I R E N I C Bl I

T
1

T R A D I^T E R S Ej
1

i

c M E D 1 A NHS A w

R A o T E Sp A B L

p A L L I M E T 1 S I r A I rj

5 L i E T D N R T R L

N R I p E R I s H t

D

A
E

L

B A s E s| C E D A R

E s T A T u SHT (1 A D
M E A T E A T

t E R B 1 B L F

6 M R i K 1 N E A R E T E

DN I D Ej E N D 5 R E S

71

5 Ancient lan-

guage: Abbr
6 Winglike
7 Underground
worker

8 Symbol of

authority

9 Provide with

cover
10 Relative of

rummy
11 Med course

12 Jot

13 Patchy in

color

18 Swine en

closures

22 Naval m
signia

24 Area of

squalid

housing

27 Trampled
29 Septet less

four

30 Not fat

31 Congers
32 Moccasins
33 Mob violence

34 Cuchulain's

Wife

35 Midi season
36 "of

''hese Days
40 Assumed

function

43 Separate
44 Apparition

46 Flavorful

47 Amounts
ingested

49 Weight of

India

52 Inclined

passages
53 Inscribed up

right slab

55 Situated m
the axis

56 Uptight
57 MovQC grad

ually

58 Moist

59 Bacchanals'

cry

60 Spanish
artist

61 Of an age

65 Kind of grass

;i;^M^?ivV-;ft<

Al LVHMVI FOIL by Sieve lafler

IN THE LATE FORTIES A ^s^l 6.^ 0AM

S

GRDOPOFS&EhmSTS '«Wt7RKlh4fi.)gi_URTlM6 O^T
TOGETHER IM SWiTIERLAND
(MVE>ITEt> FLUORESCENT
TOOTH fl^STE! I Vyl^S AMONG
THEW' ^i I TJTF^

-^iDR^'LiuRBlMME^"^'^ DISCOVERIES,

WflRKE^ OH THE
PtoaECT'-'r^

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

1

9 10 u 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

23 24 ^^25 ^^n
l^^B 26 „) --' jl

32
•

j3 34 33 ^^j '

38

42
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63

1
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Curt P. Kohlberg
AY, NOVEMBER 21, 1977

Inside the turnstyle: Yonkers
The weekend of November 5th seemed

Ilk? it was years away. It was just a dream,
not something that would actually happen.
But as the car was being filled with my
traveling accessories, I realized that I was on
my way to Yonkers Raceway in New York,
which has the reputation of being the
number one harness track on the east coast.

In just a short time I would be there,

testing my handicapping taients on strictly

first class racing (very little fixing occurs),
Yonkers is a track where the smallest

purse on any weekend night is worth more
than a championship clash at any other
trotting facility I have ever attended.
A track where such world renowned

drivers as Henri and Herve Pillion, Del Insko,
Lucien Fontaine (the leading driver of this

meet), Stanley Dancer, and Billy Haughton
perform regularly.

To be perfectly honest, I wasn't going
there to win any specific sum of money, I just

wanted to say that I had been there.

The trip to Yonkers only lasted about three
hours, due to the fabulous driving of Eric

(Mario Andretti) Weihrauch, and some fancy
map-reading by yours truly. We checked into

our first class hotel and relaxed for a couple
of hours before the 8:00 p.m. post time.

Upon arrival at the one-half mile raceway, I

was met by a Mr Cohen, the public relations

di 3ctor of Yonkers. Cohen was a young,
lard working gentleman who knew his

stuff," and I'm sure that Yonkers is glad to

have him.

After he led us to our pressbox seats high
above the grandstand, we received statistical

information about the meet, which incidently

was ending the very same night. Also in the
pressbox were Spencer Ross of CBS. (who
was broadcasting the results of the fifth race,

The Croton Stakes, won by Crash), a dozen
o' 60 other journalists and Gerry Mastellone,
the track handicapper.

In short, Mastellone is one of the nicest

guys I have ever met at a racing establish-

mpit, and is also one of the most
knowledgeable horseplayers I have ever
known. He was never too busy to talk to me,
his best selections were winners, and the
information he introduced to me will

definately enhance my future handicapping
adventures So, as far as accommodations
are concerned. Yonkers rates near the top of
the list.

Some of the statistical information I

received was astonishing. The average at-

tendance was 8,848 for the 167 day meeting,
and the average handle was $1,296,200.

These two figures indicate the fact that
harness racing is a big sport in New York,

and how great a track Yonkers truly is. These
two figures are roughly equivalent to the
same statistics of two (or more!) of New
England's finest racing facilities when
compiled together.

I feel that there are four major reasons for
this: 1) Yonkers has the best drivers and
trainers in the country. 2) The purses attract
all the best horses, which in turn attract the
best gamblers, which in turn attract their big
wallets. 3) Yonkers has been around and has
ooerated successfully for along time. Its

reputation alone attracts a good percentage
of the horseplayers from three states
(Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey), all of
which enable the gambler to go to the readily
accessible off-track betting establishment. 4)
A lot of races at Yonkers are viewed on
television, because New York is the harness
racing capital of the east, and therefore an
enormous amount of people are aware that
big races are run there.

The stage was set for an enjoyable night,
and within a blink of an eyelash the racing
form found its way into my hands, readying
me for what I had to predict and wager my
dollars on.

What happened that night in the press box
will surely be remembered for a long time to
come. Two UMass students hit eight out of
10 races, and traveled home rich. This writer
had the most profitable night of his career,
hitting five exact as and a "Big triple," and
"raking in" some six hundred dollars in

profit.

I was in disbelief. Eric was psyched.
The other people in the press box just

couldn't believe that two students who had
never been to Yonkers before could ever win
so much. But alas, it had happened. We were
big winners.

Steady Josie ($3.80), Saint Clair Evan
($21.60), and Dead Ringer ($6.00) provided
us with hundred dollar betting cushions as
they were the victors in the first three races
of the night. Our investments just kept on
multiplying and our wallets steadily increased
in width. And to top it all off, the winning
three horses in the big triple all appeared on
my tickets.

The $150,00 payoff was chocolate icing on
my devils food cake, a bottle of A-1 on my
filet mignon.

The trip had been both enjoyable and
financially profitable. And as we left An-
toine"s, one of New York's famous all-night
clubs, the fringe benefits of staying m a hotel
also came in handy (so to speak). Next
weekend these two handicappers travel to
Roosevelt Raceway, trying out some new
"investing" techniques.

Cunningham keys Pats
BUFFALO, N.Y. [AP] - Sam Cun-

ningham scored two fourth-quarter touch-
downs on runs of 31 yards and one yard to
help the New England Patriots keep their
playoff hopes flickering with a 20-7 victory
over the Buffalo Bills yesterday.

Cunningham's 31 -yard gallop on an inside
sweep, capped a 76-yard drive that began
after the Bills only score of the game, a 24-
vard pass from Joe Ferguson to fullback Jim
Braxton.

John Smith kicked field goals of 33 and 25
yards for the Patriots, who are now 6-4.

Only 27,598 fans showed up to see the
Bills fall to 2-8.

After a lackluster first half, quarterback
Steve Grogan began moving the Patriots,
and keyed the drives with his own running.

Cleveland 21
Detroit 16

Cincinnati 23
New England 20
Baltimore 33
New Orleans 21
Chicago 10
St Louis 21

Denver 14

Pittsburgh 28
Los Angeles 23
San Diego 12

Houston 22

NY. Giants 7

Tampa Bay 7

Miami 17

Buffalo 7

NY, Jets 12

Atlanta 20
Minnesota 7

Philadelphia 16

Kansas City 7

Dallas 13
San Francisco 10

Oakland 7

Seattle 10

UM all-stars
UMASS YANKEE CONFERENCE ALL STARS

FIRST TEAM CHOICES
OFFENSE

WR John Gladchuk
TE K.evin Cummmgs
OT Ross Schubarth
OG Bruce Kimball

OG Gerry Greene
C Mike McLaughlin
RB Bill Coleman

DEFENSE
DE John D'Amato
DT John Willis

MG Phil Puopolo
LB Peter McCarty
LB Joe McLaughlin

SECOND TEAM CHOICES
OFFENSE

WR Dermis Dent
OT Jim Penta
Qf. Mike Fallon

DEFENSE
DE John McDonald
DT Dave Bemis
CB Dave C'oasdaie
CB Steve Mclnnes

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS -Basketball entries

are due Dec, 1. Due to the increased
number of intramural teams, the number
of teams accepted for competition may
have to be limited,.. first come, first
scheduled.

Basketball officials meeting tomorrow
at 5:30 p,m in room 215, Boyden.

All gymnasium recreational facilities
(NOPE, Boyden, Hicks) will close at 6
p.m. on Wednesday and re-open
Monday, Nov 28,

TICKET OFFICE - Tickets go on sale
today for the football game to be played
Saturday, Office hours are 8 am to 8
p.m. today, tomorrow, and Wednesday
and 8 am, - 6:30 p,m, Friday. The office
will be closed all day Thanksgiving.

A CPR (modular type) course will be
held in NOPE for those who wish basic
certification. The course satisfies one
part of the first responder iaw. Each full

session ,s required and will meet from
4:15-6:15 on the following days: Nov 30,
Dec. 5, Dec 7, Dec. 12, and Dec. 14

The class is limited to 20 persons
Register with the NOPE secretary by next
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m
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FOOTBALL

L
Game of the Week

60 oz.

PITCHER

MON. a TUES. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Vz Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

salads — homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs — pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail
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Top 15 a possibility
.Collegian ,5

Harriers hit Spokane for NCAA's
By MIKE BERGER best Division I Cnllfiniat*. nrr.cc n«..„*,w --r, .. ,. . „._ .

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Coach Ken O'Brien can't believe it. He's in
Spokane, Washington today with seven
members of his UMass cross country team in

the National Collegiate cross country
Championships At the beginning of the
season, O'Brien wouldn't have thought for a
minute he would be there.

"When we began the season I was worried
about Stetson Arnold coming off hepatitis,
Mike Quinn s ankle, and about the strength
of Providence and Northeastern. I was even
more worried as the season wore on as both
Arnold and Ouinn got injured. But everything
began to come together at the season," said
O'Brien

By virtue of an 11-2 dual meet record,
Yankee Conference title second place finish
in the New Englands, and most recently an
IC4A win, the harriers are aiming for
anywhere from fifth to the 15th place in the
nation.

The race today, to begin at 11 a.m. Pacific

Coast time (2 p.m. EST) will feature 33 of the

best Division I Collegiate cross country
teams with 300 runners competing.
The meet will also determine All-American

status for the first 50 American collegiate
runners. Arnold (1975) and Quinn (1976)
have earned the title and it seems like.v that
they will earn it again. Also under con-
sideration is Lou Panaccione, who iias
finished 20th in both the New Englands and
the IC4A's.

Other runners competing for the harriers
will be co-captain Frank Carroll, seniors Tom
Wolff and Bob Neil and sophomore Mike
Morris

Neil, who most recently won the junior
varsity IC4A's, will enter his first Nationals
race as will Carroll, Wolff, Morris, and
Panaccione.

Morris, who ran JV all season, placed 48th
in the IC4A's last week and was put into the
lineup for his aggressiveness, accordina to
O'Brien.

^

The favorites for the first five team
positions are Oregon, Washington State,
Texas- El Paso, Eastern Tennessee and
Providence

Those teams," said O'Brien, "are clearly
the best teams in the nation. The real
competition will be for the fifth through 15th
spots. I think on a good day we could finish
fifth and at very worse finish in the latter
portion of the top 20."

The runners expected to challenge for the
top five individual spots will be Henry Rono
(Washington State), Alberto Salazar,
(Oregon, a Massachusetts native), Sampsori

Kimombwa (Washington State, native of
Kenya) and the 'Irish Connection' from
Providence - Gerry Deegan and John
Treacy.

The race itself will be run on Hangman s
Valley Golf Course, which is 6.1 miles. It's a
course similiar to Boston's Franklin Park,
with rolling hills, some woodland, and flat
fairways.

Minutemen six drt • • ed

John Riley sprawls to make a save in Saturday's game, while Frank Pcyko (I) and
Mark Ferragamo (t) lend support. (Staff photo by Don Sandstrom)

By MICHAEL MCHUGH
Collegian Staff

It could easily have been the Spectrum or
Boston Garden Saturday night, but certainly
not Orr rink, where a handful of inebriated
ULowell and UMass fans broke bottles
harassed players and created an atmosphere
comparable only to Armageddon.

It was a hockey game that turned into a
gladiatorial battle.

In the hockey game, the visitors, thanks to
a three-goal outburst within a time span of
3:29 in the second period and a 'straw that
broke the camel's back' goal in the third
period, defeated the Minutemen six, 5-2,

before 800 fans.

Sam Adams, not the Patriots' lineman but
the Chiefs' forward, zipped the puck past
UMass goaltender John Riley at 1 1 :22 of the
third period. Adams' goal proved to be the
'straw,' as it turned a catchable 4-2 lead into
an insurmountable 5-2 margin.
The gladiatorial battle featured 32

penalties whistled between both teams, with
the majority of the penalties coming in the
third period.

The ugly fireworks from the fans ignited in

the waning moments of the final period. A
group of UMass and Lowell fans became
involved in a fracas behind the penalty box
that scattered students, as well as families
with little children in the stands.

After the fight broke up, the drunks turned
their wrath onto the players visiting the
penalty box. If they couldn't intimidate the
players with obscene gestures, they turned
to spitting at them. All this havoc took place
without a policeman in sight.

"I had my doubts as to whether it was a

hockey game or not," said UMass coach
Jack Canniff.

"It was more like a war. We have a sound
hockey team that can play good hockey
when it wants to play good hockey, but
inebriated people caused things tonight

ise struggle
(Saturday night) that I don't consider
hockey. We didn't skate too well either, we
were hesitating quite a bit It really wasn't a
good outing," he added.

"I thought we played well defensively,"
said Lowell coach Bill Riley. "We con-
centrate on defense and hope we can get a
goal from time to time. UMass played well,
they used their size and tried to intimidate us
like the Philadelphia Flye.-s. However, we
have faster skaters and didn't let their in-

timidation take anything from our game."
The three-goal outburst by Lowell in the

second period was perhaps the key to the
game. With the score tied at one, the Chiefs
exploded for three goals within a time span
of 3:29.

Captain Barry Yeadon started the goal
scoring parade at 9:17 when he took a pass
from Dave Sullivan and slipped a powerplay
goal by Riley.

Steve Jamieson got the second of his two
goals at 11:26 when he stickhandled in and
out of the Minutemen defenders and slipped
the puck past a prostrate Riley.

Craig MacTavish completed the parade at
12:46 when he took a pass from Sullivan
once again and punched home goal number
four for Lowell.

All this scoring came just after UMass had
tied the game at 1-1 at 8:31 when Don
Murphy poked home a goal in a crowd
outside the Lowell net. Ron Valicenti and
John Peters were credited with assists.

The Minutemen appeared headed down 4-

1 going into the final period, but Peters had
something to say about that. The burly right
winger powered home a goal at 18:29 after
taking a pass from co-captain Bill White in

front of the net.

Riley was magnificent in the middle period.
The score could have easily been 10-1, but he
thwarted Lowell time and time again with
lightning quick reflexes. The senior was
peppered with 33 shots in just two periods of
play. The featured stop was a breakaway
save on the Chief's top scorer John Costollo.

Swimwomen dunk UVM, 80 51, for 4th win
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The women's swim team ended its first

week of competition Saturday by defeating
the University of Vermont, 80-51 in a home
meet at NOPE.

Despite the absence of one of its top
swimmers. Deb Schwartz, the team pulled

through, bringing its season record to 4-0.

UMass got off to a good start by taking
first place in the first six events to make the
score 40-12 going into the required diving

competition.

The 200 yard medley relay team of Kathy
Jurcik, Maryanne Primavera, Celia Walsh,
and Lise Hembrough led the way with a time
of 2:02.7; followed by Lynn Lutz who won
the 500 freestyle in 5:57.

Jeri Otey hit the wall first in the 100 free-

style, with a time of 58.1; and Kathy Jurcik
led the field in the 50 backstroke with a 30.6
finish.

In the 50 yard breaststroke, Primavera
swam her best o* 35.9 to add another 5
points for UMass, and Walsh took the 100
butterfly with a time of 1:06.5.

In the required diving, veteran Suzy
Strobel accumulated 127.45 points to win for

UMass and teammate Leslie Dunphy
followed in second with 126.5 points.

Two more victories came in for UMass in

the 50 freestyle and the 100 backstroke, with
Otey winning the freestyle event in 26.2
seconds and Jurcik taking the backstroke
event with a time of 1:06.6.

UMass suffered its first loss in the 100 yarc
individual medley, but .,ame back in the 2(X)
freestyle with first and second places by
Walsh and Lutz.

The UVM catfish' dominated the rest of
the meet, by winning tne 50 fly, the optional

diving event, the 100 breaststroke, and the
200 freestyle relay, but it was too late.

The UMass team will be on the road again

tomorrow night, for a 7:00 p.m. tri-meet with
the University of Connecticut and Central
Connecticut at New Britain. Although the

team beat Central Connec cut last year, they
lost to UConn by a lot, sc <? meet should be
the toughest of the seasc o far for UMass.

Sophomore swimmer Kathy Jurcik takes off in her
specialty, the backstroke. Jurcik has been an important asset

to the women s swim team so far, with double victories
each of its three meets. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

^
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Surging Eagles

smother gridders

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1977

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL - If a football game
were divided into three periods, UMass
would have defeated Boston College 7-0
Saturday night.

But a grid contest lasts four periods, and
the Minutemen soon found out that they
could have easily done without the last 15 in
their final game of the season.
The Eagles tied the score just 33 seconds

into the quarter, and then took advantage of
four UMass turnovers and went on to post a
devastating 34-7 win here at Alumni Stadium
before 30,846 fans.

The loss ended an eight-game winning
streak, and the Minutemen finished regular
season with an 8-2 record.
"We let that seven points hold up for three

period and a little more," said UMass coach
Dick McPherson. "But, unfortunately for us,
this IS a four quarter game and we just rari
out of gas."

Indeed, a staunch Minutemen defense
held the Boston College at bay for 45
minutes, but the Eagles' high-powered
offense and bruising defense then took
command and put 34 points on the score-
board in a little over nine minutes.

Quarterback Ken Smith, who was the
brunt of some BC boos in the first half for
throwing three interceptions, guided the
Eagles to their first score.

After a John Romboli quick kick gave BC
the ball on its own 42, Smith ended the third
period by rushing to midfield.

When intentional grounding set up a
second and 23 situation, Smith hit wide
receiver Dan Godbolt on a 36-yard pass play
to bring the ball down to the UMass 24.
From there, fullback Dan Conway (130

yards on 23 carries and three TD's) bolted
down to the UMass eight on a draw, and
then waltzed through a big hole in the right
side of the Eagle line for the tying touch-
down.
The first of four straight Minuteman

turnovers - a Dennis Dent fumble oh a

perfectly diagnosed end-around — came on
UMass next possession, and BC the ball on
the Minutemen's 22.

On the next play, Smith hit flanker Paul
McCarty with a perfectly-thrown touchdown
pass. *

Another UMass turnover led to some more
icing on BC's cake. On the Minutemen's first

play after regaining possession, Mike Fallon
overthrew John Gladchuk and instead hit BC
safety Paul Murphy. It marked his second
interception of the game.
Yeoman- like work by Conway in BC's six-

play, 69-yard scoring drive gave the Eagles
their third touchdown. He took care of the
honors by blasting over from the two, and
also carried five times for 50 yards in the tidy
drive.

A Dave Douvadjian fumbta on the
Minutemen's next series gave BC the ball

again, and Conway picked up his third
touchdown by driving into the end zone from
one yard out. A key to the drive came in the
form of a pass interference caal on Dave
Croasdale, which put the ball on the UMass
one.

The salt - in - the - wound score came after
a John Romboli fumble, which linebacker
Clint Gaffney recovered at the UMass 14.
Mike Curry took a last-second, picture-
perfect pitchout from quarterback Jay
Palazola and ran in from the 11.

"Once we got in a hole, we just couldn't
get back in the game, " McPherson said.
"When we tried to play catchup football,
we're in trouble."

But for a long time, UMass gave BC all it

could handle as the Minutemen thwarted
drive after Eagle drive.

Three first half interceptions helped
UMass keep the Eagles grounded, while the
tough rushing defense limited BC to only 32
yards in 21 carries and also forced two
fumbles.

Meanwhile, the Minutemen scored their
lone touchdowns with only 47 seconds left in

the second period. After a Kevin Sullivan
interception gave UMass the ball on its own
46, Fallon found Dennis Dent and Romboli
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By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

to face Lehigh

on consecutive completions to move the
down to the BC 21. On the next play, safety
Doug Alston interfered with Kevin Cum-
mings in the end zone.

A Fallon keeper around left end gave the
Minutemen their first lead over a BC team
since 1972.

But poor field position kept the
Minutemen pinned in their own end most of
the third quarter, and a swarming BC
defense helped keep them there.

The domination showed clearly in the
statistics. Fallon, who was five-for-12
passing at halftime, was not able to complete
a pass in the second half.

On the ground. Dent led the way with 48
yards in six carries, while Douvadjian, filling

in for an ailing Billy Coleman, netted 44 in 13.
Notably, though, Hank Sareault could
manage just 11 yards in 11 attempts.

Coleman, who saw only brief action,
picked up six yards in three carries. "Billy felt
a lot better on the grass than on the astro-
turf," McPherson said, referring to BC's field
and Coleman's bad ankle. "The surface really
bothered him."

Several other Minutemen received
assorted bumps and bruises. Most seriously,
linebacker defensive end Steve Teiander tore
knee ligaments and unden^/ent surgery
yesterday. He will miss Saturday's playoff
game.
Joe Harrington received "one helluva"

blow to the chest, McPherson said, and
stirred !jp concern in the UMass camp.

O

UMass coach Dick MacPhersons number
two ranked college Division II team yesterday
learned that its opponent in this Saturday's
first round playoff game will be Lehigh
College from Bethlehem, Pa.

In related news, the Minutemen also were
notified that 12 members of their Yankee
Conference championship team had been
selected first team YanCon all-stars by a vote
of the league's ^ead coaches.

Lehigh, which plays an independent
schedule and was ranked eighth in the last

Division II poll completed its regular season
Saturday with a 35 17 victory over Lafayette
to up its record to 9-2.

"I'm not that familiar with them," said
MacPherson, after receiving word from
NCAA officials. "However, I do know they
beat UConn 49-0 and URI 42-16. That tells

me something."
The other playoff pairings announced

yesterday by the NCAA have UCal-Davis (10-
C) hosting Bethune-Cookman (8-3), North
Dakota State (8-1-1) will face Northern
Michigan (7-2) at home, and Jacksonville
State (9-2) will travel to Northern Arizona's
(9-2) home field.

Lehigh, in compiling its 9-2 record, played
three Division I schools, five Division II

opponents and three Division III rivals. The
Engineers defeated Penn, 14-7 and VMI, 30-
20, to post two impressive wins over higher
( lassed teams. They lost to Rutgers, 20-0, for
one of their defeats. Lehigh's other loss
name in its second game of the season, when
the Engineers were upended 28-15, by
Division ill opponent, Balwin Wallace.
According to Lehigh Sports Information

Director Joe Whritenour, the Engineers have
'<i high-powered offense that scored 364
points this season for a 33 point-per game
average. The defense has allowed just 138
points.

Whritenour said Lehigh s offense has
relied mostly on its passing game and the
statistics back him up. He said the offense is

led by quarterback Mike Rieker, a 6-2, 200-lb.

senior, who has completed 60 per cent of his

passes this season Rieker has thrown for

2,431 yards and 23 touchdowns. The 23
touchdown tosses set a single season Lehigh
record

Rieker's favorite receiver, according to
Whritenour, is junior Steve Kreider, who
cijught 53 passes this vear for 1,181 yards
and 12 touchdowns.

"We don't have what you would call a
blistering running anack," said Whritenour.
'We run mainly to keep the defense honest
and then watch out for the pass."
The winner of Saturday's game to be

played at Alumni Stadium (12:45 kickoff) will

meet the victor of the UCal-Davis - Bethune-
Cookman contest. If UCal-Davis wins, the
victor at Alumni Stadium Saturday would
travel to California for a second round game
on Dec. 3. Shouia Bethune-Cookman win,
then the winner r ere Saturday would be the
host for the secc d round. The finals, should
UMass make it, will be played in Wichita
Falls, Texas.

Meanwhile, although suffering from
Saturday's 34-7 loss at BC, the Minutemen

still had something to smile about when they
learned that 12 of their players had been
•^elpcted to the YanCon all-star team. UMass
and UNH dominated the team by placing 19
of the 22 players selected to the first team.
New Hampshire tailback Bill Burnham was

the only unanimous pick to the team.
UMass's tight end Kevin Cummings, UNH

quarterback Jeff Allen and Burnham were
the only repeaters from last year's team.

UMass placed seven players on the of-
fensive squad and contributed five to the
defensive unit. UMass also had seven team
members earn second team honors.

"It's just fantastic," said MacPherson.

Booters lose; end successful year
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

Garden City, N. Y. - Class. Nothing but
class.

Playing on a frigid, windswept field here
the UMass soccer team battled but lost to
Adelphi University by a 1-0 score in the
opening game of the ECAC tournament last
Saturday morning

It was UMass' debut in post-season
tournament play. The loss wasn't the real
story though, as the Minutemen proved that
they could hold their own and play evenly
w,th an offensive powerhouse like Adelphi.

"It was anybody's game," said UMass
coach Russ "Cap" Kidd. "It was an honor to
come down here and play in this tournament
and our showing should help our image in
the Long Island area."

Adelphi dominated the first 15 minutes of
play in the first half before the Minutemen
adapted to the Panther style and the new
type of ball that was used m the tournament.
After that It was end to end action with no
real scoring threats until late in that half
when Minuteman Joel Mascolo had a golden
opportunity only to be foiled on a
questionable defensive tactic employed by
the Panther defense.

Mascolo was about ten feet in front of the
Adelphi goal when the ball squirted out to
him Before he could get a shot off though,
one of the Panthers fell on him from behind
and dragged him to the ground, thwarting
any attempted shot.

The second half opened the same way
with neither team getting any really good
scoring opportunities. This lasted until 25:04
was gone, when the Minutemen saw the
goal scored that would eventually end their
season.

The winning goal came on a play that
started out looking like a harmless threat
The Panthers dribbled the ball down the field
and dumped it off in the left corner where Y
Ben-Haiim took the ball and challenged the
Minutemen defenders. Ben-Haiim dribbled
the ball to goaltender Mark Hodgdon's right
before he let go a centering pass that looked
as though it wouldn't make it through the
cluster of olayers now forming in front of the
net.

But It did, and found its way to the foot of
Nimrod Dreyfuss who was camped in front
of the goal. The pro-prospect didn't waste
any time as he drilled a shot that soared over
Hodgdon's outstretched hands, struck the
inside of the upper crossbar, and careened
into the net.

It was somewhat tainted though, as some
of the Panthers were guilty of obstructing
the Minutemen on the play.

'The failure of the official to call the
obstruction led directly to the goal,"
lamented Kidd.

The goal was somewhat of a letdown to
Minutemen defenders Larry Aronson, Pat
Veale, Mark Vassalotti, and Mike St. Martin,
who had been doing an unblemished job of
containing the agile Panthers.

St. Martin should be particularly cited for

his aggressive tactics when challenging the
charging Panther offense. The "Saint", as
his teammates call him, is very adept at using
his body to stop an opponent.
On one instance, UMass had several shots

within the space of ten seconds, but the
shots of Tasso Koutsoukos, Mascolo and
Bob Abt were either blocked by the defense
or were wide of the net.

Eventually, time ran out and the 10-5
Minutemen found themselves facing the end
of their season.

But, as previously indicated, the
Minutemen have nothing to be ashamed of
as they made an impressive showing in their
first sampling of post-season play. They have
established themselves as a solid soccer
team m the New England area which is a
credit to Kidd who has done an outstanding
job of recruiting without any scholarship aid.

"Hey, It was disappointing, but this team
has come a long way and with some of the
younger players on this team, UMass should
have a good team for the next few years

'

said outgoing senior and co-captain Ed
Niemiec N-emiec's partner in captainship
Larry Aronson. shared his views and ex-
pressed his disappointment over the los«?

"They're the most skilled team that v\c ve
played all year, but we had )ust as many
scoring opportunities as thev had," ex-
plained Aronson.

Saturdays game marked the last -'me that
seniors Willie Sorenson. Hodgdon, Andy
Morre, Niemiec, and Aronson wore the
maroon and white of UMass.

Student Judiciary Rejects Definition of Third World"
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M h\/ R(>npp Mnhlev

Craig Sherwood

by Renee Mobley

The Student Senate Judiciary,

on Wednesday, November 16th,

handed down a decision on the
definition of Third World. The jury,

after a forty minute trial and a three
hour deliberation, ruled the
definition unconstitutional.

The definition submitted by the
Third World caucus specifies Asian,
African, Latin and Native

Americans as those students who
may vote in Third World elections

and hold Third World Senate seats.

The Judicial decision was
prompted by a complaint filed by
former student senator Craig
Sherwood. Sherwood, a caucasion,

ran on the senatorial ballot set aside

for Third World students. He issued

his resignation from that seat on
November 16th but he continues to

push his complaint in the court.

Sherwood said that he filed the

complaint because he feels that the

definition, issued by the Third

World caucus, is too limited and
that it prevents other minorities

from getting representation on the

senate. He feels that the fifteen

senate seats, set aside for Third

World students, should include

religious minorities, all ethnic
groups, women and gay people.

Members of the Third World
caucus of the student senate assert

that the definition they submitted

to the senate is one which they
have been using in theory, since the
fifteen seats were set aside in "972.

Putting the definition in writing and
placing it in the senate by-laws was
merely a formality to prevent the

white majority from controlling the

outcome of Third World elections.

The definition was approved by a

two thirds majority vote of the
senate and it would have been
entered into the by-laws if the

judiciary had not voted against it.

Attorney General Jeffrey Lutsky
represented the student senate in

defense of the definition. Lutsky
argued that members of the Third

World community suffer racial

discrimination unique to them and
that the needs of the third world
community are different than the
needs of any other minority groups.

Lutsky's main witness. Student
Senator John Young, explained
how each senator must have a
defined constituency. "Without the
definition, the third world con-
stituency consists of any and
everybody who considers them-
selves discriminated against" said
Young.

Defense Attorney Lutsky argued
that it would be ridici^ous to have a
third world caucus consist of
everyone on campus. He pointed

Cont. on Page 8

• Victory To The Freedom Fighters Of Southern Africa

Mr. Bheki Langa, exiled
audience at presentation

By WADADA TZAKE
[Padmore 0'Mard\
Nummo News

Coordinated with the demon-
stration on South Africa which
was held last Saturday on the

Amherst Commons, was an ex-

tremely informative lecture which
was held at 7:30 p.m. last Thursday
night at the Prince House Lounge
in Southwest. Mr. Bheki Lanjja,

director of The Center For Racial

Understanding, made a presen-

tation, which was both scholarly

and politically revolutionan/ en-

titled, "The International

Dimensions of The South African

Crisis."

Bheki Langa is a native of South

Africa who is currently exiled in ihe

United States. For the past few
years he has been living, studying

and working in the Amherst area

and is now the director for the

Center of Racial Understanding

which is located at Moore House in

Southwest. Even though the

director's salary was arbitarily cut in

half by the Southwest Assembly,

since the beginning of the

semester, Mr. Langa has intensified

his personal participation with other

organizations which are working to

South African, addresses
last Thurs. night.

photo by Bari Njiiri
increase student awareness of the
battles which are currently being
waged, from Amherst to South
Africa, to eliminate racism (white
supremacy) and its ghastly effects
from the face of the earth.

Mr. Langa began his presentation
by correctly analyzing the present
stage of the South African Crisis.

He is convinced that, "In the very
near future there will be a blood
bath in South Africa which will

surpass that of Vietnam and will be
unequalled in the pages of world
history."

He then paid tribute to the
martyrs of the South African

revolutionary struggle: namely,
Steve Biko who is the synthesis of

South Africa's present, also of
South Africa's future. He died at

the age of 30, an activist, in the
captivity of his oppressors. He had
been arrested, an activist, after the
anger of his generation had erupted
like a volcano in Soweto on June
16th, 1976. Yet to the last he spoke
for all of South Africa andfought for

a common South Africa. He also
paid tribute to the valiant young
South African students, who have
been gunned down for peacefully
marching on the streets, as well as
the numerous South Africans who
have either been banned or forced

into exile for their protest to

Vorster's blatantly racist regime.

Their courage, their determination,

their vision of the South Africa of

the future, and above all, their

ready acceptance of the personal
sacrifices they will have to make to

bring it about can only result in total

African freedom.

Recently a charade, which was
described in the news media, as a

success, occured at the United
Nations when the major western
countries agreed to impose a

limited arms embargo on South
Africa. However, the South African

Government is virtually self suf-

ficient in arms manufacture. Thus,
limited arms embargo is totally

meaningless to the flow of the tide

of African freedom.

After a lenghty, political analysis

of the effects of the historical

conflict between the native African

people and the immigrant Dutch,
English, French and Portugese set-

tlers Mr. Langa concluded that

the constitution and all the laws of

the Republic of South Africa

were founded on inequality and
the current struggle between the

Africans and the white supremist
settlers has resulted in bitter hatred.

The issue in South Africa isn't just

racism but also capitalist expansion
based on the easily available,

abundant, cheap labor.

At the conclusion of Mr. Langa's
extremely informative presentation

there was a question and answer
period during which time one very

alert female student raised the issue

of the usefulness of diplomatic

pressure exerted on the South
African government through the

hundreds of American owned
multi-national corporations which
are operating in South Africa. In

addition to this, diplomatic pressure
can also be placed on South Africa

through sanctions agreed on by
member countries of the United
Nations. In response, Mr. Langa
said that today. South African

society is under a state of seige,

with government military police

openly killing people who dare to

question the white supremist
mentality which is unexcuseably
blatant in South Africa The Vorster

regime has run out of laws to stem
thp tidp of African freedom and self

determination.

Thus the battle for who will

control South Africa is now in the
hands of the African Freedom
Fighters who are fighting, not only

against Vorster and his regime, but
also. Chase Manhattern Bank, Gulf,

Mobil and Amherst College along
with the hundreds of other
American and European based
corporations which daily subjugate
the lives of over 15 million Africans.

These American cooperations
derive billions of dollars worth of

profit annually by exploiting the

abundant cheap labor in South
Africa.

The inhuman suffering which the
Black South African population has
been forced to endure for centuries

at the hands of white facist,

demands that racism be ended and
that the wealth of South Africa be
re-distributed among the African

population. Consequently, a lot of

people will have to die, for it is

violence alone which can achieve
this. The Freedom Frighters are up
against, what is called in South
Africa, "The Lagga Mentality"

which is uncompromising white
supremacy. Victory to the Freedom
Fighters of Southern Africa.

Demonstration at Amherst
Commons - U.S. out of S. Africa

South Africa Protest Rally ~ photo by Edward Cohen

By Vukani Magubane
Nummo News Staff

On Saturday a group of 165

people marched through Amherst
Center to support a U.S. embargo
against South Africa. The
demonstration was jointly spon-
sored by the committe for the

liberation of South Africa and the

New Africa House Steering
Committee. The group chanting
'U.S. out of South Africa" mar-
ched down North Pleasant Street

with picket signs demanding the

end of U.S. corporate investments
in South Africa.

The group was first addressed by

Afro-Am Professor Micheal Thel-

well, Greg Williams of the American

Friends Service Committee and
Nana Seshibe a black South
African at Amherst Commons.
According to Thelwell "it is true
that South Africa is one of the
wealthiest nations in the world
today, but there is a vulnerability to
that nation despite its wealth.
South Africa is totally dependent
on the capitalist world. The racist

regime of South Africa is kept alive

by 19th and 20th century racism
and capitalism he said. So much of
the money has to be used by South
Africa to keep up its racist policies.

Without the support and patronage
of the United States, Britain and
France the country would collapse

he said He called for an end to S.A
19fh century rac st policies in 1977.

Cont. nn Page 8
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Strong officials most harassed
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BY Mary R. Warner
3rd & firjal of series

movement to the status quo.
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"tha L^f k/.'^'"^^
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^
H '
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elected of- An association with the
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mounting attacks on affirmative

reorelentL.P nf tK^
"'"' "'^ ^^^'°" P^°9^ams is unavoidable.
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''^°'' continues, discussion of the roles of formerU IS those who are engaged in liberals, neoconservatives white

"oweT e^atrs^ts^'Tr"'
'" extremists and white sodafscentil

Lr7entiv fn rhf S . K *'°". with regard to the prevailing publiccurrently, m the distribution of mood, the charges of 'reverseeconomic resources, who are most h I\
reverse

prone to hP haracc^n discrimination' and the patterns ofprone to be harassed, it says. harassment of elected black of-The ultimate motivation for the ficials

emergence of the black political suggesting that the harassmen" is

Carter Supports Jobs Bill "Deal"
WASHINGTON - The Hum-

phrey-Hawkins full employment bill

has been comprised to reach a goal
of four per cent unemployment in

five years instead of the original
three per cent unemployment in

four years, according to ad-
ministration sources.

Sponsored by Sen. Hubert
Humphrey, D-Minn. and Rep.
Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif., the bill

is designed to cut the unem-
ployment rate which is now seven
per cent.

For months an effort has been
made to win President Carter's
support for the legislation.

In a press conference last week.
President Carter said he expects to
make an announcement "within
the next few days."

"There are some important
aspects of the bill that have been
modified recently," Carter said.

He said the bill now includes "a
strong anti- inflation commitment"
and no longer has "direct
authorizations for programs that
might have been very costly."

Carter said he expects a suc-
cessful conclusion to negotiations

on the bill with those modifications
and that the measure then will go to
Congress with his endorsement.
He also noted that his economic

stimulus program strongly em-
phasizes jobs, that the com-
prehensive education and training
program is designed to produce
725,000 jobs by June and that his
welfare reform proposals would
create 1.2 million jobs.

He said the plans create "the
highest level of jobs of this category
since the New Deal days under
Roosevelt."

"But it is a tedious, slow
process," Carter said. "I think the
general worldwide economic
slowdown is causing this problem
to be felt in all nations. We hope,
though, that it will come down next
year."

He said there is a "heavy em-
phasis in almost everything we do
to cut down unemployment in our
country. " and "I believe every
person in our country who is able to
work ought to have an opportunity
for a job."

not restricted but extends to black
appointed officials and to black
professionals.

Indeed, it appears to extend to
black leadership generally, the
obvious case in point being UN.
Ambassador Andrew Young.

The confluence of harassment of
black leadership, charges of
"reverse discrimination," and the
horendous unemployment rates in
the black community, asserts the
report, constitute a crisis situation
and an ominous threat to ad-
vancement of human rights in this
nation.

The report concludes with a

series of recommendations for

action directed toward various
audience — the federal government,
black elected officials, the religious

community, human rights workers
and organization and the public at

large.

Black
Congressmen
To Be Filmed
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The

Joint Center for Political Studies is

planning to produce a documentary
film on the 45 black Americans who
have either served or are serving in

the United States Congress from
1870 to 1977.

The film is designed to inform the
general public of the significant

contributions made by minority
legislators to the nation.

To enable it to carry out the
project, the center is seeking in-

formation on living relatives and
descendants of the legislators. The
research project is made possible
by a grant to the center from the

American Revolution Bicentennial

Administration (ARBA).
Persons having information

about relatives of deceased black

congressmen or their descendants
should contact: Dr. Lenneal J.

Henderson Jr., associate director of

research. Joint Center for Political

Studies, 1426 H St., NW, Suite
926, Washington, D.C. 20005 (202)

638-4477.

reverse ciscnmination case,
national organizations will continue
to work together "to secure full civil

rights for all our citizens."

The groups, in a statement
released by the Leadership Con-
ference on Civil Rights,

Supreme Court.

Our differences on the merits as

Huey Newton to Carter choice admits paying
FaceMurderTrial

Bakke Case Won't
Split Organization

By David E. Anderson
WASHINGTON -Despite strong ^'"'"^ ^° "^^^^ °^ ^^° ^^n be

differences of opinion on the Bakke '^'^^''^'^^ ^^^ work by training..."

discrimination case. 77
T̂hey also pledged to work for "A

guaranteed income, sufficient for

living in dignity, for all those unable
"

to work; a decent home in a decent
environment for all; education to
the limit of each person's ability and

cknowledged they had fought
"'^*^'^3' ^^''^ ^O"" a" '" sickness and

over the case of Allan Bakke, a
'" ^^^Ith."

white man who charged special
^^^^^ supporters signing the

programs for minorities kept him
^^^^^"^ent included the American

out of the University of California
-Jewish Committee, the American

Medical School. Jewish Congress and the Anti-

The case is now before the
^^^^"^a^'on League of B'nai B'ri»h.

Anti-Bakke signers of the letter

included Americans for Democratic
Action, NAACP, the National

well as on the ultimate impact of
^^"^a^'O" Association, the National

the Bakke case are deep and not to
'^''^^" League and United

be minimized," the organizations
^"^Of^obile Workers of America,

said. "But neither should they be Others signing the cooperative
permitted to obscure the shared pledge included the Amalgamated
goals that still unite and bind us Clothing and Textile Workers
together." Union, Amalgamated Meatcutters

Whatever the decision in the and Butcher Workman, American
Bakke case, we shall work together Baptist Churches, American
in the future, as we have in the Federation of Government Em-
past, to secure full civil rights for all ployees, American Federation of
our citizens and to help realize Teachers, Central Conference of
those social and economic con- American Rabbis, Church Women
ditions in which alone the United, Communications Workers
fulfillment of those rights is of America, Industrial Union
possible," the statement said. Department- AFL-CIO, Industrial

Signers of the statement said Ladies Garment Workers Union,
they would continue to fight for League of Women Voters, National
government policies and programs Bar Association, the Newspaper
that "establish as a matter of right a Guild, and the Southern Christian
job at a living wage for everyone Leadership Conference - UPI

Public Service Announcement
All CCEBS students should note pm. in the Social Hall of the

that on Tuesday, December 6th, Newman Center. In addition to this,CCEBS will sponsor its annual a limited number of Career Day
Career Day in the Newman Center. Luncheon seats are being reserved
There will be over thirty for students. The luncheon is free
organizations and companies and will be held at 12 noon in the
represented at this year's Career Newman Center. Anyone in-
Day, This IS a unique opportunity terested in attending the luncheon
for CCEBS students to find out should reserve a seat by signing up
about a .vide variety of job op- immediately with Brian Maher in
port unities. Organization Boom 208 of the New Africa
representatives will be available to House. Luncheon seats will be filled
talk with students from 2:00-5:00 on a first- come, first-served basis.

White citizens council dues
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OAKLAND, Calif. -Black
Panther leader Huey Newton must
face trial in Superior Court for the
slaying of a young prostitute and
pistol-whipping of his tailor, a

Municipal Judge ruled last week.
Newton, 34, is charged with

shooting to death Miss Kathleen
Smith, 17, on the night of August 6,

1974.

At the time, he was running the
Panther Party from a penthouse
apartment in Oakland after being
released from prison in an earlier

case in which he had been con-
victed ot killing a policemen but
won a reversal in a higher court.

In order to avoid prosecution,

Newton fled to Cuba. He recently

returned voluntarily.

He was ordered to face the
murder charges in Superior Court
Nov. 21.

Municipal Judge J. Robert
Friborg heard a week of testimony
during the preliminary hearing,

including statements by two
prostitutes that they were present
when the shooting occurred.

Preston Callins, once Newton's
tailor, said he could not recall being
beaten up by Newton. However,
other testimony was introduced

indicating Callins, at the time of the
beating, had blamed Newton
The prelimir^ary hearing was also

marked by efforts on the part of

Newton's attorney, Sheldon Otis,

to force the governrrtent to disclose
FBI files which he and the defense
contended would show a con-
spiracy against the Panthers. (UPI).

BELZONI, Miss. - President
Carter's nominee for the Cor-
poration for Public Broadcasting
board has admitted to having been
a dues- paying member of the White
Citizen's Council.

Belzoni city attorney Irby Turner
Jr. said last week his only in-

volvement with the white
supremacy group was to attend
one meeting and pay dues.

Turner said he severed ties with
the group in the early 1960s
because he was concerned about
the direction in which it was
headed.

"My total involvement with the

group consisted of attending one
meeting in a high school auditorium
and paying $10 dues," Turner said.

"I never had anything to do with
policy of the organization."

According to the National
Citizens Communications Lobby,
Turner also "donated land for an
all-white segregated private school
which his children attend and on
whose board he serves as a

member."
Other charges question his fit-

ness for CPB board membership.
Since his nomination on Oct. 19,

Turner has been the focal point of

protests from civil rights groups
and the Congressional Black

Caucus
The Senate Communications

Subcommittee held a public
hearing on the nomination on Oct.
26, but no public witnesses were
called.

The Caucus and other civil rights
groups are pushing to have another
public hearing scheduled to call

witnesses to testify about Turner's
fitness for the position.

Another meeting has yet to be
scheduled.

Carter said at a news conference
last week he was not aware the

former state legislator had been a
member of the white supremacy
group formed after the U.S.
Supreme Court's 1954
desegregation ruling.

In a letter to the sub-committee,
the Caucus alleges that Turner "has
committed systematic acts of
discrimination based on race and
sex."

The citizens' lobby also said that
Turner "has violated minimum
wage laws regarding his own farm
employees..."

Dawson 5 Lawyer Accuses
Hahn asks Carter to probe Judge of Bias

inner-city insurance rates

LOS ANGELES- Los Angeles
County Supervisor Kenneth Hahn
has asked President Carter to

appoint a pres'dential task force to

investigate the problems of "ex-

cessive, unfair, and unjust" in-

surance premiums for motorists

living in the inner-cities of the U.S.
In a recent letter to the president,

Hahn said "There are ap-

proximately 129,100,000 motorists

in ou' country and perhaps one-

hatf of them are paying unfair and

exorbitantly high insurance costs
"

Hahn suggested the task force

include Housing and Development
Secretary Mrs. Patricia R. Harris

and Commerce Secretary Mrs.

Juanita Kreps.

The supervisor also suggested
Attorney General Griffin Bell should
"look into the possibility of price-

fixing by the insurance companies.

"I believe there have been
violations of anti-trust laws as I

have observed large insurance

companies have uniform rates and

have agreed on a policy of

discrimination which makes in-

surance unavailable to millions of

people," Hahn said.

"The automobile insurance
companies discriminate against

persons because of race, oc-

cupation, marital status, age
(especially the elderly), sex and
handicaps," he said. However, the

discrimination is especially heavy

against the persons of the urban

areas because of the false claim of

insurance companies that it is more
hazardous to drive urban rather

than rural areas."

ATLANTA - Chief defense
lawyer for the Dawson Five,Millard
Farmer, has accused the Georgia
judiciary of racial bias and covering
up the wrongs of other judges.
The Dawson Five- all young

blacks- are accused of the first-

degree murder of a white man in

South Georgia.

Farmer attacked the judiciary
after an appeals court ruling

reversed the suppression of a
confession by tjie alleged trigger-
man in the case.

The court ruled that the decision
to bar the confession was made
improperlv at the time.

The defense had contended that
the confession by Roosevelt
Watson, 21, had been obtained by
coercion - specifically, threats of
castration and electrocution -
while he was wirpH tn a lin /J-*- •

The alleged confession was

made orally, never written down,

and was later denied by Watson.

At the preliminary hearings, a
former Dawson policeman testified
that he had watched while another
officeer held a pistol to the head of
another defendant, cocked it, and
demanded to know where a pistol
used in the killing was thrown.
The defense contended that the

five young men were framed and
were too frightened and illiterate to
understand what was happening to
them.

Farmer said the new ruling on the
alleged confessions was made "to
cover up the wrongs of other
judges."

He added, that all Georgia judges
should examine themselves as to
their racial attitudes, with particular

attention to membership in private
clubs that exclude blacks.

He said, however, that he was
prepared to go to trial in the
Dawson case even though he
believed the ruling by the appeals
court was improper.

Guest Editorial

Do Blacic Students Care
About the Coming Generation?

By TONY VAN DER MEER

WHEN ONE SITS DOWN AND VIEWS THE HISTORY OF BLACK
People's struggle over the past 20 years, and relate it to the present
situation of black people, the question that comes to mind is' DO WE
CARE ABOUT THE NEXT GENERATION?

Black people like sister Ella Baker, Rober t Williams, Akbar Mohammed
Ahmed, Dr. Martin L. King and Malcolm X shed blood, sweat, tears and
some gave their lives, so that the generation coming (us) could have a
better life. These freedom fighters made endless sacrifices so that we
could get better jobs, a better education, better housing, better health
care, and be treated like HUMAN BEINGS.

But what are the results of their struggle? Today, students are
graduating from high schools and colleges and can't read and write
properly. "Mis-education" is a common thing of black people, in fact they
don't know who some of the freedom fighters are i.e. Ella Baker and
Robert F. Williams.

Life in the black community is very HARD\ Health care in the black
community is very POOR! The unemployment rate for black people is very
HIGH\ High school and college students are very Dumb^ (in relation to the
knowledge of their history).

The point is that, these Freedom Fighers were concerned about the
coming generation, and they struggled for change. Black students during
that time also struggled for change. They too were concerned about the
coming generation.

But, are black students of today concerned about the coming
generation? If not, why not? If so, then why are we still being mid-
educated, why are our little brothers and sisters still watching Tarzan;
where the whie man controls the jungle (white supremacy). Why are they
watching ISIS who is portrayed as being white, especially when she was a
Black Egyptian goddess!!! Why are we letting an outcast like ALLAN
BAKKE claim "reverse" discrimination; threatening the special programs
and Affirmative Action that black people won through STRUGGLE over
the past 20 years.

Why are students killing themselves by partying, snorting "cocaine for
their brain", screwing until they can't be screwed, fighting each other as if

there isn't somebody else stepping on their necks. Why are these con-
tradictions so common at a time when black people can't find work, when
money hungry white people are killing women, children, and rrien in
Southern Afrika? While this government permits t.v. stations to sell the
Krugarrand (with a large percentage going to the murderous South African
govemmnet) especially when this government (amerikkka) advocates
Black Majority rule. (Will the real government please stand up!)
Do students think that the Neutron Bomb is for flies that Jimmy Carter is

for Human Rights that things go better with coke? that freedom is free?
What do students think this government will do to them if it will kill a

non-violent man like Dr. Martin Luther King? Just look how they dropped
atomic boms on the Japanese people, and damn near exterminated the
Native Americans. Look how they brought black people over here! Check
out how they killed Fred Hampton and George Jackson. What were the
U.S. doing in Vietnam, those people never did anything to America.
Why, in 1977, one can hear black people say: "I'm looking out for Self."

What about the children of tomorrow? Marvin Gaye said: "Save The
Children," what happened? Is a $25,000 job our biggest aspiration. Is the
look of 'Essence" and "G.Q." magazine more important than black people
having HUMAN RIGHTS' (Black power: Self Determination

r

Brothers and Sisters, Please WAKE UP] Time is running out! Just think,
if the U.S. government wanted to, they can takfe a' vote and put us back iri

physical SLAVERY! They already have "chains on our brains." Richard
Pryor asked: "How long will this Bull ... go on? THE ANSWER IS UP TO
YOU]

Tony Van Der Meer is a student at North
eastern University.

P.S. "SAVE THE CHILDREN."

DARE TO STRUGGLE...
DARETOWINII!

F THERE IS NO STRUGGLE ...

THERE IS NO PROGRESS!!!!
STAY STRONG!

How To Be An Organizer
Some points in becoming a

better organizer is to first recognize
your own internal contradictions.
The People themselves are aware
of their collective contradictions
and they must take a direct course
of action to correct them. An ef-

fective organizer must at least be
able to admit to the masses of
people whom they are involved
with, when he or she are wrong. It

is extremely important to be
consistent in whatever one at-

tempts to do. Being on time is very

important for an organizer if they
desire to have good work habits for

the group. The organizer must be
able to work with all people and
never be dogmatic. Another im-
portant point is having a genuien
concern about the people's feelings

inside and outside of the
organization, if one ever expects
more recruits into the organization.

More steps in becoming a better
organized individual to organize the
masses will apppar in the next issue
of Nummo News.

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

Editorials

What Are We Thanl<ful For
People are dying, people are stan/ing in South Africa yet it is the U.S.

who IS one of the main reason people are dying in South Africa. The U.S.
along with Multi-National Corporations are responsible for the Death of
Steve Biko, leader of the Black concouisness movement in South Africa.
The National Administration of this country are also responsible for the
death of children and adults in South Africa. They are responsible because
they keep investments in a known racist government Concerned students
and people will be coming together on November 24, 1977 in Washington
D.C. to request the National Carter Administration to set a U.S. embargo
against the Union of South Africa. We will meet in front of the White
House to demand that the Carter Administration call for a U.S. embargo
against that racist government.

Students from UMass will be sponsoring transportation to and from
Wash. D.C. We will meet in front of the White House at 10:00 Thursday
morning for the demonstration, also we will have a press conference at
10:30. Transportation will be leaving from Butterfield House at 11:00 Nov.
23. For more information concerning the trip to D.C. call 546-4538 before
Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. This demonstration will be sponsored by Dick
Gregory and the National Black Students Association. The People Must
Unite!

By Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

MOTICE
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626 more jailed in S. Africa
fl
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JOHANNESBURG - Nearly 200
children were among more than 600
blacks arrested by South .African
police in a new crackdown on
dissent The government also took
wartime powers over industry.
With helicopters hovering

overhead, police sealed off a dusty,
black township near Pretoria and
rounded up 626 blacks.

Police said 410 persons were
arrested for "passbook" offenses.
Adult blacks were required to carry
the bulky identification document
at all times, which shows where
they are permitted to live and work.

Police said they picked up the
198 school children to determine if

they were "in need of care." Police
booked about 20 of them on
charges ranging from public
violence to possession of "dagga"
(marijuana).

It was the most serious govern-
ment action against dissent since
Oct. 19 when three black
publications were shut down, 47
black activists arrested and 18
groups disbanded.

That crackdown, nicknamed
Black Wednesday," prompted the

U.N. Security Council to impose a

mandatory international arms
embargo against the white
government.

In a separate incident, police said

they fired shotguns into a band of

50 youths who caused "extensive

damage" by hurling stones at

police patrols at Cardock, a hitherto

peaceful sheep farming town 450
miles south of Johannesburg. No
injuries were reported.

Meanwhile South African Police

Ministe' Jimmy Kruger, has ad-

mitted for the first time that leader

Steve Biko died of brain damage in

police custody, but said "a man can
damage his brain many ways."

Asked by reporters if Biko died
of brain damage, Kruger replied:

'That's right," but he insisted there

was no evidence of police in-

volvement. "There are all sorts of

possibilities," he said.

An autopsy reportedly found that

Biko died of brain injuries caused by
a blow to the head and that he
suffered broken ribs and kidney

failure.

Biko was the 20th black detainee,
held without trial, to die in South
African police custody in the past
19 months. He also was the most
prominent and his death sparked
off a worldwide uproar and
demands for a full inquiry.

In New York. U.N. Ambassador
Andrew Young, said South African
Prime Minister John Vorster, faces
hell for "the sinfu' life he has
adopted as national policy."

Young told the governing board
of the National Council of Churches
the lives of South Africa's 19 million
non-whites "are being jeopardized

"

by Vorster's apartheid policy of
racial segregation.

In Johannesburg, South African
leaders have denounced Young as
a "racialist" and accused President
Carter of using double standards in
calling for the respect of human
rights.

Two government ministers,
in separate speeches also defended
the government's crackdown on
black dissent.

Tanzania launches ambitious
primary education program

DAR ES SALAAM - In

preparation for the launching of
Tanzania's ambitious universal
primary education program (UPE)
this month, more schools and
additional classrooms have been
built through self-help schemes and
government aid.

It is expected there will be about
6,000 primary schools capable of
accommodating some one million

beginners, compared with just over
5,000 schools last year, that enlisted
about 850,000 new entrants (or 85
per cent of all the school-age
children in the country).

Another important task un-
derway is the registration of all

children who will be joining school
for the first time this year, to find
out their distribution so that
allocations for teachers and other
basic requirements may be made in

time.

The UPE program, probably
Tanzania's most ambitious current

project, is expected to take up
about 30 percent of the present

financial year's national education

budget and is the costliest single

project under the education
budget.

Already, some 15,150 new
teachers have been trained through
a special correspondence course

and on-the-job training. Another
14,000 are receiving similar training,

with the goal that when the

program begins, there will at least

be 40,000 primary school teachers.

One of the nagging problems for

the government in the past years is

that it has never been possible to fill

all places in primary schools for a

number of sociological reasons.

A survey conducted by the

Ministry of National Education has

recently shown that most people in

coastal and pastoral areas attach

little or no importance at all to

education for their children.

To the herdsmen, looking after

cattle is considered more important

an occupation for their children

than going to school. In the coastal

areas and probably several other

areas up country, early marriage of

daughters is responsible for their

poor school attendance.

In a bid to stop this sort of thing

from obstructing a smooth im-

plementation of the UPE promise,

the government intends a bill

making all parents who fail to send
their children to school liable to

prosecution.

The penalty for a conviction is

expected to be a fine and a six-

month, jail term.

According to Prime Minister

Edward Sokoine second offenders

will have their sentences doubled.

Last year's enrollment of 848,293,

though higher than all previous

years, failed by 150,670, to fill all the

places in school.

Profiting from apartlieicl
Why US. vetoed economic sanctions against South Africa
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S. Africa bending
on hated 'passes'

PRETORIA, South Africa- The
much hated pass books that have
to be carried by tribal homeland
blacks working in white-only areas,
will soon be replaced by identity

and travel documents issued by the
various tribal homeland govern-
ments.

Prime Minister John Vorster met
with tribal homeland leaders
recently and agreed to eliminate the
pass books, called "dompas (stupid
pass)" by blacks.

The decision would allow blacks
from the homelands to have their

families with them while working in

white areas. Men from the
homelands who now work in white
areas must live in all-male residence
halls.

It was not clear when the new
rules will go in effect or if the
migrant workers would be punished
if they do not always carry their

documents. Presently, migrant
workers are fined or jailed for not
carrying the pass books.

It appeared that the estimated 8
million urban blacks who live in

townships and have no ties with the
homelands are excluded from the
concessions.

South African Doctors Emigrate to U.S.

HOUSTON - South Africa
doctors are seemingly making a
steady exodus from that country
and already, about 50 have settled
in the Houston area within the past
nine months.

In the past six months, 169
doctors have reportedly left that
country.

The situation apparently is

serious enough in that the South
African government has threatened
to stop the emigration of
professionals, especially doctors.
Those who have settled in

Houston are reluctant to talk about
why they left South Africa.

However, one doctor did say that
Houston was "put on the map" by
the advertisements of local
hospitals recruiting doctors in a
South African medical journal.

The doctors did say that they left

because of fear for their families
with the South African political

situation, opposition to the
apartheid system and financial gain.

It is expected that even more
South African doctors will be
coming to the U.S. since 400 of
them took the visa qualifying exam
for U.S. emigration in Johan-
nesburg in September.

African Progress

New S. African

arrests
If the sufjerprofits U.S. cor-

porations take out of Black workers

in South Africa were taxed 100
percent, as the Communist Party

USA proposed last week, the

corporations would quickly end the

aid they are giving the Vorster

dictatorship.

The Administration's policy of

alleged "moderation helps only the
racist Vorster regime, U.S. cor-

porations and overall reaction. It

harms not only the South African
working class, but U.S. workers
and democracy. Runaway U.S.

corporations swell their anti-labor

treasuries from South African

profits, while denying jobs to

workers here at home. In addition

their support for apartheid abroad
fans the flames of racism at home
- the same racism used to divide

workers and keep wages down.
Ambassador Andrew Young

failed to express the outraged
sentiments of the U.S. people
when, last Friday, he called the

Vorster regime's savage roundup of

some 700 Black people one of "a
series of irrational and fearful

things."

"I believe that the sickness that is

present in South Africa has got to

run its course," Young declared.

AFRICAN PROGRESS
Kenya To Buy Expatriate Farms
NAIROBI - Kenya is to receive

money from Britain to help in

buying farms owned by British

citizens.

An agreement between the two
countries was signed recently in

Nairobi by the Kenyan Minister for
Finance and Planning and the
British High Conrtmissioner.

Nigeria Finds More Oil

LAGOS - Oil has been found by
the Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation in Cross River State in

the east of the country. The cor-
poration's exploration and
production division found oil in four
out of six wells drilled in the state.

Geological data is now being
studied with a view to exploiting
the discoveries. Nigeria is black
Africa's largest oil producer.

Search For Mineral Wealth
GABORONE - Japanese

geologists may soon be searching
for mineral riches in Botswana.
After a recent preparatory visit, the
Japanese representatives returned
to Tokyo saying that a team of
geologists would be returning to
start the work.

Botswana already has diamond
and copper-nickel mines, while
large deposits of coal have been
discovered.

"Help Yourself"

Housing In Zambia
LUSAKA - The city council

here has launched a "help yourself"
scheme to upgrade the squatter

townships in the capital. About
three-quarters of the city's

population of around 500,000 live in

the townships.

The scheme, backed by the
central government, includes the
provision of piped water, roads,
social amenities and sewage
disposal. Under the scheme, the
city council has set up a housing
unit to help squatters build new and
better homes.

They are given professional help
and advice, have a say in the final

decisions where communal services
are sited and a loan to help buy
building materials.

Ghana To Get
Electronic Booster

ACCRA - Under an agreement
between a Yugoslavian company
and the Ghanaian Electric Cor-
poration, Ghana's electrical power
line system is to be expanded.
The project, costing about $2.5

million, will also involve the building

of several power transformer
stations around Accra and in other
parts of the country.

Nuclear Cooperation
KINSHASA - A Belgian

scientific mission has had
discussions in Kinshasa with a view
to increasing Belgian-Zairan
cooperation in the peaceful uses of
nuclear power. The discussions
follow cooperation contracts made
five years ago which led to the
implementation of joint nuclear
projects.

That may suit U.S. corporations,
which suck the blood from workers
in South Africa and the U.S., but it

is harmful to the interests of U.S.

workers and all democrats.

as

The situation demands not delay,

but speed. The U.S. should break

diplomatic relations! Declare an
economic embargo! A 100 percent

tax on profits from South Africa!
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By Johanna P Brassard

This article is the first in a three

part series examining a beneficial,

active, yet little publicized
organization on the University

campus. The objectives of this

series are to be informative and
illustrative as to the organizational,

functional and needful aspects of

the program.

(The information for this week's
article was graciously provided by
Bob Winston, he Director of the
Advocate Program.)

The Advocate Program (AP) is

affiliated with the School of

Education at the University through
that school's Juvenile Justice
Program. The administrative of-

fices, a rec room and classrooms of

the Advocate Program are located
in a long, low, white clapboard
building close to the school of

Education — Montague House.
Several members of the AP —
including the Director Bob
Winston and the Assistant Director

Rich Bell — are currently involved
in the basic repair and renovation of

the house.

The AP began almost six years
ago in 1972. It was one of several

programs started in response to an
idea of Jerome Miller, then the

commissioner of the Department of

Youth Services in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts. He
felt that the incarceration of

delinquent youths benefitted
neither the youths nor society. The
program of the University attempts
to advocate adolescents rejected by
society and dejected about
themselves.

Montague House is primarily a

day program, and is open from 8:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. five days a week.

However, the entire staff is on call

twenty-four hours a day, seven

days a week.

Up to thirty-one kids between the

ages of fourteen and seventeen can

be served by the AP. They are all

from the Commonwealth and are

referred to the program by the

Departments of Public Welfare and

Youth Services. Kids from every

racial background are accepted, but

it is difficult to avoid recruiting

primarily white adolescents since

most of the advocates available are

white. There is a real need for the

members of the Third World
Community to offer their active

support to the program.

Non-student families as well as

undergraduate and graduate
students of the University provide

long term residential foster care for

one adolescent. These advocates

offer friendship, care, support and
mature guidance to their ward for

as long as the child is involved in

the program, which is usually from

six to eight months.

A brief outline of how certain

adoelscents are admitted to the AP.

The Departments of Public Welfare

and Youth Services refer many
court involved youths to Richard

Bell, the Assistant Director of the

AP, He and the Clinical Consultant

review the individual case histories

in order to find suitable candidates

for the program. Interviews are

arranged with candidates by them.

Bob Winston,
— photo by

lett and Richard

Edwin Patterson

Ball

If a child is accepted by the staff,

he or she goes to a pre- placement
group home. This is a diagnostic

and assessment center. The Pre-

Placement staff and each youth
evaluate the educational, medical
and dental needs of the youth.

They then caw up long term
educational, vocational, discharge
and living plans which also projects

a termination date for the youths
•stay in the program.

After a short stay at the group
home, each child is placed with an

Advocate family or student,

following the program outlined for

them by the pre- placement staff.

Each individual is also assigned a

Field Supervisor, a person who
works closely with the child and

his-her advocate. During the first

month of the child's stay, he is seen

every day by this supervisor, who
acts as a friend and counselor.

Administrative members. Ad-

vocates and kids work in con-

junction for the good of the kids.

These children have access to

Valley and University educational,

recreational and medical facilities.

Most children attend a teen lear-

ning center at the AP - very few
(approximately 10 per cent) of the

kids attend Valley Public Schools.

Athletic, cultural and recreational

events are scheduled every day —

with transportation provided by the

AP itself or the child's advocate. A
Recreational and Special Events

coordinator is responsible for this

entire area of the AP. Also, any

child with severe emotional dif-

ficulties is referred by the Clinical

Consultant to outside professional

mental health facilities.

As important, as education and

recreation, perhaps more, is the

mental health of members in a

society, although education and

recreation do play in integral part in

developing an individual's ability to

cope with society. A primary

component of this health is self-

esteem, only gained through love,

encouragement, and success in

various endeavors. The Advocate
Program provides delinquent youth

with the spiritual support and
physical facilities to develop that

self-esteem.

After their stay children are sent

either to their families of origin or to

independent living situations. In

both cases, the program monitors

their re- integration into society for

approximately two months. The
staff is concerned that each in-

dividual will become a happy,

coping, productive member of

society.

Next week: A detailed overview

of the administrative staff — Their

duties and functions.

Open Birmingham trial In 1963 bombing jue Struaale Continues
o Ta r through the years about how the them about Klan activities. ' '^ ^^^i MjJ^JI^ X^V/I llll lUCO
By Terry Cannon

BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Nov. 14 -
For 14 years the murder of four little

girls in the Klan bombing of the

16th St. Baptist Church here has
haunted Birmingham and the
country

Today Robert E. Chambliss,

Klansman and a one-time city

mechanic, goes to trial for the

bombing that ripped through the

basement of the church on a

Sunday morning in September,
1963.

"It was a real nightmare," recalls

Sallye B. Davis, mother of Angela
Davis and a lifelong resider

Birmingham. "Here in a church, a

place of safety, those lives where
snuffed out."

Ms. Davis was a friend and co-

worker of several of the parents

whose children were killed or in-

jured that day.

Previous Arrest

Chambliss was arrested shortly

after the bombing occurred but was
released for lack of evidence.

"People felt that the Klan was
responsible," Ms. Davis told this

reporter. "We talked about it

through the years about how the

guilty person was still free."

Chambliss is being defended by

Art Hanes, Jr., a Birmingham

lawyer, whose father. Art Hanes

Sr., was mayor of Birmingham

shortly before the bombing.

Hanes has remained tightlipped

about what evidence he will

produce in defense of his client.

The prosecutor will be Attorney

General Bill Baxley, who is running

for governor of Alabama.

"Some think Baxley brought the

case to trial because he's running

for office," commented Ms. Sallye

Davis. "1 admire him despite what

his motives may be. The fact is that

after all these years, the man is

being tried.

Likely Witness

One of the witnesses for the

prosecution may be FBI informant

Gary Thomas Rowe.

Rowe, a Klansman involved in

the 1965 shooting murder of civil

rights worker Viola Liuzzo, escaped

conviction by testifying against his

co-defendents

In 1975, Rowe testified before a

Senate committee that the FBI

failed to rollow up on tips he ga\e

The 16th Street Baptist Church
was . cpnter for the movement led

by the Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

and the Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth

during the early 60's.

"The Sunday of the bombing,"
Ms. Davis recalled, "the little girls

were going to sing in the choir.

They were in the basement putting

on their robes when the bomb went
off."

After 14 years the horror still

lingers.

In a separate but related action,

the head of the Georgia States

Rights Party, J.B. Stoner, is being

extradited in Birmingham for the

bombing of Rev. Fred. Shut-

tlesworth's church during the same
period.

Dynamite bombings of homes
and churches in the area where Ms.

Davis has lived since the 1940's

were so common that the neigh-

borhood became known as

"Dynamite Hill."

"It got so I was afraid to go to

sleep at night", Ms. Davis said.

"We had to have guards out at

night to protect the churches and
homes of Black people in the area."

On Thursday, November 17, 1977
Muhammed Akbar spoke here at

UMass about racism in this

country, and in South Africa. He
spoke about what happened in the

1960's and 70's with the student

movemei't. Akbar also dealt with

the Civil heights Movement in that

time period in history. He focused
on the ro!e of the student

movement during that era.

Muhammed suggested to the

students there that they should

study the Student Non-violent

Coordinating Committee in order to

avoid making the same mistakes.

Brother Akbar told members of

the South Africa Committee that

what they did at UMass, (divest

ment of stocks in South Africa) was
an important event in the South
African Nationalist struggle for

independence. He also suggested
that they continue their current

efforts.

On November 19, the Southern
Africa Committee called for a

demonstration in protest of what is

going on in South Africa. Akbar

also stayed and participated in this

Nkrumah Olinga, left and
Muhammed Akbar — photo
by Edwin J. Patterson

demonstration on the Amherst
Commons calling for a U.S. em-
bargo against South Africa.

Akbar stressed that we must be
concerned about racism here and
around the world.

Dare to Struggle Dare to Win!
Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

U.S. drops pressure against Haiti's Duvalier
By Pieter Van Bennekom
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti -

American diplomats are apparently

satisfied with the human rights

progress made in Haiti over the past

S'»veral months and have stopped
pressuring President- for- Life Jean-

Claude Duvalier to make even
greater concessions.

They feel such pressure might be
counter-productive at this moment
and hope that Duvalier will, of his

own accord, make further im-

provements in the lot of his mostly
impoverished and illiterate five

million citizens.

But the real question is whether
the Haitians themselves will be
content with just a little freedom
and just a few human rights.

Jean-Claude, now 26, took over
from his father, Francois "Papa
Doc" Duvalier, in J 972 and has
liberalized Haiti quite a bit since —
with some not-so-suotle nudging
frcm tne US, especially since the
Carter administration started its

human rights campaign.
Gone, at least from the govern

ment payroll, are the Ton- Ton
Macouttes, Papa Doc's private

army and most of the other trap-

pings of terror of his regime. Gone
also are a'l of Haiti's political

prisoners, at least the 104 surviving

ones, released on the 20th an-

niversary of the Duvalier dynasty
last September.

The publication of some anti-

government political comment in

the weekly Jeune Presse and
elsewhere is being tolerated these

days, even though the Inter-

American Press Association still

lists Haiti among those countries

which do not have freedom of the

Dress in the Western Hemisphere.
Strikes and unions still are illegal

but some labor activity is getting

results instead of brutal repression

these days.

Faced with labor protests spilling

over into street demonstrations and
even the occasional occupation of a

radio station to air complaints
against employers, the Labor
Ministry took the unusual step of

announcing that it is open to

receive complaints from workers
against employers about abusive or

illegal behavior.

It even got tough with some
factories which had been flouting

• Haiti's ia'vyor laws by paying their

employees less than the $1.20 day
minimum wage, calling them
"apprentices " and firing their entire

labor force every two months to

hire new "apprentices."

On tne political front, the
government is considering a plan to

have mayors elected next year,

although it i.- still an open question

whether free municipal elections

will be allowed or whether voters

will be asked to approve by ac-

clamation that candidate chosen by
the ruling Duvalierist party.

But despite the liberalizations,

Haiti, the poorest nation in the

Western Hemisphere with an
illiteracy rate of over 90 percent and
a per capita annual income of only

$120, remains an authoritarian

society.

At the heart of that society is the

institution of the presidency for life

occupied by Jean-Claude, which
stifles any possibility of the people

deciding for themselves what kind

of government they want.

The U.S., which has been
helping to feed hungry peasants in

Haiti for years with humanitarian

aid, is not pushing Duvalier to

abandon his lofty title of president-

for life, feeling that any pressure on
that issue could be counter-

productive.

"If we push him too far, he might

get mad and fall back into

repression," one American official

said recently.

"We have to hope that of his

own accord, he will make further

liberalization in human rights. But
we can't touch the institution of the

presidency for life.

"The trick is to bypass that in-

stitution and get other reforms

made so it doesn't matter any
more, so the government will have

to be responsive to the needs of the

people, whether it is headed by a

president-for-life or not," the
diplomat said.

According to this school of

thinking, if the government un-

dertakes a genuine antipoverty

program to bring health care and
education to the poor and allows

free labor activity, a free press and
some form of elections for lesser

officials, then it wouldn't matter

whether Jean-Claude calls himself

emperor or president-for-life.

Bobby Hutcherson and his Quartet

w
Bobby Hutcherson
Bar! Njiiri

and Quartet — photo by

By Kevin Jones
Nummo News Staff

Black Classical musical history

was again created last night at

UMass, through the artistry of

Bobby Hutcherson and his

sidemen. The concert, presented in

the Campus Center Auditorium on
Sat., Nov. 19 was long. The two
sets lasted from 8:00 until 11:00.

You could tell the musicians were

giving their all; the music and
communication to the people was
their primary objectives without any
other extra frills.

The kind of music played was
Black Classical in it's finest sense;
As McCoy Tyner has phrased it,

"Bobby Hutcherson is one of the
greatest musicians in the world
today." For those who could not be
there, it was like showers of notes
folding over you in relaxing waves.
The notes from Bobby's vibes and
marimba were sparkling and clear
and fresh. Bobby's music is very

Counterinsurgency in the Womb:
Plot to Sterilize Poor Women

understandable. Although an in-

novator, he plays within a certain
tradition. For instance, some of the
pieces played were old standards
such as, "Star Eyes"' by Parker,
"Salt Peanuts" by Gillespie and
other tunes by Thelonious Monk.
Also included was "Little B's
poem", an original by Bobby.
"Little B" is also found on Bobby's
newest album, Knucklebean. I have
heard this album and it is fine.

Bobby's sidemen at this date
were Michael Carvin on drums, Ron
McClure on Bass, Ronnie Mat-
thews on piano. Michael Carvin,
from Houston, Texas, plays with
power and sensitivity. You feel his

strong personality com.ing out
through the drums. His background
includes an 8 year relationship with
Bobby Hutcherson.

Ron McClure, originally from
Hartford, has worked with Mike
Knock, Hutcherson and Jor
Henderson. His playing provided a
strong rhythymic bass over which
Bobby showered sharp popping
tones. Ronnie Matthews, pianist,

completes the quartet. He has
worked with Woody Shaw, Dexter
Gordon and others of similar
magnitude.

These men, when questioned
about musical philosophy, main-
tained a firm stance about the
music being positively called "Black

BOBBY HUTCHERSON — photo by
Edwin J. Patterson

Classical." Beyond that, there are
no attachments of philosophical
elaboration. I gathered that what
was important was the music itself,

the immediacy of their
formance.

per-

Bobby Hutcherson, born in 1941,
master of vibes and marimba, was
raised in Southern California. He
has an incredible resume of
working with historical figures in

our music. Since he came East in

1961, he has performed and
recorded with. Masters such as Eric

Dolohv. Archie Shepp, Hank

Mobley, McLean, just to name a
few. He is famous for his use of 4
mallets at a time and is also noted
to be the first vibraphonist to play
his instruent as if it were a drum. He
stands immediately after Milt
Jackson in line, in the legacy of
Black Classical music.
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By ZOE BEST
Nummo News

The Ford and Rockefeller
foundations, the United States

Agency for International

Development and HEW, the Health

Education and Welfare Depart-
ment, are responsible for con-
ducting a long standing mass
sterilization campaign among
women who comprise ethnic
rationalities, the working class poor
•^rx'. women on welfare in the

United States. Outside this country,

women throughout the non-
liberated areas of the Third World
are made target for forced
sterilization. On November 16th in

New Africa House, the Committee
To End Sterilization Abuse
sponsored a multi-faceted in-

formative and cultural presentation

to re-emphasize to the communities
of women on campus the imminent
danger of coercive sterilization.

Standing before a banner
demanding STOP FORCED
STERILIZATION-ALTO A
ESTERILIZACION FORZADA,
Suman Bohm presented a

background context for the
evening's program. She analyzed
the strategy of the bourgeoisie in its

efforts to control the rate of

reproduction within insurgent
populations threatening corporate-

U.S. imperial hegemony. Puerto

Rico was referred to various times

by the sp>eakers because Puerto

Rican women were targeted for this

type of genocide- that is, two
generations of women have been

sterilized or 35 per cent of women
of child bearing age. Most of these
stenlizations have been conducted
without a woman's consent and in
1965, an astounding 90 per cent of
sterilizations were post-partum
operations. In addition there is a
master plan which specifies the
optimal numbers for any specific
labor force. Suman Bohm stated,
"Sterilization is a racist and classist
method of reducing tne world's
population.

It is imposed against women of
the poorest and hardest working
sectors who represent the greatest
threat to capitalist power." She
pointed out that rather than
distribute resources and food, and
rather than distribute social ser-
vices, jobs and housing, capitalist
interests want to continue to
"Control money and power" and
therefore will invade a woman's
body making sterilization an "in-
strument of terror." She noted that
at present in the U.S. 20 per cent of
all married Black women are
sterilized, three times more than in

1973. With less than a million
remaining Native Americans, 25 per
cent of the women have been
sterilized. In total there are one and
a half million women sterilized in
this country, the majority of whom
are poor. She concluded that in-

telligent birth control is part of the
drive in a liberation struggle to
emancipate women but that
women themselves must take part
in creating a total health service
system that would include this. She
also cited how in her home country

Cont. on Page 8

Public Service
Announcement

Jack Scoft who hired
"lommie Smith as Assistant
Coach in football at Oberlln
College after he had in-

curred four years of
unennployment subsequent
to his raising his fists at 1968

Olympics Games in Mexico.

Will speak on Racism and
Sports, 3:00 p.m., Nov. 29th
at Hampden Dining
Commons.

Announcement

Tiger Mountain Cafe

,

B!LLY TAYLOR
Coming to UMass

for

A FREE CONCERT
Monday, November 24

atSp.m.
at the FAC

1st half of show
TAYLOR & UNIVERSITY

JAZZ WORKSHOP

2nd half

BILLY TAYLOR
AND TRIO
Thanks

Black Affairs

Contact

David Lette

4flr mm

Charlie Chan and Fay Chiang

photo by Debbie Lee

The Asian American Students
Association sponsored a spec-
tacular event entitled Tiger
Mountain Cafe, an Asian American
coffeehouse on Saturday night,
November 19. There were about
275 people packed into the 10th
floor lounge of the Campus Center
sharing music and poetry with
some very talented Asian American
artists. Not only was there music
and poetry, but also a short film, a
slide show, and political presen-
Itations by various activists from the
Asian American community. The
artists included Fay Chiang, a poet,
Charlie Chin, a guitarist from New
York's Basement Workshop, as
well as local talent provided by
Walter Lew from Hampshire
College, Fred Houn and Michael
Washington.

The political activists included Liz

Young, who gave a brief presen-
tation on the Young-Chin case, a
representative from Asian
Americans for Equality showing a
slide show on the Chang police
brutality case in New York's
Chinatown, and Butch Wing, a
representative of the Anti Bakke
Decision Committee, showed a film

on the Bakke demonstration held in

San Francisco, where 4000 people
came out in support on October 15.

During a short break, there was
some Asian refreshments, including
sushi and Korean rice cake along
with Jasmine tea. To close off the
evening Avatar, an Asisn American
jazz band, entertained the crowd.
The six person group capped off a
very intense evening for many of
the participants.

Contraception Of Their Plan
My child
of many peoples,
my womb betrayed,
gutted by their hand,
is salted seed.

My child

of many peoples,
our broken homes
their science says,
like the salmon,
we won't make the river of jumps
or we'll forget the way,
like we forget broken treaties
like we forget smashed drums
and lynched necks
like we fx)rget low wage pay
feeding hunger.

My child

of many peoples,
eyes free from scars
will see and harden,
but remember land and woman
are the |ar that stores
any change of season;
grow, learn and fight,

then with the planets in place
deliver life.

Zoe Best
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Demonstration at Amherst Commons Student Judiciary Rejects
- U.S. out of S. Africa co„, .0.P3..

,

Definition of Third World
Expect to see positive changes

occur he said. South Africe is

isolated from the rest of the world.
The actions of the gov. right now is

just a last attempt by a bankrupt
regime he said. Right now there is

an extraordinarily progressive era in

South African policies.

Greg Williams of the American
Friends Service Committee was in

Southern Africa for the month of

August. While there he met with
liberation leaders President Kaunda
of Zambia and Nyerere of Tan-

zania. Williams who also met with
refugees who told him to ao back
and tell the people of the"u.S. to
put pressure on their government.
We have nothing against the U.S.
people they said, but in order for us
to do our job in liberating our
country, the people of the U.S.
must tell their corporations to get
out. The African people do not
want to Africanize the present
structu'-e. with black faces in token
positions Williams said but want to
overthrow the whole system.

"The American government is

you. It is you Americans who are
the oppressors. It was the U.S.
government who saved South
African after the student rebellions
said Nana Seehibe. She went on to
say that it is better for us to die now
than to prolong our pain by living in

such an oppressive environment.
America she said has a big say in

the government of South Africa. By
putting pressure on the U.S. gov.
you are also putting pressure on the
South African gov.

Cont. from Page I

out that the whole purpose for the
seats would be defeated

^utsky plans to appeal the
decision of the court. "The court
'9"°;^^ ;he weight of the evidence
which I feel was on my side" said
Lutsky. A miscarriage of justice
occurred."

Members of the Third World
caucus expressed the same sen-
timents. "I feel sure the decision
was going to go the other way-
said Senator Julie Hall The
prosecution had no witnes.ses and

did very little cross examination
All of the Third World senators

present felt that the lack of Third
World representation on the jury
might have been a big factor in the
final decision.

Members of the caucus plan to
stand by their definition. They
made these sentiments clear in a
written statement to the senate
"We reserve the right to define
ourselves and our constituency."

'Tard Bird^^: On Oppression and Some Ideas on What to Do About It.

*r« VMrs« ^^.^ ^^^^ rKt*r\
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Counterinsurgency in the Womb
:

Plot to Sterilize Oppressed Poor Women Cont.
Cont. from Page 7

of India, to fulfill quotas, trucks
have gone through the streets of a
village picking up all in sight. In one
specific incident not only were
young women sterilized who had
never married or had had children,
but some people were sterilized for
a second time. Following receptive
applause to this presentation, she
introduced a dance artist from
India.

Rohini Bhate from Poona-
Maharastra performed dances
related to the ancient mythology of
her country. She wore a bright
orange sari with a gold-flowered
purple panel falling vertically to her
bare feet. Rohini Bhate explained
intermittently between dances the
meaning of her movements, the
chants, the music and instruments
- all of which brought the ancient
lore to life. She danced out the
dialogues of dieties. At times her
movements were so slight, created
by a many-year dedication to her
art. These slightest of movements,
usually the eyes dancing, preceded
vocalizing and syncopation bet-
ween the flowing movements of
her arms and the faster rhythmic
sequences from foot work. Anklets
of bells and audible bracelets
answered her dance. At times her
bare feet would slap the surface of
'he floor to create yet another
accent to the music. Whether
explaining carefully or dancing in

service to her art and traditions -
Shiva and Vishnu, the story of the
bee caught within the petals of a
lotus flower - her translations and
interpretations by way of Indian
classic dance forms were very
readable and very much ap-
preciated.

Helen Rodriguez, a founding
member of CESA and also a
pediatrician who did clinical work in
Puerto Rico in the 1960's, in-
troduced a detailed exposition of
the purposes and extensiveness of
sterilization with the warning, "We
are witnessing a time of repression

Rohini Bhate — photo by
Marcia Hospedales

and regression. What we gained in

the 60's is being set back." She was
referring to specific women's rights
won primarily through the efforts of
poor and working women like

health cars services which provided
information concerning con-
traception to women, which
provided pre-natal and post-partum
care for women from clinics

stressing education, and which
won legalized abortion. Abortion
has always been available to the
rich. Now funding is being with-
drawn from clinics that provide
abortions and instead allocations
are being directed toward
sterilization programs. So in fact
the powers that control the purse
strings of agencies that were
organized to distribute health
services to poor and working
women or women on welfare, have
negated libralizing legislation
because of the cessation of funding
for free or low cost abortions.

Women want safe contraceptives
and free abortions - legal and
medically safe. The bourgeoisie
wants to take our money - public
funds - and apply it to a
sterilization campaign that has been
underway since the turn of the
century. Rodriguez told how a
doctor in 1880 had sterilized 400
women after appraising their state
of "inferiority." Because of
eugenics laws on the books in 27
states, between 1909 and 1964,
"inferiors' inside and outside in-

stitutions have been sterilized -
over 64,000.

She was particularly emphatic
when she revealed how HEW has
advocated hysterectomies (removal
of uterus) with all its complications
and after effects over salpingec-
tomies (removal of fallopian tube)
or laproscopic tubal ligations. She
noted that there are more
hysterectomies being performed
than appendectomies making it the
most frequent operation in this
country, or four times as many than
in Sweden and twice as many as in

England.

Besides documenting the ex-
penditures for sterilization among
Black, Brown, poor and low wage
working women from the
Rockefeller and Ford foundatic s
($20 million in 1968), A.I.D., a.id
HEW, Rodriguez described a recent
victory by women whp are willing
to fight against these monied racist
forces. Women's and political

organizations have unified to the
degree that they made New York
State legislate informed consent
stipulations which can cut down on
sterilization abuse. She urged that
HEW be subjected to a public
campaign which would demand
that they provide- informed consent
information and a 30 day waiting
period to guarantee before a
sterilization operation. She also
urged that hysterectomies be
curbed. She stressed that any
Congressional legislation would

have to include protection of young
women by stipulating that only
women over 21 years old can be
sterilized and to provide ex-
planatory literature to women to be
sterilized in the language that they
speak. Sterilizations cannot be
allowed when a woman is coming
out from under anesthesia for

childbirth or under treatment for
other medical conditions. She
urged women to take part in this

campaign noting that HEW has a
current budget of $250 million to
continue its abusive and brutal

sterilization program. Women and
men in the audience appreciated
this evening bringing into the
community guests with information
that can raise the level of
awareness on this issue of
sterilization to the point that such
powerful outlaw agencies as those
described will be forced to curtail

genocidic sterilization. The dance
too by Rohini Bhate conveyed a
cultural aspect to a very long
struggle for societal liberation that
women have participated in

alongside their brothers.

r ms in the
spotlight

Good Mothering

Through Breastfeeding
"Childbirth for the Joy of It",

"Prepartion for Breastfeeding",
"Great Expectations" and "Talking
About Breastfeeding" are four
great films to be presented by the
La Leche League" of Northampton
at a special film night. The Film
Night is planned for 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, December 1, 1977 at the
People's Institute, 38 Gothic Street,
Northampton.

La Leche League is a non-
sectanan, nonprofit organization
dedicated to "Good mothering
through breastfeeding."

Donation on Film Night will be
$100 oer oerson or $1.75 per

couple. Refreshments will be
served and a discussion with local

LLL leaders will follow.

These films provide an insightful

look into the various aspects of

childbirth, nutrition, and breast-

feeding. This series of films should
be of particular interest to parents,

prospective parents, students, and
members of the health care
community.

For more information contact
Sherry Tatro, 16 Myrtle Street, or

Meg Simon, 24A Summer St., both
of Northampton.

Calypso's Search
for the Britannic

0)
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VA/^.M^v.r^''?'^^'?'^-*°"^ *"" Story of the mysteriousWorld War I sinking of the British hosp.fal shmBr1tann.c--b.gg9r and m.ghf.er than her sister sh pT.tan.c and the greatest seago.ng passenger luxury linerever bu.it unt.l the Queen Mary-w.ll be revealed by cLpt

BRlTAWhifr • fK^',"
on CALYPSOS SEARCH FOR THEBRITANNIC, the f.rst The Cousteau Odyssey' spec.al tobe broadcast over PBS th.s season, Tuesday Nov 22A program highl.ght is the reunion of 86-year-old

great-grandmofher Sheila Macbeth Mitchell with theremains of the Bntann.c as .f I.es today at the bottom ofthe Aegean Sea Mrs. M.tchell was a 26-year-o°dvolunteer nurse when the Br.tann.c was struck and sankon November 21 . 1916
Invited by Cousteau to view the liners rusted

!?hln^'^/^
^''" ^^.""^ ^° y^^'S '3'er. Mrs M.tchell flew toAthens, Greece, from her home .n Ed.nburgh, Scofirndand from there went on to join the Calypso team 'n theAegean Sea She travelled to the bottom of the Aegean inthe Cousteau Society's diving saucer to view theBntann.c in Its watery grave.

Mrs. MitcheH recalls what l.fe was l.ke on theBr.tann.c r.ght through to the dramat.c moments after the

f2L^n^^,h^"''''\^1'^
provides her react.ons to once againseeing the great ship on wh.ch she had served

The Britannic had been pressed into service as ahospital sh.p by the Br.t.sh during the First World WarWhether It sank because if struck a mme or wa«torpedoed was never known until Cousteau and the crewand divers of Calypso discovered and explored fhPAegean Sea site where the Bntannicl.es
Originally built as a luxury passenger liner Britannicwas repainted for its service as a hospital ship The entireship was painted white, with a deep horizontal areen

nl'^f. ^l^ ^.""^^
'J''^

crosses on her s.des to clearly
Identify her for what she was She had made f.ve safejourneys through submar.ne and m.nemfested seas
transport.ng 15.000 ma.med and woundec) British troon«^
back to England ^
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Daytime Mon.-Fri.

8 Ji

9 0(

5 .16 a RE^LECTIONS (EXC MOM AED )

5 40 a GREATER 80ST0NIANS (EXC MON WED )

5 4*> a ''ARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC MON WED )

5 SO a VARIOUS PHOGHAMMING (EXC MON WED )

5 56 S MORNING GL OR V

fsQC m VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NCWS

• PTL CLUB TALK AND VARIET*
t Oi a REFLECTIONS (MON WED )

6 10 « .^REATER BOSTONIANS (MON WED)
6 15 O SEMINAR

• ^ ARM AND MARKET REPORT cMON WED )

6 20 a VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
t^ :.'5 • NEWS FOR THE DEAf
6 V< NEWS
6 46 O DAILY ALMANAC
6 ^0 O NEWS FOP THE DEAF

« LAS NOTICiAS DE HOY
" ' OOP" NEWS

O SE . 'I. MORNING AMERICA
ffi UNDeRDiX~,
O NEWS

" O Ces NEWS
8) MR MAGOO

M iH O O CAPTAIN KANGAROO
ffi ARi HIES
ffl NE W MICKEY MOUSE C LUS
O IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
O MIKE DOUGLAS
O CONCENTRATION
O GOOD DAY
O DINAH
O PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
(B ROMPER ROOM
O) LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
O WRITING FOR A REASON (MON . WED ) n»Twns«)f.s

9 3C e CHICO AND THE MAN
m SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
O FLINTSTONES
ffl IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING (EXC THUR FH) )• NEWS
a HERITAGE CORNER
• CORSAIR AND COMPANY
O SANFORD AND SON
O KITTY TODAV
• TOM LARSON SHOW
a STRUM N DRUMMERS
• WEATHER VIEW
e • HOLLYWOOD SOUARES• a EDGE OF NICXT
• PRICE IS RICXT
O MATCH GAME
O a WHEEL OF FORTUNE
e a; happy days
O MOVIE NoL M* (MON) No Down Payment iTufi The
Mudiari. ,WED I Dofl of Flandets (THUR

j L.tfte Boy Lost
t Hi

O SESAME STREET
e O LOVE OF LIFE
O • KNOCKOUT
O JOKER S WILD
60 FAMILY FEUD
a SESAME STREET (EXC THUR FRI )• • CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

SPORTS
PROFILE f

'

POR THE '

WEEK
f

^^^OPm'c S t'^'-
''°°^^^'-L league GAME: 3:30 PM EST.

Miami Dolphins vs St Louis Car(jmals.

FRIDAY

MONDAY

9 5C
9 55
10 00

10 24
1030

1 1 oc

11 30

1 1 55

(ABO MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 9:00 PM ES.T. -8:00 PM
Green Bay Packers vs Washington Redskins

THURSDAY

(ABC) NCAA FOOTBALL: 2:00 PM EST. - 1 00 PM C S TNebraska vs Oklahoma
'-""'-o. i.

Ifa^A ^f n^c;^°P^^'^l;^^
^^ ^^ ^ S T. - 8:00 PM C.S.T.

/tk^ L .

?^- '*° ^^^"^^ regional games will De announced(Check local station for game m your area )

"""ouncea

Sy?C S^?^^^'^
^'^^^ "^ GERMANY: 10:00 PM EST. - 9:0-

t^l^^l^ ^T^^ covering the best games played the previous

League' ' °' ^'' "^^"^ German N^ational 'fooS

SATURDAY

((pBS) THE NFL TODAY: 12:00 NOON EST - 11 00 AM C S TNHL news and features and other snorts news

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 12:30 PM EST. - 11:30 AM C S TChicago Bears vs Detroit Lions

(ABC) NCAA FOOTBALL: 2:30 PM EST. - 130 PM C.S.T.

(NBC) NFL '77: 3:00 PM EST. - 2:00 PM C.S.T.
Football news, interviews and features.

(CBS) THE NFL TODAY: 3:15 PM EST. - 2:15 PM C S T
Post-game scores, highlights and sports news.

(ABC)NCAA FOOTBALL: 12:30 PME ST - II 30AMC«;tPenn State vs Pittsburgh
'".ju amo.S.T.

(ABC) iVJCAA FOOTBALL: 400 PM E S T - 3 00 PM C <5 TArmy vs Navy, live from Philadelphia.
"

(pBS) SPORTS SPECTACULAR: 4 30 PM EST. - 3 30 PM

Mon. Nov. 21

EVENING

1200

12 30

1 00

1 30

200

230

300

3 15

3 30

400

,
FRI)

4 30

500

530

• O • NEW.'
O TO SAY THE LEAST
• THE BETTER SEX

IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
• O SEARCH FOR TOMORROWO WOMAN 77

O ffi HYAN S HOPE
O CHICO AND THE MAN
• IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING (EXC THUR• ALL IN THE FAMILY

ALL MY CHILDREN
• YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
• GONGSHOW(EXC TUE ) Tr>. Best Sefcjf tromMeto You

• GONG SHOW (EXC THUR) i Dream ot Jeann*
(TMUP

• AS THE WORLD TURNS
O DAYS OF OUR LIVES
• GREEN ACRES
• • MUSIC (FRI )

• • $20 000 PYRAMID
• BEVERLY HILcBILLIES

• VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
• GUIDING LIGHT
• DOCTORS
• ONE LIFE TO LIVE

O WALLY GATOR
• O ANOTHER WORLD
O BUGS BUNNY
• O GENERAL HOSPITAL
O NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
O ALL IN THE FAMILY
• ;€CKLE AND JECKLE
• • SESAME STREET

DINAH
O MIKE DOUGLAS (EXC TU€ ) Specai T.eal iTuE ) How
•'»• r-.,'iK', ..hanged m« WorW
O BIG VALLEY

MERV GRIFFIN

• BRADY BUNCH (EXC TUE ) Spec.* Treat i Tuf ) how ine
SfalK-s Crwnge<3 "v? World
O SUPER HEROES
S i.'TTLE RASCALS
e MUNSTERS
S PETTICOAT JUNCTION
• O MISTER ROGERS
O CALL IT MACARONI (TUE )• FAMILY FEUD
• EMERGENCY ONE
e NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
O MY THREE SONS
• SESAME STREET
O MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
O O NEWS
O INSTANT GAME SHOW
O CANDLEPINS FOR CASH
• OOST AND MRS MUIR
• ELECTRIC COMPANY

630

855
700

7 30

731
BOO

t ^^ ,-

!^j(^«(^iX-^f(^jr^j(^X^*.^^«r<

6 OC O O a O O NEWS
HOGAN S HEROES

O CROSS WITS
OZOOM
O ELECTRIC COMPANY
O NBC NEWS
a ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
O OVER EASY GoesI irTX)qerie Coca
a NEWS
O ZOOM
O O CBS NEWS
O NR( NEWS
O SI ABC NEWS
O NEWS
O ODD COUPLE
O WRITING FOR A REASON
O WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE The Nodder A lowly
•^nipioyee ol a Hollywood liim btudio li »ilornwd by his girl thdl
sfw won t marry h«n jntii he oroves his manhtxxlO DAILY NUMBER
e EVENING MAGAZINE
O $100 000 NAME THAT TUNE
O THAT S HOLLYWOOD
O CANDID CAMERA
O DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
O TATTLETALES
O MACNEIL lEHREH REPORT
O THAT S HOLLYWOOD
O GREAT PERFORMANCES The Areata Prom.se by DavKj
tA«cer concerns an actor who though r«;n successful loved
and admwed bears the seeds ol h.s own destructon m the petty
cruelt^s he visits on others Anthony Hop«i,ns stars as Theo
Gwige and Kate Neiigan plays his vulnerable youna
g»llt«nd

••A CHARLIE BROWN THANKSGIVING When Pepperrrwit
PatN «-i»ites hersell and assorted Irwnds to Thanksgiving dinner
at Charlie Brown s house t throws the little Peanut mlo panii-.
(R)

• •LITTLE MOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The Tighter Charles
Ingals *»|ures agmg f«jMer Joe Kagan .n a boxing match aryl
then embarks on a plan to nurse h«n back to health and steer
rwn on a course to a new lite Cjuest stars Moses Gunn• • THE SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS The Beach Bums
provide an elderly destitute woman with a memorable
Tharlisgivuig by heip^ig her pose as a r«;h woman• ROBERT YCXING FAMILY 0(X:TORO AGE OF UNCERTAINTY I and arKI Itie People investigates
'he jyr.ijmirs ol poverty jnr) visits Me«ico Singapore and mdia
to snow dii'erenr systems in artion

••THE LUCILLE BALL SPECIAL Miss Ball .s remrled with
tarrwliar s«k*icks Gale Gordon and Vivian Vance Lucy Whittaker
makes a telepf>one can to the President invites hm to dinner
and ( auses a tomedic commotwn to erupt m her neighborhood
Guests stars Fd McMahor. Steve Alen LHIian Carter makes a
specal appearance
• ABC NEWSBRIEF
O® ABC S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Green Bay Packers
-. tiVdi-.'irf'iglo.. i-irdsktns

O MOVIE The Woman *\ Green 194b Bas.1 Nathpone Nigel
Biuce Ho4mes sets exit to solve the 1^ mg^r Murders ( 1 hr 30mm )

LUCILLE BALL
SPECIAL

Lucille Ball, one ot television s
premiere comediennes, is reunited
with familiar sidekicks Gale Gordon
and Vivian Vance (ngh* m photo) and
the trio IS lOined by guest stars Ed
McMahon and Steve Allen (or 'The
Lucille Ball Special to be broadcast
on CBS- TV Monday. Nov 21

In the comedy-drama. Lucy
Whitfaker (Miss Ball) makes a
telephone call to the President
invites him to dinner and causes a
comedic commotion to erupt m her
small-town neighborhood The mood
IS thus set for an ^lour of laughter
from one-line repartee to farce to

slapstick— and a Surprise ending
McMahon guest stars as Lucy s

husband and the proprietor of the
local bowling alley Allen appears as
himself Gordon is Lucy s doughty
father-in-law and Miss Vance is her
best friend and neighbor Mary
Wickes portrays Aunt Milhe and Mary
Jane Croft is seen as Midge Bowser
Wife of the town s mayor played by
James E Brodhead MONDAY

830

8 S8
900

930

1000

1030

II 00

It 30

1 I 45
12 15

1 00
1 45
1 55
225

• UNION MAIDS This dCK umentary tocusea on three womenwho w^-te part ji the earty un«3n itiovemeni The »itef«ews ol
Kale SleUa and Sytvia are mlerspersed with tilm ol the 1930 s
union demonslralions

• ME AND STELLA The story ot f k^abeth Gotten a cook and
Jeaner lo. most ol he, 83 years is revealed in this program
The romp..se- ol He«}ht Tram smgs and plays h.,, music with
tier close Iriend Tai Mahai

•• STARS SALUTE AMERICA S GREATEST MOVIES The
American Film institute 10th Anniversary Gala host Charlton
Hesloo. Lauren Bacall Henry Fonda Henry Manc.ni Sidney
Hoitier and other Hodywood greats oarfK;«5ate <r\ a toast to ten
rnagn.lcenl Arrwncan I*t.s A salute to the ijreal lilms ol the past
be years

•• COLUMBO Try and Catch Me m a mettulously ptanned
v-.geani e Si,hem" mystery writer AbigaW Mitchell rnurders herrwphew aiKl then engages m an e.change ol Iheor^s wrth 1

1

Colunibo Guest stars Ruth Gordon• NEWS
• NATIONAL WOMEN S CONFERENCE 1977 Highlights and
a wrap up ol the events ol the coherence held in Houston onNov 18-2 Imckide a number ol the critical issues discussed the
varKXiS caiKUjs and coaMwn meetmgi and other mawr
events '^

O MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT• HONEVMOONEHS
• • DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Swedish actress BOAndersson ' ^^
• • • • NEWS
• ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

ff^^^K"^^^*- '^'••^Switch 197b Barbara Fden
Barbara f- eWon A housewite ani a career woman realu^mq that
2ie«iives are unlui1*e>i assume each other s roles (Rl

ff? H^ TONIGHT SHOW Guest he t Bob Newhart Guests

« .o^.r^';'^"
'^'^'"'^» Bob ueck.i Vk;Io. Buono .

• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS• O NEWS
• SCREENING ROOM
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 77 An ABC Sports ser«s wtvch
leatures weekly highkghis ol key contests whtth are scheduledlunng tt«- 1977 NCAA I oolbal season

scr>eduied

• TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder• NEWS
• NICjHTSHIFT
• Aom

7 30

731

• ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Uu.-sl yincent F'r«:e who is
iIil'.-.King «, riiv.rsi.,rs and Delights• DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE
• CATCH A RAINBOW Modern update ol okj la* tales mylhs
•inil f.ibles \in-Tx ,i;,i.,.n(] the worldO $25 000 P> RAMIO
O SHA NA NA
O DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
O GONG SFOW
O MACNEIL LEMRER REPORTO ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

800

830

• • COUSTEAU ODYSSEY Calypso s Search lor the
BriiannK Ja. ()ues Cousteau enplores the World War I sinking
ol the British hospital shi(, Bnlann.: now at the bottom ol the
Aegear jea to leain how it was sunk and why• l*«£RSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU Beneath
the Fro/en Wwld Part III

• • MAN FROM ATLANTIS Crystal Water Sudden Death
M. Schubert Irnrks Mark H..rr,s into penelrat«g a lorre tieW m
tt|e ocean so he can steal p<-wt-rtul crystals Iron a strange race
ol ur<Jersei. uetfKjs

••HAPPY DAYS My Fair Fon/« Some snobb«h characters
learn something about class when they mvile Fofu« to a h«ih
socw^ party as a gag
O PRIME CONCERN
• ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR• • LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY Laverne and Shiney Meet
fabian Laverne and Sh«ley s |0» al the prospect ol allend»ig
a i-abian concert becomes disappomtment when they learn tha'
hckets lor the event are soW out Nonetheless they are
deleriTMned to meet him and see the concert Fabian appears
as twnsell

• SEVFN ON THE ROAD

Tues. Nov. 22

EVENING

6 00 aoaoMNEws• HOGAN S HEROES• CROSS WITS
• ZOOM

6 30 O ELECTRIC COMPANY• NBC NEWS
(B ADAM 12

• I LOVE LUCY
O OVER EASY Guest Howard Fast

8 55 O NEWS
7 00 O ZOOM

O • CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
e JB ABC NEWS
ffi NFWS
e ODD COUPLE
O DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

5**.

^

HAPPY DAYS

As a gag, some snobbish
characters invite Fonzie to a high
society party and—although the'

Fonz doesn't fit in— they learn
something about class in ABC-i
TV's Happy Days," Tuesday
Nov 22.

In 'My Fair Fonzie.' the Fonz'
meets pretty socialite Cynthia<
Holmes When her snootyi
brother Millard sees Fonzie in,

all his leather-jacketed splendor,
he thinks it would be a lark to'

invite him to the yacht club party.
Richie and Lori Beth are also,
invited and join the Cunninghams,
in giving the Fonz a crash course
in etiquette.

Ron Howard stars as Richie'
and Henry Winkler as Fonzie (in

photo). Guest-starring are Lynda
Goodfriend as Lori Beth and Sam
Freed as Millard.

Nov. 21 - Nov. 26

® "^ P.* "^*'-^" '^*''^ ^O"" "ONEV OR YOUR LIFE >m
I ehier hosts a Iwu-pail study ot the reason, behind the rapidly
escalating cost ol health care », the U S The lirst hour ,s adocumer^tary exarmmnq the sources ol the problem In the

f^°^i,
"'

i^"*"""'^
and the general pubic discuss ways to

solve the problem '

Sif* *^ *.^ *\ ^^ noticeable midrilt llab prompts an angry Col
Potter to ,)o ildily calisthenics

•• MULLIGAN'S STEW Little Grey Bird A lonely young man
lightens Jane Mulligan wile and mother when he constantly
follows her arw sends notes and llowers Guest stars JohnOavid

• • THREES COMPANY Jack asks a „r,^ty g„| to boost
Hijpei a ego Ijy leigniiKj interest in nim

MOVIE i'ursuil to Algiers 1945 Basil Hdlhbone Nigel Bruce
Molntes and Watson escort he» to tastem throne ( 1 hi 30mm

)

9 30 • • ONE DAY AT A TIME Under pressure to please he.mother and In 00 well ,n si hool, Barbara resorts to desperate
measures

m• SOAP Fpisode Ten ./odie makes a crucial decision while
t>osp.tai./ed When his Inend. Dennis reveals his Mure plans and
Jessica Tate decides that the Campbell and Tate families are
cursed

9 58 O ABC NEWSBRIEF
10 00 NEWS

•• LOU GRANT Lou tears the (jressuie put on reporter Joe
Hossi to gel more involved in Ins stones has forced Rossi to take
unnecessary risks

• • POLICE WOMAN The Inside f;onnection Fernando
Lamas gue-.t stars as ,1 lormer Cuban colonel who smuggles
heroin mlo !l,e womi-r. s county lail Pepper goes to prison to
mtntrate a drug smuggling rmg and avenge the death ot a lookie
policewonwei slam while posing as an inmate• O FAMILY The son ot an attorney m Doug s law firm
becomes a v« t.m ot child abuse and the Lawrences mus!
clc-iidf- «vi„ii aclioi) to i.i*.. or. the boys behaltO MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT• HONEYMOONERS
• • DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Sir Rudolf Bing world
lenownijii ooeia tigun

0) NEWS
IB ANDY GHIFFITH SHOW

Supplement to the Collegian

1030

1100

11:30

1200

too

I 35
1 45

330
400
430

• HEALTH CARE YOUR MONEY OH YOUR LIFE f'art II• •THE CBS LATE MOVIE Colombo Eturie m Black 1972
Peter Falk John Cassavetes An orchestra maestro ib

threatened with si andal wlien his mistress shows up at a
pertormance at the Hollywood Bowl about to expose the* affair
m public (R)

••THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests Carl
Reiner Kenny Mogecs Steilmg Hayden• FOREVER FERNWOOD
• IRONSIDE
• TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Where Have All the
People Gone' Peter Graves Kathleen Qumlan A science tction
drama about a man and his two chHdten who struggle tor survival
alter a mysterious solar flare destroys most ot the world's
population (R)

• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
O TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Where Have All the
People Gone •> Peter Graves Kathleen Quintan A science liction

drama about a man and his two children who struggle tor survival
alter a mysterious solar llare destroys most ol the worlds
population (H)

•O TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Mortimer Adier,
chairman ol the Fncyclopedia Bntannica s Board ot Editors• NEWS
O MOVIE Charlie Chan s Murder Cruise 1940 Sidney Toler
Robert Lowrey (1 tv 45 irvn )• BAXTERS
• NEW HEAVEN NEW EARTH
O 0000 DAY

Wed. Nov. 23

EVENING

>><^M^M^kX^4<^X^iK'

6 00 • • O • NEWS
O HOGAN'S HEROES
O CROSS WITS
OZOOM

6 30 O ELECTRIC COMPANY
O NBC NEWS
O ADAM 12

O I LOVE LUCY
• OVER EAS'Y Guests Imogene Coca and Sid Caesar

6 55 O NEWS

7 00 O ZOOM
O O CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
• O ABC NEWS
ONEWS
O 000 COUPLE
O WRITING FOR A REASON

7 30 O MONTY PYTHON S FLYING CIRCUSO DAILY NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE
O IN SEARCH OF PyrarmJ Secrets'O O BK3 MONEY
O DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
O IN SEARCH OF Ameka f arhart

O MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
7 31 $25,000 PYRAMID

8 00 O NOVA imus Pauling Crusading Scientist profiles the only
man to receive two Nobel Prizes the first m 1954 lor research
m chemistry and the peace prize m 1963 lor tus campaign against
tfie dangers ol nuclear testing

•ONCE UPON A BROTHERS GRIMM Starring Dean Jones
and Paul Sand The story ot trie txothers wtK> collected legends
and tore ttwt became workJ-lamous lary tales incorporating
many characters from ttie tales tf1emse^es Huth Bu/zi Ten
Garr Arte Johnson Clive flevill Chita Rivera guest star

THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS GoM is

Where You Find It Adams encounters two bumbkng prospectors
searching lor a pot ol gold at the end ot the rambow
EIGHT IS ENOUGH Tom s liberal attitudes are put to the

test wtien he suspects a romance tietween his daughter Mary
and the black son ol an oW Army buddy

HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs Buttalo Sabres
FORSYTE SAGA Decisions Irene s attair with Bosinney

becomes common knowledge among the Forsytes txjt Soames
retuses Irene a divorce Later Soamt s frustration yyith hr. W1I9

exptodes m her bedroom
8 58 NEWSBREAK

9 00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Jim Crockett harvests
ttie last ol the cat)bage b'ussels sprouts kale and Jerusalem
arlchokes and demoristrates ways to ready your garden tor

wmler

NBC MOVIE OF THE WEEK The Last ol the Mohicans
Steve Forrest Ned Romero Haw-keye a white hunter, and his

two Indian t)lood twotheis help a British ollicer escort two young
women safely through hostile Indian country (2 hrs

)

CHARLIE'S ANGELS Kns lands a smgmg and dancing
|Ob as she Sabrma and KeHy investigate a series ot accidents
on the set ot a movie musical

THEATRE IN AMERICA Anton Chekhov s The Seagull as
produced by the WiMiamstown (Mass ) Festival Theatre
concerns the tangled relationstups among a sell-centered
actress, her writer son and the girl he loves Lee Grant, Frank
LangeHa and BIythe Danrter star

9 30 WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE The Code ot the MuHiners
C onvtnced that insanity runs in his family, a young gentleman
nobly decides to concoct a scheme to get his fiance to tweak

off their engagement a plan involvinq a nutty actress

9 56 ABC NEWSBRIEF

to 00 NEWS
OO THE GEORGE BURNS ONE MAN SI-lOW Guests Bob
Hope Am. Marcjre! 7 tie Captain ami Tennille Gladys Kmght and
the Pips

B BARETTA Hot Horse' Barelta s senior citizen tnends
Sam and Leo lude ttie work) s most valuatile race horse m their

a()arlment alter stealing the steed from a horsethief
to 30 MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

O BRUINS WRAP UP

10 45 MOVIE Tpiror By Night 1946 Basil H.itht)One Nigel Bruce
Holmes and Watson search lot a lewel thiel ( 1 hi 30 mm

)

11 00 • DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Robert Jastrow space
scw^ntist astronomer and Director o' NASA s Goddard Inslitute

'or Spare Studies

O O O ffi NEWS

TV WATCH Page 3

I I 30

2 00

I 00

• NATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE 1977 Highlights and
J wrap up of the events ol the corilereiu e held in Houston on
Nov 18-2

1
include a number ol the critical issues discussed the

various caucus and coalition meetings and other maior
events

•• THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii f ive O When an mlant
-s snati r,ei) Horn l,,s stroller it leads McGarrett to a child-stealmg
racket She Cried Murder 1973 Lynda Day George TeNy
Savalas A woman witnesses a murder and learns the assailant
IS a ( op (R)

O THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guest,
Johnny Malhis lied Brisson

O FOREVER FERNWOOD
O STARSKY AND HUTCH. MYSTERY OF THE WEEKSTAHSKY ANO HDTCH- Savage Sumtoy btaisky and Hutch
spend H Ireivied Sunday atternoon m pursuit ol two homicidal
robtiers MYSTfFlY Of THfc WFEK Nick and Nora Het,ri"H
detective Nick Charles and his wife set out lo solve a murd"-
mystery after a corpse is found m .i hotel pcioi (MiO ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

• STARSKY AND HUTCH, MYSTERY OF THE WEEK

^1 r M^V^.^ ^^ ^** WFFK- Nick and N-ra BetiiHd
detective Nlick Charles and his wife set dut to solve a murde,nivstery jt|^, ., ,: :„pse,. ,s (^und ,„ 3 h<5tel pool (R)

Sher'n
°'"'°'* "^'^ '""' ^"^'^•^' ^'^-^' C)annv

ACROSS

2 30 O NEWS
2 40 O 1 SPY
3 40 O 5 ALL NIGHT
4 00 O BRIEFING SESSION
4 30 O GOOD DAY

Thurs. Nov. 24

MORNING

9 00 O O ALL AMERICAN THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE
Featuring nonstop highlights ol live lamous holiday parades
(Aloha Floral Parade Macy s Parade. Gimbels Parade Eaton s

Santa Claus Parade .j L Hudson Parade) W*am Conrad will

provide the commentary

O 51ST MACY'S THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE td
McMahon hosts unprecedented three-hour coverage ol this

annual holiday event m New York City Shaun Cassidy, Mel Tilhs.

Lou Rawls Gloria Gaynor ana the Radio City Music Hall

Rockettes are among performers

11 00 THE ABC ALL-STAR THANKSGIVING FESTIVAL A
loyous holiday package ol superstars superheroes and
superlnends from the ABC All-Slar Saturday lineup ol children s
programs Included are Krotft Supershow 77 Scooby s All-Stai

Lall-A-Lympics Superlnends and Kaptam Kool and the
Kongs

M^ 2 3
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J D 3'
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!l
32 33

Qdr ^
35 G '" n

I Myitory »t«r « Ihow "

4 Star who plays 1 acroit (clu*
pu2/ieanawari

7 Of or lor aircraft

8 Onaoithe taaaona
10 Ocaan
II Baaatiy
14 TVsTarzan
16 Washington—
17 Get ready for camera
16 Drink slowly
20 EKcepI
22 RItte'

24 Italian river

25 Tittle

26 Spider s trap

28 Site ot Tai Mahal
29 Verdi opera
30 Not more
31 Country-western singer flogei
32 Musante role

33 Singer Martin
35 Character played by mystery guest
36 Pig pen

to

DOWN

oooooooo
ooooooo

1 Quicker

2 Spade or Snead
3 Finishes a dress
4 Greed
5 Mass
6 Distributes cards
8 Grass stalks

12 Deity

13 Craving
15 Child

19 Pod nnemtjer

20 Scottish hillside

21 Trunk of the body
23 Jason s wile (Greek legend)
26 Entice
27 TV cop Miller

29 M'A'S'H' Major Pierce
31 Antony
34 Pound (abbrev)

AFTERNOON

12 00 THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each National
Football League broadcast *ith news and features on the NFL
and other sports news ot the day

12 30 O THE NFL TODAY Chicago Bears vs Detroit Lions
1 00 O PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED

2:30 O NCAA FOOTBALL
3 00 NFL '77 Interviews teatures and up-to the-mmute foott)ail

news with Lee Leonard Bryant Gumbel. Regma Haskms and NBC
sportscasters

3 15 THE NFL TODAY A post game program presenting
scores, highlights and sports news

3 30 FAMOUS CLASSIC TALES Five Weeks m a Balloon
An animated special telling a stirring adventure yarn about a
courageous and ingenious tno traveling across the wikls of 19th

century Alnca

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Miami Dotphms
vs St Louis Cardinals

4 30 DINAH
MERV GRIFFIN

EVENING

6 00 O O O O NEWS
e HOGAN S HEROES
O CROSS WITS
O ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

6 30 O ELECTRIC COMPANY
O NBC NEWS
O ADAM 12

O I LOVE LUCY
O OVER EASY Guest Senator Frank Church (D-ldaho)

ess O NEWS

7 00 ZOOM (CAPTIONED)
O CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O GB ABC NEWS
O NEWS
GD ODD COUPLE
O DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:30 e ONCE UPON A CLASSIC \>\e Legend ol Robin Hood
tpisode f ight Sir Richard of the Lea heavily m debt to the Abbot
of St Mary seeks Robm Hood s help In leturn Sir Richard gives
Robin weapons to arm his band

MATCH GAME
O EVENING MAGAZINE

ENERGY A NATIONAL ISSUE
GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

^ HOCKEY Boston Brums vs Washington Capitals
(B THAT GIRL

MACNFII I FHRER REPORT

800 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Music director S-.-i,i Ozawa
conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Une Bargue Sur
L'Ocean by Ravel and Tchaikovsky s Symphony No 5 in

YABBA OABBA DOOl The Happy World ot Hanna
Barbera The story revolves around an animated world where
mice conguer cats bears run lor presxlent cavf men ate the
next door neighbors and horses can become sheriffs Host
GeneKe«y Guests Lome Greene Ctons Leachman Jonathan
Winters

O ACTION 4

O WELCOME BACK. KOTTER Mr Woodman suspects
Wasfungton ol usmg sweathog kke deception on a history

test

CHIPS Hustle Broderick Crawford guest stars as a motorist
who IS flagged down by the CHP Marty Ingels guest stars as
An irate motorist determined to prove CHP bias

NOVA Linus Pauling Crusading Scientist proliles the only
man lo receive two ftobel Prizes the lirsi m 1954 lor research
m chemistry and the peace prize m 1963 for his campaign agamsl
tt>e dangers ol nuclear lestmg

8 30 O MZIZl ROOTS
O WHAT S HAPPENING!! Mama returns to high school to
get her diploma and falls for a sweet talking classmate

8 58 O NEWSBREAK

900 OOBESIUF FAMILIES A Chill lo the Bones Thedeepemnq
recession of 1893 finds the Wheelers enduring an illness Dr
Stokes embarking on an aftair and Saran Lalhrop launching hei
photographic career

O JAMES AT 1 5 Higher Ground Fed up with a malerialislK.
society James falls lor an attractive religious cultist and he,
aeals ot peace and seit-denial

BARNEY MILLER As the nation celebrates the one truly
American holiday, Capl Miller and ms men must deal with colortui
awols from a private hospit.i,'

9 30 e O CARTER COUNTRY
9 58 O ABC NEWSBRIEF

10:00

10 15

11 00

UNION MAIDS This documentar, Iccuses on thret women
who were part ol the early union rr. -.eriert The interviews ol
Kate Stella and Sylvia aie interspersed will, film ot the 1930s
untoii demonstrations

THIS WEEK
THE BEATLES FOREVER Oiahann Carroll Ray Charles

Anthony Dowell (of England s Royal Ballet) Anthony rsiewley

Bernadette Peters Tony Randall Mel Tillis and Paul Williams will

perlorm the music ol the tamed English guartet who cfianged
lorever the thrust ol popular muSK the world overO REDD FOXX

BARNABY JONES Betty s txiet mciuntam vacation suddenly
becomes a nightmarish experience when her friendship with a
kical doctor involves her in a wartime vendetta dating back to
his service m Vietnam

e BRUINS WRAP UP

MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius fpisode Three
Waiting »i the Wmgs Unknown tc her lather julia s orgie,
continue to become putmc scandal Young Claudius receives a
Sign Irom the gods that he will t)e luture protector of Home and
also tietriends the grandson of the Kmg ot the Jews

MOVIE Dressed To KiN 1946 Basil Rathbone Nigel Bruce
Holmes discovers that a music box hows the key to plates stolen
Irom the Bank of England / 1 hi 30 mm

)S DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Ms Ton. Morrisor
dutti,,'

O O O O O O NEWS

1
1 30 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Death Stalk 1974 Carol Lynley

Vtfice Edwards Two men battle treachertxis rap«Js and ea^h
other as they desperate^ try to catch up with four escaped
convicts who atxlurled Itieif wives (R)

THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests Dr
Lendon Sm.m (pediatm lani ."^ck Van Patten

a FOREVER FERNWOOD
a POLICE STORY. THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL POLICE
STORY- Face For a Shado* When detectives abandon tt>e

case two unwitormed polcemen hunt a murdeiei ThlIRSOAY
NIGHT SPECIAL The 4m Annual Unotticial Miss Las Vegas
Showgirl Pageant Host Steve ABen Judges Jayne Meadows
Mi-k.-., '^,-,.-,,n,.v r,' P.iiil- iF--



Nov 21 Nov 26 Supplement to the Collegian

I \ 46

• ENVIHONMENT Of AHNOCD NEMMAN (CAPTIONtO)
l^nologiauriei AmoiO Nsmrmao one ol Ihe p<oni-e(s .i

«nvi»onii>twiidi t'Ofifdilufe !ah» aDoul niany o' '«•' i»n.,->L-.

oeopte rw rwj* Dr\otogiaor>e<j Canwias loilo* Hti*.

tW»0 photo Sfb-jti*!!*, tfofn V it-p<i(^t«on to Sfftti

• IRONSIOF

EVENING

6 00 O O • • NEWS
(B MOiiAN S HEBOES
S CHOSb WITS
• 700M

1^30 POL ' ^N THURSDAY NIGHT

I 00 B TOMORROW Host To,ti Snydtr liuc-sls W* am) Ane
I'uijnl *rii j,>„ uss 'hex ne* t>0'ifc W* aiu AfielDut.inl A Duai
AutotHOgrjpn^

J DC a NEWS
3 '

" M ALFRED HITCHCOCK
3 40 6 ALL NIGHT
4 00 AOm
4 30 a GOOO OAV

6 30

6&5
/ 00

smgui

^S*^:5s?S5g^

Fri. Nov. 25
7 30

MORNING

to 00 • • SUPER FRIDAY

AFTERNOON

7 3t

800

20O NCAA FOOTBALL Nerraska vs Oklahoma

ELECTRIC COMPANY
• NBC NEWS
B ADAM 12

S I LOVE LUCY
S OVER EASY Guest Portia N<^on
O NEWS
O ME AND STELLA The simv ot I Watwtn Cotten a > oot> arid

itjr >
' \)i rnohi ot twr 83 yH.irs is reveat^d in this piogram

Thtf ironiposei ot Freighl Train suigs ar)d plays he* music with

hi-r close irif-nd Ta, Mahalas CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O S ABC NEWS
C NEWS
• ODD COUPLE
Q PAINT ALONG WITH NANCYVOMINSKY Lidy Day on the*

iurtsoi' •MlhiHutf' Jikv iiK) *.iti'i ill- similarly colored Nanty
.r>o«s *io* ' .). Mifvc , unlrast through Ittxlufti

a ARTISTS IN AMERICA Hotit-'td TiacK

O DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE
O MATCH GAME
S SHA NA NA
a $100 000 NAME THAT TUNE
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
B MOPPETS SHOW >.ij-->l Teresa Brevyei

S MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
S DOUBLEPlAY
S O WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

THE LORD OF THE RING rtost Tony Ciirtis Guhther
Ciftjci W.iiams .jrictidlienged js the top c»cus animal tramef ir

histofy li the leadirig slat ol Mmglmq Bros and Barnum and
Ba44fy Circus and a m:jn yyhose entire existence sirx-'e he was
a t? year old Irouper m Germany has been torused enlireiv

Kifxict Ihe circus

^"O" O" Qi %"<^"0" QwO'iTj ""^1 ""TiiiTi ii"r)'i"r>ii"<l^'iT> if^nr)! OMTj»i<;;>><;fcM<^M<;^ii

ROLLING STONE...

10TH ANNIVERSARY
A galaxy of celebrities will present

a lively exploration of the world of

rock music on Rolling Stone ..The

10th Anniversary,' a special to be
broadcast Friday. Nov 25 on CBS-TV.
Among the diverse personalities

who will appear on this special are
Richie Havens and Yvonne Elliman (in

photo). Richard Baskin. Art
Garfunkel, Teri Garr. Gladys Knight
and the Pips. Patti LaBelle. Jerry Lee
Lewis, Kenny Loggins, Mike Love.
Melissa Manchester, Steve Martin.

Jim Messina, Bette Midler, Keith
Moon. Ted Neely. Donny Osmond,
Billy Preston, Rubinoos, Martin
Sheen, Phoebe Snow. Sissy Spacek.
Lesley Ann Warr.'n and Los Angeles
olice Chief Ed Davis.

The special reflects the attitudes
and culture associated with rock and
its audiences. Comedy skits, musical
performances, interviews and
animation provide an entertaining
retrospective look at the phenomenal
influence of this music FRIDAY

DON GLEASON S KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

"^-^ ^V^ CAMPfKS S-PPlT INC

fOm. STREO NORTHAMPTON M/ISS

Down and Polaguard jackets by the North
Face, Sierra Designs and Camp Trails. Down
and Polayuard vest by Don Gleason and Camp
Trails. Wool and chamios shirts by
Woolnch two layered underwear, tops and
bottoms, and one piece unionsuits by
Duofold Down filled mittens, and gloves by
Saranac Snow shoes by Tubbs of Vernr.ont.
Sorel boots and Vasque hiking boots Don
Gleason s best means quality products for
vou: outdoor needs.

also

Other gift giving favorites
'Original Swiss army knives"
Heavy duty canvas "tote bags"
"Buck" and "Gerber" knives

p4us

Our complete selection cf family
camping and backpacking equipment

HOURS 9 !o 5 30 WEEKDAYS
9 loS SATURDAY

PtAPI STRtFT IS ONF BIOCK
SOUTH Of MAIN STRfFT IN THF
CENTtR

r A TJENTION ENVIROMENTALISTS!
The Dfprtrhnent of rnvironwDtal Sciences is offering tfiis Spring:

=^

\,

ENVSCI 370 Schedule No 303802 Haim B Gunner Instructor

CONTROVERSIAL CHEfV/llCAL IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Orydnization Lecture discussion

Aim; To survey the broad groups of chem cals present in food, cosmetics, medicines,
and occu'ring in industrial and agricultural practices An attempt will be made to weigh
the enviromental and human impact of these chemicals and to make some assessment
of benefits m relation to the present and potential hazards of their use
Readings: Topical material will be assigned.

Requirements: One mid term and a paper
Prerequisites: Permission of the instructor Although this course is intended for an in-

formed lay public, a background in chemistry and biology would be helpful.

Course meets Tuesday and Thursday 1;25

ENVSIC 502 Schedui*' No 403883 Linda Lockwood Instrouctor Sec 1

CASE STUDIES OF ENVIROMENTAL PROBLEIVIS
Organization: Lecture discussion

Aim: Problem approach (via case studies) to develop literacy and to provide the
necessary conceptual framework for analysis of enviromental problems The
parameters of specific problems m relationship to causes' and 'cures' of enviromental
problems; interfaces among those disciplines; and difficulties encountered with linear

perspectives to multidimensional problems.

Readings The Ecology of Man An Ecosystem Approach' by Robert L Smith, 2nd
ed 1976 Harper £t Row
Requirements Two Exams, paper

Prerequisites Two semesters of College Science
Addejj Notes: Highly recommended for students in Enviromental Sciences Education,
the Natural Sciences and for those interested m Enviromental Studies
Course meets Monday and Wednesday 330 5 30 J

*^:

page 4 - TV WATCH

SATURDAY

/ ;i

^t

''^. Ji

•*>.•»

O a WINNIE THE POOH AND THE HONEY TREE The
AMl^;^r h'> .ifitu s of ti'iiTi the tie^r ol iiftlf- t)f.*if> .)fe illustrated

I
•• M-eks tii ;,,itislv ti'S appelili." Kv 'miwy (Mi

0(E) THE MY THREE SONS, PARTRIDGE FAMILY REUNION
As American lamtes across the land gathi-r tor traditional

feasting to celetxate the hoMay two ol television s most loved
•r^'iln", rt-ijnitf

S ROBIN HOODNIK
(D ROBERT YOUNG FAMILY DOCTOR

8 30 «a>WALL$TREETWEEKMosl LowsRutievser Reaif^state
investment Tiuslv Tiuest Michael T Okver senior real estate
analyst Ait i Brown and Sons

O • THE ROCKFORD FILES A groi* ol uptight citizens
deceive hi.n hlord r. .vrter to contact a hit man

8 Se B NEWSBREAK
m ABC NEWSBRIEF

9 00 O MASTERPIECE THEATRE I ClauOws Episode Three
A'aitirig in the Wrngs Unknown to her father Julia s orgies
continue to become public scandal Voung Claudius receives a
sign Irom the gods that f* will be future protector ol Rome and
iiso befriends the grandson ot the King ol the Jews
S ROLLING STONE 10TH ANNIVERSARY Relieclion ot

the attitudes and culture associated with rock and its audiences
as presented over Itie past decade on ttie pages ol Rolling Stone
magazine Among the personalities who will appe.ir are Yvorvie
Flkman Art Garfunkel Richie Havens Jerry Lee Lewis Mehssa
Manchester and ottiefs

a S NCAA FOOTBALL USC vs UCLA Ivvo mcxe regional
j.i'nHj tu be announced

MOVIE The Adventures ol Sherlock Holmes 1939 Basil

Hathbone Nigel Bruce Holmes investigates a plot to steal the
crown ,eweis (3 firs

)

O MASSACHUSETTS
9 .30 O S MISS TEENAGE AMERICA 1978 Richard Thomas oviil

be the host of the 1 7\r\ annual presentation ol awards
ceremonies for outsiandmq teen achievers live from Dallas

Texas The current titlefiolder 18 year old Rebecca Reid ¥vill

participate

10 00

10 30
t1 00

FAMILY PLOT

Alfred Hitchcock's latest thriller

Family Plot' premieres Nov 26 on
NBC Saturday Night at the Movies.

'

The master of suspense's 1976 film

follows the dangerous exploits of a

shady medium and her boyfriend'

(Barbara Harris and Bruoe Dern, in^

photo) searching for the missing heir

of an aged, wealthy woman (Cathleen'

Nesbitt). What the pair doesn't knowj
IS that the object of their quarry is a

cool jewelry merchant (William

Devane) who, with his alluringj

mistress (Karen Black), engages in a^

sinister sideline— kidnapping and
gem smuggling. What they also don't*

know is that the jeweler suspects that(

someone is tracking him down and is

plotting to eliminate his pursuers.

Ed Lauter, Katherine Helmond,'
William Prince and Marge Redmond,
are featured.

Hitchcock buffs: Beware'
autoiTiobile trips down steepi
mountain roads

BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS This segment features another
session with pickled poet Percy Dovetonsils. the miniature
irivisiWfl motorcycle a bean counting contest and f inie as a
TrO|.in King

e NEWS
a SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
S O DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Gerald DurreB naturaksl
.mil ii.trior

O O • NEWS

It 30

11 45
1200

12 IS

12 45

1 00

t 50
200

345
4 15

• MOVIE Downhill Racer 1969 Robert Redtofd Gene
Hackman An ambitious undisciplined American ski txjm
replaces another skier miured m pre Olympic connpelition and
becomes an Olympic super sk.er (2 hrs )O THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests
Marilyn Home Karl Maiden
a SECOND CITY TV
QD ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
O 09 NEWS
a MOVIE Suddenly Last Sumner 1959 Eli^abelh TaylOf
K.)th,)rrn,. Hepburn iT hrs )

a FOREVER FERNWOOO
a BARETTA Runaway Cowboy Baretia has gamed evidence
tc twmq a ruthless extortionist to trial only to discover Itiat the
female ludge trying the case a dear friend of Baretia s. is the
blackrTiailers latest vk tim who is being forced to pay off by ruling
for an acquittal (H)

a BARETTA Runaway Cowboy Baretta has gamed evidence
to bring a ruthless enfoftionist !o trial orrty to discover that the
lemale ludge trymg the case a dear friend of Baretia s is the
blackmailers latest victim who is bemg forced to pay ott by ruling
(or an acquittal (Rj

a a THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host Frankie VaNi Guests
Olivia fMewton John Hobm Trnwter Pat Boone Chns Philman
Robert Gordon

a NEWS
a MOVIE Those Redheads From Seattle 1953 Rhonda
f lemmf) Gene Barry ( 1 hr 45 m»)

)

a HOUSECALL
a GOOO DAY
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Billie Taylor displays some of his musical talents at a jazz workshop yesterday in the FAC. Taylor thrilled about 1200 people

last night. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Directories won't show
until end of semester
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

Student telephone directories, printed

with $2,500 in student funds, may not be
ready for distribution for another "two or

three weeks minimum," according to David
Coburn, staff assistant in the UMass office of

Production Design Services.

Delivery of the books, usually distributed

in October, has been delayed for the last two
years by what administrators claim are

computer malfunctions. The soft-cover

directories include listings of all available

addresses and phone numbers of un-

dergraduates and graduate students.

Because of this year's computer failure, an
accurate computer readout of where people
live was delayed for a month until the
housing problem was finally settled, accord-
ing to Jay Martus, administrative assistant

from the UMass Office of Residential

Resource Management.

Martus said the decision to hold off

printing the directories until housing over-

crowding could be settled was made by

Robert Campbell, acJng director of the

Office of Residential Resource Management,

for "reasons of accuracy." Campbell, on

vacation for two weeks, was unavailable for

comment last night.

Although an accurate address printout is

now available, the directory is being held up
in the Campus Production Design Services
office for technical reasons, according to
UMass Production Specialist Walter
Saunders.

Saunders said he just started working on

the physical layout of the directory and could

not anticipate when the job would be

completed or when the printer could

schedule a date for the directory to be

printed.

Saunders said some of the pages were too

light to be photographed for printing and

may have to be done over again.

When asked if Coburn's two to three week
estimate was accurate he said, "It's better

than nothing." He did not elaborate further.

According to Martus, this year's computer
malfunction can be traced to programming.

Martus said a program was designed to fill

all dorm rooms and allow for an overflow of

500 students.

According to Martus, the computer
program lost the 500 extra students when the

tape stopped runnigg and belched the

overflow onto another tape. The overflow

tape was not discovered until after all rooms
were assigned, he said.

This same computer goof-up resulted in

the housing crisis which left 400 of these
students without dormitory room assign-
ments.

Martus, who worked alone on the
directory project, said he managed a couple
of improvements this year.

Martus said enough directories will be
published this year to supply one for each
student instead of one per room as was done
in past years. Copies will also be available for

commuters in the Campus Center 'Store at

cost, which is unknown at this time.
As for next year, Martus said he is in-

vestigating the possibility of merging the

student directory with the staff and faculty

directory. Martus said the cost for such a

project could be offset by advertising, a

system other schools have used quite

successfully.

Arabs blast

Sadat's visit
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - The lashing

Arab denunication of Egypt President Anwar
Sadat's visit to Israel threatened a major shift

yesterday in alliances in the volatile Middle

East.

Syria, Libya, Algeria, Iraq and Palestinan

leaders branded Sadat as a traitor and joined

(Ditial moves toward a wide Arab "rejection

front" to counter Sadat and lay down tough

conditions for any peace settlement.

There were a few words of praise for Sadat

.

Sudan declared its support of the pace trip

and said Sadat has not deviated from the

"principles of the Arab struggle."

Libya, a longtimeadvocate of the "rejection

front" which rejects any dealings with Israel,

dispatched Prime Minister Abdel Salam
Jalloud first to Damascus for talks with

Syrian President Hafez Assad and then to

Iraq today for further consultations.

A spokesman for the Palestine Liberation

Organization repeated calls for an urgent

summit meeting grouping the PLO, Syria,

Iraq. Libya, Algeria and Marxist South

CONT. FROM PAGE 2

Sadat
Menslie
say'end
tliewar'

JERUSALEM [UPI] - Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister

Menahe Begin announced a momentous
agreement yesterday that there would be
"no more war, no more bloodshed, no more
threats" between the two nations.

The unwritten non-belligerence pact was
disclosed in separate statements by the two
leaders near the end of Sadat's historic first

visit to Israel by an Arab leader.

The two men whose countries have fought

four wars in 29 years also agreed to try to

work out a permanent Middle East peace
settlement through negotiations in Geneva
although most of the Arab world rejected

Sadat's mission of peace.

Sadat, who referred to Begin as "my
friend", ended his visit at 4:13 p.m. (9:13 a.m.

EDT) when his private Boeing 707 jet took off

from Ben-Gurion airport for Egypt, escorted

part of the way by Israeli-made Kfir C-2
fighters.

Egyptian MIGs picked up his flight and he
arrived in Cairo to a tumultous reception by
millions of Egyptians. He drove from the

airport to his home in an open car past the

cheering throngs despite threats by a

fanatical Syrian Palestinian group to

assassinate him.

Sadat, 58, and Begin, 64, at a joint news
conference and later through formal
statements expressed their willingness to

negotiate a final peace despite outstanding

problems.

There were pledges of security, but there

was no mention of the two demands Sadat

made Sunday in his history- making speech

before the Israeli Knesset - total withdrawal

by the Israelis from all land occupied in the

1967 Six Day War and the establishment of a

Palestinian state on the West Bank of

Jordan.
"We have decided no more war between

our nations," Begin said at the home of

President Ephraim Katzir, with Sadat seated

by his side.

"We shall have no mare wars between
us," Sadat said, Begin at his side.

"We shall establish peace and we shall live

in peace," said Begin, whose election as a

hardline prime minister sparked fears of a

fifth Middle East war. "We have outstanding

problems. We shall solve them through
negotiations as great civilized ancient nations

should do."

"Let us hope that God may guide our
steps to peace and security," said Sadat,

who joined with Syria to launch the 1973
Yom Kippur war in an effort to regain the lost

territories. "I agree it should be our slogan —
security for you, security for us without

interference from any other side."

Begin had made an equally dramatic

statement earlier when, with Sadat again by
his side, he told a joint news conference in

tha Knesset of their mutual non-belligerency

pact:

"During the visit of President Sadat to our

country and to Jerusalem, a momentous
agreement was achieved already. Namely, no
more war, no more bloodshed, no more
threats and collaboration in order to avoid

any lengths which may lead to such tragic

developments."
Begin referred to his five- minute message

broadcast direct to the Egyptian people Nov.
1 1 in which he appealed to an end to war and
said, "that mutual pledge was given in

Jerusalem. And we are very grateful to

President Sadat that he said so from the

platform of the Knesset, personally to nrie

and today again to my colleagues in

parliament.

"It is a great moral achievement - for our

nations, for the Middle East, indeed for the

whole world."
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By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

Town Manager A. Louis Hayward last
night called for across-the-board depart-
mental budget cuts of five per cent so the
town can meet financial obligations and
maintain level funding for fiscal 1979.

In a letter to the Board of Selectman,
Hayward said "The Town's financial
prospects for the coming year reflect little or
no growth in revenues. On the other hand,
we have known contractual obligations
which will by themselves cause an increase
in the Town's operating budget." Hayward
went on to call for "a more efficient service
delivery system and a critical examination of
value of each program" to the town.

When Hayward specifically asked the
Board of Selectmen to reduce its ex-
penditures in such areas as telephone and
postage costs, he met with some protest
from board members Diana Romer and
Nancy Eddy. They called the reduction
proposals "unrealistic."

In other business, the Selectmen
discussed last week's Town Meetina vote to
test for water in Lawrence Swamp. Town
Manager Hayward called for the establish-
ment of 'a technical advisory board" to
assist in planning the testing and use of the
swamp's water. After some discussion, the
Selectmen voted to give the consulting
engineers Tighe and Bond the ao-ahead tn
begin testing, assuring that the technical

advisory board, once established, would
assist in planning for the swamp.
The Selectmen then adjourned to a work

session with the Town Finance Commission
and Planning Board. Hayward introduced his
Town Manager's report of recommended
capital improvements for fiscal years 1979
through 1983. Hayward said over the next
five years, the town would need, among
other things, two new police cruisers, two
new ambulances, new trucks and tractors for
the public works department and a new roof
for the Town Hall. No vote was taken since
this portion of the meeting was purely an
informational session.

Board Member Nancy Eddy brought to the
attention of the Selectmen a letter from Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis dealing with local
concerns about Chapter 766 expenditures.
Chapter 766 is the state law requiring local
school districts to take responsibility for the
education of children with sppcial needs.
The governor summed up his report by

saying that his administration "recognizes
that the local school should be the funding
agency only as a last resort". He said that the
state will closely with local and federal of-
ficials to assure that all possible sources of
revenue for Chapter 766 cases are identified
and utilized.

Advantages of having

dorm leases presented
By JANIS FINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

A representative from the Residential
Lease Task Force discussed the advantages

i

receiving a packet containing the proposal
for the lease. They will be discussing it with
each house council in order to get feedback
and to find out problems in the dorms.

Each Sylvan Area Government member

^ Sylvan

of having a lease to protect tenants of
UMass.
The representative, David Barenburg, said

that dorm damages may take all semester to
fix and nothing can be done. He also said it

was unfair for rents to be raised without any
improvements in dorm conditions. With the
attainment of a lease, he said, these and
other things will be better dealt with.

Presently the Student Senate is in favor of
a lease and at their next meeting will be

received a proposal for the lease and a
questionnaire on dorm problems. There will
be further discussion on the lease at the next
meeting, which will be held on Wednesday
Nov. 30.

In other business. Sylvan Area Govern-
ment members voted to form a hiring
committee to select two judges from the
Sylvan area to be on the Student Judiciary.
One of the judges will be a woman and the
other a man. Neither of them will be seniors.

Police beat

Noreen Ciaglo solicits her daughter Chrissy s opinion about Thursday's dinner
menu. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

Six cars vandalized
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Six cars were vandalized in campus Ipst
week, according to campus police.

In an unusual incident, a "jogger" was
reported to" have trampled the hood of a '71

Ford Pinto early Sunday morning while
parked in lot 62, Debra Jones, the owner of
the car, said.

"There were jogger footprints all over the
hood of my car," Jones said, "and my left

front fender was dented."
Other than the footprints, the police have

no leads in the case.
Police are now looking for two stolen cars.

A '59 VW Sedan belonging to Michael
Reardon was stolen last week from the
parking lot in the Fraternity-Sorority Park,
police said.

Another car, a '73 Ford Mustang

belonging to Cheryll Erickson was -stolen
Sunday from iot 65 behind Stockbridge Hall.

The car was valiJpH at $1,000, police said.
In other news, a Ford LTD, parked in lot

44, was stripped of two tires and two wheels
Friday night, police said. The car belongs to
Robert Palmer of 603 Cashin.

In a similar incident, two tires, two wheels
and a car battery were stolen last weekend
from a Mercury Cougar while it was parked
in lot 49, behind Butterfield. The car belongs
to Chris Cakkinias of 315 Greenough.

Police apprehended a 17-year-old male last

weekend, believed to have vandalized a '66

Ford Mustang parked in lot 25. Police said
they caught the youth with $175 worth of
automobile parts.

In another crime, an antique diamond ring,
valued at $700, was taken from 314 Wheeler
while the room door was unlocked, police
said. The ring belonged to Nancy Greeley.

5-Colleges receives $1 million endowment
By KAREN PARfVIENTER
Collegian Staff

Santa Claus arrived a little early this year
for Five Colleges, Inc., thanks to a gift from a
1912 Smith College graduate. Five Colleges
has received a endowment which could total
one million dollars.

According to Five College Coordinator E.

Jefferson Murphy, the bequest was made by
Grace N. Niel, who died in August. The
money was part of a trust fund set up the late

James E. McNeil for his daughters, of which
Ms. McNeil was the last survivor. An equal

^Arabs

amount of money was left to Smith College
by McNeil.

As outlined in the gift, only the income
from the funds may be used by Five
Colleges, between $40,000 and $50,000 said
Murphy, He also said the funds can only be
used to bring in visitng faculty to the Five
Colleges: Smith, Amherst, Hampshire,
Mount Holyoke and UMass. Murphy said
specific plans have not yet been made for the
money.

In addition. Five Coleeges has received a

$150,000 matching grant from the Carnegie

Foundation of New York, said Murphy. He
said the Five Colleges had applied for the
grant several months before news was
received of the bequest, and that part of the
funds will be used to match the Carnegie
grant.

The coordinator said part of the grant
money will go towards expanding coor-
dination among the Five Colleges in several
areas, including anthropology, linguistics,
theater and some foreign language depart-
ments.

Murphy said although the exact total of

the bequest is not known, the stocks and
bonds which make up the bulk of the fund
are worth approximately $900,000. Murphy
estimated the remainder of Ms. McNeil's
estate, the exact value of which will not be
known until spring, is expected to bring the
total to roughly one million dollars.

The stocks are currently being held by
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co., said
Murphy. The company will retain control of
the stocks until this spring, and, once the
value of the entire estate has been deter-
mined, can be turned over to Five Colleges.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Yemen to fight what he termed the "Sadat-
Begin plot," in reference to Israeli Pnme
Minister Menahem Begin.

Damascus Radio said the talks between
Syrian leadersandJalioud considered "steps

t>eing taken by Libya and the Palestinian

revolution to transform the Arab outrage into

a working Arab struggle *ront."

"Also discussed was a move for an Arab
mini-summit to combat the liquidative

U.S.Zionist solution for (a settlement
through) Arab submission, " Damascus
Radio said.

Hours before Sadat landed in Israel

Saturday the PLO rejected in advance any
peace accord or plan that might come out of

the visit.

Radio Damascus indicated a wide hardline

alliance would demand at a minimum the* -.

total Israeli withdrawal from occupied Arab
lands and establishment of an independent
Palestinian state without preconditions.
Such a hardline alliance has been a longtime
dream by such nations as Iraq and Libya.

Radical Arab moves to form a wide,
hardline front have been hampered in the
past by Syria's steering of a middle road
between moderation and rejection. Syria isa

key "confrontation state" bordering Israel,

and was Egypt's ally in the 1973 war.

Sadat, in his address to the Israeli

parliament Sunday, also called for Israeli

withdrawal and a Palestinian state. But
Syria, the PLO and the Arab radicals

dismissed the calls as window dressing
aimed at mollifying the storm of Arab attacks
on the Sadat visit
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Linguist says the
mind molds language

Collegian 3

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Language has infinite communication
possibilities, but is molded by the finite
structure of the mind, according to a
prominent linguist.

Dr. Barbara H. Partee, UMass linguistics
professor, made her remarks to a crowd of
250 people at a Chancellor's Lecture Series
talk in the Campus Center Auditorium en-
titled "Logic, Language, and the Mind."

The Chancellor's Lecture Series, founded
in 1974, recognizes distinguished members
of the UMass faculty who "transcend the
usual boundaries of academic disciplines,"
according to Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.

Partee's address was the second of four
lectures scheduled for the 1977-78 academic
year.

Partee, a linguistics professor here since
1973, received her doctorate at Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology in 1965. She
later joined the faculty of the Linguistics
Department at the University of California at
Los Angeles. Recent accomplishments
include her appointment last year as a
visiting fellow at the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behaviorial Sciences at Stan-
ford, California.

Emphasis in the lecture on linguistics
reflected Partee's academic career. "As an
undergraduate, I loved math and language
but didn't see any relation between the two
until I studied linguistics."

Her lecture centered around the goal of
relating the structure of language to the
structure of the mind through the study of
logic and linguistics.

Maintaining that there are no primitive
languages, Partee said that all languages are
equally complex structurally, and able to
express complex ideas. Because of the mass
communication influence and cultural
assimilation, new words are added as the
need arises, she said.

"We are constantly producing and un-
derstanding sentences never heard before,"
Partee said. The infinite characteristics of
language are contrasted by the mind, which
imposes a finite set of rules to determine
what sentences are to be used.

Partee supported her statements with a
translation of English into "standard logic" in
an effort to synthesize the work already done
by two authorities in the field, Chomsky and
Montague. She also spoke of an Inter-
departmental seminar at UMass called
"Language and Information Processing
Seminar".

Michael A. Arbib, professor of Computer
and Information Sciences, and a member of
LIPS, said the two-year-old seminar program
combines the study of linguistics,
psychology and computer sciences to show
the interdependence of the subjects and how
they relate to one another.

Arbib, referring to Partee's lecture last
night said, 'I've been to several of these
Chancellor's Lectures Series through the
years and I really think it was the best."

Dr. Barbara H. Partee spoke on "Logic, Language, and the Mind," at last night's
chancellor's lecture series. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

6JIII
NEW DELHI, India (UPI) - India's

national news agency yesterday
reported more than 6,000 persons were
killed by a cyclone and tidal wave that
smashed the southern Indian state of
Andhra Pradesh, washing entire villages
out to sea

.

The tropical cyclone - the equivalent
of a hurricane or typhoon - roared in off
the Bay of Bengal and raked the coastal
area north of Madras with winds of 60 to
90 r-.ph Saturday night and Sunday. It

was followed Sunday by a devastating
tidal wave.

The state-run Samachar news agency
said more than 100,000 persons were left

homeless by the one-two punch of the
natural disasters, reportedly the worst
ever to hit the southeast India region.
Officials said the tidal wave alone may
have drowned several thousands of
villagers because it apparently washed
away as many as 10 villages and swept
the inhabitants into the storm-tossed
Bay of Bengal.

killed in cyclone, tidal wave in India
"The cyclone feft more than 100,000

persons homeless," Samachar said. "It

tore tin roofs from shacks and
demolished thousands of thatched huts
occupied by fishermen and other
residents along the coast in Andhra
Pradesh state, north of Madras."

Samachar said the death toll wos
official but did not give any further

details.

Rescue helicopters dropped food
packets where possible to those
marooned by the disasters, but officials

said many areas had not been reached
by the relief efforts.

Top state officials flew over some of
the badly hit areas yesterday and
reported the storm was the worst in the
history of the region.

Whole villages were reported under
water with sheets of asbestos and tin

roofing floating alongside furniture and
other objects from demolished houses.
Vast areas of rice fields were reported
flooded.

Hardest hit was Guntur City, about 250
miles north of the state capital of
Madras, where a newspaper said 628
persons were killed.

CARE officals in charge of relief work
in *t3untur City said more than 1,500

persons were killed there and 100,000 left
homeless.
The weekend cyclone was the second

to hit south India in 10 days. A cyclone
earlier smashed into Tamil Nadu state to
the south, killing more than 400 persons.

Play-off game presents

difficulties for students

NASHVILLE. Tenn.: Mike Mammons, a news photographer for WNGE-TV, was
shqt and killed yesterday when he chased two young robbers who held up a
reco<d Ahojj jn. suburban, MgdiSAH-.tUPil,, ,.^.....

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Students planning to attend the UMass
football playoff game against Lehigh
Saturday face two obstacles: finding places
to sleep and finding an extra $2 for ad-
mission.

UMass students usually need only their

student I.D.'s for admission to UMass games
because they pay an athletic fee in their

tuition bills.

Student government representatives this

week have been working to change both
problems. Undergraduate Student Senate
CO- President Jon Hite yesterday said he is

working with University administrators in an
attempt to open dorms on Saturday at noon
and to also have the admission fee waived
for UMass students.

Dormitories have been scheduled to close
Wednesday night and reopen Sunday at

noon.
Hite said students who have academic or

employment reasons for staying in dorms
can stay if they speak with their heads of

residences.

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert
L. Woodbury yesterday said the dormitory
problem is an "area issue" that is being
worked out by residential area directors.

"I would not be opposed to early
openings," said Woodbury.

Central Area Associate Director William
Taylor yesterday said he does not want to

open the dorms early because he is con-
cerned about his staff.

• '''It h'as been a difficult semester and the
staff is exhausted," Taylor said. "I am
concerned that the staff gets a rest. I don't
want to lose good people."

Area directors are meeting this morning to

try to work out a policy for the weekend,
according to Sally Freeman, director of the
Community Development Center, which is

responsible for residence hall personnel.
"I have no definite position right now,"

Freeman said. "\ want to get a look at what
the whole situation looks like."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney said he
has no idea what effect the residence hall

policy will have on attendance at the game.
"There are so many variables involved,"

Mclnerney said, noting plans for the long
holiday weekend and the weather as factors
which may determine a student's decision to
attend the game.
He did say however, that advance ticket

sales may be affected by a University
decision on opening the dorms a day early or
keeping them closed.

Students "may wait until the last minute"
to buy tickets, Mclnerney said.

Hite contends students should not have to
pay admission because the game should be
defined as a University event. Hite said he
feels the gate receipts will only benefit a
certain number of students.

Hite explained that gate receipts and
television money from the game will be
placed in one general fund for Division II

playoff participants. The money is then
redistributed to the participants and the
money will go into the Barber Scholarship
Fund, which is for the limited athletic

scholarships given at UMass, Hite said.

Hite said he would take the matter to the
Provost's Office because the Athletic
Department is under the vice-chancellor of
Academic Affairs.

"Admissio.n should not be charged of
students because they pay for the stadium.
Students pay $8 in their athletic fee to
support the stadium," Hite said. "Students
should not be charged for a University
event."

Mclnerney said the University has no
control over the admission fee because it is a
National Collegiate Athletic Association
event.

Notices
The final exam schedule is now posted in the Calendar and Schedule Office, 168 Whitmore.

The schedule will appear in next Monday's Collegian.

There will be a meeting for Union Program Council members tonight at 7 in Student Union

41 5A to vote on next semester's cage show.
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The idea of finals is just around the corner driving Eric Saftler, resident of Pat-
terson House to climb the walls. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Chomo-Uri provides
women's perspective
By MARCIA MURPHY
Cotlegian Staff

Chomo-Uri is a multi-arts magazine of-

fering readers a chance to read about
"women's perspectives on a changing
society," according to its creators.

Chomo-Uri, a non-profit publication, was
founded at UMass in March 1974 by the
coordinators of a feminist's art program at

the University.

Grants from the National Endownnent for

Arts and the Mass. Council on Arts and
Hunwnities fund the magazine, which costs
$1.50 per issue and is published three times
yearly, in February, June, and Sept.

Women who submit work to Chomo-Uri
are "looking for a publication outlet and
want to share heir material," said Annette
Townley of the Chomo-Uri staff.

Townley said the 150-200 women who
submit material for each issue are mostly
graduates with experience in their art, but
undergraduate submissions are welcome.

Chomo-Uri, meaning "Mother of the
Turquoise Pearl," "is the Tit)etan name of

the world's highest mountain which the
English named after a nnan — Mt. Everest,"
according to Townley.
Townely said seven volunteers decide

which submissions to publish and work
collectively to print Chomo-Uri.

"Science Fiction and Other Fantasies" and
"Women and the Law" will be future special

editions of Chomo-Uri.

Work not published in Chomo-Uri is

returned to the owner with suggestions for

improvement.
Chromo-Uri is sold at the University Store

and is available, to buy or borrow, at

Everywoman's Center in Goodell Hall.

Chomo-Uri
a women's multi-arts magazine

Attorney appointed
to Board of Trustees

WASHINGTON(AP) - The FBI once
considered installing its own man as imperial

wizard of the Klu Klux Klan, and the agency
wrote and published a fake "student"
newspaper in waging a campaign to discredit

anti-war leaders, according to documents
released yesterday.

The FBI plans were revealed in painstaking

detail yesterday when the agency released its

voluminous counterintelligence file showing
the use of thefts and dirty tricks to harass
political groups.
The so-called COINTELPRO files, 53,000
pages filling three cabinets, showed the
questionable tactics employed by the FBI to

discredit student activists and organized
political groups.
Much of the material previously was made

public, but the complete files released at the.

J. Edgar Hoover Building showed the scope
of questionable counterintelligence tactics

,

many used against persons and groups never
accused of criminal activities.

The 15-year campaign of political

harrassment was suspended by the FBI six

years ago but the bureau still classified

15,000 pages as secret

It took four years to edit the COINTELPRO
files and prepare them for release. An FBI
spokesman said his "wild guess, ' was that it

cost $100,000 to comply with the Freedom of
Information queries that opened the files.

One document revealed the reliance on
stereotypes by a San Francisco FBI agent
who disparaged blacks in a crudely worded
memo explaining the difficulty in harassing
black activists.

fly GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Gov Michael S. Dukakis has appointed
James B. Krumsiek, a Long Meadow at-

torney, to the University Board of Trustees.
Krumsiek will replace former trustee Carolyn
Rowlands, who resigned last month
protesting what she says is the Governors
control of the board.

Krumsiek's appointment will make a
majority of the board Dukakis appointees. He
will be the second representative from the
western part of the state. One of Rowland's
accusations when she resigned was that

the Governor was not appointing enough
trustees from the Amherst area.

Krumsiek, 41, graduated from Amherst
College in 1958 and Boston College Law
School in 1967. He was admitted to the
Mass. bar in 1967 and is a practicing attorney
of labor law.

From 1974 to 1975 Krumsiek served by
appointment on the Long Meadow school
committee and has been a trustee at the
American International College since 1976.

The Governor received Krumsiek's
nomination from the Mass. Department of
Education. He met with Dukakis for an hour
last Monday and was informed of his ap-
pointment the following day.

Documents show FBI

planted anti-war campaign

"He impressed us as a bright, capable
attorney who had an interest in public service
and the willingness to contribute to the
University," said Richard Ames, a
spokesman for the education department.

Krumsiek told the Collegian in a telephone
interview last night that he could not yet
comment on his predecessor, Carolyn
Rowland's reasons for resigning because he
has not yet served on the board.

"The board is independent in name," said
Krumsiek, "and I hope that it would be in-

dependent in practice." Krumsiek also said
he was coming onto the board "with a totally
open mind."

Whether I am one of the governor's
majority will not be an influence on how \

think or vote," said Krumsiek. "I will of
course listen to the governor but that will not
control my vote. I will base my decisions on
available information and will make the best
judgement I am able."

Krumsiek, who has not yet been sworn in,

will be present at next month's board
meeting.

Dukakis is still in the process of appointing
another trustee to take the place of Catherine
Clark, who died early last week.
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Academic Counseling during counseling week:
undergrads Nov. 1 4-Nov. 23
grads Nov. 1 4-Dec. 2

9:00-5:00 M-F Hgsbrpuck 203-207

GIFTS
RPADC MACRAME

BOONE, lA — Former First Lady Mamie Eisenhower blows out a birthday candle as
she joins her uncle, Joel Carlson (R), celebrating his 97th birthday in Boone, Iowa.
Mrs. Eisenhower, who recently turned 81, is a native of Boone: Carlson is a resident
of a local nursing home, where fellow residents sang "Happy Birthday" to Mrs.
Eisenhower and Carlson. (UPI)
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to explore sex roles
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113 CAMPUS CENTER

By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Southwest Men's Center is "a place
to explore sex roles in American con-
temporary society ... to see just what these
sex roles have done to us," Scott McKearney
said, a counselor-coordinator at the
organization.
The SW Men's Center, John F. Kennedy

dormitory, facilitates workshops, provides
free counselling, and initiates colloquia on
men's issues offered in the Southwest area.
McKearney, along with Scott Weston,

counsels and organizes workshops, while a
third staff member, Frank Dorman, heads the
colloquia and "comes up with new ideas."
The Men's Center also has a steering

committee of approximately nine men.
Dorman, head of residence for JFK upper,

said the Men's Center's purpose is "to help
men lean on each other." He added, "For too
long, men have looked to women for sup-
port."

Weston said the Men's Center is "not a
footnote to women's issues. It teaches you
to love yourself, and about what com-
monalities men have."
McKearney said "there is a whole lot that

stands between men." The Men's Center
acts as "an alternative to go to when
something tragic has happened," said
Weston.
Weston said there are presently seven

discussion groups, and he describes them as
"open, supportive, and talkative."

He adds, "They're a valuable place to take
personal issues and even good feelings." The
center promotes "Openness and the outs to
cry.

Dorman said it helped build, "the guts to
show weakness."
Weston said a variety of topics are

discussed at these groups, and recently two
particular popular subjects have been
separation and divorce. He recently
facilitated a support group involving men 35
to 40 years old, most of them in ad-
ministrative positions at UMass. Weston
said, "They brought a lot to the group —
varied life experiences." He said many of

them were divorced or separated.

"There's a stigma to being alone in our
society. Men are learning it's possible to be
alone or to be with other men," Weston said.

Another common issue often discussed at

these groups is competition among males in

today's society. "The competitive nature has
been limited to competition for men until

recently. The question is constantly asked,
'Are we going to win or lose?' " Dorman
said.

Weston said, "Relationships with men are

often loose relationships."

Men must often hide their feelings of

anger behind the macho roles they are ex-

pected to play, he said.

He said he wants to initiate support groups
in apartment complexes because he believes

the Men's Center "should reach out into the
community."
He added, "I think it would be important

and helpful there to develop an interest" in

men's issues in order to alleviate feelings of

alienation often linked with living in such
areas.

Workshops sponsored by the Men's
Center have been run about 150 times this

year. Many of these workshops, Weston
explained, feature a film followed by a
discussion.

Two movies commonly shown are "Men's
Lives," a documentary describing the social

conditions which males undergo in this

society from boyhood to old age; arKi "A
Man," a film about the difficulty most nr>en

have in expression emotion and affection.

Weston said the Men's Center has
cooperated with the Alcohol Education
Project at UMass and has sponsored work-
shops concerning sexism and alcoholism.

"One of the questions we try to answer at

these workshops is: Why is alcohol a

necessary routine?" Weston said.

McKearney said, "When you are drunk,

you can be silly or sad ... it's cool to cry."

Dorman added many p>eople regard

alcohol as a "safety valve."

The Men's Center advertises its work-
shops, support groups, and colloquia

through the Collegian and area publications,

such as the Southwest Newsletter.

COLLEGIAN
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Vaccine for pneumonia

newly cleared by FDA

o,0 tuna

SMMJ-

WASHINGTON [UPI] - A vaccine ef-

fective against the most common types of

pneumonia — the nation's fifth leading killer

— has been cleared to go on the market early

next year, the Food and Drug Administration

announced yesterday.

The agency said tests have shown the

bacterial pneumonia vaccine to be effective

"in at least 80 per cent of the people who
receive it," and may offer protection to those

with sickle cell anemia, who are particularly

susceptible to pneumonia.
Although the armed services developed a

similar vaccine during World War II, this

marks the first time the FDA has approved

one for general use.

The announcement said initial use of the

vaccine, called "Pneumovax," will be among
the elderly and the chornically ill where
pneumonia risk is highest.

"Despite the wide use of antibiotics

pneumonia today is the fifth leading cause of

death in the United States, killing an
estimated 25,000 Americans annually, ' the

FDA ^id.
The vaccine consists of "killed"

pneumonia bacteria containing substances

which stimulate the body's natural defenses

against the disease.

The FDA said in tests on about 30,000

volunteers beginning in 1973, the only side

effects were temporary discomfort where the

vaccine was injected and a slight fever for

the following 24 hours.

The vaccine should reach the market early

next year, the FDA said, and because
pneumonia frequently hits among relatively

inactive older people in crowded conditions,

it probably will become a fixture in nursing

homes.
Duration of the vaccine's effectiveness is

not yet known, the manufacturer said, but

previous tests indicate the protection may
remain for up to five years.

• '# * "* # > '« 4 # .
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News in Brief

Panther leader
pleads innocent
OAKLAND, Cahf (UPI) - Black Panther

leader Huey P. Newton pleaded innocent
yesterday of the murder of a prostitute and
the pistol whipping of his tailor.

Alameda County Superior Court Judge
Alan Lindsay set Jan .2 for a heahng at which
dates for the trial and arguments on motions
will be deteriYiined. Newton, 35, is free on
$80,000 bail.

He is charged with the fatal shooting on an
Oakland street of Kathleen Smith, 17, a
prostitute, and with the pistol whipping of
Preston Collins, 53, a tailor.

At a preliminary hearing in municipal court,
a prostitute testified that in 1974 she saw
Newton get out of a Lincoln Continental, pull
out a pistol and shoot Miss Smith. The tailor
also testified, but he insisted he now was
unable to remember crucial details.
Miss Smith lay in a coma for several weeks

before she died, and during that period
Newton, who had been questioned by
police, disappeared. He returned voluntarily
to Oakland in July after three years in Cuba

.

Owner of theater

jailed for obscenity
BOSTON (API - The owner of a Boston

movie theater was sentenced to 1 8 months in

jail yesterday after being found guilty of
obscenity for showing the movie
"Autobiography of a Flea.

"

Judge Kent Smith of Superior Court also
fined Anthony Mascolo, 55, of Boston,
owner of the Pussycat Cinema, and his
corporation, $5,000.
Both the sentence and fine were appealed,

and Mascolo was released on bond pending
the outcome
Also under appeal is a previous sentence of
one year and a fine of $5,000 for a similar
conviction stemming from the showing of
the movie, "Only With My Husband."

McClellan retires

after forty years
LITTLE ROCK (UPI) - Sen. John

McClellan, D-Ark., whose 40 years in

Congress made him onp of the most
powerful men m Washington, announced
yesterday he would retire at the end of his
current term.

Already a handful of potential candidates,
including the governor and two
congressmen, have indicated they might
seek the office.

The public decision by Arkansas' 81-year-
old senior senator had been expected for
some time. He had been in pK>or health,
having had a pacemaker implanted in his
heart earlier this year.

But McClellan said he reached his decision
to retire Jan 3, 1979. before he developed
health problems.

There is a proper time to aspire, a time to
achieve and a time to retire," McClellan said
at a sometimes emotional news conference
attended by family, friends and his
colleague, Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark.
Later, he told reporters he had "pretty well

worn myself out" in the office.

McClellan, chairman of the Senate
Appropriations Committee, spent50yearsin
public office.

Dangerous signals

postponed launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. \UPI] -

Space agency officials scrubbed the
launch of a European weather satellite

yesterday for the second consecutive day
because they couldn't locate the source
of a radio signal on the rocket's destruct
frequency.

Kennedy Space Center Director Lee
Scherer said the launch of the Meteosat 1

satellite was cancelled for last night and
no new date had been set.

NASA said the postponement was
necessary because launch personnel
"have not yet been able to determine the
source of a signal received on the
command destruct frequency during
electrical checks on the vehicle last

Wednesday.
"Engineers and technicians are

continuing to try to determine the source
of the signal and simultaneously studying
engineering changes that might be made
to the vehicle," the space agency
statement said.

A spokesman said, however, that he
understood that officials don't believe the
signal would have destroyed the Delta
rocket launch vehicle had it lifted off.

"It was a very weak signal, but it was
on that frequency," the spokesman said,
adding that the Sunday and yesterdays
scrubbings were a precautionary
measure.
A source said that while he could not

remember a launch being postponed for
such a reason in 20 years, he had not
heard the possibility of sabotage being
discussed by officials connected with the
launch.

Referrals to women
given for abortions
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE -

Canadian doctors who refuse on moral
grounds to perform abortions for women
who request them must now refer their

patients to doctors or clinics which will

perform the operation.

The new rule was approved recently by
the Canadian Medical Association. The
rule requires doctors objecting to any
medical procedure to refer elsewhere
patients who request it. A CMA
spokesperson said, however, that the rule
change was aimed at abortion.
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HOUSTON: After Conservatives staged a walk-out near the end of the historic
four-day National Women's Conference, the remaining majority of delegates joined
hands in a symbolic show of unity as the conference was adjourned 11-21, after
some 25 feminist proposals were passed. (UPI)

Women's Conference ends
wrth 25 proposals passed

J

HOUSTON [AP] - The first National
Women's Conference ended yesterday in

much the same manner as it began — with a
feud between the feminist majority and a
minority who claimed the forum
mispresented the views of most American
women.
And the four-day conference — funded by

a $5 million federal grant but marred by
repeated verbal clashes between the par-
ticipants — adjourned before its agenda was
finished.

The final day's session began late and
dragged on listlessly while many of the 2,000
delegates fretted about missing flights back
home.

After rejecting a proposal to create a
federal women's department to advance the
equality of women, the conference con-
cluded without the delegates considering
proposals for implementing women's rights
goals.

And, in a repetition of factional strife that
characterized earlier conference sessions,
leaders of the minorit ' claimed their

positions were given short-shrift treatfrient

by the conference's presiding officers.

Bella Abzug, the conference chairman and
former congresswoman from New York,
didn't see it that way. The conference will

serve as "a galvanizing influence" for
women and encourage more activism, she
said.

Minority delegates had been on the losing
side when the conference adopted
resolutions embracing many of the goals of
the feminist movement, including ratification

of the Equal Rights Amendment and equal
rights for women homosexuals.

In spurning creation of a federal women's
department, the delegates chose instead to
have a national women's commission
established to carry out the conference
recommendations. The commission would
assess the progress made toward achieving
equality and make provisions for a second
national conference at an unspecified date.

Ms. Abzug said she wasn't concernced
that the conference left unanswered the
question of how to implement women's
rights goals. She said the National Com-
mission on the Observance of International
Women's Year, which sponsored the
conference, would ctjnsider implementing
proposals before sending the recom-
mendations to President Carter.
The government-sponsored conference

drew delegates, alternates and at-large
representatives from 56 states and territories.

The law which authorized the conference
required that there be a geographical, ethnic,
age, racial and economic balance.
The conference, which adopted 25 pro-

women's rights resolutions, had been
charged with identifying the barriers to
sexual equality in the United States and
making recommendations for removing
them.

The minority group claimed about one-
fifth of the delegates were in its camp. A
coalition of conservative groups, which
aligned themselves with the minority con-
ference view, staged a series of counter-
convention rallies and meetings in another
part of town.

UNITYDAY
Today at 3:00

Next to the Campus Center Pond
Everyone is invited to come down and

ENJOY:
New Games, MusfC, Apple Cider,

Cookies, Canoes and More!

And it's all FREE!
Sponsored by the Coalition of Co-ops

Mass. Rte. 2
Greenfield, MA
Store hours 10 to 10
Closed Thanksgiving! Day

Choose from Texas Instniments Multi- Function Models!

Famous Brand Calculators

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
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Math Kit

Calculator
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parentheses, percent key,
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Rccharger Kit...8.99
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Programmable
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SR 51 II
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Cateulator

49.90
Featuring advanced capabilities
for business math, science and
en^meenng 9 levels of
parentheses. 3 memories, more!
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THE LITTLE PROFESSOR!
ELECTRONIC

Learning

Aid
By Texas Instruments

11.88
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achievement, four functions Programmed
with more than 16,000 math problems
Includes special booklet

Student

incorporates

intern credit

for Peabody
• !• liticai I • •

By PATTI TROPED
Collegian Staff

Can a 22-year-old UMass student majoring
in English run for public office and get
college credit at the sanne time?

One student found a way. In a telephone
interview last night John Ferrante, a first

semester sophomore from Peabody, ex-
plained how he incorporated college and
politics by way of an internship,

"I wanted to run for a Counselor-at- Large
position in Peabody anyway," Ferrante said.
"But I thought I'd try to find a way to get
credit at the same time, rather than taking off
for a semester. I went to the office of in-

ternships, and after deciding on a procedure,
and getting some of my professors to
sponsor me, I was on my way."

Ferrante said he had thought there might
be some problem because he would only be
a first semester sophomore, and it normally
takes 45 credits, or second semester
sophomore standing to be granted an in-

ternship.

"But because I was an older student, and
had a high cum, (3.6) the dean gave his
approval," he said.

Ferrante was elected to the two year term
on Nov. 8 and will be sworn into office on
Jan. 3.

"Until then," he said, "I'm in limbo as far
as the job goes. But I have papers to write on
the campaign in order to get the internship
credit. That keeps me busy enough," he said.

The position of Counselor-at- Large is a
part of the city council of Peabody. There are
11 council members, including six Ward
Counselors, who represent their own par-
ticular wards, (divided by population) and
five Cousselors-at- Large, who are respon-
sible for taking the whole city into con-
sideration.

Ferranti explained, "Sometimes the Ward
Counselors try to grab too much tor their
own particular ward; the Counselors-at-
Large make sure things run smoothly and.
equally throughout the city."

Ferrante said the job includes reviewing
the city's budget, as well as taking care of
the problems Peabody's citizens might have,
such as obtaining a license or permit, or
having a sidewalk fixed.

"The position will probably require me to

work three nights per week. I hope to be
going to school during my time in office;

probably UMass- Boston," he said.

Ferrante said his campaign cost him $1500;
one-third from his own pocket, and the rest

from fund raising.

"I started by calling my old high school
friends and asking them to hdlp. Eventually
the whole thing snowballed. We distributed

pamphlets door to door, and even stood
outside at 7 a.m. to catch people on their

way to work."
Ferrante said their was some resentment

toward his age and amount of experience on
the part of the older members who may have
lost.

"At 22 I'm the youngest," he said. "One
member was so mad about my beating him
for re-election that he left the council
completely, although technically he's still in

office until I'm sworn in."

Ferrante, who served on the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate during his
freshman year, said there are some marked
differences between UMass' and outside
politics.

"What I'm doing now is on a much larger
scale," he explainrd. "Where there was a
$10,000,000 budget to work with at UMass
there is now $35,000,000 to manage for an
entire city. People are also more serious
about what they want done. Students are
only around for four years, what goes on in
the senate doesn't have a long term effect on
thdm. On the other hand, the citizens of
Peabody expect to be here for life; they are
very much interested in the decisions we
make."

Ferrante said his long range plans include,
for a start, finishing up his degree. He said he
feels his English major will be a good
background for anything he decides to
pursue.

"I'm considering law school later on, with
a definite emphasis on public service," he
said. "But what I'm most interested in right
now is doing a good job m office."
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from our perspective

Where are the phone books?
Why, with the end of the

semester approaching faster than
you think, hasn't a student phone
book been published?
You can get very few student

phone numbers by dialing 411,

telephone company information.

You cannot get any dormitory
room numk>ers from New England
Telephone and Telegraph Com-
pany's information operators.

When commuter students
register for classes, they give the

University their home phone
numbers if they want them listed.

If you live in a dorm you don't have
to bother because they already
know what the number is. These
numbers are then given to student

directory telephone operators, the

545-1515 information numbers and
generally, usually well into the

semester, the University gets
around to publishing and
distributing phone books.

But it's nearly Thanksgiving, and
still the only way to find a UMass
student phone number is by dialing

The Student Directory. Good luck.

The reason for the lateness this

year is a computer foul-up in which
the names of 500 UMass students
were misplaced, thus making it

impossible to compile any accurate
directory (see story pg. 1).

All too frequently you have to

suffer through countless rings
before the overburdened operator
can finally attempt to help you,
that is, if the line's not busy.
And when you eventually do get

an operator, you're told to call back
in 15 minutes because "the com-
puter is down," (an expression you
hear almost every time you try to

check a book O'j* o* the library)

which means "out of order," just

like a malfunctioning candy
machine.
And you might just wonder why

the junk heaps haven't been "deep
sixed" in the Connecticut River,
and in fact, as far as you're con-
cerned, they may as well be resting

on a sand bar in Hadley for all the
good they do you.

Furthermore, the Student
Directory closes at midnight, and
from then on you nave as good a
chance of getting a student number
as you do of catching an octopus
under the Calvin Coolidge Bridge in

Northampton.
The simple solution would seem

to be to give everybody, including
the operators, a phone book.
The university, however, seems

unable to deliver the goods. If the
administration can't do it, though,
the students can.

If students are capable of
publishing a course description
guide and a daily newspaper, of

running a radio station and
managing a 1.2 million dollar
budget, surely it would be no big
thing for us to compile a phone
book. We would most likely do a
much better job than the people
who aren't doing it now.

All unsigned editorials represent
ttie opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

Respectfully dissenting

paul yanowitch

Justice Yanowitch; dissenting.

My brother Melia insists, in his opinion
dated 11-18, in providirig the community
with an intemperate and unfoornjed attack
on my views opinions and deeds. Indeed, he
goes so far as to condemn me for a severe
lack of a suitable ideology, suitable being the
key, fof it is manifest from his meanderings
that the mere difference of opinion on our
parts has invariably led to my 'moral bank-
ruptcy'. If moral bankruptcy^ is to be the
phrase so highhandedly and carelessly

applied to any person who varies, with one
vote, from the path selected by our self-

appointed sage, then I stand suitably con-
victed, without trial, for this heinous offense.

While my brother Melia may profess an
ideology so sharp and keen that it serves as a
deadly lance for his indiscriminate attacks, he
palpably lacks a more suitable and trust-

worthy defense. He seems to have lost sight

of the fundamentals, careful and concerned
analysis, in the name of his eclectic ideology;

he has foregone the once considered
necessary investigation into all the facts and
circumstances, and in its absence he
tramples onward, ignoring warnings and
harbingers of his future doom.

Mr Melia is as concerned, it seems with
Robert Wood's wet dreams as was Mr.

Paulin (who is no one's brethren). Ignoring
the context in which it was applied, and the
obvious intent, my brethren snatches a
phrase from my previous endeavor and
callously and unashamed holds it aloft for

public ridicule. "Civility and decorum" are
bywords hastily culled and clumsily splin-

tered and cast at my bleeding feet. I would
have thought that my self-assured critic

would press upon points more tenuous, and
substantive, in his acerbic critique. Yet, his

impoverished attempt sets out to trium-

phantly battle these two basic tenets of
civilized reasoning.

I, too, have endured the litany of horrors
so ungraphically depicted by my brother
Melia, yet I remain an adherent of the more
traditionally reasoned and logical attack, and
insist, perhaps mistakenly so, on careful and
researched criticism. Perhaps, if cir-

cumstances and substance are of no import,
I should resort to a reply that Mr. Melia can
scarcely be offended with; "if Mr. Melia's
level of intelligence was even one iota of that
amount mirrored in his sublime visions
brought on by his orgiastic encounters with
sheep and little boys, his column would
never have been written."

My brother Melia seems equally concerned
with my obsequiousness, first postulated,

then assunned, and finally gloriously proven. I

scarcely need to expose the underlying
propositions re<ied on by my brother Melia to
expose the unsound reasoning process so
immaturely appreciated.

It seems that I have 'consistently' voted

0^^
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with the faculty on the Academic Matters
Council, a proposition, as of yet untested,
that results ipso facto in my lowly status as
one who seems subject to constant derision
and denegration.

The first proposition that I must present to
my brethren is that the Rhetoric vote I have
been so ignorantly attacked for is the sole
difference in my votir g record and that of my
student co-representi'tives. However, they
seem vainly protected from the spurious
attacks in these pages that have befallen me,
or rfecall by our 'supreme legislative body'.
One must then tacitly assume that Mr.
Melia's turgid logic has led him, on the basis
of one vote, to reason that I am a syphocant
and a 'brown-noser'.

Has Mr. Melia, as would any responsible
and educated individual, taken the time or
effort to secure knowledge about the
Rhetoric vote that led to this debacle? I

assume so, for at least he believes that he
has critically absorbed the facts and in-

telligently arrived at a solution, that he has
taken various steps to insure the validity of
his position: that he has assiduously studied
the Rhetoric program, its problems, foibles,

faults and strengths; that he has ascertained
the facts and concerns voiced at the meeting
of the Council when the resolution was
adopted; that he is prepared to demonstrate,
in a clear and precise manner, why a vote in

favor of the resolution presents a prima facie
case for obsequiousness. I have to assume
that Mr. Melia has done all this, for without
this preparation, Mr. Melia rests his case on
the putatively valid assumption that one vote
with the faculty means I am a decadent
administrative lackey and a syphocant. To
merely state the proposition, I feel, is to
conclusively recognize its invalidity.

My respect for students obviously exceeds
that of my brother Melia, for I recognize that

to disagree with a policy stated by the
Senate does not render my position invalid. I

can only assure the community that the
student population here is a diverse one,
where a myriad of concerns, causes,
ideologies and political views can be found.
Before we attempt to draw a hard and fast

line at some intangible border and proclaim
so proudly and assuredly that this is the
position of the students, let us reflect once
more on the issue, and perhaps realize that

no such intransigent proclamation can be
made. One may differ in opinion with my
brother Melia and still be an advocate for

students' interests. To attack this proposition
is to sentence a sizeable number of con-
cerned students to a fate worse than death
- to be called 'scabs', 'sellouts', 'inimical to

students', 'brown nosers', and other colorful

adjectives.

The sooner we realize that a majority vote
of the Senate (if one may call it that, so
arrived at a colorful session of our legislative

body where dope and booze are constant
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Co-ops offer power
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Death of a Marxist Irishman

b.J. roche

UMass has been host to a number of

famous (and infamous) visitors, none of

whom could put away more Jack Daniels

than Seamus Costello. But then, whiskey is

an integral part of Irish politics.

Costello (pronounced KOS-tel-la) came to

the campus from Dublin in August, 1975, as

part of the Irish Forum, a gathering of 50

representatives from all sides of the Northern

Ireland conflict. The major groups
represented were the Irish Republican Army
and the Ulster Defense League, a militant

protestant group; and various religious and
political groups, like the Orange Order, an

organization of Protestants who dislike

practically everyone, much like our own
KKK. But Costello had come as a maverick.

Because he was the head of a new party, the

Irish Republican Socialist Party.

The party, which had among its supporters

Bernadette Devlin, looked at the Irish conflict

not purely as a religious or political one, but

as an economic conflict as well. The I.R.S.P.

was concerned with the working classes all

over Ireland, not just in the North. In his

speech, given in a heavily guarded down-
stairs room of the Campus Center, Costello
callea for the establishment of a united 32
County Democratic Socialist Republic, free

of British political and economic domination.

As a politician, Costello had the charm of a

street-smart John Kennedy. He presented
his ideas quietly and rationally. He didn't

quote passages from Marx, or theorize on
the capitalist system to his audience; indeed,

he didn't have to. Most of the Irishmen were
familiar with unemployment, poor housing
and British interventions of various kinds.

Costello wanted to end the conflict, but he
also wanted a better deal for the working
people in Ireland.

He was no angel. When Sinn Fein party

President Tomas McGilla accused him of

being a killer, Costello stood silent. But then,

death, too, is an integral part of Irish politics.

The conference lasted a week. Each night

following the day's discussions, the real

debating took place. In a Campus Center

Hotel room on the eighth floor into the late-

night morning, the whiskey would flow.

Costello held court in a corner, where
contingents would come and go and discuss

ideas with him. He made a good impression.

Even on his enemies. Even the press

members liked him.

Perhaps that impression was too good,
because he also presented a threat to certain

groups. Even though they had some com-
mon goals, the I.R.S.P. and the I.R.A. did not
share the same analyses of the Irish question.

The I.R.S.P. had ideologically split the Sinn
Fein — thus he had enemies from all sides.

On October 5, 1977, Costello was shot to
death in a crowded Dublin street by an
unidentified man. He had four children. The
headline in the Boston Globe described him
as an "extremist", but you wouldn't have
known that to talk to him. He simply made a

lot of sense.

B. J. Roche's column appears every other
Tuesday in the Collegian.

Consumer cooperatives are a resurgent
phenomenon. Individuals, families and small

businesses are finding that the best way to
deal with inflation and low quality goods is to

take distribution, organization and often
times production into their own hands.
Coops offer low prices, better quality

goods and an atmosphere which is often
much more conducive to socializing than
your average commodir/ outlet.

The most significant aspect of the growing
cooperative movement in this country is that
it is something that unites people of varying
political persuasions, lifestyles, and interests.

In the face of increasing economic hardship,

people have shed the obstacles to unity and
cooperation in order to better their own
situations.

This effort shows us what it takes to get
people together to work for a common goal.

You must present them with something
which is not only ideologically palatable, but
which also hits them in the pocket book.
There aren't too many people in this society
who are willing to give up a free evening — in

a week of meeting deadlines, driving a bus,
preparing lectures for the next class, working
on an assembly line, or studying for exams —
to unite around a common idea, or view of
the worid. There must be something
tangible, concrete.

On the UMass campus there are over
twenty student-consumer coops. They range
from eating places like Earth Foods and the
People's Market, to commodity coops like

the Stereo Coop and the Photo Coop, and
financial institutions like our Credit Union.
They are run by and for students. Their

prices are low, and their work is of high
quality.

We must get away from the realm of

material reward to consider the p>olitical and
social implications of student-run coops and
services for a moment.

First, the UMass student body excels in

the variety of services it has relative to other
universities and colleges. Don't be fooled,

this is not because of the administration's or
the Board of Trustee's benevolence, but
because of the work of students. All of the
student services and coops are funded by the
Student Activities Tax (SATF) which we pay
each semester. All services are either run
completely by students, or with the guidance
of student-paid full time staff members. This
is unique, for students on this campus are
building the economic base necessary to
become a powerful force within the
University, and the Amherst area.

companions; where representatives flee in

droves after their own interests have been
served; and where full and free debate are as

rare as a schedule book on pre-reg day) does
not serve to silence debate on the issue or

obviate the need for minority views, or even
serve to end all debate and minority views on
the issue, the sooner we show more respect

for our peers.

I fear that my brother Melia has shown
callous disrespect for our peers by tacitly

assuming that he and his fellow politicos

have the true answer to students' needs, and

that anyone who finds himself- herself

disagreeing with that answer will shortly face

summary execution in our proud legislative

body. I fear we do more harm to propose and

insist on only one view for all our

representative bodies in the name of student

unity, then we would admit that the student

body has varied concerns, ideologies and

answers to our pressing problems.

Because of the above re&sons, I

respectfully dissent; I am authorized to say
that no one dares join me in my opinion.

Paul Yanowitch lies dying on the steps of
the Capital, gunned down by the Senate last

Wednesday. The family requests a mob
funeral.

'Union Maids'
on PBS

To the Editor:

On Nov. 21 the film 'Union Maids' will

be shown on PBS, Channel 57,

Springfield. The film highlights union
organizing [the Committee of Industrial

Organizations] in the Thirties through the

eyes of three women, Stella, Sylvia and
Kate.

The first-hand account is an
engrossing insight into the people behind
the organization. American History is

Workers' Stories, his and herstory, and
belongs to them who shape it The
battles these women fought, together
with millions of other American working
class people represents a glorious period
in our history and all are strongly en-
couraged to tune in.

Michael Canavan

v^

F/uoridation

causes controversy

To the Editor
The article on controversial fluoridation

in Washington in the Nov. 15, issue of the

Collegian by Arnold Warshaw was in-

teresting.

Rep. John J. Delaney Dem. ofN. Y. has
introduced a bill, H.R. 328 to prohibit any
federal funds to be used to fluoridate

public water supplies. This may have
started the controversy in Congress.

Sweden, after a very careful study of

the effects of fluoridation, decided to

outlaw the fluoridation of public water
supplies. It is interested to know that

Prof. Arvid Carlsson, one of Sweden's
most renowned pharmacologists, upon
requesting to know what clinical-

epidemiological studies the fluoridation

promoters referred to in their claims.

found that not only no such studies could
be found but also learned that some
promoters of fluoridation, including Prof.

Ingve Ericosson, of the World Health
Organization, has a vested interest in

fluoridation. When one realizes the

tremendous increase in the price of
sodium fluoride after it was used in water
supplies, one can see why many are so
determined to promote it. Evidendy the

Swedish Parliament was not influenced

by vested interest.

I hope that this student will follow up
on this controversy in Washington; he
may discover exactly what the Swedish
Parliament discovered.

Henry Bubar

'A plus plus'

7dr masterpiece

To the Editor:

/ would like to commend Fifi Ball on

her extremely humorous article in

Friday's editorial page, titled "Abolish

Grades. " In it she suggests we throw out

grades because they're not nice and
breed competition {legionnaire disease

equivalent]. She suggests, as one brilliant

alternative, to do "nothing." This way
students will want to learn instead of

being forced to learn. Without marks.

Secondly, student run coops and services
offer the student the opportunity to improve
or gain skills which he or she would not have
learned othen^/ise. A better learning ex-

perience than operating a small enterprise for

the community can rarely be found at

UMass.

Thirdly, coops teach students the virtues
of cooperation and 'community services' first

hand. Many of the ideas taught in the
classroom - like the beauty of abstract
individualism - are discredited on the job,
and others - like the desirability of helping
fellow citizens and comrades - are proven
to be valid.

Fourthly, it creates a basis of commonality.
Case in point: the successful efforts of the
speedily formed 'coop-coalition," which
organized an effort to prohibit the campus
center administration from charging rents for
coop space in the C.C. - a campus center
which students pay for through their C.C. fee
each semester.

Fifthly, regarding student awareness and
cooperation: it brings students of all different
political slants together to work on a
common venture. This is good, as it shows
students that even though there are things
which divide us, we, as a definite social
grouping, have things to deal with collec-
tively. It shows us that if push comes to
shove we can get together and work
together.

Sixthly, student coops and services show
students concretely that their fellow students
are doing something for them. It also shows
them that they're getting something for their

money.
Finally, it provides students interested in

organizing their colleagues around issues of

student powerlessness within the university

an issue. It's double edged:

1) At some point the Administration will.

when students become too economically
and socially self-sufficient, say "good-bye
coops, bring in the bank, grocery store,

vegetarian restaurant
"

2) The other side is the issue of 'can you
organize students to fight for their rights?' I

say yes! There is one qualifier, however. You
must satisfy basic needs: good food, a place
to deposit money, cheap high-fi equipment
etc. When students see their union helping
them through services, they won't feel so
bad about boycotting their Campus Center
fee when the coops' existence is threatened.

Students are responsible. Students can
control things that are very baste to them. All

power to the coops! All power to students!

Greg Tarpinian is a Student Senator His
column appears every other Tuesday in the
Collegian.

students will cram into classrooms, eager
to learn, and study constantly when not
sleeping. Ha! Ha! She wrote this ob-
viously tongue in cheek, knowing very

well that students would cram the

campus bars, eager to party, and the only
thing they would study is possibly a
schedule for the movies [and the

Collegian, of course.]

She offers another suggestion that

really cracks me up. Individual comments
by the professor!! Can you inrtagine the

professors in my two of five courses of a

hundred plus students, evaluating my
attention span during their mass
assembly, microphoned lectures? They
don 't even see me, never mind know who
I am, or how I'm doing. I mean I'm in the

28th row.

She goes on to say in her humor
column that competition, an evil invented

by grades, is harmful to learning,

evidently mocking students who are
afraid of competition, and should have
stayed in grammar school a few extra

years to prepare for the ordeal.

I really love the way Fifi pretends to be
dead serious throughout her article.

Classic humor' She deserves an "A plus

plus" for the masterpiece.

Peter Goonan
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Carousel
B\ TONY GRANITE
Special to tt,e Collegian

HEADY HEADLINES that have been
appearing in the campus press, of late give
pause: "Oil Ashore That's Going Ashore" is
how The Echo of W, Conn. State colleae
labeled a piece retracing the 12 oil tanker
mishaps of the 26 days between Dec 15
1976 and Jan. 10, 1977.
The Daily Evergreen titled a piece on a list

of typists for student papers "Let their
fingers do the typing.

'

Meanwhile, down in chilly Florida, telling
about the resurgence of the nudist colonies
of the Sixties, the Miami-Dade Community
College Catalyst drew readership with
"Nudists just grin and bare it."

And one columnist in the aforementioned
Echo labels his movie review as "Going Ape
for King Kong."
So much for cleverness.

SHRINK STAFF TO SHRINK is the heady
headline that appeared recently over a story
in the Georgetown U. Voice. It announced
that a member of the Psych Center would be
leaving the campus for private practice.

FRIED RATS have been responsible for
the termination of employment of the
director of the art gallery at Cal State-Los
Angeles. He had been charged with
responsibility when a local artist torched
three rats as part of an exhibit.

"I didn't think he was going to do what he
did to those rodents.

'

The Arizona Daily Wildcat repeated the
story it had picked up from CSULA's
University Times.

Oh, rats!

ADD INNOCENT HUMOR in the press' a
UMass campus police report on a one-car
accident read that "the subject's car had
gone off the road and was found to be under
the influence and was subsequently
arrested."

Another example of why Johnny can't
write? V

Internship
Applications will be accepted until Dec. 2

for an internship with the Even/woman's
Center Newsletter for spring semester 1978.
The intern will work 7 to 15 hours per week

and arrange for 3-6 credits. Applicants
should have a fairly strong writing
background and an excitement about the
concept of women's news and women's
media in general. As the Newsletter focus is

both on and off campus, the intern should be
familiar with and-or interested in the com-
munities surrounding UMass.
The Newsletter seeks to be an anti- racist,

anti-imperialist news vehicle, with an un-
derstanding of class issues as they relate to
women, and of lesbian issues.
The intern will work with three other

women in production of the Newsletter,
which is printed every other month. This will
include thinking of ideas for articles,
researching and writing articles, doing in-

terviews, typing copy, and doing camera-
ready layout.

LONGEST KISS RECORD was attempted
at Indiana University, not long ago, with the
proceeds to go to a venereal disease clinic,
according to a piece in the Indiana Daily
Student.

Held at the "Jam Factory," contestants
were aiming to break the Guin.iess listing of
119 hours and 12 minutes.
The story appeared under the ids headline

'Kiss for VD this weekend."
We can't wait.

Anyone interested in this internship should
cometo Everywoman's Center or call Buffy
at 5-0883.

*

Teacher
certification
The Teacher Certification Program at

UMass is accepting applications past its

original Nov. 1 deadline.
Acceptance is open on a space-available

basis for most elementary and secondary
certification programs. Applicants must have
a bachelor's degree and submit a formal
application with a transcript and two letters
of recommendation.
The program is offered by the Division of

Continuing Education in cooperation with
the School of Education. For additional
information, go to the Teacher Certification
Program, Hasbrouck Building, or call (413)
545-2040.
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lake a warm Peter Pan or Continental
Trailways Bus to Bostc^n, New York and
many other places. Play it safe!

i

CONTINEiroiL TRAimiflBfS
6PETERMNDUSUNES

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU

For Information, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office

545 2006 or 549 6000
^ * * »»»#»#f»»##»J
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New shipment
for school and the
Fall Fashion!

The Largest Selection

of the ^Jriginal

Swedish,

Danish and
Austrian Clogs

ALL SIZES
Bastard - M ia -

IGunilla and Mengen

! BRING IN THIS AD FOR A \
" 3.00 DISCOUNT-CLOGS i
Eastfield Mall Auburn Mall Liberty Moll I
Springfield .MA Auburn MA Danvers. MAI

I
V Methuen Mall Methuen MA

I

^̂ « ^̂Jogging. . . Running...

Drugs, foods, and athletics...

1977 NBA Playoffs, the Portland Trail Blazers,
and Bill Walton. .Racism in Sports...

Sexism in Sports. .Violence in Sports...
Sports Commentary

What
do all of these have in common ?

JACK SCOTT
author of

Athletics for Athletes
The Athletic Revolution
Reflections on Sport

can touch on any of them
when he speaks on

^ ^Violence in Sports'

Monday, November 28 8:00 PM
Mahar Auditorium Admission Free

Be There!
•}f Sponsored by
the Distinguished Visitors' Program
office 415 Student Union 545 0920
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Tues., Nov. 22

LUNA

'HAHJEE'STUCr
Persian Gourmet Cooking

Lofflb Dl8h*s Vegetarian Deligt

Crepes Special Cocktails

Homemade Desserts and Specials
Welcome to Hal\)m's Place!
Try the touch of Penia
mon.-Thux 4^10-11:00
fll. t Sol. IJ:00-I2:00

Sun l]:00 -11:00

iRTE 9IHADLEV 584-9797

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 584-9151 »»0UN'*IN (ARMS M*u
,
"^ JI3J H0UTI9 H*OLiy M«SS

Hartford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm
Sunday, December 4 3 pm
Sunday, December 4 8 pm

Fihf m% CENTER CNCERT WAX
Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 6, S.

UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.S0. Ottier students
and senior citizens $6, S, 4. Special matinee
ctiildren's prices S3. SO, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

A All Ticketron Locations.

Wed . & Thurs.,

Nov. 23 & 24

John n y and the

rA-ta .2S0-ShK..,u wrthAMC Ce,d « 00-Ch.«d,.n .1 zs T^ u,. ^^ ^^ ^ Sr^^iT
Spto«< tngegementi EicludeO

Lu n c hvfenet tes

Fri.. Nov. 25

Brick er Band
&

Roomfull of Blu«s 1

Sot., Nov. 26-

Brick er Band

POITItR C<XBi il^m
A delightfully

delicious dilemma!

A PIECE OF
THE ACTION73

Today at 5 45, 8 30
Twi hte show tickets5 15 SI 50

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

m

Today dt 6 00 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 SI 60

Today at 6 00, 8 30
Twi lite show tickets 5 30 $ 1 50
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TOUVE
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FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
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Phoneff: .(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$.

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT I

Dates Classified Ad is to run:
(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept.

.(enclosed)
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21
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REACH

25 000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!! !!REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!
To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:Xa.m. and
3:45p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p.m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

»fc ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!

RE ACH 25, 000 READERSDAILYf!!!Little Ads Get SIC RESULTS'

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day. 38 characters coh-
stitutes one line.

AUTOFOmSAL£
I OataxySOO Fofd. tTOO. S77 5746

ISW Ch«vy Van. Best offer 323 5163 aft. 5

• Volvo 1M. Automatic, dean, reliable,

very good body & engine, snows,
AM/FM $1,195 564-7743 Tues + Th or
S8&1448«we.

AKC OM English Shoop dog pupa. 2
females 14 wks oW Good vwith kkls
Cliampionsfiip stock. 1225. ea. 549-5623.

Gift idea: Have your portrait drawn. Call
Dennis Oelap. 256 8732, 9-10B.m.

H£LP WANTED

68 Buick. 6cyl
1161.

auto Good cortd. $296. 6

BARGAIN 1t74 Datsun 710 station wgn
Standard tran 4600,$1.700 or BO 2S3
9792

1977 0m«9a Brougham. Fulty loaded List

<6,922. »S.30O Of 80 Call Brad S4fr^706.

122Volvo pans sedErwagon Rea 665-4384

66 Ford cu«t. Good cortd New oil pump
trans batt $360 or B O 546 5920

68 Ford Galaxy SOO Police intercepf

42BC1 Runs excelleni 400$ 549 1456

after 4

72 GMC Vandura Campar. Sink, stove.

heater. AM/FM tape, bed, much more.
Ex corKJ $2,300 leave name h ph. at

253 2441 Jim Kerr>er

fORSALB

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES"
Men's. Ladies canvas tt lepther Reg $18.

30 Just $10 14 5p Call 538 3181

PA. Amplfier 75 watts RMS One premier

reverb unit $35 each Mark 253 2756

Flute -Gemeinhardt. solid silver head b
keys List $350bask $250 Barely used
546 4749

Women's Haad Ski Parka. Excellent

coi>dition. sue med CaU 549-5961

Univox 50 watt amp ex cond reverb etc
Best offer 6 7986 after 7 p m

7 ^f ffBNT

Rm.: In 3rm. house. Nxt to N ViHage
$104. /mo plus uti. Chris, 8-4 30 253-
9908

Teacher's Aide for Amherst Jewish
Community. 1st and 2rHl grade Sunday
School Class Send resume to J.CA.,
PC. Box 606 Arr^herst.

Typist wanted full time 60 w/p/m min
formating skills and familiarity with IBM
Selectric desirable Good pay and
benefits Call Barbara at 549 2846 for

more information

.

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro^usic Service - Best in rock thru disoo.
Monitor Music. 546 4731, Re«,

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14136366075 Still the one after 4 years

LHIPH^IIIJUI
Typing - $.40/page. Call anytime 549-6666.

expert typing, only $.40/page Call after 6,
Mon Thurs

, 256-8484.

CALCULATORS

3 bedroom Apt. fair corulition, for Dec 1st.

in Northampton Only $165 Call Skibiski
Real Estate 584 3428 4 6pm

IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rerrtal

Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$196 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256-0166 for further Information

.Student for part time counselor in foster

caie unit Work with 2 or 3 active

adolescents, flexible scheduling. 24 hours
a week Call 1 323 5002

WANTED

Roommate wanted for new house
$110 /mo + Bus route, wood stove. Call

after 5 30, ask for Scott, Alison, Rick 256-

8242

RIDERS WANTED
mm

College Calculators offers low price Et'fui.

service All models avail T 159 $225 ,
58-

$99 95, 51 $49 95 HP's E» Commodore's
avail Models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before ^u
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cakes
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available. Call Laurie 546
9576.

Voh/o repeirs and matntenaf»Qi All ,
and nruKlels. low prices Jack 516-0610

MISC

Free puppy & supplies 253 7357

DONT PASS THIS UP!

AUDIO
^m

TO SUBLET

1 fern, wanted for own rm m 2 bdrm apt
Isi month FREfi $130 util inci Caria 549-
1741 eves '/> mile from campus Bus

1 Bdrm. in 2 Bdrm. Apt. Brandywine.2nd
1/2 Dec. Free. Dog allowed Leave name
& phone no., at 253 2441 in ref. to Jim
Kerner

2 bedroom apt. 1 nrw. from Amherst center

avail for Jan BO Call 546 5600 64027.

Riders needed to go West!* Will t>e

leaving around Dec 19 for a real direct

drive straight thru to Wash State. Ph.

665 3031 Carol

Fly to F,t L.iudcrdalc $305 Jan 18 $295
Jan 8 15 mc dctomodations at the Jolly

Roger Hotel on the beach OR economy
bus trip to same destination, Jan 1 15 for

$259 Contact Jim Nechin, UMass rep for

Garber Travel Reserve Now'

PA Amplifier 2 loud spkrs New Cond
Half price $50 See at Craft Shop Stu
Un

NEED MONEY! Realistic Rtvr (made by
Sony) 22WPC, Ulfralinear spkrs . SIC 9|0
turntable for only $325 or B O Call Pbt
549 4759

SERVICES

"1964 Olds F 85 for sale 135,000 miles very
good condition. Ideal for short trips.

MUST SELL BEFORE 11/251 THIS CAB
HAS PLENTY OF LIFE LEFT Call 546-

9642 immediately! $225 or best offer

PERSONALS

BrittanyManor 2br Apt. Jan June,
heattthot water incI .phone installed 25&
6023

Dorm Rafrig,
MarvAnn.

$50 neg 253 5263
PUFFERS FOR SPRING 2 br apt
bus rt

, $210/ mo utI inc. for mid
No Amherst 549 1683

near

Jan
.

Nothing to do over intersession' Come on
down to Daytona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV AC phone, the works
all this and roundtnp busfare on a luxury
motorcoach .for only $147 20 quad oc
cupancy For irffo and reservations call

PHOTOGRAPHY: Ha.ssport and ap
pli, ,)ii()!i photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or color service m
.iruclion by arrangement Reasonable
prues for hiyh quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9653 nighie onlv

Donna. Eddy. Steve. Susan, thanks so
much for the great Birthday I 11 always
remember it. Suanne

I guess It s our turn to say Hello to the

greatest shellfish warden around from the

AudoDon bonman and dr Ina Fish
samson s Islafid

MLD-two wonderful years' All my love
JMD

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Fast, Accurate,
Reasonable Call Diane evenings 549
2637

Again another year for the Big D and little

Jeanne D We'll go for three

iH u.nn-iumiiii>ii.'siiMU<in;niiiiJTrnF-
David Day at 546 7845

IUI.!Jll.MH'JIIIIIJU!tH"IIJI.IjH.M
| |j | |,|

Fraa Kittens - Call 549 3937 eves. Judy

n. I I'liMUfTTmni
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ACADfMlC TASK FORCE
Meeting today a, ,h. SOP office. All are welcome

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
This evenmo from 715 to 8:40 there will be a free

BRETT DORM

CENTER FOR RACIAL UNDERSTANDING
Course oHenngs Spring '78: Racism In The Judicial

System, M 7:00 9:00; Dynamics of White Racism M
700-900 W 700-9:00: Economics Of Race T Th

Tto a"1 t^-
"r^"""'": ^^"^ World Experiment

y^ V PofsPectives On Institutional Racism Tues

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

a.J'l''^" pk""! 'k
^«'"'"« vou to our meeting tonight

at 6.15 Check the CC bulletin for the rm. number.

FRENCH
The all-French-speaking program TOUT EN FRANCAIS presents LES BARRICADES MYSTERIEUSES

Tuesday Nov 22, at 6:30 p.m over WFCR-88 5 FM
Ih- ° aL ' '""'"'^ ''"" «""'« questions taken from
the Advanced Placement List and is directed
especially toward high school students Tout En

hL'h'.!^K
^°^^'y

'^r' ^"' ^'' ^ '«'0« response from
high school students The winning answer will receive
3 QTlZB.

ISRAELI EXPO CANCELLED
The riotice published yesterday on the Israeli Expowas included by mistake The Expo had actually been

cancelled several weeks ago We apologize for any
inconveniences this may have caused anyone

ISSUES IN AGRICULTURE
Dr. Daniel Hillel of the Plant and Soil Sciences Dept

will speak on 'World Food Prospects - An Optimistic
View, on Tuesday night, 7-9, m CC 162.

Jack Scott

Sportswriter

to lecture
Sportswriter and activist Jack Scon will

speak on "Violence in Sports" Nov. 28 at 8
p.m.

He is now finishing a book on the 1977
NBA plavoffs which, in part, deals with the
fracas between Portland Trail Blazer fonward
Maurice Lucas and the Philadelphia Seventy-
Sixers' young, tough center, Darryl Dawkins.

Scott will reveal the media psychology
behind sensational headlines, his association
with Blazer center Bill Walton, and the varied
"violences" that do not make headlines -
the violence athletes do to their bodies and
the "violence" inflicted on people's physical
lives by the environment, or by corporate-
pushed products like processed foods and
drugs.

Scott and his wife shared a household
with Bill Walton, taking part in the vegetarian
fare, and with him actively supported for the
Native American movement.
Tomorrow at 3 p.m., Scott will hold a

workshop on "Racism and Sports" in the
Hampden Student Center in Southwest.

For more information, contact the
Distinguished Visitors Program by visiting
the office. Student Union 415, or calling 546-
0920.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Junior Club Sandwich,
Californta Quiche, basics: Vegetable Baked
Beans. California Quiche.
DINNER - Chinese Dinner- Chicken

Wings, Stuffed shells. Basics: the same.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Cheeseburgers, Fish Cones,

Basics: Golden Burger, Vegetable Hot Pot.
DINNER - -Spaghetti, Fried Fish, Basics:

Potato Mushroom Delight, Fried Fish.

Art exhibition

LOST
Bumes and Noble bookbag with notebooks andpersonals, no. valuable to anyone but the owne caJ

6 5027, or leave at CC Information Desk

welcome'
'"^"'"^ '°"'«'^' ^^ ^^ «' 8 ^ "^ All

RESOURCES JUDIACA GENERAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING

Mon., Nov. 28, CC 170, 7:30 p.m.

SKY DIVERS
Anyone interested in competing in a co-ed

collegiate sky diving meet? Students of the sky-divma
club at Boston State College are looking for interested
competitors for a novice Hitand Run meet this
spring. We are looking for at least two competitors
from each state college and other private schoolsAnyone interested please write: Stephen D. Austin c-
o Sky-diving Club, S.G.A, Office, Boston State
Lollege, Huntington Ave., Boston, Ma 02115 Be
sure to leave return address as all replies will be an
swered.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
The board will meet tonight at 5:30 in CC 164.

Several important agenda items will be discussed

UNITY DAY
Today at the Campus Center pond, entertainment

and refreshments. Free to all. Sponsored by the
Coalition of Co-ops.

A five-college faculty art exhibition begins
today at the UMass University Gallery, and
will continue through Dec. 18.

r.hlr"^^:'®''®" ^'«a painters,
photographers, print makers, and sculptors
of national acclaim have each chosen theirworks that will be displayed.

The more than 100 art works on displav
impressively reveal the range, diversity and
accomplishment of the artists teaching at

these four colleges. This exhibition marks the
tirst time the artists of these institutions haveshown their works together

The University Gallery in the Fine Arts
Center is open Tuesday, 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.mWednesday through Friday 11:30 a.m - 4-30
p.m. Saturday and Sunday 2 p.m. - 5 p.m'. It
will be closed for the Thanksgiving recess
Nov. 24 through 27, and will close for the
Christmas vacation and Intersession from
Dec. 18 through Jan. 23, 1978.

Whaf 8 Happening

TODAY
POETRY READING

Louise Gluck will read from her poems at
3:30 p.m. ,n SBA-120 (the samll octogonal
auditonum).

«">iai

THANKSGIVING BAKE SALE
The Amherst Youth Center, as part of itsNovember fund-raising drive, will hold a

Thanksgiving Bake Sale at Amherst Centertrom noon to sell-out. Baked goods will
include pies, cakes and cookies.
FILM

-"2001: A Space Odyssey," $1, Main
Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall
Hampshire. 7 and 9:30 p m
LECTURE

^

-7:30 p.m., University Arts Extension
Sen/ice Craft Lecture, David Powell and

John Tierney, "Woodworking," Parish Hall
Grace Church, Amherst, $2.50.

-"Mechanisms in Endogenous Murine
Leukemia Virus Induction by Radiation and
Chemicals," by Dr. Ralph J. Rascati of the
Biology Division of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, 4 p.m.. Graduate Research
Tower A 203. Coffee served at 3:45 p m

LECTURE
TOMORROW

"Deindustrialising Society: Where to andHow. by Edvyard Goldsmith, editor of The

WS-' \t -"• "™ •Blueprint for
help write

frr^rr, „ * ,
Lecture will be tomorrowfrom noon to 1 p.m. CC 168, sponsored bythe Future Studies Program.

2 for I Wild Turkey Drinks
Tuesday, Nov. 22

before STfjanfes^gitiing,

Turkey being raffled

Prizes given a^vay

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1977

DOONESBLRY by Carry Trudcau

OH, I'M JUST 60-
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LOOKING OLD L£M)Shem
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

ii.
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WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins
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CM by Marty Maceda
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Your Birthday
Collegian i3

% Stella Wilder

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22
— Born today, you are a
flexible individual for
whom change holds no
problems You enjoy life as
you find it but you are
perfectly wilhng to adapt
to new way.s when neces-
sary. You can be depended
upon to behave with calm
and intelligence in any cri-
sis, particularly when it

comes to managing, chil-

dren, for you know how to
bring calm to them and
how to enlist their support
in an effort to make them
help themselves.

Your level-headed ap-
proach to whatever diffi-

culties arise should gain
you the admiration and the
support of those who live or
work with you. Much is

gained in the name of
moderation and there is no
one more moderate than
you in dealing with the
public. You can be counted
on to persuade others in
ways you wish them to go,
and you would make an
excellent salesman. Your
honesty is the asset that
marks your salesmanship
as superior.

You have very strong
beliefs and will fight to see
them upheld. You do not
Insist that others have the
same standards and ide-

als, but you do insist that
you be allowed to follow
your own Inclinations in
these matters. In return,
you allow others the same
privilege. In conflicts be-
tween Justice and loyalty,
you always allow justice to
win.

To find what In In store
for you tomorrow, selcrt
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph,
I-et your birthday star be
your dally guide.

yVEONESOAY, NOVEM-
BER 23

8AaiTrARIU8(Nov.22-
Dec.21

1
- Your service to

another may be criticized
toduy Don't be swayed by
falsi' logic.

CAPRICORNiDec 22-
Jan.l9» - Contentment is

the key to success today.
Don't be impatient with the
slow or handicapped.
Count your blessings.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Use your mental
skills to develop new inter-
ests for leisure time. Don't
expect direction to come
unbidden.

PISCESfFeb.l9-March
20) - An influential friend
helps you to an important
position Don't refuse an
opportunity for gain.

ARIESi March 21-April
19) - Consider the utility of

an object you want to buy;
you may buy something
you can't use or appreci-
ate

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) - You should progress
in the commercial world
without further effort. De-
liver another's promise
tonight.

GEMINI'May21-June20)
- The welfare of a loved
one is essential to your
own. Make sure all is well
at home before you leave.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - There are detrimen-
tal aspects to your plana
for a Journey. Be available
to answer questions at eve-
ning.

LEO (July 23-Aug.22) -
Strong will power and
sense of direction are
needed for success In Im-
provung the home situa-
tion.

VIRQ0{Aug.2.1-Scpt 22) -

• Imagination and energy,
expended wisely, can
make the difference be-
tween success and failure
today.

LIBRA(Sept.2.'J^)et.22) -
Your Intuitive powers may
be able to help you realize
a goal of your future.
SCORPIO I Oct. 23-

Nov,21) - You muat over-
come a tendency to med-
dle, or you may be acfused
of promoting false rumors,

I iHivnghi, mr |,„,|„,, K»»tur..((w.<li

Today's Crossword

1

5

10

14

ACROSS
Wildly enthu-

siastic: Slang
Metric unit

money
- in a

song; Sal

15 Hide from
view

16 Counter-
tenor

17 'Rollout -

19 Short run-

way 'plane

20 Salt-covered
plain: SW
USA.

21 Insect egg
22 Salver
23 Of vision

25 I ght refresh-

ment
26 Quarrel
30 Ending with

mod and cist

31 Washes
lightly

34 Book for

snapshots
36 Be of one

mind
38 cake
39 Citrus fruit

2 words
42 No. Amen

can Indian

43 Does a floor

ing job
44 Express

pleasure

45 Divided into

segments
47 Unite

49 Made cold
50 Pro vote
51 Star: Prefix

53 Unskilled

worker
55 Kind of

spasm
56 Gloss
61 Forest

animals
62 Stone-like

64 Large

amount: Var
65 Viscous

substance
66 When
67 Curlers' caps
68 Houston

ballplayer

Undesirable
plant

DOWN
Weapons:
Slang

Turkish

officer

Celt

White brain
matter

Sl(in abra-
sion

High--"
Anderson
title

TV program:
2 words
Memento
from the past

Yesterday's Puzzle Solved:

VTA

AIN
s C A M P
H A N 1

E N A T E
uaiiaa adBioaaann

r T tIi U\
\111W^.

RIEIS

Quci QQaaa naa
l!»jT|R 1 p C

I I
1

LlA Nj
V r E R s E

I
s T Aj T F

E s E C R A T E T A X F n
T V E R ti M E R R Y K 1 N G
FT 5"

R" r I *> L A y E L S F
P E T_ l_ R_ S_ A L E T E r D_

69

1

3
4

8

9 Prefix with
while

10 Move swiftly

1

1

Of a very

high fre-

quency
12 Ancient

Greek walk
13 Sacred
18 Fuss
24 Follow slowly
25 Layers
26 Didn't go to

bed: 2 words
27 La Ar-

gentina city

28 Capp charac-
ter; 2 words

29 Pull hard
31 Antique auto
32 United

States

symbol

33 Horse
35 Deals out
37 Readjust
40 Clear

41 Friend:

French
46 Verb forms
48 The "D" of

FDR"
51 Assistants

52 Retreat

rapidly

53 Annoying
person

54 Miss Raines
55 Irish vi lage
57 Arrange

neatly

58 Harrovi/s

tooth

59 Noun ending
60 Tall grass
63 Eastern title

AllMINLVI EON by Steve Latler

^f'l'^^^^J'"-
^^^^'^^^ SE^NEX WORKED V£frr lAlE n -~~

^,< 2*1- '^<^"'^^E Mix.Nc;oPTMewfioN&<:H£M-r'R£»^3^E£>.AH0-niEN
ICAUS PROOlceP A GREAT tXpLOSiOM' THE LAB PERFEOED aUOWcENTW& DESTMTrED AND NO SIGN OF DR. SENUEX WAS J''»»THR^S7E,GlVl^J6 THE

,'XT)^ £*-f.
^^ [WOWJ) A FUSHr SMILE '*]
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Courageous Arnold leads harriers
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The scene: Van Cortiand Park, New
York City

The race: IC4A's
The action: UMass runner Stetson

Arnold crossing the finish line in fifth

place with his arms upraised, signifying a
triumph.

The reaction: "I've never felt so strong
in my life."

Stetson Arnold, a transfer from
Provid^ce College, has gone through
more trials and tribulations, more peaks
and valleys, more high and lows than the
Perils of Pauline.

He has seen the 'gold' of Ail-American
status, having been on full scholarship at
Providence, which two years ago was the
third-best cross country team in the
nation, and the recognition by the Boston
Globe two years ago predicting that he
would be the "outstanding runner in New
England."

But more recently Arnold has been hit

by misery. One year ago he was plagued
by a mild case of hepatitis, causing him to
rest extensively. This season, in his first

year in a UMass uniform, Arnold was
felied by what doctors have termed
hypoglycemia, a blood sugar disease.

Normally, a person with this ailment
would undergo extensive medical tests to
see what specifically the body would
need in order to fully recuperate. It's a
sickness that causes a person to feel very
strong and full of energy one moment but
then "weak and lifeless the next."

It's a disease which doctors think, but
can't prove, is caused by a low blood
sugar amount in the diet.

The question - why is Stetson Arnold
\ still running?

"It means too much to me net to be
able to run. When the season is over,"
said Arnold, "I will fully investigate what
is wrong with me and what I can do to
get rid of it.

"But right now, trying to help UMass
do as well as it can do is my concern,"
said the 21 -year-old business major.
The cross country season started on a

promising note for Arnold as he placed in

the top five positions in the first two
UMass meets. He looked quite im-
pressive in the second meet of the season
against his old team - Providence
College - as he ran fifth with a good
time of 24 minutes flat on tha five-mile
Franklin Park course.

But then Arnold started feeling weak.
He could practice some days but then
had to rest on others. Finally coach Ken
O'Brien had to rest him for three con-
secutive meets to give him time to find
out what was medically wrong.
"We sought out a lot of medical ad-

vice," said O'Brien, "and decided to rest

Stetson whenever he felt weak. We
weren't going to push him and if it meant
that we were going to 'red-shirt" him for
another season, we would have done
that.

"Even though Stet has done very well
in the last three weeks, we still can't
predict what he will do from week to
week because of the unpredictable
behavior of the disease," said O'Brien.
The road to recovery for Arnold started

out dismally as he finished 14th in the
Yankee Conference championships three
weeks ago A week later, Arnold came
back to place sixth in the New Englands
as he ran step for step with co-captain
Mike Quinn. If Arnold hadn't fallen half-

way through the race, he conceivably
could have finished higher.

Arnold climaxed his road to recovery

with a scintillating fifth place position in
the IC4A's. He claimed he never felt so
strong physically.

"Every week I feel better and better
and my aim for the nationals is again to
make All-American (one of the top 25
Americans to finish the race)," said
Arnold.

Arnold chose to leave Providence
because he felt like a "machine and not a
human being" about his relationship with
Providence coach Bob Amato.

Providence, which is ranked fourth in
the country by Harrier magazine, has in
the last two years recruited extensively
from Ireland, spending huge sums of
money to bring in world class runners.

Recent runners from Ireland who have
been widely known for their abilities have
been Mike O'Shea, John Treacy, Michael
Byrne, and most recently record holder of
the two miler in Ireland Gerry Deegan.

In an interview Arnold said the reason
he left Providence for UMass was
because of the active effort by Amato to
recruit foreign runners and because of
the "business-like" coaching style of
Amato.

"I will predict," said Arnold, "that in
the next two years Providence will not
have one American on the team. I could
see it coming and I wanted to get out of
it."

According to Arnold, Amato would
just put the workout up on the bulletin
board and leave.

"He wasn't interested in anybody as a
runner and certainly as a person. I jOst
got fed up with him," said Arnold.

Except for the medical problems that
have beset Arnold this year, he is most
quite happy with UMass and its running
program.

"I am quite relieved to get out of
Providence and into a university where a

Stetson Arnold. (Staff photo by Jim
Gomes)

coach cares about you as a person, other
runners that you can get to know as good
friends, and a general environment that's
conducive to running," said Arnold.
"We are very lucky, " said O'Brien, "to

get a runner of the quality runner like

Stetson. It will take some time for him to
get back to the level he achieved his All-

American year at Providence but again
it's a matter of time. Arnold definitely has
the talent and the discipline to do it."

Murray named top rookie; Bostock signs
Writers honor DH
NEW YORK [AP] - Eddie Murray, the

Baltimore Orioles' slugging designated
hitter, was named 1977 American League
Rookie of the Year yesterday by the Baseball
Writers Association of America.
The 21 -year-old Murray, a switch-hitter

who batted a solid .283 with 27 home runs
and 88 runs batted in, got 12 Vi votes in the
balloting by the 28-man BBWAA committee.
He received 12 full votes and split one with
Oakland A's outfielder Mitchell Page, the
runner-up with 9Vi votes.

Murray finished the season with a flourish,

batting .364 with 26 RBI and nine homers in

31 games during September. His key hits

kept the surprising Orioles in the hot East
Division race with Boston and the New York
Yankees until the final weekend.

Second baseman Bump Wills of the Texas
Rangers received four votes and pitcher
Dave Rozema of the Detroit Tigers received
the other two in the balloting. Each com-
mittee member votes for only one player with
each vote counting equally.

Murray, a Los Angeles native, was the
Orioles' third choice in the June 1973 draft.

He is Baltimore's fourth AL Rookie of the
Year, following Ron Hansen, 1960; Curt
Blefary, 1965, and Ai Bumbry, 1973.

Murray, a natural right-hander, taught
himself to switch- hit during the 1976 season
with Charlotte of the Class AA Southern
League where he hit .298 with 12 homers and
46 RBI in 88 games and Rochester of the
Class AAA International League .274 11
homers, 40 RBI in 54 games.

He is listed as a first baseman but Manager
Earl Weaver used him predominantly as a DH
because of the presence of slugger Lee May
27 homers, 99 RBI.

Page batted .307 with 21 homers, 75 RBI
and 42 stolen bases for Oakland. Wills hit
287 and stole 28 bases for the Rangers.

Angels ink star

ANAHEIM [AP\ - Outfielder Lyman
Bostock became, in his own words, the
highest paid baseball player in the history of
the game yesterday when he signed a
reputed five-year contract with the California
Angels for $3 million.

"As far as I know, I m the highest paid
ballplayer, " said Bostock, and his agent,
Abdul, Jalil, verified, "he is No. 1."

Bostock, who turns 27 today, played out
his option with the Minnesota Twins this
past season and hit .336, which was second

in the American League only to his team-
mate. Rod Carew, the AL's Most Valuable
Player.

Bostock said the New York Yankees and
the San Diego Padres offered him more
money than the Angels but "there were a lot
of other things involved in addition to
money."

Bostock said he had made up his mind last
Friday to accept the Angels' offer even
though Minnesota had made a last-minute
bid on Sunday to regain his services.
The Twins already had lost center-fielder

Larry Hisle to the Milwaukee Brewers in the
free- agent draft.

Baltimore, L.A., widen division leads
[AP] — On a Sunday when a few teams

could have clarified the National Football
League's post-season prospects, they chose
involuntarily, of course to cloud it up even
more.

Only Baltimore and Los Angeles took
steps to thin out the playoff field.

In the American Conference, Baltimore
managed to widen its East Division lead to
two games over Miami. While the Colts, 9-1,
were routing the New York Jets 33-12, the
Dolphins were losing 23-17 to Cincinnati.

Miami had the misfortune to get suckered
by the Bengals' triple reverse pass play —
Ken Anderson to Archie Griffin to John
McDaniel back to Ken Anderson to Bob
Trumpy for the 29-yard fourth-quarter
touchdown pass.

New England remained on the fringes of
the playoff picture, improving to 6-4 by
beating Buffalo 20-7. But with Denver 9-1
and Oakland 8-2 in the AFC West and with
the runner-up Raiders and the Patriots
having equally easy or equally tough foes in

the remaining four regular-season weeks, it

appears unlikely that New England will

secure a wild-card berth, which goes to each
conference's best second-place team.

Oakland plays Buffalo, Los Angeles,
Minnesota and Kansas City, two fairly tough,
two moderately easy - and none really

predictable considering the state of Ken
Stabler's twisted knee while New England
plays Philadelphia, Atlanta - the Pats will

probably be favored each timfe — Miami and
Baltimore; they figure to be underdogs for
these two.

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERII

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent

at NO EXTRA charge-
Heat & Hot Water

For Your Convenience
-f Free UMass bus to town and campus
-t- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher
-t- Fully carpeted
+ Wall to wall closets
-t- Cabtevision available
-¥ 1 V7 miles from Mt. Farms Mall
-^24 hour maintenance staff

2 Bedroom
Garden Apartments

$245.00

;

i;

' 1

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive

Take first entrance
Rental Hours Mon Fri 9 5. Sat 102
256 8534

^ Special second
semester rental terms

available

Brittany Manor
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Timberland
A whole line ol insulaled watcrproot boots.

Heartfelt Leather
103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5135

DON GLEASON'S KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

PWUl STREH
CAMPERS Supply INC

NORTHAMPTON M^SS

Down and Polaguard jackets by the North
t-ace Sierra Designs and Camp Trails. Down
and Polaguard vest by Don Gleasonand Camo
Trnils Wool and chamios shirts by
Woolrich two layered underwear, tops and
bottoms, and one piece unionsuits by
Duofold. Down filled mittens, and gloves by
Saranac. Snow shoes by Tubbs of Vermont
Sorol boot',, and Vasque hiking boots. Don
bleasons best means quality products for
you: outdoor needs.

also

Other gift giving favorites
Original Swiss army knives"

Heavy duty canvas "tote bags"
"Buck" and "Gerber ' knives

plus

Our complete sel.^ction cf family
camping and backpacking equipment

HOUMS 9 to 5 » WEEKOa VS
9 to5 SATURDAY

PEARL STREET IS ONE BLOCK
SOUTH OE MAIN STREET IN THE
CENTER

r A TIEN JION ENyiROMENTALISJSi
The Df'/hirtfnent of [nviromnntal Sciences is offering tins Spnng

ENVSCI 370 Schedule No 303802 Haim B Gunner Instructor
CONTROVERSIAL CHEMICAL IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Orydni;ation Lo rutc discussion
AifTi; To survey tlu- broad groups of chem cals present in food, cosmetics medicine-
jnd occurrifK, in industrial and agricultural practices. An attempt will be made to weiqh
the enviromenul and human impact of these chemicals and to make some assessment
of benefits in relation to the present and potential hazards of their use
Readings: Top;cal material will be assigned.
Requirements One mid term and a paper.
Prerequisites Permission of the instructor. Although this course is intended for an in-
formed lay public, a background in chen.istry and biolugy would be helpful
Course meets Tuesday and Thursday 1.25

ENVSIC 502 Schedule No. 403883 Linda Lockwood Instrouctor Sec 1

CASE STUDIES OF ENVIROMENTAL PROBLEMS:
Organization: Lecture discussion
Aim: Problem approach Ivia case studies) to develop literacy and to provide the
necessary conceptual framework for analysis of enviromental problems The
parameters of specific problems In relationship to 'causes' and 'cures of enviromental
problems, interfaces among those disciplines; and difficulties encountered with linear
perspectives to multidimensional problems.
Readings The EcdIchjv of Man: An Ecosystem Approach' by Robert L Smith 2nd
ed

,
1976 Harper h Row

Requirements: Two Exams: paper.
Prerequisites: Two semesters of College Science.
Added Notes. Highly recommended for students in Enviromental Sciences Education
the Natural Sciences and for those interested in Enviromental Studies
Course meets Monday and Wednesday 330 5 30

BN^K
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Mike McHuji{li

Ignored but important
Jimmy Brown, Jim Taylor, Paul Homung,

Gale Sayers, and O.J. Simpson are football
names that nobody forgets because they're
running backs who produced points, which
is synonymous with glory.

But what about the thankless job that
special teams, defensive teams, and of-
fensive lines do that are just as important but
neglected?

The Miami Dolphins built championship
teams around a no-name defense that
consisted of players like Jake Scott, Manny
Fernandez, Bill Stanfill and Nick Buonoconti.
We know their names because the media
swallowed the Dolphins' front office bait
Otherwise, you'd think that Scott was a
baker in Kennebunk, Maine.

In recent years George Allen has become
famous for his emphasis of recruiting players
for the sole purpose of playing on special
teams. Everybody has nightmares when Bill

Malinchak prepares to block another punt, or
when Andre the Giant decides to come back
to the 'Skins and bowl over 11 individuals.

Now for the offensive line.

Aaaahhhh, let' see. Perhaps the greatest
injustice to the quarter-ton hulks that occupy
the 'pit', both offensively a.nd defensively, is

to overlook them. The Fearsome Foursome
of the Los Angeles Rams started a media
trend to nickname the front four (i.e. Steel
Curtain, Purple People- Eaters, Orange Crush,
etc.). However, the men on the other side of
the 'pit' still remain anonymous.

Except for the Electric Company that
plowed open mack-truck holes for one-
Orenthal James Simpson a couple of years
ago that led to the Juice's record-shattering
2,000-yard plus season, the monsters up
front have gone fameless.

Just before his injury, all of a sudden the
Juice went sour and everybody asked,
"What's wrong with the offensive line? Can't
they block anymore? Do their mothers wear
army boots? What's the story?"

The story is that Joe DeLamielleure
(guard), Reggie MacKenzie (guard), Donnie
Greene (tackle), Joe Devlin (who alternates
with Greene), and Dave Foley (tackle) are
alive and well in Buffalo. Just ask the
Patriots, who dropped a 24-14 decision that
was supposed to be a cakewalk.

DeLamielleure said after the Bill's 56-17
loss to the expansion Seattle Sea Hawks that
he was going to play every game as if it were
his last. And he did.

MacKenzie, who's a good friend of
Simpson's, said that the Bill's pride had been
hurt the week before against Seattle and that
he wouldn't quit. ... and he didn't.

Greene, Foley, and Devlin are the lesser-
known celebrities of the Electric Company
but they performed just as intensely as the
others. Since they don't carry the football
nor pull for the Juice, they just shower and
go back to the hotel.

You're probably wondering who the hell
the center is. The truth of the matter is I

don t know since Mike Montler packed his
bags.

So, I guess you can say that I'm just as
guilty as the average football fan that
watches the quarterback, halfbacks, and
wide receivers. In my defense - the Boston
(jlobe did not print anywhere in its sports
section the name of the Buffalo Bills' startinr
center.

The Electric Company didn't go sour, the
Juice might have, or defenses just pointed at
riumber 32 in the blue and white and said
"you're (OJ) not going anywhere."

Roland Hooks (hardly a household name)
rambled for 155 yards on 27 carries behind
the same offensive line that was in front of
the Juice. Coincidence? I don't think so.

The next time you go to a football game,
watch the offensive line: the way the guards
pull, the way they stunt (criss-cross), and
pass block. You might learn something.
The Patriots did.

Harriers finish 19th
SPOKANE, Wash. - The UMass cross

country team, paced by Mike Quinn and
Stetson Arnold, finished 19th in the national
cross championships held here yesterday
afternoon.

Quinn, who placed 16th, and Arnold, who
came in 23th, earned All-America honors for
the harriers.

The team title went to the University of
Oregon, which compiled 97 points The
University of Texas - El Paso placed second

with 129 points, while Wyoming came in

third. UMass had 418 points.
Providence College was the highest New

England finishers, as the Friars placed fourth
in the 33 team field. John Tracy (second
place), Gerry Deegan (third) and Dan Dillon
(13th) were the PC high finishers and All-
America harriers.

Northeastern's Jon Flora was another New
Englander who fared well. He came in 17th,
just back of Quinn.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Basketball entries are

due Dec. 1. Due to the increased number of
intramural teams, the number of teams
accepted for competition may have to be
limited ... first come, first served.

Correction: Basketball officials meeting
will take place next Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in

room 215, Boyden; not today as printed
yesterday.

TICKET OFFICE - Tickets are now on
sale for the UMass- Lehigh playoff game.
Office hours are 8 a.m. -8 p.m. today and

Friday, and 8 a.m. -6:30 p.m. Wednesday.
The office will be closed all day Thanks-
giving.

A CPR (modular type) course will be held
in NOPE for those who wish basic cer-
tification. The course satisfies one part of the
first responder law. Each full, session is
required and will meet from 4: 1 5-6:15pm on
the follow days: Nov. 30, Dec. 5, Dec 7 Dec
12, and Dec. 14.

The class is limited to 20 pesons. Register
with the NOPE secretary by next Tuesday at
4:30 p.m.

THE ELMWOOD INN

Holiday Menu

'^ APPETIZER

French Onion Soup 1.00

Fruit Cup .50

Soup du Jour .35

Shrimp Cocktail $2.50

Roast Turkey w - Cranberry Sauce

Sirloin Steak

Filet Mignon

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef

Boston Schrod

Baked Lobster en Casserole

Celery Sticks - Garden Salad
Mashed Sweet Potatoes, 2 Fresh Vegetables

Desserts 80
Apple Pie, Pumpkin Pie, Mincemeat Pie, Pecan Pie

Cheesecake - Assorted Sundaes

RUSSai STRIET

HAIXEY, MASS 01035

T«l. 584-6813

Cranberry Juice

Tomato Juice

$5.75

$7.95

$795

$795

$5.00

$6.50

/
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Stetson Arnold feature, p. 14

Bostock inks Angel pact p. 14

Grapplers swept in quad-match
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team traveled to
Kingston, Rhode Island this weekend and
depending on how you look at the situation
the tnp was either a success or a dismai
failure.

The team opened the 77-78 season with a
quad-match against three top-rated schools
and. as expected, failed to win a match-
losing to Michigan 33-7, Rhode Island 37-6'
and Syracuse 30-6.

Although the final scores did not indicate
It, UMass displayed effective ability against
the three colleges. The Michigan match was
their best, as the UMass squad gave the
Wolverines several good contests.

Freshman Tony Perry started the UMass
scoring with a decisive 12-4 victory at 118
po"un'ds to give the team a quick 4-0 lead.

Perry was just fantastic," beamed coach
Jave Amato. "He showed real good speed
and he had some great moves, too."
At 126 pounds, Dave Krase lost a close'

6-3 match to give Michigan three ooints. but
veteran grappler Larry Otsuka gave UMass a
7-3 lead with his 11-5 triumph at 134 pounds.
The Minutemen scoring stopped here,

however, as Michigan took the next seven
matches for the victory. Charley Rigogliso
(142 pounds) and co-captain Timmy Fallon
(150 pounds) lost close matches.

Against Rhode Island. Amato shuffled his
line-up considerably. Dana Rasmussen
started things off at 1 18 pounds, and lost a 2-

1 decision to Bob DeSteffanis.
Raz' could have won that match." said

Amato. "He had a few bad breaks, or else
the score would have been different."

Otsuka started the UMass scoring, ^s he
produced one of the best UMass efforts of
the weekend with an 8-6 victory over old foe
Scott Arnel.

This was a classic rematch between the
two, as last spring Otsuka edged Arnel by an

overtime decision In the New England
championships.

Steve McLarney provided the only other
UMass victory with a 4-2 win at 150 pounds.

In the Syracuse match, UMass bowed, 33-
6.

"This was by far our worse match," said
Amato. "The guys were tired. We had
already had two tough matches, and
Syracuse just overwhelmed us."
The only UMass scoring came from Fallon,

who picked up two points witn a tie at 150
pounds, and John Allen, who scored a big
victory in the unlimited division.
UMass will have next week off. and travels

to Coast Guard for a tournament December 2
and 3.

"It's too bad we have next week off." said
Amato. "The team is real excited now. We
played three great teams and came away
with some good matches."

In other weekend matches. Syracuse
battled URI to a 15-15 draw and lost to
Michigan. 20 18. URI also beat Michigan to
be the only undefeated team in the quad
match.

WRESTLING NOTES - Freshman
grappler Dave O'Brien summed up the
weekend best as he spoke in personal terms:
"Last year I was wrestling teams like Milford
High, now here I am facing Michigan."
Another freshman. Mike Cunningham,

must be wondering if he perhaps came
around at the wrong time. In his very first

college match. Cunningham was pitted
against Michigan's Mark Churrela, who just
happens to be national collegiate champion
at 158 pounds.
Cunningham, who lost the match, looked

upon the contest as an honor.
'I felt proud to face him," said Cun-

ningham. "I didn't expect to win, but I was
trying as hard as I could. I think, though, that
I had a little bit too much respect for him.
After I lost I realized that he has too arms and
too legs just like me. But he really is good."
But not good enough. In what turned out

Eddie Murray, switch- hitting designated hitter of the Battimore Orioles, was
named yesterday as Annerican League Rookie of the Year by the Baseball Writers
Association of America. See story on page 14. (UPI)

to be the most exciting match of the entire
quad match, Churrella lost a 7-2 match to
John Janiak of the Syracuse Orangemen.

Janiak was ranked number two in the
nation two years ago, but was forced to sit

out last season because of shoulder surgery.
Janiak will have little time to savor the
victory, however, as he will meet Churrella
next month in a tourney at Penn State.
UMass was without the sen/ices of co-

captain and New England champion Kevin
Griffin this weekend.

Griffin, a fixture at 158 pounds, has been
busy with late labs and was not in top
condition for the quad match.

Amato replaced Griffin with Dave O'Brien
against Syracuse and URI, and Mike Cun-
ningham against Michigan.

Before the quad match began, UMass and
Michigan staged two exhibition matches.
Dana Rasmussen pinned John Davids at 118
pounds, and Steve Joyce lost a 167 pound
decision.

Icemen battle AlC
in Springfield tonight
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team will try to get
back on the winning track tonight as it

travels to Smead Arena in Springfield to
battle the Yellow Jackets of AlC in a 7:15
game.
The contest will be the first in a five-game

road trip that will also feature UConn,
NonA/ich, Middlebury and Army.
The Minutemen are coming off a

frustrating 5-2 loss at the hands of a tough,
scrappy Lowell six that was just too fast and
too talented for the Minutemen. The loss
dropped UMass' record to 1-1.

The game was a very physical contest,
featuring 32 penalties, most of which were
called in the final period. The contest was
marred by fights and other incidents that
occured in the stands behind the benches.
Coach Jack Canniff was less than pleased

with his team's performance Saturday night,
and is hoping his squac' can put it together
against a talented, experienced AlC .squad.

This will be the season opener for the
Yellow Jackets, who under fourth-year
coach Paul Thornton posted an 18-6 record
last season. The mark earned them a spot in
the ECAC Division II playoffs, where they
bowed out in the early rounds.
AlC is an xperienced team with a lot of

depth. The Yellow Jackets are led on offense
by senior forward Tom Mullen, a two-time
All-American. who was second in ECAC
Division II scoring last season with 31 goals
and 41 assists. Other offensive threats for

AlC are senior forward Tom Lloyd, who had
14 goals last year and junior forwards Ken
Muse and Dan Aiello, who had 12 goals
apiece.

On defense, the Yellow Jackets have
plenty of talent and depth. The defensive
corps is led by senior standout Mike Smith,
who set an AlC assist record last year with
46. Smith is backed up by juniors Ron
Nelson, Mike Dagenais and Mark Scheider.
The Yellow Jackets, who lost starting

goaltenders Ray Belisle and Gary Newbert to
graduation, will probably go with freshman
Chris Snow, who impressed Thornton in pre-
season, in the nets. Mark Hull is the backup
goalie.

John Riley, who has played very well in

goal for the first two games, will get the nod
again tonight for the Minutemen. Riley
turned aside 35 shots in the Lowell contest
and kept UMass in the game.

For the Minutemen to stay in the game
tonight, they will have to keep the puck away
from the high-powered Yellow Jacket of-
fense. The Minutemen, who don't have the
scoring punch of AlC, will have to play solid
defense and hope to get on top early.

BLUELINE BANTER: Tom Jacobs, the
Lowell left winger who was carried off the ice
on a stretcher Saturday night, was not
seriously injured. Lowell coach Bill Riley
said that Jacobs sat on his skate blade, badly
cutting his leg. Riley predicted Jacobs would
be out for a week... Smead Arena, the sight
for tonight's game, is located about a mile
from the school's campus in Springfield.

Ru8K Smith

A sports souffle

... Cup of hot chocolate and an english
muffin with grape jelly, and out the door by
7:30 ...

Not to worry about UMass's loss over the
weekend to Boston College. We'll get even
when basketball season rolls around ...

While it's decent the Minutemen will be
playing Lehigh in a post-season game this

Saturday, but too bad it had to be this

weekend when just about everyone will still

be home for the holidays. Even students who
follow the team each week may think twice
since it would mean coming up to Amherst
and returning home presumably, since the
dorms will be closed. Which means most will

learn the outcome via their local Sunday
pa^r , instead of first hand.

Wondering, after reading the account of
the hockey team's home debut at Orr Rink
on Amherst College's campus, whether
drunk fans are better than no fans or vice
versa. Since it's a long bus ride from Lowell
to Amherst you don't have to guess what U
of L's fans did on the way up. Not that it

(trouble) was completely their doings. Takes
two to tango.

Are the diehard fans who clung onto the

Red Sox and their slim playoff hopes the

same ones who still believe the NE Patriots

have a chance too?
While on the Sox, surely you all know that

Mike Torrez has come to his senses, left the
Yankees and is headed towards Beantown.
No doubt this will enhance the chances of
the Sox winning a few more games, but
enough to take the league? And why Dick
Drago?-Enough of baseball, it's wintertime.

Returning from Boston news to a more
local scene: the field hockey team took off to
comp>ete in the national tournament in

Colorado. The school has reportedly given
them $6500 towards expenses. So how come
the soccer team reportedly got nothing for its

journey to New York except gas money?

UMass basketball season opens next week
( Nov. 30) at Harvard. Two more away games
(Dec. 3 at George Washington, Dec. 6 at

B.U.) before the Minutemen's home opener
on the 10th vs. Vermont. Big UConn-UMass
clash on the 14th (at the Cage). Not to
mention the rest of the schedule which
features Rutgers, West Virginia, Bentley, and
Providence.

Strange, on most Mondays, the NBA,
NHL are off. But on a holiday like Thanks-
giving, the NFL ignores the significance of it

being a family day and schedules games
anyway (couldn't they play on Friday just as
easily?). Maybe that's the price you pay for

being a pro.

Tampa Bay is getting closer to victory.

They actually led the Detroit Lions 7-0 for a
while. Eventually lost 16-7. Not bad.

SW dorms to open after game
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The usual locks will be put back on South-
west dormitory doors by 4 p.m. Saturday
thus making it possible for residents to enter
the dorm and stay that night after the
UMass- Lehigh Division 2 playoff football
game.

Sally Freeman, director of the Community
Development Center, yesterday said the
decision was made at a morning meeting
with ail area directors.

Freeman said that Northeast-Sylvan area
and Central Orchard Hill area will not replace
the vacation locks until Sunday. She said
students in those areas can negotiate with
heads of residence and area administrators.
Officially, students in those areas can only

stay in their rooms if they have an academic
employment, or travel reason.

Southwest Master Director Jim Matlack
said the decision to open the area was made
because he feared a significant number of
residents would want to stay and would findsome way to get into the dorms.
"We would rather open the dorms with asmuch secunty as we can than have people in

the dorms with no security," said Matlack.

Southwest is using mostly regular student
secunty guards, although some other
students will work. Matlack said all will be
comipensated, but no regular staff (heads of
residences and resident assistants) will be
required to work.

Coolidge tower has decided not to open
officially, according to Matlack. He Sd

students and staff in that dorm conferred
and decided it was not necessary

Freeman said dorms are closed and
outside doors are recored on vacations for
the students' protection. She said if dorms
are opened with improper security, students'
rooms and property are vulnerable to theft

Central Area Associate Director William
Taylor said Monday he was worried about
secunty and he was not going to deprive an
already "exhausted staff" of its vacation
Undergraduate Student Senate co-

president Jon Hite, when reached for
comment yesterday, said students living in
the two closed areas who wish to go to the
football game "should tell their heads of
residence that they are stayina for
academic reasons."

In a related football story, Hite said
yesterday afternoon there was little chance

of getting the student admission fee of '$2
waived by Saturday.

The fee is being charged by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association. On Monday
M?A i'^

Director Frank Mclnerny said thatNCAA runs all playoff events and in fact asks
schools as Its choice if they would like to
host the games. Mclnerny said when a
school agrees to host the event they agree to
follow NCAA guidelines. "We have no
control over the fee," said Mclnerny.

Hite said it appeared that the "lateness of
the hour would prevail," although he
thought 'They were wrong in charging."

Hite claims the event is a University event
and as such the students who pay for the
stadium through the athletic fee should not
have to pay for admittance to the game
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By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Faculty to ask 36% raise
of the ad-

committee.

The proposed contract by the faculty
union, which is currently being evaluated by
the administration's bargaining committee,
will ask for a 36 per cent faculty salary in-
crease and a reduction in contact hours, it

was learned last night.

The 80-page document concerning salary,
wage and working conditions was submitted
to the administration Nov. 17 as an "asking
package" for the administration to consider
and formulate its list of proposals

Both groups will then bargain for theirdemands and eventually draw up a contract
based on compromise.
The Massachusetts Society of Professors'

proposal was leaked to the press by an
unknown source yestereay, violating written
ground rules which prohibit any release of
information to the media without mutual
consent of both the MSP and the ad-
ministration.

Zina Tillona, the official spokesperson for
the chancellor, termed the incident "terribly
unfortunate" and said she learned of it from

Russel Jones, chairperson
ministration's bargaining
yesterday morning.

Larry Roberts, chairperson of the MSP,
said the document along with a
memorandum from the administration's
bargaining committee was given to local
press to make the MSP look bad.
Jones attributed the leak to a wide

distribution of the document to as many as
100 persons which considerably startled
Roberts, who replied, "They certainly didn't
waste any time, the union only has a few
copies of the proposal itself."

The asking package is a complicated unit
of concepts, according to Roberts, which is
divided into five major segments; Salary,
Working Conditions, Academic Personnel
Policies, Grievance and Governance.

Roberts explained the contract as follows:
The concept of equity is extremely im-

portant and should be remedied in all
salaries, specifically in three areas, cost-of-
living, merit, and professional advances.
UMass faculty have not received a salary

increase in four years, and faculty is

presently hired at a salary higher than that of
their senior colleagues

A Thanksgiving tale:

The longest tunnel

Provisions are made in the proposal for
merit and professional advances neither of
which is included in the present context.
Professional advances would be automatic
based on the faculty members satisfactory
advancement. Salary increases would be
awarded on the basis of merit for out-
standing achievement by a faculty member.
The 36 per cent salary increase will in-

corporate all of these concepts.
The segment on Academic Personnel

policies would standardize the criteria for
promotion and tenure. Part-time faculty
would be provided the opportunity to be
considered for tenure. "Right now," said
Roberts, "the administration can divide up
the faculty, hire only part-timers, and get
cheap labor."

This segment will also include access to
long-range plans, a concept of academic
freedom and a guiding principle to
strengthen the department personnel
committees.

Research funds, contact hours, filling

vacancies and lab supplies will all be covered
ih the segment on working conditions.

"UMass considers itself a major research
university,

"
said Roberts, "however, little

By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

For nearly 50 years it was the marvel of the
great age of railroads: the longest train
tunnel in America.

Painstakingly chiseled through the interior
of Hoosac Mountain, it stretched nearly five
miles from North Adams to Florida, Ma., a
small wooded village tucked away in the
Western Berkshire hills. It was the last great
barrier separating the Berkshires from
Boston to the east, and New York and the
other boom towns to the west.
The steam engines are gone now, replaced

by blue and white B&M diesels, and there are
longer train tunnels in both the United States
and Europe. Triple-decked transport cars
stacked with new automobiles ride where
carioads of grain and soot-covered travelers
once rode. There is an asphalt road crossing
the tracks.

But the tunnel itself hasn't changed much
in the past century, and neither has the
Thanksgiving day tale that took 24 years, $21
million, and 195 lives to finish telling
STATE SENATOR Sylvander Johnson

was thankful on Thanksgiving day 1873. As
chairman of the Hoosac Tunnel Committee,
he had fought long and hard in the Massa-
chusetts state legislature.

Sylvander persisted, and on Nov. 27, he
followed 600 voters into the gaping mouth of
the tunnel. They waited silently in the dark,
many of them held flickering lanterns. A few
moments later the roar of 160 pounds of
nitroglycerine rumbled through the tunnel.
Johnson, at the head of the group became

the first man to pass through the tunnel.
Side-stepping puddles of icy water, he
bowed his head momentarily, and gave
thanks.

This was the end of a long and hard fought
struggle to pierce the natural wall which had
isolated the Berkshires since the days of the
first settlers.

The idea was not a new one. As early as
1825 the state legislature had grappled with
the idea of blasting a tunnel through Hoosac
mountain. Because this was still the age of
canal travel, many planners wanted to use
the tunnel as part of a canal between Boston
and the Erie Canal, which opened that same
year. The idea was scrapped by a state
commission in 1828. The railroad industry
was leaving its infancy. The decision was
made: trains.

But the tunnel was not well received by all.

All over the nation, cynics scoffed at the
idea, and accused Berkshire politicians of
having "tunnel on the brain." Judge Oliver
Wendell Holmes observed that theeend of
the millenium and the completion of the
tunnel would probably coincide.

Others, convinced the project would only
bring prosperity to the region, staunchly
voiced their approval. Said one writer in
Scribners magazine "It is a clear an-
nouncement that New England does not
intend to be left out in the cold." Amidst the
verbal bantering, work began on the tunnel
in 1848 - a 20-year delay. It was indicative of
what was to follow.

THE WIDOWS and the children were not

TURN TO PAGE 3

state support is provided." The union is
asking for $300,000 to set up a research
support fund for research grants.

The faculty presently spends six to nine
hours per week lecturing in classrooms. A
reduction in contact hours would be made to
tour and one half to six hours a week

The faculty is greatly overtaxed, said
Roberts, and filling all the vacanies would
greatly decrease the faculty work load and
increase the quality of education. Roberts
said he had no idea as to the number of
vacancies because the administration would
not release that information. Funds for
secretarial assistants, telephones and lab
supplies are also being requested.
The primary concern in matters of

governance was to strengthen the Faculty
Senate. The union would like to see the
senate retain its voice in academic matters
and be restricted to faculty only.
The proposal calls for a resolution to

streamline grievance and set an option for
binding arbitration. Grievance procedures
would be shortened to one or two months
and if the resolution was not satisfactory to
the gnevant. the case would be submitted to
an outside third party, probably the
American Arbitration Association.
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By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

There's more to read at the library than
just the books.

The ancient art of graffiti, defined by
the dictionary as the writing or painting
of words or pictures on rocks or walls is
definitely not a lost art at UMass. A white
wall is the graffitiist's dream and the
UMass library is a dream made a reality,
26 floors, two separate staircases and a
long winding white concrete wall.

Taking a walk down the 26 flights a
person can learn many different and
informative things. For instance, not
many students would want to live at the
hbrary, but according to the walls Luke
Skywalker. Darth Vader, Star Trek, Star
Wars, Spike Jones, the Beatles, Space
1999 and the rock group Kiss live there.

The following was found on just one
side of the staircase walls along with
countless references of who does what
to whom sexually and with what animate
and inanimate object.

Philosophy: "The work will wait while
you show the child the rainbow, but the
rainbow won't wait while you do the
work."

Opinionated: "Gays should be shot."

Off the wall
Thoughtful: "I think therefore I am

does that mean that trees aren't."

Variations on a theme: "To do is to be-
Camus."
"To be is to do- Sartre."
"Do be do be do-Sinatra."
"Be a good dobie-Miss Jean."
"Yabba Dabba Do-Flintstone."
"What do you do-Frampton."

Political: "Fred Harris in '76."

Angry: "Education kills; go to UMass
live forever."

Definitions: "Copulation-the number
of police officers in any metropolitan
statistical area."

Commentary: "Free Patty Hearst! No
money down, innocence not required."

andStar Trek Trivia: "Kirk: Liberty
freedom have to be more than just
words. - 'The Omega Ring'." Un-
derneath that was written, "Who writes
this stuff?" Below that, "People who like
Star Trek, I imagine. Does that sound
reasonable to you — TWIT."

Anger: "I exist dammit."
Local jokes: "I made it with

Gottlieb."

Politics: "Bugs Bunny is really Ted
Kennedy in disguise."

informitive: "Earthworms
bisexual."

Sylvia

are

One of the cleaner examples of graffiti is
photo by Amira Rahman)

on the 12th floor of the library. (Staff

Trekkies dominate the graffiti in the sta
proclaim their loyalty on every floor. (Staff

Puns: "What fish has two knees? Two
knee fish."

Wisdom: "Death is nature's way of
telling you to slow down."

Aristotolian logic: "A man is a king a
king IS a ruler, a ruler is 12 inches. Do you
still think you're a man?"

Religious commentary: Hare Krishna
ain't you cute, with shaved off hair and
orange suit. I beckon you with a silver
com and then I kick you in the groin."

Dynasty: "Jon was here 11-8-75- Jon
was here again 3-6-76; Another Jon was
here 6-10-76; Still another 5-1-77"

Informative: "Don't use elevator two, it

sounds like it's about to go."
Regrets: "I loved Connie, why ! don't

know."

Reporting: "Sylvan is a gay hangout
(Suite- ees)".

There's even advertising: "This parrot
IS dead Watch Monty Python on
Wednesday nights on channel 2 Boston
at 9:30, Tuesday nights 10, channel 57."

One person to whom tht graffiti is

neither interesting or amusing is George
Wright, deputy associate director of
Public Service at the library. "We've
asked the Physical Plant for a cleaning

Irwells of the University library as they
photo by Amira Rahman)

and painting, but they say there's no
effective way of handling it."

Wright explained, ""A great deal of
graffiti started the first year the library
was in operation when the elevators
couldn"t be called on every floor. That
created great frustration levels.

"Graffiti breeds graffiti,"" Wright said
He told how he once caught a graffitist in
the act and had a long argument because
he couldn't convince the graffitist he was
doing wrong, since there was so much
there already.

To alleviate the problem, Wright said
the Physical Plant is investigating the
cost of getting relatively graffiti free
surface such as tile. "My boss is also
contemplating the idea of talking with the
art department and having a competition
to make decorative things to put on the
walls."

Asked what irritated him most about
the walls, Wright said, 'One thing that
irritates me are those who write
messages to their friends in magic marker
like 'Joe I'm on the 16th floor.' Magic
marker is diffic ', to remove from the
concrete walls.'

One other thing that irks Wright! "If I

catch that guy who does all the Star Trek
stuff, I'll put him in orbit."

Women 's Health Series
]

Sex-related diseases on the increase
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

This is the ninth in a weekly series of ar-
ticles on women's health care.

Sexually Transmitted Diseases, which
include gonorrhea, syphilis, herpes genitalis
and a variety of less common disorders, are
occuring more and more frequently in this
country as sexual morals change.
Many STD's present particular problems

to women, in whom recognizible symptoms
are less likely to appear than in men.
The two most common STD's are syphilis

and gonorrhea (the nation's number one
epidemic). These diseases are transmitted via
mucous tissue. Infection is possibly orally
genitally and anally, and can therefore be
contracted through homosexual as well as
heterosexual contact.

Eighty per cent of women with gonorrhea
show no symptoms, so it is important for a
woman who believes she may have been
exposed to the disease to inform her
physician, and specify the regions she wishes
to have tested.

When symptoms of gonorrhea do appear
in women, they may include a thick, pus-like
discharge which is yellowish-green in color
and a low backache. In a rectal infection,
there is sometimes an anal mucous
discharge, blood or pus in the feces or a
burning pain in the anus. Infection of the
throat is sometimes characterized by a mild
commoh sore throat.

The early stages of syphillis are usually
characterized by the appearance of a red
bump about the size of a pea which breaks
open and becomes a rounded open sore with
raised hardened edges. Such a sore (called a
chancre) can appear anywhere on the body
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where contact is made. It will usually appear
on the genitals, around the anus or mouth, or
in the anus.
A chancre may be hidden deep within a

woman's genitals. As it is usually painless,
and It may go unnoticed. A woman may
discover it if she examines herself with a
mirror and speculum.

It is important that a woman who believes
she may have been exposed to one of these
diseases receive prompt medical attention
Untreated venereal disease can result in such
complications as sterility, arthritis and heart
disease. Syphilis in a pregnant woman can
cause serious damage to the fetus. Ad-
vanced symphlis in a woman or man can
cause death.
Judy Sharpe, a public health nurse who

works at University Health Services on a
part-time basis, describes her prime concerns
to be the detection, prevention, and control
of communicable disease. Her respon-
sibilities on campus include case-finding
investigation, education, interviewing'
counseling and testing.

Sharpe is a major resource for UMass
students who have suspected or confirmed
STD's. or wish to obtain information about
them. This is her description of the routine
procedure followed when a student is seen atUHS for venereal disease.
"A student will receive a test for a sexually

transmitted disease if she requests it or if the
medical practitioner examining the patient
believes it to be in order. It is advisable for a
student who has numerous sexual partners
or has contact with someone with many
sexual partners to request a check for STD's
as part of the regular physical examination.

"An STD check involves simple swab or
blood tests which are not painful. There is a
48- hour incubation period on the culture so
the student must call the health center' for
results in a couple of days. If the results are
positive, the pd.:,,"t >''iii ho medically treated
and may wish to meet with me."

Sharpe's office. Room 151 of the UHS
Outpatient Clinic, is near the pharmacy. The
room is set apart from the other medical
offices, so students have privacy when they
speak with her.

"One of the most important parts of my
)0b is urging students with diagnosed STD's
to inform their sexual partners. I realize this
may be difficult for them, so I always offer to
contact the partners in strict confidentiality
and simply inform them that they have been
exposed to an STD and may want to seek
medical attention," said Sharpe.

"If we receive word that a UMass student
has been exposed to a diagnosed STD, or if

they come to us with that informatiori, we
routinely begin medical treatment. This puts
the patient at ease as well as assuring that
any infection they may have contracted is
cured," said Sharpe.

Sharpe urges students to feel free to call
her, make an appointment or simply walk in
during her office hours, which are Mondays
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays 1

to 5 p.m., and Fridays 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
She says she will also respond promptly to
any notes or messages she receives. She
stresses that a student need not be suffering
from an STD to speak with her. All in-
terviewing and counseling she does is strictly
confidential.

Attitudes toward STD'^ are changing.
Having more than one sexual partner is

becoming morally acceptable. But con-
sequences of that behavior must be dealt
with realistically. Increased incidence of
STD's is such a consequence.
STD's are easily transmittable, but they

are also easily treatable. Gonorrhea and
symphllis are dangerous only if left un-
treated. The current epidemic proportion of
venereal disease is a perfect example of the
way in which we short-circuit our own well-
being by adopting attitudes that prevent us
from using health resources even when they
are easily available.
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Put 'em up, turkey
By CINDY YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The UMass campus will become a
virtual ghost town this weekend, as the
majority of students are headed home for
their annual holiday celebrations.

Thanksgiving falls upon the fourth
Thursday in November, and it is an
occasion on which we give thanks for our
health and happiness. Students give
special thanks for the holiday break given
to them before the onslaught of finals.

The holiday brings together long lost
friends and relatives in the \raditional
Thanksgiving feast. Tables are adorned
with steaming vegetables and cranberry
sauce, and the smell of homemade pies
hang in the air. The most important and
traditional dish is the turkey itself.

The turkey is the king of the
domesticated fowls. It has a majestic
appearance and its plumage is really quite
beautiful, not to mention the savory

character of its flesh. It is rather sad that
the current denotation of the work
"turkey" has become derogatory.

^

It is a common impression that the
holiday fowl had originated in Turkey and
that is how it received its name. It was
also thought the name was derived from
the call of the female, which by a stretch
of the imagination sounds like, "Turk,
Turk." In actuality, the turkey received its

name at the time of its importation into
England, when all merchants were
known as turkey merchants.

Turkeys are a big business, and the
wholesalers are really keeping busy this
year. If you are staying in the Amherst
area, and plan to adorn your table with
your own "bird," perhaps you would like
to check into area poultry farms. The
Feathered Friends Farm is located on
Loudville Rd. in Westhampton, and the
Owen's Poultry Farm and Snow's Bobbin
Hollow Poultry Farm are located in

Amherst.

Eat hearty and enjoy your holiday! Only
33 more shopping days 'til Christmas!

Rhetoric classes to stay large
By MARC/A MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Although a student group plans to con-
tinue pressing for smaller classes, rhetoric
will maintain an average of 22 students for
the spring semester according to John Hunt,
assistant to the provost for special programs.

Efforts have been made by 48 of the 80
rhetoric teaching assistants to limit class size
to 20 so that "students have a better op-
portunity to practice speaking skills in class
and weekly writing can be responded to by
instructors who work a reasonable amount
of hours," accordinj to a petition to the
administration.

The petition also proposes $3,600 as
compensation for the teaching of two
sections per academic year.

Hunt said "budget limitations" prohibit the

hiring of more rhetoric instructors and the
classes will continue to average 22 students
for at least three years.

A meeting to discuss this issue was called
last Friday but no students attended
probably because "of the inconvenient time
and not enough awareness of it," according
to Hoffman.

Another meeting is scheduled next week
to discuss the overall quality and curriculum
of rhetoric along with the current issue of
class size.

This semester's rhetoric program consists
of 40 sections with less than 20 students 55
with 20-22, 82 with 23-25, and 27 with 25 or
26.

The rhetoric program, intended primarily

for freshmen, gives preference to them and
seniors and available vacancies are filled by
sophemofes and juniors.

Hunt said the exemption process will be
available next semester for upperclassmen
and he assures seniors that they will have
"no trouble getting rhetoric" in order to meet
graduation requirements.

A letter from the Student Organizing
Project has been circulating around campus
urging students to support efforts to limit

rhetoric classes to 20 students.

Sue Hoffman, a SOP member, said,

"because of the nature of the rhetoric
program, more than 20 students in a class
makes the quality of the instruction go down.

"It is a matter of establishing a maximum
class size," Hoffman said.

Computer

didn't delay

phone book
By BRAD GOVERMAN
Collegian Staff

The associate director of management
over computer systems in Whitmore
yesterday said neither ' computer
programming nor the running of the com-
puter program was responsible for delaying
the distribution of the student telephone
directories.

The statement from Oldham H. Brooks
came in response to a Collegian page one
story yesterday that blamed the delay of the
phonebooks on "computer malfunction."

The story stated that according to Jay
Martus, who was in charge of publishing the
directories, the telephone books were
delayed because of the same computer
malfunction which caused the housing crisis.

But Brooks said the computer
programming did not precipitate the housing
crisis either.

Yesterday's report stated that according to
Martus the computer program responsible
for room assignments lost 500 students
when the computer tape stopped running
and belched the overflow onto another tape.

The overflow tape was then misplaced and
not located until after room assignments had
been completed.

In an internal letter to Brooks, Martus
called the reporting "erroneous." and
retracted by saying, 'The computer goof-up
did not precipitate the crisis." Martus also
added that the 500 names lost was one of
many reasons the bousing error occurred.
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A very unique

English teacfjer
By PATTI ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Jules Chametsky is as far from a

stereotypical old fashioned English teacher

as a Yugoslav university (at which he has

taught) is from an ivy-covered U.S. college.

One IS first struck by Chametsky's wooly
voice and hair but his insights and ob-
servations are anything but that. As a

founder and former editor of the Massa-
chusetts Review as well as a professor here
and in Europe for more than 20 years,

Chametsky might be expected to be
mourning, like many of his contemporaries,
"the lost art of effective communication."

He is down-to-earth in response to

questions about the much publicized decline

of academic standards in the 1970's,

reminiscing about a course he taught at a

university in Minnesota (it had open ad-

missions) twenty-five years ago and was
sarcastically called "Bonehead English." He
also mentioned that City College in New
York, which he attended, had once required
Latin. And if that had still been the case
when he applied, 'I wouldn't have gotten in.

I'm grateful that they lowered standards."

He points out that there were "very good"
students at UMass when he came here two
decades ago and there are very good
students here now. He offers an estimate
that "out of 20,000 students here, there are
probably 2,000 who are as good as any
students anywhere in the country. It's only
10 per cent but it's a lot of people," he
continues. "Most first class colleges don't
have that many in the whole college."

He concludes, "Ever since I entered
school, people have said standards have
declined. From the minute I got into college.

Then I went to graduate school, then I came
here. They're always telling me the standards
have gone down. Maybe they have. " The
half-laugh, half-snicker that follows
demonstrates how seriously he takes that
possibility

Although, of course, he considers the
state of university education important, he
notes that "the questions are much broader
than that finally... we get hung up on these
things as though they are the fundamental
real issues." He speaks of a "'crisis in

capitalism of tremendous dimension all over

the world" and points to significant factors
like severe under- and unemployment, rising

aspirations (particularly in the third world),

and shrinking resources (which he says he
always been felt in most of the world but
hasn't shaken the United States as much
until recently.)

In this context, administrative strategies

that pad math and science programs and cut
back liberal arts departments become
"holding actions and window-dressing. It's a

way of keeping the status quo, finally, in the
name of populism." At the same time,

because "we're all hemmed in by the
economic realities," even resistance to

beauracratic policies like that and demands
for continued quality liberal arts programs
"takes off in the clouds somewhere and
doesn't face what's going on."

Chametsky says he's

because it's a way of

'for liberal arts

ueudusts II s d way of giving you the
equipment to see through the mystification
of experience. You train people to add up
columns of figures and they think they're in

touch with reality."

But he also very much emphasizes that he
doesn't "disdain" someone wanting to
acquire practical expertise. "'People have a

right to expect some kind of a job, decent
and commensurate with their training,"

Chametsky says.

The opportunities are not there for artists

or classical scholars. "Ultimately, what's
being encouraged in the job market is a war
of each against each. There's always a job
for the best. So you knock yourself out but
by definition that means the majority of
people are not going to have jobs.... So
should we teach freshman English?

"Of course,'" he immediately answers
himself, "'But that alone is not the answer.
We're in a tough spot." Over and over again
one hears him allude to the impossibility and
elusiveness of solutions, the craziness and
desperation of the situation.

"Things that are really worthwhile are not
honored. People are miserable. Things are
wasted beyond belief. Whether it's natural

resources or human resources. If there's one
characteristic of our culture it's waste," he
says.

Sooner than eventually, he suggests, we
will be forced to acknowledge what our
priorities have been. And then we will have
to re- order them.

A typical scene on college campuses across the country as students return
home fqr the holidays. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Changes in school lunches don't satisfy parents
By LOUISE BRAUFMAN
Collegian Staff

Changes being made in Amherst Public
School lunches are net onojgh to satisfy

some parents.

Beginning Dec. 1, chef's salad will be
served as an alternative entree to the
traditional lunch at Mark's Meadow School.
Also, more fresh fruits, vegetables and nuts
will be served.

Parents, Yellow Sun Natural Food Co-op
managers and the head dietitian of Amherst
Public Schools met Friday at Mark's
Meadow to discuss some alternatives to the
kinds of lunches the school now serves to its

pupils.

Nancy Kerr, manager of Amherst's Yellow
Sun Food Co-op, suggested that Rita
Burnett, the head dietitian for Amherst

if Tunnel
CONT FROM PAGE 1

thankful on Thanksgiving day 1873. Har-

dened by years of death after death, accident

after accident, they gathered in small huts

and cabins, which sprung up around the

work sites. A blend of Italians, French-

Canadians, English and Irish, they had long

since accepted the deaths of their husbands
and fathers.

After a time they became so used to

reports of disaster there was no frenzy, no
wild displays of emotion. Along with the

other ragged immigrants, they would silently

watch the men take the battered body from
the excavation, and pray it was not a loved

one
In 1867 fire broke out in the powderhouse

of the central shaft, and word quickly raced

back to the shanty town that 13 miners were
trapped underground. Rescuers boarded an
elevator to make the descent into the shaft,

but to no avail. A few moments later an
underground explosion blew the elevator

into pieces, along with the insides of the

Public Schools consider buying sugarless

granola from Yellow Sun. Burnett said she
was op>en to the idea.

Parents who are not satisfied with present
school lunches should let the school ad-
ministration know.

Another meeting will take place to discuss
progress. The date will be announced by Pat
Mandle-Wynn, Mark's Meadow parent
coordinator, in the memo, the school
newsletter.

Some parents said they believe the present
luncheon menu is too high in white sugar,
chemical additives and white flour. A few
parents said they have read studies that link

behavior problems, poor health and tooth
decay in children to diets similar to public
school lunches.

"I think sweets are being used as a bribe,"
said Margaret Reeve, a parent at the
meeting.

These are samples from the school menu
of Wednesday, Nov. 9, 1977: "fruit cocktail,

pepperoni pizza, lettuce w-dressing, choc,
cake w-white icing".

Representing the Yellow Sun, Kerr said,

"We're not here to argue, we're here to work
together". She explained ways to get

alternative, efficient protein from careful

combinations of fresh fruits, vegetables dairy

products and nuts.

Burnett said: "I'm open to learning." She
then described many obstacles that make
changes difficult.

Two hundred eleven children eat school
lunches at Mark's Meadow. Only three
persons, paid minimum wages serve the
children. For insurance reasons, parents are
not allowed to assist in any preparation or
serving of food. Burnett said she believes it

would take a gradual education and
retraining of her staff to change recipes.

Money is a major obstacle preventing
change. "We get government commodity
food - I cannot do without it," said Burnett.
She said the cafeteria receives $7,617 worth
of food for $700.

The crux of the matter, as UMass nutrition

professor, Virginia Beal explained, is the
government attempts to meet three needs
through the school lunch program. Among
the things she said are "agricultural surplus
needs, all diner's needs and welfare program
standards." Beal said she thinks it will be
hard to change much until Congress decides.

The meeting ended with refreshments,
containing all natural ingredients, provided
by the Yellow Sun.

Mandle-Wynn said, "The general feeling
of the meeting was positive because a first
big step had been taken - a discussion,
trying to keep the main goal in mind —
meeting the needs of the children's health"

shaft. These were a handful of the 195
deaths.

Their effort was enormous. They took 1.9

million tons of rock from the tunnel. They put
in 20 million bricks. They carved a tunnel 20
feet high, 425 feet wide, and 25,031 long.

HELTON SWAZEY was thankful on
Thanksgiving day 1873. He was alive.

Swazey, a not- too- responsible assistant' to

one of the many scientists working on the
project, very nearly became a victim of
technology

"Hell, " by most contemporary accounts,
was a mild-mannered young man most of the
time. Except when he drank. One December
night Hell received a desperate call for more
nitroglycerin at the Florida mouth of the
tunnel He consented to wrap the "'soup" in

blankets and flannel (to prevent it from
freezing), load the bundle into the back of his

buggy, and deliver it on the way to a dance
he planned to attend with his girl friend.

Chilled by the bitter cold. Hell's girlfriend

insisted upon using the protective blankets

for warming herself. Off came the blankets,

exposing the explosive to the freezing air.

Hell warmed himself with pulls from his jug.

By the time the couple reached the dance
hall. Hell was drunk. So drunk, he became so
boisterous that he was heaved from the
dance hall into a snowbank. It was then, the
tale goes, that Hell remembered the nitro-

glycerin.

Enraged, Hell returned to the inside of the
hall laden with the frozen jugs of nitro and
began heaving them at his tormentors, intent

on having his revenge. Amazingly, the jugs
did not explode, and Hell fell sleeping into a

nearby doorway.
The next morning Hell's boss discovered

him lying in the snow. He quickly realized the

importance of the mishap: unstable
nitroglycerin was harmless when frozen.

Nitroglycerin is still shipped frozen today.

There were other technological problems.

Huge imported boring machines were used
with no success. Under favorable con-

ditions,workers could chip away 60 feet per

month with hammer and chisel. Black

powder was ineffectual and dangerous.
Foreign-made pneumatic air drills were used
with no success. Yet the digging went on for

the next 24 years.

Finally, on Feb. 9, 1875, at four o'clock in

the afternoon, a smoke-belching steam
engine carrying 125 revelers roared through
the tunnel into North Adams. The two gangs
of workmen, working towards each other
from opposite ends of the tunnel had done
their work well. The error between the two
paths was five-sixteenths of an inch.

Florida became a boom town itself, and
trading prospered in the valley. North Adams
experienced a similar boom. Five different

railroad companies set up terminals.

THE OLD MEN, the couples, and the

young boys are thankful on Thanksgiving
1977, though they will probably not say so.

Each day the old men, the trainwatchers,

wait for the morning and afternoon runs. The
young boys still place pennies on the tracks,

then stand back and watch as the passing

trains flatten them wafer-thin. And the
couples still walk hand in hand into the

damp, dark tunnel, listening for the low
rumble of the trains in the distance. The
trains have not stopp>ed running.

- JOE MAGLITTA

lilLdL'^iiiii 5

ROCHESTER, MICH: Oakland University may soon be the target of an Indian "Bear Walk" curse, a rrtual one protest
leader likened to voodoo. Locan Indian activists have accused university anthropologists of desecrsting an ancient Indian
burial ground and are demanding that they turn over 20 human skeletons unearthed from the graves since October 28. John
Hopaluk,14, of Oakland Twnshp., Mich., dusts off a skull found when a basement for a new home was dug. (UPI)

Washington and Saudi Arabia key to

salvaging hopes for Mideast peace
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) - Washington

and oil-rich Saudi Arabia emerged yesterday

as the key to stemming fierce Syrian attacks

on Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and
salvaging hopes for Middle East peace talks,

diplomats said.

Jordan's information minister, Adnan Abu
Odeh, praised Sadat's trip in what he said

were unoffical remarks. But that apparently

placed two of the three main Arab "confron-

tation" states bordering Israel on a con-
ciliatory course with the Jewish state.

Syria found itself the odd man out.

The superpower influence of Washington
and the clout of Riyadh's oil riches

represented the sole hope of keeping
Damascus from coming out swinging,

diplomats in Beirut believed.

Arab radicals pressured Syria to join in a

"rejection front" that would set tough condi-

tions for any Middle East settlement and
would almost surely torpedo moves to

reconvene the Geneva conference and bring

on a fifth Arab-Israeli war, the diplomats

said.

Success for U.S. or Saudi moves to mollify

Syria were seen as dependent on convincing
Damascus and the Arab world that Sadat
had won concessions in his still-secret

weekend talks with Israeli Prime Minister

Menahem Begin.

That, diplomats said, would allow the
Syrians to regain a moderate course without
losing credibility.

Reports from Washington said President
Carter sent a message to Syrian President
Hafez Assad. U.S. embassy officials and
sources in the presidential palace both
declined comment on the reports. But an
embassy spokesman confirmed "high-level

contacts" between Washington and
Damascus.
The diplomats believed these contacts

could contain an assurance that some Israeli

concessions were made or a plea to Syria to

soften its attacks on Sadat while
Washington pressed for concessions after

the fact.

However, late last night Syria joined with

the Palestine Liberation Organization in con-
demning Sadat, calling his peace mission to

Israel "treason."

The official Damascas radio urged the
Egyptian army and people to overturn

Sadat's virtual non-aggression pact with
Israel that resulted from his weekend talks

with Begin.

Jordan's Premier Mudar Badran, in

Damascus for talks with Assad, wasthought
to be pressing for a more moderate Syrian

stand. But diplomats believed Washington's
superpower status and sway with the

Israelis, and Riyadh's oil money made U.S.
and Saudi moves crucial.

The Saudis have been bankrolling both
Egypt and Syria - wracked by economic
troubles following the costly 1975 Middle
East war and, in Syria's case, last year's

Lebanese civil war.

Saudi Arabia, Beirut diplomats said, wants
to preserve a semblance of Arab unity and
head off moves toward a radical — probably
pro-Soviet — alliance grouping Syria, states

like Libya and Iraq, and Palestinian guerrilla

groups and setting down strict, non-
negotiable guidelinesforany Middle East set-

tlement.

Polaroid

leaves

S.Africa
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI) - Polaroid

Corp. has halted shipment of its products to
South Africa and ended its relationship with
3 distributor in Johannesburg, apparently
becoming the first American firm to pull out
of the country, it was confirmed yesterday.
Polaroid had agreed in 1971 to terminate

sales to the government because of com-
pany objections to the use of Polaroid films

in identity passbooks carried by South
African blacks.

The action comes after Polaroid confirmed
a report its distributor, Frank & Hirch, had
secretly sold its products to the South
African government in violation of the 1971
agreement.
Polaroid had discontinued all sales to the
government to protest South African apar-

theid, but continued to offer its cameras and
film on the general market in that country.
"In 1971 when the question arose as to

whether it was appropriate for Polaroid to

continue to sell to a distributor in South
Africa, we examined the issue carefully. We
abhor the policy of apartheid and seriously

considered breaking off all business with
South Africa," the company said in a state-

ment released yesterday.

Polaroid sent Hans Jensen, company ex-

port sales manager, and an accountant to

Johannesburg to investigate allegations of

secret sales last week.
"We were presented on Wednesday Nov.

16, with information which suggested that

Frank & Hirsch, Ltd., the independent
distributor of Polaroid products in South
Africa, has been selling film to the govern-
ment of South Africa in violation of a 1971
understanding," the statement said. "That

understanding stipulated that the dist ibutor

refrain from selling any Polaroid products to

the South African government.
"As a consequence of this new informa-

tion, we initiated that same day an investiga-

tion from which we have now learned that

Frank £f Hirsch has not fully conformed to

the understanding with regard to sales to the
government," the statement said.

"With termination of this distributorship in

South Africa, we do not plan to establish

another."

Polaroid said Jensen said he found
evidence of secret transactions involving

Polaroid products between the distributor-

ship and the government. Polaroid sales to

Frank &• Hirsch were estimated his year at

between $3 and $4 million.

Two oil companies plead

guilty to illegal activities

Normal life resumes in Israel

with an afterglow of hope
JERUSALEM (AP) - Egyptian flagsbegan

to come down over Jerusalem yesterday.

Israel dismantled the largest security ap-

paratus it ever constructed to protect a

visiting dignitary. And life was returning to

normal, leaving an afterglow of hope for the

future.

"The whole thing was like a dream," said

one housewife. "I can hardly believe he was
ever here."

As the signs of Israel's welcome for Egyp-

tian President Anwar Sadatdisappeared, the

country's leaders were doing some hard

thinking. Prime Minister Menahem Begin

planned to convene his cabinet Thursday to

report on his talks with Sadat and perhaps to

consider his call on Israel to take "hard and
drastic decisions."

Israelis were left breathless by the 44-hour

visit which Sadat said he "can neverforget,"

the incredible sight of an Egyptian president

heartily shaking hands with Begin and calling

him "my friend, " Sadat joking and trading

tributes with "that old lady," former Prime

Minister Golda Meir, and taking bows before

a wikjly applauding Israeli p>arliament.

"I never thought I'd live to see the day,"

sakl one young Israeli. "I certainly never

thought GokJa would."

Shops took the "Welcome President

Sadat" signs from their windows and Israelis

put away their small flagstaffs with Egyptian

and Israeli flags.

The King David Hotel, where Sadat spent

two nights, lowered its Egyptian flag as did

the president's house. But many others still

fluttered over the streets.

"We're in no hurry to take them down," a

city spokesman said.

The visit opened a* national debate over

whether Israel was obliged to responH to

Sadat's peace gesture, and how.
"The psychological climate between Israel

and Egypt has changed from the roots, " said

an editorial in Haaretz, aleading independent
Hebrew newspaper.
But Haaretz disagreed with Sadat's state-

ment that he had already done "my share in

my decision to come here," and that it was
now up to Israel. "This places too heavy a

burden on us," it said.

"Anyone who belives Israel should show
more flexibility should demand the same
from the Egyptian president," thenewspap>er

said in reference to Sadat's refusal to budge
on the hard issues of Israeli withdrawal from
occupied lands and a state for the Palesti-

nians.

By United Press International

Tax tangles and illegal campaign contribu-

tions brought in heavy fines yesterday for

two major oil companies, both of which eas-

ed the potential blow through plea bargain-

ing.

Gulf Oil Corp. was fined $36,000 after

pleading guilty in Pittsburgh to four felony

counts of illegally paying the vacation ex-

penses of an Internal Revenue Service super-

visor investigating the firm's tax returnsand
campaign contributions.

InTulsa, Okla., Phillips Petroleum Co. drew
a $30,000 fine for conspiring to make illegal

political campaign contributionsandforfiling

fraudulent income tax returns over a four-

year period.

"We want to stand up as good corporate

citizens and get this behind us," Gulf at-

torney Sherwin Markman told U.S. District

•Judge William Knox in entering the "un-

conditional" guilty plea.

Knox, noting Gulf had saved the govern-

ment much money by agreeing to the plea

bargaining arrangement, reduced the max-
imum $10,0(X) fine on each count by $1 ,(X)0

and fined the firm a total of $36,0(X), plus

court expenses.
"There has got to be a message given not

only to Gulf but to other corporations that

might be doing the same thing," he said.

"We just can't approve of conduct of this

type."

Chief U.S. District Judge Allen E. Barrow
fined Phillips a maximum $10,000 for raising

funds in overseas accounts and using the

money for illegal campaign contributions in

state and federal elections.

He also fined Phillips the maximum $5,000

each on the four tax counts.

The sentencing followed a plea bargaining

agreement involving attorneys for Phillips

and the Justice Department. Phillips pleaded

guilty to the conspiracy charge and no con-

test to the tax charges.

Gulf and two of its officials were indicted

June 15 on charges of paying for four vaca-

tions of Cyril J. Neiderberger, former IRS
supervisor in Pittsburgh.

Fred Standefer, vice president for tax ad-

ministration, and Joseph Fitzgerald,

manager for federal tax compliance, face trial

Nov. 28.

Niederberger, chief of a team of IRS agents
who audited Gulf's income tax returns for

1959 through 1970, was convicted in U.S.
District Court in February of illegally accep-
ting gratuities from Gulf. He received five

years' probation and a $5,0(X) fine.

Statehouse dome
damaged by

anti-abortionist
BOSTON (UPI) - Criminal charges were fil-

ed, in Boston Municipal Court Monday
against a Lynn, Mass man accused of gluing

an anti abortio i banner to the golden dome
of the Massachusetts Statehouse in August
Abortion advocate William Baird was
among those who filed charges against anti-

abortion activist Charles Swain.
The professional billboard glue Swain used

to gum the banner to the dome has caused
"permanent damage" to the structure,

which still bears a tarnished spot where the

banner had been, Baird.

Swain was charged with malicious destruc-

tion of public property and criminal.

Baird said it was "outrageous" for the anti-

abortion forces to use the capitol dome as a

vehicle to promote their cause. He called on
the sponsors of the anti-abortion bill, which
Swain used the banner to promote, to sp>eak

out publicly against tho -•«"tir>n
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Women's benefits studied
WASHINGTON \UPI\ ~ Secretary

Joseph Califano has appointed a govern-
ment study team to determine how well
women fare m Social Security benefits and
to suggest necessary adjustments, the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare said Tuesday.

I want to be sure women are treated fairly
under the Social Security program," Califano
said in a memorandum released m response
to an announcement by a caucus of 16
women House members.

The caucus said last week that Califano
would appoint a task force to study problems
of discrimination in Social Security benefits.

Califano's Nov. 17 memorandum directed
Social Security Commissioner James B.
Cardwell to "gather facts, views and ideas on
the treatment of women under Social
Security."

Califano in his memo spelled out five areas
he wanted studied:

-Treatment of married women who do
not work in paid employment.

- Treatment of single workers.
Protection for divorced women.

-Effect of remarriage on widows'
benefits.

Equity for individual workers versus
protection for families.

The task force report should be finished by
next Feb. 1, Califano said.

Working with Cardwell on the task force
will be five women and three men.

Social Security retirement benefits last
March, the latest date for which such in-
formation is available, were going to 17.3
million retired workers, including 9.5 million
men and 7.8 million women.

The average benefits, rounded off to the
nearest dollar, were $249 for a man and $197
for a woman. A Social Security
spokesperson said the figures reflect ear-
nings patterns while those men and women
were working.

In 1975, for example, the median earning
for a male worker was $8,250 and for a
woman $3,755, the spokesperson said.

Nurse fired for report
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - A nurse in

Los Angeles County was fired after she
refused to change her story about an in-

cident of negligence at the hospital where
she worked.

Nurse Cheryl Nichols entered Baldwin
Park Hospital one day in early October and
found a baby, apparently left for dead, on a
counter in the nursery Nichols said she
discovered the baby was alive, though
premature, and rounded up nurses and a
doctor to care for it. The baby died anyway.

Nichols said after the incident she was

approached by a hospital specialist, who
asked her to change her account of the
baby s death, leaving out details of where the
baby was found.

Nichols refused, gave her story to a local
television station, and was promptly fired by
the hospital for "unauthorized disclosure of
patient or hospital information," and "im-
proper conduct."
A coroner's hearing on the infant's death

has been set for November 29th. Nichols, in
the meantime, said she will file suit against
the hospital in connection with her firing.

News Briefs

O.S.U, students
stage demonstration
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - Ohio

State University (OSW) students have
staged a "demonstration of outrage" on
the university campus to protest the
recent rape and beating of a student by
three men who believed the woman to be
a lesbian.

The woman, who had been previously
harassed and threatened by three male
students, was attacked as she walked
across campus by the same men.
The men allegedly took turns raping

and beating her, and told her, "This is the
way It should be, and you better watch
yourself."

Over 400 demonstrators have
demanded the Ohio School's ad-
ministration provide financial support for
rape prevention programs and begin
freshperson education programs to
demystify homosexuality.

number of major U.S. corporations,
including Dow chemical, of being greedy
and corrupt. Shortly after the lecture,
Dow sent a terse letter to the university
informing it that all grants and aid would
be suspended because Dow didn't want
to support speeches given by "an
avowed Communist sympathizer."

ihe university reportedly receives over
$75,000 in aid from Dow annually.

Fonda, in the meantime, has accepted
the debate invitation. Since the an-
nounced fund cutoff, she has also
received invitations to speak from several
other groups on the C.M.U. campus,
including requests from both the
sociology and anthropology depart-
ments.

Suit against CIA
to be continued
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE -

Women's Strike for Peace said the
Justice Department has backed down on
a move to throw out the group's suit

against the C.I.

A

The pacifist group claims in the suit the
agency had monitored its cables and
opened its mail during the Vietnam War.
The Justice Department, in a surprise

move this month, informed the group
that the suit would be dismissed,
allegedly because Women's Strike for

Peace didn't meet the department's
criteria for an "organization."

Lawyers for the pacifists, however,
submitted documents obtained from the
C.I.A.'s own files in which the agency
described Women's Strike for Peace as a
"bellweather organization".

The Justice Department's move to
throw the case out of court was then, in

the group's words, "terminated."

Dow rejects

debate with Fonda
HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - The

Dow Chemical Company said it has no
plans — either nor or in the future — to
debate with actor Jane Fonda.

The debate invitation was issued to
Dow and Fonda by the Students'
Association at Central Michigan
University. The invitation came in the
wake of Dow Chemical's announcement
this month that all grants to the university
will t>e suspended because of antl-b»g-

business statements made in a speech
given by Fonda at the univereity.

In the speech, For>da accused a

l\/leany endorses

J. P. Stevens suit

HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - A. F. L.-

C.I. President George Meany endorsed
an anti-trust suit filed against the J. P.

Stevens Company which accuses the
textile firm of engaging in a conspiracy
against union organizing at its southern
plant.

The suit was filed last week in New
York by the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers, a 500, 000-member
union which has been trying to organize
the Stevens plants for over 15 years.

The suit claims public officials and
business leaders have conspired to restrain
commerce dnd to support anti-union
activities by Stevens in the southern
towns where its 85 plants are located.

Nearly 90 per cent of the employees of
the Stevens Company are women.

Committed woman
ruled competent

HER SA Y NEWS SERVICE - A North
Carolina woman who was placed in a
mental hospital involuntarily has been
ruled mentally competent to decide
whether or not she should have surgery
for breast cancer.

Mary Jordan, committed to tbe
hospital against her will by her husband,
was notified six months ago that she had
cancer in one of her breasts. Doctors in

Dorothea Dix Hospital in Raleigh
recommended surgery, and Jordan's
husband, as her legal guardian,
authorized the operation.

Jordan, however, did not take kindly to
the idea, and refused to undergo the
surgery. A lav^er acting on her behalf
blocked the operation with a court order.
Subsequently a jury of seven women and
five nr>en ruled Jordan was mentally
competent to make decisions about her
own medical treatment.
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Hardee's congratulates The Minutemen —Good luck
Watch for Hardee's additional special offer at the game.
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GRAY'S ANATOMY: The Classic
Color Collector s Edition Detailed II

lus and Diagrams, incl 172 Color
Plates This landmark 1901 edition of
one of the greatest reference works
of all time is a must for physicians,
students, artists, and the medically
curious The 1248 page text is teem
inq with fascinating information.
New intro

, quality printing, hand-
some binding, and a fantastic low
price.

Only $7 98

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
THE ANIMAL WORLD. Intro, by
Desmon Morns Over 1000 Full Color
lllus The worlds most informative
and beautiful guide to all creatures
great and small. Broken down into
natural subdivision, this magnificent,
oversized vol. explores the entire
range of invertebrates from simple
single cell protozoans to complex in-

sects and the highly evolved and
more familiar vertebrates fish, am-
phibians, reptiles, birds and mam
mals. Comprehensive detailed
classifications and spectacular color
photos in each section.
Pub. at $50.00 Only $17.95
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Conservatives condemn
I.W.Y.'s use of federal

*

funds to support ERA
WASHINGTON (UPI) - In a postscript to

the National Women's Conference in

Houston, the State Department said yester-
day it is looking into charges the organizers
of the gathering used the department's let-

terhead and franking privileges toattack con-
servative opponents, including the Mormon
church.
Sen. Frank Church, D-ldaho, and Rep.
Gunn McKay, D-Utah, himself a Mormon,
said the department owed an apology as well
as an explanation to the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.

State Department spokesman Tom Reston
said "the whole relationship" between the
department and the National Commission on
the Observance of International Women's
Year "is now under review because of the
questions raised. We are trying to ascertain
the facts as to this franking privilege. We are
having our lawyers look at it."

At issue is a six-page mailing from the IWY
commission which organized the Houston
conference with $5 million in federal funds.
The "Summary Sheet of Press Reports on
the Tactics of Radical Right Wing Groups,"
says:

"Press reports have identified thefollowing
groups engaged in attacks to subvert the
purposes of Public Law 94- 167 (the Equal
Rights Amendment) and the goals of the Na-

tional Commission on the Observance of In-
ternational Women's Year to carry out that
law: Stop-ERA, Eagle Forum, The Ku Klux
Klan, John Birch Society, the Mormon
church, Citizen's Forum, Conservative
Caucus, Coalition of Fundamentalist
Chuches, and Right to Life."
The summary includes a statement on the
Mormon Church attributed to former Rep.
BellaAbzug,D-N.Y., and carries theinscrip-
tion "Officeof Public Affairs, Department of
State", and the StateDepartment'spostage-
free frank.

McKay saidthe commission has "abused its
authority and turned the IWY movement into
a federally funded lobbying effort in support
of the Equal Rights Amendment."
Church told the department, "I find this

type of mailing not only appalling, but inex-
cusable. I believe it is incumbent upon the
Department of State to explain why its frank
was allowed to be used for such a mailing,
and why the department permitted govern-
ment funds to be used for its production."
A statement read by Reston said the Inter-

national Women's Year Commission, under
the law by which Congress established it, "is
entitled to such information, advice and ser-
vices as may be useful to the fulfillment of
the commission's functions" from any ex-
ecutive agency of the government.

ERA foe speaks in Illinois,

as supporters continue vigil
SPRINGFIELD, III. (UPI) - Equal Rights
Amendment foe Phyllis Schlafly, alarmed by
indications ERA might pass the Illinois

legislature because of reports that Illinois op-
position has cost Chicago convention
dollars, said yesterday the tactic is

"outrageous "

"If there really has been a $1 5 million loss to
hotels, which I don't believe," Mrs. Schlafly
said, "those innocent people can surely sue.
To deliberately cause economic harm is

outrageous."
She spoke in the Capitol rotunda just yards

from four women who continued a daily

silent pro-ERA vigil.

ERA boosters sa id they were confident ERA
can now pass because of the boycott. Rep.
Alan Greiman, chief House ERA sponsor,
was gauging preholiday absenteeism before
deciding if he should force a showdown.
Greiman said there is no longer any doubt

he has enough votes to push ERA through
the House. The only problem is getting all

supporters together at once. If ERA does
clear the House, it must still win Senate ap-
proval to make Illinois the 36th of 38 states
required for ratification. There was little

chance, however, the Senate wouldtakeany
action before next year.

Greiman called ERA for a test vote in June
but it fell six votes shy of the extraordinary
three-fifths, 107-vote margin Illinois

legislative leaders havedecreed it needs. The

same three-fifths tally is required in the
Senate.
Greiman had not planned to broach ERA

again in the abbreviated fall veto session but
changed his mind when he suddenly picked
up "six or seven more votes" — enough, he
said, for House passage. He planned to call

for a vote "if I look around and see all the
troops."

Most late converts, ERA boosters said, are
Chicago Democrats. More than a dozen
voted "no" or not at all in June but were
reported to have been persuaded to switch
to prevent more convention and tourist
dollars from being diverted elsewhere.
Allen Goldhamer of the Chicago Conven-

tions and Tourism Bureau says Chicago suf-

fered a $1 million loss via canceled conven-
tions during the past year and lost another
$14 million in dropped future bookings.
Goldhamer said that amounts to 20 percent

of annual business. He said most cancella-
tions are by educational groups. He said they
sent letters saying, "We love you dearly but
our organization passed a resolution saying
we cannot meet in a state that has not pass-
ed the Equal Rights Amendment."
Diane Greenholdt of the Illinois Women's

Political Caucus said Chicago Democratsare
being pressured by Chicago Mayor Michael
Bilandic and Cook County Democratic Chair*^

man George Dunne because the economic
boycott is beginning to hurt.

FDA concludes that

drinking during pregnancy
might cause birth defects
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Food and
Drug Administration hasasked the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to require
labels on alcoholic beverages warning
women that heavy drinking during pregnan-
cy may cause birth defects in their babies.
In a letter dated Nov. 15 and released

yesterday. Commissioner Donald Kennedy
told bureau director Rex D. Davis, "Quite
frankly, if the FDA retained jurisdiction over
the labeling of alcoholic beverages, it would
waste no time in commencing proceedings
to require labeling warnings" for pregnant
women.
"This is a problem not only forwomen who

habitually abuse alcohol but also for those
who consume alcohol in moderation but
might occasionally imbibe more than two
drinks a day," Kennedy said.

A spokesman for the Distilled Spirits Coun-
cil said the scientific evidence is inconclusive
regarding moderatedrinkers. And he said the
people whose babies would be harmed by
socalled fetal alcohol syndrome are
alcoholics for whom warning labelswould be
ineffective.

A spokesman for Davis, who was out of
town yesterday, said the letter had been
received and turned over to the general
counsel's office for study.
An FDA spokesman said theagency agreed

nearly 40 years ago to let the Treasury

Department's alcohol bureau regulate
alcoholic beverages to avoid the problems of

two agencies overseeing the same product.
The FDA since has tried to abrogate that

agreement and require ingredient labeling on
alcohol beverage containers. But it has been
rebuffed by the courts.

Kennedy told the National Academy of
Sciences last month he would like to require
the pregnancy warnings on alcoholic
beverages but conceded he lacked jurisdic-
tion. The alcohol bureau spokesman said it is

not clear whether the bureau would have
legal authority to require such warnings.
The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse

and Alcoholism warned the public last June
that women who take more than two drinks
a day during pregnancy risk giving birth to
mentally retarded and physically deformed
babies.

Dr. Ernest P. Noble, director of the in-

stitute, cited recent scientific evidence that
both regular heavy drinking and occasional
"binge drinking" are responsible fora variety
of birth defects.

The most serious symptom associated with
fetal alcohol syndrome issevere mental retar-
dation. One study found that "the IQs of af-
fected individuals average 35 to 40 points
below normal, "according to information cir-

culated in the medical community by FDA
and the Center for Disease Control.
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No thanks
billsundsfrom

Over the river and through the

woods.

To Grandmother's house we
90.

The horse knows the way to

carry the sleigh.

Through the ice and drifting

snow ...

— Traditional

Well, let's face it. Nobody goes to

Grandmother's house anymore, and if

they did, they would go in an orange Dat-
sun B-210 with a rear window defroster.

Thanksgiving is worse than dull (and it

is dull, just sitting around looking at your
dull relatives while eating some helpless

fowl that has had water pumped into it to
increase the profit margin of some
equally fattened meat packing plant

owner), it is thoroughly depressing.

Think of how many turkey feathers

(that will be keeping no turkey warm)
have been spilled in the name of being
"thankful." Well no thanks. I'd go for a

vegetarian Thanksgiving if I had any
interest whatsoever in putting down a
turkey molded from soy meal and stuffed

with ground lentils, but I don't.

And how appropriate that the dry stuff

you hang up on your door is called

"Indian corn," considering that ever
since the first Thanksgiving many
Americans have been most thankful for

their great success at wiping the Native
Americans off the map.
Once you get fully bummed out trying

to carry on some semblence of a con-
versation with your drunk relatives, you
can switch on the Thanksgiving Day
parades and treat yourself to the
collective inanities of Betty White, Bess
Meyerson, Jack Lord, Jack Cassidy (he's
dead, but his spirit returns once a yer to
CO- host with Arlene Francis) and Ed
McMahon.

But don't change channels yet. Pro
football is next, for which we can all be
thankful. While you are finishing your
cranberry sauce, these poor fools are
beating themselves silly for more money
than most of us will see in a decade of

hard labor. When the game is over they
remove their tape and throw up for

Criticism, criticism, and nothing done
By PETER COX

Jimmy Carter has been criticized in recent
months from nearly all quarters of the
political spectrum for the job he is doing as
president. Robert Vernon is disenchanted
with the way Carter is dealing with the high
unemployment rate among Blacks. Con-
servatives scorned the decision by the
President to relinquish control of the Panama
Canal to the Panamanians. And the Veterans
are still smarting over the amnesty issue.

The press, reporting on these attacks, has
been only too ready to formulate its own
particular criticisms. The consensus of many
political observers is that Carter bit off more
than he could chew. He came into

Washington as an outsider and tried to
accomplish many difficult and cumbersome
problems without first working through the
political maze of special interests and power
bases that are an unspoken rule of thumb for

any new administration. Carter failed to
stroke and thereby ruffled many an im-
portant feather; the back-lash of disgruntled
congressmen, senators, and business leaders
forced the President on the defensive and in

some cases to shelve or delay executive
programs (gov. reorganization, tax reform).
The bottom line of the Carter Administration,
many observers conclude, is that the
President lacks organization and direction.
His inexperience in working with Congress,
at a time when Congress (recuperating from
the imperial presidency of the Nixon Ad-
ministration) is attempting to regain more
power in domestic and foreign matters, is

proving to be Jimmy Carter's downfall.
Is this an accurate or even a fair assess-

ment? No, not entirely. Jimmy Carter's

presidency up till now has had as many faults
and difficulties as there are problems he is

attempting to surmount. His extreme self-

confidence has slowly been eroding as the

new difficulties of Washington politics

cannot be answered with the high pressure
politics that Carter so effectively used in the
Georgia legislature. He often fails to take
deep enough consideration of a problem, for,

once a decision of his has been made, he
retreats when his position becomes
precarious — his rash reasoning is in-

sufficient to counter-attack his critics.

We could go on about the faults of this

administration as the press has so ex-

ceptionally done, the Bert Lance affair, the
ill-conceived human rights campaign; but
consider for a moment the problems this

man has inherited and the efforts he has
made. If trying to achieve an arms treaty with
the Soviet Union, establish a national energy
program, readjust our foreign policy in

Southern Africa after years of neglect and
find permanent peace in the Mid-East, is

trying to accomplish too much, to do the
impossible, I can only say that impossible or

not these problems must be faced.

Foreign policy is a field of opportunity
where the participant who fails to act in

response to a given situation makes a fatal

mistake. This in part might explain, though
not excuse. Carter's rashness. The events in

Southern Africa and the Mid-East are

irretrievable. Any responsible statesman
must seize the opportunities that situations

occasionally present to make a settlement or
secure a treaty. Hesitation and mis-
calculation in foreign policy can have a

devastating impact on a nation. I doubt the
S.A.L.T. conferences can ever be on the
back burner of any president's agenda.

Yet for many people our national interests

and priorities are assumed to be identical

with partisan politics and special interest.

Nowhere is this so blatantly present than
with Carter's relationship with Congress over
the energy bill. Admittedly Carter's bill has
weaknesses. For instance: what do we do

about the inflation caused by deregulating
natural gas, the damage to the environment
if we switch to coal, or the potential
unemployment increase in the auto industry
if we tax gas guzzling cars? But Carter's plan
was not so much as to present Congress
with a finished package as it was to work out
a package (a joint package with Congress
perhaps) that would: 1. make this country
relatively energy self-sufficient before the
end of the century, 2. conserve as much fuel

and are fighting against the proposed tax on
gas guzzling autos.

Granted, a Congressman's job is to

represent and protect his constituency
concerns. But the issues we are facing trans-

cend lesser and in many cases selfish

concerns (the oil lobby) toward a more
immediate and awesome problem. One does
not have to be an astute political analyst to

see that if we continue importing oil in such
tremendous quantities our whole economy

The bottom line of the Carter Administration,

many observers conclude, Is that the President lacks

organization and direction. His inexperience In

working with Congress, at a time when Congress
(recouperating from .the Imperial presidency of the

Nixon administration) is attempting to regain more
power In domestic and foreign matters, is proving
to be Jimmy Carter's down fall.

and reduce as much waste as possible, and
3. make whatever economic adjustments
there are, fair and equitable.

It seems Congress does not share the
president's sense of 'irgency on these
matters. Republicans have fought for full

deregulation of natural gas so that oil

companies may have added incentive to
explore for new sources of oil. They seem to
believe we can produce our way out of this

energy crisis with little regard for con-
servation and the intolerable level of inflation

deregulation would cause. Many Democrats
on the other hand have killed Carter's gas tax

/

will be entirely foreign oil-dependent by the

late 1980's. I can thing of nothing closer to

military and political subjugation short of

totally occupying a foreign land, than

controlling a modern industrial nation's

source of energy. Yet this is an increasingly

real possibility (U.S. imports 50 per cent of its

oil needs, mostly from the Mid- East, up from

35 per cent in '73). Allowing partisan in-

terests in Congress to prevent viable

legislation from being passed is certainly a far

greater offense on Congress' behalf than the

disorganization and lack of direction that

Carter has been criticized for.

several hours from the battering.

Thanksgiving is so boring that no one

has thus far been able to commercialize it

with any success. Just try setting up a

Dooth where little kids can have their

photo taken in the lap of a big turkey

instead of Santa Claus. In addition, few
people give gifts at Thanksgiving (which

leads me to wonder what they could

possibly be thankful for), making it ex-

tremely difficult to sell plastic battery-

operated robots and similar items.

Round about Sunday evening you'll

discover your pre- registration form in one
of your notebooks, instead of at Whit-
more where it was supposed to be today,
and you'll recall that Monday's Collegian
includes the final exam schedule. And
then you'll remember that you're an
English major planning to graduate in

May with absolutely no job prospects.
And I can offer no ready cure for your

despair. As for mine, well, last night was
'Two Wilo Turkey Drinks for the Price of
One " night at the Blue Wall. Thank you.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of
the Collegian.

President Carter does not have all the
answers. He knows that and we know that.

But he is one of the few people in

Washington that is addressing very im-

portant issues and proposing intelligent and
responsible programs (energy programs,
SA.L.T. proposals) for these issues. I see
neither o Congressional energy program in

the offering, nor anything in the business
world of similar context. Whether the
package the President offers is over-
whelmingly accepted or not, we must act
now with the interest of the country and the
world in general, and with a sense of vision

such that even though we may not predict
future events, we can perhaps foresee the
consequences of our actions as we under-
take or do not undertake them now.

The booming economic era of the 50's and
the 60's is over. I am neither an apologist for
Carter or capitalism, but the simple fact is we
can't afford the luxury of gross abuse of our
resources. Federal programs that cannot
justify their expenditures and a government
in its benevolent attempts to create the
Great Society" have become so omnipo-

tent and burdensome on their citizens that
we are becoming helpless appendages of
government bureaucracy. The give-me
relationship people have with their govern-
ment is slowly ending. Carter recognizes the
limits of government and at the same time
the necessity to face and solve problems
within these narrow limits. We might do
ourselves a favor by supporting the man
(writing your congressman in support of the
energy bill) rather than criticizing him and
offering no alternatives of our own.

Peter Cox is a Collegian commentator.

How to face an attacker
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Sheep shifters

should be

ashamed
To the Editor:

Fun is fun but when it comes to the
point where people have to destroy
property and disrupt the order of things, I

think it has gone a little bit too far. The
specific incident that I'm referring to took
place this past weekend. Someone felt

that they had the right to go into the
youngstock barn on campus and

"rearrange" a few pens of sheep. This

not only resulted in a few hours of un-
necessary resorting of the sheep by the
employees in the barn, but at this time of
year we have newborn lambs and this

"rearrangement" resulted in a separation
of a few lambs from their mothers. These
lambs could starve or get beat upon by
strange sheep.

This is not the first case of people
tampering with the animals kept here on
campus. Animals have been lost because
they have been let loose from the barn to

roam all over campus and be attacked by
dogs. There have also been incidents of
people doing the same in the horse barn.

I thought that by the time people reached
college, they were mature enough to
know better than to pull pranks like
these.

Lisa A. Barnes
Senior, Animal Science Dept.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
ti ey must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
cit sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Fxcutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
Hiropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
jiiJgement of the editors. Due to space
li'^itations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
.1 specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

By JOAN LESTER

On Thursday, November 10, I was walking
by the subway station at Grand Army Plaza
in Brooklyn at 10 p.m. I saw a man and a
woman coming out of the subway; the
woman looked as if she was struggling
against the man, who had his arm around
her. I asked, Is everything all right?" He
answered, "This is my woman." I was
uneasy. They were going in the direction
opposite from me, sol reversed direction and
began to follow them. The man kept looking
back at me.

After a third of a block, I said to the
woman, "Are you OK?" She grimaced and
shook her head no. The man was holding her
tightly. He looked at me and said, "If you say
anything, I'll kill you." I saw three men
approaching about half a block away or a
little closer. I yelled, quite loudly, "This
woman needs help. Help this woman." They
began to run toward us, the attacker released
the woman who ran over in my direction, and
suddenly one of the running men pulled out a
gun, aimed it at the attacker and said, "I'm a
policeman." A second man pulled out a
walkie-talkie, they had the attacker against a
wall, and in a minute or two one or more
police cars were on the scene, and the at-

tacker was hustled into the police car.

Meanwhile the woman had run to me,
shaking and sobbing, saying, "thank you,
thank you," I held her and I said (which I find
one of the most amazing parts of the whole
drama, in retrospect), "You are my sister."

In a few minutes the plainclothesmen
came over and took her name, of which I

have no memory, her age (27) and her ad-
dress (somewhere in the Village). Before
they took her with them I asked them to

show US their ID to prove they were cops,
and asked for a woman counselor for the

woman who had just been attacked. She
said that she had come off the subway and
the man had grabbed her from behind. He
had a knife and had cut her ear and was
forcing her to go with him. (Where? We were
one block from Prospect Park, so perhaps
thatwas where he was going.) The first thing

the police said when they came over to us

was, "We are pretty sure this is the guy who
did one hundred rapes in Brooklyn."

Among the many amazing things that
occurred during that 20 or 25 minute episode
was the fact that the cops spoke not one
word directly to me. They didn't thank me for
intervening, they didn't take my name as a
witness, they did not acknowledge me,
although I had my arms around the womari
as they were asking her to tell them what had
happened, and they did respond by showing
their police baOges when I asked them to.

The whole thing was suddenly over when
they took her away to their car, and I was left

alone on the street, my heart pounding
violently.

I want to make this event public for several
reasons: first, people should know about a
case where intervention DID WORK. The
woman was probably saved from rape, other
physical injury or murder. I was not hurt, and
the attacker was captured. Although it was
pure luck that two plainclothesmen were
walking by at the exact instant I yelled, I

think the attacker was preparing to run
anyway, as soon as I yelled. I am pretty sure
he released the woman as soon as I yelled,
and he did not move toward me. Also, the
third man who was approaching told me that
as soon as he heard me yelling he had
pointed his umbrella so the metal tip was
directly out, indicating he was preparing to
act.

Perhaps the attacker would not have been
caught if the plainclothesmen weren't there,
but probably the woman would have been
released, and I would not have been hurt. I

would definitely act the same way again in a
similar situation, although I have had
moments of terror simply thinking about the
experience in the two days since it has
happened.

Second, the woman involved played a
great part in saving herself by struggling
continuously against her attacker. If she had
not been struggling so evidently, I would not
have had the clue as to what was going on.
Resistance was effective.

Third, women should know this i-appened
since it occurred at a place and a time that

Reforms in Syria

By WENDY STEARNS

Existing today in Syria are a minority of
4500 oppressed Jews. These people have
constantly been harassed and denied their

basic freedoms because of their Jewish
identity. They live in secluded ghettos and
must always remain within a four mile radius
of their homes. They have to carry ID cards
which mark their religious affiliation in bold
red lettering. They are not allowed to

emigrate, hold any government related jobs,
or even attend public schools. When a Jew
dies in Syria his property is turned over to the
state.

In February 1977, Syrian President Assad
issued a statement to the Syrian Army to lift

some of these restrictions on the Jews. He
said all Jews should be protected by the
government. In an attempt to follow this

through he wanted to bar discrimination,

allow Jewish children to attend "separate
but equal" parochial schools, ban Jewish
curfews, and have the Jewish ID cards
marked in black ink instead of red. «

You might ask how well these reforms
have been carried out. Although some
conditions seem to have improved, the
situation is still very bad. Jews are still barred
from government related jobs, restricting

from all traveling without special permission
from the state, and denied emigration rights.

Do you know that Syria is the only Arab
country to deny Jews these rights today?
Although Jewish parochial schools are
allowed, their faculties' wages have been
frozen, forcing many to resign. This limits

any Jewish education.

Now you must be wondering why Assad
even attempted to institute any changes. I

spoke to Bruce Youdowitz, the Director of

Jewish Community Relations in Springfield
last week on the topic. Bruce theorizes that
perhaps Assad is attempting to conform to

Western pressures concerning the human
rights crusade, or else perhaps he is using the
Jews as puppets for future political

negotiations. It seems to me that Assad is

becoming overly concerned with public
opinion. Whenever the issue of Syrian Jewry
is brought out in the open, we see only the
few "show" Jews, who are well off and
enjoy equal rights. Syrian propaganda shows
us how well Syria treats her people.
Meanwhile two-thirds of the Jewish
population live below the poverty line.

I'm not really sure what Assad's ulterior

motives are. Maybe he is protecting the Jews

most of us would have considered relatively
safe': a busy, well-lit subway station and
intersection at 10 p.m.

Fourth, it should be publicly stated that
although the police were technically ef-

ficient, i.e., they accomplished their task of
responding quickly and well and capturing
someone who was in the midst of a violent
crime, they were completely unsympathetic
and unresponsive to the emotion of the
woman involved. She was crying and
shaking as they asked her to relate the events
which had just taken place, and to give her
personal data. They did not utter one
'personal' word to her, such as "I know you
must be feeling...." They were completely
impersonal. And they did not acknowledge
the fact that a citizen had jeopardized herself
to intervene in the crime, nor did they know
that a crime had been committed against me
(a direct threat on my life), since they didn't
ask me anything.

I hope that I can trace the woman. We
shared a profound moment. Her face, with
her mouth stretched wide, exposing her
teeth, her eyes enormous with fright, and her
courage in continuing to struggle and to act
on her own behalf by shaking her head when
I asked her if she was all right, although he
must've had the knife against her - all these
images of her keep going through my mind,
and it would be good if we could connect
again, and perhaps put closure on the event.

There are other reasons too for wishing to
reconnect. Perhaps she needs emotional or
legal support to prosecute, and together we
could search out women's groups which
could give that support. Perhaps we could
share our experience with other women and
give them a feeling of strength, for after all,

we, two women, did act in concert in a
violent confrontation with a street attacker,
both of us struggling (she physically and me
verbally), and we were victorious. Acting
together again, we might be able to turn that
terribly frightening experience into a source
of strength for ourselves and for other
women.

Joan Lester is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.

to maintain a merchant class structure or for

some form of political bargaining.

Unfortunately there is nothing we can
really do to help our brethren in Syria. Bruce
suggested that any strong outside pressures
could actually be detrimental to the cause I

think Assad may be afraid of pressures fron^

the U.S.S.R. and other Arab countries.

Bruce pointed out that if Assad is removed
from office the situation could regress to be
even worse than before 1977.

All we can do is remember these op-
pressed Victims and be ready to support
them when they need us most.

Wendy
men tator

Stearns is a Collegian Com-
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Thanksgiving celebrated
bloody massacre of Indians
NDIAN ISLAND, Maine (UPI) The first

official Thanksgiving wasn'tafestivegather-
ing of Indians and Pilgrims but rather a
celebration of the massacre of 700 Indian
men,womenandchildren,ananthropologist
says.

Due to age and illness, his voice cracks as
he talks about the holiday, but William B
Newell, 84, talks with force as he discusses
Thanksgiving.

"Thanksgiving Day was first officially pro-
claimed by the governor of the
Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1637 to com-
memorate the massacre of 700 men, women
and children who were celebrating their an-
nual green corn dance - Thanksgiving Day
to them - in their own house," Newell said
in a recent interview.

"Gathered in this place of meeting they
were attacked by mercenanes and English
and Dutch, The Indians were ordered from
the building and as they came forth they
were shot down. The rest were burned alive
in the building," he said.

Newell, a Penobscot Indian, lives on a
reservation near Old Town. He has degrees
from Syracuse and the University of Penn-
sylvania and is listed in two regional editions
of Who's Who. He's a former chairman of
the University of Connecticut anthropology

department and has advised museums on
primitive art,

Newell said the next 100 Thanksgivings
commemorated the killing of the Indians at
what IS now Groton, Conn., rather than a
celebration with them.
"The very next day the governor declared a

Thanksgiving Day, thanking God that they
had eliminated those 700 men, women and
children, that they had wiped out the Pe-
quots.

"For the next 100 years every Thanksgiving
Day ordained by a governor or president was
to honor a bloody victory, thanking God that
the battle had been won, ' he said.
"So when you ask about the first official

Thanksgiving Day, it was the time they
thanked God 700 men, women and children
were burned alive," Newell said.
He said the image of Indians and Pilgrims

sitting around a large table to celebrate
Thanksgiving Day was ' 'fictitious, " although
Indians did share food with the first settlers.

"The Indians held Thanksgiving Day every
day. every time they sat down to eat. And
the Pilgrims probably observed the same rule
at their meetings.
"But I still find no reference to any

Thanksgiving Day proclamation forthatkind
of meeting. The only proclamation mention-
ed was in honor of some bloody victory,"
Newell said.

Study destroys the "sketchy
and simplistic view" of men
NEW YORK (UPI) - A new, nationwide

study indicates that most American men, far
from being "male chauvinist pigs,'" prefer
marriage to playing around, and are not par
ticularly turned on by female nudity.
These findings appear to be in sharp con-

trast to the portrait of men as depicted by
some women's lib groups but it is the one
that emerges m the most detailed sexuality
survey since the Kinsey Report of 1948.

The new survey, compiled in a nationwide
study of 4,066 men, is contained in "Beyond
the Male Myth, ' to be published Dec . 3, and
in it, authors Anthony Pietropinto and Jac-
queline Simenauer destroy what they call a
"sketchy and simplistic" view of modern
man.

"The TV situation comedies portray him as
an emasculated, uninspired bungler," they
write, "while the adventure shows cast him
as a coldblooded, violent hunter of men and
cynical predator of women.
"The feminists accuse him of being ex-

ploitative, egotistical and obsessed with in-

discriminate sexual gratification. Writers of
popular psychology books describe him as
uncommunicative, insensitive and driven by
machismo."

In the survey, the man emerges as nothing
of the sort, turning out to be at least as sym-
pathetic and sensitive a human being as his
female counterpart.
Pietropinto, a psychiatrist, and Simenauer,

a science writer, learned that contrary to the
prevailing myth, the sexually aggressive
woman holds no fear for the average man.
On the contrary, they say, "The sexually

passive woman may be a major cause of im-
potency for almost half the nation's men."
Men, they say, are more interested in sex

than ever before - most would like it on an
average of four times a week - and kissing
and caressing was cited in the survey as the
most enjoyable oreplay.
Yet for all the increased interest, only one
man in five considers sex the most important
pleasure in life and - in a blow to publishers
of the girly magazine centerfolds - nudity
got few votes as a turn-on. Oral sex emerged
as the most favored new intimacy.
Three-fourths of the men surveyed cited
marriageasthe "ideal sex life" - only one in

10 preferred the arrangement of simply living
together.
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KKK claims
FBI infiltrated
WASHINGTON (UPI) Ku Klux Klan

leaders were afraid to do anything illegal in
the late 1960's and early 1970"s because they
believed FBI informants had heavily in-
filtrated the organization, according to files
released by the bureau.
In memos to Director J. Edgar Hoover, the

FBI"s Birmingham, Ala., office repeatedly
claimed credit for keeping the Klan peaceful
during this period, the files showed.
Efforts to disrupt the United Klans of

America Inc. were part of Hoover's
"Cointelpro" project aimed at groups he
considered subversive or violent which he
halted without explanation in 1971, a year
before his death.
Its hand forced under the Freedom of In-

formation Act, the FBI Monday released
52,648 pages of records on the counter
intelligence operation, some heavily cen-
sored but giving an inside look at someof the
"dirty tricks " employed. For example, ac-
cording to the files:

-The FBI spent 11 years in New York City
and San Juan trying to disrupt the Puerto
Rican independence movement although its
own leaders already were fighting among
themselves constantly,
-Phony letters and documents were used in

an effort to stir up trouble between the U.S.
Communist party and the organized crime
syndicate Cosa Nostra.
Similar tacticswereused against "new left"

groups, the Socialist Wo/kers Party and
other groups Hoover considered a threat to
the nation's internal security.
-Surveillance was maintained on persons

from Mexico, Cuba, Puerto Rico and
Yugoslavia who wereinvolvedwith extremist
organizations in the United States.
The 5,372 file sheets on the Klan showed

that, as in other operations, effortsatdisrup-
tion consisted largely of sending phony hate
letters to create dissension among its leaders
and members."
But the Birminghan office noted on March

6, 1970, that United Klans leaders were
"concerned that the FBI has well placed in-
formants" in their ranksand implied this was
a prime reason for an almost total lack of
violence.

In a 1971 memo, the Birminghan office
reported that ImpenalWizardRobertShelton
planned to give lie detector tests "to an ex-
ceedingly large number of UKA officialsand
members."
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Hartford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm
Sunday, December 4 3 pm
Sunday, December 4 8 pm

FINE /4?TS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public S7, 6, 5

U^Aass students S3. 50, 3, 2.50, Other students
and senior citiiens J6, 5, 4. Special matinee
children's prices $3.50, 3, 2.50

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 94
& All Ticketron Locations
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LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in
basement of Boyden
Bidg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
string

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

^ ^ ai * J*.!

Mandarin Szerhuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
IMon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

Il:3ta.m.-10:00p.in.

Il:30a.in.-ll:00p.m.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER »39S

main coursa: choica of
Szachuan Spicad Chickan

or
Swaat ft Sour Shrimp

Dinner includa*: tpara rib
iggrols, chicken wing, friad
rica b hot and tour shrimp

Mon -Wad 5:00-8:00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt y, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Faeilities

REALLY"CLEAN-UP
WITH A

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIED AD!

Turn your 'junk' into cash!

Don't ignor your closet shelves
another day' There could be big
money lurking there. Advertise those
unwanted items in the Collegian
classifieds and turn them in hard
cold cash.

CLEAN-UP'
WITH

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

II
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Notices
S^l^

Tonight
Wed . & Thurs.,

Nov. 23 & 24

Johnn y ana the

Luncheonettes

CREDIT UNION
If vou plan to be away from Amherst during inter

session, you can use our bank by mail service. Please
use the deposit and withdrawal forms available in the
credit union. The UMSFCU wishes you a Happy
Thanksgivinfl.

LEGISLATIVE TASK FORCE
Meeting at 1:30 p.m., 9th fl. CC. All are welcome.oGA Communication.

INTER AGENCY TRAINING
Meetings alternately on the 2nd and 4th Thursdays

of each month SOP office. Open to everyone.

PROGRAM^^
'^''^^^ ^/Vff/?/C>l/V CIVILIZATION

Spring 1978 semester abroad on Nantucket
sponsored by UMass Boston Information and ap

Kn"Ha.l'r252'"'"°"'^""* '"^'«'' °'*-'

COM STU MAJORS
Urgent meeting Tues., Nov. 29, 4 p.m. CC 162.

Nomination of RSO officers.

FOUND
- dog Call 6 4144 or check animal shelter off E.

Pleasant St. Dog is hungry and sick.

- party equipment found Sunday near Cashin If
you can identify n call 546 1023
LOST

Call Mark 546-6270

- calculator, SRSOATexas Instruments on the 7 00
express bus from Boston. Please call Anna, 546-6166

„-^-,
°''^® i^'®^" looseleaf notebook. Please call 665-

- pair of sliver framed prescription glasses, lost m

VETERAN
'"^^ '~*'''* *°° ^*" "°"' ^'3500.

Meeting Tues. CC 171. New changes in your check.

What's Happening
Fri., Nov. 25

Bricker Band
&

Roomfull or Blues

Sot., Nov. 26

Bricker Band

TODAY
LECTURE

"Delndustriallzing Society: Where to and
How, by Edward Goldsmith, editor of The
Ecologist, and helped write "Blueprint for
Survival." The lecture will be from noon to 1

p.m., Campus Center 168, sponsored by the
Future Studies Program.

FILM
WEEKEND

-"Speaking of Men", a film in which
three women discuss their relationships with

IIInL °'|^"!f'°"
and refreshments will

follow. Sunday, 9 p.m. Baker House

basement lounge. Sponsored by the CentralWomen s Center.

WMUA RADIO PROGRAM
Zamir will be on this Sunday and every

Sunday at 1 p.m. on WMUA, 91.1 FM.

EVERY SUN.

WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

DC IVIenu
"^

TODAY
LUNCH - Cheeseburgers, Fish Cones,

Basics: Golden Burger, Vegetable Hot
Pot

DINNER - Spaghetti, Fried Fish,
Basics: Potato Mushroom Delight, Fried
Fish

Lost ring of sentimental value
RinO of nmat <eontimantal xaliia ..*.~l-_Ring of great sentimental value, stolen

from Wheeler dormitory recently; owner
seeks return. Ring of no value except to

owner. Please return c-o The Daily Collegian,
163 CC. No questions.

New psych, course to be taught
The new psychology course. Psych 391

E

(Afro-Am 391 F), will be taught by M. Martin
"The Portrayal of the Colonized in Film"
(three credits) will meet Tuesday, 4 to 6:30
p.m. for film screenings, and Thursday, 4 to

5:15 p.m. for discussion. Both classes will be
in Herter 227.

The format of the course is one of lectures,
film screenings and discussion.

1"£* MAIl CLASSmEDXD~ORDilJI#
I
I
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I

Computation:
S #lines: X rate:

I X #days:_ =

AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOrt RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION

1^ LOST
'~VIISC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO

$1.00 extra for
other headline.

I

I

I

I

I

rent|

1

YOUB CLAgmiUBD AQ COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box. Use UPPER lower case rharartPr<;where they apply. (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

characters

RATES
S consec
30 consec

I

—I
Daily 45c per line; |

pub days.40c per line per day: I
.
pub days,35c per line per day '

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

(ad cost)

I MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISfj^Q^f^j I

V= NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! !

I

I

I

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full lipe. A line contains 38 boxesword .s approx. 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)
^'"^ "'^ °°''®^ (Average

\
I

I

1

.(if different from ad)

Name
:

Phone#:_

Dates Classified Ad is to run:^ ^^^
(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

'

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

113 Campus Center,
Massachusetts D'lily Collegian

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003 J
REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m. and
3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! LittI

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con '

stitutes one line

H^t'jij^l

AUTO FOR SALE

68 Galaxy 500 Ford S700 527 5746

1966 Chevy Van. Best offer 323 5163"aft. 5

88 Volvo 144. Automatic, clean, reliable,
very good body & engine snovvs
AM/FM $1,195 584 7743 Tues * Th ol

^86 1448 eve
68 Buick. 6 cyl . auto Good cond. $296^6

1161 _
BARGAIN 1974 Oatsun^lO station wgn
Standard tran 4600,$1,700 or BO 253
9792

122Volvo pjrts sed&wagon Rea 665 4384

66 Ford cust. Good cond Nev oil pump
trans bati $K0 or B 546 5920

69 Ford Galaxy 500 Police intercept
428C1 Runs excellent 400$ 549 1456
after 4

AKC Old English Sheep dog pups 2
lemales 14 wks old Good with kids
Championship stock $225 ea 549 5523

Dorm Refrig. $50 ~neg 253 5263
MaryAnn.

Univox 50 watt amp ex cond reverb etc
B.'sl offer 6 7985 after 7pm

FOR RENT
iSi

72 CMC Vandura Camper. Sink, stove,
heater, AM/FM tape, bed, much more
Ex cond $2,300 leave name & ph at

253-2441 Jim Kerner.

•9 Buick-sta-wgn. Exc. Mec cond., air-

cond
, 9 seater, sun roof top, new

^rakes- 548-61 88

Rm
:

In 3rm house Nxt to N Village
$104 mo plus uti. Chris, 8 4 30 253-
9908

'

3 bedroom Apt, fair condition, for Dec 1st,
in Northampton Only $165 Call Skibiski
Ri'ai Estate 584 3428 4 6pm

IF YOU bONTWJWif~TO^E LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about oui new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at
S195 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256 0166 for further Information

2!4rm furn apt all utis inc. Pool, parking,
A/C, 230 mo Amherst Motel it Apts. Rt
9oppZavres, 256-8122.

BRTo EHamp Apt $75 inc. 1/1/78 527 9006.

BrittanyManor 2br Apt. Jan June,
heat&hot water inci, phone installed 256
6023

PUFFERS >OR SPRING 2 br apt near
bus rt

, $210 mo utI inc for mid Jan.,
No Amherst 549 1683

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem. 103
50 Puffton VIg John 549 1298 after 4

HELP WAnYeD
Teacher's Aide for Amherst Jewish

Community 1st and 2;id grade Sunday
School Class Send resume to J.C A
P O Box 606 Amherst.

Typist Wisnted full tir-ne 60 w/pm mm
formatinfj skills and familiarity with IBM
Selectnc desirable Good pay and
l>enefits C.ill Barbara at 549 2846 for
mrp information.

Nothing tc dc over intersession ' Como nn
down to Daytona wilh us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone, the works
all this and roundtrip busfare on a luxury
motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc
rupancy For info anr) reservations call
David Day at 546 7845

ENTERTAINMENT

Pro Music Service Besnr^^cMhr^^I^
Moniior Music 546 4731. Rea

Typing $ 40 page Call anytime 549 6655.

BIRTHDAY CAKESM AHoccasion cakes
lieautifully derorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 546-
9576

Volvo repairs and maintenanc" AlP^ears
and models, low prices Jack E 16-0610.

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

CALCULATORS

PHOTOGRAPHY Kassport ana ap
plif dtion photos done Portraits in time for
Cliiistmas B&W or color service ir

ifuction by arrangement Reasonable
prices for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9653 nighf^ onlv

Student for part time counselor in foster
care unit Work with 2 or 3 active
adolescents, flexible scheduling 24 hours
a week Call 1 323 5002

College Calculators offers low price ft fu..

service All models avail T159 $225 58
$99 95. 51 $49 95 MPs & Commodores
avail Models from $15 Remember we
service ail calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 549 1316

DON'T PASS THIS UPI

1964 Olds F-86 for sale 135,000 miles very
good condition Ideal for short trips
MUST SELL BEFORE 11/251 THIS CAR
HAS PLENTY OF LIFE LEFT Call 546-
9642 immediately' $225 or best offer

WANTED AUDIO

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES"
Men's, Ladies canvas & leather Reg. $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

^.A. Ampin*r. 75 watts RMS. One premier
reverb unit $35 each Mark 253 2756.

Flute — Gemeinhardt. solid silver head &
keys List $3S0E»ask )250 Barely used
5464749

TO SUBLET

Roommate wanted for new house
$1 10 mo -t^ Bus route, wood stove. Call

after 5:30. ask for Scott, Alison, Rick 256-
8242

1 bedroom apt on UMass bus route Jan.
78 to Sept 78. Call 546-5102, leave name
and phone no. Reference to Brad.

1 Bdrm. In 2 Bdrm. Apt. Brandywine,2nd
1 '2 Dec. Free Dog allowed Leave name
& phone no, at 253 2441 in ref to Jim
Kemer.

Female to share
Sund bus $75 +

Alix

two l5edroom apt. in

Call 6654416 ask for

Lafayette amp $30 Garrard turntable $20
$45 for both Call 549 6463

NEED MONEY! ReaTist^Rcvr'Tmade by
Sony) 22WPC, Ultralinear spkrs., BIC 940
turntable for only $325 or BO Call Phil
549 4759

Donna. Eddy. Steve, Susan,
much for the great Birthday
remember it, Suanne

thanks so
I'll always

Free Kittens - Call 549-3937 eves, Judy.

TRAVei

Woman's Head Ski Parka. Excellent

condition, sue med Call 549 5951

1 fern, wanted fo' own rm. in 2 bdrm apt
1st month FREEi $130 util incI Caria 549
1741 eves '.• mile from campus Bus.

Fly to Ft Lauderdale $305 Jan 18, $295
Jan 8 15 inc accomodations at the Jolly
Roger Hotel on the beach OR: economy
bus trip to same destination Jan 1 15 for

$259 Contact Jinj Nechin UMass reo for

Gart>er Travel. Reserve Now'

Mcintosh Int amp $200, Oynaco FM
tuner -$75, OHM D2's $250, Advent 201
cassette deck $225. Call Ken 546-4035
4036.

senviCEs

I giMss It's our turn to say Hello to the
greatpst shellfish warden around from the
Audonon bonman and dr Ina Fish
samson s Island

Hay Tamale- happy 20tti birthday yoo
piece of gartiage. Do you atill use Lavons?
9 out of 10 doctors dol Navar wait SErO

Expert typing, only $ 40 page Call atter o
Mon Thurs 256 8484

Hobin. happy 20th birthday Though you
are far away, you are forever in out
minds. Have a few for us. Lova, S.O.S._. . ^— _„,. ijart>er 1 ravel. Heserve Now' — - . ~.~ .^^-^.r, —>..'.. ..^ ... u». ww««, <>.»

M;lfU!M.!.|I IJ1.IJ:U.MWimillil>l>.B.>1l II.I lillltmil :IJl.l!tlf TrjI.IJll.flltJIIII^^ I.IJ H.l ,HJ.,.,., 1.

^
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Take a friend home with you for Thanl<sgiving
As of November 21 , the following dogs are

at the Amherst Dog Pound, (Wagner Farm
217 North East St , 253-7294), and may be
either claimed or adopted:
— Male Dachshund, black and tan, long

if

tail, no collar or tags, picked up on a com-
plaint on Greenwich Road, So. Amherst.

- Male poodle mix, long black curly hair,

red collar, turned in from Leverett Road.
- Male wire hair collie mix, black and

white, collar with shiny buttons, molesting
ducks on No. East St.

— Male hound-setter mix, long black hair,

picked up on University Drive.
- Male collie mix, tan with white on chest.

SAVE-ON-TIRES, Inc. route 9. hmhey I SSSRirrr
OPEN MON

,
TUES WED A FRI 930-5:30, THURS

, 9 30-7 SAT 9 30 3 P M

TIDCC CASH & CARRY
I inr J^ Wholesale to the public
I llmkw ^^ C4W ARRANGE TO H4W£y0t/«r/RfS MOUNTED
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. »up»8ioi.auothi.*o.

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS
BIAS PLY — Made by major U.S. Tire
Mfgr's. Goodyear, Lee, Firestone,
Seiberling, Armstrong, and many
more.

SIZE TYPE

800x12

600x13

Alhanct Sno Whit*

LaHarvaSnoWhit*

A'8x13 Goodyaar Black

A78x13 Goodyaar Whita

878x13 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

678x13 Cualom Snow WhIta

C78x13 Custom Snow Whita

078x13 Fira. TftC Black

700x13

C78x14

C78x14

Fire. T A C Black

Custom Snow Whits

Laa Magna Grip Whits

E78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip BIk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip Wht.

F78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

F78x14 Fira. TAC Bait. BIk. 31.95

G78x14 Laa Magna Grip BIk. 30.95

078x14 Laa Magna Grip Whita 32.95

078x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk. 28.95

078x14 Fira. T«C WhIta Blam. 31.95

H78x14 Laa Magna Grip BIk.

H78x14 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

H 78x 1

4

Fira T>C Whita Blam

580x15 Piralli (VW) Black

800x 1

5

Ptnn. Mud i Snow Whita

885x15 Fira. TiC MInl/Sport BIk.

F78x 1

5

Fira T4C Whita Blam

G78x 1

5

Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

078x15 Zanith Snow Powar Whita

H78x15 Laa Magna Grip BIk.

H78x15 Zanith Snow Powar BIk.

H78x15 Fira TftC Whita Blam

J78x15 FiraTAC Bait BIk. Bm.

L78x15 Saibarling Sno Whita

L78x1 5 Fira T4C Bait. Whita

22.95

22.95

17.95

20.95

20.95

24.95

24.95

27.95

24.95

24.95

27.95

25.95

28.95

30.95

26.95

31.95

30.95

32.95

28.95

3JI.95

32.95

29.95

35.95

20.95

24.95

29.95

28.95

'

30.95

33.95

29.95

35.95

37.95

33.95

39.95

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES
AMERICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS
FIRST QUALITY MADE BY
ARMSTRONG, WHITEWALL.

SIZE SALiPISa

BR 78x13 35.95

DR78X14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78x14

HR78X14

GR78x15

HR78x15

LR78X15

40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
SIZE TYPE SAlf mi
BR78«13' Fire Run sTlfnt BltrrT

ER78«14 Lee Slud-Leit

Lee Stud-Lett

Fire T&C W
Lee Stud-Lett

Lee Stud-Lett

Lee Stud Lett

Fire rac W

M.9$
47.tS

4i.M

51.95

5«.9S

S4.9S

56.95

49.95

METRIC SNOW RADIALS

CONTiNENTAL-CONTACT
STUOLESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE

145x13 $33.95
155113 $37.95
i65ii3 S39.95

16SI14 $43.95

165x15 $42.95

Plus Other Si/es

SIZE TYPE SALIRIQ

16Si13 Fulda Stud-Lett 34.9S

44.95

24.95

185«14 Fuldi Stud-Lett

155«15 Fire T«C Bk

165x15 Fire T»C WM 37.95

MICHELIN XM&S
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT

ALL PRICES PLUS F.E. TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP SNOW'S Si 5.95
PLUS
TAXES

SAVE-ON-
ROUTE9MA0LEY
C««/i §nd Carry or lSt»i!7»S^

TIRES. INC.
nm 5S6-2S44

black tail markings, picked up on a complaint
on Bridge Street.

- Male labrador mix, black with some tan
in coat, picked up on a complaint at Wild-
wood School.
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WEONESOAY, NOVEMBER
23 Born today, you are
reserved, somettnies re-

ally shy, especially in the

presence of those consider
superior to you. Sincere
and generally open in your
conversation, you never-
theless strike others at

times as holding some-
thing t>ack. Ultimately,
you should develop enough
self-confidence to face any-
one in a straightforward,
deliberate, and deter-
mined manner.
A wanderer by nature,

you will never enjoy stay-

ing for a long time in one
place. You will spend a

nurnber of your early adult

years getting your wander-
lust out of your system.
Should you settle down too

soon, you may well doom
yourself to an unhappy
marriage. In any case,

choose for a mate one who
is as fond of travel as you
are. In spending family

vacations visiting new
places, you can rid your-

self periodically of that

restlessness which could

otherwise spoil your ca-

reer progre.ss.

You are not one to be

upset by disappointment.
You take setbacks calmly,
growing only more deter-

mined to succeed the next

time. You are loyal to your

friends, a formidable foe to
those who have earned
yourdisUke, and you never
confuse the two You know
precisely who your friends
are, whom you can count
on, whom you must guard
against.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I-et your birthday star be
your daily guide
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

24

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
I)ec.21) You can expect
just rewards for your
effort. F'riends make It

easy to discover new lines

of endeavor.
CAPRlCORN(Dec.22-

Jan.l9) — Honesty in your
dealings with others should
impress them enough to
grant the favor you seek.
AQUARIUS( Jan.20-

Feb.l8l — Quickness of

mind enables you to catch
the joke before it can bear
upon your present con-
cerns

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) — Make sure your
labors are unimpeded
today. You need tremen-
dous freedom to work to

capacity.

ARIES( March 21-April
19) — Frank opinions
may not be entirely wel-

come. You may have to
handle the truth very tact-
fully

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) - Shirking responsibil-
ity may leave you wonder-
ing what to do next Check
your progress with anoth-
er's.

GEMINIiMay 21-June20)
You should overcome a

number of difficulties to-

day if you do not resist

events.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22) — Recognition of
another's value to you
serves as self-discovery.

Realize a small dream this

morning.
LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22) —

Charitable deeds gain you
the reputation you need.
Don't expect to be
reworded for deeds not
your own.
VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— Moderation must be
practiced all day, or you
may fail to move ahead of
the opposition.

LIBRA(Sept.23.0ct.22) —
Your inherent nature
makes this day almost per-
fect. Question your view of

another as an authority.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-
Nov.21 ) - Susceptibility to

flattery li more dangerous
than you admit. Don't fall

into a trap you aft yourself.
inpyriMhl. 11177. United Kvulurr Myndi

rtW. inr

Today's Crossword

ACROSS
1 Fruit

5 Movie pooch
9 Pass on
14 Olive genus
15 Do business
16 Separate

from country
17 and

Found
18 At this time

19 Evil being
20 In past time

21 Peoples'
governments

23 Sets righr

25 Formerlv
26 Mild

expletive

27 Just gone by

29 Big name in

Virginia

32 Propagated
35 Darting

movement
36 Refuse
37 Drying

apparatus
38 Percussion

instruments

39 Bone Prefix

40 Act of

endurance
41 NFL team
42 Erato and

Clio

43 of the
covenant

44 Glut

45 Wrong
Prefix

46 Put in a hold

48 Takes
umbrage at

52 U S politi

cal group
56 Petroleum
57 Sheeplike

58 Extravagant
speech

59 City on the

Baltic

60 Aloof person
61 Jason's ship

62 Secondhand
63 Yorkshire

city

64 do well

65 Small marsh

DOWN
1 Serving as a

guide

2 Funeral

oration

3 Author o<

fables

4 Despicable

person
Slang

5 Cleave

6 Appears to

exist

7 Eddo
8 Pianist -

Templeton
9 Move quick

ly again

10 Business
VIPs

1

1

Infinite

12 Fiber source

Yesterday's P jzzle Solved
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13 Japanese
coins

21 Passed or.

22 Snoozes
24 Secret or in-

surance
27 Feather

28 Points a gun
30 Being Sp
31 Seeing

things

32 Furniture

piece

33 Another time

34 Backache
cause 2

words
35 Social org

36 Extinguish

Informal

38 Speak slowly

42 Leave out

44 Becomes
serious

45 Wise teacher
47 — up: Ad-

justed a

motor
48 Rockies or

Andes
49 Racket
50 Asian

mammal
51 Sole or a

plow
52 Bakery

produC
53 Bacchanals'

cry

54 Asian

kingdom
55 Concern
59 Alcoholic

'iquor

1 2 3 4

1

5 6 7 8

1

9 10 II 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 v 22

23 24 ^^^^^^/^ ^H
^^^^^^^26

38
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1
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32 33 34

1
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60 6! 62
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Mullen paces AlC win over UM
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
and MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Kenny Muse knocked in

a rebound off the stick of Tom Mullen with
only 45 seconds left to clinch a 10-8 victory
for the Yellow Jackets of American In-

ternational in a wide open hockey game
before 350 boisterous fans here at Smead
Arena.

Mullen was a one man wrecking crew for

the Yellow Jackets, scoring five goals and
four assists, setting a new AJ.C. career
scoring mark with 202 points.

The loss was a frustrating one for the
Minutemen, as they scored five goals in the
opening period and appeared headed for an
upset. The loss dropped UMass' record to 1-

2. A. I.e. is now 1-0.

The Minuteinen opened the scoring early
when Bill Estes took a pass from Lincoln
Flagg and slid it under AlC's freshman
goaltender Chris Snow's pad at 6:48.

Joe Milan made it 2-0 less than 2 minutes
later when he lifted a backhander over
Snow's left shoulder from 10 feet out. Don
Murphy gave UMass a 3-goal lead one
minute later when he broke out from his blue
line and streaked down ice untouched and
beat Snow on the low right side.

Conrad Marcotte got one back for the
Yellow Jackets at 12:50 on a shorthanded
goal, with Estes in the penalty box for

hooking
The Minutemen streaked to a 5-1 lead late

in the opening period, as freshman Mark
Ferragamo beat Snow on a breakaway at

18:00. Murphy scored his second goal at

18:49, beating Snow low to the right side.

The first period belonged to the
Minutemen, but the second period was
owned by the Yellow Jackets. A.I.C. pumped
21 shots on goalie John Riley and scored
four times.

Standout defenseman Mike Smith from
A.I.C. made it 5-2 at 1:12, as he took a pass
from Tom Lloyd and beat Riley on the low
stick side.

Bill White got that one back at 7:20 when
he took a pass from Murphy and beat the
new Yellow Jackets goaltender Mark Hull.
John Arnold made it 6-3 at 12:42, as he

poked over Riley's left shoulder
Ken Muse drew the Yellow Jackets within

two at 16:08 as he skated around the net and
stuffed It in the left side. Mullen made it 6-5
at 16:41 when he slid one under Riley's left

pad.

Riley made a magnificent save on a shot
by Mike Dagenais at 17:55 that protected a
slim one goal lead. Riley was sprawled out on
the ice and somehow managed to put his
glove in the air and snare the puck with a
brilliant glove save.

In the third penod, UMass' Brian Kittredge
gave the Minutemen a two goal lead at 3:39,
as he knocked in a slap shot from the blue

'Mac' named
NE Coach
of the Year

Dick MacPherson, head coach of the
University of Massachusetts football
team, has been named the New England
Football Writer's Association 25th
Annual Coach of the year. MacPherson
led a team that had only nine returning
starters to its second post-season ap-
pearance in five years. The team com-
piled an overall 8-2 mark.

The biggest win of the year was a 19-6
triumph over the University of New
Hampshire in Durham on November 12.
The victory gave MacPherson his fourth
Yankee Conference crown in seven years
at UMass. Thanks to the victory, the
Minutemen finished fourth in the national
Division II poll.

/

Field hockey offered

at UMass for men
By LISA CAPON

E

Collegian Staff

Field hockey is not for women only.
The University of Massachusetts is the

home of a newly-formed co- recreational field

hockey team. Not only does the team consist
mostly of men (only two female members),
but it is also unique in that it is an in-

ternational team. The team is comprised of
students rrom six foreign countries: Pakistan,
India, United Kingdom, Nigeria, Venezuela,
and Holland.

"And we even have Americans on the
team!" club president Jan Stapel of Holland
Mys.

Stapel and Schail Kiani (of Pakistan) are
responsible for organizing the club. They
Diaced a notice in the Collegian several
weel-s ago, which was answered by several
students. No special ability was required for
making the team. Anyone responding to the
notice could become a team member. Some
had never played field hockey before in their
'ives.

Stapel says that he and Kiani decided to
initiate a co-rec team because field hockey "

.. is not just a sport for girls " In fact, only
men's field hockey teams competed in the
1976 Olympics. The first time women's field
hockey will be represented in the Olympics
will be in Moscow in 1980.

i(Ali-Americans
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

races in the New England's and IC4A's,"
according to Matt Manga n of the cross
country team.

Lou Panaccione, who "probably ran the
two best races of his life" in the NE's and
•C's," finished 170th Co-captain Frank
Carroll was 175th, Tom Wolff was 188th,
Michael Morris was 198th and Bob Neil was
?05th.

UMass' assistant coach Arnie Morse was
^leased with the results of the meet.

"I firmly believe Quinnie, if he gets the
jackground in, has world class ability - at
my level." said Morse. He's just had an
ncredible inconsistency of training, with his

njuries (sprained ankle in 1975, and knee
gaments in 1976-h"
Mcse was drooling over the prospect of
avmg the two All-Americans team with Joe
'lartens in the distance medley relay for

-ack season, when "we could run Ken and I

nd still come- in seventh in the nation."

Men's field hockey is currently the number
one sport in Pakistan, India, Western Ger-
many, Holland, New Zealand, and Australia.
The new team encountered many

problems in its formation. "This University is

an accumulation of red tape," says Stapel.

The team members greatly appreciate the
help of women's field hockey coach Judith
Davidson Without her help, Stapel says, the
team would have had considerably rriore
trouble getting off the ground.

The UMass co-rec field hockey team has
played three games. The first was a 2-2 tie

with Westfield State, and the second a 2-0
victory over the UMass women's team last
Friday. Their last game, which they lost 3-0,
was played last Sunday against Harvard
University. The Harvard team is also in-

ternational, and has been playing together
much longer than the UMass team. In spite
of the defeat, Stapel feels the game was a
good experience for the club.

Once the snow flies, the field hockey team
will probably begin indoor training to keep in
practice for the spring when they hope to
become a sports club in the Department of
Athletics- Intram.urals.

The club members have high hopes, and if

their present enthusiasm has any bearing on
their future success, co-rec field hockey will
become a permanent fixture at UMass.

Sports Notices
Intramurals - Basketball entries are

due Dec. 1 . Due to the increased number
of intramural teams, the number of teams
accepted for competition may have to be
limited .. first come first served.

A CPR (modular type) course will be
held in NOPE for those who wish basic
certification. The course satisfies one
part of the first responder law. Each full

session is required and will meet from
4:15-6:15 p.m on the following days:
Nov. 30, Dec. 5, Dec. 7, Dec. 12, and Dec
14.

The class is limited to 20 persons.
Register with the NOPE secretary by next
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.

line. Lloyd was in the "sin bin" at the time of
the goal.

The teams then traded goals making the
score 8 6, before A.I.C. reeled off 4 unan-
swered goals for the win.

Mullen again made it 8-7 at 8:04 as he
knocked in a 40-foot slap shot just inside the

right pipe. Mullen tied the score at 9:27 as he
went around the net and stuffed it in the
right side. He added his fifth goal, an empty-
net job with only 31 seconds left in the game.
UMass hockey coach Jack Canniff was

disappointed with the loss, but thought that
his team played well.

e> PIZZARAMA
l^* of Amherst 3 8 8 College St.

YouvB tried the rest, now try the Best.

Open 'itt-Thurs 11-lAM
'rl, Sat 11 - SAM

For Fast FREE Delivery cell 253-3B0B

Bun - Tliurs 8PM to 1AM
'fl. S»t 8PM to 8AM

CALL 253-3808

FREE HEAT and HOT WATER!!

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent

at NO EXTRA charge-
Heat & Hot Water

For Your Convenience;
-I- Free UMass bus to town and campus
-*- Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher o D .J
^ Fully carpeted -* DearOOm
+ Wall to wall closets Garden Apartments

$245.00

^ Special second
semester rental terms

available

< Cablevision available
> I'/j miles from Mt Farms Mall
• 24 hour maintenance staff

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance.
Rental Hours Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

Brittany Manor

V/ear after year, semester
X after semesterJhe
CollegeMaster from
Fidelit> Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out whv.

Call the Fidelit\ Union
CollegeMaster
Field Associate
in vour area:
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Senior sticker Cheryl Mellones "took charge" of the Minutewomen field
hockey team this season, as she was leading scorer and sparkplug (Staff ohoto
by Pat Dobbs.)

Meliones leaves mark
on UM athletic program
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

Cheryl Meliones will graduate this
spring, but not without making her mark
at UMass.

Co-captain Meliones led the field

hockey team in the regular season
scoring department with eight goals.

"I wanna score," she said, and she
does it well, utilizing a deadly flick shot.
Meliones credits her fellow co-captain,
Lynsie Wickman, in aiding her scoring
statistics with her well-placed hand
stops.

UMass field hockey's sparkplug is on
two varsity sports, including softball,

where she is the starting catcher. In her
spare time she enjoys intramural football,

soccer and volleyball. Previously she was
on the UMass basketball team, first as a
JV, and then as a varsity member in her
sophomore year.

Although she no longer plays for the
hoop team, considers her participation as
a learning experience which will benefit
her in future years.

The Minutewomen's right center is

pursuing her bachelor's degree in

Physical Education. Four years ago,
Meliones chose UMass because of its

proximity and also for its new coaches.
One new mentor was Carol Albert, her

"first real coach," who headed UMass
field hockey and basketball. She com-
mended current field hockey coach
Judith Davidson for blending the per-
sonalities on this year's squad, which is

headed for the Nationals.

Beside the natural reasons for wanting
to go to the Nationals, Meliones hopes
there the Minutewomen will dispel
UMass' reputation for being a zoo. The
UMass stickers, as well as other athletes,
are devoted. "I'm proud to be out there
representing UMass," she said.

Meliones has put her experience in

performing drills for all three varsity

spcrts to good use. She is currently
student teaching gym in the Frontier
Regional School District.

While st'jdent teaching, "Miss M." as
the Frontier students fondly address her,
had a humorous first taste of teaching.
One pupil joked with her new instructor,
saying, "I didn't know they made
elevator sneakers. " This comment refers
to Meliones' 5-1 sturdy frame.

Frontier High School has excellent
basketball and field hockey teams that
have dominated Franklin county play in

recent years.

"Soon we're (UMass) going to have a
dynasty, too," she feels. The UMass field

hcckey team may be starting on that
rough and rocky road.

Springfield has dominated field hockey
in past years, but this season the
Minutewomen defeated the Chiefs in two
out of three clashes. The last victory in

the New England Regionals launched the
stickers to the coveted Nationals.

One ever-present field hockey fan is

Cheryl's mother. Mrs. Meliones is a
Physical Education teacher in their

hometown of Waltham. Mrs. Meliones
was a main force in her daughter's
athletics. Cheryl's mother organized a
Softball league, which gave Cheryl a head
start on her softball endeavors at the age
of seven.

Meliones gave her number one fan, her
mother, the second varsity jacket she
earned.

Her competitiveness derived from
participating in sports with her older
brother in a predominately male neigh-
borhood. This same competitiveness is

evident in her aggressive and determined
style of play, which can bee seen in her
intense, gleaming eyes.

Meliones' future goal is to coach at the
college level and to continue her
education. But reviewing her collegiate
career, she said, "I'm gonDa miss it."

CONT. FROM PAGE 16
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themselves with the problem last week.
Davidson had the team running through the
more conditioning aspects of the game.

The expectations and attitudes towards
the tournament vary from player to player.

Some players such as Kathy Gipps, Sue*
Kreider, and Sue Kibling want especially to

win their first games. If they lose, they ad-
mitted that they would be 'very disap-
pointed." They want to show that UMass
has a right to be considered one of the best
teams in the country.

Other players such as Gayle Hutchinson
and Kelly Sails are looking mainly for good

play and hoping that it will be good enough
to win.

When asked if there would be a letdown
from the Northeast tournament, the team
said no. Julie McHugh put it best: "The
glamor of going to Colorado is over. Now we
have to play."

Davidson says she has caught herself
dreaming that her team could win the
championship, but she doesn't want to dwell
on it because she could be let down.
"No matter what happens, win or lose, I

think this is an excellent group of athletes to
represent UMass," she said.

For seniors Judy Kennedy, Kibling, Sails,

Ginger Bulman, and Gipps it will be their last

collegiate competition.
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Two UM harriers
earn All-America

UMass junior All-American Mike
Quinn finished 16th in Monday's
NCAA meet in Spokane, Washington
to become the first UMass runner to

repeat earning that honor. (Photo by
Matt Mangan)

fly DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

Juniors Mike Quinn and Stetson
Arnold both ran their way to All-

American honors in Monday's NCAA
cross country meet held in Spokane,
Washington.

Co-captain Quinn, who finished 16th,
and Arnold, who placed 23rd led the
UMass team to 19th place in the team
standings, with 418 points.

The University of Oregon was the team
champion with 97 points. Henry Rono of
Washington State University, by way of
Kenya, repeated as individual champion
in 28:33 for the six mile race.

Quinn became the first UMass harrier

to repat as an All-American, having first

achieved the title in last yea''s meet by
finishing 48th.

Arnold was also winning his second
All-American recognition. He first

achieved the honor by finishing 27th in

the 1975 race while running for

Providence College. Arnold sat out last

year after transferring to UMass.
Arnold became the fifth UMass runner

to attain All-American status in cross
country. Along with Quinn in 1976 and
this year, John McGrail was All American

in 1975 and Randy Thomas and Bill Gillen
made the cutoff in 1974.

Quinn had the cold weather (15
degrees) and a glaring lack of
background training confronting him, but
handled the three mile loop (run twice) in

good form.

"It was really cold," said Quinn, "but
the course was good - it wasn't that
tough - maybe comparable to Franklin
Park, with no really tough hills.

"I never really got in shape this season,
and I knew I would get outkicked in this
race. I started slow, then picked up until I

was 12th with a half mile to go, then I

was dead. I couldn't move, and about
four guys passed me."

Quinn said Arnold got out to a better
start, but he (Quinn) caught him with 3 '/4

miles to go in the race.

Qomo »efd Arnold got ouOCtFTt'
"We ran together for a while," said

Quinn, "But then I just pulled away from
him. He (Arnold) ran well, though."

Quinn's time was 29:36, while Arnold's
was "about 29:47."

The rest of the team finished in the
middle third of the some 300 runner race,
after they were "probably too tired from
running great

TURN TO PAGE 14

UMass junior All-American
Stetson Arnold finished 23rd in the
NCAA meet and also was repeating
the honor which he first gained at
Providence in 1975. (Photo by Matt
Mangan)

Minutemen aim for national title

Lehigh in town for NCAA playoff
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Members of the UMass football team
won't be spending Thanksgiving at home
this year, but somehow you get the feeling

they don't really mind.
Instead of sitting around watching football

games on television Thursday, the
Minutemen will be practicing for Saturday's
first round playoff game against Lehigh
University. This is the first UMass team to

miss a home-cooked Thanksgiving turkey
since the 1972 Boardwalk Bowl squad.

"We'll be practicing Thanksgiving day,"
said UMass football coach Dick Mac
Pherson, vho yesterday was named New
England Coach of the Year' by the New
England Football Writer's Association. "It'll

probably be an early practice so anyone from

around the area can still go home if they
vyant. The rest of us will enjoy our Thanks-
giving dinner at the dining commons."

But the matter of Thanksgiving dinner is

not nearly as high a priority for MacPherson
as Lehigh. The Engineers (9-2) will travel to
Alumni Stadium Saturday (12:45 kickoff) for
their third attempt in five years at the
National Division II crown. Lehigh has ex-
perience in post season play, but it hasn't
enjoyed much success. In 1973, the
Engineers lost to Western Kentucky 25-16
and in its other appearance in 1975, the
Engineers were defeated by New Hampshire
35 21

Lehigh coach John Whitehead will bring
his team, which ranks fifth in overall offense
in the country, into Amherst on Friday for a
late afternoon workout. Whitehead, in his
second year as head coach, after spending

Stickers meet Delaware

in first round at Denver
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

DENVER, Colo - The UMass field

hockey team travelled to the University of

Denver on Monday to participate in the
National Playoffs here today.

Sixteen of the best teams, selected from
all over the nation, will be playing in a single

elimination tournament for the title of

National Champion.
In the past two years, West Chester State

(Pa.) has won the honor with Ursinus placing

second both years.

This year, UMass, newcomers to these
playoffs, will be playing by virtue of its

second place seeding in the Northeast. The
Minutewomen attained that seeding by
beating Springfield, 2-1, in the semi-finals of

the recent EAIAW playoffs at Harvard.

Today, the Minutewomen will face the
University of Delaware, a team which is

seeded fourth in the country. Nevertheless,

UMass coach Judith Davidson is confident
her team should do well.

"We played our best hockey of the season
in the tournament and we've had some good
practices since then," she said. "We should
play well."

Davidson went on to say that she is mostly
concerned with the first game with

Delaware She said that if UMass should win,

It stands a good chance to go far because
second round competition shouldn't be as
talented.

The Nationals are set up in a similar

fashion to the Northeasterns - 16 teams in a

single elimination format. But there is a slight

difference. A team losing in the opening
round can continue in the losers bracket and
capture fifth place position.

One of the main factors concerning

UMass's chances deals with its emotional
status. Because UMass is a newcomer to the
National Playoff scene, relatively little is

known about the opposing schedule and the
teams. This could cause a problem as Cheryl
Meliones points out.

It's hard to get up for a team when you
have no idea how good they are or how they
play," she said. "The whole playoff is an
unknown picture."

But as she went on to say, UMass this
season has beaten So. Connecticut and
Springfield, the sixth and seventh ranked
teams nationally. She said UMass has the
quality to play with the best as long as
they're mentally ready.

Concerning the current situation of the
team's health, it is reported that all the
players are in good health although a few
were tired by late practices and crowded
exam schedules before Thanksgiving.

Most of the team members admitted they
were nervous for the opening but doubted if

it would affect their play. In fact, many said
they relied on the pregame jitters to make
them play better.

The fact that the team is nervous is one of
the two reasons why the team flew out two
days early, Davidson feels that the extra day
should help the team relax.

The other reason for UMass's early arrival

is to familiarize the team with the higher
altitude. Though on Monday the team just
settled in the hotel and toured the city, Tues-
day was spent at practice in the thinner air. It

shouldn't become an important factor in the
game, however, because other teams face
the same problem.
Though practices can do little now to

improve skills, they did serve and address

TURN TO PAGE 15

nine years as an assistant, says that although
this is the Engineer's third year in the post
season playoffs, there are just a couple of
players used to the playoff pressure.

"This is an altogether different team than
the one from '75," said Whitehead, whose
team has no members on athletic scholar-
ship. "This is a one shot deal and we'll be up
for it. We're just going to do the best we
can."
The Engineers, who yesterday * learned

they had been voted the Lambert Cup, as the
East's number one Division II team (UMass
ranked fourth), gained that recognition
mainly with a high powered offense.

Senior quarterback Mike Rieker completed
60 per cent of his passes and threw for 2431
yards this season. Operating out of a Wing T
offense, Lenigh outscored its opponents 364
to 138. The leading scorer, split end Steve
Kreider, caught 12 touchdown passes and
returned a punt for another. Kreider caught
53 passes as a receiver and averaged 20
yards a return on punts.
"They run the Wing T well and they'll use

a lot of play action out of it," said Mac-
Pherson, who gained his knowledge by
viewing game films. He w?s especially im-
pressed with Kreider. "He catches them
short, deep and inside — there's no doubt
he's a great receiver," added MacPherson.

While MacPherson is praising Lehigh's
offense. Whitehead is handing out accolades
to UMass's defensive unit.

"They look real tough defensively, we're
going to have to find some place to attack
them," said Whitehead. "They use a lot of
stunts and they're big. If we can give Mike
some time, then we should do all right. The
big thing might be how well Mike reads and
reacts to their defensive movement."

Meanwhile, the Minutemen are working
on the basics which got them to the playoffs

defense and a grinding, ground control
offense that produced 251 points this

season.

"We're not going to do anything dif-

ferently," said MacPherson. "We're working
on trying to cut out their reverse game and
on offense we're looking to move outside
more effectively."

UMass has been practicing this week
without four regular players who incurred
injuries during last week's 34-17 defeat at

Boston College. Billy Coleman, John Willis,

Joe Harrington and Joe McLaughlin have
been watching from the sidelines during
practice.

"I'll have a better idea about their status
tonight," said MacPherson. "But it's en-
couraging, if we had to say one way or the
other, then we'd say they'll all be back."

Brawny fullback Hank Sareault will be a key element in the ever-crucial running
game as the Minutemen gridders face Lehigh University in the NCAA Division II
playoff Saturday. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)
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VACATION
A 9 Day Party

To the World's Most Famous Beach

WITH AN EXCURSION TO DISNEYWORLD
'"Admission Additional

LOWEST PRICED TOUR
IN MARLBORO'S 3 YEAR HISTORY!

I he day after Christmas is the day that we split

Our bus leaves from most campuses, and is fully equipt

You II be comfy and cool, once it gets hot
And for your convenience, a bathroom we ve got

You don t have to drive or pay for a flight

Take our brand new buses and party all mght'

Find a new fnend, or maybe a lover.

Our hassle-free coaches, won't blow your cover!

When we get to Daytona, we'll continue the fun

We ve booked the Beachcomer, and reserved the SUN'

Each room has air conditioning, and a color T V
A phone and a maid, for your stay by the SEA'

Oiympic-size pool and a beautiful private beach
The time of your lite is withm your reach

A coffee shop, mght club, and lounge you will find

Let the day burn your body, the night blow your mind!

Theres tennis and discos, and shopping nea'by,

and deep-sea fishmg you might want to try.

There's a New Year's a happening for seventy-eight

And lots to do to keep you up late

DECEMBER 26- JANUARY 3 1978

% ABSOLUTELY NO REGIMENTATION,

« 139 per person Uipk occupancy*

» 151 per person double occupancy*

*Plus^" service charge.

If youve '•ead this far, and still navent been sold
Theres yet one m.ore thing you have to be tola.

"Impossible'" you say*? Its astoundmg but TPUE
for this super low price you get Disneyworld TOO'

On the third day of Jan. you'll return to location,
All ready to brag about a great winter vacation

So tear off this coupon, this trip s a MUST
What the hell are you waiting for''

SEND IT TO US!

WE TELL IT STRAIGHT. FOR FURTHER INFO:
jN MASS., CALL REGIONAL TRAVEL COORDINATOR DAVID DAY (413) 546-7845

MARLBORO TOURS, INC.; (212) 986-0640

>ese tou'-s are operated by Allstate
Bus Corp. Licensed ard bonded M.C. 12133

P'lce includes transportation, hotel,

taxes ana most gratuities

Included n Daytona Welcome party

Option 1978 Pinto with air cond and
unlimited nniieaoe $59 plus insurance

THi8 trip >s run 'or tne Benefit o' co'iege stu-

dents It ii personally esccted Dy ex-
perenced tour manegers wno wiii -nsure
arotner succesfui MARLBORO student trip

ABSOLUTELY NO REGiMENTATlON Motor
coaches ore the fmest avsiiatjie with iivttory

csro tables sir cond and neat Hotel is 1st

class

<
V
N

\ Br —^
llllP^J^rQ^lfmastCf chaigell

^all to
MARLBORO TOURS INC,

501 Fifth Ave . New York, NY. 10017
no later than Dec. 10

Y«el I em a atudent and I want to reaarva my place on your Campus Caravan to Daytona thia
Chrlatmaal Encloaad la my S30 dapoalt (per peraon, non refundable) for:

— TRIPLE OCCUPANCY -

— ENTIRE PAYMENT ENCLOSED

— DOUBLE OCCUPANCY -

— QUAD OCCUPANCY -

Check If applicatJie Please charge my trip to — Master Charge
— Visa Interbank a

Check if applicable — Pleaae arrange a share for me iDoubie occupancy only)

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE/2IP

COLLEGE PHONE
SfONATURE

Make Check payable to WARLBORO tqURS nc
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Good
morning!!

Travel hazardous
Travelers advisories in effect for today.

Light snow will cause locally hazardous
traveling conditions today.

Egyptian conference

nii»?/?^
delivered formal invitations lastnight to a prepatory peace conference in

Ca.ro next week while Syria sought to un-derm,ne President Anwar Sadat's initiativebee story on page 2.

Hampshire College
Hampshire College will cancel all classes

Thursday so that students and faculty may
participate in a series of activities focusing on
racial awareness. See page 3.

Wonders never cease

Stevie Wonder may perform at UMass this
spring, according to a member of the Office
of Third World Affairs who recently visited
Los Angeles to secure an agreement with the
musician. See page 3.

Warning on labels

Beginning February 23, packages of
saccharine and artificially sweetened
products will carry a warning label, stating
these products may cause cancer. See story
in News in Brief on page 12.

Ceilings tests

Public school ceilings are being tested to
see if too much asbestos was used in making
these fireproof ceilings. See page 8.

Inside:

T.V. Watch and

FINAL EXAM

SCHEDULE

(pg. 4, 5, 6)

Weather. ..weather

Light snow may mix with some freezing
rain or sleet before ending in the early af-
ternoon. Highs in the 30s. Clear and cold
tonight. Lows around 20. Mostly sunny
tomorrow. Highs in the 30s. Probability of
precipitation 80 per cent today, 10 per cent
tonight. Weste-ly winds 10 to 20 m.p.h.
developing this afternoon continuing at
night.

^
Faculty criticize Puryear's plan
to abolish Graduate Dean title
By LAURA KENNEY ^. ^ ._By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

xhtStl^r^^^^ ^it
^^^^^ P'°^°s^ Paul L. Puryear to abolishthe title of Graduate Dean and create a new position under the titleof Associate Provost for Research Affairs and Graduate Stud eshas met criticism from faculty on campus

^tuaies

at 3^''fn "«l!i,!T^® p '" "^'^"^"^ ^^^ P^°P°«a' Thursday afternoon
at j.ju in School of Business Administration 120

According to Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery the same
admrnistrative move was proposed four years ago,^and wasTccepted by the faculty at that time. Yet the proposal v^as not carrfedout because of former Graduate Dean Mortimer Aooev'sresignation in 1973, which caused confusion asVo the futu^re ofgraduate studies and research. There have been several nterimgraduate deans since, the present being Eugene Phedmorl?
bromery said the basic reason for the change is to centralize

decision-nnaking "I was surprised at the people (faculty members)who acted as though they'd never heard of the plan before
"

Bromery said last night, "There must be some misunderstanding or
misinterpretation of the plan."

Puryear came to the campus as provost in October 1976 and
created controversy last spring by proposing a five-year long range
plan which would involve cutbacks in liberal arts and faculty in-
creases in the applied arts.

The faculty last spring voted "no-confidence" in Puryear and
University President Robert C. Wood. Bromery said the faculty's
feelings toward Puryear could be influencing their opinions of his

This Friday...

plan to change the graduate deanship

<,it!!^t'inn''°"^-^''^u'^
'^^^ "'9^^' P"^ear declined to comment on the

Bmmpr!l^'??.t^
""^"'^ ^"^^ ^ P^^Pa^ed statementToTyBromery said the mam ob ection to the provost's proposal is the

MsSon of't'hrn
° "'""' '""^ supervision of research' unde h^jurisoiction of the new associate provost

According to a statement issued by Puryear to the Graduate

"i?"annprr^. '^l
'^.""^"^'^ ^°""^'' °^ '^^ ^^^^^'^ Senate on Nov 2

JL^l®^'^.^^^^ 9'®^^®' administrative support for scholarK;research will require more direct involvemem by the ProS

to?hltovost°iTJ' f?'?^':?.^"
Ha^'anG- Sturm in a memorandum

DJ Pi^ovost said. The Graduate Council is convinced that thP

reS;?ch'ru^rnr;"°?'"i^^^!?" °^ ^^^^^^^^ adm!n,st?ation andresearch would prove to be destructive of a quality graduate

sc^a:;^ irg^'^^'-r mir?e^°^
-^---- --elt t

Faculty Senate Secretary Terence Burke yesterday said "This isan important proposal, I'm not convinced it's an idlll situationThe motion (to delay implementation of the p an fn order to dSsstfuNy) will basically indicate the need for more discussbn be^een
^ 11?^?"- ' "1^"^ ^"^ ^^^ Graduate Council ... time s wanSd tStry and formulate some alternatives " wanieo to

Bromery said "I think it'll all be talked out at the Faculty Senate

Nuke-supporting governor
will visit UMass and area

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson, a staunch supporter of
nuclear power in the current battle over construction of a nuclear
power plant in Seabrook, N.H., this Friday will visit Northampton
and UMass.
Members of the Alternative Energy Coalition, an active anti-

nuclear power group in the area, last night said the group has not
yet decided whether it plans to picket Thomson's visit.

Thomson, a Republican, Friday evening at six will address the
Hampshire County Republican Club at a $6.50 a ticket dinner in the
Hotel Northampton, according to club spokesperson Greg Webb.
Webb also said Thomson will be at the UMass Campus Center at
8:30 Friday night. Webb said he is not sure what conference
Thomson will be attending.

Thomson's press aide, Buddy Jenkins, last night said due to the
Thanksgiving holiday he has not seen the governor's schedule for
Friday night and would have to wait until this morning when he
returns to the state house to see the schedule.
The only conference presently scheduled for the Campus Center

Friday night is sponsored by the Northeast Council for Economic
Action, but no one from the council could be reached last night to
see if Thomson would be attending the conference.
Webb said Friday's dinner is part of the club's annual meeting in

which officers are elected. He said State Rep. Frank Hatch, R-
Beverly, the House minority leader and a possible candidate for
governor in next year's election, is expected to attend.
Webb said a possible candidate for Lieutenant governor.

Chandler Atkins, may also attend. Atkins, Webb said, is an
Amherst native now living in Boston.
Webb said he expects Thomson will speak on politics and the

economy during the dinner. He added he is not sure whether
Thomson might discuss nuclear power or last week's media fight
among newspapers in New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

TURN TO PAGE 2

Ul\/lass ioses California trip...

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thompson

By RICH fCKA
Collegian Staff

Lehigh goes to semi finals

The UMass
championship literally

Alumni Stadium.

football team's dream of a national Division II

passed them by Saturday afternoon at

Related photos on pg. 2

"We saw the film of the BC game and we felt that if we were

^T^vI?u^T "^^ ^^^ ^° ^^'°^ ^^e football," said Lehigh coachJohn Whitehead, after his team's 30-23 victory over UMass in the
first round of the NCAA Division 11 playoffs.
And pass they did. Quarterback Mike Rieker, who said he was

surprised he could throw the ball so well considering the muddy,
cold weather conditions, tosser^ the football 40 times, completing
25. Four of those completio'.s went for touchdowns to Rieker's
favorite receiver, split end Steve Kreider, and provided the
Engineers the opportunity to advance into next Saturday's semi-
final round.

Rieker hit Kreider for scoring strikes of 71, 35, seven and eight
yards as the duo took advantage of the familiarity with each other
that had worked for 53 completions and 12 T D's this season.
"He made the big play when he had to," said UMass coach Dick

MacPherson, referring to Rieker. "He has the finest touch of
anyone we faced."
The combination of Rieker to Kreider didn't waste any time

warming up as they connected for a 71 -yard touchdown on the
Engineers first play from scrimmage, shocking the 5700 fans
attendance.

TURN TO PAGE 2

in
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* UMass football team's dream ends
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

"I called the first play," said the senior
quarterback who has pro ambitions. "That
was our game plan, to throw on first down
and do some things we wouldn't normally do
to Iteep their defense off balance.

I wasn't looking for Steve, but I saw the
safety go with the flow so I knew he'd be
open. We did the same thing against Rhode
island and Connecticut this year. I don't
know what it is about the Yankee Con-
ference schools but it worked," he added.

Ten minutes later, Ken Wood redeemed
himself for missing a 36-yard field goal
earlier, by hitting a 38 yarder and boosting
Lehigh's lead to 10-0.

The situation didn't get any brighter for
the Minutemen when on the Engineers next
possession they moved the ball 65 yards in
SIX plays for another score. The TD came on
a 35 yard pass from Rieker to Kreider. This
time Kreider found himself lined up on the
right side against Kevin Sullivan in a man-to-
^sn Nimfbon.
"We have some signals that we use and

Mike audibled at the line when he saw them
line up that way," said Kreider, who grabbed
nine passes for 171 yards.

While the Engineer offense was in high
gear, UMass's offense seemed stalled and
handed the ball back to Lehigh after a short
series. And again, the Engineers moved for a
score.

Lehigh drove 89 yards in 15 plays with
Kreider's seven-yard grab climaxing the
march. Wood converted the extra point and
the barrage had moved the Engineers into a
seemingly safe 23-0 lead.

But UMass began to assert itself late in the
half forcing Lehigh to punt for the first time
in the game. The Minutemen gained
possession at Lehigh's 37-yard line and two
plays later Mike Fallon hit Dennis Dent with a
screen pass which he took for a TD after
receiving an open field block from Ross
Schubarth to spring him.

That score seemed to give the Minutemen
the inspiration they needed heading into the
second half. UMass came out of the locker
room and moved 74 yards for a score. Bill

Coleman carted the ball over from the one
and Fallon found tight end Kevin Cummings
all alone in the end zone for their second two
point conversion of the game narrowing the
margin to 23-16.

The Minutemen, who had been badly
outplayed in the first half, suddenly found
themselves right back in the game. The next
time UMass got possession it marched up
the field for another score.

Fallon, who finished the game completing
13 of 25 passes, tossed a seven- yard strike to
John Gladchuk who made a sensational
diving grab. Dave Croasdale converted the
extra point and the game which earlier
looked to be a runaway was now knotted at
23-all.

UMass seemed to be in control of the
situation when its defense which iilif^
surrendered 333 total yards in the first half,
stopped Lehigh for the third consecutive
time in the second half.

But Dave Croasdale, who had signalled for
a fair catch, on the ensuing punt, dropped
the ball and Tom Stine recovered it for
Lehigh at UMass's 16 yard line.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1977

UMass quarterback Mike Fallon
decides he'll scramble for some yardage
in during the Minutemen's 30-23 loss to
Lehigh Saturday afternoon at Alumn
Stadium. Mike Crow (79) is in hot pur-
suit.

Right:

Engineer tight end Don Van Orden is

on the run after taking a pass from Mike
Rieker. Closing in for the tackle is

UMass linebacker John D'Amato. (Staff
photos by Dave Rodgers)

A personal foul placed the ball on UMass's
eight yard line and on the next play Kreider
beat Croasdale to the corner of the end zone
for his fourth TD of the day.

'Mike told me to go to the corner and he
threw a perfect pass," said Kreider.

"Usually after we beat them man-to-man-
once, they'll stop," said Rieker. He
Croasdale, who had the unenviable task of
covering Kreider *or much of the game)
knocked one down, but covering Steve is a
big burden for one defensive back. "I was
surprised ihey didn't use more zone."
'We didn't intend to use that much man

coverage," said MacPherson. We were in a
zone on the first score, but the others we
were in man because of the field position.
You can't play a zone that deep in your own
end."
The "if only's" can be discussed forever,

but MacPherson offered no excuses for the
loss. "All you know is that you had an op-
portunity ^nd you didn't follow through on
it," he said.

You might say the opportunity just passed
them by. #• *£ - **

tovitations to Egyptian peace conference delivered
CAIRO, Egypt [AP] - Egypt delivered

formal invitations last night to a preparatory
peace conference in Cairo next week while
Syria sought to undermine Presiderit Anwar
Sadat's initiative.

Sadat said in a television interview that
representatives at the Cairo summit would sit

around a table and work without a mediator.
He said he was forging ahead toward a
comprehensive Mideast settlement at
Geneva even if the Arab world disagreeo.
The Egyptian president said he had in-

formed neither the United States nor his

Arab allies in advance about the Cairo
meeting. He said he intended to call an Arab
summit conference after reaching a set-

tlement at Geneva.
Sadat said the Cairo meeting could start as

eariy as next Saturday, but official sources
said it might be delayed for a week beyond
that.

Sadat's acting foreign minister, Butros B.
Ghali, delivered the formal invitations to the
ambassadors of the United States and the
Soviet Union, co-chairmen of the Geneva
peace conference, and those of Jordan,
Syria and Lebanon,

Syria rejected Sadat's invitation in ad-
vance, but Syrian Ambassador Ahmed al

Assaad said he would forward it to his
government. He was asked if there was a
chance Syria might attend and replied, "Until
now, no."

It was not immediately known if the United
States was given an invitation to deliver to
Israel or if one had been extended to the
Palestine Liberation Organization, which has
said it would not attend anyway.
An Egyptian Foreijgn Ministry official told

reporters that Palestinians had been invited
and added, "Everyone will interpret who the
Palestinians are according to their own

position. Egypt's position is clear."
A spokesman for Israeli Prime Minister

Menahem Begin said in Jerusalem that Israel
would not go to Cairo if the PLO sent a
representative.

"No Israeli delegation will negotiate in any
way and any place with the so-called PLO,
whether it is in Geneva or Cairo or the
moon," Begin said after a cabinet meeting.

Begin also said Israel would attend the
Cairo.meeting even if it meant negotiating
only with Egyptians. Sadat said Saturday
that if no Arabs came he would talk with the

Israelis.

The Israeli leader said his cabinet would
choose its negotiator after the formal in-
vitation has been received. Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan was considered a likely choice.

In ruling out a trip to Cairo, Syria and the
PLO announced they would attend the Arab
"refusal summit" scheduled Thursday in
Tripoli, Libya, to form a unified opposition to
Sadat's initiative. Also expected to attend
that meeting are representatives from
Algeria, Iraq and South Yemen that are
opposed to any deals with Israel.

* Thompson visits
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Thomson has been an active supporter of

the nuclear power plant now being con-

structed in Seabrook, N.H. during the

various protests held at the construction site.

He visited the site three times during last

May's Clamshell Alliance occupation where
1,414 over night occupiers protesting the

plant were arrested.

Many of those occupiers convicted of

criminal trespassing are now appealing the

findings in New Hampshire Superior Court.

So far some of the convictions have been
upheld, and some of the occupiers nave

received sentences of six months.
About 400 people from Western Massa-

chusetts occupied the site, but appeals for
those convicted from the area have not yet
been heard, according to Frances Crowe of
the Alternative Energy Coalition.

Thomson recently called for the firing of a
Boston Globe columnist from the faculty of
the University of New Hampshire after the
columnist criticized New Hampshire in a
Globe article. The columnist was not fired

but some newspapers in each state last week
exchanged critical editorials of each other's
opinion in the case.
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This Thursday... " ~

Hampshire halts classes for racism activities
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Hampshire College will virtually shut down
Thursday.

Classes will be cancelled and offices will be
closed so students and faculty may par-
ticipate in a day-long series of activities
focusing on racism.

The activities will include films, speakers,
small group discussions and presentation of
the report from the Committee on Racism,

formed after the Sept. 24 cross burning
incident at Hampshire.
The day-long program is being coor-

dinated by the Hampshire College
Moratorium Committee.
"We will be focusing on existing racial

attitudes towards the black community," the
Moratorium Committee said in an article

published in the Nov. 17 edition of Climax,
the Hampshire College newspaper. "This
seems to be the most overt form of racial

discrimination on the Hampshire campus."

The moratorium is designed to "educate
ourselves and each other" on racism and
human rights, according to the committee.
"Our goal is to find out how we relate to

racial tension and discuss how we can work
towards eradicating it."

Jack Kuszaj, one of the three committee
chairpersons said he doesn't know how
many people will participate, but said the
number is not important.

"I'm sure there will be a lot of people
talking about racism," he said. "We'll just

work with the people who get there."
The Moratorium Committee is not con-

nected with the Hampshire Committee on
Racism. It was formed to coordinate and
plan Thursday's activities, while the Com-
mittee on Racism was formed to catalog a
list of grievances of the Third World com-
munity.

Its findings and recommendations will be
presented Thursday beginning at 4:30 p.m. at
an all-college meeting at Crown Center,
Hampshire.

Study recommended
for ending GRC noise
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The UMass Department of Planning has
suggested to state officials that an acoustical
engineering firm be retained to study and
recommend solutions for the noise pollution
problems at the Graduate Research Center.

The research tower was cited to be in
violation of noise pollution standards last
August by the state Lower Pioneer V,alley Air
Pollution Control Center in Springfield, after
neighbors complained about exressive noise.

UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield
last week said a letter was sent from his
department to the state Bureau of Building
Construction suggesting an acoustical
engineering firm "such as Bolt, Beranek, &

Newman" of Cambridge be retained con-
cerning the noise problem at the research
tower.

Littlefield said the letter to state building
bureau officials contained a list of problems
at the research tower. Among the problems,
he said, is excessive noise inside and outside
the building caused by air moving and
mechanical equipment.

Pollution center officials last August said
the research tower has a "total noise
problem" covering a broad band of the noise
spectrum.

However, the tower's project engineer
from a mechanical firm that helped coriStruct
the building said last September his firm,

Francis Associates of Cambridge, is not
"convinced" a noise problem exists at the
building.

Outing club celebrates

its 50th anniversary
By DARRELL GIBBS
Collegian Staff

Fifty years ago some insightful soul came
to the conclusion that it was very necessary
for college students to get back to nature.

This inspiration was manifested in the
UMass Outing Club, and this week has been
set aside to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the club"s inception, and to publicize the
varied inexpensive trips and activities offered
throughout the year.

If you have any notion to go canoeing,
rock climbing, caving, hiking or cross-
country skiing, this week offers a few in-

formal activites where you can get together
with club members and chat about coming
events.

The highlight of the week is the bluegrass
boogie a free concert tonight at eight
featuring Raintree, on the 10th floor of the
Campus Center. Many past and present
members of the club will be there, including
the president of the club from 1930.

If anyone is interested in dropping by the
club's office in the Student Union today
there will be free cake from a giant ""birth-

day " cake. Also as the week progresses they
may be sponsoring a hay ride.

Up until 1970 the Outing Club had suffered
from obscurity. Only a handful of students
were aware of its activities and services, but
according to club President Andy Bonacker
as the sixties slowly ceased to be, "'every
Tom, Dick and Harry decided to get a back-

pack and head for the hills." It was a time to
get back to nature and as a result the club's
membership exploded, he said. Now there
are over 500 members and hundreds of other
students who take advantage of the every
weekend events.

Membership in the club costs $3 for tha
entire year, from September to September. It

entitles you to free use of any equipment
necessary for one of the club trips. Your only
expense is a percentage share of the gas
used and your own food.

Ten day camping trips to the backwoods
of New Hampshire with canoeing, hiking and
the rest can be enjoyed for as little as $35-40.
The relatively limited expenses makes one of
their trips a viable post-final, inter-session
relaxation alternative.

The variety of trips extends from day-long
journeys to New England caves to perilous

ascents of virgin peaks in Alaska's mountain
belt. Members of the club have enjoyed such
trips as volcano hopping in South America,
investigating national parks in Utah and
Colorado to the Grand Canyon and Mount
Ranier in Washington.

One of the present projects of the club is

the construction of its own cabin in the
White Mts. area. $10,000 was raised by
selling beer at the spring concert and
through alumni pledges. At this time the land
is being purchased and when the ground
thaws in the spring the structure will go up.
Hopefully it will be completed by September.

Ever hear of a Graduate Research Center that speaks? This one does and hopefully
the problem will soon be solved. (Staff photo by Greg Smolin)

Wonders never cease..,

Stevie may show
this spring for concert
By ROBERT CAPOZZI
Collegian Staff

The possibility of Stevie Wonder per-

forming in concert at UMass this spring is

"very good," according to Office of Third
World Affairs member Kwaku Saunders.

In October, the Undergraduate Student
Senate allocated $450 to send Saunders to

Los Angeles to make an agreement with

These roofers must find their work this time of year a little less than pleasant as the winter winds blow over Brandywine apts
(Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Wonder regarding the concert. Saunders
was flown to Los Angeles where he stayed
for eight days, during which time he met on
several occasions with Wonder and the
managers of Black Bull Inc.. (Wonder's
record company).

In his Nov. 16 report to the Student
Senate, Saunders described his trip as
"successful."
The concert, which would be held May 6,

would aid in forming The Duke Ellington

Foundation Black American Museum.
"It is the idea that the concert would

benefit the Duke Ellington foundation that
attracted Stevie," Saunders said last

Wednesday in a telephone interview. "Stevie
has not appeared in concert for some time,

but would be willing to perform with the
stipulation that the concert profits go to the
foundation," Saunders added.

According to Saunders, Wonder told him
"he wanted to do it" (perform at UMass).
Saunders said he and Wonder had what he
called a 'verbal agreement," but added that
"Wonder and his managers were awaiting
positive proof that tho concert would aid the
formation of the Duke Ellington foundation."

Saunders said several letters documenting
the formation of the foundation and the
intent for concert proceeds had been sent to

Wonder, but he and his managers are ex-

pecting a letter from Ellington's widow. In a

telephone conversation Wednesday, Ruth
Ellington assured Saunders that the
necessary correspondence was being sent.

Saunders added he would meet with her

today.
"I expect it to happen," said Saunders

regarding the concert. "I told Stevie that a

definite commitment had to be made by mid-
December and the student body should
know within two weeks wl>ether or not the
concert is going to happen."
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Mo re exams on p. 6
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Middle East epic

adds new chapters
Egypt pressed forward yesterday with

President Anwar Sadat's latest peace
proposal despite Syrian and Palestinian
opposition, inviting all nations of the Middle
East, the United States and the Soviet Union
to Cairo to prepare for talks in Geneva.

In Jerusalenn, Israeli Prime Minister
Menahem Begin said Israel would join the
Cairo talks but never deal directly with the
Palestine Liberation Organization, "even on
the moon."

Officials in Syria said President Hafez
Assad would shun the Cairo meeting next
weekend in favor of a trip to Libya for "a
crucially important summit" of hard-line
Arabs. PLO leaders also scorned Sadat's
invitation.

Assad and other hard-line Arabs, who may
convene in Tripoli at the same time Sadat's
group meets in Cairo, are anxious to block
what they see as Egypt's attempt to reach a
separate peace with Israel.

Sadat said he would go ahead with his
Cairo meeting "in order to finish what we
started" in Jerusalem, even if no one other
than Israel attends.

Moderate Kuwait said the possibility of
simultaneous summits in Egypt and Libya
dramatized a "far-reaching deterioration" in

Arab relations.

Jordan, which has taken a moderate
position during recent Middle East
developments, indicated it would reject
Sadat's invitation. Amman's semi-official
press predicted the proposed parley will be a
repeat of last weekend's face-to-face talks
between Sadat and Israeli leaders.

Libya, Algeria, South Yemen and radical

Palestinian groups have endorsed the Tripoli

meeting, which could begin as early as
Thursday. But it was not yet clear whether
Iraq, a key to any wide anti-Sadat alliance,

would be ready to bury its bitter rivalry with
neighboring Syria and attend.

The Egyptian president told American
television interviewers Sunday he would
continue his go-it-alone policy despite Arab
opposition, and was willing to proceed to a
Geneva conference with Israel alone. He
offered to submit any peace agreement he
could arrange to other Arab leaders.

Sadat, who appeared on both NBC and
CBS in an extension of the "media
diplomacy' that has characterized Middle
East developments this month, said he would
resign before the Egyptian parliament if his

people's verdict v>,'as agamst his efforts

In Washington, President Carter's press
secretary Jody Powell said Sunday the
United States was 'still consulting" with the
Soviet Union and other nations invited to the
Cairo session.

We've said such a meeting could be
constructive." Powell said. "Obviously we're
trying to be in the position of being sup-
portive - to be helpful."

There was no word from the Kremlin. The
Soviet Union was expected to ignore Sadat's
conference although the Egyptian president
said Saturday, "If it tries to create obstacles,
it will be making the biggest mistake of its

life."

Sadat's acting foreign minister, Butros
Ghali, was busy Sunday evening relaying the
round of invitations for the Cairo meeting,
which Sadat said could begin next Saturday!
One of Ghali's first visits was with U.S.

Ambassador Hermann F. Eilts. The American
diplomat would not discuss the
arrangements, but it was expected he
received the Israelis' invitation as well.

Ghali also met with Gen. Ensio Siilasvuo of
Finland, general coordinator of U.N. peace-
keeping forces in the Middle East. Egypt's
ambassador to the United States delivered
an invitation to U.N. Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim in New York.
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Reg. $18. 30. Just $10.

14. Call 538-3181.

1970 Fiat 850 Spyder Sport
conv. Very good con
dition Must be seen
$600 or best offer 533
6025 Roger after 6:00P.M.

YOUR AD
HERE

If you come to the
Collegian Classified
Office, 113 Campus
Center.

69 Gibson Guitar J45
$225 75 Martin Guitar
D18S $350 Old Martin
Roundback Mandolin
$150 Negotiable 253
5333 eves

Room choosing procedure
MgWDAY. NOVEMBER 28. 1977

Students living on campus will be able this
week to sign up for rooms for next semester.
The process is:

TODAY - Students planning to remain in
their present rooms sign up with their heads
of residence.

TOMORROW - Students who would like
to stay in their present dorm but in a different
room sign up with the head of residence.
WEDNESDAY - Students who would

like to live in a dormitory elsewhere on
campus sign up with the head of residence of
that dorm.
THURSDAY - All others, including

students who have missed the previous
dates and those students moving back on
campus.

Students should sign up for only one
campus dormitory room.
Those who do not sign up during this time,

will be deleted from the dorm housing list
and receive no room assignment in their
registration packets. On-campus housing Is
still mandatory for freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors unless othenrt/ise exempt.

For information on the various dormitories,
see your head of residence or stop by the
Housing Office, 235 Whitmore.

Congress resumes to

salvage achievements

Collegian

ORE: Weekend Special
Registered for the December 10 exam? Done any
preparation? You can still join our weekend intensive
course, scheduled for December 3 and 4. Or take our
practice exam, with or without review session. Private
tutoring also available. But don't delay. Call Test Prep
Services of Amherst at 256 6462

TEST PREP.

WASHINGTON [AP\ - A Congress
frustrated by deep-seated disagreements on
energy, abortion and other issues goes back
to work Tuesday in an effort to salvage a
record of achievement in 1977.

While the lawmakers have enacted sub-
stantial legislation, they have not attained
President Carter's number one goal for the
year - writing a comprehensive energy
policy.

House and Senate conferees, who have

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley
basement of
B I d g o p e n

Saturday 4 10 30

located in

Boyden
Monday

50 cents a

string

been working off and on for more than a
month to reconcile widely different versions,
take up the task again today amid predictions
they will not finish the job before mid-
December at the earliest.

The two chambers themselves reconvene
Tuesday. They had hoped to adjourn early in
October, but instead have taken an informal
recess since Oct. 20 while their spokesmen
deliberated.

The House has scheduled an ambitious
legislative program designed to clear the
decks of legislation already essentially agreed
upon or likely to be.

But in addition to the energy conference,
progressing at an inch-by-inch pace, the
Senate and House also face a virtual dead-
lock that has held up passage of a $60.2
billion appropriation for the wide-ranging
programs of the Health, Education and
Welfare Department.
The issue is whether government health

programs should pay for abortions only in
cases where the mother's life is endangered,
as the House has insisted, or under less
restrictive guidelines adopted by the Senate.

C.A.O.S.
Count«ling Assistanc* for Older Students (C.A.O.S.) it

looking for groduot* and undorgroduot* nontrodlf tonal t%m49nf%

to fill counselor jobs. All positions ore wvk/study. C.A.O t.

In-service training is a prerequisite for employm <nt OeedlUe

for applications is Dec. 2, 1977. Persons hired will begin

second semester. Please find applications at C A.O.S. effice,

207 Hesbrouck, 54S0057. We ore an equal opport.'^it v

afflrmotiwe action employer. Women and Third World stMdents

ore encouraged to apply.

f
'A mile p o i t

Wo'fobo S on

r iqh t

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL

lOame of the Week
60 ox.

PITCHER
$1 !•

Do you consider yourself

eREflTIYE?

Have you ever wanted to design

and paint a MURAL ?

Would you like to try?

Space has been allocated for a mural in the Campus Center Complex. If

you are interested in carrying out this project, we would like to see your
I designs Please submit your designs to the Campus Centar Board of

I

Governors (CC 817) by December 13, 1977.

For additional information visit our office or call 546-0198.

.:>>' « « r

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art Fronn all

corners in all sizes, some with covers

some without, some natural some fancy.

For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils.

Containers for use and beauty

^

Next to the Amherst Post Office- Open 9:30-6 Men. thru Sat., 1-5 Sun.

It's disco excitement. It's 4000 pulsating colored lights. It's a
gutsy 50-speaker sound system. It's a sophisticated N.Y.
style discotheque every night til 2 a.m.

Monday - Open Bar 10 to 11 and '2:30 to 12:45
Tuesday - Middle East Nighl. Mid-East Band and Bellydancers.
Wednesday - Free Drawing for S50 Gift Certificate.

FOR

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

FOR

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

^ ^ ^ . ^ k. J 1 '

ONE OF THE BEST PIZZAS IN THE
AMHERST-NORTHAMPTON AREA!!

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

CALL

549-5592

r~ — n
32 OZ. COKE. TAB. SPRITE I

I PLEASE SPECIFYFREE WITH LG. PIZZA
EXPIRES 12/1/77 | BEVERAGE

iCUSTOMER SIGNATURE I qVER PHOl^fE
»»»———»——

»

»J

The gatekeeper at the Graceland estate of Elvis Presley unlocks the gate to
let the first of several thousand people onto the mansion grounds to view
the gravesites of the late singer and his mother, Gladys Love Presley,
Saturday. Some fans braved freezing temperatures and rain overnight to
see the burial site. (DPI)

Elvis fans view grave
MEMPHIS, Tenn. [AP] - More than 1,000

Elvis Presley fans, many of whom had stood
in line for hours, ignored a cold, drizzling rain
yesterday to walk up the quarter- mile drive of
his Graceland Mansion for a glimpse of the
late rock star's grave.

Some of those in line had waited since
Saturday afternoon standing near the gate,
then trading off with a friend to spend an
hour or two in a warm car nearby. Tem-
peratures fell into the 30s Saturday night.
A nearby all-night convenience store did a

thriving business in green, plastic garbage
bags which were modified to serve as
emergency ponchos for those who were ill-

prepared for the wet weather.
Tears rolled down the face of Willie Turner

of Tuscola, III. as she walked away from
Presley's gravesite just south of the big
mansion.
"We lost a great man. We lost so very,

very much," she said.

She was in one of the first groups of Pres-
ley fans admitted to the mansion grounds 15
minutes before the scheduled time.
"We just couldn't keep the people back,"

said security chief Dick Grob.
Grob estimated that the crowd had grown

from about 50 people at midnight Saturday
to more than 1,000 by 7 a.m. yesterday.

Presley's body and that of his mother.

Gladys Love Presley, were moved to the

mansion grounds Oct. 2 after police said they

had foiled a plot to steal his body from the

Forest Hills cemetery mausoleum.
The line of people outside the gate tjuickly

grew shorter as groups of 25 to 30 and later

as many as 60 were escorbed by parka-clad

security guards up the winding driveway to

the Meditation Garden. Many carried flowers
— mostly roses — or cameras as they made
the trek.

In the garden, the fans stood silently and
with heads bowed before the twin graves.
Some were weeping as they left the

garden.

Presley, who dies of a heart attack Aug.
16, lies beneath a bronze tablet bearing an
epitaph - written by his father, Vernon
Presley - praising him as a "legend in his
own time."

At the bottom of the tablet, is Presley's
personal insignia, a lightning bolt and the
initials "TCB," which stands for "taking care
of business."

While his body was in the mausoleum,
thousands of Presley fans flocked to the
cemetery, but often seemed bent on leaving
with souvenirs, such as tufts of grass and
tree limbs.

Deer season is big bucks
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The horde of
more than one million hunters that takes to
Pennsylvania's woods when deer season
opens at the crack of dawn today will end
up spending big bucks.
"It really is a multi-million dollar industry,"

said Stanley Forbes, chief information
officer for the Pennsylvania Game
Commission.
"It's really hard to measure all the

economical benefits from deer hunting, but
our conservative slimate is that hunters will

spend $100 million on deer seaso al n," he
added.
But the hunters who have shelled out
money for rifles, ammunition, thick coats
and warm underwear don't seem to mind
the expense. For some, deer season is

bigger than Super Bowl Sunday and New
Year's Eve combined.
"For those of us in the rural areas, deer

season is part of our culture. It's a ritual, a
ceremonial thing," said Mike Ondik, deer
researcher at Pennsylvania State
University.

Pennsylvania has 1 .25 million hunters, the
largest force in the country. The state also
tanks second only to Texas in number of
deer killed.

In some regions, the opening day of deer

season is negotiable in labor contracts. For
example, none of the 499 employees at the
Fruehauf Corp. in Fayette County will be
working because United Steel Worker*
Local 15101 has buck season written into

the contract as a holiday.

Other non-union shops close up because
absenteeism has historically been more
than 50 percent on opening day. And most
rural school districts give their students the
day off too.

The influx of hunters creates radical

changes sometimes. Potter County, the
top deer county in the state, has a
population of 16,500 residents and at least

double that amount of deer.'

According to local officials, at least 30,000
hunters will flock to the north central

county during deer season, bringing
bumper-to-bumper traffic to winding rural

roads.

"You could play jacks on those roads in

summer. But during buck season, there are
bigger traffic jams than on the Philadelphia
Expressway," said Ted Godshall of the
Game Commission.
Wildlife managers estimate the state's

deer herd numbers at least 650,000. Other
game officials say there may be as nnanyas
900,000.

Maine's hunting season ends

J

AUGUSTA, Maine [UPI] - Although
hunters probably bagged about 31 ,000 deer
in the month- long season which ended
Saturday, state game wardens say there
were surprisingly few fatalities and accide||ts
this year.

Final hunting statistics aren't expected for
several weeks. But Warden Supervisor
Charles Tobie of the Inland Fisheries and
Wildlife department says workers recognize
a safe year when they've had one.

"It's been an amazing year as far as
hunting accidents are concerned," he said
this weekend.

Tobie, whose territory includes the
Augusta, Waterville and Bangor areas, said
usually there are several accidents and
fatalities, but this year only a minor, self-

inflicted gunshot wound was reported.
Only two fatalities were recorded, the first

near Topsham when Richard J. Moran, of

Ashland, Mass., apparently was shot by
Gene Graffam Jr., 39, of Topsham while both
men were hunting. Graffam was charged
with manslaughter.

I he second happened in Ornesville when
15-year-old Lance Mcintosh was killed by a

discharge from the gun of a young com-
panion.

Despite the comparatively low level of

accidents, wardens said arrests on charges

of illegal night hunting were up.

Tobie said the season was "one of the

busiest years that I've seen for quite a long

time." There have been 45 prosecutions for

night hunting in his division this fall, he said.

Hunters must quit at sunset, although at

one time they could continue for a half-hour

further. Night hunters can receive $500 fines,

three days in jail, loss of licenses and con-
fiscation of guns.
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Around New England

Aircraft negotiations

met at last minute
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Pratt b

Whitney Aircraft management and union
leaders yesterday woked against a
midnight contract deadline to avoid a
stnke by 15,000 employees at the firm's
three Connecticut plants.
Union leaders called a meeting

yesterday to vote on the company offer
and decide whether to authorize a strike.
Spokesmen for both sides had ex-

pressed optimism earlier in the weekend
an agreement would be reached, but as
the deadline neared optimism was fading.

Pratt & Whitney yesterday charged
negotiators for the International
Association of Machinists, District 91
with "stalling."

The company claimad the union's
tactics made "it increasingly unlikely that
agreement can be reached on a new
contract in the few hours remaining."
A major issue in dispute was job

security The union sought a company
guarantee it will not move from Con-
necticut.

In the last decade the work force at the
three plants in East Hartford, Middletown
and Southington has been cut by 10 000
through attrition.

"We're saying we want a simple
statement of policy that United
Technologies intends to work from this
base. We are saying we want the work to
stay in Connecticut," union spokesman
Lou Kiefer said.

Pratt & Whitney is owned by United
Technologies and produces aircraft and
marine engines under commercial and
government contracts. It is ore of the
state's largest employers.

Spray on ceilings

may cause cancer
BOSTON (UPI) - Massachusetts
inspectors have beoun testing
fireproof "spray'on" ceilings in 92
public schools to see if they contain
too much asbestos - a fibrous
substance which can cause cancer. •

The inspectors will eventually
check more than 900 schools built
between 1946 and 1973. That's the
period when sprayon asbestos was
commonly used for fireproofin and
insulation.

The US. Environmental Protection
Agency banned the spray-on meth d
m 1973 A legislative panel co
nhaired by state Sen. Robert
McCarthy, DEast Bndgewater, and
Rep. Lois Pines, D-Newton, has
ordered the investigation.
"I think there is a very substantial

hazard, " said Pines "If we know

that something is dangerous we
shouldn't expose our children to it."
Only 92 of 900 snhools sampled
have answered written
questionnaires sent by the
legislative panel. The questionnaire
asks whether the spray on coatings
may be oocated within the schools,
and many officials have answered
yes.

Scientists have documented that
asbestos causes cancer amo g
factory workers who breathe in high
concentrations of fibers.

The inspectors wll look for
dilapidated ceilings that might
release the fine particles.

Citizens convention
for criminal justice

AUGUSTA. Maine [UP/] Blair G.
Ewing, director of the National Institute
for Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice, will be featured speaker at the
Dec. 9 convention of the Maine Citizens
Criminal Justice-Community Standards
and Goals Committee in Augusta.

Ewing, deputy director of the federal
Law Engorcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, is the author of several
publications dealing with social and
criminal justice.

He has been active in federal planning
programs and governmental activities
dealing with his fields of specialty since
1969.

The three-day convention at the
Augusta Civic Center culminates two
years of study and evaluation of the
state's criminal justice system by more
than 1,000 Maine residents and
professionals.

Participants will vote on more than 260
recommendations stemming from work
by various committees and a statewide
series of public hearings.

Foam regulating for

home insulation use

HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) -
Officials in two state departments
are talking about regulating the use
of foam to insulate homes.
A Public Works Department
spokesman says the agencys
Building Code Standards
Committee plans to study use of
urea formaldehyde-based foams in

home insulation.

Consumer Protection
Commissioner Mary Heslin says her
department will work closely with
the cod committee on its study of
possible foam regulations.

There have been ctmplaints about
urea formaldehyde based foams.

MOA/. a TUES. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Vi Price

55 University Drive

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

salads — homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs — pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

Thun; 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri & Sat 11-2 a ni.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1977

CAMPUS TRAVEL
CUBA
$573.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
All meals
Hotel accommodations
Transfers
Six sightseeing tours

CURACAO
(rom $299.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
All taxes b gratuities

MIAMI
from $205.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggage handling
Taxes & tips

Air only from $89

MARTINIQUE

EL SALVADOR
fron. $299.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Full breakfast daily
Transfers ft baggage handling
Sightseeing tour
All taxes ft gratuities

COSTA RICO
from $299.00

includes:
Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggage handling
All taxes ft gratuities

GUATEMALA
from $359.00

from $399.00
includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
Hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
Gambling lesson
Fashion show
Complimentary chaise lounges
All taxes ft gratuities

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
Half day sightseeing
All taxes ft gratuities
Tennis

FT. LAUDERDALE
Uom $249.00

includes:

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggage handling
Taxes ft tips

..Air only from $119

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER ,

UNIVERSITY OF MASS. 545-0500

COLLEGE
. DROG STORE .

4 MAIN ST. AMHERST
253-2523

GRAND REOPENING SALE!!

MANY IN-STORE SALES
ON COSMETICS

NOV.28th - Dec. 3rd
ALL CLINICS ARE WALK-IN — NO APPTS.NEC.
ALL OUR COSMETICS ARE SELF-SERVICE!

IDIIlt CMANEl BONNf BfLl

tlltlll COSMf lie CliNIC FOR I ORf AL
FACf MAKEUP
8 HAIR COIORING 1 1 4

ItlltSDIT RIViMfl MAKtUPCllNIC II 4

TtllSlir MAXFACtOR RtVLON
rilllT PANIfNF CLINIC tJonlyi.

HAIR COIJDITlONf PS
SHAMPOOS

COME SEE OUR NEWLY
REMODELED STORE!!

OUR COSMETICIAN MRS SHUMUVAY.

IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOUII

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28. 1977
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UALUES!
S10CK-UP

Super Savings ... is what you get when you
Shop the Finast during our store wide Stock- Up
Sale. There's no end to the variety of wonderful
budget pleasers ... and they are all yours this
week at the Finast!

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^09Equal
Amount of

Center Cut,

Sirloin Hip,

Blade Chops

lb.

Poric Chops'1.

Sliced Ham'lr*
Fresh Arm Picnic Pork ^^ ^^k^
Shoulder 68f

Star-Kist Solid

Wliite Tuna
In Water
or Oil

7oz
can78

Cliamnin
Bathroom Tissue

Squeezably 4 roll

Soft pkg.

GROCERY
78

Aim Toothpaste
20- Off

Label
8 2oz
tube 88

Hunt's Fruit Cocktail. . 3';.n; 1.00

3':^i 1.00

3:^ ; 1.00

Hunt's Peaches '^Mrne

Hunt's Pear Halves

Franco American

cans

Spaghetti

Ivory Soap p. -son,,, ^ ..
. ,

Tomatoes ;v.i Mm., sv-po

Sweet Peas .„>. .,,

8
1 le^.-

i I .in'.

1.00

1.00

1.00

r t 'm

Boneless Top
Round Roast

$^29also

Round Tip

Roast

USDAj
CHOICE

lb.

Boneless Beet Round ^k ^fl j^^^

RumpRoast 1.
Boneless Beef Seamed ^^ ^fl ftC^

EyeRound R.^.1.

Boneless Round ^B^fl^^i^^

Corned Beef 1.
Flat Cut Brisket lb 1.49

Boneless Shell

Strip Steak

$^59Beef Loin
Trimmed
Formerly
Sirloin

Strip

Steak

Boneless Beet Top Round

Steak *^^"'^*'""
Cap On

Boneless Beet

Round for Stew

Boneless Beet Round

Kabobs

lb.

»i
$449

lib

»1

Boneless Whole
Shell Strips

$1^98
Whole

Untrimmed

lb.

rFRESH PRODUCE

Seedless Western
Grapefruit Anjou Pears

Golden Ripe

Bananas

lbs.

Florida

Seatd-

Sweet
,

32 Size ^

Fresh
Lemons

Fresh
Cucumbers

5*1 3 *1 649*1-7 *1

Perdue Oven Stutter S to 7 lbs ^^^
Roasters f O;
Finest Meat or Beet 'V^^^^
Franks f O;
Reaular or Thick Sliced Finest Sifl
Bacon 1

rMR. DELI
ic*.,

f: .N

^^

$
Cooked

to U.S. Govt
Specifications1

99

0r. Dei,

V.

lb.
t-

ft'T

il'< ea If) O'de*
haw •! -IQpound 1.19

.2.19

Baked Ham s,.,

Genoa Salami „ Peope-oo

Mr. Deli Bologna
Turkey Breast ah wh„e wea.

.

Cooked Corned Beef
I AvMilable Only in Stores with Service D0I1

[ Of LtverwufSt lb

halt

pound

1.19

1.29

1.99

rGROCERY
Green GiantPeas
or Kitchen Sliced
or French Cut
Green Beans

Comed Beef Hash
Pie Crust Mix ''^h!^;,^

U.S. Sugar v*':;f;2*". .

.

cans

59«

3Vk^^ 1.00

3!^^?^ 1.00

Light Bulbs
$419Noreico

Soft White pkg of

60-75-100 Watt 4 bulbs

Campbells v,s'"o?,:,sout,. . 5"^canr 1.00

Finast Apple Cider .... 'i?; 1.79

PringJeSf M!cc-.csi*r,p,„. . .

FROZEN FOOD

Richmond
French Fries

IN-STORE BAKE SHOP
L^aKe L/OnUlS Pia^ Shq^h Cmnamon . do; / Sf^

Assorted Turnovers .
.'

. .
4.0-95*

Italian Bread 4 '..' 1.00
4rai/a6/a Only m Stores with . ^tore Bske Shop.

?^79*

9oz.

pkgs

BEER & WINE SHOPPE
Miller Beer ;: .' 5.99

Melini Chianti .; 4.29
Paul Masson '"/cl'ij,^.- . .

'^'^- 3.49

Folonari Wines '

" 3.69
Beer t Wine Items Available Only in Finast of Hadley

DAIRY VALUES
Kratt Slices

Cheese Food
Light n Lively Yogurt .

4'.'. 1.00

Finast Sour Cream . . . 3. on-; 1.00

Sealtest Ice Cream . . . r: 1.49

BAKER STREET
Big Round Top.v -b-.,,,. 3'vs 1.00

English Muffins Z^'i*^ 1.00

Frankfurt Rolls 4^^^: 1.00
Bakery Items Available Tues thru Sat.

25* OFF
one dozen Finast *i|rlv'

Large S'^J^
'Bael.

Chicken.

Turkey.

Mac &
Brown '^\mi^ Cheese

A.A fM H J

While or 5» o^ ^^ H
pkgs

Spr

^\f,l2 0,.c-.Z^^ \\¥ ''"''' ^%#
•Zt FN Hilt AlA FKH-4 A.T »MM»J~ ' i FN H : A'A ^H H -^S ^l

6-

Pack
cans

Price.s eftective Sunday Nov 2 ' thru £>Hturdrty [>t 3 '97 ' ^Vp reser.e the right to Mm.i .juwititif-^ Not responsible tor typographical errors
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On the administration payroll

.MONDAY, fjQVEMBER 28, 1977,

The tramps of Paris

Collegian n
'k

By MICHAEL PILL

I am writing to express support for Lisa
Melilli's column in the Collegian of Wed-
nesday, November 2, 1977, in which she
detailed some of SGA Co-President Jon
Hue's behind-the-scenes efforts to
manipulate the Collegian's news coverage.

But we should not stop with a mere ex-
posure of one individual. It is important to
look deeper and ask if Mr. Hite is the only
one involved or if his current activities are
only one aspect of a long-standing problem.

This problem is that for several years now
the Student Government Association (SGA)
politicians who have fought most strongly
against student unionization and other
student services have been (or still are) on
the payroll of the campus administration.

Let's be specific. Since the fall of 1975 the
correlation has been 100 per cent - SGA top
officials have been either strong unionization
advocates or on the administration payroll:
1975-76:

Henry Ragin and Ellen
Co presidents:

Gavin

Speaker of the Student Senate: Ken
Somers - administration payroll: 6-01-76 to
8-27-77 Budgeting and Institutional Studies-
5 27-77 to 9-03-77 Student Services
1976-77:

Co-presidents: Jay Martus and Paul
Cronin - administration payroll: Cronin: 6-

13-77 to 11 5-77 Budgeting and Institutional
Studies; 10-03-77 to 11-05-77 Provost's
Office; Martus: 5-21-77 to 6-25-77 and 7-01-
77 to 11 05-77 Residential Resource
Management
Speaker of the Student Senate: Annette

Guttenberg

1977-78:

Co -presidents: Jon Hite and Marion
Batiste - administration payrolls: Hite: 9-18-
76 to 6 25-77 Residential Resource
Management; Batiste; 5-21-76 to 5-21-77
Orchard Hill-Central

Speaker of the Student Senate:
DeLima

Brian

In addition there was another long-time
unionization opponent in the Student Senate

Brian Harvey - who has been on ;he pay-
roll of the Student Affairs division in the
Whitmore Administration Building.

Similar problems have arisen during the
past hundred years in the American labor
movement. Employers have tried to buy off a
few workers in order to obstruct union
organizing. Such workers have come to be
called "stool pidgeons" or "Scabs" by union
workers.

The Collegian staff, the people working for
student unionization, and the Student
Senate should all come to grips with the
underlying problem of stopping any ad-
ministration manipulation effort, now or in

the future.

Mr. Hite's activities need to be dealt with,
but let's not forget the rest of the problem!

Michael Pill is Co-chair of the Campus
Center Board of Governors.

i)ur w r!

By MARK WILDING

The student union— it's already here

They are a breed apart, these tramps of
Paris. These are not the slumped hollow
eyed ghosts who shuffle the back bay streets
of Boston and New York. Their manner is as I

defiant as Napoleons, their walk as imperious i

as De Gaulles. The most stately of this:

autocratic lot is named Henri - huge with a

'

pearl white beard, he makes Orson Welles
look a weedy comparison. Every day at 4:00 \

o'clock he marches into the Cafe Saint
Michel, surveys his dominion, chooses his

seat, sits and orders his daily glass of water.
Soon he strikes up a conversation with
imaginary friends, who have evidently joined
him at the table. He laughs, cajoles, sym-
pathizes, teases, and finally bids them adieu ,

One is never sOre what he (or rather they) them"" sleep The
talk about, then again that's not one's
business.

Michel Druot is a french journalist who
lived among the tramps of Paris for four

By SUSAN BIRMINGHAM

To unionize or not to unionize; this is not
the question. It is not only not the question,
bi't it IS missing the point entirely. The secret,
and I am assuming it is a secret because no
one is telling anyone, is that we are already
unionized. It is done; fait accompli. I know
that this may come as a surprise, but we the
students at the University of Massachusetts
already have an organization which (tries to)
protect and advance the rights of its

members, which in actuality is all a union is.

This organization, for those of you who
don't already know (one of the basic
problems), is the Student Senate. Yes, this
body, so easily ignored by the administration
and faculty, and rather irrelevant to the
majority of students, is the most powerful
voice of the student body.

The point is, the administration can ignore
the voice of the students. Who will protest?
Certainly not the students - chances are
most don't even know what their own voice
is saying. The only way the students' voice
can be heard is if they are talking, so to
speak. The problem is that students have
organized themselves such that only a
minority speak (the Senate) and half the time
it is not worth hearing anyway. The Senate,
for example, spent half its valuable time at a
meeting two weeks ago trying to decide
whether, in your interest of course, anything
which was talked about had to be talked
about for at least ten minutes. Or was it at
most ten minutes?

But back to the point. The question is —
what encourages people to talk, participate,

and consequently to be heard? Is this best
accomplished by electing representatives to
talk for you, or by having a forum in which
every student not only has the right but it

encouraged to speak and be heard?
As far as I can see we have no "options"

regarding the protection of our interests. The
point is relativity. Either we protect our in-

terests the most effective way or the least

effective way.

The problem is that the Senate can't
decide whether it can decide whether each
student has the right to decide on what the
organization should be saying, or whether
students themselves should decide on
whether they have the right to decide on
what the organization is doing. Hmm ... I'm
convinced that if it weren't so simple, it

would be much simpler. But it's the sheer
simplicity of it that throws people off.

Even the concept of collective bargaining
has been mystified to the point of absurdity.

Collective bargaining is not the goal of a
union. The goal of a union is to make the
university accountable to students.
Collective bargaining is only one method.
Demonstrations, drawing public attention
through the media, boycotts, or simply being
organized are other methods. It just so
happens that formal (as opposed to informal)
negotiations is the method the faculty have
chosen to deal with issues of concern to
them. It is not the students' only option.
There are many, many tactics to choose from

years, after which he wrote a book about
them. The book is some ten years old now
t)ut has little need to be revised because
most of them are still around. According to
Druot, their ranks include, among others, a
former admiral of the navy, the owner of
three apartment houses, and a professor at

the Sorbonne. Of course, not all of them
have money. Rather than beg, the Paris
tramp might hawk knick-knacks or, on
occasion, gauge a franc out of a gullible
foreigner. Begging proper is considered
distasteful.

They prefer the street life to any other and
somehow manage to secure the food and
shelter necessary for them to continue their
spare and curious existence. At 1:00 o'clock
in the morning, most of the subway
stationmasters kick them out into the streets.
Still there's a sympathetic stationmaster on
the subway stop Chatelet who often lets

night on the benches
generously provided for them by the city of
Paris. Mind you, there are fanatics among
the fanatics, who insist upon staying out of
doors all the time. During the winter months

this group often huddles together over a grill

of the Subway Madeleine, not fifty yards
from the Morgue de Madeleine. This way,
they point out, they won't have as far to go
when their time comes.

Their dress is a mix of tatters and tweed.
The burlap trousers are held together by
safety pins and splinters of rope. The Paris
tramp's pride in his overcoat, invariably a
heavy London fog keeping warm his ample
belly. For the Paris tramps don't starve. The
authorities provide a daily soup and there are
always students willing to give them a meal
ticket. Otherwise they live on bread, cheese,
and that item which is always by their side,
much as a gunslinger's six-shooter, con-
fidante yet eventual foe, the inevitable bottle
of red table wine. They are seldom without it.

After all, it's the best buy in town. What else
could they get for seventy-five cents that
could come close to providing them with
such a comfortable shield against a world of
which they want no part?

Ideology at its worst

liK.1 melilli

Mark Wilding

Correspondent.
is the Collegian's Paris

it takes getting together and deciding on
what seems best.

• A footnote. The faculty and ad-
ministration have agreed that students may
sit and watch while they bargain away our
right to evaluate professors, the right to

quality advising, etc., and further, that we
may only speak when spoken to. This seems
to be a true characterization of the influence
students have over our education.

Susan Birmingham is a Student Senator.

The unknown ideal

By DREW CRANE

In the continuing debate on these pages
and in the classroom on the merits of various
socio-economic systems it is a sad fact that
often the most vociferous defenders of
capitalism are its worst enemies. Their
defense of today's mixed economy - of
gcvernment intervention - is grounded in

such philosophic contradictions as to
welcome the equally fallacious arguments of
opponents. What has been conspicuously
absent in most cases is a rational
examination of the fundamental moral issues
of any social system.

Historically, capitalism established the first

and only moral politico-economic system
and the only one geared to the life of a
rational being. It was the first system to
recognize and protect individual rights and to
subordinate society to moral law. Man was
no longer an expendable element for
achieving "the greater social good". His life

was no longer a pawn in the power games of
the majority, and for the first time the
altruist-collectivist morality was challenged.

This country recognized man's tun-

terest through productive endeavors in

voluntary cooperation with others. He was
free to support his own life by his own work
as high as his ability would carry him on any
particular economic level. He was free to
trade his product (property) with others so
that both parties gained and neither lost in
the transaction.

The extent to which capitalism was in-
stituted, here and elsewhere, determined the
proportional advancement in technology,
standard of living and the general well being
of all mankind. But the principles of
capitalism were only implicitly defined and its

failure was due to a lack of explicit im-
plementation.

From the beginning, the government used
Its monopoly on force to promote the
economic welfare of special interests and
violate the rights of individuals. Every quota,
tariff, wage and price control, special tax,
subsidy, etc ... favored one individual or
group at the expense of another. With every
bureaucratic intervention and its resultant
failure, more government power was
demanded by those few politicians,
businessmen and others who sought the

damental right to life as the highest standard unearned by using force to violate the rights
of value and as such sought to promote the °^ others. With every alleged failure of
oeaceful, orderly, voluntary coexistence of
human beings. All force was banned from
social interaction, and the government was
delegated as the retaliatory defender of those
whose rights were violated by force.

The life of each individual was an end in
itself - not the means to the ends of others.

And since life is a process of self-sustaining
and self-generated action, man was free for
the first time to pursue his rational self in-

"r.apitalism" and the "free market," more
political and economic power was exercised
by government.

The result was a power struggle creating
the monopoly capitalistic structure so
maligned by the anti-capitalists today. Every
coercive monopoly was created only by the
aid of government intervention in the
economy and can only be eliminated by a
free market economy.

Drew Crane is a Collegian commentator.
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The psychologist

who cried wolf
To the Editor:

An Open Letter

Department:
To The Psychology

People v¥ho someday may require the
assistance of a stranger during an
emergency, medical or otherwise, were
dealt a severe blow Tuesday night in the
Campus Center Coffee Shop.
A male student fell to the floor at 7:45

p.m. in the throes of an apparent epileptic

seizure. A woman responded to his plight

and called out for someone to call a
doctor. Two people ran for the pay
phones, so /, being familiar with epilepsy,

went to the victim to apply appropriate
first-aid. A second woman arrived at the
same time as I and immediately, and
correctly, opened his mouth to hold his

tongue to avoid his choking. He then
grabbed her hand, sat up, muttered
"Psych experiment," and walked to a

table where his partner was recording
either the levels of timing of our response
to the emergency.
My anger was so intense that I did not

feel as though I could guarantee a non-
violent confrontation. I avoided the
possibility of a physical response by
returning to my table at the other side of
the room.

I take issue with the employment of
tactics such as tfiese used under the
auspices of a 'psychology experiment' for
the following reasons:

1. The undue emotional and physical
stress that people in the Coffee Shop
were subjected to.

2. The intense feeling of being ex-
ploited that I, and surely the two
responding women, felt

3 The inconvenience and danger
police officers experienced in their
aborted attempt to respond as quickly as
possible

4 Most importantly, the negative
effect that this charade may have in the
future when people who witnessed this
inexcusable play-acting encounter a

genuine emergency requiring their help.
Even seconds wasted in indecision could
drastically reduce the benefit of their
assistance to the emergency, victim.

I call on any and all of the ad-
ministration and academic officials that
will receive this letter to express their
concern and dismay to the Psychology
Department regarding the incident
described herein and call for an im-
mediate and comprehensive review of
3ny policies regarding public 'psychology
e.xperiments' that currently exist.

establish one if none do in fact exist, and
demand adequate enforcement of such a
policy.

I strongly believe that the community
deserves a public reply and apology from
the Psychology Department.
My most fervent hope is that no one

will ever hesitate or fail to respond to
another human being's need in an
emergency because of the insensitivity
and total lack of forethought displayed
Tuesday night.

Stephen Murphy

This IS a difficult column for me to write
right now, after visiting all the nuns at my
alma mater, Notre Dame Catholic Girl's High
School over this past weekend. I feel a bit
guilty, but then again the process certainly
was continued there and they were part of its
cause.

The process I'm talking about is the
"irrehgiouso of the soul", better known, as
first, the disbelief of religion and then
disbelief of God.

Hor me, disbelief of religion began in sixth
grade at Saint Teresa's Grammar School
after hearing our pastor talk about how much
money the parish needed during gospel time,
watching my neighbors who were men and
rotten during the week get dressed in their
best on Sundays, and findirv' all the studying
I did for my confirmation re-ily didn't teach
me anything except memorization -

I began
.to wonder if that really proved anything.
Also, now aren't priests supposed to be the
figure-heads of poverty and humility? Well,
the figure-head of poverty and humility is not
supposed to leave 30 grand to his sister in his
will. That's what happened when our pastor
died. First of all, shouldn't he give the money
to the poor? And second, what's he doing
with all that money in the first place?

And nuns are a terror, if you haven't heard.
It began in first grade when my first grade
nun. Sister Carolina, spanked my best friend
in front of class because she peaked under
the toilet booth to see what color tile was on
the wall of the next stall.

Other major sins were talking in potty line,

recess line, water line, going to the bathroorri
in the middle of class, not learning your
lessons, and sucking your thumb. We were
always tied to ask God's repentence and, of
course, we were always to rely on our
guardian angel.

And the process, although the "sins"
changed as we matured, continued and we
found ourselves restricted, restricted. Our
world picture was formed: we were Catholics
and only Catholics would be saved and so
only Catholics were worthwhile people. I

suppose that's good for your own self-

confidence, but what about for all your
friends who were Jewish or even Protestant?

Well, like I said, by sixth grade I figured out
the whole thing was a crock. It seemed
obvious to me that religion was a front to
hide your own insecurities. And moreover, it

was a fraud.

Now, the disbelief of God began about the
same time, didn't materialize into any sworn
statements until my later high school years. It

stemmed particularly from Father Dora,
Sister Theresa Agnas and Sister Mariori
Reilly.

Father Dora's problem was that he was a
phony. Everytime you talked to him, you felt
like you were getting sticky with honey. It

seemed that Father Dora didn't look at the
world straightaway and seemed to be hiding
not only from the cruel realities of life, but
from the cruel realities of himself. Was a
belief in God to be playing games with
yourself and the world just as belief
religion was?

in

Now Sister Theresa Agnas and Sister
Marion Reilly were a different sort altogether.
They used God basically to keep all us girls in

line, like by telling us we'd be damned in

heaven by God if he saw us smoking in the
lav or talking in the library or throwing toilet
tissue out the bathroom window or hanging
around after school hours outside in front
with all the boys who came over from Notre
Dame Boys Catholic High School. Basically,
God was seen as someway to control us, to
imprison us. God didn't seem to say anything
else.

Karl Marx writes in Contribution to the
Critique of Hegel's Philosophy of Right that
religion is an illusory sun for people to
revolve around when they don't want to
revolve around themselves. It is the "sigh of
the oppressed creature, the sentiment of a
heartless world and the soul of soul-less
condition. It is the opium of the people. " And
I suppose in this statement Marx captures all

the reasons for my "irreligiouso of the soul."
Neither religion nor God provided me with a
real picture of the world, but a false one
which stopped me from looking realistically
at the world or from believing that I actually
had control over my own livelihood, welfare,
"fate". Religion is an ideology - the worst
sort - because it continues after death.

Also, religion stops one from looking for
change. It makes us stagnant because it

makes us believe in fate and not in action.
Religion also separates us further

classifies us, and we are taught that the other
religion is an enemy.
And whenever I think of religion, I think of

my grammar school principal, Sister Ruth,
who used to tell us to say the rosary on the
bus so the busdriver wouldn't get in an
accident - actually so we wouldn't talk. This
IS an example of the worst aspect of religion
and a belief in God - that it is controlled by
fear and guilt.

Lisa Melilli's column appears Mondays in
the Collegian.

Evaluation corrected
To the Editor:

After being granted access to

Professor Fresia Bradford's teacher
evaluations, we have seen that the
negative tenor of the Collegian poll

evaluation for her course is at variance
with the excellent evaluations filled out
by students taking Spanish 126 last

semester. As was the policy for the last

evaluation guide and., tftfi^, (upcoming
guide, those evaluations completed by
students in a classroom take precedence
over the Collegian data. The former have
validity, the latter certainly do not. We
have been informed by Mrs. Bradford
that those who wish to view her
evaluations are so welcomed, though at

her discretion. We applaud Mrs. Brad-
ford's action, and urge other faculty who
may or may not be in a similar situation to

follow this precedent.

Those wishing a break-down \ direct

and indirect costs, salary ... ] of the total

amounts awarded for grants and con-
tracts may contact Dianne Willett, Office
of Grant and Contract Administration.

The figures we quoted in the appendix
were derived from the 1976 OGCA Fiscal
Report.

Course and Teacher Evaluation Staff

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Co/legiarf

welcomes all letters to the editor They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phore number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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News in Brief
Hearings to approve
new contraceptive

HER SAY NEWS SERVICE - The
Institute for the Study of Medical Ethics
in Los Angeles has called on Congress to
open hearings into efforts by the Food
and Drug Adnninistration to approve the
controversial drug, Depo Provera, as a
contraceptive.

The institute's request comes in the
wake of an investigation by the California
State Department of Hea.th into charges
that physicians in California are
prescribing the cancer-causing drug
mainly to black and poor women in the
state.

Depo Provera is a synthetic hormone
manufactured by the Upjohn Company.
The chemical is approved by the FDA
only for the treatment of uterine cancer.
The drug, however, reportedly is

routinely prescribed by physicians as a
contraceptive for women, despite ex-
tensive tests which have shown it can
cause dangerous side effects. Some of
these side effects include indefinite
sterility, an increased risk of cervical
cancer, and irregular and severe bleeding.

The Institute said it recently conducted
a study of over 150 women in Los
Angeles who had been given Depo
Provera without their knowledge or
consent. More than 75 per cent of those
women, the research group said were
black and poor.

The institute said despite probable
nsks of cancer and other diseases, the
FDA is still considering approving the
controversial drug for mass use by
women as a contraceptive.

The research group has charged that
use of the experimental drug on black
and poor women — when its harmful
effects are well-known — smacks of a
Nazi-type program.

The group has asked Congressperson
Henry Waxman's office to open
congressional hearings into the Depo
Provera controversy.

Saccharin labeled

now for danger
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Packages of

saccharin and all foods containing the
artificial sweetener will begin carrying
labels next Feb. 23 warning the product
could cause cancer, the Food and Drug
Administration said yesterday.
The warning will state: "Use of this

product may be hazardous to your
health. This product contains saccharin
which has been determined to cause
cancer in laboratory animals."

The labeling is required 90 days from
the date President Carter signed the
Saccharin Study and Labeling Act. He
did so on Nov. 23.

In addition to the labeling regulation,

the act forbids the FDA from removing
saccharin from the market for 18 months.

Delegation talks

for proposed treaty
NEW YORK \UPI] - The National

Committee on American Foreign Policy

will send a delegation to Panama for talks

with Panamanian and American officials

concerning the new proposed canal
treaty, the organization announced
yesterday.

The 22-member delegation is

scheduled to be given briefings in

Washington today by the National

Security Council and the Joint Chiefs of

Staff prior to its Tuesday departure from
New York to Panama, the announcement
said.

The delegation will be headed by
former U.S. Senate minority leader Hugh
Scott from Pennsylvania, and. Angler
Biddle Duke.

ABOUT PEOPLE - Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd's hometown of Sophia
Vermont burned down so often that the city council finally passed an ordinance
saying no frame buildings could be constructed in the Raleigh County town.
Actor Lee Strasberg was honored when his star was implanted in the Hollywood
Walk of Fame on Hollywood Boulevard, yesterday. His star was the 1,691st to be
placed in concrete.

^^L
COUNSELING ASSISTANCE FOR OLDER STUDENTS
Nee^ ass^lstance^ in planjiing^next semester?

Academic Counseling during counseling week:
undergrods Nov. 14-Nov. 23
grods Nov. 1 4-Dec. 2

9:00-5:00 M-F Hasbrouck 203-207

TONIGHT

Author
Friend of Bill Walton

Athletic Director-Oberlin College

will speak on

Monday, November 28

8:00PM

Mahar Auditorium

Admission Free

Sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program

Office-415 Student Union 545-0920

r4Bi«ii<«t?ii<is«^^

FREE CONCERT
University Wind Ensemble

Walter Chestnut, Conductor

Brass Choir
Max Culpepper, Conductor

Tuesday, November 29, 1977

8:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

J'S^-

PTO^

W orks by:

Ho vhaness

Verdi

Bach

Adier

and many more
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^tM'AUypUA/
Ton ite,

Mon., Nov. 28

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Texas Tabby C

the

rabbj^

Tues., Nov, 29

LUNA

Dec. 2&3

CLEAN LIVING

Sunderland. MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Hartford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm
Sunday, December 4 3 pm
Sunday. December 4 8 pm

Fir^f >RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L
Tickets now on sale. General public J7, 6, 5
UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Ottier students
and senior citizens s«, 5, 4. Special matinee
ctiildren's prices $3.50, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

FINE >RTS CENIfER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet f"^
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE V

Company of 50 i^f^jS'^ijA
the best, most ^ '

entertaining Spanish dance {

company ever. .!"§•- *L
Peter Hepple, STT, London

Saturday, December 10 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT WLl
Tickets now on sale General Public$7, 6. 5
UMass students $4, 3. 2 50 Senior Citizens $6. 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS
Vhv WiniHT of the

Khaikdvsky (x)mpetition

Fodor
%IOIJ\IKT

ll'r Mick Jaj^_ifer o/ CLfiiiul Muu,"
People MaKdzirii-

T^ursday, December 8 8 pm
FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L
Tickets now en mI« OtntrH Public %7. 4, i
UMiii student! %] JO, 3, J M. Olher students
And senior citiiens U, i. 4.

Fine Arts Center Boi Oltice M F t 4

* All Ticketron Locetions.

CLIPa MAIL CLASSiriEDAD ORDERHEADLINE CHOICE
AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED '

INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO RENT|

niP AP COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box, Use UPPER lower case characters
where they apply. (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full lipe. A line contains 38 boxes (Averaqeword IS approx. 5 characters - You pay less than 6c per word!)

%
I

$1,00 extra for
other headline.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

RATES Daily 45c per line:

5 consec pub days.40c per line per day: I
30 consec pub days, 35c per line per day "

Computation: I
llines: X rate: = |

iiiiiiiii mill m+nu-

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I

V

X Idays: (ad cost)

.(if different from ad)

Name:_
Phone#:

Dates Classified Ad is to run:^

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept

I

I

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT I

= NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! \ 113 Campus CenteV

Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003 J

HBHSni iJ14llll!M:lJ'1*N:ll.9Vli'illlll7T9*Rl!flTir

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m. three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per.line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE
^^^SSuaM

FOR RENT

6B Galaxy 500 Ford S700 527 5746

BARGAIN 1374 Oatsun 710 station vvgn
Standard Iran. 4500,$1,700 or BO 253-
9792

86 Ford cust. Good cond New oil pump
tranb bati $350 or 8 0. 546 5820

122Volvo parts sedErwagon Rea 665 4384

W Buick — sta-wgn. Exc M«c, cond , air-

corxj . 9 seater, sun roof top, new
brakes ~5« 6188

68 Volvo 144. Automatic, clean, reliable,

very good body h engine, snows,
AM/FM $1,195 5847743 Tu«s Th or

586 1448 eve

AUDIO

NEED MONEY! Realistic Rcvr (made by
Sony) 22WPC, Ulfralinear spiers , BIG 940
turntable for only $325 or B O Call Phil

549 4759

3 iMdroom house, 285 -t^, pets ok, avail

Jan 3, 256 6732; days 51981 (Chris)

Rm.: In 3rm. house. Nxt to N Village
$104 /mo. plus uti Chris, 8 430 253
<»oe

3 bedroom Apt, fair corKJition, for Dec 1st,

111 Noritwmpton Only $165 Call Skibisk.
Ri'al Estate 584 3428 4 6 p m

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg John 549 1296 after 4

LOST TRAVEL

Lost gold ring with initials OH. Reward
Call David 256 8104

HELP WANTED

2'Arm fum apt alt utis inc. Pool, parking,
A/C, 230 mo Amherst Motel Et Apts, Ri

9 opp Zayres. 256-8122.

BR in EHamp Apt $75 inc. 1/1/78 527-9006

CALCULATORS

Col'ege Calculators oHers low prices h
full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $235

, 58 $94 95 57
$62 96 51 $47 96 HP's is Commodore s
avail models from $15 Remember, w^
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Boh or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

PUFFERS FOR SPRING 2 br apt near
bus rt.- $210'mo utI inc for mid. Jan
No Amherst 549 1683 •

IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at
$195 plus utilities Call South Meadow
256 0166 for further Information

PERSONALS

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apt on UMass bus route Jan
78 to Sept 78 Call 546 5102, leave name
and phone no Reference to Brad

1 fern wanted fur own rm in 2 tidrm apt
1st ni,,f!ih FREF' $130iitil infl Carla 649
1741 I'v". null' trorn ranipus Bus

Tony we met at the PGA Halloween
Dance You're a student and I m a
teachter in Greenfield I drove you back to
your place I want to see you again but
have no way to get m touch Please write
me Rnn One Harrison Ave , Greenfield
01301

Student for part time counselor in foster
care unit Work with 2 or 3 active
adolescents, flexible scheduling, 24 hours
a week Call 1 323 5002

Position available to a college student to
represent travel company on campJs for
Spring Break trips to Florida CONTACT:
Beachcomber Tours. Inc , 174 Hancock
St

. Stoneham. Mass 02180 Tel. 617 438
5798.

Typist Wdnted full time 60 w^p/m^nin
formating skills and familianty with IBM
Self'ctric desirable Good pay and
benefits dll Bart)ara at 549 2846 for

more mforma'ion

ROOM WANTED

I M/F wntd, 4 Bdrm. apt nr UM No
lease Starling Jan Call Mark 253 2619

WANTED

Nothing to do over intersession> Come on
down to Daylona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone, the works
all this and roundtnp busfare on a luxury
motorcoach for only $147.20 quad oc-
(upancy For info and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

ii;.|ii>.<i^iiij.]AfiiB

Typing $ 40 page Call anytinne 549 6655.

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cakej
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laune 546-

1 9576.

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco.
Monitor Music, 546 4731. Rea

Big tMnds to disco Call Bob the t)J at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

Fly to Ft Lauderdale $305 Jan 1-8 $295
Jan 8 15 inc accomodations at the Jolly
Roger Hotel on the beach OR economy
bus trip to same destination, Jan 1 15 for
$259 Contact Jim Nechin, UMass rep for
Carber Travel Reserve Nowi 6 74Q5

FREE PUP F 3 mos Husky Shep mix. To a
good home 268 7892 evenings

FOR SALE

New Dingo Boots size 8H
$35 00 Call Eileen 263 7888.

Xmas t
~ ~

Scotch

women's

cut your own. Spruce or
Pine $1050 10a. m 8pm

Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd Hadley
5860723.

Women's Mead Ski Parka. Excellent
condition, size med Call 549-5951.

SERVICES

Female to share
Sund bus S7S •

All*

two bedroom apt in

Call 66'^4416 ask for

MOTORCYCLES

"972 Honda 2(X)0

J3(»<! 253 5669
ot.il rniles Onq owner

Housemate wanted Nea;. responsible,
nonsmokinp Grad studpnt or professional
to share roorrv cooperative home on
UMass bus route in Amherst Begin Jan
1 SITS- 'Utilities 253 5849 call evenings

PHOTOGRAPHy Hdsbpo-i ami ap
pill .iiion photos done Portraits in time for

Clirislmab" B&W or color service m
riiition by arrangement Reasonable

liri.HS lor hiyh quality work Contact:
'ii'vn 646 9663 nir,!ii' r-inlv

Volvo repairs and maintenance All ^ears
"d models, low prices Jackrf6-0610

LAST SUPPER! by HRTA students ^or
:,emestei Homemade chicken noodle
soup, sweet & sour pork, rice pilaf, veg.
homemade bread, coconut pudding
Polynesian Mon Tues,Wed , Thus, at
4 30 Lunch Tues at noon. $1 76. Tix
must be bof in advance, rm 219
Chenoweth Lab

Nikko 6065 2 months old Asking $350 or
best offer 646 5084

Flute -Gemeinhardt, solid silver head Et
keys List $350&ask 5260 B,irHlv iisf-d

546 4749

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Men s. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30. Just$10. 14 50 Call538 3181

AKC Old English Sheep dog pups. 2
females 14 wks old Good with kids.
Championship stock $225 ea. 549 5523

Dorm Refrig. $5G neg.
MaryAnn

263 5263

» trTym •

JH!|.MHJMJ:H-MimilHlilT>!1.'!lll-I.UIiHiiiiiiiJi4!i.i i iJi.ini.iiniiiimjN;n|M,,ji.ijn.„n,iii,,i;;., . ., -, imui ih;iii ii
i'-^i-.r ','.-»•-> »••:<'•>.>'%/**'>'.->
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ALBUM

SALE^
AH SER)ES*69e

CODE V

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 2g 1 MONDAY. NOVEMBER 28, 1977

CLASSICAL DEPT I NClD

\\ illi.iiii I . \WI (k-ii IS\ <« iii«

SsTENt MARllN

\Ui M \h \k4lvr

I in p I e Dreams

ALBUM

SALE
ALL SER\ES*7'98

CODE Ri S.

CLASS)CALPEPT,INCL-D.

Columbia
I

K

IIC/I
Records

RANDY NEWMAN
Uttto Criminala

mclvxJM Short P»o(M a«ntfTKKe

^omiMn ^^ Cam Foo4 trw FM Man

AlMkKM*! 8fAUTf MO THf KAIT
MTWIIOH TH( SICUTUffOf AUAU

SALE EWDS dS
SERIES

ItCil

/i98

SERIES
//98

noii IHCCOdO MT Ni UBtrvlMi

TfeU'DCcutuutci

-tcluding

Oeicre« Hre*- Man in Pans
Gixl Only Knots % Once In A Whik* As It

A//// Simon
Greatest Hits, Ete.

including

SlipSlidm Away
KodachromelSO Ways To Leave Voui Lov«r

Loves Me Like A RocK
Still Cia/y Alter Alt These Yea>s

BOZ SCAGGS
DOWNTWO THEN LEFT

including

HatdTiinc!. Whalcha Gonna Fell Your Man
Gimme The Goods A Clue 1993

EARTH,WIND&RRE
ALL 'N ALL

includiog

Secpentine Fit* Jupiter

Runmn /Loves HoMay, Fantasy

'0* >

'4 4e>««>«1»'Wi

N^44>^.
«.!<

I.

BEST OF"
60RD0W

k»6HTF0OT

L? OMty UO <$TY.

?UREpIWiroELEAWE FAT
IFWESHOEFrrs

*;.99

LP ONLY UTO.OTY.

LE6EM0ARY
IJCA ALBUM
loWGI OUroF PRINT

iP7.99

FROt^ 7W£AKEAS LARGEST
HUSICEOOK SELECT tCM

TH»<i> spea^L:

ALL BOOKS%95^ UP
^ loo OFF

ov^y

JAMESTAYLOR
I. OME nAW D06

UP 4: BTRACK

LP.-81RK.1C/^SS

i'

LTDQ'^t
299

A

EWTIRE INVENTORY
STRACK £ CAaSCTTCS
SERIES 79« „

coot T*? ^

SALE PRtCE

NITTYGRniY DIRT
©AND

DiRTSllVERifiOlEJ
3RECDRD SE.T
SER^tS'l 198

kW. QTr.

SPRWGFIELD CIVIC CTR fOROaiCK effjciek/T
RECORD CARE.

TH E WAITS PREEWERICKET OUTLET

1

THE QUALITY OF
BU/>WK MAXCUL CASSETTES

UDXU I C60-'3.29
aoxu I C90-Mfl9
UD/i- n C60-'3.a9
aDVL n C90-4.49

STORE VtOUR<&

DAILY. 10-9
SUM: IO-6

J'tatterpusJSecords
/£/.

Uamr PIaia^ W. XiHfi Si. 1^e.5 MoRThAMPTow Ma silsi%^

a fresh idea
for everyone
on your

shopping list
...including yourself

Christmas Cards
Boxed Cards

'Christmas Wrap & Bows^

Stationary

Ceramic Mugs
Planters

Tee-shirts

Pens

Calculators Books

Boxed Paperbacks

and much more
the Christmas Store

campus center/univ. of mass amherst

1^ '(////' f/>y/// Jfa,</u/.)

.coiiggi:aD 15

What*s Happening

TODAY
LECTURE
"The Paradox of Protection: A History of

Hours Legislation in the United States," by
Dr. Ronnie Ratner of the Center for Research
on Women, Wellesley College, at 2:30 p.m.,
CarTiptis Center 805-809, as part of the Labor
Relations and Research Center student
colloquia series.

MOVIES
'Porquoi Israel," the recent French

documentary about Israel, 8 p.m., Thompson
104, free.

TOMORROW
LECTURES
- "Violence in Sports," by political sports

analyst Jack Scott, Mahar Auditorium at

7:30 p.m.
- "A Planning Perspective of the

Emerging Energy Situation," by Prof. Ben C.
Ball Jr., professor of management and

engineering in the MIT Energy Lab, 4 p.m.,
Herter Hall 231. Third speaker at the
University Energy Forum series.

- "Psychic Commonalities around the
World," by Father Angello Rizzo, Roman
Catholic priest and registered psychologist, 8
p.m. Herter Hall 231. Sponsored by the
Psychical Awareness and Research
Association, Inc. A donation will be asked.

MOVIE
"The Last Grave at Dinbaza," 8 p.m.,

Thompson 106, free. Shows repressive
atmosphere in which the victims of apartheid
are compelled to live. Part of the Progressive
Film Series.

MUSIC
The Group for New Music will perform two

works at the University Gallery, 4:40 p.m.:
"Septet of Stravinsky" and "Octandre of
Edgar Varese."

Undertakers learn techniques

to meet needs of the bereaved
BOSTON \UPI] - A course called "grief"

is not taken lightly at a New England school
which turns out most of the area's un-
dertakers.

According to the school's president, the
need for a soothing shoulder is no longer just

for the bereaved, but for the undertaker as
well.

"The real issue is this," said Dr. Victor

Scalisi, who began this term as president of

the New England Institute of Embalming and
Anatomy. "We have got to meet the needs
for the bereaved which are crieated by the
changing roles within the society of doctors
and clergymen."

That job, Scalisi maintained, has fallen on
the undertakers. "There are no family

doctors," he said, "and the attendant
physician comes out of a room where a

person has just died, quickly tells someone,
and then immediately goes down the hall to

take care of someone else."

Scalisi, a minister for 17 years, said "very
few clergymen, unfortunately, find time in

their church and social schedules to be
counselors."

Scalisi introduced the course on grief to

the largely science and business curriculum
three years ago. Closed circuit television and

tape devises were added this year to enable
students to observe mannerisms as they
counsel other students who in turn act the
role of a griefstricken person.
The focus of the course remains the

morticians ability to cope with his own
awareness of death.

"I might walk into the classroom on the
first day and say to the students, 'You have
just died. Write your own obituary," he said.

"You would be surprised how much
resistance and concealed hostility may
surface in these exercises. The students
discuss their feelings, talk about their hurt,

and open up themselves. They learn that way
that they can bring healing to one another."

Within two years, Scalisi said he hopes to
offer the unusual course to practicing
morticians, applying "more sophisticated
counseling and guidance skills."

"The need is privately there," he said, "but
I'm afraid that there is a large segment which
would outwardly laugh at the idea, like it was
some new way of shoeing horses."
Few professional undertakers quit the

profession because of strain, the interviewed
experts agreed. Business reasons and very
long hours are more frequent reasons given
for leaving the business, they said.

'The Wizard of Oz' hits IS/loscow
MOSCOW \UPI\ - Her name is Elli and

she comes from a place called Khan-sas. She
calls her fully little dog "totoshka."

It's in Russian, of course, but it's un-
mistakably that American delight "The
Wizard of Oz" - Moscow style.

Russian audiences are notoriously
reserved, keeping their emotions safety
tucked away. But the hundreds of children
packing Malaya Bronaya theater for a
Sunday matinee squeal and cheer
unabashedly when the Moscow brand of
Cowardly Lion struts on the stage with his
wild orange mane and floppy yellow tail.

The play - known as "The Wizard of
Emerald City" - is pitched right at the wide-
eyed kids.

A toothy tiger stalking Elli, the Tinman,
Scarecrow and Cowardly Lion pops up to try

to get the youngsters to help him track them
down.

"Tu-da? that way?" he asks, pointing to
the wings.

The kids giggle and point in the other
direction. Frustrated, he scurries off.

The plot sticks close to the American
version, except that good ol' Auntie Em is

just plain Mom.

The costume designer has a curious view
of the Plains garb, outfitting the cast in a
cross between West Texas and Dodge City.

Mom wears a crocheted brown shawl and
granny bonnet and farmhands sport cowboy
hats and blue vests.

The biggest hit of all is the Wicked Witch
of the West. But in the Russian version she's

more likely a crotchety old ragpicker than a

doer of evil deeds.

She creaks around, gamely telling the

audience of knock off the laughing, that

she's as pretty as she ever was. Otherwise,

she fumes and fusses in a baggy brown dress

tied with a rope, cooking up schemes with

her flying monkeys to launch against Elli.

The Wizard, in an apparent bid to tidy up
the violence, isn't even asking for her demise
— just her gold hat.

""DC Menu

TODAY
LUNCH - Sausage Grinder, Corn and

Cheese Pudding, Basics: Vegetable
Grinder, Corn and Cheese Ppdding
DINNER - Roast Beef, Chicken Stew,

Basics: Spinach Noodle Casserole,
Chicken Stew

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Hamburgers, Chicken Chop

Suey, Basics: Oatburgers, Chicken Chop
Suey
DINNER - Spaghetti, Veal Cutlet, Egg

Salad Plate, Basics: Spaghetti,
Ratatouille

V,

t"*^'^"^^-
*

iittbt^Lit „^^S&.

C.A.O.S.
Couns.elvfi$||^^^iMance for Older Students is looking
for a graduate or undergraduate non-traditional
student to fill the position of Counseling Coordinator.
Pre-service training and the C.A.O.S. in-service training
are required. Job responsibilities include such duties
as supervision of counseling, client-load statist ics and
counseling. Experience in counseling and
administration desirable. The position is o wofk/study
position and begins January 1, 1978. We are accepting
applications in C.A.O.S., Hasbrouck 207, 545-0057 until

Friday. December 2, 1977. We are an equal
opportunity, affir'mative action employer. Women
and Third World Students are encouraged to apply

^':•>^:•/^^^^K<'X^v^^:'^;^^^•.v.»^
wm^!' "V
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1977 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28, 1977

Notices

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in

Campus Center 91 1 . Pledges meet at 7
p.m., same room.
STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES

Applications for a paralegal intern and
a receptionist- typist are due Dec. 5 in

Campus Center 922.

^^
.

Life planning workshop
open to history majors
A "Life-Work Planning Workshop" for

history majors will begin Wednesday, and
run for three consecutive weeks. The group
will meet once each week for about two
hours (a total of six hours over three weeks).
The workshop is particularly oriented toward
people who have not yet developed clearly
defined career goals.

Dates: Nov. 30, topic: Self-appraisal-Skills
Identification; Dec. 7, Topic: Job Research
Techniques; Dec. 14, topic: Decision-making
Skills. All from 4 to 6 p.m., at the Community
Development Center, Berkshire House, 318.

Call Laurie at 545-0333 if you plan to at-
tend. Those unable to attend may sign up for
the next set of workshops to be offered next
semester or come speak to one of the
Career- Life Development Team counselors
on our staff at the Community Development
Center in Berkshire House.

Free electric engravers
will mark valuable items

Beginning this week, electric engravers
will be available to Orchard Hill residents as
part of "Operation Identification," sponsored
by the Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, in

cooperation with campus police.

The engravers, provided free, will enable
dorm residents to mark items of value with
this social security numbers.
The fraternity will visit Field dorm

tomorrow night, Dickinson dorm Thursday
night, Webster dorm Dec. 6 and Grayson
dorm Dec 8. For more info call 546-6515.

Visiting history professor

to lecture in Herter

Prof. Guillaume de Benier de Sauvigny, an
authority on France during the Restoration
(1815-1830). will speak on "How the
Historian Works: Books and Interpretations
of 19th Century France and Europe,"
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in Herter 601.

This is a special lecture for history un-
dergraduates offered by the history
department. De Bertier is a visiting professor
in the valley th.s semester.

fQJnbow
prisms

A fin« collection of hand cut stress
quality crystal, high laad content
and aiguisita shapes proi«ct color
and form when hung in j window
A oarfact gift for roof homa. from
$1 75 to $20

•''E^'^rlh
Open 9 M to 6 Mon Sat.

Sundays 1 to 5

Next to Amherst Post Office

3 DAYS ONLY
SALE

MEN'S TRADITIONAL
SILADIUM® RING

ONLY $59.95
Regularly $ 87.00

/IRJQIRVED RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your custom-made college jewelry.

it's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved
college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

pl^ace:

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

NOV. 28, 29 €f 30

time:

10a.m. - 3p-m

$10 deposit

DOONESBURY by Carry Trudeau

RtALLi CHANbW KtMWNS W
8t SetM. BUIOft THING /S

V IIM

If rJ^^ Q^ ^ ,^^, <4>> W /X^ Oi^^rQ^ .^1

mOUGHTFUL
PAuse..

^G«p r.&^<^A^^ jQ^ 1

ROLAND BUfaoH
neoui, jh.. bsq.,

ABC WlOeUOfiU)
Of tmt5i.

f

I >>Ch, fA. t/ /i^ *^

B.C. by lohnny Hart

iim*kK CO

PEANUTS by Charles SchuIz

Hey FRANKLIN, 5H£
'5TUCKA60LP5TAR)
.ON HO\it PAPER]

TME TEACHER NEVER
5T(CIC5 A STAR ON
ANV OF MV f?AP£R5...

II '18 «d

I COULPN'T 6€T
A STAR ON A
CHRISTMAS TREE/

50RRV', MA'AmM .

WALirDORF by Rob Ranney

\tt\vA credit: i points.
UAiilMC^.

^^n»|«^ii/z6

THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins

EVfftyO^/E HA^ ZvER u^V?

£0: A Lift Of Total lux-

ury, aur AntK A Ff UJ

/»/S QEC-i'N/i To rffL...

HOMESICK. OK.RATUfR^

H£ Ff[Li THi weeci

TO RETURN TO HIS «Wf
U/OALO, HECAUSE THl<,

n A VfRy lioRiNG /WQ

LONfty fx-STfi/cf. 8 (A

/r /vwy NOT flf /Hj fAsy

TO liETVdH AS AC "WMS.

VJi NOOJ P//VO bfV/V^S lli\'0LV€O UfiTCU-

\N(r A TV.-LIKC FAffr/i£,y-miicToR,. Q^jT

ri-lE /JORfOOm QUILOirJCr If^ l-iir*\ /J/»S

ft[J>CH(0 in PCftK. y

TWC St/zvsfr Of A
0,iNAM Sy/V. IT

[NO- AHO A\ue'tfKPlR,'

INO-l

UM by Marty Maceda

IHC CKu.V J--\^ InE BttK.

Cv/>T Tr\T -^-~

ALIMINLM FOIL by Steve lafler

.Collegian ^^

Your Birthdau By Stella Wilder

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 28
Horn tCKlay. you dre

practical even in con.sider-

inK the ideal You know the
difference b«'tween proba-
ble and possible and you
are not inclined to spend
much timt' tryinfi to
transform the latter into
the former You have a
basKall> artistic tempera-
ment and may be difficult

to Ret along with, but you
arc honest and straightfor-
ward and will not deceive
another person for any rea-
son No one should feel at a
loss to know what his rela-
tionship with you is; you
tell him
You are sympathetic

toward any with difficult

problems, but you insist

that he at least make the
effort to solve them on his
own. You have little pa-
tience with the lazy or the
Ignorant, but infinite pa-
tience with thos<> who try to
understand, but fail You
put a «reat deal of effort
into teaching, whether pro-
fessionall> or simply to
help others help them-
selves

There are tirnos when
you are extravagant, self-

indulgent, and even
spoiled. There are also
times when you will .sacri-

fice whatever you can for
another's well-being.
I.oved ones and close
friends know that you will

remain true to tho.se of
whom >(iu are fond, re-

gardless of the obstacles to

loyaltv

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow,select
your birthday and read the
(orresporiding paragraph
l^et your birthday star b«'

wmr daily guide
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER

SAGITTARIUS) Ncv 22-
Dec 21 1 I^asting results
of a generous move begin
to show. Welcome a
change for the better.

CAPRICORNiDec 22-
Jan 191 Stick to humani-
tarian principles as you
criticize others. You can be
honest and kind

AOUARIUSlJan 20
Feb 18) A tendency
toward conceit makes
another's presence diffi-
cult Hide feelings of dis-
taste

PISCES(Feb 19-March
20) A benevolent nnove
by an old and good friend
makes this a special day
for you and yours.

ARIES(March 21-April
19) Beware that pro-
cra.stination is not mi.ster-
preted as shirking new
responsibilities

TAURUS( April 20-May

20) A lasting influence
on another can b<- estab-
lish«'d if you catch the
attention of one in distress.

GEMINhMay 21 .June 20)
A generous move will be

appreciated by all who
benefit from it, now and in
the future.

CANCERi.lunc 2I-July
22) You can demon-
strate astuteness without
being thought a "show-off
Direct questions to higher-
ups

LEOi.Iuly 2;t-Aug22) —
Conceit marks all activi-
ties accomplished without
help Become involved
with other people
VIRGOiAug 2.')-Sept 22i

Material succe-ss is

guaranteed by hard work
Don't develop habits vou
will only have to break
later

LIBRA(,Sept 2.3-(><l 22, -

Beware another's radical
disposition doesn't rub off
on you Make others aware
of and happy with you
S C O R P i O () 1 1 2 3-

NOV21I You may not
Ike the height of fashion
but new purchases bring
you into that limelight any-
way

, "<»'-i';f'i l1:;.l^:l,,ll•«^,^^.s,„d.-

falc In.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1
"—
Kapital":

Marx title

4 Fernand
: Fr

artist

9 Assail
14 Fanatic:

Suffix

15 Make
amends

1 6 Supplementary
1

7

Ailment: 2
words

1 9 Sojourn

20 10 per cent
21 Logger's

tool

22 Tennis point
23 Looped

handle
24 Excellence
26 U.S.

president
29 Brit. N.

Amer.

31 African
antelope

32 Persian
astronomer

33 Medicinal
pellet

36 Uncanny

38 Falsenood
39 Police

statistics

41 Olympic
participants

43 Spelling—
44 Gratuities
46 Cheers up
47 Son of

Judah
49 Doze
50 Agreement

word
51 Scrape
52 Winged

Insects
54 USSR news

agency
58 Limited

number
60 Mineral

ending
61 Buyer of

stolen

goods
62 Baffle

64 Of a remote
ancestor

66 Kind of

thread
67 Epoxy. for

one
68 "Hooey!"
69 Allotted

70 Terror
71 Some,

regardless
of numt)er

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

:
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5 _E _E li RAN _D P R E S S

1

DOWN
Judicial

assertions
2 Gray
3 British

weapons
4— and
plaster

SRel.of etal
6 Simpleton
Informal

7 Make bigger
8 Claret and
chianti: 2

words
9 Kind of ray

10 Horserace
bet Var

1

1

Small water-
course

1

2

Be incorrect
13 Scot, firth

18 Enduring
24 Dull surface
25 N. Amer

33 Small drum
34 Circus ring

35 Repast
37 Ivy league

member
40 European
42 Takes a sip

45 Stain

48 Sewing tool

53 Pester
55 Bone

cavities

56 Descendant
57 Gal Friday:

Abbr
59 Mourning

band
61 Ascertainbirds

27Laissez 62 Tree
28 Lock of hair 63 Compete
30— egg 65 By means of

1 2 3

1
4 5 6 7 8

1

9 10 n 12 T3

U 15 16

17 18 19

20

I
30

21 22

I
23

29

24 25

1
26 27 28

1
31 32

3J 34 35 36 37 38

•-rfkfSt 40 41

153
43

t
44

1
59

46

4? 4« 50

51 52 54 55 56 C -T

58

1

60 w
62 63 64 65

66 67

1
68

69 70 7!
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Pats pluck

Eagles, 14-6
FOXBORO, Mass. \AP] - Steve Grogan

passed for two touchdowns in the first half,
and the New England defense sacked
Philadelphia quarterback Ron Jaworski eight
times Sunday as the Patriots kept alive faint
playoff hopes with a 14-6 National Football
League victory over the Eagles.
Grogan hit Stanley Morgan on a scoring

shot covering 64 yards in the first period, and
then dniled a 16-yard pass to Darryl Stingley
for another touchdown in the second period.
The New England defense did the rest as the
Patriots boosted their record to 7-4, while
handing the Eagles their eighth loss in 11

games.
The Eagles averted a shutout as Jaworski

broke out of trouble and passed 12 yards to
Charles Smith for a touchdown with just 52
seconds remaining.

The Patriots, often playing a stunting
defense, harassed Jaworski the entire game.
In addition to dropping the Philadelphia
quarterback eight times, the Patriots in-

tercepted two passes and forced one fumble.

New England stopped three Philadelphia
scoring threats in the first half, with Ove
Johansson having one 19-yard field goal
attempt blocked by Sam Hunt, and another
33-yard boot going wide.

In the second half, Philadelphia had a
couple more chances ruined on New England
sacks and interceptions by Tim Fox and Bob
Howard. Grogan's touchdown tosses were
nis 14th and 15th of the season.

However, it was the defense that provided
the Patriots the victory.

It was at its best when the Eagles wure
given a first down one yard from the goal on
a pass interference call, with New England in

front 7-0 in the first quarter. Two running
plays failed to gain, and Jaworski's pass into

the end zone was broken up before Hunt
blocked Johansson's first field goal attempt.

The Patriots and the Eagles exchanged
fumbles in New England territory at the

outset of the game. However, Grogan
wasted little time in putting the Patriots on
the scoreboard on their third series of downs.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 28. 1977 .

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 28. 1977

ou . ! .*^.®"® "^^^ ^yP'*"^' °* yesterday's New England-
Philadelphia game - the Eagles being stopped cold In this

L""*!"^! .''*V;'°^
linebacker Steve Zabel pulls Eagle running

back Mike Hogan down after Hogan took a pass frorn

quarterback Ron Jaworski. Phllly's signal-caller w<.« sackedeight times himself, as New England stifled the Eaales anroute to a 14-6 which kept the Patriots' playoff hopes alive

Mike McHuiih

Icemen get no respect
I feel like Rodney Dangerfield - "I don't

get no respect."

Apparently, some individuals in the
athletic department seem to think that the
hockey program doesn't exist at UMass
Amherst.
Upon my arrival at Orr rink Saturday,

November 19, I found to my chagrin that
there weren't any hockey programs to be
found.

WHY?

Sports Information Director Dick Page
was ii! and unable to answer, but his
secretary said the person that was supposed
to bring the programs never showed up.
GREAT!
How was I supposed to know the Lowell

players?

"I don't get no respect."
Orr rink, like Dangerfield's clubs, "are so

far in the wood that they get reviewed in

Field and Stream." At least that seems to be
the attitude of the athletic department here
at Amherst.

Yet, all the blame can't be placed on the
shoulders of the athletic department. After-
all, it is working within a very, very limited
budget and thanks to certain legislators, the
hockey program can't offer scholarships.

... Oh yes! and it's basketball season.

No slap intended to the basketball team,
but a gripe that it's treated as the only winter
sport in a state that produces far more
hockey players than basketball players.

"I don't get no respect," becomes the
hockey team's impassioned plea.

... and getting back to the scholarship- less
hockey program at UMass-Amherst, Mr.
Dangerfield has some interesting analogies.

I called him in New York and asked him
what his wife does to him when he doesn't
bring in any money.

"Well Mike, she doesn't do anything, but I

notice that my dog has a tendency to bark at
me more often."

There is no dog at UMass.
Maybe a passive mongrel, but certainly not

a snarling German shepherd.
Otherwise, Columbia Point would have

never materialized. Columbia Point, for those
of you who don't know, is the basketball-
hockey complex that will be built on the

UMass Boston campus. "Rip-off," you
say. "How dare they build a sports complex
on a commuter school campus with only
one-quarter the student population of
UMass-Amherst? "

"Ridiculous, twisted logic." you say. Ah,
but it'r. true (that they arp building a sports
complex at Columbia Point and what you
say).

You ask, "Why don't these certain
legislators just hire a construction company
complete with bulldozers, wreckers bull-
dozers, cranes and flatbed trucks, to uplift all
the buildings off their foundations at UMass-
Amherst and transport them down the Mass
Pike to Boston?"
They might. At least that way we'll get our

basketball-hockey complex.

The hockey team cries out in unison, "We
don't get no respect.

"

"How are they going to assemble a team
there (Columbia Point)? ' asks co-captain
Bob White
"The good hockey players in Boston are

going to go to Boston University, North-
eastern or Harvard anyway,"

True. But Mr. White, you're being logical
and legislators aren't elected unless they're
illogical.

Currently. UMass is one of the largest, if

not the largest team in ECAC Division II. The
way the hockey program is floating down the
stream, the Minutemen will be the largest
team in Division III before you know it.

Imagine a University with 20,000 students
playing Westfield, Framingham and Wor-
cester States in hockey.

If state schools like North Adams, Salem
and Boston can build and promote suc-
cessful programs, why can't UMass?
When Rodney Dangerfield quit show

business at age 28. he said, "to give you an
idea how well I was doing at the time, I was
the only one who knew I quit."

I'm afraid that certain administrators think
they can drop hockey as silently as Danger-
field dropped out of show-business.
"Nobody will know it existed."
The hockey team cries out one more time

in unison:

"WE DON'T GET NO RESPECT."

NFL results
Atlanta 17

Los AnqelesS

Cincinnati 30

New England 14

Pittsburgh 23

Tampa Bay
Cleveland

NY Giants 13

Philadelphia 6
NY Jets 20

Houston j<»

Minnesota 13

Denver 27
Dallas 14

San Diego 30
San Francisco 20

Kansas City 20
Green Bay 6

Baltimore 13

Washington 7

Seattle 28
New Orleans 17

Holy Cross plays Rocky
and grounds BC Eagles
BOSTON \UPI\ - One game does not a

season make. But one win has pumped
Geritol into an aged and deteriorating
football rivalry.

With its stunning 35-20 win Saturday over
Boston College, the Holy Cross football team
proved emotion speaks louder than won-loss
records.

Holy Cross had dropped nine straight
games before edging a weak Connecticut
team seven days prior to the 73rd meeting
with Boston College.

Boston College had won five of its last six
games and had dominated the Holy Cross
series with 10 straight victories, to gain a 40-
29-3 edge in the cross-state, Jesuit rivalry.

"I heard that we didn't have a chance; I

heard the grumblings too, that I was too
small to play quarterback in college," said

Notices
INTRAMURALS - Basketball entries are

due Thursday. Due to the increased number
of intramural teams, the number of teams
accepted for competition may have to be
limited. ..first come, first scheduled.

Basketball officials meeting - tomorrow
at 5:30 p.m. in room 215 Boyden.

VOLLEYBALL - UMass volleyball club
(men's division) will be running practices
Tuesdays and Thuusdays in NOPE from 6:30
8 p.m.

Power volleyball clinic at Sprinnfield
College for anyone interested on Saturday
Dec. 3 from 9:30-5:00. A fee of $2.00 is
required. For more information, call Michael
Gurk at 6-1494

WATER POLO - Team meeting on
Thursday at 6:30 p m. at Boyden Pool. There
will be a signup for the Echo Hill party and a
team picture will be taken. A co-ed match
against Amherst College will be discussed.

Peter Colombo, who scored on a 14-yard
keeper and directed the other four Holy
Cross touchdowns.

"But I had an uncle who was pretty small,
too. a man who was a biq factor In my
mind while we were getting all that criticism.
That man was Rocky Marciano."

The Holy Cross team entered the game
looking like another Rocky, the underdog
nobody who landed unexpected blows on
the champ's face in the recent Academy
Award winning movie. Only the Crusaders
did better than the film's Rocky. They won
with a pair of fourth quarter scoring punches
after the Eagles had let down their guard.

A pass interception by linebacker Mike
Jank and return to the Boston College 20
yard line set up one score. Bob Ireland's
recovery of the ensuing kickoff led to the
Crusaders' insurance touchdown.

Boston College acted like Apollo Creed,
the champion in "Rocky" who didn't knovv
what hit him.

"They reacted like they heard us in the
huddle on every play," said Boston College
receiver Paul McCarty, who was held
without a catch "Every time we called a
play, their defense was right in the spot I was
sujV3osed to go. "I don'tthink we were ready
to play this game. We just weren't up for it."

The Crusaders obviously were ready as they
gained 296 yards on the ground against the
Boston College team that had given less
rushing yardage to eighth ranked Pittsburgh
and top-ranked Texas.

Holy Cross coach Neil Wheelwright, citing
the game as the biggest win of his career,
said the return to the wishbone offense
seemed to confuse the Boston College
defense.

"We hadn't used our broken wishbone
since the Dartmouth game a last minute 17-
14 loss, but we thought it might work against
Boston College because it spreads them out
a little"

illolje^ian 19

Stickers soar to

seventh spot

in nation

'.»l>i:*V«'*" «

The UMass field hockey team placed
seventh in the Nationals last week in

Denver with wins over Arizona and
Bemidji. Above left, Kelly Sails passes
against Arizona. Ginger Bulman.
(middle left) looks on intently as the
UMasi offerise applies pressure.
Middle right, Kathy Gipps comes out of
the not against Arizona to knock the
ball away as Judy Kennedy (13) looks
on Bottom, Gayle Hutchinson (30)

jumps to avoid touching the ball as
Gipps makes another save against
Delaware (Staff photos by Jim
Gleason)
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Stickers take 7th spot
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

DENVER, Col. - The UMass field hockey
team, eliminated in the first round of
competition, came tJBck to capture seventh
place in the nation here this past week. After
an opening loss to Delaware, the Minutemen
won two straight before again losing to
UConn in the consolation round.
West Chester State won the title with a 1 -0

win over Ursinus for the third time in three
years. Ursinus finished second also for the
third time in as many years.
UMass finished the tournament with two

wins and two losses, scoring eight goals and
therefore unofficially came in seventh in the
16 team field. UConn, the other team from
the Northeast, placed sixth.

Despite poor field conditions of ice and
snow, the games started on Wednesday.
UMass took the field against Delaware, the
fourth ranked team. Delaware started quickly
and had offensive pressure most of the first

half. The UMass defense held out until the
midway mark when Molaison scored for
Delaware.

Offsetting this pressure, UMass managed
some good scoring chances but couldn't
follow through. At one point, Laura O'Neil
directed a shot past Delaware goalie Buzz
Harrington but had to watch it go just wide
of the goal.

Coach Judith Davidson felt that these
early missed opportunities were the key to
the game.

"If we had been able to score, the game
would have been completely different," she
said. "It would have made them (Delaware)
play more defensively."

The second half was more of the same
story. Delaware, with its fast forward line and
good stickwork, kept the pressure on.
Newby scored at 5:10 into the period.
No more goals were scored and the score

ended 2-0.

Reviewing the ganr»e, it was evident that
Delaware was the best team UMass has
faced all year, although the statistics don't
show it. UMass had 11 shots on goal, only
two less than Delaware. Its quality stick-

handling and passing disturbed UMass and
made the Minutewomen work individually
and not as a team. The stickers were hustling
and resting at different times and therefore

couldn't put it together.
In the consolation bracket, UMass was

scheduled to play Arizona, losers to Central
Michigan. The only motivation for these
teams was to play for fifth place, which is the
highest a first round loser could finish.

UMass took out its frustrations on the
western team and won, 4-1. The
Minutewomen completely turned things
around and controlled play. Cheryl Meliones
scored the team's first goal of the tour-
nament - and only goal of the half - from
Sue Kreider at 9:00.

Judy Kennedy scored her first goal of the
season early in the second period on a hard
shot from the top of the circle.

After Arizona's Hendrickson cut the lead
to 2-1, O'Neil raced in on a partial breakaway
and drove in a shot with 12 minutes
remaining. Kelly Sails iced the game four
minutes later with the first goal of her career.
The score ended at 4-1 which was the

second highest total of goals scored this
year. More importantly, it gave the team
confidence that it could score.

On Thursday, UMass faced Bemidji State,
a team with impressive credentials. Bemidji
had an offensive player with over 100 goals
scored this year over a 46 game schedule.
UMass was aware of Bemidji's talent and

knew they would have to play its best to win.
And the stickers did, 4-1, in a game which
Davidson said "was the best field hockey
played by any team in the U.S."
UMass scored first on a play which has

been successful for the team all year. On a
penalty corner, Jody Wickman hit the ball

out front to Meliones who caught it and left it

for Lynsie Wickman, who drove it behind the
goalie.

In the second half, Bemidji tied the score
on a penalty corner.

But UMass continued its fine passing and
kept the pressure on the defense. At the 15
minute mark, UMass forced the defense to
make a mistake. The Bemidji goalie was
forced to cover up on the ball which resulted
in a penalty shot for Sue Kibling. She wasted
little time before she pushed a low shot in the
right side of the goal.

Meliones and O'Neil also scored later for
their second goals in the tourney. The of-
fense which at times during the season was
ineffective was now scoring quickly and with
authoritv.

Cheryl Meliones stickhandles against Arizona as Sue Kreider looks on. Meliones
suffered a possible broken finger later in the tournament. (Staff photo by Jim
Gleason)

After the win, the team continued on ana
played UConn on Friday. Like the other
games with the Huskies this year, UMass
didn't play its game. The Minutewomen's
passes weren't as good and they weren't as
aggressive. Neither team took control and
first half ended in a scoreless tie.

Early in the second half, UConn was
awarded a penalty shot when Gayle Hut-
chinson stopped a sure goal by blocking it

with her shoulder. It was the first penalty
shot UMass defended against all year and
Kathy Gipps had no chance to save it.

The stickers couldn't sustain offensive
pressure long enough and UConn made the
goal stand up for a 1-0 victory.

Kathy Gipps accounted for the loss. "We
just don't play we'l against UConn. It's a
mental block like we had with Springfield for
so many years."

Besides being their last game of the
season, the UConn game also marked the
last collegiate game for seniors Kelly Sails,
Judy Kennedy, Ginger Bulman, Sue Kiblingi
Kathy Gipps, and Cheryl Meliones.

Gridders: From joy to dismay
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Two weeks earlier the scene was ever so
different.

Against New Hampshire UMass was the
celebrator, the triumphant gang that slapped
each other on the back, with the attitude that
"no one could beat us."

After the Yankee Conference title game
with UNH, it was the Wildcat players that
were seen with their heads in their laps,
crying, and trying to console themselves and
each other.

m

Saturday, it was the Minutemen's turn.

The scene was so distant from the UMass
players' minds even after the 34-7 Boston
College loss.

"We knew," said tight end Moses
Williams, "that even with the BC loss, that
we were a damned good team. A team that
didn't beat themselves. We lost to BC but
they beat us, we didn't beat ourselves."

"There are no excuses," said defensive
back Joe Harrington.
"When it rains, it pours," said offensive

lineman Jim Penta.
"I feel sorry for the seniors, " said

defensive lineman John D'Amato. "It was a
good year, a season we all worked hard for.
For it to end like this, well, I just don't know."
At the front of the lockerroom sat

defensive back Dave Croasdale and quar-
terback Mike Fallon, two players that not by
their own choice will have to face the
criticism.

For Croasdale, who two weeks earlier had
intercepted three passes, won the game ball,

and been voted the game's outstanding
player, it was a day most resembling hell.

In his last college football game, the
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Lehigh quarterback Mike Rieker, who burned UMass all day
with his pinpoint passing, is the picture of determination as

he tosses one of his 25 completions. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodgers)

senior, named to the Yankee Conference all-

star team, fumbled a punt which gave Lehigh
the ball on the UMass 16. If that misery
wasn't enough, Croasdale was called for a
personal foul that moved the ball to the
eight.

Then Lehigh's Steve Kreider, who vic-
timized the UMass secondary ail day (nine
receptions, 171 yards and four TD's) caught
a pass from quarterback Mike Rieker for the
game-winning score.

The victim-cornerback Dave Croasdale.
As if enough daggers hadn't pierced his

heart, the officials made two more highly
questionable interference calls when Lehigh
had second and 10 on its own 45 and on third
and 12 when Rieker (25-40, 351 yards)
overthrew his receiver in desperation.
"My heart fell when I saw the ref throw

those flags against Dave," said co-captain
Peter McCarty.
"He's had such a tremendous season all

year long and to end like this, it's not fair."

"I want to make one thing clear, and it's to
say that Dave Croasdale did not lose the
game for us. We, as a team lost it in the first

half when we were down 23-0," said Mc-
Carty.

Opposite Croasdale in the teary-eyed
Minutemen lockerroom sat Fallon, again in
the hot seat for not putting points on the
sooner in the first half.

"I didn't throw the ball as well as I should
have. Overthrown receivers, busted plays,
not taking advantage of situations. Things
just didn't click today," said Fallon.

Fallon, recipient of the Jerry Nason Award
for Senior achievement by the New England
Football Writers Assn., was 13 for 25 for 138
yards.

"I should have hit John Romboli for a
touchdown pass when he was wide open,
have used Kevin Cummings more, and
should have gotten the ball to John Glad-
chuk for a first down on our last possession
of the game," said Fallon.

"It wasn't Mike's fault in the first half. We,
as an offensive Mne, weren't moving. Nothing
was happening up front," said Cummings.
The defeat will wipe out the almost

miraculous comeback by the Minutemen,
down by 23 points in the first half.

"We were all juiced up pretty well. We had
everything going our way. It was our turn,"
said head coach Dick MacPherson.
"You have to take the good with the bad,"

said Penta, "but I wish the bad doesn't have
to come like this."
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Kidgi uff

WORD SEARCH

Hidden are 15 words to circle. Words go across,
down, diagonally, upside-down, and backwards.

CAN YOU FIND THEM?

1. Why are false teeth like

stars?

2. What is the best way to

communicate with a
fish?

3. What did the stamp say
to the envelope?

4. What did the envelope
say to the stamp?

5. Why did the weary man
climb up to the
chandelier?

6. Why did Silly Sammy
cut a hole in the top of

his umbrella?
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Put this word up to a mirror and see
what it says.

tiedlAts^

c 1 E V A S T B L D H M
L H R u S K C U J E 1 L A

E C 1 p V A D 1 B N N K T

T W V L T R E N D T z A C

S B A D L E V P M E N D E

N S V R W S P T L C V N F S

E L A R 1 K C A E U A P L

T V B S N E N N M T G E

T E E L S A C T P B N G R 1

1 U N C J R B E E L H G
M W V E P L T S R F B T H

D C B J H M S T X U G L

R E L A E Z E E R F E T 1 A

D L C A N J H V N W Z E

1. winter

2. Advent

3. Chill

4. Toboggan

5. SKa'es

6. Cold

7. Ooeernber

8. Sl^
9. Mittens

10. Ice

11. Snow

12. Frost

13. Sleigh

14. Boots

15. Freeze

HEY KIDS!!

Are you wise enough to

unscramble these words?
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MONDAY

(NBC) MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES: 9:00 PM
E.S.T.,P.S.T.-8:00PMC.S.T.,M.S.T.
"The Hunted Lady" Donna Mills. Robert Reed An

t
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THE HONEYMOONERS
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Christmas is in the air and Jackie

Gleason and the Honeymooners will'
celebrate that holiday with a version

I

of A Christmas Carol that Dickens,
would never have dreamed of m his
wildest nightmare in The'
Honeymooners Christmas Special
airingf^onday.Nov 28 or, ABC-TV

Jackie Gleason (left) and Audrey
Meadows as Ralph and Ahcei
Kramden and Art Carney (right) and
Jane Kean as Ed and Tnxie Norton
have been fighting life's httlei
frustrations ever since their days as
television's favo ,te friends on the old
Honeymooners.'
Ralph's boss believes that Ralph is

the perfect man to direct the'
company's Christmas play Ralph

|wants the assignment because the
last director was promoted to Vice'
President Ralph, of course, hasi
never m his life directed a play, but
that doesn't stop him as he casts
Norton (Carney) in the roles of Tmyi
Tim and Scrooge in A Christmas,
Carol and sells commercal plugs to'
help pay the production expenses

Daytime Mon.-FrL
?»:S^!^i%«Ss*S«*S*Sftis^^

MORNING

O MOVIE OrUv T«,o Can Play ,MON ) My Cous-n Rachel
.Tue I H.vcf ot No Helurn (WED ) Lorna Doone (THUR i

Th«v AH K.ss^rt m,i BrKie (FRI
)

1' ?r O SESAME STREET
O a LOVE OF LIFE
O S KNOCKOUT
O JOKER S WILD
(Q FAMILY FEUD

1 1 55 OS CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON
5 j5
5 40
5 45

550
5 55

^ ub

6 to

6 15

6 20
6?5
630
6 45

650

700

7 26
1 30

800

630
900

• REFLECTIONS (EXC WED )• GREATER BOSTONIANS (EXC WED)a FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC WED )O V «Pi ^1 IS PROGRAMMING (EXC WED )O "' "JiNij jlORV
O .••••' iiJS PROGRAMMINGO NEWS
S PTL CLUB TALK AND VARIETYa REFLcCTJONS (WED )a GREATER BOSTONIANS (WED )O SEMINAR
a FARM AND MARKET REPORT (WED )a VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
O NEWS FOR THE DEAFa NEWb
O DAILY Almanac
a NEWS FOP THE DEAFa LAS NOTiClAS DE HOY
a a CBS NEWS
a a TODAY
a a GOOD MORNING AMERICAa UNDERDOG

NEWS
CBS NEWS
MR MAGOO
a CAPTAIN KANGAROO
ARCHIES
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

_ IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMINGO MIKF r^OUGLAS
O '< ; NTRATION
O ' : DAY
a niNAH
a PHlt DONAHUE SHOW® -sOMPER ROOM
a LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
a WRITING FOR A REASON (MON WED ) r-m«ns<,os »
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»30

950
9 55
10 00

a CHICO AND THE MANa SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
a PLINTSTONES
a NEWS
a HERITAGE CORNER
a CORSAIR AND COMPANY (Exc THUR) r*i-emt)«

4 10

4 30

500

9
a
a
a
a
a

10 24
10 30

1 t 00

a SANFORD AND SON
a KITTY TODAY
ffl 'CM LARSON SHOW
a STRUM N DRUMMERS
a WEATHER VIEW
a a HOLLYWOOD SQUARESa a EDGE OF NIGHT

a MATCH GAME (EXC THUR) Coriair anb Compaov

O a WHEEL OF FORTUNE
O £B MAPPY DAYS

5 20
530

a

5 45

a
a
a
a
a

oaa NEWS
TO SAY THE LEAST
THE BETTER SEX
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
a SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
WOMAN 11

JB RYAN S HOPE
CHICO AND THE MAN
ALL IN THE FAMILY
a ALL MY CHILDREN
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
ffi GONG SHOW
a AS THE WORLD TURNS
a f'Avs OF OUR LIVES
GREEI *CRES
a MUSIC (FRI )

a $20 000 PYRAMID
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
a VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
a .UIDING LIGHT
S OOCTORS
a ONE LIFE TO LIVE
WALLY GATOR
a ANOTHER WORLD
BU ,': BUNNY
JE jENERAL HOSPITAL
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
ALL IN THE FAMILY
HECKLE AND JECKLE
SESAME STREET
DINAH
MIKE DOUGLAS
BIG VALLEY
MERV GRIFFIN
BRADY BUNCH
SUPE^^ HEROES
LITTLE RASCALS
SESAME STREET (EXC TiJE THUR)
SESAME STREET (TUE THUR)
MUNSTERS
PETTICOAT JUNCTION
MISTER ROGERS
FAMILY FEUD
EMERGENCY ONE
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
MY THREE SONS
MISTER ROGERS (EXC TUE THUR )
MISTER ROGERS (TUE THUR )

SURPRISE
MARY TYLER MOORE SHOWa NEWS
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANOLEPINS FOR CASH
GHOST AND MRS MUlfl
ELECTRIC COMPANY (EXC TUE THUR )

STUDIO SEE

ACROSS

15

17

»-

1 Potato and pokef iciue to pu2;le
answer.

5 Cool-

9 African tribe

10 Change
11 Bibncai Xing

12 Bitter rjrug

13 Slugger
16 Graceful animal
17 Musical tone
18 Fresh
20 Italian ,ver

22 Street

23 Atmosphere
25 Metal suit

27 Easter or Christmas
1

29 Concedes 1

32 Harrison or ReeO
1

34 Scottish no 1

35 Musica! poem
1

36 Detest 1

37 Peter 0* tilrT>s
i

.3* ^faiA|i/- :>/-• .,ly

Nov. 28 - Dec. 2

Mon. Nov. 28 Tucs. Nov. 29

EVENING
EVENING

fi 15

6 30

6 45
6 55
7 00

7 30

'ihawn

6 00 a o o a a news
a HOGAN S heroes
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM
a electric COMPANY
a NBC NEWS
a ADAM 1?

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY (,o«sl IXka SURPRISE
a NEWS
a ZOOM
a a CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O SB ABC NEWS
a NEWS
a ODD COUPLE
a WRITING FOR A REASON

^^T^^""^^ PLAYHOUSE The Cod. o. the MulKners

-lot-v ,.' ,r. ,

' ' T" '" ""* '*™* ^ ^'^"9 gentleman

ir.
'
"^'"'^' ^ "-"^^"^ '° «*" "'S ''a^ce 10 break

a DAilY NUMBER '
''"'" '"'°'""'' * """' '""^"

a EVENING MAGAZINEa $100 000 NAME THAT TUNEa THAT S HOLLYWOOD
a CANDID CAMERA
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOWa TATTLETALES
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORTa THAT S HOLLYWOOD
a THE MERRY WIDOW The San 0«.go Opera Compd-,v
""1^^'V^ ""/"^ ^'*'« •«-""'« Beverly S-ls ^^ul
on .3 I riTi, h . ,„„,-(Jv 0^ Henry Meilhdcaa RETURN OF THE INCREDIBLE HULK A special or, the

turr^irn into ,i ,.,g.ny t«-dbt H.vs Bill Hixby

ff,f
''"LE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE Meet Me a I the Fa*'

PatrK:!. becomes angry *ith h.s boss and releases a hot air^•k«n not l,no*,ng :,,„e ..arne ,s snoo/.r,g ,n thi hasKea a THE HONEYMOONERS CHRISTMAS SPEC AL

Gleasoa Art Carney Audrey Meadows Jane Kean and GaleGordon br,ng these classK: comedy chara. t.-, r,a, K to Mev s.on^il-^ ,, vi-sior^ .,1 A cnoslmas ( arol
iweviSion

600

7 31

800

- o a a a newsa HOGAN S HEROES
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM

6 '6 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 30 a NBC NEWS

a ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY (mest f ariha Kitt

6 45 a SURPRISE
6 55 a NEWS
7 00 a ZOOM

a a CBS NEWS
a NBC NEWS
a a ABC NEWS
a NEWS
a ODD COUPLE
a DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
D ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Guest Eve Merriam

a D^I^Y number'''
'•''''^''^''''^"^^''°"-

a EVENING MAGAZINEa MUPPETS SHOW luiesl Don Knoltsa $25,000 PYRAMID
a SHA NA NA
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOWa GONG SHOW
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORTa ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES

7 30
rurrenlly

7 31

800

- _„^ " ' -•"'^iipidi V ar(7,a ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR

'^If,

^f*

V,
im

«58

900

a AGE OF UNCERTAINTY "

where dKl il come tnim and wf.-
i*e impw York sofvii/e -)r is it

•
.

a ABC NEWSBRIEF

I The modern cfy
:

' Can a metropolis
urban dinosaur *

a a NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES The Hunted
I *1,( ..or,r,a Mills Robert Reed An „n(1er.;over pol«:p oIIk er
framed m the slaying ol hei partner when her investigation ,r,to
the cofine< l«)n between a presOentiai aspirant and organised
'.rime (.gures rgcts loo Llose to the truth i? hrs

)a a ABC S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Bultak) B*s vsOaHa'id Raiders

a MOVIE fail Sale 1964 Henry Fonda Walther Matthau SAC
plane Overrides tail sale /on. and Ri,sMHn<, i.„..,i ,..i,i,,i,^ /•>

hrs
I

a THE MERRY WIDOW The :>an D»^ o,K«a Company
liro'Jui tirif. ot The Merry WkIow leatures Beverly Sills Alan Tilus
^nd Andrew f old. The operetta is in three acts and was based

.„ ^ ii!
^ French comedy by Henry Me*iac

10 00 a NEWS

aa RAFFERTV Dr Sid Rallerty is determined to prove that
i t)us..,.->sn..,r. whc, died m the -.rash ot a private aircrall he was
pilat.rirj did nut .on.rriit sui.tde

10 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

II 00 a DICK CAVETT SHOW C«jest

a o a a news
IB ANDir GRIFFITH SHOW

a DICK CAVETT SHOW G,,...;,

Joanne Woodward Oscar

'o.mnc Woodwdrl Os^.jr

!!!„°!^^lr^!
^^ ^'"'""'" ''^"*'' "' ^'"^'^^ Perlorms lh,s popular

ballet with K.ren Kain dancing the title lole and f rank A^gustynIS the handbome ni*e Altir.-, hi
"yuaiyii

TCe^v" *°"'"° ""^ '"^^^^^ COUSTEAU Bl.z^ard

aa AMERICA SALUTES THE QUEEN Host BobHope Fromhe tam«) I ondon fjiiadiuin with Her MaiesN QueenB^ab^
and he, husbar,d. H,s Royal Highness The Duke o.ll^^

« attendance jotfimg Hope wd be Juke Andrews Rodo^lNuH-vev Paul Ar^a Harry Belafonte Carol Burnett and many

^m HAPPY DAYS Bye Bye Blackball RK:h,e must decKiewhether to ,o.n a l.atern,ty and f on/,e th**s his InendL b^

in- b,ai kr>.)li.-d Potsie and Ralph Malpha EVANS AND NOVAK
ffl ROBERT YOUNn FAMILY DOCTOR

AMERICA SALUTES
THE QUEEN

Host Bob Hope (left) will be joined
by a galaxy of stars including
Americans Julie Andrews. Paul Anka
Harry Belafonte. Carol Burnett. Alan
King. Shirley f^acLaine and the
Muppets in America Salutes the
Queen,' a three-hour entertainment
event celebrating Queen Elizabeths
Silver Jubilee, to be presented
Tuesday, Nov. 20 on NBC-TV
Joining the American entertainers

will be several international stars
mcluding Rudolf Nureyev, Cleo
Laine and John Dankworth The
Brotherhood of Man and Tommy
Cooper. Other major stars will
participate in the special, which will
originate from the famed London
Palladium

'We are pleased to participate in
this entertainment world tribute to
Queen Elizabeths 25th anniversary "

NBC President Robert E Mulholland
said. 'Throughout her reign. Queen
Elizabeth has been a devoted patron
of the arts and artists. In this program
the artists will show their
appreciation and devotion to her

"

a MOVIE booth Pacific I9s8 Mit/i Gaynor Rossano Braz/i
•v> excatnate Frenchman romarK;es a young American Navy
nurse on a Pacit«- island during Worki War H ,n this adaplatKXi
ol Rolgers and Hammerstem s Pulil/er Pr,/e winning mustal (2
nf s b 1 mm

)

8 30 a a LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY The Stakeout La.erne arnj
Shirley .jgree to let the ^Rl use then apartment to observe the
a.;liv,t«s cf a counterfater then are shocked when their trend
Carmaie turns out to be a prime suspecta a M A S H An offcer with a cold blooded knack tor
predcting tasujlties prompts a violent reaction from Hawkeye
*h,k- Charles sutler r, -mbarrassmg results from the consumption
lit .1 gourftiet Irast

a a THREE S COMPANY Jane! s High School Sweetheart
Jariet loses her cool when a guy from her high school days shows
up lor a date and Jack and Chnssy conspire to leave them alone
in the apartment

a MOVIE Games 1967 S-mone Signorel. James Caan A
younq roupie bored with lite devote the* lives to games (2

a SURPRISE

Pi? ONE DAY AT A TIME Barbara pays a high pr^e lor
kiridness when a desper,itelv triendly classmate reaches out for
tielp Part I

a a SOAP Fpisode Fleven Jessica shows her mo«ie when
:,h.- takes a firm stand against Chester her philandering

^"•^rf ^'"'^ (orrfine conlronts Peter about his behaviora ABC NEWSBRIEF
a NEWS
aa LOU GRANT Julie Kavner guest stars as a battered «w(e
and a ingr.tened and unwilling subfecl of Billie Newmans ser«s
ot .irtiries about wile beating

aa FAMIL Y An amorous lady executive played by Samantha
t ggar decides WHIie L awrence has loo much potential to remain
an errand boy and the young man suddenty finds hmselt
(;iomotl?d .ind pufsijcd

a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORTa DICK CAVETT SHOW r,u,.st Sj Perelman author wif and
hnf" If, '.I

a o a a a a newsa ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW"'AV TY Tr^w/Ff

900

930

9 58
10 00

10 30
11 (X)
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Wed. Nov. 30

EVENING

600

6 IS

630

laaaa news
( HOGAN S HEROES
I CROSS WITS
I ZOOM
I ELECTRIC COMPANY
I NBC NEWS
a AOAM 12

a • LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY Guests Roy Rogers and Dale fvans Part
I

6 45 a SURPRISE
6 55 a NEWS
7 00 a ZOOM

9 9t CBS NEWS
a NBC NEWS
a a ABC NEWS
a NEWS
a ODD COUPLE
a WRITING FOR A REASON

7 30 a MONTY PY THON S FLYING CIRCUS
a DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE
a IN SEARCH OF Mayan Mysteries

a a BIG MONEY
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
a IN SEARCH OF
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 a YOUNG PEOPLE S SPECIAL Palm Trees and fcebergs

800 a SNOW GOOSE His.d <rfi Paul Galkco s short story this

drama ,n World W;i' II t ngland, portrays a young girl and a
cripfiled artist whose vulrieratjilities to life prove no less than that

of ttie wounded snow goose they save The two stars are Richard
Harris and Jenny Agutle'

aa RUDOLPH THE RED NOSED REfNDEER Narrator Burl
Ives Rudolph runs .iway with .jnolher !>ut-ast Hi-rmy the ell wtio
wants to be a dentist rattii'i than a tijyinakef Ctiased hy tht-

Abominahle Snowmonster, they journey into the Arcti

wilderness and lake reluge on the Island ol Mistit Toys IH)

aa THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS Track ot

the ( .ougai Adams and f^akom.i must track down a rougai that

Adams oni e knew and loved as a pet but now ii beheved to

have go le mad m the wiids ot the fvk)rthwest

a a EIGHT IS ENOUGH The Return ol Auntie V Turmoil
Strikes the Bradlord household when Tom s llamboyani sister

gives the newlyweds the down payment on a mansion Guest
star Janis Paige

a RCBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
a FORSk'TE SAGA Into the Dark Da/ed and lernlied by
Soames s assault Irerw decides to run away with Bosinney Ixil

an airidenl on a froggy street puts an end to her plans
8 58 a NEWSBREAK

9 00 a CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN House Plants

a a BING CROSBY S MERRIE OLDE CHRISTMAS Bmg
I .rosby in an irriagmative hour ol music humor and warmth taped
m London live weeks prior lo his death Appearing with Crosby
are his wile and their three children Guests David Bowe
Twiggy Ron Moody British comedian Stanley Baxter London s
Tririity Boys Choir

a THE OREGON TRAIL Scarlet Ribbon Evan is caught in a
tH.-mous situation with a group ot bitter sokJiers selling guns to
Indians Irom an isolated outpost William Shatner Donna Mi«s
Richard Jaerkei and Bill Bixby guest star

aa CHARLIES ANGELS Magic Fire Sabnna Kelly and Kris
invade the w<jrld ol illusion to help a llame throwing magician
prove he is not moonlighting as an arsonist

a BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE
a MOVIE The Jo*(ers 1967 Michael Crawford Oliver Heed
Two brothers plot to steal ftie crown lewels (2 hrs

)a GREAT PERFORMANCES Sarah The turbutent kte of
legendary artless Sarah Bernhardt is portrayed in detail by Zoe
Caldwell The F renrh actress was 3 woman whose tempestuous
moods and Iheatrnal greatness made her the toast ol two
continents during the 19th i entury

9 30 a WOOEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Feet of Clay Love runs a
Iren^ied course on the links when young lovers who share a
passion lor poll Imd their heads turned by a couple ^t daz/lmq
adventurers

9 58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF

to 00 a NEWS
aa THE JOHNNY CASH CHRISTMAS SPECIAL A look at

some ol the most signilicant holidays m Johnny s perstinal and
LiJ'l" '~'i'-sts .June earlier r ash i*ie '"arter Family

BING'S MERRIE
OLDE CHRISTMAS

Bing Crosby, whose legendary
voice has been a part of Christmas
since he began celebrating the
season in song about half a century
ago, will be seen Wednesday, Nov. 30
on CBS-TV in his annual Christmas
special, an imaginative hour of music,
humor and warmth taped in London in
efarly September, five weeks before
his death
The innovative special, entitled

'Bing Crosby's Merrie Olde
Christmas,' is woven around the
Crosby family's responding to an
invitation from an imaginary British
relative. Sir Percival Crosby, to
celebrate the holidays in his
ancestral English country home filled
with characters portrayed by some of
Britain's most popular performers.
Included are special guest rock

superstar David Bowie (left). Twiggy,
Ron Moody, top British award-
winning comic genius Stanley Baxter
and the Trinity Boys Choir (from
London's Trinity School) in addition
to Crosby's wife Kathryn and their
three children.

1200

I 00

230
240
3 40
400

a SIAHbKy AND HUTCH, MYSTERY OF THE WFFKSTAMSKV AND MUTCH The F,x Starsky sealch^LTlu'h

^ T?i i^rl^""."'"*^
**"'^ '"""•' °"' ">" ^«"«" MYSTERYOf THF WFf K The Double Kill The husband ol a wealthy

h,Tf n,'r\' P'^" ''^ ^«' '"""^e' w'^iout knowing mat shehas a plan lor his demise (R)

I TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Jory Grahan
i"er victim

I NEWS
I I SPY
I 5 ALL NIGHT
I BRIEFING SESSION

4 30 a GOOD DAY

Thur. Dec. I

EVENING

6 00 o o o a a NEWS
a HOGAN S HEROES
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

6 15 a ELECTRIC COMPANY

630 NBC NEWS
a ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY Guests Roy Rogers and Dale Fvans Part
II

6 45 a SURPRISE
6 55 ffi) NEWS
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r 00 O ZOOM (CAPTIONED)
O a CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O JB ABC NEWS
a NEWS
a ODD COUPLE
S DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7 30 a ONCE UPON A CLASSIC T-ie Leyni u ol „ ibm Hood
episode Nine Kmg Hi<:haid is taker pnsor.i., |,v Leopold ol
Austria and demands a ransom tor h,s release Mubir, inlercepls

e'DOUBLEPLAV^
'^"^ '" ""^ "^"" ^"*^ '"**"^'* ^ P'"'

a EVENING MAGAZINE
O HOUSE CALL
a GONG SHOW
a HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
a HOCKEY linslon Hiuins vs Minnesota North <;i,vsa THAT GIRL
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

8 00 O FESTIVAL IN VIENNA The Vienna Philharmonic Orrhestrad,-tled by Hem/ Wallberg presents a concert nt old wo fd

« a'At^^I • "*" ^'^•' °"'^"''^ '^'J "*" '3""IV
Cf ACTION 4

e a SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN An animated
"luSK ai tale that delves into the mysteries and mymtoT Kns

W^fs.ai'^Rr"" '"'"^ '"" "''""' ^"^^''^ "oonfy Mnan
a BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADEa BIG BILL THE STORY OF A HERON This pn/e winnino
wiw, e mm traces the development ol a heron ove e^tee^months. Irom conception to maturity

eignreen

8 .30 O MZIZI ROOTS
8 58 a NEWSBREAK
9 00 a a BEST OF FAMILIES The Great Trolley Battle Stephen

stn ':^",flQs" A
'"['"' '.-"^ °''''°^"' ^'"^ '" "^-^ violent^cHtey

stnk„ 011895 A scab motorman, John Patrick is an*,„shed and

^Zf.TLt,''^''"''' ^^ photo,ournalist Sarah Lathropaa AI^L STAR TRIBUTE TO ELIZABETH TAYLOR Many otMiss T.jyn, s good Iriends and t„llow a,lo„ |,o,n ovi-r the years

rlssd T,^°M
"""

o'
'•"'' ^""^ """"^P""'^ including Shaun

Rirh^flp f T.?°'"'„^"''^°"
Paul Newman Burl ReynoldsRchard Burton Debbie Boone Dan Rowan Oick Martm TomDrake Peter Lawford and others

10 00 a NEWS
O THIS WEEK
OaABCNEWSCLOSEUPHost Steve Belt This ABC News
Spl.- r.li lOi ij^tj^ wl. 11. . ' . ' '- ' • ".- . - : ... '

u.
era lis legacy ar"!

members nt ttie < '
. . ,

I'>t-,4
' ''" "

a BARNABY JONES A 12.year old g.fl s accurate forecast of
lAi O.-alhs and a disappearance leads Barnaby to believe he
iM.jy 1,.- di.-,iiiMq wiit, the olcuIi in a small country townm BRUINS WRAP UP

to 15 a MOVIE H„j„ i9/i oeorge t. -.colt, Hirhard haseha'l
Ranchei seeks reverse on army when his son is ai idenlaliy
killed (? his )

a MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius fpisode Four What
Sliiill W,- Du About Claudius'' Two historians adyise Claudius
lo keep OM playing the ,d,ot ,f he wants to l,ve a long and useful
lift L,v,a schemes to have Postunius Augustus s adopted son
disi.red,ted to clear the way tor T,beiius • su<xess,on to the
throne

10 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
1

1

00 a DICK CAVETT SHOW fijest tsleile Parsons actiessa o 8 o a OS news
It I'j a DICK CAVETT SHOW n,,*.ci t.i^xi,. Pa,sons actress

1
1 30 a FAWLTY TOWERS Ternlied of fiotel inspectors ol the overly

laiiijKl variety iiasil becomes suspicious ol his latest guest and
makes plan:, lo toll out the red carpet

a a THE CBS LATE MOVIE The Firechasers 1972 Chad
f verett Anian.ite ooriie, An investigator lor an insurance
company with the aid ol a refiorter and a photographer
investigates a series ol tires that have destroyed a number ol
buildings all m thp same neigtiborhood (R)a a THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guest
M.irvifi Mamttscti

a FOREVER FERNWOOD

Sru.^'-'^T^ V'^'^^
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL POUCtMOHY The Hipper Two olticers attempt to trark down a kilier

o homose»uals THURSDAY NIGHT SPFCiAL Gamblers
Winners and Losers Oavio Hartman goes lo Las Vegas lor
«i depth interviews with operators ol casinos bookies dealers

,, .: ^^Jl^"!!'
'''•'"'' members of Gamblers Anonymous iR)

I 1 45 a ABC CAPTIONFn NEWS f lOINFn in PROGRF<i<;l

_ HALLMARK HALL OF FAME Th,- Court Wa,t,a( olGeorge Armstrong Custe, Brian Ke.fh Ken Howard MheDanne, james Olson star Combination ot tact and tuo-notell What might have happened it the conlrove,s«l General Cust^?had survived the massacre at Little Big Horn

?eScK*!!.f h
""'-^'' """ '"""*'' ^°'° '^ ^"^ alive the

9 30 O a CARTER COUNTRY chief Roy falls into a trap wrhen he
treats his annu.li negotiation session with the mayor as the name
they usually plav

9 58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF

12 00 O POLICE STORY. THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL PlXlCFsTOPv TheHippe, Two oHi.eis attempt l!, Ira. k down a killer
o homos..-xuals ThuHSDAY NiGHT SPtClAL Gambters
Winiwtrs and Losrjrs DavrO Hartman goes to Las Vegas lor
in d.oth,nt,.rv,ews with operators otcasTOs bookies dealers
arid ir„^r

, iients members ol Gamblers Anonymous (R)a a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Hugh Downs
former host ol the Today program

1 00

230
2 40

400
4 30

a NEWS
a MOVIE The Crosby Case
Dineiia't

I 1 hi 20 m<n )a Aoui
a GOOD DAY

1934 Wynne -Gibson Alan

13.

14.

15.

16.

What was the Lawman's' real name''
Who portrayed this character on the TV series'?
What was the name of the central character onThe Overland Trail'?

What was the name of the star who p'ayed him*?-—^^ flayed Deek in tho nna^e 'The Anorv



Page 4 TV WATCH
Supplement to the Collegian I

Nov. 28 - Dec. 2

COURT MARTIAL

OF GEORGE
ARMSTRONG CUSTER

Brian Keith. Ken Howard. Blvthe
Danner and James Olson star m the
television adaptation of the best-
selling novel The Court Martial of
George Armstfong Custer on The
Hallmark Hall of Fame Thursday
Dec 1 on NBC-TV

Screenwriter John Gay adapted
Douglas C Jones highly acclaimed
novel, a literary success in both its
hardcover and paperback editions,
which combines fact and fiction to
portray what might have happened if

the controversial Gen Custer (Olson
seated nghti had survived the
massacre at Little Big Horn to stand
trial for his actions

Keith (Standing) plays Allan
Jacobson. Custer s defense counsel
m the court martial Howard takes on
!he role of Army prosecutor fVIa) Asd
Gardiner and f^iss Danner (seated
left) portrays Custer s wife Elizabeth

J

Fri. Dec. 2

EVENIMG

6 00 • O • • • NEWS
• HOGAN S HEROES
• CROSS WITS
S ZOOM

6 'S « ELECTRIC COMPANY
6 30 a NBC NEWS

• ADAM 12

• I LOVE LUCY
• OVER EASY Cwesis •<

6 4^ B SURPRISE
6 "^S (S NFMs

/ UC B i'A'' H^^l.TmEB

a CBS MEWS
O NBC NEWS
O (E ABC NEWS
S NEWS
ffi r COUPLE
(S -' 'jRAM UNANNOUNCED

9 35

10 DC

10 15

10 1'

1 I 0(,

O« T HE CBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE The f out M.,st.eteers
H*juel WHlffi Hu-narri r.Ui,n^t^„a^ The Four Must-eleer^ try
to li>i a yJla»ioub plot enq«>e,.,ea by ttif evu Cdi(*nal Hk h«':ieuT i8t»i

•: Pilur, frantf-
•

,' f^,t,
,• THE ROCKFORD FILES Hotel o. F„a. Angel slated to

•s..t, ,i^,n4i rf >,y„f)„ aW M man lives .t up*iposh hotels under
polK;e Dfoteclwn unM the suspect .s freed on a techn«ality
icopdidi.'ino ham his and Roctilofd s lives

fo,^ i!^ *^,^ ^''"'*^ '"^"^ **°^« " ''^^^-"'i at LakeWoodMano, 19 7 -.u/anne ;omws Robert fo.worth A onxjn
01 people searchtfiy lo, f>vr,«rK:e ai a lavish summM resort are
s^KWenlv trapped by a deadly threat l-om the depths ot the earth

• MOVIE The Baa Seed 1956 Nancy KeHy P.itty MrCormack
bhocKmij story ol a kttle girl wfio may have inherited her parent s
evi«*ess (? hrs 30 mm )• MASSACHUSETTS
«BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS-.n-.. ^.^, .y^.,, p, -grams Irooi

ouT
'

\^\**

„ . 1' ' ' "" . I ' " f ; . '- ij^f. ai group
the Nairoa irio " ^^

a NEWS
O S OUINCY rr»- Deadly Ci)nrw?ction Quir«;y and San> race
'^^ i*atfc a myslefioos epiOeow belore an vkterlv
vie"

(B t " MADE IN GERMANY
e MA HEIL iFHRER REPORT
O'' > A •? FT ',HOW ..,..•,; .,.,h,-. ,.;,.. .. ,„,.,* . ,. .;

*'''e> and novtHibl

O O O a S (Q NEWS

7 30

discover the rrieaning o'

7 3'

80C

• DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE
a MATCH jAME
a * COSMIC CHRISTMAS ....

twmgs *ho come lo Farm to
<Thr.5lma^

a f too 000 NAME THAT TUNEa DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
a MUPPETS SHOW „j. SI totm Cteesea MACNElL LEHRFR REPORT

a MATCH GAME
a a WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEWa a THE NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMANA x.,3ef A.yrT,d,, ,o,ns (or- es *.l^ Andres an em,ssary trom the
iterpianelary counci* m remote space to crush lu^trve outlaws
Irom space betore ft>ey car. >av waste to earth /Part One )

aMR MAtiOO S CHRISTMAS CAROL The lovable but
bi*T*»ng nea'SiqMed Mr Magoo portrays Bie tinl hearted
Ebeoe/er Scrooge n the animated variation ol the Cliades
[Vikens class*

a a OONNV AND MARIE Guests IXWon Bene Chafo The
SyVe' •>

a B4LL Y GRAHAM CRUSADE
a ROBERT YOUNG FAMILY DOCTOR

8 30 a a WALL STREET WEEK Host LOU.S Rukeysef umet
itandable F._oromirs Guest Fier/1 W Sprrikei enecutrve vice
pfevflen- ^nr: »r.,,oo'Tvst Harris Trjst and Savings Bank

a 56 a NEWSBREAK
a ABC NEWSBPIEF

9 00 a MASTERPIECE THEATRE i .laudws FpaodeEour What
jhau We ^ • ^ ^ Two histo»ians artvise Oaudnjs
to keec ' ne wants lo kve a long and uJielijl

kte Livia ^, jslumos Augustus s adopted son
discrediled to ciear itie way toe Tiberws s successiori lo the
fhcrjoe

II 15 aDICKCAVETTSMOWGjHSt .lohn C neever awjfdwnnmg
Am».f„ ,jri .,.!,.,. ^\^,y filler i'.,', n ivensl

tl 30 a FAWITY TOWERS t.-y- ; .. lire drill Basd sutlers a
' hosprtaii/.L rwn But duly .ills when he
• I' to rusfi ir. the servce d some «ert.ear«ig

a MOVIE
a a THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnn, Carson G,»stv
f-i-^-ff 'M-. F-..1, m.J Fc,

a FOREVER FERNWOOO

a SECOND CITY TV
a MOVIE Tr,^ Sf-CKi Weapon 194? Bas.1 F<athbone Nigel
li'j • Hi*ne' laces Prot Monarty who has k.dnapped the
.nwentcr o' ., rKjinbs.ght ( 1 hr 3fj rtur\

)a BAHETTA (.an 1 W*- tor Losm W»ien a (kscouraged man
trooWed by his son s <*ug addK lion ,s mistakenly accused ol
k*ng d haled dope pusher the neighborhood applauds h*n and
he decides his r>ew repulalKjn .s woriri gomq lo pnson lor
tni

;? 5o' : Cl!,*;,f
*"'°**^ ^'"^^ '^°'^^0 "* PROGRESS,

'^ ^
IJSil;^^^^;;

""-^
' '*"' "" ^"^ ^" ' discouraged man

k2^h^.'J^l!r ' *'^ *''*''°" '^ -"slakeniy acoised olk««ga haled dope pusher the ncKjnbofhood appWuds h»T, and
1^ decoes his new repulatwr. -s worm gcwig ,0 o,«««, r^,

' *
?*J!!L!If

"«>NIGHT SPECIAL Host D«.na Ross GuestsCommodores Jermame Jackson Tata Vega Frankkn A^ye

I 35 a NEWS
I 45 a MOVIE Tail Sp«. 1939 Akce f aye Nancy Kety (1 hr 45

3 30 a ALFRED HITCHCOCK
4 00 a HOUSE CALL
4 30 a GOOD DAY

WALKING TALL
PART II

The incredible but true story of
Buford Pusser. the ferociously
honest Tennessee sheriff whose
e:j^L-ilrJiavp hpcome legendan

our $330 system
Clean, powerful FM performance
are highlightsof this new Sony.
Value to $199.95

Sony STR 1800 AMFM Receiver

Criip functional etyllnfl-seml-
automatic operation are Impor-
tant featuree in thia turntable.
Complete with wood base, dust
cover and magnetic cartridge.
ad value $109.95

Presage 15 Loudspeakers

Sony PS 1100 Turntable System

Proven design (8 Inch two-way)
durability and good lool<8 make
this a very popular N.H. made
speaker. Sugg, retail $278.00.

Total System
$587.90

Our Other

Loudspeakers
Advance V walnut
Burhoe Green
Advance •A"

Altec 3

Altec 7

TM-1A's
Presage 15

Our Low

110 pr.*

170 pr.

132 pr.

179 pr.

340 pr.

320 pr.

149 pr.

Ill

Nallonai

Ad V«lu«

220 pr

220 pr

300 pr

300 pr

520 pr

500 pr

278 pr

Turntables - Ta!*e Decks

Marantz 6150 Direct Drive
Thorens TD165C
JVC JLB-31 Direct Drive
Big 920

TEAC A-100*
TEAC 6010 -used

(reconditioned)

Philips GA222
"Eittier 1 only or quantlies extrrfT)«ly limited

Our Low
Prict

149
110
132
58

129

475
159*

National
Ad Valu*

219.95

200.00

250.00

99.95

199.95

995.00

249.95 THOR|N5

TD 165C

Receivers and impllllars

Marantz 2216
Pioneer SX450 receiver

Superscope R1240 receiver
Sony STR4800SD receiver
Scott A-216Amp
Rotel RX102MKII receiver
lotel RX202MKII receiver

Our Low Naltonal
>»ric« AdVaiiM

149 249.95
140* 239.95

129 239.95

317 400.00

130 199.95

99 199.95

129 249.95

U.S. to attend Cairo meetings this weekend
talks in Cairo this wppkpnH huttK^^M i

--aai petice

...ill K J 1

'"=> vvBtiKtna, Out the officia announcpmpntW.II be delayed while the decision ,s coordinated SoThel

;,?h^1k^!^k'"'^
^^^ '^^'"^'°'' ^^^ ^^«" "^ade, in pnncipleand that the tactics are being worked out

They said the United States probably would be

Alfrpf^lh'^
""' Undersecretary of State Philip Habib o'

Eil^an^trAs-?"^"
^^^^^"^^ °^ ^^^ ^- ^^^ ^-^

Whether the Amencan representative will travel to Sv iaJordan^and Saudi Arabia after the Cairo summit ^ '

At d State Department briefing for reporters yesterday

spokesman Hodding Carter said the issue of sendinn anAn^ierican representative to Cairo "was imHpr !^t ^

Soviet Anibassador Anatoly Dobrynin spent 40 minutes atthe State Department yesterday with Secretary of StateCyrus Vance, and Carter said the Middle East was the nrincifwl subject covered in the meeting
^

The official State Department hesitation about the Cairomeeting reflects apprehension about the change o^ dime

MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Student Hewspaper

sp?of f°JrS^",K^"^ ^^'^f'''
'"'"Stives have created a newsot of factors that must be considered, requinng new think-ing on the part of Amencan strategists '^eekina a rrtm

prehensive Middle East settlement. ^ ^
The State Department has all but abandoned hooe of

"uTwh'itp'J'^^'^
^°^ ' ^""^^^ conference by year s^^nSbut White House press secretary Jody Powell said vesterz rf"thTS%'''"^^^ "^^^'"9 ^'^ "°'^:"s TpoTtdnt If the Middle East momentum is kept flowingAmong the potential dangers of a Cairo meet ng officials

"nt 'that'cSf::;^^ 'J
' '''''''' EgvPt.an-lsrIel?sS

.T!. 1

could impede a comprehensive agreement in-volving Jordan, Syria and Lebanon.
cement in

Syria has said it definitely will not attend the Cairo sessionand Jordan also has indicated it will not be at the meeting.
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Dukakis Joins Thomson

Governors to visit

by'^A^dy^'B^rj^?"^"'" """"« "- ^""^- 'S"« Phoro

Bromery denies
faculty claims

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis will be at-

?nw i8iJh •^Tu°"''''
conference with New Hampshire

r?mn.?c rT ^Tr'°"..
'^'^ ""^'^^y "'ght in the UMass

viSd ?h?;^I^'-
^'"\'"" ^' '^^ '^^°"^ ^''^^ Dukakis has

visited the campus this semester

SiMoV'Zp^RT°'^' ^'^"^9. ""'^^ ^-S- Representatives
Silvio Conte R-Mass. and Michael Harrington D-Massand officials from federal agencies are scheduled to attenda Friday n.ght press conference, which is part of a two dav

J^r'aTedS' ?' !,^N°^heast Council for Economic^ .
' ? lederally-funded agency.
ikis said Thomson earlier Friday are scheduled tomeet vvith the other New England governors in the Newtngiand Regional Commission session in Essex, Conn

Dukakis Will then spend Friday afternoon in Western
Massachusetts, according to an aide, while Thomson willbe the guest speaker at the Hampshire County RepublicanClub s anriual meeting at the Hotel Northampton at 6 p m
r.J'c ^tf-? ^x"^®

yesterday said the rest of the gover-nor s schedule for Friday afternoon has not yet been

ShZ VI
^""^^^'^ ""'" "°^ ^^ ^'^«P'"9 overnight, the aideadded. Thomson is expected to prepare his speech before

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Larry S. Roberts, chairman of the Amherst chapter of the faculty
union, yesterday said he believes the administration deliberately
leaked details of the union's contract proposal to the press.

However, Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, UMass executive
vice-president charged with formulating and implementing policy
with the faculty union, said the leak did not come from the ad-
ministration.

Roberts and Bromery were referring to details of the faculty
union's contract proposal which last Wednesday appeared in local
media.

Roberts will tomorrow issue a statement concerning the leak and
the faculty's proposal and also said the news leak will be a topic of
primary interest at a faculty union-administration bargaining session
scheduled for today in Boston.

"Clearly since it (the proposal) had a cover memo from Russel
Jones, Its absolute, 100 per cent source was the administration

"

Jones, dean of the UMass School of Engineering, is a member of
the administration bargaining team.

Roberts said it was his "firm opinion" the leak was made with the
official sanction of the administration. He also said there is "no way
to know" who specifically on the administration leaked the proposal

Meanwhile, Bromery said the leak did not come from the ad-
ministration and he "wouldn't try to point the finger at either side

"

But, Bromery said as he understood it, "a union member let it (the
proposal) get out."

Bromery said it is "wrong without knowing to accuse either side"
of making the leak. He said the leak may have been a result of the
"wide distribution" among union personnel given the proposal in
order that union members have an opportunity to comment and
make suggestions on it before presenting it to the administration.

Furthermore, Bromery said he has issued a memorandum to
administration personnel re-affirming the "housekeeping"
agreement reached with the union earlier this year and also that he
would "reprimand" any member of the administration who he found
leaked the proposal.
The 'housekeeping" agreement reached earlier this year says in

part that no media releases will be made without mutual consent.
Roberts said the alleged leak of the union proposal by the ad-

ministration is a "violation" of the housekeeping agreement.
Following the leak of the proposal, some members of the ad-

ministration team criticized the union proposal as being "extreme"
in its demands. Roberts charged the administration, in leaking the
proposal, is using the claim that the union proposal is extreme to
justify the administration taking a hard line with the faculty in
contract negotiations.

TURN TO PAGE 5

r

Inside'

attending the Republican club's $6.50 a ticket dinneraccording to his aide, Buddy Jenkins

nMhorr,'!f^''?^f"
^^"didate for the Massachusetts

gubernatonal election next year, state Rep. and House
rn.nority leader Francis Hatch, R-8everly, will also attend

yeste?ry''
'" ^°^^^"^P^°"' ^^ ^'^e to Hatch said

A spokesman for the Alternative Energy Coalition ananti-nuc ear power group which helped organize and
?ih^^

the construction site of a nuclear pov^er plant inSeabrook, N H. last May, said he does not expect thegroup to picket Thomsons visit. Thomson has been a

f'rnntTt^.
Supporter of nuclear power during the con-

frontations between anti-nuclear power demonstrators and

brook la
'^ overseeing the construction of the Sea-

The Northeast Council for Economic Action has beenunder contract from the Economic Development Ad-

KhlfcT "^"/'"S '^^ P""^ y^^^ ^° ^^«'P ^e^italize nine

Beard
according to councilmember Mayor

ir^^^[t
^^'^

!!)-®
'^°""^'' '^ composed of 30 people, 15 eachfrom the public and private sectors of the Northeasteconomy. The hour-long press conference will involve

discussions of the Northeast economy. Beard said.

GOOD
MORNING!

Jack Scott

•Author and political sports com-
mentator Jack Scott last night spoke
on "Violence in Sports" as a guest of
the Distinguished Visitors Program.
Niel Moeller has the report on Page 3.

Amherst Selectmen
•Amherst selectmen last night

voted to continue its study of in-
surance liability in connection with
police and fire services in Amherst
and neighboring towns. See Pam
Lindmark's story on Page 2.

Central Area Council
-Central Area Council members

^st night listened to SOP member
David Barenberg outline 'A New
Lease On Residential Life. " See Diane
-Burak's story on Page 2.

Lottery number

•The winning number drawn
yesterday in the Massachusetts
Lottery's Numbers Game is 6185.

Weather

Increasing cloudiness today with
80 per cent chance of rain for tonight.
Light snow may mix with the rain
early tomorrow morning. More rain
forecast for tomorrow with highs in
the 40's.

The sun's reflecting glow off campus pond ice warms the

.11 .%[ ?rT^ students trampling the first blanket ofsnow. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)
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Selectmen

to continue

eyeing plan
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst Selectmen last night voted to
continue study of a proposed agreement
between neighboring towns which would

Amherst Selectmen

determine the insurance liability of each
town in connection with police and fire
officers.

Most police and fire departments now call
upon local departments for assistance in
emergency situations. But controversy has
arisen revolving around the insurance
question of who would be responsible for
premiums the receiving or the sending
community.
Amherst is self-insured, picking up the

cost of departmental injuries and-or loss in its
tax- rate. Other towns such as Pelham and
Belchertown are insured through an in-
surance agency.

In the past, Amherst's policy has been to
attribute liabilities to the receiving town -
that town receiving assistance. As outlined
by the proposed Mutual Aid Agreement, a
written contract would guarantee this to be
true.

In an effort to clarify the Mutual Aid
agreement with other communities
selectmen have authorized an investigation
of alternatives, as well as the establishment
of a meeting between towns to iron qu\
difficulties

In other business, a report by the Amherst
Youth Advisory Committee pointed to the
committee's progress and need for increased
support
The committee serves Amherst youth not

attracted to other programs and activities in
the town. It is an outreach program, assisting
those not attracted Dy regulated school,
athletic and recreational activities

Central Councillor
pushes leasing plan

Maryland
appeals
decision
BALTir^ORE \UPI] ~ The state of

Maryland has formally asked the
bupreme Court to reverse a decision
requiring states to charge foreign
students the same tuition as instate
students at publicly supported colleges
and universities.

The Supreme Court agreed to hear the
case last month and a state official hand-
delivered a brief to the court to meet a
weekend deadline.
Accompanying the state's appeal was

a friend-of-the-court brief representing 28
states that side with Maryland, includinq
Massachusetts.
The 4ih U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

recently upheld a lower court decision
that foreign students whose parents
work at international agencies be given
the same consideration for domestic
status as students living in Maryland.

If the Supreme Court upholds the
appeals court decision, it could cost
about 400 US colleges and universities
up to $300 million in tuition now paid by
foreign students.

At the University of Maryland, about
$750,000 in tuition involving 518 foreign
students is at stake. The university
charges in state students $784 yearly in
tuition and $2,714 to out-of-state
students.

'hree foreign students sued two years
ago, contending they should be entitled
to in state tuition fees*even though their
parents were exempt from state and
ederal taxes

By DIANE BURAK
Collegian Staff

Central Area Council members last night
heard David Barenberq, a member of fheSOP explain 'A New Lease on Residential
Lite, the second draft of a proposal sup-
porting student leasing of dorms.

Barenberg said the
University would be
obligated to pay for
damages that were
their fault. The
University is not living

up to health -

codes, Barenberg said, citing student reports
of bugs in a dorm and the Physical Plant is
far behind in doing things."
Barenberg said Residential Resources

Management is in favor of leasing because it
would force the Physical Plant to deal with
conditions in the dorms. He also said it would
prevent situations like those in the fall when
lounges were used as living quarters
CAC members were urged to inform theirdorm senators about funds from an

^

estimated 1,000 UMass students who werenot taken into account in the Student

saiS'in
.'
^"^Set. CAC President-Zinan aS.

activities
' ""^ '^^ ^°^ ^'^^ ^^^'^

A proposed constitutional amendment
enlargir^g the voting in the Senate to incTude

people from various
academic departments

; f| / f/f / was also mentioned by
lit tut CAC President Mark

Zinan, and in other
business, he said he

would meet with other arta government
presidents and members of the ad-
ministration on Friday to decide on a new
liquor policy for area governments.

\a,}!"^[
^*^^'°"' -^^y ^'V"n was suspended

as Wheeler representative by Zinan for
unexcused absences. A request for $150 wasmade for an International Dance and Disco
to be sponsored by Van Meter South The
proposal was tabled until the next meeting

CAOS asks salary money
By SUSAN O'NEIL
Collegian Staff

A member of Counseling Assistance for
Older Students asked the Commuter
Collective last night for $7,500 for staff
salaries.

The collective, however, did not have a
quorum present and could not vote on the
request. A motion made to give the coun-
seling group $2,000 will be voted on in two
weeks at the collective's next regular
meeting.

David Baillie, coordinator of the coun-
seling group, said it is operating on a budget
of about $14,000, about 30 per cent of what it

needs. Counseling Assistance for Older
Students is a Recognized Student
Organization that provides academic, per-

r

sonai, Hidrriage and career counseling for
older students on campus.

Baillie said requests for money have been
sent to 13 campus groups, most of whom
nave refused.

Although the counseling group has been
granted federal monies through the CETA
program, those monies have not been
available. 'We are about third on the list for
receiving money," Baillie said, "but we don't
know when they will be able to give it to us

"

The collective decided last night not to
discuss Lou Wilson, because of its lack of
information about him. Wilson has written in
Outfront, a student publication partially
funded by the collective, about the con-
troversial Free Church, Inc. under the pen
name of Mark Lewis.
The collective will have a special meeting

next Monday to discuss Outfront.

DC chief

proposes

fee hike
By SETH JACOBSON
Collegian Staff

The director of the Universitv FooHServices last night proposed a rSse of ?48per person in the meal Jan fee for fiscal /e^

"^^^^^ S.ott _
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for mailina under the authority of an act of March 8, 1879; as amended by an actof June ll 194^

Arthur Warren told the Undergraduate

fn^f T ?^"^^® "®"^^ ^"^ ^^^ Committee
that the fee increase would be needed tomeet increasing food and payroll costs

Also at the meeting last night, the
University director of planning indicated thatcampus meter rates may double from 10 to
^0 cents an hour if present efforts to make up

deficit'oSnS?'''"^ '"^ transportation
aeticit of $250,000 are not successful. So farhe said, they have not been.

tJ!l\i''^'i},°l
°^ ^^® ^^"^P^s Center saidthere should be no change in the currentCampus Center fee of $79 in fiscal year 1979When presenting his food services

proposal, Arthur Warren said he hopei toeliminate a current Boarding Hall Trust ^und
deficit of $268,000 by fiscal year IM^.' Th2breakdown of the meal plan increases in his

$739 for the 14-meal plan, $786 to $834- andfor the 19-meal plan. $856 to $9M '

Warren maintained that the proposed
increases are not unreasonable, citrg'^?'^
systems m schools such as Harvard
University and Dartmouth College wrch

vtrTha^U^^a'sT
^^^^ ^ -'---'

Although Warren did not indicate the food
quality would improve with the rise in cost
but did say it would not worsen
Jack Littlefield, University director of

planning, said the possible hike in parking
meter rates would only be necessary \f

^!ilZ"^
""^^^^^ss such as the stricter

ticketing m campus parking lots and the
discontinuance of free or discounted parking
in surface lots fail.

Other steps that could be taken, Littlefield
said would be to increase garage parking
rates for non-students and eliminate free
commercial parking.

rJlnf^''''^^^'^"'^- ^5 suggested in arecent Massachusetts Society of Professors
proposal to University administrators could
result in a loss of $50,000 to the campus
parking system, Littlefield said in response to
a question from the co.Timittee. Littlefield
said It was unlikely the proposal would beapproved.

Director of the Campus Center William
Harris said that to keep the Campus Center
ree at $79, the complex will have to sacrifice
various physical improvements to the
building, the recovery of garage deficits, andthe possibility of replacing Saga Food
Services with a service run by the Campus
Center itself, a proposal that, if implemented
Harns said could save about $125,000 a year

Harris said that because of a projected
decrease m student enrollment, the Campus
Center could stand to lose about $260 000 in
revenue from student fees next year'

Monies originally allocated for renovations
of the Hatch will be cut from $70,000 to
$29,000 to keep the fee the same. Priorities
for monies, Harris said, will be replacing
some elevator cables and installing panic
hardware in the Campus Center.
One committee member asked Vice

Chancellor for Administration and Finance
James McBee if faculty should be expected
to pay for use of the Campus Center. McBee
answered that he didn't think that would be
realistic.

"I hope you realize that we have been
more than reasonable in giving you this
proposal," McBee said in reference to the
presentations.

The Rents and Fees Committee is
scheduled to present the various proposals
to the Undergraduate Student Senate at its
meeting tomorrow night at 8.

Activ/st ranks
sports violence

Coljegian.

By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

Jack Scott, author and soorts critic
spoke on topics ranging from drugs to
sports violence before 250 persons at
Mahar Auditorium last night.

On the introduction of hockey to the
U.S.. Scott said. "The people who rip
this country off one way or another get
bored by the time they're 40. 1 mean, how
many tract houses that blow down in the
first wind can you build? How many Las
Vegas showgirls can you bring up to your
room? So they brought hockey to this
country from Canada.

"in Canada, yeah, it was a rough
gaoie. but studies document that as
hockey became more and more an
American sport and was televised it
became more violent." he said.

In his long, rambling address. Scott
many times mentioned his association

)^I .

^°^'3"d Trailblazers center Bill
Walton, with whom he and his wife share
an apartment in Portland. Scott is

currently completing Walton's auto-
biography, he said.

Scott claimed that Walton, along with

Sth"!^/ P'^^^'' '" ^^^ National
Basketball Association, are pawns of the
owners and their "pushers." "They callthem team doctors," he said. "The drugs
hey dispense aren't drugs like marijuana.

I m talking about drugs that destroy the
endocrine glands, that atrophy all the
bodily functions."
"One thing a lot of people don't know

IS athletes often play much better in
college than in the pros, because their
bodies deteriorate because of druas

"

said Scott.
'

Scott charged widespread racism in
sports, citing basketball as an example of
a sport particularly afflicted by racist
ideas. "If it's a choice between a black
player and a white player for MVP (most
valuable player) in this country, you know
who s going to get it," he said.

"It's really sad for me to see a black
player like Sidney Wicks become a
scapegoat for all the troubles of the
Boston Celtics." he said Jack Scott addressed racism last night in Mahar. (Staff photo by Chris Bournej

Women's Week group meets on programming
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

The International Women's Week planning com-
mittee met for the second time last night to exchange
information concerning programming and discuss the
committee's financial situation.

Irene Richard, staff coordinator of the committee
from Student Activities, outlined steps being taken to
draw financial support and services from campus
organizations. Richard said, "In terms of activity, there
will be no problem filling up seven nights of events

"

There is a problem in getting funding for the
programs on time, said Richards. The IWW committee
will approach organizations such as the Undergraduate
Student Senate this week to determine how much
support they can expect, in order to plan their budget
The mam expenses the committee will encounter are in
the areas of child care, workshops and publicity

The Distinguished Visitors Program is looking at
Betty Ford, Barbara Walters and former Olympic gold
medalist Wilma Rudolph as possible keynote speakers

The Little Flags Theatre, which performed at last
year s International Women's Week is being asked by
the committee to stage "The Furies of Mother Jones

"

Union budget held ud
By RICHARD IFNINAN ^T "^

One major problem the committee has encountered isconvincing people it is not too early to start workina onthe week which will be held March 5-11. 1978 Richa°c
stressed the need to begin early. "I learr;ed a lot abou

t^s^s frnri.'ct^^'^"'^'
^°^ coordinating the necessarytasks from last year s experience." said Richard

One activity planned to bring women interested in theweek together immediately is a drop-in lunch Ever^Tuesday from noon to 2 p.m.. beginning Dec 6 the
corrimittee mvites women to bring their lunch and sharet^har Ideas for the week on the 10th floor of the Campus

Hoinn "^^T""'"®®
indicated it would like to begindesigning the women's week logo, and invited artis^tosubmit their ideas. People with skills in graphics areneeded to design and layout brochures. For more in-formation contact Richard at the Student Activities

IWW was held for the first time last year as an ex-

RiohTn r
P'^^'°"s intemational women's days, said

Sptt. r.^o°"^'^^?°? ^^"^ ^^^^9 ^"d jazz singer

nfini^^^T'® "l'^'^^®^
'" ^^« "St of speakers andperformers More than 100 workshops were offered

dealing with women's issues such as health, work and

money for the union goes
equipment. The staff is

By RICHARD LENIHAN
Collegian Staff

The operating budget of the UMass
Student Federal Credit Union has been held
up on the desk of the Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs, Robert L. Woodbury.
According to a Nov. 16 memorandum

from Woodbury, the budget was decided to
be Illegal by University lawyers because it

was not being used for "direct academic and
educational functions."

Much of the
towards office

volunteers.

The budget of $920, 10 per cent of the
amount originally requested, was approved
last spnng by the Student Government
Association for the operation of the student
credit union. Although University lawyers at
the time claimed that the association had no
legal right to fund a credit union
representatives from the Legal Studies Office
maintained it could.

This summer, the budget was approved by
the University Board of Trustees, but was
held up this fall by Woodbury. University
lawyers suggested that the Credit Union
budget would be legal if it were used for
educational purposes such as guest speakers
and honorariums.

Woodbury, in a telephone conversation
last night, reiterated his position, standing by

the opinion of the lawyers. When asked if he
would approve the budget if it were used for
guest speakers and honorariums as
suggested, he stated. "I assume it would
be.

"They (guest speakers and honorariums)
are part of the Credit Union's plans but not a
major part." said credit union President Peter
Bloom in response to Woodbury's
suggestions.

Responding to charges that the Credit
Union does not presently serve educational
and academic functions, Bloom said. "The
UMass credit union is unique in that we do
perform educational functions and these
functions are contingent upon the survival of
the credit union."

According to Bloom, the activities of the
credit union represent the real-life application
of what IS learned in the classroom. Citing
the example of interest rates. Bloom stated
that what is only theory in an economics or
finance class becomes very real in the every-
day operations of the credit union.
At present, the union is entirely student

run, free of any faculty supervision "We
aren't subject to any rules," said Bloom
other than the existing federal regulations

so that all deposits can be insured."
Asked if the credit union plans to appeal

Woodbury's decision. Bloom respondedWe have not had a meeting on it (the
memo) to decide what steps we are going to

Dapper O'Neil accuses White
BOSTON \AP\ ~ City Councilor Albert

'Dapper" O'Neil attacked Mayor Kevin
White yesterday saying he has proof that a
limousine obtained by the city was pur-
chased, and not donated as White said when
the city acquired the car.

A spokesman for White hotly denied the
charges.

"It's a lie," White's press secretary George"
Regan said. "This is just his way of getting
his name in the paper."

O'Neill said he has a notarized statement
from Arthur N. Shade, a Falmouth, Maine,

auto dealer, certifying the limousine was new
and was never owned by a private party. The
car was a demonstration model for Chaplin
Cadillac-Oldsmobile Inc. in Falmouth. O'Neill
said.

White said earlier that the car was donated
by a Maine couple who wanted to remain
anonymous.

"The car was not brand new," Regan said.

"We've explained time and time again- how
the city obtained the limousine through the
kindness of two people in Maine."

O'Neill said he will call a hearing in two
weeks to investigate the matter further.

LeAnn Orvis, assista

some of the "greenery'

nt manager
' at the end

of the UMass Student Credit Union, counts
of another day. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)
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w flIumnusCosbij

Honored In L.n.

LOS ANGELES - Bill Cosby,
who graduated from UMass last
May as a Doctor of Education,
became the 1,690th celebrity to
have his name embedded in a star
in the Hollywood Walk of Fame
during a large ceremony on Nov. 23
in Hollywood, California.

The Walk of Fame, which lines
both sides of Hollywood Boulevard,
is cluttered with metal sidewalk
stars in tribute to the artists and
artisans who created and per-
petuated the Hollywood aura. In
the center of each star is an
identifying symbol depicting the
medium in which the celebrity
achieved stardom — in Cosby's
case, a miniature television.

Cosby is one of the country's
foremost comedians, dramatic
actors and recording artists.
Although he has five Grammy
awards, seven gold and six
platinum records, as well as a

Golden Apple Award and an Image
Award, it was his achievements in
television that brought him in-

ternational fame. He has won four
Emmy awards.

Cosby's dedication to children
and his subtle, yet effective, battle
against all types of prejudice has
been recognized with nearly as
many award*-, ^or his humanitarian
activities as his professional
achievements.
Following the formal unveiling of

his star in the pavement, Cosby
removed a large wad of bubble
gum from his mouth and placed it

in the center of the star claiming
that he wanted to be the first

person to stick gum on his name.

Cosby and his wife Camile then
left the ceremonies to catch a flight
back to their Massachusetts home.
They and their four children seem
to prefer the snow of New England
to the sun of Southern California.

photo essay by

flndij Bernstein
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Plan Ahead
Considering graduate studies? Registering for the GRE,
LSAT or GMAT? Don't go unprepared. Find out what
it's like by taking our diagnostic test first. To say the
least it will build your confidence. If you find you need
help, we offer that as well. For details call Test Prep
Service of Annherst at 256-6462.

TESTPREP.^

Timberiand
A whole line of insulated waterproot boots.

Heartfelt Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 253-5135

»*it~ '/i

mi Inbid
Soapstonc
Boxes

m w

of^airtK
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30 6:00 Mon Sat
Sun. 1:00 5 00

Sunday openings here
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Annherst stores are being opened on these
Sundays before Christmas — but not all, and
some reluctantly.

In a random sampling of stores, the
Collegian received mixed reactions to the
repeal of the blue laws for the four Sundays
before the holidays.

Amherst store owners who chose to close
Sunday said they feel this is the one family
day of the week. In addition, owners are
being asked to keep stores open until 9 p.m.
week days before Christmas, and some of
the smaller business owners said they feel

staying open Sunday would be too much.
Apparently, the only Carriage Shop store

open this past Sunday was the Mercantile.
Owner Adrian Wilkins said, "Not too many
people came in ... but it was worth my while
to be open." Wilkins said it would be too
much of a hassle to be open all Sundays for

him, but for a small group owner these
Sundays before the holidays are a good
compromise.

Janet Odiorne, owner of the Sheep Shop,
talked about a meeting that will take place in

her store tonight. It will be decided if there
are enough interested store owners to keep
most of the shops open.

Here is a summary of the Collegian survey:
— Sun Music, was not open last Sunday

but plans on being open the next three
Sundays.
— Jack Mathews, owner of Mathews

Shoes, said, "Working six days is enough.
The store will not be open any Sunday."

— Paper Clip owner, Bill McKeon, said, "I

wouldn't open on Sunday if every other store
was open."
Debby Dongan, sales clerk at Wearhouse

said, "Remaining open on Sunday is con-
venient for shoppers, the idea is good."
Don Muller, Leather Shed owner, said,

"The store will be open the last two Sundays
before Christmas. I wouldn't want to do this

year round but it is good for people who
work during the week so they don't have to

crowd all of their shopping into one night."

Robert Smith, Art Shop owner, said, "If

most of the stores stay open I feel I will have
to. It bothers me that other store owners are
planning to be open. It's not fair to ask
employees to work on these Sundays.

"The law states an owner can ask his

employees to work on these Sundays," he
said, "but the employee can refuse. If the
employee refuses, the owner has to work
and I don't see a need to work seven days a

week." Smith said.

Brian Williams, a Thompsons clothing
store clerk, said, "Remaining open is better
for a mall than for small stores."

One of the University's Roman Catholic
priests cited arguments pro and con. Father
Joseph Quigley said, "The idea of the
Sabbath rest has religious and practical

significance. If workers did not have this

resting time they would be always working,
and their pace would not be slowed. It is

beneficial to a person to spend one day a

week slowed down," he said.

It sets aside family time, and time for

people to cater to themselves. As far as
keeping the stores open for the special

season. Father Quigley said, "It can benefit

shoppers who might have little time during
the week, but it can also be an imposition on
those who have to work on those Sundays. It

makes them perpetual motion machines in a

way. Those workers such as public con-
veyance workers and bus drivers usually

work on Sundays but are compensated with
a day off on another day of the week," he
said.

"The religious aspect of the blue law is

important, but the primary consideration is a

humanitarian significance," Father Quigley
said.

The blue laws repealed this month by the

Massachusetts Legislature are more than 300
years old.

Blue laws date back to 1237, when Henry
IN forbade the frequenting of market visits on
Sunday. In the mid-16th century, Edward VI

forbade certain games on Sunday and
decreed Sunday for resting.

Quote 'misconstrued'
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) A former lawyer

for the Clamshell Alliance says his

statements about trials for the
demonstrators have been misconstrued.

Eric Blumenson of Boston said yesterday
published reports were incorrect when they
suggested that anti-nuclear demonstrators
considered clogging the Rockingham
County Superior Court with lengthy cases.
Blumenson said some members of the

ClamsheH's legal committee wanted five-

day trials to present as much testimony as

possible against nuclear power.
The motivation was not to break down the

judicial process, he said.

Blumenson said he advised them against

the lengthy trials because it would "clog

the courts" and diminish their chances of

winning their cases.

The defendants are appealing guilty fin-

dings that they trespassed on the site'of the

beabrook nuclear power plant last May 1.

More than 1,400 persons were arrested at
the demonstration.
Blumenson submitted a document last

week to Superior Court Judge Wayne
Mullavey to answer charges that Blumen-
son said the court was the property of
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire,
which owns 50 percent of the Seabrook
plant.

He was reported to have made the state-
ment after Mullavey sentenced his client to
several months in jail for criminal tresspass-
ing.

The document said: "The (Clamshell
Alliance's) legal committee believed that
each trial should take a minimum of five
dnys. I said our quarrel was not with the
judicial system, that we should not clog the
courts, which five day trials would do, that
we should try to win and no trial over two
days would be likely to do that."

if Bromery denies claims
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Bromery, however, said the administration
needs "nothing" to justify its proposals.
There have also been conflicting reports

regarding the size of the union's proposed
wage hike.

The Collegian last Wednesday reported
the union asked for wage hike of 36 per cent.
An Associated Press dispatch yesterday said
the faculty asked for a 50-100 per cent wage
hike, and the Hampshire Gazette last

Wednesday reported the hike to be 19 per
cent.

The Gazette figure resulted from that
newspaper's own calculations, based on
information obtained in the leaked proposal.
Sources told the Collegian yesterday the

Associated Press estimate was based on
comments made to the Amherst Record by
an unnamed member of the administration
bargaining team.

Roberts said the Collegian figure of 36 per

cent was accurate, but it is an "over-
simplification" because the union proposal is

made up of many components.
Roberts said the 50-100 per cent figure

was "totally inaccurate and irresponsible"

and it resulted from "offhand" comments
made by Russel Jones.
He said given the time of the leak and the

time of the comments made by Jones that

Jones would have had "insufficient time" to

analyze the union proposal and make his

comments.

f C.A.O.S.
Counseling Assistance for Older Students is looking
for o graduate or undergraduate non-traditional

student to fill the position of Counseling Coordinator.
Pre-service trainingand the C.A.O.S. in-service training
are required. Job responsibilities include such duties
as supervision of counseling, client-load statistics and
counseling. Experience in counseling and
administration desirable. The position is a work/study
position and begins January 1, 1978. We are accepting

opplications in C.A.O.S., Hasbrouck 207, 545-0057 until

Friday, December 2, 1977. We are an equal
opportunity, affirmative action employer. Women
and Third World Students are encouraged to apply
iw-rr- -nr.
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Many people fight to legalize

marijuana for medical purposes

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1977

WICHITA, Kan. (UP!) - Ara Cron, a 63
year old gray haired woman who has lost
most of her eyesight, cannot understand
why the federal government refuses to
allow people who are slowly going blind to
use marijuana.

"I'm certainly going to do everything I can
to work to legalize marijuana for medical
purposes," she said in a telephone inter-
view Sunday. "This should be available to
people if It's helpful "

It may be too late for marijuana treatment
for Mrs. Cron, but she would like to help
others.

Glaucoma is a hereditary eye disease in

which fluid builds up in the eye, putting
pressure on the optic nerve until the victim
gradually goes blind.

Several studies have indicated marijuana
reduces the buildup of fluid, preventing the
disease from worsening.
Her doctor suggested surgery, but Mrs.

Cron held back Instead, she asked the
federal government in April to let her use
mari|uana, joining 12 other glaucoma vic-
tims in petitioning Attorney General Griffin
Bell to reclassify marijuana so physicians
can prescribe it for medical use.
One of the petition signers. Bob Randall of

Washington, is receiving marijuana from
the federal government under a FDA
sponsored research proiect that allows Dr.

John C. Merritt of Howard University to
stutly effects of the drug on glaucoma.
Randall, who smokes "8 or 10 joints a

day. ' says it has relieved his pain and
helped him keep his eyesight
No such help was available for Mrs. Cron.

In June, she underwent surgery. The
operation cost her part of her vision.

I'm very resentful that I couldn't have the
nnuijuana instead of the operation." she
Slid "There are some days when I just

can't read very well at all "

Before her surgery, Mrs. Cron received an
unmarked package in the mail from so-

meone who had heard of her plight.

"I don't know if I should be telling you
this," she said, "but the box was full of

marijuana. I was a little fearful to use it

because I didn't know where it came from.
But my pressure was so high that I tried it

. . It was wonderful.
"But you have to use it every day to keep

the pressure down. When it ran out, I

thought of buying some on my own. But I

hate to do anything illegal. And I wouldn't
have known where to get it.

"

Doctor testifies that he knew
nothing about Biko's condition
PRETORIA. South Africa (UPI) - The

last doctor to see Steve Biko alive said
yesterday that no one told him his patient
was "an urgent case "

Dr Andries van Zyl said he examined Biko
a few hours before the black nationalist
leader died in a Pretoria jail cell Sept. 12
and found him to be a "sick, sick man."
Biko. 30. the founder of South Afnca's

black consciousness movement, was the
20th detainee to die in police custody in the
past nine months. The current inquest into
his death has been told he died of severe
head injuries.

Police witnesses have denied any wrong-
doing on their part and maintain they
thought Biko was feigning illness before he
died.

Van Zyl. a Pretona district surgeon, said
he examined Biko soon after the black

leader had been driven for 14 hours, naked,
in the back of a landrover. 750 miles from
Port Elizabeth to Pretoria.

In earlier testimony before Chief
Magistrate Martinus Prins, the inquest was
told Biko was kept handcuffed and in leg

irons for 48 hours a week before he died.

Prins was also told that police kept Biko
naked for 18 consecutive days in his Port
Elizabeth prison cell.

Van Zyl said he found Biko comatose
when he examined him in the Pretoria jail.

He said he tried to talk to Biko "but there
was no response."
Answering questions from the Biko family

lawyer. Sydney Kentridge, the doctor
replied "no ' when asked if he had been
told that Biko was an urgent case.
"Was he seriously ill?" Kentridge asked.
"He was comatosed He was a sick, sick

man," van Zyl replied

There's nc^ place like home and we
make it easy to i^et there. Peter Pan and
Continental Trailways offer convenient,
express service to Boston, New York and
nianv other j\)ints.

CONTINENTALTRAIIWATS
& PETER PAN DUS UNES

Collegian

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOU

For Information, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office
545-2006 or 549-6000

ifyou're dead-set
againsta

knuckle-buster;
seeartcarved's
new fashion
collection.

ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE

YOUR SHARE OF
The Student Senate has

more than $1,000,000 in

capital to appropriate to

RSO groups for 1978-79.

To qualify for funding

you must submit a

Budget Proposal and

Rational by 5 p.m

.

December 14 to Room

420 Student Union.

Example copies of

proposals and rationales

are available in the

Senate Office.

THESATF

Late proposals

and rationales will

not he accepted

!

Student Government Association

NEW FOR MEN. We're introducing three Fashion College Rings

for men that make a new college jewelry statement.

They're bold, contemporary designs that go w ith today's lifestyles.

NEW FOR WOMEN. Were introducing three new
Fashion College Rings for women to give you a choice of ten.

They're feminine, smaller in scale, contemporary

designs that go with the kind of clothes you wear today.

COME
TO

*RS. Knuckle-busters are our

thing, too. We've got one of the biggest

selections of traditional oval rings

and we love them. If tradition is your

way, see our collection.

/IRTC/IRVED RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here

to help you select your ring. YouVan charge your ArtCarxed ring

on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

PLACF • THE UNIVERSITY STORE TIME ! ^ am 3 pm_DATE : TUES. WED:^- NOV. 2S.30

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

SMUGGLERS'
NOTCH,
VERMONT

January 1-6, 8-13, 15-20, 1978

• Five Day Lift Ticket

• Five Nights Lcxlging

• Condominiums on Slope

• Ski 2500 Vertical

• Free Sauna fr Swim
• Nightly tntertainment

• Band Parly & Kegs

• Surprise Extras

ONLY $109.50

Ldll

Ail Inp arrangemt-nts by United
Inlercoilegiale Skiers Association

We need certain

college majors
tobecome
AirlOrce

lieiitc^nants.

Mechanical and civil engineering

ma|or aerospace and

aeronautical engineering majors

electronics computer

science mathematics majors

The Air Force is looking (or young

men and women with academic

majors such as these If you re

majonng in one ot these areas,

you may be eligible (or either the

two-year or the four-year Air

Force ROTO program And to

help with the college bills, two.

three, and (our-year scholarships

are available These scholarships

pay tuition textbooks, lab (ees,

and $100 iax(roe dollars a

month The Air Force ROTC
program leads to an Air Force

commission, an excellent starting

salary, challenging work (with

some o( the dnest equipment in

the world), promotions, respon-

sibility, graduate education and

much more

Fin/j out today about the benefits

o( the Air Force ROTC program

It's a great way to serve your

country and to help pay (or your

college education

Call 5-2437

MrRinrROTC

IfoundiMn

theclassifieds!
And I paid for it by
selling something I

no longer needed
thru the
classifieds' Isn't

that a great way to

get something
for nothing?
COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
ARE TERRIFIC!!
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By JAMES DAL TON

Apathy,

This is the charge being leveled against the
student of the seventies and is an accusation
I find absolutely groundless.
The most frequent aspersions cast against

the alleged apathetic student body circulate
in the political sphere. This charge comes
from all areas of the political spectrum, be it

the Campus Republicans, the South African
Liberation Committee or the Revolutionary
Student Brigade. All bemoan the ebbing tide
of political activism and yearn for a more
receptive political arena in which to spread
their wings.

While cries for socialist revolution have
diminished somewhat in the past few years
and the most militant demand students seem
to be making is for increased check cashing
facilities, all does not appear lost in the field

of politics. Radicals may whimper that

students lack any concept of class con-
sciousness and fawn to the myth of social

mobility, but there are definitive signs that a

number of UMass students are busily
working to tear down class barriers and are
indirectly establishing a dictatorship of the
proletariat by absorbing the bourgoisie into

the ranks of the working class. For
documentation of this observation one need

revolution would amaze those neanderthal-
like creatures who adhere to the primacy of
the economic incentive. I can only salute the
courage of those students who, in their spare
time, unite across race and sex lines to
advance the unselfish humanistic goal of
world communism, first in Amherst and
Northampton and then the world!

Another example often cited by the
slanderers of the student body concerning
the issue of apathy is the time spent by some
members of the community who each day
watch certain midday television programs
popularly referred to as "soap operas".
These critics claim that by burying them-
selves in the unreality of these "real life

dramas," this audience is being inculcated
with a docile apolitical attitude that renders
them helpless under the barrage of
propaganda doled out by the likes of Procter
and Gamble.

Hogwash.
This blatant misinterpretation completely

misconstrues the real reason these programs
are monitered so closely. These involved
viewers, many of them women in the
forefront of the revolutionary struggle
realize not only that the sexist roles portrayed
m these programs are an important method
utilized by the ruling class to divide women

Getting a better education
Collegian 9

"OKICt A CAMPUS REVOUmOKARY, AtWAVS A CAMPUS REVaUTIONARV/"

not spend days amid the dank and dusty
archives of the university, one need only
attempt passage on a Five College bus on
any weekend night, especially around 8:30.
Here one will find a dedicated group of in-

dividuals, in the spirit of the Leninist
vanguard party, unselfishly pursuing the
liberation of the means of production. The
storming of the Five College buses in the
effort to peacefully agitate for social change
in the more elite of the colleges in the
Pioneer Valley is wonderfully reminiscent of

the Bolshevik storming of the Winter Palace
in 1917. The enthusiasm and spirit of socialist

competition exhibited in the rush and push
for the opportunity to board the bus and
pave the way for international socialist

against themselves but also that they foster
an attitude that permit the super exploitation
of women workers and furthermore justifies

the sexist child raising process that delivers

babies, at no charge, into the hands of the
capitalist industrial labor market. By
monitering these T.V. shows, these program
analysts hope to learn just how to combat
the destructive ideology that leads to such
events as the splintering of the women's
movement into pro and con ERA groups.
Only through the exhaustingly complete and
time consuming study of this staple of

American life can women, and the entire

proletariat, overcome the tendancy towards
accepting revisionist and opportunist
leadership. The movement cannot stride

"^
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fonvard under the counterrevolutionary
elevation of the "President's wives" to
positions of popular acclaim at the recent
convention in Houston. The popular acclaim
belongs to the dedicated revolutionaries who
suffer in front of the tube each day in the
name of humanistic marxism.

These same critical hotheads also com-
plain bitterly that the student of the seventies
cares only about himself, a willing victim of
acadamia and alcohol, completely unaware
that in this unorganized and divided state he
IS but a stooge at the mercy of the Business
Roundtables and Trilateral Commissions o*
the United States, Apparently, these
enlightened ones do not attend the
university, for how could anyone who has
waded among the sea of humanity parading
the Campus Center on any weekend night
make this claim? While penniless political

professionals organize tirelessly for months
to bring out a few thousand people in the
major cities to march for international
working class communist solidarity on May
bay, where but on a campus can such unity
be generated as eviaenced in the recent
Halloween celebration at UMass? Only by
donning the attire of the absurd can a
concerned student demonstrate his total

disgust with a system that judges a person's
worth by his material accumulation. The
regular mass meetings held at such coun-
terculture hangouts as the Hatch and Blue
Wall indicate this is indeed a class conscious
college aware that "the people, united, shall

never be defeated."

Not content with the lone insult that
students are apathetic, the cynical idealists

assert that UMass harbors a racist ad-
ministration and tolerates racism and sexism
among the student body. They cite the
widespread sexist, racist, and fascist graffiti

that adorns the walls of this university as
evidence. This evidence is circumstantial, to
say the least and furthermore, is completely
inaccurate. The students clearly recognize
that racism and sexism are not in their in-

terest and instead are tools of the ruling elite

to divide the workers against themselves,
adding to the exploitation of all workers.

They show their utter contempt for this filth

by paying the vilest insult to the sanctuaries,

wherein much of this filth is perpetuated.
They display their scorn in the historically

insulting context of the excremental process.
Wherever racist graffiti mars the walls,

hundreds of student cognizant of the need
for multi-national unity urinate and defacate
in protest of and disgust for this diabolical

ideology.

Clearly, the seeds for socialist revolution
do not lie fallow. They germinate this very
moment in the T.V. lounges, bathrooms and
bars in the Amherst area. The militancy of
the sixties has not been lost, it has merely
matured into a higher phase of the never
ending class struggle.

James Dalton is a Collegian Columnist.

By the UNION ECONOMICS COUNCIL

The U.E.C. is composed of students who
are interested in improving the quality of
education in the Economics Department. We
feel that an increase of student participation
in the departmental decision making process
is the means to achieve this end.

In the spring of '76, a group of economics
majors began meeting to discuss grievances
and potentials of the department. There was
a general feeling that Economics undergrads
were receiving an education of low quality.

Specific problems sighted were: limited
course offerings, lack of overall direction by
the faculty advisors, and a helpless position
of non- involvement in shaping our everyday
and future lives.

A few trying meetings produced the first

survey to Economics majors. It presented the
group with the major concerns of the
students. A student faculty meeting was
then called. The short term priorities of the
survey was the addition of specific courses
to be offered in the coming semester. Six of
the course requests were granted. This
"small but great" gain provided the stimulus
needed to call for the help of others in form-
ing the base of a unified and powerful
council.

The following year saw the development
of new issues, especially a need to determine

A 'feather in a fascist cap'

Charles bai^li

"Wild Mel" Thomson is coming! Hisj

advance men and women have been here for!

a while, though. I'm talking about the people
that have been hanging around in front of

the Student Union. You know, the Labor
Party or Fusion Energy Foundation people

Last spring they were Governor Thom-
son's favorite source of "secret information
on the "terrorists" at Seabrook. They were
seen at numerous Clamshell Alliance
meetings, attempting to disrupt them.

The Labor Party (or Nat'l Caucus of Labor
Committees, NCLC) has a murky past, and
equally murky present. It originated as a

caucus" in the SDS in 1968 and was ex-

pel ed for supporting the reactionary New
York City teacher's strike of that year, and
doing everything they could to wreck the

community control movement.

From that point on the only direction was
down. Each one of their "campaigns" was
another feather in a fascist cap. They at-

tacked a strike of Long Island railroad

workers by handing commuters a leaflet

headlined "Under socialism the trains will run
on time" — a slogan taken right from the

dead lips of Mussolini who, along with Hitler,

called himself a "socialist" to play on the

people's genuine attraction to socialism.

"Labor Party"; — hmm — makes you

think the group is for working people and

kind of progressive. Well we have

"progressive" soap, deodorant, politicians,

and toilet paper today. Talk is cheap, let's see

what they do.

This Labor Party calls for more breeder

reactors (which they say will solve everything

from the energy crisis to freckles). It also

supports Frank Fitzsimmons of the Team
sters and the arms race. It counts among is

friends Meldrim Thomson and Dappe^

O'Neill. As Its enemies, it counts the entire

radical movement in this country.

They used to keep themselves busy by
attending radical events with lead pipes and
knives (Boston, New York, Springfield, etc.),

*'^ving to implement their "Operation Mop-
I'P But all this activity takes money and
here we get into some more Labor Party
funny-business.

Careful analysis of financial reports in New
Solidarity (one of their journals) shows that
the NCLC - Labor Party has a weekly in-

come of $6,500, and expenses of $28,000
thus, accumulating a weekly deficit of

$21,500. Annually, their expenses are $1.4
million, with a deficit of $1.1 million. Their
principal earnings allegedly come from the
newspaper sales, listed at $4,000 a week.

According to printing estimates, this would
amount to weekly sales of 16,000 copies.

With only 1,500 subscribers the $4,000 figure

would appear to be a gross exaggeration.

Another source of NCLC — Labor Com-
"nittee income is dues. The 600 members pay
$24 a month, yielding an annual assessment
of $172,800. Yet even this does not account
for the Party's huge annual budget.

The Labor Party also finances its

operations through bank loans. One such
loan is for $48,000 from, strangely enough,
he Rockefellers' Chase Manhattan Bank.

Members of NCLC reportedly put up only

$16,000 in collateral to obtain a loan for the

iiolitical organization whose stated goals

include reducing Nelson Rockefeller to "a

quaint old kook with a $35,000 psychedelic

bed". Strange things for a supposedly
leftist" group.

The Labor Party has two effects. First, the

abor Party does everything it can do to
' onfuse, disgust, and insult people. Their

nseudo-scientific gobbeldy-gook can

temporarily confuse things. Many people
after meeting up with the group will refuse to

touch a leaflet from anybody. Secondly,
when a group like this calls themselves
"revolutionary" or whatever they're calling

themselves now, it discredits real radicals

and revolutionaries and reinforces every bad
idea as to what the "commies" are about.

The Labor Party has also, and it's been
documented, willingly performed services as
goon squads and informers.

Now, I don't know if the Labor Party is

really Meldrim Thomson's front group, but it

is interesting that the Labor Party has been
trying to get on this campus for two years. It

is also interesting that UMass is one of the

Centers of the Anti-nuclear reactor
movement, and many Clamshell Alliance

members live around here, and that their

roadshow comes flying in here raving about
the wonders of "fusion power" and how we
gotta build more nukes. Very curious.

If you're unfortunate enough to run into
these characters, ask them where they get
their money, or why they try to bust up
radical meetings or why they support the
Teamster goon squads attacking farm-
workers in California.

[Information for this article was obtained
from NCLC - Brownshirts of the 70's;

Revolution, April 1974; Science, Nov. 28,
1975; Wall Street Journal, Oct. 7, 1975]

departmental priorities and set ground for
permanent student involvement in decision
making. Energies were directed toward the
following areas; providing an undergrad
advising service to replace the dubious one
offered by the Economics Department,
sponsoring a career and graduate counseling
night (the first of its kind), negotiating the
possibility of establishing a student-faculty
curriculum committee to revise and maintain
a curriculum adapted to the needs of majors,
the creation of a graduate school library and
a library of economic and political economy
journals in our alloted meeting room, gaining
the right to sit in on departmental com-
mittees, and providing recommendations
and evaluations regarding hiring and tenure
decisions for the coming semester.

Recently we began the distribution of the
third UEC survey. This time we are asking all

those taking Econ courses to fill it out in

class. Weekly meetings have been held in

Thompson 100 on Wednesdays at 4:30. An
economics newsletter will be hot off the

presses within the month. The completion of
the survey will start the branching out of
members volunteering to work on specific
tasks which are deemed the priorities. Im-
proved faculty advising, curriculum
reorganization, increased input and a
workshop series by economic professors,
and course and teacher evaluations seem to
be strong candidates for consideration.

This and next semester more people will
get involved than ever before and sustain an
already high energy level. We must reverse
today's trend toward program learning and
force fed education. We must learn to make
our own decisions and seek guidance and
direction from our educators. The days of a
university education to create consumers is

over. Student and youths of America have
the power and will to heal our country's
weakened state through unity.

Come and see how you can help us and
yourself to realize the great potentials in the
Economics Department at UMass.

Working toward peace
in the Middle East

Charlie Bagli's columns appear every other
Wednesday in the Collegian.

By YITZAK SANTIS

I tip my yamaike to President Sadat of
Egypt for his bold, unprecedented trip to
Israel and her capital Jerusalem. He is truly a
brave man not only to the Western news-
papers and populations, but to his own
people as well.

So, what is the big deal about his visit?

What is its significance? What does Sadat
hope to gain?

Not since 1948 has an Arab leader of any
country of the Arab League officially visited

Israel. By doing so, Mr. Sadat has given de
facto recognition not only to the State of
Israel, but by visiting both East and West
Jerusalem he has recognized that city as
Israel's capital - something even the
American Government hasn't done yet.

In his speech to the Knesset (Israeli

Parliament), Sadat never once mentioned
the PLO. He did not merely "forget" to bring
up that organization, for in the world of
international diplomacy every word, phrase
and sentence is well thought out and
planned.

Why, then, was the PLO left out of his

speech?

In 1973, Sadat expelled the Soviet Union
out of his country. He was afraid of

becoming a puppet of the Russians. The PLO
is recognized, supported and armed by the
Soviet Union. Although Sadat wants a

Palestinian state, as he mentioned in his

speech, he doesn't want a surrogate state of

Russia in his backyard.

Menachem Begin did not even use the
word "Palestinian," never mind anything
about a state. His stance is hardline and
dangerous. He must compromise to some
extend on that issue. Sadat's hardline stance
is that Jerusalem must be internationalized.

He must back off on that position as well.

As for the Palestinian issue, that is very
tricky. Any agreement on that particular

issue will not make everybody entirely happy.
Yes, there should be a Palestinian state. But
where? How? When? Who will govern?
These seemingly simple questions have a

hundred different complicated answers to
them. The only way to solve those questions
is by direct negotiations at the peace table.

Sadat has finally recognized this. Israel has
known that all along.

But why now? Why is Sadat, and Egypt,
suddenly longing for peace? One only has to

look at his country's economy for that an-

swer. Most of Cairo is a slum, Egypt's
population has doubled to 38 million in the
past 30 years and food resources have
diminished. Egypt's army is ill equipped and
falling apart. It is mostly ) Soviet weaponry,
and since Sadat threw the Russians out, his

army has been running out of spare parts.

With the Libyans menacing him to the west,
the last thing Sadat needs is a major con-
frontation with Israel. Egypt could benefit
greatly from Israel and vice versa.

Despite the sharp criticism from Syria,

Libya, Iraq and the PLO, Sadat is not alone.
Jordan and Saudi Arabia support him as do
most of the other 20 members of the Arab
League. A few African nations have joined
Sadat's camp as well.

As any sane person, middle of the road or

revolutionary, knows and I hope un-

derstands, agreements reached by talking

are 1000 per cent better than any type of

settlement that is imposed by war.

There is now a chance for real peace and
substantive agreements which would bring

prosperity to all in the Middle East. Only
irresponsible and insane people would
condone the derailment of the peace train

that is beginning to chug its way through
that area. These people condone the cries to

assassinate Sadat by the bloodthirsty war
mongers, Syria, Iraq, Libya and the PLO.

t

But we must and will persevere through
the battle cries of those who want to murder.
We Jews and Arabs will be able to sing a
song of brotherhood and freedom. For Peace
will always win out over War. Life over
Death.

Shalom means Salam.

Yitzak Santis is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.

Thanksgiving artic/e

is "trash"
To the Editor:

Your article, "No Thanks," was the

worst piece of trash that I have ever read
in the Collegian. Why do you feel that

you have to throw off your lousy

Thanksgiving on 25,000 readers? The

only thing that your article tells me is that

your life must be in a sad state of affairs if

you can't find anything for which to be
thankful. Instead of wasting space in the

Collegian, why don't you try to find our

why your relatives are so drunk that you
can't "carry on any semblence of a

conversation?"

Bruce Bain

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegiarl

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phoni number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must he
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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What's Happening
TODAY

FILMS
- The Day of the Jackei," at CCA, $1 .00,

at 7;15 and 10:00 p.m.
- "The Last Grave at Dimbaza," 8 p.m.,

Thompson 106, free. Shows repressive

atmosphere in which the victims of apartheid
are compelled to live. Part of the Progressive
Film Series.

FREE PHOTO SEMINAR
The UMass yearbook, index, is sponsoring

a free photo seminar offered by this year's

senior portrait photographers, G. Fox Photo
Studios of Philadelphia. All students and
faculty interested m photography are invited

to attend. This general seminar will cover any
topic of interest. Campus Center 170-172 at 7

p m.

LECTURES
- Jack Scott will be speaking on "Racism

and Sports,' Boyden at 1:00 and in the

Hampden Dining Commons at 3 p.m.
- "A Planning Perspective of the

Emerging Energy Situation, ' by Prof. Ben C.

Ball Jr
, professor of management and

engineering in the MIT Energy Lab, 4 p.m.,

Herter Hall 231. Third speaker at the

University Energy Forum series.

- "Psychic Commonalities around the

World," by Father Angello Rizzo, Roman
Catholic pnest and registered psychologist, 8
p.m., Herter Hall 231. Sponsored by the

Psychical Awareness and Research
Association, Inc. A donation will be asked.

WOMEN'S COFFEEHOUSE DISCO
There will be a coffeehouse, 8-10 p.m.,

followed by a disco 10 p.m -1 a.m., on the
10th floor of the Campus Center, sponsored
by the Lesbian Union. $1 donation — all

women welcome.
MUSIC
The Group for New Music will perform two

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Hamburgers, Chicken Chop
Suey, Basics: Oatburgers, Chicken Chop
Suey
DINNER - Spaghetti, Veal Cutlet, Egy

Salad Plate, Basics: Spaghetti,
Ratatouille

TOMORROW
LUNCH — Brown Derby Sandwich,

Fried Clam Plate, Basics: Fried Clam
Plate, Lima Bean Stew
DINNER - Braised Beef and Onions,

Roast Fresh Ham, Fruit Plate, Basics:
Baked Fish. Cheese Nut Loaf

AEC-Clamshell
meeting

Future plans of the Alternative Energy

Coalition and the Clamshell Alliance will be

discussed at a Western Massachusetts AEC-
Clamshell meeting, tomorrow at 7 p.m. in

Converse Hall, 207, Amherst College. All

occupiers of the Seabrook, N. H. nuclear

power plant site are asked to attend.

Coalition and Clamshell members will

discuss the groups' legal status, the Mon-
tague intervention, the New Hampshire rate

increase, canvassing, and future plans.

On Thursday, 81 Clamshell members,
including several from Western
Massachusetts, will be appearing in Hamp-
ton, N.H. District Court where they face

sentencing in connection with trespass

convictions stemming from the April 30, 1977

occupation of the Seabrook plant site.

works at the University Gallery, 4:40 p.m.:
Septet of Stravinsky" and "Octandre of

Edgar Varese."

TOMORROW
WORKSHOP

If you are planning on teaching either

elementary of secondary education in the
near future, this workshop, "Crucial Steps
for Landing Your First Teaching Job," could
help. Experts in the field of certification,

resume writing, and interviewing will be
speaking about this subject. 7-9 p.m., School
of Education, 1st floor lounge.

LECTURES
James King, member of the National

Transportation and Safety Board, former
Chief of Personnel for President Carter and
Administrative Assistant to Senator Kennedy
will speak on "Politics from Inside and
Outside the White House," at 4 p.m., CC
168-170.
— Sara Lennox, assistant professor of

German at UMass, Lucien Miller, associate
professor of comparative literature at UMass,
and Frederic Will, professor of comparative
literature at UMass, will speak "On Marxist

Criticism. " Sponsored by the department of

comparative literature.

— Dr. Charles Cantor, deoartments of
chemistry and biological sciences at

Columbia University will speak on Ribosome
tRNA Ineractions at 4 p.m. in 203 Graduate
Research Tower A. Coffee served at 3:46

p.m.

DISCUSSION
"Marx and Democratic Socialism: Friends

or Foes?", 7:30 p.m., CC 178. Introduced by
V. Holesovsky. For further information call

Shawme Hutcheson, 546-9146. Sponsored
by Young People's Socialist League-Social
Democrats, USA.

Stockbridge

schedule
Nov 29: LAT trip to Worcester Science

Center.

Nov. 30: STOSO, 7 p.m., 168 CC.
Dec. 1: Turf Club, 7:30, 174-176 CC, ATG

Party 6 p.m.

Dec. 5: Senior Class meeting, 7 p.m., 114
Stockbridge.

Daily Toys for Tots: Leave toys in Stk.

Hall. Sponsored by ATG.

Kedesy named
admissions head

Deirdre Kedesy has been named director

of freshman admissions following the

retirement of Robert J. Doolan according to

William Tunis, dean of admissions and
records.

Kedesy will arrive on campus in January,
and share responsibility for undergraduate
admissions with Eli Sherman, director of

transfer admissions.

Kedesy, who is currently assistant director

of admissions at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook, will supervise the

review of freshman applications. UMass-
Amherst receives more than 12,000 ap-

plications each year to fill 3,600 freshman
openings, Tunis said.

LOST
One Eastern Federal Savings bank en-

velope. If found, call Bob, 253-5028.
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Last Grave
at Dimbaza
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I AIT r^RAVE AT DirBAZft IS A S9 "INUTE, COLOR DOCU^'INTARY.

11 SHOWS, IN RLLtNlLESG DETAIL. THE REPRESSIVE. DEGPAD-.

ING ATfiOSPHERE IN WHICH THE VlCT|«»S OF APARTHEID ARE COM-

PELLED TO live".
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"BLACi' AREAS" Itl SOUTH AFRICA WHERE t.'0"EN AND CHILDREN NOT

;*E£DEO Br THE WHITE ECONOKY ARE SENT. THESE ARE THE PEOPLE

LABELLED "SUPERFLUOS APPENDA^ES" BY THE ''.OVERNrtNT.

THIS RErWRKABLE FILM HAS WON FIVE INTERNATIONAL FILM AWARDS
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FREE CONCERT
University Wind Ensemble

Walter Chestnut, Conductor

Brass Choir
Max Culpepper, Conductor

Tuesday, November 29, 1977

8:00 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Ha

Works by:

Hovhaness

Verdi

Bach

Adier

and many more
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Hartford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm
Sunday, December 4 3 pm
Sunday, December 4 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public $7, 6, 5.

UAAass students S3. 50, 3, 2.50. Ott»er students
and senior citizens $6, 5, 4. Special matinee
children's prices $3.50, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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Tues., Nov. 29

Luna

Dec. 2&3

CUan Liv'iNq

AMHERSrCiNeMi
AMITY ST 2S3^6426

Woody Allen's best

A great pleasure

to watch."
—Chaflos Champfin

^ Los Angeles rimci

ANNIE HALL
EVES 7 15 & 9 00

SATb SUN MAT 5 30

MON t TUES ALL SEATS Sl.OO

L

Every Sunday

Widespread

Depression

Sunderland. MA.
Rte.47 Tel. 665-4937

FINE >RTS CENTERPRESENTS
["he Winner o( thf

Ichaikovsky OimptMition

Fodor
VIOIJMST

"The Mtck Jui-^er 11/ Clussual Muiu"
Pc^opli' Magazini-

Thursday, December 8 8 pm

FINE /1?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on S4l« General Public V, 4, S

UM<» itudenu t3 iO, ]. 2 SO Other stiKlenti
and senior citiiens u, S, 4

Fine Arts Center Ba> Otfice M F » 4

A AH Ticketron Locations.

FINE >1?TSCENirER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet f).

Company of 50 >^
the best, most -

entertaining Spanish dance
company ever. . !"§
Peter Hepple, STT, London

Saturday, December lO 8 pm
FINE >4?TS CENFER CNCERT hUL
Tickets now on sale. General PublJc$7. 6. 5
UMass students $4. 3, 2 50 Senior Citizens $6. 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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Classifieds
MSTO fVR SALE

e> Galaxy 500 Pofd •700 527 5746.

BARGAIN 1974 DVt«urr710 station wgn
Standard tran 4500, $1,700 or 8.0. 253-

9792.

66 Ford oust. Good cond New oil pump
^trans ban $350 or BO 546 5920

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Rea 665-4384

Exc.

sun
MOC.
roof

cor>d.. air-

top, new
n Buick— sta-wgn.

cond., 9 seater,

brakes -549 61 88

19K Volkswagen. Recent king pins and
paint Looks and runs good. Asking $250.
or best offer. Call 584-4746.

73 Saab 96.

$1,426. firtn.

nee.

Looking for good home
LaurY584-0070, Iv. msg. if

Ski BootsI 2 pr. ladies 7. Pr. Nortalias, Pr

Kastingers Call now Debbie 6-9643.

Flute— Gemeinfiardt, solid silver head &
keys List $350&ask $250 Barely used
5464749

J^ Zjforrent

3 bedroom house, 285 -»^, pets ok, avail.

Jan. 3, 256 6732; dav« 51981 (Chris).

3 bedroom Apt, fair condition, for Dec 1st,
in Northampton. Only $165. Call Skibisk.
Real Estate 584 3428 4 6 pm

1-Bdrm. Apt. Cats allowed $180. mo. incl.

allutil. Avail. Jan. 1 549-6740.

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg. John 549-1298 after 4.

Looking for 2 men with class.
Expenanced only need apply. Seeking an
intellectual relationship. Call PM 6-9211 or
6-9219. Keep trying.

Female
Sund.
Alix.

to share
bus $75 -^

two bedroom apt. in

Call 665-4416 ask for

PHOTOGRAPHY. Kassport ana ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or color service in

ilfuction by arrangement Redsonable
prices for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9653 night<^ onlv

VjIvo repairs and maintenance AH ^ears
and models, low prices Jack 586-0610

College Calculators offers low prices &
full service All models avail. Texas
Instruments 59 $235. 58 $94 95 57
$62.95, 51 $47 95 HP's & Commodores
avail models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell. Before you
buy anywhere else call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

Housemate wanted. Neat, responsible,
nonsmoking. Grad student or professional
to share roomy cooperative home on
UMass bus route in Amherst Begin Jan
1 $125. + utilities. 253 5849 call evenings

73 Vega Wgn. Std., AM/FM HT/AIr, new
tires, clutch, ex. cond $1,100/80 Tom
549-4036

2'Arm turn apt all utis inc Pool, parking.

A'C, 230 mo. Amherst Motel & Apts, Rl

9 oppZayres, 256-8122.

BR^EHamp Apt $75 inc. 1 1/78 527 9006

HELP WANTED

LAST SUPPER! by HRTA students for
semester. Homemade chicken noodle
soup, sweet & sour pork, rice pilaf, veg
homemade bread, coconut pudding
Polynesian Mon ."lues

, Wed., Thus at
4:30 Lunch Tues at noon $1 75 Tix
must be bot in advance, rm. 219
Chenoweth Lab

TRA VEL

Fly to Ft Lauderddlf $305 Jan 18, {;?95
Jan 8 15 inc accomodations at the jolly
Roger Hotel on the beach OR economy
bus trip to same destination. Jan 1 15 for
S259 Contact Jim Nechin, UMass rep for
Gafbef Travel Reserve Now ' 6 ,'495

MOTORCYCLES

PUFFERS FOR SPRING 2 br. apt near

bus rt., $210 mo. uti. inc. for mid. Jan..

No Amherst 549 1683.

19^ Honda 2000 total miles. Orig owner
$300 253 5559

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES!
Mens, Ladies canvas & leather Reg. $18.-

^ 30. Just $10 . 14 50 Call 538 3181

New Dingo Boots size 8 '/i women's
$36.00 Cal l Eileen 253 7888

Xmas trees cut your own. Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10 50 10a m. 8pm
Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd.. Hadley

_586;0JZL
Nikko 6065. 2 months old. Asking $350 or

best oHer 546 5084

IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$196 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256 0166 for further Information

TO SUBLET
^^^^^^^^^^^l^^iBaaMiilBBiHHHHHHaii
1 fem wanted fnr (5wn rm in 2 bdtm apt

Isl month FREEi $130util inci Caria 549
1741 eves Vj mile from campus Bus

CHffside2br. $230 inc 665^762.

Student for part time counselor in foste'
cdre unit Work with 2 or 3 active
adolescents, flexible scheduling 24 hours
a week Call 1 323 5002

Position available to~a conege^studemlto
represent travel company on campus for
i>pnng Break tups to Florida CONTACT
Beachcomber Tours, Inc

, 174 Hancock
St, Stoneham, Mass 02180 Tel 617 438
5798.

Typist wanted full time 60 w.p m mm
foimating skills and familiarity with IBM
Selectric desirable Good pay and
benefits C>ill Barbara at 549 2846 for

more information

Electronic repair: stereos, you name it.

Low rates Call Ted after 4P.M 546-6201.

LOST

BIRTHDAY OAK ESI! All occasion cake..
beautifully decorated to order on 2 da-.'s
notice Delivery available. Call Lauro 546-
9576__

Typing - $.40 page Call anytime 549 6655

FREE PUP F 3 mos Husky Shep mTx To a
good home 268 7892 evenings

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco
Monitor Music, 546 4731 Rea

Grey Tiger Cat w white paws and f.ided
flea collar We will Reward" 549 6740

PERSONALS

Tony we met at the PGA Halloween
Dance You re a student and in a
teacher in Greenfield I drove you back to
your place I want to see you again but
have no way to get in touch Please write
me: Hon. One Harrison Ave Greenfield
013Q1
OMC things aren't vogue
but they're very amusing.
MEYSBF

without you,

Love DMC

Alternative learning program seeks
interns to teach auto mechanics, karate
Call 584-0708, days

Big iMinds to disco Call Bob the DJ
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

at Happy Birthday Michael
Woman

Love Wonder

Urtivox GO Watt Amp. Ex. cond., reverb

etc. Best offer 6-7985 after 7p.m.

aafflEJI'!?^:!^.^'!:

1 bedroom apt on UMass bus route. Jan
78 to Sept 78. Call 546-5102, leave name
and phone no. Reference to Brad.

3 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland on bus rte.

Second Semester, call 665-3683 and keep
tryingHarmony 12 string. $125. or BO 6664762.

rTTrnirilim{! lf^ff r^i!M:U4 IH^4IIH:WlJ!tlr

Nothing to do over mtersession? Come on
down to Oaytona wth us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone, tf-.e works
(til this and roundtrio busfare on a luxury
motorcoach tor only $147 20 quad oc
. upaniy For rnfo and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Linda, Happy 19th. Love Always' Rick.

Kev Happy 1st.

Chuba.

«>-,

Babysitter needed for weekday afternoons
or Spring Semester and Winter session.

Hrs 12:15 to 5. Must be very reliable

person' Experience in infant care
desirable Can transpon from central

campus Call 549 4580 after 5

I luv you very much.

Monsieur Saxaphone. Call Romar
Polansky at 546 4726 or 546 4749 SVP

"'"''l*^""»
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iNotlces

COM STU MEETING
Urgent meeting of all Com Stu majors CC 162. 4

p m. Nomination of RSO officers.

UMASS COIN CLUB
Meeting 7:30, CC, 908, for collectors and anyone

wrth an interest.

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
Watch for information about the exam, to be given

Dec 8.

FOUND
- Woman's 1977 West Bridgewater class ring

behind infirmary 111 7. Call 546 1120 after 8.
- dog, call 6-4144 or check animal shelter off East

Pleasant Street.

JOURNALISM COUNCIL
First meeting of the Journalism Academic Council

and Society of Professional Journalists, 4 p,m CC
165

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Make your own Christmas cards, pewter candle

sticks, leather belts, silver earrings and bracelets in the
craft shop, SU Free instruction
WOMEN SINGERS NEEDED
Women singers needed for a STPEC coffeehouse

on Dec 2 Call David 253 5378 or Jane 6-7124.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Volunteer Program has a list of agencies in

youth, elderly and mental health areas that need your
help Call 253-2591.

BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS
The Companion P'ogram is looking for people who

want to work-play with small companions for three

hours a week Call 253-2591

SHAB
Communications Committee meeting 5 p m , Room

40 of the Health Services. Volunteers for projects
needed All are welcome.
LOST

- Black leather lacket lost between Amherst
towing and Amherst Center. Great sentimental value
$30 reward - call 546-8179

SAILING CLUB
Patches are in Meeting 7:30 p.m CC 174. We wilt

discuss the budget.
UMASS FIRE AND EIRST AID UNIT

Meeting 930 p.m. CC 162. The December schedule
will be available at this meeting. All interested are
urged to attend
PARACHUTE CLUB

Meeting CC 166 8 p.m.

NANTUCKET ISLAND AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
PROGRAM

Spring 1978 semester abroad" on Nantucket
sponsored by UMass Boston. Information and ap
plications: English Undergraduate Studies Office
Bartlett Hall 252
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

Meeting Tuesdays, 9 to 10 p m . CC 903 for anyone
interested m applying to the National Student Ex
change Program.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION AND COMMUNION
Biblical Exploration and Communion will not be

held this evening, but will resume next week
ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTS
Area Government Treasurer s position open.

Applications are available on the door of 103
Dickinson House Accounting background helpful.
Applications due midnight Dec. 2.

Apply: National exchange
Applications are available through Feb. 24,

1978 in the Admissions Office, Whitmore for

undergraduates interested in going on ex-

change in the fall or the year 1978-79. Spring
only exchanges are not feasible. The par-

ticipating institutions for 1977-78 are:

Boise State University; Bowling Green
State University; California State College,

Bakersfield; California State College, Chico;

Eastern Montana College; Illinois State
University; Jackson State University;

Montana State University; Moorhead Sfate
University; Morgan State University; Oregon
State University; Rutgers College, Rutgers
University.

Also South Dakota State University; State
University College at Buffalo; West Chester
State College; William Patterson State
College of New Jersey; University of
Alabama; University of Delaware; University

of Hawaii, Hilo; University of Hawaii, Manoa;
University of Idaho; University of Maine, Fort

Kent; University of Maine, Portland-Gorham;
University of Montana; University of Nevada,
Las Vegas; University of Nevada, Reno;
University of North Dakota; University of
Northern Colorado; University of Oregon;
University of South Florida. There are eight
additional schools on the program that
UMass does not exchange with since these
schools are on only Plan B.

I he student applying for an exchange
should be a sophomore; the exchange would
be during his- her junior year. We prefer not
to exchange students in their senior year.

Students must have at least a 2.5 cumulative
average.

Students interested in participating in the
program next year must complete an ap-
plication and return it to the box marked
"NSEP Applications" at the Office of the
Registrar, no later than the deadline of Feb.
24. Final selections, including a list of

alternates, are expected to be completed by
the end of April, 1978.

Cultural program offered
"Race to Equality: U.S. vs. Cuba," a

cultural and educational two-day program,
begins tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the 12th
floor lounge of Coolidge Tower with the
Cuban film The Other Francisco."

ThiE documentary about slavery and
racism presents two different historical

interpretations of the life of a Cuban slave,

Francisco. There will be a second showing of

the film at 9:30 p.m. Irma MacClaurin, a

member of the Venceremos Brigade, will

introduce the film.

On Thursday at 8 p.m. in the lounge. Prof.

Ernest Allen, Afro-American Studies, and Dr.

Johnetta Cole, anthropology and Afro-Am
Studies, will present an historical overview of

racism and its elimination in Cuba. They will

also talk about its significance for the United
States.

The program is being sponsored by the

Southwest Center for Racial Understanding,
The Venceremos Brigade, the Southwest
Assembly, the Coolidge Third World Center,

and several area dormitories.

Do you consider yourself

eREATlYE?

Have you ever wanted to design

and paint a MURAL ?

Would you like to try?

Space has been allocated for a mural in the Campus Center Complex. If

you are interested in carrying out this project, we would like to see your

designs. Please submit your designs to the Campus Center Board of

I

Governors (CC 817) by December 13, 1977.

For additional information visit our office or call 546-0198.

BOTTL MIGHT

12 oz. Bottles for

60^ 9til1

^v o#

>«.*Vr-o^->-

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH

DAVE POWELL
(SING-ALONG GUITAR

FROM CAPE COD)
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A UNIVERSAL RELEASE • TECHNICOLOR®

Campus Center Auditorium

Tuesday. November 29

Showings at T^ and 10°°pm Admission: $1.00
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Your Birthday By St«lla Wilder

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
Z9 Born today, you take
an objective, .scientific ap-
proach to your problems
Vou .seldom become emo-
tionally involved in affairs

which do not bear directly

upon you. You prefer to

live and let live, and are
inclined to ^jo about your
bu.sine.ss with little concern
for objection.s others may
have Vou will with matu-
rity learn to listen, to

weiKh advice carefully
but before you do you may
fall victim to your own self-

confidence and independ-
ence.
You are resourceful, but

not to the extent of trying
to make something of noth-

ing. You insist upon having
quality material to work
with, though you are not
always fortunate enough to

get it exactly to your speci-

fications. You are inclined
toward generosity, espe-
cially where children are
concerned, but you require
of them their maximum
effort in learning, doing,
remembering, applying,
and so on.

Yours IS an independent
yet orderly spirit. You
know the difficulties en-
rountercd when plans are
allowed to disintegrate and
projects take off on their
own You enjoy your work,
for you always choose well

how you will spend your
time, taking into consider-

ation not only the desired
results but also tho.se that
are possible given your
talents, energy, opportuni-
ty, and material assets
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
Let your birthday star be
>()ur daily guide

WEDNESDAY, NOVEM-
BER 30

SAGITTARIUSfNov 22-
Dec 21) You should gel
what you want out of the
day Contact the right per-
son at the right time this
morning.

CAPRlCORNrDec.22-
Jan.l9) — A little personal
effort goes far toward
reaching your goals. See to
difficulties of a new
project.

AOUARIUS( Jan 20-
Feb 18) - A strange expe-
rience precedes a profita-
ble one early today. Real-
ize a small ambition
toward evening.

PISCESiFeb 19-March
201 You can easily make
a friend today Try your
luck at games later on
Evening is for family .soli-

darity.

ARIES' March 21-April
19) Wliat you think is a

thirst for knowledge may
be only idle curiosity.

Makf peace with a child at

evening
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) Klderly relatives

have .something important
to give you today. Hemem-
ber that not all gifts are
tangible.

GEMINIi.May21-June20i
Avoid excessive physi

cal or mental exertion
Kest on your laurels for a
change
CANCERiJune 21-.July

22) (Iain success in an
artistic field today The
emotional outlet provided
by creativity is worth the

effort

LEOiJuly 23-Aug22i
Good fortune surrounds
your efforts with a new-

phase of work You should
make tremendous prog-
ress.

VIRGOiAug 23-Sept 22)
- Outside interests take
up most of your time
today Your procrastina-
tion may corner you at

evening.

LIBRAiSept 23-Oct.22l -
Overlook nervous
responses. Don't hold an-
other liable for expressions
of concern or fear uttered
hastily.

SCORPIOiOct.23-
Nov.21 1 Sincerity of pur-
pose is necessary if you are
to complete present
project within a set time

opyri)iht. 1377 Ctut.*.: hpdlurrSvr.J

rate. Irn'

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Aches
6 Fleeting
trace

10 Miner's nail

14 Messenger
15 Aleutian

island
16 Suitable

moment
1 7 Condition
18 Judge
19 Shortly

20 Renter
22 Distantly
24 Live wildly

26 Mocks
27 to;

Worthy of

31 Resin-
secreting
insect

32 Stratned
soup

33 Subdued
35 Calendar

abbr
38 Bad day for

Caesar
39 Penetrated
40 Make hay

bundles
41 Letter

42 Of sounder
mind

43 Meaning
44 Time period

Abbr
45 Laid down

the law
47 Outlandish

51 Bakery Item

52 Objects
54 Greedy

people
58 Basic core
59 The present

time
61 Short for

Eleanor
62 Ending with

int and pret

63 Sicilian

province

64 Pretense
65 Consumes
66 Crucifix

67 Excessive

DOWN
1 Gnat, eg
2 Poker stake
3 Novelist—
Turgenev

4 Affidavit

takers
5 Granular
igneous
rock

6 Compressed
ball

7 Roman road
8 Equine
9 Thrashed
10 Motionless
1 1 Was

unhappy
1 2 Soap plant

1 3 French
patron saint

21 Airline for

Toledo

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday's Puzzle Solved
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23 Toward the section

mouth 44 Smelting
25 Idaho's products

Range 46 Machine
27 Narrative part

poem 47 E Germ&n
28 Without river

clothing 48 Soda-brine
29 Trap aloft deposit
30 Took 49 Sleep on a

chances perch
34 Earn 50 Culture.
35 Have need Prefix

36 If not 53 Oriental
37 Transfer prefix

property 55 - --Canal
39 Racketeer 56 Demolish
40 Defeats 2 'Var

words 57 Bundleader
42 Math term ---Fields
43 Orchestra 60 Dejected

AIL MINIM I OIL by Sieve Lafler
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Ginger Bulman in action for the field hockey team. Ginger also stars in track
and field here at UMass. (Staff photo by Jim Gleason)

As UMass standout;

Bulman keeps going
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

Ginger Bulman has had a most curious
athletic career. It has been very un-
predictable, but through it all has kept the
boldness to maintain what was best for her.

Now, after years of competition, things are
finally going her way.

"She does have a lot going for her,"

commented Ken O'Brien, her track and field

coach. "Giner has been successful in many
sports besides track; she has a visible social

life, and she does well academically."

But It has not always been this way. In

fact, fours ago every thing seemed to be
going wrong After a successful field hockey
season at Auburn High School where she set

scoring records, she broke all the fingers on
her left hand falling off a gymnastics horse.
When deciding on a college to attend, one

of the only alternatives was UMass, which
she didn't want to attend.

"I really didn't want to come to UMass and
I even fought it, but financially, it couldn't be
beat."

It seems ironic that she now feels com-
pletely different about it. Ginger says, "I'm
so glad I finally did come to UMass because I

love it here. It has so much to offer."

At UMass. Ginoer is a Physical Education
major and would like to teach elementary
school after she graduates. She lives in Town
House Apartments with many of her team-
mates in what creates a very viable at-

mosphere for athletics.

She relies on sports to keep her going. In

the fall there is field hockey and in the spring
there's track and field. In between she
participates in intramural football, volleyball,

basketball, and softball.

She has found that although she was an
excellent performer in high school, she has
found it very tough to keep her place in

college. She has had to improve every year
to do so.

And she has done just that. Last year, she
won the most improved player award for the
field hockey team. But there were internal

problems on the team which tarnish the
memory of that year.

This year, the problems which caused tur-

moil on the team have disappeared but not
the problems which seem to plague Ginger.
She was forced to miss some practices and
games this year due to an early season car

accident and heart complications. But still

•she managed to come back and play the best
hockey of her career in the final five games of

the year in regular season.
She has managed to do so only because of

her determination and competitiveness.
Coach O'Brien says this is her most special

feature.

"She has good technique and good en-
durance but her best quality is her com-
petitiveness. She is a tenacious competitor."

Ginger is also viewed in the same light by
field hockey coach Judith Davidson. I would
rank Ginger as being one of the two most
aggressive players on the team. She's always
cutting to the ball and that style of play fits in

so well with the team. She's a scrappy
player."

This year was to be her best year for

hockey and she was surprised that it has
taken her so far. "Besides the money, one of

the reasons I came to UMass was for their

hockey program but I had no idea it would
take us that far.

Now that her career in field hockey on the
college level is over, she is going to continue
playing for the association clubs near
Boston.

In the spring, she will participate on the
track and field team in the 440 hurdles, an
event which is one of the most demanding.
O'Brien feels that this is one of the reasons
why she does the event.

"Ginger expects a lot from herself and
works very hard to attain her personal
goals."

Whether or not Ginger reaches these goals
is not an all-encompassing matter. She
knows when she should be assertive and
what to expect from herself. She has realistic

goals.

But what comes across when discussing
Ginger Bulman goes back to what O'Brien
said of her. She does have much going for

her and she does appear to be contented
with her current life style. When things
weren't going her way, she made them.
There are too few people in her position.

Fosse inks Brewer pact
MILWAUKEE UPI] - The Milwaukee

Brewers continued their love affair with the
free agent draft yesterday by signing catcher
Ray Fosse, the second free agent they have
snagged this year
The Brewers earlier signed Larry Hisle, the

1977 American League RBI champ, and last

year took third baseman Sal Bando away
from Oakland

The free agent draft has given us two
pidyers who will make a very big con-
tribution, ' Allao "Bud" Selig, Brewers'
president, said at a news conference.

Catching was one of the team's problem
areas last season. Fosse, who played with
Bando on two championship teams at

Oakland and.was an all-star in 1971, should

help. He split last season with Cleveland and
Seattle, hitting .276 overall with six home
runs and 32 RBI. The year before that he hit

301 with Cleveland.

The signing caps a turbulent two weeks
for the Brewers that began Nov. 18 with the
signing of Hisle and was followed the next
day by the firings of manager Alex Grammas
and Jim Baumer, the director of baseball

operations Two days after that, last

Monday, the club named Harry Dalton the
new general manager. He immediately began
noiirring Fosse.

"This has been a very turbulent period for

a lot of people," Selig said. "The changes
can be described as awesome."

Christmas Cards
Laree Selection

at

A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer and stationer 4S S. Pleasant St. Amherst

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY
OF JERUSALEM
1978/79 PROGRAMS

FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS
ONE YEAR PROGRAM tor college sophomores and juniors.

Courses tsugtit in both Hebrew and English.

[ ' REGULAR STUDIES for college transfer students toward
B A and B Sc degrees.

;
' GRADUATE STUDIES Master s. Doctoral and Visiting

Gf.idOfiti' profjrams.

r SUMMER COURSES given in English.

PLEASE CHECK DESIRED PROGRAM

For Application and Infoimation. write

Office n( Academic Affairs.

American Friends o( The Hebrew University

! 1 East 69 St . New York. NY 10021 • (212) 472 9813

Name

31

Address
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ATTENTION
ALL JOURNALISM UNDERGRADUATES

The first meeting of the J.S. Academic Council

and Professional Society of Journalists

will be held in CC765,

Tues.. Nov. 29 at 4:00p.m.

to develop greater journalism opportunities

at U.Mass.

FREE

WIN

TONIGHT!!!
AT

Davis Center, Smith College
3rd ANNUAL SKI SHOW
ADMISSION-MOVIES-REFRESHMENTS

K-2 SKIS • SKI BAGS * HATS
TEE SHIRTS • LIFT TICKETS

MEET MANUFACTURERS and AREA REPS

doors open at 7:00

Sponsored by:

Smith College Recreation Committee
with

:

Western Village Ski Shop
_ 32 Main St. Northampton

r

I
FOR

I DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

'NIVERSITY PIZZA
r^^=^ FOR

_^ DELIVERIES

|lSiS£l^E3 'i
ONLY!!

ONE OF THE BEST PIZZAS IN THE
AMHERST-NORTHAMPTON AREA!!

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

CALL

549-5592

r n
I 32 OZ. COKE, TAB, SPRITE

FREE WITH LC. PIZZA
EXPIRES 12/1/77

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

PLEASE SPECIFY
BEVERAGE

OVER PHONE

i
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LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in
basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

Sail a Semester
aboard
RegiTUJ

Mom

jcinescer

Ship.iKi,irJih<:x4U.irc rii;i.'i J KittiiKniiin t/v
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UNITED
TRANSMISSION
EXCHANGE INC

.ill rricikr car iind truck

transmissions

RHp.iirod Rebuilt Exchjiuied

236Pk'as.*nt St
Northampton, Mass

584-6790

We need certain
college majors

10become
Air Force

lieutenants.

Mectianical and civil engineering
major aerospace and
aeronautical engineering ma)ors

electronics computer
science mathematics majors

The Air Force is looking for young
men and women with academic
majors such as these. If you're

majoring In one of these areas.

you may be eligible for either the
two-year or the four-year Air

Force ROTC program. And to

help with the college bills, two,

three, and four-year scholarships
are available These scholarships

pay tuition, textbooks, lab fees,

and $100 tax-free dollars a
month The Air Force ROTC
program leads to an Air Force
commission, an excellent starting

salary, challenging work (with

some of the finest equipment in

the world), promotions, respon-
sibility, graduate education and
much more

Find out today about the benefits

of the Air Force ROTC program
It's a great way to serve your
country and to help pay for your
college education

Call 5-?437

Air hM-ce ROTC

iCoUegian 15

UPI picks Longhorns
NEW YORK [UPI\ - The University of

Texas completed its regular-season schedule
as the nation's only unbeaten major college
football team this past weekend and was
duly retained yesterday as the No. 1 club by
the United Press International Board of
Coaches.
The last rankings will be issued after the

Jan. 2 bowl games.
Texas raised its record to 1 1 -0 with its 57-

28 drubbing of Southwest Conference foe
Texas A&M Saturday and earned a Cotton
Bowl berth as the SWC champion.

There, the Longhorns will face off against
the country's top-rated independent, Notre
Dame. The Fighting Irish, idle at -1 but with a
final regular-season game against Miami of
Florida on Dec. 3, retained fifth place and
could move up significantly with an upset of
the Longhorns Jan. 2.

Texas pulled down 6 of the 41 first-place
votes cast and a total of 405 points. Notre
Dame received one of the five dissenting No.
1 votes and 245 points.

Oklahoma and Alabama held second and
third, respectively, but the Sooners widened
their lead over the Crimson Tide for the
runnerup slot from three points last week to
29 this week, 350-321 . The gap increased, no

doubt, when Oklahoma thrashed previous
No. 10 Nebraska, 38-7, Friday. Alabama also
won handily, but over an unranked opponent
- 48-21 over Auburn.

The Sooners and Crimson Tide received
the other first place nods, two each, after
both upp«»d their season marks to 10-1.

UPI grid top 20
TEAM POINTS
I.Texas (36) (11-0) 105
2. Oklahoma (2) (10-1) 70
3. Alabama (2) 110-1) 71
4. Michigan (10-1) 57
5. Notre Darned) (9-1) 45
6. Arkansas (10-1) 83
7. PennStdO-l) 68
8. Ohio St (9-2) 41
9. Pittsburgh (2-1) 2

10. Clemson (8-2-1)

11. North Carolina (8-2-1) 4
12. Arizona State 19-2) 3
13. Nebraska (8-3)

1

14. (Tie Brigham Young (9-2)

14. (Tie Iowa St 8-3)

14. (Tie Washington (7-4) 6
17. No. Texas St. (9-2) 5
18. (Tie) San Diego St. (9-1) 4
18. (Tie) Texas A&M (7-3) 4
20. Southern Cal (7-4) 3

Michigan, which had finished its non-bowl
schedule at 10-1, and Arkansas, which edged
Texas Tech 17-14 to also be 10-1, continued
in fourth and sixth places with 287 and 183
points, respectively.

Penn State, a 15-13 winner over Pittsburgh
thanks to a missed two-point Panther
conversion, jumped over Ohio State to
seventh, with the Buckeyes dropping to
eighth, 168-141. The Nittany Lions closed at
10-1, while the Buckeyes ended at -2.

Two other matchups in the Top Eight are
set for Jan. 2. Oklahoma will meet Arkansas
ni the Orange Bowl and Alabama and Ohio
State clash in the Sugar Bowl. Also
Michigan takes on Washington, which
moved into a three-way tie for 14th, in the
Rose Bowl and Penn State battles Arizona
State, now ranked 12th, in the Fiesta Bowl
Christmas Day, Dec. 25.

Pittsburgh fell to -2-1 and 52 points with its
loss to the Nittany Lions, but held ninth
place. The Panthers' final game is in the
Gator Bowl Dec. 30 with Clemson, which
leaped from 4th to 10th with 23 points
despite having finished its season the week
before, also at 8-2-1.

Swimmers split two
finished third in the 100
with a time of 1:21.0.

yard breaststrokeBy LAURA FRANK
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's swimming team Returning from an illness which kept her
continued its string of victories when it sidelined for one meet, Shwartz swam a
defeated Central Connecticut State College, 1:05.2 in the 100 yard butterfly, finishing in

109-22, but suffered its first loss of the
season, as it lost to a strong UConn team, 73-
56, in a tri-meet last week.
The three teams swam together, but the

meet was scored as two seoarate dual mfi«t«s

The 200 yard medley relay team of Kathy
Jurcik, Maryanne Primavera, Deb Shwartz
and co-captain Lise Hembrough placed
second with a time of 2:03.0.

Lynn Lutz swam an outstanding race in

the 500 yard freestyle. She finished second,
doing a 5:51.7 the best time of her career.
Freshman Celia Walsh finished third behind
teammate Lutz, doing a 5:51.9. Walsh also
placed third in the 200 freestyle with a time of
2:11.5. In the 100 yard freestyle, Jeri Otey
captured second place in 58.8 seconds.

Jurcik remained undefeated in the 50 yard
backstroke. She placed first, finishing in 30.1
seconds. Co-captain Rachel Mack touched
third with a time of 32.2, and captured a
second place finish in the 100 yard
backstroke with a time of 1:10.5.

In the 50 yard breaststroke, freshman
Primavera finished second doing a 36.8, and

second place. She swam excellent races in

the 200 yard freestyle and 100 yard
breaststroke, finishjna first in both events.

Otey swam a fast 26.6 to capture a second
place in the 50 freestyle. In the 100 yard
individual medley Jurcik finished second,
doing a personal best time of 1:07.4.

Exceptional diving by sophomore Susie
Strobel and Chris Bullard added points to the
UMass total. Strobel won the required diving
with 144.6 points. Bullard won the optional
diving with 127.25 points. Both divers
executed their dives with confidence and
finesse.

In the 50 yard butterfly, Otey finished
teammate Man/ellen Butler close behind in

Sports Notice
Men and women free throw shooting

contestants can sign up and shoot on
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from
6-8 p.m. at Boyden Gymnasium.

Chlsox, Cards finish deal
ST. LOUIS [UPI] - The St. Louis Car-

dinals yesterday obtained pitchers Dave
Hamilton and Silvio Martinez from the
Chicago White Sox, and assigned pitcher
Steve Staniland to the White Sox' Iowa farm
team.
The assignments completed the late-

season deal in which the White Sox acquired
pitcher Clay Carroll and shortstop Don
Kessinger from the Cardinals. St. Louis
previously acquired outfielder Nyls Nyman
from Chicago.

The Cardinals also assigned pitcher
Johnny Sutton to their farm club at

Springfield, III., leaving their winter roster at

the 40-player mark.
Hamilton, a 29-year-old southpaw, ap-

peared in 45 games in relief last season with
the White Sox for a 6-3 record and nine
saves Martinez, a 22-year-old right-hander,
was 1-1 in 10 games with Chicago and 10-7 in

26 games with Iowa.
Staniland, 22, was 0-3 at Arkansas and 3-6

at St. Petersburg last season.

third. The 200 yard freestyle relay team of

Mack, Hembrough, Butler and Otey finished
in second place to UConn.
"UConn was a tough team, and we were

tired after a week of having three meets in a
row," said UMass coach John Nunnelly.
On Dec. 2nd, UMass will swim against the

University of New Hampshire and then go on
to the University of Maine at Orono on Dec.
3rd for back to back duel meets.

Bowlers fall
The UMass men's and women's bowling

team took part in their third tri-state tour-

nament one week ago in Worcester.
Sponsored by WPI, this tournament again
saw both teams fall short of their potential.

The men's team turned in a spotty per-

formance in general, finishing midway down
the pack of fourteen schools. The standout
for the men's team was Mike Berard, who
averaged 199 on the day en route to taking
third place singles, second place in all events
and in third place with partner Mark Foley in

doubles, three pins behind the first place
team. Outstanding games for the men's team
were turned in by Berard (233, 225, 201 , 199),

Mark Foley (205) and Tim Welch (200). The
other bowlers were Chuck Bond, Kirk Peters,

and Dave Turshy.
The women's team fared considerably

better than did the men, as shown by their

second place finish in the tournament. The
highpoint in the women's match was Jackie
Cashin's 232 game. Ms. Cashin also rolled a

fine 191 game and a 1000 series. Other fine

games rolled by the women were Gina
McEvoy (218) and Cindy Adams (199).

The women's team also took 40 out of the
54 match poitns to keep them high in the
overall standings. Other bowlers for the
women were Beth Schneider and Jane
O'Neill.

The bowlers' final tri-state tournament is

this Saturday at Chicopee.

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERII

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent

at NO EXTRA charge-
Heat & Hot Water

»*»#*»»»»#»*»»»»*»»»**»»»»»»»»»»»»#»#»»»»#*»»»»»#*»»»»»»*»#*»»»»»»»»»»»»»#»*i

2 Bedroom
For Your Convenience:

-»- Free UMass bus to town and campus
-I- Stove, refrigerator, disposal,and dishwasher

-- Fully carpeted #» j a a a
+ waiito wall closets siOTQen AparTments
-t-Cablevision available COAK i\t\
+ V/2 miles from Mt. Farms Mall ^^H^.WW
-^24 hour maintenance staff

^ Special second
semester rental terms

available
Take first entrance.

(Rental Hours- Mon. Fri. 9 5, Sat 10 2

""
Brittany Manor

Our new rental office is located

at 156 A-1 Brittany Manor Drive.

%^U,

FT2IOAV ^ ;;vXT~UCt>AV
HO oveg - C4»^CN^

V^PP^ ^^Owe ML ^4V6*^^

KOKJI>^V N\G-HT fOOTBAa: W fn4 M<^FPY HOW?
PQ\ces AMP PtBI wcrrD06& !
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Icemen face UConn for .500

iTUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1977

By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team, coming off a
frustrating 10 8 loss to AlC in Springfield a
week ago, will try to snap a two game losing
streak tonight when it invades Storrs to
banle arch rival UConn in a 7:30 game.

The Minutemen, now 1-2 have lost their
last two games, to Lowell and AlC after
winning their season opener against New
England College.

In those two games, the Minutemen have
played well offensively, but have had their
defensive problems, especially in their own
end. In the AlC contest, UMass was up 5-1

after the first period, but fell back under the
heavy Yellowjacket attack, giving up four
goals in the second period, and five in the
third.

"Defense is a total team thing," said
UMass coach Jack Canniff who was bitterly

disappointed with the AlC loss. "We have to
show much more poise and maturity in our
own end."
commenting on the AlC loss, UMass

fon^ard Lincoln Flagg said, "We knew that
they would come out flying in the second
period. They came at us and forced us to run
around a little and not play our style."
The Minutemen will be hoping for more

defense tonight when they play UConn, a
team they have totally dominated in recent
years. UMass has won its last four en
counters with the Huskies and rules the
series against UConn, 25-5-1.

Tonight's game will be the season opener
for the Huskies, who are coached by John
Chapman, now in his 18th season as hockey
mentor.

Last year was one of the few losing
seasons for Chapman. His Huskies finished
with a dismal 8-14-2 record, but played better
than that ledger would indicate. UConn was
in contention in almost all its games, and
were outscored by the thin margin of only
107-103.

UConn has always been a scrappy team
that can pull off the big upset. Last year, the
Huskies knocked off a tough Lowell team
that later went all the way to the finals in the
ECAC Division II olavoffs.

UConn has 12 lettermen returning from
last year, but it lost two of its top scorers.
The Huskies will have to rely on their
defense, which is led by senior goaltender
Lou Mami, now in his second year in the nets
for UConn.

This game could be an important one for
the Minutemen if they hope to reach their
goal of .500 by intersession. With tough foes
Middlebury, Army and Merrimack lying
ahead, a win over UConn would be very
helpful.

One problem for the Minutemen could be
the goaltending. John Riley, who has played
all three games for the Minutemen was hurt

m practice this week and Is still doubtful as a
starter for tonight's game. If Riley cannot
play, senior Paul McCann will be in the nets.

BLUELINE BANTER Tonight's contest
may be one of the few college games you will
see where the wind and the cold may be a
factor. UConn has an outdoor rink, which
has a roof, but is not enclosed.... If the wind
IS westerly, it could be a problem.... UMass
CO- captain Bob White, who has missed the
first three games with an ankle injury, will not
be ready tonight, but will probably see action
this weekend, when the Minutemen battle
Norwich and Middlebury.

wm
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Minuteman hockey team in action last week. The skaters travel to Storrs ton the Huskies of UConn tonight. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)
O ..^

p(Q)irt
Raiders drub Bills; 34-13

UMass quarterback Mike Fallon (7) scrambles out of the pocket and away from a
Lehigh defender. Lehigh defeated the Minutemen, 30-23. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodgers) ' «avo

OAKLAND \UPI\ - A gimpy-kneed Ken
Stabler, a doubtful starter at game-time,
passed for three touchdowns and Mark Van
Eeghan ran for 144 yards last night in leading
the Oakland Raiders to a 34-13 rout over the
Buffalo Bills.

Stabler, who strained a knee last week and
almost didn't start, threw 28 and 12 yards to
Cliff Branch and 44 to Fred Biletnikoff and

left early in the fourth quarter.
Van Eeghan, with his 144-yard effort, ran

his season total to 1,012 yards and became
the first player in Raider history to achieve
two 1,000-yard seasons. The big running
back churned out all the key yardage and left

It to Pete Banaszak to crack over from the
one twice to account for the other two
Raider touchdowns.Clift Branch and 44 to Fred Biletnikoff and Raider touchdowns.

A sportswn'ter's fetter: 'All I want for Christmas...

'

Geez, Thankscivinq has barelv oassed and BIP^*^ >^?^B^Geez, Thanksgiving has barely passed, and
already people all over are shifting gears into
the Christmassy spirit. Santa Claus (phony
ones naturally) are pepping up everywhere
via helicopters, fire engines and chauffer-
driven limousines.

About the only place he hasn't arrived
early yet is McDonalds. Maybe he and
Ronald don't get along well.

Personally, I disagree with this form of
insanity. I don't want to seem like Scrooge,
but XMass is still 27 days away.

I don't seem to recall many human-type
people getting all hyped- up about turkeyday
27 days in advance. I can see getting
psyched about New Year's Eve a month (or
more) ahead of time, but Christmas.

Maybe it's the commercialistic attitude
that catches all by surprise; towns put up
their festive decorations, stores have post-
Thanksgivmgpre-Christmas sales with
artificial trees, two for the price of one, etc.

Since I can't beat the XMass rush, I might
as well join it by making out my annual list to
Santa early too. Since it's rather long, maybe
it's best I do make.it out early anyways.

Dear Santa,
I am trying a new approach of getting my

XMass hopefuls to you. Last year, my letter
to you up north must've got lost in the mails.

Russ Sill I til

All I want for XMass
because my stocking was bare as Mother
Hubbard's cupboards.

An understanding person, I realize some
articles on my humble list will not fit down
the chimney. In such cases, I leave it up to
your better judgement as to where to deposit
them. Thanks for your time and say hi to Ms.
Claus for me.

What I'd like for Christmas: 1977
... not more than an inch of snow
... at least third place for the Celtics
... Steelers, Dolphins, Bears and Broncos

headed into the playoffs; Vikings stay home
so the Super Bowl will be exciting for a
change

... tidal wave big enough to wipe out
UMass- Boston's Columbia Point, waterfront
campus; funding granted to that campus
then switched to U of M-Amherst

the outlawing of astro-turf in the

American League: let the National League
keep it

Dallas' cheerleaders
fans for UlWass' hockey games
more happy hours
less Yankee fans in the world

... Reggie Jackson to quit baseball and go
into obscurity

... no more country-western specials on
t.v. especially east of the Rockies (the
mountain range, not the NHL team)

good ideas for better columns

Gee, I guess that's it. Oh, wait. I've got a
hunch that you'll be extra busy next year this
time. To take some of the load off you, I've

made out my XMass list for '78. It's spread
out over the year for easier handling.
Wishes for 1978:

... a warm January or free trip to Florida
(I'm not picky)

a couple key UMass basketball victories-
Minutemen-80 UConn-79, UMass-77
Providence-71, UMass-100 Boston College-

... the women's hoop team to do well
against some tough competition (Queens,
Adelphi, Rutgers etc.) and more fans to
support them also

... support of school teams in general

... another bonfire by the Bluewall
.a great New Year's Eve, followed by no

hangover (I wish this on the whole U of M
community - and the 'few' who drink)

... a Tampa Bay opening game victory
super lacrosse season for Garber's

Gorillas

... NCAA bid for hoop-squad; enough of
the NIT

... good weather for intramural Softball
season

second place finish for the Minnesota
North Stars

... Steelers- Super Bowl Champs

... someone besides the Canadiens win-
ning the Stanley Cup

... no more Indy 500 on t.v., along with the
elimination of Challenge of the Sexes
contests also - we all know which sex is

better

... higher pay for Collegian sports writers

» \

Senator Bill Owens

>«K?«»C>fl«<j«K..^«B<: ^m^

The Whole World is Watching
hv'^n'!!.!' r

^^ ^°"o^'n9 statements were made in front of the White House

Wh A^^
^""^ ^ ."^ ^^"^'°' ^"' °^^"' ^«^°^« ^^«*^ 3^^«st in front of theSouth Afncan embassy, November 24 (Thanksgiving).

Gregory: "We as a world body of decent folks really haven't shared ouroutrage. I don't thmk that South Africa will be under half the pressure thaAmerica was under demonstrating against the Vietnamese war. The worldcommunity woke up and said that, yea, it's a bad war "

h«?» r'° «
'?° T ^l^'

^^^^ demonstrations in the United States willhave any effect, as they did during the Vietnam war?"
Gregory: "I think that they would have more of an effect.... I would justhope that the South African heads of state will know that there are aKdecen Peopte on th^ planet that are outraged over what's happening

there I would thmk that we wouldn't have to go to jail this Thanksgiving
but If we have to I thmk that we would be willing to do that, that we takethese pl^acards go over there (to South African Embassy) and let themknow that we know about many of the people that they killed there I

t'J^oil r.^^^^ ^^? ^ ^^""^ "^^y ^^^^^ t^«^« ^o^'d be inspections
there so that the world would know who's in jail, and who the prisoners arebefore they come up dead within the prisons."

Question: "Mr. Gregory, how many times have you been out here?"
Gregory: "I guess every Thanksgiving for the last five years

"

Question: "Do you think that there will ever be a time when you don'thave to come out here?"
Dick Gregory addresses Thanks-
giving day demonstration.

Dick Gregory and Senator Bill Owens lead demonstration in front
of the White House.

Tha^t^glJ^ng'h'er'"'
'''"

'
'''"' ^'^^

'
"°"'^ "^^^'V ^-e a real

Question: "Yesterday, the Polaroid corporation announced that it was

i^::^^:i^'^2iz^^- ^'^^'" ^°"^ "^^'-- ^^'^^<^<^^
Gregory: "I don't know. If they really have decided. They were supposedto have made an agreement in 1971 that no more of their pZrwouwTel

VXlx What theT"
'°^ ''' '• ^- '^^'^- ^° ''' ^^^ difficuS tS i; I wouSX t^n^ nf

^ ^'^
^r"^ " 9°°^' ^"^ ^°"««*' and inevitable but thiss tho type of pressure that's needed, and I would hone th«t ror,l?li

Responsibility, and that they can turn this around if thev act now if ZZ.don't what do we do, we end up with a lot of violence we end up with a lotir?o ''':::oZo^T^'
^-^'^ ^-^^'"^ ^^'-^^ -- escara'^irthJ^J

Question: "As a result of the world wide outrage over the death nf qtowo

^Pr^l ^ ^^^^ ^yP^ °^ demonstrations like today most
;

..ner cans are sitting home being thankful, we have a lot to be tha^k^u

an reirto'what'^s'hf
'^ "'^ '^T '"^° ^'^ ^'^" "'^^^^ -ovement'a"nd1tan relate to what s happening in South Africa, with all the in«flniny that

rl"!"y"?' ''^^- ''" ' '''^^' -^^ ^«" ^^"dren i one o themes la^^^^commg home from school, I don't have to worry about thern b^.l in adetention center. So many of us blacks who have just come out of d| "tconfrontation to change laws, and we know, that the woHd ?f they r^eed •an example they have an example that you can make inroads nto chanaeshuman dignities and human liberties without axm^ J^ZZ^^^T
without bloodbath. I would hope that this exampll ZS^beTs^T;:"'

( Continued on page 2)

November 24, 1977

It IS with a great degree of sadness that I write this letter urging you to
move with all deliberate speed to help to rectify the deplorable conditions
foisted upon the shoulders of Black Africans in the Republic of South
Africa.

I am sure I speak for many millions of Americans and others throughout
the world who saw a new day dawning when you declared Human Rights
as the cornerstone of American Foreign Policy. We foresaw America
though imperfect but sincere in its own quest for racial harmony and
human justice, using its vast material resources, its political influence and .

rts goodwill and moral integrity to persuade oppressive regimes around the
world that individual freedom, human rights, is or ought to be the fun-
damental principle of any society.
To the extent that you have communicated this message to the leaders

of the world, I join with others in applauding that effort. However, Mr.
President, in the case of South Africa much more must be done. No matter
hovv well meaning, verbal chastisements and arms embargoes will not
suffice. We need immediate and stringent economic sanctions that will
make South Africa decide whether to have racial harmony and economic
prosperify, or slide into the abyss of revolutionary struggle and bloodshed.

Several Massachusetts corporations have taken steps to impose
economic sanctions on South Africa. The First National Bank of Boston
has restructured its loan program in respect to South African corporations
or foreign companies doing business there. The term of a loan agreement
has been shortened from five years to three years, hopefuHy discouraging
corporate clients from using the resources of the First for in^/r .ments in
South Africa. The Polaroid Corporation has cancelled its reidi. hip with
Its South African distributor and thus forfeited $3 to $4 millio'- . ousiness
Two other Massachusetts banks will make no loans to So^,.. Africa. These
individual acts of conscience on the part of corporations are indeed
commendable. They illustrate for this nation and the world that what
happens in South Africa is the responsibility of us all.

The Government of the United States of America, as the leader of the
free world, can do no less than private corporations and individuals to
ensure an end to the murder, brutality and dehumanization of the Black
population of South Africa. The United States must make the difficult
decision to bnng tremendous economic pressure to bear on South Africa
or be accused, and rightly so, of being hypocritical and discriminatory in its
application of human rights policy.

In our lifetimes, Mr. President, we have seen vast technological
economic and political change. We have seen lunar landings, new and
improved international financial systems, the end of colonialism and the
rise of subject people. History is on the side of the African patriots who
resist oppression in Soweto, Durban and all across South Africa. Let us for
once be on the correct side of progressive forces and not find ourselves
espousing derriocracy at home and supporting totalitarianism abroad, out
of step with nv^ory and change. TURN TO PAGE 4
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like these. Some of you are probably aware that the First National Bank of
Boston, which is the largest bank in New England, has decided that it's
going to at least withdraw some of its economic interests, and will not
participate economically to the extent that it has. First of all I don't believe
that is enough, I think more has to be done. We know that the Poloroid
people have decided not to business in South Africa. That is not enough.
We're saying that all of the multinational coporations that have formed and
are doing business in South Africa need to begin to withdraw. They need
to withdraw and provide those economic sanctions so that the regime will
not have an economic base from which to continue to operate. It is within
this context that we are here today to say to the President of the United
States of America, that let the issue of human rights be nore than rhetoric,
let the office that you hold influence some of the decision making
processies that are now going on to th« detriment of poor people in South
Africa.

on the verge of arrest. Photo by
Edward Cohen

Gregory: "Rrst, thank you for being here this holiday, and I would like at
this time to introduce Senator Bill Owens from Massachusetts, state
legislator. We had talked about six weeks ago in his office about what was
happening in South Africa, and what we might be able to do to dramatize
the situation.... We felt that we should be here in front of the White House
this morning, Thanksgiving day, to say to America and the world that we in
America have a lot to be thankful for, and I would hope that the President
of the United States would use his prestige and power of his office I

appreciate having a President in the White House that talks about human
rig Its, and I think that there is no area on this planet today where human
nghts have been so blatantly violated, than in South Africa and Rhodesia."

Gregory: "I would like to see the President go to the world religious
bodies and ask the leadership to use all of their influence and all of their
power. I'm one that finnly believes that it does not have to come to an
armed confrontation or a bloodbath. And I know that there are many
people on both sides just waiting for that because they think that that's the
only way. I would hope that it wouldn't come to that because I think that it

would be bigger than South Africa, I think that it could set off racial unrest
around the worid. I would just hope that the president and the business
interests in this country would be able to see that, but most of all I would
hope that the masses of the decent people would raise their voice and if

that happens, I'm sure that the conflict that's within Rhodesia and' South
Africa will be resolved."

Owens: "I would like to take this opportunity to say that I've been in
touch with a number of natives of South Africa and in talking to them I'm
convinced that they have decided that the country is theirs, and that they
are not going to for longish periods, tolerate the murders and rapes that are
constantly existing there. They have decided that they are going to take
over the government by any means necessary. I for one, in concurrence
with Mr. Gregory, certainly hope that it does not come to a blood bath
That's why I'm here today, to say to the President, of the United States of
America, that he should use the prestige of his office to see to it that there
are severe economic sanctions, to stop in the media, the running of the ads
for the sale of the Krugerrand, to provide other economic sanctions so that
the Vorster regime will in fact fall.

It is not right, it is immoral, and cannot be tolerated any longer in times

Let us further recognize that whatever happens in South Africa is going
to be a reflection of what's going to happen throughout the United States
of America and throughout the worid. We know that directly or indirectly
everything that happens there, is going to be reflected here, and we knovv
much of what is going on here, is as a result of what is going on in South
Africa, and we think it all has to end."

Gregory: "We would also like to thank the D.C. chapter of the National
council of Black Churchmen who have declared December 11th a day of
national mourning for Steve Biko. We feel that it is this type of pressure
that will help influence what decisions go down in South Africa I think if
people who really believe that the mightiest government in the world

Tvaluate^thtt
''"^^ ^° ''°"'^ """^ °^ Viet-Nam, if they would just sit and

"Basically we're dealing with our children, after the children came out
and raised their voices, then America began to turn and turn and even-
tually we got out of that war, I think we can influence what happens in
South Afnca and Rhodesia. I think that this is more important than Viet-
Nam, because Viet-Nam I don't think, at the stage where we got out could
have tipped off racial wars around the worid. I think if we see the whites
with a mass wholesale slaughter of blacks, I think that we're going to have
a problem around the world, and I think that if you see the black guerillas
go in with a wholesale slaughter of whites we're going to have problems in
many countries. I would just hope it wouldn't come to that

"

Owens:^'l would just like to say that I'm here today as a symbol of black
elected officials, that I believe need to get more deeply involved in the
issues of South Africa, and public elected officials in general It is my
sincere belief that elected officials need to stop being water-boys for the
power elite and the business establishment. I think when we do get in-
volved we begin to educate our constituency more and more to what is
going on. men the Vorster regime will understand that the actions that
they are perpetrating cannot and will not be tolerated, and I think that as
Dick Gregory has said in the past, the South Africans will probably feel
pretty good today. If we decided to take our Thanksgiving to say to
Amenca and to the worid, we've got to stop what is going on in South
Africa, and we're willing to give up our day of Thanksgiving to be out here
and in Dick Gregory's words, again, we're got to not neces^rily be so
anxious to celebrate Thanksgiving, but again to look at Thanks-living and
that s what it's all about in South Africa."

Statement of Paul Robeson, Jr. Concerning the
Play "Paul Robeson with James Earl Jones"

A GUNI AMONr, G-AMS Poul »ob««,n d*rf f ,.dor oH.moon ol ih, ^e„n.
^Y\.on.o MedKol C»n.*, Ph.lodelph.o ffobe.on «o» on ouli.ond.ng world
».9«.* ..nb^nd.nq 'homp.on of humon dignity b«»< ion of Ih- Block Propl«
o .9hle. h>t the wofkioq clo»j ond on o-i.%t lupe-b Th» Oo.ly World leornrd
of h„ dMfh luit at preM fme In ou. ne.t ,„„, Tueufay we w.ll poy du*

tribute to Robeson and publiih hit ebituoty

I have seen "Paul Robeson", a

one-rnan play with James Earl

Jones on several occasions. While
the script had undergone a number
of changes for each of the per-

formances I attended, it continued
to be a fictionalized and distorted

portrayal of Paul Robeson that

misrepresents the most important
aspects of his life. It trivializes the
Paul Robeson story and makes his

basic character unrecognizable.

The play is currently playing in

Boston and I understand that it will

subsequently appear in Chicago,
Cleveland, Milwaukee and
Washington, DC. This production
whittles down the giant stature of

Paul Robeson to such an extent
that he is made to resemble the

false image that has been created
by the white Establishment. His

powerful message to all oppressed
peoples and to Black Americans in

particular is diffused and lost in a

mass of confusion.

Anyone who takes the time can
easily see through this crude
commercialization of Paul
Robeson's name by reading his

own book "Here I Stand" (Beacon
Press, Boston), listening to record-
ings of his performances and view-
ing film of him. My father's own
words and deeds provide the best
criticism of this play which I

consider to be an insult to his

memory.

Paul Robeson, Jr.

THE PAUL ROBESON
By DR. EWART GUINIER

"Everything I have done is an
extension of my feeling about my
own people. I feel some way I've

become tied up with this whole
problem of human freedom. I have
no end to my artistic horizon."

Paul Robeson
New York Times

" ' Apr. 19, 1942

My first distinct recollection of
becoming aware of Paul Robeson
as an important personage oc-
curred in the fall of 1929 when I

entered Harvard College as a fresh-

man. Robert Weaver, then a black
graduate student, and I were
driving to Quincy to see a Eugene
O'Neill play that had been banned
in Boston.

Weaver, from Washington, D.C,
where the "Harlem" Renaissance
of the twenties had been develop-

ing, mentioned that Paul Robeson
had played the title role of one of

O'Neill's plays and had acted in

several others.

Since then I have had in-

numerable occasions to read about,

discuss, listen to and see Paul

Robeson.

Beginning in the spring of 1946,

and until the spring of 1953, in

several capacities but primarily as

the international secretary-treasurer

of the United Public Workers Union
with a membership of over 100,000
civil servants. I was privileged to be

associated with this giant of a man
in many projects organizing non-
wake workers on the Panama Canal
Zone and in Hawaii, developing
campaigns to end discrimination in

the United State's Treasury
Department's Bureau of Engraving,

opening up opportunity and jobs

for black women and men in New
York City hotels, on the airiines, in

offices, in plants and factories

throughout the country, in the

entertainment worid as well as on
the baseball diamond, and in the

political system.

After leaving the trade union
movement in 1953, my contacts
with Robeson were infrequent.

Beginning in 1960, especially with
the entrance into the U.N. of scores
of African nations, my reflections

on the meaning of Paul Robeson's
life has intensified.

And starting in 1968, while as

associate director for programs of

Columbia University's Urban
Center I was a member of the

Advisory Committee for "Black

On November 21, 1977, in

Hariem, New York, USA, at the
Renaissance Theatre Ballroom, the
AUDELCO Audience Development
Committee's 5th Annual
Recognition Awards were given.
The theme was "Overture - Family
Reunion". AUDELCO was founded
in 1973 to fulfill the needs and
increase awareness in the art and
cultural activities in the Black
Community. The affair was one not
to be forgotten easily.

The evening opened with a
mime presentation by Billy Banner.
The co-host were Ruby Dee and
Ossie Davis. The Harlem Children's
Theatre staged a magnificent and
original moving presentation called

'Ju Ju Man". There was a per-

formance by Vinnie Burrows and a
vinette from "Young, Gifted and
Broke" by Weldon Irvine.

Presentation of Outstanding
''ioneer awards went to Willis

Richardson and Peari Primus. The
ith Annual Recognition Awards
were: LIGHTING DESIGNER,
Shiriey Pendergast, for "Unfinished
Women..." NY. Shakespeare
Festival Mobile Production-
SCENIC DESIGNER, Tim Phillips!

for "Winti Train", COSTUME
DESIGNER, Edna Watson, for

MacBeth"; DIRECTOR, Bill Duke,
for "Unfinished Women....";
CHOREOGRAPHER, Talley Beatty',

for "Alice"; PLAYWRIGHT,'
Richard Wesley, for "The Last
Street Play"; SUPPORTING
ACTRESS, Rosanna Carter, for

"The Unfinished Women... "•

SUPPORTING ACTOR, Leonard
Jackson, for "MacBeth"; OUT-
STANDING PERFORMANCE IN A
MUSICAL (FEMALE), Brenda
Brown, for "Young, Gifted and
Broke "; OUTS^^ANDING PER-
FORMANCE IN A MUSICAL
(MALE), Mikell Pinkney, for
"Young, Gifted and Broke"-
OUTSTANDING MUSICAL
GREATER, Weldon Irvine, for
"Young, Gifted and Broke";
MUSICAL PRODUCTION OF THE
YEAR, "Young, Gifted and Broke",
Author: Weldon Irvine, Producer,
Marjorie Moon; LEAD ACTRESS If^

A DRAMATIC ROLE, Gloria Foster,
for "Agamemmon"; LEAD ACTOR
IN A DRAMATIC ROLE, Richard
Gant, for "soledad Tetrad"; CO-
WINNERS for DRAMATIC
PRODUCTION OF THE YEAR,
"Three of the Best" Authors: Ed
Bullins, Clay Goss, Richard Wesley,
Producer: Solid Productions; and
"Unfinished Women....", Author:
Aishah Rahman, Producer: Joseph
Papp.

A special notice should be given
to the very hard working Board of
Directors who are Natalie Fuller,

Vivian Robinson, Winnie Richard-
son, Sylvia Spooner, Renee
Chenoweth, and Doris Smith, and
who, by the way, I owe a special
thanks. Can you imagine being
stranded in New York City on a
Monday night and having your car
towed and it cost $60 to get it out,
and the only people that are willing
to honor a check are the beautiful
sisters for AUDELCO. It is

organizations like this that make for
a more viable Black Theatre.

Bill Hasson

Heritage: A History of Afro-
Americans, "

I began discussions
with others about Robeson,
especially with the brilliant historiari

and folklorist. Sterling Stuckey, a
professor at Northwestern
University. Stuckey introduced me
to the facts which demonstrate,
unequivocally that Paul Robesori
was one of the outstanding
students of linguistics and culture

especially of African linguistics
and culture and of their survival and
great influence on the development
of a distinct Afro-American culture.
To me, therefore, a serious

appraisal or delineation of Paul

Cont. on Page 8

More on the Advocate Program
By JOHANNA P. BRASSARD

This is the second article in a

series of three about the Advocate
Program, which is located at

Montague House near The School

of Education. (Telephone: 545-

3623-5) The purpose of the series is

to increase awareness of the

Advocate Program within the Third

World Community. Last week's

article was an introduction to the

Program; this article will be a more
precise description of the nature

and functions of various program

components (the information for

this week's article was graciously

provided by Rich Bell, Assistant

Director of The Advocate
Program.)

The Advocate Program (AP) is

really a conglomeration of con-

cerned agencies and individuals. It

is through their deep commitment
to troubled youth, their energy, and

donations of physicial facilities and

funds, that the AP survives and

thrives.

Energy and physical facilities are

provided for the AP by the

University, The Pioneer Valley and

caring persons throughout
Massachusetts. Funding for

development of the Program and

staff wages is granted primarily by

the Commonwealth and Federal

Governments; only one AP position

is funded by the University.

One might see the AP as a large

stone bridge built to support and
guide youths over the stormy
waters of adolescence. I will

examine the entrance, walkway and
exit of the bridge before discussing

the layout of the "blocks", or

components.
The entrance to the bridge is

actually the Hopbrook Farm in New
Salem, Mass. The farm was ob-

tained by the AP through a private

contractor. The Department of

Public Welfare of the Com-
monwealth of Massachus-rtts
(DPU) refers Massachusetts
adolescent boys in need of a home,
an education or counseling to this

outer component of the AP.
Another Commonwealth agency.

The Department of Youth Services

(DYS) refers troubled and court-

involved boys from six of seven
regions in Massachusetts to the

Farm.

At the Farm, the boys are

oriented into the AP. They are

provided with supervision,

counseling, educational and
recreational services related to

those which they will encounter as

formal members of the AP. During

the two to eight weeks which they

spend at the Farm, a pre-placement

staffing is held for each boy. All

those concerned with his particular

case, including a potential Ad-

vocate, meet with one another and
the boy to develop a "service plan".

The plan outlines educational,

personal, health and living goals for

the adolescent. These plans will be
initially implemented by the AP, but

include provisions for discharge

from the AP and after-care. Later, if

any change in the plan are

necessary, the entire staffing

reconvenes.

Female adolescents receive the

same attention regarding a "service

plan", but they have little time to be

oriented into the AP simply

because they must be placed

directly with an advocate for lack of

an orientation facility for girls.

Along the walkway itself we find

the Pioneer Valley and the
University, both very sympathetic

of the kids involved in the Program.

For example, the Amherst Police

and the Hampshire County District

Court and Probation Office have
always supported the AP in its

efforts. Both the Valley and the

University provide AP youths with

recreation and transportational

facilities, and Advocates. The
University also provides interns and
volunteers from the Juvenile

Justice division of The School of

Education, physical facilities.

Health and recreational facilities, as

Cont. on Page 8

John Henry on Drums— Max Roach
and Quartet at Storyville

in.

for

He

Max Roach photo by Regina Jones

John Henry he could hammah,
He could whistle, he could sing.

He went to the mountain eariy in

the mornin'

To hear his hammah ring,

To hear his hammah ring.

John Henry worked in all kinds of

weather,

'Cause a workin' man cain't do

no better.

John Henry said to just keep in

motion

Till you conquer de Ian' an'

conquer de ocean!

Melvin B. Tolson

JOHN HENRY ON DRUMS -

MAX ROACH AND QUARTET AT
STORYVILLE

Professor Max Roach looked

aglow on the first night, October

18th, of the final week of per-

formances at Storyville on east 58th

in New York. His quartet constants,

Billy Harper on tenor saxophone,

Cecil Bridgewater on trumpet and

Reggie Workman on bass

reciprocated with deep bows after

fraternal introductions by the

master drummer. They repeated

this gesture of veneration directed

toward Max Roach throughout the

evening as each suite concluded

and as they responded to heart-

flung applause from the audience.

The first composition "Effie" by

Stanley Cowell, veered forth from a

vibrant intro. Max Roach did not

hesitate in pushing hurricane

tempos as horn duets, soios and

syncopations alternated, in-

tersected and converged. Roach's

cymbal rolls rode above his own
confluence of rhythmic streams as

well as accentuated the deep drops

from Workman's bass. Billy Har-

per's saxophone shrieked in long-

and-short breath cries. Cecil

Bridgewater stepped fon/vard for

short sprints. Workman hit the

strings precisely and his strong

hands raced up and down the neck

of his instrument to produce

stopped and lasting chordal throbs.

For his initial solo, Max Roach

painted cymbal patterns resembling

a Nelson Steven's canvas or the

sounds over Harlem on a hot

summer's night. From his high-hat

he sent updrafts of sunbrass

through the blue gray club lights.

With one hand he directed the

emanations from this two-cymbal

instrument and with the other,

transformed wood and metal

matter to an extended shimmying

wampwahumpwahump....
Reggie Workman added an ^un-

dertow of bowing and the duet of

horns restated the theme, spiraling

or latticing registers hurled amidst

the rich rhythms.

"Calvary" arranged by Billy

Harper gave rise to step-by-step

ascensions in sound imagery.

Bridgewater propelled columnar

sounds that joined the climb with

Mr. Harper, freeing the spiritual

with each progression. The in-

tensive horn discourse emitted

sharp syllabication. With all metals

flashing. Max Roach and Workman
stirred up fire and brimstone rhyth-

ms. By this time hands fleeting the

drums had long since disappeared

from sight. Max Roach moved with

the convolutions rising from brush

work. Sudden clear streaks of

melody struck open areas between
strong beat phrases. High-hats

sputtered. The quartet reconvened

their instrumentation for a

breaklight denouement.
Papa Jo Jones had come

Between sets he was solicited

his opinion on the world series,

reprimanded, "What does this have

to do with music? I came to hear

Max Roach!"

The next set began where the

former had let off — at sonar

speeds riding meteors with tails of

polyrhythms stampeding space and

silence. Exhortations created
musical upheaval and vitality within

the sphere of tension. Each
musician translated the themes
improvisationally, splicing and
segmenting them; and, created

moments of jitanjafora which then

would glide into an urban cantata

of sirens wailing through heartbeat

rhythms echoing the real life.

The final work displayed Harper's

puncturing and stridulous

saxophone vocals, peaking to incite

from Bridgewater's trumpet
sententious streaks. Light bounded
from brass, sound shadows
quivered aloft taunt strings

stretched over a wooden lake of

resonances, and earthy tremors

relentlessly found volume through

the profundity of the drums. Max
Roach spaced multiple beats
building a roaring seventh-wave
crash before retreating as a

seabound tide. . Climactic

crescendos were fed unceasingly

by the bass palpitating, the tenor

dancing, the drums jumping, the

trumpet punctuating, the horns
thinning, the ercussion pushing
for a rush of harmony before

decelerating, before subsiding in

"The Call of the Wild and Peaceful

Heart", another Harper com-
position. At 2:00 a.m. Max Roach
smiled through the heat and the

applause; he reintroduced quartet

members, who, with him, con-

ducted all this energy.

The Max Roach Quartet will be
performing in San Francisco, Los
Angeles, New Orleans and
Chicago. Spring engagements in

Europe will be followed by a tour of

Japan and a late summer return to

Europe.

Bob Winston, left and Richard Bell

— photo by Edwin Patterson

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Earth, Wind and Fire

Maurice White of Earth, Wind, and

Fire. Photo by Edward Cohen

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
EARTH, WIND, AND FIRE!

The Earth, Wind, and Fire

concert, on November 1 1 , came out

on stage with smoke. They was
bad!!! Nobody could tell those

jokers if the sky was pink or purple,

because they had the sky and they

was bad. They was so bad they

came from outer space, and blazed

their story with the earthlings.

Denise Williams was Miss

Paradise of Beauty, as she jazzed so

fine they loaded up trucks with

fainted, unconscious men who
couldn't stand the pain of watching

that goddess come down from the

stars. It was a mind-blower.

Pockets was bad too, but they

were new, and we were hungry for

Denise Williams and Earth, Wind
and Fire.

And they fed us too. They were
so bad they jammed their message
like they was the only group

around. They was so bad, there is

no such thing as bad if they wasn't

it. They jammed their songs one
right after another. They was the

monster from church. It got better

and better. It ended, after the

obvious encore, with The Serperv

tine Fire, the latest smoke source

from Earth, Wind and Fire.

By JAMES LEWIS JR.

In August of this year his quartet

recorded in Holland. Since then

Max Roach has recorded a solo

album; Freddie Waits joined him for

another and at the end of Sep-

tember he did a duet album with

Dollar Brand. These are Max Roach

productions and will be distributed

by various companies.

Released in Japan on the Victor

label is a two volume recording

titled, '"Genius", featuring Max
Roach and Clifford Brown playing

at the Bee Hive in Chicago in 1955.

Another recent release in Japan is

the double record on the Nippon-

Columbia lable, "Live in Japan."

Last year in Paris, Max Roach

and Archie Shepp recorded

"Force" with commemorative
compositions titled ""Sweet Mao"
and ""Sud Afrika". In performance.

Max Roach has played a selection

from this album dedicated to the

struggle of Blacks in South Africa.

Referring to this work from

"Force," Max Roach emphasized,
"

...You had Bird writing things like

"Passport" at a time when the

authorities were taking away
certain people's passports. "Jazz"

and Blues have always been music

that people lived their lives by.

That's why I wrote, "South Africa

Godamn!" - it was a small effort

on my part to give somebody some

hope in that situation in South

Africa." This record has received

the highest honor awarded a record

in Europe, the GRAN PRIX IN-

TERNATIONAL DU DISQUE.
Zoe Best

All rights reserved

Epigrams to the review are from

the ballad, "John Henry" and

"John Henry in Hariem" in BOOK
OF NEGRO FOLKLORE edited by

Langston Hughes and Arna

Bontemps.
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A Revolutionary Organizational Framework For:
"Work Among the People."

The following is a commentary by Nummo News ' Editorial consultant i^"'"'"'^^^
Wauada Tzake. It is a tool which can be used as a guidance point by all
serous groups who are actively involved in the struggle to end the sup
pression of man by man.

In many revolutionary situations and periods, we find that there are
many revolutionary groups. Some or all of the groups declare the
rev jiution to be their property and not that of the people. They cut up' the
otf ar groups trying to justify their own position and decry the other
groups Instead of trying to organize the people on all fronts, they
disorganize the people on all fronts, they disorganize the masses by their
opposition to each other and very often they create open hostility which
the masses only see as unnecessary disunity. Disunity frustrates the
masses and limits the extent of the revolution's success. Naturally more
people will be anracted to the group which displays the greatest amount of
unity and success but this does not give the revolutionary group in a strong
position the right to discredit the valuable work that the weaker group have
done or are doing. The energy put out in assassinating the character of
o'her groups should be put into channels creating a closer unity with all
fronts and ending organizational cannibalism.' If the viability of the
alternatives offered by the revolutionary group is to succeed it must un-
derstand what it is up against as well as the possibilities and shortcomings
of Its own rhetoric. Consequently, discussion of strategy is most im-
portant.

The following is a list of a few noteworthy internal guidelines which can
assist in strategy discussions as well as in the establishment and continued
functioning of any organization which is actively involved in the struggle to
end the crimes against humanity.

Set Up A Framework'

Patience, discipline, order, leads to successful organization. To
maintain organizational discipline and punctuality it is imperative to be
commined to organizational 'Law and Order. " Foremats, agendas,
timetables, schedules, workshops and the exercise of carrying out duties
and responsibilities are really the pillars on which a successful
revolutionary organization is established.

When working on schedules do so with regards to the limitations of
your resources. It is of no use for an army to go unprepared for a minor
battle much less a major one.

This is a principle which all revolutionary organizations must adopt. If

caught unaware fight your way out of the dtfficuKles, but do not go around
creating problems for yourself by taking up tasks you have to leave
midway or quarterway. OthenA^ise people would pin a mental emblem on
vou marked: Jokpr.

Save Us From
These Talkers

"Work Among the People"

Around what should a revolutionary organization binge an its ac
tivities? There is but one answer - the people. It is the masses that is the
important factor in a revolutionary struggle. It is only when this concept
prevails, that the revolution is the people's, that we really begin to un-

derstand what revolutionary work is all about. No amount of in-

tellectualizing, no amount of talking, no amount of revolutionary

discussion or training among ourselves can achieve what we wish for the

people. All of this must take place, but it is only concrete work, real work,
olid organizational foundations and definite control that involves all or

moat of tt>e people, in a particular district, that stems the reactionary tide

and builds the revolutionary flow. If, however, the revolutionary

organization becomes counter-revolutionary, then it is either those who
hold the correct line seize power and ensure that the correct line is

maintained, or, if seizing leadership is impossible, then split the scene and

When a group sits and waits, analyses and hopes, waits and sits

again, it not only falls into the category of a useless talking-shop group
politically masturbating around events; but is also a non-revolutionary
group, playing at revolution. A revolutionary group has two distinct

functions in its initial stages. 1) To work among its own membership. 2) To
work among the people.

If the group remains chatting and counter-chaning while the people
are in need of direction and want to move forward out of their suffering
and destitution, then it is fit for nothing but the dumpheap. It is just a hoax,
a newspaper group that makes a well prepared statement every now and
again and is seen putting up a front in the news media and nowhere else.

They talk and their action is their talk. By all means talk, with hope and
analyze, but do so while organizing people.

Don't Lose Spirit

Sometimes individuals might despair over the lack of response of the
. __. , ^ population to serious and enlightening discussion and action line«: offom, a new group, then go to the people and promote a correct line of activity that can probably remove them from their area of degredation ar.d

°° want, to areas of self-sufficiency and upliftment. You may say because of
their negative response: "It's a waste of time." However, it's the

struggle

This is not disloyalty to your organization but loyalty to people. This

be clear. Down with all counter revolutionaries and pretensivemust
"revolutionaries" who are

revolutionaries in mouth.
really reactionaries in heart and soul and

Spread the Work Effort

When brothers or sisters find" tJiemselves organizationally over-

worked, they must decentralize the work effort and seek new and enlarged

membership. This may well mean more work but in the long run it will pay

off and more people will gain the necessary experience to build the group

and foster a revolutionary doctrine and a revolutionary change.

Use Every Disadvantage
To Your Advantage
bv Organization

responsibility of all revolutionaries and revolutionary groups to r^aintain a
level head. Be inspired not only by success but by failures as well. In fact

.

the successes of many revolutionary activities were inspired and motivated
by previous failures. When you see despair and shame around you do not

• ^t It get you in its grip. Do no let fear and anxiety cow you into inaction
Do not let despondency grab your revolutionary soul and defeat you Seize
the time and situation.

Have faith in the revolution and you will move the masses. What looks
like an impossible task, by the will of the people shall just be another

.exercise in self-liberation. This must be your undying faith. Have faith in
the people and you will move them.

Despite all. Victory.

^ery often situations confronting revolutionary organizations are not in

their favor. In fact there are more instances in the history of revolutionary
groups where things are disadvantageous. But serious groups, though,
practice and theory, would eventually develop a line of strategy that would
make the group ever-ready for come what may.' Disadvantageous
situations arrive from many points but two of the most important factors
are: 1) the general situation existing in the area, district or town, i.e., police
or army suppression by the government, or indifference by the people, etc.
2) the lack of organizational preparation. If there is no organizational
preparation (training mentally and physically) then it would be impossible
to transform a bad situation into a good one. None of the above mentioned
obstacles can be overcome if there is no organization, preparation and
structure to which the people can attach themselves. So let it be known.
No bad situations can be transformed into a good situation if we
jevolutionaries fail to organize.

Office Holders Must
Excel In Office

If a brother or sister has an official position he also has certain rights
and duties that arise from the practice of that office. If the service granted
is good then the office will gain much respect and whoever comes into it

aftenwards would have to upkeep and improve the standard or be replaced.
All office holders must excel so that an office within a revolutionary group
may possess much meaning and respect.

As an office holder, keep in mind these principles: 1) Be
organizationally promotive if you like, but not personally egotistical. 2) Be
organizationally self-righteous if you like but not personally so. 3) Be full of
praise for your organization as you rightfully should be, but let other people
praise you. Even if you deserve praise be modest. More people would
respect you for it.

In a revolutionary group all talent must be used. Everybody has talent.
It is for the groups' management to find out all the possibilities for a
member in the group. There is no excuse for those who have talent and
revolutionary ability and not use it to the hilt for the people's liberation.

Hunger, thirst, pain, dishonor, poverty, loneliness, betrayal, slander,
prison - death, they are all parts of being involved in a revolutionary
organization. If you join a revolutionary group and do not expect all these
things, then you have the wrong conception of what a revolutionary group
is all about. Then you have come into a group for a tea party or a fete and
not for a revolution. But those of you who know why you join, to create a
revolution, then you know too, that despite all the tribulations, there is the
victory for the people. Work for this victory! Join a revolutionary group for
the victorious people's revolution.

««K?^fl«f«»C^i>fl»<S «|.l ;«<j ;»a»< ^fl|j< >,ip^:jflipt

A Letter to the President Cont.

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

As one son of the South to another, we understand by seminal ex-
perience the deprivation and the horror involved in the systematic denial of
basic rights and human dignity by one race over the other. We also un-
derstand these principles: first, you cannot dehumanize another man
without stooping to sub-human levels yourself. Second, you cannot crush
a people. For each Steve Biko killed to cripple a movement a martyr will

arise and others will come fon^ard to take his place. Ask Anwar Sadat and
Menehem Begin of this. Ask Fidel Castro or his brother, Raul. Ask Jesse
Jackson and Andrew Young. And from all of these great men you will

receive an answer you already know.
I urge you, Mr. President, in respect to South Africa, do not base your

judgement upon what is political or apolitical, but upon what is right and
just. Then we will have a government we can respect and be proud of.

Sincerely,

Bill Owens
Massachusetts State Senator
The Second Suffolk District

How To Be A
Better Organizer

Some of the most consistent

models the world has had in

successful organizing are the
people who have made history, by a

direct course of action, even when
every one else gave up. These mo-
dels are the people who we admire
today for their consistent day to

day work for the masses of people.

They work not for themselves or for

their ego but for the benefit of

all on this planet. People in this

country who have not seriously

studied people who make positive

change should begin to study these
people. The people I am referring to

are no different from the rest of us;

they have only decided that they
would not be a slave to any Being
on this planet and that is what they
did. It is not easy for one to be.
consistent, but it is the only
standard we have for positive

change. Change does not happen
by accidental clusters of events; it

only occurs when people and not
the leader type decide that they will

make history and not live someone
else's history. Students and
concerned people must study day
and night the history of students in

relationship to change.

Nkrumah L. Olinga

There Was Nothing

STo Be Thankful For

On November 24, 1977 at 10:00

a.m. some interested people in

front of the White House in

Washington, DC. requested that

the Carter administration im-

plement an economic embargo
against South Africa. Three people

decided that they were willing to

get incarcerated for demonstrating

•n front of the South African

Embassy in Washington, D.C. The

people who were incarcerated were

Dick Gregory and Mrs. Gregory

along with Senator Owens of Mass.

There was a van and a car from U.

Mass to go down and support the

demonstration. We are planning

another demonstration for the

same reasons later on. The National

Black Students Association co-

sponsored the demonstration with

Dick Gregory. Some of us will go

back in fr.jnt of the Embassy on

December 25, 1977. More details

about the next one will be in

Nummo News.

Nkrumah L. Olinga
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The Rise of the Caribbean Nation
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There is a new mood in the
Caribbean For those who
remember the attempt at
"federation" as an effort to unite
the pre-independence English
speaking territories, the new mood
is reminiscent.

Today, however, the young
militants, workers, and farmers in

the Caribbean are no longer talking
about just the English speaking
territories. These revolutionaries are
talking about a Caribbean Nation
that would unite and free all the
territories, English, French, Dutch,
and Spanish speaking territories.

These militants have come out
against the fragmentation of the
Caribbean and against the
domination of all the European
colonial powers, including United
States' rule over Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands.

CARIBBEAN NATION CONCEPT
GROWING
The idea of a Caribbean Nation is

taken quite seriously. Taken all

together this nation comprises
more than 230,000 square miles of
territory and 24 million people. With
the addition of CUBA, the
population is increased another 10
million making a total population of
34 million people. The nation in-

cludes Belize in Central America,
Guyana, Suriname, and Cayenne
on the tip of South America,
Bonaire off the coast of Venezuela,
and extends to Jamaica, Haiti, the
Dominican Republic, and the Virgin
Islands in the east. Despite the large
geographical distances that
separate many of the territories and
he different languages spoken,
here exist a natural unity which has
existed since slavery. The very

word "West Indian" conveys
images of a common lifestyle,

culture, political, economic, social

conditions and tradition

A COMMON HERITAGE OF
REBELLION

Perhaps the thing that unites the
Caribbean most is the unceasing
revolt of the people themselves
against conditions which are
repeated almost exactly in every
territory. In every territory, every
one of them, there were countless
revolts by the slaves to free

themselves. There were countless
acts of resistance and rebellion. It

made no difference whether or not
the slave master and slave spoke
Dutch, Spanish, French or English.

Part of the legacy of this

Caribbean revolt against slavery,

colonial, and mercantile capitalist

domination was the Haitian
Revolution in 1804. Not only was
the first independent Black govern-
ment in the Caribbean established,

but in breaking the bonds of

slavery, those Black Freedom
Fighters had defeated the military

and diplomatic armies of France as
well as Britain and Spain. The
victory of Haiti and the ceaseless
revolts of Black slaves in the U.S.A.
forced France to sell the "Louisiana
territory" to the newly formed
United States. It was not until 1954,

at Dien Bien Phu in Vietnam, that a

maior European power was apain
defeated by a small colonial
country.

This revolt of the poor workers
and farmers of the Caribbean
continues today. Though there are
now ten (10) politically independent
territories in the Caribbean, the
former slave masters still influence

and control much of the wealth.
The other 25 territories are still

under the rule of either Britain,

France, Holland, or the United
States Even in the independent
territories the masses are forced to

fight against high unemployment,
corruption, and repression at the

hands of new elites.

WORKERS DEMAND A NEW
SOCIETY
Yet this new mood continues to

grow and to make clear the

demands of the new Caribbean
Nation. From one end to the other,

we hear that the Caribbean people
"must move together towards
genuine political independence and
a new form of government; we
want true political and economic
self-determination."

At one end, in the English speak-
ing independent territory of

Guyana, an alliance working people

states its resistance against
corruption of the country's political

elites and raises the cry for a new
society.

"The new society is not a string

of words dangling from the future.

It is not a gift from above. To win
the new society the working people
must fight for daily improvement in

the economic political, and cultural

conditions of work and life of the

people... Working people of

Guyana! Regard yourselves as part

of the working people of the whole
world . an organized, united and
educated working class cannot be

defeated.

At the other end the statements
of a group of young workers from
Martinique and Guadeloupe,
territories still colonized and con-
trolled by France reflect this new
mood.

Black Mayors Caught In a Web

"For three centuries, our cpuntry
has been under the direct and blood
domination of French imperialism.
For three centuries, we have been
colonized, put in bondage, our
economic development paralyzed
by the pressure of French industry,

our national culture crushed, and
French citizenship imposed upon us
since 1946 just serves in fact to
suck our blood. . . Our struggle for

independence is the struggle of the
poorest classes of the population
for a better life. We do not fight for

the West Indian bourgeoisie to
make profit... we fight for in-

dependence, not to give power to
anyone, but to rule ourselves, we
workers, poor peasants, unem-
ployed, men, women, and youth."

That is the new mood of the
Caribbean, the birth of the
Caribbean Nation for independence
and self-determination "to rule

ourselves, we workers, poor,
peasants, unemployed, men,
women, and youth."

The Caribbean Nation is

becoming more a reality in the daily

struggle of its people. Considered
by many people in the U.S.A. and
Europe to be places of pleasure
resorts and fun-filled days, the
Caribbean has a rich 'history of
struggle against exploitation and
domination. The Canbbean Nation
comprises not only the chain of

islands enclosing the Caribbean
Sea, but also the territories on the
mainland of South and Central
America which bound it.

A, Then ten (10) politically in-

dependent territories are: Bar-

bados, Cuba, Grenada (including

Carriacou and Petit Martinique),

Haiti, Jamaica, Cooperative
Republic of Guyana, Com-
monwealth of the Bahamas, The
Dominican Republic, Trinidad &
Tobago, Suriname.

B. Non-independent Territories:

1. British Colonies - Antigua,
Babbuda, Bermuda, British

Honduras (on the mainland of

Central America), Dominica, Mont-
serrat, Redonda, St. Kitts-Nevis-

Anguilla, St. Lucia, St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, The Cayman
Islands, The Turks and Caicos
Islands, The Virgin Islands (British).

2. Dutch (The Netherlands)
Colonies — Aruba, Bonaire (off the
coast of South America),
Venezuela, Curacoa, Saba, St.

Eustatius, St. Maarten. 3. French
Colonies - Cayene (so called
French Guiana on the mainland of

South America), Guadeloupe and
its Dependencies, Martinique, St.

Martin. 4. United States Colonies
- Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands

(U.S.) - St. Croix, St. John, St.

Thomas.

Omtroit Mayor Cohman Young (right) aftar winning raalection
~ Nov. 5. Rep. Charles Diggs (D-Mich.) is at left

ByLYNORA WILLIAMS and a few Northern 'suburbs with
Ten years ago, Carl Stokes was majority Black populations,

elected mayor of Cleveland and he And in November elections,

became the first Black to head a Detroit Mayor Coleman Young won
major U.S. city. his bid for reelection, while New

Today, Blacks head a number of Orleans' Ernest (Dutch) Morial was
major cities - including Atlanta, voted in as that city's first Black
Detroit, Los Angeles and Washing- mayor. On Oct. 4, Atlanta Mayor
ton, DC. A number of Blacks also Maynard Jackson won reelection in

run small rural towns of the South an overwhelming vote.

Clearly, the phenomenon of the
Black mayor is here to stay. But
what significance does this hold for
Black people throughout the
country?

Are Black mayors what Coretta
Scott King once called them -
"the newest problem solvers for the
urban crisis?"

In a sense, yes. But they are
largely problem solvers not for the
poor and working people, but for
the ruling class.

More in touch with Black
residents, they are able to better
CQntain and coopt the potential
rebellions lurking in the increasingly
third world urban centers. Even
those more responsive to their

Black constituencies can only offer
band-aid solutions.

It was Stokes himself who first

embodied what has become the
major political role for most big-city

Black mayors in this country.
Stokes, elected the year after

Cleveland was rocked with
uprisings, served to cool off an
angry Black community. Three
years later, Kenneth Gibson served
basically the same function in

Newark, N.J.

In some cases. Black mayors
have escalated from the politics of
cooptation to the politics of
repression - as in Mayor Maynard
Jackson's recent union busting
tactics to resolve Atlanta's strike by
largely Black sanitation workers
TOKEN POWER
These are examples where the

problems have been so severe for
the local ruling class that the Black
mayors were given a measure of
political clout. In some cities,

however. Blacks have been mere
tokens - such as Washington,
DCs Walter E. Washington and
Richmond's Henry L. Marsh.

It's note question of good or bad
intentions. Many Blacks are elected
as progressive candidates with
widespread backing. But they
inherit a host of difficulties —
financially strapped cities, poor
housing, minute tax bases and high
unemployment rates. And without
fail they are the butt of racist

harassment from right-wingers.

Thus confronted by forces
beyond their control, they are often
compelled to abandon their
progressive stands.

TURN TO PAGE 6

Plan of Reverse

Racial

Discrimination

Congratulations Allen Bakke, for

a fine and outstanding performance
in showmanship, courage and the

ingenius plan of reverse racial'

discrimination. You have suc-
ceeded in alerting the entire world
of education and jeopardizing the
years of fighting Black people have
done to win an education in this

country.

Bravo, to the people who
produced the beautiful cross
burnings that appeared on campus
and in the Amherst area just a

couple of months ago. The place
and the timing was perfect, right

outside of a largely attended disco.

Just like the good ol' days back in

slavery. Those cross burnings were,
indeed, perfect reenactments of the
racist anymosity still thriving in the

blood of "narrow minded" in-

dividuals.

The Ku Klux Klan is not only

doing a beautiful job of showing the
world that they are still alive and
kicking. They're doing even better

at showing Black people, that they
hate us more today than they ever
did.

Please excuse my sarcasism in

discussing such a crucial and
serious matter as racism in this

country. It only serves the purpose
of sparing readers of the filthy

disgust I feel on this subject.

Appropriate words to justly discuss
racism would only legitimize the

banning of this article due to

"indecent" language.

What is it going to take for

oppressed people to realize that

slavery and anymosity have not

vanished. They have only taken on
a different form. They are just as
vivid today as they were in Kunta
Kinte's time.

Does everyone have to walk
around in white sheets and pointed
hats before we realize who our
enemies are?

Why they are out to destroy us
and what avenues they are using to

accomplish this.

Do we not realize that not all

racist people are white. They are

hundreds of people who are out to

destroy their own race. They're
KKK members that give the Black
power sign.

Do we expect to see men in

white wrappings on horses with
flaming sticks in their hands? Do we
expect to see students walkiny
around campus with KKK printed

on their T shirts?

Apparently we do. Even after a

physical cross burning, an open and
direct death threat against us, we
still without thought, party every
weekend.

Our insight is so shallow that we
can't see the hundreds of plans
designed right within the structure

of this university to eliminate Black
people.

Since we can't see them, there is

no way we can defend ourselves
against them. Must we always be
shown something physical to
realize danger. We should be aware
enough to recognize threats
through a one word hint in a

newspaper.

We as Black people had better
start looking a lot deeper into :he

direction of America. The direction

of our future is contained within it.

Otherwise, we are going to
become so politically and socially
blind that were going to find
ourselves thanking people like Sir
Allen Bakke for threatening our
existence.

Karien Zachery
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By KAREN GELL EN

"We don't work under statutes,

Col. Pieter Goosen, the officer in

charge of Steven Bike's den
tention, told a Pretoria courtroom

last week.

"Thank you very much," Sydney
Kentridge, lawyer for the Biko

family, said. "That is what we have

always suspected,
'

The exchange was typical of

those taking place for the past two
weeks during an official South
African government inquest into

the death of the popular young
black consciousness movement
lealer (Guardian, Nov. 23). Biko

was found dead on the floor of his

Pretoria jail cell Sept. 12.

As the inquest continued, some
15 resolutions were being debated
in the UN dealing with southern

Africa.

The apartheid regime is "stone-

walling" the Biko case. As Ken-

tridge successively unraveled self-

contradictory police and govern-

ment accounts of Biko's death, the

judge on Nov 18 removed the

question of a coverup from the

jurisdiction of the inquiry.

Outside the courtroom each day,

meanwhile, black demonstrators

have gathered, singing political

songs and raising chants such as

"John Vorster and Jimmy Kruger

are killing Azanians."

"They'd never dare do thatif you
people weren't here with your

cameras,' one of Biko's jailers told

a New York Times correspondent.

And inside, the inquest

proceedings continue to reveal the

brutal elements involved in the

murder of Steven Biko. While the

killing itself will likely remain

protected by Pretoria's legal

cocoon, police testimony has
painted a dangerously revealing

picture of the inhuman treatment of

lailed black activists.

Security officials have admitted

that Biko was forced to remain

naked m his cell for nearly three

weeks This is "routine procedure,"

authorities said, to prevent a further

epidemic of suicides in South
Africa's jails. Suicide has been the

official cause listed in most of the

score of recent unexplained prison

deaths of black detainees.

ANOTHER ACTIVIST DIES
(As the inquest entered its third

week, Pretoria announced that yet

another young black activist - this

one a high school student arrested by the General Assembly include an
July 1 - had killed himself. The oil embargo against Pretoria. This
alleged suicide was 18- year-old move is also aimed at weakening
Bonaventure Malaza, who had the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia,
reooitedly been found hanged Nov. as South Africa now serves as the

Twenty-five days in the death of Steve Biko

15 in prison at Krugersdorp, a

suburb of Johannesburg.)

In Biko's case, police reported,

the denial of clothing was also a

precaution against a possible

escape attempt. And, authorities

admitted, the rule was in force

Sept. 11 when Biko — already

dying from massive brain injuries —
was transported 700 miles by road,

chained to a mat on the floor of a

police van.

In a working to short-circuit the

question of a high-level coverup,

Judge Martinus J. Prins also ruled

inadmissible last week the widely

publicized initial statements by
Justice Minister James Kruger that

Biko has "starved himself to

death
"

This avenue of questioning is

important to the Biko family case

because, as lawyer Kentridge
explained, the floating of that first

cover story meant the government
"had something very serious to

hide."

In the UN, at the same time, the

General Assembly was moving to a

vote on 15 resolutions targeting

apartheid South Africa and its

allies One key proposal would urge

the UN Security Council to again

consider imposing mandatory
economic sanctions against the

Vorster regime.

Resolutions to this effect were
blocked in the council earlier this

month with a triple veto cast by the

US., Britain and France. The
assembly proposal notes that a cut-

off of foreign investment in South
Africa "would constitute an im-

portant step in the struggle against

apartheid."

Other measures being considered

chief conduit for Salisbury's vital oil

imports. There is also a proposal to

strengthen the arms embargo
recently passed by the Security

Council by mandating an end to

Pretoria's access to nuclear
equipment, materials or technology

from abroad.

Israel's "continuing and in-

creasing collaboration with the

racist regime" is ^iso imder attack

in the General Assembly. In sup>-

porting a resolution condemning
this relationship, Nigerian Am-
bassador Leslie Harriman, chairman

of the UN Special Committee

against Apartheid, said Israel was
acting "in defiance of the UN, in

defiance of Africa and in utter

contempt of the black people of

South Africa."

Also, he said, Israel, "the one

country which has tried to comfort

the apartheid regime after the

murder of Steve Biko," had on

Nov. 7 reiterated that it "will not

abandon South Africa."

ANTI APARTHEID
RESOL UTIONS

The 15 resolutions - which also

encompass racist sports, ban-

tustans, political prisoners, trade

unions and other aspects ol

apartheid - were overwhelmingly

supported by most third world

member states, the socialist

countries and some Western
nations. Speaking for ttie strong

resolutions, Angolan Ambassador
Elisio de Figuereido noted however
that "as long as the minority regime

of Vorster is allowed to continue in

power, to freely practice the

abominable system of apartheid,

there will be no peace in southern

Africa."

"We must not only condemn the

Vorster regime, denounce it, seek

to isolate it," he added, "we must
utterly destroy the fascist apartheid

structure that rules South Africa."

Blacl( IVIayors Caught in a Web Cont
CONT FROM PAGE 5

(These problems are shared by

mayors of small towns. But small-

town mayors also face difficulties

of a different nature. More than half

Of the nation's 161 Black mayors
are heads of towns of 2000 people

or less. Many of them were elected

as a direct result of intensive voter

registration drives by civil rights

workers in the 1960s. These mayors
face a vindictive white ruling class

and receive even less support from

the federal government than their

big-city counterparts. Pleas of

Black mayors for money to upgrade

such basic services as sewage and
water supplies are often ignored.)

BIG CITY MA YORS
The newest addition to the roster

of big-city Black mayors is Ernest
(Dutch) Mori?', elected to the New
Orleans post Nov. 12. Morial will

take over from Atlanta's Jackson as
the Black mayor with the largest

city in the South.

A former state judge, Morial ran
on a moderate platform, opposed
by a right wing white, Joseph
DiRosa

DiRosa, who conducted a openly
racist campaign, won only five of

the city's 17 districts. At one point

during his campaign he called

Blacks "'jungle bunnies" He also

said that Mortal was "importing"

Blacks to vote for him.

Mayor Coleman Young, elected
in Detroit in 1973, established a firm
hold on that city's political leader-

ship when he was reelected to his

second term this month. Young
defeated another Black man, Ernest
Browne Jr., who ran on a con-
servative plank with the support of
many whites. Blacks make up 55
per cent of the voters in Detroit,

however, and Young carried that

constituency.

By most accounts a populist.

Young won 60 per cent of the vote.
In his first election bid, he had the
support of both the Detroit United
Auto Workers and Henry Ford 2.

This time he had even broader
support.

Young has demonstrated an
understanding of the crisis of U.S.
cities but has been confined to
patchwork efforts at solving them.
He is, however, somewhat
responsive to the demands of a
highly unemployed minority
community and of political ac-
tivists, some of whom openly
worked in his first campaign

For example. Young has charged
that financial interests have at

tempted to take over the cities and
that the federal government has
forsaken the cities. "The only
answer we've had from the federal

government in the last several years

to the problems in our cities is

millions and billions of dollars of aid

to the police force," he said in a

speech last year. "That's Law
Enforcement Assistance (LEA)
money to buy bigger machine guns
and more sophisticated radio

equipment, weapons of repression.

And the same administration in

Washington that pumps out billions

in LEA aid vetoes bills to provide

jobs, bills to provide assistance to

beleagured cities. So I believe that

we've come to a real crisis in this

nation."

ATLANTA'S MAYNARD
JACKSON

Like Young, Atlanta's Jackson
built a coalition of Blacks Shd
capitalist interests. But Jackson
was open about his allegiances

when he fired 1000 striking city

employes earlier this year. The
largely Black workers, members of

the American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employes
(AFSCME), had gone on strike

demanding higher wages. Jackson
did not hesitate once in his

ferocious strike-breaking effort.

But workers and other
progressive forces failed to mobilize

to oust Jackson, despite many
strike period vows to do so. But
J-'-.kRon's greatest tests are still to

Elections in IVIozambique
SAMORA MACHEL
Last month the Mozambican people began, for the first time in their

history, a process of democratic elections. In a recent speech to the first

session of l\^ozambiqOe's First People's Assembly President Samora
/Rachel explained - from a Marxist-Leninist point of view — the political

significance of this important step forward and its relationship to the fight

against neocolonialism. Following are excerpts from his address.

These elections are of great historic significance; they are the first to be
held throughout the country, the first in which millions of men and women,
millions of workers, will elect their representatives at all levels.

Two years after the proclamation of our independence — an in-

dependence that is at one and the same time a rupture with the colonial

power and the emergence of a state founded on the worker-peasant
alliance - the creation of the People's Assemblies means the con-
solidation of class power, of people's power.

This is an important moment when the people, in an organized way,
affirm the reality of their power. The power of the people serves the
people; strengthening it improves the people's lives.

The democratization of working methods and the popularization of the

political line that accompany the elections and the founding of the
People's Assemblies establish irreversible situations in the evolution of our
revolutionary process. The masses become conscious of the fact that they
are responsible for their state, that their state will be what they decide it

should be.

This awareness and determination makes the p)eople's conquests
irreversible, and will block and annihilate any attempt by reaction and
imperialism to bring down our People's Republic. The exploiting classes

are thrown from power once and for all; the working class and its principal

ally, the peasantry, are installed in supreme organs of the state.

The question of power is fundamental to the revolution. The revolution

triumphs or fails when it holds or loses power. Without taking power there

can be no revolutionary conquests, no revolutionary transformations in

society. This is logical since power is the capacity of a class to impose its

interests, to impose its will on the entire society, the capacity of this class

to mold society in accordance with its interests', to lead it through the

transformation process that satisfies those interests.

In their efforts to keep the masses confused, and in their deliberate

action to prevent the masses from gaining power, the exploiting classes

spread the myth of the neutrality of power. According to bourgeois
theorists the state is neutral; the state of bourgeois law is a state above
classes and their conflicts - a state that could be used independently, by
exploiters and exploited.

Thus, the question of the conquest of power by the workers, of the

overthrow of the exploiting classes and their state apparatus, is never
raised. In consequence, the question of instituting a dictatorship of the

proletariat is also never raised. This is an attempt to demobilize the working
class; an attempt to convince the working class that their struggle to over-

throw the power of the bourgeois state is useless.

The historical experience of the people, the historical experience of our
people, shows us that these theories are wrong. In our country, successive

classes of national and foreign exploiters held power, always to the
detriment of the interests of the overwhelming majority of the people.

By its very nature and class objectives, the People's Liberation War
created favorable conditions such that, in our historical circumstances, we
could accomplish the tasks of the national democratic revolution and begin
the process of the people's democratic revolution.

At the time of the struggle against the new exploiters who arose within

Frelimo, the need to build from the ruins of colonialism a new kind of

society, a new type of power, became clear to the broad masses in the

liberated areas.

In the practice of the revolutionary process, the working masses had
come to understand that the central question of our struggle was to know
which class or classes should hold power in our society, and also what
concrete measures should be taken to win this power.
The answer we found was that we must prevent Mozambican exploiters

from occupying the vacancies left by colonialism. We must prevent the

small national exploiters, allied to imperialism, from occupying power and
progressively turning themselves into a new bourgeoisie.

Our fight was to destroy the small crocodile on the river bank instead of
leaving him to grow and turn into a strong crocodile. We did this by des-
troying the political and economic power of the feudal regulos; we also did

it when we took control of trade and encouraged the organization of
collective modes of production in the liberated areas.

As far as structures were concerned, we systematically rejected all those
who aspired to become new exploiters. The people's committees of

peasants in cooperatives and poor peasants, allied to the soldiers, were the
first forms of the new power in the liberated areas.

With the victory of national independence the struggle against attempts
to distort the revolutionary content of our fight intensified. The recent

political and ideological battles to destroy the colonial capitalist state

apparatus, against economic sabotage and the destabilization of our
power, are other such moments in the defense of our fundamental in-

terests.

This is not a theoretical and abstract battle. It is a battle where the im-

provement of our life, the possibility that we, and in particular our children,

may live in prosperity and comfort, is at stake.

There is a radical difference between the power of the working class and
its fundamental ally, the peasantry, and the power of the exploiters.

The working class and the peasantry constitute the overwhelming
majority of our people, the essence of the working classes. Their power is

the power of the vast majority, their interests are the interests of the vast

majority of the people. They exercise power as the vast majority and
impose their will on the handful of exploiters.

Another fundamental aspect, perhaps the principal one, of the holding

of power by the working class is that by freeing itself and holding power, it

not only liberates itself, but liberates and benefits the whole society. The
power of the working class leads to the harmonious development of the
whole society.

Federal District Judge Orders Trial In Public Interest Suit of Robert S. Pritchard,
ET. AL. V. United Klans of America, ET. AL

come. An urban policy center,

Atlanta Research, has predicted a
severe fiscal crisis for Atlanta.

The policital character of many
Black mayors was reflected two
weeks ago, in remarks by A.J.

Cooper of Prichard, Ala., president
of the National Conference of Black
Mayors. "Carter is going to be a

great president and will do a lot for

the Black community," he said.

Perhaps the situation was most
graphically summed up two years
ago by the Black-oriented magazine
Ebony when it remarked: "Like flies

trapped in a spider web. Black
mayors can wiggle a little bit but
they can't move very far."

Federal District Judge Orders Trial

In Public Interest Suit of Robert S.

Pritchard, ET. Al. V. United Klans of

America, ET. Al.

(Baldwinsville, NY.) A trial was
ordered in the action of the

National Demonstration Project to

Study Extremism (NDP) of the

Panamerican-Panafrican Assn. v.

the United Klans of America by
Senior Federal District Judge
Edmund Port in Utica yesterday

(October 25, 1977). Last ditch

efforts to have the suit dismissed

were brought by the Alabama-
based United Klans of America, and
their New York State Agents.
According to a spokesperson for

the plaintiffs, the UKA is the largest

confederation of Klan Chapters in

the U.S. Its members at one time
exceeded 250,000, according to

F.B.I, figures. Current figures

released by the UKA are regarded

as inflated solely for public
relations-recruitment usage.

Defendants include Charles
Holland, a veteran organizer
identified with KKK Rallies in recent

years in New York State's Southern
Tier, in Windham Center, PA., Pine

Bush, N.Y., and South Hamilton,

NY. It is reported that Holland has
acted as organizing agent variously

of the Nathan Bedford Forrest Klan

of Florida, Northern Independent
Klans of NY., and of the United

Klans of America of Alabama.
Holland, formerly a N.Y. State

Correctional Officer, was until his

recent retirement, assigned to

guard the arsenal at Walkill

Correctional facility amid informed

speculation concerning an arms
build-up in KKK quarters. At the

same time, the KKK has suc-

cessfully launched a recruitment

drive for new and old members,
notably among N.Y. State
Correctional Officers with access to

Correctional facility arsenals.

Holland was one of the principal

targets of a September 2, 1975
Ruling by N.Y. State Commissioner
of Corrections Benjamin Ward
ordering KKK Correctional Guards
to resign from the KKK or face

dismissal from their posts. The
foundation-sponsored NDP was
responsive to the request of

Commissioner Ward's office for its

research materials regarding
Charles Holland's KKK affiliation.

Holland is now a UKA "Kleagle"

(organizer) of a State Chapter in

formation. He also characterized

himself in a 1975 Court Proceeding

as a "Reverend- Minister of the

Gospel".

Defendant Raymond Bagnall, a

Sherburne, N.Y. farmer, was
organizer of a KKK Rally on July 5-

6, 1975 on New Berlin, N.Y. land

which he owns in the Town of

Columbus. It was established that

Bagnall leased his land for one
dollar to the Nathan Bedford

Forrest KKK of Florida.

Holland and Bagnall appeared
Tuesday in Federal District Court to

offer defense arguments for

dismissal.

Birmingham Corporate Counsel
of the UKA, John E. Mays, Esq.,

representing Imperial Wizard
Robert Shelton's United Klans of

America, and Albert P. Lentz, York,
Pa., head of the NAAWP ("Nat'l.

Assn. for the Advancement of

White People") had submitted
written motions to dismiss.

The action is the outgrowth of a

UKA Rally on July 9, 1977 in the
evnirons of Colgate University in

South Hamilton, N.Y. The Rally

was advertised in flyers mailed to

the New York media from York, Pa.

The flyer stated in part, "The
United Klans of America, Inc. in-

vites the public (those that could be
potential members) White Gentile

American Citizens are eligible.

Those not eligible to join - Stay
away."

The NDP filed a pre-Rally suit for

a temporary injunction on July 8,

1977 in response to the Rally

organizers' alleged overt attempts
to manipulate the media with in-

flammatory and violent-provoking

threats regarding alleged an-
ticipated confrontations. Judge
Edmund Port denied that request.

The NDP was unable to take ad-

vantage of the apparatus for an
eleventh-hour appeal of that
decision despite the availability of a

U.S. Court of Appeals Judge in

New York City on the following

Saturday morning, and instead

focussed on preparations for a

Court test of their second claim for

relief on which Judge Port did not

rule at the time: a Permanent In-

junction to prevent similar KKK
Rallies in New York State in the

future.

A spokesperson for the foun-

dation's NDP has stated, "Our up-

to-date studies confirm that Klan

Rallies are not simple forums for

'racketeering in hatred', or public

relations vehicles for recruitment.

They are instrumentalities of

violence, in and of themselves".

The plaintiffs, acting as "Private

Attorneys General" are engaged in

research-oriented initiatives*

focusing on domestic and in-

ternational racialist supremacist
movements. The Research-
Activists have attended local,

regional and national KKK Rallies.

They have also penetrated the very

Inner Councils of KKK
organizations with the actual

assistance of certain KKK Executive

Members.
Among the plaintiffs are Concert

Pianist Robert S. Pritchard, black

American Founder-Chairman of the

Panamerican-Panafrican Assn.;

Poet Antoine J. Polgar, French-
born Executive Director; S.D.

Rodman, a foundation trustee, and
law clerk- intern with the NAACP;
and Ms. Robin Barovick, a Jewish-
American staff- member. Messrs.

Polgar and Rodman appeared in

Utica Federal District Court for the

plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs concede that the

action was brought in an effort to

address the unchecked spread of

orchestrated, racially- inspired

violence augured in South
Hamilton in the wake of prior in-

cidents in Plains, Ga., Columbus,
Ohio and New Rochelle, N.Y. They
also noted they had focussed on
the electronic media's news
coverage of the Rally in Central

New York which appeared sup-

portive of the traditional KKK Rally

self-fulfilling prophecy of violence.

A principal organizer of the South
Hamilton Rally was reported in the

print and sound media as stating

the purpose of the Rally was to gain

publicity. His subsequent
references to the expectation that

"heads would roll" at the Rally, and
that "carnage had been
threatened" appeared to veteran

KKK Rally observers as specifically

designed to capture media at-

tention on the basis of an appeal for

"blood, guts and violence."
Plaintiff A.J. Polgar added, "While

our monitoring indicated some
attempts by the media to practice

restraint, restraint did not prevail.

The propensity to court violence

was dramatically illustrated by
attempts of a major Syracuse TV
news department to confirm the

attendance of a black American
correspondent of the Baltimore-

based Afro-American newspaper
chain at the Rally. An unorthodox
bribe in the form of videotape

footage of any violence that might

befall the correspondent was
promised for use in whatever legal

action the correspondent might

pursue, in return for an exclusive

confirmation of his time of arrival at

the Rally site. Related inquiries by

other members of the local white

media before the Rally betrayed

attempts to convert the black

correspondent into a 'newsmaker'

rather than a 'news-person'. The
integrity of Dr. Pritchard's presence

as a legitimate correspondent
assigned to cover the New York

State KKK Rally was thereby

compromised. Another local black

newsman was denied entrance at

the Rally site", Polgar confirmed,

"despite the fact that the media

was invited through unsolicited

flyers mailed from outside the

State, and through confirmations

solicited by telephone in which the

racial identification of a non-white

reporter was clearly offered."

Another spokesperson, for the

National Demonstration Project to

Study Extremism said, "It is time to

challenge attempts by extremists to

exculpate and disassociate

themselves in advance from
responsibility for overt acts of

violence. Our studies prove that the

KKK openly advocates violence,

and urges its members to 'lash out'

in a manner that will not endanger
the Klan. The KKK is a secret oath-

bound organization which openly

stresses sdjch total fealty to the

group that its members are pledged

to lie in Court. While the KKK has

been somewhat successful in

persuading the general public that it

is now a chivalrous, non-violent

-civic improvement association, our

very personal experience within

the 'Klaverns' (Inner Councils) of

the 'Invisible Empire", and the

violence to which we have been
subjected, gives the lie to this

claim."

Mr. Polgar pointed out that even

prior to undertaking their

organizational study, they had been
targets of KKK intimidation and

violence. In 1966, Dr. Pritchard's

Winston Salem, N.C. home was
threatened by .KKK night-riders. In

1965, a cross was burned on the

lawn of his country residence in

Dutchess County, N.Y. Four white
NDP associates of Pritchard were
arrested for trespass at a July 6,

1975 KKK Rally in New Berlin, N.Y
The most dramatic incident oc-
curred at a 1975 Labor Day KKK
Rally at Stone Mountain, Ga. where
Dr. Pritchard and six of his

correspondents-team associates
were beaten, maced, robbed and
forcibly ejected.

UKA Imperial Wizard Shelton
has publicly spoken of instituting a

$50 Million action against the U.S.
Government alleging damage to the
UKA as a result of illegal domestic
surveillance and harassment by
'private' government-funded 'front'

organizations. A spokesman for the
National Demonstration Project to
Study Extremism states, "It is

predictable that the UKA will at-

tempt to compromise the credibility

of our Federal Civil Rights Action
by calling into question the integrity

of our parent foundation as a

private, non-governmentally-
funded or related organization".

The embattled Central New York
Based Multi-Ethnic- Multi-National

Resident Foundation group
sponsored by Dr. Pritchard is

considered so beyond the pale of
racial orthodoxy in the hamlet of

Baldwinsville, N.Y. that Dr. Prit-

chard and his Inter-Racial —
International group of colleagues
were alleged to be

"revolutionaries" when taking up
residence in this conservative,

predominantly-white suburb of
Syracuse in 1970. Since then. Dr.

Pritchard and his colleagues have
been subjected to a seven year
siege of unlawful surveillance,

mailed and telephoned death-
threats against Dr. Pritchard
himself, and threats of permanent
disfigurement. Continuing up to the
present day, they have escalated up
to press-time to include arson and
two threats of arson upon the
organization's foundation-estate
headquarters, as well as a threat of
assassination by "a marksman" on
a County highway travelled by Dr.

Pritchard. He explains that the
same climate which produces such
formidable examples of racialist

conflict as are occurring in Namibia,
Zimbabwe, and in South Africa and
Great Britain where KKK Chapters
have been established, afflicts a
growing number of U.S. small
towns, suburbs and Villages (like

his own Baldwinsville, N.Y.). He
cites the "strategic apathy" of the
average white citizen as a major
contributing factor to the un-
checked proliferation of such
American domestic hate groups as
the National States Rights Party,

scores of KKK Chapters and Nazi
Party cells, ROAR (Restore Our
Alienated Rights), the Posse
Comitatus, etc.

Jury Convicts Klan Bomber
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In 1963, the 16th Street Baptist

Church was the focal point of the

civil rights struggle in Birmingham,

Ala.

On Sept. 15 of that year, a bomb
ripped through the church taking

the lives of four young Black girls:

Carol Denise McNair, 11, and

Cynthia Wesley, Carold Robertson

and Addie Mae Collins, all 14. Their

photographs now hang on one of

the church walls.

"The Ku Klux Klan has been
exposed once again as 'yellow-

bellied' cowards who operate with

dynamite and darkness," com-
mented John Jung, a member of

the prosecution team, following the

verdict.

DAMAGING EVIDENCE
Rev. Elizabeth Cobbs, Chambliss'

niece, produced the most
damaging evidence during the

proceeding as she quoted the

bomber's statement a day before

the explosion: "I've got enough
stuff to flatten half of Bir-

mingham."

"Just wait until tomorrow
morning and they'll beg us to let

them segregate," Cobbs quoted

her uncle as saying on the eve of

the 1963 terrorist action.

And on Nov. 18 — the day young

McNair would have turned 26 - an

Alabama Circuit Court jury con-

victed Ku Klux Klansman Robert

Edward Chambliss, 73, of first

degree murder for the McNair

murder. The jury, nine whites and

three Blacks, recommended life

imprisonment.

Alabama Attorney General

William Baxley indicated after the

trial that Chambliss was the ring-

leader of a group which planted a

powerful dynamite bomb in the

church, killing the girls in the

basement as they met to change

into their choir robes.

Alabama state and local officials

stated last week that they will seek

indictments soon against at least

four other individuals whom they

believe were members of the unit

responsible for the explosion.

Following the trial, Chambliss'

attorney immediately filed an
appeal. The convicted murderer
then went free temporarily after

posting a $20,000 bond. The former

Birmingham garage mechanic also

faces murder charges in the deaths

of the other three girls.

Other witnesses testified that

they saw firecracker-like bundles in

the Chambliss home several weeks
before the church bombing.

The 16th Street Baptist Church

bombing was one of some 50 racist

bombings directed at Blacks which

took place in Alabama in the late

1950s and early 1960s. Observers

widely suspected the KKK in the

terrorist acts.

Following the murder of the four

girls, the FBI sent in teams of in-

vestigators who gathered 200
volumes of evidence, but the

Justice Depaflment never brought

a case — despite outrage expressed

across the nation.

Birmingham authorities arrested

Chambliss for illegal possession of

dynamite in October 1963 but he

escaped on an appeal in city court.

Chambliss' conviction came after

he was indicted this summer by a

grand jury investigating a series of

bombings.
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More on the Advocate Program Cont.
well as the work-study position
mentioned earlier.

At the exit of the AP bridge are
two alternatives for AP youth
Those with chronological and
emotional maturity enter an In

dependent Living Program. Here
they receive Life Management
Instruction and are allowed to live

in an apartment on their own or
with another AP youth for a short
time before they are discharged
from the AP. Those unable to
participate in The Independent
Living Program are discharged to
their families of origin
Organizations within their home
communities are contacted to give
post-AP support to the youth

Affiliated with the Independent
Living Program at the AP is a Group
Home, privately funded and located
in Belchertown, Mass. This
organization is structurally similar

to the Independent Living Program,
but all youths are referred directly

to the home through the DYS. In

both organizations, all adolescents
are between the ages of sixteen and
a half and seventeen - all will soon
be legal adults and no longer under
the jurisdiction of the respective
program. Therefore it is vital that
the troubled kids are provided with
coping instruction before moving
out into an alienating world
Now I will look at the supportive

structure of the Advocate Program.
First are the "pillars" of the bridge;
the Director, the Assistant Director
and the Secretary. Their wages are
made possible through DYS

funding. In one side of the river, at

one end of the bridge, stands the
Director, Bob Winston. At the A P
he sees to the overall development
and administration of the AP staff,

and "service plan" of each youth.
In addition, he is responsible for the
AP budget and serves as an
Assistant Professor m the Juvenile
Justice division of the School of

Education.

The "center pillar" is the
Secretary. She supports sixty-three
staff members, several advocates
and many kinds through her

reception, typing and overall
clerical duties.

Beside the secretary, at a pole
opposite the Director Rich Bell. He
is responsible for the supervision of

a youth's admittance into and
discharge from the AP. He oversees
the implementation of each youth's
"service plan", and sees that both
kids and Advocates are given
adequate support through his

supervision and periodic evaluation
of various AP components and
staff within those components.
The blocks built into the

periphery of the bridge are the
unpaid interns and volunteers, and
the Community Reach-Out
Coordinator paid by the University.

Eleven students from the Juvenile
Justice division of the School of

Education work at the AP for one
semester. They are instructed as to

the workings of the Juvenile
Justice System in Massachusetts,

the administrative aspects of the
AP, and may eventually take on one
or two cases. Academic credits and

valuable training are received this

manner. Three volunteers are
available to provide constructive
activity outside of the AP for a

youth. But they may also spend the
day just talking to or having fun
with the youth.

The Community Reach-Out
Coordinator is a work-study
student. She is an important worker
in the AP as she is responsible for

recruiting, interviewing and
evaluating potential Advocates.
Towards the center of the bridge

body are three Title One Teachers,
The Coordinators of Educational,
Clinical and After Care Services',

and the Coordinator of skills and
Activities are built in. The teachers
are paid through a national grant
set up for educational services
applied to be the DYS. The DYS
hired these teachers, and pays all

coordinators through its own
funds.

The three teachers make up the
facility for the Alternative
Education Program at the AP. They
teach courses necessary to bring
the youths who are behind in their

studies to the level of their peers,
and to qualify others for the GED.
The coordinator of Educational
Services works in conjunction with
these teachers, as he or she is

responsible for "the development
and implementation of

(educational) services" for AP kids.

The Coordinator of Clinical

Services is responsible for the
training of new staff and Ad-
vocates, for the interviewing of kids

referred to the AP by the DPW and
DYS, and for counseling kids and
Advocates. This coordinator may
refer kids with special programs to

outside agencies for counseling and
evaluation.

Troubled adolescents are
prepared for life by the Coordinator
of Skills and Activities. Most
'recreational" activities are
primarily instructive and con-
structive, although some events are

planned just for fun.

The duties of the Coordinator of

After Care relate to the efforts of

the Coordinator of Skills and
Activities since both are primarily

concerned with the adolescents'
future after his or her six to eight
month stay at the AP. This position
IS that of an advisor in the
preparation of "service plans" in

which the date and type of

discharge from the AP are outlined.

The keystone of this supporting
bridge includes three Field
Supervisors and several Advocates
paid through DYS funds. The Field

Supervisors are each assigned a

caseload of eight to ten kids. They
provide supportive services for

each youth and Advocate on their

caseload, and are on call twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a

week. In order to receive support

from the rest of the staff in dealing
with the specific problems of a
given adolescent, they must report
the status of the adolescent to their
fellow workers.

The positions of Field Supervisor
and Advocate are perhaps the most
time consuming and emotionally
demanding; yet the rewards of
watching troubled youth progress
to positive goals is just com-
pensation for headaches and low
monetary rewards. It takes a great
deal of love and caring for other
human beings to continue with
either job. Advocates themselves
must bear the responsibilities of any
good parent, offering a comfortable
home and genuine concern for their
charge. In some ways they are
almost the Ideal Parent - how
often is anyone given the chance to
choose a parent sharing his or her
own interests?

The AP Staff feels a need for
more Third World Advocates. They
see the struggles of every member
in the community, but hope that
you might take the opportunity to
love and guide a younger Brother or
Sister. The job requires an
especially patient, mature, sensitive
and canng individual - call the
Advocate Program if you think that
you would like to participate in a
very important, worthwhile activity.

Next week: interviews with kids,
Field Supervisors and Advocates.

MORE TO COME

Cont. from
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f!^®^nt Concerning The Play "Paul Robeson"

Paul Robeson and W.E.B. DuBois
in Paris, 1949

Robeson must include the
following or it is hopelessly flawed,
truncated or even a caricature;

- Robeson as an outstanding
student of linguistics and culture -
folk culture.

Robeson as one of the great
humanitarians of the twentieth
century - of all times!

Robeson as a profound realist

and scholar - a heroic figure who
on the basis of his scholarly analysis
of situations, came to a conclusion
as to the needed response and, in

his view, acted in the best interests

of all humanity.

On Thursday evening, October
20, 1977, at the Colonial Theater in

Boston, I saw a disfigured "Paul
Robeson" presented as the real

Paul whom I had known and
worked with for some twenty years.
I cannot accept the portrayal I saw
as an honest attempt to pay
'tribute to Paul Robeson."
James Earl Jones is a

magnificent actor and he is a

pleasant and even endearing "Paul
Robeson." But it is not the real

thing: not only as to Jones' un-

successful singing but as to the
essence of Paul Robeson.

The United States Government
spent millions of dollars and used
hundreds of operatives from at

least 1949 to 1957 to make a non-
person of Robeson to incite black
leaders to disown him and to
malign his character, to try to drive

a wedge between this great man
and the millions of both white and
black in the U.S. as well as aboard
who were inspired by his staunch

defense of his right to sing, to
espouse liberation of his people
here as well as in Africa, and to talk

against the horrendous "con-
tainment" policy of the U.S.
Government which was to lead us
first into Korea and then to the
terrible debacle knbwn as Vietnam.
Some Glaring Omissions

There is no account in the play
that in 1944 Robeson had received
the NAACP's highest award - the
Spingarn medal. Nor is there in-

dication that he, as early as 1934,
revelled in his desire "To Be
African," not because of a "Roots-
like fantasized ocean voyage in

1939 (described in the play) but
because of his discoveries while
studying in London at the end of
the twenties of the rich and varied
cultural and humanitarian con-
tributions of his people in Africa.

Further, there is no sense in the
play that Robeson in Salt Lake City
in the spring of 1947 renounced the
traditional concert stage where he
sang and performed for the wealthy
and vowed to use his talents for the
education of working people. Nor is

there any account of his exertions
over the years (and particularly
from 1947) on behalf of workers,
white as well as black, struggling to
better their economic and general
social conditions.

Factual errors

Factual errors abound in the play.
We did not go to war a month after
Woodrow Wilson was elected
president as stated in the play.

Erroneously, the indication is given
that while the American Bar

Association banned blacks,
membership in its New York City

affiliate was open to Robeson at the
time he "practiced" law. This was
not to come till the early forties,

during World War II.

Also, blacks did not settle in

Harlem until thirty to forty years
after the Civil War, and then only in

small numbers. And the "Harlem"
Renaissance did not put forth an
alternative to the dominant social,
political and economic system as
stated in the play. Robeson did not
regard Mussolini and Hitler as
"maniacs" but as studied and
vicious racists who would
deliberately destroy humanity
rather than share power with work-
ing people. Robeson's Paris
statement of 1949 is placed so as to
seem to have occurred during the
Korean War which did not begin
until June 1950.

PeekskilKs) - where the
"concert hall" where Robeson was
to sing was burnt down and the
subsequent meeting grounds and
audience were attacked by
hoodlums as the NY. State Police
remained immobile occurred in

August, September and not as the
pray seemingly enters - during the
Korean conflict. I was at Peekskill.
It is pure invention that Robeson
stated: "It is me they are after,

anyone who wants to. . . go. .

."

The Unreal Robeson
Even with Jones off stage and

the lights focussed on Robeson's
picture the singing from off stage
by Jones of "This Little Light of
Mime' is disappointing. Why not

use a recording of Robeson's?
Many are available.

The gratuitous and insulting
quips for laughs reminds of white
"black faced ministrelsy" - for
example, put into Jones' mouth is

"bloody is the only word in the
Engl.sh (British slang) vocabulary
likelv to come froYn Harlem."
And, again in 1939 as Robeson

passes the Statue of Liberty: "Are
you ready Desdemona.

. " Pure
suggestive fiction!

The "Truman" episode is a
mockery of what happe.ied. In

response to brutal lynchings of
blacks after World War II - as
happened in 1919 after World War I

- Robeson led a delegation to see
the president and safd: "If the
government doesn't protect blacks,
they will protect themselves." (This
statement, however was omitted
from the play. Truman objected,
but we pressured into appointing a
Commission which eventually
brought in a positive report on
necessary actions which were
never enacted.

character. Further Robeson never
said regarding to Stalin Peace Prize,

"Thanks a lot Uncle Joe!"

Robeson had in California and
1946 stated under oath, "I am of a

communist" but refuse thereafter

to answer the question. Had he lied

in 1946, he certain would have been
prosecuted for perjury. Before the

House UnAmerican Activities

Committee in 1956 Robeson did not
whimp about being a "charity

case." He said he would stay right

in the US. which his ancestors
helped to build and enjoy a piece of

the rock just like the Congressmen!

Harvard Law School. As a

youngster he remembers Paul
Robeson being an inspiration of a

"dignified black man." Of the
current debate he says:

All of this might be dismissed as

supposition and unfair criticism

were it not for James Earl Jones

Robeson's son charges the play
as being a continuation of the
undercover State Department
"planned propaganda effort"

initiated January 1, 1951 to portray
his father as "spiritually alienated
from America" and from "the bulk
of his own people," while slavishly

adhering to the communist line.

The best comment on this con-
troversy to date is a statement
made Sunday, October 23, 1977 by
Professor Derrick Bell of the

telling admission that he was an
actor, not a politician. In deeming
himself a mere thesbian gladiator

for hire. Jones acknowledges his

committment to self-ag-

grandizement at the expense of

concerns crucial to black people. It

is precisely that commitment which
despite his enormous skills renders

James Earl Jones totally unsuited

to re-enact Paul Robeson's life on
the stage.

copyright 1977 Ewart Guinier. Dr.

Guinier is professor of Afro-

American Studies at Harvard
University where he teaches about
labor and politics (during the 20th

century) especially as it affects the

black community.
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A contamplativ* couple wait out t«ia final minutes of the University Store's dav on a cold and dark November's evening. (Staff photo by Patricli Dobbsl

S. Korea planned White House spy group
WASHINGTON [AP] - The South

Korean intelligence agency planned to install
a spy network in the White House and to pay
off aides to top U.S. leaders last year in
hopes of winning United States support for
South Korea, a document released yesterday
alleged.

The plan apparently was dropped when
previous activities by the Korean Central
Intelligence Agency in this country were
exposed.

Rep. Donald M. Eraser, D-Minn., who
released copies of the report during a
subcommittee hearing yesterday said the

1976 plan and an earlier KCIA plan, ap-
parently in 1973, "reveal a calculated attempt
by the KCIA to use clandestine means to
sway American public opinion and official
policy

"The action taken by the KCIA to im-
plement the plans must be recognized for
what it is - outright subversion," Eraser
said. He said that about $750,000 was ear-
marked for the KCIA operations, not in-

cluding money that was to be contributed to
congressional campaigns.
The alleged KCIA plan released by Eraser's

House International Relations subcommittee
envisioned $100-a-month payoffs to 14 aides
in the White House, State Department,
Defense Department and intelligence
agencies.

It envisioned payments of $53,000 in
campaign contributions to at least four
congressmen and "special manipulation"
payments to selected congressional aides.

The plan also called for efforts to win over
and manipulate reporters in major U.S. news
organizations and to manipulate university
people to promote support for South Korea.

The elaborate plan to influence U.S.
foreign policy and public opinion allegedly
was distributed to KCIA station chiefs in the
United States in early 1976 - shortly before
other similar South Korean efforts were
publicly disclosed.
A subcomittee member. Rep. William

Goodling, R-Pa., said he believes Korean
efforts to carry out the plan were cut short by
the publicity.

The subcommittee apparently obtained
the document from Sohn Ho Young, who
defected as the KCIA station chief in New
York City two months ago. Young testified
before the subcommittee yesterday.
The alleged plan envisioned paying $100 a

month to three aides for the "intelligence
network in the White House," three aides in
the State Department to strengthen ties with
an unnamed official there and three aides to

"concentratedly infiltrate" the Defense
Department's military aid division.

It also called for $100- a- month payments
to five employees in U.S. intelligence
agencies to strengthen ties with them.

Three unnamed aides in the House
Speaker's office and other congressional
leaders' offices were to be paid $500 a month
as "paid collaborators."
Some $15,000 was to be paid in "special

manipulation expenses" to aides apparently
in at least four different congressional of-
fices.

The KCIA also planned to try to recruit and
manipulate reporters for the New York
Times, Washington Post, Christian Science
Monitor, and American Broadcasting Co.,
according to the alleged plan.
Another goal was to "manipulate" two

news organizations whose names were
censored out of the copies of the plan
released by the subcommittee.
The KCIA planned to "hire and utilize two

American reporters as paid collaborators"
and to hire one reporter for a Korean
residents newspaper for $12,000 a year to
manipulate him.

It planned in some cases to try to convert
reporters by flying them to South Korea for
visits and also hoped to convert at least one
unnamed Harvard University scholar listed as
an opponent of South Korean President Park
Chung Hee's policies.

The former KCIA station chief in New York
City told the committee he believed the KCIA
drafted the plan because it was afraid of
losing US. support in the wake of America's
leaving South Vietnam.

Three UM students arrested

With Christmas vacation still a few long weeks away, the Red Cross Blood
Program is looking for people who are already in the mood for giving. This week
and next mark the last chance this semester for the UMass community to donate
blood on campus. Edith Ralph, R.N. helps donor Cathy Farrell off the table after
she gives blood at the center. The donor center is located in the Public Health
Center, and is open every Tuesday and Thursday from 5-9:30 p.m. Wednesdays, 2 8
p.m. Walk-in donors are always welcome and volunteers are also needed This
holiday season, consider giving the gift of life - it is always appreciated (Staff
photo by Amira Rahman)

By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

AMHERST — In an early morning raid on
No. 68 Riverglade Apartments, Amherst
police arrested three UMass students and
charged them with possession of stolen
property valued at $2500.
Arrested were Maria E. Roberts, 20, of 21

Rolling Green, Oscar Grimaldi, 22, of 68
Riverglade Apartments and Richard Santos,
20, also of 68 Riverglade Apartments. All are
charged with receiving stolen property,
police said.

Most of the recovered property was
reported stolen over the holiday weekend in

break-ins at Brittany Manor Apartments,
police said.

In addition, police found a small quantity
of marijuana, several hypodermic needles
and syringes and other implements used to
administer drugs.

Acting upon information received from a
Brittany Manor resident, officers from the
Amherst Police Department obtained a
search warrant and with assistance from the
Massachusetts State Police and UMass
police, entered and searched the apartment
at 3 a.m yesterday.

Police say additional charges will be
brought against the suspects pending further
investigation.
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Keep your eye on the potatoes
By BRIAN NELSON
Collegian Staff

Three UMass students think of themselves
as mashed potatoes.

Beginning this fall, Steve Kravitz, Alan
Silberberg and Joe Bailey have been per-
forming "original comedy funny stuff" as
Mashed Potatoes, playing coffeehouses in
the five-college area, and the newly opened
City Studio Theater Cabaret in Northampton.

Mashed Potatoes also performs on radio.
The team's WMUA radio show, "Mashed
Potatoes," is aired Saturdays between noon
and 1 p.m. ("the time varies," according to
Silberberg).

Kravitz attributes the name "Mashed
Potatoes" to his radio play, "The Great
Potato." Why the team chose that name,
however, is a mystery even to its members.

Kravitz defines the group's reportoire as "a
combination of things."

People ask us," he said, "if we are Fire-

sign Theatrelike, and we say we draw, I

guess, from everywhere, and we've come up
With what we'd like to think as our own
style."

Mashed Potatoes' style ranges from
Abbott and Costello to Italian commedia dell

arts. Its skits include spoofs of TV com-
mercials ("Peter Lorre Kitchen Appliances -
they cut through anything"), topical issues
( "DNA: A Genetic Love Story"), and UMass
(the Meaties Liberation Movement's siege on
Basics).

Almost all of the team's material comes
from simple observation, according to the
team,

Kravitr "I believe that comedy is just

taking everyday situations, and finding one
point out of It, and just blowing it out of

proportion. ' Silberberg: 'You just have to
watch this place, there's so much going on."

Kravitz and Silberberg have been watching
the comic side of life since attending junior
high together in Worcester. During high
school, both belonged to the Worcester
County Clown Club, and a rapport evolved.

"Once a long time ago," Silberberg said,
"I said to Steve, Hey, stop and listen to us:
we're funny.' And he said something like

Nah ... ' And I said, 'Yeah; we should really
work on it.'

"

The two temporarily separated after high
school. Kravitz enrolled at North Adams
State College; Silberberg at UMass.

Last summer, Silberberg persuaded
Kravitz to transfer to UMass. Kravitz in turn
persuaded Silberberg to form a comedy
team.

"He's the push behind the group," Silber-
berg said of Kravitz. "He wanted to start
doing something. I kept saying, 'yeah OK,
yeah OK,' and he said, 'well, when?' Finally,
we got into it, and once I did a little bit I

really got into it."

Joe Bailey joined Mashed Potatoes in late

October.

"Joe helps on sound effects, voices, and

the writing," Silberberg said. The team's
"commercials" - including several "act
before midnight" offers from "Can't Tell
Records " - are Bailey's creations. Bailey
also plays fall-guy "Bo Jailey" to the team's
stock characters "Single " (Silberberg) and
"Gabby" (Kravitz).

"Mashed Potatoes" premiered on WMUA
shortly before Bailey, joined. Silberberg
described the show's general response as
"little, but from that little, it's been good."

"Mashed Potatoes" runs about 15 to 20
minutes. It's originally loose, semi-
improvised production has given way to
formal scripts, primarily to save time, ac-
cording to Silberberg.

"We've found (scripts) to be so good," he
said, "as opposed to ... well, one week we
went in at 1() p.m. to record the 15 minutes,
and Joe ended up leaving around 7 the next
morning and Steve and I stayed until 8:30.
But with the scripts, it takes us now about
two and a half hours from beginning to end."

"The hardest thing about radio,"
Silberberg added, "is that there is no
response at all. For comedy, you do need
some sort of a response. We tend to' get
really insecure about the bits we have done,
and we all have to talk about it. We'd say,
'Why don't we cut it?' 'No, it's good, it's

good.' It's scary, because you don't have
your laughter."

Would the team rather perform live than
on radio?

Kravitz, a performing arts BDIC major,
prefers the stage. "I like the audience, I like
the reaction, I like the response."

Silberberg, an undeclared major, prefers
radio. "There"s so much more on radio than
on stage, say, because you have the sound
effects, you have the possibilities of editing,
you have the possibility of having two things
said at once ... it's neat."

Whatever the medium. Mashed Potatoes
leaves their audience hungry for more.

"'We've already got bookings for next
semester," Kravitz said. "Things are starting
to look good."
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'Radicals are optimistic beiievers' says speaicer
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Defining radicals as the "optimistic
believers in the reconstruction of society,"
Prof. Dorothy Dinnerstein, author of "The
Mermaid and the Minotaur," last night
lectured and participated in an open
discussion sponsored by the Five College
Women's Studies Faculty Seminar.

Dinnerstein, a psychology professor at
Rutgers University, also read passages from
her book concerning male and female
relationships and the position of women in

child rearing.

Janice Raymond and Bonnie Smolen,
both involved in Women's Studies programs,
also participated in the discussion with
Dinnerstein and told of some of the problems
they had in relating to her book.
Raymond described Dinnerstein's book as

"a work of monumental scope." She did,
however, object to the passivity of the terms
used in the book, such as "sexual
arrangement," meaning the position of men
and women in society.

Raymond also objected to one of Dinner-

stein's proposals for equalizing parental
roles. "I do not see two-sex child rearing as
the solution," she said. Raymond went on to
cite the alarming statistics of child abuse
committed by men and asked the near
capacity audience, "How many men would
you trust with children?"
Smolen expressed her concerns as to the

growing preoccupation with violence in our
society. She and Dinnerstein discussed
whether or not aggression was intrinsic to
the nature of people or a result of en-
vironment.

This issue lead to a broader discussion in

which the audience participated. When
asked how women should deal with male
brutality, Dinnersteain responded, "If we
don't want to be beaten then we don't have
to. We want women to be beaten up
because we want mama to get it."

The audience pressed Dinnerstein to
comment on the use of rage by women as a
means of changing society, and her passive
philosophy seemed to disturb the audience.
"A lot of people complain that I don't seem
as angry as I ought to, " the author con-
ceded.

Dorothy Dinnerstein, author of "The Mermaid and the Minotaur " spoke on the
definition of radicalism and other topics to a large group in Mahar Auditorium last
night (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)
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SWA hears student
tenant contract plan
By l\/IATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

UMass students are neglecting their rights
to have a clear cut tenant-landlord contract
with the University, a representative of the
Undergraduate Student Senate Lease Task
Force said last night at the Southwest
Assembly meeting.

According to David Barenberg, "The
University of Massachusetts is one of the

very few large state universities in the

country which does not have lease

agreements with their students."

Barenberg said that as long as the
University is not responsible by law to
students as tenants, the rents can continue
to rise while the quality of residential life

decreases.

Barenberg asked Southwest Assembly
members to notify their constituents about
the senate's effort to establish residential
contracts with the University.

During his presentation, Barenberg
handed out copies of a proposed lease to
assembly members along with a
questionnaire on dormitory living conditions
which, he said, will aid the senate in drawing
up a "solid, well planned lease with which we
can negotiate with the administration."

In other action, the Southwest Assembly
last night passed a bill that would allow
Southwest representatives to attend
executive committee meetings.

Joni Mersky, who introduced the bill, said,
"Southwest reps could then feel free to work
directly with the executive committee, and
maybe favorable exchanges could occur

In the Southwest vice presidential election
Bruce Aronson beat Peter Torkildsen by 19
votes in an election that was marked by very
poor voter turnout. According to statistics,

only 17 per cent of the Southwest com-
munity voted in the November election.
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MIT Professor Benjamin 0. Ball speaks about energy policy yesterday as a part of
the University Energy Forum Speaker Series. (Staff photo by Howard Labitt)

Soiar iab near FAC worfcs

on new energy source
By GARDE WELLS
Collegian Staff

The sun's rays provide enough energy for

100 per cent heating and 40 per cent of the

cooling requirements in the Transportable

Solar Laboratory, now outside the University

Fine Arts Center, open free to the public

from 11:30 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. daily through

Dec. 10.

The Transportable Solar Laboratory
gathers data on solar energy in various

climatic regions of the United States as a

means of determining the use of the sun's

power for heating and cooling factories and
office buildings.

The U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration and Education
at UMass is sponsoring the coming of the

solar laboratory and the project is co-funded
by the U.S. Energy Research and
Development Administration and Honeywell,
Inc.

The lab consists of two units: a 12 x 45
foot semi-trailer that houses the solar energy
heating and cooling equipment and a 12 x 50
foot modified house trailer designed to

resemble two offices or conference rooms.

The units total about 1,(XX) square feet of

floor space — approximately that of a small

home.
Sixty-four solar collector panels are the

heart of the solar energy collection system.

The panels are divided into two large

assemblies, one on the side of the van, the

other on top. They are raised into their

operating positions by hydraulic jacks.

The solar lab, made up of the two large

vans, serves in the collection of solar energy,

conversion into hot water for storage and
conversion of the stored energy for heating

and cooling.

The individual compute"- designed panels

that absorb the sun's energy measure ap-

proximately three by four feet and are made
of two steel sheets. Cool water is circulated

through passages in the steel sheets where it

is warmed by the sun.

Once the water in the solar collectors has
been heated, it is pumped in to two 500-
gallon insulated tanks for storage. Hot water
flows through the collectors to the tanks at
approximately 11 gallons per minute. Full

force of a garden hose is about seven gallons
per minute.
The water is pumped from the tanks to the

laboratory's conventional heating and
cooling systems. When the tanks are full of
hot water at sunset, there is enough energy

stored to heat the laboratory for two full

days, or to cool it for several hours.
Under favorable "insolation" (sun energy-

absorbing) conditions, the system is still

usable when supplemented with a small
water heater. The laboratory is designed so
that it can be completely heated by solar

energy for six to nine months of the year,

depending on local conditions.

Data is taken from about 100 points on the

lab and includes individual solar collector

panel temperatures, water flow rates and
pressures, and air flow rates in the heating

and cooling ducts.

An automatic data "multiplexer"
simultaneously records all data points on a

cassette magnetic tape. At the end of each
test day, data from the tape is transmitted to

a computer in Minneapolis, Minn.

Once in the computer, the data can be
analyzed, thereby determining which area of

the nation are more conducive to use of solar

energy. The lab is equipped with a complete
weather station so the solar energy collection

system's efficiency and performance under
prevailing weather conditions can be
measured. The data acquisition system also

monitors the energy required to operate the
laboratory.

Solar systems in homes and buildings

provide energy for large portions of the

heating, cooling or hot water used at 25 sites,

frelar -systems exist on single and multi-

family dwellings in San Antonio, Texas,
Minneapolis, Minn., and Albany, New York.

MIT professor calls

energy crisis a myth
By AMY KAPLAN
Collegian Staff

An MIT professor yesterday told UMass
students there is no energy crisis because it

is a short term aberration.
Ben C. Ball, a professor of management

and engineering, spoke on energy policy
research and its implications in Herter 231 as
part of the University Energy Forum Speaker
Series.

Ball is also Vice President of Gulf Oil
Corporation in charge of the Planning
Research Department of the Corporate
Planning Group in Pittsburgh.

Ball started by explaining that our energy
situation in the United States should be
viewed from an analysis of a long time
period, and this "will require new kinds of
decisions and ways of making them."

He explained that value judgements must
be made and then applied to the tradeoffs.
"The cost of risks must be examined and
then we can talk about policy," Ball said.

Ball's lecture was based on aspects of the
energy situation, including its dimensions,
tools and systems for coping, the role of
strategy development and planning and
choices for the future.

He went on further to explain that this
situation is a totally new one, an example
being that the energy sector was transparent
10 years ago. "For the first time this problem
cannot be solved by technolgoy," he said.

The speech emphasized that government,
private industry, anfJ for the first time, the
public have the responsibility for par
ticipating in energy situations. He said that
the issues of this analysis in the public and

private sector are largely unfamiliar and the
main problem is the rising cost of energy.
"Every geographical region of the United
States is different with regard to energy
priorities and decision making," he said.

Ball said that an important thing to be
aware of is that the public and private sectors
are dealing with different issues and con-
straints. A graph was shown which listed the
issues of the government to be security,
distribution of wealth. Gross National
Product and a possible backstop energy
source. The first three. Ball said, were un-
manageable thus far and are constrained by
ecology.

Ball emphasized that there is no one
energy industry, but instead, a large number
of firms using a variety of policies. "Every
geographical region of the United States is

different with regard to energy priorities and
decisionmaking," he said.

In the private sector, the graph listed
profit, cash flow, growth and technology to
be the most important factors, and geology
was listed as the constraining influence.

"Neither the public or private industry is

equipped or wants to handle energy decision
making, and there are a variety of techniques
for decision making," said Bali. He noted the
compromise, temporary system as
inadequate and cited the anti-nuclear
situation as an example.

He proposed a system for policy making
which would deal with energy's new long
term serious consequences which would
give a comprehensive model. He said "We
cannot be adversaries, but must find out how
much it is worth."

The Transportable Soior Lauuratory outside or tne Fine Arts Uenter is capable of
producing 100 per cent of its heating and 40 per cent of its air conditioning. (Staff
photo by Howard Labitt)

UMass to be cited for unfair labor practices
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

An "informal conference" today in Boston

will determine whether UMass should be
cited for an unfair labor practice charge

against an Amherst labor union.

The Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission will hear arguments on the
charges from Local 1776 American

Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, and the UMass admiriistration.

The union has charged the administration
is nuilty of not adhering to a negotiated
agreement.

The dispute centers on "agency servancy"
fees. These are fees collected* ftom
bargaining unit members to pay for
negotiations and other miscellaneous costs.

Bargaining unit members need not be
union members to be required to pay the fee.

The union earlier tiled 146 grievances with
the administration over bargaining unit

members who did not pay these fees.

A labor commission spokesperson
yestp-'day said the union asked that an unfair

labor practice charge be considered after the

administration "failed to act" on the
grievances.

Today's hearing will be to determine if a
formal charge should be issued against the
administration.

COLLEGIAN
COUNTDOWN!

10
PUBLISHING
DAYS LEFT

IN FALL SEMESTER

The final day for p/acpment of
advertising, either display or
classified, is Friday. December 9.

1977 The final Fall issue of the
M,iss.ichtjsetts D<iily Collegian will

apppar Wednesday, December 14.

1977
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Pan African

Congress

president

may be dead
By JAMES LEW/S JR.
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

Sources have revealed that the founder
and president of The Pan Africanist
Congress, in South Africa, Robert M.
Sobukwe, is presently being killed, or already
dead People supposedly do not know about
him. This article is intended to inform and to
introduce him.

In 1958, Sobukwe founded the S. African
faction of the Pan Afncanist Congress. On
March 21, 1960, Africans were waging a

positive campaign against the passbook
system that gave them the right to travel.

Blacks in Sharpsville, Capetown, and some
other places, left their passbooks home. In

Sharpesville, 86 unarmed p>eople were killed

and many more wounded as police opened
fire on the gathering. Sobukwe was arrested
and impnsoned for five years. When he came
out, he had lung cancer. Now he is being
kept at the University of Capetown.

He may be dead, or he may still be alive.

One of his lungs has already been removed.
The reason for the uncertainty is that the
media has purposely kept him out of public
focus. Supposedly, only two sources know
the whole story of Mr. Sobukwe, a New York
Times reporter, and the Rand Corporation, a
Brain Box located in Washington D.C., that
employs most of the intelligence workers.
Sobukwe would be 59 years old. He had a

degree m law, and was a lawyer. He has a

B.S. in economics, and his masters in African
languages. He taught linguistics at the
University of Witwatersfund, internationally

ranked 7th in the world.

Dick Gregory cited an interesting statistic,

saying that the U.S. cancer industry pulls in

three times more profit than the U.S. auto
industry. Recently, Ruby Bates died while in

prison because of cancer, he would always
complain that they were poisoning his food.

Bates was first arrested in 1963 in connection
with John Kennedy's assassination and he
was killed because he knew too much about
intelligence operations in the area.

Another interesting occurar>ce in the early

sixties was the injection of millions of

Anr»ericans of a cancer virus, SV-40, when
people thought they were receiving polio

vaccinations. Dick Gregory also supplied this

fact. He proved his claim by reading a letter

from the American Cancar Society, vi^o told

him his claim was correct. Many people with

cancer may have a latent form of the in-

jection.

It seems that the occurances are related,
internationally related, in the early sixties,
and in prison situations.

The Medical Prison and intelligence
systems in this country and internationally,
should be watched very closely. Robert
Sobukwe was living well until at age 42, he
was arrested and sentenced to suffer a 17
year death, for trying to give his people an
identity to be proud of.

Thanks to demonstrators

We would like to thank all the people who
participated in the protest against S. Africa.

We thank the Committee for the Liberation
of S. Africa, The New Africa House Steering
Committee, Stan Kennard, Sally Rees,
Unkruma Olinga, Kathy Shuman, and all the
people who came out in the cold to

demonstrate their concern for the peoples of

S. Africa.

Black Affairs

coUegian ^

Biko T-shirt burns

editor's daughter
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [AP\ -

The 5-year old daughter of banned
newspaper editor Donald Woods, a white,
was burned by acid yesterday after she
donned a T-shirt sent by an anonymous
donor, The T-shirt was impregnated with
acid and had a picture of Steve Biko, the
black leader who died in police detention
Sept. 12 and has become the focus of op-
position to the white- minority government.

The T-shirt was one of two sent to Woods'
home in East London, 600 miles south of
Johannesburg. Doctors said his daughter
Mary suffered no permanent damages, and
police said they were investigating

Mary Woods, 5, daughter of

banned newspaper editor
Donald Woods, shown in

ambulance after burn.

The Malcolm X and Third World Women's Centers wish to invite the Rve-College
community on a trip to Boston to sea "For Colored Girts Who Considered Suicide

When the Rainbow Is Enuf". The date for the trip is tentatively set for Sunday,
December 4. You may sign up for the trip at the Malcolm X Center under Berkshire
D.C. in Southwest. For more information, please contact Greg Maynard, 546-9731, or Ty%£y>j*a/yjjaff/^ o/ . 'O^
Connie Williams 546-9906.

Black activists

fast for South

African blacks
BOSTON \AP] - Comedian Dick Gregory,

his wife and Sen. Bill Owens, have turned to
prayer and fasting to focus worldwide at-

tention on the plight of blacks in South
Africa.

The three black activists said at a State-
house news conference Tuesday that they
have commenced a fast until their Dec. 21
trial in Washington on unlawful protest
charges. The trio was arrested Thanksgiving
Day for demonstrating within 500 feet of the
South African Embassy.

They called on church leaders, especially
in this coming Christmas season, to join
them in prayer "to avert a bloodbath in

South Africa." Gregory said a bloodbath
would have disastrous worldwide impact.

The three complained that blacks in South
Africa have been denied God-given rights;
that they are not permitted to live freely; that
many are detained without a chance to
defend themselves and in camps that are
"often unfit for human habitation."

Gregory said they are not seeking
acquittals and he hopes that the government
does not drop the charges.

In a 450-word telegram to Balthazar
Johannes Vorster, South African prime
minister, the Gregorys and Owens, D-
Boston, said:

"In keeping with our beliefs that peace can
become a reality in South Africa, we have
begun a total fast in which we will abstain
from all food to show our sincere concern on
this matter.

"We firmly believe that through prolonged
fgsting and prayer millions of good-hearted
human beings will join with us in the fight to
bring peace to your country."

Gregory pointed to what he said were
improvements in race relations in the South
and elsewhere in this country in the past
decade, credited to the "humanism" of
American citizens. In their communique to
Vorster, the three said: "Only through the
will of God and the energy of the people of
the nations of this worid will this same kind
of peace and harmony dwell in South
Africa."

A veteran of other fasts, Gregory has some
light-hearted advice for Owens, the state's
first and only black senator, who is breaking
new ground. Along about the 21st day,
Gregory said, Owens should get every
available newspaper, as soon as he wakes up
in the morning.

"Turn to the obituary columns first,"
Gregory said, "and see how many festers
have died overnight." He said he would bet
anything that everyone listed had eaten
something the previous day.

^^

Two day seminar on Cuba

begins today in S. West
Coolidge Tower in Southwest will host a

two day seminar on Cuba. Tonight, Wed-
nesday, November 30, the film. The Other
Francisco will be shown on the 12 floor
lounge at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

Thursday, December 1, at Coolidge
Tower, Professors Ernest Allen and Johnetta
Cole will speak on the subject of "Race and
Cuba."

Admission is free.

"The Other Francisco," directed by Sergio
Giral, questions Anselmo Suarez portrayal of

Cuban slavery in his novel, "Francisco."

Suarez's version of slavery has jealously as

its main theme.

Francisco an educated obeying house
slave, supposedly kills himself over Dorotea,

a beautiful young woman who submits to her

white master's lust in order to save her love,

Francisco. She then flees in shame and self-

LUTHER
OME DAY lUL&ET A
IW CONTRACT TO

PLAY BASKETBALL,

hatred feeling unworthy of his love. Fran-

cisco in utter despair hangs himself from a

tree.

Giral in his retelling of the novel, analyzed
the history of the original novel, and includes
the character of the author and his social

class. The perspective of "The Other
Francisco," encompasses the effect of

economic and market interests upon slavery,

and the desire and determination of Cuban
slaves for liberation. Consequently, doubts
and questions begin to formulate as or>e

ponders whether Francisco's sole reason for

committing suicide was Dorotea, or were
there other factors involved?

Hatred, power, lust, and greed, together
with the historical background of the times,

and the prelude to future slave revolts,

makes for the intellectual and emotional re-

examination and reflection of the life of

Francisco.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

Tf roU CAN'T R^V§
\T. SIGM \r OR COUNT

MONBY'THE

By JUL IANNE ROBINSON
Black Affairs Staff

The Malcolm X Center pool and ping-pong
tournaments continue after the Thanksgiving
break with a flurry of action.

The following is the schedule of matchea
which will resume Thursday at 7:30 in tha
Malcolm X Center.

In the novice division: Pool. The corv
testants are: William Grady vs. Jose A.
Garcia for the division championship.

In the women's novice pool division thara
are no contestants.

In the novice ping pong: The women's
division will see two semi-final matches
before the finals match can be arranged.
Valinda Connady vs. Crystal Banks for one
semi-final match and Marlene Jreaswec vs.
Julie Hall for the other match. The winners of
these matches will then compete for tha
novice division championship.

In the men's novice ping pong Sam Rivers
meets William Grady for the division
championship.

In the advanced ranks: The women's pool
sees J. Angelique Dickinson going against
Mary Custard. A good match.

In the men's division of pool: Frank Gillard,

George Rasariv and Sam Rivers are the three
remaining contestants. Hat action is ex-
pected in these matches. Get in on tha
excitement.

In the advanced ping-pong Maundama
Kerina, meets Richard Collie for the

championship. Come watch the fireworks

and different styles as two Titans clash.

There are no women contestants in the

advanced ping-pong division.

If you would like more information con-

cerning the tournaments call either Ralph
Moore 6-9772 or Cari McCargo 546-5276.

Black Affairs
High Notes..

Christmas is almost here (Kwanza to alot
of us) and many folks are out looking for that
special gift for a special someone. For those
who feel that music is the everlasting gift,

maybe I can give you a little help when you
venture out into the myriad of holiday
releases. Starting today and in my next
couple of visits with you I'll try to pick out
that which is worthy for the giving.

First off: Trammps III — The Trammps —
Atlantic and Hear To Tempt You - The
Temptations - Atlantic.

A couple of very interesting bridges have
been crossed lately at Atlantic. One of them
in the Trammps' new side in the cut "Love
Per Hour". The crossers here are Fred
Wesley and The Horny Horns. The funkily
aware know this group all the way from
James Brown to Parliament-Funkadelic to
Bootsy's Rubber Band. Now with the
Trammps' you ask? Yes, I answer, and
neither gives in to the other as they each
throw out their talents very well and com-
pliment each other excellently on the
Wesley-arranged cut. You can't talk about
the Trammps without a word about Jimmy
Ellis. His leads are as always - Excellent and
are evident on "When The Lights Went Out"
and "People Of The Worid".

The other bridge is crossed by the
Temptations as they come over to Baker,
Harris and Young for the production of their

finest LP of late. Strong overall, this LP
brings to mind the Temptations in their

"Golden Years". Kendricks, Ruffin, Harris

(Damon) et al may be gone, but the sound
seems to have come back for an LP that

should certainly add some gold to their

lucrative works of the past. To name a big

cut on this one is hard, but the best uptempo
may well be "Think For Yourself" and the

slow groover goes to "Can We Come And
Share Love", a definitely immaculate slow
piece.

The Tempts are back!

A must for any gift list is:

The PHILADELPHIA CLASSICS -
Various Artists - Philly Intl.

This is a different approach to greatest hits

collections. Here we have remixed and
lengthened versions of past Philadelphia

rockers that we all fell in love with. There's
longer versions of "Love Train" by the

O'Jays, "Dirty Old Man" by the Three
Degrees and the Blue Notes bomb (featuring

Teddy Pendergrass) "Bad Luck". In my
estimation, the absolute killers are the 9:41

version of the Intruders' hit, "I'll Always Love
My Mama" and the Tom Moulton remix of

another Blue Notes classic (also of the

Pendergrass years) "Don't Leave Me This
Way". The former is truly excellent with it

difficult to find the words to describe the

latter. This remix is 11 minutes plus of one of

the most sensous songs of all time done with
the voice of one of the most sensuous
singers of all time. After listening to this side,

it wasn't hard for me to put Mr. Pendergrass
in which people like Lou Rawls, Arthur
Prysock and yes, the immortal Nat King Cole.

Check this one out — I think you'll agree.
— mario

The Ballet Nacional Festivales De Espana (The National Ballet of Spain) will

return, by popular demand, to the Fme Arts Center Concert Hall on Saturday,
December 10, at 8 p.m.
During their performance in November 1976 at the Fine Arts Center the National

Ballet of Spain received rave reviews from critics and astatic applause from the
audience.

LUTHER
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WHAT DID THEY
DO?

Harlem hosts,

5th Annua/ Recognition Awards
By BILL HASSON
Special to Black Affairs

On November 21, 1977, in Harlem, New
York, USA, at the Renaissance Theatre Ball-
room, the AUDELCO Audience Develop-
ment Committee's 5th Annual Recognition
Awards were given. The theme was "Over-
ture - Family Reunion". AUDELCO was
founded in 1973 to fulfill the needs and in-

crease awareness in the art and cultural
activities in the Black Community. The affair
was one not to be forgotten easily.

The evening opened with a mime
presentation by Billy Banner. The co-host
were Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis. The Harlem
Children's Theatre staged a magnificant and
original moving presentation called "Ju Ju
Man" There was a performance by Vinnie
Burrows and a vinette from "Young, Gifted
and Broke" by Weldon Irvine. Presentation
of Outstanding Pioneer awards went to Willis

Richardson and Peari Primus. The 5th
Annual Recognition Awards were:
LIGHTING DESIGNER, Shirley Pendergast,
for "Unfinished Women ...

" N.Y. Shakes-
peare Festival Mobile Production; SCENIC
DESIGNER, Tim Phillips, for "Winti Train",
COSTUME DESIGNER, Edna Watson, for

"MacBeth"; DIRECTOR, Bill Duke, for

"Unfinished Women
CHOREOGRAPHER, Talley Beatty, for
"Alice"; PLAYWRIGHT, Richard Wesley, for

"The Last Street Play"; SUPPORTING
ACTRESS, Rosanna Carter, for "The Un-

Announcements
Course Offering

PSYCHOLOGY 391E (Spring 1978) THE
PORTRAYAL OF THE COLONIZED IN FILM
(3 credits)

Tuesday 4:00-6:30; Herter 227; (Film

screenings)

Thursday 4:00-5:15; Herter 227;
(Discussions)

Instructor: Mr. Martin — Organization:
Lecture- film screening-discussion
Aim: A comparative examination of

historical and contemporary portrayals of

colonized people in American and foreign
full-length commercial and documentary
film. Emphasis on the legitimation and
maintenance functions of film; the psycho-
dynamic formation and elaboration of

colonial stereotypes; and the emergence of

the post-colonial "third world" film traditions

in Latin America (Cuba), Africa (Senegal),
and Asia (Vietnam).

Topics include: The Sociology of film;

filmic approaches to history; film as an in-

strument of legitimation and mystification of

dominative social orders; film and social

reality; images of the colonized and colonizer
during the colonial-de-colonization stages;
and film as an emancipatory vehicle for social

transformations.

Films: The Birth of a Nation (Griffith), Burn
(Pontecorvo), Attica (Firestone), Nothing
But a Man (Roemer), Acquirre, the Wrath of

God (Herzog), Lucia (Solas), Black Girl

(Sembenel), Hearts in Dixie, Superfly, The
Gladiators (Watkins), Punishment Park, plus

many more.
Books: Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons,

Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks; E.

Bradford Burns, Latin American Cinema;
supplemented by readings on colonial

psychology.
Prerequisites: none
Requirements: Two 4- page papers and a

final exam.
Lab Fee: 10.00 for film rentals.

A Pre-Kwanzaa Celebration?

With the holiday season fast approaching,
it is important for us as Black people to come
together in unity and spirit and celebrate in

our own tradition. Annually, most of us have
cherished and celebrated Christmas; a

holiday which has lost most of its spirit and
which has become tarnished by com-
mercialism. Christmas has become a "me"
holiday instead of a "we" holiday.

Kwanzaa, is derived from the African

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

THEY COOLOM'T

finished Women ... "; SUPPORTING AC-
TOR, Leonard Jackson, for "MacBeth";
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE IN A
MUSICAL (FEMALE), Brenda Brown, for

"Young, Gifted and Broke"; OUT-
STANDING PERFORMANCE IN A
MUSICAL (MALE), Mikell Pinkney, for
"Young, Gifted and Broke"; OUT-
STANDING MUSICAL CREATOR, Weldon
Irvine, for "Young, Gifted and Broke";
MUSICAL PRODUCTION OF THE YEAR,
"Young, Gifted and Broke", Author: Weldon
Irvine, Producer, Marjorie Moon; LEAD
ACTRESS IN A DRAMATIC ROLE, Gloria
Foster, for "Agamemmon"; LEAD ACTOR
IN A DRAMATIC ROLE, Richard Gant, for

"Soledad Tetrad"; CO-WINNERS for
DRAMATIC PRODUCTION OF THE YEAR,
"Three of the Best" Authors: Ed Bullins, Clay
Goss, Richard Wesley, Producer: Solid
Prod"ctions; and "Unfinished Women ... ",

Author: Aishah Rahman, Producer: Joseph
Papp.
A special notice should be given to the

very hard working Board of Directors who
are Natalie Fuller, Vivian Robinson, Winnie
Richardson, Sylvia Spooner, Renee Cheno-
weth, and Doris Smith, and who, by the way,
I owe a special thanks. Can you imagine
being stranded in New York City on a
Monday night and having your car towed
and it cost $60 to get it out, and the only
people that are willing to honor a check are
the beautiful sisters for AUDELCO. It is

organizations like this that make for a more
viable Black Theatre.

tradition of the annual feast and celebration
after harvest where the members of the
community come together in body and spirit

to celebrate and give thanks to the creator
and each other. It is a day of unity. During
the Kwanzaa celebration, a ritual takes place
where the seven candles are lit and the seven
principles are read and discussed.

It is the feeling of some concerned
students in the valley that we must preserve
our culture and tradition and that we should
have an annual Kwanzaa celebration this

year and every year, as long as Black people
remain in the valley. Therefore, an attempt is

being made to put together a pre- Kwanzaa
celebration before final exams begin. But,

much help is needed if this affair is to
happen.
A brief meeting has been scheduled for

this Thursday, December 1 at 5:00 p.m. in the
Lumumba Room of New Africa House to

discuss what needs to be done to make this

affair happen. All that is needed is at least ten
brothers and sisters to help out with the
planning and implementation.

If you are interested but cannot make the
Thursday meeting, please contact Mark
Hickson at 545-3880 after 6:00.

Party at New Africa House
Brothers and Sisters! If you want to party,

come on down to Yvonne's Place. Dance to

Soul, West Indian and Disco Music. Food
and Drinks will be served. Donation is $1.00.

Place New Africa House. Date — Saturday,
December 3rd at 9:(X) until.

TO START '

Annie's

Poetry Corner
Prefix

We arrive at your place
After the party

High flowing energy
We look at each other

wondering of our mysteries
I take off my shoes
With one foot push them to the side
You by this time
have taken off your shirt

Our hearts beat fast

We try to be cool
I take off my dress
absent of a bra

You await my next move
I step close to you
We unbuckle your pants
You smile acceptingly

With unneeded words
our eyes talk

I rub your chest

lick your face, your neck, your shoulders
We become aware that we both are free

of clothes
We still use no words
Only
Liquify in heat

Annie Carpenter
10-7-75

•«»••••
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Carter FBI nominee withdraws
WASHINGTON \AP} - U.S. District

Judge Frank M. Johnson bowed out as the
president's nominee for FBI director
yesterday and Attorney General Griffin Bell
said the search for a replacement will last
into the new year.

Still in poor health after surgery last
August, Johnson said, "It will be several
more months before I will regain my strength
and stamina. It will not be fair to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation or to me to keep this
matter pending any longer."

in a statement issued at his office in

Montgomery, Ala., Johnson said he regrets
that "conditions over which I have no
control" have forced him to step aside.

At the White House, Press Secretary Jody
Powell called the withdrawal a loss to the
administration, to the FBI and to the country
- and we regret it very much."

Bell announced Johnson's decision at a
news conference and called it "unfortunate
for the president, the FBI and the nation.
Judge Johnson would have made an ideal
leader for the FBI."
The anorney general said he and President

Carter won't rush into a decision about a
new nominee to succeed Clarence M. Kelley
and become the third director in the FBI's 53-
year history.

"My plan is to do nothing for two weeks to
let the dust settle and rethink the selection
process, " Bell said. "Hopefully during that
time, names will occur to me. I think it would
be a wise course not to rush."

Bell indicated he would like Kelley to
remain in office for at least a short time
beyond his scheduled retirement date Jan. 1.

Kelley has said he could stay until the end of
January but he has made other professional
commitments after that time.
Johnson's decision leaves the ad-

ministration with the task of filling two top
Justice Department jobs. Deputy Attorney
General Peter Flaherty has announced he will

leave soon to make plans for a possible
gubernatorial campaign in his native Penn-
sylvania.

Bell said he hiis someone in mind for that
job but he's not ready to announce a
decision.

The anorney general said he was willing to

Women 's Health Series

Periodic discomfort

a common problem
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

This is the tenth in a weekh/ series on
women's health care.

Discomfort related to menstrual periods is

one of the most common health problems
women experience. The medical term for this
discomfort is dysmenorrhea.

Dr. Katherina Dalton {The Menstrual
Cycle, Pantheon, '69), one of the few
researchers in this field, divides
dysmenorrhea into two major types:
spasmodic and congestive.
Spasmodic dysmenorrhea is most

common in women between the ages of
fifteen and twenty-five. This is not because it

occurs only in younger women, but because
pregnancy and childbirth appear to clear it

up.

Symptoms of spasmodic dysmenorrhea
include cramps, acute pain in the lower
abdomen, and possibly nausea or occasional
shakiness at the beginning of the period.

Spasmodic dysmenorrhea seems to occur
only during an ovulatory menstrual cycle. For
this reason, some doctors have prescribed
oral contraceptives (which prevent
ovulation) to control it.

The risks associated with birth control pills

are the same whatever the reason for taking
them Women who are currently taking oral
contraceptives to relieve their menstrual
discomfort may wish to consider alternatives
in light of the new information coming out
about '"The Pill'". (For up-to-date information
about birth control pills, call the Community
Health Education office at 549-2671.)
Our Bodies, Ourselves (Boston Women's

Health Book Collective, Simon and Schuster,
'76) describes congestive dysmenorrhea in

the following way:
Congestive dysmenorrhea and the related

pre- menstrual syndrome are characterized by
such symptoms as heaviness or dull aching
in the abdomen, nausea, water retention,

constipation, headaches and backaches,
breast pains, irritability, tension, depression
and lethargy.

The time just prior to the onset of the
menstrual period is the most difficult for
women with congestive dysmenorrhea. The
heaviest flow seems to relieve the symptoms.

Congestive dysmenorrhea can start at
puberty and continue until menopause. It

often gets worse with each pregnancy. There
is some evidence that the symptoms are a
result of deficiency of progesterone, a
hormone. Depression, according to The
Menstrual Cycle, may be caused by sodium
retention and potassium depletion in the
cells, resulting from a lowered progesterone
level

Some doctors have been taught, and
continue to believe, that dysmenorrhea is not
real. There has been almost no research done
in the field of menstrual discomfort, despite
the commonness of the problem. Most of
what has been done has been the work c4
women, although over 90 per cent of
gynecologists are men.

Dalton theorizes both types of
dysmenorrhea are caused by a hormone
imbalance. She has found that discomfort
can be induced by giving particular doses of
hormones and relieved by giving others. But
there is currently a lot of question about the
safety of such hormone therapy. What ate
some other alterna,tives?.

Individual woVfign netfd to ^vdlD&fe "their

own particular discomfort, if any is present,
and find ways of coping with it. A woman
who experiences severe discomfort may
wish to consult a gynecologist, as menstrual
discomfort may be a symptom of another
disorder. If a woman has no reason to believe
this is the case, there are a number of things
she can do to make herself more com-
fortable.

Preventive measures include getting
enough rest, eating well and exercising
regularly (female swimmers experience less
discomfort than non-athletic women ac-
cording to Ann Scott, Ms.. 9-24). Some
women report that reduced intake of coffee,
refined foods and salt, and increased intake
of milk, vitamin C and ripe bananas (high In

potassium) is helpful.

When a woman already has cramps,
things that may ease her discomfort include
curling up with her kr>ees to her chest, using
a heating pad or hot-water bottle, taking a
pain-killer, smoking marijuana and having an
orgasm. Lower back massage and deep
breathing exercises may also be effective.
The issue of the reality versus non-reality

of menstrual discomforts is an important
one. There may, indeed, be a psychological
factor involved. The negative attitude of
many Americans towards anything remotely
related to menstruation pre-sets young
women to view the process as unpleasant.
Whatever the cause, the discomfort is real

and has an affect on the day-to-day lives of
millions of American women. But con-
temporary women are in a bind. Not wanting
to risk supporting the view that ""women are
incapable of working in a position where
major decisions are made because of their
monthly cycle," many women now face
severe discomfort stoically and quietly.

Evidence suggests that men too, have
hormonal cycles which affect their day-to-
day functioning (Ms., Spring, '72).

Women have reported flunking final

exams, missing work hours, failing driving
tests and functioning poorly at job interviews
because of menstrual discomfort.

Perhaps more flexible scheduling would be
an answer. Some women workers in Japan
are allowed two days work flexibility per
month, which they may or may not use as
they see fit. American employers who tried

such a system might find the absenteeism
among female employees dropping
significantly.

If Americans dealt with menstruation more
realistically, this type of plan might have
been tried long ago. Currently, most work-
places gear their scheduling to the needs of
male employees. As more women move into
the )ob market, perhaps more effort will be
made to meet their needs.

College women can begin to be more
assertive in situations where they predict that
dysmenorrhea will negatively affect their

functioning on a certain day. Asking
professors, far in advance of an exam, for

some flexibility in scheduling is one place to

start.

Making sure doctors take dysmenorrhea
seriously is another problem. If a physician
does not respond satisfactorily to a woman's
complaint of discomfort, perhaps she should
try another doctor.

Dysmenorrhea is a real problem for many
women, but it is not an impossible one. Until

Americans recognize the validity of men-
strual distress, hovyever, thousands of

'A/6m^ 'witf cdrf^inue'to'Stiffer in "Silence. '^'

wait for Johnson to take over the FBI after a
full recuperation although that might have
meant a delay until late spring or early
summer.

"I would wait," he said. "But Judge
Johnson has made his own decision that it

would not be fair to the FBI or to himself."
Bell said he hopes a new candidate can be

chosen and nominated by Jan. 17 when
Congress returns from a recess, but he
cannot promise to meet that target.
He dropped few clues about who might be

in the running for the nomination, except to
say "We still have the list" of four men
recommended by a presidentlally appointed
search committee last June.

GRE: Weekend Special
Reigistered for the December 10 exam? Done anvpreparation? You can stHI ,oin our weekend ?ntensive course, scheduled for December 3 and 4 Ortake our practice exam. Private tutorinn akn
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BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

6 30 9 00

^99
MiKi-e

253-9202

1

FOR VJNIVERSITY pizza]

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

FOR

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

ONE OF THE BEST PIZZAS IN THE
AMHERST-NORTHAMPTON AREA!!

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

CALL

549-5592

r — 1
I 32 OZ. COKE, TAB. SPRITE I

j
FREE WITH LG. PIZZA j PLEASE SPECIFY

I EXPIRES 12/1/77 | BEVERAGE
I

CUSTOMERSIGNATURE
j QVER PHONE

J

""^
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ROOM CHQO.SIMft
November 28-December 1

Mon. Nov. 28- Students remaining
in their rooms

Tue. Nov. 29- Students changing rooms
within their dorms

Wed. Nov. 30 - Students moving to
another dorm

Thu. Dec. 1 - All other students

Qualityif«^-
INTRODUCING A

SPECIAL NEH^ COIIECTION
OF HANDBAGS >IND H^ILETS

The distinctive look and feel of top-

quality leathers, m superbly

designed and finished handbags,
clutches, and cosmetics pouches
(Men s wallets, too') Styles from

casual to elegant— all priced to be
exceptional values

The Look...
The Price...

At Faces Now!

Faces of Earth

Next to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6, Mon Sat
Sun 1 5

•>>%V4>::i.N»»i>.)sJ!»V-S.>J><V>^>-irtift;v;r,>^^

DINNER SPECIALS
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs.

BAkEd STuffEd FilET of SoU

BAkEd Ham w/RAisiN Sauce

BoiUd New EivqlA^d Djnner

Old FAshioNEd BeeF Pot PIe

VEqETARIAN SpECJAl

BosTOM ScliRod

sssssssssa

AlAskAN KiNq CraB LEqs

Saturday

DeImONICO $TEAk

AvocAdo SruffEd

w/AlAskAN KiNq CraBmeat

Disco!

By PATTI TROPED
Collegian Staff

Although valley residents may have
heard rumors to the effect that disco is
virtually dead around this area, evidence
supports no such assunnption.

Disco is very much alive, and although
the mass populace has mixed feelings
about It, still flourishes at several of the
more popular bars in the area.

According to Carolee Waskiewicz day
bartender at The Pub, "We have disco
every Tuesday, Friday, and Saturday
nights. Fridays and Saturdays are the
busiest, attracting students and town
kids alike. Wednesdays we get mostly
college kids who come to hear Jim
Plunkett," she said. "But even then we
have disco during breaks, as well as on
Thursdays in between "Two Wav
Street" sets."

On Sundays and Mondays, quieter
nights according to Carolee, The Pub
features no DJ, but has instead hooked
the juke box up to the light and sound
equipment, thus giving a "disco at-
mosphere" to the club.

"Some groups don't go over too well
with the Pub crowd, such as a straight
rock band or folk group," said
Waskiewicz. "We need a group that gets
really involved with the crowd. Two Way
Street' is popular, but it's the disco that
really packs 'em in'," she said.

According to the manager of Poor
Richard's III in Amherst, "Poor Dick's
isn't flashy like Boston clubs, but disco
music predominates. Disco is played 80
per cent of the time every night but
Thursday, with an occasional slow or
rock song thrown in for variation. Thurs-
day nights rock is featured for about two
hours, but disco is played the rest of the
time," he said.

"This is a college town, we have to
appeal to the varying tastes of students.
But I've found that even 'non disco'
types put in requests for disco tunes.
They've gotten more used to dancing to
it than to rock."
Some UMass students expressed

mixed feelings about the end to Wed-
nesday night disco at the Bluewall.

Dave Connor, a sophomore from
Longmeadow said, "The live bands they
have now play too loudly for a place that
size. There should be dance music in-

stead."

Duck!!
"There should be at least one disco

night per week," said a resident of
Washington lower. "Dancing gets rid of
the tension after studying."

Neil O'Donell, also a resident of
Washington, displayed an attitude similar
to that of a great many UMass students.
"Disco sucks. It has a monotonous beat;
you don't dance to it, only stand and
move the upper part of your body a little.

Now Stones music - that's good for
dancing, real dancing," he said.

Country Will Nagle, a less than noted
authority on the subject, had but three

"Disco is very much

alive, although the

mass populace has

mixed feelings

about it

"

words to say about Bluewall music in
general. "It's all horseshit," he said.

For those who miss the "serious
disco" of New York City and Boston
Clubs, Zax in Northampton may just be
your "Whimsey's-away-from-home."
According to Eric Jellson, a Cance
resident and DJ at Zack's, "We are open
Friday and Saturday nights, the rest of
the week is reserved for private func-
tions. Admission is $1, and ladies are
admitted free on Friday," he said.
Zax is actually the top disco in the area.

It's all heavy disco, and not too much
funk. The crowd is mixed; valley
residents as well as people coming in
from New York. We feature two dance
floors, and what is probably the best
sound system in the area," Jellson said.

This Saturday night Zax will feature a
post-Thanksgiving party, "complete with
record and drink giveaways," he said.
The festivities are set to begin at 9

p.m., so waste no time, grab your
dancing shoes and hurry on down ...

"Disco! That's where the happy people
go.!"

Special degree progmm
deals with the specifics
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Bachelor's Degree with Individual Con-
centration is a four semester program in

individualized study for students who "know
what they want but find that general majors
at the University can't satisfy their needs,"
according to Essie Schwartz, a counselor
supervisor.

BDIC, located at 416 Goodell, leads to
either a B.S. or a B.A. with Individual
Concentration and is supervised by an in-

terdisciplinary faculty committee rather than
one of the departments.

Each BDIC student is sponsored by a
faculty member who follows the student's
progress in the program and offer counseling
in selecting courses.

The BDIC program was developed in 1969
as a result of an undergraduate Student
Senate project called SWAP, by students
and faculty members involved in workshops
designed to "learn about each other," ac-
cording to Joan Stoia, assistant to the
director.

Enrollment rose to 400 in 1974 and a
number of new majors were developed. Spin

off programs originally designed as BDIC
majors are Legal Studies, Social Thought
and Political Economy, Environmental
Science, Dance, Computer Science and
Women's Studies.

A proposal for a separate Human Services
major was denied two years ago because of

financial difficulties, but there is still a

possibility for a separate department in this

field, according to Stoia.

Examples of BDIC majors include (Arts)

Journalism and Dance Criticism, Modernism
in Literature, Electronic Music; (Business
and Law) Marketing Communication, In-

ternational Business, Urban Studies;
(Sciences) Land Use and Development,
Energy Resources, Solar Technology, World
Science, and Aspects and Problems of Small
Communities.

"The tvVo purposes of BDIC are to serve as
an incubator for nev^ programs and as a

major for individualized study," said Stoia.

Students involved in BDIC can combine
courses from within the University, the five

colleges and from independent study and-or
internship opportunities.

BDIC is "one office at UMass where the
student is not treated as a number," said
Schwartz.

UM grad dies in plane crash
Beth Overton, a 1977 UMass graduate in

the School of Business Administration, died
last Saturday in a plane crash in Kings
Canyon National Park, California.

Overton, an Air Force 2nd lieutenant, was
one of four military officers killed when their

single-engine Piper Cherokee crashed
enroute from Moffet Field, near San Fran-
cisco to Las Vegas.
Overton was commissioned last spring

through the ROTC program at UMass. She
was a native of Ayer, Mass.
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O'Neill urges decision on Energy bill

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 30, 1977 WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1977

\A'ASHINGTON \UPI\ - Speaker Thomas
O Neill urged House and Senate conferees
yesterday to give a little on key issues stalling
the energy bill, saying the president does not
plan another postponement of his overseas
trip because of their inaction.

Senate Democratic leader Robert Byrd

r

said President Carter should make the trip
regardless of the status of the bill.

"I think he just about has to," Byrd told
reporters. "I would hope we have the energy
bill down there by then. He's canceled it (the
trip) once."

Byrd said he was "still hopeful that we'll

have that all wrapped up by the middle of
December or Christmas at the latest."
Ten senators, most from the Northeast,

told Carter Tuesday they would find it dif-

ficult to vote for a crude oil tax unless the
energy bill also contains refundable tax
credits to defray the cost of home heatina oil
and electricity."

ng TV vii

network
NEW YORK [AP\ - A.C. Nielsen Co.

ratings show that fewer people are
watching television this year, sparking a
controversy that pits the advertising
industry against the three major networks
because of the money at stake.
"We're concerned," ABC Vice

President George Keramadis commented
yesterday in a remark typical of the net-
works. "It's kind of a wait-and-see thing.
Right now we're just very cautious about
it."

What's causing the concern is a
decline since last year in the figure for the
Homes Using Television - HUT - of 8
per cent during daytime and nearly 3 per
cent at night. This can have a direct
impact on revenue.

Just as magazines guarantee their
circulation, networks base the cost of a
commercial minute on an estimated
audience. If the size declines, advertisers
won't pay as much for a minute.

"If we continue to see a decline in the

long term, then this could have the effect
of reduced advertising expenditures for
TV," said Michael Drexler, senior vice
president of Doyle Dane Bernbach ad-
vertising agency. "But this is not going to
happen overnight."

The networks say they are waiting for
the results in about two weeks of the
November "sweeps," in which 100,000
households nationally keep diaries that
measure the audiences of local stations.
Through their Committee on National
Television Audience Measurement, the
networks also asked Nielsen on Nov. 1

for data to back up its numbers.
Several advertising agencies - and

Nielsen - say they are already convinced
the numbers are accurate on the basis of
a similar diary analysis in October of 23
cities, including New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles. In addition, a second
ratings service, Arbitron, showed a
downward trend that confirmed Nielsen's
October figures.

Carter first president to hold
conference in comm. county
WASHINGTON \AP] - President Carter

will become the first U.S. president to hold a
wide-open news conference in a Communist
country when he visits Warsaw late next
month, it was learned yesterday.

Poland will be the first stop on a curtailed
version of Carter's once- postponed world
trip, now set to begin Dec. 29. A formal
announcement of the journey is expected
later this week.
When Carter meets the press in Warsaw,

Polish journalists will be invited to join their
western colleagues in questioning the
president. It was not known whether
Poland's state-owned networks will
broadcast the session live. However, the
Voice of America is expected to beam the
conference to Communist countries, in-

cluding the Soviet Union.
White House officials declined to confirm

plans for the news conference. However,
they acknowledged that another high-light of
Carter's six- nation trip will be the first visit by
an incumbent president to France's Nor-
mandy beachheads where American and
other allied troops landed more than 32 years
ago during World War II.

Carter also will lay a wreath at the U.S.
cemetery for American war dead.

The trip will take Carter to Poland, Iran,
India, Saudi Arabia, France and Belgium. He
is expected to return to Washington on Jan.
6 or Jan. 7.

Originally scheduled as a four-continent
tour starting a week ago, the revised itinerary
drops two continents and visits to
Venezuela, Brazil and Nigeria. Officials said
Carter may visit these Latin American and
black African countries late next spring.
The president's original plans were shelved

because Congress had not completed action
on energy legislation that he has cited as his
top priority domestic policy objective for
1977. By late December, Congress will be in
recess and will have either passed or rejected
energy bills.

In revamping the schedule, White House
officials have tried to slow down the hectic
pace Carter would have set under the initial
itinerary.

For example, he may now stay overnight in
Tehran and Riyadh, the capitals of Iran and
Saudi Arabia. Brief refueling stops originally
had been scheduled for those cities.

Carter also may spend two nights in Paris
instead of one and may spend a night in
Brussels instead of making a quick in-and-
out visit.

Rings shown are the Americas Junior Miss Collection (enlarged for detail).
Prices represent retail quotations for these specific rings.

De Beers Consolidated Mines. Ltd.
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Court decides media rigtits

to reportjails' conditions
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Supreme

Court justices gave a verbal pounding
yesterday to a San Francisco lawyer
arguing for the right of news media to get
into jails and report conditions there.

Attorney William Turner said the First

Amendment prevents a government
official from unjustifiably interfering with
gathering of information by reporters.

Chief Justice Warren Burger asked
whether courts would have to admit the
press to their deliberations merely
because a president decided to open his

Cabinet meetings to the media.

Justice Potter Stewart noted there is

no access to the Oval Office at the White
House. "The public doesn't know what's
going on," said Stewart. "Does that
mean that the press must be admitted?"

Stewart also noted that the press
doesn't get into the Pentagon War Room
or the CIA.

Turner responded that he was not
urging the justices to open their private
conferences. And he said it was proper
that CIA information not be made public.

But he said there is no claim by Sheriff
Thomas Houchins that anything is secret
at the Alameda County, Calif., jail at
Santa Rita, where the case originated.

Turner said the press provides the only
way for the public to learn what is going
on in an institution where people are
involuntarily confined.

"Don't they have access to a lawyer?"
inquired Justice William Rehnquist.

"Is there anything to prevent an inmate
from writing a long, long letter to his wife
or mother?" asked Burger.

Turner said newspapers are not likely
to pnnt unsubstantiated allegations by a
prisoner in such a letter when there is no
way to verify them.

The argument^: were on a la'wsuit by
public radio-television station KQED
which serves the San Francisco Bay area'
and by the Alameda and Oakland
branches of the NAACP.

After the suit was filed, Houchins
began a program for the public of
monthly, 25-person tours at Santa Rita
excluding the Greystone Facility, but
banned cameras and tape recorders.
The justices must decide how the case

fits into two earlier opinions which said
newsmen have no greater constitutional

right of access to prisons or their inmates
beyond that afforded the general public."
An apparent conflict arose when

Judge Oliver Carter of San Francisco
now deceased, ordered Houchins to let
the media into all areas, including the
Greystone maximum security portion, at
reasonable times and hours, to take
pictures, use sound equipment and in-
terview inmates.

The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
attirmed, saying "the access needs of the
news media and the public differ."

Battered wife found
innocent of murder
MARQUETTE, Mich. \UPI\ - A woman

described by police as a battered housewife
who killed her husband by firing both barrels
of a shotgun at him as he walked through the
front door of their home was found innocent
of murder yesterday.
The verdict by Marquette County Circuit

Judge John E. McDonald clearing Sharon
McNearney, 42, was returned following a
two-day nonjury trial. The judge said the
prosecution failed to prove she had not acted
in self defense.

Mrs. McNearney had been charged with
murder for shooting her husband George, 45,
last Feb. 12, with a 20-gauge shotgun.

Her only defense was a tape-recorded
statement given to Marquette Police
detectives immediately following the
shooting. In it, she told of an argument with
her husband earlier in the day and her fear
that she would face physical violence upon
his return.

McDonald, reached at his home after the
trial ended, refused to discuss the basis of his
ruling in detail.

'The issue was whether the killing was in
self defense," he said. "The prosecution did
not prove beyond a reasonable doubt that it
was not in self defense."

Another Michigan case raising the rights
of a battered housewives ended in Lansing
last month with a jury finding Francine
Hughes innocent by reason of temporary
insanity in the torch slaying of her husband
following 13 years of physical abuse.

Capt. Marvin Gauthier, head of the
department's detective division, told a
reporter after the McNearney trial there had
been a history of wife beatings involving the
couple, who had teen-age children.

Gauthier said McNearney had been
arrested for felonious assault a year and a
half ago for firing a gun at his wife.

Sen. kills abortion compromise
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House

Tuesday rejected a proposed compromise on
use of federal funds for abortions, which the
Senate had approved earlier in the day.
The rejection, by a 205-183 vote, means a

$60 billion appropriation for major govern-
nnent agencies, which has been stalled for
five months, is still in limbo. Temporary
funds to run those agencies expire Wed-
nesday night.

The proposed compromise, drafted by
House and Senate leaders, was approved 44

to 21 earlier in the day by the Senate.
It would have allowed the federal

government to pay for abortions for low-
income women under Medicaid when the
mother's life othen^/ise would be endangered
or when the mother faced "severe and long-
lasting physical health damage."

It also would have permitted "medical
procedures" - including dilation and
curettage - in cases of rape or incest that
are reported to police or to a public health
service or its equivalent.

Atai^price
you can afford to be ch(

Because the value of every diamond is

determined by four characteristics (cut, color,

clarity and carat weight), you can always use
these qualities to your best advantage.

Perhaps you're attracted by the grandeur
of a large diamond. Well, sometimes a large

stone can cost the same as a smaller one.

Simply because it has a little more color Or a
delicate birthmark hidden inside.

On the other hand, you may feel size isn't

the most important quality Then you could
choose a diamond that's small, but perfectly

cut to sparkle with an icy-white elegance.

In any case, you'll be able to find one to

suit your personality Because each one
is an individual, with its own combination of

characteristics. And you can use these

qualities any way you wish, to help you decide
what's precisely right for you.

But the important thing to remember is to

buy a diamond engagement ring you'll be
happiest with. You'll be sharing it for a lifetime

with someone you love.

And for that reason alone, you should

be choosy.

Adiamond is forever.
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Two month ILA
dock strike ended

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1977

NEW YORK [AP\ - The two-month strike
by 50,000 dockworkers against "automated"
shipping rolled to an end yesterday in most
ports from Maine through Texas.
Longshoremen anxious to get back to

work were waiting at the gates of container
terminals in Brooklyn, Port Newark, Port
Elizabeth and Weehawken sections of the
harbor here.

While still awaiting results from Gulf ports
and some New York locals, and despite
postponement of contract ratification votes
in several big ports, Thomas W. "Teddy"
Gleason, president of the International
Longshoremen's Association, saw "no
problems ahead."
At his headquarters here, the dock

chieftain tabulated returns showing the vote
running "three-or four-to-one" in several
locals in New York where automation's
impact on jobs was most severe.

"I think the strike is over," Gleason said,

reporting mounting returns.

"The New England area voted for it," he
said of a master contract coupled with local

agreements. "Hampton Roads voted for it,

and New York is voting for it. It looks like it's

a yes' vote up and down the coast with the
exception of Philadelphia and New Orleans
voting tomorrow."
The union, a major affiliate of the AFL-

CIO, had proceeded with the vote on a
simple majoritv basis without further delay to
complete local contract supplements in New
Orleans and to conduct belated balloting
there and in Philadelphia Wednesday. Voting
in Mobile, Ala., was proceeding Tuesday
night.

Gleason had given the go-ahead on the
ratification schedule last Friday, apparently
concinced that his membership in the major
ports of New York, Boston, Baltimore and
Norfolk would assure acceptance of the new
terms.

'If Philadelphia wants to wait, that's their

problem" he said of the situation in that port,

where the voting schedule changed several
times before settling on a Wednesday
ratification.

"We're not holding up for them," Gleason
said of the laggard ports, thereby adding to
the pressures for speedy completion of
settlements as management and employes
alike wanted to protect their competitive
positions.

The settlement here was expected to
provide a sudden spate of dock work, in-

cluding considerable overtime work at

premium pay, for many members of the ILA
who had long been idle because of the
erosion of their job opportunities, by the
increasing use of containers.

This labor-saving technique, in which pre-
packed containers are transferred by crane
between ship, railway car and truck, became
the principal target of the strike for greater
job and income protection.

The New Orleans delay was attributed to a
possible collision with a federal court order
designed to protect blacks at upper seniority
levels. This forced a re- examination of the
'guaranteed annual income" terms for clerks
and checkers.

Thousands of containers, each packed
with tons of high-value cargo from abroad,
were waiting to resume their trips to
destinations in the eastern half of the nation.

Demonstrators disrupt

Boston abortion clinic
BOSTON \AP] - A group of demon-

strators invaded an abortion clinic Tuesday
morning and handcuffed and chained
themselves to a pillar before being removed
by police and charged with trespassing.
Pam Lowry, Director of Community Af-

fairs for the Charles Circle Clinic said the
group carrying anti-abortion signs and.
literature entered the waiting room, began
chanting slogans and shouting insults at
people seated there
A police spokesman said the five

demonstrators, not associated with any anti-
abortion organization, had handcuffed
themselves, passed a common chain through
one side of each handcuff, then wrapped the

chain around a large cement upright and
locked it.

An officer found the key on one of the
demonstrators, unlocked the chain and
escorted the protestors from the second
floor of the building on Boylston Street near
Beacon Hill.

The disturbances was over in about 20
minutes, Ms. Lowry said.

Scheduled to be arraigned in Boston
Municipal Court Wednesday were: Thomas
Connelly Jr , 38, of Boston's Dorchester
section; Charles Swain, 53, Lynn; Veronica
Shimku, 71, Newton; Evelyn Dubel, 36,
Whitman, and M. Gabrielle Moalli, 49, lYnn!

Jurors questioned for trial

of charged "dolphin stealer"
HONOLULU \AP] - Jury selection began

yesterday in the trial of a man charged with
stealing two dolphins from a laboratory and
returning them to the sea. He and another
defendant claim they were liberating close
friends.

But the state of Hawaii says the two men
committed first-degree theft by taking the
highly intelligent mammals, named Kea and
Puka, which were being used in research
programs. The state also says they in effect
signed the dolphins' death warrants by
returning them to an environment in which
they no longer could live.

The way was cleared for the trial of
Kenneth Le Vasseur, 26, to begin when
Circuit Court Judge Masato Doi on Monday
ordered his case separated from that of the
other defendant, Steve Sipman, also 26.

Both men had been represented by John
F. Schweigert, a lawyer who specializes in

environmental causes, but Sipman got a new
lawyer Monday and was given until February
to prepare his defense.
The defendants, who face a maximum

penalty of 5 years in prison and a $5,000 fine,

have been free on their own recognizance
awaiting trial.

Le Vasseur's trial got under way with
prosecutors putting two questions to a pool
of prosepctive jurors: "How many of you
watched Flipper'?" a television series about
a porpoise that was popular several years
ago and "How many of you have heard the
phrase This country is a government of laws
and not men'?"
Sipman and Le Vasseur, former students

at the University of Hawaii, lived at the
dolphin labs at the university's Institute of
Marine Biology where they worked as
custodians.

Sipman. who had been studying the
psychology of whales and dolphins, got a
bachelor's degree in psychology in 1976. Le
Vasseur got a bachelor's degree in liberal arts
in 1976.

On May 29, they carried Kea and Puka,
<|«ifnale> Atlantic *)otjleno8e doiphina, frorr

their pens, drove them 40 miles to a remote
beach and placed them in the sea.

"We have no moral or ethical right to
maintain or enslave intelligent, emotional
beings who very well may be our equals,"
Sipman said in explaining the act the next
day.

But placing Kea, 12, and Puka, 16, in the
hostile ocean environment after their years of
being hand-fed and cared for in captivity

meant certain death for both animals, said

Louis M. Herman, chief scientist in the
dolphin research program. They wouldn't
know how to get food, would weaken and
become easy prey for sharks, Herman said.

"For both of you, I regret that your trust in

humans will likely soon lead to your deaths,
for that is what my heart and my long ex-
perience with dolphins tells me," Herman
said in a newspaper tribute to the animals
soon after they were released.

"We have very strong feelings about the
dolphins," Sipman said.

Oct. unemployment
rate unchanged
BOSTON \UPI\ - Masschusetts'

seasonally adjusted unemployment rate for
October was 5.8 per cent, unchanged from
the September figure, the Division of Em-
ployment Security said yesterday.

Nationally, unemployment increased from
6.9 per cent to 7 per cent during the same
period.

LES Director John F, Hodgman said total
employment in the state rose to 2,597,600 in

Ocotber, 5,500 more than September. He
said the total number of persons out of work
was projected at 141,300 down 3,100 from
the previous month.

Worcester again had the lowest rate in the
state, registering 4.1 per cent New Bedford,
with a 6.7 per cent rate, continued as the
Nahe&t,ir>«W,«talftto,>6'. vi'.sr,',',-. M-f, .'.bM
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COUNSELING ASSISTANCE FOR OLDER STUDENTS

Academic Counseling during counseling week:
undergrods Nov. 1 4-Nov. 23
grads Nov. 1 4-Dec. 2

9:00-5:00 M-F Hasbrouck 203-207

BONG SALE
THURSDAY ft FRIDAY

December 1 & 2
at the CAMPUS CENTER

teaturmy
"rpmoviihie parts for easy cleaning
"h.ifd, (iur.tbU; plastic construction
no leakage

'vA/ide base avoids tippinq over tragedies by clumsy
roomnmtes

? dlffcrr-ilt howls
'unbeatable price!

MOTHER JUG

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERIi

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent
at NO EXTRA charge-

Heat & Hot Water

For Your Convenience:
+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
+ Stove, refrigerator, disposal,and dishwasher O t» J
+ Fully carpeted ^ DeOrOOm
+ Wall to wall closets Garden Apartments
+ Cablevision available
+ 1 V: miles from Mt. Farms Mall $245.00
+ 24 hour maintenance staff

^ Special second
semester rental terms

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive.

Take first entrance.
Rental Hours- MonFri. 9-5, Sat. 10-2

available

256 8534

Brittainr Manor

SPECIALS THRU NOV 1? 1977
IWITH A COPY OF THIS ADI

40'^ ." all Ctmp 7 Sleeping Bags
2iT'' o '* .ill Camp 7 and JanSf*on Mtn

Parkas
2ff'': off .ill Kelly framed Packs
Oitf fdffv Btrd Prograrry on Parkas

.titgl Jackets extended thru No^ 12

HOURS 9 lob » WEEKDAYS
9 io5 SATURDAY

PEARl STREET IS ONE BIOCK
SOUTH Of MAIN STREET IN THE
CENTER

7977

WILl THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 1976'

It most of the forecasters are cor
reit It will be so why not get
ready now Gleason s is all stock
ed with stylish and practical cold
weather outdoor clothing for all

your fall and winter needs Come
in early and look over the Quality
lines w>! stock Also ask us about
uur early birds buy special

A note on quality look at clothma
labels AMERICAN MADE GOODS at

Gleason s usually cost no more than
inferior imported COD*es

Don Gleason Ou.iliiy Down Vests

North Face U'liAci ParkdS Jnd Botr
Sierra Designs DnvMi .md 60 40 Parkas

ICnrnp? ! >oAn Vrsis b Mto P-trkas

|Woolrich Hmivir-rl Shirts Panis Jacknls

I

Doofuld Ou.iiiiv 2 Layer Ijndp'wea'
' Wigwam H.its S'uks and Mitts

Vasque H»ii><i Boots
Sorel lris.,l.(t..|( RiKlls

TUBBS Snowshoes

Also a Complpip Selection of
Camping h Backpacking
Equipment on display

iTents Packs Etc I

PtARL STREfT

CAMPiBS S..PPI » Nf

NORTHAMPTON Mi^

nTYirrtf IS « differefue

MUEFAHE FOM.

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VSKT • SJJ

Ojr broad range of program provides an umbreMd of festing Know how
that enables us to offer the best preparation available, no matter which
course is taken Over 38 years of experience and success Small classes
Voluminous home study materials bourses that are constantly updated
Permanent centers, open days, evenings and weekends all year
Complete tape facilities for review of class lessons and for use of
supplementary materials Makeups for missed lessons at our centers

prppnre H!)W for wiiltOi eXclfMS

I
LSAT GRE GMAT OCAT

'.lASSfS IM AMHfRST
C*M •oclen for info
M Hunt If) flat Av*
• oaien MA ant

Stoneware

k «17 2«i.sise
Owfvuf ny si*»» o«it

CALL TOLL PMt
100^2219140

MPUN
DUCATIONAL CENTER

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Ce"if* •" M»j«f (I s f.t.fi

ii^d!E_S-9

£arth
Next to Amherst Post Office
Open 9 30 6 00 Mon Sat

Sun 1 00 5 00

5—2 a.m.

256-8587

FASr, FREE DELIVERY EVERY NIGHT

Introducing the "EXTRA THICK"

Whole Wheat Pizza

Our crust is ,i hlf-nd of Diirr; iiuir <;{l i»;ii t s Stotie qrouiid

whulf! whe.it flour lots of honf;v. iinb If.-iU. h f!ci white flour

sf.'ii s;ilt, v^itist tf oil To(jeth«,'f th^v (ombtfif; to nt.ike tfie

|)i//.i i.'vr.'fyoni; is t.ilkiiu) itbouf And now yriu q<;t doufilf

the (lcli(.iousn»!Ss hy of()f;rin() your ()i//,i »;xlr;i fhu.k '

This week only, the exJra thick crusi is free ! ! !

*.*'**A ^'*Ji,'^ji'yx-K* --*i«^j<t-' 1 ^'t*'i tti <'/v«v.- •-» .( - »A A A » - » » • , • • « • * . - . }
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Fourteen students found
safe on Vt mountain

JAY, Vt. \UPI] - Fourteen Canadian
college students on a winter weekend
camping trip were found safe yesterday after
spending three days trapped on a cold,
snow- covered mountainside in northern
Vermont.
The hikers, aged 16 to 20, were cold and

tired but generally in good condition.
Three of the most fatigued were taken

from rugged 3,800-foot Jay Peak by an Air
Force helicopter. The others hike out to
where they were met by rescuers on snow-
mobiles from a nearby ski area.

"Spirits were high throughout," said hike
leader Jamie Burbush, 19, of Montreal.
"The first thing we asked the rescue team

was who won the Grey Cup?" he said,
referring to the Canadian football cham-
pionship game played Sunday.
"We didn't get lost - we just got snowed

in and decided to wait it out."
"They probably had a pretty good ad-

venture, but we're damned relieved," said
Don Hall, director of student activities at
Montreal's Dawson College.
The seven men and seven women,

members of a college outing club, were
located by a state police search party about

9:15 a.m., the same time they were spotted
from the air by a helicopter.
They had pitched a camp near the 3,000-

foot level about three miles north of the
summit, a police spokesman said.

Equipped with winter camping gear, food
and medical supplies, the party climbed the
mountain Friday planning to spend two days
on Long Trail, a popular hiking path which
winds north-south through Vermont.
The search was launched just before dark

Sunday when the 14 failed to meet a bus to
take them back to Montreal.

Burbush and sophomore Simon Glanc, 18,
said the party reached a shelter on schedule
Friday night. Bui they were caught in a heavy
snow storm Saturday that dumped more
than 18 inches of snow on the mountain.
Soaked, tired and unable to move through

four-foot drifts, they set up a camp. They
kept busy drying frozen clothes and boots,
and drinking "lots of hot liquid.

"We were never really worried," Glanc
said. "If we kept on eating like we were — a
lot - we had enough food for two or three
days. If we rationed it, we could have lasted a
week."

Police protect Nazi convict

living mysteriously in Germany
SOLTAU, West Germany [AP] - Neariy

four months after his escape from a Rome
pnson hospital, convicted Nazi war criminal
Herbert Kappler lives quietly and
mysteriously in this north German town
behind a wall of police protection.

The 70-year-old Kappler, a former colonel
in the Nazi SS elite guard, was suffering from
intestir^l cancer and said to be on the verge
of death when his wife, Anneliese, helped
him escape Aug. 15.

A family source said Kappler has regained
enough strength to take walks with a cane
accompanied by his wife and police guards.
The strict security around the Kappler

apartment above a drugstore has angered
some of the townspeople who seldom catch
a glimpse of the man conviced of killing 335
Italian civilians. He was serving a life sen-
tence for the deaths, ordered in reprisal for
an attack by Italian partisans in which 32
German soldiers were killed.

"Kappler enjoys almost as much
protection as a cabinet minister," com-
plained a local bank manager.
The West German government petitioned

Italy several times for Kappler's release on
humanitarian grounds. But Italian

authorities, under pressure from former

resistance fighters and Jewish groups,
blocked it.

An Italian military tribunal decided in
November 1976 to release him, but that
decision was overruled a month later by
Italy's supreme court.

Mrs. Kappler had been lobbying for his
release. When those efforts failed, she took
the matter into her own hands, lowered him
with a rope from a prison hospital window
under cover of darkness and fled back to
Germany.

The German government refused to send
Kappler back to Italy because of a corv
stitutional restriction again^ extraditing
German nationals. That refusal, coupled with
Bonn's hardline response to urban terrorism,
sparked a wave of criticism in several
European countries which implied that the
German democracy was a facade and that
the seeds of Nazism remain in the Gernr^n
spirit.

The West German government claims the
few neo-Nazi organizations which have
sufaces are insignificant.

However, the matter was brought up again
Monday at an official dinner in Bonn given
for Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan.

Owens, Lillian and Dick Gregory

to fast in protest of South Africa
BOSTON \UPI] - Comedian-activist Dick

Gregory Tuesday gave some advice to Sen.
William Owens, D-Boston, on the art of
fasting.

Owens, Gregory and Gregory's wife Lillian

were arrested Thanksgiving Day for
demonstrating within 500 feet of the South
African Embassy in Washington, D.C. They
were released on personal recognizance and
the case was continued until Dec. 21.

At a news conference Tuesday in the
Massachusetts Statehouse, Owens said he
would join Gregory and his wife in a fast of all

solid foods.

Gregory, known for fasting as a means of
social protest, said "on about the 14th or
15th day, folks who have never giver up a
meal will suddenly \Mscome experts and teK
you it will kill you . rti .o stop it."

However, Gregory said, Owens should
instead go out and buy all the newspapers he
can find and turn to the obit pages. Gregory
told Owens he would discover very few
people died overnight from fasting.

"In spite of spending Thanksgiving Day
behind bars," said Owens, "it was an ex-
tremely rewarding experience and the best
Thanksgiving Day of my life."

He added, "We went to Washington to
focus the attention of the nation on the
cruelties and inhumane treatment being
perpetrated on the black people of South
Africa by the Vorster regime.

".... elected officials should be asking
themselves, is it morally possible to support
South Africa?" he said. "And if we cannot
support Sou^h Africa morally, can w6
support her economically?"
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Vietnamese
refugees
combat
harassment
AUGUSTA, Maine (UPI) Some South

Vietnamese .refugees living in Maine have
been attacked and harassed by young
American men, but the attackers sometime
have gotten more than they bargained for

from their combat-wise victims.

These Americans don't realize who
they're messing with," said Mickey
O'Malley of the state Division of Communi-
ty Services. "These South Vietnamese the
young men anyway, have spent most of
their life fighting. They're tough, and they
won't be pushed around
"I'm scared some of these American kids

will end up in the hospital, which could
really set off some reprisals, " said Mrs.
O'Malley, director of the Citizens
Assistance Line. Two years ago she coor-
dmated the move of 160 of the Maine's 400
refugees into the state.

Several attacks on Viet' namese refugees
in Augusta have been reported to police

within the last six months, but refugees
report things are quiet for the present.

The incidents included beatings, van-
dalism and thefts. Many Vietnamese say

" must be careful where they go, what
. do and where they live. Such attacks
H resulted in four indictments of

- lericans by a Kennebec County grand
jury.

The refugees also report some merchants
have taken advantage of them. Police said
there were reports of verbal harassment in

nearby Winthrop involving American
women who date Vietnamese.
Among incidents described recently by

police or included by Mrs. O'Malley in a
report to Gov James B Longley last May:
-A Vietnamese man visiting a brother in

Augusta several months ago was yanked
from a car and attacked by two men with
knives He kicked one assailant and took
away his knife but was jumped from behind
and held by the other while the first one
beat him The Vietnamese was treated at a

hospital and missed more than a week of

work. One man pleaded guilty to a charge
of simple assault and the other faces trial

next month for aggravated assault

-During the summer. That Dmh Tran,

23, of Augusta, said he was harrassed by
five American teen-egers after he refused
to give them money. He tried to throw
some of them out of his apartment and
later found two tires on his car slashed.

Tran has since moved and says he no
longer has any trouble

-In October, Hiep Minh Le, 23, of

Augusta, found the windoss of his
automobrte smashed. He said the van-
dalism was directed against him because he
is Vietnamese.
— One of Le's roommate, Toan Son Ngo,

25, said he lost about $3,000 in personal
property earlier this year when someone
broke into his apartment and destroyed a
stereo, color television and aquarium
"We're not looking for trouble The
Americans are jealous, I think. We have
mery little here, but they think we're steal-

ing their jods, " Le said in a recent inter-

view. "Things are quiet now. That makes
us happy. No one has bothered us. But we
know how to kill," said Le, who received
combat training while with an intelligence

organization in South Vietnam.
Robert Welsh, an Augusta police detec-

tive Robert, said a Kennebec County grand
jury indicted four Americans on charges of

assaulting and terrorizing Cietnamese. Two
other cases were still pending grand jury

action.

After one spring fight, some Americans
claimed they wer cut by a machete during a
fight with Vietnamese. Gov. Longley was
informed of the report, but a charge of ag-
gravated assault against the Vietnamese
man was dropped because prosecutors felt

"the victim brought the fight on himself.

He was the instigator," an official jaid

Fitness program
recommended for

Spfld. firefighters
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI] - A fire

commissioner, worried that fat firefighters

might not perform as well as their physically-

fit colleagues, said Tuesday he will

recommend some kind of mandatory fitness

program for the city's fire department.

"If we have one firefighter out of shape,

it's one too many," Commission Secretary

Henry Thomas said

He said he has seen some firefighters

breathing hard while working because they

are 40 to 50 poundst)ven/veight.

Thomas Shea, president of local 648 of the

international Association of Firefighfjrs. said

he agrees, but doubts the corrrr-«5irr' «;

committed to a good exercise p!p^rt--n.
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men's traditional
siladium® ring

ONLY $59.95
Regularly % 87.00

I

I !^ I

Big 'Y' Liquor stores has exactly what you want

andnee<Ut incredible low prices...check these!

CALVERT
EXTRA 80 PROOF

Why pay

$12.69?

CANADIAN
CLUR

9.49
c,;^:

WHISKEY
86 PROOF

WhypayM6.997

i VAT 69 GOLD

/IRTQ1RVED RING DAY
That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here

to help you select your custom-made college jewelry.

It's also the day you can charge your ArtCarved

college jewelry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

place:

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASS.

NOV. 28, 29 & 30

time:

10a.m. - 3p.m

$10 deposit

86.8 PROOF
59.2 OZ
Why pay

$14,697

OLD CROW

IRi
80 PROOF
59.20Z

Why pay *1 2.997

3 convenient locations.. .all next to BIG 'Y

•HAMP PLAZA
•FAIRVIEW
•BRECKWQOD

KING STREET ROUTE 5

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL URIVE

8IGYS SHOPPING CENTER

WilBRAHAMROAU

SPKINGHEIO
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Eight held

inRI

drug bust
JAMESTOWN, R.I (AP) - Eight men,

four of them Californians, were in

custody yesterday following a night-

time police raid and boarding at sea
that netted about $500,000 worth of

marijuana.

The arrests, prompted by a tip from a
former state trooper, began late Mon-
day and continued Tuesday morning in

and around this Conanicut Island town
of about 3,000 people.

The intrigue-filled night bore a strik-

ing resemblance to August raids in

which police rounded up about 20
suspects and eight tons of Colombian
marijuana with a street value ex-
ceeding $10 million.

In this week's raid and the one three
months ago, state police and federal
Drug Enforcement Administration
agents also seized sophisticated radio
equipment and large amounts of cash.

State police said they arrested three
people Monday night in Jamestown
and three others aboard a 56-foot
sloop. Sojourn, which was boarded in

the eastern passage of Narragansett
Bay.

Two other suspects were taken into

custody Tuesday morning. All were
charged with conspiracy to violate nar-

cotics laws and possession of mari-

juana with intent to sell

Following the arrests, state police
began scouting the coast in a

helicopter and plane, hoping to find a

"mother ship" that delivered 32 bales
of marijuana to Rhode Island waters.

"We've got people searching for what
we strongly believe is a mother ship,"
said state police Sgt. Richard P.

Sullivan. "We're assuming it was of-

floaded onto the sailboat."

A 400-foot foreign fishing boat was
sighted a mile southwest of Brenton
Light and police asked for Coast Guard
assistance in checking the vessel.

Twelve bales of marijuana were seiz-

ed in a van that was stopped by
troopers on the North Kingstown end
of the Jamestown Bridge. Twenty
more bales were found in a wooded
area near a Jamestown home.
A few minutes after the van driver

was arrested, a 41 -foot Coast Guard
boat with two troopers aboard stopped
and boarded the Sojourn about three
miles south of the house.
The van driver was identified as Keith
A. Roberts, 24, Malibu, Calif.

Police said one of the men aboard So-
journ was carrying $1,100 in $100 bills.

A 12-guage shotgun was also found on
the boat, which detectives said was
gutted for use as a small "seagoing
freighter."

The Sojourn, formerly named the
Nepenthe, was registered to a man
identified as Thomas Ring of New York
City. Police also said Ring had rented
the summer house in Jamestown.
One of the men arrested aboard So-

journ, Robert W. Mauer, 2^, listed his

address as the Bahia Mar Yachting
Center in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

Also aboard the yacht were Mauer's
brother, Michael J. Mauer, 36, Fort

Lauderdale, and Marvin R. Odoms, 26,
Camden, Maine, according to in-

vestigators.

Police said several men arrested in the
August raids weie also from Fort
Lauderdale and were known to have
used the yachting center as a refuge
for another suspected drug offloaeing

boat the Wildcat.

.The Jamestown home, according to a
spokesman for Aquidneck Realty of
Middletown, R.I., was rented Oct. 20
by Ring, who said he was a writer and
needed a secluded place to work.
Police said they found a motorized

conveyor belt running from a nearby
pier to a wooded area next to the
house. Twenty bales of marijuana,
weighing about 50 pounds each, were
found in the woods.
Arrested at the house were Gregory P.

Stevenson, 33, Woodland Hill, Calif.;

George E. Conley, 26, Anselmo, Calif.;

Francis X. Connolly, 28, Lexington,
Mass , and Gordon RVIPley, 29,
Malibu, Calif.

Police said they found two mobile CB
radios two console CB units, a half-

dozen walkietalkies and a police scan
net. A list of local police radio fronut>f>

cies was found near the scanner.
DRtective Capt Edward D Pn^e saui

he was tipp*^'i to thf smuggling opera-
tion by Joli 'Son,,,ti ^ofrnef ,state

police troop'' .- ,vi w., ,, ,.- •' i.w.;.

tied up at a (J.
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Responsible to whom?
WEDNESDAY NnvPMQCP 30 1977

By BRITT WARREN

"The facts and events often do not speak
clearly for themselves A broader interpretive
frame of fact must be supplied. In doing this
the distinction between fact and event on the
one hand and opinion on the other must be
clearly drawn."

— Max Lerner

Collegian columnist Jim Paulin showed me
this "Newspaperman's (sic) Credo" last

week. The behavior of the Collegian and its

Board of Editors this semester raises some
serious doubts about whether it is truly

interested in presenting such a "broader
interpretive frame" for its readers. What
follows is a commentary on journalistic

responsibility and power relations within the
Collegian.

Special thanks to Jim for the corrections in

his "Free Church" column, Nov. 9. The
article in question. Collegian labels OUT-
FRONT and Nummo News Communist
Publications, OUTFRONT staff harassed,"
appeared in OUTFRONT's first and only
insert to the Collegian, Oct. 27.

Part of the story doucments an incident
with the campus center police whom I

mistakenly took for Staties (both wear guns)
concerning access to the university graphics
department.

On a Monday morning I walked into the
graphics room to shoot down to size a
couple of graphics for our first insert which
was to appear Wednesday. A non-student
employee working at the time refused to
allow me to use the equipment. He cited an
agreement in which non-Collegian work was
to occur between the hours of 5 p.m. Friday
and 3 p.m. Sunday. The Collegian has not
lived up to its end of this "agreement." The
graphics department has never been open
Friday evenings and in one out of every two
weekends has not opened on the scheduled
days. It was totally unavailable on weekends
prior to mid- October. I insisted on the right to
access and proceeded to use the equipment.
The underlying issues are serious. How

had tensions generated a situation in which it

was felt necessary to call in the police? A few
minutes later office Tucker (not Ford -
again an apology is in order) burst into the
office "only doing his job." Was his job to
intimidate and threaten? He was not even
aware of OUTFRONT's right to use the
equipment and was working from the
mistaken assumption that the means of
production were Collegian owned.
Purchased with student monies for use by

the entire student body the graphics
department is a resource of vast potential.
The resource is only beginnir>g to be realized.

The Collegian was given management of this

equipment. Yet it wishes to hoard it selfishly.

According to Michael Pill of the CC Board of
Governors, the graphics should be accessible
to students at all times and is not the sacred
province of the Collegian or anyone else.

Regardless, common law seems to hold
sway here while possession is 90 per cent of
the law. But these are uncommon times.
Perhaps a change is necessary.

Freedom to Censor
Recent weeks have witnessed controversy

in these pages concerning unionization,

advocacy and the question of editorial

control, objectivity in reportJr>g, freedom

from censorship and the politics of jour-
nalism. As the only daily paper on campus,
the Collegian has a responsibility to operi
itself up as a forum for ideas. In denying
access to inserts like OUTFRONT and
Resources Judaica (NU), the Board of
Editors claim to editorial "integrity,"
"discretion", and 'objective style"
presentation rings a hollow note. A 4-3 vote
(52 in the case of Resources) with one
abstention by the Bored has effectively
denied this university community the op-
portunity to judge on its own merits the
viewpoints which OUTFRONT represents.
This is all our misfortune.

OUTFRONT was told, in effect, that our
$54 per page, the price of a camera ready
insert, might serve a better cause elsewhere.

Colle girK]!
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It is strikingly contradictory that this student
run non-profit newspaper deny the access it

regularly makes available to advertisers and
the commercial (AP, UPI) wire services.
Perhaps the price wasn't right. At $200 per
page we could say anything we damn
pleased. This is the price of admission (ad
copy).

A dangerous but not irreversible precedent
has been set by the Elect Bored Editors. How
long before Nummo News will rank with the
ex- inserted?

It behooves us all to take note of this sort
of editorial control. In whose interests does
the Collegian operate? Who engineered this
circumcision of free speech?

Without a point of view there is no point to
writing. Or publishing for that matter. Implicit
in the "objective view" style, which is the
Collegian credo, are attitudes which support
the status quo. Interpretive reporting is

needed to raise questions, clarify issues and
promote active response to the imposed
demands of living and working at the
untversity. Discontent with the Collegian can
be heard campus wide. Within the ranks of
its own editorial staff and reporters, this
discontent arises almost entirely in response
to an excessive conservatism in news and
editorial policies.

Activism and advocacy reporting is an
articulate trend in news writing as part of an
overall challenge to the media establish-
ments. OUTFRONT wants more in-
vestigations. Not merely to uncover political

misdealings and administrative crookedness,
such as laundered funds and $8,000 in
missing laundry from the Campus Center
(OUTFRONT. Oct. 27), but also to ferret out
the burning issues of our lives.

Britt Warren is a member of the OUT-
FRONT collective.
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Scott: radical chic in sports

Jim pniilin

Give game guns
Steve duhin
An organization called the National Rifles

for Animals (NRA) is being formed to cope
with expanding human populations. The
native environment of our wildlife is being
overrun and abused by man. Animals are
consolidating to protect their "turf" and
control the throngs of humans that trample
it.

Unhunted people increase to the point
where they often become overcrowded and
destroy their own habitat and the habitat of
others (look at China, India, New York City,

my house).

The harvesting of over-crowded
PKjpulations by hunting will be a less cruel

method to thin down the population. People
won't have to cope with suburbs, battle with
personality conflicts, ir worry about who will

guest host the "Tonight Show."'
Before the advent of civilization, excessive

population was controlled naturally by

disease, starvation, predation and an oc-
casional disaster or two such as floods and
fires. Hell, we haven't even had a good war in

a long while.

The NRA hunter stalking a child in the
woods is no different than a man murdering
his boss in Chicago. The only difference is

that the NRA hunter has more experience at

hunting. Experience makes animals the most
efficient predators and also permits them to

replenish and manage human crowding. Man
and prey both benefit.

Some people protection groups say
animals could get equal satisfaction from
photographing a person as from killing him-
her. Animals do not want to be relegated to
the role of observing man and capturing him
on film. Animals want to be an integral part

of their environment, a part of the balance.
Animals want to be an active force in

controlling the ecological cycle that man has
disrupted. "Photographing phooey, shot
shabang! ' said NRA spokesanimal. Machine
Gun Moose.

A leftist duck organization says that NRA
hunters have an unfair advantage because of
ihe highly sophisticated weaponry and
tactics that they use. This is nonsense.
Decoys are part of hunting's fine history. The
use of an inflatable dummy, nude sculptures,
manaquins and movie star posters do not
stac'. the odds in favor of the NRA hunter. At
best they only give him a chance to bag
people when it might otherwise be im-

possible.

Liberal geese complain that the use of
telescopic rifles are unfair advantages. This
new hunting technology is only to reduce the
incidence of wounded and suffering game
and also reduce accidental shooting of other
NRA hunters.

Support the NRA, help cut down traffic

lams, shorten movie thieater lines and
eliminate packed bars, to perpetuate helathy
human stocks. Send your contribution and
loin us in the antler dance!

Steve Dubin's column usually appears
every Thursday in the Collegian.

So there he was, Mr. Radical Chic Jock
himself. Jack Scott, promoting the
biography of his patron saint, Bill Walton, on
whom he's going to make a bundle. As if he
isn't making a lot of money on his speaking
tour, as if he couldn't put his long arm on the
father of ultra rich newspaper heiress Patty
Hearst anytime he wanted in repayment for
services rendered when he sheltered her
from the law.

Regardless of how much I thought much
of what he said was right on, and regardless
of how much I enjoyed seeing him piss off
the reactionaries in the audience, I still have
to rate him as one of the most pious
hypocrites and windbags I've ever seen, and
ever so much do I wish Howard Cosell had
been present to call him a bum, which he is.

There he was, talking out of both sides of
his mouth, urging audience participation,
encouraging people to ask questions, and
not answering them when they did. The
audience could have had a better dialogue
with a stereo.

Scott denounced college faculty in general
for stifling discussion and growth, but to me
he seems like the kind of tyrant that
harangues you for leaving the classroom to
take a piss.

Listening to him, you'd think that Bill
Walton was the only athlete who didn't
conform to the official image, or ever had
problems dealing with the system. Maybe he
never heard of the great Red Sox hitter Ted
Williams, who might have won four Most
Valuable Player awards instead of two had
he been more attentive of the sportswriters

The fact that bonus baby

Bill Walton has money
coming out of his ass

didn't seem to disturb him
terribly. He's a radical

a la Hampshire College.

or could have had a much more spectacular
career than he did had he not been drafted to
serve not only in WoHd War II, but in Korea
as well.

He said that since basketball is a team
sport, you can't judge players individually,
but Monday night I got the impression he's a
total ball hog and a gunner who never passes
but always goes for the slam drunk.

Then he put down some rich guy for not
understanding what a special person Walton
IS, and though he put the guy down for being
rich, the fact that bonus baby Bill Walton has
money coming out his ass didn't seem to

terribiy disturb him. He's radical a la Hamp-
shire College.

He claims to be such a flaming radical, but
he didn't seem too concerned about the vast
inequalities of wealth in the U.S.A. - he
comes here and denounces violence in
sports, then announces he's not a pacifist
and that all heroin pushers should be "blown
away." After the speech he says he's not
good with guns, but he knows how to do
research and he's willing to finger dealers by
giving photos to hitmen who'll do the dirty
work. It's a case of who's going to tie the bell
around the cat's neck. Or you could compare
It to the CIA not themselves assassinating
the democratically elected Chilean socialist
Allende, but commissioning native, pro-U.S
imperialism forces after the CIA's provided
the necessary information (or "research," or
"intelligence") and money.

Scott doesn't seem to realize that by
eliminating the pushers, you're not attacking
the disease, but the symptoms. The problem
is that people turn to heroin because they're
subjected to miserable living conditions —
instead of getting a fair slice of the pie, all

they get is crumbs.
If he thinks that shooting individuals will

improve poor people's quality of life, rather
than trying to deal with it systematically, he
should go one step further than the Sym-
bionese Liberation Army did and kill Patty
Hearst and family and open up the San
Simeone estate to homesteaders from
Watts.

Jim Paulin 's column appears every
Wednesday in the Collegian.

a
I don't take nothin' free."

By PETER GOONAN

"Pinball addict?! How dare you call me a
pinball addicti" I screamed.

The nerve of that guy. I mean, here I am at

8:00 in the morning playing a little pinball,

maybe a dozen games, and this punk walks
past me with books in his arms, studious
bastard, laughs at me, and calls me a pinball

addict. Who does ... ?

Oh dang! Right down the middle! I swear
they got a magnet in this machine.

And now them students. They're laughing
at me too, just because I kicked the fool
machine. What do they expect me to do .

caress it? I mean the machine took my
freakint' quarter.

Yeah sure, I come down here a pretty lot,

maybe one or two times a day ... maybe two

or three times yeah, three or four times
yeah, maybe ... All right! I All day k>ng so
what?!!

I'm not addicted though, you know. I

mean, I don't have to play - I just want to
that's all. I just come down here to relax a
little bit and ...

'Experimentor''

apologizes; clears

Psychology Dept
To th« Editor.

In response to tfw recent letter entitled
"The psychologist who cried wolf," I

would Hke to clear the Psychology
Department of any responsibmty for my
actions in the Campus Center Coffee
Shop on Tuesday night, November 22.
Although the experiment was
psychologically oriented, it was neither
devised by nor intended for the
Psychology Department.

I would also like to apologize to all who
were in any way involved with the in-

cident, especially those who ad-
ministered first-aid and those who at-
tempted to or succeeded in calling for
help of one sort or another. In no way
was I intending to exploit any individuals
or mconvenience or endanger police
officers in the experiment. I would also
like to apologize to the Campus and
Amherst Police I sincerely hope that
"the negative effect that this charade
may have" is swayed somewhat by this

apology and Stephen Murphy's letter to

the editor [Nov. 28].

Name withheld by request

Melllli's view

right "'only to a

degree
//

To tho Editor

lam writing in response to Lisa MelHIi's
coluntn, "Ideology at its worst", where
she establishes her belief in the disbelief
of religion and of God. After reading
Lisa's article, which expressed how
religions controlpeople, create unrealistic
rules and allow forpersonal prosperity for
a few and poverty for most, while also
expressing her own harsh experiences
with Catholics, one couldn't help but
sense negative attitudes toward religion
and God, and justify so. However, this is

contrary to my belief and experiences.

If all these prior assumptions are true

of religions, I would disbelieve as her. Her
view of religion has some truth but only
to a degree. It is correct in that within
every religion there are people who
distort, confuse, ignore, or overem-
phasize the basic precepts upon which
each religion was founded. There are also
numerous believers of reliqion and God

who put their faith in these basic
precepts.

I've mentioned "basic precepts," by
which I mean the history of the religion,
its historical birth, what its founders
believed and how they lived. It is exactly
at these three points that one can
determine intellectually whether he
should accept or lejecc the religion along
with its doctrine.

In the case of Catholics, their religion is

Christianity, which can be traced back in
the Bible to Hebrew monotheism which
is also the root precepts of Judaism and
lsla;.i. Islam, Judaism and Christianity
bring a common doctrine emphasizing
the existence of one God who is creator,
who guided the patriarchs: Abraham',
Isaac, Jacob and Joseph and Justly
Judged nations through his prophets;
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekial, etc. These
three doctrines do break with each other
in respect to the prophet Muhammad,
Jesus Christ and the New Testament of
the Bible.

But what's so important about these
Mriy leaders? Seeing individuals existing
in history allows us to understand that
religion is a personal experience, and
seeing that these leaders established their
doctrine by living within that doctrine and
having some type of communication with
God forms the proof of their religion's
validity.

How does one get a true picture of a
religion? Find information, gain
knowledge [especially through
knowledgeable people both within and
from outside your religion] and con-
template the basic precepts before
rejecting a religion; then compare this
past history [belief] to your present
experiences with the religion. If there is
no correlation, then the present religion
^as become defaced, tarnished by

human inpurity. Only the naive and
foolish would accept that which has lost
its doctrinal strength. I wouldn't put my
faith in it If wl>at is being taught today is

identical [meaning basic precepts, not
every detail] then the religion hasn't
become distorted from its original belief,

leaving it your choice whether to believe
it or not.

Don't discard your religion until you've
at least tried to understand its history —
it may not be the religion's or God's fault
but the individual church, certain people
within the church, your attitudes or Just
you. Diligently searching for what your
heart longs can bring only reward. Lisa
was right about religion existing for the
insecure because all of us are amazingly
insecure.

Dave Beckman

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegiad

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and Include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

Oh dang! Right down the side! I s^ir that
little bar is slanted so the ball just djB into
the slot. Tilt?!! What do you mean tiflP just
gave it a little shove, and banged it into the
next machine a little bit, that's ail.

"What are alt you people looking at?!l
Didn't you ever see someone cry before? Get
out of here!"

Well like I was saying, I'm not addicted.
But you know what makes me nr^d? That
turkey who comes here every night and talks
to me like I'm some little kid. He always says,
"Come on now, Pete. It's 1:00 a.m. I gotta
shut the machine off so they can go nighty-
night."

One time this same jerk asks me, "Hey
Pete, how come you never win any tree
games?" I turned to him, real cool like, you
know. And I said, "Because I don't take
nothing free." Told him.
One of the most traumatic experiences I

ever had just happened to be while I was
playing pinball. I reached Into my pocket to
pull out a quarter. Nothing! I was frantic.

So I turn to this guy next to nne and ask
him if I can borrow a buck In quarters. He
tells me he'll trade me for something because
he don't trust my I.O.U.

"How about my Physics book?" I aslcad.

"No deal," he said stubbornly. "I don't
even take Physics.

"

"Neither do I." I triad to rsason. "TsU you
what, though. I'll throw in my jacket"

"Don't like pink jackets, man," he ^n-
s¥vered, and turned pack to his pinball game.

"I'll throw In my mother!" I screamed,
near hysteria.

So as you can see, I'm not a pinball addict.
I just like to play, and ...

Oh dang! Missed! Match, please match!
Please!!!

Peter Goonan is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.
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Productivity the goal of UMass corporation
flK CLIFFORD MONAC

The question of student unionization has
been an issue at UMass ever since the

formation of the Student Organizing Project

back in 1973. In this length of time lots of

energy and money has been spent without

realization of this unionization goal Since

this project has been ineffective, it now must
be scrapped in order to form an organization

that will get the students what they want.

On the one hand, those who are in favor of
the student union have extremely valid

arguments. The power of unions throughout
history has been immense. We have good
reason to believe that a collective group of

students could directly affect everything
from bus schedules to budget cuts; students
could even change the structure of the
university. Yet no student union exists in

America today because, for many students,

union IS seen as visionary, Utopian, radical,

etc.

On the ottier hand, those against the union
have many valid objections. This notion of

formation of a union would take a great deal

of time and effort and promises no resolution

of problems. Unions are the means by which
employees get necessary pay hikes, benefits,

etc Unions are not relevant for students. The
administration alone knows what is best for

students and administration policy doesn't

affect us once we "get out."

The question of finding a job leads us to a

key issue Since our education is seen as a

means to attaining a career, why don't we
get a good job and get educated at the same
time? The separaion between the umvcsity
and the "real world ' need not exist. We have

at our disposal all the resources necessary to

start a major corporation, the UMass cor-

poration.

The nature of the corporation would be

white collar - ;t is doubtful that students

would work on an assembly line. To start the

corporation, all departments that would be

useful in its formation would be required to

offer courses that would produce marketable

products and services Students would work

for college credit and their ideas would be

turned over to the corporation, which would
in turn sell these ideas to other enterprises

for their use. Marketing students would
concentrate their efforts on examining what

more letters

Something's wrong

at home
To the Editor:

In the Collegian this year there has been a
number of articles and letters about the

exploitation of woman in sexist advertising,

of blacks in South Africa, and of the Third

World by the United States. Well there

seems to be very little written about the one
exploitation that may kill our society and
effects us all; self-exploitation. Self-

gratification, sex, alcohol and drugs are used
to the point that they hurt the user.

STD \ Sexually Transmitted Diseases,

formerly V.D. 1 is epidemic, alcoholism is high

and so are the number of traffic deaths

because of it.

Free sex is not free love, one being a

biological act [that dogs and most other

animals perform too] and the other an

emotion. The real harm is erosion of the

normal love and respect of people, couples,

and a special way of showing affecting to a

base animalistic act. Some people think of

each other as toys - fun between the sheets

' etc And If she gets pregnant, well too bad

I-'] Should half the world be free of

responsibility for its actions^

And at a party everyone gets drunk to

have a good Time, fighting with friends,

sipping their way into oblivion, getting sick,

trying to drive home, and the next day we

say we didn't mean it - we were drunk

fHA responsible, and your friend is hooked on

'-nrse. or D ed on spnrd but it was an

rtrcident \s\he /ust w;^r t^rf ' 'eel good. And

the mirror something's

Michael Trzcinski/

products corporations might be interested in

buying Engineering, Chemistry, Physics and
other majors would work on designing the

product which would then be patented. All

unnecessary majors, such as History, English

and Classics, are doomed to get the ax under

budget cut plans. The corporation only

speeds up their imminent departure.

This initial phase will lead to the ac-

cumulation of capital necessary for setting

up the full-fledged incorporation of the

UMass Corporation. After one short

semester the students (for college credit)

have probably come up with enough good
ideas to sell to other enterprises. This capital

would be used to support a functioning, paid

bureaucracy which would run financial

affairs. In fact, very little capital will be
needed for the creation of the corporation.

Eliminating unnecessary majors would leave

lots of rooms in various buildings around
campus which could be used as bureaucratic

headquarters. The workers (students) are

working for college credit (the wage) and not

for real money. The corporation's overhead,

therefore, is amazingly low. In the future, the

corporation could offer full scholarships to

particularly promising prospects. The return

of ideas from a bright student could mean
millions. The possibilities are limitless!

A lot of the steps necessary for this

corporation are already realities at UMass.
Students are basically job oriented and
outside corporations are more likely to hire

them if there is evidence that UMass
students have had legitimate corporation

experience. The Collegian (rather than ex-

posing us to commercial crap) can become
the official corporation newspaper, publicly

commending those students who have
created innovative ideas. The university will

run "in the black' so it will no longer have to

accept the "budget cuts" handed down by
the state legislature. Administrators and
faculty can simply continue their roles of

creating politically and ifitellectually barren

students that are doomed to occupy some
insignificant job in some large corporation.

Even the university radicals can be hired to

bitch and moan about the alienation of the

UMass corporation. After all, any good
liberal has to be able to say he takes other

views "into account."

This notion of a corporation is not very
different from the way things now stand. The
main difference is that at present, we do not
pool our resources together in order to create
a tangible product. We work for a wage, the
grade. We rarely find pleasure in doing our
school work. Each day we encounter dif-

ficulties which we wish there was a method
for resolving. Union is the goal; we can get it

without the corporation.

Clifford Monac is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

minds
matter

MITRE \s an organization that faces the challenge of minds over

matter each day

We know that our unique resource is the human mind And that

the minds we seek are those that need to ^now they wijl be working with

other professionals on challenqmg and significant problems

As a nonprofit corporation operating in the public interest, our

systems engineering projects provide answers to problems assigned to

us by a score of national, state and local governmental agencies

At MITRE we will demand a lot from you And we expect you to

demand a lot from us Because at MITRE, minds matter

Entry-level career assignments now exist for graduates to work

on proiect areas that incliide Command and Control Systems, Informa-

tion Processing Systems. Electronic Surveillance and Communications

Systems
We want to talk to Electrical Engineering. Computer Science,

and Mathematics majors

We want to tell you about the work we re doing Work that you

could be doing too In Digital Information Systems • Data Handling

and Reduction • Microprogramming Techniques • Microprocessor

Applications • Software Development • System Analyses • Tactical

Control Systems Engineering and Artificial Intelligence Software

Design and Applications

And that s not all We want you to know about the work we re

doing in Telecommunications • Voice Communications • Microwave

and Digital Signal Processing • Radar Design • Digital Data Communi-
cations • Satellite Systems and Terminals • Circuit Message and
Packet Switching Techniques

We invite your further interest in MITRE, a place where

minds matter

Please make arrangements with your Placement Office to view

our 1 2 minute color video tape presentation

MITRE will be at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
on

December?, 1977

Sign up at your Placement Office for an on-campus interview

with a member of our technical staff If this isn t convenient, mail your

resume to

The MITRE Corporation

College Relations

8878 Middlesex Turnpike

Bedford MA 01 730

ihl;

MITRK
CORPORATION

.Collegian ^^

S10CK-UP
UUIIES!

Super Savings ... is what you get when you
Shop the Finast during our store wide Stock- Up
Sale. There's no end to the variety of wonderful
budget pleasers ... and they are all yours this

week at the Finast!

Assorted
Pork Chops

$^09Equal
Amount of

Center Cut,

Sirloin Hip,

Blade Chops

lb.

C«nl*rCut ^^AO
Poric Chops'1
0«li style H«rrud ^^OO
Sliced Ham'l.
Fresh Arm Picnic Pork ^^^ ^^% ^k

Shoulder Oof

Star-Kist Solid

White Tuna

Boneless Top
Round Roast

$^29also

Round Tip

Roast

USDA
CHOICE

lb.

Borieless Beef Round Si43^^
RumpRoast 1.
Boneless Beef Seamed ^^^| ^^^^

EyeRoundRctl.
Boneless Round Stffl^^^P

ComedBeef 1.
Flat Cut Brisket 1.49

(CHOICE) Vl

Boneless Shell

Strip Steak

$#*59Beef Loin

Trimmed
Formerly
Sirloin

Strip

Steak

Boneless Beef Top Round

0#^^|r °' 1'*P Ste8k

WtffPCilV .Cap On

Boneless Beef

Round for Stew

Boneless Beef Round

Kabobs

lb.

$449
ID

»1

In Water
or Oil

7 02.

can78
Charmin

Bathroom Tissue

FRESH PRODUCE

Squeezably
Soft

4 roll

pkg78

^^S^

Golden Ripe

iBananas

'1
Seedless
Grapefruit

Florida

Seald-
Sweet
32 Size^

Western
Anjou Pears

Fresh
Lemons

Fresh
Cucumbers

5*1 3 *1 649*1 7*1
GROCERY

Aim Toothpaste

88*20' OH
Label

8 2oz
tube

Hunt's Fruit Cocktail

Hunt's Peaches
Hunt's Pear Halves

sin ei! .M

Halves

3

3
3

1.00

1.00

1.00

Franco Ameiioan
Spaghetti ^^4.0.^ i^^^^ cans B

rGROCERY

Green GiantPeas

ivory Soap Persoo* S.:e . .

Tomatoes Oel Monte Slewed

Sweet Peas sug^. va»ey

.

8 b«s 1.00

. 2c',^M.OO

. S'c'anM.OO

or Kitchen Sliced

or French Cut
Green Beans

Corned Beef Hash
Pie Crust Mix "^J^^l^^"

! Brown

316oz^^
cans
I60Z
cans
Marv i?>',o/CQ«

can %t^

3V.^i 1.00

3^./ 1.00U.S. SugaroX

Ught Bulbs
$419Noreico

Soft White pkg of

60-75-100 Watt 4 bulbs

oampDeiis ML-inroom sour.

Finast Apple Cider

.

n nnQleS potato Chp^ T*,n Pac»

s^c^nri.oo

1.79
gai

lug

9 0? 7Q«
pkg I tJ

FROZEN FOOD

Richmond
French Fries

$,

BEER & WINE SHOPPE
Miller Beer ^o);' ,>T;:,."5.99

Melini Chianti :;' 4.29

Paul Masson "" r::;r?r . . v^ 3.49

Folonari Wines '" 3.69
B0»r t Wine Hems Avaiisble Only m FinasI of Hadley.

Rnast

USDA( ..,

CHOICEJ Vi

Boneless Whole
Shell Strips

$^98
Whole

Untrimmed

lb.

Perdue Oven Stuffer 5 to 7 lbs ^^^
Roasters f O

.

Finest Meet or Beef 4B ^^fc ^fc

Franks f O

.

Reaular or Thick Sliced Finast SiflOd
oacon lib

rMR. DELI

Roast

$
Cooked

to U.S. Govt.

Specifications1
99̂

Tl:j-
lb.

Baked Ham ..^".00.*..

Genoa Salami ., p^po.,. .n.

Mr Deli Bologna
Turkey Breast .,

Cooked Corned Beef

1.19

2.19

Of L «en»i)ist . . it I. 1*7

^^,1.29M. I' P"./'

1.99
, Available Only m Stores mth Service Deli y

IN'STORE BAKE SHOP
Cake DonutSr , .„., c .,...0, . , .

79*

Assorted Turnovers .... 4 '-95*

Italian Bread 4 U 1.00
Available Only in Stores with ^fore Bake Shop.

DAIRY VALUES
AmGiicdn K rati suces $4

pkg

4 .^s 1.00

3^^^ 1.00

;%' 1.49

Cheese Food
Light 'n Lively Yogurt

Finast Sour Cream . .

Sealtest Ice Cream

BAKER STREET
Big Round Top«v.-'^B-p.,i. 3'";' 1.00

English Muffins 3^o^«^ 1.00

Frankfurt Rolls 4^^-^^ 1.00
Bakery Hems Available Tues. thru Sat.

I?'
ouponipurrfusc oil? bO w mce

Beef
Chicken,

Turkey.
Mac &

>^|itf^ Cheese

S\^lSBa
ll| ^ FN H -4

Price7efi^^v7s^(lay Nov 2 7 thru Saturtjay C^T 3 197.' vVe reseao t^e ngM to l.put QuanM.es

^f^filAl Finast

<!Z\iJr
^3" 9a

v.4&i^fy,

A •*• rni^ coupon 4 4' SO pi'f '^j^e '>' •'»''r

.Via«l'l« .'/'th>,.!W 3 19"
, m.l.K*

I > %0 1^1 J > J * %.! <i_ M^ llll<l »

Not responsible for tvpograph'cai errors

J
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Notices

CAMPUS SCOUTS
TOC meeting tomorrow night at 7 30

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Partv Friday, 8-11 p.m Skinner Auditorium

CUSP
Meeting, Tobin 304, 7:30. All undergrad psvch

maiors invited Sponsored by the Council of Un
dergrad Psych Students
CREDIT UNION
The credit union asks you to redeem your U S

Food Stamps at the Food Stamp express window
Open 10 am to 3 p m , Monday Friday
LSR SOCIETY

Voting for new officers. Curry Hicks lobby 930 am.
to 3 p.m. You must pay your dues to vote, so bring $1
if you haven't paid

CHESS
UMass Chess Club meeting tonight CC 903

GLOBE SANTA STARTS TODAY
Fund drive for the purchase of toys for im

poverished children starts today until Dec 16 with a
table by the Wall Please give generously
MUSIC THEATRE GUILD

Important meeting in CC 101. 6 p.m. We will start
selection proceedings for next semester's show
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting 7 p m , Hasbrouck 44. Jeff Young will talk
about the testing of optical surfaces
STUDENTS OF OBJECTIVISM

Meeting, 8 p m., CC 177. Those interested in a
discussion of Ayn Rands philosophy are invited to
attend Further info, call Drew Crane, 549-0360.

Internships from Womens Center
Everywoman's Center is accepting ap-

plications for an internship with the
bimonthly Everywoman's Center Newsletter
for next semester.
The intern could work from 7 to 15 hours

per week and arrange for 3 to 6 credits.
Applicants should have a fairly strong writing
background and an excitement about the
concept of women's news and women's
media in general. As the Newsletter focus is

both on and off campus the intern should
also be familiar with and-or interested in the
communities surrounding UMass.

The Newsletter seeks to be an anti- racist,
anti- imperialist news vehicle, with an un-
derstanding of class issues as they relate to
women and of lesbian issues.
The intern would work with three other

women in production of the Newsletter. This
includes developing story researching and
writing articles, doing interviews, typing
copy, and doing camera-ready layout.
Anyone interested should go to

Everywoman's Center, or call 545-0883 and
ask for Buffy. The deadline for applications is

Dec. 2.

Federal funds for abortions
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Key Senate and

House leaders yesterday drafted new
language on the use of federal funds for

abortions in hopes of breaking a deadlock
which has stalled a $60 billion appropriations

bill since June.

Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd
said he hoped to obtain unanimous consent
and bring the proposed compromise to the
Senate floor by the end of the day.

If it passes, House leaders said they hope
to bring the new language to the House floor
for a vote before midnight Wednesday — the
official expiration date for temporary funds
to run the Departments of Labor and Health,
Education and Welfare and several smaller
agencies.

Because of the abortion dispute, these
agencies have had to operate on stop-gap
funds provided by Congress in so-called
"continuing resolutions" since Oct. 1. Twice
they have come close to the point of not
being able to pay their 150,000 workers.

If Congress doesn't settle the matter in

some fashion by Dec. 8, those employes wil

receive pay cuts just before Christmas.
The proposed compromise was worKea

out at a meeting among Byrd; Speaker
Thomas O'Neill; Rep. George Mahon, D-
Tex., chairman of the House Appropriations
Committee; Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass.,
who has played the key Senate role in the
dispute, and others.

The main new element in the proposal
deals with the use of federal funds for
abortions for poor women under the
Medicaid program in cases of rape or incest.
The latest version would allow funding of

"medical procedures" for victims of rape or
incest, when the rape or incest has been
reported to "a law enforcement agency or
public health service or its equivalent."

House negotiators earlier wanted to limit

this to cases of "forced" rape, thus ruling out
instances in which an under-age girl might
willingly have consented to sexual relations.

But the word "forced" was dropped in the
proposed compromise.

The House side also had wanted to limit

funds to rape and incest cases reported to
police, but senators felt this was too
restrictive. They said many victims would be
more willing to confide in a health official.

The proposed compromise also would
allow abortion funds in cases where con-
tinued pregnancy would endanger the life of
the mother — a point on which there was no
disagreement - or cause "severe and long-
lasting physical health damage" to the
mother.

It would not allow abortion funds in cases
where the health of the fetus otherwise
would be damaged or where tests showed a
likelihood of a deformed child.

Mennbers of the lnterr>ational Longshoremens Association leave their work at the

Port of Baltimore to vote 11-29 on a three year master contract and local agreement.

If the contract are ratified, the longshoremen are expected to return to work 11-30,

ending a two-mOnfh selective strike agaihat containerired cargo. "''"

SAVE-ON-TIRES. Inc. route 9. tuoiEY i ZZ ',z\T^r
OPEN MON . TUES . WED , A FRI 9:30-5:30, TMUR8.. »:30-7 SAT 9 30^ P M

TIDCC CASH & CARRY
I Inr ^ Wholttal* to the public

t llmkW ^^ CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE • PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. •uMMiOMmoTHinor

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS

RADIALBIAS PLY - Made by major U.S. Tire
Mfgr'8. Goodyear, Lee, Firestone,
Seiberling, Armstrong, and many
more.

SIZE TYPE

600x12 Alliance Sno White 22.95

600x13 LaHarva Sno White 22.95

17.95

20.95

20.95

24J5
24.95

27 95

24.95

24.95

A78x13 Goodyear Black

A78x13 Goodyear White

878x13 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

878x13 Custom Snow White

078x13 Custom Snow White

078x13 Fire. T«C Black

700x13 Fir*. TAG Black

078x14 Custom Snow White

078x14 Lee Magns Grip Whits 27.95

£78x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk. 25.95

F78x14 Lee Mag. Grip BIk. 28.95

F78X14 Lee Mag. Grip Wht. 30.95

F78x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk. 26.95

31T95F78X14 Fire. TiC BeH. Bik.

078x14 Lee Magna Grip Bik. 30.95

G78x14 Lee Magna Grip Whits 32.9J
28.95078x14 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

078x14 Fire. TiC While Blem. at 95

29.95

JI5.95

20.95

24.95

28.95

2995

28.95

3095

3395

2995

35.95

37.95

33.95

39 95

H78x14

H78x14

—
Lee Magra Grip BIk.

Zenith Snow Power BIk:

H7JX14 Fire T«C White BIwn

SMxIS PIreNI (VW) Black

800x15 Pefm.MudASnowWMte

885x15 Fire. T«C MInl/Spon BIk.

F78I15 Fire TAC WhHa ilam

078x15 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

078x15 Zenith Snow Power White

H78x15 Lee Magna Grip BIk.

H78I15 ZenHh Snow Power BIk.

H78x15 FIra TAC White Blem

J78x15 Fire TAC Belt BIk. Bm.

L7tKl5 Seiberling Sno White

L78X15 Fire TAC Sett. White

SNOW TIRES
AMERICAN SIZE SNOW RAOIALS
FIRST QUALITY MADE BY
ARMSTRONG, WHITEWALL.

SIZE mma
BR 78x13

DR78X14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78X14

HR78X14

GR78X15

HR78x15

LR78X15

35.95

3995
40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
SAii »ta

BP78il3 F>rc. Run Silent. BIsm
ER78ii4 LMSiud Lett'

Lm Stud L«m
Fire T4C W
Ltt Stud-Ltts

L«t Stud L**t

Lt«Stud ltt(

Firt TAC.W

36S5
47»$
4ISS

51 95
5«9S
54 95

sess
49 95

METRIC SNOW RAOIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUO-LESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE

i4Sii3 S33 95

15S.13 $37 95

16S113 S39 95

165*14 $4395
185.15 $4295

Plu , C)!l..'f S./.-S

FwW»tud-L—

futdaStwd-L—

FifrTSC AH

Fift TAC

34 95

44 9S

24 9S

37 95

MICHELIN XM&S
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT

ALL PRICES PLUS FE TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP SNOW'S
ANY SIZE

* PLUS
TAXES

lA MIDWAY BETWEEN
L, AMHERST A NORTHAMPTON

TIRES
(Cooiid«t
^Bridyt

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
ROUTE9HA0LEY. DHiSD ^itfi-7'i44

Siiifllf
^>\ Th^e gifts are
'^j sure to be a hit!

On sale now thru Saturday, December 3

Shop until 10.00 P.M.

Emerson,
Lake and
Palmer
Works
Vol. II

Wilmette

lEvanston

366^# LP SERIES 798

EMERSON, LAKE AND
PALMER: Works. Vol II

8-TflACK SERIES 795 4.94

Unu»ujHi hM«y (Kmindt ma,
nquin ou. Mtiing rtnoiMbt*
quantity limili on torn* ot lh«
rt«mi in tairnmt to Ml cu«om«,f

366
LP SERIES 798

SHAUN CASSIOV;
Born Late

8-TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

Nt

nasi Q^^
^Chica^o

!y-.^C

366
LP SERIES 798

CHICAGO: Chicago XI

8TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

366
LP SERIES 798

CAPTAIN a TENNILLE:
Greatest Hits

8 TRACK SERIES 795 4.94

e

1
^

399
LP SERIES 698

MERRY CHRISTMAS
FROM SESAME STREET
8-TR SERIES 695 4.44

399
LP SERIES 798

ELVIS PRESLEY:
Moody Blue

8-TR SERIES 795 4.44

JOHN DENVER: Rocky
Mountain Christmas
8-TR SERIES 695 4.44

THE SALSOUL ORCH
Christmas Jollies

8-TR SERIES 695 4 44

299
LP SERIES 498

BING CROSBV:
Merry Cr.nstnias
8-TR SERIES 595 3.99

nllM^NH ^l,^ J..(|\.
'iHt M>>-in nv

[99
LP SERIES 498

BARBRA STREISAND
A Cnristmas Album
8-TR SERIES 695 4.99

399
LP SERIES 498

ANDY WILLIAMS:
Merry Christmas
8-TR SERIES 695 4.99

.24
LP SERIES 798

OLIVIA NEWTON-JOHN:
Greatest Hits

S-TR SERIES 795 4 94

^^

THE HOBBIT:
Single LP

REG 127

THE HOBBIT
45 rpm & book set

Alice Cooper
Alive

;99
REG 6 47

THE HOBBIT:
2 record set

.24
LP SERIES 798

ALICE COOPER
Alive

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

^i^CO

Bay City

Rollers

Greatest
Hits

424
LP SERIES 798

RANDY NEWMAN:
Little Criminals
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

,24
LP SERIES 798

KANSAS:
Point Ol Know Return
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

,24
^ LP SERIES 798

BAY CITY ROLLERS:
Greatest Hits

8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

,24
LP SERIES 798

DAVID BOWIE Heroes
8-TR SERIES 795 4.94

,49
'our REG 4 99

Pro-ioniier record cleaning

kH includes cleaner, fluid.

Stylus brush and carry case.

Vinyl carry case noids
fifty 45 rpm records

299
OUR REG 3.99

8-track case holds 24 tapes

Some regular prices

may vary by store
M RCil W •MOV anmi

-SHBs.
11-4-1

BRAOLEES - KING ST. — NORTHAMPTON

iCollegjan 19

-'^ vt,»

Federal Judge withdraws
nomination for FBI director

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Alabama federal
Judge Frank Johnson Tuesday asked to be
withdrawn from nomination as FBI director
for reasons of health, reopening the talent
hunt for a successor to the retiring Clarence
Kelley.

Announcing Johnson's decision in
Washington, Attorney General Griffin Bell -
who personally chose the Alabaman - said
he would "let the dust settle" for two weeks
before proposing a replacement nominee to
President Carter.

Later, Johnson issued a formal statement
through his Alabama office saying, "I have
this date formally requested the president of
the United States to withdraw my
nomination to be the director of the FBI."
He noted he had undergone surgery for a

ballooned abdominal artery in August, just
after Carter nominated him, and added: "My
rate of recovery is very slow.

"It is evident to me that it will be several
more months before I will regain my strength
and stamina. It will not be fair to the FBI or
me to keep this matter pending funher."
"Judge Johnson made the decision on his

ovyn," Bell told reporters in Washington.
"For me, this is, of course, a most un-

fortunate turn of events. It is also un-
fortunate for the president, for the FBI and
the nation."

Johnson, 59, underwent successful
surgery Aug. 26 for the condition known as

an abdominal aortic aneurysm, but later
developed hernias that weakened his
condition.

Asked how he will choose a replacement.
Bell said he will wait two weeks "to let the
dust settle.... let things calm down, per-
colate, and hope some lightning might strike
during that two weeks."

But he said he will consult with Kelley
soon, apparently to ask if the outgoing
director will serve beyond his scheduled Jan.
1 retirement date until Johnson's
replacement can be confirmed by the
Senate. Kelley has indicated he might stay
on another three months.

OthenA^ise, a high FBI official may be
named acting director. Bell said he told
Carter last week Johnson was "having
second thoughts so this is not a complete
surprise to the president."

Bell selected Johnson Aug. 17 after
searching nearly eight months.

He interviewed 100 applicants himself,
then persuaded Carter in February to name a
nine-member search commission to help
screen prospects.

The commission eventually gave Carter a
list of five names - none of them Johnson's
- on June 20. But Bell continued his own
search after that.

Bell said he has not ruled out the com-
mission's five choices, but will not be bound
by them.

h.tl^o^'^K^"^-
^°!^'* ^'"" '"" o'" S^""* "'""I" " New Britain, gets a

nectcu, «rjiT 'J.'""."^
'"•"" °"^ °'"" •" ~«" Britain, as skiinB in C^n

rour„;t?n"Mon"d,7ni,M.'
"""'"'" '"°'" "'"^ '"^ ^'"""^ "' ' ''' '^ '"

'Black hole' discovered in

space by x-ray detectors
WASHINGTON [UPI] - First results from

a large astronomical satellite suggest its

powerful X-ray detectors may have
discovered a "black hole" in space, the
theoretical remains of a star so compressed
nothing can escape its gravity.

Dr. Herbert Friedman of the Naval
Research Laboratory reported the ob-
servation at a space agency briefing
yesterday and emphasized the intriguing X-
ray source will require much more study
before any conclusions can be reached.

If additional observations confirm the
initial findings, the object wotifMii««Ne-ttie
closest yet to the way scientists believe a
black hole should act.

Black holes are believed to represent the
final stage of the collapse of a heavyweight
star. Friedman said the remnants would be
shrunk "to a physically unimaginable, in-

finitesimal volume and infinite density."
The suspected black hole is called Circinus

X-1. It is in the southern hemisphere but its

distance from Earth is unknown.
Astronomers first suggested in 1974 that

Circinus X-1 might be a black hole because
observations from a smaller astronomical
satellite showed Circinus had characteristics
similar to those of another X-ray source
known as Cygnus X-1 which also is

suspected of being a black hole.
\-- The navy National Aerprvautics and Space
Administration saiejIitiB, called High Enargy ,'

Astronomical Observatory or HEAO, was
launched last August and examined Circinus

X-1 briefly while mapping the celestial sphere
for distant sources of X-rays.

Friedman, one of four principal in-

vestigators in the HEAO project, said the big

satellite observed "very striking" bursts of X-

rays from Circinus. It is the pattern of these
bursts that are suggestive of the kind
astronomers believe a black hole should
produce.

Because a black hole would not allow any
type of radiation to escape its immense pull,

astronomers can only detect its existence by
studying its space environment.

If a black hole has a normal, companion
star as scientists believe, it would draw gas
from the companion. That gas would cir-

culate in a disc around the black hole and
slowly feed into the black hole. As it ap-

proaches the black hole, the gas would
become hot enough to emit X-rays.

Friedman said theory says the disc of gas
drawn from the companion star would spin

around the black hole. Conditions there

would be very turbulent, causing the X-rays

to be emitted in frequent, erratic bursts.

He said the preliminary data suggest
Circinus X-1 might be such a twisting,

gaseous disc which can distort X-ray

emissions.

,', vH's^th^kinc^ojJdiffetentJatJon that we.ye
bew Ipokinfl ,fOC': he.Sm«;l„w;
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FINE >RTSCENirER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet t\
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE tr

Company of 50
^

" the best, most
entertaining Spanish dance
company ever. . f"§
Peter Hepple, STT, London

Saturday. December TO 8 pm
FINE A^^% CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public S7 6 5
UWass students $4 3 2 50" Senior Citizens *6 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box CMfice M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

What's Happening

TODAY
WORKSHOPS
-A life work planning workshop led by

Louise Burroughs for history and related
majors will be held Wednesdays, beginning
today and for the next two weeks at
Berkshire House 318. Sponsored by the
Community Development Center.

— If you are planning on teaching either

elementary of secondary education in the
near future, this workshop, "Crucial Steps
for Landing Your First Teaching Job," could
help. Experts in the field of certification,

resume writing, and interviewing will be
speaking about this subject. 7-9 p.m.. School
of Education, 1st floor lounge.

LECTURES
-James King, member of the National

Transportation and Safety Board, fornner
Chief of Personnel for President Carter and
Administrative Assistant to Senator Kennedy
will speak on "Politics from Inside and
Outside the White House," at 4 p.m., CC
168-170.

— Sara Lennox, assistant professor of
German at UMass, Lucien Miller, associate

NOW ONLY AREA SHOWING
Ends Tues 7:00 b 9:00

"A Terrifically intelligent

comedy. .

AiAiN Tanncrs

JoNAh
who will

bE2^
In

lilEyEAR

^s^2000
(no dollar nights)

• • • • at the Gates of Smii

TODAY
LUNCH - Brown Derby Sandwich.

Fried Clam Plate, Basics: Fried Clam
Plate, Lima Bean Stew
DINNER - Braised Beef and Onions,

Roast Fresh Ham, Fruit Plate, Basics:
Baked Fish, Cheese Nut Loaf

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Deli Ham on a roll, Broccoli

Cauliflower Casserole, Basics: Broccoli
Cauliflower Casserole, Lentil Patties

DINNER - Baked Chicken, Chopped
Beefsteak Special, Basics: Baked
Chicken, Herbed Soybean Casserole

Orisinal w/ Peter Sellers

Date: Nov. 30, 1977 Placet CC Auditorium

Time: 7,9,11 Adm: 1.00

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CQA.qit'J MOUNTAIN fARMS MAIL^"^ JI^O «OUT€ '}-HAOl.tY MASS

Adults S2 SO-StudiRtt with AMC Card S2 00 - Children $1 25 T«vi Uti Show Adults & Studtnts t1 50

1

Special Engagements Ei eluded

Why have
•"""•"""'

they come?

JPG,

jtarship

Invasions

Wed at (6 30. 8 30)

Twi-lite Show Tickets(6 00)/$1.50

THE LAST
REMAKE of

BEAU 6ESTE

wilh

MARTY FELDMAN
?3

Wed 6:30. 830
Twi-lite Show rickets(6:00)/$1 50

A ong trne age r e gaiaxy |ar jar 9^9^

PG

Wed 6 00. 8 30
Twi lite Show Tickets(5 »)/$! 50

ll-H'li«'N| ^clliiUi Novel 1"^ N"\\

A Iriijinph.iiii Ncu I ilm

IKPTER
pronred)wai

Wed at 6 30, 8 30
Twi lite Show Tickets(6:00)/$1 50

REDUCED ADULT i STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI LITE SHOW TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

CHOOM ONI Of TNISI MIDMIANT SNO«*S-»ei. A SAT.

^^^0 ^a^i/L 'pails WNAT 00 TOU SAY TO A MAKIO LAOTT
a.eo

professor of comparative literature at UMass,
and Frederic Will, professor of comparative
literature at UMass, will speak "On Marxist
Criticism." Sponsored by the department of
comparative literature.

— Dr. Charles Cantor, departments of
chemistry and biological sciences at
Columbia University will speak on Ribosome
tRNA Ineractions at 4 p.m. in 203 Graduate
Research Tower A. Coffee served at 3:45
p.m.

DISCUSSION
"Marx and Democratic Socialism: Friends

or Foes?" 7:30 p.m., CC 178. Introduced by
V. Holesovsky. For further information call

Shawme Hutcheson, 546-9146. Sponsored
by Young People's Socialist League-Social
Democrats. USA.

FILM
-"The Other Francisco," Coolidge

Tower, 12th floor lounge, 7:30 and 9:30.

TOMORROW
FILMS
— "A Nous La Liberte", Rene Clair's

masterpiece, will be shown as part of the

Snow Policy
The major objective of snow removal

activities at times of severe storms is to make
it possible to hold classes and conduct all

University activities in as normal a way as
possible. Since a large number of the faculty,
staff, and student population normally bring
cars onto campus, it is important to un-
derstand what policies and procedures to
follow in the event of a severe storm that
temporarily limits parking capacity on
campus.

Classes and all other scheduled activities

on campus will be held as usual unless a
specific announcement is made to the
contrary beginning at 6 a.m. and continuing
periodically during the day. Such an-
nouncements will be made on radio stations
WTTT-Amherst AM 1430, WHMP-
Northampton AM 1400, WHAI-Greenfield
AM 1240, WARE-Ware AM 1250, WCAT-
Orange AM 1390, WHYN-Springfield AM
560, WFCR-Amherst FM 88.5, WTIC-
Hartford AM 1080, WACE- Springfield AM
730, WTAG-Worcester AM 580, WSPR-
Springfidd AM 1270, WMUA-Amherst FM
91.1. Itjs important that you stay tuned to
your radio for additional information in the
event of a change. Do not call the University
for this information.

In order to facilitate snow removal, parking
will be prohibited in the lots listed below
between 1 a.m. and 7 a.m., from Dec. 1 to
April 1, as provided for in the Motor Vehicle

Universttv of Mossochusffts / Arr.rvrs'

FINE >PTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hartford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm
Sunday. December 4 3 pm
Sunday, December 4 8 pm

FINE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General public »7, «, 5
UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50 Other students
and senior cttiiens $4, 5, 4. Special matinee
children's prices 13.50, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF »-4

A All Ticketron Locations

Film Classics Series. 7 p.m. in classroom 2.

Sponsored by the Newman Club.

-"The Dybbuk" Thomson 104, 8 p.m., a
Tiddish film classic, based on S. Ansky's play
in which a spirit inhabits the body of a young
woman. English subtitles.

- "The Fountainhead," Mahar Aud. 7 and
9:30 p.m., $1. Also showing is "The In-
credible Bread Machine," a half hour film
produced by students in California and
designed to raise questions about an
alternative economic system - the free
market. Sponsored by the Students of
Objectivism.

-"Logan's Run," SU Ballroom, 7, 9 and
11:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Program
Council. Admission.
LECTURES

— "Race and Cuba" is the topic of a panel
discussion with Prof. Ernest Allen and Prof.
Jonetta Cole. Refreshments. Coolidge
Tower, 12th floor lounge.
— "Scriptural Manipulation and Rhetoric

of Love in the Middle Ages ' by University of
California Prof. Joseph Purkhart. Herter Hall,
6th floor history lounge, 8 p.m.

Regulations Manual approved, by the Board
of Trustees on Nov. 2, 1977. In addition, as
provided for in the regulations, no overnight
parking will be permitted on any roadway
except Thatcher Way.

Overnight parking is specifically prohibited

on the Lot 50 horseshoe in Southwest and
the Lot 47 roadway circling the Sylvan area.

Overnight parking in the Stadfum peripheral

lot is restricted to the back(west) portion of

the lot. Overnight parking will continue to be
available in lots other than those listed

below.

-Lot 62 (south of Clark Hall)

— Lot 63 (west of Worcester Dining Hall)

Lot 40 (north of Boyden)
-Lot 25 (south of Access Road to

peripheral lot and the adjacent peripheral lot)

— Lot 65 (located between Stockbridge
and Engineering buildings)

— Lot 26 (west of Engineering and Physics
Shop)

Lot 31 (north and east of Engineer and
Physics Shop)

Lot 66 (north of School of Education)
Lot 34 (south of SBA)
— Lot 71 (west of Whitmore)
Every effort will be made to keep the bus

service operating. Snow day schedule
changes will be announced on WTTT-AM
and WMUA-FM. Call 545-2086 for operating
schedules during snow storms.

It is strongly recommended that anyone
who normally brings a car onto campus
consider making use of the University bus
service during periods of heavy snow storms.

LET'S GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
' BIdg open Monday

Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS
The Winner of the

Tchaikovsky Competiikm

Fodor
VIOLINIST

'The Muk Ja/fjftT of CUutkal Music
'

People Magazine

Thursdoy. December 8 8 pm
FINE /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TKli»t< new on v>l< Central PuMk t7 t. S

UMi» itu««flti tl iO. ). I !• Ot(i*r <lud*nt«
jnd t«ni»r citiivns U. S. 4

Fin» ArH Ctfllfr Boi OIlKf M-^ » 4
a All Tichetron Lo<«tMni
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-Program Council Films Presents:-!
CoJiegian 2j

Starring: Michael York
& Farrah Fawcett Majors

Thurt.. Dec. 1 7,9:15 & 11:30
SUB $1.00

J_a^MS^NlL g H fO W A I t u UiutadAitittt

John Riley has the save on his stick on
a shot from an unidentified American
International forward in a recent UMass
10-8 loss to the Yellow Jackets. The
Minutemen continued their losing ways
last night as they were upset by the
UConn Huskies, 3-1. The Minutemen
hockey team will hopefully get un-
tracked soon as they possess a disap-
pointing 1-3 mark. The road won't be
easy though, as the icemen travel north
this weekend to face Middlebury ano Nor
wich. To make matters even worse, the
Minutemen conclude their schedule
before intersession with encounters
away from Amherst against the likes of
Army and Merrimack. See story on Page
28. (Staff photo Dave Rodgers)

Sports Calendar

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
VARSITY HOCKEY - UMass 1 UConn 3

TODAY
VARSITY MEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Harvard Away 7 30

)!ft^^}JX
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL - vs. Hadcliffe Away 5:30

MEN'S GYMNASTICS - vs. Boston State Home 7:30
TOMORROW

None

i «M!?*MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDERHEADLINE CHOICE
AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC.

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP

RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO RENTJ

YOUR CLASglUKD AD gftPV
Insert one character space or punctuation mark per box. Use UPPER lower case characterswhere they apply. (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes (Averageword IS approx. 5 characters - You pay less than 6c per word!)
leverage

I

$1.00 extra for

other headline.

1

I

1

RATES Daily 45c per line. I
5 consec pub days.40c pe,- line per day. I
30 consec pub days. 35c per line per day "

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

I
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nines: X rate:

X Idays: = (ad cost)
I

I
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.(if different from ad)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT I

= NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! !

Phoned:

Dates Classified Ad is to run:
(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.

Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

RETURN THIS FORM TO Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

I

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a. m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3;45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

MJH.MIl :JJ1J ! tU,»!

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily 45c per line 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
JOc per line per day 38 characters con

AUTO FOR SALS

68 Galaxy 500, ord $700 527 5746

BARGAIN 1974 Datsun 710 statiorTivgn.
Standard Iran 4500. $1,700 or B 253
9792

66 Ford cuM. Good cond New oil pump
trans batt $350 Of B 546 5920

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Rea 6654%4

Mec. cond . air-

root fop. new
68 Buick-sta-wgn. Exc
cond

, 9 seater. sun
brakes -549 61 88

1966 Volkawagon. Recent kinQ~pins and
paint Looks and runs good. Asking $250
or best offer Call 584-4746.

Ski Boots! 2 pr ladies 7 Pr. Nortalias
Kastingers Call now - Debbie 6-9643

Univox SO Watt' Amp. Ex cond
. Teverb

etc Best offer 6-7985 after 7p.m.

Harmony 12 string. $125. or BO 666-47ffi'

Xmas trees cut your own Spruce or
Scotch P.ne $10.50 10a. m 8pm
Bli^niak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd., Hadley
586-0723.

Flute- Gemeinhardt. solid silver head 6
keys List S350&ask $250 Barely used
5464749

llias, Pr ^^^iM»HW^-H^

stjtutes one line

9

TO SUBLET

1 fern wanted for own rm m 2 bdrm apt
Isi month FREE' $130 ut.l inci Caria 549
1741 eves V, mile from campus Bus

CliffsidaZbr. $230. inc 665^762.

3 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland on bus rte
Second Semester, call 665 3683 and keep

^trying.

Vh BdrmT
549 1298

Babysitter needed for weekday afternoons
for Spring Semester and Winter session
Mrs 12 15 to 5 Must be very reliable
person. Experience in infant care
desirable Can transport from central
campus Call 549 4580 after 5

! Littit A4s 6«t tic R ESUL TS'

Nothing to do ovpr inters«»sion' Comf on
down to Oaytona wit' ii>, BeTr:(ifront
hotel with color TV A C phone, the works"
all this and roundtnp busfare on a luxury
motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc
cupancy For info and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Spg. Sem. $207. a mo. John

Snow tires. Good cond. Robin 546 1447,

73 Ssab 96.

$1,425 firm

r»ec.

Looking for good home
Laurv584^70, Iv. msg if

avait

73 Vaga Wgn. Std.. AM/FM HT/Air, new
tires, clutch, ex cond. $1,100 /BO Tom
549-4036

FOR RENT

3 bedroom house. 285 •> pe^s ok
Jan 3. 256 6732; days 51981 (Chrisi

3 bedroom Apt. fair condition. forl)ec 1st.

in Northampton Only $165 Call Skibiski
Real Estate 584 3428 4 6 p m

Female to share two bedroom apt in
Sund bus $^5 • Cal! 6654416 ask for
Alix

HousemHte wa-n«d Neat responsible
I

no^sr^' ok.ng Grad s'udent or professional

J°
*^?'^ 'oof^v .-Dope-ative home onUMaM bus route m Amherst Begin Jan

1$125. -^ utilities 253 5849 call evenings

MOTORCYCLes

1972 Honda 2000 total miles Orig owner
$300 253-5659.

FOR SALS

1-Bdrm. Apt. Cats allowed $180 mo. incI
all util. Avail. Jan 1 549-6740

Per. wrtd. for own rm for Spg sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg. John 549-1206 after 4

254 rm turn apt all utis inc. Pool, parking.

AC. 230 mo Amherst Motel & Apts. Rl
9 opp Zayres, 256-8122

HELP WANTED

SAVE up to SO%on TENNIS SHOES!
Men's. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

BRinEHamp Apt $75 inc 1 '1 78 527-9006

Now Oingo Boots size 8 V4 wotnen s
$36 nc Call Eileen 253 7988.

Nikko 60K 2 months oW Asking $350 ori
best offer 546 5064

IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OH 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement. We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at
$195 plus utilities. Call South Meadow.
256-0166 for further Information

Position available to a college student to
represent travel company on campus for
Spring Break trips to Florida CONTACT
Beachcomber Tours, Inc . 174 Hancock
St., Stoneham, Mass 02180 Tel 617438
5798.

Typist Wanted full time 60 w/p/m min
formating skills and fainilianty with IBM
Selectric desirable Good pay and
benefits C> II Barbara at 549 2846 for
more informa'on.

HHOTOGRAPHV Hassport ana ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for
Ctmstmas B&W or color service in
iruclion by arrangement Reasonable

prir.es for high quality work Contact
Steven 546 9653 nighl« onlv

Volvo repairs and maintenance AW /eers
and models low prices. Jack 386-0610

LA~ST SUPP~ERi~by ^^RTATtudents for
semester Homemade chicken noodle
soup, sweet 6 sour pork, nee pilaf veghomemade bread pWBTO pudding
Polynesian Mon .Tues .Wed

, Thus at
4 JO. Lunch Tues at noon $1 75 Tixmust be bot in advance rm 219
Chenoweth Lab

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers low prices &
full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $235. 58 $94 95 57
$62 95. 51 $47 95. HP's & Commodores
avail models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Cataulators 549 1316

TRAVEL

BIRTHDAY CAKES"! All occasion cake,
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days

9S7fi^
De''very available Call Laurie 546

Electronic repair stereos, you name it.

Low rates Call Ted after 4P.M 546-6201.

Typing - $ 40 /page. Call anytime 549-8686.

Fly to Ft Lauderdale $305 Jan 1 8. $296
Jan 8 15 inc accomodations at the Jolly
Roger Hotel on the beach OR economy
bus trip to same destination. Jan 1 15 for
S259 Contact Jim Nechin UMass rep for
Garbe- Travel Reserve Now i 6 7495

.ijiJ!tii.!.i.iiJi.uu.niwiitnrT

VETS, unless you have a part time job that
pays $7.00'hr don't call this number 256-
6381 Al Lasota Nat. Guard Rep Vets
have the right to join on a tnal basis no
haircuts

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru diSttO
Monitor Music. 546 4731. Rea

Tony we mmt at th» PGA HmHowtn
Oancu You re a student and I'm a
teacher in Greenfield I drove you back to
your place I want to see you again but
have no way to get m touch. Please wnte
rrve Ron. One Harrison Ave

. Greenfiekl
01301

Big ban<k to disco Call Bob the DJ
14135366076 Still the one after 4 years

at

IMU^ln^^IIlu^j.^n iui-n n.iiniiiilumn i ]j i , i jn. ,,nj i

|| |
i

Happy Birthday Michael. Love Wonder
Woman

IW»l

••••(•RESULTStlll
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DOONHSBIRY hy Garry Trudcau

somATs I jHouun fAR UUL. f iOU
HtAKjM' H/Nt HO 06

,

ouTftum jBoue^mi
^v^CAHIOO fXKliOUlNfB
^ n/eu" CHMisBOF-Be
f

OH, aOHl..
GMNOLA THAlUmA
AttO UmeL£AN.
OHU6S. iPeersoMB

I CoieaiAHTOO.

B.C. by lohnny Hart

\jeX Me REMIMD ^fcU TRA-r ^

MiAA K'0OLT"riLL, He f\^^ec>
PU^CRTTY.

. THaJ-^ hot eVEM ON YOOf?

4^
PEANLTS by Charles Schul z

^/HA'AM MAV r SEE
|^OU<J 60X OF LITTie

SOLD STARS ^

UiOlU ! LOOK AT 'EM
All; look how
SMilN'r' THEVAf?£'

TM£ NEXT TIME ^OU
STICK SOME ON AnV
PAP£I?5. MA'AM
LET MB KNOU)...

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranncy

Everybody does it

once in awhile.

You forgot who
discovered America ^
Or your Mother's birthde^Or a friend s name.

There's noIHing you can do about it now. It's too late,

Go have a Schmidt's. U^l^*^J^-ii
Itll help you forget. gCllfniUlS

he beer that might make
-liiladelphiafamous.

i

U^Hj are yoi; (v«tcli-

1^5 thaf

THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins

\

TUf -mmtma-t- rumm -riL^ii r,ir^ U Xf.^..
.f

i

^TlJllrTj.l. I — .UJ.UL.-.

.\7 I
^

Zi^^ ^ Ot/TTOf>i ONHISCHNK ARM^

Of LiQ-HT jTfiias oyr ..

.

,>:^ c'V.f?

i3

LM by Marty Maccda

C. 8CMMIDT480NS. INC . PHILA . PA

TuST OcjVi'T ^^^KE I Cf\V\'T

ALlMliNLM FOIL by Steve Lafler

How Did REHRR£C0M£
8ENB?

HL WAS NORMAL LNOOGH
AS A YOUTH...

ONE OAY,Houj£\^ER,rtE.

MUMCHED OUT ON 1^03k
CHOCLATL DONUTS.'

»*«E.N HE WOKE UP THE
NE)a MORMiNG, we. WAS
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Your Birthday «y Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER
M Bom today, you are a
gentle person, but you pos-
sess the kind of forceful
personality that niakes you
able to persuade almost
anyone into almost any-
thing This Ls more than a
character trait, it is a large
respon.«ability which car-
ries with It the possibility
of maneuvenng others into
positions they really would
rather not Uke All wiU go
well if you recognize both
your ability to persuade
*nd the responsibdity that
goes with It.

You have latent artisUc
pfls which should rise as
ywi mature However, do
not jump from one aspect
o* »rt to another to satisfy
yowr creaUve urge Select
a smgle artutic Udder and
P** yw«r energies toward
U»t. You should find
'ithin a short time that
yw have progressed with
e»» to a point where oth-
ers begin to take you seri-
OBsly.

You have a free and open
personality that draws to
yoii and to your service
people of interest and influ-
ence, who will be of help to
your career, ytiur social
hfe. and in attaining per-
sonal happiness Your re-
sponse to your own abil»-

ties IS very rrfreshmg. for
y* always seem some-
what surpn-sed to discover
(hat >tw are capable of
Jong aiuMst anythu^ you
dtniletodo
To find wtiat is in store

lor jt^ou tomorrow, select
ywr birthday and read the
carrespunding pvagraph
1^ yoMr birtlMlay star be
.vo«r daily gnide.
THURSDAY. DECEMBER

I

SAGITTAIRUSi Nov 22
Oer.21 1 Resnt lookup a
»ft hane at the mooth Be
Catefal for fovors small
»d large
CAPRICORN* Dec. 23-

JmJSi ^ Yon siMtnld be
rcwaiUed for cflorts re-
cently made for another
There is little chance of
failure today.

AOUARiUS( Jan 20
Feb. 18) - Avoid excessive
physical activity today
You could overdo things at
just the wrong point.
PISCES(Feb 19-March

M» Routine may have
soured you on activities at
home Get out; get active.
Use talents you've been
hiding.

ARIESi March ?l-April
19

1 An instinctive dislike
of the harmful should
Ruard you today Trust
your own, not another s
know-how

TAURUSi April 20^May
20

1 Home surroundings,
though not luxurious,
should be very welcome.
Morning hnn^ you cotK
tact with new fnends
GEMINI)May21June20i
Klegance can lake you

far today in nteeting peo-
ple of mfluence Mind your
manners'
CANCERiJune :!1-July

S' Attractiveness is
•ssential to gam the sup-
port of others You need be
neat and clean rather than
handsome.
LEOiJuly 23-Aur22i -

Take issue »nth your part-
ner, business f>r domestic,
and this wiU lie a memonn
ble day. for better or
worse.
VIRGOiAug 23-.Sept.22l
What appears to be

ninning smoothly may lie
on a very bunipy road.
Knends and associates
have answers vou seek.
LIBIU. Sept.2:i-Oct.22

1

Oive loving attention to
tlwse you would impress
"rt*> your concern IJeeds.
not words, say it all.

SCORPIO Oct. 23-
>I<»v21i A desire to
make a cliange must be
dealt with early today.
Phone calls set' another
straight without more
•Way

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Travel a
diatance: 2
worda

6 Qona by
1 Haatanad
ULifa'a

beginning
1 5 Singer Paul

16Mata—

-

1

7

Cotton
packages

18 Kind of ray:
Var.

20 Not healthy
21 "So long"
23 Decree
24 Push aside
26 Works

against
26 Have hopes
30 Hereditary

system
31 Game birds
32 Talking

unclearly
36 Exist
37 Confused

fight

38 Baby
kangaroo

39 Old
World
thrushes

42 Jaw.
Sask

44 Cubicles
45 Big

Hollywood
name

46 Cheerful
49 Hard to

chew
50 Bakery

equipment
51 Unite
52 Harem room
55 Maxwell

Anderson
drama

58 Actress
Sophia

60 Noun
ending

61 British peer
62 Influx

63 Clarinet
64 Force unit
65 Impoverished

DOWN
1 Asian desert
2 Egg-shaped
3
ahead"

4 Pothouse
specialty

5 Make like

new
6 Adhesive
7 Rectangular
pier

8 Snow
runner

9 Skin color
1 Less legit

1

1

French city

1 2 Pointing up

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tueadav** Puul* Solved

:

13 Eating plans
19 "Beau
22 Hail!

25 He owns it

26 Deserves
27 Italian

community
28 Culture

medium
29 Withered;

Var
30 Sects
32 Eur

blackbird
33 Pioneer

locomotive:
2 words

34 Aircraft part

35 Active one
37 Fountain

drink

40 Perfumed
41 Mock
42 Effusively

sentimental
43SOC
45 Finished

first

46 Oarsman
47 Of sheep
48 Import
49 Sports

Championship
51 Swiss City

53 Act
54 Crawling

with irsects
56 Blood-hke
57 Speak
59 Undivided

12 3 4 & Hlft 8 9 16 1 1 12 13

U 1" w17

^' ^i ^^^^1^^

HHH|^4 ^M 27

28 29

: jr !
31

.Jp J^^3 34 35

Hi HHr 8

39 40 42 ™
^nm^H^ 4b
46 4^ 48 feH|4V JHIB
50 Hr hF 53 54

55 56 57 Us8 ™
60 w w63 " "
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Brohamer may ink Red Sox pact
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30. 1977

BOSTON [UPf] - Free agent infielder
Jack Brohamer appears headed for the
Boston Red Sox, it was learned yesterday.

Ed Kleven, representative for the 27-year-
old utility player, declined to confirm or deny
reports Brohamer has agreed to terms. But
Kleven did say Brohamer would sign with
either Boston or Milwaukee.

"I'm hopeful he will sign with Boston,"
Kleven said in a telephone interview from his
Brookline office. "But I can't say anything
one way or the other right now."

But a source close to the veteran infielder
said Brohamer has agreed to play for Boston.
Red Sox General Manager Haywood

Sullivan and Kleven have had several con-

servations in the past week They talked
again yesterday. Sullivan was not im-
mediately available for comment.
Brohamer was at a dentist's office in San

Diego when UP! tried to contact him. But his
wife said from their San Diego home, "I
don't know anything about this. He hasn't
said anything to me."

Kleven said he would talk again today with
Sullivan.

Brohamer, who batted .257 in 59 games
last season for the Chicago White Sox,
reportedly agreed to a three-year contract for
approximately $300,000.

His lifetime batting average is .241 after
playing six seasons with the Cleveland In-

dians and Chicago. He has played shortstop,
second and third base in his professional
career.

While refusing to affirm the report, Kleven
said, "Jack was only drafted by four teams:

Boston, Milwaukee, California and the
New York Yankees. California already has
eight second basemen.
"And the Yankees? That's preposterous.

There's no way he could get to play there.
What would he do, carry Willie Randolph's
shoes?" Kleven said.

Boston already has signed two free
agents, pitchers Mike Torrez and Dick Drago.
Management has concentrated the past
week on shoring up its infield.

Bob Ryan recently wrote a column en-
titled, 'Football we could live without you-
Thank You!" He commented on the brutality
of the game, the crippling injuries, and the
concept of the team that gets the most agile
goliaths will succeed. I think it's fair to
assume football is not Ryan's favorite
pastime. In fact it's not even his idea of an
athletic event.

To many folks around this sports-minded
region, Ryan's Ramblings constituted
heresy. Judging from the vitriolic reaction,
you would have thought he had condemned
hamburgers, ice cream, the "Fonz", the
Mafia and all our other hallowed American
traditions. Others were a little more passive,
but equally disturbed.

"Bob Ryan we could live without you -

Thank You"", said one football faithful.
If Monsieur Ryan was seeking anention

with his column he certainly got a full

dosage. The kind you would find in a bottle
marked XXX.

I concede Ryan made some sense, but the
thought of doing away with football entirely,
now that's a bit drastic. I found myself trying
to rationalize how I developed an affection
towards Walter Camp's brainstorm and I

could not for the life of me know where to
begin. I get this impression I must have been
born in front of a television waving a NY
Giants banner (that was before the Patriots
came into existence). My first spoken words
- so I've been told - were "Big Daddy

"

My father was proudly taking bows in honor
of the occasion, "that's my boy," not
realizing I was referring to Big Daddy Lip-
scomb, the Colts' defensive end. While still a
toddler

! began devloping my fonA^ard pass

Hawks. 108-101

ATLANTA (UPI) - Tom McMillen's 13
points led a fourth quarter Atlanta surge
last night, as the Hawks went on a 19-2
scoring binge enroute to a 108-101
victory over the Boston Celtics.
Down 81-67 after three quarters, the

Hawks' surge vaulted them into an 86-83
lead with 8:27 left in the game. The
Hawks put the Celtics away with five
straight points with three minutes left in
the game.

Pacing the Celtics, who led at half time
64-51, were Charlie Scott's 29 points and
pave Bing's 17. John Brown paced the
Hawks with 22 points Ron Behagen
followed in the scoring parade with 20
and McMillen finished with 17.

Bill laricr

A stroll down memory lane
with out pet cat. Just when I wa<! beginning
to perfect the spiral she decided to run away.

It just seems as though football was
always a part of me. I feel sorry for Bob
Ryan. It's unfortunate he can't enjoy sharing
many of the memories and thrills football has
provided for the millions in this country.
There are many football events that will be

etched in my mind. Even a stroll down
memory lane with the Patriots provides many
heart-warming moments.
Joe Kapp's patented moon balls bring

back a smile. Fans in Harvard Stadium (the
site of his most splendid examples) rarely had
the courage to watch the end result of those
passes.

While the ball was on its downward flight

about 30,000 fans would simultaneously put
their hands over their eyes unable to watch
the pending tragedy. Invariably the hang
time of Kapp's helium balloons allowed half
the defense to surround the unfortunate
recipient (usually Ron Sellers). You could
hear the linebackers and defensive backs
smacking the lips in anticipation. Poor Ron!
He was accused during his tenure with the
Patriots of hearing footsteps. That was the
understatement of the year. It was more like

a stampede.

Who can forget some of the stars of the
past such as Jim Nance and Gino Cappeletti
and what they meant to us. Among their
many accomplishments was the fact they
discovered the true meaning of the word
slow. Retired cornerbacks around the league
are still waiting for Gino to turn on his
rumored burst of speed. You can bet it was
sly Gino who started the rumors. Mercifully,
neither man was timed for the 40-yard dash!
Explaining the reasoning behind this, the
coaches usual reply was "long unnecessary
interruptions are detrimental to the prac-
tices."

In the same tradition as Miller Lite Beer,
Heinz Ketchup was reported to be looking
for athletes to endorse their product. A few
film clips of the dynamic duo would be the
ideal soultion to their commercial. Can't you
just imagine Jimbo plowing up the middle for
one of his celebrated one yard thrusts, and
Gino doing the "fly pattern" like only he
could do it. It would be a classic.

In other recollections - I will forever be
indebted to the Patriots for allowing me to
witness my first fire. A few of the fans at BC
Stadium were not too excited by the game
(an exhibition with Washington) and decided
to liven things up. So naturally they decided

to torch the stands. To the disbelief of the
players, they were suddenly being joined by
about 5,000 fans who were not so anxious to
roast marshmallows in the smouldering
seats. Soon the flames engulfing one side ot
the stadium rose to about 20 feet, with the
fans and players watching in mutual ad-
miration. It was the general consensus of
everybody present (including the players) to
pardon the culprits. This was definitely more
exciting than the game.

Later that season in the Patriots finale at
BC stadium, they played in a horrendous
monsoon. The heavens made sure there
would be no fires to interrupt the
proceedings. The field was a quagmire. After
the opening tackles you literally couldn't tell
the players apart, they were so caked in mud.
Bob Ryan would not understand the term

devotion unless he sat through this game
absorbing water on the brain like I did, along
with a few thousand fellow psychotics.
Whenever a clean uniformed player came

off the bench you could see a gleeful look
appear in the opposition. In typical Longest
Yard fashion they usually had a remedy for
him. On one play Carl Garrett, the Pats'
halfback, took acception to being dragged
and buried into the ooze by half a ton of beef.
As he reapperared out of the ground he
picked up a handful of the finest mud he
could find and did a perfect slam dunk into
the face of Miami's Bill Stanfill.

Before you knew it you had about 10
grown men rolling around fighting in the
mud. The referees didn't appreciate this
version of sport but the fans loved it.

Memories like that, Mr. Ryan, don't grow
on trees.

Do you consider yourself

eREATlYE?

Have you ever wanted to design

and paint a MURAL ?

Would you like to try?

Space has been allocated for a mural in the Campus Center Complex. If

you are interested in carrying out this project, we would like to see your
designs Please submit your designs to the Campus Center Board of

Governors (CO 817) by December 13, 1977.

For additional information visit our office or call 546-0198.

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

corners m all sizes some with covers
some without, some natural some fancy

ror bread or fruit for plants or pencils

Containers for use and t)eaufy

Next to the Amherst Post Office Open 9 30 6 Mon. thru Sat., 1 5 Sun.

Blue Wall
Wed., Nov. 30

K~fiock Disco
9pin-lain

plus 2 for I Tuborgs
Till iipm

Celtics have price not pride
Colle gify2 25

By JOHN ANTONELLI
Collegian Staff

The Celtics have too much talent not to
straighten themselves out soon; in fact thismy be the reason they have fared so poorly
thus far. The Celtic organization has always
prided Itself on being a family, and boasted
the ability to work as a unit on and off the
court. In Its illustrious bygone era, Boston did
not have any more -stars that it has now It
was a matter of fitting marginal players
perfectly into the famed running game

SSmen't^ally'
'''' °' ^'^^'"9 well fun-'

guess as to when playing together will come
naturally.

Still, other newcomers, such as Dave Bing
and flashy rookie Cedric Maxwell are fine
additions and crowd pleasers, but their lack
of familiarity to Celtic ways also contributes
to that missing continuity.

All these problems are not Heinsohn's
fault, or even Red Auerbach's. It's good
thing owner Irv Levin realizes this, or else the
Boston fans could see a Philadelphia-type
panic, where the coach is fired for not
getting all his superstars off to a great start
The Celts will improve soon, and if'they don't
you never read it here.

Commentary
Thanks to the nature of today's athlete

this Celtic tradition started breaking down a
few years ago, and today they are like any
other team. They have paid the price (in
more ways than one hello there, Mr. Wicks)
So many new players came to the team in
the last two seasons, Coach Tommy
Heinsohn has had a hell of a time trying to
drum the team's concept into all of their
heads. No matter how many guys have great
ability, this quick unheaval has hurt
everybody.

The first outsider to join the Celtics was
Charlie Scott. Then it was big-names Sidney
Wicks and Curtis Rowe. Fred Saunders was
an unknown free agent who made the team
and Tom Boswell had to play a lot more As a
result, Boston hasn't pla>ed a great 48
minutes since early 1976. And now, there are
far too many raggedy edges. 1t is anybody's

Speaking of the Boston Garden (didn't
you ask?), the cheapest ticket for the
priviledge of sitting in the old relic is now $4
as if it were a normal arena. The con-
cessionaires now wear garments that make
them look like Washington Bullets, or beach
balls with legs.

And what remains the biggest injustice to
the fans is public address announcer
Stephen Smith, who screws up absolutely
everything. His timing always stinks and he
does not understand basketball. For some
unexplained reason, Auerbach canned long-
time announcer Weldon Haire in 1972 and
has not come up with a decent one since.
Red refuses to talk about it in public (and he
won't answer mail). Don't the paying fans
deserve better? It's too bad people leave
games mumbling about the public address
instead of how lousy the Celtics played.

* Icemen bow to Huskies
CONT. FROM PAGE 28

f.'ich Rege in the box for iriterference, Jamie
Bennili blasted one from the left point.
Memeli made a good stop, but Peters
knocked in the rebound, giving the
Minutemen hope.

All hope for a comeback ended less than
two minutes later. With only 2:59 left in the
game, Joe Milan was sent off on a very
qijestionable tripping call. Milan was upset
with the call, and was subsequently slapped

with a two minute misconduct penalty,
leaving the Minutemen short-handed for the
rest of the game.

"It was pretty much like blowing the final
whistle a little early," coach Jack Canniff
said of the Milan penalty, "It took away our
chance of changing the outcome."
The loss seriously hurts the Minutemen as

they strive to reach .500 before intersession,
with tough teams Norwich, Middlebury,'
Army and Mirrimack coming up on the road!
A win over UConn would've helped them.

This Dave Cowens hoop wasn't enough to hold off the surprising AtlantaMawks last night, as they came from behind to down the Celts. 108-101 Here Reddrops in an easy layup between Ron Behagen (11) and Steve Hawes (10) (Staffphoto by Pat Dobbs)

ACCUMULATE, ACCUMULATE

The Student Senate has

more than $1,000,000 in

capital to appropriate to

RSO groups for 1978-79.

To qualify for funding

you must submit a

Budget Proposal and

Rational by 5 p.m.

December 14 to Room

420 Student Union^

Example copies of

proposals and rationales

are available in the

Senate Office.

YOUR SHARE OF
THESATF

Student Government Association

Late proposals

and rationales will

not be accepted!
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Curt P. Kohlhtrg

[M' Inside the tumstyle: Hinsdale
To add the finishing touches to a grand

Thanksgiving vacation, I ventured to
Roosevelt Raceway in Long Island for the
Saturday night racing card which included a
$50,000 two year old pace, won by
Wellington Hanover.

Unlike Yonkers, where I found it difficult to
purchase a non-winning ticket, Roosevelt
proved to be a stiff challenge for my han-
dicapping wits, as winning trifecta and
exacta tickets eluded my grasp for most of
the night.

Fortunately, there were some bright
points.

After losing the first four races of the
night, I hit on a $10 exacta in the fifth race
(the 2 year old stakes race), which yielded
$75.00 and left me within an eyelash of being
even on the night.

The 2 year olds that participated in the
race will be the top three year old pacers next
year, and will compete for the harness racing
triple crown, which includes the prestigious
Hambletonian, the Kentucky Derby of the
harness racing season.

I came within a neck (literally) of hitting
the final trifecta race of the night, which
would have paid for my vacation and then
some, but it was not to be.

I purchased many $3.00 trifecta tickets,

one of which contained the numbers six,

four, and one. The six and four finished first

and second, respectively, but in a photo
finish, one finished a neck behind the eight,
and I ventured back to the Island Inn a loser
for the evening

After completing a tour of most of the
harness and thoroughbred tracks in the
Northeast, and having tried countless
numbers of systems, books, and han-
dicapping techniques, I have concluded that
the best way to wager is to bet only on your
intuition (providing you can read a racing
form).

Don't listen to someone who offers free
information for he might not know a trotter
from a pacer.

Horse racing is a very complex sport to
figure out. It requires constant attendance,
knowledge of horses and drivers, and years
of betting experience to become a consistent
winner.

The most important of these essentials
requires that you go to the same track for a

period of time until you get a feel for how
individual horses are performing, what to
expect under different track conditions, and
the best investments to make with your
money supply.

Many people have asked me, "What is the
easiest type of racing to handicap?" After
briefly running down the essentials for you, I

will expect that you can decide for your-
selves. But, remember the three most im-
portant rules:

1) go to the track to enjoy yourself.
2) Don't go with the sole intention of

bringing back more green to the campus
than you left with. Statistics show that
roughly only one out of five (or more) people
win at the track on a given night, so don't
intend on being in that small minority.

3) Only gamble what you can afford to
lose. That speaks for itself.

Now for the racing establishments:
Greyhounds - (Seabrook, Plainfield,

Wonderland, Taunton, Raynham)
Your best bet is to pick the highest class

dog running from the inside post positions
(either one, two or three). If there is clearly a
standout, don't be afraid to pluck down a
couple of dollars on him, even if the odds are
low, Quinella wagering is by far the most
common bet, but stick to win, place, and
show betting.
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Since there is no human directly involved
during the course of the race, the mass of
dog-players don't think fixing exists. But
drugging the greyhounds, sand-papering
their paws, and betting on them before the
race does occur, so be careful.

Also, when the dogs are paraded around
the track, look out for any dog that publicly
deposits waste in front of your very eyes. He
is usually done with his business and ready to
race.

Analysis: Greyhounds are the hardest
types of animals to predict.

Thoroughbreds - ( Meadowlands,
Rockingham, Suffolk, Belmont, Aqueduct)
By far the most popular of all racing is

thoroughbred racing. At tracks where the
purses are low (Suffolk, Rockingham), your
best bet is to bet the program favorites to
win, place, and show.

At the more prestigous racetracks such as
Belmont Park and the Meadowlands, where
the purses are nearly double that of the
others, it is possible to follow a horse and
progressively bet him as he rounds into form.

Prestigous tracks attract the best jockeys,
who compete for national titles and large
jockey fees, so in most cases the jocks are
giving their best efforts. But make no
mistake about it, the "Belmont Swindle"
isn't the only example of thoroughbred fixing
I've ever heard about. Horses are also
drugged, beaten, and jockeys can be bought
if the price is right.

Conclusively, don't every bring a sub-
stantial sum to the "flats", for you just might
be betting against the mob, and you know
that they wouldn't like that, right? (Crunch.)
Harness - (Foxboro, Meadowlands,

Roosevelt, Yonkers, Hinsdale)
There is a large discrepancy between very

good and good harness tracks, and you
should adjust your betting techniques to
where you go. The tracks that carry the
lowest purses (Hinsdale, Foxboro) often
produce a friendlier betting atmosphere, but
picking winners is difficult because a large
percentage of the races are "set up" in the
stables.

It is definately possible to win at these
tracks, but again, stick to win, place, and
show betting and never go overboard by
betting a lot of money on one horse. These
are the places to go if you just want to have a
good time, and possibly pick up an extra
couple of bucks.

For the serious handicapper, an excursion
from the only state to vote for McGovern to
some of New York's finest racing establish
ments might be a good idea.

At the premier tracks (Yonkers, Roosevelt,
The Meadowlands) in the east, you will find
many of the top horses in the country racing
weekly The purses are high, and horses are
running for the win money, not the mob's. If

you are knowledgeable in harness han-
dicapping, the three hour trip just might be
worth your while.

Now that you have a very rough idea of
what racing is all about, decide for yourself
what appeals to you most. But, if you go to
the track, be careful with your money. Most
of all, may the force be with you.
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Find Out about the two and four-

year Air Force ROTC programs
today They both get you an Air
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starting salary chaliRrging <nork.
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SenioiS hang up
field hockey sticks;

By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

It came without notice and they fought
it for as long as they could, but at long
last it caught them last Friday in Denver.
"They " are the seniors of the field

hockey team whose careers in field
hockey have now come to an end. For
most of them, it ends their participation
through four years in college and as
many in high school.

But they have left their mark for future
teams. Says UMass coach Judith
Davidson, "They are the most important
seniors to graduate in a long time in what
they have done for their sport. They have
set the tone for a tradition of quality field
hockey at UMass The seniors have
exemplified the way hockey should be
played."

Sue Kibling, Kelley Sails, Cheryl
Meliones, Ginger Bulm.-jn, Judy Ken-
nedy, and Kathy Gipps are these seniors
who have helped to turn field hockey
from an obscure sport into one that is

beginning to get the recognition it

deserves.

Though hockey demands more finesse
and is more subtle than the more popular
sports, up til this year it was virtually
unknown. This year's team, has shown
qualities that will be followed for years to
come.

One of these qualities is the
cohesiveoess and closeness that the
team worked. Last year, this was the
main problem that led the team with
basically the same players to their
downfall in the regional playoffs.

Being with the team most of this year, I

have noticed that it was the seniors who
did not allow this to happen. Their
leadership set the tone for the way that
things were going to be.

Staff Notice
All sports staffers or anyone interested

in covering men's varsity basketball next
semester, contact Dave Rodman at the
Collegian office, 545 3500, sometime this
week. It IS mandatory that anyone, in-

cluding current staff members, make
contact if they intend to cover hoops.
Also, a reporter is needed for men's
gymnastics, call Judy Van Handle.
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Sunderland. MA.
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The seniors, without exception, were a
ve-y outgoing and expressive group and
they got everyone on the team involved.
No player on the team was left unscoffed
by their antics. They seemed to know
what blend of seriousness and en-
tertainment to use on and off the field.

Davidson feels that this is one of the
most important contributions that they
have made to the younger players.
"By their actions they have begun to

make leaders of next year's team," she
said, I could see the younger and more
quiet people come out and take charge at
times when at the beginning of the year
they wouldn't."

One of the qualities, which may or may
not be directly attributed to the seniors,
was the attitude and sense of fair play
which the team possessed. Whether the
team won or lost, it was plainly visible to
anyone that they were having fun and
enjoying the sport. The team, especially
the seniors, took their "fun-loving at-
titude" into the game and never lost sight
that it was just that — a game.
The team's sense of fair play, which

sometimes got it into trouble with the
officials, was never lost, even in the most
pressured of games - the National
tournament.

Finally when speaking of the seniors, I

must mention their talent but I guess the
fact that they finished seventh in the
nation speaks for itself.

Although most of these players will be
playing club association hockey in the
future, they admit it will be different and
maybe not as satisfying.

So after UMass was beaten in the first

round at Denver they knew that if they
lost one more game, it would be their
last. They won two games before bowing
to UConn in their final Then all that was
left for thetn to do was to face the fact
that it was their last contribution.

Women's
Leather Clutches

k'-'-
'-- - ids

An exceptional selection from
Faces' leatfier department. Purses,
clutches, check folders— even
unique strapped purses to be hung
around the neck, shouider. or waist.

Snap pockets for change, zipper
pockets inside and out, currency
pockets, card and photo pockets,
and more. Ail in a choice of top-

quality materials: intricately grained
Nappa leather smooth elegant
harness leattier, or durable saddle
cowhide. Full color selection, too.

3 95-11.95

The Look... The Price...

At Faces Now!

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office
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Hoopwomen face Radclrffe toniqht
^Zoihgfalstatt
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^° ^«<=°^d a 5.4 points per is 5-8 guard Carvn C.rrv w.h. ... .. . ^By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Th« UMass women's basketball team
opens Its season tonight at 5:30 when it
travels to Cambridge to take on Radcliffe in

i®K. u*^.
9^"^® °^ 3 UMass hoop

doubleheader. ^

The Minutewomen, 18-5 and state
champions a year ago, are entering their first-
ever game with Radcliffe and 20-game
reflutar season campaign with anticipation
according to coach Mary Ann Ozdarski

'

They re all looking forward to the in-
creaseH competition," she said. "They know
they can go out on the floor and play a
decent game against anybody."
But for at least the first month of the

season, UMass will be forced to take the
court without the co-captain Lu-Ann Flet-
cher.

The senior center, who averaged 12 6
points and 10.8 rebounds per game last
season, tore cartilege in her knee during a
pickup game in late September. Surgery was
performed three weeks ago today, and while
the knee is "coming along real well," ac-
cording to Ozdarski, Fletcher is not expected
tMCk until sometime in January.

"There's no question her loss hurts us,"
Ozdarski said. "The players have to realize
that they will have to put out much more of
an effort without Lu."

Taking the court tonight for the opening
tip will be five veterans, but only the back-
court duo were starters a year ago

conr>prise the guard tandem. Starters as
frsshmen a year ago, the two led UMass in
different offensive categories during the 76-
77 season.

Peters, a 5-7 dynamic offensive player
popped in 16.3 points per outing to lead
UMass in that department, while Henry, 5-5 a
superb playmaker and owner of a srriooth
outside shot, handed out six assists oer
game.

Up front, Ozdarski plans on using a three
forward offense to compensate for Fletcher's
at)8ence. The trio in the forecourt will be
seniors Cheryl Carey and Ginny Peebles, and
sophomore Maura Supinski.

Carey, the other co captain, has a passion
for defense. The 5-6 forward also hit enough

shots last season to record a 5.4 points pergame average.
Peebles, who has the unenviable task of

filling Fletcher's starting spot, is entering her
fourth year with the UMass program, and
has improved immensely with each cam-
paign.

Supinski, at 5-10 the first fon^^ard off the
bench last year, hit for an average of 6.6
points a game and also supplied UMass the
Minutewomen with superlative reboundino
and defense.

Ozdarski, though, used her bench to a
great extent last season while wearing down
the opposition in more than a few cases and
she expects her subs to come in for 'their
share of work again this year.

"The new players have worked in very
nicely, ' Ozdarski said. "Lots of our work
here is concentration on defense and fun-
damentals, and they've been working very
fiard on them." ^ ^

Heading up the list of the bench strength
•n the frontcourt is 5-11 freshman Cathy
Harnngton, with whom Ozdarski has been
impressed in preseason scrimmages. Lori

Mif/f"' I
^""^ sophomore transfer from

UMass-Boston, is also being counted on to
Additional help up front should come from

5-9 lunior Cathy Horrigan and 5-7 fon/vard-
guard Jen Parker, a junior transfer from
bouthern Connecticut.

In the backcourt, Ozdarski is counting on

M r"i?'°''
^^^^ Martinelli, 5-7 senior Deb

is 5-8 guard Caryn Curry, who led the squad
in scoring with an 11.4 average.
Her backcourt mate, 5-7 captain Kathy

Fulton, was the Most Valuable Player in the
Division II state tourney last year.

The fon/vards are Hildy Meyers and Wendy
^arle a pair of sophomores. At center is 6-0
Sue Hewitt, also a veteran.
According to Mathews, coach Carole

Meinfelder is also impressed with a trio of
freshmen. In addition, 5-11 Sue Auber and 6-

"We're a team with a little more depth.
The coach seems very pleased going into the
season," Mathews said.

And as far as UMass is concerned, Oz-
darski knows what her troops will have to do
to make the season one to remember.

"We'll have to do an awful lot of hard
work," he said. "It's up to them how good
they want to be. They have to want it."

Sophomores Sue Henry and Sue Peters fZr'^sua^^^.
Martinelli, 5-7 senior Deb

-n^ise the guard tandem Starters as R^'fc^'°K'^±?;^«.^^.T^" ^If^.^^.X^^an, and
5-3 sophomore Julie McHugh (just back
from field hockey) to take up the slack on the
bench.

"We're a very small team," Ozdarski saidAsa result, we'll have to rely on the basic
fundamentals to win.

"We'll play a running type of game, with
tough defense," she added.

Providing the competition tonight will be
Madcliffe, a team which last season went 18-
3 and won the state Division II tournament

But Radcliffe did not play a touch schedule
last season, and with a toughening up of this
year s slate, "we may be a good team with a
poorer record," according to Sports In-
formation Director Dave Mathews.

Radcliffe returns 12 veteran from last
year's squad. Heading up the list of returnees

Gym-men host Bo State
The UMass men's gymnastics team opens

its season tonight against Boston State in a
7:30 match at Boyden Auxiliary Gym.
Co-Captains Steve Nuno and Bob

Donahue lead the cast of returning UMass
veterans, which includes Dave Kulakoff, last
year's Eastern's side horse champion,' and
John Forshay, who finished fifth in the
Eastern vaulting competition.

Tommy Thompson, a high horse
specialist, is the other UMass veteran who
will see action tonight, since Frank Cohen is

injured and will be unable to compete.
Thus, UMass coach Dick Swetman will

start seven freshmen on his 12 man unit.
Among them are Paul O'Neil, John Nelson,
Bob Lamb, Tim Barry, Dave Bugler, Dale
Johnston, and Dave Felleman.

According to reports, the Minutemen have
defeated Boston State for a number of years.
Last year, UMass defeated the Warriors
handily.

But, according to a team member, theUMass squad is not taking the meet lightly.

The meet begins a busy week for the
Minutemen, who will travel to Army
Saturday for what promises to be a tough
encounter, and then will journey to the
University of Lowell for another dual meet
next Wednesday.

Penn State will provide the final opposition
for the Minutemen before intersession, as
the Nittany Lions will invade the Cage for a
double dual meet next Saturday.
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Hooking Sue Henry is one half of a
talented sophomore backcouri tandem
that includes teammate Sue Peters.
Both are expected to play leading roles
as the Minutewomen head into their
1977 78 season and a schedule including
several nationally ranked powers. (Staff
photo by Pat Dobbs)

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

KILLINGTON,
VERMONT
January 15-20, 1978

• Five Day Lift Ticket

• Five Nights in Hotel

• lOCircdf Meals

• Ski 50 Runs, 3000 Drop
• Nigfitly Entertainment

• Dance to Live Bands

• Free Keg Party

• Extras

ONLY $119.50
to $139.50

Cd

All trip arrangements by United
InlercuUegiate Skiers Association,

ThePnjgramof
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ROTC.

Find out about the two and four-
year Air Force ROTC programs
today They both get you an Air
Force comn-iission. an excellent
starting salary, challenging work,
responsibility, promotions, and a
secure future with a modern ser-
vice

Air Force ROTC also prepares
you for leadership positions
ahead. Positions such as aircraw
member missile launch of-
ficers

, mathematicians
engineers and research and
development scientists

Find out today about the benefits
of the Air Force ROTC program
Its a great way to serve your
country and to help pay for your
college education,

C.ili 5 -2A3
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Air Force ROTC
Ciatcway to a

of Life

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)
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Mandarin Szcrhuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *

JUST LIKE

MONEY
IN YOUR
POCKET.

.

Mon.-Thur.
Fri. -Sun.

II :30a m.-IO-OOp in.

II :30a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Specials

LUNCHEON $1.25 & up

DINNER n.se

main court*: choica of
Szechuan Spicad Chickan

or
Swaat b Sour Shrimp

Oinnar includat: tpara rib

•ggrola. chickan wing, triad
rica tt hot and tour ahrimp

Mon. Wad. 5:00 8:00 pi

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9, Amherst

256-0251

2.56-0252

Ranquei Faoilities

CLASSfF/EDS
GETRESULTS!

It's no gamble.
Classifieds have
been bringing
results to your
classmates for

years. Why not
put your money
on a sure thing -

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

SELL
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Lea-men open up
against Crimson
fiy RON ARENA
Collegian Staff

With little chance to digest the fruits of a
highly successful fall sports program, UMass
fans can now whet their appetites with the
prospects of an equally fine winter season.

Basketball will once again head the
marquee, as a hungry men's squad debuts
tonight against Harvard at 7:30 in Cam-
bridge. The game will be the second of a
doubleheader as the UMass women's team
takes on Radciiffe in the opener.

The outlook, as usual, for Jack Leaman
and company is one of guarded optimism.
My, how some things never change. The
MInutemen, coming off a 20-11 season and a
third place finish in the Eastern Athletic
Association (then called the Eastern
Collegiate Basketball League), lost two top
starters in Jim Town and Mark Donoghue
through graduation, but a lack of talent is

certainly not a problem at UMass.

Leading the returnees are Derick
Claiborne, Alex Eldridge, and Mike Pyatt,
now in their senior years. Coach Jack
Leaman possesses one of the finest groups
of seniors in the east in this New York City
trio, and their play will be a key determinant
in the outcome of the Minutemen team.

Claiborne, the team captain, and the
explosive Eldridge, team up for the ump-
teenth time at backcourt - they played
together in high school - while Pyatt, one of
the top UMass scorers the past two years
leads the forward pack.

Leaman will start 6-9 junior Len Kohlhaas
as center against the Crimson, while
newcomer Mark Haymore, a 6-9 junior
transfer from Indiana, will fill the other
forward spot. This lineup composes
Leaman's "big" team, a combination he feels
will be devastating off the boards, but
suspect defensively.

If, indeed, the Minutemen find themselves
with a lack of speed or defense, junior for-

ward Eric Williams will be set to take 6\/er.

Williams, who missed much of last year due
to personal reasons, has been the most
impressive player through six weeks of
practice, according to Leaman.
Leaman hopes to go with eight or nine

players in the game, with Brad Johnson at

forward, and guards Tom Witkos and Bill

Morrison expected to see action.

The appearance of Haymore in a UMass
uniform will be a side treat for Minutemen
fans, as he makes his first game performance
in over two years. Haymore sat out last year
due to his transfer.

The Harvard Crimson, in a sense, will be a
team of Mark Haymores, in that the coach is

new, and two of their top players return after

a year's absence.

The coach, Frank McGlaughlin, a former
assistant at Notre Dame and brother of ex-

UMass captain Tom McGlaughlin, will

succeed the legendary Tom "Satch"
Sanders who left the school in June.

McGlaughlin gladly welcomes back senior
Brian Banks, a 6-9 center, and 5-10 junior
Glenn Fine, both out with leaver of absence
last season. Banks led the Crimson in both
scoring and rebounding two years ago (14.3-

6.7) while Fine is felt to be a good ball

handler by his coaching staff.

Steve Inon, a 6-8 center- fonrt/ard who
averaged 14.3 p.p.g. last year, had a knee
operation and is not expected to see much
action during the beginning of this year. Also
gone is highly rated prospect Joe Beaulieu,
who, after leading the Crimson frosh in

scoring, opted for Boston College for his
college basketball career.

McGlaughlin still has the services of 6-5
senior forward Gary Ackerman, and 6-6
junior swingman Bob Hooft, both expected
to see a lot of action.

Both teams enter the contest with a bit of
apprehension, which is natural, according to
Leaman, for a first game.

"It's a very important game for us,"
Leaman said. "We've had six good weeks of
practice, and we're anxious to start. If we're
not ready after six weeks, something is

wrong."
Leaman said he expects his team to run on

the Crimson, a trait he says will be prevalent
all season long.

"We hope to keep pushing the ball right
up to our guards," he said. "We'll just keep
going."

If anything, Harvard could prove to be a
measuring stick to see just how far UMass
will go.

Minutemen six fetters;

UConn skates by, 3-1
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CONN. - The UConn Huskey
Hockey team, long noted as a squad that
could pull the big upset, did just that last
night, as it handed the UMass Minutemen
their third straight loss, 3-1, before 600
shivering fans here at LConn Rink.
The loss dropped UMass to 1-3. For the

Huskies, it was the first game of the year,
and it was a great way to start a season.
The story in this contest was op-

portunities. More specifically, UConn's
ability to cash m on its chances, while the
Minutemen squandered away most of their
opportunities.

The Minutemen had several excellent
scoring chances early in the game but could
not put it together. UMass had seven power
play opportunities but managed to score on
only one, and that came very late in the third
period

Another story for UConn was the superb
goaltending of senior Lou Mameli who was
simply magnificent Mameli turned aside 33
shots in the game and totally frustrated the
Minutemen.
A fired-up UConn team came out smoking

in the first period-end controlled play in both
ends of the ice

Ben Dubois drew first blood at only 1:13
when he took a pass from Paul McCormick
and fired it just inside the left post, Henri
Langivin made it 2-0 13 minutes later when

he broke out from the red line, sped down
the ice untouched, and beat UMass goalie
John Riley to the low left side.

In between the Huskies goals, the
Minutemen squandered several excellent
scoring chances. Seven minutes into the
period, they had a two man advantage for

two minutes but came up empty handed.
They had the man advantage twice more in

the period but failed to score each time.
The Minutemen did some penalty killing of

their own late in the period. Playing two men
short, the pucksters played tough defense,
and denied the Huskies the goal that might
have broken it open.

In the second period, the Minutemen had
two mew p e'iver play opportunities and
again failed to score. Mameli was brilliant in

the nets in the second period, frustrating the
Minutemen time and time again.

Meanwhile, UConn took advantage of one
of Its power plays midway through the
period. With Brian Kittredge in the penalty
box for interference, UConn captain Kevin
Pierce blasted one from the left point that

deflected in off Riley's left pad.
Down 3-0, the Minutemen came out

charging in the third period and tested
Mameli several times. The senior goalie was
equal to the task, making several super
saves.

John Powers ended Mameli's hope for a

shutout with a power play qoal at 14:39. With

TURN TO PAGE 25

(20). called by one New England basketball writer "the
steadiest guard In New England last season," in action vs. URI last year. (Pat Dobbs
photo)

'Airborne Derick Claiborne Cd

ludy Van Handle

Memories of a season
It ended as it began.
Way back on Sept. 10 a quarterback

named Leamon Hall threw five touchdown
passes to lift his Army teammates to a 34-10
win over the UMass football team.
And just five days ago, a quarterback

named Mike Rieker threw four touchdown
passes to end UMass's hopes of a national
Division II title as he led his Lehigh team-
mates to a 30-23 win over the Minutemen.
UMass's season ended last weekend in the

mud and mire of a soggy Alumni Stadium.
Gloom and dismay enveloped the

Minutemen as they left the locker room after

seeing their dream of a trip to California and
a berth in the national semifinals erased by a
deadly passer.

But the Minutemen havenothing to be
ashamed of. A Yankee Conference title was
back in Amherst. A high finish in the final

Division II poll came their way. Recognition
in the Boston press increased as an eight-

game winning streak was capped by a win
over New Hampshire for the Beanpot.

They had the New England coach of the
year in Dick MacPherson. They had a gritty
determined quarterback named Mike Fallon

receive honors for his leadership and
achievements on the field. They had one of
the best rushing defenses in the country.
They had accomplished much, these
Minutemen.

Although the season ended on a sour
note, many things will stand out in my mind
from the year the Beanpot returned to

Amherst:

- A high-powered offense that could put
points on the board. The Youngstown State
game proved that the Minutemen were a

team with which to be reckoned, as they
thoroughly annihilated a so-called worthy
opponent. The final score was 54-13 as

Fallon threw five touchdown passes.
— An interception return by Steve Lemay

for 100 yards as the sophomore defensive
back put the finishing touches on a 41-16

comeback win over Boston University.

— A regionally televised win over Harvard
in the rain soaked Ivy League foe's backyard.

A tiptoe-down-the-sideline touchdown run

by little Dennis Dent as he scored the

winning touchdown highlighted the 17-0

victory.

- A 37-6 win over Rhode Island in which
Fallon again took command by heaving four

touchdown passes.

- And, finally, the biggest of them all, the
19-6 New Hampshire win which brought the
Beanpot back to Amherst and pride back to
UMass. Remember that goal line stand, the
three Dave Croasdale interceptions, the
throttling of Bill Burnham, the miracle punt
by John Romboli, the touchdown run by
Hank 'The Tank' Sareault, and the icing on
the cake, the perfectly-thrown touchdown
pass to a wide-open Romboli.
And not only the games, but the individual

efforts:

- The offensive line, providing picture-
perfect blocking for the I formation.
- Kevin Cummings, returning from knee

surgery to re-establish himself as one of the
top receivers on the team.

- John Gladchuk, the unsung wide
receiver, making catch after catch with his
sure hands.

- Billy Coleman, knifing through the
opposition on his way to an 800 plus yard
season on the ground.

- Hank 'The Tank' Sareault, providing the
perfect complement to Coleman as he bulled
through the opposition on his tree-trunk legs.

- Dennis Dent, the little waterbug, who
could break a game open with his open-fieW
running and blazing speed.

- Phil Puopolo, the sturdy little middle
guard, wrapping up quarterbacks and
runningbacks with equal aplomb.
- John Willis, the big defensive end, also

stifling the opposition with a strong pass
rush and a bruising game against the run.
- Joe McLaughlin, the linebacker who ate

running backs for breakfast and quarter-
backs for dinner.

- Peter McCarty, who led his defensive
teammates all season in their quest to be the
number one team in New England.
- Kevin Sullivan, the sophomore

defensive back who filled in so ably and
prompted MacPherson, after the UConn
game, to call him "a great football player."
- John Romboli, the guy who boomed

punt after punt deep into opposition territory

and also employed the quick kick as a reliable

weapon.

Ah yes, it was a memorable season. And
now, as the basketballs fly around the Cage,
hockey pucks around Orr Rink, and gym-
nasts through the air in Boyden, football
dims into just a memory.

But it is one to savor.
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Those out for one beer or a few pitchers found out how "drunk" they were by taking the breathalyzer test outside the

Bluewall last night given by Jon Schmitter of the UMass Police Department and Joanne Gravell of the Alcohol Education

Proiect (Staff photo by Steve Lesser)

Faculty senate will hear motion

to end reorg bid for grad school
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Council of the Faculty

Senate will today attempt to pass a motion
that would call a halt to Provost Paul L.

Puryear's proposal for the reorganization of

the administration of graduate studies and
research.

A motion calling for the transfer of the

medical technology program to the
department of microbiology and approval of

13 proposed courses recommended by the

Academic Matters Council will also be
considered by the Faculty Senate today at

the bi-weekly meeting.

Puryear said more direct involvement in

the graduate program on his part is required

due to greater administrative support for

scholarly research, in a Nov. 2 memorandum
to the Graduate and Research Councils.

Puryear's proposal would retire the title of

Graduate Dean in favor of a new title "better

suited to reflect my intention to enlarge the

scope of scholarly research on campus and
to bring graduate studies within the vortex of

planning and decision-making in the

Provost's office."

Following a Nov. 7 meeting with Puryear,

the Graduate Council concluded that his

proposal would be "dest'-uctive" to the

quality of the graduate school, and plans a

wide discussion of the subject at today's

meeting.
The Academic Affairs Council cites in-

creased career options and the need for

71,000 medical technologists by 1985

(Department of Labor Predictions) as the

rationale to discontinue the four-year

medical technology program currently

operating in the division of Public Health in

favor of a five-year program within the

department of microbiology.

Students would spend four years on

campus in a course of study similar to that of

the microbiology major which would lead to

8 bachelor of science degree in microbiology.

The fifth year would be spent interning in a

hospital accredited for clinical training. The
completion of this program would lead to a

bachelor of science degree in medical
technology.

In a special report, council explains the

move as an upgrade to the program, making
it academically stronqer. UMass is the only

public institution in western Massachusetts
with such a program.
The question period will be fully occupied

by two written questions addr^sssed to

Puryear, who has not attended the past two
senate meetings.
The first question concerns the provost's

responsibilities regarding personnel
recommendations, decisions and grievance
processes, and the extent to which this has

been delegated to an associate provost or

other administrative officer.

The other question challenges Puryear's

statement at a March 17 Faculty Senate

meeting which stated students can ac-

curately distinguish between "good" and

"poor" teachers and that student ratings are

related to student learning.

Accounting Prof. Frank A. Singer, who
submitted the question, will ask the provost

to release any data that supports the

statement and to either justify or modify his

statement.

The Committee on Committees will

present a special report which will outline

appointments to certain councils and

committees.

New bird course may hatch
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

If you're one of those students who
thinks school is for the birds then a

proposed course in Introductory Bird

Identification (Zool 263) may rest well

with your nest.

This is only one of 13 proposed courses

recommended by the Academic Matters

Council of the Faculty Senate which is

scheduled to be voted on today at the

Faculty Senate meeting.

The decision will be the senate's first

crack at the new course approval

procedure. Any senator may move to

have a particular course removed from

the list on which the senate is to vote.

The course will then be referred back to

the Academic Matters Council for further

consideration.

The proposed courses are:

— CHEM 108 Applied Chemistry for Engineers
— COMSTU 240 Modes of Film Communication
— DANCE 186 Beginning Dance Group
— DANCE 330 Dance Composition II

-ENGL 150 Expository Writina
— JS 110 Introduction to Journalistic Writing
— JS 125 Reading Journalism
— JS 225 Intermediate Reporting

-JS 375 News Editing

-PSYCH 315 Cognitive Psychology
— SOCIOL 461 Demography of the Family

-ZOOL 263 Introductory Bird Identification I

-ZOOL 264 Introductory Bird Identification II

credit: 3
credit: 3

credit: 1

credit: 3

credit: 3

credit: 3
credit: 3

credit: 3

credit: 3

credit: 3
credit: 3

credit: 1

credit: 1

I

Senate asks

inside

evaluations

be released
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night requested the faculty to release all

student written course and teacher

evaluations (GATE). If the faculty does not

release the evaluations, the senate would

have students evaluate the classes.

Patrick Whalen Senate speaker, called the

pursuit of the evaluations "one of the most
important things we've dealt with as a senate

this year."

If the faculty refuses to release the

evaluations, classes will be evaluated by
senators, volunteers, members of depart-

ment councils, and senate lecture note-

takers. A Collegian survey similar to last

years, will cover remaining classes.

In other business the senate voted to

initiate a policy which binds senate
representatives to faculty committees to
follow senate policy in their voting. This
motion resulted from last week's removal of

former Student Attorney General Paul
Yanowitch.

Yanowitch's votes on the rhetoric

requirement, was an issue on the debate on
his removal.

The senate defeated a motion which

would have required the senators to attend

all house council meetings within their

dorms. Former senate Speaker Brian DeLima

said the proposal "didn't increase ac-

countability" and there were "better

alternatives" to solve the problem of

communication between senators and their

constituents.

The senate also gave recognition to the

Legislative Task Force which will file bills,

and receive senate direction in regard to

which bills should be lobbyed for at the State

legislature.

The senate also requested UMass
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery to fly the

state flag at half-staff for Friday's visit by
N.H. Gov. Meldrim Thomson, and Massa-
chusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis "to

commemorate the plight of public higher

education" in New Hampshire and Massa-
chusetts.

Senate Speaker Patrick Whelan said there

was "no way (student run) towing can be
implemented until Sept. 1. He said the issue

was 'in limbo" until a group could begin

work on it next semester.

Senate wants flags

flown half mast
The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night unanimously passed a motion
requesting Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
to fly the state flag at half staff this Friday to
commemorate the plight of higher public

education.

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson
and Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
are scheduled to visit the UMass campus
Friday for a conference on the Northeast
economy.

Bromery said flying the flag at half staff

may be "too much of a symbolism to

recognize Thomson's presence."

"He (Thomson) may not even see it,"

Bromen/ said. "He may not be the kind of

guy that looks up anyway."

•local
UMass students can expect to see an

increase in room and board fees when they

get their bills next summer, according to the

iffice of Residential Resource Management.
See story, page 3.

• Hcarher

Highs near fifty

But it still ain't gonna be nifty.

Like most fall days, it's a dud
Here at Ole U of Mud.

eSAJI
This week in Below the Salt there is a

special "punk" issue and a-er- tribute, let's

say, to Rolling Stone Gabba, gal'ba, hey!

The winning number drawn in yesterday's

Massachusetts Daily Numbers (Same was
0296.

•local
Ross Whaley, dean of the College of Food

and Natural Resources, expressed his views
on the implementation of non- tenured in"

structors in the college, at last nights Stock-
bridge Student Senate meeting. Story, page
2.
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Stockbridge dean explains school structure
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1. 1977

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Dean Ross Whaley of the College of Food
and Natural Resources, speaking at the
Stockbridge Student Senate meeting last
night, explained the structure of the college
and his views regarding the implementation
of non-tenured instructors, particularly those

from industry and business, into the Stock-
bridge and University curriculum.
Whaley said the college concentrates in

the three areas of food, human, and en-
vironmental resources. The college attempts
to mesh practical training with thinking and
development for the future through its
programs and departments. "We have close
contact with the public through the

The late afternoon sun oaers through a barren tree on a crisp fall day The view

Vandalism and
campus during
By MATHESN KOVARY
Police Beat

A wave of vandalism and larceny swept
over the UMass campus during the
Thanksgiving weekend, campus police said.

Police found 150 lbs. of bakers flour
scattered over the kitchen of the Central
bake shop. One witness compared the scene
to the Thanksgiving snowfall.

In addition, pans, trays and baking racks
had been tossed around the kitchen, glasses
shattered and, all together $135 worth of
damage done, police said.

Concernirtg the arrest of three UMass
students in a raid on Riverglade Apartments
Tuesday, all three pleaded not guilty
yesterday and will be brought to trial at
Hampshire County Courthouse on December
6th. The three were charged with possession
of stolen property valued at $2,500. clainr>ed

r Union president

campaigns at UM
HADLEY - Kenneth Lyons, national

president of the National Association of
Government Employees union, appeared
here last night to bolster support for a
collective bargaining unit election to be
held Dec. 8 and 9.

The unit involves clerical, technical,
and administrative employees at UMass.
The Massachusetts State Employees
Association is competing with the United
Staff Association for the right to
represent the employees.
The state employees association is

affiliated with the national association.
The staff association is affiliated with the

I Massachusetts Teachers Association.

larceny sweep
Thanksgiving

stolen at Brittany Manor Apartments, police
said.

Four Southwest apartments were picked
clean over the weekend by Thanksgiving
thieves. Fourteen-hundred dollars worth of
stereo equipment, a color TV and personal
Items were reported missing from 338
Paterson. Eight-hundred dollars worth of
stereo equipment was reported missing from
319 Cance and items valued at $1000 were
reported stolen out of 243 Pierpont, including
two Smith-Corona typewriters and KLH
stereo equipment. In addition, items valued
at $150 were taken out of 317 John Adams
Police said the room was filled halfway to the
ceiling with crumpled newspaper, apparently
meant as a prank. Their were no signs of
forced entry, police said.

In Orchard Hill, stereo equipment valued at
$420 was reported missing from 312 Field.
Police said thieves smashed the third floor
balcony window to gain entry.

A 1970 Dodge Coronet was damaged
almost beyond recognition when vandals
heavily dented its body, snapped off its

antenna, slashed four tires, twisted the
wipers and swiped its AM-FM tape deck and
car battery, police said. The car was parked
in lot 42 next to Boyden and belong to
Garrick Doherty of 402 Thoreau.

Another car, valued at $3600, was stolen
out of lot 25, across from the physical plant
police said. The 1974 Mercury Cougar
belongs to Edward Kozera of Kozera Ave. in
Hadley.

In Central, a fire attributed to an electrical
short caused extensive damage to a Baker
dorm room last week. Police said the janitor
smelted smoke early Friday morning, noticed
soot on the door of apartment B5 and called
the Amherst Fire Dept. Police said the fire

had burned itself out before firefighters
arrived and estimated the damage at $2000.

Cooperative Extension Service, geared to
teach the public, and various experimental
stations which are involved in research."
Whaley illustrated the present condition of

over-crowded classes and less than adequate
number of faculty stating that in 1967 only
1400 students were enrolled in CFNR
compared to the 1977 enrollment of 4000, yet
there are fewer faculty members. Whaley
suggested two alternatives to alleviate this
problem.

"One method is to hire people currently
working in their field, such as a dairy farmer

curriculum :•: geared toward practical
training, but will be based upon departmental
needs."

"I was pleased to receive the Stockbridge
btudent Senate endorsement of im-
plennenting people outside the cun-ent
faculty staff into the instructional program "
Whaley said. ^ '

Siockbridge

In other student business: President GeoffMacduff encouraged students interested in
transferring to the university or obtaining a

or greenhouse manager. Another method is
by implementing temporary appointments of
possibly three years or less, hiring people
fresh out of school or faculty members
desiring semi-retirement," Whaley said.

vA/u'^,
^''! ^® ^ ®'°^ process," continued

Whaley, Our initial major thrust will be in
the Stockbridge program since their

second degree from Stockbridge should
contact him as soon as possible. Students
involved with high school counselling durina
intersession must attend a meeting Dec 7th
at 6:30 in Stk. 114 to arrange scheduling A
possible Blood Drive sponsored by Stock-
bndge and formation of an ice hockey clubwas also discussed at the meeting.

SGA proposes leases

for students In dorms
By SETH JACOBSON
Collegian Staff

thi^ ""^r®'
'®^^ comprehensively outlining

the obligations of students and ad
rninistrators in a tenant relationship will bethe subject of preliminary negotiations
benveen the Undergraduate Student Senateand administrators this week.

The proposed lease, formulated by the
senate Rents and fees Committee, contains
regulations which would be applicable to
residence halls in general, and specific
provisions applicable to particular dorms.

The lease also contains specific guidelines
tor tenants (students) and the landlord (the
University), concerning repairs, rent, con-

liSty^^'"""^^'°"'
^^"'"^'^ ^"^ damage

According to the UMass Legal Services
Office and the Sti-dent Center for
Educational Research, ihe lease is being
proposed because student rights as tenants
were not being adequately protected by the
administration.

"We (UMass) are the only school, out of
the 52 campuses researched that does not
have a lease between students and ad-

S'^''°"'"
'" LSO-SCER newsletter

According to the newsletter, student
feedback will be evaluated by the Rents and
Fees committee to insure student un-
derstanding of the lease.

Stipulations under the proposed lease
include increased responsibility for repairs
The University will be required to repair all
common area damage within five days
providing tenant negligence did not cause
the damage.

Repairs for damage determined to con-
stitute a health hazard will be required within
24 hours, and costs of repairs due to the
negligence of the tenant will be charged to
the tenant.

Before signing the lease, students would
be responsible for inspecting and verifying
the condition of their rooms by completing
an inventory control sheet.

When checking out, the larxllord (an agent
of the University) woufcl inspect the

premises, and make any necessary ad-
justments to the inventory sheet.

According to committee members any
substantial" breach of the lease stipulations

would be grounds for abatement, or refund
of rent.

The tenant's obligations would include
rental payments by the necessary dates and
adherence to the rules and regulations
specified in the booklet, "Regulations and
roiicies.

Jim Couchon, Moore house head of
residence, said, "I believe some of the
Proposals will help keep the University on its

"It might make it easier to bypass some of
the red tape for repairs," he said.
John Adams Tower Coordinator Paul

Roddenburg said, "I think a lease agreement
IS a necessary item. I just wonder if it is
feasible for the University because of the
budget cuts,

Sylvan votes
area budget

Sylvan Area Government members voted
to allocate money to the Craft Center, Sylvan
Cultural Society, Sylvan Area Government,
Mens-Womens Center, Computers, Parch-
ment, WSYL FM, House Support, and for

^ Sylvan

other activities in the area. The officers voted
to table a proposed $1570.00 for WSYL TV
until the next meeting Dec. 4. The money will
be placed in a reserve account until then.
The following allocations were made:
Craft Center - $1442.00
Sylvan Cultural Society - $800.00
Sylvan Area Government - $1700.00
Mens-Women Center - $250.00
Computers - $700.00
Parchment - $531.00
WSYL FM - $1860.00
House Support - $3000.00 ($1000.00

each house)
Activities - $300.00
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Fees may rise if

proposals OK'd
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Students can expect to find room and
board 1 3es raised again when they get their

bills next summer, according to budget
proposals submitted to the Budget Office by
the Food Service and the Office of
Residential Resource Management for
academic year 1978-79.

The larger raise will be in the food service

fee. Arthur Warren, Director of the
University Food Services, has recommended
a $48 increase per student for fiscal 1979.

The proposed rent increase, submitted by
Bob Campbell, Director of Residential

Resource Management, is $10.

The food increase, broken down to $24 per
semester, would produce the following
board fees for the fall semester: the 10- meal
plan, currently at $345, would go up to $369;
the 14-meal plan would go from $393 to
$417; the 19-meal plan would go from $428
to $452.

The increases were reported to the
Student Senate Rents and Feescommittee
on Tuesday night. The committee will make
a fuH report to the Student Senate next

Winter's tale

may be harsh
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Although papers and finals seem to be
worrying most people right now, last

weekend's sprinkling of snow may have
prompted some to think about what
Mother Nature has in store for us this

winter, now that December is here.

While last year's winter may seem hard
to top, don t count on it. This year's

edition of the Old Farmer's Almanac
predicts snowfall 15-20 inches above
normal, and below-normal temperatures
until March. Also predicted are co'd
waves in mid- December and January,
and a blizzard near the end of January.

If correct, this forecast should delight

local ski-area operators and customers of
last month's ski sale, but it could cause
fuel shortages again. "We'll have enough
fuel here, though," Director of Planning
Jack Littlefield said.

Littlefield said temperatures in

buildings on campus will be 65-68
degrees both day and night, and will be
lowered during intersession.

In preparation for the coming snow,
the Phyiscal Plant has 120 tons of sand
and salt mixture for the roads. Also ready

are five trucks, 10 small plows, and 16
snowblowers, according to Al Potter of

the grounds department.

The buses run by the Undergraduate
Student Senate Transit Service have
already had snow tires put on them.

In case all other methods of tran-

sportation fail, the Outing Club is

equipped with 50 pairs of cross-country
skis, and 15 pairs of snowshoes.

For anyone still uneasy about surviving

the winter here, be consoled with this

fact - the Old Farmer's Almanac also

reports that cold weather is healthier!

according to SpeakerWadnesday night,

Patrick Whalen.

Speaker Whalen was outraged at the
figures, although he admitted to not being
fully briefed on the subject. Whalen said he
couldn't "fathom such an increase being
necessary."

Whalen also expressed concern the fees
'would be implemented without student
input." Although the proposal has gone to
the Rents and Fees Committee, a reduction
in the fee appears improbable. According to
Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert
Woodbury, the normal procedure for such
budgets is for a department head to submit
his proposal to his vice-chancellor. The vice-
chancellor then makes a recommendation to
the chancellor. That recommendation must
be approved by the president and ultimately
the Board of Trustees. Woodbury said
approval by a vice-chancellor usually insured
passage through to the trustees.

Yesterday, James McBee, Vice-Chancellor
of Administration and Finance and the Food
Service director's immediate superior, said
he approved the $48 increase.

When asked if Chancellor Bromery would

TURN TO PAGE 5
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Former chief of personnel for President Carter, James King, returned to the
Connecticut Valley yesterday to discuss Carter's various policies which differ
from previous administrations, during an afternoon session with 40 people in

Campus Center 168. King is a native of Ludlow, a town near Springfield, and a
graduate of American international College. He has been a member of the
National Transportation and Safety Board since August when his job with the
Carter administration was finished. (Staff photo by John Anderson)

Westinghouse visitors favor nulces
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Dave Samara and Scott Moser, engineers
from Westinghouse Campus America said,

"In order for medical problems to occur, a
person has to be exposed to 50,000 units of

radiation. A person is normally exposed to
150 units of radiation daily.

Westinghouse builds nuclear reactors, and
as part of their nuclear energy campaign,
Westinghouse Campus America was
established. It consists of 12 engineers who
travel nation-wide to colleges for

discussions, seminars and debates on
nuclear energy and the energy situation.

Samara and Moser were sent by
Westinghouse to UMass, to give their views
on nuclear energy.

"Everything gives off some form of

radiation" Moser said. "By living near a

power plant a person is subject to less than
one additional unit of radiation. When a

person rides an elevator from the 1st to the
3rd floor he receives three units of radiation.

hear of nuclear plants exploding concerns
people. Moser explained "It is physically

impossible for this to occur because the fuel

involved is not pure enough. Even without a

safety system an explosion would not
happen.

Nuclear waste disposal is another concern.

Moser and Samara explained the method of
disposing of radioactive waste is to change it

into a glass substance and into salt or
granite. It is then put 2000 feet underground.
"There are governmental hold on doing this

process, but it can be done," Moser said.

Reprocessing is another factor in nuclear
energy. The radioactive waste can be
recycled, because 98 per cent of the waste is

reusable. When the waste is recycled
platonium can be taken out of the
reprocessed mass. This is not being done
because government officials fear the
platonium will be used for nuclear weapons,"
Samara explained.

"If nuclear power plants continue to

operate without a reprocessing component
much fuel will be wasted," Moser said.

Another factor of nuclear power plants is

water which is used by the plant and then
defused at a temperature 15-20 degrees
warmer than natural water temperature.

"There are federal regulations however
stating the water must be only one degree

warmer than the river it empties into when it

reaches 1000 feet from the plant. Cooling

towers aid this problem by cooling the water

before it is released. Moser said.

By utilizing all available sources we can
hope to have enough energy. Samara said.

"Safety, economic, environmental factors

have to be considered before an energy
source is adopted or rejected. Moser said.

On the other side, Myra Levy of the
Alternative Energy Coalition said "No dose
of radiation has been considered safe. The
more radiation a person is exposed to the
better the chance of medical problems to
occur." Levy explained the body reacts
differently to each type of radiation. The kind
of radiation used in nuclear power results in

particles getting concentrated in the grass
that cows eat and in other ways and results
in going up the digestive tract.

The West Valley Nuclear plant in New
York was closed down because of leakage.
All the waste from the plant and other plants
is accumulating in non-permanent storage
places. There are no current reprocessing
plants. Levy said.

Levy noted a booklet which has been put
out by the General Accounting Office, which
recognized the fact reactors have to be
dismantled when they are of no use.

Reactors become radioactive after 20-40
years and have to be dismantled or en-
tombed in concrete. This process costs as
much as the cost of building nuclear plants in

the first place. To recognize the cost of
dismantling while considering nuclear energy
is important" Levy said.

Mf. Holyoice grad contests position

of biacic women autiiors, poets, artists
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

Barbara Smith is black, a lesbian, and
fighting like hell to make people understand
the plight of black women writers in the
United States.

A graduate of Mount Holyoke College,

Smith has published articles concerning
black women as writers, poets, and artists.

Yesterday, Smith hosted a lecture entitled

"All the Women are White, All the Blacks are

Men, But Some of Us Are Brave: Working on
Black Women Writers." The title was clearly

Past ambassador talks on US in Africa
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

Ambassador William Brewer will speak on
"American Foreign Policy In Africa" at 8

p.m. tonight in the Hampden Center, in

Southwest, as part of the Master- Director's

Series.

Among the topics to be addressed by the

former Ambassador to Sudan are current

conflicts in the Horn of Africa, liberation

struggles in South Africa and American
relations with Russia and Cuba.

In light of the unprecedented meetings be-

tween Israeli and Egyptian leaders, Am-
•bassador Brewer, who has servt I nearly 15
years in the Middle East, will a\i. > speak on

Arab
con-

the larger interplay between African,

and Israeli interests and policy

siderations.

As an Arabic language specialist. Brewer
has had responsibilities both on station and
within the State Department concerning
Egyptian and Arabian Peninsula Affairs.

During his 30-year career in the American
foreign service. Brewer has participated in

Crisis Management Teams on Lebanon
(1957) and the Six Day War (1967).

The Master Director's Series features

persons of unusual interest and qualification

in areas of intellectual, artistic, cultural and
political concern and is part of the ongoing
educational program in the Southwest
Residential College.

understood by all attending the end of her

talk.

"The situation of black women writers in

this country" Smith said, "is that of black

women, total and extreme oppression." She
stressed the social importance of the fact

that black women were never allowed the

freedom to paint, to draw, to sculpt, to write

due to the institution of slavery in this

country.

A vivid example of the oppression of the

black woman's artistic expression is found in

an essay by black author, Alice Walker who
described the black woman "drawing pic-

tures of the mother of Christ in charcoal on
the outside of Church walls." Smith asked
her audience to compare that long period of

silence from within the black female com-
munity with today's music world, devoid of

the voices of Roberta Flack or Aretha
Franklin, in order to illustrate the vast

potential which has been lost to the world

until recent times. Smith condemned the

white middle class and even the black male
of a "crime against humanity."

Of the volumes of literature which have

come from the black female population in

this country since its birth, little of it has

achieved the status of numerous reprintings

or even national attention. Smith said. Phyllis

Wheatly, a black eighteenth century poet

.who wrote better neo-classical poetry than

many of her European counterparts, is not

studied in any Early American Literature

classes nor in most Black Lit. courses. The

fault in this case and in all other black

women's work says Smith, lies in the fact

that no one has adequately analyzed and
criticized black female writing by its own
standards.

"Black women's writing," Smith said,

"cannot be compared with or critiqued on
the same basis as white literature because of

the differences in the black female ideology

and language." Smith points out the black

woman's language, spoken and written,

differs not only from that of whites but also

from that of the black man.
Smith feels the absence of a black feminist

movement in the United States prevents any
intensive, educated study of black female
writers and their work. Until such a

movement exists the piblic will be unaware
of what this"Wfftln§*'is all about. This

problem, she said, is drastically apparent in

the area of black lesbian awareness, to

present it to the public. Smith is personally

frustrated by this lack of black lesbian writing

and criticism as it leaves her and other black

lesbians without any means for a universal

understanding of their ideologies.

At one point in her talk, Smith quoted
from Ida Cox's poem, "Wild Women Blues":

"You don't ever get anything

by being an angel, child....

...wild women, don't worry-
wild women, don't have the blues."

'"Wild" is the feminist movement; "wild"
IS becoming political, aware, dissatisfied;
"wild" is not taking shit from your man;
"wild" is to "raise hell," Smith said.
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ROTC's caroling to benefit Globe Santa
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1977

By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Tony Romano and Bobby Dugan would be
the first to admit that maybe they should
have "had a few" before they had started
singing in the Campus Center concourse.

But they are making money.
The words are familiar One can pick out

something about "chestnuts roasting on an
open fire" and someone named "Jack Frost

nipping at your toes." But the melody flows
somewhat unevenly along an uncharted
voice range and pitch. Eventually they
become hopelessly out of key and out of
breath. But their audience still rewards them
with bills and change.

Beneath the lit Christmas tree resting on
the table next to the Blue Wall entrance the
two carolers take turns hailing familiar faces
that stroll before them. "Hey Kathy, come on
over and give to Globe Santa." As she puts

Bobby Dugan (I) and Tony Romano (r) rest from caroling. The two are helpino tortiaemoneyfortheBostonGlobeSanta. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Russia and Syria share
views on Middle East

her contribution in the donation box on the
table, Kathy smiles at the musical 'thank-
you' the two men give her.

Thus, UMass students Romano and
Dugan began the first day of the annual
ROTC Globe Santa drive on campus with
songs and wishes of "Merry Christmas"
Sponsored by the Arnold Air Society, a
service organization of the Air Force ROTC
the drive will continue until Dec. 14th wheri
all money will be sent to Boston for
distnbution to Globe Santa families. "We will
have the table open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
five days a week until the last day "

said
Dugan, this year's Globe Santa Committee
chairperson. "We also have a sheet for
names of donors to be turned into the Globe
Santa with all the money," he said.

The Arnold Air Society has been on
campus "since 1962, at least" according to
Society Commander Romano. Housed
unofficially in ROTC headquarters in
Dickinson Hall, the coed fraternity claims a
membership of "approximately 45." Ac-
tivities have included United Way cam-
paigns, projects with the Amherst Senior
Citizens, the American Cancer Society, and
collection of Thanksgiving baskets for the
vinderpriviledged.

Romano, last year's committee chair-
person, commented "this is our fourth year.
The first year we raised about two or three
hundred dollars, last year about eight
hundred, and this year, well, the sky's the
limit" Dugan added, "We are shooting for a
thousand anyway."

Shifts at me Globe Santa table are covered
on a volunteer basis by ROTC members
Before we even had the table up," Dugan

said, "we had the names of 25 or 30
volunteers."

Romano and Dugan agree that while over-
seeing the committee's operation takes up
"massive amounts of time" they enjoy the
work. "It's fun, and you get to meet a lot of
people," said Dugan.

Dugan said plans to promote dorm Globe
Santa collections are underway. "All persons
interested can begin by just asking their
neighbors to help out," said Dugan, "But
they should remember to get the money to
us by the 14th."

Although yesterday was only the first day
of the Globe Santa drive, $30 had been
collected by early afternoon. Dugan looked
at the lights and the cassette player broad
casting Bing Crosby's "White Christmas"

through the north end of the concoursePeople love Christmas," he said, "arKJgiving to Globe Santa gets people in theChristmas spirit early."

Romano summed up his feelings about thecha.nty work with a story of a woman JZ
explained her $20 donation this way "When
LnnnH th Tu ^'""'^^'^ ""^ ^'^^^^^ S'«ing
around the Chnstmas tree smiling at all their
presents I thought that those srri^^^s
belonged to all children. I wanted to helomake that dream come true."
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News in Brief
Petitions calling for an independent

state ethics commission, a telephone
consumer watchdog agency and a
constitutional amendment to limit annual
state tax revenues and expenditures b^xqamong those expected to have obtained
the required 55,644 signatures.

Local communities will spend the next
week certifying the signatures on the
petitions which must be turned into

Dec'T'^
°^ ^^^^^ ^^"' ^""''^ °^^''^® by

UMass expert says

Poland's leader

talks to Pope Paul
VAT/CAN CITY \AP] - Pope Paul VI

will receive Polish Communist leader
Edward Gierek for talks Thursday that
could boost Gierek's image at home and
tead to diplomatic relations with the most
Catholic country in the Communist
world.

The Gierek visit is another step in the
14-year-old Vatican policy of developing
contacts and eventually normalizing
relations with the Communist govern-
ments of Eastern Europe.

A/ N rsa*^ BrntL-^ .-,-•## AMHERST, Mass. [UPI] - A#V.r7. rate niKe win university of Massachusetts travel expert

rm^ 4-^ U^l e% M .
said despite the higher costs of dining out

ffO TO nelP SeabrOO/c ^^°P'® ^'® ^^'" 9°'"9 to restaurants, butf- ^*Mm^w %^%Ji\ are patronizing places closer to home
CONCORD, N.H. [UPI] - The Public

Utilities Commission said yesterday it has
no power to stop the Public Service Co.
of New Hampshire from imposing a 17
per cent rate hike Dec. 3 to help pay for
building Seabrook, the nation's largest
nuclear power plant.

Citizens petitions

filed yesterday
BOSTON [UPI] - Thousands of

initiative petitions aimed at changing the
law were filed at city and town halls
across the state yesterday to meet a Nov
30 deadline.

almost% n
''^^ '^^ ^^^^^3' judiciary

CaTpr rf/ ""^"^ ^"^ ^"°^ PresidentCarter to appoint more judges than anyof his predecessors. ^
The bill would allow Carter to fill the

proposed 110 new district and 35 new
circuit court positions with Democrats
after eight years of Republican rule.

But the panel added to the Senate -
passed version an amendment calling on
Carter to make selections on merit not
party. ' ^'

peop/e still eat out Boston sociologist

Worsening economic conditions and
energy price increases or shortages are
likely to result in more people changing
their destinations rather than giving up
vacations and eating out," said Peter
Manning, associate professor in Hotel
Restaurant and Travel Administration'
Manning said it is the first time the

hospitality industry has not suffered
when the economy has been on a
downswing.

Carter can appoint
judges to 145 spots

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The House
Judiciary Committee yesterday approved

talks on child abuse
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI] - Everyone

IS a potential child abuser but ability to
cope with stress is the major factor in
whether abuse occurs, Boston
sociologist Richard Bourne said
yesterday.

Many people find their work is
meaningless and their lives are without
status or power and lived in near
anonymity, he said. Abusing parents
often reverse roles and expect their
children to provide warmth and security
Bourne said.

Bourne, an attorney, sociologist and
member of the child abuse team at
Children's Hospital medical center, spoke
at a conference on child abuse at Women
and Infants Hospital.
"You have to have role models to

teach you how to love," Bourne said.
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Labor board threatens
action against Stevens

f^OSCOW
I UPI] - Soviet President

Leonid Brezhnev said yesterday Moscow
shares identical views on the Middle East
with Syria and warned against any separate
deals" for peace between Egypt and Israel.
The statement followed a meeting of

Brezhnev and Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko with Syrian Foreign Minister Abdei
Halim Khaddam, who delivered a personal
message from Syrian President Hafez Assad.

In Cairo, the Soviet ambassador delivered
Russia's formal rejection of Egypt's invitation
to attend talks in the Egyptian capital. Syria
has also refused to attend the Cairo talks.

The official Soviet news agency Tass,
reporting on Khaddam's visit, said both sides
agreed to develop closer ties and "will give a
strong rebuff to any attempts to undermine
friendship and cooperation between them."
The news agency said the meeting was

held in an "atmosphere of friendship and
complete mutual understanding,"
"The two sides noted that they hold

identical views on the questions concerning
the Middle East peace situation," Tass said.
The news agency said the Soviet Union

and Syria agreed to seek an "all embracing
Middle East settlement in conditions ex-
cluding the possibility of separate deals."

Damascus is leading Arab opposition to
the Cairo meeting proposed by Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat that would lay the
groundwork for an overall Geneva con-
ference on the Middle East.

Israel, the United States and U.N.
Secretary General Kurt Waldheim already
have agreed to send representatives to the
Cairo meeting.

Syria and other countries have accused
Egypt of using the proposed Cairo con-
ference as a cover for increased meetings
with Israel to reach a bilateral peace
agreement.

Taas said the Scviet Union and Syria also
agreed that "should the Geneva conference
be torpedoed, those responsible for this
would have to shoulder a heavy respon-
sibility."

The Soviet Union, co-chairman of the
Geneva conference with the United States,
has warned that the Cairo conference could
destroy hopes for reconvening the peace
talks which met for two days in 1973.

IfktnjMm t

13 leaflet Civic Center;

protest English in N. Ireland
By JIM PAUL IN " ' ' '^'

Collegian Staff

About 13 demonstrators last night
protested the pesence of English troops in

Northern Ireland with the Scots Guard, the
"company of 80 of the Queen's own foot-

soldiers, " put on a bagpipe and drum and
dance concert at the Springfield Civic
Center.

As concert goers approached the Civic
Center demonstrators carrying anti British

placards offered them leaflets, repeating the
slogans, Freadom for Ireland", and
Enqland out of Ireland."

One protestor bought a British flag from
vendor inside the Civic Center near the

entrance, set it on fire on the center's steps,
and threw it in a puddle where UMass
student Jim Jordan stamped on it.

The demonstrators then left, but returned
when the concert was over with the same
flag, which had since dried, and re-ignited it,

repeating the same tactics, attempting to
gain public support.

After the protectors left, they went to the
site of the Scots Guard's buses, chanting
"Hey, Hey, what do you say, victory to the
IRA, " and "Pree Scotland, Free Ireland."
The demonstrators and the guard vigorously
•exchanged angry gestures.

The demonstration was sponsored by the
Western Mass Fintan Lalor Irish Republican
Club.
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_ WASHINGTON [UPI] - National Labor
relations Board officials yesterday
threatened to seek an extraordinary national
injunction ordering J. P. Stevens and Co to

!l°£J,"^®'^®'''"9 ^'^^ ^^e legal rights of its
45,000 employees.

Stevens, a textile manufacturer described
by labor and the courts as the nation's No 1

labor law violator, has been the target of
union organizing for the past 15 years The
company has yet to sign its first union
contract.

The NLRB last obtained a nationwide
injunction in 1948.

Officials said the request for an injunction
would be filed in U.S. District Court in New
York City unless the company agrees to
settle complaints in six plants, which

prompted the request for an injunction.
The decision was announced initially by

the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile
Workers union, and confirmed by NLRB
officials. A spokesman said the NLRB
decided not to announce it because of the
sensitive nature of the case.

J. P. Stevens, an avowed anti-union
employer which denies any illegal activity,
also is the target of a nationwide consumer
boycott organized by the AFL-CIO.

The board's decision to seek a nationwide
injunction was to be based on what officials
described as evidence that Stevens has
harassed, coerced and intimidated its em-
ployes, and violated their rights under the
National Labor Relations Act.

UM staff set to hold elections

for positions open in senate
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By DAN MONTUORI
Collegian Staff

The Professional Association of UMass-
Amherst will hold senate elections today at
their third general meeting of the semester at
noon in Campus Center 903. PAUMA is an
informal governance body for professional
non-academic staff.

The PAUMA Elections Committee will
present a slate of candidates for three
positions on the Personnel Appeals Com-
mittee and one on the Executive Board. The
floor will also be open for nominations on
these positions.

Jack DeNyse, University director of
Personnel, who was scheduled to speak at
today's PAUMA meeting, announced earlier
this week he would not address PAUMA in
order to avoid the possibility of an unfair
labor charge being filed against him.

In a telephone interview last night, DeNyse
said the Legal Office of UMass advised him
not to address PAUMA until after the State
Labor Relations Board hearing on
professional staff unionization on Dec, 6.

"It is a touchy situation created by the
unionization petition. My office must take a
very conservative approach when working
with professional staff when unionization is
an issue," DeNyse said.

*Fee increases proposed
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

approve it, McBee said, "I assume so, since I

approved it."

If Bromery approves the increase, approval
by the President and the Board of Trustees is

almost assured.

Warren blamed the increases on an-
ticipated payroll increases. He said the 350
full time staff people that the food servi-re
employs "have increases coming to them" in

their union contract. Dick Flynn, Personnel
Manager for the Food Services, said the
increase would be at least $650 per person
next year, Warren also said the raising of the
minimum wage by the federal government to
$2.65 an hour would raise the payroll further.

He said normal pay raises for individuals,
the addition of some new staff positions, and

the "53rd payroll week" which occurs every
five years, were also factors in the proposal.

Warren said the Food Service will need
about $400,000 more to offset payroll ex-
penses. There will be about 10,000 students
using the food services.

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs,
Robert Woodbury said yesterday a proposal
for a $10 rent hike has been submitted to him
by Campbell.

Woodbury said he would wait now for
student input from the Rents and Fees
Committee and the Senate Speaker and Co-
Presidents, before making his recom-
mendation to the Chancellor.

Although Campbell was out of town,
Woodbury said he thought at this point "Bob
Campbell's proposal was a reasonable
proposal."
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Eve/ Knievel's proposed game of
haystack roulette is a loser with Nevada
gaming authorities.

Knievel claimed he woukj jump from
an airplane into a casino parking lot in Las
Vegas or Atlantic City. He said bettors
could wager on which haystack he would
land in.

However, Harry Reid, chairman of the
Gaming Commission, said Nevada will

not condone any wagering on a person's
life.

Knievel, recently convicted in
California of assaulting a man with a
baseball bat, is no stranger to Las Vegas.
He suffered multiple fractures in 1969
when he failed to make a 150-foot
motorcycle jump over the fountains at
Caesars Palace Hotel.

Jimmy Evert, Chris Even's father, said
yesterday he knew nothing about rumors
that his daughter and Jimmy Connors
vvere aaain considering marriage.

There have been published reports in

recent days that the tennis stars, who
were engaged, but then decided to go
separate ways, had gotten back together
again.

"That's news to me," Evert said when
told of the reports.

"She's in New York visiting friends and
I talked with her, but she didn't say
anything about it."

The Fort Lauderdale News, which
reached Chris in New York quoted her as
saying: "I spent Thanksgiving with his

(Connors) family and we're still close, but
we're definitely not engaged and have no
plans to get married in the near future."

Former President Gerafd Ford said
yesterday that the public is becoming
disenchanted with the economic policies
of the Carter Administration.

At a news conference following
meetings with Utah Republican leaders,
Ford said, "In my travels around the
country, I find that business, both big and
small, is very uncertain as to the
economic policies of President Carter's
Administration. I think that ur>certainty is

causing some of the slowdown in the
economy."
He said Carter's recent slipping in

public opinion polls was evidence of a
"growir>g disenchantment" with the
Democratic administration.

In characteristic style, California Gov.
Jerry Brown hopped a "Skytrain ' flight

to London for a memorial service to

author Ernst Schumacher yesterday then
was puzzled by interest in his economic
flight arrangements.

"Are these the substantive matters,"
he asked British and American journalists
at a press conference yesterday when
quizzed on the flight.

"I have viewed this as a non-
government trip. Since I'm paying for it, I

decided to take the inexpensive way,

"

explained the 39-year-old governor.
"Also, I wanted to see how it's run."
When asked about his wait for a ticket

in New York, Brown replied, "Actually,
the line went very fast... I had the cash in

my pocket. You'd be amazed at how
efficiently it's run."

Asked if, as a government official, he
would fly Concorde in an emergency
situation, Brown replied. To tell the
truth, I think I'd use the telephone."

Actor Peter Falk, star of the
"Colombo" TV detective series, will

marry actress Shera Danese at a Beverly
Hills church Friday, it was announced
yesterday.

It will be the second marriage for Falk,

50, and the first for 28-year-old Miss
Danese.

Falk's best man will be actor Wayne
Rogers, former co-star of the "M-A-S-H"
series. Actors John Cassavetes and Ben
Gazzara will serve as ushers.

Falk and Miss Danese plan a short
honeymoon in January after completion
of the actor's current "Columbo"
episode, a spokesman said.

The Catholic church's response to
some new lifestyles in the United States
is that they are inconsistent with
Christian morals but yet the church
wants to reach people involved, Ar-
chbishop Jon R. Quinn said yesterday.

Quinn, recently named chairman of the
US. Conference of Bishops, was asked
at a news conference about divorce and
abortion.

"I think its incompatible with the moral
teachings of the Catholic church," he
said. "But at the same tinr>e, the church,
in fulfillment of its miasjon, is anxious to
reach people and help them.

""Sometimes people are involved in

some of these things not because they
want to be but because they don't know
what else to do... they don't know what
other course is open to them. Ar>d I think
that's where the church has to try

constantly to reach out and reassure
them and give hope to their lives," he
said.

Chris Evert and Jimmy Evert

Solar energy day planned

Court rules on right to die' Carter proclaims support of Arab-Israeli taf^BOSTON \AP\ - The Massachusetts die without the aid of a respirator. She was
'^'•^^'^^b « ^^ m mi«4»# ^^%J^II LUI IVO

WASHINGTON \UPI\ - With a solar-

cooled jungle hat nearby, a group of en-
vironmentalists, consumers and labor leaders
yesterday announced plans for a nationwide
observance of "Sun Day" to rally citizen

interest m solar energy.

On May 3, a Wednesday, the groups said
observances will begin with a sunrise service
atop Maine's Cadillac mountain, the spot
where the sun's rays first touch U.S. soil.

Boston plans -an energy fair, conferences
and teach-ins.

Other observances such as conferences,
exhibits of solar energy and teach-ins are
scheduled in 15 cities across the nation

including a concert at sunrise at the United
Nations plaza in New York and dedication of
a greenhouse in Chicago to provide
vegetables for inner city residents.

The hat - which looks like an African
safari hat with a solar collector on top
running a fan - has been used for hiking

since 1963 by its inventor, Richard Munson,
Sun Day coordinator said.

"'Public awareness will help liberate the
technological genius of this country by
building the public support needed to break
down the barriers to the rapid development
of this environmentally and economically
desirable form of energy" said Los Angeles
Mayor Thomas Bradley ,n a statement.

BOSTON \AP\ - The Massachusetts
Supreme Court has ruled that "right- to- die'"

decisions for incurably ill patients, who
cannot speak, should be made by judges
rather than doctors or relatives.

The court's unanimous ruling Tuesday
was that such decisions must be made by
state courts.

The ruling is directly opposite to a New
Jersey Supreme Court decision in the case of
Karen Ann Quinlan. The New Jersey court
held that life support efforts should be up to
doctors and hospital committees acting with
family members.

Miss Quinlan's parents and doctors
believed the comatose young woman would

die without the aid of a respirator. She was
removed from the respirator following the
New Jersey ruling, and remains alive without
regaining consciousness.
"Such questions of life and death seem to

us to require the process of detached but
passionate investigation and decision that
forms the ideal on which the judicial branch
of government was created," the Massa-
chusetts high court said in a 41 -page opinion
written by Justice Paul J. Liacos.

The responsibility belongs to the courts,
the justices said, "and it is not to be en-
trusted to any other group purporting to
represent the morality and conscience of
society no matter how highly motivated or
impressively constituted."

COME SKI WITH US !
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WASHINGTON [AP\ - President Carter
said yesterday that the United States is no
longer the "dominant intermediary " in the
Middle East. But he offered support to all

Arab countries that decide to negotiate
directly with Israel.

So far only Egypt has seized that initiative.

That action was described by Carter at a
news conference as a "historic break-
through."

But Carter said he was convinced all of
Israel's Arab neighbors - Syria, Jordan and
Lebanon — want peace with tne Jewish
state r/en though they have nrjt accepted
Egytian President Anwar Sadat's invitation
to participate in preliminary negotiations in

mid-December.
"If at some later date it becomes obvious

that Jordan does not want peace, that Syria

does not want peace, or that Lebanon ooes
not want peace and a settlement with Israel,

then an alternative might have to be pur-
sued,"" Carter said.

The obvious inference was that the United
States then might support a separate settle-

ment between Egypt and Israel, which some
Arabs are convinced is already in the making.

"But," Carter went on, "we certainly have
not reached that point yet. I think the other
Arab leaders do want peace with Israel."

His public support for the steps taken by
Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menahem
Begin was tempered with the qualification
that their "exploratory effort" should be
related to an overall Middle East settlement.
And at least indirectly Carter urged Israel not
to lose sight of the "Palestinian question."
As for the Soviet Union, which turned

oown badat's invitation, Carter made clear
that in his view the Russians cannot - and
should not - be excluded from Middle East
negotiations.

""In the past, the Soviets have not played a
constructive role in many instances," he
said.

"They have espoused almost completely
the more adamant Arab position."

However, he added, "in recent months the
Soviets have moved to a much more
balanced position as a prelude to the Geneva
conference."

Carter began the news conference with an
announcement that Alfred L. Atherton Jr.,
the assistant secretary of State for the Near
East, will represent the United States at the
Cairo talks. He also disclosed that they are
set to begin around Dec. 13.

Other U.S. officials said the date was one
of several mentioned in private exchanges
between Washington and Cairo and that the
startup time would be "in that neigh-
borhood."

Sadat, in sending out invitations, had set
Dec. 3 as a deadline for responses. This led
to a general impression that the talks would
start then.

Selection of Atherton, which followed by a
day U.S. acceptance of Sadat's invitation,

lends the prestige of the State Department's
top Middle East expert to the Arab- Israeli

negotiations. But department officials said
they were not certain about the role he
would play and added that it will be left to
the Egyptian and Israeli representatives to set
the agenda. A small staff is expected to
accompany Atherton to Cairo.

Egypt willing to host Middle East talks in Cairo
CAIRO, Egypt [UPI] - Egypt yesterday suggestion that pre-Geneva Middle East

welcomed both President Carter's peace talks open in mid-December in Cairo
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and U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldhelm's
call for anottier preliminary peace con-
ference.

Ttie semi-official Al Atiram newspaper said
ttiat althougti Egypt declared readiness to
tiost ttie talks as of next Saturday, "it

welcomes the date announced by President
Carter at his news conference."

Carter said the talks will open Dec. 13 and
a State Department spokesman later ex-
plained the opening of the conference could
take place between Dec. 12 and 14.

Al Ahram also said Egypt Is ready to take
part in the conference proposed by
Waldheim.

"Although Egypt Insists on organizing the
Cairo parley, it is not opposed to taking part
in any other conference with the aim of
making preparations for Geneva," the news-
paper said.

"Accordingly, Egypt welcomes
Waldhelm's call for a preparatory conference
in New York to be attended by the con-
cerned parties," Al Ahram said.

P.M. Vorster's party wins
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [AP] -

Prime Minister John Vorster won a clear
victory yesterday night in segregated South
Africa's election of an all-white Parliament.

With about half the votes counted, his

conservative Afrikaner- based National Party
had won 84 of parliament's 165 seats and
appeared capable of gaining more than the
116 seats it holds in the current Parliament.
The Nationalists won 39 of the first 49
decided contests, picking up four seats held
by opponents, and were unopposed in 45
districts.

The liberal Progressive Federal Party,
trying to supplant the centrist New Republic
Party as the major opposition, had eight
seats to the NRP's two. The ultra-rightist

Herstigte Nasionale Party had won no seats.
Vorster had called the election 18 months

early.

He was seeking support for a proposed
new constitution that would set up separate
parliaments for the 4.5 million whites, 2.5
million persons of mixed race and 750,000
Asians. There would be no representation for
blacks, who make up 70 per cent of the
population.

About 2.2 million whites were registered,
and about 60 per cent ventured out in rain
and gales to cast ballots. The country's 19
million blacks are barred from voting.

Vorster, who also wanted a mandate to
reject what he called "meddling," by the
United States and other nations in South
Africa's domestic affairs, was returned by a
huge margin to his own seat.

Justice Minister James T. Kruger,
criticized at home and abroad for his han-
dling of the death of detained black leader
Steve Biko, also was re-elected.

New FBI head sought
WASHINGTON \UPI] - FBI Director

Clarence Kelley, whom President Carter once
said be fired, agreed yesterday to stay on the
job an extra month and a half so Carter can
find someone to succeed him.

At administration request, Kelley said he
will postpone his retirement from Jan. 1 to
Feb. 15 while the president hunts up a
nominee to replace federal Judge Frank
Johnson, who withdrew himself from
consideration Tuesday for health reasons.

Attorney General Griffin Bell, who said last
January he wanted to replace Kelley as soon
as possible, walked to Kelley's office across
Pennsylvania Avenue to ask personally that
he postpone his retirement.

"It was most gracious of Mr. Kelley to
delay his personal plans," Bell said in a
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statement aanouncing Kelley's decision.
"The bureau will continue to be well-served
under his leadership."

During the 1976 presidential campaign.
Carter said he thought Kelley ought to be
fired for accepting cash gifts from high level

FBI officials and for having FBI carpenters
make and install window valances in his
apartment.

"I don't have all the information President
Ford has," Carter said in a Sept. 7, 1976,
campaign news conference, "but from what
has been revealed, yes, I would have fired
Kelley had I been president."

On another occasion. Carter said,
"Knowing what I know now, yes, I would
have fired him."

But then-Attorney General Edward Levi
sent President Ford a highly favorable report
on Kelley, excusing the cash gifts as minor,
traditional holiday gift giving and saying the
carpentry shop made the valances without
Kelley's knowledge.
The director reimbursed the bureau for the

window fittings. Ford gave Kelley a vote of
confidence, and Carter later modified his
critical statement.

Bell himself told the Senate Judiciary
Committee in January, during his own
confirmation hearir>gs, that he meant to get a
new director soon, but he later insisted he
was not trying to force Kelley out of office.

A study says

lottery is bad
WETHERSFIELD, Conn. \AP\ - Con-

necticut's "Daily Numbers" lottery game
shoulfl be stopped because it attracts mainly
the poor and the unemployed without
reducing illegal numbers action, a new study
said yesterday.

The study on the impact of legal gambling
in Connecticut also conci jied that "keeping
the mob' out of gambling is virtually inrv

possible."

Mark Abrahamson, a sociology professor
at the University of Connecticut, reported to
the state gaming commissi!.., )n his random
survey of 568 Connecticut residents. The
agency, which oversees legal gambling in the
state, paid Abrahamson and his staff $68,000
for the report.
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Indecent acts

By nikki aronson

Never a fan of the Student Government
Association, I have nevertheiess tried to

present a complete picture in my accounts of

ttieir member's activities. Michael Pill's

selected truths concerning a list of SGA
"sell-outs" (Collegian, Mon.) have only

added to the acute paranoia of the

inhabitants of the fourth floor of the Student
Union Building. To justrfy their incomparable

egos of righteousness, student politicians

delude themselves with thoughts of persons

who wish only to gain access to aH the

wonderful knowledge and plans hidden in

their respective files. By insisting that people

are out to abduct vital secrets a sense of

importance and self-worth is created. And
thus, in this state of manufactured deven-

seiveness, they retreat into the fantastic

catacombs of political offices.

Too often the plea of espionage or ex-

posure has sounded through the corridors as

excuse for unfinished business, waylayed
F>lans of student grandeur, or imcomplete
actions.

And now Michael, by regurgitating

selected truths over certain SGA per-

sonalities, you have afforded new
rationalizations for delayed actions against

aggressors, oppressors and administrative

sprites. By displaying physical evidence of

internal harassment, you lend credence to

their claims of having to spend much time

dealing with petty annoyances such as

yourself.

The other nasty side-effect of your article

is the perpetration of Olympus. High above
the plebeian conclaves bf tt>e Hatch, is the

fourth floor sactuary for the idealistic student
ravings. To use your flimsy comparison
technique, one would surmise that another
such haven exists in the Campus Center for

the Board of Governors, of which you are a

member. A paid position, last I heard, if one
is a chairperson, which last I heard, you are.

Michael, the Sixties have been over for

some seven years. Sorry, but such is reality.

The times call for degree of realism even
within the realm of this "womb of

awareness".

Now, outside of the fact that you have
chosen a scant six persorw to represent the

actions of the non-union, SGA membership,
please allow me to shed some light on your
subjects.

OK, parachute ready? here we go, back
down to reality. Funny thing about ad-

ministrative payrolls, they account for much
of the funds that allow students to attend
this University. Some 40 per cent of the
students on this campus receive some sort of

financial aid. Surely you are not suggesting
that the thousands of persons whose funds
are under administrative direction, are scabs,

stool-pigeons, or even anti-union?

Do think way back to your days as an
undergraduate. Do you remember "work-

study"? Many SGA members consciously

apply for this program. And many of them
are awarded "work-study" because lo and
behold they have not been bought off and
rrxjst pay their tu'rtion with earned monies.

If you must launch a verbal assault on the

BMOC (Big Martyrs On Campus) then I am

More than an impotent rebellion

afraid that you will have to foreswear such
amateur techniques. These persons you
attack, (who inckientally come from pro-

union, middle class families) are most
competent at dealing with the Big Boys.

Professionalism begins with competency,
which demands p>ainting a realistic pk:ture. I

was disappointed to find that your battiefieki

has been drawn in the past. What are we to

expect next week? Brilliant exposes on Mr.

Hite's pilferings from his Crayola Box in first

grade; or perchance the exclusive report on
Ms. Batiste's bad conduct merits for a

particulariy trying time in the third grade?

I woukj love to say that I have accepted

rides home in Bryan Harvey's Rolls-Royce

and hungrily watched him tally his bride

receipts of the day, but to my krK>wledge, the

administration has afforded his 40 hour work
week but the luxurious residence of a shared

apartment in exclusive Puffton Village. See

how ludk:rous these trivial personal drippings

are? Not to mention tedious.

I dare say that othier than polite con-

sideration, the Administration would find

SGA members as boring as we who have

become acquainted with them. Despite the

high degree if intellectualism, one phrase

that invariably stumps only the non-union

members is "my social life". Whether
p>ersuing the contents of some 700 pages of

Trustee memorandum weekly in between
classes, or putting in sixty hours on campus
activities of student concern, the current co-

Presidents have sacrificed their recreational

time and energy to forge a better student

quality of life on campus. And you wonder
why they keep feeling for a crown of thorns.

I feel I must end where you and Ms. Mellilli

began, with Jon Hite. The charges of

manipulation are so ridiculous to any person
who knows this neurotic workaholic that we
must resist demeaning ourselves by
dignifying such allegations with a response.

He has no time for a social life, let alone room
in his mind to work out the convoluted plans
of manipulations. By allowing his actions and
words to be presented openly and always
honestly, Mr. Hite has been rewarded with
deceit and political trickery. Is the best

defense a good offense, Michael, or are you
and Ms. Melilli bored with the comings and
goings of your own political associates? I

claim to be no fan of Mr. Hite's, but I do
respect his effort and determination to allow
me not to become sacrificial of my leisure

time. Mr. Hite as well as other supposedly
non-union SGA members are not "Anti-
Union", their objection is with the persons
who seek to place themselves at the political

helm for ulterior motives.

The people you cite, hold up for public

condemnation, do not have a lucrative law

practice on which to fall back in times of

financial distress. If you insist on playing the

Capus Hemmeroid, then out of a sense of

decency and fair play, I must continue to

respond. I do not rejoice in that prospect of

defending the SGA. Your argument would
never stand in a court of law, dear boy, and
such investigations find you only guilty of

fraud and charged with contempt.

Nikki Aronson swears loyalty to only God,
Flag, and the Teamsters.
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By PETER KRACHT

A thirty year old man stepped out of a cab
and hurried into the Manhattan Criminal
Court. He stepped out of hiding into the
lights arxJ clanx>r of hundreds of reporters.

Across the country the headlines screamed
"Student Radical Gives Up". In New York,
the first twenty minutes of the news was
devoted to him. His name was Mari( Rudd.

He had been Chairman of the Columbia
chapter of SDS, a leader of the 1968
Columbia strike. He was the archetype of the
American rulers' nightmare of the previous
decade. A nightmare of an entire generation
of youth turning against them and
challenging their policies and power. Mark
Rudd didn't say anything on his day of
surrender, nor has he since. For the media it

dkJn't rrwtter. It gave them one more o|>
portunity to declare the revolutionary

struggles of the 60's dead.

What's behind this media campaign? They
want to smear an entire period of struggle
that saw millions stand up for liberation,

against discrimination, and against the
criminal war in Vietnam. The fact that now,
nearly a decade later, they are still trying to
do this proves what a powerful force the
movement of the 60's was, far from the
impotent rebellion they claim it to have been.
Looking at some of the accomplishments of
this movement shows why its memory still

poses a threat to the rulers of this country.
This movement:

— contributed greatly to forcing an end to
the Vietnam War; it led mass mobilizations

against it, turned the campuses into bat-

tlegrounds around it, forced an end to the
draft, and spread anti-war resistence to the
rest of the American people.

—won many Black and minority studies
programs, affirmative action, and open
admissions to some schools.

-spartted tremendous social debate
controversy and struggle among all classes
and strata of the American people.

created thousands of revolutionary
minded people - who continue to organize
and build struggle on the campuses and in
the factories.

It is in the face of all this that these rotten
apples get paraded about. It's a neat trick to
deny the sacrifices and accomplishments of
millions by popularizing the self-serving
disgruntlement of a dozen creeps.

But the media is speaking to more than a
few superstars turned sadsacks. They are
speaking to the real experience of a
movement that came to a stop. But the level
of struggle and organization in 1977 is much
less than in the 60's. What happened?

Those who stood up and fought in the 60's
- youth, students, and minorities — did not
have the power to bring about complete
revolutionary change. These movements
were isolated from (though they certainly

affected) the struggles of the working class

- the millions who work in the mines, mills,

and factories. It is only through the strength,

power, and leadership of the multi-national

working class that a society can be truly

turned upside down and revolution succeed.
The millions who made up this movement
made great gains and won many victories -

but they could go only so far as social

movements divorced from the struggles of

the working class in terms of making full

revolutionary change. At the time, this was a

difficult phenomena to understand, and it

caused a good deal of confusion and
cynicism among people as to how to make
revolution. Of course, the rulers worked
overtime to keep this pot of confusion
brewing, and keep students and workers
divided.

So where do we go from here? We are

constantly told that our generation is fun-

damentally different from that of the 60's -

interested in nothing more than our text-
books and our booze. Yet there are many
reasons why their picture of a contented
generation of college students can never be
true. Today our rulers present us with Chile,
the threat of war with the Soviet Union,
educational cutbacks, Bakke, unem-
ployment of 40 per cent (80 per cent in

N.Y.C.) for minority youth in the cities — a..

this and more is what they offer the
generation of the 70's. These are experiences
that youth today are growing up with. These
are the experiences and new lessons they
continue to pile on to what has been learned
and remembered from the 60's. This is not a
content, passive generation, but a restless
one, one faced with a society increasingly
unable to solve its problems.

We can see the stirrings of that
restlessness - in the six month battle at
Kent State to move the gym, the wave of
protests and building take-overs against
Bakke and U.S. involvement in South Africa.
It is precisely to nip this restlessness in the
bud that our rulers ask the smug, cynical
question, "Where have all the flowers
gone?" The movement that flared up and
died down in the last decade is beginning,
)ust beginning, to be rebuilt.

When the restlessness turns into rebellions
and when the breezes and gusts of
discontent become a hurricane of
struggle.. ..Then what will the editors of Time
and Newsweek say? Where will be their

articles dripping with smug satisfaction?
Rather than laughing up their sleeves they'll

be hiding in their 500 dollar overcoats. The
flowers will return to bloom ever more
')eautifully and this time will rip up every
yveed this system can grow.

Peter Kracht is a member of the
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
{formerly the Revolutionary Student
Brigade
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Valley cornucopia
Well, according to all reports.

Thanksgiving was enough of a success to

guarantee that it will be held again next year.
Visitors to homes throughout the states of
Mass., Conn., N.Y. and even as far as
Wisconsin all reported back favorable on
their weekend experiences, despite the
presence of a minority of drunks unable "to
carry on any sembletice of a conversation."
(In fact, one old drunk riding the D-train
toward Coney Island engaged Carlos, one of
our N.Y. researchers, in quite an extensive
conversation.)

The visitors to Boston were elated when
the Celtics celebrated Thanksgiving by
stealing a game from the Knicks. Visitors to

New York, however, did not let this singuler

letdown destroy their weekend. Confident
that the Knickerbockers will be on top come
the end of the season, they took advantage
of the weekend and relaxed. And Sandy
reports that snow-covered Wisconsin was
THE place to be for an enjoyable weekend.

Dick Gregory reminded us, however, of a

few things we need not be thankful for. The
oppression of Rhodesia and South Africa,

among other inequities existing at home and
abroad, transcend our temporal feasts... .

It was revealed in Frisbee class the other
day that Amherst will be the site of an In-

ternational Frisbee Association sponsored
National Series Tournament next summer.
The tournament will be run by Daryl Elliott

and Dan Habeeb, New England Regional
Directors for the IFA and is scheduled for the
weekend of Ji-ne 23-25.

Habeeb, you may remember, won the

worid Maximum Time Aloft championship
last summer at the Worid Frisbee Chanv
pionships. He and Elliott, who organized the

UMass Frisbee Club, were recently ap-
pointed New England IFA regional directors,

thereby helping to solidify Amherst as the
Frisbee mecca of New England.

While the UMass Frisbee Club took this

semester off, a full schedule of activities will

highlight the Spring semester. Also, the

Physical Education Department, keeping up
with trends, will be offering two sections of

an introductory Frisbee course next
semester. Habeeb, Elliott and George Flood
have done a remari<able job in integrating

Frisbee into the Physical Education
Department curriculum....

And tomorrow, THE Governor himself,
Meldrim Thomson, will be visiting the
Pioneer Valley. The consen/ative....no, the
off-the-wall conservative will be visiting the
progressive, alternative valley cornucopia.
Knowledge of his presence will, un-
doubtedly, put a crimp in many people's day.

The image of Thomson and William Loeb
is even distasteful to most political middle-of-
the-roaders, while being absolutely
abhorrent to any one who believes in civil

liberties, social justice or democratic action.
Unfortunately, dealing with the two on such
a gut emotional level, however appropriate a
response, prevents the assessment of their
work on a practical level.

The fact that New Hampshire is near the
bottom in terms of providing common social

services to its population should be motive
enough for the voters to turn Thomson out
of office. And the shoddy journalism of the
Union Leader is not worthy of its circulation.

I guess emotional opposition generates
emotional support blind to reality. These
items of topical interest come from the
Puffton Collective, and appear very Thursday
in the Collegian.

Involvement requires an open mind
By STEPHEN MATHIEU

Everywhere that you look around you,

there is someone waving some banner of

some cause that they are fighting for. My
question of the day, "What Cause Are You
Fighting For?"

On this campus, we probably have more
causes to offer than everywhere in the worid.

We have people fighting for

"Unionization".

Physical Plant

'priorities' deprive

floor of privacy

To the Editor

What does it take to make the Physical

Plant finish a job that it has started^

On Nov. 17 the Physical Plant removed the

doors from the individual toilet "stalls" on

the second floor, a co-ed floor, of John

Adams dorm in order to make some repairs.

Well, it's now Nov. 30 and the bathroom is

still in its raped condition. For 13 days the

women and men who reside on this floor

have been forced to live without proper toilet

faa§fies. The Physical Plant, however, has

done nothing to remedy the situation.

We of the second floor, as well as the

Heads of Residence, have called the Physical

Plant an estimated dozen times over the past

two weeks asking them to fix our bathroom.

The Physical Plant people have replied that

they "have priorities". What priorities can be

higher than respect for privacy when one has

to perform necessary daily functions?^ We've

called the Residential Resource Management

office and also John Findley, the Southwest

Area Coordinator. The Physical Plant people

told John that they'd "send two people right

over. " Yet the toilets are still in a degenerate

condition.

In desperation I have called the Amherst

Board of Health. They told me that although

UMass is located in Amherst, it does not fall

under the Amherst jurisdiction. This leaves

one wondering what other atrocities the

unviersity can get away with.

All that the people who live here want is to

have some doors installed on the toilet

partitions. This is not asking too much, this is

only asking for privacy and safety when one
has his pants down. The condition of the

toilet stalls is not due to student vandalism, it

is due to the incompetence of the Physical

Plant employees. Would the Physical Plant

people please get off their asses and do
something?!

Bill Barowy

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegiate

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and Include tbe author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must Include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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We have people waving the banner,
"Move the Gym".
We have people waving the flag, "End

Racism, Sexism, and Oppression Now!"
Then, we have the "No Nukes" people.
We have people dedicated to Affirmative

Action, and others dedicated to the rights of
the Non- Smokers. We also have people
fighting to 'Stop Amherst Towing".

When you stop to think for a moment, all

of the people involved in all of these
struggles have something in common.
They all feel that they are the victims of an

injustice of some sort.

And you know, I can't help but praise the

people who get involved in these things.

Because where there Is injustice, I'd lose

faith in humanity if nobody rose up to

conquer it.

However, It Is the means that are used to

conquer it at which I sometimes get upset at.

Sometimes, for the sake of conquering their

injustices, these people are inflicting other

injustices upon other people. Let me give a

few examples.

In this area for the last few years, we've
had some clown trying to show X-Rated
movies on campus. Naturally, there have
been all kinds of protests to disallow "this

trash". I can think of a better way to

discourage this guy than by taking away his

constitutional rights. Set up a picket line In

front of the box office on the days that these

movies are to be shown. Maybe then, his

Box Office Receipts will tell him he is fighting

a losing battle on this campus. He won't
bother us anymore. After all, would we want

our movies to be censored, or our music, or
our newspapers? Fortunately, in this country,

we are free from censorship. He is entitled to
these rights as well as we are.

I spoke earlier about abortion. Although I

deplore It, would it not be a greater injustice

to see a woman die at the hands of some
butcher in an alley because I refused to let

her have a legal, clean and sanitary abortion?
And what about the money spent at Kent

State? Would not this money have been
much more wisely spent if donated to the
March of Dimes or the United Fund, Jimmy
Fund, or some form of Medical Research?

I believe it would have. I also believe that if

these people had put their time, money and
efforts toward the poor, elderiy or sick right

here in this area. It wouW have been much
more wisely spent. However, this was not
done, and I think that the waste of this

money on four dead students, as opposed to
giving it to the living needy people all around
us, is a far greater injustice than building a
gym on a historical site.

The point I'm making is that although it is

good to become involved In things, and to
fight for this cause or that, you have to keep
an open mind to the things going on around
you. In our ever changing world, you have to
keep re-evaluating the goals you are pur-
suing.

Somewhere there is a happy medium for
all of us; mixing our personal goals with our
public service.

Stephen N. Mathieu is a Collegian
Commentator.
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Art Garfunkel concert

has been cancelled
The Alt Garfunkel concert scheduled for

Dec. 2 in Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke
College has been cancelled, Irma L. Rabbino,
director ot public information at the college,
said yesterday. The Grammy Award-winning
singer is suffering from strep throat.

Rabbino said she was not yet sure where
ticket refunds will be available. She said that
when Garfunkel called to cancel, he in-

dicated he would be willing to schedule
another concert in the area next February or
March,

Tickets now on sale

for 'Antigone' production
Tickets are now on sale for the University

Ensemble Theater's production of Jean
Anouilh's 'Antigone," tunning Dec. 2-4 and
6-10 in the Curtain Theater of the Fine Arts
Center.

The box office in the lobby of the Rand
Theater, is open Monday through Friday,

from 2-5 p.m. It will open orie hour before
performances. All evening jjerformances
begin at 8 p.m. The Sunday matinee on Dec.
4 is at 2 p.m.

Ticket prices are $3 for regular admission
and $2 with a student or senior citizen I.D.

Group rates are also available. Interested

persons may call the box office at 545-351

1

for further information and phone reser-

vations.

Madrigal Singers plan

annual Christmas dinner
Wassail, figgy pudding and Christmas

carols all will be part of the Seventh Annual
Madrigal Dinners to be held at the Campus
Center Auditorium Dec. 8-11 ana 14-17,

The event is intended to capture the
traditional holiday spirit that lived in the

courts of the English nobility during the

Middle Ages. Trumpet fanfares accompany
each course, jugglers and dancers (ac-

companied by the Collegium Musicum)
perform, and the Madrigal Singers, as a

group or in quartets, sing their traditional

songs. Each performing group is dressed in

appropriate costume. At the end of the

dinner, a traditional carol is sung around the

wassail bowl.
The Madrigal Dinners are presented by the

UMass Madngal Singers, their conductor, E.

Wayne Abercrombie, and by the Campus
Center. Seating for the dinners will be at 6:30

p.m. all evenings but Sunday, when seating

will be at 4:30 p.m. Tickets are $8.95 for

.*«*%

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Deli Ham, Broccoli Cauli-
flower Casserole, Basics; Broccoli Cauli-
flower Casserole, Lentil Patties

DINNER Baked Chicken, Chopped
Beefsteak Special, Basics: Baked
Chicken, Herbed Soybean Casserole

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Grilled Cheese Sandwich,

Duchess Beef Pie, Basics: Grilled Cheese
Sandwich, Vegetable Shepherd's Pie

DINNER - Lasagne, Fried Fish,

Basics: Lasagne, Fried Fish

UMass students and groups of 20 of more,
and $9.50. For more information and
reservations, call 545-0418.

National exchange

applications available
Applications are available from now

through Feb. 24, 1978 in the Admissions
Office, Whitmore Hall, for the under-
graduates interested in going on exchange
for the fall or for the year in 1978-1979.
Spring only exchanges are not feasible.
The student applying for an exchange

should be a soohomore: the exchanae wonlH
be during his- her junior year. We prefer not
to exchange students in their senior year.
Students must have at least a 2.5 cumulative
average. Students who are interested in
participating in the program next year must
complete an application and return it to the
box marked "NSEP Applications" at the
Office of the Registrar Final selections,
including a list of alternates, are expected to
be completed by the end of April, 1978.

Sociologist to lecture
on class and education

Prof. Basil Bernstein, internationally
renowned sociologist and linguist, will

present a lecture entitled "Class and Modes
of Educational Transmission" at the Media
Center ( room 22) of the School of Education,
today from 3:30-5 p.m., open to the public.

Bernstein is best known for his work on
social class and language development. In
his writings, he has described the effect of
communication on individuals from differing

economic backgrounds.
Dr. Bernstein is professor of the sociology

of education and head of the social research
unit at the University of London.

* *•*»-«'•
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Enjoy a 14 oz.

serving of Coca-Cola
and get a glass.

490
Eniov

Hatch Only

LIGHTING OF MERWY MAPLE ON DECEMBER 1st CARROLLING FROM 5 to 6
p m ON AMHERST COMMON
WEEKLY GIFT CERTIFICATES GIVEN AWAY AT THE PARTICIPATING
STORES
COME IN AND REGISTER!

House Of Walsh $20
Jeffery Amherst Bookshop-$10
The Leather Shed $15
Lord Jeffery Inn $5
Mathews Shoes $5
Baker Winn Jewelers $10
Paper Clip, Ltd $5
River Valley Crafts
The Salt Box $10
The Shoe Bin $10
F A Thompson b Son $10
Tripod Camera Shop $5
Whole Wheat Trading Company S15
David Whitman s Hair Shack $5
Television Center $10

Kentfield Hardware $5
Mercantile $25
Amherst Optical Shoppe $10
Amherst Savings Bank
Ann August Stores $5
Bolles Shoe Store $10
Chequers Restaurant $10
College Drug Store $5
Earthwares $10

Eric s Food Shop $5
Faces Of Earth $25
A J Hastings $5
Houck Jewelers $10
First National Bank Of Amherst

bicentennial coins on Dec 22

SPECIAL MERRY MAPLE SALES ON
DEC 1 2 and 3 STORES OPEN
THURSDAY NIGHTS SPONSORED BY THE
AMHERST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Colk-gian 11

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

VODKA

GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

ICE COLO

KEG BEER

SCHMIDT'S
1 2 oi cans

4 00 $5.90
CQse

$1.50

In-door Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see for yourself!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERSTS CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amherit Center, across from the i^t^^n 253-5441

Campus Carousel
By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

SEXISM CHARGES have reared their

ugly heads, this time on the campus of

the American University.

An editorial in the Eagle there ex-

pressed its opposition to a planned
second "Wet Tee Shirt Contest" at the
campus Tavern, on the grounds of

"sexism and exploitation of the female
body that is inherent in contests of this

nature."

The Student Women's Union on
campus criticized a previous contest as
being "a blatant display of sexism and
bigotry, degrading to all women and men
who have respect for human dignity and
equality."

MEANWHILE, a freshman at Texas
A&M wrote her thanks in a letter to the

editor of the Battalion for having been
rescued from an attacker in a dorm
parking lot. Seems that a group of about
20 Aggies charged to her rescue and
captured the attacker.

"Even though it is only my first year at

A&M, I've always been keenly aware of

the great spirit of comradeship betvv'een

Aggies ... I've never seen more people so
willing to get involved and help someone
in trouble," she wrote.

V_

SPEAKING OF CRIME... the latest FBI
report places Michigan State at the top of
the campus crime list with 1 ,789 reported
crimes in 1976.

The top 10 campus crime spots are, in
order: Ohio State, 1,657; Indiana U.,
1,530; Florida, 1,528; Berkeley, 1,432;
Wisconsin, 1,386; Rutgers, 1,329; Mary-
land, 1,260; Illinois, 1,242; and Arizona,
1,217.

BLACK-ORIENTED YEARBOOK is
being planned by six students at the
University of Connecticut, according to
recent intelligence in the Daily Campus.
there. The reason is "to better portray the
lives of black students on campus."
The editor of the regular campus year-

book, "Nutmeg", says the book has "a
very free policy" that includes offering "a
section to anyone who wants one. They
can even pay out the pages if they want
to."

The black yearbook planners' spokes-
woman says, "I'm not trying to put down
the "Nutmeg," but I just don't like the
way it comes out. They're not
representative."

And the head of the Minority Affairs
office on the campus says he doesn't
have the $8,000 needed for the new
venture, but he wouldn't object to the
publication of a black-oriented yearbook
if a compromise between the six students
and the "Nutmeg" couldn't be reached.

I CLIP & MAIL CLASSiriEDADORDER
YOUa CLAgglUlP AD COPT

Insert one character, space or punctuation r.iark per box. Use UPPER lower case characters

where they apply. (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes. (Average
word is approx. 5 characters - You pay less than 6c per word!)

HEADLINE CHOICE
UAUDIO MOTORCYCLES
^,AUTO FOR SALE PERSONALS 1

^CALCULATORS PHOTO EQUIP 1
l_ENTERTAINMENT RIDE WANTED
1 ;for rent ..RIDERS WANTED 1

J FOR SALE
i -ROOM WANTED |

.FOUND SERVICES

.^HELP WANTED TO SUBLET 1
JINSTRUCTION ijTRAVEL 1DLOST LWANTED
GMISC 'WANTED TO RENTJ

nTHPR-
$1.00
_<.L..>. I.

extra for i

1

2
3
4

ar nwauiiiio. j J

16
17

RATES: Daily 45c p«r lin«;

S contec. pub. day«.40c par lina par day:

30 consac. pub. days.3Sc par line par day. .

-I
•

.

I
I

1

21

'A
8

\

I

Computation:
flines: X rate

Xfdays: = (ad cost)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT

= NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! |

Name:_
Phone#:. .(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

Dates Classified Ad is to run:

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! 'REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?! !!LittleAdsC«tilC RESULTS!
To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
345p.m., Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Classifieds

The rates are; Daily. 46c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAIlY!!!!Littlc Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Uttl«Ad>G»taiCR|:SUlT<.

AUTO FOR SALE

I Oalaxy 500 . ofd. $700. 527 5746

FOR SALE

•8 Ford cutt. Good cond New oil pump
trans batt S350 or B O 546 5920

122Voivo parts sed&wagon Rea 665 4384

09 Buick— sta-wgn Exc Mec cond., air-

cond , 9 seater, sun roof top, new
brakes- 549 6188

1M6 Volltswagon. Recent king pins and

paint Looks and runs good Asking $250

or baat offer Call 584-4745.

73 Vasa Wgn. Std., AM/FM HT/Air, new
tires, clutch, ex. cond $1,100. /BO Tom
549^036.

73 Saab 98. Looking for good home
$1,425 firm Laury584-0070, Iv rrwg if

r>ac.

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOESf
Men s. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $1tJ.

30 Just $10. 14 50 Call 538 3181

Nikico 6085. 2 months old. Asking $350. or

best offer 546 5084

Ladies Caber Dwnhtl. Ski Boots. Size 8.

ex cond Joan 256 0368 nights $20

Xmas traat cut your own Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10.50. 10a. m -8pm
Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd., Hadley

586 0723

Univox SO Watt Amp. Ex cond ,
reverb

etc Best oHer 6 7985 after 7p.m.
^

Harmony 12 atring. $125. or 80 665-4762.

76 SHvar Nova. Power steer., auto trans .

snowtires. ll.OOOmi, lux int $3,200
5495725

1969 Paugot. Good shape, new major
parts Under 500. call 546 4538.

1970 Merc. Cougar New ex.

radial 81 K Call 546 5344
AM FM.

Sofabed, Reclining chair, bikerack,

tables, bookshelf, lamps, coffeetable 549

5725_

The Madeleine in Amherst. 40's dresses,

fur coats blazer jackets-lacy blouses-old

scarfs silky nighthings old books 79 S

Pleasant St (253 34841 Daily 11AM-5PM .

Alaskan Malamute Pups. AKC
Registered Black&white, ready for Xmas,

come look now, call Steve 367 2748 No
Leverett

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and ?. bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$195 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256-0166 for further Information.

2'Arm furn apt all utis inc. Pool, parking,

A/C. 230 mo. Amherst Motel £f Apts, Rt

9 opp Zayres, 256 8122,

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg John 549-1298 after 4.

Apt. mata253'7%6; spnng. Janet.

Room for rent w,' 2 older men non-

smokers $55'mo £t utilities - Northwood
Apts 665 4364 (try late).

Apt mate intersession; 253-7056; Janet.

1 or 2 females for room in 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt Call 549 1096 after 7 pm

WANTED

Female to share two bedroom apt in

Sund bus $75+. Call 665-4416 ask for

Alix.

Housemate wanted. Neat, responsible,

nonsmoking Grad student or professional

to share roomy cooperative home on
UMass bus route in Amherst. Begin Jan
1 $125. -1^ utilities 253-5849 call evenings

Housemate wntd. Coop house in Leverett

older woman grad student call aft 7 549-

0704

Room;
plus

on L Metacomet
Carol at 323 5043

Blchtwn-70

2br apt 5 miles fr campus Jan-Aug 235 a

month everything included call 665-3536

One-half of a 2bdrm apt available Dec 22

Jan 28 1 mi from campus pay own elec &
phone call Ginny at 549 1764

Ciiffside2br. $230. inc. 665-4762.

BR in EHamp Apt $7?Tnc 1 ' 1 /78 527 9006

TO SUBLET

1988 Volks Bug. Good condition must sell

Call after 6PM_549 4599 Best Offer

with all equi|«.

. Asking $125

69 TR6 convertible Some rust 1 owner

Low mileage Best offer over $500 Call

after 6. 1-567 8663

68 VW Bus Needs work Has rebuilt

engine Best offer Call Jan after 6PM
253 2037

Capri 2000 72. Auto., exc. cond. $1,495

BO 666 4762 Low mileage

New 30 gal aquarium
even fish' Worth 250

Dave 6 5977

XMAS^HOPPERSI Low. low prices on

famous name sneakers. Limited supply 6

9611

1970 Mobile Home m Belch Park 12X50,

includes AC. shed stove, ref ridge 6000

firm Call 536 3086 or 532 0446 if no ans

Within 2 miles of UMass bus stop

1 fern wanted for own rm in 2 bdrni apt

Isl month FREEi $130 util mcl Carta 549

1741 eves '? mile from campus Bus

3 bdrm. apt in Sunderland on bus rte.

Second Semester, call 665-3683 and keep

trying

2 females to shr bdrm for next sem. in

spacious N Amh house 60'mo ea 549-

S993

HELP WANTED

Babysitter needed for weekday afternoons

for Spring Semester and Winter session.

Mrs 12:16 to 5 Must be very reliable

person Experience in infant care

desirable Can transport from central

campus Call 549 4580 after 5.

DON T PASS THIS UP!

Viilvo repairs and maintenance M ^MM
and models low prices Jack 986-0610.

BIRTHDAY CAKESI! All occasion cakej
t>eautifully decorated to o^der on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laune 546
9576

Elactronic repair: stereos, you name It.

Low rates. Call Ted after 4PM. 546-6201.

Typing - $ 40 /page Call anytime 543-6656.

Pro Music Service - Best in rock thru distK),

Monitor Music 546 4731. Rea

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ at

14135366075 Still the one after 4 years.

Nothing to do over intersession' Come on
down to Daytona with us Beachfront

hotel with color TV AC phone, the works
all this and roundtrip busfare on a luxury

motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc
< upancy For info and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

CALCULATORS

For Sale 1964 Olds F-86. Very good cond
Must sell in a week 135.000 miles but

runs great Call 6 9642 SOON

College Calculators offers low prices &
full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $235, 58 $94 95 57
$62 96, 51 $47 95 HPs & Commodores
avail mcdels from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell. Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at
College Calculators 549-1316.

70 Volks for parts. First $100 takes it Call

Maryanne at 256-8460 to see it

VVV Bug 69 Runs exc needs nothing

$695 60 665^4762

MOTORCYCLES

1972 Honda 2000 total miles Ong owner

Ski BootsI 2 pr ladies 7 Pr Nortalias. Pr

Kastingers. Call now Debbie 6-9643

2 878 13 snows like new S25 6155-4762

FOR RENT

3 bedroom house, 285 + . pets ok, avail.

Jan 3. 256 6732; days 51 981 (Chris)

1-BdrmT Apt. Cats allowed $180 mo. inci

allutil Avail Jan 1 549-6740

I'/j Bdrm. Spg Sem. $207. a mo John

549 1298

To sublet immed 2 bedroom apt w'w
carpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util incI

$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

Responsible studious person wted for

own rm in 2bdrm Townehouse apt Jan 1

Aug 1 Bus 1 mile to UM. $100 -^ 'i util

549 0061

Large room in furnished 3 bdrom apt

$75 (X) complete' Includes cable Available

immed 253 2980 Kp trying

SERVICES LOST

PHOTOGRAPHY Hassport ana ap

plH ,^tion photos done Portraits in time for

Cliiibtmas B&W or color service in

iruction by arrangement Reasonable

prii:fs for h^gh quality work Contact;

';t«vpn 546 9653 night' onlv

LAST^SUPPER!
semester

Lost 10-27 in C C Ring black stone silver

setting Great sentimental value Not
worth much money, but will pay small
reward Call 665-4544 after 6

PERSONALS

Sublet J*n only b o Call 546-4027 5600

$300 253 5559

by HRTA students for

Homemade chicken noodle
soup, sweet it sour pork, nee pilaf. veg.

homemade bread, coconut pudding
Polynesian Mon ,Tues.,Wed , Thus at

4 30 Lunch Tues at noon $1.75 Tix

must be bot in advance, rm. 219
Chenoweth Lab.

I. HC Gauthier, being of sound mind and
t)ody, do publicly declare my love for one
Maryanne Galvirvthis Dec 1. 1977

I guaas it's our time to say hello to our

favorite shellfish warden From the

Audot>on bon man v^d Or Ima Fish

i .ij.u.iiitiMii iU'»^Pi c 'i i.ii.iU( i it;tiiiiiJ>jau iiJi.iJii.iiitiiiii:i?nrtU''iiji.ijii.Mitjiiiii,,, |i
i ! iii.min^uiu
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What's Happening

of It,"

"Great
about

TODAY
OPEN HOUSE
Open House for the Che-Lumumba

School, located on the 4th floor of the New-
Africa House. For further information call
545^2145.

FILMS
— "Childbirth for the Joy

"Preparing for Breastfeeding",
Expectations" and "Talking
Breastfeeding ' sponsored by the La Leche
League, a non-sectarian, nonprofit
organization dedicated to good mothering
through breastfeeding. Donation $1 per
person or $1 75 per couple. People's In-

stitute, 38 Gothic St., Northampton.
Refreshments and discussion with local
league leaders will follow.

-"Painters Painting" Main Lecture Hall,
Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire, at 8 p.m!

LECTURES
— Goya: Reason and Fantasy" by Colles

Baxter, assistant curator of prints. 1 p.m.
Print Exhibition Gallery, Smith

— "The Seventh Olympian: How to read a
Pindaric Ode" by Susan Skulsky. 3:45 p.m.
Wright Hall Common Room, Smith
— Cyriacus of Ancona's Egyptian Visit and

its Reflections in Gentile Bellini and
Hieronymus Bosch" by Phyllis Lehmann and
William Kenan Jr., Wright Hall, Smith, at 5
p.m.

— 'Saint- Sernin at Toulouse at the
Crossroads of Romanesque Sculpture" by
Willibald Sauerlaender, Gamble Aud., Mt.
Holyoke, 8 p.m.

LECTURE
Ambassador William Brewer will speak on

"American Foreign Policy in Africa" at 8
p.m. in Hampden Center, SW. Among the
topics covered are the liberation struggles in

Southern Africa, the American role vis-a-vis

Russia and Cuba, and the prospects for its

economic development.
— "A Nous La Liberte", Rene Clair's

masterpiece, will be shown as part of the
Film Classics Series, 7 p.m. in classroom 2.

Sponsored by the Newman Club.
— "The Dybbuk" Thomson 104, 8 p.m. a

Tiddish film classic, based on S. Ansky's play
in which a spirit inhabits the body of a young
woman. English subtitles.

- 'The Fountainhead " Mahar Aud. 7 and
9:30 p m. $1 . Also showing is "The Incredible

Bread Machhe," a half hour film produced
by students in California and designed to

raise questions about an alternative
economic system the free market.
Sponsored by the Students of Objectivism.

"Logan's Run", SU Ballroom, 7, 9 and
11:30 p.m. Sponsored by the Program
Council. Admission.

DISCUSSIONS
Race and Cuba" is the topic of a panel

discussion with Prof. Ernest Allen and Prof.
Jonetta Cole. Refreshments. Coolidge
Tower, 12th floor lounge.

- "Scriptural Manipulation and Rhetoric
of Love in the Middle Ages" by University of
California Prof. Joseph Pui-khart. Herter
Haall, 6th floor history lounge, 8 p.m.
DANCING

Israeli Folkdancing, instruction provided,
7 15 p.m., Gill Hall, Campus School, Smith.
Sponsored by the Hillel Foundation.
VIDEO PROJECT

Student video project will present "The
National Lampoon Show ' between 11 a.m
and 2 p.m. on the CC concourse.

TOMORROW
COFFEEHOUSE
A five-college older student party will be

held at Alumni Hall, Amherst campus at 8
p m Donation $1 .50 at door or CAOS office.
Live entertainment and refreshments.
DANCE

Gratitude, Orlando Zayas and Miguel will
perform at a benefit dance at the Quonset
Hut, Rte. 9, Amherst, 9 p.m.-l a.nn. There will
also be recorded music with videotapes and
a raffle. Tickets $2 in advance and $2.50 at
door Sponsored by the CCATV Committee
to end Sterilization Abuse.
FILMS
- "Claudine," Hampshire College Main

Lecture Hall, 8 and 10 p.m.

LECTURE
— "'Moral Issues in Artificial Intelligence"

by COINS Prof. Michael Arbib at 12:15 at the
luncheon meeting of the Amherst Com-
munity Forum, Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121
North Pleasant St. Reservations for lunch
can be made by calling 2K-2848 today or
tomorrow.

PHILADELPHIA: A performer for the Moscow circus rides spread eagle across
his horse during a show at the Spectrum. (UPI)

Notices
FOUND

Cat near Morrill Rusty color about 1 year old with a
white collar Call Josh, 546-6877.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
A representative of G. Fox Co. will be in the Index

office today from 8 a.m - 10 p.m. Don't miss this

opportunity to order pictures, return proofs, and
choose a picture to go into the 1978 Index.

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION
Offered at University Health Services 302, Mondays

and Thursdays at 3 p.m., Wednesdays at 7 p.m
Session for couplas only, Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

J P STEVENS BOYCOTT COMMITTEE
Important meeting for all committee members at

7:30 p.m

HRTA MAJORS
FSEA will sponsor a wine and cheese party tonight

at 8 p.m in Flint 103. Open to all HRTA majors.
MENS GROUP

Meeting at 12:30. Inquire at the SO. P., 4th floor,

S.U.

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
Watch for information about Rhetoric Exemption

Exam, to be given Dec. 8.

SOP STAFF MEETING
Training session will be held today C C 177

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meeting today CC 172 at 8 p.m.

UMASS DOG CLUB
Meeting Paige Reading Room, today at 7 p.m.

Future plans will be discussed and elections will be
held. New members are welcome. (Paige Lab it
behind Sfockbridge Hall next to Marston Hall )

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Van will be in front of Hasbrook at 6. There will be a

coffeehouse this week. Those interested in en-
tertaining call 256-6035
NEAG REPS

Area government meeting, Mary Lyon Lounge,
6:30. Everyone is welcome to attend
COM STU MAJORS

Voting for RSO otficen. today and tomorrow in
April Tidlund's office All Com Stu undergrads urged
to participate.

ATTENTION RSO'S
DON T MISS OUT ON YOUR
SHAREOF SATF MCM^EY

UKi'OM PCR^ttVR UTt

smm
Lfc(>fiL TftKOEg.

C 71 601807^
3 ^Widk^i^«^

C71 60l807fc

RUSHYOUR PROPOSAL AND
RATIONALTO RM. 420 SU.

DEADLINE: DECEMBER 14 5pm

late submissions not accepted
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B.C. by lohnny Hart
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PEANLTS by Charles Sthul/

^OUR BOX OF GOLD
['STARS? NO MA'AM

I C?ONT HAVE IT
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OF60LD5TAR5MAAM.,.

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney
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Your Birthday fiy Stella Wilder
"•^

THURSDAY. DECEMBER 1

Bom today, you are one
of those gentle persons who
possesses a personality of

tremendous force. You
have generosity of spirit,

sincerity of purpose and
often such singiemindcd
ness that you may be
thought of as stubbornly

attached to your own
views. A relatively high-

strung individual, you need
to avoid excessive mental
pressure because you have
a tendency to become so

nervously rtrspunsive to

whatever goes on about
you that you ultimately

cannot cope with the day's
"happenings.*

You wevfi d great deal of

physical exercise, for that

lund of activity leads to a
state of calm. Your ner-

vousne.ss could account for

some of the errors you
make, particularly those
errors which involve the

young You get along well

with children but are in-

clined to credit them with
more sensitivity than they
acHually have. In conse-
quence, you tend to cater
too much to what you think

are their moods.

You have a fondne.ss for

ease and comfort, itn the
other hand, you may not be
able to afford ea.se and
comfort until you are well
into your mature years.
You will value those activi-

ties which incrrease your
atklity to gain ease for

yourself and comfort for

your loved ones, and may

*«U be considered
plete matenalLst
result.

as

To find what is in store

for you toinorTDw, select

youi birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
liet your birthday star be
your daily guide

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22-

L>ec.21 1 Take good care
of your health today. There
may be danger in a new
activitv this evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) Entertainment
late today leaves you with

many memories. Engage
another in conversation
profitable to all.

AQUARIUS( Jan 20-

Feb.18) Show apprecia-

tion of favors recently

granted. Others expect you
to conform; it would be
wise to do so.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) Prepare for and
alleviate disappointment
by having an alternative
for present action ready

ARIES( March 21-April

19) Satisfy a loved one's

ra.stidious taste. You can
seek variety while you

complete present chores

TAURUS( April 20-May
20) Take care lest in

repeating tales you encour-
age scanidal Try to help,
not hinder another.

GEMINKMay 21-June 20)
Adjust the conditions of

your life to meet those of

another's, or you will give
up an important friend-

ship

CANCER(June 2I-July
22) Employ your talent
for bringing harmony to
any situation today,or
there may be mayhem at
work.

LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22)
Observe closely tho.se you
would like to change You
may be wa.sting your time

;

iLsten and learn why.

VIRGO( Aug.23-Sept.22

)

Intellectual develop-
ment Ls important to your
success at work CTieck the
adult education situation
near home.

LIBRA(.Sept2W)ct22)
Judgment improves with
additional information on
those to be judged. Don't
make a decision without
farts

SCORPIO ( Oct 23
Nov.21 ) Keep seeking .

satisfactory re.sponse to
your que.<>tion.s Bring addi-
tional heads in on the prob-
lem.

vm. tlMlrd KrMm S,yn/t^

mr. Inr

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Light source
5 Refuse
tOMives
14 Of the

U.S.A.
15 Right-hand

page
1

6

Woodwind
17 Restraint
19 Buck

heroine
20 Cape

IS..N.S.

21 Visionaries
23Zachariah's

nickname
25 "Jane—

"

26 Sofa; 2
words

30 Tug's tows
34 Glorify

35 Flower
holder

37 Dupe: Slang
38 Card game
39 Phantasm
42 Chin,

pagoda
43 Roman date
45— freeze
46 Tropical

tree

48 Seed
integuments

50 Ocean
beach 2

words
52 Busy bugs
54 Disfiguring

mark
55 Canada, for

one
59 " for

repairs"
63 Astronaut— Shepard
64 Fluently

66 Ryun'8 forte

67 Indulges
fully

68 Repose
69 Auctioneer's

word
70 Commerce
71 — bien:

Very good

DOWN
1 Author
Charles—

2 Love god
3 Ancient
Asian

4 Bakery item

5 Dazed state

6 Soak
7 Citric —

-

8 Retail

establishment
9 Sweet stuff

maker: 2
words

10 Lodgers
1

1

Competent
1 2 Fly upward
13 Female

birds

18 Meat cuts
22 Palm

cockatoo

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wadnesday's PuzzI* Solved:

G 7^^ P A 5 T s. P E D

Y whlF A W K, A M A ^ i
B A L^ s s T I N G A R E E

I L L 11' A T A E D I C T

s H V E R E S I S f' 5

A S p I R E C A s T E

G E E S E I M u T T E R I H G
A R E M E L E E II R

R E D ? Y A R T i M
"

5 T F
r c L L S I W A R N e'

?

R S E A T E |t
N

U G H
'^ E N s'^H fs I D I D A

w I N T E RS, E T L R E N

E N S E E A R> L I N S E T

R E E D D Y H E N E E D V

24 Harbor
26 On the

square
21 Chemical

compound
28 Weathercocks
29 Diplomatic

perceptions
31 Mount 2

words
32 Afr.

antelope
33 Kills

36 Swine
enclosures

40 Most pallid

41 Auction
function

44 Discolored
47 Nobleman

49 — Arbor
51 Bring

charges
against

53 Kind of

eclipse
55 Water

barriers

56 Spiced stew
57 Promenade
58'—

-

chance!"
60 Marquee

name
61 Otherwise
62 Tints

65 Which was
to t)e

proved:
Abbr

4 h'lVJ^D*^ i^\

ALiMINLirFmi btj Steve Lafler

\ 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 S 9 to 11 12 13

u 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

^^^^^23 24 25 ^^^1
26 27 28 " 30 31 32 33

34 ;5 36 y38

'i
40 42

4) 45 46 47

48 49 l 51

^^^^H52 " 54 ^^^1
55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62

63

1

6 4 65

66 i?

1
68

69 '5

1

71
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Free agent Brohamer
signs 3 year Sox pact

BOSTON \AP\ - The Boston Red Sox
signed Chicago free agent infielder Jack
Brohamer yesterday, the American League
team's third dip into the open market grab
bag in a week.

Brohamer, who hit 257 in 59 games with
the White Sox last season, is regarded as a
contender for Boston's second base slot,

held by Denny Doyle.
Brohamer's three- year contract is reported

for $300,000.
A week ago, the Red Sox signed former

New York Yankee star pitcher Mike Torrez to
a $2.5 million long term contract, and also
added free agent reliever Dick Drago.
Brohamer was the regular second

baseman in Cleveland for four years before
being traded to the White Sox for Larvell
Blanks in 1975. His best season was 1974
when he hit .270 in 101 games with the In-

dians.

In 1976, Brohamer hit .251 with the White
Sox and had a career high of seven home
runs and 40 RBI.

Grapplers ranked 6th
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

According to a poll released on Monday,
the UMass wrestling team has been ranked
sixth in New England. The poll was con-
ducted before the season began, and voters
included three college and three university
division coaches.

The University of Rhode Island pulled in

the number one ranking. The Rams started
the season off on solid footing last week with
victories over UMass, Syracuse, and a tie

with Michigan and may have a national
ranking before the season is over.

Rounding out the New England rankings
were Southern Connecticut in second,
Springfield College third, Boston University
fourth, and Central Connecticut fifth.

Ranked below number six UMass were
Coast Guard m seventh. Mass Maritime
eighth, Amherst College ninth and Wor-
cester Polytechnical Institute tenth.

UMass wrestling coach Dave Amato felt

the poll was for the most part accurate.
"I think that Mass Maritime is better than a

lot of those teams," said Amato. "I also think

that Harvard and Yale could be there, but I

guess that they didn't rank the Ivy League
schools."

The poll is an indication of the kind of

schedule that UMass has this year, as they

will face every team included in the rankings

with the exception of Amherst and WPI;
which have been ranked below UMass.

UMass will have two more matches before
intersession. The team travels to New
London Connecticut for a tourney at Coast
Guard this weekend and will go to Cam-
bridge for a meet with Harvard University

Dec. 10.

UMass wrestling coach Dave Amato
supervises a recent wrestling workout in

the Boyden wrestling room.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - UMass 73 Harvard 66
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - UMass 68 Radcliffe 52
MEN'S GYMNASTICS - UMass 181.95 Boston State 161.90

TODAY
None

TOMORROW
VARSITY WRESTLING - Coast Guard Tournament
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - at New Hampshire, 7:00 p.m.
HOCKEY - at Non/vich, 7:00 p.m.

^^
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - at New Hampshire, 7:00 p. m.

* Women B-ballers cop first win
CONT. FROM PAGE 15

for UMass. Along with the tight first half 'D',

several players had good stats to show for
their efforts.

Peters, last season's leading scorer, hit

eight of her 14 shots from the field to go
along with nine rebounds and five assists.

Maura Supinski, meanwhile, shot a mere
one- for- 10 from the floor, but ripped down
10 rebounds and held Caryl Curry, an 11.4
scorer a year ago, to just three points. Curry
shot a dismal one for nine.

"Maura did an excellent job," Ozdarski

praised. "She just couldn't find the hoop."
The leading rebounder, though, was fresh-

man Cathy Harrington. She pulled down 11

caroms to go along with seven points.

"I was pleased with her play," Ozdarski
said of Harrington. "She was aggressive off

both boards"
Another newcomer, Debbie McCulloch,

popped in six points and added five rebounds
and three assists.

Continuing along a trend set last season,
Ozdarski used each of her 14 players.

"I'm trying to find a combination that will

work on defense," the coach said in ex-
plaining the constant shuffle of players on
and off the court.

Sue Hewitt led Radcliffe with 13 points,
while Wendy Carle had eight and Hildy
Meyers chipped in with eight.

With a weekend trip to New Hampshire
and Maine staring UMass in the face, Oz-
darski knows what her squad has to con-
centrate on in order to be successful.

"We'll have to work a lot harder on
defense," she said. "We'll just have to make
the effort."

UMASS (68) - Peters 8-4 20: Carev 6-5-15, Henry
6 12, Harrington 15 7, McCulloch 3-0-6. SuDinski 1-

2 4. Halleran 10-2, Parker 102 Totals: 26-16-68.

RADCLIFFE (61) Hewitt 2 9 13, Carle 4 19,
Merers4-0 8, Spencer 3-1-7. Field 1-2 4, Curry 113,
Fulton 113, Aboucher 1-0-2, Johr^son 0-2-2. Totals:

17-17 51

NJOYI KLOCS

e»ery day

PEN FOR LUNCH AND DINNER

H€ Cmm^ i/^BLG
BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER

SPECIAL TUES., WED.. THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef ^5'^

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M. ^MON. Night Happy HourX

4pni -- closing I \
ALL DRINKS ONLY 6^ | I

Damon Rd., Northampton /

NORDIC & ALPINE
SKI EQUIPMENT,
ACCESSORIES, SERVICE

84-86 Green Street

h4orthampton

584-3924 584^4003

—

c

SPECIALS THRU NOV 12 1977
(WITH A COPY OF THIS AO)

1 tO%. , n all C^mp J Sleeping B»gs
2 ^0°'. o> ' ill Camp 7 and Janspori Mtn

3 20- ofl all Kflt^ framed Packs
4 Oui Edily Bird Program on Parkas

and Jackets ftlertded thru Nov 12. 19T7

HOURS 9 to 5 30 WEEKDAYS
9 to 5 SATURDAY

PEARl STREET IS ONE BIOCK
SOUTH OF MAIN STF^ff T IN THE
CENTER

WILL THE WINTER OF 1977 BE
AS SEVERE AS 1976^

I* most of the torecasters f'" cot
rect it will be so \«hv not qet
ready now Gleason ^ is all stock
ed with stylish and piactiral cold
we<ithef outdoor clothing for all

your fjt' »nd winter needs Come
in early and look over the Quality
lines we slock Also ask us about
our early birds tniy special

A fu»!#» on quaiiTy look at clothing
labels AMERICAN VAOE GOODSat
GleasoM s usually cost no more than
.nfeno' 'inpotted copies

I

Don Gleason Qn.ilily Down VeMs
I

North Fate tJnwn Parkds .infl Bnilies

Sierr.) Designs [JinAin and 60 40 Parkas

Camp 7 :,.,wi' V.'sis fj Mtn Parkas

Wooliuh Hui|i)r^ Sh.tlN Pails J.irkets

1 Duotold Qu.iliiv 2 LayHi Unrti-'wr-ai

'Wiqwam H.its Sr>cks and Witts

Vasque H.kitiq Boots
Sorel li.s ,M'. 1 Bo.if

.

TUBBS Snowshoas

Also a Complete Selection ot
Camping b Backpacking
Equipment on display

I Tents. Packs Etc I

W^^ ^>^ C*MPE«S Supply iNC

PtARl STREn NORTHAMPTON MASS

snumiH
BRAKE AND MUFFLER SHOP

BRAKES
'^'^^

•MUFFLERS
• SHOCKS

• TOWING
AAA
ALA

8 Pearl St., Northampton — 584-8531

TRUST YOJR CAR TO SPEEDY SPARTAN SPECIALISTS!

Pnt yourself
on the map.

Become a navigator with the
United States Air Force Air Force
navigators are among the finest In

the world They train In the ultra-

modern T-43 jet trainer at Mather
AFB, near Sacramento. Califor-

nia.

Two, three, and four-year Air

Force ROTC scholarships are
available to help you get there
by paying tuition, textbooks, lab
fees, and $100 tax free dollars

each month while you're In col-

lege. Plus, Air Force ROTC is a
great way to serve your country.

Find out about the programs to-

day and chart a secure future for

yourself Your destination is an
Air Force commission, your
checkpoints are excellent salary,

promotions, responsibility, and
Air Force opportunities

Find out today about one of the
finest scholarships In the nation.

It's a great opportunity.

Call 5-2437

Air FarceROTC

£2il£giaa 15

Peters, Supinski pace win
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - It was far from a
masterpiece.

Term it first game jitters, nerves, or
whatever. But for the UMass women's
basketball team, term it a win.
The Minutewomen got double figure

performances from three players en route to
posting a 68-51 win over Radcliffe last night
in their first game of the season.
Sue Peters led the way for UMass with 20

points, while Cheryl Carey added 15 and Sue
Henry chipped in with 12.

reiterated. "They all had mental lapses."
The real story of this game, though, was

the sloppy play of both teams. Turnovers
plagued both squads, as the Minutewomen
made 29 to their opponents' 23.
The shooting percentages also ap-

proached the nether
per cent of its shots,

connect on (believe

cent.

But the game did

depths. UMass hit on 38
while the Crimson could
it or not) a mere 26 per

show signs of promise
TURN TO PAGE 14

teams, the game was
ragged play and poor

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

i^'A ^ ^ 'M

Mandarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week

Moa.-Thur.

Fri.-Stu.

ll:30a.m.-l«:Mp.in.

ll:3Aa.in.-ll:Mp.in.

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 & up

DINNER $3 95

' main course choica of
S^echua^l Spiced Chiclcen

or

Sweftt h Sour Shrimp
Uinnsr includes spare rib

eqgiole chicken wing, fried
'11 e b hot and sour shrimp

Men Wed 5 00 8 00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-02S1

256-0252

Banquet Fnoilities*

But for both
characterized by
shooting.

'The first game's always the toughest

"

UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "But
It gives us a good indication of what we have
to do."

The Minutewomen uses Peters' 12 points
and an air-tight defense to jump out to a 31-
14 halftime lead, and then played the
Crimson even-Steven in the second half
And that irked Ozdarski.
"There's no way they should have scored

37 points in the second half," she said. "We
have to play defense the whole game, not
just one half."

But in the first 20 minutes, UMass
thoroughly dominated the Crimson, holding
them to just four points in the last 13 minutes
of the half while putting 20 of their own
points on the board.

After the Minutewomen jumped out to a
quick 11-6 lead, Radcliffe cut the gap to ll-
IOonepointdl-IO) on a Wendy Carle lay-in.

The hoop prompted Ozdarski to call time,
and her team proceeded to straighten itself

out.

UMass then ran off strings off six, four,
and 10 points to leave the court with its 17-

point midway lead. In the process, the
Minutewomen held Radcliffe scoreless for
the last 5:41 of the first half.

But in the second half, UMass let down its

guard, and as a result the overmatched
Crimson made the final score much more
respectable than it should have been.
"They have to want to play defense,

irregardless ot what the score is," Ozdarski

Forward Maura Supinski (31) didn't capitalize on this head and shoulder fak«, but
led the women's hoop team on D by rebounding and stifling Radcliffe's top scorer.
(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Gymnasts topple Boston State
By ANDY BLUME
Collegian Staff

The 1977 edition of the UMass men's
gymnastics team opened its season last night
with a convincing victory over Boston State
college, by the score of 181.95-161.90.

Co-captain Bob Donahue and Bob Lamb
paced the team with second and third place

finishes, respectively, in the all-around
scores. Donahue had 39.4 points in five
events and Lamb 35.45 points in six events.
John Forshay, one of only two seniors on

the young team of which over half are fresh-
men, won in the floor exercise with a score of
8.85. UMass swept this event with
Minutemen Dave Buegler and Donahue
finishing second and third, respectively.

UMass once again swept the top three
spots in the next event, the pommel horse.
Dave Kulakoff finished first with the highest
score of the night, a 9.3. Donahue finished
second and Tim Barry third.

Steve Nunno won the rings competition
with a 7.8 followed by teammate Dave
Felloman and Boston State's Gary Obermier
in the second and third spots. UMass' lead
was 89.85-74.35 midway through the meet.

The Minutemen completed its third sweep
in the vaulting. Forshay won his second
event of the night with a fine score of 9.15.
He was followed by Donahue in second and
Nunno in third.

First place in the parallel bars belonged to
Dave Kulakoff with a score of 7.9. Chris Way
of Boston State, the winner ib the all-around
competition, finished second and John
Nelson of UMass finished third.

UMass' weakest event of the night was
the high bar. Jim Duffy won the event of

Boston State with an 8.55 followed by a

second place finish from teammate Georae
Clark. Tommy Thomson finished third for

the Minutemen.

Coach Dick Swetman had this to say
about the meet and his team's performance.

"I was really happy. We broke the ISO's
(score total), which is about a 7.5 average
(per man in each vent). Bob Donahue and
Bob Lamb did super jobs in the all-around.
Donahue probably hit the best side horse of
his life. John Forshay really k>oked good on
the floor.

"This was kind of a warmup meet for
Army on Saturday. Army will be very tough.
They're scoring probably in the 190'$. I've
already projected that we can score in the
ISO's, maybe the 200's.

"The Rings and the parallel bars are weak
events. We're going to really be working on
them.

"We've got four meets in the next eleven

days. The Penn State double dual meet (at

home Dec. 10) is going to be a really good
meet.

"We've still pot Frank Cohen injured.

HopefuHv he'll be back soon.
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It wasn t pretty, but hoopmen win
Minutemen.
Sloppy play marred the contest, as UMass

tufned the ball over 19 times, while Harvard
wound up with an incredible 30 miscues.
The UMass squad generally attributed its

sloppy play to first game jitters.

"We were over-anxious - we just didn't
come together right away," said Johnson
after the game.

But coach Jack Leaman was a bit more
concerned. "I'm really worried about our
rebounding and defense," said Leaman. The
much smaller Harvard squad outrebounded
the Minutemen, 44-37.
Even before they got into foul trouble,

Kohlhaas and Haymore were not getting the
rebounds that everyone was expecting of
them. Haymore finished the game with five
rebounds, while Kohlhaas was credited with
one.

For Haymore, it was not the kind of
performance he had hoped for in his UMass
debut. 'I don't know what to say," he stated
atter the game. "I gotta get into the flow of
the game."

But his teammates were not so hard on the
big man. "He hasn't played competitive ball
in two years," said Pyatt.

Leaman had special words of praise for
Eldndge, whose hustle kept the Minutemen
together when things started to go bad, and
also came up with eight steals.

For five-year Harvard coach Frank
McLaughlin, it was a disappointing loss. "We
found some weaknesses we thought we
could work on. But we can't play a team with
the talent of UMass and make so many
mistakes."

V _ , ^ _., ,

By BOB HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Brad Johnson came off
the bench to contribute eight straight points
and a key blocked shot to push the UMass
basketball squad to a sloppy 73-66 win over a
scrappy Harvard team last night in the
Minutemen's season opener.
Johnson's flying block of a Bob Allen

breakaway layup with 50 seconds left in the
game iced the contest for the Minutemen
after the Crimson had cut the UMass lead,
which had reached as many as 13 points (6(>
47 with 11:19 remaining), down to just five.
The Minutemen jumped to an early lead,

and led 18-8 seven minutes into the game.
They maintained that lead throughout the
first half, and went off at the half with a 39-31
lead.

But the Minutemen had problems in the

second half, particularly up front. Both Len
Kohlhaas and Mark Haymore had four fouls
with over 14 minutes remaining, and both
fouled out before the eight-minute mark.
With the two UMass big men out of the

way, Harvard's 6-9 forward Brian Banks
went to work inside. The very physical Banks
finished the game with 21 points, 15 in the.
second half.

The Minutemen led, 65-52 with 8:41 left in
the game. Then Banks did his thing, hitting a
jumper, a free throw, and a layup, followed
by two Rich Bengal buckets, and the UMass
lead was down to four with 4:43 to go.
The two teams traded baskets for a few

minutes until Johnson's block saved the
game for UMass.
Banks was a high scorer in the contest,

followed by Bengal and UMass' Mike Pyatt,
both with 17. Guards Derick Claiborne and
Alex Eldridge scored 12 each for the

Mike Pyatt (30) scores two (the surest two) of his team leading 17 points in
night's sloppily played win over Harvard. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

last

Of football awards, top foes and more hoop coverage
Althouah fr>r all intontc anrl on r^-./^oQc »ko _^ *^Although, for all intents and purposes, the

1977 UMass football team's season ended
last Saturday when it lost to Lehigh, 30-23,
the team officially ended its year Tuesday
night with its annua! break-up dinner.

At the dinner, the team voted for the
players who, in its judgement, were the most
valuable to the team this season. The squad
also voted an all-opponent team and elected
next season's captains.
The players' choice for this season's Most

Valuable Player was quarterback Mike Fallon
who played ten games this year leading the
team to its 8-3 record.

Fallon, injured in the first game of the
season against Army, refused to undergo
surgery and returned * vo weeks later to lead
the team to a 17-0 v.ctory over Harvard.

In those ten games, Fallon completed 47
per cent of his passes, for a total of 1073
yards, and tossed 13 touchdown passes.

The senior from West Roxbury was unable
to play high school football at Catholic
Memorial because of injuries, then anended
Ferrin Junior College before coming to
UMass.
The team also chose Most Valuable

Players at four other key, but less glamorous
positions than quarterback.

Senior Phil Puopolo earned the team's
respect for his outstanding play at middle
guard and was credited as the Most Valuable
defensive lineman. The Everett native was
the team s most consistent pass rusher this
season and was an instrumental figure in

returning the Beanpot, symbolic of con-
ference supremacy, to Amherst.

Senior offensive tackle Ross Schubarth, a

Rich Eckel

two-time Yankee Conference all-star, was
voted the team's Most Valuable offensive
lineman. He was a key to the Minutemen's
grinding ball control offense which scored
274 points this season.

Dave Croasdale was voted the team's
Most Valuable defensive back, while half-
back Bill Coleman earned the offensive
back's honor. Croasdale, a cornerback,
intercepted five passes this season, three
against New Hampshire. Meanwhile, Cole-
man, although hampered by nagging ankle
injuries, managed to gain 904 yards on the
ground.
The "Allen Leon Pond Medal," awarded

each year for general excellence in football,
went to senior tight end Kevin Cummings.
The "William T. Evans Memorial Trophy,"
sportsmanship award was received by co-
captain John Gladchuk.
The players also voted Bruce Kimball and

Joe McLaughlin next season's co-captains.
Both players know what it's like to be
captain, since in their senior year of high
school they were captains of their teams.
Both players were named as first team
YanCon all-stars this season.
The players' selection of their all-opponent

team indicates that Boston College was
considered the team's most talented op-

ponent. Ten BC players made the 22 man list.

UMass's offensive All-Opponent Team:
QB Mike Rieker (Lehigh), FB Dan Conway

(BC), HB Bill Burnham (UNH), WR's Steve
Kreider (Lehigh), and Paul McCarty (BC), TE
Bill Brgndage (Army), OT's Grady Vigneau
(UNH), and Greg Ocantone (BC), G's Jim
Rourke and John Schmeding (both BC), and
center Bill Chaplick (BC).

UMass's defensive All-Opponent Team:
Ends Bob Moore (BC), and Bob Baggot

(Harvard), Tackles Fred Smerlas (BC), and
Chuck D'Amico (Army), Nose Guard George
Mayes (Army), Linebackers Tom Marhefka
(URI), and Herb Mihalik (Holy Cross),
Cornerbacks Dick Duffy (UNH), and Kelly
Elias (BC). and Safeties Mark Etro (UNH),
and Paul Murphy (BC).

This promises to be an exciting winter for
the men's basketball team, and with that
promise of excitement has come increased
coverage from the media. The team, since it

does play away from any large media cen-
ters, has always been underpublicized.

But, this season, with the Eastern Athletic
Association television network, which will

telecast a weekly EAA game, and now,
channel 27 in Worcester, which has con-
tracted to cover five UMass games, the
B'ballers should gain local recognition.

Channel 27, the Worcester station, will be
covering UMass along with Holy Cross and
Assumption in its 29 game schedule. This,
however, is the first season that channel 27
will make a conscious effort to cover the
Minutemen.

"We did a couple of games a few years
ago," informed Bob Fouracre, who will
handle the play-by-play for the games.
"We're stretching our coverage because we
can afford to. Before, we couldn't afford the
line charges.

"We call it New England College Basket-
ball, but before all we could afford to cover
was Holy Cross and Assumption. I think Wi
high time we catered to our state universif/.
We're looking fooA/ard to it," said Fourarre.

Fouracre. who will be sharing the mike
with color man Bob Cousy, said that since
UMass is such a big school and has a large
amount of alumni in the Worcester area, he
expects a strong following for the telecasts.

The five games covered by channel 27 are
all home games to be played at the Cage,
except for one away telecast from Holy

'

Cross.

The schedule: Vermont, Dec. 10; UConn,
Dec. 14; Holy Cross, Feb. 2; George
Washington, Feb. 18; and Pittsburgh, Feb.

Women's basketball team dumps Radcliffe
See story on Page 15
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COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

MOUNT
SNOW,

VERMONT
lanudry 8-13,1978

• Five Djy Lih Ticket

• Ski 80 Miles - 1800 t>rop
• Five Nights Ludning

• Deluxe Condominiums
• Kill hen * Fireplace

• Only 2 per Bedroom
• Five Minutes lo Mt
• Dame to I ive Hands

• Free Ke^ I'dHy

• Surprise Extras

ONLY $99.50
Easy Drive — South Vl.

Call

All II ip arranKemenIs by United
IntercoUefciate Skiers Auoitalion

Northamoton •

NOW -ONLY AREA SHOWING
Ends Tues 7 00 & 9 00

A terrifically intelligent

comedy. .

JoNAh
wIk> will

be 2^
JN

yEAR

2000
(no dollar nights)

at the Gates 0. [tC'

V^*f^e*
Q^lltl^fg^od

m
i

Bench-Crafted
Handbags

2895

Rugged saddle cowhide handbags
styled to go anywhere. Look for lots

of variety in this special group from
Faces' new leather collection:

multiple outside^pp«r-<pDcPrets, flap

pockets, interchangeable wrist and
shoulder straps, and much more.
Black, chocolate, russet, and tan
leathers Many exceptional values
23 95-28 95

The Look... The Price...
At Faces Now!

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6. Mon Sat
Sun 1 5

Seia\f^ tve ^'^T
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''Our proper work, if we love rr^ankind

and the world we live in, is revolution.

'
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*lhi^iki^ Persistent Punk
Consumer's Guide To The New Wave

or

Ten For The Big Time

All good movements (as weH as most bad
ones) have their originators and their
hangers-on, and the new wave is no excep-
tion. Now, with a big break imminent in the
United States for this exciting new breed of
musicians, it seems as good a time as any
to separate the cream from the crap. If you
have heard any of these bands and come
away with a distate for "punk rock", please
give some of the others a try, because all of
those listed here are quite different from
each other, with influences ranging from
Bessie Smith to the Shangri-La's to the
Grateful Dead. Following are short descrip-
tions of some of the better remaining new
wave bands.

Americans (listed alphabetically):
1. The Dictators -They've actually been

around longer than the new wave itself
formed in the midst of (and partially as a
result of) one of the otherwise-dullest Idlls
of rocknroll in its history. Besides being one
of the first, they are also one of the best, in-
corporating a wide variety of rockriroll
subgenres (heavy metal, bubblegum, surf
rock, etc.) with fine musicianship, excellent
lyrics and a fantastic live act. Their first LP,
Go Girl Crazy, remains one of the few in-
dispensibles of rock. Now record for
Elektra.

2. The Heartbreakers- Inclusion as an
Amencan band is debatable- formed in
New York out of the ruins of the New York
Dolls, they emigrated to Great Britain in
mid 77, and their album, L.A.M.F. is

available only as an import. Their sound
isvery much like that of the Dolls, only
without the cute gimmicks of that' most
elegant quintet. Since the release of their
LP, original drummer Jerry Nolan has left
the band, with one possible replacement
being Rat Scabies, recent resignee from
the Damned. The Heartbreakers will pro-
bably be around for a long time, in one
form or another, playing their fine brand of
straight ahead rocknroll. Record for Track-
no American contract.
3. The Ramones-lf anyone is to break

the American new wave in America it is
these guys. No holds barred rocknroll two
minute toons, ridiculous lyrics tjlack
leather jackets and blue jeans, no gaps bet-
ween songs, brilliant melodies. Who could
deny the genious of someone who writes
"I guess I'll have to tell em that/I got no
cerebellurri"* Not me. Record for Sire.
4 Talking Heads-My personal fave

rave. Intelligent rock for the mid-'70's
Everything about them demonstrates a
refreshingly mature outlook toward things
and because of this they have been labelled
too wierd". Go figure it. David Byrne's

flair for a melodic hook is almost unmatch-
ed in the new wave. Record for Sire.
5 Television -Most of what I've said

about the Heads applies to almost equally
to Television, but where the Heads sing of
their appreciation for things around them
being the way they are, TV seems quite
happily alienated from that reality. Their
Marquee Moon stands as one of the

finest crafted LPs to come around in a long
while. Record for Electra.

English (listed alphabetically):

1. Elvis Costello-On his way to
American stardom. Mixes up a wide variety
of influences, but mostly sounds like no
one but himself. Most of his lyrics
demonstrate his innate sense of bitterness,
and listening to My Aim Is True, his debut
LP, is thus a rather cathartic experience.
Records for Columbia.
2. Eddie and the Hot Rods- First LP
demonstrated an amphetamine-fueled
R" B rehash style, but their latest 45, "Do
You Anything You Winna Do", is a Elyrds-
type rocker of anthen ic proportions. The
Rods put on a very exciting stage show,
and could go over big here, with the proper
exposure. Record for Island.
3. The Jam — Seem intent on playing

their early Who influence to the hilt, but
they make such fine music it doesn't mat-
ter. All the power chords are in the right
places, the energy and feedback are there,
too, and -again- the live act is dynamic'
"In the City" is another classic anthem
Record for Polydor.

4 The Sex FHstols- Forget what you've
read; just listen to the music and try to deny
It's brilliance! I still believe they are puppets
to manager Malcolm McDowell, but listen-
ing to Johnny Rotten's splitting venom, I

dobeheve they mean every word they sing.
And with Warner Brothers investing lots
and lots of their Rumours earned dough
into these boys you can bet you have not
heard the last of them. Record for Warners.
5. The Vibrators- Much has been made

of their decidedly non-punk musical
history, of their respective ages, and of
their lack of "dedication" to "the scene".
But not enough has been made of the ex-
cellence of their music. It is clean fun
Power Pop, and the Vibrators will probably
be able to last far beyond "punk rock".
Record for Epic.

— Philip Milstein

RAMONES
Rocket to Russia

(Sire)

SEX PISTOLS
Neverr Mind the Bollocks

(Warner Brothers)

HEARTBREAKERS
L.A.M.F.

(Track import)

THE BOYS
(NEMS import)

Having lived through the failure of glitter

rock in Anr>erica, I have always been
pessimistic about the chances for punk
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Will the forces of punk rock and reg-
gae music merge to form a new
musical/political movement? WIN
RasTapunk reggae rock ever grace our
hungry ears?

^^iyOf.

wmmmm
over here. The New Wave has been around
for quite a while now, and it has produced a
lot of excellent music (and a lot of crap,
too) that will probably always remairi
unheard by most people. But far from
seeming hopeless, the outlook for the
future is improving. As proven at recent
concerts here and in Boston, once people
get to hear the music instead of the bullshit
mass media coverage, many respond
favorably. And airplay is increasing slightly
Now, with new releases by some of the
genre s most important artists, we may yet
see a breakthrough.
Or mavbe not. Rocket to Russia is the

third and weakest album by America's
leading punks, the Ramones. The tunes
just aren't as good. However, it's still a load
of fun. The lyrics are more ridiculous and
the production better than ever- "Do You
Wanna Dance" and especially "Surfin'
Bird" are perfect oldies for them, and
''Here Today Gone Tomorrow" is the pret-
tiest thing they've ever done. Not to men-
tion the funniest cover and inner sleeve I've
seen in a long time. Recommended
wholeheartedly to Ramones fans, except
they already have it. Novices are diiected to
Leave Home first.

A major cause for concern is the long-
awaited first album byfEngland's\ea6iT\Q
punks, the Sex Pistols. It may turn a lot of
people off to the whole thing. Whereas the
Ramones are a joke, perfectly harmless like
Alice Cooper, these guys are seriously
menacing. When Iggy or Lou Reed have
explored threatening emotions before one
could sympathize with them. But' the
Pistols' lead singer Johnny Rotten presents
himself in such a way that one can only feel
repulsion and perhaps fear. This is hate
music like none ever heard before. Rotten's
singing is the most grating, unmelodic
whining I have ever heard. And the music
does not live up to the potential
demonstrated in both sides of their first two
singles, being, with a couple of exceptions
one long undistinguished rehash. And yet,
at the risk of destroying what little critical
credibility I may have, I have grown to like
Never Mind the Bollocks. It is extremely
powerful stuff, and a side at a time is great
when in a very rowdy mood. But this is not
the place to start. If you happen to hear the
Sex Pistols.p/easekeep in mind that they
are the only punk rock group that comes
close to fitting the sensationalist press the
whole movement has gotten.
The Heartbreakers are the missing link
between not only glitter and punk (being
descendants of America's leading glitter
band, the New York Dolls), but also
Amencan and English strains of punk
(originating from New York but gaining
popularity and a record contract overseas).
L.A.M. F. boasts the unmistakeable guitar
of Johnny Thunder, giving it a very Dolls-y
sound. However, the material and vocals
aren't quite up to Dolls standards, and the
production is almost as bad as the Damn-
ed's

. Still, second rate Dolls is as good as
first-rate almost anybody else, and a nice
bit of nostalgia for us old-timers, if not ex-
actly earthshakingly fresh.

(continued on page 11)
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THE JOFFREY BALLET

The Joffrey Ballet aims to please - and
judging from the enthusiastic response of
the near-capacity crowds at their three per-
formances recently (at the Fine Arts Center
Nov. 15,16,17), they shoot right on target.
Among the direct hits are works of
youthful, vigorous intensity such as 'Trini-
ty," "Deuce Coupe II," and "Rodeo."
The Charles Manson cult. Drugs. Free

love. Acid rock. "Trinity," a potent ritual
dance in three parts choreographed by
Gerald Arpino in 1970, encompasses these
explosive aspects of those hot and heavy
late sixties-early seventies quite effectively.
The first part, "Sunday," begins with

powerful, virile males leaping high, arching
back with their legs extended in front, and
rocking and gyrating their torsos and hips.
Incredcible tension - movement absolutely
to the limits, yet at the same time always
controlled. The women join in, but Arpino
has subordinated them to smoldering sex
objects, their movement consisting of sen-
sual, hip-thrusting strides, feline leaps and
attitudes, and frequent shooting star spr-
ings into the air, where the men lift high
then display them in the luscious, flung-
back position they have taken, before
whisking them off-stage. Wrapping arms
tightly around one another, the men and
women form a communal circle around
another man and begin to rapidly circle
him, their heads swinging from side to side.
Perhaps the initiation of a new memeber?
"Summerland," the second part, is about

love - love which is open and free, and
which knows no bounds. The duets consist
of gently folding and unfolding lifts and em-
braces, women falling off balance, trusting
their partners to be there to catch them,
and seemingly aimless, spontaneous transi-
tions from one movement phrase to
another. One particularly beautiful phrase
has several couples lying down in a "W"
pattern on the floor, the women lying on
top of the men. Then, one man slides his
partner up to his knee, poising her thigh
there while supporting her shoulders.
When she arches her back, extending her
arms and legs up and out, she becomes a
bird, resting on that perch, until her partner
slides her back down on top of him. This
slide-up, poise, slide-down sequence is

echoed by the other couples in rhythmic
canon.
In the third part, "Saturday" (derived

from the ancient "Sabath"), dancers walk
on carrying candles, perform a brief ritual
(offenng? supplication?), then leave the
stage to the crazed, possessed cult leader.
He rises from his lotus position, comes for-
ward and lashes into and incredibly vir-
luosic, intense, ecstatic solo. The dancers
return, and with orgiastic fervor they leap,
spin, reach and fling their bodies in space!
The dance ends with the dancers one by
one placing their flickering candles on the
darkened stage, and walking off, to the
gradually diminishing beat of the bass and
drum.
Where "Trinity" is intense, direct,
choreographer Twyla Tharp's pop ballet for
the Joffrey "Deuce Coup 11" is ambiguous,
spacey-bodering on the psychedelic. The
music sets the tone -long cuts or brief snat-
ches of Beach Boys tunes are speeded up
or slowed down or fragmented in some
other way. Dancers in long hair, miniskirts
and bright, fuscia pants go beserk school
dance style, at the same time as dancers in
white bellbotom and midriff outfits prance
and dance to another rhythm in a different
realm, at the same time as a ballerina per-
forms a slow, clas-sical adagio. What is

even more bizarre is that Tharp manages to
integrate these divergent styles and
rhythms and fragmented music with insight
and humor -the dancers play off of one
another's movement styles.

Tharp's unique style of movement con-
stantly surprises, perplexes, yet appeals. In
this work, one can only wonder at how
fast, complex footwork or a pulsing pelvis
with the upper body remaining still except
for ari occasional, ho-hum flick of the wrist,
a spinning, slashing, wildly gestulating
clump of dancers traveling at breakneck
speed, somehow, miraculously not bashing
into each other, or a subtle tilt of the head
can be accomplished with such impact.
"Rodeo," -yep, pardner, a real-live,

ropin', ridin', knee-slapping, filly-hustling
cowboy ballet, choreographed in 1942 by
Agnes de Mille, with a rousing score by
Aaron Copland. Every gesture in this ballet
communicates, touches more profoundly
than words.
The scene is set: A Saturday afternoon
rodeo in the American Southwest. Bow-
legged, rugged, macho cowboys in full
regalia (men look so damn good in cowboy
garb!) show-off their skills in roping, riding,
branding and throwing to an appreceative
audience of womenfolk. Their knees are
always bent to keep a wide, sure-footed
stance, they rotate their arms to lassoo,
and, standing profile, they swing up to one
leg, arch back and hold the other leg in a

high prance position-the image is that of a
rearing stallion.

An engaging imp of a cowgirl immediately
captures your attention. She is a tomboy, a
misfit who, just like all the other womenfolk
longs for the attention of a man, but whose
efforts to win the respect and admiration of
the men by imitating their gestures (hiking
up the trousers, bowlegged swagger, jut-
ting the chin out, flicking the hat back),
participating in their activities and dressing
cowboy style only result in their good-
natured laughter and jibes.
The one time a man does approach her as

a woman and not an oddity, she blows it.

He asks her something, she laughs and
swats him in the belly--! oh god ... she
turns and hides her face in the verticle
crook of her arm, while clutching her
lowered head in anguish.
But like all happy ending stories (depen-

ding on how you look at it, of course) the
cowgirl eventually gets herself a man once
she dresses like a lady. More than that, at
the lively Saturday night square dance, she
has to choose between two men who ask
her favor: the Head Wrangler, a suave,
confident womanizer who dances with
flowing, generous ease and perfection, or
the Champion Roper, a cocky, dare-devil
show-off who enraptures the crowd with a
brilliant tap solo. She chooses the cocky
roper, who is more in line with her wild,
fun-loving character, and they all dance
happily into the night.

The characters, although stereotypical,
are well-developed and believable, and the
dancing is rollicking good fun.
In addition to the direct hits were a

number of other dances that were right on
the mark, namely, "The Moor's Pavane,"
"Touch Me," "Moves" and "As Time Goes
By."
"The Moor's Pavane," based on

Shakespeare's Othello, was choreograph-
ed by Jose Limon in 1949, and is here
reconstructed from Labanotation by Jen-
nifer Scanlon. This dance concerns a Moor
of passionate, violent nature and his in-
teractions with his bride, his friend, and his
friend's wife, all contained within the strait
laced, formal structure of the pavane (a
Spanish 17th century court dance). The
dance is one of trickery and deception -the
Moor's friend plays on his volatile temper
by first taking him aside and feeding him
lies about his bride's fidelity, then by cajol-
ing his wife into stealing the white handker-
chief that the Moor has given his bride, and
presenting it as proof of her infidelity.

Finally, the Moor can contain his rage no
longer. In what starts out as a love duet,
the Moor holds his bride tenderly, but as
the duet goes on, he begins to constrict
her, twist her, bend her backwards across
his knee, break her, and with furiously fly-

ing fist, he beats her, partially concealed by
the friend and his wife who continue the
light-pavane, unaware of the murder.
The dancers moved with great amplitude

and with a slow-motion quality which,
along with the juxtaposition of^violence and
the court dance, sen/ed to augment the
powerful, dramatic tension of the work.
In "Touch Me," a gospel solo

choreographed by Gerald Arpino and per-
formed by Christian Holder (to music by the
Reverend James Cleveland and the Charles
Fold Singers), Holder dances with consis-
tent dynamic intensity. His tall, powerful
black body is beautiful to watch; it has a
drama all its own. His voluminous, sheer
white, pleated costume, which he skillfully

swirls, flips and flutters like angel wings,
makes the dance breathtakingly luminous!
The only problem is that the consistently
high dynamics of his movement did not
correspond to the regular rise and fall of the
dynamics of the gospel music. "

•

(continued on next page)

PICK UP A REAL SWEFTIE TODAY.
FRGCrOSE is the sweetest of all natural

sugars. It's what makes natural fruits as sweet
and tasty as they are. FRGCTOSE is widely
used in Europe as a natural sweetener, and

naturally a quick energy source. SAMAVITA is

making this product available to you now,
exclusively via mail order. Our European-

imported product line includes pure
FRUCTOSE crystalline and tablets, as well as
jams and preserves. And since they're all

sweetened with FRUCTOSE, they're the
sweetest of the sweet, naturally

Call or write^

MAnMniA OMWl,
Dept (3-450 Park Avenue. New York, N.Y 10022 Tel: (212) 832-7540

PUN TO EAT AT

Pizza Grinders Sandwiches Cold Orinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst
Hours 1 1:30 1 am Doily

til 2:00 on Weekends

Njew Hideout Delivery Polici

V
I THE HIDEOUT
j

Save ten receipts and receive
I 1 FREE LARGE plain pizza

j 265-0441

L._ sample
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8:30 to 1
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TWOWAY STREET
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Considering a Career
in the Legal Profession?

ways in which you can enter the legal profession FhII-TIri
StMdMts Can earn a J Degree and be eligible to take the
California State Bar Examination in 2v> or 3 years Pirt-Tiiw
SlMd««s. Can graduate m 3Vj or 4 years of study with the .ame
degree as a full-time student by attending class an average of 3
times per week 3 hours per class There are schedules to fit

many needs - classes are offered days evenings and
weekends Waslirn State University CoJIige of Law has a Whola
Person Mnissions Policy - applicants are screened tor academic
background personal aptitude, general experience maturity
and motivation Applications are now being accepted for Spring
Semester from men and women with two or more years of
college credits To obtain catalog fill out and mail advertisement
to either or our two campuses

Weslera Stale University College of Law Dopt C1

1

1111 N Stale CotleieBlvd 1333 Front Street
FelleftM.CA 92631 san Diego CA 92101
PHoti (7141 993 7600 Phone 1714) 231 0300

Name

Street

cry State z.p
[APPLY NOW FOR SPHIIIGS£««£STER. CUSSES START JANUARY 16

Although the cost of professional education continues to spiral
Ju^tionat WSU remains among the most moderaie in the nation

' st^rn State University

egeofLaw
Fully accredited by the State Bar of California and by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges
Students HigiWc for Federally Insured Student Loans

Worcester
^AM-lo:^opl

Onack bars

frogurT

s(Jndaes

HOT QoGS

hamRurgers

R-.DERS

ICE CRhAH
I'

ASMNOWICHES
*KBREAflFAST SPECIALS

COMMUNITV AFFAIRS

The Range of Radio
Radio Alternatives In Amherst

By Alex M. Stein

If you turn on a radio these days, chances
are that you'll hear the generally agreed-
upon most popular type of music, the usual
selection of Top 40 hits speckled with
Disco, Oldies (the cherished 'moldy gold')
and tributes to Elvis. But if you're sick of
the above, there is an alternative. This arti-
cle is about three radio stations, all located
in Amherst, which offer a different type of
alternative to "mainstream" radio. Each of
these stations offers unique programming
tailored to the tastes of the audiences.

Five College Radio-WFCR (88.5 FM)

Many people tend to shy away from
WFCR because of the music itplays-or, the
kind of music it doesn't play. The station
has a policy that it will play no Rock, con-
temporary and only a limited amount of
avant garde music. They play what the sta-
tion calls "good music." That translates as
classical music, which many people con-
sider to be far from good.
"We try," says Joan Wilber, program

director, "to appeal to an audience of very
mixed classical and jazz music listeners. We
are always on the lookout for new and
good programming. And, of course, we're
open to suggestions."

The station, located on Campus on the
third floor of the Hampshire House is staff-
ed by full time professionals. "We're not a
training ground for students like WMUA "

says Allen Linkowski, Acting General
Manager and Director of Arts and Per
formances.

wi-LR that are unavailable elsewhere Be-

Tpr^ T""^^' °^ National Public Radio
(IMPR), they get many syndicated programs

Inh' "^'""S Line, Images and Varioussymphony orchestra broadcasts, including

h! m^^'tu'"'''^^^^
^'^^ Channe\ 57 fror^

the Met. There are also locally produced

Just Talk, and vanous childrens', poetryand other programs. ^

WFCR has a local newscast for fifteen
minutes from Monday to Friday. A typical
newscast has ten minutes of local news
and five minutes of headlines. National
news also comes to thvim from NPR.
The station-a non-commercial one-is sup-

ported by grants, but relies on the public
and the five colleges for most of its finan-
cial backing. The operating costs are "well
into six figures."

presumably turns into a pumpkin. On Sun-
days, there are four programs featuring one
hour of the Boston Pops, the Longine Sym-
phonette. Classical music and a Sound-
track album.

During "Heavy Listening Hours," there is
a fifteen minute newscast on the hour.
Although the newscast is mostly local
news, they try to broadcast at least 5
minutes of national news per hour.
They are "open to ideas from local peo-

ple " One of the ideas that they were open
to was a half-hour of music and commen-
tary by a group of 4th graders. "We have to
serve the public as a public trustee," says
Friedman. "We are required to determine
the problems of our listeners and try to set
up programming to help those problems "

And they do, for WTTT is indeed small
town radio at its best, and it is responsive
to the needs of the people who live here.

Alternative Radio-WMUA (91.1 FM)

WMUA broadcasts 24 hours a day, 365
days a year, and is completely run by
students. There are 42 different DJ's, each
of whom programs their own weekly show.
This often leads to many different tastes-
vanilla, strawberry.

. . "We play what people
want to hear," says Biff Price, a DJ and
newsperson at WMUA. "The only things
that we discourage are pop and music that
is racist or sexist."

MUA plays "as much local stuff as we
can " A recent addition to their equipment
was a 14 track mixing board that will enable
the station to tape local bands live in the
area. A new program of live music taped
locally is called "Thirsty Ear." The program
IS described as a ""kind of localized 'King
Biscuit Flour Hour."" (Sort of ironic for a
non commercial station, since King Biscuit
Flour was the first commercial sponsor for
radio.)

Disk Jockeys can do whatever they want
as long as they obey FCC regulations'
Which can sometimes be bent due to the
educational status of the station. If a DJ
does something that bends a rule, then it's
his ass on the line, " says Price.
There are only three qualifications that

you must meet to be a DJ at WMUA First
you must be a student at UMASS, since it
IS a completely student-run radio station
Second, you must be a station member
ihis basically means that you've come to
three station meetings. Lastly, you must
have an FCC third class license. This is a
government-given test that requires the
knowledge of a bit of electronic and radio
theories.

Easy Listening -WTTT (1430 AM)

WTTT is located in a small building (more
like a pnvate house, actually), and from the
road looks more like the setting for a J R R
Tolkien novel than a place for a radio sta-
tion. But looks are decieving, and WTTT
uses Its space remarkably well The staff
looks mostly in their thirties. It is a com-
merical station, run by advertising dollars
Many feel that WTTT is small town radio

at Its best, which is evidenced by tne enor-
mous popularity of "Swaps", a show
where people who have things to sell or
trade call in and tell about them.

The music on TTT is "mostly soft-rock
"

according to Donald Friedman, one of theUJS. The station broadcasts no local
rnusic, and although it recieves all its 45's in
the mail, the station boys all of their LP'sThe decision of what is and what isn't
bought IS made by Ted Peene, the manager
and programming director, with a little helpfrom the rest of the staff.
The station is a "daylighter", that is it

broadcasts from 6 AM until dark, wheA it

WMUA offers about 40 minutes of news
daily. There are also talk shows such as
The Valley Talks. Other special program-
ming includes the Women's Media Pro-
ject, Dr. Salsa's Medicine Show (now
syndicated statewide), the Glory Road
Gospel Show. There are also shows
devoted to Classical Music and Black Mass
Communications.
The DJ's are always on the lookout for
new releases and good music for their
shows. There is no station playlist (each DJ
acts as his/her own programming director),
and reviews do not determine what does-
and what doesn't get played. "Since we're
non-commercial, we can be progressive,"
says Price. "Commercial radio has moved
towards top-40, because they're in it for the
owney. Progressive radio isn't as popular
as it was in the sixties."

WMUA is financed by the student govern-
ment at a total cost of about $40,000. "We
know we're being listened to from all of the
letters and phone calls we get," says Price.
From the response, it seems well worth the
investment.

Jeffrey continued
(continued from page 3)

No music, no set, no fancy costumes, no
tncky lighting. Just dancers and time and
space. "Moves," a ballet in silence about
relationships, choreographed by Jerome
Bobbins in 1959. The dancers display
physical relationships, such as enclosing
and breaking up space, heaviness and
lightness, fastness and slowness; emo-
tional relationships, one being a menacing
duet of emotional violence between a man
and a woman; numeric, rhythmic relation-
ships of various "how many do what where
when's"; and partnering relationships: men
with women, men with men, women with
women, and, most interesting of all,

women danceng with invisible partners.
"As Time Goes By " is another Tharp

piece that features h«r drdl humor and

lucid, effortless style. Popular dances
such as the jitterbug are the motif for
this one, which does'nt stop moving
for and instant.

Falling somewhat short of the target
of excellence are "Viva Vivaldi "
"Tarantella," and "Kettentanz "

'in
most cases because the dancers
foundered in the classical technique-
the ensemble dances in "Viva Vivaldi"
were cluttered and imprecise, the male
dancer m "Tarantella" over-
exaggerated his movement to the point
of appearing foolish, and the partner-
ing in "Kettentan" v/as awfully shaky
at tinrws.

StMronTnM
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BTSTENTH
ANNIVERSARY TRIBUTE!

lice Cooper;

.GOP- Rock at its best!
i -"»»ii

f # ^

Sammy Davis Jr.;

Whatkind of fool am I?
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A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

You're probably wondering what we're
trying to do It' sort of hard to say: sort of a
magazine and sort of a newspaper The
name of it is Republing Stone, which we
think IS a good name for a paper that
believes m the fundamental goodness of
our free enterprise system. We attempt to
promote the sort of culture that people who
have their shit together really want, and we
eschew the heavy-handed rhetonc and
political (yeccch) approach of so-called
radical' publications that completely fail to
recognize the universal wisdom of the
new found-raised-consciousness frisbee-
West Coast-I used-to do acidl'm-not-
into pohtics-go with-the-flow-mellow-out-
no hassle approach to life. Can you dig it?

What really is the point of getting down on
people for being behind what they're into^'
Like everyone else who has found that
everybody's thing is their own trip, we
would much rather mellow out to the good
vibes of Linda Ronstadt or Jackson Browne
than have to deal with the awful head trips
laid down by 'new wave' infantile punk
rockers or the bad, bummed out vibes that
so much 'new jazz' is full of. Everything's
cool, so why worry? Our profits have been
steadily rising, total assets are way up , we
get invited to all the big parties, and we
have enough cocaine to keep us all going
for decades. So why get all hung up on
'social relevance' and all that other dated
60's shit? Well, you'll have to excuse me
now, I'm going over to the pool with a very
famous person (I can't say who) to do up
some cocaine through a thousand dollar
bill. Stay cool.

Jan S. Winner
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I got news babe

CoVKR

Alice Cooper relaxes with Gerry Ford
during a grueling game of golf at a
Palm Springs country club.

Alice Cooper:

GOP- Rock
by Cameroon Crowebar

Alice Cooper comes up for ^ir up 1 3/81
GOP-Rock at its best. For fun, profit and
an extra six for the road

EEATIRKS

Sam 111 V Davis Jr.:

What kind of f«M>l am I?

by Grail Marcuse

"What kind of fool am I? " asks the peren
nial Sammy Davis Jr. This time he expects
some answers

OCK&ROLL

Bono Broods

by Chat Blippo

Sonny Laments, and laments and
laments, and laments. The record business
was never this good? Lance Askew relates
his story in an exclusive Republing Stone
interview

Butz Bombs

Earl Butz: My favorite jokes?

ANDOM GL
Bowie: Thin white duke m Big Whi
House?

R.Reliable sources today revealed a
story linking three great american ac-
tors: Cary Grant, ex-President Richard
Nixon, and alleged mass murderer
David Berkowitz. These three were
said to have held psychiatric therapy
sessions together.
During Nixon's final days secret ses-

sions were frequent. One
photographer also claims to have a
photograph of Nixon, Grant, Berkowitz
and a dog all eating oranges at Haight-
Ashbury in May of '73. Both Grant and
Berkowitz admit to the meetings, but
would not elaborate. Nixon had no
comment. What are the implications of
such a relationship? Sources indicate
that great quantities of L.S.D. were
shipped to the White House during the
years 1972 1974. David Berkowitz plans
to reveal the whole story soon in his
book to be published titled. My Three
Sons of Sam.

R,

Has Arlo Guthrie become a Republican?
He did campaign for the Republican Con-
gressman from Masiachusens, Silvio
Conte in his last (and sucessful) bid for re-

election...

umor has it that David Bowie has
received offers of up to three million dollars
to run for vice-president on a Republican
Ticket with Tennessee senator Howard
Baker in 1980. Bowie has reportedly turned
down all these offers, citing the lack of "ar-
tistic control" he would have in the cam-
paign given "its normal restraints," and the
fact that he would never want to ""play se-
cond fiddle to anybody". Sources have it

that Bowie would only run for president,
and even then he would ""need to drastical-
ly change the whole system of elections in
the States... I'd need total artistic control,
actually, with the music played and the
costumes worn having to be exactly the
way I'd want them..." The rock star would
like to have everyone "dress up in all sorts
of androgynous elephant costumes and
huge sunglasses and sing backup for me at
the convetion, then we'd all switch into
black leather and storm into Washington In
Rolls Royces shooting elephant turds at
any one that tries to stop us" according to
knowledgable sources. Republican party
leaders are reportedly considering actually
nominating Bowie for president in 1980
despite the thin white duke's eccentrities.
""I don't particuarly care for his music but I

think that young people could rally around
him, and I don't think he'd do anything that
would upset the Republican party or the
buisiness interests of this country'" one pro-
minent Republican Senator is quoted as
saying. '"And it'd be a hell of an in-

naugural" he joked.

ORRESPONDENCE
LOVE LETTERS &~ VICE

We are cannon fodder. The U.S.
Labor Party is the plunger and the
State Monopoly Capital Social
Democratic State is the cannon. When
the cannon goes off, baboom! Only the
cannon and plunger are left! Next...

-Zbigniew Brzezinski Jr.

S.M.C.S.D.U.S.A.
[Washington, D.C.I

Commie...

-Lyndon M. LaRouche,lll

U.S. LP. P.

I Plot- to -take-over-the-
world, Maryland]

Why didn't I think of that?

-Salvador Dali

\ Guernica, Spain]

Hey, I just heard you guys were
writing about me! Really great, swell,

terrific, wow, etc., etc., etc.

-Sammy Davis Jr. Ill

I Borschtbelt, Mississippi]

Anybody wanna' see some porno-
etchings?

-Vladimir Bukowski
I Ferlinghetti, Maine

I

Who let him out?

-Leonid Brezhnev
\ Moscow, U.S.S.R.

The only thing that anyone should ever
suck on is a big tall glass of Florida orange
juice. (They do weird things to it In Califor-
nia.)

-Aneeda Bryant
Freshed Squeezed, Florida

Mr. Earl Butz
c/o Republing Stone

Dear Earl,

I'm sorry, but I forgot why negroes
seldom vote Republican. Could you tell m#
again?

wholesomely yours,

Pat Boon

All right you slimy slag eatin' disco-dancin'
arseholes, why don't you all go wank
yourselves blind so you can't find your
bloody coke spoons?

sincerely yours,

Johnny Stinken

PS. Loved your special on the telly.
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Alice Cooper: GOP- Rock i\ ^s best
By CAMEROON CROWEBAR

W inner told me to write a little thing about
Alice Cooper the performer. Being the
famous rock writer that I am, I got to travel
with the AC. entourage on the summer '77

national tour (Winner bought my illustrious
way into it with some of the finest coke this
side of the Canary Islands), so I know the
man personally, and as a performer, and
regarding the latter, let me say that he was
great! Jolly Alice simply cracked us up
before every single show with his true-to-
life impressions. He knows all the stars, of
course, so they could hardly be more ac-
curate. And pulling off his ingenious Gerry
Ford impersonation on stage throughout
one entire concert was too much! His best,
however, was of his dear friend
Groucho — good ol' Alice would simply lay
down, close his eyes, and stop breathing.
Temporarily, of course. And his back-stage
tales of what Vincent Price is really like

were Price-less. Finally, there were all those
great behind-the-scenes-at-Hollywood-
Squares candid stories — my god, it is true
about Paul Lynde!
Oh yeah, Winner again -"You And I" is

great, too -Mom and Spot (my pet dog)
both love it -

AD
SUN SELLS:

FOGHAT $3.98
Live

STEELY DAN $4.98
Ajo

STEVE MILLER $3.98
Book of Dreams

BUNNY WAILER $3.98
Protest

"Millions of used records
bought & sold"

Sun Music 549 2830

9 E. Pleasant St. Amherst, Ma.

Bono Broods

By CHET BLIPPO

R ecurring nosebleeds and occassional fit-

of nausea have accompanied the release

of Greg and Cher Allman's new album into

the Bono household. Citing Sonny's
displeasure with Warner Brother's Allman
and Woman release as the main source of

the former recording star and television

personality's discomfort, home-delivery
man Lance Askew claims Sonny's depres-

sion is getting worse. Lance works for a

local spirit shop.

"He hasn't been the same since the day
the album first came out. It's not that he
objects to the cover art depicting Greg
and Cher in a semi-nude embrace, nor does
he care if his former wife is travelling

around in the company of Democratic Par-

ty heavies like Allman or rock-politic im-

pressario Phil Walden. What really bothers

Sonny the most is the fact that when Cher
and he recorded "You Really Got A Hold
On Me" for their first album. Look At Us,

she told him it was about him. Now he's

depressed because this one and only song
is on her and Greg's new album, openly
flaunting her betrayal. Now he figures she
must sing it for all the guys." Lance denied
any connection between Sonny's recent

displeasure and the increasing frequency of

his visits to the Bono household but added,
"Sure Sonny feels he got beat. First he got
beat by CBS who cheated him out of his

first show, thenby Allman who beat him
out of his woman, and then by Cher herself

who beat him out of his fame and child,

and now his songs and memories."
"I guess the beat goes on, doesn't it?"

Lance questioned ironically as he walked
away. »

Cooper: Elephants and a sixpack.

Greg. Cher, Jack, Betty, and Sonny.

By JOE OUSTZERHAUS

B illion dollar babies, indeed stock in
Alice Cooper Enterprises. Ltd., Inc. rose 67
per cent this past quarter alone, going from
24 to 40 even splitting at 33. And he worries
where his next can of Bud is coming from!
Christ, by now I'd expect him to own the
whole goddamn factory. It'd be
cheaper he probably kept them in the
black over the last five years all by his little

lonesome. Goodness knows no one else
would try and swallow the stuff.

Insiders on the Cooper staff (which
numbers above a score -if you get my
snow drift) report that Alice has contested
the wills of good buddies Groucho, Der
Bingeroo and the King himself, in apparent
disbelief of his not being mentioned in any
of them. He did not do same, same some
sources, to his own granny 'cause she
reportedly left only a bar of soap (Holiday
Inn variety) and 14 bills and some loose
change. A real family man, that Alice. At
least he treats his new and gorgeous
missus well: feeds her three times a day O-
so say insiders.

Sammv Davis Jr.:

What kind of fool

am I?

By GRAIL MARCUSE

"P
~

A rotesting allegations that the proceeds
from Sammy Davis Jr.'s recent concert
tour were earmarked by the Republican Na-
tional Committee to finance its revitaliza-
tion campaign in time for the 1980 elec
tions, sources close to the great singer
disclosed that he has no pidns to help
anyone's re-election bid, nor support a sag-
ging party. Citing these rumors as an at-
tempt to sabotage Sammy's latest album
release with controversy, a press aide of
the aging but popular singer set the record
straight about the concert tour and release,
remarking, "He knows he's a fool. He just
wants to know, 'What kind?"
In the true spirit of democracy, Sammy

Davis Jr took this question to the people.
"All we wanted to do with this concert
thing was to find out, from the people,
what kind of fool Sammy Davis Jr. really is!

I mean he's been asking that question for
generations now but this is the first chance
he's ever gotten to put together a concert
tour album package of this magnitude.
What, between making movies, telethon
appearences, and political fundraisers, he
nadn't had the time " Asked if the star got
any answers on his query the aide quipped,
"He's a mixed nut. He knows that. Wheri
we find out something definitive, we'll let

you know ' Pressed for details, the aide
huffed, "He kissed Nixon on the cheek,
didn't he?"
In other developments, Sammy's latest

release on Warner Brothers, entitled A Live
Performance of His Greatest Hits, soared to
number 179 on the charts, almost two
weeks after its release. Crediting producer
Mike Curb with brillance beyond belief, a
high Warner Brother's official hailed the
album as a great retribution of the singers
career. "Besides, it'll help put Baker over
the top." he chuckled.
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Pnt yourself
on the map.

Become a navigator with the

United States Air Force Air Force
navigators are among the finest in

the world They tram in the ultra-

modern T-43 jet trainer at Mather
AFB, near Sacramento. Califor-

nia

Two, three, and four-year Air

Force ROTC scholarships are

available to help you get there

by paying tuition, textbooks, lab

fees and St 00 tax free dollars

each month while you're in col-

lege Plus, Air Force ROTC is a
great way to serve your country

Find out about the programs to-

day and chart a secure future for

yourself Your destination is an
Air Force commission, your
checkpoints are excellent salary,

promotions, responsibility, and
Air Force opportunities.

Find out today about one of the

finest scholarships in the nation

It s a great opportunity.

Call 5-2437

Air Force ROTC

foiobow
prisms

A ftn« coNaclion of h«nd cut turn*
oualttv cry«t*l ^tgh l«»4 contani
and aiioaMna ahava* protect color

»r\tl form whan hurtg m i «v«ndo«»
A oarfacl gift («r your homa frott

«1 75 to »20

«»E^Lrth
Open 9 30 to 6 Men Sat.

Sundays 1 to 5

Next to Amherst Post Office

PROGRAM COUNCIL
FILMS PRESENTS

™^0MEN
starring

Gregory Peck ft Lee Remick

Fri . Dec. 2-7, 9 & 11

SUB-$1 00

FINE >I?TS CENTER PRESENTS
Vhf Winner ot the

rchajko\'sky Cumptrtilion

Fodor
\IOLI'\l»»T

'The MUk Jogger uf CiassiioJ Music"

People Magazine

n^ursdoy, December 8 8 pm

FINE /«TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Ticktn now an uk G*n*r*l Public 17 t, S

UM*tt tlu«*«t> t] SO. 3. I SO Ottwr lludfflit

and %*ntor cilii*«is u. 5 4

Fiiw An> C*nt*r Bai OtlK* M F » 4

A All Tiche*ron LDcationi

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Hertford Ballet

with The UMass Symphony
Wayne Abercrombie, Conductor

Saturday, December 3 8 pm

Sunday, December 4 3 pm

Sunday, December 4 8 pm

FINE /^TS CENTER CNCERT K4.I.

Tickets now on sale. General public S7, 6, S.

U^Aass students S3. 50. 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens $6, S, 4. Special matinee
ctiildren s prices S3. 50, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Cen;er Box Office MF 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

WAR
Galaxy
(MCA)

Yes people, War is back after a two year
lay-off from the creative sphere. Time has
(as always) had its effect and a few
changes have been made but the sound re-

mains the same and in few instances has
improved.
The major change has beeen in labels.

The group has left United Artists and has
come to MCA and Rollers Productions.

They seem to have nicely found a home
and their feeling of comfort and happiness
show up in their first effort for the label.

Galaxy.
While this and other things have happen-
ed during their leave-of abscence, the

sound that was so distinctively theirs has

remained true and blossomed. They've
taken their concept of what I call "Lazy
Latin-Jazz" and improved upon some of its

elements. The percussion here has been
adapted more readily to their laid-back

sound but remains very Latin nonetheless
with its patterns firmly rooted there. From
the Jazz side of things, the piano has also

been more effectively groomed to fit their

needs. Also, their trademark use of the har-

monica seems more at peace on Galaxy.
Galaxy, to me, is War's finest hour even if

one considers only the title cut which has
more power than any of their past works.
War, with this LP, has taken that one step
further that we've all been waiting for.

From the sheer driving power of the title

cut to the whirling strains of "One Tin

Soldier," this is War.
-Mario A. Barros

FOR

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

FOR

DELIVERIES

ONLY!!

!

ONE OF THE BEST PIZZAS IN THE
AMHERST-NORTHAMPTON AREAII

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

CALL

549-5592

r T
I 32 OZ. COKE, TAB, SPRITE I

j FREE WITH LG. PIZZA j PLEASE SPECIFY
, EXPIRES 12/1/77 | BEVERAGE
j

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE
j QVER PHONE

Blue Wall
{eaturing

ROADAPPLES
December I, 2, 3

CONCERTS
Live Tull

JETHRO TULL In Concert
Springfield Civic Center

November 19, 1977

The Jethro Tull concert experience,
dynamically in evidence November 19, is

superior to a Tull album, because it truly br-

ings all of the band's personnel to the spec-
tacular forefront; this performance was
"far-out," for after the mellow opener,
"Wond'ring Aloud," the group displayed
their noted decadence and flair.

The well-tanked admirers hollered as John
Glascock and pianist David Palmer (who
played sax on one tune) joined touring vets
Anderson, Evan, Barre and Barlow in rock-
ing the crowd to everything from "Songs
From The Wood " to "Cross-Eyed Mary,"
"Bouree," and "Wind Up." "Skating
Away (On The Thin Ice Of A New Day)"
floated nicely and its ending — compatible
with Tull's oftweirdness-was a staccato-
bounce of cosmo-fantastic echoes. Ian
Anderson then jested to his audience, after
revelatory notes were played, "You've got
it right, it's the ol' Led Zeppelin song,
'Whole Lotta Brick' (Thick As A Brick).
Anderson's flute playing was fabulous, his
high and low notes being produced almost
simultaneously, pulsing his immediacy, ful-

ly with that Pied Piper grace of his. The au-
dience's steady clapping along was moved
by another part of Thick As A Brick, part
of that album's latter initial side. As much
as anything else it was bassist John
Glascock's clamoring rhythm bass that in-

spired most of the audience's "freakiing

out." While daffy Jeffrey Hammond-
Hammond is missed, Glascock boomed
some utterly incredible, quick, bellowing
bass lines. In addition, he sang strong har-

mony.
"Songs From The Wood," the title cut of

Tull's '77 release, was mellowly groovy
with its Irish swing improvisations. Dave
Palmer played simple but surprisingly stur-

dy piano chops, and Evan answered the
challenge toughly as the song went elec-

tric.

Martin Barre needed a few songs to gauge
the flow before finally, he too shined.
Barlow's drums turned lovely blue-purple
and orange-yellow from the lighting ef-

fects, but spaciness subsided a moment as
"To Cry You A Song" brought back a
blockbusting assertiveness, the crowd
cheering its segue into "A New Day Yester-
day." Quickly switching to "Bouree,"
Anderson looked awesome— just for a mo-
ment-like a classical GIANT. And back in-

to "A New Day Yesterday," Evan carrying
the medley and feigning to stumble while
playing organ.
"Minstrel In The Gallery" and "Aqualung"

(of course) were both freakouts, the sextet
playing a resoundingly professional concert
while ethereal light effects schizoided all

over Anderson. Tull also drove through the
encore "Wind Up," "Back Door Angels,"
and "Locomotive Breath" (another crowd-
pleaser), by which time Barre had long
since found his grooves.
My only complaint: Anderson restricts

Barre a bit too much. The latter's solos, a
couple of which were terrific in that word's
strongest sense, lasted less than two
minutes instead of five or six. Anderson
muzzles Barre — a very underrated
guitarist— in this way, and he should not do
that!

Still: an exhilirating, excellent show.
— John Bergman

RECORDS

Warbling Wax
Genesis

Seconds Out
(Atlantic)

I saw Genesis in concert over the summer,
for the first time. I had been calling them
my favorite band for years beforehand, so I

had high expectations for the live show-
anything less than excellent would have
disappointed me. But as Genesis hit the
stage at Earls Court, I watched, listened,
and was amazed. The lasers and visual ef-

fects enhanced the atmosphere, but the
music was undoubltedly the focal point.
They played songs associated with Peter
Gabriel and proved, for those who still

weren't convinced, that Gabriel's departure
hadn't detracted from the band's strength.
The newer material was equally impressive,
showing that this band was still alive and
creative. Each note that they played had its

reason for being there, and each piece had
its own story to tell and emotions to ex-
press. The music left me so exhilirated that
I was singing my favorite Genesis songs at
the top of my voice, all the way home on
my crowded London subway, quite
oblivious to the puzzled looks I was getting
from my fellow passengers.
Genesis's double live album has just arriv-

ed, and I'm glad to say that most of what
amazed me that night has now been cap-
tured for all to hear. It's a notable improve-
ment over the first Genesis Live album in

1974. At that time. Genesis live and in the
studio were two different experiences
which couldn't be reconciled, so the first

live album was noticably inferior to the
studio versions of the same songs. But due
to a better selection of pieces and the ever-
progressing dexterity of the band.

BLUE OYSTER CULT
Spectres

(Columbia)

Spectres, Blue Oyster Cult's fifth studio
album, is one of the finer albums to be
released this year. Agents of Fortune, the
Cult's last release, made their uniques
music known to a good amount of people,
but Spectres promises to establish them
as one of rock's most zany, highly inven-
tive, popular bands. '"

Despite their mysterious, hard-ass facade,
the Cult is actually made up of fice regular

guys from Long Island, New York. Since
their first album, Blue Oyster Cult, back in

1972, the personnel has remained unchang-
ed. Donald (Buck Dharma) Roeser is

perhaps the finest lead guitarist playing
rock today. His soloing and all-around
guitar expertise continually amaze the
listener. The rhythm section of Joe and
Albert Bouchard on bass and drums
resF)ectively provide the essence of the
Cult's sound. Allen Lanier plays a variety of
keyboards as well as guitar. Eric Bloom,
who also plays some guitar, sings on most
of the t« rnor.

Seconds Out comes as close as a record
will ever come to capturing the excitement
of a Genesis concert.

The material included gives a good over-
view of Genesis's history, as they present
songs from every album from Nursery
Cryme to this year's Wind and Wuther-
Ing. "Squonk" opens the proceedings-it's
one of Genesis's loudest and most ex-
uberant songs, and as such is perfectly
suited to the stage. "The Lamb Lies Down
on Broadway" is the perfect song to play to
your friends who haven't gotten into
Genesis yet-if this live version doesn't get
them, nothing will. "Carpet Crawlers,"
with its hypnotic sing along chorus, is here
too (turn it up loud and stay off the sub-
ways). Also included in one song from the
1976 tour (the rest was recorded this

year), "The Cinema Show," with guest
drummer Bill Bruford. With its fanciful

lyrics and long, flowing instrumental break,
this is a piece which plays with the imagina-
tion. The closing instrumental, "Los En-
dos," has an energetic theme which the
twin drums of Phil Collins and Chester
Thompson propel into the stratoshpere.
Unfortunately, Seconds Out will be the

last Genesis album to feature this lineup,
for their longtime guitarist, Steve Hackett,
has left the band. Now they have the pro-
blem of finding another guitarist who's up
to their level (Bob Fripp? Jan Akkerman?)
,or of continuing as a trio. But I have faith

in them: they've flourished through setbac
ks before, and they shouldn't let this one
stop them. Being my favorite band does,
after all, carry with it a certain degree of
responsibility.

Brett Milano

As usual, the subject matter on Spectres
delves into all kinds of strange things from
monsters and vampires ("Godzilla,"
"Nosferatu," and "I Love The Night"), to
love ("Searching for Celine"). "Godzilla,"
"R.U. Ready 2 Rock, " "Golden Age of
Leather," "Death Valley Nights," and
"Searching for Celine" all display the sheer
power of the band. Buck Dharma's searing
guitar weaves in and't>ut while the band
members sing the most insane lyrics im-
aginable. In "Godzilla," we learn that,
"History shows again and again how
nature points out the folly of men." "I Love
the Night," "Nosferatu," "Celestial the
Queen," and "Fireworks" catch the Cult in

their mysterious, mellowed out moments.
Unfortunately, "Coin' Through the Mo-
tions," a concious effort towards AM ap-
peal which was co-written by Eric Bloom
and Ian Hunter, is probably destined to be
the most played track on the album. If you
are not familiar with B.O.C., please don't
)(idge them on the merits of that song, in

stead, garnish your head with whatever
turns you on and listen to the whole album.

—Tom Averse
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Poetic Letters
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Anne Sexton; A Self-Portrait in Letters
Edited by Linda Gray Sexton and Lois

Ames
Houghton Mifflin Company

$15.00
433 pages/with pictures

Along with Ginsberg, Plath and Creely,
the raging and sensuous voice of Anne
Sexton stands tall as one of the unique
poetic voices introduced during the sixties.
Following the footsteps of Robert Lowell
and John Berryman who made confes-
sionalism a leading genre in modern
American poetry. Sexton shocked her
readers with her personal dealings with
madness expressed in a highly charged and
vivid poetic style.

Although Sexton did not begin writing
poetry until her 29th year in 1957, her eigh-
teen year writing career resulted in nine
books of poetry dealing with not only her
mental illness, but also with marriage.

AMHERSTCfNem
AMITY bT 253 S426Marcel

Ophuls' 'Extraordinary. A major work

of art/

—Jay
Cocks
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children, God and death, subjects which
any reader can relate to. This is the im-
portance of Sexton's poetry; she
categorizes a worrian's contemporary ex-
perience and she expresses these highly
personal, highly universal experiences in

vivid, imaginative and powerfully speaking
poetry.

But the fabric of Sexton's life is also
essential in fully appreciating Sexton's
poetry, to find out why Sexton wrote what
she wrote and how she wrote it. In this first

attempt to publish Sexton's personal let-

ters, editors Linda Gray Sexton (Sexton's
daughter) and Lois Ames (a personal friend
of Sexton's) do a remarkable job in also
making the first attempt to publish details
of Sexton's life. Through a careful choice
of letters and editorial comments concern-
ing Sexton's life, the editors come close in

presenting an autobiography which is

essential in appreciating the full depth and
scope of Sexton's confessional style.
Through this almost autobiographical tract,
the editors are able to show why Sexton
wrote what she wrote and why she began
writing poetry in the first place.

It is highly remarkable that Sexton wrote
the fine poetry she did becoming a Pultizer
Prize winner in 1967 for her third volume of
poetry, LIVE OR DIE, considering her lack
of educational background, particularly in

literature. Many wonder where and how
Sexton developed her intense style and
command over poetic language. The point
in target is of course. Sexton's lifelong
bouts with mental illness.

Born in 1928, the last of three daughters in

a wealthy Newton, Massachusetts family,
according to the Letters, Sexton led a flam-
boyant life, was a high school flirt and en-
joyed playing with the viles of romantic af-

fection She was a poor student and as ear-
ly as second grade, teachers were already
concerned with Sexton's mental balance
since she was always striving for attention
and did not produce scholastically what she
most likely could have. Sexton attended a
private boarding school during 'her later
high school years after being an
underachiever at Wellesley High school.
Even there, according to the editors. Sex-
ton had little patience for studying; a
precocious, headstrong adolescent, she
passed the time in math class by writing flir-

tatious notes to boys. Her classmates
remember her as being happy, vivacious,
and popular, but underneath, she later

claimed, lurked exquisite pain which found
an outlet in her role as the class rogue; one
who laughingly braved all authonty. After
finishing high school. Sexton attended a
finishng school where she was trained to
do what was fit for all women of her time-
to be a mother and housewife.
At 19, after breaking several

engagements. Sexton eloped with the then
19 year-old Kayo Sexton. Shortly after.

Sexton gave birth to the first of two
daughers, Linda Gray Sexton. During Lin-
da's early years, the boredom of being a
young mother and housewife wore on Sex-
ton and she suffered the first of her lifelong
bouts with mental illness. In one of the first

of her tirads. Sexton reportedly flung Lin-
da, then only two years old, across her
daughter's bedroom. Relentlessly and im-
patiently. Sexton's and Kayo's parents
began paying for the long and arduous
treatments and psycho-therapy sessions to
try and nurse Sexton back to health, ses-
sions and treatments which would last a
lifetime until Sexton's suicide in 1974.
During her early teen years. Sexton began

writing poetry, however, soon after gave
up the endeavor because her mother clam-
ed she was stealing lines from her poetry.
So, it wasn't until after a major bout with
mental illness in 1957, that Sexton began
writing poetry as psychotherapy. Poetry
turned out to be a theraputic answer to a
large degree for Sexton's problems. For it is

in her poetry that Sexton was able to
release her inner guilt, inner doubts about
herself and also to find a personal identity.
In psychoanalytic terms. Sexton was able
to release or sublimate her inner doubts and
guilts in her poetry instead of holding them
in, repressing them, or instead of
sublimating them in self-destructive ac-
tions.

As she wrote to WD. Snodgross in 1966:
"The life of poetry is saving me (I hope) as
some things are as bad as I've ever known.
I am sometimes totally lost from the world.
Maybe I am crazy and will never get really

well. God knows I've been working at it

long enough." And in another letter written
to Snodgrass in 1959 directly after her
mother and father's close deaths that year:
"God damn morbid life I've been leading,
that's all I can say. How can I write
anything positive^ My old gods are tumbl-
ed over like bowling pins. All is an emo-
tional chaos. Poetry and poetry alone is

saving my life."

There were two basic problems which
Plath tries to overcome m her poetry, to
work out in poetry according to the
autobiographical tract of Sexton's letters

and biographical notations made by the
editors: to rid herself of her guilt feelings
concerning her parents' deaths in 1969 and
to find an identity for herself.

Sexton's mother and father died six mon-
ths apart; her mother died from cancer, her
father died in an accident six months later a
few days before remarrying which was in
fact a marriage Sexton did not approve of.
Sexton knew she was an unwanted child

and her parents showed her little attention
or care that she needed as a child. This ac-
counted for her flamboyant behavior in her
early years which continued throughout her
life Sexton's father was also very deman-
ding of his youngest daughter. When she
came home from boarding school, then at
the age of acne breakouts, Sexton's father
reportedly would say he couldn't eat
because the site of her disgusted him so.
Sexton relates this experience in the prose
section of her sixth volume of poetry THE
BOOK OF FOLLY.
And with the death of her parents, this

feeling of lonliness was intensified as she
expresses in a letter written to Snodgrass
shortly after both their deaths in 1959: "The
trouble with everyone just up and dying like

that is that there are no faces left to throw
your emotions at: Love or- hate. What do
you do with the emotionEt It's still there
though they are gone&l I!

,

In another letter to Snodgrass written in

1966, Sexton relates her own feelings
about her parents, her own: need to be ac-
cepted by them: "I hope your parents are
sitting up and taking notice. (Snodgrass
had just won the Pulitzer Prize) I would
wish that for you. For them to know. Even
if you hate them; still, you would care.
Awful, but I know you care. Well, they
damn well better notice. I always think
prizes are for parents so they'll know. Only
a prize will convince them sometimes. And
if not, well damn them to hell."

Sexton was also left responsible for her
mother's death. Shortly after finding out
about her cancer and until her death. Sex-
ton's mother told her daughter that she had
caught her death disease from Sexton
referring to her daughter's mental illness

which often took the form of suicide at-

tempts. Sexton is largely engrossed with
dealing with these guilt feelings in her first

two books of poems, TO BEDLAM AND
PART WAY BACK and ALL MY PRETTY
ONES, as well as her last book, 45 MERCY
STREET.
Also, Sexton throughout her poetry and

by the mere fact of writing poetry is trying
to establish an identity for herself. This can
clearly be seen through theLetters for here
we see the story of a woman who runs
away from an unhappy home to marriage,
to motherhood and has no real identity, is

alienated from herself because she never
had a chance to find out exactly who she
was and what potentials she had. So
poetry establishes her, gives her an identity!
of her own separate from anyone else
however in her poetry. Sexton is constantly
trying to identify herself through others.
First, in her first four books particularly ALL
MY PRETTY ONES and LOVE POEMS,
Sexton identifies herself through her hus-
band and children which is natural in our
society. Then, in her later books, THE
DEATH NOTEBOOKS and AWFUL ROAR-
ING TOWARD GOD, Sexton defines
herself through God. Finally in her last book
of poems written in the last few years of her
life. Sexton finally begins to identify herself
as an individual. This can be seen in the let-

ters, also, that Sexton was writing during
these different time periods.

Besides providing these autobiographical
materials to analyze the scope of Sexton's
confessionalism and influences in her
poetry. Letters also taps the resources
which led to Sexton's poetic style. They
were first images - everyday housewifer im-
ages and then secondly people- Robert
Lowell, W.D. Snodgrass, Anthony Hecht,
Mark Strand, Ted Hights, Carolyn Kizer,
Stanley Kunits, Sylvia Plath, and James
Dickey -all of which influenced and aided
Sexton not only to investigate further into
the literature she so desperately needed to
learn but also in i nfluencing her poetic style
which includes careful and witty
metaphors, and refrains, besides its confes-
sionalism which was perpetuated by Robert
Lowell, her first and only instructor.

Letters also depicts the humor and wit of
Sexton and quite precisely, her inability to
spell which will amuse any reader.

Letters,however, is not just valuable and
enjoyable for those interested in studying
and fully understanding Sexton's poetry,
but is for anyone interested in hearing the
story of not just a poet who succeeded, but
a woman beset in many of the common
problems of all people in society. Anne
Sexton: A Self-Portrait in Letters is not
)ust a portrait of a poet, but of contem-
porary society at large.

-Lisa Melilli
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that's nearly broke and unable to provide
I jobs for its citizens, the Sex Pistols were •!*&

1 singing "God save the queen... She ain't
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no human being... it's a facscist regime ...

I

they made you a moron... there ain't no
I future in England's dream."
I Even though England appears to be a ter-

I minal case with no future, it's doing it's

I

damndest to preserve the past. The sun
that once never set on the English Empire is

I rapidly fading and almost all the satellites it

once hallow move in orbits.
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Some of the hostility directed at 'Punk' or
'New Wave' music or plain old rock-and-
roll music with a vengence, is due to the
fact that part of Punk culture in England is

into sticking safety pins in the face. But
Barbara Walters does the same thing
basically, except v -hat she impales herself
with are not called safety pins, but earrings.
I just wish that they do an American tour
soon.

I Jim Paulin'

Punk
(continued from page 2)

The real gem in this batch comes from
one of umpteen bands named the
Boys. This one^

^V.J?^, ^he best, hails

from England, ttieir' ' Lf* is the most
overwhelming shot of adrenalin I've en-
countered for as long as I can
remember. Untrained ears will hear the
Ramones, as it is comprised of many
short superfast songs. But there is a
world of difference. There isn't a slow
8or>g on the entire record, and yet there
is actually more variety here. You see,

the Boys use actual riffs and lead
guitar, plus more chords and har
monies arvJ even a piano! They aren't

as funny as the Ramones but just as
much fun. In spite of the undermixing
of the piano and sometimes the vocals,
the production (by the Boys
themselves) is the most powerful I've

yet heard on a New, Wave album. And
despite the occasional derivativeness
of the riffs, the unprecendented energy
level makes them seem new again.
This is as good as good ole rock'n'roll
gets.

Watch for new releases from the Jam,
Willie Loco Alexander, Blondie, and
DMZ, among others; there should be a
Stranglers review next week; and if we
ever get review copies of Elvis
Costello, Eddie and the Hot Rods, or
the Boomtown Rats, we'll rave about
them, too. Meanwhile, go listen to Phil
Spector's Christmas album, and let's

hope that the New Year will at last br
ing real rock'n'roll back to prominence.
It's here in abundance now if you vvant
it.

-Perry Adier

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYEH presents

FAYE WILLIAM PETER ROBERT
DUNAWAY HOLDEN HNCH DUVALL
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By
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ART HAPPENINGS

UNIVERSITY OF MASS
University Gallery- Art Faculty
Exhibition- Amherst, Mt. Holyoke, Hamp-
shire and Smith thru Dec. 18 Gallery open-
ing Dec. 1,8pm 11 pm.

Student Union Gallery - A painting exhibi-
tion by the Guild of Boston Artists thru Fh.
Dec. 2. An installation by Joseph Kos Mon-
day Dec. 5 Fri. Dec. 9.

AMHERST COLLEGE

Modern American Paintings at the
Meade Art Gallery thru Tues. Dec. 6.

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE

"Offset Prints'- editions from Artists-
Research Technology at the Mt. Holyoke
Art Museum thru Dec. 20

HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

Women Artists at Hampshire* College thru
Friday, Dec.

2

SMITH COLLEGE
"Goya; Los Caprichos and los Prover-
bios" thru January 2. Tibetan Buddhist
Art from the Horch Collection, Rose
Museum, Brandeis U. and from the collec-
tion at Smith thru Friday Dec. 2

NORTH HATFIELD
"Images- The Appearance of Reality is
All That is Necessary"- an exhibit of re
cent works by Paul Berube thru Dec. at the
Baracca Gallery.

DEEERFIELD
"Recent Acquisitions of Deerfield Area
Furniture"- a special exhibit featuring a
sampling of rural Massachusetts cabinet
making of the late 18th century on display
at the Historic Deerfield Museum thru Feb
28

WORCESTER
FOR COLLECTORS A Sales Exhibit of
Works of Art Dec. 10 - January 8 at the
Worcester Art Museum.

December 1, 1977

THEATER PRODUCTIONS

UMASS

ANTIGONE
University Ensemble Theater
Fine Arts Center
Fnday Dec. 2-Dec. 4
Friday and Saturday/8:00
Sunday matinee/2:00
Regular admission $3.00
Students and Senior Citizens
$2.00 with ID.
Box office 545-351 1

NORTHAMPTON

THE LAST MEETING OF THE KNIGHTS
OF THE WHITE MAGNOLIA
City Studio Theater
Ends December 4
Thurs. Friday and Sat. eves/8:00
Sunday afternoons/2; 15
Box office 584-3994

WORCESTER

DRACULA
New England Repertory Theater
Fridays and Saturdays until

Dec. 10/8:00pm
Box office-6 17 798-8685

SPRINGFIELD

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Stage West
December 4-31

Box office 736 7092

BOSTON

DO YOU TURN SOMERSAULTS?
Colonial Theater
Dec 13-31

Mon. thru Sat. eves'8;00
Sat . matinee/2:00
Wed. matinee 2:00

FOR COLORED GfRLS WHO HAVE
CONSIDERED SUICIDE WHEN
THE RAINBOW IS ENUF
Shubert Theater
Until Dec 10

RollingAround

NATIONAL BALLET OF SPAIN
RETURNS TO AMHERST

THE BALLET NACIONAL FESTIVALES
DEESPANA (THE NATIONAL BALLET
OFSPAIN) will return to the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on Saturday December
10 at 8 p.m.
During their performance in November

1976 at the Fine Arts Center the National
Ballet of Spain received rave reviews from
the critics and estatic applause rom the au-
dience.

The Ballet of Spain was created in 1973
and IS the first National Dance Company to
be sponsored by the Ministry of Welfare
and Culture of Spain.
Its purpose is to present authentic

Spanish dances throughout the world and

it had already done so in Europe, and in

South, Central and North America.
The troupe is handsome, stylish and im-

peccably rehearsed, its costuming fully up
to requirements for a first-rate Spanish
Dance company. The Company is

sophisticated as it shows off its talents in
an array of langorous bleros, stately court
dances, fiery flamencos and spirited jotas.
Tickets for the December 10 performance

of the National Ballet of Spain are now on
sale at the Fine Arts Center, open Monday
through Friday, 9-4 and all Ticketron loca-
tions.

Ticket prices are: General public, $7,6,5.
UMass students, $4,3,2.50. Senior citizens
are $6,5,4. For more information, call
545-2511.

OF MUSICAL NOTE
Multi-instrumentalist Michael Keith will be

presenting a solo concert at the Buckley
Recital Hall at Amherst College this coming
Tuesday, December 6, at 8 p.m. Mr. Keith,

who will play trombone and a number of
wind instruments, will be accompanied by
bassist David Wertman and saxaphonist
Mike Kozak on a few of the selections. This
concert is another presentation of De Jaz
Match, a local group of jazz artists. A dona-
tion is requested at the door.

DANCE

Dec. 1,2,3 (Thu,Fri,Sat) UMass Student
Dance Concert at Bowker Aud., 8PM.
Tickets are $1.50 students, $2.50 general
public.

Dec. 1,2 (Thu, Fri) Mt. Holyoke: Dance
Gallery in "A Child's Christmas in
Wales" at Kendall Hall ,8 pm on Thurs.
and 3 pm on Fri. Tickets are $1.50.
students and $2.00 general public.

Dec. 3,4 (Sat, Sun) UMass: The Hartford
Ballet in "The Nutcracker" at the Fine
Arts Center, 8 pm Sat. and Sun. with a
matinee on Sun. at 3. See ad in this
paper for for ticket information.

EUGENE FODOR
AT FINE ARTS CENTER

"In the West they call him the Mick Jag
ger of classical music. In Moscow he is

known as the best young American musi-
cian since Van Cliburn...'" is how People
Magazine described the young violin vir
tuoso EUGENE FODOR who will perform at
the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Thurs-
day December 8 at 8 p.m.
The presentation of Mr. Fodor is part of

the Celebrity Series at the Fine Arts Center,
University of Massachusetts.
In 1972 the 20 year old Fodor won the In-

ternational Paganini Competition in Genoa,
Italy, the first American in 21 years to wiri
top prize there. The same year he gave
recitals in London, Vienna, and Budapest,
and toured throughout Poland and Central
America.
In 1974 he entered theTchaikowsky Com-

petition. For some strange reason, the 19
judges witheld first prize and gave three se-
cond prises-to Fodor and two Soviet
violinists. Reports from Moscow say that
many in the capacity Russian audience felt
the American should have had the gold
medal and that he was the only one of the
trio to receive a standing ovation.
Eugene Fodor is the only American to win

the International Tchaikowsky Violin Com-
petition.

In November 1974 Fodor opened the
Great Performers Series at Avery Fisher
Hall in Lincoln Center and has since ap-
peared with the Cleveland Symphony Pitt-

Eugene Fodor

sburgh Symphony, Baltimore Symphony,
Philadelphia Symphony, Dallas Symphony
and more.
Tickets for Eugene Fodor at the Fine Arts

Center, December 8 are now on sale at the
Fine Arts Center box office, open 9-4 Mon-
day through Friday and all Ticketron loca-
tions.

Ticket prices are: General Public $7 6 5
UMass students are $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other
students and Senior citizens are $6,5,4. For
morp information call 545-251 1.

FILM LISTINGS

At the colleges
Thursday, December 1

S^U^ruM"^"' '• ^'^' 1130p.m.,
o U.b., UMass
THE FOUNTAINHEAD and THE IN-CREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE 7
9 15p m, Mahar Aud UMass

^"^)?7m^»^'^"
^'"^' ^"^' 8pm., Thomp-

son 104, UMass
THE OMEN, 7. 9, 11p.m.. SUBUMass
NORTH BY NORTHWEST. 8, lOp.m
Merril Center. Amherst

?p?l:^o"^,n'
P^°g^ess.ve Film Series.

^HEE, 8, 10p.m., Franklin Patterson Hall
Hampshire.

Saturday, December 3
,'^ETWORK, 7, 9, lip m., Mahar Aud
U Mass.
NORTH BY NORTHWEST, see Friday's
listing.

^

NETWORK, 7, 9:15. 11:30p.m. Hampden,
U Mass.
NORTH BY NORTHWEST, see Friday's
listings.

ANATAHAN, 7, 9p.m., S.U.B., UMass.

Monday, December 5
THE LEARNING TREE, 3 p.m.. Penny
Cultural Center, Amherst.
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE, 8,
10pm., Merril Center, Amherst.
RACHEL, RACHEL. 7:45 p.m., Herter
227, UMass., FREE.

Tuesday, December 6
TOKYO STORY, 7, 9:15p.m., Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
THE LONGEST WAR, and BROKEN
TREATY AT BATTLE MOUNTAIN, 8
p m , Progressive Film Series, > Thompson
106, UMass.

Sundny, December 4
THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS. 3 p m
nv Cultural Tpfifer Amherst

Pen-

Wednesday, December 7
DELIVERANCE. 7, 9, 11p.m.,
U Mass

CCA.

CONCERT LISTINGS

Out-of-towners
Hall h Dates; December 1, The Music Hall

in Boston.
Harry Chapin; De9ember 1, Worcester

Auditorium.
Bob Seger/Nick Jameson; December
2,3, The Music Hall in Boston.
The Kinks; December 3, Leroy Concert

Theater in Pawtucket, R.I.

Judy Collins; December 4, Symphony
Hall in Boston.

Bob Seger/Nick Jameson; December 4,
Waterbury Palace Theater.

Jethro Tull; December 4, Providence Civic
Center.

Jethro Tull; December 6, Boston Garden.
Aerosmith/Styx; December 7,8, New
Haven Coliseum.

Average White Band/Kool h The Gang
/Brick; December 10, Providence Civic
Center.

Gregg & Cher Ailman; December 10,
Lowell Memorial Auditorium.

Kansas; December 11, Springfield Civic
Center.

Kansas; December 13, Providence Civk:
Center.

FIVE COLLEGE MUSIC LISTINGS

Dec. 2
Art Garfunkel in Concert, Chapin, Mt
Holyoke, 8:00.

Group for New Music, Bezanson Recital
Hall, U. Mass. ,8:00.
J. Edelberg (78) violin, Buckley, Amherst
College, 8:15.

Battle of the D.J.'s, Valentine Hall,
Amherst College, 9:30.

Dec. 3
Early Music Ensemble, 15th century British
carols with nr>edieval readings by Prof.
Chickering Buckley. Amherst College,
8: 15.

Dec. 4

Amherst-Mt. Holyoke Orchestra,
Children's Concert, L. Spratlan cond.!
Buckley, Amherst College, 4:00.
Christmas Vespers with Mt. Holyoke Glee
Club. Concert Choir of Mt. Holyoke and
Brass Ensemble of U.Mass, Abbey Chapel
Mt. Holyoke, 4:00 and 7:30.
Christmas Vespers with Smith College Glee
Club and Cornell Glee Club, Greene Hall
Smith, 4:00 and 7:30.

Dec. 5
Faculty Recital with Nigel Coxe, piano.
Bowker, U.Mass. 8:00.

Dec. 7

Winter Concert by the University Chorus,
Bowker. U.Mass, 8:00.
Warbeke Memorial Concert: A Program of
Chamber Music with Jan DeGaetani,
mezzo-soprano; Gilbert Kalish, piano-
Donald Anderson, cello; Paul Kunkel, flute;
Philip West. oboe. Music by Bach.
Telemann. Debussy. Ravel and Vaughar>
Williams. Pratt Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke,
8:15.

AREA CLUB LISTINGS

Dec. 1

Cecilia's, Holyoke, Timberlake.
Center of Town, Chicopee, Little Village.
Rahar's, Northampton, Harmony Arbour.
Red Pantry, Belchertown, John Lincoln
Wright & the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Little Jimmy &
the Bad Boys.
Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Omega.
Yesterday's, Florence, Tupelo.

Dec. 2
Cecilia's, Holyoke, Timberlake.
Center of Town. Chicopee. Bear Moun-
tain.

Nathan's Place, Monson, Little Jimmy Cf

the Bad Boys.
Rahar's, Northampton, Harmony Arbour.
Red Pantry, Belchertown, John Lincoln
Wright & the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail, Sunderland. Clean Living,
Kilroy.

Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Omega.
St. Regis, Northampton, Fat.
Top of the Campus. U.Mass, The Andy
May & Texas Tabby Crabb Band.
Yesterday's. Florence, Magic Fleet.

Dec. 3
Cecilia's, Holyoke, Fat.
Center of Town, Chicopee, Bear Moun-
tain.

Nathan's Place, Monson, Little Jimmy 8
the Bad Boys.
Rahar's, Northampton, Harmony Arbour.
Red Pantry, Belchertown, John Lincoln
Wright & the Sour Mash Boys.
Rusty Nail, Sunderland, Clean Living,
Kilroy.

Rusty Nail West, Westfield, Omega.
Top of the Campus, U.Mass, The Andy
May & Texas Tabby Crab Band.

»
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Fac Senate decides
to consult officials on
grad reorganization
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate voted last night to
further consult with the Chancellor and the
Provost before any proposal for the
reorganization of graduate studies and
research is implemented. The senate also
recommended the transfer of the Medical
Technology Program to the department of
Microbiology, and approved 13 new courses
at Its well-attended meeting yesterday.

The substitute motion which the senate
passed concerning Provost Paul L. Puryear's
proposal was suggested by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery, revealed a difference
of opinion between the two on the
reorganization of the graduate studies
program.

"The proposal is what I feed needs to be
done," said Puryear. Bromery, however, said
he felt the matter should be discussed further
with the senate and the graduate council.

Puryear's proposal would retire the title of
graduate dean and transfer the ad-
ministration of the graduate program to his
office.

This would give the dean more influence
and tighter control on budget and personnel
matters, according to the provost during a
lengthy and heated discussion surrounding
his proposal.

"I want to strengthen the role of the
graduate dean allowing him to grasp the
important elements that make up a qualitv
graduate school," Puryear said.

Faculty reaction was chiefly negative
towards the proposal.

"This proposal is an attempt to install an

educational philosophy within the university
which I find personally repugnant," said
Professor Walter Denny. Senator Anway
Sayed said there was already too many
people with authority and questioned the
need for one more powerful person. Senator
Otto Stein said he thought the independent
graduate program was working well without
administrative assistance.

"It's a little late to talk about disagreement
with my proposal now," said Puryear, "I
can't spend the next two years giving ad-
vice."

"The real question is whether or not we
have a graduate school," said Puryear, "I say
we do not, and therefore we should not have
the title of Graduate Dean." Puryear cited
the University of Chicago and the University
of Pittsburgh as examples of quality graduate
schools.

"'The graduate school has received mixed
reviews on a nation-wide scale and some
programs have a long way to go," Puryear
said.

Secretary Burke said the role of graduate
dean was traditionally difficult to define, the
extent of authority being determined by the
individual dean's personality. He expressed
concern that qualified persons would not be
attracted to the post if it was hidden away in
the provost's office.

Puryear replied that there are campuses
which have attracted qualified people who
operate under a structure similar to the one
he proposed
The visibly

believed the
frustrated provost said he
majority of the faculties

TURN TO PAGE 6

Half of campus participates...

UMass Provost, Paul L. Puryear, defends his
Graduate School administration durong heated
senate meeting. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers

^^ ^--' ^ ^
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Hampshire holds 'focus on racism' moratorium
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Classes were cancelled at Hampshire
College yesterday as about 700 students
participated in a "Focus on Racism"
moratorium designed to draw attention to
racial problems at Hampshire College and
other institutions.

Over half of the school's 1,225 students
began the day-long activities which included
films, speakers, small group discussions, and
attempts to define racism. Nearly 500
students were still participating eight and-a-

half ours later when they gathered to hear a
report from the Hampshire College Com-
mittee on Racism. The committee was set up
to investigate racism following the Sept. 24
cross burning icident there.

The moratorium, proposed by the House
Staff members at Hampshire after the cross
burning, was a joint effort by faculty, student
and staff members. The committee con-
sulted with the Hampshire administration but
carried out the investigation and presen-
tation on their own

Moratorium Committee member Jack
Kuszaj gave opening remarks which at-

Economy topic of talk;

rally against Thomson
New England governors and mayors, U.S.

congressmen and representatives of fede-al
agencies today and tomorrow will team
together to help educate the New England
press on the Northeast economy during a
two day seminar in the UMass Campus
Center.

The conference is sponsored by UMass,
the Boston Globe and other New England
newspapers and the Northeast Council for
Economic Action, a federally-funded agency
in Boston.

Mass. Gov. Michael Dukakis, N.H. Gov.
Meidnm ihomson and R.I. Gov. J. Joseph
Garrahy tonight at 8:30 will discuss economic
issues in New England during a press
conference.

At 3 this afternoon, UMass President
Robert C Wood will deliver the seminar's
opening address, which will be followed by
the first of several panel discussions
scheduled for the conference.

The Alternative Energy Coalition, an anti-
nuclear power group, will picket Gov.
Meldrim Thomson's visit to Northampton
tonight, a group spokesman said yesterday.
Thomson, a supporter of nuclear power

during the battle over construction of the
nuclear power plant in Seabrook, N.H., will

be the guest speaker at the annual dinner of
the Hampshire County Republican Club in
the Hotel Northampton at 6 n m
"The picket will focus on Thomson's

adamant (though misguided) support of
nuclear power," said coalition spokesman
Malcolm Carley, "and the sharp contrast
between his position and the rising tide of
public advocacy for the use of cleaner, safer
methods of energy production."

Dukakis will spend his Friday afternoon in
Springfield visiting small businesses in the
downtown district, and then will sign into
lavy in a Hadley farmhouse legislation
subsidizing farm land so that it is worth real-
estate value of commercial property.

tempted to define the terms prejudice,
discrimination and racism for the Hampshire
College community. Kuszaj, who has taught
a colloquium at UMass called "The
Dynamics of Racism", said ther was a need
for working terms and that people "should
take the task of defining the problem
themselves."

Kuszaj, combining his definitions, ad-
vanced the following formula: "Prejudice
(attitudinal) and discrimination (behavioral)
plus Political Economic Power equals Racism
(cultural, societal). Citing American society
where whites control the political economic
power, Kuszaj said, "only white people have
had the opportunity to perpetuate racism as
a cultural and societal phenomenon."
The "Focus on Racism " was broken down

into several parts during the moratorium.
Historical perspectives presented through
the films "Black History Lost, Stolen or
Strayed," and "Malcolm X" were discussed
in groups of a dozen participants, as were the
reactions to speakers and a panel focusing
on institutional racism.

John Bracey, Chairman of the African
American Studies department at UMass, in a
telephone interview yesterday before his talk
on institutional racism said the "lack of
structure makes it harder to solve problems."
Commenting on the cross burning in-

cident, Bracey said, "it is accepted that
people will act in a civilized manner; when
they don't, it throws the whole place into
chaos." The racial problems at Hampshire,
like any other institution, are ingrained in

education because Third World members
cannot overcome oppression when they are
educated by their oppressors, Bracey said.

Third World grievances compiled as a
result of the cross burning paralled many of
Bracey's observations. The Committee on
Racism said Hampshire College must make
crucial decisions and changes if they are to
reverse the decline in Third Wold enrollment.
Since 1974, the population of Third World at
Hampshire members has decreased from 125

to 37, according to admissions figures.
"People say that Hampshire College is a

white institution. It is not, but it's threatening
to be one," Frank Holmquist, chairman of
the Committee on Racism, said in his report.

Holmquist said one of the problems at
Hampshire is that the curriculum "does not
do justice to Third World situations. Third
World realities."

A formal report by the committee is

scheduled to be written during January and
presented to the college community by next
semester, Holmquist said.

Recommendations to the Hampshire
community included naming a Third World
member to the admissions staff, renewed
emphasis on Third World faculty and
recruitment, establishment of Third World
residence areas, and improvements in
curriculum, advising, security and ad-
ministrative involvement.

Holmquist said the recommendations are
"clearly within our means" because the
changes will not take money but "com-
mitment and personal effort." Many
Hampshire students who wanted to continue
the work begun by the moratorium indicated
support by signing their names for further
workshops and discussions.
The effect of the moratorium "remains to

be seen, " said Valerie Stevens, a member of
House Staff. Commenting that the event
provided an avenue to open discussion,
Stevens said she heard one student say "the
only thing I got out of this is that I'm a
racist." "It's a start," Stevens said of the
remark, because it indicates that the problem
is being confronted.

Other Hampshire students cited the
success of the moratorium in making them
realize their own personal racism and the fact
that they attend a racist institution.
Recognition of the problem is an important
beginning, because, as moratorium com-
mittee member Rene Carew said, "racism is

something we can easily forget but won't go
away."
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Some stay, some go when Wood leaves
By CHRISTOPHER H
Collegian Staff

SCHMITT

Some will stay, some will go.
Various UMass officials will stay and

others may go when UMass President
Robert C Wood leaves office Jan. 1, 1978
and a new president takes office.
UMass Vice President Ernest A. Lynton

may leave the University, Vice President Nan
S Robinson will stay. Assistant Secretary
Dorothy Eichel will stay, and Academic
Advisor to the President Rev. Michael P.
Walsh will leave. In addition, one UMass vice
president position, senior vice president for
management and business affairs, is vacant
and will not be filled for some time, at least
until a new president is found.

Lynton, vice president for academic af
fairs, is reportedly being considered for two
top posts in the City Universit^y of New York
system

Lynton this week said he has been con-
tacted by CUNY Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee
concerning his interest in one of the posts.
That position is vice chancellor for academic
affairs for the system. The other post Lynton
IS reportedly being considered for is

president of Queens College in the CUNY
system.

Kibbee could not be reached to confirmCUNY s interest in Lynton.
Lynton said he told the chancellor he

doesn t want his name considered for the
post until he -would be in a position to
accept, if offered."
The UMass vice president said "other

considerations" would need to be taken into

r^^^.K^sP^
^®^°'® ^® ^°^'^ *^"ow about theCUNY post and in part his 'future plans

depend on the new presidents identity " He
.ieclined to say what the considerations
would be.

There has been speculation that Amherst
Chancelloi Randolph W. Bromery may ben?med permanent UMass president
Bromery has said he will accept the
presidency if offered it.

"I've always worked well with Dr
Bromery," Lynton said. "I like him very
much. '

^

As UMass vice president for academic
affairs. Lynton's primary responsibilities are
to review academic plans and tenure and to
review proposals for new academic
programs.

Vice President Robinson, charged with
planning and policy, said she has "no other
plans" other than to stay with UMass.

With finals beginning in less than thirteen days many UMass students find
themselves in Peter Mattisen's position: paying more anention to books than to
life's essentials. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

The meeting

Saga contract up for renewal
By DEBBIE GRAFF
Collegian Staff

Saga Food Services contract for the
Campus Center is up for renewal, ac-
cording to the Campus Center Board of
Governors.
The motion to solicit bids for a change

in management if Saga did not like the
present contract was passed at last
night's meeting. The sponsors of the
motion, board members Henry Doyle and

Linoa issenberg said, "Campus Center
revenue should not be sacrificed for
corporate profit" Under present con-
ditions. Saga is losing money, but the
university is absorbing the loss.

Also passed at the meeting were
motions to allocate money for furniture in
the Lesbian Union office, and to put into
action a new Mural Policy, which would
supply guidelines for the selection and
execution of murals to be painted in the
Campus Center-student union complex.

NEAG officials resign

I

By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

NEAG Co-President David Goodhue
and Vict President Paul Goldman an-
nounced their resignations last night.

Goodhue said he was resigning because
he is planning to transfer from UMass in

January. Goldman, who had announced
his resignation earlier, said he was
resigning because a newly aquired work-
study job was conflicted with his NEAG.

Nomination papers for the office of
Vice-President will be available to North-
east Area residents from their
representatives as of Dec 6. Whether an
election will be held for a new co-
president to assist CO- president Dianne
Launcella, will be determined at a later

date

In money matters, NEAG allocated
$100 to the Anacoana Center to be used
for a Third World coffeehouse to be held
on Dec 10. Proposals were brought forth
by the Anacoana Center for $350, and by
the Northeast Area Womens' Center for
S600. Both will be voted on at next weeks
meeting.
Area residents with questions on these

proposals should speak to their NEAG
representatives. NEAG also approved
several phone bills,aand funds spent in

planning Fall Day last September
NEAG voted in Jeff Shapiro as a co-

senator to SGA He will be joining NEAG
senator Andre Polito to help represent
Northeast Areas' viewpoint in the
Student Senate.

Of Bromery, she said she admires him
"very mucfi," and "would enjoy working
with him."
She declined to discuss who the next

president would be.

"I don't think it's too good an idea to
comment on who will be the next president,"
Robinson said 'I think we better leave that
to the search committee."
The vice president for planning and policy

IS responsible for university wide planning,
policy analysis, and relations with various
state agencies such as transportation and
health. ,

Academic Advisor to the President Rev.
Michael P. Walsh said he will stay on at
UMass only until interim president Franklin
Patterson leaves office.

Patterson was recently appointed interim
president until a permanent president is

found, probably sometime early next year.

Walsh said he would have to "slow up"
because of poor health and his age, so he will
leave UMass.

Walsh presently serves on 10 Boards of
Trustees for various institutions and also
does education consulting work.

At UMass, he advises the president on
vanous academic and non-academic mat-

ters. Also, Walsh has been serving as the
transition officer to assist in the changing of
administrations when President Wood leaves
office.

Assistant Secretary Dorothy Eichel said
she will be with UMass for "some time."

"I have no plans for leaving," she said.
Eichel said there is no or,e special she

would like to work with as the new UMass
president, and there is "no reason why not"
she couldn't work with Bromery if he were
named new UMass president.
The job of UMass secretary is presently

vacant, but a university spokesman said the
assistant secretary position "is in effect,
acting secretary" of the university.
The University secretary coordinates

relationships between the president and the
Board of Trustees.

Acting Treasurer Robert H. Brand could
not be reached to learn of his intentions
when Wood leaves office. Brand was ap-
pointed acting treasurer following the death
of Kenneth Johnson, who dies in Sep-
tember.

Members of the Board of Trustees are
presently thought to be reevaluating the role
of university treasurer. The functions of the
office may be altered, according to a
university spokesperson.
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Chanukah begins
at sundown Sunday
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian Staff

Chanukah or the Festival of Lights, one of
the most joyous holidays of the Hebrew year
begins this Sunday night at Sundown. The
eight day holiday commemorates the recon-
quering of Israel in 165 B.C.

In 165 B.C. Israel was occupied by the
Hellenistic Syrians, ruled by King Antiochus
Epiphanes IV (reigned 175-164 B.C.). It was
his goal to subdue the nation by forcing the
Jews to convert to his religion of idolatry at
the peril of their lives.

Mattathias, an elderly Jewish priest and
his five sons t»anded together with other
Jews and raised an army to liberate the land.
When Mattathias died, his second son Judah
Maccabee took over command and led his
greatly outnumbered army to a miraculous
victory over the Hellenistic Syhans.

After driving Antiochus's army from jhe
land, Maccabee and his army went to the
Temple in Jerusalem to resanctify it and
purge it of- all idols. They found the temple
desecrated and the ritually pure oil for the
eternal lamp desecrated. Legend has it they
discovered one small jar of untampered oil
still sealed, possible enough to light the lamp
for one day. According to the tale this oil
lasted for eight full days, during which time
other oil could be prepared.

Since that time, Chanukah has been
celebrated by lighting candles for eight
consecutive days in remembrance of the
feats of bravery. The candles symbolize
victory against bondage of an alien rule.

Certain of the traditions connected with

Chanukah have been borrowed from other
cultures where Jews have lived. The custom
of giving gelt (German for money) is a
reminder that following Judah's victory, the
Jewish state minted its first coin in tribute to
the Maccabee's.
The dreidal a four-sided top has four

different Hebrew letters on each of its sides;
N, G, H, S, standing for Nais Gadol Hayah
Shum or a great miracle happened here. The
top was adapted from an old German
gambling Game.
Foods cooked in oil are also traditionally

eaten, such as Latkes (Potato Pancakes) and
doughnuts.
On campus Chunakah will be celebrated

on Sunday beginning at 7:00 with a com-
mercial lighting of the first candle followed
by a free party sponsored by the UMass Hillel
in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Student
Union.

Off campus every night at 6:30 the largest
menorah(candleholder) in New England will
be lit in front of the Chabad House, 30 North
Hadley Road, across the street from Prince
Dorm, Southwest.

For those wishing to observe or participate
in communal candle lighting, the following
dorms will have someone to lead candle
lighting:

Webster 4 east Lounge at 7 p.m.
J. A. 14th floor lounge 7 p.m.
Coolidge 22nd floor lounge 7 p.m.
Dickinson 4th flooi lounge 7 p.m.
James 2nd floor lounge 7 p.m.
Mary Lyon 2nd floor lounge 7 p.m.
Van Meter Lobby 9:30 p.m.
J.F.K. 17th floor lounge 7 p.m.

Road permanently banned
Automobile traffic on an access road be-

tween North Village Apartments and
University Lot 25 will be permanently banned
starting today, according to Director of
Mariied Housing Robert W. Fowler.

Because of potential traffic hazards, a
locking gate will be installed across the
gravel road frequently used as a short cut
from campus to the
apartments. Fowler said.

university-owned

Fowler said that while the fence was
onginally built to separate the 240-unit

apartment complex from a nearby swamp
where an infant girl drowned in October, the
high volume of auto traffic on the gravel road
posed a danger to other children in the area.
North Village residents will be able to open

the locked gate with their apartment keys,
Fowler said, and fire and emergency will also
be permitted to pass through the gate.
North Village tenants were notified of the

traffic stoppage Wednesday night Fowler
said. "We've had one of two close calls
already. I hope adults will remember to keep
the gate shut, he said.
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Diplomat says S.A
black rule possible
By MOIRA CAMPBELL
Collegian Staff

William D. Brewer, former US ambassador
to Mauritius and Sudan, last night said he
approved of South African Prime Minister
Jan Vorster s re-election in the hope that
Vorster will make concessions to blacks in
their efforts for majority rule.

Brewer, member of the U.S. State
Department since 1947 and Diplomat in
residence at UMass, spoke out for American
policy in South Africa, saying Americans
should not suppress the black movement in
that country, or "peaceful revolution shall
become violent revolution." He compared
the radical blacks to Jeffersonian democrats
Brewer said he doesn't feel white rule will

of the Rhodesian economy.

American policies are pointing "in the
direction of the solutions that the Africans
are seeking," Brewer explained. The U.S.
does not intend to sspply arms to any African
nations seeking majority rule he said. In the
case of the Simalian invasion and capture of
several parts of Etheopia, which is receiving
military aid from the U.S.S.R., he said the
U.S. prefers to preserve its ties with both
Siomalia and Ethiopia. He added that doesn't
see how the U.S.S.R. can hope to ac-
complish anything through an alliance with
Ethiopia.

Brewer cited Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance's statement that "arm transferance to
Afnca will occur only in the most extreme of
cases" as the overall US attitude towards

Peaceful Revolution shall become
Violent Revolution'- Diplomat W. Brewer

last much longer in Rhodesia due to the
"tension here between groups for and
against violent change." He detailed ways in
which the United States and Britain are
working to find a peaceful solution for
transition to majority rule in Rhodesia.
Among them: Prime Minister Ian Smith's
willingness to yield power to a British
commissioner during open election; for-
mation of a new Zimbabwe National Army;
creation of a new bill of rights and the revival

military intervention there. He also added
that "maybe in a period of time, if the
problems are not solved and Soviet guerillas
move in, the U.S. would need strategic bases
in Africa."

Brewer said that the overall U.S. policy in
Africa is based on preservation of human
rights rather than being rooted in economic
gains for the U.S. However, he reminded the
audience that specific problems must be
dealt with in their own context.

Area geneology group
most active in state
Hy MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

"The appearance of 'Roots' has sharpened
people's interest in genealogy considerably,"
according to Wendell Cook, president of the
Hampshire County Genealogical Society.

"It takes an event such as Roots to shift
people's priorities and get them going,"
Cook said in a recent Collegian interview.

In fact, the Division of Continuing
Education at UMass is considering a course
in genealogy, the study of family lineage
next fall, he said.

The Hampshire County Genealogical
Society, a chapter of the Mass. Society, is

one of the most active in the state. The
group meets the third Thursday of every
month, excluding summers, at alternating
places in order to accommodate people on
the east and west sides of the Connecticut
River.

Organized in the spring of 1975, the
society has 56 members, ranging in age from
20 to 70 years old with a close ratio of men to
women.

Membership dues are $6 yearly and the 2

v?r"io.T""^t 'u""'^^
9"^^^ speakers andvarious workshops reviewing generalresearch sources.

ycerdi

"VVhat's nice to find a relative who's
already done a lot of the work," Cook said
Cook said the researcher must find out the
who, when, and where" of antecedents in

order to begin genealogical research.

"Unless you run across problems, such as
families that are not speaking, this initial step
should take you back 100 years," according
to Cook. ^

Library and record research are the next
steps in finding genealogical roots.
"Keep following records and somewhere

along that the line records will give out and
you can hook on to tradition," Cook
recommended.

He cited as an example of "tradition" thetew vyords that were passes down in AlexHaley s novel Roots.
Cook said that getting records involves "agreat deal of time and interest."

d>IJe5^icin 3

William Brewer, former ambassador to Mauritia, Africa, spoke last night at
Hampden Dining Commons about United States foreign policy in Africa. (Staff
photo by Peter Baumann)

No CC fee increase;

subsidy plan weighed
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor of Financial affairs James
L. McBee will decide whether to recommend
to the Board of Trustees that a state subsidy
be included in the Campus Center budget to
offset a $472,000 deficit. McBee insists
"there will be no student fee increases in
fiscal 1979 no matter which route we take."

McBee said he must decide whether
"there is some amount that logically should
be contributed from state money to the CC
for those who use it other than students."

There had been some confusion as to the
amount of state money the CC would be
getting. When McBee first arrived he was
told by Warren Guiko, former head of OBIS
that this year there was a commitment made
of $200,000 per year for two years to replace
a $472,000 mistake on an assessment of the
CC financial position in 1976 to determine
their long range bond rating.

McBee said that "the CC management
thought that they had been lead to believe
that the $200,000 would be for five years."

"I cannot find any record of a commitment
to this," McBee said. "If there was I would
be the first to admit it."

McBee also said that a $25,000 subsidy
which has been given in the past will con-
tinue.

Because the CC people were concerned
we made up two projections," said McBee.
One with the subsidy and one without

"

These projections were given to the Rents
and Fees Committee, a watchdog for
students fees, with the promise that there
would be no fee increase next year.

There had been a student fee increase last
year of $15 despite promises, but McBee
who arnved this fall, said that with him in
charge it was "a whole new ball game."
McBee said that he has a commitment to

reach some sort of proposal for the CC
funding in the future, but he will not say
when, or how much he would recommend.
"It's probably going to be somewhere be-
tween $25,000 and $225,000." he said.
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advertising, eitfier display or
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1977 The final Fall issue of the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian will
appear Wednesday, December 14
1977

Hampshire's Janice Raymond..,

Exploration of health

offered by professor

Janice Raymond, Women's Studies professor at Hampshire. (Staff photo by Sue
Donnelly) i ^

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

"We're very fortunate to have a woman
like Janice Raymond on campus. I find her
classes very invigorating because she's
constantly challenging patriarchal in-
stitutions," said Jodi Cahn, a Hampshire
College student.

Raymond is a Five-College Assistant
Professor of Women's Studies. Her office at
Hampshire is a small room decorated with
posters about women from which she
warmly greets students and guests. Courses
Raymond currently teaches include Bio-
medical Issues in Feminism (which deals with
cloning, test-tube fertilization and sex-
selection technology). Death and Dying,
Women in the Health System, Mental Health
Issues and an introductory seminar on
religion. Raymond explained:

"My background is in theology and ethics
I aid my doctoral work at Boston College
which IS mainly a Catholic and Jesuit school'
I believe a lot of the disciplines are basically
secular religions in the sense that they

engage the so-called enlightened mind at a
center of power and work."

"My training in religion gave me the ability
to analyze something like medicine not only
from a perspective of what was politically or
economically wrong with the system, but
also what was wrong with it as a structure of
belief. I think women have been most op-
pressed in terms of where we placed our
belief, whether that was in men or male-
originate structures."

Raymond feels that coming to terms with
that was most important to her development.

"When I was doing graduate work I

realized there weren't many feminists
touching the wider medical spectrum. There
were lots of women doing things with self-

help, but there wasn't much feminist analysis
going on of things like genetic technology or
psycho surgery. That's why I decided to
head in that direction."

This is Raymond's third year in the Five-
College area, and she likes it a lot.

"There's a lot of interest in women's

TURN TO PAGE 6
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Black Affairs
Another view of slavery

'The Other Francisco

'

By JAMES LEWfS JR.
Black Affairs Assistance Editor

The two day seminar on Cuba began
Wednesday, November 3C, in Coolidge
Tower with a movie on slavery in Cuba. The
film, "The Other Francisco" is a long, indept
portrayal of slave life in Cuba, with Francisco
and Dorotea being the major slaves whose
lives are illustrated through the film. The film
was a perfect correction of a story about
Francisco and Dorotea. Francisco hangs
himself when finding out that he can not
marry his loved, Dorotea. Dorotea later dies
when she finds that Francisco hung himself.

Dorotea is a seamstress for the mistress of
the plantation, who falls in love with the
coachman, Francisco. They try to marry but
are not allowed to do so. Dorotea becomes
pregnant. Francisco is taken from the house
into the fields to work sugar cane, being
beaten and punished until agreeing not to
see Dorotea gain. Then he kills himself.

The film clearly showed the sickness of
slave life, that white people were an evil
people They were as lost to conscious as
Charles Manson. They would kill anyone,
anything, they would rape anyone, and laugh
about it the next minute. The white mentality
that governed that society was directly
unveiled by the film. It was clear that the only
freedom for Black people was through death.

I personally had emotional cringes of
hatred, and it was only by God that I could
even begin to sit through it, knowing that
this world is not all there is to being.

I will have all the things necessary for me
to live the way God made me to live. I refuse
to be subject to this oppressive, racist
monster. I know sincerely believe that I am a

South African minister

'claims' election victory

Commentary

person just as everyone else is, and I feel .

have a basic, God given heritage that will
protect me, guide me in this life. I feel that I

am governed by this God in this present
world, and will not be subjected to the
perverted passions of evil, insane sickies, at
their will, by their power, for their fat. I have a
deep, strong conviction that this type of
mentality cannot control me, or anyone who
listens to himself, and to God. We have to
pray. There is a God, and He - She - isn't
white.

Excuse me, I went off again. I did not
mean to do that. I meant to write an ob-
jective article about the first day of the
seminar on Cuba. I was overcome by the
outcome of the seminar, and what I learned.

If you wasn't there, you missed alot. I hope
you can grasp the next opportunity to learn
about Cuba, its past and its future.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa \AP]
Prime Minister John Vorster Thursday hailed
his record-breaking election victory as a
resounding endorsement of his white-power
policies and rejection of foreign "meddling"
in South African affairs. The leader of the
liberal opposition warned of a "hardening of
race attitudes."

"I'm deeply thankful, very very deeply
thankful, that this has happened," said
Vorster as election results indicated that
white voters had answered his summons to
rally behind his government at a time its
apartheid policies are coming under in-
creasing fire abroad.

"I think the electorate has spoken louder
than any man could ever have spoken in any
circumstances," he said.

The final tally in Wednesday's election
gave the ruling National Party 134 seats in
the 165-seat parliament, more than the
"Nats" have ever held in the nearly 30 years
they have dominated South African politics.
The party won 1 16 seats in the last election in
1974.

Second place, and the status of official
opposition, passed from the centrist New
Republic Party to the liberal Progressive
Federal Party.

The PFP, which advocates sharing power
with the country's 19 million blacks, won 17
seats while the NRP dropped from 23 to 10
seats.

The conservative South African Party won
three seats, while the ultrarightist and
openly racist Reformed National Party failed
to bring in any of its 56 candidates.

Progressive Federal Party leader Colin
Eglin, 52, predicted "more authoritarianism
and a hardening of race attitudes" with the
Nationals' landslide victory. He pledged that
his party will present a viable alternative to
the .-jovernment's apartheid policy.

The blacks - as well as 2.7 million
"coloreds" persons of mixed blood and
750,000 Asians - are not allowed to vote,
although Vorster has proposed setting up
separate parliaments for the coloreds and
Asians. The blacks are officially regarded as
citizens of tribal "homelands," not of South
Africa.

Vorster called the election 18 months
ahead of schedule, asking whites to reject
foreign "meddling" in South African affairs
and to give the green light to his separate-
parliament plan.

The elections came on the heels of an
international outcry against South Africa's
white minority government set off by the
mysterious death in prison of black activist
Steve Biko and the subsequent government
crackdown against major black leaders and
organizations.

The anger culminated in a United Nations
arms embargo against South Africa. But the
outrage and the embargo evidently served
only to rally South Africa's 4.5 million defiant
whites behind Vorster.

Less than 60 per cent of the voters
registered in many of the contested con-
stituencies turned out, apparently reflecting
apathy as well as out-of-date rolls.

Sergio Giral'8. "The Other Francisco.' viewed by a receptive audience lastWednesday, December 30. in Coolidge Tower, in Southwest.
^"°'®"^* '«»^

Public service announcement
AM CCEBS students should note that on Tuesday, December 6th, CCEBS will

sponsor its annual Career Day in the Newman Center. There will be over thirty
Ofganizations and companies represented at this year s Career Day This is a
unique opportunity for CCEBS students to find out about a wide variety of job
opportunities. Organization representatives will be available to talk with
students from 2:00-5:00 p.m. in the Social Hall of the Newman Center. In addition
to this, a limited number of Career Day Luncheon seats are being reserved for
•tbdents. The luncheon is free and will be held at 12 noon in the Newman Center
Anyone interested in attending the luncheon should reserve a seat by signing up
Immediately with Brian Maher in Room 208 of the New Africa House. Luncheon
••ats will be filled on a first-come, first-served basis.

f

Note to Prime Minister of Racist South Africa, (also known as John Voster) Thevictory song you so proudly sing of is out of tune. There is another song you have vetto near.

Thoughts

It's too late to

rewrite history
but not too late

to be a part of it.

Did you know
The Institute for the Study of Medical

Ethics, a Los Angeles-based group, has
charged that blacks and members of other
minority groups are being singled out as
guinea pigs for experiments with the drug
Depo-Provera.
The food and drug administration has for

20 years refused to approve the use of Depo-
Provera as a contraceptive, warning that the
injections, which are given every three
months, may cause sterility.

The Institute says, however, that a recent
attempt to find women using Depo-Provera
indicates that numerous doctors are still

prescribing it as a contraceptive without the
approval of the F.D.A.

LUTHER

The Institute says it placed an ad-
vertisement in the personal column of a Los
Angeles newspaper which read (quote)
"Urgent. If your contraceptive is a three-
month injection, call this number."

The group says that over 100 women
responded to the ad. Seventy-five per cent of
the women were black, the group says, and
85 per cent had not been told by their

doctors that Depo-Provera was an ex-
perimental drug which was not approved as
a contraceptive by the government.

Most of the women, the Institute says,
were shocked upon learning of the possible
side effects. They reportedly said they would
never have aken the drug if their doctors had
informed them about it beforehand

Brumsic Brandon
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Black Affairs

.n^nlrn..-J »
earn in performance with Jade, a concert recently held in the Student Union Ballroom. Featured in

ron^li^ K M ^^'^K^'^'rV* ?.'"
S^''^"" °" ^««^»' Charles Majeed Greenlee on trombone, and Olu Dara on trumpet The

n«wl r^ f " ° ''*"^*" '°' ^'**'^^" °^'*'*"' " ^"^"^ ^'"^^"^ ^^° ^""^ *>««" incarcerated since 1975, and is awaiting anew iriai and future acquital. For those of you who missed the concert, it will be broadcast on Rick Grant's show the Hl«rUExperience. Saturday, app. 4:00 p.m. over WMUA, 91.1 FM. (Photo by Edward Cohen)

A new semester, same old problems
are faced with Craeman Gethers and Earl
Brown and demonstrations on South Africa.

I know for sure that with all the panel
discussions and guest lectures and

move along with people understanding each
other.

It does not seem to work that way here at
UMass and time and time again, we have to

Terrell Evan's

'Call it what you want'

I have been in this school for three
semesters and it seems that every semester
we are confronted with the same problems,
from the same people. It seems, sometimes,
that people cannot learn or just do not want
to learn.

We have had demonstrations and guest
lectures and panel discussions, that try to
educate, that try to explain the why's and
why nots, that try to explain who, and for

what reason and it seems that it comes to
nothing. It seems this way because we come
back to UMass time and time again and we

demonstrations we must reach somebody. I

have heard it said, if we only reach one out of
a group of a thousand, then we have done
good. Well, if that .001 per cent people
disappear back into the woodwork, if they
allow others to influence their thoughts and
direct their actions, then they are hurting
themselves because, they become the
people around them once more.

This is an appeal to that .001 per cent
people. The only way we can really progress
is for that .001 per cent people to begin
expressing what they believe and what they
have come to understand. Then maybe that
.001 per cent people will effect another .001
per cent people and we can begin to really

face apathy among ourselves. Apathy, fear,
or a "we just don't give a damn" attitude
prevalent among university officials about
fights to keep our small community thriving.

There has not been enough black
professors or other Third World professors
hired by the university in the past few years,
and we desperately need some. Third World
professors and this may surprise you, are not
for Third World students alone. They are for
everyone.

Just wait until next semester and see if the
editorials, commentaries, and newsstories
seem just like the ones you have read this
semester. If you don't know what I mean,
just wait, you will later on.

Course offering

PSYCHOLOGY 391E (Spring 1978) THE
PORTRAYAL OF THE COLONIZED IN FILM
(3 credits)

Tuesday 4:00-6:30; Herter 227; (Film
screenings)

Thursday 4:00-5:15; Herter 227;
(Discussions)

Instructor. Mr. Martin — Organization.
Lecture-film screening-discussion
Aim: A comparative examination of

historical and contemporary portrayals of
colonized people in American and foreign
full-length commercial and documentary
film. Emphasis on the legitimation and
maintenance functions of film; the psycho-
dynamic formation and elaboration of
colonial stereotypes; and the emergence of
the post-colonial "third world'* film traditions

LUTHER
/r. c . 0IMMCSS. ic-pl^

in Latin America (Cuba), Africa (Senegal),
and Asia (Vietnam).

Topics include: The Sociology of film;
filmic approaches to history; film as an in-
strument of legitimation and mystification of
dominative social orders; film and social
reality; images of the colonized and colonizer
during the colonial-de-colonization stages;
and film as an emancipatory vehicle for social
transformations.

By Brumsic Brondon, Jr.
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Rossi's speak on their dual marriage
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2, 1977

Collegian

By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Describing themselves as "real

H°Rot° '".' ^r^^^'^ Alice S. and PetlK Ross, spoke last night on "Managing Dual

^T' n \^1°i'^^ ^'^ «^«"^ sponsoredby the Orchard H.ll-Central Men's CenterSpeaker Series. Both members of theSociology Department at UMass, the Rossi's

Dck,n" '"5r" °^^ P^P'« '" theuicknson House mam lounge of the

c^^r?amt^^^^^^°^--^^-«adL'^

we say wrth a gram of salt, because we
represent a dtnerent generation." She then

discussed some of the socioloqical aspects
ot having both a family and a career, you
have to negotiate between the career and
family and family responsibilities " she
commented.
She also discussed how a career and home

life often overlap and how bringing your
work home distinguishes a career from a job.
'Our home is a work place, not just a place
to live and relax," she said.

The couple has three college age children
and the Rossi's admit that while they were
growing up the children could not bring great
numbers of people to their house, because of
their work. "They withdrew into their room
which became multipurposed," said Alice
Rossi. The Rossi's set aside certain hours for

family activity each day, however, and refer
to this as "quality time."
Managing careers and family life called for

many compromises according to the Rossi's
Alice Rossi commented, "You can find
yourself compelled to make a choice at the
expense of the child's development or the
other around." Peter Rossi added, "You
have to become sensitive to a child's
changing needs and they are always
changing."

admitting that their marriage was very
traditional in their division of labor in the
beginning, Alice Rossi said "It didn't occur tome that his career wouldn't come first

" As
their marriage progressed Alice Rossi
developed her career more thoroughly Peter^ J^ « ^ ^ ueveiopeo ner career more thorPAUMA feels affect of union

By DAN MONTUORI
Collegian Staff

The initial affects of professional staff
unionization were felt at yesterdays meeting

A I
Professional Association of UMassAmherst (PAUMA).

^'viaas

Jack DeNyse, University director of

PAUMA as planned in order to avoid the
possibility of having an unfair labor charge
filed against him. ^

In a telephone interview Wednesday niaht

advised him not to address PAUMA until
after the State Labor Relations Board

hearing on professional staff unionization
At the meeting PAUMA Speaker Charles

daT/Ia^"^ ^®^^^ P'^""®«^ to addressPAUMA until last Wednesday (Nov 23rd)when he called Lyman to inform him that he
couldn t do so.

"Somewhere along the line the ad-
ministration caught up to him," Lyman said

Lyman also said that DeNyse expressed a

qt'^r^rT 'I
'^^^^^^ PAUMA aher ?hlState Labor Relations Board meets on thiunionization issue.

Other PAUMA business included thenominations of professional staff to various
committees and senatorial positions. Robert
Mishol of the Bursar's office was nominated

• Raymond and health

to PAUMA's Executive Board. Positions
were also filled on PAUMA's Personnel
Appeals and Elections Committees.
Don Linerski, chairman of PAUMA's

Personnel Policies Committee, expressed a
desire for professional 03 employees to take
an active part in developing the university's
personnel policies. 03 classification is for
temporary and short term university em-
ployees.

"I agree that the professional 03 em-
ployees should have a voice in PAUMA's
affairs," said Linerski.

Linerski also announced there would be a
personnel policies briefing session on Dec 19
and 20 at 12 noon in Bowker Auditorium

Rossi commented on the change in their
relationship due to the two careers. "In the
last ten years we've worked out a
relationship which is more egalitarian. We
have a flexible relationship in which we both
play nurturing roles."

This equalizing process in the home
created some problems when Peter Rossi
decided "I wanted to do some house work
and Alice felt rather ashamed." Alice Rossi
explains: "To move from the traditional role
in the household is to lose responsibility."
The Rossi's interests within their

profession are diversified so they did not feel
any real competition in their relationship.
Alice Rossi is a feminist, was a commissioner
for the Houston Women's Conference held
in November and her area of research is sex
roles. Peter Rossi is currently researching
national disaster recovery. Both have
numerous works published and believe they
perpetuate each other's work. "There is that
sense of reinforcement and we have to stop
each other or it accelerates," said Peter
Rossi.

Abortion deadlock may delay federal paychecks

CONT. FROM PAGE 3

studies, feminism and women's health issues
in the Valley.... the Women's Studies
program at UMass has made great strides in
the last couples of years."
Raymond describes her work as a Five-

College instructor as "Very interesting but
schizophrenic', as I will teach at all five
schools in a three-year period.

"

"I think the possibilities for Women's
Studies development are best at UMass and
Hampshire.... Hampshire, because of its
philosophy of education which encourages
experimentation, and UMass because there
IS already a Women's Studies program
although it has no faculty of its own. All the
instructors are taken from other depart-
ments. It's kind of unbelievable to think of
forty or fifty majors in a program without a
faculty."

When asked about her students, Raymond
leaned back m her chair and smiled

"i have found Women's Studies students
as comared to other students I've taught to
be much more intelligent... more existentially
urgent about what they're doing. They care
about their work, and they're doing it for a
reason. That's been a real high for me."

Raymond teaches her courses from a
feminist perspective, and says there's been
no attempt made to place restrictions on her
subject matter or her perspective. She says
her views were clearly stated before she was
hired. She believes that everyone teaches
from a political perspective.
"To regard a person who says 'I have no

perspective' as apolitical is absurd. To take
no position is to take a position."

"I approach my courses from the basic

* Faculty
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criticisms were directed at him personally

and had nothing to do with the substance of

his proposal.

Secretary Burke said he believed this to be
tnje and called the personality of the provost

a problem in light of the faculties "no
confidence " vote in the provost last spring.

Burke conceded this attitude had not

char>ged and said, "We must acknowledge
this as part of life on campus and remember
that structures outlast people."

In other business, Chancellor Bromery said

he will look into the possibility of not

charging Medical Technology students
tuition in their final year of study under the

new program approved by the Faculty

Senate today.

The med-tech program, now under the

department of Microbiology will require four

years of academic study, while the fifth year

will be spent as an intern in a hospital.

A tuition-free internship would alleviate

only undue financial burden on students who
could not afford tuition for the extra year.

SGA co-president Jon Hite spoke out in

favor of the senate's approval of 13 courses

recommended by the Academic Matters
council, which -included four journalism

courses.

"The journalism department has the

potential to be the best on the East Coast
and deserves campus-wide support," Hite

told the sef>ate.

issue that there is a problem; that sexism
exists. I recommend that people who have
difficulty with that not take the course,
because we're just going to lock horns."

Raymond believes that Women's Studies
is not just the study of women as objects, but
is about women becoming the subjects of
their own thought processes. She expects
her students to enter that study with some
kind of commitment; with a notion of "it's

not out there; it's in here."

"There have been questions raised about
the number of men I teach, which has been
very few. I have stated that my priorities are

to teach women. This doesn't mean that

when you have all women in a classroom
there aren't problems, but it becomes dealing
with 'our problems.' I don't think a group can
attain a sense of identity and power until

members deal with issues amongst them-
selves."

"I felt that when there have been men in

classrooms where I taught, we've been
forced to deal with their problems about the
subject. I don't feel that women should have
to nurture men at this point in history. If men
took the issue of sexism as seriously as they

take the issues of race and class, that would
oe a step in the ngnt direction. I see lots of

men going out on their own to do something
about race and class, but very few men doing
something about sexism. I wish that would
happen."

For a while, it appeared that Raymond
would be leaving the Five-College faculty at

the end of this year. Her appointment was for

three years and all Five-College contracts are

terminal. Because of agitation on the part of

students and Raymond's own efforts,

however, the chances seem good that she
will stay on.

"There was a student consitutuency that
agitated for my position, and it has enlarged
and become very vocal while I've been here. I

suggested that the Women's Studies
program at UMass, which may have in-

creased funding next year, provide a third of

my salary and that Hampshire provide the
rest. UMass has voted their third (pending
increased funding). Hampshire has voted
one-third and I believe the remainder will be
forthcoming in the near future."
Raymond spoke about the difficult

position of women in higher education.
"If women in academia can take that

'deviant' status we have by virtue of the fact
that we are in alien space that's been pre-
defined for us and become defiantly
'deviant', we can use that to an advantage."

"It's hard for a woman in academia to exist
with integrity; without becoming a token.
Some women are doing that now, and doina
It well."

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

KILLINGTON,
VERMONT
Every week in January

• Five Day Lift Ticket (Mon-Fri)

Five Nights in Motel

(Sun-Thurs)

• Ski 50 Runs. 3000' Drop
• Nightly Entertainment

• Dance to Live Bands
• Free Keg Party

• Wet TShirt Contest

• Surprise Extras
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or $99.50 Double

Cill DAVID GHAREEB

546 7856

All travel arrangements by
United Inteicollegiate Skiers
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WASHINGTON (UPI) Sen. Edward
Brooke sdid yesterday the Senate will not
compromise any further on the abortion
Issue, a stance that could lead to a power
fight with the House and no December
paychecks for thousands of federal
workers.

Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd
also indicated the Senate has yielded as far
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as it plans to on the subject He said it has
gone "more than half way" by approving
three compromises - ail of which the
House rejected.

Brooke, a leading advocate of federal fun-
ding of abortions for the poor, said he sees
no reason for the Senate to accept further
compromises.
"There is no sense in taking our bill, modi-

Sweet
Chariot
Im an Air Force officer and my sweet
chariot is a supersonic aircraft When
I visit home people are happy to see
me And proud They say I'm doing my
part in the community by showing the
young people and the adults that you
really can make it You really can get
your share of A Great Way of Life
I also feel good atx)ut my position in

the Air Force community I'm a leader
there, too I'm someone the other
brothers and sisters I meet in the ser
vice can look to And if reassures them
to know they have a voice in Air Force
matters that corKern them
The Air Force needs more leaders
pilots aircrew members math
maiors science and engineering ma
lOrs You might be one ot them, and
the best way to find that out is in an Air

Force ROTC program There are two
arxJ four year programs Scholarship
and non scholarship Why not look
into all of them and see if one fits your
plans' It's worth it, brother

Call 5-2a37

Air Force ROTC
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fying it again and then letting them reject it

again," he said. "We have compromised,
compromised and compromised. It's all in
their court. I think we've given too much
already."

At stake is whether the federal govern-
ment will finance abortions for women who
cannot pay for them. The House would
outlaw such funding except in special cases
and the Senate has taken a less restrictive
stance.

Joseph Califano, secretary of health,
education and welfare, told reporters
yesterday he would implement whatever
abortion laws Congress passes, despite his
personal opposition to the operation.
His department's fiscal 1978 appropria-

tions are tied up in the controvery because
Congress tacked the abortion question on-
to a money bill for HEW and the Depart
ment of Labor.
The new funding wrs to start Oct. 1, but

instead, labor and HEW operations have

been financed by temporary congressional
resolutions authorizing them to continue
spending at last year's levels.

The latest resolution expired Wednesday,
however, and some senators have said they
are not inclined to approve another tem-
porary measure.
Unless funding is restored within a week,

the midDecember, once-a-month
paychecks for some 150,000 workers can-
not be met and a number of federal pro-
grams will be affected.
Rep. Daniel Flood, D-Pa., head of the

House negotiators on abortion, said
another resolution to continue the labor
and HEW funding should come before the
House Tuesday.
Brooke said the Senate will not vote on

the matter until the House acts, since some
abortion language will be contained in the
continuing resolution, and the type of
language added by the House will govern
the Senate strategy.

Task force proposes plan

to help U.S. steel industry
PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The White House

steel task force has proposed that President
Carter help the troubled steel industry by
implementing a new system to control
cheap steel imports, tax reforms and low
interest loans.

The summary was released by Allegheny
County Commissioner James Flaherty. The
office of Treasury Undersecretary Anthony
Solomon, head of the task force, said the
recommendations would be subject to
some last-minute alterations.

President Carter is expected to release the
final report Friday.

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of
the recommendation is a triggering or
reference price system "that can be in-

stituted within 60 days" to control imports
"currently accounting for about 20 percent
of domestic consumption."
The task force said the triggering price

should be set within 5 percent of the full

cost of production of the most efficient
world producers, the Japanese, plus
transportation costs. Products below that
price would be subjected to duties. The

system, the force said, should reduce im-
ports to 14 percent of the U.S. market and
would increase industry employment bv
25,000.
"The success of the triggering price ap-

proach in dealing with the steel problem
will depend on the domestic industry's
restraint in bringing new anti-dumping peti-
tions and its willingness to withdraw ex-
isting petitions," the task force said.

"Substantial sales under the triggering
price would result in expedited Treasury in-

vestigations and accelerated application of
appropriate remedies, including possible
retroactive application of antidumping
duties."

The task force said Carter could help the
industry increase its cash flow and moder-
nize by:

- Allowing the industry to write off equip-
ment in 15 years instead of 18 years.
-Directing the release of a $215 million

Economic Development Assistance revolv-
ing funds for industrial loan guarantees.
This proposal is primarily designed to aid

smaller firms.

News in Brief
Plans made for

fuel shortages
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI) - The Unifica-

tion Church headed by the Rev. Sun
Myung Moon has asked a federal court
to dismiss a ruling holding the religious

cult accountable for the whereabouts of
a 19-yearold Bedford, N.H., woman.
Church lawyer James Townsend said

yesterday the petition asks the U.S.
District Court to overturn a ruling by the
Hillsborough County Superior Court the
church should produce Jana gkieffer.

The lower court ruling came earlier this

year in response to a complaint by Miss
Kieffer's father, Donald, that his
daughter had been unlawfully influenc-

ed to join the religious sect by his former
wife, Gloria Kieffer Paradis.

Townsend's petition, filed Nov. 21,
also asks the court to take over the case
because of diversity of citizenship the
church is located in California — and
because Kieffer amended his complaint
to seek $1 million in damages when the
church's New Hampshire agent would
not produce the woman under court
order.

The agent, Ernest Planck, has been
found in contempt. He has filed motions
in Superior Court to overturn the order
and also to transfer the case to federal

court. A hearing is scheduled on he mo-
tions Dec 9.

Carter to begin
2-stage world tour
WASHINGTON (UPI) Breaking his

postponed world tour into two stages.

President Carter will visit six nations in

Europe and Asia from Dec. 29 to Jan. 6
and three in South Amenca and Africa

during the spring, the White House an-

nounced yesterday.

Officially disclosing Carter's revised

travel plans, press secretary Jody
Powell announced the President will

leave four days after Christmas on a

nine day trip that will take him, in order,

to Poland, Iran, Saudi Arabia, France,

and Belgium.

Those are six of the nine nations he in-

tended to visit during the four-continent
tour originally scheduled to begin Nov.
22.

Powell said the president would visit

the other three Brazil, Venezuela, and
Nigeria- "around springtime 1978." He
had no further information.

Church asks court

to dismiss ruling
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Energy
Department announced emergency
plans yesterday for dealing with possi-
ble fuel shortages this winter, including
as a last resort such extremes as a return
to mandatory oil allocation and suspen-
sion of clean air measures.
David Sardine, head of the task force

that prepared the plans, said the nation
IS better able now to face an energy
emergency than it was at the onset of
last winters fuel crisis.

He said, however, the threat of such
crises never can be removed complete-
ly.

"Increasing energy demand and
decreasing supplies of oil and natural
gas can create problems even in a nor-
mal winter," Sardine said. "As we
discovered last year, any shortcomings
in our production and delivery systems
can bring parts of the nation to a virtual

standstill if we have a severe winter.
"

Two Hingham men
face drug charges
BOSTON (UPI) Two Hingham men

pleaded fr.nocent to drug charges
yesterday after they were arrested at

Logan International Airport allegedly
carrying 150 pounds of marijuana with
an estimated street value of $120,000.
State police said Scott T. Christiano,

24, and Richard E. Westhaver, 25, were
charged with possession of a controlled
substance with intent to distribute.

The two, free on bail, had their case
continued in East Boston Oistnct Court
until Dec 13.
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ESSEX, Conn.; The New England Governor's Conference opened their two day meeting in Essex, Conn., yesterday. Shown
from left are Gov. Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts, Gov. Meldrim Thomson, Jr. of New Hampshire, Chairman Gov. Ella
Grasso of Connecticut, Gov. J Joseph Garrahy of Rhode Island and Gov. James Lengley of Maine. (UPI)

Connolly calls for Bonin investigation
BOSTON lAPt Councillor Herbert L.

Connolly called for an investigation yester-

day of allegedly incomplete or incorrect
answers submitted by Superior Court Chief

Justice Robert M Bonin prior to his judicial

confirmation by the council.

While he said, he hopes Bonin can clarify

the issue, the Newton Democrat said that

he, personalty, feels the problem could be
grounds for removal. He said if Bonm can
not straighten out the situation, "He should
resign

"

There was doubt in some legal circles that

the questions posed by the coincil dealt

specifically with the controversy over
Bonins outside activities that surfaced in

the past few days
Prior to his confirmation in March, which
was opposed by Connolly, the judge failed

to tell the Executive Council about his in-

volvement with Northeast Administrators
Inc., Connolly noted. Records at the
Statehouse disclosed that Bonm, under fire

for taking favors from a businessman, was
clerk of that corporation.
Bonins wife, according to testimony at an

Essex Probate Court hearing, had been
given the use of a leased car from an enter-

pnse that previously, when he was an assis-

tant attorney general, had been paying
Bonm $1,000 a month

The court proceeding was on Bonins at

tempt to reduce alimony payments to his
first wife. A further hearing is expected
liiter in the month.
Meanwhile, the Committee on Judicial

Responsibility will look into the matter, ac-
cording Allan G. Rodgers, chairman.
The nine-member committee is charged

by the state Supreme Court with oversee-
ing the conduct of judges.

The Connolly dispute centers on answers
submitted by Bonm to a questionaire re-

quired of all judicial nominees by the Ex-

ecutive Council. The first query: "Please
state all business interest and investment
holdings in your possession at the time of

your nomination, but not your net worth."
Bonm responded with a list of stocks and

bonds. He did not mention any business
associations

Connolly said he was greatly bothered by
the development.
The councillor complained about a lack of

candor. "I feel that the chief justice lof the
Superior Court) should be above reproach,
under all conditions," Connolly said.

Although he opposed his confirmation,
Connolly said he is not waging a vendetta
against Bonin He said, however, a
'complete mvestiqation" is warranted.

Connolly said the investigation would be
undertaken by the council's committee on
judicial nominations He siid he has the
support of one other membor and will taik

to the other two shortly. The committee
has a vacancy, since the resignation from
the council Wednesday of Theodore
Dimauro, mayor elect of Springfield

Vet school
planned for

N.E. infuture
ESSEX, Conn. (UPI) The chairman of

the New England Governors Conference
yesterday said she expects the region will

liave Its first veterinary school in the near
future.

Connecticut Gov. Ella T. Grasso made the
announcement at a meeting of the six
governors at which officials from Tufts
University laid out plans for the proposed
but longdelayed school.
New England has not had a veterinary

school since Middlesex College in

Wiiltham, Mass., folded 30 years ago.
Since then. New England students have

had a difficult time getting into veterinary
schools elsewhere because all of them are
state supported and give preference to their
residents.

"I have every confidence the school will

open, " Mrs. Grasso said. "I think it's ter-
ribly important. The new plan that is evolv-
ing IS more acceptable and provides
tremendous opportunities."
Backers of the school hope to accept their

first class of 35 students tn July 1979.
Under the plan, veterinary students will

take the first two years of instruction in

conjunction with Tufts Medical School
because of similarities in course work. The
third year of instruction will be at a facility
in Grafton, Mass., while the fourth and
final year will be at one of a number of ex-
isting colleges in the six New England
states where students can get expertise in

particular areas.

Previous plans called tor construction of a
four year institution in Grafton that officials
said now would cost $70 million, c
Thomas W. Murnane, a liaison between

the governors conference and Tufts, said it

is hoped a $10 million federal grant that has
already been approved plus $20 million in
private contributions that he said can
realistically be expected will cover cos's for
the new plan.

'There were some very high costs (with
the old proposal) but that has now been
changed, " Grasso said.

Friday, the New England Regional Com-
mission made up of the six governors was
expected to approve a $150,000 planning
grant for the school.
Under the envisioned arrangement, part

of the cost of students' education would be
underwritten by state grants for pupils from
their respective states. 8
Murnane said so far he had received 2,000

unsolicited appliations for the entering
class Eventually the school will have a total
enrollment of 400, Murnane said.

.ColJegimi 9

Scientists progress in fight

against Legionnaires disease
BOSTON (UPI) The New England

Journal of Medicine reported yesterday
scientists are making rapid progress in the

fight against deadly Legionnaires' disease,

but still haven't unlocked its cause.
"Further progress m knowledge of

Legionnaires' disease can be expected to

occur quite rapidly," a Journal editorial

said II also cited "the possibility that

suitable protective vaccines will be
prepared m the not too distant future."

Articles accompanying the editorial said

although scientists have succeeded in iden-

tifying the germ responsible for the

pneumonia like illness, they still don't know
much about it.

A team of doctors and field technicians

from the national Center for Disease Con
trol in Atlanta spent six months trying to

'solate the cause of the disease, which kill-

ed 9 American Legion convention
delegates in Philadelphia in the summer of

1976

The sickness also surfaced in at least 29
other states and "has clearly been present

for many years, m many countries, " the

Journal said

The Journal editooal said the outbreaks
seem to have stemmed from a common
source and have probably been air borne
"The severe form of the disease is relatively

uncommon," the editorial said.

CDC scientists were able to prove the out-
break wasn't caused by food, water,
alcohol, ice, or rooms in Philadelphia's
Bellevue Stratford Hotel, where the
epidemic struck last summer. The team is

now concentrating on local bird or rodent
populations or on dust and dirt

The journal reported the risk of the disease
seems greatest dunng the summer and
higher among smokers than nonsmokers.
But alcohol consumption apparently does
not increase the risk, the Journal said.
Although scientists succeeded in identify-

ing the infectious agent, they found the
bacterium unlike any other organism
known to science.

"Its really a weird bug, " CDC chief in

formation specialist Don Berrett told the
Boston Globe "If you put it in ordinary tap
water, it just sits there. It doesn't multiply
and It doesn't die It just endures."
The strain also is difficult to grow ;n lab

cultures and requires a special blood consti
uent and some carbon dioxide It thrives in

normal body temperatures of 98 6 degrees
Fahrenheit, is very slow growing, and is dif

ficult to kill, the report said.

Although scientists were finally able to
isolate the germ through silver impregna-
tion techniques, they don't know where it

comes from, why it infects some people
and not others, and how it is spread
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Hardline Arab leaders try to curb
Sadat's peace talks with Israel
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TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) Hardline Arab
leaders assembled here yesterday for a
Libyan sponsored "summit of resistance"
to break the momentum of Egyptian Presi
dent Anwar Sadat's bold new peace over-
tures to Israel.

"No negotiations, no settlement, no
recognition," read fresh signs along the
palm-lined streets of this seaside capital,
reflecting the intransigence of Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy. Other banners
said; Welcome, heroes of steadfastness,
to the land of steadfastness."
About 1 000 demonstrators shouting "It is

we who are right" massed outside the Peo
pie's Palace, the elegant white stucco
headquarters of King Idris, deposed by
Khadafy in 1969.
A formal opening session of the two-day

anti Sadat conference was scheduled to
begin inside the palace last night but was
postponed until today The Arab leaders
met privately among themselves into the
night.

It was the first of several competing con-
ferences spawned by Sadat's Jan. 1921
trip to Jerusalem. Still to come are enother
"rejectionist ' conference called by Iraq for
Baghdad next week, Sadat's pre-Geneva
meeting in Cairo in mid December and
another preparatory conference called by
U.N. Secretary-Genera I Kurt Waldheim.
Only Israel, the United States and the
United Nations are expected to join Egypt
at the Cairo talks. Waldheim's invitation
drew a negative reaction from Israel while
among the Arabs only Jordan indicated it

was accepting.

Khadafy beamed behind dark glasses as
he greeted "guests flying in for the
speechmaking and strategy sessions
designed to counter Sadat's initiative.

The assemblage of Arab leaders in Tripoli,

particularly President Hafez Assad of Syria!
was a symbolic victory for Khadafy's oil-

financed Arab revolutionary brand of
leadership opposed to any concessions to
Israel

But Assad, distinctly more moderate than
his mercurial host in his approach to Middle
East peace prospects, showed reluctance

to get involved in any extremist outbursts.
"It is natural that when a nation faces a

danger, the faithful sons call to meet and
work to prevent the catastrophe which is

about to take place, " he said on arrival.

Though he reaffirmed Syna's refusal to at-
tend peace talks with Israel in Cairo, Assad
avoided any mention of Sadat or the bitter
Arab criticism Egypt has faced since the
Jerusalem journey.
President Houari Boumedienne of Algeria

was the first to land at the former Wheelus

US Air Base, now Khadafy's military air-

port for Tripoli.

He was followed by Palestinian chieftain
Yasir Arafat and Assad several hours later.
President Salem Rabayiah Aly of South
Yemen also was scheduled to attend.
Iraq, which vies with Libya for leadership

in the radical Arab camp, dispatched a
fiveman delegation, headed by Taha Yassin
Ramadan Getrawi of the ruling Remolu-
tionary Command Council and including
Foreign Minister Saadoun Hamadi.

Sacharin tests not solid,

according to researcher
BOSTON (UPI) A Canadian scientist
whose work led to proposed U.S. govern
ment restrictions on use of saccharin said
yesterday his experiments did not show
clearly the artificial sweetener ainne caused
cancer in research animals.
"Saccharin caused the bladder tumors (in

rts used in the experiments)," said Dr.
Douglas Arnold, a research sc entist for the
Canadian Bureau of Chemical Safety. "But
how it caused them is a question."
Arnold said saccharin could have been a

CO carcinogen - a substance that, when
used in combination with another, produc-
ed cancerous bladder tumors in the rats.

Arnold's work also led to Canadian restnc-
tions on the artificial sweetener.
Dr. Freddy Homburger, president of the

Bio Research Institute Inc., in Cambridge,
and on the staff of Boston University's
medical school, questioned both the use of
only one species of animal in the ex
penments and the sudden reaction by
government officials especially in the
federal Food and Drug Administration - in

suggesting limited use of saccharin.
"Saccharin has never been shown to

cause cancer in animals beyond reasonable
doubt, " he said.

Both men made the remarks in an inter-
view during a symposium at Boston's
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Museum of Science on use of Syrian
hamsters in cancer research.
Homburger, whose institute organized the

symposium, insisted results of the Cana
dian study were not conclusive, partly
because the particular strain of rat used in

the experiment is prone to bladder tumors
that occurred even in control groups not
exposed to saccharin.
The tumors are caused by parasites in the

rats' bladders, he said, adding that research
in 1941 showed that the rats' tendency to
suffer from tumors made them unsuitable
for most cancer research.
Homburger stressed the ""urgent need"

for use of other animals, especially the
Syrian hamster, in the saccharin tests and
other cancer research.
Arnold agreed other types of animals

should be subjected to the experiments,
but defended the choice of rats in the
Canadian experiments.
The rats, which he insisted were free of

parasites, were chosen for the saccharin
tests because they have been used con
sistently in cancer research, Arnold said,
adding, '"We like to know quite a bit about
the species we"re concerned with."'
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Fear of the unknown?
By STEPHEN A MODENA

Earlier this semester the town of Amherst
considered the future fate of recombinant
DNA experimentation at the UMass and
Amherst College campuses. Since no one
here is presently conducting this type of
work, its opponents feel that now may be the
proper time to suggest imposing a
moratorium or a ban The opponents of

recombinant DNA work cite the people's
right-to-know and the spectre of disaster by
epidemic.

In the September-October issue of
American Scientist, which is available at

campus libraries. Dr. Bernard Davis ad-

dressed the most common doubts and
concerns expressed about recombinant
DNA. It is written in plain language and is

quite eye-opening in assessing the risks and
dangers involved. He claims that they are

much lower than for medical work done with
better known pathogens.

Recombinant DNA is sometimes called

"gene splicing." Basically, an attempt is

made to transfer one or two genes from one
organism to another unrelated organism.
This is shown to occur rarely in nature.
Hopefully, the transfered gene will be ex-

pressed; that is, something new will be made
by the gene-receiving host that it couldn't
make before. Let's say, for example, the
human gene for making the hormone insulin

were transferred to the bacterium E. co/i-EK-

12 strain, which is approved for ex-

perimentation. The bacterium might then be
capable of making insulin, an ability it did not
possess before.

The donated 'foreign ' DNA, opponents
claim, could just as easily contain a

dangerous gene, such as for cholera toxin.

The receiver bacterium now would b>e

dangerous, rather than beneficial. Since E.

coli inhabits the intestines of everyone, how
could this danger be contained if it ac-

cidentally "escaped " from the lab?

Actually this has been well thought out
ahead and the necessary safeguard
procedures are spelled out in the guidelines

of the National Institutes of Health, which
researchers on this campus will be obligated

to comply with.

The first line of safety is a system of

handling and storage adequate for the

danger, // any, that could exist Pasteur

disproved the theory of spontaneous
generation. A scientist selects donor and
receiver materials of known composition and
potential.

The "foreign" DNA would not be selected

from |ust any random source for ex-

perimentation, since certain types of ex-

periments are forbidden. Organisms as

sources of donor DNA are categorized as to

probable danger, present or future — if they
are dangerous at all. Since one must report

Notice!
The column which appeared in

yesterday's Collegian entitled, "Valley

Cornucopia," was written by Jerry

Rogers, whose columns appear every
Thursday in the Collegian.

one's work and be open to periodic

biohazard inspection by experts, potentially

hazardous experiments would be spotted
and abandoned. Failure to comply with the
guidelines would mean cutting off of

research funds.

Just as important, the bacterium that has
been selected to be the universal gene
receiver is quite special: it is severely crippled
genetically To grow and divide it must be
specially fed two different chemicals which
are scarcely found in our intestines. And to
boot, some of our digestive secretions cause
these sensitive bacteria to break up and die.
Also, E. coli bacteria don't fare well in pond
or resevoir water. They die off rapidly!
The point is: the E. coli bacterium has been

exhaustively studied for more than fifty

years Its potential as a spreading carrier of a
new disease can be reliably predicted, and it

IS virtually nil. The 99. 9 per cent effective
preventive measures are: wash your hands
before eating, cook all youi food, and be sure
that your flush toilet works properly. (This
also stops cholera, too.) Epidemics occur
where common sense sanitation doesn't
exist.

Dr Davis reports that past experience in

Public Health labs were highly hazardous
organisms are routinely handled, shows that
respiratory infection is the most likely route
of "escape " for a pathogen, E. coli, normal
or crippled, can't make a go of it in the lungs.

It seems likely that even a ""dangerous"
experiment couldn't produce a new hybrid
germ more hazardous than those already
known. Gene splicing can't ""create" a new
disease out of thin air, no matter what is

written in science fiction novels.

The other major question is the moral one:
is this type of experimentation dangerous to
our species and other living things in the
genetic sense? Opponents often make
genetic experimentation sound like a new
idea and very dangerous - and maybe to be
feared.

Recombinant DNA techniques do not
constitute a new science unto itself. These
experiments represent a new aspecr of man's
long history of genetic manipulation. Be it

the domestication of the dog or the selective
breeding of better food crops or the in-

vention of the polio vaccine, man has in-

teracted with other living things to such an
extent that he has been altered and they
have been altered irreversibly on the level of
chromosomes and genes.
The attack on recombinant DNA may play

on fear, especially of the unknown. The
attack, if there is a need for it, is misdirected.
Recombinant DNA is not inherently bad. It is

a part of a greater whole which ought to be
discussed. Do we have a cultural philosophy
on genetics? In all likelihood, the answer is

"yes". The question is not recombinant
DNA, good or bad, but is the broad science
and art of genetics - including recombinant
DNA - responding to the dictates and
pressures of an expanding world population
and decreasing world resources? I think that
the answer is "yes" and recombinant DNA is

a positive tool in that endeavor.

Stephen A. Modena is a Collegian
commentator.
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More money, less work
Editor's Note: The following commentary

was written by Larry Roberts, president of
the Massachusetts Society of Professors, the

UMass faculty's union.

By LARRY ROBERTS

The shocking headline screams across the
top of a local newspaper: "UMass faculty

goal: more money, less work."" Sensational,
right? What kind of a union would ask for

less money and more work? Now, that would
be a sensational headline! The irony is that

we've asked for ntither.

In an otherwise reasonably accurate story,

some of the highlights are recounted of the

M6P-FSU MTA asking package in the

November 23 issue of that newspaper.
Buried in the article on page five, we find the

statement that the reduction in contract
hours "is intended to provide more time for

professional work and research." Does that

sound like we are asking for less work?
The entire salary package was constructed

to aim toward restoration of the purchasing
power of faculty salaries that existed in 1973.

Since that date most of us have had only the

pitifully small raise of $850, while the cost of
living has increased 35 per cent. In sharp
contrast, the personal income o^ the general

population has kept pace with tne consumer-
price index, if not exceeded it. Are we asking

for more money if all we want is to return to

our 1973 salary level?

Russell Jones, Dean of Engineering, calls

the union's proposals "extreme," blaming
the union in advance for protracted

negotiations. Is it "extreme" to strive for

educational excellence and a fair pay for

faculty? Any impartial reading of the

proposals would show these as our goals.

The release of the union"s asking package
to the news media, in blatant violation of an
agreement signed by representatives of the
Board of Trustees, is only the latest episode
in the spiteful war being waged by the ad
ministration against the union and the
faculty. At every opportunity, university

administrators have tried to frustrate the
union's legal rights and blamed the union for

everything possible, trying to cover up their

own lack of competence and administrative

delays.

We do not believe that these ad-

ministrators are evil or malicious, but they are
slavishly following advice from people
outside the university who have no com-
mitment to the institution or its long term
well being. For this destructive advice, which
is generating so much bitterness and disgust

among faculty, they admit spending the
taxpayer's money at the rate of $100,000 per
year (Daily Hampshire Gazette. November
23, page five).

Of course. Dean Jones and all other ad-

ministrators concerned d«ny culpability in

the release of the package, but the memo
accompanying the copies leaked to the
newspapers clearly shows their origin.

Certainly, printing 100 copies (Jones, quoted
in Massachusetts Daily Collegian, November
23) and distributing them around campus
could hardly be described as an effort to

ensure confidentiality. Irresponsible

statements that the union's proposals would
"Double or triple the cost of operating the

university" (Amherst Record, November 23)

do not help either.

Larry S. Roberts is President of the Massa-
chusetts Society of Professors.

Beer ad
misunderstood
To the Editor:

Thank you for the opportunity to reply

to Professor Matlack's letter on the Lite

Beer advertisement, "Homecoming
Queen". This letter appeared in the

Letters to the Editor section of the

Collegian's November 1. 1977 issue.

Firstly, we would like to apologize to

any of the students who might have felt

insulted or demeaned by this ad. It has
never been, and will never be, our in

tention to create advertising that rein-

forces or attempts to make use of

unacceptable patterns in society.

The "Homecoming Queen" ad, as with
the other ads in this campaign, attempts
to create humor by the classic method of

exaggerating and overstating real life

characteristics. Homecoming queens
and/or cheerleaders are an interesting

and meaningful part of the life on many
college campuses. It was our belief that

students would get more enjoyment from
seeing and reading about these people if

they were portrayed in a humorus and
light-hearted fashion rather than in a

serious vein. Consequently, we created
unreal people witli unreal and grossly

overstated characteristics in an attempt
to create this humor. The ads were never
intended to signify actual people and we
certainly apologize to anyone who might
have felt insulted by viewing the

characters as actual portrayals.

In addition, it should be made very

clear that this advertising campaign is not
intended to encourage alcohol abuse, as
Professor Matlack implies Rather, it is an
attempt to convince students they should
drink Lite Beer from Miller instead of
another brand dunng their normal beer
drinking occasions. We hope to ac
compiish this objective by creating a

positive attitude and identification
toward Lite through the use of what we

believe to be humorus. enjoyable and
light-hearted exaggerations of campus
life The campaign has been running in

college newspapers throughout the
country in a very positive reception.

William W. Catlin
Brand Manager - Lite

Author's ideas

not attributed
To the Editor:

/ usually only glance at Collegian
editorials because I consider the stan-
dards of writing low and the level of
argument worse. What prompts me to
write now is a violation of a standard of
writing no worse than any seen before on
your pages, but more nearly touching my
interest. The editorial entitled "The
Unknown Ideal" by Drew Crane
\ November 28. W77\ expressed an
opinion with which I agree: that
governmental interference in free trade
has caused and always will cause more
problems than it will ever solve; its

violation of human integrity and freedom
to choose is both cruel and inefficient.
For expressing this conclusion in print I

thank him.

There is however a matter of ethics
related to the borrowing of another
writer's ideas and the verbatim quoting of
phrases without proper attribution that I

would like to discuss. I refer of course to

Ayn Rand's works, from which Mr. Crane
took his title "The Unknown Ideal" and
several phrases including "the altruist-

Marriage as an institution

exannine new alternatives

Collegian 13
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For many of us, the concept of marriage,
though still slightly intangible, stands as a
concept not to be disregarded. In simpler
language most of us expect to be married
at some point, whether we have a
prospective partner in mind right now or not.

The divorce rate in the U.S. is high - Last
I heard it was one in four - and still rising,

but we cling to that ageless expectation.

For women, the prospect of remaining
unmarried for very long still carries the
inexplicable terror of being an old (lonely)
maid. For men, the prospect is slightly less
uninviting - the stereotype of the aging
bachelor brings with it visions of several
prospective young and attractive lovers and
numerous luxuries.

That marriage is an indispensible part of
later life used to be bound up with
procreation. This may have been to avoid
incest or even venereal disease. But marriage

was the only legitimate way to have babies,
and the race had to be kept going.

Marriage ends up legally being bad for
women, but good for children. In many
states there are still laws prohibiting married
women from owning property or inheriting
money. But for children there are protective
laws built in to insure some sort of
responsible financial support.

Marriage, in that it usually produces a
nuclear family, is very bound up with the
capitalist ethic. One adult stays home and
does the work involved with food, children,
and cleaning, while the partner makes the
necessary monetary income.

This concept seems outdated at best.

Why are we so threatened by the idea of
not getting married? Are we so afraid to be
alone? Marriage is still closely associated
with security. What kind of security is ac-
tually involved in marriage? For women it

was financial security, for men - the

security of having someone there to raise the
kids, cook the meals, and clean the house.

Many men are having second thoughts
about being shoved into the role of sole
provider for a family. Many women no longer
enjoy the housewife role.

I'm not saying marriage is always bad It
probably works for a lot of people. But it mayno longer be right for everyone.

What of homosexuals? Currently there is
little or, in most cases, no provision for
marnages between two members of the
same sex. And even if there were, why buy
into an unsupportive system?

We should be looking more critically at
social institutions like marriage, try to quell
our fears of the new and different, and
examine alternatives. We can see marriage
isn't working for many people, so maybe it's

time to try something new.

Fifi Ball is Women's Editor of the
Collegian.

Who's roping whom?
bohmelia

UMass has not always been a city unto
itself; for most of its existence it has been a
pastoral agricultural college. Most of us
assume that there is a vast difference bet-

ween the sprawling, high-rise university of
1977 and the tiny, land grant college of 1877,
but I have recently discovered some
documents which indicate that the problems
of 100 years ago were not much different

from the problems we face today.

One of the biggest problems of the 19th
century was roping. Most students had
horses, but could only put them out to
pasture in the proper field. The fields were
numbered, and upon payment of a fee the
administration would brand a student's horse
with a number. A student could leave his-her
horse only in the pasture for which the horse
was branded. If the horse was pastured
illegally, it would be roped and put in a
storage stall, not to be released until the
offending student paid a substantial fine.

The firm which took students' horses was
Amherst Roping, a company despised
campus-wide for their rudeness, arrogance
and high prices. They were also thought to

be dishonest. Some students when they
went to claim their roped horses, found that
bridels, saddles, and other items had
mysteriously disappeared.
To fight Amherst Roping, some students

came up with the idea for student-run
roping. The idea was excellent and highly
popular among students. Student roping
promised better treatment for the roped
horses, lower prices, student jobs, more
accountability and greater convenience. The
major problem appeared to be money.

Although student roping would quickly
become a paying proposition, it was ex-
pensive to start up. Work horses to do the
towing had to be bought, along with heavy
duty saddles, lots of rope and stalls to house
the roped horses. The Committee For
Student-Run Roping asked the student
senate for the necessary money, and after
much delay they got it. Student roping
appeared to be a reality.

But at that point the same small clique of

senators who had delayed the issue for so
long moved to reconsider the whole idea.

Students should not be roping students, they
said, because it would create hard feelings

among the student body at the very time
when the senate was trying to transform

itself into a guild to unify and empower
students. They also claimed that roping was
not the problem; pasturing was. There was
just too many horses, they said, and not
enough pasture.

Pro- ropers replied that since students were
going to be roped anyway, students should
do it, not the thugs employed by Amherst
Roping. Student roping, they continued,
would also enlarge the students' economic
base, and thus give the budding student
guild more power, not less. Lastly, they
pointed out that no more pasture land was
available and nothing could be done about it,

so the issue was not pasture land but was
indeed roping.

Unfortunately for the students, the 1877
Senate was so factionalized and
disorganized that this delaying and obscuring
tactic was enough to bury the student roping
proposal. Consequently, Amherst Roping
roped profitably-ever-after (until the Model-
T).

The moral of this story is don't let the
opponents of student-roping rope you in.

Like they say, students shouldn't be roping
students.

Bob Melia's columns appear every Friday
in the Collegian.

collectivist morality, " "life is a process of
self-sustaining and self-generated ac-
tion," the government's "monopoly on
force, " and "sought the unearned. "

I believe but cannot say for sure that a
writer's patent does not expire until 50
years after publication of a given work or
after the writer's death. Rand's right to

be given credit for phrases quoted
verbatim from her works, even excluding
credit for her powerful arguments on this

subject, will surely not expire at least until

1993, fifty years after she published her
second novel. The Fountainhead.

Surely a person rightly concerned with
"trading value for value" [Rand] would
not wish to expropriate an author. Proper
attribution might also stimulate interest in

Rand's writings, a goal undoubtedly to be
desired.

Than/(s
'"'7'''"°

for support
To the Editor;

The UMass Women's Soccer Club would
like to thank the Collegian for its coverage of
our season. We would also like to thank all

those who supported us through a suc-
cessful \ 11-2- 7] season. We hope that those
who have supported us this season will
continue to support us in our efforts to
become a recognized team. We would
especially like to thank Coach Kidd. Coach
Luie Macedo and all the others who put in
alot of time and effort.

Again, we thank everyone who backed us
this season and we encourage all interested
women to come out for the team next year.

The UMass Womens Soccer Club

Generalizations

contested

To the Editor:

/ read with interest the column by Lisa
Melilli entitled "Ideology at its worst."
Although I applaud her forthrightness, I

must reject her logic. Her initial

statements are perceptive, but I contest
the overgeneralizations at the end of the
article.

She appears to reject all religion and
God on the basis of her experiences with
a few people associated with the
organized church. Such a negativistic
attitude is analogous to the rejection of
education and human cognition on the
basis of a few bad experiences in
elementary school. We have a respon-
sibility to search beyond the
misrepresentations of any ideology and
examine the real issues before wholly
rejecting it.

One of the great difficulties facing
Christianity today is the transition of a
childhood faith into a mature, growing
one. Few people ever confront religious
questions as an adult. Many Christians
have never questioned the apparent
inconsistencies of their religious doctrine
and many antagonists have merely
rejected these concepts concluding, as
Ms. Melilli apparently has, that there is

nothing to God or religion.

A wealth of literature awaits anyone
vvho wishes to approach Christianity on
the adult level. I recommend Your God Is

Too Small by J. B. Phillips, Christ and
Human Suffering by E. Stanley Jones, or
Mere Christianity by C. S. Lewis for

openers. All are available at the main
library. If you prefer, read the first four
books of the New Testament. They tell a
story of a man who was combatting the
same hypocrisies and pettiness in the
organized church of his day that Ms.
Melilli is addressing today. In contrast,
this man rejected neither God nor the
religion of the day but rejected the
misrepresentation of the religion by
church leaders.

Robert L. Shewfelt

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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The House by Albert to the Un,....„. ., ,

^ ««K"K^"^WASHINGTON (UPI) The House
ethics committee has subpoeiiaed per
sonal papers of retired House Speaker
Carl Albert and former Rep. Otto
Passman, D La., in its investigation of
Korean influence buying, it was learn
ed yesterday.

Before they left office in 1976, Albert
and Passman were well acquainted
with Korean rice dealer Tongsun Park
but both have said they did not receive
Illegal payoffs from Park or help him in
a secret lobbying operation to win
favorable U.S. policies for the Seoul
government

The documents sought were donated

by Albert to the University of
Oklahoma and by Passman to Nor
theast Louisiana University School of
ficials said they got a subpoena for
Albert's papers two weeks ago and one
tor Passman's Wednesday.

Albert, 69. was unavailable for com-
ment yesterday, but was quoted
earlier as saying, 'All the information I

have IS m the hands of the committee.
All the information they have re
quested, I have given to them '

Passman, 77, was unavailable for
comment and committee spokesmen
declined to discuss the subject.

It was not immediately clear what in-
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GOP behind Carter on
tax reform decision
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Senate and
House Republicans are solidly behind Presi-
dent Carter's decision to delay complex tax
reform next year in favor of quick income
tax cuts, congressional GOP leaders said
yesterday.

Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker
and his House counterpart, John Rhodes,
praised Carter for his "wisdom" in
recognizing that the nation needs tax relief
to keep economic growth on track in 1978
and to provide jobs.

Carter told a news conference Wednesday
the tax package he will send to Congress m
January will not include many of his pro-
posals to overhaul the tax system.
Instead, he said the plan will focus on

substantial tax cuts for individuals and
business along with some pared down tax
revision proposals that could sail through
Congress without bogging down the tax
cuts.

Democratic congressional leaders have
told Carter they favor tax relief, but warned
that any comprehensive reform would have
almost no chance of passage in 1978
And Baker told his Senate colleagues
Republicans would work with Carter to "br
ing about an adequate, equitable and early
tax cut He and Rhodes said m a joint
statement that Carter's current thinking
"pleases and surprises us.
Administration tax planners have revised

the tax package several times, but theystii*
think business needs tax relief to expand in

vestment in new plant and equipment, a
key to increased production and more job
opportunities

Although administration and congres-
sional sources warned that many decisions
are still subject to change, they said

Americans can expect the tax package to
contain these elements:

Tax reductions totaling $20 billion to
$22 billion. About $15 billion wo'ild be for
individuals, the rest for business. Tax
reductions of this magnitude would insure
that the nation's economy, minus inflation,
will expand in 1978 by about 5 percent!
Laurence Woodworth, assistant treasury
secretary for tax policy, said yesterday the
administration may adjust withholding
schedules before the total tax bill is passed.
The business tax reduction would involve
reductions up to 5 percent in the 48 percent
corporate tax rate and alterations in the 10
percent investment tax credit.

Across the board tax reductions pro-
viding savings for Americans at every tax
level. But a proposal to reduce the 70 per-
cent top tax rate for investment income to
50 percent will probably be scrapped,
though the top rate may be lowered
somewhat.

Replacement of the $750 personal ex
emption and the $35 per person credit for
individuals with a personal credit, probably
about $250. This proposal will be most
beneficial to lower income people because
a credit can be deducted doHarfor dollar
from tax owed and an exemption cannot.

Trimming some individual deductions,
such as gasoline taxes and state sales taxes
-ind incorporating them into tax tables to
simplify filing.

Other proposals have been postponed or
ar^^ still not decided. Unlikely to be propos
ed next year is elimination of preferential
tax treatment of capital gams or a reduction
of so-called "double taxation ' of corporate
profits

Hormone produced in bacteria
LOS ANGELES (UPI) Scientists

have successfully produced a hormone
in bacteria, a genetic breakthrough
which could have practical medical ap-
plications within a couple of years, it

was announced yesterday
"The man on the street can finally get

a return on his investment in science,"
Dr Herbert Boyer of University of
California. San Francisco, one of the
research team, said.

He said the experiment proved not on-
ly that genes created in test tubes can
be used to make biological substances,
but that controversial recombinant
DNA experiments can be done safely.
"We ve bypassed the potential
hazards in recombinant DNA
research, ' Boyer said. "The gene is

manufactured m a test tube. It's clean
and has no contaminants
"This bridges the gap between

chemistry and biology. These two
disciplines are now married, and I think
It's a marriage ma'a in heaven "

The research team from City of
Medical Center in Duarte, Calif.

UC San Francisco introduced an
tificial gene into E-Coli bacteria,
bacteria then had a command to
duce the hormone somatostatin
DNA IS dioxyribonucieic acid,

substance that controls heredity.
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Recomoinant DNA techniques involve
inserting another gene to change the
pattern of growth and heredity.
Dr. Rachmiel Levine, the medical

director of City of Hope and an authon-
ty on diabetes, said the work "brings
forth the possibility of being able to
make such important hormones as in
sulin "

He said it would be possible to make
insulin in the laboratory instead of tak
ing It from, slaughtered pigs and beef
cattle for use m the treatment of
diabetes

Or Athur Riggs of City of Hope said
the real accomplishment is that it is a
first step. "It is the first time a known
protein material has been manufac-
tured it couldn't be done before.

"

It was the first time an artificial gene
had produced a functional protein And
It was the first time that any gene,
natural or man made, had been used iri

to produce a hormone
Since somatostatin was discovered

five years ago by Dr Roger Guiliemin
of the Salk Institute, researchers have
been interested in its possible clinical
use It may prove useful in the treat-
ment of diabetes, inflammation of the
pancreas and the growth disorder call-
ed acromegaly, the City of Hope and
UCSF scientists said.

Seabrook prostesters go to jail
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI) - Twenty two

anti nuclear demonstrators began serving
jail terms yesterday for their roles in last
Mays demonstration at the Seabrook
nuclear power plant

In another Seabrook development, the
licensing board of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission said the site of the $2.3 billion
plant was suitable even if cooling towers
were required by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency

State Police Detective Donald Buxton said
the 22. including six women, were taken to
county jails in Rockingham, Grafton and
Cheshire Counties.

They were among 80 protesters ordered
into Hampton District Court yesterday for
sentencing after they refused to appeal
their criminal trespass convictions.
'Every case is different " Buxton said.

"But in general, the 22 were given 20 days
to pay off a $100 fine" He said the 22
refused to pay the fine and were told by
District Court Judge Alfred Casassa to
work It off at $5 a day.
More than 1,400 persons were arrested on

criminal trespass charges at the May
demonstration Most of those convicted
chose to appeal to Superior Court for trial.

About 200 failed to do so and were ordered
to reappear for sentencing.

vestigators thought they would find in
the records, but Albert had a major role
m House action when he became
speaker in 1971 and Passman, during
his 30 years in office, had strong con
trol over foreign aid spending" while
chairman of an appropriations panel.

Sources close to tne inquiry said
Albert promised cooperation but
removed some of his papers at the

University of Oklahoma before the sub
poena was served. They said the com-
mittee was considering further action
to inspect that material.
Beverly Ledbettet, legal counsel at the

school in Norm.io, Okla., said, "all of
his documents in our possession " were
subpoenaed, but she said Albert and
his staff had access to the more than
1,000 boxes of records until the sub-
poena was issued

Whafs Happening

folobow
pns^s

TODAY
EXHIBITION
Tibetan Buddhist Art, Museum of Art,

Smith, 11 a.m. to 4:?0 p.m.

LECTURES
- "Seasonality and Community Struc-

ture" by Bradford Lister, assistant professor,
U Mass Zoology department. McConnell Hall
B05. Smith College, 5 p.m.

- "The Sculpture of the West Facade of
Notre-Dame in Paris: Recent Discoveries " 2
p.m. Art Building 216, Mount Holyoke.'

- "Moral Issues in Artificial Intelligence"
by COINS Prof. Michael Arbib at 12:15 at the
luncheon meeting of the Amherst Com-
munity Forum, Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121
North Pleasant St. Reservations for lunch
can be made by calling 253-2848 today or
tomorrow.
bASKETBALL VIDEO
The UMass-Harvard basketball game

played in Cambridge Wednesday night will
be shown in the Bluewall today at 3:30 p.m.
The program, in color, is being presented by
the Student Video Project.

FILMS
- Japanese Film Series presents "Tsubaki

Sanjuro," directed by Akira Kurosawa,
starnng Toshiro Mifune as Sanjuro, a highly
informal hero to a group of impeccably
behaved junior Samurai (1962), 8 p.m
Wright Hall, Smith.

'

- Alfred Hitchcock's "North by North-
west", 8:00 and 10:00, Lecture Room I,

Merrill Center, Amherst.

- "Claudine," Hampshire College Main
Lecture Hall, 8 and 10 p.m.

PLAYWRIGHTS' WORKSHOP
An evening of classwork from the play-

writing, directing, and acting classes. Per-
forming Arts Center, Emily Dickinson Hall,

Hampshire.

rusty nail

Coming Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDEJOHNNy
and fhe

ASBURY JUKES

THEATRE
Department of Theatre Production:

'Conquest of My Brother," a new play about
native Americans by Edward F. Emanuel. For
tickets call or drop by the Theatre Box Office
548-2700, ext. 840, from noon to 4:30 p.m

'

admission $1.50 for students and senior
citizens, $2.50 for others, Hallie Flanagan
Studio Theatre, Smith. Play begins at 8 p.m.

University Ensemble Theater
Production of Anouilh's "Antigone," 8 p.m.
For reservation and ticket information call
545-3511, Studio Theater, Fine Arts Center.

DANCE
8 p.m. University Department of Music

and Dance, Student Modern Dance Concert
Bowker Auditorium, University.

- Dance, Battle of the DJ's, sponsored by
Straight Ahead, $2, part of proceeds for
charity, Valentine Hall, Amherst, 9:30 p.m.

COFFEEHOUSE
A five-college older student party will be

held at Alumni Hall, Amherst campus at 8
p.m. Donation $1.50 at door or CAOS office.

Live entertainment and refreshments.

SENIOR HONORS RECITAL
Joseph Edelberg '78, violin, Buckley

Recital Hall, Music Center, Amherst.

TOMORROW
ROCK 'N' ROLL REVIVAL
9 p.m.-l a.m., Hampden Commons,

Southwest; 50 cents admission, beer 3-$1 .00.

RETRETA DANCE AND DISCO
Music by Rez Gonzalez. The dance begins

at 8:00 p.m. in the CCA. Admission: students
$1

, non-students $2. There will be a cash bar.
Sponsored by Ahora.

STATE REP TO HOLD OFFICE HOURS
Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst, will

hold his monthly office hours from 10 a.m.-

noon at Amherst Town Hall, and noon-1
p.m. in CC 101.

SUNDAY
POTLUCK SUPPER
There will be a potluck supper at 5:30 p.m.

at the Central Area Women's Center in Baker
House basement. Bring a plate, silverware
and food to share. All are invited. RSVP 546-
6020.

RADIO PROGRAM
Zamir will be on this Sunday and every

Sunday; 1 to 2 p.m. to 91.1, FM WMUA.
Zamir will be on during intersession too.

OLDER WOMEN SUPPORT GROUP
Is now formed and will meet at the Every-

women's Center at 7 p.m. For more in-

formation call Cathy Adams at 545-0883.

DAILY
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
ASSOCIATION
The association will have a holiday wine

and cheese party Thursday, Dec. 8, at 7 p.m.,
in Arnold House 120. Tickets are being sold
for 50 cents through Wednesday, Dec. 7.

They can be purchased through classroom
monitors or at the communication disorders
department office in Arnold House B-6. All

Com Dis majors and faculty are invited.

WFCR
WFCR invites its listeners to its annual

holiday dinner Dec. 11 at the Yankee Pedlar
Inn in Holyoke, Mass. The Guest of Honor
will be Robert J. Lurtsema, host of Morning
Pro Musica, who will share highlights of his
trip to France in September as guest of the
French government. Anyone interested in

attending the dinner should telephone the
station at 413-545-0100 to make reservation,
or send $12.50 per person to WFCR, P.O.
Box 885, Amherst, Ma. 01003 by Dec. 5. A
cash bar will precede the meal, starting at 7
p.m.

W. 47 Sunderland. ma./^el.<s<Sfiv4Q:^9l ^^Otices
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FREE POT

RT THE POTS AND PLfiNTS SHOP

«
^s^ 274 N. PLEflSflNT ST.

A fine collection of hand cut stress
quality crystal, high lead content
and exquisite shapes project color
and form when hung in a window.
A perfect gift for your home, from
$1.75 to $20.

Next to Amherst Post Office
Open 9:30-6:00 Mon.-Sat.

Sun. 1:00-5:00

CASSEROLE PANS, PLACE SETTINGS ETC.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

LOW PRICES

SABBATH SERVICES
Tonight at 6;30 and Saturday at 10:15 the Chabad

House across from Prince dorm.

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION FOR MEN
Workshop offered Monday, Dec. 5 at the University

Health Services 302, 7 p.m.

ACADEMIC COUNSELOR POSITION
BDIC IS looking for students to work as Academic

counselors for the spring semester. Must be a BDiC
student, 10 hours per weeks. Those selected will be
eligible for 3 practicum credits through BDIC special
problems. For more information, contact the BDIC
oifice, 416 Goodell at 545-0736 no later than Dec. 10.

HEYMAKERS SQUARE DANCE
Monthly square dance for club level dancers Dec. 3,

8 p.m. Farley Lodge. All square dancers invited.

CORRECTION
International Folkdancing notice that appeared

Wednesday is incorrect. Folkdancing will be held from

8 to 11 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge, SU. Teaching
from 8-9:30 and request dancing the rest of the night.

Note: Meeting 7 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge. All

those interested in any decisions affecting dancing
should come.

SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHRONISM
Call Bill, 546-9806, Tom 546 9737, or Jennie 546-

5910.

STAR TREKERS
Final meeting of the semester Tfiursday, Dec. 8, at 7

p.m. in CC 811. All are welcome to attend.
BETA CHI
No more meetings this semester. Christmas party at

Al Mahoney's on Saturday Dec 17
BOWLING CLUB
Mandatory meeting to discuss next semester's

events at Boyden Lanes 5 p m., Wednesday Dec 7
DUICHMAN MEETING

Saturday, Dec. 10, 9 p m. McNamara Lounge. $2
dues payable beforehand See Dana Hubbard for
information, 6-6247.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in CC 169. Several

important issues are pending, including election of a
co-chairman.
ACADEMIC TASK FORCE

Meeting noon, inquire at the SOP, 4th floor SU
LOST
A gold handmade necklace with three blue agate

hearts. Of great personal value Reward. Please call

5469172.

Drafting a compromise of the

Social Security bill begins

Come Swing With The
Lacrosse Team

^

Hampden D.C.
far

Southwest

Friday, Dec. 2. 1977 - 9:00 P.M.
3 for 1 $1.00 Beers - Door Prize

$1.00 Donation at door

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Eight senators
and 10 representatives began drafting a

compromise Social Security bill yesterday
and immediately ran into this hard reality.

It is going to cost American workers and
their employers a bundle to maintain Social
Security benefits at roughly their present
levels over the next 75 years.

Bills recently passed by the House and
Senate each would raise Social Security
payroll taxes by about $75 billion by 1983.

They would do so in different ways. The
House follows tradition by taxing employers
and employees equally. The Senate would
tax employers more.

Over the next decade, both versions treat
the average worker - who now earns
$10,000 and pays an annual Social Security
tax of $585 - about equally. Assuming such
a worker's pay increases with inflation to
$18,619 in 1987, his tax would be $1,322
under both versions.

The maximum tax a higher-income em-
ployee now pays is $965. Under the Senate
bill the maximum would rise to $2,407 in

1987; $3,024 under the House bill.

For an employer the maximum would rise

from $965 for each worker to $5,325 in 1987
under the Senate bill.

Without some such legislation, the Social
Security disability fund would run out in

1979; the retirement fund, in 1983.
Both bills would stabilize Social Security

pensions - which 33 million Americans now
draw — so that over the next 75 years an
average worker retiring at age 65 would
receive a pension of slightly more than 40 per
cent of his working earnings just before
retirement (43 per cent in the Senate version;
41 in the House).

One of the first disputes in the talks was
over a House provision for automatic loans
to the Social Security program from general
revenues whenever reserves fall too low. The
loans automatically would be repaid through
payroll tax increases when reserves recover.
The Senate bill has no such provision.

Chief House negotiator Al Ullman, D-Ore.,
said the standby loan authority would assure
Americans relying on Social Security "the
money will be there to pay their benefits."

Sen. Carl Curtis, R-Neb., said it would
break a tradition under which Social Security
always has been financed by workers and
employers.

President Carter said in a letter to Ullman
the two bills contain $7 billion to $10 billion in
benefit increases for certain retirees, which
the country "cannot afford."

These include liberalization of the amount
retirees can earn before losing part of their
benefits. The House would eliminate the
present $3,000 limit in 1982 for retirees 65
and over The Senate would raise it to $6 000
'"
Iq2)^"^

remove it for persons 70 and over
in 1982.
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Snow Policy

Classes and all other scheduled activities

on campus will be held as usual unless a

specific announcement is made to the

contrary beginning at 6 a.m. and continuing
periodically during the day. Such an-

nouncements will be made on radio stations

WTTT Amherst AM 1430, WHMP-
Northampton AM 1400, WHAI-Greenfield
AM 1240, WARE-Ware AM 1250, WCAT-
Orange AM 1390, WHYN-Springfield AM
560, WFCR-Amherst FM 88.5, WTIC-
Hartford AM 1080, WACE-Springfield AM
730, WTAG-Worcester AM 580, WSPR-
Springfield AM 1270, WMUA-Amherst FM
91.1 It is important that you stay tuned to

your radio for additional information in the
event of a change. Do not call the University
for this information.

In order to facilitate snow removal, parking
will be prohibited in the lots listed below be-

tween 1 a.m. and 7 a.m. from Dec. 1 to April

1, as provided for in the Motor Vehicle
Regulations Manual approved by the Board
of Trustees on Nov. 2, 1977. In addition, as
provided for in the regulations, no overnight
parking will be permitted on any roadway
except Thatcher Way.

Benefit dance tonight

for community television

The Center for Community Access
Television in Amherst is sponsoring a benefit

dance tonight with proceeds going to

community access television.

The dance will begin at 9 p.m. at the

Quonset Hut on Rte. 9 in Hadley. Performers
will include Gratitude, a soul band, Orlando
Zaya, a Puerto Rican folksinger, and a Latin

Disco. A raffle will be held with proceeds
going to the Committee to End Sterilization

Abuse
Tickets, $2 in advance, are available at the

Commuter Collective, Ahora, New Africa

House in the Cultural Center, and McKimmie
dorm through the Head of Residence. In

Amherst, tickets can be purchased at Faces
of Earth and CCATV. In Northampton, buy
them at the Farmworker's Council on Hawley
Street. For more information, call CCATV at

256-0414 between noon and 5 p.m. Tuesday
through Friday.

Bus driver training for

Senate Transit Service

Applications for the intersession and
spring training program of the Student
Senate Transit Service will be given to the

first 100 qualified people on Dec. 6 at 7:30

p.m. in CC 917.

You must be over 18, have held a car

license for at least one year, and be a UMass
degree student with at least three semesters
left Bring license and proof of class year.

The SSTS is an equal opportunity employer.

'Women in Journalism'

subject of Globe reporter

"Women in Jocmalism: The Realities of
Opportunity" will be the topic of a talk by
Boston Globe reporter Nina McCain at 7 p.m.
Dec. 6 in Campus Center 805.

McCain is a Sunday feature writer for

Globe. She has also written editorials.

Formerly she was a reporter on the academic
beat and, before that, the Globe's education

editor McCain has worked on newspapers in

Texas and New York and participated in the

Stanford University Professional Journalism

Fellowship program.

The talk is sponsored by the Massa-
chusetts Daily Coiiegian and the Journalistic

Studies Department.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Grilled Cheese Sandwich,

Duchess Beef Pie, Basics: Grilled Cheese,

Vegetable Shepherd's Pie

DINNER - Lasagna, Fried Fish,

basics: Lasagna, Fried Fish

TOMORROW
BRUNCH - Scrambled Eggs, Bacon,

Corned Beef, Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER - Roast Beef, Eggplant

Parmigiana
SUNDAY

BRUNCH - Omelet, Sausage Links,

Fishburgers, Chicken Mushroom Scallop

DINNER - Roast Stuffed Chicken,

Grilled Ham
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Overnight parking is specifically prohibited

on the Lot 50 horseshoe in Southwest and
the Lot 47 roadway circling the Sylvan area.

Overnight parking in the Stadium peripheral

lot is restricted to the back (west) portion of

the lot. Overnight parking will continue to be
available in lots other than those listed

below.
- Lot 62 (south of Clark Hall)

- Lot 63 (west of Worcester Dining Hall)

Lot 40 (north of Boyde)
- Lot 25 (south of Access Road to

peripheral lot and the adjacent p>eripheral lot)

- Lot 65 (located between Stockbridge
and Engineering buildings)

- Lot 26 (west of Engineering and Physics

Shoo)

Lot 31 (north and east of Engineering and
Physics Shop)

Lot 66 (north of School of Education)
Lot 34 (south of SBA)
— Lot 71 (west of Whitmore)

Every effort will be made to keep the bus
service operating. Snow day schedule
changes will be announced on WTTT-AM
and WMUA-FM. Call 545-2086 for operating
schedules duhng snow storms.

It is strongly recommended that anyone
who normally brings a car onto campus
consider making use of the University bus
service during periods of heavy snow storms.

LETS GO
BOWLING

"1

L

Bowling Alley located in

basemeni of Boydan
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

J'rociram Council Films 'presents';

WHOBHE'
WHATISHI'

SMDULDWlftARHIM'

CANWlsn)PHlM'

ISH£AV«M<N1NC'

IS HI THE MCCvMNC
CXTH£ END-

IS HE

THIS Fantastic Record Promotion
Features ail Major Artists and all
Major Labels. such as:

$3.49$4.49 $3.49 $2.99

Greatfui Dead
STEAL YOUR

FACE
VA

Greatfui Dead
BLUES FOR
ALLANA
VA

Eric Clapton

E.C. WAS HERE
A£rL

$3.49 $3.49
.^fc<»*e-<'

Jerry Garcia
REFLECTIONS

VA

James Taylor

Steely Dan

KATY LIED
ABC

$2.99
oflAIR&COCcOniano

ONE MAN DOG
WB

Thin Lizzy

NIGHT LIFE
M ere

James Cotxon

LIVE AND ON
THf MLAKE
Buddah

AS WELL AS: Tower of Power, Commander Cody, New Riders,

Genesis, Duke and Driver, James Montgomery, Poco, NRBQ
Maria Moldar, Charlie Daniels, Geo. Duke, Billy Cobham Jimi Hendrix,

THE GREATEST SELECTION OF CUT OUTS, BUDGET AND MANUFACTURERS
SURPLUS OVER STOCK WE HAVE EVER HAD DON'T GET LEFT OUTH!!

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center Unlv, of Mass,

OPEN MON. NITES TIL 9 DffC. 5,72- and 19 jg^'^F g'^PS DEC 7Qfft

^^©MEN

(Fri.) Dec. 2 SUB$1.00

inlaid

Sodpstone
Boxes

o«Rairth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9 30 6:00 Mon Sat.

Sun. 1:00 5 00
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JACKSON, Miss. — Vice President Walter Mondale takes time out here to bend
over and greet kindergarten students from Casey Elementary School after meeting
with a small group of Mississippi farmers and addressing both the house and
senated which is in a special session to deal with reapportionment.

HEW federal financing for

sterilization to be terminated
WASHINGTON \UPI] - The HEW

Department yesterday announced its in-

tention to stop federal financing for the
sterilization of persons who are coerced or
who do not understand "the irreversible

consequences."
At a news conference. Secretary Joseph

Califano also announced his Health,
Education and Welfare Department intends
to halt federal subsidies for hysterectomies
- removal of the uterus — performed solely

for sterilization purposes.
HEW needs no outside approval to put its

proposed new sterilization rules into effect.

But it is inviting public comment for the next
9*^ days and spokesmen estimated the
regulations will not take force until April.

The aim, Califano said, is to allow federal

subsidies only for those sterilization

operations "which the patient has voluntarily

requested with full understanding of the
irreversible consequences."
He said government studies indicate that,

at present, "federal funds may be paying for

sterilizations of individuals who have not
been fully informed about the permanent
consequences of those medical procedures,
or who have not freely consented to such
operations.

As to hysterectomy, Califano said, "we are
unaware of any circumstances that would

DECEMBER 2.3. <a.6.7 B.9 .10 AT BOOPM AND DECEMBER ^ AT a CO PM
RESERVATIONS 545-3511 /SS OO STUDENTS &SENIOR CITIZENS S3 GO GENERAL PUBLIC

justify the performance of a hysterectomy for

the sole purpose of sterilization."

The federal government has been paying
for hysterectomies performed for sterilization

purposes as well as those for other medical
reasons.

The new rules woulfi apply to sterilization

paid for by Medicaid for the needy, by
Medicare for the disabled, by family planning
programs, and those performed at the
medical facilities of the U.S. Public Health
Service and the Indian Health Service.
A HEW spokesman said the department

now pays for an estimated 100,000
sterilizations each year.

The new standards would:
- Require patients to sign a consent form

spelling out the nature and consequences of

the operation.

South Africa Symposium
held at IHampshire College

A symposium on the current situation in

South Africa will be held Monday at 7:30

p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall at Hampshire
College. Speakers will include:

- Eqbal Ahmad: Fellow at the Institute for

Policy Studies and member of 'the editorial

board of Race and Class and Africa-Asia.

Jennifer Davis: White South African
exiled for her political activity in South Africa
and currently the research director of the
Africa Fund.

— Prexy Nesbitt: Associate director of the
American Committee on Africa and Coor-
dinator of the Committee to Oppose Bank
Loans to South Africa.

— Themba Vilakazi: Black South African

and representative of the African National

Congress (ANC) of South Africa — one of

the two major black political organizations

banned by the South African government.

The symposium will be followed by a

reception in the Franklin Patterson Hall

Lounge. It is being sponsored by the
Hampshire College Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa.

The Amherst Dog Pound

still has available residents

The following dogs are at the Amherst
Dog Pound (Wagner Farm, 217 North East

St., 253-7294) and may be either claimed or

adopted:

— Male Lhasa Apso mix, white with black
and gray markings, from U.M.P.D.
— Female hound-shepherd mix, black and

tan with rust on face, from U.M.P.D.
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Park leads Bruins win
in brawl-filled game
BOSTON \UPI\ - Brad Park scored in the

first period, then assisted on the next three
Boston goals last night to guide the Bruins to
a fight- marred 4-2 win over the Minnesota
North Stars.

The victory was the Bruins' seventh
straight and extended their unbeaten streak
to 12 games, 11-0-1. Minnesota, winless at
Boston Garden in its 11-vear history, is now
0-20-6.

Boston skated to a 3-0 first period lead on
Park's shot from the right point and goals by
rookie Bob Miller and Jean Ratelle. Don
Marcotte netted Boston's other goal in the
third period.

Brad Maxwell scored both North Star
goals, in the second and third periods.

The Bruins, beaten 3-0 in a brawling game
at Minnesota on Oct. 26, finally succeeded in
baiting the North Stars into a fight at 9:26 of
the third period when they led 3-1.

Terry O'Reilly, suspended for three games
after bumping a referee in Minnesota, battled
the North Stars' Steve Jensen and John
Wensink fought Minnesota's Alex Pirus.

Wensink, who received a game misconduct
as well as fighting and elbowing penalties,
skated in front of the Minnesota bench
before leaving the ice and challenged the
entire team to meet him on the ice before he
skated to the Boston dressing room.

O'Reilly and Jensen both received fighting
major penalties and 10-minute misconducts.

UConn gridder arrested
PLAtNSVILLE, Conn. [AP\ - Two Bristol

men, one of them a University of Con-
necticut footbaM player, were arrested
Thursday and charged with murder in the
shooting death of a Plainsville policeman.

Gary Castorjguay, 33, and football player
Rocco Testa, 20, were charged in Superior
Court bench warrants in connection with the
•toying of Patrolman Robert Holcomb on
Nov 21, said Police Chief Francis Roche.

Castonguay was charged with capital
murder, a count which carries the death
penalty, and held without bond, Roche said.
Testa, a starting safety with the UConn
football team, was charged with felony
nr»urder, which is punishable by life im-
prisonment or less, Roche said. Testa was
held on $500,000 bond.

The men were arrested at their homes by
Bristol, Plainville and state police at about
5:30 p.m.

The arrests culminate a 10-day, around-
the-clock investigation, Roche said at a press
conference called Thursday evening to
announce the action

The chief said more arrests were expected

in the case. He would not comment on
whether the murder weapon had been
found.

Holcomb was shot Nov. 21 at about 5:30
p.m. as he investigated a burglary in an
unoccupied home on Hollyt>erry Lane, near
the Bristol city line.

Authorities said that when Holcomb
entered the house, two men fled and Xhe 28-
year-old patrolnr^an pursued one into a
wooded area across the street. Police said
the suspect then turned and shot Holcomb at
point Wank range. Holcomb reportedly had
not drawn his gun.
The five-year veteran of the Plainville force

was found by a second patrolman who
arrived on the scene and rushed to New
Britain General Hospital. He died at 6:42 p.m.

Holcomb, who served in Vietnam with the
Marines, received several commendations
for good police work, including one last April
for capturing two suspects in an armed
holdup. He was the first Plainville policeman
to be killed on duty.

Roche said that the two suspects in the
slaying will be arraigned in Hartford Superior
Court f-ricJay morning.

Lee, Scott up for trade
. HONOLULU \UPI\ - The only other time
major league baseball conducted its annual
winter meetings on this island paradise the
"trade winds " blew steadily for a week.
Whatever the reason, the atmosphere of

this island often makes extroverts out of
dyed- in the-wool conservatives and even the
most inhibited of baseball owners can get
caught up in the wheeling-and-dealing.

That's what happened five years ago when
19 trades, involving 68 players, were made
and all but three of the then 24 nr>ajor league
teams participated in the action. Since 1972
there-hasn't been as much trading activity at
the winter meetings, but when this year's six-
day convention opens Monday it is expected
that trading will once again flourish.

While the basic purpose of the meetings is

for the minor and major league clubs to
review the industry and plan for the new
season, most of the big news out of the
convention invariably centers around the
trades which are made.

Although it is no longer as easy to trade a
player as it once was because of long-term
contracts and the threat of free agency, there
are a number of big name players who are
expected to be dealt this week.

One of the top names being offered
around is Bobby Bonds of the California
Ar>gels. The power-hitting outfielder is

coming off a strong season in which he hit 37
homers and drove in 1 1 5 runs, but the Angels
need pitching help and the addition of free
agent Lyman Bostock makes Bonds ex-
pendable.

Bonds also is on the final year of his
contract and is considering becoming a free
agent next year, a thought which doesn't
endear him to Angels' owner Gene Autry.
Autry reportedly has told his general
manager to sign Bonds or trade him

Other players who could well be wearing
new uniforms next year are Don Baylor, Al
Oliver, Willie Montanez, Gary Matthews,
Jerry Koosman, Al Hrabosky, John Milner,
Ferguson Jenkins, Jim Slaton, Bill Lee, Roy
White and George Hendrick.

Baylor had a very disappointing season for
California after signing a multi-million dollar
contract with them as a free agent last year,
arKJ the Angels are offering him around for

pitching help. Texas, which is overloaded
with pitchers, is said to be interested in both
Baylor and Bonds.

Every year Oliver's name appears in trade
reports and each year he remains with the
Pittsburgh Pirafes and hits his usual .300.
This year, though, he actually may get
traded. The Pirates, who lost both Rich
Gossage and Terry Forster in the free agent
draft, need bullpen help desperately and

Oliver is the bait. This may be the last year
the Pirates could get top value for Oliver
since he becomes a 10-year veteran after
next season and then can veto any trade.
One owner, Ted Turner of Atlanta, ap-

pears to be in a house-cleaning mood after
his club finished a dismal last in the National
League West last season. Turner has an
expensive payroll, and he doesn't think a
team with so many high-salaried stars should
lose 101 games. So look for either Montanez,
who commands a $300,000 a year salary, or
Matthews, who earns $400,000 per year, or
both, to be dealt. The San Diego Padres
reportedly are interested in Montanez while
the Braves have made it known that Mat-
thews can be obtained for a top flight pit-

cher.

Jeff Burroughs, the Braves' top slugger
last year with 41 homers and 114 RBI, isn't

assured of returning to Atlanta next season
either. Burroughs has two years remaining
on his contract but is trying to renegotiate
and Turner, like most owners, is turned off

by that kind of thing.

One team which may be getting more than
its share of callers interested in doing
business is the New York Mets. The Mets
have been reluctant to trade much in the
past, but they appear to be willing to deal
one of their veteran starting pitchers — Jerry
Koosman or John Matlack — for a power-
hitter.

Koosman wants to be traded to Minnesota
so that he can be closer to his family, but
after losing Bostock and Larry Hisle in the
free agent draft, it's doubtful if the Twins
have something of equal value to give the
Mets in return. Koosman has said he would
consider a couple of other clubs in the
American League West

The Red Sox are reportedly interested in

Matlack and they have a number of players
they are offering around, including Lee,
Jenkins, outfielder Dwight Evans and pitcher
Rick Wise. The Red Sox also might be willing
to part with first baseman George Scott, who
despite his 33 home runs, caused manager
Don Zimmer many headaches last summer
with his moodiness.

The Mets also are advertising Milner and
outfielder Mike Vail and could put together
an attractive package with either Koosman
or Matlack as the centerpiece.

San Diego, now that it has signed out-
fielder Oscar Gamble to a lucrative, multi-
year contract, is overloaded with outfielders
and seems eager to deal one of them,
probably Hendrick, for a pitcher. Texas is

said to be very interested in Hendrick and has
a surplus of pitching to interest the Padres.
San Diego may include first baseman Mike
Ivie in a nmjiti- player deal.
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of art.'
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DUE TO LENGTH EVES AT 7 00 ONLY
MONDAT & TUESOAr BARGAIN MIES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

FINE >1?TSCEr^ER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet t
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE V

Company of 50 ^
" the best, most ^^

entertaining ^anish dance
company ever. .

/"/
Peter Hepple, STT, London

Saturday. December lO 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT hUL
Tickets now on sale. General Public-$7. 6, S
UMass students $4. 3. 2 50 Senior Citizens $6, 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

&AII Ticketron Locations.

: JlefloeKg

Collegiapig

^mmi
Northamoton •

NOW -ONLY AREA SHOWING
Ends Tues. 7:00 h 9.00

"A terrifically intelligent

comedy. .

AIain Ianners

JoN/vh

W" who will

J be25w In

>^™e yEAR
A^-2000
(no dollar nights)

7<)ldS(>uthSi

N'orthamplon. Mass.

Nov. 27 & 3():

SkUMl
Dec. I.2&3:

HARMONY ARBOUR
Dec. 4:

BARNY'S BEANERY

Hdppv Hour Mon Fri 6-8

Entertainment Starts at 9:00

'• ..-vi', .'Mo$5f> 'A.'"</ "'vrx-'-,'

FINE ^TS CENTER PRESENTS
'l>ie Winner o/ the

Tchaikovsky Competitk>n

Fodoi^
VIOLI\l>»T

"The Miik Jagger o/ CUusuaJ Musk"
People Magazine

•• • • at the Gates Of Mm

Thursday, December 6 8 pm
FINE /«TS CENFER CNCERT H4.L
TIckatt now on ulo Gmorol Public %1 t j
\it*m%% ttudtnn »].$«, J, 2 so Olhor tludmti
and unior citiiini u. S, 4

Fiiw Arts Ontor Ba> 0«lictM T t.4
• *ll Tickotron Locofioni

COMING
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MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p.m three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!
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Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AdulU J2.50-Stud«nu with AM C Card $2 00- Children $125 Twi Lite Show AdulU & Students $150 1

Special Engagements Excluded

AUTO FOR SALe

ittusa rrfTl:TrtT:T*tl|^H

Radials Pirelli 145SR13 Sieve 253^3586

Why have
"°"""""=""

they come?
CHRISTOPHER IE(

IXA^HIP

pr-

[mvasion^
Fri. at 5;30, 800, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00 1.50
Sat at 2:30, 5 30 800, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00 1 50

PCS

REMAKE of

BEAU CESTE
wilh

MARTY FELDMAN
Fri at 5 30, 8 00, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00/1 50
Sat at 2:30, 5:30, 8 00, 9 55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00' 1 50

A ong orrie age. .f- d gaiefv ^ar ^ ?a^

68 Galaxy SOtrpbrd $700 527 5746

66 Ford cult Good cond Ne\/v oil pump
trans ban $350 or B 546 6920

122Volvo parts sedErwagon Rea 665 4384

Xmaa tr*«s cut your own Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10 50 10a m- 8pm
Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd., Hadley
5860723

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delap. 25i6 8732. bet 9 10am.

PC
Fri at 5:00, 7:30, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4:30 1.50
Sat at 2:00, 5:00, 7:30, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 4:30 1.50

66 DocHie Dan 6 cyl $325 Steve 253-3566

Dodge Polara 19(B9 excellent nnech cond
no rust radials good heater 665 3901

.

Famaatic buy! 1972 Toyota Mark II runs
great steel-belted radials AM/FM must
seH $1400 or best offer 584-4759

1% Silver Nova. Power steer . auto trans .

snowtires, ll.OOOmi , luic. int. $3 200
549-5725

I'M Paugot, Good shape, new major
parts Under 500 caN 546 4538

Unlvox 90 Watt Amp. E«. cond
,

etc Best offer 6-7985 after 7pm
reverb

2 srraw tire*. Goodyear E78x14 $10 each 2
rims Dan, Duster $10 each 549-6767

Pr snow tires 13" new cond $50 549-6482

Sofabed. Reclining chair, bikerack,
tables, bookshelf, lamps, coffeelable 549-

5725

1970 Merc Cougar. New e«
radial 81 K Call 546-5344

AM FM.

The Madeleine in Amharst. 40's dresses,
fur coats blazer jackets lacy blouses old
scarfs silky nighthings old books 79 S
Pleasant St 1253 3484) Daily 11AM 5PM

Apt mate 253 7056, spring Janet

Room for rent w 2 older meri nori
smokers $55 mo & utilities Northwood
Apts 665 4364 (try late)

Apt mate intersession; 253 7056rJanet

2br apt 5 miles Ir campus Jan Aug 235~a
month everything included call 665-3536

One-haH of a 2bdrm apt avaiTable^c^
Jan 28 1 mi from campus pay own elec &
phone call Ginny at 549 1 764

BR in EHamp Apt $75 inc 1/1/78 527-9006.

Furn. Ap*t8. for Feb June lease 1
'/i rm

effic + 1 -bedroom furnished, air-cond
parking quiet from 200. mo. Reserve now
Amherst Motel -i- Ap'ts. Hf 9 opp
Zayres 256^8122

1 neat respon per wtd for own rm in 2 bdrm
apt, pr bath, for spr sem. Rent $126 utH
inci '.^mile frm UM Erie 549 0582

Room, on L Metacomet BIchtwn
plus Carol at 323 5043

mmB^smms^
70

Big bands »o disco Can Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

2 females to shr bdrm for next sem. in

spacious N Amh house 60/mo. ea. 549-

5993

HtLP WANTED

Babysinar needed for weekday afternoons
for Spring Semester and Winter session
Mrs 12:15 to 5 Must be very reliable

person Experience in infant care
desirable Can transport from central
campus. Call 549 4680 after 5.

Original designs by Randy Glenn Custom
made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any
designs printed Call 549 4458 'ask lor
Randy Glenn or leave message 3 day
service

Waitress wanted ME Bar LOUNGE 584
7200

Ihf (-it 's! Nt '111111^ \( )\fl Is \( )\\

\ InuiUp'i.iiil \r\\ I 1I111

IKjEVER

PromisedftuAl

Fri at 5:30, 8:00, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00 ' 1 .50

Sat at J:30, 5 30, 8:00, 9:55
Twi lite show tickets 5:00/1 50

1M8 Volks Bug Good condition must sell

Call after 6PM 549 4699 Best OHer

89 TR6 canvanii>le. Some rust 1 owner
Low mileage Best offer over $500. Call

after 6,1 567 8663

«"VW Bus Needs work Has rebuHl

er>gir>e Best offer Call Jan after 6PM
253 2037

Capri^^OO 72. Auto . exc cond. $1,496

BO 6664762. Low mileage.

Alaskan Malamute Pups, AKC
Registered BlackErwhite. ready for Xmas.
come look now. call Steve 367 2748 No
Leverett

TO SUBLET

New 30 gal aquarium
even fish' Worth 250
Dave 6 5977

with all equip
,

Asking $125

XMAS SHOPPERS! Low, low prices on
famous name sneakers Limited supply 6-

9611 «

70 Volks for parts. First $100 takes it Call

Maryanne at 256-8460 to see it

VW Bug M Runs exc needs nothing.

$696 60 666^4762

1970 Mobile Home m Belch Park 12X50,
includes AC. shed, stove, refridge 6000
firm Call 536-3086 or 532 0446 if no ans
Wifhin 2 miles of UMass bus stop

MOTOHCYCLCS

19f72 Honda 2000 total miles Ong owner
$300 253-5659. .

Ski Bootal 2 pr ladies 7 Pr. Nortalias.

Kastingers. Call now Debbie 6-9643.

Pr.

1 fem wanted for own rm in 2 bdrm ap{
1st month FREE' $130util incI Caria 549
1741 eves v, mile from campus Bus

3 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland on bus rte

Second Semester, call 66S-36B3 and keep
lryir>g.

1% Bdrm Spg. Sem. $207. a mo. John
549 1298

To sublet immed 2 bedroom apt w'w
carpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util incI

$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

Large room m furnished 3 bdrom apt
$75 00 complete' Includes cable Available
immed 263 2980 Kp trying

Sublet Jan only b^ o~Cair54&4027, 56O0

E«p. women printer to sfiare skills w/
women's print collective. Call Angela 9-5
586 5079 or Jaque 268-3344

Tha Student Organizir>g Project is ac-
cepting applications for student
organizers Both work study and non
work study positions are open and will

begin Feb 1 Applicants should have an
urKlerstanding of student unioniiation.
Application deadline s Dec 8 Apply Rm.
426 Student Union Bid

PONT PASS THIS UPi

For Sale 1964 Olds F-JB Very good cond
Must sell in a week 136,000 mMes but
runs great Can 6-9642 SOON

Nothing to do over intersession' Come on
down to Oaytona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone the works
all this and roundtnp busfare on a luxury

motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc
cuoancv For info and reservations call

David Day at 546 784B

thavo.

S—n enough snow? Wanna gal into the
sun? Come down to Oaytona with us Wa
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9 days on the
beach $147 20 takes care of it all And
includes roundtnp fare accomodahons on
the beach and a tnp to Disneyworid For
reservation and nriora info call David Dav
at 546 7845

senvices

2 B78-13 snows. Like new $25 665 4762

FOR SALE
FOR RENT

REDUCED ADULT t STUDENT PRICES FOR TWIIITE SHOW TICKETS-LIMITED TO SEATING

^^gj^o <p^ijvq>iuis

CHOOSi ON( OF THtSf MIOMIOHT SNOWS-Ftl. « SAT.

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES?
Men s. Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Niktio 6066. 2 months old Asking $350. or

best oHer 546 5084

WHAT DO TOU SAT TO A NANtO lAOTT
a. 00

One HP-C7 card programmable calculator,

brand new and complete Full warranty

$315 00 can Bob or Chris 549-1316.

IF YOU OONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$195 plus utilities Call South Meadow
256 0166 for further Information

1 or 2 females for room m 2 bed'oom
Brandywine apt Call 549 1096 after 1 pm.

One F to rent 1 bdr of 2 txJr apt on bus
line Jan May or longer 649 5868

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport ana ap
plidiion photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B&W or color service in

.iruction by arrangement Reasonable
prires for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9653 night" onlv

Vulvo repairs and maintenance All
and models low prices Jack 906-0610

WANTED

Ladies Caber Ownhil. Ski Boots. Size 8
ex cond Joan 256-0368 nights $20.

WfACH7i 000 READERS DAILY

3 bedroom house. 285 + , pets ok avail
Jan 3, 256 6732; days 51961 (Chris)

Par. vwtd for own rm for Spg sem 103
50 Puffton VIg John 549^1298 after 4

Housemate wanted Neat responsible,
nonsmoking Grad student or professional
to share roomy cooperative home on
UMass bus route m Amherst Begin Jan
1 $125 * utilities 253 5849 call evenings

BIRTHDAY CAKES!! All occasion cake.
beautifully decorated to order on 2 days
notice Delivery available Call Laurie 646
9576

Colfaga Calculators offers low pnces &njll service All model, avail 7^x«Instrum^ts 59 $236 58 $94 96. 5I$62 96. 51 $47.96 HP s & Comrrwdore savail models from $15 Remember weservice aH calculators we sell Before you

r"li/TT? "" =•" 8°" °' Christ
College Calculators 549 1316

Lost 10-27 in C.C. Rmg black stone, silver
setting Great sentimental value Not
worth much money but will pay small
reward Call 665 4544 after 6

Electronic repair: stereos, you name it

Low rates Call Ted after 4PM 546-6201

I guess It s our time to say hello to our
favorite shellfish «»arden From the
Audobon bon man and Dr Ima Fish

Housemate wntd. Coop house in Leverett
olde^ wQfnan grad student call aft 7 549
0704

Typing $ 40 /page Call anytime 548-4666. Happy Birthday AlaTCeLuca

Pro Music Service - Best m rock thru diste.
Monitor Music 546 4731, Rea

BMhalaan if the stJdymg gets you down
try under the table 405

I

I
I
I
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Irish dominate All-America team
FRIDAY. DECEMBER 2, 1977
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NEW YORK lUPI] - "Notre Dame, priming
for a showdown match in the Cotton Bowl
on Jan. 2 with top-ranked Texas which could
decide the National Cahmpionship, showed
off Its wealth of talent yesterday by naming
three players to the United Press In-

ternational's All-America College Football
Team

The fifth-ranked Fighting Irish, who have
lost only once in 10 games, were represented
on the squad by tight end Ken MacAfee,
defensive end Ross Browner and defensive
back Luther Bradley It marked the third
straight year that the 6-4, 250-lb. MacAfee
has been named to the All-America first team
and the second appearance in a row for the
6-3, 247-lb. Browner.

It also is the 15th consecutive year that
Notre Dame has placed at least one player on
the All-America team.

Notre Dame also had three players
selected to the second team. The Irish

named guard Ernie Hughes to the offensive
squad and placed linebacker Bob Golic and
end Willie Fry on the defensive unit.

Texas, Arkansas, Pinsburgh, Ohio State
and Oklahoma each placed two players on
the 23-man first squad with Kentucky, Texas
Tech, Louisiana State, Oklahoma State,
Stanford, Florida, Michigan, Southern
California, UCLA and Kansas State each
naming one player.

The team was chosen by a balloting of
sports writers and sportscasters from across
the country.

Guy Benjamin of Stanford, who led the
nation in passing with 20.8 completions per
game, is the first team quarterback and is

joined in the backfield by the nation's three
leading rushers - Earl Campbell of Texas,
Terry Miller of Oklahoma State and Charles
Alexander of LSU. Wes Chandler of Florida,
who seems to specialize in the "big play,''
was selected to the wide receiver position.

Campbell, the leading candidate for the
Heisman Trophy, won the rushing crown
with an average of 158.5 yards per game and
also led the nation in scoring with 10.4 points
per game. Alexander was second in rushing
with 153.3 yards per game and Miller was
third with 152.7.

Named to the interior offensive line were
guards Mark Donahue of Michigan and
Leotis Martin of Arkansas, center Tom
Brzoza of Pittsburgh and tackles Chris Ward
of Ohio State and Dan Irons of Texas Tech.
Donahue is a repeater from last year's team.

Steve Little of Arkansas, who booted 19
field goals, earned first team mention as a
placekicker.

Joining Notre Dame's Browner on the
defensive line are end Art Still of Kentucky,
tackles Randy Holloway of Pittsburgh and

Brad Shearer of Texas and middle guard
Reggie Kinlaw of Oklahoma.
The linebackers consist of UCLA's Jerry

Robinson, Ohio State's Tom Cousineau and
Kansas State's Gary Spani while Bradley is

joined in the defensive secondary by Dennis
Thurman of Southern California and Zac
Henderson of Oklahoma.

Trackmen open at UConn
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

The UMass indoor track team faces a stiff
initiation to the winter season tomorrow, as it

journeys to Storrs, Ct. for a quadrangular
contest against UConn, Holy Cross and
Seton Hall.

"The talent in this meet will probably be as
good as any we'll face this year, with the
exception of Northeastern," said UMass
coach Ken O'Brien. "From here on in the
going won't be any tougher. This meet will
determine how close we are in realizing our
potential."

The traveling squad for the first contest is

made up of predominantly freshman and
sophomores, the experience to be provided
by a handful of seasoned veterans.

Senior co-captain Joe Martens is running
a new event, the 600, instead of the 440-yard
dash With the familiar presense of veterans
Francis O'Keefe, Dave Lipinski and Mark
Healy in the 880 and 1000 yard races, the
Minutemen enter a formidable middle
distance group.

Potential scoring entries in the jumping
events include Kurt Slepetz in the long jump,
Brady Mayer, Bruce Parsons and freshman

Kieth Alston in the long and triple jumps, and
Ted Power in the pole vault.

Running their first collegiate races and
hoping to beef up the previously weak sprint
corps will be Rich Cady in the dash events
and Jay Enis, Paul King, and Rick Hand-
shuch in the hurdling competition.
The distance events will be covered by

standouts from the fall cross country team.
Co-captain for the IC4A champions, Frank
Carroll, will run the mile. The two-mile will
test the endurance of harriers Tom Wolff,
Kevin McCusker, Mike Morris and Jay
Legere.

"We're in the best physical condition
we've been in at this time," commented
O'Brien.

The individual scoring should be dictated
by Seton Hall's prominence in the sprints
and hurdles, UConn's unmatched depth in
the weight events, and the Minutemen's
unequaled talent in the middle distance
races.

"Seton Hall possesses a lot of outstanding
individuals, but has glaring weaknesses.
UConn, conference champ both indoors and
out last year, has as much depth as last
season," said O'Brien. "This is a legitimate
test giving us an early look into where our
strength and weaknesses lie."

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

SMUGGLERS'
NOTCH,
VERMONT

January 1-6, 8-13, 15-20, 1978

• Five Pay L»»f Ticket

• Five Nights Lodging

• Condominiums on Slope

• Ski 2500 Vertical

• Free Sduna & Swim
• Nightly Entertainment

• Banci i'arty & Kegs

• Surprise Extras

ONLY $109.50

Call DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

All trip arrangements b\ United
Inlercollegiaie Skiers AsscKiation

BOOT
SALE!
IP TO

4()% SAVINCiS
ON

M \N\ S T VlJiS

irHoopwomen play two
CONT. FROM PAGE 24

than 24 hours apart could have its effect

physically on the team, and Ozdarski said she
plans to substitute a great deal in each game
in order to keep up a fast pace.

Ozdarski plans on using the same starting

lineup this weekend (Peters, Sue Henry,
Maura Supinski, Cheryl Carey, and Ginny
Pebbles) which she played against Radcliffe,

but hopes to see improvement in two areas
of her squad.

"We're going to go to a little more of a

controlled offense," she said. "We'll also

hopefully go to play some more defense."
Ozdarski saw some bright spots to

Wednesday's win.

"Cathy Harrington did a nice job going to

the boards, while Maura Supinski also re-

bounded well offensively." she said.

She was also impressed with Sue Peters'

shooting and ability to run the fast break.

Ozdarski attributed UMass's 29 turnovers
to "first game jir»'»rs " and said she definitely

*Hoopmen
CONT. FROM PAGE 24

Minutemen have is in tht guard position as
both Derick Claiborne and Alex Eldridge are
coming off strong games. Fon«/ard Mike
Pyatt has reestablished himself as the team's
leading scorer as he shot 8-17 from the field

for 17 p>oints, and led the team with nine
rebounds.
Leaman also had high praise for sub-

stitutes Brad Johnson and freshman Jay
Stuart. Johnson came off the bench to
contribute eight straight points in the seven
point win over the Crimson, and he also
blocked a breakaway layup by to ice the
game.

Stewart, playing in his first game as a
Minuteman, only scored two, but "played
well" in place of ttie foul- plagued Haymore
and Kohihaas.

"I was real pleased with our bench per-
formance in against Harvard and will use
these players much more in the future," said
Leaman

expects her squad to cut down on them this

weekend.
And as for the 38 per cent shooting, she

said. ""We got the shots Now we'll just have
to get them in the hoop."

Attention all undergraduates
who have not fulfilled the

rhetoric requirement:

Rhetoric Exemption Exam:

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be
offered on Dec . 8 from 7 10 pm
A L in SBA 120
M Z in Thompson 102

The exam will consist of writing a 500
word essay which will be evaluated
on the following criteria: depth of

treatment, developmei>t and sup,
port, organization, style, and the
mechanics of writing, such as gram
mar, punctuation and spelling.

Please bring several pencils, your ID,

and 25 cents to partially cover the
cost of administering the exam.

You may exempt both Group I

and Group II rhetoric by taking
and passing this exam.

the
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

FRIDAY, DECEMBER Z-
Born toda>. you <?< an
energetic and detnn.ined
individual, with (xi -isional

siirprjsin« displays of trc-

m( ndous (ourau'i You
may apprar apprehensive
about a t{ivcn pmiPft or
endeavor, but >oii never
allow timidity or fear to

keep you from doinj! your
best. You have extremely
strong tie.s to family mem-
bers and will often find

your.'irif ihinkinK alonK
blood-is-thicker-than-wa-
ter lines, which is fine as
long a.s It doesn't make you
unfair

You are a hijjhiy percep-
tive individual who can
usu.Tlly ti'll instinrtively
how another thinks of you.
whether you c'ari depend
upon another for .>^upp<ir»

and succor, ivhether there
i.v value in another's com-
pany or merely temporary
easini; of the need for com-
panionship N'oii .iri' quick
to see H fraudulrr I sc heme
hatchint;. ;ni(l von let the
proper .iiilhoi'ities know
\'ou have nn desiic to sup-
port any uhc :•» auaiiist

the law and those who
propose sm h ai turn should
be aware <>( th.il

\'ou rn|u\ l.ikini; chanc-
•s. hut y on \ aliie y our well-
tji'ini! and a.ivi' no wish to

jeopardi/i t While you
have in -\.,- rcjjards a
strony .sense of your own

superi(irit\
. \ on know y our

.
own Imiilalions .md turn
down aii\ opp,,. tunity
which vKiuld enyam- you in

activities .it v\hich you are
ri<it ;idi pt Voii have a love
for .aiention l)ut usually
ri'fuse to play front-and-
( I'nter hi'fore anylhini>
more th.in a few very close
friends

To find what IS in store
for von lomorrov* select
your liirthday and read the
( orrespondin^ paragraph,
let your birthday star be
\our dail\ uuid«'

SATURDAY DECEMBER
3

SAGlT'ARlUSiNov 22-
!'•'( :i I Ontdoni cv-

ercise is ideal fo- increas-
ing your circul.'ti in and
your ability to cope with
new ideas

CAPRICORN Dec 22-
Jan ini - You should
raceive much praise for
recent efforts for another.
Fncourage an apelony at
eveninc

AQUARIUS .Jan 20-
Feb I81 - Vou may have
to .strain your judicial tal-

ents today to find the an-
swer to another's problem.
PISCES Feb I9-March

20
1
— Takinc ad\ .intat'e of

a unique opporti:ni!\ could
cost you a friend ( onsider
your intentions well

ARIESi March :i-April

l!)i - Another's .inner at
you for no apparent catise

ma> depress you quickly.
Seek entertainment at eve-
nint^

TAURUS April 20-.VIay
20

1 Take car'- choosing'

companions LI.si' today for

communit\ effort, hut also
for personal satisf.iction

GEMINI' \1a\ '1 .lune;>Oi

Originality .1 thouuhl
and fleed lead li> authority
at home fro^jres- i.s made
today

CANCER June 21-.Iuly

22
1 Keep far away from

argument, or you may lo.se

your temper and spoil a
Hood relationship

LEO .luly 2;fAu«22i
I'roperty matters take u;i

much time today Don t

blame children for your
displeasure over t;amc
losses

VIRGO Aun 2:t-.Sept,22l

This morning may lead
tn ,1 profound undiTsl.ni.l
iMU of what IS tioinu on
around y( u

LIBRA.Sept 2.i-()ct 2':i

Vou may be disappointed
in Ifie direction of a rela-
tionship Keep your wits
alx.ut you in iliscussin« it

SCORPIO ()« t 2.•^-

^'ov.2ll Advanced think-
ers must not bully ydu into
decisions you don't care to
make Wait until you catch
up with them.

1 •<nri4'lil !' 1 iiil,.i|t,..,t,.r. sind,

.1. In.

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Gradual
5 Back of the

neck
9 Fissile rock

14 Painful word
15 Mine

entrance
16 Go :

Retire
17— freeze
18 Spanish

lady
19 Excite to

anger
20 Oress anew
22 Hand

covering
23 Shamrock

land
24 Body of law
25 Length units

28 Stratenneyer
hero: 2
words

32 Greek epic
33 Trusts
34 Malt liquor

35 Change the

color

36 The Pied
of

Hamelin
37L.A.'sLa— -

Tar Pits

38 Midi season
39 Penalized
40 Bright

41 Treats with

deference
43 Prickles

44 Pismires

45 As If

46 Reprimands
49 Damages

seriously

53 Synopsis
54 Accessible

to all

55 Labrador
ore

56 Willow
57 Furniture

Item
58 15-nation

pact Abbr
59 Electrical

units

60 Facial

features
61 Shine

DOWN
1 Ascend
2 Parisian

moon
3 Numerical
prefix

4 Lab animal
2 words

5 Lowest
points

6 Idolize

7 Knotty -—
6 Greek letter

9 Walks
hastily

1 Derider

11 Be
contiguous

12— majesty
Treason

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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13Elysium
21 Fastened
22 Furniture

handler
24 Handled OK
25 Bishop's hat

26 Best mem-
ber

27 Pitchfork
parts

28 Know the

29 Having less

foliage

SONY city

31 A long time

33 Indications
36 Early Scot-

tish inhabi-

tants
37

paper
39 / uto parts

40 Gab
42 Straw bed
43 Expresses

appreciaticn
45 Pronoun
46 Put ma hold

47 Toronto's— Loma
48 Death

notice In-

formal
49 Scot river

50 Of an age
51 Turning

Prefix

52 Winter
ground
cover

54 Poem

1 2 3 4

1
2!

5 6 7 8 9 to n 12 n

14 15 M

17 18 19

20 i"
23

33

28

24 ^^^H
25 26 27

I
}6

29 30 31

32 34

35 W
38

42

3V

fl
40

41
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44
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46 '' 48 SJ 51 52

53

i

i4
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59 6J 61
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Matmen compete for 16 team title
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By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team is in New
London, Conn, todav, as the Minutemen
participate m a tournament sponsored bv
Coast Guard.

In all, 16 teams will be in the tourney
including Columbia. UConn, and Boston
Uriiversity. Grapplers in the 10 weight classes
will wrestle on a double elimination basis
vying for a team title.

Regarding the tournament, UMass coach
Uave Amato feels that the tournament will
give the UMass squad an excellent chance to
size up their competition for the coming
season ^

Many of the teams we face this year will
be represented in this tourney," said AmatoWe can get a look at these teams and getsome Idea of how well do against therri

"

Amato announced yesterday the names of
the ten wrestlers he will be taking on the trip
and several lineup changes will be made.

'

Tony Perry defeated Dana Rassmussen in
'1 wrestle-off, and will compete at 118
pounds.

Perry has been doing great." said Amato
He s one of the fastest wrestlers I've seen."
Rassmussen will still make the trip

however. He will be substituting for the
injured Dave Krase. who wrestles at 126
pounds. Krase injured his nose during a

Paul leaves Yankees;
Tallis takes over job
NEW YORK \UPI\ - The New York

Yankees confirmed yesterday that club
president Gabe Paul will be leaving his
position with the team on January 1. At the
same time, the Yankees announced the
appointment of Cedric Tallis to the new
position of vice president and general
manager

It is expectea that Paul will ultimately
become head of the Cleveland Indians
organization again.

Tallis will assume his new duties in New
York immediately, along with Al Rosen who
joined the organization today as executive
vice president.

Simultaneously, the Yankees announced
that farm director Jack Butterfield has been
named vice president in charge of both
player development and scouting. Butterfield
joined the Yankees as a scout in September
of 1976 and became director of playe.
development in February of this year. Buner-
field came to the Yanks after successful
coaching careers at the University of Maine
and the University of South Florida.

Tallis joined the Yankee organization as an
assistant to the president in August of 1975.
after serving as vice president and general
manager of the Kansas City Royals.
With the Royals, Tallis was responsible for

the quick transition of making the expansion
team into a competitor. He negotiated trades
that brought the Royals Amos Otis, Fred
Patek and Cookie Rojas. In 1971, he traded
pitchers Jim York and Lance Clemons to

Houston for John Mayberry, perliaps one of
the best trades ever engineered in baseball.
That year he also drafted Steve Busby and
George Brett and the Royals finished in
second place in only their third year in
existence, which merited Tallis the Executive
of the Year honor. Other players brought into
the Royals' organization during Tallis' reign
were Paul Splinorff. Al Cowens. Doug Bird
Jim Wohlford and Frank White.

Prior to his stint with the Royals, Tallis was
vice president of operations for the California
Angels, overseeing the construction at
Anaheim Stadium. He was also with the
Royals during the construction of their
stadium and with the Yankees during the
remodeling of Yankee Stadium.

"I really hate to see Gabe go," said
pnncipal owner George M. Steinbrenner.
"He has been vital to me and the Yankees ...

a great personal friend and an invaluable and
loyal associate. I know it was a tough
decision for him to make. But he'll probably
be joining. Some even older friends and
every one of us here wishes him nothing but
the best of everything. Wherever he goes he
will be successful and admired as he was
here.

"I'm happy to add that, with Gabe's help,
we've put together a very strong
organization. Cedric Tallis, for example, was
major league executive of the year in 1971,
Then Al Rosen, our new executive vice
president, will be here and begin to work on
the administrative as well as the player side."

It's thumbs up' for Ellion Maddox after the outfielder signed a five year

IT^'^ t^Vu' '^\^T "^"'^ ^^'^ ^^« ^'"°""^ °* '^^ P«<=^ vvas estimated tobe ^.000^ Maddox, who had a fine 1974 season with the New York Yankees, has
[

b—n troubled with injuries ever since. He played last season for Baltimore. (UPI)

recent practice, and it is not known how long
he will be out of the lineup.

"The doctors are not sure if it's broken or
not, " said Amato. "I don't want to use him
until I'm sure that it won't lead to further
injury."

Also injured is freshman Mike Carroll. He
has been hampered with a rib ailment, but
with the aid of special padding provided by
team doctors he will be able to wrestle.

Carroll will wrestle at 150 pounds, where
Amato has had problems recently. Tim
Fallon is at home in this weight class, but will
wrestle up at 158 pounds.'
Co captain Kevin Griffin normally wrestles

here, but is not ready to return to the UMass
lineup yet.

"We really miss Griffin," said Amato,
With him in the lineup, it's almost a sure

win for our side."

Steve McLarney was scheduled to make
the trip, but the freshman Engineering major
has three exams next week and requested
the time off.

Larry Otsuka, who leads the team in

victories after posting impressive wins
against URI and Michigan last week, will
wrestle at 134 pounds.
Dave O'Brien and Steve Whitman won

their wrestle-offs, and will wrestle at 167 and
177 pounds respectively.

Bob Clark will make his UMass debut and
will wrestle at 190 pounds. A relative new-
comer to the team, Clark is a freshman who
has been playing junior varisty football.
John Allen will be the heavyweight.
Following the trip to Coast Guard, UMass

will be in Cambridge for a December 10
match with Harvard University. This will be
the team's final match before intersession.

TONITE,

FRI. & SAT.,

DEC. 2&3
CLEAN LIVING

ivith
KILROY

EVERY SUNDAY
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

MONDAY, DEC. 5

ANDY MAY
and ttu'

TKXAS
TAIMJY (UAIJUY
Sunderland, MA.

Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

TONGUE POWER
TEETERS & JANSSEN

BUMPER STICKERS
BUTTONS
HIQH QUALITY
•T SHIRTS
•SWEATSHIRTS
Plus 50 cents for postage and handlina
•STATE COLOR & SIZE

$1 00
$1 50

$7 00
$1000

P O BOX 96
PLATTEVILLE, CO

80651

Peter Piin and Conrmcntal TraiKvay^
offer frequent service to Boston, New-
York and many other ,Ljreat, ^^et-avvay-

from-it-all places.

CONTINENTALTRAILWAYS
PETER PAN DUS LINES

C OmriNlNIAl rRAILWAYS

MAKE LIFE SIMPLER FORYOU.

Forlnfonniinon, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: taiiipiis tcnier Bus Otilcc

545 2006 or 549 6000

Sw^et
Chariot
I'm an Air Force officer and my sweet
chariot IS a supersonic airtrati When
I visit home people are happy to see
nif Ar.d proud They r.av Im doing my
pan m the r ommunity by showing the
young neopit and the ndults that you
'paMy rari n.^ke it You really cari get

your share of A Great V. ay of Lite

I al^o feel ^oo6 about my position in

the Air Force (omrrjunity I'm a leader

there, too I'm someone the other

hrothers and sisters I n.eet in the ser

vire cin look to And it rcrtssures them
to know ttiev tiav/t a voice m Air Force
matters that concern triem

The Air Force needs more leaders
pilnts aircrew members math
maiors science and engineering ma
|Ors You might be one of ttiem. and
the best way to find tfiat out is in an Air

Force RQTC program There are two
and tour year programs Sc holarship
and non scholarship Why not look

inio all of them and see if one fits your

plans" It s worth it. brother

Call 5-2437

Air Force ROTC

UM hoop
to be aired
Dave Skillicorn of the Student Video

Project has announced the SVP will be
showing the UMass-Harvard basketball
game, played in Cambridge Wednesday
night, in the Bluewall at 3:30 this af-

ternoon.

The game, shot in color, will be broad-
cast on the 7'x7' "big screen," popular in

your favorite barroom, in black and
white, and on one 25" color monitor,
Skillicorn said.

Play by play for the telecast will be
done by the regular WMUA radio an-
nouncers. The filming was done by Dave
Reynolds, Weston Lant and Mark
Gunning of the SVP.

Skillicorn said the SVP is planning tocover the entire hoop season, including
all away games. "

"This game was the prototype," he
said. 'We are working on an agreement
with the Bluewall whereby we'll show
Saturday's game on Monday, away
games the next day, and home games
with just a 45 minute delay

"

OPEN HOUSE
ol

KAPPA SIGMA
70 Butterfield Terrace

Enlerloinmenl & Refreshmen Is

9:00 Fri. Dec. 2

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FULL UQUOR UCENSe

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY — 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. — 6r00 p.m.-ll :00 p.m.
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Puzzled icemen travel
in search of dual win
By M/CHAEL l\/lcHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team will be traveling
north this weekend to Vermont and will be
trying to break a three-game losing streak
against the likes of Norwich University
(tonight at 7 p.m.) and Middlebury College
(tomorrow afternoon at 4 p.m.).
The road trip features the return of

Minutemen right winger and co-captain Bob
White, who missed the first four games
because of stretched ligaments in his knee.
The Minutemen, who opened the season

with an exciting 4-1 victory over New
England College, have lost their last three
outings to the University of Lowell (5-2)
American International College (10-8) and
UConn (3-1), which accounts for the 1-3
record. Hopefully, the icemen will get un-
tracked on this weekend road trip.

The road to .500 won't be easy though, as
the Cadets of Norwich have 15 returning
lettermen from last year and the Panthers of
Middlebury have 20 returning lettermen from
last year.

The Cadets are led by coach Bob Priestly,
who guided them to a respectable 12-13
record last year. Terry Slattery, an out-
standing two-way defenseman that scored
three goals and dished out 11 assists last
year, has departed via the graduation route.
However, junior forward Guy Gaudreau still

provides plenty of firepower up front, as his
23 goals, 14 assists, and 37 points in the
1976-77 season will attest.

UMass hockey coach Jack Canniff added,
"Norwich is a solid two-way hockey team. In
fact, they beat Army this year. They've got a
freshman named Murphy that's supposed to
be sensational and Rich Brooks and Steve
Davis provide them with depth and strength
at goaltender."
The Minutemen will depart Taylor Arena in

Northfield, Vermont, Friday night and will
then travel to Middlebury, Vermont, where
they'll face the Panthers at War Memorial
Arena on Saturday afternoon.

The Panthers are coached by Wendell
Forbes, who led his icemen through a highly
successful 1976-77 season with a 15-6-1
mark. According to Canniff, the Panthers
were ranked tenth in a preseason ECAC
Division II poll.

Middlebury is just loaded with talent. The
Panthers have five of their 20 returning
lettermen dressing Saturday that scored a
phenomenal 35 points or more in the 1976-77
season The high-powered forwards that will
take the ice this Saturday are: Mike O'Hara
(17-24-41), Chip Hagy (18-22-40), Tom Harris
(18-18-36), Perry Babcock (15-20-35) and son
of the Bowdoin hockey coach - John
Watson (14-21 35).

Canniff made some observations after
Tuesday night's 3-1 loss to UConn that will
hope uiiy be rectified in time for Norwich and
Middlebury.

"We've got to settle down offensively.
We've had possession of the puck in the
offensive end, but we're throwing it up for
grabs without thinking. We've got to be
more deliberate and sustain outselves. We're
going from one extreme to another. We've
got to strive for consistency to be more
effective," he said.

Concerning co-captain Bob White's return
to the line-up, Canniff said, "We know his
knee will hold up physically but conditioning
is another thing."

How many points is Canniff hoping to
bring back to Amherst after this road trip?

"I want all I can get. It will be tough
playing all those teams away from home.
We've had four outings to date and we've
got only one win. It's tough. The kids want to
taste victory."

SIN-BIN SLANDER - Rich Rlccioli, Bob
Gould, and Tim O'Brien made their first

appearance in a UMass uniform this year
against UConn. ..All three debuted on the
same line. The Minutemen play one more
home game before finals - next Saturday, 8
p.m. at Orr rink against Boston State.

The UMass hockey team will be looking for a return to the win column when Itplays two games this weekend. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

None
TODAY

WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - vs. New Hampshire Away 700
HOCKEY - vs. NonA^ich Away 7:00
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - vs. New Hampshire Away 700

TOMORROW
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - vs. George Washington Away 800
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - vs. Maine Away 100
HOCKEY - vs. Middlebury Away 4:00
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK - vs. UConn-Seton Hall at UConn 100
MEN'S GYMNASTICS - vs. Army Awav 2:00
VARSITY WRESTLING - Coast Guard Tourney Away
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Cagers face test

in Colonial clash
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The headline in Thursday's Collegian read
"it wasn't pretty but hoopmen win." In the
books, It counts as a win and that's all that
maners at this stage of the young season.

But if Jack Leaman's squad intends to put
up another "W" Saturday night against
George Washington in Washington D.C.
(8:00 p.m. game time), its play will have to
improve.

"We're going to have to improve our
rebounding and defense in order to win,"
said Leaman. "If we aren't rebounding we
are going to be in trouble."

But Leaman concerned about the play of
Mark Haymore and Len Kohlhaas. Both big
men fouled out of the Harvard game with
only 13 points and six rebounds between
them. But according to Leaman, the play of
the two Will improve.

"Harvard's offense was forward oriented
with Brian Banks (21 points) and Bob Hooft
(eight) working on their inside game. Mark
and Lenny, both first year men, will take
some time to get used to it but I anticipate
improvement from them soon," Leaman
said

Leaman will certainly need big games from
his big men as George Washington is

primarily a fast break team, relying on
rebounding and good shooting from its
starting five of Mike Zigardo, Mike Sampson,
Tyrone Howze, Tom Tate and Les (High
Rise) Anderson.
"They are a very aggressive team, a run

and gun type team, who aren t afraid to use a
full court press, " said Leaman.

"If we want to control the game, we will
have to have the rebounding edge," he said.
The Colonials, led by head coach Bob

Tallent (51-29 record in three years) are
heading into this encounter with a record of

2-0. They beat Alderson Broaddus 105-85
and Richmond 110-90.

Coming off a 14 12 '76-77 season, Tallent's
squad beat UMass 79-77, Maryland 86-76,
and Georgetown 74-73 in last year's
highlights.

The Maryland win last year was the first

victory for the Colonials in 16 years in the
Terrapins Cole Field House and in front of
regional TV audience.

Tallent has four last year's top five scorers
returning with Anderson the most notable
talent. The 6-5 senior fonrt/ard finished
second in scoring last season and has great
leaping ability with a 9.2 rebounding mark
last year. He has been the Colonials' best
leaper the last two years, having ac-
cumulated 675 caroms.
The other forward, 6-5 Mike Sampson,

averaged only 3.2 points last year but has
beaten out sophomore Tom Glenn for the
starting position.

Sophomore Mike Zagardo, 6-10, mans the
center position, having finished as last year's
fifth leading scorer and second leading
rebounder, having hit 58.7 per cent of his

shots from the floor.

Tallent's number one problem was to find
a replacement for graduated guard John
Holloran, the team's leading scorer a year
ago with 21 4 average. He scored 38 points
against Maryland.

Senior Tyrone Howze (6-2) and junior Tom
Tate (6-0) run the offense with 2.5 scoring
averages but were injured for most of the 76-

77 season.

Other players set to see action will be
freshman guard Curt Jeffries (10.8 All-

District and a 59 per cent shooter in high
school), 6-4 forward Bob Lindsay (2.9) and 6-

8 forward Tom Glenn (8.9 and 4.6 reboun-
ding average).

Leaman said an obvious advantage his

TURN TO PAGE 20

Cheryl Carey s:..-,^ -.._und a defender and .^ i,.*, nuup during Wednesday's
opening game win. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Hoopwomen on road
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's basketball team
faces its toughest test of the young season
this weekend as it hits the road to play a pair
of games tonight and tomorrow afternoon.
The Minutewomen travel to New Hamp-

shire tonight for a 7 p.m. game, and then will

head northward for a 1 p.m. contest
Saturday at Maine.
Coming off a 68-51 win over Radcliffe

Wednesday night in its first game of the
season, UMass will face a pair of opponents
against which they had differing success last

season.

The Minutewomen faced New Hampshire
twice last season, and defeated the Wildcats
80-63 during the regular campaign, and then
walloped'them 89-44 in the first round of the
Easterns.

New Hampshire is coached by Cecile
DeMarco, m her first year at the Wildcat
helm
New Hampshire lost two seniors from a

club which went 6-6 during last year's regular
season. Other than that, little is known of the
Wildcats

Maine sported a 15-3 record last season,
though playing predominately small schools.
The Black Bears coach is Eilene Fox,
beginning her third year at the team's
controls. Her lifetime coaching record is 38-

n.
Maine won its state's Division A cham-

pionship last season, the equivalent of
Massachusetts' Division I classification.

The majority of last season's players are
back, including 5-10 fonA^ard and top scorer
Crystal Pazdziorko (14.1 per game average),
5-8 forward Renea Deighton (10.8) and 6-0
center Barb Cummings (10.2 and leading
rebounder).

Top recruits include Jean White and
Barbara Dunham
Maine defeated the Minutewomen, 58-56,

last season at the Cage in UMass's opener.
Pazdziorko led the Black Bears with 18
points, while Sue Peters also had 18 to pace
the Minutewomen's attack.

"We definitely want to get them back for

that loss, " UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
said, referring to last season's outcome

Playing two potentially tough games less

TURN TO PAGE 20
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UMass forward Mark Haymore soars for two against Harvard. (Staff photo bv P«t
Dobbs) ^
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Heinle out of2jobs
Rumors are being spread about that

Tommy Heinsohn is out pounding the
pavement in search for a job — any job - in

anticipation of his imminent firing as head
coach of the Boston Celtics.

The whole bloody business of coaching
seems so unfair. Heinsohn has won two
World Championship with the Celtics — the
first thanks to his masterful game plan in the
deciding contest. The current Celtics,

however, are off to their worst start in over
two decades, and Heinsohn has been ac-

cused of everything from not knowing how
to use his personnel effectively to molesting
small children in Copley Square.

This must be quite a traumatic time in

Heinsohn's life Here is a man who was once
one of the best forwards in basketball, the
darling of the fans with his roughhouse style

of play, and now he must suffer through the
proverbial slings and arrows of outrageous
misfortune. Try to put yourself in his place...

"Excuse me, is this the employment office
of the Acme Plumbing Company?"

"Sure is. What can I do for you, pal,

tighten your pituitary gland? Little plumbers'
joke there."

"Td like to know if you've got a job
opening for an apprentice."

"Well, business 's tightening up these
days, Mr..."

""Heinsohn. Tom Heinsohn. I've got a job
at North Station now, but I'm looking for a

career with a better future."

"Heinsohn. ..Heinsohn. ..You ever been a
conducter?"

""Yeah, you could call it that, I sup-
pose." "Have you ever done any work
related to plumbing?"

"I've had to try to fix leaky defenses and
find ways to open up clogged middles."

"That's a good start, Heinsohn, but have
you had some experience with big jobs."

"Well, Tm not supposed to mention this in

my line of work, but I've come up against
more than my share of flooded zones."

"Great! Let's fill out an application for you.
Are you married?"

"Yes."

"Do you have a family?"

"I'm not sure."

"What do you mean you"re 'not sure'.

Either you have a family or you don't,
Heinsohn. It"s not like you're taking paa in a
poll.'

When I left the house at eight this

morning I had a family, but it's almost noon
and I haven't called home. A lot can happen
in four hours."

"Okay, Heinsohn, to make things easier,

let's just write down that you still have a

family."

"If you really think so..."

"What school did you attend?"
"Holy Cross."

"I need the name of a trade school,
Heinsohn, not a place of higher education."
"When I graduated from Holy Cross, I got

a job in my major field."

"Oh, fine. Who was your former em-
ployer."

"Irv Levin."

"The Irv Levin Plumbing Com-^any? I don't
think I've ever heard of them. What's their

specialty?"

"Taking the pipe."

"Do you drink, Heinsohn?"
"What kind of question is that? Doesn't a

man have any privacy?"

"I sympathize with you, but the company
has to know. Nobody likes a juiced plum-
ber."

"I only drink Lite Beer from Miller. It has
less calories than their regular beer."

"No kidding. I drink Miller Lite too. You
just can't beat the taste."

"Are you kidding? That stuff tastes like

denatured kerosene. I wouldn't touch it if I

weren't obese.'"

"'Is that so, Heinsohn? I'm afraid the Acme
Plumbing Company can't hire anybody that
likes alcohol so much that he doesn't care
whether or not it's palatable. Get out of this

employment office."

Karl Maiden (center). Ricardo Montalban (extreme left). Johnny
Doran (left foreground) and Jonathan Kahn (right foreground) will

star in the television adaptation of the Rudyard Kipling classic
'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS,' airing as a two-hour special Sunday
Dec. 4.

Dec. 3 Dec. 9,1977

Daytime Mon.-Fri.

MORNING

5:35

5 40
5 45
550
6 56
6:00

6 05
6 )0

6 15

620
6 25
6 30

6 45
6 50

700

t

8

8

i

7 25
7 30

CD

8 00

8 30

900

o
CD

REFLeCTIONS (EXC MON WED )

GREATER BOSTQNIANS (EXC MON WED )FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC MON WED )

mo^r'S^nI T.^v*"""*°
'"'^ ^ ^^^

)

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS
PTL CLUB TALK AND VARIETY
REFLECTIONS (MON

, WED )

GREATER BOSTONIANS (MON
, WED )

SEMINAR
FARM AND MARKET REPORT (MON WED 1VARIOUS PROGRAMMING '

'

NEWS FOR THE DEAF
NEWS
DAILY ALMANAC
NEWS FOR THE DEAF
LAS NOTICIAS DE HOYS CBS NEWS

TODAY
GOOD MORNING AMERICA

UNDERDOG
NEWS
CBS NEWS
MR MAGOO
O CAPTAIN KANGAROO
ARCHIES
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

I IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
Wi MIKE DOUGLAS
O CONCENTRATION
e GOOD DAY
O DINAH
S PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
ffi ROMPER ROOM
(S LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
9 VARIOUS PROGRAMMING

930 OCH(COANDTHEMAN(MON TUE)FOTR«:he, FofPoofe.

IB SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE
S) FLINTSTONES

9 50 ai NEWS
9 55 08 HERITAGE CORNER
10 00 O CORSAIR AND COMPANY

O SANFORO AND SONa KITTY TODAY "*r'>'

ffi TOM LARSON SHOW
SI STRUM N DRUMMERS

10 24 OB WEATHER VIEW
10 30 e • HOLLYWOOD SQUARESB O) EDGE OF NIGHT

a PRICE IS RIGHT
M 00 O MATCH GAME

O ffi WHEEL OF FORTUNE
O (B HAPPY DAYS
ffi MOVIE Dipiomaltf Counti (MON ) Hign In the Coun^y
irur) Night People (WED) 13lhLelt« (THUR i The Violent

1
1 30 8 SESAME STREETOa LOVE OF LIFE

O a KNOCKOUT
a JOKERS WILD
a FAMILY FEUD

11 55 a a CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

12 00 a a a a news
a TO SAY THE LEAST
a THE BETTER SEX

12 30 a IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
a a SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
a WOMAN 7 7

a a RYAN S HOPE
ffi GONG SHOW

I ALL IN THE FAMILY (EXC ' WED ) r,rt).qan s Island
iVVi ! 1

a a ALL MY CHILDREN
a YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
a FOR RICHER FOR POORER (EXC MON ) Best Seller Ifom
me to You iMON i

a GONG SHOW
a a AS THE WORLD TURNS
a a DAYS OF OUR LIVES
a GREEN ACRES
a a MUSIC (FRI )a a S20.0(X) PYRAMID
a BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
a 8 VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
a a GUIDING LIGHT
a a DOCTORS
a a ONE LIFE TO LIVE
a WALLY GATOR
a a ANOTHER WORLD
a BUGS BUNNY
a a GENERAL HOSPITAL

I 00

1 30

200

230

300

3 15

Tis Chnstmas Eve and the children are not nestled snug in their beds as Paul Lynde
faces a night of noise, confusion, strange guests and nutty relatives in ABC's hour-ong Christrrias special "TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS.' airing
Wednesday, Dec. 7.

aniny

3 30 a NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
a ALL IN THE FAMILY (EXC TUE ) Attw Hours (TUE )
biriQin Swingm an.) .\ll Th.it j^-?

a HECKLE AND JECKLE
4 00 a SESAME STREET

a DINAH (EXC THUR ) Wirmers (THUR | You Gotta Slarl

a MIKE DOUGLAS (EXC TUE ) Special Treat (TUE ) Its A
BiaiKI Nf* i^oti.1

a BIG VALLEY (EXC WED ) Cliltwoofl Avenue K.ds (WED )
. .. •^'lr'7!.-n -it.-irt Your LawnrnnWHr^
a MERV GRIFFIN (EXC TUE )

f?,^«*OY BUNCH (EXC MON ) Special Treat (MON ) n t A

a SUPER HEROES
a LITTLE RASCALS
a SESAME STREET (EXC TUE )a SESAME STREET (TUE )a DINAH (THUR )

"*^u':i*"^"^?i^°°'-
S''^^'*'- <WED

) Mighly Moose ana

a MERV GRIFFIN (TUE )a MUNSTERS
a PETTICOAT JUNCTION (EXC WED) ABC Ml^rsctxx)!

•I • '.\ iWf r w.qnlv Moose and the OuarWbaf k KuIa 8 MISTER ROGERS
a CALL IT MACARONI (TUE )a EMERGENCY ONE
a NANNY AND THE PROFESSORm MY THREE SONS (EXC WED)a SESAME STREET
a MARY TYLER MOORE SHOWa a NEWS

8 INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANOLEPINS FOR CASH

a GHOST AND MRS MUIRa ELECTRIC COMPANY

4 15

4 30

500

5 30
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Dec. 3 Dec. 9

7 30

Sat.. Dec 3
. -•.•.;.>;.•,•.*,•.;.*.•.•.•. .- 731

736

MORNING
800

5 SO • REFLECTIONS
5 66 © GREATER BOSTONIANS
6 00 AGRICULTURE USA

O INTERNATIONAL 20NE
• A BETTER WAV
a CHARACTERISTICS OF LEARNING DISABILITIES• PTL CLUB TALC AND VARIETY

6 30 a TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ
O CARRASCOLENDAS
a MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL
• CAMERA 3

7 00 VILLA ALEGRE
O FOR KIDS ONLY
O JABBERWOCKY
a WACKO

7 30 e ARTHUR AND COMPANY
O THINK PINK PANTHER
a BARBAPAPA
• THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL 830
09 UNCLE WALDO

SOU a SESAME STREET
a SKATEBIRDS
0« CB BEARS
O as SUPER FRIENDS
a SKATE BIRDS

8 26 O IN THE NEWS
8 55 O as SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK 8S8

9008 56 IN THE NEWS
9 00 M MISTER ROGERS

• • BUGS BUNNY AND ROAD RUNNER
a SPACE SENTINELS
mm SCOOBY S LAFF A LYMPICS
• SAPCE SENTINELS

9 ?6 O IN THE NEWS
9 30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY

O • SUPERWITCH
10 00 a ONCE UPON A CLASSIC

• SHA>IG BANG LALAPAL002A
VILLA ALEQRE

10 26 • IN THE NEWS
10 30 M REBOP

• BATMAN TARZAN
a • ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD ALI

• CARRASCOLENDAS
10 55 • • SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK 9 10
10 56 • IN THE NEWS
1 1 00 a PARENT EFFECTIVENESS

• • THUNDER
CANOLEPIN BOWLING 930a HOT FUDGE

11 26 • IN THE NEWS
1 1 30 a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT 9 5flSPACE ACADEMY 1000EWS

• SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM
11 Se • IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

12 00 DANIEL FOSTER MD Hatai Hefnta Gci.?sl Or Rai K
.'icivai disx-iair- co't-sscvr ot jnteral MevJcuv at m^. 'jnrvprsity

' '-•a-j Mi-a''f ',>:>Hfitf r«ilef at Dallas

• • SECRETS OF ISIS

a m RED DOGS FUMBLES FLANKERS AND FLICKERS
Join B'Ofl.e wHi no'.;t wit' 'j ,^^, -,ki Amvs.i unnsvin Host
o1 BuODif jurr^ Ligcst lo' a 0«-r»rio tn,? 4..ci«a look al (XO
loolMii f-'anco Marns anj Roger blauoach *ill t>e on hand to
answer ijuestirKis

a CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
a MOVIE % • vt ve :>usri'ion Ciay»o" Woofe jay
.„n^".,.^,^ .-. rijitMesi ./uHa* poses as a respectabii? cxXurtn ana
'aht-. One/ a small town I ' n' 30 TWi )

SROOM 227
IN THE NEWS

12 30 a CROCKETT S VICTORY GARDEN Mousr Plants

a a ("AT ALBERT
O ail n:aa FOOTBALL lOJida Slate vs FiofrOa

12 56 a IN THE NEWS
1 00 a WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

a WHAT S NEW MISTER MAGOO'>
a MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
a MOVIE 'ar.v-i' A-c in- vaile, ^t '.cxO '*6 M*e Henry
Nanc> Ko»at» 'ar^ar pms tnt :n«i oi police and a prolessof
to <»id a kKJnappefl bov tiedevea to tw trotn a goW-'icn lost
v9H*^y ? H'^

a CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
' 26 a IN THE NEWS
1 30 a WALL STREET WEEK husi .ouft RukeYSe- UnOefSland

able f TO'.'-'"":;, "luebf 9pf^ W Sofin*e< e«ecu»ive vice
ptesKj-^n- anfl -. .-jnormsi t-iarr.s T'usI ana Sa¥*igs Banka THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL M» f atne« Sun-Son
jono^.-jr, f :.;jses jf. 4 'amiiy torn apar' Dy varymg values on
'he lusf •'jp.cai .slanc) o' jamaicaa MOVIE MaancjPaKeWe 1949 Markm* Mam PefCyKJbfKJe
"^a «*is j,n electronic house m a totacco slogan contest ( i fv
30 TWi

1

1 56 a IN THE NEWS
2 00 a THE MERRY WIDOW Tne San D«go Opera Company

proou'.^' ,' 'r-v Mtrr'y W<lo«> features Beverly SJIs Allan Titus
ano Andre* F 3idi Tne operetta 'S m tnree acts anrj «as based
on a F'enrf rar^edy By Henry MeiUac
a SOUL TRAIN

8 THIS IS NFL
STAR TREK Ma"

2 30 a MOVIE Sword OIL t .i5rne( Wnd- Jear Wallace
>>.".; love story -jlLrt ijmevere «no sectetty meet

after tier r^arriage to Kiny Adrnji and LaiKeiot s Barvshment from
tne Kingdom (J nrs 30 mm i

3 00 a MOVIE
a THE FITZPATRICKS Ma« the youngest Filipatric* makes
>i,i ',r / i.'-iiTiLK-.ior ano the eipenenc* lias special "leaning tor

a MOVIE H.*' Em Co«»t)OY 1942 Abtiolt and Coslellc Dk>
Forar The Boys tangle motfi rodeos and dude rancnes i2
tics 1

a MOVIE Pa-h UD vour TroutHes 1932 Stan Laud Oliver
^4' Iv ^ i ji*'i inr] Ma'ijy ,oir> ttie Army I 1 nr 30 (run i

4 00 a a SESAME STREET
a a NCAA FOOTBALL •ir.,,,5icr vs : ya PEPSI COLA MIXED TEAM GOLF A ; -Kxe qolt

tour-iam.-"! 'eatijrinQ Iwnaie and male pr.i ii^^t,; tc^ned From
Bar jrTi._,(.i' "ountry Cub Largo Fia

4 30 • IRONSIOE
a^OVIE '•-?-„•. ..>e 1944 ..aurr-i and Ha'dy Arthur Space
^^.i•> 5")^r suLi'" sit-uirii quarcl a ptiwertj eKplosiv* on .lo way
to Wasn»igton arKj -r,a .x; wit^ a direr;t n«l on an enemy
iutor^arin.- I 1 hr 3^! rmr .

5 00 a VILLA ALEGRE

8 CORAL JUNGLE
> CBS SPORTS SPECTACULAR W.Dria invitational Weigr.thit

ir>g (,namDionsn<os from l as Vegas Nev World s Stronges*
M<»r Pirr )r

ii WILD KINGDOM M.grator , 'i. ariDou

a BEST OF FAMILIES (CAPTIONED) Tn» n,i.i,i Trolley

•r Patri.-> i,"s

>e ol 18'^- 'in

; and tr>. ,., ,j ;,y

[id Ttjiouf-aiis' 'jarah Latnrof,

S 30 a VISION ON
a ADAM 12

a HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EVENING

6 00 a MUSIC Music <b Conducted This program snow. tl>e

•» il-ment and tensKjn ot leading a major orchestra and ho«»
all tr<; components highlighted m the ser.es a": drawn together
to rta'e a '..>mpieiie mus'.ai compositionmmmm news
a HOGAN S HEROES
a MICROBE S AND MEN Dr Jonas Salk hosts this ser«s about
men who nave .. onquer»>d disease "^he invisible E nemy profiles
Hungarian torn oCsletncian igna^ Semmelweis who discovered
thH aus.- of childbed fever and the importance of disinfectanf
te'-hnvxi*.., «riiie at Vienna fieneral ilospital in the 18405

6 30 a ZOOM
Sees NEWS
a NBC NEWS

a BLACK NEWS
a ADAM 12

7 00 a NOVA Why Do Birds Smg"" Scientists have discovered that

owds use song to communicate and to fight over territory but
ar^ now Irymg to determine it th»-ir learning is inherited or passed
rf tto". parent to ;hild

a AGRONSKV AND COMPANY
a WILD KINGDOM <- oj forest

a NEWS
a LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
a ETCETERA
a ODD COUPLE
a SUPERMAN
a ONCE UPON A CLASSK; The Legend ol Robm Mood
' • '" iak.?n prisoner by Leopold ol

'''' lor his release Robm intercepts
" '' ^'i»T ff ;ir,rj si^pects a plot

^ 28 a OPINION

10 30

10 45
11 00
1 1 15

1 1 20
1 1 30

12 15

1 00

I 30

3 15

3 45
40O
4 30

a DAILY NUMBER
(HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

THIRD WORLD
a SCHOOLS MATCH WITS
a OICK VAN DYKE SHOW
O POLKA FUNTIME
a HOT FUDGE
a MU$IC Must- is ,'. > rtif sponlditeous
Miijsii ,)i iii.entioii ol I'. .1 |a« band as an
t-^.inilili- ^)' ttir 'ini' .ir'

aSEST OF FAMILIES ' ". , Hatllc- Sitiphen and
Mhi M.itiii h i<.itir'itv t.ikt- I'll -n the violent trolley

sirAeijI 1893 A s, abiiioti'rniaii jv>.'ii I'lliiLk is ambushed and
t'lr ini «l««it IS covBit'd by pho1O|0unidiist Saiah Latlvopas THE BOB NEWHART SHOW t mny Hartley belnends h>v

ii«*«1 ilooi (ifHjfiboi a Jci'giitl.ji!^ mufij up setuoi cil'7en wtio

I's. hf yy-, th.> if»,'0 s m t.j^m ..i ,i k,ii,)f.r (^st . nca 19i'0

a BASKETBALL Hostoi' «,. s vs W ,i ,h.n. itim Bullets

a a FROSTY S WINTER WONDERLAND Narrator Andy
iiiiliilh I -i.istv tht; Snowriidn the enchanlmg holiday character.
f.ilits a w.fe in this musical sei^uel (Hi

a THE BIONIC WOMAN Mdn WhUe Jaime is m the hospital
I, -11 surgtiy on her bionii s Mj> the world s tirsi bionic dog is

h'llnjiiiir'O aoil imprisoned m .i warehouse laboratory

HOCKEY Boston Hruins vs Cleveland Browns
a SNOW GOOSE lidsed on Paul >iallK:o s short story this

11 ima >n World War U f n^and porliays a young girl and a
1 rippled artist whose vulner .»tiilities to lite prove no less tfian that

lit the wounded snow g.3ose tiiey s.iyr The two stars ate Richard
M.i-'.s .in. J Jenny Ayutter

aa <ME VE GOT EACH OTHER Dee Dee is viewmg with great
apprehension the arrival bl her daughter nelmda whom she
hasn I seen m seven years hut her tear quioKly changes to the

icy jt inst.mt motherhood

aa NESTOR THE LONG EARED DONKEY A new animated
Viiie t.iie ol .1 little duiikt'y wtiost nandn^ap IS an asset as he
lakes Joseph and Mary on their wondrous lOurney to

Bethlt>riem

a NEWSBREAK
a GREAT PERFORMANCES Sarah The turbulent lile

lej.'iHidiy a> tress ^>ai,ih Hernhaidt is portrayed in detail by ^tie

i .^iijweii Tne French actress was a woman whose tempestuous
moods .ind ttiealrn-al greatness made her the toast ol two
. )i'Tinenls .luiiiig the *9tr> . entury

a a THE JEFFERSONS George must make a pamtui
admission when he realises he needs Florence tar more than
he oulO ever expect
aaSTARSKY ANDHUTCH The Collector The investigation

ot a loan sharking operainxi becomes a dead^ game when
Hutch s girlfriend is used js bait to trap a ruthless collector

a NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES ts Deadly Dan
O Merhhy Anity drittith A trui;kload of lethal chermcals.
destrutrtive to human lite arnj vegetation rs wrecked |usl outside
Jasper Lake and government officials descend on tt>e town
tyjpir'g to Keep the terrible ttveat of a biological weapon secret
I.? Irs .

a STEAMBATH Bin Burby Valerie Perrme and Jose Perez head
the cast ol Bruce jay Friedman s comedy set «i a steambath
m wh«:h a small group of people gradually realize they are m
limbo

a a MAUDE The opening of a gay bar m ttie neighborhood
sends a morally outraged Arttior to personally close its

doors

a ABC NEWSBRIEF
a a THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Guest Bernadetle
Peters

a MOC SOUAD
a a THE LOVE BOAT Dear Beverly starring Fva Gabor
Leshe ^4lelserl ->pe: lai Dehvery starring Bob Jnch Pamela
fiankhn ^ne Strike starring Al Molinaro

a FESTIVAL IN VIENNA The Vienna Ph*)armo™c Orchestra
directed by Hemz vVaHberg presents a concert of old world
lavoriles including Strauss Pizzcato Polka and Dvorak s
Siavoni PaPi.es

a BRUINS WRAP UP
a AVI NELSON SHOW
O O Q O0 (BNEWS
ID :ElTbRITY BOWLING
a FORSYTE SAGA into the Dark Dazed and lernlied by
ioames s assault Irene decides to run away with Posinney but
ir d idt"'t .in 1 'oijgv street puts an end to her plans

O NEWS
a FAWLTY TOWERS Basil s long cherished dream of a gala
tiourmel Night at i- awlty Towers rmght come true if it »»ere not
lor the fact that the chef is lying drunk on the kitctien floor

e MOVIE
O a WEEKEND iHost Lloyd Dobyns Bob Atjnghtsori
fi' r.'isn bay :\Ar.sr ) H«gh School football coach who believes
Winning s not the only thing prrjblems ol independent truckers

a visit to a museum London Dungeon

a MOVIE Kissin Cousins 1964 eivis Presley Gienda Farreli

•'.r * ur e officer is assigned to persuade a hifcilly cousm to aHow
^t\i' g..ivernment to build missile Site on his mountain (2 hrs )

aMOVIE From Mere To Flernity 19b4 Frank Sinatra Deborah
err St.-iry ot Amy lite in Hawaii at start of W W II (2 hrs I

aMOVIE The Shuttered Room 1967 Cg Young Carol Lynley
A young woman and her husband arrive on an island to inhabit
the OKI miilhouse She has inherited which is under a lamily curse
^ hr 45 min I

a ATHLETES
a MOVIE Wild Strawberries 1957 Gurmar B|ornstrand Victor
-jiostrorr,

I
, f,, 30 n,„ )

aMOVIE The Seven Minutes '971 Wayne Maunder Marianne
MuAndrew I 1 hr 30 min |

aMOVIE Boy From Oklahoma 1954 Will Rogers Jr Nancy
"ijsor I

' "ir 4b rnin
i

a MOVIE 'Our Agent T,g„r 1965 Robert Hanm Margaret
Le''

a ALFRED HITCHCOCK
a ABC NEWS
a THIRD WORLD
a GOOD DAY

Sun.. Dec. 4
•:•.»:.•:.:•

MORNING

5 50 a REFLECTIONS
5 55 a GREATER BOSTONIANS
6 00 a EVERY WOMAN

a CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP
a LAMP UNTO MY FEET

6 30 a CAMERA 3

O LIVING WORD
a DIRECTIONS

a LOOK UP AND LIVE
6 45 a DAVEY AND GOLIATH
7 00 a MAN BUILDS MAN DESTROYS

O A SHOW OF FAITH
Q DRAWING FROM NATURE
a PEOPLE jCOPE
a ETERNAL LIGHT A Conversation with Rabbi Stanley j

. t.rj i..t

7 lO a SPREAD A LITTLE SUNSHINE
O NOSOTROS THEATRE f: fJtjgnifico Tor,, .,„eras

|i , \^J irr • r„ 3<J rrVI\
Ia DAVEV AND GOLIATH

a WOMANKIND
a CATHEDRAL OF TOMORROW
a ROCKY AND FRIENDS

OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR
8 00 a a SESAME STREET

a WE BELIEVE
a ABC CHILDREN S NOVEL FOR TELEVISION
a ELDER AMERICAN
a YOUNG SAMSON

8 30 a MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
a SILENT NIGHT
a LIFT EVERY VOICE
a ORAL ROBERTS
a UNCLE WALDO
Si) SACRED HEART

B 45 a OAVEY AND GOLIATH
9 00 a MISTER ROGERS

a NOSOTROS
a SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
a ASIAN FOCUS
a DAY OF DISCOVERY
a POPE YE
a :h«ISTOPHER CLOSEUP

9 15 a SUNDAY MASS
9 30 a ZOOM

a CONGRESSIONAL REPORT
a JIMMY SWAGGART
a JETSONS
a INSIGHT

10 OC © a WRITING FOR A REASON
O BARRIO
a INSIGHT

a ECO
a CHALICE OF SALVATION
a TOP CAT
a LATINO

10 30 a CORSAIR AND COMPANYa FOR KIDS ONLY
a THREE STOOGES
a JEWISH HERITAGE

I I 00 as DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE
a COMMUNITY AUDITIONS
a NEW HEAVEN NEW EARTH
a NEWSMAKERS

i«*«*««.•^^^^^^^^•••••••.•••••••>«•> ^ffff^fjijjj.jj.j^jjjjjjjjj.jjj.J.j.j^^j.j .
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THE GATHERING

The traditional comino-together of
Christmas provides a broken fannily

with one last chance to rediscover the
love they have misplaced— but never
lost— in 'The Gathering,' a new drama
by Oscar-winner James Poe airing on
ABC Theatre' Sunday, Dec. 4

Asner stars as a successful
businesnian making an llth-hour
effort to pull together the family he
shattered by allowing them to
become second to his work. Maureen
Stapleton portrays Asner's wife.

It is Christmas in New England and
Adam Thornton (Asner) knows that
this Christmas— his 58th— will be his
last. His doctor's report has given a
number to his days and the crusty
industrialist is determined to make
one last effort at bringing together
the family he left years ago.
The family consists of wife Kate;

daughter Julie, who now has children
of her own; son Tom, a cynical young
man; daughter Peggy, a successful
career woman in her own right, and
son Bud, an expatriate who fled to
Canada during the Vietnam War.

^••••••—••••••••^••••••^•*^**^»»0*^^0»»»*00*^t^0^00000^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

a NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS
a GREAT GRAPE APE

I 1 30 a a FACE THE NATION
a EYEWITNESS NEWS
a AOUl
a SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
a ANIMALS. ANIMALS ANIMALS

I I 55 a SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

AFTERNOON

12 00 as AGE OF UNCERTAINTY The Metropolis The modern
city where did it come from and wf>ere is il gomg' Can a
metropolis like New York survive or is it becoming an urban
dmosaur^

a FACE THE STATE
O m MEET THE PRESS
O (E) ISSUES AND ANSWERS
a NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
aMOVIE Santiago 1956 Alan Ladd Rossar« Podesia Slory
of d man who wouK) luggle dynamile il the price was right (2
hrs I

12 3U a a THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each National
r..>jtr.ali Le.igue tvoadrast with news and features on the NFL
.ir>.| .tht-r sports news ol the day

a PATRIOTS 77

a BRIEFING SESSK>N
a NFL '77 Up to Ihe minute toolball news interviews and
lealures with Lee Leonard Bryant liumbel Regina Maskins and
various NBC sporlscasters contributing reports Irom Ihe

lieW

a CONVERSATIONS WITH

I 00 a CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Wine From the (jrapevme
covers imported and domestic wifies wme clubs and restaur ani

wme selection as wen as the purcffase storage aging and
chillinQ ot wine

a • THE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs St Louis
Cardinals

a NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME New England
Patriots v> Atlanta Falcons .Seattle Seahawks vs Pittstxirgh
Steeler.j

a TARZAN
a NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAi'iUE GAME Atlanta Falcons vs
NeA f rigi.in.i Patr'Ofs «

a FLINTSTONES
a FIRING LINE Host Wiiham F Buckk>y Jr Guest President
anij^nnie Minister Ferdinand t Marcos ol ttie Ptnlippines

1 30 a ELLKDT NORTON REVIEWS Fve Mernam. author ot The
Ckjt) talks about that show s phenomenal success
a BULL WINKLE

2 00 aciSELLE T tie National Ballet ol Canada performs Itiis popular
t .iiiel Witt. Karen Kam dancing Ihe title role and Frank Auguslyn
ds the handsome Duke Albrecht

a MOVIE The Pied Piper ot Hamelm 1957 Van Johnsor.. Kay
Starr Piper lures away village children after ttieir parents refused
to pay tum lor ridding town of rats (2 hrs )

aMOVIE Peyton Place 1957 1 ana Turner LloydNolan Secret
life ol a small New F nqland community as adultery rape suK:ide
and murder are probed lor tt>eir riuman as well as their
sensational values (3 hrs )a MOVIE A Boy Ten Feet Tall 1965 Edward G Robinson
f erqus McClelland Ten year old boy heads for r>is auiif m Dtjrban
after his parents death and has many adventures I? hrs )a CONCOnO STRING QUARTET PLAYS Violinists Mark
Sokai and Andrew Jennings vioiist Johii Korhanowski and _ellisl

Norman F ischer perform Haydn s Opus 76 No 2 and Bartok s
2nd String Quartet Opus 17

3 00 a GREAT PERFORMANCES Sarah The hjrbuleni iile ol
legi-ridar y .i tress Sarah Bernhardt is portrayed m detail by Zoe
Caldwell The I rench actress was a woman whose tempestuous
moods and theatrical greatness made her the toast ot two
I onlinent', during the 19t^ (entury

3 30 a GREAT PERFORMANCES Sarah The turbulent lite ot
legendary a< tress Sarah Bernhardt is prjrtrayed m detail by Zoe
Caklwell The Frerv.ha'Iress was a woman whose lempesluous
moods arx) tlieatrical greatness made her the toast ol two
continents dunrw Ihe 19th-cenlury

3 45 o a THE NFL TODAY A post-game program presenting

, or-, rii.jniirjntj .^nd sprjrts news
4 00 n MOVIE B<x)y and Soul 1947 John GartieW L* Palmer

Hotirii. ^i;tnipmt«ei1 up with r rooks c hooses between two gifts.

II. ij .|».i iiV', '1,1 'o ttir.-jw 'lyht {2 'lis
I

a NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Cir-veland Browns
vs San Ui«go(^h.ugers New York Jets vs New Orleans Saints.

Oakland Haiders vs Los Angeles Rams
aFBi
a PEPSI COLA MIXED TEAM GOLF Fmal round ol this

$,'i)Orirj(j 7r hole goM tournarri.-nt li.aturing female and male
pro players teamed From Bardmoor Country Club Largo
Fla

a NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Los Angeles Rams
^-, "j.iHi.ii'J ICl.fJef.

a ADVENTURES
4 30 a EYEWITNESS NEWS CONFERENCE

a THE SAINT

a A BLIND TEACHER IN A PUBLIC SCHOOL A profile ol
,' .IV"] Ti. : hi ,j Seventh grd'!*- I ngli^-ti ti-ar.hir who. despite his

hariiji,' ap enga^s in counselling and ejitrai urricular activities

in d'Wilion to teai.hir>g

5 00 a a BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
a UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU The
.ivt ;•' World ot the r^;,..5r.il .lunr^

a MOVIE Dreamboat 1952 CWtoti Webb Cimger Rogers
Siioiii screen malmee idol becomes a Dreamboat to Itie

yfMjnger generation when his old films are revived on T V It

hr 30 mir.
)

5 30 a a SAY BROTHER
a MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

600 a NEWS
a WHY THE BEARS DANCE ON CHRISTMAS EVE An
ammaled special lor chiklren with an ecology lesson

6 30 a nOMAGNOLIS TABLE Roman Holidays Polio alia romana
ichnken in tomato^saix.e with roasted peppers) ngatoni with
(iblels and („jll pastry combine for a complele meal
a CBS NEWS
a CANOLEPIN SUPERBOWL
a NEWS
a HONEYMOONERS
a SUPERMAN
a FRENCH CHEF To Roast a Chicken

6 45 a NFL 7 7 Wrap up ol today s toolbaN news with Lee Leonard
Hryani GumbfH and Regina Ha9*ir)s

/ 00 a O CROCKETT S VICTORY GARDEN Houst Wantsa a 60 MINUTES

a a THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY The
Adventures of HullwNp GriKm To pay return passage to Boston
lor debutante Arabella Flagg and her brother Jack their butler,
BuHwhip Orillin agrees to light Mountain Ox the most feared man
m San Francisco (CONCLJSIONl

a* THE BELL SYSTEM PRESENTS Caplams Courageous
Adaptation ol Rudyard Kiplmg s classic novel ol adventure on
Itie high seas with Karl Maklen and Ricardo Montalban starring

as Ihe rinen who leach a spoiled rich kid humility arxJ
responsibilily

7 30 a SHOW OF HANDS American Basketry

a HOCKEY Boston Bruins vs Toronto Maple Leafs

a PARENT EFFECTIVENESS Letting Go Power values and
responsibility are Ihe topics lor this parenting class as the use
ol duly words. nail-t)rting and the tiomework issue are
covered

8 00 a EVENING AT SYMPHONY Pianist Maunzio Pollini is Ihe
sokMl m ttie Piano CorKerto No 1 by Brahms Sei|i Ozawa also
conducis the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Woll-Ferrari s
Overture to Susanna s Secret

aa RHODA Fthoda and Brenda spend a snowy Friday evening
havmg then biweekly larmly reunion with their parents wtiere the
tughlight ol the evening 15 re running some home movies ol

Rhoda s chlkj^.ood

aa THE ANNIE' CHRISTMAS SHOW The special lealures
music Irom the show and Christmas carols Annie cast
members headlining the program include Andrea HcArdle Reid
Shellon Dorothy Lotidon anri Sandy

8 15 a EVENING AT SYMPHONY Piamsl Ma.jnzio Po*... is Ihe
soloist m the Piano Concerto No 1 by Brahms Sei|i Ozawa also
conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra in Wolf Ferrari s

Overture to Susanna s Secret

8 30 a a ON OUR OWN When the pamlers disrupt Mane s
apdrtment Julia msisls she mcy^n m with her for a while and it s
a real lest tor their friendship

8 56 a NEWSBREAK
a ABC NEWSBRIFF

9 00 a MEMBERSHIP BREAK
aa ALL IN THE FAMILY A gu4t ridden and tormented Archie
risks his life tor Mike arwj Gloria when he learns that the-r house
IS the KKK s (Kweens Kooncil ot Krusaders) next target for a
crossburnmg (Conckjsion)

a • THE BIG EVENT The Seventh Annual Las Vegas
Entertainment Awards Stars who will entertain and serve as
presenters include Don Hickles. Tma Turner Charo Rip Taylor
David Brenner. Ann-Margrel Gladys Knight arxJ the Pips Shecky
Greene Merle Haggard Totie Fields

a^*^''^^ATRE The Gathering Fdward Asner Maureen
Stapleton Christmas is a mixture of pam and hope m this drama
of a driven man whose successful business has cost him his

family (? hrs )

9 30 a a MASTERPIECE THEATRE
1 Claudius Episode Five

Poison Is Queen Augustus tmalty discovers Ihe extent of Livia s
treachery Postumus s banishment wilt he lilted and his
succession to the throne ur>questionable unless Livia can
concoct one fmal scheme

a a ALICE When Mel wrenches his back al Akces brunch,
it throws a monkey wrench mto her pnvale kte

10 00 aaKOJAKDianeBaker guest stars as a woman Koiak almost
marrit-d ,n 1969 whom he tiopes will now (Og his memory, as
t'e IS lorced to reopen a case that he had hoped was forever

closed because he tielieves fie may have kiUed the wrong man
(Part 1 i

a BRUINS WRAP UP
to IS M ASK THE MANAGER

10 30 a VISIONS A Secret Place A 12 year old boy finds himself
deeply drawn to (xthodox .(udaism and begins to study it rn

earnest much to the fjismay and surprise ol his liberal

nori lelifjious parenis

a MASSACHUSETTS
10 45 a THE DRUM
1

1

00 n O O O ffi (E NEWS

11 10 a VISIONS Nanook Taxi A drama aboul a inodern day Eskimo
hunter living in the Canadian Nfwthwesf Territories wt>o must
leave Ins wile and lOurney to F'obisher Bay to make money
driving a taxi Filmed entirely rjn ICH'.alion

11 15 a CBS NEWS
a MEOIX

I I 30 a NFL THIS WEEK
a MOVIE Gambit 1966 Shwiey MacLaine Michael Came
F utasian girl and .in E ngiishman ol dubious character plot to steal
an inv,ilu.it)le piece ol sculpture Irom Ihe richest man m the world
( t rif 30 rnin

)

a MOVIE II Happened al the World s Fair 1963 Fivis Presley
Joan Brien Two broke txish pilots find themsefves m charge
of a seven yearoW Chinese moppet at Seattle World s Fair but
sf* manage to tmd romance and see the fair (2 hrs

)• THE CBS LATE MOVIE The Firechasers 1972 Chad
Everett Aniarielte Comer An investigator for an insurance
company with the aid ol a reporter and a photographer.
investigates a series of fires that have destroyed a number ot
buildings all m the same neighborhood (R)

a NBC LATE NIGHT MOVIE Hannibal Brooks 1969 Olrver
Reed Michael .) Pollard Near ttie end of World War II Lucy
an elephant Irom the Munich zoo and a British POW outwit ttie

Nazis and find asylum in S»vilzerland

a MOVIE l*ne Hours to Rama 1963 HorsI Bucholz Jose
Ferrer Slory of events leading up to assassmation ol Muhatma
Ghandi (2 fws )

1 1 45 a THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH 1 Hate a Mystery A wave
ol txjiglaries hit Ihe 4077lh unit and suspicion fans on tHawkeye
Koiak The Girl m Itie Rwer Wtien Ko)ak Imds Ihe body ol a
woman he tears that a psychopathic killer wtw has never been
caughl IS back on ttie streets (R)

a WORSHIP FOR SHUT INS

12 00 a VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW The Magic Mmd ol Ek
l^yes Part I Image manipulation is a re< urreni therm,, m Ihe
works ol filmmaker Eliot Noyes Jr Screened are the Acadwriy
Award nominee Clay Alphabet Bad Dog and Sandman, as
well as en excerpt Irom The Fable ol He and She

Dec. 3 Dec. 9
Supplement to the Collegian TV WATCH Page 3

Mon., Dec. 5 Tues.. Dec. 6

EVENING
tVENINO

6 00 a a a a a news
a HOGAN S HEROES
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM

6 30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
a NBC NEWS
a ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY Guests Mr and Mrs Irving Slone

6 55 a NEWS

7 00 a ZOOM
O a CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
a a ABC NEWS
a NEWS
a ODD COUPLE
a WRITING FOR A REASON

7 30 a WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Feet ot Clay Love runs a
frenzied course on Ihe links when young lovers who share a
passion lor goll tmd their heads lurned by a couple ol dazzling
adventurers

a DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE Guest Phoebe Snow at Paradise m
Boston visit to the Miveiboat the Delta Queen
a $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
a THAT S HOLLYWOOD
a CANDID CAMERA
a OICK VAN DYKE SHOW
a TATTLETALES
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7:31 a THAT S HOLLYWOOD

8:00 aa NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Yukon Passage Four young
men retrace the trail ol ttie Klondike gold-seekers pitting their

courage and endurance against the rugged Alaskan yyilderness
m a spectacular outdoor adventure
aa CIRCUS OF THE STARS Thirty live ol the most popular
television and movie stars temporarily abandon thetf aclmg
careers to become daring circus perlormers Lucille Ball Telly
Savalas. Cindy Wilkams. Michael York «nll be ringmasters for the
gala event that includes George Burns Rot)ert Conrad Penny
Marshall Betty White

mm LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE Here Come the Brides
Nelke Oleson and Luke Simms meet laH m love and elope and
during the Irandc search lor the pax. the boys widowered lather
and spmsler Miss Beadle decide to emulate Ihe couple and lie

the matrHnoniai kriot themselves

a a McNAMARAS BAND Johnny McNamara and his men
go to Yugoslavia to rescue a scientist bemg heW by Nazisa BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE

8 58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF

600

6 30

6 55
7 00

900 a SNOW GOOSE Based on Paul Gallico s short story this

drama m World War II England portrays a young girl and a

crippled artist whose vumeratwlilies to Me prove no less than that

of file wour>ded snow goose thev save The two stars wt'. Richard

Harris and Jenny Agutter

aa NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES The Storyteller

Martin Balsam Patty Duke Astm A proklic scriptwriter s television

movie is accused of triggering a 12yearold viewer to commit
arson an act that causes the voungster s death (2 tws

)

ma ABC'S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Baltimore Colts vs
Miami nolph'MS

a MOVIE The St Valenlme s Day Massacre 1967 Jason
Robards Jr

, George Segal Chicago underworld boss. Al

Capone plots to kill Bugs Moran and the tamous SI Valentine s

Day Massacre occurs in which seven of Moran s men are

gunned down in a warehouse (2 tws )

9 '0 a HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE The Last of Mrs
L in. air Tins televiSiKn dilaptaf.on ol James Pndeaux s play
features Julie Hams m her Tony Award wmnmg role as Mary
Todd Lincoln seen m Ifie years totowmg her husband s
assassination

10 00 a NEWS
a a SWITCH David Wayne g^est stars as an old vaudeville
perlnrmer whose new lound p(X>ularity is marred by a serR>s ol
atteiripts on his life

10 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
I

1 00 a DICK CAVETT SHOW Guests Gwen Verdon and Ihe
'.merir.ir, fun,,,. M,1< hine F'lrl |

o o a s NEWS
(D ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

'I 15 a DICK CAVETT SHOW Guests Gwen Verdon and the
Atierican Dance Machine Part I

1 1 30 mm THE CBS LATE MOVE McMiUan and Wile Husband
Wives and Killers During a costume ball a close tnend o' the

McMillans is murdered and ttiere s an apparent robbery although
nothing is taken (HI

a* THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host David Brenner Guests
Suzanne Somers Helen Gurley Brown John Travolta Frankie

Valh

a IRONSIDE

11 45 a NfeWb
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (JOINED IN PROGRESS)

12 IS a SCREENING ROOM
a COLLEGE FOOTBALL 77 An ABC Sports series which
features weekly highkghts of key contests which are scheduled
during the 1977 NCAA Foolbal season

I 00 a a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Rev Kirby J
Henslev louniler and president ol the Universal Lile Church

a o a a a news
a HOGAN S HEROES
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM
a ELECTRIC COMPANY
a NBC NEWS
(D ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY Guest Robert Young
a NEWS
a ZOOM
a a CBS NEWS
a NBC NEWS
a a ABC NEWS
a NEWS
m ODD COUPLE
ta DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:30 a ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Scheduled guests are Viveca
l.indfors and Knstolter Tabon now appearing in My l^other My
Son at Itie Boston Repertory Theater

a DAILY NUMBER
a BASKETBALL Boston Celtics vs New York Knicks

a MUPPETS SHOW r.uesf Jim Henson

a $25,000 PYRAMID
a SHA NA NA
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
a GONG SHOW
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 a ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOFR

8 00 aa IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP Benny Goodman
The King of Swing performs with both his sextet and big band
Selections include King Porter Stomp Sing. Sing Sing and Ihe
original Gershwin version of Rhapsody in Blue with conductor
Morton Gould and pianist Patricia Pratlis-Jennings

a UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU The
Forgotten Mermaids

a a HAPPY DAYS In a boxaig match arranged by Fonzie,
Ralph Malph s pride overshadows terror wt»en he gels m the ring
with a lootbaH bruiser

a PRIME CONCERN The Housing Hasslea MAN FROM ATLANTIS An underworld explosion traps Mark
Hams in Ihe past where he becomes Kivolved in the feud
between the lamikes ol the legendary Romeo and Julieta BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE

8 30 aatAVERNE AND SHIRLEY Take My Plants Pleasei' When
Laverne and Shirley are laid oil at Shotz Brewery, they decide
to earn some cash by starting a txisiness ot their owna MASS REACTION

9 00 a MEMBERSHIP BREAK
a a MASH Hawkeye and Hot Lips grudging companions
on a special mission to another MASH unit experience a
wondrous phenomenon under the stress of enemy artillery lire
they discover each other romantically (Part I I

UPTOWN
SATURDAY NIGHT

Sidney Poitier (pictured), Bill Cosby
and Harry Belafonte join forces in the
1974 comic caper Uptown Saturday
Night,' to have its world television

premiere Wednesday, Dec. 7 on The
CBS Wednesday Night Movies."
A hard-working factory hand

(Poitier) and his streetwise cabbie
friend (Cosby) are both feeling pretty

good when they visit their favorite

Saturday night hangout— until a two-
bit gangster (Calvin Lockhart) steps in

and rips off the bar's patrons. Not
only does the thug steal the guys'
winning sweepstakes ticket but also
their craps winnings as well.

The two buddies decide to catch
the crook themselves but end up in a
mess of trouble involving a con-man
private detective (Richard Pryor), a
pompous Congressman (Roscoe
Lee Browne) and rival gangster
Geechie Dan (Belafonte).

^'i

1:46
1:ft6

225

I NEWS
IWOHTSHIFT
I AOm

a CO THREES COMPANY Roper s on a rampage lor the rent

so jnck s uncle passes him a bad clieck

a MULLIGANS STEW A family camping Inp becomes a
Irighlening ordeal tor Jane and Michael Mulligan when two ol then
txood become lost in the torest

a MOVIE The Rise and Fall of Legs Diamond 1960 Hay
Danton Karen Steele Rise and tall of a mobster who clamed
that he couldn t be killed and believed it (2 hrs I

9 06 a SNEAK PREVIEW
9 30 aa MARK RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL Fmm the campus

.1 t'l. ..t.i'.- University ol New York al Buffalo, humorist Mark
Russell spools the week s leading political events

aa ONE DAY AT A TIME A guilt ridden and contused Barbara
iS ronvinred she s resDocsible lor her classmate s overdose ol
sleeping pills (CONCl l.j::ilON)

a GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
aa SOAP Fpisode Twelve Peter is m lor Ihe surprise ol h.s
111., «n..n jn unexpected visitor calls al his apartment

9 56 a ABC NEWSBRIEF
10 00 a NEWS

a 8 LOU GRANT Lou and Charlie ta'e a ditticulf prot>lem

n.iA Kt ti'i their publisher that the new man m her lile may be
more mlerested in her paper than her

aa POLICE WOMAN Screams Rich Little guest stars as a
well fleeted but dr'mented businessman who lures young lemaie
full h hikers into his car lor their last ride

a a THE BARBARA WALTERS SPECIAL Henry Winkler

Lucille Rail and her husband Gary Mort,)n and Dolly Parlor are
scheduled to talk with Barbara Walters in the lirst ol her four

specials t.TT this season
10 10 a HANK Jim Owen portrays k?gendary country music star Hank

Williams in a one man show ttial recaps his turbulent hie and
lealures performances of such lavonlesas Honky Tonk Blues,
'tey Good Lnokin .md Your Ctieatin Heart

10 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
1

1

00 a DICK CAVETT SHOW Suests Gwen Verdon and the
Amer,, .V, :i,(r(.e •/.! hi.-ie Part II

a a a a a a news
a ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

It 15 a DICK CAVETT SHOW Guests Gwen Verdon am the

Ameri an Oan^f Ma. hine Part ii

1 1 30 aa THE CBS LATE MOVIE Houston We ve Got a Problem
1974 Robert Gulp CluGulager Mission Control struggles to bring
three astronauts home safely Koiak A Long Way From Times
Square Koiak and Crocker go to a small Nevada town to try

to take back an important witness but Ihey wmd up m lail after

a local brawl

aa THE TONIGHT SHOW C«iest host David Brenner Guests
Mac Davis Jerry Baker (plant expert) Omar Sharil Norm
Crosby

a FOREVER FEFmWOOD
a IRONSIDE
a TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Omller Pnce ol Violence

Mi<:tiael Jayston

It 45 a ABC CAPTIONED NEWS (JOINED IN PROGRESS)
1200 a TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Owller Prce ot Vioteoce

Michael Jayston
I 00 a a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Quest Frank Snepp

lormef (?IA analyst

1 35 a NEWS
1 45 a MOVIE Charke Chan m London 1934 Warner Oland Bay

MillaniJ i 1 hr 45 rnin )

3 30 a BAXTERS
4 00 a NEW HEAVEN NEW EARTH
4 30 a GOOD DAY

BARBARA WALTERS

SPECIAL

Newswoman Barbara Walters
presents the first of her four celebrity
interview specials for this season
Tuesday, Dec. 6 on AdC-TV

In the first interview they have
granted at their Beverly Hills home.
Gary f^^orton and Lucille Ball,
television's premier comedienne,
talk with Miss Walters (left to right)
about their marriage and life in the
pressure-cooker of success Miss
Ball reflects on her career of more
than 40 years in the entertainment
field, fraughi with success on stage,
screen and most especially,
television, where she has headed no
less than three successful comedy
series.

Also in the hour, Miss Walters talks
to Henry Winkler, who discusses his
phenomenal impact as the 'Fonz' on
ABC's Happy Days,' his new movie
hit Heroes' and his acting career.
Dolly Parton, the queen of country-
western music, talks about the rising
nationwide popularity of the country
sound and her experiences in the
business.

Wed.. Dec. 7

EVENING

6 00 a a a a a news
a HOGAN'S HEROES
a CROSS WITS
a ZOOM

8:30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
a NBC NEWS
a ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCY
a OVER EASY Guest Barbara FekJon

6 55 a NEWS

7 00 a ZOOM
a a CBS NEWS
8 NBC NEWS

CB ABC NEWS
a NEWS
SD ODD COUPLE
S WRITING FOR A REASON

' 30 Q MONTY PYTHON S FLYING CIRCUS
a DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE Guests Johnny Bucyk record holder
'or the Boston Bruiris Back From the Fdge ol Death Part I with
M'llher Costellr,

a IN SEARCH OF The Man Who WouW Not Die

a a BIG MONEY
a CICK VAN DYKE SHOW
a IN SEARCH OF
a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 a $25 000 PYRAMID

8 00 a NOVA The Race for the Double Helix Author Isaac Asimov
narrates the story behind the discovery of the structure of DNA
James Watson and ex-colleague Francis Cnck exchange
memories of the race lor the structure of the geneaa GOOD TIMES Big brother J J is watching wfien Theima
becomes the romantic target ol a handsome stranger with a
shady past

a a FLINTSTONES CHRISTMAS SPECIAL When Santa
Claus sprains his ankle yyhiie .lelivenng presents to Bedrock he
gives Fred a special power which enables him to drive the sleigh
and deliver the remaining gilts arouna the world

aa TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS Paul Lynde s
guests for this special are Anne Meara Martha Ray Akce
Ghostley F osier Brook s Howard Morns George Gobel .Anson
Wilkams

a BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE
a FORSYTE SAGA Indian Summer ol a Forsyte Brokenhearf
ed Irene goes to live by hersell but is drawn back to ttie F orsytes
several years later when she runs into Old Jotyon and a strong

Iriendsho devekws Wtien ttie old man dies his will gives the

Fnrsvtes a tuo surprise

8 30 as SZYSZNYK Baseball great Reggie Jackson as himself

comes to the community center searching lor the home-run ball

virhich he hit m Ihe World Series

8 58 a NEWSBREAK

900 a CROCKETT S VICTORY GARDEN "ydroponiL s

a a THE CBS WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES uptown
Saturday Night Sidney Poitier Bill Cosby Steve Jackson wh.-

ishokjing a $50 000 lottery ticket and Wardell Franklin yvhoha'.

been having a lucky streak at craps are held up by gangste;
Silky Slim When they try to recover the money Itioy are caught
in the middle ot a gangland feud (? fxs )

aa MAC DAVIS I BELIE VE IN CHRISTMAS Guests uavio
Soul Shields and Yarnell tngelbe't Humperdinck in a holiday
trip through childhood memories

a m CHARLIES ANGELS The Angels are hired to protect
Sammy Daws Jr alter he lO threatened

a MOVIE Our Man Fhnt (966 james Coburn Gila Golan
txperi frogman super secret agent is assigned to destroy the
villains who are attempting to control the world s weather (2
hrs )

a GREAT PERFORMANCES Abide with Me Cathleen Nesbitt
IS lealured in Julian Mitchells dramatization ol the complex
relationship between a strict lonely dowager and the young^
hired as her housekeeper Filmed in the original Gloucestershire
setting the drama is set in 1928 m England s Colswold Hills

9:30 a WuUtHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Portrait ot a Disciplinarian A
young man has 1,^a with his lormer nanny and finds himself
reverting to n,s 12 year Old slate To lop things oti hisex-liancee
has been invitei:] as well

9 58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF

10 00 a NEWS
a a BETTE MIDLER OL RED HAIR IS BACK The Divine
Miss M Guests Dustin Holtman -.t us -lowri t rr.mett Kelly and
rri_ n,.|„i|es Belle «; Singing backup group

a a BARETTA Tony Baretia trying to solve a murder and
recover a priceless necklace belonging to an oil stie* is teamed
with a FBI agent who is not what he appears to be

to 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
O BOOK BEAT 'r^. -.tone Bull by Phyllis A Whitney

1
1 00 a a DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Willard Gaylin

a o a a a a news
a ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

1
1 30 aa THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five O The Listener A

paranoic threatens a psychiatrist and all of his patients Koiak
A House of Prayer A Las Vegas policeman collars a retired

counterteiter but before the criminal can be returned to New
York he s killed (Rl

aa THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host David Brenner Guest
John Davidson

a FOREVER FERNWOOO
a IRONSIOE

a STARSKY AND HUTCH MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STAflSKY AND HUTCH The Bait Slarsky and Hulch pose as
dealers to nail a big time herom supplier 1YSTERY OF THE
WEEK The Werewolf ot Woodstock A man is turned mlo a
werewolt hv an eiei tmai storm at Woodstock (R)

a ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12 00 a STARSKY AND HUTCH MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSKY ANO HUTcM The Rait sta's*» and Hutrh pose as
dealers to naii a big time heroiri supplier MYSTFRY Of THE
WEFK The Werewolf of W.XKlstock A man is turned mto a
werewolt by an electrical storm al Woodstock (Ri

I 00 a a TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guests Ron Shaffer

.1 Washington Post colummst Fd Sei^rl a federal treasury

2 30 a NEWS
.'- 40 a I SPY
3 40 a 5 ALL NIGHT
4 00 a BRIEFING SESSION
4 30 a GOOD DAY

sz:

THE
STORYTELLER

Academy Award winner Martin
Balsam stars as a veteran
television writer who is troubled
by a mother's charges that his

teleplay motivated actions by her
son that resulted in his death in

'The Storyteller,' a world
premiere drama on 'NBC Monday
Night at the Movies' Dec. 5.

Ira Davldoff (Balsam) is

disturbed and puzzled after

learning of the death. Did his
script contribute to the tragedy or
was the boy a disturbed
youngster who would have acted
irrationally anyway")* Seeking the
answer, Davidoff goes to the
boy's hometown, where he talKs

with his parents and a newspaper
reporter who covered the story.

Patty Duke Astin, Doris
Roberts, Rose Gregorio, James
Daly. David Spielberg, Tom
Aldredge and James Staley
round out the cast.

\
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mffi^mmmi;m^^ >mi$m;mmm^
EVENING

6 OC O O O O • NEWS
<S HOuAN cj HEROES
a CROSS WITS

ZOOM (CAPTIONCD)
6 3C « ELECTRIC COMPANY

• NBC NEWS
• ADAM <2

9 1 LOVE LUCV
OVER EASY '>„t-sis Mr and Mts •«)« MarsnaH

6 55 « NEWS
7 00 « ZOOM (CAPTIONED)

• CBS NEWS
O NBC NEWS
O e ABC NEWS

NEWS
C) ODD COUPLE
9 DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

^ 30 B ONCE UPON A CLASSIC '''
:
^.y.,^ .>! 0,-,^.n Hrvwj

r ( . , tin &

If
; iS.r

7 31

a DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE Woflo s largtsr magH. sino* Back
• t ij-- ot Dtam Pa'l * «wl^ MoWer Costello

MOUSE CALL '5tx?n f ofuf m Atlanta

• GONG SHOW
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

• HOCKEY •.-,.:• , .,^.r- <s rielroil «e<3 Wmgs
a ISSUES T7

« MACNEILLEHRER REPORT
DOUBLEPLAY

stso

SOO a EVENING AT SYMPHONY • • "- •

sotCHSl lO fiXf Piano Conce'*ci No
con{lu*:?5 ttv Boston SymphofH
''v-'"j'- 'r iusanna s Secret

S THE WALTONS Ohvia rnvstides ttw. «.ntir.- WaHon tamiiy

*r. --'.-.
.nes

^""
s 10

fa>> ;«- is

1 .j-i^t' .'Kj 'jr^stcaay Kwooo

e ACTION 4
Offi WELCOME BACK. KOTTER t ; .v r , ; ^,rr.r,g ol a nudt
^ '' - " ^ '-.ir.rtf *'.Jf ,i"'tu'" 3n(3 fM^ttrS turrTV:>i(

^' . , : •

9 CHIPS
r a tixtun*-

r 1 ', [KiTiUll Ot
•" 'I'*' '-^a t'ucR rjT tn« tret?wav9 NOVA ti-".. Auttior isaar Asmov

-"*
>ge

'"'

'

' ^ J

8 3C O M^'Zl ROOTS
OOD WHAT "s HAPPENING" Haj TA.i.f ^ ,, ,; --V. ,r t -. ome
" J' ''.. * It- t'wr r-.- • !,,,>,

i' rm^,'. •!« 2^ttl 1

8 68 B NEWSB^icA.
9 00 a ffi BEST Of FAMILIES N»-* Years F«: 1899 Tf*

'" ' •' 1" • •
'' ">o* bacli on (hetr lives ana

i^^' • • ipO'OactWKj n<?« c>-nlory

OB 'HAWAII rivE o .' >.>•:

O B The PAUL SIMON SPECIAL

""'t murfj^fr ot a
Ien

L 'ly TomiiT Chfvv

B ® BARNEY MILLER Cdt'J'' M'Ht;' ara h.s men are
ttusiMlffO •<. trw-ir atfemc/t 10 protect tn« rights Ol a Russian
deteclcK 'fii

a 30 •• CARTER COUNTRY Cruel Roy tans ifrto a trap »^r r>e

•reats •'"- -jrinuai ^itgot.^r.ons *,th the mayO' as tne jame fn«/

9 5« B ABC NEWSBRIEF

1000 B NEWS
O HEISMAN TROPHY AWARDS SPECIAL Hosts Elfcot

^juuxj J J 3<mpsor Stficfr '936 1^'^ most piestiCHOus Monof m
coltege 'ootDali has ti*>?n Ine Heisman T»opny Pof ine lust time
•he announcement ol the onnne' will ser ire as the occasion tor
an entertamment and atwards special Guests Leslie Uggams
Cryn\i» Stevens

B WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO THE CLASS OF 66
' ire'/tjofJ'. s Ciiri Afi: \^ fj Tor,u: s'a'S as Cathy .-.cjami Mitier

*nc fries lo t.ur» ner cast r,arr,eiy ttie wors! reputation ol all

ttie qKt<. IT fie 1965 senior class

B • REDD FOXX
B BRUINS WRAP UP
B MASTERPIECE THEATRE Claudius Episod.- Five

. ^'O'Sor is Oiifen Augustus (many dis. oxers the enleol o' Livia s
trtrachery Postumus s Banishment yyill tm lifted and his
si.,i-':t.ssior to tne throne unquestioriaWe unless Livia can
-r- :y ' jfie 'mai scheme

B MOVIE in t*e PWit 1967 Jan es Cotiurn tee j ^.o^jt
Conspiracy ol women masterminded by a beauty r ream
tycoon is <xjl to lake over the Qoverr,mer->l and talre ronltoi of

B MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
B S DICK CAVFTT SHOW ju-;-' .^-k-^, 1..*:.u, ,!

o o e a s CE news
a S THt CBS LATE MOVIE Colombo Any Old Port ,r

,

jtorr, '.jOr.Aia Pteasence guest stars BS Adrian Carsmi tfie

halt-owner o' a wnriery with his brother Hic When Hic announces
h.s plans to :,eli n,^ pa^t '

' the buvoess to l.r.ance his latest
'T .rr-.j^Qi ''I'lr-an nrlis hifTt (R)

a a THE TONIGHT SHOW Guesi ^^r,,\ fiahnei Kapi.in

8 FOREVER FERNWOOD
POLICE STORY THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL f^OHCf

^•if^ruiMrom a rijr . , jfternpts

ademy course j top
)-t ClAL- Alan Kiog s '--.^ ,.Jf^:•. ol Home

o Ursula Andress Virna LiS' f isa fv^artineHi

O ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
a POLICE STORY THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL '>">;\r''

1^' '•
' 'rom a "u'ji community atturripfs

'c r w cDurse to tiecome a cop
TmU'' , ... , ; .

Alan King s Pleasures ot Rome
fioests Jamws Cor ^'Ursula An(>es$. Virna Lisi Eisa Martmelli
Gore Vidai Hossano f4raz/p (R|

a a TOMORROW Host Torr. Snyder

SNEWS
MOVIE

a AQUI

a GOOD DAY

10 15

10 30
11 00

tt 30

1200

1 00
230
240
400
4 30

PAUL SIMON

SPECIAL

Singer-composer Paul Simon one
of the most highly esteemed figures
in contemporary American music will

star in a variety special on NBC-TV
Thursday, Dec 8

The Paul Simon Special' willlK
feature Simon m musical and comedy
segments with his guests Chevy
Chase, the Jesse Dixon Singers. Art
Garfunkel, Charles Grodin and Lily
Tomlin
A total of 13 Grammy Awards and

the sale of millions of his records
attest to Simon s stature as one of the
most influential and enduring of3|

popular music personalities His
albums (seven of which he recorded
while part of the Simon and Garfunkel
duo) and singles have earned an
impressive 16 gold records.
Never a frequent performer on

television even earlier m his career.
Simon has been even more selective
about his TV appearances m recent 1|

vears The notable exception has
been NBC'sSaturday Night Live.

:• *

FrL, Dec. 9

EVENING

6 30 a ELECTRIC COMPANY
a NBC NEWS
6 ADAM 12

a I LOVE LUCV
a OVER EASY cii.,,,1 Mar^f.y Korman

6 56 {B NEWS

1

.

What did the dentist say to

the judge?

2. If you see twenty black
cats running down the
street, what tinne is it?

3. What did the limestone
say to the rock collector?

4. If you were to throw a
white stone in the Black
Sea. what would it

beconne?

5. What is the difference
between a sewing
machine and a kiss?

33IU OS SLuaas jagio
8g) pue 83IU SLueas smss auQ

aiiuejB J0( aiu a^e) i.uoq
auojai^e uaaiaui^

LllOOl

91)1 inq Suigiou pue l|)oo)

aiOMM am gjooi 9^\ nnd n.i

SdBMSNV

They found me
in the classifieds!

I was a purr-ty

good deal! You'll

find all kinds of

pets from horses
to guppies at all

kinds of prices.

Classifieds are an
entire pet store

delivered to you at

UMass.
COLLEGIAN

CLASSIFIEDS ARE
PURRjy

DARN GOOD!

700 SSA

T JO

SAY BROTHER
CBS NEWS

NBC NEWS
a ABC NEWS
NEWS
ODD COUPLE
PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED

a DAILY NUMBER
a EVENING MAGAZINE Guests SomarviHe Cabinet arlisls
Charles and Zarvan Maianan I Eooled tiller

a MATCH GAME
a SHA NA NA
a $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
a DICK VAN DYKE SHOW

S
CHRISTMAS IS
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 n MATCH GAME

8 00 a a WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
a a THE NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN
AndiOi tii.'b lo peisuade tfif inlcniidrif t.iry C^ounul to grant him
an extension o' the bnel lime ttiey have given him to come lo

Farth arxl deal with the SKt.li (COIMCLUSlON )

a BOY S BRITTEN AND BUSES ^ eaturing the Princeton Boys
Choir

aa THE YEAH WITHOUT A SANTA CLAUS An an»naled
musical lale which lelb ol the year Santa Claus woke with a cola
af« decKjed that mslead ol climOing into tus sle<gh and delivering

W'ts lo people »vho diOn I believe m fvn anyway he would |usl

slay m bed and calch up on tus sleep (R)

a CPO SHARKEY Sharkey the Acloi The tasctHe Sharkey
IS chosen to appear in a documentary film about the role ol a
CPO in Naval liammg but mudpack lacials padded shouWeis
and a toupee tail *o lu/n him into a matinee idol

a ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
8 30 a a WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Hukeyser Courting

Convertible Bonds Guest Bancroft G Davis chairtnan of the
Board Bancroft Convertible fund Inc

a CHICO AND THE MAN
8 58 a NEWS6REAK

9 00 a MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius Episode Five

f'oison Is Queen Augustus linaty discovers tt>c e«lenl ol Livia s

treact>ery Postumus s barnshmenl will be lilted and his

succession to ttie thfor>e unqueslionable unless Livia can
coTKOCt one final scheme
aa THE CBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE White L ightnwig 1973

Burl Reyrxjlds Ned Bealty The drama revolves around an
PK-con who makes a deal with Federal authcwities to break up
a moonshimrig rmg in excfiange for tus freedom (R)

aa THE ROCKFORD FILES Forced RefirerT>enl Rocklord
masquerades as a ik h Okiahoman and nsks tus Me to check
out a I ompany s (,laim thai it developed a new off shore oil

recovery device

Dec. 3 Dec. 9

a a THE CARPENTERS AT CHRISTMAS Guests Harvey
Koiniaii Bun Tillstrom Kukia and Ollie Ktisly McNichol
a MOVIE Too Much loo Soon' 1958 Dorothy Malorie trrol
Flynn Story ol Oiana Batryniore daughter ol the world renowned
John Harrymore who inherited faitie, fortune and heartbreak (2
f»s 30 nun

)

a MASSACHUSETTS

9 30 a BEST OF ERNIE KOVACS The comedian s l.isl broadcast.
iingin.illy jiti'il in J.inuaiy 1962 shortly after his death, is a
potpourri that features two musical visualijalions a report on ttie

arts and the Nairobi Trio

9 58 a ABC NEWSBRIEF
10 00 a NEWS

aa OUINCY I ouch of Death Qumcy loses t>is lab technician

over a disayieement about whether lo perform an autopsy on
a Japanese ciwilial arts slat

aa JOHN DAVIDSON CHRISTMAS SPECIAL Guests Tim
Conwjy Hetty While

a SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
'0 30 a MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
1

1

00 a a DICK CAVETT SHOW (juebl Robert Jastrow space
scientist astronomer and director ol NASA s Goddard Institute
lor Space Studies9onu»n NEWS

1 1 30 a MOVIE "•*' Ouiiiei Mtmorandum' 1967 George Segal Alec
(.jmnness American employed by British Intelligence is assigned
ttie task of tocatmg the leader and the headquarters o( a
neo Na^i movement ttial .s infecting Itie German people today
(2 hrs 30 mm )

a a THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Gabriel Kaplan
Guests Anne Murray Mike Premiriger. Alex Karrss

a FOREVER FERNWOOD
a SECOND CITY TV
a MOVIE Sherlock Holmes and the Voice ol Terror 1942 Basil
Mafhtione Nigel Bruce Saboteurs carry out ttieir threats ot
destruction via radio

a BARETTA Dear Tony' Baretta hunts fa ITie kilter ol a pokce
olficer apparently shot down attempting to thwart a robbery arxJ

slowly realizes that the dead man was nol a cf«nce victim but
the target for a carefuHy planned murder (R)

a ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
12 00 a MOVIE Knock On Any Door 1949 Humphrey Bogart John

Derek (2 hrs
)

12:30 a BARETTA Dear Tony Baretta hunts lor the killer ot a police
otticei apparently shot down atlemplmg to thwart a robbery, and
skjwiy reali/es ttial ttie dead man was nol a c»>ance victim but
the target lor a carefully planned murder (R)

1 00 aa THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host Wollnnan Jack Guests
Paul McCartney and Wings David Bowie. England Dan and jortn
Ford Coley The Jacksons. Lib»)v Tifus Brenda Lee B* Withers.
Ricci Marlm Air Supply and Fusion

1 35 a NEWS
1 45 a MOVIE A Tattered Web 1971 Lloyd Bridges Frank

(onversp ( 1 hr 45 mm |

3 30 a ALFRED HITCHCOCK
4 00 a HOUSE CALL
4 30 a GOOD DAY

THE

FASHIOft

LEADER

DEC.

^ BY POPULAR DEMAND
OPEN SUNDAYS

FROM 11AM to 4PM
4 - DEC. 11 - DEC. 18

IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR
SATURDAY OPENINGS

V

You'll See the Finest Fashions First

at Eico Before They're Sold in Retail Stores

ALWAYS
AT

50%
TO

75%
OFF RETAIL
PRICES . .

Loog sleeve drawstring

waist blouses with

macrame fnmmer) sleeves

and puHon crystal pleated
flounce skirt

Polyestpr handkerchief
print long sleeve peasant
neck dress with shawl

Beige 10 18

I

ELCO DRESS CO. FACTORr

OUTLET

532 MAIN STREET, HOLYOKE
FREE PARKING IN LOT BEHIND BUILDING

SIZES 6-20, 14V2-24V2, JUNIORS

Holyok* C»nl#r Em

(IC

11^ i-

JR I 9 I An

y Moin S»

9

m h«r »•

b»0'

From Amhe'ii ioolh on 91

to Holyoh* Cen'er eMil

Follow iign* to Holyohe
lyht ol lork loke a right on Mom Si

See »oo there
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new
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The Acadetnic Affairs Committee is an-
ticipating the return of faculty release forms
for this semester's course and teacher
evaluation guides.

In a press conference Friday concerning
the guides, Pat Whelen, senate speaker said,

"We want to put out a statistically valid

guide made up in conjunction with the in-

formation the faculty releases to us. in cases
when they do not comply with the release

forms, we will have student volunteers pass
out class evaluations. As a last resort — if we
have received no release forms or class

evaluations — results will be obtained from a
Collegian survey," he said.

Larry Magid, from the Student Center for

tducationai Hesearch, explained the
questionnaires used. "We are asking
students to rate faculty on a scale of 1-4,

from outstanding to poor on an optical scan
sheet, the results of which will be analyzed
by a computer and made public to staff and
students.

Joe Conley from the Academic Affairs
Committee said, "The evaluations we
publish grade professors and include tenure
lists and salaries. It is the first guide willing to
publish the information that we feel should
be represented."

"The items listed have been pretested in
various studies and represent those items we
students have a need to know. One of the
more reliable evaluations on this campus, it

will provide information that students want
to be aware of," he said.

Conley added, "If they wish, the
professors may list special interests in other
fields to be printed along side evaluations. If

TA' wish to sign a release form, we will

accept them also. Last year, only 350
cooperated, and that is a minority."

Whelen said, "I think that faculty people
should realize that students are dedicated to
putting out a teacher evaluation guide. Non-
cooperation with students does not coincide
with the best interests of either party. Faculty
people exist to serve the needs of students
and should have no qualms about releasing
their forms."

Michael Brennan of the Student
Organizing Project said, "The professors
have until next Thursday morning before
students begin to go into classes where the
forms have not been released. Actually, the
professors will be given a release form with
the course evaluations so they will have one
last chance to release their forms.

"A lot of students have been impressed by
the first guide and feel that the second will be
just as beneficial to work on. People come

from the union councils, SOP and SCER.
There will be a table set up in the Student
Union so that individual students can come
by and fill our course evaluations and can
bring them back to their class," he said.

Conley said, "There has been a great
amount of the needed cooperation between
student agencies including SOP, SCER and
individual senators."

Brennan added, "Student support is

essential and participation on a large scale is

one of the ways for this to be successful."

Whelen said, "In a University such as this,

there is no personal relationship between
faculty and students. There is need for a tool
to help a student decide among which
teachers and courses he wants. I think there
should be a tool such as CATE provided for
students by students to assist peers in

making a rational decision in choosing
courses."

3y JOE QUINLAN
Zollegian Staff

fhe UMass- Boston Harbor Campus is

)laying a key role in changing Boston's
Columbia Point from the "worse housing
jeyelopment" in Boston to a $50 million

helps in Columbia Point change
mixed-income residential area.

The transformation of this former town
dump on the edge of Dorchester will be
possible only if federal, state and, more
importantly, private monies are channeled
into the peninsula project, according to 68

UMass President Robert C. Wood delivering the open address at last weekend'
)conomic conference. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

year-old Euphron Catlin, who's heading the
project.

However, Catlin, a retired executive from
the First National Bank of Boston, told those
people attending the economic conference in

163 Campus Center Saturday that the
funding should not be a major problem with
UMass President Robert C. Wood involved.

"When it comes to extracting money out
of the federal government," Catlin said,
"Bob Wood makes Machi-avel'i look like a
Sunday school teacher.'

Wood apparently has attracted the private
sector into the project, also. One "Wood-
produced" private investor, Catlin said, is

Dorchester native and Texan businessman
Raymond Nasher.

If past performances indicate future ac-
tion, some Boston savings banks may
provide some of the necessary private
financial backing to the Columbia Point
redevelopment. Only after having been
prodded by Catlin did the banks invest in the
facelifting of the Quincy Marketplace, which
is now a lucrative business district.

"A savings banker has gold in his teeth,
silver in his hair and lead in his ass," Catlin
told the conference audience. "I got the lead
out of their asses."

While housing renewal awaits lobbying

efforts for money, the peninsula tourist spot,
' which will inject new jobs for the point, is

already under construction.

The John F. Kennedy Memorial Library,
due for completion within two years, was
located on Columbia Point only after Wood's
lobbying efforts outdid competition from
Harvard and other private institutions in the
greater Boston area.

"The library tipped it off," Wood said,

referring to the redevelopment plans. He said
he had to prove UMass- Boston is not a
community college when lobbying for the
library.

The completed lioraiy, Wood said, will

guarantee aDO.OOO tourists annually.
Wood said the harbor campus can and

must open its facilities to the neighborhood
residential area to be of any value to the
redevelopment efforts.

The growth of UMass- Boston, necessary
for educational purposes as a university, will

also help employment conditions on the
point. The campus already employs people
from the area, and further expansion will

provide more jobs. Wood said.

The people were already there when the
jobs came with construction of the campus.
Wood said, and new jobs will be readily filled,

also.

The state has decided to construct a $7
million archive on the point also.

"Some of the people out there are learning

TURN TO PAGE 5

Fire In Field House causes $5,000 In damages
?K BERNARD DAVIDOW
Zollegian Staff

A burning Chanukah candle was the
ipparent cause of a fire in 325 Field dor-
•nitory last night which resulted in an
3stimated $5,000 in smoke and fire damage,
jccording to Keith E. Hoyle, University
director of Environmental Health and Safety.
The Amherst Fire Department responded

to a 7:45 p.m. box alarm with five engines
and one ladder truck, all its available
equipment, before bringing the fire under
control shortly after 8 p.m.

There were no injuries, Hoyle sa
The Chanukah candle was burning for

about 30 minutes before the fire started,

Hoyle said, and added that whether the
candle fell over on its own or was somehow
knocked over is not yet known. The cause of
the fire is still under investigation, he said.

Chanukah, the Jewish Festival of Lights,

began last night. It has traditionally been
celebrated by lighting candles for eight
consecutive days in remembrance of the
reconquering of Israel in 165 B.C.

Neither Frederick Altmann or Donald A.
Kuczarski, the residents of 325 Field, were in

the room when the fire started.

Altman was across the hall in 326 Field

with Sean Gaines when he learned of the
fire.

Smoke "belched" out of the room, ac-
cording to Gaines, when he and Altman first

opened the door to 325. After getting a fire

extinguisher at the other end of the hall, they

again opened the door and tried to fight the
fire.

When it became apparent they could not,
Gaines said they closed the door and pulled
the fire alarm. "The smoke was so thick that
you couldn't see the lights in the hall," he
said.

Once the alarm went off, students began
evacuating the building. Hoyle later sealed
off the third-floor corridor for the night. The
27 students who live there should be able to
return sometime today, he said.

More than 100 students watched from an
embankment behind Field as water was
pumped from a hydrant, through a fire truck,
and up a standpipe in the building to fire-

fighters on the third floor, who then sprayed
the water through the foom.

Charred material was thrown out the third
floor window as firefighters cleared out the
room.
A bed, books, stereo system, radio, set of

skis and hockey equipment all burned during
the fjre, according to Hoyle. There was also
minor damage to the room's ceiling.

In addition, there was moderate smoke
and water damage to the blackened hallway,
he said, as well as to some of the surroun-
ding dorm rooms.

Firefighters rescued a "semi-conscious"
cat that was left in the smoke-filled room,
Hoyle said.

Hoyle had all dormitory fire hoses removed
recently because he didn't want to expose
students to the hazards of firefighting, he
said.

Fire officials had originally thought the fire

was caused by an over-burdened octopus
plug in one of the room's electrical outlets.
Both the windows in the room were shut
when the fire began, as was the door.

Kuczarski, who had been away from the
dormitory earlier in the night, returned just

after the fire alarm had sounded, according
to Hoyle.

Smoke could be smelled throughout the
building, according to some dorm residents.

And although there was some hesitation,

"people evacuated pretty fast," once the
alarm went off, one third floor resident said.

Residents of Field House, in Orchard Hill, were forced to evacuate the dorm as a
fire broke out in room 325; no one was injured. (Staff photo by John Anderson)
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Thomson answers
questions in N'hampton

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1977

Bv JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - New Hampshire Gov
Meldrim Thomson sat in a third-floor corner
lounge in the Hotel Northampton last Friday
night while two photographers and a camera
crew prepared for an impromptu press
conference before Thomson addressed other
republicans at a fund- raiser downstairs.

"This IS one of my favorite hotels

"

Thomson said. "My wife and I always stop
here when we pass through."

"Governor, excuse me, would you mind
sitting in the stuffed chair?" asked a
photographer. "It would be better lighting."

"Should I turn this lamp on also,"
Thomson suggested.

"Sure."
And then the questions began.
What do you plan to do if the Clamshell

(Alliance) occupies Seabrook again in June,
Governor?

"Obviously it depends upon what they
want to occupy," Thomson replied "The
construction site (of the nuclear power plant)
IS fenced in now. If they knock down the
fence, the offense would be of a qraver
nature." ^

Last May, 1,414 anti-nuclear power
demonstrators occupying the Seabrook,
N.H. plant site-were charged with criminal
trespassing after Thomson ordered their
arrests. Some of those convicted, after
losing appeal cases this fall, have received jail

sentences of six months.

"Let me say as governor," Thomson
continued, "That the laws of our state are
going to be upheld, regardless if the of-
fenders are from the ClamsKell or a bankers
association."

What about the article printed in the
Boston Globe, which criticized your state
Governor? Or the Real Paper article about a
"banana republic" of the north?
"That (hanana) storv is much like the

Boston Globe, (article)," he said. "They're
filled with inaccuracies.

"i don't specifically plan to reply to the
Globe," Thomson said. "I didn't think it

reported on that low a level as the Real
Paper, but apparently it does.
"We plan to offer a series of articles to

New Hampshire papers - which choose to
print them on the state's record in social
services, fiscal policies and industrial ex-
pansion in terms of statistics, and not in
terms of argumentative reputation',"
Thomson said.

And what about Sunday competition for
New Hampshire businesses from those
stores in Massachusetts now open Sundays
until Christmas, Governor?

"I don't think we'll be losing anything," he
said "Massachusetts citizens save money
shopping in New Hampshire because of the
sales tax in Massachusetts and the high
operating costs there, which are really tacked
onto purchases," he explained.
"Massachusetts consumers will run to the

(New Hampshire) border for bargains as long
as we continue our favorable tax climate.

"Actually, we can't remain a state
separate from New England in the long run,"
said Thomson, who earlier Friday was
chosen by other New England governors to
chair a regional commission of governors.

Massachusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
had nominated Thomson for chairman. "I
find him (Dukakis) now mellowing on
energy," Thomson said, adding "There's
been a real turn around of all the governors."
Thomson began to talk about how cheap

electricity from nuclear power has attracted
to South Carolina $1 billion of new industry.
Readily available cheap electricity would
attract business to New England, too, he
said.

But he denied opposing alternative energy
sources to nuclear power. "I've always
supported a balance (of energy sources),"
Thomson said, "if we can find other ways to
produce electricity as cheaply as nuclear
power."

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1977
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New England leaders discuss the economy
flv JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Business and political leaders from New
England this weekend converged upon the
UMass Campus Center to discuss the
prospects of the Northeast economy while
reporters and editors from 32 newspapers
watched and listened.

One expert Friday night claimed nuclear
power is the energy savior that will make
New England "the 21st century's
manufacturing center of the United States,"
while U.S. Rep. Michael Harrington, D-
Mass., a day later said New England cities are
not coping properly with the changing times.

Robert A. Charpie, president of the Cabot
Corp. of Boston, told other conferees nuclear
power is the key to economic progress in

New England.
"We either go nuclear or we don't go,

'

Charpie said.

But a Maine newspaper editor disputed
Charpie, citing opposition and financial
aspects as roadblocks to expansion of
nuclear power in New England.

"I agree, but who wants to go at all?" said
John N. Cole, editor of the weekly Maine
Times and trustee of the National Audubon
Society.

New England does not have to grow to
improve its economy, according to Cole.
Nuclear power '"is not for this region and is

not for this time," he said.

New England should go the "soft route" in

planning economic growth. Cole said.

"We should go the soft route," Cole said,

"toward a community-based and a resource-

r

based economic activity. I don't call it in-
dustry."

The debate over energy resources for New
England economic growth was the first of
several panel discussions during the two day
conference. UMass, The Boston Globe,
Worcester Telegram and Gazette and the
Northeast Council for Economic Action, a
federally-funded agency in Boston, spon-
sored the weekend event.

Harrington, Mass. Gov. Michael Dukakis
and several mayors were among elected
officials attending the conference. UMass
President Robert C. Wood delivered the
opening address.

New Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson
and Rhode Island Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy
canceled their appearances. Thomson cut
short a Friday night visit in Western Massa-
c^^usetts to return home to prepare for a trip

to Taiwan, while Garrahy was in
Washington, D.C., according to aides of
each governor.
A group of students protesting Dukakis'

financial policies toward public higher
education gathered around the Campus
Center Friday night. The Alternative Energy
Coalition Saturday set up a leaflet table
outside near the conference, and showed
anti-nuclear power movies inside another
room.

"I think the bell tolls for the Northeast
industrial sector," said Harrington during the
final panel discussion of the conference
Saturday afternoon. "The script is already
written."

He said many New England cities have
only organized overall plans to revitalize

neighborhoods, and not the entire city

because few people vant to admit the
seriousness of the urban problem.

"The problem is the unwillingness to begin
to face up to the trends setting in,"

Harrington said.

While Harrington spoke of the lack of
proper planning for revitalizing urban areas, a
president of a construction firm detailed a
successful turnaround in Stamford, Conn.
The conditions were ripe for growth when

urban renewal began in Stamford 17 years

ago, according to Robert Rich, president of
the F.D. Rich Co.

"it was a coincidence of timing," Rich
said. "There is now a lack of a federal long-
term commitment to these projects."

The Stamford project, costing $425 million
over a 25 year period, still has eight years left

before being complete. Several hundred
buildings have been razed in the project, and
about 1,200 families relocated, Rich said.
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A pie attack on the country's 50
governors began at UMass Friday night
when a UMass business major hurled a
Boston Cream Pie at Mass. Gov. Michael
S_Dukakis during a press conference in
163 Campus Center.
Dukakis knocked the pie onto a table

and then, with Boston Globe Editor
Thomas Winship sampling the delicacy
cleaned it up.

Nineteen-year-old Joseph Gould of 421
Patterson House the next day said he
threw the pie because he intends to
eventually hit every governor with one
Gould said N.H. Gov. Meldrim Thomson
was his first target, but he settled for
Dukakis because Thomson canceled his
UMass visit.

Rhode Island Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy
was scheduled to attend the conference
but also canceled. The press conference
was part of a two-day seminar on the
Northeast 'ePbflbmyf •

Gould, who bought two pies for
Dukakis and Thomson, said he wanted to
use the extra one for UMass President
Robert C. Wood, but couldn't find him.
Because Gould missed a clean shot at
Dukakis, a friend splattered the other pie
in Gould's face.

Gould said he gained access to the
locked-door conference room when a
reporter walked out. Gould said he
escaped through the fire exit stairway at
the east end of the Campus Center.
The UMass police "should be em-

barrassed " that a pie was thrown at
Dukakis and the pie hurler was escaped,
Gould said, because "they had so much
security,

"It's good to keep them (police) on
their toes," Gould said.

Gould, a member of the Youth In-

ternational Party, is one of the organizers
of the aborted "smoke-in" at the
Amherst Common earlier this semester.

Football player gets hearing
The hearing for a UMass freshman football

player arrested by University police on
charges of rape and assault and battery has
been scheduled for Dec. 15 in Northampton
Distnct Court after the student pleaded
innocent last week.

Todd R. Davis, 18, of 2012 John F.
Kennedy tower, was arrested by UMass
police last Thursday night m connection with
an alleged rape on campus Nov. 25, during
the Thanksgiving break.

Collegian commentator and reporter Jim
Paulin is being arraigned this morning in
Northampton District Court after '

being
arrested by Northampton police early
Sunday morning.

Paulin is charged with being a disorderly
person, breaking glass and damaging
property, police said. Paulin was arrested
while attending a party in a Northampton
3partment.

Discusses new farm law
Collegian

Dukakis visits with area farmers
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Governor Michael Dukakis visited the
Hadley farm of Earle Parsons Friday night to
discuss the Farmlands Preservation Bill he
signed into law Thursday in Boston. The
farm stay was part of Dukakis' swing into
Western Massachusetts for a seminar on
Northeast economy.

With close to forty farmers, state officials
and members of the press crowded into the
living room of Parsons, the governor listened
to the problems facing area farmers and
discussed the new legislation. The Farmlands
Preservation Bill, similar to measures already
in use in Suffolk County, Long Island and
parts of New Jersey, was seen by the
governor as historic in its steps to combat
"the alarming loss of farmland in Massa-
chusetts."

The bill provides for the selling of
development rights on agricultural property
to the state. Under the legislation, farmers
who want to sell their land for any reason
(retirement, economic) can receive the
potential development price of the land from
the state while still maintain ng owner'-hip of
the land.

Reasoning behind the bill is that the state
can be assured that the farmers in Massa-
chusetts will not sell out to commercial
ventures because it is more profitable than
farming their land. If the state owns the
development rights, the farmland will remain
as farmland regardless of any change of
ownership by individual farmers.

The governor's host explained "The bill

still enables property to be transferred from
farmer to farmer but it does prevent the land
from being swallowed up by developments,
shopping centers." Parsons also said
developers often approach farmers because
"they (developers) look for an easy working
site and the farmlands are good because
they're reasonably well-drained."

Dukakis, in his talk with the farmers, said
the bill reflected "a renewed interest in land
and agriculture." The product of three years
work, the bill plans to "stop what has been
neglect of farmers, agriculture, farms and
open space since World War II," he said.

The Commonwealth currently imports 85
per cent of its food supplies, according to the
governor, a figure he said was "unhealthy,
both economically and spirirtually. Farming
goes far beyond the mere production of
food, it gives us a sense of ourselves, our
surroundings," he said.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis visits with farmer Earle Parsons at Parsons' Hadley farm. Dukakis discussed the new farm
development bill and other agricultural problems with about 40 area farmers this past weekend.

Preservation of the farmland under the
new bill is expected to benefit the farmer
because "once that state comes in to pur-
chase the development rights, the acreage
would be available to other farmers at a
farmland price," Parsons said.

Following discussion of the new bill,

Dukakis asked the farmers to voice their

concern over any problems facing their food
production. Topics brought to the governor's
attention included land use policy, taxation
of agricultural property, possibility of farmers
being exempt from paying the full minimum
wage to summer laborers (mostly children)
and delays in soil testing results.

As for the five million dollar appropriation
for the farmland bill. Commissioner of

Agriculture Fred Winthrop said, "it's a start.

We hope to fund it on a more permanent
basis. The five million will be spent in a slow,
deliberate way to show how it (the bill) works
and so everyone can be proud of it."

Hijacked jet crashes

in South Malaysia

Newsmaker
EaH Parsons, valley farmer

SINGAPORE \UPI\ - A Malaysian Airline

jetliner with 100 persons aboard crashed
yesterday in the swampy coastland of South
Malaysia after the pilot reported he had been
hijacked, a company spokesman said.

Ahmad Merican, director of information
for the airline, said rescue workers aboard a
helicopter that located the crash site

reported no sign of survivors.

At Kuala Lumpur, home base for the
downed Boeing 737, airport sources who
indicated they had access to radio con-
versations between the aircraft and control
tower said the Japanese Red Army was
responsible for the hijacking.

Merican said he was unable to confirm
that.

It was believed to be the first crash of a
hijacked airliner.

The twin engine jet was carrying 93
passengers and a crew of seven on a flight

ifrom Penang, a resort city 500 miles north of
Singapore, to Singapore via the Malaysian
capital of Kuala Lumpur.

Airline sources said most passengers were
residents of either Malaysia or Singapore but
about 20 were from other areas. The route is

a popular one for foreign tourists.

Airport sources said the plane, flight 653,
was hijacked about 8 p.m., 7 a.m. EST,
roughly 45 minutes after takeoff.

A Malaysian Department of Aviation
source said the pilot managed to alert control
towers of the takeover by getting in one
word, "hijackers", at the end of a radio

message.
Other airport sources indicated there were

later, additional exchanges of conversation
between the plane and ground that gave
more information.

The airport sources said the pilot, Capt. G.

K. Ganjoor, an Indian citizen, and the Kuala
Lumpur control tower unsuccessfully tried to

persuade the hijacker or hijackers there was
insufficient fuel to reach Singapore.

The plane was then cleared to land at

Singapore's Seletar Air Base, an auxiliary

airport near the city but away from the in-

ternational airport's runways.
It was lost from Singapore Airport radar

screens six minutes after it was due to have
landed.

The wreckage was spotted at Kampung
Tanjung Kupang, 44 miles west of Johore
Bahru, capital of the "state of Johore.

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

HADLEY - "The Parsons name goes
back to early settlements in the valley -
we've always lived here," Earl Parsons
said Friday as he sat in his 1800 farm-
house hours before Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis arrived for an evening discussion

about the new Farmlands Preservation
Bill.

Growing up in Northampton on the
farm that his grandfather first

established. Parsons and his family

moved to the present hom at 22 Mill

Valley Rd., Hadley in 1950.

"The farm across the street, which we
now farm, was a two-horse dairy farm in

the fifties. In 1950, there were three

teams within the neighborhood," he said.

Times have changed and so has the

size of the farm operation. Parsons, in

business with his brother Ken and son
Chip, now harvest 240 acres of corn for

grain (30,000 bushels) and 10 acres of

cucumbers for pickling. The grain is used
to produce the 2,000 hogs and 400 lambs
Parsons markets annually.

"The traditional farm has had to

become bigger in size in order to provide
a living for those who work on it,"

Parsons noted. He estimated that a farm
has to gross $50,000 in sales annually to

support a family.

"I've seen tremendous strides since my
first summer of real work with a horse
walking cultivator ... now everything is

mechanized," he said. "Obviously, as

you mechanize, there's a need for less

personnel. But the people who do remain
have to be more knowledgeable."
Farming in the Connecticut River

Valley is very diversified due to the ex-

cellent soil. Parsons said. Dairy,

vegetables, livestock and the traditional

tobacco crop are all grown in Western
Massachusetts, where they are sold

within New England. "One of the ad-

vantages is the nearness of the market —

the people who consume production are
around here," he saia.

The area farmers have also been here
for "at least two generations. They're not
the type of people who come and go,"
the governor's host reflected. Many of
these farmers are "waiting to see what
will happen" (with the Farmland
Preservation Bill) which Parsons sees as
applicable "across the state from the
Cape to the Berkshires."

The farmers haven't had a chance to
talk about the bill among themselves.
Parsons added. Part of the reason has
been the "trying fall" when rainfall ex-

ceeded its annual amount, causing
changes in harvesting procedures.
"We have to work with and around the

weather," he said, noting that the critical

operation was proper timing of planting
and harvesting. The challenges are a
reason why Parsons and his family have
stayed with farming. "Once it is in your
system, you stay with it. We grow up and
enjoy doing something, like working with
soil and animals. We still enjoy our work.

"To be a farmer you have to be op-
timistic. You need to anticipate, think in

terms of maximum yield — not because
you achieve that because you don't. But
you learn to work with the challenges and
make it real interesting."

As for the governor's visit, Parsons
said "it was out of the clear blue." The
farmer received a call from the Com-
missioner of Agriculture's office, asking if

Parsons would be willing to host the
governor.

Commenting that this farm was the
"logical place, located near the University
and Springfield" (where Dukakis was
visiting on Friday), Parsons said he and
his family were "excited and looking to it

with anticipation."

But once the governor leaves, the
Parsons farm will return to normal.
Awake every morning at 6:30 for the early
morning barn check. Parsons starts the
feeding and chores at 7:30 and finishes
every night at 5:00 — seven days a week.

J

British troops flown to Bermuda riots
HAMIL TON, Bermuda [AP] - fK company

of British troops yesterday flew to this tense

Atlantic island where police reported calm
after three nights of rioting and firebombings
triggered by the hanging of two black ex-

tremists convicted of murder.

The only major incident reported Saturday
night was the firebombing of a bakery on
Court St., the focal point of clashes between
riot police and black youths.

'I think the steam has gone out of it, " said

Police Inspector Allan Lister.

The company of British soldiers, 150 men
from the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers, was
dispatched from their Oakington, England,

base to the Brize Norton airfield 60 miles

north of London, where they boarded
Hercules transport planes for the seven-hour
flight to this self-governing British colony.

Bermudian officials had asked for the
military back-up.

Although police said the bakery blaze was
the most damaging attack Saturday night,

gangs of black youths conducted several
other hit-run firebombings in Hamilton,
capital of this cluster of islands.

Damage from the three days of distur-

bances across Bermuda was estimated at

more than $5 million.

Police and troops firing riot gas grenades
in a drenching rain Saturday broke up a
crowd of 300 black youths massed in Court
St., which is in downtown Hamilton near
Parliament and about two blocks frof.i the
waterfront. The area is a mile ifrom two of
Hamilton's luxury hotels, the Princess and
the Bermudiana.
Sunshine returned yesterday, bringing out

some tourists toting cameras and tennis
rackets.

It is the off-peak tourist season for the
island, a popular vacation spot for
Americans. Only an estimated 2,000 to 3,000
tourists are here.
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A field trip to tiie ballet
By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Although Christmas still is some weeks
away, visions of sugarplums danced
before some 1,700 elementary schools
children who came to see the Hartford
Ballet Company perform "The Nut-
cracker Suite" last Friday in the Fine Arts
Center.

Cheers, whistles, and clapping greeted
Beverly Kratochvil, director of the Fine
Arts Extension Service, who gave the
11:30 am, introduction. "We would like
to welcome each and every one of you
here today."
She explained they would all be seeing

the second act of the play, and reminded
them this was the first time there had
ever been a special performance for just
young people at the center.
The fourth, fifth and sixth graders who

attended the free performance had
already received the explanation of the
story of Clara, a little girl who receives a
nutcracker for a Christmas gift, and
whose brother breaks the toy in a jealous
rage.

Preparation materials had been sent
out to interested schools in Hamden,
Hampshire and Berkshire counties by the
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some of the 1700 children who saw the Nutcracker Ballet Friday rush happily out
Continuing Education special arts
program recounting Clara's dreams of
adventures with the toy that becomes,
not only mended again, but a hero who
takes her to many lands.

While one girl from the audience was

brought on stage to be Clara in a brief
walk-through of the act, comments were
whispered about the ballet. From the
Dalton School sections came giggles of
"boys dancing in tights."
One child from Greenfield asked If

And hMd for their buMS. (Staff photos by Elian Davis)

of the Rne Arts Center ...

ballet was "something like a movie." A
few children from Amherst had already
seen a ballet and wanted to be ballerinas
someday.

Kratochvil said the performance was
but one of the many programs being
offered for the cultural benefit of young
students in the area. Through the joint
efforts of the Fine Arts Center and the
Fine Arts Extension Services of Con-
tinuing Education, many children of all
ages would have the opportunity to see a
variety of art events. "This is a new
direction for art," she said.

By 1 :30 p.m. the last school buses were
preparing to leave the campus. The
remaining school children were dancing
their way toward the buses that would
carry them back to classrooms for
discussion on what they had seen.

Many of the boys had some new ideas
on "boys in tichts." As one little boy
from Belchertown put it. "Boy I thought
ballet dancers were sissies, but the
muscles on their legs, wow." His
companion giggled, "They are strong, I

don't think I could do that, but I sure'd
like to see them again."

Lack of organization cited

Two pot reform petitions fizzle out
By LARRY COHEN
Collegian Staff

Two petitions that would have brought
marijuana reform laws before a referendum
vote in Massachusetts have died, according
to the petitions' organizers.

Peter Graham, statewide coordinator of
tha Massachusetts Decriminilization
Committee, cited lack of organization for
their failure to obtain the 56,&2 signatures
r>aaded by Nov. 28 to get the marijuana
decriminalization bill on a binding state
referendum in 1978.

Russel Swan, former co-chairman of the
Massachusetts Marijuana Initiative Com-
mittee, said lack of exposure was the main
problem of their petition, which would have
forced a referendum vote "not to legalize,
per se, but to make personal possession and
use of marijuana a constitutional right, as
wac done in Alaska."

In 1975, the Alaska Supreme Court issued
a 54-page decision which, in effect, legalized
the personal use of marijuana in one's own
home.
Graham, a former student senator

currently on leave from UMass, was hired by
the Student Government Association co-
President's office early this semester to co-
ordinate the petition drive in Massachusetts.
However, he and SGA co-president Jon Hite
filed the petition with the State Attorney
General's office at the last minute, according
to MMIC volunteer Cece Dion.

"Jon and I had talked about it as early as
last January," Graham said. "I had told Jon
that it was a good thing for him to do as SGA
president When I took the job as coor-
dinator, a lot of preliminary work I was told
had been done had not."

Dion said they didn't have the organization
to get the petition off the ground soon
enough. "It took three weeks to get things
going here, " she said. "Even though Peter
had people working at Northeastern, BU,
Southeastern Massachusetts University, and
Bristol Community College, we only got less
than 3,000 signatures in three weeks.
"We were expecting more than 15,000,"'

she said, adding, "We figured UMass would
carry most of the weight.

"

Graham said he had left a thousand
petitions at Northeastern University with the
president of that student government "Thay
told me thay would sat up a table in nothing

flat. Three weeks later, I found out they
hadn't even started."
Another problem the decriminalization

committee petition workers mentioned was
that all petition signers had to be registered
to vote. "A lot of people would have signed
the petition," Dion said, "but they were not
registered."

The initiative committee petition ran into
very similar problems, according to Russ
Swan. Swan, a member of the Youth In-
terriational Party (YIPPIES), planned an Oct.
27 "smoke-in" at the Amherst Commons,
but was forced to cancel it due to police
pressure.

At the smoke- in, tables were to be set up
to gather signatures for the initiative com-
mittee petition. Those who were not
registered could do so at the Town Hall, next
to the Commons, said Swan.

"The main purpose of the smoke- in was
not to gather signatures," he said, "But to
protest the drug laws and have a good time.'"
He did hope, however, that many of the

participants in the Smoke-In would sign the
petition, he said.

Graham said he thought the smoke- in was
a very bad idea because it might give their
petition a bad image. He also said people
might associate the decriminalization petition
with the Yippies. "

"Having a petition at a Yippie-sponsored
event would not help our image,"" Graham
said, adding that people might confuse the
two.

"The Reefer Madness' attitude that exists
with many conservatives sees the smoke-In
as a bunch of hippie freaks," he said.
Graham said the decriminalization drive

was backed by the National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws, a national
lobbying group which opened up a Boston
office on Nov. 1. Graham, Swan, and Bill

Rollins, the Boston coordinator for the
organization, met Oct. 27 to discuss the
petition drives, it was at that time, Graham
said, the initiative committee decided to back
the decriminalization petition.

"I was aware before hand that the
(legalization) petition would probably be
canned," admitted Swan, "so I gave up on it

and let Peter push his."

According to Graham, the marijuana laws
reform group said they definitely would not
back the initiative committee petition
anyway. At first, he said, they also did not
want to back the decriminalization petition
because they didn't think it had a chance,
but Graham was able to convince them to
back it approximately two weeks before the
Nov. 8 election.

Graham said they planned to have people
at the polling places In Boston to gather
signatures. However, they could only get 15
people from the five colleges to go to Boston
for the day, and then ran into difficulties
getting a driver for a student senate van to
take them to Boston.

"Sunday night before the elections, we
decided to call the whole thing off," said
Dion. "We just didn"t have the people to help
us.'"

LUintemssioiL.

Credit courses and Credit-Free Workshop.s offered by the Division of Continuing Education,
UMass/Amherst begin January 3rd. For registration information and catalog, please call 545-3653
or stop by the Records and Registration Office, 113 Hasbrouck. Maslercharge, American Express, n^
and VISA are accepted. fWlU?

$25 Deposits taken

1 1 -3, Mon-Fri in

Ski Club Office

S.U. 309
and

Dec. 5, 7, 9, 12, 14
on Campus Center

Concou rse

t^

$109

Sugarbush
Ski Week
Jan. 22-27

nneals, lodging
,

lift ticket, partying!

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

SMUGGLERS'
NOTCH,
VERMONT

January 1-6, 8-13, 15-20, 1978

• Fivf Day Lit Ticket

• Five Nights Lodging

• Condominiums on Slope

• Ski 2500 Vertical

• Free S<iuna k Swim
• Nightly Entertainment

• Band Party k Kegs
• Surprise Extras

ONLY $109.50

Call: DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

.All Inp arrangements by United
Inlercollegiale Skiers AMOciation.

run ail

over
town!
LooKing lor a lOt)''

Sit down ana
c^eck the

Classifieds lof

employment
openings Its

faster and more
efficient than

racing from doof

to door'

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS

113 CAMPUS CENTER
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Union won't return dues
By FIFI BALL
Collegian Staff

A spokesperson for a union vying to
represent University clerical, service and
technical employees said Friday afternoon
the union would not return all dues paid

f*>

K**«4*lA ...

Ralph Rynn of the MTA and Joseph
Delory of the NAGE.

them by members at UMass since Jan. 1,

in a debate sponsored by the 12-to-1
Organization, a clerical workers group at the
University attorney, Joseph DeLorey, Esq.
speaking for the Massachusetts Service
Employees Association, a division of the
National Association of Government Em-
ployees said, "We want to live up to our end
of the agreement," which inch'des provision
for some dues to be returned to the local and
some to be kept by the parent union for
services rendered.

"They didn't provide any services at all,"
said Bernard Turner, former MSEA local
officials.

Last summer MSEA local officials moved
to petition the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission in Boston to decertify
MSEA as the collective bargaining agent for
UMass employees. The move to decertify
resulted from MSEA affiliating with NAGE
without approval of the UMass local
membership.

Ralph Flynn, spokesperson for the MTA,
said the general membership should decide if

a case like this arose if the MTA were elected
to represent the workers.
There will be another meeting today

sponsored by 12 to 1 during which they will

announce which of the two unions they will
endorse. The meeting will be at noon in
Campus Center room 904-908.
When asked about support for affirmative

action DeLorey said, UMass employees'
contracts don't need affirmative action
clauses because "your state laws are so
good," but that affirmative action "is crying
to be addressed" on this campus.

MTA's lawyer said affirmative action
would be a "high priority item," if they were
to be elected.

When asked about their status as a
privately owned corporation, DeLorey said
NAGE is non-profit like the Red Cross.

Each representative was asked how much
would be expected from their organizations
in dues. MTA said $6.42 per month plus
whatever the local voted for itself, a total of
$77 per year.

NAGE said $1.99 per week, "including
everything."

NAGE is made up of "only public em-
ployees," said DeLorey. They are
represented in every state and have a total
membership of 250,000.
MTA is a statewide teachers organization

with 65,000 members, said Flynn. He said
they would like to see "solidarity within the
entire educational community."

Dissident scholar arrested
By ROB THAYER
Collegian Staff

Harold "Doc" Humes, co-founder of the
Pans Review and expert in the field of heroin
addiction, was arrested yesterday afternoon
by Cambridge and Harvard University police
outside Passim's Coffeeshop in Cambridge,
where Humes had been waiting to hear Alleri
Ginsberg read poetry.

According to Cambridge police, who
would not discuss details of the case,
Humes' arrest was prompted by Harvard
University police and carried out with the
assistance of the Cambridge police depart-
ment.
Humes, whose case was detailed in the

Nov. 18 Collegian, was arrested on two
default warrants. The first concerned his
appearances in the Salem, Mass. courthouse
last spring. The second stemmed from a
trespass charge at Harvard University in
1975.

Humes holds a degree from Harvard and
once replaced Robert Lowell teaching
creative writing at the university for a
semester.
The arrest occurred during a live WCAS

broadcast from Passim's and, according to a
friend of Humes, was carried out by seven
uniformed Cambridge police officers and an
unidentified man wearing a Harvard blazer
who came in and identified Humes before
the arrest took place.

The WCAS broadcast, part of a weekly
series on the Cambridge radio station, was
interrupted by the station's technician in
Passim's, who later said he shut off the
sound equipment because he thought a
scuffle was breaking out.
According to eyewitnesses, 38 of whom

left their names after the incident, Humes
was approached shortly before Ginsberg's
address by a Cambridge policeman, who said
Humes was not being arrested and asked
that he come outside "to talk."
Humes refused, saying they "could talk to

me later at my apartment," and blew a
whistle as the officer put a hand on his
shoulder.

According to the eyewitnesses, the
policeman backed off as Humes turned to
the audience of about 50 persons and asked
"what was going on?" and was joined by six
other Cambridge police officers who
physically removed Humes from Passim's
and arrested him outside on the default
warrants after handcuffing him.
As Humes was being dragged from the

coffeehouse, Cindy Gomez, a Harvard
student and friend of Humes, took the stage
and explained some of the recent events
surrounding his case.
The state of New Jersey recently re-

activated some 1973 charges against Humes.
They include assault on a police officer while
armed and marijuana possession, charges
that Humes claims arose from his research
into heroin addiction and his discovery that
marijuana was being used as "a vector for
toxins."

Ginsberg, who was backstage during the
arrest sequence, then ad-libbed a song for
almost 10 minutes about the arrest and
Humes as the live broadcast was continued.
Ginsberg then detailed some of his own
research into the Central Intelligence
Agency's involvement with heroin during the
Vietnam era and expressed concern that
heroin addiction was now at its highest
levels.

Humes addressed an audience of about

irCatlin's Point
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

how to read now," Catlin said when talking

about the state's decision to build the ar-

chives on Columbia Point.

Catlin and the Peninsula Planning
Comn-iittee propose to raze all the high rises

in the Columbia Point housing project.

"Three floors is the extent of safety in a
housing project," Catlin said, adding one
doesn't know what may happen when riding

the elevator in project high rise.

"You may be eaten, robbed or something
worse," he said.

New low rises would replace the towers,
and the present low rise structures would be

200 students in Hasbrouck Auditorium at
UMass on Nov. 18, and described his own
experiences with the de-toxification of heroin
and amphetamine addicts "who worked for
various intelligence agencies." Humes has
used a Chinese de-tox method which
combines Shiatsu (or accupressure)
massage and medical grade hashish, a
marijuana derivative.

Humes, who lives in Cambridge, is being
held at the Cambridge City jail and is

scheduled to appear in Suffolk County Court
at 9 a.m.

Harold L. "Doc " Humes

renovated, Catlin said. He said the central
heating system now used in the housing
project would be improved also.
He estimated $40 million of government

funds would be needed for the housing
renewal. The private investments would help
finance construction of a hotel and
renovation of a shopping mall, among other
things.

Once the housing is improved, Catlin said,
better security must be implemented, in-

volving the residents.

Catlin said when he attended a dinner in

the housing project recently, he "didn't
know whether I was the main course, or the
main quest."

GRADUATE STUDENTS
The ''title" of Gradute Dean is being ''retired" !

The future of the gradute school and of Gradute Studies is being decided.
Those decisions are being- made without voice from the graduate student community

Participation in decisions wtiitft so radically change the structure of
the graduate school whould include voice from graduate students!

Come to an open meeting of the Gradute Student Senate to discuss the provost's
plan to take charge over the graduate school.

MONDAY, DEC. STH 7P.M.
904 CAMPUS CENTER
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Women note unfair

firefighters test
NEW HAVEN. Conn. [UPI] - An

attorney for a woman who failed the
city's firefighter's test said Sunday she
was considering filing a self
discrimination suit because the physical
exam is unfair to females.

Phyllis Gelman of the Connecticut
Women's Educational Legal Fund
declined to identify her client other than
to say she was one of the 13 women who
this fall failed the qualifying exam. No
women passed.

"I think that what they are doing is
they are using a test that discriminates
against women. There is no evidence to
show the test they are using actually
predicts they will select good fire-
fighters, Ms. Gelman said.
The women were among 465 persons

who took the wntten part of the exam.
Five of them failed the written test, with
the rest qualifying for the physical exam.
Of the eight women who qualified, only
five showed up for the physical test and
all failed A total of 108 men passed both
the physical and written tests.

The six-part physical agility test was
prepared by two University of Con-
necticut faculty members. Ms. Gelman
claimed some parts of the test were
discriminatory, while others were not.
John E. Billing, who helped draw up

the exam, said 'probably the average
female is not physically capable of doing
the work of a firefighter."

But Paul P. Bujalski, president of the
city's Civil Service Board, said there is a
place for women firefighters.

'It requires a certain amount of
strength There are women capable of
doing It,

" he said

Ms. Gelman said her client would "be
making her decision very quickly" on
whether to file the sex discrimination suit.

Heahh professionals

computerized profiles
BOSTON \AP] - Physicians, dentists,

veterinarians and other health
professionals wondering where to set up'
practice m New England will get some
help frc.n a Tufts University information
bureau

Tufts, with a $600,000 five-year grant
from the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, plans to put the
Health Professions Information Bureau
into operation next spring.

Detailed profiles of every community in

New England will be stored in a com-
puter Each profile will include in-

formation in 80 categories, including
weather, voter registration and distances
from higher educational institutions.

Also stored, and updated, will be a list

of job openings and communities lacking
in and having an abundance of health
professionals.

No aircraft strike
SOUTHINGTON, Conn. [AP\ - Union

members voted overwhelmingly Sunday
against carrying out a threatened strike at
the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group plant
here, the town's largest employer.
At a mass meeting at tfie Southington

Armory Sunday afternoon the vote was
1,495 to 77 against waging a walkout.
The union action reversed an earlier
election in favor of a strike.

Photo identification

for unemployed
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Ap-

plicants for jobless benefits beginning
today will be photographed by state
officials as part of a program to cut down
fraud.

In adopting the system, Connecticut
lOins neighboring Rhode Island in using
photo identification cards to keep track
of unemployment check recipients.
The laminated photo identification

cards 'will serve as a major deterrent to
fraud," said Labor Commissioner Frank
Santaguida.

It will 'all but eliminate imposters"
from filing claims "or attempt to pick up
another person's benefit check," San-
taguida said.

"Essentially this is a fraud deterrent,
but it also will help in cashing checks,''
according to department spokesman
Richard Ficks.

Ficks said persons receiving unem-
ployment compensation at all 19 state
offices will be photographed and the
color picture put on an identification card
with other data including the amount the
recipient is entitled to.

"The person who has earnings may
hesitate making a claim if he knows he is

going to have his picture taken," Ficks
said.

Phone rate may rise
HARTFORD, Conn. [UP/] - Connecti-

cut s residential telephone customers
with basic service will pay an extra $.70 -

$ 95 per month if a tentative decision by
the Public Utilities Control Authority is
finalized.

The PUCA Saturday gave tentative
approval to a $34.7 million rate increase
S20 6 million less than the firm requested
last summer.
The regulatory panel also tentatively:

Declined to increase the cost of a
pay telephone call from $.10 to $.20 cents
as SNET requested;

- Endorsed reduced rates for deaf
persons using regular telephone lines to
communicate via teletype.

Nicola Sacco case
secret files found
CAMBRIDGE Mass. \AP\ - Researchers

of the Sacco- Vanzetti case are turning their
attention to Harvard University, where a
carton of papers kept secret for 50 years is to
be opened this week.
The files are those of late Harvard

President A. Lawrence Lowell, who headed a
state panel that reviewed the murder trial of
Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti in
1927.

The committee reported to Gov. Alvan T.
Fuller a guilty verdict against the pair should

later
be upheld, and less than one month
Fuller permitted their execution.
Sacco and Vanzetti were accused of killing

a paymaster and guard during a robbery of a
Braintree shoe factory. Many have claimed
the pair failed to receive a fair trial because of
their Italian background and anarchist
beliefs.

Among those subscribing to that view is
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who issued a
controversial proclamation earlier this year
deploring the case.

Notices
LOST

In the southwest area on Nov. 21, a oold neck
lace with three blue agate hearts It is of great per
sonal value to me Reward. Call 546-9172.

- return my silver watch, left in the CC concourse
ladies room on Wedr>esdav evening to the CC
Assistance desk. I do need It and would appreciate its
return.

AASA
Meeting tonight CC 902 8 p.m.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Important meeting tonight C C. 911 915 at 7:30 p m

Will be voting on pledges and policies. Pledges meet
at 6 30 p m m the office. Officers meet at 7 p.m in
911 915 Initiation will be Friday C C 911
BETA CHI
No more meetings this semester. Christmas party at

A! Mahoney's on Saturday Dec 17
CRAFTS PEOPLE

Attention crafts people, there is still time to reserve
tables at the Winter Holiday Festival, Dec. 1 1 , noon to
6 Sponsored by Fine Arts Council, O.HC. Call 546
4565

CENTRAL ON RADIO STATION'
Interested in forming a central on Radio Station?

Come to an organizational meeting today in CC. 177
at 2 p m All central and on residents urged to attend.

Women in journalism
is speech topic tomorrow
"Women in Journalism: The Realities of

Opportunity" will be Boston Globe reporter
Nina McCain's topic tomorrow at 7 p.m in
Campus Center 805.
McCain is a Sunday feature writer for The

Globe, and has also written editorials. She
has been a reporter on the academic beat
and, before that, the paper's education
editor.

Her speech, to be followed by a question
period, is sponsored by the Massachusetts
Daily Collegian and the Journalistic Studies
Department at UMass.

Stockbridge Calendar *

class meeting, 7 p.m.

Health system
fails women
PORTLAND. Maine \UPI] - Barbara Silk,

a counselor with the Women's Counseling
Service in Bath, said this weekend the health
caro system m the United States generally
has failed women.
"Women have a responsibility of healing

themselves," she said. Women "have ac-
cepted what they were supposed to accept"
in health care and "part of that included
undermining their own strength - that is,

saying, 'You're the doctor, heal me'."
Ms Silk was among 50 women who

gathered Saturday on the Portland campus
of the University of Maine for workshops on
health care sponsored by the University
Women's Forum. They discussed nutrition,
cancer, birth control and ways to maintain
mental and physical well-being.
The participants were not discouraged to

seek medical attention for problems, but they
said they were encouraged to look within
themselves, through self-awareness
techniques, and to other women for help in

maintaining physical and mental health
Student Brenda Kelleher said, "I don't

think anyone is encouraging women to
ignore problems they don't seem to be able
to get results with. Rather, we're trying to
develop a consciousness toward each other
that could take us out of the victim- patient
role"

Lisa Davidson, counselor with Southern
Coastal Family Planning, said physicians
traditionally treated bodies rather than whole
persons
"Men are victims of the Amencan medical

system as well, but women have the double
problem of having men treat them," she said.

Today: Senior
Stockbridge 114.

Professional Development Day, 8 p.m.
Stockbridge 114, remember suppliers' names
and addresses.

Dec. 7: High School Counselling meeting
6:30 p.m., Stockbridge 114.

Dec. 9: Retail Floriculture Design, 3:30 - 5
p.m., Fren 105.

Daily Toys for Tots, Stockbridge Hall
sponsored by ATG.

DVP
Outside proposal meeting, tonight CC. 168-170 at

6:30.

WORK WITH CHILDREN IN JANUARY FOR CREDIT
Earn 3 credits for working as staff member in MarksMeadow After School Day Care Program for four

weeks in January. Chance to lead activities for

^i; -,aaA^°^
^^' ^°' """'^ '"o "^a" Svlvia Lindsay

t«)b JSaO.

GAMMA GAMMA SIGMA
Mandatory meeting tonight at 645 p m C C 901

ITrTociety
^^"^ ^'^ ''^"" '*'^' '"^*'*"o

Meeting tonight, at 7 in C C. for new and old of-
ficers.

UH C MENS CENTER
Planning meeting for next semester, toniaht at 7 30

•n Grayson 112 For more info call 5 0672
OUTING CLUB

Meeting tonight at CC. 163 164 Rock climbing

V0LLe7bALL^^°'^"'
^^" '^««""0 " 't^e semester

Club practice, today at 6:30 in NOPE gym. Bring I Dand $2 dues. ' '

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
r l^'^^L'^'r

^^ "'^'"'"as on Tuesdays, 9 to 10 a.m. in

h ^^f-*^°'
anyone interested in applying to the

National Student Exchange Program

Freshman Class TV Raffle, three tickets for
$1. Drawing Dec. 19.

Holly Jolly tickets on sale in the senate
office.

People interested in forming an ice hockey
club sign up in the senate office, 432 SUB.

Everywoman's Center
has intern openings
Everywoman's Center is accepting ap-

plications for interns to work as front desk
staffers and in the resource and referral
program of Everywoman's Center. The
interns will be staffing the drop- in center
there, providing information to women on
health care, legal situations, education,
counseling, the center's services and other
services for women in the area. The intern
will also maintain the resource and referral
files.

The interns will be trained by the center
staff and should be able to volunteer five to
18 hours per week. Credit and sponsorships
can be arranged through the center. In-

terested applicants should contact Cheryl
Schaffer at Everywoman's Center 506
Goodell Hall, 545-0913.

Gtoucho

Gtottcha
\\ ho else could do him justice?

The one and only Groucho
has brought you 86 years of his

fondest memories— in hundreds
of photos and drawings. In post-

ers and playbills. In his zaniest

writings and routines. And in

hilarious scenes with C^hico,

Harpo and Zeppo.

For Groucho, this was a per-

sonal collection. For Groucho
lovers, it's a collector's item.

Now in paperback from

Ji^KET BOOKS

jjteenHiciHi

1^002 $7.9'5
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STOREWIDE SIOCX-UP
UALUES!

''i Finast Holiday Gift Certificate i
: A Finast Gift Certificate is an ideal gift Finast offers

''

^ Gift Certificates for special amounts *5 00, *7.50 f
:• and *10 00 good tov^/ard food purchases at Finast ^•

ii Ask store manager for details A Rnast
',^..-'ff.''im-:'rm'. .'

Brookside
Fresh Whole
Chicicens

Split or

Cut-up

45* 39!
Family Pack Chicken ^^^^^
Fresh LegsOv ^

Family Pack FrMh Chlckan ^V^^^
Thighs 79?

89?
Family Pack Fraah Chlckan

or

I Drumilick*

Perdue
Fresh Whole
Chickens

Split or

Cut-up

55*49r
Pardua Chicken

Fresh
Fraah Pardua Chlckan ^^0^^
Breasts 991

$489Bqnalaas Chlckan

Beef'isoin
Full Cut

Sirloin Steaic

Porlarhousa Tall-lass T-Bona ^0^Ai^
BeefSteak'2.
Bonalass Undarblada ^ ^fl2d
Chuck Steakl

.

Bonalass ^^| 9^^
Stew Beef '1.

Arm Picni^
Fresh Pork
Sliouiders

.0
Tender &
Flavorful

Assorlad Cantaf Sirloin, Blada ^ ^1 4 ^k

PorkChops'l.
Frash Boston Butt ^^^^tfK
Pork Butts99f
Country Styla Rib End ^^4
Pork Ribs '1"

Mott's

Apple Sauce

Dessert 35 oz.

Favorite jar 69^
Campbell's

Tomato Soup

5103/4 OZ. &K^mB
cans ^^^B^^^V

FRESH PRODUCE
Florida

Tangerines

California Red Deliciousj Family Pack I Long Green
Broccoli Apples Tomatoes Cucumbers

=59*ls79*b69*l7.*1

Z'
MR. DELI

Cooked
Roast Beef tL

Cooked
Under US
Gov I

Specifications

Domestic Cooked Ham . , 1.19

Imported Swiss Cheese . . 2.19
Afailabl» Only in Stores witft Service 0»ii Oepfs

IN-STORE BAKE SHOP!

Fresh Baked Hard Rolls . 6 .59*

Fresh Cake Donuts^,,.'^: , 79*
Afliable Only in Stores with InStora Baka Shops

GROCERY

Cremora -
'1^*

SAWPeaScr"''^""-
Tomato Sauce H.n.. . .

Hot Cocoa Mix. na,- . .

Fruit Cocktail J^\. .

.

Chicken ^ Sea Solid White

in Oil Of ^ o'

In Water ^^^

3;^J89*
.6«.?4 1.00
. . ;; 1.39

. 2 ;^; 1.00

Tuna 79
I itl 47*

2^Z 1.00

Finast SaltJnes

Spaghetti

'

Finast Ketchup 3',i?/ 1.00

Hendhes Yogurt
Bars phg nf e AOA
SI.. Dku :' .y^P

rGROCERY
Noreico SotX Wht 60-75-100 Wl.

Light Bulbs '1^®
Comed Beef Hash Ma'v

59*

Green Giant . ^^r/F?;^^ . 3 c'.Si 1.00

Hunt's Peaches 'h';.::' . 3".^i 1.00

Hunt's Pear Halves . 3 ; 1.00

Sugar Valley ^M ^J^
i^GcIS Sweet ^<^ cans I

Finast Instant Rice . . . 2 ;*',,' 1.00
Stove Top Stuffing f:::^ '^l' 1.29

Italian Dressing r ,.„ ... 3 L°i 1.00

Sunshine Cheez- It c.
16o;CC<

rachers . pkg Ow

DAIRY VALUES

Cheese Food
Kraft Slices

American
White or Colored

<419«4
16 oz.

pkg

Soft Margarine. rMv . . . 2;k-s 1.00

Finast Sour Cream . . . 3c'o^;(; 1.00

Ballard Biscuits 6^^,^ 1.00

SIERRA STONEWARE
Promotion ends Saturday December

10, 1977. Please complete your sets try

Saturday, December 24, 1977.

This week's feature ttem;

Dessert Dish 49* each

FROZEN FOODS
Orange Juice

Bright &
Early

Synthetic 56 02. ^m
cans H

with avary tS.OO purchase

Finast Spinach r.'^.^r . . Sl'J 1.00

Frozen Yogurt
Hoods

Firm 4 F'ostw . ;4 59*

Coronet Ice Cream ..^^. ,2' 1.59

Beer and Wine Shoppe!

Miller High Life ^ //mAA
cas» 'It ^4 I 5

Paul Masson '^Tn'cTc^aS'r . .
';> 3.49

Folonari Wines *'rv" 3.69
Seer i Wine Availmble Only in Finest olHadley

You Save 77* B You Save 58* You Save 47*
pSSfiffTiS

MBjMv Crocker $ Detergent ^||^
Tide Laundry fii&

W7 1^

I

iS'Ai
vah(ir>ec 4 10 I"*'' ; .mri rif» coupe " '^* —
[••I

Taste O' Sea |
ifood Dinners &\

You Save 44*

1^ Margarine (?

^ Parkay Quarters ^

29* V1 lb.

pkg

Prices effective Sunday Decemtier 4 thru Saturday December 10 19/7 We reserve the riytil to limit quantities
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Releasing course evaluations
Despite some major inac-

curacies and complaints about
some of the graphics which ap
peared in it, the first UMass Course
and Teacher Evaluation guide,
sponsored by the Undergraduate
Student Senate, was a promising
indication of things to come. The
guide suffered, however, from a
serious lack of data from which to

evaluate the limited number of

courses and professors it listed.

Regardless, it's admirable that
students have made the effort to

put together any guide at all, since
the undertaking might be much
more easily accomplished by the
university administration. The
administration has the funding and
resources to do an effective and
complete job, but recognizing the
increasing activity and success of

student-run projects it has even

stated that it no longer wishes to
fund the course description guide.
Knowledge that the administration
hopes to dump these respon
sibilities in the lap of the student
government stresses the im-
portance of the GATE people being
able to obtain reliable information
on courses and instructors.

While the students who will be
putting out future guides can solicit
their own data (which they did
through the Collegian survey last

semester), response to such sur-
veys is often poor and incomplete.
A preferable method, when
possible, is to examine depart
mentally administered
evaluations, which are filled out for
most courses.

Such evaluations are presently
considered private information

A survey on advertising

about individual professors, and
the senate must therefore obtain
each instructor's permission to
release the forms in order to make
the information public. At its last
meeting, the Undergrad Student
Senate voted to urge faculty to
release their evaluations for next
years GATE guide.
We would like to echo that advice

and further suggest that all
students make similar requests of
their instructors.

If the evaluation of courses and
teachers is going to be left up to
students, we might as well get
together on it and make sure the
results are something we can all

benefit from and be proud of.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

The question of what the
Collegian's policy regarding what
many have called sexist ad
vertisements should be has been a
controversial one for the past two
semesters. Consequently, we feel
that a "dialogue" should be
established between the paper and
the university community it is

supposed to serve in order to get
some feedback on the issue. The
survey below is part of our effort to
do just that.

Last spring the Collegian
received a series of Schlitz beer ads
featuring the "Dean of Beers." A
vast majority of staff members
found the advertising to be op
pressive in its use of a woman's
body to sell a product. It was felt —
and still is — that such advertisinn
serves to reinforce sexist

stereotypes while in turn appealing
'0 those sexist attitudes. An ad-

vertising review board was
established to deny the printing of

ads it deemed particularly sexist or
racist. That committee remained
in effect until the end of the
semester.
This semester more sexist ad

vertisement arrived, three of
which are shown in reduced form
on the survey below. A dispute
ensued over whether pulling such
ads constitutes Illegitimate cen-
sorship and a denial of the
"reader's right to decide."
At a staff meeting early in

November, at 17-11 vote of sen
timent rejected one particular
Schlitz ad, and a unanimous vote
recommended that the Collegian
Board of Editors establish a review

r

committee for ads. Ultimately, the
board decided to review
questionable ads itself for the
remainder of this semester.
The survey below is obviously

limited in scope, and it is primarily
designed to provide us with more
response on the issue for future
policy decisions (a new Board of

Editors takes over next semester).
We hope also to forward what
feedback we receive to the com-
panies involved in sending the ads.
We urge you to take a few

moments to fill out the form and
return it to the designated box at
the Collegian office, downstairs in

the Campus Center. If you have
any questions, please call the
Collegian office, 545 3500.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

lisn melilli

The punk temptation

The art

would not come right. That smear.
That yellow in the gray corner—
That was not right, he had not

reached

The right, the careless flailed out
bleakness.

I Gwendolyn Brooks, A CA TCH OF
SHY FISH]

Politics and art are sometimes related and
sometimes not and it is only the true artist

who can successfully relate the two. Art is

the product of an individual within a society
and so the artist, in some respect, will

represent or give an image of that society in

his- her work. Some artists choose their art to
carry a political message either in telling the
reality of a political situation or calling for

political change. However, art cannot serve

)ust political means, nor can its content be any aesthetic experience for its listeners
lust political, else art turns the propaganda. Instrumentally, punk is an extension of early
Art to be art must provide some aesthetic rock - made worse. Punk music lacks
.3xperience. And obviously, punk rockers are ingenuity and any imporovisational worth Its
not true artists able to successfully relate art musicians need not be skilled considering the

o ^"t a u u
Simplicity of the music. As one Scottish

Kjnk Rock, the newest "rock genre" writer once wrote: "Music is well said to be
whi:h began in England about a year ago
and has recently spread its sphere of in

fluence overseas to the U.S., is a political

vehicle for the message of destruction -
destruction to the capitalist system, ac-
cording to U.S. media sources. Punk Rock
t)egan as a form of music devised to not

the speech of angels," meaning it should
provide some heavenly expression, not
necessarily a glorifying expression, but an
expression from which one can transcend.
With punk, one can only transcend into
jumping up or down or beating of hands and
bodies. It is only the sound of its fans

I

Surveu on controversial advertising 1
Candi.Ko

Homecoming^ieefi 2 DOYOU NEEDA T-SHIRT
FROM THE DEAN OF BEER?

(D«> T>C TTTAMC NOO UFUOATST)

wAi^lMMAMii iMiiad^skMOT tm^^tt.

3 SCHNIDirSvs

VIQMErrSUB

JUi^ i! \^^°.n .l"'''^^
^"^ °*'*^'" *°"^« feedback on controversial ad-

*> liniuli-,!'^ iml
\»TMI-,Vr,MI,.n^lll. \,ulihK^.,x.-,s, !..,„o\.

l*<-M->.ii.ri-«l \ i,*ts.,ul.|ii.-
It-' iiii-kA.ini iiMi-N

U Ul|«l\s|><t lit. illi'W Schmidrs

vertisements. All three of the above ads were full page dTsplaVadrAdVl d i».4U^^ ^^and 3 appeared in the Collegian this semester, whi?e ad 2 was not prinfed rUrthBr COmmentS:
Please complete the following questions and return this form to theCollegian office, downstairs in the Campus Center.

1 Which (if any) of the above ads would you describe as "sexist"?
(ci'cle choices)

'

1 "> 3

2. If you feel that the advertisements are sexist, should they be run in
he paper, or not be printed''

I

Should run Should not run

foNow the ehtism of music and the music clapping, stamping away. It is only the gimic
industry today in the capitalist system. Its the excitement of a punk rock concert whicti
musicians are called anarchists and "the can move an audience. Punk is not art
proleteriat." Additionally, the destructive And the lyrics of punk rock are also
elements of the music - pins in cheeks, foolish. They do not carry any earth-
noses, torn up clothes, thrashing on your shattering or even worthwhile statements
partner, chains - are directed at the for the punk listener to hear. Punk has
capitalist system. borrowed from the simplest of rock lyrics
Now, I will not agree with the forms of such as "Do you want to dance?" And even

destruction within the music or even the its original lyrics lack any depth: "Gama
theory of destruction surrounding it - Gama heh," for instance
however, the political message of punk rock The only valid aspect about punk is its
IS valid. Ironically, however, most punkers politics, certainly not its destructive
are not attracted to the music for its political elements, certainly not its music or lyrics
message, but perhaps the newness of it, out The only interesting thing about punk is the
ot curiosity which is the product of punk's excitement surrounding the musical concerts
extensive coverage in the media and of the which was perpetuated by the media But
crowd sensation of punk concerts. Punk is a aside from this... clearly, punk is not art and
gimic and gimic followers find the same clearly, punk won't be around for long
rewards from punk as from any other gimic.
And punk, considering its politics, is Lisa Melilli's column appears every

propaganda. It is politics without offering Monday in the Collegian.

LETTER
Seen one, seen 'em all

To the Editor:

F<e: "More than an important rebellion" by
Peter Kracht

Secondly, I was struck by the Brigade's
illusions of grandeur. Among their "ac-
complishments" are the facts that they
"turned campuses into battlegrounds" and
won "affirmative action" programs. I hate to
seem ungrateful, but I believe the country
would have been better off without their

When will the Collegian give us a rest from ^(^complishments.

!^f useless dross of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade [now the Revolutionary Then again there was the vague hint that

:::'f:;"^ta^t^Jar'''''' -- --^ -^ -^-- - - -^ ---

J

"is a bit amazed at the degree of
pa.'.innta that the Brigade must suffer. The
nx. !ence of a "media cnmpaign" to discredit
'adicals of the 1960s borders on the
^''Iculous. And just who are the members of
'^'s conspiracy? Is it The New York Times?
CBS maybe? Time magazine or the
Washington Post, perhaps? Why would a
t^!^''!ion of liberal thought like the news media
se"k (o destroy those who were their darlings
^ei' vears before?

It wouldn 't be so bad if the Brigade came
up with something new every now and then,

but alas it is the same old story once again.

The Collegian ought to take it as incumbent
upon themselves to tell the Brigade to either

come up with ideas rather than propaganda,
or peddle their labors to someone else. Like
they say, if you've seen one RSB article,

you've seen 'em all.

Daniel P. Guidera

C:()ll(- L?inn 9

Bagels, cream cheese

and Syrian bread

|)«iiilyaiiOKittli

"And now, the news."
"Today's top story concerns the historic

meeting between the leaders of the opposing
factions in the Middle East. For a special
exclusive, we take you now to correspondent
Paul Yanowitch on location in the Student
Union Building in the middle east of cam-
pus."

"Thank you John; I am standing here in

the Student Union, nght in the middle
eastern section of the campus, where
privation has become a way of life, and
where war threatens to break out any day. I

am actually standing on the 4th floor of the
building, in the midst of the most holy places
in the Middle East, as worshipped by both
religious factions. It is control over the key
religious landmark that determines control
over the Middle East; and yet it is no more
than a series of offices and the Wailing Wall
Chambers, the scene of many disastrous and
bloody battles.

But, while the past has seen diplomatic
and military battles, constant attention to
war, and perpetual enmity, the future looks
brighter due to a major breakthrough being
achieved. Today, the leader of the Unionist
country of Egypt, Anwar el-Tarpinian, met
with the leader of the opposing country, the
non-unionist president, Menahem Hite.

The site was awe-inspiring; the large

Belchertown bus came rumbling up into the
Savini-Gurion bus stop, escorted by non-
unionist made Kfir Toyotas. Then, rumbling
to a halt, the massive bus disgorged its select

crew. First came the newsmen: John
Chancellor, Walter Cronkite, Mary Brown
and Joe Quinlan. Then the security men
swarmed out in unprecedented numbers,
scrutinizing every person, taking no chances
with an historic event closely watched by the
entire world.

The sole disturbance came when a crazed
Umie came screeching from the crowd
waving a loaded payroll record; he stopped,
aimed it at Menahem Hite and fired. For-

tunately for the world, the payroll records

were but duds, and the hapless assassin
came crashing to the ground under the the
concerted attack of the security police at the
bus stop, led by Chief of Security, Col. David
ben-Lustky. As the would-be assassin was
led away by police he was heard to yell; 'Hite

is a lackey — he is on administrative payroll.

Save the world - up with the Union! Our
research teams tell us that Hite did receive

monies from the administration, one of the
superpowers, but did so on the condition
that he move bed frames for a summer; this

is a normal loan from the superpower to

underdeveloped and poor countries. »-
The assassin, Michael Pill, is recovering in

a maximum security hospital, and is reported
to have suffered a logical breakdown two
weeks ago.

Aside from this tragic event, the meeting
went smoothly. Tarpinian disembarked from

the bus to be greeted by ex- Premier Golda
Batiste and Foreign Minister Moyshe Cronin.
The cautious and perfunctory pecks on the
cheeks that followed may not seem a big
deal to you and me, but when two persons,
erstwhile enemies, can kiss in peace, it

signals a new era in world diplomacy. From
there, Anwar el-Tarpinian went to the
Student Kneset and met with SGA Prime
Minister Menaham Hite. They will deliver
their speeches tonight, at the weekly
meeting of the Kneset.

Not everyone is happy with this meeting
though; the unionists are a badly split people.
They have survived through the years by
presenting a unified stance to the world. But
the divisions within their countries are real,

and they run deep. So today it was an-
nounced, to no ones great surprise, that a
conference is being held in the Hatch
tomorrow to demonstrate the lack of support
for Tarpinian's move and spurn any peace
efforts. According to reports received late

today, this anti- peace conference will be
attended by the Syrians, Libyans, Algerians
and the PLO. All four factions are known for

their intrasigence and refusal to recognize
the state of the SGA. Syrian leader Hafez al-

Bluestein, Col. Muammar el-Evans of Libya,

Houari Birmingham of Algeria and Yassar
Arafat-DeLima have all publicly denounced
Tarpinian as a traitor to the cause, and have
insisted that there will be no peace between
the two warring countries. Anwar el-

Tarpinian has consistently stated that he has
not gone to negotiate a separate peace
accord, but only to pave the way for the
upcoming major conference in the neutral
state of Tilson Farms.

The countries' demands are many and
varied, and demonstrate the difficult nature
of the talks: both factions demand rights to
the holy grounds of the 4th floor of the
Union; the SGA demands that the Unionists
totally withdraw from the Golan-S57-
Heights, and withdraw all troops from the
Gaza Student Empowerment Strip, while the
Unionists have declared their intentions to

withdraw only partially, and insist that they
be allowed to keep secure and defensible
political borders. Resolution 242 of the
Faculty Senate calls for total withdrawal, and
current reports seem to indicate that Senate
President Terrence Waldheim will try and
arrange a meeting that includes the two
superpowers, the Faculty and the Ad-
ministration.

But either way, the situation now stands
dramatically altered. Perhaps now we can
begin to talk sensibly of peace, and perhaps
some day both groups will learn to com-
promise, and the benefactors will be those
who are but pawns in the game, yet those
who do the fighting and suffer the most -
the people of both countries. This is Paul
Yanowitch in the Middle East ...

Paul Yanowitch is former Student At-
torney General and ambassador to '

f/7i?

Student Union. His column appears for th?
last time next Monday.
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What's Happening

TODAY
LECTURE

- Tristan et Le Graal: L'interpretation des
mythes" By Sorbonne Prof. Daniel Poirion.

Weise Merriweather Rm, Willits-Hallowell

Ctr Mt Holyoke, 7;30 p.m
- Panel Discussion on South Africa with

Chris Nteta, Prexcy Nesbit, Agbal Armed,
and Jennifer Davis speaking Hampshire
College, M.L.H 7:30 p.m.

WORKSHOP
A workshop on understanding con

traception for men only, at the University

Health Services, 302, 7 p.m.

RECITAL
Prof Nigel Coxe of the Dept. of Music and

Dance will give a piano recital including

compositions by Hadyn, Schubert, Malcolm
Williamson and Liszt at 8 p.m.

- "Effects of Agricultural Development on

Kenyan Farmers" by Jerry Lund. CC 902, 7

p m Sponsored by Issues in Agriculture.

-"Women on Women,' a talk and slide

show by Gloria Joseph, School of Social

Science, Hampshire College, 4:30 p.m., West
Lecture Hall Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire.

- Rape Task
Lobby, 8 p.m.

Force presentation, Brett

COLLOQ
- "Social Supports for Parents of Children

under 3: The Infant Toddler Play Group," by
Dr Irene Nystrom, Center for the Family,

and Susan Mackey, Director, Infant Toddler
Play Group. Mitchell Lounge, Skinner 4-5:30

p m Sponsored by the Home Economics
Dept.

FILMS
-"Tell Me Where it Hurts," 7:30 Baker

House Basement, free Sponsored by the
Central Area Women's Center.

- "Rachel, Rachel." 7;45, Herter 227.

Sponsored by Images of Women in

American Film Series.

TOMORROW
-Tokyo Story, acclaimed as Japan's

finest film $1. Main Lecture Hall, Franklin

Patterson Hall, Hampshire, 7 and 9:15 p.m.

- "Broken Treaty at Battle Mt." and "The
Longest War " at 8 p.m in Thompson 106,

free Both films, on the struggle of Native

Americans today, are part of the Progressive

Film Series.

PLAY
"Antigone," the University Ensemble

Theatre Production, Studio Theatre, FAC 8
p.m.

RECITAL
The Vocal Jazz Ensemble and the Jazz

Workshop, Section II will give a joint recital

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall, free.

LECTURES
- Effect of Aminoacylation on the

Conformation of tRNA, ' by Russel Potts of

the UMass department of biochemistry at 4

p.m. in Graduate Research Tower A 203.

Coffee at 3:45 p.m.

- "Comic Books and the World Around
Us," by Stan Lee, creator of Spiderman, Dr.

Strange, and the Hulk 8 p.m., SUB.

PRESENTATION
"Introduction to Findhorn" and "When

Love is What You Are" - slide shows ex-

plaining Scotland's Findhorn Community
8:15 Has. 124. Findhorn is a New Age
Community in which over 200 people from all

over the world demonstrate their belief in

God's presence within each person. It at-

tempts to create "a new planetary culture

through the transformation of human
consciousness ". Among the members
present will be Gordon Davidson, former
editor for The Collegian. Sponsored by the

Institute for Wholistic Education.

DAiLY
PEACE CORPS-VISTA ON CAMPUS

Peace Corps-Vista recruiters will be in the

CC Dec. 6, 7, 8. There are positions for both
December and May grads
An exhibition of student work in design

will be on display this week at the Herter
Gallery, open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The show will include graphic, ar-

chitectural and interior design, including

projects in the adaptive re-use of old

buildings, office design, prefabricated
housing and trailer design, redesigning of

spaces on the University campus, and
furniture design.

A holiday wine and cheese party is being

sponsored by the Communication Disorders

Association on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Arnold

House 120. Tickets can be bought from
classroom monitors, club officers and in the

departmental office, 50 cents, through
Wednesday. Communication disorders
majors, grad students, and faculty are

welcome.

Marvel Comics publisher
speaks in SV tomorrow

Stan Lee, publisher of Marvel Comics,
will be speaking in the Student Union
Ballroom tomorrow at 8 p.m. This

program, sponsored by the Distinauisher)

Visitors Porgram, is free.

Lee took a job with Marvel Comics in

1939 at age 17. as copywriter and
assistant to the editor. Shortly thereafter,

he was promoted to executive editor, a

position which - in addition to the post

of art director and head writer — he held

for almost three decades
In 1960, Lee innovated the new so-

called Marvel Age of Comics, creating

such now- legendary characters as
Spider Man, the Hulk, the Fantastic Four,

the Silver Surfer, Dr. Strange, and many
others Hf? also brought new life to long

abandoned characters such as Captain
Marvel, the Human Torch, Captain

America, and the Sub Mariner. Stan's

new concepts revolutionized the comic-

book industry by intrt ji^cmg a new type

of theme - tales o* superheroes which
were both realistic did relevant.

Lee was appointed publisher of Marvel

Comics in 1972, giving him far greater

scope a'd authority m the launching of

new publishing and related projects.

Since that time, under his direction.

Marvel has become the largest, best-

selling comic book company in the world.
Stan Lee

Safety rules for the holiday season

The hoii^iHv season brings with it gala

decorations, lights and trees.

Environmental Health and Safety hopes

everyone experiences 3 relatively fire-safe

Christmas season, and follow some basic

rules:

- Commonwealth law, enacted in 1976,

makes it illegai to use decorations in a public

building Therefore, your paper decorations,

live Christmas trees, and plastic designs

cannot be utilized in any University building

unless. It IS fire proofed. Refer to Section VI,

under FPR 20 for details

- Trees* Only artificial trees are allowed in

Public University buildings. In dormitorres,

live trees can be used in lounge rooms only.

Artificial trees can be used in any location.

When choosing a tree, make sure it is fresh

and firm. Saw off the base an inch or more

above the original cut, to hglp absorb water.

Anchor it firmly in an adequate stand,

keeping it well watered at all times, and away
from heat sources and exit paths. Check
water level daily.

Use only approved lighting, no open flame

devices allowed. Be sure to turn off lights

when the room is unoccupied. Before before

leaving for intersession, the tree must be

removed from the residence hall.

When choosing an artificial tree, be sure to

select one approved by Underwriters

Laboratories, Factory Mutual, or another

recognized testing laboratory. Metal trees

could be a source of electrocution; indirect

lighting should be utilized for these trees.

And remember, artificial trees can burn.

Purchase only those marked as fireproofed

or slow burning, and read the directions.

As a safety precaution, know the location

of the closet fire extinguishers.

book Into your

Future

Be an Air Force
Missileman

You can prepare yourself to enter

this exciting field by enrolling in

an Air Force ROTC program You
can select from four-year and two-

year programs leading to a com-
mission as an Air Force officer

Also there are scholarships avail-

able with a $100 monthly al-

lowance full tuition, books and
lab fees paid After college you'll

fiave an opportunity for a chal-

lenging |ob and graduate educa-
tional degrees

If you re the type of guy who looks

forward to an exciting future, look

into Air Force ROTC programs
that include preparation as a
missile launch officer m the Air

Force Help continue the traditions

that have made our country so

great Be an Air Force missileman

Kr Force ROTC

LIVERANCE

WED DEC

Student

Union

Ballroom

6, 8, 10,

12:00

^mm\CiM*^
AMITY ST. 253 5426Ma reel
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Ophuls' "Extraordinary. A major work]

of art.'

' ' ^ Cocks
1

THE
MEMORY
OF JUSTICE

DUE TO LENGTH EVES AT 7 00 ONLY

MONDAY I TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS Jl 00

S^u
rusty nail3^ŷa^f^

Coming Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDEJOHNNY
and the

asburV jukes

rte. 47 Sunderland, ma./fel.665-493'

dvp

Dlsting

Here is your Last Chance
this semester to hear a

uished Visitors Program

dvp

speaker.

Don 't miss

Stan Lee
Creator of Marvel Comic superheroes

such as Spiderman, the Hulk, The Fantastic
Four, Sub-Mariner, and Captain Marvel.

When he speaks on :

Comic Books and the World
Around Us

Tuesday Dec. 6 8:00pm
Student Union Ballroom Free Admission

sponsored by
The Distinguished Visitors Program

418 Student Union 848-0920

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1977

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS
ITii- Winner ol the

Tchaikuvsky Cumpeliiiun

Fodor
\IUI.IMSI

"The M$ck Ja/txer »/ Classical Musu"

Thursdov, December 8 8 pm

FIhE /4?TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

TKktIi now on Mit General Public tJ, 4, S

UMIU tlutfontt t3 SO ]. 2 SO OflMr ttudontt
•nd Mnior citiiwis u. S 4

F in« ArU Center Bo> Otiic* M F t 4

t All Ticketron Locotwnt

FINE >f?TSCENirER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet f^
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE ?

Company of 50 if^tf^Jfi^^M
" the best, most ^ '

entertaining,^anish dance {

company ever. . !"§ \
Peter Hepple; STT, London

Saturday, December lO 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public $7 6 5
UMass students $4, 3, 2 50 Senior Citizens $6, 5 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4
& All Ticketron Locations.

Collegian n

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
Aduitt 12 50 Slydtnu with AWC C«rd »?

584 9153 Sfn?'',To*'"'
'""^^ mail

.
R0iiTt9 MAOity MASS

..d »? 00 Ch.ld..n SI ?5 T^.'L.t. Sho>. Adulu & 5.ud»,t. >l SolSpeciil (nqagemenli ticludad
Alumna »l 3UI

PC,

Why have

cMnistoFWHin tney come."
JTAR^HIP

[nmasiom'

O Today dt 6 30, 8 JU
^ wi lite show tickets 6 00, 1 50

THE LAST
REMAKE of

BEAU GESTE
with

MARTY FELOMAN

^^' V

Pg

TodHv at 6:30 8 30
^ -jvi li(p show tickets 6:00/1 50

Toddy at 6:00. 8:30
'"wi lite shriw rickets 5 30 1 50

X Iruiinpl-iMt \("..\ f iI'h

Today at 6:30, 330
T wi lite show tickets 6:00 1 50

!J^^i'H^i l l' |
|
|fifi i l|.j^Jij;^HH^^;^^^^B^^jl^ll.l.i^u^^^l

,I^PJyPPyy:^^

i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
I
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CUP& MAIL CLASMl»AD O^^^
AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO RENTJ

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

$1.00 extra for
other headline.

RATES Daily 45c per line; |
5 consec pub days,40c per line per day
30 consec pub days.35c per line per day -

Computation: "" ^"1

I
'lines: X rate; = |

I X Idays: = fad r-««*\ !

YOWR ClA««ima aa eony

.(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$.

I' — \a\M v.«a

jVUNUS 13c POSTAfiE DISCOUNT J

V= NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! !

.(enclosed)

Name: _

Phone/C;

Dates Classified Ad is to run:
(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.) '

"^

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Oep... Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

iHTy REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? (!!Little Ads C«t tic R ESULTS

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FPU SALE

IGalaKvSOO', ord $700 527 5/46

66 Ford cust. Good cond New oil pump
trans batt $350 or B O 546 5920

122Volvo parts sed&wagon Re3^5^M4

Radials Pirelli 145SR13 Steve 253 3586
XMAS SHOPPERS' Lownow~p7ices on
famous name sneakers. Limited suoolv 6-
9611 '

66 Dodg* Dart 6 cyl $325 Steve 253 3586

Dodga Polara 1969 excellent mech cond
no rust radials good heater 665 3901

Fantastic buy! T972 I'o'yota Mark II runs
great steel betted radials AM/FM must
sell $1400 or best offer 584 4759

'6 Silver Nova Power steerT auto tranT
snowtires. U.OOOmi, lux mt $3.20o!

1969 Peugot. Good shape, new "Tnaior
caas Under 500 call 546 4538

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call
Dennis Delap. 256 8732, bet 9 10am.

Univox SO Watt' Amp. Ex cond. reverb
etc Best offer 6-7985 after 7p.m

Ladies Caber DwnhlT. SIti Boots SizFs,
ex cond Joan 256 0368 nights $20

Pr snow tires 13" new cond $50 549-64^

AM FM.1970 Merc Cougar New ex
'adialSIK Call 546 5344

1966 Volks Bug Good condition must sell

Call after 6PM 549 4599 Best Offer.

69 TR6 convertible Some rust l'owne7
Low mileage Best offer over $500 Call
after 6 1 567 8663

68 VW Bus. Needs work~ HasrebuiTt
engine Best offer Call Jan after 6PM
253 2037

70 Volks for parts First $100 takes it Call

Mdryanne at 256 8460 to see it

Sofabed. Reclining cfiair. bikerack,
tables, bookshelf ';)mps coffeetable 549
5725

The Madeleine in Amherst 40's dresses,
fur coats bla/C' jackfts lacy blouses old
scarfs silky nignthmgs old books 79 S
Pleasant St (253 3484,' Daily 1 1AM 5PM

One HP-67 card programmable calcufator,
brand new and complete Full warranty
$315 00 call Bob or Chris 549 1316

Apt mate 253 7066, spring Janet

Room for rent w 2 older" Trien~^^.
smokers $55 mo it utilities Northwood
Apts 665 4364 (try late)

Apt mate inTersessionr253 TOSeTjanet

.

2br apt 5 miles fr camp.js JarrAug"a5^
month everything included call 665 3536

One half of a 2bdrm apt available Dec 22
Jan 28 1 mi from campus pay own elec h
phone call Gmny at 549 1764

BR in EHamp Apt $75 inc. 1/1/78 527 9006

Furn. Ap'ts. for Feb June lease~1 v7m
effic • 1 bedroom furnished, air cond
parking quiet from 200 mo Reserve now
Amherst Motel * Apts Rt 9 opp
Zayres 256-8122

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE at Student
Legal Services in Spring Apply before
Dec 8th in Rm 922 CC Paralegal
Intern: Fulltime, 15 credits through
Outreacfi or Academic Dept Experience
helful but not necessary Recep-
tionist/Typist: l5-20hrs wk work /study
position Experience helpful We are an
Equal Opportunity Affirmative Action
Employer

Exp. women pnnter to Tha77~skills w/
t!^r.T-,^

P""' collective. Call Angela 9 5
586 5079 or Jaque 268-3344

Nothing to do over intersession' Come on
down to Daytona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV AC phone, the works
all this and roundtrip busfare on a luxury
motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc-
cupancy For info and reservations call
David Day at 546 7845

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075. Still the one after 4 years

Typing $.40/page Call anytime 549-66S5.

TKAVEL

TO SUBLET

1970 Blue Mustang with vinyl roof, an
conditioning, AM FM CB unit In good
clean condtion with 72,000 miles Asking
$1,300 Call Robert Maron in Cance 546
5102.

1970 Mobile Home in Belch Park 12X50,
.n(,ludes AC shed, stove, refndge 6000
firm Call 536 3086 or 532 0446 if no ans
Within 2^iiles of UMass bus stop

Receiver Rotel- 100 watts $250, speaker
Bose 901 $400 Down bag $60 549 6023

Diamond Wedding Ring trio yel gold
paid $500 used 6 mos Will sacrifice for
$250 Call 549 5440

Must Sell by Jan. WurTit/er Elec Piano
w sustain & tremelo List $700 asking
$325 or Best Offer Call Jeff 549 3601.

Two new new Snowtires H78-14~253
9792

1 fem wanted f..t own rm m 2 bdrm apt
Isl n-.inih FREE' $130util inci Caria 549
1741 t-ves '> mile from campus Bus

The Student Orgam/ing Project is ac
cepting applications for student
organi/ers Both work study and non
work study positions are open and will
begin Feb 1 Applicants should have an
understanding of student unionization
Application deadline is Dec 8 Apply Rm
426 Student Union Bid.

DONT PASSThiS UP'

71 Oatsun BIO, Good Cond Only 50,00C
miles. New tires, Asking $1,000 , cal

between 3 and 7 PM 532 7622

1973 Je«p~CJ6. RollBak Michelm radials.

60,000 miles 549 •J048

Ski Boots! 2 pr ladies 7 Pr Nortalias, Pr

Kastingers Call now Debbie 6^9643

FOB RENT

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda, CB175, excellent

$400 263 9887 or 253 9461
condtion

FOR SALE

IF YOU DON T WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about our new Rental
Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$196 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256 0166 for further Information.

Per. wtd. for own rm for Spg sem 103
SOPufftonVlg John 549 1298 after 4

3 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland on bus ae
Second Semester, call 665 3683 and keep
trying

1 Bdrm eff apt. Cliffside, Sunderland Jan
78 Aug 78 $155 mon . util incI Apt can
be seen any week day between 5 8P M
Apt #222

To sublet immed 2 bedroom apt w^
( arpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util incI

$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

Large room in furnshed 3 bdrom apT
S75 00 complete' Includes cable Available
immed 253 2980 Kp trying

Sublet Jan only b o Call 546 4027, 5500
~

1 or 2 females for room m 2 bedroom
Br.indy-wine apt Call 549 1096 after 7 pm

For Sale 1964 Olds F85 Very good cond
Must sell in a week 135.000 miles but
runs great Call 6 9642 SOON

Seen enough snow? Wanna get into tf>e
sun? Come down to Daytona with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9,djys on the
beach $147 20 takes care of it all And
includes roundtrip fare accomodations on
the beach and a trip to Disneyworld For
reservation and more info call David Dav

Auoio
I" u n e r.^DynatuneTF^^^JBO

Int Amplifier. Mcintosh MA 230, $185
Cass deck Et tapes, Advent 201, $200. Nc
reasonable offer refused, Equipt m excel
condition Call Ken 546-4035.

ncrr

SERVICES
Sony 6300 Stereo Tape deck
$275 253 9887 or 253 9461

.

like new

PHOTOGRAPHY Passport ana ap
pill ,ition photos done Portraits in time for
Christmas BftW or color service in

•ui.tion by arrangement Reasonable
liri.es for high quality work Contact-
Steven 546 9653 nighr<= onlv

CALCULATORS

Volvo repairs and maintenance AR
and models low prices. Jack 306-0610.

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disfco
Mor»t,u Music 546 4731. Rea

Collage Calculators offers low prices £t
full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $235, 58 $94 95 57
$62 95, 51 $47 95 HP's & Commodore's
avail models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549-1316

RIDERS WANTED

WANTED

Room: on L Metacomet
plus Carol at 323 5043

BIchtwn 70

2 females to shr bdrm for next sem in

spacious N Amh house 60 mo ea 549
5993

BERKSHIRE FORUM WEEKEND
VACATIONS Expertly led discussions,
stimuating companions, fine food
mountains Dec 9 11. Arab Israeli
Conflict • Dec 16 18. Harry Magdoff on
Eurocommunism Dec 23 26, "Holiday
Film Festival Write call Berkshire
Forum, Stephentown, N Y 12168 (5181
7335497

Denver Colorado mid Decenr>ber 666 3936
Ride needed for 2 to Colorado anytime
after finals Call DGray 549-3740

T
PERSONALS

o the Kleptoa of 202 Field and thoii
accomplices Excellent, but dont turn
your back!

SAVE up to 50%or. TENNIS SHOESl
Mens, Ladies canvas b leather Reg $18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Used 15 inch tires $2" ftIO C'ali^56 OIK
Xmas trees cut your own Spruce or

Scotch Pine S10 50 10a m 8p m

Avail Now in Amh house 549

Bhzniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd
586 0723

Hadley

Nikko 6065. 2 months old Asking S350 or

best offer 546 5084

Lrg Rm
5093

3 Bedroom Apt., fair condition, for Dec
1st, in Northampton Only $165 Call

Skibiski Real Estate 584 3428, 4 6P M
2 Bedroom Apt utis inc $230 mo avail

Jan 1 on bus rt Call 253 5706 aft 4P M
1 neat respon per wtd for own rm in 2 bdrm

apt pr bath, for spr sem Rent $125 util

incI 'imilefrmUM Eric 549 0582

HELP WANTED

Babysitter needed 'or weekday afternoons
for Spring Semester and Winter session
Hrs 12:15 to 5 Must be very reliable

person Experience in infant care
desirable. Can transport from central
campus Call 549 4580 after 5

Waitress wanted ME Bar L0UNGF^84
7XK)

Daytona Beach is only $147 20 away
You can now afford to go to a beachfront
hotel, have Disneyworld and New Years in

Florida For more info or reservations call

David Dav at 546 7845

Original desigi-s by Randy Glenn Custom
made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any
designs printed Call 549 4458 ask for
Randy Glenn or leave message 3 day
service

Hypnosis tor Finals. Make retentwn 6
recall easier, improve concentration &
relaxation for exams, get better grades
Campus Center M.W.Th at 7,8,69P M
$5 session Dorm groups by arrgt Call
Mr Morse Hypnotist Consultant M Ed
5325703

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILYHIILmto Ads 0»t BIO RESULTSmi REACH 2S>tW READERS OAILYI I H REACH 2S,Mt READERS OAILYI I ItUtttoAiiOitRIOREtULTSIIII
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Collegian Board of Editors

Elections

Candidates
Night:

Monday, Dec. 5

7:00 p.m.

Room 101 C.C.

Ballot Voting: Tuesday, Dec 6

9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Collegian office

ALL staff members urged to attend!

•• The following Collegian staff members are eligible to vote in the elections: ••
LAYOUT PRODUCTION
Deborah Walters
Elaine Scannell
Emily Bakerman
Jams Worth
Maureen Carney
Julia Lmnell

Elaine Rosenthal
Bill Mills

Mark Leccese
Lisa Melilli,

Steve Lafier

Dick Janssen
Rob Ranney
Mark Rollins

Barbara Tetrault

Barbara Met^ler
Kathy Koffler

Bob Higgms
Ron Arena

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
Tony Armelin
Laurie Wood
Steve Lesser

Steve Polansky
Eric Nickerson
David Perlow
Mark Conchieri
Valerie Beecy
Glenn Monn
Linda Vene
Ralph Meissner
Chris Crowell
Elwell Perry

Steve Silverstein

Jeff Gordon
Glenn Johansson
Reade Brower
Jane Souweiene
Chuck Bernard
Debbie Cooperstem
Ann Meissner
Mary McCauliffe
Diane Burak
Michelle Merchant
Frank Santisi

Suanne Jay
Maureen Melody
Pat Cantin
Michael Simons
Alan Brown
Brian Campbell
Carol Hubberstey
Bert Dougan
Karen Libucha
Ellen B Moss
Maggie Carson
Patti Blanchard
Jerry Drake
Cindy Scott
Nancy McBride
Amy Oberg

Wendy Cretella

Cynthia Fayad
Jan Burke
Kathy Dowd
Jeff Stone
Nancy Jane Bailey
Alice Banor
Patricia Boucher
Judy Blake
Mifhael Doyle
Sherri Federbush
Mary Grandpre
Julie Greene
Mike Hall

Susan Kdlman
Ellen Latshaw
Mark Lyon
Peter Mann
Michael Michonski
Liz Nelson
Cynthia Webb
Margaret Weissiity
Cheryl Avers
Ronald Bilotas

Jamie Bradley
Dennis Cahill

Denise Ferrara
Diane Fedenck
Elisa Hecht
Kevin McCarthy
CharlottH Trenchard
Tara Law
Michael Wmn
Eli;abeth Ventura
Ann Emanuelli
Claire D Amour
Eva Perles

Barbara Lamkin
Randy Glenn

NEWS
Joan Arbetter
Andrea Atkins
Fifi Ball

James Barbieri

Fran Basche
Michele Biagiom
Mary Brown
Moira Campbell
Robert Capo;;i
Herb B'ody
Robert Conant
Brian Condron
Rosemary Conway
Julie Eagle

Janice Fmstem
Bernard Davidow
Joan Feeney
Brad Goverman
Jack Gallagher
Debbie braff
John Gravel!

David Gram
Cynthia Harhen

Debra Higgms
Mark Horan
Dan Huse
Patti Jones
Michele Joseph
Seth Jacobson
Amy Kaplan
Laura Kenney
Martha Kimball '

Jon Klein

Mathew Kovary
Richard Lenihan
Pamela Lindmark
Ruth McGorty
Jill Metlit/

Niel Moeller
DanitH Montuori
John Moran
Marcia Murphy
Brian Nelson
Dave Olmes
Megan Reilly

Karen Parmenter
Ellen Plausky
Joseph Quinlan
Christopher Schmitt
Beth Segers
Michael Simons
barbara Tetrault
F'atti Troped
Debbie Wallace
Mark Wyatt
Gayle Young
Rita Zeidner
Joseph Maglitta
Dottie Clark

Jim Kassner
Cindy Young
Marianne Tenney
Terry Columbus
Patty Kit

Micky Baca
Heidi Berenson
Janet Gregorian

OP ED
Charles Bagh
John Bergman
Greg Bryant
Peter Cox
Drew Crane
David Crowe
Frank Denton
Tom Devme
Michael Doran
Steve Dubin
Eileen Foley

Daphne Eraser
Bob Goldsmith
Karen Hermann
Kevin Knobloch
Laura Luden
Jay Martus
Stephen Mafhieu

Boil Melia

Clifford Monac
Stevf Modena
Dinah Olanoff
Jim Paulin

B J Roctie
Jerry Rogers
Mitch Singer
Wendy Stearns
Paula Strollo

Wi'ham Sundstr->-T-

Gfoq T ~,:pn .ii:

^^rrp.^fl "^h.Mnas
Sharon Tracy
Mark TroohnJck
Paul Yanowitch

BLACK AFFAIRS
Angela Thomas
Terrell Evans
James Lewis

SPORTS
Judith Van Handle
David Rodman
Gary Adinolfi

Jack Atkinson
Mike Berger
Andy Blume
Walt Cherniak
Ellen Davis
Rich Eckel
Bill Edelstein

Missy Gallagher
John Gever
Jim Gleason
Jeff Glynn
Judy Keefe
Joe Kittredge
Curt Kohlberg
Kirk Mackey
Mark Marchand
Kevin McCaffrey
Mike McHugh
George O'Brien
Leo Peloquin
Ed Powers
Russ Smith
Billy Tarter

PHOTO
Marilyn Mankowsky
Pat Dobbs
Dale Gnswold
Andy Bernstein
John Anderson
Dave Rodgers
Ellen Davis
Wayne Davis

Steve Nugent
Athena Boolukus
Chris Bourne
Howard I phift

Jeff Stone
Peter Lee
Amira Rahman
Walter Buchwald
Mike DiMuro
Dan Vullemier

Tim Vartanian

Donna Jacobson
Susan Donnelly

Pete Baumann
Janie Portnoy

Grey Smolm
Diane Crawford
Howard Bernstone
Debbie Snyder

WOMEN'S STAFF
Julie Melrose
Candy Carlon
Nancy Callahan
Janet Hoebing
Tisha Keefe
Elaine Osborn
Debbie Edwards

BELOW THE SALT
Ross Nerenberg
Perry Adier
Cheryl Sreiberg
Lisa Wait
Mario Barrios

Lesley Lawrence
Mark Levitan
Leila Bruno
Steve Waldman
Patti Rosenberg
Sharon True
Rick Alvord
Ed Cohen
Debbie Schaefer
Marty Maceda
R Arps Garrett
Jack Flynn
Alan Silverberg
Habib Mouallem
Gerard Halloren
Rich Pioli

Skip Tenczar
Tom Aversa
John Zeiman
Ken Sham
Tom Anderson
Gary Halzel

Ed McQuaid
Dan Aucoin
Bob Armstrong

If your name does not appear on this list,
and you think it should, see your depart-
montal PditDr

DOONHSBIRY by (iarry Iriidcaii
nCoUcn'mn \3

TAfi£tT£ASf Hei uje
urm ThAj STUFF, could mv
^fcB! ms istn oua boou.

\AFIFTIKKEVh INV^SIX

(7^^ <HOUJ

I2S

UJeu.UJt'U 6B11HA1
aH6'. SOONHND fORI^.ItllU.
PCN6! OUT! iOU, PL£Ast

/ HICHOLB-'

mP^OPffli ^/5Ar

b.C. by lohnny Hart

. ^.. Met! MTCH

MINORITY I j^un ^Q(j^ pij.

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

THE sM^e^

wir.

"J,

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

I PIPN'T STEAL THAT
BOX OF SOLD 5TAR5
5N00PV, BUT I'M S0IN6
TO FINP GOT mo D\D...

-J'

S'OUlL UJEAR THIS WI6
SEE, And wu'll sit inm SEAT at school

UJHlLEVOU'(?E00lN6THAr

I'LL SNEAK AROUND AND
FIND OUT WHO TOOK
THE GOLD STARS.'

MONDAY. DECEMBER 5
— Bom today, you are a
just person. You will spend
much time, which you
could spend making profit
for yourself, and go great
distance to ensure others
their rights. You t>elieve

the instinct toward good is

present m all people sim-
ply by virtue of their being
human. You have a great
deal of poise and accompa-
nying tact, i>ut you are not
averse to takmg firm and
forceful action when neces-
sary.

You believe yourself ca-
pable of planning and car-
rying out your own destiny.

You do not deny that you
are limited by your talents

and temperament, but you
insist that, knowing these
aspects, you can set your
goals and achieve them.
You have made it a point to
help others come to the
same realizations, for
nothing infuriates you
more than to witness the
plight of those who wait for
fate to govern their lives.

You have great strength
of mind. You possess
determination, but are
wary of allowing it to t>e-

come stubbornness. You
are careful not to let an
Interest in a project substi-

WALirOORF by Rob Ranncy

1 -rKotght Id
bfArc t>»« bif*cr

THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins

Ji

I'M by Marty Maceda

ALLMINLM FOIL by Steve Lafier

"^^if^f^-.*

' •N^^ TRANCE. .' OW c;&RAL_D'
\ WAS RR/\\N-

WASHED 6Y DR
BLNNV-X'

tute for the talents essen-
tial to its success. You are
just as quick to assess your
weaknesses as your
strengths In such a way do
you ensure your own suc-
res.s

To find what is in stc •

ff>r you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l*t youi birthday star be
your daily guide
TUESDAY, DECEMBERS
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-

Der 21 1 — Give a young-
ster a good, fresh start
You can help lawkeepers
considerably

CAPRICORNiDec 22-
Jan.l9) - Create your own
pleasure today A child's

ambition plays a large part
in your success.

AQUARIUSlJan 20-
Feb.18) — Innocence may
be doubted early today.
You won't be believed
without proof of recent
whereabouts.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) — Appreciation of

another's sensibilities is all

you need for the apology
that will save a friendship
ARIES(March 21-April

19) — Loyalty may be
tested late this evening
Morning panic is over-

come; take careful action.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) — Secrecy may make
this day difficult for those
interested in your future.
Dispel another's fears
GEMINIiMay 21-June20)

-- An increase in desire for
immediate success may
make you overly quick in
making the day's deci-
sions.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22 1

- It IS within your
power, but perhaps not
your province, to influence
others in the direction you
wish.

LEO I.July 23-Aug.22) —
This is a day of sensual
delights All that meets the
eye or ear brings great
pleasure.

VIRGO! Aug 23-Sept 22)
- Avoid expressing con-
cern to those who wish to
help themselves. I^ave
well enough alone
LIBRA<Sept.23-Oct 22) —

Seek spiritual develop-
ment. Ask questions about
loyalty, justice, and love of

those standing in your
way.
SCORPIO I Oct 23-

Nov 21 ) — Sorrow in the
morning becomes under-
standing at night. Don't be
too quick to lay blame for
troubles.

CapvriffhI. 1977, Unitfd Keaturr s^ndi

calr. \nc

fe

I

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 B A holder
5 Former
Japanese
coin

9 Had pangs
14 Sitarist-—

Shankar
15 One of

courage
1

6

Crop closely
1 7 Fancy
18NaCl
19 Warning

device
20 Hilarity

22 OB'S targets
24 Any one of

two
26 Perceive
27 Geraint's

wife

29 To no
degree

30 Gardener's
tool

33 Accessories
37 N Y Giants

big name
38 Greek letter

39 Equal
footing

40 Rums
41 Salver
42. Individually
44 Weigf'tof

India

45 Boy s

nickname
46 Stringed

instrument

47 Perforated

balls

49 Singer Ethel
UNITED Feature Syndicate

Monday's Puule Solved

53 Differs

57 Climbing
vine

58 Regard with

esteem
59 French port

61 Molding
edge: Var

62 Ounce
63 King
64 Retail price

65 Afr

antelope
66 Oriental

coins
67 Notices

DOWN
1 Soot
2 Spokes
3 Turn away
4 Heat
treatment

5 Interjections

of surprise
6 Hold up
7 French city

8 Peripheral
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UMass diver Kris

Bullard flies through the
air while doing a front

dive with a half twist in

the diving competition at

the women's swim meet
at the University of New
Hampshire Friday night.

Despite some fine ef-

forts, the team lost 47-84.

(Staff photo by Ellen

Davis)
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LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string
L

Attention all undergraduates
who have not fulfilled the

rhetoric requirement:

Rhetoric Exemption Exam:

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be
offered on Dec. 8 from 7 10 pm.
A L in SBA 120
M Z in Thompson 102

The exam will consist of writing a 500
word essay which will be evaluated
on the foilowirig criteria: depth of

treatment, development and sup-
port, organization, style, and the
mechanics of writing, such as gram-
mar, punctuation and spelling.

Please bring several pencils, your ID,

and 25 cents to partially cover the
cost of administering the exam.

You may exempt both Group I

and Group II rhetoric by taking
and passing this exam

Swimwomen dunked
flK ELLEN DAVIS
CoHegian Staff

ORONO — The women's swimming and
diving team ended a disappointing road trip

here Saturday with a 36-75 loss to the New
England champion University of Maine team.

Friday night the team also suffered a tough
47-84 loss to the "Catwomen" of New
Hampshire at Durham.

"They were a lot tougher than we ex-
pected, " said swimming coach John
Nunnelly.

The team had some excellent per-
formances, though, especially at UNH. In the
opening event, the 200 yard medley relay
team of Kathy Jurcik, Deb Schwartz, Celia
Walsh, and Jeri Otey knocked three seconds
off their best time while finishing first in

1:58.5.

In the 50 yard backstroke, Jurcik swam a
personal best time of 29.86 while taking first,

and Schwartz took first in the 100 butterfly
with a time of 1:04

UMass was forced to settle for seconds
and thirds the rest of the meet though
The highlight of the meet against Maine

also came in the 200 medley relay for UMass.
The team of Jurcik, Schwartz, Walsh, and
Otey set a new Maine pool record with a
winning time of 2:00.563, .03 better than the
previous record.

UMass gave Maine a scare as they
dominated ths next five events, bringing the
score to 29-23 before the required diving

event. But UMass could only manage a third
place in the diving event, so Maine took the
lead, 31-30 and it was all over for the
Minutewomen.

En route to their victory, Maine also
topped UMass by knocking down three
records. Julie Woodcock swam to a new
school, pool, and New England record in the
50 yard breastroke, coming in first in 32.455.
In the 50 backstroke, freshman Beth Carone
handed Jurcik of UMass her first loss of the
season, as she set a new record for U Maine
with a time of 29.874. Another Maine fresh-
man, Linda LaRue turned in a record per-
formance for her team in the 100 yard
backstroke as she defeated Jurcik with a
time of 1:05 Jurcik followed with another
personal best time of 1:06.3, however.
UMass finished the meet with a 1:38.92

victory in the 200 yard freestyle relay by the
team of co-captains Rachel Mack and Lise
Hembrough, Otey, and Meegan Primavera.

Sports Notice
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE

SOFTBALL - There will be an
organizational m'^eting tomorrow at 7
p.m. at the North Physical Education
Building, room 22, for all persons in-

terested in trying out for the In-

tercollegiate Softball team. If you can not
attend the meeting, please contact coach
Dianne Thompson at 220 Boyden or call

5-26W5

C.C.E.B.S.
CAREER DAY

Tuesday.December 6. Newman Center Social Hall

Free Admission for all UMass Students
from 2:00-5:00 p.m.

Over 30 organizations will participate,

including:

A.T. & T. I.B.M.

H.E.W. Westinghouse
Ravtheon D'rital
DuPont T.V.A.

All Student Participants are Urged to Bring
Copies of Their Resumes with Them

This Event is Sponsored by the

Committee for the Collegiate Education of Black Students

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL

n
What does it offer you?
• a semester of study in Israel in \he Fall term

• coursework in English on the political, economic and

social development of Israel and in its language,

history and archaeology

• a strong program of Hebrew lartguage study

• important internship opportunities in social service

agencies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips, interviev^s with prominent

Israelis, a kibbutz visit

• financial aid is available

Application deadline; March 15

For fu^her information, see yoi/ Study

Abroad advisor or write

Office of Internotiorxal Programs

Brandeis University

Wolthom, Massachusetts 02154

(617) 647-2422
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Pucksters drop pair

UMass defenseman Brian Kittredge (4) and goalie John Riley cover up the puck in
recent game action as John Peters (12) moves in to help out on the play. (Photo by
Don Sandstrom)

By MICHAEL MCHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass Minutemen six left Amherst
Friday afternoon with just one win under its

belt in the 1977-78 season, as they ventured
north to play Norwich University and Middle-
bury College over the weekend.
The icemen returned early Sunday

morning with that same one win under its

belt, as they fell to Norwich (3-2) on Friday
night and Middlebury College (6-3) on
Saturday afternoon.

The Minutemen have now lost five straight

games after an opening game victory over
New England College (4-1).

The Minutemen squandered 12 power play
opportunities in both games. The icemen had
7 chances against the Cadets and 5 against
the Panthers and in both cases came up
empty handed. The Minutemen were also
outshot in both encounters by a 74-49
margin (Norwich 35 UMass 25 and Mid-
dlebury 40 UMass 24).

"It was a bad trip," said UMass coach
Jack Canniff.

"The stats will tell the story. In the six

games we've played, we've scored 20 goals
for a 3.3 average per game. In one game we
scored 8 goals — if you throw that game out,

you get a clear picture. It means that in 5
games we've scored only 12 goals for a 2.4

average per game, which means that in order
to win a hockey game you've got to play

Power, Fitzgerald take surprise Ists;

UConn's tracl< provides winning edge
By KEVIN MCCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. - The UMass indoor
track team, victimized by host UConn's
superior depth and Seton Hall's spirited

display in the sprint competition, dropped its

first two decisions of the winter season
Saturday.

Reigning Yankee Conference Champ
UConn, by virtue of scoring performances in

all of the 16 events, was a convincing winner
in the triangular contest with 85 points, 40
more than second place Seton Hall. UMass
tallied 40 points in a noticeable improvement
over last year's 18.

"We ran as well as I thought we would
considering the absence of full speed ap-
proach work," commented coach Ken
O'Brien. "We knew we weren't as strong as
UConn in the technique events, and we
lacked quality in the dashes, but our fresh-

men looked good and aggressive races were
turned in by our 880, 1000, and distance
men."
The Minutemen were shut out in the

weight and sprint competitions, but achieved
winning efforts in three events.

Frank Carrol, displaying the form that

earned him a co-captainship on the Eastern
Champion cross country team, strided away

from the determined races of two Huskies
performers to win the mile by 10 yards in

4:17.6.

Ted Power cleared 14' in the pole-vault to
defeat the competition by six inches.

In a surprise finish in the high jump. Bob
Fitzgerald notched a victory over YanCon
champion Pat Augeri of UConn. Fitzgerald

cleared the bar at 6'4" for the winning
height. Freshman Minuteman Mark
Thompson recorded third place in his first

collegiate meet at 6'2".

O'Brien's pre-meet observation of UMass
strength in the middle distance races was
revealed as half of the top four finishers in

the 880, 1000 and two mile races were
Minutemen.

Veteran Francis O'Keefe, in familiar tip-toe

form, captured second place in the half-mile

in 1:57.0. Teammate Dave Lipinski, returning

to a maroon and white uniform after several

seasons of injuries, followed O'Keefe into the

finish line in 1:58.3 and third place.

The picture at the tape of the 1000 yard

run involved a tight group of four runners

where the fourth place finisher was only

separated by 1.6 seconds from the lead.

Senior Mark Healy strided across in 2:15.7,

good for second, while the persistent drive of

freshman Bob Hunt gained fourth place, a

shirt-tail behind the first UConn finisher in

the closest conclusion of any race on the

afternoon.

Sophomore harriers Mike Morris and Jay
Legere traded third and fourth positions

throughout the MVi laps of the two mile. In

the end long striding Morris overcame
teammate Legere and recorded third place in

9:15.6. Legere was fourth in 9:17.6.

O'Brien received satisfying results from
triple jumpers Keith Alston and Bruce
Parsons. Alston, only a freshman, hopped,
skipped and jumped his way to 44'9" and
third spot. Sophomore Parsons finished

fourth with a leap of 44'4".

Although the outcome of the team
standings had been decided, the highlight of

the afternoon program was the final event,

the 4X880 relay. The half-milers from UMass
enjoyed a comfortable lead until the final 30
yards where the UConn anchorman burst by
the Minutemen's Dave Lipinski and broke the

tape first in 8:02.4. The UMass squad was
second in 8:02.5.

UConn has won the Yankee Conference
the past two years and Coach William

Kelleher described this year's squad as "all in

all as good a team as we've had."

"We showed signs today of not doing
intensity work," said O'Brien.

When Ufe goes
to the movies,you'll see

pictures that were
never on the screen.

NOW PLAYING AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE. IN PAPERBACK.

OCKET BOOKS

almost perfect defense.

"We've got to put the puck in the net and
tighten up our defense. A few goals made.
me cringe," concluded Canniff.

One of the "cringers " came in the form of
Norwich's Ken Cull's goal at 15:36 of the
third period Friday night that snapped a 2-2
deadlock and gave the Cadets a heart-
stopping 3-2 victory at Taylor Arena in

Northfield, Vermont.
Cull was at the blue line with his back to

the net when he reeled around and slipped a
pass into the slot that never touched another
stick, but somehow slid in slow motion past
an amazed UMass goaltender John Riley.

"It was the nail in the coffin," said Canniff.
"We let the game get out of our hands in the
first period and got our wheels spinning in

the second period, but it was heartbreaking
to lose the way it nappened (freakish goal)."

The first period was all Norwich, as the
Cadets pummeled Riley with 11 shots, and
raced out to a 2-0 lead.

Frank Baglione knocked in a rebound past
a sprawled out Riley at 8:21 of the first

period.

Baglione duplicated this feat six and half
minutes later at 14:52 that gave the Cadets a
2-0 edge after one period.

The Minutemen came out flying like the
Montreal Canadiens in the second period and
cut the Cadet's lead to one. Jamie Benelli
scored on a screeching slap shot from the
left point that blasted by Norwich's goalie
Rich Brooks at 14:40. The Minutemen
dominated play for the remainder of the
period but were denied by Brooks.

The icemen finally got the puck past
Brooks at 8:58 of the third period, tying the
game at two apiece. Nick Carney circled the
net and laid a nice pass on the stick of Joey
Milan, who fired a 30-foot slap shot that beat
Brooks on the low right side.

The Friday night loss to Norwich was
magnified by the loss of power forward John
Peters and lanky Lincoln Flagg. Peters
received a severe Charlie horse and Flagg a
serious knee injury.

The early staiting time, the untimely loss
of Peters and Flagg, and the tough loss to
Nonrt/ich, all added up to a 6-3 defeat at the
hands of Middlebury on Saturday. The
Panthers had too much for the battle weary
and shell-shocked Minutemen pucksters.

The Minutemen played the Panthers even
in the first period, as both teams traded goals
in a fast and furious first period.

Co captain Bob White, who returned to
the lineup after a four game absence due to a
knee injury, scored the first goal of the game
at 10:10 of the first period. Center Don
Murphy, on a line with the White twins, had
taken a shot from the slot that was stopped
by the Panther's goaltender Bob Lloyd, but
Bob White knocked in a rebound for pay dirt.

John Watson wasted little time tying the
score, as he slipped the puck by Riley 38
seconds later. Mark Fernberg, Perry Babcock
and Al Fitzpatrick added second period goals
that were answered by only one UMass goal
by Bob White. Alexis Gahagan and Watson
added insurance goals for the Panthers in the
third period. Benelli countered with the lone
UMass score at 17:38 of the final stanza.
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Mon. & Tues.,
Dec. 5 & 6

ANDY MAY and the
TEXAS TABBY
CRAB BAND

Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
an<i the ASBURV JUKES

Thurs., Dec. 8

JOHNNYand the
LUNCHEONETTES

Fri. & Sat.,

Dec. 9 & 10

NRBQ
Sunderland. MA.

lRte.47 Tel. 665 49371
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Haymore dunks Colonials
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Defense keys comeback
5v MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON DC - Mark this gamedown as one of the highlights of the 77
season.

Down by 14 points with eight minutes to
qo m the game, the Minutemen, led by Mike
Pyatt and Mark Haymore, exploded for a 29-
1-<J spurt carrying UMass to a 77-73 victory
over George Washington before 4 100
frenzied Colonial fans.

Pyatt (19 pts.) and Haymore (18 pts )

heated up m the second half for 13 and 11
points respectively to key the UMass
comeback.
A fullcourt press, by the unit of Pyan

Haymore, Alex Eldridge (5 steals), Derick

Claiborne (3 steals) and Eric Williams (2
steals) sparked the UMass defense, holding
George Washington to only 7 points in the
last five minutes, setting the stage for vic-
tory.

Eldridge's two consecutive steals with the
score 61 -47, set up Pyatt and Claiborne for 1

5

foot jumpers to cut the Colonial lead to 10
with eight minutes remaining. Then Eldridge
sparked the team again with a move between
three defenders resulting in a basket to cut
the lead to eight with 6:50 remaining.
A goaltending charge was called on Pyatt

giving GW a 10 point lead again and the lead
zoomed to 12 points as Colonial forward Les
^High Rise" Anderson (leading scorer with
20) came through with a slam dunk with 4:45
remaining on the clock.

Win

UMass junior Mark
Haymore found himself
in this relative position to
the basket twice in the
late stages of the
Minutemen s game with
George Washington
University, wth the result

being a slam dunk in

both cases (Staff photo
by Pat Dobbs)

Hoopwomen take pair;

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Get a load of this.

The UMass women's basketball team
missed 50 shots against New Hampshire
Friday night. The final score: UMass 53, UNH
49.

The Minutewomen missed 54 shots
against Maine Saturday afternoon. The final

verdict: UMass 77, Maine 68.

So it went this weekend for UMass. The
Minutewomen shot just 32 percent against
New Hampshire and 31 percent against
Maine, but managed to up their record to 3-0
for the young season as they defeated both
their New England rivals in a road trip.

But despite the dismal shooting per-
centages, UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
was impressed with her team's per-
formances.

"I was happy with the way all the team
played, " she said. "We're playing good
defense. We got the good shot, but the lid's

on the basket. The shots just aren't drop-
ping.

'

Against New Hampshire, UMass trailed at
the half, 25-22, until the Minutewomen
"decided to get going, " according to Oz-
darski, and grabbed the win.
Sue Peters led the way with 15 points,

while Cheryl Carev added 10. Cathy Sanborn
oaced the Wildcats with 25 points.
The factor which decided the game,

though, was rebounding. The Minutewomen

dominated the boards to the tune of 50-28.
Freshman fonrt/ard Cathy Harrington, who
continues to impress, had 15 rebounds, while
Peters, a guard, yanked down 14.

In the Maine game, UMass again con-
trolled the boards, 46-38. Harrington pulled
down 12 in this one, while Maura Supinski
added 11.

"They were bigger than we were, but we
boxed out well and were very aggressive,"
Ozdarski said in explaining her team's ability
to outreborned its taller rivals.

In the scoring department, Peters once
again led the way with 18, while Sue Henry
had 15, Supinski 12, Harrington 11, and
Carey 10 in the Minutewomen's balanced
attack.

Maine, which trailed, 40-25, at the half
was paced by Barb Cummings' 20 points and
Jean White's 14. — -

UMass made 29 of 38 foul' shots in the
rough game, in which three Black Bear
players fouled out.

Defensively, Ozdarski was pleased with
the work of Carey, Supinski, Harrington, and
Ginny Peebles.

Concerning the offensive woes, Ozdarski
said she really isn't concerned with her
team's lack of offensive production.

"Our shooting is just a mental block with
everybody now," she said. "We're getting
the good shcts. Now we'll just have to
concentrate and work on getting them in.

"Once we finally get going offensively,
we're going to be really tough," she added.

But the Colonials were only to score two
more points the rest of the night as the
UMass defense, basically asleep the whole
night, came to life.

Substitute forward Williams (11 pts, 3
rebounds, and 2 steals) got the ball rolling as
he stole the ball and fed Haymore for a stuff
shot. Williams stole the ball again and drove
the length of the court, resulting in a twisting
layup, to cut the lead to 71-66 with 3:46 left in
the game.

Pyatt and Williams then combined to steal
the ball again, with the former feeding
Claiborne for a foul line jumper, cutting the
lead to three as GW coach Bob Tallent called
for an immediate time out.
With 2:11 remaining, Williams fouled

Anderson, but the Colonial fonA^ard missed
his foul shot and Haymore rebounded, fed
the ball to Claiborne, who then returned the
pass to Haymore for a dunk shot and UMass
only trailed by one, 71-70.

Eldridge and Claiborne caused GW guard
Tyrone Howze to turn the ball over and Pyatt
hit an eight foot bank shot and UMass led for
the first time in the game as 50 UMass fans
(alumni and students on internship in

Washington) exploded in the crowded Smith
Center arena.

Tallent called another tirre-out to calm
things down, but it didn't do any good, as
the UMass defense held and the offense
came back for three more baskets. Haymore
displayed awesome inside moves around the
basket for two hoops and Claiborne canned a
technical foul (on Anderson) shot to ice the
victory.

The victory, giving Leaman's squad a 2-0
season record and 1-0 in the Eastern Athletic
Association opened the eyes of Leaman for
two reasons.

First, transfer from Indiana Mark Haymore
(9-10 shooting) proved he is more of a center
than a shooting forward.

"We decided," said guard and team
captain Derick Claiborne," that we had to get
the offense to Mark and let him go to work.
He certainly let loose."

"I felt better this game than my first game
against Harvard," said Haymore. "I like to
work on the inside and around the basket.
But I still have a lot of work to do before I feel
ready."

Secondly, Len Kohlhaas showed signs of a
shooting forward as the 6'9" sophomore
shot four for seven for eight points from the
foul line area.

I think," said UMass coach Jack Leaman
that I might try Haymore at our center

position with Lenny going to the power
forward.

"Saturday night's victory showed me a lot
of things about our team," said Leaman
Hrst off, when we didn't play well and can

still win against a good team, shows me a lot
of potential.

"Secondly, our bench continues to im-
press me. Eric Williams pulled down a lot of
key rebounds and stole the ball several times
while guard Tom Witkos, subbing for
tidridge or Claiborne came through with
some points, steals, and defensive work.

"It was a team effort when we were
playing bad in the first half and a team effort
when we played well in the second. It's only
a matter of time before we put it all
together," Leaman said.
UMass, playing shabby offense, defense

and displaying atrocious rebounding- trailed
at halftime 40-32, but things looked worse
At times dunng the first half, UMass trailed
by scores of eight - two, 29-16 and 39-26
before Eldndge (6 halftime points) managed
to put a semblance of order in the
disorganized Minuteman offense.

Meanwhile, Colonial forwards Anderson
MO), Mike Sampson (8) and center Mike
Zagardo (6) hit for 24 of 40 Colonial points

The difference in the second half," said
forward Williams, "was that we gave 120 per
cent rather than maybe 75 per cent in in-
tensity.

"We believed we could come back and
cause them to make mistakes. We still have a
long way to go but I think this game is the
turning point for us. We're ready now."

"Either UMass has the best press defense
in the nation or else we have the worst
guards. UMass didn't win the game We
gave it to them. For 37 minutes we played
great, but the rest of the game was a dif-
ferent story," said a very disgruntled GW
coach Bob Tallent.

The Minutemen have one day to savor
their comeback victory before returning to
the hoop wars with Boston University
tomorrow and opening up their home
schedule at Curry Hicks on Saturday against
Vermont.
UMASS Pyatt 9-1-19 Haymore 9-0-8. Kohlhaas 4-
8, Eldndoe 3 2 8, Claiborne 4-19 Witkos 1-0-2

Johnson 1-0 2. Johnson 10 2. Williams 3 5-11 (77)GEORGE WASHINGTON Anderson 9 2 20Sampson 4 1 9, Zagardo 8 16. Tate 0-0-0 Howze 4-
8, Glenn 4 19, Lindsay 35 n 173)

U.S. Brief Says Bakke Off Base on Title VI

Cheryl Carey (13) hauls in one of UMass's 50 team rebounds vs. New Hampshire asMaura Supinski Ir) and Sue Henry (25) prepare to start the break. Carey also scored
10 points. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)
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By Ed Rogers

WASHINGTON \UPI\ The
Justice Department says the 1964
Civil Rights Acts ban on racial

discrimination in federally assisted
programs shields only members of
minority groups that have been
victims of past discrimination.

In a brief filed with the Supreme
Court last Tuesday in the Allan
Bakke "reverse discrimination"
suit, the department argued that
so-called affirmative action
programs favoring minorities over
whites do not violate this ban.

Bakke, who is white, charged he

was twice denied admission to the
University of California Medical
School at Davis because the school
favored less-qualified minority
applications.

Bakke said this violated the act's

Title VI, which forbids any
discrimination on account of race in

any federally assisted activities,

including medical schools.

The department said the act was
passed at a time when "blacks
often were denied the benefits of

programs supported with federal

funds" and "was intended to deal

with the discrimination against
black persons."

The brief added that Congress, at
least by negative implication,
approved programs employing
goals and timetables - devices
often used in affirmative-action

programs - for the benefit of
minority group members.
"The propriety of affirmative-

active action programs has been a
matter of considerable
congressional debate in the years
since Title VI was enacted," the
brief said.

Attempts have been made to

prohibit or limit such programs and
all of these attempts have been
unsuccessful."

The medical school's program
consisted of reserving 16 of 100
student openings for members of
minority groups whose
qualifications were not weighed
against those of regular applicants
for the other 84 openings.
The brief was the second the

department has filed with the
Supreme Court to defend the
legality of taking race into con-
sideration to correct effects of past

discrimination by society at large.

It said:

"We argued in our principal brief

that the constitution does not bar
the medical school from taking race
into account in order fairly to
compare minority and non-minority
applicants.

""We now submit thdC Title VI
does not prohibit the medical
school from employing a minority-
sensitive program that the con-
stitution would permit."

Gregory, state senator, must stand trial Dec. 21WASHINGTON - Dick Gregory
his vyife, Lillian and a

Massachusetts State Senator have
pleaded not guilty of illegally

picketing the South African Em-
bassy on Thanksgiving Day and
have been ordered to stand trial

Dec. 21.

The Gregorys and State Sen.
William Owens, a Democrate from
Boston and the only black member
of the state Senate, were freed

without bond last week after

spending the night in jail. They had
refused to post bond of $100 each
after their arrest.

Each was charged with two
counts of picketing within 500 feet
of a foreign embassy, a

misdemeanor that carries a

maximum penalty of 60 days in jail

and a $100 fine on each count.

Following their brief arraignment

before Superior Court Judge
Eugene Hamilton, Gregory told

reporters he had not expected to be
arrested because his purpose was
not political but to "'stop the killing"

in South Africa.

Gregory, 45, who was active in
the civil rights movement of the
1960s and in protests against the

Vietnam war, said, "I think in all

fairness certain laws have to be
upheld."

But he said the South African
Embassy "should be put on notice
that it will not be guaranteed

certain privileges in this country if

they don't immediately start acting
in a humane way."

Gregory also seemed surprised at
having to face trial in addition to
being arrested. He said the South

African government dropped
charges when he was arresed inside
its Washinton embassy in 1976.

"I will never understand how the
South African Embassy can drop

charges against me and the United
States government can't," Gregory
said.

"I think this government from the

president on down can bring

Dick Gregory and Senator Bill Owens - photo by Edwin Patterson

country."

Othello Mahone, a staff aide to
pressures from a humane point of Owens, said Gregory led about 50
view to end all those horrors and demonstrators in a protest in front
atrocities coming out of that of the White House then

regrouped on the Massachusetts marched back. They carried
Avenue near the embassy. placards which said, "Thou Shalt

He said the protestors moved Not Kill"" and listed 16 persons who
away once on police orders, but have died in South African jails
Gregory, his wife and Owens since 1976.

By JOHN F. BURNS
N.Y. Times News Service

PRETORIA. South Africa - The
Stephen Biko inquest ended
yesterday with a verdict that ab-
solved the security police of any
responsibility for the young black
leader's death.

A few hours before the verdict

was handed down, the security

police raided a home in the black
township of Soweto, outside
Johannesburg, and seized Biko's
brother, Kaya, and his cousin,
Solomon Biko.

Several of Biko's associates in

the "black consciousness"

South African Judge Absolves Security Policy
Slain Leader's Brother and Cousin Seized

movement he founded were also
detained in the swoop. As usual,
the police issued no statement, but
relatives said at least 13 people'
were taken.

The two events stunned blacks.
Although those who attended the
inquest during the three weeks of
testimony said beforehand that
they had not expected a just

verdict, the terseness of the finding
seemed to shock them.
"Unjust," said Benedicta

Ramohange, aged 28, close to

tears, as police with attack dogs
and a special riot unit with semi-
automatic rifles hovered outside the
court after the ruling.

The magistrate who conducted
the hearing, Marthinus, J. Prins,

accepted the version of events put
forward by the police. He said that
Biko's fatal brain injuries probably
resulted from a scuffle that the
police claimed was initiated by the
black leader

"The head injury was probably
sustained during the morning of

Sept. 7, 1977, when the deceased
was involved in a scuffle with
members of the Security Branch of
the South African Police at Port
Elizabeth," Prins said.

"The available evidence does not
prove that the death was brought
on by any act or omission involving

or amounting to an offence on the
part of any person."

The ruling, read in English and
Afrikaans, took less than three

minutes to deliver. It made no
comment on any of the revelations

that emerged from the testimony
many of them highly embarassing
to the police and the doctors who
examined Biko before his death on
Sept. 12.

Counsel for the Biko family,

citing numerous discrepancies in

the police evidence, had asked
Prins to dismiss the account of the

Sept 7 incident as a fabrication and
to find instead that Biko died of a

criminal assault

In their submission, the family
lawyers said an exoneration of the
police "will unfortunately be in-

terpreted as a license to abuse
helpless people with impunity."
Biko was the 28th political detainee
to die in 18 months, and the 45th in

the last 15 years.

The lawyers, asking Prins to act
as a "brake upon the abuse of

power," also cited what they
described as assaults on Biko's
dignity. These included his being
kept naked and shackled for long
periods during his custody and the
fact that he received no medical

Cent, on Page 8
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Sadat's Isreal visit boosts

lasting world peace — Younq
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UN/TED NA TIONS - Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's epic trip
to Israel "must not wither" says
Andrew Young, US. ambassador
to the United Nations.

In a Thanksgiving Day speech
before the U.N, General Assembly,
Young said if the spirit of Sadat's
weekend trip is carried on, "fun-
damental, serious and un-
conditional negotiations could
begin m the very near future."
He descrbed Sadat's visit to

Israel as "a demonstration of a rare
vision which has caught the
imaginat'on of the world.

"The momentum of the past
week" he cautioned, "must not be
allowed to slip away, " adding that
the United Nations "urges all of the
parties to maintain the new
momentum toward peace.

"

The ambassador said that as a
result of the historic trip, the
prospects for a just and durable
peace have been significantly
advanced, "If all the concerned
have the vision and the will to
recognize and build upon the
psychological transformation it has
made possible."

He conceded that procedural
problems remain to be solved, but

he said, "let us remember the
procedural arrangements do not in
themselves determine the outcome
of negotiations - only the
negotiations themselves produce
agreements."

Meanwhile, a report from
Jerusalem states that Israel has
accepted President Sadat's in-
vitation to attend preparatory talks
in Cairo for a reconvened Geneva
peace conference
An Israeli government statement,

however, ruled as unacceptable to
Israel, Egyptial demands for a total
withdrawal from all occupied Arab
territory and the creation of a
Palestinian state.

"The demands of the President
of Egypt for the withdrawal by
Israel to the lines of June, 1967 and
the establishment of a Palestinian
state contradict the positions of
Israel," the statement said.

The report said Syna has rejected
Sadat's invitation to all parties in
the Middle East conflict to hold the
peace talks in Cairo, describing the
proposal as "a cover for further
contacts between Egypt and
Israel."

Palestinian radicals urged all

Arabs to reject any talks with Israel,
the report stated.

Brimmer hits Fed's
policy: OK's tax cuts
Andrew F Brimmer, former

member of the board of governors
of the Federal Reserve System, has
advised that "a sustained, high
level of real economic growth is a
necessary foundation for the ex
pansion of jobs for the disad-
vantaged.'

Brimmer gave the advice dunng
testimony before a U.S. Senate
Committee on Banking, Housing
and Urban Affairs in Washington
earlier this month.
Bhmmer also told the committee

that the economic outlook for the
country for the next year or so is

"far from bnght and there is an
increasing need for "further
economic stimulus" through the
coming year.

Brimmer criticized the Federal
Reserve's money growth targets as
"inadequate" and called for a
"timely" tax cut next year, as
"necessary to assure continued
economic expansion.""

Noting the differential position of
blacks and young people in the
labor market. Brimmer told the
committee that while blacks
constitute 11.6 percent of the
civilian labor force and held 10.7
percent of the jobs during October,
they accounted for 22.8 percent of
total unemployment.

At 13.9 percent, he said, the
black unemployment rate was 2.28
times the 6.1 percent recorded for
whites

Teen-agers of all races, said
Brimmer, represent 9.5 percent of
the labor force and held 8.5 percent
of the jobs, but they accounted for
23.4 percent for teenagers as a
group and 37.9 percent for blacks
alone.

Brimmer testified that during the
1973-75 recession, ""blacks had to
bear a disproportionate share of the
burden of increased unem-
ployment. Moreover, during the last
2 '/? years of the recovery, they have
gotten a small fraction of the added
jobs compared with their relative

position in the labor market."
He noted that over the same

period, the level of unemployment
among blacks ""has risen
significantly."'

From March 1975- through
October 1977, he said, the total
labor force rose by 6,365,000 and
the black component climbed by
1.045.000. Blacks^ thecefora, ar.

counted for 16.4 percent of the
total expansion.

However, jobs held by blacks
rose by only 869,000 representing
11.6 percent of the increase in total

employment.
As a result, the level of unem-

ployment among blacks rose by
149,000 compared with a drop of
1,014,000 among whites and
865,000 in the economy as a whole.

Brimmer forecast that if the
overall unemployment rate is about
6.5 percent at the end of next year,
the rate for blacks may still be in the
neighborhood of 13 percent and
that for whites about 5.7 percent.
Thus, he stated, the historical

black-white ratio of more than two
to one would still prevail.

Those date. Brimmer told the
committee, illustrate once more
the importance of vigorous

economic expansion as an un-
derpinning for increased em-
ployment opportunities for those
on the margin of society."'

Brimmer, who is being supported
in some circles to replace Arthur
Burns as chairman of the Federal
Reserve Bank, said it was evident
that the Federal Reserve System is

caught in a serious dilemma on its

monetary policy.

It is faced with a choice between
pressing its commitment to check
with it sees as excessive rates of
monetary growth, and providing
the money and credit needed to
enhance the prospects of sustained
economic expansion.

"My personal preference"
Brimmer said, "would be for the
Central Bank to give more weight
to the enchancement of economic
growth. However, my expectations
is that the Federal Reserve will seek
a middle path that - nevertheless
- will tilt in favor of more - rather
than less - monetary retraint
through mid-1978."
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Anti-apartheid group
blasts airline

By Myhammoud Mongou
AMSTERDAM The Com-

mittee Against Apartheid in Am-
sterdam has charged the Dutch
airline, KLM, with promoting
apartheid and being a direct
support for the racist regime of
South Africa.

Officials of the committee said
last week that the airline
discriminates in selecting crew
members and personnel for its

regular flight to Johannesburg.
The officials said that although

more than half of the airiine"s
stewardesses are black, none are
selected for this particular flight,

They further said that KLM
contends that the stewardesses are
not put on the Johannesburg flight
because there might be trouble
with South African authorities.

According to the committee,
race has nothing to do with the
acceptance or rejection for the
Johannesburg flight - the
selection is based primarily on the
color of the personnels skin.

Concerning the top level ad-
ministration of KLM, a committee

spokesman said, "'I think there is a
lot of contact between KLM and
South Africa. There is a lot of
contact between the tribe here in

Holland, KLM and South Africa
that are from Dutch descent and
the ties are very strong."

If one looks at the history of
relations between Holland and
racist white South Africa -
especially the government - the
committee said, it is found that
KLM has been very active in the
promotion of good relations.

According to the committee,
KLM's acts are political.

The committee claims that after
World War II, there was no relation
between Holland and the
nationalist party of South Africa,
due to the support and attitudes of
the nationalists for the German Nazi
regime.

However, after the war, the
committee said, KLM was the first

to look for such contacts and began
to promote better South African
relations.

Protection sought

from pirates

COPENHAGEN - Demands that
Nigena take immediate steps to
protect foreign freighters against
pirates in the congested port of
Lagos came after a Danish freighter
was reportedly raided of valuables
and the ship's captain murdered.
The Nordic Council, comprised

of Denmark, Finland, Iceland
NonA^ay and Sweden, was making
the demands.

CPB sets meeting

in Atlanta

WASHINGTON - The Cor-
poration for Public Broadcasting
(CPB) Task Force on Minorities in
Public Broadcasting has scheduled
an open forum in conjunction with
its meeting to be held in Atlanta this
month.

Requests should be made to Ms.
Kathy Donner or the Minority Task
Force at the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, 1111 Sixteenth St.,
NW Washington, D.C., (202) 293-
6160, ext. 281. After Dec. 7,
requests should be directed to the
Atlanta Marriott at (404) 659-6500.

Brimmer, who worked in the
Federal Reserve System for over
eight years, told the committee
the economic outlook for the next

year or so is far from bright."

""We will face,'" in his opinion,
"an increasing need for further
economic stimulus as we move
through the coming year, and the
Federal Reserve should be ex-
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Harmonious settlement ceases
KKK harassment of black couple

PHILADELPHIA - Leonard and
Elizabeth Parker, a black couple,
bought a house in an all-white
suburb of Philadelphia. Their neigh-
bor's son, Jeffrey Simon, they
claimmd in a suit, defaced the
house by painting the letters
""KKK" on the front and placing a
hangmans noose on a side door.
Now the Justice Department has

obtained a consent decree for-
bidding Jeffrey and members of his
family from interfering with the
Parkers.

Attorney General Griffin Bell said
the decree was filed in U.S. District

Court, resolving the housing
discrimination suit against the

Simon family of Huntington Valley.

Filed Sept. 15, 1976, the suit
charged Robert Simon, his wife,
June, their son, Jeffrey, and Mrs.
Simon's mother, Irene Geriing, with
violating the Fair Housing Act of
1968 by seeking to coerce, in-

timidate, threaten and interfere
with the right of the Parkers.

Brain Washing Machine"
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 1977

We as a Black people, we as a

non white people are being sub-

jected to a slow process of brain

damage. It is apparent to those of

us who recognize this. For us who
have not then look closer at this

Brain washing machine, I speak
mainly of the use of the media as a

form of imprenting damage to

young non-white children. The new
Saturday morning cartoons lead in

the successful method of making a

child feel that the only people who
are heroes is the white super hero
they view through the media. The
media has gone backward in time
so much so that you can count the

commercials on both hands and run

out of fingers watching the blonde
haired blued being portrays. Equally

distressing is the fact that new
movies such as star wars, a master-

Come Together
piece in special effects, used a
technique that was used in old
films, that being Black representing
evil and white representing good. I

noticed that television portrayals of
non-whites in American society are
still showing the passive side of
non whites and deletes the realities

of being non white. The media has
successfully used all forms of

protests to the point in which the
general public looks at non white
protestors as advocates to violence.
If we as a people are to be strong
me must take the time you watch
what our children are watching and
our young brothers and sisters who
seemed to be going backward in

time simply by hating their real hair

and processing it or straightening it

to get rid of their natural black
beauty.

In closing I'd like to add, while
black people all over the world are
fighting to ga-in self governing
powers many of us who reside
within the U.S. have forgotten
what real beauty we do possess. If

to you you feel what I have written
then dwell on this. The white woHd
uses such hair products to get
body, which we already have some
of maybe have too much body in

our hair, there are products for
tanning the skin, we are tanned all

year round, products for making
the torso look round. God knows
we as a non-white people have
plenty of "ASS". So what is the
answer to becoming ourselves, to
me it is simply having pride in being
what you are.

Lynn Walker

National Black Students Association

Brothers and Sisters, we need to-

raise our consciousness', rearrange

our priorities and become more
active in our struggles for freedom

and human dignity. We need
unity! Don't be fooled into believing

that you-we are powerless and that

we cannot initiate and promote
change. If we were powerless we
would not have been able to force

the implementation of special

programs to allow us to attend

colleges such as Amherst, Smith,

UMass, etc. Together, in unity, we
have all the power and then some.
The time for unity is now. In the

past we have reasoned that there is

no means, no organization through

which 5-College unity could be

initiated, promoted and maintained.

Well, that excuse-reason can be

heard no longer for there is a

budding new organization on the

scene; the NBSA or National Black

Students Association. The NBSA,
a newly formed Black organization,

is attempting to bring unity to the

Valley. Feeling strongly that our

numbers here in the Valley are

much too small to remaindisunited,

the NBSA is taking the initiative

and responsibility of bringing Black

students together as one; one
family in mind, body and spirit and

also of addressing the current

problems of Black students in the 5-

College area.

The NBSA is holding a major

membership and orientation

meeting this Tuesday, December 6

at 7:30 p.m. in the Malcolm X
Center-Southwest. We, as sincere

and interested Black students
should take the initiative to check
out this meeting and this newly
formed organization for it has much
to offer us. A sincere effort must be
made to give this organization a

chance to help us and unify us, so
come check out what it's all about
on Tuesday, December 6. The
organization needs your input and
enthusiasm.

If we are not for ourselves, then

who can be for us?

Now more than ever, the family

must come together!

Where there is unity, there is

strength!

Asante

By MARK HICKSON
Brothers and Sisters! Jt is high

time that we forget our differences,
be they petty or profound; of which
petty seems the predominant, and
come together in unity. Today, as in

the days past, we as Black students
and Black people are in the midst of
problems; in the midst of troubled
times. Not only is our status as a
people being attacked on an in-

ternational and nationald level

(South Africa, the Bakke Case and
let us not forget the Shockley and
Moynihan reports which remain
pervasive), but also on the local
level, right here at UMass Amherst
were the Student Senate Judiciary
Committee has recently declared
the status and definition of Third
World and of the Third Worid
Caucus unconstitutional. To add to
this many of our parents, sisters,

brothers and relatives are currently
unemployed or are bound to be
unemployed tomorrow, next week
or in the next hour. For us, '"last

hired-first fired" is a pervasive and
wretched reality not an abused
cliche.

Yet, we as Black students and
Black people continue to be
oblivious to our conditions and to
each other and continue to let petty
differences build to petrified
proportions. How absurd it is that
Black students from Smith,
Amherst, Mt. Holyoke and
Hampshire^ can't get along with
Black students from UMass and

^vice versa because of so-called
class differences and airs of'

superiority. We're all inferior in the
eyes of the man. Still, those who
claim that there is no division

continue to pay lip service to the
concept of unity and fail to take
concrete steps to make unity a
reality. Aren't we hip yet to the
tactics of divide and conquer or are
there too many VIP's in the Valley?

Not only is lip service running
rampant throughout the Valley, but
so is apathy. In fact, the two have
become of equal evil, for what
difference does it make if one does
not care while the other says he
cares and yet does nothing to

demonstrate his concern? evidence
of this can be seen in the fact that
two cross burnings occurred in the
Valley, which received national
news coverage, and yet no unified

statement was issued by Black
students, at whom the cross
burnings were directed. Further,

where were the majority of Black
students when a demonstration
was held on November 20 against
Apartheid South Africa? What
happened to the Black student
support of Craeman Gethers?
Again, we hear words but see little

action. Certainly it cannot all be
blamed on excessive school work
for no doubt, there were at least

five times more Black students at

the recent Battle of the DJ's than
there were at the demonstration
against South Africa.

I
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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
The Third World Women's Admission Everyone is welcome!

Center December Calendar

Dec. 8 Workshop on Physical

Fitness. N.A.H. Lounge. Dec. 9 Film

"Sparkle" Mahar Auditorium
Showings at 7, 9, and 11 $1.00

Dec. 1 1 Third World Women's Pot
Luck Dinner. Lumumba Hut 5:00
p.m. Dec. 15 Workshop on
Women's Health Place to be an-
nounced.

More on the Bakke Decision
In beginning this article I am not

going to give an explanation of

what the Bakke case is all about
because there has been numerous
articles explaining that. But, one
thing that I wish to express is that

the Bakke case is the most
profound case within last 23 years.

Why? For the simple reason that it

deals directly with the question of

the future of the BLACK NATION!
We, Black students as well as other
Black workers, bureaucrats, and
those of our people who are of the
black middle class origins are all

part of the BLACK NATION, and
are faced with a case that could set

back and stifle 350 years of our
development, again.

What action, we Black students
take, can be a deciding factor in the
upcoming situation we are about to

be faced with. We had better be
prepared.

First thing we must look to, for

some answers to the questions that

are posted by this case, is our own
history (we must always depend on
ourselves for answers to our
problems).

How did we get the colleges and
universities to have special ad-

missions programs and affirmative

action hiring and promotion guide
lines !*

In the 1960"s millions of our
people engaged in political ac-

tivities of every sort. First legal

activities to publicize our case and
let America see that Black people

were good, moral, patriotic and
hard WQrkp^%> w>\8neyer-,we ,couki

-

find work. Very often the American
flag was held up high by black

hands at our non-violent peaceful
protest demonstrations. All that

was asked was that the govern-
ment do away with the race (South
African Apartheid-in-nature)
discrimination laws that kept our
people from having an equal
chance at schools, social

recreational facilities and jobs.

Because physically, mentally, and
morally we are equal to anyone in

the world. But the response that

our people met was far from good
and moral. It was very much like the
response our brothers and sisters in

South Africa meet everyday.
Today, if you looked at T.V. scenes
from 1963 or 1964 you would swear
that you were looking at a scene
from Soweto, South Africa. Dogs,
riot sticks, tear gas, guns and ar-

mored cars were unleashed on out*

mothers and fathers. Not to

mention high powered water hoses
in the dead of winter. All this

because the white people didn"t

want to take down the "NO
NIGGERS ALLOWED" signs. But
we didn't give up. We picked up
our dead and wounded and went
forward. This time not only did our
people have to face the police and
national guard, but later after the
sun went down (sometimes before)

the national guard and police put
on their real uniforms, the Ku Klux

Klan anti-Black people terrorist

group, and other white extremist
organizations.

This happened year after year
after year. Who did we have to turn

to. Washington turned a deaf ear to

our cries for help. Black people all

over the country began to get sick

and tired of this. Many people were
frustrated, and many were maimed
and dead. The only solution was to

turn to our own resources, strength
and wisdom for the answer. We
knew that we still had many more
"freedom dues" to pay but, were
willing to take on the challenge.

Robert Williams, a brother
originally from the NAACP (one of

most non-violent organizations in

the Black Liberation Movement)
saw very eariy that armed self-

defense would have to back up
non-violent protest. And he was
right. Peaceful demonstrations had
to be backed up by armed might
The people had to be protected
from the viciousness of the white
extremists. Brother Williams and
his forces had also won several

pitched battles against the Ku Klux
Klan. Other groups that were
working in the South also adopted
this policy of armed self defense
and found it very successful.

At this point the movement
started moving north. That's when
"the shit hit the fan." Again you
have frustrated people, with no
work no hope for the future,

constantly cheated and over
charged fer the worst food and

housing. Brutalized, dehumanized
and kept in check by the police.

When our people attempted to

voice their "frustration in the only

"legal"" (Legal, meaning, anything
defined as cool by your oppressor)
way oppressed people can, the
popular protest demonstration, and
are again brutalized (in the liberal

north now) by the police. The only
thing left is open rebellion. Those
were not riots, they were rebellions.

Spontaneous and directed mainly
toward the property of the white
oppressors.

Brief Digression — When the

movement moved north it changed
because the north is the seat of

power structure. The financial Elite.

(This country is not as united as it

seems.)

Some elements of the movement
got together and tried to give it a

more organized • character. If a

people's movement is organized
then rebellions can be focused on
specific issues and targets. This
was beginning to happen. To cope
with this several branches of the

government (for more information
read COINTELPRO: Counter In-

telligent Program, and The Kerner
Report) united to crush the
movement and cool out the
masses. So, the revolutionaries

were isolated and either killed, jailed

or are now in Political exile. To cool
out the masses they developed
Affirmative Action Programs,
Special Admissions to colleges etc.

, to get the potential
revolutionary Nationalist youth off

the streets, and to appease the

desires of the then most vocal
sector of the Black Nation, the
Black Pettie Bourgoisie.

Many of us think we got here
under our own merits. Perhaps
some of us did. But the majority of

us should examine our background.
At one time or another we
belonged to a special program
while in high school! (depending on
each person"s class background).
See the connection?

Well anyway, now that we are

here we should not think that the

struggle is over. The resources of

colleges should be used to develop
ourselves in order to give the critical

and intelligent leadership to the

movement that it needs. Because,
as we see, "'sixteen damn slots" in

a medical school program did not
solve a thing. Neither has any other
type of Affirmative Action
Program, because they are still

burning crosses, not allowing us to

define ourselves (the biggest joke
the student judiciary ever played)

and each and everyone of us is a

potential victim for a police frame-
up or white racist violence.

Organization and self-defense are

the keys to our success.

There are two facts that remain
interesting about this entire case.

One is: If the Federal Government
(Supreme Court) votes in favor of

Bakke, then that will be a clear

statement that they no longer

support (lip service) Black Peoples
Human Rights to acquire a decent
education and live a meaningful life.

The other point is: Regardless of

whether the Federal Government
votes in favor of Bakke of not the

cutbacks will still continue. ASK
THE CEEBS PROGRAM.

WE WILL WIN!
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South Africa's Apartheid Policy:

Children Haunt the Street For Survival!

Street boys angling tor a way to eat, which they
do only when they have money.

Penny, baas, please, baas, I hungry. .This plaint is part of nightly scene in the Golden City, as

black boys beg from whites. They may be thrown a coin, or as here, they may get slapped in the face.

Their hangout at fringe of white city's lights.

Majority rule proposed says one man, one vote
SALISBURY, Rhodesia- U.N.

Ambassador Andrew Young says

that basically it is no proposal at all.

the U.S. State Department calls it a

"step in the right direction."

But apparently the three black

Rhodesian leaders who are ready to

negotiate a one man, one vote

black majority rule settlement are

satisfied.

The acceptance of Prime
Minister Ian Smith's proposal for

the settlement by nationalist leader

Bishop Abei Muzorewa last week,

included the Rev. Ndabaningi
Sithole and tribal Chief Jeremiah

Chirau.

All three will participate in a

constitutional conference aimed at

bringing majority rule to this land of

268,000 whites and 6.4 million

blacks.

However, the rival militant Patriot

Front, lid by Joshua Nkomo and
Robert Mugabe, has rejected the

plan and vowed to continue its five-

year guerilla war.

"In a way, Mr. Smith has

capituated and succumbed to our

demand of power on the basis of

universal adult suffrage," the

United Methodist bishop told some
300 supporters meeting at a soccer
stadium in a black township of

Salisbury.

"We say fine, Mr. Smith. Let us
talk."

Muzorewa said he felt Smith was
sincere when he said he will agree
to adult suffrage, providing
safeguards for minoritiis are in-

corporated into a settlement.

Muzorewa said Smith has told

him he wants a settlement designed
to retain the confidence of whites
so that they do not flee. "We take

that request very seriously," he

said.

Muzorewa called on Britain to

organize the proposed conference,

but "if the British dither and delay,

then we shall know we can go
ahead without them."

He also said he wants all black

parties, including the Patriotic

Front, to take part. "But, we are not

going to wait for anybody who may
not be interested," he said.

Meanwhile, the Rhodesian
military command said late last

week that 38 blacks were killed

within a 48 hour period, but had no

comment on reports Rhodesian
troops are carrying out their

heaviest anti-guerilla operations yet

in neighboring Mozambique.
A communique said Rhodesian

troops have killed 12 nationalist

guerrillas, one guerrilla recruit and
one black man "actively assisting

terrorists."

It is said that "in two separate

incidents of terrorist— initiated

crossfire" between troops and
insurgents, seven black men and
two black youths were killed and
another three wounded. Where or

when the incident occured was not

disclosed.

Blasts decision for bid from S African firm

WASHINGTON - U.S. Tran
sportation Secretary Brock Adam's
decision to accept, a contract bid

from a minority firm with South
African ties has Congressman
Charles B. Rangel, D-N.Y., in an
outrage.

In a statement issued last week
Rep. Rangel said, "I am outraged

over the fact the federal govern-

ment would allow a South African

company to bid against minority

contractors in this country where
unemployment among minorities is

running rampant."

The minority firm, the Smoot
Railroad Services of Columbus,
Ohio, is among the three com-
petitors selected to submit bids for

a contract to produce $30 million

worth of concrete railroad ties for

Amtrak's $1.7 billion

Corridor Project.

Northeast

Rep. Rangel said, 'In order to bid

for this contract, the Smoot
Railroad Services has entered into a

Precast Ltd., a South African

concern."

He further said that "while"
recognizing that the executive
branch is still reviewing the entire

range of U.S. -South African

African progress
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TO SUPPLY ARAB
MEATMARKET

PARIS Sudan is to establish

its first ever integrated livestock

and meat processing operation in a

bid to develop its potential as a

supplier of meat to the Middle East.

In cooperation with the In-

ternational Finance Corporation

(IPC, a part of the World Bank) and
other investors, Sudan is to build a

huge $42.2 million complex near the

capital, Khartoum.

The project includes modern
mechanized farming to produce
feed, sheep breeding and rearing,

and a slaugherhose and processing

plant with refrigeration and cold

storage.

The complex will introduce
modern stock raising and
processing techniques into the

Sudan and will serve as a model for

o'iher similar schemes.

As well as providing 600 new jobs

directly, it is hoped it will stimulate

agriculture throughout the country

through its livestock purchases.

Foreign exchange earnings of $12

million a year are expected from the

plant.

NIGERIAN AIRWAYS
SPREADS

LAGOS - Nigerian Airways is to

introduce four new international

routes into its service.

Three of the routes, which link

the Nigerian capital Lagos with

Nairobi in Kenya, Lusaka in Zambia
and Athens in Greece, are to begin

operations this month.
The fourth, which will put Nigeria

in direct contact with the lucrative

'GREATEST WHITE EXODUS'

Sept. 1977

Left 1,479
Arriv .. 455

Total 1977
(Jan.- Sept.)

8,737

CURRENT POPULATION

Whites.. 268, 000

Blacks . . 6.44 million

(e«t.)

H

North American market through a

Lagos-New York link, is to begin in

January.

POPULATION ON
THE INCREASE

LUSAKA — The population of

Zambia could double itself within 23
years, according to official figures,

unless the present growth rate

declines.

At independence in 1964, the

country's population was 3.5

million and had increased to four

million by 1969. By 1975, the figure

had grown to 4,695,000.

Zambia's Finance Minister John
Mwanakatwe has warned that the

increase in the population could

have far-reaching implications in

the future for the welfare of the

Zambian people.

GRAIN RESERVE
BY 1980s

DAR ES SALAAM - Tanzania's

plan to create a 100,000 ton

LTITelephoto

strategic reserve should be nearing

fruition by the early 1980s.

The plan was launched after the

poor harvest of 1973-74 and is

designed to cushion the effects of

any future grain shortages. Tan-

zania is cooperating with the United

Kingdom to provide half the new
additional grain storage space
required.

The UK already has forwarded

money to Tanzania for the con-

struction of godowns at Dodoma
and Shinyanga. The other 50,000

tons of storage space will be

provided by aid from Denmark and
from existing storage facilities.

The World Food Program,
Australia and Canada, as well as the

United Kingdom have also

promised to contribute grain

towards the stategic reserve.

GHANA TOURIST
BOOM

ACCRA — Ghana is reported to

have received a record $20 million

from the tourist season that has just

ended. The figure is almost twice

the previous annual record.

Up to this November, when the

new tourist season started, 64,000

tourists had visited Uhana.

MILITARY COMPLEX
FOR NIGERIA

LAGOS — The Nigerian federal

military government is to build a
military complex at Lokoja in

central Nigeria.

The military cantonment will

include barracks, roads, parade
grounds, workshops, and other
military facilities.

The complex will have its own
water and electricity supplies and is

expected to be completed by mid-
1979.

Sierra Leone, Liberia protect

economic union
By OLA JESSONS

FREETOWN - Both Sierra

Leon's President Siaka Stevens and

Liberia's President William Tolbert

are determined the Mano River

Union, which joins the two
countries in economic ties, will not

go the way of the defunct East

African community.
The two leaders have kept

closely in touch with each other

since they formed the union four

years ago, meeting every year, and

top-level economic ministerial

delegations shuttle between both

countries on almost monthly
schedules.

The latest meeting of both

presidents took place recently in

the Freetown capital of Sierra

Leone, when Tolbert flew in with a

48-man entourage for a one-day
business visit. The Liberian leader

was given a warm welcome by the

usually reserved Sierra Leoneans,

and the day was like a public

holiday decorated with flags and

bunting.

With the welcoming over, the

"brother- presidents", as they are

often referred to, quickly settled

down to do business. They signed

five new protocols to the Mano
River Declaration of 1973, bringing

the total to 18.

The new protocols urge, among
other things, the establishment of a

third party civil liability insurance in

the union, the establishment of a

Union Transport Commission, a

Union Transport Fund and the

regulation of matters affecting

transit across land boundaries.

Another protocol called for

procedures bringing into effect

measures affecting the Mano River

Union in accordance with in-

ternational law and regulations.

One of the protocols also deals

with functions and procedures
relating to training and research for

citizens of both countries. Already,

the Mano River Union offers

scholarships to Sierra Leoneans to

study in the University of Liberia,

and vice versa.

During President Tolbert's visit,

the two presidents saw the
common external tariffs within the

Mano River Union go into force.

These tariffs are based on the

union's common external tariff

which became effective for both
countries July 1, this year. Both
presidents also exchanged copies

of their national common external

tariffs.

The exchange was necessary
because of the differences in

currency units between Sierra

Leone and Liberia. While Sierra

Leone uses the Leone, which is

pegged to the British Pound
Sterling, Liberia's dollar is linked

with United States' currency.

The national common external

tariffs contain a number of items for

which common links have not yet

been established. Until now. Sierra

Leone's customs tariff carried only

645 items while Liberia's ac-

commodated about 700. These, as

the deputy secretary-general of the

union. Dr. Sheku Sesay pointed

out, were out of a total of 1,009

tariff headings of the International

Customs Cooperation Council
Nomenclature.

With the new tariff exchange, he

explained, both countries now have
a fully extended commodity
description of all items in in-

ternational trade. The tariffs now
also incorporate the latest United

Nations statistical codes — the

Standard International Trade
Classification.

With the new tariffs Sesay
observed, Liberia and Sierra Leone
now represent a market of five

million people (Sierra Leone's
population is three million) and
good imported can have the same
import duties.

The new tariff structure is in-

tended to be as liberal as possible to

encourage outside investors. Both

countries depend to a great extent

on revenues from import duties and

both are determined to keep the

"apple-cart" upright.

One of the aims of the Mano
River Union is to be In a strong

position to advise and assist the

Economic Community of West
African States when that body
moves to establish a full-fledged

ECOWAS customs union and

economic community. The Mano
River Union, with the strides it is

making, may well achieve that

objective.

Brimmer hits Fed's policy: OK's tax cuts

joint prtnership with Grinaker economic relations.

CONT FROM PAGE 2

pected to make a contribution

through the conduct of an ac-

commodating monetary policy."

If present trends continue.

Brimmer said, the economy
probably not turn in the per-

formance the Carter Administration

had hoped to achieve — six percent

rate of growth from the fourth

quarter of 1976 through the same
period this year.

"It now seems that - at best -

the rate of increase may be sent

about 5.5 percent. Although the

shortfall is small, it does represent*

the loss of about $6.5 billion of real

output" Brimmer pointed out.

He was also critical of the Federal

Reserve's money growth targets.

They "seem inadequate," he

said, judged in terms of the demand
for money to finance the expansion

of economic activity — in the face

of a further rise in the general price

level.

He pointed out also that the

Federal Reserve's money growth
targets.

They "Seem inadequate," he

said, judged in terms of the demand
for money to finance the expansion

of economic activity — in the face

of a further rise in the general price

level.

He pointed out also that the

Federal Reserve has not specified

what the growth rate of the

monetary "aggregates would be,

although it has stressed that its

long-term objective is to reduce the

rate to a pace consistent with price

stability.

Brimmer told the committee he

belives fiscal policy should "make a

contribution to assuring that

economic expansion does not

subside next year.

"For this reason," he stated, "I

would support a tax reduction in

the range of $20 to $23 billion next

year. A division of $13 billion to $15

billion for individuals and $7 billion

to $8 billion for business would be

appropriate."

The decrease, he believes, should

come before the end of the summer
if it is to have a significant impact

t>efore the end of next year.

I can appreciate the Carter ad-

ministration's strong desire to

achieve meaningful tax reform,"

said Brimmer, who is now the

president of a Washington-based
firm of economic and financial

consultants.

"However, I doubt that any tax

reform would be possible in a

shrinking ecorK>my. Consequently,

a tax cut is necessary to assure

continuud economic expansion,

and should come in a timely

fashion," he concluded.
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Behold: Eno Donald Washington - photo by Edwin Panerson

By FREIDA JONES

Chris Henderson, tall, lean, clad

in a batik dashiki, leaned over and
struck a huge gong and
whooooosh! out bellowed a long,

lingering vibration. The evening of

the OJAI ENSEMBLE had begun,

and evening of music, dance,

poetry. Cymbals shimmered.
Quietly, then loudly, the traps

spoke responding to the sensitive

and at times, passionate touch of

Chris. Chris, now clonking out a

basic funk rhythm; the dancer,

Ahadi responding, Chris speaking

back to her movements. Chris,

alone in the space filling the air with

melodic rhythms extracted from
wooden Balophone.

An atmosphere of Mystery.

Peace. Beauty. The audience
united in its participation. The
drummer, Chris conducting us into

the 'mysterious' unknown, within

ourselves, helping us discover

Billie Taylor

Billie Taylor - photo by Ban Njiiri

By KEVIN JONES
One of the most exciting con-

certs this year was performed by a

supreme genius of Black Classical

music, Billy Taylor. Taylor brought

with him two equally superb artists,

bassist Victor Gaskin and per-

cussionist Freddie Waits. The
concert took place Monday, Nov.

21, before a large audience at the

Fine Arts Center

The first half of the concert was
performed in conjunction with the

University Jazz Workshop-Big
Band directed by Dr. Fredrick Tillis.

The music composed primarily by

Dr. Tillis, allowed for spectacular

intricate keyboard work by Mr
Taylor.

The first half proved only to be a

warm up as the trio took off where
the band left off. Billy wove in and
out of Victor Gaskins everflowing

melodic bass lines. Inspiring solos

by all three musicians left the

audience stunned, especially those

by Freddie Waits.

The trio played a medley of

works written by a pioneer of our

music, Duke Ellington. Taylor led

the trio through such Ellington

classic such as "Take the 'A' Train"

and "Caravan" The 'good doctor'

also presented tunes written

especially for Victor Gaskin and
Freddie Waits The one for Mr
Waits was particularly interesting

aS he placed his sticks down and

proceeded to play the (entire ) drum
set with his hands.

Taylor who received his doc-

torate in musicology from the Univ.

of Massachusetts, made for first

"break" in his career when he came
to New York with the Ben Webster
Quartet. Although his virtuosity as

a piano player is recognized, many
would be surprised to discover that

he was one of the major innovators

of the bop' era. He has performed

with giant musicians such as Billie

Holiday, Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman
Hawkins, Roy Eldridqe, Charlie

ourselves The dancers & readers

conducting us into the world of

imagination. We ask ourselves, Can
we create like this? Yes, if we
choose to develop. To beckon the

slow and painful process of honing

our talents to the point of.... well,

let us )ust share what Chris, Ima,

Ahadi and Eno give us.

Slowly, rhythmically a woman
figure emerged, cloaked in delicate-

bod patterns, bright hard-subtle

soft colors and textures from Africa

Asia. From head to foot she is

covered with flowing scarves,

jewels dangle from ankle and
forehead. A swift sound and she

breaks free, into lines of grace,

head tilted back proudly, fingers of

the hand even and perhaps pointed

toward the sun, or an imaginary

stretch of sea. She paints

movement. Her pants legs, are

dotted lines chain-snaking, blocks

of yellow shift. Scarves drop and
reveal other cloths. Cloths conceal

the face, accent the movement of

the eye. She seems to grow taller,

then shrink away. She is woman-
creation woman giving birth Small

movement gives imagination and
humour Where are we? Ancient or

present day Egypt? Should there

not be vast dunes of sand stret-

ching out into the beyond. Or with

this woman swirling and kicking up
dust in Ashanti village? Ah, no, that

there, that's Bali... But this

beautiful young woman is Ahadi
Hakim Fami and she has come from

the lower East Side of Manhattan
to, as she has put it, share with us,

through dance, the peace and
harmony she feels inside. She is

now acquainting herself to the laws

and philosphies of Islam which has

greatly influenced her approach to

dance. Her ambition is also to

express dance with the power,

virtuosity and spirituality of

Someone like John Coltrane. She

Parker, Oscar Pettiford and Cozy
Cole.

Not only is Dr. Taylor is fine

pianist composer, arranger and

teacher but he also has explored

many different facets of the music

world. Billy was a popular Disc

Jockey on the all black New York

radio station WLIB. Besides being a

DJ on the station he became
general manager of WLIB. His own
corporation has led him into

productions of radio, television,

commercials, records and concerts

Billy continues to lead groups

touring the world bring his multi-

faceted talent and his revolutionary

musical concepts to people like you
and me.

Photo by Edward Cohon

ANNOUNCEMENT
Afro Am 156, 3 credit

Revolutionary Concepts in Afro

American Music UMass, Division of

Con't Education, Winter Session

January 3 through 27. Instructor:

Charles Majeed Greenlee

i~r^^WS^ . f
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Chris Henderson plays balofans while Sister Ahadi dances
photo by Edwin Patterson

lives with her husband Hakim, who
was there supporting her; Hakim is

professional bass player and he and
Ahadi sometimes perform together.

Another beautiful African
American woman, with warm
African accents wove poetry
through the dance and persussion.

Ima Henderson read David Diop's

poem "Something we lost " (about
our Odyssey), "Justice" (an
Ethiopian folk-tauie) and Juno Se
MaMa (about a drummer's feelings

about his calling). Juno played with

John Coltrane.

Eno gave us a brief and powerful
performance. The first dance
exploring movements of mystery
and power, meshing with the

sensitive conversation of Chris'

drums. In another, fast moving

dance, he chants and appreciation

of his teacher Akmad Shahir who
said. "Eno, Don't be 'fraid," "Don't

be afraid to move," "Let the rhyth-

m make you move."
I thank Robert Keyes, a brother

who worked very hard to bring the
Ojai Ensemble to Dwight House in

NorthWest. The importance of the

evening cannot be stressed. I don't

think we fully realize the talents we
have here. This was no 'en-

tertainment performance' — this

was an experience created by
artists an experience that helped

all those present grow spiritually.

Let us have them back again in a

beautiful theatre (no hard cement
floors that may injure the dancers).

Let us have them back and come
out full force to see them.

Unity Ensemble to Perform For
The First Anniversary of

The Ahacoana Center Dec. 10

Unity Ensemble - photo by Edward Cohen

To celebrate its first anniversary,

the Northeast Third World Center

(Anacoana) will present Unity

Ensemble featuring Chris Hen-

derson.

Unity is, of course, not new to

the Amherst area. They were based

here for many years until they

relocated in New York City. The

evenings entertainment will feature

Chris Henderson on multiple

percussion, along with Art

Mathews piano. Butch Campbell-

guitar, Kevin Ross bass, Billy

Patterson-bass, and Kazuko
Speigel dancing. There will be a

special guest appearance by Bill

Saxton on reeds

This IS the first in a series of

events planned by the center.

Hopefully, many will come out to

support the Brothers and Sisters of

Northeast area in making this event

as well as the Center successful

Shady Grady in action: during

the Battle of the D.J.'s, Grady
turned in a masterful performance
and won the battle. The event was
a benefit for the SASA program

- photo by Bari Njiiri

Open House

For Che-Lumumba School

By KARIEN ZACHERY

An open house for the Che-
Lumumba School was held Thurs-
day on the fourth floor of the New
Africa House.
The purpose for the open house

was partially recruitment for new
children and parents.

The teacher at Che- Lumumba is

Sister Ismat Abdul Haqq, an ex-

perienced elementary and high

school teacher from Springfield.

Some of the parents also teach at

the school during the week, in such
subjects as Spanish, dance and
music.

The Che- Lumumba school is a

result of parent collectivity. The
parents decide the type of

education to be taught, etc. "The
responsibility is shared by the

parents," says Sister Ismat. "The

work is done co-operatively."

Che Lumumba School began in

September under the direction of

Sister Ismat. It originally began in

1972, "by Black parents who
wanted a different education for

their children than what they found
in Amherst."

The school is accredited by the

Amherst School Dept. It is qualified

in teaching the same academic
subjects as any other school. Some
subjects taught are political

education, history and current

events in the Third World.
The Che-Lumumba School

teaches children from every ethnic

background.

One of Sister Ismat's immediate
desires for the school is the

recruitment of more Black children

and the participation of more Black
parents in the school.
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Kwanzaa— Our Black Holy Days

By BASIR MCHAWI

(Reprinted from Black News - an
official communications instrument
of the EAST)

Kwanzaa is an African
celebration that is traditional all

over the African world. The word
Kwanzaa is a Swahili word meaning
first or "first fruits". Kwanzaa
originated when our ancestors
gathered together to celebrate the
harvesting of the first crops. This
harvest time was a time for en-

joyment. It was a time when the
work that had been put out all year
was given meaning. Everyone could
actually see the fruit that their labor

had brought forth. After the harvest
was over, the entire community
engaged in singing, dancing, eating

and drinking. Everyone gathered
together to give collective thanks
for the collective effort that had
made the community prosperous.
On the last day of Kwanzaa there

was always a gigantic Karamu
(feast). Everyone in the community
would bring what they had grown
as their contribution. We should
always remember that collective

work and responsibility-living

together, sharing the fruits of our
labor, is traditional among African

people.

Our recovery of Kwanzaa is just

one aspect of our movement
towards Nationhood. When we
recovered Kwanzaa we
rediscovered part of our African

selves. Kwanzaa existed centuries

before Christ was born; by
readopting Kwanzaa, we take back
a holiday which is rightfully ours.

By affirming our Black Holy Days,
we begin to create the traditions

that will be passed on to yet unborn
generations of African people when
we become the ancestors. By
celebrating our Black Holy Days,
we give concrete expression to our
Imani (faith) in our people and the

righteousness and victory of our
struggle.

The Nguzo Saba (Seven Prin-

ciples of Blackness) are the
foundation of the Kwanzaa
celebration.

UMOJA-unity
KUJICHAGULIA-Self-

Determination

UJIMA Collective Work and
Responsibility

UJAMAA-Co-operative Economics

NIA Purpose
KUUBA Creativity

IMANI-Faith

UMOJA (unity)

Strive for and maintain unity in

the family, community, nation and
race

KUJICHAGULIA (self-
determination)

Define, name and speak for

ourselves instead of being defined
and spoken for by others.

UJIMA (collective work and
responsibility)

Build and maintain our com-
munity together and make the
problems of our brothers and
sisters our own and work to solve
them together.

UJAMAA (cooperative economics)
Build and maintain our stores,

shops and other businesses and
profit together from them.
NIA (purpose)

Make as our collective vocation
the building and developing of our
community to restore our people to
their traditional greatness.

KUUMBA (creativity)

Do always as much as we can in

the way we can to leave our
community more beautiful and

beneficial than when we inherited

It.

IMANI (faith)

Believe with all our hearts in our
parents, teachers, leaders and
people and in the righteousness
and victory of our struggle.

The dates of Kwanzaa are from
December 26 through January 1st.

Each day represents one of the

Nguzo Saba or Seven Principles.

On the last day the Kwanza Karamu
(feast) takes place. The Karamu
consists of good food, good music
and good vibes. In order that we
may celebrate Kwanzaa here in the
Valley before the semester ends
and we all go our own separate

ways, a Pre- Kwanzaa (feast) will be
held on Friday December 9 at 6:00

p.m. in the Lumumba Room of New
Africa House. The Karamu or feast

will also include music and en-

tertainment provided by local

poets, the Vea Williams— Amina
Myers Duo and the Charles Majeed
Greenlee Sextet. The entertainment

will begin at 8:00.

The Pre-Kwanzaa Karamu
emphasizes the principle UJIMA-
collective work and responsibility.

Therefore we are asking everyone
to contribute something (either

food or drink) so that we may feast

collectively. This reminds everyone
that the community is no greater

than the efforts of the individuals

who comprise it.

NOW MORE THAN EVER, ALL
THE FAMILY MUST COME
TOGETHER!

What is the Afro-Am Society?

Students and staff of the Che-Lumumba SchooL Scenes from the open
house - photos by Edward Cohen

The Afro-Am Society is a

student-run RSO group, which is

designed to represent the interest

of Black students on the UMass
campus. Historically, the Afro-Am
Society was the first Black
organization to come into existence

on the UMass campus and was a

direct outgrowth of Black student
demands and activism during the

late 1960's and early 1970's. Since
then the organization has con-

tinued to effectively represent the

interest of Black students and has
remained the largest financial

contributor to the Black and Third

World Community.
This semester, as usual, the A?ro-

Am Society has been functioning

effectively and has sponsored many
programs, most of which have been
well-attended and representative of

Black students' interest. On
September 20th, the New Africa

House Steering Committee held a

Third World Organizational Fair and
Unity Dinner, to which the Afro-Am
Society was a major contributor.

Other activities sponsored by the

Society have been a Umoja (Unity)

Cabaret, the 'Pleasure' concert

during Homecoming, the Benefit

Concert for Craeman Gethers,

which featured Jean Cam and the

NBSA trip to Atlanta. Afro-Am
Society also made contributions to

the Che-Lumumba School of Truth

so that the school could be further

staffed with two work-study
students. In addition, Afro-Am will

be sponsoring one more event

before this fall semester comes to

an end. It will be a Pre-Kwanzaa

celebration, which will take place

on December 9th in New Africa

House and will feature the talents

of Vea Williams — Amina Myers

duo, Charles Majeed, Greenlee

Sextet and local poets.

Undoubtedly, this has been a

productive semester for the Afro-

Am Society and it hopes to extend

its progression into the upcoming
spring semester. Some ideas for the

spring semester to be formulated

and sponsored by the Society

include a progressive speakers

series, which will focus on the

historic and present status of the

Black liberation struggle in its

national and international context,

a progressive film series, a unity

gathering and a concert some time

in March. These are but a few of

the nnany programs which the

By MARK HICKSON

Society will attempt to inplement
next semester. Also, the Afro-Am
Society plans to continue to work

closely with the New Africa House
Steering Committee. It will also

work with the W.E.B. Dubois Dept.

of Afro-American Studies on their

conference in April next semester.

But, like many Black and Third

World organizations, the Afro-Am
Society is both understaffed and
numerically under-represented. We
need members, to bring new ideas

to the organization and help with

the implementations. Therefore,

the Afro-Am Society an end of the

semester membership drive and ^ill

hold a very important meeting this

Wednesday, December 7th at 7:00

p.m. in room 110 of New Africa

House. We are appealing to all

interested Black students to come
to this very brief meeting and get

involved in the Afro-Am Society. It

is the RSO organization best

equipped to fulfill your interests and
make your ideas a reality. We need
you help and input, so please at-

tend this meeting.

Wednesday, December 7th at

7:00, room 110 NAH
Asante
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By JOHANNA P BRASSARD

This is the last article in a series

of three examining the Advocate

Program. I have conducted short

interviews with Field Supervisor

Vicki Spnggs. Advocates Sandy
Brown and Vicki Taylor, and a

Program youth. I hope to provide

the Third World Community with

an idea of the kinds of people in-

volved in the Program, and their

impressions of the Program.

(It should be kept in mind that I

have had to paraphrase persons

answers to questions posed in

order to write this article. I have

tried to convey, as accurately as

possible, the ideas of those in-

terviewed. I will concentrate on the

responses of the Field Supervisor

and Advocates in the first part of

this aricle.)

Brassard: How long have you

been with the Advocate Program?

Spriggs: Two and a half years.

Brown; Since April 1977 — but I

was also an Advocate six years ago
when the Advocate Program first

started.

Taylor I have spent three months

as an intern Field supervisor and ten

days as an Advocate.

Brassard: Why did you choose to

work in your present position?

Spriggs: I was a student who
became an Advocate as a summer
)0b. Working with kids in that

aspect got me interested in the

programs as a whole. Consequently

I became a Juvenile Justice major

at the University. I then did

volunteer work as a Field Super-

visor, which led to my hire as a Field

Supervisor

Brown: I grew up in institutions

and wanted to extend my ex-

perience and home to youth from

institutions — I think that one of

the best aspects of the Program is

the fact that it keeps kids out of

institutions

Taylor As a Juvenile Justice

Major at UMass, I became in-

terested in this aspect of the

program. Working only as an intern

would have been too indirect — I

wanted to really share in the growth

of the kids.

Brassard: What do you see as

% «

Vicki Spriggs speaks with a student of the Advocate program photo by

Edwin Patterson

your role in the Advocate Program?

Spriggs: I assist in the

development of the "Service plan"

for each youth under my super-

vision, and provide support and

supervision for each youth and his-

her Advocate for the duration of

the youth's stay with the Program. I

also see that the youth's physical

needs are met.

Every Friday morning there is a

general staff meeting. The staff talk

out problems here. But every

person involved in the Program,

including kids and interns, is

generally supportive and helpful to

everyone else.

Brown: I want to provide a safe

environment for my kid in order to

assist him in assuming respon-

sibility for his past, present and
future.

Taylor I have two functions in

the Program: 1 . As an Advocate I

am a parent, a friend — someone to

depend on. I try to see that

Program rules are followed by my
kid, but also that the Program

supports his goals. 2. As an intern

Field Supervisor, I keep in contact

with the kid's parents and region

caseworker, keep a file on him-her,

provide counseling, see to medical

appointments and clothing, and

oversee his- her education and job

(if he-she has one).

Brassard: What do you see as

your goals in the Program and how

do you accomplish them?

Spriggs: I am easy-going and

don't try to impose rules on a

youth. I am honest and upfront, I

try to guide a kid, to react ot his-her

actions. I want to get to know my
kids, and like to keep conversation;

communication.

Brown: I try to set up a flexible

atmosphere. I provide comfortable

physical space, but I do not treat

kids like babies or victims. They

must be aware that I am a person

too, with limits. I try to teach

reciprocity.

Taylor: I put as much time and

effort as possible into my role -

you must put in to get anything out.

Brassard: How do you feel about

the Advocate Program as a whole?

Is it worthwhile? Are there

problems? How could they be

alleviated?

Spriggs: We are getting another

Field Supervisor, which is good.

The Program as a whole is good,

but we need better screening of the

kids- we should not accept kids

who can't handle to Valleys

lifestyle. We also need money,
especially to develop a Job
Program for underaged ' kids. It

vvc'jiH njve them something worth-

while to do in their spare time, and

a sense of accomplishment. It

would take some pressure off

Advocates who must entertain the

kids. We really need more non-

white Advocates, particularly

Spanish speaking people.

Brown: The Advocate Program is

absolutely worthwhile - it is a

rarity in the state and country

because of its reality, its

philosophies and assumptions. But

there is not enough Advocate
training, and there is a great need
for Third World Advocates. There

is a prevalence of White Liberalism,

and most Advocates are naive

about where the kids are coming
from - people don't realize what
these kids have had to do just to

survive, and how their means for

survival has affected their attitudes.

The Program should utilize all of the

Valley's resources to educate
Advocates and kids politically and
socially. The Program is badly

underfunded, particularly in the

area of Pre-Placement services for

young women.
The Advocate Program just can't

reach young women in need of its

services because of this. (Also,

Vicki Spriggs is someone who is

"right there" in every way!)

Taylor: I have seen several

human services programs, and this

one is the best around. It has a

good philosophy and good com-
petent people.

But it needs more support and

recognition from the University and
the Valley — people need to be

more responsive to and un
derstanding of the kids. Working
with the kids has shown me that

they are not "delinquents", but that

they are people with special needs.

(The second part of this article

consists of a short interview with a

program youth.

Brassard: How long have you
been with the Advocate Program?

Youth: Aoout ?. vear

Brassard: What sort of program
do you follow?

Youth: I go to two University

literature classes on Tuesdays and
Thursdays - one at Bartlett and

one at New Africa House. I'm on
Independent Study at Amherst
Regional High School.

Brassard: Has the Advocate
Program changed your attitudes

toward yourself and-or others?

Youth: The Advocate Program
hasn't helped me directly. One
person who worked for them a long

time ago probably helped the most.

Brassard: What is best about the

Program?

Youth: The free medical and
dental care is good.

Brassard: What is worst?

Youth: Is it too businesslike —
there isn't much of a healthy at-

titude of concern.

Brassard: Is it worthwhile?

Youth: Yes, but it really depends
on your attitude when you enter.

The Advocate Program can't reach

people with really serious problems.

Brassard: How could it be made
better?

Youth: The Program shouldn't be

so closely connected with the

state's Juvenile Justice System. If a

kid breaks too many rules or

commits a crime while he is in the

Program, he is sent from the

Program to one of the state's

juvenile lock-ups. That doesn't help

him any.

Most of the statements made in

these interviews reflect the opinion

that an Advocate Program for

troubled youths is more effective

and worthwhile than a Punishment
Program. Why not visit the Ad-

vocate Program to discover
whether you can concur with this

opinion. Or join the Program to help

to make this opinion a reality.

The administrative offices,

classrooms for the Program's
Alternative Education Program, and
a recreation room are located in

Montague House, right by the

School of Education at UMass.
(You don't have to be a UMass
student or Juvenile Justice major to

qualify for the Program; just

generous, concerned afid

responsible). Montague House
itself is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m five days a week. Phone
numbers are: 545 3622-23 and 25.

* Yard B ire/
"

\a ^Jh ^re T ur, ?

Bike's Brother Con't.
Cont. from Page 1

treatment for his head injuries

before he died.

The ruling, totalling less than 120
words, made no reference to any of
this. The only reservation entered
by Prins was that he would decide
later whether to refer the testimony
to the South African Medical and
Dental Council for possible action
against the doctors.

Prins, a civil servant like all South

African magistrates, read the ruling

hurriedly, scarcely looking at the

packed rows of spectators. He left

the courtroom immediately after

finishing, and remained closeted in

an office until he slipped away by a

rear exit.

Later, in a brief discussion with

The New York Times at his office

elsewhere in the city, the 58-year-

old jurist, who is chief magistrate of

Pretoria, said allegations of a

coverup did not perturb him.

ATTENTION ALL THIRD
WORLD SISTERS!!!

The Third World Women's
Center will have a POT LUCK
DINNER, Sunday, December 11 in

the Lumumba Hut Please bring

some type of dish; meat, meatless

or dessert. If you can't bring a dish,

just bring yourself and another

sister'

Hope to see you Sunday!!!

^{ ^ i '^- '"^ ? J

your pain nf Cfinstmas sffjopping,..

Chaka and Fred aeriiunbtrattj techniques of the African Institute of

Martial Arts at Smith College; in the background is Tony Van der Meer -

photo by Edwin Patterson

^eagon's; ^xttiim^
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A big smile at Christmas is assured with any of the

great soft and cuddly sweaters, dresses, tops, and
accessories from the Bus Stop.. .like a warm pair of

mittens, hat or scarf, from the pretzel collection

RUS rSTOP
197 N. Pleasant St/Amherst/Mass./ 256-01 40

<i<r^

^

UNDERNEATH
ITALL, IT'S A

^ puritan'\

y

-^v

mr

This Christmas, warm your
loved one's heart with

any one of our

great Puritan sweaters;

crew and vee-necks,

and vee-neck vests,

sizes S/M/UXL

prices start at 11.95

10%OFF
WmTAN SWEATERS

WITNTNISAO
(TMNNMH 12/2S/77)

CVBAEb

201 n, pleasant st./amherst

fi Fairfield MaB/chicopee

Dfcnmb'n 5 6, 1977 Sur)r)lt;ment to the Cullegian

A WHOLE
CHRISTMAS

TREE

ijklf OF GIFT

^3^ *
. SUGGESTIONS

tv ^Sr FROM

%
white vMne.

drv wine, sweet
wine, sparkling

wine, s'lll

w me, French wine.

.Austrian wine,
Italian w ine, German

*> wine. Portuguese wine, ^
"1 ugoslavianwine, California ^
wine. Washington State wine, ,

'^
^ New York w ine, Swiss wine, **^'*'^

.* Austrian wine, Argentine wine, ^
w me glasses, gift wrapping, %^.

delivery service,
uine Kdl certificates

Holiday Shopper Page 3

> -ij-v

K;'

\y r<-

C & C PACKAGE STORE
W INI AND I I Q L () K \I | K ( M A N I S

61 .Main St., Amherst
^-

(Behind the P(»lite Station)

FOR SUDDEN SERVICE DELIVERY CALL 253-3091

*4k

^•¥^^ Record Album Specials ^'^'^

1^ .«^v,t*
MONDAY NIGHT

SPECIALSII

,ei

A^*

A*

\<^
dt'

I S^

•'/

.1^«

A©t^
''A

,tc^'

«o"*

6'
le

e'

\e
\o OPEN

'TIL
9

TONIGHT
of your Christmas store

campus center univ. of mass.

HABEFACTiUIT
SHOE OUTLET

EASf ST., WARE, MASS

FACTORY TO YOU SAVINGS

OF 25
%

to

on all women's

boots and shoes

FACTORY SHOE OUTLET
EAST ST. WARE. MASS. PHONE: 967-9753

OPEN 9-5 MON.-SAT.
(BANK AMERICARD OR VISA ACCEPTED)

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED
As in any industry certain

products stand the test of time.
Represented in our ]/Veel<ly
Specials are just a few of these
timeless components

EPI 100
Our relationship with win
Burhoe began nine years ago
when we first earned his new
astonishing k)udspt;aker. The
^Pl 100 Then as now, few

speakers in any
price range can
tn a t c h the
Sonic Clarity or

the deep base
'espunse of the

Nii'iber 1 Cun
siimer Rated
BooKjt^elf for

the pat I '"^yrs

AD VALUE
LISTS200 pr

OUR LOW PRICE

$150./pr
including in store repair tor
5vrs

MARAIMTZ2216B
Mctking its world debut in June of 1970
.IS the 2015, the final evolution has
arrived Rather than new models every
year, MARANTZ chooses to make
circuit improvennents in the inside wtiich
tends to keep resale value high and
keeps their research and development
dept the largest in the industry and the
styling dept one of the smallest of the
MAJORS Rated conservatively at 16
wdtts MINIMUM per ch at 8 Ohms at
no more than 15%THD

NATIONAL AD VALUE

$250.00

The basK motor. Belt Driven System,
3 40 kilos /inc alloy platter and
une()uale() suspension, appeared as
the TD 150 m 62' Numerous tone arm
refinements thru the years bring us the |TO 165C fully erjuipped with empire
4000 D 1 magnetic cartridge, stylift

wood base hinged dust cover for rnly

H0R|N$

TDinc
$149.00

TOTAL AD VALUE LIST $745.00
OUR LOW PRICE $449.00

Burhoe Blue Loudspeakers
Burhoe s ultimate Bookshelf
system incorporates all the
latest designs in cone and
crossover technology Flat

frequency response to 33HZ
make for truly memorable

AD VALUE LIST
$500 00 pr

OUR LOW PRICE

$375.00/pr.

SONY STR 4800 SO AM FM
Superior FM performance with
full Dobly function on FM
coupled with the industry's
best mass produced phono
preamplifier and versatile
amplifier stage.

SUGGESTED RESALE
$400 00

OUR LOW-PRICE

Philips 6A 312 ^Philips new improved version of their famous GA 2lJ
increased convenience by virtue of an auto lift function that s
totally electronic and trouble free
Complete with base dust cover and empire 4000 00 Cart

SUGGESTED PRICE AS SHOWN $285 00
OUR LOW PRICE

$185.00
TOTAL SYSTEM LIST$1, 185.00

OUR LOW DELIVERED PRICE $849
ADVERTISED SPECIALS

Speakers National Ad OUR LOW lude base. dust cover)

EPI 100
Val

$200
ue PRICE

$150 pr
National Ad

Value
OUR LOW
PRICEB u r tioeGreens5Z20 pr $170 pr Thorens $200 $110Ohm Bt $400 pr $200 pr TD165 C

(Traded in Philips 6A427 $120 $82
our 1 y r . Philips 6A312 $200 $160
trade deal) Dual 1237 $190 $88

Presage 15 $200 pr $149 /pr Pioneer $120 $60
FM 1 $450 pr $300 pr PL112D
Altec 3 $298 pr $180 /pr (Trade in)
BurKioe white $300 pr $240 /pr Garrard GT 55 $109 $69
ESS Towers $800 pr $500 pr Rabco ST 4 $340 $80w Ket w Stanton
driver(used) 681EEE
Adventdarge, $298 pr $216. /pr JVC JLB31 $249 $129
improved)

Allison Four $350 pr $310 /pr
direct drive

Martantz 6150
direct drive

$249 $149

CASSETTE TAPES

TDK SA C90 $2 88ea.
TDK ADC90 $2 79ea.
MAXE II UDXL Iftll C90$3 00

We serv ice e^ervthmii wv sell m our own service department

fiimiERSI liUOiO
8«>«>>iH'Ci»a

5862552
259 Triangle St., Amherst

Open til 9, Sal til 5 5492610
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HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

Specials

LUNCHEON 11.25 k up

^ >« ai * 5^

Mandarin Sierhuen
(.uisine

* Open 7 days a week

Moo -Hiw.
Frl -Smb.

ll:3ta.ai.-M:Mrni
n:Wa.«i.-ll:MpJB.

DINNER «3 96

main court* choica ol

Siachuan Spicad Chichan
ot

Swa«t ft Sour Shrimp
Dinner inciuda* spar* rib

aggrola chickan wing tned
rica b hot and tour thrimp

Mon Wad 5 00 8 00 pm

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. ». Amherst

2S6^2S1
256-0252

Banquet Fnoililies

if New Christmas Ideas In Fashion

at * HOMPSON'S
il

FOR WOMFN
MATSON SHIRTS
KITTY HAWK Angora Turtlenecks
Gunne Sax by JESSICA

-arriving for Christmas

CRAZY HORSE is in

sweaters and pants

CATALINA-cruise wear Holiday line

plus a ne^ shipment of machine washable plaid shirts for ladies.

Dont forget our complete line of men's wear also!

THOMPSON'S '^ "* Plejsani Si Mon Sat <» (K) S K) Thurs till H PM ^

CAMPUS TRAVEL
CUBA 1
$573.00 1

includes 1
Roundtrip air transportation 1
All meals 1
Hotel accommodations 1
Transfers 1
Six sightseeing tours 1

CURACAO
.,om $299.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
All taxes & gratuities

^ MIAMI ^
.-on, $205.00

includes;

Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers ft baggage handling
Taxes it tips

lAir only from $89^

^ Martinique"^
from $399.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
Hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
Gambling lesson
Fashion show
Complimentary chaise lounges

^. All taxes £t gratuities ^^

" EL SALVADOR^
from $299.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Full breakfast daily
Transfers & baggage handling
Sightseeing tour
All taxes & gratuities i

COSTA RICO ^
from $299.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
All taxes & gratuities i

^GU^^MA^^
from $359.00

includes
Roundtrip air transportation
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers & baggage handling
Half day sightseeing
All taxes £t gratuities

^^^ Tennis A

FT. LAUDERDALE
.,om $249.00

mcludes:
Roundtrip air transportatidn
7 nights hotel accommodations
Transfers it baggage handling
Taxes & tips

Air only from $11 9j

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER ' 1
UNIVERSITY OF MASS. 5450500 1

/feropoRiariQ

A UARIETYOF GIFTS

FOR THE WOMAN WITH
CASUAL ELEGANCE IN

MIND

COME BROWSE

We have a large selection of inlaid

turquoise necklaces & bracelets, along with

sterling heart pendants, chains b earrings

Hours: Daily 10-7 Fri 10 9 Sun 12-5

IN THE AMHERST CARRIAGE SHOPS
233 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST MASS
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cylmherstTravel
ConsuUants,^nc.

27 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, Massachusetts 256-6704

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FUU UQUOR LICENSE

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Call : 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY — 6:00 p.m.-lOOO p.m.

FRI. & SAT. — 6:00 p.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Good luck on finals!!

MERRY CHRISTMAS

AND A
^S9
HAPPY NEW YEAR

FROM THE "GANG"

AT PETE'S.

If there's anything you don't like

about how a Tech Hifi system sounds or

looks in your home, for up to seven days

after your purchase we'll give your

money back. No questions asked.

How can we make an offer like this?

We improve the chances you'll like

your system by letting you play in

our soundroom for as long as you like,

comparing all ihe systems in your

price range. So your ears will tell you

which system gives you the best

sound for your

investment.

tech hifi
Soundrooms you can play in

This $320 system gives you uncom-
monly clean sound. It combines

Kenwood's KR2600 stereo receiver

(with more power and useful features

than any other in its class), a pair of

KLH 100 Monitor Series loudspeakers,

and the dependable BSR 2260A auto-

matic turntable (ready-to-play, with an

ADC magnetic cartridge). We think

this modestly priced system offers

excellent value.

But if you take it home and disagree,

we'll give your money back.

Come play at Tech
Hifi. Play safe.

Ki li KEfMWOOO

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100

BankAmexicard
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i. STAMP OUT SLUSH

with Rubber

Supplement to the Collegian
OpcernhMf 5 6. 1977

r)<?remt)Hr 6 b, 1977

FROM iU'i SHOE REPAIR

Located in the center of Amherst

Vision
ShoujCQ$e

I formerly House o* Vision

i

KantWhaUn - Licenaad Optician

We are Specialists in:

• Fashion Eyewear
•Contact Lenses
• Emergency Replacements
• Free Adjustments Anytime
•We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms AAail, Hadley 584-8324

We have a neiv section ^

Crafts

^
%?

'^\

Gifts for your mgemiity.

tel C413] 256-B159
23 No Pleasant St Amherst IVla 01002

^"!'i"'- ' o the Collegian

foiobow
prisms

CAR WON'T START?
OUT OF GAS?

FLAT TIRE?
CALL AAA

CorfiitilK ln\iU'^ ^ on To join

Tin- >^ orld'* Liir^iv.! \ »<.o«ialion <H MolorisiM

\ ml Slinrr In ||<. Bniffil^. I'rMlrjir^ And rroKMtioii
District Headquarters PO Box 1099

1515 Northampton St.
Holyoke, Mass

NAMK PHONK
STRKKT CITY

For Kiirlli<-r In forma lion Mail Tlii'« Coupon

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

co'^ners in ail sizes some with cfjvers

some without some natural some fancy
For bread or 'ruit for piants or pencils

Containers fo' use and t)eauty

A '••• col*»ciio« o» hand cut tt/aM
oua*»> crvMat high laad coniant
an<3 •«(Hi»<i« that)** pro^act color
ar>^ fOfm wh»r> hur«g m j window
A parfaci vfx fof your horn* from
•t n 10 120

E^^rlK
Open 9 30 to 6 Men Sat

Sundays 1 to 5

N«Kt to Amherst Post 0«k:«

V\OĴ
^"^

Next to the Amherst Post Office Open 9 30 6 Men thru Sat , 1 5 Sun

Comfortable cozy, and casual
Our knee length socks, hand knit m a

cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as
slippers Tie tops are an interesting

detail Moderately priced at 5.95

CHiL0R,F.>A'5 5 Z.E5, TOO;

A refreshing place to shopi

Fac»*s of tartri

Next to Amherst Posr OHice
9 30 6 Mon Sat

Sun 1 5

>v•i^//vwyvvv'A^^^v/AVA^^^^^\v^v.?:<»a^'••^'»'•'••»*»^^^
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t<*^

V'arm, fuzzy, and fun! Our new winter
hi ts are hand knit of exquisitely soft

alpaca wool. Some sport pompons;
othfs feature tassels or ear flaps.

Each design is unique! 5.95, 6.50
7.50.

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth
N-xi to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6 Men Sat
Sun 1 5

"THE FISH"
from the Intair Collection

Fabric frames turn this West
German pattern, or any other
cloth, into vibrant wall hangings,
which you may assemble yourself,
or have done for you. You can
create clothing, pillows, tote
bags, window shades and drapes,
folding screens, shower curtains,

placemats and so much more,
from the many beautiful fabrics
we've gathered from around the
world!

K)3 N PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810

MARVELOUS
GIFTS...
woks & fry pans
in every size,

teapots, aprons,
coffee mills,

imaginative
kitchen ware,
books and
natural

cosmetics,

back again:

Vegimals!

iWhole Wheat
Trading Co.

181 M neasant St., Amherst, 253-5169

MOA/. a TUBS. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza £r

Get A Pitclier of Beer

for V2 Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a
congenial atmosphere

55 University Drive

salads— homemade soups
deli sandwiches
subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite
beer or cocktail

)riv<» ^^^

in the Carriage Shops
Amherst

Brass/
Glass
Boxes

...for something

special--or all

b y themselves!

Open Sundays

'til Christmas

...the home of unusual gifts

BAUER (CE SKATES
HOCKEY SKATES

and

FIGURE SKATES
at

A. J. HASTINGS
newsdealer and stationer

4SS. PLEASANT ST. AMHERJ

l-tS

20/OFF
EVERYTHING
IN BOTH STOi?ES/

MOM-SON. ECC.5-11

RUS rSTOP

Thur:; 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri & Sat. 11-2 a.m.

'^
-.'O

"

SALE ITEMS
EXCLUDED

\\,
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K 2 Packaga
Shortcut Skis

Salomon 202 Binding
Poles b Installation

Reg $200 package $149 95

K-2 Packags
Quickcut Skis

Look GT or S Binding

Poles & Installation

Reg. $215 packaga $1€6

Spalding Package

g BRING THIS AD IN FOR A 3.00 DISCOUNT I
i WITH A PURCHASE OF $95.00 OR MORE |

iEatf4l«ld Mall Auburn Mail Liberty Malli
Springfield ,MA Auburn MA Donvers. MA|

Methuen Mall Methuen MA 8

Head Package
Cimarron Skis

Look G T or S binding

Poles b Installation

Reg $200 package $154.95

^9|c9|c)ic:ie:|c9(c3fe:|c:|c:ic)|c9|c:|c:ic

Cross Country Package
Jofa Step Touring Skis
Irak Sierra Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation

Reg $98 95 now $82.00

ERA 330 Skis

Look G-T Binding
Poles £f Installation

Reg. $190 package $140

^0 mM0 ^^^^^^^^^^m^^ 4^ ^0^^^^^0 ^^^fe^ft^

Cross Country Package
Silva Jogger II Skis
Silva Boots
3 Pin Binding and Poles
Installation

Reg $87 00 now $79.95

*************3|c3|c*:|c,|e^f,|c*:|c****#***:|c5|c#*:|c:|c5|c

Cross Country Package
Silva Jogger IV Skis
3 Pins Binding £f Poles
Installation

Reg $97.00 now $89.95

Cross Country Packaga
Silva Jogger II Skis (Mohair)
3 Pin Binding & Poles
Installation

Reg. $92.00 now $84.95

• Western Auto

IWeSternVihatfe at
J^^

Ma-" street

\ SKI SHOP * NorthJiamptoi

open Thursday til 9
584-3620

MONDAY
SCHMIDT'S
TRIVIA
CONTEST
(3rd ^veek)

9:30
T-SHIRTS
SKI HATS

2S' BEERS
GRAND
PRIZE
5th WEEK

PORTABLE
T.V.

GAME HOST
DON SCOLLINS

TUESDAY
tlVE ENTERTAINMENT

WELCOME BACK
DAVE POWELL

SING A LONG GUITAR FROM CAPE COD

'With a special

TWO FOR ONE NIGHT
9 'til I

BEER AND MOST DRINKS
2 FOR I

MICHELOB BOTTLES
>^' ^

(̂L

^*^V(f,E^5T

:j
it
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DON GLEASON S KNOWN FOR SELLING

ir Christmas Cards

if Stuffed Animals

if Toys and Games
^ Tree stands and decoration

^ Stat lonary

• Buxton Billfolds

and lots more

at

neivs dealer and stationer
PtARlSTREH NORTHAMPTON M/ISS

WooliK tl

i)(Ulonis,

OuofMii) Down filled mittens and gloy«»^by
S.c in.i, Snow shoes by Tuhbb nfVerrr.ont
Smi.'I hoots >ni(i V.iscuie hikinq t)oots Don
iiltMso-is hest nie.ins qu.ilify " products fo
.< ill Mutdoof needs

<ilso

Other gift giving favorites
"Original Swiss <uniy knives'
Heavy duty canvas tote bags'
Buck and "Gerber' knives

t)lus

Our complete selection cf family
camping and backpacking equipment

HOURS 9to5 » WfiKOAVS
9 to S SATUROAV

PfARl STRlfT IS ONf BIOCK
SOUTH Of WAlNSTRtfTIN THf
Cf NTtH

iJ^ft^-^^tfn^e,.^ CTC^j^.,^a«^^^.^

i

1

i

I

i

1

i

i

1

I

Amherst Carriage Shops
***

.#*

Chinese wok sale

SPUN STEEL14" PAN
RING. COVER

11.99
Comp. J^rOtT

Essential Accessory Tools
Available

habitat
10 00 5 30 MON SAT S49-4S73

the
DomrntOMrn

Mall
Antiques, Art & Crafts, Banking.

Bicycles & Mopeds. Books. Clothing.

Deli . Pipes & Tobacco Doctors &
lawyers. Gifts. Gourmet Cool(ware.

Hairstyling. Printing & Copy Service

Records. Stereo Equipment

Travel Agency. Yarns & Needlecraft

^ ***

EAsy LiviNq CIot^es

*
**.

*******

Easy LiviNq Cloiks

PI
li 11

Fine Yarns & Supplies
it

ORIGINAL DESIGNS IN

NEEDLEPOINT & CREWEL
EMBROIDERY FLOSS

RUG YARNS & CANVAS

LESSONS AVAILABLE 549-6106

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Good selection ot Used

paperbacks & hardbacks in

good condition New stock

arriving daily Many art books

and books on most crafts now in

Now Open Thurs. & Fri. til 8 p.m.

549-6052

Creativity is a natural at

h L lb

P«CMSSiON.\i. STVUNG
C0lO«iN0
HAiR STRAiGHif Ni\G

SUSAN PERKINS
Bv APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONf S49 3667

**

...ai ther of North ft East noasant streets

^c^cy^a^ 5^r^<»^*a«# «<rF-<»-*5ifcp ^£^cir^Q^ «£?-<s>^»>i* nc-^^(^^''^H* <kr*-'<»'**iiiP fkC^Cir^:w> !tfr>^ <»^^ ".̂ ""^a^ ^^^' (^ ^<^^ Q^^^C?*

r
tr

Si

}

M

k
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L£A?lNi^lZARbS/

i

rROA^ THE AMWERST
OPTICAL SMOPPE/;

Optical

195 N PLEASANT ST 256 6403
170 UNIVERSITY DR,/253 5412

FASHIONABLE EY VEAn
CONTACT LENSES/SL PLIES
HEARING AID CONSUL i ANTS

\rofii'ii II oriKAi Sim HI

U. Mass to Worcester in 1-1/9 hours

FOR ONLV $9.50

Buses leave on Fri. at 1 & 5
Sat. at 12

Sun at 1 & 6x30

from C.C . C. Circle

Connection can also be made to Boston

for convenience and comfort use

for more info call U. Mass. travel at 545-9006

^WESTERN MASS. BUS LINES

^f - .-3C -«3«^s^^!5^^*3Lr

COME OUTDOORS
cross-country ski equipment

lA/. wool hats li socles *Wupv«m
dfuofold

All-cotton turtle neck jerseys

UA\S/^/\'S legwarmers hats scarves

underwear

84-86 Green Street
^4o^thampton

584-3924 584.4003

EXOTIC FISH & PET WORLD
ONE OF THE HADLEY VILLAGE BARN SHOPS

7 MILES WEST ON RTE. 9 EROM AMHERST CENTER

s Tank Specials
DEC. 1st to DEC. 24th

Economy 90 ^al.

COMPLETE ENSEMBLE,
SALE PRICE. $S,\0(i

Deluxe 90 gal.

COMPLETE TANK SET UP
SALE PRICE $68.08

Complete 90 3al.

SALT WATER FISH SET UP
INCLUDES TEST KITS $103.13

10 gal. complete
AUl AKIl M SI I ( |>

$22.^1

Deluxe 99 gal.

COMPLETE AQUARIUM
ENSEMBLE $86.68

10-9 DAILY 586-3362 10-6 SAT. SUN

SEASONS GREETINGS
FROM THE

from

^1 ^ Luiiior ^tore

open 'till 1 1 p m. daily

^<^ J"" ^-'
Stop in for

numerous gift

$5.25

HOLIDAY HOURS Sun 10 6

Mon Sat 10 6

SPECIAL FRI DEC 16
open til MIDNIGHT

at which time we will

award a
FREE

$25
GIFT CERTIFICATE
to a lucky winner
come in for details!

no purchase necessary

65 university dr

amherst

y s^ <v<^^

-<" V^ the hard-to buy-for

suggestions Sor
*/.

person on your list!

FOR ALL YOUR HOLIDAY NEEDS

Collgege St. (Rt 9) Amherst 256-8433
2S3-S384
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COLLEGE
- DRUG STORE

A Lost Art
^

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

l_

CHPiSTM^AS
FPOK.1 LO/E. WITH LOVE. OUNCE

PLASTIC
TUMBLER

with purchase of 3 bath size
Safeguard Soap

3 ')0 OZ BATH
BARS ONLY

St Vi 26 /^ .36

Hun, Dm/fd fn, Cm», i., q^, o,,^,,,

NOW OME COAT IS ALL YOU HAVE TO WEAR

Only '2 (K
r^f

L09t

<_

FLEX

Dry Skin/*;;^

Woistur«

i^^EVLON

jOQi

for Di'li<ioutl|r Soft, Shi

-UMS

JUSTM.25 ^

2.75 1.99 Z.3S/I.39

CHRISTMAS
FPOM LOVE. WITH LOVE.

:z^.

Just $? 25

HAND CRAFED JEWELRY AND FINE
GIRS FROM GLASS TO GOLD

silverscape designs
WHERE WE

FORGE YOUR FANTASY
INTO REALITY

264 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst, Mass.
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CONTEfVIPORARY SPOnTSW/EAR

Experience our

comfortable cowls

in soft pastel colors

vailahle in crea

peachy
rosei

m

oo
white^ vio

i*^-
and many

others

Size LM-S
Shawls also available

in assorted colors

311 MAIN $T. 584-0390 NORTHAMPTON

« fa*lon
«*«=««*'

The Collegian staff

and Its advertisers

wish j^ou

the best

of holidaij seasons

^^•••••••••••^

Functional, of course— but more
important our combs, barrettes.

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful
fashion accents Classic tortoise
shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fine gift idea
1 25 6 00

A refreshing place to shop!

faces o» Earth
Ne»t to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6. Mon Sat
Sun 1 5

BACK ROOM
RECORD SHOP

Hal of Collegetown Barbers
presents

Mr. Joseph Murratti

Adding a completely new dimension of
custom hairstyling at Amherst's finest
hair care center

Precision layercuts for men and women
Visif us for a new look for Christmas.

183 No. Pleasant St. Amherst

r
I

I

I

I All 6 98 I. SI

! 3.99

RECORD

\ IBLMSPtilA

I

All 7 98 L.sl

4.76
If

Jf

Jf.

Jf

Jf

Jf

jf-

jf

**•••••••••••*

I Wilh Coupe
I

Expires Dec. Ib'

WEfKlY SPICIAIS ALSO
USED RECORDS Bought & Sold

riLi oimoriii sriciu

12 8. ROU PRINTED $2 59

?0E< ROll PRINTED $3 59

lOWfST PRICES ON KODAK FILM

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf
Loc/itediiiiiip rear of iheCoHpqe Town Barber Shop ^L
183 N Pli-as^nt Si Ne«i io the Mobil Si» J^

\f

t^MM

'^>^
yi^z

'^v. •c»«1

.*ij

>ii.

.J^ ^

$39

HolifJr<v Shopper Page 13

Leather Wallets

An excellent variety of wallets from
Faces' leather collection. Flatfold,

bifold, and trifold designs, each with
plenty of well-organized interior

pockets. Look for such special
features as key compartments and
credit card holders. Rugged saddle
cowhide, smooth harness cowhide,
or super-soft Nappa leather. Crisp,

distinctive styling and the un-

mistakable look of fine work-
manship. 5 95-8.95

The Look... The Pr'Ke...
At Faces Now!

Fdtes of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6, IVIon Sat
Sun 1 5

W.M
±:'

STARTER SET
TRY PILLOW FURNITURE

YOU'LL FALL IN LOVE WITH THEI« AND ON THEM
Z sets are alove seat selling elsewhere for $105
3 sets are a couch We are Factory Direct

You are the Middle Man

velours • cottons
velvets- custom
made-patchM^ork

THE PILLOW STORE
2S5 TRIANGLE ST.

OPEN EVENINGS TILL CHRISTMAS
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The (r Paper Clip1 ud.

STOCKIx\G

Literally hundreds of novelty &
convenience items from paper clips

to pen sets

BOOT
SALE!
UP TO

4rO% SAVINCiS
ON

MANY STVLKS

cat
1 % OFF
All winter fashions

thru December

MAIN STREET CENTER

Nofthompton

Holiday Store Hours
Mon. thru Prl. 9 to 9 Saturday 9 to 6

ass. Pleasant St., Amherst, Ma., 01002

the
SHOE
BIN

1S7 n. pleasant St., amherst

j cifarelli jeweler
nioiiniain farms nui ll-hadl«'\ .maiss

DESIGN & REPAIR
j cifarellijeweler
GOLD & SILVER
j cifarelli jeweler

QUALITY&SELECTIO
j cifarellijeweler

RINGS & PENDANTS
j cifarellijeweler

DIAMONDS&PEARLSl
j cifarellijeweler
SEIKO & BULOVA
j cifarellijeweler
PRIDE & SERVICE
j cifarellijeweler

CHAINS & BANGLES

December 5 6, 1977 Supplement to the Collegian Holiday Shopper - Page 15

^*=
^^

i. TUTTHE

tCEm
//

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

]

at the

SALT BOX
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR THE WOMEN IN YOUR LIFE-'

FROM THE DELI

!h THE CXrrJ^CE SHOPS 549-65H

OPEN SUN13AYS

S W E A I E R S ;

C ashmtrt

Fdjirsles

?atler¥\tii

\m\iorlt(\, Le K}ra\ Breton ^wpater%^

N orwei^ iiiM HtiM Jt^Mi t Twrncs,

HtiMJKHJt [luik^ Sweaters or

Sk r\»\si)aiv

53^fci

s»^ =H=

Sfiortwetir Presses, n'\d\\)i\veaY
, rohes and eveninff wear

}etfeir\j, monoc^raynmeii Tote Bacjs, Hells, Scottish

woven scarfs, shawis and jilaid Lap robes.

PRINTING

nva5
TOT€ BR05

FENTON'S
§ŝ*i

SJTreen printed
Cats, herbs, mush
rooms, & flowers.

AVAILABLE AT
paperback
booksmith
mountain farms mall

SOOoff withad
good to Dec 31

WHOLESALE & RETAIL
SOCCER

SV^IMMING

TENNIS

TRACK

VOUEVBAU

SQUASH

BADMINTON

Supplying the Amherst

Qrea with the finest in

dtheletie supplies anJ

equiptmentH

TENNIS RESTRINGING
&

SKATF SHARPENING

SPORTSWEAR

JOGGING

TABLE TENNIS

LACROSSE

SOFTBALL

HANDBALL

RUGBV

377 MAIN ST. AMHERST
253-3973

SPORT STORE /

JELENK

LOOMTOGS S

COURT
CASUALS

WHITE STAG ^

rparHet

178a N Pleasant St., Amherst
253 2719 DaiiylOe. Thurs. 'til8

)(^

HOLIDAY GIFTS!
3 lb. CHEDDAR WHEELS . . . 8.99
70 CHEESES &
ASSORTED CRACKERS

12 FINE BEAN COFFEES
TEAS & MUSTARDS

While you're shopping, visit

our European Cafe, serving:

ESPRESSO, CAPPUCCINO
HOMEMADE PIES & DESSERTS
CHEESE QUICHE, FETA PASTRY
SANDWICHES, & FRESH BAGELS

Look for the bright awning
on the YELLOW HOUSE .

.

AMHERST

AMSRoaA

264 i^ pleasant st An^bcrst 2$^-'n24
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tant 10

OPEN MOH-SAT, 10-10pmi
SUNDAY, 19-6piii

U T
N-

period. Most oth«r plans maks
you pay for your purchases in

January. Wa iat you break up the
payments over the first three
months of 1978. You pay Vi in

January. % in February, % in

March. Ask about it at our Credit
Office.

'"wl

~\\
"ni

SALE STARTS SUHDAy,OECEMBER 4 •COHTIHUES THRU SATURDAV, OECEMtER 10

20%
OFF

MEN'S GIFT

SWEATERS
regularly 7.96-*25

Now6 3»-*20

Not a special purchase,
but all our own in-stock

sweaters, every bit first

quality, beautifully made
|

of 100% lambs wool,i
70% NevA^ Zealand wool!
and 30% Acrylic; OrlonI

Acrylics; Wintuck Orlons.

)Choose from every want-
ed style including sleeve-

less, crewnecks, cardigar

S, M, L, wide choic«

of colors.

' **i •'^^

r.^.

20^
OFF

LADIES, JUNIORS
SWEATERS

regularly 9.98 to 20.98

Now 7.98 to 16.78

Selected groups of wraps,
cardigans, pullovers in var

ied styles. Wide choice of

colors and patterns. Sizes
34 to 40 and S, M, L.

^my/%
</^

VJt^

•M,

20%
OFF

LADIES' WARM
WINTER COATS
regularly '33 to MOa

Now 26.40 to 82.40

Save 20% off regular

prices on winter coats.

Many styles, including

pant coats, with arxj with-

out hoods. Also, long
coats, single and double
breasted - some with fur

collars. In regular and
ihalf sizes.

y \^

OPEN SUNDAY, DECEMBER 4, FROM 1 PM to 6 PM

^

/

.4'

20%
OFF

LADIES HOLIDAYI

FASHIONS

regularly '14 to '50

Now 11.20 to *4G

Choose from our entire

stock of pantsuits, dres-

ses, long dresses and
skirl sets. Beautiful col-

ors and fabrics in the

latest styles.
V, 7.)

,K,

20%
OFF

ALL BOYS
WINTERWEAR
regularly 98C to 39.98

Now 78C to 31.98

All boys' cold weather

gear, sizes 8 to 18, 20%
off for this sale. Includes

jackets, sweaters, flannel

shirts, hats, gloves, ther-

mal underwear, flannel

pajamas, flannel robes.

t ^T^^^t

20%
OFF

ALL CHRISTMAS
TREES
regularly 3.88 to 59.88

Now 3.10 to 47.90

Save a big 20% off any
tree in stock. Choice of

conventional modeis with
color coded branches for
easy assembly and also

of convenience modeis
that are pre-assembled.
Sizes from 2 to 7 feet.

r'
•^'^'r

gtNR/lM(i):C*«>8 USE YOUR STORE CHARGE
BANKAMERICARD
MASTERCHARGE

all ftortf ep«n •v^ry nljht 'til Chriitmas

SALEM, BEVERLY, 0ANVERS, REVERE, BURLINGTON, BROCKTON, EVERETT,
STONEHAM, METHUEN, HANOVER, HADLEY, GARDNER, WALPOLE, NASHUA, N.H.

f
liASSACHUSETTS DAILY ELECTION SPECIAL DECEMBER 5 8 6, 1977

Student Hewp.per of th. University of M .,„ch u,etf / A m h er.t
. MA. O 1 003/(4 1 3)8483 8 00

Election Special

Editor-in-Chief

Brad Goverman

I began writing for the Collegian in the se-
cond semester of my sophomore year.
Prior to then I was a business major work-
ing toward a degree in common sense. In-

spired by Woodward and Bernstein and my
thirst for more exciting pursuits, I joined the
Collegian staff as a beat reporter covering
Sylvan Area Government.
Since then my involvement with the Col-

legian has intensified both as a reporter and
as a person with a genuine interest in its

rriakings. From this latter capacity, I think
I've been able to build a good understan-
ding of the newspaper's operation.

I decided to run for Editor-in-Chief for two
reasons: because I have a lot of energy to

offer in terms of moving the paper in a bet-
ter direction, and because I enjoy working
here.

My platform is to strive toward a more
professional newspaper. Many people
make the mistake of assuming the Col-
legian is a college newspaper. But you can-
not classify newspapers; a newspaper is a

newspaper. We have the same respon-
sibilities as the Amherst Record or any
other paper in this area. We must keep an
informed electorate on community, local,

national, and international levels on a daily

basis. This is what we tr>- to do now and
this is what I think we should try to do bet-

ter.

As a student-run professional newspaper
we lack in continuity, staffing, and time.

By the time a reporter finally attains a

good working knowledge of his/her beat,

it's time to graduate and all that knowledge
is lost. Some dedicated reporters do pass
on this knowledge at their own time and ex-

pense, but not all. We must all learn to

educate ourselves; it is to the benefit of the
entire community and should be a personal
duty.

The staffing problem is easily solved by
recruitment plans such as the one Joe
"right stuff" Quinlan has proposed in his

platform.

Time is a more serious problem. Several
people have suggested paying beat
reporters a stipend amount per week and
stringers a certain amount per inch. This
has its good and bad points and I think the
good points are strong enough to merit the
issue a spot on the Board's agenda.
Next year is an election year which means

news and plenty of it. The gubernatorial

race and referendum questions are impor-
tant to all Mass. voters and should be
followed closely. For this reason I have talk-
ed with people in the internship office
about stationing a few Collegian reporters
in Boston to follow the action. Hopefully,
under the auspices of the internship office,
and with faculty support, such an arrange-
ment will be possible.

I feel it is of paramount importance to
maintain the Collegian's credibility that we
get the paper out early in the morning every
morning. The printer is to blame for our
current late paper problems, but proper
pressure applied in the right places may
correct this situation, hopefully for as long
as it takes to achieve our long term goal: to
get the university to purchase our own prin-
ting facilities. If elected, I intend to work
closely with the managing editor to solve
both these short term and long range pro-

blems.

Because of space limitations I had to be
brief. Please feel free to question me on
anything at the staff meeting. Thank you.

of my own paper. Below the Salt. For one
semester as an assistant (performing
editorial duties due to the Editor's other
commitments) and for one semester as the
editor, I supervised and led a staff and sub-
editors in the production of a weekly
newspaper-magazine. This job included
everything: working to give the paper a uni-
que identity and keeping it going in a
specific direction, dealing with the com-
munity, working with other departments of
the Collegian, including the Business
Department, and copy editing, designing,
laying out and pasting up the issues.
In the past semester, as an Issue Editor, I

have worked constantly with every depart
ment of the paper, especially the news
department. I have designed, layed out and
pasted up sections of one Collegian ey/ery
week.
As a Journalistic Studies and English ma-

jor and employee of the Collegian in various
capacities, I have studied the idea of a
newspaper from classroom discussions to
daily production.
The Editor-in-Chief does not set the

editorial policy of the paper; that is the job
of the Board of Editors. What the Chief
must do is to set forth the idea of what the
Collegian, as a newspaper should be, as I

have said before.

The Collegian is more than a student exer-
cise. It is the sole medium for 24,000
students on this campus It's job is as
serious and important as any metropolitan
daily's. But it is still for, by and about
students. And it will always be fun.

Mark Leccese

The Collegian is one of the few things on
this large and diverse campus that touches
everyone; not only do people read it, they
rely on it and react to it. As the only student
medium on campus, the Collegian has a
tremendous responsiblility.

An Editor-in-Chief serves as the paper's
representative to the community. He/she
must answer to the 'community for
everything the paper prints, from news
stories to ads. The Editor-in-Chief must
oversee the workings of the entire
Collegian staff, coordinate so that the
separate departments work together, ad-
vise each department, and put into action
all the decisions made by the Editor-in-

Chief's supervisors: the Publishing Board,
the collective Board of Editors, and the
Collegian staff.

Most importantly, the Editor-in-Chief
must have a sense of the papers's direc-

tion, a vision for what the Collegian is and
should be, and strive to lead the paper in

this direction.

I have the experience and the responsiblili-

ty to carry out these jobs. I sen/ed on the
Board of Editors as the Fine Arts Editor.

This job made me a sort of Editor-in-Chief

Bill Sundstrom
The first semester of my freshperson year

found me stumbling into the Collegian of-

fice (back then it was in the Student Union
building) to write an occasional commen-
tary or to do some oped page layout. Now
completing my fifth semester of involve-
ment in the paper, I feel I have reached the
point where I can competently assume its.

leadership.

My major qualification is having been Ex-
ecutive Editor for the past two semesters
(and Assistant Executive the two preceding
semesters). In that position I have dealt
with the "public," complaints of various
sorts, and in house disputes, as well as the
normal responsibilities of editing, being on
the Board of Editors and the Publishing

Board, and writing a column. With my ex-
periences here in mind, I have formulated
the following goals and observations as im-
portant considerations if I amd elected.
First is the purposes and goals of the

Collegian as a whole. While each of us may
know what we wish to gain as individuals at
the Collegian, the paper has sometimes
lacked an overall direction and clearly ex-
pressed journalistic goals. It is the Editor-in-
Chief's responsibility to see that goals are
articulated and discussed (even if specifics
cant always be arrived at), and that
everyone examines on a reguair basis how
well the goals are being achieved.
Knowledge of our mutual objectives will
help pull the staff together and alleviate the
"business-editorial" split that has been a
problem at the paper as long as I have been
here.

The Collegian Constitition lists the two
most important purposes of the paper - ser-
ving the University community by providing
accurate information and a forum for the
exchange of ideas, and serving as a training
place for students interested in gaining
practical experience in newpaper work.
These two goals sometimes conflict, and it

is the Editor in Chief's job to pursue a
balance between the interests when they
do compete by providing leadership and
coordinating discussion,
it is sometimes falsely assumed that an

obligation to community interests implies
some sort of obligation to the Student
Senate's wishes, simply because the
Senate is the students' representative
body. Of course, the Collegian must remain
as independent as possible of any particular
political interests, even those articulated by
a Senate majority. The fact that we operate
in Senate controlled space and with partial
Senate funding subjects us to all sorts of
economic threats which we should be
organized to confront and perhaps lobby
dgainst when necessary.

Un the other hand, we cannot allow
ourselves to become oblivious to the com-
munity we are here to sen/e. One of the
Editor-in Chief's main responsibilities is to
act as an ombudsdperson who actively
seeks out community input and participa-
tion from a broad range of sources - e.g.
the women's and Third World com-
munities, departmental organizations, etc.
One big problem this semester was a lack

of communication within the Collegian
staff. Ron began a good thing with the in-
house paper, which I would continue, and
it would also be helpful to hold more
regular.staff meeetings and keep everyone
aware of what the Board of Editors was up
to and when it was meeting. A variety of
committees and task forces (made of staff
memebers) could also be set up to deal
with a number of issues.

I would like to see more journalistic ex-
penmentation in the Collegian. While most
reporters will wish to use the "objective
style" for their work, there should also be a
place for people interested in alternatives -

advocacy and feature styles included. The
growing use of non-objective styles in "real
world " newspapers and magazines sug-
gests that there Is a professional argument
for increased use of alternatives in the
Collegian The proper forum for use of
alternative styles should become a major
topic of discussion, particularly for new
staff.

Home phone: 546-66023
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Managing Editor
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Dottie Clark

We all seem to have lost sight of, or
perhaps were never aware of the duties of
the managing editor. In the "real world"
setting of the daily newspaf)er operation
the duties of the managing editor include
the collection of news and the actual mak-
ing of the newspaper. The managing editor
directs and takes part in the work and sees
that is is done well.

In our existing system the news depart-
ment stands alone in its decision making
processes and the outcome of the news
pages. I believe the managing editor, while
overseeing the other areas of production in

the Collegian, should play an important role
in the coordination of all news presented in

the Collegian.

While I do not propose that the managing
editor, in essence, become a news editor, I

believe that working closely with all depart-
ments, especially the news department,
will make for a more cohesive and appeal-

ing newspaper. Communication is a
necessary element to the production of our
newspaper. As I have witnessed this

semester, a lack of communication has
resulted in several screw-ups. The manag-
ing editor must have a basic knowledge of

what goes on in every department and
should know of all decisions and changes
made in these departments. When these
elements affect the Collegian as a whole,
the managing editor should have some in-

put.

Having worked as an assistant news editor
for the past two semesters I feel I am
capable of effecting this type of coordina-
tion, which, in my view, the Collegian has
been short on for some time. Though my
knowledge of lay-out is relatively low, I plan
to spend the remainder of this semester
working with issue editors, and next
semester I plan to hire an assistant who is

knowledgeable in that area.

One thing I think we all must remember is

that this is a college newspaper. I don't ad-
vocate a New York Times or Boston Globe
attitude because this could be detrimental
to maintaining new staff members and
gives an air of tension to the office. Nor do I

believe we should operate in a Mickey
Mouse Club fashion, but we can be more
efficient than we've been in the past.

Lay-out, I feel, should not be a static art.

Experimentation along with mistakes is part
of the learning process and that's what
we're here for. Not too many of us would
be here if we were professionals. The
Collegian is really our only chance in our
)Ournalistic careers to put our ideas to work
freely and we should make use of that
privelege.

I would like to see the Collegian on cam-
pus between 7 and 8 a.m. and I feel this is

quite possible with a little more effort on
our part and more communication with
Ware.

The Collegian means a lot to me, other-
wise I wouldn't defer my graduation to stay
around and aid in its progression. I know
my time won't be wasted.

Jim Kassner
The managing editor of the Collegian can

conceivably be the most powerful position
on the paper. More than anything else, I

feel the position requires an ab.lity to coor-
dinate the various departments of the paper
in order that production on a daily basis is

facilitated, with a minimum of production-
related problems. The specifics follow...

As Assistant News Editor, I was responsi-
ble for assigning and editing stories, and
placing them on the news pages. This in-

volved working with the photo department,
the wire layout staff, and the issue editors.
As a result of these relationship, I feel I

have experience in most aspects of the
paper, and can continue to work with the
various departments as managing feditor.

In addition, I have extensive newswriting
experience which helped develop my news
judgement, something I think is essential to

the position of m.e.
I have been around the Collegian since my

freshman year (1974) and I feel I know rrHMt
of the staff members personally. HopefuMy
they would not hesitate to come to me with
any problems they might have raoardina
the paper. ^

The ability to communicate with othar
people is one of the chief demands of tht
m.e.'s job. Whether it be a production
meeting with Turley or a problem wrWna •
news story, I believe I have this ability.

The staff should be aware that I will bt
graduating in May, and do not plan on stay-
ing another semester. I would instead hir«
assistants (two or three) and gradually eaaa
one of them into the position by the end of
the semester. This would result in a mora
efficient operation, and effect a smooth
transition from spring to next fall.

Some of the more specific areas which
should be examined include the definition
of the Collegian's responsibilities. How far
does the Collegian want to go in coverir>g
the surrounding towns? How much wir«
news should the paper use on the front
three pages? These questions should ba
answered by the staff to determine tha
paper's future direction.

Other responsibilities of the m.e. includa
the resolution of problems between depart-
ments. Better communication is definitely
required between the news, photo, and
wire departments. It is essential that thaaa
departments operate with each othar,
rather than as independant units. An entira
revamp of the present procuction area may
be necessary.

Finally, the job of m.e. requires an
understanding of the entire news process -

which is basically people. I believe I can
relate to the staff as a person rather than at
a beaurocrat which may be the m.e.'s moat
important, and difficult job.

Business

Manager
News
Editor

I am currently a senior enrolled in the
School of Business Administration. I'm in-

terested in all aspects of business and feel
particularly qualified to be in charge of the
Collegian 's f inan ces
Through my experience in the news

department, I've learned that there is

definitely a human side to business... it's

not just columns of figures noting credits
and debits; and I'm certainly sympathetic
and understanding of the image that news

Running unopposed for news editor is not
much of a challenge, but running the news
department next semester is.

The news staff, as it is now, is composed
of many people with less than a year's
news reporting experience. Yet, this

semester, Bernie Davidow managed to

coordinate a reorganization of the news
department without sacrificing news
coverage and accuracy. Next smeester,
the experience of the past 17 weeks must

financial aid problems forced me to quit
about a month ago.
Thank You.

Unopposed

Laurie Wood

Hi! I'm Laurie Wood and I'm running for

Business Manager.

As of November 30 there is no announced
opposition for this position. Although it

•acures my bid for the office, I apologize
for the lack of choice the Collegian voters
have in deciding this race.

Moat of you know me because of my
payrole duties. For almost a year now I've
baan Assistant Business Manager, tending
to the routine and mundane tasks assigned
to that office. But, my experience goes far
bayorvj that.

When I began my career at the Collegian
two years ago, I was a member of the news
department. I remair>ed on that side of the
wall for approximately twelve months. In
that time I was an Assistant Issue Editor, an
Issue Editor, and a Summer Editor for the
last three weeks of the Collegiar)'s summer
1976 edition.

has of the business department. News is

more concerned with the availability of
working typewriters and good supplies of
stationary rather than year end balances.
I'm confident you can look forward to more
communication between business and
news if I'm elected to the position.
The continuing development of the

graphics department is one project to
which I am going to devote my energy. The
first graphics equipment acquisition was
made a couple of years ago and an addi-
tional $X,000 has been spent since that
time on new equipment. Within the next
year and a half I would like to see the
capabilities of graphics expanded until the
Collegian can be sent to the printer camera
ready.

There are also many things the newsroom
needs. I plan to budget enough money for
the next fiscal year to take care of as many
of the purchases the news department will

have to make.
People at the Collegian have known me

long enough to appreciate my loyalty,

dedication and devotion to the paper. In

the spirit of "unyielding service" to the
paper, I plan on doing an extra semester so
I can devote time to the position of
Business Manager.
Thank you for your support.

be used to polish off and extend Bernie's
reorganization efforts. Next semester
careful planning must be used for every
story assignment, deliberate editing for
every piece of copy. Reporters must be
made to feel at home in this office — that is

the only way they will remain enthusiastic
about working at the Collegian. Too many
reporters pass through this office, write a
story or two, and never return.
Among the changes I hope to initiate next

semester will be collogues in news writing,
copy editing and make-up, which will be
taught by senior staff memt>ers. I also hope
to initiate a new system of news process
ing. I would like to bring the wire news
under my jurisdiction, as the news editor,
while the mangaing editor would primarily
be responsible for consistent news play of
stories on the page, a responsiblility

primarily involving lay-out and make-up
skills. I will be staying in Amherst this

January to work on the reorganization.
I joined the Collegian staff last February,

and have since worked as a general news
reporter and assistant news editor. I re-

mained in Amherst this summer and wrote
for the weekly Summer Collegian and the
Back to School issue. I also string for

United Press International. I worked as
assistant news editor this semester until

Joe Quintan

V
O
T
E

Charles Bagli

Charles Bagli: BA. from Boston Universi-
ty in political science. Former reporter for

weekly Boston University community
paper. The News. Since coming to UMass
I've written numerous columns and com-
mentaries on local, national and interna-
tional politics. This past semester I've had
a bi-monthly column. Member of the
R.S.B.
I'd like to continue many of the policies of

Amy Kaplan

>i

J

Have
fun!

"And now the end is near
and so we face the final curtain. .

.

Yes my friend, the time has uume
again to bid farewell to our outgoing
Board of Editors. As with every year,
this is a time for tears, a time for
boastful parting words.a time to lie to
the departing editors and tell them
they've done a fine job.

To all our successors, we wish you
suckers luck. We'll be thinking of you
out in the real world.
Have fun.

Sincerely,

Ron Arena
Bob Higgins
Tony Armelin
Bernie Davidow
Bill Sundstrom
Angela Thomas
Fifi Ball

Judy Van Handle
Marilyn Mankowaky
Bob Armstrong

Executive Editor
the former editor. Bill Sundstrom, and
amplify them. For example: trying to iden-
tify controversial topics and soliciting com-
mentaries and editorials of a conflicting
nature; encourage letters from diverse sec-
tions of the University community; seeking
out local political cartoonists; initiating
special topic days; i.e.. International
Womens Day, Mayday, etc.
There are some aspects of the job that I'm

not totally familiar with; however, I don't
intend to remain ignorant of those aspects.

I don't have much more to say which may
reflect my ignorance of the magnitude of
the executive editor position. But I'll pick it

up.

Michael Doran

Qualifications: Have written two
semesters for Below the Salt, doing
theatre reviews. Was Asst. Fine Arts
Editor for the two weeks of Debbie
Schaffer's editorship, then became
Asst. Exec. Editor and have been hap-
pily harassing columnists up to the pre-
sent .

EDITORIAL POLICY PLATFORM:
"That which purifies us is trial, and

trial is by what is contrary.
"

John teuton —Areopagitica

As the quote indicates, I believe in
controversy, and any expression of opi-
nion is to be allowable and printable. It

will not be my role, if elected, to decide

the enormous wealth of experts in the
Five College area on complex issues.

The only other problem with the
pages is that of range, but I think the
above mentioned policy Unprovements
will alleviate this situation also.

Last book read? No, it was blue with
white lettering.

Favorite quote? "You are alone with
the Alone and it is His move." Robert
Penn Warren
Scotch? No, Irish Catholic.

on the validity or non-validty of any
opinion expressed. Rather, I see my
role as one who controls the quality of
the pages, and one who tries to im-
prove such.

Frankly, I think that the quality of
writing on the editorial page could use
a little upgrading. I would like to
remedy this situation by a number of
means: setting and adhering to
deadlines that allow me to work with
the writer on problems with his-her
column before it is printed; developing
new writers and occasionally utilizing Paul Yanowitch

Women's Editor
I am Amy Kaplan and hope to be
Women's Editor of the Collegian. A
description of the position of Women's
Editor and what I plan to accomplish will be
first. Secondly, my qualifications for the
job will be stated.

The position entails a number of respon-
sibilities which can be discussed. I consider
the job to be one where a liason is maintain-
ed between the staff and the women's
news department. It seems important that
women's news does not stand apart as be-
ing different, but is incorporated into the
news pages as pertinent information for the
community. A women's department within
the newspaper should not create animosity
between feminists and Collegian writers,
instead a liason must be created where all

women on campus can feel a unity by be-
ing aware of the issues.

Generally, it is effective to incorporate
women's news with other news. However,
occasionally there is opportunity to pro-
duce a special concerning a special event
such as International Womens Week. I

would like to also put together a bi-monthly
women's section which would contain in-

formation about special area events and
feature stories. Relevant national and local
news could also be included in this section.

Hopefully, as editor, I could help generate
an awareness of women's issues such as
health, politics, sex roles, economics, and
history. This could be done stylistically by
checking news and editorial policy for sex-
ist references.

An additional way of raising awareness is

to hold a colloquim discussing women's
issues and ideology. I am interested in
leading such a class for staff members and
feel it an important method of information
and discussion.

The issue cf sexist advertisements has
been discussed for some time and it is

essential that policy be determined. As
Editor, I would establish a committee com-
prised of equal mumbers of males and
females that would discuss whether the
present advertisements are sexist and how
to deal with this problem.

My qualifications for the position are as
follows. I have taken Women's Studies
courses which have given me a broad
background in feminist ideology. In addi-

tion, I read much literature and essays by
and about women. This year I have been a

staff member of the Orchard Hill Women's
Center and have organized a variety of films

and lectures. This has been helpful as far as
getting me in contact with many women on .

carr^pus and in the five college area. I have
written both women's and other news this

year and have served as an assistant Issue

Editor and learned layout and editing.

Julie Melrose

Note: As women's editors are more often
than not female, I have chosen to avoid the
clumsiness of he /'she and refer to the
women's editor as "she" throughout this
statement.

As the role of women in American society
changes, the role of Women's Editor must
change with it. Traditionally, "women's
news" has focused on fashion, society
gossip and homemaking. Newspapers have
now become a place where women inform
themselves about the many new options
available to them as our definition of
"women's place" expands to encompass
the world at large.

A Women's Editor today needs more than
good writing and editing skills and the abili-

ty to recognize current events of particular
interest to women. She must have an
understanding of the past and present
status of women in America. She must
have a knowledge of the way in which
traditional attitudes towards women have
affected, and continue to affect, contem-
porary women's lives.

A Women's Editor must have the will-

ingness to listen to members of the com-
munity she serves; to respond to their

needs and interests. And because increas-
ed freedom for women means they must
face major life decisions which many
women's backgrounds have not adequately
prepared them to make, a Women's Editor
must provide readers with information that
will help them make positive decisions for

the future.

I have had many experiences in the past
few years which I feel leave me well

qualified to fill the position of Col-
legian\Nomen's Editor:

I have completed courses in 19th and 20th
Century Women's History, Newswriting
and Reporting, Sexism Awareness
Counselor Training and University Health
Aides training (two semesters, with an em-
phasis on women's health issues.)

I am trained in oral history (the gathering
of information from persons who have led
historically significant lives), having par-
ticipated in the first seminar in that techni-
que offered at UMass.

I will be continuing studies relevent to
work as a Women's Editor next semester in

three courses: News Editing, Psychology of
Women and Sexuality and Society.

Conferences on women's issues I have at-

tended include the '75 and '77 UMass
Women's Conferences, the UMass Con-
ference on Rape, the Boston College Con-
ference on Women and Alcohol, and the
Copeland Colloquium on Family Life in

America held at Amherst College.

I was employed for two years as Sexism
Awareness Counselor of Butterfield House.
Related activities included facilitation of
two colloquia (Human Liberation and
Feminist Study Group) and many
workshops on sex roles through the Or-
chard Hill Institute. I also served as Butter-
field's health counselor, and facilitated

numerous workshops on women's health
care.

I have been writing for many years. My
newspaper credits include a feature article

on Butterfield Arts Group [Amherst
Record, 10-75) and the Collegian V\lomen's
Health Series.

I am the author of an oral history of the
anti-war demonstrations at Westover Air
Force Base \ln Search of the Enemy, '75), a
copy of which is held by the UMass Ar-
chives.

I also had the opportunity to work in a pro-
fessional capacity as an oral historian when
I was hired on grant funds from the
Chancellor's Office to do an oral history of
UMass. My responsibilities included project
design, historical research, selection and
interviewing of subjects, transcription of
taped interviews into manuscript form and
manuscript editing. The UMass Oral
History Project is also held by the Universi-
ty Archives.

I have presented my own and other
women's poetry and fiction at Butterfield
House readings.

My current activities include preliminary
research for an oral history of the Seabrook
occupation.
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Pat Dobbs
The problems in the photo department

can only be resovled by a photo editor who
wants to put in the time to do the job Pro-
blems with the news department, Black Af-
fairs, and the sports department can only
be solved by an editor who is in the office a
great deal. I feel that my association with
the photo department in the role as the
assistant photo editor has prepared me to
assume the role of photo editor I know the
personnel of each of the departments (ex-
cept graphics) and my close contact with
the news department, sports and ther
departments can solve many of the pro-
blems involved with maintaining a good
relationship with eacli.
The photo staff would undergo minor

changes in operational procedures but mymam concern is -o interest more poople in
the photo staff and to build a competent

Jim Paulln

Below the Salt exists to serve a number of
functions: to provide reportage and
cnticism of cultural-societal events and
trends, to be an outlet for creativity, both
verbally and visually, and to disturb the
sound of silence.

It's the newspaper of the "roar of grease-
paint and the smell of the crowd." It's the
performing arts - concerts and the theater,
and like jai alai, I want it to be both ballet
and dynamite. In the category of perform
ing arts I include politics as tragic-comic
theater, and with election year ap-
proaching, those travelling theater troupes

Candidates Night:

Mon. Dec. 5

Ballot Voting:

Tues. Dec. 6

J

Photo Editor
staff. In my opinion, a staff can't be held
unless new photograhpers get good
assignments and are reinforced with
published work. No one wants to cover stu-
dent senate every night and no one should.
There should be a variety of assignments
thought of by news, and feature ideas pro-
vided by the photo editor and the staff at
weekly meetings to prevent the staff from
becoming bored with the daily
assignments.
The filing system is a mess. I feel that a

major overhauling of the system should be
made before the beginning of the semester
and a step by-step cataloging should occur
over the semester of new photos being in-
troduced into the files. The cataloging
would be started by the photo editor and
maintained throughout the semester by
each of the techs and the work study per-
son as well.

Mv experience with the staff of this
semseter as well as my technical knowlege
qualify me to assume the editorship, in my
opinion. Let's make the Collegian a
working-learning experience and not a
competive race.

1*'p1*'F*p1*1*1*»I* •n'!^»K»K'KT^5|C5jC3|C

Candidates night will be held
Monday, December 5 at 7:00 pm
in Campus Center room 101.
The following day (Dec. 6),

ballot voting will be held in the
Collegian office from 9:00 am
3:00 pm.

:****5|c*:|c****:|c***5|«5|c:

Dave Rodgers

I am presently a junior majoring in JS
English, I am running because I feel that I

have a lot to contribute to the Collegian. If

the elections were simply popularity races I

would have never entered. Pat Dobbs has
waged a very aggressive and successful
campaign. Most likely all you know of me is

what you look at in the paperr, yy pictures.
I hope this helps to enlighten you.

I could have easily gone out and cam-
paigned as hard as Pat, made sure I always
said hello to you and pretended that I was
overly interested in your life. Instead I

worked hard inside the photography
department, hoping that my extensive ex-
perience and ability would speak louder
than meaningless pleasantries.
This doesn't mean that I'm not interested

in you. I was photography editor for my
high school (Concord Carlisle) yearbook for

Fine Arts Editor
known as political campaigns will be mak-
ing a lot of stops here at the state's flagship
campus.
The welcome mat is out for poets, artists

and writers.

One aspect of the arts I want to give a lot
of play IS the nature of arts bureaucracy -

state and federal funding of the arts and
how students can master the art of grant-
smanship - that is, how to get the govern-
ment to sponsor you in an artistic
endeavor.

I also want to run stories regularly about
what goes on in the Fine Arts Center how
decisions are made and who makes them
and who holds the purse stnngs. Also, I

want the paper to cover the activity of stu-
dent run cultural organizations such as the
Union Program Council and the Arts Coun
cil.

Also I want to allow students in the
various arts and other departments to write
why they think their department is fine or
fucked.

Basically, what I want is a lot of in-
vestigative reporting on the arts and enter-
tainment on campus, and in this effort the
help of Collegian news reporters would be
invaluable since they have good noses for
smelling out both rats and the long green.
What I intend to give top priority to if

elected editor, is to recruit writers from
other Collegian departments and the cam-
pus at large, since I know that many of
them possess a wealth of knowledge in
many areas. For instance, I know that
almost all of them are' into music. Also,
when books come in, there's no reason
that a sportswriter shouldn't review a book
about sports or anything else for that mat-
ter, or that people in news, photo, editorial,
black or women's affairs and the the
graphics and business departments
couldn't review books about current events
as well as fiction and poetry and art. There
are a lot of good people writing for Salt
nght now

, and I think it could use a let
more
As far as graphics go, my main plan is to
make the front page more like that of the
Boston Phoenix and Real Paper - photos
and or art work asnd headlines indicating
what's inside, and sometimes I'll use the
front page to run stories on. For a writer or
photographer or graphic artist to get on the
front page is an absolute ego booster, and I

think it IS a travesty that my distinguished
opponent. Ken Shain, who uses the
pseudonym "Rastapunk" when he writes,
had three consecutive front pages this
semester

I ask you to vote for me, and in return I'll

deliver the most exciting and interesting
Salt ever Thank you.

Ken Shain

NAME Kenneth Shain AGE 25
MARITAL STATUS Married
CHILDREN 1 (wants more)
Major Political Economy-Latin American

btudies

OCCUPATION Machinist
76 PRIMARY Harris
INSTRUMENT Guitar
TEXTILE Cotton
SHOE SIZE 11 y,

PASTIME Paradise
INTERESTS Culture

PLATFORM:
1-develop format emphasizing par-

ticipatory culture rather than spectatorial
culture; feature student based productions
and cultural activities; democratize access

f^dba ^k""'^^
^^^^ ^^ encouraging artist

2 spread the wealth; there is no reason
why drawers of books and records have to
pile up at our office; develop a way to
distribute "products " for review to in-
terested students; anything unreviewed
should be given away outright

3-maintain balance between criticism and
the "positive dimension" by encouraging
pluralistic cultural viewpoints; a little ten-
sion for growth; practice non-sexism and
anti- racism as well as preach it

4-become THE fine arts paper in the valley!

QUALIFICATIINS:
LAST JOB Assistant Editor Below the Sa/t

two years and it was there that I learned
how important communication is. I was
able to train many budding photographers
and with my assistance they were able to
land paying newspaper jobs and as a result
we had a happy, successful photo staff.

I have had plenty of experience in the
"real world" too. I have worked for three
different newspapers as a payed staff
photographer: the Concord Free Press,
Concord Jorurnal (weeklies), and the
Beacon Sports Lite, a biweekly sporting
newspaper that covered colleges and high
schools in eastern Mass. Presently I am an
AP and UPI stringer.

I have done extensive freelance work from
wedding and pet photography to exclusive
news photos. The town of Concord hired
me as the official photographer for the
events on April 19, 1975, the 200th anniver-
sary of the Concord-Lexington battle.
Several off-Broadway theaters have hired
me to do their publicity work. My
photographs have been used to illustrate a
book, several pamphlet type ephemera
and the list goes on. Presently I am working
with four other students on a documentary
that is scheduled to appear in the Globe. Iam doing all of the photography and
writing an article as well.
My main objective once I am elected is to

develop more communication in the photo
department Many complaints go unheard
and so people leave the Collegian
dissatisfied. Chuck Kidd, our photo advisor
la a valuable asset to the Collegian, but too
few photographers are able to benefit from
his talents. This isn't his fault, it is the
Collegian's. I hope to work closely with
Chuck and the other experienced
photographers on the staff in teaching the
beginner how to become a good
photographer. I feel strongly that we can
develop the photo staff into a top notch
staff worth of the Collegian's position as
one of the top ten student newspapers in
the country. We have all of the necessary
tools- all we need to do is apply them

SECOND TO THE LAST JOB Assistant
Director of Publicity of the Commonwealth
Stage at the Fine Arts Center

JOB BEFORE THAT Audio Visual Coor-
dinator Toward Tomorrow Fair
OTHER Chairman Social and Recreation
Committee U.S.W.A. Local 7528- Social
and Recreation Editor The Union Speaks
Co Editor The Glass Onion Southern Con-
necticut Alternative Press

STATEMENT: "Balance, consistency, and
a student oriented viewpoint in the Salt can
turn Thursdays into a much anticipated day
of the week..."

Sports

Editor

Dave Rodman

Provost Puryear dispels resignation rumors

Paul L. Puryear

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Provost Paul L. Puryear chuckled and
refused to comment last night on widespread
rumors that he plans to resign his post. Pur-
year, however, upon further questioning
would not deny the possibility and again
replied, "No comment."

Puryear also declined comment on rumors
he was searching for another job.
The rumor apparently began circulating

among faculty members and the ad-
ministration last after Puryear stormed out of
a faculty senate meeting after a rift with the
chancellor over Puryear's proposal to
reorganize The graduate school ad-
ministration.

The faculty's reaction to his proposal was
chiefly negative and secretary of the faculty
senate, Terence Burke, reaffirmed the
faculty's "no confidence" vote in the
P'ovost last spring, citing the provost's
personality as a problem.

The rumors are wishful thinking on the
part of some people, " Chancellor Randolph

Sit nlnr'^A'^;'^
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^ University needs

On the way out of the faculty senate
meeting last week, Puryear told the Collegian
he had absolutely nothing to say about the
faculty senate.

Beginning yesterday he won't be able to,
as the Chancellor has implemented a policy
restricting all discussion by administrators
regarding the faculty senate and faculty
union until the contract is established.
"There is no way to discuss the future of

faculty-administration relations because it

would be purely speculative," said Bromery. Randolph W. Bromery
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GOOD
MORNING!
Today's News:
Five student groups and one non-

student group met last night despite
the inclement weather.
The Student Senate Rents »n4 fees

Committee, Sylvan Area Govern-
ment, Orchard Hill Area Government,
Central Area Council, the Graduate
Senate and the Amherst Board of
Selectmen convened to discuss
several issues that could affect you.
See the complete report on Page 2.

Coal strike

A nationwide coal strike began at

midnight and industry officials say
they are "not getting any closer" in

reaching an agreement.
Bargaining teams for the United

Mine Workers Union and the
Bituminous Coal Operators
Association are continuing
negotiations on a new contract, but
the two sides have been deadlocked
since Oct. 6 when officials warned of

a possible strike. The strike affects

130,000 workers producing about half

the nation's coal supply.

See story on Page 6.

Egypt breaks ties

Egypt broke diplomatic relations

with Syria, Libya, Algeria and South
Yemen yesterday in retaliation of

President Anwar Sadat's peace
initiatives with Israel, causing the

most serious political division in the

Arab world in years.

Egyptian diplomatic officials in the
our countries were given 24 hours to

leave the country, Egypt's Middle
East News Agency reported.

Look for details on Page 5.

/Vew faculty member
Noted futurist and educator Buck-

minster Fuller will become a visiting
UMass faculty member next
semester See Ruth McGorty's story
on Ps^e 3.

Collegian elections
Elections for the 1978 Cof/egian

Board of Editors will be held today in
the Co/legian offices in 113 Campus
Center. Balloting will be conducted
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. for the nine
board positions. All eligible Collegian
staff members are strongly urged to
vote.

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

and wire services

The first major storm of the winter
dumped over four inches of wet snow and
sleet on the Amherst area yesterday, but
despite fierce winds and icy roads, few major
problems were reported. "~

Amherst police reported no accidents.
Northampton police reported one mir»or
incident, but no injuries resulted.

Yesterday's snowfall was part of an in-

tense snowstorm that moved swiftly from
the GiCot i-ikc:: zr.::. -.vcpt !rtc iJr.v Fn''l?r'^

•ijA

yesieroay, tying up tranic ana oumping up to
SIX inches of snow in some sections beforechanging to sleet and rain.
The National Weather Service said thesnow was expected to turn ^ r^n

TnH^^.^'''
Massachusetts before the storrnended this morning ,

I he National Weather service preoicteo
highs today would be in the 40s, with a
chance of flurries this afternoon and tonight.

Classes at UMass will be held as usual
today. ^

;;

UMass Transit Service reported that the
bus service to Orchard Hill Drive and to
Butterfield Dorm was cancelled at 6 p.m. due
to the snowfall. Minor delays in sen/Ice wer^
met by sending an additional bus on the
roads to cope with the traffic. Buses arej
expected to run as ."scheduled today.
^W«'ve been lycky." a UMass policeman
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6% tax to increase meal cost
By JON KLEIN
CoJ/egian Staff

A six per cent tax on UMass meal plans plus a $48 in-

crease proposed by Food Services means students will be
paying an average of approximately $97 more for their meal
plans this spring, according to a presentation made last

night at the Senate Rents and Fees Committee meeting.

The tax was passed by the Massachusetts Legislature
last week. The increase was proposed by University Food
Services at last weeks meeting of Rents and Fees.

With the increase and the tax, students meal tees would
break down as follows: a 10-meal plan would go from $691
to $783.34; a 14-meal p<an would go from $786 to $884.04;
a 19-meal plan would go from $866 to $958.24.

University Health Services also announced that it is

seeking a $6 increase due to increased expenditures
resulting from payroll, the cost of an audit and other
factors.

The Committee must make recommendations to the
Undergraduate Student Senate on Wednesday night
regarding the proposal made last night.
The tax question, which cannot be challenged by the

Senate will be investigated for the possibility of exemption
due to double taxation, since UMass is state supported and
students are required to be on the meal plan. Any efforts
made in the state legislature will be coordinated with the
Student Senate Legislative Task Force.
The committee did not reject the health fee increase

outnght but rather divided up the factors causing other
increases and they recommended investigation into the
sources of the increase.

The family housing increase was rejected in the hope
that this would pressure the administration to make im-
provements in these area residencies.

The Committee will make a full report on these proposals
and others at the Senate meeting tomorrow night.

The Office of Residential Resource management
(ORRM) announced last night that they will seek an in-

crease of $19 for family housing. This includes Residencies
such as the North Village Apartments. According to ORRM
Director Robert Campbell, the increase is necessary to
meet expenses. There has not been a rent increase in three
years.

Campbell also informed the Committee that renovation
plans are continuing in Brett, Brooks and Knowlton
dormitories in the Central area.

The drawings for Brett are ready and the proposal is now
at the Trustee level. The plan must also be approved by
UMass President Robert Wood. Associate Director Ashoke
Ganguli said work on Brett should "hopefully" begin this
year. Work on Brooks and Knowlton is planned to begin in
the summer of 1979.

A $3 telephone fee increase was also sought by ORRM.
This increase is needed to meet increased rates of New

England Telephone Company. Since July, 1976 NETCO
have increased their rates 11.5 per cent.
NETCO met with ORRM and discussed actions that

could be taken for the benefit of students. This includes the
possibility of setting up a booth to take questions from
students and the possibility of student employrnenr with
NETCO.
Campbell also talked about the lack of a student

telephone directory. "We're at fault. We accept respon-
sibility for that." Campbell said the directory would be
printed off campus in the future.
The Rents and Fees Committee will make its recom-

mendations to the Undergraduate Student Senate on
Wednesday night. The Senate will debate the proposals
which Rents and Fees heard last night. Once the Senate
reaches agreement on the validity of the proposals ad-
ministration and students will sit down to try and reach an
agreement on an acceptable proposal.

Police expenditures studied
By PAMELA LINDMARK
CoUegian Staff

The need for increased budgetary expenditures for the
Amherst Police Department was among several items
discussed by Selectmen last night in a relatively slow
meeting at Town Hall.

The Selectmen reviewed the Capital Improvement
Program in Amherst, which is a long range planning
document dealing with budget expenditures. The review is

to insure that these long-term policies continue to conform
to se|lectmen and town policies.

This need for increased expenditures for the police was
cited by board members as the number one priority. A need
for increased personnel as well as additional police vehicles
was specified.

Central allocates disco money
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Council last night voted unanimously
to allocate $135 to the Van Meter South disco to be held

this Friday, Dec. 9. Esther Shimazu, chairperson of the

disco organizing committee, asked the council for a $125
allocation, but Vice President Richard Fryer moved that an
additional $10.00 be given for advertising purposes.

"If we're giving $125, i want to make sure there's a lot of

advertising... I'd like to make it $10.00 more because
$125.00 is a lot of money," Fryer explained.

Shimazu said the $125.00 going to K-Rock, the featured
disc-jockey at the event, is for 'his name, his expertise, and
his equipment." Money for refreshments, to be sold at the

disco, will come from dormitory fees and individuals, she
said. Shimazu added, "The whole idea is not really money-
making; it s to have an event.

"

The disco will begin at 10 p.m. and will be held in the
basement lounge of Van Meter South dormitory. Ad-
mission is free.

in other business. Fryer told the council about a meeting
last week where Fryer, CAC President Mark Zinan, Dean of

Students William F. Field, and other university officials

discussed the possibility o^ a "university-wide alcohol

policy."' Fryer said "ideas were thrown out" at the meeting
but nothing definite was decided upon.

Fryer said those at the meeting criticized the ideas of

Orchard Hill-Centrai Area Director William Taylor, "who is

basically not allowing us tu have p>artie$ outside our
room.... (e.g.) we can't have a keg in the basement."

In other action the council voted down S-80, a senate bill

allowing depaamental memtjers to go to the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate.

A representative from the Orchard Hill-Central Area
Men's Center gave the council its budget report, which
says the center began the semester with $1,060 in funds
from the Orchard Hill Government and have spent "a little

over $200.00".

The center representative also said the center is con-
sidering the purchase of "Men's Lives," for area colloquia
and workshops on men's issues. Fryer suggested the
center borrow the two university copies of the film inste.^d

of buying their own copy for $503.

"I believe there has to be an emphasis on the police area
this year," said Town Manager A. Louis Hayward. "I've
held the police budget down in previous years. In terms of
our service level, in comparison with other communities,
we're running a pretty small operation."
The selectmen agreed, and approved a further, in -depth

discussion with Town Manager and Chief Maia before
finalizing budgetary plans.

In other business, an interim report on the Pelham water
pressure and supply was given to selectmen by Hayward.
Concern over water pressure had been expressed by

Pelham residents who are water customers of the town of
Amherst. In response to these complaints. Water Division
employees and David Lenart of Town engineering con-
sultants, Tighe and Bond disassembled the pump at the
Pelham Pit to determine if the impeller furnished by the
Aetna Pump Company was of the proper diameter and
configuration.

The impeller, installed in 1976, was found to be in good
condition, with no major apparent deteriorization.

Manufacturers of the pump, said Hayward, are being
contacted to determine whether there is a manufacturing
defect and whether parts replacements or modifications
can be made.
Selectmen last night also were Colled upon to approve

many new and renewed licenses throughout the town.
Permission was granted to the Amherst Chamber of

Commerce to offer free parking in the town for the week
before Christmas. It is an annual practice carried out with
the cooperation of the Amherst police department. The
patrolrjien give out tickets, but not those of the usual type.
These wish car owners a Merry Christmas.

Sylvan government president resigns
By JANIS EINSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Sylvan Area Government President Linne Donaldson has
officially resigned from office as of December 2.
Donaldson, in the regular SAG meeting last night, stated
that "academic priorities have kept me from meeting the
time the job required."

According to the Sylvan Area Government constitution.
Article III: Vacancies Section 1: "A vacancy in the office of
the president: In the event of a vacancy in the office of the
presidency, the Vice-president shall succeed to that
position." Therefore, Vice President Joel Jordan now
holds the position of President of Sylvan Area Govern-
ment.

The constitution also states that an election must be held

for Vice Presiaeni wiinm two weeks, and Jordan has
announced that an election will be held on Thursday, Dec.
8 between 4 and 7 p.m

Also at the election seven representatives will be elected.
There are three vacancies for representatives from Cashin
House, two from Brown House, and two from McNamara,
said Jordan. Any person interested in running for Vice
President of the Sylvan Area Government or for
representative may sign up outside 02 Cashin. If there are
any c,uestions pertaining to this contact Joel Jordan at 546-
4138.

In other business, the $10,583 allocated last week to
various organizations including; the Craft Center, Sylvan
Cultural Society, Sylvan Area Government, Mens-Womens
Center, Computers, rarcnment, WSYL-FM, House
Support, and for other activities in the area does not hold
due to the lack of a total legal body.

Grad Senate opposes Puryear's replacement plan
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

voted unanimously to oppose Provost Paul

L Puryear's plan to replace the position of

the Graduate School's dean with an assistant

provost
A. Robert Phillips senate vice-president

said, "If the reorganization comes into effect

the oresent Graduate School of UMass will

be called Graduate Studies and the affairs

will be handled through the Provost Office."

The Faculty Senate moved to delay the

provost's decision Gunng its December 1

meeting. Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
who said he approves the reorganization at

the faculty senate meeting moved that more
time is needed for the faculty senate to

participate

Phillips said the complete power to

execute the reorganization is already given to

the provost

As of now the Graduate School's budget
IS separate from The rest c^ the University,

but under the reorganizatton the Provost's

office will have the decision on how the

budget is spent, -accordina to Sally F^ees,

graduate senate president.

^-oese <said there are questions concerning
y^ "he admri.stre'.ion o^ esearch cor-

'ts on an^ "-tf* campus internships,

schin-j ^»» i'
, 'esearch assistant

contracts and job descriptions, and theses
and dissertations will be affected if the
graduate school decisions are placed in the
Provost office.

At present all of the graduate offices are
accessible to graduate students, Rees said.
This will not be the case if the Provost's
Office resumes responsibility, she explained

Provost Puryears memorandum did not
explain what kind of direct effect the

reorganization will have on the graduate
program, said Rees.

Par: of the problem of faculty and student
participation in the reorganization is that

most people concerned do not understand
who has the authority to change this
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decision, Rees said. The funding decision

process and who has authority is not easy to

understand, she said.

Rees said a graduate school dean has "line

status" and an associate provost has "staff

status." Rees said a line position entitles a

dean to make proposals, and have a major
voice in graduate affai's. A staff position

enables an associate provost to make
recommendations which can be easily

vetoed she said.

Associate provosts are also more likely to

be fired because they carry little weight, she
^dded.

A dean is often a faculty member, and an
associate provost is brought in for ad-

ministrative and management purposes,
said Phillips

"Graduate students and faculty should
work together on this matter Rees said.
'The faculty expressed the need for more
time to consider the change, and the faculty
should consider the graduate students
perspective," she said.

Other methods suggested to better inform
students and faculty included: letters to
department chairmen, an explanation of the
present administrative and acade- :

structure relayed to students, petv.jns
vvithin tne deparir zr,xs and a pop.s : -e
faculty and student i;yal.Mati,o,r) o; the p.estinT
graduatp school governance
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Career Day today
.ojaiBSL^o

By SUSAN BUTLER
Collegian Staff

Representatives from 52 businesses and
federal agencies are expected to participate
in the third annual career day sponsored by
the Committee of Collegiate Education of
Black Students (CCEBS) today in the
Newman Center from 9 to 5.

CCEBS Director Michael Jackson said
yesterday, "We feel there is a need for a
career day in order to give students exposure
to different trends in the job market. It also
shows them how to apply for jobs. The
corripanies here represented offer a wide
variety of jobs. Everyone on campus is

encouraged to come."

Of the 52 companies represented, 25 are
federal agencies, some of the groups ex-
pected to participate in today's conference
include: American Telephone and Telegraph;
the Internal Revenue Service; Raytheon;

Health, Education and Welfare; Westing-
house; I.B.M., and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

According to Brian Maher, career coor-
dinator, career day helps to promote an open
exchange between all students and par-
ticipating companies.

The schedule for the day is as follows.
9-10 a.m.: Arrival and Registration
10:45-1 1:45: A discussion and presentation

between the companies and invited guests
The guests are Professor Donald St. Mary, of
the UMass mathematics department and
CCEBS board of directors, and Bill Johnson
the president of the minority placement
agency. The topic will be recruitment of
Third World people.

12-1:45: A luncheon with 50 seats reserved
for students. Dr. O.C. Bobby Daniels, the
assistant dean of students at UMass, will
speak.

2-5: An open forum for all students to
speak with the representatives.

""^m-t,.-..

Cation

Futurist

Fuller

1

THE LEANING TOWER OF AMHERST: With too many students studying for finals, the library leans with the strains of
yesterday's storm. Actually, the distortion is caused by the use of a wide angle lens. (Staff photo by Christopher H. Schmitt)

Arbiter to open contested ballots
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
CoUegian Staff

An arbiter will tomorrow open three
contested ballots taken in a recent poll of
academic department chairmen. The poll

was conducted to determine whether the
chairmen will be included in the faculty union
bargaining unit.

The ballots could change the make-up of
the union.

Under the terms of an agreement reached
earlier this year, both the faculty union and
the administration agreed to petition the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
in a hearing Dec. 12 to re-define the union
bargaining unit according to the results of

the poll among department chairmen. The
chairmen presently are included in the unit.

The administration has contended the
chairmen should not be part of the unit, but

the faculty union has claimed they should be.

The administration earlier this year was
cited for unfair labor practices by the labor

commission for refusing to bargain with the

union over the issue of department chair-

men.

The poll of department chairmen results

showed 31 voting against being in the unit,

25 in favor, 2 asking no agent represent

them, and the three contested ballots.

If one of the contested ballots goes against

the chairmen being in the unit, the labor

commission will be asked to redefine the unit

not counting the chairmen anrang it. All

three ballots must be for inclusion in the unit

in order for the faculty union to retain

chairnr^en in the unrt.

The labor commission is expected to

approve the redefinition whatever way the

administration and faculty ask that it be
done.

President of the Massachusetts Society of

Professors, Larry S. Roberts, said he thinks

the three disputed ballots will all favor the
union viewpoint. The MSP is the Amherst
chapter of the faculty union.

Zina Tillona, aide to Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery, yesterday said she was not

aware of the arbiter's decision to open the

ballots and refused comment.

Bromery acts as UMass executive vice

president in charge of formulating and
implementing policy with the faculty union.

Sources yesterday said the administration

will allow the ballots to be opened, but it is

not known whether the administration will

challenge the ballots in court.

The arbiter for the case is Alphonse
D'Apuzzo, of the American Arbitration
Association in Boston. He could not be
reached for comment yesterday.

House overrides Dukakis vetoes
BOSTON [UPI] - The Massachusetts

House yesterday narrowly overrode Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis' vetoes of four anti-

abortion amendments attached to a $25.7
million supplemental budget which also
provided pay hikes for state employees.

The Senate is expected to sustain the
vetoes later this week. If it does, the four
amendments would die because approval
from only one Legislative chamber is needed.

The House refused to agree with Dukakis'

vetoes on roll call votes of 151-66, 153-69,

153-67 and 154-68 - five to six votes short of

the one-third needed to sustain a guber-
natorial veto.

The amendments affecting medicaid
receipts prohibit use of state funds for
•bortions except to save the Hft of a woman.

Last month, Dukakis^ signed the sup-
plemental budget which authorized about 25
million in pay raises for state employees. The
signing came after the Massachusetts
Supreme Judicial Court said in an advisory
opinion the governor has power to line item
veto the amendments.

The signing took place amid much hoopla
and fanfare because employee pay raises had
been held up more than three months. Much
of the delay had been due to the abortion
issue.

"This is merely the first battle," said Rep.
Charles R. Doyle, D- Boston, who sponsored
the amendments with Rep. Raymorvd L.

Flynn, D-Boston.

Calling unborn children "the most

defenseless citizens in the Commonwealth,"
Doyle said, "let me give notice ... when any
budget that comes into this House with a
medical assistance appropriation we will

attach an anti-abortion amendment."

Dukakis has said he will veto any anti-

abortion bills or amendments.
Doyle called this "shocking," claiming this

would hold up money for the elderly and
welfare recipients.

"I follow my conscience," said Rep. Peter

C. McCarthy, D-Peabody, urging members
to sustain the vetoe*, 'and my conscience
prevents me from playing the demagoguery
role."

Doyle said 14 states still fund abortions
and Massachusetts is the only New England
state to do so.

to join

faculty
By RUTH McGORTY
Collegian Staff

R. Buckminster Fuller, architect,
philosopher and futurist, will join the faculty
of the School of Education's Future Studies
Program this April as a Visiting Scholar in
Residence.

"We consider Fuller to be one of the great
living educators," said Dean Mario Fantini of

the UMass School of Education. "Through
his creativity and initiative in improving the
human condition, he has inspired thousands
to follow his example."

Throughout his career. Fuller has been
granted 25 U.S. patents and is probably best
known for the creation of the geodesic
dome. He also has more honorary doctorates
than any other living American, holding a

total of 40 in 10 different disciplines.

Fuller is the author of 15 books. His most
recent and important work called
"Synergetics," was acclaimed by one critic

"

... as important a work as Newton's
PRINCIPA."

He has taught at universities and colleges
all over the world including Han/ard.

Fuller keynoted the University's Toward
Tomorrow Fair last summer and currentty
serves as an advisor to the School of
Education's Future Studies Program.

"Buckminster Fuller's extended return to
this campus this spring as Visiting Scholar,
promises to be an exciting educational event
for the University and the surrounding
Pioneer Valley community," Fantini said.

Fuller is scheduled to stay at least one full

week in April and will also address a major
conference on the future of education which
is being hosted by the School of Education
and coordinated by the future studies
program.

During his stay, he will lecture extensively,
conduct small seminars with University
students and faculty, and meet with ad-
ministrators. Many of the lectures will be
open for the public.

"We &re excited at having Fuller join our
future studies faculty. The entire school is

looking forward to his arrival," Fantini said.

COLLEGIAN
COUNTDOWN!

6
PUBLISHING
DAYS LEFT

IN FALLbEMESTER

The final day for placement of
advertising, either display or
classified, is Friday, December 9,

1Sf77. The final Fall issue of the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian will
appear Wednesday, December 14,

1377.
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Debora Be«chert and Gaorge Angall in Antigona: "Not too subtia ...

'Antigone "^ consists

of misinterpretations
By MICHAEL P. DORAN
CoUegian Staff

When in doubt, bluster

UnfortunatelY the actors in the UniversitY
Ensemble Theater's production of Anouilh's
"Antigone " took this advice to heart. There
was no subttety in this production. CuriousJy
enough, there was also a complete misin-
terpretation of the theme of the plav.

Creon, played by George W. Angel! Ill,

was the worst offender when it came to
blustering. The whole middle section of the
play, concerned with the central theme of
Creon's responsibility to rule in this dirty

world and Antigone's refusal to partake in it,

was a travesty. There was not more than a
haK minute gone by without someone
shouting In a scene that is at least half an
hour long this is disastrous. Creon's shouting
was not only artistically ill- conceived, it was
also contrary to the opening lines by the
chorus in the text, which say that Creon is

"tired." A truly tired tired man, in both the
^Mritual ar>d physical sense, would not shout
for a half hour straight.

Antigone, played by Debora J. Beechert,
was also lacking when it came to un-
derstanding her role and acting accordingly.
She at no time exuded what is primarily

riecessary for someone playing Anouilh's
Antigone - a little girl quality. Her acting
was labored and stale. There was no sense of
the terror of her situation or the
corresponding joy in realizing her freedom
fronn the world she cannot accept Worst of
all, and she shares this flaw with Creon, she
earned to confuse which "Antigone" she
was playing in, Sophocles' or Anouilh's.

Most of these problems could have been
solved if the director had not misinterpreted

the play The chorus says in the first scene
that Creon loves to be King. These are not
Anouilh's words, neither are they his sen-
timents. This is probably the crux of the
problem.

Creon is supposed to represent an
existential character, arxl as such he is tired
of his world and his responsibilities, but
decides to go on to try to do his best. Maybe
he is arbitrary in his decision not to bury
Antigone's brother, maybe not. The point is

that he does something about the civil war
that tore his country apart, whereas An-
tigone, who wants to go back to the days
when she was a little girl with no respon-
sibilities in an uncomplicated and painless
world, would rather die. She is not a martyr
for some civil liberties or moral cause, she
simply wants to die.

Creon is not an ogre. Perhaps he is a man
who is in above his head, and who has
unpleasant things to do, but if he didn't do
them the state would be worse off. If this
play lacks this basic existential interpretation
it is no more than a dreary rehash of
Sophocles' masterpiece.

The chorus, played by Calvin MacLean,
was very good, adding life to a part that
could easily be dull. The nurse, played by
Catherine Orlando, was also good, though at
times her acting was a bit stilted. By far the
best acting in this production is done by the
first guard, David Ambos, who was the only
true to character actor in the whole
production. He was very funny in the right
parts, and very distant in the end scene with
Antigone, seemingly understanding his role
and playing it as if Antigone understood
hers.

I would not recommend this play, which
will be playing in the Curtain Theater Dec. 6,

7, 8. 9, and 10, at 8 p.m.

Women in journalism

topic of ta/ic today
"Women in Journalism: The Realities of

Opportunity" will be the topic of a talk by
Boston Globe writer Nina McCain tonight at
7 Campus Center 805.

McCain is a Sunday feature writer for the
Globe, and has also written editorials. She
was a rer>orter on the academic beat and was
ie Glooe's education editor.

McCain has worked on newspapers in

Texas and New York and participated in the
Stanford University Professional Journalism
Fellowship program.

The talk is sponsored by the Massa
r.husetts Daily Collegian and the Journalistic
Studies Department.

Dr IVIacIc Draice

A UMass professor has received an
honorary doctoral degree from the
University of Hokkaido in Sapporo,
Japan.

Dr. Mack Drake, professor of Plant and
Soil Sciences, was the chief of a party
from the university that visited the
Japanese agricultural university from
1958-1961 to assist the Japanese with an
agricultural development program.
The visit of the UMass team to

Hokkaido University was sponsored by
UMass, Hokkaido University and the
International Cooperation Exchange.

Prof. Toshio Nakashima, En-
tomological Institute, Faculty of
Agriculture, Hokkaido University,
presented the honorary degree to Drake
at UMass.

Ominstcy, Luippold
Paul L . Ominsky, of 76 Chapin St. in

Holyoke, graduated first in the class,

earning a score of 96.11 in the 16-week
training program.
John W. Luippold, Jr., of 412 Main St.

in Greenfield, graduated third in the class
with a score of 93.00.

Dr. Gordon Sanford, director of the
UMass Center for Economic Develop-
ment, a new office within the Institute for
Man and Environment at the University,
has been elected president of the
National Association of Management and
Technical Assistance Centers (NAM-
TAC).
The association was organized with

Sanford's help to offer a forum for
technical assistance centers to exchange
ideas about programs and funding
sources for helping private businesses
and local governments.

The UMass Center for Economic
Development, funded by the Federal
Economic Development Agency, was
formally dedicated at the Amherst
campus last October in a ceremony
attended by Gov. Michael Dukakis and
University President Robert Wood.

Dr. W. W. Nawar
Dr. W. W. Nawar of the Department of

Food Science and Nutrition has been
active in research dealing with chemical
effects of high-energy radiation on foods
for the past 14 years. He will present two
papers on his research at the symposium.

The symposium was organized by the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, the International Atomic
Energy Agency, and the World Health
Organization. The participants were
invited from 22 countries. Some 70
papers will be presented in four
languages with simultaneous in-
terpretation.

Gov. Michael Dukakis recently
reappointed Dr. G. Dale Sheckels of
Amherst as a member of the Board of
Registration of Professional Engineers
and Land Surveyors.

The eight member board is responsible
for the licensing of all engineers and land
surveyors in the Commonwealth. It

establishes regulations and standards of
professional conduct for both groups.
The board also has the power to in-

vestigate consumer complaints against
either group and suspend the license of
any engineer or land surveyor who
violates established standards. Most
complaints which the board receives
regard engineers who do surveying work
without being licensed.

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

KILUNGTON,
VERMONT
January 15-20, 1978

• Five Day Lih Ticket

• Five Nights in Hotel

• 10 Crr«t Meals

• Ski 50 Runs. 3000' E>rop

• Nightly Entertainment

• Dance to Live Bands
• Free Keg Party

• Extras

ONLY $119.50
to $139.50

Call;

All trip arrangements by United
InlercoUcgiate Skiers Association.

ITMVBTtK

Air Force ROTC has scholarships,
allowances and jobs for selected
science and engineering majors
Air Force ROTC has openings for
young men and women majoring
in specified science and engi-
neering academic fields Fields
such as Aeronautical, Aerospace.
General and Electrical Engineering
Mathematics. Physics and Com-
puter Technology AFROTC en-
rollment pays well now and could
keep paying off in the future

Air Force ROTC offers 4-year,
3-year and 2-year scholarships
with $100 monthly tax-free al-
lowance during the last two years
to non-scholarship students

Upon graduation you II receive a
commission in the US Air Force
and compete for challenging jobs.
There'll be numerous opportu-
nities for advanced education m
your field, plus you'll have financial
security and start your way up the
promotion ladder where your ability
and ambition are the only limits

tt i»»ys to be In demand, and if

you're the type we're looking for.
It pays to get the details No
obligations, naturally

Call 5-2437

MrhrciMTC
6iliiii||iB86nillli|gfyii

M^EUP
totheclassifieds!
Here's your most
effective market
for buying or
selling!

Classifieds reach
over 20,000 UMass
people daily. No one
else reaches so many
at UMass.

COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS
GET RESULTS!

Most serious division in years

Egypt breaks relations

Collegian s

CAIRO [AP] - Egypt broke diplomatic
relations with Syria, Libya, Algeria and South
Yemen yesterday in retaliation for their
decision to form a "resistance and con-
frontation front" against President Anwar
Sadat's peace initiatives with Israel.

The move produced the most serious
political division in the Arab world in years.
The Egyptian Foreign Ministry summoned

the diplomatic envoys of the four nations and
gave them 24 hours to leave the country,
Egypt's Middle East News Agency reported!

It said Egyptian diplomatic officials In the
four countries were instructed to return
home "immediately."

Cairo's action came after the four nations
and the Palestinian guerrilla movement,
meeting in Tripoli. Libya, denounced Sadat's
one-man peace campaign as "high treason"
and said they would "freeze" their
diplomatic and political relations with Cairo.
Libya, on its own, had already broken
relations with Cairo. Libya, on its own, had

already broken relations with Egypt when
Sadat made his visit to Israel.

Despite the harsh rhetoric, however, the
anti-Egypt summit, at Syria's insistence,' had
carefully kept the door open for renewed
Geneva peace talks or other forms of
negotiations with Israel, with or without
Sadat.

The "hardliners" also had stopped short of
declaring an irreparable break with Egypt.
Sadat said Sunday that the Soviet Union
was behind the "rubbish" of the Tripoli
summit and that Egypt could "punish" the
Russians.

Over the weekend, it was reported that
Egypt was recalling its ambassador to
Moscow, but there was no immediate in-
dication whether Sadat was considering
severing his already cool diplomatic ties with
the Soviet Union.

In Washington, the State Department said
it would have no immediate comment on the
Egyptian move.

The United States appeared yesterday to
be trying to reclaim the initiative as a
mediator in the Middle East. U.S. officials in
Washington said Secretary of State Cyms R
Vance would visit Egypt. Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon and Saudi Arabia beginning this
weekend to assess prospects for a com-
prehensive settlement.

They said Vance might also visit Syria and
that Egypt's mass cutoff of diplomatic
relations wouW not affect the trip.

The last such serious break in Arab ranks
occurred in 1971, when Syria and Egypt
broke relations with Jordan over King
Hussein's bloody expulsion of Palestinian
guerrillas from his country.

The Egyptian decision exempted Iraq, one
of staunchest anti-Israeli "rejectionist"
states, apparently because it walked out of
the Tripoli meeting and did not sign the
declaration.

100 persons killed in jet crash
TANJUNG KUPANG, Malaysia [UPf] -

Soldiers and police yesterday combed a
remote mangrove swamp for the charred
remains of 100 persons killed in the crash of a
hijacked Malaysian jetliner. The government
denied reports the hijacking was the work of
Japanese Red Army terrorists.

Officials confirmed that the Cuban am-
bassador to Japan, Mario Garcia In-

chaustegui, and his wife and Malaysian
Agriculture Minister Ali Hahi Ahmad were
among the victims.

Two Australians, one Japanese and one
Briton also were among those identified by
police from passports and identity cards
scattered at the crash site. The names of
victims were not released.

The airline's list of 93 passengers and
seven crew included 20 foreigners. It was not
known if any Americans were on board.
The twin enqine Boeing 737 was hijacked

Sunday night shortly after it took off from
the northern Malaysian resort island of
Penang for Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. The
hijackers ordered the pilot to fly to
Singapore, but the plane plunged into
swampland on the southern tip of Malaysia,
just short of the narrow strait that separates
the mainland from the island of Singapore.

Officials said they could not confirm
reports the crash had been preceded by an
inflight explosion.

Malaysian Air System Deputy Chairman
Date Sulaiman Sujak declined to say if he
knew how many hijackers were involved or
who they were.

Malaysian Home Affairs Minister Tan Sri
Ghazali Shafie denied reports the hijacking
was the work of Japanese Red Army
terrorists.

"There is no evidence to link the hijacking
with the Japanese Red Army," he said while

visiting the crash site. "There was only one
Japanese passenger on the plane and he had
been identified as a technical officer working
in Malaysia."

C. Paramaauru. the Malaysian police
official in charge of search operations, said
the charred remains of more than 50 persons
have been recovered in bits and pieces and
placed in plastic bags.
He said it was unlikely that many more

identifiable pieces would be found.
"By tomorrow, the whole place will stink

with the smell of rotting flesh," he said.
The wreckage was strewn over a large

area of a mangrove swamp and pieces of the
plane could be seen protruding from the
mud. Personal items, and bits of clothing
were hanging from tree branches.
Some 500 armed police and soldiers were

sent to the crash site to search for victims
and keep away onlookers.

G/ - tested drug may cause cancer
WASHINGTON (AP) - A drug taken

daily by tens of thousands of American
troops in Vietnam as part of a medical
experiment has been found to cause
cancer in male rats in tests by the Na-
tional Cancer Institute.

The drug, dapsone, is the principal
treatment for the estimated 12 million
lepers throughout the worid, including
2,800 in the United States. But Army
doctors tested it on Gis in South Viet-
nam as a preventive medicine for a
severe form of malaria that was resis-
tant to standard malaria pills.

A report published yesterday for the
institute's laboratory studies in which

rats and mice were fed dapsone in
large doses showed the drug caused
cancer of the spleen and the lining of
the abdomen in male rats.

The institute tested dapsone as one of
326 substances it is checking for
evidence of cancer-causing activity in

what it calls the carcinogenesis
bioassay program.
Dr. Cipriano Cueto, a data evaluation

expert at the National Cancer Institute,

said the findings don't prove dapsone
causes cancer in humans. But he said
the results would justify following up
the case histories of people who have
taken the drug to determine whether

Nights of racial rioting

subside in Bermuda
HAMILTON, Bermuda (UPI) - Tourists
crowded shops on historic Front Street
yesterday as calm returned to the vacation
island of Bermuda after three nights of
racial rioting and firebombings touched off

by the executions of two convicted killers.

The government, which called in 200
British troops to reinforce 600 police and
militia, shortened a dusk-to-dawn curfew
by 3'/? hours and said all restrictions on
nighttime movement could be lifted Today.
"The government will continue to monitor

the situation on a daily basis and as soon as
possible the curfew will be lifted," Premier
David Gibbons said.

By beginning the curfew at 9 p.m. instead
of 5:30, the estimated 5,000 tourists, most
of them Americans, will be able to dine and
drink away from their -hotels for the first

time since the curfew was imposed Friday.

Gibbons' announcement came on the first

full day of relative peace since Thursday in

this 21- square mile British colony 650 miles
east of North Carolina.

The British troops have remained out of
sight since their arrival Sunday and the
government said they have not conducted
any patrols.

The three nights of rioting began Thurs-
day when an appeals court refused to stay
the executions of two black men convicted
of five murders, including the deaths of the
island's former governor and police chief.

The two, Erskine Durant "Buck"' Bur-
rows, 33, and Larry Winfield Tacklyn. 27,
were hanged Friday morning — the first ex-
ecutions in Bermuda in 34 years.

caused damage
and resulted in

Firebombs and rioting

estimated at $5 million

about 80 arrests. No serious injuries were
reported and only three minor firebomb at-

tacks were reported Sunday night.

Two Philadelphia area tourists, George E.

Gandy, 61, and his sister, Mrs. Dorothy J.

Joyce, 71, died in a fire Thursday night at

the Southampton Princess Hotel. Official

sources said the fire was set, but Gov. Sir

Peter Ramsbotham maintained it was
started by an electrical short circuit.

Tourists, although confined to their hotels
at night since Friday, did not appear greatly

concerned about the unrest.

"It's really been a swing," said Grace Col-

onnese of Golden, Colo. "The hotel has
been laying out extra rum swizzle parties

and we're having the time of our life."

they experience greater incidences of
spleen cancer or other malignancies
than the population as a whole.
At least one such study in the 1960s of

the medical records of about 850
American lepers who took the drug did
not show a significant difference in the
cancer death rate when compared to
the general population.
The scientists reported that the tests
showed no cancer causing activity in

female rats, or in mice.
"If we get one group (male, female,

rats or mice), we call it positive,
""

said
spokeswonrvin Melva Weber. "It would
indicate there may be some hazard "

An Army spokesman said yesterday,
"We don't have the foggiest idea" how
many troops took dapsone in Vietnam
and to find out would take at least a
month of intensive research. He added
the troops who were given the drug
werent told it was bemg used ex-
F>erimentally.

Use of dapsone was restricted
primarily to the Central Highlands
region and the area known as I Corps,
the five northernmost provinces of
South Vietnar Several Army and
Marine divisiofis with thousands of
men in each fought for years in the
jungles of the two regions where a par-
ticularly dangerous form of malaria
was believed to be a threat.

""Prior to its introduction in Vietnam,
the drug was approved as a new in-

vestigational drug by the Food and
Drug Administration,'" the Army
spokesman, Maj. David Gardner, told
The Associated Press.

An investigational new drug is one the
FDA . considers of possible benefit to
humans and approves for experimental
treatment of a specific disease under
carefully controlled conditions.

Harvard to upgrade teaching
CAMBRIDGE, Mass (UPI) ~ Spurred

by student complaints that many facul-
ty members are too preoccupied with
research. Harvard University has
begun a program to upgrade the quali-

ty of its undergraduate teaching.
President Derek Bok said yesterdasy

evaluation of faculty members and
their teaching ability will become a for-

mal part of the tenure-granting pro-
cess.

Professors dr« oLo being encouraged
to revise their courses and a center
within the university is offering in-

struction in teaching methods, Bok
said.

Henry Rosovsky, dean of Harvard's
Faculty of Arts and Sciences, said
there has been an "overfocus" on
graduate education with some neglect
of undergraduates.

A recent report by the Ne\\ England
Association of Schools and olleges
said it found at Harvard an "dverage
quality of teachipg that is incommen-
surate with the othen/vise welldeserv-
ed reputation of the university

"
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Nationwide coal strike begins today
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1977

WASHINGTON [AP] - United MinB
Workers President Arnold Miller said
yesterday a nationwide coal strike began at
midnight even though negotiations are
continuing on a new contract.

Bargaining teams for the union and the
Bituminous Coal Operators Association met
across the table yesterday morning but Miller
said afterwards,

"There has been no change in their
position since Oct. 6 and come 12 o'clock
tonight the contract will expire and no
contract, no work."
"We're not getting any closer," he said.

Industry officials had no immediate
comment on Miller's statement.

"It's obviously a very hard and long
discussion," said BCOA President Joseph P.

Brennan as he left the negotiating room.
A strike by 130,000 coal miners producing

about half of the nation's coal could be
expected to last at least 10 days, since the
UMW's contract ratification procedure takes
that long.

Pnvately, Miller has said he foresees a
strike of three months, and sources say the
coal industry is prepared to accept a work
stoppage of at least a month.
The UMW has struck nine times in 19

previous contract negotiations. The longest
walkout, in 1946, lasted 59 days.

Industry spokesman Morris Feibusch
reported that 28 of the approximately 1 ,800
mines operated by BCOA comoanies were

Lampoon faces

blasphemy law
BOSTON \AP] - A zealous Roman

Catholic has dusted off a 17th century
Puritan law against blasphemy to protest the
religious satire in a national humor nwgazine.

Ntew York attorney Andrew J. McCauley
has accused the National Lampoon of
violating a 280-yearold Massachusetts
statute outlawing language that ridicuM»
"the holy word of God.

"

The last known conviction for the crime
occurred in 1838 wt>en a Boston newspaper
editor wrote a column challenging the
Universalist religion.

The 48-year-old McCauley, fourwjer and
tf>e single working member of the "Citizens
Against Sacrilege in the Media," has filed a
complaint against the Lampoon in Boston
Municipal Court. A decision about whether
the complaint will be dismissed or brought to
trial is expected within the next few weeks.

The penalty for the crime is a maximum
one- year prison term, a fine of up to $300, or
a provision the defendant be "bound to good
behavior."

McCauley finds periodic religious spoofs
by the Lampoon, widely read on college
campuses, 'most offensive.

'

He cites the December, 1974, cover which
pictures Mary, the Biblical virgin mother of
Jesus Christ, being thrown out of her home
by her father because, the cartoon implies,
her child was illegitimate.

"It creates a psychological climate in
which religious people are intimidated, their
faith is held up for ridicule," McCauley said in
a telephone interview.

"People are going to have to become
closet Christians, closet Jews."

Executives of the Lampoon, an offshoot of
the Harvard Lampoon, claim the blasphemy
law is unconstitutional because it interferes
with freedom of the press.

'We are not anti-religion. We just find
there is no reason not to find humor in

everything we do in our lives," said Matty
Simmons, chairman of the board of 21st
Century Publications which owns the
Lampoon.

Simmons brushed aside McCauley's
charges the magazine is "destroying any
vsstige of Christianity in our society.
"We don't pick on any religion, we don't

pick on any nationality — we kid
sverything," said Simmons.

McCauiey's crusade against the Lampoon
dates back three years when a Roman
Catholic newspaper article called his at-

tention to the magazine. In newsletters to the

800 to 1,000 people he claims are members of

his committee, he urges religious followers to

protest the Lampoon's satire

The magazine has lost millions of dollars
worth of advertising because of letters

written to advertisers threatening boycotts,
according to Simmons. The letters, Sim-
mons believes, were the products of Mc-
Cauley's campaign.

In the meantime, McCauley is trying to
revive a similar complaint about blasphemy
that he filed more than a year ago in New
Jersey. That complaint went to a grand jury
which failed to return an indictment.

shut down yesterday by miners getting a
head start on the strike.

But he said more miners were working
than had been expected on the last day of
the expiring contract. He attributed the
number of mines still open to a desire on the
part of the miners to earn one moxe day's
wages before the strike began.
The most immediate impact of a strike

would be on the miners and their families.

UMW miners would lose their daily wages of
about $60 a day, and health benefit for
themselves, their dependents and their
retired colleagues also would be cut off.

Industry officials say coal's best
customers, utility plants and steel mills, have
laid in stockpiles large enough to last several
weeks. Government officials say a strike
would not be the national problem it was in

years past.

WASHINGTON: Arnold Miller, president of United Mine Workers and attorney
Harrison Combs arrive for last miputa talks to avert today s nationwide coal strike
Both coal operators and UMW officials agreed that no progress was made toward
settlement of a new contract.

News in Brief

V.

Release papers on

SaccO'Vanzetti
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. [UPI] - A foot-

high stack of papers unopened since
1948 relating to the Sacco-Vanzetti case
is due to be released Friday by Harvard
University.

The papers belong to the late A.
Lawrence Lowell, who was on a com-
mittee that reviewed the murder trial of
Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti.
The two Italian immigrants were

convicted of the 1920 murder of a
Braintree paymaster and his guard, and
sent to the electric chair in 1927.

The case drew international attention
because of defense claims the two men
were unjustly convicted due to their

anarchist leanings and background.
The Lowell papers will be opened at 10

am. at Pusey Library in the Harvard
University archives.

The papers will not be available for

inspection for another four to six weeks,
until they have been catalogued and
copied, a Harvard University spokesman
said.

Woman priest has

'no reservations'

PORTLAND, Maine [AP] - Elizabeth
Ann Habecker says she has no reser-
vations about becoming the first woman
priest in the Episcopal Diocese of Maine,
although her impending ordination is

causing some controversy within the
church

Mrs. Habecker, who now serves as a
deacon, said she has not personally felt

any resistance to her ordination.
She and her husband, the Rev. John

Christian Habecker, began their joint
ministry at St. Ann's Episcopal Church in

South Windham last week, and she is

scheduled to be ordained at St. Luke's
Catfiedral here Dec. 16.

The Rt. Rev. Frederick B. Wolf, the
bishop of the diocese who will perform
the ordination, said the event is causing
some "unhappiness and concern" in

some congregations.
However, he said he does not believe

the ordination of women will cause any
Maine parishes to withdraw from the
church Some Episcopal congregations
outside of Maine have broken away from
the church since it decided to admit
women as priests last year

The Northeast, the official journal of

the Diocese of Maine, reported in its

December issue that two parishes in

Camden and Portland have expressed
disapproval of the ordination of women
to the priesthood.

Students protest

acceptance of grant
MEDFORD, Mass. [AP] - Chanting

and carrying placards, some 300 Tufts
University students and faculty protested
yesterday against the school's recent
acceptance of a $1.5 million grant from
the Ferdinand Marcos Foundations.
"We don't want your blood money,"

the demonstrators shouted when they
marched to the office of Tufts President
Jean Mayer. Mayer was not there at the
time.

"Two, four, six, eight, we don't en-
dorse a fascist state, " was another of
their jeers

Under President Marcos of the
Philippines, that nation has been under
martial law.

Philippine First Lady Imelda Marcos
presented the grant in October. It is for
Tutts' Asian studies program.

Since then, some 100 faculty and 1,500
students have signed a petition
denouncing the school for accepting the
grant.

Reached after the protest, Mayer said,
"the board of trustees is in a position to
reconsider the donation, but I don't think
they will.

New territorial limit

increases fish catch
GROTON, Conn. [AP] - Since the

200-mile territorial limit went into effect
last March, commercial fishermen in

Connecticut, Rhode Island and Massa-
chusetts have been catching up to 25 per
cent more fish, according to testimony at

a U.S. Senate hearing yesterday.
The success has resulted in easier

private financing, in some cases, but
several fishermen testified that more
federal loan guarantees are needed to
keep their ships in shape.
The hearing before the Senate Select

Committee on Small Business was
presided over by Sen. Lowell Weicker, D-
Conn., ranking minority member of the
panel.

George Burgess, chairman of the
Stonington-Waterford fishing com-
mission, said CotinpcticDt commercial
fishermen are too small in number to

successfully pet needed loan money

Tonite, Tues., Dec. 6

ANDY MAY and the
TEXAS TABBY
GRAB BAND

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1977

•^'-olleaian i

Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNV
and the ASBURV JUKES

Thurs., Dec. 8

JOHNNYand the
LUNCHEONETTES

Fri. & Sat.,

Dec. 9 & 10

NRBQ
Sunderland. MA.

IRte. 47/ Tel. 665-49371

''How

IfDund
36

extra

days
last,,

year"
"I used to be too

uncomfortable to do
much of anything when I

had my menstrual
period. It was like losing
at least three days every
month. Then, last year, I

switched to Tampax
tampons. Now I'm

always on the go."

Making every day
count is what Tampax
tampons are all about.
They eliminate chafing,

bulk and bulges. In fact,

once the tampon is prop-
erly in place, you can't

even feel it's there.

And Tampax
tampons are uniquely
designed to conform to
individual vaginal con-
tours. Which means
there's less chance of

leakage or bypass.

With Tampax
tampons you get a lot

more days out of the
year. And a lot more fun
out of life.

The internal protection more women trust

TAMPAX

TIRED OF CHOOSING COURSES
BLINDLY?

We are trying to Increase the

number of courses covered in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation, but

we need your help.

Listed below are names of teachers

who have cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

are not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association. Talk to Department heads

too. (They can release evaluations

for the entire department.)

THESE TEACHERS HAVE RELEASED THEIR EVALUATIONS*
Abrams, Linda
Ackermann, Robert
Aune, Bruce
Airhart, Douglas
Arny, Thomas
Barbosa, Pedro
Barreda, Pedro
Bennett, M.K.
Berlin, Normand
Berliner, Howard
Bierhorst, Howard
Bothroyd, Geoffrey
Boyer, Paul
Branch, Ben
Brehm, John
Brentlinger, John
Brown, Dennis
Bunn, Radie
Clayton, John
Chappell, Vere
Cocalis, Susan
Cohen, Alvin

Coppersmith, Evan
Costley, Richard
Cramer, Chester
Creed, Robert
Cromack, Guane
Culley, Margo
Cuomo, George
Davis, Hugh
Day, Robert
Dittach, John

Duffy, Joseph
Ehrlich, Leonard
Fabos, Julius

Fagundes, Francisco
Farris, Richard
Finnerty, Joseph
Fisher, Louis
Forman, George
Feldman, Fred
Fergason, Ann
Frank, Joseph
Gettier, Edmund
Gibbs, Margaret
Gibson, Walker
Gjertson, Donald
Goldsmith, Paul
Gutzwiller, Kathryn
Hardegree, Gary
Hart, Robert A.
Heidelberger, Herbert
Hepler, Peter

Hertzback, Stanley
Hill, F.S. Jr.

Hofer, EH.
Horowitz, Joseph
Hugenin, Richard
Hum, Christopher
Hutchinson, Thomas
Irvine, William
Ivey, A.
Jubian, Michael
Junkins, Donald

Key, Charles

Killian, Lewis
Kilmer, William
King, Gordon
Klar, Lawrence
Kupperman, Gerrard
Lake, Joseph
Langley, Kenneth
Lawall, Sarah
Lemeshow, Stanley
Levin, Maurice
Liander, Berlil

Locke, L.F.

Male, James
Manes, EG
Manning William
Matlack, James
Matthews, Anne
McFarland, Gerald
Melrose, Jay
Meyer, David
Mitchell, John
Narahara, Tomiko
Nlilsson, Mils

Gates, Stephen
O'Brien, Ken
O'Connell, James
Ortiz, Jesse
Partee, Barbara
Phillips, Norman
Phinney, Edward
Prince, Alan

Purceli, Joanne
Quirk, Jonathan
Quinton, Arthur
Rauch, Harold
Reh, Albert

Reiner, Albey
Rice. Thomas
Robinson, Fred
Fobinson, John
Rohde, Richard
Roter, Debra
Rothstein, Halina

Rupp, William
Salzmann, Zdenek
Schumacher, Warren
Schuman, David
Scott, Donald
Scott, Nina
Scoville, Nicholas
Sheckels, Dale
Sides, Charles
Simpson. Richard
Siruis. Donald
Sleigh, Robert
Snedecor, Janes
Stankovich, Marian
Stamps, Paula
St Mary, Donald
Swaim, Kathleen
Swanson, Carl

Su, Jin-Chen
Tattar. Terry

Taylor, J H.

Teng, ShouHsin
Tessler, Richard
Tucker, Robert
Uden, Peter
Ulin, Priscilla

Ulin, Richard
Unaitis, Bill

Vogely, Martha
Weston, Hohn
Wideman, John
Wilce, Robert
Wolf, Jack
Wolff, Robert Paul
Wright, James
Zahari, Abraham

Departments which have
released all evaluations:

Afro-American Studies
Asian Studies
Philosophy
Slavic Studies
Comparative Literature

If teachers and department 'heads still refuse to cooperate, come to Rm. 426

Student Union or the Candy Counter in the Student Union to pick up oyr Course and

Teacher Evaluation Forms.

Student Government Association
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Vance to Mideast;'keep open mind'
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Secretary of

State Cyius R. Vance is going to the Middle
East to urge the Arabs to "keep an open
mind" on direct negotiations between Israel
and Egypt, the State Department said
yesterday.

Officials said the Vance mission next
weekend also will be aimed at showing U S
support for those talks, scheduled to take
place in Cairo in mid- December.

On the trip, his third to the troubled area in
less than a year, Vance will make stops in
Lebanon, Jordan and Saudi Arabia, as well

Welfare m
HARTFORD [AP] - Thousands of welfare

mothers, several fainting from the pushing
crowds, spent hours yesterday waiting in the
cold to apply for a limited number of $25
emergency clothing checks.

"It certainly could have been better
organized than this," said Hartford Deputy
Police Chief Neil Sullivan as his officers and a
dozen state police troopers tried to maintain
order at the Spring Street welfare office.

Similar crowds lined up and jammed the
doors outside welfare offices in New Haven
and Bridgeport. They were applying for $25-
per-child cash grants to help welfare families
pay for winter clothing and bedding. The
General Assembly appropriated $1 million for
the program, which will aid only about 40,000
of the 93,000 welfare children on a first-

come, first- served basis.

Peggy O'Brien of the Department of Social
Services said that as of about 3 p.m.

Pennsylvania

plagued

by killers
PITTSBURGH [AP\ - Three times in six

weeks a shotgun blast has ended a man's
life, and each time his wife or girlfriend has
disappeared - apparently abducted by the
mystery killer or killers.

The deaths and disappearances have
added to the mounting fear in southwestern
Pennsylvania, where a total of 27 nKirders -
some of which police say may be related —
have gone unsolved over the past 20 months.

"People won't leave their homes, won't go
outside to walk their dogs," said Walter J.

Alberts, assistant superintendent of police in

Allegheny County, where the latest killings

occurred.

Richard Hyde, a 34-year-old elementary
school principal, was found shot to death
Saturday in his comfortable suburban home
eight miles northwest of Pittsburgh. His wife
Donna, also 34, had disappeared.

But on Sunday Mrs. Hyde's partially clad

body was found under an evergreen tree 1 ^/i

miles from her home. Authorities said she
had been beaten to death with a blunt in-

strument and that tests were being made to
determine if she had been raped.
Two other women, including a 16-year-old

girl whose boyfriend was shot to death less

than five miles from the Hyde home, are still

missing.

"There is a lunatic on the loose in some of
these murders and he thrives on the general
public being terrorized," said Sgt. James Felt

of Robinson Township, where 17-year-old
John Feeny was shot.

Feeny and Renee Gregor, 16, were parked
in his van along a rural road Oct. 22 when
Feeny was hit once with a shotgun blast. The
girl has not been seen since.

"These killings seem similar, but, Jesus, to
think that... It's too hard to think about,"
said John Gregor, who clings to the hope
that his daughter is alive.

The Feeny killing was followed a rnonth
later by the shotgun death of William E.

Adams, 31 , of Fallston, about 25 miles away.
Adams' wife Nancy, 29, is missing.

Police have few clues and no motive for

any of the murders. They are not even
certain whether the killings are related.

The latest rash of killings are centered
north of Pittsburgh, but an equally puzzling
string of deaths involving young women has
left fear in households south of the city.

Three women, ranging in age from 17 to

21, have been abducted, sexually assaulted
and strangled with their own clothing within

a 50-mile radius of Washington, Pa., since

November 1976
'^ fourth woman was found beaten to

"^he, too, had been raped.

as in Egypt and Israel. Arrangements for a
visit to Syria are still up in the air for
technical reasons, " U.S. officials said.

"It is not.our objective on this trip to get
them to change their minds," department
spokesman Hodding Carter said of Syria,
Jordan and Lebanon. Those three countries
are boyconing the direct negotiations with
Israel undertaken by Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat.

Nor was this "an attempt on our part to
seize the stage" from the parties directly
involved in the Arab- Israeli conflict. Carter
said of the Vance trip.

But clearly, U.S. officials said, while
showing support for the Israeli-Egyptian
talks, Vance will try his hand at patching the
split caused by Sadat's dramatic initiative.
They said he intends to emphasize U.S.
interest in a comprehensive settlement, not a
separate agreement. And while prospects for
a Geneva conference have dimmed, Vance
will urge all the Arab states he visits to follow
Sadat's lead and deal with Israel, officials
said.

So far, Syria has not responded to
American overtures for a Vance stop in
Damascus. But U.S. officials said this was

entirely because Syrian President Hafez
Assad was occupied with the just- concluded
meeting of so-called "rejectionists" in Libya.

Vance will go to the Middle East even if

Syria does not wind up on his itinerary, thev
said. '

Meanwhile, Philip C. Habib, the un-
dersecretary of state for political affairs, is
holding talks in Moscow with Soviet experts
on the Middle East. He is due to join Vance
on Wednesday in Brussels, where the
secretary will attend North Atlantic Treaty
Organization meetings before heading for
Cairo on the weekend.

Monday, applicants applied for $514,000
worth of emergency payments. That would
cover about 20,500 children.

In Hartford, at least six persons were takeri
to area hospitals after fainting from the
crowds or suffering from the near-freezing
weather, Sullivan said. In New Haven, a
window was broken and witnesses said at
least three adults were injured during
pushing incidents but none was hospitalized.

"Don't push, don't shove. Everybody will

get taken care of," a patrolman said through
a bullhorn at the door of the Hartford office.

But each time police let a few people through
the crowd surged forward, with babies
crying and women shouting.

"She's been crying for the past two
hours," said Roberta Lynch of West Hart-
ford, pointing to her tearful 4-year-old
daughter Selena. Just after noon, Ms. Lynch
said she'd been in line over four hours and
still was 50 feet from the door. Earlier the line

had stretched nearly a block.

Later Monday, Gov. Ella Grasso ordered
four state buses to be parked outside the
Hartford office to serve as "waiting rooms"
for applicants forced to wait outside. Coffee

and doughnuts were served by the American
Red Cross.

Mrs. Grasso also said she has begun a
review with the social service department to
see that future programs don't exclude some
of those eligible because of a limited ap-
propriation.

"We had been planning on this for at least

a week,' she said. "We felt we had
organized things fairly well." Ms. O'Brien
said extra personnel were assigned for the
first day of applications, each of which took
about five minutes to process.

^ How come our \
RSO group didn't V

get funded this year?
j

{ . Because nobody turned

in our rationale and budget
proposal on time last year.

Will we get

funded this year?

^ Only if we turn all the

information before 5p.m.

Dec. 14. But don't worry
someone will do it.

Just like

last year?

DOITNOWi
A WARNING FROM VOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Coming December 23
Showcase Theatre

Check newspapers for

odditionol theatres and show times

!
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Listen: Faculty, administration

greg tarpinian

Today's literal barbarians'
Just ten years ago, there were such

feelings of prosperity and plentitude in this

country that people entering college could
decide upon a course of studies with an air of
freedonn and imagination that is very un-
familiar today. Living in a country at its

economic zenith, but also one engaging in

global misdeeds with moral abandon,
students were at once freed and forced to
criticize their government and civilization.

From concern about the nature of man's acts
against himself and the environment sprang
a great deal of critical thinking and
evaluation, made all the more possible by a
sense of economic security that no longer
exists.

Rather, today our primary concerns as
students relate to jobs and the difficulty of

finding and holding them. Increasingly, we
think less about what type of world we live in

and more about how and where we'll survive

in it. As though arming ourselves for the
surely tough struggle we'll encounter in a
world of expanding population and
diminishing resources, students are choosing
courses on the basis of promise and prac-

ticality, such as business, marketing,
computer science, and engineering. As a

consequence, enrollment in the humanities,
languages, and history is falling. Our thinking

is thus becoming less critical and more
technical. Steven Muller, president of John
Hopkins University, said this summer,
"We're turning out highly technical and
highly skilled people who are literally bar-

barians."

I'm afraid this change has done no good

for us at all, and the type of education that is

now forced upon us makes us no wiser nor
happier, no more enlarged in our essentially
human capabilities. Kenyon College
President Philip Jordan says, "It does little

good to know a lot about physics, or
economics, or medicine if you know nothing
about Socrates or Shakespeare or the
Norman Conquest, because you won't be
able to relate your work to society ai large or
put it in a historical context." It makes us
narrow-minded and ignorant. ' Worse, it

makes us boring.

Thus, it is with feelings of indifference if

not drudgery that we pick our "core C " and
"core D" courses, for from them we gain no
tangible skills for which empkayers will pay
wages. Here's a word of recent coinage and
increasing pertinence: technocrat. It

describes a manager, administrator, or leader

whose decisions spring from purely scien-

tific, industrial, and coolly pragmatic con-
siderations. Jimmy Carter did not become
president because of his farm background or

his religious upbringing or his toothy grin. He
became president because, with training in

nuclear engineering, he is a technocrat and
understands the language of numbers,
graphs, and tables. "Words are machine
parts" to Carter, says Time's Hugh Sidey.

Carter the technocrat is unimaginative and
uninspiring. And, yes, he's boring.

You don't have to be an English major to
take an English or Comparative Literature
course. A little taste of Thoreau can do
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everybody some good. No course in

astrophysics can broaden your horizons like

one in philosophy. The best - maybe the
only - way to understand something about
the nature of our institutions and values is to

learn some history. We don't have to talk,

think, and breathe science or business just

because of our major. Every area of

knowledge is merely a segnr>ent of one
continuous effort to make everything in-

telligible through seeing its place in the
system of things.

Consume a humanities course next
semester. It won"t make you any wealthier
materially. Just less boring.

fl/// Riordan is a Collegian commentator.

Dear Faculty:

Regarding student access to course and
teacher evaluations your position should be
as follows:

1. In order for the University, as a com-
munity of scholars, to flourish, criticism and
praise must be noted publicly. If an in-

stitution is to progress its constituents must
also. Students are h«re to learn. Teachers are

here to teach and loam. An optimal situatioci

must be reached in which students are the
beneficiaries of the highest quality education
possible, and faculty are continually im-

proving upon their skills and knowledge. The
only other beneficiary is society. The
university"s role is as an agent of progressive
change.

2. Students are consumers of an
education. I (the faculty member) am
providing a service. This service should be of

top quality. If it is not, both I and the con-
sumers should know it so that we can work
in tandem to correct it. As a provider of a

valuable service it is part of my job to be self-

conscious of the job I am doing. As a pur-

chaser of a service the student has every
right in the world to know what he or she is

getting into.

3. This information should be public by law
anyway. That"s what the "Freedom of in-

formation Act' says.

4. Regarding tenure and dismissals: part of

the criteria is teaching capability. How will I,

or my students, know that the granting-non-
granting of tenure, or the hiring-firing of me
or one of my colleagues is justified if we
don't know how the student body rated us.

5. The student course and teacher
evaluation publication, "Cn the Other
Hand," was highly inaccurate, and did a

disservice to many faculty members, and in

most cases did not give a complete picture of

mine or any other department on campus. Its

best to have a thorough and statistically

significant survey printed than an invalid one,
which portrays the teacher inaccurately. I

could be the turkey next time around.
6. Students need this service. They should

not have to fund it, the administration

should. If I release my forms then the
students will not have to waste what little

money they have on printing a GATE (as they
did last semester): a job the administration

should be handling.

7. I have nothing to hide. Witholding my
evaluations is tantamount to telling the

students I am not worth taking a course
from. I might as well let them be the judge of

that.

8. a. I'm sick of putting a lot of effort into

teaching when others don't care. Let it be
known.

b. I need some incentive to start taking my
teaching seriously. Maybe if I am the object

of public ridicule I wilt do so.

These are just a few of the justifications.

With respect to number 5, the student senate
is prepared to do another GATE campaign;
again, salary and tenure arrangements will be
published. This is the strategy:

1 Send release fonns to the faculty. Hope
they comply. We print the names and course
numbers of those who don't in the Collegian
and solicit students in those classes to do
them with our own survey form. You must
recognize this is a claim on our behalf of your
moral terpitude and your self-proclaimed
inability to teach.

2. Student senators, members of
department councils, lecture note takers, and
interested students wiM be coming around to
classes in which faculty have not released
forms to do our own form. We'll attempt to
hit as many classes as possible.

3. For those classes we don't get around to
for one reason or another, we will do the
same thing we did last year - we'll put a
survey in the Collegian for students to fill out.

Our feeling is that some results are better

then none.

Dear Administration:

What"s this I hear, you don't want to fund
next year's Course Description Guide?

Students don't come here so as to have
The opportunity to fund their own through
the SATF. This is a service the administration
should provide. It's your job to describe
courses for us.

The recent decision on your part to not
fund the CDG is a blatant attack on the role

of the student in the UMass community.
Regrettably, this ain't Harvard or Bowdoin,

but it isn't supposed to be a living replica of

the Abe Lincoln mode of education either.

We are all aware if the old adage: "exploit
UMass or it exploits you", but this is

ridiculous.

Continually, the student body of UMass
finds itself backed up against the wall, with
the administration telling us to fund our own
basic and elementary services. This is just
another example.

We demand you to fund the CDG and give
us editorial rights. The University is here for
us to work at learning, not to work at
creating suitable conditions for learning.
Greg Tarpinian is a Collegian Columnist.
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Religion 'useless'

when misinterpreted

To the Editor

/ would like to add to Robert
Shewfelt's comments on Lisa Melilli's

article entitled "Ideology at its worst". I

agree with Ms. Metilli on the fact that

religion is drummed into our heads as
children and we accept what we are told

without any explanation. By the time we
reach adolescence we find ourselves

wondering what God and religion are

reaHy all about. We no longer accept the

fact that skipping church is a sin; we
want to know why it is a sin, and who
decreed it so.

It is at this point in many people's lives

that they begin to reject religion

altogether, as Ms. Melilli appears to have
done Or, as Robert Shewfelt suggests,
the more ambitious members of the

Christian faith may turn to literature

approaching the religion on an adult

level I feel there is stilt another alternative

to the problem. That is to make religion a

totally persona/ experience. In order to do
l\\ 'hf individual must take what he or

she has learned about religion in the past
and apply it to himself.

In this way a person can Justify not
going to church every Sunday simply by
saying, "I don't feel like going today."
When the person really wants to go to

church, it will be a much more
meaningful experience.

Similarly, if a person decides that

religious ceremonies are, in fact, a total

farce, he or she may choose not to go to

church at all, but to pray at home or

anywhere else that makes for a personal

religious atmosphere.

Biblical stories may be dea/t with in the

same way. Simply take the major ideas of

a story like "Adam and Eve", or "Cain

and Able", and apply those concepts so

that they make sense in the reel world.

The single most important thing about
religion is being able to interpret it and
understand it, so that it makes sense to

you. Otherwise, it is use/ess.

Lisa Capone

Read the word

of Christ
To the Editor:

/ am a Christian Roman Catholic,

writing in response to Lisa Melilli's article,

"Ideology at its worst" \f1-28]. While I

understand her experience to be a valid

\and perhaps common] one, I believe her
conclusions about religion and God are

based on an incomplete understanding of
the difference between the two.

The major point unfolds when con-
sidering the word "religion". Re: back;
ligio: bind Religion, then, is man's at-

titudes and attempts to get back to God
through various systems. But Christianity
IS not a religion. For the Christian, it is

knowing the risen Lord Jesus Christ as
his -her personal Lord and Savior.
Christianity comes from God — not man
- as the Scriptures say, "In the past God
spoke to our forefathers through the
prophets at many times and in various
ways, but in these last days He has
spoken to us by His Son.

"

It s true that religion is restricting. But
knowing Jesus sets one completely free.

It's true that religion keeps one stagnant
with no changes. But in Christ all things
are new and growth is highly valued. It's

true that religion separates people. But all

things are one in Christ. And it's true that
religion controls by guilt and fear, but
Christ forgives and forgets our guilt, and
His love casts out all fear.

Knowing Christ, one looks at the world

realistically, for one knows the truth

about oneself, about f/>e world, arid

about the one who created the world.

Christians know where they are going,

but that dowsn't mean they do nothing in

the meantime. On the contrary, entire

new worlds of opportunities to act on
and choices to make are opened to one
who knows Jesus Christ.

So religion and God are totally dif-

ferent. Religion will never be an ansv"*r
to our need to know our purpose and
place in this world. But in knowing God in

a personal way through His Son Jesus, a
person can be sdt free from being bound
back by any system, whether religion or
their own, arid discover reality.

Therefore, I suggest to Lisa Melilli that,

rather than lamenting over a part of one
system of religion, or even spending time
learning about that or any other religion,

she should get to know Jesus Christ by
reading His Word, His communication to
us about who He is.

Armand J. Paradis

Outfront's exclusion

not justified

To the Editor:

In response to the recent article

"Responsible To Whom?" I would like to

comment on Outfront's position con
cerning the editorial process of the
Collegian.

Outfront's negative reproach of the
Collegian and its "Bored of Editors" is

justified but perhaps unfair. Britt

Warren's decision, that the Collegian
editors have "effectively denied this

university community tfte opportunity to

judge on its own merits the viewpoints
which Outfront represents," is an
overstatement. If this as true, then
Warren's article would not have been
published.

However critical, Warren's article

concerns a crucial issue — the editorial

policy of the Collegian. In agreement with
Warren, the denial of access to the
Collegian that is readily available to

advertisers and commercial wire services
IS contradictory to the policies of a
student run, non-profit newspaper

I would like to know the Board of
Editors' reason that Outfront was told it

"might serve a better cause elsewhere.

"

Many other readers would perhaps like to

hear directly from the editors. In whose
interest does the Collegian operate? If it is

in student interest, what promoted this

particular decision concerning Outfront?

a ran— iiM

In search

of a roommate

Collegian

b.j. roche

Never at any other time in your life will it

be so important whether or not you are a
smoker, non-smoker, carnivore, vegetarian,
Buddhist, Catholic, atheist. Communist!
Democrat conservative, feminist, lesbian,
gay, bi, into the outdoors, into politics, into
leather, allergic to dogs, into cooperative
living and communal communications,
warm, friendly, self-sufficient, open, racist,
sexist, personist, or own a stereo, or better
yet a car, as when you are searching for a
place to live.

Never will you be more conscious of
annoying personality traits such as: sleeping
late, rising early, disliking Led Zeppelin, being
"mellow"', being sloppy, being overly neat,
or being here now than when you are
nowhere at all.

What I am referring to of course is the
semi annual demographic disaster known as
the roommate exchange, which takes place
every semester around this time. That old
friend from high school just doesn't dig the
fact that you like to walk around the apart-
ment nude quoting Rimbaud. And you don't
like her habit of watching I Love Lucy reruns.
So it's out on the streets in search of another
home for you and your varieagated Swedish
ivy collection.

The first places to look are the signs
around campus and the classifieds, which
are abut a reassuring and informative as the
personals column.

"GWM sks JBBWorB MorF Non Sm. apt.
in dntn. Hamp. Only serious lookers need
call."' The screening is heavy and the
pickings are meager, but if a listing meets
your requirements, you call.

Signs are a little more explicit, and at least

subject to handwriting analysis, never-
theless, roommate searching is a risky ac-
tivity, and you never really know about a
place until you call the occupants.

Wire services, "objective" reporting,

advertising, and other commercial news
releases can be found in just about any
newspaper Shouldn't the editors of the
Collegian be concerned with what UMass
has to say, more than the same
viewpoitns expressed in other papers?
Isn't interpretive and active reporting
more important to members of a
university? Are not people here to

discover and motivate society, not hide
controversies under carpets?

Outfront advocates important issues
concerning every person on this campus.
The reporting expresses an alternative
point of view not found in every
newspaper. Doesn't Outfront beneficially
serve to broaden the minds of Collegian
readers? Speak, oh Board of Editors,
what justifies their exclusion from the
Collegian?

Stephanie Weigand

Stop construction

of Nuke plant

To the Editor:

The Student Senate recently voted
unanimously to lower flags to hatf-mast
in response to Gov. Meldrim Thomson's
visit to the UMass campus. The first of
the Seabrook occupiers have begun
serving time in New Hampshire jails.

Construction of the Seabrook nuke
continues at a slow but terrifying pace.

Yet we still can stop the Seabrook
nuke.

The Public Service Company does not
have enough funds to complete the

plant. They have requested a 27 per cent
rate hike which will be put into effect

The phone call. A five minute trial by
voice, where the essentials such as rent,

utilities and zodiac signs are discussed. A
screening procedure that determines what
kind of person is at the other end of the line

by inquiring as to her occupation,
educational status, major and background.
(If she has a Smith accent, hang up.)

One woman who was looking for a
roommate answered her phone with the
statement that she ate meat, smoked like a
chimney and had a dog which was prone to
shitting wherever he damn well pleased.
Hmmm, she's honest, I thought, and marked
10 points in her favor. She went on to explain
that she was forty years old and had just

started to live and was very excited about
mountain-climbing and yodelling, which she
practiced every morning. Well, the rent was
too high on that one.

If the phone call is successful, however,
the next step is the interview. This is

something akin to a job interview. The
prospective roommate must dress up or
down for the part and radiate with charm and
personality. Any common interests that
should come up in the conversation are
jumped on and talked to the ground ("Oh,
you're not from Salem? Gee, I'm not
either....") Bookshelves in the living room are
examined for content; are they really the
intellectuals they said they were in the ad?
With sweaty palms you go home to wait the
phone call. If it's affirmative, you're in,

you've got a new home. If not, it's back to
the Off-Campus Adoption Office, where
other neaveau orphans are pleading over the
phone their favorite quotes and last good
books read like whining magpies.

Such is the price one must pay for having
eccentric living habits, and the tight housing
situation makes the roommate exchange
strictly a seller's market.
But there's always the woods, or the

Salvation Army Shelter in Springfield. It's a
long drive, but the rent ain't bad, and the
roommates down there won't mind if you're
not into cosmic consciousness

B.J. Roche is a Collegian Columnist.

AUTOMATICALLY unless enough
people petition the New Hampshire
rating commission to block it.

For all those of us who willingly

committed an act of civil disobedience
last spring, and for all those of us who
could not, here is the chance to go
beyond symbolic actions. We probably
won 't make the network news this time,
but we could just stop the Seabrook
nuke. The Granite State Alliance is

urgently calling for people to come
canvass the people of New Hampshire
over the next two weekends.

Canvassers will be asking people to
sign a petition against the rate hike. All
the literature needed will be provided by
the Alliance. Housing will also be
provided.

For more info, and to arrange rides,

please call Chrissi Emerson at 584-0901
\evenings] or contact the Amherst AEC
office [253-9998].

Chrissi Emerson

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Coffegiaif

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address aYid phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they nfHJSt include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that ail

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.
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Keep those feet warm'! (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

OHAG treasurer elected
fly JACK GRAVEL
Collegian Staff

Gary Marshall, newly elected Orchard Hill

Area Government treasurer, says he will be
spending the next few weeks trying to put
the OHAG budget in order.

"Right now my phmary concern will be to
work the budget in workable shape by the
spnng semester," Marshall said.

Marshall was elected the new treasurer at
Sunday night's meeting. After two vote
counts which gave neither candidate a
majonty, Marshall, a freshman from Grayson
House, received the necessary 11 ballots out
ot the 20 representatives present.

Concerning the funds provided by the
SGA loan, OHAG decided to allot $100 to

each of the house councils while putting the
emaining $500 in a contingency fund. In an
amendment initiated by President Scott
/•'»eler It was stipulated that Field Hc-se
snail not receive its $100 until one ot its

House Council members attends two OHAG
-meetings. Recently, Field has had no
representation at OHAG.

In other ousiness, $50 was provided c a

work-stuay position which would be
responsible for an Orchard Hill recycling

proiect. Louise Sapp, proponent for the bill,

said the job will entail orqanizino collection

and supervising dorm coordinators.

i^nnstmas lights, to be displayed later this

week, will be financed with the past two
weeks of the treasurer's salary as the
position was vacant.
The Third World Center is showing a film,

'The Last Graves of Dimbaza," for this

Wednesday and Thursday evening, in Web-
ster Main Lounge and Grayson Mam Lounge,
respectively. The film, illegally produced in

South Africa, documents the social situation
in that country. Guest speakers will be
conducting discussions of South Africa
following the screenings. The Third World
Center is also planning a dance performance
for Tuesday, Dec. 13. Four women will

perform Greek dances and belly dances. The
location of this event has not yet been
decided upon.

The Women's Center is holding a poetry
reading on Wednesday, Dec. 14 from 7:30-8

P m. A workshop entitled "Female
Sexuality" originally scheduled to be held
tonight nas been postponed until next week.

New marijuana position urged
CHICAGO lUPfl - An American Medical

DC IN/lenu"""
TODAY

LL\CH - German Supper Saiad,
American Chop Suey, Basics: Scalloped
Macaroni and Tomatoes Sovbean Cro-

quettes
DiN\ER - Chicken Cutlet, Baked

Ham, Basics: Chicken Cutlet, Spinach
Casseroit

TOMORROW
,_UNCH Fried Fish =iate. Lazy

GoiomoKi, Basics. Rice ano Cneese
Stuffea Cabbage, F;ied "ish Plate

DINNER - Pot Roast, Swiss TyrKey
Sarowich Basics; Bariev Sovbean
Casseroie Swiss Turkey Sandwich

Association Councii, citing new evidence
'nat marijuana may be damaging to health,
yesterday jrged the AMA to harden its

position on the drug.
Members of the policymaking arm of the

AMA, the House of Delegates, were
scheduled to vote on policy resolutions today
and Wednesday dunng its meeting in
Chicago.
The AMA's current stand on the marijuana

issje, doproved five years ago, advocates a
policy of "discouragement" because of a
possibility of some deleterious effects on
'he jser."

But the AMA's Council on Scientific
Affairs said recent resear.':h has shown some
'^arijuana ..se'S have suffered lung m-
pairment, rapid heartbeat and psycniatnc
aisturbances of various types, it urged the
House of Delegates to harden its stand on
The 'ssue.

FREE HEAT and HOT WATERil

Don't get caught with high winter
heating bills!

Included in your rent

ot NO EXTRA charge-
Heat & Hot Water

2 Bedroom

For Your Convenience
+ Free UMass bus to town and campus
•* Stove, refrigerator, disposal, and dishwasher

-•* Fully carpeted
^ Wall to wall closets Gordon ApartmoRts
+ Cablevision available * #% ^ » «%«%
i^'/^ nntlesfromMt Farms Mall 9 245.00
-^24 hour maintenance staff

^ Special second
semester rental terms

Our new rental office is located
•1 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive

Take first entrance
Rental Hours- MonFri 9-5, Sat 10-2

2S6 8634

available

Brittany Manor

Suspect will face lineup
in 'Hillside strangulations'

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1977

LUS ANGELES \UPI\ Police disclosed
that 3 24-year-old Hesperia, Calif., man
arrested last week on burglary charges would
face a police lineup yesterday to determine
whether he has any connection with the so
called "Hillside strangulations ' of 10 young
women.

Right now, it doesn't appear that he had
any involvement with the killings, ' said Lt.

Dan Cooke. But he hasn't been cleared yet.

Investigators will make no comments after

the lineup
'

The 24- year old suspect, a clothing clerk,

was arrested Friday night on suspicion of
burglary in connection with the rape of an
unidentified woman 'ast Nov. 12. 1 he
woman was being questioned in connection
with the strangulations when she led in-

vestigators to the clerk.

Police said the suspect resembles a

composite drawing of the "long haired,

mustached man" witnesses saw in the car of
one of the victims shortly before she died. He
also had women's clothing in the auto, and
the car itself was a grey Cadillac with a white
top.

Neighbors of the 10th strangler victim,
Lauren Wagner, 18, said they saw her being
taken by two men into a large car with a
white top and a dark bottom.
Cooke said the suspect's sister has

claimed the clothing was hers and that she
had given it to him to be taken to the
cleaners The clothing was being examined

bX the police crime lab to determine if any of
the items may have belonged to the victims.

Taking part in the police lineup, scheduled
for 7 p.ni in the county \o\\ will be witnesses
toviiss Wagners aoduction, including one
person who has been hypnotized by police,

dnd others, Cooke said
The suspect was arraigned on one count

ot burglary Monday n^oming before
Municipal Court Judge Mu,":ael Burke. Bail

was set a $20,000 and the defendant was
ordered to appear for a preliminary hearing
Dec. 15.

Cooke said he is "not ihe prime suspect —
he is one of 199 potential suspects being
investigated."

Cooke said the district attorney's office is

obtaining search warrants for \ne "medical
records of an individual at Atascadero State
Hospital.

"We are investigating a multitude of
people who have prior convictions in these
types of crimes."

Cooke said the search for the killer of
killers, who began terrorizing the city's

female population in mid October, is being
"beefed up with increased patrol coverage in

both uniform and plainclothes units."
Ten decoy police women and 20 male

backups for the decoys were reportedly part
of the increased force which was aiding the
Hillside Strangler Task Force made up of 40
men and two women.

iKSnowstorm cripples area
CONT FROM PAGE 1

last night said in reference to the snow. The
campus police reported no accidents
yesterday, "not even a fender bender"
although the snow was responsible for traffic

delays at rush hour.

Attendance at the various UMass facilities

was varied according to spokespersons at

the Blue Wall, TOC and the library. A
spokesperson last night said the Blue Wall
attendance was "not up to its usual Monday
night crowd. " He said the usual Monday
night crowd, the football fanatics, was
dwindling and "the only thing that holds
them back is inclement weather."
The TOC reported the opposite in-

formation about attendance. A
spokesperson for the TOC said "we were
really busy tonight - we expected to be
slow ' but was not sure th^t the snowfall was
the cause The library ciuld not make a
prediction of last night's attendance.

TraffiQ on the Connecticut Turnpike and
Interstates 84 and 91 was slowed down in

some spots due to fender benders. State
Troopers lovvered the speed iimit on the
Massachusens Turnpike to 40 mph.

Light and scattered snow fell on Boston
for a short time yesterday afternoon. Shortly
before nightfall, the snow cnanged to rain.

Howling coastal winds accompanied the
storm, with gusts reaching 40 miles an hour.
Gale warnings were posted all along the New
England Coast.

Other sections of the country were not
auite so fortunate yesterday.
A Dowerfui, dangerous storm blew across

the Midwest yesterday with paralyzing
snows. Tornadoes injured scores of persons
.ind caused thousand of dollars' damage in

the South

The National Weather Service posted
various warnings of heavy snow, tornadoes,
flash floods, gale-force winds, and travelers'

advisories from Montana eastward.

The half-foot of snow at Buffalo closed the
city's International Airport to landings and
*orced cancellation of the opening day of
racing at Buffalo Raceway. Snows ranged to
more than a foot deep elsewhere in the state.
Albany s airport was also closed.

A shenff's deputy in New York's Cat-
taugas County gave the terse advice: "Stay
the hell off the roads.

"

Sweater party

There will be a "Sweater party ' tomorrow
-'iqht at 7:30 in 119 Skinne^ Hail, Designer
ind better manufacturers will feature their

sweater, skirts and shawls.

Continuance
Cnlleqian commentator and reporter Jim

^aulin pleaded not guilty in Hampshire
r.ounty District Court yesterday to three
cnarges stemming from a weekend incident
at d Northampton party.

The rase was continued until Dec. 20.
Paulin was arrested bv police early Sunday

morninq while attending a paay at a North-
ifnotop .apartment. Police ^aid Paulin was
.irresteo for breaking glass and damaging
onvate property in the vicinity of the apart-
iieni and was cnarged with being a
disorderly person.

•
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Collegian Board of Editors

Elections

Candidates
Night:

Monday, Dec. 5

7:00 p.m.

Room 101 C.C.

Ballot Voting: Tuesday, Dec 6

9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.

Collegian office

ALL staff members urged to attend!

** The following Collegian staff members are eligible to vote in the elections: **
LAYOUT PRODUCTION
Deborah Walters
Elaine Scannell
Emily Bakerman
Jams Worth
Maureen Carney
Julia Linnell

Elaine Rosenthal
Bill Mills

Mark Leccese
Lisa Melilli

Steve Lafler

Dick Janssen
Rob Ranney
Mark Rollins

Barbara Tetrault

Barbara Metzler
Kathy Koffler

Bob Higgins
Ron Arena

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
Tony Armelin
Laurie Wood
Steve Lesser

Steve Polansky
Eric Nickerson
David Perlow
Mark Conchieri
Valerie Beecy
Glenn Morin
Linda Vene
Ralph Meissner
Chris Crowell
Elwell Perry

Steve Silverstein

Jeff Gordon
Glenn Johansson
Reade Brower
Jane Souweiene
Chuck Bernard
Debbie Cooperstein
Ann Meissner
Mary McCauliffe
Diane Burak
Michelle Merchant
Frank Santisi

Suanne Jay
Maureen Melody
Pat Cantin
Michael Simons
Alan Brown
Brian Campbell
Carol Hubberstey
Bert Dougan
Karen Libucha
Ellen B. Moss
Maggie Carson
Patti Blanchard
Jeiry Drake
Cindy Scott
Nancy McBride
Amy Oberg
Katy Maxson

Wendy Cretella

Cynthia Fayad
Jan Burke
Kathy Dowd
Jeff Stone
Nancy Jane Bailey
Alice Banor
Patricia Boucher
Judy Blake
Michael Doyle
Sherri Federbush
Mary Grandpre
Julie Greene
Mike Hall

Susan Kalman
Ellen Latshaw
Mark Lyon
Peter Mann
Michael Michonski
Liz Nelson
Cynthia Webb
Margaret Weisslity
Cheryl Avers
Ronald Bilotas

Jamie Bradley
Dennis Cahill

Denise Ferrara

Diane Federick
Elisa Hecht
Kevin McCarthy
Charlotte Trenchard
Tara Law
Michael Winn
Elizabeth Ventura
Ann Emanuelli
Claire DAmour
Eva Perles

Barbara Lamkin
Randy Glenn

NEWS
Joan Arbetter
Andrea Atkins
Fifi Ball

James Barbien
Fran Basche
Michele Biagioni
Mary Brown
Moira Campbell
Robert Capozzi
Herb Brody
Robert Conant
Brian Condron
Rosemary Conway
Julie Eagle
Janice Finstein

Bernard Davidow
Joan Feeney
Brad Goverman
Jack Gallagher
Debbie Graft

John Graven
David Gram
Cynthia Harhen

'***********»***»****»»»*****»*#*****»***»»»»»»»»»»»»#»»»»»»»#»»#»»»»#»»#»#»<i

Debra Higgms
Mark Horan
Dan Huse
Patti Jones
Michele Joseph
Seth Jacobson
Amy Kaplan
Laura Kenney
Martha Kimball
Jon Klein

Mathew Kovary
Richard Lemhan
Pamela Lindmark
Ruth McGorty
Jill Metlitz

Niel Moeller
Daniel Montuori
John Moran
Marcia Murphy
Brian Nelson
Dave Olmes
Megan O'Reilly

Karen Parmenter
Ellen Plausky
Joseph Quinlan
Christopher Schmitt
Beth Segers
Michael Simons
barbara Tetrault

Patti Troped
Debbie yVallace
Mark VVyatt
Gayle Young
Rita Zeidner
Joseph Maglitta
Dottie Clark
Jim Kassner
Cindy Young
Marianne Tenney
Terry Columbus
Patty Kit

Micky Baca
Heidi Berenson
Janet Gregorian

OP ED
Charles Bagli

John Bergman
Greg Bryant
Peter Cox
Drew Crane
David Crowe
Frank Denton
Tom Devine
Michael Doran
Steve Dubin
Eileen Foley
Daphne Fraser
Boh Goldsmith
Karen Hermann
Kevin Knobloch
Laura Luden
Jay Martus
Stsphen Mathieu

Bob Melia
CiifforJ Monac
Steve Modena
Dinah Olanoff
Jim Paulin

B J Roche
Jerry Rogers
Mitch Singer
Wendy Stearns
Paula Strollo

Wi'liam Sundstrv
Grocj T^rp'H .ji

fU-rnoM "!"iv.>inas

Sharon Tracy
Mark Troobnick
Paul Yanowitch

BLACK AFFAIRS
Angela Thomas
Terrell Evans
James Lewis

SPORTS
Judith Van Handle
David Rodman
Gary Adinolfi

Jack Atkinson
Mike Berger
Andy Blume
Walt Cherniak
Ellen Davis
Rich Eckel
Bill Edelstein

Missy Gallagher
John Gever
Jim Gleason
Jeff Glynn
Judy Keefe
Joe Kittredge

Curt Kohlberg
Kirk Mackey
Mark Marchand
Kevin McCaffrey
Mike McHugh
George O'Brien
Leo Peloquin
Ed Powers
Russ Smith
Billy Tarter

PHOTO
Marilyn Mankowsky
Pat Dobbs
Dale Gnswold
Andy Bernstein

John Anderson
Dave Rodgers
Ellen Davis
Wayne Davis

Steve Nugent
Athena Boolukus
Chris Bourne
Howarfl I ;»hift

Jeff Stone
Peter Lee

Amira Rahman
Walter Buchwald
Mike DiMuro
Dan Vullemier

Tim Vartanian

Donna Jacobson
Susan Donnelly

Pete Baumann
Janie Portnoy

Greg Smolin
Diane Crawford
Howard Bernstone

Debbie Snyder

WOMEN'S'STAFF
Julie Melrose
Candy Carlon
Nancy Callahan
Janet Hoebing
Tisha Keefe
Elaine Osborn '

Debbie Edwards

BELOW THE SALT
Ross Nerenberg
Perry Adier
Cheryl Sreiberg
Lisa Wait
Mario Barrios

Lesley Lawrence
Mark Levitan

Leila Bruno
Steve Waldman
Patti Rosenberg
Sharon True
Rick Alvord
Ed Cohen
Debbie Schaefer
Marty Maceda
R. Arps Garrett
Jack Flynn
Alan Silverberg
Habib Mouallem
Gerard Halloren
Rich Pioli

Skip Tenczar
Tom Aversa
John Zeiman
Ken Shain
Tom Anderson
Gary Halzel

Ed McQuaid
Dan Aucoin
Bob Armstrong

If your name does not appear on this list,

and you think it should, see your depart-
mental editor.
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Wh«it*8 Happening

TODAY
LECTURE
— Novelist Toni Morrison will speak at

Amherst College at 3 p.m. in the Alumni
House. Her most recent work, "Song of

Solomon", received wide acclaim. Her other

works include "Sula ' and "The Bluest Eye".

She will speak on her life and work,

focusing on issues concerning Afro-

Americans and women. There will be an

infornr.ai discussion and a reception after her

talk. At 8 p.m she will read from her works
and answer questions pertaining to her

fiction. This will also be held in the Alumni

House, where a reception will follow.

— "Music in a Contemporary Society" by
Jan Degaetani. 8 p.m. Pratt Auditorium, Mt.
Holyoke.

-"The American Art Market", an
illustrated talk about the history of the art

market from the 19th century to the present,
Burnett Gallery, Jones Library, 3:30 p.m.
Amherst.

— A reading by Russian poet Andrei
Voznesensky at Wright Hall, Smith College,

8 p.m. English translations to be read by
Richard Wilbur. Sponsored by the Dept. of

Russian and the Maya Yates Memorial Fund.

— Meeting for lesbians to discuss alcohol

and how it affects your life. Everywomen's
Center, 7 p.m. For more information call

Elizabeth Gordon 545-0683.

FILMS
-Tokyo Story, acclainned as Japan's

finest film. $1. Main Lecture Hall, Franklin

Patterson Hall, Hampshire 7 arxj 9:15 p.m.

-"Broken Treaty at Battle Mt." and "The
Longest War" at 8 p.m. in Thompson 108,

free. Both filnrw on the struggle of Native

Americans today, are part of the Progressive

Film Series.

PLAY
-"Antigone", the University Ensemble

Theatre Production, Studio Theatre, FAC 8

p.m.

RECITAL
The Vocal Jazz Ensemble and the Jazz

Workshop, Section II wiH give a joint recital

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall, free.

LECTURES
-"Effect of Aminoacylation on the

Conformation of tRNA," by Russell Potts of

the UMass department of biochemistry at 4
p.m. in Graduate Research Tower A 203.

Coffee at 3:45 p.m.
— "Comic Books and the World Around

Us," by Stan Lee, creator of Spiderman, Dr.

Strange, and the Hulk 8 p.m., SUB.

PRESENTATION
"Introduction to Findhom" and "When

Love is What You Are" — slide shows ex-

plaining Scotland's Findhorn Community
8:15 Has. 124. Findhorn is a New Age
Community in which over 200 people from all

over the world demonstrate their belief in

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located tn

basement of Boyden
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a
string

God's presence within each person. It at-

tempts to create "a new planetary culture

through the transformation of human
consciousness". Among the members
present will be Gordon Davidson, former
editor for The Collegian. Sponsored by the
Institute for Wholistic Education.

TOMORROW
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION

By H. Graham Lowry: U.S. Labor Party,

N&L Cmte. Final class develops —
Hamilton's fight for a Republic based on
industrial progress. Parallels to today's fight

vs. British-US monetarists and their zero
growth environmentalist drive to sabotage
US energy and economic development.

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE: THE TM
PROGRAM AND ENLIGHTENMENT
An introduction to the Transcendental

Meditation Program, an effortless way of

developing full potential of life. The public is

invited. Machmer E-16, 7:30 p.m.

CHANUKAH CELEBRATION
A Chanukah celebration will be held at the

Chabad House - singing, dancing, an
explanation of the true meaning of the

holiday will be on the program. Latkes and
other refreshments provided, all are

welcome, free. 7:30 p.m.

PANEL DISCUSSION
"Nuclear Safety and Evacuation Planning"

will be the topic of a panel discussion to

follow the screening of "Meltdown at

Montague," a videotap>e dramatizing the

hypothetical meltdown of the proposed

nuclear power plant in Montague. The
videotape raises many serious questions

about evacuation of those immediately

endangered should a nuclear accident occur

as well as those of citizens exposed to lower

level radiation.

Following the videotape, Mass. Civil

Defense Director Robert H. Cunningham,

Regional Co-ordinator Robert J. Boulay and
Selectn^n Edward Metcalf of Northfield will

be debating these questions with Prof. Alan

Krass of Hampshire College and Steve

Axlebaum and Dave Pomerantz; authors of

"Nuclear Evacuation Planning". The
Hioderator will be MarV Mills of Channel 57.

Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire College at 7:30.

DAILY
FINAL EXAM PREP
The Service Action Staff of the Career- Life

Development Team will hold two sessions

designed to relieve tensions about finals.

They will offer specific suggestions on how
to nr>aximize study time, how to approach

test content, and other hints of what works

for successful test-takers. Dec. 6, 7 p.m.

Hampden Commons and a second session

Dec. 13, 7 p.m. Van Meter South Central

lounge.

PEACE CORPS-VISTA ON CAMPUS
Peace Corps-Vista recruiters will be in the

CC Dec. 6, 7, 8. There are positions for both
December and May grads.

TURN TO PAGE 16

AMHERSTC!'<e«a
AMITY ST 2S3 5426

MONUMENTAL
Vinctnl Can by

LIVERANC

WED DEC

Student

I Union

I Ballroom

6, 8, 10,

12i00

$1

EXTRAORDINARY
Jay Cocks

MARCEL OPHULS

"THE MEMORY
OF JUSTICE"

DUE TO LENGTH
FV?S AT 7 00 ONLY

MONt lUES «U SMtS JlOO

Open Auditions

for

MOLIERE'S

SCHOOL
FOR

WIVES
University Ensemble Theatre

December 6, 7 at 7 10 pm

December 7 at 1 4 pm

Stgn up for audition slot outside of

Mam Theatre Office. 112 Fine Arts

Center, or call 545 3490

(l\|) <lM)

loosen up before exams with

STAN LEE

and his famous Marvel comic book
characters: Spiderman, the Human Torch,

Captain America, the Hulk, the Silver

Surfer, and many more when he speaks on

"Comic Books and

the World Around U

Tuesday, Dec. 6

8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom

free admission

Be There!

sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors'

Program, 415 Student Union, 545-0920

m'^m
s., Dec. 8

The

reat Pretenders

last appearance of the year

Fri. & Sat.,

Dec.9&10

Last Weekend

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS
Thf Winner of ihe

Tchaikovsky Competition

Fodor
%I«LI\IKT

'The Mick Jitti^rr of Classual Munc"
People Maj(4zine

Thursdoy, December 8 8 pm

FINE /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on &•!« Ctn*r«l Pwbtic 17. i, 5

UMiisk itudenti »3Sa ] 2 SO Oth«'^ studtnli
«nd senior cfttt»ns u S, 4

Fine Ar1« Center Bon Office M F f 4

A All Ttchetron LocAttons

FINE /RTS CENIFER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet f)
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE t'

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 *i84-Q1*;? M0UN1*H >*^W$ MAIL

fCQiiegian 15

AdMta t2S0-Sui4«iito iMtli AMC Caril 12 00 CMdfta II2S Twi Um Shim f\Ma t Tlinfiwi'tt

'

Why have
M».,«.u«H.

they come?
CMISIOMiR IH

^fU-MUi

^BEHmzi;
Company of 50

" the best, most
J'^t^

Today at 6 30. 8 30
Twi hte show iick^ts 6 00/1 .50

company ever. .

Peter Hepple; STT, London

Saturday. December 10 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public $7, 6. 5
UMass students $4. 3. 2 50 Senior CitizenS'$6, 5. 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 94
& All Ticketron Locations.

THE LAST
REMAKE off

BEAU OESTE
with

MARTY FCLOMAN

Today at 6 30, 8 30
T\A/i lilf> show tick>Jts 6 00 1 60

•^
pa

e Today at 6 00, 830
Twi hie show tickets 5 30.' 1 50

in I'm -.1 N'lliny\()\.-! U \( lu

\ IriiinipH.iMi \f\\ f il-ii

IHpter

ffmmmk\

O Today at 6 30, 8 30
Twi litf show tickeis 6 00 1 50

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDER
HEADLINE CHOICE

AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RiDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED

$1.00 extra for

I

I

I

I

I

I

TO rent|

I

I

YOUR CLA»»irHD AB COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box. Use UPPER lower case characters
where they apply. (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes (Averaqe
word IS approx. 5 characters - You pay less than 6c per word!)

other headline. ^
I

I

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

I

RATES Daily 46c per line;

5 consec pub. days.40c p«r line per day
30 consec. pub. days.SSc per line per day

Computation: I
nines: X rate: = |

X Idays: = (ad cost) |

I
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^¥^*^r™'^^"'"^^^^T^*"^^"^'^"^^i*'™™"

"" "" """ "~~ —" ~~~ ~~" "—— ~——— -^— ^^—— —— ^—— —»— m— i^_i i^__ __ __ ___ |__

""*" ^""^ ^" ^-^ ^»^ ^MM iBwH M^^ m^mm
i — I -i^— ^~m ii «« ^i^ i^mh ^bm >^»a i i_^ m^h »« n^^ ^>^ iw«M mmm m^ h^h ^^ w^^ ^mmt ^^m ^^ bm^ ^m ^^

""~ "~"—————————— __ —__« ______ __ ____ __ __ __ __ ____ __ _^ ___ __ _^ __ __ __ __ __

' 1 • ^ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

Name:_
Phone#:. .(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$.

Dates Classified Ad is to run:

.(enclosed)

MINUS 13c PQSTAnE DISCOUNT I L''"ro' tTJL!." '"r' "'"'"^'^

I
RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily CollegianNET AD COST TO BE MAILED! | 113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

I
1 I
21

I

I

J
iit3ii«i: 2^,000REAJ)^RS DAILY... ILittle Ads Get BIGRESULTS!!!! REACH 25,OO0READERS DAILY!!!! REACH25,000READERS DAILY.. Mu«le Ads ftrtSICR

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
345pm., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

RKACH 2S,000 R EADE RSDAIj^! !!! Little Ads Get BIG^ESULT^!!|

AUTO FOIt SALE
. BBBiaHBi«HaHu-_

68 a«laxv500\ ord. •700. 527-5746

Radials Pirelli 145SR13 Steve 253 3586

66 Ford cust. Good cond New oil pump
_trans^ batt S350 or BO 546 5920

122Volvo parts sedErwagon Rea 665 4384

66 Dodfla Dart 6 cyl $325 Steve 253 3586

Dodge Polara 1968 excellent mech cond
no rust radials good heater 665-3901

.

Fantastic Buy 1972 Toyota Mark II Runs
great AM FM stell belted radials Best
offer over a $1000 584-4759.

76 Silver Nova Power steer . auto trans
snowtires, ll.OOOmi, lux mt $3 200
549 5725

XMAS SHOPPERS! Low. low prices on
farrious name sneakers Limited supply 6
9611

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256-8732. bet. 9-10am.

Bedroom Set • excellent condition. Call

253 7494

Ladies Caber Dwnhll Ski Boots Size 8.

ex cond Joan 256 0368 niqhts $20.

Pr snow tires 13" new cond $50 549-6482

Sofabed. Reclining chair, bikerack,

tables bookshelf, lamps, coffeetable 549

5725

SEIKO watcfi 23J-day/date Koss
Phase 2 stereo hdphone BO Frank 549-

0187

Apt mate 253 7056. spring. Janet

Furn. Ap'ts. for Feb -June lease 1'/4-rm.
effic. + 1 -bedroom furnished, air cond.
parking quiet from 200. mo. Resen/e now.
Amherst Motel -f^ Apts. Rt. 9 opp
Zayre s 256-8122

2br apt 5 miles fr campus Jan Aug 235 a
month everything included call 665 3536.

One-fialf of a 2bdrm apt available Dec 22-
Jan 28 1 mi from campus pay own elec ft

phone call Ginny at 549 1764

BR in EHamp Apl S75 inc. 1/1/78 527 9006.

TO SUBLET

1967 Volvo 144. Needs valve |ob $400 or
B 773 7289

1970 Merc Cougar New ex . AM FM,
radial 81 K Call 546 5344

1966 Volks Bug Good condition must sell

Call after 6PM 549 4599 Best Offer

69 TR6 convertible Some rust 1 owner
Low mileage Best offer over $500 Call
after 6, 1 567 8663

One HP-67 card programmable calculator,

brand new and complete Full warranty

$315.00 call Boh or Chris 549 1316

1970 Mobile Homo in Belch Parkn2X50,
includes AC shed stove, refridge 6000
firm Call 536 3086 or 5320446 if no ans.

Within 2 miles of UMass bus stop

1 fem. wanted for own rm in 2 bdrm apt.
lb! month FREE' $130 ulil incl Caria 549-

1741 eves Vj mile from campus. Bus.

Sofa-good condition.

2967

Cheap-call 253-

68 VW Bus Needs work Has rebuilt

engine Best offer Call Jan after 6PM
253 2037

70 Volks for parts. First $100. takes it Call

Maryanne at 256 8460 to see it

1970 Blue Mustang with vinyl roof, air

conditioning, AM FM C8 unit In gooc
clean condtion with 72.000 miles Asking

$1,300 Call Robert Maron in Cance 54fr

5102

71 Datsun^BiO Good Cond Only 50,6dc

miles New tires. Asking S 1,000, cai:

between 3 and 7 PM 532 7622

1973 Jeep CJS. Roll Bak Michelin radials.

60,000 miles 549 4048

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda, CB175, excellent condtion
$400 253 9887 or 253 9461

fOR SALE

Diamond Wedding Ring trio - yel. gold -

paid $500. used 6 mos. Will sacrifice for

$250 Call 549 5440

Must Sell by Jan. Wurlitzer Elec Piano

w/sustam ft tremelo List $700. .asking

$325 or Best Offer Call Jeff 549-3601

^~>0W RENT

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rental

Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

$195 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256-0166 for further Information

Furnished 2% Room Apt All util.

included. $195. /mo Allan or Russ 253-

3336 or at work 253 3491

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg. John 549-1298 after 4

Lrg. Rm. AvaH. Now in Amh. house 549
5083.

2 Bedroom Apt Dec 22 Jan. 27.
Completely furnished On bus route.

Brittany Mano r BO C al l 256-0318.

1 or 2 females for room in 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt Call 549 1096 after 7 pm.

3 bdrm. apt. in Sunderland on bus rte.

Second Semester, call 665-3683 and keep
trying.

1 Bdrm. eff apt. Cliffside. Sunderland. Jan
78Aug 78 $155. /mon, util incl Apt. can
be seen any week day between 5-8P M
Apt. #222.

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE at Student
Legal Services m Spring Apply before
Dec 8th in Rm. 922 CC Paralegal
Intern: Full time, 15 credits through
Outreach or Academic Dept Experience
helful but not necessary Recep-
tionist/Typist: I5 20hrs /wk. work/study
position. Experience helpful We are an
Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action
Employer.

Waitress wanted ME Bar LOUNGE 584-

7200^

The Student Organizing Project is ac-

cepting applications for student
organizers. Both work study and non
work study positions are open and will

begin Feb 1 Applicants should have an
understanding of student unionization

Application deadline Is Dec. 8. Apply Rm.
426 Student LJnion Bid.

To sublet immed. 2 bedroom apt. w/w
carpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util incl

$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

Large room m furnished 3 bdrom apt
$76 00 complete' Includes cable. Available

immed, 253 2980 Kp. trying.

Sublet Jan onfy bo" CaT 546 4027, 5500.

Applications being accepted for SGA
Director of Communications Intjiiire at

Rm. 420 S U This is a salaried position

The SGA is an Equal Opportunity,

Affirmative Action Employer.

Applications for Imersession - Spring

Training programs will be given to the first

100 qualified people on Dec 6 at 7 30 in

CC917. You must be over 18, have held a

car license for at least 1 year + be a

UMass degree student with at least three

semesters left Bring license < proff of

class year SSTS is an Affirmauve Action

Equal Opportunity Employer

PHOTOGRAPHY Kasspuii ana ap-
ph. iiion photos done Portrait^ m time 'ir

ClKistmas B&W or color service

liuction by arrangement MeasonaMe
(in, .s fo^ tiiyti quality work Contact:
Sii'vn 546 9653 nighi'= ontv

PONT PASS THIS UP!

For Sale 1964 Olds F-8S Very good cond
Must sell in a week 135,000 miles but
runs great Call 6 9642 SOON

TRAVEL

Seen enough snow' Wanna get into tf>e

sun' Come down to Oaytona with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9 days on the

beach $147 ..0 takes care of it all And
includes roundtrip fare accomodations on

the beach and a trip to Disneyworld For

reservation and more mfo call David Day
at 546,7g4^

AUDIO

FM Tuner, Dynatuner FM 3 $60

Int Amplifier, Mcintosh MA 230, $186

Cass, deck 6 tapes. Advent 201. $200 Nc

reasonable offer refused, Equipt in excel

condition Call Ken 546 4035.

Sony 6300 Stereo Tape deck, like new

$275 253 9887 or 253 9461

CALCULA TORS

SERVICES

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disao,

Momior Music. 646 4731. Rea

WANTED

Room; on L Metacomet Bichtwn - 7r

plus- Carol at 323 5043.

F. Rmate wtd.. nonsmkr.
2804

$70 /mth 548-

8AVE up to SO%on TENNIS SHOESl
Mens, Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18

__30 Just$10 1 4 50 Call 538-3181

UaedTsTnchtirea $2 $ 10 Call 256-0195

Xmas trees cut your own. Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10 50 10a m 8p m.
Blizniak Tree Farm. 133 Bay Rd., Hadley

586 0723
.

Nikko 6065. 2 months old Asking $350 or

best offer 546 5084

Two new new Snowtires H78 14 753-

9792

3 Bedroom Apt., fair condition, for Dec.

ISt, in Northampton Only $166. Call

Skiblski Real Estate 584-3428, 4-6P M.

2 Bedroom Apt utis mc $230. mo. avail

Jan 1 on bus rt Call 253 5706 aft. 4P.M.

For Sale Lange Pro Ski Boots size 9Vi.

These boots are tvwo years old t).i? have

only been worn twifs io!eresie;l iii»>aso

'•all 263 58' •"

1 neat respon per wtd for own rm in 2 bdrm
apt, pr bath, for spr sem. Rent $126 util

incl '-^mtfe frm UM Eric 549-0582

i Bdrm. Apt 15 mis from campus
Excellent bus service All uiiiilies inclusive

$175. monthly Avail Jan Aug Ideal for

2 people Cat Zahid 545 0842 or 253 2097

Room for feni" w 2 older men non-

smokers $55 mo & utilities Northwood
Apts e65 4364 'try late I

Apt mate mtersession 253 7056: Janet

2 females to shr bdrm for next sem in

spacious N Amh house 60 'mo ea 549-

5993

1 Male Wanted to share apt. near Pufftn w
3 other people during spr sem Room
avail during Jan. too. Call 549-5978

1 or 2 mates to share own room in 2
bedroom Amherst apts. for spring
semester On bus route $122 plus
electricity Heat included. Call 256
miB. after 4PM

HFLPWANTFCT ~
Babysitter needed for w<>ekday afternoons

for Spnng Semester and Winter session
Mrs 12:15 to 5 Must be very reliable

person. Experience in infant care
desirable Can transport from central
campus Call 549 4680 after 5

Exp. women pnnter to share skills w/
women's print collective. Call Angela 9 5
586-5079 or Jaque 268 3344

BERKSHIRE FORUM WEEKEND
VACATIONS: Expertly led discussions,

stimuating companions, fne food,

mountains Dec 9-11, Arab Israeli

Conflict Dec 16 18, "Harry Magdoff on
Eurocommunism " Dec. 23-25, "Holiday

Film Festival. ' Write/call Berkshire

Forum, Stephentown, NY 12168, (518)

733 5497

Oaytona Beach is only »147 20 away.
You can now afford to go to a beachfront

hotel, have Disneyworld and New Years in

Florida. For more info or reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Original designs by Randy Glenn Custom
made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any

designs printed Call 549-4458 /ask for

Randy Glenn or leave message. 3 day

service

Vafvo repairs arKl maintenance AH peers'

and models low pnces. Jack 906-0610

Nothing to do over mtersession? Corrie~on
down to Oaytona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone, the works
all this and roundtnp busfar^ on a luxury

motoitoach tor only $147 20 quad oc
cupanry F-)r .nfo and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845.

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ at

14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

College Calculators offers low pnces &
full service All models avail Texas

Instruments 59 $235, 58 $94 95, 57

$62 95, 51 $47 95 MPs & Comrrwlores
avail models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at

College Calculators 549-1316.

RIDERS WANTED

' Denver Colorado mid December 666 3936.

Ride needed for"2^ Colorado anytime

after finals Call DGrav 549 3740

LOST

Reward Calculator
ran Mark 54^p^,

Tost Tin9?

PERSONALS

To the Kleptos of 202 FiekJ and tt»e«

accomplices Excellent, but don't turn

your backl
.

To Donna who gave me a ride to

Providence on Wed Now let mm give

you a ridel' Call Fred 6-4462. I'm serious.

Hamp.Col Amy lets play tennis Bruce

?53 9328 _
Happy 18th Amy" Much loyejjettie_

~~~
INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis for Finals. Make retention &
recall easier mprove concentration &
relaxation for exams get better grades.

Campus Center M W fh at 7,8 SrtP.V

$5 session Dorm groups by arr^t Ca''

Mr Morse Hypnotist Consultant M ia

532 5703

REACH 35,0M RCAOIIIS DAILY! ! I ! Uttl« Ad» (M BIO RESULTSI III REACH 2S,tM KEADEKS OAILYI 1 1 1 REACH t5M9 READEKS PAILYt t ItUtm
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What's Happening
CONT FROM PAGE 14

An exhibition of student work in design
will be on display this week at the Herter
GalJerv. open 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

The show will include grapNc, ar-
chitectural and interior deisgn, including
projects in the adaptive re-use of old
buildings, office design, prefabricated
bousing and traitor design, redesignir^ of
ipaces on the University campus, ar>d
furniture design.

PARTY TICKETS
A holiday wine and cheese party is being

sponsored by the Communication Disorders
Association on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Arnold
House 120. Tickets can be bought from
dassroom monitors, club officers and in the
departmental office, 50 cents, through
Wednesday. Communication disorders
majors, grad students, and faculty are
welcome.

CCWFERENCE
The annual conference on Theological

Education at Manhattan's Union Theological
Seminary invites four nominations from
UMass-Amherst. This is a very low cost ($5)
long weekend in and around New York.
Theme of the conference is "Beyond
Cynicism Toward Resurrection Faith".
Deadline for nominations is December 14. If

interested, contact UCF in 428 Student
Union; tel: 5-2789,

Notices

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CLUB
Meeting jmorrow 2 o m CC 802.

SPORTING :OODS COOP
Meeting ' r Co-op members and any interested

people tomorrow at 9 o.m . CC 811.

EMT BELCHERTOWN
Meeting ' anyone ^ho signed up for the EMT and

ha» not pa ' and any others interested in an EMT
class this SD ng. 7:30. CC iMM bring a deposit

PRE MED SOCIETY
Meeting '' 30 p.m. CC 904 Refreshments. All are

wwefcome

BOWLING CLUB
Mandatory meeting to discuss next semester's

events at Boyden Lanes 5 p.m.. Wed

PEOPLE S GAY ALLIANCE
MeetwijB 8 p.m C C. 908. All weicom*.

HRTA MAJORS
Meeting 7 16, CC 165-167 Resume writing with

David Wheelhouse. nterviewer, Sheraton Corp. Also
itQr up for sales-biitze's

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
Bibhcai Exploration will meet early this week, from

7 00 to 7 50 p.m. In 428 Student Union; open to all A
bn«f celebration of communion win be hefd from 7.50
to 8:10 The early time is to accommodate the
proQram on "Fmdhorr arxl Planetary Transformation

"

at 8:15 m 124 Hasbrouck.

THE ECONOMICS OP A STRIKE YALE VS
UNION 35

Is the first in a series of workshops sponsored by
the Undergraduate Economics Council The workshop
wM be given by Prof Rick Wolff (PhD Yale University)
in the CC 903 from 2:30 to 330

LOST
Women s gold watch, lost 12-1 If found please call

Sharon 6-6821 Reward

IT PAYS TO BE

IN DEMRMD.
An f o'ce ROTC ras -.c^oia'sri'DS
•iio«iiin<es »rK) (obs <0' se'ecied
*CiefiC€ and ergineer<ng mjioff
Air Fo'Ce BOTC ras openings lor
young m^r antj worr^cn msforing
"1 sfwc'iiea scei^'ce »na engi-
needing tcaaemtc lieics F.ei<J»
tuc as Aeto'autcai Ae'ospace
Geie-ai ana Fi»^tr.cal E'.g.nee'mg
Mamemat'CS Piys.cs and Com-
Pul«' Tecnnolofly AfRO^C en
lOWfT^ent pays oieii now anO could
keep pa^^ng ofl in tn» future

Air Force FKJTC otfe'< 4 year
3 year and ? year scimarsh.pi
win $100 nr.onthly Ian tree al-

lowance d«f ng The '«St two years
lo nonscnoia'^*iic sl.idenu
Upon gt»Oua>ior »oli « 'eceire a
con- nr.js.on lO ine U S A.f Force
and ccnpeie 'or challenging lObs
Tre'ei' te njrnerous ocportu-
nit es 'O' advanced educaiiori m
yOu' '*«! pijs yOuH njve f.nanoal
S€-C jr •, fr^c %•»••, .Qvl' *ay UP Iht
P'o-"-i 0- ao'ir?' Were your ability
•no a-^Si''0^ a-e tne omy .imits

'1 PJyt to be in d«n-and ano if

you 'e t't lyp^e «e -e looking »or
It c»y» to pel t'-e oeia is No
ot. gaiion* rai^raiiy

- Call 5-2^37

Bir Force ftOTC

Sateiiisy to ? Crtat lOay of Lift

1 : . i

DECEMBER-JANUARY

GRADUATES
Equipment Development Laboratories, a major R&D facility located in

Way land. MA is heavily involved in the research and development of advanced
electronics systems. Due to our continued growth and expansion, outstanding
opportunities are available for BS and MS graduates in the following
disciplines:

DisciplinM D«sign

., .... —

,

Development Advanced
Research

E/M
Peckagirtg

Scientific

Programming

Elactrical

Engin*«rinfl X X X X

Mechanical
knginaering X X X

Computer
Engineering X X X X

Computer
Science X

L.

Raytheon offers not only an ideal geographical location, approximately 20 miles
west of Boston, but provides a technical environment where challenges abound
and individual contributions are nourished and rewarded. If you have not yet
made the most important decision of your life why not forward your resume
immediately to Bill Skeegan, Raytheon Company, Equipment Development
Laboratories, Dept. 535, Boston Post Road, Wayland, MA 01778.

RAYTHEON

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

'"Women in Journalism!

Tlie Realities of

Opportunity //

will be the topic of a talk and question/answer period

by

NINAMcCAIN

yt.trt iJ«-4l»*T**^'?

r!%t'^ "1 • '"1 '•' ^

' ^ cA'' ' <^ '*'*i' v^ ''i

a «Mit n««
I ,1

K 1,

Nina McCain is a Sunday feature writer for

The Boston Ginh ft She has also written editorials.

Formerly she was a reporter on the academic beat and.

before that, the Globe's education editor she has

worked on newspapers in Texas and New York and

participated in the Stanford University Professional
Journalism Fellowship proqram.

Tuesday,Dec. 6 7 pm Room 805-809 Campus Center

all inYited
Sponsored by The Collegian and the the Journalistic

Studies Department

DOONKSBLRY by Garry Trudeau
ColJegian ^7
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B.C. by lohnny Hart

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

"^--^.-^1

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

HO^) LOOK 5AAALLER
T0DA^,5IR And wot/
5EB\ QUIETER...

Af?EN'T VOU \ rti

FEELING UIELL^SII?^

UlHAT kINP OF ILLNE55
MAKES VOU<? 600/ SHRINK
BllTV0URN05e6eTft666R?

TUESDAY. OECEMBEWS-
Bom today, you are an
attractive, magnetic indi-
vidual, although this in at
times as much a drawt>ack
as an asset. There are
times when your enthusi-
asm is simply too much for
other people, and at such
times you may find them
avoiding you. But this
same enthusiasm is often
responsible for gaining
support for new projects.
You would be an asset to
any business in need of a
persuasive trouble-
shooter, for you aren't
afraid to discover truth
and you find it easy to talk
others into doing things
your way.

Courteous and generally
sympathetic to others'
problems, you be at times
inundated with requests
for aid or a shoulder to cry
on. You are a reasonable,
logical, sensible person,
and can impress upon oth-
ers the need for self-help,
self-motivation, self-devel-
opment. You do not lack
any of these yourself.

Indeed, you are quite able
to take independent action,
and will often refuse the
help others offer, even
when it would mean
quicker success.

You possess some poten-
tial for excess. You are

inclined to eat and drink
too much, to form too quick
and too close i. ^ociations
with others, and so on.
Your deUght in living is
often enhanced by your
indulgence in those activ-
ites that take your time
and talent. You are an
exciting, interesting indi-
vidual, capable of things
original and highly cre-
ative

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I>et your birithday star l>e

your daily guide

WEDNESDAY. DECEM-
BER 7

SAQITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) — JDon't let many
responsibilities tire you so
you don't enjoy any one of
them.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-
Jan.l9) — Ot>8tinacy is ap-
parent today in those who
want you to change your
mind about new protects.

AQUARIUS( Jan.aO-
Feb.lS) — Don't let impet-
uous action spoil chances
for real gain late in the
day.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20 ) — Your spirited nature
may cause oremature de-

cisions and deeds to hinder
expected success.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) - Practice restraint
this morning, so you will
have inclination and en-
ergy for afternoon opportu-
nities.

TAURUS' April 20-May
20) — You should discover
where and why recent de-
cisions were wrong. Listen
to advice of one in authori-
ty.

QEMINKMay 21-June20)
— Moderation may bring
you much less than the
gain possible if you had
been adventurous.
CANCER(June 21-July

22) — Listen to the moral-
istic side of your nature.
You should have a chance
to influence another for
good.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —
You may have to sacrifice
personal success for fam-
Uy happiness. You will not
regret moves made today
VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— Determine your fresh-
ness eariy. If you Uck the
energy to fulfill plans,
change them.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

Your tendency to stick
staunchly to friends niay
land you in trouble today.
It will be worth it

SCORPIO* Oct. 23-
Nov.21) - Your good-na-
tured insistence on having
your way should gain you
your ends Ask for an early
hearing.
C«pjrri»»«. 1177, Unitrd Kpiture Syli«.

cMt. Inr

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

11 cant itK^ a«5 more ! U

L

Todau's Crossword

THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins
THC (Rattle conpunfi, takes

CV€R. THE S/TuAT;o^.

DM by Marty Maceda

ACROSS

1 Punch:
Slang

6 Env«lop«
part

1 Boatar's
concarn

1 4 Caka
dacorators

1

5

Spaclal
16 USSR city

17 Inward:
Anat

18 Boxing's
Eddia —

-

1

9

Russ rivar

20 Want to bad
22 Aircraft

24 Book
bindery
worker

26 Honors with
words

27 "Certainly!"
3 words

30 Ervil

31 Affirm
32 Son of Basil

Two
37 Enclosure
38 Women's

companions
40 Collection:

Suffix

41 Hammer —

matarials
48 Is

Ferry
51 Fr. atudants'

miliau

52 Jet journey:
2 words

54 Making a
spaach

58 Go bankrupt
59 Sorority

member
61 SaultSte

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzia Sotvad

43 Blow

44 Netherlands
commune

45 Inoculation

62 Of the Irish

63 Price of

something
64 Tending
65 Early Irish

tenant
66 Dregs
67 Church

council

DOWN
1 Platform
over water

2 Skin
disease

3 Small
paving
stone

4 Tourist's
vehicle

5 0T. book
6 Prussian
king

7 Barrel stave
8 Cairo native
9 Remorseful

10 Meat dish
1

1

Tapestry

ceil lOGim QQamLia
1 U ^^|j tMjCIKI I INIOIL|rTNTEl

A N

A L

H m
1 2 Had a

tendency
13 French gais
21 Old French

coin
23 Havens
25 Turn
27 Paper

mulberry
bark

28 Drying ap-
paratus

29 Deflect

33L/D
designations
2 words

34 Shower
35 Nine Prefix

36 Has lunch

38 Sea duck

39 Resembling
a stage per-
formance

42 Colonist
43 Of food regi-

mens
46 Heart
47 Holding

devices
48 Vaults
49 Pope s

crown
50 Emerge
53 Dixie bread
55 Metal
56 Entertainer

Martini
57 Turnfid right

60 French
season

ALLMIMM FOIL by Steve Latler

I'LL CALL
FOR HELP
SAVE YOUR

COME ^N BEM&.'
MEE 1 ME ^T
PROF &LJSDUCK^.'
HE'S \H DAMGtR

1 i V 4 s WM* '

7 % » i6"ii'"n[~lT-

^li ^h''
20 "24 l^HlU

" *' w ill^^Hj^ \u ii u
pa 39 ^ ~

" _r fpt^^^^^'4 ^H ^ *^

*$ 49 Ta ^H^' HHlAHi
52 y i4 ~ U 57

s9 60 md^^

^63 1^'
Hm H67
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Mermen open with WPI
By MARK MARCHAND
CoUegian Staff

Playing host to the mermen of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, the UMass men's swim
team opens up its season with a 7:30 meet
tonight at Boyden Pool.

Sporting an unblemished record of 2-0

thus far, WPI invades Boyden tonight with
wins over Holy Cross and Babson in its first

two meets.

"Their (WPI) win over Babson concerns
me because Babson is about equal to us in

talent," said Minuteman mentor Bei
Melamed "We're going to have to swim a

lot harder against them than I thought we
would have to at the beginning of the
season."

Last year the UMass mermen were victors

over WPI in a close meet at the beginning of

the season. According to Melamed, WPI
should be about the same strength this year
unless it did some heavy recruiting during the
off-season.

As in the past, several quittings by some
key swimmers have damaged the
Minuteman's chances. Staiting with a roster

of 30 swimmers, Melamed has seen his roster

dwindle to its present size of 18 swimmers.
"There were at least six swimmers who

could have scored a lot of points for us that
have quit since the beginning of the pre-

season workouts," explained Melamed.

in addition, the mermen will sorely miss
the services of Dave Boucher and Ben
Crooker who graduated. Both of them
scored a great deal of points for the
Minutemen during last year's 4-7 season.

Tm still pretty optimistic though,"
continued Melamed. "i don't think it'll be
easy, but we'll have to work for the win
tonight."

In related news, Melamed announced that
he is still looking for some ambitious
students to help out with timing during the
home meets.

Recently, the men's and women's swim
team held their annual Crawl-A-Thon on
Nov. 19 to raise meal money for the inter-

session training period. Each swimmer swam
250 laps in the 25 yard Boyden Pool and
were sponsored by some local businesses.
The largest contribution was by the Sports
Store of Amherst which donated a total of

$40 to the event. Other contributors were:
Jones-Neylon Ins. ($121, Fentons ($10),

Shumway's Paint ($10), AJ Hastings ($10),

Tech Hi-Fi ($10), and CBA ($10).

"These donations to our inter-session

program really means a lot," said Melamed.
The event earned about $1,200.00 for the

program.
The mermen's next action will be on

Saturday afternoon when they hop on the

bus to Boston where they'll meet the Terriers

of Boston University.

Baltimore Colt defender Dan Oickei (55) bursts through the Miami line to block a

punt by Dolphin punter Mike Michel (17) in first quarter action at the Orange Bowl
last night. (UPI) Story on Page 19.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Basketball officials'

meeting Thursday at 5:30 p.m. in room 215
Boyden. If you attended the first meeting, do
not come'

RA SUPERVISORS MEETING - Friday at
4 p.m. or Monday at 4 p.m. in room 215
Boyden - you are required to attend just
one.

NOPE basketball courts closed will be this
Saturday for a women's basketball game.
SOFTBALL - There will be an

organizational meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in

room 22 NOPE for all persons interested in

trying out for the intercollegiate Softball

team. If you cannot attend the meeting,

please contact coach Dianne Thompson at

220 Boyden or call 5-2845.

The Physical Education Majors Club will be
presenting the official 1975 World Series film

featuring the Boston Red Sox and the

Cincinnati Reds tonight at NOPE Gym.
The film will be shown at 9:15 and 10:00.

Admission is 25 cents.

Women bowlers sparkle
Last Saturday at Treadway Lanes in

Springfield, the UMass women's bowling
team breezed by all its opponents and
captured first place in the Pioneer Valley
Classic Tourney. The women dominated the
tournament from the beginning.

In the first match game, Cyndy Adams led

off with an excellent 203 game. Jane O'Neil
followed that score with a solid 208 score,

and Amanda Garcia rolled a blistering 212.

The UMass women continued to bowl
consistently throughout the match and
coasted to a first place finish. The closest

opponent was Southern Connecticut, which
finished a distant 146 pins behind.

The women's team had climbed to first

place in the Tri- State Collegiate Division two
weeks before. They continued their hold on

first place by winning 42 out of a possible 54

match points. The consistency of Beth

Schneider (team captain) Jackie Cashen,

Gina McEvoy, Cyndy Adams, Amanda
Garcia, and Jane O'Neil is paving the way for

another UMass first place title in the Tri-

State Conference.

As Beth Schneider said, "We just get

belter and better with each tournament."

How true that statement is when one
follows the progress of the women's team.
The women's team finished fifth, third, and
second in previous tournaments. They can
now claim a first place prize.

The men's bowling team, which was in

eighth place at the beginning of the tour-
nament, finished sixth in Saturday's tour-
nament. Worcester Polytechnic was the
victor in the men's division.

Chuck Bond and Paul Stutzman rolled 203
games during the day and Mike Berard fired

a tournament high 242 score. Mike Berard,
last year's national finalist, has a league
leading 191 average. Unfortunately, the
men's team has not found the consistency of
last year's top team. According to team
captain Paul Stutzman, "This team has eight
to nine very good bowlers, but we just
haven't found the best five which will jell

together."

The men faired well in the doubles event
as they won 23 out of the possible 27 nmatch
points. Other team members consisted of

Dave Tursky, Rob Stdbaum, and Tim Welch.
The next tournament for the men's and
women's team will be at the University of

Lowell in January.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

None

TODAY
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL - At Boston University 8 p.m.
MEN'S SWIMMING - home vs. Worcester Polytechnic Institute 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW
MEN'S INDOOR TRACK - at Coast Guard Relays 3 p.m.
HOCKEY - at Army 7 p.m.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING - at Yale 7 p.m.
MEN'S GYMNASTICS - at Lowell University 7 p.m.

Bruins working for Cherry
BOSTON [UPI] - Don Cherry would love

a high scoring winger but the Boston Bruins
coach is not interested in a star.

"Sure, if we had a Guy LaFleur, we'd let

him do anything he wants but if we ever got
a guy who scored between 30 and 40 goals a
year, he'd have to play my system," Cherry
said early this week as the Bruins enjoyed a
four-day rest from a 14-game unbeaten
streak.

"Ricky Middleton is a perfect example of

what I'm talking about," said Cherry. "When
he came here (from the New York Rangers
as a goal scorer), I put him on right on the
checking line. He used to pull what I call the
crane act,' picking up one foot to avoid
getting hit by the puck. Now he sticks his

head right in there to block shots."
Middleton learned to change his style

because Cherry believes that checking will

lead to scoring and that offense-only leads to

trouble, as the high-scoring Bruins of 1974-
'75 found out the hard way.

After being squeezed out of the Playoffs in

the preliminary round by Chicago, the Bruins
abandoned their high scoring ways to

concentrate on defense. Early the next
season Phil Esposito and offense- minded
defenseman Carol Vadnais were traded to

New York for Brad Park and Jean Ratelle.

Forechecking and backchecking became
more important than qoals and assists.

Forward were taught to dig and work
instead of shoot and hope.

"The wingers are the ones that pay the
price on this club," said Cherry. "They take
all the abuse from me. Whatever goes wrong
is their fault and it will always be that way,"
said Cherry, who is respected by all his
players for his dedication to winning.
The hard-working style has helped Boston

win 12 and tie two games without a loss,
even though a whole starting lineup is
sidelined with injuries.

Gaolie Gerry Cheevers is nearly healthy
after a ligament strain in one knee. Wingers
Bob Schmautz and Stan Jonathan are out
with knee injuries as is rookie center-wing
Dwight Foster and center Gregg Sheppard.
Defenseman Gary Doak, who missed the
Bruins 3-1 win over Toronto Sunday, will be
out another week because of a pulled
hamstring.

"But we keep on winning because the
young guys are picking up the slack and
playing Don's system," said defenseman
Brad Park, a rock of consistency throughout
the season.

"This is really a lunchpail team, a team
based on hard work, and Don is the dif-
ference. I've never played for a coach like
him before. He works with everybody all the
time."

PIZZARAMA
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1I-2AM

For Fast FREE Delivery call 253-3808
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CALL 253-3808
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Kentucky grabs first place

in UPl's basketball poll
NEW YORK \UPI] - Kentucky emerged

from a preseason tie with North Carolina for

the nation's top ranking and gained sole

possession of the top spot yesterday in the

United Press International Board of Coaches
top 20 college basketball rankings.

In the first week of voting since the season

started, Kentucky, which beat Southern
Methodist 110-86 Nov. 26 in its only game
before hosting Indiana Monday night,

received 320 points and 20-of-34 first-place

votes.

North Carolina, which raised its record to

4-0 Saturday by beating North Carolina State

87-82 for its first big four tournament
championship since 1971, finished a close

second with 298 points and 10 first-place

votes.

Unbeaten Notre Dame won its third

straight game Saturday, 89-75 over
Valparaiso, and moved up one place to No. 3

with 251 points.

Despite receiving two first-place votes,

Marquette exchanged places with Notre

Dame, dropping to No. 4 following a 59-47

victory Saturday over Western Michigan, the

second victory without a loss for the

defending national champions.
UCLA beat Santa Clara for its fourth

triumph without a defeat and climbed one
place to No. 5. Arkansas, 4-0, jumped from
No. 9 to No. 6 and Cincinnati, also unbeaten
at 3-0, moved up one place to No. 7.

Indiana State, 4-0, made the most
significant jump following its upset over

Purdue, ranked No. 7 in preseason, earlier in

the week. Indiana State rose from a tie for
No. 16 in the preseason rankings to No. 8 and
also got a first-place vote.
San Francisco, upset Saturday by Arizona

State 89-79 for the Dons' first loss in three
games, fell from No. 5 to No. 9.

Syracuse, 4-1 following a 75-67 win over
Michigan State, was No. 10.

Closing out the top 20 were No. 11

Michigan (3-0), No. 12 Maryland (4-0), No. 13
Utah (2-0), No. 14 Purdue (2-1), St. John's
(4-0) and Kansas (3 0) tied for No. 15, No. 17
Providence (3-0), Louisville (1-1) and Holy
Cross (2-0) tied for No. 18 and No. 20 New
Mexico (3-0).

TEAM
1. Kentucky <20) (1-0)

2. North Carolina (10) (4-0)

3. Notre Dame (3-0)

4. Marouette (2) (2-0)

5. UCLA (4-0)

6. Arkansas (1) (4-0)

7. Cincinnati (3-0)

8. Indiana Stated) (4-0)

9. San Francisco (2-1)

10. Syracuse (4-1)

11. Michigan (3-0)

12. Maryland (4-0)

13. Utah (2-0)

14. Purdue (2-11

15. (Tie) St. John's (4-0)

15. (Tie) Kansas (3-0)

17, Providence (3-0)

18. (Tie) Louisville (1-1)

18. (Tie) Holy Cross (2-0)

20. New Mexico (3-0)

POINTS
320

298
251

212

172

100

91

»
82
42
»
12
27
26
24
24
23
13

13

7

How about the managers?
HONOLULU [UPI] - Top priority with

most ballplayers today is security. That's the
one word you hear them talk about all the
time.

The first thing every kid starting out in

baseball wants is to reach the majors. No
sooner does he get in 90 days then he begins
thinking in terms of the long haul, the
multipleyear contract he sees everybody else
getting.

If for some reason, that should happen to
slip his mind, trust his wife to remind him
about it. Early and often. Security, security.
You gotta get that security. Some players are
so secure with the contracts they've signed,
they're guaranteed to be paid for the next 25
years — long after they've finished playing.

That's perfectly fine, for the players. But
what about the managers? How much
security do they have? Relatively little, if any.
That's why you hear of cases like Billy

Martin's this past season when he pushed so

hard to get some kind of extension of his

contract.

For 23 years, Walt Alston managed the
Dodgers and was never given anything more
than a one-year contract at a time. His
successor. Tommy Lasorda, is working
under the same arrangement and that
doesn't make him unique among the
managers in the majors.

Bob Lemon did such a fine job with the
Chicago White Sox last season, he was
hailed in many quarters as the American
League Manager of the Year, yet all he has is

a one-year contract. Don Zimmer has the
same thing with Boston, Joe Altobelli with
San Francisco, Jeff Torborg with Cleveland
and Dave Garcia with California.

Bobby Winkles has even less security than
that. He hasn't heard yet whether or not he'll

be back at Oakland next year. If Charlie
Finley keeps the A's and does bring Winkles
back, you can bet it'll be for only one year —
or less. How about that for security?

Miami tramples Colts
MIAMI [UPI] - Leroy Harris, a stubby

rookie fullback, ran for a T7-yard touchdown
with 7:42 remaining last night to give the
Miami Dolphins a 17-6 victory over the
Baltimore Colts and the inside track to the
AFC Eastern Division Championship.
The 5-9, 220-pound former Arkansas State

star burst to his right, broke one tackle and
followed two blockers to the game-breaking
touchdown. It was the longest scoring run
from scrimmage in Dolphin history.

The win ties the Dolphins with the Colts at

9-3, but if both teams win their last two
games and finish at 11-3, Miami would win
the title by virtue of its better record within
the division.

Miami's victory also puts New England
back in the race. The Patriots are 8-4 and
play Miami Sunday and Baltimore in their

season finale. Two wins would produce a

three-way tie, but New England would get

the nod because it would be 3-1 in com-
petition among the three contenders.

Before Harris' run, it had begun to look like

Miami s young defense might make a 10-6

halftime lead hold up.

Tight end Andre Tillman had provided
Miami with the lead by taking a Bob Griese

pass on the 5 and bowling over three

defenders for a 15-yard scoie.

Miami's Garo Yepremian had opened the

scoring with a 27-yard field goal and the

Colts' Toni Linhart kept it close with three
pointers of 32 and 27 yards.

The Colts' best offensive performance of

the night came late in the third quarter. They
moved methodically on 10 plays from their

own 34 to the Miami 4
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Open Rush
at

Sigma Phi Epsiion
Located behind University Motor Lodge
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$25 Deposits taken

1 1-3, AAon-Fri in

Sk i Club Office

S.U. 309
• and
Dec. 5, 7, 9, 12, 14

on Campus Center j

Concourse

/\A
Sugarbush

/4 Ski Week
' ^^

Jan. 22-27

$109 -

meais, lodging

lift ticket, partying !
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Cagers at BU;

take on Terriers
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By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's varsity basketball team
will seek to up its record to 3-0 tonight when
It takes on Boston University H-l) at the
Case Center on the BU campus at 8:00 (7 55
WMUA 91.1).

The Minutemen are coming off a come-
Trom-behind, 77-73 victory over Eastern
Athletic Association foe George Washington
last Saturday night, while the Terriers were
most recently beaten by Maine. Their lone
win canie against Stonehill College, a
Division II school

"That was a good win," said UMass coach
Jack Leaman of the GW game. "We did not
play well for the whole game, but for 10
minutes at the end, we executed the zone
press very well and showed a lot of control
on offense."

UMass wiped out a 14 point deficit with
eight minutes left to pull out its first win of
the year in the EAA, behind Mike Pyatt's and
Mark Haymore's offense, and key steals by
Pyatt, Eric Williams and Alex Eldndge.

Although the Colonials outrebounded
UMass by eight caroms, Leaman was im-
pressed with the play of his big men.

"We're not where we want to be as far as
rebounding goes, " said Leam.an. "but we did
improve a little. Both Haymore and Kohlhaas
(Len) played better and they'll both continue
TO improve
"What people don't understand is that

GrappI

they're both like freshmen. Lenny played
only in spots last year, while Mark (Indiana
transfer) hasn't played for three years."
Leaman said he was considering switching

Haymore and Kohlhaas (both 6'9") on of-
fense, putting the former out at forward, and
moving the latter inside to center, to improve
his scoring punch.

Haymore scored 18 points from a corner
position Saturday, after an ineffective start in
the team's opening win against Harvard
The front line of Kohlhaas, Haymore Pyatt

and Williams ('He's a starte'r," - Leaman
will have to contend with a physical BU
squad which was only 9- 17 last year, and lost
to the Minutemen, 84-57 in the Cage.

"They're as big as us pliysically." said
Leaman, "and they rebound the ball well.
They press on D and like to run - they're the
best team BU's had in a while. It's a good
matchup physically, but I think we have an
edge m that our imponant players are
veterans, while their's are inexperienced."
BU returns its top three scorers from a

year ago, as well as its top three rebounders.
Phil Andrews, a 6'3" senior guard, led the
scoring parade with a 13.5 average.
He was backed up by Curtis Vanlan-

dingham, a 6'7" junior forward (10.8 pts 178
rebs), Steve Wright, a 6'8" sophor^ore
forward center (10.2, 159) and Doug Bean a6'6 '" senior fonA^ard (8.8, 151).
"BU always plays tough at home," said

Leaman. "We expect the same tonight." Th« m"'*^"^'"
^^""^ Claiborne (20) drives to the hoop to score against HarvardThe Mmutemen travel to BU tonight. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Harvard.

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Larry Otsuka, Tony Perry, and John Allen
all placed this weekend, leading the
Minutemen to a strong seventh place
showing in a sixteen team college wrestling
tournament held by the Coast 'Guard
Academy at New London, Connecticut.

Otsuka was simply outstanding, as the
juniorfrom Upper Saddle River, New Je.sey
won five consecutive matches to win the
championship at 134 pounds. Otsuka, who is

row 7-1 on the season, faced stiff com-
petition from Southern Connecticut's Paul
Bulzomi, as they faced each other twice in
trie tourney.

"He was a lot tougher in the semis," said
Otsuka. "I think I handled him bener when I

wrestled him in the finals."

Wrestling at 118 pounds, Tony Perry took
second place in his weight class Perry
remained undefeated until the finals before
losing two close matches to a Columbia
grappier

Freshman heavyweight John Allen was
also mpressive, as he won fourth place in the
unlimited division.

Although they did not place, coach Dave
Amato was also pleased with the per-
formances of his other wrestlers.

• [• n tournament
"Overall, the team was much better than

they were in our last match," said Amato.
"They really learned a lot, too. As a team we
placed ahead of Mass. Maritime and Boston
University, and they have pretty good
programs."

At 126 pounds, Dana Rassmussen lost two
close matches.
"He had some tough breaks," said AmatoHe faced one of the best kids in the tour-
nament in the opening round, and then lost a
close match in the second round."

Charley Rigogliso competed at 142 pounds
and won two matches. He lost close matches
by 10-9 and 4-0 scores.
Bob Clark lost a 5-4 match wrestling at 190

pounds, then rebounded for two consecutive
wins before being eliminated.

Steve Whitman wrestled at 177 poundsand won a match.
"Steve was the most improved wrestler on

the trip, said Amato. "He did really well
"

- ^ Tcn^^''"9
^°' ^Mass were Mike

^arroll (150 pounds), Tim Fallon (158
pounds), and Dave O'Brien (167 pounds)
JMass tallied 52 points as a team. Templewon the team title, followed by Hofstra

Southern Connecticut, C.W. Post, Columbia'
and host team Coast Guard. Finishing \n
seventh place, UMass was only one point

behind Coast Guard and three points behind
Columbia.

Wrestling Notes -
UMass co-captain Timmy Fallon was

taken to the infirmary Sunday, and was
found to be stricken with food poisoning
The ailment is not serious, but according to
coach Amato he will miss this weekend s
road trip to Harvard.

The Harvard match vill be the last varsity
contest before intersesiion.

Co-captain Kevin Griffin is expected to see
action for the first time this season on the
trip, but will probably wrestle at 167 pounds-
not his more customary 158 pounds.
Minuteman grapplers who made the trip to

New London this past weekend are still

talking about tfie tactics used by teamtnate
Steve Whitman.

"Steve invented the Whitman Drag

"

laughed Larry Otsuka. "He tried to use the
Harvard Drag, whee you're supposed \c use
both arms and legs, but he only used his
legs."

"It WC1S pretty funny to see," said another
grappler.

Dennis Fentcn will make his coaching
debut on Thursday, as the JV wrestlers open
their season with a home match aaainst
Spnngfield College. Fenton, a four-time New
Lngland champion and footbail star while
attending UMass, was named JV coach
earlier this semester
The match with Springfield College will

begin at 7:00 at Boyaen Gym.

Professional sports It's only a business
man killed, two seriouslyItem: One

wounded...
I read it in the Boston Globe
Not on the news pages Or weather, The

sports sect ior.

It seems that during the Denver Bronco-
Baltimore Coirs footbail game last week,
three patrons of a Denver bar had the
audacity' to play the jukebox.
They never got to hear their songs

Another barroom occupant wanted to hear
the game, not Amenca's fop forty. He pulled
out a gun. No more music. For one guy, no
more living. For four men, their lives
changed. And all for a football game. And a
jukebox Something's v.rong. Drastically
vvrong.

It's had enough there are as many nuts in
this country as there are, wrthout morp
springing up because of a simple minded
qame played on an idiot box

h seeris some people nave forgotten
exactly what sports have to do witn the real
world.

We hav-e to realize that sports i? NOT the
real 'Aorld. More explicitly, professional
sports

Nothing in professional sports SHOULD
affect ou' real lives

People don't get divorced because the
Tar^pa B-?y Buccaneers haven't won a game
in twenty-six iries.

Riiss Smith

People aren't committing suicide because
the Yankees won the World Championship.

Tommy Heinsohn doesn't go home every
night and beat on his wife because he can't
find a Winning combination for the Celtics

Things hke this don't (normally) happen
And they shouldn't.

Professional sports is a business. I know
you ve all heard that, but manv don't accept
that.

They think pro sports are more than that.
Some students won't study on Mondays

because of (1) Monday night baseball or (2)
the Colts are playing the Dolphins, and if the
Miami wins it enhances the chances of the
Patnots making the plavoffs. (Good thing
there's no Monday night hockey or
basketball )

It's all a business. M<l|ionaires spend
money, not for the betterment of the sport,
hut to make more money (why a millionaire
needs more money is beyond me). The
owners don't care about the players. And

they couldn't care less about the fans (unless
not enoi'fih of them are showing up to see
their team ~ then they care plenty!!).

Pro sports is a racket: A means for
bookies (and whoever they're connected
with) to make money.

Pro sports is run for profit.
But because it is such a big racket it

becomes a big deal. People get hung up'on
certain teams, geographically, or for
whatever reasons.

They get into a team; it's players, seasons
trades;

Follow it as though they were going to
gain something from the experience of
following of being loyal fan.

They begin to lose focus. It starts to
become part of them. An obsession

They watch and maybe go, to as many
games as possible. They cheer Buy a hat
supporting their team Maybe even bet on
their team. But why? For what?

Actually what difference does it make who
wins say, the Super Bowi? How many of you
out there will be directly affected by the S B
victor (outside of those who made a bet
weeks ago on who'll be playing in the game)?

Very few.

People in general lose concept of wheresports (pro) stand. ® ®

It won't put money in your pocket. It won't
get you through college, it does employ a lot
of people.

^

Don't believe for a second that pro sports
IS connected with the entertainment world.
Unless you think that somrione getting shot
over a football game is entertaining.

Sure the games themseives may be en-
tertaining. But the separation between the
real world and protessiondi sports must
remain a constant gap in the minds of all.

It should never get to the point to where
moats have to be built around a field to
protect not only the players, but the referees
from outraged spei:tfitors.

It should never get to the point where
people get so wrapped up that their life orbits
eround gametime.

Never to the point of ending ? person's life
oecause Cjrt Gowdy's voice :s bettc than
Donnie Osmond's
No game is tha^ .mporiant.
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SGA work fights

food service hil<e
By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

Student government leaders and some
state legislators are fighting desperately to
prevent a $27 increase of the food service
charge next semester.

According to Jon Hite, Undergraduate
Student Senate co-President, the increase
will result from an apparent oversight by
many state legislators in the new sales tax
legislation passed 11 days ago by both
houses of the Massachusetts legislature.

The legislation cuts the sales tax on
prepared food from eight per cent to six per
cent, but fails to exempt public colleges and
uni^/ersities as it has in the past, said Hite.

Hite said he and co- President Pinky
Batiste, along with Kari Allen of the Student
Government Association office staff and
Student Senator Erik Andersen were in
Boston talking to legislators all day Friday
and Monday.

"The impression I get is that this was an
oversight on many legislators part," said
Hite. "The legislature rushed to approve the
meal tax cut but did not notice the outside
language " The outside language only
exempted secondary and primary schools
from paying the tax.

Hite said in the past the Associated
Colleges and Universities of Massachusetts,
the private college and university lobby, has
pushed the legislature to exempt them from
paying the meals tax that public higher
education has not had to pay.

"It is a vindictive and hard hitting lobby
and they probably decided if they couldn't
get it (the exemption) then they could at
least make the public pay," said Hite.

Student leaders and legislators such as
Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, State
Senator John Olver, D-Amherst, and State
Senator Michael Connolly, D-Boston, are
currently pursuing two strategies in restoring
the exemption of higher education from the
tax.

The main objective is to get Senate bill

1173 out of the House Ways and Means
committee where it is currently being left for
the rest of the legislative session, accordina
to Hite.

^

The bill is a collection of some 40 bills filed
this year in favor of the exemption of
colleges and universities. Hite said to
discharge the bill from Ways and Means
would require a two-thirds vote from the rest
of the House or the chairman of the com-
mittee. Rep. John Finnegan, D-Dorchester,
could discharge it.

In the meantime, Collins has filed another
bill to exempt the colleges and universities.
This late file bill faces many obstacles,
primarily the time factor, according to Hite!

Collins said yesterday, "We're looking at
all the possibilities but it will be difficult to get
either bill onto the floor and passed by Jan.
3." (This years legislative session closes on
Jan. 3.)

Collins said, "It seemed wrong to tax
students to eat in what is their 'home' while
we don't tax anyone else to eat at home. It is

especially unfair when students don't have
any other choice."

Hite said it is now up to the students to call

or write their legislators. "We especially need
people from Dorchester to contact Finnegan.
We can't do it alone."

Hite pointed out that next year was
election year for all legislators and therefore
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•pleasing constituents is important. He also
said students could call or go to his office for
help with writing letters to the legislators.
The announcement of the meals tax in-

crease comps on the heels of an an-

nouncement by Food Services Director
Arthur Warren that the board fee will
probably have to go up $24 per student for
the academic year 1978-79 due to payroll
increases.

'Microcollege' will report on accreditation
By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

UMass students, faculty and staff will

participate in a forum this intersession to
determine the final shape of the University's
self evaluation which will be submitted for

reaccreditation to the New England
Association of Schools and Colleges.
On Jan. 23 and 24 at a "microcollege" in

the Campus Center, interested members of
the University community will listen to the
report from the central committee, a 20-

member body headed by Italian-French
department Professor Sarah Sturm-Maddox
which includes four students.

The first draft of the report of the central

committee will be based upon the reports of
the 12 task forces from University schools
and administrative departments.

According to Judy Davis of the Resource
Network, which is sponsoring the micro-
college along with the College of Arts and
Science Information and Advising Center,
the Center for Institutional Research, and the
Educational Liaison Project, the microcollege
is a "collaborative program," and will be an

"opportunity for cross campus dialogue."
The self-evaluation process is being super-

vised by UMass Provost and Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs, Paul L. Puryear, and
will be submitted in its revised and final form
to NEASC on March 1.

Phase one of the self-evaluation process,
the 12 task force self evaluations has been
completed, and the central committee must
have them condensed into one report by
Jan. 15.

The period between Jan. 15 and Feb. 15
will be a trial balloon for the whole University
self-evaluation. It will be allowed to float
among various criticisms, questions, af-

firmations, suggestions and recom-
mendations of and in addition to the micro-
college.

When it finishes bouncing around the
various and diverse aspects of this campus,
the central committee is expected to take it,

make the required changes, then pass it to
NEASC on March 1.

According to Larry Benedict of the
Student Affairs "Research and Evaluation
Organization, a team of volunteers

representing NEASC will come to inspect the
campus in April. The volunteers will be
members from a "comparable institution ..

probably a large public university." Benedict
described the reaccreditation process as
being "like a peer (group) evaluation
process."

According to Assistant to the Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs, Ruth Green,
getting reaccredited is not the most im-

portant aspect of the self-evaluation, but its
impact upon University direction. "Ac-
creditation isn't really questioned," Green
said in a previous Collegian interview.

«

Green said the last report, in 1967,
provided the impetus to build UMass library,
since through the self-evaluations the
campus expressed the urgent need for a
bigger library.

Department favors Puryear

Rahsaan Roland-Kirk, a giant among Black Classical musicians, will no longer
fill the world's ears with new music. The saxophone and horn player is dead at
age 41. He died of a heart attack Monday just over a year after he worked mirac»
las at UMass. See page two.

The Student Senate will be asked to spend almost ten thousand dollars to aid in
the establishment of a Legislative Advocacy Bureau. The office would be based in
Boston and would lobby for students' interests. See page three.

Weather
Well, if you do not get into the snow too much, now is the time to

leave Amherst for the Southland. Cold and windy, maybe some snow is the fore-
cast for today, tomorrow, the next day ... /

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-
American studies is attributing Provost Paul
L. Puryear's rumored resignation to a per-
sonal attack by the Faculty Senate, ac-
cording to a department member last night.

Afro-Am Professor Michael Thelwell said
his department is releasing a statement today
in support of Puryear as the result of a
meeting with Puryear and a delegation of
department members on Monday.
According to the statement, the

delegation "urged him (Puryear) to remain in

office and not to overact to the Faculty
Senate's retrogade actions, an organization
quite evidently traumatized by the advent of
collective bargaining and its own uncertain
future."

Puryear has refused to comment on
rumors that he plans to resign his oost,
which began when Puryear stormed out of a
Faculty Senate meeting after the senate
expressed extreme negative reaction
towards Puryear's proposal to reorganize the
graduate school administration.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery sup-
ported the senate which voted to discuss the
proposal further before its implementation,
creating a rift between the provost and
himself.

The statement continues, "It is clear to us
whatever the merits of the graduate
reorganization proposal, that 90 per cent of
the senate's response is against the provott
personally, who have failed in their campaign
to force him from office since he first began,
and has nothing to do with the Provost's
excellent record."

Secretary of the Faculty Senate, Terence
Burke, last night said, "There is no personal
attack campaign in any sense against
Provost Puryear on the part of the Faculty
Senate." Burke declined to elaborate further
on the matter until he reads the Afro-Am
delegation's statement.

The delegation urged the provost to
remain because of University reorganization
and President Robert C. Wood's resignation.

The statement concluded "We cannot
afford to lose an administrator of Dr.
Puryear's excellence and qualifications."
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'Spoken library'

author's resource
5V PA TTI ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

"One only has 26 letters and some punc-
tuation," to work with, Toni Morrison said

yesterday during a lecture at Amherst
College. As anyone familiar with her novels,

"The Bluest Eye, "Sula," and most recently,
"Song of Solomon," knows, Morrison, in the
tradition of the best ancient storytellers,
makes powerful magic out of a few letters!
Although her immediate physical ap-

pearance speaks of the contemporary,
sophisticated editor at Random House and
professor at Yale, the timeless, universal
elements in both her life and work are most
compelling.

As Morrison emphasized, she is not in-
terested in originality per se, feeling that the
best ideas are already cliches. But "that
doesn't mean they can't be illuminated in a
new way." She is not intimidated by grand
themes and she relies on what she called
"the spoken library" (what others might call
"oral history ') for both content and style.

Her concern for the craft of language has
led many to consider her a prose poet, a label
Morrison does not accept, insisting she is a
novelist. Her attention to the sound and
rhythm of words and her use of slang
connect her again to the old art of
storytelling. As one might expect, she speaks
in a warm, clear voice with obvious en-
thusiasm and spontaneity. She uses a lot of
hand gestures and no notes.

The ideas for her novels, also, are con-
nected very closely to folk history and
culture. "Song of Solomon," she said, was
born of a myth she had heard since she was a
child: that b<ack people had been able to fly

in Africa. She consulted accounts of early
slaves and found consistent references to
this myth there too.

In 1968, she began "Sula" because it

seemed 'friendship between women was
accepted as a very contemporary idea...And I

thought it was not a contemporary or new
idea. Certainly not ainong black women."

The "village" in "Sula" is not a leftist

vision of Utopian collectivity, but an ex-
ploration of black community and the
conditions that have shaped it.

"The Bluest Eye" goes back to a story

written as a student and memories from
childhood of the "devastation" endured by
little black girls compelled too long for and
simultaneously denied a sense of their own
physical beauty and value.

Morrison wanted to be a ballerina when
she was a child, not a writer, she says. In
fact, she did not begin to write until after she
was 30, married, and the mother of a small
child. She viewed it as a hobby, joining a
group that met once a week to have dinner
and read and discuss each other's work.

The chief attraction, she remembers, was
the dinner, which she could not attend
without bringing a writing sample. It wasn't
until five years later that she began to write
"seriously," for publication.

Morrison is still the farthest thing from the
solitary individual whose sole dedication is to
their own creative endeavors, she says. As
previously mentioned, she holds down two
other jobs in addition to raising her two sons.
Thus, she continues to "always write at the
edge of the day, when everything else is

done."
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Novelist Ton! Morrison performed a dramatic reading of her works at AlumniHouse on the campus of Amherst College before a packed house. (Staff photo byMarilyn Mankowski) '

Brooding time, she says, is easy to find
using time spent doing dishes or riding
subways to reflect and observe.

But writing time you have to make, she
acknowledges. And she finds more often
than not, when she finally has a few spare
hours, the first hour is spent "clearing
throat," the second hour working, and by the
third hour "someone wants to go to Mc-
Donalds."

Fortunately for her audience, "obsession is

a good substitute for discipline," rrot to
mention lots of extra time. Morrison is

currently at work on the story of "Tar.Baby,"
a character introduced in an earlier novel.

And she is, as always, forging new role
possibilities for artists, blacks and women
while tapping into the structure of oternal
human character.iiuriidii cnaracxer.

Lesbian Union offers women support, outlet
By PA TRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

There is presently on this campus a place
where women either in need of support
regarding their sexual identities or in search
of an outlet for positive lesbian energies can
have those needs met. Located in Campus
Center 923 is the UMass Lesbian Union.

Barbra said "The Lesbian Union was
originally part of the Women's Gay Caucus.
The wonr>en wtio initiated the spirt from the
People's Gay Alliance felt there were dif-

ferent needs and energies that were being
taken in different directions. They decided
they wanted to concentrate solely on
women's issues."

Roland-Kirk,

musical giant,

dead at

age 41
By TERRELL EVANS
and ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Staff

"We are driven by an invisible whip,
some run, some have fun, some are hip,

some tip, some dip, but we all must
answer to the invisible whip."

Rahsaan Roland-Kirk

One of the great innovators of Black
Classical music, Rahsaan Roland-Kirk,

died Monday of a heart attack in

Bloomington, Ind.

Roland-Kirk, 41, was at Bloomington's
airport en route to an engagement in

Chicago, III., when he suffered the attack.

It was only last year that Roland-Kirk,
master of saxophone and horn appeared
in the Student Union Ballroom during
Homecoming week at UMass. During
that memorable Friday night, Oct. 25,
Roland-Kirk drove a packed audience
into an ecstatic state of awe and dis-

belief.

With his right side paralyzed, Roland-
Kirk performed for three hours in concert,
using only his left arm to simultaneously
blow two horns.

"He always paid homage to other
black musicians. One of the most popular

Rahsaan Roland-Kirk

tunes he is remembered by is a piece
called 'Bright Moments.' The world has
truly lost a giant in the music field," said
Bill Hasson, program coordinator of
Student Activities, in a telephone in-
terview yesterday.

Vishnu Wood, bass cellist and
assistant professor of music at Hamp-
shire College, said, "He certainly was a
very dedicated artist. He studied the
great masters, he studied the style of
music, and he was aware of the historical
development inherent in the music.

"He had a great amount of energy
which came through his music He
challenged the musicians he played with
to try to bring out the best in himself and
those who played with him" Wood said.

Rie, one of the two co-coordinators for the
union, said, "The women felt their needs
were different from those of the gay men."
Last February, the Gay Women's Caucus
officially left the PGA.
The Lesbian Union is funded through the

Undergraduate and Graduate Student
senates. They have no dues. An RSO
group, the union is "basically open to
lesbians as members to serve their needs and
to provide counseling for women just coming
out," said Kathy, a coordinator.
Among its many services, the Lesbian

Union maintains a mailing list (presently of
35-40 women), a drop-in lounge and library
of women's books, a resource bulletin board,
a file box of possible resources and a daily
log book.
The log-book is an "information sharing as

well as a communication device" between
staff members and women who use the
facility. Right now, "most of this information
is distributed throughout the organization,
but the union hopes to eventually distribute
this information to the community", said
Kathy.

Other services include lesbian mother
support, which Kathy said "is partly achieved
through films about lesbian mothers to
educate the community." The union trys to
sponsor speakers through the Distinguished
Visitor's Program as well as conducting
speaking engagements of their own
throughout the college and local area.

There are discussion groups every other
Monday and two ongoing support groups as
well as a women in alcohol group in con-
junction with the Everywoman's Center.
"Where the Everywoman's Center has a
lesbian coordinator and a counselor, they do

(loi specialize in this area" said Rie, who is

the counselor at the union.
Rie is involved in "crisis, coming out

sexual Identity and referal counseling " She
receives referrals from Mental Health, Room
to Move and the Everywoman's Center toname a few.

Currently the union is working on several
projects including revision of their con-
stitution and rationale (they are up for re-
evaluation); coffeehouses discos; and input
into this year's International Women's Week
Rie said, "We are hoping to get a network of
contacts going in the area to facilitate a
sharing of ideas, resources, energy and to let
each other know what we are doing

"

Relationships with the PGA are "mutuai.y
supportive," said Rie, ""though separate."
The two groups sponsor speaking
engagements together, use each other as a
resource and discuss common problems.

Although supportive of gay political ef-
forts, the union does not engage in any "out
and out" political activity at the moment.

One problem facing the Lesbian Union is

harrassment in the form of poster vandalism.
"With a limited budget, it is hard to replace
or reprint flyers torn down or defaced for the
third and fourth times. A more obvious
problem is heterosexual oppression and
misconceptions.

When asked which of two goals, lesbian
support or community education, was more
important, the answer was both are con-
sidered "high goals." Both Rie and Kathy
said they felt one could be contained in the
other.

"By educating the community, you are
then helping lesbians."
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Comics publisher addresses 250
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

Stan Lee, creator of such characters as
The Hulk Spiderman, and Dr. Strange, last
night spoke to about 250 comic book
devotees in the Student Union ballroom.

Founder and publisher of Marvel Comics
Lee was intrndurpH as a man whose whole
life has been "dedicated to walking the
delicate line between fantasy and reality."

Lee shunned the speech topic which had
been announced ahead of time - "Comic
Books and the World Around Us" -
because he did not want to make comics
stuffy and overly academic. "Our main
function is to entertain," he said.

Lee declared that comic books are
probably 'one of the greatest mediums of
comrriunication known to man." He
described his work in the army on a new
comic book style training manual for army
financial officers - as a result of his book,
said Lee, training time for financial officers
was reduced from six months to six weeks.
The manual even had a hero: "Fiscal
Freddie".

Also while in the army, Lee designed a
widely circulated poster which encouraged
enlisted men to go to VD diagnostic centers
for checkups. "I'd like to think I won the war
single handedly," said Lee.

Marvel Comics has been a pioneer in

comic book characterization and plots said
Lee. Marvel was the first to introduce flawed
superheroes - Spiderman was conceived as
sort of a "nebbish"; The Thing is "Archie
Bunker with orange skin." One offbeat storyhad the superheroes evicted from their
headquarters for not paying rent.

Such attention to real world problems has
led some readers to believe that Marvel
comics are actually social satire. "It seems
the more realistic you try to be, the more it

comes across as intense satire," said Lee
Lee claimed it is quite possible to aim

comic books at an intellectual level above
that of the adolescent. The difficulty, he said
IS in writing sophisticated comics that would
also appeal to younger readers.

Numerous Marvel comics are being
worked into television productions. Dr.
Strange and Captain America are planned as
series, while a Spiderman film should be
appearing sometime next year. Howard the
Duck will be the subject of a live action
show, while a spectacular film based on the
character Thor is another posssbility.

Lee admitted that comic book prices are
higher than he'd like them to be, but he
blamed the prices on rising production costs.

Lee answered questions from the audience
for one half hour, after which he
autographed members of the audience's
copies of Marvel comic books.

^?", o*®'
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Senate will hear request to fund lobbying
By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
tonight will hear a proposal calling for $9,500
to fund a Legislative Advocacy Bureau in

Boston.
Jim Posgay of the senate Legislative Task

Force, said the LAB will be used as a base for
lobbying the Massachusetts state legislature
and conducting research into bills which may
be pertinent to students of public higher
education.

The task force is requesting $9,500 from
the UMass student senate to be applied
toward a total six month "bare bones"
budget of $13,787.

The balance of the budget will be funded
by other members of the Massachusetts
State Students Association, a lobbying
group representing state colleges and
universities.

Posgay said the equivalent of $.50 per
student from each of the eight MSSA
member schools is being sought to fund the
LAB, for fiscal 1979.
Once the MSSA has 10 members and its

constitution ratified, it will assume full

responsibility for the operation of the
Boston-based advocacy bureau. Posgay said
the MSSA would have 10 members by
tomorrow morning.

During intersession, two to five UMass
interns will work in the LAB, along with one
full-time staff member. The LAB staff will
primarily conduct research concerning
possible legislation benefiting UMass
students, according to Larry Mandell of the
task force.

"For too long now, students at UMass and

Sundstrom heads new board

at other state schools have been taken
advantage of," Mandell said. "They're not
unified, they don't speak as one. The
Legislative Advocacy Bureau is a first step in

unifying the students and giving them real

power where it counts — in the legislature."

Undergraduate Student Senate co-
President Jon Hite said "students can no
longer afford the luxury of not having a lobby
in Boston for their interests.

"If students expect to have a voice in what
goes on in the real world, then students will

have to leave the college campus," he said.

"This (the LAB) allows for research and
information, to try to influence the
legislature.

"It's a crucial thing," Hite said.
In related action, the task force will present

five legislative intents to the senate, to be
filed tomorrow before the state legislature.
The legislature intents are broad

statements into which the co-sponsors can
place specific amendments and additions to
the Massachusetts General Laws.

Posgay said the intents were being
brought to the senate for information pur-
poses only. He said the senate would not be
asked to ""endorse or not endorse" the
proposed legislation.

The five intents filed before the legislature
include acts relative to:

— a student participation on public college

and university building authorities;
— the laws of the collection and

sement of student activities fees at
munity and state colleges;
— the role of students in act

collective bargaining at public higher
education institutions;

— the role of students in the dispersemerrt
of student activity fees at state universities;
and
— the students rights to access of course

and teacher evaluation materials collected by
public higher education institutions.

Posgay said he will co-sponsor most of the
bills along with Rep. James G. Collins, D-
Amherst.

Funding for Patterson trustees' tonic
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By LAURA KENNEY
and GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees will officially

accept the resignation of University
President Robert C. Wood in today's board
meeting at the UMass-Boston campus. The
trustees will also decide the salary of Wood's
interim successor Franklin K. Patterson.
Wood announced his resignation in June

and, although the board acknowledged the
resignation, it had not been formally ac-
cepted. The board delayed because it had
not decided upon an interim president.
Patterson's succession to the position was
announced last month. Today is Wood's last

board meeting.
The trustees have been discussing the

salary for the Interim President Patterson and

will decide today on a figure. According to
Student Trustee Marion L. Batiste, Patterson
will receive a "'Cut and dried" salary for his
services.

Also to be decided by the trustees is the
amount appropriated to Patterson to transfer
his personal staff from his Boston Campus
Office, where he is a professor, to his new
presidential quarters.
The trustee will appoint the chairman of a

nominating committee for the post of Vice
Chancellor for UMass-Boston. The current
chancellor. Carlo L. Golino, was forced by
the board to resign at last month's meeting.

It is expected the trustees will approve the
naming of a new Boston Campus gym-
nasium after the late Trustee Catherine F.
Clark, who died Nov. 14.

A new pay-back plan for the students of

the UMass-Worcester Medical School will be
created by the trustees, according to Batiste.
The state medical school now stands alone in
requiring its graduates to repay the state for
the cost of their education.

The trustees will draw from two previous
proposals one by Worcester Chancellor
Roger C. Bulger and the other by the enrolled
medical students. The establishment of a Tri
River Valley Health Center program in Ux-
bridge, which has been the object of
discussion since last spring, will most likely
be approved by the board, according to
Batiste.

The Health Center is a satellite of the
UMass-Worcester Medical School. The
program is to develop rural primary care
teaching practice, providing training for
residents of the medical school.

Collegian staff elects new editors for year
By BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

William A. Sundstrom, a 19-year-old junior
from Storrs, Conn, was elected editor in

chief of the Massed lusetts Daily Collegian
yesterday as the staff of the campus news-
paper voted in 10 persons to its 1978 Board
of Editors.

The new board begins with the first

Collegian issue next semester.
Sundstrom, who got 65 of 111 votes, said

he looks forward to his term to his term in

office, and said his experience on the paper
will help him handle the job. Sundstrom is

currently executive editor, and was assistant
executive editor in 1976.

Others elected were: Dorothy A. Clark,
managing editor; Laurie A. Wood, business
manager; Joseph A. Quinlan, news editor;
Michael P. Doran, executive editor; David r!
Rodman, sports editor; Patrick 0. Dobbs,
photo editor; and Kenneth S. Shain, fine arts
editor

For the first time, the staff elected a
women's editor to the board. Julie E. Mel-
rose, a 20-year-old sociology major from
Amherst, Mass., will be the fourth person to
fill that position since it was created five
semesters ago. But before this semester, the

position was titled women's coordinator and
was elected to the board as a non-voting
member.

"I would like to see the women's
department as a separate department and
not under news,"" Melrose said last night,
adding that women's articles should be
incorporated with general news in the pages
of the Collegian. Melrose was one of four
candidates who ran unopposed.

Sundstrom was* elected over Brad
Goverman and Mark Leccese, who received
25 and 21 votes respectively. Sundstrom
emphasized he would act as the paper's
coordinator and serve as ombudsman be-
tween the staff and the UMass community.

Clark, a 20-year-old senior from Matapan,
Mass., said she will "take things as they
come" as managing editor and concentrate
on the possibility of the paper going "camera
ready" during 1978.

"Camera ready" involves the procedure by
which Collegian pages are prepared in the
Collegian offices rather than at the printer,
where they are photocopies. Only parts of
the paper currently go to the printer camera
ready.

"The possibility of going camera ready is a
big step for us. There's a lot of ideas that still

have to be worked out" she said.

The only other candidate for managing
editor, Jerold R. Kassner, endorsed Clark
Monday night.

Quinlan, a 19-vear-old sophomore from
Lowell, Mass., said that as news editor he
will bring the paper's wire services under the
jurisdiction of the news department "to keep
a closer watch on state and national news.
We'll be putting a lot of it up front."

He said he will give more coverage to town
events, and concentrate on closer police and
court coverage.

The department will also offer news-
writing, production and copy editing colloqs
to students, he said. Quinlan ran unopposed.

Dobbs, the newly elected photo editor,
said he wants to renovate the photo filing

system and "make photo essays a heck of a
lot more regular in the Collegian." Dobbs,
now the assistant photo editor, beat David
Rodgers, 77-22. The 20-year-old junior from
Granby, Mass. said his assistant for next
semester will be Daniel Vullemier.

A 21 -year-old finance major from Wood-
bury, Conn., Wood said she would like to see
the paper become totally camera ready
during her term in office.

She also said she will help improve
communication between the editorial and
business sides of the paper. She is currently

assistant business manager and has written
news stories sporadically during her two
years at the Collegian.

Doran said that as executive editor he will
expand the editorial pages to include
commentaries from area "experts," pointing
out that "we live in a very intellectual
community." The 20- year-old junior also said
he would periodically have the editorial
pages devoted to certain themes. Doran beat
his- opponent, Charles Bagli, 69-29.

Elected fine arts editor, Kenneth S. Shain
will be in charge of the weeklv Collegian
supplement Below the Sa't "We're not
going to draw out signs of student life,"
Shain said, emphasizing the need to con-
centrate on student culture on campus.

Shain, 25 years old and from Bridgeport,
Conn., beat his only opponent, James
Paulin, 66-42.

The Collegian held a Candidates Night
Monday where candidates presented their
platforms. In addition, the paper this year
had a candidates publication which was
distributed to the staff.

Positions on the Board of Editors, which
has nine elected members are up for election
every year The only board member not
elected is the black affairs editor, who it

appointed.
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Impressions of the play, "For Colored Girls
FF

By JAMES LEWIS JR.
Stack Affairs Asst. Editor

The Malcolm X. Center and the Third
World Women's Center sponsored a trip to
see the play "For Colored Girls V^'ho Have
Considered Suicide When the Rainbow Is

Enuf," last Sunday, Decennber 4. The play
was an excellent illustration of the Black
relationship from the side of Black women.
The play wasn't a pitiful, sobbing, egotistical
story of the sorrows of the Black woman. It

was a strong, clear presentation into the
world of women. Black women, with their

feelings, their song.

So often brothers, or men in general, form
rituals for letting the world know how rough
life is, how hard it is to be a man in this cruel

world. It is always common to turn on TV
and see some man along at odds with the
world. It is common to hear songs by fat-

heads, males who sok) with painful eyes, the
story of some honest love on his part, and
the woman that did him wrong. We can all

pity him, he sounds so for real, so sincere.

It may be that he is for real, but the truth of
the matter shows that men very, very rarely

'see' women, or know what they think, or
want. The play is excellent because it

educates one to see the situation with
women. Black women.

The Rainbow in the play, is the dream that

most women are programmed with, about
the f»ee and fun life of dating men, going to

parties, socializing, etc. ... the rainbow life.

The dream starts running out of harmony
when the realities of this supposed life starts

taking the place of the dream. Sisters start
running into things like rape, lying cheating
men, beatings, unexpected pregnancy, etc.

A few perfect illustrations were performed
about the male sexual mentality. The bulging
eyes, open mouth, sweaty, angry, hateful
look, the whole force and positioning of
society that have women keenly conscious
of the love that men supp>osedly have for

women. The play told the whole story. It ran
things down: It even went back to the
dancing mulattos of slavery time, dancing
along the Mississippi river at night, for sick
passion of white owners. Who or what can
beat that?

The modern situations are common. It

would be very difficult to list them all, and
there isn't enuf room in the newspaper to do
so. But just try brothers, try to forget about
yourseh/es just for a littfe bit, and think with
this article.

Most of the total education of women
discourages women for wanting to do
anything, be anything, except marriage and
childrearing for men.

Imagine a society that concentrates over
90 per cent of its energy for a male per-

spective view of the entire world. Imagine all

the schools, government, books, television,

movies, advertisement, jobs, women, men,
radios, religion, ethics, magazines, clothes,

organization, and all the alls in the etcetras,

being somehow conceived in general by
men. imagine growing up and finding out
that you, and what you think and feel, does
not even exist in the norm. What kind of role

can that make for you? Men were always

using the term "crazy bitch" to describe the
women. A "bitch," by definition, is a
pregnant female dog. Wouldn't it be possible
to realize that this almost total in-
trenchment of women and their role may be
undesired by women i* Only until very
recently can women attempt to live a truly
autonomous life. There should have been as
many women presidents as there have been
men presidents. There should have been
solidly institutional sports for women all

along, and it should have been encouraged.

Women do want to get into business, and
the society is specifically designed to keep
women out of business. In fact, men have
been so conditioned and screwed up
mentally, that they cannot see that it is

unnatural for women to be placed in such a
position. There is an endless list of things
that should have been. This type of op-
pression and exploitation is instituted by
constant, subtle and overt mental
suggestion. There are very many ways that
this complex indoctrination can trick you into
thinking you're inferior or superior.

If this article has not convinced some
brothers of their problem, they should try,

just try to think of your sister, your tflack

woman, without the sexual connotations,
but as a person. Try it for one week, if you
can. You may find it very hard. Don't worry if

she doesn't understand or cannot deal. You
do it for yourself, and check yourself. A man
should be able to understand a woman. It is

unnatural that he doesn't. If he doesn't,
something is wrong.

By SHERRY WILLIAMS
Black Affairs Staff

Last Sunday, December 4, the Malcolm X
Center and the 3rd World Women's Center
sponsored a trip to Boston to see the play
"Colored Girls."

The sheer delight of the play was over-
whelming. The play was an excellent
illustration of Black male-famale relation-
ships from the perspectives of many Black
women. The play focused on many sensitive
and relevant issues that women have been
going through for years. The true to life

experiences were definitely brought forward
to be analyzed by the audience.

Many phrases presented by the actresses
showed the significance of the play. Phrases
like "I'm sorry" or "Where are you going
with my stuff" sounded very familiar to many
women and men in the audience.

People who saw the play said they really

enjoyed it. Many said most men will learn

something from the play about themselves
and their dealing with women. The word is

that more men should have made the trip to
the Subert Theatre to witness the play that
dealt with feeling, emotions, attitudes and
pain.

The play will be in Boston until December
11. Those in the Boston area should try to
see it because it is an experience in itself.

This space is dedicated to the memory of a great musician,

the late Rahsaan Roland-Kirk: We ask for every individual to take time today
and say a prayer in his passing.

The Staff of Black Affairs

National Ballet

of Spain

coming to FAC
The Ballet Nacional Festivales de Espana

(the National Ballet of Spain) will return to

the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on
Saturday, December 10 at 8 p.m.

During their performance in November
1976 at the Fine Arts Center the National

Ballet of Spain received rave reviews from
the critics and estatic applause from the

audience.

The National Ballet of Spain was created

in 1973 and is the first National Dance
Company to be sponsored by the Ministry of

Welfare and Culture of Spain.

Its purpose is to present authentic Spanish
dances throughout the world and it has
already done so in Europe, and in South,

Central and North America.

The troupe is handsome, stylish and
impeccably rehearsed, its costuming fully up
to requirements for a first-rate Spanish
Dance company. The Company is

sophisticated as it shows off its talents in an
array of langorous bleros, stately court

dances, fiery flamencos and spirited jotas.

Tickets for the December 10 performance
of the National Ballet of Spain are now on
sale at the Fine Arts Center, open Monday
through Friday, 9-4 and all Ticketron

locations. Ticme
Ticket prices are: General public, $7, 6, 5.

UMass students, $4, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens

are $6, 5, 4. For more information, call 545-

2511.

Notice
LUTHER Brumsic Brandon. Jr.

There will be a discussion of the

play, "For Colored Girls Who
Considered Suicide When the

Rainbow Is Enuf" at the Malcolm
X Center in Southwest. The
discussion will be held on Wed-
nesday, Decennber 7, 1977. There
will be an dibum of the play

available. Everyone who attended
the show is urged to attend. All are

welcome.

Black Affairs
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High Notes...
A couple more Lps to be reviewed this

week which should merit special attention
are The Fatback Band's latest and the
Emotion's earliest. Both are very similar in
that they mark a return to a bit of past glory
for both groups. The Emotions are heard
doing some of their early Memphis work,
while Fatback goes back to some good old
house party funk. So lets get on with it.

FATBACK BAND - The Man With The
Band — Spring (Polydor)
Who can forget those hot, steaming,

smokin' house parties of days gone by. Rugs
caught hell as people danced all night on
them, spilled wine on them, and other
various abuses. It was always dark no matter
what the speed of the music on the stereo
(which was seldom of high quality due to
economics). Theere were no strobes,
chasers, neons or rainbows to take the task
of creating the excitement away from the
people. It was an honest, git-down party.
The music was the same way. Gut music

that was designed to help create a fuss.
James Brown was there along with Marvin
Gaye, Martha Reeves and the Vandellas and
Parliament and Funkadelic. The Fatback
Band was there too with cuts like "Feel Real
Good" and even more recently with "Party
Time." Well, regretfully, house parties may
have become a memory in most cases, but
Fatback is upon us once again with more of
the house party sound. Side one is dedicated
to that sacred institution with some vintage
house party sounds with the title cut. Master

Film review of,

Gunn's, "Genji N Hesse"

Booty and Funk Backin'. All I can say is pick
up on it and roll up the rugll

THE EMOTIONS - Sunshine - Stax.
The music here is honest to goodness

Memphis hot buttered soul in grand style!
More of the Fantasy-distributed Stax
material of the past. When one listens to this
LP, it's not hard to see that Maurice White
didn't give them any thing they didn't already
have.

In fact, with Sunshine, we are shown a
much freer Emotions. We see groups of
ladies more concerned with trying to pull the
ernotional elements out of the song than
with the meticulous concern for detail and
synchronization. With this concept, we hear
songs that are closer to expressing what we
feel ourselves and will consequently stay
with us much longer and have deeper
meaning. To put it short, this LP is downright
personal.

— mario

By BILL HASSON
Black Affairs Staff

On Saturday, December 3, I had the
opportunity to attend the screening of Bill
Gunn s movie "Genji N Hesse" which was
shown at the Harlem Performance Center as
part of Black Images: 1920-1977, a Black Film
festival. This movie made a very brief ap-
pearance at commercial theaters several
years ago, and for one reason or another itwas immediately taken out of circulation It is
more than likely that the producers felt it
would not sell to the Black community
because of its content and style. The death
blow was a review that appeared in Variety
an entertainment trade publication. Having
missed the movie when it came out left me
With all sorts of mixed emotions about the
standard way that Black films are dealt with
However, I must slightly adjust my opinion as
It relates to this particuair film.

The setting for the movie was good in my
estimation. The choice of actors and ac-
tresses was excellent. The cinematography
was superb. But the content was out. I mean
really - out. It concerned a young black
doctor who in order to sun/ive had to
continually find victims whose blood he
drank to keep him going. His girlfriend after
having found out about his wrong doings is
inticed to join him in this affair with
protoplasm. Let me remind you at this point
that we are talking about a "Black Film". All
sorts of cheap devices are used to make the
film hang together in some fashion and
maintain ethnicity or superficial ritualism
African tribal women running through the
forest, "bright, beautiful sharp minded"
scenes from the sanctified church, shots of
African sculpture. All the necessary things to
make the film hip. But the most disgusting
aspect of the film was the director's se^
indulging attitude toward his particular craft
It was like everything you wanted to do in a
film but couldn't unless you found someone
to sponsor you.

Now it would have only taken a

correspondence course in Anthropology 101
to know that all of the African and Afro-
American symbolism in "Genji N Hesse" had
nothing at all to do with the black continuim
and because it won an award at a Europeari
Him Festival does not necessarily make it a
fine work of art. We as Black people have
known to be awarded for our misdeeds
c>etore, and this also is an excellent device for
confusing young aspiring thesbians.

I have personally had the opportunity of
meeting the lead actor, a Mr. Duane Joneswho IS a fine serious, dedicated, hard
working brother whose intentions toward
Black theater are genuine. I can imagine howhe felt sitting in that theater Saturday seeing
what had been done with his talent
However he is strong enough to not let this
film stand in the way of the very important
contribution that he is going to make.

I am not saying that this film should not be
seen, but what I am saying is that this film
nas nothing, absolutely zero, to do with ttw
Black people and their struggle to bring
positive visions to the society. It was a 1

waste of those producers money on tfw
of Mr. Gunn. Given the fact that th«i«
many screen writers, actors, actrtHMl
cameramen and women, who are trvim Id
break into the film business, and there «•
those who would hold this piece of word m
as evidence of our achievement. There ii*
actually people going around with mtdh
nonsensical notions about the film by saylna
that the drinking of the blood was the way of
transfernng one culture to the next. A kind of
blood brother-sister transferral.

Well, the film is back in the can and back In
the museum and there are going to be efforts
to have it made into a 16mm film, since this
was the last public showing until that project
IS completed. And when that is done and you
see it, maybe you can introduce something
that I missed. But I think it high unlikely.
A special thanks should be given to Pearl

Bowser for her putting together of this
Festival and her ability to create a forum by
introducing provocative materials.

r
Just for the record

The Third World Women's of UMass cordially Invites one and all to
come out this Friday, December 9, and attend the first showing ever
of "SPARKLE" on campus.
"Sparkle" will be shown at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. this Friday In Mahar

Auditorium. Admission is $1.

NBSA organizing in 5-College area

Across the United States there is an all out
attack on the education of Black people. We
find that cutbacks in government funds to
education are making it difficult if not im-
possible for Black students to get needed
scholarships and grants. Black colleges and
universities are under constant attack and in

many cases are being interrated out of
existence. In White schools Black students
must contend with culturalty biased entrance
exams and standardized tests. High schools
are graduating Black youth that do not know
how to read. And now the Bakke case is

providing a front to legitimize the cutbacks in

government programs that are necessary to
insure supposedly equal treatment in the
admissions of Black people to jobs and
higher education.

Black students, being fortunate enough to
attend college and develop skills must begin
to organize and counter this attack because
it threatens our future and the future of our
people. What can we do? We can evelop a
strong chapter of the National Black
Students Association (NBSA) In this area.
The NBSA is a nationwide Black students
organization whose purposes are to:

a) Establish a strong line of com-
munications between Black students across
the country.

b) Establish better communications and a
better working relationship between Black
students and the rest of the Black com-
munity.

c) Organize Black students across the
country to do serious work around concrete
programs and issues that will bring our
people closer to liberation.

The NBSA was formed at a National Black
Students Solidarity Conference which was

held at Tufts University in February of
1976.Over 200 students from over 70 schools
attended the conference. The conference
participants agreed that there was a need for
the development of a national Black students
organization.

After the conference we all returned to our
respective areas and began the woric of
building the National Black Students
Association. It has not been easy but the
fruits of our labor have begun to be shown.
The Boston, five college area, and New Yorl<
Chapters have developed and are beginning
to initiate activity. Out of Atlanta comes
UJIMA (collective work and responsibility),
an NBSA southern regional newsletter.
We need a national Black students

organization to represent our interests and
unite us with the overall struggle of our
people for a better life. One that is free from
exploitation and degradation. Brothers and
Sisters, join the NBSA, the time to build is
now.

For more information contact Chaka Zulu
or Nkrumah Olinga at 546-4538.

LUTHER

-nie indictment against Shakur, who police say is the head of the so-called Blark

Bla^k'pa^nfhL'tSiTH! ^^M®' ^^ conscience, a witness in the Oakland hearings involvingblack Panther leader Huey Newton, has refused to testify at the hearings
Mary Dougherty was sentenced this week to five days in jail and a fine of $500 after sherefused to testify. She told the Oakland Municipal Court, ''the governmem has sut?poenaed me in a desperate attempt to fabricate a case

" govemmeni nas sub-

KiJ'i!l?v'*i"u *^°"k?
'^ currently holding preliminary hearings to decide- whether to try

^Ino fSmSS^hr^T^" ^^ '^^ 1974 m,,der of a prostitutl Newton has claimed he^being framed on the charge because of his activities as leader of the Black Panther Party

Annie's Poetry Corner

Just one step behind you
Wanting you, needing you
Finding you, losing yoiT

Laughing and crying
Looking at time passing
Walking in the shadow

existence
of

In the circling snow
and in the bright comforting sun
I was always

Just one step behind you

Annie Carpenter

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Arnold Henderson offers advice on job opportunities in the public health field to

Antonio Jackson during yesterday's career day. (Starf photo by Amira Rahman)

Third career day held

CCEBS hosts job fair
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Enthusiastic students participating in

yesterday's "Career Day" spoke with various

company representatives with hopes of

landing summer jobs.

The third annual fair sponsored by the

Comminee of Collegiate Education of Black
Students was well received by UMass
students and participating business and
federal career representatives at the
Newman Center. The inclement weather did

not stop representatives from 50
organizations.

Though career day was directed at

minority students, all students were
welcome, said Michael Jackson CEEBS
director.

Pamphlets, booklets, leaflets, forms, and
dozens of other informative sources and
visual aides swarmed the tables set up for

students to sp>eak with the different

representatives.

Associate Dean of Students Bob Daniels
spoke on the mutual responsibilities of
employees and employers. After his in-

troduction a recording of "Young, Gifted,

and Black" was played to set the mood for

the afternoon.

Williamson suggested during a discussion
session of representatives to incorporate

high school guidance counselors into the
program "Guidance counselors from the

surrounding area would be able to take this

information back to students who want
carMf advice," he said. "This would enable

students to gear themselves toward a

particular field or just obtain information on
job opportunities in fields in which they have
an interest," he added.

Internal Revenue Service representative

Stephen Miller said, "The career day ex-

posed students to vocations and various

governmental agencies they might not have
had access to or contact with otherwise. It

opens new horizons and presents career

opportunities within the students related

field."

A group of Asian and black students said

the day proved useful to them. They aid the
career representatives had important in-

formation and the program was a success.

UMass accounting student Wai Wong
said, "I learned useful information about job

opportunities within my field."

Another student John Young said, "A lot

more companies were represented than last

year. The career day made information more
available and gave studetns better access to

the different companies and possible
summer employment as resumes were
accepted."

Oswald Williams, an engineering major,
was talking to Corps of Engineers
representative about his career in

engineering, and said, "The information I

received will be helpful to me."
Jackson said, "Next year CEEBS hopes to

expand the program to include graduate
schools. Information about law schools,
medical schools and other graduate schools
will be helpful to undergraduate students."

The Collegian classifieds can
turn your unused items

into cash in a hurry!

You're wasting money by storing unused items. Sell

them quickly and inexpensively thru the Collegian

Classifieds. Put your unwanted items into the

Collegian's Classified Money Machine'

CLEAN UP WITH
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS
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Grave instabilities predicted \ turkey tetrazzini

By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A research fellow at the Harvard Center for

International Affairs and former UMass
student yesterday predicted that im

provements in technology and accuracy of

strategic weapons coupled with the
theoretical problems may result in grave

instabilities ^n the world situation.

"There will be a situation in which we no
longer have mutual assured deterrence but

mutual assured destruction," David Tarrs

told a group of 40 political science students

and faculty.

Tarrs, a professor at University of

Wisconsin- Madison, based his talk on in-

terviews with a panel of 80 scientists

established to review trends in strategic

developments in offensive and defensive

weapons
Tarrs described the history of the past 30

years of offensive weapons, the
technological capabilities m the near future,

the problems associated with deterrence and
arms control and the United States' lack of a

defense against atomic weapons.
Unilateral dominance by the United States

from 1945-50 came to an end during the mid-

fifties through 1966 when the Soviet Union
had the capability "of dropping the atomic
bomb.

It was a time when the United States

"flirted with nnany issues," among which

were those of civil defense, damage
limitation, anti-ballistic missiles and a move
in the direction of counterforce, Tarrs said.

Since 1967, the USSR has caught up in

long range measures and is now "relatively

stable in a technological sense," Tarrs said.

'There are clearly dangerous technological
instabilities arising from the improvement m
The accuracy of ballistic and cruise missiles,"

he added.
The extreme problem in preventing

technological improvements was seen as a
threat by Tarrs: "If the arms controllers are

unable to control our technology, they are

certainly unable to control the USSR." Tarrs

also pointed to many paradoxes in the theory
and practice behind arms control.

While tne United States declared that, in

the event of a deterrence failure, it would
target weapons against Soviet cities to hold

the Soviet population hostage to the USSR
government, Tarrs said only 10 per cent of

the weapons were actually targeted at

populated areas.

Other problems cited by Tarrs focused on
the success of deterrence. The only

deterrents that can be analyzed are those
that failed he said. "The success of

deterrents may lead people to think that war
is impossible and to assume the rationality of

decision makers."
Arms control cannot lead to disarmament

since it would increase instability between
countries, Tarrs said.
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Caesarean birth:

dad waits outside
By ELAINE OSBORN
Collegian Staff

For the last 10 years, the trend in childbirth
has been to downplay the role of the medical
professionals and to enhance the role played
by the parents and child.

Natural childbirth, LaiTiaze and LeBoyer,
are a few of the methods designed to make
the birth process a more natural and fulfilling

experience for the family.

Caesarean childbirth, 15 per cent of births,
's not included in the trend. There are several
U.S. hospitals which do not allow fathers in
the delivery room for a Caesarean birth. The
mother's role may be equally diminished. The
Western Massachusetts Caesarean Child-
birth Association, along with other similar
groups is working to change that.
A Caesarean section, an alternative to

normal vaginal delivery, is done by making an
incision through the abdominal wall and
uterus, to extract the fetus.

According to Mariann Stackpole, CCA
president, two of the three hospitals in
Western Massachusetts allow fathers in the
delivery room during Caesarean birth.

Franklin County Hospital in Greenfield is a
family centered hospital. Stackpole said it's

the best for delivery. Fathers are allowed in
the delivery room and may participate.

Stackpole gave birth to her second child
by Caesarean at Franklin County and said her

expected a normal delivery. She and her
husband had gone through natural childbirth
classes together and the idea that a
Caesarean birth might be necessary never
occurred to them. After 20 hours of labor,
her obstetrician decided the baby would
have to be delivered by Caesarean and her
husband was made to leave the delivery
room.

"It was terrible, we went through all the
hard parts together but then he had to
leave," said Stackpole. She said it was
especially difficult for her because she was
unprepared and didn't know what questions
to ask.

After her son was born she didn't see him
for 24 hours and was told by nurses she
shouldn't breast-feed because it wasn't
natural with a Caesarean birth.

Stackpole said when she was looking for a
hospital to deliver her second child two years
ago, this time prepared for a Caesarean
delivery, she discovered there were no
hospitals in Western Massachusetts per-
mitting fathers in the delivery room for a
Caesarean birth.

She and several other women hrniiiiil
pressure on the Western Massacht
hospitals by threatening to go to B(

"It was terrible. We went through all the

hard parts together, then he had to leave."

husband held and pave the baby a "Le
Boyer" bath shortly after it was born.

Wesson Women's Hospital in Springfield
specializes in high risk births. It also allows
fathers in the delivery room.

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton
does not allow fathers in the delivery room in

most Caesarean cases.

An anesthesiologist must be present
during a Caesarean to give the mother a
"spinal" local anesthetic injected into the
spinal column before the incision is made.

Stackpole said the anesthesiologists
unwillingness to have the consumer as
spectator is one reason fathers have not
been permitted in the delivery room.

She said, "The anesthesiologist is usually
only involved with the consumer who is out
cold." If the consumer is directly involved in
the delivery room, there is a higher risk of
malpractice suits, said Stackpole.

Another reason hospitals are against
fathers in the delivery room is many consider
Caesarean babies "high risk," said Stack-
pole, regardless of the infant's condition at
birth.

For high risk babies the number of people
in the delivery room is limited to the
necessary staff. Thus, the father is excluded.
However, Stackpole said, it has been
determined that the rate of infection is no
higher in the hospitals that do allow fathers
in Caesarean delivery than those that don't.

Stackpole said when she had her first son
five years ago in a Michigan hospital, she

hospitals to deliver. Eventually, this did result
in two hospitals changing their policies.

Out of this group of women grew the
CCA, which now offers pre-natal classes for
couples who expect to deliver by Caesarean.
Classes are offered at Franklin County and
Wesson Women's Hospitals. The CCA also
offers post-partum support classes.

Stackpole said there is a higher incidence
of postpartum depression with Caesarean
childbirth. The mother has a more passive
role in Caesarean birth and the lack of im-
mediate bonding between mother and child,

which happens in some hospitals, can have
negative psychological effects for the
mother, and presumably, the child.

The CCA wants natural childbirth classes
to discuss the possibility and experience of
Caesarean birth with couples in the class.

Stackpole said, "Most women have the 'it

will never happen to me' attitude, and it's

important for women to realize it does
happen, though there may be no fore-
warning."

The most common reasons for Caesarean
births are disproportion of the pelvis, which
means the fetus does not have ample room
to pass from the uterus to the vaginal canal,

breech position and toxemia of pregnancy.
Breech position means the head of the

fetus is not presented first and in most cases
the obstetrician will have to do a Caesarean.
Toxemia of pregnancy is a woman with high
blood pressure for whom laBor and delivery

may bie dangerous.
Further information concerning Caesarean

delivery and CCA support group meetings is

available at Franklin County and Wesson
Women's Hospitals as well as from several
area obstetricians.

'Not guilty' plead two of accused
Two University of Massachusetts students

pleaded "not guilty" at their arraignment in

Hampshire County District Court yesterday
in connection with break-ins at Brittany

Manor Apartments during the Thanksgiving
holiday.

Five counts of receiving stolen property
valued at $2,500 were brought against Maria
E. Roberts, 20; Richard Santos, 20; and
Oscar H. Grimaldi, 22. Grimaldi did not
appear for the arraignment.

Acting upon information received from a
Brittany Manor resident, Amheret police

obtained a search warrant and, on Nov. 29,

with assistance from the Massachusetts
State Police, staged an early morning raid on
68 Riverglade Apartments, according to

Amherst Police Chief Donald N. Maia.

In addition to stolen jewelry and stereo
equipment, Maia said police recovered a
small quantity of marijuana, several
hypodermic needles and syringes and "other
implements used to administer drugs."
The case will be continued in court Dec.

20.

A new policy concerning campus police,

Amherst Towing and the party affected by

towing procedures has been implemented by
Acting Director of Public Safety Saul Chafin.
The policy states that campus police

officers present at the scene of a tow will not
make change for the party being towed.

In the past, if the towed party arrived at
the scene as the vehicle was being towed,
that party would be let off the hook for $10
by Am'herst Towing, and if necessary, the
officer would make change.

Chafin said, "I know that this policy wM
cause some inconvenience but it is necessary
to prevent even the appearance of impropar
conduct."

Fire stalls bus
The Amherst Fire Department yesterday

afternoon at 4:16 extinguished a fire on a
UMass bus bound for South Amherst, in

front of the Fine Arts Center. There were no
injuries, and minor damage was reported to

electric wires and the fuel line, according to

the fire department.
The cause of the fire should be determined

today by a mechanic, according to the

Student Senate Transit Service.
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Dec. 6, 1977 - BUNG KARN, Thailand: Tang Wang, 30 (crouching In

background) and other Meo tribe refugees gather on the bank of the Mekong
River after their escape from Laos late last month. Over 100,000 Leotian Meo
hilltribe folk, surrounded by Vietnamese and Pathet Lao troops attacking with
planes, artillery and American built helicopters, are fighting a bitter, last-ditch

battle for their lives with food, ammunition, and medicine almost completely
gone. (UPO

American mercenary

returns crippled from

Rhodesian war
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Kerth Nelson, a

young mercenary soldier from Illinois, came
home from the Rhodesian civil war yesterday
minus both legs but convinced the sacrifice

was worthwhile in a fight against com-
munism.

"Rhodesia is the front line against com-
munism," Nelson, 26, said at a press con-
ference arranged by the American Security
Council, a conservative-oriented, private

organization concerned with national
;urTtv issues.

Nelson's legs were surgically amputated
he stepped on a guerrilia-laid mine June

IS, while patrolling as a medic with
ita's army medic near the Mozam-
border.

Atkad how he felt about sacrificing his

for another country's cause, Nelson
"I don't feel it is another country's

cause. It's my cause, it's our cause, too."
He said the United States would suffer

riously if black Rhodesian rebel forces —

whom he sees as representing the forces of
communism — capture Rhodesia's mineral
resources.

Rhodesia's white minority government has
been battling black guerrilla forces based in

neighboring countries for several years.

Accompanied by his Rhodesian fiance,
Mary Winship, Nelson, who identified

himself as a U.S. Army Special Forces
veteran in Vietnam, stopped in Washington
enroute to a reunion with his family in

DeKalb, III.

He said he hoped to convince Americans
that "Rhodesia is a peaceful country that
wants to remain peaceful, but that it is being
pushed to the point of war....

"There is no apartheid in Rhodesia.
There's no discrimination, so to speak."
He claimed Rhodesian blacks live

separately from whites because of their tribal

ways

iWC votes to increase

icilling of sperm whales
TOKYO lUPI] - The International

Whaling Commission yesterday abruptly
increased by nearly 850 per cent the number
of sperm whales to be killed in the Northern
Pacific in a move which one U.S. delegate
said was "political expediency".
The commission voted without opposition

to raise the killed quota from 763 to 6,444 in

what the U.S. delegate described as a
"trade" between the United States and
Soviet Union.

The commission yesterday revised next
year's sperm whale catch quota in the
northern Pacific sharply upward from 763
whales to 6,444 in an action which some IWC
delegates called "political expediency."

A two-day special session of the whaling
commission was called at the insistence of
Japan and the Soviet Union, the worid's two
largest whaling nations, to reconsider the
sperm whale quota set at last June's meeting
in Canberra, Australia.

The problem of whether to lift a total ban
on killing of bowhead whales, a vital protein

resource for Eskimos, will be decided at
Wednesday's meeting.
The United States has proposed that

Eskimos, who traditionally hunt the
bowhead, be allowed to catch 15 of the
mamnnals or make 30 strikes, whichever
comes first, annually.

The commission banned all bowhead
kiling at its June meeting.

Eskimos attending the Tokyo meeting said
even a quota of 15 bowheads per year is not
enough.
"We need whatever it takes to sustain the

Eskiomo community," said Dale Stotts,
secretariat of the Alaska Eskimo Whaling
Commission,
"Some 4,000 Eskimos are living in com-

munities intimately tied up with whaling.
Another 10,000 to 11,000 depend on the
whale for nutrition."

Tuesday's decision to follow the scientific

committee's recommendation to increase
the sperm whale quota drew sharp criticism
from anti whaling groups as well as some
delegates to the conference.

SAVE-dN-TIRCS. Inc. route 9. iwouy i sc;,";;;rrr
OPENMON TUES WEO 4 FRI 9:30 5 30. TMURS., 9 30-7 SAT 9 30^ P M

TIDCC CASH & CARRY
llmr ^^ Wholesale to the public

I ||mk^# we CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED
MICHELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B F GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. •uMMrof«*LLorH.i.«oi

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECIALS

RADIALBIAS PLY - Made by major U.S. Tire
Mfgr'8. Goodyear, Lee, Firestone,
Seiberling, Armstrong, and many
more.
SIZE TYPE

600x 1 2 Allianc* Sno Whit*

600x13 LaHarvt Sno Whila

A78x13 Qoodytar Black

A78x13 Goodytar Whita

878x13 Zanlth Snow Powor Blk.

878x13 Custom Snow Whit*

C78x13 CualomSnowWhito

C78x13 Fir*. TftC Black

700x13 Fira. TAG Black

C78x14 Custom Snow Whita

C78x14 Laa Magna Grip White

E78x14 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip Blk.

F78x14 Laa Mag. Grip Wht.

F78x14 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

F78x 14 Flra. TiC Bait. Blk.

078x14 Laa Magna Grip Blk.

G78x14 Laa Magna Grip Whita

G78x14 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

078x14 Flra. TAC Whtta Blam.

H78x14 Laa Magna Grip Blk.

H78x14 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

H78x14 Fka TAC WKHa Blam

SeOx 1

5

PtfaW (VW) Black

800k 1

5

Pann. Mud B Snow WNta

88Sk 1

5

Fira. T*C Mim/Spon Blk.

F78kU Flra TiC WhWa Blam

078x15 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

078x15 Zanith Snow Powar WMta

H78x15 Laa Magna Grip Blk.

H78x15 Zanith Snow Powar Blk.

H 78x 1

5

Flra TAC WNta Blam

J78x15 Flra TAC Bait Blk. Bm.

L78x15 Balbarling Sno WhIta

L78x15 Flra TAC Bait. Whita

22.95

22.95

17.95

20.95

20.95

J495
J4.95
27 95

24.95

24.95

27.95

25.95

28.95

30.95

26.95

31.95

30.95

32.95

28.95

31 95

32.95

29.95

35.95

20.95

24.95

2895
29.95

28.95

3095

33.95

29.95

35.95

37.95

33.95

39.95

SNOW TIRES
AMERICAN SIZE SNOW RADIALS
FIRST QUALITY MADE BY
ARMSTRONG, WHITEWALL.

SIZE %kinKL

BR 78x13

DR78X14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78x14

HR78X14

GR78X15

HR78X15

LR78X15

35.95

39 95

40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95
%k.i ma

BR78ii3 Ftrc. Run Silent Blam
Lt« Stud-LeM

L*« Stud-L*M

GR76i14 Fire T4C ^
Lt« Stud Lt«s

GR/ailS Lf« SludLaas

Lm Stud Lcm
Fife. T>C. W

3«.9S

47»S
4f 95

51 95

5«»S
54 95

56 95

4995

METRIC SNOW RAOIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL

SNOW TIRE

i45ii3 $33 95
155«13 $37 95
165.13 $3995
165*14 $4395
185.15 $4295

"hj.f Si /MS

fulda SludLcM

Fuld* SlwdLcM

Firt T«C ail

Fire TAC WM

3495

4495

2495

37 95

MICHELIN XMAS
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25%DISC0UliT
ALL PRICES PLUS FE TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP SNOW'S
ANY SIZE

* PLUS
TAXES

I

A

MIDWAY BETWEEN
L AMHERST A NORTHAMPTON
'h
e
f

• (Cooiidge
^ndoe

SAVE-ON-TIRES. INC.
ROUTE9HA0LEY^^ BBBB Ufi-2544
C«thBridCBrrrortii7:irf BHKHl ^^^ 4^TT

•CoJlegian 9

STOREWIDE S10CX-UP
UUUES!

/ FInast Holiday Gift Certificate (
: A Finast Gift Certificate is an ideal gift Finast offers •'*,

y Gift Certificates for special amounts: »5 00, *7 50 |^
:• and MO 00 good toward food purchases at Finast

'•

if Ask store manager for details \

MEAT STREET, U.S.A.^
Hnast

Bfxx>kside
Fresh Whole
Chickens

Split or

Cut-up

45*. 39r
Family Pack Chicken ^^tk^^^
Fresh LegsOOf
Family PmA FrMh Chicken BB^^^k
Thighs 79f
Fem«y Pack Freeh CMcken ^^0^^
Breastso~^«c..o9r

Mott's
Apple Sauce

Campbeli's
Tomato Soup

5103/4 OZ. &K^^H
cans ^^^M^^V

(-GROCERY

Perdue
Fresh Whole
Chickens

Split or

Cut-up

55r.49r
shLegs79?

Brsi^ 99f
*1!

BeefiSoln
Full Cut

Sirioin Stealc

Freeh Perdue Chicken

Bqneieea CMcken

/^FRESH PRODUCE

PortertMuee Tell-lee* T-Bone ^
Beefsteak'249lb

kSteakl.

Beef M?*

Ami PiciiiS)

Fresh P«>rk

Shoulders

Tender &
Flavorful

Dessert 35 oz.

Favorite jar

Florida

p Tangerines

$,

AMoned Center. SkMn. Blede ^.M^^k
Porte ChopsM?^
Freeh Boelon Butt ^^^^ .a.

Poric Butts99?
Country style Rib End ^.M^€^
Poric Rii»s *1?*

.MR. DEU

18 176

size

for

''•J^l^*! Family Pack
I

LongQreen
Tomatoes Cucumbers

69*17 .»1

Cooked
Under U.S

Qov't.

SpecmcaUona

$/%09
lb. 'rt2

Bordan's

Cramora '^^V^

Tomato Sauce M>^,. .

.

Hot Cocoa Mix F««, ..

Faiit Cocktail mST,.

Chickan X. Sea Sotid White

6?.°n', 1.00

2"

cans

''^' 1.39

cans l.UU

^GROCERY
Noraico Soft Wht 60-75-100 Wt*

In Oil or

In Water

7oz
can79Tuna

Finast SaltJnes
i., 47*

Spaghetti "^'g^e^r^^- . . .2^j^\ too
Rnast Ketchup 3'>i?s' 1.00
Hendries Yogurt

Noraico Soft Wht 80-75-1 00 Wt^^-

^

Ught Bulbs *11?
Corned Beef Hash K^cZ
Green Giant ^!^'iro,^r%;.\.

31boz
cans

?^'59*

SliceOof
Halves

1.00

3'c*an"s1.00

3cln°M.OO

Sti. pkg oM? JJJ7'

Hunt's Peaches
Hunt's Pear Halves

Sugar Valley j— ^^
Peass..., 0'^°ri

DAIRY VALUES

Cheese Food
$^19

Domestic Cooked Ham . .* 1.19
Imported Swiss Cheese . „ 2.19

4r*</«6/# Onlf in Storei mitfi Serr/ce Oe» Oepfs

IN STORE BAKE SHOP!
Fresh Baked Hard Rolls 6 .59*
Fresh Cake Donuts'?:.^' ,... 79*

\^ *»»ilabl» Onlf in Sforw with (n-Sfore aelie Shopt

FROZEN FOODS

Kraft Slices
American

White or Colored 1

Finast Instant Rice „

Stove Top Stuffing t"::X U,
Italian Dressing r.as, . . . 3^^!^ 1.00
Sunshine Cheez-lt

2;.%°n.oo
''' 1.29

. Crackers
16ozgg,
pkg

) I lb

• pugs 1.00

3c«on°,', 1.00

16 oz

Soft Margarine rnas,

Rnast Sour Cream
Ballard Biscuits 6^,1 1.00

SIERRA STONEWARE
Promotion ends Saturday December

10, 1977. Please complete your sets by
Saturday. December 24, 1977.

This week's feature Hem:

Dessert Dish 49* each
WHh avtry $5.00 purchta0

/-rnu^tn I-UUDS \

Orange Juice
Bright &
Early

Synthetic

Rnast Spinach ^,?^ . . S'^i 1.00
Frozen Yogurt fj:!T?.U ... ?J«4 59*
Coronet Ice Cream Mooos

Beer and Wine Shoppe!
oai I.w9

Miller High Life

caw o< ?4 '

'2<w cans
$K99

Paul Masson ',s,'S4~.

5
ftoM

case
only

.^^r3.49
Folonan Wines "^r 3.69

B»»r t Win* AvilabI* Only m Fintat ot Hadhy

You Save 77* b You Save 58*
I You Save 47*

Bgtty
Cake Mixes

3 IBVi 02.

with this couoon jnO $ 7 50 ot mors pufch*s«
VadODsc 4 10 197/ Limn one coupon

Detergent
Tide Laundry fijl^

picg. ^^m^^m
i

O'Sead
ifood Dinners &

^ys^s^S'isfssy!^ hnast
Prices effective Sunday. December 4 thru Saturda^DecembeMO. igzT

"~

'

•itB m-, coupon ana $7 50 o< moif pwcruse
Valid Dae 4 lO 1977 Limiion« coupon

•'Ill lti'\ coupon inn J7 50 01 mor« ooirfia^t
ValKjDw 4 10 1977 Lim.looecw

We reserve the nght to limit quantifies

You Save 44
li Margarine
I Parlcay Quarters

II

li
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Congressfailsto resolve abortion dispute
WASHINGTON (UPI) Congress failed

yesterday to resolve a five-month dispute
over federally funded abortions as the
House cast another antiabortion vote and
the Senate stood firm in its demands for a

more lenient policy.

The dispute could deny paychecks this

month to nearly 750,000 federal, state and
local government employes.
The House, tackling the abortion question'

first, ignored leadership pleas to accept an
amendment allowing abortions for victims

of 'forced" rape and incest if the attacks
were reported "promptly" to law enforce
ment or public health officials.

The amendment, by Rep Robert Michel,
R III., also would have allowed abortions to

save the mother's life or if she would suffer

"severe and longlasting physicial health

damage" by continuing the pregnancy.
The House rejected the amendment 200 to

170 after both pro abortion and antiabor-

tion forces attacked it as unacceptable.
The House then approved a simple resolu-

Employers may not refuse

seniority for pregnant women
WASHINGTON (AP) - Employers may

refuse sick pay to pregnant workers but
cannot take away their job seniority or

seniority benefits because of maternity
leaves, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.

The court decision, written by Justice
William H. Rehnquist, relied heavily on the

controversial ruling last December that

pregnancy benefits do not have to be in-

cluded in an employer's health insurance
program.
The justices found that a California school

board did not have to provide sick pay to

Sonja Lynn Berg, a teacher in Richmond,
Calif., and the sole support of her family

when she became pregnant
But they ruled that the Nashville Gas Co.,

in stripping employee Nora Satty of her job

seniority during her seven-week leave to

have a baby, "has not merely refused to ex-

tend to women a benefit that men cannot
and do not receive but has imposed on

House rejects

B-1 Bomber
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House

yesterday rejected an attempt to kill $462

million in leftover funds to produce two
models of the B1 bomber in a final drive by

supporters of the controversial plane to

keep the program alive.

The vote was 166 to 191 on a motion by

House Appropriations Committee chairman

George Mahon, D-Texas, to go along with

the Senate's acceptance of a request by

President Carter to strike the money in line

with his decision to cancel production of

the plane.

House action came during it^^ftn&l con-

sideration of a compromise»$7.6 billion sup-

plemental appropftalions bill for several

government agencies. The issue now goes
back to the Senate, which has the choice

of accepting the House action or sending

the entire measure back to a House-Senate
conference committee.
Rep. Robert Dornan, R-Calif., led sup-

porters who maintained that the planes

were necessary to continue research and

development, urging the House that "it we
are going to err, let's err on the side of

strength '

Opponents said the planes were not need-

ad snd urged the House not to waste addi-

il money on the program, which has

cost about $3 billion and has receiv-

I no funds in the current fiscal year.

'^e cannot fight a war with two oroduc-

%tn model Bl's," said Rep. Joseph Ad-

DN.Y., a long-time opponent of the

iber.

Critics of the B1 have maintained the

atm>e would be vulnerable to improved

Soviet air defenses and have objected to its

cost, which would have worked out to at

iMSt $100 million a copy. The Air Force had

originally sought a fleet of 244 of the planes

for a total cost of more than $24 billion.

Carter announced last June 30 he had

decided against going ahead with 81 pro-

duction, choosing instead to speed up
development of the cruise missile, a snnall

pilotlcES jpt plane with high accuracy that

can be armed with nuclear warheads.

Vets must reply

to questionnaire
CHICAGO \UPI] - About 700,000

Veterans Administration pensioners will lose

VA benefits Feb. 1 unless they respond to a

questionnaire sent to them in November, a

VA spokesman said Tuesday.

W.D. Bush, director of the VA's data

processing center, said 1,257,887 persons are

required to return the questionnaires. By
Monday, only 37 per cent had done so, he

said. At the same time last year, 47 per cent

had responded. .

The questionnaire, sent with Nov. 1

checks, is designed to determine how much
outside income the veterans and their

dat)endTts recaiw, Buah Mid.

women a substantial burden that men need
not suffer."

Justice John Paul Stevens said the court's

reasoning on the sick pay and seniority

issues draws a distinction between
"discrimination against pregnancy" and
"discrimination against pregnant or former-

ly pregnant employees."
The court's action, based on its interpreta-

tion of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and
other federal laws, was unanimous but four
of the nine justices voiced concern over
some wording in Rehnquist's 10-page opi-

nion.

In referring to the court's decision last

Dec. 7 in a case involving the health in-

surance program of the General Electric

Co., Rehnquist said the "policy of not
awarding sickleave pay to pregnant
employees is legally indistinguishable from
the disability insurance program upheld" in

the GE case.

tion continuing $60.2 billion «n funding for

the Department of Labor and the Depart

ment of Health, Education and Welfare

through fiscal 1978 and including the cur

rent law that allows abortions only to save

the mother's life. The Labor-HEW budgets
have been mired in the abortion dispute

since July

The Senate considered the continuing

resolution Tuesday evening and immediate-

ly amended it by voice vote to carry abor-

tion language nearly identical to that re-

jected by the House a few hours earlier.

The only change the Senate made was to

eliminate "forced" rape from the proposal,

thereby allowing abortions for statutory

rape involving willing minors.

The next move is up to the House.
Sens. Edward Brooke, RMass., said the

Senate again made a concession to the

House by including "prompt" reporting of

rape and incest to qualify for a free abor-

tion.

"The word 'promptly' may be a way out of

this morass," said Brooke. "Again the
Senate is making a compromise, a serious
compromise."
Sen. Warren Magnuson, DWash., called

the Senate amendment "more than
reasonable."
"We've given in here and there,"
Magnuson said. "We've changed words,
they've changed them around, it's hard to
even recognize what comes over here from
the House when you compare it with our
original language."

Unless some settlement on funding for the

two government departments is reached by
Thursday, there is a strong chance there

will be no paychecks this month for 145,000

federal employes and 600,00 local and state
workers paid with federal funds.

In addition, some federallyfinanced social

programs may run short of funds if the
dispute isn't settled by late December.
They include Head Start, Aid to Dependent
Children, special assistance for the elderly,

federal hospital grants, and elementary and
some special school aid.

The Michel Amendment was torpedoed
when anti-abortionists attacked as too weak
and pro-abortion House members said it was
too restrictive.

Rep. Henry Hyde, R-lll., chief anti-abortion
leader in the House, said his colleagues
should stand firm and "protect the in-

nocently inconvenient prenatal life from
being socially disposable."

Liberal House members were furious over
the new rape language. Rep. George Miller,

D-Calif., accused the House of "setting up
hurdles for young women to go over before
thev have control over their own body."

"We know that there are women who
have carried around with them for 20 or 30
years that they are the victims of rape or
incest and they still can't admit it," Miller

said, and requiring a rape victim to report the
attack was "a disgrace."

Rep. George Mahon, D-Texas, chairman
of the House Appropriations Committee, and
Democratic Leader Jim Wright of Texas
pleaded for approval.

"I'm asking the House to give a bit after

the House has made very few compromises
on this issue in the past," Mahon said.

Wright predicted "extremely serious
consequences" if Labor and HEW were
allowed to go without money while Congress
battled over abortions.

Canadian Club
80 proof

^Canadian Whiskey

13 99

gift wrapped
1 75 Liter

Sugg retail

.16 99

Cossacft
80 proof

VODKA
1 75 Liter

sugg retail

f Folonari
I Wines

Miller Beer Sale!

Miller C79
^^ case

12 ounce cons

Miller
Lite

12 ounce cans
5 79

case

Chech out these
low beer prices!

Ballantlne

Schmidt's

Genesee

499 ase

529 case

5"
12 oz cans

'2 oz n ' s case

Canada
Dry

Mixers

3 quarts for

c
Prices in effect through

Monday. December 12
- ;esP' .e • p ' qrt to iirmt quantities

Seagrams

)

Extra Dry Gin
80 proof

suggested retail

$12 39

C

338 King Street
Northampton • 584-1800

Open:
Monday through Thursday 9 00 a m to 10 p m
Friday and Saturday 9 00 a nn to 1 1 GO p mD

Coal miners begin nationwide strike
CoJlegJan 11

CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) Dismal
cold and snow over much of the nation
marked the first day of the nationwide coal
strike yesterday as 160,000 miners began
the last weeks before Christmas without
salaries or medical insurance.
From Virginia to Utah, from Alabama to II

linois, members of the United Mine
Workers union struck the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, demanding
restored health and pension benefits,
higher wages, and the right to local strikes.UMW President Arnold Miller said the
strike would bring "hardships and human
tragedy" and said the BCOA was to blame.
"It is now obvious that they never wanted

an agreement and that they're trying to
break this union," Miller said.
He began a tour of the coal fields in his
home state of West Virginia, "to be with
our members."
Although about half of the nation's coal

production ceased with the expiration at
12:01 a.m. of the UMW-BCOA contract,
no shortages were expected. Major utilities
and steel producers reported stockpiles suf-
ficient for about 100 days. Miller has said a
three-month strike was likely.

As expected, trustees of the UMW Health
and Retirement Funds announced a cutoff
in health benefits for about 815,000 miners
and retired miners and their dependents.

The funds are financed through company-
paid royalties on coal production.

"Effective Dec. 6, 1977, the UMW benefit
trusts will not be able to pay bills for any
covered medical sen/ices," said a hand-
printed sign on the wall of a miners' clinic at

FBI opens files on

J.F. Kennedy Assassination

Cabin Creek, near Charleston.
The trustees also announced that 81,819

retired miners may get reduced pensidh
checks beginning next month while an ad-
ditional 6,000 pensioners, whose benefits
come under a second trust fund, will
receive their usu^; check.

Tractor parade will prelude
national farmers' strike
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A farmers
spokesman yesterday promised an orderly
parade of thousands of tractors through
the nation's capital Saturday as a prelude
to a planned national farmers' strike.

"We're not a bunch of rowdies," strike
leader Bill Strausser said in a telephone in-
terview from Cambridge, Md. He said
timers planning the demonstration have^W^ closely with police authorities to
assure smooth passage of the parade.

The tractor parade and a midday rally

Saturday on parlcfarrd south of the White
House were planned to highlight prepara-
tions for a proposed nationwide stnke of
farmers beginning Dec. 14 to protest low
crop prices.

Leaders of the protest movement are call-
ing on farmers to stop selling their com-
modities, to avoid planting more crops, and
to stop buying farm supplies unless the
government takes action to raise farm
prices to the full "fair earning power" farm
parity standard.

Administration officials have voiced sym-
pathy with farmers' pleas for help in easing
the economic squeeze which has gripped
them this year, but have predicted the plan-
ned strike would not cut food supplies
enough to affect either farm or consumer
prices.

Strausser said a symbolic group of 50 trac-
tors will be parked on the Capitol grounds
for several days as a reminder of the
farmers' plight.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The FBI finally
opens Its John F. Kennedy assassination
files to the public today in a ritual reminis-
cent of ushering outsiders into some
mysterious, long-sealed vault.
On a first-come basis, reporters, con-

spiracy buffs, scholars and those able to
obtain electronic-coded passes will enter
guarded FBI reading rooms Wednesday
morning to pore over the first 40,001 pages
of investigative files on the Nov. 22, 1963,
murder in Dallas.

Bureau spokesmen, releasing this first

batch of JFK files in response to a Freedom
of Information suit, insist the documents
will shed no significant new light on the kill-

ing - that those who believe Lee Harvey
Oswald acted alone, and those who believe
conspiracy theories, will still hold to their
views when the last page has been scoured
and the expected avalanche of news stories
has rumbled to a halt.

Nonetheless, millions of Americans still

troubled and fascinated by the Dallas
murder, and its aftermath, will be looking

^ How come our ^
RSO sroup didn't

\

get funded this year?
j

/ Because nobody turned

In our rationale and budget
proposal on time last year.

Will we get

funded this year?

^ Only if we turn all the
information before 5p.m.
Dec. 14. But don't worry

someone will do it.

Just nice

last year?

DOITNOWI
A WARNING FROM YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

tor answers to questions on what the FBI
knew, and when it knew it, and whether it

told the Warren Commission before that
presidential body concluded its probe.
Such questions as:

— Is there nothing more on exactly what
Oswald said during the 12 hours Dallas
police, the FBI and the Secret Service inter-
rogated him after Kennedy's murder and
before his own killing by Jack Ruby? Of-
ficials said no tape recordings or even writ-
ten transcripts were kept, and the Warren
panel got only paraphrased recollections.
- Is there any evidence Oswald was con-

nected with Soviet or Cuban intelligence?
That he had any links with CIA or FBI
agents?
-Was there any prior relationship bet-

ween Oswald and Ruby?
-What exactly did Oswald say in thoM

phone calls he made to the Cuban and
Mexican embassies during his mysterioui
visit to Mexico City in September and Oc-
tober of 1963? The CIA says it recorded i

conversations through phone taps. Are
transcripts in these files?

-Why didn't the FBI notify Secret
vice that Oswald - a man it had had ur
surveillance since he returned from life n«
defector in the Soviet Union - was in
Dallas and bore watching as part of routine
presidential security efforts?

-What was J.Edgar Hoover's opinion of
the Warren Commission? Is there evidence
the FBI withheld any important evidence
from the commission? On whose authority
was its investigation closed out?

Bottle ban will

conserve energy
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A nationwide
ban on throwaway cans and bottles for soft
drinks and beer would conserve energy,
reduce litter and actually save the beverage
industry money, government investigators
said yesterday.

The 18-month study by the General Ac-
counting Office said some jobs in the glass
and can industries would be lost but there
would be an overall increase, perhaps as
many as 32,000, because more people
would be needed to store, ship and handle
the returnable bottles.

The GAO, which monitors government
spending for Congress, said the report was
an unusual venture since it was not a
response to a request from Congress to
audit some program, but an attempt to give
the lawmakers a complete picture on the
throwaway question.

Proposals to require a deposit on cans and
bottles to encourage their return have been
introduced in Congress since 1970. Four
states have enacted some form of man-
datory deposit legislation.

In the meantime, the GAO said, American
consumers have gone from throwing away
an average of 75 beverage containers each
in 1960, to 370 this year. Returnable con-
tainers now make up only about 25 percent
of all beverage cans and bottles sold.

The report said "maintaining a mandatory
deposit law once it was in place would ba
considerably cheaper than continuing pre-
sent trends."

Whether consumers would benefit is un-
predictable, since they would have to pay
the initial deposit, perhaps 5 cents on each
container, and it would be up to the bot-
tlers dnd brewers whether any of the sav-
ings would be passed on.
Not all consumers would return the con-

tainers, meaning the producers in effect
would profit by keeping those deposits. In
addition costs would go down because sofl
drink and beer companies would have to
buy fewer bottles

The report estimated net costs to the in-

dustry would drop by $1 billion to $1.3
billion during the time throwaways were
phased out, and the continuing annual cost
reduction could be as high as $1.9 billion.

It also said litter could be reduced from 10
percent to 40 percent and post-consumer
solid waste - garbage — would be cut by
about 5 percent.

The report also foresees conservation in

iron ore and bauxite, and an eventual
energy savings of two-tenths of 1 percent
of the nation's total energy use by 1!
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Don't just complain

Soviets plan extinction of jews
By YITZHAK SANTIS

The plight of the Soviet Jews, a tired old
subject, not on the front pages anymore,
must be a dead issue, right? Wrong!
The Jews in Russia are under constant

pressure from Soviet Government sponsored
programs to assimilate. One example is that
It is now forbidden to teach or learn Hebrew,
even for religious purposes. Another is that
for over two million Jews in Russia there are
only six ordained rabbis!

It is the Soviet's plan for the Jews to

disappear altogether as a people and religion.

Indeed, up to the 1967 Arab-Israeli conflict it

seemed as if the Soviet plan was working.

However, immediately following the war, a

new, massive interest in Jewish Nationalism
started.

Realizing that the nationalistic feelings felt

by the Jews could spread to other minorities

in the Soviet bloc, such as the Armenians,
Rumanians, Hungarians, etc. etc., the Soviet

Government made drastic reductions in the
amount of Jews allowed to emigrate. An
example:

Valery Sorin, a 25-year-old engineer
residing in Moscow, applied to emigrate to

Israel. He was turned down and became one
of the many thousands of "refuseniks".

Because he demonstrated his desire to leave

Russia he wasn't permitted to hold a job,

even as a secretary. He went on welfare and
since he couldn't have a job he became a

"parasite" to the state. A cute little Catch-22.

He is now sitting in Matroskiya Tishina

Prison awaiting trial on the dubious charge of

"parasitism".

The following is a copy of a letter I sent to

the Soviet Government demanding the
release of Valery Sorin.

To: Procurater-General Roman Rudenko
From: Yitzhak Santis

Re: Valery Sorin

I have recently been informed of the

imprisonment of Valery Sorin of Moscow. He
IS currently in Matroskaya Tishina Prison for

The dubious charge of "parasitism". He
applied to emigrate to Israel and was refused.

You Soviets seem to go out of your way to

find any pretext to try and hide your overt

anti-Semitism. Is this what your fathers

fought the Revolution for?

We Jews of the free world are getting

increasingly upset everytime we hear about
our brothers and sisters being oppressed and
persecuted only because of their religious

and nationalistic beliefs We warn you that

our movement is gaining momentum and we
will ultimately win.

Anti-Semitism and Racism will no longer

be tolerated in this rapidly changing,

progressive world. Why don't you pull

yourselves out of the dark ages and become
real men. Your country could lead the world
to real peace and to a universal civilization

where all races and religious and ideological

beliefs are tolerated. Give up your vain hopes
of world domination and suppression!

It is in this vein that I protest the im-

prisonment of Valery Sorin and demand his

release sc that he may emigrate out of Russia

and return home to Eretz Israel.

I echo the words of our great Prophet

Moses: Let My People Go!
Yitzhak Santis

The problems for our fellow Jews in

Russia are getting worse and not better. If

you have a few minutes, write a letter of

protest and demand the release of Valery

Sorin and others. Let the Soviet Jews know
that they aren't out crying in the wilderness.

Address the letter to: Procurator-General

Roman Rudenko, 15-A Pushkinskaya,
Moscow, RSFSR, USSR.

For further information about Soviet

Jewry call me at 546-6564 or contact the

Resources Judaica office, SU 415, tel 545-

1578.

Yitzhak Santis is a Collegian Com-
mentator

Editor's note: This is the third in a series of

commentaries discussing some issues in

modern agriculture, and the university's role

in dealing with them.

By LAURA LUDEN

It is becoming apparent that the current

agricultural practices aren't able to provide

the food that will be needed in years to

come. Our agricultural land base is

diminishing. The rate of food production is

increasing arithmetically while the population

is expanding geometrically. The food
problems of the future can only be dealt with

in the present as there is still much scientific

research to be done in order to insure that

farmers will be able to farm.

The research into biological practices and
innovative methods applicable to small farms

is still in its infancy. It is up to the agricultural

colleges and universities to train students in

new methods and to provide facilities for

alternative studies. Educational institutions

change extremely slowly but with student

pressure this process can be speeded up.

Students have begun to realize that

although we have a structure by which we
can assert our power, this power is given to

us at the whim of the administration. They
are not legally bound to recognize our
decisions in matters of vital importance to us.

What is needed is a governance structure
that the administration and the State must
recognize, one in which the decisions of

students are made from the grass-roots. The
Student Union, as it is proposed, will be set

up in such a say that we will have input on all

levels of the University that affect us. Union
councils will function in residential. Third
World and departmental levels.

Departmental councils would address
then-:selves to the needs of the students
within that department. This system would
benefit students in many ways, serving to

provide input i tto the many aspects of each
department. This is especially important in

iCoilegjan 13

S. Africa: the lines are drawn
the College of Food and Natural Resources.
Agriculture is of great interest to many
people; in 1967 the College had 1400 un-

dergraduates, there are now 4000 with less

faculty than 10 years ago. Add to this the
lack of money within CFNR and it is apparent
that we are in trouble.

We cannot just complain that we are not
getting all that we had wanted out of our
education, we must take steps to change the
situation. Our decisions must carry the same
weight as do those of the faculty and ad-
ministration.

That the faculty is often hampered by the
administration in the same way the students
are in an often overlooked fact. We will have
to work together in many respects. A
structure by which this could be ac-
complished is the Departmental Council.
A council would serve varied purposes;

working with faculty committees on such
matters as contracts, hiring criteria, research
funding, course and teacher evaluations,
independent study projects, the list is en-
dless. Departmental grievances would be
channeled through the Councils. The Council
is to be made up of those interested students
who felt they wanted input, no one would be
elected to the Council and all majors are
eligible to vote on Departmental Council
issue. If you had an issue that you felt must
be attended to, action should be initiated by
your Departmental Council. Since the
majority of departments have not yet formed
Councils, the place to start is by forming one.

Not only is our education at stake, but
decisions made now and in the future will

affe::t agricultural students for years to
come. We students are the people who will

be working in agriculture-related businesses,
who will be doing scientific research, who
will be teaching other prople about
agnculture and who will be providing food.
We must take an active role in shaping our
education, our future.

Laura Luden is a Collegian Commentator I I

biiisundstrom
American revolutionary war, as they were for

the French revolution, and as they were
during World War II. Basic social and
economic inequalities, as well as ideological

differences, exist which are simply not being

Moral people in our society would
probably agree that they could sit down and
arrive at a definition for the word "murder".
They would say murder is the killing of
someone with intent and not out of self-

defense. They would suggest that it is an act
that takes place within the context of an
established system morality, against the
norms of that system, and which is per-

petrated by sane and supposedly responsible
people.

As such, the death of a black leader
Stephen Biko on September 12 in a South
African jail was not merely a matter of police

negligence or brutality. It was murder, and to

label it anything else is to irresponsibly distort

the rather clear evidence that South African

security police were fully responsible for the
death.

The expected outcome of a South African

magistrate's inquest into the murder was
indeed handed down last Friday; the security

police were absolved of any responsibility.

Meantime, security police raided a Soweto
home where Biko's brother and cousin were
staying seiiing the two in order to prevent
some of the unrest that was inevitable after

the ruling.

The United States' official response was to

be "shocked," and to declare the death a
violation of "human rights". Too bad the

government is unable to be "shocked" into

leveling serious and complete economic
sanctions against the most oppressive
regime in the modern world.

Murder of blacks by the white government
is neither rare nor acknowledged as such in

South Africa. But repeated examples of
political incarceration and extermination are

both morally and politically reprehensible.

Popular pleas for peace in southern Africa

may be well-intended, but they only serve to

mask an underlying apologist attitude. The
ines have been drawn, as they were for the

'bIKO HAD THE DLMOCRATlC
RIQHT TO STARVE' HihASELF
TO DEATH. POLICE minister ^-ruqer

resolved by negotiations or world-wide
expressions of outrage.

U.S. foreign policy has followed an in-

teresting if contradictory theme during
recent history, one that might be termed the
"peace ethic". The peace ethic suggests that

peaceful resolutions to the problems of

underdeveloped nations are always

preferable, except, of course, when peace is

a threat to American imperialism. The desire

to "stabilize" relations most frequently
results in the artificial freezing of tensions
that are rooted in serious social and
economic contradictions. Diplomatically
imposed peace settlements cannot be
permanent when they ignore real human
needs and historical dynamics.

In this light, the various proposals for

solving the South African problem without
bloodshed represent vested interests more
than real concern. American businesses have
a considerable stake in what happens in

South Africa - a peaceful diplomatic
establishment of "democracy," engineered
by U.S. diplomats, will be vastly preferable to

allowing unpredictable African
revolutionaries to determine the fate of their

own people.

Even more ludicrous are plans for in-

creased establishment of "Bantustans",
separate nations made independent by the
South African government, which are
supposed to allow blacks to rule themselves
while maintaining the segregation that

Afrikaaners consider crucial. Unfortunately,
Bantustans like BophuthaTswana (which
came into existence only yesterday) are
located in the poorest areas of South Africa.

Even if a vast majority of the country were
divied to blacks as separate states, the
wealthier industrial areas (built by black labor
but considered white jurisdiction) would
remain under white control.

Violence is not a pleasant thing, but when
peaceful measures fail to change oppressive
institutions - institutions which deny people
the freedom to determine the conditions of
their own existence — violence becomes a

necessary evil. And nowhere in the modern
world is violence so necessary for liberation

as it is in South Africa, a country whose
leaders are dedicated to the consistent denial
of human rights as determined by any moral
person.

Bill Sundstrom is Executive Editor of the
Collegian.
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Melilli was ''not

listening

too closely"
To the Editor:

/ am writing this letter in response to

Lisa Melilli 's article, "The Punk Temp-
tation" which appeared in Monday's
Collegian. / am sick of reading articles

about "Punk" rock or any rock for that

matter written by people who know little

about their subject matter and couldn't
care less about it.

I would like to take issue with several

of Lisa's enlightening comments such as,

"Punk rock is the newest rock genre

which began in England about a year

ago, it's musicians are called anarchists,

and "punk is a gimmick."

To begin with, "punk" rock is not new
and did not start in England. Groups such
as the Seeds, Stooges, New York Dolls,

Slade, Who and Rolling Stones have
been playing this type of music along
with many others for over a decade
without anybody grumbling about the

menace of punk rock.

Lisa states that "even Punk Rock's

original lyrics lack any depth: "Gama
Gama Heh," for instance." Where Lisa

dug this one up I'll never know. I assume
she is referring to the lyrics of the

Ramone's "Pinhead" with its Gabba
Gabba Hey refrain which of course has a

totally different connotation. Obviously if

she has heard the song, she couldn't

have been listening too closely to the

lyrics and I beheve she nyav have missed
*hp "meaning" and "depth".

I have been listening to what has

recently been coined "punk" rock for

years now I have never owned a feather

jacket, my clothes do not have holes in

them, I wouldn't dream of sticking a

safety pin through me 'ead, I love my
Mom and Dad and I do my homework.

I do agree with Lisa on one point.

"Punk" is not art. So what? "Punk" is

rock and rock is fun. Rock n ' Roll is not a

Truffaut film or a trip to the museum. It's

only Rock n' Roll but I like it. I'm not
about to can my Sex Pistols and
Ramones albums because the lyrics

aren't as heavy and intrinsically

"meaningful" as the Beatles "Why don't

Mr. Guidera, how can you say the

Collegian ought to deny anyone the use
ot the newspaper to express their

thoughts?

One of the purposes of the Collegian is

to print all student views, not to print only

we do it in the Road" or even "Hotel
California".

I feel sorry for people who are so busy
analyzing and tearing things apart that

they cannot just enjoy them for what
they are. It is clear to Lisa that punk rock
is not art and "Punk won 't be around for

long." Meanwhile the Sex Pistols are

number one on the charts and the

Ramones and Talking Head$ are also

gaining in popularity, so lets just wait and
see.

Dana Teton

Guidera's complaint

useless dross
//, f^

To the Editor

Re: Daniel .f^. (Tudera's letter of 12-5-71

condemning Peter Kracht and the

Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade.

A simple Question-whatever happened
to freedom of speech?

those student views with which they

agree or approve.

Even if you think it is "useless dross",

the Brigade has a right to repeat "the

same old story" [to use your own words]

as often as they wish.

Would you feel the way you do now if

the Collegian staff had said they would
not print your letter because it was
"useless dross"?

Leslie Miller

Thanks to

SFCU volunteers

To the Editor

Since last year the University of
Ma';sachusetts Student federal Credit
Union has grown to become a strong
financial institution within the university

community. We have incrts9d our

membership by over 100 per cent to 3,400
members and our assets to close to one-
half million dollars. In addition, we have
tried to assist the university population
through services such as cash with-
drawals, money order and traveler's

check sales, bank checks and more.
None of this would be possible without

the support of our members and our
volunteer student staff. I would like to

take this opportunity to thank the
volunteers, who through many hours of
hard work, have made this the largest
and most successful student credit union
in the United States.

The Credit Union will close for the
Christmas break on Wednesday,
December 21, 1977. We will reopen on
Wednesday, January 4, 1978 with in-

tersession hours of Mon., Wed., and Fri.,

from 10-3. Happy Holidays!

Peter L. Bloom
President

Mite rebuts Pill

To the Editor

On Nov. 28 you ran a commentary by
Michael Pill which accused Pinky and me
of "selling out" to the administration. As
proof of this allegation, Michael states
that both of us have been on the "ad-
ministration payroll" at some time in the
past. While Michael's basic hypothesis
seemed a little hysterical, I feel that the
question was sufficiently important to
warrant a reply.

First, it is true that I was on the "ad-
ministrative payroll" of the then Office of
Residential Life. I worked for ORL for

eighteen months prior to my election as
president. My job consisted of carrying
bed springs, moving furniture, and
preparing reports on dorm damage. This
was a work-study job. part of my
financial aid package.

Pinky, also, was on the "'administrative

payroll"' of the Orchard Hill Residential

College, and as a counselor in Grayson
House. As a counselor, she made the
munificent sum of 13 dollars a week.

If these jobs qualify us to be labeled
sell-outs, then so be it. We are comforted

to know that we stand in the company of
hundreds of dorm counselors and
thousands of work-study students across
campus.

Mr Pill's message was clear: if a
student chooses to get involved [by
working a thankless job, on -call 24 hours
a day, for peanuts] or tries to get a decent
education without being independently
wealthy {like the more than 40 per cent of
UMass students who receive financial
aid] then their "loyalty to the student
cause" automatically comes under
suspicion.

I don 't know about anyone else, but as
far as I'm concerned any "cause" that
can be "brought out" for thirteen dollars
a week isn 't worth much in the first place.

However, that issue aside, I was even
more disturbed at the attitude displayed
by Bill Sundstrom, the Collegian's
Executive Editor, in printing the com-
mentary. Mr Sundstrom has always
given lip sen/ice to the need for accuracy
on the editorial pages. Time and again, he
has claimed to believe in the concept of
fairness on the pages he controls. But in
this case, I must regretfully accuse Mr.
Sundstrom of violating the very prin-
ciples he is so fond of proclaiming.

Word spreads fast in student govern-

ment, and some of the people mentioned
'n Mr. Pill's comnrentary [including

myself] became aware of the com-
mentary and the charges it made well

before its publication. Understandably,

we were disturbed. The picture oainted

by Mr Pill was so distorted, and so in-

sulting to such a large group of students,

that we felt compelled to iisk that 't be

clarified before publication At the very

feast, we felt Mr. Pill ought to define whaf
he mearft by ' administrat'on payroll " as

separate from just working for the

university

Despite repeated requests, and
presentation of a more balanced view of

the situation, Mr. Sundstrom persisted in

printing Mr Pill's distorted charges. I can
only feel that in this case Mr. Sundstrom
threw elementary fairness and

professionalism out the window in favor
of a cheap shot to promote his own
political beliefs.

It is well and good to take the "if

someone disagrees with what I decide to

print they can submit a rebuttal" theory
of journalism, but that is the cheap way
out. It hurts when someone accuses you
of being some sort of traitor because you
couldn't afford to go to school on your
own or your family's resources. The hurt
doesn't go away because you have an
opportunity, a week later, to have a
rebuttal [hidden away in the "Letters to
the Editor", as opposed to the prominent
placement of the original distortion]. The
damage is done.

I feel that as an editor of the monopoly
newspaper on campus, Mr. Sundstrom
has an obligation to forget his personal
politics in cases where someone stands
to get hurt by printing half-truths. I feel

he has fa/led miserably in this obligation,

and has betrayed the position of trust he
holds as an editor of the Collegian.

Jon Hite
S^A Co-President

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegiaif

welcomes all letters to the editor They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

Ail letters are subject to editing tor

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 400 p.m. Uie day preceding
that date.
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Carter approves aid

to U.S. steel industry
\AASHINGTON [UPI\ - President Carter

yesterdav approved a package of measures
to help the ailing American steel industry and
its jobless workers regain economic stability.
The multi-faceted plan was drafted by a

governmental task force over the past two
months. It contains a new "trigger price"
method for cutting foreign steel imports; a
promise to pump millions of dollars into
obsolete steel mills and layoff- plagued
communities, and an attempt to ease the
burden of stringent government regulation
on the industry.

One feature is coordination of future air
and water pollution standard- sening and
enforcement, without relaxing basic en-
vironmental goals.

The task force's 35-page report was made
public by the White House, which ordered
the study after steel industry executives
asked Carter for help.

"The president has received and approved
the recommendations," a White House
statement said. Carter "indicated that the
recommendations ... will help revitalize the
health of the domestic steel industry, will
encourage its modernization and will assist
workers, firms and communities that have
been disadvantaged by its current
problems."

Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, told
reporters after a private briefing the plan was
"a major step in the right direction."

But Sen. Richard Schweicker, R-Pa.,
complained it was insufficient. "Never has
any administration labored so long, about so
much, to produce so little," he said.

One major question was left unanswered
by the report and it is considered the key to
acceptance by the steel industry.

Steel executives are anxious to learn at
what level the government will set the
"trigger" or minimum prices for foreign steel.
If steel comes into U.S. ports at below the
minimum price, government action against
the importer would begin immediately.
The administration said it would make a

determination on the trigger price by the end
of the month after conferring with Japanese
steel producers.
According to he industry, one of its most

serious problems has been foreign steel sold
in the United States at below cost. More
than 20 million tons of steel made in Japan
and Europe will be sold here this year,
compared to 14.3 million in 1976 and 12
million in 1975.

Under law, American steel firms can file

"dumping" complaints against foreign
producers with the Treasury Department.
But the cases take up to 13 months to settle.
The new minimum price system would

allow resolution of the cases within 60 to 90
days.

With annual sales of almost $40 billion, the
US. steel industry is the nation's third
largest.

Over the past several years, however,
industry problems have escalated to the
point where mills have closed and about
60,000 workers have lost their jobs in the past
year.

Employment has fallen from more than
500,000 in 1957 to less than 370,000 now.

Compromise is in sight
for energy legislation
WASHINGTON [UPf] - House- Senate

negotiators said yesterday they see the first

tentative signs of compromise on a natural

gas pricing deadlock that blocked progress
on two fronts of pending energy legislation.

They cautioned, however, that a com-
bination of private diplomacy and. public

bluster may continue for several days before
there is a real test vote on whether to expand
or eliminate federal regulation of natural gas
sales.

Rep Harley Staggers, D-W.Va., chairman
of the conference committee, said privately

he saw signs of movement after intense

private negotiations And Sen. Henry
Jackson, D-Wash., told reporters: "It's not

as rigid."

Jackson, leading Senate advocate of

continued controls, said the first concessions
were likely to come from advocates of de-

control. He said a test vote on initial efforts at

compromise could come late this week.
The dispute has evenly divided the Senate

delegation to the House- Senate energy
conference committee, and in the only vote
taken on the issue Tuesday, those favoring

continued price controls rejected a com-
promise offer by Sen. Bennett Johnston, D-

La.

They said they would rather scuttle the
whole natural gas section of the proposed
energy bill than take the lid off gas prices.

Johnston, chief Senate advocate of de-

control, offered to delay the date of full price
deregulation from 1982 to 1983.

Both Jackson and Johnston later in-

dicated one possibility for resolving the
biggest obstacle - the issue of extending
controls to gas sold within the state where it

is produced - might be to let the federal
government regulate intrastate gas prices
but bar federal allocation of intrastate gas.
Jackson also suggested that federal price

controls might be removed gradually over
"10 or 15 years maybe," rather than the five
years proposed in the Senate bill, with higher
interim prices than the $1.75 per thousand
cubic feet allowed in the House measure.

For the immediate future, however, he
issued a list of "essential" principles:
- Regulation of new gas sales, interstate

and intrastate, with the possibility of a
compromise on a ceiling price slightly higher
than $1.75.

- Reserving the top price solely for gas
produced from new reservoirs.
- Changing pricing formulas to put the

brunt of higher prices on industry.
"If the conferees are not willing to include

these principles, we will have to admit that
our negotiations are at an impasse and that
there will be no gas price policy bill this
year," Jackson said.

The impasse also is partly responsible for
lack of progress by a separate conference
panel considering possible new energy taxes.

House approves program to

ease heating costs for poor
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The House

decided yesterday by a one-vote margin to

continue a $200 million program to help poor

persons meet heating bills in the coming
winter
The victory came on a 182-181 vote after

Speaker Thomas O'Neill cast the tie-breaker

for the program which was part of a $7.1

billion supplemental money bill.

The entire money bill was passed on a

voice vote and sent to the Senate which may
seek a new conference with the House after

rejection of the Senate-passed language
banning spending of $462 million for two B1

bombers.
The bill carries $80 million for the Clinch

River nuclear breeder reactor which
President Carter must spend despite his

earlier veto of a bill authorizing the project.

The reactor money was retained without

debate or a vote since both House and
Senate had included the funds in their

separate bills so it was not an item of

disagreement between House and Senate
conferees.

Carter's only choices on the reactor issue

are to veto the overall money bill or propose
rescinding the money in a separate measure
that must be'approved by the House and
Senate before it can be deleted. Such ap-

proval is not likely

The Senate had approved the heating bill

provision, first put into effect after the record

cold wave last winter when some 1.5 million

persons got help in paying higher-than-usual
fuel bills.

The House did not have the money in its

version of the bill but Rep. Joseph Addabbo,
D N.Y., sponsored the move to agree with
the Senate provision which carries a

maximum payment of $250 per family.

The Addabbo motion came under attack
from House GOP whip Robert Michel of

Illinois who said "the need has not yet been
demonstrated for this winter," and from Rep.
Robert Giaimo, D-Conn., chairman of the
Budget Committee, who said "we shouldn't
be starting new federal aid programs when
we can't even fund existing programs of aid

to the poor"
"AH we're saying is put the money in there

in case of need. If it is not needed it will

revert to the Treasury," said Addabbo.
The House last week voted to agree with

another Senate provision opposed by House
conferees that that was to go along with 18
million, instead of $8 million, for Amtrak to

avoid service cutbacks.

Other provisions in the big money bill

included $1.4 billion for Small Business
Administration disaster loans, $17 million to

\^e\p the new Department of Energy move
into new quarters, and a $54,000 increase in

the allowance for former presidents to help

Gerald Ford meet extra costs he has incurred

in promoting the Panama Canal treaties.

"WORK STUDY AND STIPEND JOBS AVAILABLE"

HELP ORGANIZE YOUR UNION!

Addressing such needs as:

obtaming dorm leases with the apply at the Student Organizing Pro-
^"'Vf'^sity

I
,ect, Room 426, Student Union

getting access to course and I Building, by Dec. 7th. An equal op-
teacher evaluation information portunity employer.

employment begins Feb. 1, 1978

DON GLEASON S KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

Down and Polaguard jackets by the North
Fnce^ Sierra Designs and Camp Trails Down
and Polaguard vest by Don Gleason and Camp
Trails Wool and cham.os shirts by]
Woolrich two layered underwear, tops and
bottoms, and one piece unionsuits by
Duofold Down filled mittens, and gloves by
Saranac Snow shoes by Tubbs of Vermont
Sorel hoots and Vasque hikina boots Don
Gleason s best means quality products for
you. outdoor needs

also

Other gift giving favorites
' Original Swiss army knives"
Heavy duty canvas tote bags
Buck and Gerber knives

plus

Our complete selection of family
camping and backpacking equipmem

HOURS 9toS 30M{(KOAVS
9 lo S SATURDAY
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CFNIfR
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FREE HEAT and HOT WATERll

Don't get caught with high winter
heoting bills!

Included in your rent
at NO EXTRA charge-

Heat & Hot Woter

For Your Convenience:
-I- Free UMass bus to town and campus
-*- Stove, refrigerator, disposal.and dishwasher
-f Fully carpeted
-Wall to wall closets
+ Cablevision available
> ^V^ miles from Mt Farms Mall
-1-24 houi maintenance staff

7 Bedroom
Garden Apartments

$245.00

Our new rental office is located
at 156 A 1 Brittany Manor Drive

Take first entrance
Rental Hours- Mon.-Fri 9-5, Sat. 10-2

256 8534

^ Special second
semester rental terms

ovailable

Brittany Manor

ii6«199SEAGRAM "7

WHISKEY 80 PROOF
Why pay

$12.95?

H.W. TEN HIGH

BOURBON
$

80 PROOF
Why pay

$11.99?8.99
FLEISCHMANN'S BACARDI RUM

i:iilJ:iiiii

WhypayMO.05?

I

I

80 PROOF
59.20Z
Why pay

$12.89?

FUisajjAn,

CANADA
« HOUSE
CANADIAN

HARVEY'S
RRISTOL
CREAM

Why pay

$10.49?

25oz
Why pay

$8.20?

MILWAUKEE

PREMIUM REER
'iSiS!!

12oz

fio return

bottles

Why pay

i $4.99?

COSSACK 80 PROOF 59.2 OZ

VODKA Why pay

S9.79?

D'AMOUR

FLAVOREO
YOSEMITE ROAD

TABLE Why pay

S3.19

BRANDIES WINESRn Prnn< Uiku D^.. cc cn<> " 1 ^ ^^ ^#80 Proof, Why Pay S6. 59?

AT LOW PRICES!

3 convenient locatlons...all next to BIG 'Y

•HAMP PLAZA
•FAIRVIEW
•BRECKWOOD

KWG STREET ROUTES

NORTHAMPTON

ROUTE 33 MEMORIAL DRIVE

BIG VS SHOPPING CENTER

WIIBRAHAMROAD
SPRINGF4EL0
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Phonographs /)eco/n//ip]Dukakis
more and more popiz/arcriticizes

One hundred years ago yesterday in

Menio Park. N.J., a hand cranked a
handle, a stylus scratched a groove and
out came a bleary, eerie, worldchanging
voice that said quite modestly: "Mary
had a little lamb."
The talking machine, swaddled in a tin

foil cylinder and costing all of $15, was
born on Dec. 6, 1877, the child of
Thomas Alva Edison.
The inventor later confessed, "I was
never so taken aback in my life - I was
always afraid of things that worked the
first time."

And work it did. The talking machine
has become a $4 billion annual record in-

dustry in the United States, and the in-

vention has changed the way the world
learns and spends its leisure time.

Its popularity declined somewhat with
radio, movies and television, but the
talking machine rebounded, and today
few American homes are without a
phonograph.
In 1878, G. Schirmer of New York pro-

phetically copyrighted a song by H.A.H.
von Ograff: "The Song of Mister
Phonograph:"
"My name is Mister Phonograph and

I'm not so very old; My father he's called
Edison and I'm worth my weight in gold

Over the years the talking machine has
been called by many names: the tin foil

Edison Home
Victor Talking
Master's Voice

phonograph, the
Phonograph, the
Machine and His

Gramophone.
The little black and white dog listening

to the Gramophone horn became a
trademark dear to Americans who
clustered round their early conical or
"exponential" horns to hear Sunday
music in the parlor.

Today, records have changed from
scratchy duplication of reedy voices Jnd
vaudeville skits to great ganglia of in-

tricate sound. The delicately painted
morning glory horn has become a

sophisticated stereophonic amplifier,

mainstay of the "home entertainment
center."

The talking machine records — first

cylinders, then discs — made a fortune
for Enrico Caruso, the Beatles and Elvis

Presley. Cutting a record has nearly

become a synonym for success, and
success is measured in golden records.

It has slipped into our speech and coin-
ed expressions like "groovy," "broken
record," "flip side" and "disc jockeys."
The phonograph gave rise to juke

boxes and record hops. The juke box,
with its parade of records, turned the ice

cream fountain into a gathering spot.
Where music was available, people
could dance.
Today they dance at the discotheque,
where the record disc is king.

Comatose woman awaits

shock treatment in Tokyo
TOKYO (AP) — An American woman
who has been in a conna for 11 months lay
in a Japanese hospital yesterday awaiting
treatment by a newly developed shock
therapy said to have been effective more
than 50 percent of the time.
Harriet Rosenberg, a 32-yearold
housewife and mother of two frorp East
Monroe, NY., arrived in Tokyo on Monday
with her husband, Ted. She was taken to
the Iwate Medical College at Morioka, 300
miles north of Tokyo. Tests are scheduled
to begin soon.
The new technique involves stimulating

veins in the brain by strongly pumping the
patients blood into the carotid artery. Dr.
Haruyuki Kanaya, developer of tho techni-
que, said the treatment had been used on
an 11 -year-old girl recently an'l she was
restored to consciousness af; .- a three-
year coma.
"Doctors told me they will make tests for

two to three weeks and her therapy will
•tart before Christmas," said Ted
Rosenberg in a telephone interview.
"I will stay here throughout her therapy,

which will take three months to one year,"
Mid the 38-year-old Rosenberg. "I have
reserved a hotel very close to this hospital.
But I have to make occasional trips to
Osaka, where my company's head office
is."

Rosenberg is a consumer relations
manager with the Minolta camera com-
pany's American subsidiary. Minolta is

helping to finance the treatment. A col-
league in New York helped him contact Dr.
Kanaya.
"I am glad the Iwate Medical College has

accepted us," Rosenberg said. "But I am
very nervous, too."
Mrs. Rosenberg suffered brain damage in

an automobile accident in January while
she was taking her 5-year-old son Barry to
nursury school. She has been in a coma
since.

Her husband said she started to blink her
eyelids in March but there has been no fur-

ther improvement in her condition. Then he
read about the new Japanese treatment.
Dr. Kanaya examined Mrs. Rosenberg in

New York and agreed to treat her, though
he said he could not guarantee a full

recovery.

The Pan American Boeing 747 in which
she made the 14- hour non-stop flight to
Tokyo took special precautions, said the
pilot, Capt. Lynn Loomis.

Chanukah candle

lighting schedule
For those interested in communal candle

lightir^g during the reniaining days of
Chanukah, the following dorms will have
someone to lead candle lighting:

— John Adams 1403, Dec. 5-8 at 7 p.m.
and Dec. 10-11 at 7 p.m.
— Coolidge, 22nd floor Lounge, Dec. 5-11

at 7 p.m.

-Dickinson 410, Dec. 5-8 and 10-11 at 7
p.m.
— James, 2nd Floor Lounge, Dec. 5-8 and

11 at 7 p.m.

-Mary Lyon 207, Dec. 5-11 at 7 p.m.
— Van Meter Lobby, Dec. 5-8 and 11 at

9:30 p.m.
— J.F.K. 17th floor Lounge, Dec. 5, 6, 9-11

at 7 p.m.

Candles and Menorahs are still on sale in

the Hillel office, S.U. 302 from 9 X a.m. to 5
p.m.

healthcare

exemptionsi
BOSTON (UPI) - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis yesterdayleveled heavy criticism

against the Massachusetts Legislature for

passage of several bills which exempt cer-

tain hospitals from a law aimed at controll-

ing health care costs.

"The Legislature is picking that program
apart," said Dukakis at his weekly cabinet

meeting. "To make speciality bills for Cer-

tificate of Need is to make it a legislative

plaything."

The CON law requires hospitals that want
to spend more than $100,000 on construc-

tion or new equipment to get state Public

Health Council approval.

Two bills passed by the Legislature Mon-
day and sent to Dukakis reversed negative

decisions by the council on proposed ex-

pansion projects at two Boston hospitals.

The governor is expected to veto both
measures.
Last month however, Dukakis' veto of a

similar bill for Amesbury Hospital was over-

ridden by a wide margin in both legislative

chambers.
"If I have to sit here and veto bill, after bill,

after bill granting special Certificate of

Need projects, I'll do it," said Dukakis.

He instructed his cabinet members to

begin organizing support against the

special exemption measures, saying
"We're going to have to get that message
out to the state."

"We're focusing on the Senate to sustain

the vetoes," said Human Services
Secretary Jerald Stevens. "It's viewed as a

special interest in each district, but it isn't

. . . (it's) affecting citizens across the com-
nnonwealth

.

"

Consunr»er Affairs Secretary Christine

Sullivan said each $100 million projected

approved results in an average cost of

$17.40 "for each man, woman and child in

the state "

In other matters, Dukakis discussed an
upcoming workshop for mayors across the

state and plans to counter act any attempts
by next year's Legislature to pass anti-

abortion bills.

Community and Development Secretary

Willjam Flynn said newly elected and re-

elected mayors across the state will gather

at the Statehouse Dec. 14 to meet with

state officials.

Flynn said the daylong event will be aimed
at showing community leaders where to go
for state hip in solving local problems.
On the abortion issue, Dukakis said a

meeting of health care people across the

state will be arranged "late this year or early

next year" to rally against anti-abortion

legislation.

ij.'iiv^'sitv of Mussochusv'tl'j/ Anihe'st

rINE >PTS CENTER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain

Ballet i\
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE t^

Company of 50 5-«^

S^u
rusty nailQ/^

Coming Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDEJOHNNr
and the

ASBURY JUKES
rtg. 47 Sunderland. nr>a./rel.665

the best, most
entertaining ^anish dance
company ever. . !"(

Peter Hepple; STT, London

Saturday, December lO 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale General Public $7, 6, 5

UMass students $4. 3. 2 50 Senior Citizens >6. 5, 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Open Auditions

for

MOLIERE'S

SCHOOL
FOR

WIVES
University Ensemble Theatre

December 6, 7 at 7 10 pm

December 7 at 1 4 pm

Sign up for audition slot outside of
Mam Tfiejtre Office, J 12 Fine Arts
Center, or call 545 3490

RNE /4?TS CENTER PRESENfTS

T>ie Winner of the

Tdiukovsky Compel ition

Ft^or
VIOLINIST

"7*r Mith Jaggtr of CUtsual Musu"
People Magazine

LETS GO
BOWLINGIG

Bowling AlUy locatad in

basement of Boydan
BIdg open Monday
Saturday 4 10 30

50 cents a

string

[Thursday, December 8 8 pm
FINE /1?TS CENTER CNCERT H4L

I
Tick«f« now on Ml* Gonoral PuMic 17 « 5lOMo >t««ontt »]J«, I. 15, othor il»4«itt

|*ntf tonior citiiom M. s. «

^MIO *r1» Cwlor B0> OIlKO M^ f «
• *M Tickofron Locotioni

Deliuemnce
Wrtcrc does the canipuj^ inp end...

and the nightmare begin .?

TONIGHT 6.8.10.12:00 PM
S.U.Bo - $ 1 .00
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Notices
SKI CLUB

Special meeting tonight regarding everyone going

to Sugarbush
AHTS COLLECTIVE

Arts worl<ers collective to be formed for creative

group work in community situations-performances,

poetry, rituals, workshops, etc. Preliminary meeting
Amherst Room, Jones Library, Amherst College, 7

pm
LOST

- opal star setting with shamrocks on gold chain

545 0162 or 545 2092 Reward
proiect proposal for internship in the University

Store Please caai 549 6563

wa.iU't Rnwir') '..I' I ul 8689 J A 803
hOUND

cdlculator on 12th floor Kennedy. Call 6 7775 foi
information

ASTRONOMY CLUB
fVleetino 7 p m , Has. 44. Last meeting of the

semester

CHADBOURNE
The winner of lovable' Henry, the five and a half

foot orange dog, will be drawn at 3 p.m. in the CC
COUNCIL OF UNDERGRAD PSYCH STUDENTS

Meetigo 7:30 p.m. Tobin 304, for all members and
interested psych majors.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Important meeting, 6 pm , CC 917. We will vote on

the show for next semester.
FOOD AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS MAJORS

Meeting of the F R.E. Association 7 p.m., Draper
227

Zionist Symposium Series
The first of three sessions of the Zionist

Symposium Series will take place tomorrow
at 8 p m. in the Red Room of Converse Hall

at Amherst college. The session, entitled:

"America-Israel and the Middle-East Peace"
will feature Maior General Mattitvahu Paled
and Prof. Steven J. Rosen. The dialooufi

will be chaired by Prof. Allen Kropf of the

Amherst Chemistry Department.
Respondents for the evening will be:

Donna Devine, assistant professor of
government at Smith College and N.

Gordon Levin Jr., professor of history and
American studies at Amherst Colleje.

The symposium, jointly sponsored by the
Five-College Hillel Foundations and the
American Zionist Federation is free and open
to the public.

Peled received his PhD in Arabic in 1971
from UCLA and has served as chairperson of
the Arabic studies deptartment at Tel-Aviv
University from 1974-1977. Since 1975 he has
chaired the executive committee of the
Israeli Council for Israeli- Palestinian Peace.
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REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! I! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS'

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:Xa.m. and
345p.m., Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. CIcissifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line.
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AUTO FOR SALE
Pr snow tires 13" new cond $50 549-6482.

« aalaxv 500 . ord »700. 527-5746.

M Ford oust. Good cond New oil pump
trans, batt $360 or B 546 5020

122Volvo parts sed&wagon. Rea 665-4384.

66 Dodge Dart 6 cyl $325 Steve 253-3586.

Dodge Polara 1969 excellent mach cond
no rust radiate good heater 666-3901

.

Fantastic Buy 1972 Toyota Mark II Runs
great AM^M. stell t}e*ted radials Best

offer ove' = SI nno 584-4750.

7t SMver Nova. Power steer., auto trans.,

snowtires. ll.OOOmi . lux. int $3,200
549 5725

Sofabed, Reclining chair, bikeracli,

tables bookshelf, lamps, coffeetable 549-

5725

SETkO watch 23J-day/date. Koss
Phase 2 stereo hdphone BO Frank 549-

01 87

One HP-67 card programmable calculator,

brand new and complete. Full warranty

$315 00 call Bob or Chris 549 1316

ISWT Mobile HomiTin Belch Park 12X5C,

includes AC, shed, stove, refridge. 8Cu
firm. Call 536-3086 or 532 0446 if no ai.s.

Within 2 miles of UMass bus stop.

2 bedrooms avail in spacious coed house
Beginning Jan 1. Greds preferred, all

considered, pets OK. 100+ call 253-9824.
\

Room availabie/3 bedroom apt. Echo
Hill, starting Jan 1. Call 2S3-S88 keep
trying.

3 bdrom houae 286 + , pets OK, 256-6732.

TO SUBLET

TWO POSITIONS AVAILABLE at Student

Legal Services in Spring. Apply before

Dec 8th in Rm. 922 CC. Paralegal

Intern: Fulltime, 15 credits through

Outreach or Academic Dept Experience

helful but not necessary. Recap-
tloniat/Typist: IS20hrs /wk work/study
position. Experience helpful. We are an
Equal Opportunity /Affirmative Action
Employer

1 fern, wanted for own rm. in 2 bdrm apT.
1st month FREE! $130 util. incl. Caria 549-
1741 eves Vi mile from campus. Bus.

Waitreas wanted
720O

ME Bar LOUNGE 584-

Sofa-good
2967

condition. Cheap-call 253-

1W7 Volvo 144

8 773 7289

Needs valve job $400 or

1970 Merc
radial 81

K

Cougar. New
Call 546-5344.

ex , AM-F/,

1966 Volks Bug. Good condition-must sell.

Call after 6PM 549 4598 Best Offer

Diamond Wedding Ring trio - yel. goM -

paid $500. used 6 mos. Will sacrifice for

$250 Call 549-5440 ^______
Must Sell by Jan. Wurlitzer Elec. Piano

w/sustain £r tremelo. List $700, asking

$325. or Best Offer Call Jeff 549-3601

89 TR6 convertible. Some rust. 1 owner
Low mileage Best offer over $500 Call

after 6,1 567 8663

arVw Bus. Needs work Has rebuilt

engine Best offer Call Jan after 6PM
253 2037

Bike 3-spaed, fair cond
Call Pauline 546 4148.

8 yrs okJ, $25.

New Ralchle hikers about M7 V^ wg 542-

3446 S40 or best price offer.

70 Volks for parts First $100 takes it Call

Maryanne at 256 8460 to see it.

1970 Blue Mustang with vinyl roof, aii

conditioning. AM FM-CB unit In good
clean condtion with 72,000 miles Asking

$1,300. Call Robert Maron in Cance 546
5102.

71 Datsun 510, Good Cond Only 50,0a
miles. New tires. Asking $1,000. cal

between 3 and 7 PM 532 7622

1973 Jeep CJ5. Roll Bak Michelm radials

60,000 miles 549 4048.

Technics SAS600 AM FM receiver 25 watts

rms 1 9 FM Sen sitivity $120 or B O. 546-

5972 must sell by Dec 14th

FOR RENT

IF YOU DONT WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE,
check with us about our new Rental

Agreement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
townhouse and garden units starting at

S195 plus utilities Call South Meadow,
256 0166 for further Information

Furnished 2% Room Apt. All util.

included $195 mo Allan or Russ 253
3336 or at work 253 3491

2 Badroonr> Apt. Dec 22 Jan 27.

Completely furnished. On bus route.

Bnttany Manor B O Call 256-0318

1 or 2 females for room in 2 bedroom
Brandywine apt Call 549 1096 after 7 pm

3 bdrm. apt. in Sundedand on bus rte.

Second Semester, call 665-3683 and keep
trying.

1 Bdrm. eff apt. Cliffside, Sunderland. Jan
78-Aug 78 $155. /mon., util incl. Apt can
be seen any week day between 5-8P M.
Aptl222.

To sublet immed. 2 bedroom apt. w/w
carpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util incl

$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

Exp. woman printer to share skills w/
women's print collective Call Angela 9-5

586-5079 or Jaque 268-3344.

The Student Organizing Project is ac-

cepting applications for student
organizers Both work study and non
work -study positions are open and wiH

begin Feb 1. Applicants should have an
understanding of student unionization

Application deadline is Dec 8 Apply Rm
426 Student Union Bid

Applications being accepted for SGA
Director of Communications. tri<^ilre at

Rm. 420 S U This is a salaried position

The SGA is an Equal Opportunity,

Affirmative Action Employer

Five professional typing 734-0044

Theses typed: call Melanie, 253-7563

DONT PASS THIS UPI

For Sale 1964 Olds F-flB. Very good cond
Must sell in a week 135,000 miles but
runs great Call 6-9642 SOON

TRAVEL

' Seen enough snow? Wanna get into tfte

sun' Come down to Daytona with us. Ws
are leaving on Dec. 26 for 9 days on ttm

beach $147 20 takes care of it aN. And
includes roundtrip fare accomodations on
the beach and a tnp to Disrteywodd. For

reservation arvj more info call David Day
at 546 7846. .^

AUDIO

Sony 6300 Stereo Tape deck, like new
$275 253 9887 or 253 9461

MAC MA230-»186. Dyna-FM 3$«0,
Advent 201 Er tapes-$200. Call Kan 546-

403B

CALCULATORS

SERVICES

Large room in furnished 3 bdrom apt

$75 00 complete! Includes cable. Available

immed 253 2980. Kfi trying

Sublet Jafi^ oniybio Call 546 4027, 5500~"

Spg ser.i 2bdrm Cliffside Apt 665-4107.

Tbedrin . $ IMi inc. util. 665 2512

Person needed for 1 bdrm Brandywine Apt
Dec 21 Jan 25 Cheap call Yasi 549-0865

Pickup, Chevy,
$700 best otter, cal

68, good
665 4914

shape.

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem 103.

50 Puffton VIg. John 549-1298 after 4

bdrm. apt. near campus — Amh.
country location $180 inc. util Call

549-6568 if we're not at home, keep
trying

WANTED

73 Voivo 144 automatic very good t>odv

and engine radiab AM/FM air cond

$3200 665 4539 eve & wks

68 Chevy wagon needs work BO 6'3'688

73 Datsun standard transmission $1150 call

546-9979 eves weekends

Lrg. Rm. Avail. Now in Amh. house 549

5093

3 Bedroom Apt., fair condition, for Dec.

1st in Northampton Only $165 Call

Skibiski Real Estate 584 3428. 4 6P M

2 Bedroom Apt
Jani on bus rt

Room; on L. Metacomet
plus Carol at 323 5043

BIchtwn 7C.

F Rmate wtd.,
2804

nonsmkr $70./mth. 549-

utis. inc. $230. mo avail

Call 253-5706 aft 4PM.

shr borm for next sem in

Amh house 60 mo. ea 549

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda, CB175, excellent condtion.,

$400 253 9887 or 253 9461

1 neat respon per wtd for own rm in 2 bdrm
apt, pr bath, for spr sem. Rent $125 util

incl ''jmilefrmUM Eric 549 0582.

2 females to

spacious N
5993

1 Male Wanted to share apt. near Pufftn w
3 other people during spr sem Room
avail during Jan too Call 549 5978.

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru dIsSO,

Monitor Music 546 4731 Rea

BERKSHIRE FORUM WEEKEND
VACATIONS: Expertly led discussions,

stimuating companions, fine food,

mountains Dec 9 11, "Arab Israeli

Conflict " Dec. 16 18, Harry M.igdoff on
Eurocommunism" Dec 23 26, "Holiday

Film Festival" Wntecall Berkshire

Forum, Stephentown, N.Y. 12168 15181

733-5497

Daytona Beach is only $147.20 away.
You can now afford to go to a Deachfront

hotel, have Disneyworld and New Years in

Florida For more info or reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Original designs by Randy Glenn. Custom

made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any

designs pnnted Call 549-4458 ask for

Randy Glenn or leave message 3 day

service.

College Calculators offers low prices &
full service All modets avail. Texas

Instruments 59 $235., 58 $94 95, 57

$62 95, 51 $47 96 HP's & Commodore's
avail models from $15 Rememtier, we
service all calculators we sell Before you

buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

College Calculators 649 1316

RIDERS WANTED

Denver Colorado mid December 665 3938.

Ride needed for 2 to Colorado anytirrw

after finals Call DGray 549 3740

LOST

Lost Th.K IMov JOrteward Calculator
Call Mark 546 6067

Lost one necklace gold chain with small

brown stone topaz pendant Reward
offered Please contact Elise Cocke 586
0918

PERSONALS

Vulvo repairs and maintenanc*? All fvt.«s

and models low pnces Jack 906 Q610

FOR SALE

SAVE up to SO'iton TENNIS
Men's Ladies canvas & leather Reg. •18,-

_3g. Just$10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Used 15 inch tires $2.-$10 Call 256-0196.

Xmaa trees cut your own Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10.50 10a m. -8p.m

Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd., Hadley

586-0723

iv;^Mw new Snowtires H78^14 253

9792

For Sale Lange Pro Ski Boots size 9H,
These boots are two years old but have

only been worn twice If interested please

call 253 5873

Radiais Pirelli USSR 13 Steve 253-3586

Gift Idea Have^our portrait drawn Call

Dennis Delao. 256 8732, bet 9 10am

1 Bdrm. Apt. 15 mis, from campus.
Excellent bus service All utilities inclusive.

$176 monthly Avail Jan Aug Ideal for

2 people Cal Zahid 545 0842 or 253 2091

Room for rent w/ 2 older -rrten non-

smokers $55/ mo & utilities Northwood
Apts 665 4364 (try late)

Apt. mate intersession; 253-7056; Janet.

1 or 2 males to share own room in 2
bedroom Amherst apts, for spring
semester On bus route $122 plus
electricity Heat included Call 256
0318 after 4P.M

Room wanted for 2nd semester only; with
females, preferably quiet. Call Mary — 665-

2019

One-half of a 2bdrm apt available Dec 22-

Jan 28 1 mi from campus pay own elec b
phone call Ginny at 549-1764.

Furn. Ap'ts. for Feb June lease IVi-rm
effic. + 1-bedroom furnished, air-cond

parking quiet from 200 mo Reserve now
Amherst Motel ^ Ap'ts Rt 9 opp
Zayres 25^8122.

2br apt 6 miles fr campus Jan Aug 235 a

month everything included call 665 3536

Rspnsbl studious, pref f , wted for 2bdm
Townhse Apt Jan lAug 1, bus, Imi to

UM $100 * Viut. John or Dee 549 0061

Wanted: would to buy a double mattress.

546 5233 Karen lafter 51

HELP WANTED

Bedroom Set - excellent condition. Call

253 7494

BR in EHamp Apl $75 inc 1 1 'TO 527-9006.

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apts. Starting Jan 1 inquire *163

Babysitter needed for weekday afternoons

for Spring Semester and Winter session.

Hrs 12:15 to 5. Must be very reliable

person Experience in infant care

desirabte Can transport from central

campus. Gail 549-4580 after 5.

Nothing to do over intersession' Come on
down to Daytona with us Beachfront

hotel with color TV A C phone, the works
all this and roundtrip t)usfare on a luxury

motcircoach for only $147 20 quad oc-
_

cupancy For info and reservations call
'

David Day at 546 7845

Big bands to disco CaU Bob the DJ at

14136366075 Still the one after 4 years

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport ana ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas B6W or color service in-

iruction by arrangement Reasonat>ie

prices for high quality work Contact:
Steven 646 9653 nights onlv

Tennis pros and assistant pros - seasonal

and year round clubs, good playing and

teaching background Call (301) 654 3770,

or send 2 complete resumes and 2

pictures to Col R Reade, W T S . 8401

Connecticut Avenue. Suite 1011, Chevy
Chase, MD 20015.

To the Kleptos of 202 Field and their

accomplices Excellent, but don't turn
your back I

To Donna who gave ma a ride to
Providence on Wed-Now let me give

you a ride" Call Fred 6-4462. I'm serious.

Hemp Col Amy lets play tennis Bruce

253 9328

Judy you have willpower smoke-on
Steve.

Ketly T. 14th winngoweouid Secret Santa.

Tony Anderson—we have your money.
Joe, Phil and Perry 545-3500

Tune up timing chain

rates. 545 0472 AM
valves etc Good

APHRODITE, I love you more than any
other woman, but it hurts Love ADONIS.

Jo* BarBoza- Pie is a Greek lener

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis for Finals Make retention &
recall easier, improve concentration &
reiaxation for exams, get better grades.
Campus Center M W Th at 7.8,&9P.M.
$5 session Dorm groups bv arrgt CaH
Mr Morse Hypnotist Consultant M Ed
532 5703

.lJ l .lJ.L<J lltJllllliil'l>.l l .MI IMUIii*J<iiillJlJlM ilJ'.lJl<.lllt^H»'J'-'t^' ''J'-'J^^
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What^s Happening

TODAY
LECTURES

- "Nuclear Safety and Evacuation
Planning" will be the topic of a panel
discussion to follow the screening of "Melt-
down at Montague," a film which
documents the inadequacy of present
evacuation procedures in the event of a
nuclear accident. The presentation will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Lecture Hall, Franklin
Patterson Hall, Hampshire College, spon-
sored by the Alternative Energy Coalition and
the Environmental Studies and Public Policy
Program at Hampshire.

— "The Political Economy of the
American Revolution," by H. Graham Lowry,
of the U.S. Labor Party, Converse 209.
Amherst.
— "The TM Program and Enlightenment,"

an introduction to the TM program, will be
held in Machmer E-16 at 7:30 p.m.
— "Transcriptional Units for MRNA in

Mammalian Cells" by Dr. James E. Darnell of
Rockefeller University. 4 p.m. Graduate
Research Tower A, 203. Coffee will be served
at 3:45.

— "Education and the Socialization of
Asian Americans. A Revisionist Analysis of
the Model Minority,' " by UMass education
Prof Bob H. Suzuki. 7:30 p.m., Converse
Assembly Room, Amherst. Sponsored by
the Asian Amencan Students Organization.
— Alexander Eliot Seminar on Art Histoiv,

8 p.m.. Lounge Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire.

CHANUKAH PARTY
The Chabid House across from Prince

dorm will have a Chanukah party at 730.
Refreshments, including latkes, will be
provided. Our giant Menorah will be lit also
UMASS BASKETBALL VIDEOTAPE

The Boston University-UMass basketball
game, played last night in Boston, vill be
shown in color beginning at 3:30 p.m. in the
Blue Wall, sponsored by the Student Video
Project.

ISRAELI DANCING
Every V^'ednesday in the Cape Cod

Lounge, from 7:30 to 10 p.m. Teaching and
requests. Beginners 7:30-8:30. Advanced:
8:30-9:30.

CONCERTS
— The University Chorus and Women's

Choir, 8 p.m., Bowker Aud. The program will

include compositions by Faure, Brahms,
Diane Bish and Kay.
— The Second Singers Workshop,

Benzanson Recital Hall, FAC 248, 5 p.m. Five

students from the techniques in Afro-
American Vocal Music course will participate

in the recital, which emphasizes im-
provisation of melody, rhythm, and text, as
well as ensemble singing in small groups.
- A Program of Chamber Music, 8:15

p.m., Pratt Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke.
Selections from Bach, Telemann, Debussy,
Revel, and Vaughan Williams.

THEATRE
- "Antigone" 8 p.m. Studio Theatre,

FAC, performed by the University Ensemble
Theatre Production.
POT LUCK SUPPER
Anyone interested in the workings of the

United Christian Foundation is invited to the
December meeting-dinner of the UCF Board
of Directors, to be held at 6 p.m. at the First

Baptist Church. Call UCF at 5-2661.

TOMORROW
COFFEEHOUSE

9 p.m
, 12th floor Kennedy. Egg nog and

other refreshments available, free. Spon-
sored by JFK Middle.
LECTURES
- "Paysages de la fiction," Jean Gaudon,

professor of French, Yale. 4:50 p.m..
Alumnae House Lounge, Smith.
MADRIGAL DINNER
The 7th annual madrigal dinner will be held

at 6 p.m. in CC 822. For information and
reservations call 545-0418. $9.50 per person;
$8.95 for UMass students or groups of 20 or
more.

ISRAELI FOLKDANCING
Instruction provided. 7:15 p.m. Gill Hall,

Campus School, Smith.
THEATRE
- "Exit the King," by Eugene lonesco, 8

p.m.. Division IV Studio Theatre, Emily
Dickinson Hall, Hampshire.
- "Conquest of my Brother," a new play

about native Americans by Edward Emanuel.
Department of theatre production, Hallie
Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith, 8 p.m.

- This Property is Condemned" and
"Winter," by Tennessee Williams and "The
Last of the Red Hot Lovers ' by Neil Simon
are part of the Festival of One-Act Plays,
designed and directed by students. 8:30
p.m., Laboratory Theatre, Mt. Holyoke,
$2.50. Students and Senior Citizens, $1.

CONCERT
- Department of dance concert, "En-

chantment," 8 p.m. Theatre 14, Smith.
Tickets $2.50. Students and senior citizens
$1.50.

- Violinist Eugene Fodor, 8 p.m., FAC
Concert Hall. Call 545-2511 for ticket info.
- The Amherst College Singers will

perform Bach's Magnificat and Cantata 79 at
8:15 p.m. at the Grace Episcopal Church in

Amherst. Free tickets of admission required.
FILMS

- "Fate of Man," a Soviet film directed by

Campus Carousel
fly TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

HOT CHECKS that plague most campuses
are no exception at Texas A &• M. The
Battalion student newspaper there reports
4,329 back checks written by students during
the last fiscal year. Total amount involved
was $234,933.

Relief is expected after expenditure of
$34,000 for new cash registers and display
boards, as well as booth modifications.

ADD CRIME ON CAMPUS ... 8 per cent of

the tickets issued by parking attendants at

UWash are "skimmed" by employees and
the university never receives the fees they
represent. The UWash Daily exposed the
thefts in a feature piece titled "Parking at-

tendants may be parking their hands in the
till."

The Parking Authority doesn't kr.ow how
much revenue is actually being lost through
"•lippage," but it does know that besides the
suspected sticky fingers of attendants,
tickets are missing because parkers run the
gate without paying, remain after 10 p.m.
wrhen booths are empty, or do not return

drive-through tickets.

ANITA CASTS THE FIRST ORANGE is

how a speech- English major titled her
opinion piece describing her reactions to a
recent appearance in Indianapolis of Anita
Bryant. The piece appeared in the Indiana
Daily Student.

"I fear that Bryant and her troops are
touching a chord that hasn't been heard
since the 1950s and Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
Before McCarthy, it was Adolf Hitler."

Pointing out that "When one minority is

threatened, all are," the lU writer then
quoted Pastor Martin Niemoeller upon his
release from a Nazi concentration camp.

"In Germany, the Nazis first came for the
Communists, and I didn't speak up because I

wasn't a Communist. Then they came for the
Jews, and I didn't speak up because I wasn"t
a Jew. Then they came for the trade
unionists, and I didn't speak up because I

wasn't a trade unionist.

Tenant Union look for researchers
The Northampton Tenant Union is looking

for researchers with math and statistical

background to study relations between
assessed value for tax purposes and actual
market value of different types of property in

all the wards of Northampton.

The union is fighting to keep rents down in

the city.

Academic credit is available for full or part

time internships. Contact the Office of In-

ternships, 808 Goodell, or call the union at

586 4237

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Fried Fish Plate, Lazy Golompki, Basics: Rice and Cheese Stuffed Cabbage,
Fried Fish Plate.

DINNER — Pot Roast, Swiss Turkey Sandwich, Basics: Barley Soybean Casserole,

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
TOMORROW

LUNCH — 'Cheeserburgers, Liver and Onions, Basics: Vegetable Chow Mein, Golden
Burgers.

DINNER - Chicken Cacciatore, Meatballs in Sauce, Fruit Salad Plate, Basics: Lentil

Loaf, Chicken Cacciatore

Sergei Bondarchik (director of the Soviet
Version of "War and Peace"). 8 p.m., Herter
231. Sponsored by the department of Slavic
languages and literatures.

HOLIDAY SALE
The 4th Annual Holiday Sale of Ceramics

and Glass, Munson Annex. Hours 9-9 Th and
Fri., Sat. 10 a.m. -2 p.m.

DAILY
INTERNSHIPS WITH NORTHAMPTON
TENANT UNION
Researchers with some math and

statistical background needed to study the
relations between assessed value for tax
purposes and actual market value of different
types of property in all the wards of North-
ampton. The researchers will work closely
with tenant advocates and with community

groups demanding corrective re- evaluation.
Academic credit available for full or part-time
internships. Contact the Office of Intern-
ships, 408 Goodell or call NTU 586-4237.

UMASS CREDIT UNION
The credit union offers low interest loans.

Open Monday- Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Intersession hours: Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, 10-3.

MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL DAY
CARE

Earn 4 to 6 credits as a staff member In

Marks Meadow Program 2-5 aft-wk.
Program meets Monday, Tuesday, Thursday.
Friday, 2:45-5:45, Wednesday 1-5:45. Staff
meetings Thursday at 9:30. Chance to lead
activities for groups of children ages 5-11.

Contact Sylvia Lindsay 665-3990.
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DOONESBIRV by (iarry Trudeau
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Stella Wilder

B.C. by lohnny Hart

BEST SPAGHETTI
AND MEATBALL
DINNER IN TOWN

6 30 9 00

c99
MIKE'O

NfSIVKll ^^p
253-9202

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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HE'S ALSO IN

DISGUISE
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WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER
7 — Bom today, you are an
optimistic individual, in-

clined to put too much faith

in the future and too little

effort into the present. At
the same time your free-

and-easy manner about
things guarantees you at

least a modicum of suc-
cess, for it keeps you from
making the mistakes that

tension breeds. Those close
to you realize that you are
capable of more precision
and care than you gener-
ally employ; those who
have not known you long
may wonder how you have
managed to come as far as
you have.

You are an enigma to

many, busily engaged in

all manner of projects, yet

seemingly disinterested in

them all. Where you shine
IS in cooperative effort,

especially in a project im-
portant to the young Vou
will make an excellent par-

ent, if excellence in parent-
hood is measured by the

time, talent, and attention

given to children in their

attempts to get original

enterprises off the ground.
You are not one who can

be confined to routine, to a

single place or a single

group of people. You are
absolutely faithful to loved
ones, but in friends you
enjoy and need variety.

Restless when not busy,

you can be counted upon
for suggestions as to how to

fill, kill, or turn to profita-

ble use the time available

after the daily responsibih-

ties have been met.
To find what is in store

for you tomorrow, select

ynur birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
\jeX your birthday star be
your daily guide.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER
8

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21 ) — The strength of

a friendship may be testers

Be preoared to sacrifice

recent gain for it.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — Public-spirited

associates serve you well

today. A little flag-waving

would do no harm.

AQUARIUSi Jan 20-

Feb 18) ~ Financial prob-

lems mar a perfect morn-

ing. Profits are temporar

ily confused with losses

PISCES* Feb 19-March
201 — Understand and thus

control your emotions this

morning listen to one who
has learned discretion.

ARIES( March 21-April

19t — A constant effort

against jealousy is re-

quired today to maintain a

friendship dear to you and
yours.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20 ) — This is a good day for

speculation; be sure you

can afford to lose Children

offer sensible solutions at

evening.

GEMINtfMay21-June20)
- A temperamental morn-
ing is caused by a tempera-
mental friend Try to keep
an even keel all day.

CANCER(June 21-July

22 ) — An active social life

interferes with duty this

afternoon. Make up the

time at evening

LEOfJuly 23-Aug22i -

A good investment early

today reaps harvest before

night Co-workers offer es-

sential pointers for profit.

VmGOiAug.23-Sept 22i

Your emotions will be

the greatest obstacle to

.succes.s today. Try to react

along a middle ground

LIBRAiSept.23-Oct 22i -

An early financial reverse

does not signify major dif-

ficulty Weather a mild
storm into a good evening.

SCORPIOi Oct 2S-
N0V.21 ) — Impulsive ex-

travagance Brings trouble

you can ill afford. Tension
at work may increase after

noon.
(npvnitflt. IIT7, L'nilr<l f<-.ttiir. S\nAi-

rale I or

Work-Study Jobs!!
The Toward Tomorrow Fair is now seeking
work-study students for spring semester.

Available positions are in public relations,

program development, and administration

Learn a skill equal to your education!

For more information call Rick Taupier
at 545-C474 or drop by 102C Hasbrouck

EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE TODAY!!!

W ALtV DORF by Rob Ranney
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put himtel-r ot/t AlltH« leaves o^r« Wmh/M-.] Today's Crossword

THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins'

IM by Marty Maceda

ACROSS

1 ConsumM
SUSSRiMws
•0»*>cy

9S*rt««of
»t«ps

1 4— machlrw
1

5

"Oown-
Und*r"
birds

16 (to

1

7

lssu« bad
ch«cks

18 Abused
20 D«ntist's

concern
21 Serpent
22 Ancestors
23 Tape spools
25 Flower leaf

27 Man's name
29 Basketball's

Mr. Irish

30 Canter
34 Mr., in

Hindustan
36 Speak with

pride
38 Sudden

outburst of

cheers
39

Authority

42 Arab title

43 Romanian
king

44 CIAs
predecessor

45 Light fog

46 Legendary
bird

47 Inventor
James—

49 treat

51 Calendar
entries

54 Looked
boldly

58 Cereal
grass
ddo

61 Triangle
sMe

63 Steel mill

product
64 Come Into

being
65 Kind of tapir

66 Other
67 Doomed one
68 Ending for

young or old

69 Ruminant
animal
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Skelton and
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1 9 Utter some-
thing

printed
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28 — Alamos
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formal
31 Suitable for

allocation

32 Actor Burl

33 Baubles
34 Goblet part

35 Oar Prefix

37 Eng village
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40 Kind of

price
41 Express a

promise
46 Uncivilized

48 Made lace

49 Restrain
through fear

50 Rapidity
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53 More painful

54 Dance of the
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55 Novice
56 Neat as - ---

57 Common
shrub

59 Cleave
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Sports Calendar
DECEMBER .1272. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7. 1977

MEN'S BASKETBALL
MEN'S SWIMMING -

I

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
- UMass 75 Boston University 61
UMass 69 WPI 43

HOCKEY vs. Army Away 700

.U.,OR VA«S,TV WRESTUNC ^TSeM «„™ .00

Collegian 21

Yanks seek Matthews

•^^IV-
5iC •-•. "^

'-^-

The UMass men's swim team, paced by two firsts from record breaker RussYarworth. soundly defeated Worcester Polytechnic Institute last night at Boyden
pool. See story, page 24. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

ATO bawks
at Sox sale
BOSTON [UP/] - A-T-0 Inc., the high

bidder for the Boston Red Sox, filed an
appeal yesterday to block sale of the Club to
a group headed by Haywood Sullivan after a
probate court judge disnnissed the suit.

Suffolk County Probate Court Judge
Joseph P Warner granted a motion Tuesday
morning dismissing the suit brough by A-T-
0, the Willoughby, Ohio, conglomerate that
owns Rawlings Sporting Goods.

Attorneys for A-TO imnediately fifed an
appeal in Massachusetts Appeals Court
seeking a restraining order to block sale to
Boston Red Sox Associates — a 13-member
group headed by general manager Haywood
Sullivan and Edward "Buddy" Leroux.
The group also includes Jean R. Yawkey,

widow of longtime Red Sox owner Thomas
A. Yawkey.

In a wrinen statement following the lower
court ruling, A-T-0 said, "We believe that
there are serious legal questions that warrant
review of this decision by an appelate court,
and we do so in the interest of the baseball
community as well as our client."

Regardless of the appeal, which could take
up to 18 months to reach court, American
League owners were expected to discuss the
proposed sale to the Sullivan group Thur-
sday at Major League winter meetings in

Honolulu.
A-T-0, which bid $18.75 million for the

club and other interests of Yawkey's estate,
filed suit in Suffolk County Probate Court
Nov 1 seeking to restrain the executors from
selling the club to Sullivan's group, which bid
$15 million.

In the suit, the Ohio firm said the sale to
Red Sox Associates was not 'to the best
advantage" of the Yawkey estate.

The executors of that estate, a three-
member group that includes Mrs. Yawkey,
said the intent of Yawkey's will is that the
club be sold to a group that would run the
team best.

Her husband's will reads in part: 'It is my
desire that these investments and interests of
mine (which include the baseball team) be
liquidated to the best advantage that my
executors shall not be required to deal
precipitately with the same.
Warner ruled A-T-0 did not have a

contract with the Yawkey estate solely
because it was high bidder. Therefore, the
suit did "not have standing with the court,"
he said.

* Hoopmen
CONT. FROM PAGE 24
The Terrier attack was led by Andrews

with 20 points and Vanlandingham with 13.
along with nine rebounds. Wright hauled in

10 caroms for BU. The Terriers shot only 41
per cent from the floor, compared to 54 per
cent for UMass.

UMbm - Kohlhaai 3-0-6, Pv«tt 7-7 21, Haymor* 3-
3-9, ClaiborneB 3 13: EWndge 3-4-10, Johnson 4-2-10
Moffiaon 10-2, Williams 1-0 2 Totals 27-19-73.
BU Bean 10 2, Vanlandingham 6-1 13. Wright 2-

3-7 Consor 1-0-2, Andrews 8-4-20, Whitt 1-0-2
Oobnn 2-3-7, West 40 8 Totals 25-11-61

HONOLULU lUPf] - If the New York
Yankees are willing to part with three of their
young pitching prospects they can have left

fielder Gary Matthews of the Atlanta Braves.
At the same time, the New York Mets have

reopened talks with Minnesota regarding
pitcher Jerry Koosman but have knocked
Twins' owner Calvin Griffith for a loop by
mentioning the name of six-time batting
champion Rod Carew in negotiations.

After Monday's blockbuster deal involving
outfielder Bobby Bonds, there were no new
developments Tuesday although reports
continued to circulate that the Yankees were
on the verge of obtaining Matthews.
Bobby Cox, Atlanta's new manager, who

previously managed in the Yankees' farm
system, would like to unload Matthews and
his lucrative $400,000 a year salary and has
his eye on three promising pitching
prospects in the Yankee chain, including Gil

Patterson.

"The deal depends on a yes or no from the

Yankees," said Cox. "I don't know if I could
live with myself if we got those three pit-
chers."

It would be an excellent trade for the
Braves, who are very weak on pitching but
It s unlikely to come off. The Yankees would
part with one of their youngsters but not
three.

The Braves have said they would take Ed
Figueroa and another player for Matthews
but the Yankees are reluctant to part with
Figueroa because of their shortage of
consistent front-line pitching.

Minnesota had already made the Mets an
offer of outfielder Dan Ford, pitcher Pete
Hedfern and minor league infielder Steve
Hertz for Koosman, which has been flativ
rejected. ^

"We don't need a right-handed hitter"
was the reply by the Mets. "We need a lefty.
Let's talk about Carew. We'd give you four
players, including Koosman."
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Sweaters Ref. u il\ $8

Dresses Re^. u ^32 $10
Re^. <a M8 $5&6
Re^. U $26 $8,10

&12

Blouses

Pants

Denim
Jeans Re^. U 122 SB
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Coordinates Setut Gwipt

Save 50% 8c More

Winter Coats & Jackets
Save 30% to 60%

Vbit luuuUeib at tdtM

(Hob

l|B(M CJMidbttM
^riiillNlliit

Next to Coldors

Hamp Plaza • Northampton
Open: Mon.-Sat.. 9:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. . Sunday. lO a.m. to 6 p.m

TIRED OF CHOOSING

COURSES

BLINDLY?
We are trying to increase the

number of courses covered in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation, but

we need your help.

Listed below are names of teachers

who have cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

are not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association. Talk to Department heads

too. (They can release evaluations

for the entire department.)

THESE TEACHERS HAVE RELEASED THEIR EVALUATIONS'
Abrams, Linda

Ackermann, Robert
Afesi, Dori

Aune, Bruce
Allen, Ernest
Airhart, Douglas
Amy, Thomas
Austin, Allen

Barbosa. Pedro
Barreda, Pedro
Bennett, M K,

Berlin, Normand
Best, Michael
Berliner, Howard
Bierhorst, Howard
Blackman, John I.

Bothroyd, deoffrey
Boyer, Paul
Bracey, John
Branch, Ben
Brehm, John
Brentlinger, John
Brown, Dennis
Bunn, Radie
Clayton, John
Chappell, Vere
Chen, Christine

Cheng, Ching mao
Cocalis, Susan
Cohen, Alvin

Coppersmith, Evan
Cardwell, Lucy

Costley. Richard
Cramer, Chester
Creed. Robert
Cromack, Duane
Culley, Merge
Cuomo, George
Davis, Hugh
Davis, Chester
Day, Robert
Dienes, Laszio

Dittach, John
Duffy, Joseph
Dugay, Gerry
Ehrlich, Leonard
Edwards, Richard
Fabos, Julius

Fagundes, Francisco
Farris, Richard
Finnerty, Joseph
Fisher, Louis
Forman, George
Foster, John
Feldman, Fred

Fergason, Ann
Frank, Joseph
Gettier, Edmund
Gibbs, Margaret
Gibson, Valker

Gjertson Donald
Goldsmitn, Paul

Gutzwiller, Kathryn
Hardegree, Gary

Hart, Robert A
Hartz, Richard H.

Heidelberger. Herbert
Hepler, Peter
Hertzback, Stanley
Hill, F S. Jr

Hofer, EH
Horowitz, Joseph
Hsinteng, Shou
Hugenin, Richajd
Humphries. Jane
Hurn, Christopher
Hutchinson, Thomas
Irvine, William
Ivey, A.
Jubian, Michael
Junkins, Donald
Katzner, Donald W.
Key, Charles
Killian, Lewis
Kilmer, William
King, Gordon
Klar, Lawrence
Kohler, Hemz
Kupperman, Gerrard
Lake, Jaseph
Langland, Joseoh
Langley, Kenneth
Lawall, Sarah
Lemeshow, Stanley
Lester, Julius

Levin, Maurice

Liahder, Bertil

Locke, L F.

Male, James
Manes, EG
Manning William

Matlack, James
Matthews, Anne
McFarland, Gerald
Melrose, Jay
Meyer, David
Miles, Raymond
Mitchell, John
Moore, Jean
Naraharc;, Tomiko
Naff, William
Nilsson, Nils_

Oates, Stephen
O'Brien, Ken
O'Connell, James
Ortiz, Jesse
Partee, Barbara
Peng, Chin Tang
Phillips, Norman
Phinney, Edward
Prince, Alan
Purcell, Joanne
Quirk, Jonathan
Quinton, Arthur
Happing, Leonard
Rauch, Harold
Ramos, Diane
Reh, Albert

Reiner, Albey
Resnick, Stephen
Rice, Thomas
Richards, Femi
Robinson, Fred

Robinson, John
Rohde, Richard

Roter, Debra
Rothstein, Halina

Rothstein, Robert
Rupp, William

Salzmann, Zdenek
Schumacher, Warren
Schuman, David
Scott, Donald
Scott, Nina
Scoville, Nicholas

Sheckels, Dale

Shepp, Archie

Sides, Charles

Simpson, Richard

Siruis, Donald
Sleigh, Robert

Snedecor, Janes
Spivak, Charlotte

Stankovich, Marian
Stanwiecki, Edmund
Stamps, Paula

St. Mary, Donald
Stevens, Nelson
Srickland, Wiliam
Swaim, Kathleen

Swanson, Carl

Su, Jin Chen
Tattar, Terry

Taylor, J.

H

Teng, Shou Hsin
Tessler, Richard

Treyz, George
Tucker, Robert
Uden, Peter

Ulin, Priscilla

Ulin, Richard
Unaitis, Bill

Vogely, Martha
Wang, Jing

Weston, Hohn
Wideman, John
Wilce, Robert
Wolf, Jack
Wolff, Robert Paul

Wright, James
Zahan, Abraham

Departments which have
released all evaluations:

Afro American Studies
Asian Studies
Philosophy
Slavic Studies
Comparative Literature

'of those who have been
contacted to far," 9 hove
•ubmiticd formj, 2 hove not
been reached.

If teachers and department-heads still refuse to cooperate, come to Rm. 426

Student Union or the Candy Counter in the Student Union to pick up our Course and

Teacher Evaluation Forms. To be distributed in your classroom.

Student Government Association
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Klbling plays

to have a good time
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

With all the seriousness m the world,
Sue Klbling plays sports to have a good
time.

You can see it whenever she takes the
fteld, or court, or track, or wherever she
plays that Kibling is there for her own
enioyment. It is visible by her smile or her
faint laugh which for some reason seems
so out of place.

"I really believe that you should play
sports to enjoy them," she says, "and
that's why I play."

But she also says that she doesn't
want to be taken as not being serious
which IS the way her track coach Ken
O'Brien, sees her.

"Sue is a very serious performer, but
she's relaxed in competition, he says.
"As far as that goes, she's one of the
most relaxed athletes on the team which
is good because too many performers get
tense and that hurts their performance."
Now she is preparing for track and

field, a task which has been made easier
by playing field hockey. Hockey is, in
fact, a good sport for the pre-season
training of track for it involves both
running for endurance (two 35 minutes
non-stop halves) and sprints.

Hopefully, Kibling will have the op-
portunity to participate in track. She last
year suffered a stress fracture on her leg
resulting from constant, unnatural
pressure put on it. If, according to
O'Brien, she takes training slow, her leg
should cause no problem.

But she can expect to have minor
problems with her legs for she has always
had shin splints, an injury common to
track athletes. Kibling has had this
problem ever since running in high
school.

When Kibling was injured last year, it

was in the middle of the track season and
she therefore couldn't give her leg the
four-to-six weeks of needed rest. She
performed with the injury.

"It was a terrible feeling because after
a while I wasn't sure if the whole thing
was in my head After I was told of the
fracture, I was relieved," Kibling said.
She is one of the more successful track

competitors. For the past two years, she
has qualified for the Easterns (last year
with indoor track) and in her sophomore
year was m the top five in the East for the
pentathlon.

The pentathlon comprises five events:
high jump, long jump, 100 meter hurdles
shotput, and the 880. Although never
competing in two of these events before
college, Kibling found she could compete
with any others which, according to
O'Brien, is a tribute to her all-around
abilitv

Klbling started playing field hockey and
ran track originally at Lunenburg where
she attended high school. She also
played basketball there as part of a very
successful team which only went to the
district playoffs, but the sport couldn't
sustain her interest as far as a college
career was concerned.
When she entered college, she found

no varsity track team but merely a club
consisting of only about ten women.
Although the club didn't have enough
members to be competitive, Kibling
thought it was a good experience.

In field hockey, Kibling has played for
four years with the last three on varsity.
She just returned from Colorado where
UMass finished seventh in the nation.
Besides playing a strong left wing, she
also added the game winning goal over
Bemidji, the Minutewomen's best played
game of the year. She also scored the
winning goal in the regional playoffs with
a penalty shot against Maine.

Besides the two varsity sports, she is

involved with intramurals, playing
football, basketball, volleyball (her team's
in the finals) and Softball.

After graduation, Kibling, A PE major
wants to teach using the same
philosophy she's maintained all along.

"I'd like to teach young kids and get
them involved and I believe the only way
to do that is to make it fun for them " she
said.

Besides her casual attitude toward
sport, Kibling is noted by her teammates
for caring for everyone on the team, says
Kelley Sails. "She empathizes with
everyone on the team. She's a good
influence."

One of the only differences Kibling can
make between varsity sports and in-
tramural sports is the commitment one
has to make.
"One has to be in shape and be able to

spend a lot of time for the vafsity sports
"

she said.

But as far as playing the sport, Kibling
takes It about the same. At least she
expresses that way.

Shula snubs
Marchibroda
MIAMI \UPI\ - Miami coach Don Shula

confirmed Tuesday he snubbed Baltimore
coach Ted Marchibroda after the Dolphins'
176 win over the Colts Monday night
because of a pair of disagreements between
the two.

After the game, Marchibroda came
trotting over to Shula to congratulate him.
Shula dismissed him with a wave of his hand
and turned awy.

"I knew it was him and I brushed him off
"

Shula said Tuesday.
The Shula- Marchibroda dispute goes back

to the first Dolphin- Colt game when
hnebacker Stan White told Marchibroda
Shula was laughing at the Colts while
holding a 28-10 lead. It was later reported
Marchibroda used that to motivate the Colts
to their eventual 45-28 victory.

Although Shula said Tuesday he didn't
want to make any big deal of the incident
Monday night, he said, "I felt it was a cheap
way to motivate the team, if that's what he
was trying to do."

Grimsley inks
Expos' pact
HONOLULU [UPI] - The Montreal Expos
signed free agent Ross Grimsley Monday
night for a multi-year contract in excess of $1
million.

The 27-year old left-hander, who broke in
the major leagues with the Cincinnati Reds in

1971, was traded to the Baltimore Orioles in
1974 and has biggest season with them that
year when he was 18-13 with a 3.07 earned
run average. Last year Grimsley was 14-10
for the Orioles with a 3.96 era and played a
major role in their third place finish in the
American League East.

Grimsley, who was also sought by the
New York Yankees, California Angels and
Texas Rangers.agreed to terms with Expos
President John McHale and Vice President
Charlie Fox via a long distance telephone call
from the Bahamas where he was
vacationing. His agent, Jerry Kapstein, laid
the preliminary groundwork for the signing.

Grimsley, whose father was also a major
league pitcher, is only the second free agent
signed by the Expos in the two years of the
re-entry draft.
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Gymmen to face Cowell
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

After suffering a setback at the hands of
the West Point Cadets last Saturday, the
UMass men's gymnastics team hopes to
bounce back with a victory at the University
of Lowell tonight at 7 p.m.
UMass coach Dick Swetman is fairly

optimistic about the meet, since Lowell has
never posed a threat to the Minutemen in the
past. Tonight's meet, in all actuality, will be a
warm-up for the UMass-Penn State contest
this Saturday.
The UMass lineup will be virtually un-

changed from the West Point encounter,
except that John Forshay will not compete
30 that he may rest for the Penn State
showdown. Bob Donahue and Bob Lamb
wiM fill the all-around slots, while pinch-

hitting in the other two all-around spots will
be freshman Paul O'Neil and co-captain
Steve Nunno.

In floor exercise - UMass' strongest
event - freshman Dave Buegler will
compete. The pommel horse event will see
Dave Kulakoff and promising freshman Tim
Barry in action for the Minutemen. The still

rings specialists are set to be sophomore
Walter Buchwald and freshman Dave
Felleman.

In the long horse vaulting event, only
Buegler will see action due to Forshay's
absence. On the parallel bars, UMass will
enter John Nelson and Kulakoff. The bars
are one of the weakest events for the
gymmen and thus will play an important part
in the final outcome. Finally, John Nelson
and Tom Thompson will specialize on the
horizontal bars.

COLLEG£ SKI WEEK
CARNfTVAL AT

KILUNGTON,
VERMONT
January 15-20, 1978

• Five Day Lih Ticket

• Five Nights m Hotel

• 10 Great Meals

• Ski 50 Runs, 3000 Drop
• Nightly Entertainment

• Dance to Live Bands
• Free Keg I'arty

• Extras

ONLY $119.50
to $139.50

Call DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

All trip arrjnKements by Urtiled
InierioUegiate Skiers Association

intem55io}L^

Credit courses and Credit-Free Workshops !;ffcred by the Division of Continuing Education,
L'Mass/Amherst begin January 3rd. For registration inft)rmation and catalog, please call 545-3653
or Slop by the Records and Registration Office, 1 13 Hasbrouck. .Mastcrcharge, American Express,
aild VISA are accepted. W

UNRFD
TRANSMISSION
EXCHANGf INC

all iiuiki- (..ir .ind truck

tf.insrnissions

Ht'ji.iir.jd R»;bii.lt Exi h.tmieil

?36PI*.as.int St
Northampton, Mas.s

5846790

. DECEMBER , 1977

Officer

If you think
You can qualify
Contact, .

.

Maj Jerry Witte
December 7th
In the
Placement Office
9 am to 5 pm

Air Fore*

A great way of life

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CAWSOVAL AT

MOUNT
SNOW,

VERMONT
January 8-13, 1978

• Five Day Lih Ticket

• Ski 80 Miles - 1800 Drop
• Five Nights Lodging

• Deluxe Cortdominiums
• Kitchen h Fireplace

• Only 2 per Bedroom
• Five Minutes to Mt
• Dance to Live Bands

• Free Keg Tarty

• Surprise Extras

ONLY $99.50

Easy Drive — South Vt.

<-*" DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

All inp jrrjnKements by United
IntrrtoUrgiate Slum AttociaHoti.

OoyouMranttoflyP

Face It you ve always
wanted to fly! Most of us
remember that feeling

and for a lot of us it has ne\ie,T

gone away

You're in luck. Air Force
ROTC can set you winging.
Our Flight Instruction Program
(FIP) IS designed to teach you
the basics of flight and in-

cludes flying lessons in light

aircraft at a civilian-operated

flying school

The program is an EXTRA
given to cadets who can be-
come Air Force pilots through
Air Force ROTC. Taken dur-
ing the senior year in college,
It IS the first step up for the
cadet who is going on to Air

Force jet pilot training after

graduation

'Vir Force ROTC also has a
scholarship program to pay
or books, fees, and full tui-

ion, along with $100 a month
This is all reserved for the
cadet who wants to get his life

off the ground . . . with Air

Force flying.

Call S^2437

Rir Force ROTC

$25 Deposits taken

1 1-3, Mon-Fri in

Ski Club Office

S.U. 309
and

Dec. 5, 7, 9. 12, 14
on Campus Center

Concourse

^
$109-

Sugarbush
Ski Week
Jan. 22-27

meals, lodging
,

lift ticket, partying!

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

( Formerly South China)

"^ 'A ^ ^ -M

Maiifiarin Szechuen
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week

IS^ia'

Mon.-Thur.

Fri.-Sun.

ll:30a.m.-10:00p.in.

Il:30a.m.-ll:00p.in.

Specials

LUNCHEON $1.25 & up

DINNFR S3 /5

iTirfin course i hoire of

S/<'chu,jn Spirpd Chicken
Of

Sweet h Sour Shnmp
Dinner includes spare r.h

ogyroll chicken Wing, fried
rire b hot and sour shrimp

Sun Thurs 1 1 30 10 00 pm
Fri S,it 12 00 1 00

lOBelchertownRd.
Kt. 9, Amherst

2.=>(;-025I

256-0252

Banquet Facilities

Tonite,

Wed., Dec. 7

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the ASBURV JUKES

Thurs., Dec. 8

JOHNNYand the

LUNCHEONETTES

Fri. & Sat.,

Dec. 9 & 10

NRBQ

Sunderland. MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-493'
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Members of the UMass women's swimming and diving
team will be facing their old coach. Eve Atkinson, when they
travel to New Haven tonight for a 7 p.m. meet against Yale. It

wont be an easy meet for the Minutewomen though. Ac-

cording to their new coach John Nunnelly, "Yale is going to
be the toughest team in New England this year." UMass is 5 3
(Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Blueliners journey to West Point
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team will be traveling
to West Point, NY. tonight to face the
Cadets of Army at Smith rink in a 7 p.m.
game.

The icemen will be trying to put a halt to a
five-game losing streak that began after an
opening victory over New England College.

It won't be an easy task, as the Minutemen
have been hit with untimely injuries to key
players. Lincoln Flagg, who centered the
second line with Nick Carney (left wing) and
Bill Estes (right wing), has a cast on his knee
(torn cartilage he received in the Norwich
game) and maybe out for the season. John
Peters, who played right wing on the first

line, suffered a severe Charlie horse in the
Non«/ich game and will be out indefinitely.

The injuries have caused coach Jack
Canniff to readjust his lines. The first line

now consists of Bill White on left wing, Don
Murphy at center, and Bob White on right
wing. The second line now consists of Nick
Carney on left wing, Joe Milan at center,and
Mike Ferragamo on right wing.

The rest of the attackers will be grouped
together in the near future, according to
Canniff.

"Right now, I'm only sure of the first two
lines. The rest are still in a machine waiting to
be put together. I can tell you that Bill Estes
will be centering or playing right wing on the
third line. It's hit or miss from there," he said.

"The return of T.J. O'Brien could give us a
lift," added Canniff. "He was hurt in the
UConn game (a 3-1 UMass loss) and unable
to make the last road trip (dual losses to Nor-
wich, 3-2, and Middlebury, 6-3)."

The Minutemen's opponent tonight.
Army, will be no pushover. The Cadets had
four men in the top ten scorers of Division II

last year. Dave Rost, who was the top scorer
in Division II last year and the ECAC Player of
the Year with a phenomenal 41 goals and 63
assists for 104 points, has departed via

graduation. However, the number two scorer
in Division II last year was Dave's younger
brother Tom Rost (33-42-75), who is

returning alono with number five scorer —

John Harrison (25-42-67) and the number
eight scorer - Dan Murrett (21-27-58). In
addition to the three power packed forwards,
the Cadets also have 12 returning lettermeri
(15 total) to frighten opposing goaltenders.

The Cadets are coached by John Riley,
who guided the pucksters to an impressive
21-6-1 record and third place finish last year
m the Western Division of ECAC Division II.

The only weakness that Canniff sees with
Army is the goaltending position, where
"They've been suspect for the last three
years."

FACE OFF FLATTERINGS - UMass

finished tenth last year in the same Western
Division as Army with an 8-11-1 mark. There
were 17 teams in the Western Division last

year and only 14 in the Eastern Division, so
the ECAC realigned the divisions by putting
16 in both. How ? They took American In-

ternational from the Western Division and
put it in the Eastern Division and they added
the newly formed University of Maine
hockey program to the Eastern Division as
well and voilal - 16 in both divisions ...

Canniff praises goalie John Riley as a bright

spot this year: 'He's stopped an incredible

amount of breakaway chances."

Pats have shot at title
/V5W YORK [UPI] - The New England

Patriots, seemingly out of the playoffs a few
weeks ago, were thrust back into the AFC
East race when Miami beat Baltimore 17-6
Monday night, further confusing the already
complicated NFL playoff situation.

If the Patriots beat Miami at New England
Sunday, then win at Baltimore the following
week, the Patriots, Dolphins and Colts all will
have 10-4 records. But in the NFL's tie-

breaking formula. New England would win
the division title and enter the playoffs
because of a better record in games among
the three teams.

Victories in their final two games would
give the Patriots a split with Miami and a 2-0
record against Baltimore for a 3-1 record in

head-to- head competition. The Dolphins
would be 2-2 and the Colts 1-3.

If Miami and Baltimore both win their last

two games and finish 9-3, Miami wins the
title because of a better intradivisional

record, 7-1 compared to the Colts' 6-2. Miami
and Baltimore split their two games this

season.

After traveling to New England Sunday,
Miami hosts Buffalo in its season finale. The
Colts play their last two games at home,
against Detroit and New England.

Heading into the final two weeks of the
season, 11 of the NFL's 28 teams are still

contenders for the five remaining playoff
spots. Denver, Dallas, and Los Angeles have
already clinched playoff spots.

Pittsburgh, 8-4, can clinch the AFC Central
title by beating Cincinnati, 7-5, Saturday.

Oakland, 9-3, can qualify as the AFC wild
card entry by winning its last two games or
winding up in a 10-4 tie with Baltimore,
Miami or New England. The Raiders have the
best intraconference record among those
teams.

Minnesota, 8-4, can clinch the NFC Central
by winning one of its last two games. The
Vikings win the title in the event of a 9-5 tie
with Chicago, now 8-4, because they
defeated the Bears by six points and lost to
them by only three.

The NFC wild card spot most likely will go
to either St. Louis, Washington or Chicago,
all with 7-5 records, although Atlanta, 6-6i
retains a slim chance.

Washington, which beat the Cardinals 24-
14 earlier this year, is at St. Louis Saturday.
The Bears close the season against Green
Bay at Chicago and the New York Giants at
East Rutherford, N.J. The Cards close at
Tampa Bay while Washington ends its

season at home against Los Angeles.

tflTQSie
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So what else is new;

Celts drop another
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NEW YORK [UPI] - Butch Beard hit a

turnaround jump shot with 1:49 left in

overtime to give the Knicks the lead, and Jim
McMillian's two free throws clinched a 122-

119 victory for New York over the Boston
Celtics last night to snap a three-game losing

streak.

After Beard's basket. Earl Monroe con-
nected on a three-pointer to boost the
Knicks' lead to four before Charlie Scott cut
the deficit in half with a pair of free throws
with one minute left. After Monroe missed a

ten footer, Beard fouled JoJo White with 10
seconds left but the Celtics' veteran guard
could convert only one of three free throws.
The Celtics had a chance to win four

seconds left but Whiic, who finished with 29
points, missed a running one-hander before
McMillian was subsequently fouled.

Bob McAdoo scored a season-high 40
points - 25 in the second half - and
Monroe added 21.

Beard's layup off an inbounds play tied the
scorp at 109 - all with 49 seconds left in

regulation and Scott missed a 20-footer at
the buzzer to send the game into oveKime.

Boston 11191 Boswell 3 12 7. Wicks 1 4-4 6,
Cowens 4-6 6 14, Bing 1-2-2 4. Havlicek 8 8 10 24,
Rowe 5 2 2 12, Scott 8 5 9 21, White 9 9 12 27,
Maxwell 2 2 2, Saunders 1 0-0 2. Totals 40 39 49 119.
New York (1221 -- Haywood 5 0-0 10, Shelton 2 1-2

5. McAdoo 18 4 6 40, Cleamons 1 0-0 2, Monroe 8 5-5
21, Beard 8 4 4 20. Jackson 2 12 5, Knight 1-2 1,

Williams 3 6, McMillian 2 2 3 6, Gondrezick 3 0-0 6.

Totals 52 1824 122.

Boston 31 27 30 21 10 119
New York 36 30 33 16 13 122

Fouled out Wicks Total fouls - Boston 24, New
York 30 Technicals Monroe. A - 17,416.
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Pucksters at Army, p. 23

Sue Kibling feature, p. 22

Terriers tumble
as cagers roll
B>/ DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass Minutemen
basketball trio of Mike Pyan, Derick
Claiborne and Alex Eldridge combined to
outscore the Terriers of Boston University by
a 16 to four margin over the last four and a
half minutes of the game and came away
from the Case Center on the BU campus
with a 73-61 win last night.

The win raised the Minutemen's record to
3-0, and was the 200th career victory ( 12 yrs.

)

for coach Jack Leaman, a BU alumnus.
"This couldn't be a bener place for it to

come," said Leaman. 'Its where I got
started

"

Leaman played varsity basketball at BU
and captained the team his senior year as the
Terriers went to the finals of the NlCAA East
Regional He also coached the freshmen
team there one year.

Last night, after BU had run 10 straight
points - four each by forward Curtis
Vanlandingham and guard Phil Andrews,
sandwiched around a Steve Wright bucket
to tie the score at 57 with 4:36 to play -
Pyatt sank both ends of a one and one to
move UMass ahead by two.
Andrews connected on one of two foul

shots with 4:08 remaining to pull the Terriers
within one point, but the home team could
only tally a Glenn Censor jumper and another
Andrews free throw over the final four
minutes to fall to 1-2 on the season.
BU was hurt when junior Vanlandingham

fouled out of the game with three minutes
remaining, after he sat out nearly half of the
second stanza with four fouls. He was
Boston's threat to score and rebound inside,
and Pyatt took advantage of his absence.

UMass' Mark Haymore was also saddled
with second half foul trouble, after leading
the Minutemen m both scoring (8) and
rebounding (4) m the first half.

•^ayfTiore picked up his fourth personal at
18:39 of the second half and did not return
until about five minutes remained in the
game.

UMass had taken a 31-28 lead into the
lockerroom at halftime after a 25-foot Brad
Johnson jumper at the buzzer. The first half
which saw the teams alternate eight point
runs early, then settled down to swapping
baskets and was physical and somewhat
sloppy.

The Minutemen applied full court pressure
defense on and off, and several reserves:
including Johnson, Williams. Tom Witkos
and Will Morrison, saw action.
The second period began much the same

way, with UMass holding its three point lead
only until Haymore's demise, when BU's
Wally West put the Terriers ahead, 33-32, at
17 53. With a layup.

UMass then outscored BU 21-9 to take its
biggest lead of the game, 11 points (53-42;,
at 950 of the second period. Johnson
playing a wing on the one- three-one offense
scored eight of the 21 points, and Pyatt
added six.

"Brad (Johnson) provided the spark
tonight," said Leaman. "He's a shooter."
The teams then swapped a pair of hoops

before BU went on its tear of 10 straight.
Pyatt provided the spark down the stretch,

as he converted two one and one's and fired
in two short jumpers in the last few minutes
to end as the Minutemen's leading scorer
with 21 points.

As UMass iced the game in that same
stretch, Claiborne sank two free throws and
converted a hoop on the end of a blind pass
from Eldridge out of the four corner stall for
an uncontested layup. He ended with 13
points.

Eldridge also converted a crucial one and
one and added a breakaway layup at the
buzzer to finish with 10 points and nine
assists.

"I think the last 20 minutes of the game
were as good as both teams could play," said
Leaman. "We're lucky we got out of here
alive."

Leaman praised his bench, saying, "they'll
get the job done out there.

TURN TO PAGE 20

Mike Pyatt drives over BU's Wally West for two of his 21 ooints in li.«t ni„h*'.game. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins) ^ " '"^ "'^^^

'

lucly Van Handle

^ Give me New England

Mermen win opener;

Yarworth sets record
By mark marchand
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's swim team won eight
out of a possible 13 events last night at
Boyden Pool en route to an impressive 69-43
win over WPI its first meet of the season

Led by the record shattering performance
of senior Russ Yarworth in the 200 yard
butterfly, the Minutemen led all the way and
didfi't even have to use their best swimmers
in their best events.

"I just got a report of their times this
morning and I knew that we wouldn't have
to swim our best," explained UMass coach
Bei Melamed.

it didn't appear that way, though, as
several of the Minutemen turned in their best
times ever. Chief among those was Yar-
worth' s effort in the 200 fly where he shaved
an awesome 5.2 seconds off the old record.
He led all the way and never looked back on
his way to an excellent time of 2:02.8.

"I was getting psyched for this for a
week," said Yan^/orth, a double winner on
the night. "It's a good place to start the
season."

Another fine winning effort was logged by
sophomore Harry Fulford. who paced the
pack in the 200 yard breaststroke to the tune
of a 2:24.1 time which was his best ever.

"It was really a big surprise for me,"
related Fulford after the meet.

Returning from a year's absence, Tom
Nowak reestablished himself as a solid
performer by winning the 200 yeard in-

dividual medley with a time of 2: 1 1 .5. Nowak
also finished second to Fulford in the breast-
stroke event.

Another pleasant surprise for Melamed
was the performance of freshman diver Dan
Anthony, who captured first in the optional
diving event. Teammate Jim Antonino a
senior, duplicated Anthony's effort by taking
top spot in the required diving event.

"Anthony's performance along with that
of Pete Ziomek in the 100 yard freestyle were
pleasant surprises for me," said Melamed

Other winners for UMass included Jim
Leiand with a 2:08.5 time in the 200 yard
backstroke and the 400 yard medley relay
team of Leiand, Nowak, Bill Tyler, and
George Colias.

Tyler, a freshman sensation fresh out of
Amherst Regional High School, also turned
in a fine performance in the 50 yeard free-
style where he was nudged out by WPI's
Weizbicki for the top spot while churning
away at a 23.1 pace.

The bright spot in the meet for the
Engineers was Suzanne Call, who won both
the 500 and 1000 yard freestyle events. WPI
has no program for women swimmers and
thereby sports several women on its
predominantly male roster. Call easily won
both her events with Minuteman Dave
Hoffman finishing second each time.

"She's from the Panama Canal Zone and
has been a real big surprise for us," said
Engineer coach Steve Diquette. "I'm just
impressed with UMass though; their medley
relay team is just super."

The UMass win saw WPI's record drop to
2 1 while UMass begins its season with a
clean 1-0 slate.

The Minutemen will now prepare for
Saturday when they, along with the UMass
women's team, travels to Boston to swim
against the Terriers of Boston University.

I suppose it all started when the first
snowfall came.

For weeks all I had been thinking about
was football, football, football.

Could UMass win the Yankee Conference?
Could the Minutemen beat Lehigh and earn a
trip to California?

Football was tantamount in my mind
But then ...

Sports Illustrated and the Sporting News
published their college basketball editions ...

Ronnie Perry appeared on the cover of
Sports Plus ...

And, finally, when UMass took the court
against Harvard in the antiquated Indoor
Athletic Building in Cambridge last week ...

It all came back to me.
College basketball was back. Or, more

specifically. New England college basketball
was back.

The heck with the Pac Eight. Who cares
about the ACC. Forget about the South.
New England college basketball is IT, at

least for me, this year.

For years New Englanders had been on the
outside looking in when it came to good
collegiate hoop. Oh sure, Holy Cross and
Providence built reputations as top
basketball schools, but for a long time that's
all anyone outside this area knew of New
England basketball.

But in the past few years, other schools
have begun to make their presence felt in
New England basketball circles.

Closest to home, of course, is dear old
UMass. The move to the Eastern Athletic
Association has spruced up this school's
basketball program tremendously. And now,
with a big come-from- behind win over
George Washington in their EAA opener, the
Minutemen are primed, for what promises to
be an exciting season.

People like Alex Eldridge, Derick Clai-
borne, Mike Pyatt, Mark Haymore are
already showing flashes of brilliance, and
with the UConn Classic, the Colonial Classic,

two games with Rutgers, and a potential four
(yes, that's right) contests with UConn in the
offing, the Minutemen should be ready to
provide some memorable moments.
And what of the rest of New England?

Well, take a jaunt down Route Nine to
Worcester and take in recently rejuvenated
power Holy Cross.

Mr. Perry has been discussed ad infinitum,
but the rest of the Crusaders exude brilliance.
The most underrated basketball fonvard in

New England, Chris Potter, teams with Mike
Vicens to give Holy Cross an imposing front-
court. Leo Kane is also back to team with
Perry at guard.

The Crusaders were ranked ninth by
Sports Illustrated in a preseason poll, and are
rated in the top 20 in the first UPI basketball
poll.

And Providence, of course, has pulled off
another upset already by beating Louisville
and Its Doctors of Dunk last week.
The Friars have performers like Bob

Misevicius, Bruce Campbell, Bill Eason and
Dwight Williams around. PC will, I assure
you, be tough.

Another Ocean State school, the
University of Rhode Island, is also capable of
giving opponents fits. Reasons? Try Sly
Williams, Irv Chatman, Jiggy Williamson,
and Stan Wright. Throw in a year of ex-
perience for Williams and Chatman, and you
have the ingredients which could easily make
the Rams a sleeper in New England.

And, of course, old friend and foe UConn.
Tony Hanson is gone, but Joe Whelton, the

'

giant-like guard, is back, as well as Jim
Abromaitis, Jeff Carr, and Al Lewis.

Although those are the Elite Five' of New
England, Boston College and Vermont also
could suprise.

So let everyone rail about how good
college basketball is in other parts of the
country.

New England will do me just fine.
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Heather
A blast of cold north air has us in its snare.

Bright shiny sun during the day; but on the way, more snow for romp and play.
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Finding tt^e perfect gift ..

Donna Torra puts a coating of
toner on the belt she is making for
her roommate.

George Milkowski sands the
wooden belt buckle he is making for
his girlfriend.

Marians Wrsnn (L) shows Rochtlle Wolfe how
to knead the clsv for. a ootterv aihtrav. I

fly CHRIS BOURNE
Collegian Staff

Every year at this time thousands of
harried shoppers pour into the stores and
fight time and each other to find the
"perfect" gift for mom, dad, son,
daughter, etc., etc. People complairi
about how commercialized Christmas
has become as they wheel their shopping
carts to the checkout counter.

This time of year the UMass Craft
Shop in the Student Union fills up with
budding artisans who want to make their
gifts mean more and cost less. They also
have fun and learn a useful skill at the
same time.

Linda Scorziello, a freshman business
major who was making a pair of

sheepskin slippers for each of her
parents, said she had "just learned how
to do it yesterday." "I love sewing and
the first thing I looked for when I got up
here was the craft shop."

Scorziello also said she feels her gift

means more because she made it herself.

Rochelle Wolfe, a freshman CASIAC
student, was making a pottery ashtray.
"I'm doing this for the first time. The
ashtray is for my mother. I'm also making
a belt for my sister or my boyfriend,

whoever it fits." Wolfe also said she was
making her gifts mainly because § he
was broke.

Marlane Wrenn, a counseling graduate
student, who was helping Wolfe out, said

she feels pottery "is a really centering
activity. I like to share a part of myself."

Wrenn was making Christmas
decorations as well as gifts.

Carl Lukens, a senior in environmental
science, was making a leather cigarette
holder, t)ut declined to say who it was
for. "It's the first time I've worked with
leather and I've had a lot of fun making it.

Lukenssad it will "mean more to me and
the perscDn I'm giving it to. It's an ex-
pression of myself."

Donna Torra, a freshman engineering
major, s/vas making a belt for her
roommate "I was walking by the craft

shop and walked to look around I saw the
sign that tells how to make a belt and
decided to try it. This is the fourth one
I've madeMy roommate said she needed
a belt because she had to borrow one
from someone down the hall."

Leather work and pottery aren't the

only crafts that can be done in the

Student Union Craft Shop. George
Milkowski, a senior geology major, was
making a wooden belt buckle for his

girlfriend. "I've done woodworking
before and I like doing it. It's important to

do other things here besides go to

school; also I'm broke."

Silver work is another popular craft.

Richard Alan, a freshman engineering
major, was making a ring for his sister. "I

first learned how to do it about five years
ago in camp, but I haven't done any o* it

since then." Alan said he found out
about the craft shop about four weeks
ago. "I was walking by and decided to go
in and take a look. I love working with
jewelry. I'm going to be in here a lot."
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Administrators, faculty square off on issues
By MEGAN O'REILLY and
CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

[Editor's note: this is part one of a two-part
series dealing with administration -faculty
relations. Part two appears tomorrow]

At the center of the conflict is Provost Paul
L. Puryear.

A faculty union has been formed in the
past year, and a provost has come under fire.

The faculty claims it is harassed, while the
administration says it's just trying to do its

»ob.

The dispute revolves around four major
arvM. This series is an attempt to shed some
Hg^ on the on-going conflict between the

two groups
One point of conflict is the provost, Paul L.

Puryear Puryear's administrative style differs

the unassuming style of Chancellor

About this issue

This is one of a 'series of five ex-

perimental issues of the Collegian.

Today, and for the remainder of the
publishing year. Collegian staffers will

experiment with different forms of page
layout.

Randolph W. Bromery. The faculty has
ex iressed dissatisfaction with Puryear's
performance as provost and last spring

expressed "no confidence" in Puryear after

he proposed a five year long-range plan for

reallocating University resources.

Secretary of the Faculty Senate Terrence
Burke last week reaffirmed faculty sen-

timent, citing the provost's personality as a

"problem which must be acknowledged as a

part of life on campus." Burke advised the

senate to remember that "structures outlast

people."
Rumors are flying that Puryear will resign.

Puryear has refused to comment on the
reports. But he does not deny them either.

Puryear has repeatedly said the faculty's

criticism of his two reorganization proposals
has been directed at him personally and has
nothing to do with the substance of his

proposals.

The W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies has supported Puryear
and yesterday issued a statement accusing
the faculty senate of waging a personal
campaign against the provost. Secretary
Burke denies that charge. Both the faculty
union and senate have said the problem is

due to their lack of jpfluence on ad-
ministrative decisions.

Puryear last March released a preliminary
five year plan designed to reallocate faculty

positions from departments he judged to be

in low St udent demand to programs with
high enro llijient.

Puryea r's plan met with heavy criticism,

particular ly from the College of Arts and
Sciences, where 44 teaching positions would
be eliminated. Also, under the plan, the
Asian studies and Slavic Languages of that

college vwould be phased out by 1982.

Puryear's plan awaits action by the
University Board of Trustees. However,
some as|>€cts of the plan have been toned
down since it met with faculty criticism.
A second reason for the "feud" between

faculty and administration can be traced to
the emergence of a faculty union.

After a ri inconclusive vote last December
in which no winner surfaced, the union was
voted in last February. In February, the
faculty ch»ose the Massachusetts Society of
Professors over the American Association of
University Professors. The MSP is the
Amherst «jnit of the faculty union, and the
Faculty S taff Union represents members at
the UMassBoston campus. Both are af-
filiated v^/'ith the Massachusetts Teachers
Association

With th e coming of the union, there was
confusion as to what would happen to the
faculty s&nate. Previously, the senate had
been the\yoice of the faculty. Now, with the
union, can it maintain that position of
prominence? Would the union, in performing

its function of bargaining for salaries,

working conditions, etc., take over the power
' of the senate at UMass?

It's unlikely.

Union President Larry S. Roberts said the
union would like to see the senate
strengthened. The MSP's contract proposal
contains provisions to strengthen the senate.

But, he said, the union and the senate can
be used as a divisive weapon by the ad-
ministration, leading to an undesirable
competitive situation between them.

"It's our position that academic matters
should be dealt with by the senate," Roberts
said. "I have no doubt we can go forward in

a non-competitive atmosphere." But,
Roberts said, it is "not possible with any
degree of certainty to say what the role of
the faculty senate will be in the future."
"A lot of the future of the senate,"

Roberts said, "depends on the ad-
ministration."

Bromery apparently agrees, having said

any discussion concerning faculty and
administration relations would be speculative

until a contract is signed. He has since

restricted administration staff, including the
Provost, from publicly addressing issues
surrounding the contract.

The series on administration and faculty

relations continues tomorrow.
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'Jaws 2' ends filming
NAVARRE BEACH, Fla. [UPI] - After five

months, the giant mechanical sharks, the
floating is land, the facade of a New England
village a rd the 344-member Universal

Studios crew are leaving this Gulf of Mexico
resort.

And n&xt June, "Jaws 2," a $13 million

sequel to The biggest moneymaker in motion
picture history, will be shown to the public.

"This IS the most difficult film ever made,"
says cop>roducer David Brown. "And it's

one of th e most dangerous. We are doing
things whiich require tremendous technical
and athletic skill on the part of our cast and
crew."

"Jaws 2
" wasn't an incident-free

production
Universal lost $1.5 million after three

weeks of filming at Martha's Vineyard in

New Engl and when director John Hancock

resigned following artistic disputes with the

producers. As a result, most of the Martha's

Vineyard footage was canned and new
director Jeannot Szwarc decided to start

from scratch in north riorida, chosen
because of its warmer climate and white

sand beaches.

Correction
Due to a typographical error, the Collegian

elections story on page three of yesterday's
issue incorrectly quoted the newly elected
fine arts editor as saying he was not goitig to

draw out signs of student life. What Kenneth
S. Shain, who will be in charge of the paper's
weekly supplement. Below the Salt, actually

said was, "We're going to draw out signs of
student life."
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Med students may pay UM back
By GAYLE YOUNG
and LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — The University has a new first

— it will have the first state medical school in

the country to require its students to repay
the Commonwealth for their education.

Campus, voted to sell the University's South
African stock and to purchase stock in
American corporations. Thay passed a vote
for a construction agreement for the Tri River
Valley Health Center, naming a new gym-
nasium at the Boston campus after the late
Trustee Catherine F. Clark, and to sell
University-owned land in Ohio.

bridge voted for by the trustees, will be
affiliated with the Worcester Medical School
and will provide training for many medical
students. UMass-Worcester Chancellor
Roger C. Bulger said, "The Blackstone area,
where Uxbridge is located, is the one area
that has been designated by the government
to be medically undeserved, The people of

'We determined it important to select a person associated with the
Boston campus.' -Trustee Haskell Kassler

The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday
approved a proposal to be brought to the
State Senate. This plan will require students
entering in fall 1978 and onward to either
repay the state $8,000 for their four-year
education within ten years or to work for the
•tate for not more than one year in a
medically- deprived area of Massachusetts.
The Senate last month requested such a plan
be implemented.
The trustees, who met at the Boston

Approximately $40,000 will be lost by the
University as a result of the board's decision
to divest its South African stock, by selling it

at an inopportune time. Trustees were forced
to sell the stock by concerned students who
protested South Africa's Apartheid
government. Some American companies'
stock to be bought are Proctor & Gamble,
Sears & Roebuck, Pennzoil, and Mc-
Donald's.

The Tri-River Valley Health Center in Ux-

the area have requested of the University ...

to have a program here. This is really quite
unusual ... this will be a superior thing by
which medical students will be taught," he
said.

The trustees unanimously voted to name
the new physical education building at
UMassBoston the Catherine Forbes Clark
Physical Education Center in recognition of
Mrs. Clark's substantial contributions. Clark
died Nov. 14.

The sale of land in Columbus, Ohio

donated to UMass by Murray D. Lincoln was
approved by the board. "We have been

unable to sell (this land). We think we may
have conned a hospital into buying it," said

Buildings and Grounds Committee Chairman
Robert J. Spiller.

The Ad Hoc Committee to find an interim
chancellor for the Boston campus reported
that it has been discussing criteria for the
position. Present Boston Chancellor Carlo L.

Golino was forced by the board to resign last
month, effective January 1978. Committee
Chairman Haskell Kassler said, "We
determined it important to select a person
associated with the Boston campus. We
decided that the acting chancellor will not be
a candidate for the permanent position. The
deadline for submitting names for the interim
chancellorship is Dec. 23.

Wood receives

standing ovation

Robert C. Wood

University president Robert C. Wood
received a lengthy standing ovation from
the board of trustees yesterday at his last

board meeting.

Board Chairman Joseph E. Healy
called for the trustees and all those
present to "stand in appreciation for the
years of service" Wood has given.
Wood, who has been president for

seven years, resigned last June and will

leave the University at the end of the
month. A UMass Boston professor,
Franklin K Patterson, was named by the
board as interim president.

The search for a permanent successor
to Wood is "going well" according to the
Presidential Search Committee chairman
Stephan Breyer. Breyer said the com-

> mittee has narrowed the list of those
considered from more than 150 to ap-
proximately 30 names, and that the
committee will present three to five

finalists in April.

The trustees also decided that interim
president Patterson will receive $48,000
at an annual rate for his term in office.

— Gayle Young

UMass employees
file complaint

An official of a union seeking to

represent various UMass employees filed

an unfair labor practices charge
yesterday against the UMass ad-
ministration.

Ralph Flynn, an organizer for the
Massachusetts Teachers Association,
said the complaint with the Massa-
chusetts Labor Relations Committee was
filed because of a memo the UMass
Labor Relations Coordinating Office sent
to clerical, technical, and administrative

employees. The union had planned to file

the complaint Friday but did so yesterday
because of the "blatantness " of the
memo.
The employees will vote in an election

today on whether they want to be
represented by the University Staff

Association, the Massachusetts State
Employees Union, or not be represented
by any union.

The staff association is affiliated with
the MTA and the state employees

association is affiliated with the National
Government Employees Association.

Flynn said the memo violated state
Statute 150E, a state law relating to union
activities, because it attempts to in-

fluence employees to vote for no
representation.

Such a vote would be beneficial to the
administration, because wages paid to
non-union employees are generally lower
than those paid to union employees.

However, UMass Coordinator of Labor
Relations, Scott Overing, said the memo,
dated Dec. 6, was the "University's
attempt to provide full information" to

the employees before the election. He
declined further comment.

Flynn said the memo attempts to

convince the employees that they will

receive a contract similar to a contract in

effect between the American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Em-
ployees and the state if they vote for

union representation.

Pie thrower faces
disciplinary action

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

Disciplinary action will be taken against
Joseph Gould, 19, of 421 Patterson, who
attempted to "pie" Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis in the Campus Center last week.
A complaint against Gould, a business

major, was drawn up by Dean of
Students William F. Field and Student
Attorney General Jeffrey Lutsky, will

bring Gould before the student judiciary
at a later date. Field has not yet signed
the complaint.

Lutsky said Gould violated a student
code of conduct which states that
physical assaults of harassment of
anyone is subject to disciplinar\ action.

Gould's aborted attempt to splatter

Dukakis with a Boston Cream Pie came
at a two-day seminar on Northeast
economy held herfe last weekend.

"Although he didn't injure Dukakis, he
did harass him and interfered with a
private conference," Lutsky said.

"This is not a situation that we want to
overreact to," Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Robert Woodbury said.

"But we can't exactly approve of it

either."

Field said he has sent a letter to Gould
requesting a meeting, but has not yet
received a reply. Field said he has had no
personal contact with Gould.

Gould, one of the organizers of the
aborted "smoke-in"' on Amherst com-
mon, last month, was unavailable for

comment.
- SUSAN O'NEIL

local news digest
Fees unpaid,
employees fired

Termination notices were sent to 146
UMass employees yesterday.

The action was taken by the University
following failure of the 146 employees to
pay "agency servancy fees."'

Agency servancy fees are fees paid by
employees represented by a labor union,
but are not members of the union.

The 146 employees in question here
are represented by Local 1776, American
Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees, but are not union
members.

However, the employees have two
weeks to pay the rees, retroactive to last

July, before they are terminated.
The er Tloyees federation had

previously ititormed the University that
the 146 employees had not paid the
agency servancy fee, and demanded the
University require the employees to pay
the fees or discharge them.

The employees federation and UMass
are parties to a collective bargaining unit
covering some 1,100 classified, non-
technical employees at the University.
Their job classifications include dining
commons workers, custodial employees,
maintenance workers, etc.

Under the terms of the agreement with
the alliance, all employees must join the
union and pay its dues - or pay the
union agency servancy fee. If the non-
member employees do not pay their fees,
the University must discharge them.

Yesterday's issuance of termination
notices is in compliance with that
agreement.
A university spokesman said the

university regrets having to take the
action.

- CHRIS SCHMITT

Consumers sign;

form phone group
A petition circulated by MassPIRG to

form a Telephone Consumer action

Group (TELCAG) h? . received the

necessary 61,000 signatures needed to

bring it before the Massachusetts state

legislature.

The group will try to establish the right

of the consumers to use New England

Telephone's billing system to collect

funds and disseminate consumer in-

formation. The funds would then be used

to hire lawyers and researchers to

support consumer interests before the

courts, legislature and regulating

agencies.

"The campaign in Western Massa-

chusetts was spearheaded by UMass
students," said Karen Meenan, coor-

dinator of the effort. "Thev collected a

majority of the signatures."

Violinist Eugene Fodor

Fodor appears at

FAC tonight
The label is well deserved.
In 1973 he became the first American

in 21 years to win top prize in the In-

ternational Paginini competition in

Genoa, Italy. The same year he gave
sparkling recitals in London, Vienna,
Budapest, in Central America and in

Poland. He was 20.

He is the only American to win the
International Tchaikowsky competition.
Today at age 24 violin virtuoso Eugene

Fodor is far from finished.

People magazine described Fodor in a
recent article: "In the West they call him
t^e Mick Jagger of classical music. In

Moscow he is known as the best young
American musician since Van Cliburn ..."

In the 1974 Tchaikowsky competition,
the 19 judges withheld first prize and
gave three second prizes - to Fodor and
two Soviet violinists.

Fodor, a guest in the ""Today Show""
and "The Mike Douglas Show'", will

appear at the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall tonight at 8 p.m. Ticket prices are $7,

$6, $5 for the general public; UMass
students $3.50, $3, $2.50; Other students
and senior citizens, $6, $5, $4. For more
information call 545-2511.

Reaccreditation

group shapes study
The Self Study Coordinating Com-

mittee part of the Micro-College won't
rewrite the Central Committee's findings,
committee chairperson Sturm-Maddox,
said yesterday.
The Micro College is a forum to be held

this intersession to determine the final

shape of the University's self evaluation
to be submitted for reaccreditation to the
New England Association of Schools and
Colleges. The report will be sent on
March first.

The Micro College has been organized
by the Resource Network which Sturm-
Maddox said plans to "use the process of
self study as sort of a springboard" for

discussing the future of the university.
The NEASC team which will inspect

the campus in April will consist of em-
ployees of large public universities
comparable to UMass is not a re-accredit
you and you re-accredit us deal, Sturm-
Maddox said.

"It's not so much an everybody
scratch everybody else's back operation
she said."
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The Egyptian ambassador to the United

Nations has agreed to appear as guest
speaker at a Connecticut synagogue.

Rabbi Joseph H. Ehrenkranz said
yesterday Dr. Esmat Adel Meguid has ac-
cepted an invitation to address the
Congregation Agudath Shalom in Stannford,
Jan 15. He will speak in the Cairo con-
ference between Egypt and Israel which
opens next week, Ehrenkranz said.
The rabbi also said he has been invited by

Meguid to join a Connecticut delegation of
community leaders which will travel to Cairo
early next year. The delegation is scheduled
to meet with Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, he said.

Ehrenkranz said the Congregation
Agudath Shalom is the largest Orthodox
Synagogue in the country.

••
If at first you don't succeed, try, try.... Oh,

nuts, forget it! That's what manager RichardW Osborne of radio station WKXL decided
when the mailman sJogged through a New
Hampshire snow storm this week to return a
letter mailed by the station 2d years ago.
WKXL mailed the letter May 2, 1949, to

Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., asking for in-

formation to be used in a special program. All

senators were sent the same leners. Stennis
never did send back the enclosed card.
The letter turned up Dec. 1 without its

envelope a the bottom of a mail barrel in the •

bulk mail center at Memphis, Tenn. "I don't
know how it got to Memphis," a woman at
the mail center said this week.

Osborne said he thought of putting a
trace on the missing envelop>e and card but
decided against it "because it might be
another 29 years until we find the things that
went with it."

••
Sarjta may run into a couple of friends in a

few New Hampshire chimneys this
Christmas. Two Newbury men. Rick Kenyan
and A/ex McKinnon, don black top hats,
vests, and longtail coats, and prowl the

V_

rooftops as modern-day chimney sweeps.
They also use over $1,000 worth of vacuums
and brooms which can do the job sometimes
in less than an hour. They took the job
because they were tired of their other one,
says they're glad they made the move, and
don't like nuclear energy.

••
Marsha L. McLuhan called him "the

Leonardo da Vinci of our times." But Richard
Buckmmster Fuller would rather think of
himself as an "insignificant human being
who attempted to solve some problems."

That's quite an understatement from an
82-year-old man who, over the past half
century, has made 43 trips around the world,
written 18 books, delivered hundreds of
lectures and is known around the globe as a
distinguished inventor, poet, architect,
engineer, author, educator and philosopher!

Like Leonardo, most of Fuller's ideas have
been ahead of his time. It has been only in
the past decade that the world seems to be
catching up with him. Fuller will become a
UMass visiting faculty member next spring.

••
Senate Democratic whip Alan Cranston,

rating President Carter's first year in office,
marks the report card B for performance and
A for effort. Many of his colleagues would
call that grade inflation.

Carter's relationship with Congress is far
from smooth. Critics, as well as partisans, pin
most of the blame on inexperience and
misunderstanding of the workings and
personalities of the Senate and House.

"I think the bottom line is that, by and
large, it has been a shaky start," said Sen.
Edward Brooke, a liberal Republican from
Massachusetts said. He told the Boston
Globe that Carter has not yet "done himself
irreparable damage."

There remains a willingness in Congress to
give Carter more time. Although there have
been some flareups, Capitol Hill and the
White House are not yet locked into hostile
postures.

FBI releases papers
on Kennedy shooting
WASHINGTON \UPI] - John F. Ken-

nedys last words may have been either "get
me to a hospital, " or "my God, I've been
hit, " according to two different versions by
the head Secret Service agent in Dallas on
Nov 22, 1963.

The agent's first person accounts of
Kennedy's shooting were contained in

40,001 pages of FBI documents released for
the first time yesterday.

Roy Kellerman, assistant agent in charge
of the White House detail, and the ranking
Secret Service agent that day, was riding
r>ext to fh^ "nver of the presidential car. He
said he reca;led the car had just traveled
tfwough a crowd of 250,000 people and he
"b»««hed a sigh of relief" as they ap-

jd an underpass,
heard a shot, "observed the president
forward and heard him say "get me to

a hospital '.

"

Mrs. Kennedy said "Oh, no!"
Other findings included in the report:

• Kennedy's heart was beating, but
doctors found no sign of pulse or blood
pressure in his body when it arrived at Dallas'
Parkland Memorial Hospital.

Two hours later, there was "electrical

•Sence of the president's heart."
• The first doctor to examine his head

WKHjnds was resident surgeon James
Carrico, who "noted the president to have
flow, agonal respiratory efforts."

The report said Carrico "could hear a

haartbeat but found no pulse or blood
praasure to be present.

"

The report said "profuse bleeding was
occurring" from Kennedy's head wound and
"1500 cc cubic centimers of blood were
estimated on the drapes and floor of the
emergency operatir>g room."

At that point, Clark said, Kennedy suffered
a cardiac arrest and he personally began a
closed chest massage that drew a pulse.

Correction
An article on increases in meal fees

incorrectly reported the amount of the
increases. The increases on a ten meal
plan would be $20.70, on a 14 meal
$23 58, and on a 19 meal would be
$25.68 This is the result of a legislative

tax. The services increase will not go into
effect until September '78.

Clark pronounced Kennedy dead at 3 p.m.
• J. Edgar Hoover at first harbored some

doubts that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone
in killing John F. Kennedy. Three weeks after

the murder, Hoover advised President
Lyndon Johnson he had some letters in

which someone in Cuba had apparently
encouraged Oswald to kill Kennedy, and
persuaded Johnson not to release an early
official finding that "Oswald was the only
man."

• Hoover, however, never doubted
Oswald was the trigger man, and advised
Johnson of that belief within hours of the
shooting. He described Oswald on that
occasion as "in the category of a nut and the
extremist pro-Castro crowd."

• FBI agents said Oswald "frantically

denied" shooting either Kennedy or Dallas
Patrolman J. D. Tippet, another victim that
day, when officers questioned him prior to
his own murder by Jack Ruby.
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Down and Polaguard jackets by the North
Knco^ Sierra Designs and Camp Trails Down!
.«nd Pol.icj.idrd vest by Don Gleason and Camp
Trails Wool and chamios shirts byWoolnch two layered underwear, tops and
.oitoms, and one p,Hce unionsuits byDuofold Down filled mittens, and glov-s by
bar.inac Snow shoes by Tubbs of Verrr.ont
Sort>l boots and Vasciiie hiking boots Don
l,leaso.,s i)est means gualitv" products Uv
v'ur nmdoni needs

also

Other gift giving favorites
Original Swiss army knives"

H.?avv duty canvas tote bags'
Buck' and Gerber" knives

plus

Our complete selection cf family
camping and backpacking equipment
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News In Brief 1

DO YOU QUALIFY
FOR G.C.C.?

If you are an undergraduate, interested in

-small classes

-quality education

-Individual attention

-low cost

-excellent transfer history

GREENFIELD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
IS FOR YOU!

Reps will be on the Concourse in the
Campus Center

December 13, 1977 9A.M. - 5P.M.

Enjoy a 14 oz.

serving of Coca-Cola
and get a glass.

490
Hatch Only
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UMass Ski Club Presents:

Sugarbush Ski & party week! Jan. 22-27

$25 deposits taken 11-3, Mon-Fri in Ski Club Office, S.U. 309

jajQil Jan. 5, 7, 9, 12, 14 on Campus Center Concourse

$109- meals, lodging, lift ticket, good times.

IM/T OaV FOIR D£pO/HT/ = Die. Il«ll

• Poor Richards Party* All ski club members invited

Bring club niembership and I.l).
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Conference agrees
to tax gas eaters
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - A House-

Senate Conference committee made its
first major compromise on energy taxes
yesterday, tentatively agreeing to a tax
on gas guzzling automobiles to begin in

But Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill said
time is too short for Congress to com-
plete an energy problem this year. The
best that can be done, he said, is to finish
House-Senate conference work before
President Carter leaves on his post-
Christmas foreign trip.

The compromise agreement, first
major decision after 1 1 days of meetings
would set up a tax of $200 for a car
getting less than 15 miles per gallon $300
for cars getting less than 14 mile's per
gallon and $550 for those getting less
than 13 miles, beginning in 1979.

House-Senate say
more abort/on funds
WASHINGTON [UPI] - In a major

step toward resolving the legislative
deadlock over federally funded abor-
tions, the House yesterday agreed to
more liberal rape and incest language for
poor women seeking free abortions.

In accepting the Senate's stand that
statutory as well as "forced" rape victims
should be entitled to Medicaid abortions,
the House added a stipulation requiring
approval of two doctors before a
pregnancy could be terminated for health
reasons.

The requirement of two doctors still

must be approved by the Senate to end
the five-month-old legislative stalemate
over abortions.

Egyptians believe

Israel wants peace
BURLINGTON, Vt. [AP] - Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat's reception in Tel
Aviv has convinced many Egyptians that

Israel truly wants peace with its Arab
neighbors, says the editor of one of
Egypt's largest newspapers, Al Akhbar.
"We have changed many previous

ideas we had about the Israeli people,"
fVIusa Savry said Tuesday, speaking to a
group of University of Vermont ad-
ministrators and teachers.

Savry said Egyptians were amazed at
the large crowds that lined the streets to
greet Sadat on his historic peace-seeking
visit to Israel last month.
He said Israeli reaction to Sadat's trip

demonstrated a genuine desire for peace.

Mass. legislature

overrun with bills
BOSTON \UPI] - Thousands of bills

pour through the Massachusetts
Legislature each year - many of them
never seeing the light of day - and next
year won't be any different.

More than 6,000 bills vs/ere filed by
yesterday - deadline for filing bills to be
considered next year. About 800 were
recorded in the Senate clerk's office and
more than 5,200 with the House clerk.

Of the nearly 10,000 pieces of
legislation filed this year, less than 800
have been signed into law.

The primary reason for the large
number of bills is Massachusetts' unique
system of allowing any state resident to
file legislation through her or his state
senator or representative.

Mass. applies for
govt Job money
BOSTON lUPI] - Massachusetts Km

applied for $8 million from the federal
government to create 1,000 permanerrt
private-sector jobs over the next three
years, the state Department of Hurrien
Services announced yesterday.
The applications were submitted by

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis to the Depart-
ments of Labor and Housing and Urban
Development.
The money would be used to fund a

Massachusetts Job Creation Corp.

Senate allots funds
for spring concerts
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night agreed to "deficit spend" up to $76,000
for a "Black American Music Festival" this
spring which would hopefully include Stevie
Wonder, Ella Fitzgerald, and the Duke
Ellington Orchestra, among others, while
tabling an allocation of $20,000 for bus
service.

Under the proposal, the festival will begin
making expenditures when ticket sales
begin. Senate Treasurer Priscilla West
estimated that only a $10,000 deficit will be
run up by this time. Ticket revenues could
send the deficit back down to zero.

Third World Coordinator Stan Kinard said

Stevie Wonder has "not made a written

commitment" but he has made "a verbal

commitment that he is interested in doing
the concert."

Proceeds will go to the Duke Ellington
Foundation. The Foundation's objectives
include the creation of a Duke Ellington
museum and record archives in Ellington's

old home. "Where the money goes greatly

affects the talent we get," said Kinard.

Estimated ticket costs would be $7. The
concert would be held at Alumni Stadium in

the spring. Senate Speaker Patrick Whalen
said if the concert comes together, "This will

be the spring concert."

The senate also passed a motion urging
the Campus Center Board of-<3overnors and
Campus Center management to "restrain
from negotiating any further SAGA con-

tracts." SAGA is the management firm that
runs the food services in the Campus Center.
The resolution says "since the in-

troduction of SAGA corporation the food
prices have increased, quality has decreased,
services and hours have been cut back and
quality of entertainment had decreased while
cover charges have increased."

If the SAGA contract is renewed the
senate speaker will buy one Campus Center
Bond which gives the senate legal right to
protect its interests as a bond holder.

Student Government would also attempt
to organize a student boycott of the Campus
Center.

The resolution also said sales and revenues
have fallen under SAGA.

The senate also passed a resolution ex-
pressing its support for Yale University staff

employees, who have been on strike for 11
weeks. The senate sent telegrams to the staff
union, "Yale Management" and the Yale
student grvernment.

The senate allocated $92,000 for services
next semester. It was the senate's last

meeting of the semester.
The transit service wanted $140,000 for

both spring semester and for the 1978 fal
semester. The service wanted to plan and
prepare for the fall semester.

The senate rationale for not giving the
money is that it did not want to spend money
if It was not sure that it would have enough
from returning Student Activities Tax Fund.
Returning SATF is money not spent from the
last semester's fund.

''WORK STUDY AND STIPEND JOBS AVAILABLE"

HELP ORGANIZE YOUR UNION!

Addressing such needs as:

obtaining dorm leases with the
university

getting access to course and
teacher evaluation information

apply at the Student Organizing Pro-
ject, Room 426, Student Union
Building, by Dec. 7th. An equal op
portunity employer.

employment begins Feb. 1, 1978
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Teachers award hit;

excludes part-timers

C9ltegiaQ

fly JOHN M. MORAN
Collegian Staff

The Distinguished Teachers Award
Committee is being criticized for continuing
to follow procedures that exclude part-time
faculty from consideration for the award, and
which critics say "inbreed" a bias toward
more traditional faculty members.

The 15-member committee recommends
to the provost the three undergraduate
faculty members and three teaching
assistants it feels should receive the $1000
awards.

Prompted by letters from Associate Dean
of Students O.C. Bobby Daniels asking for

information on last year's committee
procedure, OTA Committee chairperson
Elizabeth Petroff told this year's committee
there may be some problems with its

policies. Petroff yesterday said her
suggestion that the committee re-evaluate its

policies went over like "a lead balloon."
Daniels said he first became aware of the

procedural problems of the committee when
his nomination was dropped from con-
sideration last year by the committee when
he was found to be an adjunct faculty
member.

"The rules are followed," Petroff said.

'They (the committee) are very strict about
that. ' But she said the committee members
do not question the procedures they follow.
It is as if they were wearing "blinders", she
said.

Petroff said a committee like the DTA
committee has a class bias built in.

Traditional faculty are chosen by the
committee; faculty that 'won't rock the
boat", accordirifl to Petroff. The committee
just "reinforces vvhat has always been."

"Every university has its class bias. What's
wrong with the committee is what is wrong
with the University," Petroff said.

Daniels said the committee is guilty of
"cultural insensitivity."

Petroff and Daniels met yesterday and
agreed to call a meeting on Dec. 19 for this

years and last year's DIA Committee to
review and evaluate the current procedures
and policies.

Critics of the committee argue that since
each committee has as members six

previous award winners, the process tends to

inbreed a certain type of individual into the
committee.

"I wonder if the vision of education in 1962
IS being perpetuated, " Gerald A. Quarles, a

member of the Housing Office staff, said
recently, "One person on the committee
influences the next, and the next, and so on.
The award has been given annually since
1962. The American Oil Company grants the
provost $5,000 of the award money; the
provost adds another $1,000.
"How do we know if a person who won

the award is qualified to judge others? That
has an inbreeding effect in terms of values",
Quarles said.

The procedures currently in use by the
committee follow the 1971 recommendations
of a now defunct Faculty Senate committee
known as the University Affairs Committee.
Those recommendations, apparently made
at \Ym request of a former provost, "con-

stitute an attempt to provide more definite

and uniform procedures, while at the same
time leaving room for initiative and flexibility

on the part of the award committee."
The committee comprises a representative

from each of the schools and colleges within
the University. Each year's faculty winners
are automatically appointed to serve a two-
year term.

Teaching assistant winners are appointed
to one-year terms, but according to Petroff,

they have usually earned their degrees and
are ready to leave by the time they get the
award Deans of the schools and colleges not
represented appoint a member to the
committee.

Presidents of both the Graduate Student
Senate and the Undergraduate Student
Senate are also asked to appoint a member
to the committee. According to committee
records, an undergraduate has not served on
the committee since 1974. Jon A. Hite, co-

president of the Student Government
Association, said last night, "We advertised,

but nobody applied."
Although it is not recorded when or how

the policy originated, since at least 1974 the
committee has declined to consider part-time
or "adjunct" faculty for the award. Neither
the procedures recommended by the former
University Affairs Committee nor the award
sponsor, American Oil Company, stipulate

that adjunct faculty should not be con-
sidered

The policy is not written in the DTA
Committee information sheet that is updated
by each committee.
"As it stands now," said Quarles, "adjunct

faculty are automatically cut off from
consideration. Why can't they even be
considered? The committee should have the
flexibility to look at anyone."

Quarles called the present policy "ar-

bitrary" and said he didn't think a personnel
caregory such as full-time faculty or adjunct
faculty should be considered by the com-
mittee in making the awards.
"Anyone who is teaching should have the

opportunity to be recognized," Queries said.

Prof. Normand Berlin, a 1976
Distinguished Teacher Award winner and a

member of the current committee, last night

defended the policy of excluding adjunct
faculty from the award.

"I think there are few enough awards for
excellence in our profession," Be'lin said,
"and I think they should go to those who
have a full-time commitment to teaching."

Berlin indicated that even if adjunct faculty
members were considered he would vote
against any part-time teacher.
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A WISE INVESTMENT IN YOUR COLLEGE EDUdATION

r

TIRED OF CHOOSING
COURSES

I^ BLINDLY?
We are trying to increase the

number of courses covered in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation, but

we need your help.

Listed below are names of teachers

who have cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

are not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association. Talk to Department heads

too. (They can release evaluations
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Saying
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no
By KELLEY BROWN

On Tuesday, I spent a couple of hours
handing out a leaflet which stated-

DEMONSTRATE: AMHERST COLLEGE
OUT OF SOUTH AFRICA! 10;30 a.m.
SATURDAY DECEMBER 10, TOWN
COMMONS. The leaflet went on to point out
that Amherst College students and faculty
have been trying to pressure the Amherst
trustees to use their over $20,000,000 worth
of holdings in corporations in U.S. cor-

porations doing business in South Africa to
force these global corporations out of South
Africa. Should this effort inside the cor-
porations fail, then the trustees should sell

their stock in these corporations.

L/orif Juppori Kacisni

WiA Silenoe : rrpfest 1 i

Seeing that Hampshire College and UMass
have seen fit to sell their stock in cor-

porations in South Africa outright and Smith
College has sold at least sonr^e of its stock,
these modest demands on the Amherst
trustees appeared quite reasonable to me.
But what I really want to tell you about is

how the students reacted to this leaflet I had,
and why going to this demonstration is (a)

important and (b) not necessarily a "radical"
thing to do.

The first thing, which you may already
know, is that some students are "takers of
leaflets" and others are "avoiders of

leaflets". I am generally a "taker" so I have a
hard time understanding hard-line
"avoiders". However, I do understand the
suspicion that if one accepts a leaflet on this

campus, there is a relatively good chance it

will turn out to be a pretty crazy piece of

paper.

One of the things I found out is that
people were ii«»ually glad to take the leaflet

from me if they understood that it was about
South Africa (except the permanent
"avoiders"). Another thing I found is Third
World people almost always responded well

to the leaflet. This indicated to me that Third
World people have a gut feeling of iden-

tification with the struggle against racism
and settler colonialism in South Africa. I

hope the Third World community turns this

feeling into action in at least the same
proportion at this Saturdays demonstration
as they did at the Nov. 19 anti-apartheid
demonstration of 200 on th^ Amherst
commons.

The most interesting people were the ones
who took the leaflet and seemed opposed to
racism in South Africa, but didn't see the
connection to their own lives, saw it as
something "radical", and couldn't imagine
themselves among hundreds of others
demonstrating about something.

It is important to realize that the same
corporations making super-profits off of
racism in South Africa create phony "oil

shortages" and reap super-profits off of us.

They are the same corporations who want to
build nuclear plants in the U.S , regardless of
human consequences, in order to make
money on uranium sales. They are the same
corporations who have been bribing political

leaders here and abroad, in order to get their

way on "unpopular maners". It is the same
corporations that have left New England in

droves searching for less organized, cheaper
labor in the South, in Taiwan, in South
Korea, and in South Africa. We must realize

that the enemy of the South African blacks is

our own foe at home: the multi-national

corporation.

How radical is it to stand up and say "no"
to corporations that would just as soon
stomp on you as the South Africans, if you
were to get in their way? How radical is it to

say "no" to corporations and banks which
are the key structural prop to the nightmare
social system called apartheid? It is not
radical, except in the sense of getting to
some of the roots of problems that we share
with the South Africans.

Another important thing to remember is

this movement isn't just me in front of the
Student Union in the snow, or a few folks in

the 5-college area, but rather a nation-wide
movement against U.S. capital in South
Africa. Universities including U. of California,

Wisconsin, Illinois, Princeton, Harvard,
Brandeis, BU, Swarthmore, UConn and
many others have been involved in major
campaigns for divestiture. Just recently.
District 31 based in the Chicago area and the
largest United Steelworkers union district,

voted to remove all its funds from banks
making loans to South Africa. The
movement against U.S. capital in South
Africa is bound to grow as the liberation

struggle there intensifies.

You can do something about the role of
U.S. corporations in South Africa. You can
join hundreds of others (this is going to be a
big event, I promise you) on Saturday to

demand that a particularly stubborn in-

stitution, Amherst College, live up to its

liberal ideals, carry out the will of its faculty
and students and get its money out of South
Africa. And contrary to popular belief, you
don't have to scream or yell or act militant in

a demonstration — your physical presence is

commitment enough.

Ke/fey Brown is a Collegian commentator.
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The year of the union

editorial/ opinion

jiiii paulin

Perhaps the reason we don't have a union
of students yet is that our union organizers
don't act like union organizers.

I have been following the unionization
movement ever since 1974 when I was fresh
out of high school and totally fresh to the
university, and not once have I heard any
mention of "blue cards," that is, membership
applications (they don't need to be blue, they
can be any color), and maybe that's why it

still seems like an abstraction and not an
attainable goal.

This is supposedly "The Year of the
Union," but where are the membership
drives? The group that's supposed to be
organizing students, the Studfent Organizing
Project is concentrating its organizing on a
fun and games strategy. Instead of
distributing blue cards, instead of organizing
demonstrations, they organize volley ball

games at the campus pond.

It's not a bad idea to organize people
around fun in addition to issues. UMass
students are expert at organizing parties —
publicizing them word of mouth and running
off photocopies of directions to the scene of
the party if necessary; fundraising - "Hey,
you got a buck or two so we can get some
more beer? So maybe S.O.P. really stands
for 'Students Organized for Partying." The
S.O.P.'s problem is that it's too passive.

But they can organize political parties.

Everyone of the 22 candidates they put on
the ballot during the senate elections won.

The present senate speaker was one of the
union slate candidates, and they are well
organized within the SGA, but it seems that
they're too busy organizing from the top
down than from the bottom up. They don't
seem to be doing enough grass roots
organizing.

Presently, the unionized faculty are
negotiating with the administration for a
contract, and one of their opening demands
is 36 per cent salary increase. Maybe we
should be bargaining for a 36 per cent tuition
and fees reduction.

Not only should the faculty have the right
to collectively bargain with the ad-
ministration, but students should have the
right to collectively bargain with the faculty,

as well as with the administration.

UMass has been frequently compared to
factory, and if that's the case, then the
students are the workers, the administration
is the management, the board of trustees are
the board of directors, Massachusetts tax-

payers are the stockholders, and the faculty

are the shop foremen. If the foremen can
have a union, then so should the workers.

This is by no means a perfect analogy, but
it serves to illustrate the condition of

students and their place in university power
structure.

A student union, by nature, is similar, but
not identical to a labor union. A student
union is a consumer union. Instead of strikes

you have consumer boycotts, of anything
from fees to classes, to the Dining Commons
to the Peoples Market. If you don't like the
soup at Earth foods or the atmosphere at the

DC, but you can still have picket lines, not
necessarily to prevent people from entering
but to call public attention to our grievances.

A major difference between a student union
and a labor union is that a union of students
should never be a closed shop, i.e., a
situation where if you don t join the union,
you don't get the job.

Unlike a labor union, we're not hired, but
accepted when we get in here. We are,

though, the reason labor is hired here, just as
the animals are the reason the zoo hires

keepers, professors, guards and janitors.

UMass already has several unions
operating here - Local 1776 of the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Empioye-js, AFL-CIO (AFSME) which is

what you mean when you talk about big
labor. Their president, Jerry Wurf, has the
union buy him enough space in the New
York Times and other newspapers to write a
column about things as he and AFSCME see
them. Just this year we gained the Massa-
chusetts Society of Professors, representing
the faculty at the bargaining table, trying to
draw up the first contract for a unionized
faculty.

A unique situation this would be with a
urion of students. The faculty and student
union would not only bargain with the
management (administration), but with each
other. In fact, we just might be writing labor
history here.

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.

It's pie for sure

jerry rovers

The pie throwing antics of Joseph Gould,
19, a UMass business major, have raised the
eyes of editors on all the major daily

newspapers in the state. The Boston Globe,
The Morning Union and the Daily Collegian
have all run stories about the attempt of
Gould, a Patterson House resident, to cream
the Honorable Governor Michael S. Dukakis

He pointed out, "It's good to keep them
(police) on their toes."

Now it seems two can play this game, and
the university administration, acting through
student Attorney General Jeffrey Lutsky's
long arm of the law, is hoping to keep Gould
on his toes. At the request of Dean of
Students William Field and Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs Robert Woodbury,
Lutsky will conduct sentencing hearings
against Gould. Lutsky pointed out the ad-
mission of guilt made by Gould in the print

media.

with a Boston Pie of the same family.

Dukakis, on a diet, promptly deflected the
pie.

Subsequent to the monumental attempt,
Gould claimed the UMass police "should be
embarrassed" because of the near success
of his mission - a dramatic example of civil

disobedience.

Though the governor's office reportedly

will take no action, Field and Woodbury
apparently felt the incident should not be

accorded precedent status, according to

Lutsky and former student Attorney General
Paul Yanowitch.

Woodbury wm quoted in The Boston
Glob0 8« saving, "W« don't want to ov«rriCt

to this, but on the other hand, we won't let it

stand as acceptable conduct."
And Lutsky pointed out that the attack

makes the university "look bad".
Well, I tor one think any type of

disciplinary action would be a travesty of
justice. Steve Lafler, in his comic strip
Aluminum Foil, has pointed out time and
again the need for increased usage of pies as
a means of communication.

The administration, by pressuring for
disciplinary action, is obviously attempting to
keep feedback from the governor by
"making an example" of Joe Gould. Gould
might only be considered guilty of
negligence for not checking with Dukakis'
staff to determine whether the governor
would welcome a Boston Cream Pie, or
prefer another.

After Dukakis deflected the confectioners'
delight, Gould's assistant in charge of

gubernatorial dialogue promptly creamed
Gould with a second pie. Surely this is

punishment enough for this brave student.
This punishment served as a warning that

in the world of Boston Cream Pie, it's

"Cream or be creamed," and was certainly
an ignominious ending for Gould's attempt
to represent students.

Usually, such a defeat would remove
Gould from the headlines and relegate him to
a back seat in the minds of students.
However, the university's attempt to add
insult to injury should rally students to
Gould's defense.

Yanowitch could not catejgorically state
what would allow the administration the
authority to request such action of Lutsky.
The student judiciary is supposed to conduct
inquiries among students as a peer group.
F'eld and Woodbury cannot be considered
peers of Gould. For this reason alone, Lutsky
should refuse the attempt to prosecute
advanced by the administration.

Despite the technical jurisdiction Lutsky
commands in the case, administration in-
V 'ivement and Gould's obvious sincerity (he
v\"JS one of very few students to welcome the
ffovernor in person) in opening dialogue with
^ 'kakis are reasons for students to demand
a 'lalt to the proceedings.

Bong booth permit

condones illegal act
To the Editor:

I was very disturbed to see a booth
selling bongs in the Campus Center on
Dec. 6. The University, by allowing the
bongs to be sold, indirectly condones the
use they will be put to, i.e. smoking
marijuana. As far as I know, that is the
only practical use for bongs, and to say
that people might buy them for
decoration orJust to have them would be
being deliberately obtuse. Although

Mr. Guidera thinks that the Brigade
\now the Revolutionary Youth Com-
munist Brigade] is undeserving of
representation on the editorial pages of
the Collegian until the Brigade decides to
"come up with ideas rather than
propaganda." Need I remind you, Mr.
Guidera, that the oped pages exist to
represent the ideas and viewpoints of
various groups and individuals, and to
thus piuvide a forum for discussion of
issues? The fact that you disagree with a
particular statement is immaterial; the
fact that you would have that viewpoint
suppressed until it was more modified to
fit your version of an "acceptable" article

discredit the uprisings. It is a fact that
wiithin a few weeks of each other, both
Newsweek and Time have carried major
essays which summed up the 60's as
impotent rebellion.

Mr. Guidera may think that the
R.C.Y.B. has "illusions of grandeur" and
that it considers the accomplishments of
the 60's to be its own. Alas, the R.C. Y.B.
can't accept that honor for the
achievements of that era are due to the
efforts of millions of people, led by
S.D.S. and the Panthers. We would be
better off as a nation if the war in Viet-
nam were still going on? Minorities would
be better off without affirmative action?
Come again, Mr. G.

Ellen J. Gitelman
Member of the R.C.Y.B.

Marriage not

out-dated

many people on this campus may have
forgotten it, the smoking of marijuana is

illegal. The University, as an accredited
institution, should be expected to uphold
the law, not condone the breaking of it by
okaying the selling of bongs.

The issue at hand is not merely the
selling of bongs. The more general issue
is: if laws are to serve any purpose, then
they ought to be enforced as long as they
exist. No one is in the position to decide
which law is more valid than another. A
law is a law and all must be equally
adhered to or disregarded.

The University, by allowing the selling
of bongs, is. not breaking the law. It is,

however, providing students with a
marijuana-smoking, device, thus con-
doning, hovveyer indirectly, the smoking
of marijuana, (.question the authority by
which the University has decided that the
law against the smoking of marijuana «
less important than any other /avv;'- ,i•:•

Fuanthia Speliotis

vt s..-.

Jerry Rogers column
f^ursdsy in ttm Coihgmn.

Op-ed0ges riiijst

providpjiforuni

for all

To the Editor:

It was with shock and disgust that I

read a recent letter by one Daniel P.

Guidera in which he dismissed an
editorial written by Revolutionary

app—rs tvry

Student Brigade member Peter Kracht as
"useless dross".

is impermissable and defeats the very
purpose of the editorial pages. But such
censorship is not uncommon in our
society at large. It is practiced daily by
CBS, The Washington Post, Newsweek,
Time, The New York Times, — parts of
the news media which Mr. Guidera
erroneously calls a "bastion of liberal

thoi^ght".

Tell me, Mr. Guidera, when was the
last time you were able to see a program
or read a series of writings by the Black
Panthers, or migratory workers, or
student draft resisters, or New Left
economic critics, or women's liberation
groups presented on a major network or
in a major newspaper? It'^ obvious that
you, Mr. Guidera, are not familiar with
the people's history of this country' oh.
you would see more dearfy-the paioerrx txf\
suppression practiced try tpe fponeyiiifr,'
powerful interests who d6niihatesii0
structures as the news media. " V •

It is furthermore moronic to assert That
there is no media campaign which at-
tempts to discredit the accomplishments
of the social movements of the 1960'$:;'

Those movements were declarations of
rage and disgust on the part of millions of
people who recognized the fact that we
lived land still live] in a plastic, oppressive
society. As such, it is in the interests of
the rich and powerful in control to use
everything at their disposal [including the
news media] to both quell and to

To the Editor:

/ don't believe marriage to be an
outdated "concept" at all, but a universal
institution set forth for our benefit by
God. When I get married it sure will not
be for security reasons as stated in Fifi

Ball's article [to raise kids, cook meals
and clean], but rather a lifelong com-
mitment through marriage. A relationship

between a man and a woman requires a
lifelong bond. Why? Because God made
them so that once they get together they
aren't supposed to come apart.
Something happens in a sexual
relationship even if you don't believe in

God, Genesis says the two "become one
flesh".

'•<':' '•': ->:i^.'ci';.
.

' "Of norridsexuals? f don't believe there
shoold be ^ny provision for marriage
between two members of the same sex.
TTtis is not my own attitude but the Lord

, . .c/eat8d us and set vp the principles of
ip^ mentions the issue]

i^irii^woixl to usr When Israel became a
nation, HomosexusHty was strictly
prohibited; "H a man also lie with
mankind, as he Heth with a woman, both
of tftenj have committed an abomination:
th^y shall surely be put to death; their

- blood shaU tre upon them." [Lev. ;X>:f3].

t don't beJieve we should change God's
institutions to make a provision for man 's

sin. I do believe men and women should
turn back to God through the provision
He has given us in His Son Jesus Christ

Stephen Constant
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What's Happening
BoMTlang AlUy locattd in
bi»«f-wiint of Boyd«n
BIdg optn M onday
$iiu««toY4 10 30

50 cents a

string

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT

< Formerly South China)

^ >f 81 i* 5^

Vf^ndarin Szerhiien
Cuisine

* Open 7 days a week *
Mon.- Thur.

Fri.-{«4in.

Il:30a.ni.l0:00p.in.

11:31) a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

TODAY
CHRISTMAS PARTY
A party sponsored by the Music Dept. and

Tau Beta Sigrna will be held at 8:30 in the Old
Chapel. 50 cents donation, open to all bands.
FILMS
- "Fate of Man," a Soviet film directed by

Sergei Bondarchik (director of the Soviet
Version of "War and Peace"). 8 p.m., Herter
231. Sponsored by the department of Slavic
languages and literatures.

- "Last Graves of Dimbaza," a film
dealing with the current situation in Sou"-i
Africa, will be shown at 8 p.m. in the main
lounge of Grayson. Guest speaker will be
Doug Smith. Sponsored by the OH Third
World Cultural Center.
COFFEEHOUSE
9 p.m., 12th floor Kennedy. Egg nog and

other refreshments available, free. Spon-
sored by JFK Middle.
LECTURES
- "Paysages de la fiction," Jean Gaudon

professor of French, Yale. 4:50 p.m.,'
Alumnae House Lounge, Smith.

MADRIGAL DINNER
The 7th annual madrigal dinner will be held

at 6 p.m. in CC 822. For information and
reservations call 545-0418. $9.50 per person;
$8.95 for UMass students or groups of 20 or
more.

ISRAELI FOLKDANCING
Instruction provided, 7:15 p.m. Gill Hall

Campus School, Smith.
THEATRE
- "Exit the King," by Eugene lonesco, 8

p.m., Division IV Studio Theatre, Emily
Dickinson Hall, Hampshire.
- "Conquest of my Brother," a new play

about native Americans by Edward Emanuel.
Department of theatre production, Hallie
Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith, 8 p.m.
- "This Property is Condemned" and

"Winter," by Tennessee Williams and "The
Last of the Red Hot Lovers" by Neil Simon
are part of the Festival of One-Act Plays
designed and directed by students. 8:30
p.m.. Laboratory Theatre, Mt. Holyoke,
$2.50. Students and Senior Citizens, $1.

CONCERTS
- Department of dance concert, "En-

chantment," 8 p.m. Theatre 14, Smith.
Tickets $2.50. Students and senior citizens
$1.50.

- Violinist Eugne Fodor, 8 p.m., FAC
Concert Hall. Call 545-2511 for ticket info.
- The Amherst College Singers will

perform Bach's Magnificat and Cantata 79 at
8:15 p.m. at the Grace Episcopal Church in
Amherst. Free tickets of admission required.

TOMORROW
SEMINAR

"Local Times and Progressive Maxima" by
Prof. Donald Geman will be the topic of a
joint seminar in mathematics with UMass
and M.I.T. 4:30 p.m. Grad Research Center,
rm. 1634.

CONCERT
The University Chamber Singers will

perform in the University Gallery at 12:30
p.m. The concert will include a double
quartet and Renaissance Carols.
FILMS
- "Lucia," 7:30 p.m. Hampshire College

Main Lecture Hall.

- "A Streetcar Named Desire," 8 and 10
p.m. Lecture Room I, Merrill Ctr., Amherst.

TURN TO PAGE 12

Specials

LINO'HEOIS' $1.25 & up

DINNFRS3 /b

Idin roijiM-
I hO'Ce of

S/Kiiiidri Spicpd Chicken
Of

Swem 6f- Sonr Shrimp
Dinner inc:lude$ spare nb

«)4'oH c^^K ken wing, frted
'" <" & hot unti sour scrimp

Sun Thurs. 11 30 10 OOpm
f" S.*t 1200 1 GO

lOBeiehertownRd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

RrBnqii€->t Karilitirs

JOBS AVAILABLE
The collegian is looking for;

* Assistant Managing Editor*

• Assistant Business Manager •

• Layout people Proofreaders •

• Copy Editors Graphics volunteers •

There are also workstudy positions available

Comedown to the Collegian office, CC 1,3, to apply

BuDWtlStK- • KING Of Btet.

WHEN DO JOURNAUSM
MAJORS SAY BUDWEKERl

Prison projects ousted
from budget bill

BOSTON [UP/] - The state Senate
vesterday passed and sent to the House a
$128.9 million capital outlay budget for
the next two years after removing
controversial prison expansion projects
sought by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
The $5.8 million prison building items

were sent back to the Senate Ways and
Means Committee as Sen. Jack H. Back-

man, D-Brookline, was preparing a mini-
filibuster to block their approval. The
prison expansion program is expected to
be reported out separately next week.

Meanwhile, the Senate approved $9.4
million in last minute amendments —
most of them of the pork barret variety -
to the building program.

Renowned psychologist

yisU3 campus tomofrow
Dr. Nicholas Cummings, president of

American Psychological Association, and
member of the President's Commission on
Mental Health, will be visiting the School of
Education tomorrow.
The agenda is: 9:30 a.m., Hills South,

Open Colloquium: All university, depart-
ments, faculty and students are invited.

11:30 a.m.. Lunch at Chequers (at the
corner of University Drive and Amity St.).

Personal introductions: Division Chairman,
interested program directors and principal
investigators in the Human Service-Applied
Behavioral Science Division.

Coliegian n
All inquiries should be directed to: Dr.

Gene T. Orro;-D7fector, Mental Health arjd
Human Service System Design and Ad-
mmistration, 365 Hills South, 545-3117.

University Brass Choir
performing carols today
The University Brass Choir will pla?

Christmas carols today from noon to 1 p.m
in front of the Blue Wall. Half of the 46-
member group will eventually leave to play in
the main lobby of the Student Union.
The all-student choir, composed of trum-

pets, trombones, tubas and baritone horns,
will play "A Suite for Carols," originally
written for the Boston Pops brass section by
Leroy Anderson.
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Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003 I

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday. The
deadline is 3:45p m. three days before
your ad is to appear. Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form.
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Clossifieds
M •! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!

The rates are Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

AUTO FOR SALE

ee Galaxy 500 , ofd $700 527 5746

66 Ford cu«. Good cond New oil pump
itdtis ball $350 or BO 546 5820

122Volvo pjrts sed6wagon Rea^ 665 4384

66 Dodge Dan 6 cyl $325 Sleve253-3586
~

bodge Polara 1969 excellent mech cond
no rust radials good heater 665 3901

Fantastic Buy 1972 Toyota Mark il~RiIr>s
great AM FM. slell belted radials Best
offer over a $ 1 OOn V>A 4759

76 Silver Nova Power steer auto trans
snowtires 1 1 OOOmi . lux int $3 20o'

1966 Volks Bug Good condition must se>i
^anaf^r 6PM 549 4599 Best Offer

•9 WV Bug. AMrF"M,~hMt, roofrack,
78000, some dents little rust Always
starts 6 5079

Pr snow tires 13 new cond $50 549-6482

Royca Union 10 spaadTicycIa $75 Call
Jack 546-5404

SofaBad. BikaRack. CoffeeTable,
Reclining Chair, Lamp, Bookcase Cor-
nerTable 548 5725

One HP-C7 card programmable calculator,

brand new and complete Full warranty
$315 00 can Bob or Chns 549 1316

SSaMWtdaiBSi
2 bedrooms avail in spacious coed house
Reg.nning Jan 1 Qreds preferred all
considered, pets OK 100 * call 253 9624

'"H-^' "•*'-""

HELP WANTED

Room availabi«/3 badroom apt Echo
Hill, starting Jan 1. Call 253 5288 keep
trying

3 bdrom house 285 , pets OK, 256-67^

Student Intern for Transitional
Residence in Holyoke Supervision and
weekly stipend to be provided Six month
commitment. Sent resume to Office, 450
Maple Street. Holyoke, Ma 01040

TO SUBLET

74 Pontiac Firebird. Wht. w/ blu Interior.

Ext condition. AC. AM FM. radials.

winterized, nu brakes, exhaust, shocks

$3,050 John eves 549 5918

71 Datsun 510. Good Cond Only SO.OOC

miles. New tires. Asking $1,000 , cal

between 3 and 7 PM 532 7622

1973 Jeep CJ5 Roll Bak Micf>eTin~radiars
60 000 miles 549 4048

Pickup. Chevy. 68. good shape
$700 tiesl offer call 665 4914

73 Volvo 144 automatic very good body
and engine radials AM FM air cond
$3200 665 4539 eve & wks

68 Chevy wagon needs work 8 O 67688

73 Datsun standard transmission $1150 call

546 9979 evps weekends

MUST SELL! 1974 Jensen Healey Taking
offers Call 593 5078

Sofa good condition. Cheap call 2Kf
2967

Diamond Wedding Ring trio yel goM
paid $500 used 6 mos Will sacrifice for

S250 Call 549 5440

Must Sell by Jan Wurlitzer Elec Piano
w sustain & tremelo List $700 .asking
$325 or Best Offer Call Jeff 549 3601

Bike 3 speed, fdir cond , 8 yrs old, $»
Call Pauline 546 4148

New Ralchle hikers about M7Vi wg 542-

3446 $40 or best price offer.

Technics SAS600 AM FM receiver 25 watts
rms 1 9 FM Sen sitivity $120 or 8 546-

5972 must sell by Dec 14th

1 fern wanted for own rm - 2 bdrm apt
Is, n„„.,hFREE' $130ulil ind. Carla 549-
1741 eves ', niile from campus Bus.

2 Bedroom Apt Dec 22 Jan 27
Complctoly furnished On bus route
Brittany Manor BO Call 256 0318

1 or 2 females for room in 2 bedroom
Biandvwine apt Call 549 1096 after 7 pm

Exp. women printer to share skills w/
women's print collective Call Angela 9-5
586-5079 or Jaque 268 3344

Seen enough snow;" Wanna get into the
sun' Come down to Dayf ana with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9 days on the
beach. $147 20 takes care of it all And
includes roundtnp fare accomodations on
the beach and a trip to Disneyworld For
reservation and more info call David Dai^
at546^g4^

^

FOR RENT

Ona F. to rent 1 bdr. of 2 bdr apt. on bus
line Jan-May or longer 549 5868.

1 Bdrm eff apt CliHside. Sunderland Jan
78 Aug 78 $155 mon . util incl Apt can
be seen any week day between 5 8P M
Apt #222

To sublet immed 2 bedroom apt. w.w
' drpet dshwshr UMass bus rt all util inci
$260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

2 bed Cliffside. Jan 1 or after. 230 mo.
includes all Bus. pool. 665 2720

The Student Organizing Project is ac-
cepting applications for student
organizers Both work study and non
work study positions are open and will
begin Feb 1 Applicants should have an
understanding of student unionization.
Application deadline is Dec 8 Apply Rm.
426 Student LInion Bid

Applications being accepted for SGA
Director of Communications, fntjiiire at
Rm 420 S U This is a salaried position
The SGA is an Equal Opportunity
Affirmative Action Employer

For r>ext semester. Small sorority needs
kitchen, diningroom workers for lunch,
Dinner Work 5 meals, eat 7 Call 549-
1587

Sony 6300 Stereo Tape deck like new
$275 253 9887or 253 9461

MAC MA230 $185. Cyna FM 3 $60.
Advent 201 & tapes $200. Call Ken 546

_40_35

CALCUl A TORS

College Calculators offers loiv prices h
full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $235. 58 S94 95 57
$62 95. 51 $47 95 HP s is Commodore s
avail models from $15 Remember we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at
College Calculators 549 1316

MOTORCYCLES

73 Honda. CB175. excellti.t

$400 2^3 9887 or 253 9461
condtion

FOR SALE-

SAVE up to 50%on TENNIS SHOES
Mens Ladies canvas & leather Reg $18
30 Just $10 14 50 Call538 3181

Used 15 inch"tire8$2^l0 Call 256 0195

SWEATERSI Low Prices on brand names
All styles Buy for your self or give as
Xnrvis gifts Call 6^8901

Keltx Bakpak • fTame. 2yr old, ex shp
ex Xmasgifl$30 or BO call 665 2441

Ski ^Tcks VTW^ Bugr~2 ~setr~of
Barrecrafters $10 each 549-4846 call after

5
Pr. YAMAHA all round 2 skis -•- bindings
$40 546 4552

IF YOU DON T WANT TO BE LOCKED
INTO A 10 OR 12 MONTH LEASE.
check with us about our new Rental
A(ireement We have 1 and 2 bedroom
lownhouse and garden units starting at
S195 plus utilities Call South Meadow.
256 0166 for further Information

Furnished 2% Room Apt All util.

included $195 mo Allan or Russ 253
3336 or at work 253 3491

Per. wtd. for own rm. for Spg. sem. 103.

50 Puffton VIg John 549 1296 after 4.

Lrg Rm. Avail Now in Amh hojse 549
5093

' Bedroom Apt . fair condition, for Dec
Isl, in Northampton Only $166 Call

Skibiski Real Estate 584 3428. 4 6P M

IBr in 4Br. Quiet student household in S
Amherst Avail Jan 1st 100 * . Call 253
5159 eves after 5

Housemates for Jan, 1 1 or 2 peopleTor
Ige rm in co op Non smoking, vegetarian
household Rent $146. mo plus On bus
rte Call 253 3615 after 5.

2 Br fur apt. B Manor bec.23-Jan.26
253 2400

Spg sem 2bdrm Cliffside Apt 665 4107^

WaKress wanted ME Bar LOUNGE 584-
7200

Pro Musir Service Bi'M ,n rock Ih-,, r(,sco

~

' -!. r."i,.,,c Mfi 4 711 Rpa

1 bedrm $180inc util 665 2512

Person needed for 1 bdrmBrandywme Apt
Dec 21 Jan 25 Cheap call Yasi 549 0865

1 bdrm. apt. near campus- Amh.
country location $180 inc util Call
549 6568 If we're not at home, keep
trying

WANTED

1 neat respon per wtd for own rm in 2 bdrm
apt, pr bath for spr sem Rent $125 util

incl. '/imilefrmUM. Eric 549 0582. «

Nonsmoking female to share 2bdrm
apt in So Amherst 122 * 256-8752
bus, pool

F Rmate wtd , nonsmkr, $70,/mth. 549
2804

1 Male Wanted to share apt near Pufftn w
3 other people during spr sem Room
avail during Jan too Call 549 5978

1 or 2 males to share own room in 2
bedroom Amherst apts for spring
semester On bus route $122 plus
electricity Heat included Call 2!56
0318 after 4P M

BERKSHIRE FORUM WEEKEND
VACATIONS; Expertly led discussions,
stimuating companions, fine food,
mountains Dec 9 11. Arab Israeli
Conlhcl Dec 16 18, Harry Magdoff on
Eurocommunism." Dec 23 26, "Holioay
Film Festival" Write call Berkshire
Forum, Stephentown, N.Y. 12168 (5181
7335497

Original designs by Randy GlenT^ Custom
maoe tunics to your design c my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any
designs printed Call 549 4458 ask for
Randy Glenn or leave message 3 day
service

Nothing to do over intersession ' Come on
down 10 Daytona wiih us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone the works
all this and roundtnp busfare on a luxury
iiiotoiroach for only $147 20 quad oc
iipancy For info and reservations call

DavKt Day at 546 7845

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at
14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

Lost Grey Tiger Cat. Male vacmity N
Pleas.m! St Call 545 0966

LCJt one necklace gold chain with small
brown stone topaz pendant Reward
offered Please contact Ehsfe Cocke 586
0918

PERSONALS

Dearest RobAllmy love to you on your
birthday Love and kisses' Jean

ATTE N TlO N~LTe- Weiss-Read^this twice
look where-you rest your head-look
under your bed Secret Santa stnkes-
aoain

APHRODITE, I love you more than any
other woman, but it hurts Love ADONIS.

Looking for a home? Sigma~Kappa
Sorority seeks boarders for spring
Friendly, homey, 3 meals day. com-
parable to University costs Call 256 6887

Hamp Col. Amy lets play tennis Bruce
ib3^328
Joyce
S S

•t the Gras Merry Chnstr^s

Tony Anderson-vii^Taw^y^urm^^
Joe. Phil and Perry 545 3500

Xmas trees cut your own Spruce or
Scotch Pine $10 50 10a m, 8p.m
Blizniak Tree Farm. 133 Bay Rd,, Hadlev
586 0723

^^
Two new new Snowtires H78-14 253-

9792

For Sale: Lange Pro Ski Boots size 914,
These boots are two years old but have
only been worn twice If interested please
call 253 5873

Radials F>ireHi 145SR13 Steve 253-3586.

Gift Idea: Have your portrait drawn. Call

Dennis Delap, 256 8732, bet 9 10am.

Room for rent w 2 older men non-
smokers $55 mo & utilities Northwood
Apis 665 4364 (try latel

Bedroom Sat
2S3-74M

excaNant condition, CaN

1 Br Sunderland w AC, dshwsh, tnns,

bus, disp Util incl $185. avail. Jan. 665
3603

Furn. Ap'ts. for Feb June tease IVi-rm.
effic. + 1 -bedroom furnished, air cond.
parking quiet from 200 mo Reserve now
Amherst Motel * Ap'ts Rt 9 opp
Zayre s 256 8122.

2br apt 5 mi^Vcaii^^'J^rrK^,r23^s
month everything inclurted call.665 3536

BR in EHamp Apt $75Tnc M '78 527 9006.

Female roommate wanted for Rolling

Green Apts Starting Jan 1 inquire #163

Qualified Tutor needed for Chem III.

Spring sem exc pay Call 546 5613

BicycieMixte or 19^ dia7n.~f7ame""^r
complete bike Will pay for quality Call
Chris 256 0346

Wanted would to buy a double mattress.
546 5233 Karen (after 5)

' f
••"• **«nt«S for next^sem OwrTrm

$98. mo. plus eclec In PuHton Vil. Call
549-4866 eves, ask for Nancy or Elly

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport ana ap
l)ii( .ilion photos done Portraits in time for
Cnr.stmas B&W or color service in-

uction by arrangement Heasonable
nri.-es for high quality work Contact'
•^ff^ven 546 9653 night- nn'v

Attar Five professionaltyping 734-0044

Theses typed: call Melanie 253^553^

Free Kitten 9 wk , male 549 3937 ev«

To my Angals: The best of wishes to you
all over the Christmas vacation Maybe we
can get together in January Have fun but
always be prepared for your next
assignment Watch out for Roselyi All of
my love, Charlie

INSTRUCTION

Area musisian seeks deadheads.
nostalgia freaks and people into recor-
ding Open up Dwight, 253 3938

Vohfo repairs and maintenance AM Vrtand models low prices Jack 906-0610

Hypnosis for Finals. Make retention e
recall easier, improve concentration &
relaxation lor exams, get better grades
Campus Center M W Th at 7.8.&9P M.
$5 session Dorm groups by arrgt. Coll
Ml Morse Hypnotist Consultant M Ed
532 5703

ROOM WANTED

Room for Jan, near campus Ed 546-1 159.

Oaytona Beach is only $147.20 away.
You can now afford to go to a beachfront
hotel have Disneyworld and New Years in

Florida For more info or reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Tuna up timing chain valves^ etc Good
rates 545 047? AM .

JUSTFOR DEB

Please forgive me for bemg sick all
semester. I guess 1 haven't had too much
luck Well. I did get lucky once and
having you babe, sure made bein sick awhole lot easier.

WtACH;") 000 READERS DAILY' Biir>iirii,'iiiuTaTn^iiiiiijiJ!tif.|jji.ijn.nn.jmiijij,i.i iHM fTrmmi
I love ya, Bobaloo

nsz iiiiuiinjimf.
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• What's

Happening
CONT FROM PAGE 10

LECTURE
- "Aikido and Shinto" at 1:30 p.m., and

"Aikido and Women" at 3 p.m. Both lectures
are by Mary Heiny. Franklin Patterson Hall.

Hampshire. Refreshments will be served.
- The Effects of Spontaneous Mem-

brane Activity (Action Potentials) and
Concentration on Music Maturation in Vitro"
by Assoc. Biology Prof. Jeanne A. Powell.
McConnell Hall, 805, Smith.
HOLIDAY SALE
The 4th Annual Holiday Sale of Ceramics

and Glass, Munson Annex. Hours 9-9 Fri.,

Sat. 10 a.m. -2 p.m.
SLIDE SHOW
- Matt Ross, a member of the National

Lawyers Guild, will present a slide show on
Israeli violations of the rights of the
Palestinian people. 3 p.m. CC 165-9.
Sponsored by the Commuter Collective
DISCO
- Professional disc jockey K-rock will be

featured at a disco in the Van Meter South
basement lounge beginning at 10 p.m.
American and international snacks will be on
sale. Sponsored by the Central Area Council
and VMS.
- The People's Gay Alliance invites all

people to a Gay disco from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
10th fl. CC. $1 donation.

DAILY
CREATIVE WRITING

If you will be around during Boston during
January, enjoy creative writing and would
like to join a group, call Kerri at &-7049.
MILLER ANALOGIES TEST

Effective Jan. 1, 1978, the cost of the
Miller Analogies Test will increase from $6.50
to $8. Payment is made at the time of testing
and should be in the form of a check or
money order payable to the University of
Massachusetts. The test is given Thursdays
at 1 p.m. in Berkshire House 303.

Candidates are entitled to 3 institutional

score reports to be sent out at the time of
testing and must have the complete ad-
dresses, including zip codes, with them. A
photo I.D. and several sharpened No. 2
pencils will also be needed. For more in-

formation, contact the Community
Development Center, 50333.
INTERNSHIPS WITH NORTHAMPTON
TENANT UNION

Researchers with some math and
statistical background needed to study the
relations between assessed value for tax
purposes and actual market value of different
types of property in all the wards of North-
ampton. The researchers will work closely
with tenant advocates and with community
groups demanding corrective re-evaluation.
Academic credit available for full or part-time
internships. Contact the Office of Intern-
ships, 408 Goodell or call NTU 586-4237.
UMASS CREDIT UNION
The credit union offers low interest loans.

Open Monday- Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Intersession hours: Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, 10-3.

MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL DAY
CARE

Earn 4 to 6 credits as a staff member in

Marks Meadow Program 2-5 aft-wk.
Program meets Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
Friday, 2:45-5:45, Wednesday 1-5:45. Staff
meetings Thursday at 9:30. Chance to lead
activities for groups of children ages 5-11.

Contact Sylvia Lindsay 665-3990.

Notices

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Meeting 530, CC 169. Several important issues are

pending Including election of a co-chairman
PS & N CLUB

Sell tickets for the raffle to Ft. Lauderdale in March.
Please call Charley 546-5991. Also, the annual
Christmas party will be Dec 17 at the Newman
Center. Full course buffet and open bar - $4. Must buy
tickets in advance from Noel, 324
Chenoweth.
UMASS HANG GLIDED

S

Last meeting 8 p m,, CC 902. We have lessons and
gHders and will be going all winter long
JP STEVENS BOYCOTT COMMITTEE

Meeting 7 30 p.m. CC
NEAG REPS

Last meeting Hamlin Conference Room, 6:30 p.m.
Everyone welcome.
BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUNTEERS
Annual Christmas Party with the residents of the

school Saturday The bus will leave Whitmore at 1 1 :45
a.m. Please be prompt.
STAR TREKERS

Final meeting 7 p.m CC 81 1 . All are welcome
LOST

Orange pack lost in Bartlett 70. Please return the
notebook to lost »nd found in the CC
POUND

Calculator found on the steps of the Grad Research
BkSg. Call Mika 6-7722
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B.C. by lohnny Hart

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz ®
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THE WANDERER by Mark Rollins

ACROSS

1 Money
outlay

5 Wine area
9 Lab.
chemicals

14 Writer:

Abbr
15 Plant in soil

16 Calgary
Stampede,
eg

1 7 Pyrotechnic
device: 2
words

19 Omen of

sorrow
20 Flynn
21 Obstacle
23 Piece of

gossip
24 Keeps in

custody
27 Sat on and

drove
29 Soaks
31 Field event
35 Fleshy
37 Irritates

39 Kitchen
appliance

40 AnOys
partner

42 Below
Poetic

44 Crested
duck

45 African river

47 Sirloin, e g

49 Gold
miner's
utensil

50 Felt one's
way

52 Stern
54 At a

distance
56 Good

names
59 Terror
62 Informal

term of

address
64 Driver's

license,

maybe:
Informal

65 Finery
67 'That

makes—
70 Italian poet
71 Cygnus
72 Riffraff

73 Plumlike
fruits

74 Set system
75 Letters

DOWN
1 Surveyed
pre-crime

2 Eccentric
3 Gets under
way: 3
words

4 Part of the
body

5 Mountain ---

6 Behold

7 Notify

8 Indolent one
9 Biblical

vessel

10 Struggles

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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1 8 More
sneaky

22 Br. wool
weight

25 Gas
26 Espionage

agents
28 Negation

Prefix

30 Narrow
strips

32 Ability

33 Part of the
eye

34 Made with

needle and
thread

35 Snakes

weapon
36 Turk title

38 Guide a
vessel

41 Disunite
43 Own
46 Ump
48 Military

caps
51 Flounder
53 Most uncivil

55 Hearsay
57 Follow
58 Slender

stalks
59 Temporary

crazes
60 Epochal
61 It river

63 Large knife
66 Agree to

68 Hooey'"
69 Sooner than

Your Birthday 6y Stella Wilder

UM by Marty Maceda

ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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— Bom today, you enjoy
an active social life You
take much from your con-
tacts with other people and
from the sense 6f self-

satisfaction engendered by
ttiem You are not destined
to t>e particularly wealthy,
though you should always
have more ttian enough to
satisfy life's t>asic ne»«ls.

You are generous, often
giving away more than you
keep. You are especially
generous, however, with
your spiritual assets -
strength of ctiaracter, will

power, sense of security,
and so on. You find it most
unpleasant to be with one
in want, financial or other-
wise, and you try to keep
people from reactiing that
state.

You have an excellent

nose for profit and where
to find it. Projects wtuch to

ottiers may seem doomed
to financial failure you
may see as gainful, and in

general you are right. You
are not blind to the possi-

bility of failure, however,
and you look with an intel-

ligent, educated, wary eye
on any endeavor promising
quick results. More often

than not, such care F>ays
off

V'ou are envious of those
who make quick and easy
attactunents to other peo-
ple You have a need for
company and desire for
close rflationships. but you
do not come to them with-
out discomfort on the
approach In general, how-
ever, the relationships you

form are more permanent,
more loving and loyal than
most.

To find what is in store
for you tomorrow, select

your birtttday and read the
corresponding paragraph
I>et your bihthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 9

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22-

Dec.21 ) — Your envy and
another's jealousy cause a
stalemate in a new rela-

tionship. Keep promises at
evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — Don't let caution
be mistaken for head-
strong hesitation. Allow
another the benefit of the
doubt later.

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-
Feb.18) — Y«u may reach
the pinnacle of success in

an unusual enterprise.
Take another into confi-
dence at evening.

PISCES! Feb. 19-March
20) — Control emotional
respon.ses ttiis morning or
you won't have things your
way during the evening

ARIES! March 21-April

19) — Dualistic tendencies
may cause you to vacillate

on suggestions for differ-

ent activities

TAURUSi April 2n-Ma>
20

1 - Early conflicting

emotions concern those
who wait until you decide.
Try to redirect
thoughts.

your

GEMINIiMay 21-June20)
— A beneficial develop-
ment at work makes this a
day for gain in the long
run.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22) — A spirited beginning
yields a successful and
profitable afternoon Chil-
dren may add confusion at
evening.

LEOl'july 23-Aug.22) —
If you are determined to
have things your way, only
lack of talent and time will
keep them ottierwise

VIRGO
! Aug 23-Sept. 22)

— Criticism helps you and
another make benefical
changes in work I,eisure
activities may confuse
you.

LIBRA I Sept 2.1 -Oct. 22) —
Practice restraint today as
you approach others for
the support you need for
new projects

SCORPIO ( Oct 2.1-

Nov 21 1 — I>oyal compan-
ions help you stand firm
Reserve your best for your
true friends later today
raptnilM 197;, iminl ienlurr S^n^^•

cMXe. If"
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New pro B-Ball loop

slated to start play
NEW YORK\UPI\ - The NBAs reduction

of player rosters from 12 to 11 this year has
already had the effect of swelling the talent
in other pro leagues in the U.S. and Europe
and yesterday the inevitable birth of another
professional basketball circuit was an-
nounced.
The All American Basketball Alliance

(AABA), a fulltime pro circuit will open play
next year with teams in eight cities. League
President David Segal, a Philadelphia at-

torney said the league's opener is scheduled
for Louisville, Ky., Jan. 6.

The league will operate initially with four
10-man teams in each of two divisions and
feature two 37-game seasons between Jan. 6
and June 1. NBA rules will prevail except for
the addition of the 3-point play.

The AABA will be composed of two
sections:

Notre Dame's Ross Browner, a
6'3 ', 247 pound defensive end, was
named UPI Defensive Lineman of the
Year for 1977 yesterday It was the
second year in a row Browner, who
holds all the career defensive records
at ND, has been given the honor. He
led the Irish to a 10 1 record. (UPI
photo)

Northern Division: New York Guard (New
York City), Indiana Wizards (Indianapolis-
Anderson), Kentucky Stallions (Louisville),
and Rochester (team name to be an-
nounced).

Southern Division: Carolina Lightening
(Winston-Salem), West Virginia Wheels
(Wheeling), Georgia Titans (Macon) and
Virginia Sailors (Richmond).

"Every year, " Segal explained, "The NBA
accepts at least bO rookies from 1 ,032 varsity
basketball college teams, and consequently
50 players from the previous year's roster
must be dropped from the NBA, leaving
those NBA quality players no other fulltime
American League in which to play.

"The AABA has taken the best of these
players and put them together with highly
skilled professional coaches to give the eight
league cities top flight basketball."

"The AABA is not intending to compete
with the NBA, " indicates Thomas Ficara,
League operations director, who previously
worked in the Cleveland Brown's front of-
fice "The cities selected, with the exception
of New York, do not possess an NBA
franchise, and we are not going to compete
with the NBA for players."

The base salary proposed for players will
be a minimum of $9,600. However, players
would earn more if their share of net game
profits exceeds that figure. Players will get
from 4 to 8 per cent of gross receipts minus
game expenses.
Among the pros who have signed con-

tracts are Maurice "Mo " Howard, former No.
2 draft choice of the Cleveland Cavaliers;
Willie Norwood, former six-year NBA
veteran; hreddie Lewis, former Indiana Pacer
star; Andre McCarter, former UCLA Ail-

American and two-year NBA veteran, and
Fly Williams, who starred at Austin- Peay and
the spirit of St. Louis team in the old ABA.

Also, Jim Bradley, 6-10 Center and a
starter for the Kentucky Colonels ABA
championship team; Mel Daniels, a perennial
ABA all-star, Coniel Norman, former
Philadelphia 76er guard, and Chuckle
Williams, last season's No. 1 draft pick of the
Cleveland Cavs.

Goodbye Boston Garden?
BOSTON \AP\ - A proposed new sports

arena for Boston got a boost when three
major league teams agreed to occupancy
terms. Mavor Kevin H. White said yesterday.

White said he will see the support of Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis and legislative leaders to

create an arena authority to build, own and
operate the facility.

It would cost approximately $38 million

and seat 18,CXX). The location has not been
determined, but a spokesman in the mayor's
office said the South Station area is one
being considered.
White announced that the Boston Celtics

of the National Basketball Association have
approved a 10- year lease to play m the riew
arena.

He said the Boston Bruins of the National
Hockey League and the Boston Lobsters of

World Team Tennis have approved 16-year
leases.

The Celtics and Bruins now play at Boston

Garden, and the Lobsters at the Walter
Brown Arena at Boston University.

The proposed arena authority would have
to raise enough revenue to cover debt
service and to make annual payments to
Boston in lieu of taxes.

Boston Garden, now owned by the owners
of the Bruins, eventually would become state
property

White said the arena "would benefit the
entire region without burdening Boston
taxpayers."

He praised a group formed in July and
headed by developer Martin Zuckerman of
Boston Urban Association for its work on the
project.

"They have brought back a proposal
which would provide a fist class soorts
facility and convention center for the New
England region, but would not impose a tax
liability on Boston,"' White said.

"It would pay for itself."

UMass Sue Henry lays in a bucket against Radcliffe in earlier game action. The
women hoopsters will next be in action against Vermont Saturday. (Staff photo
by Pat Dobbs)

IAtter
wh(

Attention all undergraduates
who have not fulfilled the

rhetoric requirement:

Rhetoric Exemption Exam:

The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be
offered on Dec 8 from 7 10 pm
A L in SBA 120
M Z in Thompson 102

The exam will consist of writing a 500
word essay which will be evaluated
on the following criteria: depth of
treatment, development and sup-
port, organization, style, and the
mechanics of writing, such as gram-
mar, punctuation and spelling.

Please bring several pencils, your ID,
and 25 cents to partially cover the
cost of administering the exam.

You may exempt both Group I

and Group II rhetoric by taking
and passing this exam.

AFROTC
Air Force ROTC can give
more value to your college
years and help you pay for

your schooling at the same
time. You can compete for a
two, three, or four-year Air

Force ROTC scholarship that
will pay you $100 a month
and pay for your tuition,

books and lab fees, too.

Plus, there's flight instruction

tor those who quality, a com-
mission as a second lieute-

nant after graduation, then
responsibility and challenge
in an Air Force job.

The list goes on. Check it out.

Call 5-2437

Gateway to a

Great Way of life

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

KILLEMGTON,
VERMONT
January 15-20,. 1978

• Five Day l.iH Ik ket

• hivf Nights m Moti'l

• lOCreal MmIs.

• Ski 50 Runs JOOO Prop
• Nightly I ntvrtdinmeni

• Dancf ti> I ive Bands
• fret- Kfg Party

• hxtras

ONLY $119.50
to $139.50

(^,1 DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

All trip arrjnRemenls by United
InleriulieKiate Skiers Association

TYrrryTinnr^innnnrg--d-rr8'a 8 a g bi

Need something
to get

HIGH
ON?

Collegian

Try Hang Gliding the ultimate high

Special rates for students

Come in and see our movie and our
complete line on custom shirts and
neckkices

THE HANG GLIDER CENTER
Rt 9 in Hadley, next to Hajees
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Wrestlers on the road;
Harvard next victim?

Work-study Jobs!!
The Toward Tomorrow Fair is now seeking
work-study students for spring semester.

Available positions are in public relations,
program development, and administration

Learn a skill equal to your education!

For more information call Rick Taupier
at 545-0474 or drop by 102C Hasbrouck

EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE TODAY!!!

c^erdaiitile-^
in the Carriage Shops

Amherst

MM ^XMMIMIMWWMmMVM

PIZZA-GR'NDERS-SANDWICHES-COLD DRINKS

During these last weeks of the semester,

call us for the fastest delivery of the very

best pizzas and grinders anywhere.

Calf 256-0441

Open extra late this week I

Where

Secret
Santa
shops!

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass varsity wrestling team travels
to Cambridge this weekend for what will be
its final match before intersession, as the
Minutemen take on Harvard.

Because of a multitude of team injuries of
late, coach Dave Amato has had to shuffle
his lineup considerably. The most prominent
omission this weekend will be that of co-
captain Timmy Fallon, who was due to be
released from the infirmary today after being
held several days for observation.

Fallon was found to have food poisoning,
and although the ailment is not a serious one,
he will not be making the trip to Harvard.
Amato will replace Fallon, who wrestles at

150 pounds, with either Mike Carroll or Steve
McLarney.

"Both Mike and Steve are also injured,"
said Amato. "I'm planning on taking the orie
who is healthy."

In the lower weight classes, Amato will

switch off with his super lightweight tandem
of Dana Rasmussen and Tony Perry, as they
will wrestle at 118 pounds and 126 pounds
respectively. This will be Perry's first

collegiate match in the heavier weight class,
and it will be Rasmussen's second match at
118 pounds.

"I think that they are both capable of
competing in either class," said Amato.
As usual, Larry Otsuka will handle the

chores at 134 pounds. Otsuka is red-hot right
now, after going 5-0 last weekend to take
first place in his weight class at a college
meet at Coast Guard.

Co-captain Kevin Griffin will make his

season's debut on Saturday, and will wrestle
at 167 pounds. Griffin's most comfortable
weight IS 158 pounds, but Amato will

probably use him in the higher weight until

he feels the New England champion has
regained the form that brought him to
national competition last season.
Also wrestling will be Charley Rigogliso

(142 pounds), Mike Cunningham (158
pounds), Steve Whitman (177 pounds), and
Bob Clark (190 pounds).

In the heavyweight category John Allen is

also injured, and Amato may go with Marty
Rogers.

Wrestling Notes - The junior varsity team
will open its season tonight at 7:00 when it

does battle with Springfield College at
Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

Rookie coach Dennis Fenton announced
his lineup yesterday, and also stated that he
will use three 134 pound wrestlers, two 142
pound wrestlers, and also two wrestlers in
the 167 pound and 177 pound categories.
Greg Schoener, Dave Daly, and Bill

Ranzuli will wrestle at 134 pounds; Joe Marra
and Gary Rotator! at 142 pounds; Dave
O'Brien and Howard Goldman at 167
pounds; and Santos Lozados and Fred
Rheault at 177 pounds.

The Schoener, Marra, O'Brien, and Santos
matches will count toward the total team
score, while the other matches are scored as
exhibitions.

Also wrestling will be Rich Schriazzi (118
pounds), Ray Murphy (126 pounds), Steve
McLarney (150 pounds), Mike Cunningham
(158 pounds). Bob Radiwitz (190 pounds),
and Marty Rogers (heavyweight).

Howe nets 1,000th goal

Open Sundays
*til Christmas

the home of unusual gifts

HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Gordie
Howe's 1,000th goal was almost anti-climatic
and certainly a relief.

With almost every accolade earned that
can befall a sports figure, the 49-year-old
super-star, in his 30th year of professional
play, collected his 1,000th goal last night on a

Sports Notices
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL -

officials meeting today at 5:30 p.m. rm.
215 Boyden. If you attended the first

meeting, do not come.
RA SUPERVISORS - you are

required to attend only one meeting —
tomorrow at 4 p.m. or Monday at 4 p.m.,
rm. 215 Boyden.
NOPE basketball courts will be closed,

Saturday Dec. 10.
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RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

VODKA

GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

SCHMIDT'S
12 oz cans

$5.90
cote

$1.50
six

In-door Savings too good to be advertised.

Come see tor yourself!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amhorit Center, across from the jreen 253-5441

first-period power play against the Ber-
mingham Bulls in Alabama.
Howe's historic marker for the New

England Whalers - based in Hartford -
came on assists from John McKenzie and
Mike Antonovic at 1:36 of the World Hockey
Association contest. The Whalers went on to
win 6-2.

Now that it's over, the frontrunning
Whalers can resume their winning ways
without the distraction of television cameras
and the hordes of radio and newspaper
reporters that followed Howe to record the
event.

Howe's coach, Harry Neale, wished for

more than one reason for Howe's 1,000th.
Neale's been irritated by the media crush.

"They want to interview him in the men's
room, the shower, on the bus, everywhere,"
said Neale after Howe's 999th goal Nov. 10 in

Hartford.

The essence of Howe's skill is his cool
composure in even the most hectic skir-

mishes among players, many of whom were
not born when he turned pro in 1944.

Howe, who will be 50 in March, moves
deliberately, manipulating the stock and pick
in an expert manner that still thrills the
crowds. He has switched from his youthful
speed to a more gentle motion as he glides

effortlessly between younger players. He
never wears a helmet.

Sometimes awkward in their eagerness,
they usually give a wide berth to the
Saskatchewan native whose stoic face and
silent moves are always felt when he's on the
ice.

While all the sports world and media
waited for the event, Howe was his usual
placid self.

Toward the end of his 25 golden years with
the Detroit Red Wings of the National
Hockey League, he said he felt the most
pressure in surpassing the NHL all time
record of 544 goals by Maurice Richard.
Now concerned with pacing himself,

Howe said he didn't feel pressure going for
the 1,000th goal.

Howe's steady play in more than 1,700
games is reflected in career statistics that do
not show spurts or lulls. His best year
statistically was the 1968-69 season, the only
one in which he scored more than 100 points
for Detroit.

Howe had retired for two years after
leaving Detroit, but with two promising
hockey playing sons, Marty and Mark, he
returned to the ice wars. He went to Houston
where the Aeros hoped to capitalize on the
magic Howe name in the fledgling WHA.
Howe led the Aeros to two straight AVCO
World trophies, the sympol of the WHA
championship.
Two years later, the Howe family and

Aeros management parted ways, and last

May, the Whalers decided to cast their lot

with a living legend in bringing a winner to
Hartford.

So far the legend has lived up to his fame.
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point
Wrestlers grapple Harvard - p. 15

New pro hoop league planned - p. 14

Snap losing streak

By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

WEST POINT, NY - Army had the
scoring punch and the reputation, but the
UMass Minutemen had the desire, as the
icemen's goal production m every period
snapped a five game losing streak last night
and defeated the Cadets 4-5 before 500 chilly
fans at Smith Arena.
Don Murphy's great individual effort at

12:45 of the third period put the game out of
reach of the Cadets, as he made the score 3-

0. Murphy fired three shots from the point,
with Army goaiie Chris Kilcoyne letting the
third slide past him for a power play goal.
Joey Milan made the victory even sweeter

as he took a pass from Nick Carney and fired
the puck past Kilcoyne with only a minute
left in the game.
UMass coach Jack Canniff was ecstatic

after the victory over Army, which was
ranked third in the ECAC's West Division last

team stuns Army, 4-0
year, and which posted a 21-6-1 record. "It's
)ust what this club needed," he said of his
team.

The Minutemen broke the scoring ice at
8:32 of the first period when T J O'Brien took
a pass from Bob Gould and Brian Kittredge
and fired a 14 foot slap shot that Kilcoyne
hobbled and dropped behind him into the
net.

Both UM netminder John Riley and
Kilcoyne played brilliantly in the opening
stanza, as they both turned aside 10 testing
shots.

Riley was particularly impressive as he
thwarted a screeching Dave Yancey 60-foot
slap shot with a lightning fast skate save and
denied Yancey with his skate once again on a
10-foot wrist shot two minutes later.

The period was marked by sloppiness in
both ends, ponalties, and slews of whistles.
There were 12 first period panalties (six on
each squad) that forced both teams to play
short handed for a portion of the period.

Tracksters display fine

form in Guard Relays
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW LONDON Conn - The UMass
men s track team set a freshman record in
the mile relay and also had the fastest times
in two other events at the Coast Guard
Relays yesterday.
The meet is held each year as an informal

program timed by the respective coaches to
allow New England runners to compete on a
fast facility before the end of the season
championship meets.

After they just missed the record in the
UConn meet, it was only a matte, of time
before the freshman mile relay record fell.

Combining for the standard setting mark of
3:29.2 were Rich Cady (52.5), Rich Hand-
shuch (52.4), Billy Hill (52.6) and Dan Kelly
(51.5).

The Minutemen also ran the best times of
the meet in the mile and two mile relays.
Winning the mile relay m 3:22.5 was the

quartet of Francis O'Keefe (51.5) Billy
Conant (520), Mark Healy (50.5) and Joe
Martens (48.5).

The two mile relay also broke the tape first

in 7:46, as Healy (1:55), O'Keefe (1:56), Bob
Hunt M:57l and Martens (1:57) handled the
baton

The team also sent several distance
runners to compete ,n the two mile. Mike
Quinn ran 9:04 after resting a couple weeks
after attaining All-American honors at the
NCAA cross country meet.
Jay Legere (9:09) and Tom Wolff (9:13)

ran their fastest times indoors and Stevie
Hilyard (9:15) and freshman Mike Doiron
(922) ran personal best times.
"Our guys ran very, very well for this early

in the season," said assistant coach Arnie
Morse. 'We're happy with the times we
turned in."

The Minutemen also ran the second
fastest two mile relay with Steve MacDougall
(1:56.5), Dave Lipinski (1:57.5), Steve Lafler
'2:00) and Rich Thompson (2:01) each
running a leg as the quartet finished in 7:54.
Cady ran a 6.4 second time in the dash,

which is only one tenth of a second away
from the freshman record.

"He has an excellent chance to break that
before the indoor season is over," said
Morse.

Kelly (7.6) and sophomore Jay Ennis (7.5)
also ran "excellent times" in the high hur-
dles, according to Morse Ennis, who still has
freshman eligibility, had the second fastest
time of the day in the hurdles, which were
only run in heats.

The UMass Uack team ran several fast times, personal records andon^chool
rijcord at the Coast Guard Relays yesterday. The meet is the last before intersession
(Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

/

The Minutemen were able to kill off an
Army two man advantage early in the period,
but the Cadets turned right around at the
halfway point and killed a UM two man
advantage.
The lone goal in the second period was an

artistic masterpiece produced by the
Minutemen. Milan brought the puck over the
blueline, and flipped a beautiful backhand
pass across ice to Carney, streaking down
left wing, who broke in all alone on Kilcoyne
and beat him to the stick side at 15:37.
Two UMass defensemen made out-

standing defensive plays that probably saved
two goals. Chris Lowey dove and poked the
puck off the stick of Army's Tom Glenn and
Jamie Benelli made a sliding Bobby Orr block
of a John Harrison pass into the slot while
the Minutemen were shorthanded.
Army's Yancey was denied by Riley again,

this time on a clean breakaway, as he fired
the puck wide to the left of the net after Riley
had cut down the angle.

The referees made two unbelievable calls
in the middle period. One was for too many
players on the ice, as Lowey had one leg over
the boards and one skate on the ice, and the
other for icing when the Minutemen were
shorthanded.
Through two periods, Army had 17 shots

on goal, while UM had 16 shots on net.

EAA wrapup
Villanova's Reggie Robinson was the

recipient of the first Eastern Eight player
of the Week honors, it was announced
earlier this week. Eleven more players will
be honored throughout the season.

Robinson, a senior from Radnor,
Pennsylvania, scored 50 points in three
Villanova wins last week, while shooting
73.3 per cent from the floor. He also sank
six of seven shots from the foul line and
grabbed 15 rebounds.

The Wildcats and UMass were the first

teams to record victories in the league
this season, as Villanova downed West
Virginia, and the Minutemen came from
behind to defeat George Washington.

In statistics which include all games
played, UMass's Mike Pyatt is the
league's fourth leading scorer with an 18
points per game average. Mark Haymore
IS second in field goal percentage at .733.

Alex Eldridge is second in assists to BB
Flenory of Duquesne. Flenory is
averaging 10 assists per game, while
Eldridge is dishing assists at a 7 5 per
game clip.

Haymore and Pyatt are ninth and 10th
in rebounding, averaging seven caroms
per game apiece.

•""J i-sl^rJre"'!1Hfl!Sll^

Freshman John Nelson competes here
on the parallel bars, but is a high, or
horizontal bar specialist. Nelson won
that event in the U of Lowell meet last
night. (Staff photo by Spike)

Gym-men nip Lowell
By DA VE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

LOWELL - The UMass men's gymnastics
team did the expected last night and
defeated the University of Lowell, 177.7-
166.1.

This was not a tough meet, " said UMass
coach Dick Swetman, "but we didn't expect
:t to be this close either."

UMass' Bob Donahue won the all-around
competition, as he finished with 44.55 points.
Bob Lamb was third with 34.4, while Paul
O'Neil posted 31.2 points while competing in

only five events.

The Minutemen won five of six events on
their way to the victory. Two of the team's
top gymnasts, freshman Dave Bueglar and
John Forshay, did not compete, as they were
slightly injured.

"They'll be back in time for the Penn State
meet Saturday, though," said Swetman.
"Forshay was only resting because this was
an easy meet."
UMass totaled 31.1 points in the floor

exercise, with Donahue the individual winner
with a score "of 8.2.

Dave Kulakoff, who is undefeated on the
pommel horse this year, won the event again
last night with a 9.2 as UMass scored 28.05
points.

"Dave did a real nice job on the horse,"
said Swetman.

The Minutemen scored 28.15 on the still

rings, with Steve Nunno, the team captain,
individual winner with an 8.25.

Nunno managed the highest finish In the
long- horse vault, as he trailed two U Lowell

gymnasts to third place with an 8.55 score.
The team totaled 32.95, its highest total.

Kulakoff notched his second win on the
parallel bars with a 7.8 score, as the team
totaled 28.05 points.

High bar specialist John Nelson, a fresh-
man, won the event with a score of 8.45. The
team scored 29.48 points.

"John looked real good," said Swetman.
"He would've scored higher, but he fell on
his dismount."
From a low-pressure, expected win as the

Lowell meet, the gym-men will next face
Penn State University, one of the top
gymnastics teams in the East, if not in the
nation.

"Penn State is my alma mater," said
Swetman, "so it will be interesting for me.
The team always gets psyched for the Penn
State meet.
"We don't expect to win, but everyone

gets pumped up about facing such a fine
squad, and good performances are usually
the result.

"The scores of the Lowell meet pretty
much speak for themselves — it wasn't a
very testing outing - but if people want to »

see high quality gymanstics, they ought to
come out Saturday."
The meet will be a double dual meet, as

Penn State and an unnamed opponent will

provide the opposition for both the men's
team and the women's squad.
The UMass women's gynmastics team has

competed in the nationals for several years
and features Susan Cantwell of TV fame,
along with a host of other fir>e gymnasts.
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Below the SaK wishes to express its sor-
row over the passsing of Raashan Roland
Kirk. Kirk was a man of whose musical ver-
satility, ability and spirit far exceeded those
of any musician known to us. He was a
multi-instrumentalist who could play con-
utermelodies on three instrt ments at onqe,
sustain notes for up to a minute and often
play for minutes without taking a breath.
(He did this by employing a technique
known as "circular breathing", of which he
was the undisputed master.) Stylistically,

this musical genius knew no barriers; he
had a complete knowledge of all the
elements and idioms in the entire develop-
ment of Afro-American music, and could
perform in any of these styles with con-
sumate mastery on the tenor saxophone
(his "main"instrument), the flute, picolo,
reed trumpet, and nose flute, among an in-

credible array of other instrumants. Rah-
saan was able to range from the most harsh
"school of screech" sounds to the most
lyrical, bittersweet melodies with an un-
matched grace and assurance. Kirk was a
blind man, yet his ability to communicate a
wide range of emotions with his in-

struments bespoke an unmatched artistic
vision. Much of Kirk's work concerned
itself with the struggles of Black people in

America and the indominable Black pride
which he showed in his music showed the
immense spirit of a truly exceptional man.
Two years ago, at the age of 39, Rahsaan

suffered a stroke in which the entire right
side of his body was paralyzed. This was a
particularly tragic moment in the world of
music. Not being one to remain idle,

however. Kirk returned to playing a mere
five months later, playing with one hand.
His playing at that time, though somewhat
weakened by the stroke, was still far

stronger than all but a few saxophonists,
and he still made use of a vast array of in-

struments. He was able to record an album,
and gave a number of concerts while
recovering. His strength improved
measurably over the months, to the point
where he was able to play almost as well as
he had before, although his stamina was

not quite as great as it had been. Rahsaan
appeared here at the S.U.B. about a year
ago and gave a performance that left no
doubt that this was a man of singular talent
and corage. Here was man who was vir-
tually hobbling about the stage playing two
instruments at once, playing clear hard
notes over half a minute long and blowing
the roof off with the sheer energy of his
playing -all this with one hand, remember.
(It should be pointed out that the raging
power of the two and-a-half hours of play-
ing that night showed that he had more
fire, spirit, dedication, and conviction/no^
cheek xhar\ did Gil Scott-Heron and the en-
tire Midnight Band when they played at the
SUB shortly thereafter; this troupe of
"young lions" left an hour and a half later
because they were "tired." )

Though some of Kirk's playing is still

reserved for posterity on his albums, the
loss of this musical colossus is a loss that
shall be felt by all people who appreciate
creative Afro-American music. Yet, beyond
that. Kirk was a great man not only for his
immense musical abilities but also- and
perhaps even more importantly- because of
his courage and spirit; for a man both blind
and Black to so powerfully assert such ir-

re ;pressible pride in the face of racism,
severe physical disabilities, and the
Amreican music industry is an example of
the kind of courage to which we should all

aspire.

One of Rahsaan's favorite compositions
was entitled "Bright Moments, "a celebra-
tion of the joyous interludes of life. Though
we regret Rahsaan's passing as a par-
ticularly bleak moment for all of us, we
would hope that in the future we cari act
with the sort of courage that was fully
manifested in this man. With this courage
we should all be able to create our own
bright monments, though the fact that
Rahsaan is no longer with us to provide an
ongoing example of that courage will make
it somewhat more difficult. Yet we should
learn from the life of this man that spirit can
overcome obstacles that most of us would
think unsurmoutable. Bright momments,
Rahsaan.

DANCE

Concerted Movements

The UMass Student Dance Concert December i,2,&3

Fifteen dances, ranging from a Broad-
way show number, to a Renaisassance
court dance, to an African dance solo - an
ambitious dance concert, to say the least.

Even more impressive is the fact that the

UMass Student Dance Concert (presented

Dec. 1,2,3 at Bowker) was totally organiz-

ed, designed, stage-managed,
choreographed, and performed by
students. The technical crew is to be com-
• ii-sfiued for the polish they added to the

show - in particular, the lighting designs by
Jean Baxter Cohen and Amy L. Richards
were a real plus.

An unfortunate minus was that a good
portion of the dances were about looking

pretty and doing movements that feel

good: hip-thrusting lunges to the diagonal,

shoulder shimmies and hip wiggles,
straight leg tilts and kicks to one siud,

spirals down to the floor, attitude turns.

Not that looking pretty is bad, it's just that

these tired, overworked movements, seen
again and again, can no longer sustain in-

terest. Similarly, repetition of the same
stretched out, reaching, expansive
movements that feel so good to perform

can nonetheless become boring to watch.
What works such as "Dance With Me,"
"Phobias," "Mozart: Two X Five" and
"Another and Thyself" need are more
original movements, more dynamic tension

and less narcissism.

The concert opened with a work entitled

"For You, U.M.T.G... With Love,"
choreographed by Beth Hirschhaut to

Broadway show tunes such as
"Oklahoma," "Celebration," "You'll Never
Walk Alone" and "Ease on Down the
Road." The dance was overly long, but the
spritely square dance, the sleazy cabaret

and the linked shoulder-to-shoulder line

revolutions and kicks worked reasonably
well. However, the melodramatic gestures
- reaching out to comfort, swooning -
during "You'll Never Walk Alone" did not
work well.

"Frescoes," chttreographed by JoAnn
Murrav to some lovetV antique music by P.

Attaignant and P. Phs»le$e (in 1530 and

1511 respectively) was a r^H^shing change
in style. The six women, in'^.v/iison, per
formed a series of quaint, d'!iiity little

Renaissance court dances; they skipped on
doing a simple brush step (which needed a

more aristocratic, elegant execution) and
moved into a light-hearted step in which
they sort of jpgged, flipping their feet up
behind them as they circled and made
various floor patterns. The closing se-

quence had the dancers in a long diagonal
line performing little spins and bows. The
dance was fun to watch, especially the
foot-flipping section.

Virginia Gaunt's piece "A Different Place

in Time and Space" had the best special ef-

fects of any dance. Presumably based upon
a Star Wars theme (there was a goldsuited

CP30, his shorter sidekick, R2D2, a

princess-figure waving a luminous wand)
this dance incorporated, on a darkened
stage, a striking slide projection of a starry

galaxy with a glowing gold and red meteor
near one corner, the visually interesting ef-

fect of the moving lumii'ious wand and
some convincing space music by Williams

(Ralph Vaughn? the program doesn't say).

The movements in the dance were kept

simple and subordinate to the special ef-

fects, to the dance's credit, as it allowed for

more precision and cleaness of line.

Peggy Atkinson is a believable dancer -
her face tells the truth, and her body rings

true to the music. However, the
choreography for the solo she created for
herself, "Maybe Next Year," was pretty,

but bland. Her movement was basically
sweeping arcs and arabesques, along with
some dipping, off-center spins which she
had some difficulty recovering from.

The dance which left everyone agog was
"Snake Hunt", choreographed by Stephen
Gibbons and Lisa Jones, with artistic direc-

tion by Richard Jones.

The snake (Lisa Jones), a dancer in a

dark brown, green and gold roughly

striped unitard with her eyes blackly,

slantily outlined and her face fish belly

white, sits coiled in the center of the

stage, then uncoils, rises up and
sways, peering, from side to side. A

hunter (Gibbons) springs onto the
stage, dressed in a suede loincloth and
knee-high laced suede boots, and car-

rying a sturdy long forked stick. The
two face off. The snake slithers out of

the reach of the stick (Jones slithers by
lying partially curled on her side and
pulling herself along the floor, letting

the impulse start in her hands then
travel through her body in an S-curve,
with her feet whipping at the end - a

remarkable imitation!) then moves in

and grabs the hunter's ankle. He
shakes his leg vigorously to free
himself, and she slithers away. They
both attack and retreat a couple of

more times, until she flips a handspring
onto his body, wrapping her legs tight-

ly around his waist. He grabs her mid-
dle, and lifts her high and away from
him They struggle; the snake twists

and writhes in his arms, but he holds
her at bay. Finally, at one climatic mo-
ment, the snake swoops down for the

strike, sinking her teeth into his neck,
then drops down and gloatingly
slithers away, leaving the hunter to

writhe and die. A riveting work, excep-
tionally well-timed and performed.

Another high point was Eno
Washington's "West Wind: A Prayer"
(also with artistic direction by Richard
Jones). Eno has got to be seen to be
believed. His well-toned body radiates

energy; his ability to isolate his head,
hands, hips, belly and feet and move
them to separate rhythmic nuances of

the African beat is astounding. More
than anything else, he is a biack man
who has an African heritage that he's

proud of, and his dancing emphatically
attests to that.

The concert closed with "Fire,"
choreographed by Peggy Atkinson.
Although this jazz dance lacked the
crackle and snap that its title alludes
to, the dancers did give full phrasing to
their movement with the music, and
the leaping trio for the men (Jeffrey
Coyne, Stephen Gibbons, Arthur Tut-
tle) had some uplifting zing to it.

Sharon True

We are pleased to announce the addition of

MJulie Counter

to our staff of professional

stylists at ...

Fsshion FIsir Besuff Sslon

110 Main St. Northampton

S84'l7t4

(Next to Ann August)

USED BOOKS
IN GOOD CONDITION

Over 10,000, all ages, all

subjects, all at low prices

VALLEY BOOK SHOP
Carriage Shops, Amherst

10 530 daily, Thurs & Fri til 8
Open Sundays in Dec. 1-5 p.m.
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TONITE,
THURS., Dec. 8

JOHNNY ond the
LUNCHEONETTES

FRI. & SAT.

Dec. 9& 10

NRBQ
EVERY SUNDAY
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSIO N

MONDAY
, Dec. 12

ANDY MAY and the

TEXAS TABU Y

CRAHHY

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

Menis
Leather Wdllets
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An excellent variety of wallets from
Faces' leather collection, Flatfold,

bifold, and trifold designs, each with

plenty of well-organized interior

pockets. Look for such special

features as key connpartments and
credit card holders Rugged saddle
cowhide, smooth harness cowhide,

or super-soft Nappa leather. Crisp,

distinctive styling and the un-

mistakable look of fine work-

manship. 5.95-8.95.

The Look... The Prke...
At Faces Now!

P

Faces o* Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6, Mon Sat
Sun. I«5
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BOOKS
WHO SHOULD PLAY GOD?

Ted Howard and Jeremy Rifkin
(Deli Publishing Co.)

The feelings of intense alienation and the
increasing grip of "the technocracy" on
various aspects of our Irves have spurred a
sort of renaissance of the so-called
"negative Utopia" novels. Herbert Marcuse

iwr\9 C. Wright Mills revealed to us the
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staftlmyly "^liAift^j^ dimensions of lite in

technologized societv^*3ec*pt»d under the
guise of "scientific management" or the
mere survival of the hunian species.
Now we can add to the list Aldous Hux

leys Brave New World, a "fantasy"
about a society completely genetically pro-

grammed Who Should Play God?
documents and raises the implications of
the coming technology of genetic engineer-
ing in a non-technical manner that provides
a good background on the topic.

The prospect of large-scale genetic
manipulation is not to be regarded as
science fiction, as authors Howard and

PICK UP A REAL SWEETIE TODAY.
FRUCTOSE is the sweetest of all natural

sugars, it's what makes natural fruits as sweet
and tasty as they are. FRUCTOSE is widely
used in Europe as a natural sweetener, and

naturally, a quick energy source. SAMAVITA is

making this product available to you now,
exclusively via mail order Our European-

imported product line includes pure

FRUCTOSE crystalline and tablets, as well as
jams and preserves. And since they're all

sweetened with FRUCTOSE they're the

sweetest of the sweet naturally.

Call or wnte^

DepL CS-450 Park Avenue, hew York. N.Y. 10022 Tel: (212) 832-7540

Rifkin point out. While much of the
research they cite has thus far been per-

formed only on :<nimals, conservative
estimates suggest that many of the most
Huxleyesque techniques will be quite possi-

ble within ten year's time. That includes the
romantic notion of "test-tube Babies",
planning of genetic makeup through the
manipulation of genes, and bizarre forms of

"planned parenthood" --like choosing your
childrens' physical and psychological traits.

The book suffers slightly from an overem-
phasis on quoting assorted gen^Li#)l»

scientests and public officials atM(M*^he
prospects and potential use** Sfgenetic
engineering. Still, tha-»eaTler can pull from
the study a fascinating and philosophically

competent analysis of the history of genetic
programming and the nature of the
technology-politics relationship. For exam-
ple, one chapter documents concrete con-
nections between the "independent"
scientific community and the business
world, while another discusses briefly the
relation of technology and the domination
of nature to the domination of people.
Also of interest is a look at the eugenics
movement in the US,, which took place
between 1900 and 1930. The authors reveal

the startling popularity of "Weeding out
the bad genes in the population" with
many "progressive" figures of the time.

Howard and Rifkin note the rise in ad-
vocacy of eugenics during those historical

periods when people have lost faith in the
ability of traditional remedies to solve dif-

ficult social problems.
Of course, genetic traits are only one in-

fluence upon human behavior--
environment and other biological function
influence the expression of inherited traits,

and social elements seem to be much more
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important in determining how people think
and act (depending on whom you listen to).

Regardless, genetic engineering offers
one of the final steps in the domination of
capital and technology over people. While
modern management systems continue to
rationalize the workplace, the possibility of
programming people to "fit into their slots"
is more than scary-it throws a nasty
wrench into the Marxian belief that people
can become self-conscious and rebel
against dehumanizing conditions.
Howard and Rifkin insist that the body is

some how sacred and should not be touch-
ed by technics. Such a view is limited, but
perhaps justifiable in light of our present
oppressive social organization. However,
the potential for human liberation in genetic
technology should not be disregarded, as It

is by the authors. Rather , one can envision
a day, if far off, when people choose to
liberate themselves from oppressive
biological functions in the interest of in-

creased freedom. Women, for example
might someday wish to be free of devoting
nine months to pregnancy.
Ultimately, genetic engineering will creep

into our institutions and achieve some
degree of public acceptability, just as scien-
tific management has. It will, that is, unless
people suddenly recognize in genetic pro-
grams the tip of an iceberg of repression
and domination. Perhaps the prospects are
just frightening enough to shock folks out
of their present complacency, before that
complacency becomes part of their genetic
makeup. Such is the conclusion of Who
Should Play God?, a worthwhile, if slight-

ly incomplete, warning to the human race.

"Bill Sundstrom

Concerts

EMERSON. LAKE PALMER
In concert - New Haven Coliseum

November 30, 1977

I was ready for this one. ELP had provided
me with some memorable moments over
the past few years and as I took my seat at
New Haven, I was ready to see that music
brought to life. There was a definite sense
of anticipation in the air as the frisbees and
banners flew and as the lights dimmed, the
applause swelled to an exuberant level.

Finally. There they were, Keith Ennerson
hopping animatedly from keyboard to
keyboard, Carl Palmer pounding the per-
cussion with energetic precision, and Greg
Lake providing an impenetrable
background on his bass guitar. The in-

strumental overture opened the pro-
ceedings to grand effect-starting with a
powerful introductory theme, it gradually
built to the unrestrained exuberance of
"Hoedown."
The first set followed one ELP classic with

another. The menace of "Tarkus," the
balladry of "Lucky Man," the ethereal
"Take A Pebble," and Keith Emerson's im-
peccable grand piano solo were alt

delivered with a flourish. The overall im-
pression I got was that although some of
these pieces were over five years old, the
band still approaches them with as much
enthusiasm as ever. This, for me, is what
distinguishes a great performance from a
passable one. ELP, by injecting that spark
of energy into the performances, refuse to
let their music become stale. The first set
closed with a suite from Pictures at an Ex-
hibition, which far surpassed ELP's
original recording of that piece. When that
record came out, the band was not ready
for such an ambitious classical interpreta-
tion. They are now. The piece was one of
the night's most dramatic moments, and
earned them one of the longest standing
ovations. "We would advise you not to
leave the building," promised the an-
nouncer, "Because the second half will
be... better!"

It wasn't necessarily better, but the se-
cond set also held its share of highlights.
The first impression of "Karn Evil Nine'
("Welcome back, my friends, to the show
that never ends"), was the perfect opening
and a new song, "Tiger in the Spotlight,"
was no letdown afterwards. After a
crowdpleasing Carl Palmer solo and a fran-
tic "Nutrocker," the set closed with
"Pirates, " the major epic from Works,
Volume One. This was slightly low-key
and I still feel that ELP need a few more
performances of this before they feel totally
comfortable without the orchestration, but
it remained a good rendition of a fine piece.
The encore of "Fanfare for the Common
Man" provided the final burst of energy
that we had all been waiting for. This was a
piece that no one could argue with, beginn-
ing with dramatic grandeur and turning into
a well-executed aural assault with Emer-
son, ever the showman, perpetrating a
number of destructive acts upon his organ.
This, in itself would have been enough but
ELP added "Show Me The Way to Go
Home," to take us out on a peaceful and
whimsical note. Well done lads, and
"welcome back my fritnde" irKleed.

•Bratt MH«no
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WHO
Our Freshman cinalysf tackles the big one...

Mount Holyoke College Laboratory Theatre
South Hadley, MA
Piesents:

A FESTIVAL OF ONE-ACT PLAYS
Student Directed and Designed

Thursday, December 8-Tuesday, December 13 8:30 P.M.
Special Children's Matinee. December 10, 11 2.00 P.M.

^ 3|C Box Office opens December 5th, Noon 9 daily
^ % ;j^

For reservations, phone 538-2406^ Admission $2 50, Students and Senior Citizens $1.00

**#

t^'°' FREE POT (4'')

RT THE POTS RND PLANTS SHOP

^^. 274 N. PLEfiSflNT ST. .\^^

'^^r
*r

CfiSSEROlE PANS, PLWCI SETTINGS ETC.

QUALITY PKOOUCTS

LOW PRICES

DANCE
It':^::i^^:'<i^'fi4teme£|i>iit's 4000 puls«|il^-colorec(4^^';:':i^-ifca gutsy;$9isili^i^;A)und

:>::;::;.; JsysteMjiii^^ a t!^iji|^ticated K.>^;^ie disobj^que every nij||Mt:iMt 2 B':ifiii^:.

. ^<^Uot^M- Opeq:»i(ih- io to 1 1 an^&:^ to 1 2:45 '^l. .

WAM$^M"Tu9^iii»-Mfif^ Night. Mi<ME8tt4MrKt3nd 6mjf0>»i^m0^
•>:x:::X::::::::'»"- Wedii^iMffey4)^'ee Drawing for ^^SftlCWfficate. '<:[>>:<:<:]<''

BRZESINSKI AND THE TRILATERALS

It was 1970 when Zbigniew Brzezinski, a
political analyst and Columbia University
scholar, emphasized the importance of the
organization of the developed nations as a
whole to handle the growing economic,
political, and social crises affecting the
capitalist co'jntries. This idea, with the help
of Western European and Japanese,
economists, was to lipen into what is today
known as the Trilateral Commission. In

1972 financier David Rockefeller's attention
was brought to the commission and it was
essentially his influence and funding that
made the commission a reality.

Accompanying expert politicians like

Brzezinski on the commission was not
only Rockefeller, but a host of cor-

porate capitalists fearing loss of power
due to the decreasing popularity of

capitalism. Combining their powers,
the buisnnessmen had considerable in-

fluence over the world's most impor-
tant economic factors. The member-
ship included representatives from
finance, industry, and labor including:

The Bank of America, Rockefellers
t^vase Manhattan, Coca-Cola, Exxon,
Leonard. Woodcock of The United Auto
Workers, Lane Kirkland of the AFL-
CIO, with r.epresentatives from all the
major networks -and large political in-

stitutions. Foreign ruling classes were
also represented by Barclay's Bank,
Bank of Tokyo, Banque di Paris, Fiat,

Toyota, Mitzubishi, and others.

In 1973 the commission decided to

stretch its wings by trying to play a role

in determining the direction of the
American presidency. For this they
looked to Jimmy Carter. His im-
pressive record included several at-

tempts to bolster trade by opening
overseas offices providing direct lines

from Georgia to foreign exporting
countries. They pushed for Carter's
candidicy by created support through
their widespread ranks and
represented him as supporting special

intersts. When elected, though, these
special interests seemed to be put
aside for those of big business.

As president. Carter surrounded
himself with people identifiable with
the Trilateralist cause. Brzezinski
became National Secrurity Advisor and
one of the closest confidants of the
president, former Coca-Cola president
Charles Duncan became Under
secretary of Defense, and United Auto
Workers President Leonard Woodcock
headed the committee for the status of
servicemen Missing in Action.

The Trilateralist cause is often refered

to as an internationalist cause because
of the willingness of smaller commis-
sions to place the interests of interna-

tional economics above those of their

particular countries. During the oil

crises many developing natiorw were in

need of funds with doubtful repayment
abilities $52 billion was loaned by
multiriational American Based bcnks .

Beyond that the TriCom is promoting
an overtwMJled InterrMtionai MonMHf/*

The growth of Trilateralism saw

Nixon, Brandt and Tanaka resign

and the emergence of Carter,

Schmidt, and Fukuda, all

Trilateral men, in their place...

Fund, to provide further .crodTf and
therefore a continuation l5f what is call-

ed free trade internationalism.

Examplles like this show the im-
portance of knocking down the bar-

riers between the worse economic
powers so a certain amount of in-

terdependance and cooperation exists.

Nuclear proliferation and economic
goal conflict tend to stand in the way
of this , and must be taken care of. The
continuing notion of self-reliance on
the part of many developing (oil pro-

ducing) countries cannot in this way
coincide with the interaction necessary
for cooperative action. If these nations

tiy to hold out, profit is stymied in

developed nations and conflict results.

The separation of advanced, develop-
ing and also communist countries can
only end in the unavalilabilty of what
one nation has to offer 'the other. If the

international relationships can be im-

proved , the commission hopes to

shape future events toward peace
through economic management, the
most important factor for profit.

Brzezinski's original idea of national

cooperation for freedom, human
rights, and economic progress seemt
to have been weighted toward the last

result. Maximization of profit seems
to be important in the Trilateralistt'

minds as they lobby for expansion of
international financial institutions,

assistance for underdeveloped nations,

conservation of energy, and reduced
arms sales.

It is interesting to note that the
political leaders in the three TriCom
areas were deposed within the same
three year period. This testimonial to

the growth of Trilateralism saw Nixon ,

West German Brandt, and Japanese
Tanaka resign. In their places landed
the Trilateralists, bound to reorganize
world economics. Samuel Bowles best
summed up the TriCom writing in

Progressive:
The Trilateral commission represents
an attempt to gather political forces
-large capital and as much of organiz-
ed Isbor as can be gathered- to ra-

tionalize the U.S. economy through
capitalist dominated planning and in

conjunction with other leading
capitalist nations to restore order and
profhsbility to the world capitalist

system.
•MKchGKkind
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Naisitiith^s Nebula. •
PARSIVAL OR A KNIGHTS TALE

By Richard Monaco
Illustrated by

David McCall Johnston
paperback $4.95/ hardback $9.95

Macmilian, New York

Although the style of Monaco's novel is

not remeniscent of Chretien de Troyes or

Wace and Layamon, the tone of his work
is; It is the true meat of the Arthurian
chronicles In the tradition of T.S. White
and Tolkien this rendition of Parsival con-
tains all the elements of the traditional

sagas: mysterious wooded lands, wise
wizards, beggars and kings, knights and
damsels, and the fruitless search for the
Holy Grail.

In many ways the hero of this version does
find the sacred object. Though he glosses
over the actual chalice when he discovers
it, Parsival finds a spiritual grail within
himself in the quest for innocence and his
combat against the powers of evil.

The plot IS much like several of the onginal

legends on which it is based and much like

many Eastern myths concerning the Bud-
dha's wandenngs. The youth leaves the

comforts of his lavish home, a kingdom of

splendor, and sets out in search of adven-

tures testing both his soul and his sword.

And like any good Grail Legend, he finds

them
The character is not modeled on Wagner's

hero, but on the ancient holy fool of the
tarot pack who has surfaced in legend and
literature in the Grail stories and in modern
poetry Like Siddhartha he moves with
pure innocence into the worlds of pain,
pleasure, desire, and temptation and
passes through them unmoved. The tarot
figure is a symbol of transforma-
tion -though some have traditionally label-

ed it as a death card. Though death in some
form may be necessary in order to be
reborn in spirit, it is the changing, the
metamorphosis that must be considered.

In searching for the Grail, or the lost Eden,
or what-have you, the character starts at
spiritual point A and finds himself at point 8
at some moment. He may draw a sword
from a misty lake or sit cross legged
beneath a tree but he knows where he's at

Monaco's writing is clean and refreshing.
His language is well thought out, but never
tight. He does not spare the details and
handles it graciously as well.

There are, and will continue to be, endless
volumes following the Arthurian and
Tolkien schools. This work by Monaco is a
sincere effort to capture the essence of the
originals. He adds new ideas to them, such
as the formation of very strong
characterizations The Red Knight (far from
a crusading communist) and Broaditch are
splendid characters with roots deep in

tradition; Monaco has given them a new
core.

Naismith Dartingeer

IN NECESSITY AND
SORROW: LIFE AND

DEATH in an
ABORTION HOSPITAL

by Magda Denes
Penguin Books

247 pages
(paperback)

$295

. Someone has finally written about the real

issue behind the abortion rights conflict-
morality

In Necessity and Sorrow: Life and
Death in an Abortion Hospital, written
by Magda Denes, reminds us that despite
convictions that women should have con-
trol over their bodies, t^e biggest thing in

both patient and doctor'* minds is the
question of murjler.

Denes, a psycoanalyst who came to this

country from Hungary when she was a
child, had an abortion herself when she
was 37 (it was a D and C, she was five

weeks pregnant.) She was married and had
two children.

She became so intrigued with the em-
tionai controversy involved that she went
back to the New York City hospital to do
tape recorded interviews with patients and
staff members.
From those interviews came this book. It

is an extremely emotional account;
dangerous reading if it touches your life in

any way. She's dealimg with guilt. The
sacredness of human life, both fetus' and
patient's, gets laid on the line; as well as
the usual question about when life begins.
She is pro-abortion nahts but she Dushes

guilt in the book, respecting those who
succumb to it and being generally merciless
with those who use mental mechanisms in

dealing with it, though she recognizes the
mechanisms exist. She claims, "My rage
throughout these pages is at the human
predicament. At the finitude of our lives, at
our nakedness, at the absurdity of our
perpetual ambivalence toward the terror of
life and the horror of death."

She writes prose very well. But the book is

most interesting because of all the quotes
she gets from people. There are many ac-
counts, both from patients, doctors, and
other members of the staff, including social
workers, messengers, nurses...

There are two different processes for

abortions done in this hospital. Until 12
weeks it's a D and C (dialation and curet-
tage.) The cervical opening is dialated until

It's large enough for a small scraping tool to
enter. From 12 'til 24 weeks (the time of
"viability") it's done by a saline process.
Some amnioti fluid is drawn from the
uterus and replaced by a salty solution
which kills the fetus. Then a labor inducing
drug is given to the patient.

^^, There are differences in the emotional
•reafction^.jOf the people involved in each
procedure.' Den««tjjQtes them wisely, but
notes also the commoi.altty of their mental
crises.

This book would make extremely in-

teresting and emotional reading for

anyone.
Fifi Ball

Dec. 7, 1977 - Anti-Imperialist Solidarity Day

RECORD TOWN'S
NEW RELEASE SALE

SERIES 798
STEREO LP'S

8-TRACK TAPES
& CASSETTES

Paul Sinidii

(iicittcsl Hil^. /.A

.

•> v,'«r> An»t A« T-»\« »*i.v »

'AMi
BOZ SCAGGS

DOWN TWO THEN LEFT

$3.94
CHOOSE FROM

THESE
PICTURED
TITLES!!

BllKAsTII<(.llT
SI'K.TKFS

y^tLi_ji:

i:mi:rs().\

L.\Ki:

t^ I'MAIKK

WOKKS
Volume II

ECORD TOWN
Records^Topes at Supr DJKOMnt Prict

Mon. -Sat. 10-10

Sun 12-5
Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

Sale Ends
Saturday
12/10/77
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Starship Invasion: Varied Views

Every Christmas, Hollywood releases a
slew of motion pictures knowing that many
people frequent the theaters during this
time of year. In its never ending search for
money-makers, the American film industry
is in the process of the mass production of
space science fiction movies. This trend
started with Star Wars. Because of its

popularity and prospective money-making
sale of souvenir items (toys, cards, posters,
books, etc.) many films will follow in its

wake Two sequels to Star Wars, a new
Star Trek movie. Close Encounters of
the Third Kind and the Intergalactic
Touring Band Movie are either in the
making or recently released. Now playing in

local theaters is a Warner Brothers "B"
movie called Starship Invasion.

If you plan to see a good movie, please
avoid this one. It's a virtually thrown
together film that is designed to feed off
the much awaited, highly publicized arrival
of Close Encounters of the Third Kind.
As a matter of fact, it's an insult to the
movie-goers intelligence.

Invaision stars Robert Vaughn who plays
a U.F.O. expert that becomes involved in

the effort to prevent takeover of the earth
by alien beings. The basic plot is nothing
new, a dying planet (Ramses) looks to
earth as its new home and plans to kill all

"earthlings". The League of Races is the
alien protector of earth and fights off the
renegade forces of Ramses with the help of
Robert Vaughn. To ad an incidental note,
the Rameses kill earth F>eople by subjecting
them to a force that makes them commit
suicide.

Starship Invasion is geared to a young
audience and has nothing more to say than
be wary, the saucer men might destroy us
all, but some aliens are our friends.
Children deserve better than this, super
saturating today's youth with this
futuristic, violent intimidation is bound to
have its effect Smarten up Hollywood, the
people may before you do.

-E. Philip Brown - Skip Tenczar.

•••
I liked the ray guns and suersides. Jimmy

said it was gross I think it's kool.

Janey Delveckio
2nd grade Happy Meadow School

Far out. .
. dynomite . . fan

-

tasticspacey... superb. Like wow, that's
all I can say about Starship Invasion.
Like you wouldn't believe the things I saw.
The dynamic Ramses vs. the League of
Races fighting over the future of
mankind. ..can you dig it. It was a trip,
more of a cosmic experience than the last
microdot I dropped. I can see myself
now... zipping through the stars, free from
my body prison, technology satisfying my
slightest whims. Can't wait 'till Close En-
counters and the Star Wars sequels. ..Nir-
vana man. But anyway, see Invasion
you'll leave your body, I did.

Treksie Quasar

•••
There have been countless sightings of
U.F.O.s dating back to the earliest days of
our illustrious western civilization. Jet
pilots, doctors, lawyers, policemen, and
members of the armed services have all

seen them. Even our Commander in Chief,
President Jimmy Carter has sighted alien
craft. Let's face it kids, U.F.O.s are a reali-

ty-

The movie Starship Invasions presents
us with the serious problem of alien forces
attacking our planet. This is a fact not to be
taken lightly, for the inevitalility is as con-
crete as the present dispicable attempt for
worldwide RED conquest. Our goverment'
should not leave this new battle front ex-
posed. The need for anti-U.F.O. militaristic

starategy and technology is here.
Not to be caught with our pants down, we

at N.A.S.A. have considered the develop-
ment of Upper Stratosphere Nuclear
Warheads (U.S.N.W.) for some time now.
But of course with our present scanty fun-
ding, we are strugglir.g to merely maintain
the Mars and Space Shuttle projects. I

beckon the American people, especially our
future administrators today's college
children to support N.A.S.A. in our at-
tempts to convince the Pentagon concern-
ing the seriousness of future alien invasion
and planetary doom. The advancement of
the U.S.N.W. project can only mean a
safer world and homeland. With industry
involvement it could provide thousands of
jobs for Americans, thus providing a much
needed "shot in the arm" for the U.S.
economv. Mav the force be with us.

Lt. Col. Jethro Von Putschclaimer
U S.N
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Ciiristmas' Feast for flie Eyes

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE
THIRD KIND

This is the movie that will draw the largest

audience this $ma s working very hard to
promote it. Close Encounters is directed

3V Steven Spielberg (JAWS) and deals
/vith the subject of U.F.O visits to earth.

ftlong with fancy special effects, it stars
Richard Dreyfuss and Francois Truffaut-
loted film director. Close Encounters will

robably drive Star Wars out of the
heatres and who knows, U.F.O.s may be
the topic discussed over many Holiday
turkeys.

INTERGALACTIC TOURING
BAND MOVIE

I don't know anything about this one yet.

The film will be released soon, and ac-

companies the new futuristic-rock album
by the Intergalactic Touring Band. Seethe
record review on page 1 3 .

STAR WARS
Yes kiddies this will still be in the theatres

for the Holiday Season. With the countless
Star Wars toys brought by Santa, the film

will undoubtedly enjoy one last hur-

rah yuck.

HEROES
Thf Fonz and Gidget in the same movie?

Thai's right, Henry Winkler and Sally Field

star in this love story. Winkler plays a Viet

Nam vet, and Field is the 60's anti-war
demonstrator he is trying to woo. All

reports indicate that Heroes is very boring.

THE TURNING POINT
Turning Point stars Shirley MacLaine and
Anne Bancroft. The film deals with parent-
children relationships, and because
MacLaine's teenage daughter in the film is

an aspiring ballerina it has some impressive
footage of the American Ballet Theatre. It's

igood to see that Santa is giving us some
!
serious woman leads.

SHORT EYES
. Short Eyes is adapted from Miguel
I Pinero's award winning play about contem-
porary prison life. The film has received
much praise and should be worth seeing.
The soundtrack was composed and per-
formed by Curtis Mayfield.

JULIA
Julia is directed by Fred Zinnemann and

stars Jane Fonda, Vannessa Redgrave, and
Jason Robards. The film is about the like of
Lillian Hellman, a playwrite who stugggles
to complete her first play. Hellman moves
on to be a Broadway success and works
within Europes antifacist underground.
Julia is supposed to be a good movie and
along with Short Eyes, it's tops on my list

for Holiday viewing.

THE GOODBYE GIRL
The Goodbye Girl was written by Neil
Simon and stars Richard Dreyfuss, and
Marsha Mason. Dreyfuss plays a young
struggling actor who comes to New York.
He sublets an apartment only to find a
woman (Mason) and her nine year old
daughter still in defiant residence. They live

together only to find many arguments
which eventually turn to laughtei.

GRATEFUL DEAD FILM
A documentary about one of the Dead's

concerts. Directed by Garcia, it has lot of
performance and backstage footage.
Deadheads should love this one.

THE RESCUERS
The Rescuers is the newest feature

length cartoon from Walt Disney Studios
and it's about two mice travelling across
the country on a rescue mission. This
seems to be one of the few healthy films for
children to see this Christmas Season.

ONE SINGS THE OTHER DOESN'T
One Sings is a film by French new wave

director Agnes Varda. It's a story about
two women's friendship and how they
grow because of it. This is supposed to be a
beautifully touching film and I'm sure it'll be
considered on of the best of the Holiday
Season.

Happy Holidays!

-Skip Tenczar
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1WORKSTUDY STUDENTS
WANTED

To staff a vacation day camp in the

Frammgham Ashland area trom

December 27-30 For more informa

tion contact the 4 H office, 219

Stockbridge Hall. UMass 545 2646 *

STILL MORE BOOKS

BOOTS!

FASHION

UTILITY

HIKING

RAIN

Bolles Shoes
•2 LOCATIONS'

•8 MAIN ST . AMHERST

•HADLEY VILLAGE
SHOPS.

RTE 9 HADLEY

BARN

Is Joe Za^winul suggesting

governmental modification of

American ^veather?

PHONOGRAPHICS
by Brad Benedict &

Linda Barton
Macmillan Publishers

For those of you who are into the con-
temporary music scene and enjoy looking
at pretty pictures in books which require lit

tie reading. Phonographies is perfect. A
compilation of choice album covers spann-
ing the decades from the fifties through the
seventies , this book requires nothing
more strenous from the readerlor, more ap-
propriately, the peruser) than a steady eye.
Nearly two hundred album covers
displayed in full color are, if nothing else,

eye-catching
Unfortunately, one is left to wonder just

why a vast maiority of these album covers

were presented here. Many are clearly rin
of the-mill. Why are they included? Were
they merely albums that either Mr. Bendicr
or Ms. Barton found lying around their

apartment^ Were they paid off by certain
unnamed forces to include them? Were
they really significant to the development
of album covers as works of art? Who
Knows; I just have to question the reason
ing which was behind the selection pro-

cess.

So, in conclusion. Phonographies is a

book which makes for a nice Christmas pre-

sentlprovided you're willing to shell out
over twenty bucks for it; if not, wait to find

it in the bargain bins shortly). But for those
of you who value true literary works, stick

to War and Peace.
Ross Nerenberg

WE LEARNED TO SKI
by H. Evans, B. Jackman,

and M. Ottaway
St. Martin's Press

249 pages (plus index) $6.95

It's winter again. Time for snow and ski
ing, and books telling you hew to ski. This
isn't just another "learn-to- ski book."
There's a difference: this one is good. It's a
presentation of many different techniques,
rather than a "new method." The dif-

ference is that, unlike 'new method" ski

books, it doesn't guarantee success.
The project was based on the experiences

of three (London) Sunday Times
reporters, all at least novice skiers, and how
they bettered their techniques. Although
primarily written about European skiing, it

also deals with the American East and
West. (Good news: if you can ski the bitter

cold and terrible snow conditions in the
American East, Evans and friends say that
you can ski anywhere in the world.)
The progression here is reasonable, deal

ing with each stage of the learning-to ski

experience. Having sections dealing with
everything from how to choose equipment
to the first day on the slopes and up to how
to shoot the moguls makes it helpful for

almost everyone. The authors tell, in every
chapter, what they did wrong, why, and
how to avoid doing it yourself. Almost any
question that you might have on skiing is

answered here.

However, there are also gaps that could
have been filled. Nothing, for example, is

said about ski maintenance except that it

should be done by "people who know what
they're doing. " For the record, proper basic
ski maintenance can be achieved by spen-
ding about $1.50 each for a file (Mill

Bastard, can be bought at most hardware
stores) and o stick of P-Tex (which can be
bought at almost all ski shops). Use of the
above can be learned in under 45 minutes,
by observing someone who knows how to
do it. (Be careful, a wrong angle can com-
pletely dull edges. Also make sure that your
instructor knows what he/she is doing.)
Once you've learned the technique, you
need never again spend $10 on a tune-up.
Besides that, the only real complaint that I

have is the insistence on spelling skiing as
"skiing," which could drive you crazy after
a couple of pages.
So this year, before you go dashing off,

take some of the advice in this book. It will

help you to ski better. When you ski better
you have more fun, and isn't that what it's

all about anyway?
•Alex Stein

BUOWbiStR- • HING Of BEERS- • ANHtUSER BUSCM INC • ST LOUIS

WHEN DO JOURNALISM
MAJORS SAY BUDWEISERI

RECORDS - What
our critics say...

Ths is my heartfelt Top Ten and I per
sonally don't give a flying fudgesickle
what anybody else thinks, thank you.

1. Street Survivors, Lynyrd Skynyrd (in

memorium.)
2. Songs From the Wood, Jethro Tull

(would've been number one had not Ian
"The Arrogant" Anderson snubbed me
in Springfield's Marriott Hotel.)

3. Lake, Lake (top new group of '77.)

4. The Missing Piece. Gentle Giant
(strong comeback.)

5. Even In The Quietest Moinonts,
Supertramp (ever so underrated.)

6. Sleepwalker, The Kinnks (Ray Davies
keeps right on chalkin' 'em up.)

7. Izitso, Cat Stevens (still a unique
musical force.)

8. Point of Know Return, Kansas (could
become a classic.)

9. Rumours, Fleetwood Mac (lest we
forget.)

10. (tie) Footloose & Fancy Free, Rod
Stewart (Rod the Modstrikes again.)

— Ross Nerenberg

LPs
liVarious Artists-/4 Bunch Of

Stiffs Stiff (import)

2)Talking Heads- 7a//f/>J5' Heads:
77 -Sire

3) Dictators ~ l\/lanifest Destiny - Elektra

4)Sex Pistols — A/ever l\/lind Tfie

Boi/ocks - Warners
5)Jam — /n Ttie C/fy- Polydor (import)

6)lggy Pop -The /diot- RCA
7)Elvis CosteUo — My Aim fs

Tme — Columbia
8)Television- A/fa/-Q£yee Moon — Elektra

9)Various Artists -A/euv Wave -Vertigo
(import)

10)lggy And The Stooges- /We ra///c

/CO -Import

— Philip Milstein

Ten Reasons Why 1977 Was A Great
Year After All

1
. Wind and Wuthering, Genesis.

2. Silly Sisters, Maddy Prior and June
Tabor.

3. The Missing Piece, Gentle Giant.
4. Deceptive Bends, lOcc.

5. Animals, Pink Folvd.

6. Goiong For The One, Yes.
7. Ra or Oops! Wrong Planet ( take your
pick ), Utopia.

8. Songs From The Wood, Jethro Tull

9. The Quiet Zone, The Pleasure Dome,
Van Der Graaf Generator.
10. News of the World, Queen.

-Brett Milano

J.B.'s FAVES

1. Animals, Pink Floyd
2. I Robot, Alan Parsons Project
3. It's Your World, Gil Scott-Heron
4. Aja, Steely Dan
5. The Idiot, Iggy Pop
6 Friends, Oregon
7. Islands, The Band
8. Seconds Out, Genesis

Happy listening people, and never be
afraid to listen to a// kinds of various (the

spice of life) musicians-Later,

-John Bergman

4

5,

6

7.

8.

9.

The Most Accurate Top Twelve LPs'

1. Ra-Utopia w/Todd Rundgren
2 American Stars'n Bars-Neil Young
3. Animals-Pink Floyd

Enigmatic Ocean-Jean-Luc Ponty
Night After Night Nils Lofgren
Oops Wrong Planet-Utopia w/Todd

Rundgren
Spectres-Blue Oyster Cult
Terrapin Station-Grateful Dead
Point of Know Return-Kansas

10. Big City-Lenny White
1

1

Midnight Wind-Charlie Daniels Band
12 Motivation Radio Steve Hillage

-Tom Averse

i thought doing this was hard last year
because I couldn't come up with 10 deserv-
ing records. Well, this year it was even
harder because I couldn't figure out what
to leave out. Ask me tomorrow and my list

will be different, but all of these records are
great.

ALBUMS
IlLeave Home- Ramones
2)The Boys- Boys (import)

3)Blondie— Blondie
4)ln Color- Cheap Trick

SXI'm) Stranded -Saints
biManifest Destiny -Dictators
7iMy Aim Is True- Elvis Costello

SiTwilley Pont Mind- Dv^ight Twilley
Band

9)lnThe City-Jam
lOYoung Loud ft Snotty — Dead Boys
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THE PEOPLE'S TOP RESPONSE LIST
OF 1977.

Single of the Year Native New Yorker
- Oddessy
Top Five LPs;
1. Teddy Pendergrass - Philly Intl.

2. The Commodores - Motown
3. Rejoice The Emotions - Columbia
4. Believe - Mass. Production
5. Choosing You - Lenny Williams - ABC
Debut Act of the Year - Rejoice, The
Emotions
12 " Single Of the Year Commercially
available Do Ya Wanna Get Funky With
Me," Peter Brown
Promotional - Tie - "Devil's Gun,"CJ &
Company w/ "The Theme From Star
Wars," Meco
"Funk Bomb " of the Year - Got To Give
It Up, Marvin Gaye.

Mario

My Tempestuoustly Torrid Top Ten
1. Animals, Pink Floyd.

2. I Robot, Alan Parsons Project.

3. Lake, Lake.

4. Deceptive Bends, lOcc.

5. Nether Lands, Dan Fogelberg.
6. Moonflower, Santana.
7. Songs From The Wood, Jethro Tull.

8. Out of The Blue, Electric Light Or-

chestra.

9. In City Dreams, Robin Trower.
10. Little Queen, Heart.

-Whiz Wisniowski

THE YEAR IN MUSIC:
TOP TEN FOR 1977

1. DANCING IN YOUR HEAD
Ornette Coleman
( Horizon )

2. THE MONTREUX/BERLIN
CONCERTS
Anthony Braxton
( Arista )

3. THE CLASH
(CBS )

4. PROTEST
Bunny Waller

( Island )

5. OSAMU
Osamu Kitajima

( Island )

6. SHOW SOME EMOTION
Joan Armatrading
( A&M )

7. HEAVY WEATHER
Weather Report

( CBS )

8. LIVE AT THE PALLADIUM
Marvin Gaye
( Tamla )

9. NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS
Sex Pistols

( Warner Bros. )

10.EXODUS
Bob Marley and the Wallers

( Island )

Rookie of the Year: MY AIM IS TRUE
Elvis Costello

( CBS )

Most Valuable Player:

CAPETOWN FRINGE
Dollar Brand
( chiarascuro )

-Kenneth Shain

1977 -ANOTHER V^AR ANOTHER LIST
In random order:

The David Grisman Quintet,
(Kaleidoscope)

CSN, Crosby, Stills and Nash", (Atlantic)

Nothin' But A Breeze, Jesse Winchester
(Bearsvillei

Lovin' In The Valley Of The Moon, Nor
ton Buffalo and the Stampede, (Capitol)
Luxury Liner, Emmylou Harris, (Warner
Brothers)

Heavy Weather, Weather Report,
(Columbia)
Watercolors, Pat Metheny, (ECM)
Little Criminals, Randy Newmanv
(Reprise)

Live At The Rainbow, Ai
(Warner Brothers;
Made in '7R

t^ut best in '77:

5origs In The Key Of Life. Stevie
Wonder, (Tamlai

-Mark Harris Levitan

viarreau.

Inlaid

Soapstone
Boxes

Faiccs^.

Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9:30 6 GO Mon. Sat.

Sun. 1:00 5 00

Red Hot ChrTstmas offeH
from the Red Hot

Magazine !!!

SAVE 50% OFF
the newsstand price
26 issues for only $13.00
You d pay $26 if you bought them on the
newsstand - save 50% and don t miss a single

copy Get alive to the world of ROLLING
STONE
'totally honest 'bfilltantly written 'widely quoted
'into the whole contemporary scene

FOR YOUNG ADULTS Over 2!4 million

people like you read it For the Music For the
Politics The Movies The Reviews The
Interviews The Photography The Opinions The
Scoops The Gossip

V\/HAT IT LL DO FOR YOU It II open your
eyes Turn you on Make you laugh Make you
angry Make you think

WHAT YOU LL FIND Recent articles like these
Peter Frampton — Peter s Principle Let em
eat candy

The Life & Lurves of Diane Keaton
Twyla Tharp — something in the way she moves
A Question of Style A conversation with
Diana Vreeland

True Lite Confessions ot Fleetwood Mac
The White House Whiz Kids
• * 'Only in ROLLING STONE will you (mo
unique articles like these covering the tot?

contemporary life-styl"

SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT

COUPON

SAVE 50%
OFF NEWSSTAND PRICE
26 ISSUES FOR ONLY $13 00

OR SAVE EVEN MORF

S2 ISSUES FOR ONLY $22 00

YES
Please send me one
year of ROLLING STONE (26 issues) at

the money saving rate of $13 00
n 26 issues only $13 00

(newsstand Dnce for 26 issues is $26 00)

Save even more!
IJ 52 issues oniy i^;' on

i^^'^.ZZVana price f<

G Payment Enclosed

(newc;;;^nO p^j^.^ ^^^ 52 issues is $52 00)

NAME

D Bill me later

APT

FILL OUT THE

SPECIAL COUPON
& MAIL TODAY

ADDRESS

CITY

MAIL TO: ROLLING STONE PO BOX 2983
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302

U
O
O
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WORKSTUDY STUDENTS
WANTED

To staff a vacation day camp in the

FfammghaiTi Ashland area from

December 27 30 For more informa

tion contact the 4 H office, 219

Stockbridge Hall, U Mass-545 2646 *

STILL MORE BOOKS

BOOTS!

FASHION

UTILITY

HIKING

RAIN

Bolles Shoes
•2 LOCATIONS*

•8 MAIN ST , AMHERST

•HADLEY VILLAGE
SHOPS.

RTE. 9, HADLEY

BARN

Weather Report i Hea>^^athe/

Is Joe Za^^vinul suggesting

governmental modification o£

American iveather?

PHONOGRAPHICS
by Brad Benedict &

Linda Barton
Macmillan Publishers

For those of you who are into the con-
temporary music scene and enjoy looking
at pretty pictures in books which require lit-

tle reading, Phonographies is perfect. A
compilation of choice album covers spann-
ing the decades from the fifties through the
seventies . this book requires nothing
more strenous from the readerlor, more ap-
propriately, the peruser) than a steady eye.

Nearly two hundred album covers
displayed in full color are, if nothing else,

eye-catching .

Unfortunately, one is left to wonder just

why a vast maiority of these album covers

were presented here. Many are cicdrly run

of the-mill. Why are they inc'jded? Were
they merely albums that either Mr. Bendict
or Ms. Barton found lying around their

apartment? Were they paid off by certain

unnamed forces to include them? Were
they really significant to the development
of album covers as works of art? Who
Knows, I just have to question the reason
ing which was behind the selection pro-

cess.

So, in conclusion. Phonographies is a

book which makes for a nice Christmas pre-

sentlprovided you're willing to shell out
over twenty bucks for it; if not, wait to find

It in the bargain bins shortly). But for those
of you who value true literary works, stick

to War and Peace.
Ross Nerenberg

WE LEARNED TO SKI
by H. Evans, B. Jackman,

and M. Ottaway
St. Martin's Press

249 pages (plus index) $6.95

It's winter again. Time for snow and ski
ing, and books telling you hew to ski. This
isn't just another "learn-to- ski book."
There's a difference; this one is good. It's a
presentation of many different techniques,
rather than a "new method." The dif-

ference is that, unlike "new method" ski
books, it doesn't guarantee success.
Theproject was based on the experiences

of three (London) Sunday Times
reporters, all at least novice skiers, and how
they bettered their techniques. Although
primarily written about European skiing, it

also deals with the American East and
West. (Good news; if you can ski the bitter

cold and terrible snow conditions in the
American East, Evans and friends say that
you can ski anywhere in the world.)
The progression here is reasonable, deal

ing with each stage of the learning-to ski

experience. Having sections dealing with
everything from how to choose equipment
to the first day on the slopes and up to how
to shoot the moguls makes it helpful for

almost everyone. The authors tell, in every
chapter, what they did wrong, why, and
how to avoid doing it yourself. Almost any
question that you might have on skiing is

answered here.

However, there are also gaps that could
have been filled. Nothing, for example, is

said about ski maintenance except that it

should be done by "people who know what
they're doing " For the record, proper basic
ski maintenance can be achieved by spen-
ding about $1.50 each for a file (Mill

Bastard, can be bought at most hardware
stores) and a stick of P Tex (which can be
bought at almost all ski shops). Use of the
above can be learned in under 45 minutes,
by observing someone who knows how to
do it. (Be careful, a wrong angle can com-
pletely dull edges. Also make sure that your
instructor knows what he/she is doing.)
Once you've learned the technique, you
need never again spend $10 on a tune-up.
Besides that, the only real complaint that I

have is the insistence on spelling skiing as
"ski-ing," which could drive you crazy after
a couple of pages.
So this year, before you go dashing off,

take some of the advice in this book. It will

help you to ski better. When you ski better
you have more fun, and isn't that what it's

all about anyway?
-Alex Stein

BUOWtiStH- • MNG Of BEERS- • ANMEUSER BUSCM INC • ST LOUIS

WHEN DO JOURNALISM
MAJORS SAY BUDWEISER

J

RECORDS - What
our critics say...

Ths is my heartfelt Top Ten and I per-
sonally don't give a flying fudgesickle
what anybody else thinks, thank you.

1. Street Survivors, Lynyrd Skynyrd (in

memorium.)
2. Songs From the Wood, Jethro Tull

(would've been number one had not Ian
"The Arrogant" Anderson snubbed me
in Springfield's Marriott HOiCl.)

3. Lake, Lake (top new group of '77.)

4. The Missing Piece, Gentle Giant
(strong comeback.)

5 Even In The Quietest Moments,
Supertramp (ever so underrated.)

6. Sleepwalker, The Kinnks (Ray Davies
keeps right on chalkin' 'em up )

7. Izitso, Cat Stevens (still a unique
musical force.)

8. Point of Know Return, Kansas (could
become a classic.)

9. Rumours, Fleetwood Mac (lest we
forget.)

10. (tie) Footloose & Fancy Free, Rod
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Stewart (Rod the Modstrikes again.

— Ross Nerenberg

LPs
1 Bunch OfVarious Artists—/

Stiffs Stiff (import)

2)Talking Heads- Talking Heads:
77-Sire

3)Dictators — l\/lanifest Desr/V?/— Elektra

4) Sex Pistols — /Vever l\/lind The
BoHoc/<s -VJarners

b)Jam— in The Ory— Polydor (import)

6)lggy Pop- The Idiot-BCA
7)Elvis Costello — /Vfy Aim Is

True -Columbia
8)Television- /WaAqruee /Woon -Elektra
9)Various Artists-A/ew Wa»/e -Vertigo

(import)

10)lggy And Ths Stooges— Metallic

/CO -Import

— Philip Milstein

Ten Reasons Why 1977 Was A Great
Year After All

1. Wind and Wuthering, Genesis.
2. Silly Sisters, Maddy Prior and June
Tabor.

3. The Missing Piece, Gentle Giant.
4. Deceptive Bends, lOcc.

5. Animals, Pink Folvd.

6. Goiong For The One, Yes.
7. Ra or Oops! Wrong Planet ( take your
pick ), Utopia.

8. Songs From The Wood, Jethro Tull.

9. The Quiet Zone, The Pleasure Dome,
Van Der Graaf Generator.
10. News of the World, Queen.

-Brett Milano

J.B.'sFAVES

1. Animals, Pink Floyd
2. I Robot, Alan Parsons Project
3. It's Your World, Gil Scott-Heron
4 Aja, Steely Dan
5. The Idiot, Iggy Pop
6 Friends, Oregon
7. Islands, The Band
8. Seconds Out, Genesis

Happy listening people, and never be
afraid to listen to all kinds of various (the

spice of life) musicians-Later,

-John Bergman

The Most Accurate Top Twelve LPs'

Ra-Utopia w/Todd Rundgren
American Stars'n Bars-Neil Young
Animals-Pink Floyd
Enigmatic Ocean-Jean-Luc Ponty
Night After Night Nils Lofgren
Oops Wrong Planet-Utopia w/Todd

Rundgren
7. Spectres-Blue Oyster Cult
8. Terrapin Station Grateful Dead
9 Point of Know Return-Kansas
10. Big City-Lenny White
1

1 Midnight Wind-Charlie Daniels Band
12. Motivation Radio Steve Hillage

-Tom Averse

i thought doing this was hard last year
because I couldn't come up with 10 dcserv
ing records. Well, this year it was even
harder because I couldn't figure out what
to leave out. Ask me tomorrow and my list

will be different, but all of these records are
great.

ALBUMS
1 1Leave Home- Ramones
2)The Boys- Boys (import)

3)Blondie— Blondie
4)ln Color- Cheap Trick

5)(rm) Stranded - Saints
biManifest Destiny -Dictators
7IMy Aim Is True- Elvis Costello

SiTwiiley Don't Mind - Dvi/ight Twilley
Band

3) In The City -Jam
10)Young Loud & Snotty -Dead Boys

-Perry Adier

THE PEOPLE'S TOP RESPONSE LIST
OF 1977.

Single of the Year Native New Yorker
- Oddessy
Top Five LPs;
1. Teddy Pendergrass Philly Intl.

2. The Commodores - Motown
3. Rejoice - The Emotions - Columbia
4. Believe - Mass. Production
5. Choosing You - Lenny Williams ABC
Debut Act of the Year - Rejoice, The
Emotions
12 " Single Of the Year Commercially
available Do Ya Wanna Get Funky With
Me," Peter Brown
Promotional Tie - "Devil's Gun,"CJ &•

Company w/ The Theme From Star
Wars," Meco

" Funk Bomb " of the Year Got To Give
It Up, Marvin Gaye.

Mario

My Tempestuoustly Torrid Top Ten
1. Animals, Pink Floyd.

2. I Robot, Alan Parsons Project.

3. Lake, Lake.

4. Deceptive Bends, lOcc.

5. Nether Lands, Dan Fogelberg.

6. Moonflower, Santana.
7. Songs From The Wood, Jethro Tull.

8. Out of The Blue, Electric Light Or-

chestra.

9. In City Dreams, Robin Trower.
10. Little Queen, Heart.

-Whiz Wisniowski

THE YEAR IN MUSIC:
TOP TEN FOR 1977

1. DANCING IN YOUR HEAD
Ornette Coleman
( Horizon )

2. THE MONTREUX/BERLIN
CONCERTS
Anthony Braxton
{ Arista )

3. THE CLASH
( CBS )

4. PROTEST
Bunny Wailer
( Island )

5. OSAMU
Osamu Kitajima

( Island )

6. SHOW SOME EMOTION
Joan Armatrading
( A&M )

7. HEAVY WEATHER
Weather Report
j
poc

)

8. LIVE AT THE PALLADIUM
Marvin Gaye
( Tamla )

9. NEVER MIND THE BOLLOCKS
Sex Pistols

( Warner Bros. )

10.EXODUS
Bob Marley and the Waiters

( Island )

Rookie of the Year; MY AIM IS TRUE
Elvis Costello

( CBS)

Most Valuable Player:

CAPETOWN FRINGE
Dollar Brand
( chiarascuro )

-Kenneth Shain

19/7 -ANOTHER V^AR ANOTHER LIST
In random order:

The David Grisman Quintet,
(Kaleidoscope)

CSN, Crosby, Stills and Nash", (Atlantic)

Nothin' But A Breeze, Jesse Winchester
(Bearsville)

Lovin' In The Valley Of The Moon, Nor-
ton Buffalo and the Stampede, (Capitol)
Luxury Liner, Emmylou Harris, (Warner
Brothers)

Heavy Weather, Weather Report,
(Columbia)
Watercolors, Pat Metheny, (ECM)
Little Criminals, Randy Newman*.
(Reprise) '

Live At The Rainbow Ai
(Warner Brothers!
Made in '7R t^^^ ^est in '77:

50.igs In The Key Of Life. Stevie
Wonder, (Tamlai

-Mark Harris Levitan

jdrreau.

Red Hot Christmas offeri
from the Red Hot

Magazine !l!

1
SAVE 50% OFF
the newsstand price
26 issues for only $ 1 3 .00
You d pay S26 if you bought them on the
newsstand - save 50% and don t miss a single

copy Get alive to the world of ROLLING
STONE
'totally honest 'txiHiantly written 'widely quoted
'into the whole contempofary scene

FOR YOUNG ADULTS Over 2'/i million

people like you read it For the Music For the
Politics The Movies The Revie¥« The
Interviews The Photography The Opinions The
Scoops The Gossip

WHAT IT LL DO FOR YOU It II open your
eyes Turn you on Make you laugh Make you
angry Make you think

WHAT YOU LL FIND Recent articles like these
Peter Frampton — Peter s Principle Let em
eat candy

The Life & Lurves of Diane Keafon
Twyla Tharp - something in the way she moves
A Question of Style A conversation with
Diana Vreeland

True Life Confessions ot Ficptwood Mac
The White House Whi/ Kids

••'Only in ROLLING STONE will you fiou

unique articles like these covering the tot?.;

contemporary life-styl"

CROSB
STI

&

SUBSCRIPTION DISCOIJNT

COUPON

SAVE 50%
OFF NEWSSTAND PRICE
26 ISSUES FOR ONLY $13 00

OR SAVE EVEN MORE

S2 ISSUES FOR ONLY $22 00

YES
Please send me one
year of ROLLING STONE (26 issues) at

the money saving rate of $13 00
D 26 issues only $13 00

(newsstand once for 26 issues is $26 00)

Save even more!
U 52 Issues oniy i^X cm

(new--;^n(j p^j^.^ f^^ 52 issues is $52 00)
G Payment Enclosed D Bill me later

NAME APT

FILL OUT THE

SPECIAL COUPON
& MAIL TODAY

ADDRESS

CITY

MAIL TO: ROLLING STONE PQ BOX 2983
BOULDER, COLORADO 80302

U
O
O
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.«.
I said in my best
rehearsed conversation
voice how are your classes
I wished I had said

what i was thinking

instead of what others
say but wdrds spoken
won't return they
can not return

she said they were
good or something to

that effect I

wasn t listening

I was wallowing in

my id trying to ask
will an anteater
eat something beside
an ant if it's raining

and the ants won't
come out to play and
she would reply

If it's Sunday
in October and the
ram is failing

on Pismo beach '^^^

if the surfers play
pinball then we
wouid kiss and go
make love I said

I thought it was good
that her classes

were good and that

mine were ok too
she said that's

nice I said see
ya she said ok
smiled and turned I

turned and replayed
the conversation

Steven Jay Kravitz
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.' ""ed, dan.- ^^^ eyps Ctfi
ballet

tan
^^3 feet w. MF
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at the

Dec. 8, Thursday

The Great
Pretenders

I Last appearance

in the Hatch for the year

foiobow
prisms

A fWM coltectioo of hand cut ttraH
Qualitv crv«t*«, ^ie^ toad contant
•nd •Qoisit* thao** pfotact eoter
•nd form wt\*n hung m j window.
A parfact gift tor vouf homa, from
•1 75 lo 120

^ulh
Open 930 to 6 Mon.Sat.

Sundays 1 to 5

N«xt to Amherst Post Office

J

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

MOUNT
SNOW,

VERMONT
January ft-13, 1978

• Five Oay LiH Ticket

• SkiSOMiln - laoaOrop
• Five Nfghis Lodging

• Deluxe Condominiums
• Kitchen k. Fireplace

• Only 2 per Bedroom
• Five Minutes to Mt
• Dance lo live Bands

• Free Keg I'arty

• Surprise Extras

ONLY $99.50

Easy Drivf — South Vt.

Call: DAVID GHAREEB
546 7856

All trip arr^ngrments by Umlad
bMrrcattqpat* Slum AMariaWan
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RECORDS
THE INTERGALACTIC
TOURING BAND

(Passport)

Which one of these reviews is genuinely funny, which one actually makes you
laugh? Do you think there is a place for humor in record reviews? If you do,
should this humor, in your opinion, be self-parodying? Should we allow people to
embarass themselves? Are we?

Geared toward fourteen year olds, this

pre-Christmas release is designed to
culturally reinforce the monopoly drive for
nuclear energy. Dovetailing with the
Brzezinskian scheme of technetronic global
domination and unlimited expansion, this

Steven Galfas production is aimed, primari-
ly, at the anti-nukester's little brothers and
sisters in hopes that they will not repeat
their siblings' mistake of environmental and
social involvement. It's going to take plenty
of nuclear power to propel our new vision
of the future into outer space and this neat
little product is a major investment in a pro-
nuke next generation. Soon to be a major
motion picturelTB projects a corporate
world of tomorrow thrusting capitalism a
hundred, even a thousand years into the
future. Besides being propaganda, ITS is

childish, dehumanizing, and not a good gift

at all for Christmas.

Kenneth Shain

DEATH OF A LADIES' MAN
Leonard Cohen
(Warner Bros.)

Leonard has "Spectorized" his sound in

an attempt to salvage his career and like so
many others before him, the results are
debatable. Still writing good lyrics with
plenty of hooks, Leonard sounds, at times,
like Iggy Pop. "Death of a Ladies' man" is a
great answer back to Galfas' ITB: "So the
great affair is over/but whoever would
have guessed/it would leave us all so va-
cant/and so deeply unimpressed. /It's like

our visit to the moon /or to that other star/I
guess you go for nothing /if you really want
to go that far." If you like Leonard or you
want to hear some futuristic anti-futurism,
this album is for you .

Kenneth Shain

THE MONTREAUX/BERLIN
CONCERTS

Anthony Braxton
(Arista)

The new master of jazz. If you can't grok
him now, hold on to this one for ten years
or so when the rest of popular music cat-
ches up with him. By then it'll sound like

"Rock Around the Clock" and he'll still be
light years off. More on this significant
release after the break....

-Kenneth Shain

PAULA LOCKHEART
with PETER ECKLUND
(and other friends)

(Flying Fish Records)

This is a record of note, for Ms. Lockheart
and Mr. Ecklund have taken great pains to

emulate the many varieties of vocal jazz

music associated with the great female
singers such as Sarah Vaughn, Betty

Carter, Billy Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald.

Paula Lockheart's voice is an excellent in-

strument with which to work the upbeat
material chosen here. Peter Ecklund's

trumpet leads a band that is as versatile as

it is excellent. The production quality

mimics the distant and tinny style of the

forties, allowing the listener to drift into the

past with ease. But the beauty remains in

the currency of this album. Thoroughly en-

joyable.

-Mark Harris Levitan

THE DAVID SANBORN BAND
Promise Me the Moon

(Warner Bros.)

Ubiquitous and versatile, David Sanborn
has emerged as one of the session-studs of

the seventies, lending a helping horn to a

bewildering variety of productions, from
Judy Collins to Bruce Springsteen to Gil

Evans.

Not surprisingly, though, Sanborn's solo

career has begun to reflect the strain of so
much musical promiscuity. His second self-

titled effort, released last year, was a

benumbing issue of dentist-office /disco

mozak, abjectly lacking the crispness and
melodic invention of Taking Off, his first

and as yet unsurpassed effort. And, while

his newest most recent release. Promise
Me The Moon features a spirited and
technically accomplished back-up band,
and is a much more vital work than it's

predecessor, it is still a far from fecund af-

fair. Rosalinda De Leon's deft keyboard

embellishments and Juma Santos'
authoratative percussion work lend a

splash of color to the arrangements here,

but Sanborn's playing, characterized by a

text-book technique and squeaky clean

timbre, sounds stinborn throughout. Only

on the title cut anci "We Fool Ourcelves",

does Sanborn's soloing generate ehough of

a dynamic edge to propell Promise Me
The Moorwut of the topor of easy listein-

ing music.
•Jack Flynn

LOGGINS® MESSINA
Finale

(Columbia)

One should only hope and pray that the ti-

tle of this LP is accurate. As their farewell
statement (as well as a final er.Jeavor to
rake in big bucks), L® M deliver one of the
lamest live albums within recent memory; a
two record set yet. Unless you truly idolize
Ken ny and Jim, save your money for
something else... anything else. As exciting
as an auctioneer with a lisp. Finale lags
behind with a "there's no point in
punishing yourself" D.

-Ross Nerenberg

THE JOY
Toni Brown £f Terry Garthwaite

Elektra

Formerly of a group known as the Joy of
Cooking which surfaced in the late sixties,
these two artists have successfully beguri
their own group simply known as The
Joy.When I say successfully begun, suc-
cessfully should be emphatically emphasiz-
ed. The songs illustrate great clarity and
depth without an overdose of instrumentals
that tend, in other cases, to drown out the
vocals. That is not to say that the music
doesn't contribute at all. The music is quite
worthy of praise and I'm sure that you will
agree when you find your foot irrpsistably
tapping the floor when listening to this
album.

Included in this album is a fine rendition of
Van Morrison's "Come Running",
characterized as a well produced cut with a
strong unison of lyrics and music. "You
Don't Owe Me Spring", "On the Natch",
"Beginning Tommorrow" and "Wrap the
World" constitute a group of songs which
strongly illustrate this group's talent. Sup-
plemented at times with performances by
Elvin Bishop and Taj Mahal, The Joy is best
summed up as a group which has made it

and should be there to stay. Combined ex-
cellence in music and lyrics accompanied
with a knack for diversity in their songs.
The Joy is an album strongly rec-
commended.

Karen Morrill

TENOR GIANTS
(Verve)

It is said of Coleman Hawkins "he in-

vented the tenor saxophone" so pervasive

was his stylistic influence upon players of

that instrument. Upon digesting the music
on these four sides I can only concur, and
conjecture that perhaps it was Ben
Webster who recieved the first patent for

Hawkins' invention

Recorded in the latter half of the 1950's,

the sessions here display these two
magnificent --^^^tc '^''^'HJ^ji^^^fiafc^
two sides, then sharing me soro spUtirg™
with the formidable talents of trumpeter
Roy Eldridge and tenorist Budd Johnson
for the remainder. Bassist Ray Brown is the

common element in the alchemy of superb
rhythm sections appearing on the two
dates, and upon the solid swing of his

powerful rhythmic pulse the ensembles
recorded here conduct an exhilarating

search for musical gold before the listener's

very ears.

Hawkins' playing is exemplary
throughout. Never a player content to rest

on his laurels, we here find him exploring

fresh musical routes through a variety of

tunes ranging from new compositions to

well-worn standards. When one considers

the fact that this same gentleman was a

major innovator in the music as far back as

the mid-1920's, it seems indeed remarkable

that his playing here is so fresh and
energetic. In fact, right up to the end of

Hawkins' long life, his style continued to

evolve and renew itself to such an extent

that no tenorman, young or old, could dare

to sit still stylistically for the slightest mo-
ment for fear that 'Bean' would eclipse

them.
Of Webster one can only marvel at the

tremendous talent he had to have posessed
to become such an outstanding musical

figure in a genre which was defined every

step of the way by Hawkins. The music
here is a good example of how, by in-

geniously developing a style out of

whatever sparse musical terrain was still

available after Hawkins' cdlossal coloniza-

tion, Webster succeeded like no other

tenorist of his generation in rivaling, and in

a sublime manner equaling, the artistic

mastery of the Bean himself.

These sides then are imperative and grati-

fying listening for all who would like to ex-

perience first hand the musical foundation

upon which many "tenor giants", including

Sonny Rollins and U Mass' own Archie

Shepp, have built their indiv.dual stylistic

legacies. And as an added bonus, the

album jacket includes an etremely in-

formative set of liner notes which should

help to guide both rookie, and veteran

listener alike along on this magnificent

musical journey.

-Roger Bennett

BAY CITY ROLLERS
Greatest Hits

(Arista)

With the possible exceptions of Angel
Dust and Shaun Cassidy, Rollermania is

probably today's big'gest craze among con-
temporary teenyboppers throughout the
world. So, Greatest Hits provides the
perfect Xmas gift for lil' sister or brother, as
Les, Woody, Eric and Derek deliver their
ten fave tunes. (Bet you didn't even think
they knew that many.) No serious music
fan could enjoy this, but the aforemention-
ed teenybopper crowd will gobble it up. For
what it's worth, I rate this one a "was I ever
so young?" B-.

-Ross Nerenberg

IJ"
i%

RIDING HIGH
Faze-0
(She)

From the people who bring us the Ohio
Players; more space disco. This rime the
sound is rerneniscent of "Coldest Da>'S of
My Life" period Chi-Lites; clean, crisp, and
longing. These guys are young and good
and if they ever get rid of their amyl-nitrate
pendant jewelry, I'll recommend them to
you.

Kenneth Shain

SOCIAL WORKERS • TEACHERS • PSYCHOLOGISTS

TIRED OF HEARING ADOUT NO JODS
AND NO SATISFACTION

IN YOUR CHOSEN PROFESSION?
Well if you hove o Hebrew background, we invite
you to kiss that rut goodbye and soy hello to Israel.

If you ore o sociol worker (AASW, OSV). teocher or
psychologist—or would like to be trained os o social worker, o
most exciting and personally-rewarding career awaits you in

the State of Israel

Interviews will be conducted in the United Stotes. Contact us
immediately for pre-interview informotion session

>1livah ^SE«*^,/- «»

"center Tel:(617) 423-0868/423-7491

There is much to be done by our generation in Israel. Let's stop
talking and start doing.

J

Openings for Student Judiciary Position

Positions are now available.

interested Students should attend a meeting

on 12/13 at 3:00

in Room 404 Student Union

For^nore information call 5-2145

Quality
fhat
counts.
The HP-10 adds up to
great value.

In one amazingly small, lightweight unit,

the HP-10 Printmg Calculator gives you
all the features you'd expiect from a
desktop office machine plus traditional

Hewlett-Packard quality

only $159
now /n ifock
for gift gfvlng....

even H you g/ve
It to yoursmlf

Here's how the features
add up.
bVhjsper-qrujet thermal printer gives you a
permanent pnnted record of all your cal-

culations. Or you can use the lighted
display dlone

Operates on rechargeable batteries or AC,
so you can use the HP-10 at the office,

at home, m planes, taxis, trams—
anywhere

Memory keys lee you add to or subtract
from the mdependent memory

Percent key lets you quickly calculate
percentages for taxes, dividends,
commissions.

Come in and see the HP-10 today It's a
great value

of fho Christmas Store

ate Q[y\y^^c^ §Q®(i^
campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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ShguxxLse
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

$2.OO(''2:30
iMAHMrffS EVERYDAY

mwwtmmwwmmm

Northampton

HENITt SALLY

WINKLER FIELD

HEROES PG

(— ' ' ||iC

HOOKER ^
GOCSTO

WflSHINGTOM

goung PC;

:franben£(tein

PLEASE CALLTHEATRt
FOR SCREEN TIMES

NOW - Only Area Showing!
7 00 ft 9 15 -ends Tues

VAL^Nd
AKfcNkUSSKll tilM

at the Cates of SoNth C«Nege

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

Direct from Spain ^

Ballet ft
NACIONAL FESTIVALES DE t'

Company of 50 ilf^W^^Jf^^J^t
" the best, most ^ '

entertaining Spanish dance I

company ever. . !"§ 'W.

Peter Hepple, STT, London I

Saturday, December lO 8 pm
Flhf /4?TS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public-$7. 6. 5.

UMass students M. 3. 2.SO Senior Citizens-$6, 5. 4

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

WINTER HOLIDAY FESTIVyU.
Sunday, Dec. 11,1977 noon-6p.m,

ftatLinna music ^ RAJNTREE

^^ W ^/ C<* E. Pt-Mant St M: Clark H.ll Rd)

W * craS^: exhibits, sales; qiaaa 'blowina i fobric paobnQ
I demons tratons ; food, tnuiic ^ voond^rful qifts

I
for the hoUdays info sa*> -*565 ^

' £^)««r>sor»J Wy fiTu? Arts Cbunci 1 of Onh«»-ti HIl/CmtT-al

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 C^RA QlfiT MOUNTAIN FARMS MALLJO*» JIOO W0UTt9-MADLEY. MASS

Adults t2.50- Students with AMC Card )2 00 - Children t1 2S-Twi Lrta Show Adutu & Students $1 50|
Special Engagemenis Eicluded

S»G| Thurs at 6 30, 8:30

OTwi-IKe show tickets 6:00/1 .50
Fri.atSaO. 8:00, 9:Se
Twi-lite show tickets 5:00/1 .50

THE LAST
REMAKE •!

BEAUCESTE
wilh

MARTY FELDMAN
^M Thurs. at 6:30, 8:30

©Twi-lite show tickets 6:00/1 .50
Fri.at5:30. 8:00, 9:56
Twi-lite show tickets 5:00/1 .50

A long ome ago n t gaiaxy far ]& aws/

19\

«^ Thurs. at 6:00, 8:30

Twi-lite show tickets 5:30/1 .50

Fri. at 5:00. 7:30, 9:56
Twi-ltte show tickets 4:30/1 SO

1 1 h ' B* '>^t N 'llii 111 \( )\ (
•! K \( A\

A Iriiiinph.ini \f'\\ I ilin

IKpfER

Thurs. at 6:30, 8:30
Twi-lite show tickets 6:00/1 .SC

Fri. at 5 X. 8 00, 956
Twi-lite show tickets 5:00/1 .50

REDUCED ADULT I STUDENT PRICES FOR TWI LITE SHOW TICKETS. ..LIMITED TO SEATING
CHOOSE ONE OF THESE MIDNITE MOVIES- FRIDAY & SATURDAY

m

Monty Python's AND NOW FOR
SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT N CANDY fj'oo

Horace Boyer

Holiday music, the coronation scene
from Boris Gudnov, selections from
"Porgy And Bess" and two trumpet
trios performing "Bugler's Holiday" are

among the highlights of the University

Symphony Band and University
Chorale concert this Tuesday,
December 13 at Bowker Auditorium, 8
p.m.
The Free concert is open to the public.

The University Symphony Band, John
Jenkins, Conductor, will perform
music of Copland, Mennin, Anderson,
Reed, and Gershwin. The selections

from "Porgy And Bess' will feature

Gretchen d'Armand, Horace Boyer and
Hohn d'Armand.
The University Chorale, Richard Du

Bois, Conductor will present holiday

music.

Both the Chorale and Symphony Band
with John d'Armand as Boris will per-

form the Coronation Scene from
"Boris Gudnov."
The free concert in Bowker
Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall,

University of Massachusetts, is spon-

sored by the University Department of

Music and Dance.

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . .

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a
cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as
slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 5 95

cH'^l-DRE^^•^ 5ize$r too.'

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth
Ne«t to Amherst Post Office

9 30 6 Mon Sal
Sun 15

Decembers, 1977

TheN.M.I.B.T.

A highly original new music and dance
company, The New Music Improvisational

Ballet Theater, will be presenting its first

performance this upcoming Friday evening
at Annabels's in Northampton. Organized
by bassist David Wertman and dancer-
choreographer Barbara Goldfarb, the-com-
pany is already planning its program for the

spring and it is an ambitious program to be
sure.

The two founders see the Theater as "an
organization to unite professional com-
posers and choreographers with Five col-

lege students and thereby give the com-
poser? a chance to see their pieces per-

formed and the students a chance to per-

form" The performances will take place

away from the colleges so as not to limit

the performers or composers by too close

an association with one college. Wertman
said that one of the reasons for the creation

of the theater was to break from the stric-

tures of the Five College music and dance
departments and establish an independent
group to seek out grants and use the

money to feature unproduced local talent.

Onginal music and choreography are now
being accepted by David and Barbara who
are also trying to arrange credit for Five

College performers.

David Wertman, a native New Yorker, has

played bass with a wide variety of musi-

cians who are at the forefront of pro-

gressive music: Arthur BIythe, Steve Reid,

Charles Tyler and many others. He has his

own record on Mustevic Records, has

often played for dance performances and
possesses superior powers of improvisation
which he is involving more and more in the

dance context.

Aside from teaching dance at Lyconning
College in Williamsport Penna., Barbara
Golfarb has taught and performed dance in

New York. Her teaching experience there

runs the gamut from the Sheridan School
to the YWCA and includes teaching dance
to retarded men She has performed
several times in tandem with David.

Spontaneous improvisation is the theme
and method of the Theater's performance
which will use masks and costumes, lights

and video. Wertman will perform a solo

bass piece and then accompany Barbara
and Jean Ahearn in a continuous im-

provisation. The location of Annabels is 270
Pleasant St. second floor, in Northampton
and things will commence at 8:00 Friday

evening. There is a $2 donation.
Plans are being made now for next

semester's presentations and anyone in-

terestea in submitting works or performing
can contact David at 665-4210.

STILL MORE
EUGENE FODOR

AT FINE ARTS CENTER

AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS: "In the

West they call him the Mick Jagger of

classical music. In Moscow he is known as

the best young American musician since

Van Cliburn..."is how People Magazine
described the young violin virtuoso
EWGENE FODOR who will perform at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Thursday
December 8 at 8 p.m.
The presentation of Mr. Fodor is part of

the Celebrity Series at the Fine Arts Center,

University of Massachusetts.
In 1972 the 20 year old Fodor won the In-

ternational Paganini Comp>etition '.i Genoa,
Italy, the first American in 21 years to win
top prize there. The same year he gave
recitals in London, Vienna, and Budapest
and toured throughout Poland and Central

America.
In 1974 he entered the Tchaikowsky Com-

petition. For some strange reason, the 19

judges witheld first prize and gave three se-

cond prizes-to Fodor and two Soviet
violinists. Reports from Moscow say that

many in the capacity Russian audience felt

the American should have had the gold

nnedal and that he was the only one of the

trio to receive a standing ovation.

Eugene Fodor is the only American to win
the International Tchaikowsky Violin Com-
petition.

In November 1974 Fodor opened the

Great Performers Series at Avery Fisher

Hall in Lincoln Center and has since ap-

peared with the Cleveland Symphony, Pitt-

sburgh Symphony, Baltimore Symphony,
Philadelphia Symphony, Dallas Symphony
and more.
He has appeared on the "Today Show",

the "Mike Douglas Show" and made his

New York area debut with a recital at the

Caramoor Festival, it was the first time in*

the 29 years of the operation that this

festival has had a "guest star."

Tickets for Eugene Fodor at the Fine Arts

Center, December 8 are now on sale at the

Fine Arts Center box office, open 9-4 Mon-
day through Friday and all Ticketron loca-

tions.

Ticket pricws are: General Public $7,6,5.

UMass students are $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other
students and Senior citizens are $6,5,4. For

more information, call 545-251 1

.
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LOCALCULTURAL ACTIVITIESArt
ART HAPPENINGS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
University Gallery->4/t Faculty Exhibition-
Amherst, Mt. Holyoke, Smith and
Hampshire thru December 18.

Student Union Gallery-An installation by
Joseph Kos-an artist from New York thru
Friday Dec. 9. An installation by Lorenzo
Pezzatini December 12-Friday December
16.

AMHERST COLLEGE
"Italian Landscapes " by Robert Sweeney-

faculty member at Amherst College thru
January 8. At the Meade Gallery.

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
"Offset Prints"-editions from Artists-
Research-Technology at the Mt. Holyoke
Art Museum thru Dec. 20.

NORTH HATFIELD
"Images-The Appearance of Reality is All
That is Necessary"-an exhibit of recent
works by Paul Berube thru Dec. at the
Baracca Gallery.

DEERFIELD
"Recent Aquisitions of Deerfield Area

Furniture"-a special exhibit featuring a
sampling of rural Massachusetts cabinet
making of the late 18th century on
display at the Historic Deerfield Museum
thru Feb. 28.

WORCESTER
FOR COLLECTORS:

A Sales Exhibit of Works of Art-Dec. 10-
January 8 at the Worcester Art Museum.

Oance
Dec. 8,9,10 (Thu, Fri, Sat) Smrth: All

Ballet Student Dance Concert at
Theater 14 8pm.

Dec. 10 (Sat) UMass: Ballet Nacional
Festivales de Espana atthe Fine Arts
Center 8pm. Tickets are $7, 6, 5 general
public and $4, 3, 2.50 UMass students.

Dec. 9,10,11 (Fri, Sat, Sun) Hampshire:
Student Dance Concert at the
Performing Arts Center 7pm.

Theater
THEATER PRODUCTIONS

Amherst College

FESTIVAL OF ONE ACTS PAS-
SIONELLA, HOW DO YOU DO
SCENES FROM SAROYAN.
Fayerweather Theater, Dec. 9-11 8:00
pm Tickets $1.00 BOx Office - 542-2277.

SMITH COLLEGE

CONQUEST OF MY BROTHER Hallie
Flanagan Theater Dec. 9-11, 15-17 8:00
pm. BOx office - 584-2700 ext. 840.

WEST SPRINGFIELD

A CHRISTMAS CAROLE, Stage West
Dec. 4-31 Box Office 736-7092.

WORCESTER

DRACULA, New England Repertory
Theater, Fridays and Saturdays until
Dec. 10; Box office - 617-798-8685.

BOSTON

CHEATERS; Wilber Theater. Opens Dec.
12. Box office - 617-423-4008.

DO YOU TURN SOMERSAULTS?;
Colonial Theater, Dec. 13-31.

THEATER AUDITIONS

Open auditions for Moliere's SCHOOLFOR WIVES will be held by the University
Ensemble Theater on December 7 1-5pmon the Stage of the Frank Prentice Rand
Theater of the UMass Fine Arts Center
Those auditioning should use the ramp en-
trance opposite Herter Hall.
Those auditioning are requested to signuo for a 15 minute audition spot on the

bulletin board outside the UMass Departn-
ment of Theater main office, 112 Fine Arts
Center. If you cannot get in to sign up
please call 545-3490 and have the Department secretary sign you up.
For those who wish to prepare scene

materia partial scripts are available inroom 112, Fine Arts Center.

DRAMA AUDITIONS

Roister Doister Drama Society is taking
applications for production staff for the
play The Mouse Trap by Agatha Christie.
The following positions are open:
Producer
Director
Set Designer
Lighting Designer
Costume Designer
Publicity Coordinator
Make-up Designer
Technical Director
Master Carpenter
Master Electrician
Stage Manager
Spelling Overseer

If you are interested please contact:
Karl Allen 549-4729
Lynn Engler 256-0223
Bridget Feely 549-3905

or leave a message in the RSO box 508.

CONCERT LISTINGS
Out of Towners

(pretty dull this time)

Aerosmith/Styx; December 8, New
Haven Coliseum.

Jonathan Richman; December 8,
Paradise Theate-^ in Boston.

Dexter Gordon/Randy Crawford-
December 8,9,10,11, Paul's Mall in

Boston.

Elvis Costello; December 9,10, Paradise
Theater in Boston.

Average White Band/Kool and the
Gang/ Brick; December 10, Providence
Civic Center.

Greg & Cher Allman; December 10,

Lowell Memorial Auditorium.
Kansas; December 11, Springfield Civic

Center.

Kansas; December 13, Providence Civic

Center.

Marshall Tucker Band; December 13,

Springfield Civic Center.
James Brown; Hotel Bradford in Boston.
Marshall Tucker Band; December 26,

Hartford Civic Center.
Bette Midler; January

3,4,5,6,7, 8,Paradise Theater in Boston.

AN EVENING OF BLACK
CULTURAL MUSIC AND DANCE
AT THE ANACAONA CULTURAL

'

CENTER
with the UNITY ENSEMBLE

ON Saturday Dec. 10 at 9:30 p.m. the
North East Area Third World Center (Ana-
caona) will celebrate their fir&i aniversary
with a performance by Unity Ensemble
featuring Chris Henderson. The center
which is lacated in the basement of Dwight
House was founded last November by the
Third World students of North East. Satur-
day's event is the first major event that the
center will sponsor this year. It is hoped
Brothers and Sisters from the U. Mass
campus and the Five College area will turn
out to support the Center.

^^Dada ain^t nada
and so is

yo' fadda''

— unkno^irti

circa 1973

Political Affairs
Ask Jim Paulin

NATIONAL BALLET OF SPAIN
RETURNS TO AMHERST

THE BALLET NACIONAL FESTIVALES
DEESPANA (THE NATIONAL BALLET
OFSPAIN) will return to the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall on Saturday December
10 at 8 p.m.
During their performance in November

1976 at the Rne Arts Center the National
Ballet of Spain received rave reviews from
the critics and estatic applause from the au-
:Jience.

The Ballet of Spain was created in 1973
and is the first National Oance Company to
be sponsored by the Ministry of Welfare
and Culture of Spain.

Its purpose is to present authentic
Spanish dances throughout the world and

it had already done so in Europe, and in

South, Central and North America.
The troupe is handsome, stylish and im-

peccably rehearsed, its costuming fully up
to requirements for a first-rate Spanish
Oance company. The Company is

sopnisticated as it shows off its talents in

an array of langorous bleros, stately court

dances, fiery flamencos and spirited jotat.

Tickets for the December 10 performarKe
of the National Ballet of Spain are now on
sale at the Fine Arts Center, open Monday
through Friday, 9-4 and all Ticketron loca-

tions.

Ticket prices are: General public, $7,6,5.

UMass students, $4,3,2.50. Senior citizens

are $6,5.4. For more information, call

545-2511.

Music
Somebody screwed up and didn^t turn

in the local concert listings

Blue Wall
featuring

k rock disco
Thurs.- Sat. Dec. 8, 9, 10
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Umass Ski Club just grows and grow
Friday, December 9, 1977 Friday, December 9, 1977

The UMass Ski Club could easily become
the largest student organization on campus
by the end of this February, as well as
become one of the largest ski clubs on the
east coast.

Club President Steve Miller estimates
nearly 750 students will have joined the club
by the end of February, and that the number
could climb as high as 1000. Currently 600
students have paid the $7 dues enabling
them to attend wepUy trips to local ski areas
One cf ine reasons the club is so suc-

cessful. Miller says, is that it provides skiers
cheap access to the slopes. The dues money
and revenue earned from the annual
November ski sale enable the club the hire
buses each .veekend to cart their members
to the slopes.

Once you join, all you pay for is the lift
ticket each time you ski. Miller says.

This year, total sales topped $82,000 for
the four-day sale in the Student Union Ball-
room, featuring new and used equipment
and other accessories.
The sale more than doubled in size from

last year, he said, when the club sold $42 000
of equipment.

Eight committees headed by a core group
of about 25 club members put in long hours
dunng the sale to make it the success it was
Miller says.

The club advertised their sale as far away
as Hartford, Conn.

Club Vice-President Laurie MacDonald
says the seven officers and committee
members skipped classes for two weeks to
get the sale organized.

"I'm flunking out," Miller says, "Every Ski
Club president flunks out, there is just too
much to do."

Currently, the club is planning a week long
trip to Sugarbush ski area in upstate Ver-
mont during intercession. So far, over 130
people have signed up for the trip. Miller
says, and he expects 150 people to attend
filling nearly three lodges.
The club maintains an informational

bulletin board on the main floor of the
Student Union bulletin board, which gives
notices of weekly meetings. During the ski
season conditions at New England areas are
posted daily on the board.
The club takes weekly trips, on Saturdays,

to resorts in Vermont and New Hampshire!
For the price of a lift ticket, members get a
day of skiing, free transportation and wine
and cheese for the bus trips.

Evening trips to the more local Berkshire
East area and Mt. Tom area are also con-
ducted on a weekly basis.

Vice-President MacDonald says the club
advertises itself for both downhill and cross-
country skiers, but the majority of members
are downhill skiers.

"If an area has cross-country trails, we
post it on the bulletin board so cross country

skiers can go if they want to. We usually get
a few, but they usually work through the
Outing Club," she said.

Decisions about where to go each week
made at the evening meetings, usually held
on Wednesdays.
The club's officers say there is rarely a

problem in deciding where to go, even
though members abilities range from novice

to expert.

Officers will be taking more membership
and names for the Sugarbush trip next week
on the Campus Center concourse. A table
will also be set up at the beginning of next
semester for any students wishing to join the
club.

The Ski Club's office is located in room
304 of the Student Union.

Cross countrij racing

planned for fTlassachusetts

Now is the Time
If you are planning to take one of
the graduate tests this winter, now
IS the time to enroll for our thorough
preparation courses for the

GRE • GMAT • LSAT
exams. Small, informal classes. Top-
scoring instructors. Up-to-the
minute course materials. Flexible
schedules and partial-course op-
tions. Also: diagnostic exams and
math skills reviews. Call Test Prep
Services of Amherst at 256-6462 or
write Box 28, Amherst

TEST PREP
>A.. •-'

CROSS COUNTRY

BA»(ETS
A genuine piece o( peoples art Fronn all

corners in all sizes some with covers
some without, some natural some fancy.
For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils
Containers for use and beauty

^^f*-

cab o( the roving van ar, (I to r? Hm r •'"/^"™ »chedule. Pictured .t the
Weed, and H^^r^tll^To"^U\.l^!t,T' " "^ °"'"""'' """"'" ^'vck

For the fifth consecutive year, the United
States Ski Association (USSA) Eastern
Division will present the Travelers "Physical
Exercise Pays" Family Ski Touring Series,
w^ich this year will include a total of 19
touring events.

The series is endorsed by The President's
Council on Physical Fitness and Sports and
provides an opportunity for persons of all

ages and levels of ability to get out and try
cross country skiing.

USSA is the national sports governing
body serving the competitive and
recreational skiing needs of more than
100,000 skiing members, in addition to
providing many tangible benefits for its

members.
The fifth year of the series promises to be

the best yet with a calendar of 19 events
throughout the east in the winter months.
Designed to suit the needs of both the
competitive skier who desires to race the
clock and the skiing family seeking a day of
exercise, the series' primary objective is to
promote health winter recreation for all who
wish to take advantage of it.

The Travelers Insurance Companies of
Hartford, Conn, is sponsoring, a United
States Ski Association-Eastern Division
roving ski instructional van called USSA-PEP
Cross Country Mobile Ski Clinic to attend
several major cross country races in New
England this season.

Massachusetts events will be held at the
following places:

Tooleybush Classic

Northfield Mt., Mass.
10 km Start: noon
Jan. 14, 1978
Paul Revere Cup
Fort Devens, Mass.
15 km Start: noon
Jan. 22, 1978
Cummington Farm Bread Race
Cummington, Mass. -

15 km Start: noon
Feb. 26, 1978

Next to the Amherst Post Office Open 9 30 6 Men. thru Sat., 15 Sun
'••<i---C-^''£i^ii fi'wii^v-i <;*

FRI. & SAT..

Dec. 9 & 10

NRBQ
EVERY SUNDAY
WIDESPREAD
DEPRESSION

MONDAY, Dec. 12
ANDY MAY

and the

TEXAS
TAUHY CRABBY

TUES., Dec. 13

LUNA
Sunderland, MA.

iRte. 47/ Tel. 665 4937

The last thing a college
senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college senior, credit-card offers,
promises and congratulations come pouring in.

Enjoy it while you can. Because it won't l^st.

Out in the world, you'll have to work things out
for yourself. And one of those things is

life insurance.

Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed for you:
the CollegeMaster*. the insur-
ance plan chosen by more col-
lege seniors than any other.

Call the College Master
Field Associate in

your area: MC^

Union Life
RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY

Main St.. Amhrrsl ZSMUl

Back on the slopes
matching ego, realitu
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flK STEVE LESSER
and JEFF GORDON
Collegian Staff

Six months ago I thought it would never
come. Sitting out on the Cape's finest, three
feet of powder seemed as far away as mv
wedding day.

There it was - 95 degrees and all Jeff
Ralph and myself could talk about was a
stupid sport where all you did was ride up a
mountain and come back down it all day
while exposing yourself to one torture after
another.

"Come on let's hit the water for another
swim," I said as I negotiated another giant
mogul on the beach.
"What are you turkeys skiing on this

year?" Jeff asked.
"Wouldn't make any difference," Ralph

said, "a superstar like me could ski on
anything."

"Sure," I said, "I noticed the way you
managed to ski on your ass all last year."
"At least I didn't lead the country in falling

off chairlifts, you pinhead."
"Look, anytime you want to try to out-ski

me, hotshot, I'll be glad to turn you into
spaghetti!"

And so tho conversation went all summer
as we passed the time waiting for the ground
to turn white again. Since we had taken up
skiing a few years back, the summers had
been a mere annoyance. All they were good
for was making money so we could afford
the $15 lift ticket prices that any fair-sized
area was getting. As July and August
dragged on, the stories of spectacular runs
down the east's hardest trails got more and
more ridiculous.

me to ski faster, stronger, higher. Well now I

knew. It did make a difference. At least, if I

thought it made a difference and my legs and
feet thought it made a difference, then
maybe ... Well, anyway, I still don't think that
the $250 was a bad investment. If anything I

looked good!
"The Cowboy" was having a tough time

on the upper slopes getting used to his new
K-2's but he was having a great time anyway.
The strap on his brand new chartreuse color-
ed ultra-chic ski pants was hanging down
which warranted comments from the lift-

riders. Someone shouted down to him, "Hey
buddy you've got a tail". Naturally Jeff didn't
break stride while retorting, "It runs in the
family."

Mary and Claire showed the most polish
out of the four of us, managing to make it

down the trail with no major mishaps. When
we reached the bottom I expected a standing
ovation for our spectacular runs but all we
were greeted with was bored looks. I guess
that hot dog skiing didn't impress anyone up
here.

As the morning wore along so did we. By
lunch time we were four hurting buckaroos.
Just before lunch we had a run (if that's
what it could be called) that won't soon be
forgotten. By mistake we stumbled onto a
trail that had not been packed down at all.

yet.

Three feet of powder," I mumbled to
myself, "I was only kidding last summer, this
stuff is brutal."

For those of you who have never skied in
deep powder one word of advice: don't. The
key to skiing in powder is to sit back on your
skis and turn on your heels. What would

When you come right down to it though,
that's a large part of the sport's attraction!
Many a beginner has turned into an expert
over a few drinks. That kiddie hill at Mt. Tom
is made to sound like Superstar at Killington.
More builshit has been slung in the name of
skiing than you can imagine. So naturall*/
when "The Cowboy" said lets head for
Killington I couldn't refuse. A foot and a half
on new powder that day didn't hurt in
making my decision.
At 6:00 the next morning four of us headed

north on roads that could only be described
as packed powder with a little wind causing
icy conditions on the exposed sections.
Finally at 10:30 a.m. we hit the slopes for the
first time this year.

Just a little background on Killington for
those of you who might not be aware of its

reputation. Killington is one of those
mountains, that when you mention it's

name, you get ooohs and aaahs from those
you are talking to. It has a certain aura to it

that is a result of the majestic stature of the
mountain. Killington is an expert's mountain
but it's big enough to have a little something
for everyone. Actually it is seven different
skiing areas on four interconnected
mountains with 69 trails and 13 lifts. That's
enough for five ski areas, never mind just
one.

Killington traditionally is the first area in
the east to open and the last to close. Last
winter it was open before Halloween and
skiing lasted until the middle of May. All this
means that you find a really serious brand of
skier at Killington.

Wearing serious expressions on our faces
we descended on our first run of the day. On
our way up the lift we noticed powder that
was usually only seen on the big mountains
in the west. For all we knew this could have
been Sun Valley.

Doing my best Jean-Claude Killy im-
pression I headed down with the others on
very shaky legs. As my speed picked up it all

came back to me. I remembered the thrill you
feel when the wind hits you in the face and
your goggles fog up so you can't see. The
feeling you get when you hit that first

monstrous mogul and land on your head.
And the excitement that runs through your
body when you manage to avoid the giant
oak tree.

For nwnths I had been wonderir>g whether
the new Rossignols and Nordica boots would
bring me fame ar>d forturre on the pro circuit.
Of If that new 164.96 ski outfrt would allow

happen is that I would negotiate part of the
trail fairly successfully and then forget where
I was and lean forward. For that effort I was
rewarded with a face full of snow. Luckily for
my ego everyone else was having a tough
time. Expletives filled the air as we tumbled
down the slope.

Stumbling into the base lodge we sat
down to a well-deserved lunch. Strange
looks greeted us as we sat down. When I

glanced in the mirror in the men's room I

understood why. I looked like Frosty the
Snowman with sideburns.

After recuperating for held an hour we hit
the slopes for the afternoon runs. After being
skied on all morning the snow was beginning
to get packed down and the going was
getting a little easier. And so was our skiing.
Bend those knees and plant the poles and ski
right around them. Carve the turns. Un-
weight before hitting the fall line. Sit back on
those skis in powder.
My knowledge gained from a year's worth

of Ski Magazines cascaded through my brain
as I schussed down some of the east's best
slopes. Chute, East Glades, West Glades,
Bunny Buster, (Bunny Buster! what the...)
and Rim Run. We tamed them all.

Every time we rode up the chairlift the
grand-daddy of them all was invisible to our
left. Superstar it had been named and nghtly
so. Last year we had attempted it. Super
crazy! It had moguls that could eat you up
and spit you out in little pieces, or so it seem-
ed. Were we up to it this year? Fortunately,
cooler heads prevailed and we stayed on the
intermediate trails where we belonged.

Ordinarily from the top of Killington you
were afforded a most spectacular view.
Today the visibility was poor due to the
falling snow. Just part of the price you have
to pay to ski new powder I suppose.
As the shadows on the slopes grew longer

we got more aggressive in our skiing. Flying
off those moguls we bounced from top to
top and bombed down the mountain. The
knees got rubbery but the old feeling that I

could do this forever was there. If this was
hovy the rich lived I wouldn't mind playing
millionaire for a day or two.
On the last run of the day we let it all hang

loose. The fumblings of the morning runs
started to come together and I could feel a
rhythm that hadn't been there before.
Smooth, that's how it started to feel as 1

reached the base lodge and all I couW think
was If I only had one more run I know that I

coukj put it aM together ...

Work-Study Jobs!!
The Toward Tomorrow Fair is now seeking
work-Study students for spring semester.

Available positions are in public relations
program development, and administration.

Learn a skill equal to your education!

For more information call Rick Taupier
at 545-0474 or drop by 102C Hasbrouck

I
EXPLORE YOUR FUTURE TODAY!!!

I

COLLEGE STUDENTS
SKI a SAVE

MAO RIVER GLEN
VERMONT

JANUARY SKI & SAVE PACKAGE:
(Available Jan. 2 to Jan. 30) ^OC*
UNLIMITED SKIING from Monday to Friday: VwO

•) UNLIMITED SKIING MON. FRI. PLUS 5 TWO-HOUR LESSONS $47
•

) UNLIMITED SKIING MON-FRI.
PLUS LESSONS -PLUS EQUIPMENT: $71

•
) PREREGISTRAflON NECESSARY - WRITE OR CALL.

MAD RIVER GLEN offers 4 chair lifts 25 trails from
novice to New England's most challenging terrain.

GREAT SKIING - CHALLENGE EVENTS - SNOWMAKING

THE MAD RIVER VALLEY offers great entertainment ;

many super nightspcts and a great variety of restaurants,
many lodges and condominiums (from sleeping bag lofts to
private rooms), a cinema with an upstairs lounge.

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING - INDOOR TENNIS - SWIMMING

MAD RIVER GLEN IS A MEMBER OF THE STUDENT SKI ASSOC.

CALL OR WRITE:

MAD RIVER GLEN
WAITSFIELD, VERMONT 05673

802 496-3551

GET HaH'D
FOR CHRISTMAS

- FANTASTIC SELECTION

^ I OVER 50 STYLES
^V^\ AJOY TO GIVE AND
^ RECEIVE

HANDCRAFTER PURSES,
BRIEFCASES

FINE LEATHER JACKETS
SHEEPSKIN COATS
TIMBERLAND BOOTS
ROCKPORT SHOES

WALLETS SLIPPERS

OPEN NIGHTLY UNTIL 9
SUNDAYS 1 - 5

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Flcasiot St,Amherst
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Amesbury Ski Tows — Amesbury, on Route
107A, two miles off Route 95 and 495, 388-
9205. Three large open slopes with poma lift

and two rope tows. Beginners area with
poma lift and two rope tows. Ski school, ski

rentals, National Ski Patrol.

Berkshire East - Charlemont, off Route 2
Mohawk Trail, 17 miles west of Greenfield,
413-339-6617. Four open trails, and 20 trails

with double chairlifts, T-Bar, and J-Bar. Two
base lodges, restaurant, cocktail lounge, live

entertainment, cafeteria, nurset-y, and ski

shop with rentals.

Berkshire Snow Basin — West Cummington,
25 miles west of Northampton, 413-634 8808.
Eight trails and three extended slopes, novice
to expert trails with three T-Bars. National
Ski Patrol and ski shop with rentals.

Blanchard Hill Ski Area - Dunstable, 2 miles
north of Rte. 113, 649-6137. Three slopes
with intermediate and novice trails; one T-
Bar and three rope tows. There's a base
lodge, snack bar and snow-making facilities.

Night skiing.

Blue Hill Ski Area — Canton, north of Rte.
128 on Rte. 138. One chairlift, two J-Bars and
two rope tows. There's a ski school, ski shop,
rentals and a restaurant; also facilities for
snowmaking and night skiing.

Bousquet Ski Area - Pittsfield, off Rtes. 7
and 20, 413 442-2436 Five trails and over 200
acres of open slopes serviced by one chairlift.

one T Bar, two poma lifts and five rope tows.
Base lodge, lounge, indoor tennis, ski and
rental shop and nursery for children; also
facilities for snowmaking.

Brodie Mountain - New Ashford, on Rte. 7,

413-443-4752. More than 14 miles of trails

from beginner to expert serviced by three
chairlifts, one T-Bar and three rope tows.
Facilities include a ski school, ski repairs and
rentals, base lodge, restaurant cocktail

lounge, two cafeterias and a nursery.

Butternut Basin — Great Barrington, two
miles east of Great Barrington on Rte. 23,
413-528-2000. Nine trails, three novice-to-
expert slopes serviced by three chairlifts, one
T-Bar, and three rope tows. Ski shop and
rental cafeteria, nursery and day-care center,

snowmaking facilities and night skiing.

Catamount Ski Area - South Egremont on
Rte. 23, 518-325-3200. Twenty slopes and
trails serviced by three chairlifts, two T-Bars
and one J-Bar. Ski shop with rentals with
cafeteria, also night skiing and snowmaking
facilities. Ski school.

Chickley Alps - Charlemont, Rte. 8A off
Rte. 2, 413-339-4802. Four open slopes with
ten trails from novice to expert serviced by
one T-Bar and four rope tows. Ski patrol, ski
school, rentals, warming lodge and canteen.
Open weekends and holidays only.

Eastover - Lenox, off Rte. 7, 413-637-0625.
Two slopes serviced by one chairlift, and one
rope tow. Ski school, toboggan run, ice
skating and lodge facilities.

Flagg Hill Recreation Club - Boxborough,
263-371 1

. Semiprivate and limited ski tickets
for this area, which is serviced by two
chairlifts. Ski school, snack bar, lounge,
kindergarten, ice skating, and tobogganing.

Groton Hills Ski Area - Groton, Rte. 3 to 40
or 495 to 119, 448-5951

. Ten slopes, two trails
and a 10-meter junior ski jump serviced by
two poma lifts and six rope tows. National ski
patrol, ski rentals and snack bar. Open
weekends, holidays and school vacations
only.

Hamilton Ski Slopes - Hamilton, three miles
north of Rte. 128 on 1 A at Moulton Street-
468-4804. One J-Bar and five rope tows'
Facilities include snack bar, ski school, ski
rentals and ski shop. Open seven days and
five nights.

Hartwell Hill Ski Area - Littleton, Rte. 2 to
495 from Boston, 486-4546, Four slopes and
two trails serviced by four rope tows. Lodge
snack bar, ski patrol, ski school, ski shop'
rentals and repairs. Open weekends, holidays
and school vacations only.

Hemlock Hill - Palmer, 413-283-6308. Four
open trails and four slopes serviced by four
rooe tows. Facilities include a base lodge,
snack bar and ski school.

Indian Head Ski Area - East Pepperell, 433-

2249. Two slopes and three trails serviced by
two T-Bars and a rope tow. Facilities include

a ski shop with rentals, basic lodge and snack
bar; night skiing and snowmaking facilities.
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Jericho Hill - Marlborough, 485-9730. Three
sopes and two trails serviced by two rope
ows.

^,U9 End - South Egremont, 413-528-0434.
One T-Bar and two rope tows. Facilities
Mclude a ski lodge, rentals and ski school.

Klein Innsbruck Ski Area - Westford, 263-

3711. Five slopes and one trail serviced by
two double chairlifts and a rope tow
t >icilities include a ski school, ski patrol, ski

snop and rentals.

Merrimack Valley Ski Area - Methuen, 686-

2021
.

" J\\\s and open slopes serviced by one
T Bar and two rope tows. Ski shop, rentals,

cafeteria, lounge and entertainment.

Mt. Mohawk - Shelburne, 413-625-2643.

Novice-to-expert slopes serviced by two T
Bars and one rope tow. Facilities include a ski

school, ski patrol, ski shop and snack bar.

Mt. Tom - Holyoke, 413-536-0416. Fourteen
slopes and trails serviced by two chairlifts,

two T-Bars, one J-Bar and one rope tow.
Facilities include ski shop, base lodge,
restaurant, cocktail lounge, cafeteria and
nursery.

Mr. V^atatick - Ashby, 386-7921, six trails

and slopes serviced by two T-Bars, two rope

tows. Facilities include a base lodge,

cafeteria, cocktail lounge and ski shop with

rentals and sales.

Nashobe Valley Ski Area - Westford, 692-

7025 Seven slopes and one trail serviced by
one T-Bar and seven rope tows. Facilities

include a ski school. National Ski Patrol, ski

rentals and a snack bar.

The Northfield inn - East Northfield. 413-

498 5341. Ski slope for beginners and
novices with one rope tow. Other facilities

include a lighted skating pond and warming
hut.

OaK N'Spruce - South Lee, 413-243-3500.

One rope tow. Facilities include a canteen,
ski rentals, ski sc'iool, indoor swimming pool,

sauna baths and hydrotherapy baths.

Otis Ridge - Otis, 413-269-4444. Four slopes
and six trails serviced by one T-Bar, one
poma lift, two J-Bars and two rope tows.
Facilities include a base lodge, cafeteria,

NatioanI Ski Patrol, nursery, ski shop with
rentals and repa rs.

Pheasant Run Ski Area - Leominster, 537-
9293. Two main slopes and two trails and a
novice area serviced by two T-Bars and four
rope tows. Other facilities include a base
lodge, snack ba^, ski shop, sitter service,
rentals and repairs. There's also night sking
and snowmaking.

Prospect Hill Ski Area - Waltham, 893-4837.
Two expe'1 trails and beginners' slope
serviced by one T-Bar. Facilities include a ski

lodge and s'ii school.

Snow Hill Ski Area - Phillipston, 249-9255.
Two open slopes and four trails serviced by
one T-Bar and two rope tows. Facilities

include a ski school, a ski shop with rentals,

base lodge and cafeteria.

Wachusett Mountain Ski Area - Princeton,
464-2355. Five trails and two slopes serviced
by two T-Bars and one rope tow. Facilities
include a ski shop for rentals, base lodge, and
cafeteria.

Ward Hill Ski Area - Shrewsbury. 842-6346,
Three slopes and two trails serviced by two
T-Bars and two rope tows. Facilities include
a base lodge, cafeteria, s'tter service, ski

shop with rentals.

Vermont
Bolton Valley - Bolton, Vermont, 302-434-
2131. Four miles off Route 2, between in-

terstate fc axits 10 and 11. Four double
chai-'ift! jerve three novice, three novice-
intermeuiate, six intermediate, six expert
trails three open slopes Night skiing,

nurser/, patrol, accommodations, rentals,
repairs, grocery, dining, and entertainment at
area. Slvi school and group rates.

Bromley Mountain ~ Manchester Center,
802 824 5522. On Route 11 in Peru. Five

double chairlifts, one J-Bar, serving a net-

work of 25 trails and slopes. Snowmaking
covers 80 per cent of Bromley's trails and
slopes. State-accredited nursery for children

six months to six years with indoor and
outdoor activities. Dining rooms and
cafererias, »A/ine and cheese shop, cocktail

lounge, ski shop, rental shop and repair

facilities. Ski school and group rates.

Burke Mountain - East Burke, 802-626-
3305. One double chairlift, two poma lifts,

one T-Bar serve 23 trails and slopes from
novice to expert. Cafeteria, ski shop, rentals,

repairs, summit warming shelter and nursery
for children from four months to seven years
at a moderate charge. Group rates and ski

school.

Carinthia - West Dover, 802-464-5461. One
T Bar, one rope tow serve three trails and
one beginners' area. Cafeteria and rentals,
ski school.

Glen Ellen - Wilmington, 802-464-5321.
Two double chairlifts, three T-Bars, and one
shuttle chairlift serve 17 novice, intermediate
and expert trails and four open slopes.
Cafeteria, cocktail lounge, ski shop, rentals,
repairs, and nursery for children three and up
at a moderate charge. Ski school and group
rates.

Hogback - Marlboro, 802-464-3942. On Rte.
9 15 miles west of Brattleboro. Four T-Bars
serve five novice, six intermediate, and three
expert trails and slopes. Cafeteria, restaurant,
ski shop, rentals and repairs. Ski school and
group rates.

Jay - Jay State Forest, Jay Peak, 802-988-
2611. A 60-passenger aerial tramway, two
double chairlifts, and three T-Bars serve
network of 24 novice and expert trails. j,id

slopes. Three cafeterias, three lounges,
restaurant, two ski shops, rental-repair shop,
gift shop, nursery and free parking. Ski
school and group rates.

Killington - Sherburne, 802-422-3333. Six
comolete ski areas on tour interconnected
mountains. Th» 3'^ mile, four passenger
gondola is the world's largest ski lift. Also six

double chairlifts, two triple chairlifts, and
three pomas serve 50 trails and slopes, in-

cluding 20 novice, 12 intermediate and 18
expert. Killington also has a renowned ski

school with over 90 instructors. Average of
25 feet of natural snow a year. Snowmaking
systems cover four mountain areas, in-

cluding the three-quarter mile Snowshed
Novice Slope, mile-long Snowdon Mountain,
the high-elevation Glades area and trails at
the summit of Killington peak. Many
restaurants and cafeterias at the summit and
base of all mountains. Full range of package
plans and group rat^s.

Living Memorial Park — BrattleBoro, Ver-

mont. One T-Bar, one trail, patrol, first-aid,'

food. Instruction.

Mad River Glen - Waitsfield, 802-496-3551

.

Three double chairlifts, one single chairlift

serve 20 novice to expert trails and four acres
of open slopes. Restaurant, snack bar,

cocktail lounge, ski shop, rentals, and
repairs. Group rates and ski school.

Magic Mountain Londonderry, 802 824-
5566. Three double chairlifts, T-Bar, 20 trails

up to two miles long. Big snowmaking in-

stallation serviced by two chairlifts. Two
cafeterias, restaurant cocktail lounge, wine
and cheese shop, and deli. Live en-
tertainment program. Ski school and group
rates.

Maple Valley - West Dummerston, 802-254-
6083. Two double chairlifts, one T-Bar, one
Mitey-Mite lift, serve one novice, one novice-
intermediate, one intermediate and two
expert trails, four slopes. Night skiing,

Cafeteria, bar, ski shop, rentals, repairs. Ski
school and package rates.

Middlebury College Snow Bowl - Mid-
dlebury, 802-388 4356. Three poma lifts and
one chair serve one novice, four in-

termediate, three expert trails and 50 acres of
open slopes. Cafi'sria, ski shop, repairs,
rentals, and ice rink at the Middlebury
College Fieldhouse. Ski school and group
rates.

Mt. Ascutney - Brownsville, 802-484-7711.
Two double chairlifts, and three T-Bars serve
nine novice, eight intermediate, seven expert
trails and four open slopes. Night skiing.
Double cafeteria and new expanded lounge,
ski shop, rentals, repairs, nursery and
snowmaking. Group rates and ski school.

Mount Snow Mount Snow, 802-464-3333.
Two ski-on gondolas, three enclosed double
chairs, seven double chairs, one air car serve
47 trails and slopes from novice to expert.

Snowmaking covers 591 acres of slopes and
trails. Three cafeterias, two restaurants,

cocktail lounge, wine and cheese shop,
snack bar, ski shop, rentals, repairs, two
heated outdoor pools, indoor ice skating and
sleigh rides Ski school and group rates.

Mt. Tom - Wooastock, 802-457-1329 One
poma ^ift and one baby poma serve three
novice trails and two open slopes. Cafeteria,

Learn to ski in P.E.

for both fun and credit
By FIFi BALL
Collegian Staff

Several options in both alpine (downhill)
and nordic (cross country or touring) skiing
are offered in courses at UMass for next
semester.

The courses, offered through the General
Physical Education Department carry one
credit each and run for four weeks during
Feb and early March.
Three ski areas, Mt Tom in Holyoke,

Berkshire East in Charlemont and Cum-
mington Farm in Cummington, offer lesson
packages. Mt. Tom offers only downhill
lessons; Cummington Farm only cross-
country. Berkshire East offers lessons in both
kinds of skiing.

"All three have really professional
programs," said Flood. Berkshire East has
been under new management for a year.

"Two years ago we had several complaints,
but last year there were none," he said.

One problem Floort cited with the
programs is that of equipment storage. "We
haven't the space or personnel to offer

storage as a service in Boyden," said Flood.
There may be available space at the ski areas
themselves, he said.

All three area"^ inc!ude four weeks of

lessons and practice time in their packages
as well as optional equipment rental.

Cummington Farm and Baikshire East also
offer transportation.

The most flexibility '^ lesson times is

offered by Berkshire F'^f'^t. said Flood.

When qualified peoi'^e are not on the
University staff, "we ^o outside for ex-

pertise" in teaching, said George Flood,
superviicr of GPE. "Tha* way, we can offer a

better program to our students," he said.

Each lesson means a commitment of a
half day, morning, afternoon, or evening, by
the student. Bus rides to Cummington Farm
and Berkshire East take 35-40 minutes each
way, said Flood. The drive to Mt. Tom takes
about 20 minutes, he said.

Last year 250-300 students were involved
in ski courses at UMass. This year Flood is

hoping for around 500. Last year 90 per cent
of the students chose downhill skiing
courses rather than cross-country.
"The instruction is good at all three

places," said Flood. "It's (the blossoming
interest and resulting level of expertise in

instructors) getting like tennis and golf," he
said

Downhill costs vary from $26, with an
additional $5 for equipment rental, at Mt.
Tom for weekly lessons, to $55, including
lifts, transportation and a mid-week day and
night season pass at Berkshire East for bi-

weekly lessons.

Cross-country costs for eight lessons with
transportation to Berkshire East are $45 with
equipment rental, $30 without. Free use of
the cross-country trails anytime is included.
At Cummington Farm, $44 includes

transportation, equipment rental, eight bi-

weekly lessons, and a day pass for the day of
the lesson. Those using their own equipment
will be charged $28. Those with their own
transportation will pay $32.

Registration for the courses will take place

during the week of Jan. 30 through Feb. 2 in

Boyden 223. Representatives from Mt. Tom
will be there from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday.
Other area representatives will be there until

Thursday.
For more information, call Flood at 545-

2338, or visit 226 Boyden.

ski shop, rentals and repairs; also
snowmaking. Group rates and ski school.

Norwich University Ski Area - Northfield
802-485-501

1 One double chairlift, one poma
lift and one Mitey-Mile surface lift serve 11
novice to expert trails and open slopes.
Snack bar, ski shop, repairs and rentals.
Group rates and ski school.

Okemo Mountain - Ludlow, 802-228-4041.
Three double chair lifts, six poma lifts serve
18 novice to expert trails and three open
slopes. Base lodge with restaurant, snack
bars, lounge, ski shop, rentals and repairs;
there is also a nursery for children two to six.

Package plans and ski school.

Pico - At Sherburne Pass, Rutland, 802-
775-4345. Four double chairlifts, one triple
chair, two T-Bars serve six open slopes and
30 novice to expert trails. Restaurant, deli-
bar, cocktail lounge, entertainment,
cafeteria, ski shop, rentals, repairs and
nursery. Group rates, package plans and ski
school.

^ifJCf^'^
Ski-Ways - Randolph, 802-738-

3300. Two poma lifts serve four trails in-
termediate to expert plus beginner's slope
Lodge, snack bar. Ski school.

Prospect Mountain - Bennington, 802-442-
2575. Two T-Bars, one rope tow serve two
novice, seven intermediate, one expert and
two open slopes. Cafeteria, ski shop rentals
and repairs. Ski school and group rates.

Round Top Mountain - Plymouth Union,
802-672-3366. One double chairlift, T-Bar and
rope tow service ten trails and four slopes.
Restaurant, ski shop, rentals, repairs, nur-
sery, and cocktail lounge. Group rates,
package plans and ski school.

Smuggler's Notch Resort — Madonna. 802-
644-^51. Three-mountain ski and resort
complex off Sterling, Madonna and Morse
Mountains. There are three double chairlifts,

32 trails and slopes. Complete base village

featuring outdoor heated pool, sauna, shops,
lounges, restaurants, groceries, nursery and
deluxe accommodations.

Sonnenberg - Barnard, 802-234-9874. Two
poma lifts serve ten novice to expert trails

with 40 acres of open slopes. Ticket sale
limited to assure no-wait skiing. Two poma
lifts serve ten novice to expert trails with 40
dcres of open slopes. Base lodge with
fireplaces and cafeterias. Group rates and ski

school.

Stowe - Stowe, 802-253-7311. A tour-

passenger gondola, three double chairs, one
single chairlift and three T-Bars serve a
network of 29 novice to expert trails and
open slopes. Fifty acres of open slopes
covered by snowmaking equipment. Five

cafeterias, two snack bars, cocktail lounge,
ski shops, rentals and repairs, babysitters
available. Group rates, package plans and ski

school.

Stratton Mountain — Stratton Mountain,
802 297-2200. Six double chairlifts, two T-
Bars, one poma and one pony lift serve 15
novice, 12 intermediate, ten expert trails and
six open slopes. Write for more details and
lift rates. Restaurant, cocktail lounge,
cafeteria, ski shop, rentals and repairs, day
care for children. Package rates, group rates
and ski school.

Sugarbush Valley - Warren, 802-583-2381.

Gondola tramway, four double chairlifts, one
poma, and one T-Bar serve six novice, ten
intermediate, 17 expert trails with 15 acres of

open slopes. Write or call for rates. Three
restaurants, cocktail lounge, ski shop,
rentals, repairs, movies, saunas, swimming
and skating; there's also snowmaking.
Package plans, group rates and ski school.

Suicide Six - Woodstock, 802-457-1329.
Two poma lifts serve 12 novice to expert
trails and 80 acres of open slopes. Cafeteria,
ski shop. Package plans, group rates and ski
school.

New Hampshire
Attitash - Route 302, Bartlett in the Mount
Washington Valley, 603-374-2369. The
mountain has four double chairlifts with a
vertical drop of 1525 feet. The facilities in-

clude a ski shop with rentals, a base lodge,
nursery and a cafeteria and there's also a ski
school.

Big Bear - Rte. 13 in Brookline, 603-673-
4600. The lifts are modest with 1 T-Bar, 1

rope tow, and 1 pony lift. Facilities include a
ski shop with rentals, base lodge,
snowmaking and a cafeteria as well as a ski
school.

Black Mountain Tramways - Rt. 16,

Jackson in the Mount Washington River

Valley. The mountain has a double chairlift,

two T-Bars, one J-Bar. Facilities include a ski

shop with rentals, snowmaking, base lodge

and a nursery. Package plans.

Bretton Woods - 1-93 to Rte. 3 to Rte. 302,
603-278-5000. The mountain has two double
chairs and a T-Bar. Facilities include a ski

shop'with rentals, a base lodge, nursery and
a cafeteria.

Cannon Mountain - Three miles south of
Franconia Village on US Rte. 3. Boston
phone, 338-6911. This is a well-equipped
mountain with one aerial tramway, three
double chairlifts, three T-Bars, one pony lift

The facilities include a ski shop with rentals
snowmaking, base lodge, nursery and
cafeteria.

Crotched Mountain - P.O. Box 222
Francestown 03403, 603-588-6848. The
mountain has one double chairlift, two T-
Bars, two pony lifts. The facilities include a
ski shop with rentals, snowmaking, a base
lodge, nursery and cafeteria.

Dartmouth Skiway — Hanover, Rt. 10 to
Lyme Center, 603-646-2291. Mountain in-

cludes T-Bar, one chairlift, one pony lift.

Facilities include a base lodge and a
cafeteria.

Fitzwilliam Fitzwilliam, 603-585-3322 or
603-585-2201. Mountain includes a poma
platter, and three rope tows. Only open on
weekends. Facilities include a ski shop with
rentals, a base lodge and a cafeteria.

Gunstock Area - 1-93 to exit 20 on Rte. 1 1 A,
Gilford, 603-293-4341. Three double
chairlifts, one single chairlift, three T-Bars
and a free rope tow. Facilities include a ski

shop with rentals, snowmaking, base lodge,
nursery and cafeteria. There's a ski school
and package plans.

Highland Ski Area - Northfield, 1-93 to exit
19 in Northfield, 603-286-4055. Mountain
includes two T-Bars and one poma lift.

Facilities include a ski shop with rentals, a
base lodge, a nursery and cafeteria. There's a
ski school and group rates.

King Pine Ski Area — East Madison off Rte.
16 to Rte. 25 and 153, 603-367-4648.
Mountain includes two double chairlifts and
one J-Bar. Facilities include a ski shop with
tentals, a base lodge, nursery and cafeteria.
Ski school and group rates.

King Ridge - New London, 500 yards W.
Exit 11 on 1-89, Boston number: 267-7474 or
call 603-526-4040. Mountain includes one
triple chair, one double chair, two T-Bars,
two J-Bars. Facilities include a ski shop with
rentals, base lodge, nursery and cafeteria.
There's a ski school and rates for groups.

Loon Mountain - Lincoln (1-93 to Exit 31).
Mountain includes a 4-passenger gondola
and three double chairs. Facilities include a
ski shop with rentals, snowmaking, base
lodge, nursery, cafeteria, lounge and an on-
hill inn. There's a ski school and group rates.

Mittersill - Franconia, 1-93 to Exit 31, US
Rte. 3 to Rte. 18. Mountain includes one
double chairlift, two T-Bars. Facilities include
a ski shop with rentals, snowmaking, inn,

cafeteria and hang gliding. There's a ski
school and package plans.

Mt. Cranmore - North Conway, Mount
Washington Valley (P.O. Box 640), 603-356-
5544. Mountain includes two skimobile
tramways, three double chairlifts, 1 poma lift.

Facilities include a ski shop with rentals,
snowmaking, a base lodge and cafeteria. Ski
school and group rates.

Mt. Rowe - Gilford (next to Gunstock, 11

A

from Laconia toward Alton), RFD No. 4, 603-
293-4304. Mountain has double chair, T-Bar,
pony lift. Open on weekends only. Facilities

include a ski shop with rentals, base lodge,
cafeteria and snowmaking. Group rates, no
ski school.

Mt. Sunapee - Mt. Sunapee (Off 1-89), 603-
763-4020, Boston phone, 338-6922.
Mountain includes five double chairlifts, T-
bar, J-Bar, and rope tow.

Onset Ski Area - Francestown (1-93 to Rte.

114, G iffstown to Rte. 13, New Boston to
Rte. 136). A bubble-double chair, operv
double chair, and T-Bar. Facilities include a
ski shop with rentals, a base lodge, cafeteria
and snowmaking. There's a ski school and
group rates.

Pat's Peak - Henniker (1-89 to 202-9 to Rte.

114, Flanders Road), 800-243-6600. Mountain
includes two double chairs, two T-Bars, J-
Bar. Facilities include a ski shop with rentals,

base lodge, nursery, cafeteria, snowmaking
and lounge. There's a ski school and group
rates.

Pinnacle Mountain — Roxbury (Rte. 9, 5
miles east of Keene, Rte. 9) 603-352-9882.
Mountain is small with a T-3ar and poma lift.

Open on weekends only. Facilities include a

ski shop with rentals, base lodge and
cafeteria. There are group rates and a ski

school.

Ragged Mountain - Danbury (1-93 to Rte. 4
to Rte. 104), 603-768-3377. Mountain in-

cludes a double chair, a T-Bar. Facilities

include a ski shop with rentals, a base lodge,
lounge, cafeteria and snowmaking is

planned. There's a ski school and group
plans.

Temple Mountain — Rte. 101, Peterborough,
603-924-6949. Mountain has two T-Bars,

three tows. Open holidays, weekends and
vacation weeks only. Facilities include a ski

shop with rentals, nursery and cafeteria.

There's a ski school and group packages.

Tenney - Plymouth, Rte. 3A ;P.O. Box 11),
603-536-1717 Mountain includes two double
chairs and one pony lift. Facilities include a
ski shop with rentals. There are group rates
and a ski school; class lessons are free for
ticket holders.
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AT THE HATCH
FRi - SAT
DEC 9-10

> .
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Complete Alpine & Cross Country Resort J

* $10.00 Weekend Lift Ticket

* $2.00 x/c Trail Fee

* only 3 hours from Amherst , Mass.

^ SEND FOR FREE Brochure

BURKE MTN recreation

^ Dept 17

^ East Burke Vermont 05832 %
% tel - 802 - 626 - 3305 t

Pttl«t«ii
KEEP UP YOUR SPIRITS AT THE XC SKIING PACKAGE STORE!!

SPORT TOURER
JOFA SPORT SKIS
HAVGEN BOOTS
BAMBOO POLES
DOVRE PIN BINDING

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$45 00
$30.00

$9 95
$8.95
$93 90

FREE MOUNTING BASE PREP

PACKAGE PRICE $69.95

SCANDIA
ASNES MARKA
HAUGEN BOOTS
EXEL FIBERGLASS
DOVRE PIN BINDING
SUGGESTED RETAIL

$50 00
$30.00
$13.95
$8.50

$102.45

FREE MOUNTING

PACKAGE PRICE

PREPING

$79.95

^'
ODYSSEY
ODYSSEY SKIS OR TURLANGREN
HAUGEN BOOTS
ALUMINUM POLES
DOVRE PIN BINDINGS

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$65.00
$X.OO
$10.95

$8.95

$114 90

FREE MOUNTING BASE PREP

PACKAGE PRICE $69 95

Ji

^
JOGGER WAXLESS
JOGGER IV SKIS
HAUGEN BOOTS
BAMBOO POLES
DOVRE PIN BINDING

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$49.00
$30.00
$9.95

$8 95
$101.95

FREE MOUNTING BASE PREP
PACKAGE PRICE $85 95

(COUNTRY RUNNER
FISCHER(EuroDa)

OR 80NNA 2200(Glass)
DOVRE(Fullgrained LeatherlBOOTS

EXEL POPULAR POLES
DOVRE PIN BINDINGS
SUGGESTED RETAIL

If
$75.00

$39.00
$13.96

$8.95

$136.90

Ss.

FREE MOUNTING**" BASE PRE?

PACKAGE PRICE $104.95

HOURS
OPEN DAILY 10-6

WED. -FRI 10 9
SAT. SUN. 10 5
TILL CHRISTMAS

1 E. Pleasant St. Amherst
549-6904

15 State St., Northampton
584-1016

IP

Grooming

changes

conditions
How a ski slope was groomed last summer

has an important bearing on how good
conditions may be this winter

Ski area operators realize they can't
always depend on an abundance of snow,
therefore they have to come up with ways of
providing good skiing when there isn't much
snow.

Having very smooth slopes is one way this
is done. Stumps and boulders will protrude
through thin layers of snow and must be
removed. Every rock, fist-sized or larger,
must come off, along with weeds, brush and
anything else that might stick through the
snow. The smoother the surface, the less
snow that is needed to cover it and the less
chance of bare spots.

Some trails are actually tilted away from
the sun when they are built. Just a few
degrees tilt away from direct exposure to the
sun can prevent a lot of melting. Tall trew, in

the right places, cast shadows that will also
reduce melting. Crowns, or small hillocks, are
bulldozed and smoothed. Skiers like to stop
on crowns, thus creating bare spots which
can spread in warm weather.

Even planting and cutting the grass is

important. Grass must be planted to prevent
erosion which would ruin a smooth slope.
But, come winter, uncut grass that sticks
through the snow transmits warmth into the
ground and thus creates melting.

Controlling water is perhaps the moet
critical operation. Running water can nneli

snow faster than anything else, in addition to
eroding soil. Therefore, water bars or
drainage ditches are covered in some way so
there are no bumps.

The classic "billiard table" smooth ski trail

is skiable with minimal amounts of snow.
Thus, summer grooming is as important as
snowmaking and winter snow grooming is in

winter. Together, they create what Mother
Nature hasn't.
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A grim, gray Christmas turns white and bright when a fledglina
angel proves to a suicidal soul that no human life is lived without
meaning in 'IT HAPPENED ONE CHRISTMAS' Dec. 11 on 'The ABC
Sunday Night Movie.' Stars include (clockwise from top) Mario
Thomas, Clorls Leachman, Wayne Rogers (with Miss Thomas) and
Orson Welles.

-

I-

Jason Robards stars as a stern widower who denies his daughter the Christmas tree
she years for and Mildred Natwick plays the utiJerbtanding grandmother who
intercedes on the girls behalf in 'THE HOUSE WITHOUT A CHRISTMAS TREE.' the
acclaimed holiday special to encore Friday, Dec. 16 on CBS-TV

Supplement to the Collegian

Daytime. Mon. - Fri.

MORNINQ

535
540
545
550
5 55

600

6 05
6 10

6 15

620
6 25
6 30
6 45
650

j
REFLECTIONS (EXC MON WED )

^?I.V^" BOSTONIANS (EXC MON
, WED )

I FARM AND MARKET REPORT (EXC MON WPn \

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING (EXC WED )

'

I MORNING GLORY

• VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
NEWS

« PTL CLUB TALK AND VARIETY
REFLECTIONS (WED )• GREATER BOSTONIANS (WED )S SEMINAR

• FARM AND MARKET REPORT (WED )

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING• NEWS FOR THE DEAF
• NEWS
g DAILY ALMANAC
• NEWS FOR THE DEAF

las NOTIOAS DE HOY

700

725
730

800

830

900

• CBS NEWS9 TODAY
• 9 GOOD MORNING AMERICAa UNDERDOG
• NEWSS CBS NEWS
O MR MAGOO
• CAPTAIN KANGAROO

ARCHIES
NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB

930

I IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
m^ MIKE DOUGLAS

CONCENTRATION
GOOD DAY
DINAH
PHIL DONAHUE SHOW
ROMPER ROOM
LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
VARIOUS PROGRAMMING (EXC FRI 1

I FOR RICHER, FOR POORER
'

«J SPIRIT OF INDEPENDENCE© FLINTSTONES
9 50 NEWS
9 55 HERITAGE CORNER

10 00 CORSAIR AND COMPANY
SANFORD AND SON
KITTY TODAY
TOM LARSON SHOW
STRUMN DRUMMERS

10 24 O WEATHER VIEW
10 30 HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

EDGE OF NIGHT~ PRICE IS RIGHT
I MATCH GAME

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
HAPPY DAYS

MOVIE Miss Grant Takes Rchmond (MON ) A Guide (ofthe Married Man ( TUE ), Tell II to Itie Judge (WED ) ThP Pelf«
Cm) iThU^) Five GoWen Hours' (Fflli

'
''

» SESAME STREET
» LOVE OF LIFE
I KNOCKOUT

1 JOKER S WILD
1 FAMILY FEUD
I CBS NEWS

AFTERNOON

II 00

II 30

II 55

1200

1230

O NEWS
TO SAY THE LEAST
THE BETTER SEX
IN SCHOOL PROGRAMMING

SEARCH FOR TOMORROW
WOMAN 77
RYANS HOPE

ffl GONG SHOW

1 00 I ALL IN THE FAMILY
ALL MY CHILDREN

YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
FOR RICHER FOR POORER
GONG SHOW

1 30 O AS THE WORLD TURNS
ffi DAYS OF OUR LIVES
GREEN ACRES

2 00 MUSIC (FRI )

$20.0(X) PYRAMID
BEVERLY HILLBILLIES

2 30

3O0

3 15
3 30

VARIOUS PROGRAMMING
GUIDING LIC3HT

DOCTORS
ONE LIFE TO LIVE

WALLY GATOR
ANOTHER WORLD

BUGS BUNNY
GENERAL HOSPITAL

NEW MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
8 ALL IN THE FAMILY

HECKIF AND

40C

lECKLE

SESAME STREET
DINAH
MIKE DOUGLAS
8IG VALLEY
MERV GRIFFIN
BRADY BUNCH
SUPER HER06S

ffl LITTLE RASCALS

4 30 MUNSTERS
PETTICOAT JUNCTION

5 00 MISTER ROGERS
FAMILY FEJD
EMERGENCY ONE
NANNY AND THE PROFESSOR
MY THREE SONS

5 30 SESAME STREET
MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW

NEWS
INSTANT GAME SHOW
CANDLEPINS FOR CASH
GHOST AND MRS MUIR
ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Saturday, Dec. 10

MOANING

* 30

500

5 50
5 56
600

eao

700

7 30

800

8?6
8 55
856
900

926
9 30

956
to 00

10 26
10 30

• REFLECTIONS
• GREATER BOSTONIANS
• AGRICULTURE USA

INTERNATIONAL ZONE
A BETTER WAV

• CHARACTERISTICS Of LEARNING DISABILITIES9 PTL CLUB TALK AND VARIETY
TEACHING CHILDREN TO READ

• CARRASCOLENDAS
• MC KEEVER AND THE COLONEL• CAMERA 3

• VILLA ALEGRE
FOR KIDS ONLY
JABBERWOCKY
WACKO
ARTHUR AND COMPANY
THINK PINK PANTHER
BARBAPAPA
THE CBS SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL
UNCLE WALDO
SESAME STREET

SKATEBIRDS
C B BEARS

ffi SUPER FRIENDS
IN ^HE NEWS

SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK
IN THE NEWS
MISTER ROGERS

BUGS BUNN'' AND ROAD RUNNER
SPACE SENTINELS
SCOOBY S LAFF A LYMPICS

IN THE NEWS
ELECTRIC COMPANY

SUPERWITCH
IN THE NEWS
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC
BANG SHANG LALAPALOOZA
VILLA ALEGRE
IN THE NEWS
REBOP

530

600

6 15

630

700

80 BATMAN TARZAN

10 55
10 56
11 00

11 26
11 30

II 56

s

ADVENTURES OF MUHAMMAD ALI
CARRASCOLENDAS

SCHOOLHOUSE HOCK
IN THE NEWS
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS

THUNDER
KROFFTS SUPERSHOW 77

HOT FUDGE
IN THE NEWS
CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT

SPACE ACADEMY
NEWS

SEARCH AND RESCUE THE ALPHA TEAM
IN THE NEWS

AFTERNOON

728
7.30

7 31

800

1200

1226
12 30

12 56
1 00

I 15
1 30

200

DANIEL FOSTER M D Cus/ung s Disease QuesI Df

Dorj''^. * '^^r' 3is".i;ises It>e causes sytnptOTis and
Ireatf • :• "< , -r.nv.' ^r r r'.Kt^'-

SECRETS OF ISIS• BAGGY PANTS AND •.^« NITWITS
CANDLEPIN BOWLING

DANIEL BOONE
IN THE NEWS
CF.OCKETT S VICTORY GARDEN MydropocKS

FAT ALBERT
NFL '77 jp *:_, th^ minulc: fcx>(t)<ail news 'Ofefviews and

IN THE NEWS
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW
FAMOUS CLASSIC TALES ;•

;.ifT>p5or' 'T^ fjf'OsI', transrar'nati'

'
'

* ' ' *'.- nt^1[j

'in/TiTTi

IPI

NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME '^mcmnsli
r-*-n,j,i,i, ^t, PiMst/tj-^h Stealers

CANDLEPIN SUPEBBOWL
CANDLEPIN CHAMPS
BRUINS WARM UP
ROOM 222

8 HOCKEY Boston Bruins »s PiMSOurgh Pengiins
WALL STREET WEEK Host Louis Rukeysw'

<^onv«Tiitil»; Bonas Guest bancroti G Davis chairman ol the
hoaro Rancrott Convi^rlitite fund Inc

NCAA FOOTBALL Pioneer Bo«i Irom Wir.nita Falls

830

PROGRAMMING UNANNOUNCED
GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
PROTECTORS
PROTECTERS
VILLA ALEGREO CORAL Jl JGLE rorai LaHyr.ntti

ABC S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS U S A u S S R
•'-• ivvwtignt BoiiO'j rhampuvistiips from Las Vegas

BEST OF FAMILIES (CAPTIONED) New Yeats Eve 1899
Ttie Hdllettys Lalfiiops and Wtieele's look back on their lives

an<2 unreah/ed dieams and ^ontront thi; approaching ne*
century with speculation and renewed hoo**

VISION ON Covers

EVENING

MUSIC Mus..- iS inirirov'Si'd tealures Lie spontaneous
mus.< ai invention ol p.-fiormnrs and uses a \au band as an
..^iTipi,- ,;it trie lint- ;'iit of ifnfrfovisation

O NEWS
S HOGAN S HEROES

MICROBES AND MEN ACwrmisLite i-fenchchemslLouiS
Pastiu' ma ^lerman ountry doctor Robert Koch both made
3is ovt;' es (irovm':; lh»- exislerKe ol microbes and that diltereni

^rm strains can rausr- ditterent diseases

THE NFL TOOAV A post game program presentirtg

scores n.ghhghts and sports news
ZOOM
CBS NEWS

NBC NEWS
NEWS
BLACK NEWS
ADAM 12

ABi. NEWS
NOVA The Race tor Ihe Double Helii Author Isaac Asimov

narrates the slory Detwid the discovery ol the structure ol ONA
James Watson and e»co«eague Francis Crick exchange
memories ol ttie rare tor ttie Structure ol the gene

AGBONSKY AND COMPANY
MR MAGOO S CHRISTMAS CAROL The kivaUe but

bumbling nearsighted Mr Magoo portrays the llint-hearted

Ebenezer Scrooge m this animated variation ol the Charles
DHrkms classic

NEWS
LAWRENCE WELK SHOW
ETCETERA
ODD COUPLE
SUPERMAN
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The Legend ol Rob»i Hood

Episode 'en Queen Eleanor and Sir Kenneth implore Robm s
tielp Robm and his men attack Nottingham Castle enrag«ig Sir

Guy to action

OPINION
DAILY NUMBER
THIRD WORLD
SCHOOLS MATCH WITS
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
POLKA FUNTIME
MUSIC Music IS Style The Imal program ol the series

*ustrales ttie combinations ol musical elemenls wivch are

characteristic ol a given culture tksloricai period or

irvVvidual

PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIAL The Power Fraternity

BEST OF FAMILIES New rears Eve 1899 The RaUertys

Lathrops and Wf>eiiiers look back on their kves arvj unrealised

dreams and conlront the approaching new century with

speculation and renewed hope
HOW THE GRINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS Animated

_ ar loon based on r> Seuss book ot the sjme title Boris KaitotI

narrates the story ol the Gnnch who tries lo steal Christmas Irom

WhoviHe (R)• GENTLE GIANTS OF THE PACIFIC ark

r^iratiis Inis ^urwa' Angiia Ltd spi- la ' .-red

hi..'- • • • •.' ..."-•. ,1 .. ' .
.

.-. .jihe

s' 'lant

S ' 1W3I1

1 : i' .t^.K'- bo, .J. Ajaia^d

€B FISH Charley Harrison resigns when he puts his loot down
", ' ' ^^^ r ic;n -tomci on it

MAVERICK
AGE OF UNCERTAINTY D^m,,. ,.,.., Leadership ^.-id

OomrTstrnenl

FROSTY THE SNOWMAN
tnr

iimmy Durante narrates !t>e

Aho come to Me to 'hi-

' named Karen and <:fl^ii

e 58
900

Courting

'he nurses
' 'ly to Pol!

'- 0* 'i'i'i

' itus who
med to Ihe

300

330

3 4S
400

IN PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP Benny Goodman The
^ 'c I Swi^q perto"nc with botti his sentet and big band

King Porter Stomp Sing Sing Smg and the

verson ol Rhapsody in Blue withi conductor
. . . 1- ; pianist Patricia Praftis Jennings

SOUL TRAIN
THE FITZPATRICKS Ma« the youngest Fil/patrnjr makes

his first communion and the experience tias special meanmg lor

the entire lamilv

MARK RUSSELL COMEDY SPECIAL From the campus ol

the Stall: Jrnvef siiy ol New Yoik at BuHalfj hurrvjrisi Mark Russell

spools the week ', leaijmg politic a' events

THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each National

F ootbaii League tyoadcast with news and leatures on the NFL
arKi othei sports news ol tt>e day

A PORTRAIT OF JAMIE Artist Jamie Wveth comes Irom a
famous lamily ol Amerirar artists but this study profiles his own
unique vwxks and hieslyles The pamler lamed lor nis portraits

01 animals and U S Presidents tells the sirxies behind his
works

THE NFL TODAY Washmglon Redskms vs SI Lous
Carding IS

BRUINS WRAP UP
SESAME STREET

THIS IS THE NFL
S 100.000 AMF GRAND PRIX OF BOWLING From rhe

ThixxJertxwri Arena in A»en Park Mich lop men and worT>en

pros comftele m separate divisions lor $10 000 lirst pri?e

chectit Oetendng chanvnns are Earl Anmony srxt Betty
Morris

930

958
1000

00OPERATION PETTICOAT
^iboa'd ihi* '_ii:a '.g»^' "ji.dih.-^,,

M'^r»-siv

NEWSBREAK
EYEWITNE"'

Gilrrioii^ Easy
cyrlMd d'ounij ...
US A Few Good Men recounts the beat»iq and subsequent
death ol Lyn McClufe durmg Army basic Irammg

THE JEFFERSONS An anniversary celebration causes
a broafcijc; !).^rw.n c^orqe and Lomse until Florence
inle'vi*nes

NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES W C Fields and
Me 1976 Rod Steigif Vai-rif- Pernne A p-^nod m the kle ol the

inlernperale master ol comedy with emphasis on his atfair with

Carlotta Monti the showgirl who became his mistress and later

wrote tnu book on whir.h ihe liin is t.as-d (2 hrs lb mm
)

NEW ENGLAND EMMY AWARDS New ! ngiand lelevirMn
hono's '•> j*n c„jf..,„, K,,^ M iri^nc F'.iily (.rystal Julia Child

among thi^r',

NEW ENGLAND EMMY AWARDS New England Television
honors Is own Guests Rita Moreno Billy Crystal Juka ChiW
among ott>ers

MOVIE Brute Force 1947 Burt Lancaster Hume Cronyn
Pent-up prisoners driven by a sadistic guard plan a daring
escape [2 hrs I

STARSKY AND HUTCH Manchild .^n the Streets Slarsky
and Hutch lace the dilticutt task ol heipmg a youth overcome
deep bitterness wtien his inr>ocenl lather dies m a po*ce
shootool

MOVIE The Captains Paradise 1953 Alec Guamess
Yyonr»e DeCarkD The careiree caotam ol a terry wtuch travels

between Algiers and Gibralter has a wile at each port each
unknown lo the oltier (2 hrs 100 THE TONY RANDALL SHOW BoUm is Imng prool that

a |u<lge 5 daughter is not exempt Irom Ihe law wtwn Walter sends
her to lail lor i ontempt ol court

ABC NEWS8RIEF
DAVID SUSSKMD SHOW

KOJAK Suspended Irom the lorce. KO|ak retraces his

steps lo dscover tie stmt Itie wrong man eight years belore

(Conclusian)

I I 00

11 15

II 30

1 1 45

1200

12 30
t 15

1 30

3 IS

3 45
<00
4 30

THE LOVE BOAT L>iieMoie Titiie :iUfiiiig Uanelle r aUfdy
Don Adiims Isaai, s Doublt' Standard starring Pearl Bailey

'ii"ilid/>-r'Sl\in.:b stalling I red Gandy000 NEWS
AVI NELSON SHOW
FORSYTE SAGA mdian Summer ot d Forsyte Biokenhearl

• il iieni' goes lo live by heisell but is drawn back lotlie Forsytes
si'veial years Idler vntien she runs mio Okl Jolyon and a strong
IrieiHlship develops When Itie old man dies his will giy^s the
Fof-^ytes ,j big surprise

NEWS
MOVIE A Guide lor the Married Man 1967 Walter Malhau.

Hotierl Morse Sell appoinled teacher himsell an experienced

philanderer lakes on the task ot EDUCATING A RELUCTANT
HUSBAND IN THE ART Of DECEPTION AND 11^ lOELITY (2 hrs

30 mm
)

MOVIE The Great ^legleld 1936 WHIiam Powell. Myrna Loy
Lite and death ot a great stK>wman Ins lolkes loves arxl
sperlaculai Broadway shows (2 hrs 45 mm )

MOVIE Advise and Consent 1962 Menry Fonda Charles
L augrton Both the dirt and Ihe dignity ol political lile are exposed
when Itie President names a controversial liberal as Secretary

ul Stale (2 hrs
i

KING OF KENSINGTON
MOVIE The Man From Ihe Oiiiers Club 1963 Danny Kaye

Marina Hyer Employee ol ttie Diners Club makes out an
apiiiK ation loi a gangster trymg to leave Ihe country, arxl the
troubles begin ( 1 hr SO mm )

NBC S SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE Host Mary Kay Place
Tuit-sli Amty Kaulman Willie Nelson

MOVIE I ast Holiday Alec Guinness Kay Walsh ( 1 hr 30
nun I

ATHLETES
MOVIE Decbne and Fall ol a Bird lATaicher 1969 Robin

Phillips Cokn Blakcly Yixjng man expelled from OxIoiOrjh liaise

charges lakes a leachmg position m a boys school wtiere all

the masters are has beens
MOVIE The Quick Gun 1964 Audie Murphy. Merry Anders

( 1 tir 30 mm )

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
ABC NEWS

8 THIRD WORLD
GOOD DAY

550
6 55
800

630

6 45
700

7 30

800

8 30

8 45

Sunday. Dec. II

MORNING

REFLECTIONS
GREATER BOSTONIANS

CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP
LAMP UNTO MY FEET
CAMERA 3
LIVING WORD
DIRECTIONS
LOOK UP AND LIVE
DAVEY AND GOLIATH
MAN BUILDS. MAN DESTROYS
A SHOW OF FAITH
DRAWING FROM NATURE
PEOPLESCOPE
LUCY SHOW
MY NEIGHBOR S RELIGION
NOSOTROS THEATRE Enamorada Mana Fekz. Pedro

Armt-nd.i'i.' I 1 tir 30 min
)

DAVEY AND GOLIATH
WOMANKIND
CATHEDRAL OF TOMORROW
ROCKY AND FRIENDS
OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR

SESAME STREET
WE BELIEVE
ABC CHll DREN S NOVEL FOR TELEVISION
ELDER AMERICAN

C5 YOUNG SAMSON
MARLO AND THE MAGIC MOVIE MACHINE
GIFT OF WINTER
LIFT EVERY VOICE
ORAL ROBERTS
UNCLE WALDO• SACRED HEART
DAVEY AND GOLIATH

900 I MISTER ROGERS
FESTIVAL OF ORTHODOXY
SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
ASIAN FOCUS
DAY OF DISCOVERY
POPE YE
CHRISTOPHER CLOSEUP

9 15 SUNDAY MASS
9 30 ZOOM

UP FRONT
JIMMY SWAGGART
JETSONS
INSIGHT

00 WRITING FOR A REASON
BARRK)
INSIGHT
ECO
CHALICE OF SALVATION
TOP CAT
LATINO

10 30 COR -.AIR AND COMPANY
FOR MDS ONLY
THREE STOOGES

ffi JEWISH HERITAGE
It 00 DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

COMMUNITY AUDITIONS
NEW HEAVEN NEW EARTH
NEWSMAKERS
BIG PAY OFF BOWLING
GREAT GRAPE APE

1

1

30 FACE THE NATIONO EYEWITNESS NEWS
AOUl
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON
ANIMALS. ANIMALS ANIMALS

1 1 55 SCHOOLHOUSE ROCK

AFTERNOON

12 00 AGE OF UNCERTAINTY fJemocracy Leadwship and
,ninmitfTienI Jtihn Kf^nii.-th idlbraith evaluates the ellecis ol

,).-niucracy .r. .i,.|,on (rom the direct sell government o'
Switzerland lo the political career ol Nehru lo Ihe American
turmoil ot the 1960s and what part nducatiori plays

FACE THE STATEO MEET THE PRESS Guest ^<^) O Neill Speaker ol the
Hull-... U M1SS I

O ISSUES AND ANSWERS
MOVIE .liir.al 1%C- c.ierm i ord F rnest B.Drgmoe 2) Rings

Around the World 1967 Narrator Dor Ameche (3 lirs
)

MOVIE King ol the Khybei Hilles 1954 Tyrone Power, Terrv
Mco". A halt caste British olticer proves his loyalty by quelling

.3 native revolt (2 hrs
y

12 30 THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each National
f oolball League broadcast with news and leatures on the f#L
and other sports news ol the day

PATRIOTS 77
BRIEFING SESSION

0NFL 77 f-ief.ort on many coaching situations around the NFL
a lew predictions on possible l«ings and hinrnjs and a close-up
look at the most wanted ol the available NFL coacties - Monte
Clark

COLLEGE FOOTBALL ALL AMERICA TEAM
1 00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT f oBicle Fantasy Ha.r

THE NFL TODAY New York Giants vs Philadelphia
1 a-jics00 NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE GAME Miam Dolphms
vs New Fnglanrt Patriots

TARZAN
CONVERSATIONS WITH
FIRING LINE Host William F Buckley Jr Martial Law m me

Phikppines Guests Fedrxa Valencia columnisl arK) S P Lope2.
lormer president ol the University ol Mania

t 30 ELLIOT NORTON RFVIEWS Guests Viveca Lmdlors and
KrisloHer Tatxxi now appearing m My Mother My Son at ttie

Boston Hepertory Theater

BULLWINKLE
2 00 EYEWITNESS Death Wish concerns the case ol Gary

ijitmoie Easyrider Cycksl tells lt>e slory ol Robert Morns wtHJ

cycled around the worW without irK:idenl unM he returned to ttie

U S and A few Good Men recounts Itie beating and
subsequent death ol Lyn McClure during .vmy basic Iranng

MOVC Three Wise Fools 1946 Margaret O Bnen Lewis
Stone Three weaWiy oW men wtx) hve alone m a mansion are
visiled one day by a yoirig gvl wtto tiekeves n teprectouns (2
tvsl

MOVIE Return lo Peyton Place 1961 Carol lynley let!

Ctiandier People are allecled by a txKJk about their smaU New
1 rigland community (2 hrs 30 mm )

MOVIE Under the Yum Yum Tree 1963 Jac-k Lemmon Carol

L ynl.y A love hungry landlord tries lo romarKe tenant who is

livinii Willi her liance (2 Mrs )

NATIONAL GEOGRAF>HIC Yukon Passage Four young
rn«n retrace Ihe trail ol the KlorKkke gold-seekeis pitting their

courage and endurance against the rugged Alaskan wilderness

m a spectacular outdoor adventure

3 00 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC Yukon Piissaqe Four young
men retrace the trail ol Ihe Klondike gold-seekers pillmg thoir

courage and endurance againsi the rugged Alaskan wilderness
in a spei tacular -lutdocir adventure

NFL GAME OF THE WEEK
GREAT PERFORMANCES Abide with Me Cattileen Nesbitt

IS leatured m Julian Mitciiells dramatization ol the complex
relationship between a strict lonely dowager and Ihe young girl

hired as her housekeeper Filmed in Ihe original GkJucesterstwe
setting. Ihe drama is set in 1928 m England s Colswoid Hills

t 30 THE NFL TODAY A program preceding each National
Football League broadcast with news and leatures on the NFL
and other sports news ot Itie day

4 00 CARNIVORE The cultural historical and economic lacets ol

meal eating m America are explored m live briel essays
THE NFL TODAY Minnesota Vikmgs vs Oakland

Raiders

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
0FBI
8 DICK CLARK UNDERWATER SPECIAL

ADVENTURERS
4 30 EYEWITNESS NEWS CONFERENCE

MOVIE 30 1959 Jack Webb William Conrad Behind Ihe

scenes ot a Los Angeles daily paper (2 hrs )

THE SAINT
MIME DREAMING OF A WFIITE CHRISTMAS The workts

01 lantasy and reality meet m this mterprelation ot Christmas
scenes by the Great American Mime Experiment ol Cleveland
which looks at Christmas through the eyes of a child

5 00 BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
FRANCIS OF ASSISI A Search lor the Man and Flis

Meaning The lite ol the great Christian saint, his Irequentty
misunderstood message and the mysteries and legends about
turn that have grown up over seven centuries

UNDERSEA WORLD OF JACQUES COUSTEAU 500
Million Years Beneath the Sea

5 30 SAY BROTHER
MY PARTNER THE GHOST

EVENING

600
630

NEWS
ROMAGNOLIS' TABLE Complimenis ol Campania Franco

and Margaret shaKe up a mixed lish-lry

NBC NEWS
CANDLEPIN SUPERBOWL
HONEYMOONERS
SUPERMAN
FRENCH CHEF HB Eggs How to prepare two simple, yel

elegant appetizers or first course dishes using hard boiled

jggs
6 45 THE NFL TODAY A post-game program presenting scores.

700
hiohlights and sports news00 ICROCKETT S VICTORY GARDEN Hydroponics

60 MINUTES
THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY Run Cougar

Hun A shepherd tries lo ^dve a niounlam lion trom being trapped
anil made an easy target for almost certain extinction by a

hunlino party led by a piotessional hunter

RUDOLPHS SHINY NEW YEAR Wudolph and his

gleammg nose are back m an encore showing of his adventures

m many exotic lands as he searches lor the missmg Baby New
Year (R)

7 30 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Music Uirector sei|i Ozawa
conducts the Boston Symphony Orchestra m Stolzel's Concerto
in D lor Four Orchestras and Bruckner s Symphony No 5 m
B-llal

HOCKEY Boston Brums vs New York Rangers
7 58 ABC MINUTE MAGAZINE
8 00 RHODA Johnny Venture Mr Magnetism ' is playing a

big mghtrlub in New York and Rhoda Brenda and Gary catch

tvs act

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN A Bionc Christmas
Carol WfTile investigating a possitjie cause ol sabotage that

could affect tt>e We support system lor a Mars landing. Steve
helps a miserly mdustnalist and a young laimly discover ttie true

meaning ol Ctwistmas (R)

8 30 00 ON OUR OWN Julia s landlady raises her rent and wheri

Julia complains to titana that her salary can I stand the increase,
she discovers Mana s weekly mcome is greater than hers

8 58 NEWSBREAK
ABC NEWSBRIEF

9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius Episode &x
Some Justice The suspicious death ot Germamcus a popular
lavonte results in a murder and treason trial m the Senate which
threatens to impkcale Tiberius and Livia Meanwhile Cakgula
shows increasing signs of dangerous mental instability••all IN THE FAMILY Another baby announcement Irom
their okl high sctiool InerK) and matchmaker sends Mike and
Gloria s memories back nme years lo their very lirsi arid almost
last, date

• THE BIG EVENT Billtioard No 1 M'jsic Awards Kris

Krisloffeison and the Bee Gees are the hosts ol these
ceremonies honoring the most popular recording artists m the
POQ lazz rock and country western lieWs Some ot the nominees
are Barbra Streisand Peter Frampton Linda RonstadI Donna
Summer and ottiers00 IT HAPPENED ONE CHRISTMAS Mario Thomas Wayne
Rogers Clons Leachman and Orson Welles star m this new
version ol Frank Capra s classic film It s a Wonderful Lile

wtierem an apprentice angel helps to prove that no human Me
IS without meaning and no existence has no pomt

9 30 ALICE Thanks to Alice, old mother t-lyatt Flo and Met,

usuaSy at each other s throat, become a pair ot love birds alter
spendmg a weekend together m Tucson at the big lootball
game

10 00 VISIONS The Prison Game In an unusual game show three

women contestants are quizzed to determine which one
murdered her husband Susan Yankowitz s television drama
'•xplores the event', leading up to the murder

THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Guest Rock Hudson
BRUINS WRAP UP
MASSACHUSETTS

10 15 ffl ASK THE MANAGER
10 30 VISIONS A Secret Space A 12 year old boy Imds himsell

le-pty drawn to orthodox Judaism and begins lo study il m
earnest much lo the dismay and surprise ol Ins liberal,

non-reliqious parents

to 45 ® THE ORUM
tt 00 eOO® NEWS
11 15 O CBS NEWS

ffi MASSACHUSETTS COUNCIL OF RABBIS
1 1 30 VIDEO AND TELEVISION REVIEW The Magic Mind ol Eli

l^yes Part II Works presented include Roaches Lullaby and
Peanut Butter and Jelly as well as an experimental videotape
entitled Fitrhers feathered Bird

NFL TENS WEEK
MOVIE Sam Cade 1972 Glenn Ford Edgar Buchanan

Cade s wartime buddy returns with a contract lo kill him ( 1 hr

30 mm 1

NEWS

9 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Columbo Any Old Port in a Storm'
Oonakl Pleasence guesi stars as Adrian Carsmi the hall-owner
ol a winery with his twother Ric When Ric announces tus plans
to sell his part ol the tHJSiness to finance his latest marriage,
Adrian kills him (Fl)• THE NBC LATE MOVIE Sherlock Holmes m l^w York
Roger Moore Gig Young The legendary detective rushes to New
York to thwart ttie evil prolessor Monanty s plot to kidnap the

son ol a Iriend ot Holmes arid corner the world s gold supply
(R) (2 hrs »

tl 46

1200

2:00

THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH Germ Warlare Hawkeye
and Trapper Jotm play Count Dracula and steal a pml of tilood

Irom the slerjprfig Maj Burns You Can t Wm Em All 1970 Tony
Curtis, Charles Bronson Two American soklers ol fortune
attempt to match the* wits and skills againsi the Armws ot two
nations (R)

WORSHM> FOR SHUT INS
MOVIE The ZiegleW Fo*es 1946 Fred Astaire Gene Kaly

( 2 hrs
I

MOVIE Jane Eyre 1944 Orson Wales. Joan Fontane (1

hr 55 inn)

Supptement to the Collegian TV WATCH Page 3

Monday. Dec. 12
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Tuesday. Dec. 13
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6 00 NEWS 6:00 NEWS
HOGAN S HEROES HOGAN'S HEROES
CROSS WITS CROSS WITS• zoom ZOOM

6 30 W ELECTRIC COMPANY 630 ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS NBC NEWS
ADAM 12 0ADAM 12

1 LOVE LUCY 1 LOVE LUCY
OVER EASY Guest Harold Robbins author OVER EASY Guest Frances Faye, singer

6 55 0NEWS
7 00 • ZOOM

665 NEWS
7:00 0ZOOM

CBS NEWS CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS NBC NEWS

ABC NEWS ABC NEWS
NEWS NEWS
ODD COUPLE CD ODD COUPLE
WRITING FOR A REASON DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7 30 WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Portrait ot a Disciplinarian A
voung man has tea with his lormer nanny and Imds himselt
revertmg to his 1 2 year old slate To top things oH. his ex-fiancee
has been invited as well

DAILY NUMBER
EVENING MAGAZINE

S $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
CANDID CAMERA
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
TATTLETALES
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 THAT'S HOLLYWOOD

8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES Abide with Me Cathleen Nesbitt

IS leatured in Julian Mitchell s dramatization ol the complex
relationship tietween a strict lonely dowager and the young girl

hired as her housekeeper Fikned in the original Gloucestershire
setting the drama is set m 1928 m England s Cotswold Hills

A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS The story tells ot

Ctiarlie Brown s search lor Ihe real meaning of Christmas, while

his playmates. Lucy. Snoopy, Schroeder Salty and the rest busy
ttiemselves with ttie more worklly aspects ot the holiday

season
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE Freedom Flight

Charles Ingalls and Doc Baker come lo Ihe aid ol an ailing Indian
chiel wtien some ol Walnut Grove s cit zens are incited to attack
ttie peacetui, nomadic tribe

TEC SAN PEDRO BEACH BUMS
ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Weekend m Vermont' Dr Henry

Kissinger, Washington Post publisher Katharine Graham lormer
British Prime Minister Edward Heath and other noted persons (om
John Kenneth Galbraith in a Iree-swmgmg discussion, brmgmg
the series to a close

8 30 'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS An animaled
musical narrated by Joel Grey A Inendly tamily ol mice, a kind
and gentle dock maker and a sensitive Santa Claus combine
lo spread additional holiday cheer lor viewers during the corrwng
Yuletide season

A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS The slory lens of Charlie
Brown s search lor ttie real meaning ot Christmas, while Ins

playmates, Lucy, Snoopy, Schroeder Sally and ttie rest busy
themselves with ttie more worldly aspects ol the holiday

season
8 58 NEWSBREAK

ABC NEWSBRIEF

9 00 W MAUDE When a lire breaks out m a restaurant where
they are dming, Maude and Vivian escape with only surlace
bruises but Walter has to cope with a much deeper
psyctiological scar

NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Sunshme
Christmas' Clift DeYoung Barbara Hershey Widower Sam
Hayden returns vnth his daughter to his home town in Texas tor

Itie holidays When Itie child decides she wants lo stay on with

tier grandparents Sam rekindles a childhood romance and sets
a wedding date (2 hrs )

ABC S MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Dallas Covrtioys
vs San Francisco 49ers

MOVIE Three Faces et Eve 1957 Joanne Woodward David
Wayne Story ol a woman wtxjse psychosis leads tier lo have
ttwee personalities (2 hrs I

9 30 WITH HANDS AND HEARTS
THE BETTY WHITE SHOW Joyce Imds herself m the

middle ot a whirlwind romance with a race driver she met while

filming a television commercial, and Jotm is not takmg it too
weH

HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION THEATRE Six Characters m
Search ol an Author Luigi Pirandello s drama explores the
relationship between lantasy and reality between the real

personality ol an actor and ttie part he plays, set among ttie

players m a television drama
10:00 NEWS

SWITCH Janet Blair plays a »«te *Ak> hires Pete and Mac
to Imd her rmssmg husband |ust tielore she is murdered

10 30 MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7:30

731

8:00

ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS Guests Jack Weston,
Rosemary Murphy Lou Jacobi and Dons Roberts trom the cast
01 Cheaters at the Wilbur

DAILY NUMBER
BASKETBALL Boston Celtics vs New York Nets
MUPPETS SHOW Guest Edgar Bergan
$25,000 PYRAMID
SHA NA NA
DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
GONG SHOW
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
LITTLE MATCH GIRL Hans Chnslian Andersen's classic

about Ihe little girl lett alone on Christmas Eve to sell matches
to shoppers in a modern day city

THOSE GOLDEN YEARS A documentary on American Me
by Swedish lilmmakers Lars Ulvenstam and Tomas DiNen is a
viewpoinl on wtiat it is hke lo grow old m America as a member
01 the working class p^or With minimal narration older citizens
ten their own lite Stories

A CONVERSATION WITH ERIC SEVAREID CBS News
Correspondent Charles Kuralt mterviews CBS fvlews National
Correspondent Eric Sevareid mrho is about to retire Filmed m
the quel of Sevareid s vacation tiome in Virginia, the broadcast
traces the career ol the dean ol television commentators

'

HAPPY DAYS

HAWAII
REVISITED

n

11:00

11:30

11:45

12 15

DICK CAVE1T SHOW Guest Ntozake Shange. poet and
Dtawwright

NEWS
ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW00 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Joy m the Mornmg 1966 Richard

Chamberlam, Yvette Mmneux A struggling law student and Ins

new bride lace parental opposition and poverty (R)00 THE TONIGHT SHOW Guest host Bill Cosby Guest Pal

Paulsen

IRONSIDE
ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

NEWS
SCREENING ROOM
COLLEGE HIGHLIGHTS

00 M TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

45 NEWS
55 NIGHTSHIFT
25 AOUl

8:30

858
900

MAN FROM ATLANTIS The normally staid C W Crawtord
drinks a mysterious liquid Irom beneath the sea and changes
mto the evil C W Hyde

ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
JAMES MICHENER'S WORLD Hawaii Revisited From a

graphic re-creation ol the Islands violent birth to a took at the
high-rises dominating today s Waikiki Michener traces the

history ol ttie Hawaiian Islands Filmed on tocation by Reader s

Digest Association Inc

LAVERNE AND SttlRLEY Take My Plants Please'

When Laverne and Shirley are laid ott at Shotz Brewery they
decide to earn some cash by starting a tiusmess of Ihe*

own
NEWSBREAK00 M ASH The 4077th envisions the missmg Hawkeye and

Hot Lips as battle casualties and B J initiates an unauthorized
tielicopter search lor Ihe pa» Meanwhile Hawkeye and Hot Lips

very much alive, still can I quite befceve their emotional response

to the imiimatic experience ol beinq under enemy lire

07t^.Q9L.tf^d tfTt^wiQp

THOSE GOLDEN YEARS, a documentary on what it is

like to grow old in America as a member of the working
class poor, airs Tuesday, Dec, 13 on PBS. Filmed in New
York City in 1975. the program is the most recent look at

American life by Swedish filmmakers Lars Ulvenstam and
Tontaa Oill«n.

Several hundred years ago. a
remote Pacific island chain had its

first human visitors: voyagers from
the Marquesas Island and the islands
of Polynesia in the South Pacific.

During the 18th century, the islands
were again discovered—this time.

by an English sea captain named
John Cook—thus beginning a brand
new chapter in their history

In the 1940s the islands were yet
again discovered by a seagoing
wanderer—a young sailor named
James Michener The book he would
later write about the place—
Hawaii'—would do as much in its

own way to bring the island chain into

the awareness of the world as
anything that had gone before.
Now Michener, his readers and

thousands of television viewers who
haven't read the book will rediscover
Hawaii on 'James Michener's World'
Tuesday, Dec. 13 with the PBS
broadcast of 'Hawaii Revisited.' The
film will offer a timeless documentary
insight into the land, its heritage and
its unique mix of peoples.

THREE'S COMPANY Helen s Job A ruffled Helen Roper
takes a caleteria |Ob to leach husband Stanley a lesson but
returns somewhat disheveled

MULLIGAN'S STEW Polly Friedman young and very

attractive, tias a new boytnend who wants her lo move in with

him, an idea thai her uncle, Mike Mulkgan wants to nix but

realizes that the situation is beyond his control

MOVIE Iron Mistress 1952 Alan Ladd Virginia Mayo
Adventures ot Jim Bowie and the development ol the Bowie knife

12 hrs)

THOSE GOLDEN YEARS A documentary on American lite

by Swedish filmmakers Lars Ulvenstam and Tomas Dillen is a
viewpomt on what it is like to grow old m America as a member
01 Ihe working class poor With minimal narration older citizens

tell their own hie stories

9 30 00 ONE DAY AT A TIME Ann Juke and Barbara are startled
wh^ri a handsome young man arrives looking lor his long-lost
lathiif bill the tuggesl surprise is Schneider s

GREATEST SPORTS LEGENDS
SOAP Episode Thirteen Burl Campbell receives a

dreadtui shock when he goes to visit his son Peter to invite him
to a surprise party

9 58 ABC NEWSBRIEF

10 00 NEWS
O LOU GRANT Two Christmas stories backlire on Lou and
'•- '-it-i.r.,- sla"

ffl POLICE WOMAN Buttercup KiNer Pepper and Bill

mvesligate a series ol rituakstic slavings that have three eerie
thmgs in common - the presence at the scene ol the crime ot
a butlerr up and a mysterious nun and the tact that all Ihe victims
wen- Iron I the same close-kmt Greek tamity

FAMILY More Than Friends Nancy becomes
romantica»y mvolved wilti a teacher whose harsh criticism ol
Wiike s writing comes as a shock

10 30 MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
1 1 00 DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest .lames Levine Music

^- ' ' I' - t.'. !r .; :,iii ,11 Opera0®® NEWS
6D ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

1 1 30 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hitchhike 1974 Ckxis
L-.v,hman Mi. haei Brandon A woman pick sup a hitchhiker who
turns out lo be a lugitive Koiak Life Liberation and the Pursuit

ol Death Two students murder their prolessor and try lo destroy

the only witness (R|

THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests
John Byner Doug Henmng Tony Bennett

FOREVER FERNWOOD
IRONSIDE

O TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK F Scott Fitzgerald m
Hollvwood Jason Miller Tuesday Weid A moving special about
the briliiani but tragic lazz age novelist s lite at the height of his

success and its bitter aftermath (R)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12 00 TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK I Scott Fitzgerald in

Hollywood Jason Miner Tuesday WeW A moving special about

the brilkant but tragx: lazz age novekst s hie, at the hetghl ol his

success and its tutter attermalh (R)

1:00 TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

2 10 0«W5

Wednesday, Dec. 14

EVENING

6 00 NEWS
CD HOGAN'S HEROES
CE) CROSS WITS

ZOOM
6 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

9 NBC NEWS
CD ADAM 12

CB I LOVE LUCY
ffl OVER EASY Guest Millicenl rpnw,, k Congresswoman
ill N J

6 55 NEWS
7 00 ZOOMO O CBS NEWS

O NBC NEWSO CE) ABC NEWS
ffl NEWS
CD ODD COUPLE

WRITING FOR A REASON
7 30 O MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

O DAILY NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINEO IN SEARCH OF Lost Dutchman Mme
O S BIG MONEY
CD DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
£D IN SEARCH OF Th.- Man Who Could Not Die'O MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 310 $25,000 PYRAMID
8 00 NOVA The Red Planet' traces Ihe development ol mans

knowledge about neighbormg planet Mats Irom the beginnings

of astronomy to Ihe Vikmg lander missions As old suspicions

are dispelled biokigical and geological data give light to new
theories

CORAL JUNGLEO ffl THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS
e EQ EIGHT IS ENOUGH Yes Nicholas There Is a Santa

Claus A present hidden by Joan belore her death restores the
Bradtords spirit alter a Christmas burglar steals Itie*

presents

GOOD TIMES Willona and the Evans clan learn a precious
lesson in love lite and death when J J presides over a most
unusual wake

ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
FORSYTE SAGA In Chancery Helene on the verge of a

complete mental breakdown, js lalally iniured m a tall Her
husband meanwhile, has become trustee ol Irene s inheritance

Soames. longing lor a son begms ttimkmg m terms ol

divorce

8 30 SZVSZNYK The group at the community center masguer-
ades as a street gang to get paid tor a tiim interview

8 58 NEWSBREAK

900

2:20

330
4:00
430

MOVIE The fled Dragon 1946 Sidney Toler Benson Fong
(1 hr 10 miT, 1

BAXTERS
NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
GOOD DAY

CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Chnstmas Trees J«n
Crockett advises viewers on Ihe purchase ol Christmas trees
and gilts tor gardening enthusiasts

THE CBS WEDNESDAY NIGHT MOVIES The Next Man
1976 Sean Connery Cornelia Stiarpe The Minister ol State tor

Saudia Arabia submits a controversial plan tor peace m 'he
Middle East to the United Nations A gang ol international
terrorists with three successful assassinations lo their credit
mark him as their ne«t target (2 hrs )

'

00 POLICE WOMAN Merry Christmas Waldo Lloyd Nolan
guest stars as a lovable but cratty old bank robber dressed as
St Nick who consistently outwits Sgts Pepper Anderson and B*
Crowley

MOVIE White Chnslmas 1954 Bing Crosby Darmy Kaye
Two army buddies become topnotch comedy team and get
involved with sister act (2 hrs )

MOVIE The Jazz Smger 1953 Danny Thomas Peggy Lee
•' V Hin 1 man chooses show business rather ttian tallow m Ins
lathi" s footsteps (2 hrb 1

DANCE IN AMERICA Choreography bv Balanchine Part I

The lifsl n( two proqiams which highlight master choreographer
George Balanchine and his company Ihe New York City Ballet

leatures Suzanne Farrell and Peter Martins in a pertormance ol

TzioanH with music by Havel

9 30 WODEHOUSE PLAYHOUSE Romance at Droilgate Spa'

% i.oniurers assistant nmckiy changes the obiect ol her
attections Irom her employer to a rich young heir But the gouty
nid ijn,-!e who -ontrols the man s inhentarn-e has ottier

id. ,is

9 58 ABC NEWSBRIEF

lOOO NEW&
NBC REPORTS Trouble In Coal Country NBC News

i.orrt;>(:ofident Douglas Kiker will serve as on-camera reporter

lor this special examining the enormous problems we lace m the

ellort to make coal Amerca s major energy source

00PERRV COMO'S OLDE ENGLISH CHRISTMAS Guests

Petula Clark Leo Say*-' Olympic shatmi) star ,iohn Curry

Gemma Craven
A PORTRAIT OF A NURSE A documentary on the car««c

01 a nurse practitioner shows a typical day ot activities

10 30 MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
BOOK BEAT Hmq A Biography ol Ring Lardner by Jonathan

Yardlev

1

1

00 DICK CAVETT SHOW GuesI Neil Simon, playwnglM
O e O O O NEWS® ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

1 1 30 00 THE CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii FweO Monle MarVh^m
guest stars as a suspected murderer Kojak Sweeter Than Lite

An ex drug addict tnes to help Koiak s nephew kick his hatkl

THE TONKjHT SHOW Ftost Johnny Carson Guests
Joan Rwers Lawrence Wefc, Dizzy Gi«esp« Ray JoHrwon
(former convict I

FOREVER FERNWOOD• nnN<UDE
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Kristoffer Taboii stars as a Vietnam amputee who disregards his

handicap in accepting a tough physical challenge in The Class Hustler."

the Thursday, Dec 15 episode of NBC-TVs 'WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
TO THE CLASS OF M.'

STARSKY ANO MUTCH. MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
3TARSKY ANG muTCh- Parian AMei shoolmg »vou»^ Sla'*y
ts pot undef fxe^sure wnen hw^. pofcrofT»»-n a*** siatn Dy a frian

who warns that others ti* soUer unless SlarsKy is punished

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK Vi&t From a Dead Man Attred Oade
ptays a man tamkar with the occult workj who is betrayed Dy
his wite (Rl

• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12:00 • STAHSKY AND HUTCH. MYSTERY OF THE WEEK
STARSkY and notch- Pariah After shoo'irq a youth Starsky

IS put under pressun? wtien two pokcerren are slam by » man

wlX) warns that others win su«er unless Slarsky .s punished

MYSTERY OF THE WEEK- Visit From a Dead Man Alfred Drake

plays a man tamkar with tt>e occuN world «t>o >s tietrayed by

hrt witf IRI

9 00 • BEST OF FAMILIES January 17 1977 A unique TV
drania n^rtrays ihK I91h century principals Irom the Best ol

FarTKfces opening episode m 1880 m a contemporary New Yo'k

settmo

• • JAMES AT IS James elation o»er the visil ol an
irrepressible triervj from Oregon turns to numb dtsbeiiel when
he learns that his InerxJ Sutters Irom an irx;urat>le disease and
ts unaware ot his i.-ondition••barney MILLER AtomicBomb Capt M«er and his men
lace th»^ perpiexins task ol delusmg a siident tmiM nuclear

device

9 30
9se

10 00

1 00 • • TOMORROW Ho»t Tom Snyder

2 30 • NEWS
2 40 I SPY

3:40 • 5 ALL NIUHT
4 00 • BRIEFING SESSION
4 30 V GOOD DAy

SAW

Thursday, Dec. 15

EVENING

«00

8:30

es6
7:00

730

a • NEWS
I HOGAN S HEROES
> CROSS WITS
• ZOOM (CAPTIONFO^

i ELECTRIC COMPANY
' NBC NEWS
ADAM 12

I LOVE LUCY
OVER EASY Guests Mr and Mrs Peter Marshall

NEWS
ZOOM (CAPTIONED)
• CBS NEWS
NBC NEWS
• ABC NEWS
NEWS

I ODD COUPLE
i DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

• ONCE UPON A CLASSIC The : e^frt o' "^ f" Hood
Epison»- f- lev^r Rotun and Si' 'juv :iuei ' .r*-'*'.,^ * .rest A
Dand cj' i^'er-i rjisgu'sed as Robir s men altdf> ar«3 ^ ill |r* Bishop
The villagers tear Robm arxl betray his men• DAILY NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE9 HOUSE CALL Headaches

GONG SHOW
« HOLLYWOOD SQUARES

DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
THAT GIRL

7:31

800

MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
DOUBLEPLAY

Hawa« Revisited From a
' ' " - It trie

thfc

i'if.t s

830

m JAMES MICHENER S WORLD
grapr.i

high-r,-,.

hlStO'y '•

Diges^ Associatior mt
THE WALTONS Two Engksh children who have been

orphaned by the London bkt/ escape their country and seek

refuge on Walton s Mountain where their pkghl puts a severe

lest or Okvia s laith m God

MDOUG HENNING'S world of MAGIC Master illusionist

Doug Menning stars m his third live sfjer.ai 'naluring 10 magic

acts rtever before seen on television climaxed by nis

moredilfcult variation ol Houdmi s great ilkjsion walking

^t1rouQ^ a D'>',l< wan "xtrrtv Ouncan guest stars

• flf WELCOME BACK KOTTER
• HOCKEY Boston Brua^is vs Philadelchia Flyers

9 NOVA The Red Planet traces the development of man s

knowledge about neighboring planet Mars Irom the begirMiings

ol astronomy to the Viknig lander missions As 0*3 suspicions

re dtspeVed tKikpgicai and geological data give light to riew

Heories

• • WHAT S HAPPENING"

• CARTER COUNTRY
B ABC. NFWSRRIFF

• NEWS
BARNABY JONES The drowning ol a newsman about

lo riiH<ii. dr .mportani story leads Bamaby to the dead man s

married girttr»erid ar>d her aging husbarxJ who appears to have

a mysterious fiold on rier• WHAT REALLY HAPPENED TO THE CLASS OF '65 The
Class Hustler tOdie Casse^as a top swimmer belore he kist

a leg m tf>e Vietnam war is saved from a lite of sell-pity by a

sympathetic nurse who urges h«n lo enter tt>e 26-iTiile chaorwi

race lo Catahna Island•• REDO FOXX• masterpiece theatre I ClaudHjs Episode Su Some
Justce The sospcious death olGermarucus a popular lavonte

results m a murder and treason trial m ttie Senate which ttveatens

lo impkcate TAerius and Livia Meanwhile Cakgula shows
increasing signs of dangerous mental nstabikty

10 30 • MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
• BRUINS WRAP UP

1045 • MOVIE The Story ol Alexander Graham Be* 1939 Don

Ameche Loietta Young Story of Bell s struggle lo mvent the

telephone (? tws
)

11:00 • la DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Thomas Hoving outgoing

Directo' ol the Metropoktar. Museum ol Art

• • a • NEWS

1 1 30 • THE CBS LATE MOVIE Cokjmbo A Case ol Iminunity A
murder which appears to be pokticaly motivaled puts Lt

Cokjmbo on a cc*sion course with a suave Middle East diplomat

^^• • THE TONKjHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests
Rodney Oangerlieiil George Peppard, Mel ''ills

FOREVER FERNWOOO• THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH Germ Warfare' Hawkeye
and Trapper John play Count Dracola and steal a pmt ol Wodl
Irom tt>e sleeping Mai Burns YouCantWm FmAll 1970 Tony

Curtis Charles Bronson Two American soia«rs ol lorlune

attempt to match Ifieir wits and skills agamsl tt»e Armies ol two
nations 'P)

• POLICE STORY. THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL POLICE
STOF^y AVatt Faip "iyndrome A«, ;^n .

.fii< er if-irks (jnwn a
cmtinai rusmarri.!,. .

' ' '
"

NlCiliT SPECIAL- /

Lawford Guests
Sheiiah r,farii,m ^^.eiesle Mokn (Hi• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS

12 00 • POLICE STORY. THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIAL '"x-
STOt-iy vVyatt Ea'p Oyndrome As ar. 'ii|<er tracks dowr" j
r-riminal his marriage dissolves m lavoi ol rii= badge THURSDAY
NKiHT SPECIAL- Gregory Peck A LiVK) Biography Host Peter

Lawford Guests Lee Remick Vincent Price Joan Colkr-

Sheilah Graham Celeste Holm (R)

1 00 TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

2 30 NEWS
2 40 0MOVIE TheFrozen Ghost 1945 L on Chancy Jr TalaBir.

i 1 hi /fi 'Tiin
j

4 00 AOUl
4 30 GOOD DAY

:^•^.:.;;;<:x-:*^^:<•:•:<<;^^•:<x•:^•^x<•^^:c•^^^Wv^^^Xw<<<•^tfKW!•^

Friday, Dec. 16

EVENING

6 00 0000* NEWS
HOGAN S HEROES
CROSS WITS
ZOOM

6 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
NBC NEWS
ADAM 1?

I LOVE LUCY
OVER EASY Guest Sam and Betlw Jalfe actors

10 00

10:30
11:00

It 30

"i NEWS 9 -30

iHi SAy BROTHER
I BS NEWS

O NBC NEWS
ABC NEWS

NEWS
ODD COUPLE
PROGRAM UNANNOUNCED

< O DAIiy NUMBER
O EVENING MAGAZINE

MATCH GAME
LITTLE MATCH GIRL Hans Christian Andersen s classic

<itiout the little girl lell alone i)n Christmas tve lo sell matches
.hiippers in .^ m^ijein <1f^y rily

® $100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
«Q DICK VAN DYKE SHOW
09 CITIES THAT FORGOT ABOUT CHRISTMAS
18 MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

,1 O MATCH GAME
(X; WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW

THE NUTCRACKER Ilie tialk-t lelis the lighthearted slory

01 a small girls dreams on Christmas ( ve Joining Mikhail

Barystimkov and Gelsey Kirkland is Alexander Minz

HALLMARK HALL OF FAME Have I Got a Christmas

lor V'nj Millon Herie Adni-nne Baitieau Harold Gould and
Sheree North star m an unusual lad-based Vuletide story ol how
some members ot the Jewish loinmunity pitched in to till ttie |Obs
01 Christians who would oltierwise have itad to work on the

Chrislm.is holnlay

OONNY AND MARIE Guests Mac Davis MacKenzie
Priillijj--

ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
WALL STREET WEEK Must Louis Rukeyser Retail

Stores A Consumer Holiday'' Guest Joseph H Ellis

Vice President ol the Investment Research Department ol

Goldman Sachs and Comtianv
.OBC NEWSBRIEF
MASTERPIECE THEATRE I Claudius E pisode Six Some

Justice The suspicious death ol Germanicus a popular la vor.te.

results in a murder and treason trial in Itie Senate vrhich ttweatens
10 iinpticale Tiberius and Livia Meanwhile Caligula shows 12 00
ifKreasing signs ol dangerous mental irislabAty

THE ROCKFORO FILES The Oueen ol Peru On 12 30
assignment lor an insurance company Rocklord pursues a

lamily lidvelling in a camper on the Pacific Coast who are
unaware that 'hey are in possession ot an extremely valuable
stolen diamond 100

THE ABC FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE The Golden Voyage
01 Smbad 1974 John Philkp Law Caroline Munro Science-
tiction tantasy and -".iJ-lashioned derrmg do mingle wfien Smbad 1 36
riieels centaurs gryphons sorcerers multi armed goddesses, 1 ^6

a wicked wizard and a beautiful slave giil (2 hrs )

MOVIE Peyton Place 1957 Lana Turner Hope Lange 3 15

Secret lite ot a small fvlew England community (2 hrs 30 3*6
mm I

4 00
MASSACHUSETTS 4 30

830

8 58

900

HOUSE WITHOUT A CHRISTMAS TREE Starring Jason

riiliaiiJs MiiiJiedNalwick andLisaLucas Taking place the week
btloie C.fwistmas 1946 in the remote small town ol Clear River.

Net) Itie story centers on a 10 year-old girl who yearns tor her

liib! yule tree (Hi

766 CHALLENGE 1 lus program examines the difficulty ol

iinpieiiientmg the Chapter 766 law m Massactiusells. pailK ularly

in liylit ol tfie Bay Sl.ite legislature s lailure lo af-^l special

Hdui:alion lunijiiig lor Itie cummunitii's rti.iiyed witli working out

till' details

NEWS
OUINCY Oiphai. Annie s Eyes Oumcy allows his

ailoijlion ol a famous recently slam cowboy movie star lo blind

hiin to Ifie otiyious suspicion that rotibery may have been trie

motive lor the riime

SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY
MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Eleanor Clark National

Book Aaiii) wini'i-i lot Eyes Etc A Memoir
'

9 NEWS

MOVIE The Man Wtio Understood Women 1959 Henry

1 onda Leslie Caron Hollywood wnlei director pioducer turns

his wile into the most desirable woman m the world t)ut never

Imds time lor her tiH she meets a French soldier ol-lorlune (2

hrs 30 mm )00 THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests Bob
Hope .Joseph WamOauqh

FOREVER FERNWOOD
SECOND CITY TV

O MOVIE Sheiloi-k Holmes m Washington 1943 Basil

Ralhbone Nigel Bruce Holmes is called lo Imd a stolen

document and a missing agent ( 1 hr 30 rnm )

BARETTA Don t Kill the Sparrows When Baretta thinks an

undercover federal narcotics agent is taking advantage ol

despeiiite lunkies by pushing heroin on the side he turns in his

badge to gel liim (f^)

ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
MOVIE The WerewoW' 1956 Don Megowan, Joyce HokJen

(2 Ills )

BARETTA Don't KiH Itie Sparrows When Barelta ttiinks an

undeicover federal narcotics agent is takmq advantage ot

desperate junkies by pusl-Hng heroin on the side he turns in his

badge to get him (Rl

THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host Lou Rawls Guests

Electric Light Orchestra. Rod Stewart Paul Nicholas. Dorothy

Moore Thin Li/zy

0NEWS
MOVIE Heat ol Anger' 197 1 Susan Hayward James Stacey

( 1 hr 30 mm )

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
5 ALL NIGHT
HOUSE CALL
GOOD DAY

WE
PASHIOK

LEADER

DEC.

.^BY POPULAR DEMAND
OPEN SUNDAYS

FROM 11AM to 4PM
4 -DEC. 11 - DEC. 18

IN ADDITION TO OUR REGULAR
SATURDAY OPENINGS

You'll See the Finest Fashions First

at Eico Before They're Sold in Retail Stores

ALWAYS
AT

50%
TO

75%
OFF RETAIL
PRICES . .

Long-sleeve drawstring

waet blouses witti

macrame trimmed sleeves

and puiioo crystal pleated

Ikxjnce skirt

Polyesier handkerc'iie*

print kxig sleeve peasant
neck dress with shawi

Beige 10- tS

ELCO DRESS CO.
FACTORY

OUTLET

532 AAAIN STREET, HOLYOKE
FREE PARKING IN LOT BEHIND BUILDING

SIZES 6-20, 14V2-24V2, JUNIORS

HoWok* C*nl«r f •«

liC4

I Rl 9 I Amhertl

^ Mom S»
b«or

from Amh«r»l
lo HolyOk* C*i>'9i •ail

follow »<9n» •© Mol»oh«
nqhl 01 lork loko O nghl on Mom Si

S** vOu Ihffr*

StU dent Newspaper of the University of M assachusetts/ A mherst , MA. 1003/(4 13)848-3800

Matthew Ross, a member of the National Lawyer's
Guild, gives a slide presentation on the condition of
the Palestinian people in Israel. (Staff photo by Dale
Griswold.)

Copyright
revision
to hit music
By BETH SEGERS
CJIegian Staff

A revision to the federal copyright law may require UMass
and other colleges and universities to pay thousands of dollars

in royalties for music played on their campuses.
The law, passed by Congress in October 1976 and effective

Jan. 1, 1979, no longer exempts educational institutions from
the payment of music royalties.

"It puts us in roughly the same kind of situation as the
nightclub owner who is required by law to pay copyright
royalties on all music performed in his facility," said James P.

Riley, acting assistant coordinator of Student Activities.

UMass departments affected by the new law include
Continuing Education, Residential Arts Program, Fine Arts
Center, Arts Council, University Food Services, Campus
Center, Student Activities, University Bands and possibly
more, Riley said.

Riley said the nature and technology of entertainment
caused the revision of the law. "The people associated with
the law have been lobbying for around 20 years — it's been a
long time in coming from their persp>ective."

The technology of mass communication has increased to

such an extent that individual composers and lyricists were
not getting the protection of the copyright laws they deser-

ved, Riley said.

According to the new law, colleges and universities will

have to negotiate licensing agreements with the three
organizations which represent the composers and publishers
who own the copyrights: the American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers; Broadcast Music, Inc.; and SESAC,
Inc., the Society of European Stage Authors and Composers.
The negotiation procedures will be handled by higher

education groups such as the American Council on Education,
which will try to design an equitable formula by which the
institutions will pay the licensers. The formula, according to

Riley, will be based on the number of students, concert at-

tractions and facilities, among other variables.

"There is some speculation that in the case of activities

occurring on a regular basis from year to year, the institution

would pay an annual fee covered by a blanket agreement,"
Riley said. Examples of these activities cited by Riley are

concert series, halftime football presentations by bands, film

intermissions and rathskellers.

In addition to the possibility of blanket agreements covering
the regular events are programs treated on an individual basis.

"Some concerts may require an extra fee or license agreement
separate from the annual agreement," Riley said. This

agreement would be determined on the basis of a gross
potential for a given concert, he added.
One of the many problems concerning the new legislation is

that UMass has so many different departments and sponsors
of programs. Riley raised the question of whether payment of

royalty fees should be included as part of the University's

operation costs and included in the annual budget.

Another possibility would be to "pro-rate a share of the

University's license agreement to each sponsor that puts

together a program," Riley added. Although there is no an-

swer at the present time, Riley suggested "it would be more
logical for the University to pick up the cost for the entire

University and request it as part of the annual budget from the

president's office."

Riley based his suggestion on the "widespread effect the

law will have on campus," a subject in question by Sidney
Myers, legal counsel to the chancellor, who called the new law
"a matter of interpretation.

GOOD
MORNING!

Good news in sports:

It was a great weekend for sports
enthusiasts. Most 'home' teams ran
away with impressive victories in

every sport from gymnastics to foot-

ball. UMass women's gymnastic
team upset Penn St., the men's
basketball squad rolled over Ver-

mont, the pucksters swept by Boston
State, the women's basketball team
also beat Vermont, the swimming
team drowned Boston University,

and of course, the New England
Patriots squashed Miami. And,oh
yes, Tampa Bay picked up their first

victory after losing 26 straight.

Gymnastics
Stephanie Jones, an All American

gymnast, led the UMass women's
gymnastics team to an upset win
over Penn State, who finished third

in the country last year. Story - Page
20

Men^s basketball
Mark Haymore wowed the Cage

crowd with six slam dunks (only five

counted, though), as the Minutemen
basketball team soundly defeated
the University of Vermont, 73-57.

Story - Page 20

Mark Haymore

New England Patriots

The New England Patriots defense
stifled the Miami Dolphins at several

key junctures, and the Pats went on
to defeat the Dolphins, 14-10. The
Pats were all but eliminated from
playoff consideration, however, as

the Detroit Lions downed Balitmore,

13-10.

Also inside, find:

Mt, Holyoke fire

A Saturday fire at Mount Holyoke
College resulted in students losing

heat for 12 hours. See Page 3.

Sororities

People often misunderstand
sororities. See part two of Fran
Lasche's four-part series examining
sotority life on Page 2.

South Africa
Some 300 people converged on the

Amherst Commons Saturday, calling

on Amherst College to divest stock in

firms doing business in South Africa.

See Jim Paulin's story on Page 3.

Weather

Yeti weather continues. Fair today,

followed by increasing cloudiness.

High will be in the low 20'8. Cloudy
tonight with the jow in the teens.

Workers
choose,
new imion
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass clerical, technical and administrative workers now
have a new union to represent them.
The workers last Thursday and Friday voted for the

University Staff Association-Massachusetts Teachers
Association to represent them, throwing out their old union,

the Massachueetts State Employees Association-National
Association of Government Employees.

The election came amid a charge the UMass administration

tried to influence the employees' vote.

The workers voted 372 for the staff association, 33 for the
government employees association, and 249 for no agent to

represent them.
A University spokesperson said the administation would

cooperate with the new union.

About 700 workers voted in the election, from ap-

proximately 1,200 workers eligible to vote. The staff

association Ljptured about 55 per cent of the vote. Twenty-
five ballots were challenged, but they will have no effect on
the outcome. -

The administration provided release time in order that

workers might visit the polls. Polling was conducted in

Memorial Hall.

"We had expected to win the day before the election," said

Bernard Turner, University Staff Association president. "The
signals we got were in the affirmative."

Turner said he expects the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commission to officially certify the USA as the workers' new
bargaining unit in about 10 days.

Together with the faculty union, the Massachusetts Society

of Professors, the teachers association now represents two
major groups on campus.
The teachers association last Wednesday filed an unfair

labor practices charge against the UMass administration with

the labor commission, saying a memo issued to the employees
by UMass Labor Relations Coordinator H. Scott Overing

attempted to influence employees to vote for no represen-

tation.

Ralph Flynn, a teachers association spokesperson, said the

charge will be dropped pending certification of the unit.

Flynn said the memo, dated Dec. 6, promised employees
more money if they voted "no agent." He said the memo said

employees would receive higher wages under the

Management Pay Bill, a bill granting salary increases to non-

union employees.
But, Flynn said, the administration failed to mention the pay

bill has not been signed into law, but is presently before the

House Ways and Means Committee in the Massachusetts

legislation.

Turner said the memo was a "blatant attempt at union

busting" by the administration. He said he didn't know what

affect the memo had on the vote, but it probably contributed

to the high number of "no agent" votes recorded in the

election.

"The first thing we will do is have a general membership

meeting," Turner said, "to discuss our course of action."

Strange cloud formations over stadium warns of a
cold evening on campus. (Staff photo by Dan
Vullemier)
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Greek ^sisters' keep low profile
Editor's note: this is the second of a four-

part series on sororities at UMass. The series

deals with discrimination in sororities,

stereotypes applied to sorority women, the
success of a Greek system at a southern
school and the advantages and disad-

vantages of sorority life at UMass.

By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

"They have this image — a misconception
of sororities and they judge us on it. ..that's

bogus," said a sorority sister discussing
other UMass students.

In another house sorority \^omen complain
of anti-Greek feeling on campus. They recite

examples of friends, other students and
professors slighting them because they are in

a sorority. "When the girls in my dorm found
out I was pledging a sorority they turned up
their noses at me and barely even spoke to
me," one woman said.

Although sorority women interviewed said
they are proud to be in a sorority, they also
said they often hesitate to tell people about
their membership until they get to know
them.
"Sometimes I'll give people an address

instead of telling them I live in a sorority,"

one women said. "I only do that because if I

do say I live in a sorority they answer with
this unenthusiastic 'oh'," she added.

The Pan-Hellenic Council of sororities has
designated Thursdays as "Greek advertising
day," when sorority women should wear
things with Greek letters on them, such as T-
shirts, pins and jackets.

Council members hope that by making
sorority women identifiable to non-Greeks,
the students will be able to see the typ" of

women in sororities and judge for themselvbo
whether the sterotypes are valid. Sorority
women are confident they can combat anti-

Greek feeling by dispelling rumors and
stereotypes.

"Conformist" is another stereotype used
to describe sorority women. Sorority
presidents on the UMass campus and the
majority of sorority women interviewed
contend the "conformist" label is not
merited.

Lambda Delta Phi, one of the smaller

chapters at UMass, places emphasis on
individuality. "Unity without the loss of

individuality" is a motto contained in a
written set of objectives for the sorority.,

Nancy Anderson, president of Lambda
Delta Phi, said this is one of the most im-

portant aspects of her sorority. "We're all

distinct individuals and we respect each
other's right to be an individual..."

Lambda Delta Phi is the only sorority on
campus entirely student- run. It does not
have a house mother or house parents as the
other eight sororities do. The chapter does
not have panetals — regulations con-
cerning men in the bedroom area of the
house, calling hours and liquor storage and
consumption. Only one other house, lota

Gamma Upsilon, does not have parietals.

Anderson said these factors contribute to
a feeling of independence she and her
sorority sisters have.

The majority of women interviewed at all

nine houses said their sisters encourage
them to try new things and to participate in

all aspects of University life.

However, a woman who depledged this

fall said sorority life can be somewhat
restricting. "You can be independent but it's

a lot harder," she said.

"There is peer pressure. ..it's very subtle

though...you have more of a tendency to do
things in packs," she added.
The ex-pledge said the parietals are a

restriction of independence. "They (sorority

sisters) told me rules are made to be
broken', but the rules still exist."

She also cited the time involved in going
through the pledge period as a reason for

depledging. "I'm involved in other things...

I

didn't have time for pledge points and
meetings," she said.

"It's not anything specific," she con-
tinued, "it's just that they're different...even
though they're involved in every aspect of

the University they're secluded from it and
they exclude. ..there isn't that much in-

teraction with the rest of the University."

Sorority women interviewed stressed the

responsibility involved in membership.
Attendance at house meetings and rush

parties is mandatory — some houses only

allow three "academic excuses" (exams) per

semester. Some house fine members a

nominal amount for missing a meeting,

others five only if the sister doesn't tell the

officer in charge of the meeting missed.

lona Reynolds is a 1941 UMass graduate, a

Chi Omega founder and alumni, and
presently the assistant director of Stock-

bridge School of Agriculture. She said her

sorority experience helped her to become
more of an individual.

"Some people need the security of a

group to help them become involved.. .to

become an individaai," Reynolds said. "My
ororitv sisters pushed me to get in-

vol erl...i. ey gave me the confidence to run

for an office.. .to accapt responsibility," she
added.

Sorority women interviewed said if a
member plans her time correctly she can
continue her involvement in outside activities
and still attend mandatory functions.
However, sorority women stress that the
house is not just a place to live but also
something to get involved in.

All nine sororities stressed involvement in

the individual house. "We don't want people
who are always out of the house and just use
it as a place to sleep...we give people bids

!"»TW«S''S»' • V;

because we think they're going to help the

house and become close with the sisters,"

one sorority woman said.

Many sorority women said the Collegian
does not give them enough coverage and
often the wrong kind. "The Collegian only
writes about problems in the Greek system
- they rarely write about how much money
we raise for charities.. .dorms raise money for

themselves — we raise money to give to a

good cause."

One sorority woman expressed the ap-
parent feelings of the sorority system at

Fred Ross, organizer for the United Farm Workers Union, drums up support for the
workers in California. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold.)

Organizer fights for farm

workers contract rights
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

A United Farm Workers Union community
organizer on campus Saturday said the union

would continue to fight for contracts for

farm workers that would assure job security,

adequate wages, safe working conditions

and medical care.

Fred Ross, who became directly involved

with the UFW in 1966, said, "Contracts are

the main thing we are fighting for, pleading

with the growers for."

The California Agriculture Labor Relations

Act (1975), he said, gave farm workers "the

right to organize, have elections and bargain

for free contracts," but opposing growers

have "twisted the laws around."

The union faced difficulties in educating

the workers about UFW mainly because of

the growers' opposition, he said. The
growers "are never going to give up," Ross

said, and the UFW will have to fight every

single inch of the way."

The UFW is currently establishing service

centers and co-ops for legal help and other

needs of the farm workers in order to help

accomplish their dream of organizing farm

workers, Ross said.

"If the growers think that they are going to

beat us because they refuse to negotiate

fairly, they're wrong," he said. "We'll stay on
their backs if it takes 10, 20 years. There is a

whole new generation of supporters across

the country."

A "grass roots organizer," Ross has

traveled to the seven key cities across the

United States to "organize community
organization," he said.

"I'm looking for people vho want to get

involved with the UFW and get out of tVteir

rooms with six foot TV screens, shelves full

of books' they never read, closets full of

clothes they never wear and bellies full of

junk food into the world of survival," Ross
said, asking for volunteers to become in-

volved with the union.

Involvement is not a "sacrifice," he said,

because "sacrifice comes when you do
something that you don't want to do. But
you must want to do this."

Ross worked with migrant field laborers in

the 30's, established Community Services

organizations with urban activist Saul
Alinsky in the 40's and 50's, and was director

of "Weedpatch," the federally sponsored
migrant housing camp in John Steinbeck's

"Grapes of Wrath."

The UFW, founded in 1962 by Cesar
Chavez, is a labor union managed by and foi

farm workers. The union is currently working
on a campaign to boycott non-UFW grapes
in order to end discrimination practices and
unsafe working conditions against farm

workers involved.

Also, the union is picketing political

leaders who oppose the rights of farm
workers

UMass. "They (students) put sororities

down. ..when was the last time they talked to

someone in a sorority or even went in

one?. ..everyone here at UMass is so con-
cerned with stereotypes... but they persist in

stereotyping sorority women —
I wish they'd

come talk to us before making judge-
ments. ..they wouldn't like if it we said, 'all

people in Southwest party' or "everyone in

Northeast studies all the time'. ..we don't
judge them — they shouldn't judge us."

Tuesday's installment of this series will

cover discrimination in sororities.

Palestinian

^enemy'

is Zionism
By RICHARD LENIHAN
Collegian Staff

The real enemy of the Palestinian people is

"Zionism and not the Jewish people," ac-

cording to Attorney Matthew D. Ross of the

National Lawyers Guild.

Ross, who toured the mideast for three

weeks last July with a delegation of the

guild, spoke last Friday in a slideshow-lecture

presentation at the Campus Center. Ross'

subject was the state of the Palestinian

people in Israel and other parts of the world.

Ross said that Lebanon still shows signs of

the civil war of 1975-76 between progressive

and conservative factions. The war, which
was won by the conservatives after Syrian

intervention, resulted in heavy damage and a

Lebanese government which is run by Syria,

he said. "Syria invaded Lebanon at the very

moment the progressives were close to

victory," said Ross.

"Tal al Zatar," said Ross, "is to the

Palestinian people what Warsaw is to the

Jews." The survivors were resettled at

Damour and Tal al Zatar was destroyed.

In the second half of his presentation,

Ross discussed conditions in Israel, which he
described as "an exclusivist state in which
Jewish people get benefits that Arabs don't

get." Ross went un to say that Palestinians

were under conditions of oppression in

Israel, speaking of the "process of

Nazification"" in sections of Israel.

Israel has enacted some of the British

Emergency Laws, laws which the British

used to control the Jews before 1948, to

control non-Jews in Israel. There is cen-

sorship of Palestinian press and there is a

penalty of two years in jail for possession of

PLO literature, he said.

Ross denied that Israel is a democratic
state, calling it a "'theocracy" in which non-

Jewish Israelis were subject to deportation.

Ross' delegation agreed with the In Sight

investigation of the London Times and
Amnesty International, concluding there is

torturing of non-Jewish suspects occuring in

Israel and that it is "widespread, systematic

and officially sanctioned."

Michigan hotel fire kills 10
BAY CITY. Mich. [UPI] - Four charred

bodies pulled from the ice-draped shell of a

landmark downtown hotel yesterday raised

the death toll to lO.in a flash fire that forced
dozens of terrified residents to leap from
upper floors.

Fire investigators acknowledged arson
was a possible cause for the Saturday holo-

caust in the Wenonah Park Building, a

combination hotel and apartment house.
But they said other causes, including

building code violations, were also possible.

"We're not saying what violations they

may be," said Bay County Prosecutor

Eugene Penzien. "We don't know. We do
know if that building were built today it

wouldn't be in code."
Authorities said they doubted more vic-

tims would be found in the frozen ruins of

the Wenonah Park Building. They also said

no one was missing About 70 were reported

injured.

Assistant Fire Chief Lionel Ayotte said the

four bodies found Sunday morning were in

separate rooms in the four-story, 70-year-old

red brick structure.

"One of them was under a bed," he said,

"and all of them were unrecognizable."

Fire Chief Donald Besaw added, "We've
got a real disaster here. It's as bad as I've

seen in my 29 or 30 years here."

The fire injured about 60 other residents.

Many couldn't reach the block-long
building's two fire escapes in time and clung

desperately to window ledges before
dropping to ground covered with ice and

snow.
Officials at three city hospitals and two

others in nearby Flint and Saginaw said 21

victims were still hospitalized, including four

critical and one in poor condition.
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Amherst College trustee walks the gauntlet of about 300 people lined along each side of the sidewalk. The peaceful demon-
strators braved frigid weather Saturday to call on the trustees to reconsider their October decision to not divest the college's

holdings in companies operating in apartheid South Africa.

South Africa interests

300 protest Amherst holdings
By JIM PAUUN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College board of trustees

walked out of the door of the Octagon
Building Saturday and down a sidewalk lined

on both sides about 300 persons who had

marched from a rally on the Amherst Town
Commons to protest the trustees' October

decision not to divest the college's holdings

in 22 corporations operating in apartheid

South Africa.

The protestors grouped on the commons
at 10:30 a.m. to listen to a number of

speakers, including white South African exile

Jennifer Davis.

They then marched to the meeting

chanting "Profits for racism don't square

with education," and What's the word?
Johannesburg. What's the call? South Africa

must fall."

When the demonstrators reached the

meeting they chanted briefly, then stopped.
When the trustees walked past them the

demonstrators made statements in con-

versational tones, such as "Remember Steve
Biko."

Biko, a black South African student and
anti-apartheid activist, died in jail of brain

damage.
According to Amherst College Dean of

Students David Drinkwater, the trustees did

not deal with the South Africa issue during

their meetinq. However, it was announced
Friday the trustees have agreed to hold an
open meeting to discuss the issue sometime
in March.
According to Karl Sideman of the Amherst

College South Africa Support Committee
that, along with the UMass Committee for

the Liberation of Southern Africa, sponsored
the rally, a group of 12 students met Friday

with the investment committee of the board
of trustees. Sidemen said he was not notified

on the decision to hold an open meeting by
Amherst College President John Ward.

Sideman also said a March conference of

representatives from anti-apartheid groups
from campuses in the northeast region is

scheduled to be held at UMass-Amherst. The

schools, numbering 12 at this point, are

UMass-Amherst, UMass-Boston, Amherst
Hampshire and Mt. Holyoke colleges,

Brandeis, Harvard, UConn, Yale, Wesleyan
and Rutgers.

Amherst College's holdings amount to

about $20,000,000. The 22 companies are

American Metal Climax; Caterpillar Tractor;

Citicorp; Colgate Palmolive; Continental
Illinois; Dow Chemical; Eli Lilly; Exxon;
Firestone; General Electric; General Motors;
IBM; ITT; 3M; Monsanto; Motorola; Mobil;

National Cash Register; Texaco

Mt. Holyoke

boiler fire

halts heat
An early morning fire Saturday

destroyed three boilers in Mount Holyoke
College's heating plant.

Students bundled up and waited 12

hours for heat to return to their dor-

mitories.

One back-up boiler was started by
work crews at 4:30 Saturday afternoon
and another was started shortly after 6
p.m.

The college was also without electricity

for an hour Saturday morning when
firefighters turned off the school's main
power line to fight the blaze. The power
line runs through the heating plant.

Two firefighters were injured in an
explosion on the second floor of the

building.

Lt. Arthur Tower and Charles
O'Connor were crawling on the floor

carrying foam to fight the fire when the

explosion ripped out a door.

Both were treated and released at

Holyoke Hospital for minor contusions,

burns, and abrasions.

A South Hadley fire department
spokesperson said foam was used to

fight the fire because of intense heat

generated by the boilers and burning
heavy fuel oil.

Firefighters responded to the fire from
South Hadley, Westover Air Force Base
in Chicopee, Granby, Amherst and
Hadley at 3:37 a.m. officials said.

The fire left the college without the use
of its three main boilers. The two back-up
boilers had to be rewired to be started, a

college spokesperson said.

The cause of both the fire and the

explosion are under investigation. An
inspector from the manufacturer of the

boilers, Hartford Steam Boilers, is

assisting in the investigation.

South Hadley Fire Chief John Cleary

said the explosion may have been caused
by accumulation of hot gases.

Rabbi Derrin (right) and Michael Gelpert participated in Chanukah ceremonies this

weekend at Chabad House. (Staff photo by Steven Polansky)

Dancing highlights holiday
By MICHAEL SIMONS
Collegian STaff

There was dancing in the streets of

Amherst Saturday night even though the

temperature was barely above freezing.

Rabbi Israel Deren lit the candles held in a

huge menorah (candle holder) on his lawn,

for the seventh day of Chanukah. Prayers

were said and he began to dance.

At the Chanukah party held later in his

home, the Chabad House, he explained he

dances for joy and the "true meaning of the

holiday."

"Chanukah celebrates the victory of the

Jewish nation over the ocicupiers of Israel, at

that time, the Syrian-Greeks. It does not

celebrate the physical deliverance of the

nation.

What they wanted to accomplish was not

to wipe the nation out, rather, to keep them
from living as Jews," Deren said.

Deren said "Anyone that 's familiar with

the history of the greek civilization at that

time and especially with Greek culture is

aware of the fact that nations under their

domination were not required to give up their

national character and made to assimilate

into this super Greek culture. On the con-

trary, these qualities were encouraged for the

contributions every different culture could

give to the society as a whole."
Deren explained what the Greeks opposed

were the particular observances that the

Jews held. "Circumcision, keeping kosher

and the uniqueness of the Jewish Calendar

were outlawed on the pain of death." These
were the very practices Deren said binds the

Jew with God.
"The law od circumcision they objected to

on the grounds of what did the physical

individual have to do with the individual. On
the laws of keeping kosher they wanted to

know what the stomach had to do with the

belief in God. These are the things the

Maccabees felt bound the individual in the

total sense rather than just in a spiritual

sense. The Greeks couldn't abide this and
tried to stamp it out.,',' P.^PO, said.

The lighting of the menorah symbolizes

the need of that struggle when the Mac-
cabees relit the eternal flame that symbolizes

eternal devotion to God. The Greeks had

destroyed all the sealed oil used for this

purpose. One jar, however, was found and

when lit, lasted for eight days instead of

giving the priests time to prepare more oil,

according to Deren.

The party was well attended and
traditional food such as potato latkes (potato

pancakes fried in oil) mixed with modern
munchies. Traditional singing and story

telling followed but no one present took

Deren up on his offer to go out and dance
around the Chanukah menorah one more
time.

Line budget

reqtiired

by Senate
By SETH JACOBSON
Collegian Staff

In an effort to facilitate budget

examination procedures, the Student Senate

Budget Committee has ruled that all

nccognizeci Studem Oiycimzation rationale

proposals must include the appropriate "line

budget" proposal when submitted to the

committee, according to committee co-

chairperson Jeff Cohen.

In addition a more stringent deadline

procedure was agreed upon last week

by the committee to aid in the dispersemer.t

of some $1.2 million in student funds.

In past years the "line budget" or "figures

sheet" were not required until after the

rationale proposal had been examined. This

year both must be included at one time,

giving the committee greater leeway when

examining the proposal. It will also be a more

thorough process, Cohen said.

"In previous years, it has been very dif-

ficult to have an accurate picture of what

groups want. We hope that they (RSO

groups) will be more explicit in their requests

with the new laws," Cohen said.

A more stringent deadline regulation has

also been set down by the committee. Those

RSO groups submitting proposals after Dec.

14 will be refused, and an appeal will have to

be made to the coordinating committee. The

coordination committee, made up of chair-

persons from each senate committee and

senate executives, will then make a

recommendation to the budget committee as

to whether the proposal should be accepted.

"Last year many RSO groups came in

extremely late, some as late as March,"

Senate Speaker Pat Whelan said. "There

was, of course, a huge rush. They com-

plained that they didn't know there was a

deadline, so this year we have spelled it out

to them," Whelan said.

"We hope an explicit deadline will permit

the examination process to begin during

intersession to ease the burden of late

reviews," Cohen said.

Horses
replace
crutches

The white-topped Handicapped Affairs

van sticks out among the smaller cars

parked at Tillson Farm on Fridays. Cheryl

arrives early and waits patiently as
someone hustles to get her horse, equip
the saddle with safety stirrup boots and
the bridle with loop reins, and then

buckle a strap around the horse's neck.
All is ready.

Cheryl with her hard hat on and a belt

around her waist, is helped up the stairs

of the mounting block. The horse is

moved into position, and with some
assistance, Cheryl swings her leg over
and settles into the English saddle. The
volunteers move off to the dressage
arena - Cheryl's crutch replaced by a

horse.

Cheryl is one of many physically

handicapped people fortunate enough to

take horseback riding as physical
therapy. With origins in England, riding

for the handicapped has become well

established in the United States as
evidenced by NARHA (North American
Riding for the Handicapped). This

organization sets guidelines for operating

centers and offers official accreditation,

assuring quality standards.

Riding centers serve a wide variety of

clients. Afflictions range from mental
retardation to cerebral palsy, from
socially disadvantaged to dislectic

people. Therapy on horseback thereby
boasts vast possibilities for expression.

The horse's natural movement alone
imposes a series of adaptations that have
to be met by the rider. Aside from the
improvement of coordination, balance
and muscular tone, riding also benefits

the rider psychologically. The horse
teaches confidence, self-control, and
self discipline in a manner that is unique
and interesting.

The UMass program is an off-shoot of
the Belchertown State School
Therapeutic Riding Program. The
program is run by Candy Kelly and Lisi

Donaldson, both of whom possess in

structor's certificates.

For more information contact LisI

Donaldson at 323 4888.
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Sharing part of Erhard Seminar Training
By MARY GRANDPRE
and NURIT RECHNITZ
Collegian Staff

"What's more important than your life?" asks Alison
Raczkowski, in explaining why she and others have gone
through Erhard Seminar Training. In fact, Raczkowski, a
sophomore natural resource major and her roommate
Diane Solomon, a junior majoring in French, are so en-
thusiastic about the benefits of EST they "want to grab
everyone we see and tell them to take it."

The meaning of EST is difficult to explain in words;
apparently it must be experienced for full understanding.
The training is done in a 60-hour session over two con-
secutive weekends and takes place in a large hall of 250
persons.

The cost for the training is $300 and all money goes to a
non-profit, tax-exempt charitable educational trust
established by Werner Erhard, the founder.

There are three parts to the training. First, there is a
presentation of "data," in which the trainer talks about the

I
philosophy of the training, and tells participants how they

I have been living wrong.

I
Second, there are "processes" or meditation exercises

I that make people look at and experience different aspects

of their lives. "Sharing" is the third part of the training, a
time to communicate experiences or insights.

During the two weekends, every emotion is felt, from
agony and grief to ecstasy and exhiliration. Raczkowski
and Solomon claim that anger, guilt feelings, depression,
and jealousy they had been hiding was fully experienced
during processes and then went away.
No one is quite sure how EST works. Kenneth L. Wood-

ward, in the article "Super Salesman of EST" (Newsweek,
Sept. 6, 1976) says EST is "the Reader's Digest of the
consciousness movement - a distillation of every self-help

technique from Dale Carnegie to Zen, packaged for quick
consumption."
EST is based on the view that people see the world

through a glaze of beliefs and ideas and that our minds
impose judgements on a neutral world. EST graduates
claim that people should choose responsibility for the
world and for the lives they're creating for themselves.
Raczkowski explained with EST "you can do anything you
want and you learn that you're the source of everything
that happens to you."
John Ruskin Clark, in "Secular Salvation: Life change

through EST" (Christian Century, Nov. 10, 1976), said,

"from EST, I learned that the purpose of life is not the
searching for far-off happiness, but the satisfaction founc

in being here, now.'"

Although Raczkowski and Solomon admit to initial

resistance and confusion in between the two weekends,
they now say, "It was the best $300 I ever spent." Both
claim they're not down on themselves anymore and really

want to live ev^ry moment. They claim they no longer let

bothersome things from the past run their lives and they
have a totally new and enthusiastic outlook.

Raczkowski says she was not unhappy before the
training, but EST increased her happiness by revealing
certain positive realizations about life. Solomon says she
was a little unhappy, but after EST, "relationships began to
work."

Most EST graduates report being high after training and
for many, the benefits last years. Few report experiencing
no benefit. However, there are instances of negative
results. For example, one New Yorker said, "I was in a
black hole for weeks. Nothing mattered, nothing would
change."

Psychiatrists say EST is effective with blamers, and the
chief value of EST is its power to get people away from
their view of themselves as victims. Some people say EST
is an uncompassionate lie since it transforms people into
victors and this is a position available only to middle-class
Americans.

armers
WASHINGTON (AP) - An angry new
group called American Agriculture has
swept out of the *Great Plains onto city

streets, ,b©rit' on shutting off food sup-
plies ulriless its demands for higher
prices are met.
Fresh from "tractorcades" staged

here and in dozens of state capitals

over the weekend, the movement
hopes to stop the flow of bread, meat
and milk to consumer tables beginning
Wednesday.
These farmers say they have the same

right to strike as factory workers and
miners.

On Dec. 14, says American
Agriculture, farmers should quit selling

grain, livestock and other farm com-
modities that supply food for 215
million Americans and much of the rest

of the world.

The group also says it will not buy
farm machinery and other non-
essential items from local suppliers in

Study

suggests

alternatives
MIDDLETOWN, CONN.(UPI) A new

study shows about half the patients
committed for long-term treatment at
Connecticut Valley Hospital could be
discharged if alternative care facilities

were available.

The study, conducted by the hospital
and Yale schools of law and medicine,
found lack of suitable alternatives was
forcing the mental hospital to keep pa-
tients who do not need regular
psychiatric care.

Dr. Eric A. Plaut, state Mental health
commissioner, said yesterday he
agrees with the review's conclusion,
"We need more alternatives to

hospital care for those who remain
mentally ill. Nursing homes are the
main resource, but they are not the
best place for many of our patients,"
he said.

HYPNOSIS FOR
FINALS

see classifieds

under instruction

hopes of putting a hammerlock on the
industrial and business sector of the
U.S. economy.
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland, a

former Minnesota wheat farmer, has
endorsed the strike. But he also has
sai^ the strike probably wouldn t be ef-

fectiveVjnless virtually all of the some 2
million commercial farmers joined the
effort.

Bergland, appearing Sunday on CBS-
TV's "Face the Nation," said the
government has to balance considera-
tion of the farmers' problems with con-
cern about the impact of U.S. farm
policies on consumers and on nations
that import American food.
"We don't think it is a proper function

of government to guarantee the kinds
of profits that some people are deman-
ding, " Bergland said.

"We have to provide farmers with
some measure of security, however,
against the vagaries of international

weather and politics and domestic
economic circumstances," he said.
"The consumer is not going to be well

fed at a reasonable cost if agriculture is

driven to bankruptcy," Bergland said.
"We think to provide ' a federal
guarantee at the cost of production is

about as far as ^tbe government should
go."

-'

Bergland said he didn't believe the
farmers' protest would force any im-
mediate changes in government policy
or congressional lawmaking.
In 1977, according to the Agriculture

Department, the labor bill alone for
putting food on American tables ex-
ceeded, for the first time, what farmers
received for growing it. For example,
an $18 bag of food produced by
American farmers — not counting cof-
fee and other nonfarm items - and
paid for by consumers in retail stores
included $12.40 for middlemen and
$5.60 for farmers.

WASHINTON- Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland said yesterday on
CBS's Face the Nation, he isn't certain about the effects of this week's
threatened farm strike but the administratinn is not about to give in to
farmer's demands for guaranteed profits.

Of the $12.40 for middlemen, $5.88
went to pay for the labor involved in

getting food from the farm to retail

shelves. Another $1.69 went for
packages the food came in, $1.04 for

transportation and $3.79 for other ex-
penses and middlemen's profits.

Farmers say this is unfair. They say
the only remedy is for them to get
higher prices for commodities as they
leave the farm. Thus, the strike.

Not many outsiders think the farmers
will succeed. About 7.8 million persons
live on farms, less than 4 percent of the
U.S. population. But they do control
the food supply. So why isn't the strike

assured of success?

A reason for pessimism on the part of

supporters is that farmers are widely
dispersed over huge expanses of the
country, and they produce different
things.

Escapees
sought
CRANSTON, R I. (UPI) - State and

local police searched yesterday for
nine teenagers who escaped from the
maximum security section of the
Rhode Island Boys' Training school,
which houses the -most hardened
juvenile offenders.

"It's one of the most secure facilities

we have for youths who are there for
criminal reasons," said Corrections
director Bradford Southworth. He said
the escapees have lengthy juvenile
records and are considered dangerous.
Results of the investigation were ex-

pected to be released today.
The names and home towns of the

youths, aged 15 to 18, were not releas-

ed due to laws protecting the identity
of juveniles in criminal cases.
Referring to the escape, Southworth

said, "We thought we had the time pin-
ned down, but we were talking to
some of the youngsters and some dif-

ferent things are beginning to be in-

volved '
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• Copy Editors Graphics volunteers •

• On Campus Delivery Person Layout People •

• Assistant Advertising Manager •

• Advertising Representative •

There are also workstudy positions available

Come do>vn to the Collegian office, CC 113, to apply

'" TAft 7S&386
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Congressional agenda
iCoilcgian 5

Tuition issue on $haky ride

Tired ot being a number?
Be yourself!

Consider transfer to

Greenfield
Community College

for one. two, or more
semesters to accumulate
credits to transfer back.

Our transfer record is

excellent.

Check us out.

If small classes
quality education
and low cost

appeal to you, consider

GCC.

Discuss transfer options
with representatives of

Greenfield
Community College,

on the Concourse in the
Campus Center.

December 13, 1977
9A.M. - 5P.M.

Men's
LeatherWallets

An excellent variety of wallets from
Faces' leather collection. Flatfold,

bifold, and trifold designs, each with

plenty of well-organized interior

pockets. Look for such special

features as key compartments and
credit card holders Rugged saddle

cowhide, smooth harness cowhide,

or super-soft Nappa leather. Crisp,

distinctive styling and the un-

mistakable look of fine work-

manship. 5.95-8.95

The Look... The Price...

At Fdces Now!

Fdt.es of Earth

Next to Amherst Post Office

'I :«(•«. MonSal
Sun. 1-5

WASHINGTON (AP) - House and
Senate negotiators will continue efforts

during the week to resolve a dispute over a

proposed tuition credit so it will not in

terfere with passage this year of a Social

Security refinancing system.
The two sides have agreed that to keep

the Social Security system solvent, payroll

taxes should be increased by $227 billion

over the next 10 years. The brunt of the in-

crease would fall upon middle-and upper-
income workers and their employers.
But a proposal by Sen. William V. Roth,

R Del., for a $250 annual tuition credit

blocked final agreement. The credit, which
would cost about $1.25 billion, was meant
for parents of college students.

Joseph A. Califano, secretary of health,

education and welfare, called the idea "ut-

terly unrelated to the Sscial Security
legislation," and said he might^commend
that the president veto the Social Sasgurity

bill if the tuition credit was attached.
Congressional leaders are anxious to

enact the Social Security measure this year
because they fear that a delay until 1978, an
election year, might jeopardize the package
due to the substantial tax increases it re-

quires.

Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd
said he still is hopeful that the dispute may
be resolved quickly so Congress can con-
sider the Social Security plan this week as
scheduled. The House and Senate ten-
tatively planned votes on the measure
Thursday.
Other major congressional conferences
were on President Carter's energy package.
House members are trying to end an ir^-

passe on the natural gas section by making
suggestions of their own Senate members
of the conference committee have been
unable to agree on a compromise among
themselves.
Rep. John Dingell, D-Mich., reportedly
was prepared to offer a proposal that had
the endorsement of House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill.

It would include a provision that the
federal government have no control over
the allocation of natural gas produced and
consumed in producing states like Texas
and Louisiana.

Also on the congressional agenda this
week is a Senate vote on whether to go
ahead with production of two more B1
bombers. Carter has called for a halt to the
8 1 program in favor of cruise missile
development and a strengthening of the
US B -52 bomber fleet.

But the House has insisted on building
two more Bis. The Senate previously en-
dorsed Carter's view.

Another Senate vote is set on an exten-
sion of the Legal Services Corporation, the
semi-public agency that provides legal help
to the poor. The legislation, which has
been passed by the House, contains restric-

tions on the kind of political activity in

which legal service lawyers can engage.

Attention RSO GROUPS
/' "^

*»
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You must turn in

Rationales & Budget Proposals

to Student Senate, Rm 420 SU
by Wednesday, December 14, 5:00pm

"NOMOKEy!!!
Rationals must include:

-why does your group exist?

- What are your groups' goals?

How well has your group met it's

goals in the past?

-Who do you serve?

Budset Proposals must include;

-Expenses delineated by category

Explaination &- justification

of every category must

be included.

Student Government Association

intemssioiL.

Credit courses and Credit-Free Workshops offered by the Di\ision of Continuing Education,

UMass/Amherst begin January 3rd. For registration information and catah)g, please call 545-3653

or stop by the Records and Registration Office, 1 13 Hasbrouck. Mastcrchargc, American Express,

and VISA are accepted.

ss, ^^
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Job prospects

looking better
BETHLEHEM, Pa. (UPI) Job prospects

for college graduates look better for the se
cond straight year although employers will

continue to be selective in their hiring, ac
cording to a survey released today by the
College Placement Council.
Nearly 600 employers responding to the

annual CPC survey indicated that overall

they expect to hire 16 percent more new
college graduates than in 1976-77,
The amount of hiring increased 18 percent

last year after two consecutive years of

reduced hiring.

Seventy percent of the employers expect
business conditions in their organizations
to improve in the first half of 1978 while 5
percent foresee a decline. The rest an-
ticipate no change from the last half of

1977

Employer competition is expected to re-

main keen for engineers and computer
science majors. Demand for business and
accounting' is lessening as the supply of
candidates grows while other non technical

graduates will have to work at finding job
opportunities, the survey said.

One of the major factors in bolstering this

year's figures is the increased hiring ex-
pected to be done by the federal govern-
ment Civil Service )obs are expected to in-

crease 23 percent.

The number of jobs in the sciences, math
and other technical areas is expected to in-

crease 10 percent overall with the biggest
gain of 23 percent at the master's and doc-
toral degree levels.

The study, conducted again in late spring
to determine the actual results, covers
business, industry, government and non-
profit and educational institutions, except
teaching.

Only two of the 19 types of employers
surveyed anticipated a decrease in op-
portunities. The metals and metai products
group is projecting a 5 percent drop in jobs.
In the public sector, local and state govern-
ment agencies anticipate a 14 percent
decrease.
The largest improvement, a 45 percent

hike, IS expected by the building materials

manufacturers and construction category.
It IS followed by the automative and
mechanical equipment group with a 29 per-
cent gain.

EPA suggests four

alternative dam sites
PORTLAND, MAINE(UPI) - The En-

vironmental Protection Agency has cited

four possible locations for hydroelectric

projects in New England that would pro-

duce more peaking power with less en-
vironmental damage than Dickey-Lincoln.

The EPA expressed "serious environmen-
tal concerns" last week about Dickey-
Lincoln. which would flood 88,000 acres of

the wild St. John River in northern Maine.
The Maine Sunday Telegram has reported

;

that the federal agency said sites .-ffi

Bingham, Great Barrington,Mass. and in

Fall Mountain and Percy N.H., should be
considered as alternatives to Dickey,

The Bingham proposal would flood 185
acres on a hilltop on the east side of the

Kennebec River at a cost of $314 million,

compared to Dickey's $800 million, the

newspaper reported.

In addition, the Bingham project would
generate 1.7 billion killowatt hours of elec-

tricity a year, compared to Dickey's pro-

jected 12 billion.

At Great Barrington, a lower resevoir of

625 acres and a 215-acre upper resvoir

would produce 1.5 billion killowatt hours a

year

The Fall Mountain site would encompass
260 acres and generate 1 .4 kilowatt hours a

year. The Percy site would flood 1,400

acres and generate 3.3 billion kilowatt

hours of electricity a year, the newspaper
said.

Natural substance may
help withdrawal symptoms
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A morphine-

like substance found m the human pituitary

gland may be administered to help relieve

pain and narcotic withdrawal symptoms,
California researchers reported yesterday.

The findings are based on preliminary

tests on five patients aged 27 to 62, Dr.

Don H. Catlin reported in a paper presented

at the Conference on Endorphins and Men-
tal Health Research in San Juan, Puerto
Rico.

The substance, synthetic human beta-

endorphin, has opiate properties that oc-

curs naturally in the pituitary gland at the

base of the brain, according to Catlin, an
assistant profesor of medicine and phar-

macology at UCLA.
The beta-endorphin used in the ex-

penments was synthesized chemically by
Dr. C.H. Li and his co-workers at the

University of California's Hormone
Research Laboratory in San Francisco. Li

discovered the substance in camel pituitary

glands a year ago.
Catlin IS the first American researcher to

study the possibility of using the substance
to counteract narcotic withdrawal symp-
toms. Li baid Taiwan researchers using
beta-endorphin he provided have carried

out similar experiments with promising
results.

The UCLA experiments involved in-

travenous injections of beta-endorphin to

three patients with severe pain from ad-
vanced cancer and two persons undergo-
ing methadone withdrawal.
Doses were alternated on a schedule
unknown to the patient with morphine as a

control and saline as a placebo. Two cancer
patients reported good improvement with
the endorphin and the third had mild im-
provement, Carlin reported. Both
methadone addicts reported relief with en-
dorphin. No adverse effects were noted.

HciT
Fosrton

^coessortes

Functional, of course— but more
important, our combs, barrettes.

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful

fashion accents Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids. A fine gift idea

1 25 • 6.00.

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth
Next 10 Amherst Post OHice

•' Ki M. M..n -.Sql

Sun 1 5

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley
basement of

BIdg open
Saturday 4 10 30

inlocated
Boyden

Monday

I

50 cents a

string

CHRISTMAS
GIVING

Sadat
blasts

Syria

It's NotA Levi's Shift

It'sThe Levi's Shift

The cut IS pufe classic wuh a slightly

tapered body A style that never gels

old And Levi s quality means you

can count on it giving you good

long wear

Ava'lable m sott. all cotton flannels

bold or Subtle plaids to choose Irom

Also a big selection o( solid and

patterned shirts m a vrnde variety ol

labncs These are the shirts a lot

ol men buy by the dozen Levis

u

EtfBilits

201 n pleasant st./amherst

(^ Fairfield Mal/chicopee
J

By United Press International

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat charged

yesterday that Syria "definitely does not

want peace" in the Middle East and in effort

ruled his former ally out of the drive for peace

with Israel.

Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin and

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, who met in

Jerusalem yesterday, both expressed hope
that Syria and other hardline Arab countries

might decide to join this week's Cairo

conference at a later date.

But Syrian Foreign Minister Abdel Halim

Khaddam said in an iriterview published

yesterday by the Kuwaiti daily Al-Rai ai-

Aaam, "Syria will inform Vance that it will

not go to Geneva, it will not support Sadat's

trip to Israel and will oppose it. Syria will not

bargain whatever the circumstances."

Speaking in a separate interview with the

same magazine, Syrian President Hafez

Assad said, "We in Syria know that we will

come under huge pressure to change our

position, but we will never yield."

Sadat told the Egyptian weekly magazine

October, "Today I can state categorically

that Syria does not want peace. Definitely it

does not want peace...

"The biggest loser is Hafez Assad, who
lost Egypt and lost me" as an ally, Sadat

said.

The Egyptian and Syrian statements

seemed to provide momentum for a separate

settlement between Egypt and Israel,

although Begin emphasized again that he did

not want to exclude other Arab countries

from the peace-making process.

"We do not want to divide and conquer,"

he told a Jerusalem news conference. "We
do not want to divide, neither do we want to

conquer."
In Cairo, a key member of Sadat's ruling

party promised parliamentary backing tor a

possible separate settlement with Israel.

Deputy EIni Hafez told a joint meeting of

parliamentary committees: If you do not get

Arab support for Egypt's efforts for a

comprehensive settlement, come to us in

parliament and we are prepared to give you a

mandate to conclude a separate peace with

Israel."
.

Begin said the purpose of the Cairo

conference, which opens Wednesday, will be

to draw up an agreement with Egypt that

could later serve as a model for Israel's other

neighbors.

"We are interested in doing our best to

bring about peace treaties with all our neigh-

bors - south, north, east," Begin said.

"The purpose of the Cairo conference

really is to produce a set of principles.

Dean of Students William F. Field looks on as Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert L. Woodbury hands out certificates at a Campus Center breakfast Friday

morning for students and alumni of the course "Interracial Aperception and
Ideology." About 45 persons attended the affair organized by the class instructor

O.C. Bobby Daniels, associate dean of students. The certificates were awarded to
present students for successfully completing a 15-weak program in racial awareness
and affirmative action conducted by the Division of Student Affairs. (Staff photo by
Jim Paulin.)

Police experiment
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A three-year

Cincinnati experiment in neighborhood
"team policing" — endorsed by a

presidential commission — failed

because it drifted back into traditional

police routine, an Urban League
evaluation report said Sunday.
The team policing concept, tried by at

Cincinnati police district failed to work
that way.

Floods in Greece

United Press International

Rain-triggered flash flooding killed

several people in the Athens area

yesterday as bad weather buffeted much
of Greece, disrupting transportation and
shipping.

Britain also was hit by storms and

flooding and the French weather service

warned residents of the English Channel

and North Sea areas to be on the alert for

a violent storm that would whip the

coasts with "exceptionally tall waves."

Gale force winds and torrential rain

battered west and northwest England,

causing widespread damage.
A 7-year-old boy drowned Saturday

near Honiton, in Devonshire, England,

when the car his mother was driving was
swept away by the flooded Coley River.

They had been trying to cross the river at

a ford.

The 5,000-ton Greek freighter El-Meela

ran aground early Sunday off the Kentish

coast, but was refloated after being

lashed bv heavy seas for 10 hours.

Police feared another person may have

died when water.and mud swept through

his home at Rafina, a fishing port near

ancient Marathon.

Japan^s satellite

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The U.S.

space agency plans to launch Japan's

first communications satellite Wed-
nesday from Cape Canaveral, Fla., into a

stationary orbit over the eastern Pacific.

The spacecraft is designed to relay

radio, data and color television signals

between the Japanese islands for at least

three years.

A Delta rocket is to propel the 1,490-

pound satellite into a preliminary orbit

and then a rocket motor aboard the

spacecraft will be fired to push it into a

22,300- mile high orbit above the equator.

At that altitude, the satellite's orbital

speed will m.atch Earth's rotation and the

craft will remain over one spot.

Japan will reimburse the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

$17 million in launch costs.

NASA orbited a weather satellite for

Japan earlier this year and next March

plans to launch a satellite designed to

beam telecasts to small antennas on

Earth.

Enjoy a 14 oz.

serving of Coca-Cola
and get a glass. ^^

Hatch
and now available in the

COFFEE SHOP

also.

Haven'tYou Always
Wanted To?

SKISUGARBUSH
With the UlVlass Ski Club Jan. 22-27

DEC. 14 - LAST DAY TO SIGN UP

$25 Deposits taken 11-3, Mon-Fri in Ski Club

office, S.U. 309 and Dec. 12& 14 in Campus
Center Concourse

$109- meals, lod^ins, lift ticket

iirPoor Richards Party TONIGHT^
All ski club members invited. Bring club

^
membership card and I.D.

^

Be There!
***
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What's Happening
TODAY

WORKSHOP
The Cooperative Extension Service is

offering a workshop on how to safely use
wood for heat today at 7:30 p.m. in CC 101.

Richard Meier, extension forester, will

discuss the value of burning wood, how to

buy wood, and which woods are best for

burning. Free. Advance registration is not
necessary.

LECTURES
-"Attacks on Women," by best-selling

feminist author Barbara Winslow, on the
recent renewed offensive against women
and suggestions on rebuilding the women's
movement. 7:30 p.m., CC 168. Sponsored by
ISO.
— "The Cuban Revolution: An Anarchist

Perspective " by Sam Dolgoff, active
anarchist since the 1920s, 8 p.m. Main
Lecture Hall, Hampshire. Dolgoff has
recently written "The Cuban Revolution: A
Critical Perspective," and is the author of

"Bakunin on Anarchy" and the "Anarchist
Collectives: Workers' Self-Management in

Spain 1936-9. " He works for the Libertarian

News Service in New York which publishes
news bulletins of the current anarchist

movement in Spain.
— "Problems in a Cross-Cultural In-

terpretation of Women's Lives: Women in

the P-^'uvian Andes," by Kaye Warren, of

Mt. Holyoke's anthropology department,
4:30 p.m. West Lecture Hall, Franklin Pat-

terson Hall, Hampshire. Sponsored by the

Hampshire College Women's Center.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
Party sponsored by the comparative

literature depanment, 3-5 p.m., third floor,

South College. Refreshments.
RADIO

"An Extremely Funny Show" tonight on
WSYL-FM, 7-10.

RECITAL
Music department graduate recital, Frank

Cushwa, clarinet, Bezanson, FAC, 8 p.m.
THEATRE
— "Crawling Arnold," "Bits and Pieces,

'

and "Riders to the Sea," part of the Festiva'

of one-act plays designed and directed bv

students. 8:30 tonight and Tuesday,
Laboratory Theatre, Mt. Holyoke. Tickets:

S2.50, students and senior citizens, $1.

TOMORROW
AUDITIONS

Auditions for "Major Barbara" 3 p.m.,

Laboratory Theatre, Mt. Holyoke.
CONCERT

University Symphony Band and Chorale, 8
p.m., Bowker Auditorium.
FILM
— "Daguerrotypes," a new film by French

director Agnes Varda, 7 & 9:15 p.m. Main
Lecture Hall, Hampshire. $1.

-"Deep Throat, " SUB, 4, 5:30, 7, 8:30,
10,' 11:30. $1. Advance tickets at TIX.

Sponsored by Zeta Nu.
SEMINAR

Prof. Joseph Sardines will discuss the use
and abuse of computers in a seminar from 9-

12 and 1:15-4:30 p.m.. Campus Center.

Room number will be posted. Sardinas will

discuss how organizations can minimize
financial k>sses by assessing the data
processing audit controls. $1.00 per person.

For further information, contact Carol B.

MacKnight, 104 Hasbrouck, Div. of Con-
tinuing Ed. 5-2040.

FINAL EXAM PREP
The Service Action Staff of the Career- Life

Development Team will hold a session

designed to relieve tensions about finals.

They will offer specific suggestions on how
to maximize study time, how to approach
test content, and other hints of what works
for successful test-takers. Dec. 13, 7 p.m.

Van Meter South Central lounge.

DAILY
EXHIBITION
— "A Bridgir>g Statement" by Lorenzo

Pezzatini, at the Student Union Gallery,

today through Friday.

— Tom Graffagnino's MFA exhibition will

be on display at the Herter Gallery through

Dec. 21.

MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL DAY
CARE
Academic credit possible for work as staff

member in the Marks Meadow Day Care

Program for four weeks in January. Also,

earn 4 to 6 credits as a staff member during
spring semester 2-5 aft-wk. Program meets
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 2:45-

5:45, Wednesday 1-5:45. Staff meetings
Thursday at 9:30. Chance to lead activities

for groups of children ages 5-11. Contact
Sylvia Lindsay 665-3990.

CREATIVE WRITING
It you will be around Boston during

January, enjoy creative writing and would
like to join a group, call Kerri at 6 7049.

MILLER ANALOGIES TEST
Effective Jan. 1, 1978, the cost of the

Miller Analogies Test will increase from $6.50

to $8. Payment is made at the time of testing

and should be in the form of a check or

money order payable to the University of

Massachusetts. The test is given Thursdays
at 1 p.m. in Berkshire House 303.

Candidates are entitled to 3 institutional

score reports to be sent out at the time of

testing and must have the complete ad-

dresses, including zip codes, with them. A
photo ID. and several sharpened No. 2

pencils will also be needed. For more in-

formation, contact the Community
Development Center, 5-0333.

INTERNSHIPS WITH NORTHAMPTON
TENANT UNION

Researchers with some math and
statistical background needed to study the

relations between assessed value for tax

purposes and actual market value of different

types of property in all the wards of North-

ampton. The researchers will work closely

with tenant advocates and with community
groups deman 'ing corrective re-evaluation.

Academic credit available for full or part-time

internships. Contact the Office of In-

ternships, 408 Goodell or call NTU 586-4237.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Grilled Cheese, Stuffed

Peppers, Basics: Vegetable Stuffed
Pepf)ers, The Salad Sandwich.
DINNER - Pineapple chicken.

Simmered Corned Beef, Basics:
Pineapple Chicken, Squash.

TOMORROW
LUNCH - Deli Ham on a Role, Pizza,

Basics: Pizza, Nutty Noodles

DINNER - Rogst Pork, Beef and

Vegetable Stew, Basics: Spanish

I Soybeans, Baked Fish

MONDAY. DECEMBER 12, 1977, .Coliegian^

SEABROOK, NH: Santa Glaus delivers two greyhound puppies, Kris and
Kringle, to Greyhound Park racetrack. (UP!)

SCHMIDirS;v^

^'

MONDAY NITE SPECIALS
OPEN'TIL9TONIGHT
SPECIALS START AFTER 5 pm

$300 OFF ANY PAIR OF JEANS
-DENIM AND CORDS

INCLUDES ALL LEE AND MAVERICK JEANS
$3°° OFF OUR ALREADY LOW PRICE

$100 OFF ANYTHING FROM
DANSKIN

XD^NSKIN. AND OUR PRICES ARE
ALREADY DISCOUNTED

CLASSIC
LEOTARD

LIST

ih*

OUR
REG
PRICE

$1°° OFF

r^ T-SHIRT PRINTING SPECIAL

25 letters ^^reel,

SEVERAL
COLORS
AVAILABLE ;

'/V^V
only $325

EXTRA LETTERS 5 1"

10-2"

MAKES A GREAT HOLIDAY GIFT
OR JOKE

campus center/univ. of mass amherst

Well folks, it's that

year again when we all stoi ^ beating up

on each other for a little while.

Let's hope it sticks this time.

Have a great vacation, don't eat too much, and

we'll see you next year.

rhe beer that might make

j^iladelphidfamous.

C SCHMIOt &SONS INC PHILA PA
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Cabbages and kings
paul yiinowitch

Dear Santa:

A little preface is necessary before you read my Christmas list. I

don't want you to think that this is a personal attack; personalities
aside, I just think that the principal involved is important. You see,
you claim that you only give presents to those who have been
good; those of us condemned as bad are doomed to failure,

obloquy and little joy. This is obviously unfair; it is an arbitrary and
capricious way of separating the meritorious sheep from the
undeserving goats. Most diabolical is the method you use as an
indicator of 'goodness'; anyone with a cumulative average over
2.5 is labelled as 'good', and anyone else is placed on behavioral
probation. Not only is this plan elitist, it is condescending,
representative of the capitalist system and reeking of bourgois
thinking. My plans may involve academic matters, but since it is

finals time; I didn't think you would mind if I stretched my
demands (opps, requests) a little.

-presents are not to be given on the basis of the so called
'good-bad' dichotomy. Merit must be taken out of the decision. I

feel that merit is merely a bonus - i.e., an extraneous detail.

Therefore, I demand that presents be given on the basis of the
number of days in class. The more days in class, the more
presents!! And, if I happen to do well, I get extra presents! If my
presence isn't enough, then achievement should be ruled out.

-free parking; this carries with it the obligation, ipso facto, of
being supplied with a car. A state car would be nice. Further, a
subway from the parking lots to the CC would be appreciated; if a
subway is impossible, than get work-study kids to drive golf carts
- a UMass taxi service'

— less contact hours with my books; I am here to become a
mature adult - so why coop me up with books? Let me have time
to do research into the ways of the world! Hedonism doesn't just

come - you have to work at tt and that takes time. ' think a half
an hour a day is fair.

- a nice present would be to make all my professors take a
course in the fundamentals of teaching; I just don't understand the
argument that a PhD obviates the need for some type of training in
teaching. Even Harvard is trying to do this, and we all know that
what is good for Harvard is good for the worid.
- a pair of rose colored glasses and a union card to help con-

vince myself and the NLRB that we do have a union already. (I am
telling you Santa - I woke up one morning and it was there! a
miracle).

- a say in which reindeer get tenure and how many oats they
get after taxes.

- an administrative lackey of my very own; someone who will
run out and get me beer whenever I want it, and sit supplicant at
my feet and pass up Shiitz in the most fawning manner possible.
- Siglinda Steinfuller

- An office on the third floor Whitmore and an autographed
picture of Michael Pill standing in a three piece suit under his Law
Degree holding a textbook on Evidence and Proof.
- 1.1 million dollars to squander.
- an all expense paid trip to Houston for two weeks, or Los

Angeles, whichever is more convenient.
-A Chancellor who recognizes student achievement and is

willing to dig to find the precious metals and fluids on this campus,
-a poster I can hang on my wall that says that UMass is the

Berkley of the 70's - that way I can show my friends that it's true.
-a wife, 2.4 kids, 2 cars, a house in the suburbs, a nice job,

lower taxes, a new barbeque, a reupholstered sofa, and of course,
peace on earth.

"The time has come, the Walrus said, to talk of many
things;

Of shoes, of ships of sealing wax, of cabbages and kings.
Of whether the ocean is boiling hot and whf-ther pigs have
w.ngs".

L. Carroll

"From Amherst, that was Paul Yanowitch."
Paul Yanowitch was a Collegian columnist but has put his past

behind him; he now goes to Washington to become the
Collegian's Washington Bureau Chief.

Semester's end
confessions

lisa melilli

KK

w- - . ,

fi Deck tk iiaiii- r
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Oh God, help me! Here I am, I mear^, I've got to confess about
something. It's the end of the semester and I do have to confess
something or else I never will, because you'll never see me again. I

could confess how I used to lie all thg time to the priests in con-
fession time. I mean, I always added lip my lies wrong and stuff.

But it's got to be something more
ll could confess to you how

often I've actually forged my mother $ name on credit cards or
didn't read the morning G/obe or shortsheeted various people's
beds. I could tell you how often the Cajlegian didn't tell people all

the times the Trustees met here on cattipus, so there wouldn't be
any demonstrations. I could tell you vyno in the Student Senate
really is manipulative. (Don't worry B !i$nd Greg, I won't telL)

But instead I'll confess what I've done wrong with my life. A
friend of mine, Dottie A. Clark says she's never done anything
wrong in her life, but I know she has At least another friend of
mine, Jim Kassner admits to occasioncjlly doing something wrong
and another friend of mine, Jerry Rogers, tells me he does
something wrong everyday of his lifej

Well, anyways, getting back to whfet I've done wrong, it all

started with a course I took this sennfster where I had to read

blood curdling suicidal poetry, or the course where I have to write

a paper on Surrealism and its advent from Freudian Psychology
and the later influence it received : from Existentialism and
Marxism. And then there's the course' vv,ih the final — my only

one, and I hate finals. I usually never take courses that require

them. Would you believe this will be Tiy first final? And then there

was that Shakespeare course where thje teacher got my name all

mixed up and called me Melisa Lilli. I t.igrily appreciated that.

Then there was Mark Wilding; he wag a mistake.

And Bill Sundstrom as Executive JEditor; that vote was a

mistake.
,

And Idi Amin. That was a mistal<e.j

And the male ego. That was a misjake.

And punk rock. That was a mistake

And Ralph Nadar. That was Jim s tmstake.

And never going to sleep on time this semester. That was a

mistake.

And voting for Jimmy Carter for president. That was a

necessary mistake.

And voting for Anne Lewis for Vice President of Notre Dame's
student council was a mistake since I lost by one vote.

And dying my hair blonde when I was fifteen. That wasn't a

mistake.

Letting Bill Parent bore me to death on several occasions. That
was a mistake.

Unleashing Bill Bluestein in the Collegian office — on Joe
"really careful" Maglitta's night. That was a mistake.

Letting myself walk into the Collegian after being here only
three days as a UMass freshperson in September 1975. That was
an innocent mistake.

Letting my father drive me up here three days before I walked
into the Collegian office to start my UMass career. That was a

naive mistake 'cause life just hasn't been the same since then. And
it's gonna get worse at least for the next two weeks. But I'll forget
about that until my exam. Right now we have a newspaper to put
out.

Lisa Melilli is spinning into oblivion and hopefully will be back,
but that's up to Mr. Doran.
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This editorial is a tribute to the over 300 students who
participated in an inter-area snowball fight Monday rtight.

Now, I don't know about Southwest, but after the first

really good snow of the year, I knew that Northeast
residents wouldn't be content to simply watch it melt. No,
firm believers in the spirit of competition, they were bound
to start something.

I also realized that night that if you tell a group of guys
from Crabtree that they throw snowballs like giris, they're
likely to get upset. I suppose that when a snowball hurled
at my window ripped part of the screen off, my theory
began to sink in. Then again, a window lit with Christmas
lights is a great target J^nyway. But, back to my tribute.

While this little scene was going on at Crabtree around
11:30, a chant of "Sylvan rules soniething-or-other," could
be heard in the distance. I had only enough time to rush to
the other side of the dorm, to a window facing Sylvan,
when I saw about 70 Sylvanites swooping down upon the
Quad. I didn't believe it, the way they ran down the hill,

they looked like the Cavalry.

Snow was flying, and people were screaming, it was a
great sight. Eager to join in (I had to help defend my area
against Sylvan), I rushed to put on my jacket and gloves.
But by the time a friend and I got out there, there was only
a few people standing on Thatcher Hill. Utterly confused,
we asked around and found out that Northeast and Sylvan
had joined forces and had gone to attack Orchard Hill.

Realizing the length of the last battle, my friend and I

hurried to Central, surely the next target for the combined
forces.

So we joined the Northeast- Sylvan troops at Central.

And what a battle it was. First attacking Van Meter, the
army then turned on the rest of the area. By now we were
about 300 strong. Then the campus police arrived. After
first scattering, which is hard for 300 people to do anyway,
we rebanded and continued our attack on Central.

Seemingly helpless, the police drove around a little,

dodging snowballs here and there.

Although there were scattered cries about "going for
Southwest," the group refrained. All in all, the majority of \X

ended in Central, with a lot of wet and very tired people.

But we had a great time, Whoever said that the spirit of

rivalry at this school is dead? Inter-area fights on a scale

that large cannot be overlooked.
I feel sorry for those of

you who missed it, or didn't want to get wet. If it ever

happens again, don't miss it, it's a great way to let out
frustrations, and support your area. We can all thank those
who defended the hono' of our areas for us. (And, if I ever
find that guy from Bakei who hit me in the face with a

snowball, he'll know that I'rn out for revenge.)

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.

lellefs
Pie thrower showed lack of responsibility

To the Editor

/ write in reference to Jerry Roger's
comments and opinions on the handling
of the pie throwing antics of Joseph
Gould in the December eighth issue.

I don't wish to argue what legal action
if any should be taken against Mr. Gould,
but rather to question the reasoning
behind Mr. Roger's opinions.

To justify these childish actions with a

reference to a comic strip indicates to me
some lack of responsibility on the part of
the commentator in public affairs. To say
that justice was done by a second pie in

the eye also seems a bit ridiculous.

Granted, the incident was not as

serious as it may have been taken, and
perhaps it does show a lack of security —
after all, it could have been some nut with

a gun. However, it was a deliberate act of

civil disobedience.

The point I would like to make is that

such an act is hardly an 'effective means
of communication'. It may show to some
the discontent of a few with society, but
what responsible person respects the
opinions of an individual or a group that
resorts to pie throwing as means of
showing their disatisfaction?

Pie throwing is fine for comedy on
stage but to prove a point it is hardly an
effective or acceptable instrument.

Stuart N. Johnson

Evaluation guide seen as political instrument
To the Editor:

/ feel compelled to comment on a
growing and potentially dangerous trend
on this campus. The concrete
manifestation of the trend is the

publication On The Other Hand,
distributed earlier this semester by the
Academic Affairs Committee of the
Student Senate.

I am not opposed to student
evaluations, provided they serve the
purpose for which they were originally

intended: viz., to give teachers a means
of ascertaining how much of what they
wanted to communicate in their courses
was effectively transmitted to their

students. Since the institution of
teaching evaluations as required practice
for all teachers, these documents have
acquired another use: they are now seen
as Instruments of power, by which the
faculty can be forced [and this is the
word used in one of the introductory
statements in On The Other Hand! to

offer courses which students deem
"relevant" \although, as far as I know, no
means of establishing criteria for
"relevance have yet been developed].
Consequently, On The Other Hand is not
what it modestly cla'ms to be — "a
course and teacner evaluation guide" —
but a political instrument whose purpose
is to reverse the perceived power

positions of students [ "the oppressed"]
and teachers {'the oppressors"]. As
such, it is clearly an attempt to control,
not an oppression of the "right to know. '"

This being the case, those who urge us
to "Check the Collegian for the names of
those teachers who have nothing to
hide" might take a moment to reconsider
their position. If teachers refuse to
release their evaluations, it may not be
because they have something to hide,

but because they object to the
unregulated use of power. This point

directly addresses the issue of academic
freedom, the foundation on which the
exchange of knowledge is based. The
coercive use of evaluations is a policing
technique resembling those used in
totalitarian regimes. Sadly, those who
practice such techniques on this campus
seem unaware of their implications, and
paradoxically have set out to destroy that
which they wish to preserve.

Susan D. Mulcahy
Teaching Assistant

Department of Anthropology

Globe Santa effort defended

To the Editor:

This is a reply to Bob Melia's editorial,

"Corporate Claus Supplants Santa".
Am I to understand that you disap-

prove of AFROTC students collecting

money for the Globe Santa fund? Ap-
parently you feel that these people aren't

capable of helping others, only
"napalming children".

Your views on the military really have
nothing to do with this collection. Why
should the Globe Santa be part of your
effort to criticize the AFROTC? They are

performing a commendable service for

others less fortunate than themselves.

Their efforts are a lot more praiseworthy
than your donations of a couple of bucks.

For you to dismiss their efforts as an
investment to generate money for future

AFROTC stipends is pretty ignorant. And
why should they pay back their

scholarships? Would you pay back a
university scholarship if you received
one?

Finally, what are you. Bob Melia,
smugly satisfied at having donated a few
dollars, going to do to help the poor on
Dec. 26? Write some more editorials?

Stephen Mouse

Madison Avenue 'hard selV benefits us all

To the Editor:

In his recent commentary. The
Madison Avenue Manipulators, Andy
Tomolonis seemed — at least to me —
extreme in his condemnation of the

advertising business.

Mr. Tomolonis claims that all ad-
vertisers come on strong, always em-
ploying the "hard sell" and claiming their

product is superior in all ways to their

competitors. This does not seem likely.

Market research has shown that in most
cases "hard sell" advertising does not

muster up the sales results to justify its

use.

Few customers are moved by the hard

sell. No one likes to be told what to do or

what to buy, yet most people appreciate

being offered a choice. People respond to

the offer of a few arbitrary alternatives

and that, simply stated, is what ad-

vertising is all about.

The gravemen of Mr. Tomolonis'
argument, however, is not the issue of

style, but of ethics. His charge is that

advertisers are responsible for dumping
useless products on a betrayed and
deceived consuming public. If Mr.

Tomolonis feels deodorant and detergent

are unnecessary, he is at liberty to fault

advertisers for promoting them. If he

feels that we should eliminate our kitchen

roaches by hand, he can blame ad men
for marketing insecticides. If he disap-

proves of owning a camera, or calling

friends and family long distance, he
ought to blame advertising for en-

Small minority ruins a good time

To the Editor

On Monday nigfh, December 5, what is

rapidly becoming a tradition com-
menced: the opening of the Baker *Ski

and Tray Resort. Oh the hill behind Baker
Dormitory hundreds of students come to

go coasting; so far there has been little

incident.

But Monday night there was a dif-

ference, and I would like to bring it to the

attention of all those who participated in

the snowball fight between Baker,

Chadbourne, and Greenough. It was an
excellent time too bad it was ruined by
vandalism. With snowballs, iceballs and
even rocks, students broke so many

windows in all three of the dorms that

next time the fun will not be allowed to

go unchecked. Chadbourne was
especially damaged. The head of

residence there has a small baby who
was woken out of its sleep by the sound
of its windows breaking. We were lucky

it wasn't harmed.

Without all of this damage the fight

would have been just a good display of

dorm rivalry and I'm sure it would have
been repeated. But now its repetition is

doubtful. So please, think twice before

you ruin another good night. It only takes

a small minority to ruin it for the majority.

Pamela Re'dy
A Baker Resident

couraging it If he is opposed to social

mobility and creature comforts, to the

convenience of modern technology, then
he is correct, '''he villain lives on Madison
Avenue. If Mr. Tomolonis is this sort of
puritan, there is no point in attempting to

reason with him. I can only remind him
there is a difference of opinion.

Many Americans pursue materialistic

middle class lives with clear heads and
clear consciences. I do. I see no more of

an inherent evil in this lifestyle than I do in

the business of advert/sing. Naturally

there is a factor of immorality sometimes
at work here, but I am uncomfortable

with the prospect of a world without its

materialist trappings or the enterprises

that encourage them.

A recent Harvard study reported,
"large scale operations made possible in

part through advertising has resulted in

reductions in manufacturing costs... The
building of tfw market by means of
advertising ... not only makes price

reductions attractive or possible for large

firms, it also creates an opportunity to

develop private brarxJs which generally

are offered at lower prices... Advertising,

though not free from criticism, is an
economic asset and not a liability.

Consider the fortune you'd pay for the

Sunday papers without advertising and
consider how unbearable reading one
would be. Jefferson read only one
newspaper, "and that more for its ad-
vertising than its news. " Most people
might say the same.

Mark S. Robinson
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Snow day announcements
In the event that snow days occur during

final exams, or registration day, the following

alternate schedule is established:

FINALS
Two additional, alternative exam periods

would be mded to the four regular periods (8

am, 10'3''' a.m., 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.).

Added w d be; 6:30 p.m and 8:45 p.m.

periods. B> using two successive days of

alternate periods, one day of exams can be
rescheduled in the same order into the

alternate periods e.g., periods one and two (8

a.m. and 10:30 a.m.) into the alternate

periods (6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m.) of the same
day and periods three and four (1:30 p.m.

and 4 p.m.) into the alternate periods (6:30

p.m. and 8:45 p.m.) of the next scheduled
final exam days. The same rooms are

assigned in all cases.

The alternate schedule is the automatic
rescheduling of the first period missed into

the first available alternate period. Example:
The announcement on Dec. 17, is "The
campus is closed all day for classes and
exams. The University will be open for

evening exams." The automatic
rescheduling of exams is period nine (8:30

a.m., 12-17) will be held at 6:30 p.m., 12-17,

period 10 • 10:30 a.m., 12-17) at 8:45 p.m., 12-

17; perio;. * (1:30 p.m., 12-17) at 6:30 p.m.,

12-19 and period 12 (4 p.m., 12-17) at 8:45

p.m., 12-19. Amplification of the plan is

contained in a memo being sent to all deans
and depai'.n-ient chairpersons.

REGISTRATION DAY
In the event that the campus is closed for

registration on Jan. 30, graduate registration

will take place in the same location on Jan.
31 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Undergraduate
and Stockbridge registration will take place

at the originally scheduled time and place on
Jan. 31. First day of classes will be held as
scheduled on Jan. 31.

In the event that the campus is closed until

11 a.m. for registration, graduate, under-

graduate, and Stockbridge registration will

take place in the same location commencing
at 11:30 a.m.

The snow day announcements have been
amended during the final exam period and on
registration day to reflect the 'above and are

listed, with their codes, below.
WORK DAY EXAMS

— The campus is closed until 11 a.m. for

classes and exams and to all but snow day
personnel.
- Campus is closed for the afternoon and

evening classes and exams and to all but

snow day personnel. Second shift does not

report.

Campus is closed all day for classes and
exams and all but snow day personnel. The
University will be open for evening classes

and exams. Second shift and snow day
personnel shall report

— Campus IS closed for all day and
evening classes and exams. Second shift and
snow day personnel shall report.

Campus is closed for all day and

evening classes and exams and to all but

Noticesi

STAMP CLUB
The Amhersi Stamo Club will r^eet at the Parley

Lodge for a Dfogfam on United Nations stamps Also,

there will be a ohilatelic grab bag door prizes, and

refreshmen's Doors open at 7 d m.. program begins

at 8 Guests Aelcome.
ASIAN AVf -i'CAN STUDENTS ASSOC
Meet C 902

VOLLL J
Vollevbai. -lub practice. 630 p rr,

, NOPE. Bring $2

rJues and ID \pw members welcome
APO

Final meetings of the semester, 7 30 pm., 911 CC.

HONOR'S '"PROGRAM
Those students taking Honor's courses but not

enrolled in 'he Honors program will no longer have an

evaluation o' their work automaticaHv submitted bv

the professr>r unless they speC'^caliv request it.

EXERCISf SCIENCE PEOPLE
Any un'^ergrad interested m searching on faculty

search cc •«'? for the sp';ng term should leave

narne in .'' .Jen, 5-1337

SHAB
Commiir .

Services 'lO

WATER POljISTS
Team hancuet and party beg'^-mg at 7:30 Sat

Dec 17 at 1 Townehouse Apts "-

549 0779 'tj ronfirm reservatiO'S

HEYMAKEf^'
- essons Tuesd£

•o'esentative w
:'ures ^'

. committee meeting 5 p m , Health

Mact Bill or Ric at

n\ 8 p.m

fjex office

"OS to go

-I ;

•id in

'end a

posii.ons

mef-'

e Student
? n m , 404

SIGMA
drd meeting at

901 CC.
G.30 p.m. Regular

Sauari^

SENIOR "

The G f

10 take

into thp

STUDEN
Studer

Judiciary

SUB.
GAM\^A
Execut .

meeting 7 !< .

FS ft N CLUB
Lastdav t(- buy tickets for -hp Christmas t.arty n-

Dec 17 at the Newman Cenrfer Full course buffe;

dinner ano open bar $4 See Noel, 324 Chenoweth

Also, call Ci^riey 546 5991 and o^fer to sell tickets for

the raffle 'o 'he Ft Lauderdale M ,.-ch break-

Frt^t* concert torn orrow

in Bon Kpr Au*i'iu*rium

HoltO'Jv ;r;tes, seie -• :. ''Ofp "Porgy
and Besp id two trumpet trios performing

"Bugler's Holiday" will be among the

musical highlight at a free concert tomorrow
at 8 p.m. i/i Bowker Auditorium.

The concert, sponsored by the UMass
music department, features the University

Symphony Band. John Jenkins, conductor,

and the University Chorale, Richard Du Bois,

Conductor Specia' : le*:*' orming

snow day personnel. Second shift does not

report.

SATURDAY EXAMS
— Campus is closed until 11 a.m. for

classes and exams and to all but snow day
personnel.

Campus is closed for afternoon and
evening classes and exams and to all but

snow day personnel.
- Campus IS closed for all day classes and

exams and to all but snow day personnel.

The University will be open for evening
classes and exams. Second shift and snow
day personnel shall report.

— Campus is closed for all day and

evening classes and exams and to all but
snow day personnel.

WORK DAY REGISTRATION
— Campus is closed until 11 a.m. for

registration and to all but snow day per-

sonnel.
— Campus is closed for registration and to

all but snow day personnel. Second shift

does not report.

— Campus is closed all day for registration

and to all but snow day personnel. Second
shift and snow day personnel shall repon.
— Campus is closed all day for registration

to all but snow day personnel. Second shift

does not report.
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selectio:

Gretch'j*

Boyer.

om "Pci

J Jo*^tn d'Arrr

y«fvyy^»»'^»«>.* < ' <f

THIS Fantastic Record Promotion
Features all Major Artists and ail
Major Labels. such as:

$4.49 $3.49 $3.49 $2.99

Greatful Dead
STEAL YOUR

FACE
, VA

Greatful Dead
BLUES FOR
ALLANA
VA

$3.49

Eric Clapton

E.C. WAS HERE
A&L

m'"^^-^

Jerry Garcia

$2.9

James Taylor

Steely Dan

KATY LIED
ABC

$2.99

REFLECTIONS
VA

ONE MAN DOG
WB

Thin Lizzy

NIGHT LIFE

Merc

ijr .ji'-^a are

jnd Horace

James Cotton

LIVE AND ON
THE /VLAKE
Buddah

AS WELL AS Tower of Power, Commander Cody, New Riders,
Genesis, Duke and Driver, James Montgomery, Poco, NRBQ

Maria Moldar, Charlie Daniels, Geo. Duke, Billy Cobham Jimi Hendrix,

THE GREATEST SELECTION OF CUT OUTS. BUDGET AND MANUFACTURERS
SURPLUS OVER STOCK WE HAVE EVER HAD DON'T GET LEFT OUTIHI

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
€ampus center Univ. of Mas$.

OPEN M ON NITfS TIL 9 DEC. 5.72. an ri to ^ALE ENDS Dt^C 79fh

TIRED OF CHOOSING

COURSES

BLINDLY?
We are trying to increase the

number of courses covered in the

Course and Teacher Evaluation, but

Abrams, Linda

Abramson, Davis E.

Airhart, Douglas L

Aitken, Norman D.

Alwitt, Linda

Anderson, DR.
Arny. Thomas
Barbosa, Pedro
Barreda, Pedro
Beal, Virginia, A.

Bennett, M.K.
Berlin, Norman
Berliner, Howard
Bert, Michael H.

Bierhorst, David W.
Blackman, John L.

Boothroyd, Geoffrey

Boyer, Paul

Branch, Ben S
Brehm, John
Brown, T. Dennis
Bulman, Ronnie Janoff

Bunn, Radie

Cardwell, Lucy
Carlson, Neil R.

Cashdan, Sheldon
Cheng, ChingMao
Chumbley, James I.

Clayton, John
Clifton, Charles

Clifton, Rachel

Cocalis, Susan
Cohen, Alvin P.

Connelly, Wiliam F

we nee d your help.

Listed below are names of teachers

who have cooperated by releasing

their evaluations. If your professors

.:^^ are not on the list, ask them to sign

the release forms they've been given

by the Student Government

Association. Talk to Department heads

too. (They can release evaluations

for the entire department.)

THESE TEACHERS HAVE RELEASED THEIR EVALUATIONS——H
Coombs, Walter P. Jr.

Coppersmith, Evan
Costley, Richard J.

Cramer, Chester D.

Creed, Robert P.

Cromack, Duane E.

Culley, Margo
Cuomo, George
Davis, Hugh
Day, Robert
Dittach, John
Donahue, John
Duffy Joseph R.

Duguay, Gerry

Dzendolet, Ernest

Edwards, Richard

Fabos, Julius M.
Fagundes, Francisco

Farris, Richard
Finnerty, Joseph
Fischer, Louis

Forman, George
Foster, John H.

Frank, Joseph
Gandlin, Joseph
Geman, Donald
Gibbs, Margaret Denise

Gibson, Walker
Gertson. Donald E.

Goldsmith, Paul

Golowach, Eugene
Grille, John
Gunner, Haim B.

Gutzwiller, Kathryn

Halgin. Lucille

Halgin, Richard

Harmatz, Mort
Hart, Robert A
Hartz, H. Richard

Hepler, Peter

Hertzback, Stanley

Hill, F S Jr.

Hofer, Ernest H.

Hutchinson, Charles E.

Hurn, Christopher

Horowitz, Joseph
Hugenin, G. Richard

Humphries, Jane
Hutchinson, Thomas
Irvine, William

Ivey, Al

Jones, Dalton

Junkins, Donald
Kaplan, Alexander
Katzner, Donald W.
Key, Charles R
Killian, Lewis
Kilmer, William

King, Gordon
Klar, Lawrence B.

KohJpr, Heinz
Kupperman. Gerald L.

Lake, Joseph
Langland, Joseph
Langley, Kenneth
Lawall, Sarah
Lemeshow, Stanley

Levin Maurice I.

Liander, Bertil

Lieberman, Alan J.

Locke, L.F.

Lockwood, Linda G.

Male, James
Manes, E.g.

Manning, William

Martin, Michael T

Matlack, James
Matthews, Anne
McCarthy, Harold T.

McFarland, Gerald W
McWhorter, Earl J.

Melrose, Jay
Meyer, David R
Mitchell, John H
Narahara Tomike
Nillsson, Nils

North. Mary S
Oates, Stephen 8
O'Brien, Ken
O'Connell, James
OIley, J Gregory

Ortiz, Jesse S.

Partee, Barbara H
Peterson, G.A.

Peters, John
Phillips, Norman
Phinney, Edward
Potter, Frank E.

Prince, Allan

Purcell, Joanne
Quick, Jonathan R

Quinton, Arthur R

Rauch, Harold

Reh, Albert M.
Reiner, Albey M.
Resnick, Stephen
Rice, Thomas E. •

Robinson, Fred

Rohde, Richard A.
Roof, Wade Clark

Rosenfeld, Stuart M.
Roter, Debra
Rudvalis, Arunas
Rupp, William

Russell, G.A
Ry.ivec, Karl W.
Riipping, Leonard
St Mary, Donald
Sal/man, Zdenek
Schumacher, Warren F

Schuman, David

Scott, Donald E.

Scott, Nina
Scoville, Nicholas

Sheckels, G Dale
Sides, Charles H.

Simonson, Norman R,

Simpson. Richard H.

Sinus, Donald
Snedecor, James G.
Spears, Betty
Spwock, Charlotte

Stamps, Paula
Stankovich, Marian T.

Stawiecki, Edmund J.

Steiner. Ivan D.

Strickland, Bonnie

Su, Jin Chen
Swaim, Kathleen

Swanson, Carl

Tattar, Terry

Taylor, J H.

Teng, Shou Hsin

Tessler, Richard

Treyz, George
Tucker, Roliert G.

Jden. Peter C.

Ijlin, Piibcilid R.

Unatis, Wm. P.

Vogely, Martha
Watt, Norman F.

Well, Arnold D.

Weston, John C.

Wilce, Robert T.

Wilkins, Wendv
Wolf, Jack Keil

Wright, James D
i'ahari, Abraham
2!insmeister, George E.

Departments which .-ave

released all evaluations:

Afro-American Studies
Asian Studies
Philosophy
Slavic Studies
Comparative Literature

Of those who have been
contacted so far, 9 have
submitted forms, 2 have
not

<

If teachers and department heads still refuse to cooperate, come to Rm. 426
* • « • !- i »

Student Union or the Candy Counter in the Student Union to pick up our Course and

Teacher Evaluation Forms. To be distributed in your classroom.

Student Government Association tm*-iu»i r
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Lions maul gym-men
By STEVEM MARKS
Collegian Staff

The men's gymnastic team suffered a loss

Saturday but not really a defeat. They ac-

cumulated the highest score this year, but

not enough to overtake Penn State. A lot of

outstanding routines were executed by both

teams but the score read 205.13-188.00 in

favor of Penn State.

In the spotlight for UMass on the floor

exercise was John Forshay who ac-

complished one of his best sets this year. On
the pommel horse Dave Kulakoff remains

unbeaten with a very impressive 9.3,

destroying any hopes of a Lion to dethrone

him.

By the time the still rings event rolled

around, the point spread between the two
teams had increased despite a beautiful

performance turned in by Dave Felleman.

Penn State had an overpowering vaulting

team but their inconsistency let UMass stay

within distance.

In vaulting, UMass was lead by Forshay

with a 9.2 which was the second highest

score for the event. When it came to the

parallel bars, Penn State had built up a

tremendous lead sealing the door shut for

any hopes of a UMass victory. On the

horizontal bar Penn State showed their

national prominence with superior routine

composition execution.

Bob Donahue had turned in the best

performance of his career on the horizontal

bar to end the meet with encouragement of

success in the next half of the season.

Dick Swetman, the head coach, and Joel

James, asst. coach, were not overly

disappointed with the loss, due to im-

provement in many of the routines thrown by

the young team. Swetman said, though,

there still is room for improvement and a lot

of work needs to be done when the gym-

nasts report back to school Jan. 6th for

practice.

Patriots win, but lose
The New England Patriots, behind a

stalwart defensive unit that blunted

several potential Miami scoring drives,

defeated the Dolphins, 14-10, on scores

by Sam Cunningham and Ike Forte.

However, the Patriots were virtually

eliminated from the possibility of

grabbing a playoff berth as the Detroit

Lions beat the Baltimore Colts on a

blocked punt with only nine seconds left

in their game, 13-10.

SATURDAY S RESULTS
Cincinnati 17 Pittsburgh 10

Washington 26 St Louis 20

YESTERDAYS RESULTS
Los Angeles 23 Atlanta?

Buffalo 14 NY Jets 10

Detroit 13 Baltimore 10

Chicago 21 Green Bav 10

Houston's Cleveland 15

New England 14 Miami 10

Oakland 35 Minnesota 13

Philadelphia 17 NY Giants 14

Seattle 34 Kansas City 31

Denver 17 San Diego 9

Tampa Bav 33 New Orleans 14

TONIGHTSGAME
Dallas at San Francisco

The only way the Patriots can make
the playoffs is by beating the Colts next

Sunday, and having the Buffalo Bills beat

Miami.

In other games, Tampa Bay snapped a

26 game losing streak by beating New
Orleans, 33-14, as Mike Washington and

Richard Wood each returned in-

terceptions for touchdowns, and the

ii^ Icemen win
CONT. FROM PAGE 18

defense the Warriors are led by junior goalie

Gilles Moffet, who led all ECAC Division II

goalies with a 2.69 goals against average a

year ago.

For the Minutemen to beat Merrimack,

they will have to play like they did against

Army, and like they did in the last 10 minutes

against Boston. This means playing good,

heads-up offense, and stubborn defense.

The key will be to keep the puck away from

Merrimack, and put as much pressure on

Moffet as possible.

BLUELINE BANTER: The UMass hockey

team is looking more and more like the

Boston Bruins every day. The Minutemen,

like the Bruins, seem to play their best

hockey with key people out with injunes. The

Minutemen, who have been without the

services of John Peters and Lincoln Flagg,

have come together and played super

hockey in their last two games.... Orr Rink

was brightened Saturday night by the ap-

pearance of the Hockey cheerleaders. That s

right hockey cheerleaders. The nine

cheerleaders, led by captain Lisa Newborg,

lent encouragement to the team, and en-

tertained the crowd with lively, innovative

cheers. The women appear at every home

game and are trying to raise money so they

can accompany the pucksters on the road.

defense sacked Archie Manning five

times.

The Minnesota Vikings lost to Oakland,

35-13, and the Chicago Bears dumped
Green Bay, 21 - 1 0, to set up next weekend
as the deciding games in the NFC Central

Division. Both teams now have 8-5

records.

* IJM hoops
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

"We played good defense and the big men
played well, it was unquestionably the best

game of the season for us," said a delighted

Leaman. "But I thought the difference in the

game was the play of Alex and Derick.... they

controlled the tempo."
The final ten minutes was basically a

trading game, when Vermont center Mike

Kern heated up enough to score 14 second

half points and finish as the game's high

scorer w'th 20 points. But no other

Catamount player was able to break double

figures.

The Minutemen featured a balanced

scoring attack as Claiborne scored 14 points,

Len Kohlhaas added 11 and Eric Williams,

once again coming off the bench to play a

steady game, finished with nine points.

"Teams are going to be in trouble if they

play us man to man," proclaimed Claiborne,

who was surprised Vermont didn't play a

zone defense.

"We were working zone all week, it was
nice to see man defense though," agreed

Eldridge, who once again provided the home
crowd with a ball handling exhibition.

"There's nothing like a crowd at the Cage....

the crowd was the joint tonight."

But, with time running out and the crowd
beginning to head for the exits, Haymore
gave the fans one last move to talk about at

the bars. He collected the ball on the left of

the key, dribbled to the hoop and shook the

rafters with his final points of the night —
another slam dunk.

It was definitely the proper ending to a

successful debut. Now the only thing left for

Mark Haymore is to work on his encore.

BASKETBALL BANTER UMass
showed off its new home uniforms with

untuckable jerseys a la Marquette.... Fresh-

man Jay Stewart scored his first Cage points

the easy way - a goal tending violation...

Leaman was able to dress his entire squad

for the first time this season. On the road, he

may only carry 12 players, but at home 15 are

allowed to dress.

va»^*««.>»*i»»'-»»«'''*«^>'*!!ilhri
igggSSBSSSS

v»
^o\^>^he^ 5—2 a.m.

ATTACKS ON WOMEN
Best selling author of "Revolutionary Feminism"

Barbara Winslow

analyses the renewed offensive on the womens movement

L

UMASS Johnson 2 3 2. Claiborne - 5 4-4

14 Morrison 1 00 2, Eldridge ^3127, Pvatt - 3

4 b 10 Williams 3 ;-4 9. Haymore - 8 0-0 16,

Stewart 10 2, Kohlhaas 51211 Totals - 29

15 20 73
,

VERMONT Sobolewski - 2 5-5 9, Wiolgut - 1

3 3 5 Trapani 2 2 2 6. Perrin - 1 2 2 4. Nocera - 1

02 Kelly 3-4 3, Kern - 9 2-5 20, Johnson - 1

1 2 3'. Correll 2 14, Davis - 1-2 1. Totals - 19

'9 26 57

imAMCWKMI 256-8587

FREE DELI >/ERY

DURING INTERSESSION

and discusses ways of fighting back

Tonight. Monday Decern ber 1 2. 1 977

Campus Center 168 at 7:30 pm

Sponsored by International Socialist Organization

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

Ft. Lauderdale
charter from Bradley

March 19-26
(Springbreok)

$149.00
Limited Seats Bool< now

Campus Travel Center

U.Mass 545-0500

The Department of Music and Dance, University of Massachusetts

Proudly present a

FreeConcert
with the University of Massachusetts

Symphony Band & Chorale

with Special Guests

Gretchcn d'Armand
Horace Boycr
John d'Arrnand

Performing Selections from "Porgy and Bess",

Holiday Music and Much More

F.xperience Two Trumpet Trios perform Bugler's Holiday'

TUESDAY DECEMBER 13 at 8 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM - University of Massachusetts

MON. & TUBS. SPECIAL

Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for V2 Price

kA:rJ

^r^

55 UnivtTsity Drive

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served in a

congenial atmosphere

salads— homemade soups

deli sandwiches
subs— pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

ungry-U
Thurr, HI,

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 Sft4-Q1R'^ M UMAS (AHMS MALL w .Collegian ^^

AdulU $2 bO Students with AMC Card $2 00 -Children St 75 Twi Lite Show Adults & Students ^1

Special Enyiigempnts Eacluded
bO

'\oui>i^llt

VG,

(*J

Today at 6:30. 8:30

Twi lite show ticket 6 OO'I 50

THE LAST
REMAKE of

BEAUGESTE
wilh

MARTY FELDMAN
PC?

Today at 6:30. 8 30

Twi lite show ticket 6:00/1.50

ii>ii:kiJ:;Niiii

: JleflOGMg

k«^

PC.

18th SMASH WEEK

Today at 6 30. 8 30

Twi lite show ticket 600 150

\ Ifiiiiii; )'i,

o
REDUCED ADULT &STI R TWILITE SHOW TICKETS

Today at 6:00, 8:30

Twi lite show ticket 5:30 /I 50

lEnrmrTiiiTinrT?

Northampton

mmi JUk
NOW Only Area Showing!
tnds Tuo 7:1)0 & 915

NUREVEV

VALWriNO
Mon Tu e- Dollar H't^h l!

at tiK Gates of Smith College

uDcnten

As a woman Air Force ROTC
sludenl. vi>u compete for >our

commi.ssion on the same

tooting as the men in >our

class .And later on you svear

the same insignia.

There are lwo->car, three-year,

and four-year scholarship

programs available to help >ou

get there. If you enroll in the

four-year Air Force ROTC
program you also qualify to

compete for a scholarship for

the remaining two or three

years as a cadet Tuition is

covered, fees are paid, textbook

costs reimbursed plus $100

a month, lax free

Call s-2437

^«t»;uvi\/ to a ^reat

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDER
HEAOLINE CHOICE

/
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Computation:
5 flinas: X rate:

AUDIO MOTORCYCLES
ADTO FOR SALE PERSONALS
CALCULATORS PHOTO EQUIP
ENTERTAINMENT RIDE WANTED
fOH RENT RIDERS WANTED
FOR SALE ROOM WANTED
FOUND SERVICES
HELP WANTED TO SUBLET
INSTRUCTION TRAVEL
LOST WANTED
VliSC WANTED TO REN

YOy CtAitlfJi» AP COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mai'' •" box Use UPPER lower case characters
where they apply (Note: No ad will be set ontiiet> . capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each tuH line. A iine contains 38 boxes. (Aver.iyo
word IS approx 6 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)

OTHER:
$1 00 extra for

other headline

RATES Daily 46c par lln*.

& conssc pub davt.4<>c per line p«r day.
30 con««c pub d«y«.3Sc p«r l»n« par day

ent| 3

16
17
I 8

I X /days

I MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOU?^ j

1

. = I

(ad cost)
I

.(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

%^ INET AD COST TO BE MAILED! {

Name :

Phone*:

Dates Classified Ad is to run:

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dapt . Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Mass. 01003

%
I

I
I
I
I

1 I
21

1!

i
I
I

J
Wt.^€MC5,«<K?RCAOCK3DAfLr(f'!LIMH;AasO«tBIOKkSULIS!!!!ir%ACH55,flWREADERS,l>AfLY!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY!! 'ILittle Ad$C«t tlC RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office be'.ween 8 30a.m and
3 45p m . ^*u'•^dav through Friday The
deadline is 3 4Sp ••). three days before
your ad is t' <iDr-*i-"^ Ask clerk for MDC
Clasoifie'1 .orm Clossifieds

The rates are: Dally, 45c per line, 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per rjay, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH2S,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Littl« Ads G^ BIG RESULTS!

AI/TOFOP SAtt

fiS Galaxy S(>1ord $700 b./7 5746

122Volwo..i''s sf-dfawaqon Ri-a 665 4384

1971 blue ClievfOlat (Bel Air) 6 cy) Goof<

mileage ex cond 1 owner powe'
steering, power brakes radio and heate'

$1,200" or 8 O Call 665 2064 evenings

73 Oatsun sundaid transmission $1150 call

546 9979 pvps weeliends

Fantastic Buy 1973 Toyota Mark II Runs
cjif '• AV rvi stpll Deited radials. Best
ot<. • over ,1 si 000 S«4 4759

19G6 Volk bii() Good condition Make an
offer. It s yours Call after 6 W9 4599

1971 Peugeot new clutch muffler 666 3938

For sale 1964 Olds F 85 very good cond
must sell in a week 136 000 miles but

runs great call 6 9642 soon

76 Silver Nova Power steer auto trans

snowtires n.OOOmi lux int $3 200
649'; 725

Kor Sale Lange Pro Ski Boots si;e 9Vi.
These boots -ire two years old but have
only t)een worn twice If interested please
call 263 5873

cubic ft good
311 5 2639 Iv

REFRIGERATOR' 56
cond Call Bill rm
'"pssaqe

Gift Idea Have your portrait drawn Call

Dennis Deiap 266 8732 bet 9 10am

Technics SA56(X) AM FM receiver 25 watts
ims 1 9 FM Sen sitivity $120 o' B S46
'97? .I'um sell by Dec 14'h

MUST SELL' KUSTO^i 200watt bass
amp. $350 . negot Also fine bass b
electric guitars $50 each Call ?53 2464

MUST SELL' SCHWINN SUPERSPORT
mens bike $60 Also. Ig BfcfW portable

TV $50 Call 253 2464

SofaBed. BikaRack, CoffeeTable.
Reclining Chair, Lamp. Bookcase. Cor
nerTable 549 5725

1 fern, wanted foi own rm m 2 bdrm ap{
1st ninriih FREfi $130util incl Caria 549
1741 I'vt'S '. mile triun campiis Bus

2 Bedroom Apt Dec 22 Jan 27
Completely furnished On bus route

Bnttany Manor BO Call 256 0318

1 bdrm apt near campus Amh
country location $180 inc util Call

549 6568 if were not at home, keep
trying

Person needed for 1 tidrm Brandywine Apt

Dec 21 Jjn 26 Cheap call Yasi 549 0865

ROOMWAIVTFD

Roon) for Jan ' f;ar campus t'l M6 1 1S9

LOST

f^lDE WANTED

To Detroit Ml mi: De\-:emt)er or jfler cn'^

GiseLi 2:^.^ 9961 oi 25

-St one neckl.ice qnl'l 1 h.iin with srnall
»>-o\Mii stone topaz pendani. Reward
of*e'ed Please contact Elise Cocke. 686
oqtR

m.sm. TRAVEL

R'DCRS WANTED
CaU f 12' 21 ;•

: I ,,. Kvv 6r.9 :^523

One F 10 rent 1 bdr. of 2 bdr apt on bus
line Jan May or longer 549 6868

To sublet immod 2 bedroom apt w w
I .iipi'i (Isliwshi UMass bus rt all util inci

S260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves

1 bdrm Br Man $196 ul Chris 253^(0

1 fern wanted to share 1 bdrm apt close to

campus $76 incldg util call 549 6154

$50 for Jan on bus^m'Bel call 323 7024

HEi-f WANTED
Student Intel p

Residence m H.

for Transitional
livoke j^jpervision ar^d

weekly stipend to be provided. Sm month
commitment Sent resume to Office. 450
Mauie Stieei Holyoke Ma 01040

For next semester Small so'onty needs
kitchen, diningroom wc-rHrtrs lor lunch.
Dinner Work 5 meals eat 7 Call 549
m«7 _ _ _ -

Pro Music Service Best in rock thru disco.
^'0'^'•or Music S46 4731 Rea

Seen enough snow' Wanna get into the
sun' Come down to Daytona with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9 di.,'S on the
bf>ach $147 20 takes care of it all And
nciides roundtrip fare accomodations on
!hi beach and a trip to Disneyworld For
'fservation and more info call David Day
.V .46 7846.

69 VW Bug AM'FM, heat, roofrack

780(X), some dents-little rust Always
starts 6 5079

MUST SELL' 1974 Jensen Healey Taking
offers Call 593 5078

Sofa good condition Cheap call 253

2967

2 Br (ur apt B Manor Dec 23 Jan 26
253 2400

1 bedrm $180 ip.k util 665 2512

74 Pontiac Firebird Wht w' blu intenoi

Ext condition AC. AM FM radials

winterized, nu brakes exhaust, shocks

$3,050 John eve^'r«9 5918

72 Chevy Suburban van excellent cond 74

Vega both are pnced to sell call 256 8470

Of 323 5526

Pickup. Chevy 68 good shape,

$700 best offer call r65 4914

73 Volvo 144 automatic very good body

and engine radials AM FM air cond

$3200 666 4539 eve & wks

Two near new snowtires
9792

New Ralchle hikers about

3446 J40 oi best price offer

H78 14

M7 S wg

253

542

FOR RENT
^^^ ^^

Spg sem 2hdijn Cliflside Apt 665 4107

1 Bdrm Apt in Sunderland on bus rte

$195 includes utis Jan Aug 665 3228

Room in Sund on bus route
$85 mo • elec (heat incd I guiet non
smoker only, no pets Available im
mediately 665-2354

I Chevy wagon needs work B O 67688

Apartment to Sublet for January 1 or, 2

people Puffton Vill Call 549 6697

Furnished 2% Room Apt All util

included $195 mo Allan or Russ 253

3336 oi at work 263 3491

MOTORCYCLES

1961 TR6 Triumph motorcycle must sell

lebuilt engine lOOmis Preunit classic S500

obo CctH Sti'VP 649 6417 ;i<i«'r 6pm

Housematas for Jan. 1. 1 or 2 people for

Ige rm in CO op Non smoking vegetarian

household Rent $146 mo plus On bus

rte Call 253 3615 after 5

FOR SALE

SAVE up to 50%on TENNiS SHOES
Mens Ladii^s canvas ft leather Reg S18

30 Just $10 14 50 Call 538 3181

Women's Aspen down parkamed ex

cond pumpkin color $35 call 549 0523

1 Br Sunderland w AC dshwsh, tnns.

bus disp Util incI $185 avail Jan 665
3603

Furn Ap'ts. for Feb. June lease 1V4-rm.
effic • 1 bedroom furnished, air cond
parking quiet from 200 mo Reserve now
Amherst Motel • Ap ts -Rt 9 opp
Zayre s 256 8122

Women's Head'Ski Parka Excellent

condition, size medium CaM 549 5951

PA amp 75 watt rms Premier reverb unit

ooth brand new $36 each Mark at 263

2765

Kaltx Bakpak t frame, 2vr old, ex shp

ex Xmas gift $30 or B O rail 665 2441

«n^ow t^7es E 78 14 call Etnan, 586 2765

Two new new Snowtires H78 14 253

9792

Xmas traaa cut your own. Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10 50 10a m 8p m
Bhzniak Tree Farm 133 Bay Rd Hadlev

586 0723

BR in EHamp Apt $75 inc 1
'
1

' 78 527 9006

2 bedrooms avail in spacious coed house
Beginning Jan 1 Greds preferred, .rll

( onsidered [ ets O K 100 • call 253 9824

Room avctilable/3 bedroom apt Echo
Hill starting Jan 1 Call 253 5288 keep

^llI2^^^^^i^^^^iB^^^i>a^>BB'i^^^>K
^tosuplYt

1 or 2 females for room in 2 bed'oom
Bt,inrlvwinp apt Call 549 1096 afte' 7 pm

Apt mate: intersess; kp trying: Jan: 253-

7066

Apt mate: 253 7056 spring: keep trying.

Jane

1 Bdrm in 2 Bdrm. Brandywine. End of

Dec Free, dogs ok 546 7009 Jim or

Misha

1 bdrm apt in Sunderland, clean, mod full

kit and bath, on bus line, immed oc
cupancy $180 u tt ht

WANTED

Nonsmoking female to share 2bdriTi

apt in So Amherst 122 • 256 8752
bus. pool

1 or 2 fern wanted to share bedroom in 2

bedroom apt on bus line S90 +

utilities Call Dottie 549 641 6 or 545 350

Furniture! Table, chairs, sofabed
doublebed, and desk Call Kathy 6 9499

F Rmate wtd . nonsmkr $70 mth 649

2804

1 Male Wanted to share apt near Pufftn w
3 other people during spr sem Room
avail during Jan too Call 549 6978

Qualified Tutor needed for Chem.lll

« Spring sem -exc pay Call 546 5613

F rmate wanted in Brandywine 549 5961

Wanted would to buy a double mattress

546 5233 Karen (after 5).

1 Fem. wanted for next sem Own rm
$98 mo plus edec In Puffton Vil Call

549 4866 eves, ask for Nancy or fjly

Area musisian seeks deadheads,
nostalgia freaks and people into recor

dino Open up. Dwiqht. 253 3938

Female to share spacious 2br N
Amherst 132 50 mcl util See Dep
549 2652 3768

w,4/vrfb'ro ren'K

Room for rent in a house 1 mile from

campus $101 month Call Chris, 549
0720

Help 20.000 UMIES get a better education

by helping to gather teacher evaluations

in your classes to be published by the

Student Senate Please contact Joe
Connoly 545 0341 665 2297 or !Vlike

Bi-nn.in 5 2415

SERVICES

PHOTOGRAPHY: Passport and ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Christmas 8&W or color service in

(ruction by arrangenient Reasonable
pnces for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546-9653 nigtit^ onlv

Original designs by Randy Glenn Custom
made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any

designs printed Call 549 4458 ask for

Randy Glenn or leave message. 3 day

sen/ice

Nothing to do over intersession? Come o
• liiwii In D.iyton;! wiih us Boachfroi

hull I with color TV A C phone the work
ill this .ind roundtrip Ijusfare on a liixun

•.ntori nach for only $147 20 quad m
1 ip.jMi V For info .mil reservations call

n,ivi<l Da y M 546 7845

Big bands to disco Call Bob the DJ at

14135366075 Still the one after 4 years

Theses typed- call Melanie. 253 7653

VjIvo repairs and maintenance All re«iTS

inii models low prices Jack Sli6 061i

OiH^ Five protessionaT typing /J4 <->..'-'-

Daytona Beach is only $147 20 away.
Y..1. can new afford lo go to a t>eachfront

M' !': have Disneyworld and New Years r^

Fiiindj For more info or reserx'ations cal'

Davitnay a I 646 7845

PERSONALS J 7

aW^peopi^u^aTl^o^Tbod^u^Wony
thd^^k bud we have you Happy BDay
Love El, Babs, Carol. Kev. Rob, Di, Lyn,
Ron

Micky, you are my love, my life, my
everything' May we continue to grow in

love Happy 3rd anniversary. YG.C.

APHRODITE, I love you more than any
other woman, but it hurts. Love ADONIS^

Opal on gold chain Fn nite sentimental
value Reward Ellen 545 0162, 2092

Goosie Be at peace and l>e happy.. Candles
in the rain JT

J H G Esquire? Get a tar^ for me too.

hive a h^ijpv l.ov? NW
Lookin'^ for a homei' Sigma Kappa
Soror ty seeks boarders for spring
Friendly l.omey, 3 meals day, com
parable to University costs. Call 256 6887.

Nance y Marth? Felice Navidad' Love
NW

Susan, fiappy 21st Birthday May your
living the life of Riley bring you a year of

excitement and peace of mind Have a

happy one' Love Donna it Suanne

BG - Im a hog for you PM 1 JRjrl

Hamp Col Amy l"ls nlay tenni;

25J 9328
Bruce

CLASSES

^
AUDIO

MAC MA230 $186. Dyna FM 3 S60

Advent 201 & tapes $200 Call Ken 64b

4036

Advent 201-tapedeck asking S200 549 6318

CALCULATORS

College Calculators offers inw pnrps h
full service Ali models avail. Texas
Instruments 59 $235 58 $94 96 67

$62 95. 51 $47 95 MPs h Commodores
avail models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chns at

Colleae Cslculatois 649 1316

Tired of crowds? Being a number' Be
yourself Giei^nfield Corimiunity College
has openings for spring semester
Minutes away with miles of differe'-.e

1.400 students can t be wrong'
12 13,'77 Concourse Campus Center

T L C 's our specialty Small classes
'Mdlitv edusalion, low cost Someone
you know is a GCC grad Ask about us.

sec us 12 13 77 on the Concourse
Csmc'.i- Ci'n!./r Greenfield Comni'initv

":l«at' ''' 1'. r- oi!>jninc)s for spniiq

'^STPOCTION

Hypnosis for Finals. Make r»tention &
reca" easin, imp-ove conceri'ation ft
reia nation for txan.s, gel better grades
Campus Centef M W Th at 7 8.MP M
S6 session Dorm groups by arrgt Call

Mr Morse Hypnotist Consultants M Fd
6.3? 5703

pPArH?<oflflPgADERSDAILYl!ltUWI»rAdifl>tBiflBESULTSIIIlRgACM2S.tWl»IADgllSOAILYtllt REACH ISJWRMDlKSOAILYtltlUHIi Ail•^
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Celtics invade Hartford
The Boston Celtics will be returning to

the Hartford Civic Center tomorrow night

The Nets, featuring high-scoring
Kevin Porter, most recently defeated the

The Celts are in the midst of one of

are 8 16. The Nets trail the Green in the

Tickets for the game are available, and
Civic Center box office and at all

the area to play the New Jersey Nets at

at 7:30.

forward Bernard King and shifty guard
Washington Bullets, 106-95.

their worst starts in several years, as they

NBAs Atlantic Division with a 5-22 slate.

are on sale tor $6.50, $8 and $9, at the

Ticketron outlets.

Grapplers drop match;

Harvard ekes out win
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

One point. One lousy point.

The UMass wrestling team ventured to
Cambridge this weekend for a meet with
Harvard University and came out on the
short end of a heartbreaking 21-20 loss.

Going into the last match, UMass trailed

21r17 and needed a superior decision from
heavyweight John Allen to tie the score; and
although the freshman from New York
demolished his opponent he could not come
up with the necessary eight point margin of

victory for the decision and the Minutemen
could only get three team points in the
match.

"It was a tough loss to take," said coach
Dave Amato. 'Allen really came back strong
in the last match and he almost pulled us
through."
UMass started the scoring as Dana

Rasmussen (118 pounds) won 13-1 to give
the team a 4-0 lead, and Tony Perry tied his

match at 126 pounds to put the tally at 6-2.

At 134 pounds Larry Otsuka continued his

winning ways with a hard-fought 6-3 win,
and Charley Rigoglioso won 9-3 in the 142
pound class to put UMass ahead 12-2.

Harvard came back with wins at 150 and
158 pounds to close the gap at 12-10, but
UMass co-captain Kevin Griffin walloped
Crimson matman Jon Franklin 18-4 to give
the Minutemen some short-lived breathing
room.

Harvard grabbed the lead to stay as Ed
Bordley pinned Steve Whitman in the 177*

pound category and Sal D'Agostino beat

Bob Clark at 190 pounds.
Allen's 14-7 victory gave UMass three

points for a final score of 21-20.

Ironically, UMass won more matches in

the meet; winning five, losing four, and tying

one, but Harvard made their wins count by
picking up six points on Bordley's pin and
five points each in the 158 and 190 classes

Wrestling notes — Harvard coach David

Lee sang the praises of the UMass team,

noting that five Minutemen grapplers won
matches.

"Allen was just fantastic," said Lee.

"Otsuka looks like he's improved 100 per

cent over last year and their two lightv>/eights

( Rasmussen and Perry) have a lot of promise.

I think Griffin is their best wrestler, though."

Coach Lee was not the only coach who
complimented the UMass team, however.

Shelly Goldberg, a former New England

champion and UMass graduate, who is now
head wrestling coach at Boston College, was
in attendance.

"Amato really did his homework," said

Goldberg. "He went out and got some really

good prospects with no recruiting money. I

think they have the taient to be a real power
in the next couple of years.

"I'm really impressed with the job Amato
has done. He's worked very hard to improve
the program and I hope the people down at

Boyden are noticing."

Amaio s sauad will report back to UMass
around Jan. 3 for workouts The team will

have a tight schedule next semester, but
Amato the outspoken narivt of Warwick,

Rhode iSiand, seems to have vv-m the respect

and admiration of his players w*"ich will be
impoftant down the stretch.

Now if he can only wm some meets ...

The junior varsity team took its second win

in a row Saturday, beating Harvard 18-15.

Gary Rotatori, Mike Mnrowski, and Fred

Rheault provided the UMass scoring.

Hockey club
By GARDE WELLS
Collegian Staff

The purpose of the UMass Hockey Club is

'to provide any graduate or undergraduate
student or faculty member of UMass the
opportunity to plav organized hockey. This
opportunity shall be open to men and
women of any ability," according to club

president Dustin M. Burke.

The club is designed for intramural

competition in ice hockey for separate male
and female divisions. There are currently 16

teams (two female' with rosters of between
11 and 16 players

"Like so many others I was disappointed
upon my arrival at UMass last winter to find

little or no ice hockey opportunity below the

college varsity level, Burke said.

The main problems facing the Club are

funds and transpurtation.

'We need to raise a great deal of money,
all of which so far is student earnings," he
said

Each team has set up car pools. RSO vans
are available for a $2 service charge and 15

cents a mile.

Most games are played at Williston

Academy Arena in Easthampton and at the

Fitzpatrick Memorial Rink in Holyoke.

The Club's ultimate goal is to get a rink on
campus.

"Every state university in New England has

a hockey rink except for UMass, the largest

university in the region," he complained.

"Naturally, the best way to force the issue

is for us to grow in number, and as the word
gets out, we'll become more viable."

When you are the best,

you will look the best.

fe Curling Iron
TRIANGLE STREtT
AM«€RST MASS
(41 3( 549 4412

257 MAPLE ST

HOLYOKE MASS
1413) 536 3153

POSITION
AUAILABLE

The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE is

electing a new VICE PRESIDENT on Tuesday,
^

i; December 13, at 7 P.M. in room 168-170

I
Campus Center. The position is for next

I
semester, pays $1200, and carries with it a

!j tuition wuiver.

I
Any graduate student may run for this

I
position. Duties include a minimum

I
commitment of about 12 hours of work a week

I
in the Senate office and regular attendance at

|

S weekly Senate meetings 3

S

I
Interested parties should contact the

I
Graduate Senate office by phone (5-2896) or \n\

I
person(919 Campus Center) and be prepared to^

S: attend the December 13 meeting.

Graduate Student Senate does not

discriminate on the basis of race, sex, |

sexual or affectional preference, color,

age. handicap, marital status,

national origin, or ancestry.
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Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

MONDAY, DECEMBER 12

— Bom today, you are a
leader by Instinct, if per-

haps not by training and
opportunity. You are also a
very good follower, and
this may hinder the fulfil-

ment of your leadership
ambitions. You know how
to take orders, hwo to

anticipate and provide in

advance for needs. You
will always receive high
praise from superiors, and
this may encourage you to

follow and to neglect the

development of your quali-

ties for leadership.

You are not eager to take
other people's word for

things. Rather, you like to

find things out for yourself,
even though it may retrace
others' steps. You enjoy
learning and will always
find it exciting and inter-

esting to be involved in

new projects. You obvi-
ously love a challenge and
will only rcrely back away
from a difficult pathway to

a much-desired goal.

You are deeply affection-

ate, yet reluctant to show
this. Only small children
and animals can be sure of

receiving a smile and a pat
of affection: all others may
actually get the feeling
that they are being ignored
as you attempt to keep
your feelings to yourself.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
liCt your birthday star bt-

your dailv guide
TUESDAY, DECEMBER

13

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Objections to

taking a back seat for the
day's action will be fruit-

les.s. Swim with the tide.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) — This is a good
day for remaining back
with the pack. If you wish
leadership, prepare to
fight for it.

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb,18) — A major objec-
tion to your plan causes
distress. Don't let yourself
become overly emotional.

PISCES{Feb.l9-March
20) — Look around you for

encouragement about your
circumstances. You should
be relatively well off.

ARIES(March 21-April
19) — You should be
pleased by another's suc-

cess today. Don't be
alarmed if your progress
slows a bit.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20) — Calm one who ap-
pears to be in emotional
turmoil early in the day.
Don't hold back aid.

GEMINI ( May 21-June 20

1

- Bring your involvement
in others' affairs into the
open. This is a good time
for an honest confession.

CANCER{June 21-July
22) - What IS good for the

'goose" may not be good
for the "gander' today
Don't follow another abso-
lutely.

LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22) —
If you accept things at face
value you will be both
disappointed and pleas-
antly surprised. Take your
choice

!

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Curiosity may get the
better of discretion this

morning. Prepare to ex-

plain yourself at evening

LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Work directly toward your
objective. Don't take
shortcuts or the long way
around. Be aggressive and
direct.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-
Nov.21) — Offer advice
only at another's urging.
Otherwise, don't mind
another's affairs. .Set nev
goals at evening
fopyrmhl 1977, Unitnl Kralurr Snidi-

ralp. Inr

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Elsaku—
Japanese
premier

5 Formal
poem

9 Restrain
14 Man's name
1 5 Biblical

word of

reproach
16 N Amer

lake
1

7

Compared
opinions

19 Ammonia
compound:
Prefix

20 Fed the pot
21 Most stylish

23 Gazed slyly

25 Sober
26 Slugger—

Slaughter
28 Dwarflike

creatures
32 Acrobatic

trick

37 Weighty
38 Honor card
39 Single-

master
41 Permit
42 Muhammada

decree
45 Unfaithful

or>es Slang
48 Reply

50 Assured of

success

51 Ground
cover

54 Different:

Prefix

58 Spread
62 Caravansary
63Gibaon

ingredient
64 The PGA

tour: 2
words

66 Remain
valid

67Pusf.
forward with

caution
68 Being: Latin

69 Money
savers

70 Eject
71 Transfer

property

DOWN
1 Part of a
state Abbr

2 Unequaled
3 French
relative

4 Presented
5 "To -- Is

human

"

6 Companion
Slang

7 Wine

r,
buckets

8 West
Pointer

9 Pursuing
10 Cigar

container
1

1

Great Lakes
port

12 Pen inmates
13 Speed unit

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday's Puul« Solved

N
APPAL AhtP
T R A p 1 l\kf
T?jTfSF5tnr

leCEIi CjBUldU ULJUbS
ECC Eiil^UUUUy
ODDUn 0[I1Q[i]3[13il
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nc^rrr? nr^nmra Pinnifai
DDDDD raaonaa

—

R E flEH B E ft s

D U E P U R e I
§ T 5 5 T|A|Y|51 rrnr

18 Paradises
22 Sink down-

ward
24 Specks
27 Sodium

chloride
29 Mannish
30 At all times
31 — a record
32 Narrow

margin
33 River of

Peru
34 Deft
35 Immediately
36 Destiny
40 Ancient

Egypt deity

43 Mild oath
44 Delivery

trips

46 That is

Latin
47 Measured

out
49 Mariner In-

torniai

52 Symptoms
53 Prying per-

son
55 Wipe away
56 Increase
57 Lubricated
58 Ground

cover
59 Rectangular

pier

60 100 dinars
61 If not
65 — Line

Radar
system

1 2 3 4

1
5 6 7 8

?2

9 10 n 12 13

14 15 16

17 18

24

19

20 21

I
27

23 25

P 36

^^^1
^^^^H26 28 29 30 31

32 J3 34 37

38 39

I
49

40

46 47

41

42 43 44 45

48 50 ^^^1
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1

61 62

63 64 t'j

66 6/

1
68

69 70

L._._,

71
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Icemen tip BoState;

Merrimack next foe
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

"It certainly wasn't a classic, but it was a

win, and that's what counts," was hockey
coach Jack Canniff's comment after his

Minutemen managed to scratch out a tough
5-3 victory Saturday night over the Warriors

of Boston State before a crowd of 150 at Orr

Rink.

The win was the second in a row for the

Minutemen, who are now 3-5. The pucksters

have one game left before intersession, that

with ECAC Division II champ Merrimack. If

UMass wins, it will be 4-5, putting the

Minutemen in good shape to start the

second half of the year

The Boston contest was a must win for the

Minutemen, and the best way to describe

their performance is to say they played only

as good as they had to. They played sloppy,

mediocre defense for most of the game, and
squandered away countless scoring chances.

They had the big play when they needed it

though, and came up with a win.

The Minutemen cam out smoking early in

the first period, and it looked for a while that

they might have an easy time of it.

Co-Captain Bob White put UMass up 1-0

just 17 seconds into the game when he

knocked a loose puck underneath Boston

goalie Paul Tuccelli. The Minutemen took a

two goal lead at 8:35, when Don Murphy
circled the net and passed the puck out in

front, where Bill White scooped it up and

beat Tuccelli to the low left side.

The Minutemen then slowed down a bit,

and the momentum shifted to Boston State.

The Warriors put the heat on Johr, Riley, and

with only a minute and a half left in the

period, scored a power play goal. With two
Minutemen in the penalty box, Bill Curley slid

the puck under a sprawled out Riley to make
it 2-1.

In the second period, the Minutemen
played sluggish, sloppy hockey that almost

led to disaster. Yet, when the period ended,

the pucksters had a bigger lead than they

went in with.

Both teams started slow in the second

period, but there were lots of good scoring

chances for each team. The Minutemen had

two power play opportunities but could not

capitalize. The Warriors took advantage of

spotty defense, and put pressure on Ri'ey,

who had to make several good stops.

Boston finally broke the ice at 14:11, when
they tied the game on a power play goal.

With Bill White in the box for boarding,

James Murphy stole a careless pass in the

UMass end and fed it to Jim Barret who beat

Riley with a low wrist shot.

The Minutemen continued to put a lot of

pressure on Tuccelli, and at 17:11, finally hit

pay dirt. Only seconds after a Warrior penalty

expired, Billy Estes knocked the puck in to

give the Minutemen the lead again. The
Minutemen continued to press, and with

only one second left in the period, picked up

a two goal lead when Joey Milan scored an

unassisted talley, with the Warriors short

handed.
In the third period, Boston carried the play

in the early going and again drew to within a

goal. At 32 seconds of the period, Curley

scored his second goal of the game, a 15 foot

wrist shot that beat Riley to the right side.

Boston continued to control the game,

picking up several good scoring op-

portunities, but failing to take advantage.

Midway through the period the

Minutemen picked up the momentum, and

played, in the last 10 minutes, perhaps the

best hockey of the year. They played ex-

cellent defense, and kept the puck in the

Warrior end, putting all kinds of pressure on

Tuccelli.

At 16:31 they finally cashed in picking up

the insurance goal they needed, when Estes

scored his second goal of the game. Estes

took a nice pass from T.J. O'Brien, and beat

Tuccelli with a high backhander.

Canniff was not overjoyed with his team's
performance, but was happy to come out
with a win. "It looked like we were skating in

peanut butter for the first 2'^ periods, ' said

Canniff.

The Minutemen will end the first half of

their season tonight at Voipe Center when
they play Merrimack. All that needs be said

about Merrimack is that they are ex-

perienced, deep and very tough.
The Warriors, coached by J Thom Lawler,

were 23-2-1 last year in Division II, and went
on to win the Division title, beating Union in

the final.

The Warriors lost their leading scorer, Jim
Crouseand All-ECAC Division II defenseman
Paul Dunn to graduation, but they are still

very deep, with 17 returning iettermen.

The team is led offensively by forward Jim
Toomy, who scored 21 goals last year and
was ECAC Division II Rookie of the Year. On

TURN TO PAGE 14

Mermen dunk

Boston U
By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — The UMass men's swim team
remained undefeated Saturday as it picked

up its second consecutive meet victory with

a 79-32 win over Boston University here.

"They (BU) are a weak team and we knew
that it would be pretty easy," said UMass
coach Bei Melamed.
The Minutemen had two sw'mmers who

were double winners Saturday as both Dave
Hoffman and Bill Taylor registered wins in

two events apiece.

Hoffman, a junior, won the 1000 yard
freestyle with a time of 1 1 :01 .3 and paced the
field in the 500 yard freestyle to the tune of a

5:18.0 time with teammate Tom Nowak
finishing second.
Freshman sensation Bill Tyler sprinted to a

win in the 50-yard freestyle in 22.3 and won
the 200 yard butterfly when teammate Russ
Yarworth, ahead at the time, was disqualified

because of an illegal turn.

Yarworth wasn't without a win on the
afternoon, though, as he easily won the 20-

yard Individual Medley with a 2:05 pace.

Another impressive performance was
turned in by sophomore Harry Fulford who,
for the second meet in a row, turned in a

speedy time while winning the 200-yard
breaststroke. Fulford sets a new personal
high for himself with his time of 2:23.4 and
seems to be improving with each successive
meet.
"The performances of both Harry Fulford

and Dave Hoffman impressed me," said

Melamed.
In both the diving events, the Minutemen

had little trouble with Dan Conley winning
the one-meter competition and Jim An-
tonino winning on the three-meter board.
Along with freshman Dan Anthony, the three

UMass divers present a formidable diving trio

and should be scoring a lot more points

when the season picks up again after in-

tersession.

Other Minuteman winners included Bob
DeConnick who won the 200-yard freestyle

and Jim Leiand who garnered the top spot in

the 200-yard backstroke. In addition, the
medley relay team of Leiand, Fulford, Nowak
and Pete Ziomek won the 400-yard medley
relay event.

The mermen now go into intersession with
a clean 2-0 slate and will be working out until

January 28 when they make the long trip to

Maine to face the Black Bears of the
University of Maine.

SOCIAL WORKERS • TEACHERS • PSYCHOLOGISTS

TIKED OF HEARING ADOUT HO JODS
AND HO SATISFACTIOH

IH YOUR CHOSEH PROFESSIOH?
Well if you hove o Hebrew bockground. we invite

you to kiss that rut goodbye end soy hello to Isroel.

If you ore o social worker (M5W D5W), teocher or

psychologist—or would tike to be troined as o sociol worker, o

most exciting ond personolly- rewording career owaits you in

the State of Isroel

Interviews will be conducted m the United Stotes Contoct us

immediotely for pre-mterview information session

m 31 St. James Ave

.^Km mL% •"=•" -Huare BIdg
. Su'te 450

^ll|Va|| Boston. Mass 02116

^mJlER '•'<«^7) 423-0868/423-7491

There is much to be done by our generotion in Isroel. Let's stop

talking ond stort doing.

ti«g.9lE£S
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• TUES., Dec. 13

LUNA

WED. Dec. 14

BAILEY BROS.

'i mtle poi»

Wo»f obo \ or

MONDAY
NIGHT

FOOTBALL

Came of the Week

Openings for Student Judiciary Position

Positions are now available.

interested Students should attend a meeting

on 12/1.3 at 3:00

in Room 404 Student Union

Forbore information call 5-2145

THURS., FRI. & SAT.

Dec. 15 16 17

MITCH CHAKOUR
and the MISSION BAND

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

foiobow
prisms

A fin* coll*ction of hand cut stras*
quality crystal, htgh laad centant
and •xqoisjta thacaa proiact color
and form whan hung in j window.
A parfaci eift for your homa. from
• 1 75 to %2a.

«»^ulh
Open «»::{0 to 9 .\Ion.-Sat.

Sundays 1 to 5

Next to Amherst Post Office

Hoopwomen bomb Cats
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

The imaginary lid on the basket which had
plagued the UMass women's basketball

team in its first three games disappeared
Saturday afternoon as the Minutewomen
defeated Vermont, 78-60, in what UMass
coach Mary Ann Ozdarski termed "one of

the finest games I have ever seen in women's
basketball."

Sparked by Sue Peters who scored 33
points and Sue Henry who handed out 13
assists, UMass struck for eight unanswered
points off the opening tap. UMass could not
miss, forcing Vermont coach Jean Condon
to call a time out with UMass leading, 16-5
with 14:45 left in the first half.

The Minutewomen continued their torrid

shooting, forcing Vermont to switch to a 2-1

2 zone defense. The Catamount change in

strategy only compounded their dilemma as

Sue Peters pumps one of her several field goals in action Saturday against Ver-
mont. Sue scored 33 points, hitting 75 per cent of field attempts in leading her team
to an imp-essive Yankee Conference victory.

Swimwomen tie BU
By LAURA FRANK
Collegian Staff

The UMass merwomen captured their first

tie of the season, 65-65, on Saturday against

Boston University.

The most outstanding swimmer for UMass
was Deb Shwartz, who won the 500 yard
freestyle with a time of 5:33.7 and also placed
first in the 100 yard individual medley with a

fast time of 1:07.1. But her best race was the
100 yard breaststroke. She not only finished

first, but she swam the rcce in 1:14.5, which
is the best time she has done in that event in

three years.

The medley relay team of Kathy Jurcik,

Shwartz, Celia Walsh, and Lise Hembrough
swam a 2:00.0 for a first place finish.

In the 500 yard freestyle, Lynn Lutz
finished third with a time of 5:48.9. Co-
captain Hembrough placed third in the 100
yard freestyle, doing a 59.7, and also placed
third in the 50 yard freestyle with a time of

26.8.

Jurcik won the 100 yard backstroke with a

1:07.0, and also placed first in the 50 yard
backstroke. Her most outstanding race was
the 50 yard butterfly in which she finished

second with a time of 28.8. It was the first

time she swam that event.

Walsh placed third in the 200 yard freestyle

with a time of 2:11.7 and second in the 100
yard butterfly with a time of 1:06.7.

Boston University had excellent free-

stylers, which helped the Terriers immensely.
They placed first and second in most of the

freestyle events.

But, BU only had one diver, compared to

three from UMass.
In the required diving event, Susie Strobel

finished first with 135.15 points, Chris Bullard

was second with 133.0 points, and Leslie

Dunphy finished third with 121.05 points.

At that point the score of the meet was
UMass 27, B.U. 25.

Co-captain Rachel Mack placed third in

the 100 yard backstroke with a time of 1:10.4,

and she also placed third in the 50 yard back-

stroke with a 32.4.

Maryanne Primavera swam her best time
of the season doing a 1:18.8 in the 100 yard
breaststroke and also placing third in the 100
individual medley with another best time of

1:11.1. She placed second in the 50 yard
breaststroke with a time of 35.8. Alix

Denhartog placed third in the 50 yard breast-

stroke with a time of 37.2.

In the optional diving event, Bullard

finished first, with Dunphy finishing second
and Strobel in third place.

UMass ran the fast break to perfection.

Three layups by UMass ballooned the lead to

34-19. UMass took a 42-27 lead into the
dressing room after Sue Peters scored on a

'levitation lay up' to close out the first half.

Ozdarski's game plan was working to

perfection. Cathy Harrington, who started in

place of the injured Maura Supinski, played
superb defense, causing the Catamounts
leading scorer, 6'2" Gail McWilliam, to mis-
fire repeatedly during the first half.

Harrington said, "Coach Ozdarski kept
reminding me of my responsibility at every
practice session."

The Minutewomen began the second half
where they left off by engineering a 10-2
spurt highlighted by three Henry buckets.
UMass penetrated the Vermont zone at will

which was exemplified by Cheryl Carey's
fadeaway four foot jumper with seven
minutes gone in the second half.

Vermont continually substituted players in

and out of the lineup trying to find a com-
bination that could both put points on the
board and stop the UMass running game.
There would be no solutions to the Cat's
woes as the Minutewomen increased the
lead to 59-35.

Sue Murdoch and McWilliam, the
Catamount's leading scorers with 20 and 16
points respectively, cut the UMass lead to
61-45 with 8:30 left in the game, but a 10
point run by the Minutewomen gave UMass
a 71-45 lead and put the game on ice with
6:10 remaining.

"It was a super team effort," Ozdarski
said "Everyone contributed to this victory by
doing their job. This win is a tribute to the
way these kids can play. I can't give them
enough credit."

The Minutewomen shot an excellent 58
per cent from the floor, while out-rebounding
the taller Vermont team 50-24. Harrington
and Ginny Peebles snared 18 and 10

rebounds respectively. Henry's 19 points and
Carey's 15 point effort, along with Peter's 33
points led UMass in the scoring column.

Ozdarski attributed her team's per-

formance on both ends of the court to its

preparation in last week's practice sessions.

"We worked hard on our shooting all week
and it certainly paid off. Defensively, we
knew we had to stop their big girls and our
front line (Harrington, Peebles and Carey) did

the job."

Vermont coach Condon, gracious in

defeat, praised the UMass effort. "They
played a super game. We played as hard as

we could. Our shooting percentage was way
down, which is a tribute to their defense."

UMass played the game with an added
incentive, as Carey put it, "It was Maura's
game, we wanted to win it for her." Carey
was referring to injured forward Maura
Supinski who dislocated her shoulder earlier

in the week.

The UMass women's junior varsity team

was not as fortunate, losing to the

Catamount subvarsity 54-37. Coach Sue
Wales said, "Cold shooting and missed shots

off offensive rebounds hurt us in the

beginning. We need to work on defense and

the fast break to be more competitive."

The Minutewomen travel to New Britain,

Connecticut to take on Central Connecticut

in a 7:30 game tonight. Coach Ozdarski said

her team will be taking on a small team that

utilizes the fast break.

Sports Notice
A full WSI course will be offered at

Hampshire College Pool January 4 to

January 24 for five-college students.

Each session will meet Mon. thru Fri. 1:30

to 4 p.m. Prereq. is current Advanced
Lifesaving certification. There is no fee

for the WSI course. Register with the

secretary in North P.E. by Mon., Jan. 2.

The course instructor is Esther Wallace,

NOPE 105.

Ideas for Xmas

Swiss army knives, 14 models from $7,.S0

Chamois Shirts, 4 colors*

X small to X large $14.9S

100% goose doivn vest $31.9S

Wool knit hats from $2.29

Down mittens from $14.9S

5^® ,, Flannel shirts from $S.49
General s

Place Corduroy shirts $9.9S
35 E. Pleasant St. , ^ ^^ ^a>
Amherst 549 6168 Knapsacks from $5.98

PIZZARAMA
^^ of Amherst 355 College St.

Open Sun-Thurs II-IAM
Fri, Sat II-XAM

For Fast FREE Delivery call 253-3808

Sun-Thurs SPM to lAM
Fri, Sat SPM to ZAM

CALL 253-3808
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Gymwomen upset Penn St
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

"It was great, just terrific!", bubbled

women's gymnastics coach Virginia Evans.

"It" was a 137.0 to 134.70 upset victory for

the UMass gymwomen over arch-rivals Penn
State Up until this victory, the Lady Lions

held a three year skein of consecutive vic-

tories over their Minutewomen counterparts.

This double dual Curry Hicks Cage en-

counter was the first competition of the

season for both women's teams and it

showed. Most of the routines had rough

edges but sparks of future greatness

gleamed through for both teams.

Keying the win were strong performances
by the UMass all around gymnasts.
Stephanie Jones won the all around event

with a total of 36.05 points for four events.

Jones received a 9.0 on a very impressive

Sukahara vault, a 9.15 for her uneven parallel

bar routine despite a fall on her fon^ard

sommersault between the high and low bars.

Jones scored an 8.7 for the second highest

score on the balance beam and a 9.2 for her

floor exercise.

Coach Evans was very pleased with Jones'

performances against Penn State. "Jones
looked very strong and appears to be well on
her way to a 37 point total which is ex-

cellent," said Evans.

Senior Susan Cantwell finished third in the

all around competition just behind PSU's
Ann Carr with a 35.1 total. Cantwell had a

sparkling performance on the beam where
she received a 9.2 score, totally out-

distancing all other competitors.

"Sue appears to be finishing up very

strongly in her senior year which is unusual
for gymnastics." said Evans.

In the other events, Cantwell received a 8.6

in vaulting, an 8.5 on the bars, and she is

currently perfecting a new mount and
dismount, and 8.8 on the floor.

Carr, the reigning national champion,
edged Cantwell by one tenth of a point to

finish second in the all around competition
with a 35.20 total. Carr and her teammates
appeared to be solidifying new routines

during this phase of the season. Last year's

third placing at the AIAW championships
shows the potential is definitely there for the

Lady Lions.

Karen Hemberger scored a 33.85 in four

events. Evans was "really impressed" with

Hemberger's Sukahara vault which earned a

9.2 for top honors in the event. Hemberger
missed a front sommersault on the bars and
ran into rhythm problems on the balance
beam which lowered her scores.

Coleen Thornton was the fourth all around
competitor for the Minutewomen. She
finished with a 31.15 poini total. Thornton

contributed to event scores on the balance

beam with a score of 8.35.

"I'm satisfied for now," said Evans. "We
definitely have areas which need im-

provement. We haven't peaked yet, but it

was a great victory."

The Minutewomen have not seen the last

of the Lady Lions however. While the victory

gave the UMass gymwomen a tremendous

boost, the loss also gave Penn State the

incentive to work harder. In March the Lady

Lions will have their chance for revenge, but

the Minutewomen will be stronger, too by

the time the Eastern Regionals roll around.

Hoopmen dismember

Catamounts, 73-57

UMass Ail-American gymnast Susan Cantwell, shown here performing on the

balance beam, finished second in the all-arotind competition on Saturday. (Staff

photo by Dave Rodgers)

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Mark Haymore played his first game at the

Cage Saturday night and he made it a

memorable occasion.

The 6-8 junior hit eight of nine shots —
including five rim shaking dunks — for 16

points to lead the UMass basketball team to

a convincing 73-57 victory over Vermont in

the team's first home game of the season.

Haymore, who is now shooting better than

80 per cent from the floor after the

Mirutemen's first four games, ignited his

team and the boistrous crowd of 4200 with

his maneuvering under the bosket.

'"I just wanted to play well,'" said the soft

spoken junior," and things worked out'

But what about the dunks — has
found a new 'Doctor of Dunk"?
That's my game.. ..it's the surest

por

alright.'

UMass
"Inside,

shot."

"We haven't seen the best of Mark
Haymore yet," said UMass coach Jack
Leaman, "but this was definitely his best

effort of the year."

UMass found itself trailing 7-6 in the early

going, buVthen rattled off a 20 to one spurt in

seven minutes and never looked back again.

After baskets by Mike Pyatt, Alex Eldridge

and two foul shots by Derick Claiborne

opened up a five point lead for UMass,
Haymore went to work. In the span of four
minutes, he scored twelve of his team

leading 16 points, interrupted only by a Greg
Davis foul shot. Brad Johnson added a
jumper at the end of the scoring string and
UMass held a 26-8 lead at 8:39.

The Minutemen, now 4-0, defeated the

previously unbeaten Catamounts (4-1) by
capitalizing on what Vermont coach Peter

Salzberg termed ""scramble situations."

"We don't have the raw physical talent to

play in spurts," informed the coach. "We
didn't play for 40 minutes and if we don't

against a team as talented as UMass we're
going to lose."

Incredibly, Vermont still found itself in the

ballgame, at the half, after shooting a paltry

27 per cent, and trailed by just 13, 39-26,

entering the second stanza.

But, any hopes of a comeback for the
Catamounts vanished quickly, when
Haymore opened the second half scoring

with another crowd pleasing dunk after a

perfect feed from Pyatt. Although he scored
just 10 points, Pyatt played unselfishly on
offense setting up three of Haymore's dunk
shots by looking for the open man un-

derneath and finished with a game high five

assists.

With UMass utilizing its inside game, and
Claiborne and Eldridge controlling the

tempo, the Minutemen opened their largest

lead of the game 67-43 three fourths of the

way through the second half.
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ANATOMY OF A DUNK - Derick Claiborne (20, partially hidden) drives the lane and dishes off to Mark Haymore (r). Center. Claiborne Is called for

an offensive foul a. Haymore goes up for the dunk, and (3rd frame) is assessed a technical foul for hanging on the rim. (Staff photo, by Dave Rodgers)

$$$ award is reversed by high court

WASHINGTON - The U.S.

Supreme Court has allowed the

administration to file a brief saying

the 1964 Civil Rights Act does not

forbid special admissions programs

like that challenged by Allan Bakke

at the University of California.

The court has heard the "reverse

discrimination" case and will decide

it before the term ends in June.

Since the U.S. Justice Depart-

ment was not a party to the case,

the court's permission last week

was necessary in order for

government views to be con-

sidered.

The department agreed with the

university that the bar to racial

discrimination at institutions

receiving federal funds does not

affect the university's program at

Davis, under which 16 of the ICX)

student openings are reserved for

minorities.

The government said the law was
available for Bakke's use but it did

him no good. The university argued

that he could not even invoke it.

CHARLESTON, W. Va. - The

State Supreme Court has reversed

an opinion by Brooke County

Circuit Court that denied a $1,000

award to a victim of racial

discrimination.

Acting on a complaint by Ms.

Nora Coleman the state human
rights commission had found the

Pearlman Realty Agency guilty of

racial discrimination when it

refused to show her a house.

The commission ordered

Pearlman to stop engaging in

discriminatory practices, advertise

its listings as being available to

everyone, advise its employees of

its new policy and pay $1,000 to

Ms. Coleman for "humiliation,

embarrassment, emotional and
mental distress and loss of personal

dignity."

Acting on Pearlman's appeal,

Brooke County Circuit Court
reversed the decision granting the

award.

In overturning the lower court

ruling last week, Justice Sam
Harshbarger said the commission is

entitled to award monetary
compensation for damages other*

than out-of-pocket expenses "to

secure compliance with the

commission's order and to depress

the discriminator's ambitions to

repeat the misbehavior."

Vorster scorns U.S. rap over 'no guilt' Biko ruling

sanctions against South Africa, but

added, ""I don't look for any official

action to step up the American

sanctions."

U.S. officials said no further

economic moves were planned,

partly because American cor-

porations and banks have been

taking effective voluntary action to

cut the level of their investments in

South Africa.

Total American investment and

loans to Africa is believed to

amount to about $4 billion.

Among other actions, Polaroid

Corp. has announced it will stop all

trading with South Africa and

General Motors, Control Data and

Seagrams have announced they

have dropped their plans for ex-

panding their investment in that

nation.

Ideological Analysis of the N. B. S. A.

THE FACE af Mrs. Ntsl«kl Btka. mUr ol Str\t BIka. says It all after a SouCli

African m»ifi»tr4tp ral«l m» on* was rfsponslble for th* yoaBR man's drath la

privm. Mrs Bikn leaves rourt •ith her attorney . Shun ChrtU

.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

(ypi) _ Prime Minister John

Vorster, scorning U.S. anger at a

court decision clearing police in the

death of black leader Steve Biko,

says blacks have no place in South

African politics.

Vorster, giving his first interview

since his victory in general elections

last week, also pledged a "drastic"

crackdown on terrorism and efforts

to stem any Marxist onslaught on

his country.

His white minority government,

he said, would be "foolish. ..to

accept the (system) of one man,

one vote... a political system that

will ultimately lead to black rule in

this country.

''The voters have said con-

clusively that this is not what they

want," he said.

Vorster's hard stand came on the

same day Pretoria's chief

magistrate, i'\/larinus Prins, ruled at

the end of a 14-day inquest that no

one was responsible through "acts

or omissions" for Biko's death from

brain injuries in a jail cell.

The United States said it was

"shocked" at the verdict and that it

was "inconceivable.. .that no one

was responsible." A State

Department spokesman said Biko's

death "resulted from a system

which permits gross mistreatment

in violation of the most basic

human rights."

U.N. Secretary General Kurt

Waldheim expressed "shock and

dismay." A British member of

Parliament called the ruling

"outrageous" and said the Biko

family should "fear for their lives."

Police arrested Biko's brother,

Kaya; his cousin, Solomon, and at

least 1 1 other relatives and friends,

including two priests, in pre-dawn

raids on their homes in the black

township of Soweto hours before

the verdict was read.

A Biko family lawyer. Shun

Chetty, said he was told the arrests

"had something to do with

pamphlets"' but that no charges

had been filed.

A state department spokesman

said he expected these events to

produce increasing pressure in

Congress for sterner economic

The National Black Student

Associations congress meeting this

weekend, meets in a time of

historical legacy. It meets in time of

a serious nine year movement lull

after a fifteen year period of the

highest level of mass activism in the

history of the black liberation

struggle.

While many of us now know of

the outward approach of the FBI

COINTELPRO program to destroy

the black liberation movement, few

of us know of its internal plan that

lead to mass ideological confusion

in the movement that continues

until this very day.

What we as students of social

change must do is learn from the

mistakes of the past so that we
don't repeat them in the present

and future. One of the failures of

the black liberation movement of

the 1960's was to give a clear

ideological or theoretical per-

spective, dialectically, of how
liberation would be won.

Presently, most groups agree

that liberation cannot be won short

of a socialist revolution in the U.S.

But the burning question is how do

we as a people move to that point

and what are we to achieve by such

a revolution.

Revolution does not provide us

with easy answers. One must do

serious thinking and studying if we
are revolutionary. If a black

student- person is a revolutionary

he-she must seriously study the

development of U.S. society. The

U.S. has developed more unique:v

than most European capitalif*

societies and therefore revolution in

this country has its own unique

characteristics. This paper is too

short to fully discuss these

characteristics so we encourage

study .groups and ideological in-

stitute to study them.

One question we must answer

this weekend for the organization

to take a clear perspective is

whether our people are an op-

pressed national minority or

whether we are an oppressed

nation of a unique type, with

unique characteristics.

This outline addresses itself to

say that New Africans (Africans

enslaved in the U.S.) are a domestic

colony — a captive nation held in

colonial bondage. For 400 years the

New African tilled the land in the

South (particularly the black belt; a

region of black majority running

from Louisiana, Mississippi,

Alabama, Georgia and South

Carolina), living up until the last 30

years as a sharecropper - peasant.

Most of these years the New
African was living in an agrarian

situation and until the last ten years

had no redress in the political

system. What is the condition

today?

Nearly five million Black people

live in the black belt area today,

comprising about 20 per cent of the

black population of the entire

country and about 43 per cent of

the Black population of the entire

South. About 4.5 million Black

people in the South live in rural

areas and small towns, and most of

these are in the Black Belt. Also, on

the average, Blacks are still a

majority of the rural population in

the Black Belt and a 30 per cent

minority in the Black Belt's urban

areas.

Under unique conditions of

imperialist and racist oppression

over the years Black people in the

South have acquired all the at-

tributes of an oppressed nation. We
are a people set apart by a common
ethnic origin, economiCv^-! nter-

related in various classes until the

last 30 years had a common

Akbar Muhammed Ahmed —

center, and Nkrumah Olinga —
left (photo by Edwin Patterson)

economic relationship to the land in

the black belt, united by a common
historical experience reflecting a

special cultural and psychological

makeup.

The black belt South is the area

that today has the largest con-

centration of Black people. "Thus,

imperialist oppression created the

conditions for the eventual rise of a

national liberation movement with

its base in the South ...
" The

content of this movement would be

the completion of the agrarian

democratic revolution in the South,

that is, the right of self deter-

mination as the guarantee of

complete equality throughout the

country.

TUR\ TO PAGE 3
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'Get in the trenches blacks are advised
ATLANTA Blacks have been

advised by Dr Cleveland Dennard,

president of Atlanta University, to

"get in the trenches" and prepare

intellectually, ethically, morally and

physically, "to meet the portion of

responsibility that clearly rests with

the black community."

Addressing a mainly black

audience at the Hur^gry Club forum,

Dr. Dennard warned that blacks

must maintain a constant vigil to

see that the gams they've made are

not lost.

The history of blacks in America,

he said, has included a series of

gains and losses as "legal"

definitions have been applied

through the various branches of

government to define who and

what black people are.

"It has not been purely a matter

of overcoming economic
deprivation or cultural deprivation,"

said Dennard. "It has been the

sharp realization of the en-

forcement of law — whether
enacted by the legislative branch or

proclaimed by the judicial body —

that has kept the question for

blacks unsettled."

It is in that framework that black

families, churches, and colleges

have sought to persevere despite

the "swings of the pendulum," he

noted.

"We are not at point where a

new look must be taken at the

broad bi- racial coalition that is

rteeded to be sure that as the

pendulum swings, and as laws are

passed and judicial decisions are

passed to wipe out those laws, that

the gains made today will not be

wiped away," he added.

He added that in the future,

blacks must be sure to be a part of

developing public policy, which
means blacks must give support to

black institutions, particularly black

colleges.

Push made for minorities

in criminal iustice
WASHINGTON - Eight

traditionally biack colleges are

offering degrees in criminal justice

in a coordinated effort to increase

rriinority employment in the
nation's criminal justice system, a

federal agency said last week.

Financed in part by a $1.2 million

grant from the Law Enforcement

Assistance Administration the

program is being administered by

Positive Futures Inc. and coor-

dinated by the State University of

New York at Albany.

"We are encouraging blacks to

get a criminal justice education and

at the same time remove some of

the barriers to minority participation

in the field," said Hallem Williams,

LEAA program director.

"The recruitment effort has been

going very well," he said. 'Student

demand at several of the schools

often is exceeding faculty

resources."

Studies leading to a four-year

degree in criminal justice began this

fall at the eight colleges, he said.

They are Bishop College and

Texas Southern University in

Texas, Grambling State University

in Louisiana, Mississippi Valley

State University, Talladega College

in Alabama, Fayetteville State

University and Shaw University in

North Carolina and Shaw College at

Detroit.

The Portland, Ore., police

department and the U.S. park

police already have asked the

schools to recommend recruits,.

Williams said.

"Despite this sort of response,"

he said, "We still have a long way

to go."

The Equal Employment Op-

portunity Commission said in 1975

that blacks made up 3.8 per cent of

the professionals and 2.4 per cent

of the officials and administrators in

2,303 state and local police units it

surveyed.

If all employes are counted,

including clerks, service and

maintenance personnel,
technicians and paraprofessionals,

blacks made up 7.7 per cent, the

commission said.

Williams said black communities
suffered an economic loss

estimated at $2.5 billion because of

crime in 1975.

'What this means to us is that

blacks have a continuing need to

have something done about
crime," Williams said. He said the

program should provide "a very

potent source of personnel and
expertise for the criminal justice

system."

Court rules that race

is factor in adoptions
NEW ORLEANS - Adoption

agencies have the right — and
responsibility— to consider race

when matching orphans with

prospective parents, a federal court

has ruled.

The 5th U.S. Circuit Court last

week denied a Georgia couple's

appeal that a county adoption

agency violated their rights by

rejecting their application to adopt

their 3- year-old racially mixed foster

son.

Officials of the Fulton County

Family and Children's Services

Department admitted race was a

factor in evaluating Mr. and Mrs.

Robert George Drummond's ap

plication to adopt their foster son

Timmy.
But the court said Timmy's

welfare depended on the agency
finding the best possible parents for

the boy and racial differences were
legitimate factors to consider.

Social workers said Timmy
strongly resembles his black

biological father.

"A couple has no right to adopt a

child if it is not equipped to rear and

according to professional literature,

race bears directly on that inquiry,"

said Judge Paul Roney in the

written opinion. "From the child's

perspective, the consideration of

race is simply another facet of

finding him the best possible

home."

Chief Judge John Brown issued

a concurring opinion, saying the

adoption agency would have failed

in its responsibility had it not

considered race.

"Indeed, adoption personnel
would be blinking at really if they

fail to consider the race of the

adoptive parents (m relation to) the

child," Blown said.

No threat,

says Young of Cubans in Africa.
UNITED NATIONS - U.N.

ambassador Andrew Young says

Cuba's presence in Africa poses no

threat to U.S. interests and warns

against overreacting to Havana's

intervention.

Young advised against gening

"Panicky about the Russians and

Cubans in Africa.

"If 500,000 Americans, well

equipped and well trained, could

not dominate a tiny peninsula in

Vietnam, there's no way that 20,000

or 50,000 Cubans are going to

dominate Angola, or Ethiopia or

Egypt or Somalia," Young said.

"Inevitably, they are getting

themselves in for worse trouble

than we got in Vietnam."

Young analyzed the situation in

Africa before a closed meeting last

week in the Harvard Club.

African nations, he said, were

making a distinction "between the

kind of Cuban presence in Angola,

where they were essentially op-

posing racism and driving South

Africa out and the continued

military presence of Cuban advisers

in numbers of places around Africa

where they are... in fact per-

petuating an ideological battle.

"This battle in some ways is as

detrimental and repressive against

the black population of those

countries as South Africa and
apartheid is against blacks in South
Africa.

"What Africans are saying. . . is

that in their quest for genuine non-

alignment and in their desire to

develop their own population, that.

frankly, they are better off being

associated with the West."
The U.S., Young said, "Didn't

have a thing to do with putting the

Russians out of Egypt or getting

them run out of Sudan, or the

Cubans and the Russians run out of

Somalia. It was essentially an

awakening of African leadership

themselves that this was not a con-

structive presence..."

"I think our position in Africa is

far more wholesome anc healthy

than it has been in a long, long

time."
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New plan

wanted

in Rhodesia
WASHINGTON - The U.S. has

called on Prime Minister Ian Smith

to accept the Anglo-American plan

for full majority rule in Rhodesia

and to include nationalist groups

now outside the country in his new
election plan.

"The logic of our position is that

a transfer of power through the

electorial process must go to the

heart of the central aims, not only

of the Anglo-American initiative,

but of the people there and which is

to end the bloodshed and the Civil

War," State Department
spokesman Hodding Carter said

last week.

Smith recently called on black

nationalist groups operating inside

Rhodesia — which Africans call

Zimbabwe— to work toward "a

majority rule based on adult suf-

frage."

The prime minister did not in-

clude several Rhodesian black

factions based in neighboring
countries which are carrying on
guerilla warfare along the borders

=]gainst Smith's government.

Carter said, "It would be useful

for Smith to spell out what majority

rule on the basis of adult suffrage

means."

Gen. James'

replacement

announced
WASHINGTON - Air Force

Gen. Daniel "Chappie" James'
replacement as head of the U S.-

Canadian North American Air

Defense Command and the U.S.

Aerospace Defense Command has

been announced by the Defense
Department.

James, 57, the only black to hold

four-star rank in the U.S. military, is

recup)erating from heart trouble

suffered last September.
News that he had been relieved

of his command came after it was
revealed he had sent a private letter

of protest to a superior officer

opposing a plan to do away with

the U.S. Air Defense headquarters

and absorb its functions elsewhere.

He and the Air Forpe have denied

his transfer to Washington for

"medical evaluation" pending his

retirement and the letter of protest

are linked.

The Defense Department said

President Carter had approved the

promotion of Lt. Gen. James E. Hill

to succeed James.

Senator critizes

White House

New policies cheer Haitians Alabama

MIAMI — They came in the

thousands, these Haitian refugees,

expecting freedom from "political

persecution" and deliverance from

poverty. They found, instead, jail,

hunger, hardship and life without

work permits.

Such was their plight between

1972 and November this year. Now
there is hope of a brighter day for

the 3,000 refugees from the land of

Papa Doc and Jean Claude (Baby

Doc) Duvalier.

On Nov. 8, as a result of a new
immigration policy, the majority of

Haitian exiles, crowded into the

South Florida area, became eligible

to work legally

Many of the men, jailed in lieu of

a $500 bond, while trying to gain

permanent residence, can be

released because of the new law

and the refugees will get another

chance to claim asylum.

Miami attorney Ira Kurzban, who
represents 116 refugee^ .cl|^sified

as "illegal aliens," said they would

get individual hearings.

He said that in spite of the new
immigration policy, however, nearly

100 refugees remain in jail,

"because there is no place for them

to go; no one to take them."

He has appealed for people in the

area to take in the refugees.

Like Yolande Remy, who came
from Haiti's capital, Port-au-Prince,

in December 1972, many of the

refugees love and miss their

homeland. Like Yolande, many of

them vow never to return to Haiti.

They say at their hearings they

will tell tales of "political per-

secution" by the government and

of brutality and murder by the

Haitian police.

Says Yolande: "Even if I'm going

to find gold or diamonds in Haiti I

wouldn't go back because of the

government."

During their years of poverty and
hardship in Florida, many refugees

fiave been dependent on the

Haitian Refugee Center, which, this

year, was able to hand out

Thanksgiving baskets to those in

greatest need.

staffers

AG plans

to seek
more

charges in

63 bombing
MONTGOMERY, Ala. - Robert

E. Chambliss, a Ku Klux Klan

member, has been convicted of

murder in the 1963 deaths of four

young black giris killed in a bomb
blast of the 16th Street Baptist

Church, Birmingham.

Now Alabama Attorney General,

William J. Baxley, is prep>aring to

seek more indictments. He had
contended throughout the trial that

WASHINGTON - Some White
House aides believe the criticism

heaped on them by Sen. Edward
Brooke, R-Mass., who has called

the White House a "dirty" place

with staffers running around in blue

jeans, stems from the dismissal of a

Brooke-sponsored appointee in the

federal bureaucracy in the Boston

area.

Brooke's complaints have not

stopped aides from working in their

shirt sleeves and in the casual attire

that is a trademark of the ad-

ministration.

Chambliss "was not acting alone."

Testimony at Chambliss' trial

indicated that at least two and

possibly three others were near the

scene within eight hours of the

explosion, shortly before the

church services on Sept. 15, 1963.

Known as "Dynamite Bob,"

because of his boast of his ability

with explosives, the crippled, 73-

year-old Chambliss was sentenced

to life imprisonment for the girls'

murder. His attorneys are con-

sidering an appeal.

South Africa and People of Color Bakke At U MASS S. G. A.

Trustees walk along a path from the meeting lines on both sides

by people protest Amherst College's holding of stock in companies
supporting South African apartheid — photo by Edward Cohen

On December 10, 1977 there was
one of the largest demonstrations

held in Amherst College. The issue

at hand was that the Board of

Trustees should divest its stocks in

South Africa. Francis Crowe, a

resident and concerned activist

from Northampton, said that this

demonstration at Amherst today

was one of the largest demon-
strations held at Amherst college in

her 35 years in the area. Over three

hundred people from the northeast

region of the country came to the

demonstration to express their

views on Amherst College having

stocks in corporations within the

racist Union of South Africa.

People came out in freezing

weather to make known there

feelings about racism in South

Africa. Out of all the people there

that I saw who were white from

UMass, none advocate that they

have the right to speak for people

of color at UMass The proof of this

is that the people who advocate

that whites can speak for people of

color were not at the demon-
stration. There was also poor

representation from people of color

at the demonstration, but almost all

of the people of color showed up at

the basketball game. There is

nothing wrong with supporting our
great team -

I came to support

their efforts as well — but I also

went to the demonstration. If

people of color want to continue to

be slaves, please do not advocate

that you are serious about fighting

oppression, I can no longer make
excuses to concerned whites about

your contradictions; neither will I

say that any of you who did not

show up are consistently con-

cerned about our people on the

continent.

People of Color better begin to

be more serious. I am sick and tired

of your excuses; each time you are

more creative with your excuses.

My problem with all people of color

who did not come to the

demonstration is you should stop
talking about the white men as long

as you are aiding him in the

destruction of our people at home
and abroad. I would respect in-

telligent replies to this editorial.

Consistent Unity

Nkrumah L. Olinga

Political Analyst

Trustees walking along the path out of their meeting — photo by
Edward Cohen

Ideological Analysis of the NBSA
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

This new analysis defined the

status of Blacks in the north as an

unassimilable national minority,

who cannot escape oppression by

fleeing the South. The shadow of

the plantation falls upon them
throughout the country, as the

semi-slave relations in the Black

Belt continually reproduce Black

inequality and servitude in all walks

of life.

They are certain singular features

of the submerged Afro-American

nation which differentiates it from
other oppressed nations and which
have made the road towards

national consciousness and identity

difficult and arduous. Afro-

Americans are not only a nation

within a nation," but a captive

nation suffering a colonial type

oppression while trapped within the

geographic bounds of one of the

world's most powerful imperialist

countries.

Blacks were forced into the

stream of U.S. history in a peculiar

manner, as chattel slaves, and are

victims of an excruciatingly

destructive system of oppression

and persecution due not only to the

economic and social sun/ivals of

slavery, but also it its ideological

heritage - racism.

The Afro-American question is

also unique in that it is a new nation

evolved from a people forcibly

transplanted from their original

African homeland. A people

comprised of various tribal and

linguistic groups, they are a product

not of their native African soil, but

of the conditions of their trans-

plantation.

The overwitelming stifling factor

of race, the doctrine of inherent

Black inferiority perpetuated by

ruling class ideologies, has sunk

deep into the thinking of

Americans. It has become endemic,

permeating the entire structure of

U.S. life. Given this. Blacks could

only remain permanently unab-

sorbed in the .lew world's "melting

pot".

"The race factor has also left its

stigma on the consciousness of the

Black nation, creating a powerful

mystification about Black

Americans which has served to

obscure their objective status as an

oppressed nation. It has twisted the

direction of the Afro-American

liberation movement and scarred it

while still in its embryonic state. "1

A serious Black liberation

organization must address itself to

the question of developing a

program around where the great

majority of our people live. So while

the liberation organizations should

have an overall program of all

AFricans in all areas of the country,

its focus should be in the south

particularly in those states we
constitute a near to the majority

population; Mississippi, Louisiana,

Alabama, Georgia and South
Carolina.

The NBSA's main emphasis

should be about completing the

democratic black political

revolution; the electing of people's

representatives and the building of

an independent black political party

to complete this phase of the

revolution to take it to its logical

conclusion, self determination and

national independence. NBSA
should then develop a strategical

long range outlook and a tactical

short range program.

"Black people already have the

voting potential to control the

politics of entire southern counties.

Given maximum registration of

blacks, there are more than 110

counties where black people could

out-vote the political parties and

not waste time trying to reform or

convert the racist Parties" .2 The
right to vote in the South in

essence means the right to self

determination if that vote is

organized around the politics of

independence and self reliance; the

building of an independent black

political party.

The late Malcolm X, in his speech

"The Ballot or the Bullet" in 1964,

emphasized the need for the

movement to build a new politics of

independence from both the

democratic and republican parties.

The democratic and republican

parties are parties of the monopoly

capitalist ruling class and are

designed to serve their interests.

"The exploited classes need

political rule in order to completely

abolish all exploitation, i.e., in the

interest of the vast majority of the

people and against the insignificant

minority consisting of the modern

slave owners — the landlords and

the capitalists. "3 So the important

question before NBSA, is the

building of an anti-imperialist, anti-

racist independent black political

party. This party would have as its

base young black workers, black

farmers, street force and black

revolutionary intellectuals who
make up the black intelligentsia. In

order to be effective this party

would have to be national in scope

with its organizing base in the

national territory (the states of

Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,

Georgia and South Carolina). The
political objective of the party

would be to run independent black

candidates for offices in areas north

and south where Black people

constitute the majority or near

majority. The long range political

program of the party would be to

take over legally, at least try at first,

the national territory and then raise

the question of the right of self

Bakke backlash still continues;

everything that was won during the

1960's stands to be lost by Africans

in this country who do. not still

continue to agitate against their

oppressors continually. Allen

Bakke, a 37 year old engineer, was
denied admission twice to the

University of California-Davis

Medical School. The California

Supreme Court and the U.S.

Supreme Court has failed to

mention the fact that by most
academic standards, Allen Bakke
was not admitted because he was
34 years old at that time and the

admissions officer felt he was too
old to deal with the strenuous task

of medical school. If Allen Bakke
was sincere, and not a bigot, along

with the University of California-

Davis, the case would have read —
Allen Bakke was denied admission

to the University of Cal-Davis

because they felt that he was a

geriatric case. The case of Allen

Bakke is a clear case of

discrimination because of age, not

because he was a white male.

Whenever there is a depression,

the oppressed is always blamed for

the problems of society. This

country has always managed to

create or project a false enemy.
Whites during the late 1960's who

Supreme Court, the U.S. Supreme
Court, and the rest of its case here

at UMass and around the country.

The Bakke case was only a set-up

to take back what was fought for in

the 60's and 70's. We fought our

oppressors before; we will fight

them and their forces again.

The term Third World has come
up time and time again, this time by
ignorant people of color and

bigoted whites. At present there are

ignorant people at UMass being

used by illiterate whites and people
of color. The late W.E.B. Dubois
warned us about allowing our

oppressors to define who we are as

a people. So-called Third World
leaders at this University pimping
off of the word Third World have
presently sold all people of color

down the drain. They have allowed
whites to tell them who they are

and how they should respond to

bigoted doctrine. There is only one
way to deal with ignorance and that

is with truth.

I have written two articles

defining the origins of the concept
of Third World and no one of yet

has refuted my findings. I was
challenged by a petty illiterate

unconscious slave that he was
going to debate me about the issue

Editorials
had currently enjoyed being racist

were under attack by young African

freedom fighters in this country ...

People like Governor Wallace, a

known racist had begun to change

his overt racist position, not

because his heart was changed but

young African students around the

country were forcing that bigot

along with the rest of the racists in

this country to openly be identified

as a prejudiced U.S. citizen.

It was the African student

movement in this country that

changed the conditions of this

country for all oppressed groups. If

people who read this article have

doubts about my findings I would

openly challenge them to a debate

any place they desire. White

women profitted from young
African students' efforts in this

country during the 1960's and early

1970's; all other oppressed groups

of color in this country have

benefitted by young Africans'

struggles in this country.

In this country we have gone full

circle. The current thing now for

the oppressor and their ignorant

followers is to have the audacity to

say reverse discrimination. Anyone

who is illiterate enough to say

reverse discrimination should go

back to primary school because

indeed that one has been clearly

mis-educated in the English

language which they have sup-

posed to have mastered by now.

The victims in this case of this type

of mis-education have been Bakke,

U-Cal-Davis, the California

of Third World. I am sorry he

backed down because if he did not,

last Friday's Collegian would have

not read like it did. I will state here

once more that any people lacking

pigment are not considered people

of color. These white bigots have

not gone through chattel slavery;

they have not gone through the

experience of racism in the U.S.;

therefore they are unqualified to

address the issues of Third World

people. I do not consider myself

third to any being on the planet. I

will refer those who have problems

with my position to my previous

article about my position on Third

World. I will openly debate anytime

or place any conscious bigot and

any unconscious slave who things

in this day and time that they are

third to their oppressor. If we of

color were not suffering from the

mental oppression of neo-

colonialism, we would not call

ourselves Third World people. If

there is any white who thinks that

they have been of color for a day or

have currently gone through a skin

graft, I would like to speak to that

bigot. All of the other bigots and

ignorant people of color I will

debate in any forum.

Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga

Political Analyst Nummo News
The power of the word made

spoken

determination and national in-

dependence; the right of secession

from capitalist- imperialist- racist

U.S. We must see this perspective

is a long range perspective and will

take years to develop. We should

not expect to jump up and run out

of this room and expect our people

to respond to the idea of building

an independent black political

party. This will take years of hard

work built from a sound body of

cadres well tested in struggle and

day to day practice.

"The role of the Black

Revolutionary Party is, first, to

develop and keep before the

movement, the nation and the

world the real meaning and ob-

jectives of the life and death

struggle in which our community is

now engaged; second, to bring

together in a disciplined national

organization the revolutionary

individuals who are being con-

stantly thrown up by spontaneous

eruption and the experience of

struggle; third, to devise and

project, in constant interaction with

the masses in struggle, a long-

range strategy for achieving Black

Revolutionary Power in the United

States. "4

We say, we should seriously

study our people's history to un-

derstand the underlying aspects of

mass movements and the historical

objectives of our people. This

historical analysis will help us in

developing a long range strategy

for Black revolutionary power.

TURN TO PAGE 6
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'For Bahamians only'; new citizenship plan
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NASSAU. . Bahamas
Democratic Party Leader Henry

Bostwick has accused Prime

Minister Lynden Pindling and his

ruling party of taking "the first step

on the road to tampering with the

fundamental rights and guarantees

which Bahamians have long taken

for granted."

Bostwick's charge is a reaction to

the plan by Pindling and his

Progressive Liberal Party govern-

ment to introduce legislation that

would restrict the right of foreign

born residents to take Bahamian
citizenship.

The constitutional amendment
must bo approved by referendum,

but the proposal, observers say, has

set off a national controversy in the

country which gained in-

dependence from Britain four years

ago.

Some 1,200 British Com
monwealth citizens granted

Bahamian "belongership" during

the 10 years before independence,

believe the proposed legislation is

aimed at them, political observers

say.

The new law, they say, could

affect many more persons, in-

cluding the foreign- born wives of

Bahamians naturalized as British

subjects in the former colony.

Pindling told delegates to the

PLP's annual convention that the

reason for amending the con-

stitution "is to leave no doubt that

the government, rather than the

courts, must have the final say on

who will be made a citizen.

"The position of the PLP
government," he declared, "is that,

apart from born Bahamians, no one

else is entitled or ought to be en-

titled to Bahamian citizenship as of

right, unless and until the privilege

of citizenship has been extended as

a gift of the Bahamian people."

State of emergency for Bermuda
HAMILTON, Bermuda (UPI) -
Bermuda sent two black convicted

murderers to the gallows at dawn
(Friday) and declared a state of

emergency and a curfew to curb a

rampage of riot and bombing by

blacks protesting the first island

executions in 34 years.

The hanging of Erskine Durant

"Buck" Burrows and Larry Winfield

Tacklyn, both 33, was carried out at

the seclusion of Case Mates prison,

10 miles west of this resort island

capital city.

Burrows, who claimed he headed

a Black Power organization called

the Black Cadre Anti- Colonialists,

was convicted of killing five men,

CONT. FROM PAGE 3

as two murderers, 33, are hanged
including Bermuda's governor and

its police chief. Tacklyn was
sentenced to die for killing two
supermarket owners.

After the Inter-Islands Appeals

Court — Bermuda's highest

tribunal - turned down a last

appeal, hundreds of rioters took to

the streets, smashing shop win-

dows with pipes and axes and

setting at least two fires with

molotov cocktails.

The governor of Bermuda, Sir

Peter Ramsbotham, declared a

state of emergency and a 6 p.m. to

6 a.m. curfew. The curfew affects

all those on the island, including

thousands of tourists.

Ramsbotham said the state of

emergency was caused by the

"tragic events of last night."

At the same time the 300 men of

the Bermuda Regiment, a part-time

army similar to the national guard,

was mobilized to provide backup

for the police.

Hamilton, a city of just over

10,000 was reported calm in the

hours following the hangings.

Approximately 60 per cent of the

island's population is black.

In the night of violence, rioters

set fires in a government building

and a high school and at one point

seized a bus and rammed it into a

wall.

Burrows was convicted of the

March 1973 murders of Gov.

Richard Sharpies and his aide-de-

camp, Capt. Hugh Sayers, who
were shot as they walked the

governor's dog outside his

residence in Hamilton. Burrows

was also convicted for the Sep-

tember, 1972, slaying of police chief

George Duckett.

Both Burrows and Tacklyn were

convicted of killing supermarket

owners Victor Rego and Mark Doe,

who were shot in 1974.

Informed sources said Bermuda,

a self-governing British colony

which has no executioner of its

own, had secretly flown in a

hangman from an undisclosed

country.

Ideological Analysis of the NBSA

Will the struggle for self

determination lead to a socialist

revolution? This is hard to answer.

Though no one can put a time table

on revolution or say exactly how it

will proceed, we can make broad

generalizations.

For New Africans to be thinking

about socialist revolution, and we
should be, we would first have to

answer the question; what is the

most feasible way New Africans

can engage in successful

revolution? The most feasible and

historically sound way is by New
Africans attempting to take over

the goods and services of the

national territory and through

protracted struggle turning it into a

liberated area.

The struggle for national in-

dependence of the national territory

will polarize the internal con-

tradictions of the racist monopoly

capitalist system and hopefully will

cause a major crisis. Whether the

masses of white workers will come

to our aid or not is a theoretical

question that cannot be answered

at this time. But we can say we

have as many as thirty million

potential Third World allies inside

this country, many progressive

whites and many African and other

Third allies around the world who

have, from their practice, shown u*

they can be potential supporters of

the Black liberation struggle for

national independence.

With the masses of our people

supporting the goal of self

determination and independent

nationhood, our struggle for

national independence could lead

to a general socialist revolution.

Even if white workers didn't initially

support the independence struggle,

we feel U.S. capitalism would enter

a crisis it would not be able to

recover from.

At the same time we support the

just struggle of our African sisters

and brothers in Africa to achieve a

united people's socialist Republic of

Africa, we feel the best way we can

express Pan Africanism in this

country is by developing a

revolutionary action movement that

holds mass demonstrations and

wr>rk stoppages against U.S.

imperialism's aggression in Africa

and by developing a tactical

program that will destroy U.S.

imperialism in its achilles heel; its

home base inside the United

States.

If this congress agrees with this

perspective then NBSA would

adopt as its ideology. Revolutionary

Black Nationalism, Scientific

Socialism and Pan Africanism. In

the black community there are

many organizations that adopt this

outlook for their ideology but the

three major ones which NBSA
should enter into a united front with

are "the League" - the Southern

League of Black-African

Organizations (S.L.B. A.O.), the

Republic of New Africa (RNA) and

the African People's Party (APP).

In order to thoroughly un-

derstand the unique character of

our revolution, serious students of

social change should study the

slave revolts, the abolitionist

movement, the 1880's, 1890's,

1920's and 1960's. The 1880-90's,

1920's and 1960's were periods of

mass nationalist movements. The
nationalist organizations had strong

self help economic programs. We
should seriously study this

dynamic.

Black political consciousness
movement among the youth: One
of NBSA's objectives should be to

give black youth mass political

education. The purpose would be

to instill pride, dignity and to

heighten black youth's con-

sciousness, passing the revolution

on from one generation to another.

Mass teach-ins help in this

respect. Also setting up workshops

to establish youth leagues that

involve youth in the building of the

mass party and NBSA projects

would be esisential. The showing of

revolutionary films, plays and skits

in communities will help youth

become motivated to think about

something besides the "boogy"
culture. The spreading in popular

form of revolutionary nationalism,

scientific socialism and
revolutionary Pan Africanism,

particularly in the national territory

will be of key and primary im-

portance.

NBSA cadre should dedicate

themselves, if returning to their

home communities, to organize

their high school where they

graduated from as a base for the

independent black political party.

NBSA cadre should dedicate

themselves *or at least ten years, if

not a life time, to dontinuous

protracted political struggle.

Mobilizing around the eighteen year

old vote, building a youth league for

the independent black political

party would be essential in any

community. This would encompass
youth both in and out of NBSA
between the ages of 10-18.

Mass Black Political Revolution

on Campus: NBSA is confronted

with a broad challenge in the realm

of education in colleges and
universities. We are faced with a

double edged problem — one on

Negro colleges and universities and
on white campuses. NBSA will

have to struggle on all campuses to

have students taught a non-

imperialist, non-capitalist orien-

tation or education.

Also, on Negro campuses, NBSA
will have a strong struggle over

teaching courses not only from a

black perspective but from the

world view of the Black liberation

struggle; the teaching of

revolutionary nationalism, scientific

socialism and revolutionary Pan

Africanism. The struggle for Black

Studies is not over. If Black Studies

is to be meaningful, it must be

revolutionary, nationalist and
political in content. Most Black

Studies program presently place

too much emphasis on culture and

aesthetics. Culture is essential but

culture itself does not transform a

political, economic " and military

power structure. Black Studies

must teach students how to

organize to overthrow the racist

monopoly capitalist system. Each

Black Studies department should

include a course on Black

revolutionary politics. Black Studies

should be directly linked to the

Black liberation struggle. Black

Studies departments should be the

center for information to Black

students of what Black liberation

organizations are doing in different

communities and should be the

vital link between students and
liberation organizations. Black
Studies came into existence from

the struggle of Black people and its

survival and success depends upon
its live contact with the people.

All Black students when entering

any college or university with Black

Studies departments should be

required to take four semesters, or

two years, of the "history of the

Black liberation struggle". This

course would prepare every Black

student regardless of his- her class

background or various ambitions to

view the world correctly. Every

Black Studies department or Black

student union should have a

community based Institute of Black

Political Studies.

In order for NBSA to be an ef-

fective mass organization, it must
base itself on collective leadership

and the principles of democratic

centralism and criticism and self

criticism. It must have central

organization and a strong center of

communications. Above all if it is to

be effective it m-st engage in mass
mobilizations of the people around

issues affecting our people.

Struggling against universities

having stocks invested in cor-

porations who do business with the

union of South Africa; demanding
immediate withdrawal, as was done
at the University of Massachusetts,

are good issues. Also the Bakke
decision, the assassination of

Steven Biko and student uprisings

in Soweto are good. The freedom
of political prisoners is always very

important.

NBSA should attempt, whenever
possible, to become on-campus
student organizations recognized

by student government. In this way
NBSA would be able to function

better on campus.
NBSA should establish a training

institute: One of the key things in

the Black community is political

and ideological backwardness. To
increase political understanding
among the broad masses and cadre

alike, NBSA should establish an

Institute of Black Political Studies

in or near its communications
center in the national territory. The
main purpose of the IBPS would be

to train community organizers.

Voter education: The general

masses of our people don't know
how the system runs or what and

who are the representatives or how
to run a campaign of independent

candidates. NBSA should be about

setting a series of classes to deal

with voter education. NBSA should

seek the cooperation of the Voter

Education Project (VEP).

Ideological Analysis of the speaking tour: Miners struggle
•^ Key Battle For All Workers

Voter registration: NBSA should
cooperate with a broad coalition of

groups to increase voter
registration among Black people.

Where NBSA might differ with

some groups is that it should en-

courage our people to register as

independents. NBSA should
engage in mass voter registration

drives of Black youth around the

ages of 18-22.

Literacy campaign: In the South,
In particular, the colonial system
has left many of our people
illiterate. NBSA in serving the
masses, should go into the rural

areas of the south, first, where
illiteracy is the highest and conduct
literacy campaigns.

NBSA funding: NBSA should
secure funds from various sources.

Money can come from dues, fund
raising through speaking
engagements, community affairs.

NBSA
as well as, setting up pilot project

for foundation funding. NBSA
should establish a strong finance
committee, to develop a fund
raising and economic plan.

Tutorial programs: NBSA tutorial

programs in the past have been
successful. But tutors must be
soundly ideologically trained so
they can give much more than
technical expertise. The tutorial

program should be expanded to

wherever NBSA is located.

Medical and health care: NBSA
should be thinking about training

some students in Acupuncture and
as para medics so that we can
establish people's medical clinics

and train para medics to go in the

national territory to work parallel

with our building the mass party. In

this way we would be bringing

services to the people.

Speakers
III'^/l*TO Hi
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Self Reliance, a policy of NBSA:
Self Reliance should be part of the
ideology of NBSA. Our cadre once
becoming skilled should set up
community institutions from which
they can transfer their skills to the
community. Eventually we should
be thinking about developing
housing cooperatives, clothing
cooperatives and farm
cooperatives. In this way we will

have an economic movement of
self reliance as well as our political

one.

Through scientific and protracted
struggle, we will win.

Date to Struggle, Dare to Win.

Muhammad Ahmad
November 4, 1977

Scearns strikers- have been on strike for 18 monthsagainst the Blue Diamond coal company in eastern Ken-tucky to bring in the union. , The 130 miners have hadto struggle against company, gun-carrying thugs, courtinjunctions and scabs.. Over one hundred miners andtheir wives were, arrested for picketing but the

lrl^il"f ^^r. '^fT^^^^d solid. Most of them are on
•^ .1 ^°l ""^^ ^^"'^ "^^""^ «"^ «s °"e miner put itWe thought it was o..r own private fight but now weknow that the working people are behind us. They say

atrilT.'' 5^^°"^;.''"'' "'*'" '*°^"8 ^t." A Stearnsstriker and his wife will talk about the strike andits importance;

Member of the Mtn^ rs Right To Strike Committee

N-^^J-1 n^J!^J^^. °?^ °^ ^^^ groups which founded -theNational United Workers Organization and is a key forcein the miners wildcat strike movement. Right now theyare actfively waging their contract fight and are comingunder sharp attacks from the coal operators and theirmouthpieces. He'll talk on whats at stake for laborin the miners strike.

Fllm^of, The Stearn_Strike
SATURDflM "DEC 17 ?|^.'^J*,
Sponsored 'by the National United Worke^r Organization

African Progress
AFRICAN PROGRESS
PHARMACEUTICALS
BREAKTHROUGH

DAR ES SALAAM - A new
Arusha-based pharmeceutical
works, due to be operational by
June 1979, will enable Tanzania to

cut its import bill for medicines by
40 percent.

The plant, which will produce 37
different types of medicines, in-

cluding anti-malaria tablets, is being
financed by Finland.

Tanzania currently spends about
$14.6 million on importing
medicines from abroad.

PILOT TRAINING
AGREEMENT

ACCRA - Ghana's military

pilots will receive training from the
Italian Air Force, free of charge,
under a technical agreement Ghana

has signed with Italy. The
agreement also covers main-
tenance of Ghana's military aircraft.

Maj.-Gen. G.Y. Boakye, a

member of Ghana's ruling Supreme
Military Council who signed the

agreement for Ghana, noted that

the Ghana Air Force has had a

cordial and mutually-beneficial
association with its Italian coun-
terpart for the past 13 years.

BUILDING-FINANCE
VENTURE

MASEUR - Lesotho's recently

established Building Finance Corp.,

has now finalized its lending and
investing policies and is processing

its first mortgage applications.

Presently operating from a small

office in the government-owned
Lesotho bank, it expects to move
into its permanent accommoda-

SCM Super 12

Now only $21

9

SCM Mod.
2200 Elec.
Rog. 1319

Now $267

Power Back Space.
Power Half Space,
Power Return

hmmi%mtVamkm.

SiClM Snth-Coroni

^ oliwelli
Lexikon 13 by Olivetti

intarcMngeabi* bail type

$289

Sites* Service Rentals

* 1 year guarantee

Amherst °" p'''' *
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Typewriter Service
WE ARE CERTIFIED TO SERVICE IBM,
ROYAL. SMITH-CORONA. AND OLIVETTI.
2S4 No. PiMMfH St Amhervt 2SS-SM7

9;00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.

Self-governing
prospects for

urban blacks-
Vorster

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
— Prime Minister John Vorster
says his government will continue
its strict racial policies, but he is

holding out the prospect of "full

self-government" for the nation's
urban blacks.

But Vorster, 61, who won a
landslide election victory in last

week's elections, said a measure of

self-government would depend on
"ability and cooperation" on the
part of blacks.

.
"The government will not give in

to the insistence that urban blacks
be included in the new deal en-

visaged for the colored and
Asians," he said.

"From the opposition press and
parties, I now expect the one refrain

after the other that the government
is now strong enough to bring
about the changes they want to see
in the country," Vorster told

Huisgenoot magazine.

"I want therefore to state quite
clearly that the government will

continue with its policy as far as the
blacks are concerned, and I expect
that more black nations will ask for

independence," Vorster said.

Vorster asked voters to approve a
plan for limited power sharing with
colored and Asians — a plan the
groups themselves reject.

For the urban black, I see full

urban self-government in the
future. This will depend on the
urban blacks ability and
cooperation within the next five

years," Vorster said. "It is even
envisaged that the urban black, in

contrast to other urbanites, will

control the education of his
children."

Slightly more than 1 million white
South Africans, or 64.7 per cent of
the 1.6 million eligible voters, cast
ballots. Blacks, coloreds and Asians
could not vote.

tions by the end of the year.

Two local employees are to be
sent to Kenya and the United
Kingdom for training and one of
them will eventually take over the
management of the corporation
from the foreign expertrecruited on
a two-year contract to manage it in

its initial stages.

COMPLETION DA TE FOR
POWER PROJECT

KINSHASHA - Nearly three-

quarters of the 8,500 pylons needed
for the very high-voltage con-
tinuous current transmission line

being built between Inga and
Shaba in Zaire, are now in position.

The latest progress report on the
project shows that over 40 percent
of the wiring has been completed
and that more than 80 percent of
the access roads have already been

laid out.

The project was originally due to
be operational in the last quarter of

this year, but has been subject to
delays concerned with finance and
the recent events in Shaba, as well

as with difficulties in obtaining fuel

and spare parts.

The work is now said to be
progressing satifactorily. The
conversion station at Inga and the

inversion station at Kolwezi have
been completed.

The transmission line is designed
to make available to the Shaba
mining area the energy resources of

Bas-Zaire.

NEWMEMBER FOR INTER

-

AFHiCAN COFFEE
ORGANIZATION

LILONGWE - Malawi has
become the Inter-African Coffee
Organization's 20th member state.

It was formally welcomed into

membership at the organization's

17th annual conference held
recently in Kinshasha.

Among the decisions taken at the
conference was one to give its

collective support to the Mexican
proposal for the setting up of a
coffee stabilization fund. It also

expressed its wish to see the
revision of the present price bracket
in the international coffee
agreement.

Split eases pressure
By Augustine

Oyamisha Oyowe
The embarrassing task of

guarding the Amoiican-run Gulf Oil

company's installations in Angola's
Cabinda enclave may become
easier for the ruling MPLA's troops
and their Vuban back-up.

An apparently serious split in the
secessionist Cabindan Liberation

Front, which wants to separate the
oil-rich province (boardered by
Gabon, Congo and Zaire) from
Angola and declare it an in-

dependent state is likely to affect

military performance in the area,

particularly against the Gulf Oil

operations, which last year
reportedly contributed 75 percent
of Angola's total revenue and 80
percent of its export earnings.

The liberation movement's
declaration in October of an "In-

dependent State of Liberated Area
of Cabinda" was met by officers of

the front's guerrilla army— the so-

called Cabindan Armed Forces-
establishing a new body, the
military command for the liberation

of Cabinda, which they claim
replaces the front.

In a communique, the military

fommand set itself the task of
"reorganizing the Cabinda
nationalists on a new democratic
foundation," and criticized the
front for failing to initiate "political

actions capable of winning in-

ternational support for the just

demands of our people."

The front's leader, M. Louis

Ranque Flanque, has denounced
the military command leaders as

representing "only themselves."

Observers point out there are

elements of truth in the chargec of

ineffectiveness' levelled by the

military at the political wing of the

liberation movement.

on Angola
The actions and whereabouts of

known front leaders like M. Jean da
Costa, M. Nzita Tiago, M. Bernard
Bory and M. Rangque Flanque
himself are shrouded in the
mystery. Sometimes they are

spotted in Paris, sometimes they

are reported to be in Cabinda.

The proclamation of the "In-

dependent State of Liberated Areas
of Cabinda" must itself be seen as

an overtly political move, in essence
an emulatin of the declaration by
the PIAGC of independence for the

liberated areas of Guinea-Bissau
during its struggles against
Protuguese colonialism.

That move received spontaneous
recognition from many countries in

Africa and elsewhere, but none has
yet responded to the Cabindan
declaration — an indication of the

front's general obscurity but also of

its lack of recognition as a true

liberation movement, particularly in

Africa, where every country except
Senegal acknowledges the MPLA
government in Angola.

Even Zaire, on whom suspicion

invariably falls as a supporter of the
front, is at least for the moment
committed publicly to the Braz-

zaville accord with Angola, which
enjoins both countries to respect

the territorial integrity of the other.

But though the political situation

in Cabinda may be confused, the

military facts are plain. Before the

present split, the front consistently

claimed victories over MPLA and
Cuban forces in the province, and
asserted it was in occupation of
two thirds of the enclave.

Independent sources have
confirmed the presence of the front

in many parts of the province.

The military strategy of both

guerillas and the MPLA and Cuban
forces inevitably centers on the

Gulf Oil installations.

In one of the front's rare public

statements this year, M. Bernard

Bory (the supposed foreign minister

of the provisional government),

gave a warning in London
newspaper last May to British and
American employees of Gulf Oil to

evacuate the off-shore oil rigs or

risk death from guerilla attacks.

He claimed the front had access

o sophisticated surface-to-surface

missiles.

Whatever happens, it seems
unlikely the Cabindan secessionists

would have any success if they

attempted to govern the area they
claim to control in the fashion of

the PIAGC in Guinea-Bissau.

Meanwhile, unless a dramatic
reconciliation takes place between
the political and military wings of

the movement, the possibility of

clashes between the quarrelling

factions cannot be ruled out— and
that can only be to the advantage
of their common opponent,
Angola's MPLA government.
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/' Kwanza Celebration At N. A. H.
Much appreciated food was

t)rought by members of our

community (to say the least, it was
smokin') Poetry was read by John
Williams reciting his piece "Black

People and Changes" and by Freida

Jones entitled "Reeds".

The music program was fore-

fronted by a very inspiring and

deeply heartfelt Islamic prayer by

Brother Khalil. With lights out and

candles burning pianist vocalist

Amina Meyers and vocalist Vea

Williams approached the small,

intimate stage of the Lumumba
Hut. Vea's voice bellowed out over

the virtuosic arpeggiated figures of

Amina's piano. Vea sings in the

tradition of Black Classical singers

Vea Williams and Amina Myers - photo by Edward Cohen

By KEV/N JONES
Nummo News

An evening of multi-cultural

exhibits were displayed last Friday

featuhng the Charles "Majeed"
Greenlee Sextet and the Amina
Meyers and Vea Williams Duet.
This Pre-Kwanza celebration took
place last Friday evening Dec. 9.

The program was organized by a

committee spearheaded by Mark
Hickson and sponsored by Bi

Hasson.

The evening began as Brother
Antar Shakir gave an official

initiaoon and explanation of the
Kwanza ceremony. The purpose of

this gathering was to unite the

Third World community in a warm,
congenial atmosphere of food,

drink, music, art and poetry.

Vea Williams leads in song — photo by Edwin Patterson

Pedagogy And Revolution

Mark Hickson introduces the
evening's festivities — photo by
Edwin Patterson

such as Sarah Vaughan and Dinah

Washington. Her voice was a deep,

warm and earthv strength. The
highlight of the evening for me was
her rendition of 'I know about the

life'. Amina Myers is a virtuoso

pianist who has performed in the

Valley before with saxophonist

Marion Brown. Amina, we
discovered, also has a rich and

wonderful voice.

Following his duet, during the

intermission, Kevin Jones and

Gerry Owens performed percjssion

ensemble work. Mr. Owens, an

authorit on Afro-Cuban music,

mixed old and new rhythyms.

The Five College Black Studies
Executive Committee continues its

1977-78 Faculty Seminar Series
with a symposium on "Black
Studies: Pedagogy and
Revolution" The main paper will be
presentee by Prof. Johnnella Butler
of Smith College. Commentators
will be Bernard Bell of UMass,
Edward Hill of Smith College and
William Strickland of UMass.
The seminar will take place on

Monday, December 12, 1977, 7:30

p.m. in the Black Cultural Center,

Mt. Holyoke College, South
Hadley, Mass. The seminar is open
to the public. A reception will

follow.

Five College Black Studies,
Faculty Seminar Series, Johnnella
Butler on 'Black Studies:
Pedagogy and Revolution",
Monday, December 12, 1977, 7:30
p.m Mount Holyoke Cultural
Center. Commentators: Bernard
Bell, UMass, Edward Hill, Smith
College, William Strickland, UMass.
The Five College Community is

welcome. Reception will follow.

CEEBS

Career Day

ANNOUNCEMENT

Afro Am 156, 3 credit

Revolutionary Concepts in Afro
American Music UMass, Division of

*Con't Education, Winter Session
January 3 through 27 Instructor:

Charles Majeed Greenlee

The third annual CEEBS Career
day was held Tuesday at the
Newman Center. Representatives
from 52 businesses and federal

agencies were present to give

students an overview of openings
in the job market. Over a hundred
students participated in the day
long event.

The day began with a luncheon
where students were able to meet
and talk informally with
representatives of the various
companies. The career day was to

get students to get a fill on what
fields jobs are prospects are likely to

be opening up for future graduates.

Career day helps to promote an
open exchange between students

and the participating companies.
With the job market as tight as it is

career day gives students a chance
to find out what employers are

looking for. The companies par-

ticipating in this years career day
included; American Telephone and
Telegraph, the Internal Revenue
Service, IBM. Filenes, Westing-
house and Raytheon to name a

few.

The ensemble: From left to right - Tommy Turentine on trumpet,
Chris Henderson on multiple percussion, Charles Greenlee —
trombone, Cameron Brown on bass, Ernie Wiikins on saxophone,
and Art Mathews on piano — photo by Edwin Patterson

The ensemble introduced The
Charles Majeed Greenlee Sextet
and the musicians keyed in on
rhythyms sets by bassist Cameron
Brown, and percussionists, Gerry

Owens, Kevin Jones and Chris

Henderson. A Latin feel was in-

troduced by pianist Art Matthews
theme and then, the giants came in

on their horns: Saxophonist Ernie

Wiikins, trumpeter Tommy
Turentine, and leader, trombonist

Charles Majeed Greenlee.
Greenlee's widely diverse group
reflected different periods of Black

Classical Music. They performed
pieces composed by Greenlee,

members of the sextet, as wellas

standards. Members of the group

came from New York and Boston.

The leader of the Group, Greenlee

is a resident of Amherst.

These men were truly

forerunners our Classical music. All

of them have worked with such

greats as Dizzy Gillespie, Sarah

Vaughan, Frank Foster, Archie

Shepp, and Marion Brown. It

should be noted that Ernie Wiikins

has worked extensively with Count
Basie as saxophonist, composer
and arranger.

It was indeed a warm and fruitful

occasion as these gentlemen
contributed to the efforts of the

singers, pianist, poets, artists and
cooks who took time out to bring

proud music to make ours a proud
community.

From left to right: Tommy Turentine on trumpet, trombonist
Charles Majeed Greenlee, and Ernie Wiikins on reeds — photo by
Edward Cohen

NOTICE
Recruitment Drive for Nummo News

To all people interested in all areas of newspeak production,
especially all journalism majors, who are interested in working with
a progressive newspaper, Nummo News extends a serious in-

vitation to all.

Elections will be held Dec. 13, 1977 at 7:00 p.m. in New Africa

House. Rm. 103, phone no. 545-0061 or 546-0062.

SPECIAL NOTE
The Afro-Am Dept. has a special problems course dealing with

Nummo, in which students can gat (3) credits in one semester or (6)

credits in 2 semesters.
"Without a newspaper there is no voice."

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Business Manager
Photo Editors

Cultural Affairs

Advertising Manager
Advisor

Graphic Editor

W.J.Wheeler /
Karien Zachery /

Vukani Magubane I
(

Sura Long ^
Edward Cohen ^

Edwin Patterson /^

Kevin Jones \
Carl Watts N'

Wadada Tzake I

j

Jimmy Pickett ['/

J
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Work study hiring frozen
By CHRIS BOURNE
Collegian Staff

Many campus groups could face serious
problems next semester if they want to hire

new student employees or replace ones who
leave, according to Armand Demers,
Recognized Student Organization business
manager.

"If a work studv student leaves, the group
won't be able to hire another work-study
student. They'll have to pay the full cost,"
said Demers.

Under the work-study program, a group
pays 20 per cent of a student employees
salary. The remaining 80 per cent is paid by
the Financial Aid Office.

Because of the budget deficit in the
Financial Aid Office, no new work-study
positions will be awarded next semester and
students who aren't already on work study
won't be able to get it. As a result, there will

be no pool of situdents to hire from.
According to David Sackett, a staff

assistant at the Financial Aid Office, the
hiring freeze is not only to save money but
also to prevent students from switching from
job to job in the middle of the semester. "We
want to spread the impact of this evenly
among all the campus groups. We don't
want to penalize any one group," said
Sackett.

RSO groups which include The Legal
Services Office, the Collegian, and the
Student Senate Transit Service, currently
employ about 200 work-study students. The
groups are allocated the positions on a first

come, first served basis.

RSO was originally given 150 positions at
the beginning of the semester. "We had only
one person processing work-study ap-
plications from various groups. She became
snowed under with all the paperwork and we
had already gone over our allocation before
we realized what was happening," Demers
said.

RSO then went to the Financial Aid Office
and requested more positions, in addition to
the extra ones they already had. "Financial
aid said that we could keep the extra
positions but that they couldn'i give us any
additional ones," said Demers.

Demers said that the basic hourly rate is

going up to $2.60 from its present $2.50
starting in January.

Salaries may not be the only problem
cjroups will face. "We are going to be
hurting," said Demers. "By the end of the
first semester, people pretty much know
what they're doing and by the end of the
semester they're doing a lot more of it. If a
student is forced to leave, we'll have to start

all over again training a replacement. This is

going to hurt the services we can offer RSO
groups," Demers said.

Sackett said that as of the end of

November, $825,000 had been paid to a ork-

study students.

The Finat'cial Aid Office budgeted $2.3
million for work study for the entire academic
year. Nevertheless, Sackett said, this is more
than it expects to use. "We always over-
commit funds because we expect a certain

amount of savings. Some students never
earn the money or drop out of school," said

Sackett.

Letters were sent the first week of
November to about 700 students who had
applied for work study but had failed to find a
job, Sackett said.

"We gave them 10 days to find a job oi
lose their work-study money tor the year.
Every year a lot of students don't find jobs

.

the first semester. They prefer to wait until

the spring and get settled in," Sackett said.

Sackett has no idea how many of the
students were able to find jobs. 'When we
sent them the letter, we had to first wait 10
days before we could take any action. The
letters were mailed in two groups on two
different days so we have no idea when a
student would have received the letter.

Actually, the students had about 15 days to
find a job," Sackett said.

A computer run is now being made to find

out how many did find jobs. But "This takes
a lot of time so we won't know for a while,"
said Sackett.

Demers said he isn't sure how much extra
money will be needed by student groups. "I

think that the student senate won't be able
to give much in the way of extra funds.
They're hoping for some extra Student
Activities Tax Fund money," said Demers.

"This is going to have a tremendous
impact on student groups. Some Southwest
programs which are already running short of
funds could be in a serious bind," Demers
said.

Some hotel residents

to get reimbursements
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

Students forced to live in the Campus
Center Hotel for more than three weeks at

the beginning of this semester will probably
be at least partially reimbursed, according to

William F. Field, dean of students.

Field said he has recommended the
University Housing Office pay back part of

the dormitory fee, on an individual basis, to

students whose academic semester was
disrupted by living in the hotel and moving
within the dormitory system.

The reimbursements to students who lived

in the hotel longer than three weeks will be
figured out by percentages, according to

William F. Field, dean of students.

Field said he has recommended the

University Housing Office pay back part of

the dormitory fee, on an individual basis, to

students whose academic semester was
disrupted by living in the hotel and moving
within the dormitory system.

The reimbursements to students who lived

in the hotel longer than three weeks will be
figured out by percentages, according to

Field. The students will be reimbursed ac-

cording to the number of weeks they were in

the hotel and the amount they paid for their

original living area choice. Some residential

areas, such as Sylvan, charge more in board
fees than others.

Of the approximately 400 students who
were housed in the hotel, about 40 stayed for

more than three weeks, and about 35 of

these students will be entitled to reim-

bursement.
Five students chose to remain the entire

semester. All students who lived in the hotel

were given the option of accepting or

rejecting spaces in the dorms the Housing
office found for them.
One of the five students. Chares Tringale,

a junior from Plymouth, said the hotel was
"pretty comfortable. It's better than living in

a dorm."
Tringale, who was elected in September as

a student senator to represent the hotel

students, was "kind of glad" the housing
confusion happened. "It was very
educational for me," he said.

Housing Assignment Coordinator Gerald

Quarles said all of the Siudents except the

last five were moved out by "Oct. 4 or so."

In one phase of the program to move
students from the hotel some students

moved into dorm lounges. "The kids who
went into lounges did a great favor for us,"

Quarles said. A few students chose to stay in

lounges all semester, although the former

hotel students are "mostly in rooms," ac-

cording to Quarles.

Ted Cady, giving a demonstration on chain saw safety live in Campus Center room
101 last night. Cady, a resource conservation and development forester from the

Mass. Division of Forests and Parks in Sunderland, was at a wood stove workshop
sponsored by the Mass. Cooperative Extension Service. (Staff photo by Dan
Vullemier)

Inside
For details on the death of Lady Winston Churchill and the re-election of George

Meaney see page five.

The Student Judiciary appai ^tly has determined who is qualified to represent

Third World students in the student senate. For the story see page tlueu.

The Equine Studies department is initiating a fund drive <

of an indoor riding arena. The story is on page two.
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Third World members few
Collegian 3

Sororities multi-etiinic residences
ED/TOR'S NOTE: This is the third of a four part series on
sororities at UMass. The series deals with discrimination in

sororities, stereotypes applied to sorority women, the

success of a Greek system at a southern school, and the
advantages and disadvantages of sorority life at UMass.

By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

"We're not all Daughters of the American Revolution"
said a Sigma Delta Tau member responding to the

"blue blood" often applied to sororityofstereotype
women.
Women of

represented in

varying ethnic background are heavily

the UMass sorority system. Jewish and
Catholic women as well as Irish, Italian and Greek sorority

sisters and pledges are thoroughly integrated within the
houses.

However there are only a handful of Third World women
in the UMass sorority system. Shannon Ellis, director of

Greek Affairs at UMass, says this is not the result of

discrimination on the part of sororities but rather a lack of

interest on the part of Third World women in joining

sororities. "They're (Third World women) just not in-

terested in joining," she said.

UMass sorority women echoed Ellis in responding to

questions concerning Third World women in sororities.

"The black women on campus have a stereotype of all

sororities as being prejudiced... they assume we don't want
them but we do," one woman said.

"Third World women are already involved in a lot of

things because they're 'Third World' - black affairs, Third

World centers, cultural activities that are strictly Third

World... they already have a strong sense of community -

they don't seem to want or need to get involved with the

Greek system," one sorority woman said.

Sorority women interviewed expressed other theories as

to why black women wouldn't join a sorority. "If I were a

black woman I would be uncomfortable rushing or

pledging a sorority here because they are predominately

white," one woman said.

"Black rushees and pledges often get hassled - not
from within the sorority but from their black friends... they
usually don't stay with it because they get too much
pressure," she added.

Several sorority women expressed interest in recruiting

Third World women. "I think it's important to be exposed
to all different cultures... I just wish more minority women
would be interested," one sister said.

The sorority women say they are not discriminating.

Many pointed to Greek systems in other parts of the
country as true examples of racial and religious

discrimination. The south and midwest both have a history

of discrimination, they say.

Although it is now illegal for sororities or fraternities to

discriminate, many get around the laws through the

selection process. In most Greek systems the entire house
votes on which men and women will be invited to join.

Houses can give virtually any reason for not admitting a

rushee in order to keep that person out of a house.

At the University of Florida, Gainesville, there are two
black sororities with two corresponding fraternities, and
three Jewish sororities, again with corresponding
fraternities, according to Brenda Stack, a transfer here
from the school.

Because of this highly selective system black and Jewish
men and women who wish to join the Greek system are
limited in their choice of houses. "V^/hen I decided to rush
they (rush counselors) said 'There are three Jewish
sororities which one do you want to join?' Stack said.
According to Stack, nothing is being done about the

discrimination occurring at the southern school. "Everyone
just accepts it... that's just the way things are" she said.

UMass sorority women who are familiar with Greek
systems in the south condemn the discrimination. "I
wouldn't want to be involved in a system that
discriminates," one woman said. Another added that she
didn't think the Greek system at UMass would ever be that
discriminatory.

Ellis says she hopes more Third World women would
consider rushing UMass sororities. "Of course there are
going to be rednecks in any crowd... hopefully it would
work out," she said.

Tomorrow's installment, the last of this series, will cover
alumni, staff, why women join sororities and sororities af
the University of Florida.

V
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Cold closes offices,

freezes typewriters

i

Another snowy day and one fir tree that won't be cut down for Christmas. (Staff

photo by Dan Vullemier)

By RICHARD E. BARRELL
Collegian Staff

Bone-chilling cold has resulted in ab-

normally cold campus classrooms, and even
some oiffice closings.

In a spot check yesterday, the Collegian

found:
— The Spanish department closed its

offices in Herter Hall at noon due to extreme
cold.
— Clerical staff in the Undergraduate

Psychology Office went home early due to

"frozen typewriters" caused by a lack of heat

in offices in Tobin Hall. Classrooms and
laboratories had no heat problem.

-Some offices in Michmer were cold
enough for secretaries to work with coa<s on.

Berkshire House in Southwest was not
terribly ^ comfortable, according to Sally

Freeman, director of the Community
Development Center. Along with the cold
weather. Freeman blamed cold temperatures
on upper floors on a lack of insulation and
age of the building.

In the Campus Center, complaints of cold

came from the offices of the Index and The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian.

Dudley Bridges, of Campus Center

Building Operations, said there were
problems in most every area with some areas

cold and others too hot. Bridges phased the

efforts of Physical Plant workers calling their

response "tremendous."

and"They have responded very well

should be commended," he said.

Edmund J. Ryan, chief project engineer of

the Physical Plant, said there were no major
problems, only "localized malfunctions"
which resulted in a lack of heat in some
areas.

Ryan said the extreme cold pushed the

heating system to the ultimate to meet the

high demand for heat.

Heads of residence reported no problems
in Field, McNamara, Chadbourne and
Knowlton dormitories while Head of

Residence Vinceni K. Washington of John F.

Kennedy lower said he had some complaints
of cold rooms.

In Cashin, James Lamacchia, head of

residence, said temperatures were "ex-
tremely low" and that he had many com-
plaints. Lamacchia said there is a long stand-
ing problem with heat in the building, and
that he has been told the Physical Plant is

unable to supply adequate heat to the
building.

In Boston, police said a homeless man and
woman found dead in an abandoned
apartment building apparently froze to death

while seeking refuge from the record low
temperature of 5 degrees.

Nationally, record low temperatures were
recorded along the East Coast, from Port-

land, Maine with -15 degrees, and
Wilmington Delaware, 10 degrees above.

Equine Studies plans indoor arena;

department initiates fund raising drive
By BARBARA TETREAULT
Collegian Staff

The UMass Equine Studies Program is

hoping to start construction on an indoor
riding arena within two years.

Dr. Anthony Borton, veterninary and
animal sciences associate professor and
head of the horse program, said those in the

riding program are working to get depart-

mental and University approval for the

project and have just initiated a fund-raising

drive for it.

Borton said the program originally tried

several years ago to get state funding to

build the arena, but when it realized it

couldn't get state funds, decided to develop

its own campaign to raise the money.

Sarah Carlson, director of riding and fund-

raising coordinator for the arena, sid they

have three areas to concentrate their fund-

raising campaign on. The first is foundations,

which she said she hopes will be the largest

source of funds...

The second is private sources such as

parents and alumni, where they are now
concentrating.

"We are trying to buiid up collateral so we

will look better to foundations, " said Carlson.

The third area is actual fundraising events
sponsored Dy the Equine Studies Program.

The proposed arena would include not
only a riding area but also rest rooms and
classrooms, a spectator area, locker rooms,
offices, and stabling for 40 horses.

'There are not enough facilities for all our

horses, " said Karin Glassman the assistant

director at riding. She said that at Tillson

Farms, where the riding facilities are, there

are straight stalls for 14 horses. The other 25
live outside until winter where they are

moved to the campus stables behind
Thompson Hall.

Carlson estimates it would cost $200,000

to build the riding arena and facilities.

Besides allowing the Equine Studies
Program to expand, the arena would also be
used by horse and livestock classes, riding

clinics, 4-H activities, and local horse groups.

Glassman said the University offef^s one of

the strongest equine studies programs in t^e

country.

"We offer 16 different riding classes at five

different levels, " she said. "But we are

hindered by our lack of facilities."

"An indoor arena would allow us to ex-

pand our program " said Borton Arrorrlinn

to him, about 600 students signed up for

riding courses last year, which about 300
were able to get into. He estimated that oniy

a third of the students who apply are able to

get in.

An indoor arena would allow them to hold
riding classes throughout the year. Carlson
said that now they ride as long as possible
during the fall, until it either snows or gets
too cold. Classes start again in the early

spring, usually in March.

"A lot of problems in our program boil

down to the weather," she said. "We can"t

ride in rain, snow or mud."
Borton said that this was not an un-

precedented appeal and that other colleges

have solicited private funding to build riding

arenas. ""UNH built their arena totally on
money donated from alumni and parents.

There was no foundation money there," he

said.

He said they have raised about $5,000 in

donations.
"Hopefully within two years we can begin

construction on some aspect of the arena,"

Borton said, adding the arena could probably

be built in stages.
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Judiciary defines

Third World reps
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

The Student Judiciary overturned a ruling
last night that allowed anyone sympathetic
to the needs of the Third World students to
serve as valid representation of the Third
World Caucus to the Undergraduate Student
Senate.

The new ruling stated that only students of
the Third World could represent the Third
World.

could not appropriately represent the Third
World.

Two other whites elected in the same
election resigned their positions before being
sworn in. Sherwood later also resigned, "for
personal reasons."

Jon Hensligh represented Sherwood, in a
hearing held last Thursday, and argued that
recalling a representative on the grounds of
race, color, sex or national origin constituted
discrimination.

'Were their positions in tiie senate open

to anyone, f/ie intent and ability

to function would be emasculated'

Barbara Winslow advocates women's self-emancipation in the Campus Center
last night. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

In reaching the decision, the judiciary
committee recognized Third World as
"African- Americans, Asian-Americans,
Native-Americans, and Chicano peoples, and
other people of color, identified among racial

and ethnic lines." This presently accepted
definition has been unanimously rejected in a
November decision.

The case originated when Craig Sherman,
a white student, was elected to represent the
Third World caucus with 110 votes. The
caucus consequently asked the Student
Judiciary to reconsider the decision of the
election on the grounds that a white student

But Jeff Lutsky, the student attorney
defending the Third World, rebutted by
stating the legal definition of discrimination.
He argued that the Third World population
constituted a small minority of students on
the UMass campus. As the minority, this
group had "unique and distinct needs. Were
their positions in the senate open to anyone,
the intent and ability to function would be
emasculated."

The judges for the most recent case in-

cluded Dawn Barns, the presiding judge and
Greek-area representative Robin Zeigel also a
representative from the Greek area, and Ina

Forma, who was appointed by the Senate.

Revolutionary seeks to rebuild radical feminism
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Noting the decline of legal and economic aains made by
women in the 70's, revolutionary feminist Barbar Winslow
last night called for the rebuilding of the radical feminist

groups of the '60's.

Winslow, author of the pamphlet "Revolutionary

Feminism" spoke to 15 persons last night in the Campus
Center.

"Actually, in the 70s women did not make progress,"

stated Winslow. She presented figures on women's wages
which showed that women in 1970 earned 59 per cent of

the money men earned. In 1976, ^!.at figure had dropped to

57 per cent.

Citing recent Supreme Court rulings as evidence of the

decline in women's rights in the '70's, Winslow discussed
the discrepencies between the original radical feminist

demands in the '60's, and what has happened since. The
demands included equality in education and the job

market, reproductive freedom, child care and freedom of

sexual expression.

Concerning reproductive freedom, Winslow discussed

the Supreme Court ruling against public funding of

abortion and the growing number of right to life groups like

those sponsored by Catholic Church. "I believe the

Supreme Court is very concerned about our life in the

womb and the hereafter and not about our life right here

and now, " said Winslow.
Winslow also emphasized the increase in violence

against women in the form of wife battery, rape and other

sexual harassment. Although she praised the freeing of

women like Inez Garcia in murder cases dealing with these

issues, Winslow stated: "We can't have a society where
your only way out is to murder someone."
Winslow, who attended the November Houston

Women's Conference, said "Most of the women who
attended liked it." She added that she believed "This thing

was just a show for middle class women."
She went on to discuss her hope to rebuild the radical

feminist movement, saying "We women have to rely on
ourselves for our own emancipation; let's not trust the

Congress."
The speech was sponsored by the International Socialist

Organization, of which Winslow is a leading member.

Mayor-elect began political career in grade school
By DAVID GRIP
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - For Northampton
Mayor-elect Harry S. Chapman Jr., it doesn't
matter how much you win by, as long as you
come out on top.

From the time he was elected president of

the class of 1963 at American International

College to his mayoral victory a month ago,

the 31-year-old Chapman has not won by a

large margin any of his political victories.

He doesn't let that bother him, though,
because his only setback during that time —
a loss to Mayor David Cramer in the 1975
mayoral race — has now been reversed by
his victory over Cramer in this fall's

Democratic primary, and then over write-in

candidate George Tobin in the Nov. 7
election.

A Springfield native. Chapman said he first

took an interest in politics in grade school,

where mock elections were held during the

Eisenhower-Stevenson years.

John Kennedy came to West Springfield

High School in 1960 during his campaign for

president and made a "tremendous im-

pression" on Chapman, who was then at-

tending the school.

Chapman won the first of his narrow

victories at AlC, and soon after graduating

worked for Hubert Humphrey in the 1968

presidential campaign.
The young Democrat grew to "enjoy the

election process," and in 1971, married and
living in Florence, ran for the City Council,

and was successful in his first bid for public

office.

After serving on the council for four years,

he decided to run for mayor in 1975 because

"I felt I had a good working knowledge of the

city."

Chapman attributes his defeat to the

endorsement of Cramer by former mayor
Sean Dunphy, since both candidates had
similar views on many programs.

In his successful 1977 bid for mayor.

Chapman ran "essentially the same issue-

oriented campaign," defeating Cramer.

Tobin and Jonathan C. Roach in the
Democratic primary.

That victory would have virtually assured
him the office had Tobin not run as a write-in

candidate in the general election, since

Northampton does not have a viable

Republican Party, and along with Brockton,

is the only community in Massachusetts
where partisan elections are still held

After a campaign marked by bitterness be-

tween the two candidates, Chapman
defeated Tobin by 400 votes in a surprisingly

close election. When asked about the
campaign, the winner spoke somewhat
bitterly about Tobin's "unethical practices."

Tobin accused Chapman of being part of a

'machine.' "I had six people on my staff"

said Chapman, "if you want to call that a

machine." Tobin had "some old-time

Democrats supporting him and asking him to

run," Chapman said.

Tobin also said Chapman was 'not mature'

enough to run the city. "He said he wanted
to debate issues, but nowhere in the cam-
paign did he ever debate issues," said

Chapman.
After the election, Tobin claimed a moral

victory and said he would have won if his

name had been on the ballot. "When I lost in

'75
I accepted defeat," remarked Chapman.

"My prime beef (with Tobin) is that he didn't

accept defeat."

Chapman refutes Tobin's charge that he is

a career politician, and insists he has no
political aspirations. "I'd like to hold office

ifor two terms, but my main source of income
is my business," he says.

Chapman owns the Open Pantry Food
Mart in Florence.

The next mayor of Northampton is finding

it difficult waiting until Jan. 3, when he will

officially assume office. "I'm anxious, there

are things I'd like to see happen," says
Chapman. "It's a little like being in a prison.

I'm almost there but I'm not."

Some of the things he said he'd like to see
happen are programs such as a merger of the
housing, redevelopment, and planning
departments into one community

development department, a parks and
recreation department, and an increased

emphasis on human services.

Chapman said he hopes to utilize the

media to keep the citizens of Northampton
informed on how his administration
progresses.

He is talking with the editor of the

Hampshire Daily Gazette about writing a

weekly column and hopes to have a weekly

radio show where citizens "who would not

normally come to City Hall" would be able to

call in questions during the program.

Chapman is enthusiastic about these

projects, and calls the utilization of both the

broadcast and print media in news, a

"perfect marriage."

One of the new mayor's most difficult

tasks after taking office will be restoring the

people's confidence and trust in their police

department.
In the last three months, various Nor-

thampton police office, s, have been indicted

for crimes ranging from reckless driving to

burglary.

Chapman said the city was "lulled to

sleep" by the relatively small amount of

crime in the area in the last few years. Ac-

cording to Chapman, citizens^ now have "a

feeling of uncertainty, and I want confidence

in the police restored quickly."

Lame duck Mayor Cramer set up a

committee to investigate the matter and
report its findings to him on Dec. 15.

Chapman said he will give the committee as

much time as is needed, within reason.

TURN TO PAGE 4

Northampton mayor-elect Harry S. Chapman Jr. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)
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54 per cent satisfied

Report reviews dorms
Students like living in dorms.
That's true, generally speaking, according

to a recent report by the Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation Office.

The study was conducted at the request of
the Residential Resource Management
Office to "assess student satisfaction with
the physical aspects of their residence and
their satisfaction with the interpersonal
environment where they live."

The survey showed 54 per cent of the 146
students surveyed were "satisfied" with the
location of their resilience hall in relation to
the entire campus, and 51 per cent have a
"very good" relationship with their room-
mate(s).

Undergraduates surveyed by telephone
were from varying academic departments
and residence areas.

Other results of the survey were:
— 57 per cent found the grounds

surrounding their dorm to be "appealing."
— 57 per cent were "satisfied" with room

furnishings.

— 45 per cent were "satisfied" with the
amount of space in their rooms.
— 43 per cent said their dorms were

"quiet."
— 52 per cent were generally "satisfied"

with their residence hall.

- 56 per cent got the residence of their

choice.

1 1^ W

Comfort determines style
Editor's Note: Fifty-five students from the

course "Man and Clothing," Home
Economics 355, spent two weeks trying to
find out what students are wearing on
campus. Below is the result of that study,
written by class member Bonnie Shapiro.]

High fashion has few adherents on
campus, with both casual and practical dress
prevailing, according to a visual survey of
3,000 UMass students last month.

In contrast to 20 years ago when ties and
suit coats were the norm at school, comfort
now appears to be the most often considered
aspect when choosing a certain style of
fashion.

Results of the survey show that women
wore more pants than dresses or jumpsuits.
Of the pants worn by both sexes, 1 ,940 were
Levi Strauss jeans, while men preferred to

wear either denim or corduroy pants —
corduroy being the favorite.

With the colder weather, 1 ,396 down-filled
nylon jackets were most popular with both
groups. There were also 1,359 ski parkas
observed. Cloth and leather coats rated a
close second and third.

Turtlenecks and cowls were popular
among the women, while men wore the pull-

over roundneck sweaters with cotton shirts

underneath. Flannel shirts were widely worn
by the men.

For walking around on campus, the casual

tie shoe was the most worn. Hiking boots
and Frye boots were also popular for the

men, with 735 pairs observed. Hiking boots
came in a close second with 508 pairs.

In hair styles, short to medium length was
the most frequently observed for the men,
with sideburns or no facial hair at all. And
although some women were seen with long

hair, the survey indicated that more women
are wearing their hair shorter, in blown-dryed
styles.

* Mayor
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

Police Chief James J. Whalen has been
criticized by the mayoral committee as being
unresponsive and unapproachable to his

police officers, and his relationship with
Chapman is strained at best. The division be-
tween the two men stems from Whalen's
refusal to grant Chapman access to night

logs when the city councillor was part of a

committee investigating burglaries in his

neighborhood.
The police chief recently announced he

would retire within six months however, so
any future friction between the mayor and
the police department will apparently be
avoided.

With regard to finding a new police chief.

Chapman said while he will give considerable
attention to those applying from within the
department, he "would not hesitate to look

outside the department."
Chapman advocates the elimination of the

department head from civil service, arguing
"all department heads should be ac-

countable to the mayor," He also said he
dislikes the civil service exam for police chief,

which limits candidates to the top three

scorers.

If Chapman succeeds in getting the job out
of civil service, the chief would be appointed
by the mayor, approved by the City Council,

and then a putjiic hearing.

The mayor-elect said he realizes he will

have to work together with the police

department in the future "to build the morale

of the department.
"Pride has to be restored. The majority of

the officers are decent guys. The city has to

recognize the outstanding officers and the

department has to get involved in com-
munity activities. The department will have
to go out of its way to improve its image," he
said.

The survey took place the week before
Thanksgiving, as each student in the class
chose a campus location, and kept tables on
what clothes students were wearing. For the
most part, the dress was dictated by the
weather, which was typical for late fall —
cool and partly cloudy.

Most of the survey was conducted in the
area dining commons and the Campus
Center-StuOent Union complex.

index ready

for spring
By BRIAN NELSON
Collegian Staff

Index 77, the UMass yearbook, will not be
released this month as expected, according
to Rebecca Greenberg, editor of the 1978
Index.

Greenberg attributes the delay to missing
materials and the yearbook's "very com-
plicated" design. She said she expects the
yearbook to arrive "sometime in February."

Students should keep their Index com-
puter cards, Greenberg said. Presentation of
the card with $1 is needed to get an Index.
Those graduating this semester that

cannot get to campus to pick up the year-
book can leave their name and $1 at the
Index office and have the yearbook sent to
them, Greenburg said or have someone pick
it up for them.

Graduating students will be asked to
present proof they attended UMass for two
consecutive semesters, with their computer
cards, although two course schedules,
identification stickers or infirmary ap-
pointment cards are all acceptable proofs in
case the card is lost, Greenberg said.

The Index is usually distributed on a first-

come, first-served basis. Greenberg said she
expects to distribute the yearbooks on the
Campus Center Concourse.

We
Regret

to Inform You
We Regret to Inform You...

that INDEX '77 has been unavoidably
delayed at press.

We are Pleased to Inform You...
that It will arrive on campus early

in the spring semester.

We realize this causes a number of problems for students concerning receipt
of the book. The following guidelines will be in effect during distribution, and
we ask your cooperation to minimize confusion.

All fall '77 INDEX cards will be honored at distribution. This is your best
method of identification for receiving the INDEX.

Proof of enrollment at the university for two consecutive semesters will also
be accepted identification, i.e. two course schedules, I.D. stickers, Infirmary
appointment cards, etc. Only those having this tyoe of proof with the
graduating class year of 1980 or below are eligible to receive e book.

PLEASE DO NOT GO JO THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE for this type of
material -they are swamped as it is and cannot handle these requests.
Seniors from the class of 1977 will receive their books in the mail.

These forms of identification, plus one dollar entitles you an INDEX.

Please watch the Collegian in the spring for further distribution information.

We apologize for the inconvenience and will appreciate your cooperation.

The Editors

INDEX 77

Lady Churchill

dead at 92
LONDON (AP) - Lady Clementine

Spencer Churchill, for 57 years the wife

and "darling Clemmie" of Sir Winston
Churchill, died of a heart attack at her

home yesterday She was 92.

Sir Winston, Britain's World War II

prime minister who died in 1965 at 'he

age of 90, once wrote of his wedding in

1908:

"I married and lived happily ever after.

My marriage was the most fortunate

and joyous event which happened to me
in the whole of my life, for what can be

more glorious than to be united in one's

walk through life with a being incapable

of an ignoble thought.
"

Lady Spencer-Churchill was stricken

while lunching with her longtime
secretary. Miss Nonie Chapman, at her

apartment overlooking Hyde Park in the

center of fashionable London. Her

grandson, Winston Chuichill, a Conser-

vative member of Parliament, announc-
ed her death.

He said she had no recent history of

heart trouble, although she had been in

failing health the past few years, and
said that in recent weeks "she was
remarkably well. This was very sud-

den."
Lady Spencer-Churchill was dressed

and looking forward to an afternoon

drive when she collapsed and died

"peacefully," her grandson said.

He said her funeral will be private and a

memorial service will be held in early

1978. No date has been set for the

funeral.

News in Brief

University appoints

woman president
NEW HAVEN (AP) - When Hanna H.

Gray and her husband, Charles, joined

the University of Chicago history faculty

m 1959, it was unusual because married

women usually didn't get those chances
in higher education, she recalls.

Soon they will be going back. But the

unusual this about it this time is the fact

Mrs. Gray will be the university's first

woman president.

Mrs. Gray, 47, already the highest

ranking woman in U.S. college ad-

ministration circles as acting president

of Yale University, was officially offered

the Chicago post on Saturday.

This time Gray, a Yale senior research

associate, is following her to the new
job. He is negotiating for his job on his

own, his wife noted Monday in a news
conference.

She will remain at Yale until June,

when she will succeed Chicago Presi-

dent John T. Wilson on his retirement.

Mrs. Gray dodged questions about

whether she took the Chicago job

because she learned she had been pass-

ed ver as Yale's next president. But she

said she had made a decision on
Chicago "independently" of Yale con-

siderations.

In response to the repeated question

from reporters, she replied, "I am leav-

ing Yale because I was asked to be the

next president of the University of

Chicago and I couldn't turn it down."

Councii criticizes

power plant claims
MONTAGUE, Mass. (AP) - The

Massachusetts Energy Facilities Siting

Council has sharply criticized some
claims by Northeast Utilities Co. about

Its proposed nuclear power plant here.

Northeast's predictions regarding the

economic and social impact of the $2.3

billion plant on the Franklin County area

are "extremely inadequate, " according

, to a siting council report.

The council staff was responding to

portions of the Environmental Impact
Statement submitted in connection with

the application to build twin atomic
generators near the Connecticut River in

this rural western Massachusetts town.
Both the siting council and federal of-

ficials must approve construction plans.

"The applicant's analysis is significant-

ly (out)dated, lacks a regional perspec-

tive, and employs an inappropriate

analytical method," the state agency
said.

Northeast spokesman Robert E. Bar-

rett Jr., interviewed yesterday, said, "I

haven't seen the report at all, and cer-

tainly we can't comment on it until

we've seen it."

The siting council's 91 -page report was
released last week, three days before

Northeast announced it was postponing

construction of the plant by two to four

years. The latest plan calls for comple-
tion of the first unit between 1988 and
1990.

At the same time. Northeast, based in

Berlin, Conn., said it wants to go ahead
as planned with construction permit

hearings scheduled to begin March 15.

The Energy Facilities Siting Council and
the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion will preside jointly at the hearings.

In one area of criticism, the council

said Northeast's estimates about the

number of jobs to be created for

Franklin County residents probably are

too high because many of the highly

skilled workers needed will have to be

brought in from other regions.

Attorney General

proposes agency

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Attorney

General Griffin Bell proposed yesterday

that the Law Enforcement Assistance

Administration be abolished and replac-

ed by a streamlined National Institute of

Justice.

The institute. Bell said, would continue

the LEAA's two main functions — con-

ducting crime research and administer-

ing federal aid for state and local law en-
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in your VW.
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your VW continue to give you the economy you paid for with our Engine

Performance Special.
*

Ptra^ebriN^nii^ coupon wiNt you tequ«lifv for tAis Special

KKPIJ^C UPLltiS POINTS •Si-rrTIMl \<i AND DWFXI. ANCiLK • ADJIST VALVKSO
TV.SI «X»%IPRKSS10N0 tl-KAN AIR ( LKANER • LI BRK ATION • ( HANCiK OIL •
ULTKR RKPIJMKMENT

Engine Performance
Special

$39.95
(Reg. $52.00)

"Your compl«ttt d«ai*f"

JJirORTHAMPTOJM^
VOLKSWAGEillf
BMW, i»rc.

246 KING STREIT • RT. 5 NORTHAMPTON. MASS. 01060
PHONE 584-8620

Valid until 12/31/77

All ¥»orh \s done by trained VW
mechanics, usmq qenu'ite V*» parts

We personally guarantee «»« wor* on

your car lor sm w>o«t^s or 4.0M miles,

whichever comes first. <n narmal use

Models with air conditioning sli«l«tiy

hifh*r m%k for ip««i*l price

SPECIAL COUPON

1
I

I

I

forcement but with tighter controls
and less red tape.

A Justice Department spokesman said

Bell's proposed reorganization did not
involve the level of LBAA law enforce
ment grants, which are set by Congress,
except for placing limits on federal funds
used for planning.

Bell submitted the plan privately to

President Carter in a Nov. 21 memo that

said, "The histo'y of the LEAA has been
quite controversi.jl and many of the pro-

grams the agen. y has funded have been
of questionable value."

Meany re-elected

despite age
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - AFL-CIO

President George Meany was re-elected

at age 83 yesterday, despite the com
plaints of a few union leaders that he
had grown too old.

Meany, who has headed the giant

labor federation since it was founded by
merger in 1955, was elected to his 12th

two-year term by an overwhelming
voice vote of delegates to the AFLCIO
convention.

The one-time plumber from the Bronx
pledged to carry out labor's program
through 1979.

But a few convention delegates, led by
Machinists' President William Winpis-

inger, declined to join the delegates in

applauding Meany's re-election.

"There is a feeling among union

members that he is of advanced age and
they have trouble relating to that," Win-
pisinger said in an interview.

Winpisinger, who long has advocated
Meany's voluntary retirement, said,

"There are a lot of organized workers

who feel that way."

The convention also reelected
secretary treasurer Lane Kirkland,

Meany's heirapparent, and chose Win-
pisinger and four other union presidents

to fill vacancies on the AFL-CIO's ex-

ecutive council. Winpisinger vowed as a
'

council member to challenge AFL-CIO
policies.

Non-union coal

field invaded by

striking workers
Striking United Mine Workers
members invaded the non-union coal

fields of eastern Kentucky yesterday and

forced some truck drivers to dump coal

alongside highways. Meanwhile, pro-

gress was reported at the contract talks,

but no quick settlement was in sight.

UMW president Arnold Miller was at

the talks in Washington for the first time

since last week, when he went home to

West Virginia.

About 400 strikers ranged through

parts of Ohio, West Virginia and Ken-

tucky in a 100- vehicle caravan. In Ken-

tucky, they forced drivers to empty at

least five trucks loaded with non-union

coal.

Meanwhile, other miners were

picketing non-union mines in Kentucky

and other states, including those at the

Stearns Mining Co., where occasional

violence has broken out since 1976. Two
strikers were arrested at one Kentucky

mine and seven others in Indiana.

A crowd of about 200 gathered at the

Stearns mine, and state police were sent

to enforce a court order limiting pickets

to six, officials said.

About 200 UMW members apparently

replaced striking Stearns employes -
who want to join the UMW - on the

- picket line.

Officials said at least 30 state police

cars, carrying troopers in riot gear, were

sent to the mine.

Near Catlettsburg, Ky., four truckers

were forced to deposit their coal

alongside U.S. 23. Another truck was

emptied alongside state highway 194

near Johns Creek, state police said.

Kentucky state police made no ap-

parent effort to interfere with the

caravan. "We're monitoring the

caravan, but so far that's all we're do-

ing," a police spokesman said.

But they arrested Joe Donald Whitt,

27' and Leslie Canada, 23, both of

Ragtand, W Va., who were on a picket

line at a Canada Coal Co. mine at

Kimper, Ky. They were charged with

wanton endangerment after rocks broke

the windshields on cars trying to go

through the line.

Seven persons were arrested on

disorderly conduct charges at a coal-

loading dock in Rockport, IrwJ.
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TODAY
LECTURE
- "Studies on Progesterone Receptor

Systems,
' by Dr. Wendell W. Leevitt

Scientist at the Worcester Foundation for
Experimental Biology 4 p.m.. 203, Grad
Research Tower A.

FILM
- "Alaska-National Intarwt Lands." 7:»

p.m.. Jones Library Gallery. Amherst
CoNaga. Oiacuaaion to foNow. Sponsored by
the Sierra Club.
- "Daguarrotypaa." a new flm by Franch

director Agnaa Varda. 7 and 9:15 p.m. Main
Lectuni Hal. Hampahira. $1.
- "Oatp Throat." SU8. 4. 5:30, 7. 8:30,

10. 11J0. $1. Advwwa tickata at TOC
Soonaoiad by Zata Nu.

SBWnNAR
Prof. Joaaph Sanlinaa wiH discuss tfw uas

and abuse of computars in a aaminar from 9-

12 and 1:15^:30 p.m.. Census Center.
Room number will be posted. Sardinas wfli

diacuas how oroarNzatk>ns can minimize
finandai kMaas by aaaasaino tha data
proceasing audit controia. 11.00 per person.
For further informatkxi. contact Carol 8.
MacKnight 104 Haabrouck. Oiv. of Con-
tinuing Id. 5-2040.

FINAL EXAM PREP
The Service Action Staff of the Career- Lifs

Applications for

summer counselors
Applications are now being accepted for

student group leader positions in the 1978
Summer Counseling Program. The program
W.HI operate from June 4 through July 24,
1978. Eleven sessions for first- year students
will be held, along with five transfer
programs.

Training sessions for the 30 selected
counselors will be held late next semester
and the week of May 30 through June 2. All

positions require residence in an assigned
residence hall and meals in the dining
commons for the nine-week period. Summer
counseling positions require full-time par-

ticipation. Summer school courses cannot be
taken.

Qualifications for counselor positions
include successful work experience, a

positive attitude toward University life,

knowledge requiring academic course

What's Happening

Developnr>ent Team will hold a saasion
designed to relive tensions about finals. They
will offer specific suggestions on how to
maximize study time, how to approach teat
content, and other hints of what worics for
successtui test-takers. 7 p.m. Van Matar
South Cental lounge.

AUDITIONS
AudWona for "Mafor Barbara.'

Laboratory Theatre. Mt Holyofca.

3 p.m..

HMMOIIIIOW
POETRY READING
At the Orchard Hill Women's Center in

Field House, 7:30. All are irwitad.

LECTURES
Boris Rabbot, the Ngheat-ranldng Soviet

official to leave the USSR during the recant
wage of emigration, will speak at 4:30 p.m. In
the Converse Assembly Room, Amherst
College. His talk, sponsored by the depart-
ment of political science and the Foreign
Affairs Club, is entitled, "The Soviet Foreign
Policy Mind: Psychological Portraits of

planning, high energy level, a willingness to
accept job performance standards and to
attend the spring training sessions.

Interested and qualified students may
obtain an application from the Community
Development Center, 123 Berkshire House.
Applications must be returned on or before
Peb. 3, 1978. Selections will be announced
during spring break.

Adopt a dog
As of yesterday, the following dogs are at

the Amherst Dog Pound, (Wagner Farm, 217
North East St., 253-7294V and may be either
claimed or adopted:
-Male German Short Hair Pointer,

charcoal brown, stray on Wentworth Drive.
-Male doberman, black and tan, floppy

ears, picked up on a complaint on Phillips
Street.

-Male long hair mix, black with white
markings, small, picked up on a complaint on
East Pleasant Street.

Soviet Leaders." Rabbot will deliver his
lecture in Russian with a consecutive Englisli
translation.

DAILY
INTERNSHIPS

Aaaiat in the evahiatkNi of a coordbiatad.
araa-baaed system for tha aged at Holyoka
Chicopee Regional Home Care Corp.
Contact the Intamahip 0ffk:a for further
informatNxt.

PROGRAM SUPPORT FUNDS COM-
MITTEE - SYLVAN RESIDENTS

Four poaitiorw available on ttw committee
to spend Program Support Funds. Women
and minorities urged to apply. Contact Linne
Donaklson, 6-SBOO, Jim O'Connell M210, or
Lee Connor 6-0290.

EXHIBITION
— "A Bridging Statement" by Lorenzo

Pezzatini, at the Student Union Gallery,
today through Friday.

— Shepherd-rfitriever puppy, light tan,
looking for a home.
— Female hound-shepherd mix, black with

tan, rusty face, from UMass Police Dept.

Stockbridge

- Tom Graffagnino's MFA exhibition will
be OP display at the Herter Gallery through
Dec. 21. ' «

MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL DAY
CARE
Academic credit possible for work aa ataff

member in the Marks Meadow Day Care
Program for four weeks in January. Alao,
earn 4 to 6 credits as a staff member during
spring semester 2-5 aft-wk. Program meats
Monday, Tueaday, Thursday. Frktey. 2:46-
5^45, Wedneaday 1-&46. Staff maatkigs
Thuraday at 9:30. Chance to lead activitiaa
for gnMJpa of chiUran agaa S-11. Contact
Syh^ Lkidaay 665-3980.

Calendar
Dec. 14,

-STOSO 7 n.m rm CC in
-Student Senate, 8 p.m. CC 101

Christmas Party

— Basketball: Stockbridge vs. Frontier, 4
p.m., Curry Hicks,
- Holly Jolly, last day for tickets. Students

$4. guests $5. Purchase tickets in 432 SUB
Dec. 16th

Freshman Class Ski trip - nonrefundable
$5 deposit due in the senate office. 432 SUR
Dec. 18

Holly Jolly Christmas Party, SUB,
Cocktails 7 p.m., dinner 8 p.m. Dancing to
Phase II.

- "A Moleculjr Baaia for
Resistance In Plants" by Dr. Gary Strobe! of
Montana State University. 4 p.m., 203. Grad
Research Tower A.

— Alexander Elfot Seminar on Art History.
8 p.m.. Lounge, Franklin Pattaraon HaU.
Hampahire.

- "Latin American Folk Pottery" by
Gertrude Litto. 8 p.m.. Gamble Aud., Mt.
Holyoke. Sponsored by Five-College Latin
Ameriqan Studies.

UMass theatre

needs staff
The UMass Music Theatre Guild is now

soliciting applications for the production
staff of its spring musical presentation: of,

"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown."

The unsalaried staff position is open to
anvone in the five-colleoe area include
producer, director, musical director,
choreographer, set designer, costume
designer, lighting designer, technical
director, stage manager, props manager,
master carpenter and master electrician.

All applications should be received by Dec.
19. Applications can be mailed by campus
mail to: David Ambos, RSO Box 507,
Student Union. For more informatiori

c^^^lcl^^^®"^^'^® 256-61 94, David Ambos
546-6564 or Felicia Gulachenski 549-4833

RSO's
Must submit to Student Senate Office Rationales

and Budset Proposals for funding in 1978-79

DEADLINE
5 p.m.

TOMORROW

ABSOLUTEiy NO LATE PROPOSALS
OR RATIONALES WILL BE ACCEPTED

Student Government Association

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13. 1977
Collegian ^

SOME CLASSES WILL
HELPCURE INSOMNIA

But wouldn't it be nice to know what to expect of a
course before the first day of class.
We are trying to increase the number of courses
covered in the Course and Teacher Evaluation, but
we need your help.

Listed below are names of teachers who have
cooperated by releasing their evaluations. If your
professors are not on the list, ask them to sign the
release forms they've been given by the Student
Government Association.

Talk to Department heads too. (They can release
evaluations for the entire department).

If this doesn't work, simply fill out our evaluation
forms on the bottom of this page and drop them in

the box at the Candy Counter. \studentumon\

•THESE TEACHERS HAVE RELEASED THEIR EVALUATIONS
Abrams, Linda

Abramson, Davis E.

Ackerman, Robert
Afesi, Dovi
Agrios, George N.

Airhart, Douglas L.

Aitken, Norman D.

Albertson, Dean
Allen, Ernest

Allen, Luther

Allen, P. Geoffrey

Alwitt, Linda

Anderson, D.R.

Anderson, John W.
Anderson, Warren
Arny, Thomas
Arsenault, Joel

Aune, Bruce
Austin, Allen

Barber, Mary K.

Barbosa, Pedro

Barker, Allen W.
Barreda, Pedro

Barron, Leon
Baskin, Judith R.

Beal, Virginia A.

Beaty, Nancy
Bennett, M.K.
Berlin, Normand
Berliner, Howard
Bert, Mark H.

Best, Michael H.

Bierhorst, David W.
Biackman, John L.

Bloodsworth, David R
Bonsignore, John
Borton, Anthony
Boothroyd, Geoffrey

Borugtein, Tim

Boyer, Paul

Bracey, John
Bragger, Jeannette
Branch, Ben S.

Braunthal, Gerard
Brehm, John J.

Bretlinger, John J.

Brown, Laurie

Brown, T. Dennis
Bulman, Ronnie Janoff
Bunn, Radie
Butterfield, D. Anthony
Cappeluzzo, Emma M.
Cardwell, Lucy
Carlson, Neil R.

Cashdan, Sheldon
Cattani, Eduardo H.

Chajes, Alexander
Chappel, Vere
Chen, Christine

Cheng, Ching-Mao
Chevan, Albert

Chew, Robert L.

Chrisman, Miriam U.

Chumh'y, James I.

Claunch, Pearl

Clayton, John
Clifton, Charles

Clifton, Rachel
Clydesdale, P.M.
Cooalis, Susan L.

Cohen, Alvin P.

Connelly, William F.

Conrad, John M.
Coombs, Walter P. Jr.

Coppersmith, Evan
Costley, Richard J.

Cramer, Chester D.

Creed, Robert P.

Cromack, Duane t

Crotty, James
Cully, Margo
Cuomo, George
Davis, Chester
Davis, Hugh C.

Day, Robert
Deere, Carmen Diana

Diamond, Arlya

Dickinson, Charles

Dienes, Laslow
D.itach, John
Donahue, John W.
Duffy, Joseph R.

Duguay, Gerry

Dzendolet Ernest

Edwards, Lee R.

Edwards, Richard C.

Eriich, Leonard
Eisenberg, Murray
Ellis, Richard S.

Elliot, Daryl

Elshtain, Jean Bethke
Fabos, Julius M.
fayundes, Francisco

Faitis, Richard J.

Faulkingham, Ralph
Feldman, Fred

Ferguson, Ann
Finch, Frederic E.

Finnerty, Joseph
Fischer, Louis

Forman, George
Foster, John H.

Francis, F.J.

Frank, Joseph
Gadlin, Howard
Gage, Robert
Garaud, Christian

Geman, Donald
Gengal, Roy W.
Gettier, Edmund
Gibbs, Margaret D.

Gibson, Walker
Gibson, William A.

Gjertson, Donald
Godfrey, Laurie

Goldman, Sheldon
Goldsmith, Paul
Griffin, Pat

Golowach, Eugene
Grille, John
Gunner, Haim B.

Gutzwiller, Kathryn
Habeeb, Dan
Hafner, James A.

Halgin, Lucille

Halgin, Richard
Hambleton, Ronald
Hamilton, Ronald
Hardegree, Gary
Harmatz, Mort
Hart, Robert

Hartz, H. Richard
Hayes, Richard R.

Hayes, Lyie

Haven, Richard

Hum, Christopher Lindsay, Edgar E.

Hutchineson, Charles E.Locke, L.F.

J

M.

Irvine, William
Ivey, Al

Jacobs, Gila KornFeld
Jakus, Carl

Jefferson, Ann
Johnston, William

Jones, Dalton
Jones, Robert E.

Jubian, Michael
Junkins, Donald
Kaplan, Alexandra
Kaplan, ArnoWo
Katzner, Donald W.
Key, Charles R.

Kfoury, D.J.
Killian, Lewis
Kilmer, William

Kindahl, James K
King, Gordon
Klar, Lawrence R.

Kline, Harvey F.

Kohler, Heinz
Kramer, Fred
Kucekova, Eva T.

Kupperman, Gerald L.

Lake, Joseph
Heidelberger, Herbert Lamb, Nancy E.

Hepler, Peter

Hertzback, Stanley
Hilf, Laura M.
Hill, F.S. Jr.

Hofer, Ernest H.

Holesovsky, Vaclav
Holland, Samuel Jr.

Horowitz, Joseph
Howard, Marshall C.

Hugus, Frank

Langland, Joseph
Langley, Kenneth
Lawall, Sarah
Leifer, Richard
Lemeshow, Stanley

Lenson, David
Levin, Maurice I. .

Levin, Robert E.

Liander, Bertril

Lieherman, Alan J.

Lockwood, Linda G.
Male, James
Manes, E.G.

Mankin, Paul J.

Manning, William

Marry, John D.

Martin, Daniel R.

Martin, John R.

Martin, Michael T.

Mason, Thomas L.

Matlack, JamesH.
Mathews, Anne
Mabkin, Paul A.

McAuley, Thomas M.
McCarthy, Harold T.

McCrea, Arlene

McFarland, Gerald W.
McNeil, Robert H.

McWhorter, Earl J.

Melrose, Jay
Meyer, David
Miles, Raymond
Miller, Aurelia T.

Lucien, Miller

Mitchell, John H.

Moebius, William

Monserrate, Jose S.

Moore, Jean
Mulcahy, David

Naff, William

Narahara, Tomike
Nilsson, Nils

North, Mary S.

Oates, Stephen B.

O'Brien, Ken
O'Connell, James
Odiorne. George

Olley J Gregory
Oni; Jessf* S
Pariee Barbara H
Paulson Wolgang
Pesrce. I F

Pefkins Lyle N
Peng, Chtn lang

Peterson. G A
Peters. John
PetroM. Elizabeth

Phillips, Norman
Pitinney. Edward
Pitrat C W
Piatt. Rutherford H
Poll. Corrado
Politella Dario

Portuges Calhy
Potter Frank F

Prir»ce. Allen

Purcel' Joanne
Quick Jonathan R
Qumton, Arthur R
Rapping. Leonard
Ramos Qiin»

Rauch. Harold

Reed, Carl

Reh Albert M
Reiner Albv

Resnick Stephen
Rice Thomas E

Robinson Fred

Rohde Richard

Root WadeC
Rosenfeld, Stuart M
Roskill Mark
Roier Oebra
Rothstein Halina

Rothstem Robert

Rudvalis. Arunas
Rupp William

Russell G A
Ryavec, K W
St Mary Donald
Sal/rnan, Zdenek
Savefide Jay
Schifter. Eva

Schindler, Richard A
Schumacher Warren F

Schuman David

Scott Donald i

Scott Nina M
Scorville Nichloas

Seidman Ann
Sequeira Mana
Shapiro, Seymour
Sheckeis G Dale

Shepp, Archie

Sides Charles H
Simonson Norman R
Simpson Richard H

birius Donald
Sleigh Robert
Smytn J Robert Jr

Snedecor Jarrtes G
Spears Betty

Spears Brent

Sptvack Charlotte

Stamps Paula

Stankovich, Manan T

Stawiecki Edmund
SlMifipi Ivan

Sievtns Nelson
StriLk and Bonnie
Strickland William

Su Jin Chen
Swaim Kathleen

Swansor^ Car'

Taoemaru Eugene
Tartar Terry A
Taylor J H
Teng Shou Msin

Tessier Ricnard

Thompson Oiane A
Tobey Janet
Trey; George
Ti.cke' Robert G
Turner FreeriC*

Tymocjko Ma'ia
Uden Peter C
Ulin Pnsciiia R
U'tn R.rfiard

unalii WiHiam P

Vogley Martha
Wang J.ng

Watr Norman F

Weiss Richard S
Well Arnold D
Wesion John
While Barbara
White Donald W
Wideman John
W'lce Robert T

Wiikie Richard W
Wilkins Wendy
Willis Cifve E

Woldring R Dirk

Woil Jack Keii

WoUl Richard D
Wolf Robert Paul

Wright James 8
ZafM^ Abraham
Zaiicek T

Zi" Howard V
Zinmanter George E

For Each Item, Use The Following Scale to Rate Your Instructor and/or Course

A=Outstanding B=Good C=Adequate D=Poor E=Not applicable or no opinion

Be sure to complete each and every Item

1

.

Instructor's ability to clearly explain course material

2. The quality of reading material

3 The instructor's enthusiasm for the subject

4. The instructor's preparation for classes

5. The instructor's respect for students in general

6 The instructor's concern for the quality of his cr her teaching

7. The instructor's resped for and treatment of women students

8. The instructoi 's availability to students outside of class

9. The fairness and appropnsteress of exams, papers or other assignments^

10. The instructor s willingness to discuss differing points of view

1 1 . The extent to which the course increased your knowledge of the subject

12. The instructor's willingness to bo flexible with the course

13 The instructor's awareness of whether the students are understanding him or her

14. Overall, what is your general impression of this course as taught by this instructor''

15 Year in School (A=First. B-Second, C-Third, D--Fourth, E-Fifth or other)

16 Your Maior: (A=This coursed dept.. B=Another dept., C-Undeclared)

1 7 What grade dc you anticipate for this -course (A--A. B-^B, C=C. D=0 or F, E = Pass/Fail or No Idea)

18. Sex (A - Male, B = Female)

\All ID If's will remain confidential. 1

Course and teacher evaluation mformatiOii is one of many concerns of UMass undergraduates Throughout the

university students are organising around issues o« common inte-esi m department councils, dorm councils,

student government/student union, the work place, etc To find out more of whalj gomq on and ffow ^(0u can

become involved m improving the quality of education and life at UMass contact the Student Orqanumg Protect

at 545 2415 (426 Student Union Building),

instructor
Dept
Course No.
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE

8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Course_
Sec.

2

3.

4

5

6

7

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDE
15 ABCDF
16 ABCDE
17 ABCDE
18 ABCDE

Instructor
Dept.
Course No.
1.ABCDE
2.ABCDE
3.ABCDE
4 ABCDE
5.ABCDE
6.ABCDE
7. ABCDE
8.ABCDE
9. ABCDE

Course_
Sec.

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDE
15 ABCDE
16 ABCDE
17 ABCDE
18 ABCDE

Instructor
Dept
Course No
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABODE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE

8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Course_
Sec.

2
3
4

5
6
7

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDE
15 ABCDE
16 ABCDE
17 ABCDE
18 ABCDE

Instructor
Dept
Course No
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
AcJCDE

8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Course_
Sec

10
11

12

13
14

10
If,

1/

18

ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDF
ABCDb
ABCOt
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South Africa:

You can't afford

to be misinformed

TUESDAY, nrCEMBER 13, 1977

By DAVID OLMOS

It seems not so long ago that I was a child
of around tenyears-old, hearing of this war
we were fighting on the other side of the
globe against some people who were a
different color and who lived in a place called
Vietnam.

I recall watching the news and reading the
paper and always seeing the number of

people killed, U.S. dead, U.S. wounded, U.S.
missing in action and then always, Viet Cong
dead was flashed quickly across the screen.

I knew practically nothing of this war
except people kept getting killed and it had
something to do with stopping those bad
Communists. As the war continued, no one
ever really explained to me why we were
fighting there. And only now do I think I'm

beginning to understjnd the reasons and see
that I wasn't told about this war because
hardly anyone knew enough about it to

explain it to me.

Now you can't pick up a newspaper or

watch T.V. without hearing of this place

cabled South Africa, where most of the

people are also a different color than most of

us. But what makes this small country so
important to us that it fills so much news

space?

Is it because as Americans we are so

concerned with the human rights of all

people around the world that it is inherently a

concern? Is it, when there are millions of

people in this country who cannot get

enough to eat each day while a few blocks

away the food they need is being thrown
down someone's garbage disposal? Is not

eating a basic human right? Well, hopefully
human rights are still a concern of some
people and South Africa is the best example
of the violation of these rights.

In South Africa you have the world's most
blatantly racist regime, which as a matter of

policy keeps the black majority in their

country from ever being able to reach

economic, social, or political equality. At the

head of the country you have Prime Minister

John Vorster, an accused former Nazi

sympathizer, who was recently re-elected in

a landslide election. Not a surprising result

considering that the 18.6 million blacks

cannot vote in these elections.

This government banishes black women
and children to Bantustans (or "reser-

vations" to define it in a more American way)
because they are not "productive" enough,
while their husbands might work far away,
three miles underground in a gold mine
under hellish conditions just trying to make
enough to feed their families. And often
they still can't make enough and the South
African government kindly provides ready-

dug graves for black children who they know
will die from malnutrition and starvation.

To say that human rights are the only
concern which certain parties in South Africa

have would be inaccurate. There are several
others which should be understood to more

clearly define the situation in that country.
South Africa is located in a very important

geographical location both militarily and
economically. South Africa has some non-

renewable natural resources, such as gold
and chromium, which happen to be real

popular here in the United States. South
Africa is also popular among the elite of the
giant U.S. corporations such as Ford,

General Motors, Coca-Cola and many of our
other favorites. These corporations find a
highly profitable cheap labor market in the
black worker. And who ever heard of a

successful business that didn't seek to

maximize profits in any way they could?
Adam Smith would have fits in his grave if he
heard of a business acting irrationally enough
to throw away shareholders' profits over a
silly human rights issue!

Sough Africa also has some Marxist
neighbors in Mozambique and Angola. If a
war for black majority rule erupts in Southern
Africa, as it probably will, many situations
could occur that might have a significant
effect on our lives.

For instance, jf a radical Marxist black
faction and a more moderate faction both
arose and were in conflict with each other to
overthrow the white government, the
possibility could arise for some level of a
Soviet-U.S. confrontation. The U.S. would
not want to see another Marxist country in

this area of important national interest and
there's never any telling what might be done
to prevent this. Even though the U.S. chose
not to intervene in Angola, South Africa
could prove to be a more explosive situation.

Most of us, I hope would be upset at the
very least at the crime to hunwnity which
goes unpunished in South Africa.

(Remember that 1954 was an important
date for beginning to change another racist

state called the United States). Others might
be concerned because they won't like to see
themselves, someone they know, or even
their dollars shipped off to South Africa
during a war.

Now at the beginning of this essay I was
talking about Vietnam, and how most us
didn't really know what the real issues were
during that war. I'm not so sure that the
lessons of Vietnam were really learned but it

seems that in South Africa we have a good
chance to prove whether they were or not.

We could just let this issue pass and take
whatever course it may, or this time we could
gather knowledge about what is really

happening in that far away country with all

those problems. It is not hard to find out
what the facts are. Anyone who can read or

listen has no excuse. This time you can't

afford to not be informed.

David Olmos is a Collegian guest com-
mentator.
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The professor's arse:

An ode for finals week
karen hermann

The Professor's Arse: An Ode for Finals

Week
[with apologies to Alfred Tennyson,

whose lyric genius inspired this masterpiece]

Kiss thou not the professor's arse;

It won't do thee no good.

The professor's soul is made of stone

That can't be moved by flesh alone.

Kiss thou not His arse!

Tear-eyed fawner, come not near!

Flirty freshie, moron soph,
If thou wantest that D to disappear

Better use some greenbacks, deer,

But come not near!

Freshies faint 'neath His cruel sneer,

In His eye lurks dark death.

Frosty is his demon breath

So prithee, come not near!

Where he stands He cannot hear

the whines and plaints

of feeble babes

Torn from Mother's loving arms
At eighteen years of age.

From Stockbridge to the School of Ed
Untold hordes of transfers dead.

"UMass is a gut school," they all said.

Alas, they're dead.

Thou mayst cry and plead and beg
Thou mayst brown-nose.
Thou mayst lick shoes

With thy body'd dwindling strength.
But unless thou hast the moolah
Thou cannot beat that final F.

Karen Hermann is a Collegian columnist.

Censorship: The question of values
By BILL RIORDAN

A variety of provocative events have
recently raised some questions in people's
minds about the boundaries of morality, the
scope of accepted taste, and who should
define and defend them.

First, there was Anita Bryant and her holy

war on homosexuals. With certainty derived

from missionary zeal, Ms. Bryant declared

publicly that her sexual preference is the only

legitimate one. And she got a lot of people to

agree with her. She didn't do it for herself

personally, she said, rather she was acting

out God's will. Apparently they're on
speaking terms. Personally, I think the

manipulation of religious doctrine to arouse

fear and revolt at homosexuality is far more
loathsome than homosexuality itself.

Another cauldron of sex and sin has
brewed up around Larry Flynt, publisher of

Hustler, a very crude magazine, as I

discovered in my research. Arrested on
obscenity charges, Mr. Flynt was suddenly
contemplating twenty five years in jail and an
$11,(X)0 fine. What did he do then? First, he
got a lawyer. Then he got religion. In con-

trast to Ms. Bryant, Mr. Flynt took cover

behind the cloth, rather than wave it above
his head. Actually, he was "reborn", to use
the evangelical term. Evangelism is based on
conversion, in fact, measuring the height of a

man's rise by the depth of his fall. Mr. Flynt

has decitjed to reveal his redemption to the

court, which niay do him some good if the

judge isn't too bright.

That judge has to decide if Hustler is

obscene and, if it is, what punishment Mr,

Flynt deserves for offending the public. I

have no idea how that judge is supposed to

know what's obscene and what isn't. Should
he sample all sorts of pornography and see

how Hustler compares? Should he ask his

friends what they think of pictures of nude
women with their legs spread apart? It's

awfully subjective and there's a further

dilemma: while some people are rightly

offended by pornography, others are equally

offended by censorship.

No matter how you look at it, there's

something very wrong about one person

deciding what types of printed material

another can see. This is the essence of

censorship. On the other hand, there are

those who want to be "protected" from
offensive print and film, and so censorship

does exist. There's no perfect solution.

When it comes to censorship, you're

damned if you do and damned if you don't.
*

And now, right here on campus, we're

faced with the question of censorship. I'm

talking about the beer ads we've seen in the

Collegian that employ busty, beaming
females in typically tight T-shirts. A lot of

people have complained that these ads
offend them and that the Collegian should

abstain from printing — i.e. censor — them.

A newspaper has a responsibility to respect
the values and morality of its readers, yet it

should not, I feel, violate the right of freedom
of expression.

The toughest part of the problem here lies

in determining whether or not these ads are

so offensive to so many people that cen-
sorship is warranted. Simultaneously, it must
be learned if many are bothered or not by the
use of censorship itself. The opinion survey
that appeared in the Collegian last week
addressed these questions. I only hope
someone bothered to fill one out.

Whatever the results of the poll, some
people will be unsatisfied with the actions

that are subsequently taken. My preference

is that the ads featuring insulting sexual

stereotypes be excluded from the paper.

Worse than the portrayal of women as sex
kittens is the thought that the creators of the
ads actually figure this is the sort of thing
college students relate to. That's an insult in

itself and I hope they're wrong. On the
whole, I think we'd be better off without
those ads in the Collegian. The paper may
lose a little revenue and a few people will cry

censorship, but I think it's more important
that we make it clear to ourselves that we
really do have some taste and a sense of

values.

Bill RJordan is a Collegian Commentator.
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Paris— what's in and what's not
i)\\r w 'I r.irl

By MARK WILDING

It's the oldest and most intriguing game in

town, keeping pace with what's in and
what's out. And what better town than Paris

where the whim of a moment becomes the
whip of a movement, and then in less time
than it takes to snap that whip, the rage is

reduced to rags. This is not to suggest
however that trends arise spontaneously.
Rather, they are created and fostered by
well-known personalities — actors,
designers, jet-setters, and journalists. And
often by the time such a trend hits the
streets, it's already considered passe by
those who were responsible for it in the first

place. As a result problems arise. After all,

what does one do with last year's gerbils

when all of a sudden ant farms are in? (One
solution, as the trend movers are very
practical for the most part: boa constrictors

should soon supplant ant farms as the in

hobby.)

In the way of authors Virginia Woolf is in,

as are Nabokov, Doris Lessing, and Groucho
Marx. Out are Sartre, Camus, and Kari Marx.

Elvis, Bing, the Tubes, and Iggy Pop are in

(applies to any other punk artist also). The
Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd, and Beverly Sills

are out.

In the world of physical activity, cross-
country skiing, skate-boarding, and tennis (in

- colored ensembles and wood rackets, out -

whites and metal rackets) are in. Squash,
tap dancing, and keeping sheep are out. And
after exhaustive research I can faithfully

report that, with regards to birth control, the
diaphragm is in while the pill and "hope and
a prayer" are out. Bisexuality is in, having
affairs on the sly is out. As an afterthought
satin sheets are in, patterns are out. And as
an after-after thought silky shorts are in bikini
briefs are not.

Other clothes - in spite of the threat of
impotence, tight jeans are in, corduroys and
khakis are out. Fruit-of the-loom T shirts are
in, bowling shirts are out. White aviator
scarves (the kind that was responsible for the
death of Isadora Duncan when it got caught
under the rear wheel of her MG and
strangled her - MGs and BMW 525s are in,

Porsches are out) are in. Ascots and thin ties

are out. Sandals and crepe souls are in.

Anything with laces isn't.

And for the politically and socially aware
the anti-nuclear movement is in. The
women's and consumers' movements are
out (people no longer check frantically for
expiration dates). The in attitude for French
politics - haughty, smug, and Left-wing,
though you hope the Left doesn't win in

March for its own good. The out attitude —
Gaullist. As for dictators, Sadat is in,

Khadaffi and Castro are out (as are obviously
Havana cigars. Gauloises and Players are in.)

However, giving up smoking is in. Marijuana,
hash, and sniffing burnt rubber are out.
Beaujolais Village and Watneys Ale are in.

Rose and Guiness Stout are out.

In the way of illness colitis and
gastroentinitis and anything else ending in

"tis" are in. Nervous breakdowns and
Parkinsons disease are out. Acupuncture is

in, antibiotics are out. Think that some kind
of group activity will pull you out of the
doldrums? Mime classes are in, therapy is

out.

And finally for those who claim to a little

bit of culture, in the world of painting 19th
century romanticism and photo realism are
in. Pop is out. Iron Curtain and Italian films
are in. Big budget American films are out.

Admittedly this is only a partial list of the
ins and outs. However, don't be discouraged
if you've done a quick self-assessment and
found yourself to be hopelessly out. Hold on
to your hula hoops, flappers, and other
wretched refuse yearning to make their way
down from the attic. Their time will most
certainly come again.

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Paris
Correspondant

Don't give a Pinto for Christmas
tliarl< ilMi^li

.

Everybody's writing their Christmas
column, and I wish I had one too, but I don't.

Instead of writing about what's being given

away, I'm going to tell you about what Mr.

Scrooge Cap I. Talist is taking away.

Our story begins in 1970 as the Pinto is

being put into production by Ford. The Pinto
was Ford's entry into the sub-compact field.

They wanted a nice car, weighing 2000
pounds, and costing not a cent over $2000
(1971).

There was only one problem. It was a

death trap, and Ford knew it. The gas tank
was located six inches from the rear bumper
and was liable to rupture at 5 mph or more.
Ford had crash tested the Pinto at a top
secret site more than 40 times and every test

made at over 25 mph (without special

alteration) resulted in a ruptured fuel tank.

When you're driving behind one of the two
million Pintos on the road today, check it out.

That long silver object you see below the

bumper is the gas tank.

The Ford Motor Company knew its gas

tank was dangerous before the car went into

production, yet they did nothing to improve

its safety. All that was required was to install

an $11 rupture-resistant fuel tank, or use a

"saddle-type" gas tank — which Ford owns

the patent on and which is used by over 40
Japanese and European car models in the
Pinto's price range - or use a $5.08 rubber
bladder, which Ford had tested successfully

in 1970. Until 1977, Ford did none of these
things. Estimates are that at least 500 people
have met with a fiery death because Ford did

nothing.

Yet in 1972 the Ford Motor Company
wrote an internal memorandum titled

"Fatalities Associated with Crash-Induced
Fuel Leakage and Fires", with a section on
"benefits" and costs. The following is from
the report:

Benefits:

Savings: ISO burn deaths, 130 serious burn
injuries, 2100 burned vehicles

Unit Cost: $200,000 per death, $67,000 per

injury, $700 per vehicle.

Total Benefit: 180 x ($200,000) - 180 x

($67,000) - 2100 X ($700) - $49.5 million

Costs:

Sales: 11 million care, 1.5 million light

trucks.

Unit Cost: $11 per car, $11 per truck.

Total Cost: 11,000,000 x ($11) - 1,500,000 x

($11) - $136 million.

That 49.5 million is NOT what Ford was
going to pay out to survivors and next of kin.

Ford got an industry controlled safety in-

stitute to set a value on a human life so they
could then show how it was cheaper to let

people die. The value of $200,000 per life is

the theoretical cost to society of one death.

To show how considerate thjsy are, they
even include $10,000 as the value of pain
and suffering. These ghouls think everything
can be reduced to dollars and cents — and
then added up to make more profits for

them.

Even using these murderers' figures they
come out wrong. In fact 500 have actually
been killed (times $200,000) and about 5,000
have been injured (times $67,000), which
comes to $435 million.

Its a pretty sick system to live under, one
that places an $11 price tag on someone's
life. Our rulers used to say during the
Vietnam War that Asians didn't care about
life as much as "we" do. But its not a
question of nationalities or races but rather a
question of what kind of system we live

under.

Charlie Bagli is a Collegian Columnist.

IVIicro-College

clarification
To the Editor:

In the Collegian issue of December 7, a

front page article discussed both the

upcoming January Micro-College and the

campus' current Reaccreditation
process.

In an attempt to prevent any possible

misunderstanding regarding the

relationship between these two events,

we would like to make clear that,

although the Micro-College will begin

with presentations on the Self-Study

Report, the primary focus of the session

is not on Reaccreditation. It is, however,
on the use we can make of the material

and momentum generated by the

process of Reaccreditation. Our goal is to

provide a forum in which all those

concerned with the campus' future can
together consider ways of building on the

current process for both effective internal

planning and for authentic participation

in the impending Reorganization of

Higher Education in Massachusetts.
Judy Davis, Resource Network and

Larry Benedict, Office of the
Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Kirl< article offensive
To the Editor:

It is a sad enough fact that the world
lost the talents of Rahsaan Roland Kirk. It

is an even sadder fact that one of the

editors of Below The Salt has not the
talent to write a memorial statement. I

take offense with two parts of his

statements.

If Mr. Kirk did not go through life

making an excuse for his blindness as it

related to his talents, then why should

the editor find that Mr. Kirk's blindness
was substance for the description of Mr.
Kirk "Hobbling about the stage and
giving such a dramatic performance that
it made one think that his performance
far outweighed another very important
Black figure in Afro-American music,
namely Gil Scott Heron?" I found tnat

statement to be cheap prose. I would
suggest that the Editor restrict his or
herself to matters that they are more
adeptly acquainted with.

Bill Hasson

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegiarf

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
'wo pages. They should be sent to the
Excutive Editor, c-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day preceding
that date.

TS
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Notices
BICyCLt CLUB

Fun meetinfl tonight at 7 m CC 916 Evervone is

iiivrted to see slides from this semester's trips and
'liscuss plans tor next semester

FOUND
Wens ring 11 15 77. Cance Area 253 6007

VOLLEYBALL
Members of the Men s Volleyball Team, mandatorv

practice todav Must bring $10 dues, 6:30, NOPE Gvm

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Important meeting tonight at CC 172 Slides will be

shown and we will vote on producers.

CHAIR RAfFLE WINNER
Kiiren Inglson of 214 Emerson has won the 4th

Ai)r\ual F -P R.S Chair Raffle Thank you to everyone
who helped make this year's raffle a success.

LOST
Would !.!» person who stole the bus driver's

knapsack ot<12 9 please return the glasses to the bus
I iff ice

Music Festival

committee to meet

The Black American Music Festival

Committee will meet today at 6:30 p.m. in

New Africa House 114. All students in-

terested in working with the committee
should attend.

DC Menu
TODAY

LUNCH - Deli Ham on a Roll, Pizza,

Basics: Nutty Noodles, Pizza

DINNER Roast Pork, Beef and
Vegetable Stew, Basics: Spanish
Soybeans, Baked Fish

TOMORROW
LUNCH Hamburgers, Fried Fish,

Basics: Bean Burgers, Fried Fish

DINNER Christmas Dinner Special:

Prime Ribs of Beef, Baked Stuffed
Chicken Breast, Basics: Baked Stuffed
Eggplant, Baked Stuffed Chicken Breast.

Holiday

concert

GREAT FOR
CHRISTMAS
GIVING...

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 Rftd. Qm'^ MOUMAIN »ARWS MAILOQ*+ JIJO HOlltl i-HAOUV MASS

AdulU S2bO-StudenU with AM C Card »2 00-Childien $175 Twi LiK Show Adulu & Sludtntt SI SO]
Special Enyagements Excluded

The UMass Symphony Band and
University Chorale will join with special

guests tonight at 8 in Bowker Auditorium to
give a free concert featuring holiday favorites
and selections from "Porgy and Bess.'

In addition, two trumpet trios will perform
"Bugler's Holiday", created by Leroy An-
derson, long associated with the Boston
Pops.

Guest artists Horace Boyer and Gretchen
and John d'Armand will perform selections
from George Gershwin's "Porgy and Bess."
John d'Armand will also perform as Boris in

the Coronation Scene from Mussorgsky's
opera "Boris Gudnov," which will be
presented next year by the Metropolitan
Opera.
Conducting the 78-member symphony

band will be John Jenkins, UMass di"»ctor of

bands and associate professor in the

department of music and dance.

O^r. Richard du Bois

It's NotA Levi's Shift

It'sThe Levi's Shift

Tne cut .s pj'e classic with a sughiiy

•ape'eO body A style that never gets

old And Levi s quality means you

can count on il giving you good
long wear

Available m soli all cotton flannels

Bold O' subtle plaids to choose from

Also a big selection o* solid and
patterned sfiirts m a wide variety of

fabrics These are t^e shirts a loi

o' Tien buy Dy the do/en Levrs

EUTBAEb
HOlfSg

201 n pleasant st /amherst

'Id FairfieW MaH chlcopee

~\

M

•Ip

PGj

(*J

Today at 6 30, 830
Twi lite show ticket 6 00/1 50

THE LAST
REMAKE off

BEAU CESTE
wilh

MARTY FELDMAN
PG

Today at 6 30, 8 30

Twi lite show ticket 600 1 50

A long nmc aqo in a :^'« , *af «* *.\(^

jsnBk

18th SMASH WEEK
PC.

Today at 630, 8:3.0

Twi lite show ticket 6:00 /ISO

tii
, )i <l :- \i lA

\ Ifiiiii';'^'- '' ^' ^ ' '"'

C; PROMISEDybuA

RPSEmAKPEM

Today at 6:00, 8 30

Twi lite show ticket 5 30 /1.50

EDUCED ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TWILITE SHOW TICKETS...LIMITEDTO SEATING

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

corners in all sizes, some with covers

some without, some natural some fancy

For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils.

Containers tor use and beauty

Next to the Amherst Post Office Open 9:30-9 Mon. thru Sat..1 5 Sun,

TONIGHT
WHAT YOUVE ALL BEEN WAITING FOR

OSMW WM OAV
TUESDAY, December 13

STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

4:00. 5:30, 7:00, 8:30, 10:O0, 11:30

$1 Get Your Tickets Early At TIX

TllFsnAY nFCFMBER 13 Tf" ^^^^———^—^^
UMass Ski Club Presents:

Sugarbush Ski <S parly week! Jan. 22-27

$25 deposits taken 11-3.

Mon-Fri in Ski Club Office. S.U. 309

S109 - meals, lodging, lift ticket, good times.

LA/T DAV FOR OCpO/IT/
- OeC. 14

lis THE SEASON TO BE

jolly:
And parties abound.
But there's nothing
hospitable about
pushing alcohol or
any other drug. A
good partygiver does
not want guests to

get drunk or sick,
they should have a

good time and

remember It the next
day.

Coilegian ''

A message from the

DEMDNSTRATION ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROJECT 549-2671
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Computation:

'lines: X rate.

AUDIO
AUTO fOH SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
VliSC

OTHER:

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
HIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO

$1.00 extra for
other headline.

rentI **—

r

I

RATES Dally 45c per line;
5 consec pub days. 40c per line per day
30 consec pub days. 35c per line per day

4
5
6

17
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I
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X Idays: lad cost)
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I

I

MINUS 13c POSTAGg DISCOUNT I

NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! '

Name: _

Phone/C: (if different from ad)

Dates Classified Ad is to run
(Allow 3 days from date of mailing

Ad Cost:$. (enclosed)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept
, Massachusetts Daily Collegian

\
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21
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I^^^^.^o^.^^c^n.^^,^,^^^^^^^^^^^^,^Camp^s^enter^ University of Massachusetts ArnhersT Mass 01003 /

AUrO fOft SALE

m QateKy 500 . oiii »700. 527 5746

122Volvo parts se<1&wagon R»-d 665 4384

l-or Sa e Lange Pro Ski Boots size 9Vi.
These boots are two years old but have
only been worn twice If Interested please
call 253-5873

1971 blue Chevrolet (Bel Air) 6 cyl Good
mileage. e» cond 1 owner power
steering, power brakes, radio and heater
$1,200 or BO Call 665-2064 e-/enings

73 Datsun standard transmission $1150 call

546 9979 eves weekends

REFRIGERATOR! 55
cond Call Bill rm
message

cubic ft
, good

311 5 2639 Iv

New Ralchle hikers about M7 W wg 542
3446 $40 Of best price offer

1 fern, wanted f > own rm in 2 bdrm apf
Isl mil nil ^^^rE' S130 ulil inci Carld 549-
1741 eves '/? mile from campus Bui

1 bdrm apt npa' campus-Amh
country location $180 inc util Call
549 6568 if we le not at home, keep
trying

Person needed for 1 bdrm Brandywine Apt
Dec 2 1 n ?S C heao call Yasi 549 0865.

ftlDB WANno
To Detroit Ml mid December or aftef call

Gisela 253 9961 or 256 6825

HELP WANTED

Pro Music Service Besi i

'.' .' Wi-.H "ylfi 4731
1 lock ihro disco
Rt-a

Ferjtastic Buy: 1972 Toyota Mark II

great AM/FM, stell belted radials
offer over a $1,000 «au.4759

19« Voik

Runs
Beat

Technics SAS600 AM FM receiver 25 watts
rms 19 FM Sen sitivity $120or BO 546-

5972 must sell by Dec 14th

bug Good condition Make an
;ffer. Its yours Call after 6 549 4599

MUST SELL! KUSTOM 200watt bass
amp, $350 . negot Also, fine bass b
electric guitars, $50 each. Call 253 2464

1971 Peugeot new clutch muffler 665 3938

For sale 1964 Olds F-86 very good cond
,

must sell in a week 135. OCK) miles but
runs great, call 6 96^^ soon

76 Silver Nova Power steer , auto trans.,

snowtires, ll.OOOmi, lux int $3,200
549 5725

74 Pontiac Firebird. Wht w/ blu interior

Ext condition, AC. AM-FM, radials,

winterized, nu brakes, exhaust, shocks
$3,050 John eves 549 5918

MUST SELL! SCHWINN SUPERSPORT
mens bike, $60 Also, Ig B&W portable
TV, $50 Call 253 2464

One F to rent 1 bdr. of 2 bdr. apt. on bus
line Jan-May o longer 549-5868.

To sublet imniiKl 2 bedroom apt w/w
narpet dsliwshr UMass bus rt all util incI

S260 John 665 3247 James 665 2972 eves.

1 bdrm Br Man. $195+ ut Chris 253 3203.

1 fern wanted to share 1 bdrm apt close to

campus $75 incldg util call 549 5154

$50 lor Jan. on bus rt in Bel cdll 323-7^4^

Part time office help needed by the
Student Organizing Project Stipend and
work study positions available. Apply
Room 426 Student Union Building im-
mediately.

SofaBed. BikeRack.
Reclining Chair, Lamp,
nerTable 549 5725

CoffeeTable,
Bookcase, Cor-

2 Br. fur. apt.

2532400
B Manor Dec 23Jan 26.

MUST SELL! 1974 Jensen Healey. Taking
offers Call 593 5078.

1 bedrm $180 ire util 665 ""=17

Spg sem 2bdrm Cliffside Apt 665 4107.

1

Sofa- good
2967

condition. Cheap-call 253

Bdrm. Apt.- in Sunderland on bus rte.

$195 includes utis Jan. Aug 665 3228

Two near
9792

new snowtires H78-14 253-

Bdrm. in 2
Dec Free,

Misha

Bdrm. Brandywine End of

dogs ok 546-7009 Jim or

Help wanted for January legislative in

ternship Salary stipend Best if you live

near Boston Research skills £f un
derstanding of legislative process and
politics. Apply by 12/16 to Room 430 Stu
Union SGA is an equal opportunity
employer

Help 20,000 UMIES get a better education
by helping to gather teacher evaluations
in your classes to be published by the
Student Senate Please contact Joe
Connoly 545 0341. 665 2297, or Mike
Brennan 5-2415

End of semester sale College Calculators
offers low prices & full service all models
available Texas Instruments 59 $234 95 58
$89 96 57 $59 95 51 $47 95 HP s &
Commodores avail Models from $15 00
remember we service all calculators we
sell Before you buy anywhere else, call
Bob or Chris at College Calculators at 549
1316

Seen enough snow' Wanna get into the
sun' Come down to Oaytona with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 !oi 9 days on the
beach $147 20 takes <.i\re o( it all And
includes roundtrip fare accomodations on
the beach and a trip to Disneyworld For
reservation and more info call David Day
at 546 7845

Daytona Bleach is ^nTir$T47 20^ away
You can now afford to go to a beachfront
hotel, have Disneyworld and New Years inHonda For more mfo or reservations c^U
David Day at 546^4^

PERSONALS
wm

SeRV/CES

FOR RENT
72 Chevy Suburban van excellent cond. 74
Vega both are priced to sell call 256-8470
or 323 5526

Pickup. Chevy, '68. good
$700 best oHer, call 665 4914.

shape,

73 Volvo 144 automatic very good body
and engine radials AM/FM air cond
$3200 665 4539 eve ft wks.

68 Chevy wagon needs work B.O. 6/688

MOTORCYCLES

1961 TR8 Triumph motorcycle must sell

rebuilt engine lOOmis. Preunit classic $500
obo call Steve 549 6417 after 6 p.m

FOnSALi

Room in Sund. on bus route
$85 /mo -t- elec (heat mcd I guiet non
smoker only, no pets Available im-
^diately 665 2354

So. Amherst RIverglade apt 2 beds it 2
baths On bus rt avail Mid Jan - Feb 1

220 -^ util. phone Mike eves. 263 5356.

3 bedroom apt, fair condition, for Dec
15th. in Northampton. Only $165 Call

Skibiski Real Estate 584 3428 4 6 p m
Housemates for Jen. 1. 1 or 2 people for

Ige rm. in co-op Non-smoking, vegetarian
household Rent $146 /mo plus On bus
rte Call 253 3615 after 5.

1 bdrm apt in Sunderland, clean, mod. full

kit and bath, on bus line, immed. oc-

cupancy $180-u &ht.

WANTED

1 Br. Sunderland w/ AC, dshwsh. inns,
bus, disp Util. incl. $186 avail. Jan 065-
3603.

Nonsmoking female to share 2bdrm.
apt. in So Amherst 122 256-8752

bus, pool.

1 or 2 fem. wanted to share bedroom in 2
bedroom apt on bus line $90 -•-

utilities Call Dottie 549-6416 or 545 3500

Furniture! Table, chairs, sofabed.
doublebed. and desk. Call Kathy 6-9499

Fm rmmate wanted for spring sem. $67 -«-

call Beth 549 0742

A girl that I can call my very own. Joe Q.

Qualified Tutor needed for Chem.lll.

Spring sem exc pay. Call 546 5613.

PHOTOGRAPHY Hassport ana ap
piK 111. jn |)(iot<)s done Portrijils in time for

Clii..linas BhSN or color service in

lu.iiDii liy dfidn()em»'nt Heasonable
liri' • s foi liii(h quality work Contact:
"-..../'•n S46 9653 night' .iiilv

wayday^et^ieve^orgeHh^oo^ime^
Come back to visit so we can clear out
some more parties From your very aware
Wopcr roommates. Love Marytjenise and
Shelley

Work with elem age children for academic
cred next sem or in Jan as staff member
in Marks Meadow After Sch Day Care
Prog For info call Sylvia 665 3990.

SAVE up to ambn TCNNTS Si-

Men's, Ladies canvas Er leather. Reg tlS.-

30 iusi$10 14 SO CaH 538-3181

Women's Aapen down parka-med-ex.
cond pumpkin color $35 call 549-0523

Women's Head'Ski Parka. Excellent

condition, size medium. Call 549-5951

PA amp 75 watt rms Prem<er reverb unit

both brand new $36 each Mark at 2S3-
2756

Furn Ap'U. for Feb June lease 1 Vi-rm.
effic. * 1-bedroom furnished, air-cond.
parking quiet from 200 mo. Reserve now
Amherst Motel Ap'u Ri 9 oop
Zayre's 2Sfr«122.

•M in EHamp Apt $75 inc. 1/1/78 527-9006.

2 bedrooms avail in spacious coed house.
Beginning Jan 1 Greds preferred, all

considered, pets OK. 100 -t^ caH 2S3 9824

F rmate wanted in Brandywine 549-S9S1

.

Wamad: wtniM to buy a double mattress.
546 5233 Karen (after 51"

• 1 Fem. wanted for next sam. Own^
$98 mo plus eclec In Puffton Vil. Call

549 4866 eves, ask for Nancy or ENy.

Araa mutisian aeeka daadheada,
nostalgia freaks and people into recor-
dir>g Open up Owight. 253 3938

Original designs by Randy Glenn. Custom
made tunics to your design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabric and any
designs printed Call 549 4458 ask for

Randy Glenn or leave message 3 day
serv ice

Nothing to do over intersession' Come o^

down ti) Dtiytona with us Beachfror
hotel with color TV A C phone, the work
M\ this .md rrjundtnp busfare on a luxurv
ii-.olor( oach for only $147 20 quad 0(,

I ;i|>.:»n( y For info and reservations call

D;ivid Day al 546 7845

Big bands to disco Call Bob the OJ at
14135386075 Still the one after 4 years.

Theses typed: caM Melanie. 253 7563.

Vulve repairs and maintenance AN
and models tow prices. Jack 9P6-061' '.

Five professional typiiig 734-0044.

mpmsm
LOST

Room availabla/3 bedroom apt. Echo
HiH. turting Jan 1. Call 253-5288 keep
trying.

Female to share
Amherst. 132 50
549 2652. 3768.

spacious 2br. N
incl util . Sec Oep.

L-st one necklace gold chain with small
brown stone topaz-pendant Reward
offered Please contact Elise Cocke. 586-

0918

WANTED TO RENT 5?JDIG

Snow tiraa E 78 14 call Brian. S8&2756.

Two rtaw new Snowtiree H78-14 2S3-

9792

Xmas traaa cut your own Spruce or

Scotch Pine $10.50 10a m -Bp m
Blizniak Tree Farm, 133 Bay Rd., Hadley
586 0723.

Amherst house w<>ll insulated artractlce
location Lease and security required. CaH
665 2492 evenings keep trying

Room for rent in a house. 1 mile from
campus $101 month Call Chris 549
0720

Advent 201 tapedeck asking $200 548-6318

CALCULATORS

TO SUBLET ROOM WANTED
Ml

Apt mate; intaraaes; kp trying; Jan: 253-
7068.

Room for Jan near campus Ed 546-1159.

RIDERS 'Wanted

Olft Idea: Have your portrait drawn
' Dennis Delap 256 8732, oet ,1 Ifom.

Call Apr mate; 253-7066; spring: keep trying:
Jfenn. Calif 12! 21 strt thru Keith 659 3523

CoRage Calculators offers low price* Er

full service All models avail Texas
Instruments 59 $236. 58 $94 95 57
$62 95 51 $47 96 MPs 6 Commodore »

avail models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we sell Before you
buy anywhere else, call Bob or Chris at

Colksgp Calculators 549 1316.

J H'G' Esquire? Get a tan for me too.
Have a happy Love NW

Looking for a home7 Sigma Kappa
Sorority seeks boarders for spring.
Friendly, homey. 3 niaals/day. com-
parable jo Un^ersity^costs Call 2516 6887

Dorms-got-you-down Live-at Zeta Ps<
next semester 23 Phillips Si. Contact Bob
256^6845

B2 III see you in 78. Merry Christmas The
Pfiantom

BG I'm a hog for you PM (JRjrl

Hamp.Col Amy lets play tennts. Bruce
^^^ q37B _^^
Micky, you are my tove. my Me. "my
everything! May we continue to grow in
love Happy 3rd anniversary Y G L.

APHRODITE, ^lo^/^yii^r,i„inhar^i^
g'-^-!,'*^'!l?"r>J' rt *>un» Love AOONS,

Opal en gold chain Fri nite sentimental
value Reward Ellen 545-0162 2092

CLASSES

Tired of crowds? Being a number' Be
yourself GreenfieM Communiry CoNege
has openings for spring temestar.
Minutes 4way with miies of differarKa.

1,400 students can't be wrong*
12/ 13/77, Concourse Camoti* Center.

T L.C.'s our spaciaitv. Small claesas
quality education, low cost Someone
you know IS a GCC grsd. Ask about us.

see us 12/ 13 '77 on the Concourae
Campus Center Greenfield Communitv
Coltefle We fiave openings for spring

.

1 TRUCTION

UtttatAdsGMftlORESULTSIIti REACH »,•••

Hypnoai* for nnala. Make retention 6
recall easier improve concentration &
relaxation for exams get better grades.
Campus Center M W Th at 7,8 &9P M
$5 session Dorm groups by angt C«ll
Mr Morse Hypnotis! Consultant M Ed
53; 5703

RS DAILY! 1 1 i REACH 29,W0 READERS OAltTI 1 1 lUftit iSHiRESULrSf.
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Co-captains Rachel Mack (Left) and Lise Hembrough (second from right) and
the rest of the UMass women's swim team will be taking off in their last meet of

1977 tonight when they face Harvard in a 6:00 meet at NOPE. (Staff photo by Ellen

Davis)

* Polyglots still playing for love
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

Originally associated with the UMass
International Club, the Polyglots have been
financially independent and function without
a coach or captain, although two players

usually serve as coordinators to line up
matches and organize practices.

The need for a permanent playing field has

prompted a need to form an RSO group. The
Polyglots will regroup in April on their regular

schedule. The club is open to players of all

abilities, although criteria for selection for

matches requires frequent attendance,

reliability, good temperment, and skill as well

as a first come, first served basis.

Pats lose for winning
FOXBORO, Mass. [UP/] - The New

England Patriots' decade of bad luck has

taken the cruelest turn of all. Now, they can't

even win for winning.

Needing to beat the Miami Dolphins to

stand a chance of making the NFL playoffs,

the Patriots did their job Sunday - piling up

enough offense in the first period to dump
the Dolphins, 14-10.

But an hour after their victory, the Patriots

learned Baltimore had lost to the Detroit

Lions, a defeat that really meant little to the

Colts and everything to the Patriots.

"I can't believe they let Detroit do that
,"

said New England cornerback Bob Howard
after learning the Lions had blocked a punt

for a touchdown with nine seconds left to

beat the Colts 13-10. "That eliminates us. We
were so happy a few minutes ago. It just

doesn't seem fair. It seems like there should

be a way of us getting in," he said.

The Patriots can make the playoffs only if

Miami loses to a weak Buffalo team Saturday

and New England dowr.? Baltimore Sunday.

I'lan ,1 program ai

Al ItM ION SlUDtNTS

SA/7/ig lor January Intertorm

Intensivf, i ndi v i dii.j 1 i zed programb in typing and sliorthand.

Specialized programs in medical and legal transcription.

"** Resume planning also available.

SKILLS 2-4 Soulli I'rospecl Street
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002
Telephone: 2")3-9500

Litensed hv the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education

i

THK Ai;rKRNATIVK: MKDICAL SCHOOL ABROAD
(C) Capvri«M IV77 m u S A b« Inlrrnalional Data Inc

...a must book for prospective* medical students. It details admission re-

quirements and procedures, costs, lan((uage requirements—riozens use

Knglish in the classroom—and living accommodations for medical schools

in 35 countries. It also tells of the steps a foreign graduate should take to

practice medicine in the U.S.

Some medical schools are free; others charge nominal tuition. Some re-

quire only a high school education; others two or four years of college.

For your copy of this authoritative work, send $9.95 to:

INTERNATIONAL DATA INC.
P.O. BOX 817

LAS VEGAS. NEVADA 89101

The Department of Music and Dance, University of Massachusetts

Proudly present a

FreeConcert
with the University of Massachusetts

Symphony Band & Chorale

with Special Guests

Gretchen d'Armand
Horace Boyer
John d'Armand

Performing Selections from "Porgy and Bess",

Holiday Music and Much More

Experience Two Trumpet Trios perform 'Bugler's Holiday'

TUESDAY DECEMBER 13 at 8 P.M.

BOWKER AUDITORIUM - University of Massachusetts

Comforfable. cozy, and casual

Our knee-length socks, hand knit ma
cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers Tie tops are an interesting

detail. Moderately priced at 5 95.

cKiLDR.&/v'^ 9.Zt-i, TOO,'

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth

Next to Amherti Posi Ottice

9:30-9 Men -Sat
Sun 15

Coming December 23
Showcase Theatre
Check newspapers for

additional theatres and show times

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1977 (^olk' ^icin n

DOONHSBIRY by Garry Trudeau

Ufi-mi..UH-HUH..6ee,

rMSOm..UH-HUH.
Oh.SUR£.,l'DBE.GLAD

FeeL0eTim.:eefB..

urn's
mi
JOANia?

LACEi.SHt ItlQKB UP
wmAfem..:~si6H-.
r HAVt V8BR£APYIN
A HALf Hcm V pm/ne
PHYUIS aCHLAH-iONSaA-

X MiAT? KNOUjyou
WBRe AN
expeRT

B.C. by johnny Hart

rWKT'S IT'

I HAVE AM

TMUIJ^PAr.

^:^

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz ®

I CAN'T eO TO SCHOOL
r09M..M^ RI6HT
SHOULPER HURTS...

IF I SHOULD HAPPEN
TO KNOUi AN ANSWER,
I WOULPNT BE A3LE
TO RAISE .W HAND

/ C'MON 6ET OF I 4'OU

CAN ALUiAVS RAISE

V 1'OUR OTHER HAND..

H'OU EXPECT we TO

ANSUIER (JUE5TI0NS1

LEFT-HANDED?!

WALirbORF by Rob Ranney

JfT Of 5i/ffR-««T

f lOr/izCi) G-AS ,
Pt-ASnA,\j.-A..Y

,;*ji^-'

THt WANDERER by Mark Rollins

Put \\ 0»ef

t\(€ other

^f
ide

K, great, /Mac k 6-iao(

tjou decided to o taijl

H bc^n to s-wuTj

so i- tte<4,fcL'''«t

UtalU Kad to mo¥e oui

o< h>5 o^^ffwent
_
so

iP oof rooiM

(ef ifaia+id
last of

it

UM by Marty Macedti

k.>^.EU <ii^

lis tV^. ^t^'^o\\

to b^

ALLMINLM FOIL by Sieve Latler

BENE (S OPERATING Of

OeRALDtO REVV5Ve
THE JOINTT HE 5WALr
LOWtU'l

^_J

TWE OPERATION \S K
SUCCESS'

benB Goes to \m3rk
SE-voiKiG UP w>s jss^agi
PKriENT'

YOU CERTA\NL>r' HA'VE

A PERSONAL TOUCH^
feE>4fe'

Your Birthday By Stella Wilder

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 13

— Born today, you show a
great many negative tend-
encies in your daily life

Disinclined to try to make
the best of things, you
prefer total failure to par-
tial success. You have
been known to be over-
come with anger and frus-

tration when the success
you excpect does not mate-
rialize. Other people find

your respon.ses and reac-
tions difficult to predict.

Relatively thorough in

your preparations for
activities, you are often

surprised to find that a
particular project is out-

side the realm of possibili-

ty. In short, you discover
at times that all the well-

meant preparation in the
world cannot make up for a
lack of talent. There are
some things that yield only
to ability, and simply will

not yield to your determi-
nation.

There is no reason you
cannot reach the top in

your chosen profession, so

long as you have chosen it

wisely. Knowing your own
limitations is the first step

to being able to fulfill your
ambitions. You would
serve yourself best, there-

fore, to spend considerable

time during your develop-

mental vears discovering

where your talents lie, and
thus where you can .set

your goals.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
l-et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY. DECEM-
BER 14

SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec.21) Your attach-

ment to another may ap-
pear obsessive and
oppressive. Ease up on
possessiveness.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.liti Confidence
should be the first order of
the day Try to see yourself
as higher-ups see you I

AQUARIUS( Jan. 20-

Feb. 18 ) — There are better

ways than material gifts to

express feelings. Don't feel

forced to buy a present.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20 ) — FYepare without de-

lay for the upcoming holi

days. Much can be accom-
plished through coopera-
tion.

ARIESi March 21-April

19 1 — A special spirit of the

season should t)egin tn

permeate all you under-
take Think peaceful
thoughts.
TA.ioii«;Mnril 2n-May

201 - Allow yourself the
benefit of any doubts about
your ability to reach the
days goals.

GEMINIiMay 21-.Junc20i
- Be encouraged

;
you can

achieve your new goals
within the bounds of

propriety. Turn attention

inward.

CANCERfJune 21-July
22 )

- Remember it is what
the recipient thinks of your
gift, not your opinion, that

makes giving successful.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22l -
The desires of those you
love are all-important now
Don't be talked out of your
usual consideration

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
- Make every effort to put
your feelings into words.
This is no time to play the
strong, silent type
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22» -

Nothing must keep you
from seeing what the world
around you is like. Wishful
thinking is fruitless Seek
the truth

SCORPIO I Oct 23-
Nov.21 ( — Adhere to cus-
tom, regardless of tempta-
tion to favor a free-and-
easy approach to the
holidays.
(optriehl, \f71. UniKHt hi-aliiri- S\ n<1i

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

1 Move
rapidly

5 Digits

9 Flavorful

1 4 Top-drawer
1

5

Span
16 Wading bird

1

7

African nut
ISZhivagogtrl
19 Linoleum

Ingredient

20 Compass
point

21 Oct 10,

1977:2
words

23 Keeps
waiting

25 Have in

one s

bonnet
26 Possessive

word
27 Possessive

word
29 Obstruction
32 Censure
35 Relocate
36 Shrivel Var
37 Wing-like

parts
38 Forceful
39 Albacore

40 Makes lace

41 USSR city

42 US
president

43 Emmet
44 Vehicle

45 Chum

46 Refrain
syllables

48 Modified
52 Choices
56 Exist
57 Strong plant

fiber

58Good-by
Informal

59 Entrance
60 Ward off

61 --- and
Andy

62 Disney
characters

63 Explosive
devices

64 At this time

65 Male animal

DOWN
1 Simulated
2 Unbound
3 Water body
4 In-between
meal

5 Claws
6 Verbal
exams

7 Unbleached
8 Empty
pretense

9 Washes
thoroughly

10 "Only
"

1

1

Ballet

figure: 3
words

1

2

Amazon
cetacean

1

3

Reject

21 Toronto or

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzia Solved

V E R
Uki

NO

I G T F

n t

iiuL'LJi!; uuQuy Idas
ccFiiRor^nnr^igQQua

N A
^,

A

T L i^ 5

A B I i

R A \i D

iSIlD iSHQIlB

n S T

RE rK
Toledo

22 Unmasked
24 Buenos
27 out

Sank a putt

28 Sin

30 Pisa's river

31 Stingy

32 - --- pro-

cessing
33 Liveliness
34 Alberta and

Texas
ranchers

35 Extra

36 Rural
crossover

38 cell

Energy
maker

42 All-Star

Game team
44 Rain-snow

mixtures
45 Be agreea-

ble

47 Burning
48 Doer
49 Entertainment

medium
50 Heath

genus
51 Dissuade '

52 Perambulator
53 Star sitar

player
54 Greenland

settlement
55 Renown
59 For officer s

title

i 2 } 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II M 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 21

23 24 1^ 25

^11
26 27 28 11 ;.> JO 31

32 33 J« _ 3i

1
Jo

37

1
38 3'»

«0 41

-Pi"
43 " w mhi
M"

4/ ^^^H48 &* )0 SI

52 53 54 55 w
57

r
58

1

5^

60 61 62

6J 64 (S5
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Kevin Griffin returned to the UMass lineup Saturday, and the Minutemen co-
captain promptly made his presence known as he demolished his Harvard op-
ponent 18-4. Thw reigning New England champion at 150 pounds missed the
beginning of the season because of an extensive lab schedule. Griffin wrestled in
the 167 pound category against Harvard, but will be i lOved down to 158 pounds as
soon as he is in top shape. Despite Griffin's heroics, UMass lost the match 21-20.
(Photo by Dave Daly)

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED
As in any industry certain

products stand the test of time.
Represented in our Weekiy
Specials are Just a few of these
timeless components

EPI 100
Our relationship with wm
Burhoe began nine years ago
when we first earned his new
dstonishing loudspeaker The
EPI 100 Then as now few

«~^

speakers in any
price range can
match the
Sonic Clarity or

the deep base
response of the
Nu-'iber 1 Con
sumer Rated
Book^Helf for

AD VALUE
LIST $200 pr

OUR LOW PRICE

$150./pr
including in store repair (or
5yrs

'Polyglots' in 9th year;

club booters continue
By THOMAS DRAUDT
Collegian Staff

Calling themselves the Polyglots, due to a
mixture of nationalities, the convivial and
beer drinking, UMass soccer club has en-
dured rain or shine conditions for nine years
while battling area colleges as far away as
Yale University.

The Glots' consist of UMass graduate and
undergraduate students as well as residents

of the Amherst area. The function of the club
is to create organized soccer on a level that

does not intimidate the newcomer, but will

remain functionally competitive.

"I think they're a marvelous team," said
Peter Gooding, athletic director and varsity

soccer coach of Amherst College. "Basically
they are what soccer is all about. Their
approach to soccer is very much like that in

Europe where amateur clubs play without
coaches and play for the love of the game.
They are very fun to play against."

Anyone can play, although the Polyglot

bylaws written in 1973 require that a par-

ticipant have two legs capable of bipedal

locomotion, attendance for most practices,

an interest in soccer, and being of the male
sex, although that is now overlooked.

Opponents include the UMass and
Amherst College varsity and JV's, Hamp-
shire College and Stockbridge soccer clubs,

and anyone else eyeing rugged, but en-
joyable, soccer combat.

This year, the Polyglots boasted a 7-1

mastering of the UMass varsity second team,
a 12-0 rampage over Hampshire, a 7-1 victory
over the Amherst JV's, a 5-1 win over Stock-
bridge, and two narrow losses to the
Amherst varsity. The opportunity to play the
UMass first team was declined by coach
Russ Kidd, much to the 'Clots' dismay.

"It's a great bunch of people," said Poly-
glot defenseman Tom Norton. "Everyone
has the understanding that we can screw
around, have fun, drink beers but play a good
brand of soccer at the same time. This type
ot club IS a rare rina these days."

TURN TO PAGE 12

S^u
rusty nailo/>̂a^i^

TUES., DEC.1 3

LUNA

WED, DEC. 14

SUNDAY, DEC. 18

CALL FOR DETAILS

MON., DEC, 19

CLOSED

THURS., DEC. 1
5-

SAT.. DEC. 17

MITCH CHAKOUR

ISSION BAND

TUES. DEC. 20 &

WED. DEC. 21

Vim r s r

THURS. & FRI.,

DEC. 22 & 23

BRICKER

?te. 47 Sunderland. ma./1gl.665-493i

MARANTZ2216B
Making its world debut in June of 1970
ds the 2015, the final evolution has
arrived Rather than new models every

year, MARANTZ chooses to make
circuit improvements m the inside which
tends to keep resale value high and
keeps their research and development
flept the largest in the industry and the
styling dept one of the smallest of the
MAJORS Rated conservatively at 16
^atts MINIMUM per ch at 8 Ohms at

no more than 15"oTHD

NATIONAL AD VALUE

$250.00

The l)asii motor, Belt Driven System,
3 40 kilos /inc alloy platter and
une(|iialed suspension, appeared as
the TD 150 m 62 Numerous tone arm
'•fitu'nients thru the years bring us the

1 D 165C Uilly equipped with empire
4000 D 1 magnetic cartridge, stylitt

.\()(m! Ii.isf hin()t'(1 (lust rover for rnly

HOR|N5

TDinc
$149.00

TOTAL AD VALUE LIST $745.00
OUR LOW PRICE $449.00

Burhoe Blue Loudspeakers
Burhoe s ultirnatf Bookshelf
system incorporates all the

latest desifjns m cone and
crossover technology Flat

frequency response to 33HZ
make for truly memorable
l>,iss

AD VALUE LIST
$500 01 pr

OUR LOW PRICE

$375.00/pr.

SONY STR 4800 SD AM FM
Superior FM performance with
full Dobly function on FM
coupled with the industry's

t)est mass produced phono
preamplifier and versatile
amplifier stage.

SUGGESTED RESALE
$400 00

OUR LOW-PRICE

Philips 6A 312
Philips new improved version of their famous GA 212
increased convenience by virtue of an auto lift function that's
totally electronic and trouble free

Complete with base, dust cover and empire 4000 00 Cart

SUGGESTED PRICE AS SHOWN $285 00
OUR LOW PRICE

$185.00
TOTALSYSTEM LIST$1, 185. Off

OUR LOW DELIVERED PRICE $849.
ADVERTISED SPECIALS

Speakers National Ad OUR LOW ude base. dust cover)

Vailje PRICE National Ad OUR LO
EPI 100 $200 Pf $150 pr Value PRICE
B urhoeGreens$220 pr $170 /pr Thorens $200 $110.
Ohm Bt $400 pf $200 / pr TD165 C
(Traded in Philips 6A427 S120 $8?.
our 1 v r

.

Philips 6A312 $200 $160
trade deal) Dual 1237 $190 $88.

Presage 15 5200 pr. $149 /pr Pioneer $120. $60.

FM 1 S450. Pf $300 /pr PL112D
Altec 3 $298 /pr $180 /pr (Trade in)

Burhoe white ^300 pr $240 /pr Garrard GT 55 $109. $69.
ESS Towers S800 pr. $500 /pr Rabco ST 4 $340. $80.

w/Kef w/Stanton
driver(used) 681EEE
Adventdarge, $298 pr $216 /pr JVC JLB 31 $249. $129.

improved) direct drive
Allison Four S350 Pf $310. /pr Martantz 6150

direct drive
$249 $149.

CASSETTE TAPES

TDK SA C90 $2 B8ea
TDK ADC90 $2 79ea
MAXE II UDXL l&ll C90 $3.00

We serv 'ceevervf^mg we sell m our own service department

fiimilBSI filHNO
259 Triangle St., Amherst

St II.. 586-2552 Op«n til 9. Sat 'til 5 S49-2610
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TJikmgMm Dunks thrill fans

New shipment
for school and the

Fall Fashion!

Irhe Largest Selection

of the Qriginal

Swedish,

Danish and
Austrian Clogs

ALL SIZES
Bastard - Mia -

Gunilla and Mengen%#
( BRING IN THIS AD FOR A \
I 3.00 DISCOUNT-CLOGS
Eastfield Mall Auburn Mall Liberty Moll I

Springfield ,MA Auburn MA panvers, MA"

I
V Methuen Mall Methuen MA

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

More than 4,200 fans crammed into Curry
Hicks Cage and they were treated to an
exhibition of slam-dunking by Indiana trans-

fer Mark Haymore resulting in five standing
ovations for the 6'8" junior.

Out of the 16 total points garnered by him,
10 were achieved by jumping over the rim

and slamming the ball throuqh the basket
with two hands. If the five slam dunks, the
mcst profilic was the last, which saw Hay-
more dribble to the top of the key, leap in

mid-air, and come down to the floor only
after dropping the ball through the basket.

The fans response to this was a two
minute standing ovation after the basket,

and when Haymore finally retired to the

bench with one minute left to the play in the
game.

"Mark's play really inspired the crowd and
certainly was a boost to the team. When the
opposition sees so many dunk shots, sub-
consciously they get intimidated about
covering the dunker and let him get position
around the basket," said head coach Jack
Leaman.
Haymore himself took the game in stride.

"I still have a lot of work to do as far as
getting my timing together around the
basket and also to improve my rebounding.
There is still a way to go."

When asked if the crowd was a factor in

his selection for the dunk shots, he
responded that dunking was a natural shot

for him.

"I know the crowd really gets psyched for

them, but 1 tend to tune them out while I

play. The dunk shot is the highest per-

centage shot and one of the earliest for me. I

can still take the shot from the outside if I

have to," said Haymore.

Fouls still plague Haymore to the point

where he feels a bit inhibited about moving
around the basket, but he contends it's a

different style of officiating in Big Ten and
East Coast basketball.

"In the Big Ten (Indiana's Conference),

referees let you bump and slightly push and
shove your opponents, just as long as it isn't

blatant. But here, the refs are strict to the

books. You really can't get away with

anything. I'm just going to see what I can do

TONIGHT
LOWENBRAU GHT

1 2 oz BottIes
GOLF SHIRTS & SKI HATS GIVEN AWAY

9 - 1

SING- A -LONG GUITAR

AT MIDNIGHT

UMass Crew RaFFU

GrancI DRAwi^q

and what I can't do. I'm going to have to

adjust," said Haymore.
As slam-dunking is the most attention

getting and most pleasing thing for a fan to

see, the second best seemed to be the back
court dribbling antics of guard Alex Eldridge.

The 6'2" senior guard who teams up with

fellow high school teammate Derick Clai-

borne, only scored seven points but shot 3-4,

stole the ball four times, gave out five assists

and was the second leading rebounder on
the team with six.

"Besides Haymore," said Leaman, "an
important factor of this game was the
strength of our backcourt. With both Derick
and Alex out there you are talking about both
of them having played together for eight

years, both high school and college.

"In tonight's game, both of them con-
trolled the tempo of the game, both of-

fensively and defensively and both of them
have a knack of knowing what needs to be
done to get our game going."

While Eldridge canned seven, Claiborne

scored 14, thus outscoring Vermont's back-

court of Greg Davis (1) and Tom Perrin (4),

21-45.

Eldridge himself, early in the game, fell into

the crowd after chasing after a loose ball and
then subsequently stole the ball on the next

play and scored.

He also set up the most "gorgeous play by

three men I've seen" - (Leaman), as he took

off for the basket and while in the air, flipped

the ball behind his back to fon^ard Len Kohl-

haas at the foul line, who faked a slot arid

whipped a oass to fellow teammate Eric

Williams underneath the basket for a sure

two pointer.

On several occasions, Eldridge had two
defenders on him but dribbled through, by,

under and over his defenders to escape. On
one instance Vermont defender Dane Correll

tried to steal the ball on Eldridge but the deft

guard simply changed directions, sped up,

and then waited for Correll to catch up.

When he caught up, Eldridge just gleamed
at him, setting the crowd into laughter.

"The Cage is the place for me and for the

team. After we've been on the road for three

games, it's good to see the fans come out to

see us," said Eldridge after the game.
"Make no mistake about it. The CAGE IS

THE JOINT."

LETS GO
BOWLING

Bowling Alley located in

basement of Boyden
BIdgopen Monday
Saturday 4 10:30

50 cents a

string

Warm, fuzzy, and fun! Our new winter

hats are hand knit of exquisitely soft

alpaca wool. Some sport pompons;

others feature tassels or ear flaps.

Each design is unique! 5.95, 6.50.

7 50

A refreshing place to shop!

Sun 1 5
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Hoopwomen rally stops CCSC
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

NEW BRITAIN - Forward Ginny Peebles
sunk two foul shots with 1:07 remaining in
the game to put the game away as the
UMass women's basketball team came from
behind to defeat Central Connecticut 66-58
in New Britain, Connecticut
The Minutewomen overcame an eleven

point deficit at half time with the CCSC Blue
Devils leading 33-22. UMass, playing a tight
man to man defense outscored their op-
pone, ts 44-25 in the second half.

"We got out of this place (by) with the
skin of our teeth, " UMass coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski said. "We'll take a victory on the
road any way we can get it

'

Both teams were cold from the outset,
combining to score a total of eleven points in
the first six minutes of play. Two Sue Peters
baskets gave UMass a 12-4 lead with 12:50
left in the first half.

Central Connecticut, led by fon/vard Laura
Hungerford, who scored 1 1 points in the first

half, began to chip away at the lead. Central
scored seven straight points, the last two
coming on a ten-foot Hungerford jumper to
seize the lead at 17-16.

The Minutewomen could not figure out
how to attack the 1-3-1 zone defense em-
ployed by Central Connecticut. Further
complications stymied UMass offensive
efforts. Sue Henry, UMass' playmaking
guard, picked up her third foul with seven
minutes to go in the half and had to leave the
game.

Turnovers in the offensive end also
plagued UMass in the first half. Sue Peters
was called for six travelling violations, while
the team committed 16 in the entire half.
Referee Mike Moffo commented on the calls.
"She (PetersI travelled before she let go of
her jump shot, by moving her pivot foot."

Central Connecticut proceeded to out-
score the Minutewomen 15-2 in the final five
minutes in the half with the partisan crowd at
Kaiser Hall Gymnasium loudly voicing their
approval.

UMass came out for the second half
playing a strong defense and denying Central
the open shot. UMass got their fast break on
track as Cheryl Carey scored on two layups.
The Blue Devils began to melt under
pressure as the Minutemen outscored them
20 8 to regain the lead at 42-41 with 12:37 left

in the second half.

The Minutewomen's ability to crack the
CSC zone defense inside contributed to the
comeback
Freshmen Cathy Harrington broke free

inside to score eight points in a five minute
span to give UMass a 56-51 lead with six

minutes to go.

Central Connecticut hung in there as
UMass applied the pressure on both ends of
the court. Carey tied up a Central player for a
)ump ball with 50 seconds left in the contest.
On the subsequent tap, Carey, who provided
a steadying influence in the game, out-
jumped the taller Central, player directing the
ball to Peters who raced downcourt for an
unmolested layup, icing the game at 64-56.
The Kaiser Hall crowd screamed no more
knowing victory had escaped their team.

"We deserved to win this game because of
our second half performance," Ozdarski said.
In the beginning, we were just flat, their 1-3-1

zone defense didn't really bother us. We did
not play good defense which hurt our of-

fensive effort."

Coach Lincavich of Central Connecticut
lauded the Minutewomen effort. "They
came out and dictated the momentum in the
second half giving them the victory. Our
defense was outstanding in the first half, but
we let them beat us on the baseline in the
second stanza.

'

Cathy Harrington and Sue Peters shared
scoring honors with 19 points a piece, while
both Carey and Henry scored 12. The
Minutewomen shot 41 per cent from the field
and outrebounded their opponents 32-27.
Carey led the way with eight caroms with
Peebels and Peters snaring seven apiece.

Merrimack bests icemen
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

NORTH ANDOVER, Ma. - The UMass
Minutemen came here looking for the big
upset, and although they played a hard-
fought hockey game, the upset was just not
to be as the Warriors of Merrimack scored
twice in the third period to clinch a 4-1

victory before 350 fans at the Bolte Center.
The contest was the final game for the

Minutemen before the intersession break.
The loss drops their record to 3-6.

Merrimack grabbed the lead at 6:34, when
Greg Walker rapped in a rebound from ten
feet out. Brian Murphy and Murray Scudder
got the assists. The Warriors took a two-goal
lead two and a half minutes later when Larry
Nickulas blasted in a slap shot from the left

point.

The Warriors continued to control action
in the first period, and had it not been for the
superb goaltending of John Riley, the score
might well have been 10-0. Riley made 16
saves in the period, and several were of the
spectacular variety.

The Minutemen could do nothing until late

in the period when thev out some heat on

Warrior goalie Jim DeSimone, but could not
score.

Where the first period was dominated by
Merrimack, the second was all UMass. The
Minutemen controlled play in both ends, and
put lots of pressure on DeSimone.

After seeing several good scoring chances
go by the boards, the Minutemen got the big
goal they needed at 11:20, when Joey Mila i

whacked in a rebound off the stick of Nick
Carney.

In the third period, the Minutemen played
well, but Merrimack played better, and soon
took control.

In the early going, the Warriors put all

kinds of pressure on Riley, but the senior
goalie responded with some excellent saves.
The Warriors continued to press, and at 8:53
gained a two-goal lead when high-scoring
forward Jim Toomy snapped a 30-foot wrist
shot that took a weird hop and got behind
Riley.

Dean Eraser put the game out of reach at
15:34, when he blasted in a slap shot from
the left point with Don Murphy in the penalty
box for high sticking.

UMass resumes action after the semester
break on January 27, playing St. Anselm's at
home.

A '

The UMass hockey team was defeated
by Merrimack College last night in North
Andover, 4-1

. The team now stands at 3-6
for the season and will resume action on
January 27. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodgers)

Sue Peters leaps up to grab a rebound in action last week. Peters and Cathy
Harrington each scored 19 points last night in leading the women's basketball team
to a 66 58 victory over Central Connecticut State. (Staff photo by Bob Higgins.)

Playoff picture cloudy
\AP\ - Okay, all you mathematical

geniuses. The National Football League
playoffs are nearing, and that means, of
course, it's time to break out the calculators,
logarithm tables, abacuses and similar
devices or systems to figure out the myriad
possibilities for the remaining four playoff
berths.

To begin, four of the eight playoff spots
have been filled.

The Denver Broncos, with their 12-1
record, have clinched the Vestern Division
title in the American Footoall Conference
and will participate in the playoffs for the first

time in their 18-year history.

The Broncos also have assured themselves
of the home field advantage for the opening
round of the AFC playoffs Dec. 24, aqainst
the AFC Central champion, either the Pitts-

burgh Steelersor Cincinnati Bengals, and the
conference title game Jan. 1 if they get that
far.

The Oakland Raiders, last season's Super
Bowl champions, are 10-3 and have clinched
tne wild card berth in the AFC. They will

open the playoffs on the road - a bad omen
for the Raiders - against the AFC East
champion - the Baltimore Colts, Miami
Dolphins or New England Patriots. Oakland
never has won a playoff game away from
home.
The Dallas Cowboys, with a 10-2 record

before Monday night's nationally televised
game against the San Francisco 49ers, have
clinched their ninth National Football
Conference Eastern Division championship
in the past 12 years and will open the playoffs
at home Dec. 26.

%\

Russ Smith

An outlook for "78

Only eleven days til Christmas (a couple of
hands clap together).

And eighteen days until New Year's Eve
(thunderous af-olause).

1978 is swifily approaching, while '77

fastly fades (yeah!!!!).

What does the future year hold for UMies?
New England fans?

The following is an abstract hypothesis
and extended predicted forecast of the
upcoming 365 days, beginning from recovery
time of New Year's Eve party hangovers.

Intersession month: Thousands, maybe
hundreds of U. of M'ers have created an
unofficial marathon to the Sunshine State,
and the orange groves of Florida. Meanwhile
up north, the UMass Minutemen will be
making the circuit, travelling to such faraway
places as Villanova, Penn., and Duquesne,
not to mention 'fillers' with Rutgers (who still

think back to last year's encounters) and
Providence in Springfield's Civic Center.
Meanwhile, in NFL news, the Minnesota

Vikings, having surprisingly advanced to the
Super Bowl, only to lose yet another, 50-14,
weren't completely desolate after the defeat.
Coach Buddy Grant had these words of
sentiment for the local press: "We played a
hell of a game. Our defense should be
recognized for their effort. It's just that our
potent offense couldn't get untracked until

the second half."

"We can't keep losing" added Grant.
"One of these days we're gonna win this

thing!!!"

Following the game Pete Rozelle an-

nounced the barring of the Vikings from any
future championship games on the basis of

boredom detrimental to the garro of football.

The month of the groundhog: The Boston
Celtics won their third straight contest 95-94
in double overtime over the Quincy Chiefs.
The win left them only 16yj games in back of

the frontrunning '76ers, and the Celts also

have a game in hand.
The UMass hockey team meanwhile has

been kicked out of Orr Rink, thus ending
their season early. It seems that after
dumping Amherst College in a scrimmage
game 9-2, Amherst's administration ex-
pressed their anxiety by canceling UMass'
subscription to the ice. Students popular use
of the campus pond has eliminated the
possibility of rescheduling their games there.

Ronnie Perry breaks leg while walking on
court. HC forfeits game rather than playing
game vs. UMass without him.

Ides of March: Caesar died this month, and
so did the Vancouver Canucks as the North-
stars clinched the Smythe Division, with their
12th victory of the season. They open the
playoffs vs. Montreal.

U. of M. baseball'ers head south for
spring- break practice games.

April showers: Intramural Softball season
delayed by snow.

May: NBA basketball ends. Celtics win
championship after recovering from early
season woes, make fantastic comeback, and
end up sweeping Portland four straight
games in the finals. Fans become so
psyched, they tear down Boston Garden,
doing (he city a favor in the process.

June: NHL season ends. Minnesota wins
Stanley Cup.

Fellow students at state college based in

Amherst, still celebrating the super seasons
of both the men's and women's lacrosse
teams. Or is it the end of the spring semester
that brings on the beer?
Two students unseriously hurt in frisbee

contest held at Spring Day. Hopefully the
aspirin administered by the Infirmary will help
them get over their concussions, and they'll

be back to normal befce finals.

July: Fourth of July. Otherwise a dull

month for sports. Nothing exciting ever
happens this time of year.
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Seven die in college fire
Compiled from wires

Providence College, in mourning for the
seven students who died in yesterday's dorm
fire, suspended all activities including final
exams until Jan. 9.

About 2,700 out of 3,400 students at-
tended a memorial mass held in the college's
gymnasium not far from the fire-ravaged
dorm. The mass was celebrated by Rev.
Thomas Peterson, president of the Roman
Catholic college.

"As we gather here In sorrow, let us offer
each other mutual consolation," said
Peterson at the start of the mass.
The fire was apparently started by a lamp

used to illuminate a Nativity scene. "The
investigation centers around an area of the
corridor where Christmas displays were set
up, specifically a gooseneck lamp used to
illuminate a manger scene," said Fire
Marshall Thomas Doyle at a press con-
ference held late yesterday.

Doyle said he was trying to piece together
the display from information from witnesses.
He was unsure whether the lamp short-
circuited or the paper caught fire.

The display was set up on three metal
trash cans in the fourth floor hallway of the
four story building. It is still being examined
at the University of Rhode Island laboratory,
according to Doyle.

Twelve women, including two from
Massachusetts, remained in the hospital
being treated for burns and smoke
inhalation. One of the women is reported in
critical condition with third degree burns
over 80 per cent of her body.

Three other women were treated and
released from the hospital yesterday.

Students, as they began leaving for home
late yesterday, were still shocked and
re<uctant to talk about the fire.

"The screams were the worst," said one

student who said she lived on the first floor
of the burned-out dorm.

Leo Trambukis, Providence public safety
commissioner, said six of the students died in

the dorm or when they jumped from their
rooms. A seventh student was dead on
arrival at Roger Williams Hospital in

Providence.

Trambukis said two of the women died
when they jumped 40 feet from a ledge
outside their dorm rooms. A third woman in

the room was rescued by firefighters with a
ladder truck.

"If they had waited five more seconds,
they would have been saved," a fire in-

vestigator said.

Jim Pontarelli, a sophomore from North
Providence, watched desperate firefighters

trying to reach the two women on the ledge,
one of them with her clothing aflame. "They
were telling them not to jump," he said.

' jsx before 3 a.m. yesterday, there were

DC-3 with 31
aboard crashes

shouts of fire and a fire alarm ringing in the
fourth floor hallway of the dorm. Some
students thought their alarm clocks were
ringing. Others said they thought the alarm
was a prank. Several false alarms had been
sounded in the dorm in recent weeks.

Nadine Rhodes, an East Providence fresh-
man, discovered the alarm was real. "The
girls came running down the hall, trying to
find Judy Panek, the resident assistant in
charge of the fourth floor. They were yelling
'Judy, my God, there's a fire,' " said Rhodes!

Panek helped guide many of the students
down the three stairways, but she was
unable to reach some. Flames roared
through the hallway, trapping some of the
students in their rooms.

School and fire officials praised quick-
acting students from other dorms, who
helped get the residents out, set up hose-
lines, moved parked cars and raised ladders
to women screaming for help.

EVANSVILLE, Ind. (UPI) - A chartered
DC-3 plane carrying 31 persons, including
the University of Evansville basketball team,
crashed after takeoff in dense fog last night.
Indiana State Police reported there were
three survivors.

The two-propeller plane went down about
1 and one half miles east of the main east-
west runway at Dress Regional Airport in this
Ohio River city in southwestern Indiana.
One of those aboard the plane was

reported to be Marve Bates, a .^ellknown
Indiana and Midwest sportscaster.

Evansville, often a basketball powerhouse
among smaller schools, was scheduled to
play Middle Tennessee State tonight.

Middle State Athletic Director Charles M.
Murphy, reached at a Christmas party, said,
"I haven't heard a thing. They were sup-

r

posed to play here tomorrow night. They
were supposed to have gotten in here
tonight. I thought they'd get here around 7-8
p.m. tonight."

Indiana police said the plane from National
Jet Service flew in from Indianapolis and
picked up the team for a flight to Nashville
Tenn.
The plane took off in heavy fog and

crashed about two minutes later in a corn-
field near the Melody Hills subdivision
northeast of the city.

"He (the pilot) took off on the runway
heading due south," said Rick Notter, an
employee of Metro Beechcraft at the airport
who heard the crash.

"As soon as he made the lift-off he started
making a left turnout. There's a hill about

TURN TO PAGE 9
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Happy Holidays!

This is the last Colleqian issue of this semester. The staff wishes evervone a hannv int^rsession and we will resume printing with the first day of classes ne« semester.
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Fran Basche's linal story on sororities appears on page 2 of today's Collegian.

\,f^^^^°*^^^ ^^t ^^.^^ campus was cited for contributing to air pollution in the Pioneer
Valley, the problem isn't as bad as it looks. See page 3.

Rn^r'lII^^lli"^^
pie thrower was tried and sentenced last night by the Student JudiciaryBoard, bee page 6 for the verdict.

Weather
The weather forecast for today reports mixed snow and rain changing to rain durina themorning with highs rising near 40. For tonight, a chance of showers with the lows in the
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Getting the grade: a final analysis
^

By JIM KASSNER
Collegian Staff

It's a funny thing, this finals business.
You'd think that after studying hard for

14 weeks or whatever it is, teachers could
at least give you credit for staying alive or
something, without putting you through
the agony of final examinations. I mean,
why should we be retested on stuff we've
already beaten to death?
The answer, I guess, lies in the as yet

unproven theory that exams somehow
accurately test your knowledge of any
given subject. A comprehensive final
exam, based on this theory will measure a
student's total understanding of course
material such that he or she can be
graded, and (this is the killer) supposedly
learn something while studying.

Dubious.
Consider the following situation:

Student A has a taxes exam at 10:30 and
an auditing exam at 4 p.m. both on
Friday, not to mention a finance exam at
8 a.m. Saturday. He begins to study his
auditing (since taxes is open book
anyway) and suddenly realizes there is no
way he can cram 14 weeks of balance
sheets into two days.
He figures he may have better luck

with finance, but again the task is

seemingly impossible. In short, he does
his best to study for all three exams,
which is to say gets totally screwed up
and as a result, ends up taking a bath in
all three subjects. Quite a horror show.

Student B, on the other hand, has only
a finance exam to studv for, since he was

smart and somehow got exempt from his
other finals. Anyway, he ends up getting
an A on the final, and since the final
counts 50 per cent of his grade, he aces
the course despite the fact that he had a
B-C average throughout most of the
semester.

Student A, meanwhile, ends up with a
C for the course mainly because of the
beating he took on the final - it doesn't
matter that he had a strong B average
prior to finals week.

By now, the irony of the situation
should bii obvious. I suppose certain

(sf^Vf"*!?* *°J *'r'^
'°^'* ''^ '°" °" *^'« **"*^*"* *°""^ '" »he University Library.otaTt photo by Amira Rahman)

people could argue that if you had a
strong average throughout the semester
you obviously knew the material, and
should have had no trouble with the final
since it was basically a rehash of the
same old rot anyway.

But there is a difference between
knowing something for an exam and
really knowing something.

Most of the time, it seems that one
studi3s something just enough to get a
decent grade on an exam. Ask an ac-
counting major if he remembers the four
types of accounting changes and the
three ways of dealing with them. (Or is it

the other way around?)

Ask an English major if he or she
remembers what Hamlet's real motive
was.
Ask a marketing major if he or she

remembers the four P's.

Ask a biochemistry major if he or she
remembers what the energy of activation
is for a molecule in an ionized state.
Ask a zoology major if he or she

remembers what subphylum the flying
squirrel falls under.

My point, finally, is this: memorizing is

not the same as learning. You don't
memorize knowledge - you learn it. And
that might just be the most valuable thing
to remember.

Happy finals.

y
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Greek living on the decline
By FRAN BASCHE
CoMegian Staff

Membership in sororities and frater-

nities dropped drastically throughout the

nation during the late sixties and early

seventies and the UMass Greek systenn

wau no different.

Kathy Sandoval, an alumni house
parent of Kappa Alpha Theta and a 1975
UMass graduate remembered the
membership in Theta and a 1975 UMass
graduate remembered the membership in

Theta dropping from the high nineties to

14 or 15 sisters in 1971. At present there

are 22 sisters in the house.
"It was a general campus wide feeling

... very anti-Greek ... students were
getting involved in the Vietnam war
demonstrations — they didn't want to

join anything, any kind of club," San-
doval said in a telephone interview. "It

was the do your own thing feeling," she
added.

In a 1971 survey, Paul Stevens, then
director of Greek Affairs at UMass wrote,
"the rate of depledging seems to be
high. " Stevens also noted apparent anti-

Greek feeling on camp'^s. He did not

attribute the declir>e or "feeling" to

anything in particular.

The apparent anti-Greek feeling on
campus today dates back to the late

sixties. "Do your own thing," anti-

establishment and civil rights forced

previously ignored issues upon the Greek
system.

The restrictive clauses in membership
charters, hazing, extreme peer pressure

and snobbishness come under attack.

A fall 1966 Collegian article described

how students objected to several aspects

of sorority life: "Too clannish," "too
discriminatory," "regulations are

ridiculous ... rules about how many dates

you can have ...
" There were also rumors

some sororities were "wethouses" —
"they give you more to drink than coffee

and coke."
Elaine Barker, a 1963 UMass graduate

and a Kappa Kappa Gamma alumnus
who has been an advisor to Kappa since

1964, had a few ideas as to why Greek
system is not as popular as it was when
she pledged.

Barker cited the rapid growth of the
university in proportion to the Greek
system as a possible reason for the
decline in popularity. "The campus grew
and the Greek system didn't," Barker
said in a telephone interview.

Barker also said, "Poor public
relations" had an effect on membership.

... You know ... the stories about
drunken parties ... the image of the
bleached hair, snobby ... ," she added.

Sandra Ritter, a 1968 UMass graduate
and a Chi Omega alumnus turned adviser
also said growth was a contributing
factor in membership decline over the
past 10 years.

"The system didn't keep up growth
with the college," Ritter said in a

telephone interview. "That's why they're
having problems now," she added.

Both Barker and Ritter recalled that

"going Greek" was the thing to do. "It

was socially accepted to join a house ...

non- Greeks were in the minority and
Greeks had all the power ... ," Barker
said.

"Only seniors could live in because
there was such a demand," Ritter said.

Later, powerful Greek systems still

exist. At the University of Florida at

Gainesville there are 28,000 un-
dergraduates and 8,000 of them are
Greek said Brenda Stack, a transfer

student from the southern school. She
said there are several reasons for the
success of the system there.

"The university (U. of Fla.) pushes the
Greek system," Stack said. "It goes tc

the Greeks for approval ... most of the
high offices in the student senate are held
by Greeks ... it's very different from
UMass," she said.

"There is no mandatory housing on
campus, so dorm life doesn't offer

much," she added.
There are twenty-one active sororities

and thirty-one active fraternities on the
southern campus. There are so many
students rushing that most of the rush
process is done through a computer.

Stack also said the system is "no
fault." "Everyqne gets a house ... they
just added another chapter because of
the overflow," Stack said. Only sisters

can live there because of the demand.

Stack said the administration at the
Florida school, aids the Greek system,
while the UMass administration does not.

An example of this is the calendar
schedule of the two schools. Rush at the
southern school is held for four days
during a freshmen orientation period.

Since classes are not held during
orientation the rush period doesn't in-

terfere with schoolwork.
At UMass rush is held for a two week

period at the beginning of the semester.
Rush counselors interviewed said the
hectic schedule of classes, rush parties

and homework discourages many
women from rushing.

One thousand women rushed the
Florida sororities while only one hundred
rushed the nine UMass houses. There are
several reasons why 350 sorority women
at UMass joined a sorority.

The majority of sorority women in-

terviewed said they view, and joined the
Greek system as an alternate living

arrangement with the added benefits of
sisterhood and involvement. They said
they did not consider joining solely for

social benefits, such as meeting fraternity

men.
They said their contact with fraternities

is an important aspect of sorority life, but
the women interviewed contend they are
not there to find a steady date or a
husband. Many said they judge their

friendships with fraternity men to be as,

or even more important than romantic
involvements.

Sisters from one sorority house
laughed at the image of the "sorority

girl " with a date eve)^ night. "We sit

home just like everybody else," one sister

said.

The majority of women interviewed
agreed their sociar lives have improved
since pledging to a sorority. However
they emphasized "improved" did not
necessarily mean individual dates but
rather a variety of activities in small or
large groups.
The\ said there is not anymore dating

going on in the Greek system than there
is in any other living area.

lona Reynolds a 1941 UMass graduate
and a Chi Omega alumni says that

students are joining sororities at UMass

for "identity," ... "it's personal attention
... it's an advantage to join a sorority ...

you're not a number," she said.

Sorority women tried to explain, as one
sister put it "a special kind of closeness."
They cited close friendships that con-
tinued through college and even after

graduation as one aspect of sorority life

that appealed to them.
"Every year the people on a floor

change — in a sorority you get to know
people well and the friendship continues
... they don't move out after a semester."
one sorority woman said.

Sorority women cited the physical lay-

out of a house as a reason they joined a
sorority. "Living in a dorm is like living in

a hotel" one Sigma Sigma Sigma sister

said. "... you go out for meals and your
room becomes a bedroom, living room,
kitchen and dining room ... here my
"room" is my bedroom she added.
"The house becomes a second home

... you don't say 'I'm going back to the
room ...

' you say 'I'm going home"
another woman said.

Many sorority women say they find it

easier to study in their houses. Most have
quiet hours and areas of the house for

"noisy study" (i.e. typing). All nine
houses say they encourage academics,
and all have scholarship programs.

"It's helped me to grow," "couldn't
have survived without it," "it helped me
get involved." were some of the com-
ments sorority women had on sororities.

Shannon Ellis, director of Greek Affairs
at UMass sees many advantages in

sorority life. She says close friends,

academics, involvement and identity are
advantages. "It's a good environment to
expand in," she said.

Kathy Sandoval said she thinks
sororities and fraternities are picking up.
"They're re-establishing themselves ...

there are more groups of individuals ...

they're sororities and fraternities, offering
a more diversified group of people," she
said.

"They're different now compared to
sororities ten years ago ... You'd have all

the cheerleaders in one house, all the
people involved with the choir in another
... that's different now and it's for the
better," Sandoval added.
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BOG may decide not to

renew Saga food contract

Paula Lavallae buys stamps from Post Office employaa Ann Tsoumaa to make
sure her Christmas cards are maHed and arrlva on time. (Staff photo by Amira Rah-
man)

By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

It was by general agreement of tlie

CampuL Center Board of Governors
yesterday that the contract presently being
negotiated between the Campus Center and
Saga Food services be the last ever to be
considered.

Since it is fairiy certain that the contract
with Saga which handles the Campus
Center food services including the Hatch and
Blue Wall is to picked up for another year,
the main concern of the BOG is that some
parts of the contract be changed or at least
re-examined.

Saga's contract specifications including a
possible percentage of profit, and the basing
of projected return on present labor rates
was under much discussion.
The subject of the specification of present

labor rates in the contract was brought
repeatedly to the floor by Brian Delima,
former Speaker of the unuergraduate
Student Senate and member of the BOG. He
and John Foley, another BOG member,
presented the fact that the contract did not
allow for the increase in the federal minimum

wage to $2.65 per hour effective in January.
Foley also added it made no allowances for
any increase in labor rates, for those covered
by unions.

Jack McGill, food service director for
Saga, stated the return should increase as
the rates go up.

Presently stated in the contract. Saga
guarantees a return of $180,000 to the
Campus Center but discussion at the
meeting more accurately lowered it to
$170,000. In the contract. Saga would like

any future return in excess of that amount to
be split with the percentages being; 60
percent to Campus Center and 40 percent to
Saga.

The combined members of the BOG
strongly opposed this percentage split, and
said they feel it should be eliminated from the
contract.

Delima added if the percentage request
were left in there was a possibility of this
jeopardizing some work-study jobs.

William Harris, director of the Campus
Center and final decider in the Saga matter,
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By CANDY CARLON
Cottegian Staff

Wilma Rudolph, winner of three gold
(TiBdais in the 1960 Otympics. wiN bB the
keynote speakBr for IntBmationai WomBn's
WBBk, March 5-11.

The addraw, to bB hald in thB Student
Union Ballroom, is slatBd for March 6.

Rudolph is thB subjact of a aoon to ba
broadcast television nrwvia starring Cicaiy

Tyson.

The Distinguished Visitors Program which
is sponsoring the keynote addrass, will also

present lectures by Paula Gold and Lome
Effron.

Gold is the Assistant Attorney General for
Massachusetts in charge of the Consumer
Protection Division. Her lecture will be held
on March 7. Lorna Effron, author of "Crazy
Salad" will sp^k on March 8.

C>'ll>... >>l
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The IWW coordinating committBe has
contacted Holly Near as apossible artist for
tha opening concert slated for March 5. The
concert will be sponsored by tha Union
Program Council.

The IWW coordinating committee also
anrwuncad tha Campus Cantar Program
Council has allocatad $500 to the waak.

International Woman's Week will ba a
week-long cdebration includir>g workshops,
lectures, theatre, min>e, music and dance
programs by and for women.

Correction

A typographical error in Monday's article
on copyrights said the new law would go into
effect January 1, 1979. The correct date
should have read January 1, 1978.
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\By MICHAEL SIMONS
\
Collegian Staff

There's music in the air, but you can't

I

hear it unless you have your headphones
on in the Music Library, concourse level|

I

of the Campus Center.

According to Barb Callahan, a work-
I study student employed there, the librar

is for people who like to listen to music

I

while they are studying.

She explained how the library works:|

I
when a student comes into the Music
Library they tum in their I.D.'s. In retuml

I

they receive pair of headphones which]
can be .^lugged into one of the

I
receiver outlets available.

There are eight channels available andl

I

the student can tune in anyone of these.f

The tapes are changed hourly and alll

tapes used have been purchased through|

I

student request.

'We offer all sorts of music, classical,!

I

jazz and contemporary," Callanan said,|

pointing to two large catalogues on the

counter over the main control panel,]

I
which she runs.

said the library was

%.'C!t::^:::JSf'* m9 ,.t..m

crowded most of the time ard becausel
Ithe chairs are so comfortable, "a lot ofl

I
people come in here put on somej

I
headphones and go to sleep."

Besides the music, the library alsol

offers the latest issues of popularl

I
magazines and several tables and chairs|

(for quiet study without music.

like to listen to music when I study!

jo my math and there's few other I

Iplaces where you can sit and relax andl
listen to music and study. I don't have!
lanywhere near the amount of tapes atl

home they do here," Jon Rosmer said as|

|he requested a tape from Callanan.

"Another thing I like about coming!
Idown here is they always have the!

Icurrent copies of magazines they never!

[have at the library because they are|

ilwavs getting rioped off." Rosmer said.

tudent

jiiiiimi'i! I
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Callanan also attributes the music
library's popularity to its proximity to the

I Coffee Shop and the Blue Wall. One
Iwoman told her she came there because
Ishe didn't like to fight the wind to get into
{the library.

Right now the Music Library uses 8-

Itrack tapes but Callanan says they are
Ithinking about switching over to
Icassettes. "We are open seven days a
Iweek and some of our tapes are pretty

I

popular and with that much play they

I

start to wear away. Cassettes will wear
better.

"My only real complaint is the volume
controls don't work very often. You
either have very loud music or you can't

I

hear it at all. But I was told they were
Igoing to fix that over intersession. Still,

jit's really great for coming down here,
Iputting on some music pulling your hat
lover your eyes and taking a nap,"
Rosmer said.

The Music Library is open Monday
through Friday from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
ISaturday from 11 to 6 p.m., and Sunday
jrom 11 a.m. to 10 om.

j^ i^miMM

Pittsfield mayor opposes local gambling
By MATHEW KOVARY
Collegian Staff

PITTSFIELD - Mayor Paul E. Brindle
yesterday said he opposes state legislation

that would permit casino gambling in

Berkshire County.
"The advantage of tourist dollars brought

into the area by casino gambling," ine mayor
said, "wouki be offset by the money lost by
Berkshire residents at the gambling tables."

There is pending in the Legislature's
Committee on Government Regulations a
bill, filed for Greylock Associates of Adams,
which would authorize casino gambling. It

was introduced by Rep. Anthony P. Mo
Bride, D-Adams, and has since gained two

additional co-sponsors — Rep. David Sch-
wartz, D-Haverhill, and Rep. Royal Boiling,

Jr., D-Boston.
The mayor said he is confident no action

will be taken on the bill this year and that it

will be defeated in 1978.
A spokesman for Greylock Associates said

the company had commissioned an
economic impact study to show that the still

unfinished Greylock Glen resort would
release a "dollar cloudburst" on Berkshire
County, presunwbly with the aid of legalized

casino gambling.
Brindle said the dismal experience of

commercial horse racing enterprises in the
area didn't speak well for the gambling
business as a generator of tourist dollars.

The mayor said legalized gambling would
bring "professional gamblers and
prostitution" into the area.

The general impression around the
statehouse has been that there would be no
action on the bill this year, but it might get
favorable action in the Legislature next year.

Rep. Robert B. Ambler, D-Weymouth,
House chairman of the Legislature's
Committee on Government Regulations, said

if the casino bill should be passed next year,

he would insist it first be approved by
popular vote in the county in which a casino
was to be established, not just the com-
munity in which it would be located.

"It's a way of retaining a region's

character," Ambler said.

Brindle said he was worried the "un-
desirable" elements associated with casino
gambling would harm the Tanglewood
tourist industry which has been a summer
tradition in Berkshire county for neariy 50
years.

Last month the Berkshire County Com-
missioners voted to sponsor a bill in the
Legislature to permit a non-binding
referendum next November asking voters
whellier they would approve allowing casino
gambling in Berkshire County.

The outcome of next year's vote will have
an affect on the future of casino gambling in

Berkshire county, according to Peter Arlos,
D- Pittsfield.

Physical Plant violates

air pollution regulations

iir.ir ,.v,.-. ;»;...-./

By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

That black smoke commonly seen drifting

up from the tall brick chimneys of the

Physical Plant is more than an eyesore — it is

a violation of state air pollution regulations

(namely, Reg. 6.1.1, Section 142D, Chapter

111).

According to UMass Environmental Health

and Safety Director Donald Robinson, the

plant was cited in October for unsatisfactory

"appearance of emissions" — that is, the

smoke emanating from the stocks looked too

dirty.

The notice of violation was given by Steve
Joyce, chief of the Air Quality section of the

Pioneer Valley Air Pollution Control District.

No poisonous chemical pollutants were
found to be present in the stack emissions in

dangerous quantities said Robinson.
Because the alant's boilers are fired by coal

that is low in sulfur content, the plant's

emission of sulfur dioxide (a harmful gas) is

very low.

The Physical Plant provides the University

with all of rts heat, and about 20 per cent of

electricity, according to chief power plant

engineer Gordon Slongwhite.

To meet the state air quality guidelines, the

Physical Plant is planning to. install fitters in

the smoke stacks. The filters, which ac-

cording to Slongwhite woukI cost about $3

million to buy and install, would remove
some of the offending particulate matter,
thus making for less sootv emissions.

According to Physical Plant Utility

Engineer Ted Delesdernier, the preliminary
plans for the design and installation of these
smoke fitters are still being worked out by the
Bureau of Building Construction in Boston. It

is not known when the emissions controls
will actually become operational, said

Delesdernier.

Originally, the Physical Pplant had in-

tended to meet the emission standards by
switching to oil, — which, -when burned,
produces cleaner looking smoke than does
coaL f^^c^^Jlj^/ hqwever, the federal
goverriffi^t'tfiS^Dfe'Sn encouraging the use of

coal in lieu of oil as the nation's primary
energy resource.

Coal, besides being more abundant, is

cheaper than oil. Also, coal burning

emissions are probably less hazardous overall

than oil burning emissions — especially if the

coal burned is low sulfur coal, as used at

UMass. Low sulfur coal should continue in

good supply for at least another 75 years,

said Delesdernier.

Robinson pointed out that concern over
the Physical Plant s emissions is especially
high because of the conspicuousness ot the

problem. The plant's stacks are the only

major blemish in the area's otherwise smog
free skies; they are difficult to hide.

Mechanical scenes of Christmas past ar«> depicted in the Eastfield Malt in
Springfiald. Jhas* miniatures ,«<». similar to.maoy dlB^yed in the Boeton t—.
(Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)
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Attention
Craeman Gethers, a Black UMass

student unjustly convicted of armed
robbery in 1975 will be visiting the

campus today December 14, on furlough
from Norfolk State Prison. Craeman will

be in front of the Hatch from 10 a.m.-l
p.m. to speak with concerned students
and solicit signatures on the petition for

his pardon. Everyone is strongly en-

couraged to take a few moments time to

speak with the brother and become
acquainted with this case.

A Challenge
fly BILL HASSON
Black Affairs Staff

Sports Editorial: A Challenge To Us All.

I would like to make a prediction. I predict

that the UMass Basketball team of 1977-78

has the caliber of going all the way to the

Championships. There is one essential

quality that is lacking. Rhythm in the stands.

Rhythm in the stands. UMass, even though it

is a fairly conservative institution, has
showed some signs of evolution. The
campus population is different than it was 20
years ago. There are new buildings, free bus
service, a variety of progressive
organizations and clubs in the area. Fashions

have taken on a different mode. The Outing
Club has just celebrated its 50th birthday, but

there is no rhythm in the stands. I challenge

the spectators to come forth with a new
sense of energy for the Basketball team. It is

my feeling that the standard pep shouts,

rooting songs and cheers are antiquated and
should be discarded. Sticks, whistles, drums,
tambourines, and any other instrument short

of creating a technical foul should be em-
ployed.

The rhythms created must be original and
true. It is my feeling that this message will

strike fear and confusion into the hearts of

the opponent and the Basketball team will be
on their way to a victorious season.

A Future Story
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Once about a time, way, way into the
future, Professor Obe Wan Kenobe, (ex-

film star whose greatest triumph was
Star Wars) master of the force and a

scholar of just about everything, was
conducting his Universal 101 class on
planet Zeetron. Today he decided to hold

an open class discussion, allowing his

students to decide on what topics they
wanted to discuss and analyze.

"Oh Great One", (a name he is af-

fectionately referred to by many) "speak
to us about the meaning of Third World,"
said a student whose major is the History

of Past Controversies of Primitive Planet

Earth.

"Hmm.... Third World, Third World,"
thought The Great One, with a stab of

panic. He remembered that he once was
assigned to write a detailed analysis on
that very subject before he wa to receive

his Doctorate of the Force degree. Only
he had waited until the last minute to

write the paper, and had talked his old

lady into writing it. He never saw the
paper, but was told by his professor that

it was an excellent paper. Unfortunately,
it was destroyed by a group of scientists

who thouynt it would fall into the evil

hands of The Past Distruptors. A group
of time travelers who were always
traveling back into the past with answers
and solutions to various problems that

the inhabitants of that time period were
not ready for.

Thinking of a way out of this un-

comfortable position of answering a

question he knew very little about. The
Great One decided to toss the question
back to the class.

After a heated debate that ac-

complished nothing but mass confusion.

The Great One decided to consult The
Book of Knowledge, hoping this would
shed light on the subject. The Book of

Knowledge recorded what the people of

Earth had gone on record by stating what
they felt was the answer to the many
great controversies of their time.

When looking up the term Third

World, The Great One and the class

found they had to venture far back into

Earth's history. Around the 17th century,

they found that Europeans whites
defined the non-whites of Africa as 'black

monkeys' apes, and guerillas.' Later

around the 18th century this was revised

to 'black sub-human creatures, half-devil,

half-human.' Reaching further revision

around the 19th century, the United
States of American passed a law that

stated blacks were considered as a 'piece

of property' that could be sold and traded
at the will of the owner. Adding more
perplexity to the situation was the finding

that blacks were later declared to be four-

fifths of a man.

"What about other non-whites?"
Came the cry from another student, "it

appears that the basic focus for the ill-

treatment of people throughout that time

period by whites was because of the

color or physical distinction of one's

skin," replied the student with the air of

great discovery evident in his voice.

Turning to the topic of Asian-

Americans it was learned that whites had
gone on record as defining them as
'yellow slanted-eyed devils of the East.'

Native-Americans were defined as 'red-

faced tomahawk swinging savages'.

Latinos were defined as 'greasy- haired

brown babies'. The list went on, and on.

"Hey guess what?" Came the shout of

one student who was reading the book.
"Yes, what is it?" answered The Great

One, while wishing he had taken his

sabbitical this quadrant as planned. (A
quadrant is equivalent in earth terms to a

semester).

"After reviewing all the terminology
and definitions given to non-whites, by
whites," remarked the student, "the 20
Century witnessed non-whites forced
into defining themselves in order to

justify their existence in schools, on jobs,

and in politics. And that whites who
resided as the judges of non-whites,
rejected the definitions that non-whites
developed of themselves.
"On what grounds were the definitions

rejected?" asked another student.

"Well it seems that whites developed
another revision of their definition of non-
whites," came the answer.
"What is the new revision?" asked all

who were present, including The Great

One.
"According to The Book of

Knowledge, a group of students at The
University of Massachusetts went on
record as leading a movement to define

non-whites as, as, the student's
voice trailed off.

"As what?" thundered the command
from The Great One.

"As non-whites now being revised to

be un,.... a State of Mind," the timid

voice replied.

After 10 tolcheks of silence, (tolcheks

equivalent in earth terms to minutes)
another student raised a tendril for at-

tention.

"Yes," said The Great One.
"While we're on the same subject,"

said the student, "let's discuss the topic

of Manipulative Inconsistency with the
Intent to Maintain the Imbalance of

Power."

A salute to our Minutemen football players

Peter McCarty — Co-captain line-

backer. From Bangor, Maine. Picked to

the all-Yankee Conference and all-New
England teams. Senior.

By BARI NJIIRI
ANGELA THOMAS
JAMES LEWIS
BLACK AFFAIRS STAFF
With Special Thanks to Judy Van
Handle

It is the end of a winning season
for the UMass football team. The
Minutemen's successful record
includes eight wins, and three
losses. In the last regular season
Division 1 1 poll, they ranked second
in the nation.

Black Affairs gives tribute to our
brothers on the football team and
would like for the Community to

share in our salute to them.

We are sad to be losing the
services of our graduating seniors,

Peter McCarty, Moses Williams,

and Billy Coleman. These players

have provided counteloss moments
of excitement for the many UMass
football ' fans, as well as con-

tributing their talents to the
Minutemen's winning season.

To these students we wish them
nothing but the best in the future

ahead.

For our returning brothers,
Dennis Dent, Cliff Pedrow, and
Dale Holmes, we will be looking
forward to seeing them in next
year's season.

Once again congratulations to all

the brothers.

(All photos by Bari Njiiri except
Athletic Photos)

Billy Coleman — Leading rusher, 1377,

gained over 900 yards in 11 games,
second leading rusher for a single

season in UMass history. Senior.

Dennis Dent — Halfback first two
years, switched -to split end this year.

Fastest runner on the team. Deep threat

for QB Mike Fallon. Scored the winning
touchdown against Harvard on a 69-yard

pass play. Junior.

Moses Williams — senior tight end.

Good blocking end. Used a lot in two-
tight end situations.

IXI-J. '>_..

.

Cliff Pedrow - sophomore, halfback,
may be a starter next year because of

Coleman's and Dave Douvadjian's
graduation. Top rusher on the junior

varsity in 1976.

Dale Holmes — Saw limited action as

a freshman running back. Showed
promise in late-game duties. Freihman.

Black Affairs
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There's a lot of stuff to cover today so
please pay attention!

IMPACT - "The Pac' Is Back" - Fantasy
This is Impact's second LP and once again

they avoid taking a back seat in the myriad of
R&B vocal groups. The album contains some
very tasty material which does well to
showcase the talents of not only Damon
Harris (Their lead and ex-Temptation.) but
also of the rest of the group.

The music is pretty much Philadelphian

and this can be attributed to the production
of John Davis, a name that has become well

known due to his work with Carol Douglas,
Arthur Prysock and a few great efforts of his

own. While Philly remains the strongest
influence, there's a touch of Oakland present
in that Davis' forceful horn arrangements are

performed ably by the Tower of Power horns
section.

With all the impressive people in the
background, the focus of this LP is still the
talents of Impact. The vocals are performed
with verve and an air of professionalism that
brings the message across very nicely. With
this, their second LP, Impact goes further to
the front.

PLAYER'S ASSOCIATION - "Born to
Dance" - Vanguard
A lot of groups have claimed their music to

come under the heading of Disco-Jazz.
While many have claimed, the only group in

my estimation to come cloje is the Player's
Association Since their debut LP, they've
laid down some music that is the only
qualified Disco-Jazz on the market.

While others pretend. The Player's Assoc,
continues to successfully combine the

elements of the two fields and formulate a

truly unique sound. From the world of Disco,

they take the beat and Percussion to create

the drive that puts the folks on the floor. The
Jazz element comes from the superlative

horn arrangements of Chris Hill. Their horns

are very Jazz in that they ar« "free" and they

take on a very irr>pi ovisational air.

By taking the best of two wolds. The
Association has once again created an LP
that you can pat your feet or listen to with

equal pleasure. Please allow me to highly

recommend this one for disco and jazz buffs

alike.

PARLIAMENT - "Funkentelechy vs. The
Placebo Syndrome" — Casablanca
From the highest plane of funk in the

universe we are bestowed with another piece

of funktionized vinyl designed to please our

tender earholes. Another edition of P-Funk is

here for all Earthlings to behold as sent by

the good Dr. Funkenstein himself.

We are grateful to receive Funkteienchy

vs. The Placebo Syndrome as it tells the

High Notes...
account of the destruction of Sir Nose
Voidoffunk at the hands of Starchild sent by
Dr. Funkenstein armed with his greatest
invention — The Bop Gun. The message is

delivered in the good Dr.'s typical untypical
style as we're turned on to his latest vehicle
of foot-stomping, body-moving P-Funk ~
"Bop Gun (Endangered Species) '. We are
also visually endowed (for a total funk ex-
perience) with a giant poster depicting the
infamous Sir Nose Voidoffunk and a comic
book inspired by the good Dr. himself.
Before leaving me in awe and advancing into
the space-time warp he warmly calls lK>me,
Dr. Funkenstein asked me to remind all his
earth-bound Clones, Maggots and even his

mere earthling followers that it "Ain't
Nothin' But a Party (Don't take it

seriously)"lil

While listening to B.M.C.P. last Saturday, I

heard Bro. Rick Grant air the sourKJtrack of
the play, "For Colored Girls Who Considered
Suicide When The Rainbow Was Enough".
While I truly enjoyed it, I cannot sit tight after

the comment he made regardiiig the musical
— "Bubbling Brown Sugar". Rick said (this

is not a direct quote) that plays like "Bub-
bling Brown Sugar" are musicals that depict

Black people as singing and dancing and that

these things aren't what Black people should
be about.

I feel that this is wrong and that "Bubbling
Brown Sugar" is not a "Tom" play that

depicts a "plantation atmosphere" (as Bill

Hasson wrote earlier this year). This play was
designed to show the Harlem scene as the
place where Black people were allowed to

perform uncompromisingly for their brothers

and sisters. The show was designed to show
places such as The Cotton Club, Small's

Paradise, The Savoy and The Appollo
Theatre not as spots where the Harlem
"coons" went to dance themselves into a
harmless euphoria. The play showed these
places as sp>ots where very many Black
artists, playwrites, etc. were first able to

showcase their talents. The Blingtons,

Calloways, the Bessie Smiths, the Fats

Wallers debuted and showcased their talents

in Harlem in many cases because at first they
couldn't perform anywhere else. In Harlem,

Paul Robeson laid down the guidelines for

the modern Black comedian taking him away
from the Steppin' Fetchit mold. Also in

Harlem, Blacks were shown to be able to

show tender love in a love song whereas
beforehand. Blacks only sang (in thought

only) jumpin' jive songs effectively.

I'd like to say that the Harlem scene of the
30's and 40's compares very favorably with
playin' it cool at house parties and givin' it up
in the back seat of a Buick. To deny the
message of "Bubbling Brown Sugar" is to
deny our greatest artists (a la Blington,
Calloway, Bessie Smith, Louis Armstrong et

al) in their finest hours.

This is my last edition and before I go, I'd

like to thank all the folks who made it

happen. First off, my thanks to all the artists

who created and performed the art, the
writers who gave it to them, the producers
who put it all together and the labels who
record to distribute it. I'd also like to thank
the label reps who send me the material so I

can review it for you. Thanks to Angela for

inspiring me to do this and a special thanks
to all of you, the readers. With your positive

feedback, you made it all worthwhile. I love

yal

— mario

Just for the record

Africa, Asia, and Latin America may beat

the industrialized world in fully exploiting

solar energy, thus escaping agonies that

await other areas at the end of the oil era, a

research institute said here this weekend.

A study by Denis Hayes of the World
Watch Institute, a private, nonprofit

organization based in Washington, said less-

developed countries will make the switch to

using the sun's abundant power because
they have little choice.

Mr. Hays said many such countries, faced
with little capital and inadequate fuel

reserves, already realize they cannot afford

to copy industrial nations in jnaking a major
commitment to petroleum when world oil

production is expected to peak around 1990.

(Reprint from the Christian Science
Monitor)

Picture-of-the-week: Our dear CCEBS (Collegiate Committee for the Education of
Black Students) counselor. Doris Chin, is leaving us January 1st. She is the CCEBS
counselor for the class of 1980. Doris has help many students in dealing with per-
sonal problems, as well as the university. We are grateful, very grateful for her ef-

forts and we a . sorry to see her leave.

We hope that Doris has a future worthy of her great talents. The brothers and
sisters of UMass would like to express their appreciation for what she has done to
help us over the past years. We thank you, live long and prosper.

The Third World Community at UMass
(Photo by Debbie Lee)

f

Speakmc; Tour: Miners Struggle
Key Baffle For AU Workers

1

}:Miisf.,^j)j^^j^S"3ec:Lcers
Stearns strikers have been on strike for 18 months

against the Blue Diamond coal company in eastern Ken-
tucky to bring in the union. The 130 miners have had
lo struggle against company gun-carrying thugs, court
injunctions and scabs. Over one hundred m^'ners and
their wives were arrested for picketing but the
strikers have remained solid. Most of them are on
strike for the first time and as one miner put it.
"We thought it was our own private fight but now we
know tha*- the working people are behind us. They say
it can't be done, but we're doing it." A Stearns
striker and his wife will talk about the strike and
its importance. '

P^ember o*' the Miners Right To Strike Committee

The .VRTSC is one of the groups which founded the
National United Workers Organization and is a key force
in the miners wildcat strike movement. Right now they
are actively waging their contract fight and are coming
under sharp attacks from the coal operators and their
mouthpieces. He'll talk on whats at stake for labor
in the miners strike.

!?:!m o f. 5t>earn_ S^rfke
•r>

Sponsored by the National United Workers Organization

sfiTyR!)fix ::>Ec

Thoughts
The idea of unity does not show in the mist

of rhetoric. Especially during this trouble

LUTHER By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

. t < ,

semester, our community
was contantly tested by
rules and regulations. But

unity starts within the

individual to strive for

improvements. By helping

yourself, you might be

able to aid someone else.
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Pie-thrower pleads guilty
By ROBERT CAPOZZI
Collegian Staff

The Student Judiciary Board last night
delivered a sentence of "Jeopardy" in the
trial of Joseph M. Gould, the UMass student
accused of throwing a pie at Governor
Michael S. Dukakis during a Dec. 2
economics conference in the Campus
Center.

After pleading guilty to the charge of

"violating the Code of Student Conduct,"
Gould reacted to the board's decision by
yelling, "You're all fucking bastards."

Student Attorney General Jeff Lutsky
recommended the sentence of jeopardy
which is a "suspended suspension" ac-
cording to the University of Massachusetts
Regulations and Policies.

The Judiciary Board stated the sentence
will remain in effect through spring semester
1978 and in accordance with part 2, section B
of the book of regulations ar.d policies which
states, "During this period a student found
guilty of any violation of regulation may
expect the suspension to be declared in

effect and to be separated from the
University."

In asking for a sentence of jeopardy Lutsky

said, "The University does not wish to

condone such action." He added he
wouldn't want this case "to set a precedent"

and said the defendant did "trespass " the

rights of an "individual who was a guest of

this campus."

Recommending a less serious sentence of

"Admonition," Defense Attorney Jon B.

Hensleigh said a sentence of jeopardy would
"look terrible on the defendant's record and
giving this pjerson jeopardy for such a minor
prank could ruin his academic career."

The lesser sentence of admonition would
merely advise the student of his-her faculty

conduct and would not be taken as with
prejudice by any future judicial board.

Hensleigh added that in throwing the pie

Gould was probably "expressing the
viewpoints of quite a few students across
campus."

In closing, the board informed Gould that
the sentence was subject to appeal.

Student Attorney General Jeff Lutsky ponders a point while defendant Joe Gould
looks on. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

V1000 SERIES CALCULATORS
AFFORDABLE^PRACTICAL
Priced for holiday gift giving

Tl»1025
a powerful memory calculator

ideal for home and office

$9.49
mfg list price $10 95

The family calculator with versatile
memory and extra functions for

power and convenience

Tl'1000
Five function calculator

for basic calculating

$7.79
mfg list price $8 95

$11.49
mfq list price $12.95

at the calculator store

Texas Instruments
electronic colcuhtors

TI-1000 SBUES

Open Monday Nite til 9

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

HYPNOSIS FOR
FINALS

see classifieds

under instruction

«)

Especially

this

Christmas

CROSS
SINCE iB^ae

writing instruments
in lustrous chrome
tind gold filled

pens
pencils
and
sets

at your Christmas
store

refills make great
L stocking staffers

campus center

GREAT FOR
CHRISTMAS
GIVING

It's NofA Levi's Shift

It'sThe Levi's"Shift

The cut IS pure classic with a slightly

tapered tiody A style that never gets

old And Levi's quality means you
can count on it giving you good
long wear

Available in soli, all cotton flannels,

bold Of suhtle plaids to choose from

Also, a big selection ol solid and
patterned shirts m a wide variety of

fabrics These are the shirts a lot

of men buy by the dozen Levis

201 n pleasant st./amherst

^ f^fairfieldMal/chicopee

TONIGHT
i

at theBLUEWALL
The Great Pretenders

and

Budweiser Beer

salute the

^78 Colonial Classic

The Great Pretenders

2 for 1 Buds

9 pm ^ I am

Spm -.| 1 pm
Colonial Classic T-shirts given away when you purchase a ticket

Plus: Outside Blue Wall tickets are available

for the Colonial Classic

Jan. 27 & Jan. 28

at the

Boston Garden

UMass, Holy Cross, B.C., and U.Conn

f * . i iii ihi 'h^rt I iii 'i i m' iii ^n i ii-fnf* i
-

i

- -r - "*' ^^^"^
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103 N, PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810

SOCIAL WORKERS • TEACHERS • PSYCHOLOGISTS

TIRED OF HEARING ABOUT NO JODS
AND NO SATISFACTION

IN YOUR CHOSEN PROFESSION?
Well If you hove o Hebrew bocKground, we invite

you to kiss that rut goodbye and soy hello to Israel

If you ore Q sociol worKer (MSW 05W), teacher or
psychologist—or would like to be trained os a sociol worker, a
most exciting and personally- rewarding career owoits you in

the State of Israel

Interviews will be conducted in the United Stotes Contoct us
immediotely for pre-interview information session.

XllllfOK R«.i
Square BIdg

. Su'te 450

"center Tel:(617)*23-C868;423-7491

There is much to be done by our generation in Israel. Let's stop
tolkjng and stort doing.

^e
cMerdaixfile-i

in the Carriage Shops
Amherst

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

TUESDAY & THURSDAY

ALL FOOD & DRINK W/ID

I PRAY ST AMHERST 649-6403 Ntxt to The PUB

Inlaid

Sodpstone
Boxes

of^airth
Next to Amherst Post Offic*

Open 9 30 9 00 Mon S.U

Sun 1 00 5 00

Quality mugs;

inlaid, brass,

and wooden

f boxes; fine

soaps; can-

dles; jewel-

/ ry; clothing;

and more!

Open Siiiulays

and wee knights

*til C hri.sinias

...the home of unusual gifts

1AKEA
ROAST BEEF BREAK
ANDGETABREAK
ON ROAST BEEF.

2R)R$1

I
I
<A
X3

8

I

2MAST BEEFSANDWKHES

I

RNIII.
At Hardee's were having a special on Roast Beef sandwiches, 2 for $1 Even
if you're not a roast beef fan, at these prices you'll become one.

I

Hanlees:
One coupon pt- Li«iom«r pteav

Harrtep s of Hadley
430 Russell Street

The place that bongs you back •^^'^'^v. Massachusetts

Coupon expires December 31, 1977

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1977 j i( (jlle^i^JiHI "^

JOBS AVAILABLE
The collegian is looking for;

• Assistant Manasins Editor •

• Assistant Business Manaser •

• Driver ror 5 Coikse Dtllveries Proofreaders •

• Copy Editors Graphics volunteers •

• On Campus Delivery Person Layout People •

• Assistant Advertisln3 Manaser •

• Advertlsins Representative •

There are also workstudy positions available

Come do^vtt to the Collegian office, CC 113, to apply

1^ corns /Hi UUIIITIIHI U/i
UMass Ski Club presents:

Sugarbush Ski & Party week! Jan. 22-27

$25 Deposits taken 11-3. Mon.-Fri. in Ski Club office.

S.U. 309 and Dec. 14 on Campus Center Concourse

$109-meals, lifts, lodging, good times

last Daij for deposits Dec. 14

Club meeting tonight 8pm Thorn 104
Sugarbushers attend-car pools

IDEAL CALCULATORS FOR FAST ACCURATE PROBLEM SOLVING.
DECISION MAKING AND STA TISTICAL CALCULA TIONS

making Trocks
into Pfogromming

A step-by-step learning guide to the power,

ease and fun of using your Tl Programmable 57

Texas Instruments
TIC7

Progfommoblew #_^^^

POWERFUL SUPER SLIDE RULE CALCULATOR THAT YOU
CAN PROGRAM DIRECTLY FROM THE KEYBOARD

TexQS Instruments
odvQnced professionol colculotor

SR-51-3I

ADVANCED CAPABILITIES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
IN BUSINESS, SOCIAL SERVICES, MATH, PHYSICAL
SCIENCES. AND ENGINEERING

INTRODUCES STUDENTS AND PROFESSIONALS TO
PROGRAMMING WITH EASY TO UNDERSTAND PROCEDURES A PROBLEM SOLVER WITH THREE MEMORIES,
KHU^^HMMiviiiMi, vviincMo

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND Tl S U NIQUE

only $69 95 AOS LOGIC SYSTEM only $49.95

at the calculator store here when you need us.

campus center univ of mass./amherst

• DC-3 crash
CONT FROM PAGE 1

300 400 feet above the airport level about a
mile away. The plane disappeared into the

fog and about a minute and a half later I

heard his engines cutting out and he went
down. I saw it explode in flames."

"It was burning pretty good, as it fell to the
ground," another witness said.

The basketball flight was scheduled to

leave about 4:30 p.m. CST, but the wife of

one of the passengers said it was delayed

more than two hours by the bad weather
conditions.

A tenth of an inch of rain fell in the hour

prior to the crash.

Rescue workers used four-wheel drive

vehicles to reach the crash site.

The survivors were rushed to Deaconness
Hospital, in Evansville, police said, while

bodies of the dead were taken to the

university basketball arena and to a police

garage.

Among those seen boarding the plane
were the team's first-year coach Bobby
Watson, Bates; business manager Bob
Hudson; and players Steve Miller and Brian

Taylor.

This plane crash was another in a long,

gruesome line of air sports disasters.

The list of victims of these disasters in-

clude a Hall of Fame basketball player, one of

the most famous football coaches in U.S.

history, a former heavyweight champion of

the world and a U.S. Olympic figure skating

team.

Other sports figures who have died in air

tragedies include members of an Italian

soccer club, a well-known pro golfer and

members of three U.S. college football

teams.
It was New Year's Eve 1973 when four-

time batting champion Roberto Clemente

crashed off the coast of Puerto Rico

moments after takeoff in a four-engine cargo

plane on a mercy mission to Nicaragua.

Clemente's body has never been recovered.

The first nationally known sports figure to

die in an air tragedy was Knute Rockne, who
died March 21, 1931. Rockne rose to fame as

the football coach who guided Notre Dame
from an obscure little school in South Bend,
Ind., to a national college power. Rockne's
light plane crashed in a corn field in Kansas.
Rocky Marciano, the only unbeaten

heavyweight champion in history, died Aug.
31, 1969 in the crash of a private plane. Eight

years earlier, Feb. 15, 1961, 18 members of

the U.S. Olympic figure skating team died in

a jet crash in Belgium.

In 1949, 18 members of the Turin Soccer
Club, champion of Italy, perished when their

plane crashed into a cathedral, and Tony
Lema, nicknamed "Champagne Tony"
because he celebrated his victories on the
golf tour by treating reporters to the bubbly
stuff, died in a crash in 1966.

Sixteen members of the California

Polytechnic football team, died in a crash at

Toledo, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1960; Wichita State's

football coach and several 'players were
among 29 persons who perished, Oct. 2,

1970; and 38 Marshall University players, five

coaches and a trainer were among 75 who
died in another crash only six weeks later.

Other sports air tragedies involved former

middleweight boxing champion Marcel
Cerdan in 1949, 13 Brazilian athletes in 1950,

six Czechoslovakian hockey players in 1956,

seven members of the Manchester United

Soccer team of England in 1958, eight

Danish soccer players in 1960, catcher Tom
Gastali of the Baltimore Orioles in 1956 and

second baseman Ken Hubbs of the Chicago

Cubs in 1964.

if Saga food
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

agreed he would try to get the percentage

stipulation dropped.
After being questioned as to price in-

creases, McGill said that since costs rise the

prices must also rise. Since alcohol and beer

is continually consumed, he said, those are

the prices that will t>e going up.

In a general discussion about the need for

and the actual expense of a food service

operation in the Campus Center, it was
brought up by Henry Doyle, BOG member,
that the $100,000 used to pay the ad-

ministrative salaries of Saga could instead be
used, and possibly cut if an in-house

operation were to be started at UMass for

food service.

H$rris said this would probably take nine

months to set up, but could be done.
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Bahai faith comes to UMass
By LOUISE BRAUFMAN
Cothgian Staff

The UMass Bahai Club currently has a

display area on the concourse level of the

Campus Center every Monday and Tuesday.

Barry Magnus, a UMass student who was
one of the people representing the Bahai

Faith at the display said, "We find a great

cross section of people at the University

stopping at the display."

The display includes pictures of Bahai

houses of worship throughout the world and
Magnus said, "People who have seen these

places in their travels often stop. Others stop

out of curiosity about the Bahai literature

that nnay be taken free, or just to talk.

"We Bahai's feel that the Bahai faith has

something to offer to each individual's life.

By making a public display, people will

become interested in the Bahai Faith, in-

vestigate its teachings as being useful in their

own lives".

The word "Bahai comes from the name of

the founder of the faith - Baha'u'llah (Glory

of God). A Bahai means a follower of

Baha'u'llah. Bahais live in over 300 countries

and territories of the world They are people

who came from different religious

backgrounds, economic and social classes,

and different racial and national

backgrounds. This faith does not have any

priesthood or professional clergy.

The Bahai faith stresses world min-

dedr>ess. A quote from Bahai writings said,

"let your vision be world embracing, rather

than confined to your own selves."

The Amherst Bahai Community in

cooperation with the local chapter of the

United Nations Association sponsored a

celebration of the United Nations observance
of Human Rights Day. The event was held

last Saturday at Amherst Jr. High School.

There were 3 main speakers followed by
informal socializing.

Dr. Russell Alspach, a representative of

the Amherst UN Association and former

UMass English teacher said Humar; Rights

Day should remind people that everyone in

the world is guaranteed equality, and the

worid will not realize human rights until "you
and I probe into our own hearts and minds
and find there tolerance and a much greater

word-understanding."

Bill Gibson, a UMass doctoral student,
gave a presentation of Bahai Views on
Human Rights. He spoke about the need for

a "new worid order" and a multi racial

society. He quoted a Bahai Declaration of

Human Obligations and Rights: "The source
of human rights is the endowment of

qualities, virtues and powers which God has
bestowed upon mankind without
discrimiriation of sex, race, creed or nation.

To fulfill the possibilities of this devine en-
dowment is the purpose of human
existence".

An inspiring moment in the celebration

came when Scott Stevenson, a junior high
school student, read his award winning essay
that analyzed human rights struggled in the
past to the present. Amherst School
Superintendent, Donald Frizzle, presented

Stevenson with a prize of the Chegal stained

window that was originally done for the

United Nations Building. This gift was from
the Amherst Bahai Community.

After the program, everyone was given the
opportunity to view displays and art con-
cerning human rights set up through the
room. Live music and international foods
were provided by the Bahais.

CAOS party a success
By MONICA YATES
Collegian Staff

Members of the staff from Counseling
Assistance for Older Students were pleased
with the success of a recent party they
sponsored.
The party, attended by over 100 students

and held in the Alumni House at Amherst
College, featured music by Avatar, a local

five piece latin-jazz-fund band.
The party was held as a means of bringing

older and non-traditional students together

with each other and with the rest of the five

college community, according to CAOS
counselor Christine O'Shea.

Most older students live off campus and
may feel isolated, said O'Shea.
"A party like this is a good chance for

everyone to get together and have a good
time," said Jim Dell, a 27-year-old senior

majoring in English who attended the party.

"I'm not an 'older' student, but I wanted to

meet some new people. The music is ex-

cellent," said Matthew Hyman, a UMass
junior. Many of those attending felt the
music was largely responsible for the party's

success. "You just don't get to hear this kind

of music at most UMass parties," said Alicia

Burnett, a 25-year-old history major.

Avatar fjerformed selections by Stevie

Wonder, Cannonball Adderly, and Antonio
Carios Jobim. About half the material

performed was original, said alto saxophonist
Jon Weeks.
The CAOS office serves older students at

UMass, who make up 47 per cent of the total

student population. Any stur^ent over 24 is

classified as an older student. The CAOS
office, in 207 Hasbrouck, has been in

existence since 1974. It is open from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

The program, the only one of its kind in the
country, was initiated to fulfill the needs of

'':i^^

older students, offering peer counseling,

referral, advocacy and support, said O'Shea.

It serves as a model for other institutions

interested in setting up agencies for non-

traditional student needs.

A party was given by CAOS last year, but.

according to Paul Vasconcellas, another
CAOS worker, "the music wasn't very good.
We lost money." Overall, the staff at CAOS
was pleased with the success of this year's
party, and plans are being made for a similar
one next semester.
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SOME CLASSES WILL
HELP CURE IHSOMKIA

"Now I'm not one to say I told you so, but t warned you that finals were coming
up soon, and if you don't pass your Chem III exam there'll be nothing but coal in

your Christmas stocking."

But wouldn't it be nice to kno\rv what to expect of a
course before the first day of cl ass.

We are trying to increase the number of courses
covered in the Course and Teacher Evaluation, but
we need your help.

Listed below are names of teachers who have
cooperated by releasing their evaluations. If your
professors are not on the list, ask them to sign the

release forms they've been given by the Student
Government Association.

Talk to Department heads too. (They can release

evaluations for the entire department).

If this doesn't work, simply fill out our evaluation

forms on the bottom of this f>age and drop them in

the box at the Candy Counter. \ Student Union]

THESE TEACHERS HAVE RELEASED THEIR EVALUATICMS

LIGHTING OF MERRY MAPlF ON DECEMBER 1st CARROLLING FROM 5 to 6

p m ON AMHERST COMMON ' .^
'•

WEEKLY GIFT CERTIFICATES -GIVEN, AWAY AT THE PARTICIPATING
STORES ' *^
COME IN AND REGISTER!

Abrams. Linda

Abramson. Davis E.

Ackerman, Robert

Afosi, Oovi

Agrios, George N
Airhart, Douglas L

Aitken, Norman D
Albertson. Dean
Allen. Ernest

Allen, Luther

Allen, P GeoHrev
Alwitt. Linda

Anderson, D.R
Ar.derson, John W.
Anderson. Warren
Aii^y Thomas
Arsenault, Joel

Aune Bruce
Austin. Allen

Barber, Mary K
Barbosa, Pedro
Barker, Allen W.
Barreda, Pedro
Barron, Leon
Baskin, Judith R

Beal. Virginia A
Beatv, Nancy
Bennett, M K
Berlin Normand
Berliner. Howard
Bert. Mark H
Best, Michael H
Bierhorst, David W.
Blackman, John L

Bloodsworth. David R

?onsignore. John
Borton, Anthony
Booihroyd, GeoHrey
Borugtem. Tim
Boyer. Paul

Bracey John
Bragger, Jeannette

Branch, Ben S
Braunthal, Gerard

Brehm. John J

Bretlinger, John J.

Brown, Laurie

Brown. T Dennis

Buck Ernest M
Buell Victor P

Bulnrwn. Ronnie JanoH
Bunn. Radie
Butterfield D Anthony

Cappelu220, Emma V.

Canale, Ann
Cardwell, Lucy
Carlson, Neil R.

Cashdan. Sheldon
Cattani. Eduardo H.

Chaies, Alexander

Chappel, Vere
Chen, Christine

Cheng, Ching Mao
Chevan, Albert

Chew, Robert L

Chrisman, Miriam U.

Chumbly, James I

Claunch, Pearl

Clayton, John
Clifton, Charles
Clifton, Rachel
Clydesdale, F M.
Cocalis, Susan L.

Cohen, Alvin P
Connelly, William F

Conrad, Jon M
Coombs, Walter? Jr

Coppersmith, Evan

Costley, Richard J.

Cramer, Chester
Creed, Robert P
Cromack, Duane E

Crossley, F R Erskine

Crotty, James
Cully, Margo
Cuomo, George

Davis, Chester
Davis Hugh C.

Day, Roben
Deere, Carmen Diana

Diamond, Arlya

Dickinson, Charles

Dienes, Laslow
Diltach, John
Donahue. John W.
Duffy, Joseph R
Duguay Gerry
Dzendolet Ernest

Edwards Lee R.

Edwards. Richard C.

Eriich Leonard
Eisenberg. Murray
Ellis, Richard S.

Elliot. Daryl

Elshtain. Jean Bethke

Fabos Julius M

Fagundes. Francisco

Farris, Richard J

Faulkingham, Ralph

Feldman, Fred

Ferguson. Ann
Finch. Frederic E.

Fmnerty, Joseph
Fischer, Louis

Ford. Bonnie
Forman. George
Fournier. Maurille

Foster. John H
Francis. F J

Frank, Joseph
Gadlin, Howard
Gage. Robert

Garaud. Christian

Geman. Donald

Gengal, Roy W
Gettier, Edmund
Gibbs. Margaret D
Gibson, Walker

Gibson, William A
Giertson, Donald

Goddard, George B
Godfrey. Laurie

Goldman. Sheldon
Goldsmith, Paul

Gordon, Milton M
Griffin. Pat

Golowach. Eugene
Grillo. John
Gunner Haim B

Gutzwiller Kathryn

Habeeb, Dan
Hadad. Laura

Hafner. James A,

Halgin. Lucille

Halgin, Richard

Hambleton, Ronald

Hamilton, Ronald

Hardegree, Gary

Harmatz. Mort

Hart. Robert

Hartz, H. Richard

Hayes. Kirby M
Hayes, Richard R
Hayes. Lyie

Haven. Richard

Heidelberger. Herbert

Hepler. Peter

Hertzback. Stanley

Hilf. Laura M

Hill. F.S Jr,

Hofer, Ernest H.

Holesovsky. Vaclav

Holland, Samuel Jr

Horowitz, Joseph
Howard, Marshall C
Hugus. Frank

Hurn, Christopher

Huti-hineson, Charles E.

Irvine. William

Ivey, Al

Jfi.obs, Gila KornFeld

Jakus, Karl

Jefferson, Ann
Johnston, William M
Jones. Dalton

Jones, Robert E.

Jubian, Michael

Junkins, Donald

Kaplan, Alexandra

Kaplan, Arnoldo

Katzner, Donald W
Key, Charles R

Kfoury, D J

Killian. Lewis

Kilmer, William

Kindahl, James K.

King, Gordon
Klar, Lawrence R.

Kline. Harvey F

Klingener, David

Kohler, Heinz

Kramer, Fred

Kucekova, Eva T.

Kupperman, Gerald L.

Lake, Joseph
Lamb, Nancy E

Langland, Joseph
Langley, Kenneth
Lawall, Sarah

Leifer, Richard

Lemeshow, Stanley

Lenson, David
Levin, Maurice I.

Levin, Robert E

Lii»nder Pertril

Lieberman, Alan J.

Lillya, Peter

Lindsay, Edgar E.

Locke, L.F.

Lockwood, Linda G
Male, James

Manes, EG
Mankin, Paul J
Manning, William

Marry, John D.

Martin. Daniel R.

Martin, John R -

Martin, Michael T.

Martindale, W.S.
Mason, Thonnas L.

Matlack, Jannes H.

Mathews, Anne
Maukin, Paul A
McAuley, Thomas M.
McCarthy, Harold T.

McCracker, Ellen

McCrea, Arlene

McDowell, George R
McFarland, Gerald W.
McNeil, Roben H.

McWhoner, Earl J,

Melrose, Jay
Meyer, David
Miles, Raymond
Miller, Aurelia T
Miller, Lucien
Mitchell. John H,

Moebius, William

Monserrate, Jose S.

Moore, Jean
Mulcahy. David
Na«, William

Narahara, Tomike
Nilsson. Nils

Niden, Drew M.
North, Mary S.

Dates, Stephen B,

O'Brien, Ken
O'Connell, James
Odiorne, George
OIley, J Gregory
Ortiz, Jessie S.

Partee, Barbara H.

Paulson, Wolgang
Pearce, IF.

Perkins, Lyle N.

Peng, Chintsig
Peterson, G.A.

Peters. John
Petroff. Elizabeth

Phillips. Norman
Phinney, Edward
Pitrat, C W
Piatt. Rutherford H

Poll, CXorrado

Poliiel ta. Dario

Poriuges. Cathy

Potter . Frank E.

Prince- , Allen

Proul>«:. Donald

Puree* I, Joanne
Oiiick , Jonathan R
Quintcon, Arthur B
Randall, Charles H
Rappi«ig, Leonard

Ramos, Diana

RaucI—«, Harold

Reed. Carl

Reh, Albert M.
Rein» T, Alby

Resni<;k, Stephen
Rice, Thomas E.

Rivers, R.L.

Robir-»son, Fred

Rohd«, Richard

Roof, WadeC.
Rosenfeld, Stuart M,

Roskil, Mark
Roter , Oebra
Rolhstein, Halina

Roth^iein, Roben
Rudv alis, Arunas
Rup(>, William

Russ«ll. G A
Ryav«c. K W
St N^arv. Donald
Salrnnan. Zdenek
Save- ride. Jay
Schi»fer, Eva
Schi»idler, Richard A.

Schumacher, Warren F.

Schi_jman. David

Scotn, Donald E.

Scoirt, Nina M
Scof-ville, Nichloas

Seid rnan. Ann
Sequeira. Maria

Shacdoain. Jack

Shapairo, Seymour
Shec=kels. G.Oale

Shepap, Archie

Sicks, Jon L

Sides, Charles H

.

SimcDnson, Norman R.

Simc3Son, Richard H.

SiriLB s, Donald

Sleigh, Roben

House Of Walsh $Z0 '

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop $10
The Leather Shed 515

Lord Jeffery Inn $5
Mathews Shoes $5 ^«,

Baker Winn Jewelers $10
Paper Clip, Ltd $5

River Valley Crafts
The Salt Box $10
The Shoe Bin $10 ^
F A Thompson & Son $10
Tripod Camera Shop $5
Whole Wheat Trading Company $15
David Whitman s Hair Shack-$5
Television Center $10

Kentfield Hardware $5
Mercantile $25

Amherst Optical Shoppe $10

Amherst Savings Bank
Ann August Stores $5
Bolles Shoe S'ore $10
Chequers Restaurant $10

College Drug Store $5

Earthwares $10

Eric s Food Shop $5
Faces Of Earth $25

A J Hastings $5 "*•

Houck Jewelers $10
First National Bank Of Amherst
bicenfenmal coins on Dec 22

For Each Item, Use The Following Scale to Rate Your Instructor and/or Course

A=0ut$t8nding B=Good C= Adequate D=Poor E=Not applicable or no opinion

Be sure to complete each and every item

SPECIAL MERRY MAPLE SALES ON
DEC 1. 2, and 3 STORES OPEN
THURSDAY NIGHTS SPONSORED BY THE
AMHERST CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

-•»-»-*^«.»jfJii*.*J»^*=-.'^>**<-»^-»-«'» »-, « «,« vrt e » ,

1

.

Instructor s ability to clearly explain course material

2 The quality of reading material

3 The instructors enthusiasm for the subject

4 The instructor's preparation for classes

5 The instructor's respect for students n general *

6. The instructor's roncern for the quality of h's cr her teaching

7 The instructors respeci for and treatment of wonnen students

8 The instructo 's dvail'abilitv to students outside of class

9 The fairness and aopropn.-.teress of "xams papers or other dssiqnmems

10 The instructor swillingnes? to discuss d;ftfcrinq points of view *

11 The extent to which the course increased vour JtQajjjjl|gjy^.tlTe^Mb|ect

12 The instructor's willingness !o bo flexible with the course

13 The instructors awarefiess of whether the students are understanding him or her

14 Overali what -s your tjenera. impression of this course as taught by this instructor^

15 Year -n School; (A=F;rst, B-Second. C-ThKd, D Fourth, E = Fifth or other'

16 YourMaior .A-Th.s course's dept,,B=- Another dept,C-UndecUredi

. .t. „ „,,A A n a r=r DDorF £ ^ Pass 'Fail or No Idea)

17 What qr;.de do you anticipate for this course I A A, BB, C C, u uorr, c

13 Sex (A - Male, B = Femalei

Student # -

\Alt ID it's wilt remain confidential. I

Cour-e and teacher evaiuafon information ,s one of many concerns of UMass undergraduates. Throughout the

Cour,e ana teacnpr evj.urti u
rnmmon inlefpsi m department councils dorm councils,

university students are organizing aro.jnd .ssues o. common '"'e'e^"
^^re of what's ooina on and how you can

at 545 2415 1^26 Student Union Bu'ld;ng|

Instructor
Dept
Course No.
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE

4 ABCDE
5 ABCDE
6 ABCDE
7 ABCDE
8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Course _
Sec

2

3

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDE
15 ABCDE
16 ABCDE
1/ ABCDE
18 ABCDE

Instructor

Dept.

Instructor

Dept
Course No.
1 ABCDE
2 ABCDE
3 ABCDE
4 ABCDE
5 ABCDE
6 ABCDE
7 ABCDE
8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Course
Course No.
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE

7.ABCDE
8 ABCDE
9,A8CDE

Sec.
10 ABCDE
11 ABODE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14.ABCDE
15 ABCDE
16.ABCDE
17 ABCDE
18 ABCDE

Instructor
Dept
CoLirse No
1 ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE
ABCDE

8 ABCDE
9 ABCDE

Smyth, J. Robert Jr

Snedecor, James G.

Spears, Beny
Spears, Brent

Spivack, Charlone

Stamps, Paula

Stankovich, Marian T.

Stawiecki, Edmund
Steiner, Ivan D.

Stevens, Nelson
Strickland, Bonnie

airickland, William

9b, Jin-Cfwn
Suzuki, Bob H
Swaim, Kathleen

Swanson, Carl

Swedlund, Alan

Tademaru, Eugene
Tattar, Terry A.

Taylor, J H.

Teng, Shou Hsin

Tessler. Richard

Thompson, Oianne A.

Tobey, Janet
Treyz, George
Tucker, Robert G.
Turr>er. Frederick

Tymoczko, Maria

Ud«n, Peter C.

Uhn, Priscilla R.

Ulin, Richard O.

Unatis. William P.

Vogley, Martha
Wang, Jing

Watt, Norman F

Weiss, Richard S.

Well, Arnold 0.

Weston, John D
White, Barbara

White, Donald W.
Widentan, John
Wilce, Robert T.

Wilkie, Richard W.
Wilkins. Wendy
WWia, Clave E.

WoMring, R Dirk

Wotf, Jack KaU
WoHf, Richard D.

Wotff, Robert Paul

Wright. Jarnes 8.

Zahavi, Abrahem
Zaiicek, O T
Ziff, Howard M.
Zinmeitter, George E.

Course _
Sec

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDF
15 ABCDE
16 ABCDE
W ABCDF
18 ABCDE

Course_
Sec

10 ABCDE
11 ABCDE
12 ABCDE
13 ABCDE
14 ABCDE
10 ABCDE
16 ABCDF
1/ ABCDE
1R ABCDE
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Dec. 12. 1977 - San Diego, Calif.: Patricia Bartz, 26, jumps for joy moments after
her release from jail. She is one of the 142 American prisoners returned from
Mexican jails under the exchange program.

American prisoners

home from Mexico
SAN DIEGO [AP\ - Forty-one American

prisoners brought home from Mflxican jails

as part of a historic swap treaty gained their

freedom on parole yesterday. Most rushed
from the gates of a federal prison here into

the arms of waiting relatives or friends.

Alison Margaret Baughman, 24, of Jef-

ferson Town, Ky., was the first to be freed
from the Metropolitan Correctional Center
here. As a group of reporters surrounded her,

she itissed an unidentified friend. She
declined to comment other than to say that

freedom "feels fantastic."

James Robert Douglas, 27, of Austin,
Texas, said: "The first thing I want to do is

get a drink. I've got a little bar picked out
right over there."

Douglas, who spent four years and three
months in Mexican prisons for cocaine
possession, said, "I'm afraid my life is going

to be changed. Right now, I'm not sure just
how. I thinf. I'll go work in a circus."

As many as 44 men and women were
eligible for immediate release, either because
they had served two-thirds of their sentences
— which made them eligible under the treaty
between the United States and Mexico - or
had enough "good behavior" time to reach
that level.

Of the 142 Americans who have been
returned, most were flown from Mexico City

last weekend after the return of 36 Mexicans
from U.S. jails. Fifteen of the Americans
were bused from La Mesa prison in Tijuana

last Monday.

Two more airiifts, cariying about 100 more
prisoners, are scheduled tcJ arrive in San
Diego on Friday and Saturday.

FDA rejects naming
cigarettes as drugs
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Food and

Drug Administration has turned down a

request to classify cigarettes as a drug and
make them available only by prescription, the
group which made the request said
yesterday.

But the group - Action on Smoking and
Health - said the agency has not closed the
door to some sort of cigarette regulation,
perhaps by classifying cigarettes as
"devices."

ASH, backed by two former U.S.surgeons
general and more than two dozen anti-

smoking groups, eariier this year asked the

FDA to declare cigarettes to be a drug
because they contain nicotine and have

drug-type addictive effects on users.

"interestingly, the FDA did not argue that
Congress had taken away their power to
regulate cigaretts," ASH said. "Instead, the
FDA made it clear that it is still considering
regulating cigarettes under a less stringent

portion of the FDA Act.

"In its petition ASH had urged the FDA to
regulate cigarettes as a device' for ad-
ministering nicotine if it decided not to
regulate cigarettes or nicotine as 'drugs.'

"Shortly thereafter the Anesthesiology
Device Classification Panel of the FDA
unanimously recommended to the FDA that
it should assert jurisdiction over cigarette

filters.

SHEAFFER

See our collection

of quality desk sets

for...

Sheaffer, the proud craftsmen,

offers a complete line of superb
quality desk sets. The distmctive

bold design of agate, the natural

warmth of walnut or sleek, re

fined black slate.

A gift of fasting

beauty and pleasure.

from only
5 1500

at your Christmas store

campus center/untv of mass amherst

OPEN MON
NIGHT TIL 9

Egyptian and Israeli

delegates talk peace
CAIRO, Egypt \AP] - Egyptian and Israeli

delegates huddled in a hotel room yesterday
night, sipping coffee and discussing
procedure hours before the start of the Cairo
conference that participants hope will lay the
groundwork for Middle East peace.

In Washington, the White House said
Israeli Prime Minister Menahem Begin will

confer there Friday with President Carter "on
how best to continue the move toward a just

peace settlement in the Middle East." The
Israeli government press office said the trip's

purpose was to discuss "problems con-
nected with the peacemaking process," but
did not specify what the problems were.
A senior U.S. official said in Damascus

that Syrian President Hafez Assad, con-
vinced that Egypt has betrayed the Arab
cause, told Secretary of State Cyrus R.

Vance his country could not attend the Cairo
peace talks and might not even attend a
Geneva conference. Vance, on a Middle East
tour, met with Assad for four hours Tuesday.
The meeting between Egyptian and Israeli

delegates in a room of Cairo's century-old
Mena House hotel lasted 90 minutes and
focused on technicalities o' how the talks

should be conducted when they begin

Wednesday, an Israeli spokesman said.

The talks will be the first open negotiations

between Egypt and Israel in the 26-year

history of the Arab- Israeli conflict.

Representatives from United States and
the United Nations and two observers from
the Vatican will join the Egyptians and
Israelis. The other invited Arab nations have
refused to attend.

A White House spokesman said Begin
requested the sudden meeting with Carter.

Asked why the prime minister asked for the

session, White House press secretary Jody
Powell replied: "I have no information to

provide on what the prime minister might
wish to discuss with the president."

He said the Egyptian government was
informed of Begin's travel plans Monday
"and I can characterize their reactions as
positive."

As the talks neared, Egyptian chief
delegate Ahmed Esmat Abdel Meguid and
his deputy, Osama el Baz, met with their
Israeli counterparts, Eliahu ben-Elissar and
Meir Rosenne, an Israeli spokesman said.

FBI infiltrators expose
underground revolution
LOS ANGELES [AP] - Two FBI agents

who infiltrated the ultra-secret political

underground say they trained in the desert
with a tiny band of revolutionaries who were
preparing a new campaign on violence.
According to one high FBI official, the

group "was talking about assassinations,
about sniping, about blowing up buildings,
about putting a bomb under the seat of some
judge's car."

Five persons, including the 62-year-old
"patriarch" of the leftist underground
movement, are now in custody, facing
arraignment today on charges stemming
from an alleged plot to bomb the office of
Rep. John Briggs, R-Calif., an outspoken
opponent of homosexual rights.

Though the FBI was able to engineer the
arrest of five persons allied with the radical

Weather Underground, leaders of the
revolutipnary group — such as the best
known, Bernardine Dohrn — remain
fugitives.

"If we knew where they were, we'd pick
them up tonight," says one FBI official.

Leftist sources surmise the FBI may have
decided to finally "surface" its undercover
agents out of frustration for the failure to
locate better known radical leaders.

On Nov. 19, Richard Giannotti and William
Reagan ended their long undercover work
with the five arrests, exposing a rare view of
the left-wing activists' secret, and sometimes
violent, life underground.
The undercover agents say they began

working with five revolutionaries last May,
directing firearms training in a secluded
Mojave desert area, and receiving in-

structions on explosives from two women
who led a small "combat team." One agent
said mis-information on firearms was pur-
posefully supplied.

The FiBI believes the group wes a part of
the Revolutionary Committee that split from
the Weather Underground's leadership in a
feud that involved male sexism in the
Weather Underground command and its

decision to downplay violent tactics.

Among those arrested was Clayton Van
Lydegraf, the 62-year-old San Francisco
leader of the Prairie Fire Organizing Com-
mittee.

Also arrested were Judith Bisell, Leslie
Mullin, Michael Justesen and Marc Curtis
Perry, veteran antiwar activists who were
active in the Seattle area during the 1960s.
The agents were trusted members of the

group, but even so they never knew anything
more than the first name of the others — and
then only "code names": Esther for Ms.
Mullin, Josie for Mrs. Bissell, Vince for Perry,
Rudy for Justesen and Harry for Van
Lydegraf.

The committee, whose name is drawn
from Mao's belief that a single spark can
ignite a prairie fire, is led mostly by women,
according to the FBI report, along with Van
Lydegraf. An above-ground "support group

"

of the Weather Underground, it has become
more independent in the past year due to the
split in the Weather Underground.
The small group was led by the women

who, in turn, took orders from Van Lydegraf,
who on behalf of the Prairie Fire organization
was "directing the operation as to targets
and methods to be used," according to the
FBI.

/TEP
INTO .

OUR
/POnjGHT
SINGERS -DANCERS-
INSTRUMENTALISTS

NOW'S YOUR CHANCE
TO AUDITION TO PERFORM

ON THE MOST FAMOUS
STAGE OF ALL . .

.

B'tSnealand / UJalt@isneyUJorid.

A twelve week sumnner works'-^op m ertertainr-,enf Scholarships and
housing grar.ls will be awaraecJ those setec tea Minimum age ift

For College Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors
Live auditions will be held at the following locations

Jan.30&31, 10:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m. Lowenstein Center /Auditorium
FORDHAM UNIVERSITY New York, New York

Please prepare a 3-5 mmute performance selection
BPING VOUP MUS'C ana vour own instruments

AN EQUAL 0«»»>OnTUNITV EMPlOYEB

THE ALTERINATIVK: MEDICAL SCHOOL ABROAD
(C) Copyriahl It77 in U S A by InteriMtional D«ta Inc

...a must book for prospective medical students. It details admission re-

quirements and procedures, costs, lan^age requirements—dozens use

I

Kn((lish in the classroom—and living accommodations for medical schools

in 35 countries. It also tells of the steps a foreign graduate should take to

practice medicine in the U.S.

Some medical schools are free; others charge nominal tuition. Some re-

quire only a high school education; others two or four years of college.

For your copy of this authoritative work, send $9.95 to:

INTERNATIONALDATA INC.

P.O. BOX 817

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89101

Canadian Club
80 proof

*^ Canadian Whiskey

13 99

gift wrapped
1 75 Liter

Sugg retail

$1699

Co$sacb
80 proof

VODKA
1 75 Liter

sugg retail

$979

Folonari
Wines

Miller Beer Sole!
Miller £79
12 ounce cans

Miller
Lite

12 ounce cans

case

s
79

case

Bailamne
86 proof

g
Scotch Whisky

1 75 Liter

sugg retail:

$17.45

rosea
Lambrusco

24 ounces

Chech out these
low beer prices!

Ballantine

SchmldVs
Genesee

499 case

529 case

I^OZ n r s5" case

Canada
Dry

Mixers

3 quarts ^or

Prices in effect through

Monday. December 12

V^\f lese* >e<f'.e "g'^! to i I rriit quantities

Seagrams
Extra Dry Gin

80 proof -

Suggested retail

$12 39

338 King Street
Northampton • 584-1800

I Monaav "Monaav '^rougn Tri,;rscJa> 9 00 a r- to tO p m
Fndawa^d Saturday 9 00 a m to 11 00 p m

Tornado
hits

Houston
By JAMES L. OVERTON

HOUSTON UPI - The occupants of Frank

Lawrence's American Auto Parts store

huddled against the damp wind blowing

through the shattered plate glass window.
After yesterday's surprise tornado was

over six-packs of cold beer and sandwiches
appeared and the conversation turned to the

dark funnel cloud that jumped across this

semi-rural side of town.
"This is the first tornado I've been

through," said Lawrence, 39. "I've often

wondered what it looked like up close. I got a

bird's eye view this time.

"It was black and whirling. It was very

dark. The whole thing started out about 10

after eight. Then it got quiet for a second.

Then it sounded like an old buzz saw
cranking off."

For the next minute or so things got a little

confused, around the auto parts store, which
sits at the intersection of Liberty Road and
what locals call the Old Beaumont Highway.

"That's when the glass came flying

through the office," he said. "I didn't have to

tell anyone to hit the floor, but everybody

did. I did, too.

"I don't think we got the full force of it,

judging by other damage. I believe we'd been
dead, if we got hit hard here. We got the

fringe of it rather than the full center. It

scared the dickens out of everybody. But
there's a lot of people worse off than we
are."

Just down the street in this wooded
residential area, Manuel Hernandez, 37,

loaded his few worldly possessions into a

blue pickup truck, surveying the in-

distinguishable remains of what had been his

mobile home.
Across the street, a faded orange and

black "closed" sign floated in the win-

dowless door of Jack's Barber Shop. The
contents of the interior were strewn

throughout the small, dilapidated frame

building set bfeck from the road.

Next door a group of workers on one side

carried the contents of a service station and
loaded it into a covered truck.

Mr. and Mrs. G.J. Martin, both in their 70s,

lived on the same street corner 43 years and
never saw anything like the wind fury that

blew through their neighborhood.

Alleged

CIA spy

released
WASHINGTON UPI - The Cuban

government will release before the end of the

year an American citizen imprisoned since

1963 on spy charges, State Department

officials said yesterday.

The officials said the Cubans informed the

U.S. diplomatic mission in Havana they

intended to free, Frank Emmick, 63, of

Toledo, Ohio. No date was given, but the

officials said they believe "it means within a

week or two."
Reps. Fred Richmond, D-N.Y., and

Richard Nolan, D-Minn., who visited Cuba
this, month, said earlier in the day they were

told by the State Department that Emmick
would be returned to the United States

before the end of 1977.

Emmick, who has a wife and two children

living in Toledo, was arrested in Havana in

1963 and charged with being the head of the

American CIA in Cuba. The two lawmakers

said Emmick denied the charge but was
sentenced to 30 years and in 1973 was given

another 20 years for smuggling a letter

through the Cuban underground to then CIA

Director Richard Helms.

Richmond and Nolan talked with Emmick
and four other Americans held prisoner in

Havana during their Dec. 5 visit. They said

Emmick has suffered two heart attacks while

in jail.

They said they appealed to Castro to

release four other Americans in Havana jails

but no word had as yet been received on

them. They are Lawrence Lunt, 53, of

Wyoming; Juan Tur, 61, Tampa, Fla.; Everett

Jackson, 37, Garden Grove, Cai'f and

Claudio Rodriguez Morales, 48, of Puerto

Rico

ri .
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Judge to rule on suit

to keep feminist poem
in Chelsae H.S. library

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1977

Her Say News Service
Boston Federal Judge Joseph Tauro said

he will rule next March on a class action suit

filed to keep a feminist poem on the library

sheives of Chelsea High School.
The poem, titled "The City to a Young

Girl," is included in poetry anthology which
the Chelsea Board of Education wants
banned from the library. The Board of
Education has charged the poem is "ob-
jectionable, salacious arKl obscene" because
it contains certain words describing a
woman's body.
The class action suit was filed by The

Right to Read Defense Committee following
a July ban on the book by school officials.

The poem's author, Jody Caravaglia,
wrote the verse as a 15-year-old high school

student in New York City. She said her poem
"expresses feminine outrage against public
lechery, an obscene dehumanizing
situation." The poem contains the words
"pussy", "cunt", and "tit."

In the meantiPDe, The American Civil

Liberties Union in Ludlow, Mass. said it will

take "whatever action is necessary" to get
the internationally distributed health nruinual
Our Bodies Ourseh/es, back in use at a local
high school there.

The high school prohibited the book,
which is widely used by women as a non-
sexist guide on birth control, treatment of
venereal disease, pregnancy and childbirth,
from being used in a swiior girt's home
economics class.

"DISCOUNT LIQUORS"

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt. Farms M

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1977

Potential foster parents to be

screened for sexual offenses
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BOSTON UPI - Legislation to allow state
officials to screen potential foster parents for
past sexual offenses was filed in the
Massachusetts Legislature Tuesday,
followirtg the breakup of a nationwide boy
prostitution ring.

Senate Majority Leader William Bulger, D-
Boston, filed the bills at the request of
Suffolk County District Attomey Garrett
Byrne, whose office broke the ring last week.
Bulger said action on the four bills probably
would come early next year.

Several of the boys victimized by the ring

were wards of the state, said Byrne; and,
while none of the 24 men indicted were
foster parents, one child was put by a state
ager>cy in the home of a person allegedly
involved operation.

Byrrw said he wants "not only to allow,
but compel all state agencies to conduct a
thorough and vigorous investigation before a
child IS placed in a state foster fjome." He
said the privacy law now protects criminal
records of would-be foster parents who have
been convicted for child-abuse crimes or any
crime deterimental to tt>e moral fiber of
your>g children placed in the hc<me."

However, Albert Halprin, counsel for the
state Security and Privacy CourKil, said

Byrne was wrong. "Mr. Byrne knows, or
should know, the criminal offender record
information law was amended this year to
deal with this type of situation. The only
requirement for providing information about
foster parents' sex offenses or convictions
which jeopaiJize foster children is that the
disclosure outweigh the privacy interest
involved," said Halprin.

Seventeen of the 24 men indicted by a
grarKl jury last week have been arraigned or
are in custody in Massachusetts or in other
states. Seven are still being sought. The
charges ranged from rape and sodomy to
indecent assault.

The indictments capped a several month
long probe that determined as many as 63
young boys - between 8 and 13 years old -
having been involved in the sex ring working
out of a private home in the Boston suburb
of Revere and attracting "customers" from
around the country.

Byrne, who said more indictments are
expected, has turned over to California
authorities information which alleges many
of the young victims had been taken to Los
angeles to be used in child pornography.
Copies of such films had been seized as
evidence.
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and Budget Proposals for funding in 1978-79
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Dec. 13, 1977 — Providence, R.I. — Two Providence College students embrace in grief near the building where
seven of their classmates died when the four-alarm fire swept through, December 13. Several others were injured.

Mondale assesses Carter's first year
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By CHERYL ARVIDSON
WASHINGTON UPI - President Carter

overwhelmed Congress with legislation this

year, and the plan for 1978 is to set ad-

ministration priorities for the best effect. Vice

President Walter Mondale said Tuesday.

During a breakfast interview with

reporters, Mondale recalled that, in planning

for nuclear war, "if you fire too many missiles

too clc e together, they kill each other off,"

and that may be what happened with the

legislative package. ^

In retrospect, he said. Carter probably

wanted too much and sent too much to

Congress and ended up "clogging the

machinery."
"As a new president," Mondale con-

tinued, "I think he was more optimistic about

the expedition with which the legislative

process works than many old timers in this

town. Now, with a year's experience, he's

seen the problems he's working with first

hand.
"What he's learned about the process will

permit him to better schedule and pace his

proposals. That doesn't mean he wants a

slower pace.. .He's an activist president."

On the other hand, Mondale said. Carter's

focus on a variety of "inherently unpopular,
profoundly complicated" issues that "must
be solved" was helpful in getting public

debate started, and public reaction is vital.

"It's good to know what you can do and
can't do," Mondale said.

The vice president said the administration

will "seek to develop a range of priorities for

presidential actions in the next year so to be
sure to stage these matters — set schedules
— so it is easier for Congress to deal with

and for the public to understand."

Mondale said there will be few legislative

initiatives from the White House, in 1978.

With the energy bill, Panama Canal treaties,

tax and welfare reform already on the agenda
and the on-going responsibilities like ap-

propriations, "ycu have a major schedule in

place already for next year."

Monnale defended the

dealings with Congress.

administration's

— — -. -TOYS and GAMES

at A.J. HASTINGS
newsdealer ii stationer

45 S.Pleasant St. Amherst

STUDENT SENATE TRANSIT SERVICE BUS
DRIVING TRAINING
The S.S.T S applications for the Spring

training program will be given to the first 100

qualified people on FEB. 9. 1977 in Campus
Center Room 904 at 7;00 p m.

QUALIFICATIONS:
You must be over 18, have held a car license

for at least one year & be a UMass degree stu

dent with at least 3 semesters remaining. Bring

license and proof of class year YOU MUST
GET YOUR CLASS II LEARNER' PERMIT.

The S.S.T.S, is an equal opportunity, af

tirmafive act ion employer.
^

,
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NAACP links prison

deaths to negligence

WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 14, 1977

HARTFORD, Conn. [UPf] - The Con-
necticut NAACP Tuesday said a federal
report into deaths of five inmates in the
Danbury prison fire was a cover-up and itsown study showed negligence contributed to
the tragedy.

According to Ben F. Andrews Jr
executive director of the state NAACP the
deaths and injuries to 50 other inmates
resulted from "inexcusably poor judgement"
on the part of prison supervisors.

"The report by the federal investigators
has not shed any light on the when, where or
now of the fire - and we have rejected it,"

Andrews said of the Bureau of Prisons study.
He said the NAACP's inquiry revealed "a

serious absence of balance between safety
and security," at the medium-security prison
in the July 7 blaze fed when flames ignited
flammable overhead paneling.

For example, a lieutenant at the medium
security facility was "more involved in
collecting keys from other correctional staff
members than in assisting in the
evacuation," which was counter to prison
policy, Andrews said.

"We're talking about the locking and
relocking of doors," Andrews told a news
conference Tuesday, "that ultimately cost
the life of inmate Donnell Proctor."
Andrews said Proctor had been described

by federal investigators as panicking shortly
before his death, but had in fact "in the last

moments of his life acted heroically" in an
attempt to warn other inmates away from a
locked door.

Andrews said if the prison's fire

regulations had not been ignited "no lives
would have been lost and injuries would have
been substantially reduced, if not totally
avoided."
One of the most crucial points made in the

NAACP report, said Andrews, "is that at
least one of the officers had a key which

could have opened the metal door containing
the standpipe fire hose.

"This fire hose has sufficient water and
length to have extinguished the fire in a
matter of minutes " even in the hands of
inexperienced firefighters, he said. It was not
used.

The NAACP reports also concluded ad-
ditional lives might have been lost in the
blaze if a female correctional officer - whom
Andrews identified as Leorah Richardson -
had not disobeyed orders by opening doors
instead of locking them, enabling trapped
occupants to flee.

Instead of being credited for her action she
was transferred out of state along with some
inmates whose testimony was crucial to the
NAACP probe, Andrews said. At the time
Andrews said the woman was told not to talk
to reporters.

Andrews also said on-site interviews with
prison staff and inmates revealed an inmate
injured in the fire was denied admission to
the prison hospital and later died on prison
grounds. He identified the inmate as Robert
L. Moore.
Because the federal report is "lacking in

objectivity," said Andrews, the NAACP is

calling for further investigation by Congress
and the federal General Accounting Office.
Andrews said the NAACP undertook its

own investigation to explore apparent "racial
overtones" in connection with the fire, since
all the inmates who died or were injured in
the fire were black.

He said there was no hard evidence
discrimination played a part, but he didn't
dismiss the possibility.

Andrews said copies of the NAACP report
will be released to the families of inmates and
their attorneys "for possible legal action.

He also said the NAACP is asking federal
prison officials for an autopsy on a sixth
inmate, James Feeney, who died November
29.
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Team searches fishing

boat lost off Nantucket
BOSTON lUPf] - An international air and

sea search team yesterday combed 19,000
square miles of chilly Atlantic Ocean in' icy
weather off Nantucket Island for a missing 8-
foot fishing boat with 13 Maine and Massa-
chusetts men aboard.

Seas were reported "relatively light," but
one Coast Guard helicopter was forced to
turn back because of icing. Coast Guard
spokesman Dale Gardner said. The Coast
Guard cutter Active and six aircraft from the
U.S. Coast Guard, Navy, Air Force, and
Canadian Forces were looking for the
scalloper Navigator reported missing
Saturday.

The team was concentrating on an area of
"roughly two squares" Gardner said. "One
search area is a smaller square extending off
Cape Cod and Nantucket. The larger square
extends from Nantucket Island south to 230
miles east of Atlantic City, N.J.," he said.
The sea patrol was to continue through

the night, with the Coast Guard cutter
Sherman replacing the Active, but the air

search was to be called off for the day at
darkness if it proved successful.
The Navigator was due to return to New

Bedford, Mass., Friday after a 10-day fishing
trip.

The vessel was last contacted Nov. 30
about 15 miles northeast of Nantucket by the
fishing vessel Oceanic out of New Bedford,
Gardner said. "Previously we believed the
last contact with the Navigator was Dec. 7."
he said.

The National Weather Service had
predicted snow possibly changing to rain
Tuesday and rough eight-foot seas, but
Gardner said seas we-e on!y th' fe feet.
"We have two search objects in mind,"

said Coast Guard spokesman John Bablich.
"One, is a vessel and the other a life raft.

"I think the life raft has a canopy that
automatically would open up to protect the
crew from the elements," he said. "That
would be a key part of survival of
passengers. Survival time would be extended
if they were in that."

The only place in the valley for crepes, lamb ^and Persian dishes, Baklaiah, Baba GanucheX
Shiskahob and more. \M
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Senate

to establish lobby

To the Editor

Last Wednesday night the Student
Senate passed a motion allocating

money for the establishment of a
legislative advocacy bureau in Boston.
This action is part of an overall student
government program supporting the

Massachusetts State Student
Association and the establishment of a
student lobbying office on Beacon Hill.

This office is now a reality. During the

month of January, people from UMass-

ii //
'A warm thought

fot Belchertown

To the Editor

The Student Health Advisory Board is

sponsoring a community service project
"A Warm Thought" — a Christmas tree

for Belchertown State School Residents.
Small winter garments are being sought
to help decorate the tree which will be
delivered to the School shortly before
Christmas.

The tree is set up in the main lobby of
the University Health Services. Please
stop by. Your contribution of new or

%^^--v
Amherst and other public schools in

Massachusetts will be working in Boston,
through a legislative internship program.
They will be doing research on many
issues that affect students both direcdy
and indirectly. In order for any lobby or
advocacy group to be effective, they
must educate both the legislature and
their constituents [you] on what's going
on. Only if we care about the quality of
our education will others bother to care.

If you are Interested in working on this

project, applications are available in the
SGA resident's office in room 430 of the
Student Union Building. AJI applications

must be submitted by 5:00 p.m. on
Friday, 16 December 1977. The position
pays $50per week for four weeks and we
are attempting to arrange for credits.

This project is of immense importance
to all students at the university and at

other institutions of public higher
education across the state. We need a
strong voice in Boston. We can only

succeed with the help and support of
many students across the state.

Therefore, we are extending an open
invitation to all of you to stop by the

office on the 3rd floor of 3 Joy Street on
Beacon Hill whenever you are in Boston
this January. So please stop by and talk

to us about how you can help to insure

that the education you receive will be the

best one possible. Have a merry
Christmas, a ftappy New Year and come
and visit us this intersession.

Jon Hite

For The Legislative Task Force

of the Student Senate

used-clean mittens, hats, gloves, scarfs

and the like will be much appreciated. To
those of you who have already helped,

thanksl

Trish Cahill

Student Health Advisory Board

Response to

Ross's lecture
To the Editor

/ am writing in response to the
December 12 article regarding Matthew
Ross' lecture. Through the reporting of
the lecture an allusion was given tftat

"Lebanon still showed signs of the Civil

War of 1975-1976 between the
progressives and the conservatives, etc.,

and that the war which was won by the
conservatives, after Syrian intervention,
resulted in heavy damages and a
Lebanese government which is run by
Syria.... Tal al Zaatar is to the Palestinian
people what Warsaw is to the Jews. The
survivors were resettled at Damour and
Tal al Zaatar was destroyed.

"

/ am very sorry that Mr. Ross' lecture
on the Palestinian people passed without
my knowledge. As a Lebanese Maronite,
I assure you that if the lecture didn't
come at exam time I would have been
able to obtain more information con-
cerning Mr. Ross' trip and his

associations during the visit. Needless to
say, I feel that his hosts were
Palestinians.

Concerning Syria's invasion of
Lebanon, I would like to say that Syria
never had the idea of invasion. They
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intervened at the request of the Lebanese
government and will leave when asked.
The only reason for Syria's intervention
was to save humanity from what is called
the P.L.O. or the Palestinian terrorists
Lebanon is for the Lebanese and not for
the Palestinians. I shall insist on saying
that because I'm sure Mr. Ross' source of
information did not tell him that Tal al
Zaatar is a Lebanese place, and that it

was a camp run by Palestinian terrorists.

The camp was responsible for the

assassination of thousands of Lebanese.
How did Mr. Ross dare mention Damour,
the village where Palestinians were
responsible for the killing of children and
the raping of women? In addition, fetuses
were carved from their mother's wombs,
nuns were raped, and priests were
brutally murdered. These facts go against
their case. Palestinian terrorists say that

their way to destroy Israel is to begin by
destroying Christians in my homeland. I

don't think that terrirists such as these
would want to live in peace in Lebanon or
in Israel.

^ Andre E. Nasr

Polish-Americans

deserve respect

To the Editor

It didn't seem to take long for a clip-

ping on one of the bulletin boards in

Herter Hall describing life in Poland to be
defaced with writing. This writing both
reflects the ignorance and contempt of
Poland and Polish people in the defacer
[which is certainly present in the minds of
many persons on the campus] and
perpetuates a common, but
psychologically harmful stereotypical
put-down of Poles [and Polish-
Americans] as a group. Such a put-down
of any ethnic or minority group should
not be welcome on any campus, where
people are hopefully learning to be more
open-minded as well as to pursue a
career.

Perhaps such persons can be helped
out of their ignorance and contempt of
minority peoples if they take courses here
at UMass which will educate them about
the different cultural as well as radical
groups in the world. For example, the
Slavic Department on the fourth floor of
Herter Hall offers various courses dealing
with Slavic [and Slavic-American]
people, all taught by experienced and
dedicated instructors. It can easily be an
enjoyable as well as enlightening ex-
perience to take one of these course.

In the meantime, here is something to
think about: the majority of Polish

-

Americans are laboring people, and a
considerable number of America's
laboring people are Polish-Americans and
other ethnics. Where would this country
be, where could it go, without its laboring
people? It is time that these people get
greater respect than they presently do.

The Polish-American Cultural

Association

Sheep shearings

to fight the freeze
By NAISMITH DARLINGEER

It was raining Currier and Ives out there

and we were waiting it out at the Host of the

Highway?., being force fed "Frosty the

Snowmar)", as it was piped in through the air

waves.

it has arrived; and let's face it, it's here to

stay a while. Each year a good fifty per cent

of us, gannbling on another week of

clemency, are caught with our pants down
as the blistering New England winds fan our
cheeks.

Now I wasn't wearing my Bermuda shorts
that day, but I must admit to being guilty of

unheeding the Boy Scout's motto: I was not

prepared and i can't remember a winter
when I have been.

Let those among us, not guilty of the

same, cast the first moan. Since Plymouth
Rock, New England winters have been no
mystery to us. Just look at the ads in the

newspapers: there's a sale on skis, hockey
equipment, down-type jackets and vests,

sweaters and impregnable Siberian boots
Scattered throughout the latest issue of

Yankee you can find French, Scandanavian,
or old fashion New England cast iron wood
and coal stoves, Icelandic scarves, "Down
East" flannels, and the ever popular "Original
Irish Country Hat from the rugged coast" is

displayed on every other page.
Now if that's not enough, the figurehead

of New England's fuel famine. New Hamp-
shire Governor Meldrim Thomson, is sunning
himself and family in Taiwan, where granite
and snow are unheard of.

Those of use left behind must shell out the

tender for the price of oil whHe the cost of

keeping warm is ever on the rise.

It was just a year ago, on December 15 at a

minute past 7 a.m., that 7.5 million gallons of

heavy No. 6 crude oil went down off the

Nantucket coast. The Argo Merchant was
bound for Salem, Massachusetts with a hull

full of the precious petroleum.
A New England winter brought her under

and immediately we began looking for

someone to blame. Whether or not the
captain or the crew were at fault, it is our
dependency on imported oil that was the
true culprit.

At this stage of the game New England
cannot survive without oil. Though we have
suffered through more than 300 harsh
winters, the first half of them without any oil

at all, our progress has brought us to a point
where blood and oil share parallel

prominence in our personal and financial

lives.

Last week Thomson visited Northampton
and told whoever would listen that New
England needs a "readily available and
inexpensive source of energy. If you can find

a way to produce energy better than nuclear
power," he said, "well, that's fine with me."
He then outlined a method that would

provide both energy and employment for the
six states.

"Some 86 per cent of New Hampshire land
alone is forested," he said. "With an annual
harvest of 2 million cords of wood, 45 per
cent soft and 55 per cent hard wood, we
could lay it out 4 feet high, 8 feet wide from
Concord, N.H. to Los Angeles" if production
was increased.

He said that the wood industry in New
Hampshire alone could provide an additional
4500 jobs.

The trees were here long before the
Pilgrims; they were the first source of fuel

and are rapidly becoming the latest discovery
in meeting our needs. For one third of the
world wood has been the only source for

heating and cooking while it figures as only
one per cent of the energy consumption of
this country today.

Back in warmer mon\hs, energy exhibits
dotted the Western Massachusetts land-
scape offering countless alternatives to our
existing oil and natural gas methods as well
as to nuclear means of energy production. In

early October Gov. Michael S. Dukakis told
an audience at t.'ie University of Massa-
chusetts that he .vould like to see this state
"take the lead" in i,ol5r energy development.

Last week he nominated Meldrim
Thomson as chairman of the New England
Regional Commission. Dukakis said that
Thomson had "mellowed through the year"
on energy matters. But Thomson told
reporters last week that he had been
nominated because Dukakis, "I find, is now
mellowing on energy."

As anti-nuke protestors patrolled the
sidewalks outside the hotel where Thomson
was addressing a gatherir>g of the Hampshire
County Republican Club, he said that the
protestors should "divert their energies to a
constructive end towards the good of
America."

"If only they were if>du8trious Americans,
not afraid to work," he said, "then we vswuld
have a strong America for a thousand
years."

New England was born and raised by solid
working stock and as long as cold winds
blow down from the north it will continue to
produce more of the same. We will survive
this winter as we have survived every winter
in the past and the hard winters to come.

Nuclear power facilities have a life ex-
pectancy of about 40 years, according to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. After their
expiration, their radioactive waste products
will pose a threat for more than 50,000 years.

This is not the New England that I have
known. The chill factor is a part of New
England tradition; part of the New England
image. We have accepted it; many of us have
learned to love it. We will continue to bundle
up against the cold, to fight it with woolen
sweaters, heavy mittens, and hot chocolates
by the fire.

Naismith Darlingeer is a silly name.

Blame it on the cold snap

bill sundstrom

Brrrrrrrrrrrr....

Yesterday's Collegian lead story was
headlined, "Work study hiring frozen". So
what else is new? The undergraduate
psychology office suffered from frozen
typewriters yesterday, and my sources tell

me the frost kill had devastating effects on
the campus marijuana crop.

Right, now I'm typing with my thumbs
(mittens) and wearing my winter coat. My
most creative moments come while writing
"in the raw" so please excuse me if this

Hunter Thompson called it "bad
craziness," although for him the state was
drug-induced. While some of us may find
LSD conducive to our studies, the majority
are tripping on NO-DOZ and Monarch
notes....

I stopped in for advice from my next door
neighbor. In his room were four people with
pens sticking out of their ears. They were
listening to Alice Coltrane's "Ghana Nila"
and rocking back and forth in their chairs.
One of them smiled at me and said, "Being
leisurely is very close to wanting to get
lucky." Another one agreed. "What is

rational is usually the. hardest to explain," he
explained.

scratching his brain and doing up toe-shoes
for years. His parents gave him a fish tank
last Christmas to teach him responsibility. At
least he knew how to clean out the filter...

I was going to finish off this column like
everyone else with a list of Christmas gifts
but I've grown terribly stingy ever since I soldmy soul to socialism (the evils of money and
what not, so I keep it out of circulation). So I

offer this final list of messages which will be
of little interest to them what doesn't know
me:

To Michael: You don't know what you're
in for.

To Gail: Bon voyage

George (Meany) has been

scratching his brain and

doing up toe-shoes

for years. His parents

gave him a fish tanl< last

Christmas to teach him

responsibility. At least he

knew how to clean

out the filter...
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column turns out to be a bore...blame it on
the cold snap.

I've always been a big fan of dormitory life,

and I was pleased to see that a survey
recently conducted for the Residential
Resource Management Office found that of
146 students asked, some 52 per cent said
they were generally "satisfied" with their
residential hall. Of course, that means that
nearly half the students were either un-
satisfied or too cold to comment.

ZZZZZZZZZZZZ2.... caffeine shock is

setting in. Eight cups of coffee and 12 cans
of Coca-Cola in the last 24 hours. Last night
at 4:30 a.m. I couldn't remember who wrote,
"Who's afraid of Edward Albee?" and
started howling like a Woolf.

A good friend was sitting in the corner
swatting at imaginary bats with a slide rule.
"Hey," he grinned. "Let's do up some toe-
shoes." But the others remained seated, one
murmuring something about a tri-corriered
crepe suzette and "the ramblin' P." Another
was carrying on a conversation with her
pocket calculator.

These are not normal people, you may be
thinking. But alas, exam week is upon us,
and the normal takes a menacing lurch
toward the maniacal. Have you ever
scratched your brain? Take a Bic pen, stick it

in your eye and twist gently to relieve ten-
sion.

On the other hand, George Meany was
reelected at age 83. George has been

To Tony and Bob: Best of luck out there in
the cold, cruel world.

To f.b.: Takee Outee

To B.J., Fitz, and Kathy: B.C.
To B. Cliff: Give me a hard time next

semester and I'll ruin your name campus-
wide.

To the 13th: Thanks for the parties, gang.
To my readers (all four of you): Have a

happy holiday season.

Bill Sundstrom is, at long last, no longer
Executive Editor of the Collegian.
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more letters

Corrections in

the grad senate

meeting report

To the Editor

I'd like to clear up some confusing

statements in the December 6th article titled

"Graduate Senate opposes Puryear's

replacement plan" First of all the title is

incorrect. The Graduate Senate is on record

as supporting Chancellor Bromery's motion

[made in the faculty senate meeting of Dec.

/). The intent of that motion is to make time

for the administration to receive from the

faculty more feedback on the reorganization

plan before implementation of any plan.

What we are opposing is having the ad-

ministration of the graduate school
reorganized without having answers on how
that will affect graduate students.

One of the main problems that surrounds

this whole issue is the lack of clear in-

formation. The budgetary processes, as well

as a major portion of administrative detail, is

kept mystified, so that the students aren't

able to repond quickly [or sometimes at all]

to changes that occur within that system.

The statement attributed to me about the

Graduate Schools budget is also inaccurate.

The Graduate school at the present time has

money designated for its use. It reports to

the Provost on its budget and the Provost

has final authority over any budget within the

Academic area. However, this is still a dif-

ferent situation than having the budget arise

from [be designed in] the Provost's office. It

may be more efficient, managerially

speaking, to have the budget be designed

and implemented from within the Provosts

office, but that process would not allow for

the more independent perspective that the

Graduate Dean now furnishes. It is our belief

that the Dean of the Graduate School is in a

situation that allows for alot of direct contact

with graduate faculty and graduate students.

This situation allows for a different per-

spective than that of the rest of the ad-

ministration. And graduate students need

that kind of direct liason to the ad-

ministration to handle problems unique to

our situation.

I did not however in any way categorically

state that if the f^ovost's office assumes
responsibility for the graduate offices they

would become inaccessible to graduate

students. What was said by many graduate

students ai ihe meeting, including myself,

was that we fear if all the administrative

details were to be thrown into Whitmore
with the undergraduate process, we would

be lost in the shuffle of that already over-

burdened system. Indeed undergraduates

would also lose out because of the increase

in numbers.

Again, I did not mean to imply that the

main problem lay with not knowing who had

the authority over these decisions on

reorganization. The question of who has

'uthority was made in reference to the fact

,* the Board of Trustees could come back
" ^/s is settled and decide to re-evaluate

tht -aanizational structure of UMass,

especial if the Parks plan for reorganization

of higher cation passed in the legislature.

It was not intended to challenge the

authority of the Chancellor or the Provost per

fulfill the role of management. And like in any

other corporation, the management wants

the right to "efficiently" run things. In fact, if

you read Paul Parks' reorganization plan, it

makes the suggestion that the administration

does not need to come from within the in-

stitution; that it can be brought in from the

outside. Perhaps faculty do not make good
managers and that one does not need to

come from the faculty to be able to run an

educational insitution smoothly.

J It should be noted that at the present time

the Dean of the Graduate School, the

Provost, and the Chancellor all have faculty

status]

I believe it is this change in management to

which the faculty are reacting. Theyare
losing control over the university which they

used to have. They are resisting this and
indeed I believe it is why the faculty decided

to unionize just recently. Graduate and
undergraduate students have also changed
since the time of the sr taller elite colleges.

Students were taken caie of — groomed —
in those days. Today most of us see our-

selves as better educated workers, not

people who are going to be the upper crust

of society. We see management for what it is

and when rules are imposed upon us we
react with resentment.

In our sena ' meeting and again here I will

make a suggestion. We must take some time

as students to research and understand how
this university functions and how this

functioning affects us. An aware con-

stituency is able to take action when it needs

to. If we had been aware of how this ad-

ministration functioned a year ago we would

not be trying to figure out how
reorganization will affect us now after the

fact.

The one other issue that I would like to

address which so far has only been between

the lines or behind the scenes is the whether

racism was involved in the response towards

the Provost. The faculty, the administration

and the student body all have racist at-

titudes. Our society is pervaded by racism.

We must deal directly with these prejudices.

But the issues should not be confused.

Reorganization should be seperated out from

the reaction to the Provost by whomever. I

hope to deal further with the issue of racism

on campus in another article. For now let is

suffice for me to say I am opposed to the

linking up of the discussion of the

reorganization plan with attacks on the

Provost's performance.

The Provost is part of management and

acting in that capacity he is implementing a

plan I feel needs to be clarified on its affect

upon the graduate students of this

university.

Sally Rees,
Graduate Student Senate President

Christmas greetings

from jailed

Seabrook protestors

Line status and staff status were clarified

for those present at the meeting. I did not say

that the Dean of the Graduate School has

line status. I said he made some decisions

that were line decisions, but he also has

many staff functions. One of the suggestions

that other graduate students brought up for

"solving" the problem was to make the

Dean's a line status position.

/ also stated that Associate Provosts could

be fired more easily because they were staff

— not because they have "little weiaht".

There was a history presented as to the

change in how the univeristy management

develops. It used to be that most of the

administrators of a university arose from the

faculty ranks. This was at a time when

universities were small, elite institutions.

Today, with the rise of massive institutions,

the administration is having increasingly to

To the Editor

Hello friends! We thought we would bring

you some news and thoughts from con-

finement. We are a few of the 216 April 30
Seabr }nk nuclear power site occupiers who,

for varied reasons, did not have an appeal

recorded in the Rockingham County
Superior Court. We were sentenced on 12-

1

and received sentence reductions from 15 to

10 days, plus a fine of $ 100.00. There are 3 of

us currently in Brentwood, all working off

fines at the rate of $5.00-day.

Por those people who might be confined

here in the future as well as for anyone else

who might be interested, we'd like to give

you a basic rundown of the situation here.

After a couple of days of "medical

quarantine", during which we were kept

locked ir "''^ in a county jail, we were

nr,K to the House of Correc-

tions, a very large farm, which in addition to

Its crops raises beef cattle and pigs. We live

in a 24-bed dormitory and work basically an 8

hour day on the farm. The work consists of

feeding livestock, cleaning their stalls and

pens, cutting cord wood for local sale [a

good alternative], and lately shoveling snow.

The farm produces a lot of the food for us,

and as a result, the food is pretty good and

plentiful, although a vegetarian would have a

limited diet since meat is served at most

meals and there is a real lack of fresh fruit

and juices.

After a rather tense period, we seem to

have arrived at a point of mutual respect with

the other inmates. Some of the tensions

centered around whether we would refuse to

work, and whether we would get them in

trouble by things we sent out — letters,

news releases, etc. After a couple of days,

things began to mellow out with the other

inmates and we began to get a lot of in-

terested questions about who we were, why

we were here, and about nuclear power. This

has led to some interesting discussions. Still,

though, jails are violent places and it takes a

lot of energy to cope with the constant noise

from the radio and T. V., the heat and close

quarters.

The decision of whether or not to go to jail

is one that each individual called before the

court must make for her-himself, and the

discussions about the value of such a

decision can go on for hours. It is the ex-

perience of the three remaining of the 10

who came to Brentwood that being a

"prisoner of conscience" can be a very

enlightening as well as strengthening ex-

perience.

Once inside the jail there are decisions to

be made, such as whether or not to

cooperate with the system. For instance, at

Brentwood the men must cut their hair and
shave their faces. They must also choose
between working on the farm or being put in

solitary lock-up. Once on th>.^ farm crew, the

degree to which one works is another point

of consideration. We at Brentwood have

chosen to' cooperate and have found it a

good way to create an interest in the nuclear

power issue. Guards, county employees, and
fellow inmates have been sensitive to our

cause, sometimes have shown a very direct

interest, and have expressed their ideas on
nuclear power, its alternatives, and the

politics of occupation.

Recently the Clamshell Alliance has been

talking of a mass withdrawal of appeals from

the Superior Court, with the alternative being

a jail term and or a fine. If you are considering

this a real possibility, or if for some reason

your appeal was never entered, and you now
face the possibility of being jailed, we hope

that this letter may supply some information

that will aid you in making your decisions.

We personally are finding the jail experience

to be strengthening our cause and providing

some sense of accomplishment and
satisfaction in seeing the act of civil

disobedience through to its consequences.

There are many ways to stop the nukes.

We hope that you will choose yours and join

in our alliance against Seabrook and nukes

everywhere.

LETS GO
BOWLING

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1977 _

Bowling Alley
basement of

BIdg open
Saturday 4 10 30

located in

Boyden
Monday

50 cents a

string

dTt^i^Q^ <*^0 d9t^h.Q9Ltf79 tfftkt^QO.^^^^
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^f^TANJ TO O^^

Letters may be sent to these and other

Seabrook prisoners at the following ad-

dresses. They will be appreciated greatly.

Rich Duff, Ed Cyr, and Mike Boover - P.O.

Box 427, Epping, N.H. Jay Adams, Rennie

Gushing, George Islen — Stratford County

Jail, 6 street extension, Dover, N.H. 03820.

Joan Sheehan, Mildred Freudenthal —
Grafton County Jail, Box 267, Woodsville,

N.H. 03875.

Rich Duff

Ed Cyr
Mike Boover

^Mm^

,. t,lftl,

v^i
Keeping up wth what's smartest tor you

get an idea ot what we mean with our

soft, easy biouson shirt A country plaid

done in pure cottoi''. perfect for com-

bining with a deh'm sKirt ot surprising

chic A casual approach to one of this

season s mainstream silhouettes

Top«17" Skirt MS"

of^arth
Next to Amherst Post Office

Open 9 30 6 00 Mon Sat

Sun 1 00 5 00

Comfortable, cozy, and casual . . .

Our knee-length socks, hand knit in a
cheerful array of colors, are so thick

and warm you can wear them as
slippers. Tie tops are an interesting

detail Moderately priced at 5 95.

CHiLD«^6/^'$ 5iZ.e5, TOO.'

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Post Office

9:30-9 Men Sat.
Sun 1 5

i^4m/ma^%^
OPEN SUNDAY
12 NOON to 5 P.M.mM^

20% OFF
BOYS' COLD

^WEATHER GEAR
NOW 10.38 to 31.98

12.98 to 39.98

All boys' cold weather gear sizes
8 to 18, 20% off for this sak. In-

cludes jackets, sweaters, flannel

shirts, hats, gloves, thermal under-
wear, flannel pajamas and flannel
robes -all 20% off.

20% OFF
MISSES' SKI
JACKETS
NOW U6 to 53.60
reg. '20 to '67

The 20% off includes every
style in stock! Choose from
a dozen different models -

all wrth weather-proof nylon
shells and quilted linings —
with and without hoods.
Ir- solids and multi-colors.

Sizes 10 to 18 and S, M* L.

_-^,,, USE YOUR STORE CHARGE,
.tMii!!^ BANKAMERICARD

OR MASTERCHARGE

ARTIFICIAL

CHRISTMAS
TREES

20% OFF
OUR REGULAR PRICES

Save a big 20% off any
tree in stock. Choice of

conventional models wrth

cok>f-coded branches for

easy-sseembly and also

of convenience models
that are pre-assembted.

Sizes from 2 to 7 feet.

NOT IN STONEHAM

BULBS NOT INCLUDED

20%
OFF

MEN'S WARM
SWEATERS
f.^u.a'1* 9 96 t> •25

N0W7«T0*»

Not a soecia* pu^c^ase but an

Our own .r stoch Sweaters
every tMT ftr«i quaiffv baautAj'

v m«d« o» 'OOV larribs wool
70% New Zealand woo* ar>d

30% acVc O'lor Acv^ics
WintuCk 0»1On$ C^>OOie from

eve'v wanted sfy^e including

sieeve<eu crewnecks card
-gans Si/es S W I XL m a

W'de cho'ce of colors

SAVE 20%
INFANTS'
SNOWMOBILES

Childrer>s 4 to 7 one-piece

snowmobiles. Quitted lined,

racing stripes on sleeve and
front. Navy, red, royal.

BUY ON YOUR E.S.A. PLAN AND PAY FOR YOUR PURCHASES NEXT YEAR...
PAY 1/3 IN JANUARY, 1/3 IN FEBRUARY, 1/3 IN MARCH

SALE STARTS SUNDAY, DEC. 1 1 • CONTINUESTHRU SATURDAY, DEC. 17

All Almy Stores Open Every Night Until Christmas
SALEM, BEVERLY, DANVERS, REVERE, BURLINGTON, BROCKTON, EVERETT,

STONEHAM, METHUEN, HANOVER, HADLEY, GARDNER, WALPOLE, NASHUA, N H.

I

I CC^C^'^iifiP ^c^CfT^^gfi^cr-cy^Ufi 9c^cy^!Hfi ^er^cs^^!itfi
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Progress for disabled
measured at Laconia
LACONIA, N.H. [UPI] - In a world

where progress is measured in inches and
years, sitting tied into a wheelchair rather

than collapsed on a mat can be an
enormous victory.

Another victory can be learning to

control your body so that at age 50 you
no longer have to wear a diaper all day
and live in a building that forever smells

of urine soaked into the floorboards.

These are the victories for which the

Laconia State School and Training

Center struggles night and day as it tries

to straighten the contorted limbs of the
multiply handicapped and nurture the
minds of the mentally retarded citizens of

New Hampshire.
They are victories not attainable for all

t>ecause there is money to give in-

dividualized attention to less than half the
641 residents. For many it is already too
late to correct the muscle damage, the
brain deterioration, the grotesque
deformations which occurred over the
decades when society thought nothing
could be done for the mentally retarded

but to feed and shelter them.
"Now we know that isn't true at all; we

can greatly improve the performance of

handicapp>ed people," said Dr. Gary
Miller, state mental health director.

"You can't cure them, but you sure
can improve their status and condition,"

added Laconie Superintendent Jack
Melton.

since he assunned that post in 1975,

Mehon has testified constantly before
legislative committees, begging for more
nrtoney artd warning the school will be
sued for illegal imprisonnient if it does
not begin to provide training for all.

"I wanted to be sure I cited the
deficiencies for the Legislature, openly
and honestly, so it would not look like we
were running a snake pit," Melton said.

"Regardless of mental retardation or

anything else, a resident of the school is a

citizen of the United States," Melton
said, and confining people with custodial

care and no other treatment is

deprivation of rights without due process
of law.

The lawsuit is about to become a

reality, not a threat, warns Rep. Alfreda

. Smith, D-Salem, president of the Laconia

State School Parents Association. Her
group's letters of grievance - charging
understaffing and a lack of state com-
mitment - led to a limited FBI in-

vestigation this fall.

U.S. Attorney William Shaneen said he
expects to hear from the Justice
Department in Washington by January
whether it will bring suit itself. If not,

parents will sue, Mrs. Smith said.

"They have never had enough at-

tendants to take care of our children,"

said Simone Pepin of Nashua. Her son,

Marc, entered the school when he was
eight because he was self-abusive and
doctors said it was h'o best hope.

"When I placed him 12 years ago he
could walk and run. Now he is a cripple.

He has pulled tendons because he had to

be tied to the bed with 10 ties because he
was so self-abusive and because of the

lack of attendants. Of course he fought it.

A normal person would go crazy tied to a

bed in a room by himself," Mrs. Pepin
said.

Mrs. Smith's daughter, Janet, 16, lives

at the school in a huge elevated crib Mrs.
Smith designed so that Janet would be
guarded without being tied down. The
right side of Janet's brain never
developed fully. She cannot walk, talk or

feed herself.

"When she was still home she could

walk from one window to the window on
another wall But she was kept in bed for

a long period of time and it broke down
the muscle in her legs," Mrs. Smith said.

She doesn't know whether intensive care

now would enable Janet to walk again.

Miller shudders at the prospect of a

court battle over the school. In other

states, he said, litigation "has made
hardened adversaries out of people who
originally had tne same goals.

"What is particulariy disturbing is that

the Legislature has already begin to show
awareness of the needs here," Miller

said.

In 1970, the school had about 1,300

residents. That population has declined

steadily as local school districts began to

provide special education for the less

handicapped, and local mental health

centers sprang up.

Team rescues girl

from plane wreckage
KERRVILLE, Texas [AP\ - A 3-year-old

girl, trapped for 35 hours in the wreckage of a
small plane with the bodies of her parents
and brother, was rescued Tuesday by
searchers who found her "mumbling and
groaning."

Rescuers unstrapped Shera Sneed from
the back seat of the plane, which had
crashed on an 1,800-foot hill about 50 miles
northwest of San Antonio, and took her to a
nearby hospital where doctors found she had
a fractured arm and leg.

The plane had been spotted Tuesday
morning by a helicopter, and a rescue team
headed for the site in four-wheel drive
vehicles.

The searchers also found the bodies of
Shera's father, San Antonio attorney Gerald
Wayne Sneed, 33, her mother, Susan Parr
Sneed, 32, and Shannon, her 5-year-old
brother. The family had been returning home
from a visit to Shera's grandparents.

"Shera was just mumbling and groaning
when we got there," said Dan Waters of First

Texas Flying Service, a family friend and the
first at the scene. "It was nothing you could

understand. She had a few abrasions but
other than that she looked pretty good."

Waters said he tried to comfort the girl but
she did not recognize him and apparently did
not know what had happened.

The plane crashed Sunday night during a
persistent drizzle. Air traffic controllers in
San Antonio had received a distress signal
from a plane reporting that it was low on fuel
and was attempting to reach the Kerrville
airport.

Spencer Treharne of the First Texas Flying
Service said the plane apparently came
without about 20 feet short of clearing the
hill.

"He knew the Kerrville airport and was
trying to get in," Treharne said of Sneed.
"When the engine started to sputter he
could not get in. The hill is on the boundary
of the airport you might say."

The crash site was three miles northeast of
the airport.

Air rescue efforts had been hampered by
therein and the aerial search had begun only
Tuesday morning.

Sheriff Paul Fields said the nose of the air-

craft was buried in the loose dirt.

Report shows that fewer

men are going to college
WASHINGTON [AP\ - Young men are

finding college less attractive. Census
Bureau study shows.
The report released yesterday suggested

fewer men are enrolling because they are not
eligible for Gl education benefits or they no
longer need Vietnam war draft deferments.

It speculated another reason may be that
young men now consider a college education
less important.

The proportion of 18-and 19-year-old men
who have completed one year of college
declined from 13.6 per cent in 1970 to 10.9
per cent this year, the report said.

However, during the same period, a higher
proportion of women the same age com-
pleted the same education, increasing from
12.9 per cent to 13.2 per cent.

Larry Suter, who heads the education
statistics branch, said women have exceeded
men in education at that age group for three
years. But any gains they are making are
caused mainly by declining male enrollments,
he said.

Among 20-8nd 21 -year-olds, men with a
year of college education dropped markedly
from 46.8 per cent in 1970 to 38.5 per cent in
1977. Women gained from 35.8 per cent to
38.4 p»er cent.

The larger gap in the 18 and 19 age group
may be because women enter college at an
earlier age, Suter said.

Education researchers have said most
people thought a college education was a
necessity in the 1960s but that in this decade
it has not always paid off as well.

Must submit to Student Senate Office Rationales

and Budget Proposals for funding in 1978-79

RSO's

DEADLINE
5 p.m.

TODAY

ABSOLUTELY HO LATE PROPOSALS
OR RATIONALES WILL BE ACCEPTED

Student Government Association

GIFTS UNDER FORTY DOLLARS
FOR THE STEREOPHILE ON YOUR LIST

CARTRIGES BLANK RECORDING TAPE

Audio Technica AT 10 5.49*
Audio Technica AT 11

E

10.00*
tuckering PIAL Elmount 12.00
Pickering SE 1 20.00
Pickenng XV15-400E 35.00
Empire 2000E 20.00
Empire 4000 D/1 29.00

TDK SA C90
TDK ADC90
TDK VIDED SINGLE
Lot prices:

VT305- V2" Vi hr.

VT607- V2" 1 hr.

UCA 60 Avilyn V*
"

U-MATIC CASSETTE
Call for quantity rates

2.88

2 79

15.00

20.00

25.00

RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

Clean Sweep Total System 6.00
Clean Sweep Only 3.50
Disc Washer 12.50
Disc Tracker** WOO
Sound Guard Preservation Sys. 6.00
Static Master 15.00

MAXELL

UDXL 1&IIC90
Replacement needles for
all ceramic cartriyes

[except Grade "B" a^d obsolete]

3.00

4.00 each

PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDERS

UNICEF TU-502
SUPERSCOPE 170

29.00
39.00

CAR SPEAKERS

JENSEN 6 by 9 COAX
JENSEN 5 V* COAX
All OVOUDX in stock

39.00 pr.

38.00 pr.

35.00 pr.

PLUS THESE GREAT BUYS
ON LP S (AT OUR NORTHAMPTON STORE)

BOZ SCAGGS
DOWN TWO.

MEG CHRISTIAN 3.85

4.39

STEELY DAN 4.49

m ELD

OUT OF THE BLUE 6.60

° Excellent supply of most items if ad

$4.49 Album on Sale RUMOURS

PLUS A LARGE SELECTION

OF CUT OUTS AND USED

COMMODORES LIVE

5.39

* Rain checks if supply is exhausted

* 'Because of delays in shipment, NO rain-
checks.

We service everything we sell in our own service department

fflmiGRST fiUDiO
ImkAjkkkiuxo

S8e-2S52

259 Triangle St., Amherst

Op«n til 9. Sat til 5
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Spanish ballet at FAC "seductive"
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1977

fiy REBECCA ADAMS
Below the Salt Staff

Seduction, reflection, gaiety and energy
were the themes for the evening. Sound
diverse? Well, that's the idea.

Variety was actually the main idea as the
Ballet Nacional Festivales de Espana per-
formed for the very receptive audience at the
Fine Arts Center last Saturday night. The
company was created in 1973 and is the first

national dance company sponsored by the
Spanish Ministry of Welfare and Culture.

Since its inception it has consistently
refined and perfected its repertoire to present
authentic Spanish dancing at its best. This
includes the regional dances; specifically, the
usually gay dances of Middle Spain, the
delicate ones of Eastern Spain and the
warrior-like dances of the north.

Amid the dazzling silk ruffles and lace,

each member of the audience was offered a
chance to explore the romantic and exciting
flavor of the Spanish dance. The costumes
were magnificent with enough changes to

constantly dazzle the eye. Of course, the
symbol of Spanish dance, the castanets,
were ever present and, especially for those
who had never seen them, quite exciting.
The basic characteristics of the dance

consisted of excellent fast-paced heel
tapping, hand clapping, finger and head
snapping and the castanets. The flair was
created by the defined masculine and
feminine roles and the seductive plays used
by each.

Unfortunately for us, though, the com-
pany was on the last leg of its tour and
seemed a trifle worn from its travels. Some
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Questions?
Ifyou have

an
f^xunwanted
^-^ ^ pregnancy
(5)1 ....help

is as close
asyour
phone

If vou re tmubled and uncertain

talk with a telephone counselor at

Preterm We can help you We can

answer your questions about

pregnanty and birth control We can

tell you about the personal ( are you

receive at Pi-eterm and about a

free pregnancy test

Our Pretemi staff includes licensed

physicians, qualified nur-ses and specially

trained counselors V\ie offer first trimester

abortion at a moderate fee and that one

fee also inc hides Pap and I^ih tests birth

tontrol iniomiation the ( ontraceptive

nietluKl of your choice and follow up \isit

Talk with a Preterm telephone

counselor Vou (an speak in complete

( onfidence and we can help

I PRETERM
Cii[\ 738-t)Zl()
\ iion-pn)til li( iMiM'd incdK .il l.i< ilii\
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of the energy, at least in the first half, was
somewhat contrived. Some of the dancers,

too, seemed to just be going through the
motions, as if they had done them a million

times over.

One thing this reviewer found confusing
was the mixture of classical ballet slippers

with the "heel-to-toe" style of footwork
which characterizes this type of dance. Most
dances were done with the traditional heeled
shoe which was appropriate but delicate

slippers and flat feet was really almost
comical.

The parting dance, titled "Andalucia," was
a piece depicting what might be a Spanish
club or coffeehouse. There was a guitar and
singer while the solo dancers each did an
improvised interpretation of the music.
Gradually they were joined by the rest of the
company as the pace got faster and faster.

The dancers and audience had a great time
as a typical evening at the club unfolded with

yelling, laughter and just general showing
off. It was a great ending, creating flushed
cheeks and a rousing standing ovation.

It's a pity that more people weren't able to
attend. The center was barely half full and
those empty seats really missed a treat.

Despite the size of the crowd, though, the
applause was overwhelming. Actually, the
applause was a little bit too much. The
dancers expected it after each little part and
it often times broke up the mood.

The excitement this dance form conveys is

not easy to copy. But an interesting addition
to the dance department here at UMass
would be some courses in "character"
dance, the American adaptation of this style.

It is not only fun but would allow the UMass
dancer to break away from the New York
dance mold and experience the wor'd of
dance.

Saxist Kozak to appear

in Northampton this week
Saxophonist Michael Kozak will be ap-

pearing with the Life of New York this

Thursday and Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the Main
Street Center in Northampton. Kozak will be
accompanied by bassist David Wertman,
trombonist Michael Keith and Steve Swell,

drummer Mohammed Abdullah, and
xylophonist Tony Bocco.

I had the pleasure to witness some of

these musicians in performance last week
(see below) and they play a music of a

sweeping creative energy that one seldom

sees (or hears) outside of certtain enclaves in

a few of our largest cities. Most of these

musicians are from the avant-garde jazz

scene in New York, and the Valley should

feel honored that these — among other

creative musicians — have chosen this area

as a place to practice their art. To see them
would be to gain a good idea of where
modern creative music is going.

The Main Street Center is located at 138
Main St., Northampton. A donation is

requested.

Heliotrope Dancers,

Jaz Match perform
The Heliotrope Dance: ^ appeared with De

Jaz Match last Friday evening in Nor-
thampton. Combining the talents of bassist

David Wertman, trombonist Michael Keith,

and troupe of various musicians and dancers,
the presentation was a colorfui, spirited

celebration of improvisation in both the
musical and dance idioms. They should be
seen when they appear again, as they are

doing something which one seldom gets a

chance to see in this area.
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Big 'Y' Liquor stores has exactly what you want
and need at incredible low prices...check these!

CALVERT
I EXTRA

CANADIAN
WHISKEY
86 PROOF

Why pay M 6.99?
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3 convenient locations. ..all next to BIG ' Y'
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BRECKWOOD
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BtG YS SHOPPING CENTER
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Snow Policy
In the event that snow days occur during

final exams, or registration day, the foilowing
'

alternate schedule is established:

FINALS
Two additional, alternative exam periods

would be added to the four regular periods (8

a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.).
Added would be: 6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m.
periods. By using two successive days of
alternate periods, one day of exams can be
rescheduled in the same order into the
alternate periods e.g., periods one and two (8

a.m. and 10:30 a.m.) into the alternate
periods (6:30 p.m. and 8:45 p.m.) of the same
day and periods three and four (1:30 p.m.
and 4 p.m.) into the alternate periods (6:30

p.m. and 8:45 p.m.) of the next scheduled
final exam days. The same rooms are
assigned in all cases.

The alternate schedule is the automatic
rescheduling of the first period missed into

the first available alternate period. Example:
The announcement on Dec. 17, is "The
campus is closed all day for classes and
exams. The University will be open for

evening exams." The automatic
rescheduling of exams is period nine (8:30

a.m., 12-17) will be held at 6:30 p.m., 12-17,

period 10 (10:30 a.m., 12-17) at 8:45 p.m., 12-

17; period 11 (1:30 p.m., 12-17) at 6:30 p.m.,
12-19 and period 12 (4 p.m., 12-17) at 8:45
p.m., 12-19. Amplification of the plan is

contained in a memo being sent to all deans
and department chairpersons.

REGISTRATION DAY
In the event that the campus is closed for

registration on Jan. 30, graduate registration

will take place in the same location on Jan.
31 between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. Undergraduate
and Stockbridge registration will take place
at the originally scheduled time and place on
Jan. 31. First day of classes will be held as
scheduled on Jan. 31.

In the event that the campus is closed until

11 a.m. for registration, graduate, under-
graduate, and Stockbridge registration will

take place in the same location commending
at 11:30 a.m.

The snow day announcements have been
amended during the final exam period and on
registration day to reflect the above and are

listed, with their codes, below.
WORK DAY EXAMS

— The campus is closed until 1 1 a.m. for

classes and exams and to all but snow day
personnel.
— Campus is closed for the afternoon and

evening classes and exams and to all but
snow day personnel. Second shift does not
report.

— Campus is closed ail day for classes and
exams and all but snow day personnel. The
University will be open for evening classes

and exams. Second shift and snow day
personnel shall report.

— Campus is closed for all day and
evening classes and exams. Second shift and
snow day personnel shall report.
— Campus is closed for all day and

evening classes and exams and to all but
snow day personnel. Second shift does not

report.

SATURDAY EXAMS
— Campus is closed until 11 a.m. for

classes and exams and to all but snow day
personnel.
— Campus is closed for afternoon and

evening classes and exams and to all but

snow day personnel.
— Campus is closed for all day classes and

exams and to all but snow day personnel.

The University will be open for evening
classes and exams. Second shift and snow
day personnel shall report.

— Campus is closed for all day
evening classes and exams and to all

snow day personnel.

WORK DAY REGISTRATION
— Campus is closed until 11 a.m.

registration and to all but snow day
sonnel.
— Campus is closed to registration and to

all but snow day personnel. Second shift

does not report.

— Campus is closed all day for registration

and to all but snow day personnel. Second
shift and snow day personnel shall report.

— Campus is closed all day for registration

to all but snow day personnel. Second shift

does not report.

Membership meeting of the

Yellow Sun Natural Foods

The shortage of workers at the Yellow Sun
Natural Foods Cooperative will be discussed

at a general membership meeting Friday, at 7

p.m. in the downstairs meeting room of the

First Congregational Church, 17 Seelye St.,

Amherst.
The results of a work policy survey filled

out by members in the last six weeks will be

discussed and will serve as a basis for for-

mulating a new policy.

The coop's reciprocal work agreement
with the Amherst Food Cooperative and
consideration of converting the Yellow Sun
from a cooperative to a collective will ateo be
discuseed.

and
but

for

per-
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Your Birthday «>y

i«w-A

Stella Wilder

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
14 - Born today, you are
ambitious, and would un-
dertake almost any task to

secure success So long as
your principles remained
uncoinpronnised and your
standards of effort and
production remained high
you would have no qualms
about becoming mvolved
in activity others shun. A
completely tolerant indi-

vidual, it IS difficult for you
to imagine giving up ad-

vancement because you
refused to work with some-
one whose presence, life-

style, or ethics was differ-

ent from yours

You are not a highly
emotional individual, but
you accept emotionalism
in others as a valid reason
for action You understand
the power of anger or fear
or anticipation or joy, even
though you do not experi-
ence these to a great
degree. Because you are
able to put yourself in

another's place, your own
lark of deeply-felt emotion
does not deter you from
maintaining excellent rela-

tionships with others. You
can always be trusted to

understand, even when you
cannot share an experi-
ence

You have great mental
agility. You are able to see
a complex problem, find

the heart of it quickly, and
come up with a number of

feasible solutions, ahead of

anyone else You will no
doubt be called upon often
for your problem-solving
talents. You need only take
rare that you leave enough
time for getting to your
own needs and problems.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find
vour birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph
U't your birthday star be
\our daily guide.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER
15

SAGITTARIUSiNov 22
liec 21 1 Ix)ok to your
success with relationships
at home to restore faith m
yourself. Avoid a tendency
to rush

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-
Jan.l9) - You may have to

put in long hours for little

immediate reward I-ook
to the future for profit.

AQUARIUS! .Jan. 20-
Feb.l8i Take no unnec-
essary risks. Accident
seems to be waiting for a
chance to happen today.

PISCESiFeb.l9-March
20) — You can play a vital

role in another's success.
Don't pretend knowledge
you don't have; give ad-
vice early.

ARIESf March 21-April
19) - Your forceful per-
sonality can transform the

unpleasant moments into
pleasant interludes
TAURUSi April 20-May

20 ) The mood at home is

established early by chil-
dren Oon't try to demon-
strate what you don't feel.

GEMINK May 21-June-20

1

You could easily spoil
the high spirits at work by
allowing your depressed
mood to dominate.

CANCERiJune 21-.JuIy

22) Keep alert to
changes around you. Don't
depend on another's knowl-
edge to get you out of late
trouble

LEOi.July 2.3-Aug.22»

Considerable courage may
be asked of you today to
take advantage of an op-
portunity for personal ful-

fillment

VIRGOi Aug.2.3-Sept.22)
— Your admiration of an-
other may make you emu-
late one you should ignore.
A que.stion of standards
arises later.

LIBRAiSept 23-Oct 22) -
You can do much to inspire
loyalty to your cause.
Make sure others under-
stand what you want to
accomolish

SC6R?IO(Oct.2.T-
N'ov21) Don't be caught
unaware; preparations be-
gin in earnest. The coming
holidays cause you unrest
at evening.

' noinrtl 1177 Unilnl Kralurr Syndi

rate, Inc

Today's Crossword

ACROSS

d'oeuvres
5 Full of lite

10 •Thank God
It's Friday''

Abbr
14 Mine tunnel
15 Anoint:

Archaic
16 Whetstone
1

7

Emb'em of

devotion: 2
words

19 Lizards
20 Picture

holders

21 Blaster's
dent

22 Aquatic bird

23 Ball

25 Polish
general

26 SpongeiiKe
cake

30 Mauna --•

31 Walk
awkwardly

34 Swedish
island

36 "

a
Very Good
Year"

38 Man s
nickname

39 News-
propaganda
ntedium 3
words

42 Work unit

43 Looks
askance

44 US
missiles

45 0lkl
47 Foot Prefix

49 High-
spirited

50 Spanish
ruler

51 Does
electrical

work
53 Astronauts

employer
Abbr

55 Selection
Abbr

56 Moistened
while
cooking

61 Game
animals

62 Linen item
2 words

64 Nichols
hero

65 Another
time

66 College
faculty

67 Witwater-
strand

68 wood
Golf club

69 Strong odor

DOWN
1 Incomplete
2 Scent
3 Actress
Mana—

4 Tobacco
pipe part

5 Dependent
6 Pigmented
liquid

7 Destructive
insect: 2
words

UNITED FMture Syndicate
iMonday't Puizte Soiv«<t
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n TT5 t r^mn
"5 P I W 1 r L3

K A 1 L

8 Separate
9 Latvian
10 Corn on -

1

1

Shoot the
works 3
words

12 Preposition
13 Ending for

slug or gab
1 8 Color
24 Bete

Bugbear
25 Petty of-

ficer Infor-

mal
26 Dull people
27 Warning

device

28 Animal pelt

2 words
29 Cuckoo
31 Scots wa'

32 Outcast

33 Discharge
35 "Hello,

!"

37 German
river

40Tetched
41 Slash
46 Rented
48 Remove

calcareous
tissue

51 Evaluate
52 Tool
53 -East
54 Sp duke
55 Oyster's

val stage
57 Isolated

rock
58 Carton

weight
59 Ferrara

ducal name
60 Newspaper

department
63 Recline

ar-

I 2 i 4

1
5 6 7 8 9

1

i6 II 12 13

u IS 16

17 '8 19

20 21 J2'
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What's Happening
TODAY

POETRY READING
At the Orchard Hill Women's Center in

Field House, 7:30. All are invited.

LECTURES
Boris Rabbot, the highest- ranking Soviet

official to leave the USSR during the recent

wage of emigration, will speak at 4:30 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly Room, Amherst
College. His talk, sponsored by the depart-

ment of political science and the Foreign

Affairs Club, is entitled, "The Soviet Foreign

Policy Mind: Psychological Portraits of

TOMORROW
THEATER

"Father's Day," Thursda> through
Sunday, 8 p.m.. Division IV Studio h.jatre,

Emily Dickinson Hall, Hampshire. Directed by
Tony Shepherd. For reservations and in-

formation call 549-4600, ext. 351.

COLLOQS
— Math and Stat Colloq: "Invariant Sets

for Systems of Differential Equations" by
Walter Wolfgang of the Universitat Karls-

ruche, Germany, currently visiting the

University of Tennessee. 4 p.m., 1634 Grad
Research Center.

CONCERT
The Five-College Folk Festival Committee

is sponsoring a concert at 8:30 p.m. in the
Hampshire Dining Commons. Featured will

be the bluegrass sounds of Raintree. Also
performing will be Dusty Trails, a traditional

American folk duo, and Frank Ferry, playing
ragtime guitar. Donation $1.25.

THIS WEEK
PARTY
The Arab Student's Organization cordially

invites all members of Hillel, Resources
Judaica, and those interested in learning

about Middle Eastern culture, food and
dance to a HUFLI party Frday from 9 p.m.-1

a.m. at Hampden. Please come and promote
intercultural friendships.

DANCE
Contra Dance with Applejack, 8:30 p.m.,

Saturday, Musson Library, South Amherst.
All are welcome.

CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION
A "Merrie Old English Christmas" will be

celebrated Sunday at the Unitarian Meeting-

house, 121 North Pleasant St., at 11 a.m. Old

English carols will be sung and a special

service conducted by Arnold Westwood.

NAACP MEETING
"Chapter 622 and Your Schools: How it

Affects You" will be the topic of a discussion

at the monthly meeting of the Amheist
chaptei of the NAACP Sunday, 3 p.m., Hope
Community Church, Gaylord St., Amherst.

DAILY
CREDIT UNION
The new intersession hours will be noon-3

p.m., Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The
UMSFCU hopes you have a happy and safe

intersession.

INTERNSHIPS
Assist in the evaluation of a coordinated,

area-based system for the aged at Holyoke
Chicopee Regional Home Care Corp.
Contact the Internship Office for further
information.

PROGRAM SUPPORT FUNDS COM-
MITTEE - SYLVAN RESIDENTS

Four positions available on the committee
to spend Program Support Funds. Women
and minorities urged to apply. Contact Linne

Donaldson, 6-5800, Jim O'Connell 6-4210, or

Lee Connor 6-0290.

EXHIBITION
— "I Bridging

Pezzatini, at the

through Friday.

Statement " by
Student Union

Lorenzo
Gallery,

— Tom Graffagnino's MFA exhibition will

be on display at the Herter Gallery through
Dec. 21.

MARKS MEADOW AFTER SCHOOL DAY
CARE
Academic credits possible for work as staff

member in the Marks Meadow Day Care
Program for four weeks in January. Also,
earn 4 to 6 credits as a staff member during
spring semester 2-5 aft-wk. Program meets
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, 2:45-

5:45, Wednesday 1-5:45. Staff meetings
Thursday at 9:30. Chance to lead activities

for groups of children aqes 5-11. Contact
Sylvia Lindsay 665-399o.

Room-to-Move offers

undergraduate course
Hoom-to Move, an alternative counseling

center for students, is offering a three-credit
undergraduate course in developing basic
counseling skills. The course, Pre-Service
Training: Developing Counseling Skills, is

open to all students, but is especially
designed for students who want to volunteer
or have fieldwork experience at Room-To-
Move during the fall 1978-79 academic year.

If interested, sign up for Developing
Counseling Skills for this spring semester.
Course applications are available at Room-
to-Move, in the lower level of the Student
Union Building. The deadline for returning
completed applications is Dec. 19, 4:00 p.m.
If you have any questions, please call Room-
to-Move, 545-0401.

Learning Program

seeks volunteers

The Alternative Learning Program, an
alternative high school on campus, is seeking

volunteers for the spring semester.

The program in Cottage B, behind

Worcester Dining Commons, usually has

between 15 and 25 volunteers per semester

in all subject areas, including crafts,

vocational skills, physical education, in-

terdisciplinary classes, and the more
traditional areas of English, math, social

studies, and science. Classes take place in a

small (average 4 to 6) informal atmosphere,

and course content is mutually developed

and agreed upon by you and the students.

Supervision and support is provided by the

three fulltime staff members.
There are 14 students in this program who

have come from six different high schools in

Hampshire seeking a more personal, in-

dividualized atmosphere in which to learn.

The program has existed on campus at

UMass since September, 1975.

If you have 3 to 4 hours a week, and some
background in creative writing, literature,

journalism, any kind of history, math, dance,

gymnastics, self-defense, auto mechanics,

business or secretarial skills, natural science,

physics, organic gardening, womens studies,

or any other subject you think you might

interest somebody drop by Cottage B, or call

545-2584 for more information. The program
operates Monday- Friday rom 8:30-2:30.

Credit is available through the School of

Education.

Explosion at nuclear site

releases slight radioactivitv

WATERFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Two ex-

plosions at a nuclear power site yesterday

released a slight measurement of radio-

activity and officials shut down the complex
pending a complete investigation.

Officials of the site said, "there was no
threat of radioactivity," although one worker
was slightly injured and hospitalized 'after

being exposed to radioactivity."

Federal officials in Washington said the

exact cause of the explosions which oc-

curred at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., had not been
established but there was "no indication" of

sabotage.

Northeast Utilities operates the complex

which houses Millstone No. 1 and No. 2
nuclear reactors.

A Northeast spokesman said a "gaseous

explosion" blew a door off the base of a 150-

foot chimney which releases radioactive

material for the facility's two plants.

There was a minimal discharge of radio-

activity accompanies by "a very slight

momentary puff of radioactivity," according

to the spokesman.

The incident pooed "no danger of con-

tamination to anyone outside the plant site,"

and no evacuation plans were necessary, he

said.

The unidentified workman suffered cuts

and bruises and was taken to Lawrence and

Memorial Hospital in New London.

The smaller, first blast occurred at 10 a.m.

Northeast officials said it appeared the two

blasts were connected but they could not

determine how exactly.
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Campus Carousel

By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

CRIME ON THE CAMPUS t took a new
twist at American University th nisfall, and it's

all told in a page-one box of the Eagle

student newspaper.
Seems that a daring duo wit rth imagination

took $243 from a cash registen«nn the book-

store when the cashier locked tl her machine
and walked to the rear of thes*store to talk to

the manager.

Witnesses said that two persasons. shielding

themselves with a large posteter, approached

the register, opened it and removed the

money.
Police have fingerprints but it no suspects.

/.0\/£/7 0^Z.5/4\/£/7iswhltiatGov. Mel-

drim Thomson seems to be sayi ring as he calls

for the dismissal of a Univeiersity of New
Hampshire journalism instructoaofwho wrote a

newspaper column critical of * the state.
What aroused the governcxnr's ire is an

article titled "You're an Unfriemnjly Meddling
Neighbor, New Hampshire," wH^ich appeared
on page one of the Nov. 14 SSSoston Globe.

Columnist Jack Thomas teach»esa journalism

course on the Durham campijuus.

Thomson termed the articole an "inac-

curate, fictionalized and insuh Iting pi»ce of

DC Meinu~
TODAY

LUNCH — Hamburgers, Fried Fish

Cones, Basics: Bean Burgers a, Fried Fish

Cones
DINNER — Christmas Dinriinef Special:

Prime Ribs of Beef, Bake.ed Stuffed
Chicken Breast, Baked Stuffeed Eggplant,
Baked Stuffed Chicken Breaesi

TOMORROW •

LUNCH - French Dip Sandwich,

Quiche Lorraine, Basics: Quiclche Lorraine,

Garden Chili

DINNER - Manicotti, Meatballs

Hawaiian, Basics: Manicotti, I Hearty Latin

Stew

Library

Schedub
The following is the intersesession schedule

for the four UMass-Amherst I libraries:

THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARrV- 8 a.m. to 6

p.m., Dec. 23, 27-30, and Mocanday through

Friday, during January. It » will be open

Saturdays in January, 10 a.mmto 5 p.m.

MORRILL LIBRARY - Sa.in, to 5 p.m.,

Dec. 23, and 8:30 a.m. to 5 pirrr,, Dec. 27-30.

It will be open 8:30 a.m. to 5 ipm. ^^onday
through Friday during Januanry,

MUSIC LIBRARY - 9a.m,tr to5 p.m., Dec.

27-30. It will be open 9 a.n tn, to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday durir^ng January.
PHYSICAL SCIENCES LIB BflARY - 8

a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through! fi Friday during

January, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sa'Bturdays, and 2

to 9 p.m. Sundays.

Notices

yarbage" and "to keep Jack Thomas in the

employ of the University one minute longer
would be a gross affront to our citizens and a

gross waste of their tax dollars."

UNH dean of the college of liberal arts,

Allan Spitz, was quoted in the page-one
piece in The New Hampshire student
newspaper that I can't imagine a set of

circumstances that would lead to an em-
ployee's dismissal from the University based
simply on a governor's request."

Program Council Films Presents:

Jacques Brel Is Alive and
Well and Living in Paris
Thurs., Dec. 15 — 7 & 9 S.U.B. $1.00

ADD WOMAN'S LIB ... at Northwestern
University, the College of Arts and Sciences
faculty has voted a ban on the use of

masculine nouns, pronouns and possessive
adjectives as generic terms in the written and
oral discussion of University business.

The action came after what the Daily

Northwestern caPed "an emotional
discussion" sp>arked by a female faculty

person who said that "'improper use of

language at NU has promoted the wrong
kinds of symbols." A female history prof

opined that "This is a crucial issue for the

human race." A male English prof pounced
on the resolution as "barbarism of the

English language " that he said he found to

be "so frivolous that if I didn't know better.

Id think this was a red herring to hide the

real problems of women.'"

Applications now accepted
for summer counseling jobs

Applications are now being accepted for

student grouo leader positions in the 1978
Summer Counseling Program. The program
will operate from June 4 through July 24,

1978. Eleven sessions for first-year students
will be held, along with five transfer

programs.
Training sessions for the 30 selected

counselors will be held late spring semester
and the week of May 30 through June 2. All

positions require residence in an assigned
residence hall and meals in the dining
commons for the nine-week period. Summer
counseling positions require full-time par-

ticipation. Summer school courses cannot be
taken.

Qualifications for counselor positions

include successful work experience, a

positive attitude towards University life,

knowledge regarding academic course
planning, high energy level, a willingness to

accept job performance standards and to

attend the spring training sessions.

Interested and qualified students may
obtain an application from the Community
Development Center, 123 Berkshire House.
Applications must be retumed on or before
Feb. 3. Selections will be announced during
spring break.

Gov. Sargent interviewed

on WMUA's "FOCUS."
WMUA (91.1 FM) will air a recent in-

terview with former Massachusetts Gov.
Francis Sargent tomorrow at 6 p.m.

The 60-minute interview with Sargent was
done by Robert Levine, co-director of

WMUAs News and Public Affairs Depart-

ment. Sargent, a liberal Republican, was
defeated for re-election by Michael Dukakis

in 1974.

BETA CHI
Don'; forget Xmas party Saturdslav 12-17.

FOUND
St Michael's Vedal. outsicie I Baker Dorm Call

546-6176 or come bv room 446 Ba&akst

- Found in Puffton Village, rrr-niiied huskv and
german shepherd pup About oneyg aiiWe can't keep
him If no one claims him he'll has sve to go to the
pound Call 549-6154.
ISRAELI DANCING

Last time this semester Dancing g i"*>e Cape Cod
Lounge from 7:30-8:30 Advanced a eandreauests 8 30
9 30 Come lOin us one last time

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCINGS
Friday, 8 p.m. Cape Cod Loung-oe tauQht and

reviewed - Everybody come

LOST
- Three fold brown leather A8ll®«ei around Boyden

Gym Please return if found I mcy dlD 's aod other

personal items. If found, call Howsvard, 546-4758
- Brown bill fold, turn into Cas ampus Info desk.

Thanks.

UNDERGRAD COMMUNICATION COWMITTFE
The Undergraduate Communici—Jlion Committee

urges all members to attend a mtOBOing to ratify our
constitution CC 172 at 2:30 pm

SKI PATROL

o meetings until next sertester, old > pitroMers please put
in some time at Mt Tom, and I still nud Xerox copies

of first aid cards. Mail to: D Fergu ujton, 155 Pine St..

Amherst, 01002
ROISTER DOISTERS

Roister Ooisters' drama society isviHtking people to

fill positions of their spring prcoodurtion of "Th«
Mousetrap" Positions include* dirscto r, stage

manager, and set designef For fafttirther information

can Eugene Miles, 5-2834 or Bridg<t^eiFtel«y, 549-3906

D«. "('•.•WK, X»*«r» .

Fri., Dec. 16

7. 8:45 & 10:30

S.U.B. $1.00

»ILMS iNC0RfO«ATE0

Just in Time
For

Christmas!

CASH FOR
USED BOOKS
Prices Wai

Never Be Better!

^ price for
hundreds of titles

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Thurs. -I)r<-. 15

Fri.-Dcr.lO

9 a.

M<»ii.-I)r<.l9

TiH's.-lh'r.2()

Wed. -Deo.21

I. — 4 p.m.

Qi^antities at ^ price limited to our needs.

Come early for best prices,

another tenrice of the Univereity Store.

* Thoughts on a soccer season and awards
.Collegian^

CONT. FROM PAGE 34

"I think that a program of tuition waivers
seems to be the right direction to go," ex-
plained Quinton. "But, our facilities here are
just as good as any that I have seen in this
region and I think that we can manage at this
level."

"I'd just like to comment on the good
attitude this past season of members of the
team who were out foi a few minutes here
and there and, though naturally disap-
pointed, stayed with us and were always

ready to give 100 percent when called upon "
Quinton added.

"It would be wonderful if we could field a
freshman, JV, and varsity squad," continued
Quinton. "There are certainly enough
talented players around to do this although I

wouldn't deny a talented freshman the
opportunity to play for the varsity. Since we
are an educational institution, we want to see
people develop their talents and so it's a
shame to see a potentially able person idle-
away the season on the bench," explained
Quinton.

Another aspect that Quinton brought up
dunng the interview was the lack of appeal
that soccer has among black athletes in this
area.

"For reasons that are not clear to me, the
game has not appealed very much yet to this
particular group in our population," said
Quinton. "It would be good to see
Massachusetts try to increase the popularity
of the game of soccer among black
students." It should be noted here that
UMass has only one black student playing
soccer who holds a spot on the JV roster,

"When we take the field, we are a credit to
the University both in terms of playing
quality and as a smert-looking club," con-
cluded Quinton.

In related soccer news, goaltender Mark
Hodgdon was named as the MVP for the
season i,-> voting that took place during the
team's annual banquet which took place last
Thursday night. In addition, Joel Mascolo
and Pat Veale were voted in as next year's
co-captains while Mike St. Martin received
the Most Improved Player award.
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AUTO FOR SALf

68 Gala.ySW ,_,'.J S./QO b27 b74b

1?2Volvo i» irt. •.••'Iftw.if)<,(i R. d 66b 4384

1971 blue Chevrolet (Bel Air! 6 cyl Goor)
nulciqc e« rorxl 1 owner powe'
sleennq. power brakrs r,i(i,() cind hejtei
$1 200 or B O C^ll 665 2064 evpnings

i-of Sale Lange Pro Ski Boots s/o 9'/,
'
h'.'M. t)>,„ts arp (WO vcj's oin biiT have

'^ii'253"58r3""'
"~"'''

" '""''•!*"^ P'«»*e

REFRIGERATOR' 5 5 cubic ft good
ronri Call Bill rm 311 5 2639 Iv

nii-ssage

Fantastic Buy 1972 Toyota Mark II Run's
(I'M' AM FM stiHl twited radials Besi

')(<• dvifr ,1 $ i 000 ^»A 4759

1966 Volh t)ijg Good condition Make an
',!•.. ii s yours Call dftr-r 6 549 4599

MUST SELL' KUSTOM ZOOwatt bass
amp S360 negot Alr.-y fin». bass b
•KM tin guitars $50 earh Call 253 2464

MUST SELL' SCHWINN SUPERSPORT
niiMis bike S60 Also ig B&W portable
TV $50 Cill 253 2464

1971 Peugeot new i.intf ti mulflei 665 3938

For sale 1964 Olds f 85 very good cond
"Hist sill ill ,1 wc<-k 135.000 fTi.lffS but
'uMS()riMt ,.,illb 9642 soon

SofaBed BikeRack. CoHeeTable
R»?cining Chair. Lamp, Bookcase Cor
nerT,ible 549 5725

76 Silver Nova Pi.w i slii.i , ,11,tn tfjins
.i...w'ii. s ll.ODOiv,, i,i> ml $3 200
*i49 i> 'St,

74 Pontiac Firebird Wht w blu mteric
E«l condition, AC AM EM 'adials
winl(Ti/(-d nij brakes, exhaust shocks
$3 050 John t»ves 549 5918

72 Chevy Suhurlian van iKcellent cond 74

Vi-<|,, hiith ,irc |.fir..,( 1,1 s.-ii rail 256 8470
tl' 323 W26

73 Volvo 144 .iiitom.itif very goo't body
.mil t'li-jiin- i.jdi.ils AM FM an 1 ond
$3200 «i5 4539 .vi: b wks

MOTORCYCLES

1961 TR6 TiHiinph iiioiOK^ycl*^ n ust sell

• liuil! inijiMf lOOmis Preunil classic $500
oliii I .ill Sli'vi' b49 641 7 aftir 6 p ir<

lORSALf

SAVE up to 50%i)n TENNIS SHOES'
'."!' l.rli. - , ..fv ish l»-aih.-' Reg $18

iN-,i vli. M 'll. r.iilS.38 3181

Two near new snowtires H78-14 253

__
9792 _

Sofa good condition ChiMp i.ill 253

WUST SELL' "1974 Jensen Heaiey" Taking
it'-

. C.ii'593 5078

Women s Head Ski Parka Eiicellpnt
' imdiliiiii bi/c nuHlmni Call 549 5951

PA amp 75 Wiill rms Premier reverb unit
.'"irl. Ii'.ind new $35 -• k h Mark at 263
?7%

Women s Aspen dnwi pa'ka fried e«
' oi"! l^i'.Dkir. , ,-..or $35 ( .III 549 (623

Two new new Snowtirei M7H 14 p^.^

479?

Snow tires F 78 14 ( iM Hna-^. 586 2755

Cassette Deck Superscope w Dolby. 7

Tins 'i''i has waiiantee $100 Tim 546

9630

FOR RENT

Room in Sund on bus route
$85 no • elec (heat inrd I guict non
smoker only nri pels Available in
"mediately 665 2354

So Amherst Riverglade apt 2 beds 6 2
tj.iths On bus rt avail Mid Jan Feb 1

220 util phone Mike eves 253 5356

3 bedroom apt fan condition (or Dec
I51I1 "I Northampton Only $165 Call

Sk,!,iski Real f sl.iir- 584 3428 4 6pm
Housemates for Jan 1 1 or 2 people for

Ige nil in r.o op Non smoking, vegetarian

household Rent $146 mo iilus On bus
rf Call 253 3615 after 5

1 Br Sunderland w AC dshwsh, tnns,

t)us disp Uiil inci $185 avail Jan 665
3603

Furn Ap'ts for Feb June lease 1 '-j rm
eftii. 1 bedroom fumisheil, ai' cond
Pdrking quiet from 200 mo Reserve now
Amherst Motel Apts Rt 9 opp
Zayres 256 8122

BR in EHimp Avi". $75 mc 1 1 78 527 9006

2 bedrooms avail in spacious coed house
Beginning Jan 1 Greds preferred all

.onsideierl pets K 100 call 253 3824

Room available 3 bedroom apt Echo
Hill starting Jan 1 Call 253 S288 keep
trying

Amherst house wt-ll insulated atlractice
location Lease and security reguired Call

665 2492 evenings keep trying

Room for rent m a hrjuse 1 mile from

1 tern wanted' 'A- m ..1 2 bdmi j,,!
Iv v rh TRFf • $i3o„tii .ml Caria549
1741 ..^.-^ ni.i.- Iinm ,

, in.pus Bus

1 bdrm apt near campus Amh
country location $180 mc util Call
549 6568 if were not at home keep
trying

To sublet i.nni.Ml 2 bedroom .ipt w w
ii|i.| .Istiwsiu UM.iss lius ft .III util incI

$2ti(J Jolin 665 3247 Jamijs 665 2972 eves

Apt mate intersess kp trying, Jan 253
7056

Apt mate, 253 7056. spring, keep trying;
Jane

Spg sem Jlidnn Cliffside Apt 665 4107

1 Bdrm Apt m Sunderland on bus rte
$195 includes litis Jan Aug 665 3228

1 bedrm $180 mc uiil 665 2512

$50 for Jan on bus rt in Bel call 323 7024

2 Br fur apt B Manor Dec 23 Jan 26
253 2400

1 bdrm Br Man $195- ut Chris 253 320?

1 bdrm apt m Sunderland, clean mod full

kit and bath on bus line immed oc
cupancy $180 u b ht

Room for rent in house on Amher
St BflLhenown line One person or
couple i)n bus Route $125 per month
Call 253 7094

WANTED

Nonsmoking female to share 2bdrm
apt in So Amherst 122 > 256 8752
bus. pool

Furniture! Table, chairs, scfabed.
doublebed, and desk Call Kathy 6 9499

Fm rmmate wanted for spring sem S67 •

(,ill B«>th549 0742

A girl that I can call my very own Joe Q,

Qualified Tutor needed for Chem III

Spr.nii sem exc pay Call 546 5613

F rmate wanted in Brandywine 549 5951

1 Fern wanted for ne«t sem Own rm
S98 mo plus eclec In Puffton Vil Call

549 4866 eves, ask for Nancy or Elly

Female to share spacious 2br N
Amherst, 132 50 incI util. Sec Dep
649 2652 3768,

1 or 2 fem wanted to share bedroom m 2
bedroom apt on bus line $90

^ utilities Call Dome 549 6416 or 545 3500

Used furn qoo.! rond but cheap 546
^1^^^

HELP WANTED

P'd Musi. Sdv.re ll.'M t 'ork thro rl. sec,

^()..|,l Vusn -^K, 4 731 Hea

Part time office help needed by the
Student Organizing Proiert Stipend and
work study posumns available Apply
Room 426 Student Union Building im
mediately

Help wanted tor January legislative in
tirnship Salary stipend Best if you live
near Boston Research skills 6 un
derstanding of legislative process and
politics Apply by 12 Ifi to Room 430 Stu
Union SGA is an egual oppoitumly
I'mployer

Help 20.000 UMIES gefa better education
by helping to gather tea. her evaluations
in your classes to be published by the
Student Senate Please contact loe
Connoly 545 0341 665 2297 01 Mike
Brcnn.in 6 2416

Gymnastic Teacher needed 1 mte per wk
Call B town Rec Dept 323 5560

End of semester sale College Calculators
o'ters low prices 6 full service all models
available Texas Instruments 59 $234 96 58
$89 95 57 $59 95 51 $47 95 HPs &
Commodores avail Models from $15 00
remember we service all calculators we
sell Before you buy anywhere else call
Bob or Chris ,1! College Calculators at 549

TRAVEL

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Free I50)>tate
summer employer information Send a
stamped, self addressed legal si/e en
n'lope to SUMCHOICE Box 645 Slate
Colli.ge Pa 16B01

SERVICES

••HOTOGRAPMr: Kassport and ap
plication photos done Portraits in time for

Chnstmas B&W or color service in-

duction by arrangement Reasonable
prices for high quality work Contact:
Steven 546 9663 nigbi>= onlv

NotMng to do over intersessioo7 Coma on
down to Daytona with us Beachfront
hotel with color TV A C phone , the works
all this and roundtrip busfare on a luxury

motorcoach for only $147 20 quad oc-
cupancy For info and reservations call

David Day at 546 7845

Big i>ands to .Jisco uiil Bob the DJ ai

14135366075 Still the one .ifter 4 years

Theses typed call Mii.iini- ?5.3 7553

V iivo i>|i...i. arKi ma.ntfi 111 • All .e.>is

,. '111. .l.-is low prices Jd< k S'I6 06V

Original designs by Randy Glenn Custom
'iiidi' Mjii.cs 10 voiir design or my own
Prices start at $25 includes fabri. and any
designs punted Call 549 4458 ask for
Randy Glenn or leave messag- 3 day

'I ice

Seen enough snow> Wanna get into the
sun' Come down to Daytona with us We
are leaving on Dec 26 for 9 days on the
beach $147 20 takes care of it all And
includes roundtrip (are accomodations on
the beach and a trip to Disneyworld For
reservation and more info call David Day
.11 546 7845

Daytona Beach is only $147 20 away
You can n.-,w afford to go to a beachfront
hot..| have D.sneyworld and New Years in
Honda For more .nfo or reservations rail
David Day jt 546 7g.}i,^^^^^^'•il

PERSONAL S

Mayday let s '..'v.'. ti.r.jei mpii-,,-ioi

',ome back to visit so we can clear out
some more parties From your very aware
Wopei roommates Love Mary Oenise and
Shelley

J H G Esquire? Get a tan for me loo
H.ive a haoDV Love NW

Work with elem aye children for academic
I "d next sem or in Jan as staff member
111 Marks Meadow Alter Sch Day Care
Prog For into call Sylvia 665 3990

Dorms gct-you down Live at ^eta Psi
•'%\ semester 23 Phillips St Cc: tact Bot)
266 6845

B2 I'll si'c you in 78 Merry CI ristmas The
..Phanlorri

BCi I m a hog for you PM (JRirl

Hamp Col Amy I'ts pi ly tennis Briict?

.".3 '»32a _
Micky, you an- my love, my life, my

••verythiiu;' M.iy we continue to grow in

_luve Hjppv 3ril anniveisary Y G L

- Opal on gold chain Fn niie sentimental
\,,ii ,. R.'w.i'd F!len 545 0162. 2092

1 . in pus
07211

$101 'T,, Cai' Ctii.s 549

1 F Rmate wtd spring sem Sh.-; e .m
.11. bus 'ouic $88 mo mc util ^3.3-3307

4 plus bedroom hou»^ s300 Nor
•i.i.iipron N(.w dv.iiijhie Skib.sk.
Hfjito's 584 j4zti __^^^

Student Carpenter wanted for sma'
I i;..,i(!l proiecl cjver intersession at the

Daily Collegian Materials will be provided
Coritact Laurie Wood at the CoHegian
R'li 113 Campus Center Flat $50 will

be paid

ROOM WANTED

Xmas trees cut yom own Spruce or
SiDt.h P.r.e $10 50 10am 80 m
Bli/i>i,-il' '"'o c ,•- 'T> o , n

586 0-.
I idley

Sunderland $87 Quiet 2 t)edroom Am 29
"i.iie teacher, nnioy outdoors Non
v'lokers r.iH J-t 66^7005 or 774 3131
266

Room available for 2nd sem m heaiji.fui

country setting 9 5 call Danielle 549 1288
i'!<- 6 P fW ft' on weekends 659 3542

Room for Jan near ..ar-pus Ej546''69

RIDERS WANTED

Calif 12 21 .; KPt!- 659 3523

insr

Will the pe
i-nipsaCK

bus office

'SOP who stole
^iiiMsi' 'I'T.j'n the

• ;).,s d

glasses to the

4L/D/0

Advent 201 Mpedeck ask.r q S:- -•:' i318

CAl CUI A TOhs

SABf 19 Make suri- you gel y.iu' insur.ince
ti."iori> premium goes up Bday coming up
I...S M.md.iv En i.y .1 wh.ie you rr young'
Hdppy Birthday ALK13

To 6480053 Good luck on finals Do you
. Mli^e yet I love vuu'

ROB Take care of Ih.' , oris M^-rry XM iss
' lUi.lsome Lov NW

Debbie. Happy 18tt. Bi'l'day Love Jo-

Debbie, ^•'appy 18tti B -it. day Love Dave

Debbie, -i-ippy IBi*-- B.^^^day love Saiiy

Debbie ' lOp. 'Slh Birthday L.^ve Roger

Debbie. H.ip),v 18t'i R.rthdav Love Jr^e'

Debbie •?.•' 0.i!t'..!.r, Love Nan'

Debbie
M-r*.i I

fl 'thdav Lovo

D-bb.e t- iiriv !•
< .v Lov \.i

RIDE WANTED

TO SUBLET
Gift Idea Have you' portrait drawn Cal.
Oenms ri..i,,(. 75f 873? b«>f 9 10am 1 tem .V ,nt..d tl, sharp. 1 >>,)"., apt close t';

S,'6 ,r, 'il'j ,,r- r,iii 549 S15d

To Detroit Mi "
! Dor. -"he- o' after ciM

J -,.:j263 9j61 c" 256 6825

Ride needed west to S? Lou.s c Kansas
or that VI. inity l^eavmg anytime alter
xMas Wii! share gas and dr.y.ng Ca'
Dave Ri^flm ,„ 253 5943

College Calculators oHers low p. ,es b
full service AM models a^^ni Texas
Instruments 59 $235 58 $94 95 57
$62 95 51 $47 95 HPs b Commodore s
avail models from $15 Remember, we
service all calculators we seti Before you
buy ?nywhere else f,all Bob or Chris a'
College Calculates 549 1316

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis for Finals Mane .ere^ton &
"•call iMs.e- .mprove concentration &
'elaxation for exams, get better grades
Can^|)us Center M W th at 7 8 &9P V
$5 seSMnn Dorm grcuos t)v a-rg- C»l.
M' Morse Hypnotist Cons'iltant M Ed
532 57';?

.iJ.UitH:'IMMJU.MHilimi,lt'l-",lll.luiin;timiii.i.M lM^M^i M.
\vml\iU ^.llr ' \\^\.AHM \vAm Jr^r''n'r^-mr,
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)J^ A hint about point spreads

Betting on football games is commonplace
In the United States. It is an industry in
Nevada, a steady income for bookies nation-
wide, and a losing proposition to uninformed
observers. (Most college students fall into
this category.) The only winners in football
betting are the people who are financially
and mentally able to devote a 40 hour week
to it, in the same manner as your everyday
blue collar worker devotes time to his job.

But the professional gambler has no stated
routine, he isn't tied down to his office, and
he doesn't have to run around making
business appointments. The only necessity a
professional gambler requires is a roll of
dimes or a phone in his home, to contact his
bookie! s) before game time. Another dif-

ference between the blue collar worker and
the gambler is the weekly income; the worker
has a fixed income, the gambler has not.

Betting is a tough way to make a living.

Acquaintances of mine have found them-
selves deep in a hole when their "pick of the
week" let up excess points, and thus didn't
cover the spread. (The "spread" or "line" is

the number of points assigned by
professional oddsmakers to the favored team
in a given sporting event. Points constitute
the spread in football and basketball, white
goals and runs are the determining factors in

betting hockey and baseball games
respectively.) Picking the winner of a given
event isn't terribly difficult. Constantly
picking winners over the spread is near
impossible. Statistically, you have a fifty per
cent chance of correctly picking a given
game. But there are so many determining
factors that are considered before money is

put down, that "the public " as a mass is

wrong mora than they are right. This is a
proven fact One bookie (whose name I

won't reveal) swears that if he bet $100
against the public's choice (at even money)
in every bettable sportir^ event, he'd be a
millionaire.

There are two significant reasons why over
the long run, the public is a perennial loser.

The first and foremost is the 6-5 odds that
bookies receive as a "surcharge" on every
bet. This means that for every five dollars

you want to win, you have to put up six if

you lose. This constant advantage a bookie
receives is called the "vig" (thanks J.W.).
Thus the concept of why bookies seldom
end a weekend in the red is comprehendabie.
Hypothetically, Lenny K. bets $600 to $500
on the Tsmpa Bay Buccaneers to beat the
Seattle Seahawks by seven points. Ricky E.

also oets $600 to $500, but takes Seattle,

receiving seven points. Tampa Bay wins, but
only by six. The bookie collects 600 dollars

from Lenny K., and pays out 500 dollars to
Ricky E., leaving him a hundred dollars profit

for the single game. Thus, even if the bettor
wins fifty per cent of his game, the vig he
pays when he loses makes him a perennial
loser over time.

It is of prime importance that a winning
gambler know an enormous amount of
information concerning his bets before he
places them. The successful gambler reads
as many newspapers as he can, because
some of what he reads is likely to contain
biased information. (An example of this is

reading only the Boston Globe and then
betting on a Celtics game.) By reading a lot

of newspapers, gambling publications, and
receiving statistics, the bettor is able to
predict with a fair degree of accuracy what is

going to happen in a given game, and
subsequently wager effectively.

Successful gamblers know about
"middling" bets, theories about st.eaks, how
teams round into form and then out of it, and
make the best of their knowledge. They will
shop around to various oookies (because
bookie spreads often differ), and are aware
that lines differ considerably depending on
where you live. Hypothetically, the Patriots
might be a one-point favorite over the Colts
next weekend. A local gambler might have to
give three points if he wants to bet on the
Patriots, and conversely a bettor in Baltimore
mignt have to give a point if he bets the Colts
in Baltimore. The smart gambler is aware of
the actual (Vet,as) line, he is aware of all

possibilities, and can take advantage of
varying point spreads.

An increasing number of p>eople are
start', ig to bet on sporting events, because
gambling adds to the excitement of watching
a game. Its popularity is rising to such a
pinnacle that television and radio programs
are replacing professional athletes as color
commentators for sports programs, with
professional gamblers (i.e. Jimmy the Greek,
Larry Merchant). Point spreads are of more
importance to manv than is who actually
won the contest.

The Gambling industry is rising to a peak
of popularity, and will continue to rise until

the public faces the truth: betting on sporting
events is a losing proposition for the large
majority of bettors. The bookies will continue
to earn a living and the public will pay for it.

There is a very thin line between winning and
losing. Everyone loves a winner and criticizes

a loser. Unless you can devote all of your
energies to "staying on top" of all situations,
expecially those involving gambling, don't
involve yourself in them. To "the public" I

offer this advice; when it comes to betting on
sporting events, your best bet is not to bet.
Put your money back in your pocket, enjoy
the game for what it's worth, and have a
good intersession.

A first for Tampa Bay
By RUSS SMITH
Collegian Staff

To the reader: This is what you get
when somehow, a columnist's story gets cut
off ... another column. Merry Christmas, with
a Happier New Year. Sarcastically yours,

Smitty

YoiJ kr>ow, some historic things have
happened on weekends: The attack on Pearl

Harbor, the first UMass party (then Mass.
Aggie), and now this:

Tampa Bay's first victory!! 1

1

To some people, this may not seem such a
big deal. After all the victory (1) doesn't
clinch them a spot in the playoffs (2) wasn't
over an arch-rival (3) didn't exactly come
against a powerhouse football team.

But it IS a big deal.

The Bucs could've laid down and died, to
finish their sophomore year in the NFL 0-28.

Last year, they could excuse their record
because of first season jitters. Their sister in

Seattle managed to get off to a better start.

Headed into this year, people were just
/vaiting for their first victory. But no NFL
team wanted to be Tampa's initial victim.
That fear was psych enough for most op-
ponents.

New Orleans was scared to iose. If their

fear could've been transform.ed into points,

the Saints might've won.
But that's not possible, and they lost.

Or rather, tney got beat.

Had the game gone into overtime, or the
score been closer, you could say the Saints
lost.

But it didn't, and it wasn't, and they were
beaten by John McKay's boys. Handily.

Hey, I wasn t there after the game (wish I

could've been), but you can imagine the
plane ride home to Florida:

Cigars lit.

Streamers hanging from the ceiling of the
plane.

Champagne flowing freely as the drafts
(for those Bucs who are of legal age).

Ecstasy!!!

According to the Boston Globe. 8,000 fans
greeted their team when they arrived at the
Tampa Airport.

"The greatest victory in the history of the
world" exclamed an understandably en-
thusiastic McKay.
He could be right.

Naturally the Saints took the defeat hard.
Head coach Hank Stram just about
apologized to the city of New Orleans for not
continuing T. Bay's misfortunes.
Which makes me feel it couldn't happen to

a nicer guy.
What's in store for Tampa Bay now that

they own this new streak of one straight?
Well, they could make it two with a win

this weekend over the once awesome, St.
Louis Cardinals.

Or wait until next season, when the new
scheduling process of the NFL will give them
a somewhat easier schedule.

in any case, win numljer two won't take as
long to get as number one did.

Christmas arrived early for Tampa Bay
fans.

Let it never be forgotten that on a
weekend when an established team played
to lose (let's not mention any names for fear

the people down in Maryland may get
angry), a non-established team played to
win. And did!

I guess there really is a first time for

everything!

SAVE-ON-TIRES. Inc. route 9. wuhey ; :r j-x^rrr-
OPEN MON . TUES WED ft FRI 9 30-5 30. TMUR8.. 9:30-7 SAT 9 30^ P M

TIDCC CASH&CAfiRy
I Inr ^ Whoi«tal« to the public

I IIIIbW ^^ can arrange to have your tires mounted
MICHELIN • FIRESTONE - PIRELLI • GOODYEAR • LEE
GENERAL • B.F. GOODRICH • ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL •

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. .uMMiot. *u oth.. 4ot

MAJOR BRANDS
SNOW-TIRE SPECrALS
BIAS PLY - Made by major U.S. TIrt I

Mfgr's. Goodyear, Lee, Firestone,
Seiberling, Armatrong, and many
more.
SIZE TYPE

600x12 Alliance Sno White 22.95

22.95

17.95

20.95

20.95

24.95

2495

27 95

600x13 LaHarve Sno White

A76x13 Goodyear Black

A78x13 Goodyear While

B78x13 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

B78x13 Cuatom Snow White

C78x13 Cuttom Snow White

C78x13 Fire. T«C Black

700x13 Fire. T « C Black 24.95

24.95C78x14 Cuatom Snow White

C78x14 Lee Magna Or|p White 27.fir5

E78x14 Zenith Snow Power Bill. 25.95

F78X14 Lee Mag. Grip BIk. 28.95

F78x14 Lee Mag. Grip Wht. 30.95

F78X14 Zenith Sncw Power Bill. 26.95

3195F78x14 Fira. T«C Belt. Bik.

G78x14 Lae Magna Grip BIk. 30.95

32.95

28.95

31 95

32.95

29.95

35.95

2095

24.95

2895

29.95

2895

3095

33.95

29.95

35.95

37.95

33.95

39.95

G78x14 Lee Magna Grip White

G78X14 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

078x14 FIra. TIC White Blem.

H78x14 Lae Magna Grip BIk.

H78x14 Zenith Snow Pow^f BIk.

H78X14 Fire TiC WhHe Biem

560x15 Pirelli (VW) Black

600x15 Penn. Mud A Snow WMta

685x15 Fire. TftC Mlni/Spcn BIk.

F78X15 Fire TAC White Blem

078x15 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

078x15 Zenith Snow Power White

H78x15 Lee Magna Grip BIk.

H78x15 Zenith Snow Power BIk.

H78x15 Fire TSC White Blem

J78x15 FIra TAC Belt BIk. Bm.

L78x15 Salberling Sno White

L78x15 FIra TAC Belt. White

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES
AMERICAN SIZE SNOW RAOIALS
FIRST QUALITY MADE BY
ARMSTRONG, WHITEWALL.

SIZE SIUHKI

BR 78x13

DR78X14

ER78X14

FR78X14

GR78X14

HR78X14

GR78X15

HR78X15

LR78X15

35.95

39 95

40.95

43.95

45.95

48.95

46.95

48.95

49.95

BW78il3 Fift. Hun Silrnt Sl«in

EW78i14 L»Slud-lt»>
f^TitTi I ••Stud-let*

Pi'e TAC ^
L«« Stud L^tt

l*^ Stud L**l

L^« Stud Last

Pif. TAC. W

iMI WI
3695

47»$
4109

51 95

M99
S4»S
S6 95

49 9S

METRIC SNOWRADIALS

CONTINENTAL-CONTACT
STUD-LESS STEEL RADIAL

a—<NOW TII^E

145113 '$3395
155i13 $37 95
i«5«i3 $39 95

165114 $43.95

I65iis $42 95
Mlu^ Other Si/es

SIZE TYPE SHIRK

Fulda Stud- Lett

'
"^

16Si13 3495

4495

2495

37.95

185i14 Fuida Slud-Laaa

155115 fir* TAC Bk

I6S1I5 Fir* TAC Wht

MICHELIN XM&S
SNOW TIRES AT

over 25% DISCOUNT
ALL PRICES PLUS PE TAX AND SALES TAX

RECAP SNOW'S
ANY SIZE

M5.95 PLUS
TAXES

MIDWAY BETWEEN
AMHEKST A MOHTHAMPTON

^ -v^^^ North-

SAVE-ON-TJRES. INC.
ROUTE9HADLEY. fJIBMIH Cfifi.9^1d
C•^^ tnd Ctrrr or It^j;'^'''' WBBSSM ^0^9'L^*f^

iCoUsgian 31

^est f)ffskuIw^jM fStUaysea son jrom aUolu

1^:'
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SALE
ALL RECORDS SERIES ^98
CODE P

$3.99

o» -

RECORDS
roiuwn* SkmIIi

One ol The Slop 4 Shop Companies

SALE

.^ «^-v

±t^'/..:^

ALL rtfcCORDS SERIES 798
CODE R

$4.39
$4.89 8 TRACKS & CASSETTES

ALL SERIES 7 98 CODE TP $4.89

gift selections.

O-^STp-uKS^Pm'"'""
UfluMMllT *fri d«m*n<H m«»

i«9um OW »•«•»« r«««on»bl»

quanMi lim« o" lom* of ih«

HatTM m U»Ti«» lo »ll cutlomwi

CatMttet, wh«ro available, ara ^n sale at the tame price at the 8-track tape

DAN FOGELBERG

LOGGINS & MESSINA

BRUCE-SPRINGSTEEN

MILES DAVIS

BOSTON

JEFF BECK

JOHNNY WINTER

CHARLIE DANIELS

BARBARA STREISAND

RETURN TO FOREVER

REO SPEED WAGON

TED NUGENT

DRAW THE LINE

«^w P« Bom fvm Ttw Mend Tti*«MM

BOZSCAGGS
DOMfN TWO THEN LEFT
Ha>0 T.mM Mr*i«trft« GA^nn* Irt Vour Man

CODE B

PuulSinuMt
Cm-aH'st Hits. Iji.

«dac*wom» %OW*r«loL««w«<ik>^l.o«e(
lOvMMvLdwAAock

SM CtMT an«< M 1h»«« ««•>

XI

CODE R CODE R cunt H

Dmmm f'm taar m P«m

KANSAS
/V>i/if f>/ A/ir/H' Refurn

9o»li«O The 1»ffH>Mt Mo»W»l» Ni«*wn

BI.IK()VSIIR( 111
SI'K IKIS

mehjdMQ

CODE R CODE R

•tftfi

CODE R

rf„^

EAimjjj*WMDAI
ItHLL

m

CODE R

HtRBIE HANCOCK

HEART'JANIS IAN

WILLIE NELSON

SIMON b GARFUNKEL

JAMES TAYLOR

RICK DERRINGER

DAVE MASON

SANTANA

PINK FLOYD

WEATHER REPORT

BOB DYLAN

PHOEBE SNOW

EDGAR WINTER

FREDDIE HUBBARD

COLUMBIA
CLASSICAL CODE S $4 39

MASTERWORKS
SERIES 7.98 CLASSICAL

RECORDS &TAPES fromWARNER ELEKTRA/ATLANTIC

SALE
ALL RECORDS SERIES 698
CODE P

* - • » _^ SALE
ALL RECORDS SERIES 798
CODE R

$3.99 8 TRACK it CASSETTE
ALL SERIES 758 CODE TP

$4 89 $4 89

GENESIS

BONNIE RAITT

JAMES TAYLOR

BLACK SABBATH

GRATEFUL DEAD

VAN MORRISON

LITTLE FEAT

FLEETWOOD MAC

ROD STEWART

GEORGE BENSON

LED ZEPPELIN

SEALS Et CROFTS

Simp if 0'eam%
UHto

CUUE R

YES
GONG FOR IHE ONE

MBontaimaf

CODE R

ABBA
GREATEST HITS

CODE R CODE R

ABBA'AMERICA
RANDY NEWMAN
EMMY LOU HARRIS

ARLO GUTHRIE

JONI MITCHELL

JACKSON BROWN
LINDA RONSTADT

NEIL YOUNG'E L P

BEACH BOYS-YES

CARLY SIMON'DOORS

JUDYCOLLINS'CSNY
JEAN LUC PONTY
ROLLING STONES

CODE H CODE R COdE R

qfterpus Jtecor
COMPLETE SELECTION ROCK, JAZZ FOLK, NEW WAVE. PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY, SOUNDTRACK, IMPORTS, h MUSIC BOOKS

SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC CENTER

TICKET OUTLET

HAMP
PLAZA

NORTH KING ST.
RT. 5
NORTHAMPTON

^'*^ V.<N^^^

nHftT>Np

Fxrri?
5Ff</N(:f'B£

KiNiG«br

f^9/

\ ?^^^.L^J.

iBji^aj

,

STORE HOURS
MON SAT 10-9

SUNDAY 10-6

SALE ENDS
SUNDAY DEC. 18th

Tei.58lo-588i

,24
^ OUR REG. 5.47

STEELY OAN: a|a

•-TRACK, REG 5 47 4.M

366
OUR REG. 5.47

THE STEVE MILLER BAND:
Book of Dreams
•TRACK, REG S 47 4.94

THE STEVE MILLER
BAND

699
OUR REG. 8.47

THE BEATLES: Love Songs
•-TRACK. REG 8 47 •.••

399
OUR REG. 5.47

FLEETWOOD MAC: Rumours

I
•TRACK. REG S 47 4.»l

FLEETWOOD MAC
Rbommis

Int luifs rtie Hit to NtKir Ow n Way
Also Includes [>eam'>

The Oiain [Xmt Stnp Son>;l>iri1

'•^luliKlV'lpj^k-l^ mmimsnm
mwuiK

424
OUR REG 5 47

YOU LIGHT UP MY
LIFE: Soundtrack

•-TR., REG 5 47 4.»4

mam'Hana'mami

424
OUR REG 4 47

SOUTH S GREATEST
HITS: Assortsd artists

•TR.. REG 5 47 4.»4

699
OUR REG 8 47

THE ROLLING STONES
Love You Live

•-TR.. REG 8 47 (.H

TAVARES:
The Best Of Tavares

•-TR., REG 5 47 4.«4

?K*.' W:

noDsnwMiT
IWal LaomAFUKy Fr**

b-. i.ir% Y.> -fU MvhUi^-

»fc« Leg* Bo»ri l>jo*«

547
OUR REG 6 a«

LTD:
Something To Love

i-TR., REG 6 98 5.47

647
OUR REG 7 78

NILS LOFGREN:
Night After Night

•TR.. REG 8 98 7.47

424
OUR REG 5 47

GARY WRIGHT:
Touch and gone
•TR, REG 5 47 4.»4

OUR REG. 5.47

ROD STEWART: Foot

Loose & Fancy Free

•TR.. REG 5 47 4.M

ttf^Uk -fc"*^^

Uhslitdl
Simple Dreams

BARBKA STREISAND
SnitSAND SUtRMAN

199

ERIC CLAPTON: Th«re s

one in every crowd

399
OUR REG. 5.47

LmOA RONSTAOT:
&mple Dreams
•-TR.. REG 5 47 4.S4

424
OUR REG. 5.47

BARBRA STREISAND:
Streisand Superman
•TR.. REG S 47 4.M

424
OUR REG. 5.47

ELVIS PRESLEY:
Moody Blue

•-TR.. REG 5 47 4.M

\"JiiTntUe

iEvanston

i

r .
Mid

East C

^49C^^

FIREFALL: Luna Sea

•-TR.. REG 6 98 4.»4

24
OUR REG. 5.47

CROSBY. STILLS • NASH:
Crosby. Stills & Nash

•-TR., REG 5 47 4.M

OUR REG 5.47

CHICAGO: Chicago Xi

•TR.. REG 5 47 4.t4

447
OUR REG 5 68

ANDY GIBS:
Flowing Rivers

8-TR., REG 6 98 $.47

I—

I

E
,*--==y

^QCSET
t 9 OUR REG. 994

Magic m«dl« book and racord aat

8 titles including Snow White,

The Three Bears and more'

I OUR REG 1.99

Snap Jack* wall frame. Dis-

plays single or double jacket

record albums

REG. 3.99

8-lrack carry case holds 24

tapes Sturdy plastic handle

Some regular prices

may vary by slore

:'A&: ^^
r—1^ ^

(

masi** fhj(9«

1 ^ -* -li-4
12-2-1

Bradlees, King St. Northampton

Mike McHu^h

Losing is better tfian winning
To be rational is irrational and to be

irrational is rational, at least that's the way I

look at life and more specifically professional

football after this past weekend.
Rationally speaking, the New England

Patriots, thanks to their 14-10 victory over
the Miami Dolphins Sunday, should have a
shot at the AFC Eastern Division title this

Sunday in Baltimore, but they do not. (If you
think Buffalo is going to beat Miami in the
land of palm trees this Saturday you've been
reading too many Captain Marvel comic
books).

Irrationally speaking, the Baltimore Colts,

thanks to their very suspicious loss to Detroit

Sunday (13-10), have enhanced their AFC
Eastern division title hopes.

Let me explain.

Whether Baltimore won or lost to Detroit

had no consequence to Ted Marchibroda
and Company because the Colts still had to
win again;.t the Patriots this Sunday
regardless of the Detroit game.

Follow closely, the rules are complicated.
The first tie-breaker that determines the title

holder concerns head-to-head compietition.

There were numerous possibilities:

1 — A Patriot's victory Sunday made them
9-4. A Dolphins' loss made them 9-4. A
Baltimore victory over Detroit would have
made them 10-4. Thus, a Miami victory this

Saturday would have meant a Patriots

chance to create a three way tie at 10-4 by
beating Baltimore this Sunday and con-
sequently, an AFC Eastern Division title for

the Pats, because they would have the best

head-to-head record (3-1).

2 — However, a Baltimore loss has created

the following: The Patriots, Colts, and
Dolphins are all tied with identical 9-4

record! . Now, a Dolphins' victory this

Saturday makes them 10-4, but more im-

portantly a Patriots' victory and Baltimore

loss will create a two-way tie between the
Patriots and Dolphins at 10-4 (the Colts

would be 9-5). However, the Dolphins win
the title because of fewer losses in the
division (two, which is tie-breaking rule

number two).

But behind the Colts' loss to Detroit

Sunday is another motive, which is so
despicable it makes me siek.

3 — The Dolphins play the Bills Saturday,

while the Patriots and Colts tangle Sunday,
which means the Pats will watch Bob Griese

humiliate the Bills by a 35-12 score in the

Orange Bowl Saturday, and the Pats will

merely finish out the season the following

day against the Colts. No motive. Yet, the

Colts, thanks to their intelligent loss, will be
shooting for the title because in a two-way
tie with Miami, the Colts win the title.

4 — No going back to my first point, if the

Colts had beaten Detroit, and if Miami were

to defeat Buffalo Saturday, then both the

Patriots and Colts v.'ou' • ave had a shot at

the title this Sunde/ Baltimore victory

would have given them tne title with an 11-3

record (if they had beaten the Lions). A
Baltimore loss wou'd ha^e created a three-

way tie at 10-4 and tnc^ ats would gain the

title thanks to tie-break ^ rule nunnber one.
Rules are always co losing anrj vague,

that's why the above se« . "^s f^bout as clear as
muddy water. Stated ;.. y: A Baltimore
win over Detroit last Sunday, a Patriot

victory this Sunday and a Miami victory this

Saturday would have meant an Eastern title

for the Pats. A Baltimore loss to Detr'-it

means a Patriot victory this Sunday is

meaningless because the Dolphins would
win the title in the event of a tie for first with

the Pats.

Rules are about as interesting as filling out

your tax form every April. Yet, as dreadfully

boring as rules are, they are needed to define

procedures, such as defining the amount of

money you owe Uncle Sam or defining the

winner of a game or defining the champion
of a league.

Yet, there is sometl ng wrong with the

rules if someone can av id paying taxes and
win championships tha iks to losses.

In effect, the Colts lobs is a boon to them.
By losing, they take the incentive away from
the Patriots, who will sit at home and watch
the play-offs even if tfiey beat the miserable

Colts this Sunday. However, a Miami victory

'Saturday doesn't amount to a hill of beans to

the Colts, who can capture the title by
beating the Patriots.

In effect, the Patriots are punished for

winning and the Colts are rewarded for

losing.

This whole article f ?kes as about much
sense as taking final i- <ams on Saturday
mornings with two 3,000 word compositions
due the same day.

I have purpose" , witnheld the reason

"why" Baltimore wii.s the title in the event of

a tie with Miami, to prove the system favors

the losers and not the winners.

As mentioned, there are rules for breaking
ties for first, and here they are: 1 — Best
won-lost percentage in head to head
competition (Miami and Baltimore 1-1); 2 —
Best intra-division record (both Miami and
Baltimore 5-2); and 3 — Best intra-

conference won-los. record (Baltimore wins
title with 8-3 record compared to Miami's 7-4

mark).

Do you know why Baltimore wins the title?

Because they lost to Detroit and that s not an
intra-conference game.
Something is definitely rotten 'n Denmark.
To be rational is irrational and to be

irrational is rational.

Lindsay named star
PITTSBURGH [UP/] - Bob Lindsay of

George Washington was named Eastern

Eight Basketball Player of the Week for the

week ending Dec. 10, the league announced
yesterday.

Lindsay, a 6'4" guard, scored the go-

ahead basket in the Colonials' come-from-

behind win as well as six of GW's final eight

points. In the GW victory over Maryland,

Lindsay scored 25 points and had five assists.

Two weeks into the season, Penn State's

Jeff Miller leads the league in scoring with a

21.5 points-per-game average, and Maurice

Robinson of West Virginia is the top

rebounder with an 11.7 average.

Duquesne's Jessie Hubbard has the best

free throw percentage A'ith .916, and Mark
Haymore of Massachusetts has the best field

goal percentage with .814.

n Therg ISmdifferefue!!! /̂ l^[{
lYeari

PMCFAflC FOU.

GMAT • GRE • OCAT

Our broad range of prograrns provides an umbrei'd of testing know h .,

that enables us to offer the best preparation available, no matter which
course is taken Over M years of experience and success Small classes
Voluminous home study materials Courses that are constantly upidated
Permanent centers, open days, evenings and weekends all year
Complete tape facilities for review of class lessons and tor use of

sopplementary*mWtriai5 Makeups for missed lessons at our center%.

prepHrf niiw for wintei exams
LSAT GRE GMAT OCAT
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(Slow Hampshire native and senior center of the UMass basketball team — Len
Kohlhaas attempts to tip in the ball in recent hoop action. (Staff photo by Bob
Higgins)

Kohlhaas views 1977

as important hoop year
By STE^E ZACK
Collegian Staff

For 6 )", 225 lb. Len Kohlhaas of

Walpole N.H. this year as starting center

for the UMass basketball team may be his

best, if not his most important.

"This is my year if I want to get

arvthin^f done in basketball. I'm starting

and I have to do well. A lot of peop\e are

expecting me to do a lot," he said.

Kohlh < las was regarded as a 'sleeper' in

hifh chool but this did not deter the

coachin;, duo of Fan Gaudette and Ray
Wilson "om recruiting the big youngster

and awii'ding him a four year scholarship

to UMi >s.

Three years of varsity play at Fall

Mountain Regional High School under

coach Steve Holmes comprised
Kohlhaas' high school basketball career.

As a sophomore, he was a member of the

team that won the New Hampshire Class

! Championship. His junior year was his

best statistical season, averaging 20

points and 18 rebounds and a high game
of 42 points and 35 rebounds.

Kohlhaas' stats dipped to 17 points and
13 rebounds during his senior year in

which, lie was named All- State. These
statistirs aren't bad considering the fact

that h • only averaged half a game in

playing time. (Due to Fall Mountain's
ability to run opponents off the court

with scores like 29-3 after one quarter

and 78-22 after just three periods of play,

Kohlhcas was rested early to let some of

the other players into the games.)
On his arrival here at UMass, Len

Kohlhaas was prepared to wait for his

;ime tc come....

"I realized that no way I'd be starting.

After you get here you have to learn the

system," he said.

....and his time may be now. It may
also be the time for UMass basketball.

"Potentially, this could be the best

team ever here. Like Coach Leaman said

earlier, "We have size, speed, and can
shoot.' We also have good depth for the

first time in a long time," he said.

On the Eastern Atletic Association or

Eastern Eight as it is also called:

"It's gonna be a good league, given

time to grow. Last year there wasn't one
dominating team. Duquesne wasn't
given much of a chance and they won
it," he said.

Kohlhaas has played under coach Jack
Leaman for three years and in that time

he has developed high praise for his

mentor.

"He's a great coach, one of the

greatest coaches around. He knows his

stuff, his teams are well prepared, and
over the years he has gotten the most out
of the talent he has had. That's one of the

reasons I came here," Kohlhaas said.

After his UMass years are over, the

sport management major hopes to

continue in basketL/o!l, preferably as a

player.

"I hope to play somewhere. I'd like to

get a tryout here (the NBA) and if that

doesn't work out I'd like to go to Europe
and play. I've also given some thought to

Athletes in Action," he said.

"I'll just wait until the time comes.
Right now, I just don't want to stop
playing," Kohlhaas concluded.

ENJOY THE
HOLIDnVS PND
INTERSESSION

WE APPRECIATE
YOUR BUSINESS

i
TONIGHT Matmen return to action

the staff of

campus center/univ. of mass amherst

10* PUB MUG BEERS
FROM
9 til 10

after abbreviated XMas
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Happy Holidays

from all of us at

256-6704

PtARl STRtn
CAMPERS SU«»PL*

NORTHAMPTON MASS

KNOWN FOR SELLING THE BEST

Down and Polaguard jackets by the North

Fnce. Sierra Designs and Camp Trails Down
and Polaguard vest by Don Gleason and Camp
Trai's Wool and chamios shirts by
Woolrich two layered underwear, tops and
bottoms, and one piece unionsuits by
Duofold. Down filled mittens, and gloves by
Sar.inac Snow shoes by Tubbs of Verrr.ont.

Sorel boots and Vasque hiking boots. Don
Gleason s best means quality products for

vou: outdoor needs

also

Other gift giving favorites

Original Swiss army knives"
Heavy duty canvas "tote bags"
"Buck' and "Gerber" knives

plus

Our complete selection of family

ramping and backpacking equipment

HOURS 9 toS 30 W£€KOAVS
9ioS SATUROAr

PfAHl STREET IS ONE BLOCK
SOUTH Of MAIN STREET IN THE
CENTfR
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ROAST BEEF BREAK
ANDGETABREAK
ON ROAST BEEF.
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Physics prof lends hand
to hooters and coach Kidd

By MARK MARCHAND
Collegian Staff

The UMass soccer team has a distinction

that separates it from most of the other

soorts on campus. Coached by Russ Kidd for

tl le last two years, the soccer players have an

assistant coach who is a tenured professor in

the Ph\^ics department here.

Arth; - Quinton, age 53, has served as

ccach \r idd's assistant on a voluntary basis

for the last two years and has added an

interest ng touch to the coaching scene. A
native of East Anglia, England, Quinton

playec soccer at the University of London

M.id at the University of Western Ontario

whert he also coached while attending

5iadu:'*e school. In addition, he coached for

the An herst Soccer Organization before he

Ciegari hi& coaching duties with the

Minutt.nen.

An Amherst resident with a PHd. in

Physics from Yale, Quinton has some in-

teresting thoughts and comments on the

successful season that the 10-5 Minutemen
recently completed. Quinton revealed some
of these thoughts in a recent interview that

took place in his office in the Graduate
Research Center.

"The club owes a lot to Russ Kidd," began
Quinton. "He obviously enjoyed the game
and has infected the team with his good
spirit and fine attitude towards the sport."

In addition to his praise for Kidd, Quinton

says that the support by the administration is

"adequate" and feels that some type of

schoiars!iip program should be made
available to coach Kidd when recruiting

players.

TURN tb fAC^i^"

1 ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES
FORI!

Hardee's congratulates The Minutemen —Good luck

Watch for Hardee's additional special offer at the game.

HaidKr Hardee s of Hadley
430 Russell Street

On« coupon per cu»loni«( pieav

The place that tDrmgs you back ^a^'^v Massachusetts

Coupon expires December 6, 1977J &

Functional, of course— but more

important, our combs, barrettes,

headbands, and bobbies are beautiful

fashion accents. Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids. A fine gift idea

1.25-6.00.

A refreshing place to shop!

^TTt* • •<««»•

..«..'-.:.*.:.'....*.:>.>*::Sfv.v.-.

. « • » « * « •

Faces of Earth
Next to Amherst Poat Office

'I :wi-«, M.,n -Sal

Sun. 1-5

•;.:v;v::.:';ffl:.:-.**¥:-S;.:V?fr*:';':¥S%v;St:S
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By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

C'mon Amato, do you call that a vacation?
The members of the UMass wrestling

team will have just enough time to hit the ol'

homestead and exchange a few gifts next

week, because the Minutemen will find

themselves in Greenvale, New York on
December 27.

"It's a college tournament at C.W. Post,"

explains coach Dave Amato. "I'm not

making it mandatory, but most of the squad
is thinking about going."

After the Post Tournament, the
Minutemen will return to their homes, but

training for the spring semester begins on
January 3 when the team takes residence in

the fraternity Kappa Sigma for the duration

of intersession.

The team will have two meets during

intersession, as it travels to New Jersey for a

January 21 clash with Hofstra and take on
Springfield College January 26.

Wrestling Notes — Larry Otsuka woke up
on Sunday morning and was surprised to see

his face adorning the front sports page of the

Boston Globe. The huge photo depicted the

UMass grappler in his victorious match
against Harvard.

"It was really nice, and I never expected
it," said Otsuka. "Steve Whitman brought it

into my room on Sunday morning and
showed it to me."

Otsuka has very quietly become one of the

top grapplers in New England in the 134

pound class, and is drawing the attention of

rival coaches.
"He's improved 100 per cent over last

year," said Harvard coach John Lee after his

victory last weekend.
Kevin Griffin made a successful comeback

against Harvard, winning his first match of

the season, 18-4.

"I was really tired at the end of the mat-
ch," said Griffin. "I'm going to wrestle at 167

pounds for now, but by the end of the

season I want to be going at 150 pounds."
Freshman grappler Tony Perry tied his

match Saturday, but the high-school champ
from Springfield had to wrestle in pain.

"He had strained ligaments in his thumb,"
said Amato, "but it wasn't bad enough to

keep him out of the lineup."

"It feels much better now," said Perry at
Monday's workout.

.... Sometimes you just can't win. Another
freshman wrestler. Rich Schriazzi, was not
scheduled to wrestle against Harvard last

Saturday and thought he'd travel to Quincy
to visit his family for the day. His plan was to
drive to Cambridge with teammate Dave
Daly (who was to wrestle in the junior varsity
meet), and then catch the subway to Quincy.

However, Bill Ranzuli called coach Amato
and told him he could not make the meet and
when Dsiy stopped off at Schrlazzi's

Webster dorm room to pick him up he gave
him the news.

"Coach says you're wrestling for Ranzuli,"
said Daly.

So Schriazzi quickly went down to Boyden
for wrestling equipment and called his
girlfriend and two sisters in Quincy; telling

them to meet him in Cambridge so that they
could see him wrestle.

It seems, however, that the Harvard
grappler was also sick and the Crimson
forfeited the 134 pound match to UMass;
which meant that Schriazzi made the trip for

nothing."

Sorry, Rich....

Speaking of the JV team, Dennis Fenton's
squad have taken two meets in a row and are
undefeated on the season.

"They were really tough on Saturday
(Harvard)," said Fenton. "There were some
mistakes here and there, but nothing that

can't be worked out in practice."

Fenton, who graduated from UMass last

Spring, is in his first year as a wrestling coach
after a glorious career that brought him to

national competition four times.

"It really is different watching the matches
as a coach," said Fenton, "but I get more
nervous and tense now then I ever did when I

was wrestling."

Timmy Fallon is ready for action after a

recent illness kept him out of the meet witf

Harvard. His absence really hurt the

Minutemen, who have yet to enter a meet at

full strength.

When the Minutemen go against Hofstra

January 21, it will be the first time that botf

UMass co-captains. Griffin and Fallon, are ir

the lineup.

Hopefully.

bn

A UMaM wrwtltr find* hlmwH In troublt h«re. at h« pnp»r— to «[»<«»» op-

portunity to mako an Mcapo and hopofully. outpoint hto agerMSor. (Staff photo by

Davo Daly)

irSwimwomen lose
CONT. FROM PAGE 36

capturod the two top spots. Bullard compiled

a 171.80 points and Strobe! scored 152.55.

UMass' Leslie Dunphy was outstanding in

the required diving event, posting a fii^

place victory. Bullard continued her winning

ways with a third place victory.

Before the divers took to the board, the

Minutewomen were losing by the score of

25-18. After the first diving competition, the

divers closed the gap within three points with

the,8corp>of 29-32-

Meegan Prtmavera, who missed today's

nf>eet due to illness, is expected to return to

action over the intersession. The next meet

isn't until Feb. 1 when the aquawomen
challenge Bridgewater State at 7:00 in NOPE.

Springfield, Boston College and Rhode

Island round out the meets before the Nev^-

Englands which are on the 16th and 17th of

February. Almost two months from now, the

season ends on the 25th when it faces

Southern Connecticut at home in NOPE at 1

p.m. ' •;' '
' •- •

.
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'
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12 games fill up intersesslon

Huskies invade in Cage clash
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The next time you read a Collegian
basketball article, it will be January 31st and
Jack Leaman's band of merry men will (pick

one) be: a. 16-0, b. 4-12, c. 8-8, d. have
beaten Holy Cross, Providence, and Rutgers,
e. lost to all of them, or f . none of the above.

Twelve games will take place during this

winter break and by the time January 31st
arrives, one will have a better idea of what
caliber of basketball team UMass is.

In that stretch, UMass will host two games
at the Cage, UConn (tonight) and Bentley
(Saturday). Both will start at 7:30 and will be
broadcast on WMUA (7:25) WMUA is

planning on broadcasting all UMass home
and away games during the winter break.
UMass will play two games at the

Springfield Civic Center, (Jan. 7th- Rutgers
and Jan. 25th-Providence College) and will

be at the Boston Garden Jan. 27-28th for the
Colonial Classic. In this four team tour-

nament, UMass will be in contention with
Boston College, Holy Cross, and UConn.
Away from the Amherst area, UMass will

open up three days after Christmas at the
Hartford Civic Center for the UConn Classic
(UConn, Niagara and Manhattan). The other
away games for the Minutemen will be Jan.
11-Villanova, Jan. 17-UConn, and Jan. 20 -
Duquesne.

Back to the matter at hand, tonight's game
with the Huskies from UConn will mark the
first of four games the Minutemen will play
with them.

If the games this year are anything like

games of the past, one can expect close and
exciting contests between these two rivals.

For the game series, UConn holds the
decided edge 47-34, with the first game
played in 1907.

In last year's games, Leaman's squad won
two one point affairs with the Huskies, 81-80
and 65-64. The last time UConn won was
two seasons back, 73-69.

This year's UConn squad presently stands
with a mark of 3-2; having beaten Fordham
68-52, Yale 73-58, and UNH 82-68. They were
blown out against Syracuse 101-61, and
most recently lost to BU 66-61.

"It's been an up and down year," §aid

UConn Daily Campus Sports Editor Rich
DePetra.

"We looked good against Fordham, Yale
and UNH byt against Syracuse we were
overmatched. Against BU, I don't know
what happened."

For first-year coach Dom Perno, it's been a

tough job replacing the nation's No. 10

All the Minutemen get into the act. as Derick Claiborne (left) prepares a lay-up. Mike Pyatt (center) grabs a rebound
and Alex Eldndge (right) does a reverse lay-up in a recent game. The Minutemen meet the UConn Huskies tonight at the
Cage. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)
scorer and UConn's all-time basketball
sconng leader Tony Hanson, who graduated
last spring and is now playing in Italy.

Perno has 1 1 returning lettermen but the
problem is finding 11 healthy ones. John
Delagrange, a 6'8" junior college transfer is
doubtful for tonight's game with an ankle
injury, while starting guards Joe Whelton
and Randy LaVigne won't be 100 per cent
again suffering from ankle injuries.

Besides Whelton and LaVigne, the other
starters for the Huskies will be 6'8" Jim
Abromaitis, and6'9" Jeff Carr. If Delagrange
will not play, his spot will be taken by 6'11"
Al Lewis or 6'7" freshman Jim Fearon.
The bulk of the scoring punch will be

expected from the 6' guari.', Whelton. He has
been averaging 20 points game, but has a
reputation as a gunner.

"Lately, Joey's been taking the bulk of the
scoring, putting up 20 foot jump shots, but in

order for us to be effective, UConn has to get
more production from Abromaitis, Carr, and
Delagrange," said DePetra.

For UMass, the season's mark is now 4-0,
and the fans are still buzzing about the play
of center Mark Haymore who thrilled the
capacity crowd at the Cage against Vermont
with 16 dunk-filled points.
"We still have alot of work to do as a team,

hoth on offense and defense," said tearri
captain Derick Claiborne.

fiidy Van llaiidic

A gift for every sport

Merwomen outsplashed
by Crimson, 74-56
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's swim team suffered

a 74-56 loss in last night's meet against

Harvard in NOPE. The highlights of the meet
included two broken records.

UMass' Lynn Lutz smashed her ov^m

Minutewomen record in the 1,(XX3 yard

freestyle set earlier in the fall. Lutz finished

third with an 1 1 :59 that eclipsed her old mark

of 12:17.

Remarkably, Harvard's Liz Kelley swam
even faster than Lutz, as she slashed and

broke Smith's T Nacks' time of 11:00.5 with

a first place finish at 10:56.7.

The defeat now gives the Minutewomen a

5-5-1 mark. The Crimson are now 3-1 in the

league.

UMass started the meet on a positive note

with a first place in the 400 medley relay.

Kathy Jurcik, Maryanne Primavera, Deb
Schwartz and co-captain Lise Hembrough
composed the winning team.

Deb Schwartz was one of the bright spots

*or the Minutewomen capturing three first

place finishes. Schwartz's time in the 1CX)

vard breaststroke- was 1:14. Teammate
Marvanne Primavera finished third with a

time of 1:20.

Schwartz continued her mastery over the

oreaststroke in the 200 with a time of 2:14.5.

In the most exciting race of the evening, the

200 yard individual medley, Schwartz edged
out a foe at the finish line in 2:22.7. UMass'
Celia Walsh captured third in 2:32.5.

In the 200 yard freestyle. Harvard gained
first place, but UMass co-captain Rachel
Mach earned third with a time of 2:10.

Harvard took second.

The 100 yard backstroke story was similar.

Gina Struart, a Harvard standout, took first

with a 1:10. UMass' Jurcik trailed close
behind swimming a 1:07. The Crimson
gained third prize in this event Jurcik
finished second in the 200 yard backstroke
with a 2:30.1 time. Harvard captured first and
third position.

The Minutewomen were more fortunate in

the 200 yard butterfly. Celia Walsh clinched a

first place with a time of 2:28. The Harvard

attack took second and third with 2:32.7 and
2:44.0 respectively. Walsh had to settle for

second in the 100 yard butterfly. She lost by
only four-tenths of a second.

l-utz earned third in the 500 yard freestyle

event by doing a 5:53.8.

The Minutewomen had a decisive victory

in the diving events. In the optional diving

UMass' Khris Bullard and Suzie Strobel

TURN TO PAGE 35

Ah yes, Christmas.

That wonderful time of the year is here
again. The season to be jolly, to be merry,
and all that type of stuff.

And, of course, the time to receive gifts.

Just like anybody else, people in athletics

deserve gifts. Although a few people may
deserve to have coal stuffed in their

stockings instead of trinkets under the tree,

what the heck. Be generous.
So, what without further ado, the Van

Handle list of sports goodies:
First, UMass:

To Dick MacPherson: Another Phil

Puopolo, John Willis, Peter McCarty, Billy

Coleman, John Gladchuk, Kevin Cum-
mings
To Jack Leaman: An NCAA tournament

berth, a Colonial Classic title, and a win over
Holy Cross.

To Dick Garber: Another championship
season.

To Dianne Thompson: This year, the
chance to represent UMass in the post-
season Softball playoffs.

To Mary Ann Ozdarski: Wins over
Southern Connecticut, Queens, and a trip to

Mississippi in the spring.

To Dick Bergquist: Some big bats to go
with those good arms.

To Judith Davidson: Another chance to

stick it to Springfield, and the chance to be a
hero.

To Jack Canniff: What else?

To Russ Kidd: A playoff berth and a couple
of more Tommy Koutsoukos.
To Dave Amato: Some more home meets.
And now, for the pros:

To Ted Marchibroda: A book entitled. The
Will to win'.

To the Boston Celtics: A trade involving

Sidney Wicks and-or Chariie Scott.

To the Boston Red Sox: A left-handed

pitcher (somewhere, anywhere).

To the Boston Bruins: Nothing. They have

everything they need.

To Bill Campbell: Rolaids.

To Luis Tiant: One more year?

To Denny Doyle: An escape from limbo.

To the Denver Broncos: A Super Bowl
championship.

To Pete Rozelle: A way to unscramble
playoff messes in ten easy lessons.

And, finally, to my faithful scribes:

To Mike Berger: More quotable people,
and a slap on the wrist for no annual
'Grabbag of of Goodies". (Thanks a lot,

Berger.)

To Mark Marchand: The reason why Don
O'Malley didn't shew up for his physical, and
more 'Booter Banter'.

To Rich Eckel" More scoops.
To Steve Buckley: Wrestling until it comes

out his ears.

To George O'Brien: A hockey puck and a
golf ball.

To Jim Gleason: More field hockey
features.

To Russ Smith: A successful intramural
season.

To Bill Edelstein: Metawampe, RIP.

To Mike McHugh: The ECAC hockey
guide.

And, finally, to Dave Rodman: The ability

to find the sanity I lost when I took this job.

Thanks, folks. It's been bizarre.
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January in review
Area group studies

future of DNA here
The complexities of recombinant DNA

research began to be untangled during the
month of January by the nine-person study
group appointed by the town of Amherst to

investigate proposed DNA research at the
campuses of UMass and Amherst college.

The study group, appointed by the Oc-
tober Special Town Meeting, was
established along the model created by the
town of Cambridge, Mass. for research being
conducted at Harvard University.

Recombinant DNA research is not
scheduled to begin in Amherst in the fall.

At their first meeting. Selectman Diana
Romer told the group their work would
include "broad discussion of issues and the
nitty-gritty of making recommendations."
The group plans to review guidelines

established by the National Institute of

Health to determine if the safeguards set

doyvn are strict enough. They said they hope
to report their findings, and any additional

recommendations, at the May Town
Meeting.
Once guidelines are established by the

study group, a town appointed Biohazards
Committee will have the power to grant or

deny licenses to perform recombinant DNA
research. The Biohazards Committee will

also be charged with monitoring adherence
to the guidelines.

DNA, or deoxyribonucleic acid, is the
material that carries chromosomes necessary
for hereditary information to be shaped.

Currently, DNA research is conducted
with the E. coli bacterium. DNA is inserted

into the DNA of the E. coli DNA, producing a

new form of life.

-MARY BROWN

UMass goals set

by Patterson
Interim UMass President Franklin K.

Patterson set forth some ambitious goals
before the University trustees at their

January meeting at the Worcester Medical
School.

Patterson, who will serve as UMass
president until the presidential search
committee determines a permanent suc-

cessor, made a lengthly statement at the
opening of the meeting highlighting five

goals he would like to accomplish during the
spring.

In his remarks, Patterson said he will press
for improvement of common services, which
are administrative services shared by all

campuses; improving control of expenditures
and quality of performance, and securing a
yearly budget; to maintain, renovate and
develop the University's physical plant;

strengthen the University's image; and to

press forward with master planning, giving

direction to the University as a whole, and to

its various segments and improving relations

with the state's community college system.
In discussing the image of the University,

Patterson said, "I've tried to make it clear to

representatives of the media that I believe in

full disclosure to the greatest practical

degree as far as a public institution is con-
cerned. We should welcome public scrutiny,

and we should expect our failings and
foolishnesses to be known."

Franklin K. Patterson
On accepting the presidency he said, "The

reason I accepted the presidency on an
interim basis was two-fold and very simple.

First, I believed there was a real need for a

chief executive to serve the University in an
active, deeply committed mode during the

transition, interim period — and — if you can
forgive an old-fashioned view of things — I

saw it as my duty to accept the responsibility

as it was defined. Second, I accepted
because I understood that the board was
prepared, indeed eager, to go forward with
certain important current tasks essential for

the University's welfare."

"As any other president would," he said,

"I will serve only at (the board's) pleasure. In

turn, the board should know that, if absence
of support for me should develop during the
interim period, I will be most happy to return

to my professional duties with all dispatch."
Patterson also said the 26-member trustee

board "is, and will be.... the most crucial

element in the evolving quality of the
University itself."

-MARY BROWN

Trustees filljobs;

Chancellor chosen
The UMass Board of Trustees this month

filled two positions vacated by resignations

and University central office vice president
announced her intentions to move on.

UMass- Boston Associate Vice Chan-
cellor Claire Van Ummersen was chosen to

replace Carlo L. Golino as chancellor of the
Boston campus and George Kaludis was
selected to succeed Jay Janis as vice

president for management. University Vice
President of Planning Nan S. Robinson late

last week said she will be leaving UMass to

become the deputy commissioner of
education in Connecticut in March. No plans

have been made yet to name her successor.
The trustees also appointed Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery to be senior vice

president for University collective bargaining.

Bromery last year had served in an interim

capacity as executive vice president, with

responsibilities for both labor relations on
management.
The 42- year old Van Ummersen, of

Winchester, begins serving as interim
chancellor tomorrow while the trustees
arrange a search for a permanent successor
to the 64 year old Golino. Golino announced
his resignation last fall following several
months of conflict with the trustees.

Kaludis, 39, is filling a position vacated a
year ago by Janis, who became the Un-
dersecretary of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development. Kaludis
will serve as vice president until the end of
this fiscal year in June. He is presently the
executive vice president of Ingram Book
Company, in Nashville.

Robinson, in March, will be joining a
reorganized Connecticut Board of Higher
Education, which has only one person who
served on the previous board.

Robinson said last week the new Con-
necticut board "has a mandate for single
consolidation" of high education. She said
the system there is similar to the system in

Massachusetts, which is being evaluated for
reorganization by a joint executive-legislative
committee. Robinson has been involved
with long range planning for UMass and also
the joint development of the Boston campus
and it's neighborhood in Columbia Point.

Robinson will be receiving a reported
S42,000 a year as deputy commissioner in

Connecticut. She received $36,350 from
UMass.

-JOEQUINLAN

Bromery appointed

to ^blue-chip' board

Claire Van Ummersen

Chancellor Randolph C. Bromery

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, ap-
pointed last month to the Board of Directors
of the Exxon Corporation recently com-
mented, "it is very difficult to get on the
Board of Directors of Exxon. In New York,
parlance they call that one of the 'blue-chip'
boards."

His responsibilities will include serving on
two committees and attending board
meetings in New York City. Members of the
board are expected to attend at least ten of
the twelve board meetings scheduled for one
morning every month but said, "It isn't like

it's going to interfere with anything. I

wouldn't have taken it if it did."

He will be serving on the nominating
committee which "reviews the criteria for

new persons who may come on the board,"
as well as the contributions committee which
deals with, in part, the corporation's con-
tributions toward higher education.

Bromery said he feels his position on the
board is important both for himself per-

sonally as well as for UMass. An occurence
usually reserved for presidents of private

schools, he feels with his appointment he will

be able to represent public schools concerns
as well as his own.
"The private schools like to get their

presidents on these corporate boards
because that represents, to move around the
table there, a large chunk of corporate
Arrierica. So, to me, I feel a lot of positive
spin-offs, not only for me professionally and
personally, but I think for the University and
the campus."

- CAROL ROSENBERG

Amherst legislators

Join committees
State Senator John W. Olver and

Representative James G. Collins, both of
Amherst, have been recently appointed to
committees on higher education by
Governor Michael S. Dukakis and Speaker of
the House Thomas W. McGee.

Olver, an assistant professor of chemistry
at UMass prior to being elected to the State
legislature, has been named to the New
England Board of Higher Education. The
Board is charged with directing the ex-
pansion of educational opportunities and
most efficient use of all resources for
postsecondary education throughout New
England.

The board is specifically geared towards
expanding the educational opportunities in
the fields of medicine dentistry, veterinary
medicine and other related technical,
professional and graduate training.

Olver, vice chairman of the Senate Ways
and Means Committee, is in line to replace
Ways and Means Chairman James Kelley,
(D-Oxford), who will not seek re-election this
year. Political observers though say Sen. B.
Joseph Tully, (D-Dracut) who now chairs the
committee on counties, may be a strong
opponent to Olver.

Rep. Collins, appointed vice chairman of
the Special Commission on the
Reorganization of Public Higher Education in
the Commonwealth, will be working on the
commission with 15 legislators and 10 ap-
pointments made by the governor.
The special commission is created to

formally review both the structure of public
higher education and the relationship bet-
ween public and private higher education in
Massachusetts.

-BETHSEGERS

UMass budget hike

only paces inflation
UMass this election year has been granted

its first budgetary increase from the
governor's office since Gov. Michael Dukakis
was elected in 1974.

But University budget officials say the six
per cent increase proposed by Dukakis will

only allow the University to keep pace with
the rate of inflation.

The governor is proposing to allocate
$116,303,627 for the University. Last year
UMass received $110,313,603 after the
legislature tacked on additional monies to the
governor's proposal.

Every year since Dukakis became
governor, he has proposed level funding for
the University budget, an allocation equal to
the budget of the previous year but actually
less because of the inflation rate.

The legislature has responded in the past
by adding more money to the University
budget than Dukakis had proposed.

-JOEQUINLAN

Students spared CC Hotel housing this semester
By DOROTHY A. CLARK
Collegian Staff

This semester's housing situation "looks
good," with 10,500 beds in residence halls

assigned and no students housed in either

the Campus Center hotel, area fraternities

and sororities or dormitory lounges, ac-

cording to Ashoke Ganguli, a staff assistant
with Residential Resource Management.

Last semester about 400 students were left

without dormitory rooms, partly a result of
the 4,100 entering freshman and transfers,

the largest number in UMass history.

Some students staged sit-ins to protest
the use of their dormitory floor lounges as
makeshift rooms for dorm- less students, on-
campus exemption applications were being
accepted for juniors and sophomores and
staff members of the Housing Office worked
overtime daily to find dormitory space for the
students, following last semester's housing
shortage.

"Things aren't hectic," said Gerald A
Queries, assistant housing coordinator.
"Most people are already assigned."

Fall semesters usually present some
problem for housing incoming students, he
said, but spring semesters are always easy
tiMcause the University has a certain amount
of students who withdraw after the fall

semester, which provides housing spaces.
"Lord knows I could use an easy opening,"
said Queries.

The total number of registered un-
dergraduate students last fall was 18,161 and
last spring's undergraduate students
numbered 17,512, according to a
sp>okesp>erson in the Registrar's Office. The
total enrollment for this semester can't be
determined until about two weeks after

registration, the spokesperson said.

Most of the students left without rooms
last semester were male. By the end of the
semester they had received room assign-
ments or were moved into converted dor-
mitory lounges. Five students who had been
living in the Campus Center hotel since the
beginning of the semester chose to stay
there until the end.

Dean of Students William F. Field said he
has met with some students who lived in the
hotel longer than three weeks and whose
academic semester was disrupted by the
housing shortage, and he has "processed
about 50 or 60" reimbursements, based on
an individual basis and the amount of time
the students were without permanent
housing. "The kids who really had a rough
time I've already seen," Field said.

To determine what caused the housing
problem, a Housing Task Force was formed.
"The task force sort of went in intially with
the orientation Let's find out what hap-
pened'," said Paul Hrfmel, student assistant

to the vice chancellor of Student Affairs. But
as the group went on, he said, they felt

"what happened, happened," and it was
more important to look into the system and
"redesign it."

The task force consists of "people right in

the middle," said Hamel, such as Housing
Office and Residencial Resource
Management personnel, heads of residence.

members of the Physical Plant and is headed
by Frederick Preston, acting associate vice

chancellor for Student Affairs.

The Housing Task Force is preparing a

report to present its findings, but according

to Hamel, a release date can't be determined
yet.
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As ass't provost
Collegian

Bischoff resigns
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Associate Provost and Dean of the School
of Physical Education David C. Bischoff last
night said acting Provost Jerimiah M. Allen
has indicated he would accept Bischoff's
resignation as associate provost.

Allen last night declined to comment
about the resignation, saying only "We met
this morning and discussed a number of
things."

Bischoff was the only dean who did not
participate in the controversy which lead to
the firing of Paul L. Puryear from his position
as provost. Allen, as dean of the faculty of
humanities and fine arts was one of the
deans who requested Puryear 'to resign.

Allen "indicated he would accept my
resignation," Bischoff said last night.

Bischoff said he submitted his resignation
early last week because he believes every
provost should organize his own staff and
also because he thinks he should direct all his
time to the School of Physical Education.

Bischoff has been an associate provost for
seven years and a dean for six. He said he
had also submitted his resignation as
associate provost when Puryear became
Provost in 1976.

Bischoff is currently the only permanent
associate provost in the office because Vere
Chappell, the other associate, is on sab-
batical leave this semester.

Allen last week in another interview
declined to comment on whether he believes
it is a conflict of interest for a dean to serve
as an associate provost.

Earlier this month nine of the 10 academic
deans requested in writing that Puryear
resign, and Puryear later requested six of the
nine deans to resign.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who
had left Puryear in charge of the campus
while taking a vacation, returned to the
campus and fired Puryear after confering
separately with him and the deans.

Bischoff said he remained outside the
controversy because he was an administrator
in Puryear's office and also a dean.

Acting provost to name
dean of humanities
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff »

Acting Provost Jerimiah M. Allen
/esterday said a decision on who he would

Jeremiah M. Allen, acting provost

name to the position of deaa of the faculty of
Humanities and Fine Arts could "con-
ceivably" be made today, but probably no
decision will be made until later this week.

Allen has not named a successor to the
position, the same position he vacated when
he became acting provost.

Sources yesterday told the Collegian there
are three prime contenders for the dean's
position. They are Richard W. Noland,
chairman of the English dept.; Gerald W.
McFarland, chairman of the History dept.;

and Micheline Dufau, chairman of the French
and Italian depts.

Allen yesterday afternoon met with a five-

member advisory committee from the faculty

of the College of Arts and Sciences to

discuss possible candidates for the new
dean. Contacted after the meeting, Allen said

the committee submitted "about a dozen"
names to him for consideration.

Allen also yesterday declined to comment
on who his successor might be or who he
would like to have succeed him, saying
"that's not the kind of thing you discuss in

public."

Meanwhile, McFarland said he is aware his
name is being considered by Allen for the
deanship.

"I'm very interested in the position,"
McFarland said. He said he and Allen have
"worked together compatibly" in the past.

Noland and Dufau could not be reached
for comment.

Allen was appointed acting provost

following the dismissal of Provost Paul L.

Puryear earlier this month by Chancellor

Randolph W. Bromery following a dispute

between Puryear and Bromery.

David C. Bischoff, dean of the School of Physical Education, resigned as associate
provost.

Gluckstem, former provost
in finals for UIVI prez
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Former UMass Vice Chancellor of
Academic Affairs and Provost Robert L.

Gluckstern, now the chancellor at the
University of Maryland at College Park, is

one of the final 25 candidates being con-
sidered to succeed Robert C. Wood as
UMass president.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery is also
among the final 25 candidates.

Gluckstern left UMass for College Park in

1975 following the research funds scandal in

the School of Education. The scandal,
uncovered in 1974, involved abuse of federal
research grants by some education faculty
and also charges of awarding doctorates to
undeserving students. The dean of the
school, Dwight Allen, resigned in 1975.

Gluckstern last night declined to comment
when asked if he is a candidate for the
UMass presidency. "I'm enjoying my
responsibilities here as chancellor,"
Gluckstern said.

A search is also being conducted at the
University of Maryland to replace the
university president when he leaves this
spring.

The College Park campus, with a 36,000
student body, is the flagship campus of the
University of Maryland multi-campus
system. The president of the system
operates from an office on the College Park
campus.

Collegian sources have said Gluckstern
impressed the members of the UMass
presidential search committee in an interview
earlier this month.

Bromery this weekend said he was sur-

prised when he heard that Gluckstern is

among thee candidates for UMass
presidency because he thought Gluckstern
would inform him personally.

"If I was going to enter my name for

president at Gluckstern's university,"
Bromery said, "I would have phoned him."

International Sports.
Egyptian- Israeli talks continue tonight on the future of the Sinai

Peninsula. See the story on page 23.

National

Today's 20 page sports section, beginning on page 29, features
Rich Eckel's story on the Colonial Classic basketball tournament on
page 38. Football coach Dick MacPherssn has joined the pros — see
the full story on page 36. Sports photo essay is on page 30.

Briefs
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee has approved the

Panama Canal treaty. For the full story turn to page 23.

An epidemic of the Russian flu is expected this year or next and
scientists predict the vaccine is safer than the disease. See page 21.

Regional Courses

Eastern Mountain Sports is recallinjg down vests and jackets, an
astronomer is suggesting space colonization. Harvard has just made
public the records of the Sacco and Venzetti trial and more Turn to
page 22.

Mount Holyoke College selected a new president last night. She's
Elizabeth T. Kennan, the third woman college president in the Five
College area.

Can't find anything you like in the Course Description Guide? Turn
to page 44 for a listing of new and open courses.

Women
Get a capsulated version of the most important recent events

involving women on page 10.

Editorial Opinion

Mark Wilding, Collegian person in Paris, has a column on page 14.

For the latest in international opinion, turn to the op-ed pages.

Cover Weather
Today's cover photo is by David OIken. Partly sunny with highs in the 20s. Partly cloudy tonight with lows

near 10. Probability of snow is 10 per cent.
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A final day with Robert C. Wood Futurist Fuller and All featured
iCoJJegian 5

By MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - Three days before Christmas,
outgoing UMass President Robert C. Wood
was looking forward to his last week on the
job after seven years atop a growing three-

campus university system.

As he leaned back in his chair and glanced
around his spacious office, itself a target of

attack by both the University community and
the public, he said he felt "increasingly

good" as the date for his retirement ap-

proached.

"NA^at happens in reality is everyone
wants you to sign off on various projects,"

he said, "I've been looking at every piece of

paper no one's looked at before."

The president's office is located in One
Washington Mall, opposite the mayor's
office in government center in downtown
Boston. The rent for the two floors which
hold the offices of the University ad-

ministration is being paid out of interest

earned on trust fund monies, ever since the
governor said no more state funds could be
used to p>ay the fee.

Yet Wood had managed to maintain his

offices in the downtown building, a location

convenient for the business he conducted
each day — close to the state house and near

the offices of the court appointed city-wide

coordinating committee, a group wno nas
been charged with overseeing the School
Department's efforts to desegregate Boston
schools, and of which Wood is chairman.

His successor, a Frank L. Boydon
professor at UMass-Boston, Franklin K.

Patterson, will probably oversee the office's

move to 100 Arlington street, in a building

now used by one of UMass- Boston's
colleges. Patterson, as interim president of

the University, will serve until a trustee

committee selects a permanent successor, a

lob which could take until summer.

Beacon Hill bills
Wood is interrupted by a visit from a

member of the staff in charge of keeping
Wood up to date on any and all state
legislation which has an affect on UMass.
Kass quickly lists off the status of several

items in the legislature and relates the day's
gossip.

The hospital study committee, which will

look at the proposed pay- back plan for

Worcester medical students; an open
meeting law which would require the
University trustees to open up discussions on
personnel, including tenure and hiring; an
amendment on the meals tax for an
exemption and some mid-year fund transfers

were the major items that day.

Wood said there are nearly 100 bills which
affect UMass that are proposed every year,

and all must be monitored. In some cases,

the staff must provide legal briefs or other
information to present the University's view
on a particular piece of legislation.

One bill, sponsored by a group called the

Advisory Committee on Intergovernmental
Relations would require the legislature to

approve all federal monies going to the

University, which Wood said would mean
the legislators would have to approve every

federal grant the University won.

Problems with new offices
Wood next sees the planning staff for a

discussion of renovations of 100 Arlington
street.

Nan S. Robinson, University vice-
president in charge of planning, briefs Wood
on current problems. It seems the faculty in

the College of Public and Community
Service will have to be temporarily located in

a different area during the spring semester so
that renovations to their 8th and 9th floor
offices can be completed, along with those
on the 12th and 13th floors for the Univer-
sity's central administration.

Robinson will soon be leaving UMass to
take a position on the Connecticut Board of
Higher Education.

Faculty recently presented Wood with a
petition requesting the renovations be done
in two stages, so they would not have to be
housed in temporary facilities during the
coming semester, a method with which
Robinson termed "too expensive".

Robinson describes the 100 Arlingtoo
street building as "charming", a building
constructed for the Boston Ga. Company in

the 1920's, with plenty of brass, and an art

deco decor.

Robinson reported that the renovations
were proceeding as scheduled, with the
entire job expected to be completed by July,

with a $1 million dollar price tag.

Many of the existing rooms at 100
Arlington will retain their original uses — the

Boston Gas board room will be used by the
UMass trustees as a meeting room, while the
Boston Gas president's office will be used by
the UMass president.

Robinson also reported on the University's

plans to to acquire land on Nantucket Island,

supplementing land they already own there.

TURN TO PAGE 18

Wood's report released
By MARY BRCWN
Collegian Staff

Outgoing UMass President Robert C.

Wood's final report, released the week after

Christmas was titled "Retrospect and
Prospect".

Accordingly, it was filled with the ac-

complishments of Wood's seven years as

University president, along with warnings
about the future of the state university in an
era of tight budgets and static enrollments.

The 32- page report, characterized as
"bittersweet" by the Globe, was largely

devoted to the growth of the three UMass
campuses during Wood's tenure.

Some examples —
"Slowly, sometimes more painfully, we

have become a system. While respecting the

academic and operational autonomy of the
individual campuses, we have established a

central capacity to plan, to allocate

resources, and to coordinate effort and
energy on a common basis with an in-

creasing consciousness of our common
identity as one institution with many parts.

-"The changes in student demand,
belatedly acknowledged across the country.

had many sources, including public reaction
to campus unrest, a major national recession,
the end of the Vietnam War and the draft,
and a new wave of 'who needs college?'
skepticism. But regardless of the souuce, the
changes were clearly reflected in the at-

titudes and actions of those sensitive
barometers of national mood, the state
governments."

"Without tough-minded planning, the
future may well mean higher and higher
percentages of tenured faculty, less and less
attention to the most promising new fields,

deterioration of physical facilities, and a loss
ef flexibility in the face of changing demands
and technology."

"We must be especially alert to proposals
to regionalize or homogenize our institutions.

Amherst, thrown into a regional ccn-
federation of several state and commun.ty
colleges, would find difficulty in pursuing its

university mission. So would Worcester; so
would the Harbor Campus. And these
arrangements would be no help at all in

establishing the appropriate boundary
conditions with the private sector.

Former UMass Prssldent Robert C. Wood has returned to the Joint Center for
Jrban Development, which he once directed.

South Meadow deposits safe
By JERRY ROGERS
Collegian Staff

South Meadow Apartments tenants'

security deposits are safe, according to the

Amherst Town Manager's office, despite the

initiation of foreclosure proceedings by a

Holyoke bank which holds the mortgage on
160 units formerly a part of the Brittany

Manor apartment complex.
James Sardate, an assistant to Town

Manager Louis Hayward, last Friday reported

the security deposits were being held in a

special account in the Community Savings

Bank of Holyoke That bank plans to sell its

holdings in South Meadow at public auction

on February 8 in the complex because the

owners have failed to make payments on a

#1.8 million mortgage. Sardate said he

received his information "directly" from
Beverly Durnakowski, the local represen-

tative of Cok>ny Management Company of

Hartford, Conn., which manages the
property. Sardate claimed "indirect" con-

firmation of the security deposits' safety

from a Community Bank vice president.

Amherst area students comprise a majority

of the tenants living in the East Hadley Road
complex. The Student Legal Services Office

is prepared to aid students living in the

complex if the safety of the security deposits

is not assured. Attorney Michele Leaf said

she will work with any tenants who seek LSO
assistance.

In 1974, when South Meadow was still a

part of Brittany Manor, the owners of the

complex were forced into bankruptcy. LSO
aided student tenants then in their attempts

to recover security deposits.

Owners of the 400 apartments comprising

South Meadow and Brittany Manor have had
financial troubles with the complex since

John C Chalakos of Windsor, Conn, was
forced into bankruptcy \6/hile constructing

the apartments in 1969 At that time.

Community Bank in Holyoke and the Society

for Savings in Hartford combined efforts and
took control of the complex.
The Society for Savings now holds a $3.5

million mortgage on the 240 units still known
as Brittany Manor. The Daily Hampshire
Gazette last Thursday reported the Society

for Savings was also considering foreclosure

proceedings.

Maxwell Belding of Hartford took over the
400 apartments from the two banks and
finished construction in 1972. In March of

1973 he sold the property to owners that

went bankrupt in 1974. After a year of court
control while the bankruptcy proceedings
were being completed, Belding and Sol
Fromer of New York obtained the apart-

ments through their company, Glenwood
Realty Trust. They subsequently set up
Brittany-Amherst Realty Trust which took
over the complex from Glenwood. Belding is

also president of Colony Management
Company.

The 1974 bankruptcy helped win passage
of an Amherst town bylaw designed to

protect tenants' security deposits. The bylaw
was ruled invalid by the state Attorney
General's office but the town is appealing the
ruling.

Last year, the state enacted its own
security deposit law. However, Attorney
James Starr of LSO said the state law is not

as strict as the town bylaw was and does not

offer tenants as much protection. Despite

the apparent safety of tenants' security

deposits, Starr claims the current financial

proceedings in South Meadow and Brittany

Manor are a good example of the need for

the strict town bylaw. He pointed to what he

said were insufficiencies in the state law that

make it possible for landlords to handle

security deposit money in a less strict

manner than has been employed in the

current situation.
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Education conference planned
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Prominent futurist R. Buckminster Fuller

who will be serving as a scholar in residence
to the UMass Future Studies Program this

April will be kicking off a major four-day
conference on the future of education.

Fuller will be joined by world heavyweight
boxing champion Muhammad Ali, who is

known also as a unique international

spokesman for effective educational op-
portunities.

The conference, entitled "Learning
Tomorrows", is being sponsored by the
Future Studies Program, a division of the
School of Education. It will be a first for

UMass as well as the rest of the country.
"There have been conferences on

education and on the future, but never on
both," said planner Al Peakes, a graduate
student in the Future Studies Program.
Peakes, along with a group of other graduate
students and faculty members, have been
planning the conference since July.

From Apr. 18-21, educators, students, and
any interested people are expected to fill the
Fine Arts Center and Campus Center to

discuss current trends in education through a

variety of lectures, seminars, workshops and
exhibits from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Topics covered will include racism, sexism,
busing, affirmative action, career training,

and variables such as population, resources,
economics and social structure.

According to Peakes the purpose of the
conference will be to try to come to a
consensus about what can be done to head
education in the right direction. He said it will

also help other educators develop Future
Studies Programs.

"There are a wide range of opportunities
for graduates of future studies programs,"
said Peakes. "They can be teachers, writers,
wofiv?r<; i;, government, or members of
citizen action groups. We have a better than
90 percent placement record in meaningful
activities," he said.

At present, there are six other schools in

the country offering future studies programs.
The UMass program, started seven years
ago, is the oldest

"Already the conference has had the
effect of pulling the school of education
together, giving it a new sense of purpose,
and revitalizing the faculty and students,"
said Peakes.

Since the conference is being held during
spring break, '-acners and administrators
from all over Ntw England as well as some
from California, Minnesota, Europe and
Africa will be able to attend. Conference
planners expect some 5,000 people from off
campus to attend each day. These people
will be charged admission to help defray the
cost of the conference, estimated to be some
$20,000 to $30,000.

UMass and other five college students will

be able to attend the conference free of
charge, however. Through a course entitled
Seminar: Future of Education Workshop,
credit is also available. The course is

scheduled number 265074.
Among other speakers at the conference

will be leading women futurists Elise

Boulding and Hazel Henderson, psychologist
Dr. Kenneth Clark, and educators Jonathon
Kozal and Roy Edelfelt.

TURN TO PAGE 18

Prominent Futurist R. Buckminster Fuller will join the UMass Future Studies

Program later this semester. Fuller will join the world heavyweight boxing

champion l\Auhammad Ali to open a four usy conference here concerning

the future of education. Lectures, seminars, workshops, andexhibits will

^® included inthe April ia 21 conference.

Greek area security tightened
fl/ ANN MARIE REIS
Collegian Staff

New front door locks were installed last

week at Chi Omega sorority house in

Fraternity-Sorority park in response to an
incident at a sister sorority eariier this month
at Florida State University where a man killed

two women, raped another, and then beat
two others before escaping.

"I was nervous," Laurie Killilea, Chi
Omega Alumni chairman said Friday. "We
had the same locks for the past seven years.

Giris lose keys and what happened to our
sisters in Florida could easily happen

anywhere else. It really sickens me to think
someone could do that to innocent people."

Outside locks were to be changed during
the semester, she added, but the Florida

incident prompted an immediate installation.

Forty women live in the UMass chapter of
Chi Omega. The two story building is locked
24 hours a day. An unused rear door is bolted
and sealed.

According to Shannon E. Ellis, Greek area
director, the security of the 10 sororities in
the area is "pretty tight," with many of the
houses having barred basement windows
and frequently changed combination locks.

MARYANNE
Joined The
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January 23, 1978
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"But the biggest security problem can
often be the residents," she said. "After a
late date, someone can easily forget to shut
the front door without realizing. It takes
something like the Florida scare to make
everyone more conscious."

Ellis said house meetings will be held
throughout the Greek system early in the
semester to stress the importance of keeping
doors and windows locked at night, par-

ticularly during the spring weather.

Fraternity-sorority park is under the
jurisdiction of the Amherst police force,

which also patrols Amherst College and
Hampshire College. However, Saul L. Chafin,
UMass director of security, said campus
police patrol several parking lots in the Greek
Area and often extend their coverage to the
park houses.
"We encourage these students to utilize

us as a resource," Chafin said. "The Florida

murders were a tremendous shock. It im-

mediately alerted me to the fact that this

department must insure that a similar in-

cident doesn't happen here."

A strong crime prevention awareness
drive, emphasizing the importance of locking
doors and stopping strangers from entering
the houses, will also be held within the
sororities and fraternities, he added.
According to Sgt. David Jankowski of the

Amherst police force, three off-campus
rapes were reported to the department in

1977. Two were hitchhiking-related incidents
and one involved a woman swimming nude
in the Hadley Resevoir.

On campus, four rapes were reported to

UMass security last year. In one incident, a

female student met an 18-year-old UMass
student at an Amherst bar and she agreed to

return to his dormitory with him. After two
hearings in Hampshire District Court, th3

case was dismissed.

Barbara Estabrook, director of the Health

Education division of campus Health Ser-

vices, said this type of "confidence rape" is

more likely to occur than the brutal attacks in

Florida.

"Women drinking at a bar, even women
hitchhiking, have to learn not to go off with a

man they don't know well. This is a transient

community and there are many vulnerable

women here," she said.

The Florida slayings evoked memories at

Smith College of an incident two years ago
when a sophomore woman was stabbed
several times in the back while jogging alone

at night near the college.

After recovering a few months later, the

student withdrew from Smith. No one has
been apprehended for the assault.

"Women have learned to be more watch-
ful. They just can't be out alone after dark

and expect to be safe," said a spokesperson
for Smith College.

The school has since improved outside

lighting and implemented a security van
system for women traveling around the

campus at night.

Sgt. Jankowski agrees that women living

in a college community must be cautious.

"Nuts from all over the Commonwealth
know they can come to Amherst and find

many vulnerable people. It's a real danger,"

he said, pointing to the Florida murders as
"an unfortunate incident. I just thank God It

wasn't here."

Students favor detectors

despite minor annoyances
By RITA ZEIDNERE
Collegian Staff

UMass dormitory residents returned from
intersession break to find an unfamiliar piece
of equipment in their rooms: smoke
detectors. Although the Student Govern-
ment Association had sent out notices that

the smoke detectors would be installed,

many students entered and didn't know
what the little white box on one wall was.
The detectors, installed by University

Physical Plant personnel last week, were one
of several proposals of a Fire Safety and
Prevention Program. Several fires on the
UMass campus, plus arsonist scares and the
recent Providence College fire have all

pointed towards a need for more effective

ifire safety programs.
All but one student contacted by the

Collegian last night said the smoke detection
system in dorm rooms is a good idea, and
added they will keep the equipment plugged
in, despite the shortage of wall sockets. Mary
Abot, a freshman who lives in Coolidge said,

"I live on the 21st floor and I'd like to know if

there was a fire. I'm sure I'll keep it plugged
in."

Preseritly, the detector plugs into the A.C.

wall socket. But plans have been made to

install the detector directly into walls dunng
the coming summer.

One student contacted who did object to
the installatiori had already unplugged it.

"My room already has an overload, and I get
sparks out of one plug, so I took it out as
soon as I saw it."

But a shortage of plugs is only one of the
problems students saw in the detectors.
Many students are concerned about how
sensitive the equipment if and whether it

would inhibit smoking in the room. Others
were concerned with how often the alarms
would go off because other dorm residents
were "testing out" the system.

At the present time, no rigid plans exist to
ensure the detectors be kep: plugged in.

However, heads of residence are emphatic
that they remain in use and are devising
methods to prevent students from rendering
them ineffective.
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Fire study cites problems
fly JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

An 18- month fire safety study of UMass
housing completed during intersession by
University personnel recommends safety

renovations estimated to cost $4-6 million.

The recommendations are being evaluated
this semester by UMass administrators,

including Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Robert L. Woodbury and the Director of

Environmental Health and Safety Donald
Robinson, who directed the study.

Plans have been completed for $300,000
worth of fire safety renovations this summer
for Baker, John Adams highrise and Van
Meter dormitories.

The study was conducted by Robinson
and members of his department and included

insc>ection visits by UMass officials of fire

safety equipment at other colleges and in-

.

spections of the UMass campus by outside

consultants.

Robinson said his department conducted
the study under the usual department budget
and did not receive additional funding. He
estimated the department spent $1,000 to

obtain outside consultation.

The first of the recommendations, to

install smoke detectors in the campus living

quarters of students, was completed this

week at cost of approximately $100,000.

University officials decided to install the

smoke detectors immediately this semester
in part as a reaction to both the fatal dor-

mitory fire at Providence College in late

December and the series of suspicious fires

at McNamara dormitory here on campus
during the last several weeks of the fall

semester.

University police are still investigating the
suspicious fires, usually set in trash rooms or

janitor closets during late hours of the night.

Nightly patrols of the eight story do'-mitory

by campus security officers are expected to

continue at least through the first few weeks
of this semester.
The second recommendation of the fire

study, to connect the fire alarms of 18
dormitories in the Northeast and Central

residential areas to the central monitor
system on campus, is expected to be carried

out this semester, according to Robinson.
Residents in these dorms presently must

report a fire by telephone because the alarms
in the buildings only sound an internal

warning Alarms in the other 23 dorms in the
areas alert all residents of the building and
University police, who have a direct line to

the Amherst Fire Department. The alarms
also alert physical plant personnel, who also

have a direct line to the town fire depart-

ment.
The fire study found all residence halls to

be in compliance with the state fire safety

codes at the time of construction, and notes
any improvement in fire safety is an elective

action by the University because the state

code is not retroactive.

The state fire code, revised in 1975,

requires every floor of buildings taller than

Charred remains in Field dormitory last semester after fire. (Staff photo by John
Anderson).

seven stories to be protected by fire

sprinklers. The three eight-story Sylvan

dorms and the five high rises in Southwest,
which would fall under the revised code,

were built in the early seventies before the

code was modified.

The fire study findings also recommend
dorms in Central and Northeast residential

areas receive high priority for fire safety

renovations because the dorm structures are

not as fire resistant as the buildings in the

other three residential areas.

The study recommends installation of

early warning fire detection and alarm

systems, including one-way communication
for the residence halls. Smoke detectors

would be installed in hallways and other

areas which are not being protected by
smoke detectors this semester.

Heat detectors connected to a central

building alarm system of the dormitories

would be installed in the dorm rooms. The
smoke detectors now in the dorm rooms only

sound a warning audible to people near or in

the room. The people then have to pull the

hallway alarm to warn others. Robinson said

the heat detectors would alarm all residents

of the building in case the room on fire is

unoccupied.
The planned renovations this summer in

Baker, John Adams and Van Meter dorms
include installation of smoke detectors in

areas not protected now, the heat detectors

in rooms, magnetic door holders which
would shut fire doors when an alarm is

TURN TO PAGE 18
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Announcing the

Grand Opening of

WOLFIES PIZZA!!
(Formerly University Pizza)

Five College community

ready for fire hazards
fly JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

While UMass student housing is being up-

graded for fire safety, most other campus
housing in the five college area is already

protected by firo safety devices.

All 12 fraternity houses and five of the 14

dormitories at Amherst College are protected

by water sprinklers in the basements and a

combination of rate of rise heat detectors,

fixed temperature detectors and smoke
detectors in students' rooms, hallways,

closets and stairwells, according to the

college Physical Plan! Direc^r William A.

Mueller.

Mueller said the warning devices are all

tied into a central alarm in each of the

buildings. The buildings' alarms are tied

directly into the Amherst Fire Department,
according to Mueller.

There are nine other dormitories on the

campus not yet equipped with smoke or heat

detectors because the dorms are newer and
more fire resistan* than the other housing
units, Mueller said.

The nine dorms do have pull boxes and
may eventually be equipped with additional

devices as the college fire program con-

tinues, Mueller noted.

Heat detectors are in rooms of two of the

five residential areas of Hampshire College,

and college officials plan to install smoke
detectors in at least one other residential area

this spring, according to college spokesman
Peter Gluckler

Gluckler said the call boxes in all the

housing units are connected to a central

monitoring board on campus and then a

supervisor there contacts the Amherst Fire

Department.
Fire extinguishers and other fire devices on

the campus are checked on a bi-weekly
schedule, Gluckler said.

The 40 residence halls at Smith College are

equipped with water sprinklers and call

boxes tied directly into the Northampton Fire

Department. Heat detectors are also in some
buildings.

Northampton Fire Chief James C. Murray
last week said Smith College officials have
been "very fire conscious." He said the
campus is well protected from fires."

The older buildings at Mount Holyoke
College are equipped with water sprinklers

and fire escapes, according to college

spokeswoman Irma Rabbino. Fire drills and
training sessions on fire prevention are also

conducted.
Rabbino said the fire alarms alert the

college operator, who then contacts the
South Hadley Fire Department.
South Hadley Fire Chief John Cleary said

the only problem he has with protecting

Mount Holyoke College is the time delay in

responding to an alarm because there are no
full time fire fighters in his station; they are

only on call.

There have been no fatal fires at Mount
Holyoke but Cleary said he is "fearful it will

take something to wake someone up" about
full time fire fighters in his station.

He said he has been requesting full time
personnel since 1971, without any luck. The
other station in South Hadley has a staff and
a back-up crew on call.

MaiD Street Center • 150 Main Street • Northampton

A^HG C/IPTWM'9 i/^BLC
i^v/^vf STEVE BROILED,KJOT. .«, ^^^

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs Of Beef
^5^'

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M.

ALL PRINKS ONLY 69^

Damon Rd., Northampton

Students, drop in and become acquainted with the people who mal<e up Wolfies pizza.

We offer the finest in

Pizza, Spaghetti, Subs, Sandwiches, Hamburgs, and Cheeseburgers

MENU
Pll!Z4 SUBS

Small Lg. Small Lg.

PLAIN 1.75 3.40 MEATLESS 1.00 1.50

ONION 1.70 3.70 GENOA 1.15 1.85

PEPPER 1.70 3.70 ITALIAN 1.15 1.85

ONION& PEPPER 2.15 4.40 MEATBALL 1.15 1.85

HAMBURG 2.15 4.40 HAM 1.15 2.00

PEPPERONI 2.15 4.40 HAMBURG 1.15 2.00

MUSHROOAA 2.15 4.40 PASTROMI 1.15 2.00

SAUSAGE 2.15 4.40 SAUSAGE 1.15 2.00

PASTROAAI 2.15 4.40 B.L.T. 1.20 2.15

ANCHOVIE 2.15 4.40 CHEESEBURGER 1.20 2.15

HAAA 2.15 4.40 ROAST BEEF 1.20 2.15

TWO-WAY 2.50 4.90 STEAK 1.20 2.15

THREE-WAY 2.75 5.40 TUNA 1.20 2.15

WOLFIE'SSPECIAL 3.00 5.90 TURKEY 1.20 2.15

Extra Cheese or Meat .50 .95 VEAL 1.20 2.15

• MUSHROOM STEAK
PEPPERSTEAK

1.20

1.20

2.35

2.35

SPAGHETTI STEAK SPECIAL 1.35 2.50

EXTRACHEESE .25
With SAUCE 1.75

With CUTLET 2.25

With MEATBALL 2.25 SANDWICHES
With SAUSAGE 2.25

HAMBURGER .85

SALAD 1.25

.75

CHEESEBURGER
FISHBURGER

.95

FRENCH FRIES 1.00

OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK! DELIVERIES MADE

CalJjQ, and have your order ready when you arrive

WOLFIES PIZZA
is located across from Southwest at 173 SUNSET AVE.

Call 549-5592 or 549-5593
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Snow budgets
running low
By FIFI BALL
CoUegian Staff

Amherst and two other area towns have
already used up most or all of their snow
removal funds for this winter.

Of Amherst's original snow removal
budget of $56,286, $5,000 remains, said

Stanley Ziomek, town superintendent of
public works. Amherst has approximately
105 miles of roads to plow; translating into

210 because both sides of the roads must be
plowed, said Ziomek.

Hadley, with 80 miles of roads, has $8,000
left of its original $37,000 snow removal
budget, said Leonard Kostek, of the town
highway department.
The Belchertown highway department,

originally allotted $50,000 for snow removal,
received another $10,000 at a special town
meeting held late in December. This ad-
ditional money is from a "free cash" surplus
fund certified by the state, according to a
secretary in ttie Belchertown selectman's
office.

UMass and Sunderiand officials said their

departments are working within allotted

snow removal funds.
If Amherst does run out of snow removal

money, as Ziomek said he expects it will, the
town's finance committee may transfer

funds from its reserve account or the public
works department may operate in deficit

until the May Town Meeting appropriates
more money.

Hadley's Town Accountant Mary Fitz-

gibbon said whether the snow removal
budget is sufficient depends on how much
snow falls during the rest of the winter. "We
have more money available if we need it,"

she said.

Most area towns contract with residents or
private firms during the winter months for

some snow removal. Belchertown hires

about 11 outside people with dump trucks
and plows to clear side roads while four town
vehicles plow and sand the main roads, said

town truck driver Richard Plant.

UMass hires people to supplement its

force of six plows, one road sander, three

sidewalk plower-sanders and five front-end

loaders.

Amherst hires five private trucks for

plowing and owns 18. The outside people are

paid $18-20 per hour. The job, allotted $5,000
in the original snow removal budget, is

awarded by bid.

Neither Sunderiand nor Hadley have used
any outside contracting this winter. Sunder-
land has two senders and three plows, said

Charies Hepburn, town highway superin-

tendent.

Hadley had seven trucks equipped with

plows, said Kostek. Three can also serve as
Sanders.

Northampton is having a "serious ice

problem" and is working on ruts in the road
now, said Mary Ksieniewicz, head clerk at

the highway department. City crews have
been busy and were unavailable for further

comment.
Most town officials said the winter has

been severe. "It's now the worst in ten

years," said Ziomek of Amherst, "it just

seems like it." "Snow you can handle, but
ice and sleet are more aggravation because
of the chemicals and sand," said Ziomek.

Hepburn, of Sunderland, said it's been a

"tough winter."

Albert Potter, head of grounds and trans-

portation at UMass, said recent weather has
been "terrible," but comparable to last year's

intersession.

But Kostek of Hadley and Plant of

Belchertown, said it's about the same as any
winter.

Both Ziomek of Amherst and Potter of

UMass said they were grateful school was
not in session during these recent storms. "It

makes our jobs easier because there are less

cars and parties," said Ziomek.
"We have problems when people park

overnight in areas they're not supposed to,"

said Potter. He said during intersession the
staff concentrates on the "main arteries and
core parking lots" when a snow storm oc-

curs but when school is in session

'everything must get done right away."
"We have to treat sidewalks here like main

highways," said Potter.

Snow, rain cause
leal<age problems
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

Unusual accumulations of snow and rain

causing fears of roof collapse and cellar

flooding created concern and problems for

the five college area last week. Concern,
stemming mainly from reports of roof
collapses in the northeast region and actual
roof leakage prompted personnel from area
colleges and local apartment complexes to
survey roof for damage and conduct ex-

tensive snow removal from rooftops.

Director of Building Operations for the
Campus Center Dudley Bridges reported
leakage problems in the Student Union and
Campus Center, but no serious damages
were reported.

The Student Jnion building was closed
last Thursday when people working in the
Recognized Student Organization office

rwticed water leaking through windows
Assistant Coordinator of Student Activities

said staff members in the RSO and student
senate were advised to leave their offices

while a check was made of the roof.

The building reopened Friday after the
building operations staff removed snow from
the roof and cleared blocked drainpipes that
were causing water and snow to build up.

"This was really just a precaution,"
Bridges said. "The building (Student Union)
is sound and has a lot of roof support. The
Campus Center has always had a leakage
problem."

Director of Residential Resource
Management, Robert Campbell said there
appeared to be no major problems with
residence halls. "The only thing we might be
concerned about would be the roofs, leaking
and such," Campbell said. "There has been
some degree of (water) infiltration, but
nothing major," he added.

Campbell also said his department con-
ducted roof surveys on residence halls,

checking snow and water build-up on roofs
in Southwest, Orchard Hill and Central
residential areas He said there is no danger
of roof collapses, refiffrring to the recent

collapses of the Hartford Civic Center
Collisium roof.

"This is nothing like the Hartford Civic

Center - we have load bearing walls that

can take the weight — the buildings are build

differently, ours have good support," he
said.

Director of the UMass Physical Plant,

George Norton, said leakage problems in the
academic buildings paralled those described
by Bridges and Campbell. "The problem is

we have some bad roofs to start with and we
don't have the money to replace them,"
Norton said. Norton said there were a

number of "typical roof problems" that are

to be expected in the winter. He said the
accumulation was unusual and snow
removal efforts from rooftops were suc-
cessful in keeping ice and snow buildup
under control.

Local apartment managers reported roof
and basement leakages, especially in

buildings with flat roofs. Brittany Manor
management purchased two water pumps
when water accumulation caused several
roofs to leak. None of the local

managements said they had any major
problems; all said the weather was unusual
and made snow removal from rooftops
necessary.

Managers at two local hardware stores
reported an unusual run on sump pumps.
Managers at both stores said leakages
usually occur in the spring when the snow
melts and subsequently were stocked low on
pumps. Both stores sold all pumps in stock
and managers said they have been unable to
order more.
Spokesmen for Amherst, Hampshire and

Mt. Holyoke colleges said their colleges
experienced roof and basement leakages in

buildings and college personnel had taken
precautionary measures, including snow
removal from roofs.

A spokesman for Smith College could not
be reached for comment. Slight basement
flooding seemed to be more of a problem
than leaking roofs, but spokesmen at the
colleges reported "nothing dramatic",
"nothing catastrophic", and "nothing
serious."

PHYSICS FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS No prerequisites

E core

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, with Speech and Hearing Applications
115 Physics of Music
117 Nuclear Energy
130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
139 The Reasons Why — An Introduction for the Health

Sciences
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

See the Course Description Guide for details and other physics courses.

Come (earn

Brokerage Administration from us.
Brokerage Administration is just one of the many coiirsos otfeied this

Spring through the Real Est^ite Certificate Program of the Division of

Continuing Education. Taught by distingiiishi^d and experienced faculty,

these seminiiiv are appfoved for eligible veterans. Classes hegm r.'xtidr, G,

and run through May.

Foi registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545
3653, write, or stop by Room 1 1? Hashrourk BuHding, UMass/Amhe'-st.

Remember, we accept American Express, Mastercharoe, and VISA.

C#
DIVISION OF CONTINUINC tDUCATIO'S!, UMVERSITY OF MASSACHUSE f TS AMHERST

The Restaurant
— just ^ood food —

Featuring:

Homemade Soups, Salads,

and Sandwiches

LAILY SPECIALS

Bagels & Pastries

Open 9:30-6:00 Men. Sat.

At Faces of Earth

256-8955

SHUMWAYS
WALLPAPER & PAINT STORE

Easy to use LATEX PAINTS

in all colors plus a complete

line of PAINTING SUPPLIES.

Wet & Wild Accent

& Deep Tone Colors

Open Daily 8-6 Fridays 8-9

320 College St., Amherst

Paints
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256-6753

ANNIVERSARY SALE at the Finast!

Rilly Cooked ^

Smoked Ham ^

(Water Added)

Butt _ _ . Shank
PortionPomon98* 88

Shank Half 'hST
SmoH€«3
Ham -* ^ .Bun Half

Perdue Oven Stuffer

Fresh Roasleffs

Beef Loin Shell

Sirloin
Stealc
$

5 to 6 lbs.

Vacuum Packaged78 lb

BonctMs B««( Lo4n

Sirloin Stealc

Brookttd* Farm Famlty Pack 2</4 to 3 it«

Cliicken Legs FfMh

»1

78

Bone
In

Top Blade Steak ^tzr „ 1.59 Chicken Thighs
Cube Steak ^,'^:i „ 1.59 Daimsticks fJ;T,^rr.^°^o^^.. . . . „

FdmiivPack2', lo 3 IBs . . (t

lb

88*

98«

FrMh
MM Fad

$0583 lb

Thtn SIlMd tram lh« Lag

Veal Cutlets
Shoulder Veal Chops m^T.. . . * 1.78

Rib Veal Chops ::.r^ ,> 1.88

Smucicer's
Grape Jelly

Sandwich
Favorite

31b.

jar99
Nestles Souptimebo^rM. . . 3 d..s 1.00

Krispy Crackers s,,.s.n. ;*^':'49*

Cranberry Juice tocMa.,or«o Sty., . ^' 59*

Kelloggs Raisin Bran '^",1 1.09

Peter Pan Peanut Butter . . .
'?«°'88*

Strawberry Jam s^.c...,s
'* 1.99

Vanity Fair
Paper Towels

2^8TJ

f nasi «-69*

Shasta
Canned Soda
Lemon & Lime.
Grape. Orange.
BJach Cherry
A Red Apple

12 02.

cans

Strawberry Preserve
Finast Fruit Cocktail 2'c'.^',79*

Prince
Spaghetti

Viva Paper Towels ^^Z. . . '',^,r55«

Libbys Tomato Juice ^!. 59*

Finast Aluminum Foil

.

Palmolive Liquid 'S;?;,'^

3^^M.00
. . fiol 69*

Regular
or Thin 1 lb.

pkgs.

Bravo Spaghetti

Mushroom,
Meat and

Plain 32 oz.

Jar79
Tetley Tea Bags oP*!%o 1.69 Contadina Tomato Paste 4 ^r. 1.00

I >iv70llv70 n'ln M<n Mars^maiiows (Dig I .W«7

Upton Tea Bags ,m%o } .69
General Mills Total ce-., '.S"/ 1.29

Mr. Deli Favorites!

'pi"«'69*

Franks
Mr.

VSOeU
/ Morrison

ASchm99!

Toasted Mini Wheats k"/^**

Finast Saltines '^VA9*

Finast Cranberry Sauce 31'" 1.00

For Your Health & Beauty!

Bayer Aspirin Tablets omoo89*

Alka Seltzer !;'p'i59«

Swiss Cheese «,pc^eo r 2.19

Cooked Ham oo^,.. .... r 1.19

Baked Ham '^ r 1.29

Mr Deli Bologna : . . . ^ 1.19

Cooked Roast Beef r 2.09
Turkey Breast r 1.49

In-Store Bake Shoppe!
Atiiltblt Onlf m Stofs with In Stort Bak* SAops

Assorted Bagels.';..; ..6 49*

Italian Bread 4 1.00

Fresh Cake Donuts' .
' 69

4rai)a0/« Only m Stc*] with Stmc* D«li D»pt%

Pricas eMaclive Suodiiy j<ini,<ir, .m it
, Satu'Oav Febuarv * '9^8

']

Finast Shortening c*r 1.19

Sweet Mixed Pickles H„n: . . . -^99*

Ubby's Golden Com's;;^ . 3 ct^i 1.00

Ubby's Sweet Peas r:^i 1.00

Fresh from t}aker street!

Big Round Top Bread . . . ZT.' 1.00

Hot Cross Buns r,'89*

Temple Oranges

count ^^am

Fla Indian Mlvar Saadlaai

Grapefruit 27 d
4S^I us ftncy 2'M min

,^,^^ A ^I^^MclntoahApples Critp-aira

31b
bag

Watlarn W ''''

Fraah Had Rlpa

Tomatoes

69^
Anjou Pears
Idaho Baking Potatoes . 5 r',g 79* Fresh Radishes 1,:^ 29«

Fresh Spinach ";?.;' 49« Yellow Onions '4 49«

We reserve the right lo limil guanlitias

Mt. Farms Mall, HADLEY, MASS.

Finast Riesh
HenlUrkeys

U.S.QrwleA
8to14RM.
WHhPop-Up
Tneiiinjiiielei 68 lb

Tlir1«y Drumsticks £r- «,59«

Tur1<ey Hindquarters HSL . . . » 59»

Beef Shoulder For

London Broil

Boneless
Chuck *1

lb

Shoulder Roast ^^STSSSm *1.19
Por1< Shoulder "';;;«VS4** *79«

Banquet Frozen
Pot Pies

Beef, Tuitey,

Chicken and
Mac. & Cheese 5^^1

Cokj Power Detergent ^"Sr "Z' 1.99

Palmdive Soap ^,\\^,l ^^99*

Town House Crackers
Richmond Tuna ch«nk i-ghi „ o..

;;,'69«
fit oz

I

car 59*

Star-Kist

White Tuna
iCSolid

7 02.

can89
t Koshw or Polish

Bravo Rigatoni »«,..n,o.i*

Vlasic Dill Spears.

Geisha White Tuna so.-^ oe-ne

.

Welchade Grape Drink . .

.

li 89«

Farm fresh Dairy Values!

Cottage Chaaas

Hoods
Tropicana Orange Juice

160Z
coot
59^

Finest Frozen Food Values!

99^halt

gal

IcaCraatn

Hendries
French Fries c ,-«,*,« . . .

4;^,°,' 1.00

Beer & Wine Shoppe!
Falstaff Beer ,nr;i,'l 4.99
Schmitt's Bock Beer ro'/^i", 5.99

Sebastiani Wines r^T^^v ^.^'.,-3.79

Enast
Not responsible 'or tyoographKal errors
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Womens News Briefs
LeDeaux files suit ;

claims care inadequate
(HER SAY) - Former American Indian

Movement Activist Joanna LeDeaux Meyer
has filed a $50,000 (dollar) claim against the

US Department of Justice, saying that the
federal government failed to provide her and
her infant with adequate care while she was
incarcerated for refusing to talk to a federal

grand jury.

LeDeaux, who participated in the
Wounded Knee occupation in 1973, was
imprisoned at a Yankton, South Dakota,
facility after she refused to testify before a

grand )ury investigating tne Wounded Knee
incident. Shortly thereafter, she discovered
she was pregnant.

While at Yankton, LeDeaux claims her

health worsened, and she asked to be
released. Instead, Federal Judge Andrew
Bogue, who had originally sentenced
LeDeaux, ordered her transferred to Terminal
Island Federal Prison in Los Angeles, 1500
miles away.
LeDeaux claims she arrived at the prison in

"markedly deteriorated condition," and
several months later gave birth to a son by
Caesarian section. Following the birth of her

son, federal authorities set her free, rather

than risk a precedent-setting court decision

to allow her to keep her son with her in

prison.

LeDeaux contends that while the federal

government may legally deny her her

freedom in efforts to coerce her into

testifying, she had not been convicted of any
crime. Therefore, she claims, the govern-

ment did not have a right to also punish or

mistreat her.

She claims she suffered malnutrition and
stress, and that she received inadequate
medical care while in prison. LeDeaux says
such mistreatment exceeded the Justice

Department's right to imprison her in efforts

to make her talk to the grand jury.

LeDeaux's attorney, John Doyle, says he
has sent medical records to the Justice

Department which back up the Native

American woman's claims of being
mistreated while imprisoned. He says the

Department of Justice must indicate by April

1 1th of this year whether it accepts or rejects

LeDeaux's claim.

If the government rejects it, Doyle says a

suit will be filed on LeDeaux's behalf in

federal court against the Justice Depart-

ment.

Safe detection method

found for breast cancer
(HER SAY) - The controversial mam-

mography method of detecting breast cancer
may soon give way to a safe and accurate

test for early diagnosis of breast tumors.
Science News magazine reports that

researchers at the Sloan-Kettering Memorial
Cancer Center in New York have come up
with a test that identifies benign and
malignant tumors by small differences in

heat. A miniature heat detector, says the

magazine, is used to compare the tem-

perature of the forehead to the temperatures
of nine sections of each breast.

According to Science News, the new
method was 80 per cant accurate for

detecting benign tumors in recent tusjs on
282 patients.

The magazine says that malignant tissue

remains at a high temp>erature while benign
tissue cools, thus allowing doctors to find

cancerous spots on the breast or elsewhere

on the body.

Murder statute reviewed;

constitutionality questioned

\HER SAY] - The Washington State

Supreme Court will hear oral arguments on

March 13th on whether the state felony

murder statute Yvonne Wanrow is charged

with is constitutional.

Wanrow, a Native American Resident of

Washington, faces retrial under that statute

for the second degree murder shooting of

convicted rapist William Wesler, and first

degree assault on David Kelley, Wesler's

companion. Wanrow's previous conviction

on these charges was overturned by the high

court in 1976, and a new trial ordered.

Under the Washington Felony Murder

Law. the prosecution does not have to prove

a defendant was intending to kill in order to

obtain a conviction. It only has to demon-
strate that the accused intended to commit a

t a felony, and that the felony led

the high court in 1976, and a new trial or-

dered
Under the Washington Felony Murder

Law, the prosecution does not have to prove
a defendant was intending to kill in order to

obtain a conviction. It only has to demon-
strate that the accused intended to commit a

felony, and that the felony led to someone's
death Prosecutors contend that Wanrow
intended to commit - a felonious assault

because she shot at both Wesler and Kelley.

During her 1973 trial, Wanrow admitted

that she shot both Wesler and Kelley, after

Wesler broke into her house and tried to

attack her and her children. Kelley, who
followed Wesler into Wanrow's house, was
also accidentally shot, Wanrow contends,
while she was attempting to defend herself.

Abortion researchers say

childbearing uneffected

{HER SAY] — Two researchers say that
women who undergo abortions do not lose
or have their ability to bear children changed
by the abortion operation.

The two research scientists, Janet R.

Daling and Irvin Emanuel, report in The New
England Journal of Medicine that abortions
"do not affect any measure of fetal or infant

health, including low birth weight, premature
delivery, still-birth, neonatal death,
miscarriage or congenital malformations."
The investigators reached their conclusion

after analyzing 4,896 pregnancies reported in

Seattle between 1972 and 1976. Daling and
Emanuel paired women with and without
histories of abortion on the basis of age,
number of pregnancies, previous fetal deaths
and socio-economic status. They discovered
no difference in the birth rates between the
two groups.

Six women selected

for space shuttle

]HER SAY] — Six women are among the

35 candidates selected by the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration to

begin training for the nation's space shuttle

program.
The six women were chosen from over

6800 applications received by NASA for

mission specialist and over 1200 for the pilot

categories.

The women — who did not qualify for the

pilot categories, mainly because they had no
military experience test flying jets — will

serve as mission specialists, coordinating, as

one of the candidates described, "The
scientific objectives of the space flights."

Bill proposed to license

lay midwives
\HER SAY] — Hearings were held on

January 16th on a bill introduced in the
California Assembly which would create a

procedure for licensing lay midwives in that

state.

The bill comes on the heels of a recent
California decision that ruled that lay mid-
wives who delivered babies were not guilty

of practicing medicine without a license.

Medicine, the court reasoned, was used in

treating sickness. Pregnancy, that court said,

is not a sickness.

Under the proposed law, lay midwives and
nurse midwives would both apply to the
state certification board to get a license to

deliver babies.

Student sues school

for sexual discrimination

\HER SAY] - A Yale University un-

dergraduate student has won the right to sue

her school for sexual discrimination in US
District Court.

Six persons had initially brought suit

against the school, claiming they had suf-

fered discrimination because instructors

sought sexual favors.

U.S. Magistrate Arthur Latimer ruled,

however, that of the six, only Pamela Price, a

Yale senior, might continue with the suit in

US District Court. Latimer said in his ruling:

"It is perfectly reasonable to maintain that

academic advancement conditioned upon
submission to sexual demands constitutes

sex discrimination in education."

This is the first time a university has been

sued in federal court for sex discrimination

under U.S. education laws. If found guilty,

the university could lose all federal funding.

New Jersey ruling

on wife-beating cases

\HER SAY] '- Women can file suit against

their husbands if they are victims of wife-

beating, according to a recent ruling by the

New Jersey State Appeals Court.

New Jersey Judge Sylvia Pressler, in a

written opinion handed down last week,

stated that the old common law doctrine that

prevents one spouse from suing the other

does not apply when a husband beats his

wife.

Pressler added that "ma civilized society,

wife beating is self- evidently neither a marital

privilege nor an act of simple domestic

negligence."

The judge stated that her decision was

based on a 1974 state supreme court ruling

that permitted a woman to sue her son-in-

law for the wrongful death of her daughter.

HAPPY HOUR 4-7
35' Drafts Most Drinks 75'

TUESDAY Cr THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

All Food €r Drink W./ID

1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

iCoilegian "

Does making extramoney

sound like music toyourears?

UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES
• NOTEBOOKS

• PENS

• PAPER

• TYPEWRITER RIBBON

• OFFICE SUPPLIES

• ETC.

at

We're looking for an interested student

to serve as our Campus Manager in

nnarketing our new Direct/Reflecting®

Component Music System on campus.

It's not a full time job, so you can stnjc-

ture the Campus Manager responsi-

bilities to meet your schedule.

Bose is an internationally known maker
of high-quality stereo equipment with a
fine reputation, if you're looking for a
challenge with commensurate reward

while you attend school, Bose may be
your answer. Write us, or give us a call at

617-879-7330, for further infomiation.

Equal opportunity employer M/F

J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

FUU UQUOR UCeNS£

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. 6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

Bose Corporation

College Divisior^

The Mountain
Framingham, Mass. 01701

I would like to be considered for the position of

Campus Manager.

Name.

School

Address-

City. .State. .Zip.

Telephone Number (Area Code)_
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TOWNHOUSE
BRANDYWINE
PUFFTON
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PETE'S
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UMASS u
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WHY FIGHT TRAFFIC

EASY PARKING

We are close to:

TOWNEHOUSE APTS.

BRANDYWINE

PUFFTON VILLAGE

PRESIDENTIAL APTS.

NORTH VILLAGE

U. of MASS.

.6)
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Thomson denounced
CONCORD, N.H. [AP\ - Gov. Meldrim

Thomson's praise of the racist regime of
South Africa was denounced Sunday from
the pulpit in some of New Hampshire's
churches.

A joint statement by 14 of the state's top
religious leaders in the New Hampshire
Council of Churches said Thomson's praise
of the white supremacist nation which he
visited for 1 1 days cannot go unchallenged.
Thomson returned to New Hampshire on

Saturday, changing his itinerary to avoid
demonstrators in Manchester and Concord.

The conservation Republican governor
had said South Africa has a free press and
free elections, the Soweto ghetto is "just
wonderful," Soweto's houses are finer than
those of some of his neighbors in Orford, the
Voice of America misrepresents South Africa
and that US policy toward the apartheid
country is meddlesome and "unanmerican."

Only the white minority is allowed to vote
in South Africa.

Soweto is a segregated township for
blacks where bloody riots occurred in 1976.
The joint statement was distributed to all

churches, its signers urging that the message
be shared with all congregations.
A member of state's religious community

sajd the statement was not delivered soon

enough to be read in all churches, but that it

would be published or read from the pulpit in

coming days.

The statement was read in some church
however, including those of the Roman
Catholic Diocese, where congregations also
heard an earlier statement from the Catholic
Bishops' Conference of South Africa.
The statement by the New Hampshire

clergymen said, in part:

"Governor Thomson is quoted as having
referred to a high level of freedom in that
anguished land. Our Christian consciences
vvill not allow this statement to go unan-
swered.

"...the situation is quite to the con-
trary. ..injustices and denials of
freedom. ..continue unabated."

The pastoral statement called "upon the
people of our several communions to
become informed about the situation in
South Africa in regards both to the churcher
and to the nation, to hold the people of
South Africa warmly in our prayers, and to
take whatever action each considers to be
appropriate."

Thomson could not be reached for
comment.
The South African Roman Catholic

bishops statement dealt specifically with
Soweto riots.

You could be eligible right
now for federal assistance.

Find out with. . .

The 1978 Student Guide
to Government Assistance

Only $3.95 & .50 post hdlg.

MAREX PRESS
PC Box 5581

Towson, Maryland 21204

(full money back guarantee)

Demonstrators avoided
Gov. Thomson apparently decided to

avoid an unwelcome reception Saturday and
landed in Boston on his way back from
South Africa.

About 40 demonstrators had congregated
at the Manchester airport to protest
Thomson's trip to the racially torn country,
which the governor has characterized as
"fascinating and inspiring."

Upon learning that Thomson would land in

Boston and not Manchester, the group went
to the governor's residence in Concord
where it planned to hold a vigil, but Thomson
went to his farm in Orford instead.

"If the governor chooses not be held
accountable to the people of his state, that's

his prerogative. But he is showing his

cowardice by not landing here," said John
Kavanaugh, leader of the demonstrators.
Thomson has received considerable

criticism from political opponents for the
South African trip, financed by a private

group with close ties to the government of

John Vorster.

Thomson told reporters before leaving

Johannesburg that the news media has
distorted conditions in South Africa. He said

Drug control advised

the country considers itself at war against
communism, and therefore is justified in
many of its policies.

He said he considers the segregated black
township of Soweto a better community
than some of America's decaying inner
cities.

Two members of the state Executive
Council have complained that Thomson's
trip inhibited the normal flow of state
business and they accused him of neglecting
his duties.

The governor said he is "distressed to see
the friendly relations that have long existed
between the United States and South Africa
destroyed by the inane, dangerous and
meddlesome foreign policy of the Carter
administration."

Thomson said blacks in South Africa enjoy
"more political and economic freedom...than
in many of the new nations of Africa."

Thomson, chairman of the Conservative
Caucus, made the trip as part of the group's
effort to call attention to various aspects of
the Carter administration foreign policy
which it opposes.

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays

Art, Music, Nature
Shakespeare £r Classics

History €r Science
Philosophy £r Religion

Sci. Fi. & Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. & Fri. Tills

549-6052

SAVE up to 40%
on ALL BOOTS!

5^
SliMcs .ind Hoots foi' Woiiii

Mmri Street Center
Northampton

MAM simn mco

HANOVER. N.H. [UPI] - A drug

popularly used in place of aspirin to reduce

pain should be more strictly controlled,

according to an assistant professor of

medicine at Dartmouth medical school.

Dr. Herbert Bonkowsky of Norwich, Vt.,

said Sunday the drug acetaminophen is

present in 244 different preparations in-

cluding several non-prescription drugs
popularly used in place of aspirin.

Bonkowsky, in a paper submitted to the
AMERICAN Federation of Clinical Research,
said studies indicated the drug, if taken in

large daily doses, might damage the liver. He
added incidence of liver damage resulting

from chronic use of the drug is still unknown,
but new evidence calls for caution in its use.

He said there is a need for stricter controls
and restraint in the use of the drug, pending
further research.

M floor of Main Street Center

New and Used Records

SALE THIS WEEK
thru Sat., Feb. 4

All 7.98 list Ips 4.99
We also buy used Ips, 45s & 78s.
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send a

to someone / anyone!
BOYFRIEND, GIRL miMMO, SMfCETIE, ROOMMATK, PROF, COACH, ENEiM YETC.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is giving you, for

754. the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes
published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th.

We are having special pages put aside for your
messages. They can be witty, serious, anything you
want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your
Valentine will never forget!

Come to the Collegian office before Thurs
at 3:45 P.M. to place your copy.

Feb 9th

IXAMPLESx
To; Mary A.

Have a Happy Valentine

Day- Ifcupiddoein'tcome

around I will.

Rusty

TrriroirrTTTrrrinnnnro

II

To: Room 365 S.W.

We're looking forward to

seeing you again. Happy
Valentine Day!

The Girls

iUULOJLOJLlJLiULOJLOJULfljB

Bring this to us before Thurs., Feb. 9th at 3:45 P.M

.... LIMIT 20 WORDS....
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^ lit Sfcoo •I'LlOi; -J I
^=^9

Stop ft Shop Coupon
J^j

^ ^1
Chicken of the Sea ^j

jHjAChunk Light ^^

Tunâ
'^^

. _
*

Stop & Shop Coupon I'.ir;^-'
--J'.

^3^ 6^/2 oz.

-3 can
~^ In water

^^ or oil 49

13 oz. bag Nabisco ^1

Chilis ^1

Chocolate

^:-^ Chip

!^!_S? Cookies69
sh:s
'^y:^ 12 oz.

&«:5 can

^1^ frozen

Stop & Shop H

Oral^9ei
Juioe h

242 ^

'. COupc 4n(j .« $7 iO ;j

35; Stop &Shop

j Butter
::5; Grade AA 93 Score

T

^*~-3' ^top & Shop

:i-

i:

I-

1 lb. pkg
qtr. lb.

sticks

^^ Grade^ A
-^ Dozen

WMMH
89
Vj iji fat t p .

V LKni (If < itlCWr 241 ^|~ G.JC10 Mo.' J.V. JO

ONE OF THE STOP 4 SHOP COMPANIES

SUPERMARKETS

service deli fresh and dehcous

^ColdCuts
Bologna, P&P or Spic«d tf^Jf^C
Luncheon Loaf -Sliced ^M^^l

1 lb package ^7^^F
Armour Star Hot Dogs " :" 99'=

Armour Star Bacon - M"'
Buddig Sliced Meats 2 .. 89"

Smoked Sausage coiumai M''
Colonial Bologna .59'

(§9^yourStop&Shopswmth
Mfemake itworfhwliiletostockyour
freexerwithabig 69^sa]e!

C0rn6r OSII everything shced to order
Ava^iaD** " %ivt% 'eaiu^ng a serve* dBi>

DeliFranks
Stop&Shop *t39

Natural Casing A lb.

Cheddar Cheese . ";,: ' r »i
•«

Stop & Shop Baked Ham . »1

"

Stop & Shop Pastrami r»1"
Chicken Salad stop* shop rM"
Stop & Shop Cole Slaw r 55'

Stop & Shop Meat Balls "^ »2"

our kitchen Iresh quawy foods

FreShCheese
Hiza :s *1^
Fresh Cheese Pizza jjoz w. »r»
Cole Slaw 1 5 oz pkg. 55'

I
GROUND BEH

seafood everylhmg (rom MIels

to shellfish,

EreshSchrod

Dressed Smelts '"•"

Flounder Fillets "T-t^

Cooked Shrimp
Breaded Shrimp

o« fi 7t

8 delicious ways to feed
your family jgB^^C
Ifoiir

Choice
These special _
leat buys are too good to miss!

,
26n?esh

GroiuidBeef
'Contains not more than 26% fat-3 lbs. or more

BeeSChnckSteak
"White Gem'-Family Pack

hickenl
U.S. Grade "A"- 7-14 lbs.

nreshTuikeys
Tff||-tfHtft "State of Maine" -5-6 lbs.

RoastiiigChickeiis

Harold Alston

Produce

Sales Manager

We've gone
all over
the world
to make
shopping

more worthwhile!

Our produce buyers have
shopped the ends of the earth to

make sure we have nothing but

the finest fruits and vegetables on
our produce stands! Big, luscious

strawberries ... sunny pineapples

fresh mushrooms ... sweet,

fresh juicy oranges from

Florida ... summer
fresh salad makings and
so much more! You don't

have to wait 'til the warm
weather to enjoy nice, fresh

produce. You'll find the world's

best at Stop & Shop all winter long

... it's worth a trip!

Florida _

Start off your day with hall a

grapefruit sprinkled with sugar

stop t Shoo S«l*d S<It $QS9 7-8 lbs. Pork Picnic
9 n (^g F'Ofvi^

CiSiry huge variety all good and tresh

ALL
NATURAL,llbgurt

^Vcups^S9v

Stop&Shop-8 oz. pkg.
'Bacon 69c half pound

8 oz

AuortKl Ravora ^^<:"P^ (

Kraft Singles ^i^V^JSSf M"
White Of Yellow - 1 6 oz package

Nuform Cottage Cheese .:,"., 69^

Minute Maid Orange Juice 49'
32 ounce cm Irom concentrale

Pillsbury Biscuits c"^".:*: 6 It *1

o' Batia'd Oven Ready Biscuits

Marganne Mugs —'•«" 3il^*1

Oakery over ISO treats from our ovens

li&tButtermilk

Bread3 ^'..^1
59'

69'
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Cinnamon Coffee Cake

Stop 1 Shop- 1 4 02 loal

Brownies lES.*„':s "ir^tt

Chocolate Eclair Pie T'

^^ ^ ^ ^Ift^ Water Added ^ ^
&iiokedShoulder

Herrud Beef 1 lb. pkg.

Bratiks
dnidcSte^viiig
S^W]^K stop & Shop 'Great Beef"^WISt^
MM^S^S^ USDA Choice ^k ib

Beef Chuck Underblade Roast Bone n m<»
Boneless Blade Steak M^

_^^^^ Beef Chuck
frozen foods
shop 700 different items

51
Large Pink Grapefruit '"§»•• 5.o*1

JimiboDole

Knesnraile

Fresh Florida Temple

Festive laea: use hollowed out

pineapple "boat ' as a server for

your fresh strawberries

Delicious and pretty

Large
100
size

_ 12 99^
totioiisD 99
Snow White Mushrooms pV/ 99^

^ Fresh Green

iCucunibers

5 1
Fresh Florida <^^^c

Green Peppers F-«h 39^, Fresh Egg Rant 39^*

Celery Large Bunch 59«= 5 lb. Bag Onions 79'

Tt7 something different

Creole style fried cukes

89^

89^

health & beauty aids

OiJgatie QQ«
TOOthpMte 9oMube ^^

Ustermiiit $129
Mouthwash 24cz bti A

550Z fpkgs ^^
Boys ar>d girls can make
breakfast when there s Stopn
Shop waffles

Birds Eye Tasti F*ries

French Fried Shrimp i'^

Taste OSea Fish N' Chips

Layer Cakes Peppertlqe Farm

Devil Food VaniHa. Choc Fudge Coconut or GoWen

Macaroni and Cheese '^^.'^r 89*

$1
5oz
pkgs

X 69' •

i«<" QQt
pkg 99
0' » 1 i»

IceCream
1

&^?f^.
Assorted Flavors

Real ceiimy flavor delicious
29

ctn.

Buitoni Veal Parmesan .*'T,r;':;, «1"

French Bread Cheese Pizza ':":•> 99'

Stop & Shop Cheese Pizza '.V
99"^

Swanson Hungry Man Pies V; 79j,

BepI Chicken. Turkey or Sirloin Burgei

for your eating
pleasure! \

Plums Santa ROM Impofled 99^

Nectarines ""-^ 99f^

Peaches ""p°*^ 99*^

Watermelon "-p**** 29fb

Papayas Hawaiian SQf.

^^.Fresh
Cut!

Daffodils
cBring m d

touch ol
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your home
bunch19
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HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. Sa.m.lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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from our perspective

We're back
It's that time of year again. The weather stinks, and won't get

much better for another three months. It's the first month of 1978,

and most of us are still trying to forget 1977. Our income tax forms
have come in the mail, right on time, while Whitmore summons us
back to school with our grade an course prereglstratlon mailings
three weeks late.

Lots of things have haoDened while we were gone. It snowed a
bit. Provost Puryear asked for the resignations of six deans, and
then Chancellor Bromery asked for Provost Puryear's
resignation. They installed smoke detectors In every room (why
don't you give them a test try?).

On the world and National scene, Charlie Chaplin died, Sadat
and Begin stopped talking, and the roof of the Hartford Civic
Center came crashing down. Let's talk about something else.

There are a few things coming up this semester that warrant
attention. The governor is up for another term. Hmmm. The job of

president of UAAass is still up for grabs, as is the Provost's. And of

course, there Is always the annual slugfest some people like to call

Student Government elections.

But excluding all that, welcome back to UAAass. We hope you get
involved in something and make your stay here worthwhile. Good
luck.

All unsigned editorials represent the opinion of a majority of The
Collegian Board of Editors.

Eiffel's erection
.c:olleaiani5

By JIM PAULIN
Collegian Staff

The "Alphabet Soup Brigade"

Kent State update: The Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade, formerly the

Revolutionary Student Brigade, formerly the

Attica Brigade, (identity crisis?) has been

thrown out of the May 4th Coalition, ac-

cording to a recent edition of Yipster Times,

the newspaper of the Youth International

Party.

The RSB became the RCYB at their much
publicized convention (remember "come to

the founding of a young communist
organization"), when they joined with

another youth group of the Revolutionary

Communist Party, Youth In Action, the

RCP's urban organization.

According to UMass student from An-

dover. Mass, Russell Swan, the Youth In-

ternational Party (Yippies) plans to hold a

"Festival of Life" at Kent State May 4th, on
the eighth anniversary of the Kent State

Massacre, when four Kent State students

were killed by Ohio National Guard.

The Revolutionary Student Communist
Youth Alphabet Soup Brigade has lost favor

with UMass students due to their attempts to

force the students who traveled to Kent

State with the then RSB to conform to their

repressive intolerance of pot smoking. Their

"vanguardist messiah complex leaders of the

people" self image didn't help them a whole
lot either.

With the R.blah blah blah B. out of the

way, Swan says all he needs is an R.S.O.

account to get money for his Yippie trip. He
has suggested the New America Movement
as one possibility, as the NAM account is

currently inactive, he said.

Swan fucked up his last attempt at being a

Yippie leader when his smoke- in miscarried

because he made himself the whole show.

The protest against the ridiculous marijuana

laws would have involved a whole bunch of

people getting high on the Amherst Com-
mon in open defiance of those ridiculous

laws; an example of pot smoking as an act of

civil disobedience — which it is regardless of

space and time.

The reason the smoke-in never occurred
was that Russell put his telephone number
on the posters announcing the demon-
stration. This made him personally liable, so
he heeded the advice of his lawyer and called

it off, according to informed sources.

According to other sources. Swan's
screw-up has earned him a prominent
position on the Youth International Party's

shit list, and now he is trying to re-ingratiate

himself with them. However, he was furious

when the Collegian asked him for details on
the planned "Summer of Love" style "be-in"

that is supposed to occur on May 4th. His

reasons for refusing the Collegian! He wants
to run the public relations campaign all by
himself.

The Revolutionary Communist Party calls

itself the true party of the American working
class, but the truth is they aren't. They just

think they are. They are a reactionary group.
I learned that at their rhuch hyped con-
vention. They took positions against the
Equal Rights Amendment, gay rights,

marijuana, and busing.

I know those jerks very well. I had to put
up with them during three round trips to
Kent State.

They don't like to see people getting high

because they don't like people being relaxed.

But they don't mind drinking. If you've ever

sat in on a session of district court, you have
probably observed that people are constantly

there for things they did while under the

influence of alcohol, but rarely for things

they did while under the influence of grass.

But people do appear before the law for

having the good stuff due to stupid laws that

the R.C.Y.B. evidently supports.

They think that pot prevents "militancy."

That's the same reason they didn't like Julius

Lester's poem "The Kent State Massacre"
that was printed on the front page of Below
the Salt - it showed that after the four

students were killed in 1970, a lot of people
didn't feel very militant, but rather bummed
out, and felt like taking off their marching
shoes.

Listening to them vehemently denounce

lim paulin

The semester's first edition

of

Nummo News
will be inserted in

tomorrow's Collegian

gay people, you would have thought they
were trying to recruit Anita Bryant.

Their position against the ERA aligns them
with the John Birch Society, Ronald Reagan
and the Sovietphile Communist Party

U.S.A., whom they consider themselves so
much better than.

The main difference between the two
Marxist Leninist lovers is that R.C.P. hates

Russia and loves China (or at least Maoist
China, but Mao's dead and they're all

confused over what to do — you know how
hard it can be to accept the death of a loved

one). There is a revolution occurring in China
now; The IndustricI Revolution, as I

remember reading whc't the chairrrwn, Hua
Kuo Feng was quoted as saying somewhere.

On, the other hand, C.P.U.S.A. detests

China, but is absolutely crazy about Russia,

regardless of how oppressive and totalitarian

the U.S.S.R. is.

As far as I'm concerned, you can take the
R.C.P. and all its marionettes and put them
on a slow boat to China. Too bad for them,
though, that they don't have China's per-

mission to act as their representative here, as

does the Marxist Leninist Party U.S.A.,

formerly the October League.

So when China tells them to fuck off and
turn around and go back home, they can
come back and have the same right in this

ideally free society to say what the hell they
want, even if it includes them sawing off the

branch they're sitting on when they go
around trying to deny freedom of speech to

fascist groups like the American Nazi Party

and the Ku Klux Klan and announcing their

intentions to kick the shit out of them.
Another R.C.P. puppet, the National

United Workers Organization, assembled by
the R.C.P. at a convention in Chicago last

Labor Day weekend, lionized the man who
rose to prominence for drunkenly driving his

car into a Klan demonstration in Plains,

Letters Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor They must
be signed and include the author's address

and phone number. Organizations may
submit letters, but they must include a name
and phone number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages. They should be sent to the Executive

Editor, CO the Collegian, or dropped off at

the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for either

content or space according to the judgement
of the editors. Due to space limitations, there

is no guarantee that all letters received will be
printed. Letters for a specific publication date

must be submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day
preceding that date.

Georgia. This is the classic theory of

exemplary violence — violence as a good

example.

NUWO would come to the demonstrations

wearing hardhats with stickers on the front

of the helmets telling the Nazis and Klan to

beware because NUWO planned to run them

out of town.

What R.C.P. is trying to do is form a

private army. Another one of their front

groups, the Vietnam Veterans Against the

War, would always show up at Kent State

demonstrations wearing full battle gear,

carrying everything but guns.

This is not the same VVAW that was
active during the Vietnam War. R.C.P.

gained control by establishing paper

chaptc's to gain voting rights. The present

version of the VVAW is a counterfeit copy.

But this is typical of the R.C.P.: infiltration is

one of their favorite tactics.

They tried to do the same thing with the

May 4th Coalition, the opposition to the

siting of the gym on the site of the 1970

travesty.

What happened at Kent State in 1970 was
not really a class issue, but if you listened to

the RCP speakers it was. After a while, you

could tell it was the same collective front

talking because they all said the same thing;

basically ... that capitalism was the reason

Troop G of the Ohio National Guard turned

and fired and killed the four students. It

seemed obvious that their R.C.P. public

relations was running the show, since the

then R.S.P. used the same lines in their

newspaper Fightback, and in the press

release from their national office, published

in the Collegian by R.S.B. member Peter

Kracht under the headline "Better than punk

rock."

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.

He was a little man and on this side of

unappealing. If God played dice with looks
he was rolled a snake-eyes. Then again it's

been mostly the small and ugly who've done
great things for France. Charles Eiffel was no
exception.

In 1886, at the age of fifty- five, he was the
premier architect in France. His specialty was
bridges, and he was the first man in history
to build them entirely of steel. Drawing his

inspiration from the viaduct shape of most of
his bridge creations, he submitted his Tower
design in September of 1886 to the Paris

Council in charge of putting on the 1889
World Exposition. There were seven hundred
other entries, including one in favor of a huge
guillotine, and another proposing the
erection of a revolving and completely naked
Jeanne D'Arc. Fearful that the latter might
give rise to other erections, the council chose
Eiffel's project.

He was given a million and a half francs by
the city of Paris and all financial rights to the
Tower until 1909, at which time the city

would assume its ownership. A million and a

half francs not nearly sufficient for the
Towers construction, Eiffel formed the
"Eiffel Tower Society". He enlisted the help
of hundreds of backers who put up the
necessary capital. Keeping to the agreement,
everyone of the stockholders tumed over
their shares to the city in 1909, everyone, that

is, but one awkward sniffle of a man, who

our man in paris

insisted on keeping his little part of the
Tower. To continue to pay him dividends
was out of the question so the city gave him
a room on the second floor where he lived for

the next forty years. This one loose financial

end was finally wrapped up in 1949 when he
moved onto a far greater room. His inheritors

had no desire to live in the Eiffel tower.

Eiffel also needed another kind of help. As
his was going to be the tallest edifice in the
history of man he needed more than an
ordinary mason to go about welding and
hammering three hundred meters above the
nearest hardware store. He made out a list of

250 men, all of whom had at least one of

three backgrounds. Many of them had
worked for Eiffel building bridges, a number
were mountain climbers, and the rest were
Navajo Indians from the States, as members
of this tribe, for some unexplained reason, do
not suffer dizzyness from tremendous
heights.

Now deaths are a frequent occurence
when it comes to the construction of a tall

building or monument; so frequent in fact

that it's not unusual for an architect to figure

such expenses into the overall cost of his

project. Eiffel went to many pains to insure

that no such tragedy would mar his dream,
and during the two years of building there
was not a fatal accident.

Unfortunately, as is the destiny of any
construction high enough above ground (or
water, as in the case of the Golden Gate
Bridge), the Tower has seen over three
hundred suicides since its inauguration in

1889. It claimed its first victim two years
after, in 1891. He was a mechanic who,
ironically, didn't jump but rather hung
himself in the East Pillar. They found him
naked. He had willed his clothes to Eiffel. The
most bizarre death had to be that of a mad
tailor named Treichalt in 1911. He invited
journalists and photographers from all over
Paris to watch him demonstrate the
aerodynamic capabilities of a macfarlane
raincoat he insisted would billow out like a
parachute. He had springs sewn into the coat
in case something should go wrong.
Something must have because it was the last

suit he ever made for himself.

As for Eiffel, he died twelve years after the
tailors jump at the age of 92, having given the
world a monument whose history is as varied
and intriguing as that of any line of French
kings, a history I'm afraid it is impossible to
do justice to in the matter of a few short
paragraphs.

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Paris
Correspondent.

Horror and humor stories

Contrary to popular belief, the roof of the

Student Union Building is not a one-piece

"space frame" like the former roof of the

Hartford Civic Center. However, it is quite

true that the building was closed down last

Thursday due to "water on the roof."

Whether this means there was some fear of

collapse, or just that things were getting

rather damp on the fourth floor, is uncertain.

Students at UMass are used to leaky

buildings by now. Polyethylene tarps hung to

collect rain water with plastic barrels un-

derneath have become a "permanent"
fixture in the Campus Center concourse.

That structure has failed rather miserably to

serve the basic function of protecting its

occupants from the elements.

The 79 dollars you pay every year to

finance the Campus Center doesn't seem to

be enough to finance the patching of the
leaks that keep CC maintenance people busy
t^very rain storm or spring thaw. It's

estimated that a thorough repair job on the

Campus Center roof would cost two million

dollars, which would require the refinancing

And in the words of one student senator,

we'll all be long dead by the time the debt

service is finally "retired" anyway.

The history of the Campus Center complex
is almost as full of holes as the building itself.

Whether there are any major scandals in-

volved or merely bureaucratic incompetence
is of secondary importance to the fact that

students are paying for a building they
neither own nor effectively control.

At least the leaks may have some deterrent

effect on potential fires in the building. The
dorms on campus, which generally aren't as

porous, are being equipped with smoke
detectors for every room this semester. That

move, which comes at a time when the tragic

pre- Christmas fire at Providence College is

still fresh in most people's minds, as well-

intended, but a major case of over- reaction.

Southwest tower residents may sleep more
securely knowing they will be aroused when
fire breaks out in a nearby room, but only for

a couple of days. At that time it will be
discovered by at least a few hundred bozos

on campus that the detectors emit a

bill sundstrom

of the building and (of course) additional fees delightfully obnoxious noise, one which may
*or students. soon replace the loud stereo as the number

one scourge of dorm-dwelling insomniacs.

Then again, don't take any comfort in

thinking that when the CC debt is finally paid

')ff with your money it will be owned by the

students, who essentially paid for the bulk of

It. Rather, the state will be proud possessor,

f indeed the entire building hasn't filled up
vith water and slid into the campus pond.

Had the university officials in charge of the
smoke detectors exhibited a little moderation
and installed several on each corridor rather

than one in each room, we'd all sleep much
more soundly.

While the dorms will be a little safer (if

noisier) this year, they will remain poorly
maintained, crowded, and worst of all

mandatory for most undergraduates. A
number of students are attempting to

establish a dormitory lease at UMass, which
many other campuses have. With a lease,

our university landlords would be con-
tractually required to perform certain basic

functions, and the presently ambiguous
relationship between the administration,

physical plant and students would be more
clearly delineated.

There is also a move afoot to abolish the

mandatory housing regulation, including a

reactivated lawsuit to that effect. Ad-
ministrators are worried that students would
choose not to live on campus were they not

forced to, which is a pretty legitimate fear.

On-campus living is expensive to the point of

absurdity if one looks at per-square foot
costs and the kinds of living conditions
dorm-dwellers often have to put up with. On
the other hand, the tremendously increased
demand for off-campus housing which
would result from eliminating mandatory
dorm living would push prices up enough to
send many students back on campus again.

Ultimately, the administration would be
wisest to let students live where they want,
and spend residence hall funds on needed
renovations rather than on unnecessary land
purchases as has been the practice on oc-
casion. Dorm life can and should be at-

tractive to students — presently it is

something to get away from as soon as
possible.

Horror and humor stories about campus
buildings abound — but somehow they lose

their appeal when they cease to be just

stories and begin to affect the ability of the
institution to educate and accommodate
students. People who express concern about
student apathy and a-intellectualism need
look only as far as the physical structures of

the university to find one source of the
problem.

Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian.
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An Amherst College student decides to make use of the recent snow storm in

order to get an early jump into the new semester. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Authorities investigate

sewerage breal<down
SPRINGFIELD [UPI] - An invesiigation is

underway about what caused a breakdown
at the city's sewage treatment plant that
resulted in millions of gallons of untreated
sewage being dumped in the Connecticut
River.

It's impossible to tell exactly how much
sewage was dumped when the main facilities

and the backup system failed at the $35
million Bondi's Island plant, project engineer
John Godfrey said Monday.

He said about 50 million gallons of sewage
is treated at the plant each day.

Godfrey said the system failed last

Tuesday, the backup system broke down
Wednesday and the plant was back in

operation Saturday with emergency repairs.

He said the culprit could be workmanship,
materials or specifications.

"I don't want to point the finger at anyone
until I know the cause," he said.

The plant, which was dedicated last

month, is still under construction.

Godfrey said the city had to obtain a
permit from the state Water Pollution

Control Division before the sewage was
dumped in the river, and said the city now
may be fined for polluting.
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Physics 130 FOR ALL NONSCIENCE MAJORS

PHYSICS FOR

Collegian ^^

ELEMENTARY ED. MAJORS

Emphasizes the method of science, rather than facts. E.
Core. For more information on this and other physics
courses for non-science majors, consult the Course
Description Guide.
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Registry reinstates

drivers' licenses
PITTSFIELD \AP\ - The Massachusetts

Registry of Motor Vehicles has voluntarily

reinstated the licenses of two drivers in-

volved in fatal accidents pending court

action on its right to suspend the licenses

without hearings.

The action came Monday during a court

session where two Berkshire County
residents involved in separate accidents were
fighting to win hearings before their driving

privileges are suspended
Alfred Barbalunga, an attorney for the

registry, said the state will show it has

authority to suspend licenses without
hearings m fatal accident cases. Full-scale

oral arguments in the dispute are set for next

month at Berkshire Superior Court in Pitts-

field.

Samuel Ditore, of Pittsfield, and Irene J.

Cole, of Dalton, claim the registry has no
constitutional authority to suspend licenses

automatically. They had sought ap injunction

halting their license suspensions.
Berkshire Superior Court Judge Charles R.

Alberti ordered both sides to submit briefs

before a Feb. 27 hearing.

Leonard H. Cohen, lawyer for the two
motorists, said he bases his case on a federal

court ruling last year that it was un-

constitutional for Massachusetts to impose
90-day automatic license suspensions on
motorists arrested for drunken driving who
refuse to take a breathalyzer test. The court
said hearings must be held first.

"There's even a greater violation in this

particular instance," Cohen said, because
drivers involved in fatal accidents "are never
afforded a chance to make any judgments,"
such as whether to submit to a breath test.

Both drivers currently are awaiting District

Court trial on motor vehicle charges brought
against them as a result of fatal accidents.
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Mt Holyoke alumna
elected president there
SOUTH HADLEY - Historian Elizabeth T. Kennan has been elected president of her

alma mater. Mount Holyoke College, it was announced last night. She was elected during
a special college trustee meeting Sunday.

^
The 39-year old Kennan is the first alumna of the 141 year old women's college to serve

as Its president in this century.
a « oc. vc

The college is the oldest continuing college for women in the country. There are 2 000
students enrolled in the college.

'

Kennan is also the third woman president in the Five College community. Jill KerrConway IS president of Smith College and Adelle Smith Simmons is president at Hamp-
shire, bimmons was appointed last year.

president"
'^'" '^'^'^''^ ^^"""^ ^' ''"'"'^^"' ^^° '^^"^^ ^^'V ^ a^er serving nine years as

loT-f^cl"'
^ "^®^'®^.3' scholar, was graduated summa cum laude from Mount Holyoke inT9f0 She IS associate professor of history at the Catholic University of America inWashington and director of its Medieval and Byzantine Studies program in Early Christiannumanism.

A 13 member search committee appointed by the college trustees last March recom-mended Kennan a month before its deadline.

Report on North Amherst
accepted by Selectmen

Heartfelt^
Leather

^%._

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst 10-6 Mon-Sat 253-5135

By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen ac-
cepted the final report of the North Amherst
Center Committee last night but postponed
making any recommendations on the
controversial report.

The report provides for some major
changes in the North Amherst Center area.
Among the changes are the moving of the
North Amherst Library to enlarge storage
space, realigning Sunderland Road to form a
safer "T" intersection with Montague Road,
and building a parking area.
The report does not provide for the

destruction of the old North Amherst
School, which currently houses the Amherst
Youth Center and serves as a public meeting
place for other public groups, although many
area residents have called for its removal.
The meeting was attended by some 40

North Amherst residents who reflected the
concern that the committee's work has

stirred in the community.
Most residents voiced disapproval with the

committee's report. James Mulchahy told
the Board that the Youth Center was the
"major impetus" for attendance at last
night's meeting and past public hearings.
Mulchahy said the maintainance of the old

school was too costly and he presented a
plan to the Board to destroy the school and
allow the Watroba store, which is currently
located at the corner of Meadow St. and
North Pleasant St., to build on that location.
Mulchahy said that removal of the store

from that corner would widen a troublesome
intersection and provide an area for parking.

North Amherst resident William Gurski
called the maintainance of the school
building "one of the town's greatest wastes"
citing continued deterioration and vandalism.
The North Amherst Center committee was

established a year ago to study a host of
problems that had surfaced in the North
Amherst area, including the expansion of the
library and the traffic problems of the area.

No snags as school starts

r
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Health Board meets
to discuss drowning

Ballantine AleE'5$i;99'& deposit

AGAWAM lUPI] - The Board of Health
called a special meeting Monday night to

discuss the weekend drowning of a young
woman in a three- foot deep whirlpool bath at

the Roman Health Spa.
Board chairperson Jane Nunn said the

meeting was for informational purposes only

and said there was no reason to suspect any
safety violations at the spa. Police said they
were reviewing safety standards for spas.
The victim - Deborah Ann O'Keefe, 25, of

Agawam - was found Friday night in the

whirlpool by another patron and was dead on
arrival at Baystate Medical Center's Wesson
Unit.

Medical Examiner William Mosig tolc

O'Keefe's family she has been under watei
for at least 20 minutes, judging from the

amount of water in her lungs. Mosig ruled

the death was from accidental drowning.
O'Keefe was a registered nurse at the

Springfield Unit of Baystate Medical Center.
Her family said she suffered from multiple

sclerosis.
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By BERNARD T. DAV/DOW
Collegian Staff

There were few problems yesterday as
students filled University dormitories and
straightened out their registration hassles -
a sharp contrast to one semester ago when

MC 1-30
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about 400 students showed up with no place
to stay.

Administrators were keeping their fingers
crossed as about 10,270 undergraduates
moved into their dorm rooms. Housing office

operations were running "super smooth,"
according to Gerald A. Queries, housing
assignment coordinator. "So smooth," he
said, "it makes us nervous."

At the peak of the overcrowding last

September, about 190 persons were living in

the Campus Hotel, 150 in fraternities and
sororities, and 65 in dorm lounges and
private residences.

Queries said there had been no major
complaints from residential area directors or
heads of residence about placing under-
graduates into the about 11,250 spaces
available.

Some students were angry between noon
and 1 p.m. when they showed up at the
Registrar's office and found it closed for

lunch. The office is usually open 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., with no break.

Registrar Ralph D. Jones said that because
of the extra work on registration day, he
thought it would be "much more effective"

to shut down the office for one hour than
have it operate with a skeleton crew for two
as workers went to lunch in shifts.

Two students were stationed outside the
office to hand out add-drop forms and refer

students to departments.
Jones said the flow of students through

the office was "moderate" throughout the
day.

Petterson dies
Funeral services are being held this

morning at 11 at St. Paul's Church in Hing-
ham, Mass. for UMass student Chris E.

Pettersson of 1702 John F. Kennedy Tower.
Hingham police said the 18-year-old

Pettersson died Sunday morning after a car
he was driving went off the road and hit a
telephone pole. He died one hour later.

A 1977 graduate of Hingham High School,
Pettersson leaves a father, Bengt A. Pet-

tersson, mother, Jean A. Cashes Pettersson
and two younger sisters, Julieann and Lynn-
ann.

Yahlaou dies
HOOKSETT, N.H. \AP\ - The body of a

24-year-old suicide victim who was found
here two weeks ago was recently identified

as a UMass sophomore who had withdrawn
from the school for the spring semester.
Ahmed Yahiaiou, an engineering student

of Bouira, Algeria was found hanging by the
neck from a tree two weeks ago.

:. \
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* Fire safety studied
CONT. FROM PAGE 6

sounded and alarm horns equipped with a
light to warn deaf persons.

Renovations and repairs to insure smoke
control in the residence halls are also
suggested in the study. Inspection of one
Southwest high rise during the study found
air space around pipes and utility wiring
which ran through every floor, through
which smoke can migrate.

Robinson said he received different
opinions concering smoke migration bet-
ween floors from consultants who inspected
the high rises for fire safety.

The report also recommends installing
standpipes on the fllors of dorms not yet
equipped with them to aid fire fighters. Most
of the dorms not equipped with standpipes,
to which fire fighters attach hoses for water
supply, are in the Northeast and Central
residential areas. Another study should be
conducted to determine the feasibility of
installing sprinklers tied in to the standpipes
in the high rises, the fire study recommends.

Sprmkler systems with expansion
capabilities should also be installed in attics
and sub-level floors, according to the study.
The fire study also suggested the

University utilize the Fire Profile
measurement system to analyze the fire risk
of each housing unit for a better priority
listing of structures during fire-safety
renovations. Fire Profile would cost $3,750\
The fire study recommends renovations

Should be phased in according to available
funding. According to the study, the priority
order of renovations would be smoke
detectors in all sleeping areas; central fire
alarm monitonng of all dormitories; early
warning fire detection and alarm systems-
smoke migration control in high rises; in-
stallation of standpipe systems in all dor-
mitories; proper fire stopping in anic areas-
iimited sprinkler systems incorporating
existing standpipes in high rise structures
and sprinkler systems in all structures.
The study concludes saying additional

personnel should be hired to properly
maintain the additional fire safety equipment
as It is installed.

r «m h «» i

* Spring conference
CONT. FROM PAGE 5

Boulding, who is a sociology professor at
the University of Colorado and project
director of the Institute of Behavioral
Science there, "has led the way to the future
in her cross-cultural study of such issues as
the role of women in society, family life and
peace education", according to Dean Mario
Fantini of the UMass School of Education.
Boulding is the author of four books, the
nrtost recent entitled "The Underside of
History: A View of Women Through Time".
She is also a member of the advisory board
of the UMass Future Studies Program.

Henderson, a co-director of the Princeton
Center for Alternative Futures "has
challenged traditional economic theories
while championing a redefinition of human
interdependence," said Fantini. "Both
women will bring exciting insights to our
conference," he added.

Clark, a former president of the American
Psychological Association, is best known for
his prize-winning study, "Dark Ghetto." His
research on the psychological effect of
segregation on children was cited during the
U.S. Supreme Court case of Brown vs.
Board Education. He is presently a member
of the New York Board of Regents and is

professor Emeritus of psychology at the City
Colleae of New York.

Kozol is a major spokesman for the Free
Schools Movement and is the author of
"Death at an Early Age" and "The Night
is Dark and I Am Far From Home."

Edelfelt is a professional associate in in-
struction and professional development of
the National Education Association.
By having such a variety of speakers,

Peakes hopes to set a different tone for the
construction of American academic con-
ferences. "The usual format is to have all
white, middle age males from prestigious
institutions on the podium," he said.
"They're not the only ones who will be
shaping the future," he added.

Peakes expects AN in particular to say
some "unique and unexpected things" about
American education. Despite graduating
least in his high school class, Ali is now the
holder of a chair in poetry from Oxford.
"You can get information and insight from

people who don't have expert credentials
"

said Peakes. "Ali and Fuller are two people
who have taught us the most."

Fuller did not graduate from high school or
college, but has gone on to receive 40
honorary degrees in 10 different areas.

All the speeches given at the conference
will be published in the form of a book.

In the past, the Future Studies Program
has had "marathon weeks" in which they
discussed problems related to the future, and
has held "Toward Tomorrow" fairs in June.
The fair held this past June featured debates
workshops, exhibits and working demon-
strations in wind, solar and wood energy,
health, environmental protection, social
action and human rights, shelter, education
agnculture and aquaculture.

Fuller who is now eighty-two, was also the
keynote speaker for the fair this summer and
drew a overflowing crowd to the Fine Arts
Center.

* Wood's final days
CONT. FROM PAGE 4

Two areas of land, now owned by the federal
government may soon be available to the
University, one with some much-needed
housing on it.

The town is concerned that, if no one else
wants the land, it may be auctioned for
private homes, Robinson said

Meets with Garrity
Wood also had scheduled a coordinating

committee meeting later in the afternoon, at
which U.S. Judge W. Arthur Garrity would
be present.

Wood said the Boston school system is

improving - the court order recipitated a lot

of new federal money and a lot of new
construction.

At the meeting, Garrity, a soft-spoken,
white-haired man, first apologized for being
slightly late and then talked about the
dissolution of the committee at the end of
the spring term.

One of the assistant superindents reported
to Wood that the school department was
having some problems with shifting pupil
assignments from school to school, 8
problem which could be resolved with in-

creased computerization of records.

Moving out
On December 22, Wood had not yet

started boxing his belongings. But down-
stairs, directly below his office, interim
President Patterson sat amid boxes of
papers, learning the details of the ad-
ministration's day to day activities.

Wood had already accepted the invitation
of the Harvard-MIT Joint Urban Studies
Center to head that organization, a job which
he hopes would allow him the freedom to
finish the book he is currently working on.
While he is rather vague on the topic of his

latest project, he did say it covers topics such
as the schools, education and the courts.

"Its very good therapy," he said, and five
chapters are already comolete.

"I want to really have a chance to think
about what I want to do," he said, men-
tioning that he will be thinking about a move
back to Washington, where he was once
undersecretary of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
Wood said he would like to keep up with

the Columbia Point redevelopment,
something which he began with the building
of UMass Boston there several years back.

But, he said, "if I keep taking on
assignments, I won't finish my book. The
hardest thing to do is to sit down and write."
He pointed to a small ceramic sitting on

the coffee table between the two couches in
his office - three yellow birds in a nest, all

posed as if they were chirping.
'Chancellor (Randolph W) Bromery gave

that to me at the last going away party," he
said, "its supposed to represent the three
campuses.
Wood said he had already been to five

goodbye parties, and had two to go.
"The big one is on the 29th", he said, with

the office staff and all the people he worked
with.

"I'm not supposed to know about it," he
said, "its supposed to be a surprise."

Come join us at our extraordinary

Quality Paperback
Book Sale.

50°^off
Outstanding current and back list titles

America's leading publishers.
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the University Store
Campus Center
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The Collegian

is hiring:

Clerical Help

Graphics Dept. help

Circulation Mgr.

Clerical and graphics applicants cannot be work
study students unless they held a work study job with
another R.S.O. group last semester. These individuals
are encouraged to apply. See Laurie Wood for details

A BROWN'S
A^ For Tremendous Selection

and SAVINGS on

»^ Bedspreads

iy Draperies

»^ Rugs (Really Great)

ix Bed Pillows

1^ Throw Pillows

1^ Sheets

t^ Mattress Pads

X Wall Hangings

t^ Blankets

1/^ Curtain Rods

178 No. Pleasant St. Tel. 253-5W2

Parking in rear of store

SAVE-ON-TIRES, Inc. route 9, hmhey
:t MIlM trom Northampton
3 MIlM From Amherst

Bedspreads

OPEN MON., TUES.. THURS., A FRI. 9:30-5:00; WED ft SAT. 9:30-1:00 p.m.

TIDCC CASH & CARRY
I Inr ^ Wholesale to the public

I llMk^^ WB CAN ARRANGE TO HAVE YOUR TIRES MOUNTED.

MICMELIN - FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR - LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH - ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

PLUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. •uPtMtoe.*LLOTM«Aot

MAJOR BRANDS
TIRE SPECIALS
FIRESTONE, B.F. GOODRICH, GOODYEAR,

LEE, ARMSTRONG, ZENITH, and many more first quality

BIASPLY-
4-PLY POLYESTER

SIZE TYPE SALE PnCE

600I12 Cust. Sport Bk. 19.95

21.95=

16.95

16.95

20.95

20.^5.

22.95

23.95

25.95

26.96

27.95

19.95

23.95

25.95

27.95

61Sk13 Lm Ltr. Wht.

A78xl3 Fir*. Die. B.

A78xl3 B.F.6. PE. wht. Bm.

878x13 Fir*. Die. Bk.

C78xi4 Fir*. Die. Bk.

078x14 Fir*. Die. Bk.

E78xl4 L** P*. Bk.

F78xl4 L** P*. Bk.

678x14 Z*n. P*. Bk.

H78xl4 Fir*. P*. Bk.

560x15

WOxiS

H78xlS

Qoody**r Bk.

Pir*lli Bk.

Fir*. P*. Bk.

Fir*. P* Bk.

L78xl5 Fir*. P*. Wht. 3195

BIAS PLY

-

FIBERGLASS BELTED
SIZE TYPE SMiPMCE

A78-13 L** Wht. 23.95

26.95

26.95

28.95

27.95

29.95

30.95

36.95

28.95

32.95

33.95

35.95

28.95

36.95

35.95

878x13 Fir*. Wht.

C78xl3 Cust. Wht.

C78xl4 Fir*. SRB Wht.

[78x14 Fir* SRB. Bk.

F78xl4 Fir*. SRB. Bk.

G78xl4 Fir*. SRB Bk.

H78xl4 Arm. Cust. Wht.

G78xlS B.F.G. Bk. Bi*m.

678x15 Fir*. SRB. Wht.

H78xl5 Fir*. SRB BIk.

H78xl5 Prowl*r Wht.

J78xlS B.F.G. Bk Bl*m.

Fir*. SRB. Wht.

Fir*. SRB. Bk

J78xl5

L78xl5

L78xl5 Prowl*r Wht. 37.95

ALL PIOGES PIUS F.L TM «N0 SALES TAX.
WHITEWAUS $2.00 MORE PER TIftL

RADIALS
MICHELIN, GENERAL, B.F. GOODRICH, DUNLOP,
CONTINENTAL, LEE, FIRESTONE, ARMSTRONG,
AND MANY MORE. ALL AVAILABLE AT WHOLESALE
PRICES.

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC.
ROUTE9HADLEY. ,,
Ca»h and Carry or MMUf chtcg* ^S 586-2544

A new University parking lot? No, just Southwest during last Sunday's
chaos. (Staff photo by Christopher H. Schmitt.)

Judge may allow boy
to be tried as an adult
SALEM [UPf] - Essex County authorities

say they plan to ask a Salem District Court
judge today to allow a 15-year-old boy to be
tried as an adult in the shooting deaths of his

parents and an older sister.

Essex County District Attorney John
Burke said Sunday authorities also expect a

court psychiatrist to ask today that the boy,

identified by other sources as Alfred Brown,
be admitted to Maclean Hospital in Belmont
for psychiatric testing.

The youth entered a "not deliquent" plea

Saturday in Salem District Court to charges
he shot his father, insurance underwriter
Wilfred Brown, 46; his mother, Yoshica
Brown, 50, and his 20-year-old sister, Dorina
Brown. The plea is the juvenile court
equivalent of an innocent plea.

Topsfield Police Chief Harold G. Moore
said the gun believed used for the killings, a

bolt action Remington .22 caliber rifle, was a

Christmas present from his parents.

Lt. Alfred Duemling, a state police

detective assigned to the Essex County
district attorney's office, said the gift box for

the rifle was found by police on the suspect's

bed. An empty box of cartridges was found
on the living room floor, Duemling said.

Police discovered the three bodies in the

family's rented Mansion Drive home in Tops-
field Friday night, after they questioned
Alfred about an automobile accident In

nearby Boxford.

Medical examiner Dr. Stanley Jacobs said

both women were found in the kitchen with

gunshot wounds in the head. The father,

who had been shot in the chest was found in

a walkway leading to the garage.

Police charged the suspect, a sophomore
at Masconomet Regional High School in

Boxford, with three counts of first degree
murder. He was held without bail at a state

Division of the Youth Services facility in

Danvers.
Alfred was first arrested by Boxford police

after a car registered in his father's name
struck a telephone pole in that town late

Friday. He was charged with driving without

a license and speeding.

Police later found another family car in a

snowbank several blocks from the house.

Two rifles and a box of cartridges were in the

trunk of the second car, police said.

B.U. dorm 'bombed'
by can of deodorant
BOSTON [UP/] - Police said yesterday

they have no suspects in a weekend bomb
scare at a Boston University high-rise dor-

mitory.

Hundreds of students were evacuated

from the dorm Sunday night, while police

bomb squad experts worked with a device

that appeared to be a bomb.

The device, found in a dormitory elevator,

was actually a can of deodorant wrapped in

black tape with a battery and wires attached

to it, police said.

Bomb squad experts inspected the device
for about 30 minutes before cutting the wires
and unwrapping the object.

Shootout victim moves
to hospital danger list
BOSTON [UP/] - A Roslindale teen-ager

was placed on the danger list at Boston City

Hospital yesterday following an early

morning shootout with two city police of-

ficers.

A police spokesperson said the youth,

James Yousinan, 17, was shot twice in the

chest.

According to police, Yousinan was
stopped by Patrolers Dennis Ross and Enrico

Guevarra after they spotted him speeding
away from a Dorchester traffic light.

As Ross approached Yousiman's car from
the rear, he saw the youth pull out a gun and
aim It at Guevarra, who fell to the ground and
crawled back to the police cruiser, a police

spokesperson said.

Yousinan then fired at both officers, who
returned the fire, the spokesperson said.

The youth ran from the scene and was
found later hiding under the porch of a
nearby home with a .22-caliber derringer
nearby, police said.

He has been charged with assault with
intent to murder the t.vo officers and
unauthorized possession of a firearm,

The police investigation of the incident is

continuing.

Notice
South African Committee

The first meeting of the South African
Support Committee will be held Tuesday,
January 30, at 7 p.m. in room 1 14 New Africa
House.
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Oil-gas lease decision challenged I
'***** inoculation

Collegian 21

BOSTON \UPI\ - The federal government
and a nuniber of oil companies said Monday
a federal judge violated constitutional
separation of powers in granting a
preliminary injunction postponing the sale of
oil and gas exploration leases off the New
England coast.

The argument was lodged in an appeal to
the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which
was expected to decide by the end of the day
whether to allow U.S. District Court Judge
W. Arthur Garrity Jr.'s decision to stand.

In ruling Friday, Garrity labeled as "ar-
bitrary and capricious" Interior Secretary
Cecil Andrus' decision to go ahead with the
sales before Congress acts on proposed
amendments to the Outer Continental Shelf
Lands Act which would strengthen en-
vironmental protections.
The judge also said Andrus faiJed to fulfill

his obligations under the OCS Act and the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1976
because he had not imposed adequate
environmental safeguards. Garrity also said
the defendants would not suffer irreparable
harm if the injunction was granted, while the
plaintiffs and the public might if it was not
granted.

The proposed lease sale of more than
800,000 acres, 155 tracts of land in the area
of Georges Bank, one of the richest fishing
grounds in the world, was to be held today.
However, Garrity's injunction postponed it

indefinitely. The appeal was filed to allow the
sale to go ahead as planned.
The value of the fisheries in the Georges

Bank area, which support an industry that
grosses a half billion dollars a year, was one
of the prime considerations in Garrity's
ruling. The area produces 15 per cent of the

world's fish protein, according to evidence
submitted.
The injunction was sought by the state of

Massachusens and a group of environmental
organizations who sought four specific safe-
guards:
- an oil industry fund to help pay for

damage to fishing gear caused by drilling;
- an oil industry fund to help pay for oil

spill cleanup;
— higher tanker standards;
— separate licensing procedures for

exploration and production phases.
"In our view this determination rests in a

misapprehension of the OCS act and results
in an unpermissible intrusion of the judiciary
in the legislative and executive processes,"
said the federal government in a brief
submitted to the appeals court.
The federal government argued Andrus

yyas not compelled by the OCS act to
"prevent adverse impact on fishery
resources," but only to consider the possible
impact.

The oil companies, all of which will be
involved in drilling once the Georges Bank
project gets under way, argued in a separate
bnef that Garrity's ruling was inconsistent
with five other court decisions and that delay
would interfere with an "important national
energy project."

The oil companies also contended the
Georges Bank grounds were no more im-
portant than other fishing areas where
drilling activities are already under way.
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Commrttee advises
suspending employees
BOSTON [AP] - The Senate Ethics

Committee yesterday recommended that
two Senate employees be suspended
without pay for two months for running their

jointly-owned company during working
hours.

In its first investigation since the Senate
Ethics Code was adopted last October, the
committee found that the Senate p>ersonnel
director and maintenance superintendent
conducted their private business on state
time.

The new ethics code requires Senate
employees to devote full time to their state

jobs and bans "outside business activity"

during regular office hours.
If the committee's recommendation is

accepted, former state senator Robert
Cawley, now personnel director, would lose

a total of $5,333 of his $32,000 salary. Saul

Walter, his business partner, would forfeit a
total of $2,833 of his $17,000 salary.

Sen. President Kevin B. Harrington must
decide whether to accept the committee's
recommendation.
The committee reported that Cawley and

Walter met with clients and an employee of

their private security firm when they were
supposed to be performing their state jobs.

The committee recommended Cawley and
Walter be reinstated Feb. 11 after they
"satisfy their supervisor that they can avoid
interruption of their working hours," said

James Vorenberg, the committee's special

counsel.

Their firm. Bonded Security Company,
provides security officers and guard dogs to

protect business and public facilities.

The two were suspended without pay last

December following an account of their

business activities by The Boston Globe.

Physics 130 FOR ALL NONSCIENCE MAJORS

PHYSICS FOR

I

ELEMENTARY ED. MAJORS

Emphasizes the method of science, rather than facts. E.
Core. For more information on this and other physics
courses for non-science majors, consult the Course
Description Guide.

Dulcal<is swears in

Committee members
BOSTON \UPI] - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis Monday swore in Ruth MacRobert
of Newton as a member of the Civil Service
Commission.
At a separate ceremony, Dukakis swore in

Patricia McGovern of Lawrence as the
director of the state's Committee on Criminal
Justice.

McGovern will earn $27,390 annually as

head of a group that administers federal Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration
funds for state and local projects. In 1977,
the committee distributed $11.3 million.

MacRobert will receive a salary of $14,623
a year as a member of an autonomous ap-
peals and rule making body that interprets
civil service laws and regulations.

PHYSICS FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS No prerequisites

E core

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, with Speech and Hearing Applications
115 Physics of Music
117 Nuclear Energy
130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
139 The Reasons Why - An Introduction for the Health

Sciences
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

See the Course Description Guide for details and other physics courses.

favored for Russian flu
WASHINGTON [AP] - The risks from

dying of influenza are 1,000 times greater
than the risks of dying from vaccination, a
government health official said yesterday.

Dr. William Foege, director of the Center
for Disease Control, made the assertion to a
panel of experts considering whether to
recommend a mass innoculation campaign
against the Russian flu. The new flu strain
broke out in Cheyenne, Wyo., recently and is

expected to spread later this winter or next
winter.

Foege sought to calm fears raised by the
problem-plagued swine flu inoculation
campaign of 1976.
The swine flu inoculation campaign in

1976 came to a rapid halt after some persons
who were inoculated contracted Guillain-
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Barre Syndrome, a paralyzing disease that
can lead to death. The swine flu epidemic
never occurred.
Although considered relatively mild, the

Russian flu has spread rapidly among
children in the Soviet Union and elsewhere in
Europe and Asia. It struck more than 30 per
cent of children 14 and younger in Leningrad
in recent weeks, according to reports relayed
by U.S. health researchers who visited Mos-
cow last week.

Russian flu is an A-type flu strain similar to
viruses that caused outbreaks of flu around
the world from 1947 to 1950. Fifteen states
currently report widespread outbreaks of the
more familiar A-Victoria and A-Texas flu,

which also occurred last winter.
Americans between ages 24 and 50 are

considered to have some immunity to the
Russian flu, while children and young adults
are the prime targets. Federal health officials
said persons over 50 also are in the high-risk
group, particularly because the elderly run
the highest risks of serious illness or death
from flu.

Although one drug-maker is preparing to
start production of a Russian flu vaccine, the
vaccine won't be ready for at least two
months, when the current flu season will be
drawing to a close.

Federal health officials decided last year
that the increased risk of Guillain-Barre was
likely to occur with any Influenza vac-
cination. The risk is up to 12 times greater for
several weeks after the shot.

But the syndrome also occurs naturally
among people who are not vaccinated. The
CDC found that half the 1,100 cases of the
syndrome reported nationwide from October
1976 through January 1977 involved persons
who did not get swine flu shots. About 550
persons, half from each group, died.

All the essentials of one student's life wait patiently on the concrete down at
Southwest. (Staff photo by Christopher Schmitt.)

Attorney advertising regulations
claimed to be unconstitutional
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HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI] - Con-
necticut's legal establishment Monday asked
the state Supreme Court to approve
regulations limiting attorney advertising, but
reformers and the media claimed they were
unconstitutionally restrictive.

The U.S. Supreme Court last year ruled
lawyers may advertise, but the state's
highest court must approve regulations
governing such advertising.

The Connecticut Bar Association has
proposed regulations limiting advertising to
newspapers and periodicals only, requiring
ads be placed in the classified section.
CBA President Peter Dorsey, asking the

court to approve the regulations, said they
were "intended to be somewhere in between
no restrictions and total restrictions."

Universitv of Massachusetts/ Amherst
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AMERICAN DANCETHEATER
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He said the proposals did not represent the
thinking of all CBA members.
Jay Jackson, Gov. Ella T. Grasso's legal

aide, said she saw the proposed rules as a
"long overdue reform," and said non-
lawyers were needed on a board the CBA
wants created to supervise legal advertising.

But opponents brought in Richard Falcon,
a University of Maryland Law School
professor, who argued, "the only restrictions
necessary are those that stop deception.
Anything else is unconstitutional."
He called the CBA proposals "totally,

incredibly unconstitutional." He said later in

an interview that Conn. Supreme Court
would be "foolish" if it approved the
regulations, because a federal court would
overrule them later.

He said proposals similar to the ones
advanced by the CBA had been suggested
by the bar associations in Ohio and Maryland
but were rejected by the courts here.

Bar associations are "inherently con-
servative economically, and also they don't
want things changed," Falcon said. He said
Marsland regulations limiting only deceptive
advertising were the ones that should be
adopted.
He said the part of the proposed CBA rules

limiting ads to the classified section was
unconstitutional because the precedent-

setting U.S. Supreme Court decision had
upheld an advertisement not in that part of
the paper.

Falcon, representing the American Legal
Clinics Association, said the proposed
prohibition on radio or television was also
unconstitutional based on the U.S. Supreme
Court decision.

Charles Mokriski, representing the 24
members of the Connecticut Daily
Newspaper Association, and Dan Gold vice
president of WFSB-TV, also testified against
the proposed regulations.

Diane Cadrain, speaking for the Con-
necticut Citizen Action Group, said "if the
bar were really concerned that the legal
needs of the public be met, it would allow
advertising through all channels of the mass
media, with fraud being the only limitation."

Robert L. Holzberg, speaking for the
Connecticut Civil Liberties Union concerned
"that the proposed rules governing lawyer
advertising in Connecticut are unnecessarily
restrictive."

Until the regulations are finalized no
advertising is permitted. Some lawyers
however, have already taken out ads. A
grievance has been filed with the bar
association against one of them, Douglas G.
Kowal of Hartford said.

Burns charges lack of will

in combatting in inflation
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - Arthur Burns, in
his final speech as chairperson of the Federal
Reserve Board, said yesterday Americans
still lack the will to effectively combat an
inflationary spiral which he said could
destroy their political freedom.
Winding up 25 years of public service

which started with his appointment as an
economic adviser to President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, Burns said the United States Is

pulling out of the recession that dogged his
last four years as chairperson.

COMPLIT COURSE OPENINGS ^ ^'^ "

Japanese/Comp. Lit. 244 The Japanese Literary Traditlonll. Tu. Thu. 11 15-12:30
This course provides an opportunity to experience the immense richness and vitality

of Japanese poetry, drama, and prose fiction from 1600 to present, including haiku and
modern poetry, Kabuki and Bunraku theatres, and novelists Saikaku, Yasunari, and
Mishima Yukio. The course is both for students with a special interest in Japan or East
Asia as well as those with no prior experience in these fields. Readings are in English,

Japanese Comp Lit 491 Seminar in the Modern Japanese Novel. Tu. 2:30 5:30
Japan was the first non European nation to receive a vigorous, productive synthesis

of native and European literary and cultural traditions, which has made it impossible to
make a serious study of the modern novel without taking Japan into serious considera
tion. There is now a substantial body of translations and a small but useful body of
English language criticism available Open to graduate and advanced undergraduate
students specializing in any literaturp Readings in English
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'but, in a speech prepared for delivery to
the National Press Club, he said the country
has not even begun to cope with damaging
long-term problems.
- Inflation, a huge trade deficit and

unemployment that leaves many young and
black people with little hope of finding work.
"The need to fight inflation is widely

recognized in our country, but the will to do
so is not yet strong enough," Burns said.

"I have no doubt that the will to get on
energetically with the job of unwinding
inflation will be forged someday," he said. "I

only hope this will come through a growth of
understanding, not from a demonstration
that inflation is the moral enemy of economic
progress and our political freedom."
Thus in his final speech as chairperson, he

expressed the same concern that has
dominated his thinking for years.

Burns, 73, will step down as soon as the
Senate confirms President Carter's choice nf

businessperson G. William Miller as his

successor.

Confirmation of Miller, 52, chairperson of
the board of Textron Inc., is expected within
a few days or weeks.

m •
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News in Brief
Sacco - Vanze tti

papers on display

CAMBRIDGE [AP] - Fifty years after

the commission he headed approved the
legal proceedings by which Nicola Sacco
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti had been
condemned. Harvard University is

oper ng to public view today the Sacco
Vanz -tti papers of A. Lawrence Lowell.

Lowell, at the time president of Har-
vard, served as chairperson of a three-
member advisory commission appointed
by Gov. Alvan T. Fuller.

It found that the leydi proceedings
agamst the two Italian- born anarchists
had been fair an^j Fuller then went ahead
with the execution, on Aug. 23, 1927.

Sacco and Vanzetti were convicted in

a 1920 payroll robbery in which two men
were killed. Their case became a cause
celebre among liberals, radicals and some
immigrants, who felt the trial was
characterized by prejudice and had not
proved their guilt. The Lowell Conn-
mission found otherwise, but the con-
troversy continued.

Even today, historians argue the
question of whether or not they were
guilty.

The 1,500 exhibits in the Sacco-
Vanzetti papers are among Lowell's
private papers given to the university

after he died in 1943. The other Lowell
papers have been open to public view for

some time, but when they were donated,
Harvard agreed to keep the Sacco-
Vanzetti papers sealed until last

December

EMS recalls

down vests. Jackets

AUBURN, Maine [AP] - Eastern
Mountain Sports is recalling some of its

1977 down jackets and vests because
they contain too many feathers and not
enough fluffy goose down.

Eastern Mountain Sports manager
David Kinsman said five brands of down
jackets and vests were found to have less
than the 80 per cent down content that
federal standards require.

EMS, which buys items from many
different manufacturers and sells them
under its own label, decided to test its

down products after several manufac-
turers were indicted last year for failing to
meet federal standards, Kinsman said.
He said EMS would extend the recall to

Its stores in New Hampshire and Massa-
chusetts once the rush to return the
garments is over in Maine.

However, Kinsman said most people
aren't taking advantage of the recall. Less
than a dozen persons have brought back
their parkas and half of them decided to
keep the items, he said.

Scientist says plan
space colonies now
ANN ARBOR. Mich. [UP/] - It's about

time government officials started
planning for the colonization of space in

the early 1990's, an astronomer said.

James Loudon of the University of
Michigan planetarium envisions artificial

worlds enclosed by glass "which would
be many miles in size and have tens of
thousands of people at first and then
escalate into the millions."

The scientist said the colonies could be

constructed by materials from the moon
or asteroids.

The first space shuttle, scheduled for

1979, could set the stage for eventual
space colonization, Loudon said.

Such self-sustaining colonies even-
tually could solve the energy crisis on
earth by manutaclunng solar power
collectois joon said. The units would
orbit above the earth and convert solar
energy into radio waves beamed to earth.

"It would be a very cheap, totally

nonpoHuting and utterly inexhaustible
energy source. It would be an energy
source which would not deplete the
world of anything," he said.

Cities may soon use
lotteries to raise money
AUGUSTA, Maine [UP/] - The

director of Maine's lottery said yesterday
a new concept in lotteries is emerging in

the country, and the nation's cities may
soon hold their own lotteries to raise

money.
"City lotteries are beginning to emerge

as a new conc«*pt of raising money," said
George Orestis, the director of Maine's
Lottery Commission.
The revenues could be put to use In

general funds or to support public
education he said.

"Any city such as Portland, Boston or
Manchester, N.H., could sell a million
tickets with the specific purpose of
raising revenue," he said. But under
current Maine law the city would have to
have a specific use for the money, and it

would have to work with a state lottery

commission.
"They are not authorized to hold their

own lottery under law," Orestis said.

Industrial oil spilt;

Coast Guard says ''minor"

NEW/NGTON, N.H. [UP/] - A barge
containing more than a million gallons of
heavy industrial oil split in half and sunk
at a Piscataqua River pier last night, the
US. Coast Guard said.

"As far as we know any spill so far has
been minor, but it still has quite a bit of oil

on board," a Coast Guard spokesperson
in Boston said.

He said the barge, known as Bouchard
105, had "29,000 to 30,000 barrels of No.
6 oil"

The barge was still attached to the pier
at the Atlantic Terminal, the
spokesperson said. He added that the
reason the barge had split in half had not
been determined.

Carter aide denounced

by Soviet press

MOSCOW \UPI\ - The Soviet press
today denounced Zbigniew Brzezinski's
concern about Soviet interference in the
Horn of Africa and said it was really the
United States which meddles in other
nations' affairs.

The official Soviet news agency Tass,
in a commentary by senior news analyst
Yuri Kornilov, asked, "What worries Mr.
Brzezinski?

"It turns out that he fears lest the
USSR and Cuba take advantage of the
situation in order to establish unilaterally
in one of the African countries a political
regime more suited to their broad
strategy, " the commentary said, referring
to the U.S. presidential adviser.
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Sell them at

The Textbook Annex
in the Physical Plant BIdg.

Jan. 30 9-4

31 9-7

Feb. 1 9-7

2 9-7

Feb. 3 9-4

Another service of the University Store

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

A hauntingly violent and
sensual novel from

'*one of America's most
supremely talented and
important authors"*

FREE DELIVERY
FREE Orange Juice
with any pizza and this ad.

Expires Feb A

Something happens when you

look your very best

You get a feeling.

A private feeling.

A very exciting feeling.

It's the feeling of Dellaria

Ridianl

Braira
A strand of Japanese hair, an
ice-cold sombrero, a small town
librarian with no ears—Richard
Brautigan has written a new novel.

The author of the best selling The
Hawkline Monster reaches new heights of

realism and surrealism to make Som-

brero Fallout a classic.

SOMBRERO
FALLOUT

A Japanese Novel

26 Main St., Amh«rst

953-9293
M-F 9-7:30

S 9-5

A Touchstone

Book

Published by

Simon and

Schuster
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apen?
Is it crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line in

town, and feel so right in your hand' Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal "collars" to keep their plastic points from getting squishy?

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen.

Our Razor Point, at only 69c. gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip

over And for those times you want a little less

line, have a fling with our fine point

59c Fineliner. It has the will and fortitude to

actually write through carbons.

So, don't settle for a casual relationship.

Get yourself a lasting one, or two, to have
and to hold . . .at your college book store.

Pilot Corp of America, 30 Midland Ave.,

Port Chester, New York 10573
Mnjt mas only hiftitu-

tWt ftis it the real tking:'

PILOT
fineline marker pens
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Yesterday, at the Registrar's Office, the only over the counter commodities
were grades and add-drop forms. (Staff photo by David Oiken)

Committee approves
Panama Canal treaties
WASH/NGTON [UP/] - The Senate

Foreign Relations Committee approved the
two proposed Panama Canal treaties by
identical 14-1 votes yesterday and sent them
to the Senate floor with detailed recom-
mendations for changes spelling out U.S.
defense rights.

Sen. Jacob Javits, R-N.Y., a member of
the committee, predicted there now is a
"better than even chance" for the required
two-thirds Senate vote ratifying the accords
that would dissolve the Panama Canal Zone
and turn the waterway over to Panama in the
year 2000.

Before acting, the committee ac-
commodated the Panamanian government
by altering its recommendations on U.S.
defense rights.

Panama relayed its objections to a key
amendment through the U.S. Embassy in the
early morning hours, saying it would force a
second plebiscite on the treaties.

The recommended amendment would
have incorporated in the separate neutrality

treaty a memorandum of understanding
reached Oct. 14 between President Carter
and Panamanian leader Brig. Gen. Omar
Torrijos.

The memorandum permits the United
States to defend the canal beyond the year
2000, assures U.S. and Panamanian naval
vessels may "go to the head of the line" in

times of crisis and states the United States
will not interfere in Panamanian internal

affairs.

At the urgings of the State Department,
the committee broke the memorandum into

two proposed amendments — a maneuver

Sen. Clifford Case, R-N.J., termed a "face-
saving" device for Panama.

Sen. Robert Griffin, R-Mich., the only
dissenter in the treaty votes, objected to the
change, saying it was only a question of
form.

The Senate panel also approved two
"understandings" on important technical

points that are not expected to cause dif-

ficulties for the Panamanians.
The committee succeeded in shunting

aside a number of proposals by treaty foes,

including one by Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., to

lengthen the transition period from 30
months to 12 years during which the Canal
Zone will be dissolved.

The committee did not actually amend the
treaties, but merely drew up a list of

recommended changes, because Senate
Democratic leader Robert Byrd felt there

would be a better chance of ratification if all

amendments are made on the floor.

Byrd said yesterday he was becoming
"increasingly optimistic" that the treaties,

with amendments, will pass. Senate
Republican Leader Howard Baker said, "I

think the chances for ratification are im-

proving daily."

Asked if Torrijos' pledge to a group of

visiting senators that he would resign if the
treaties were ratified would imprdve the
chances, Baker said:

"I don't think that will make much dif-

ference one way or the other. Torrijos is a
part of the equation but not a very important
part. The real question is what are the rights

of the United States for the next 22 years and
beyond."

Egyptian - Israeli talks

on Sinai resume tonight
JERUSALEM [AP] - Egyptian-Israeli

military negotiations on the future of the
occupied Sinai Peninsula will resume tonight
in Cairo, spokespeople in Jerusalem and
Cairo announced yesterday.

Israel said Defense Minister Ezer Weizman
and his negotiating team will leave for Cairo
earlier today.

Word of the resumption came as U.S.

mediator Alfred Atherton hand-carried an

Israeli proposal for a declaration on overall

peace principles to Cairo after a final meeting

yesterday morning with Israeli Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan in Jerusalem.

The assistant secretary of state helped
write the draft in a week of talks with Israeli

leaders. Talking to reporters in Cairo, he said

those negotiations "advanced matters a bit"

but declined to go beyond that statement
before meeting Egyptian officials.

Weizman and his bgyptian counterpart
Mohamed Abdel Ghanv Gamassv recessed
their military talks Jan. 13 in deadlock over
the future of the 20 Jewish settlements
established by Israel on the nothern and
southern edges of the Sinai Peninsula.

Parallel political negotiations snagged the
following week when Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat recalled his foreign minister
from Jerusalem At the urging of President
Carter, Sadat did not halt the military talks,

but Israel delayed sending Weizman back to
the Egyptian capital until Egypt tempered a
series of anti- Israeli attacks in the Cairo
press.

Officials in Jerusalem said the formula
worked out between Israel and the United
States on the critical Palestinian question
may clear the way to complete Egyptian-
Israeli peace principles.
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Reaccreditation report

is topic of debate
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fly MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

Although reaccreditation for the University
IS a near certainty this year, reports
generated for a "self-study" required by the
reaccreditation association are being at-

tacked by students involved in the study as
"biased" and "incomplete."

Reaccreditation is required every 10 years
by the New England Association of Schools
and Colleges. This year, the association has
asked UMass to conduct a self-study to

assess current problems and to make
projections into the near future.

Former Student Government Association
CO President Jay A. Martus. a member of the
20-member "self-study" committee, said the
study "process was incorrect" and "the
perspective was biased; it was purely a

faculty fjerspective."

According to committee head Prof. Sara
Sturm- Maddox of the French and Italian

Department, the self study was headed by a

coordinating committee of faculty, staff and
students.

The committee asked each of the
University's major divisions to submit task
force reports answering four questions about
the quality of the educational experience at

UMass, present composition of the student
body and future trends, implications of "no
growth" since the University has reached a

stable point in its enrollment and funding,

and the value of five college cooperation.

But, Martus says, in most cases students
were not involved.

Martus said there are "major areas of

ommission in reportage" in the task force
reports, and in the first draft of the final

report being collated from the task force
reports.

"There has been no discussion at all of

fee- based budgets, versus state funding" for

the different areas of the University, he said.

Most academic areas are funded by an
allocation from the state's general fund with
the exception of research work at the faculty

or graduate level where corporate and
federal grant monies are used.

Martus said most of the views expressed in

the reports are "restatements" of faculty

gripes.

Some examples from the report:

— "While the UMass faculty, graduate
students, and campus facilities differ

primarily in quantity when compared to, say,

a Big Ten university, our undergraduates
tend to be qualitatively different. First, the
undergraduate student body appears
unusually provincial in its background and its

concerns. Second, even allowing for the
current emphasis on career training, UMass
undergraduates tend often to be a-

intellectual (not to be confused with anti-

intellectualism, this involves a fundamental
disinterest in matters of the mind). Third,

there can be seen a defeating and defeated
quality about some undergraduate's per-

ceptions of the university and themselves."
report by faculty of Social and Behavioral

Sciences.
- "As I look out over my classes I see a

growth in the least desirable element of the
student body. Ten to fifteen years aqo there

More sulfer

approved for oil

BOSTON \UPI\ - New England Power
Co., which supplies power to Massachusetts
Electric Co., has received federal approval to
burn less expensive, higher sulfur content oil

at its Brayton Point generating station in

Somerset, it was announced yesterday.

R. Leigh FitzGerald, president of New
England Power, said the Environmental
Protection Agency had approved company
plans to burn 14.14 per cent sulfur content.
Use of the oil will save $15 million in fuel

costs, which normally would have been
passed on to customers, FitzGerald said.

He added customers should not expect
dramatic decreases in fuel adjustment
charges on their electric bills, because New
England Power's annual fuel bill totals about
$250 million.

Environmental analyses by the EPA and
the state Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering indicted burning higher
sulfur oil would not sigrifjcantly effect the
environment, he said.

The state Department of Energy also

granted the company an oil import license,

which allows New England Power to avoid a

63 cent per barrel "tariff now imposed on
foreign oil, FitzGerald said.

were always two people sitting in the back
row. They were bored, uninspried, unin-

terested and inattentive. One of them did not

want to be in a university at all. The other did

not have the talent necessary to succeed but
developed a belief that his failures were
caused by the institution and h's professor.

Now these numbers have grown. I am
convinced that nearly half of our student
body has no interest in a college education.

They are here because they must be.

Substantial numbers of them do not have the

background or development to do college

level work. Unfortunately this condition is

also true for a great many students who do
want a college education." — report of the

department chairman. General Business and
Finance.

"At a time of limited resources, it seems to

us that we should not be competing with

community colleges, and that we should not
be spreading our resources thinly into what
some call 'fringe areas' of education. This

task group represents one of the three

central areas of traditional academics and
also an area of enormous practical im-

portance in today's society It appears to

n^any of us that the current pattern of

University support has been to expand new
'•inge' areas thus draining resources from
the core and depriving students of contact
with the greatest academic strength the
University can offer.' — College of Natural

Sciences and Mathmatics.
Most of the reports point to an increasing

need to provide flexible academic programs
for an increasing proportion of non-
traditional students. Enrollment projections

into the 1980's they said, seem to indicate a

smaller pool of the traditional 18 to 22 year
old student.

Most of the reports also say more money
should be allocated to the library, to help

update their holdings and expand their

subscription list. Many also say there is a

need for stipends for graduate teaching
assistants if the graduate departments are

going to be able to attract the better

students.
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Spring Semester 1978

These courses are oriented towards frestiman and sophomore
students with no computer experience. Computers are widely used in
business to store information. You will learn how to obtain information
from a computer without your having to become a computer expert.
These 1 credit courses will meet several times a week but be completed
early in the semester.

For Information and sign up, come at one of the following
times and bring an ADD card:
Tues., Jan.31 or Thurs., Feb. 2— 2:30-5:00, SBA1 00
Wed., Feb. 1 or Fri., Feb. 3— 3:35-5:00, DKSN114
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We have the latest styles

in mind jor you!

''ask about our

apprentice haircutter''

253 9526 189 N. PLEASANT ST.. AMHERST 253-7341

THE CELLAR

10% OFF Neptune

and Classic WATERBEDS

40% OFF Bunting

FURNITURE

10% OFFcrabtree
SOFAS

plus

plus
ONLY

$Quality New

^30 TMPe IM on four
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15

CANED OAK

ROCKERS

'37

plus our large supply of GOOD,

USED FURNITURE - BUREAUS, DESKS, SOFAS.

CHAIRS, LAMPS, etc.

57 E. PleasaHt St., Amherst

549-3603

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
of the University Store

Will be open the following hours

for your shopping convenience.

Mon. Jan. 30 9-5

Tue. Jan. 31 9-9

Wed. Feb. 1 9-9

Thuf. Feb. 2 9-9

Fri. Feb. 3 9-5

Sat. Feb. 4 11-3

Mon.-Ffi. Feb. 6-10 9-4:30

Feb. 13 & thereafter 9-4

- Last Day for Refunds -
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UM issues

discussed at

micro-college

By BILL SUNDSTROM
Collegian Staff

A broad range of issues concerning the
past, present and future of UMass formed
the topic of discussion at a two-day con-
ference here last week.
"Know thyself: Taking advantage of the

reaccreditation self-study" was the title of
the third annual January "micro-college,"
which was attended by about 125 students,
faculty, administrators and staff Monday and
Tuesday. The conference was sponsored by
four campus groups: the Resource Network,
the College of Arts and Sciences Information
and Advising Center, the Center for In-

structional Resources and Improvement and
the Educational Liaison Project.

While the micro-college was not itself

connected to the reaccreditation process
which began last year the sponsoring groups
hoped to use reports generated by the self-

study to stimulate discussion of the major
issues facing the university. Several
members of the reaccreditation coordinating
committee participated in the conference.

After opening remarks by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery and State
Representative James Collins, reac-
creditation committee members reported on
the state of the self-study and some of the
major issues it had identified. The conference
then broke into a series of discussion
sessions, both as "interest groups" and as a
whole, and listened to comments by a panel
of several administrative officers and other
campus leaders.

Tuesday afternoon, participants attempted
to draw together a list of important issues
and suggest possible solutions and directions
for further action. It was recognized that
UMass has entered a "no-growth" phase in

its history and must now consider how to
allocate limited resources. The lack of
student participation in decision-making,
reorganization of higher education in the
state, the implications of faculty collective

bargaining, the present "conflict" between
the professional schools and the arts and
sciences and the mission of a land-grant
college were other issues compiled.
Although the conference actually carried

no decision-making power, the participants

concluded with a list of proposals for

change. Among them was a proposal drafted
by a group of student participants which
suggested that departmental committees
allow and encourage more student par-

ticipation. Other suggestions included the
establishment of an academic "minor,"
educating or re-training faculty to new
student needs and developing a committee
to survey and review existing management
and administrative structures.

Reactions to the micro-college from
participants were generally positive regar-

ding the level of communication attained in

the two days, but less enthusiastic about the
enormity of the tasks and problems which
face UMass. Judy Davis, Coordinator of the

co-sponsoring Resource Network, said that

"of all programs we have attempted in the

past, this was the most ambitious in terms of

the number of issues addressed."
A fairly common criticism was the relative

lack of faculty participation at the micro-
college. William J. Mellen, Dean of the
College of Food and Natural Resources, said

it was "too bad" that more faculty weren't
involved, considering how influential they are

on campus.
Student leaders who participated were

pleased with both the number of students at

the conference and the recognition of the
need for increased student input into

decision-making. Student Government
Association Co-president Marion (Pinky)

Batiste stressed the need to "look at the
positive side" after a discussion of problems
that was "very depressing." She noted that

several of the concrete suggestions might be
implemented in some ongoing projects by
various groups on campus.

Student senator Greg Tarpinian suggested
that the conference was "essentially the first

time the faculty has admitted that in order to
have a quality education there must be
student Input Into the process."
UMass Amherst Budget Director George

Beatty, Jr., summarized the feelings of many
in noting both the positive and negative
aspects of such a broad discussion. While
the conference seemed to lack focus. It was
also an attempt to identify the major issues,

"which is the first step toward solving the
problems."
"What's often overlooked," said Beatty,

"is that there are many good things going on
on campus."
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Carter to ask Soviets

to stop nuke satellites
WASHINGTON [UPf] - President Carter

said yesterday he will ask the Soviet Union to

stop launching nuclear-powered earth or-

biting satellites unless "fail safe methods

"

can be found to insure no radioactive
material from them reaches earth.

Carter, describing how the United States
monitored a Soviet nuclear-powered spy
satellite that crashed in northern Canada last

week, said more rigid safety precautions are
needed.

'We would be glad to forego the
deployment of any such satellites altogether
and will pursue that option along with the
Soviet Union," he said.

Asked if he would try to dissuade the
Kremlin from putting more nuclear reactors
into space, Carter said, "Yes, certainly in

earth orbit. I think this is something we
should explore."

I*
I would favor...

an agreement with

the Soviets to prohibit

earth-orbiting satellites

with atomic radiation

material."

- President Carter

He said anempts should be made to insure
that no radioactive material from such
satellites reaches earth and "if we cannot
evolve those fail-safe methods, then I think
there ought to be a total prohibition against
earth-orbiting satellites.

"I would favor at this moment an
agreement with the Soviets to prohibit earth-
orbiting satellites with atomic radiation
material."

Carter said America's last nuclear-
powered satellite was launched in 1965.

In his second news conference this year.
Carter also was asked several questions
about Republican David Marston, the former
U.S. attorney from Philadelphia who was
ousted this month with the president's
approval.

Although many people have criticized

Carter's handling of the case, since Marston
was reportedly investigating Democratic
Reps. Joshua Eilberg and Daniel Flood when
he was fired. Carter stood by his actions.

"I see nothing improper in the handling of
the case," he said, adding that it did not
conflict with his campaign promise to
remove politics from appointments of judges
and U.S. attorneys.

Carter said he has no regrets about taking
a telephone call last November from Eilberg,

who asked that Marston's removal be
"expected." The president said he routinely
gets requests on appointments, and if the
situation occurred again, "I would do the
same." But he also repeated that he did not
know when he took the call that Eilberg was
under investigation.

On the Middle East, Carter said he will

decide later this week what weapons he will

ask Congress to sell to Middle East nations,

including Egypt. That means the decision will

be made before Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's weekend visit.

Carter also «;aid he does not think Israeli

Prime Minister Menachem Begin authorized
a new settlement at Shiloh on the West Bank
of the Jordan, although administration
officials said he sent Begin a letter asking him
to make sure no settlement is established at

the site, where archeological digging is

ongoing.

On other subjects Carter said:

— If any element of his tax cut-tax reform
program is modified "it can destroy the
balance." He said his proposal to cut taxes
by $25 billion means a reduction three times
the size of Social Security tax increases this

year.

— As an a nti- inflation measure, he is

asking business and labor to voluntarily hold
wage and price hikes below the average
increases they got for the last two years.
— He sees no need at this time to invoke

Taft-Hartley in the nationwide coal strike.

Under Taft-Hartley, the president may order
workers back to their jobs for a cooling off

period.
— While he deplores an American Nazi

Party plan to march through the
predominantly Jewish Chicago suburb of
Skokie, courts have ruled the Nazi have a
right to free speech and "I don't have any
hclination to pursue it further."

Amherst Masquers Present

The Merchant of Venice

by William Shakespeare

Guest Director— Alfred Gingold

Jan. 27, 28, 29
Feb. 3, 4, 5 8:00 p.m.

Kirby Memorial Theater

Amherst College

Box Office Opens Jan. 13

542-2277

Weekdays 10a.m. - 5 p.m. Reservations $2.50
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BLUEWALL
BAR
Mon., Tues., Wed.
Jan. 30, 31 Feb. 1

STONE
CROSS
BAND

Appearing at the Hatch

Feb. 3, 4

ZONKARAZ
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Performing

Private Instruction:

Organ
Voice
Piano
Guitar
Clarlnat
Oboa
String Bata
Violin
Viola
Cello
Saxophone
Bassoon
Composition
Arranging
Songwriting
Electric Base
Tympani
Harpsichord
Trombone
Trumpet
Tuba
French Horn
Snare Drum
Keyboard Parcuaslon
(Marimba— Xylophone)

Arts

Group Instruction:

Instrumental Repair
Sight Singing
Piano Class
Voice Claas
Voice Quad
Popular Music:
Audition and Repertoire

Songwriting
Baaic Muaicianship

Division

Walk- In Registration:

Monday through Friday,

11 a.m. -6 p.m.
Saturday, 1 p.m. -6 p.m.
January 30 — February 11

in Old Chapel-UMass

Open House:

Sunday, February S,

2 p.m.-5 p.m.
PAD Faculty Recital, 3 p.m.
Old Chapel Auditorium

The public is cordially invited to join
us at the Open House. Meet our teachara
and learn about the PAD programs.
Brinj your family and friends.

For complete information write: PAD,
Department of Music and Dance,
University of Massachusetta, Amherat,
MA 01003 or call PAD at (413) 646-0S19.

Everyone Awaits

The Grand Opening

Breaking Loose

Jan. 30th

7:30 a.m. til 3 p.m. daily

Downstairs in the Student Union

Curbs on power use

may be unavoidable

in East and IVIidwest
[AP] — Coal inventories at utilities in many

Eastern and Midwest states are at

dangerously low levels and mandatory power
curtailments might be unavoidable, federal

and utility officials said yesterday.
"A lot of measures are being taken to

stretch the coal supplies as far as possible,

but there is only so far they can be stret-'

ched," said Alex Gakner, a coal expert for

the U.S. Department of Energy. "A lot of

people are beginning to get quite nervous."

The United Mine Workers strike, ap-
proaching its eighth week, combined with
bitter cold and record-setting snowstorms
have reduced fuel inventories at utilities

serving millions of people in states depen-
dent on coal from Eastern mines.
The hardest hit appeared to be utilities in

Ohio, western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia. But utilities serving customers in

parts of Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,

Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri,
North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia also

reported critically low stocks of coal.

Gakner said utilities in the West are using
coal from nearby non-union mines and
utilities in the Northeast are using larger
amounts of more-expensive oil to offset coal.
When the strike began Dec. 6, many

utilities reported coal stockpiles that woukl
last 100 days or more under normal con-
ditions. But the severe weather cut deeply
into those reserves, officials said.

Gakner also pointed out that the coal
being used by many utilities is of poor
quality.

"They're getting deeper and deeper into
stockpiles where dirt and slush have been
gathering for years and years," he said.

"That coal is very poor for producing
electricity."

In Ohio, where nearly 95 percent of the
state's electric power comes from coal-fired
generators, Gov. James Rhodes said some
utilities had less than a 40-day supply of coal.

"Unless there is a quick settlement of the
national coal strike, Ohio and other states

which use large amounts of coal for the
generation of electricity could be facing a
disaster," he said.

Lee Sheppeard, a spokesperson for the
Tennessee Valley Authority, the nation's
largest power company, said the TVA has a
47-day average supply of coal, omitting one
plant with an abnormally high supply.

"That doesn't sound bad, except that five
of our 12 plants have less than a 30-day
supply," he said. The TVA serves two and a
half million customers in Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolina and Virginia.

Gakner and utility officials said that even
when an agreement is reached between the
170,000-member union and the coal industry
— and contract talks collapsed Sunday — it

would take at least four weeks for full

deliveries to resume.

For utilities with 30-to-40 day supplies, that
means serious trouble.

Sheppeard said the TVA, which already
has requested voluntary curtailments of
power, is preparing recommendations for
maridatory curtailments that probably would
begin with industrial customers.
"We would hope to avoid curtailments

that create real hardships for anybody," he
said. "I expect that within a few days, we will

announce some kind of contingency plan."

The American Electric Power Corp., which
serves about two million customers in
Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee, Ken-
tucky, West Virginia and Virginia, said it has
58 days worth of coal.

"at 50 days, which is going to come up
next week, we'll get into our emergency
curtailment plan," said spokesperson J.
Donlan Piedmont. He said that plan involves
stopping power sales to other utilities.

When the supply reaches 40 days,
mandatory curtailments to some industrial
customers will be made, he said.

"We're getting a very clammy feeling," he
said. "It's beginnging to look like real
trouble."

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDAD ORDER
HEAPUNE CHQIgE

AUDIO
AUTO FOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MISC

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP

HIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO RENT

OTHER:.
$1.00 extra for

other headline.

RATES Daily 4Sc per line:

5 consec pub days.40c per line per day:
30 consec pub days. 35c per line per day

Computation:
#lines: X rate:

M X Idays;

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNTI

(ad cost)

YOUa CLASSIHiP AP COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box. Use UPPER lower case characters
where they apply (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters. I
You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes
^ord IS approx. 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)

. (A verage

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I
I
I

1

1

21
3"

U
«l
7|
8

.(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! i

Name:

Phoned:

Dates Classified Ad is to run:

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)
'

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept . Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

REACH2S 000 READERS DAILY!"! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! RE ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY" !! Little Ad» G«t BIG R ESULTS" "

I
I
I
I

I

To place a classified ad. drop by the I

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MOC
Classified form

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 75,000 READERS DAIL Y! "' Little Ads Get BIG R E SULTS" " R F ACH 25,000 RE ADERS DAILY!!!! RE ACH 25,000 R EADERS DAILY "" Little Ads Get aiG RESULTS' " •

FOR SALE FOR RENT

Stareo AM/FM/8 trak Receiver and
speakers. $50 or best offer. Call Jeff

253 5849

Roomata Wanted. Bund, on bus line.

$130. /mo. util. incl. Large rm. After 6:00
call 665 3392. Starting Feb. 1.

HELP WANTED

Resaarch Assistants Work-study eligible

students. Humanities proiect. High pay,
flexible hours Some typing J

_ Donohue, 50498_OL2aJKg

TO SUBLET

A f rmate to share apt. Call 549-5154.

Rooms for rant call 584 2769.

SUMMER JOBS

Summer jobs guaranteed or money back.
Nation's largest directory. Minimum 50
employers/state. Includes master ap
plication. Only $3. Sumchoice, Box 645,

State College, Pa. 16801.

CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS
Loolcmg to buy orsella vehicle? Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing
is believing. Ask for it at the UM
Bookstore.

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Tannis Pros and assistant pros seasonal

and year round clubs; good playing and
teaching background Call (301)654

3770, or send resumes and 2 pictures to:

Col. R. Reade, W.TS., 8401 Con
necticut Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy
Chase, Md. 20015.

Ovarwaight? Try the one that works I

Famous U.S. Women's ski team dtet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order

Today! Send $3.00: Fern-Art, Box 3351,

Logan Utah 84321

.

Ever wondar how ads like this are

made? Come on down to the Collegian

graphics department and find out how
you can earn one credit while learning

an interesting aspect of newspaper
work. Ask for Charlie Berube, Randy
Glenn, Gerry Grenier, or Phil Milstein.

Rt ACH 2b 000 READERS DA llY'i'LlTTlE ADS GET BIG RfSULTSu" REACH 25 000 READERS DAILY"" REACH 26 000 READERS DAILY'
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Scientists analyze

Soviet spy satellite
EDMONTON, Alberta [UPf] - A large

chunk of a crashed Soviet spy satellite found
in a nine-foot crater on a remote ice field in

the Northwest Territories will be analyzed for
clues to what happened to the rest of the
device, scientists said yesterday.
A joint U.S.-Canadian scientific team

reported they also have located two other
crash sites of the nuclear-powered Cosmos
954 at the northeastern edge of Great Slave
Lake.

Six members of a wildlife survey team
Sunday spotted a large crater on an ice field

near Thelon River, 240 miles of southwest of
Baker Lake.

Two of the scientists were taken to a
hospital for radiation tests. Officials said it

appeared they received only a light dose of
radiation and were not in any danger.

Four paratroopers were dropped at the site

Monday to guard the debris.

"The object that was found is moderately
radioactive," said Mahlon Gates of the U.S.
Depart -nent of Energy and co-cornmander of
the task force responsible for recovery.
"We have not yet analyzed the gamma ray

spectrum from it in enough detail to say how
close to the reactor core it may have been,"
he said. "The object is clearly not the reactor
core itself."

Gates said the object, which resembles a
blackened plate with two antenna- like ex-
tensions, might help scientists locate other
parts of the satellite that fell from its 150-mile
high orbit last Tuesday.
"We think if we can identify the object and

determine the general shape and mass it will
tell us a lot about how the satellite disin-
tegrated during re-entry," Gates said.

"This in turn may help us to estimate
whether other large objects impacted the
earth and where the fragments and debris
may be located."

Helicopters have pinpointed two other
crash sites off the northeastern end of Great
Slave Lake.

"Sp>ectral analyses now allow us to say
definitely that the two sources .... do consist
of fission products from the reactor," Gates
said. "The size or intensity of these sources
cannot be determined jecause we do not
know whether they are on the surface, under
the snow or buried in the ice.

"A numbbr of other hits have been
rejected for the time being as probably due to
variation in the natural radioactivity in the
surface rocks.

"So far, then, there are only three
locations where debris from the satellite has
been definitely identified."

lUHJEE^ TIACF
The area's only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring : lamb,

vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails. Located midway
between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797.

Men . -Thurs
.
4

: 30-10 : 30
Fri.-Sat. 12:00-12.00

Sun. 12-10:30

TUESDAY. JANUARY 31. 1977
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Beat the high price of

PRECISIOIV For Men
HAIRCUTS & Women

Talks for hostages' release
break down over demands
/V£W WESTMINSTER, British Columbia

\UPI] — Negotiations for the release of ten
hostages held by five armed convicts in a
Canadian prison ran into unexpected
problems yesterday over the gunner's
demands for drugs and transfer to another
jail.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police said the

five prisoners were holding eight civilians and
two prisoners hostage — all seized during an
escape attempt Saturday in the visitors area
of the British Columbia Penitentiary.

The convicts, all serving long sentences
for violent crimes, released three other
hostages on the weekend.

Includes:

FIRST: a professional consultation on what haircut
would be best for your facial structure and hair
texture.

SECOND: a precision style cut selected individually
just for you.

THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take care of
your hair and what professional products you
should use on your hair and skin.

SOOO ^^'^^^^^ style Cut

All For Q Shampoo & Blow Dry
Long Hair slightly more

ON TUE. & WED. ONLY
With this coupon only. Limited to New Customers

Call for appt. 549-5610

Find out how next week. That's when you'll

be getting "Insider'-a free magazine supplement to your college
newspaper It's another better idea from Ford.

'Insider " cant promise a Phi Beta Kappa key, but it might provide
the key to better grades. The subject of next week's
Insider" is "Tactics and Strategies: An Exam Planner.

'

Watch for it!

Look for Insider::
Ford's continuing series of college newspaper supplements.

FORD DIVISION c%^
75 ANNIVERSARY

Today's sportSy
Mac takes a hike

UM falters in Colonial
J
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VACATIONING UMASS ATHLETES? - (clockwise from top left) Maura
Supinski guards against the inbounds pass in an early January loss to St. John's.

The Minutewomen are now 10-4. Stet Arnold raced away from Jon Flora and Ivan

Solero to win the mile run in a tri-meet loss against Northeastern. Bill Morrison,

who found his game in January, prepares to dish off for an assist; Mark Haymore
is caught in the midst of a hang em on the rim, triple twisting slam-dunk from the

pike position. The refs gave Mark a "T", but this writer gave him a 9.8.

The men's gym team beat Cornell on Sunday; Alex Eldridge lays one in after

leaving Ron Perry in his tracks on a sweet spin move in the first half of the

Colonial Classic final game. Eldridge and Derick Claiborne do some victory

steppin' after Boob's full-court, "no-look" pass found Claiborne for a layup that

resulted in a three point play in the UConn Classic. All-American Susan Cantwell

performs on the women's beam as the women's gym team also dumped Cornell.

On the cover Haymore does his Bailey impression as James himself stands pop-

\^eyed in astonishment as UMass's own Dr. Dunk does his thing. _^

a

MORE "VACATIONING ' JOCKS - (clockwise, from top left) Stephanie Jones
led the gymwomen to their easy dual meet triumph over Cornell; Alex Eldridge
peers into the middle before beginning one of his patented drives into the faces of
the giants waiting there; Jack Leaman's often scowling face is sharply offset by
the just as ever-present plasticity of the "cheerleader smile." Both had ample
ODDortunities to exchange roles in late December and early January Ginny
Peebles looks for an opening in the St. Johns loss. C.J. Reitenbach sets' up his
Northeastern opponent prior to making a move that put him into the lead m tne
two mile relay. Steve MacDougall lost the advantage at the very end of his
penultimate leg before Steve Lafler smoked by NU's anchor man to win the final
event of the meet. Len Kohlhaas goes to the hoop with a strong move against
Rutgers. Kohlhaas was a prime force in the Minutemen's late December wins and
close losses in early January, as he was averaging eight rebounds a game early in

N the month.
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The new 4th Edition of THE
SCIENTISTS THESAURUS. .A
Treasury of the Stock words of

Science ..by Professor George F.

Steffanides, is a book which should be
in every Greek and American home
because of its value as a source book
of the meaning and origin of scientific

terms as well as the value of the

Greek and Latin languages in science.

For those who wish to understand
scientific terminology. THE
SCIENTIST'S THESAURUS is In-

dispensable. For $3.00 per copy this

book is a great buy. Ask for it at the
College bookstore.

GEORGE F. STEFFANIDES

THE SCIENTIST'S

THESAURUS

Pickett new grid head
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Robert A. Pickett, a six year associate
head football coach under Dick MacPherson,
has been promoted to head coach of the
U Mass Amherst football team, replacing
MacPherson, who resigned to become
linebacker coach of the NFL's Cleveland
Browns.
MacPherson left UMass to take a position

offered by Brown's head coach Sam
Rutigliano, a long-time close friend of

MacPherson.
Pickett was promoted to head football

i

nH
A TREASURY OF THE STOCK

WORDS OF SCIENCE
fOuRTHfcOtTlON-l9?8

Bob Pickett

coach, effective January 19tti, by Frank
Mclnerney, head of the department of
athletics and intramurals.

Mclnerney sa.d that Pickett will initiate an
affirmative action search immediately for an
assistant coach to replace him.
MacPherson left the team during the first

week in January, after compiling a seven
year record of 45-27-1, guiding the
Minutemen to four Yankee Conference
Championships, and a post-season bowl
victory, the Boardwalk Bowl, in 1972.

Just this past year, MacPherson compiled
an 8-3 season and brought his team into the
quarterfinals of the Division II playoffs. He
was named New England College Football

coach of the year in 1977 and prior to that in

1972

MacPherson said it was one of the hardest
decisions in his life to leave the university but
cited the university's reluctance to increase
the football program as the primary factor.

"I loved the Amherst area, its residents,
and the students of the university, and the
people in our program. I will miss them very
much," he said.

Pickett, who signed a multi-year contract
through 1980, has been defensive coor-
dinator for the UMass team for several years.

A graduate of the University of Maine in

1959 — the 45 year old Pickett served as an
assistant coach at the University of Maine for
five years before coming to UMass in 1971.
He also holds a masters of education degree
from the University of Maine. He is a former
UMaine quarterback and defensive back.

Mclnerney said, "A consistent strongpoint
of the UMass football program in the past
seven years has been the defense, which was
the prime responsibility of Bob Pickett."

"He has proven that he is an outstanding
coach, who has the respect and confidence
of this players and fellow coaches. I am
confident that he will do a superior job for
the university," he said.

Mclnerney maintained that a decision had
to be made whether the naming of a new
coach meant a search program with af-

firmative action overtones, or whether it

could be the promotion of the man listed as
associate head coach, and then the filling of
his position of assistant coach.
The decision was to do the latter, and now

Pickett will begin the search to find an
assistant coach to bring the staff back up to

six assistant full-time coaches.
Pickett said he was most anxious to be

head coach at UMass but says he has no big-

time college or professional aspirations.

"I have no real ambitions to be a head
coach in the professional ranks or at a big-

time college. I just want to be a coach, to do
it well," said Pickett.

'My family and I love it here. It has
everything we want for living comfortable,

and I really didn't want to leave," he said.

Pickett is satisfied with the football setup.

He feels that the remainder of the coaching
staff, which he intends to keep for the up-

coming season, is a good one.

GOOD, HARD WORK
We have openings for 8 or 9 people that want to help keep our

collective strong. AH necessary information is posted on our door.
Deadline Feb. 3.

'

PEOPLE'S MARKET
in the Student Union

We are an Affirmative Action— Equal Opportunity Employer

(Phone 545-2060)

Collegian ^

Dick MacPherson

Pickett says that he has oeen assured by
Mclnerney and School of Physical Education
Dean David Bischoff that there would be
adequate support for the football program.

He did not speculate whether that meant
an increase of football scholarships, which is

fewer than 15 per year.

Sports
Notices

19»0

Complete Packages

AMHERST
CYCLE SHOP

253 Triangle St.

549-3729

Cross-Country Skis

SILVAHUSKI

EQUIPMENT RENTALS

$8750
and up

proshop

HOCKEY CLUB - Mandatory meeting for

all members, Wednesday In Mahar
Auditorium, 9:15 p.m.
INTRAMURALS - Managers are

reminded to pick basketball schedules up
immediately, play begins tomorrow. Also,
racquetball and wrestling. Entries are due in

the IM office by Thursday.
POOLS — The Boyden pool will be closed

today for an intercollegiate swimming meet.
The NOPE pool will close today at 5 p.m.

ZC acL a c ZE acc zs ais as zs xs ZB as zs

JANUARY GREEN SALE

ZS

Green Spider Plant

I

4" Pot

Reg $1.75 95

Our Lexington, Mass. greenhouses are being cleared
out to make room for the spring crops.

It's 'No go' again
as Kuhn blocks

sale of Blue
NEW YORK [UP/] - Commissioner Bowie

Kuhn disapproved the sale of pitcher Vida
Blue to the Cincinnati Reds for $1 .7 million
and minor league first baseman Dave
Revering Monday, setting up the prospect of
another round of court battles for baseball.

Kuhn's decision was made known by the
Reds in Cincinnati, where a club spokesman
said: "The Cincinnati Reds have been ad-
vised by the commissioner's office that the
decision on the Vida Blue trade is negative."
The Reds said they have been informed

that a 15-page decision from the com-
missioner is being transmitted to the Reds.
The Reds added they will have no comment
until they have a chance to study the
decision.

Kuhn's decision was his second in 19
months blocking an attempted sale by
Oakland owner Charles 0. Finley of Blue, the
former Cy Young Award winner and one of
baseball's premier pitchers.

On June 18, 1976 the commissioner voided
a deal sending Blue to the New York
Yankees for $1.5 and a separate deal which
sent reliever Rollie Fingers and outfielder Joe
Rudi to the Boston Red Sox for $1 million
each.

If you want ....

QUALITY, FAIR PRICES

and a large variety of grinders

you can't find anywhere else

COME TO

The Pizza Place
Rte. 116 (across from Ciiffside)

665-7066 665-7067

SUNDERLAND (On Bus Route)

TAKi AWANTAGB OF THBSB SPBCIALS

Pot Size

8'' HANGING INCH PLANTS 7

Reg.

$725

6" HANGING INCH PLANTS ^4$^95

10" DRACAENA MASANGEANA TIPS ^4$^95

Sale

$395

'2"

$2^5

Split Leaf Philodendron

on bark

8" Pot $095
Reg. $9.9$

?i
Japanese Aralia

'Of

49

LEXINGTON GARDENS, INC.
Mt. Farms Mall, Rt. 9 Hadley^

HOURS 10:00 9: 30 MON-SAT 586-3309
MASTERCHARGE AND VISA ACCEPTED

Dracaena Marginata

5" Pot J725
acE ZE atz: ZE zz: ace

Reg. S4.9S

as 33=

D^I^^K'N^

Leotards and Tights

For Men and Women

New "Freeslfle'' Leotards

&

84-86 Green Street

Northampton
584-3924 584^4003 •

ws;4'

maste* ctwrM

After losing a $3.5 million suit against
Kuhn in federal court, Finley tried selling Blue
again on Dec. 9 at the winter baseball
meetings in Hawaii. He dealt the three-time
20-game winner to Cincinnati for $1.7 million
and Revering.

But Finley and Reds president Bob
Howsam were unsuccessful in realizing their
hope that the inclusion of Revering, a 24-
year-old power hitter who has spent seven
years in the minors, would convince Kuhn
the transaction was not just for cash.
Revering has his best season last year when
he batted .300 in 128 games, including 29
home runs and 110 runs batted in.

Most of the principals emerging last week
from two days of hearings at Kuhn's office
expressed optimism the deal would be
approved. Finley's lawyer, Neil Papiano, said
the testimony was overwhelmingly in favor
of the t;3de.

Now the 30-year-old Blue, whose likeness
already appears on the Reds' 1978 press
guide, will be returned to Oakland.

Finley's appeal of Kuhn's action 19 months
ago voiding the sale of Blue, Fingers and
Rudi is scheduled to be heard in the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the seventh circuit in
Chicago the week of Feb. 21.

The decision to nullify that deal, the
strongest and most controversial act Kuhn
has made in nine years as commissioner, was
upheld last March 17 in Chicago by U.S.
District Court Judge Frank J. McGarr.

In Finley's suit against the commissioner,
McGarr ruled that canceling player sales fell

within the broad authority given Kuhn by the

baseball owners to act "in the best interest"

of the game.

Kuhn hailed the ruling as a landmark
decision for the future of baseball. He
rejected the sales primarily on the grounds
they upset the "competitive balance" of the
American League and because he was
convinced they were made by Finley strictly

for money.

Finley sold Blue, Fingers and Rudi, three

players who helped lead Oakland to five

straight American League West titles and
three world series championships, on the

June 15 trading deadline. Kuhn hurriedly

called a hearing two days later in his New
York office at which Finley testified without

an attorney. The hearing lasted only 90
minutes and the next day Kuhn jolted the

baseball world.

Finley then would up losing both Fingers

and Rudi plus most of his other top players in

the first free agent draft after the 1976

season. The A's, stocked with a large

number of recently promoted minor league

players, plummeted to last place with a 63-98

record last season. They often were referred

to jokingly as the "triple A's."

The brash Finley and the staid Kuhn have
been at odds for years. A few years ago
Finley spearheaded a move to dump Kuhn as

commissioner. When Kuhn voided Finley's

three-player sale of June 1976, Finley said

the commissioner sounded like "the village

idiot".

Last February Kuhn temporarily blocked

Finley's $400,000 sale of relief pitcher Paul

Lindblad to the Texas Rangers before ap-

proving it.

In contrast to the 90- minute hearing at-

tendeO by. 18 persons after Finley's first

million dollar sale, Kuhn presided over two
days of discussions which lasted six hours
each on Jan. 17 and 24. The sessions were
attended by 26 and 19 persons, respectively,

including American League President Lee
MacPhail, National League President Chub
Feeney, Howsam, Finley and Finley's lawyer,

Papiano.

His health deteriorating because of a heart

condition, Finley has been trying to sell the

As on orders from his doctors. Negotiations

between Finley and Denver oilman Marvin
Davis for a $12.5 million sale of the club

recently collapsed last week, however,
because of the A's failure to get out of the 10

years left on their lease for the Oakland
Coliseum.

^
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Kentucky holds tight

to top hoop spot
/V£W YORK [UPI] - Despite losing its first

game of the season, Kentucky held on to the
No. 1 spot by a comfortable margin
yesterday in the weekly United Press In-

ternational Board of Coaches College
Basketball Ratings.

The Wildcats, upset by Alabama in their

only outing of the week, benefitted from the
fact that their closest competitors in the
ratings - Marquette and North Carolina -
also were beaten. As a result, Kentucky
received 36 first place votes and 404 points to
take a 116-point lead over Marquette.

North Carolina and Arkansas held onto the
third and fourth positions respectively, but
Michigan State continued its impressive
climb to the top by moving up two places
from last week to No. 5.

UCLA, fifth a week ago, dropped back one
place to No. 6 with Notre Dame moving up
one spot to No. 7 and New Mexico vaulting
four places to No. 8. Kansas, beaten by
Nebraska during the week, fell off three
places to No. 9 and Louisville dropped one
place to No. 10 despite winning its only
game.

Among the second 10 Georgetown,
Florida State and DePaul made the biggest
gains. Georgetown moved up three places to

No. 11, Florida State advanced four spots to
No. 12 and DePaul climbed six places to No.
13.

San Francisco also moved up, advancing
one place to No. 14 and Virginia made it back
into the top 20 after a short absence in the

No. 15 position.

Providence and Syracuse, on the other

hand, dropp>ed severely in the ratings after

being beaten on Saturday. Providence,
which lost to DePaul, tumbled six places to

No. 16 while Syracuse, upset by Rutgers, fell

eight spots to No. 19 Texas held on to the

No. 17 position, Duke moved up two places

to No. 18 and Nebraska rounded out the top
20.

Six coaches from each of the seven
geographical areas of the nation comprise
the UPI ratings board. Each week they vote

on the top 10 teams and points are awarded
on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 basis for votes from
first through 10th.

nere, by sections, are tne coacnes wno
comprise the UPI ratings board:

East: Lou Carnesecca, St John's; Tom
Renders, Columbia: Tom Young, Rutgers;

Sox trade

Dillard for

two pitchers
BOSTON \UPI] - The Boston Red Sox

Monday traded infielder Steve Dillard to the

Detroit Tigers for minor league pitchers Mike
Burns and Frank Harris plus an undisclosed

amount of cash, it was announced.
Dillard, 26, batted .241 last season in 66

games.

Boston's second-round draft pick in 1972,
Dillard came out of the University of

Mississippi as a shortstop, but after un-
dergoing two operations on his right

shoulder, played mostly second base for

Boston. The right-handed batter averaged
.262 in two seasons with the Red Sox.

Both Burns and Harris will be assigned to

Pawtucket of the International League.

Burns, 23, is a 6-foot, 185-pound resident

of Jackson, Mich.

The Tigers' 10th pick in the June 1^76
dfgft, Burns compiled an 115 record with 9

3 08 earned run average for Montgomery in

the double a Southern League.

Harris, 22, IS a 6-foot-3, 190-aou-ff
f-esident of Anaheim, Calif,, wh',
Vlontgomery /vith a 2.48 earned •

< moved up to Evansville rJ , ^

season where he was 5-9 with a 5.93 ' o

run average.

Drafted out of Fullerton Junior College in

January 1975, Harris was 15-6 in 1976 while
splitting the season between Lakeland and
Montgomery

Jack Kraft, Rhode Island; Jack Powers,
Manhattan, John Thompson, Georgetown.

Midwest: Johnny Orr, Michigan; Bob
Nichols, Toledo; Digger Phelps, Notre Dame;
Ray Meyer, DePaul; Tex Winter, Nor-
thwestern; Hank Raymonds, Marquette.

South: Frank McGuire, South Carolina;
Dean Smith, North Carolina; Lefty Driesell,
Maryland; CM. Newton, Alabama; Hugh
Durham, Florida State; Norman Sloan, North
Carolina State.

Midlands: Joe Cipriano, Nebraska; Norm
Stewart, Missouri; Joe Hall, Kentucky; Ted
Owens, Kansas; Jack Hartman, Kansas
State; Joe Stowell, Bradley.

Southwest: Guy Lewis, Houston; Ned
Wulk, Arizona State; Eddie Sutton,
Arkansas; Ron Ekker, West Texas State;
Fred Snowden, Arizona; Roy Danforth,
Tulane.

Mountains: Jim Williams, Colorado State;
Jerry Tarkanian, Nevada-Las Vegas; Ken
Hayes, New Mexico State; Norm Ellen-

berger, New Mexico; Dutch Belnap, Utah
State; Jim Brandenburg, Montana.

Pacific: Bob Boyd, Southern California-
Marv Harshman, Washington; Dick Harter
Oregon; Carroll Williams, Santa Clara- Gary
Cunningham, UCLA; Bill O'Connor, Seattle
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EXCU-U-USE

RECORDS
The last thing a college
senior needs is another
pat on the back.

As a college senior, credit-card offers,
promises and congratulations come pouring ip.

Enjoy it while you can. Because it won't l^si.

Out in the world, you'll have to work things out
for yourself. And one of those things is

life insurance.

Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed for you:
the CollegeMaster®, the insur-
ance plan chosen by more col-

lege seniors than any other.

Call the CollegeMaster
Field Associate in

your area: i^K

Union Life
RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY

747 Main St., Amherst 256-8351

BUT
THIS
SALE'S
GOOD
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X TAPES

ALL LABELS - ALL ARTISTS

BAK TIRE
Goodyear, PireHi

and Mohawk Tires

Specialists in front end brakes,

shocl(s, and mufflers.

i^S^

BAK TIRE CO.
55 Damon Rd.

Northampton 584-4769

WORCESTER SNACK BAR

OPEN 7:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.

HAMBURGERS HOT & COLD GRINDERS

HOT DOGS SANDWICHES

"FROGURT" FROZEN YOGURT

FRAPPES SODA COFFEE

TAKE-OUT BAKERY

BREAKFAST SPECIAL;

FRESH SALADS

SERIES $6.98

CODEP

ALBUMS

WEEK

ji

HAMPDEN

SUNDAES
OPEN 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 am

HOT & COLD GRINDERS PIZZA

HAMBURGERS HOT DOGS SANDWICHES

BREAKFAST SPECIALS DAILY SPECIALS

FRAPPES SODA COFFEE SUNDAES

In the Greenhouse . .

Happy Hour ;|;(X)-6:00

Most Drinks 85^

DraftBeer 4i§

Before and dt^x

Happy Hour ^ .

.

ScalJopec;! escargot to

sandwiched roast beef

^^

DinilMG
11:3QAI\/iiK/lidnjght

iiiiMeRICAN EXPRESS %^,
;
VJSiiiiiftANKAMERICARjagi;?*-

MAsrtR cHARur^wS-'

m

One Block From
Town Common

51 North Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 413-253-3491
Mangeons Bien, Inc.

iij

ALL OTHER

ALBUMS & TAPES

10% OFF

REGULAR LOW PRICE

(Platterpus Specials Not Includad)

SALE
^ TAPES^^

8 TRACK
&

CASSETTES

$549

SERIES $7.98

CODE TP

SERIES $7.98

CODER

ALBUMS

MUSIC BOOKS

&

SHEET MUSIC

10% OFF

VISA' MANY ROCK & JAZZ LPs FROM $1.99

/

COMPLETE SELEaiON OF: ROCK-JAZZ-CIASSICAL-FOLK-IMPORTS-NEW WAVE-PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY-SOUND TRACKS

SPRINGFIELD

CIVIC

CENTER
TICKET

OUTLET

HAMP PLAZA
North King St.

Rt. 5

Northampton, Mass.

Tel.

586-5882

GrMntieid Rt 91 North
^Amherst Rt. 9

/^ Damon Rd

Exit 21X
Sprmgttod

Exrt 19 Rl 91

Rt 5 Kino St Pleasant St

'Northtrnpton Mam St

STORE HOURS

MON. - SAT. 10 - 9

SALE ENDS

SATURDAY

FEB. 4th

, , « / . ritj
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Colonial a classic

disappointment for UMass
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

It had been built up all season as a classic

confrontation but in the end, for UMass fans,

it was a disappointment.

Following the Holy Cross victory over the
Minutemen in the Colonial Classic, 76-63, the
general consensus among the press, the
players, and the coaches was that UMass
proved it could play with the Crusaders, but
didn't do enough things right to win.

"We stayed with them for most of the
game, but we lost our poise, our patience,

and most of all our rebounders," said a
dejected UMass coach Jack Leaman.
"We were beaten on the boards, beaten

on quickness, and intelligence," he said.

It wasn't that UMass didn't have the talent

to match the Crusaders, it was a matter of

foul-plagued forwards Len Kohlhaas, and
Mark Haymore, several controversial referee

decisions, and most serious of all, missed
opportunities.

With Holy Cross leading 56-48 with 9:07 to

go in the game, UMass guard Derick

Claiborne stole a pass intended for Crusader
guard Leo Kane, scampered down the floor

on a two on one fast break, but Alex Eldridge

missed the layup.

As Holy Cross brought up the ball,

Eldridge, who had 5 steals during the game,
stole the ball, and again UMass squandered a

three on two fast break. The Crusaders
rebounded and Crusader forward Chris

Potter tossed in a 12 foot jumper and Holy
Cross increased its lead to ten, 58-48.

"We blew our chances today," said team
captain Claiborne.

"If we had scored then, we would have
been back in the ballgame, but instead, Holy
Cross got the momentum and we never
could get back in. We let them have too
many garbage points," he said.

From the outset, UMass was in foul

trouble. By halftime, UMass forward
Kohlhaas had three fouls while center

Haymore had two. With 12 minutes to go in

the game, Haymore and Kohlhaas had each

collected their fourth personal and by game's
end, each had fouled out.

"We couldn't be aggressive when we
needed to be," said Haymore. If we can't go
after rebounds and loose balls with the fear

that the ref's are going to call the foul, then
the game is practically lost there," he said.

Holy Cross outrebounded UMass 25-21

but the UMass total was fattened up in the
final minutes.

For the Crusaders, the win was an ex-

tremely satisfactory one.

"At the start of the Classic, I was very
apprehensive about facing UMass, especially

after I saw what they did to Providence.
When they led 9-4 with 15 minutes to go in

the first half, I was even more worried," said

Crusader head coach George Blaney.

"Our bench really came through. Leo Kane
(10 points), John O'Connor (7) helped out in

key situations, but I think our most important
contributors were Chris Potter and Charlie

Browne," he said.

Potter, 6' 8" senior was the Crusader's
leading scorer with 16 points. But that's not
all he contributed. He grabbed 9 rebounds,
shot 7-11 from the floor and was the game's
leading assist man with ten.

"I can't think of too many 6' 8" people
who can have such a complete game like he
did. He had more assists than any of our
guards or even UMass's. And Eldridge is

supposed to be the assist leader," said

Blaney.

Browne, the sophomore, who collected 10
points, was a substitute before the Colonial
Classic. He took junior O'Connor's place in

the lineup and Blaney was happy.
"Charlie has really fit in well, and in this

game took some pressure off Michael Vicens
(14) and Potter. We will keep him in the
lineup for some time to come," said Blaney.
CLASSIC CHATTER:
Holy Cross's famed guard Ronnie Perry

was held to 11 points by the UMass defense
as he shot 5-18 from the field. "He still hurt

VlMICHBtt
The Authority.

Vvut rmeJUng $7, than $3 weefe^t/.
ioi^QA HjOitQJi ion Se^UoK CltLzzvUi,
Sim MembeAA vozZcormd at aZZ tirnu.

VoK ccmploXz information and a (Jju^
nzoA. you catt:

413-786-6611

on. mAXd Homa O^jJ^ce at
R.P. 2, PomiKU CmtdfL, Conn, 06259

WBGHT
wncHns
The Authority.

Join us today. We've got so much
that's new to help you reach your goal.
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BeWs Pizza

Welcome Back Students

Remember the name cause

you'll never forget the taste

Beirs Tastes Tremendous

No wonder we're No. 1

Store Hours: 10-1 Sunday-Thur. 10-2 Friday & Sat.

65 University Drive 549-1311 253-9051
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Hondo hangs 'em up

THE IRON MAN RETIRES -Jarring John" Havlicek will only be strutting his stuff
for the Green for the rest of this season. He made the anticlimatic announcement

the Celts went out and lost to the Golden State Warriors. He
said he made the announcement now "so the people around the league will have
one more chance to see me in action." If Havlicek sounds a bit conelted, he has a
right to be. since he ranks in the top ten in several NBA all-time categories,
including most games played in a career. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

WE'RE THE
FRIEIVDLIEST!

Welcofne Bach

OPEN TILL 11:00 p.m.

DAILY

Many New Imported Beers

plus:

A Larger Assortment

of Wines & Liquors

^ ^ ' ^Liquor Store

338 CoUe|{e St. (Rt. 9)

Amherst 253-S384 2B6.8433

V---
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BOSTON lUPI-AP] - Tireless John
Havlicek, who has played in more National
Basketball Association games than any other
man, announced Sunday he will retire at the
end of this, his 16th, season with the Boston
Celtics.

The 37-year-old swingman from Ohio
State made the expected announcement
prior to the Celtics' afternoon home game
against the Golden State Warriors.

"Everything a player could accomplish,
I've done," said the forward-guard, who will

be 38 in April.

"I thought about this for a long time and
knew that this was going to be my last year
when I reported for training camp," said
Havlicek, who suffered appendicitis in the
middle of last summer.

"I even thought about announcing it at the
beginning of the season that this would be
my last year, but the World Series and
football were both in full swing.
"We feel now it's the appropriate time

because a lot of people throughout the
league will know about it and will be able to
see me one last time as we swing through
the league," he said.

"The decision to retire was totally his,"

said Celtics president and general manager
Red Auerbach at a mid-day news conference
— the topic of which Auerbach called "the
worst kept secret since World War II."

The Celtics had called Sunday's news
conference two days earlier and word of
Havlicek's retirement leaked out over the
weekend.
The 6-foot-5 Havlicek, who earns in excess

of $200,000 a year, came out of Ohio State as
a first-round Celtics' draft choice in 1962. He
played on eight Boston NBA championship
teams.

Havlicek denied that the once-proud
Celtics' woeful record, 14-30, pushed him
into retirement.

Havlicek chose basketball over college
football — and was once termed by Buckeye
coach Woody Hayes, "the best quarterback
in the Big Ten not playing football."

Havlicek said he is most proud of having
played the most regular season and play-off
games in NBA history.

"Scoring points doesn't enter in my
mind," he said.

Despite his age, Havlicek has played in all

44 Celtics games this season, averaging 31
minutes and 14.7 points per game. In 15
previous seasons, he averaged 21.1 points
during the regular schedule, and 22 points in

the playoffs.

Havlicek played in 12 All-Star games — all

consecutive from 1966-77 - but was left off
the squad this season.
Auerbach said the man dubbed "Hondo"

will be associated with the Celtics in a yet-to-
be-determined parttime capacity.

Havlicek, who lives in Columbus, Ohio, in

the off-season, said among his future plans is

ownership of a fast-food hamburger fran-
chise in West Chester, N.Y.

"I have no desire to coach," he said.

Going into the Golden State game,
Havlicek had played in a 1,231 regular season
games and in 172 playoff games, another
record. With an abnormally low heartbeat of
just 40 beats per minute, he has been able to
nlay45,015 minutes of the fastest, continual-
action game in professional sports.
A native of Martins Ferry, Ohio, Havlicek

got far less publicity at Ohio State than
teammates Jerry Lucas and Larry Siegfried.

Still, Aueibach drafted him first in 1962,
and groomed the loose-jointed, Havlicek to
take over the important sixth-man role after
Frank Ramsey retired in 1964.
When Biil Russell retired in 1969, Havlicek

became the glue that kept the Celtics spirit

alive during a major rebuilding effort that led
to two more Boston titles in 1974 and 1976.
Havlicek was named Most Valuable Player of
the 1974 playoffs and was a vital part of the
1976 championship team.

Havlicek needed 369 points in the team's
last 39 games, just over nine points a game
to score 1,000 points in all of his 16 pro
seasons - wh-'ch stands as another NBA
record.

He ranks No. 2 in minutes played trailing
only Wilt Chamberlain and No. 3 in scoring
behind Chamberlain and Oscar Robertson. In
addition Havlicek is seccnd only to Cham-
berlain in field goals made and attempted.
No. 8 in free throws attempted and No. 9 in
free throws made and No. 6 in assists.

Despite his accomplishments as a
professional, Havlicek said his biggest
disappointment in sports was failing to make
the 1960 U.S. Olympic basketball team.
He recalled his first NBA basket, a dunk

against the New York Knicks in 1962, and
said he is the only active NBA player to span
the era of Jerry West an Oscar Robertson in
the 1960s and that of Walt Frazier and Julius
Erving in the 1970s.
"The career I've had has been one of

happiness," Havlicek said. "I'm not going
out with something sad."

"I'll sure miss him," said Celtics teammate
Jo Jo White. "It was time to go, but I hate to
see it. You have to listen to what your body
tells vou."

^if
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REFBIGEBATOB

BEKHLS
338 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST

253-5384

258-8433

ir Refrigerator truck will be

in the following areas.

THURS., FEB. 2nd

10:00-12:00

12:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

3:00-4:00

4:00-5:00

MUNCNIES SOUTHWEST

BRETT-WHEELER

ORCHARD HILL

KEHHEDY SOUTHWEST

WASHIH6T0H SOUTHWEST
WORCESTER DIHIHG COMMOHS

In the event of a snowstorm

this schedule will be followed

FRI., FEB. 3rd
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January proves stormy
for men's basketball
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The month of January and the year 1978
have not been an especially endearing time
for the UMass basketball team. Entering last

weekend's Colonial Classic tournament at
the Boston Garden, the Minutemen in the
new year had managed to lose four straight
ball games; have the roof of the Hartford
Civic Center collapse just hours after a loss to
UConn in that building; get stranded in New
York City for four days during the great
blizzard and generally spend a rathw
depressing month in deserted Amherst.
Thus it was felt there could be no greater

elixer for the slumping team than to spend a
weekend in Boston playing in the second
annual Colonial Classic tournament before
friends, family, and New England college
basketball fans.

Things looked good for the Minutemen
when on Friday night in the opening round of
the tournament they methodically dispensed
of Boston College, 88-64, thereby gaining
their first victory in three weeks. The win,
coupled with Holy Cross's victory over
Connecticut set up the promoter's dream
final between two highly respected teams
who had fallen upon hard times of late.

However, the good fortune of Friday
night's success escaped UMass in the
second half of the championship game and
Holy Cross, utilizing the strong inside game
of its front line, captured its second straight
Colonial title by defeating UMass 76-S3,
before 14,386 fans, the largest crowd to ever
witness a New England college basketball
game.
The Minutemen, who lost to Holy Cross in

overtime in last year's opening round of the
tournament, were looking for revenge and a
chance to establish their ranking as a New
England power. The Crusaders, however,
had other plans. Holy Cross had suffered two
humiliating defeats the previous week to
Providence and Fairfield and had something
to prove to their grow-ng list of detractors
who had become disenchanted with their

less than top 20 form.
Leading by just one at the end of the first

half, 35-34, the Crusaders hit for six straight
points in the second stanza and established
control of the game. With both Mark Hay-
more and Len Kohlhaas straddled with four
fouls apiece. Holy Cross opened up its inside
game and began to pull away.
With Chris Potter, the tournament's Most

Valuable Player, and with statistics like 16
points, 15 rebounds and ten assists who can
argue; Mike Vicens, 14 points and Charlie
Browne, ten, controlling the boards at both
ends Holy Cross opened up its largest lead of

the night 70-54 with 3:34 remaining.
"I'm disappointed, but I think we got beat

by a better team tonight, " explained UMass
coach Jack Leaman. "They were just too
quick for us, once Mark and Len got in foul
trouble

"

Holy Cross coach George Blaney also
thought the play of his front line, especially
on the defensive boards, was the deter-
mining factor in the game. The Crusaders
outrebounded the Minutemen 44-36.

"\A/e won this one of the boards at both
ends," said Blaney. We were more patient on
offense than we had been in the last few
games. We generally look inside, however,
we had gonen away from that."
The fact that both Haymore and Kohlhaas

had four fouls apiece with better than 12
minutes remaining in the game certainly
helped the Crusaders inside maneuvering.
Officials Charlie Diehl and Dick Lynch
seemingly had little patience for any
aggressiveness displayed by the two big
men.

"I seriously felt one of those guys was
looking for me," mumbled Kohlhaas after-
wards. "I don't like to make excuses or
blame the refs but they just didn't let us
play."

In order to reach the finals UMass had to
dispense of Boston College and the win,
although not the most exciting game ever
witnessed inside the esteemed walls of
Boston Garden, was nonetheless, a win.
The 88-64 victory was engineered by Alex

Eldridge who literally controlled the tempo of
the game by contributing eight points, eight
assists and six steals along with a brilliant

floor game. Even the bombs of BC guard
Ernie Cobb (24 points) could not detract from
the Eldridge performance.

"Offensively we had the game under
control," said an obviously relieved Leaman,
who described the month to that date as just
"awful." "Alex ran the game as well as he
can run it. I wouldn't trade him for anybody."

Also contributing to the slump breaking
victory were Mike Pyatt who scored 24
points (he added 16 against Holy Cross and
was voted to the tournament's All-Star
Team) and Mark Haymore (14 points in just
17 minutes). Derick Claiborne regained his
shooting touch and chipped in 15 points.
The tournament may not have been a total

success for UMass, but it must be labeled a
triumph for New England college basketball.
The almost 25,000 fans who turned out for
both nights proved to skeptics that
basketball interest is alive and well in New
England.

"The turnout tonight thrills me to no end,"
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rusty nail

THURS.. FEB. 2

Les
McCann

also

Bev Rohlehr

cover $3.50

FRI . & SAT.,

FEB 3 & 4

NRBQ
and

InQ Mae Wool

rfg. 47 Sunderland, ma./tel.665-493"

ess FUNDING
DEADLINE

Friday, Feb. 3 is the deadline for funding applications from groups who
wish to be included in next year's Graduate Student Senate budget. The
finance Committee of the GSS will use the following criteria to determine a
group's funding:

Availability of funds
Direct benefit to Graduate Students
Graduate Student participation in the activity
Benefit to the University Community at large

Applications can be picked up in the GSS office, 919 Campus Center

The GSS does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, sexual or affectional
preference, color, age, religion, handicap, marital status, national origin, or
ancestry.

f^^ coffee
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friends

comerSQtion

_p. music

^N a break in your day

TWO HOT DOGS
& SMALL FRIES
TUESDAY'S BIG BARGAIN

Something For Everyone

10-40%
silverscape designs

Blown Gloss, pottery, wood weovings,

and many one-of-a-kind items wrought

in silver & gold.

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Hockey team in good '78 start

Collegian 39

By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

While UMass students were busy opening
Christmas presents, guzzling New Years Eve
drinks and watching the Dallas Cowboys
crunch the Orange Crush defense during
intersession, the UMass Minutemen hockey
team was busy preparing for its second half

of the 1977-78 season that began last Friday
and Saturday night at Orr rink.

The UMass six played like a team
possessed this past weekend, as it grabbed 3
out of a possible 4 points against two solid

hockey teams. The icemen dumped Babson
College, 6-3 on Saturday night and battled
St. Anselm's to a 3-3 overtime tie on Friday
night.

Thanks to the successful weekend, the
Minutemen upped their record to a
respectable 4-6-1 and put themselves in good
shape for tonight's encounter with the vastly
improved Crusaders of Holy Cross at

Worcester.
The Minutemen's strategy all year has

been a "take the man off the puck," physical
game, but never has it been so successful as
this past weekend.
"These were two good physical games,"

said UMass coach Jack Canniff in reference
to this past weekend.

Canniff's main concern after Friday night's
exhausting 3-3 overtime tie with St. An-
selm's College and the conditioning of his

players heading into Saturday night's game
against Babson College.

The Minutemen gave no indication of

fatigue against Babson Saturday night, as
they skated to a relatively easy 6-3 victory.

The icemen gave a brilliant show of offensive
consistency, as they scored two goals in

every period.

The Minutemen broke onto the board first

at 17:23 of the first period. Dean Liacos and
John Peters came charging across the blue
line on the right side before Liacos pushed
the puck ahead to Peters, who blasted a 15
foot slap shot past the Beavers' goalie
Punter Judson.
The UMies upped its lead to 2-0 at 19:05

on a beautiful play by Bonelli. He rushed
across the blue line and penetrated deep
enough to leave a pretty drop pass to
Valicenti, who drilled a shot from the right

point wide of the net but onto the stick of
Mark Ferragamo, who tapped in the rebound
inside the post past Judson's right skate.

Nick Carney, who scored both Minutemen
goals in the second period, scored his first

\i

goal at 2:20 with a vicious 30 foot slap shot
that beat Judson to his stick side.

The UMass 3-0 lead only lasted 2:14, as
Babson's Steve Parlato raced all the way
down ice and slipped the puck under UMass
goalie John Riley's pads at 4:34.

Carney added his second tally at 6:10,
which hiked the UMies lead to 4-1. Carney
took a pass from Brian Kittredge and fired a
20 foot wrist shot that slid along the ice and
slipped by Judson's left skate inside the post.
The "never say die" Beavers cut the

UMass lead to 4-2 at 16:16 on a weird goal.
Tim DeMello took a pass from Shawn
Galloway and fired an 87 degree, 12 foot
wrist shot that snuck past Riley's left side.

Peters scored the first goal of the third

period and his second goal of the game on a
great individual effort. Peters stole the puck
off the stick of defenseman Russ Colligan in

the Beavers zone and drilled an 18 foot slap
shot past Judson. The Minutemen now led
5-2.

The Milan brothers got into the act on the
second goal of the period and sixth of the
game for UMass. Barry Milan took a pass
from brother Joey and flipped a backhander
past Judson at 11:15.

George Salvitti narrowed the UMass lead
to 6-3, as he scored on a 14 foot wrist shot
that beat Riley to the glove side at 19:26, but
that was as close as the feeavers were to
come as UMass captured its fourth victory.

On Friday, Jan. 27, the 3-6 Minutemen
encountered the 7-8 Hawks of St. Anselm's
College at Orr rink. It was the Minutemen's
debut in 1978 and the second half of the
season. The game marked the return of lanky
center Lincoln Flagg, who had been saddled
with a knee injury in the first half of the
season.
The icemen played with first game jitters,

as they found themselves down by two goals
in both the first (2-0) and second periods (3-

1). Thanks to third period goals by defen-
semen Liacos and Valicenti, however, the
Minutemen earned a hard fought 3-3 tie that
couldn't be snapped by a 10 minute, sudden
death overtime.

The tie spoiled a brilliant offensive show by
St. Anselm's forward Bill Butler, who scored
a three goal hat trick.

The Minutemen played as if the month
long lay off hurt more than helped in the first

period.

"We were standing around. We were
tight. It was a case of nerves more than the
lay off," said Canniff in reference to the
sloppy first period.

The Hawks wasted little time at taking
advantage of the UMies inactivity, as Butler

swooped in from left wing to take a pass
from Mike Mulrey and fired a 10 foot wrist
shot past an amazed Riley. Butler ac-

complished this feat after only 20 seconds of
play.

The Hawks' John Quinn and the
Minutemen's Barry Milan tangled in a mini-
wrestling match in the Hawks' end at 9:53.

Both were assessed two minute minor
penalties for roughing.
While Quinn and Milan sat in the sin bin for

roughing, the Hawks and Minutemen played
shorthanded. Playing 5 on 5 or 4 on 4 didn't

matter to the Hawks' offense and they
proved it at 11:08 when Butler pushed a 10
foot shot along the ice that eluded Riley's left

skate.

The Minutemen had two excellent scoring
chances that went by the board in the
opening period. Bill White just couldn't find

the handle on a loose ouck in front of the
Hawks' goalie John Parisi and Carney came
bursting in all alone on Parisi, only to fire the
puck wide to the left.

The Minutemen started to go to the body
more in the second period and slowed down
the faster Hawks, which enabled the UMies

TURN TO PAGE 46

if Colonial
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us with some key shots while we were
behind," said Leaman.

Statistically, the game can be described in

the shooting percentages. UMass — 1st half

— 47 per cent, 2nd half — 34 per cent. For

Holy Cross — 1st half — 47 per cent, 2nd half

— 57 per cent.

From the foul line, UMass shot 56 percent

while Holy Cross shot 53 percent.

Shooting from UMass personnel was
dismal. Mike Pyatt, 7-16; Alex Eldridge, 5-16;

Len Kohlhaas, 1-4, and Brad Johnson, 1-5.

UMass has four days to rest before its

tackles the Crusaders again in Worcester on
Thursday. "I'm a little scared that UMass has

that much time to practice before they play

us again," said the Crusader's Vicens.

Meanwhile, U Mass's Haymore is a little

apprehensive. "I don't look forward to that

Holy Cross crowd and how they influence

the refs decisions," he said.
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

62 Mam St Amh«r$t T«l 2S3-7IU
Gooa Dining Award from
American Dinars Sociaiy"

Eat in or take out

Lunch Specials
1.09 and up

Fresh Chinese vegetables from
Our own (arrfli

UMASS BUS STOP
I Closed Wednesdaysaw
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STARTER SET
TRY PILLOW FURNITURE

YOU*LL FALL IN LOVE WITH THEM AND ON THEM

2 sets are a love seat selling else^vhere for $105
3 sets are a couch

6IGANTIC CARPET

REMNANT SALE

(It T« Voir Site

$950
4l Si Yd.

We are Factory Direct
You are the Middle Man

velours -cottons
velvets- custom
made- patchM/^ork

THE PILLOW STORE
2SS TRIANGLE ST.

Amherst, Ma.
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Celts in Springfield;

David Bing (44) will be in action tonight when the Boston Celtics invade the
Springfield Civic Center to face the Indiana Pacers, one of the highest scoring
squads in the NBA. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

to tangle with Pacers
The Boston Celtics will play the Indiana

Pacers tonight in the Springfield Civic Center
in a game scheduled to tap off at 7:30 p.m.

The game was originally slated to be
played m the Hartford Civic Center, until that

facility's roof collapsed two weeks ago.
The Pacers with a 19-27 record, will bring

one of the NBA's youngest starting lineups

into the game, as they average only 24.2

years in age apiece.

Backcourt starters for the visitors will be
6'3" Ricky Sobers and 6'4" Earl Tatum,
neither of whom was with the Pacers last

season. Sobers arrived as part of the deal
that sent Don Buse to Phoenix in the off-

season, while Tatum was traded during the
current campaign from Los Angeles.

Mike Bantom and Danny Roundfield, both
6'9", will start in the frontcourt. Roundfield is

an impressive leaper, while Bantom is

starting to fulfill his great potential this
season.

Opening in the pivot will be 7'1" James
Edwards, who came to Indiana in the Tatum
deal from LA. Coach Bobby "Slick" Leonard
can bring powerful Ron Behagan, Len
Elmore and Mel Bennett off the bench.
The Celts, bearers of a 14-30 record after

Sunday's loss to Golden State, have been
getting consistently spectacular per-
formances from Dave Cowens, with plus-20
point, 15 rebound nights almost becoming
the norm for Big Red.

Persons holding tickets good for Hartford
must exchange their tickets at the
Springfield Civic Center today. Persons who
bought tickets for the Hartford site may get
refunds from Hartford.

Tickets are still available and can be
purchased at the Springfield Civic Center
until game time tonight.

Jo Jo wants vacation
BOSTON [UPf] - Jo Jo White said

yesterday he will take 10 days off, but the
Boston Celtics planned no such vacation for
their sore-footed and unhappy guard.

Both White and the Celtics agree the nine-
year veteran would accompany the team to
the Springfield Civic Center for a tonight's
game against the Indiana Pacers.
Asked at a practice yesterday if he would

play. White said, "Nope. I'm going to take 10
days off." White cited contract difficulties as
well as bone sours in his foot as fartnrc

contributing to his decision.

But, Jeff Cohen, assistant general manger
of the team said, "As far as we know, we
expect him to be at the game, but we will not
make a determination whether he will play
until after consultation with the doctor team
physician Thomas Silvan, Tom Sanders the
coach and Jo Jo.

"I wouldn't be at all surprised to see the
same situation as Sunday," when White
unexpectedly entered the game in the third

quarter after stating he did not plan to play.

"I would assume Sanders would not use him
if he could avoid it."

White has played in 488 straight games for

Boston but is willing to break his streak,

because he felt the Celtics "reneged on my
contract; so why should I go out and run on
the foot if I'm not guaranteed a contract. My
career could be ended, and I would have
nothing"

The seven-time all star has played the last

two seasons with bone spurs on both feet

after signing a three year contract prior to the
76 77 campaign.
The former Kansas Ail-American claimed

General Manager Red Auerbach and Owner
Irv Levin approached him before the current

season, saying they wanted to renegotiate
his three-year contract, beginning im-

mediately, so4hat White would be a Celtic

through 1982.

White claimed a dozen meeting? 'he most
recent coming Sund? mc a 'h

Auerbach, have produced no results. White
said he has been told that Lloyd's of London
will not insure a new five-year contract
because of his balky heels.

"I'm supposed to go out and play hard all

the time, and I'm unsigned," said the 31-

year-old White. "My foot is sore, and they
want me to play my best. But, they won't
sign my contract. And they came to me, I

didn't go to them.
"Money's not the problem," White em-

phasized. "It's the principle of the thing."

Auerbach said White's contract dealing "is

something between club and Jo Jo. I don't
want to talk about it."

But, White does want to talk about the
situation.

He discussed his anger following the
Celtics' 99-98 loss Sunday to Golden State
and again yesterday after arriving but not
suiting up for practice at Lexington Christian
Academy."

"I'll let them all off the hook," said White
Monday. "I'll tell them they can keep their

contract offer. As far as I'm concerned,
negotiations are over."

Icemen in action
The Minutemen will be back in action

tonight when they travel to Worcester to do
battle with the Crusaders of Holy Cross in a

7:30 contest at the Hart Center.

The Crusaders are coached by Bill

Bellerose who took over for Mike Addesa
who was forced to take the rest of the year
off due to illness.

Holy Cross is having a fine season thus far,

and will bring a respectable 10-5 record into

tonight's game. The Crusaders lost seven
one goal games last season and finished with

a 15-12 record overall.

The Crusaders will be paced offensively by
leading scorers Gerald Curley, James
Murphy, Mike Pinho and Peter Annicelli.

Juniors P.J. Costello and Jim Stewart will h*>

handling t^vR qoaltendir^

COMPLIT COURSE OPENINGS
Comp.Lit Chinese 494: Mystical Poetry East and West, Tu Thu. 4 00 5 15 MachmerW 25
A course comparing English mystical poetry and its Chinese counterpart from the

Taoist and Buddhist traditions. The relation between esthetic and religious experience
is investigated through a field trip to a monastic community, plus guest speakers from
contemplative traditions and readings by practicing poets.

Comp.Lit Chinese 241: 20th Century China in Literaure: Revolution and Dissent,

TuThu 11:15 Machmer W 25

Impact of Karl Marx and Mao Tse-tung on literature in the People's Republic, and the
literature of social protest in mainland China and Taiwan. Comparison with Western ex-
amples of political literature, social satire, and Marxist esthetics.
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FINE >4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

JEANPIEItllE RAMPIU

&

ROBERT VEYRON-UCIiOlll

aUTE

KEYBOIRO

Saturday,

February 11

8 pm

Fll€ /RJS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - $7, 6, S.

UMass students $3.S0, 3, 2.S0. Other students
and senior citizens - M, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

The largest selection

of liard aluminum

MEASURING TOOLS

in tlie country!

STRAIGHT EDGES/T SQUARES

METRIC RULES/ L SQUARES

CENTERING RULES

TRIANGLES/CURVE STICKS

INKING RULES

and many others ..

.

See \^^^
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A fi^eofl^u/i^lbSHjc!

103 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810
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Appraising Income Properties is just one of the nnany courses offered this

Spring through the Real Estate Certificate Program of the Division of Con-

tinuing Education. Classes begin February 6 and run through May.

Join us February 2 for Career Night—a free public seminar on the oppor-

tunities available in the real estate profession-at Marks Meadow Auditorium,

School of Education, UMass/Amherst. For further information call 545-2040.

For registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545-

3653, write, or stop by Room 1 13 Hasbrouck Building, UMass/Amherst. m^
Remember, we accept American Express, Mastercharge and VISA. pp^it

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

DINNER SPECIALS

TUES.-WED.-THURS.

BAKED Vi CHICKEN

VEAL SCALOPPINE MARSALA

BROILED SCALLOPS

$3.95

$5.95

$4.95

PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in C .^"^^r:4^^t> vlo

Pizza — Grinders

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS: MON THURS, 11am 1am; FRI-SAT, 11am-2am: SUN, 11am 1am

Grapplers win. ..finally
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Can you recall the thrill of the New York
Mets winning the World Series in 1969? How
about that exciting Holy Cross- Boston
College upset last Fall? Well, hold onto your
hats ladies and gentlemen, as still another
sports miracle hits the streets.

The UMass wrestling team has won a

meet. In fact, they won three meets.

Dave Amato's band of Minutemen
grapplers traveled to Coast Guard Saturday
and had four meets with the likes of C.W.
Post, Maine, Albany, State, and host team
Coast Guard; coming away with a 3-1 record.

The wins put UMass at 3-9 on the season.

When last semester ended, UMass had ai

0-4 record, and then lost intersession meets
against St. Lawrence, Binghampton, and
Hofstra.

The Minutemen had a chance to ^ . -,p

the elusive first victory last Wednesday
against Springfield College, but tn-j Chiefs

manhandled UMass 30-11.

As usual, co-captain Larry Otsuka
provided heroics at 134 pounds, and Charley
Rigoglioso (142 pounds) and Bob Clark (190
pounds) also posted wins, but Springfield

tallied three pins enroute to the lopsided

victory.

Thus, when the team ventured to Coast
Guard Saturday the squad was looking for

the big number one, if nothing else.

Opening against C. W. Post, UMass won
21-18.

"I didn't think we'd win, to be honest,"
said Amato after the meet. "They had an 8-2

record going into the meet, and had wrestled
some good schools."

Tony Perry started the UMass scoring with
a tie at 126 pounds. Trailing 6-2, Perry roared
back to gain a tie for two team points.

"That's when we took off," said Amato.
"Perry put us back in the meet."

Otsuka, Rigoglioso, and Tim Fallon scored
to put UMass in the lead, and Monty Payette
lost a close 6-0 decision at 158 pounds.

"Payette was a real surprise," beamed
Amato. "This was his first varsity match and
he didn't let us down. He showed a lot of

talent that we weren't aware of."

In the heavyweight class, John Allen

posted a 9-1 triumph to put the meet away.
"I look at it this way," said Amato. "We

lost the two meets against Binghampton and
St. Lawrence and I thought we should have
taken them both. As far as Springfield is

concerned, we lost and looked bad in doing
so. I'm glad to have that first win."

The high-spirited team proceeded to make

Otsuka, Rigoglioso,

wins in the ill-fated

back
State.

with a 27-15

The familiar

mince- meat of a hapless Maine team with a
34-14 win. Dana Rasmussen opened the
scoring with a pin at 118 pounds and Perry
took an 11-3 superior decision at 126 pounds.

Mike Carroll, Fallon, and Fred Rheault also

won their bouts; the letter's coming from a

fast 32 second pin.

Bob Radiwitz and Mike Mitrowski posted
their first varsity wins of the season, with
wins at 177 and 158 pounds respectively.

The Minutemen lost a 21-18 match to

Coast Guard. Coast Guard, ranked fouuth in

New England, fell behind 13-3 in the opening
matches before storming back for the
eventual win.

"This was one of the toughest 'csses I've

had," said Amato. "After we had the early

lead, I thought we could take them, but we
made a few mistakes here and there that got
us into trouble."

Rasmussen, Perry,

and Allen racked up
meet.
UMass came right

pounding of Albany
names of Rasmussen, Otsuka, Rigoglioso,

and Allen provided the UMass scoring, along
with Clark, who won at 190 pounds, and
Rheault, who managed to shake his current
"pin or be pinned" tag with a 4-1 win.

Wrestling Notes — The Minutemen will

have their first home meet of the season
Wednesday night, entertaining Union
College and Southern Connecticut in a tri-

match at 6:30 in Boyden's auxiliary gym.
"I'm looking for a split," said Amato.

"Southern Conn, is a pretty good school. I

think we'll give them a tough fight, though."
The status of UMass grappler Kevin Griffin

is that the reigning New England champaat
150 pounds will not be returning to the team
this season. Griffin has been replaced by
Larry Otsuka as co-captain, along with
Fallon.

"That's no reflection on Timmy Fallon,"
said Amato, "but we have so many freshmen
on the team that I think we need the services
of two captains."

Speaking of Fallon, the Lowell senior was
used by Amato at 158 pounds against
Springfield, rather than his customary 150
pounds.
Amato has been short of 158 pound

wrestlers lately and elected to use Fallon in a

heavier weight class, while using Mike Carroll

at 150 pounds.
"He never complained about going at a

heavier weight," said Amato. "He probably
would have won easily in his normal weight."

Fallon won three of four matches at Coast
Guard, and the one match he lost was in the
heavier weioht.

Bowlers win opener
The UMass women's bowling team

open'3d its Spring schedule Saturday by
taking first place in a tournament at Lowell
Uni^ ersity.

"Ihe road to victory began in the first

match game when the UMass women
bowled an outstanding 872 game, breaking
their own previous Tri-State League record
of high team game for the 1977-78 season.

Strong bowlers for the team were Amanda
Garcia, who bowled a 552 set and Cyndy
Adams with a 534. Combined with the solid

bowling of Beth Schneider, Jackie Cashen,
and Gina McEvoy, the UMass women racked
up a team total of 2441. Southern Con-
necticut captured second place with 2302,
while the University of Connecticut followed
in third with 2182.

By winning 36.5 of 54 match points, the

UMass women still maintain their first place

standing in the Tri State League. Another
bowler for the women was Sue Iverson, a

newcomer to the team who displayed

Friday & Saturday

COQUELLE ST. JACQUES
(LOBSTER & SCALLOPS)

''A^

$6.95

SUNDAY

Welcome Back
Students

ROAST LOIN OF PORK

ROAST NATIVE TURKEY

328 College St. (Rte.9)

$4.95 PIONEER
BANKS

//

National

Jim

OR Rt. 9. Vadlcy Center

ficasc call 584S8I3

nu'mbfr FDIC

LIMITED TIME ONLY

FREE
BIKER'S SACK
When you open a new
"WHEEL ACCOUNT".
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promise in helping UMass stay in the lead in

the future.

In the men's division, Bryant College
placed first, followed by West Point, and the
University of Lowell took third. The UMass
men's team did not fair too well even though
each of the six men had bowled at least one
game over 200.

Strong performances were shown by Paul
Stutzman who bowled a set of 628
(221,209,198), and Dave Tursky with a set of

596 (215,184,197). Other bowlers for UMass
were Mike Berard, Kirk Peters, Chuck Bond,
and Tim Welch.

Both the men's and women's bowling
teams face the Region I tournament of the
ACU-l's, this Saturday at Auburn.

Spikers join

N.E. league
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Volleyball Club will begin its

first season in the New England Collegiate

Volleyball League this Saturday when the

league opens its tournament schedule at

Wentworth Institute in Boston.
The league, now in its second season,

consists of 21 teams, grouped into North,

South, East and West divisions. UMass joins

Amherst, Williams Middlebury, UNH,
Westfield St. and Lyndon St. in the Northern
Division.

The teams will play a rugged 54 game
schedule, with the two top teams in each
division along with two wild-card teams
advancing to the playoffs in April.

According to the club's coach Mike Gurk,

the league will use regular NCAA rules, and
will hopefully be a stepping stone to the

Eastern Collegiate Volleyball League.
Over intersession members of the club

gave a power volleyball demonstration-clinic

for the Physical Education classes of South
Hadley High School. In cooperation with

UMass student teacher Rhode Metzger,

coach Gurk and hitters AI Morel and Rich
Schoum displayed competitive volleyball

skills and instructed the day's classes in

fundamentals.
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Hoopwomen v. Chiefs at Cage What's happening
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

When last we heard from the UMass
women's basketball team, it was entering

intersession with a 5-0 record.

As the Minutewomen prepare for tonight's

Cage game against Springfield College (7:30

p.m. tap off), UMass is 10-4.

Usually, such a record would not be cause
for concern. But such is not the case with
UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski.

"We just didn't play good ball this inter-

session," she said. "We're still struggling to

put our game together,"

The intersession mini-season was marked
by three personnel changes: the return of Lu-
Ann Fletcher, the addition of Julie Ready,
and the farewell of Sue Henry.

Fletcher, who had been the starting center
for three years, injured a knee in September.
She underwent surgery for removal of

cartilage, and was finally able to get back in

action a week ago Monday against Queens.
But Fletcher has only played about seven

or eight minutes of the Minutewomen's last

three games.
"The big thing with Lu is getting her

timing back and running," Ozdarski said.

"It's going to be up to her how quick she
wants to get back."

Ready, meanwhile, joined the team right

after New Year's. A 6-2 center, she practiced
with the team for about two weeks, and saw
action in a big win over Brown. Ready has
slowly been working into the UMass system.

"She's coming," Ozdarski said of the
freshman. "She's improved 200 p>er cent
since she first came in."

And finally, Henry. The sophomore guard,
who had been averaging 11.2 points about
seven assists per game, was forced to leave
the team recently due to academic problems.

"It'll affect the team," Ozdarski said of
Henry's absence. "We'll just ask each kid to
take up 20 per cent of what she gave us.

"It's a matter of adjustment," Ozdarski
continued. "There's no reason they can't

adjust. It's just going to take some time."
In Henry's place, Ozdarski plans on

alternating Man/ Halleran and Julie McHugh.

EAA games
rescheduled
The rescheduling of University of

Massachusetts' basketball games against
Penn State and Duquesne were announced
this week by Associate Director of Athletics.

Robert O'Connell.

Postponements of games scheduled last

weekend against the two Eastern Eight
opponents were necessary when the
Minuteman's flights from New York were
cancelled by snow which closed the city's

three airports.

The Duquesne game has been
rescheduled for Monday evening February
20th at the Pittsburgh Civic Arena and the
Penn State encounter will be played Tuesday
evening February 21st at the Recreation Hall

at University Park (Pa.) starting at 7:30 p.m.

*Minutemen
CONT. FROM PAGE 38
said Leaman after Saturday's championship
game. 'This is the place to play a tour-
nament like this. As long as I'm coach of
UMass and this tournament's still going, I'm
going to bring my team back."
BOSTON COLLEGE - KUHN 2-0-4;

BENNEFIELD 6-4-16; BOWIE 3-4-10; COBB
11-4 26; MEGGERS 1-2-4; ROTH 2-0-4; 25-
14-64

UMASS - PYATT 8-8-24; HAYMORE 6-

2-14; KOHLHAAS 1-3-5; ELDRIDGE 2-4-8-
CLAIBORNE 6-3-15; WILLIAMS 1-4-6'

JOHNSON 2-2-6; MORRISON 1-2-4-
WITKOS 3-0-6: 30-28-88
HOLY CROSS - POTTER 7-2-16;

VICENS 5-4-14; BROWNE 5-0-10; PERRY 5-

1-11; WITTS 3-0-6; KANE 5-0-10; O'CON-
NOR 2-3-7; LANDES 1-0-2: 33-10-76
UMASS - HAYMORE 6-0-12; PYATT 7-

2 16; KOHLHAAS 1-0-2; CLAIBORNE 4-1-9;

ELDRIDGE 5-4-14; WILLIAMS 3-2-8-
JOHNSON 1-0-2: 27-9-63

New England hoop
BOSTON lUPI] - The eighth weekly UPI

coaches ratings of Division I college
basketball teams in New England first place
votes in parentheses:

Ptt.
1. Providence 14 78
2. Fairfield 1 SB
3. Holy Cross 50
4. Rhode Island 1 28
5. Massachusetts 25
6. Boston Coll. * 3
7. Connecticut 1

Ozdarski indicated that Halleran will take the
court for the opening tap tonight against the
Chiefs.

The battle tonight against Springfield will

mark the first time this season the
Minutewomen have played in the Cage. Of
their three home' games, two were played in

the Springfield Civic Center and the other in

NOPE gym.
"We've played 14 games to date," Oz-

darski said, "and we're finally returning to
the friendly confines of the Cage. Con-
sidering that we've played 11 games away,
our record isn't bad."
UMass began its vacation schedule way

back on Dec. 22, when it traveled to
Southern Connecticut to participate in the
school's invitational tournament.
The Minutewomen were matched up

against St. Joseph's (Pa.) in the first round.
Predictably, UMass fell to the number 12
team in the country, 88-68, although the
Minutewomen were trailing by only three
points, 39-36, at halftime.

In the consolation game the next day,
UMass bombed Boston University, 91-64.
Sue Peters scored 24 points in each game to
lead the Minutewomen's scoring.

After a two week layoff, UMass returned
to action against St. John's in the Civic
Center. Although Henry is now gone, it was
then that she provided one of the most
memorable moments in UMass women's
basketball history.

St. John's led by two points with only two
seconds left after a desperation shot by St.
John's with the 30 second clock running out
swished through.

Maura Supinski took the ball out of
bounds behind her own basket, heaved it to
midcourt to Henry, who took it and in one
motion turned around and flung the ball

toward the basket.

The ball swished through, prompting the
Minutewomen to practically suffocate Henry
as they piled on top of her in front of their
bench.

But the miracle shot was to no avail, as
UMass went on to lose in overtime, 71-69.
Peters, who topped UMass in scoring in

every game over the break, had 20 points
while Henrv added 14.

The Minutewomen then journeyed South
and put together a three-game winning
streak by beating Brown, 73-44; Brooklyn
College, 70-65; and Adelphi, 80-67. The
Brooklyn game is noteworthy, since
Brooklyn had beaten UMass the previous
year and also because the Minutewomen had
to scramble back from a 13 ooint deficit to
win. They trailed at halftime, 30-25.

UMass was then lambasted by two
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{WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Fine Arts Center recital for trumpet and

I

organ sponsored by the UMass Dept. of
I Music and Dance. The performers will be
[Walter Chesnut, trumpet, and Ernest May,

I
organ. Free admission.

\tUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre at the

Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m. The first of three
performances, the show will feature
"Gazelle", "The Time Before The Time
I
After",_"Sulte Otis" and "Revelations".

Tickets for the Alvin Alley American Dance
Theatre are now on sale at the FAC box
office at: General public, $7, $6, $5; UMass
students $3.50, $3, $2.50; other students and
senior citizens $6, $5, $4.

•

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8
Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre at the

Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m. Featuring "Hidden
Rites", "Choral Dances", and "Suite Otis."

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre at the

MEXICAN SWEATER SALE

Mexican, Navajo, Tibetan

y & Paliistan Rngs

/ Oflemol rugs - nnexican imports \
fTKiln St. center norttKxnpton. ma 584-3958 ^^<^ona floor

Thompson's Men's Store welcomes back all students.

Come in and see our Spring lines in our new Ladies' department
from

JESSICA-GUNNE-SAX
&

CRAZY HORSE SPORTSWEAR
Tiie latest in Spring Skirts & Dresses

Thompson's
13 North Pleasant St.

Amherst Ma.

Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m. Featuring "Night
Creatures", "Cry" "Revelations", and
"Rainbow 'Round my Shoulder."

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11

Flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal and keyboard
partner Robert Veyron-Lacroix at the Fine
Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets are
now on sale at the FAC box office for

General public, $7, $6, $5, UMass students
$3.50, $3. $2.50; other students and senior
citizens $6, $5,^ $4.

CANCELLED AUDITIONS
The Roister Doisters Auditions for Agatha

Gristle's THE MOUSE TRAP, scheduled for
Monday Jan. 30 and Tuesday Jan. 31 have
been cancelled.

ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Organizing meeting, for a women's Poetry

Support Group at 7:30 p.m. in 511 A Goodell.
Wed., Feb. 1.

WINTER WORKSHOP
Woolman Hill Winter Workshop, Feb. 3-5

will present a three part workshop on Crafts
and Nutrition.

ALTERNATIVE
LEARNING PROGRAM

The Alternative Learning Program at

UMass needs volunteers to teach classes for

the spring semester. Volunteers can earn

credit by teaching at the ALP, located in

Cottage B in the old infirmary complex
behind Worcester Dining Commons.

PLAN TO EAT AT

Hours 11:30-1 am Daily

til 2:00 on Weekends
PizzaGhnders-SandwichesCoM Drinks

103 North Pleasant Street Amherst

"When adding and dropping courses gets you down,

call up The Hideout for a quick pick me up."

"BEST PIZZAS a GRINDERS ANYWHEREII
256-0441

rr

BaSMB am

Still Room on the Ground Floor for

Computer Careers at Amdahl
Computer professionals are aware that
today's most advanced larpe-syslem
lechnolojr>' was develofied by a company
that, not too ionj? ajro. was virtuallv
unknown. It was durinjr late 1975—
when Amdahl delivered its first multi-
million-dollar 470V76 system follow-
mi? a 5-year. $50,000,000 effort— that
the company first attracted wide-
spread industry attention. Now. Amdahl
is the most talked about company in
the industry: a compact jrroup of hijrhlv
talented high technolofji.sts producing?
the world's hifrhest performing general
purpose computers, the V/5. Vye and
V/7. Over a quarter billiorl dollars
worth of Amdahl systems is now
working w(»rUlwide in every industry
.sector using large-scale coriiijuters.

The original design team is still vir-
tually intact and working on future
-systems. Although we are growing at

an extremel\ rapid pace, we are com-
mitted t«t retaining the same creative
environment that yielded the \'T).

V <> and V'/7. We are still small by com-
puter industry compari.sons. We are
still frienfily. We still enjoy attacking
tasks because we think its fun. And
we still reward personal efforts with
personal recognition.

We think Amdahl is a great place
t« work. There's still room on the
ground fl(K)rforyou if you arealiout
to receive a BS or advancer! degree
in electrical engineering or computer
sciences, and consider yourself a cut
above your classmates in competence,
enthusiasm and potential.

Amdahl Corporation. 12r)() Kast
Arciuj's .Avenue. Sunn\ vale. California
91(»)S<>. We arc an ec^ual opixirtunitv
employer.

Hf (iry roni 'nuj to cnnipKs tofill
positions iti hnnliron, firni-
iruir (lud haniirotr-niottd soft-

ware. Weave KiH-cifivnllij

ifiterrieiriufffor logic nn<i firni-
II t; re des irpt e rs n n r/

ho nhni re- related, softiva re
<ho(fnostie rfiffineers, (iesi(jn

oiifoniofioH inoffrotnniers, and
control proffrotnnicrs for our
ni in i-hascd console.

ONCAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
Wednesday, February 15

amdahl

The very special way to remember

the University Store
Campus Center

Univ. of Mass.

Students wishing to teach should go to the
ALP program during the week of January 30-

February 3 from 8:30-2:30.

NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGEPROGRAM

Applications for undergraduates interested
in going on exchange for the fall or for the
year in 1978-79 may obtain an application in

the Admissions Office, Whitmore Hall until

Feb 24, 1978. The Student applying for an
exchange should be a sophomore and must
have at least a 2.5 cumulative average.

Students who are interested in par-

ticipating in the program next year must
complete an application and return it to the
box marked "NSEP Applications" at the

Office of the Registrar no later than the
deadline, February 24, 1978. Final selections,

including a list of alternates, are expected to

be completed by the end of Aorll l«i7R

WINTER FESTIVAL
The Laughing Brook Education Center and

Wildlife Sanctuary will present its second
annual Winter Festival Saturday, Feb. 11

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

BOLTWOOD PARTY
Former members of the Boltwood-

Belchertown Project are invited to a party

Thursday, Feb. 2 in the social hall of the
Newman Center.

BOND MOVIE
"From Russia With Love", starring Sean

Connery as James Bond, will be presented in

the CCA today at 7, 9:15, and 11:30 p.m.
Admission is $1.

STUDENTJUDGES
Students wishing to become judges can

contact the Student Attorney General's
office in 422 Student Union or their area
government association for information.

BDIC OPENINGS
The BDIC office has a few openings in its

counseling practicum. Stop by the BDIC
office in Goodell for information.

PHOTO CO-OP
The Photo Co-op will hold an

organizational meeting Thursday, Feb. 2 in

Student Union 321.

KARA TE CL UB MEETS
The UMass Karate Club will begin classes

tonight at 6 for beginners and 7 for inter-

mediates in 24 NOPE.
BALLET INSTRUCTION

Instruction on all levels will be given by the
Amherst Ballet Centre beginning Feb. 6 for

high school and aduit students. For in-

formation call 549-1555.

DOGS ATPOUND
Dogs of various breeds, sex, and colors are

available to good homes from the Amherst
Oog Pound, hor intorjTiation can Ziyi-zzaz.

RESTRAIN PETS
The Town of Amherst has ordered ail dogs

be restrained from running at large until

further notice.

ECON COURSES
Department of Economics: Course

Changes. ECON 362, American Econ History,

TuTh 11:15-12:30, 119 Bartlett. ECON 711,

Monetary Theory, Tu, 19:00-20:00, Machmer
€-35. Course description for ECON 571

(Comp. Econ. Systems) omitted from Spring

1978 Guide and is available upon request

from 1022 Thompson.
WOMEN'S POETRY

A women's poetry support group will be
forming this semester. An organizational

meeting will be held Feb. 1 at 7:30 in 511 -A
Goodell.

BOOK EXCHANGE
The Gamma Sigma Sigma Book Exchange

begins today. Call 546-1295 for infoVmation.

WINTER CARNIVAL
Dartmouth College's 68th Winter Carnival

will be held beginning Thursday, Feb. 9.

WORK IN EUROPE
The United States National Committee of

the International Council of Monuments and
Sites is seeking interested student applicants

for a series of preservation work projects in

France and England this summer. For in-

formation write: 1522 K Street, N.W., Suite

530, Washington, D.C. 20005 or call (202)

634-41 53.

LIBRARIES SHOW PHOTOS
The North Amherst and the Munson

Memorial (South Amherst) branch libraries

tomorrow will have on display photographs
taken by Alvah and George Hovyes of

building in Amherst around the turn of the

century.

Fire erupts

in S. Boston
pi A multi-alarm fire

a residential neigh-

Boston. Authorities

t some residents fled

BOST'^'
erupt

borh<

report- :

thei' hc> .

Fire officials said the blaze started in a
three-story building that they believed was
vacant, then spread to nearby structures,

forcing an undetermined number of persons
to the street.
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Course Openings
Japanese 244. THE JAPANESE LITERARY
TRADITION

This course provides an opportunity to
experience some of the immense richness
and vitality of Japanese poetry, drama, and
prose fiction from around 1600 to the
present Treatment will take up the role of
women both as writers and as literary

characters, the impact of European literary

history, theory and practice as well as major
currei ts of popular culture and humor during
the p 'St four centuries. The course is in-

tendeo both for those students who have a
sf)ecial interest m Japan or East Asia as well
as those with no prior experience in these
fields All assigned reading will be in English.

C cere.

Japanese 40'A SEMINAR IN THE
MODERN JArANESE NOVEL

There is now a substantial body of quality
translations and a small but useful body of
English language criticism that now makes it

possible for the serious student of literature
who has no background in Japanese to
obtain a firm grasp of the salient charac-
teristics of the modern Japanese novel. The
seminar is open to graduate and advanced
undergraduate students specializing in any
aspect of European, American, Asian, or
other literature.

Chinese 254 CHINESE LITERARY
TRADITION

This course is designed to familiarize the
student wit.-i major works of Chinese fictiorr.

Tales, short stories and novels form the
earliest times to the modern period will be
discussed. All works are read in English
translation. There are no prerequisites and no
knowledge of a language other than English
is necessary C core.

Asian Studies 150 THE DEVELOPMENT OF
MODERN ASIA

This course aims to present the problems
of China, Japan and the colonial areas from
about 1580 to the present. Basic theme:
impact of the West on these areas and their

nature of their reactions to it. One-third of
the course centers on the period covering
1850-1900; one third on 1900-1950; and one-
third on contemporary issues. There will be
two hour exams and one final. D core.

Asian Studies 297A CHINESE
CALLIGRAPHY I

Lecture with discussion and demon-
stration Chinese calligraphy has for cen-
turies been a major part of intellectual ac-
tivities in China, Japan, and Korea - a
prestigious symbol of cultural refinement in

those societies. Course meets once a week
for 1 % hours, consisting of lectures on
history a' ' ":eory of Chinese calligraphy and
practice on basic skills. One credit course
taken on a pass-fail basis.

Asian Studies 397A CHINESE
CALLIGRAPHY II

A continuation of Chinese Calligraphy I,

this course introduces students to different
forms of Chinese calligraphy at a more
advanced level. Included are styles such as
regular, running, cursive and seal. This is a
credit taken on a pass-fail level.

EVERYWOMEN'S CENTER - A Career and
Life Planning workshop for women will be
offered by Everywomen's Center beginning
Thursday Feb. 9 at 7-9:30 p.m. and meeting
each Thursdcv until March 30.
Women interested should pre-register by

Friday Feb. 3. More information at 545-0883
from Peggy Cookson.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - Alpine Skiing
(downhill) G65 and Nordic Skiing (cross-
country) G80 are not oversubscribed.
Registration for these courses is in Boyden
Room 223 from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Jan 31 - Feb 3.

Music 290D, 534141 Afro-American Church
Music
Clarence Boyer, instructor
MWF 1:25 p.m.
FAC 155
3 Credits

This course focuses on the history,
analysis, and sociological aspects of black
sacred music. It will begin with a short review
of religion and music in West Africa in the
17th and 18th centuries and proceed through
music of the major religious denominations
in the black American communities. Such
song types as the Baptist- Lining Hymn,
Camp- Meeting Spirituals, Negro Spirituals,
Jubilees and gospel songs will be discussed
and illustrated. For additional information call

545-2279 or 2227. Five college students are
welcomed.

-^.^...^mi^,,^

y-
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A student gets in a few minutes of hockey on the campus pond before the work
•tarts again. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)
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Peloton & Mt. Sugarloaf present:

WINTER SERIES OPEN INDOOR TRACK MEETS

At the Amherst College Cage

on the Amherst College Campus

Open to joggers, athletes over forty, men and women students, high school boys and
girls, varsity athletes, housewives, grandmothers, and uncles.

"Dedicated to the development of athletes of all ages and abilities."

So you've been jogging? Do you wonder what you could do for a mile in your present
condition? Well here's a track meet open to you, to people of all abilities, not just track
stars. It's a place to learn more about running and meet other runners.

Friday, February 10th at 5 p.m.

one dollar entry fe«

events:

Novic* mil* men. Matter'* mile men end women over forty yeara old. Novice mile woman,
men'* mile cection* baaed on time, woman'a mile aectiona baaed on time. Long Jump, High
jump, shot put. pole vault. 45 yard da*h, 46 yard high hurdle, low for women, 300 yarda, 600
yards, 1000 yard* (separate men's and women* *ectlon*), 2 mile, 4 tln\e* one lap relay (co-
ed teams acceptable), 4 timea quarter mile relay.

Tommy Derderian meet director box 853 Amherst, Mass. 01002

Entry blanks also available at Peloton in Amherst and Northampton
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More course listings
IE 497A ENGINEERS WITHIN THE
ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

This course focuses on the engineer who
solves problems and makes decisions in

ronjunction with other people. The basic

objective is to increase knowledge and
understanding of human behavior in

organizations — especially each individuals

own behavior - as it relates to the processes
of problem solving and decision making.
Four types of knowledge will be stressed: 1)

intellectual (theory and research) knowledge;
2) understanding of oneself as a person and
an engineer; 3) behavioral skills in dealing
with people; and 4) understanding and in-

sight into the process of problem solving and
decision making.

Fine Food
and Spirits

57 North Pleasant Street

Champagne Dining

at Beer Prices

Join U8 fur lunch and dinner

Soup, Omelettes, Burgers,

Steaks plus Dally Specials
and Daily Crepes

Across from the fire station. 2535141

« - Benjamin A ^Moored
PAINTS

LATEX FUT FINISH

-k With Mateliiiit Latei Semi-Glott

$£956 per gallon

tSSI8 per gallon

also rollers, brushes and ail painting needs

uinns
INCORPORATED

9 Pray St. Amherst, Mass.

549^237

^Save 10%

On Any item

with a copy of this ad

Com Lit 290C COMPARITIVE THEMES IN

NORTH-SOUTH AMERICAN LITERATURE
This course traces the discovery and

exploration of the Northern and Southern
hemispheres and compares the similarities

and differences of their subsequent
development. Some of the topics examined
in the course are the role of women in the
colonial Americas, the concept of the Indian
in North- South America and the quest for a

non-European identity.

Com Lit 101C CONTEMPORARY
LITERATURE OF THE AMERICAS

This course deals with the recent literary

boom in Latin America and its counterpart in

Chicano and Puerto Rican-Neorican
literature. Students "have the option of
reading in Spanish or English.

Com Lit 493A CONTEMPORARY NOVEL
and THE MASS MEDIA

This course examines both the con-
temporary growth of the media and its

impact on the novels of France and Latin

America.

391 C MASS MEDIA AND BLACK COM-
MUNITIES
Tu 19:00 - 21:30 NAH 110
A survey of -^odorn communications

media and thei: impact on Black com-
munities. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and
television will be examined within the
context of social, political, and educational
functions and historical racist tendencies.
Program content, control, access, and other
issues will be covered. 3 Credits.

290D BLACK FOLK CULTURE OF THE
SOUTH
M 19:00 - 21:30 NAH 110

Examination of the historical development
and retention rjf cultural and institutional
structures in the Black South. Includes
family and childrearing, education, religion,
entertainment, law and badmen, work, etc.
Attention to African roots and modifications
from slavery to the present day sea islands
off the coast of Georqia. Audio and video
tapes, photos, and recordings will be ex-
tensively utilized. 3 Credits

390D BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITICS
TuTh 9:30 - 10:45 NAH 109
A general survey of the role of Blacks in

the political systems of the Southern region
of the United States. Special attention will be
placed on the legal, institutional, and socio-
psychological factors affecting the political
participation of Blacks in the South. 3
Credits.

490A POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC
POLICY IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
TH 2:30 - 5:30 NAH 315

Serpinar for upper level undergraduate and
graduate students. Emphasis will be on the
examination of the socio-psycholoigcal and
structural aspects of Black political behavior
and the resultant impact on the formulation
of public policy for the Black Community.
Each student will develop a research paper
for presentation in the seminar. 3 Credits.

SEND FOA rAX^C iNPoAK/t^nON.

• D\scDver -H^ rich cuHonal
herifage. shanod by ihe.
people of AppalacTiia.

• Di6cx>\/er some erf -Hie.
pnt«*infl needs af 4Ke
Appalachian region.

• Discover how you, can

APPALACHIAN
BRAIMSTORM
A weeK£nd of discovery
-fcxrnftrj.

CJcnmary Womc Miasiofwrs
'JM Unquo\Aja Road
Fair^lCkf.cx)nn. ObHZO

Dear Fa-ther;

O PUa^c send rvc mone infemnaSon
aboa^-»+ic Appalachian "Bwir^torm
3em\nar.

[a X can ntst a-Henid -^^c seminar;
bu+ X vA/ouid liKe Information
Ahou4 Ojlenmarv's worK ^^tJ*^

and -^he soof'h
Namc___ .

AddnB<»_____
^^-i 5^t+« lip.

^e .

The TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll

get you into programming... fast and easy
Even if you've never programmed before.

For the student who re-

quires slidf-ruk' functions, the

TI-57 delivers an exceptional

combination of advanced
mathematical and statistical

capabilities. Fioni function>

such as trij:, lo^s, powers, roots

and reciprocals... to mean, var

lance. standani ijiv latioti arid

much nioif

.And as liiiir as yimrf in

fhi' market tot a suikt slide

tiiit' calculatnr, why nul Ims

onethat < an also put the poufi-,

spi'e<i atiil fiiiu I'tiH'Dci' I't' fi?u

trranimm^' a' youf liisposalV

IM'oirrainnnnK a i alculalor

simply means pivinK it a logical

set of instructions for acconi-

plishinff what you want it to

do. ProKi'ammin^ ejiables you

to solve leny-thy and repetitive

problems

^^^•"9 Troth.

^^~~-^^

((ui<'kly

by suh

stitut inu'

new \ an
allies int-i

t \\v Set <>l'

Hist lUi t )i»ns '^~

which you

have a!

icaily »'iUeriMl mto the lu.iohinc

The em! result is inui c t-tli

cient use of your time in prob-

lem-solvinjr.

All this and more is ex-

plained in our unique. ilJus-

ti;ited. easy to-follow yuuie-

hot)k. •Making Tr:»cks Intt>

Prt^Brramnun);." This Joo pajre

hook comes with the Ti-'T. l!

cotit am^ siMip'i'. •
•.

inst met 11 MIS a 1,1 1

h»'lp Voll i|l)u '..! \ :i

pvdiri'a n, i;

liiakf \ "11 1 p! "Ml ::! -
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TEXAS IN'^IRIMENTS
. .INNOVATORMN ^

PFRSONAI EllCTROSK s V

Texas Instruments
;
) 1978 Tpnas Instruments Iqr.vp.irjlpd

I Nf *()K MOK A I I M
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Women gymnasts trample Comell in Cage
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff •

The UMass women's gymnastics team
earned a 134,57 to 123.95 victory by
defeating its Cornell University counterparts
in a double dual Cage encounter yesterday
The gymwomen have been practicing

since January 4 and this was their first test
since December 10 as the intersession
contest against Westchester was cancelled
due to snow.
Coach Virginia Evans said the team

performed well but "would have to sharpen
up before we face Michigan State next
week.

'

In the first event, vaulting, UMass swept
the first three places. Karen Hemberger
grabbed the top honors with a 9.1 followed
by Stephanie Jones with a 9.0 and Susan
Cantwell with an 8.8. Hemberger and Jones
received their scores on what Evans termed,
"well done Sukaharas."
On the uneven parallel bars, UMass again

swept the first three places. Jones won the
first slot with a 9.05 with a "good but not her
usual excellent bar routine," according to
Evans. Hemberger was second with a 9.0
mark after Coach Evans protested an 8.6
which was the original mark. Cantwell
finished third with an 8.6 which Evans said
was a rather conservative score. The fourth
counting score in the event was turned in by
Junior Debbie Law who is back on the team
after a year and a half absence. Law's score
of 8.15 illustrates she can be a contributing
member of the team.
"The balance beam was a virtual disaster

area for UMass with the exception of Cant-
well's performance," said Evans. Cantwell
and sophomore Laurie Knapp were the only
gymwomen that managed to stay on the
beam throughout their routines. Cantwell
received a 9.05 to take first place in the event
and Knapp tied for third with Cornell's Renee
Hack with an 8.2 score. Cornell's Holly Gross
finished second with an 8.5,

The gymwomen found the judges scoring
to be low on the floor exercise, Cantwell won
the top honors with an 8.6 followed by
Cornell's Kathleen Cote and UMass's
Hemberger with identical scores of 8.1.

Jones scratched the event due to a rib injury

and Colleen Thorton injured herself on her
first tumbling pass and was pulled from the
competition by Coach Evans.

Injuries seem to be incapacitating the
gymwomen at this point in the season. In

addition to Jones and Thorton, Cheryl
Morrier, Diane Laurenson and ICaren
Clements did not compete in yeaiL'fi.'_v's

competition due to injuries.

Next action for the gymwomen comes
next Saturday against Michigan State. The
Spartans finished 14th at the nationals last

year and Coach Evans expects the meet to
be a tough one. Hopefully by then the in-

juries will be less of a problem as Evans
expects Jones, Morrier and Thorton to be
back in the line up.

if Hockey wins
CONT. FROM PAGE 39

to close the gap to 2-1 at 14:21 on a powei
play goal.

St Anselm's Jim Long was socked with a
double minor — one for interference and one
for slashing as 13:18. The Minutemen scored
on the first end of the double minor, as Bob
White lifted a rebound from Barry Milan over
a prostrate Parisi. White's shot just snuck
under the cross bar.

Just when it appeared that UMass had
redeemed itself in the second period for its

sluggishness in the first period, Butler scored
his third goal of the game at 19:59 with
Kittredge in the penalty box for tripping.
Butler's linemate, Mulrey went into the left

corner with only 5 seconds ieft m the period
and fed Butler with a perfect pass that beat
Riley to his glove side with only one second
remaining in the period.

The first UMass goal came at 7:48 of the
third period, Joey Milan led a 3 on 1 break
into the Hawks' zone, but he skated in too
deep on the left and had to carry the puck
behinri the net, where he fed Liacos in the
right corner. Then Liacos fired the puck ipT'-

the crease from a 90 degree angle tha
somehow s'ipped by Parisi. Liacos' goal cut
the Hav^ks ieaa to 3-2

The second UMass goal came at 14:11 of
the third period Valicenti fired a blistering 60
foot slap shot from the right point that ex-
ploded past Parisi's right shoulder. The game
was now deadlocked at 3,

Valicenti might not have had a chance to
tie the score if it wasn t ^r>r UMass goalie
Riley He speared a 30 '• • '-ip shot with his

glove that was heade-, ' le left corner at
12.25 Bill Penninian. wi .

* red the shot, just

skated to the bench .n -Jisbelief.

The overtime was continuous back and
forth action, but no g.oals were scored, as
Parisi and Riley guarded their creases
magnificently Parisi was bombarded with 43
shots in the game and Riley was shelled with
34.

UMass gymwoman '^...y
, anie Jones, an Ail-American, performs on the balance beam during Sunday's home meet against

Cornell which drew a large crowd to the Cage. Although Jones didn't do as well as usual on the beam she took second invaultmg, and first on the uneven bars. UMass went on to win the meet, 134.57 - 123.96. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

MARINECORPS
OFFICER

SELECTION TEAM

CAMPUS VISIT

GOODELL HALL

FEBRUARY
1st & 2nd, 1978

10 a.m. UNTIL 2 p.m
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Entertainments
our Birthdau

TUESDAY, JANUARY 31

— Born today, you have an
explosive personality
which you will learn to

control. Until you can will

your responses, or their

outward maniifestations,

you should stay far away
from volatile experiences.
Vou are as critical of other
people and their work as of

yourself. You insist on a
true account of labor and
benefits whenever you are
led to investigate progress,

and you are fair-minded
enough to realize that this

includes extenuating cir-

cumstances which relieve

one of blame.
Although you are excep-

tional at expressing your
points of view and defend-
ing them against attack,

you try to avoid argument.
You like to think yourself
peace-loving and willing to

go out of your way to

establish and maintain a
smooth progression from
one phase of work to anoth-
er.

You have a good sense of

humor and enjoy the
lighter side of any situa-

tion. What you cannot en-

joy are sick jokes, which
make light of aspects of

life and death which can
have no funny side. You
are quick to forgive when
another has hurt you, even
if it was intentional; how-
ever, you find it difficult to

forget, though that is a
trait you admire.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 1

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Compatibility

with another, though he
differ much from you, will

save things at home.
PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

- Unless you agree com-
pletely with another's ef-

forts to change jobs, don't

give advice.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- You should have good
success today firming up
relationships.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Confidence in success is

half the battle. Keep aware
of opportunities for you
and others.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- Connect present with past
to determine the pattern

for success. Wisdom is nec-
essary.

CANCER(June21-July22)
- Responsibility proves too
much early today. You can
make up for failure at

evening.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Consult a competent pro-
fessional on a matter of

health. Don't trust guess-
work.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -
Worry over trifles delays
success. Big issues must
be given attention.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
If you fall behind, consult
an expert at once, or you
will be unable to catch up.

SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)
- Restrictions frustrate
ambition today. Persuade
another to your way of

thinking.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) -- Dangerous
moments lurk throughout
the day. Be Wary of taking
on anything new.
CA"PRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) - Recognize the
possibilities in another's
failure. You may save the
day for both of you.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Emit loud
puffs

5 Harem
rooms

9 Pigment
14 Fragrance
1

5

Blue jeans'
creator

16 Sheeplike
1 7 Untainted
18 Transfer

property
19 From this

source
20 Noted

violinist

22 Kept from
happening

24 Sets forth in

words
26 Tyrants:

Var.
27—-of the

Mist
29 Dined
30 Was In first

33 Typewriter
symbols

37 Dear Italian

38 Racetrack
buildings

39 Get— of

40 Math, rela-

tion

41 Military

group
42 Kind of male

sheep
44 Pro —

Temporarily
45 Frantic

46
47

49
53
57

58
59

61

62

63

64

65
66

67

10

11

12

Direction
Merchandisl
events
Yield
Artificial

General
sense
Illicit liaison

Russian
name
Unable to

speak
Arizona
community
"He—

-

good life"

Length x

breadth
Gibe
Affected
person
Tree home

DOWN
Pius and
John
Grown-up
Feminine
name
Therapy
Not new
Profound
Ward off

Manner of

horse-riding
Hold
together
Heating

devices
Bits of fluff

A single
time
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13 Tall grass
21 Approaches
23 Cisterns
25 So affirma-

tives

28 Reckless
ones

30 Narrow strip

31 181 3 battle

lake
32 Means of

exit

33 Touch
against

34 Percheron s
tresses

35 Proper
36 Nothing
37 Texas or

Alberta
rancher

40 Ad)ust
differently

42 Indonesian
province

43 Armed con-
flict

45 Spoiler
47 Oaf: Slang
48 deadly

sins
50 Harden

Var
51 lOU s rela-

tives

52 Something
special

53 Jazz
devotees

54 Portent
55 Greek v.'^
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56 Wall part

60 Snatch
Slang
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'Short People' becomes

promotional gimmick
NORWAY, Maine \UPI] - White some radio stations decided to

ban Randy Newman's controversial hit song, "Short People/' a

Maine station found a way to deal with "some very obnoxious calls"

it received.

WOXO-FM decided to take the complaints it received about the

song in stride and turned the controversy into a promotional gim-

mick, said morning news director Kevin McCay.
Two weeks ago, the station began "my favorite short person

contest" — asking listeners to send in photographs with the name,
age and height of their favorite short person.

The winner will be picked at random on Ground Hog Day and

"My favorite short person

contest" begins at WOXO.

given $100 worth of prizes and treated to dinner — including shrimp
cocktail, short bread and strawberry shortcake, McCay said.

Newman's song - a ridicule of prejudice — has disturbed a few
smaller-than-average sized people who are taking personal offense

at lines characterizing "short people" as having grubby little fingers

and dirty little minds."
But the voices that Newman says go "peep, peep, peep" have

joined together in such a howl of protest the song has been banned
in Boston, New York and Pennsylvania.

WOXO started playing the song about five or six weeks ago.

Shortly after that the phones started ringing.

"We got some very obnoxious calls. Some people threatened to

boycott our sponsors," said night news director Steve Rogers.

Rogers, who at 5-foot- 10 considers himself to be a short person,

doesn't find the song objectionable. Neither apparently do other

local radio personalities.

Mike Bushey, program manager at WBLM in Lewiston, said he
thinks the whole controversy is "bogus, a testament to prejudice,"

which he said is exactly what Newman is really writing about.

WBLM got only one complaint about the song, and stations in

Sanford, Rockland and Skowhegan said they have had none.
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Ski teams 'dominate'

at Dartmouth SIciway

! *^-»»»Jt1*^M TKTX «« *^ ^r » m. M^

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's and women's ski teams
were "absolutely dominant" according to

coach Bill McConnell as they each won their

meets this past weekend at the Dartmouth
Skiway.

The women finished first in a Women's
Intercollege Ski Conference (WISC) meet
against Connecticut, Smith, Boston College

and Merrimac.
To demonstrate the women's dominance,

McConnell said five women skiied in the

competition, with the top three finishers

counting in the team standings. In both

Saturday's slalom and Sunday's giant

slalom, the UMass women took the first

three places.

In the slalom, Kathy Shinnick took first in

1 17.6 seconds for two runs down the quarter

mile course of 50 gates. Teammates Nancy
Heyden and Cathy Donovan grabbed the

next two spots, with Minutewomen Connie

Pratt and Valerie Hansen also finishing in the

top ten.

In the next day's giant slalom, Donovan
was first in 1 17.27 for her two runs down the

half-mile, 30 gate course, just nipping

Shinnick, who totaled 117.86. Rounding out

the second UMass sweep of the weekend
was Heyden in third with a total time of

118.88.

Once again providing depth were Pratt,

Hansen and Diane Valenti, who all finished in

the too ten.

The men's team skiied the same course as

the women, and defeated five other schools

in a New England Intercollege Ski Con-
ference meet against BC, UConn, Nor-

theastern, Plymouth State and Amherst.

For the men, eight skiiers compete, with

the best five times counting. In the slalom,

sophomore Bob Grout took second with a

two run total of 102.93. Scott Prindle was
sixth in 105.20, with Scott Broadhurst 10th,

Chris Wakefield 13th and Ted Krobak 14th.

"Anytime you get five men in the top 15,

you pretty much win automatically," said

McConnell.
However, a stubborn Northeastern team

was only 37 one hundreths back of UMass,

as the two teams five-man totals were 544.20

for the Minutemen, to 544.57 for the Huskies.

The Minutemen were more dominant in

the giant s;:>lom, as Dale Maynard was
second, Prindle was fifth, Hal Smart was
sixth, Krobak was seventh and Kevin Nolan

was eighth.

"Still, in all, we had a five man total of

535.25, and NU was tough again with a

537.08," said McConnell.
"We're a strong team," he said. "We've

been on our skis five days a week since

December 20, and the girls are out there

practicing with us all day. We're very strong,

but a team like Plymouth State, although it's

a small college, is very close to a ski area, and
I'm sure they'll be a lot stronger before the

season's over."
The team will ski again at Roundtop this

weekend, in Plymouth, Vermont, as hosts of

the slalom and giant slalom competitions.

-kHoopwomen, 10-4
CONT. FROM PAGE 42

nationally ranked teams. Queens and Rut-

gers. The respective scores were 83-48 and

88 69
"Those games give us a good idea of what

we have to do to with our own program,
"

Ozdarski said of the losses. "We learned a lot

of things about the game."
Queens is undefeated and rated sixth in

the nation while Rutgers is among the

country's lower 20.

Most recently, the Minutewomen had an

easy time with Rhode Island, winning 60-41.

Peters again led everyone with 17 points,

while Ready has her best showing to date

with seven points and eight rebounds.

"Our biggest, toughest game was against

St. John's," Ozdarski said. "It was a thrilling

game.
"I really wasn't pleased with any of our

games," she continued. "If we play

basketball tonight though, we'll win."

By way of introduction, Springfield is a

team apparently racked by dissension. Two
players, Mary Regan and Cindy Lapointe,

were thrown off the squad recently for

disciplinary reasons. Regan was the team's

leading scorer, while Lapointe was a backup

center.

Revenge is primary in UMass's mind, since

the Chiefs knocked off the Minutewomen in

a major upset, 66-64, in the quarterfinals of

last season's Easterns.

"There's no question about it, this is the

game we've waited for," Ozdarski said. "The
kids don't forget last year. We did it to

ourselves, and now we want to prove we do
have the better team."

Springfield, a struggling 3-5, counts

among its chief weapons Laurie Clark, Lori

Smith, and Cheryl Murtagh. In particular,

Clark killed UMass in the Easterns last season

with 24 points as she displayed a deadly

baseline jumper.

30 Cent Scoop

of Ice Cream
WITH THIS COUPON

Good Mon. 30th through Feb. 3

168 N. Pleasant St.

Breakfast Served

All Day

L
Amherst

253-2291

acag^

Mon.-Frl. — 4:30 a.m.-7 p.m.

Sat. Sun. 7 a.m. -7 p.m.

PICK OP A REAL SWEETIE TODAY.
FRGCTOSE is the sweetest of all natural

sugars. It's what makes natural fruits as sweet

and tasty as they are. FRGCTOSE is widely

used in Europe as a natural sweetener, and

naturally a quick energy source. SATSAVITA is

nnaking this product available to you now,

exclusively via mall order. Our European-

imported product line includes pure

FRGCrOSE crystalline and tablets, as well as

jams and preserves. And since they're all

sweetened with FRUCTOSE, they're the

sweetest of the sweet, naturally.

Call or wnten

KAIMKIfA «(Ma>.
Dept CS - 450 Park Avenue. Mew York. N.V. I0O22 TelLi2i2i832754n

Doii*t Get
Pregnant

TGet BirthControll
at a

Woman-to-Woman
Clinic

Complete Gynecological Care

• Pap Test • VD Screening • Contraception

• Individual Counseling • Free Pregnancy Testing

FORD'S CONTINUING SER NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS

PRETERM 1^
A Ljcensed Non profit Health Care Facibtv'

j|[^ ^
1842 Beacon Street

Brookline. Mass 02146 (on the MBTA Greenlinc)

738-6210 (or information and appointments

U.P.C. PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

Randy Newman
Special Guest THE DIRT BAND

Sunday, Feb. 12, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center, Concert Hall, UMass

$5.50 (Public)

$6.00

$6.50

Available at Boxoffice, Tix and all Ticketron outlets.

TICKETS ON SALE FEB. 1st, 9 m.

Tickets $4.50
(u^assM
Students)

Tactics and Strategies:
An Exam Planner

All Scats

Rpsprved

U.P.C. PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

Elvis >stello & Willie Alexandi
Wednesday, March 1st S.U.B.

Band

Tickets on sole soon
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Who said economy cars have to look cheap?
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In Pursuit
of the Elusive ''A''

You don't have to like or
believe in the whole college grad-

ing system. But we don't have to

tell you that you'd better get

serious about grades anyhow. If

you want to enter graduate or

professional school, you know
that a high G. P. A. isinorder. And
looking ahead to the tight job
market that many college grads
now face, it's easy enough to see

that grades count there as well.

Tactics and Strategies: An Ex-
am Planner isn't like any study
guide you've ever seen. We don't

pretend to offer you definitive

advice on how to study or how to

psyche out your professors or how
to ace an exam. We've put in our
years on campus, and we know better

than to spout words of wisdom that

you can never hope to follow -and

wouldn't even if you could.
What Tactics and Strategies

offers is a laid-back look at the
testing scene that may help you
better put together your grade
game plan or offer some helpful

insights you haven't before con-
sidered or at least give you some
interesting reading for an after-

noon.
The articles that follow cover

everything from why study for-

mulas don't work to a creative

test-taking strategy to an un~
orthodo.x introduction to paper
writing. We've thrown in a new
look at an old phenomena cram-
ming and a consoling view of six

successes who weathered academ-
ic crises. And, given the intensity

of the grade game for so many
students, we give special attention

to coping with text anxiety.

Insider: Ford's Continuing Series

of College Newspaper Supple-
ments is sponsored by Ford Divi-

sion of Ford MotorCompany and
published by 13-30 Corporation
(which also produces such famil-

iar campus publications as Nut-
shell and 7 he Graduate). Ford's
sponsorship of this publication is

an indication of their desire to

provide services to college stu-

dents. Please takethetimetolet us

know how you like this supple-

ment by returning the postage-

paid card on page 17. And for

more information on Ford's prod-
uct line, use the card on page 8.

Good reading!

Art Credits Cover—Joe Acree
Joe Acree- page 3; Steve Blev-
ins—page 17; Wayne Harms

-

pages 10. 14; Janlne Orr-
page 19: Mary Revenig—page
21; Ken Smith—pages 4. 6.

' 1978 13-30 Corporation.
All rights reserved. No por-
tion of Insider: Ford's Con-
tinuing Series of College
Newspaper Supplements may
be reproduced in whole or in

part without written consent
of 13-30 Corporation, 505
Market St . Knoxville, TN
37902(615-637-7621)

Insider is published by 13-

30 Corporation for Ford Di-

vision of Ford Motor Com-
pany Opinions expressed by
the publisher and writers are
their own and are not to be
construed as those of Ford
Division of Ford Motor Com-
pany Likewise, the publisher
assumes responsibility for the
technicalaccuracy of the ma-
terial used throughout the
articles herein. Direct any
correspondence to Laura
Eshbaiiqh. Managing Fd'tor
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The Unending Quest for a Study Formula That Works
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A Compendium of Study Aids and Advice 9
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How To Play the TestGame— and Win 10
hy Don Eastman

Ins and Outs of Cramming 15
The more you learn, the more you forget. Ihe more you forget, the
less you know. So why study?
hv Don Akihin

Fear and Trembling atExam Time 17

How To Write a Paper in 1,000 Easy Words 21

Famous Failures 23
Six Convincing Fxamplcs That Grades Aren't Fverything
hv 1 isa Grecnhrri^
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Magical Memory Tour

d

The
Unending
Quest for a

Study
Formula

That Works
by PATRICIA WESTFALL

Thought, not memori/ation, is the
soul of learning. Every professor says
this. What teacher w ould claim not to

be teaching students to think'.'

But just try and pass a test by
thinking. Every student who has
forgotten the year Thomas Aquinas
died knows that thinkingabilityisnot
what gets tested. Memorization
dictaphone style is the ability in

question. Thinking won't derive the

seven phyla or reveal the eighth
wonder of the world. Only memori-
zation counts in the crunch, and stu-

dents who wish to survive had better

master the skill. But how?
"Perhaps the most basic thing that

can be said about human memory,
after a century of research, is that

unless detail is placed in a structural

pattern it is rapidly forgotten," said

Jerome Bruner in Process of Educa-
iion m I960. Bruner's concept, the
importance of structure, lies in one
form or another at the root of all how-
to-study methods.

In the Beginning . .

.

Was SQ3R
The first and most famous of the

foolproof, try-it-you-can't-fail study
formulas was Frank Robmson's SQ3R
method published in 1946. The acro-
nym stands for "Survey, Question,
Read, Recite. Review." the method,
still taught today in a great many
college how-to-study courses, works
this way First, survey the structure of

the chapter, reading paragraph head-
ings and summaries; this helps your
mind get a firm grasp of the whole
assignment before you read.

]

Next, turn those paragraph head-
ings into questions which must be
answered by the text. Then read (the

first R) to find those answers. Robin-
son stresses that reading must be an
active process; you should be search-
ing for answers, not just passing your
eyes over the type.

Every so often (every other page, in

fact) you should stop, close the book
and try to recite what you have just

read. This is the step that is supposed
to fix the information in your mem-
ory. Finally, after you have read and
recited the complete assignment, take

a few minutes to review what you've
just learned before calling it a night.

The Confession

Robinson's sure-fire thoroughly-
tested formula was preached pas-

sionately by academic counselors
until the student population boom of

the I96()'s. That's when new how-to-
study formulas began to pop into

print at a rate second only to sex

manuals and volumes ahead of diet

books. Most of these were variations

onSQ3R

INSIDER

OK4R by Walter Pauk meaning
Overview, Key ideas (find them he
meant). Read. Recall, Reflect and
Review was published in 1962. Next
came Space & Berg's 1966 PQRST
(Preview. Question. Read. Summar-
ize. Test), followed bv OAR WET in

1968 (Overview. Ask. Read. Write.
Evaluate. Test). The champion entrv
uas the 1973 PANORAMA which
stands for "Purpose (think about why
you are reading your text); Adapta-
bility (adapt your reading speed to the

difficulty of the material); Need to

question (an obvious and painful

stretch for the acronym); Overview;
Read and relate (that is, relate the
main ideas to personal experience);

Annotate; Memorize; and (if you still

care at this point) Assess."

Walter Pauk the OK4R man
finally called for an end to this

acronym Olympics by daring to put
into print whateserybody had known
all along: despite proof that these
formulas work, no sane student ever
bothers to use one. In an article

knocking PANORAMA as silly

("you're reading your text because
your professor told you to"). Pauk
wrote, "There is no question about the

\alue of converting a title into a

question, but I can honestly say that I

have never met a single student who
has ever used the technique even
though he knew about the textbook
system incorporating this step."

.'\ shocking confession from a man
who has been teaching how-to-study
courses most of his academic career.

Student indifference hardly stified

the acrolvmpics, however. REAP was
published in 1976. REAP was dif-

ferent though. REAP looked as if it

might ha\ e something to do w ith how
people actually study.

I ndaunted. Our Heroes
Press On
How students actually study is

something few researchers have both-
ered to study. How one v/7<»///J study,

yes advice abounds. But do study'
No. in 1 976 RobertSzabo published a

sketchy survey (not study) of prac-
tices followed by successful students
on his campus. Even that survey
incomplete as it was showed how
far from students the acrolympics
have been.

For example, most of the top
students preferred studying in cy-

cles working hard for three or four

days, then goofing off entirely for the

next three or four days. So much for

the "study a little bit each day"
platitudes vouchsafed by the formulas.

Students also preferred to work in

four- and five-hourstretches. kayoing

the formula emphasis on one-hour
study sessions. All the formulas stress

the importance of frequent rest breaks,
but good students say the breaks
interrupt concentration.

Like Pauk, Szabo found nostudent
using a formula. He found this meant
students rarely remembered the main
ideas in a text, remembering instead
trivial details and facts. Yet. noted the
rueful Szabo, "They manage to ob-
tain acceptable grades."

Did Szabo and colleagues consider
this a hint that maybe they should
abandon the quest for a perfect

formula? Never. Szabo concluded his

article with a ringing cry to press on to

new acronyms. "We must find a
method that reaches students where
thev are." he said.

R Is for Read
REAP might be the method Szabo

was calling for. Published by two
University of Missouri professors, it

is, first, simpler than all the others.

The R stands for read. That's it. No
Survey, Question, Preview or Over-
view. Just sit down and read. That's
what students do anyway, so for the
first time in a generation the first step
of a formula makes sense in human
terms.

The next step, E—Encode, is equally
simple. Using any method you want,
simply close the book and try to

phrase what you've read into your
own words. Section by section?Chap-
ter by chapter? Book by book? That's
your choice. The only requirement of
the method is that you actively re-

phrase the material immediately. The
other two steps. Annotate and Pon-
der (upon which the authors elabo-
rate at length) are just refinements of
Encode: write down your encoding
(for later review?) and then think
(think?) about it, they say.

When oneexamines REAP, it's not
so different from earlier formulas in

that it calls for an active engagement
w ith the material to be memorized. It

is different in that it throws away the

hoopla and rigid rulesiness of earlier

formulas and states the meat of the

matter: Successful siudv requires tak-

ing lime to put things in your own
words immediately. Repeat, immedi-
ately.

The Forgetting Curve
Why does study require an immedi-

ate Encoding (or Recalling or Re-
citing or Evaluation or Call It What
You Will)' The answer to that is

suggested in some classic early re-

search on memorization, such as the

1913 nonsense syllables study by

Ebbinghaus (ah yes. the one you had
to memorize for Introductory Psych,
remember?). In the Ebbinghaus study,
subjects studied a list of nonsense
syllables and then were tested re-

peatedly. After 20 minutes they had
forgotten 47 percent almost half.

After a day, 62 percent were for-

gotten; two days, 69 percent; 3 1 days,
78 percent. The results were clear: the
bulk of forgetting takes place within
minutes after study and then tapers

off.

A similar study by Spitzer in 1939
which used meaningful material came
up with similar numbers 46 percent
of the material was forgotten after a
day; 79 percent after 14 days. For-
getting is an immediate thing. By
tonight you will have forgotten al-

most 50 percent of this article- unless

you try to encode it or put it in your
own words the minute you finish.

Spitzer proved that encoding works
to counter the brain's awesome and
instant forgetting power. In another
study he conducted, some subjects

merely studied (i.e. read) materials
while others recited the information
in their own words immediately after

reading it. Seven days afterwards,
those who had recited remembered 83
percent of what they had read. The
others only remembered 33 percent.

This shows that encoding works, but
for the why of that working you'll

have to return to Bruner's concept
about structural patterns. Encoding
apparently makes you create memo-
rable patterns. It works.

Note-taking, Like Love,

Requires You Listen Dearly
Assigned readings are not the only

material you must commit to mem-
ory. You will also be tested on
lectures. Studying lecture notes is a lot

like studying a text. First you read,

then you encode. But before you can
read or encode you must take notes,

and that requires listening.

It is a subtle skill, perhaps because
it's so human a skill. Professors are

not textbooks; they're humans who
do not organize themselves into easy-

to-grasp chapters and headings and
who often talk rapidly, slowly or
monotonously.

But listeners are fallible, too. They
listen in monotone, racing like a

dictaphone to capture every word.
Most students listen to a lecture as if

every idea had equal weight. Not so.

In an hour-long lecture, there will be

at most only six or seven main points

that you are expected to remember.
The rest ofthe information is detail,

colorful anecdotes, relevant tangents
or side dressings of opinion which the

11
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protcsMU has iiuludcd to tIaiiK the

main points tut \ou. He hopes the

extra information uill tease \ou into

greater awareness ot those mam points

He \\ould be horiitieii to leah/ethat
most of his students />;/\s those main
points and remetnber the details

instead.

>'ouean pick out thenuin points b>

hsienmg tor eue phiases Sometimes
cues are \er\ simple "Our topic for

ti>da> is . .

" the professor u illsa\ But
other times he uiU biir\ his cue m
elaborate rhetoric, and \ou will ha\e
to figure out where the rhetoric ends
and the main point begins "Picture

the day I incoln armed at Ciettvsburg

in his dark tiip hat and cdpc. his

shmilders stooped." the professor
intones, and >ouutMider if this lecture

is about (iettNsburg. C i\il War fash-

ion, or cur\aturc of the spine. Keep
listening. He'll drop a cueesentualK.

C lies for related subpoinis can be
\er\ brief and are easily missed if

\ ou're not listening hard. IMiraseslike

"on the other hand." "another way of

looking at that." "ne\t in impor-
tance." "tui ning now to." can signal a

new point. Sometimesasingleword
"hov^e\er." "therefore." "hut" mas
introduce a point. ^ ou have to think

as you listen, learning to differentiate

the tri\ial from the important.

Encoding Follows Naturally

Once listening is mastered, note-

taking becomes absurdK simple. All

\ou ha\e todo is writedown the main
points, adding just as much detail as

you care to for your own entertain-

ment or clarification. Studies have
been made of different note-taking
styles, and the studies are. frankly,

inconclusive. One study comparing
four note-taking styles a formal

outline methi>d. a two-column for-

mat, the "Cornell three-column for-

mat" and "no special method"
revealed that none ofthe methods had
any merit over the others. There were
no differences in student grades at-

tributable to note-taking methods.
But astudv that compared students

who did not take notes with those who
did. revealed that note-takers always
make better grades. It's not "how" but

"whether" you take notes that counts.
Why' Nime of the researchers ven-
tured any answers, but it may be that

note-taking is a form of encoding.
I ectures make you select what's im-
portant ( because you don't have time
to get f\ir\ihini( down), and they

make vou put the information down
in your own words! because you don't

have time to put it down it\ the
professor's words). In lecture you
become an encoder in spite of your-
self^ You're forced to do there what
you should d<^forte.\ts. Nowonderso
manv students feel they learn more in

lectures. A te.xt ought to be more

Two Unlikely Learning Techniques

Teaching Others

It's true. Teachers learn more
from a course than the students. If

you try to teach material to someone
else, you are forced to grasp it in new
ways, to express it in terms the other
person can understand. I his helps

you remember. T ests at one imiver-

sity had a group of students study
material using the SQ3R method.
.Another group also used the SQ.^R
method but was required to teach
the material to other students. The
student teachers did significant-

ly better on tests than the control
group. The catch in this technique is

finding a "student" who is willing to

learn biology or psychology or eco-
nomics from you. But if you can talk

someone into being your student.

you may learn more than you e\er
have before.

Mapping
Some people are just visually

minded, so transforming a text or

lecture into a picture or "map" might
be the best way for these people to

learn. I o draw a map. put down the

key idea first. Ihis becomes the

"buried treasure" on your map.
Then draw in seccmdary or support-
ing ideasaround the buried treasure.

I astly. draw in the critical details.

Whv this works is that you have to

flnJ the secondary and supporting
ideas before you can draw them. In

doing that you learn them. Map-
ping, as its author. M, Buckley
Hanf, savs. "is thinking." And the

best way to learn maping is to do it.

valuable than a lecture because it's

better organized, more comprehen-
sive and less likely to mumble. Yet a

text can't force you to encode.

Ah, But What of It?

One autumn when students re-

turned to campus, a professor named
F. B. Greene gave them the same
exams they had taken the spring
before. I ven "A" students had for-

gotten 50 percent of all they had
successfully memorized the term be-

ti>re. Another professor. E. T. Tay-
tt)n, found that students lost two-
thirds of their algebraic knowledge
after a year.

What's the use' T-ven with the best

studv habits, vou will eventually
forget what vou've learned. You will

get through tests, but what of it if it's

all gone by next term' Memorizing,
dictaphone style, seems to all students

a pointless exercise.

In a 1932 book called The Psy-
chology of Study, Cecil Mace wrote,
"If the student has any compensating
merit, it lies in being something more
than a mere recording machine." 7 hat
something, he argued, was thinking
ability. You are doomed to forget

most of what y ou learn; the only merit
in all this is that somehow because of
it, or at worst inspiteof it,youlearnto
think.

But what is thinking' The best

Mace could do in .3()-odd pages of
essay was suggest that free association

might be involved. Hundredsof other
thinkers have struggled with theques-
tion. and among them the most
honest might be Walter(OK4R) T^auk
who has said that thinking, despiteall
the thinking done about it, remains
largely a private matter.

So how is memorization related to

this private skill' For an insight into

that we can go all the way back to a

letter the not-yet Saint Thomas
Aquinas wrote to a Brother John;
"Since you have asked me how one
should set about to acquire the treas-

ure of knowledge, this is my advice to

you concerning it: namely, that you
should choose to enter, not straight-

wav into the ocean, but by way ofthe
little streams; for difficult things
ought to be reached by way of easy
ones. . . . Do not heed bvn/;f>/Mathing
is said, but rather what is said you
should commit to your memory. . .

."

Victor White, commenting on this

letter, has written: "Note how careful

St. Thomas is. Brother .lohn is to

commit what issaid tohis/>;<7M<'n ;he
is not straightway to commit his

inii'lh'ct to it. He is not at once to

swallow everything that is said; let

him remember it in order to test and
examine it, but not at once to assent to

irgsiDER

it. Suspension of judgment is one of
the first things a learner has to learn:

we have to learn how to entertain

ideas without promptly either affirm-
ing them or denying them. Hereagain
it is a matter of that difficult business
of restraining the mind's own native

impetuosity, the natural desire ofthe
reason to be unreasonable. We want
to jump to conclusions before we have
reached them; to take sides, make a

stand, vehemently affirm or deny

before we have considered, exam-
ined, tested, proved."

St. Thomas Died in 1274
Memorization may seem more

worthwhile to you if you perceive it,

like Victor White does, as a tool of
dispassion. Memorization is not com-
mitment. It's just a way to hold onto
thoughts as you sift through some-
times frightening new ideas looking

for the ones you will come to live by.

Remember that even if you can't

remember when St. Thomas died.

Meanwhile, you can be sure re-

searchers will press on, looking for a

memorizing formula you can live

with.

Patricia Westfall, a contributing edi-

tor for Insider, spends snowed-in
Iowa winters searching for the ulti-

mate in study methods.
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To Each His Own Study Method: Four Scholars Describe Theirs

No Time for Calculation
Chemical engineering senior Devon
Clausing does eveirthing she can to

save time when studying for her classes

at University of Cincinnati.

The president of one engineering
club and active in two others. Clausing is forced to use
what little study time she has very efficiently in order to

maintain her 3.7 grade average.

"My freshman year I did all my homework every night,"
she said. "As I got more involved in activities, I didn't have
time to do all of it. That's when I started finding short-
cuts."

Most of an engineer's study time is spent working
problems, she said. To save time. Clausing sets up the
equations to solve the problems and makes sure she
understands them, but she stops short of doingthe actual
calculations.

For non-engineering courses. Clausing will read as-

signed material before a class only if she expects the
teacher to call on her for an answer. Otherwise, she prefers
to read the material as time permits after the professor has
lectured on it.

Clausing keeps books for non-engineering classes in the
bathroom "by the John." and is "able to keep up pretty well
that way."

Ready, Set, Write
For most students, writing papers at

ihe last minute is a final act of despera-
tion. For Katherine Donnelly, Univer-
sity of Chicago sophomore, it's just

good strategy—one that produces "A"
work.
When Donnelly has a paper to write, she reads over the

relevant material two or three times and thinks deeply
about her topic. Then she waits.

The night before the paper is due, Donnelly arranges her
notes and books on an isolated library desk and sits down
to write. The words pour out quickly and steadily, racing
against the clock. When the frenzy subsides, Donnelly
proofreads the paper she's created and tosses it into a
folder, to be turned in the next day.
The California native says the best papers she's written

have been produced in a last-minute flurry of activity.

One epic effort a comparison ofthe themes offreedom
and authority in King Lear, Kant, Paradise Lost, The
Federalist Papers and Plato - was written in a fast four
hours.

The last-minute papers almost always earn "A's," says
Donnelly. Papers she writes over a long time period come

out sounding stilted and usually receive "B's." "When I'm
under pressureto do itandl'mtired,ljustsayexactly what
I want to say and get it over with." she says. "You don't
have time to overthink."

Although her last-minute method has proven itselfover
and overagain, Donnelly—averyconscientiousstudent
has reservations about using it:

"I don't always trust it. Something inside me says,

'Don't leave it until the last minute.'
"

Booking It

Roberta Rusch, a senior at St. John's
College, won't have any tests this year,

but she often spends six hours a day
studying in the library -for the fun of
it.

This self-motivation is typical of students at the small
school in Annapolis, Maryland. The demanding St.

John's curriculum emphasizes traditional liberal arts,

such as grammar, logic and rhetoric. The reading list

includes most of the "great books" of Western tradition.

There are no tests at St. John's, but grades based on
papers, homework and class participation are recorded on
each student's transcript. More important than grades,
however, is the "don rag" -an annual oral evaluation of
each student's progress.

Without the threat of impending exams, St. John's
students must discipline themselves to study regularly,

says Rusch.
"You've got to form habits. Once you're into the habit of

regular study, it becomes a part ofyou."Sheadds,"Ithink
basicallv people here like to study. We're interested in the

books."

In the Swim
Yale University senior Dan Ortiz finds

that swimming every day helps him
study better.

"Keeping in shape and having that

mental relaxation is good," he said. "It

gives my mind an hour or so to rest.

"If I don't swim I start feeling heavy and fatigued. I begin
fading out around 10 o'clock."

Ortiz, an English major whose grades earned him entry

into Phi Beta Kappa honorary society, tries to break his

study time into two- or three-hour blocks. Hesays he can't

concentrate much longer than that. He also enjoys
changes of scenery when he studies.

For writing, which he finds difficult, Ortiz holes up in "a
rather sterile engineering library." He doesn't know many
engineers, so he's not distracted by friends interrupting.
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A Compendium of Study Aids&Advice
by VICKI DENNIS

Grades are not necessarily synonymous with intelligence. Often the best students are the ones who
have learned the tricks of the trade. Here are six study tips that could make the difference for you.

D

Use
the Necessary
Tools
Any tradesman needs

special tools, and the

college student is no dif-

ferent. The first tool is a
good dictionary, such as

Webster's New World
Dictionary ofthe Amer-
ican Language (Cleve-

land: William Collins +

World Publishing Com-
pany, Inc., 1977), $10.95.

A thesaurus is another
handy aid when the right

word won't come. The
standard version is The
New American Roget's
College TTiesaurusi'Sew

York: New American
Library, 1962), 95 cents.

A new revised edition

will be coming out in

1978. To help your writ-

ing, buy a copy of The
Elements of Style by
William Strunk, Jr. and
E. B. White (New York:
Macmillan Company,
1977), $1.65. This little

book is packed with in-

formation on word usage

and composition, as well

as matter-of-fact tips on
writing style.

Get Acquainted with the Library

Don't wait till you have a big project to learn how to use the library. For starters, find out
how the card catalog works. It consists ofsmall wooden drawers full ofalphabetical listings

of all the library's holdings—arranged by author, title and subject headings. In the upper
left-hand corner of each card, you'll find the "call number," which tells you the location of
the book in the library. You should also become familiar with the reference room where
encyclopedias and other general reference materials are located, including The Reader's
Guide to Periodical Literature, a multivolumed listing of magazine articles grouped by
year of publication; indexes ofnewspaper articles; and specialized indexes on subjects such
as art, education and psychology.

Budget Time Effectively

Do you always need just a little more time to

study for tests? Do you find yourself pulling all-

nighters to finish term papers? Your problem isn't

really lack of time; it's making good use of the time
you do have.

Time management experts, such as Alan Lakein,
author of How To Get Control of Your Time and
Your Life, maintain that the key to budgeting your
time is a daily plan. Each morning list all thethings
you must do for that day. With nonroutine things
like studying, be specific. Make notes about what
you will study, such as "Chemistry, Chapter 12.

Read and take notes." Schedule your time realis-

tically. Don't set aside a block of 10 hours to study
for your English test when you know that you'll

never find that many hours together during your
day. Instead, plan ahead: schedule two hours each
day for five days to study for the test.

One caution: most experts say that people tend
to spend too much time on unimportant routine

tasks and never get to the important ones. To avoid
this time trap, evaluate each item on your list

according to its priority and constantly review
those priorities during the day.

Determine Your Best

Study Time

Are you a day person, ready to

tackle studying as soon as you
spring from bed? Or do you find

the middle of the night the best

time for intense learning? Keep a

daily chart of your reactions to

events for a week or so. Record
when you wake up and how you
feel (grumpy, full of pep?). During
the day, write down the times when
you feel tense and when you feel

happy; when you are running at

peak energy and when you start to

slump. Soon you'll see a pattern

developing. You can then plan
your day around your ups and
downs (known as biorhythms).
For example, plan study times for

when you are most alert and don't

count on doing any heavy mental
activity during your very low
periods.

Learn from Your Midterms
If you're alert, what you learn from a

midterm can help you through the rest of
the term and the final. For instance, the

midterm lets you know what kinds of
questions—and answers—the instruc-

tor prefers. Armed with this informa-
tion, you can more easily isolate what
you should learn for the final. In

addition, a midterm lets you double-
check your own study habits and note-

taking skills. If you missed important
points or found your notes impossible to

comprehend, you can fine-tune your
study technique or note-taking for the

rest of the course. Finally, the mid-
term can tell you a lot about your test-

taking skills. Did you run out of time?
Were you calm or frantic? Wereyou able

to organizeyour thoughts? Analyzeyour
strong and weak points and work to

improve your test performance before

the final.

Check Out These Self-Help Study Guides
• Study Tips: How To Study Effectively and Get Better Grades. William

H. Armstrong. (Woodbury, New York: Barron's Educational Series, Inc.,

1975) $2.25. A guide to organizing your study time.

• Surviving the Undergraduate Jungle: The Student's Guide to Good
Grades. Kathy Crafts and Brenda Hauther. (New York: Grove Press. 1976)

$3.95. Teaches freshmen the art of collegiate self-defense.

• How To Succeed in College: A Student Guidebook. Joshua R. Gerow
and R. Douglas Lying. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1975) $4.95. A
collection of advice and suggestions compiled by two college counselors
after years of listening to students' complaints and problems.

• Good Memory— Successful Student ! A Guide To Remembering What
You Learn. Harry Lorayne. (New York: Stein and Day, 1976) $1.95.

Written by a well-known expert in memory techniques.

• How To Take Tests. Jason Millman and Walter Pauk. (New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1969) $2.95. Written by two nationally known authorities on
tests and test-taking.

• 30 Wavs To Improve Your Grades. HarrvShaw.(New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1969) $3.95. All the way from "Uncovering Your Attitudes" to

"Improve Your Test-Taking Methods."

V'icki Dennis collectedstudy tips (and index cards) during graduate school.
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How
To Play
the Test
Game-
andWin
by DON EASTMAN

In his keynote address to the
delegates at the annual meeting of the
American Council of Education last

summer. Ernest Boyer. the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education, related how
his five-year-old son had become
testwise.

The boy had been attending kinder-
garten less than a week when, instead
of saying his nightly prayers, he
launched into a recitation of the
alphabet. "I realized the educational
implications of this recitation." said

Boyer. "and was filled with fatherly
pride at my son's accomplishment."

Embarrassed by his father's praise
for learning the alphabet in less than a
week in kindergarten, the boy con-
fessed. "I actually learned it on
Sesame Street, but my teacher thinks
she taught it to me."
"Ah, then I was doubly proud."

said Boyer. "for he had not only
learned the alphabet, but he had
learned the system as well."

Like most educators. Boyer under-
stands that American education con-
sists of two distinct parts: there is

learning, and there is the game of
learning.

No one is quite sure whether testing

and grading, which occupy a re-

markable portion of time and energy
m the American educational system,
measure learning or simply the
ability of students to make grades and
pass tests. It is clear, however, that

students who know how to play the
game of education that is. who
know how to take tests and make
good grades quickly achieve a fa-

vored status in our society. The testwise

student knows and uses the rules of
the game; whether he is actually
learned or not. he is the declared
winner in the educational sweep-
stakes.

The first matter to consider, and to
come to terms with, is the quite
obvious fact that formal education is

American education
consists of two
distinct parts:

there is learning, and
there is the game

of learning.

not a monolithic, unified, univocal
e.xperience, but a series of courses
taught by individuals. The act of
taking a course is quite similar, for

good historical and psychological
reasons, to a brief apprenticeship.
What one is asked to do in taking a
course is to see the particular subject
matter through the eyes of the instruc-

tor. You may have, or may develop,
additional perspectives as well, but
what the course is about, and what
you will he graded on, is your ability

to see the subject matter from the
instructor's perspective.

Once this notion is understood, we
can forget all those silly arguments
about how five different English
teachers will grade the same theme in

five different ways, which is supposed
to be an argument against the validity

of testing and grading. 0/((>wr.v<'they

are all different: nobodv knows what

the truth is. All anyone, including
English teachers (especially English
teachers), has to go on is a truth, that
is, a single, limited, individual version
of what the truth might be. Truths,
like grades and tests, are a thoroughly
individual matter.

Obviously, theeducationalsystem,
particularly higher education, de-
pends upon the student having a

goodly number of these brief appren-
ticeships. Each apprenticeship pro-
vides a different perspective a view
from a different angle. The result, if

the student is lucky and reasonably
industrious, is what Matthew Arnold
called the ability to "see life steady,

and see it whole."

The first rule of the test game, then,
is: Identify the perspective of the
instructor. What are the key issues

and the key approaches to the subject

according to Professor X? Do every-
thing you can to discover that per-

spective: look up old tests at the
fraternity house; consult test files in

the University Center; look up stu-

dents who have taken the course
before and grill them for clues; ask the
instructor for copies of old tests

"just for practice"; badger the in-

structor repeatedly to be as precise as
possible about what kind of tests will

be given and what issues or problems
will becovered. Youmayevenwantto
attend class from time to time to pick
up organizational hints.

Having determined as definitively

as possible the kind of test that will be
given, you are ready to apply Rule
Number Two: Make up all the an-
swers in advance. When the test is to
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be short answer, multiple choice, fill-

in-the-blanks, true-false or "machine
graded," concentrate on developing
thematically arranged lists of the bits

and pieces of the subject on which
such tests depend. If the test will

consist of problem-solving questions,
devise representative hypothetical
problems and prepare model solu-
tions. If the test is an essay in form.

What you will be graded
on is your ability

to see the subject matter
from the

instructor's perspective.

prepare sample essays on an appro-
priate variety ofthe topics to be tested

and drill yourself on the important
points and illustrations for each.

The key to these exercises is prac-
tice, practice, practice. You want to
take aim on a lest the way the football
team prepares for a game: run the
plays you think will work until they
become almost automatic. Then,
when the time comes, use what you've
practiced if at all possible. Particu-
larly in the case of essay tests, it is

frequently possible to revise or re-

direct the question to fit the answer
you came prepared to write. If you
have prepared an adequate sample of
answers to a reasonable guess about
what the questions will be, it is more
than likely that many of those an-
swers, with their finely tuned argu-
ments, comparisons, illustrations, ob-
servations and conclusions, can be
employed to advantage.

While you're at it. try a team
approach. Though some amount of
individual reading and study is un-
avoidable, frequently the most pro-
ductive way to prepare is to form a
team withone or two other students in

the class. The team approach not only
provides a division of labor for

writing sample essays or making lists

of key facts, dates or formulae, it also
prevents you from becoming locked
inside your own head and requires the
kind of objective expression and
discussion that the test will require
later. Frequently, students who study
alone develop a deceptive kind of
inner monologue: they hear the ma-
terial in their head, think they know it,

but come test time they are unable to
verbalize it.

The team study approach can offer

a way out of the box of solipsism
(particularly when employed during
the entire course) and is perhaps the
surest way to respond to Rule Num-
ber Three of the test game: Don't fool

yourselfahout what you do and don't
f<now. The opportunity to discuss and
criticize the sample answers is an
excellent way to assess your grasp of
the subject matter.

Rule Number Fourisacorollaryto
Number Three: Know what you can
and cannot say ahout a subject in a
given period oftime. (Obviously, this
rule applies primarily to essay and
discussion tests.) How many para-
graphs can you write in I0minutes,30
minutes, and 60 minutes? Essay an-
swers consist of an opening para-
graph to state the problem (as vou
think it ought to be stated), a con-
cluding paragraph to display how you
have dealt with, the problem in a
significant way. and a variable num-
ber of intermediate paragraphs de-
pending on the time allotted and your
own particular writing speed. Again,
a little practice withsampleessays will

tell you a lot.

Once the test itself has begun, most
of the rules of the test game are
common sense:

Rule Five: Read the directions and
lest questions very carefully. Make
sure you understand the kinds of
answers expected, and how they will

be scored. Ask the examiner for help
when you do not understand the
directions.

Rule Six: Budget your time. Al-
ways take a watch to the test so you
can periodically check to make sure
you are working rapidly enough to
answer all the questions. Try to savea
few minutes to review your answers at

the end ofthe test—so you can make
corrections and add details. Remem-
ber that most tests attempt toevaluate
not only your knowledge of the
subject matter, but alsoyourability to

organize that knowledge quickly and
efficiently.

Rule Seven: Answer the "easy"
questions first. If you go through the
entire test answering those questions
for which you are best prepared, you
may be able to budget more time for

the questions which will require more
reflection and labor.

Rule ^\ghX: Answer every question.
You should attempt at least a partial

answer even to those questions which
draw a blank (except in the case of
some machine-scored tests which pe-

nalize "guesses").

Many students give up too soon on
questions which do not elicit an
immediate response. Reread the ques-
tion with care, and wait (briefly) for

something to come. Visualize the

place where you studied for this test:

frequently you can find a clue stuck on
the wall above your desk, or recall an
irrelevant image that will provoke a
more useful thought or impression.

Rule Nine: There is a difference
between a correct answer and a best
answer. It is on this difference that
many multiple choice questions de-
pend (e.g.. D. H. Lawrence was (a) a
poet (b) a novelist (c) a sex fiend (d)
the British author ofS'omawf/ Lovers,
Women in Love and Lady Chat-
terley's Lover), but essay tests also
exploit this distinction to discrimi-
nate between varying levels of com-
prehension (e.g., "What were Monet's
primary contributions to Impres-
sionism?").

Take care to select the best answer
from those which are available.

Rule 10: Write legibly and clearly.

There is no truth to the widespread
rumor that graders give the student
the benefit of the doubt on answers
they cannot read. Answers should be
double-spaced, with wide margins,
and should employ the most concise,
straightforward syntax possible.

The last two rules are less obvious
than the others, but no less important:

Rule 1 1 : The proper response to a
test is not a mechanical reissuing of
information, but a performance.
Many students regard tests as cruel
and unusual punishment to be en-
dured as stoically and passively as
possible, or as a kind of machine-like
exercise in which they are required to

regurgitate (the image illustrates the
attitude) in a routine fashion thesame
material the teacher recited to them.

It is almost impossible to perform
well on tests with such an attitude. A
negative or, at best, neutral approach
is inherently self-defeating.

The test must be viewed as a

performance in which knowledge(the
subject matter) is shaped accordingto
demand (the test questions) and neces-
sity (the time limits).

View yourself as a performerwho is

ready and willing to display your
wares, to argue vehemently and pas-
sionately, to match wits with the test.

Take a lesson from the

football team: practice the

plays you think will work
until they become

automatic.

and to take on all comers. This is

essential for three reasons: it will

sustain your efforts to prepare ade-
quately; it will provide you with
persistence and energy to assemble an
answer to a difficult test question that

you didn't anticipate; and it will

kindle the alertness and determina-
tion needed to do your best.

continued on page 14
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A dramatic combination
of styling and technology

for 1978...and beyond.

Here is a car for the automotive
future. With dynamic styling inside

and out. Comfort for five passengers,
yet fuel and cost efficiency for the
years ahead. A car realistically priced

for today. The new Fiitura. Before you
consider any other car available today,

read on...

Scheduled Maintenance
50.000 miles about $150."

A startling fact: Futura has been en
gineered to hold down the costs of

maintenance in the years ahead. Ford

estimates that with automatic trans

mission and standard engine. 50.000

miles of scheduled maintenance will

cost only about $150. (Based on Ford

labor time standards, a $14.50/hr.
labor rate and Ford's suggested parts

prices in effect Aug.. 1977.)

33 MPG (hwy) 23 MPG (city)

Futura's EPA mileage estimates- with

2.3 litre engine and manual 4 speed —
are the highest of any car in its class. Of
course, your actual mileage may vary

depending on how you drive, your car's

condition and optional equipment.
Calif, ratings are lower. Futura is also

available with 3.3 litre 6 cylinder and
5.0 litre V 8 engines.

$4,267 as shown
Sticker price excluding taxes, title and
destination charges. Futura comes
with standard front bucket seats.

The new Futura. Visit your local

Ford Dealer for a personal test drive.

And find out what's ahead for 1978...

and beyond.

FORD FAIRMONT
FUTURA ^^^
FORD DIVISION 75 ANNIVtRSAi^Y
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an extraordinary amount of inept

The logic and psychology of this testing: a recent book published by
rule are simple: students who view C/jaAij?f maga/ineentitled 7/u^ 7<'0</i-

tests as punishment, and those who ing and GradingofStudentsde\\\ersa
view tests as performances, each get wholesale indictment of testing prac-
what they are looking for. tices in higher education.

Rule 12 is a relatively new one: The bad news is that most profes-

When shafted, appeal. Unfortunately,

many professors are like St. Au-
gustine, who prayed. "For so it is. O
Lord my God. I measure it; but what it

is I measure. I do not know." There is

sors are enormously unsophisticated
about constructing tests; the good
news is that many of them admit this

openly. When presented with a con-
vincing argument that a particular

(MA Concise Guide to 12 Kinds of Tests

Demonstration. In lab courses, you may be expected to show the instructor that

you can perform certain basic operations, such as preparing a microscope slide. The
only way to study for this is to practice the operation regularly in class until you're

certain you are doing it correctly.

Essay. The first thing to do on an essay exam is to read each question carefully —
watching for words like explain, compare, describe, analyze, contrast and be sure

you understand what you're being asked to do. If the question says tofomporf two
items, it won't do to simply describe them. Then work your way from the easiest

questions to the hardest questions, beingcareful to think through each answer before

you write it. An effective technique is to use as many specific names and references as

you can. If the professor gives your answer only a surface reading, these buzz words
may make your answers seem that much more credible. If you run out of time, write

outline answers.

Fill-in-the-Blank. Sometimes called "completion" exams, such tests require you
to provide the correct word or phrase that completes the statement. One way to study
for this type of test is to organize the material into definitive statements as you go.

Identification. You usually find such tests in the lab sections of science courses.

You're shown a collection of specimens which you have to identify and provide
information about. The way to prepare is to memorize several distinguishing

characteristics for each item. Another type ofidentification test provides the name of

a person or place and asks you to supply as many facts about that person or place as

you can.

Matching. The task here is to associate an item on one list with its complement on
another list for instance, matching people's names with their accomplishments,
words with definitions and the like. Obviously, you should first match the items you
are most sure of and then, unless there's a penalty for guessing, match the remaining
items through the process of elimination. Check the instructions before you start:

can any of the "answers" be used more than once?
Multiple Choice. Theoretically such tests should beeasybecausetheanswerw one

of the alternatives and through elimination you should be able to figure out which
one. A common mistake people makeislochoosethefirststatementthatseems right

without reading the rest the object of many such tests is to choose the ft^r answer
from more than one correct statement.

Open Book. Most open book exams are constructed in such a way that you cannot
readily find the answer in the textbook. For example, you may betold toanalyzethe
facts or interpret them in some way. Nonetheless, the book can help you recall buzz
words and phrases.

Oral Exams. These are probably the hardest of all exams because most people are
better at padding their writing than their speech. Do not attempt to bluff your way
through a question you're not prepared to answer. Instead, when a quest ion is asked,
consider for a moment what you can talk about with some assurance and then
proceed with such enthusiasm that the professor is reluctant to redirect you.

Problem Solving. The best way to study for such exams is to work practice

problems until you are confident that you understand how to work the formula in all

cases. W hen you finish each problem on the test, rechcck each step of the answer to be
sure you haven't made a mistake. Then label your answer to help the grader find it.

Short Answer. This kind of test requires you to answer each question in several

sentences rather than the longer answer required on an essay exam. You study for it

much as you do for an essay exam.
Take Home. This type of exam is really a series ofshort themes which you prepare

outside of class, using whatever resources you want. Profs usually set a limit on the

amount of time you are to spend writing theexam, but students who score high often

exceed this time limit considerably. The professor expects you to produce well-

crafted answers when you're working with both books and time in the quiet of your
own room.

True-False. You read a statement and pronounce it true or false. It's as simple as

that. Don't try to interpret a statement too closely most true-false questions are

clearly stated but do look out for words like always, never or only which usually

indicate that the statement is false.

test question is ambiguous, mis-

leading, inaccurately worded or simply
unfair, many professors will attempt
to make some kind of adjustment.
Most professors do not consider

themselves experts in testing and
cognitive measurement. Professors

are (or consider themselves to be)

primarily experts in a particular aca-

demic discipline -physics, or history,

or accounting, or whatever—and are

only secondarily (and for many, be-

grudgingly) responsible for meas-
uring student performance. If you
believe you have been tested or graded
unfairly, you should not hesitate to

discuss the complaint with the course
instructor. Frequently, such conver-

sations will be productive: the instruc-

tor will alter the grade or discount the

question, or you will learn your error.

For students who remain unsatis-

fied following their initial conversa-

tion, many institutions have devel-

oped in recent years a grievance

procedure for handling formal grade
appeals. These appeal routes are

usually available to any student who
lodges a charge of unfair, arbitrary,

capricious or discriminatory treat-

ment. Many institutions also employ
an "ombudsman" to help students

resolve both personal and academic
problems and complaints.

College students have traditionally

retained a healthy skepticism about

the ultimate value of testing and
grading. Like most educators, they

realize (perhaps unconsciously) that

no one really knows what the exact

relationship between tests, measure-
ment and learning is or ought to be.

Observing the 12 rules of test-taking

described above will not make the

poor student a superior one. They are,

however, a set of practical guidelines

which will assist most students in

performing on tests according to their

true abilities.

Finally, while testing is indispu-

tably a game, don't discount the fact

that it is a challenging and endlessly

fascinating game played for reason-

ably high stakes, and quite capable of

teaching you at least as much about
solving life's problems as the most
rigorous course in Transactional
Analysis or Sino-Soviet Relations.

The kind of thinking required for

rapid organization and performing
well under stress may, in the long run,

be of greater importance than the

particular details of any course of

study. Such thinking may be, in fact,

what a college education is all about.

Don Eastman, an experienced test-

taker, claims he enthusiastically ap-
plied every rule in this article with
much success.
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Ins and Outs of Cramming
i)

Europe's first universities appeared
in the 1 2th century. The final exami-
nation originated at about the same
time, and no doubt, the first students
to take finals were also the first

students to cram for them.
Both the final exam and cramming

retain some of the Havor of their

medieval origins: the final bears ob-
vious resemblances to the Inquisition
and the torture rack; theall-night vigil

evokes images of burning the mid-
night oil, and candles at both ends.
Though the preponderance of pro-

fessorial opinion and scientific study
through the centuries has been anti-

cramming and occasionally schol-
ars express wonder at the persistence
of the custom the purpose of cram-
ming is quite obvious. Without it,

student life as we know it today could
not exist. Cramming separates the
diligent from the casual student and
enables the latter to have fulfillingand
amusing college careers, while the
studious consistently make the grades.

Even conscientious scholars cram
occasionally or at least, they claim
to be cramming, even though every-
one knows they have been reading
two chapters a night since thefirst day
of class and typing their lecture notes
onto 3x5 cards. "Cramming" means
different things to different folks.

Let's define the terms. Cramming
refers to any last-minute, last-ditch

effort to master an abundance of new
material. The word "new" is key. For
the purpose of thistreatise, cramming
is different from final reviewing, any
last-minute, last-ditch effort to or-

ganize and brush up on previously
learned material. Anall-nighier isany
last-minute, last-ditch effort ofstudy-
ing or term-paper writing, as a result

of which the effortee sleeps less than
four hours. (For our purposes, you
need not actually see the rosy-fingered

dawn to qualify; it's the thought, or

lack of it. that counts.)

Now with a firm grasp on the
definitions, let us state unequivocally
the facts of the matter:

1. Cramming, despite its useful-

ness as a social institution, is uselessas

a means of passing final exams.
2. Final reviewing, on the other

hand, is an extremely useful study
tool that works with moderate to high
success.

3. All-nighters are a common and
harmless tool for writing term papers,

but all-nighters and exams go togeth-

er like oil and water.

If you insist upon cramming, as

The more you
learn,

the more you
forget.

The more you
forget,

the less you
know.

Sowhy study?

by DON AKCHIN

defined, we offer you no encourage-
ment, only a sincere "good luck" and a
prayer that your departure from the
university will be as painless and
trauma-free as possible, under the

circumstances. Sorry, kid. it just

doesn't cut the mustard. Here's why.

The Mechanics of Memory
The brain seems to have two mem-

ory systems, short-term memory and
long-term memory. Information in

short-term memory has this nasty

habit ofdissolvinginto nothingness in

24 hours or less. Also, short-term
memory has a space shortage. When
some new information comes in and
there's no room, some of the old

information gets bumped out, never
to be seen or heard from again.

Cramming information into short-

term memory obviously won't do.

The more you learn, the more you
forget. The more you forget, the less

you know. So why study?
Your only hope is to arrange a fast

transfer from short-term memory to

long-term memory, a permanent stor-

age vault with unlimited space capac-
ity. The way to do that, apparently, is

to rehearse the information several

times. This labels it as something you
intend to keep. But if you're pushed
for time, the transfer may not reach
long-term memory in time. The scien-

tific evidence indicates it takes awhile
for long-term memory to consolidate
new input. Some of the evidence
suggests that sleep helps the consoli-

dation (a point which hasa bearingon
the wisdom of all-nighters). Some
scientists theorize that dreams are the
transfer itself—instant replays of the
day's short-term memory holdings,
broken down in smaller bits and on
their way to cold storage in long-term
memory.
M ost crammers never get the mate-

rial past short-term memory; it may
or may not hang around there long
enough to do any good on the test.

Several other facts about learning
work against cramming. One is the

problem of interference—when you
learn something new, it may cause
you to forget something old. If you
study all night and then stop to talk to

a friend on your way to class, the

conversation is new input that may
interfere with what you just memo-
rized—expecially if it's still bouncing
precariously in short-term memory.
Another fact is that it's far easier to

relearn something you already knew
once than to start from the beginning.

For many students the difference
between a cram and a review is a good
set of lecture notes. Even if you don't

look at your notes until just before
tests, the concentration and effort you
exerted to listen and then write down
what you heard in your own words

—

means you learned it . Every word may
not be in long-term memory, but a

large chunk of it probably is, just

waiting for you to pluck it out.

The most "scientific" way to study,

then, would be to review your notes
and books the very last thing at night.

Then go directly to bed (no inter-

ference) and "sleep on it." That should
consolidate the new information into

long-term memory. In the morning
recite once or twice to be sure it's all

there.

The professorial wisdom on cram-
ming is summed up by this advice

from a campus psychologist: "I'm for

cramming at the beginning. If you
really want to learn well, read the

material three or four times at the

start of the quarter. If you learn it well

then, you'll only have to review it."

In the best of all possible worlds,
every student would follow this sage
advice. But then, in the best of all

possible worlds, every college student
would study for the pure joy of
seeking knowledge and final exams
would be unnecessary.

Staff writer Don Akchin had a suc-

cessful college career and promptly
forgot everything.
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YOU DESEPyE SOME CREDIT
..YOirVE EARNED IT.
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BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 3468 - KNOXVILLE TENNESSEE

13-30 CORPORATION
505 MARKET STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37902

Once you've earned a college

degree, Ford Motor Credit

Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit

too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives

special consideration to college

graduates and seniors within

four months of graduating.*

If you presently have a job

or can supply proof of future

employment, you may be eligible

for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit your

own personal budget—from delaying your

first payment for up to three months, to a plan where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually

increase each year—even 48 month financing, if needed.**
If you don't have a jpb lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you

can still take advantage of this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.

Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or

Lincoln-Mercury dealer.

'Where permitted by law.

"For example, contract dated January 15. 1978: Cash Price $5,300.00: Total Down Payment

$800.00: Amount Financed $4,500.00: FINANCE CHARGE $1,577.52: ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 13.50%: Deferred Payment Price $6,877.52.

Payment sctiedule: first payment due May 15. 1978: 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly

payments of $109.31 : next 9 monthly payments of $120.89: next 9 monthly payments of $133.70:

next 9 monthly payments of $147.86: and 9 monthly payments of $163.52.

Ford Motor
Credit

Company



What DoYou Think of Insider?
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School
Year

1 How much time have you spent reading /ns,der^ A. Have you found this .ssue of /nsider

Sex

2hrs .1 hr 30 mm none very useful somewhat useful _of little use

2 Do you intend to spend more time reading it?

yes no

3 What overall ratmg would you give /nsider?

excellent good poor

7 What did you like most about Insider?

5 Will you keep Insider for future reference?

yes no

6. If you see another issue of (nsider, will you want to
read it?

yes .no don't really care

8 What did you like least about Insider?

9 What kinds of topics would you like to see covered in insider m the future?

V^ ^^ you worry a-

B»^« bout exams
W^%0 weeks in ad-
vance? Have trouble con-
centrating when you study?

Before, during and after

exam week, do you show
such signs of stress as rapid
heartbeat, nausea or dizzi-

ness? If so, you just might
have a condition known as

"test anxiety."

College psychologists

studying this phenomenon
over the past few years
estimate that 20 percent of

all college students have
moderate cases of test anx-
iety—enough to lowertheir

grade point averages by
one full point. As many as

half of these students may
have anxiety serious enough
to require treatment in the

form of behavior modi-
fication.

One psychologist who
pioneered in the diagnosis

and treatment of test anx-
iety is Dr. Richard M.
Suinn, head of the Depart-
ment of Psychology at Col-
orado State University in

Fort Collins and psychol-

ogist for the U.S. Olympic
Ski Team.

Suinn is quick to em-
phasize that some degree
of anxiety is good. "Mod-
erate anxiety can facilitate

maximum performance by

leading to increased moti-

\ation, heightened alert-

ness and greater concen-
tration." he says.

Dr. Carol Schneider of Colorado
University's Student Health Center
puts it this way, "If you don't have
enough anxiety, you don't study, if

too much, you perform badly despite

good preparation."

What causes test anxiety? As with

many stress-related conditions, the

causes are varied: your teachers and
parents may expect too much, you
may be an over-achiever, you may
have an excessive need to please

people or too much fear of failure.

l.ower-than-expected grades and
occasional panic are not necessarily

mdicators of test anxiety. For ex-

ample, suppose you came from a

small high school where the academic
demands were relaxed, where you
were number one without having
to try very hard. Suddenly, you find

yourself in a college environment
where your classmates are the pick

of big-city high schools, where the

courses are tough and faculty de-

mands high, where competition is

Fear and
Trembling

at
Exam Time

great and grading is hard. You find

yourself struggling to get "C's" in-

stead of the "A's" you were used to.

Your lower grades may or may not be

attributable to test anxiety.

However, you might be among the

test-anxious if you display some ofthe

following symptoms:
• Midway through a test, you find

yourself looking around, wondering
how other people are doing, worrying
about failing the test and wondering
what will happen if you do.

•When you read test questions, the

words arc meaningless. You have to

re-read the questions two and three

times to comprehend them.
• During tests you are plotting ways

to escape sneaking out, turning in a

blank test, fainting.

•You often wish you were out of

school and working especially just

before tests.

•You panic as time runs out during

a test.

•You postpone studying for exams

until the last possible mo-
ment, because studying on-
ly reminds you how much
you have yet to learn.

If you are having prob-
lems studying or taking
tests, you should seek help
from your campus counsel-

ing center. Don't waste val-

uable time trying to study
harder; if test anxiety is

your problem, more study-
ing won't help.

Putting Your Anxiety

To Rest

The most popular tech-

nique for easing test anxi-

ety is called "systematic

desensitization." This is a

form of behavior modifica-
tion originally developed
by Dr. Joseph Wolpe, a

psychiatrist at Temple Uni-
versity, to treat phobias.

Desensitization helps stu-

dents unlearn a destructive

behavior pattern and re-

place it with a constructive

and beneficial one—or in

this case to replace their

anxiety reactions with re-

laxation and calm.

The program consists of

three steps: the first step is

learning to relax deeply and
completely; next, through
"hierarchy construction" and
desensitization itself, stu-

dents are taught to repro-

duce deep relaxation in

situations that normally a-

rouse anxiety.

The first step, muscle re-

is effective for the simple

reason that a person cannot have
incompatible responses occurring si-

multaneously. You cannot be tense,

and relaxed at the same time.

This step involves isometric-like

tensing of muscle groups (biceps,

shoulders, chest) followed by relaxa-

tion of these same groups. Another
part of the relaxation training is

rhythmic breathing; takingslow, deep
breaths helps replace tension with

feelings of calm and control. All of

these exercises demonstrate the con-

trast between tension and relaxation,

making students more aware of phys-

ical tensions and better able to defuse

tension before it builds up.

Once the student can successfully

relax his muscles at will, he is ready for

the next step: learning to deal with

conditions which trigger feelings of

anxiety.

The student is instructed to use his

relaxation skills while a threatening

continued on page 20

•tI

laxation.
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FreeMTheelin' Fords,
They'reTNT!
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Dynamite, That's Ford's new line of Free Wheeling youth machines More good
looks than the law allows. Complete factory-customized Vans, Broncos 4x4
Pickups, Flaresides, Stylesides and compact Couriers. Free Wheeling means
everything from dazzling interiors to special paints, to trick wheels, to blacked-
out grilles, to .

.
well, just about anything to make you feel like Free Wheelin'
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image or cue is presented, such as:

> ou're taking your exam. As you're

lookinu over the questions, you can
leel the tension in the pit of your
stomach. Your eyes are wandering
around the room and your thoughts

are jumping from place to place."

The group leader presents from 12

to 20 of these scenes, arranged in or-

der from least tension-provoking to

most tension-provoking. The first

scene may be hearing about someone
else who must take a test. The scenes

progress to announcement of a test in

your class in two weeks, studying for

it. walking to the test site, seeing a

question you don't know how to

answer, seeing other people finish

while you are St ill working, and finally

talking it over with classmates after-

wards.

In the final step of the program,
students are exposed to the entire

range of images, all the time exercis-

ing new-found powers of relaxation.

Those Nagging Doubts
Desensiti/ation basically \M)rks by

controlling the physical response to

anxiety musclelension. Anxietyhas
mental and emotional responses as

well, and some new treatment pro-

grams are appearing on college cam-
puses which focus on the "worry"
component of anxiety. (Most of these

programs incorporate desensitiza-

tion into their sessions, too.)

One example is a "cognitive modifi-

cation" program developed by Dr.

Michael Weissberg. director of the

counseling center at Grand Valley

State College in Allendale. Michi-
gan. Weissberg combines desensiti-

/ation w ith "cognitive restructuring."

a therapy which confronts and dis-

arms irrational thoughts that feed

anxiety.

Weissberg's program makes stu-

dents aware of the thoughts and
worries they are experiencing while

taking tests and studying for them.
Anxious students tend to worry about
everything. They are quick to blame
themselves when things go wrong.
They often feel a strong need for

others' approval, and Imk their per-

formance with winning or losing that

appro\al. They also tend to see grades

and lest scores as measures of their

personal worth; doingbadly meansto
them that they are worthless as

persons. 1 hey fear that failure will

bring dire consequences.

In Weissberg's program, students

focus on their thoughts. The truth is

separated from gross exaggeration,

the rational from the irrational, the

useful from the self-defeating. Then
students are given "coping thoughts"
they can use to counter irrational

thoughts when they reappear.

"I think everybody has these kinds

of irrational thoughts." says Weiss-

berg. "but a majority of people are
able to cope with them. People with-
out coping thoughts thoughts that

build up their self-esteem continue
t<i be anxious and get more upset and
more down on themsehes."

Both desensiti/ation and cognitixe

restructuring have proved very effec-

ti\e in reducing anxiety. Interest-

ingly, though, such programs by
themsehes do not improve the grades

and test scores of students who
complete test-anxiety sessions. J- or

unknown reasons, most test-anxious

students also ha\e poor study habits.

A test-anxiety program combined
with counseling to improve study

habits, however, has consistently im-

proved student grades.

For everyone facing exam week,

and especially for those with a bit of

test anxiety. Dr. Suinn has some
suggestions on how you can help

yourself to do better:

1. I.earn to be comfortable with

\ our reasonable anxiety. U you have a

fearful attitude, you can precipitate

harmful anxiety in yourself.

2. Do not schedule stressful situa-

tions just belore exams. Stay away
from people who irritate you.

}. Get to the examination place a

lew minutes early: relax, clear your
head and think calm, relaxing thoughts.

4. Talk to someone who settles you
down, makes you feel good about
vourself.

Just when everything is going
well, you have that dream again. The
one w here someone hands you a test

paper Biology 202 Final F-xam.

Biology 202'.' You've never been to

that class before!

You pull out your dog-eared class

schedule and there it is Biology

202. 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.. Monday
through Friday. How could you
have forgotten to go to the class for a

v\hole term'.'

But vou have, and now you're

staring at 50 true-false questions.

The people around you are hunched
over their papers, furiously scratch-

ing out answers. They've finished

the first page already.

The questions swim in front of

you. You check your brain's file

folder on biology. It's empty. Boy.
this is going to look great on vour
grade report two "A's." three "B's"

and an "F." Your eyes dart about,

frantically searching for the nearest

exit. You've got to get out of this

nightmare!
"Don't leave!" says psychologist

and dream expert Patricia (iarfield.

Stay in that dream classroom and
cope with the test. If vou run away,

the nightmare will only sneak back

The Power of
Positive Dreaming

to haunt you again

According to Garfield, test-re-

lated nightmares strike manv people

nonstudents as well as students

Even Freud relived biology and
chemistry finals in his sleep.

1 hese nightmares can leave you
aching and anxious the next morn-
ing, she says. But with a little bit of

effort, you can create a positive

ending for the nightmare that will

make you more confident and ca-

pable in waking life.

Ciarfield. author of the book
Creative Dreaming, says the most
important element in controlling

bad dreams is to "confront and
conquer" the frightening situation

presented in the dream.
"Before you go to sleep." she

advises, "repeat to yourself. M will

not wake up or try to get out of my
bad dream. ! w ill stav there and face

It.'"

Successful behavior in a dream
carries (ner to waking life. Garfield

claims. It you cope with a tough

exam in vour sleep. vi>u will wake up
sure vou can do it with both eyes

open.

"Our dreams are behavior prac-

tice." according \o Garfield. "And
when we are practicing behavior of

'confront and conquer,' we are prac-

ticing coping with a real-life situa-

tion."

If. in your dream, you feel guilty

about skipping Biologv 202, per-

haps you're neglecting st>mething

equally important in waking life. If

getting an "F" in a dream bothers

you, ask yourself what you're wor-
ried about failing in real life.

I he next time vou have an exam
nightmare, don't panic and run for

the nearest exit. Face the test. Cope
with it. Perhaps in your dream you
can arrange with the teacher to take

the test later. Or have someone
bree/e through the door to tell you it

was all a terrible mistake, and vou
don't have to take the test afterall. if

you put your mind to it, your dream
can have a happy ending.

And when you wake up, think

about what the dream was trying to

tell you. Ihe late, late show in your
mind may give you an interesting

perspective on your dailv lite.

Sooner or later it happens. The professor
announces, "There will be no final exam."
You smile. He adds, "Instead, prepare a
16-page paper—on a topic of your

choosing." Your smile dissolves.

You sit, denied the modest rigors of an exam,
asked instead to confront two of man's most
intimidating achievements: language and libraries.

On a topic of your choosing.
Choosing. Ever watch people in Baskin-Robbins

Flavors? First pacing in front of the cases, next
urging their friends to choose ahead of them, finally

in almost a panic blurting out a choice: "Jamoca
Almond Fudge with—uh— Blueberry Cheese
cake—no— Pistachio in a cone—dish

—

cone."

Most people choose term paper topics the
same way, in a panic with much changing
of mind. The best way to choose flavors in

Baskin-Robbins is to walk in confidently,
rule ouifirmly the flavors you don't want,
and then demand taste samples of the ones
you think you do want. Taste before you
choose. The same principle applies to

term papers: rule out the areas you
definitely don't want to write about
and then read around in the areas
you are interested in before
choosing. Take time to find a
topic you will like.

Limiting. When you feel you're
getting close to a topic, think
narrow—really narrow. Sixteen
pages may sound like a lot but
it's less than most Sports

How
To Write
a Paper in

1,000 Easy Words
20 INSIDER
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Illustratt'd articles. I ast summer the

article "Make Way for the Sultan of

Swipes" (August 22. pp. 24-.M)) had
about 3,9(X) words in it I his is nearly

as long as your 16-page paper, yet the

topic of the Sporrs Illustrati'd arUcW
was \er\ narrow one man, i ou
Brock; oneachie\ement, base-stealing.

Most students tend to write on
topics too broad for the length as-

signed. Writing your paper will be
easier if. before you begin, you zero in

on one tiny aspect of a subject and
stick to e.xploring that. Write about
the history of one slang expression,

not the histor\ ot slang. E.xplore the

development of one rock musician,
not the evolution of rock. Consider
the consequences of one biology

experiment, not the whole I)\'\
issue. Ihen ask yourself if \ou've
limited the topic enough.

Limiting is probably the most
important thinking task facing you.

Writers can never say all there is to say

about a topic and must force them-
selves to leave out some good mate-
rial. Take this topic There's no room
for the story about the legendars

dangling modifier or for a discussion

of stylistic devices. In fact, there's not

even room for the topic. Although the

assigned topic was "how to write a

paper." the assigned length was onlv
1.000 words. The library had 13

shelves of books on writing. I he six

books selected as sources for the

article had 2.192 pages total not

counting indexes. Theword"limiting"
hardly describes what was done to

squeeze 2.192 pages into l.(K)0 words.

Research. At this point in how-to-
write-a-paper articles, it is customary
to advise students to approach ref-

erence librarians and ask for thdr
willing help. It's time someone warned
you about the ego-thrashing you can
get from otherwise well-meaning ref-

erence librarians w hosee\ er\ gesture.

I Your Term Paper Mission

Term papers are written for an I

audience of one the professor.

.As \ou sit down to write, think of

your audience and take pity. >'our
,

teacher would probably rather
|

spend his nights doing st)mcthing

more creative. Instead, this senti-

nel o\ academe must sift thri>ugh

i

reams i*t white bond paper, hun-
I dreds o\ thousands of black t\pe-

;

I written characters in double-spaced

I

lines blurring together. Your as- i

signment; to write a paper that
:

, stands out from the rest and says,
i

"The rest ma\ be incoherent dri\el.

but I'm different. I'm going to at
\

j

least makeyourevcningbearable."
j

every smile seems to be saying. "You
dummy, you mean \ou don't know
about Bacon's Puhlimv ( hi-< kcrAhc
FRIC Clearinghouse, the Miscellanv
of Popular Antiquities. Topicator or

the National I'nion Catalog'.*"

Reference librarians don't mean to

make you feel stupid, buttheycan. So
swallow your ego and throw yourself

at their mercy. Or look it up yourself:

basic books like Shore's Basic Refer-

ence Sources; Bates' CiuiJe to [ 'se of

Books anil I ihraries; Murphy's flow

anJ lihere to Look It Lp\ and
Winchell's (iuiileto Reference Books
are all helpful reference book refer-

ences.

Organizing. .Another custom of

how-to-write-papers articles is to stress

the importance of the outline in

preparing a pap**r. Ihis is true. Out-
lines are important, but they're use-

less unless you understand why \ou're

^oing one. The why of outlines has to

do with William Randolph Hearst's

tormula for writing.

His formula (roughly) was as fol-

lows: "First you tells folks w hat you're

gonna tell 'em; then you tells 'em; then

Coming in April:

on Music of the 70's

Another in Ford's Continuing

Series of College Newspaper Supplements

you tells 'em what you told 'em." In

writing, the easiest approach is to

announce your topic, present details

which llesh out your point of view (or

thesis), then wrap it all up by re-

minding people what the topic has

been. An outline helps you remember
to do this. A paper must have a

beginning, middle and end to be
understood bv readers.

A short paper say 1.000 to 2.(K)0

words may ni>t need an ending as

much as a longer one simply because
there's less time for a reader to get

confused. But with a longer paper, a

reader needs help from the writer to

get through. A beginning where you
tells folks, a middle where you tells

'em again, and an ending where you
tells 'em yet again, is only fair.

Language. The trouble with follow-

ing the Hearst formula too literally is

that the paper will begin with the

phrase " Ihis paper is about." and end
with an identical sentence, tenses

amended. This is dull. And this is why
writing is scary. Approaching a library

and choosing a topic are fearsome
enough. But wrestling with language
often squashes any /est people might
bring to writing. .Anybody can jabber
happily on a phone for an hour
(speaking maybe 3.000 words in the

process). But when asked to write the

same number of words, the witty,

jaunty telephonist becomes the per-

petrator of "This paper is about"
sentences in a word, dull. Why?
Because written language means Rules
and Rules kill all the fun. Rules make
you Self-Conscious.

Try not to be hamstrung by Rules.

Your ear knows more than you think.

Remember the old high school bug-
abo(Kibout sentence fragments'.' Look
again at the third paragraph of this

article. Fvery sentence in it is a

fragment, but your ear probably
accepted that. Fragments are not an
ironclad taboo, and any good gram-
mar book will say so (in small print).

Fragments that t)ffend the ear are

wrong, but musical fragments for

stress or color are acceptable even in

formal writing.

Let \our ear do the writing and
fragments, dangling clauses, tenses,

most of your rhetorical pitfalls will

probably cure themsehcs. Read your
paper aloud, listen to yourself as you
write. Thinking of language as sound
will not only improve sour grammar,
but also make your writinglessdull. If

you feci you need a greater under-
standing of language, read a grammar
text sometime leisurely when you are

not writing a paper. But when yoU(/rt'

writing, set aside self-consciousness

and simply tell people what you have
tt)say. ()n a topic ofyour choosing, of

course.
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Famous Failures
Education is replete with
examples of people who
failed academically in one
way or another but who
achieved excellence and
recognition nonetheless.
So when your next paper
is returned pulsating w ith

four different colors of ink
and you fail miserably on
a midterm, console your-
self with these anecdotes.

Comic Relief

Woody Allen claims he
never did a lick of
homew ork. He spent all

his spare time writing

jokes. Ihis artistic dedica-
tion went unappreciated
by his teachers, who called

his parents to school so

often his former class-

mates still recogni/e them
on the street.

The homely comic at-

tended both New York
LI ni versify and City Col-
lege of New York, but was
quickly kicked out of both
schools.

"I never actually failed a
college course." Allen has
said. "It was always a very
indefinite T).'"

ly

Thrown Out
With Style

Buckminster Fuller

would have been a fifth-

generation Harvard man
had he graduated. But he
soon grew to loathe the

closed social svstems of

Six Convincing
Examples

That Grades
Aren't Everything

by LISA GREENBERG
the ivy-covered institution.

Fuller wanted to leave
the university, but with
style. Merely flunking out
or withdrawing would
have been too mundane.

While his classmates
sweated over midyear
exams. Fuller left for New
York with his tuition

money. He attracted the

attention of several Zieg-

feld showgirls by sending
champagne and fiowers to

their dressing room, and
treated the ladies to a

lavish dinner that far

exceeded the price of
tuition. When word of his

exploits and unpaid bills

reached Harvard. Fuller

was promptly expelled for

"irresponsible conduct,"

Easy Essays
Essay exams may have

gotten H'ashini^ion Post
reporter Carl Bernstein

through high school. He
was a terrible student in

everything but English.

"The only thing I could
do was write." he once
said "I'd pass the essay

exams and Hunk the true-

false."

Bernstein, who broke
the Watergate story along
with Post reporter Bob
Woodward, rated home-
work low in priority. At 16

he spent all his free time
working as a copyboy in

the Washington Star news-
room, waiting eagerly for

even the smallest writing

assignment to come his

way.

Remedial English
Sir Winston Churchill,

famous for his eloquent
oratory, did not always
have an impressive com-
mand of the English
language. The late British

prime minister flunked
grammar in primary school.

He credited his later

mastery of the tongue to

the help of an excellent

remedial English teachei.

Churchill also had trou-

ble passing his army
entrance exam. Aided by a
mathematics "crammer"
(tutor), the late statesman
passed the test on his third

try.

Rebellious Attitude
Albert Einstein hated

high school and was asked
to leave because his

"rebellious attitude" had a

negative effect on other

students.

The independent thinker

found it meaningless to

memorize facts and gram-
mar rules, so he lagged
behind his classmates in

most subjects. But he was
light-years ahead of them
in math.

After dropping out of
high school, Einstein ap-
plied to a technical

university. But he flunked
the entrance exam, doing
badly in everything but
math. University officials

suggested he attend a less

confining high school
where he could brush up
on other subjects. Upon
graduation from this school,

Einstein was automati-
cally admitted to the

university.

A Late Bloomer
Some great thinkers get

off loan early start.

Others, such as business
philosopher Peter Drucker,
are more subtle about
revealing their mental
talents.

Drucker was a painfully

slow learner in primary
school. His third grade
teacher found him es-

pecially frustrating and
announced to the class one
day: "Peter Drucker is

both stupid and lazy."

Today, Drucker is a pop-
ular lecturer and consult-

ant, as well as the author of

10 highly respected books
on business, management
and economics.
He once said he is glad

his frustrated third grade
teacher had to keep him in

class, "Today the same
teacher could move the child

to a slow track," he said,

"Once you are in that slow
track you don't get out,"

Lisa Greenherg hasn't

failed anything yet except
her first driving test.
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Talks breaking down;
faculty pickets today
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

A spokesperson for the faculty union
yesterday said collective bargaining
negotiations with the administration are not
progressing well.

Faculty members and University librarians
are expected to demonstrate today outside
the UMass Board of Trustees meeting in

Memorial Hall about their not receiving salary
increases which they say were approved by
the state legislature but have not been
granted by the trustees.

The Collegian yesterday obtained details
of the administration's initial contract
proposal. The faculty union's initial proposal
was leaked to the press late last year.

Faculty union treasurer and spokesperson
Herman Stelzner said the faculty union
doesn't "sense any serious effort" on the
part of the administration to negotiate a
contract.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is

also UMass vice president in charge of
facutly union-administration relations, said
the administration is "very serious" about
negotiating a contract.

"We have a great responsibility," he said.
"Seriousness has to come on both sides of
the table."

Stelzner said that since contract
negotiations began last July, "very little has
been accomplished."
"The expecation is," he said, "that we'd

be a little further along by now."
Bromery said since the present

negotiations are the first ever, great care
must be taken. He said time is important as is

proceeding carefully.

"If you look at other institutions where
contracts have been negotiated for the first

time, you'll find the typical time to negotiate
a contract has been from 18 months to three
years."

Bromery said trying to negotiate a contract
to cover the "complexities of two fairly

different campuses" makes for longer
negotiations. The contract will cover faculty
at both the Amherst and Boston campuses.

Stelzner said some 200-300 people may
attend today's demonstration, with perhaps
some faculty and librarians from the
UMass-boston campus paaicipating.

Faculty plan to picket outside Memorial

Hall from 12:30-2:00 p.m. to express
widespread dissatisfaction" over not

receiving the salary increases.
Meanwhile, the Collegian yesterday ob-

tained what one source called key parts of
the administrations initial contract proposal

Tenure would be eliminated and replaced
with a "rolling appointments" plan, and
faculty personnel committees would also be
eliminated under the terms of the ad-
ministration's contract proposal. Faculty
personnel committees review faculty
members for appointments and other
purposes.
The rolling appointments plan would call

for faculty members to work for five years,
then be subject to reappoint every three
years. Tenure as it now exists would be
eliminated.

Sources told the Collegian elimination of
the faculty personnel committees could
mean the faculty members would not be
able to evaluate themselves. According to
sources, the faculty review is also subject to
the chairpeople of the departments and
deans, but whether those positions are in-
cluded in the union or come under
management is presently pending with the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Committee
in Boston.

"If that position (the administration's
contract position) were to become
operational, things would be set backward "

Stelzner said. "As we look at it, we don't
think signs are good for the University and
the students of the University.

Bromery declined to comment on the
administration's proposals. He said the
faculty union must have broken the
"housekeeping agreement" it made with the
administration in light of the fact the
Collegian obtained details of the ad-
ministration's proposal.
Under the terms of the "housekeeping

agreement" made last year, both sides
agreed not to make media releases without
mutual agreement.
"We're going to live up to our part of the

agreement," Bromery said.
Bromery said it would be "interesting" to

see what happens now that the union has
broken the agreement. However, when the
union proposal was leaked last year, union
personnel claimed the administration broke
the agreement by releasing the faculty
proposal.
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Allen chooses IMoland
for acting humanities dean
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen
yesterday named Richard W. Noland to the
position of acting dean of the faculty of
Humanities and Fine Arts.

Allen appointed Noland to the position
Allen himself vacated after serving as both
dean and acting provost since Paul L.

Puryear was fired as provost by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery early last month.

Allen will recommend to Bromery that
Noland be considered for the deanship.
However, Allen said he has already discussed

-Noland's appointment with the chancellor
and foresees no problems.

Noland last night said he was surprised.
"I was aware my name was being con-

sidered," he said, "but I never expected
anything like this."

Allen said he was looking for someone
proven as an administrator, with the support
of the faculty; someone he felt could do the
job.

"He (Noland) is a very able person," Allen
said. "I think he has all the qualifications.

Noland said he will "largely be carrvino on
the policies of the regular dean," and learn-
ing what the job involves for the present.
He also said there will soon be an Engli^
department meeting to consider a new
chairperson for the department. Noland was
chairperson of the English department before
being named acting dean.

Noland also has a medical degree and is a
certified psychiatrist.

"I suspect the skills of a psychiatrist may
be useful as a dean," Allen said.

Legislative hearing set
for UMass-Boston scandal

BOSTON [UP/] ~ A Feb. 7 hearing has
been scheduled by the legislative sub-
cornmittee investigating the state Bureau of
Building Construction's role in paying
contractors for construction work done at
the UMass- Boston campus on Columbia
Point.

Rep. Gerald M. Cohen, D-Andover, who
heads the special subcommittee of the
Legislature's Committee on Post Audit and
Oversight, yesterday said members of the
panel will question representatives of the
state auditor's office and the attorney
general's office.

Both offices are conducting probes of
alleged overpayments of several million
dollars to McKee-Berger-Mansueto Inc.,

which did construction management con-
sulting work for the UMass- Boston project.
The Post Audit and Oversight Committee

held a meeting yesterday which focused on a
review of the progress of its probe of the
payment approval process in the BBC.
Cohen said plans for a staff audit of the
process were also made at the meeting.

Weather
Today, partly sunny, highs in the 20s;

tonight lows in the teens. Tomorrow, chance
of snow.
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Puryear questions Bromery's action
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

Former Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs and Provost Paul L. Puryear, fired

earlier this month by Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery during a dispute between
Puryear and nine academic deans said he
believes Bromery's action was politically

motivated because the chancellor is seeking
the UMass presidency.

Bromery nas aeciineo to comment on
Puryear's charge, saying his hopes for a
higher position in the University have no
effect on his actions as a chancellor.

Puryear refused to resign as requested by
the nine deans and later Bromery and was
instead fired following a deterioration in

relations between himself, the deans and
Bromery. The breakdown became public in

the fall when Puryear did not receive total

support from Bromery or the deans on a
proposal to make the dean of the graduate
school an associate provost.

Puryear wrote a lener to the UMass Board
of Trustees requesting a meeting with its

members to discuss Bromery's decision. The
letter did not receive a reply, according to
trustee chairman Joseph P. Healey, because
the letter was written on the assumption that
the trustees were involved in the decision to
fire Puryear, but Healey said they were not.
The decision, Healey said recently, was a

campus matter requiring action by the
chancellor. Healey said if Puryear believes he
was "improperly treated", he could request
the trustees to review the decision. Healey
said he has not received such a request from
Puryear.

Puryear said he plans to teach some
courses in the W.E.B. Dubois Afro-American
department this semester while he considers
other job options he said are available to him.
The Afro-American faculty offered Puryear
the chairmanship of the department after
Puryear was fired.

When Bromery went on a vacation leaving
Puryear in charge of the campus in late

December, nine deans requested in writing
that Puryear resign because of a breakdown
in "mutual trust" and communication
between Puryear and them.

Puryear then requested six of the nine
deans to resign because he said they did not
share a kind of "cohesiveness" essential for
an "effective academic organization".

Bromery returned to campus during a
trustee meeting and announced tha Puryear
had been fired. Bromery had met separately
with the deans and Puryear before first

requesting Puryear's resignation and then
firing him.

Associate Provost and Dean of the School
of Physical Education David C. Bischoff said
he did not participate in the dispute between
the other deans and Puryear because of his

two jobs. He said he thought it best to
remain neutral.

Puryear in a Collegian interview last week
said he was ready to submit his resignation

to Bromery until he heard that a newspaper
story quoted Bromery saying Puryear did not
have the authority to request the deans to
resign.

According to Puryear, Bromery told him
during their conversation the night before
that news story was printed that as acting
chancellor Puryear did have the authority.
The deans Puryear requested to resign

were William Darity of health sciences, Mario
Fantini of education, Russel C. Jones of
engineering, Eugene Piedmont of the
graduate school, Seymour Shapiro of
mathematics and natural science and T.O.
Wilkinson of social sciences.

The deans not requested to resign but
sought Puryear's resignation were Jeremiah
M. Allen of the humanities and fine arts,

Ross Whaley of food and natural resources
and Jack Wolf of business administration.

Allen also wrote Puryear a memo saying
he would join the other six deans if they were
forced to resign.

Puryear said in the interview that the road
to his dismissal by Bromery began when

Bromery decided to seek the UMass
presidency.

Bromery is reportedly one of 25 candidates
now being considered for that office by a
trustee search committee. The committee
last fall had set this spring as a goal for
naming a successor to Robert C. Wood, who
resigned the end of December.

Puryear said he had Bromery's support for
his administrative decisions "reconfirmed as
late as Christmas day."

Puryear said that during their conversation
the night before he was fired Bromery told
him some of the trustees were pressuing him
to fire Puryear.

Puryear said Brombery apparently felt he
would have the support for his campaign for
president from different groups on the
campus if he fired Puryear.

Puryear said a compromise between the
deans and himself arranged by Bromery
"abstractly" would have been a better
decision by Bromery when he returned from
the vacation. "But," Puryear added, "given
the fact that many people believed that he
(Bromery) wanted my hide, he assumed that
he wanted me out of the job."
Bromery last weekend said when deciding

what to do in that situation he couldn't "sit

back and second guess what people on both
sides of the issue would say."

Puryear was appointed provost in 1976
after a search committee containing four
deans spent more than a year conducting a
nationwide search.

Puryear last week said the committee and
others responsible for his appointment had
"misled" him when they said his ad-
ministrative style was what the campus
needed. Puryear said Bromery at the time
said while their styles of administration were
different, the f lyles would be "compatible."

Puryear said he recently spoke with one
member of the search committee who ad-
mitted the committee chose Puryear
believing his administrative style was what
the university needed.
The committee member, Puryear said, told

him "We thought we wanted that (style), but
we evidently don't."

Puryear said he didn't believe the deans
should have authority for approval over his
decisions because there must be "ac-
countability" when setting policies.

He said the deans should be able to offer
their opinions while a policy is being for-

mulated, but Puryear said the final decision
should be left up to one person.

In the "corporate mode of decision
making" the deans desired, Puryear said, no
one can be pinpointed when a bad decision is

made.
He also said he believes the deans did not

like the idea of the provost's office staff
having more participation in policy for-

mulation than they.

Puryear, who is black, last week also
dismissed the notion some people hofd that
no racism could be involved in his dismissal
just because Bromery and one of the deans
involved in the dispute, William Darity, are
black.

"Just because blacks are involved in a bad
situation," Puryear said, "doesn't make the
situation good."
He said people should be careful when

evaluating the role of racism in any issue
because racism takes different forms. He
said he received reports from various faculty
about overt racist acts on the part of some
other faculty.

Puryear said he believes subtle racist

attitudes existed among some of those who
opposed him on various administrative
policies because many of the policies had
been proposed and often implemented by his

predecessor, Robert L. Gluckstern, without
similar opposition.

Puryear noted that a Gluckstern-appointed
committee proposed the position of the dean
of the graduate school also become an
associate provost. The proposal was im-
plemented, according to Puryear. Puryear's
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Paul L. Puryear, shown here addressing the faculty senate in December while he
was still the chief academic officer on campus. Puryear is now a professor with
W.E.B. Dubois Afro-American Studies Department. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Trustees today elect

committee members
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees today will

elect members to its committees in the
annual reorganization. Changes are first

proposed by a nominating committee and
then voted on by the board.
The board will also vote on renovation

proposals for the University's central ad-
ministration offices at 100 Arlington Street,
and offices on the Boston and Amherst
campuses.

According to Student Trustee Marion L.

Batiste, a member of the nominating
committee, the board will not be undergoing
a total reorganization at this time but will be
assigning and reassigning trustees to dif-

ferent committees. Batiste said the board
might completely reorganize after a new
president is inaugurated. A new president is

exp>ected to be named this spring.

The nominating committee. Batiste said, is

proposing that the Health Affairs Committee
be abolished. This committee is primarily

concerned with the establishment of the
medical school now at the Worcester
campus.

Batiste said the Budget and Finance
Committee and the Student Affairs Com-
mittee can handle the other duties of the
Health Affairs.

The nominating committee also will

propose that Trustee Chairman Joseph P,

Healey be re-elected. Healey has been a
member of the board since 1969 and
chairman for several years.

The board will also vote on a $1,280,000
proposal which would improve the parking
lots and roads at the UMass-Amherst
campus.
The proposed improvements include

constructing curbs at University bus stops,
improving lighting to make the campus safer

at night and restoring necessary storm drains
and landscape.

The proposal would bring about repairs on
the infirmary road and parking lots 40 and 65,
among others.

The funding for the improvements will

come from a state grant.

The board will also vote on more explicit

proposals dealing with the renovation of 100
Arlington St. in Boston, which is where
University administration is housed. The
board has already approved the restoration
proposal in general.

In other matters, the board will vote on the
acquisition of property and two apartment
houses on Nantucket Island. UMass- Boston
has a field station in this area and courses are
offered there. The property would be used
for further studies and the apartments would
be used to house students. The University
will apply to receive the property free of
charge from the federal government, which
owns it.

The Budget and Finance Committee will

discuss policy concerning administrators
who leave their posts and then take faculty

positions at the University, These
administrators usually receive their

administration salary for a period
after they leave. Later, the Common-
wealth votes professorships for them
which enable the new professors to

receive an inflated faculty salary.

The Commonwealth professorship was
originally initiated so the University could

recruit prominent faculty to the staff.

Revision of the fiscal year '79 budget will

be voted on in an attempt to increase it. The
budget has not yet been brought to the

board for final approval.

The board will meet in a closed executive

meeting in the morning to discuss personnel

matters including the salary to be offered to

the new president. The board will also

discuss collective bargaining in this session.
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Senate Committee adopts
State Department advice
WASHINGTON [UPI] - A State

Department spokesperson said yesterday the
department will accept changes the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee recommended
on the Panama Canal treaties.

"We believe that the process worked out
by the committee successfully meets the
needs of the Senate, of the administration
and of Panama," spokesperson Hodding
Carter said.

Before approving the treaties Monday, the
foreign relations committee recommended
two articles of the pacts be altered to include
an agreement that President . Carter and
Panama leader Omar Torrijos worked out last
October.

That agreement gave the United States
power to defend the canal beyond the year
2000, when Panama would take control of it,

and it provided American and Panamanian
naval vessels first rights on the wateoA^ay
during crises.

Hodding Carter said that while the ad-
ministration accepts those changes in the
treaties, "We continue to believe ... that
further amendments on the floor are not
required, are not necessary and would not be
useful."

Senate leaders are expected to bring the
treaties up on the Senate floor Feb. 6, and
President Carter plans to seek public support
for the pacts in a speech from the White
House library at 9 p.m. EST today.

Carter spokesperson Rex Granum said the

president was encouraged by the foreign
relations committee's 14-1 vote of approval
on the treaties and called the action "a very
good prelude" to the speech.
Granum said Carter would bring up the

most frequently raised questions on the
treaties "and will respond directly."

On Capitol Hill yesterday, opponents of
the treaties continued efforts to defeat them.
Former defense secretary William

Clements said Carter had accepted weaker
language on the pacts than Gerald Ford
sought, and he said the pacts need to be
redone to remove ambiguities.

Clements, a Republican candidate for
governor of Texas, told the Senate Armed
Services Committee Panama had accepted
Ford's version of the treaties, but an ad-
ministration official at the hearing said
Clements was wrong on that point.
The key passage of the Ford proposal was

that in case of hostilities, Panama and the
United States would consult on [peaceful
means for solving the crisis and if that failed,

each party was free to take measures —
including military action — it found
necessary.

The equivalent language in the current
Panama canal treaties is weaker, saying only
that "each party shall act in accordance with
its constitutional processes to meet the
danger resulting from an armed attack or
other actions which threaten the security of
the Panama Canal or of ships transiting it."

Guzzl won't challenge
BOSTON [AP] - State Secretary Paul H.

Guzzi has blasted the record of fellow
Democrat Michael Dukakis but says he has
decided against challenging the governor for
his job.

Guzzi, 35, completing his first term as the
commonwealth's chief record keeper,
yesterday said "I intend to complete the
work I have begun as state secretary and will
not actively pursue the governorship at this
time."

He said he wants to concentrate on such
matters as his office's ongoing probe of the
commodity options business, recodification
of election laws and implementation of
public campaign finance laws.

However, Guzzi criticized Dukakis' record
on human services, tax reform, economic
development, cooperation with the
legislature and state administration.

"I am frustrated and disillusioned that the
governor has yet to effectively deal with

these issues," Guzzi said, reserving his right
to "speak out for more efficient, more ac-
cessible, and more compassionate state
government." He did not rule out the
possibility of a draft.

In recent weeks Guzzi has been urged by a
number of Democratic liberals to consider a
primary fight against Dukakis.
By removing himself as an active can-

didate, Guzzi narrowed the Democratic
gubernatorial field to Dukakis and Edward J.
King, former director of the New England
Council, who is regarded as somewhat to the
right of Dukakis. State Rep. Charles F.

Flaherty, former Democratic state chairman,
is expected to announce a formal bid later.

Republicans bidding for the nomination
are House Minority Leader Francis W. Hatch
of Beverly and Edward F. King, head of
Citizens for Limited Taxation. Middlesex
County Sheriff John J. Buckley also has
expressed interest in the GOP nod but has
not yet declared a formal candidacy.

Due to a recent move, no longer can you be groomed in the spacious room
across the hall from the Campus Center Coffee Shop. The Campus Travel Agency
has been moved in with larger facilities than its previous office to accommodate
clients. The barbers have moved just around the corner and are ready to serve
your every-styling needs. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

...Newslines...
Bus budget feud

Student government officials have
proposed that the students' share of the
funding for the UMass buses be lowered by
15 per cent but University officials want the
funding ratio to remain the same.
The UMass share of the transit budget is

derived from both student fees and revenues
from registration fees of the UMass parking
office. Student fees comprise 85 per cent of
the UMass allocation and University, through
the parking office budget, contributes
another 15. The transit system also receives a
subsidy comprised of state and federal
funds.

Student government treasurer Priscilla
West yesterday said students not only pay
for 85 per cent of the transit budget through
student fees, but also through monies they
pay to register their cars for University
parking lots.

West said parking fees paid by students
comprise 86 per cent of the registration
monies collected by the parking office, and
therefore the students' contribution to the
transit service is more than 85 per cent.
A compromise proposal in which the

student government would pay 70 per cent
of the University allocation to the transit
system was rejected by the University,
according to West.

Vice Chancellor for Administration and
Finance James L. McBee last night said the
present 85-15 per cent ration must be kept
because there is no other source of money
available. He said the parking office has
enough trouble operating under its current
budget without contributing more money to
the transit service.

A letter, McBee said, should be received
by student government leaders today ex-
plaining the administration's decision.

-HERBBRODY

Murder trial continues
NORTHAMPTON - A lawyer for a man

accused of murdering his mother, sister and
an elderly boarder in their Easthampton
home last March yesterday sought to
suppress evidence gathered by police.
Arguments on the pre-trial motion made in

behalf of Herman Harris by attorney Elio
Bellucci will continue today in Hampshire
County Superior Court. Bellucci said con-
sideration of the motion could extend to
tomorrow.
The 49-year-old Harris is charged with

shooting his mother, Velma Kulis. 69, his
sister, Mozelle Evans, 47, and George Healey,
77, a boarder in the two-storyr home. Harris'
niece, Deborah Evans, 20, survived a gun-
shot wound to the head.
The trial has been scheduled for April 3 in

Worcester County Superior Court after
Bellucci won a motion to relocate the trial

outside the Northampton area because of
pre-trial publicity.

Dulte S0«l(s snow money
BOSTON — The January 20 snowstorm

which dumped almost two feet of snow on
Massachusetts and crippled many cities and
towns in the state, has also left the state's
snow removal and ice control budget handi-
capped, and a request for $4.5 million in

additional funds has been filed by Gov.
Michael Dukakis.
The additional funds would provide for

plowing, sanding and salting the state and
MDC roads for the rest of this winter, ac-
cording to Dukakis.
He is also requesting another $3.1 million

to take care of other deficiencies in the
current fiscal year.

Thieves get toilet training
BROCKTON - Police detectives are still

trying to figure out who would want to steal
a truck containing 4'/i tons of fire -hydrants

and two tons of a booklet called "Toilet

Training for Children."

Police believe the thieves had planned to
steal another truck, parked nearby, which
contained drugs, razor blades and tools, but
accidentally stole the wrong one.

Punk rocic gouged
Punk rock record albums are being

vandalized at WMUA, the UMass student-
run radio station.

"They were gouged with sharp im-
plements across every cut so none of the
songs could be played," a station jockey
said. "It's obviously a reactionary move.
People feel threatened by punk rock."

"It's definitely deliberate," said station
manager Glenn Gardner. "Personally, I don't
play punk rock, but not one has the right to
destroy any kind of music."
"You can never tell who did it," he added.

He said the records are not kept locked in the
station located in Marston Hall.

Gardner said the station would probably
buy replacement records as soon as possible.

The station spends roughly $2,000 each
year to replace records that wear out due to
normal wear and tear, as well as those that
are stolen or destroyed.

-JIMPAULIN
Punk rockers save couple

INVERNESS, Scotland, [AP] - A couple
buried in their car beneath a 20-foot
snowdrift said they would die, until a "punk
rock" group rescued them.

It was Scotland's worst blizzard in 30
years, and the second to hit the region in

three days.
Bernard Foulstone, 53, told reporters in

London that he and his wife Marian were
trapped while returning to England on
Monday from a visit to their daughter.
The Foustones wrote wills and signed

notes to their children. Then they heard a
scraping noise.

"Suddenly we saw a lad carrying a
shepherd's crook at the car window,"
Foulstone said after the 28-hour ordeal.
The rescuers, all members of the British

punk rock group "The Subs," were thenrv
selves stranded by the storm and spent
Monday helping search for survivors under
the huge snowdrifts.

Marian Foulstone called the musicians her
"angels of mercy."

Olver to chair Ways ft Means?
State Senator and Vice Chairman of the

Ways and Means Committee John W. Olver,
D-Amherst, is seen as the probable suc-
cessor to Ways and Means Chairman James
Kelley, D-Oxford, who will not seek re-

election this year. Olver is a tenured
chemistry professor here at UMass.

But some state house political observers
say Sen. B. Joseph Tull, D-Dracut, rT>ay get
the position instead because his politics an
more closely aligned to Majority Leader
William Bulger, D- Boston.

Kelley, who has called Olver the "best vice

chairman in the history of the legislator," and
Bulger are not considered by state house
observers as political allies.

The observers also say Bulger would be
wise to chose Olver, though, because of his

expertise in budgeting. Tully is the chairman
of the committee on counties.

-JOE QUINLAN

Smith gets grant

NORTHAMPTON - Smith College has
received $350,000 grant from the Andrew
Mellon Foundation to begin a
multidisciplinary research project on
"Women and Social Change."
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Expressions of Gratitude
The staff of Black Affairs would like to extend welcome back greetings to all. We are also

very grateful to the following individuals for their contributions to the paper this past fall
semester.

These people took the time and effort to write articles, commentaries, viewpoints, poetry
theatre and film reviews. ''

We were touched by the spirit of unity and oneness so clearly demonstrated by those whocontnbuted to Black Affairs. Their help was and is appreciated very much.

Survival tips

Mary Custard
Renee Mobly
Marcia Hospedales
Robert Key
Nkrumah Olinga
Anika Olinga
Julianne Robinson
Carl McCargo
Bill Hasson
Earl Brown
Edward Cohen
Edwin Patterson
Bari Njiiri

Cheryl Watkins
Charisse Williams

Charlotte Trenchard
Sherry Williams
Jim Paulln

Zoe Best
Jose Trejo
Marcelina Pina
Michael Brugger
Wilma Tynes
Ariel Hall

Afrifan Nasir
M. Shareef Rasool
Debbie Lee
Chaka Zulu
Andrew Goodwing
Karien Zachery

flK TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

The nature of UMass requires that you
remember certain things in order to maintain
what some describe as sanity. Remember to:

1. Consider yourself in transient, the
summer is coming.

2. Eat light, the food has left something to
be desired.

3. Before going to Whitmore take two
aspirin and get plenty of sleep the night
before.

4. Buy plenty of "professor exasperation"
and "I hate the professor" drugs. They are
not sold over the counter.

5. Set your sights on Amherst's beautiful
spring and go through the cold winter in a
state of hypnosis.

6. Make As on all of your exams during
the winter months. It gets considerably more
difficult, when spring fever hits.

7. For your safety remember that "Mother
Wind" loves the library and Grad Research.

8. Munchies closes at 7 p.m., the library at
12 p.m.

9. Take everything you need with you
when you leave the hill. If you don't you will

be sorry.

10. The library was not made for jumping.
11. The lake is not a swimming hole.
12. The swans and ducks that are in the

lake during spring are not for the sport of
hunting, or making Down jackets.

13. You can find your book in the library if

you take your four leaf clover.

14. Watch out for the trees when skiing
down the hill.

Arab nations oppose talks
ALGIERS, Algeria [UPf] - The PLO and

four hardline Arab nations opened a summit
Tuesday to map their opposition to Egypt's
peace talks with Israel. But Iraq boycotted
the meeting.

Vr\e foreign ministers of Syria, Libya,
South Yemen and Algeria and a Palestine
Liberation Organization official met to set the
agenda for Thursday's meeting of the
presidents of the four nations arKJ PLO
Chairman Yasser Arafat.

In his opening address, Algerian Foreign
Minister Abdelaziz Bouteflika said Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat's peace contacts
with Israel are a direct threat to the Arabs'
"revolutionary heritage" and violated Arab
"solidarity."

The agenda for the presidential summit
was not disclosed but an Algerian official

said it will seek ways to implement sanctions
on Egypt agreed upon by the same five
nations and factions in Tripoli last month.

'i tried to tackle Whitmore without taking my medicationi ## •

We/come back to old friends, new friends, old Incompletes,
new classes, Whitmore's red tape, DC foods...UMass

Alvin Alley opens semester at FAC

The AlvIn Alley American Dance Theater performing the dance routine "Road of Phoebe Snow".

LUTHER
YOU GOT ATLRRIBlE
CEPORT CARD, PEE

^WEE '

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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The ALVIN AILEY AMERICAN DANCE
THEATER, a company of exciting young
dancers which has electrified audiences and
stunned critics into superlatives since its

birth in New York City in 1958 will present
three performances at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, University of Massachusetts,
on February 7, 8, 9 at 8 p.m.
The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater

was officially launched in 1958. Since then
the company has grown from 7 to 25 dan-
cers, and won national and international
fame on the stage and on television.

On tours in America, Europe, Africa and
the Far East the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater has presented a unique form of
dance-combining modern and classical —
reflecting the American heritage-, both black
and white.

The music is symphonic, blues and
spirituals. The dancing by the multiracial

company is ecstatic, dramatic and vital, the
whole experience is total "dance theater."

The Ailey company has left cities, world
capitals and whole countries cheering their

performances. In Hamburg, the people
refused to go home — the company received
an unprecedented 61 curtain calls.

The company has appeared consistently
before packed houses throughout the world
and has triumphed in the U.S. State
Department tours, including Russia, which
marked the first American contemporary
dance company to appear in the U.S.S.R.

The Ailey Dance Theater will present
different programs during their three per-

formances at the Fine Arts Center.

Gazelle, The Time Before The Time After,

Suite Otis and Revelations are featured on
Tuesday, February 7.

Hidden Rites, Choral Dances, and Suite
Otis are scheduled for the Wednesday,
February 8 performance.

Night Creatures, Cry, Revelations and
Rainbow' Round My Shoulder will be
presented during their final performance on
Thursday, February 9.

The presentation of the Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater is part of the Dance
Series at the Fine Arts Center and is part of
the National Endowment of the Arts Dance
Residency Touring Program.

Ticket prices for the performances are:

General public, $7, 6, 5. UMass students are
$3.50, 3, 2.50.
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Welcome back to Amherst ladies and
gentlemen. I hope your holidays were nice
and allowed you to achieve a cosmically
wonderful frame of mind. It's time for the
second half of the academic year or as some
folks call it; "Bonzo Goes To College" Pt. II.

With classes just starting and registration
wrapped up (hopefully) you might have
some free time. As a service to you, my faith-
ful readers, I'm going to make a few
suggestions on how to spend that time with
some very worthwhile and entertaining
activity.

Movie people should try to check out

High Notes...
"Which Way Is Up?" featuring Richard Pryor
as three times the actor he's ever been. In

this one, Pryor plays not one, not two, but
three roles. The movie has him playing three
characters that you will immediately
recognize from his LPs. Try not to miss iti

If you really feel like doing something nice
for yourself, pick up a copy of Dexter
Gordon's "Sophisticated Giant". Dexter's a
genius and this one shows it. He's got some
pretty impressive folks with him too.
There are a lot of other nice things out

there too, like Blue Magic and The Dells with
new LPs

There are a lot of other nice things out
there too, like Blue Magic and The Dells with
new LPs and the solo debut of Prince Phillip

Mitchell. Musically aware people know that
Mitchell was the main force behind Norman
Connors' latest hit, "Once I've Been There".
His debut is very interesting, to say the least.

I'll be coming to you with the word on
these and other things as they happen.
When something big is happening, check out
High Notes and you'll be the first to know.
Have a good semester.

— mario

An interracial love story

Viewpoint and future visions
By JULIANNE ROBERTSON
Communications Coordinator
Malcolm X Center

Brothers and Sisters, we're at the start of a
new term. During intersession, all of us
probably made our various New Year's
resolutions and personal promises to our-
selves that stated our wishes that we
become better people. At this point, the staff
at the Malcolm X Center would like to ex-
press some viewpoints and future visions for
the Third-World community to reflect and
act upon.

1. On a college campus with as small a
Black population as UMass, the unity of the
actions that we take depends upon every
person. The gains that we make in com-
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batting racism cannot be made by a few of
us. Get Involved.

2. Our personal problems may seem to
have the most importance in our develop-
ment as people, but those things that appear
to be greatly removed from us may have a
bearing on our development as a people.
Analyze your positions.

3. Keeping ourselves prepared as students
will help us in later life as well as at UMass;
keeping our priorities in order is an admirable
goal. Get on top of things.

4. Don't shut yourself off from the world.
Seek out other members of the Third-World
community. If there's something that you
would like to see get done, there are many
resources available to you.

Let's get the semester off to a good start...

and we'll have a good finish tool

NEW YORK lUPI] - A 21 -year-old
white nurse and an Asian salesman, 34,
who were forbidden to date in their
native South Africa and were forced to
sit in separate seats when they flew into
exile, were married Tuesday in a New
York church.

Salim Osman, eldest of five brothers
and four sisters, and Therese Rabie
exchanged tiny, gold wedding rings in a
five-minute ceremony in the small, red-
brick Community Church off Park
Avenue.
"You may kiss her now, Salim," said

state Supreme Court Justice William
Booth.
The couple, who had dodged white

authorities during a two-year secret
courtship in Pretoria, smiled and kissed
repeatedly.

The apartheid laws in South Africa
prohibit marriages between whites and
non-whites.

Therese, who was ostracized by her
two sisters when she persisted in dating
Salim, an Indian, said there would be no
honeymoon as such. "Our honeymoon
was on the plane to the United States,"
she said.

But even then, the two had to sit apart
in their South African Airways seats — as
the laws of the white-ruled regime
demand — until the aircraft left South
African airspace.

Therese, raven-haired and pale-
skinned, wore a gray cape suit ar.d a
matching white silk scarf for the wed-
ding, which was attended by about 100
people, including City Clerk David
Dinkens sent by Mayor Edward Koch.
Ahead of the couple now is a fight to

remain in the United States. To stay, they
must prove to immigration authorities
that their marriage, a crime in South
Africa, would be annulled if they returned
home.

The flight to freedom took place two
weeks ago when they left Johannesburg
and arrived at Kennedy Airport after a
stopover in Bermuda because of a snow-
storm in New York.

Salim said he initiated the courtship. "I
was buying cigarettes at a tobaconist
shop and Therese walked past and I

simply grabbed the cigarettes and went
up and said hello. I asked her if I could
come up for coffee.

"Was that a bit fonward? I guess so."
A week later they were clandestinely

engaged. Therese bought a small
diamond ring with $300 Salim gave her
because they could not go to the jewelers
together.

Does he still fear the authorities?
"I still look over my shoulder," said

Salim.
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PSYCHOLOGY 39 IE [Spring 1978] THE
PORTRAYAL OF THE COLONIZED IN FILM
13 credits]

Tuesday 4:00-6:30, Herter 227; (Film
screenings)

Thursday 4:00-5:15, Herter 227;
(Discussions)

Instructor: M. Martin — Organization:
Lecture- film screening-discussion
Aim: A comparative examination of

historical and contemporary portrayals of
colonized people in American and foreign
full-length commercial and documentary

By Brumsic Brandon. Jr.

^OU >NAf^T TO
vTAy.i& ANNAV MY

GUSTO?.'

Course offering

ACOUNTING/IUIIUEIIENT 297A/39TA

Spring Semester 1978

These courses are oriented towards freshman and sophomore
students with no computer experience. Computers are widely used in
business to store information. You will learn how to obtain information
from a computer without your having to become a computer expert.
These 1 credit courses will meet several times a week but be completed
early in the semester.

For information and sign up, come at one of the following
times and bring an ADD card:
Tues., Jan. 31 or Thurs./ Feb. 2— 2:30-5:00, SBA100
Wed., Feb. 1 or Fri., Feb. 3— 3:35-5:00, DKSN114

film. Emphasis on the legitimation and
maintenance functions of film; the psycho-
dynamic formation and elaboration of

colonial stereotypes; and the emergence of

the post-colonial "third world" film traditions

in Latin America (Cuba), Africa (Senegal),

and Asia (Vietnam).

Topics include: The Sociology of film;

filmic approaches to history; film as an in-

strument of legitimation and mystification of

dominative social orders; film and social

reality; images of the colonized and colonizer

during the colonial-de-colonization stages;

and film as an emancipatory vehicle for social

transformations.

Films: The Birth of a Nation (Griffith), Burn
^Pontecorvo), Attica (Firestone), Nothing
But a Man (Roemer), Acquirre, the Wrath of

God (Herzog), Lucia (Solas), Black Girl

(Sembene), Hearts in Dixie, Superfly, The
Gladiators (Watkins), Punishment Park, plus

manv more.
Books: Donald Bogle, Toms, Coons,

Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks; t'

Bradford Burns, Latin American Cinema;
supplemented by readings on colonial

psychology.
Prerequisites; none.
Requirements: Two 4-page papers and a

final exam.
Lab Fee; 10.00 for film rentals.

PHYSICS FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS No prerequisites

E core

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, with Speech and IHearing Applications

115 Physics of Music
117 Nuclear Energy
130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
139 The Reasons Why — An Introduction for the Health

Sciences
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

See the Course Description Guide for details and other physics courses.

SHOE
BIN 187 n* pleasant st^ amhertt, nuu
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News in Brief

Feminists launch
local writers' guild

A meeting to launch the Valley chapter
of the New England Regional Chapter of
the Feminist Writers' Guild will take place
Sunday, Feb. 12 at 8 p.m. in the Pat-
terson Hall lounge at Hampshire College.

All women writers (published or un-
published) are invited to attend this
informational and organizational
meeting. Supporting memberships for
nonwriters are also available.

The Feminist Writers' Guild was
started in the Bay area of California this
summer. The organization aims to benefit
women writers and promote the
publication of feminist literature. Its first

action was to negotiate an end of the
feminist boycott of Mother Jones and
bring about changes in their editorial and
hiring pKJiicies.

The Guild is concerned with getting
fair reviews of women's books. It plans to
put out a handbook on how to read
contracts, find an agent, figure per-
centages and deal with the basic
economics of being a writer.

Women file suit

in civil rights case
[HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] - In

what could become a precedent-setting

case, ten Los Angeles women will go to

court on Jan. 31, charging that the

federal government and the University of

Southern California- Los Angeles County
Medical Center have violated their civil

rights.

The ten women — all Chicanes —
have filed a class action suit asking
unspecified damages from the medical
center and the government. The suit said

doctors at the center violated th«
women's rights to procreate by forcing

them to have sterilizations without their

informed consent.

One of the plaintiffs, Jovita Rivera, in

documents filed in court, said she en-

tered the use Medical Center in Sep-
tember 1973 for a Caesarian section.

Rivera said after she was given general
anesthesia, the doctor told her she
should have to have her "tubes tied,"

because her children were a burden to

the government. Rivera said when she
signed the forms, she was still not fully

conscious because of the anesthesia.
She said she learned only after the
operation that she could never have more
children.

Nine other women have charged that
they were similarly abused and sterilized

by the medical center's doctors. The suit

charges that the federal government has
failed to provide sufficient sterilization

guidelines to prevent unwanted
sterilizations. It asks that unspecified
damages be awarded to all women who
have undergone sterilisation operations
at the clinic without their consent.
The court trial comes on the heels of

reports that death rates for infants born
at the L.A. County-USC Medical Center
have shown a sharp rise during the last

two years - contrary to the general
trend nationwide.

The neonatal death rate, down to eight
deaths per 1000 births in 1975, rose to 12
deaths per 1000 births in 1976, and still

hovers around that level, according to

hospital statistics.

Women's advocate
ousted from position

[HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] -
Houston's official women's rights ad-

vocate, Nicki Van Hightower, has once
again been ousted from her job.

Houston was the only large city in the
country to have an official champion for

women's rights in its city government.
That figured largely in the choice of the
city for the International Women's Year
Conference last November.

At a Rotary Club meeting, however,
Houston's new mayor, Jim McConn, said

Van Hightower's position would be
eliminated, and the women's rights

advocate subsequently learned she had
been dismissed.

Last March, in a controversial move,
the Houston City Council voted to drop
Van Hightower's salary from an annual
$18,000 to a mere $1. The former mayor,
Fred Hoffheinz, however, who opposed
the Council's move, put her on his

personal staff to continue with the same
duties.

Mayor McConn admitted that an-
nouncing Van Hightower's dismissal to
the Rotary Club instead of to her in

person might have been a "tactical

error." He said doing away with her
position was one of his campaign
promises, and that he was only doing his

duty.

I

Sharyn LaMothe, Susan Brandt and Susan Lallier, left to right, collect used
textbooks that are on sale today in the Commonwealth Room of the Student Union
(Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

When the pressure is on

call

VALLEY TYPING
WRush Jobs
it Low Rates
-k Expert Typists

it IBM Selecthcs

For Job AppMcalten Uetters. Resumes etc.

Ask about our

Word Processor

Mon.-Fri. i«-i

Sat. l».2

25«47M
2tS. Pleasant St.

On t^ Amherst Common

Save yourself haaalea. . call ahead for a reaervation.

Beat the high priee of

PRECISION
HAIRCrTS

Includes:

FIRST: a professional consultation.

SECOND: a precision style cut selected individually just for you.

THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair

.

All For •8oo
Personal Style Cut

Long Hair SlighUy More ShampOO & BlOW Dry

ON TUE.AWED.ONLY
With this coupon only.

Limited to new customers only.

Call for appt. 549-5610

"WHElTrG^

University

of

Massachusetts

I won't go into

management

training.

ril go into

management/'

FRAN WARD
Class of 1979

3-Year Scholarship
Psychology

"The fact is — ROTC is a challenge. A real

challenge. It's been exciting and I've learned a

lot. The best part is, when I graduate I know I've

got a job - and it won't be in MANAGEMENT
TRAINING. It'll be in MANAGEMENT.

"

i
I
I

UMass ARMY ROTC
Learn what it takes to lead.

CALL: 545-2322

Collegian
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ANNIVERSARY SALE at the Finast!
i: ga^"'"

t Paricay J'^ Qranulated
Margarinef^UmticSiigari

Kraft lib.

Olrs. pltg.

LmA CM COI««l f« CMMnw
vMJwnfiniF* 4 i«ri N snm

Rilly Cooked
Smoked Ham
(Water Addwl)

Bun Shanit
PonhmVo** Portton

Shank Half ^^sr

Butt Half
Smonad

Perduo Ovon Stuftar

Fresh Roosters

78f

BMf Loin Shan

Sirioin
Steak

Finast Resh
HenlUrfceys
UAQrad»A
ttoMlM.
WllhPcp-Up

. TiMrnionMlsr 68

Stoeibs.
Vacuum Packaged

Top Blade Steak ^s??;s?* * 1.59

Cutje Steak iSS^. « 1.59

I Loin

Sirioin Stoalc

Breokalds Fann Family Padi 2W to 3 >».

ChiclcenLegs.,^
Chicken Thighs .«n.Xr?Tr3*, . .^88*
rVl imctioLe ^'"'^ C*\KMm\ BrookSKM
L.TUiriOlKyfxO Farm Family Pick 2

''I to 3 lt» ,

»1

78f

Bone
In

TflNI Sliced nOfll Vl#LttQ

VMlCutiotsj;?
ShoukJer Veal Chops

98* Rib Veal Chops

llJf1«y Drumsticks an: *59»
Turkey HiTKJquartefS fiK. . . . * 59«

Boof Shoulctor For

London Broil

lUSDAi
'CHOICE Chuck »1

Frath
Mil Fad

Fmh
M* Fed

Shoulder Roast eSStSS. ^1.19

PorkShouWer^xr^- •79»

Smucker's
Grape Jelly

Sandwich
Favorite

31b.

jar99
Vanity Fair

Paper Towels

2^87*
Banquet Frozen

Pot Pies
Beef, Turkey,

CMckinarKJ
Mac. & CheeseO^J

Nestle's Souptime w^. . 3 c*gs 1.00

Krispy Crackers sonsnn, 'c^°/49*

Cranberry Juice Coc^M-i Oce*^ Spfav 59«

?»"88*

^^ 1.99

f-69«
Keltoggs Raisin Bran '^^ 1.09

Shasta
Canned Soda
Lemon & Lime.

Grape. Orange.
Biack Cherry
* Red Apple

12 oz.

cans

Peter Pan Peanut Butter

.

Strawt)erry Jam s-oc^es. . .

.

Strawberry Preserve f*,^. .

Finast Fruit Cocktail 2'ct",79«

Prince ^

Spaghetti
Regular
or Thin

Viva Paper Towels '^t..

Libbys Tomato Juice . .

.

Finast Aluminum Foil . .

.

•'.^."55«

,£.59*

CoW Power Detergent "^Sr ^^^ 1.99

Palmdlve Soap "^^r^^^^ ?f^ 99*
I
?5H

Palmolive Liquid '?;?:"rger^l

1.00

^4r69»

Town House Crackers
Rchmond Tuna chun* L^h. ^ o.

1 ?o/ |sQa
pug wy^

lib.

pkgs.

Bravo Spaghetti

Mushroom,
Meat and

Plain 32 oz.

iar79
Slar-Klst

White Tuna
Solid

7oz.
can89

Tetley Tea Bags o?^%o 1.69

l>IC70UC;0 M'|t>M.n MafS^m(lln»s Dkg I .Vw
Upton Tea Bags T^o \ .^9
General Mills Totals. '^'i 1.29

Contadlna Tomato Paste. 4'.^^^; 1.00

Toasted Mini WheatSKe';^*, ;i«69«

. . pkq

3^a^M.OO

Mr. Deli Favorites!

Beef
Franlcs

y< Oeli

( Monison
ftSchm99!

Swiss Cheese ^p^

Cooked Ham oom„,.
nail

Baked Ham '^^

2.19

1.19

1.29

Mr Deli Bologna j: ^ 1.19

Cooked Roast Beef . r 2.09

Turkey Breast T 1.49

In -Store Bake Shoppe!
AtailabI* Onlf m SlOf» »ith In Stot* S*** Sfiopt

Assorted Bagels . .- 6 49*

Italian Bread 4 1.00

Fresri Cake Donuts * 69*
»<i»ii»tti» On/r "1 SfO'»» wiin Strtict D*'' D*prt J

Finast Saltines

Finast Cranbemy Sauce
for Your Health & Beauty!

Bayer Aspirin Tablets o??oo89*

Alka Seltzer 0'25D«

Finast Shortening .

.

Sweet Mixed Pickles

Libbys Goklen Corn's;::

Ubby's Sweet Peas 3'/,^^ 1.00

Fresh from baker street!

Big Round Top Bread . . . Z'Ts' 1.00

Hot Cross Buns rg'89*

. IS^ 1.19

. .
'^99*

3^^..°; 1.00

cans

• Kos^w nt Polish

Bravo Rigatoni ^k, ,2*

Vlasic Dill Spears.

Geisha White Tunasco ne„n,

Welchade Grape Drink .

.

469*
'^?'69«

'i;89*

•^;>'49*

Temple Oranges
Florida

100
count

Fla Indian Mlvar SaadiM*

Grapefruit 2? a

4SiH U.S. Fancy 3% min

J

^^T A—.-^l.^-* Mclntoah 3 lbAppies Criap-aira bag

Wattarn

^^ 't>s I

Fraah Rad Rlpa

Tomatoes

I

Anjou Pears
Idaho Baking Potatoes 5 \. 79* Fresh Radishes

Fresh Spinach ... 49* Yellow Onions

69^
3 ''» I

;*29*

49*

Prices e«ect'.. ' „iry 4 '9 78 We fesaive t^e fight lo iim't guanfitws

/ N
Farm fresh Dairy Values!

Co««agaCr«aaaa ^S^^6
Hoods c'onlOSf
Tropicana Orange Juice cV?.t 99*

Finast Frozen Food Values!

lea CraaM ^^^^^^^
Hendries rJ99
French Fries r,-B..nd . . . 4;^,^ 1.00

Beer & Wine Shoppe!

Falstaff Beer ^fv,°li^s 4.99
Schmitfs Bock Beer /r/ci,*. 5.99

Sebastiani Wines bST^ ^,,^^3.79

Hnast
Not responsible Ic l¥0ograp^lca( efrofi

Mt. Farms Mall, HADLEY, MASS.
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the ring sale.

$5995
save up to $24*'*'

3 days only

!

Men's traditional Siladium® rings and selected women's fashion rings
are an unusual buy at $59.95. If you want really outstanding savings,
now is the time to buy your college ring.

™^>^RJ(7IRVED REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of rings.

Dates Feb. 1, 2> 3

Ask to see them.

10-2:30 Plane University Store

$10.00 Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

(lie rnivcrsily Store
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01003
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Oldest
restaurant

to reopen
NEWPORT, R.I. [AP] - The 17th-centufY

White Horse Tavern, believed to be the
oldest in the country, will reopen next
month, the new operator said yesterday.

"We're shooting for the middle to the end
of March," said Mark Kaywood, the 26-year
old restaurateur who will rent the tavern from
the Newport Preservation Society.
Kaywood plans an English and American

menu with pheasant, quail, rabbit and
venison. The price range hasn't been
determined yet.

The gambrel-roofed building with exposed
timbers was built in 1673. Licensed as a
tavern in the 1680's, it was said to be one of
Newport's main eateries when the city was
the colonial capital.

Daniel R. Porter, executive director of the
Preservation Society, said "No one else can
come close to it" in terms of age.
The former operator, David Ray, closed

the restaurant Nov. 26, 1977. Ray claimed he
lost $130,000 on the restaurant since 1975.

Porter said the losses may have been
caused by "divided loyalties." He said Ray
"has a very good restaurant of his own" also
in Newport.
Kaywood said he believes the White Horse

will be more successful under his leadership,
because he only has one restaurant to
manage and because it will be a "family-run
operation."

Man lives

six days
under snow
MANSFIELD. Ohio [UPf\ - For six

straight days, trucker James Truly sat sub-
merged in a snowdntt in the cab of his big
18-wheel, tractor-trailer rig eating snow from
a hat.

Yesterday he was finally rescued. Doctors
said he was in amazingly good health.

"I didn't know what day today was, but I

feel great," declared Truly, 42, of Cleveland,
who has a wife and two children.

Truly had been hauling a load of steel from
Cleveland to Mansfield when he was caught
in last Thursday's blizzard on Ohio 13 near
the northern Ohio city of Mansfield.
"The engine stopped," said Truly,

recalling the ordeal. "I turned on the CB, but
couldn't reach nobody. There was no use of
me getting ouf'cause it was 5 a.m. and the
snow was blowing so bad you couldn't see
nothing. If I walked around, I'd just get
blown away. I knew I'd be protected from
the wind inside.

"\ climbed up in the bunk, put my feet in
an old curtain up there and had one blanket
to get under."

Truly fell asleep awhile and, when he woke
up, discovered a snowdrift had covered his
truck.

"I couldn't see nothing," he said. "It was
all dark."

Truly prepared for a long stay.
"I had a hardhat with me and I could get

the window down some and scoop up some
snow in the hat. I'd just sit there and eat
snow for awhile till my mouth wasn't dry
anymore. Then I'd go to sleep, but get cold
and wake up and do it again: eat more snow
and sleep.

"I prayed and I hoped I would come out of
it. All I could do was wait and wait."

Finally, late yesterday morning. Truly'*
brother, Don, ted a rescue team that spotted
a radio antenna sticking up from the snow
and started digging.

"They came beating on the top of the roof
and I beat back." said Truly. "I thouaht
'Thank God.'

"

Truly was checked over at Mansfield
General Hospital, where officials said he was
in amazingly good health, considering hit
ordeal.

"He's kind of weak and we want to get
some fluids into him, but other than that, he
seems to have survived it fine," said a
hospital official.

Said Truly's brother, Don, 45, who had
been searching for James since last Thurs-
day, "I have to admit I was surprised we
found him afive. I was prepared to identify a
body."

Truly, asked what he did for six days in the
snowcovered cab, said, "I did a lot of
thinking."

Some of that "thinking," related brother
Don, concerned some unheeded advice.

"I'd always told him to drive Interstate 71
on that run, not Route 13," said Don. "I told
him if you ever got in snow trouble it'd be a
lot better to be on 71 than 13.
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

62 M«in St
.
Amherst Td. 2S)-7I3S

Good Dimng Award Irom
Am0rican Diners Socitly"

Eat in or take out

Lunch Specials
1.09 and up

Fr««h CMr>«s« vogetable* from
our own (arm'

UMASS BUS STOP
Cloaed WadnMdayt..^

Collegian 9

'apers on Sacco-Vanzetti opened
at Harvard University yesterday

^^a ^ H^ •!

CAMBRIDGE [UPI] - The personal
papers of Lawrence Lowell, who chaired the
committee which reviewed the Sacco-
Vanzetti murder case in the 1920's, were
opened to the public for the first time
yesterday.

The papers, sealed in a Harvard University
vault for 50 years, include personal

Comeleam
Property Management from us.
Property Management is just one of the many courses offered this Spring
through the Real Estate Certificate Program of the Division of Continuing
Education. Taught by distinguished and experienced faculty, these
seminars are approved for eligible veterans. Classes begin February 6
and run through May.

Property Management is approved for 5 points toward CPM designation.

For registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545-3653,
write, or stop by Room 113 Hasbrouck Building, UMass/Amherst.

Remember, we accept American Express, Mastercharge and VISA. n*iS^

DtVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

Got the talent?

Then all you need
is The Book!
THE FIRST CAREER GUIDE TO
THE ENTIRE FILM INDUSTRY
Complete rundowns on 75 jobs in

films • Interviews with people no^
In the business • Training pro-
grams • How to get started •

75 behind-the-cam-
era photos • Much,
much more! 11" xSVis"

$6.95 at bookstores.

INIOHLM
By

Award-Winning

Filmmaker

MEL LONDON

© A BALLANTINE ORIGINAL PAPERBACK
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The University Store
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correspondence, court records, transcripts of
interviews and newspaper clippings. But
their impact on one of the most celebrated
legal cases in American history was not
immediately known.
The actual papers were not made

available, but reporters were given the first

look at copies on inicrofilm. Harvard officials

said no historians had seen the papers as of
yesterday so no expert opinions were
available.

The papers, contained in a wax-sealed
package about a foot on each side were
ceremonially opened Dec. 9. Microfilming of
the documents began immediately after that,

according to university officials.

Lowell, president of Harvard University In

1927, was appointed by then Gov. Alvan T.

Fuller to review the controversial murder
convictions of Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo
VanzettI, Immigrants who espoused
Communist philosophy at a time when the
nation was swept with anti-Communist
fears.

Among the papers included in the package
were a number of typed letters from Lowell
to various friends and acquaintances which
reflected his attitude toward his com-

mission's investigation and its final con-
clusion.

"To tell the truth," said Lowell In an Aug.
23, 1927, letter to retired Judge Robert
Grant, a member of the commission, "I did
not find the work over the Sacco-Vanzetti
case tiresome, but rather restful — perhaps It

was because it was such a change of oc-
cupation and companionship was deliaht-
fuL"

The case, which stemmed from the 1920
robbery of a South Braintree shoe company
payroll in which two persons were killed,

dragged on for seven years and drew world-
wide attention. Sacco and VanzettI were
executed In 1927 after a series of appeals
which went to the U.S. Supreme Court as
thousands of demonstrators marched In the
streets of Boston.

Fuller refused to change the death sen-
tences for the two men because of the
Lowell commission report, which found
there was no reasonable doubt about their
guilt.

Lowell's personal papers were turned over
to Harvard by his biographer Henry Yeomans
and his secretary Nora Dwyer with the
stipulation they not be opened until Dec. 9,
1977.

Dukakis asks for local aid
BOSTON [UPI] - The federal government

should put more emphasis on Improving
economically distressed regions and local
communities, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis said
yesterday.

In a speech prepared for delivery yesterday
In Washington at the White House Con-
ference on National Balanced Growth,
Dukakis said cities and towns are "seriously
limited" in what they can do to "pull
themselves out of a declining economic
spiral."

But he said local and state leadership has
to be coupled with increased federal efforts
to alleviate economic problems.

"I deeply believe we cannot leave to
chance the role of state governments in the
implementation of a national economic
policy," Dukakis said.

"Powerful Incentives must be built Into
federal law which can Involve every state in
the task of dealing with the special economic
problems of its citizens. Unless the states are
involved — and involved deeply in that effort
— it is doomed to failure,'^ he said.

In order to ensure state involvement In
such an effort, Dukakis said, a system of
federal incentive grants should be
established and each state should be erv
couraged to develop its own comprehensive
statewide growth policies, including plans to
aid economically distressed areas.
"The incentives to the states — In the

form of major federal grants — would follow
federal approval of a state's overall growth
policy," the governor said. "Some of these
grants would not require new legislation;
others would."

Officials to drain aquarium
BOSTON [AP] - Despite suggestions

from interested people, officials at the New
England Aquarium still plan to drain and then
repair the facility's large central viewing tank.
"We've had people giving us all kinds of

advice," said Rosalyn Ridgway,
spokesperson for the aquarium where a

crack in the giant sea tank was found at one
of its viewing windows in early January.

"Shipfitters; just anybody has been calling

us. They said they'd do the work or they
know how it can be done better," she said
yesterday.

The tank, holding 250,000 gallons of sea
water, is one of the world's finest spots for
viewing sea life.

Later in February sharks, turtles, eels and
all the rest of the 280 aquarium creatures will

be removed from the tank and placed In

other tanks around the facility. Then the tank
will be drained and the cracked window
repaired.

Fire threatens
senator's home
METHUEN [AP] - A brief fire broke out

yesterday morning in the apartment house
where state Sen. Sharon Pollard lives, of-

ficials reported.

Authorities said the cause of the blaze was
undetermined and damage, to a number of
the apartments, was not extensive.

There were no injuries. Firefighters said

the senator, a Democrat, was not at home
when the blaze was discovered.
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Withdrawal Preposterous
By YITZHAK SANTIS

President Anwar el-Sadat of Egypt insists

on absolutely no Jewish settlements on
Egyptian soil, full withdrawal from all Arab
lands captured by Israel in 1967 and com-
plete self-determination for the Palestinian

Arabs on the West Bank and Gaza. Israel, of

course, opposes all of these demands. But to

what extent? And why is Sadat taking such^
hardline stance on these issues? What do the

Israelis hope to gain?

Sadat is calling for the complete and total

withdrawal of all Israelis, military and civilian,

from all the Arab territories and he does not

fail to include the Old City of Jerusalem in his

definition of Arab territories. He refuses to

back down from these demands and con-

siders his trip to Jerusalem on Nov. 19

(thereby granting de facto and later declaring

de jure recognition to Israel's right to survive)

as being the one and only compromise the

Israelis wanted and needed.

The gall displayed by Sadat in these

demands is overwhelming. After four wars
-against Israel, all of which were aimed at

destroying the Jewish state, and after

engineering the surprise, unprovoked, all out

attack on Israel on Yom Kippur in 1973,

Sadat has the audacity to come to Jerusalem
and demand that no Jews be allowed to live

on any Arab lands, even under Arab
sovereignty, and to give up Old Jerusalem!

One point must be made clear here.

President Sadat represents Egypt and only

Egypt. Egypt is alone in giving recognition to

Israel. The other bordering states, Jordon,
Syria and Lebanon have not granted
recognition nor have any of those nations

given any indication that they would have
joined the talks. On the contrary, Syria has
joined the PLO in denouncing Sadat as a

traitor and demanded that he be

assassinated. Sadat, however, claims to be
the voice of all the Arab countries in order to

claim Arab unity and to prevent alienation

from his banker. King Khaiid of Saudi Arabia.

Begin has offered Sadat complete return

of the Sinai peninsula with the existing Israeli

settlements remaining under Israeli ad-

'T/7e gall displayed by

Sadat in these demands is

overwhelming. After four

wars against Israel.. .Sadat

has the audacity to come
to Jerusalem and demand
that no Jews be allowed to

live on Arab lands..., and to

give up Old JerusalemI"

ministration but under Egyptian sovereignty

and law with a demilitarized zone of over 150

miles between these settlements and the

strategic Gidi and Mitia passes. This Sadat
has refused on the pretext that "No Jewish
settlements will be allowed on Egyptian soil."

Is Sadat saying that he wants the Sinai to be
Judenrein (free of Jews)? What possible

threat can Jewish settlements, in the middle

of the desert, separated from Egypt proper

by over 150 miles of a demilitarized zone and
under Egyptian sovereignty pose to Egyptian
security? These Jewish settlers would be
defined as Israeli nationals living in Egypt. A
parallel can be drawn to American nationals

living in France, England or Canada. Foreign

nationals living in a host country is one true
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sign of peace and open cooperation and in

the spirit of open cooperation, Israel should

welcome Egyptian settlers to the Negev to

help develop that vital desert area. But
Sadat's statements on this issue makes one
begin to wonder exactly what type of peace
he really wants.

Withdrawal from Old Jerusalem is a

preposterous demand that no Israeli can or

will take seriously. Jerusalem is the heart and
soul of not only Israel but to all of Judaism
throughout the world. To relinquish control

of the City of Gold would be committing

spiritual, cultural and national suicide.

Israel will not withdraw from the Golan

Heights, and that for humanitarian reasons.

The 13,500 Oruze residents of the Golan
Heights (the Oruzes are a sect of Islam that is

not accepted by th<j main body, they have
been the target of Syrian persecutions) have
petitioned the Israeli Government to annex
thQ Golan Heights. Mayor Muhsein Abu
Salah of Masada said, "The Golan should be

a part of Israel and Israeli law should apply."

His reasons were that, "relations with the

Israelis were good and the economic
situation is 600 per cent better than it had
been under Syrian rule." Also, the 40,000

Israeli residents of the Huleh Valley well

remember the constant bombardments and
snipings that came from the Golan Heights

before 1967. Given Syria's current position

and past record you can hardly expect the

Israelis to even consider a withdrawal.

The Palestinian Arab question is by far the

thorniest issue. Sadat insists that the

resolution of this issue is a prerequisite to any

peace settlement. Begin refutes this and he is

correct in doing so. First, peace has got to be

achieved and recognition of Israel must be

obtained from all the Arab nations directly

involved with her, including the PLO. Then,

and only then, can the issue of the

Palestinian Arab question be solved.

Begin's limited self-rule is clearly not

enough. But it is the most that can be offered

at this time given the present circumstances.

Only after the PLO abolishes its covenant
and only after Syria, Lebanon and Jordan
give full and complete recognition to Israel

thereby insuring her security, then can the

creation of a Palestinian Arab state on the

West Bank and Gaza be seriously con-

sidered.

Israel's security fears are very real, despite

Sadat's claim to the contrary, and self-

determination for the Palestinian Arabs is

understood and is taken very seriously in

Israel^ but the Israelis will not allow

Palestinian Arab self-determination at the

expense of Jewish self-determination.

Therefore, Sadat must soften his position

and look at the situation realistically. He must
stop demanding such ridiculous conditions

for the Israelis to follow in order for peace to

be achieved. If he really wants peace he'll

have to lower his price a little. For, you see,

peace is a priceless commodity to Israel, but

peace at any price is much too expensive.

Yitzhak Santis is a Collagian Com-
mentator.

Dysfunctional Whitmorites
bob niclia

One of the biggest UMass news items

of the intersession, second in importance
only to the basketball team's losing

streak, was the firing of Provost Paul

Puryear by Chancellor Bromery. Puryear

had been under heavy criticism for

months, but in the end hf) himself was his

worst enemy, as it was his own heavy-

handed arrogance that finally forced

Bromery to dismiss him.

Puryear was the administration's
hatchet-man, but when he demanded the

resignation of six academic deans who
opposed his plan for the future (the

infamous Puryear Plan), he went too far.

At a time when the administration is

trying hard to appear as if it is negotiating

in good faith with the faculty union, it

simply could not fire all the deans who
were hostile to the Puryear Plan, as the

plan touched on issues that the faculty

union will surely be concerned with.

Puryear is gone (or at least banished to

the political science department), but his

demotion is unlikely to be more than a

symbolic victory for his opponents and
others concerned with the quality of

education at' the university, for Bromery
dismissed him because he and Puryear

had "conflicting styles of management."
This implies that on important matters,

matters of substance, Puryear and
Bromery thought (and think) alike.

Reinforcing this impression are

Bromery's remarks that Puryear's
problems were inherited, that Puryear

was simply the fall guy for conditions

beyond his ability to control. It seems
likely then that Bromery will appoint a

brand new Provost to carry out the same
old plan, only with more subtlety and
sophistication.

Which is ironic. Absurd, even. The
Puryear Plan, remember, is designed to

turn the University into a glorified

vocational school; the type you see

advertised on matchbooks. Contrast this

view of the future with the report of the

accreditation committee. (UMass, like all

schools, must be periodically evaluated

and accredited). Accreditation is virtually

assured, but the process has some value
because it evaluates the school and the
students, and attempts to pinpoint

strengths and weaknesses.
The committee described UMass

students as "provincial, a-intellectual,

and dysfunctional." The meanings of

provincial' and 'a-intellectual' are ob-

vious (even to us a-intellectuals), but
dysfunctional needs a short explanation.

As near as I can determine, it means we
have a negative image of ourselves,

which prevents us from functioning as
well as we should.

To add insult to injury, the micro-

college, a group involved in the ac-

creditation process and composed largely

of Whitmorites, implicitly agreed with the
accreditation committee's opinion of us.

The micro-college, concerned with
i among other things) determining the
proper role of students, was conveniently

'7r seems likely that

Bromery will appoint a

brand new Provost to carry

out the same old plan"

held over the intersession, when very few
students were around to provide a

student viewpoint on what the student
role should be.

At first sight this may appear puzzling,

but of course if the administration

regards us as too provincial to determine
our own role, too a-intellectual to un-

derstand it, and too dysfunctional to

implement it, than everything makes
sense, in a sense.

This being the administrations view of

us, ponder a moment the fact that recent

administration actions have been
designed to intensify those unfortunate
traits we all suffer from. If we aren't

provincial, the administration would like

to make us so, by eliminating programs

where we can study other cultures and
histories (Slavic and Asian Studies). If we
aren't a-intellectual, the administration

appears intent on making us that way, for

it wants to undermine the College of Arts
and Sciences. And if we aren't

dysfunctional, the administration seems
bent on ensuring that we become so, for
every time we attempt to function in-

dependently, the administration has
delayed, ignored, disparaged and un-
dermined our efforts.

This last is the most serious charge, for

there is a grain of truth to the accusation
that UMass students are dysfunctional.

Massachusetts has historially been
educationally elitist and has celebrated
private education while ignoring and
criticizing public education. But this

negative image and myth of in-

competence is being dispelled by student
activity; cooperatives, political in-

volvement, economic development and
self-education. We are national leaders in

the struggle to acquire significant in-

fluence over curriculum, faculty
evaluation and hiring, living conditions,

and general intellectual environment. But
at every turn the administration has
harassed our attempts at creating a

student community which is assertive,

vital and functional.

In the spirit of reciprocity, we ought to
hold our own micro-college to evaluate

the administration. Remembering the
mental geniuses in the housing and
admissions departments who left 400
students ill-housed and ill-fed (though
thankfully not ill-clothed), we could term
the administration a-intellectual.

Recognizing that Whitmore can rarely do
anything right the first time, we could
justifiably call the administration
dysfunctional. And realizing that ad-

ministrators seem constitutionally in-

capable of comprehending and
responding to interests other than their

own, we could appropriately label them
provincial.

The question now becomes, what is a
provincial, a-intellectual dysfunctional
doing teaching in the political science

department?

Bob Melia is a Collegian Columnist.
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Anti-Bakke Group Forming

To the Editor

This year the U. S. Supreme Court will

decide on the case of Allan Bakke vs. The
University of California. It is the most
important legal issue facing Blacks,

Asians and Hispanics in America today. It

is at the forefront of the many racist

attacks on our civil and human rights.

If Bakke wins, it will not only be a
devastating blow to preferential ad-
missions programs on the college

campuses, it will call into question every
affirmative action program in the country
including those affecting unemployment,
health care, legal services and many
other areas. Already there are thousands
of cases pending the outcome of the

Bakke Decision. This is truly a landmark
case that requires an end to business as
usual and action on the part of those who
are in favor of civil and human rights.

The National Committee to Overturn
the Bakke Decision [NCOBD] has called

for a week of educational activities, Feb.

19-25, local actions April 8th and a
national march on Wash. D.C. April 15th.

These calls have been supported
nationally by the National Student
Coalition Against Racism [NSCAR] and
the Black American Law Students
Association [BALSA]. We, locally, want
to join with this national campaign. There
is no local chapter of NCOBD, but that

should not stop us from building support
for the actions. We can do this by for-

ming a broad based coalition around
these actions.

We need all the help we can get to

mobilize our side, in defense of our rights.

If you would like to help organize the first

meeting [called for Tues., Feb. 7th at 7
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom] call
Stan Kinard at 5-2517; drop by the Third
World Affairs office in the Student Union
Building or call Sally Rees [527-0316].

Sally Rees, Amherst Student
Coalition Against Racism; Stan
Kinard, Third Worid Organizer; Cheryl
Schaffor, Everywoman's Center
staff; Chester Davis, Afro-American
Studies; N'Krumah Olinga, Com-
mittee for the Liberation of Southern
Africa; Benjamin Rodriguez,
Bilingual Collegiate Program; John
Yong, Asian American Students
Association; A. Robert Phillips,
President Graduate Student Senate;
Pinky Batiste. Co-President Student
Government Association.

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They must
be signed and include the author's address
and phone number. Organizations may
submit letters, but they must include a name
and phone number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages They should be sent to the Executive
Editor, CO the Collegian, or dropped off at
the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for either
content or space according to the judgement
of the editors. Due to space limitations, there
is no guarantee that all letters received will be
printed. Letters for a specific publication date
must be submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day
preceding that date.

Attention

Any person interested in doing editorial

work — cartoons, subject represen-

tations, etc. — should come down to the
Collegian office or call 546-3500 and ask
for Michael Doran.

Catch words and

phrases for

Hob-knobbers

Jerru rogers

Pasted on a wall in the composition room
of the Ware River News, where the Collegian
is pasted up before being printed, is a small
photo of former Vice- Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert Gage. Pasted on the wall
below the photo is a short poem by
Anonymous. It reads:

/ sadly fear

Today shall be cloudy
Because of cheap bear
And convection

Every time I look at this happenstance
combination I think back to the halcyon days
of my early years at UMass. Gage was a

central figure in the student activism of the

first half of the decade. Even if his name was
held in disdain by active students, it was a

name everyone should have known. Gage,
the ill-fated Universal Resource Fee, the

weather and cheap beer were always topics

of conversation (the latter two remain so).

In any event, to effectively engage in

UMass conversation, only one need know
the catch words and phrases of the day.

What follows are the basics necessary for

hob-knobbing around campus.

It seems fitting that we start with the

subject of Academics, since that is the

commodity we're all involved in marketing.

CASIAC — No one really knows what
these initials stand for, however, you can be
reasonably certain that Casiac is connected
with the College of Arts and Sciences. Some
practitioners of conspiracy theory assert

Casiac is some type of Big Brother computer
related to the machine in Whitmore known
as Oscar. A few radical thinkers believe the
initials stand for an office known as the

College of Arts and Sciences Information

and Advising Center. Their theory is given

little consideration because we all know
administrators abhor well informed students.

Provost — The Provost is believed to be
the chief academic officer on campus and
second in command to the chancellor. The
term is derived from Provo, Utah state

college. In Provo students are only permitted

to audit classes. Since no grades have to be
given, the administration employs a staff of

notaries public which certifies attendance
records. The certified students, having no
problems with grades, are a pleasure to the

administration. UMass fills the post of

provost each year with the top notary public

in the state in hopes of emulating the serene

campus existence of Provo.

Incomplete — Incompletes are the af-

fliction that befalls the worst procrastinaters.

They are known to hang like swords dangling

from the ceiling above the heads of the

procrastinaters. Like a loan from a loan shark

they are mistakenly seen as "the way out".

So much for the more depressing aspects

of university life. Everyone should also know
the names of some key students, professors

and administrators.

William Fi^d — Bill is the Dean of

Students and has the power to do almost

anything he wants when a student is in-

volved. His secretaries claim he is a kind

man. Students who have suffered

d ciplinary action tend not to agree. He is

known to be a member of the "Administrator

is King" school, which deals with students as

a commodity, rather than the reason UMass
exists.

Randolph Bromery — This man holds the

position of Chancellor when he is not off

scouting oil for multinationals. He has been

the butt of many jokes and cartoons. He has

never i^een known to respond directly to a

question, any question. The presidency of

UMass is an open position and Randy would
love to split Amherst to fill the job. Whether
that happens or not is contingent upon the

trustees, an enigmatic body known to act in

their interest and no one else's.

Jim Paulin — Jim is a student and a
crusader. He is also Bill Field's biggest head-

ache. James writes a column for the

Collegian, attempts to represent commuter
students in student oovemment WNIe he is

often thought eccentric, he is a hero to
many. He should be revered by all students
and protected from the aforementioned
Dean of Students. Walls all over the
university are covered with James' handi-
work.

Alex Eldridge — Alex is a man with many
talents. On the basketball court he can be
both an entertainer and a superstar, though
Jack Leaman may occasionallv think of him
in much the same way Field thinks of Paulin.
In many ways Alex is a typical New Yorker,
and I love New York.

And now to politics.

Lackeys — The Lackeys are a group of
students and former students who are

claimed to be converts to the administration.

Many of them are genuinely admirable
people who simply lined up on the wrong
side when the battle lines were drawn. They
are often attacked by the student govern-
ment leaders who claim to represent the
students. I like the students' representatives

more than the Lackeys, but both groups are
politicians.

Administration — No-goodniks in the true

sense of the term. Get what you can from
them and give them no credit. They steal

young students and make them lackeys.

The Students — Students are us.

"Randolph Bromery - This

man holds the position of
Chancellor when he is not

off scouting oil for multi

nationals. ..He has never
been known to respond
directly to a question.

any question.

Politically we are either unified or diverse and
in need of unity. The person using the phrase

chooses its meaning. We are not well

organized and get shafted by nr^any op-

portunists — administrators, professors,

business people, and ves, some of our own.

Unionization — It seems everyone belongs
to a union except students. We should have
a union. The Administration and their lackeys

do all they can to keep us from realizing this.

So as to avoid boring you further we will

now proceed to recreation.

Bally, Williams and Gotdieb — No this is

not a firm of attorneys. These are the names
that adorn pinball machines in the Blue Wall,

the Campus Center and other spots in the

area. The machines have sexist drawings and
often steal your money. The games ^re

addicting and many students can be seen
shouting at the electric wizards — that is,

however, when the players are not winning
free games or threatening to beat the

machines to a frazzled short circuit.

Jubilation — This is the Jazz (or Black

Classical if you wish) program aired on
WMUA every Sunday night. It is the most
redeeming feature of the station. Everyone
should listen.

f^ogram Council — This is the branch of

student government that schedules many
concerts and movies on campus. The
group's work has resulted in improved
campus programming of late. U.P.C. is also

known to host some of the best joint

committee meetings on campus.
Joint Committee Meetings — These

meetings do not involve more than one
committee and are not very productive. Need
I say more?

Frisbee — The beauty of the flying disc

has not gone unnoticed on this campus. The
Phys. Ed. department offers courses in disc-

work and the UMass Ultimate team is

composed of many of the most beautiful

people I've ever met at UMass. The team is

also the most skilled at joint committee
meeting organizations.

Remember these things and you'll do fine

while making conversation and drinking the

lousy Hatch coffee, but the Hatch culture is a
column in inself ...

Jfry Rogers is a Ct^egmn Cdumnitt.
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Thomson
speaks on
apartheid

CONCORD, N.H. [UPf] - New Hampshire

Gov. Meldrim Thomson said yesterday he

does not see apartheid as a moral issue and

accused the press of misquoting him during

a South African tour.

"I haven't looked on apartheid or racial

separation as a matter of morals," Thomson
told his first news conference since an 11-

day tour of South African in his role as

shadow secretary of state for the National

Conservative Caucus.
Thomson said it was a "misstatement" to

say he called Soweto Township, home of 1 .2

million blacks outside Johannesburg, a

"wonderful place."

"I never said Soweto was just wonderful,"

Thomson said. He said he told reporters that

cooperation between whites and blacks in

Soweto was "just wonderful."

Thomson told a news conference in

Johannesburg Jan. 26, after a Soweto tour,

"It's a wonderful place and so much better

than anything I ever envisioned." He added
that "some of these houses are better than

some of our neighbors' houses in Orford,

New Hampshire."

New Hampshire clergy who criticized him

Sunday for defending South African policies

came under fire from Thomson for basing

their opinions on "second hand reports." He
suggested they apply to the Southern

African Freedom Foundation, which paid for

his trip, for similar tours of the nation.

Thomson said too little unbiased in-

formation about South Africa is available in

the U.S. and the press should do something

about it. "If we have a truly free press, they

ought to be carrying both sides of every

story."

He said he would not be making a national

tour to discuss South Africa, as had been
reported, but does hope to speak to many
New Hampshire school children about that

nation — starting with a visit tomorrow to

the Rochester Junior High School.

He handed out press packets including

photographs of his trip, publicity for the

Southern African Freedom Foundation,

statistics on armed forces throughout Africa,

and lists of Soviet-made weapons captured

on the Angola border.

The governor was asked why he, in South

Africa, made statements on matters of

national policy, criticizing U.S. energy policy

and calling the State Department "un-

American."

Thomson said he wanted to study South

Africa's energy policy and assess that

nation's strategic importance to the U.S.,

particularly if the Panama Canal treaties are

ratified. He said if the canal comes under the

control of a communist dictator, it is vital to
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Governor Meldrim Thomson, hit Jaw
sat, answers soma tough and pointad

quastiona concaming his racant visit to

South Africa. (UPI)

ensure a friendly nation retains control of

Cape Hope and the southern tip of Africa.

He also defended his interest in national

policy, particulariy his opposition to the

Panama Canal, by recalling Theodore
Roosevelt's opposition to a 1900 canal treaty.

Roosevelt, then governor of New York,

raised such an uproar about guaranteeing

the neutrality of the canal in peace and war
that the Senate refused to accept the treaty

until the neutrality provision was removed.

New generator on

Conn. River

HOL YOKE [AP] - Holyoke Water Power
Co. plans to build a $12 million hydroelectric

generating station on the Connecticut River

in Western Mass.

The firm, a subsidiary of Northeast Utilities

Co., said yesterday that preliminary studies

conclude it is feasible to construct a twin to

its existing 15,000-kilowatt water-driven

generator. The new power plant would drjBW

energy from water not used by the existing

generator at the company's dam in Holyoke.

The sharp oil price increases of recent

years make the second hydroelectric

generator economically feasible for the first

time, said John Hickey, president of Holyoke

Water Power. He estimated it would produce

electricity that requires 80,000 barrels of oil a

year in a conventional power plant.

Detailed engineering studies now are

being conducted, Hickey said, and the

federal Energy Regulatory Commission will

receive the results. Government approval for

the project is expected to take at least two
years, with construction lasting about three

years.

UNIVERSITY SUPPLIES
• NOTEBOOKS

• PENS

• PAPER -

• TYPEWRITER RIBBON

• OFFICE SUPPLIES

• ETC.

at

A. J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St.

AMHERST

Saxaphonist found dead
AMSTERDAM, The NetheHands [AP] -

Gregory Herbert, a saxophone player and
recent member of the rock group Blood,
Sweat and Tears, was found dead yesterday
in an Amsterdam hotel room where a search
uncovered some drugs, police reported.

The search of the 30-year-old jazz
musician's room turned up "significant

quantities" of heroin and cocaine, as well as
a number of hypodermic syringes", a police
spokesperson said.

The cause of death was not immediately
determined and an autopsy was planned.

Herbert's body was found by other band
members who were returning from dinner.
The rock group immediately canceled an
evening concert in The Hague and flew to
London where a spokesperson said they will

decide whether to continue their European
tour.

One of America's best known rock groups.
Blood, Sweat and Tears has gone through a
number of personnel changes in its ten-year
history.

Started in 1968 by Al Cooper who wanted
to experiment with a combination of blues
and horns, the band gained popularity
because of its unique blending of the big
band sound within a rock framework. The
group usually consisted of eight to ten
musicians, including at least two on trumpet,
two on trombones and one on the
saxophone.
The band is famous for such hit singles as

"You've Made Me So Very Happy",
"Spinning Wheel" and "God Bless the
Child."

ess FUNDING
DEADLINE

The Collegian

is hiring:

Clerical Help

Graphics Dept. help

Circulation Mgr.

Clerical and graphics applicants cannot be work
Study students unless they held a work study job with
another R.S.O. group last semester. These individuals

are encouraged to apply. See Laurie Wood for details.

Friday Feb 3 is the deadline for funding applications from groups who

wish to be included in next year's Graduate Student Senate budget. The

finance Committee of the GSS will use the following cntena to determine a

group's funding:

Availability of funds
Direct benefit to Graduate Students

Graduate Student participation in the activity

Benefit to the University Community at large

Applications can be picked up in the GSS office, 919 Campus Center

Paul Fitzgerald, a member of the Gideons International Organization, along
with other members succeeded in distributing 7,100 New Testaments to students
as they passed through the Campus Center Concourse. (Staff photo by Dale
Griswold)

The GSS does not discriminate on the basis of race, sex, sexual or affectional

preference, color, age, religion, handicap, marital status, national origin, or

ancestry.

Second ship called to save
leaking oil from split barge

rusty na

J

send a

someone / anyone!
BOYFRIIND, ©im nUMMO, SWKTK, ROOMMATE, P»OF, COACH, ENEMY ETC.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is giving you, for

754. the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes

published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th.

We are having special pages put aside for your

messages They can be witty, serious, anything you

want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your

Valentine will never forget!

Come to the Collegian office before Thurs.

at 3 45 P M to place your copy.

Feb 9th

IXAMPLISs
Tor Mary A.

Have a Happy Vatenfine

Day. Ifcupiddoesn'fcome

around I vifill.

Rusfy

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B'a'a'rTTinnnnnnrs

To Koom365S.W.
We're iooking forward fo

seeing you ogain. Happy

Valentine Dayf

Bring this to us before Thurs., Feb 9th at 3:45 P.M.

....LIMIT 20 WORDS....

^''•Gir^s COST 750
OJULOJUUUUUaJLJUUUUULlJB i*

THURS., FEB. 2

Les
McCann

also

Bev Rohlehr

cover $3.50

FRI . & SAT.,

FEB. 3 & 4

NRBQ
and

Ina Mae Wool

rtc. 47 Sunderland, nna./tel.665-493"

NEWINGTON, N.H. [UPI] - The Coast
Guard yesterday called in a new barge to
take on more than a million gallons of in-

dustrial heating oil from a 340-foot barge
which split almost in half Monday night while
loading at the Atlantic Terminal pier.

No more than a few gallons of oil leaked
out when the Bouchard 105 cracked from
side to side across an empty compartment.
Coast Guard Capt. John Ekman told a news
conference at the terminal.

"There has been a negligible leakage of

the fuel into the Piscataqua River," Ekman
said. He said the crack ranged from six feet

wide on deck to a fraction of an inch near the
keel.

The Coast Guard said about 31,000 barrels

or 1.3 million gallons of No. 6 heating oil

remained on board at midday. About 6,000
barrels were pumped off into a i-irgp storage
tank Monday night.

Further offloading awaited the arrival of a

representative of the ship builder and a barge
from the Coast Guard's Portland, Maine
station. The Coast Guard gave no indication

how long the offloading would take.

The Coast Guard's Atlantic Strike Team
was flown to Newington Monday night to
help local Coast Guardsmen put a flotation

Announcing the

Grand Opening of

WOLFIES PIZZA!!
(Formerly University Pizza)

Students, drop in and become acquainted with the people who make up Wolfies pizza.

boom around the vessel, which stayed afloat

throughout the incident.

The Bouchard 105 is an eight-year-old

vessel with a capacity of 102,662 barrels. It is

owned by Steam Tug Alladin, Inc., of
Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y., and is operated
by Bouchard Transportation Inc., at the
same address.

In January, 1977, another Bouchard-
owned barge ran aground after it became
stuck in ice-clogged waters at the mouth of

the Cape Cod Canal in Buzzards Bay.
More than 10,000 gallons of heating oil

was spilled before most of the barge's cargo
was offloaded to another barge. Area
shellfishing beds were closed.

Two women who led the successful fight

to keep the world's largest oil refinery out of

nearby Durham, N.H., said the accident was
a warning of what could happen if a loaded
barge ran into trouble in the Piscataqua, the
river which widens into New Hampshire's
one major port at Portsmouth.
"We can all thank God it wasn't full of oil,"

said Executive Councilor Dudley, D-Durham.
When she was a legislator she led the fight

that kept Aristotle Onassis' planned refinery

out of town, despite Onassis' strong backing
from Gov. Meldrim Thomson.
"We're just darn lucky," said Nancy

Sandberg, former chairperson of Save Our
Shores, a citizens group which fought the
Onassis proposal.

She said the accident illustrates the
dangers of having oil tankers and barges
coming into New Hampshire ports. "How
many times has Thomson said accidents like

this never happen. Well, they do," Sandberg
said.

We offer the finest in

PizzaTSpaghetti, Subs, Sandwiches, Hamburgs, and Cheeseburgers

OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK! DELIVERIES MADE

, Call in, and have your order ready when you arrive

WOLFIES PIZZA
is located across from Southwast at 173 SUNSET AVE,

Call 549-5592 or S49'SS93

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry. Play*

Art, Music, Nature
Shakespeare Cr Clesslcs

History Cr Science
Philosophy Er Religion

Sci. Fi. £r Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbaclcs, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. &Fri. Till 8

549-6052
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Kleindienst testifies

before grand jury
LOS ANGELES lUPf] - Richard G.

Kleindienst, former attorney general in the
Nixon administration, testified for almost two
hours yesterday before a federal grand jury
investigating an insurance swindle involving
the Teamsters Union.

Aftei wards, Kleindienst spoke briefly with
reporter i and said: "I appeared as a witness,
not as a suspect

"

Kleindienst received a suspended jail

sentence of one month in 1974 for inaccurate
testimony before a U.S. Sep=?te committee at
his 1972 confirnrjation hearing.
Teamster President Frank E. Fitzsimowns

was scheduled to appear before the grand
jury later yeste-^day.

Both Kle'noienst and FItzslmmons had
testified previously before a Senate com-
mittee and gave contradictory versions of
their roles in the 1976 insurance dealings of
Joseph Hauaer who was awarded a $23
million contract for health insurance for
Teamster members.

Hauser was later convicted of bribery of
two union officials and attempting to bribe
two others. He was sentenced to jO months
in prison and is free p>ending appeal.

Kleindienst told the committee he used his

friendship with Fitzsimmons to get the

contract and said he received a fee of

$250,000 for interceding on Hauser's behalf.

He said he split the fee with two members of

a Washington public relations firm.

Frtzsimmons agreed that he talked three

times with Kleindienst about the matter but

said he did not give any assurance Hauser

woukJ be award^ the contract. He said he

did not consider Kleindienst a "great per-

sonal friend" who would influence his

decisions as a trustee of the health and
welfare funds.

Kleindie--^* was asked by reporters
yesterday about the apparent contradictions
in their Senate testimony.
"Make of that what you will." he said. "I'd

just as soon not talk about it."

The former attorney general declined to
discuss his grand jury testimony. Grand jury

probes in the initial stages are protected by
law from public scrutiny so there will be no
immediate disclosure of the testimony of
either Kleindienst or Fitzsimmons.

Hauser is now being sued by the Team-
sters for allegedly siphoning off $7 million in

premiums.
The General Accounting Office has

disclosed that the Prudential Insurance Co.,
not Hauser's firm, made the lowest bid for

the contract.

Kleindienst admitted in 1974 he testified

inaccurately at confirmation hearings about
aspects of the Nixon administration's
handling of an International Telephone and
Telegraph case.

U.S. District Judge George L. Hart Jr.

sentenced Kleindienst to a month in jail and a
$100 fine but suspended both sentences,
calling Kleindienst a person of "high in-

tegrity" who was "universally respecteid and
admired."
The evidence presented to the grand jury

was gathered by a special "strike force"
headed by U.S. Attorney Thomas Kotoski
and was being presented by U.S. Attorney
Ronald Rose.

Webster won't promise

prosecution of agents
WASHINGTON [UPf] - FBI dlrictor-

designate William Webster refused yesterday
to promise he would push for criminal

prosecution of agents for past illegal actions,

saying such decisions are up to the Justice
Department.

Rounding out two days of testimony at the
Senate Judiciary Committee's confirmatioQ
hearings, the federal judge from St. Louis
said he would report any such activity he
might turn up and take disciplinary action
where FBI regulations, rather than criminal

laws, were violated.

But under questioning by Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, Webster declined to

commit himself to a blanket recom-
mendation for prosecution of FBI agents
involved in such illegal activities as
warrantless wiretapping and mail op>ening.

"One has to look at each file on its own
face," Webster said.

"Many agents may have been asked to do
things or directed to do something that

appeared lawful at the time. That would have
to be taken into consideration by the
Department of Justice."

Metzenbaum pressed him: "If you made
that distinction, would that not mean a
substantial number of Watergate violators

would have been exempted? The fact is, the
small fry got the stiffest sentences."
Webster acknowledged that acting in

good faith might well be grounds only for

reducing penalties and not for preventing
prosecution, but still insisted that decision
would not be his.

"Are you saying you will not go back and
provide stern enforcement of the law against

those violations by those FBI agents?"
Metzenbaum asked. "That commitment
doesn't come through."
"The reason it doesn't come through,"

.Webster responded, is that the FBI director

does not decide which cases to prosecute
and "I'm under the impression that no
recommendations are made" by the director.

After Webster finished testifying, and with
Sen. Dennis DeConcini, D-Ariz., presiding
alone, the spokesperson for a coalition of 80
activist groups voiced opposition to the
nomination.
Ted Glick, national coordinator for the

Peoples Alliance which grew out of
Bicentennial Year demonstrations, said
Webster does not appear to "know a great
deal about the abuses that have gone on" or
appear to be prepared to deal with them.

DeConcini defended the nominee, saying,
"It seems to me Judge Webster did nwke it

clear he did not condone that activity."

Another witness, professor Leon Friedman
of Hofstra Law School, told the committee:
"The only way for adequate controls to be
established over the FBI is for Congress to
lay down a charter that allows it to do the job
it was set up for, namely the investigation of
federal crimes.

"It is not enough to assume that the
problem ... will be solved by the appointment
of a good person at the head of the agency."
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Untversifvof Mossochuwtts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

JEU-nERIIEIIIIMPIIl

ROBERT VEYRON-UCIiOH

AliTE

KEYBOIRD

Saturday,

February 11

8 pm

Fir€ /RIS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sal*. Gonoral public - $7, «, s.

UMass students M.50, 3, 2.50. Othor students
and senior citiiens - U, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f^
ft All Ticketron Locations.

[WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1978

STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA. MEXICO
Thi 6UA0AUUARA SUMMER SCHOOL
I fully accrtditid UNIVERSITY OF
ARIZONA program, olfers July 3-

August 1 1 . anthropology, art. bilingual

education, lolklore. history, political

science. Spanish language and litera-

ture, intensive Spanish. Tuition: S245:
board and room with Mexican family:

S285. For brochure: GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL. Alumni 211.

University of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona

85721. 1602)884 4729.

IeDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1978, !Col]e^iani5

HEAD COUNSELORS &
COUNSELORS

for small summer camp

Call 1-684-3723

or write to

HELENA WEBB
136 No. East St.

Holyoke, Mass. 01040

IBLAZING SADDLES
produced by

Mel Brooks

Friday, Feb. 3

7, 9, and 11

Campus Center AudHorium

$ 1 00

A CLOCKWORK

CCA THURS. 2/2

8:30 - 11:00

Notices

pi»

University of MassochuseHs/ Amh<?rst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

ALVINAILEY
AMERICAN DANCETHEATER

TONIGHT FEB 1

BEV ROHLEHR

THURS FEB. 2

Les McCann
also

BEV ROHLEHR
COVER 3 50

FRI. & SAT., .

FEB. 3 & 4

NRBQ
and

Ina Mae Wool

EVERY SUNDAY
GEORGE&GREGORy
^ Sunderland. MA. N
Rte.47 Tel. 665-4937

TUeS . FEB. 7

S«»Mt

TlMTimcltlar*,
ThvTimi Alttr

Suitt Otit

RtvtUtiont

WED , FEB 8

Hidden Ritn

Choral Dane*!

Suit* Otif

THURS., FEB. 9

Night Crtaitirt

Cry

Rainbow

RavttatWfif

All Shows at 8 pm

FINE m% CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public $7, 6, S.

UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens M, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

DIRTY HARRY
THE ENFORCER

Campus Center Auditorium

Feb. 1, 1977

6:30-8:15-10:00 Cr 11:45 p.m.

EXHIBITION
An exhibition by the Art Dreco Institute

will be held at the Student Union Galleries
from Sunday, February 5 at 3 p.m. TITWi
Friday, February 10 between the hours of 10
a.m. and 5 p.m.

COUNCIL MEETING
The Regional Advisory Council of the Tri-

County Council for Children will hold a
meeting Thursday, Feb. 9, 1978 at 7:30 p.m.
at the Litwin School, Chicopee.

AUDITIONS
The UMass Music Theatre Guild will hold

auditions for "You're A Good Man Charlie
Blown" cri February 6 and 7 at 6 30 p.m. in

Campus Cpn'er 165. The musical will be
presented March 30-Aprll 2 in Bowker
Auditorium, Stnrkbridge Hall. For more
information .9 48.33

WGHKSHOP
A one-day woiksnop on "The Media, the

Marketplace and You: How to Get a Job in

the Communicc jns Industry" will take
place on Saturday, February 25 from 9-5 at

Harvard University. Call (617) 646-5936.

PIANO HECiTAL
Smith College — A piano recital by

Deborah Clasquin will be held at Sage Hall,

Smith College on Sunday, February 5 at 8
p.m.

EXHIBITION
Hampshire College — Paintings by James

Van Dyke are on view in the Hampshire
College Art Gallery in the Johnson Library
Center through Feb. 7 when Van Dyke will
give a Gallery talk at 8 p.m.

SHOTOKAN KARA TE CL UB
UMass Shotokan Karate Club classes

meet Monday through Thursday in 24 NOPE
at 6 p.m. for beginners and at 7 p.m. for

intermediates. Instruction is by Prof. Sara
Grimes, second degree black belt (JKA). For
information call 545-0143.

SUMMER COUNSELING DEADLINE
The deadline for student group leadership

positions in the 1978 Summer Counseling
Program is Friday, February 3, 1978. The
program will operate from June 4 through
July 24, 1978. Interested and qualified
students may obtain applications from the
Community Development Center, 123
Berkshire House. Selections will be an-
nounced during Spring Break.

SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS
Schedules for summer job interviews have

been released by the Student Employment
Office:

Proctor and Gamble; interviewing on Feb.
9 and 16, seeking Junior year Mechanical
and Chemical Engineers.

Camp Pinecliff in Harrison, Maine; in-
terviewing on Feb. 8, seeking Water Safety
Instructors, Arts and Crafts directors, Under-
grads, Grads and Faculty.

Camps Tomahawk and Wicosuta in
Bristol, New Hampshire; interviewing on
Feb. 24, seeking Water Safety Instructors,
Tennis. Golf. Music and Drama; any majors.

Camp Kinderland in Tolland, Mass.; inter-
viewing on Feb. 24, seeking people having
completed their freshman year, previous
experience with children and an interest in

Jewish, Black, and Hispanic children.

Interested students must sign up In ad-
vance for interviews in Room 239 A Whit-
more. Interviews will be held in Goodell.

COURSEBOOK NOTICE

The regular University courses start with
Acctg 221 (Schedule Number 034191) on
Page 6. Pages 1-5 and half of page 6 contain
continuing Education courses. You must
sign up for these courses through Continuing
Education located in Hasbrouck.

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDAD ORDER
HEADLINE CHOICE

AUDIO
AUTO fQR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
fOR RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS I
PHOTO f QUIP I
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED |
ROOM WANTED

|
SERVICES J
TO SUBLET I
TRAVEL

I
vVANTED
WANTED TO RENT|

iriiP AD COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box. Use UPPER lower case characters

where they apply (Note; No ad will be set entirely in capital letters

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A I'ne contains 38 boxes. (Average
word IS approx 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)

OTHER:.
$1 00 extra
other headline

for

PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

Private Instruction and Group Instruction

WALK IN REGISTRATION Monday throuoh Friday. 11 a.m. -6 p.m.:
Saturday, 1 p.m. -6 p.m.; January 30-Fabruarv 11 in Old Chapal —
UMaaa

OPEN HOUSE: Sunday, February 6. 2 p.m. -6 p.m.: PAD Faculty Racltal, 3
p.m.; Old Chapal Auditorium
The public ia cordially invited to Join ua at the Open Houaa.
Meat our taachert and laarn about the PAD programs. Bring your

family and friands.

For complata Information writa: PAD. Dapartmant of Music and
Danca. Univarsity of Maaaachuaatta. Amharat, MA 01003 or call PAD at
1413) 546 0619.

RATES Dailv 45c per line

5 consec pub days 40c per line per day.
30 consec pub days 36c per line per day

Computatiori
llines:

X Idays:

:—

—

X rate:
Name: _

Phone* (if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosertl

(ad cost)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT I

-' NET AD COST TO BE MAILED! '

Dates Classified Ad is to run:
.

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept , Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003
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R E ACH2S,000 RE ADERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! ! ILittk Ads Oct BIG RESULTS

Physics 130 FOR ALL NONSCIENCE MAJORS

PHYSICS FOR

ELEMENTARY ED. MAJORS

Emphasizes the method of science, rather than facts. E.

Core. For more information on this and other physics
courses for non-science majors, consult the Course
Description Guide.

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a.m and
3:45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line, 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH3S,000REAOERSDAILY!!!!Ltttle Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! !! ILittIc Ads G«t BIG RESULTS

HeLP WANTED

'ired of DC food? Houseboys nnprled lo

/»ork in exchange tor home cooked meals

Cad S49 4836

We are seeking an undergraduate to fill

the salaried position of Communications
Director of the Student Government

•-Association Further information and
applications are available in 4?0 Student
Union

FOR RENT CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS

Rooms for rent call 584 2769

Retaarcfi Assistant* Worltstudy eligible

students, Humanities project High pay.
flexible hours Some typing J

Donohue. 50498 or 253 9807

Commitmant is tha key -no exp
nee People's Market needs dedicated

people Details on our door in SU till Feb

3

Eartfifoods is fiiring for the spring

semester Come by the kitchen dooi and

pick up an application Applications must

be completed by Fndav, Feb 3

The Student Government Association is

accepting applications for the salaried

position of Clerk of Courts It requires 8
hours of work lor an undergraduate
Applications are available m 422 Student
Union The SGA is an equal opportunity

affirmative action employer

Wantad houaaboyt for a soroniy Free

meals get refund for meal ticket Call

50046 ask for Marqie S

TO SUBLET

A F rmatfi to shjtr apt Call 549 b l54

Roomate Wantad. Sund. on bus line

$130 mo util inci Large rm. After 6 00
call 665 3392 Starting Feb 1

.

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle' Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing

IS believing Ask for it at the UM
Bookstore

INSTRUCTION

Roommate wantad for apt. in Sun
derland On UMass bus rt Own room
$95' month 665 3617, ask tor Jon

SUMMCR JOBS

Summer jobs guaranteed or money back

Nation s largest directory Minimum 56

employers slate Includes master ap

plication Only $3 Sumchoice, Box 645.

Stflip folleqp Pa-16801

Tannis Pros and assistant pros- seasonal

and year round clubs, good playing and

teaching background Call (301)654

3770 or send resumes and 2 pictures to;

Col R Reade. W T S , 8401 Con
necticut Avenue, Suite 1011. Chevy
Chase, Md 2001

S

Stereo' AM/ FM '8 trak Heceivei and
speakers $50 or tiest offer Call Jeff

253 5849

SERVICES
''

Skiers skis professionally hot waxed and
sharpened $7 Call Rich 253 3875

PERSONALS

FOR SALE
tfk

Refrigerator 5 cu ft Good condition $80

call 50046 ask for Majorie Schubert

Overweight? Try the one that woffts'

Famous U S Women's ski team dist.

Lose weight fast or money back Order
Today! Send »3 00: Fern-Art, Box 3361.
Logan Utah 84321

Evar wondar how ads like this are

made' Come on down to the Collagian

graphics department and find out bow
you can earn one credit while learfMng

an interesting aspect of newspaper
work

A M :<^. cor Of APFRS DAHV ' Lime ads get big results RfACH .?S 000 readers DAIIV"" REACH 7h 000 REA DERS DA K V LITTLr^S GET BIG RESUITS"' RE ACH 25 000 READERS DAILY '
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Pro Sports

Lakers win
RICHFIELD, Ohio [UPI] - Kareem Abdul-

Jabbar connected on 14 of 22 field goals in
scoring a game-high 31 points and Adrian
Dantley added 25 last night in leading the Los
Angeles Lakers to a 116-107 win over the
Cleveland Cavaliers.

The victory snapped a seven-game losing
streak on the road for the Lakers.

Los Angeles took a 31-23 first period lead
with Jabbar hitting on his only field goal
attempt of the period. The Cavs dropped in

14 of 20 from the field in the second period,
and still trailed 60-51 at halftime as Jabbar
countered with 12 second- period points.
The Lakers upped their lead to 100-79 with

9:23 left in the game, but the Cavs, with
Bobby Smith and Walt Frazier combining for
13 points, outscored LA 17-5 in the next four
minutes to cut the lead to 106-96.

Rookie Norm Nixon added 29 points for
Los Angeles, while Frazier topped Cleveland
with 27 points.

Knicks lose
NEW YORK [UPn - Dan Issel's 10-foot

bank shot with 2:18 remaining in the game
last night lifted Denver into the lead en route
to a 119-115 victory over the New York
Knicks behind 14 points by David Thompson.

Issel scored eight to his 27 points in the
last four minutes to help the Nuggets repulse
a frantic Knick comeback which brought
them the load after trailing 85-67 late in the
third quarter.

Thompson scored 23 first- half points as
the Nuggets raced to a 59-53 lead,

outrebounding the Knicks 28-17 - with Issel

scoring 13 points mostly inside. After Denver
outscored New York 26-14 in the first seven
minutes of the third quarter, New York
reserves rallied the Knicks to 12 straight
points to close the gap to 85-79.

Bob McAdoo scored 10 points in the final

period, and his jump shot with 4:05
remaining gave them a 107 105 lead. But
Issel's inside play proved too much.

Maravich hurt
NEW ORLEANS [UPI] - Pete Maravich,

the NBAs leading scorer, was carried from
the floor of the Louisiana Superdome on a
stretcher Tuesday night with 4:12 to play in

the Buffalo-New Orleans Jazz game. The
Jazz won 114-95.

Maravich, lost his balance passing the ball

between his legs at mid-court and fell heavily
on his right knee. He lay on the court,
holding his knee, as play continued around
him until his New Orleans teammates could
control the ball and call time out.

Maravich had 26 points and New Orleans
was leading 105-82 at the time.

He was rolled on a portable stretcher to a
locker room and an ice pack was applied to
his knee.

Stars, 7-4
ATLANTA [UPf] - Eric Vail scored two

goals, including the 100th of his career, to
give the Atlanta Flames a 7-4 victory over the
Minnesota North Stars last night.

The third period was highlighted by a stick

fight between Atlanta's Bill Clement and
Minnesota's Jerry Engele which left Clement
with a gash above his eye that required six

stitches.

Dean Talafous put the North Stars ahead
1-0 early in the first period, but Guy
Chouinard, Bob MacMillan and Vail all

erupted for goals, giving the flames a 3-1

advantage going into the second period.

The North Stars picked up steam, scoring
three goals to Atlanta's two in the second
period. When Kent- Erik Andersson scored
for Minnesota at 12:16, putting his team
within one of the flames, Atlanta goalie Dan
Bouchard was replaced by Yves Boulanger,
who held the North Stars scoreless. Vail

made his 100th at 5:36 of the second period
on a power play.

* Puryear
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

similar proposal was opposed by many,

Another policy proposal by Puryear, which
he said was implemented by Gluckstern, was
the reallocation of faculty positions ac-

cording to faculty-student ratios and other

variables. The five-year long-range plan

proposed by Puryear last spring met con-

siderable opposition from faculty.

Puryear said records in the provost's office

show that Gluckstern had reallocated 13

positions in 1974 without opposition Puryear

received last spring.

Puryear said he came to believe that the

perogatives of a white provost could not be
assumed by a black provost like hln^self.

ARTCARVED's new fashion rings are very different from traditional college rings. Each is a
unique, contemporary design, and very much your college. Whichever style you choose in our
large collection can be personalized by the custom features you select.

THE /IRJQ1RVED REPRESENTATIVE
will be here to help you select your ring.

Dates Feb. 1, 2, 3 10:00-2:30 piace. University Store

$10.00 Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

(he rnivcrsitv Store
MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST. MASSACHUSETTS 01003
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Celtics win, 104-94
By CURT P. KOHLBERG
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - Last night the Boston
Celtics produced a fine overall team effort

and it resulted in a 104-94 win over the Indian

Pacers at the Springfield Civic Center.

Star of the game Sidney Wicks displayed

flashes of brilliance as he defensively out-

classed and outmaneuvered both Ron
Behagen and Mike Bantom, while pouring in

twenty-three points of his own.
Indiana, playing without the services of

guards Ricky Sobers (3 game suspension for

punching) and John Williamson trades to

Nets, started Earl Tatum and Mike Flynn in

the backcourt against John Havlicek and
Dave Bing of the Celtics.

In this matchup of youth versus ex-

perience, the Celtics came up with the short

end of the stick primarily because Bing
produced what was in this reporter's mind
his worst game as a Celtic.

He was sluggish as he brought up the ball,

he missed easy jumpers, and he fouled out
early in the fourth quarter, thus enabling
Kevin Stacom to see action.

In this instance, he took advantage of it

and played "heads up" basketball. Havlicek
also played well in spots, to the delight of
many local fans who have supported
"Hondo" throughout his illustrious career.

But, some clutch buckets from Rynn and
the aerial wizardry of Tatum and his 30 foot
swishing jumpers from "downtown" kept
the Pacers in the game.
The Celtics won the game on the boards.

Dave Cowens ripped down key rebounds,
which often resulted in a quick two for the
Green.

Cedric Maxwell sparked the club with his

offensive boardwork, and "Steamin' Sid-

ney" supplied the rest of the fireworks,

which notched the Celts first victory after

four consecutive losses.

Jo Jo White, who decided not to dress for

the game, ended his streak for playing in

consecutive games at 488, a club record. The
fourth place Celtics were also without the

services of Curtis Rowe, who did not dress

because of swelling on his sensitive left knee.

A Random Note: The local bookies made
the Celtics a 41/2 point favorite prior to tip-

off. The Celtics have not been "covering"

the spread very often this year, and with

Dave Cowens listed as a doubtful starter

(prior to playing three full quarters) and

realizing that Indiana has five more wins than

the Celtics. Indiana obviously became the

public's choice with the bookies, and is so

often the case, the public went down in

defeat. Basketball is a very hard sport to

constantly beat for local gamblers, because

when a bunch of old-timers like the Celtics

get together to throw a round ball through

some strings, anything can happen and

usually does.

^January
CONTINUED FROM 18

when the Minutemen broke the game open

with a 24-13 burst in the second half.

UMass used its fast break defense, and
board sweeping efforts by its rebounders to
turn two close games into routs in the
UConn Classic. Dino Larry jammed two
early, and Steve Grant scored 20 invisible

points, but the Minutemen blew Manhattan
away in the opening game of the tour-

nament.

Celtic Tom Boswell starts his move towards the hoop in last night's game at the
Springfield Civic Center. The win breaks a four game losing streak and leaves the
Celtics with a 15-30 record. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Your Birthday
WEDNESDAY, FEBRU-

ARY 1 — Bom today, you
may have a difficult time .

establishing and, for a
while, maintaining, a
stable marriage. You are

extremely independent
and will find it anathema
to compromise or give in.

Ultimately, because what-

ever you attempt to do you
end by doing well, you will

have a fine marriage, hav-

ing come to it with eyes

open and in full support of

each other.

You are partly the free

and easygoing youngster,

no matter how old you
grow or how mature others

insist you become. You
behave maturely when
necessary, and you are

able to hark back to child-

hood for that wondrous
attitude that makes all

things deeper, broader,

more worthwhile than
without it. You do not insist

that everything be fun; you
do desire all experiences to

be worthy of the time and
attention they take.

You are a lover of travel,

change, and excitement.

You have a way with the

,
young and can bring them
into any activity.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.

Let your birthday star be

your daily guide.

THURSDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 2

AQUARIUS( Jan.20-
Feb.l8) - Love will find a

way today. Don't despair;

acknowledge another's
presence and prepare for

change.

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

- Lead the way thought-

fully and with dignity in

intellectual concerns.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Caution need not be
abandoned, but be braver
in your approach to some-
thing new.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Parents and children

may have much to thank
each other for today. Ix>ok

ahead to better times.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
• Make the most of a bad lot

this morning. You may not

be able to enter circles that

would help you.
CANCER(June21-July22)

- Dislike of authority could

cause difficulties today, es-

pecially if you are travel-

ing.

LEO(July 23-Ayg.22) -

Friends ask favors you
may not be able to grant
now. Explain, gain under-
standing; ask for a rain-

check.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -

If you would laetter your-

self, financially or person-
ally, listen to wisdom from
afar.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

Success in preoccupation
rather than occupation
makes today special.
Share benefits with one in

need.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)

- Minor irritations may
prevent your reaching
today's goals. An old

dream comes true at eve-

ning.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - You can reach
great heights with little

effort. Don't refuse even a
small chance for financial

gain.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - Train the young
in confidence today and
you won't worry about
them tomorrow. Di.scipline

is key.

United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
CopyriRht 1978

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PEANLTS by Charles Schulz

lOl U5EP TO PANCE
,

[JP A STORM UIHEN 1

BRIN(3 OUT HOVR SUPPER

M^ee I 5HOUL(7 TAKE
^OV TO THE VET...

MAV6E WU (NEEP A
SHOT OR 50METH1N6..

DOONESBLRY by Garry Trudeau

ACROSS

1 So. Amer.
rod«nt

5 Airplane
9 Asian nation

1

4

Aroma
1

5

Companionless
1

6

L»gai «x-
cuse

1

7

City of Paru

1

8

Brought into

play
20 Muslim lord

21 Musical
note

22 Lower in

rank
23 Concise

summary
25 Make

another
offer

27 Greek oor-

tico

29 — Jose
30 Broad-lop-

ped hill

34 Against:
Prefix

36 Speaks im-

perfectly

38 Flavor
3QH S Tru-

man, eg 2

words
42 The Ram
43 Helpers
44 Denial
45 Engrossed
46 Part of an

hr

47 Ready
monev

49 Crashes
51 English city

54 El«ctrlcal

machine
part

58 Cloak
60 Carton

walght
61 Musical in-

strument
63 Jog
64 Imprison
65 —

-

Khsyysm
66 Liquid

hester
67 Fences in

streams
68 Semester
69 Former

Korean
statesman

DOWN

1 star

2 "Buddy Can
You Spare -

?
3 Newspaper
feature 2
words

4 Noah's goal

5 Coasted
6 Reverence
7 Along about
April 3
w'ords

8 Through
9 Wearied

1 Tanning
compound

1

1

One of the

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
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T I M P L E D A A R E A

5 N I I 5 N OB U I § t

Azores
12 "It's-—!":

You're on
1

3

Brood of

pheasants
1 9 God of

culture
24 North and

South
26 Headquartered
28 Melody
30 Young man
31 Steel fur-

nace 2
words

32 Feminine
name

33 Dilettantp in

nature
34 Miles away
35 Nick

Charles'
wife

37 Eur. country
38 Mexican

fiber

40 Assembled
41 Dry
46 Japanese

shiD name
48 Canine
49 Uncouth

onps
50 Detecting

apparatus
52 Male bee
53 Caterpillar's

hairs

54 Swelter In-

formal ,

55 Languid
56 Both Comb

form
57 Ski-lift

59 Bacterium
62 Decay
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January harsh month for hoops..
By mike berger
Collegian Staff

While everyone was digging out of the
January storms, UMass almost became
buried in its own. But fortunately, it is not a
state emergency.

For the month of January, UMass was a
dismal 1-5 which is quite tragic considering
they went undefeated 8-0 the month of
December.

For the record, the Minutemen lost a
disappointing game against Rutgers in

Springfield 78-74, almost got blownout by an
impressive Villanova squad 71-64, absolutely
played the worst game of the year in that
famed Hartford Civic Center crash 56-49, but
quite possibly played its best game of the
year despite a losing effort against 9th
ranked Providence 50-49.

At the Colonial Classic this past weekend,
UMass determined to play Holy Cross in the
final, finally blew out an opponent, Boston
College 88-64. But, in the final, UMass, only
bshind by 1 point at halftime 35-34, suc-
cumbed in the late stages of the game and
lost to Holy Cross 76-63.

In between, two games at Penn State and
Duquesne were postponed due to poor flying

conditions from New York City to Penn-
sylvania. During the snowstorm, UMass was
stranded for the whole weekend. The games
have been rescheduled for Feb. 20 at

Duquesne and Feb. 21 at Penn State.

Coach Jack Leaman is less than ecstatic
about his team's performance during
January. When asked about his team's
development during that p>eriod, he said,

"How can I be happy with a team that's gone
1-5."

"We have an awful lot of work to be done.
At times we can ' >ok areat but in other

spots, we juaf rail apart. Losing to

Providence and Holy Cross doesn't mean
anything. It all comes down to the EAA
playoffs in March. At least, we proved we
can play with teams of that caliber," said

Leaman.
Team captain Derick Claiborne said the

team is looking forward to playing home in

the Cage again but said going 1-5 was not
the end of the world.

"During January we played some pretty

tough teams away from home. During four
of the games, we missed some chances to

take the lead and win those games and we
were only seriously outplayed in another,"
said Claiborne.

"I think our offense has been better
developed since the beginning of the year
and our defense has improved. I think we're
going to come ori strong once we start
playing at home," he said.

Rutgers handed UMass its first loss of the
season and first setback in the Eastern
Athletic Association (EAA).

UMass, in that game held a halftime lead
37-34 and continued to up its lead 45-40 with
17 minutes left to go in the game before
Rutgers exploded for an 18-2 spurt in the five

minute span.

Leading that spurt were Boston born,
James Bailey who scored 21 points while
teammates Hollis Copeland and Abdel
Anderson scored 20 and 18 respectively.

UMass, down 58-47 with 1 1:58 left to go in

the game, managed to sneak back to within
three with 3:53 before Mark Haymore who
scored 20 points fouled out with 2:53 left.

Against Villanova, UMass was down by 18
points in the first half but managed to get
within eight before Haymore again fouled

out. In that game Haymore scored 16, Mike
Pyatt-14and Len Kohlhaas and Alex Eldridge

scored 10 apiece in the losing effort.

On January 17th, UMass played UConn at
the Hartford Civic Center in a blinding
snowstorm. Four of the players had a mild
case of the flu, another, George Dennerlein
had left the team, and another had a death in

the family.

, The result: a 56-49 setback to the Huskies.
UMass shot 40 per cent for the game, 30 per
cent for the second half, only scoring 21
points, shooting 7-23. The Huskies were
playing without its leading scorer Joey
Whelton.
"We got the hell kicked out of us. We

didn't shoot, play defense, or rebound. Just
atrocious," said Leaman.

The UMass team left the Hartford Civic
Center at 11:45 p.m. that night. That
following morning at 4 a.m., the roof of the
Civic Center collapsed.

Almost completely opposite to the way
they played against UConn, the Minutemen
rebounded in impressive fashion against
Providence, but only to lose in heartbreak
fashion.

Providence, who had thrashed Holy Cross
by 18 points a week earlier and were ranked
9th in the country, did not play well against
UMass.

It took junior guard Dwight Williams, who
scored only two points the entire second
half, 14, total to hit a fast break jumper off a

missed free throw by UMass' Mark Haymore,
to ice the game for the Friars with only 9
seconds remaining.

Mike Pyatt who scored 12 points for the
game, took the last shot, which could have
won the game, but missed and Providence
came down with the deflected rebound to
win the game.
With 27 seconds to go, UMass had taken

the lead 49-48 on a brilliant Mark Haymore
(20 points) three point play. Twelve seconds
later, Haymore had a chance to increase the
lead as he went to the foul line. He missed
the foul shot and Providence went on the
fast break, enabling Williams to hit the game-
winning shot.

"If we had beaten Providence," said
Haymore, "and then Holy Cross, we would
have been number one in New England, but
the breaks didn't go our way during
January," he said.

...but sun shone in December
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

December was a nice enough month. The
weather was fairly balmy. Jackie Leaman
was smiling quite a bit. The UMass men's
basketball team was 8-0.

Fueled by Alex Eldridge's sleight of hand;
sparked by Len Kohlhaas's "bully-boy"
rebounding; propelled by Mike Pyatt's
scoring; and inspired by Mark Haymore's
rim-bound antics, the Minutemen five was
too strong for Connecticut, 74-64; outlasted
Bentley, 85-70; and ran away from Niagara
(84-73) and Manhattan (88-74) to take the
UConn Classic.

Eldridge's star shone the brightest during
the month of December. The 6'2" senior
guard from New York, NY, tied a school
record for assists in a game with 15 against
Connecticut. The other UMass player to dole
out 15 was Joe DiSarcina (1969).

Boob followed that performance up with a

13 assist effort against the Falcons of

Bentley, but he was only warming up for the
UConn Tournament, were he scored 36
points, had 10 steals, grabbed six rebounds,
and handed out 16 assists to win the
Tournament's Most Valuable Player award
by getting all but two of the votes cast by
attending sportswriters.

Pyatt was named Eastern Athletic
Association Player of the Week for his play

against UConn and Bentley. Pyatt, who won
the award once last year, hit for 43 points
(19-36 shooting, 5-9 from the line), and
grabbed 17 rebounds. At the time, the 6'6'

senior forward was averaging 18.3 points and
6.8 rebounds.

Junior 6'8" forward Haymore was the
most consistent performer through the
month of December, and indeed the season,
as he has led the nation (including UCLA and
Kentucky) in field goal percentage since the

beqinning of the season. .
'^

Haymore, in the latest stats released by
the NCAA, had a shooting percentage of

.764, on 68-89 shooting, besting runnerup
Mike O'Koren's .673. In the latest EAA stats

Haymore was leading the leage with a .745

percentage. He has also led the league all

season in FG percentage.

Kohlhaas, a 6'9" junior center, became a

force on the boards in the last three games of
tne month, as he took down 38 rebounds
against Bentley, Manhattan, Niagara, in-

cluding 14 against the Purple Eagles in the
championship of the UConn Classic.

Haymore scored 20 and Pyatt added 18 in

a rugged UConn contest, but 6'4" junior
swingman Brad Johnson was the key as he
came off the bench to shoot 5-6 from the
floor and score nine of his 12 total points
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FRIENDLIEST!
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Welcome Bach

OPEN TILL 11:00 p.m.

DAILY

Many New Imported Beers

plus:

A Larger Assortment

of Wines & Liquors

^ $ ^ »^ Liquor Store

SS8 CoUege St. (Rt. 9)

Amherst tSS-S8S4 £Se-S4S8

BEFBISEBATOB

BENTALS
338 COLLEGE ST., AMHERST

253-5384

256-8433

ir Refrigerator truck will be

in the following areas.

THURS., FEB. 2nil

10:00-12:00

12:00-1.00

1:00-2:00

2:00-3:00

3:00-4:00

4:00-5:00

iOICNIES SOUTHWEST

BRETT-WHEELER

ORCRIRD HILL

KERHEBT SOUTHWEST

WASHIHBTOH SOUTHWEST
WORCESTER DIHIHG COiMOHS

In the event of a snowstorm

this schedule will be followed

FRI., FEB. 3rd
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Wrestlers host meet
in midst of streak
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The high-flying UMass wrestling team will

have its first home meet of the season
tonight at Boyden Auxiliary Gym as the
Minutemen entertain Southern Connecticut
and Union College in a tri-meet. The first

match begins at 6:30.

UMass, winner in three of four meets last

weekend, will open with Dana Rasmussen at
118 pounds and Tony Perry at 126 pounds.
Co- captain Larry Otsuka will be at his usual
134 pound spot.

In the 142 pound weight class coach Dave
Amato plans on using both Mike Carroll and
Charley Rigoglioso.

"I think I'm going to have Rigoglioso
wrestle against Southern Connecticut," said
Amato. "Carroll will go against Union."
Timmy Fallon will wrestle at 150 pounds,

and Amato will again use two wrestlers in the
158 pound class as Monty Payette faces
So.Conn. while Mike Mitrowski wrestles
Union.
Rounding out the UMass lineup, Fred

Rheault will go at 167 pounds. Bob Radowitz
at 177 pounds. Bob Clark at 190 pounds, and
John Allen will be the heavyweight.

Union College announced yesterday that
because of injuries they will forfeit their
bouts at 118 and 126 pounds. UMass is

expected to handily beat Union, but Amato is

taking no chances.
"They have a very good team and I don't

plan on overlooking them," said the former
UMass wrestling champion. "Our big meet
will be with Southern Connecticut, though.
They're ranked number two in New
England."

If the Minutemen can put it all together
against So.Conn., their ranking in New
England should be significantly improved.
UMass, 3-9 on the season, seems finally to

be on the move after eight straight opening
losses. As the New England tournament
rapidly approaches, Amato is still looking for
the ten grapplers that will represent UMass.
Amato has been generally going with fresh-
men this season, and in fact will use eight
freshmen in the big Southern Connecticut tilt

tonight.

Southern Connecticut coach Don Knaf
knows that his squad will be facing a young
team, but plans no special changes.
"Those UMass freshmen are all very

capable wrestlers and all have good high
school backgrounds," said Knaf. "I just hope
that my kids don't take this light^. Yale tied
(nationally ranked) Rhode Island last week,
and I'll bet It was because they took them
lightly. We're not taking any chances with
UMass, and we're giving this meet a great
deal of thought."

Swimmers return home
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

It will be a doubleheader for swimming
fans tonight, as both the men's and women's
swimming teams from UMass will be taking
on competition at home for the first time this
year.

The men's team, under coach Bei
Melamed, will be facing Tufts in a 4:00 dual
at Boyden. The men are 2-1 going into the
meet, following an 88-24 loss to the
University of Maine at Orono last weekend.

However, Tufts should be a linle closer
meet for the team. Although they lost to
Tufts last year, a big rivalry has developed,
and UMass is "getting really psyched" for
tonight, according to team members. "We'll
be going all out" they said. "This is our most
important meet of the year."

Following the men's meet, the women's
team will be facing Bridgewater State
College at 7:00 at NOPE.

"It should be a fine meet," according to
Coach John Nunnelly, but Nunnelly is

confident about coming out on top. Last year
the team destroyed Bridgewater.

This year Nunnelly wHI be entering his
swimmers in some different events than they
usually swim. He'll also be giving team
members a chance to get qualifying times for
the New Englands, which are only two weeks
away.

This will be the first competition for the
team since their intensive training session
over vacation, when they swam twice a day
for three days. They have a 5-5-1 record to
date.

Come join us at our extraordinary

Quality Paperback
Book Sale.

50°^off
Outstanding current and back list titles

America's leading publishers.

cover
price

the University Store
Campus Center

Sports Calendar'
K» . c^ .

TODAY
Men s Swimming 1^5 Tufts 4 p.m. Boyden pool
Women's swimming vs Bridgewater 7 p.m. Boyden pool
Wrestling vs Union and Southern Connecticut 6:30 p.m. Boyden Aux Gym

TOMORROW
Women's Var. Basketball at Providence 6 p.m

"GET OUT MA FACE -" says Mary
Hallaran to laughing teammate Kathy
Harrington as a Springfield player

lunges for a piece of the action. See
story on page 20. (Staff photo by
Patrick Dobbs)

Sports Notices
HOCKEY CLUB - Mandatory meeting for

all members tonight in Mahar Auditorium at

9:15.

INTRAMURALS - Managers should pick
up schedules, play begins today. Racquetball
and wrestling entries are due in the IM office

by tomorrow.

Vision Showcase

We alto
carry
fashion stylat by
Diane Von Furatanbara
ft Oscar Data Ranta
Geoffrey Beena
Optyl

( formerly House of Vision)

Kent Whalon— Licensed Optician

We are Specialists in:

Fashion Eyewear
Contact Lenses
Enr>ergency Replacements
Free Adjustments Anytime
We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms Mall/ Hadley 584-8324
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Minutemen beat up Crusaders
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - A surging UMass hockey
team showed the Crusaders of Holy Cross
)ust what it cfln do when it gets a little fired-

up last night at the Hart Center.
Trailing 2-0 after the first period, the

Minutemen came storming back with a
single tally in the second period and two
more in the third and then hung on tight for a
gutty 3-2 victory before 800 stunned fans.

The victory was the second straight for the
Minutemen who have upped their record to
5-6-1 and now set their sights on big
weekend contests against Merrimac and
New Haven.

For the Minutemen this was a solid per-
formance all the way around as they outshot
the Crusaders 43-31

, played tight defense for
three periods and got some clutch
goaltending from senior John Rilev.

The Crusaders took the early lead at 3:14
of the opening period when Dan Bowman
tipped a John Ross centering pass into the
right corner. Paul Allen also got an assist.
The Cross went up 2-0 just 31 seconds

later when Ross tipped in a Paul Drennan
slap shot from 25 feet out.
From that point on however, Riley was

simply magnificent in the nets as he stopped
31 shots and turned in yet another sterling
performance.

Down 2-0 the Minutemen came out
smoking in the second stanza and drew to
within one, just five seconds into the period
when center Don Murphy took a pretty
centering pass from co-captain Bob White
and beat Crusader goalie Mark Young with a
low wrist shot from ten feet out.

Both teams then poured on the offense,
but the period belonged to the goaltenders
and soon became the "John Riley-Mark
Young show.

Riley was brilliant as he stopped 10 shots
including some toughies, but Young was
magnificent. The freshmen goaltender
turned aside 19 shots, including seven during
a UMass poower play.

The Minutemen put all kinds of heat on
Young late in the period but came up empty-
handed, and entered the third period trailing
by a goal.

They picked up the equalizer with just 39
seconds gone, when Nick Carney took a
perfect centering pass from Joe Milan and
fired a low wrist shot between Young's pads.
John Peters picked up the other assist.

That same tandem of Milan and Carney
connected for the game-winner nine minutes
later. It came at 10:09, and it was a beauty.

Carney took a long pass from Milan just
inside the blueline, wound up, and sizzled a
low 40 feet slap shot between the legs of a
surprized Young.

Armed with the slim one goal lead, the
Minutemen did exactly what they had to do
for the remaining 10 minutes. They com-
bined solid forechecking, stubborn defense
in their own end and good, clutch
goaltending to preserve a hard-earned win.
The victory was the most satisfying of the

year for the Minutemen who have suddenly,
realized their potential, and now take dead
aim at a possible playoff spot.
The Minutemen are currently in 12th place

in the Western Division of ECAC Division 11.
The top eight teams in the division will
advance to the playoffs in March.

BWiMPt. gMKyWBy<^BPB jgMWu^^lR

Gymmen outclass Cornell
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastic team
soundly defeated Cornell University this past
Sunday 187.00-168.41 at Curry Hicks Cage.
The outcome was neither a surprise nor an
unprediction to coach Swetman, who was
more concerned at the time with the
Syracuse meet this Saturday. Cornell in a
sense was more of a warm-up for the
gymmen after the long intersession break.
UMass won every event, and after floor lead
by five points, never once looked back to see
if Cornell was still in the cage.
On floor, senior John Forshay won the

event with an 8.65 only missing his press,
vvhich ultimately kept him from reaching the
nines. Meanwhile, on the pommel horse
Dave Kulakoff took command and produced

the highest score of the meet, 9.45. The only
competition from Cornell was Paul Blake
who squeeked by Bob Donahue to place
second.

The still rings event was won by freshman
Dave Felleman with a very impressive 8.45
performance. Co-captain Dave Kulakoff also
won the parallel bars with a very solid 8.00.
The long horse vaulting event was also

won by another freshman, with a dream
come true 9.10 for all-arounder Bob Lamb.
Tommy Thomson concluded the meet with a
very beautiful performance on the horizontal
bar, showing only a little difficulty on his
dismount.

Now all eyes look towards Syracuse as the
gymmen travel to New York this weekend,
which could prove to be the turning point in
the successful season for the gymmen.

wmm
wm

UfVlass goaltender John Riley makes a stick save of the puck from a rushing left
winger m recent action at Orr rink. UMass defenseman Ron Valicenti looks on in-
tently. (Photo by Don Sandstrom)
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Hoopwomen scalp
outmanned Chiefs

Kathy Harrin^fTon tears a rebound down amidst a mass number of Chiefs and
UMass hoopwomen. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

It ain't what it used to be.
At one time, UMass- Springfield College

women's basketball games were real nerve
wracking affairs. The two area rivals used to
go at it nio and tuck for 40 minutes.
But that was a few vears back. In the

meantime, the Minutewomen have pulled far
ahead of their foe in terms of talent. As a
result, the games have lost quite a bit of their
luster.

The script remained the same last night in
the Cage, UMass burned the Chiefs with a 42
point first half, and then breezed through the
final 20 minutes en route to a 67-54 win.

The loss atoned for a two-point defeat the
Minutewomen suffered last season in the
quarterfinals of the Easterns, and also proved
that UMass could, indeed, play an inspired
brand of basketball.

"We were ready to play basketball
tonight," UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
said.

.
"We haven't been playing good ball this

season but tonight we finally put it

together."

Leading the way was Sue Peters. The
sophomore guard kept her points per game
average above 20 with a 22 point per-
formance. Her offensive repertoire included
fast break layups and jumpers as she also led
the Minutewomen with 10 rebounds and
handed out three assists.

Maura Supinski added 11 points and seven
rebounds, while Cheryl Carey had 10 points,
six rebounds and four assists. Debbie Mc-
Culloch came off the bench to add six points
and six rebounds.
To a large degree, this game was decided

on the boards. UMass outrebounded the
Chiefs by a whopping 39-19 margin, in-

cluding a decisive 21-8 advantage on the
offensive end. Six of the Minutewomen's
hoops were scored off offensive rebounds.

The result was never in doubt. UMass
jumped off to a quick 10-4 lead as it was able
to break Springfield's full-court press with
ease.

The Minutewomen extended the margin to

23-12 with 10:54 left on a Cathy Harrington
(nine points, four rebounds) jumper. Both
teams then went cold for a six minute spell,

during which UMass scored just two points
to the Chiefs four. After the cold as ice time,
the Minutewomen turned a 25-16 lead into a
32-16 edge with a seven point string.

A Barb Breedlove basket interrupted the
skein, and UMass then went on to outscore
Springfield, 10-4, during the remainder of the
first half to take a 42-22 point lead in the
locker room.

The rest of the game was academic, as
Ozdarski used her bench freely and let her
starters get some rest.

Laura Hoffman led Springfield with 11
points, while Lori Clark, who burned the
Minutewomen in last season's loss with 24
points, was held to just seven. Three other
Chiefs scored six points apiece.
As far as the UMass backcourt situation

was concerned, Mary Halleran and Julie
McHugh split the duties evenly beside
Peters. Halleran, who drew the starting
assignment, handed out five assists and
played a pesky brand of defense. McHugh
had three assists.

"I told them before the game that they'd
both share the duties," Ozdarski said of the
two guards, "and they were content to each
play 20 minutes. They can go out and give
100 per cent out there."

A big cheer came up from the crowd when
with 1 1 seconds left, Lu-Ann Fletcher scored
her only two points of the game on a jumper.
The senior is still working her way back into
playing shape after undergoing knee surgery.

UMASS [67\ - Supinski 4-3-11, Carey 4-

2-10, Harrington 4-1-9, Peters 11-0-22,

Halleran 1-0-2, McCulloch 3-0-6, McHugh 1-

0-2, Ready 1-0-2, Fletcher 1-0-12, Martinelll

0-1-1, Parker 0-0-0, Barber 0-0-0, Peebles 0-0-

0. TOTALS: 30-7-67.

SPRINGFIELD [54] - Smith 2-0-4,

Hoffman 5-M1, Wood 2-0-4, Murtagh 2-2-6,

Clark 2-3-7, Fuller 2-0-4, Miller 3-0-6,

Breedlove 3-0-6, Zola 2-0-4, Gravato 2-0-4.

TOTALS: 23-6-54.

DuBois Dept. Statement Concerning
Professor Paul Puryear

Supplement to the Collegian

(The following is the statement
made by the W.E.B. Dubois
Department of Afro-American
studies concerning the forced

resignation of Vice Chancellor and
Provost Paul Puryear)

The Department is pained and
disillusioned by the chain of events

culminating in the forced
resignation of Vice Chancellor and
Provost Paul Puryear from the

administration of this University.

These events represent the most
discreditable episode in the recent

history of this school.

As a consequence of what has
happened, the University is the
poorer and everyone loses: the

stature of the Chancellor is

diminished; the professional
reputation of the Provost defamed;
and the general prestige and
credibility of much of the faculty

permanently tarnished. And, at a

time when it can scarcely afford it,

the University is losing the services

of an administrator of vision,

character and unquestioned ability.

This is all the more painful and
destructive because none of it was
necessary and ought not have
happened, especially in a com-
munity claiming to conduct its

affairs in accordance with principles

of reasoned and enlightened

behavior and humane and decent

traditions.

There has been much talk about
the intransigence, authoritarianism

and rigidity and style of the
Provost. These arguments do not

account for what has happened.
The fate of Provost Puryear, un-

fortunately has less to do with his

style, than with his race and with
the fact that he consistently took
clear and unequivocal positions

which were not popular with

certain recondite and self-serving

interests among the faculty. For

that reason the Provost has labored

in isolation and in an atmosphere
of hostility and obstruction,
almost frO.m his first day on this

campus. Indeed, organized op-

position to his presence began
before he even set foot here, as did

the widespread racist remarks

about a black takeover. It is also

clear, that despite the criticism of

the Provost's personal style, the

sustained, vocal and obstructionist

resistance to his policies, which
came mainly from the Faculty

Senate and elements within the

College of Arts and Sciences, was
based on opposition to his attempts

to move the campus more into line

with the imperatives of a changing

and shrinking student population

and a diminishing fiscal base;

changes which inevitably

threatened the interests and
traditional prerogatives of en-

trenched faculty groups.

The harassment and hostility to

which he has been subject does this

community no credit. His

resignation is a blow to the morale
of the black community even as it

opens our eyes. It can not help but

have a profoundly negative effect

on our attitude towards this

community.

In all this. Provost Puryear has

conducted himself with a dignity

and forbearance that is admirable.

He has concerned himself with

issues of substance rather than of

personality; he has been forthright

and candid; and even his critics

have not accused him of being self-

serving. He has earned our ad-

miration and respect.

It will stand as a permanent and
indelible blot on the professional

prestige of this community that it

did not have the resources of

tolerance, disinterested altruism,

and vision that would have averted
this dismal situation.

Professor Paul Puryear

photo by Edward Cohen

Who Killed Malcolm X ?

Malcolm X

This article first appeared in the

Real Paper, copyright the Real

Paper, Inc. 1978.

The assassination of Malcolm X
thirteen years ago left in its wake a

trail of unanswered questions.

Some of these were legal questions

and some were larger, political

questions. The standing legal

verdict on the assassination holds

that three men, forming a con-

spiracy, were guilty of the act. And
since two of the three were well-

known Black Muslim "enforcers,"

the public has accepted the obvious
implication — that the murder was
ordered, planned, and carried out
solely by the Black Muslims as the

culmination of that group's ven-

detta against the apostate, Malcolm
X.

Yet, in the last few days of his

life, Malcolm told people close to

him that recent events had "led him
to believe that the plotters of his

death were much bigger than the

Muslims." Malcolm had what he
considered sound reasons for this

belief. The previous summer he had
been poisoned in the main dining

room of the Cairo Hilton Hotel in

Egypt. Malcolm was certain this

was not the work of the Black

Muslims; he had grounds for at-

tributing this attempt on his life to

the C-IA. Less than two weeks
before his death, he was denied

entry into France forever as an

"undesirable person," possibly

because French officials feared he

would be assassinated on French

soil. Malcolm assumed that these

signs of danger were the inevitable

consequence of his political effort

to "internationalize" the situation

of black people in America by

taking their case to the United

Nations.

The assassination itself and the

trial that followed almost a year

later produced a myriad of disturb-

ing indications that two innocent

men were convicted and that

undercover agents of the New York

Police Force and the FBI may have

played an instrumental role in the

case.

Attorney William Kunstler has

recently submitted affidavits to a

New York court intended to show
that new evidence unearthed since

the final appeal in the case con-

stitutes grounds for obtaining a

new ti:ial.

One of the three men originally

convicted, Thomas Hagan, has

now volunteered to name four

other men who acted with him in

the murder. Hagan says that

Thomas Johnson and Norman
Butler, the two men convicted with

By ALAN BERGER

him, are innocent. Attorney
Kunstler has submitted Hagan's

affidavit along with another that in-

cludes the transcript of testimony

given by police undercover agent

Gene Roberts, who demonstrated

during a 1971 conspiracy trial of

twenty-one Black Panthers in New
York City that he had been a body-

guard to Malcolm X and possessed

crucial knowledge about Malcolm's

murder which had been withheld

from the original trial.

Thus far the media have given

little attention to the initial motions

for retrial, but if Kunstler is suc-

cessful in negotiating the suc-

cessive legal stages leading to a

new trial, then the American public

and what is likely to become an

international audience may be

exposed to a new chapter — and

not the least damning — in the

continually unfolding story of

politically inspired criminal actions

carried out by organizations that

were established to gather in-

telligence and to enforce the law.

A little after three o'clock on

Sunday afternoon, February 21,

1965, Malcolm X walked out onto

the stage of the Audubon Ballroom

on Broadway and 166th Street in

Continued on page 4
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Political Uprisings Erode South
African Economy
NEW YORK (Southern Africa-

LNS) - A few years ago the

headlines would have been as shrill

as the attacks would have been
extraordinary. But not any niore.

After more than a year and a half of

school boycotts, denr>onstrations

and daily clashes between angry
blacks and police, bombs and arson
have also become an
acknowledged element of daily life

in South Africa. And reports in the

South African press are almost
laconic: "Cape bombing — Two
security guards were allegedly held

down by students while a petrol

bomb was tossed into the Bantu
Administration Board Building in

Zwelitsha near King William's town
last night;" "Pamphlet bombs
explode in City," Blast outside

Johannesburg police station;"

"Blast in train: guard hurt;" "Bomb
blast at Carlton."

The last three headlines all hit the
newsstands during a single week.
In the first two weeks of Decemkjer,
four bombing attacks were
reported in the Johannesburg area

alone. And with such episodes now
a standard part of the political

landscape, the question addressed
with increasing candor by the
captions of South African
government and industry is how
the once-proud economy can hold

up.

"The insurance industry and the

Government have had high-level

talks on the possibility of setting up
a national riot or urban terrorism

fund," The Star reported in late

November. "Insurance spokesmen
said the potential for loss by

companies was 'astronomical' and
for this reason firms were unwilling

to offer riot coverage. Another
executive said bluntly: "We don't

see ourselves offering urban
terrorism cover."

Insurance may be one of the

lesser worries besetting the South
African economy But it is symp-
tomatic. So was a 50-page sup-

plement put out by the Financial

Mail, South Africa's equivalent of

the Wall Street Journal, on
November 10 — its cover featuring

the word SECURITY in two-inch

high red letters, right below the

fangs of a snarling attack dog.

"There are still people who think

that the troubles that first bubbled
over in Soweto last year will go
away, when the evidence is that

they could get far worse before
they get better," the supplement's
forward warned. The next 49 pages
of advice on alarm systems, guns
pnvate guard services, and various

gadgets make it clear that "the
evidence" has created at least one
new growth industry.

But the rest of the economy is

not flourishing. The signs for the

future are not ausc'ctous. And the

South Africa Building
Uranium Plant
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growth of black resistance to
apartheid is reflected in the
statistics about rising inflation (11

percent for 1977) and sinking

profits.

It shows also in the unsettled

mood of major sectors of South
African industry and consumers.
As, for instance, when one
newspaper headlines "Swingabout
in migration hits house building."

With whites no longer flocking to

the country at a rate c. 30,000 a
year, the article explains, experts
now calculate a net loss of 2,000
white citizens for 1977 and a "deep
slide in demand for new homes for

white families" in 1978.

The impact of political resistance

shows even more in the increasing

pressure from abroad, as the United
Nations seriously contemplates an

oil embargo and major corporations
talk about cutting bait.

South African officials, in

response, boast bravely about
stockpiles of oil and the wonders of

coal gasification. But independent
researcher Bernard Rivers sounds
considerably more convincing
when he estimates that no more
than six to nine months' supply of

oil has been stored.

Officials also make a point of

shrugging off recent an-
nouncements by several western
companies that they are pulling

back from further involvement in

South Africa. But the changing
climate seems clear as Polaroid
announces an end to its vaunted
"experiment" and a vice president

of Citibank proclaims, "We are

certainly not going to put any new
nKjney in there." Only last spring

Citibank was annointed as South

Africa's most important and faithful

US. banking ally, after Chase
Manhattan showed signs of getting
cold feet.

Talk is cheap. Corporations have
always shown a willingness to

indulge in a little from time to

time...as long as they could also

indulge in cheap South African

labor and spectacular South
African profit margins. But
statistics suggest that at least some
corporations may now be
reevaluating their positions.

According to a major study by
the U.S. Congressional Research
Service released in early December,
U.S. corporations which formerly

plowed 60 percent of their South
African earnings back into in-

crea;ied investments in apartheid

are now shipping 65 percent of their

profits home. The study predicts

that power and transport will be the

first sectors of the South African

economy to falter because of a

shortage of foreign capital. And
that this in turn will make In-

vestment in mines and factories

less attractive.

The dollars are not coming back
to the U.S. because corporate

managers have suddenly been
afflicted by pangs of conscience
after years of reaping profits from
white supremacy. A University of

Delaware study suggests quite

another reason. Ranking countries

around the worid on a "political risk

index" for prospective investors,

the study shows South Africa

plummeting from the "moderate
risk" deep into the "prohibitive

risk" category over the next three

to seven years.

U.S. activists who have long
called on American corporations to
leave South Africa are currently

mounting a nationwide campaign
focusing on general economic
disengagement. They are beginning
to find an unlikely but powerful ally

in the figures now turning up on the
pages of the financial press.

The Pretoria regime plans to

build a plant to enrich uranium to

serve as fuel for nuclear reactors,

the Dec. 29 London Times
reported. When completed, the
enriched uranium produced by the
projected facility could be diverted

to n^aking nuclear weapons.
The South African government is

holding up announcement of the
decision because it is debating the
size of the project. Reportedly, it is

considering either a plant with an
output of about 5000 tons of
enriched uranium a year or one with
about half that production.

"It seems likely that for reasons
of speed and cost the government
will opt for the smaller project," the
Times wrote. "It would be the sixth

uranium enrichment plant in the
world. The others have been or are
being built by Britain, the U.S., the
Soviet Union, the Netheriands and
France. It would be constructed at

Valindaba, where a pilot plant is

already in operation."

The govenment claims that the
enriched uranium would be only
used as fuel for a large nuclear
electrical generating plant under
construction by a French con-

sortium near Cape Town. But the
diversion of only a fraction of the
output could be utilized for a
significant number of nuclear
weapons. There would be no
safeguards to prevent this except
the word of the racist regime.

Last year, the Soviet Union
announced that South Africa was
engaged in preparations for testing

nuclear weapons. The Pretoria

regin\e denied the charges, but
reportedly it postponed the planned
tests as a result of pressure from
Western governments, particularly

the U.S. South Africa is believed to

have accumulated weapons-grade
uranium as a by-product of an
experimental nuclear reactor
supplied by the U.S. Until recently

the U.S. had been regularly sup-
plying fuel for this reactor.

Largely as a result of U.S.
coperation in the past. South Africa

has engineers and scientific per-

sonnel capable of designing a
uranium enrichment plant. With
about one-fourth of the world's
known reserves of uranium
minerals. South Africa is also a

major producer of uranium ore.

British Judge Condones
Racist Remarlcs

NEW YORK (LNS) - The right-

wing movement in Britain claimed
another victory in January in its

accelerating campaign to stir up
animosity against nonwhites and
immigrants in the country. The
head of the British judiciary refused
to dismiss a criminal court judge
who ruled that the use of raci«l

epithets in public speeches Is r -,'

unlawful, but a right of free speech.
The judicial head made this
decision in the face of demands for

the judge's ouster made by more
than 100 members of Pariiament
and religious and community
groups and despite Britain's law
specifically banning "incitement to
racial hatred."

The controversy equpted as
Judge Neil McKlnnon presided over
the trial of John Kingsley Read, a
former leader of the racist National
Front Party, and now the head of
an equally reactionary group, the
Democratic National Party. Read
was charged under the statute
outlawing "incitement to racial

hatred" for a public speech In

which he lambasted nonwhite
Immigration and urged repatriation

of immigrants already in the
country. He was acquitted by the
jury.

In charging the jury, McKinnon
said that use of the words "niggers,
wogs and coons" by the defendant
(or by anyone else, he implied) in a
public speech was not a violation of
the law. The Australian-born judge

said that the change against Read
dealth with instigators attempting
to whip up hatred but not with
exhortations aimed at "stemming
immigration or advocating
repatriation." Since practically all

nonwhites in Britain are relatively

recent Immigrants, most racist

attacks are carried out In the name
* "stemming immigration." So the

judge's interpretation would appear
to make the law virtually unen-
forceable.

.

On the other hand, those who
oppose Judge McKinnon contend
that Read's praise of the killing of
an Asian youth by another Asian
youth, as "one down and a million

to go", in his speech, was cleariy an
incitement to racial hatred.

Read asserted at the trial that he
really meant no harm in his speech.
He said that he used offenseive
words in a humorous vein. The
audience laughed at them, he said,

and no violence followed.

"In this England of ours at this

moment we are allowed to have our
own views still, thank goodness,"
McKinnon told the jury. "And tong
may it last." In dismissing the case.

Judge McKinnon said to Read: "I

wish you well."

Members of Pariiament who
signed a motion demanding the
judge's removal joined many other
citizens in Britain who denounced
the judge and calledj»it-8tmementi
"an affront to human rights."

Mississippi ACLU Drops Klan Case
Aod wnt alsG suing 'cause

my clientJtxx is a victim

of fncfsc discnnuiutiao...

NEW YORK (LNSI - While Ku
Klux Klan leaders are gloating that

they have provoked a hemmorage
of support from the American Civil

Liberties Union (ACLU), one deep
south ACLU chapter has broken
ranks with the national policy of

handling KKK cases.

The Mississippi chapter of the

ACLU has decided not to take a

case defending the Klan's right to

hold an "Americanism rally" at a

Gulfport, Mississippi high school.

However, the national office of the

ACLU, which has the prerogative to

take up any case an affiliate rejects,

may represent the Klan instead,

according to the organization's

legal director in New York.

Dick Johnson, president of the
ACLU's Mississippi chapter told

LNS that his affiliate was compelled
to change its mind due to pressure
from the Gulfport school board and
local high school students who
opposed Klan activity at the high

school. He also cited the
resignation of 10 of the Mississippi

chapter's 21 state board members
following a prior decision to defend
the Klan, as a contributing factor in

the decision. The ACLU's national

board will decide soon whether the

national office will take the case.

But there are indications that this

decision may be a foregone

conclusion. Bruce Ennis, ACLU
Legal Director, told LNS that not

only does he believe the ACLU
should support the Klan in this

case, but 'most of the national

leadership believe the ACLU should

take that case." , , ,

"If free speech means anything,"

Ennis told LNS, "it means any free

speech. We believe everyone has
the right to express an opinion."

Moreover, Mississippi chapter

president Johnson told LNS he'd

have no qualms if the national

office decided to defend the Klan.

"I feel the national office could
legitimately determine that first

amendment rights were primary. I

personally would have no real

problems with that decision."

In any event, Ennis says that the

ACLU's firm support of the Klan's
rights will ultimately attract support

for his organization rather than lose

it. "In the long run it will not hurt us
but help us," he said "for the

public will realize that th« ACLU is a

principled organization which will

not be compromised.
Up to now this has not been the

case. The ACLU's legal support for

the Klan has triggered vehement
criticism, a severe drop in financial

contributions and mass
resignations - 3,000 in the past
five months.

And in a Christmas letter mailed
to Klan supporters, Klan national

director David Duke credits his

organization for much of the
ACLU's decline In support. Citing

the ACLU's legal defense of the
Klan's organizing of white marines
at Camp Pendleton, Calif, and
elsewhere, Duke boasts that the
Klan has "caused the basically anti-

white ACLU to lose 40 percent of
their support," and chalks this up
as one of the Klan's major ac-

complishments for 1977.

Many people have agreed that

the Klan's real purpose in using the
ACLU is to destroy it. Still others
have argued that the issue Is not
the Klan's right to speak freely but
its unsavory history of publicly

advocating and often fostering

racial violence and mayhem.

Palestinians Exiled in Squalid
Camps
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By SHEILA RYAN
Second of a series

The Palestinian people are a
principal factor in any solution to

the Middle East conflict. This series

examines the people behind the
headlines — where and how they
live, the ties uniting them as a
nation and the political

organizations participating in their

struggle for self-determination.

Today halt the Palestinians are
living outside Palestine. Among this

1.7 million population of exiles are
those who were driven from their

homes in 1948, and their children.

Another sector is made up of

people expelled from Palestine as a
result of the June 1967 war, and the
children born to them since.

Not all of the actual refugees live

outside of Palestine, however —
roughly a third of the refugees from
1948 are living in parts of Palestine

occupied by Israel in 1967. They are

gathered either in the huge
complex of refugee camps in the

Gaza Strip, or elsewhere in that tiny

slice of land densely packed with

refugees, and in the West Bank.
And to complicate the painful

plight of these people, some have
been made refugees twice. They
were first driven from their U)wns
and villages in Palestine in 1948~to
the West Bank, then forced from
their refugee camps into exile when
the West Bank was occupied in

1967. There is even an uncalculated

number of triple refugees, driven

out in 1948 and then again in 1967,

and for a third time thereafter by
Israeli air raids or one of the many
reactionary attacks on the
Palestinian population in East
Jordan.

REFUGEE LIFE

The quintessence of life in exile is

the refugee camp, where ap-

proximately a third of all refugees

live. (Reliable statistics are hard to

come by, and all figures should be
taken only as Indicating a general

range.) These settlements, num-
bering 63, are scattered through the

countries adjacent to Palestine —
Jordan, Syria and Lebanon — as
well as in the West Bank and Gaza.

In an "old" camp housing
primarily refugees from 1948, such
as the sprawling Wahdat camp near
Amman, Jordan, time has blurred
the physical distinctions between
the camp and other urban quarters
which house the poor. Residents
have added new rooms to their

shelters and perhaps planted trees.

In a "new" camp accomodating
refugees from the 1967 war, such
as Bekaa in East Jordan, the sun
still glints strangely on the metal
shanties marching up and down the
hillsides in rows of regimented
precision, like some thousands of

chicken coops in military drill.

The physical conditions of the
refugee camps are truly miserable,

with large families crowding into

inadequate 1- or 2-room houses. A
1971 Lebanese survey found that 88
per cent of the camp residents

there were packed in at 3.7 persons

to a room or at even greater
densities.

The poor housing offers little

protection from the chill and rain of
winter, leaving residents prey to
pneumonia and bronchitis. In the
summer. Insects breed In the open
sewers, which are the rule in the
camps, spreading eye diseases and
infant diarrhea, one of the most
prevalent causes of death among
children.

The shelters themselves crowd
one upon another, for often land
which was meant some time ago to
house a certain number of people
must today accomodate double
that number.
The refugees will often reflect

that their situation has Improved
since the few years Immediately
after the wars of 1948 and 1967,
when standard housing for the
newly homeless was a tent. But the
conditions are still far below a level

suitable for human habitation. The
United Nations Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA) Is the arm of the
world body responsible for services
to the refugees. (At its origin, as the
Palestinian nationalists rightly
charged, the agency was intended
by the U.S., which then dominated
the UN, to "liquidate" the Palestine
problem by permanently settling

the refugees outside their
homeland.) UNRWA provides
shelters in the camps and a basic
ration of food to "registered
refugees" inside the camps and
out, as well as health care and
education.

The monthly food ration, con-
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Mass Protests Hit Sham Referendum
in Chile

NEW YORK (LNS) - A
referendum staged by Chilean

President Augusto Pinochet gave
Chileans the choice of voting for

the "dignity of Chile" and the

"legitimacy of the government"
outlined under the country's flag, or

for "international aggression"
under a black flag of anarchism.

Pinochet received a 77 per cent

vote of confidence January 4, after

barraging Chileans with ads in the

press and leaflets dropped from
airplanes. The vote itself was
conducted and counted solely by

government agents who had no
way of confirming voter eligibility

since the military burned aP voting

records in the 1973 coup.

The vote was held shortly after

the United Nations passed a

resolution condemning Chile's

military rule, and was used by
Pinochet as a pretext for continuing

Internal political repression.

Following the election, Pinochet

announced at a "victory" rally: "No
more elections or voting for ten

vears."

While the "plebiscite" gave little

indication of the widespread op-

position to Pinochet's rule, the

reaction in the streets of Chile did

just that. The two week period
between the announcement of the
vote and the vote itself saw the first

sustained mass protests In Chile in

the four years since the coup.
Chileans marched through the
cities chanting "FreedomI" "Chile,
yes, junta no!"
A statement published by the

Chilean MIR (Movement of the
Revolutionary Left) said of the
referendum:

"No one can bestow credibility

on the 'Pinochet plebiscite' since to
do so would be to support the
silence of the dictatorship about the
2,500 people who have disap-
peared, the assassinations and
tortures by the ex-DINA (secret
police, now called CIN), the
situation of the hundreds of
political prisoners, the policy of

super-exploitation, unemployment
and misery of the masses. If the
Chilean people could choose today
between military dictatorship and
freedom, they would sweep away
the junta and with it the powerful
national and foreign corporation
owners it serves."

"The masses have no other road
than that which they are following:

to organize themselves to over-
throw the dictatorship and freely

elect a popular and revolutionary

democratic government, with the
participation of all the forces that
contribute actively to the overthrow
of the military junta."

sisting of 10 kilos of flour, 600
grams of sugar, 500 grams of rice

and 375 grams of cooking oil — just

enough to provide a bare 1500
..alories a day of a diet deficient in

vitamins and protein. Neither fresh
fruits and vegetables nor any
animal products are included.
Special "vulnerable" categories of
the population - including
children, pregnant and nursing
mothers and certain people in poor
health - are eligible for extra food.
But for those unable to supplement
it, the standard ration is quite
inadequate.

UNRWA also provides
educational opportunities — highly

prized since they offer a way out of
the misery of the camps. Some 90
per cent of the children, however,
must attend on double shifts.

The camps are not mere ware-
houses where Palestinians are
stashed away to subsist on the
international dole. They are places
of misery, yes, but also centers of
vibrant national culture, complex
social life — and resistance. To a
very marked extent, the refugee
camps are the sites of transplanted
villages, where the exiled
Palestinians have maintained to an
amazing degree their family and
dan networks.

Very often the original allotment
of space in the camps was actually

made on the basis of village unKs
which had fled en masse, in any
case the preservation of eiennents
of traditional cuiturs is an Important
part of refugee camp life.

Some elements of this traditional

culture, notably the restrictions

placed on women, have served as
barriers to full popular mobilization,

and the Palestinian resistance has
sought to erode its most extreme
forms. On the other hand, the social

cohesion in the Palestinian camps
has prevented many forms of crime
and antisocial behavior often
associated with refugee life.

Rosemary Sayegh, an informed
observer of the Palestinian refugee
camps, has written, "Culturally (the

camps) are a projection into a
different environment of Palestinian

villages. Economically they are

dormitories of an 'ethnic proletariat'

'

that has helped to swell both
national output and private bank
accounts in Beirut, Amman and, of
course, Geneva."

In fact, most of the male refugees
are employed usually at day labor.

Frequently, however, they are
unemployed. The 1971 Lebanese
study previously referred to found
that 75 per cent of the men be-
tween 16 and 45 were employed at

least sometimes. (The civil war in

Lebanon, which severely disrupted
the economy, has since con-
siderably raised the unemployment
level.) The work available to the
refugees, nnost often unskilled, is

usually very poorly paid. In

Lebanon, Palestinians plagued with
restriction from government- issued
"work permits" receive no social

security and are generally
discriminated against.

WORKING IN EXILE
Many Palestinian refugee

workers in the Arab countries

adjacent to Palestine have been
able to find homes outside the
refugee camps, though often in

conditions little better than those of

their compatriots in the camps. For

others, education for professional

or technical employment and a job

in a distant Arab oil-producing state

has been the road out of severe

privation. Thus many families in

refugee camps are kept from total

destitution by wages remitted from
a son working in a far-off country.

Jobs in the oil-producing states,

especially Saudi Arabia, Kuwait,

the Gulf states and Libya, mush-
roomed in the late 1950s, when the

oil boom in those desert countries

began In earnest. Lacking an In-

digenous educated population to

perform the new technical and
professional jobs, they recruited

large numbers of Patestiniana,

educated perhaps in UNRWA
schools or in Arab univeraities

offering free education to
Palestinians. Most of the
Palestinians hired left their families

behind, although some were able to

bring them along.

Today in Kuwait, the Palestinian

population Is estintated at 175,000

people. Material rewards are
available, but at the price of great

alienation. One Palestinian, making
a comfortable living in Kuwait,

remarked, "We can never forget

that this place Isn't our homeland."
The expatriates In Kuwait are also

discriminated against In many
ways: they cannot buy land, open a

business without a Kuwaiti partner

or vote. (A 15-year waiting period Is

imposed for naturalization, with an
additional 15-year waiting period

for enfranchisement.)

After the wretched Palestinian

flight of 1948, the UN estimated

that 80 per cent of the refugees

were entirely destitute. Most were
peasants who had lost their land or

rpanual laborers for whom no jobs

existed in their places of exile. A
much smaller group had a skilled

trade, education, or some other

means of livelihood. Only a small

number had managed to bring

capital out with them. This last

group constitutes the core of the

Palestinian bourgeoisie, clustered in

Amman (especially In real estate,

construction and import) and in

Beirut (in a number of fields. In-

cluding banking). Even the
Palestinian bourgeoisie, however,
has suffered from exile and in-

security in their new places of

business.
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Who Killed Malcolm X 7
New Evidence Suggests Government Complicity
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Manhattan, across the street from

the Columbia Presbyterian Medical

Center. He came up behind the

rostrum and gave the crowd of

about 400 people the Islamic greet-

ing As -salaam alaikum. To those

who knew him, Malcolm appeared
tense and tired. He was showing
the strain of the past few weeks, a

time during which his house had
been fire-bombed with his wife and
four children in it and he had
received several warnings of an
imminent attempt to assassinate

him. For some time he and his

friends had assumed and said

publicly that Black Muslims, under
orders from Elijah Muhammad,
were out to kill him. Malcolm had
heard rumors, he had seen signs, he
had recieved letters. But just before

he went on stage he had told his

assistants waiting with him in the

anteroom offstage that he was
going to tell the audience that he
had been hasty to accuse the Black

Muslims of bombing his home.
"Things have happened since that

are bigger than what they can do,"

Malcolm said. "I know what they

can do. Things have gone beyond
that."

As Malcolm stood behind the

rostrum, preparing to begin his talk,

a scuffle broke out toward the back
of the hall. There was an angry
shout: "Nigger, get your hands out
of my pocket!" All heads turned to

see what was happening — and to

see who had spoken this un-

forgivable word. Malcolm's body-
guards moved down from the stage

toward the disturbance. Malcolm
himself stepped out from behind

the podium and toward the front of

the stage. "Hold it! Hold it! Don't

get excited," Malcolm said. "Let's

cool it, brothers."

Then there was a muffled ex-

plosion at the rear of the hall and
smoke from an incendiary device

rose into the air. A woman
screamed. A man in one of the

front rows held up a sawed-off

shotgun and fired into Malcolm's

chest.

As Malcolm keeled over, two or

three men were seen standing in

the front row, "like a firing squad,"

pumping bullets into him. After he
had fallen the gunmen emptied

their revolvers into the inert body.

Now there was chaos in the ball-

room. Women and young children

shrieked. Mothers and fathers

pulled their children to the floor and
lay over them. Betty Shabazz,

Malcolm's wife, looked to the

safety of her four children and then

rushed forward to the stage, shout-

ing, "They're killing my husband!"

Some men threw themselves on
the floor, some tried to use the

literature tables for protection, and
some chased the fleeing killers.

Two men were saved from the

mob by policemen who had not

been in the ballroom during the

shooting. The first was "a thin-

lipped, olive-skinned, Latin-looking

man" whom eyewitnesses said was
overcome by pursuers in the hall

after he had emptied a gun into

Malcolm's body. He was rescued

from his pursuers by Patrolman

Thomas Hoy.

In the morning edition of the next

day's New York Times an account
was given of Patrolman Hoy's

actions. "Patrolman Thomas Hoy,

22, said he had been stationed

outside the 166th Street entrance

Malcolm X is carried to the hospital on a stretcher

when I heard the shooting and the

place exploded.' He rushed in, saw
Malcolm lying on the stage, and
grabbed a suspect' who he said

some people were chasing. 'As I

brought him to the front of the ball-

room, the crowd began beating me
and the suspect,' Patrolman Hoy
said. He said he put this man — not

otherwise identified later for news-
men — into a police car to be taken

to the Wadsworth Avenue station."

The suspect arrested by
Patrolman Hoy never was iden-

tified, never appeared in court, and
was never seen nor heard about
again. Moreover, he already began
to disappear from the afternoon (or

late city) editions of the New York
newspapers within the same day.

The subhead for the Times story

was changed from the morning's
"Police Hold Two for Questioning"

to the afternoon's "One Is Held in

Killing."

A story by Jimmy Breslin in the

New York Herald Tribune suffered

a similar editorial change. The
subhead for the morning edition of

Breslin's account said, "Police

Rescue Two Suspects." Breslin

had originally told his readers that

"the other suspect was taken to the

Wadsworth Avenue precinct,
where the city's top policemen
immediately converged and began
one of the heaviest homicide in-

vestigations this city has ever

seen." In the next edition of the
Tribune (the late city edition) the

subhead was changed to read,

"Police Rescue One Suspect." And
the piece had been edited to

eliminate any reference at all to the

man Patrolman Hoy brought to the

Wadsworth Avenue station house.

The second man captured by the

police may have also been rescued
from a beating, but hfe capture was
in no other way a rescue. Thomas
Hagan was taken to Bellevue Prison

with a bullet in his leg, was iden-

tified, stood trial and was con-

victed. He was first taken into

custody by Sergeant Alvin Aronoff
and Patrolman Louis Angelos, who
happened to be cruising past the

Audubon in their patrol car. The
officers, on arriving in front of the

ballroom entrance, saw people
rushing out into the street. Accord-
ing to Sergeant Aronoff, "The
crowds were pushing out and
screaming Malcolm's been shot!'

and 'Get 'im, get 'im, don't let him
go!' " The policemen grabbed
Thomas Hagan by the arms. Hagan
was being kicked and beaten by a

crowd. The policemen fired a warn-
ing shot into the air to drive

Hagan's attackers back and then
hustled him into their police car and
drove him away.

In the aftermath of the
assassination the press gave much
coverage to the feud between
Malcolm X and his former spiritual

leader, the honorable Elijah

Muhammad. Despite heavy police

protection, an arsonist was able to

climb onto the roof of the Black

Muslim's Harlem Mosque less than

two days after the murder and use
gasoline to set fire to the Muslim
building. With only some rare

exceptions, the newspaper slant

given to the story was of a religious

war between two irrational fringe

groups composed of dangerous ex-

convicts. Because the feud be-

tween Malcolm's Organization of

Afro-American Unity and the
Nation of Islam was accepted
public knowledge, and because the

titillating concept of a conflict that

was part holy war and part gang
war could sell papers, it was
seductively easy for the press and
the public both to accept the

assumption that the Black Muslims,

alone, killed Malcolm X. The Times
and the Tribune both editorialized

airily about hatred that turns on
itself and the violence that spawns
violence.

The editorials appeared despite

the well-known change in

Malcolm's ideas after he returned

from his pilgrimage to Mecca. In a

letter to his followers, much
publicized in the press, he wrote:
"Each hour here in the Holy Land
enables me to have greater insight

into what is happening in America
between black and white. The
American Negro never can be
blamed for his racial animosities —
he is only reacting to four hundred
years of the conscious racism of the
American whites. But as racism
leads America up the suicide path, I

do believe, from the experiences
that I have had with them, that the
whites of the younger generation,
in the colleges and universities, will

see the handwriting on the wall and
many of them will turn to the
spiritual path of truth — the only
way left to America to ward off the
disaster that racism inevitably must
lead to." In an airport news con-
ference after his return from that

first trip abroad he told American
reporters: "In the past, yes, I have
made sweeping indictments of all

white people. I never will be guilty

of that again — as I know now that

some white people are truly sincere,

that some truly are capable of being
brotheriy toward a black man. The
true Islam has shown me that a
blanket indictment of all white
people is as wrong as when whites
make blanket indictments against
blacks."

Malcolm to think that he was
marked for death, and to believe

that the killers would be acting as

agents of the Nation of Islam. But
to understand the main thrust of

the motions for a retrial that William

Kunstler will be arguing in the

courts, it is first necessary to under-

stand why Malcolm intended to tell

his audience in the Audubon Ball-

room that he "had been hasty to

accuse the Black Muslims," and
why he said, "things have hap-

pened since that are bigger than

what they can do. I know what they

can do. Things have gone beyond
that."

The assassination carried out so

brazenly by the "firing squad" that

gunned Malcolm down in the

Audubon Ballroom was not the first

attempt on his life. At least two
other attempts had already been
made.
The first of these took place far

from Hariem and far from the reach

of Mr. Elijah Muhammad. In July

1964 Malcolm was in Cairo to ad-

dress a summit conference of

African prime ministers. He had
come to the conference to per-

suade the powerful friends he'd

made on a previous visit to Africa

— men such as President Nkrumah
of Ghana, President Toure of

Guinea, Prime Minister Kenyatta of

Kenya, President Nyerere of

Malcolm X's widow. Betty, leaves medical examiner's office after iden-

tifying body of her husband.

So the editorials about hatred

may have been either careless or

vicious, but what about the wide-

spread assumption that Malcolm
was killed for a renegade by his

former brothers in the Nation of

Islam? Certainly Malcolm, right up
until the last few days of his life,

believed and said that the Muslims
were out to kill him.

"In any city, wherever I go,

making speeches, holding meetings
of my organization, or attending to

other business," he told Alex Haley,

"black men are watching every

move I make, awaiting their chance
to kill me. I have said publicly many
times that I know that they have
their orders. Anyone who chooses
not to believe what I am saying

doesn't know the Muslims in the

Nation of Islam."

In his epilogue to The
Autobiography of Malcolm X Haley
reports that on Tuesday, February

16, 1965 - five days before the

fatal meeting at the Audubon Ball-

room — Malcolm told a close

associate, "I have been marked for

death in the next five days. I have
the names of five Black Muslims
who have been chosen to kill me. I

will announce them at the meet-
ing."

Haley also describes Malcolm
being followed and threatened

during the last three weeks of his

life by Muslims he recognized, not

only in New York, but also in Los
Angeles and Chicago.

Thus there was ample reason for

Tanzania, Prime Minister Obote of

Uganda, President Nasser of Egypt
and President Azikiwe of Nigeria —
that their countries should arraign

the United States before the

General Assembly of the United
Nations for American violations of

the human rights provision of the
UN charter.

Earlier that year he had told a

press conference in Ghana: "All of

Africa unites in opposition to South
Africa's apartheid, and to the op-

pression in the Portuguese
territories. But you waste your time
if you don't realize that Verwoerd
and Salazar, and Britain and
France, never could last a day if it

were not for United States support.

So until you expose the man in

Washington, D.C.. you haven't

accomplished anything."

At a press conference at New
York's Kennedy Airport, upon
returning from his first trip to

Africa. Malcolm had told American
reporters that "the American black

man needed to recognize that he
had a strong airtight case to take

the United States before the United

Nations on a formal accusation of

'denial of human rights' — and that

if Angola and South Africa were
precedent cases, then there would
be no easy way that the US could

escape being censured, right on its

own home ground."

Continued
Next Week

Third World Students and the
vs. the Senate

Case of Sherwood

Student Senate photo by Debbie Lee

The following brief was prepared organizations within the

and presented by the office of Third

World Affairs to the Student

Senate Judiciary regarding the case

of definition of Third Worid.

The
findings of the court in the case of

Sherwood vs Senate is a most
curious one when one looks at the

circumstances and history

surrounding the issue, and on the

effect of the court's ruling on the

political representation of the third

world student body in this senate.

The court has ruled that Senate Bill

72-S287 is unconstitutional on the

basis of sections 1 and 3 of Article

IV of the SGA constitution and of

chapter 20 of the general laws. This

means, let me repeat, that the court

is ruling that students of this

university who belong to racial and
cultural minorities who have been
traditionally excluded from par-

ticipation within the broader white

society of this country, can not be
represented within the Senate, as

members of these ethnic and
cultural groups; because of its

interpretation of these two sec-

tions.

Let us examine the sections on
which the court's findings are

based. Article - IV of the SGA
constitution defines and affirms the

rights held by all students at this

university.

Article one says that no student

shall be denied equal protection

under university policy and that no
student shall be denied right that

exists or shall come to exist without

due process.

Section III affirms the right to all

students of the freedoms of

speech, thought, publication and
association for all students.

While this article is of primary

importance to all students, they are

of special importance, special and
crucial importance, and they were
intended to be so, to those

elements of the community who
are most prone to be, or who have

historically been excluded or

discriminated against by policy and

practice of the society, that is to say

cultural and ethnic minorities and

women.
Similarly, chapter twenty of the

general laws of the SGA is intended

to protect and affirm the rights of

women and third world minorities,

in areas where there has been

discrimination against them. The
language is clear and unambiguous,
and more than that the intent and
the spirit is clear. It is a clear moral

attempt to redress old wrongs, and
to outline policies to see that they

are not repeated. It is an attempt to

eliminate the discrimination against

these groups which we all know
has defined this society's treatment

of them in the past. Listen to what
it says:

Its purpose is clearly,

unequivocally, unambiguously to

"eliminate all existing

discriminatory conditions" within

all organizations of the SGA. All

policies of such organizations "are

to be examined to ensure that they

do not operate to the detriment of

persons or groups on the basis of

sex, race, religion, color or national

origin."

This chapter then goes on to

articulate and explain a policy of

affirmative action for all

SGA. It

says that where "fewer women and
third world people were in a par-

ticular job than would be
reasonably expected by their

availability", the organization,
"Must recruit women and third

world persons as actively as they
had recruited white males.

"

There is nothing ambiguous
about the language or its clear

intent. It is intended to stop and
prevent an evident and well
established discrimination against

women and people from ethnic and
cultural minorities, in other words
the groups traditionally excluded by
reason of sex, cultural background
Of race.

These are great and important
sections. It took this nation three
hundred years to achieve them.
They try to redress an old, historical

and persistant shortcoming in the
moral behavior of this nation. The
unfair and indefensible
discrimination against women and
non-european people.

Therefore, that these two sec-

tions from the constitution and
general laws, should be cited as the

basis for effectively disfranchising

the third worid community of their

Campus, to deprive them of their

government, and to a new fairness

of political representation on this

campus.
Do not be deceived, what is at

issue here is the democratic and
representative character of the

senate. That was what was af-

firmed by Senate Bill 72-S287, as by
the vote of the Senate in 1972

which made it possible for the

cultural and ethnic minorities of this

campus to send representation to

the Senate and which brought into

existence the so-called Third Worid
Caucus. Let us look back to that

act, to what caused it, and what it

meant. It was a bold and dramatic

and important act of this body.

What did it mean?
Prior to the creation of the third

world caucus the senate and the

student government association

went about its business as if this

campus community were com-
prised of students from an ex-

culsively European-American back-

ground. They made no recognition

of the existence and the justified

concerns of bodies of students

from minority cultures, except at

the beginning of each semester

when student activity fees were
collected from all students

regardless of race, religion or
previous condition of servitude.
This was not active racism of the
afrikaner variety, and we do not

wish to suggest that. It was
thoughtlessness. It was a function
of an unexamined, unthinking,

unconscious self-centeredness on
the part of the majority ?nd the
invisibility of the minority in their

eyes. But the fact remained, that
there were students here
representing the minority races and
cultures of this society, and here
like in the general society they were
taxed, were expected to obey the
rules and support the programs of

right to proportionate represen-

tation in this senate, is a shining

absurdity, an irony of the greatest

and most painful proportions. Like

Mark Anthony at another political

forum I am tempted to cry "Oh,
judgement. Thou art fled to brutish

beasts and men have lost their

reason."

Because, when the court says

that Senate Bill 72-S287 is un-

constitutional on the bases they

mention, they are in fact saying that

Third World groups, that is to say

those students from non-western

cultural backgrounds, the so-called

ethnic minorities of the campus,

can not be represented in those

terms in this body. Can the court

mean to do this? Is this in fact its

intent by this ruling, that Third

World people cannot represent

themselves as cultural minorities

here in the senate?

By its mechanical and inflexible

reading by the issue, by its

thoughtless literalness of in-

terpretation the Court has made a

hollow mockery of the meaning of

these sections. It has violated the

spirit, obstructed the intent, and

negated the whole moral and

democratic intent of the two

sections they cite in their

judgement.

This finding, if left to stand,

would also have a profound effect

on the racial character and

representative nature of this senate.

It would reverse or destroy, the

single greatest contribution that

this senate has made to the

establishment of genuine political

and cultural democracy in student

this government but were not

represented as a group with par-

ticular histories, particular per-

ceptions, particular interests, and a

particular and unique history of

oppression and exclusion in this

country.

But it was a time of change. The

perceptions of the nation's majority

was widening and changing. The
country's majority began to un-

derstand just how exclusive and

culture bound their institutions

were. The Student Government
Association here was no exception,

and it was in this context that the

Senate voted to make fair

representation available to the

students from the third world. Now,
this was explicit. It was not vague
or obscure. It had nothing to do
with states of mind. It had nothing

to do with exotic sexual

preferences. It had nothing to do

with physical handicaps. Those are

not the issue. The Third Worid

representation that the Senate

discussed was very simple and

clear. In international relationships

the term referred to those

developing nations of Africa, Asia,

the pacific and islands of the sea

who were emerging on the stage of

the world after a century of foreign

domination and european

colonization. In this arena the first

world was the industrial

democracies of capitalist Europe

and their derivative societies such

as Canada, the United States, New

Zealand and Australia. The so

called free wortd, developed world

etc.

The socialist states represented
the second world, and as we have
said the emerging non-aligned

nations of Africa and Asia and
South America was the third world.

That was the international
context. One this campus the term
meant, and has always meant, the

campus community equilavent of

this: those Afro-American, original-

American, Spanish American and
Asian-American people who have
traditionally been numerical
minorities and cultural subor-
dinated within the context of

American society. It was these
groups who sought their right to

represent themselves here. They
did not ask for paternalistic

representation from good- hearted
members of the majority. They did

not ask to be represented as

students who looked different.

They asked, and you agreed, to be
represented as themselves, groups
of students with particular and
unique experiences, cultures,

aspirations and problems within

this society. This is what we are,

and to tell us to represent ourselves

as anything else is to tell us that the

SGA is no more ready to perceive

and recognize our essential social,

cultural and political existence than

was the case before 1972. We do
not agree to become political and
cultural non-persons, which is the

effect of the court's decision.

(Late last semester, the Senate
Judiciary reversed the first decision

and accept the definition of Third

World as presented by the office of

Third World Affairs.)

Texas Court Okays Nazi
Messages
-futile ^ Ri&HT ro

r«£ speecH, e.v£N if

^.

&^w*

kill a non-white person "attacking"

a white person.

The messages say, in part: "We
are calling for an all-white war

against Jews and other non-whites.

I am sure you realize that Illegal

non-white immigrants have overrun

our borders and have made us flee

to the suburbs of our cities."

"We are beginning a battle by

offering a $5,000 prize for every

nonwhite killed during an attack on

a white person."

The court ruled that Jewish
television personality Marvin Zin-

dler, who filed suit to enjoin the

messages, had no grounds for his

suit. The court said that Zwindler

faced no real personal threat

because of the tapes, since listeners

must dial a telephone number in

NEW YORK (LNS) - A Texas
state appeals court has given the

okay to the American Nazi Party to

use telephone messages ad-

vocating an "all-white war" on
minorities and a $5,000 reward to order to hear them.

Abdul Farrakhan Quits
Over IViuslim 'Reforms'
LOS ANGELES - "The

Honorable Elijah Muhammad
taught us that unity is the key, but I

can't help it. This is something I

must do."

With that declaration. Minister

Abdul Heleem Farrakhan, in-

ternationally known Muslim
spokesman, announced his break

with Muhammad's son and suc-

cessor. Chief Eman Wallace D.

Muhammad.
"I stand firmly on the platform of

the Honorable Elijah Muhammad,
Farrakhan told a group of students

at the University of California."

Wallace Muhammad, who took

over leadership of the Muslim

empire after the Feb. 25, 1975 death

of his father, has made dramatic

changes in the Nation of Islam.

It now is known as the World

Committee of Islam in the West.

Wallace Muhammad has

dropped his father's old racial

separatist preachings In which

whites were called devils.

He has brought about numerous
other reforms.

Farrakhan feels that under the

reforms the Muslims have lost

much of their considerable financial

wealth and discipline.

Another criticism Farrakhan has

is that Muhammad teaches that

Elijah Muhammad is the Messenger
of God, taught by God, who came
in the form of Master Fard
Muhammad, founder of the Nation.

popular Muslim spokesman,
Malcolm X, who was assassinated

in Hariem after a break with Elijah

Mu^'ammad.

He said one difference is that he

is not now forming another major

organization and hopes the

Muslims can "disagree without

being disagreeable."

There had been reports

Farrakhan was disillusioned with

the Muslims as the leadership is

taking them now.
But until his suprise an-

nouncement, he had been a for-

ceful supporter of Chief Eman
Wallace Muhammad.
He insisted he had not broken

with his leader prior to this in order

to preserve unity among the one

million adherents of the faith.

Farrakhan said he fell asleep as a

minister and became complacent

but "I thank God He has brought

me out of my sleep and now I am
back at my post."

Farrakhan said the United States

is moving toward fascism.

He pointed to the rise in KKK
activity, anti- integration demon-
strations by whites and the Bakke

case.

With advanced technology now
availaale to whites, they no longer

need blacks, Farrakhan declared.

Farrakhan said that in order for

blacks to oppose the fascism of

whites they must gather among
themselves as the Israelites

gathered around Moses.

Farrakhan said he hopes to

escape the fate that befell anther

TRUIW
SMALL AAAKEVIS
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PROFESSOR FROM CITY
UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK TO
TEACH AFRO AMERICAN
STUDIES COURSES THIS
SEMESTER.

Professor William Mackey, Jr. a
member of the facutty of the Afro-

American Studies Department of

the City University of New York has
joined the faculty of the W.E.B.
DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies as a Visiting

Lecturer for the Spring Semester.
He will teach two courses
(descriptions below) and act as
faculty advisor to the Black News
Service.

Professor Mackey brings a rich

arid varied background of ex-

perierKes to the Department which
spans the period from the late

^930'9 to the present Educated as a

structural engineer, historical

researcher, and photo-journalist, he
has also been a pdrtical activist,

oral historian, businessnrtan, ar>d

professional photographer. His
articles arxl photographs have been
published in Liberation Magazine,
Architectuaf Forum, Black Creation

Magazine, Impact Magazine, and
Negro AJmanac. His work is also in

The Bye of Conscience, a book on
social-documentary photographers
and their work. (1974). He has
completed a 500 page manuscript
on Black folk-culture and in-

stitutions in Camden County,
Georgia which is awaiting
publication. In addition, he is

working on a comprehenseive
study of the southern chain-gang
prison system. He has also been
featured on two photo-
documentary television specials

(CBS and ABC) dealing with the

south-eastern rural south. His
photographs have had many
exhibits, including the New Africa

House Gallery (1973).

Professor Mackey provides an
opportunity for students to learn

about Black life over the past 40
years from an unique and par-

ticulariy valuable perspective, since

he was an active participant in

rrwny aspects of the material he
teaches in his courses. His

background of exporience includes:

friendship and working with such
people as Malcolm X, Paul
Robeson, W.E.B. DuBois, Shirtey

Graham DuBois, Joel A. Rogers,

Shirley Chisholm, Percy Sutton,

Richard Moore, arxl many other

Black political and intellectual

figures.

During the time Professor
Mackey operated a coffee houee
ar>d restaurant in New York City he
met, erKOuraged ar>d fed many of

the Black actors arid actraaaee ncm
prominent in moviea Bn6 tatoviwon,
iTKludlng Jamea Earl Jonaa, Lou
Gosaett, Moaes Gunn, Gloria
Foster, Robert Hooka, Godfrey
Cambridge artd Dougiaa Turner
Ward.
He also provided a showcase for

Black writers and poets such as
LeRoi Jones (Imamu Baraks), Bobb
Hamilton, Calvin Hemton, Ishmael

Reed, and David Henderson.
Others who appear regularly at his

place include Alan Ginsberg, Jack
Kerouac and Nat Hentoff.

Professor Mackey's experiences
in the military in World War II are

particulariy interesting in that the

story of the vicious racism in the
military services has never been
adequately reported in the media.
He was one of the leaders and
negotiators for a group of twenty to

thirty thousand Black troops who
took over the town of Alexandria,

Louisiana in 1943 as a result of

brutality and harassment. They held

the town for three weeks and wvere

later all shipped overseas to fight.

He rose to the rank of First

Lieutenant and served in North
Africa, Sicily, England, France,

Belgium, and Germany, fighting

racism all the way.

Professor Mackey also has a first

hand knowledge of th«i southern
penal system; having spent two
years on a Florida chain gang as a

teenager as a result of picking up a

few orar>ges off the ground while

hiking through* the south with a

ContifHied on page 7
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Course Descriptions Course Descriptions

Afro-American Studies Courses
AFRO-AM 102 INTRODUCTION TO BLACK STUDIES II (D)

TUTH 2:30-3:45 NAH 109 Allen

An introduction to basic research methods including library use, project
development, notes and bibliographies, and writing research papers.
Strongly recommended for entering Frestinrwn. (3 Credits)

AFRO AM 112 INTRODUCTION TO CLAY & PLASTER
TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 01 Miles C/^
TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 01 Miles -S;

Basic techniques and conceptualization in traditional African and Afro-

American sculptural forms, e.g., masks, icons, busts, etc. Relation of clay,

plaster, arxl plastics to nr>etal sculpture. (3 Credits, $10 Lab Fee)

AFRO-AM 115 AFRO-AMERICAN DANCE THEATRE WOf^KSHOP I

TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH Studk) Ramos
Beginner class in Afro-Amerk:an darKe technique. Working methods

and dar>ce skills; lectures and demonstrations using films, videotapes,
slides and visiting dancers from Black dar^e companies; study of selected

literature on dance.

AFRO-AM 131 AFRICAN HISTORY II: FROM COLONIALISM TO
PRESENT (C)

MWF 11:15-12:05 NAH 109 Afesi

The second semester of INTRO TO AFRICAN HISTORY, deals with 19th
and 20th century Africa - from the period of imposition of European
imperialism and colonialism to the present. Particular attention to the
social, economic, political and ideological nature of the colonial

domination as well as the nature of the African reaction and resistance.

Such themes as Imperialism, Colonialism, African Nationalism, African
Sociolism, Pan Africanism, and Neocolonialism extensively discussed. (3

Credits)

AFRO-AM 132 AFRO-AMERICAN HISTORY: 1619 TO CIVIL WAR (C)
TUTH &9:30-10:45 NAH 315 Allen

The development, organization, practice and consequence of slavery,

and a historical survey of the American scene covering ten phases:
beginning with the Colonial Era and the paradox of slavery amidst the
struggle for American political freedom. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 151 CULTURE AND LITERATURE Ic)

MWF 11:15-12:05 NAH 110 Thelwell

An examination of the relevant forms of Black cultural expressions
contributing to the shape and character of contemporary Black culture: the
literary application of these in traditional Black writers. In four parts: (1)

West African cultural patterns and the Black past; (2) the transition -
slavery, the culture of survival; (3) the culture through the literature; and
(4) Black perceptions vs. white perceptions. (3 Credits) % H Cross-listed
with ENN 297D1I H
AFRO-AM 152 BLACK RHETORIC (B)

TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 114 Terry

MWF 10:10-11:00 NAH 109 Staff

Begins with the social and psychologilcal implications of the adoption of
English as a completely alien language. Traces development of the dialect,

forms of expression necessitated by conditions of slavery; use of the Bible

as a model for Black rhetoric; development of sermon; evolution of the
lar>guage of Black politics; use of satire as a means of communication. (3

Credits) ^ H Equivalent to Rhetoric 14011 H
AFRO-AM 156 REVOLUTIONARY IN AFRO-AMERICAN MUSIC II (C)
MWF 12:20-1:10 NAH 315 Shepp
African-American music from the beginning of the twentieth century to

the present. Development of traditional forms through Black classical

music. Special attention paid to Chariie Parker, Louis Armstrong, Duke
Ellington and other leading figures in Black American music. Second
senDester of two-semester sequence, "but may be taken independently. 13
Credits)

AFRaAM 190G INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN STUDIES
W 19:00-22:00 NAH 110 Afesi Richards

One semester imroduction to Africa from an inter-disciplinary per-
spective. ChrofKilogical sequence from pre-hiatory to contemporary times;
examines poitical devekipment and processai; arts, and their role in

African culture; ethnography, social structures, economies; modem
natk>r>-buidwig proceaaaa. Deaigned to utilize the expertiae of core faculty
team. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 212 SCULPTURE: WELDED SHEETMETAL
TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH 01 Milea CLOSED
Irrtroduction to forms and tachnk^ues of African masters and Afro-

American adaptations in metal aculpture. Attentk)n pakj to aesthetic stkI

conceptwnal problems. Wortc primarily in brass, copper and steel. (3
Credits, 110 Lab Fee)

AFRO-AM 219 VOICES OF NEW AFRICA CHOIR
W 19:00-21:30 NAH 315 Staff

Preparation and performance of choral music In the Black tradition. I.e.,

spirituals, gospels, worksongs, chants, hollers, etc. Auditions and ex-
perience in Afro-American church necessary. <1 Credit)

AFRO-AM 251 BLACK DRAMA (C)

TUTH 9:30-10:46 NAH 114 Terry

Investigation of problems of aesthetics in Black drama through a close
study of representative plays and the existing criticism (by whites) of such
plays. Period covered: five decades from the twenties through the sixties,

with a cursory look at the current "street theatre." (3 Credits)
AFRO-AM 253 PRE-CIVIL WAR BLACK WRITINGS (C)
I

TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 110 Austin
Three novels, a play, significant poetry, autobiographies, appeals and

defense suggest the variety and range of Black expressions and attitudes

toward their cultural and social position as New World African between
1776 and 1866. (3 Credits) n % Cross-listed with ENG 280Ff H
AFRO AM 264 FOUNDA TIONS OF BLACK EDUCA TION IN THE U.S. (C)
MWF 10:10-11:00 NAH 110 Jackson
Survey of Black education from Reconstruction period to the present.

Examines key economics, political and social forces which shaped and
influenced both public and private education. Special attention will be paid
to the Freedman's Bureau, the development of Negro colleges, ur-

banization, and the efforts of Black people to control their own education.
13 Credits)

AFRO AM 290 AFRO AMERICAN NOVEL /(C)

TUTH 10:00-11:30 TBA Amherst College Lester O'Connell
Gives students the opportunity to examine four black novels within the

context of American ethnic literature. It will be taught with Professor Barry
O'Connell of Amherst College and will examine issues as, How does the
ethnic experience of America compare to the American Dream ideal? What
are the differences and similarities between ethnic groups and their ex-

periences in AnDerica? Black writers to be read include Charles Chestnut,
Richard Wright. Zora Hurston as well as Irish, Italian, Jewish and American
Indian writers. (3 Credits) n n Cross-listed with ENG 68, Amherst
CoNegeH^

AFRO AM 292C SEMINAR: GRAPHIC DESIGN & MAGAZINE LAYOUT
MW 2:30-4:25 NAH 109 Stevens
Closely examines literature and art as they appear in the culture of Pan-

African peoples. The various crafts of layout, journalism, poetry, editing,

etc., will be utilized to organize, design, and distribute throughout the
world a magazine which represents this vast culture. Field trips will be
planned to paper houses, printing houses, and other establishments which
will aid our understanding of the process of the magazine. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 293A BLACK FAMIL Y
TUTH 2:30-3:45 CHAD 3 Harris

To explore historically the Impact of social change on structure and
compostition of the Black family. To study structure and behavior of the
Black family as a function of Institutions responsible for social change, the
effects on the Black family of confiiits such as world wars, industrial

growth, changes In social attitudes. (3 Credits) H K Same as OHI
290U1I5
AFRO-AM 311 AFRO-AMERICAN DANCE WORKSHOP III

TUTH 18:00-20:00 NAH Studio Ramos
This course is a study of r>ew and experimental techniques In con-

temporary Black choreography arKJ body language. Includes combining
elements of dance and dranu into a unified form. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 318 BLACK MUSIC AND THE THEATRE
TH 19:00-22:00 Noah 104 Shepp
Workshop in composing, arranging, and performing music for Black

theatre. Involves work with faculty members In theatre In creating a
musical score for a play. Prerequisites: ability to play a musical instrument;

passable skill in reading music; some knowledge of scales, chords, and
harmony. (3 Credits) % USame as OHI 318K %
AFRO-AM 331 THOUGHT AND WRITINGS OF W.E.B. DUBOIS
NWF 1:25-2:15 NAH 114 Lester

W.E.B. Du Bois' life and thought cover almost a century of American
history. Practically no aspect of American or worid history was left un-

touched by his thought. This course will take a chronological look at Du
Bois' thought beginning with his early writings of the slave trade to his last

writings on Africa. Will examine his relationship with Marcus Garvey as
well as his relationship and conflict with Boooker T. Washington. Du Bois'

nationalism, econimic ideas, ideas on art and liierature will be other topics

examined. No thinker remains as contemporary as W.E.B. Du Bois and in

the course we will look at his ideas, not only in their own historical context,

but for their application today. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 354 CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN NOVEL (C)

TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 109 THelwell

Oral foundations of West African literature and the study of represen-

tative contemporary novelists of both English and French West Africa

(Chinua Achebe, Amso Tutola, Camera Laye, and ethers). (3 Credits)

H 1! Cross-listed with ENG 297E^ H
AFRO-AM 361 REVOLUTION IN THE THIRD WORLD (D)

TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH 315 Bracey
This course will consider the nature of revolutions inthe Third Worid

from the 18th century to the present. The focus will be on the revolutions

in Haiti, Mexico, China, Algeria, Cuba, Vietnam, and Portuguese Africa for

the purpose of discerning the role of such factors as race, class, culture,

etc., in the revolutionary process. Particular attention will be given to the
relative roles of peasants and workers. (3 Credits)

AFRO-AM 366 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
M '9:00-22:00 MachmerW 13 Seidman
To provide students with an opportunity to study theory as a potential

guide to urKlerstandIng tfie problems of development and un-

derdevelopment, drawing on case materials from African countries. Topics
to be covered iriclude the problems and causes of restructuring the
inherited political economic institutions to achieve balanced integrated

economies capable of providing empk}ynr>ent and rising standards of livir)g

for all inhabitants. (3 Credits) % *l Cross-listed with ECO 3665 %
AFRO-AM 390C ADVANCED TEXTILE DESIGN AND FABRIC PRINTING
TUTH 2:30-5:15 NAH 415 Richards

Irtstruction in the production of multi-colored designs, and the printing of
such designs on dress artd fumishing fabrics using sdvancad printing

techniques Nearty all designs executed in this course wiH be repeat
diviaors of 36" or 4B". Students wiH be erux>uraged to produce rton-repaat

desigrw suitable for printing on cut patterns, inspiration for designs will be
drawn from organic or inorgaaic forms or both, and considerable guidarKe
wiR be given by the instructor in devising motifs suitable for textile design.

(6 CrediU. $10 Lab Fee)

AFRO-AM 391

B

IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES IN BLACK MUSIC II

W 2:30-5:30 Noah 104 Shepp
Second semester of a sequence designed to provide students with

trainir>g in keyboard harmony, elementary theory, and aural practice within

the context of the traditional "jam" session as developed and practiced by
Black musicians. BAsed on structural harmonic and rhythemic patterns

which underiie the blues, work songs, and spiritual music which inform this

type of musical expression. Deals with work from the books of Max Roach,
Miles DAvis, and John Coltraine. Workshop to be formed around a

n'jcelus of a professlnal rhythm section, giving students individualized

instruction on their instruments. Prerequisites: Improvisational Techniques
in Black Music I or permission of instructor. (3 Credits) H ^ Same as OHI
391B1I H
AFRO AM 39^E THE PORTRAYAL OF THE COLONIZED IN FILM
TU 4:00-6:30; TH 4:00-5:15 Herter227 Martin

A comparative examination of historical and contemporary portrayals of

colonialized people in full-length commercial and documentary films.

Emphasis on the legitimation functions of film in the psycho-dynamic
formation and elaboration of colonial stereotypes; and the emergence of

post-colonial "third world" revolutionary film tradition in Latin America
(Cuba), Africa (Senegal), and Asia (Vietnam). Topics include: Film as an
instrument of propaganda, mystification, and legitmation of dominative
social orders; image of the colonized during the colonial-de-colonization

stages; and the post-independence "third worid" film as a vehicle for

social transformation. Films include: Pontecorvo's, Burn; Solas', Lucia;

Young's, Nothing But a Man; Griffin's, The Birth of a Nation; and Herzog's
Acquirre' the Wrath of God. (3 Credits, $10 Lab Fee) % ^ Cross- listed
PSYCHE 391E1I %

AFRO AM 392A CREATIVE WRITING: FICTION

M 19:00-21:30 NAH 110 Thelwell

Introduction to the techniques of writing short fiction. Students' works

will be read and criticized in class. Students will be taught how to plan,

structure, and compose fiction. (3 Credits) % H Cross-listed with ENG
155A5 5

AFRO-AM 394A SEMINAR IN AFRICAN ART
TU 19:00-21:30 NAH 114 Richards
Reliable chronology for African art history or putting the art forms of

some of the ethnic-cultural groups, associations, or countries in Africa in a
historical perspective. Allied disciplines of history, anthropology and ar-
cheology will be used to recover the eariy history of certain art cultures.
Oral sources relating to African art will be discussed. (3 Credits)
AFRO-AM 396 INDEPIEDENT STUDIES
By permlsslonof Instructor ONLY.
(1-6 Credits)

AFRO-AM 492B LIBERATION STRUGGLES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA
TU 2:30-5:30 NAH 110 Afesi

Provides a historical as well as current examination and analysis of the
nature and reality of European imperialist domination In Southern Africa,
as well as the African response and resistance. Focuses specifically on the
current state of Liberation and Decolonization efforts in Angola, South
West Africa-Namibia. Rhodesia-Zimbabwe, and South Afrlca-Azania. (3
Credits)

AFRO-AM 494 SEPCIAL TOPICS: ECONOMIC ROLES OF WOMEN IN
THE THIRD WORLD
TU 2:30-5:30 Herter 118 Seidman
To provide students with an opportunity to examine the impact of

development and underdevelopment on the changing status of women in
the labor force. After an overview of series purporting to explain the
changing economic goals of women, students working alone or in pairs
will be expected to prepare reports examining the extent to which
theoretical explanations appear to be consistant with available evidence
relating to the econimic status of women in specific countries. Possible
policy implications will be considered. (3 Credits) % % Cross-listed with
ECO 591I1I1I

AFRO-AM 496 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
Afro-Am Majors ONLY. By Arrangement. (1-6 Credits)

AFRO-AM 497B TOPICSIN BLACK CREATIVE ARTS
By Arrangement Ramos
Seminar-Workshop for upper level students. Research in selected areas

of the creative arts, utilizing primary and secondary sources, field tapes,
oral sources, discographies, videotapes, etc. Examination of local
resources as well as others. (1-3 CRedits)
AFRO-AM 498 SENIOR HONORS
By arrangement with Department and-or Honors Office.
Senior research, thesis option. (4 Credits)

AFRO-AM 499 SENIOR HONORS
By arrangement with Department or Honors Office.

By arrangement with Department and-or Honors Office.
Senior research, thesis option. (4 Credits)

AFRO-AM 499 SENIOR HONORS
By arrangement with Department or Honors Office.

(These courses were not listed in the pre-registration booklet. See
below for registration information.)

W.E.B. DUBOIS DEPARTMENT OF AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES
NEW COURSES - SPRING, 1978

AFRO-AM 391c mass media and black communities
Tu 19:00 - 21:30 NAH 110 William Mackey, Jr.

A survey of modern communications media and their Impact on Black
communities. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and television will be
examined within the context of social, political, and educational functions
and historical racist tendencies. Program content, control, access, and
other issues will be covered. 3 Credits
AFRO-AM 29 ID BLACK FOLK CULTURE OF THE SOUTH

M 19:: - 21:30 NAH 110 William Mackey, Jr.

Examination of the historical development and retention of cultural
and institutional structures in the Black South. Includes family and child-
rearing, education, religion, entertainment, law and badmen, work, etc.
Attention to African roots and modifications from slavery to the present
day sea islands off the coast of Georgia. Audio and video tapes, photos,
and recordings will be extensively utilized. 3 Credits

BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITICS
AFRO-AM 390D TUTH 9:30-10:46 NAH 109 PAULPURYEARA general sun^ey of the role of Blacks In the politJcal systems of the
Southerr) region of the United States. Special attention will be placed on
the legal, institutional, and soclo-psychologlcal factors affecting the
political participation of Blacks In the South. Three Credits.

POLITICAL BEHAVIORAND PUBLIC POLICYIN
. ^^^ THEBLACK COMMUNITY
AFRaAM 490A TH 2:30-5:30 NAH 315 PAULPURYEAR

Seminar for upper level undergraduate and graduate students. Em-
phasis will be on the examination of the soclo-psychologlcal and structural
aspects of Black political behavior and the resultant Impact on the for-
mulation of public policy for the Black Community. Each student will
develop a research paper for preeentation In the seminar. Three Credits.

Department ofA fro-American Stud/es
AFRO-AM

102 - INTRO TO BLACK STUDIES II (D)
TUTH 2:30-3:45 NAH 109 Allen

112 - INTRO TO CLAY & PLASTER
TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 01 Miles
TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 01 Miles

115 - AFRO-AM DANCE WKSHP I

TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH Studio Ramos
131 - AFRICAN HIST II: COL -PRESENT (C)

MWF 11:15-12:05 NAH 109 Afesi
132 - AFRO-AM HIST: 1619 TO CIV WAR (C)

TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 315 Allen
151 - LITERATURE €t CULTURE (C)

MWF 11:15-12:05 NAH 110 Thelwell
152 - BLACK RHETORIC (B)

TUTH 11:15-12:30 NAH 114 Terry
MWF 10:10-11:00 NAH 109 Staff

MWF 1:00-2:15 NAH 109 Staff

1 56 - REV CON IN AFRO-AM MUSIC II ( C)
MWF 12:20-1:10 NAH 315 Shepp

190G - INTRO TO AFRICAN STUDIES
W 19:00-22:00 NAH 110 Afesi- Richards

212 - SCULPTURE: WELDED SHEETMETAL
TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH 01 Miles

219 - VOICES OF NEW AFRICA CHOIRW 19:00-21:30 NAH 315 Staff

251 - BLACK DRAMA (C)

TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 114 Terry

Supplement to the Collegian

253 - PRE-CIV WAR BLACK WRITINGS (C)
TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 110 Austin

264 - FOUND OFBLACKED IN U.S. (C)
MWF 10:10-11.00 NAH 110 Jackson

290 - AFRO-AMERICAN NOVEL I (C)
TUTH 10:00-11:30 Amherst College
TBA Lester- O'Connell

292C - SEMINAR: GRAPH DESIGN & MAG LAYOUTMW 2:30-4:25 NAH 109 Stevens
293A - BLACK FAMIL Y
TUTH 2:30-3:45 CHAD 3 Harris

311 - AFRO-AM DANCE WKSHP III

MTU 18:00-20:00 NAH Studio Ramos
318 - BLACK MUSIC & THE THEATRE

TH 19:00-22:00 NOAH 104 Shepp
331 - THOUGHT & WRIT OF W.EB. DUBOIS

MWF 1:25-2:15 NAH 114 Lester
354 - CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN NOVEL (C)

TUTH 11:15 12:30 NAH 109 Thelwell
361 - REV a THE THIRD WORLD (D)

TUTH 1:00-2:15 NAH 315 Bracey
366 - ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

M 19:00-22:00 MACH W-13 Seidman
390C - ADVANCED TEXTILE DESIGN

TUTH 2:30-5:15 NAH 415 Richards
391 B - IMPROV TECH IN BLK MUSIC II

W 2:30-5:30 NOAH 104 Shepp
391 E - PORTRAYAL OF COLON IN FILM

TU 4:00-6:30 HERT 227 Martin
TH 4:00-5:15 HERT 227 Martin

392A - SEMINAR: CREATIVE WRIT-FICT
19:00-21:30 NAH 110 Thelwell

394A - SEMINAR ON AFRICAN ART
TU 19:00-21:30 NAH 114 Richards

396 - INDEPENDENT STUDIES
BY ARRANGEMENT

492B - SEMINAR: LIB STRUGGLES IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
TU 2:30-5:30 NAH 110 Afesi

494 - SPECIAL TOPICS: ECO ROLES OF
WOMEN IN THIRD WORLD

TU 2:30-5:30 HERT 118 Seidman
496 - SPECIAL TOPICS [AFRO-AM MAJORS ONL Y]

BY ARRANGEMENT
497B - SPECIAL TOPICS: TOPICS IN BLACK '<

CREATIVE ARTS
BY ARRANGEMENT Ramos

498 - SENIOR HONORS
BY ARRANGEMENT-DEPT- HONORS OFFICE

499 - SENIOR HONORS
BY ARRANGEMENT-DEPT- HONORS OFFICE

390D - BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITICS
TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 109 Puryear
490A - POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC POLICY IN

THE BLACK COMMUNITY
TUTH 2:30-5:30 NAH 315 Puryear

fi]^y<rc^^'>'^^ HffS'^ ^^^ ^^^^X COMMUNITIESTU 19:00-21:30 NAH 110 Mackey
291 D - BLACK FOLK CULTURE OF THE SOUTHM 19::-21:30 NAH 110 Mackey

MUSIC DEPARTMENT UhhtHH
AFRO-AMERICAN CHURCH MUSIC

Afro-American Church Music, Music 290D, 534141, a course being
offered by the Department of Music, focuses on the history, analysis and
sociological aspects of black sacred music. The course will begin with a
short review of religion and music in West Africa in the 17th and 18th
centuries and proceed through music of the major religious denominations
in the black American communities. Such song types as the Baptist- Lining
Hymn, Camp-Meeting Spirituals, Negro Spirituals, Jubilees and gospel
songs will be discussed and illustrated.

The course, taught by Horace Clarence Boyer, Is offered on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 1:25 p.m. in Room 165 of the Fine Arts Center.
All students of the Five Colleges are welcomed. For additional information
call 5-2279 or 5-2227. The course offers three credits.

f^ay your spirit rejoice
in its bright and healthy temple.
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Continued from page 6

white friend who was let off with
the warning "never be seen with a
nigger in the state of Florida again."
Professor Mackey spent a good
part of his sentence in the "hole"
because he punched out an
"overseer" who lashed him with a
whip.

These few aspects of the ex-
periences of Professor Mackey
indicate the wealth of knowledge
and information that can be gained
from his classes by those students
interested in Black life beyond what
is offered in books. It is worth
mentioning that he was voted "best
teacher" by students at the City
College of New York for two
consecutive years.

Professor Paul L
Puryeajt

Professor Paul L. Puryear, a
native of New Jersey has had a
long and distinguished career in

higher education, as a student, as a
professor and as an administrator.
In 1953, he graduated magna cum
laude from Talladega College in

Alabama with an A.B. in Sociology.
At Talladega he also studied with
economist Lloyd Hogan, now on
the faculty of Hampshire College.
Professor Puryear pursued
graduate education at the
University of Chicago earning both
a M.A. (1955) and a Ph.D. (1960) in

political science. His teaching
career included stints at Norfolk
State College (1958, 1960),
Tuskeegee Institute (1961-66) and
Fisk University (1966-1970). At Fisk,

Dr. Puryear served as Director of
the Center for Afro-American
Research. In 1970, he went to
Florida State University where he
served as Professor of Government,
Director of Urban Research Center
(1970-74) and as Provost of the
Division of Social Sciences and
Law (1974-1976).

Professor Puryear has a long and
courageous involvement in the Civil

Rights movement including work
with S.N.C.C. and S.C.LC. in

Alabama from 1961-1966, work
with the Non-partisan Voter's
league in Tuskeegee, support of
student activists at Fisk, and
consistent efforts to enlarge the
participation of Blacks in the field of

Political Science.

Professor Puryear's combination
of activism, personal experience,
and scholarly interest (a long list of

articles and a forthcoming book)
give him unique insights into the
material he will be teaching 4n his

courses: Blacks in Southern Politics

(Afro-Am 390D) and Political

Behavior and Public Policy in the
Black Community (Afro-Am 490A).

Spring 1978

To register for these courses
please come to the Department of
Afro-American Studies. Room 325,
New Africa House (5-2751

Important Notice: The first organizational meeting of
Nummo News will be held at 7:00 P.M. Wednesday,
February 1, 1978 in the Nummo News Office - room 103

New Africa House. Everyone is invited.
f ;^'#gs!loJ
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Dollar Brand
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Progressive Calendar

by Nummo News Service
Dollar Brand came to in-

ternational prominence in the early

sixties; the late Duke Ellington

'discovered' him in a Zurich,

Switzerland club and it was
Ellington who set up the first

Reprise recording, which con-
stituted Brand's U.S. debut. Dollar

Brand was also presented by Or-

nette Coleman in concert at the
Artist House Gallery in New York
City. At this latter er>gagement, the
South African piano player
collaborated with trumpeter Don
Cherry, basist Jimmy Garrison and
drummer Ed Blackwell.

Dollar Brand was born in Cape
Town, South Africa on October 9,

1934. He got his first piano lessons
at the tender age of seven; it was,
however, in the fifties that Brand
matured as a musician. He worked
with African bands which played
not only African music but
arrangements by Tommy Dorsey
and Count Basie. For a while Brand
co-led a group with Kippy
Moeketsie, acknowledged by Jazz
afficiandos as one of Africa's most
brilliant reedmen. The group also

included the trumpeter Hugh
Masekela and trombonist Jonas
Gwangwa.

Since leaving his homeland in

1962, Brand's career has in tt>e

words of one critic, been
peripatetic; from Zurich to
Copenhagen, Copenhagen to Paris,

Paris to New York, New York to

Montreal, everywhere enthralling

his audiences. He would be per-

forming as a soloist, leader of a
trio or big band.

Brand's music is living testimony

of the international symbiosis music
s today. In his music one can trace

classical training, Thelonious
Monk's intensely rhythmic left and
right hand explorations,
Tatumesque dexterity and through
all this the lingering shadow of
Duke Ellington. Whilst the above is

true. Brand's music is also an
amalgam of African and Afro-
American roots — it is a link be-

tween the tribal music of South
Africa and the music of the African
diaspora. The prominent critic

Wilfred Mellers writing about Brand
in The Musical Times, mentioned
the 'authentic' symbiotic
relationship of Jazz to African
traditional music. "This isn't merely
because there is an African fun-

dament to what has become a

western art, but also because
Jazz. ..being improvised and per-

forming rather than notated
musics, has affinities with an oral

rather than literate culture." Ob-
serve therefore the three fourths,

six fourths or seven fourths time in

Brand's music and one finds a
fiercely rhythmic, stab-like piano
which might at first seem anti-

swing - once, however, one
passes through this maze of

bewildering pianistic dexterity, you

discover multi-layered patterns of
great beauty. Brand's piano as the
British critic Brian Priestly has
correctly observed has a heavy

African drum-choir base and is

specifically percusive. Brand's
music therefore is not merely
eclectic - embracing the African

and Afro-American tradition, its

main aim as Monk and Ellington is

\o create a total impact.

The late Herbie Nichols in an
essay accompanying his record.

The Herbie Nichols Trio' (Blue
Note) said: "I keep remembering
that the overtones of fifths'

created by an ordinarily tuned drum
was the first music. The Jazz sound
is really a living thing and as a piano
player I find it mostly in old

uprights. Sometimes these faded
pianos with muted strings, strange
wood-work, and unven 'innards'

have a way of giving up fast and
resonant overtones. Each note
shoots back at you like a base
drum."

Brand, therefore, falls in that

small group of piano players, who
represent the bop and post-bob
tangent like Thelonious Monk,
Randy Weston, Andrew Hill, Elmo
Hope, and Hassan Ibn Ali. Talking
to critic Charles Fox, Dollar said,

"Its possible, just strolling through
a small urban area (in South
Africa), to hear not only African
and Cape Coloured music, but
Chinese, Moslem and Indian music,
as well as Jazz. We did not get the
chance to hear many American
musicians in the flesh. The only
ones to visit us were Tony Scott,

Bud Shank, and Bob Cooper. Jack
Parnell and Johnny Dankworth
came from Britain. But we did listen

to records, to Dizzy, Bird and the
rest. And behind everything was
the beat, that beat you get in

traditional African music."
A select discography of Brand

would include the following: 1.

Duke Ellington presents The Dollar

Brand Trio, Reprise label. 2. Dollar

Brand: Anatomy of a South African
Village (trio). Freedom FLP 40107.

3. This is Dollar Brand (solo piano),

Intercord 28-448-9U. 4. Dollar
Brand, African Piano (solo piano),

Japo Records 60002. 5. Dollar

Brand, Ancient Africa (solo piano),

Japo Records 60005. 6. Dollar

Brand, Sangoma (solo piano), vol.

1, Sackville 3006. 7. Dollar Brand,
African Sketchbook (solo piano
and flute), Enja 2026. 8. Dollar

Brand, African Space Program (big

band), Enja 2023. 9. Gato Barbieiri

and Dollar Brand '(duo). Con-
fluence, Arista-Freedom AL1003.
10. Elvin Jones, Giant Walk
(quartet), Atlantic label. 11. Dollar

Brand, Peace (trio), Gallo (Africa)

label. 12. Dollar Brand, Man-
nenberg is Where Its Happening
(quartet), Ashams Records.

A SERVICE OF THE COMMUTER
COLLECTIVE OFFICE 545-2145

Friday February 3, Russell Means Lerture "Develooment and National
Liberation on the Pine Ridge Reservation " Campus Center 163, 8 00
p.m.

Saturday February 4, Chinese Students Disco, Campus Center 1009 700-
1:00 a.m.

Tuesday February 7-, Alvin Ailey Dancers, Fine Arts Center, 8:00 p.m
Performances will be Feb. 7, 8, 9.

February 8 to April 5, Great Decision's 1978 Lecture Series a series of eight
evening forums open to the public and broadcast over WFCR at 7:30
p.m. Webster Lounge, UMass, 7:30.

Wednesday February 8, Human Rights Abroad.
Wednesday February 15, The Global Power Balance.
Wednesday February 22, The Changing Middle- East.
Thursday, February 9, Career and Life Planning Workshops. Pre-relgster

by Feb. 3, or call 545-0883.
Friday February 10, Dollar Brand, So. African Pianist, Amherst College

Buckly Recital Hall. "A Tribute to Steve Biko".
Tuesday February 14, Progressive film series, Thomson 104 8:00 p.m. Look

for schedule.

Thursday February 16 - Women in American Economy, a lecture by
Susan Reverby & Rosalyn Baxandall. Campus Center 162 8:00 p.m.

Friday February 17, Women's Dance, Campus Center 1009, 7:00 to 1:00
a.m.

Saturday February 18, Film: "The Working Class Goes to Heaven" Sage
Hall, Smith Col., 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.

Sunday February 19, Third meeting of for the 11 world youth festival
location and time will be announced.

Tuesday February 21, "In Memory of Malcolm X" A program sponsored by
the Che- Lumumba school. The Lumumba Hut, New Africa House
6:00 p.m.

Thursday February 23, Sonia Sanchez "Poems for Living and Being"
Marhar Aud. 8:00 p.m.

Friday February 24, The Farmworkers Council is planning a series of
workshops and a dance, possible on this date on the Universitv
Details to be announced.

Saturday February 25, Ethiopian Students Benefit, Student Union
Ballroom 7:00 p.m.

Saturday February 25, Film "The Harder They Come" Mahar Aud. 7, 9,

11:00 p.m.

Monday February 27, Elli Weizel, Speaker on Israeli Politics Student Union
Ballroom, 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday February 28, Progressive Film Series, Thompson Aud. 104, 8:00
p.m.

OF INTEREST IN THE FUTURE
International Women's Week March 5 to March 11 - Holly Near
Concert, Speaker-Wilma Rudolph, Little Flags Theater, Speaker-Paula
Gold, Lorna Ephryn, Karia Bonoff Concert, Bernice Reagon Concert.

Black Muscians Conference, March 31 to April 1 - Dexter Gordon,
More...

Black Studies Conference, April 14 to 17 - John Henry Clark, Roy
Ayers.

The Cuban New Song Movement, April 22 (?) - Group Moncada.
Martin Luther King Week, April 22 (?) - Group Moncada.
-easar & The Ceasar Singers, Rahni Hall Singers, Progressive
Calendar

Wilmington 10 Lose N.C. Appeal

By BOB McMAHON
Special to the Guardian

Raleigh, N.C.
The Wilmington 10 lost all

chance of appeal in state courts
Jan. 5 when the North Carolina
Court of Appeals declined to

overturn the convictions of the civil

rights activists.

Pressure has now shifted to the
federal courts. President Jimmy
Carter, the UN Human Rights
Commission, and particularly North
Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt to in-

tervene in the case. The nine Black
men and one white woman were
convicted in 1972 of conspiracy to

commit arson in the firebombing of

a Wilmington grocery store during
a white siege of the Black com-
munity in 1971.

Attorney for the 10, James
Ferguson, has said that if Gov.
Hunt does not pardon the group, he
Will take the case into federal court
on the grounds that the defendants
were denied due process. At a
press conference following last

week's court decision. Hunt
declined comment on the case,
which has increasingly focused

national and worldwide attention

on the racism of the state's courts

In taking their action, the North

Carolina Court of Appeals let stand

a decision last June in which North

Carolina Judge George Fountain

turned down an appeal for the ^0.

That ruling following a :<!-week

hearing in which the three chief

witnesses against the 10, Allen Hall,

Jerome Mitchell and Eric Junois,

admitted lying at the urging of the

prosecution.

Hunt has been under mounting
pressure for months to intervene in

the case, but had repeatedly said he
would not take any action until all

court appeals were exhausted.

Supporters of the Wilmington 10

see the courts' latest action as

putting the burden of action on
Gov. Hunt.

"The thing was like a hot

potato," commented Irv Joyner of

the United Church of Christ (UCC)
Commission for Racial Justice. "It

was too hot for the appeals court to

handle. The judges threw it right at

the governor. It's all up to him
now."
The Commission for Racial

Justice employs Ben Chavis, chief

defendant in the Wilmington 10

case.

Dr. Avery Post, president of the

UCC, has written Hunt reminding

the governor "of the conversation

we had in your office a few weeks
ago.

"It was my understanding then,"

Post said, "that you would wait

until legal remedies were exhausted
in the state of North Carolina and
would then immediately — and, I

sense, sympathetically — interest

yourself in the Wilmington 10 and

their welfare.... I beg of you not to

force us to carry this case on in-

terminably through the federal

court."

UN APPEAL PROJECTED
In a statement issued to the

press, the UCC and its Commission
for Racial Justice said they in-

tended to present the case to the

UN Human Rights Commission
within 60 days.

"In the UN we will ask member
nations to condemn the United
States and North Carolina for their

flagrant violation of human rights.

We do not seek to embarrass either

the United States or North
Carolina, but we are compelled to

let the world know that the United
States does, in fact, have political

prisoners and Is violating the
human rights of various Black
United States citizens."

The church leaders also urged
President Carter to call upon Gov.
Hunt to pardon the Wilmington 10.

The Wilmington 10 case has
been an extreme embarrassment
for Carter's "human rights"
diplomacy. Patricia Derian,
assistant secretary of state for

human rights recently
acknowledged in a TV interview the
problems it has caused, noting:
"There seems to be no question in

the minds of the largest number of
people that a great miscarriage of
justice has taken place."

NevertheleM, U.S. Attorney

General Griffin Bell has ruled out

any further action in the
Wilmington 10 case, saying the

federal government will not "in-

trude in the state process."

In a statement issued in New
York, the National Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repressiqn

called for increased pressure on
President Carter. Write or wire

President Carter, said the
statement, "demanding that he call

upon Gov. James Hunt to grant

pardons of innocence; direct the

Department of Justice to join the

defense through an amicus curiae

(friend of the court) brief in its

appeal before the Federal District

Court.

"'The Carter administration can
no longer refuse to intervene on the

premise that it could not act in state

matters," the statement continued.

HUNT'S OPTIONS
Gov. Hunt has several options in

the case — granting a pardon of

innocence; commuting some or all

sentences of the defendants; or no
action.

The Wilmington 10 defense has

asked Hunt to grant the 10 a

"pardon of innocence,"
acknowledging that they should
not have been convicted of the
frame-up in the first place.

The governor apparently has
ruled out such a pardon, and in-

stead is considering whether to

commute some of the defendants'
sentences. Hunt has asked his legal

secretary. Jack Cozort, to prepare a'
report on each defendant's role in

the alleged firebombing that sent
them to prison, as given in the trial

testimony, as well as behavior in

prison that might warrant
clemency.

Hunt has said that he intends to

take each case up individually,

rather than dealing with the
Wilmington 10 as a group.
Defense supporters have

criticized this approach, noting that

it ignores the political nature of the
trial and raises th possibility of

Hunt's commuting sentences for a
few defendants with "good"
records while the others are left in

jail.

- »i
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Faculty and staff

picket denial

f pay hikes

hJ?! wSITunlt^lLi^?
participate. In faculty protest staged In front of MemorialHail where University trustees were meeting. (Staff photo-Marilyn Mankowsky)

Medics/ school bills

causing taxpayer ills?
BOSTON [AP] - Massachusetts tax-

payers are investing from $25,000 to $35,000
a year for each student at the U Mass-
Worcester medical school.

This is the average per capita
derived by dividing Gov. Michael S.
budget request for the school

expense
Dukakis'
by the

projected enrollment of 400, less tuition
Income.

In his $4.75 billion spending program for
the next fiscal year, the governor recom-
mended a $10.9 million allotment for the
medical school, plus another $3.5 million as a
state subsidy for the school's teaching
hospital.

The discrepancy between the high and the

low per capita concerns how much, if any, of
the hospital's subsidy could be considered a
cost of the med school. The hospital, whose
room rates are $170 per day, semi-private,
and $210 for a private room, operates under
an independent budget arrangement.

Carole Cohen, public information ofificer at
the Worcester school, said none of the
hospital's expenses should be included in the
compilation. She said the hospital provides
clinical training for hundreds of other
students and receives no payment for the
care of some patients.

The Senate Ways and Means Committee,
which showed a per capita cost of $24,000 in

TURN TO PAGE 2

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

One-hundred-fifty faculty members and
librarians yesterday marched outside the
UMass Board of Trustees meeting in
Memorial Hall to protest not receiving pay
raises they claim are due them.

Joining the faculty were representatives
from the University Staff Association and the
Graduate Student Employees Union.

A memo released by the faculty union said
the demonstration was to express "wide-
spread dissatisfaction over the University
Board of Trustee's refusal to grant faculty
and librarian salary increases funded bv the
state legislature."

Massachusetts Society of Professors
treasurer and spokesman Herman Stelzner
said the faculty were protesting that they are
not receiving a two and one-half per cent pay
hike from funds approved by the state
legislature but not granted by UMass.

Stelzner said the University contends the pay
hike must be negotiated rather than granted
outnght. The MSP and the University ad-
ministration are presently holding contract
talks.

Under "fiscal autonomy" guaranteed to
UMass by the state, the legislature can only

appropriate money; it cannot tell the in-
stitutions how to spend it.

Brad Klein, chairman of the graduate
students union, said approximately 15
menibers of that union were marching to
"facilitate" and "endorse the concept of
campus unionization." The Graduate
Student Employees Union is presently trying
to be certified as a collective bargaining unit
by the Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission.

Students passing by the demonstration
crossed through the picket lines or went
around them. One student was overheard to
ask a companion, "what' re they picketing?"

UMass Director of Security Saul L. Chafin
said security for the faculty demonstration
was not as "tight" as it would have been if

students had been demonstrating. He said a
faculty representative called him Tuesday
and assured him there would be no dis-
ruptions.

One particularly graphic sign being carried
by a demonstrator read, "Whitmore on a
pleasure cruise, faculty up the creek!"

The University Staff Association, which
was recently elected, represents clerical,

technical, and administrative employees. The
Graduate Student Employees Union
represents teaching assistants, research
assistants, and teaching associates.

Dukakis backs commission
BOSTON [UPI] - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis added his name to the growing list

of officials calling for a special commission
with subpoena powers to investigate the
awarding of the UMass-Boston construction
contract to McKee-Berger-Mansueto.

However, House Speaker Thomas W.
McGee, D-Lynn, and Senate President Kevin
B. Harrington, D-Salem, both necessary
supporters of such a commission, appear
reluctant to join the rest.

McGee said he was opposed to giving
subpoena power to any special commission.
Harrington remained silent about the probe
but said through press aide John Abbott,
"We'll wait until the legislation gets over
here."

Following the lead of Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti who said he would support
creation of a special commission, Reps.
Philip W. Johnston, D-Marshfield, and
Andrew H. Card, R-Holbrook, announced
Tuesday they would file a measure Monday.
They were "calling for a single blue-ribbon
commission with subpoena powers to in-

vestigate all relevant charges relating to
alleged political payoffs and sweetheart deals
with the commonwealth process," the
representatives said,

"The governor supports the creation of a
special commission," said Dukakis' press
secretary Alan Raymond. Raymond added
that Dukakis felt Deputy Secretary of Ad-
ministration and Finance David Flynn
"overreacted" when he said "a blue ribbon
commission on this thing is a sham."

"I'll have to study it," McGee said. "In the
past though I have been very, very opposed
to giving away subpoena powers to a special
commission."

Weather
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The funny white stuff you might be
seeing today is not radioactive fallout
from a Soviet spy satellite.
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Amherst/Northampton/Greenfield

\AP] - Is the Valley Advocate the proud
flagship of the nation's only chain of
alternative weekly newspapers? Or is it what
one journalism professor calls "a counter-
culture shopping news?"
The answer depends on who's talking.
'The paper has matured with the

movement. Activism has been channeled
into realism, " said 30-year old executive
editor Linda Matys.
The Advocate's boosters say it has

become less strident and biased as its
readers have aged and mellowed. It certainly
has become a financial success.

But critics insist the paper has lost its way
- sold out its idealism and principles in order
to attract more advertisers. The fle/ovv the
Salt literary magazine of the Collegian once

"The paper has matured
with the movement.
Activism has been

channeled into realism."
- executive editor

Linda Matys.

Sknfiper In the Valley

FREE

dubbed it "The Valley Avacado: the
Alternative Shopper."

The newspaper literally started under-
ground in an Amherst basement in 1973 on
an initial investment of $3,000. Founders and
co-publishers Geoffrey Robinson and Ed-
ward Matys had met on the copy desk of the
Hartford Courant, and they agreed most
newspapers were not written with young
people in mind.

Although many well-financed alternative
weeklies in much larger metropolitan
markets have died, the Advocate prospers.
From the beginning, Matys and Robinson
"spent as much time getting ads as we did
news."

That first year one of the Advocate's
Amherst editions had billings of around
$50,000. This year the chain says its four
papers - in Amherst and Springfield, and
Hartford and New Haven, Conn. — are
expected to gross over $2 million.

Now ad salesmen in three piece suits court
bankers and jewelers as well as audio dealers
and record store owners, telling them
165,000 copies of the Advocate are
distributed free each week at locations
ranging from campuses to factories.
The double-edged nature of the Ad-

vocate's commercial success has been
confirmed by the appearance of Fresh Ink, a
bi-monthly catering to an Amherst area
college audience.

Its founders call Fresh Ink "the alternative

to the alternatives" in Western Massa-
chusetts.

"There's one in every
town, they're bland and

don't offend anyone."
- Fresh Ink co-founder

Lindsy Gruson
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Co-founder Lindsey Gruson compared the
Advocate to a well-known hamburger chain:
'There's one in every town, they're bland
and don't offend anyone."

Is the Advocate dishing out junk-food
journalism? Not so, according to Eric
Benjamin, sales manager for the New Haven
Advocate, who started out at the Amherst
paper four years ago as a rock music writer.
"We sell the paper to advertisers as an

outrageous editorial vehicle. They expect it.

Good stories make people read the paper."
When Benjamin joined up, the paper was a

struggling bi-weekly. But the Advocate's
publishers knew their 18 - to - 35 - year - old
reader bought milk, took loane and wore
overcoats just like everyone else.
They carried this message to advertisers,

who became enthusiastic converts.

Advertising director Mitchell Young ad-
rriitted the paper is "pretty mainstream ...We re encouraging our readers to buy
homes. But that's really more radical than
writing stories about rent control."
The Advocate also has moved toward

respectability in politics. "We're told thatwe re required reading at New Haven City
Hall, smiled Christine Austin, Robinson's
wife and the chain's business director "It's
nice to have a public presence."

Interviews reveal two major gripes against
the Advocate: that it is not professional
enough, and that it has become timid

Anti-nuclear activist Sam Lovejoy voices

"We sell the paper to

advertisers as an
outrageous editorial

vehicle. They expect It.

Good stories make
people read the paper."
Advocate sales manager

Eric Benjamin.
wwwwnww i.i.i'.i.n.i.i.i
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Bus financing argued
University administrators are leaning

toward financing the UMass bus service by
placing a semester fee on students' bills.

Unless student government officials agree
to provide 85 per cent of the University's
contribution to the bus system, the ad-
ministration will probably approach the
UMass Board of Trustees to organize a trust
fund to hold student fees for operating the
buses.

The operating budget of the bus system is

financed by 65 per cent of federal and state
subsidies of the Pioneer Valley """ransit

Authority and 35 per cent of local monies
from Amherst, Belchertown, Sunderland and
UMass. The UMass share has been derived
from student government fees and the
parking office. The funding proposal for the
current fiscal year would have the student
government paying 85 per cent of the
University contnbution, and the parking
office 15.

Student government officials claim that

students would be paying more than 85 per
cent because students also contribute
money to the parking office when they
register cars for campus parking lots. The
student government leaders have proposed a
ratio in which 70 per cent of the bus funds
would come from the student government
budget and 30 per cent from the parking
office.

The 85-15 ratio had been derived from a
ridership survey which found 85 per cent of
the riders to be students and 15 per cent
University personnel.
The administration does not agree with the

"double assessment" argument of the
student government and is pressing either
for the 85-15 split or fee-based funding.
UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield

yesterday said the University needs more
stable funding system for the buses in order
to contract with the local towns and the
federal government on a multi-year basis.
The federal government has subsidized a

multi-million dollar bus garage to be built on
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*Medical school costly
CONT FROM PAGE 1

a prior year is currently doing an update of
this study which includes actual expenses
and revenue offsets,

With the many intangibles considered,
some experts place the annual per capita
cost at between $12,000 and $18,000, Cohan
said.

The closest per capita gross, aga'n based
on the maintenance budget request, appears
to be the $4,000 at the Massachusetts
Maritime Academy. Dukakis is seeking $3.1

million for the 800 expected MMA students
in the next academic year.

The pending appropriation might be close
to the permanent medical school cost
because enrollment will be the planned
maximum. The first class, in 1970, had 16
students and this has climbed gradually to

100 for each class in the four-year program.

Tuition next year will be $900, up $60 from
this year. Fees are additional.

Cohen defended the cost. "If you compare
the operating budget with other state

medical schools - the amount of state
support - wearenotreallyoutof lineat all,"
she said.

The medical school has 180 authorized
fulltime-equivalent faculty positions and the
governor has allowed for another 20. The
school has about 334 support personnel,
Mrs. Cohen reported.

The teaching hospital has 131 beds in use
and expects to have 170 by this June, she
said.

Correction
South Meadow Apartments are managed

by Colbrook Corporation, not Colony
Management Company, as implied in a
Collegian story on page 4 of the Jan. 31
issue.

The Toward Tomorrows Fair is sponsored
by the UMass Summer Sessions, a division

of the extension services, and not by the
Future Studies Program, as implied in a
Collegian story on page 18 of the Jan. 31
issue.

campus and is also financing new buses.
Thaft coats high at library

The University Library spent an estimated
$34,505 last year to replace stolen and
mutilated library material. There are not
many solutions to the problem, according to
George Wright, assistant director of tha
library's Public Services Department.
"Our library is not worse than any other

library but each year the replacement costs
increase while our budget decreases," said
Wright.

The library's total budget last year was
around $3 million but the total budget for
new acquisitions was only $930,000.

- GARY RANDALL
Former Collegian editor on higher ed
former Collegian Editor-in-chief Donald A.

Epstein was recently elected vice chairman
of the state board of higher education.

Epstein graduated from UMass in 1970 and
graduated from Boston University Law
School in 1973. He is presently associated
with the Massachusetts Laborers Legal
Services Fund and is a member of the
Massachusetts Bar, Federal Bar, Massa-
chusetts Bar Association and Boston Bar
Association. He has served the board of
higher education as a member of the
scholarshio committee.

- JIMPAULIN

both. The Advocate appears "to be more
interested in running ads than news," he
said, and the daily Greenfield Recorder's
coverage of a proposed nuclear power plant
in nearby Montague has been better than the
Advocate's.

"The Advocate has lost its sense of
purpose," said former managing editor
Richard Asinof.

"I can read it in five minutes," said
Howard Ziff, a UMass journalism professor.
"Most of their articles are not the result of
much work."

"I can read it in five
minutes. Most of their

articles are not the result
of much work."
- UMass journalism

professor Howard Ziff

Ziff's UMass colleague Ralph Whitehead,
although describing the paper as "a counter-
culture shopper," agreed with Ziff that it fills

a need.
"I'd say the Advocate is partly responsible

for the downtown commercial revival in

Northampton. It provided a distinctive ad-
vertising medium for the short of shops that
opened there," he said.

But the paper's strength with readers
probably will continue to stem from its at-
tractive layout, catchy pictures and head-
lines, explicit personal classified ads soliciting
sex — and its price.

Today's Staff
Issue Editor

Assistant Issue Editor
Editorial Layout
Sports Layout
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What Peter Pan Really Wanted to Ring
Little Known Person
What is Anita Bryant looking to pick up by
slaying in Florida?
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Speaks for canal treaties
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Carter defends himself
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

spoke to the nation last night in defense of
the Panama Canal treaties, saying their
opponents are misinformed and that Senate
approval would be in the "highest national
interest."

"The most important reason — the only
reason — to ratify the treaties is that they are
in the highest national interest of the United
States," Carter said from the family library at
the White House.
They will keep the United States out of a

war "in the jungles of Panama," he said.
Carter said he did not believe the charges

made in the accords this week by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee were
necessary, but they were not enough to
make the White House abandon the treaties.
The agreement with Panama, Carter said,

"will strengthen our position in the world.
Our security interests will be stronger. Our
trade opportunities will be improved."

Carter, in his 20-minute fireside chat, ran
down a list of questions opponents have
raised about the treaties and provided an-
swers. Once the details are understood, said
the president, they will be accepted by most
Americans.

Polls have shown, however, that at the
present time, more than half of the nation
remains opposed to ratification.

"It is obvious that we can take whatever
military action is necessary to make sure that
the canal always remains open and safe," the
president said. He would not "hesitate to
deploy whatever armed forces are necessary
to defend the canal," Carter asserted.

"But there is a much better option than
sending our sons and grandsons to fight in
the jungles of Panama," he said, maintaining
that the treaties would avert the need for
military action.

The president acknowledged the treaties
have numerous opponents, but said, "much
of that opposition is based on misun-
derstanding and misinformation.

"I want you to hear the facts."
Carter spoke of the improving relations the

Uriited States has with its Latin American
neighbors, and warned that, "if the treaties
should be rejected, this would all be lost, and
disappointment and despair among our good
neighbors and traditional friends would be
severe.

"Nothing could strengthen our com-
petitors and adversaries in this hemisphere
more than for us to reject this agreement."
he said.

"The treaties will increase our nation's
influence in this hemisphere, will help to
reduce any mistrust and disagreement, and
will remove a major source of anti-American
feelings."

The speech, which underwent revisions
only a short time before its delivery, was
essentially a reaffirmation of the ad-
ministration's argument for ratification by
the Senate, where the accords will be ad-
dressed next week.
Although a spirited debate is forecast.

Senate Leaders have gradually come to
support the pacts, as amended.

To achieve ratification, two-thirds of the
Senate must vote in favor of the accords. If

100 members participate in the vote, that
means the number would be 67. A UPI poll
shows 50 senators how committed to, or
leaning toward, ratification.

"We do not own the Panama Canal
Zone," Carter said, and stated he was "quite
sure" Theodore Roosevelt would have
endorsed the treaties. Roosevelt, said Carter,
"knew that change was inevitable and
necessary." It was under Roosevelt's
leadership that the engineering feat linking
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans was ac-
complished.
The treaties would turn control of the

waterway over to Panama by the year 2000.
But clarifications backed by the bipartisan

Senate leadership, the Foreign Relations
Committee and the State Department would
ensure America a continuing right to defend
the canal and give U.S. ships head-of-the-
line passage in times of crisis.

Healey re-elected
by board of trustees

President Carter prepares for "fireside chat" to nation on the Panama Canal
treaties last night. Carter said Senate approval of the treaties would be in thehighest national interest." (UPI)

By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass Board of Trustees yesterday
voted to re-elect Trustee Joseph P. Healey as
chairman of the board and reassigned other
members to different committees in their
annual reorganization. Also approved were
renovations for the Boston central offices
and for buildings and grounds on the
Amherst campus.

Interim President Franklin K. Patterson
said the major concern of the board this
spring is the fiscal budget. Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis has recently proposed a University
budget of $116.3 million, representing a six
per cent increase from last year's budget of
$109.2 million. There has also been a six per
cent rate of inflation the past year.
The budget increase recommended this

year for the University is a lower percentage
increase than the increase for the other
institutions of the state college and university
system. Last year UMass received a larger
percentage increase than the other schools.
The board approved preliminaiy plans for a

$980,000 renovation of the UMass central
administrative offices at 100 Arlington Street
in Boston. Also allocated was $1,020,000 to
upgrade roads and parking lots on the
Amherst campus. The campus improvement
plan is the first phase of a two-year program
for buildings and grounds improvements.

According to Trustee Silvia K. Burack, a
member of the Buildings and Grounds
Committee, parking reserve funds will be
used for parking lot repairs. The parking
reserve funds will be used, Burack said,
subsequent to the completion of the repairs,
within the next two years.

Goodell Library will also be renovated with
funds allocated by the board. $2.5 million
were approved to renovate faculty and
administrative offices as part of a five-year
program for the renovation of older buildings
on campus.
The trustees agreed to submit an ap-

plication to the HEW to acquire 15 acres of
property and eight two-bedroom apartments
on Nantucket Island. The University hopes to
receive the property free of charge from the
federal government, and would use the land
for field work by students studying natural
and physical sciences.
The University now owns 1 15 acres on the

island, including four buildings. 'There are
crude facilities for housing 12-14 students
now," said Burack, "but the new apartments
would house another 12 to 14."

UMass Board of Trustees chairman Joseph P. Healey seems to be meditating while UMass acting President Franltlln KPatterson remains alert at yesterday's board meeting in Memorial Hall. (Staff photo by Marilyn Manitowsky)

Bischoff gets more physical - dumps a job
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Acting Provost Jerimiah M. Allen accepted the resignation of
David C. Bischoff as expected yesterday, leaving the campus
without a permanent associate provost.

Bischoff, associate provost since 1970, last week submitted his
resignation to Allen, who early Tuesday indicated he would accept
the resignation. Bischoff said he will continue to serve as dean of the
School of Physical Education, a post he has held for six years.

"I've been wearing two hats around here for a long time, it's about
time I had just one job. I've been spreading myself too thin for too
long. This school (physical education) needs somebody full time,"
Bischoff said in an interview yesterday.

Bischoff said he stayed with the provosts office to insure a
"comfortable transition" between the suocession of three provosts
and their associates over the past few years.

Bischoff was the only one of 10 academic deans who did not
participate in the controversy surrounding the firing of former
provost Paul L. Puryear last month.

Bischoff said he felt Allen's experience would smooth out matters
in the troubled provosts office.

Bischoff's resignation leaves the provosts office without a per-
manent associate provost because Vere Chappell, the only other
permanent associate is on sabbatical leave this semester.

Early last month nine of the academic deans requested the
resignation of then Provost Puryear, who later requested the
resignation of six of those deans. Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery,
who had left Puryear in charge of campus while vacationing in

Mexico, returned and fired Puryear after conferring separately with
the provost and the deans.

Allen, as dean of the faculty of humanities and fine arts, took over
as acting Provost late last month.
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Israeli fruit poisoned
THE HAGUE. The Netherlands \AP] -

Western Europe issued an alert yesterday for

Israeli- grown oranges poisoned with mefcury
in a purported Arab- Palestinian scheme to

sabotage Israel's economy.
The Palestine Liberation Organization

denied that any Palestinians were respon-

sible as claimed in a letter to the Dutch and
West German governments from "The Arab
Revolutionary Army Palestinian Com-
mando."

U.S. government officials said there was
no evidence that any of the tainted fruit had
reached the United States, and the Israeli

Embassy in Washington claimed none of the

oranges were for sale in U.S. stores.

Five Dutch children were hospitalized for

mercurv poisoning last week after they ate

the contaminated oranges and became ill,

the Dutch Health Ministry reported. Doctors
pumped out the children's stomachs and
sent the youngsters home a few days later

completely recovered.

In West Germany, police discovered a

Jaffa orange containing "a pea-size
quantity" of mercury. The fruit was part of a

consignment sold to grocery stores in the

central industrial city of Darmstadt.
The sale of Israeli oranges was stopped by

trading companies or supermarkets in several

European countries and as far away as
Greenland. Britain, Belgium, Switzerland,
West Germany, Norway and Finland ordered
tests on their remaining stocks of Jaffa

oranges.

"So far the problem is of a very small

magnitude, said Isaac Lipkis, spokesman for

the Israeli Citrus Marketing Board in Tel Aviv.

"We don't think this really applies to a large

quantity of oranges."
Health officials said about three cases of

the large-sized, juicy oranges were injected

with mercury somewhere in Europe and that

all the tainted fruit had visible brownish
markings on their broken skins. Mercury
would give the fruit a bitter taste, they ad-

ded.

The Dutch and German governments said

they received identical letters pinning
responsibility on 'The Arab Revolutionary
Army Palestinian Commando." A PLO
spokesman in Beirut said he had never heard
of the group and called the reports "a
mischievous propaganda ploy."
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Cleveland, Ohio truck driver James Truly, 42, who was buried alive in his rig in a
huge snow drift near Mansfield, Ohio, looks at photo of the snow-covered rig

taken by his brother. The photo shows the door of the truck through which Truly
was rescued. (UPI)

Widow pleas to clear mate
AUGUSTA, Maine [UPI\ - The widow of

the only officer sent to prison for aiding the
enemy while a prisoner during the Korean
War Wednesday asked Sen. William D.
Hathaway, D- Maine, to urge President Carter
to join the fight to clear her husband's name.

Mr. Ronald E. Alley asked Hathaway, in a
letter sent by certified mail, to attempt to
arrange a meeting between the president and
herself when Carter comes to Bangor in two
weeks to campaign for Hathaway.

"My late husband was a proud officer who
loved his country, therefore I feel you would
want to work with me to fulfill his dream to
see justice," her letter said. "It may not be in

his life, but I, mv children and my grand-

children would like to see that justice has
been done.

"I would deeply appreciate it if you would
forward this letter to President Carter and
hopefully you will be able to arrange a

meeting for me with the president," she said.

Former Maj. Alley died of a heart attack

last week at the age of 65. He was entombed
in his uniform and battle ribbons with a

folded flag at his side, but his 22-year battle

to clear his name failed to earn him official

military honors at his funeral.

Alley was convicted of giving information

to the enemy, soliciting fellow prisoners for

information, taking part in programs
designed to indoctrinate POWs and fur-

thering enemy propaganda efforts.

Main Street Center • 150 Main Street • Northampton

Criminal

files

now open
TAUNTON [AP] - A Superior Court

judge has ruled unconstitutional a state law
restricting public access to a court list of

persons involved in criminal cases.

"In a democratic society," said Judge
Robert J. Hallisey in a ruling signed Friday,

but released yesterday, "open, robust
examination is essential, not only to the
health of the executive and legislative

branches.... but also to the judicial branch of

government."
The law on criminal offenders records

information, known as CORI, prevented
reporters and other members of the public

from inspecting the index, an alphabetized

list of all persons involved in criminal cases.

The measure was designed to protect

individual privacy.

The state attorney general's office said it

would move as soon as possible for a stay of

Judge Hallisey's decision.

The index made it possible to easily find

the records of individuals without having to

check through a whole docket of cases.

Hallissey wrote restricting the list "would
be bureaucratic red tape in the extreme.

"Permissable public access to court

records subsequent to proceedings in open
court becomes meaningless if the public and
the media cannot obtain such records in a

reasonable manner," Hallisey said.

"The media has an absolute privilege to

publish reports of public judicial proceedings
and official court records available for public

inspection. Some confidence must be placed

on media's exercise of reasonable judgment
and restraint."

Hallisey said the law prevented "the press

from performing its traditional function of

reporting on the operations of government to

the public. The media privilege would be an
empty one."
The judge objected to the legislature

controlling court policy.

"The court, not the legislature, must
control the records of the court, including

indices ....lest its performance become
hidden from public scrutiny."
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Police Sgt. Pat McGarvey is lowered
60 feet to frozen surface of Scioto River
near downtown Columbus to hook
wrecker lines to truck which plunged off
westbound lane of highway 1-70 last
Tuesday night. The driver was killed.

Buckley
enters
gov race

BOSTON [UPI] - Middlesex County
Sheriff John J. Buckley says he will run
for the Republican gubernatorial
nomination this year.

In a news release, Buckley said he
would publically announce his candidacy
Feb. 6 in a series of news conferences
around the state.

Buckley said the state needs better
administrative leadership for "economic
and tax problems confronting Massa-
chusetts."

TEST PREP
For the February 25th exam, a class will begin meeting February
7th, with sessions on Tuesdays and Saturdays. For information

call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-6462.

TEST PREP
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lamb^ vegetarian dishes^ crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797.

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri.-Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30
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University of Massachusetts

Adults $2.50

Students $1.50

Children $1.00

Fine Arts Center Box Office
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King nixes
Thomson aid
BOSTON [AP] — A conservative can-

didate for governor of Massachusetts
Wednesday asked New Hampshire Gov.
Meldrim Thomson not to speak at his fun-
draising dinner Friday, apparently fearing the
fallout from the governor's controversial
remarks about South Africa.

Edward F King of Boston said he with-
drew the speaking invitation because he did
not want "immorality connected with my
candidacy."

However, King, who is seeking the
Republican nomination for governor, added
he still was a "great admirer" of Thomson's
fiscal policies.

ThooYSon called Kino after the news

Meldrim Thomson

conference and told him he would buy a $25
ticket and attend the fundraiser anyway,
according to campaign director Donakj A.
Feder.

"He did not say why he was coming," said
Feder.

King does not object to Thomson's at-

tendance at the affair.

Later, Thomson sounded bitter in a
statement released through a spokesman in

Concord, N.H.: "He, King, has made his own
stew. I hope his voters will make it

palatable."

Many of King's supporters had urged him
to retain Thomson as a speaker at the dinner,
saying "don't waiver in the line of fire."

Thomson has come under fire for his
remarks and praise of South Africa during his
recent trip there. Thomson said blacte in

South Africa, a country which practices a
system of racial segregation known as
apartheid, enjoyed "more political and
economic freedom.... than in many of the
new nations of Africa."

The governor said he found that South
Africa's blacks live better than some of his

neighbors in Orford, N.H.
King would not comment on the gover-

nor's statements, but he said he did not want
to "become associated with the system of
government which I find morally
reprehensible."

King said Thomson's connection with his

campaign created "just the sort of con-
troversy I had hoped to avoid." He said he
had tried to confine his campaign to
domestic issues.

The speaking invitation was rescinded "to
preclude further difficulties," King said.

King, who shares many of Thomson's
positions on economic and social issues, said
he hoped the incident would not "impede"
potential support among blacks.

He also said he hoped his action had not
"burned all bridges and friendship with the
governor of New Hampshire."

Student election spurs fight
BOSTON [AP] - Police arrested five

white and three black students after a fracas
yesterday at Hyde Park High School sent
four persons, including a teacher and a police
officer, to the hospital for treatment.
The fighting erupted a day after a student

election in which whites reportedly won all

the contested positions although more
blacks than whites attend the school.

The school was closed for the day, said the
School Department. A spokesman said

'there was a lot of damage to the school."

One of the blacks arrested was charged
with kicking Police Sgt. Michael Cammarata
in the groin, said the police.

"It was a donneybrook," said A! Nupis,
police spokesman.

WESTERN MASS BUS LINE

U-Mass to Worcester in 1-^hrs.

For only $2.50

Buses leave on

Fri. at 1 & 5

Sat. at 12

Sun at 1 & 6:30 from Campus Center Circle

Connection can be made to Boston
For more info call

UMass travel at 545-2006

or Western Mass 584-6481

a BERMUDA)
FT. LAUDERDALE
DAYTONA BEACH

For Spring Break '.!

FROM: $275 All Inclusive
NO HIDDEN CHARGES
For More Information
Call : JANE 545-05 27

^-J^arber
TRAVEL
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The road
to more
unemployment

The firing of Paul Puryear represents not a

change in the way of academic priorities, but

rather a change in political exigencies.

Puryear was that rapidly disappearing

species of administrator (compare Meidrim
Thon^son) that lack the aH important

biireaucratic talent of screwing people slowly

and non-publicly, so that they resign on their

own and cite reasons that are both hard to

prove and at the same time old news. No
doubt Puryear will be replaced by one of this

breed. Bronr>ery simply cannot afford to be
embarrassed at a time when he is up for the

job of President of UMass.
The central and all important issue of the

direction of UMass is to take has surely not

been affected by the events of January.

Obviously, the governor and those that

direct the course of higher education in this

state seem to be directing the University and

colleges of this state towards vocational

training. This is probably the result of public

pressure on those officials; pressure applied

because the job situation for people

graduating from college has not been as

rosey in recent years as it has been in past

years. Their programs will not be changed by

the loss of one poorly adapted hatchet-man.

This is because they realize that the

problem of college graduate employment is

partly caused by their inability to tell the

overwhelming majority of white middle class

voters that may be their sons and daughters

don't belong in a liberal arts insstitution, and
nr^ybe they should go to Junior College or

Vocational school This inability caused the

abherration of huge college enrollment with

no corresponding college aptitude. An
analogous situation would be putting

students with no mechanical ability in well

equipped automotive repair schools, and
give them gut courses and easy marks for

shoddy work. In a few years nobody in their

right mind would hire someone from these

institutions.

Some post high school study is necessary

in this society especially since the grammar
schools and high schools don't teach verbal

skills as well as they used to. A university is

not the place though. Something is simply

wrong when the University of Massachusetts

sends Hotel and Restaurant Management
students on field trips to hotels in order to

learn how to set up a banquet successfully.

This type of thing can and is done by other

institutions (sometimes within the com-
panies that own the hotels) more efficiently

and without making those who want this

type of education suffer through academic
disciplines they neither require nor wish to

take in order to fulfill their Core

Requirements.

What needs to be done, then, is to change

the conditions that make going to college

after high school mandatory if you are middle

class. Politicians, though, are not ones to

such conditions, but rather to feed upon

them for political gain. They responded in the

sixties with huge enrollments, and now that

has soured they are trying to save them-

selves in a similariy disingenius way. This is

not to blame the politicians totally. The

middle class has to share the blame, along

with business, but when a crisis like low

college graduate employment has such

obvious causes one might be naive enough

to expect poRticians would state the problem

and its causes, or at least not make the

problem worse.

Michael P. Doran is Executive Editor of the

Collegian.

Letters
Amnesty for Mexican dissident

To the Editor

/ would like to introduce you to an
important politicaJ asylum case. Hector
Marroquin is a socialist activist, a union
organizer and a former student leader in

Mexico. He has been indicted by the
Mexican government on frameup
charges of terrorism and guerrilla war-
fare.

Although not as well publicized as
other Latin American countries, the

Mexican government has an infamous
record of brutality and oppression.

Amnesty International, the Nobel Peace
Prize-winning organization has issued a
report expressing special concern "at the

degree of violence used by the police and
military when making arrests; it

frequentiy results in fatal injur/.

"

While still in high school in 1968,

Hector — and thousands of others —
were deeply affected by the TIateloIco

Massacre, where peaceful student
demonstrators in Mexico City were at-

tacked by government troops firing

machine guns into the crowd, murdering

at least 300.

Rather than turn himself over to the

Mexican government and almost certain

imprisonment and torture or death.

Hector fled to this country. He has lived
and worked here for three and one-half
years.

In June 1974, Marroquin was accused
of carrying out a guerrilla assault in

Monterey. At the time of the alleged

attack, Marroquin was hospitalized in

Galveston, Texas, recovering from a
serious auto accident.

In September, 1977, Marroquin was
arrested in Texas as he returned from a

visit to a lav/yer in Mexico. At the time of

the arrest, the U.S. government tried to

"exclude" him - without giving him the
right to take his case before the American
people. Without giving him the right to

wage a legal fight for his right to remain
in this country as a political refugee.

Defense efforts co-ordinated by the

U.S. Committee for Justice to Latin

American Political Prisoners [USLA]
forced the government to grant
Marroquin a deportation hearing, set for

January 17. The hearing was sub-
sequently postponed indefinitely.

Through USLA's efforts, $10,000 was
raised to pay Marroquin 's bail — five

times the usual sum required in such
cases.

Yielding to a national protest cam-
paign, the Immigration and Naturalization

Service has granted permission for

Marroquin to make public speaking
appearances around the country.

It is necessary to bring this case to the

public because, according to Marroquin's
lawyer, Margaret Winter: "None of us
can forget for a minute that this case is

not going to be won by lawyers. It will

not be won because of the neutrality of
the courts. It will not be won because of
Jimmy Carter's crocodile tears about
human rights in Latin America. This case
will be won because and only because [of

a] nation-wide movement for asylum for

Hector Marroquin."

Petitions supporting Marroquin's right

to political asylum will be circulated

throughout the UMass campus in the
next few weeks.

Persons interested in the Hector
Marroquin case may address letters to:

Freddi Very, 130 Gold St., Belchertown;
or CO Rees, 4 Adams St., Easthampton.

Telegrams or letters of support for

Marroquin should be sent to: Leonel
Castillo, Director, Immigration and
Naturalization Service, Washington, D.C.
20536. Send a copy to: USLA, 853
Broadway, Suite 414, New York, N.Y.
10003.

Freddi Very

Smof<e detectors a good thing

To the Editor:

Do you understand that the most
deadly fires DO start IN dorm rooms, and
that to put detectors exclusively in the
halls could defeat their purpose? Yes, one
could sleep more soundly without a
detector in one's room. One could keep
sleeping forever. It is not an overreaction

which prompted individual room
detectors. It is simply a logical step
towards individual safety in the dorms.

There are four situations of fire within a

dorm room. First, a room with an opened
door. A hall detector would probably be
able to sense the fire within a reasonable

time, but it is obvious that passersby or

the returning occupant would notice the

smoke by then anyway. Second, an
empty, closed room. Third, an occupied
closed room, and fourth, an occupied
closed room wherein the occupants are

asleep. For the last instances, a hall

detector is hardly suitable. By the time

the heat or smoke reached a level suf-

ficient to set off a hall detector, it would
have built up in the room to a deadly

degree, probably leaving the room
demolished and perhaps those inside

dead. The idea of the individual detector

is to warn those in the fire's immediate
reach in sufficient time for escape. Fires

do happen, they happen in dorm rooms,
and when they reach a dangerous level,

they usually become fatal because there

is not a warning device in the immediate
area.

My brother's dorm room caught on
fire. By the time it was discovered, it had
reached a deadly level in flames and
smoke. It only became evident when
flames and smoke burst out the win-

dows. That's the point. Sighting a dorm
room fire is usually right at the beginning

or at an advanced stage where the

damage is intense. This is what the

detectors seek to avoid. Perhaps they

seem absurd for the waste can accidents,

but they can prevent the unnoticed waste
can accident from becoming a tragedy.

My brother's room had no detection

device. Neither he nor his roommate
were there, the door was closed, others
on the floor were at dinner. He was lucky
to be out. The room was destroyed.

Sure detectors are a hassle. They take

up a precious plug and can be set off by
fools. So it feels like 1984, but don't risk

your life, and God forbid, your stereo.

Enough of that. It'll be good. Bill, when
you get out of the vacation doldrums and
start writing some well-thought-out

editorials. And it'll be nice to read about
something new, instead of another recap
on the same old campus center and
crowded dorms drivel which you drown
yourself in.

Chris Clark

Letters
Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
welcomes all letters to the editor. They must
be signed and include the author's address
and phone number. Organizations may
submit letters, but they must include a name
and phone number for reference purposes

Letters must be typed, double-spaced, at
sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages. They should be sent to the Executive
Editor, c-o the Collegian, or dropped off at
the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for either
conterit or space according to the judgement
of the editors Due to space limitations, there
is no guarantee that all letters received will be
printed. Letters for a specific publication date
must be submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day
preceding that date.

Women':

julle melrose

By JULIE MELROSE

Once in a while, because of the time perioc
and society into which they happened to b(
born, certain groups of people become
"victims of history". Contemporarv,
American young women are such a group]

Born at a time when sex roles and societall

expectations were cleariy defined, we've!
found those standards becoming in-f

creasinqly ambiguous as we've grown up.

We are told that no previous generation of

American women has had freedom equal tol
ours. It is true that we have a tremendousi
number of options available to us. But!
American society, for the most part, has
refused to accept women who have chosen
to exercise those options.

Our choice, then, comes down to this: we|
can live in a lifestyle that is "socially ac-

ceptable" for women in America, with all its I

inherent limitations anJ abuses, or we can
step outside that traditional role and live as

|

psychologically healthy outcasts.

Women who opt for a feminist lifestylel

soon discover the price they must pay. To bel

a feminist in America is to be a person!

engaged in constant struggle, with no way tol

turn back after your consciousness has beenl
raised and no concrete "victory" in sight.

[

Robin Morgan said at Hampshire Collegej

last spring that true liberation means not!

even having to deal with the fact that youl
have been oppressed. By this definition,!

women living now will never truly be[

liberated. We may change the laws, work at]

/ "
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Mass encounters of tlie liype kind
Directed and written by:

Steven Spielberg
Cast: Richard Dreyfuss.

Francois Truffaut. Melinda Dillon

By SKIP TENCZAR

"Close Encounters is comingi" I think that
I first heard this phrase from a hunchbacked
"bo" sucking wine from a paper bag in one
of Boston's garbage can alleys early in
October. I didn't think much of it at first, but
not hftfnrfi lone the saving would be known

Inside today's Salt
[SeloV«I$e Salt

]

fi#oMn4 lato 19TS

V^

about tlie cover:
Elvis Costello, whose aim is also

true, is one of the growing number of
performers who have in the last year
or two. put some life back into rock
'n roll — a trend which certainly

ought to continue in 1978. The 22 year
old Englishman will bring his spartan
but spirited sound to the Student
nion Ballroom on March 1.

music

Mario Barros examines today's trends
in music... and the prospects for

tomorrow. Page 10.

Aero's skewer, Hawk skewered. Page
14.

ELP plays... and the house stays up!
Page 16.

politics
Our fearless editor probes the mind of

our foil-less Chancellor. Page 12.

art
FAC announces all-star agenda. Page

15

(i'l Church Services

Calendar Valley rumors and loomers.
Page 18.
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Appraising Income Properties is just one of the many courses offered this
Spring through the Real Estate Certificate Program of the Division of Con-
tinuing Education. Classes begin February 6 and run through May.

Join us February 2 for Career Night-a free public seminar on the oppor-
tunities available m the real estate profession-at Marks Meadow Auditorium,
School of Education, UMass/Amherst. For further information call 545-2040.

Fcr registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545-
3653, write, or stop by Room 1 1 3 Hasbrouck Building, UMass/Amherst. n^

Remember, we accept American Express. Mastercharge and VISA. fHHK

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

BOLTWOOD - BELCHERTOWN
PROJECT

Welcomes Back Past & Potential Volunteers.
Boltwood Belchertown Project is a student organization of

trained students supervisors working with special needs in-
dividuals at Belchertown State School and in the surrounding
communities. Programs include Recreation Activity. Arts I
Crafts, Citizen Advisory and many others

PROGRAM SELECTION NIGHT IS THUR., FEB. 9 7:3y
For more info, call 323-6311 ext 249, 296

1

S^^US^I^'Uded: RECRUITMENT MEETING TUES.,

FEB. 7, 7:30 RM. 904, CC. |'"""""— WINTER discount'

by almost every film reviewer in the country.
You see; the Columbia Pictures National
Publicity and Promotion Division was
working hard at what they do best. The usual
press releases were n>ailed to the news-
papers, but on top of that, over 1500 jour-
nalists from throughout the country were
flown free of charge to one of the film's dual
premieres in New York and Los Angeles.
Furthermore, they were given an elaborately

"JAWS", a 25 million dollar production
expenditure, and an immense publicity
campaign. As expected, shortly after the
premiere thousands of articles were
published about the film in the nation's
newspapers and magazines. From Time to
The National Enquirer, from The Phoenix to
The Valley Advocate. The "bo's" whisper
was now elevated to a shout by the wined
and dined journalists: "Close Encounters is

OF THE THIRD KINO

designed publicity packet, a specially made
Close Encounters cassette tape recorder plus
six cassettes (to conduct interviews with the
cast and producers), and hotel ac-
commodations, all courtesy of Columbia
Pictures. If I didn't live in a society where this
is common practice, I might be tempted to
use the term payola.
The motion picture was sure to be a

success. It had an all star cast, the director of

coming, just in time for Christmas."
Well, Christmas came and so did CLOSE

ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND.
When I arrived at the theatre I was greeted
by long admission lines. It seemed that most
everyone had heard the media's applause for
the movie, and like me they had come to see
vyhat all the fuss was about. We were an-
ticipating an unusual visual experience which

TURN TO PAGE 16
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art, music and literature as well as physical culture.
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Art against tlie wall
By STACY BELKIND

For American artist George O'Keeffe, the

act of creating art is "filling a space in a

beautiful way." Sounds nice enough.
However, trying to define art is a near im-

possible proposition; there are no clear-cut

boundaries to contain it, and it is impossible
for rules to be broken because there are

none. This can lead tc unnecessary trouble.

Art critic Leo Steinberg in his essay "The
Plight of the Public", acknowledges the
frustration experienced by the viewer when
confronted by art that puzzles more than it

pleases. Steinberg remains empathic as he
recalls the time when friends of his were
raving about an artist showing in New York
that left him bewildered. The important thing

was that the artist's work impressed him in

spite of his not being able to come to grips

with it at the time. Slowly, ideas began to

click and the great mystery of the New York
artist became unraveled. The point of

recounting this story is to try to dismiss the

notion that art is intimidating — it is only if

you let it be so.

What the viewer brings to a work of art is

more important than one might suspect. We
all approach art through varying degrees of

involvement, yet no matter how active or

passive our participation is, we bring our

experiences, ideas and imagination, without

which, to approach any creative process

would be intimidating.

During the coming months, there will be
ample opportunity to become acquainted
with works by local, student and visting

artist. The following listing is a partial guide

to exhibits being held at the five colleges.

The University Gallery is open Tuesdays
from 11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Wednesdays
through Fridays from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

and Saturday and Sunday from 2 p.m. to 5
p.m.
On February 5, the gallery is holding a

reception for the opening of a new show by
Italian painter Sandro Martini and Greek-
American photographer Philip Tsiaras. The
reception will be from 2 to 4 p.m., and their

show will continue through February 19.

More than 60 of Tsiara's photographs will

be on display, showing the development of

his technique and subject matter from his

stark landscapes through his "motion series"

and his more recent self-portraits and photo-
pastels.

Tsiaras, a 1976 graduate of Amherst
college, has used the Amherst area for many
of his eariier photographs.

Martini is a young artist who has exhibited

widely in Italy. This show is his first in the

United States and also is the first time the

University Gallery has presented a one-

person exhibition of a European artist.

From February 28 to March 17, the gallery

will be exhibiting sets designed by
Rauschenberg, Johns and Warhol for the

Merce Cunningham Dance Company, a

portfolio of prints designed for the company
by Cage, Johns, Morris, Nauman,
Rauschenberg, Stella and Warhol. There will

also be a few costumes by Rauschenberg.

From April 8 to May /, the University

Gallery will present "Eleven Contemporary
Photographers". This exhibit stems out of a
seminar on criticism of photography led by
art historian Mark Rothskill. Six works from
each photographer will be exhibited. The
catalogue, written by Prof. Rothskill, reflects

the discussions of that seminar.
Beginning May 16 and continuing through

June 4, the gallery will present "Class of 1^8
— Photography collection." The class of

1928 has donated a considerable sum of

money to be used to establish a permanent
photography collection.

The Smith College Museum of Art is open
Tuesdays through Saturdays from 11 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. and Sundays 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

From February 10 through April 2, a show
of watercolors by Richard Yarde, con-
temporary figurative artist whose subjects

are drawn from urban black life and recent

black American history.

Beginning April 7, "Antiquities in the

Renaissance" will be on display. A lot of

work has gone into this major international

loan exhibition of over 125 objects of great

interest and value from museums and
galleries from all over the world. This
exhibition illustrates the remarkable ways in

which Renaissance artists made use of the

antique. I he exniDits inciuaes smaii oronzes,

life-size marble sculpture, paintings,

drawings, engravings, coins and metals. The
exhibit runs through June 6.

Beginning April 20 and lasting through the

summer, a retrospective exhibit of paintings-

by Smith College Prof. George Cohen will be
on display.

The Mount Holyoke Art Museum is open
Mondays through Fridays from 1 1 a.m. to 5
p.m. and Saturdays and Sundays from 1

p.m. to 5 p.m.

Now through March 12, "American Art"

will be on display from the Mount Holyoke
Collection. This exhibit is comprised of

paintings, drawings, sculpture and some
decorative arts.

From February 15 through March 12, a

display of Contemporary Japanese Women
Printmakers can be seen.

From March 27 to April 30 a show entitled

"Silence and Slow Time" will feature works
by four contemporary artists: Clement
Meadmore; Salvatore Romano, with en-

vironmental water pieces on the Mt. Holyoke

campus; Jake Berthot; and Robin
Mackenzie.
A lecture by Dore Ashton in conjunction

with the exhibition "Silence and Slow Time"
will be held March 30, at 7:30 p.m. in Gamble
Auditorium.

The Mead Art Gallery of Amherst College

is open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m.

to 5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday from 1

p.hn. to 5 p.m.

During the month of February, "Drawings
for Outdoor Sculpture" will be shown in the

Main Gallery and the Arms Gallery.

"American Genre Paintings" will be on
display in the Basset Room. "French and
Italian Prints will be on display in the Collins

Print room and a display of Oriental Art can
be seen in the Daniels Gallery.

The photographs of Philip Tsiaris will be on display at the

University Gallery until Feb. 19.

Tills montli's motion
By SHARON TRUE

If dance is your thing, then you'll flip this
springi (Oh boy, was that badi) Seriously
though, some fantastic performances that
you won't want to miss are in the offing for
spring, with five of them right off the bat in

February.

Starting off the semester (Feb. 2, 3, 4)

UMass dance faculty member Andrea

Watkins will present a concert that she has

choreographed entitled "Excursions: A
Dance Concert in Two Acts." The concert

will include singing and speech as well as

dance in a wide variety of styles ranging from

a light-hearted look at the musical comedy
scene ("Paying my Dues to All Those Shows
that Paid All Those Bills") to a compelling

interpretation of the Shakespearean heroines

("Facets: Juliet, Ophelia, Emilia, and Anne").

Accompanying the dances will be Anthony

Crescione, musical director for the University

Dancers, who will provide live ac-

companiment on the grand piano, several

electric pianos, and various percussion in-

struments.

Then, Feb. 7, 8, 9 the highly acclaimed

Alvin Alley American Dance Theater will be

at the Fine Arts Center. Alley's dancers are

known for their exciting style of movement
which is based on classical ballet, but with

the sensuality and vitality that blacks seem to

dance
know best how to project.

We are most fortunate to have a company
the caliber of Contemporary Dance System

in residence at Amherst College this spring.

In addition to teaching dance at Amherst,

artistic director Daniel E. Lewis and the CDS
dancers are presenting a concert Feb. 10, 11,

12, including resident choreographer Anna

Sokolow's masterpiece "Dreams."
The Bill Evans Dance Company of Seattle

will spend a xhree-day residency (Ftb. 13, 14,

15) at Mt. Holyoke offering workshops to

dancers in the Valley in addition to their

performance Feb. 13 at Chapin uudttorium.

Using music ranging from Bach to Glenn
Miller to Indian raga, Evans has been hailed

by the Washington Post as "a dancer-

choreographer with more disguises than

Sheriock Holmes, all wondrously credible

and diverting."

Last but certainly not least. Smith College

will present its Student Dancer Concert Feb.

23, 24, 25. Student dance concerts deserve

the support of the community fot the well-

rehearsed, enjoyable performances they

present.

That's February — watch the "Salt" for

other happening in dance this spring (which

includes a performance by the phenomenal
"avant-garde" Merce Cunningham Dance
Company).

GRAND OPENING

^ DRINK ^
The Collegian

4

is hiring:

Graphics Dept. help

Circulation Mgr.

Clerical and graphics applicants cannot be work
study students unless they held a work study job with
another R.S.O. group last semester. These individuals

are encouraged to apply. See Laurie Wood for details.
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Tbe year aliead

Sliared marquees
By MARIO UARROS

Now that the year 1977 is behind us and
we're through celebrating it, we can take a

serious look at what 1978 is about to bring us
musically. There have been some solid

developments already changing the face of

the music; some startling, some not so
startling. What I'm going to attempt now is

to sort these developments out and try to

pick out some of the patterns that they could
well establish.

Already, the year has lent us a realization

of one of last year's prospective marriages.

Towards the end of last year, Bob Marley of

the Jah world was touting the merits and
possibilities of a union between — are you
ready for this? — reggaa and punk. This may
or may not come as a shock to you because
you may or may not realize that the
possibilities for this "marriage" to happen
and prosper are rather astounding. First of

all, many clubs which feature "New Wave"
bands also feature reggae bands and
frequently they share the same marquee. The
fans of one are very often the fans of the
other. With this in mind, Marley has en-

visioned a "Punky Reggae Party" that would
be the coming together of the more
progressive people from Jah and the New
Wave. This has led Marley to write and
record "Punky Reggae Party", a single that
is now charting very well in the United
Kingdom.

Many folks feel that this is the natural

order of things in that the development of
punk and reggae are virtually the same. They
proclaim that while reggae has become the
promulgator of the Jah people, punk is the
voice of the frustrated and exploited working
class. It's often labeled a "working class

phenomenon". With this as the common
denominator, the union should be well-

founded and strong.

However, this union could be borne of

friction. As I mentioned before, many reggae

followers have embraced the New Wave.
Most of these followers are white and their

weight is being felt on the charts and in the

marketplace. The struggle for sales and
airplay is being won at the moment by the

punks. It seems to be a case of "You've got

your struggles, I've got mine".

Is "Punky Reggae Party" a sign of things

to come? Well, all indicators show that the

seed is planted in fert'le soil and with the

song charting well in t.ie U.K. (where the

struggle/love affair is the most acute! it will

be at least very interesting to watch. If

Still Room on the Ground Floor for

Computer Careers at Amdahl
Computer professionals are aware that
today's most advanced large-system
technolojo' was developed by a company
that, not too long ago. was virtually

unknown. It was during late 1975—
when Amdahl delivered its first multi-
million-dollar 470V ti .svstem fcjllow-

inga 5-year. $5< I. (H)().(Mi() effort— that
the company first attracted wide-
spread industry attention. Now. Amdahl
is the most talked alx>ut company in

the industry: a compact group of highly
talented high technologists producing
the worlfl's highest performing general
purpose computers, the V 5, V fi and
V, 7. Over a quarter billion dollars
worth of Amdahl systems i> now
working worldwide in every industry
sector using large-scale computers.

The original design team is still vir-

tually intact and working on future
systems. Although we are growing at

an extremely rapid pace, we are com-
mitted to retaining the same creative
environment that yielded the V/5.
V <> and \' 7. We are still small by com-
puter industry compari.sons. We are
still friendly. We still enjoy attacking
tasks because we think it's fun. And
we still reward personal efforts with
jH^rsonal recognition.

We think Amdahl is a great place
to work There's still nK)m on the
ground floor for you if you are alK)Ut

to receive a \^'^ or advanced degree
in electrical engineering or computer
sciences, and consider yourself a cut
above your classmates in comfxHence,
enthusiasm and jMitentiaJ.

Amdahl Corporation. Vlhi) Kast
Arcjues Avenue, Sunnyvale, California
•MOHH. We are an etjual opfwrtunity
employer
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ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
Wednesday, February 15

amdahl

"Punky Reggae Party" causes any real

significant changes it will most certainly be
one of the most important songs of the
decade.

I hope that I haven't given you the im-

pression that reggae is dying. On the con-
trary, 1978 will prove to be a big year for the
Jah music with many new artists on the
scene to liven things up a bit. Folks like

DelRoy Washington (coming into his own),
CuKure, Reggae Regular and others will

make a strong bid to take the limelite away
the more established people like Peter Tosh,
Soul Syndicate, Desmond Dekker and yes,

Bob Marley & The Wallers. The band that

could well come out of nowhere and shock

music
everyone is Steel Pulse. This, from all

reports, is a good reggae band whose avante
garde approach and wild stage show will

grab them many followers. Keep them in

mind because they're aim is definitely truel

While these acts will dot the U.K. charts
and occasionally chart here in the states, one
group that will make a serious mark on the
U.S. charts is Santa Esmeralda featuring the
vocal talents of LeRoy Gomez. This group
broke in the discos with a powerful version of
"Don't Let Me Be Misunderstood"; the old

Animals' hit of the 60s. The cut is catching
on to pop radio and softening the listeners up
for "Black Pot". The A side of the LP delivers

a disco tour de force in the 15" version of the
title cut while the B side contains some
material that the pop people will have to deal
with. 'Nuf Sedll

While the predicting mood is upon me, I'd

like to predict that this year will force us to

banish the use of the term Soul/Disco. There
are a couple of reasons for this. One is that

we're seeing a return to traditional soul

music. Overproduced soul is being phased
out while simpler forms seem to be invading
the scene. Cuts like "Back In Love Again"
show that the people can still be caught with
the simple hook. Also, some artists who
went to extreme production have gone back.
A good case in ooint is Eddie Kundricks who
left Norman Harris and went back to Leonard
Caston and Detroit to create his last LP. It

will be interesting to see what Eddie and
Arista have in store for us.

This separation hardly severs the ties

between soul and disco. In fact, l"l say that

without soul, we wouldn't have disco. Soul
was the dance music of the '60s while in the

'70s, dancing is now a business and disco
has broadened soul's boundaries and taken it

out of the house parties and into the discos.

In short. Soul is tightening up.

This leaves us with the question; where is

TURN TO PAGE 11

WET FEET?

Timberland Boots
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QUBSALE
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Heartfelt^
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
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CONT. FROM PAGE 10

and meanings
disco headed? The music ^, the dance will
live on and undergo evolutional changes so it
will survive the winds of change. This is no
change as disco has shown the ability to do
so. To satisfy this need for change (which is
great as disco is the most exposed music to
Its immediate audience. The average disco-
goer frequents his favoHte ciub<s) about
twice a week and a popular sona usually gets
played 2 or 3 times a night) DJs will look
more to Imports. This search doesn't mean
^"?l.9*''°"® *"** Giorgio Moroder anynrwre.
Well hear more of folks like Shieia B.
Devotion, Belle Epoque, and the Gibson
Brothers. These people haven't fallen to the
rhythm ace (an Instrument that only
rneasures a perfect beat while the syn-
thesizer is woven in and out of it) thus
they're nmjsic carries much more feeling and
excitement Also, with the succaas of ao
many Imports last year, we'll gat a hoM of
more debut acts as domestic labels feveriahly
seek out foreign tapes.

While on the topic of Disco, I see funk
more of a force in "78 atong with funk
crawling into the pop spotlight a little mow.We have groups like the Comnrnxlores, Mass
Production and Slave taking their imrtath/e
funk to the stage and creating an appetita in
the people to hear what the hell they're

imitating. This appetite will be for more
ParhaFunkadelic, more Bar-Kays etc. There
may even be some funk reissuesll

One form of music that will be bn the
decline is fusion Jazz (Jazz- Rock) Fusion
artists have taken the music relatively
nowhere and people are looking are looking
finally to the true innovators a la Ornette
Colenrwn and Sun Ra. Also hot are reissues
of folks like John Coltrane and "comeback"
efforts by people like Dexter Gordon who
have been thrilling the European audience so
long. It's good to see Americans starting to
appreciate it sown masters as much as the
Europeans do. Traditional Jazz and its state
of the art perfomwnces will show fusion's
rockish abuae, over-crowded chords and
confused riffs as stagnant and ooina
nowhere.

In erKJing, I'd like to site the producers as
they are the people who bring it to us and
flavor it ak>ng the way. W. Michael Lewis
and Laurin Binder wfll have another great
year and will finatty get the recognition they
deserve. This is for two reasons. One is their
immense and diverse talent and the other is
their strong ties and good work with But-
terfly Records, a label that is rapidly
becoming the next major independent label.
With that, I bkl you good bye for now and

a good year to come.

AGCOUNTlRe/IIMMEIIEIIT 29TA/397A

Spring Semester 1978

These courses art oriented towards freshman and sophomore
students with no computer experience. Computers are widely used In
business to store information. You will learn how to obtain information
from a computer without your having to become a computer expert
These 1 credit courses will meet several times a week but be completed
early in the semester.

For information and sign up, come at one of the following
times and bring an ADD card:
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An interview
with
the Chancellor

Below the Sah Edrtor Ken Shain interviewed Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
last week on a variety of topics. Among the subjects were Bromery's recent ap-
pointment to the Exxon Board of Directors and several campus issues.
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8AIt A lot of things have transpired
since the August interview; what primarily
have you learned and what do you consider
your chief accomplishments during this

period?

BrOXnery Well, several things have
happened and I'll put them not necessarily in

order of their impact on the campus or their

significance to me; I'll just reel them off. First

is that since the August interview, of course,
is that President (Robert C.) Wood has
stepped down and we have an interim
president and I've had to go through the
adjustment from the style of administration
that President Wood had to that of Pat
Patterson. I must admit that it's been a fairly

easy transition because I've known Franidin
Patterson for a good number of years; I was
on the Board of Trustees at Hampshire
College when he was at Hampshire College.
The other adjustment was that when you
change presidents like this, you also have a
changing board as the membership of the
board changes. So there's been a period of
adjustment for the board too. Whenever you
have a large number of a new member
appointed to the Board of Trustees there is a
certain period of time where they have to get
themselves organized and used to each other
and then begin to determine what are the
things that are important to them that are
different from the old board and also how
they like things presented to them; in what
depth, in what detail, and also what are the
issues they are not interested in and what are
the issues that are significant. So there's a
period of adjustment both for the board in

getting used to themselves as a new board
and also us getting used to them as well as
them getting used to us. In the meantime
we've got this presidential shift that's

coming.
I think the other things we have to look at

is that we've had a fairer turnover. We had
President Wood stepping out, we've had the
Chancellor of Boston, Chancellor (Cario L.)

Golino resign. We have an Acting Chancellor
and a search for a permanent Chancellor. We
have a search for a new president of our own
University. I have a change here on campus;
two changes in fact, one about to take place
and the other having taken place. I lost the
provost and I have an acting provost in the
interim and will be getting out the search for

a new provost, what I consider the key
administrative post on campus. I also have a
search committee that is juft about com-
pleted for a vice chancellor for student af-

fairs. Therefore I am going to lose a person
that I got very used to working with. I think

the students worked very well with him. He's
just a very good administrator, a very good
choice, one of my few good choices. Bob
Woodbury. I'm going to regret losing Bob. I

wish he'd stay on, but he makes his own
decisions. Then I have a new Vice Chancellor
for Administration and Finance, Jim McBee.
Jim is getting used to the way I operate and
I'm getting used to the way Jim operates but
I'ri looking forward in a very positive way.
I've lost my Director of Budget, Warren
Guiko and I've gotten a new director ^-of

budget in. Fortunately, George Beatty was
the associate director and it didn't take me
that long to get used to George. But George
operates in a different style from Warren so I

have to make that adjustment.
I guess the other things that have had a

significant impact has been the fact that for

the first time I have come out fairly early in

declaring my candidacy for an office. When I

was up for the chancellorship here, I was also

being talked to by the governor's office for

the secretary of education. And so I was
trying to decide which way I was going to go
on thai issue. Here I went through the dif-

ficult time of the discussions. Coming from
Washington, was an offer for the presidency
of the University of DC. which was difficult

to turn down even though I knew I was going
to turn it down Nevertheless, it was difficult

to do because the challenge was there. But
the other government jobs, I guess I've

talked to people in Washington about four

different administrative jobs in the federal

government since last summer. In each case
I knew fairly well in advance that I wasn't
prc^ably going to take them but nevertheless
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I figured I had to take a look at them because
at that point I hadn't decided about the
presidency here. So I'd say it's been a fairly

active year for me.
The other thing that I think is important is

that this is the second year of budget in-

creases on campus away from our low of a
few years ago but also this is the first year of
a moderately reasonable increase in the
budget. So now I find the campus is on what
I hope to be the upswing. The trend is up.
The state has turned around the fiscal

problems it was facing and I'm looking
forward to building back up what we lost.

And I think by building it back up at this fixed
rate that we're growing at I think we'll do a
better job. So, except for my difficulty here
four weeks ago with the deans and provost, I

think it looks orettv oositive.

B*** Shifting to your own personal
prospects for the future, what kind of
position did you receive with Exxon and how
did this come about?

Bromory Well, I'm an exploration

geo-physicist and so I've worked in mineral
and petroleum exploration en and off for

almost 30 years. I'm not much of a vacation
person. In fact right now, after my vacation
in December, I'm not sure whether vacations
are very exciting to me. I don't like to go on
vacations because I get bored sitting on a

beach or doing something like that. I think I

coukj take a vacation where I was moving or

doing something. In lieu of vacations, I

usually try to take around two weeks a year
and sometimes, distributing a couple days
here and a couple days there. I've been doing
consulting work. I've done consulting work
for Kennecott Copper in Africa. I've been
doing consulting work for Exxon and I've

been doing consulting work for some private

engineering companies, that is, dam sites

and stuff like that. And I've been doing this

now with Exxon for about seven years as a

consultant, primarily to their mineral program
and primarily trying to put together a good
working relationship with, say, a company
like Exxon and African countries. So for

these years, I've been going into various

countries in Africa, maybe a dozen or more
African countries trying to find out if these
African governments were interested in a

joint venture. Now I haven't gotten involved

in any ventures where the U.S. company is

the sole owner. I've gone primarily for a joint

venture type of thing where the partner in

the venture is the African country. And so
what happened was much to my surprise I

got a call one day from the chairman of the

board at Exxon asking me to come by and
have a talk with him about being a candidate
for the board of directors. It is very difficult to

get on the Board of Directors of Exxon. In

New York paHance, they call that one of the

"blue-chip" boards. So I went to see the

chairman, Cliff Garvin and also saw Howard
Kaufman, president. He's a geologist. Tom
Barrows, he's a senior vice president, is also

a geologist. I met with them and talked with
them and they said we had an opening on
the board. They said that because of my geo-
physical expertise and also my expertise in

running a large organization, though
nowhere near the size of Exxon, but large

management of a large organization making
management decisions, um, so they had
looked me over and they said they wanted
me and I looked them over and said that I

would gladly serve. So they put me on the
board. I serve on two committees. One is the
Nominating Committee, which reviews the
criteria for new persons who may come on
the board, but the other I'm on is the
Contributions Committee of Exxon, and of

course Exxon is among the larger

organizations which impact with the
universities in things like contributions. So
about half of Exxon's contributions go
towards higher education or some form of

education and have a complete range of

small programs in the cities. We have some
programs here which I can't participate in

here because of possible conflict of interest.

But we did have an Exxon foundation grant

here when Warren GuIko was here. And I'm

also sitting up on the corporate board with all

of the other people there. There is one other

college president, a private college president,

a woman, that is on the board from Beloit
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College, President Peterson. But most of the
other board members are corporate
presidents and to me, I think it's important,
not only for me personally, for professional
reasons, but I think its important for the
University of Massachusetts, that the
Chancellor of the University of Massa-
chusetts serve pn the corporate board
because that's a phenomena that normally
has been with the private schools, and the
private schools like to get their presidents on
these corporate boards because that
represents, to move around the table there, a
large chunk of corporate America. So, to me,
I see a lot of positive spin-offs, not only for
me professionally and personally, but I think
for the University and the campus.

BAIX Would you say that your
ascendence to the board is indicative of a
certain amount of racial progress that we've
made?

Bromery well the thing that's neat
about Exxon, is that when you get on a big
corporate board it takes you a long time to
learn what it is you are supposed to be
responsible for, and therefore it takes maybe
a year or so before you become effective.
With Exxon, I was able to land on my feet
and get involved with the issues that the
board was digging through. They have to
make their money to satisfy their
stockholders, that's why they are in
business, but at the same time there is a
growing concern in those corporations
about, even if it's only for their public image
in the petroleum companies, the utility

companies, and all now are beginning to
become concerned with their public image
and they're bringing in people who can help
them out. I feel free to say what I want to
say. I mean I'm not the least bit reticent
about bringing an issue up. And so here I am
sitting up on a corporate board and I con-
sider myself much closer to the average man
on the street than those corporate
presidents. I have also traveled enough and
have enough concern for social concerns,
much more than the average president up
there So the way I see it is that you're not
going to make a 180 degree change over-
night.

Salt Do you expect any reaction to
your acceptance of the job' Will it diminish
your effectiveness as ah administrator on this
campus?

Bromery
l have a published

telephone number and I have an open line

and I have talked with some people and the
concern ranges from those people that say
that that'll lead you away from campus. That
won't wash. The board meeting is once a
month and out of those 12 meetings, they
hope that you could make 10, but you could
make as many as eight and still stay on the
board. Even if I go to every board meeting, I

go down in the morning to New York City
and go to the board meeting and be back on
campus within six hours, and most of that
time is spent traveling. So I don't see that as
being an issue. It meets once a month and
itjs fixed. So we know where it is. It isn't like

it's going to interfere with anything. I

wouldn't have taken it if it did. The first thing
that I considered is whether it impacted with
my responsibilities to represent the
University on, say, the Board of Trustees. I

wouldn't have taken it if their board meetings
were going to be on the same day our

meetings are held. So there is some concern
for that. But I don't think it'll hold water.

As far as my selling out, sure, I mean how
can one say I haven't sold out because I

don't know what I sold out from. I figure I

represent one of the large institutions in the
country, and this large institution in the
United States of America can't be separate
from the corporate structure of America.
You know, we are in a triangle. What I see is

that it is much better to have me sitting on
the board than another corporate president.

So, I may have to put on a suit and tie and go
down and conduct myself in a dignified

manner on that board now. But on the

issues, they will listen to me. And I figure that

when I say something about an issue,

because of both my position and my race

and my experience, they will listen to me a lot

more than they would listen to somebody
else. They will listen to some of the other

guys on the board when they discuss those
corporate issues, profits and losses, but
when they talk about human relations,

concerns for people how nnuch are we as a

corporation giving to social causes and how
is this money being used, how effective are

these programs. And we get into talking

about corporate policies. And when I talk

about how corporate policies are being
developed that are going to have an impact
on the average person, I can articulate that

because I'm not making a quarter of a million

dollars a year or so like some of those other

guys, where if the oil bill went up, it wouldn't
both them. They don't even know what an
oil bill is. Whereas I can say, I know, Not only

do I know from my personal life, but from my
sons and daughters who own their homes
and get stuck trying to pay the bills. When I

am buying the oil here, I know what is

happening to the oil prices. I can also get an
idea because when I sit down here and try to

make plans for the University I have a better

insight into what it looks like next year

regarding the availability of oil and the prices

in the world than anybody else.

Salt You seem then to be in a direct

advisory position to this corporation as far as
matters in Africa....

Bromery That's right. In fact that's

probably one of the more significant things
that I feel I can do. See, I'm looking forward
to the fact that the United States is slowly
becoming aware, moving closer and closer to

recognizing the fact that in the world today,
our allies are not our traditional allies. We
have new allies. African countries, Latin

American countries, Asian countries,
developing countries. For these developing
countries it is to our advantage to participate

with them in the development of, but not to

exploit, their natural resources. We're going
to have to do it in a partnership- relationship.

We learned the hard way in South America
what that kind of exploitation can do. It runs
out. It doesn't have any kind of payoffs.

Short-term, yeah, you'll get some kind of

payoff. But long-term it doesn't pay. The
new African nations are growing as a result

of their independence, and we need each
other. But instead of us going in their for

what we can gain from them in the short-

term, we should go in there for what we
could both benefit from.

Salt Have you k)een approached to

join the Trilateral Commission or been
recruited in any way?

Bromery
proached.

No, I haven't been ap-

8a It Last year you took a trip to
Japan, a vertex in the Brzezinskian triangle,

to strengthen ties with a UMass sister

school, Hokaido University. Was this not also
strenghtening ties, Trilateral ties, with Japan
as well?

Bromery with Japan? No, I didn't
get that. I went to Japan, you know as a
guest of the Japanese government and the
University of Hokaido for their hundredth
anniversary. And that's been my only trip.

Also at that time I was invited down by the
Government of Korea, to go into Korea and
view their educational programs. I didn't
happen to have the offer you were pointing
to.

Salt Being a geo-physicist, it must
give you a funny feeling when you go to

another country to confer with its leaders

and you know more about that country's
mineral resources than they do.

Bromery it's a good talking point.

What I usually do is sit down, and it's always
surprising to me because particularly in

Japan and in Korea, I arrived as the Chan-
cellor of the University of Massachusetts.
They had difficulty figuring out what a

chancellor was. They kept calling me
president. The University here had two
presidents there; there was President

Bromery and President Wood. Hah! But
once I sat down with them and I started

talking with them about the geology of Korea
or the earthquake belts in Japan or

something, it was always good.

Salt
i^urvear?

Why the controversy over Dr.

Bromery AsI have said eariier, and
I m just sort of repeating what was said

earlier, is that I think that one has to take a
look back in retrospect at the environment,
ail the parameters of the environment. One is

that about the time that Dr. Puryear came,
we were just coming out of a very difficult

economic squeeze. The budget was cut and
we were just in the first year of a very small
let up with a very tight budget. So there were
all kinds of frustrations and fears about the
future of the University. At the same time we
had a new governor and there was the
perceived and sometimes real differences
that existed between the governor and
President Wood. The board was changing
membership, the faculty finally voted to
unionize in the hopes that that was going to
be something better for them. In other
words, we were in an environment that had
all the negative impact factors. So, here we
oame and at that time the board which was
going through a transition had decided that
they wanted to do some long range planning.
And we had been getting requests from the
president's office and from the board's long
range planning committee that they wanted
some kind of long range plan for the cam-
puses. About that time, you remember,
about a year before, just before the Provost,
Puryear came, I set up a commission to set
up and obtain goals because I knew we
wanted to put that on a piece of paper prior

to when I expected the planning to come
along, because if we didn't state where we
were going to go, then the planning would

end up without any kind of thrust or any
kind of philosophical direction. So, here the
president requested this long range plan and
I ended up with a new provost who had to
make the regular adjustments to the campus
but also in the environment of all those
negatives. The Faculty Senate was changing
too because the Faculty Senate was con-
cerned about how was it going to exist, what
was going to be its relationship with this new
union. So there were a lot of ambiguities.
There was a lot of fear. Alright, so what
happens is at the request of the president's
office, the plan was developed for the
campus and somehow or another it didn't
take very long before that plan was iden-
tified, not as a document that was done at
the request of the president's office or the
Board of Trustees, but almost like the
provost himself decided that he was going to
do some long range planning and develop
the five year plan in a complete vacuum, you
know, himself. And so what happened Is at
that moment, for some strange reason or
another and I don't understand that
phenomena, the people were able to detach
that plan from outside the campus. There
was never or very little discussion of the fact

that it was requested by or asked for by the
president's office. You know, there are
people who could simply say you stand up
and say no, and you say that one time and
they pat your back and go. So, I say this

along with that, the adjustment period that a
new provost would normally go through
which this provost never had a chance to go
through, was thrust into a controversy within
a couple of months after he had arrived. He
arrived in October and by February he was
against the wall. And so my feeling is that it

got so I watched the Provost from time to
time no matter what he said. And I rooted for
him. Now if he went out there and said the
sun was going to come up tomorrow, there
would be somebody who was going to
object to it and would say you're trying to
force it on us. And so it was just an en-
vironment where It was very difficult to
operate.

I believe in consulting the people so that
nothing comes as a surprise. Now you may
not agree with my final decision but you
can't ever argue that you didn't have a
chance to hear about it or discuss It. and In a
large, significant percentage of the time, I

would modify my decision because I had
input in there that I had factored into my
decision making part of it. So there is an
advantage. I'm not saying that In con-
sultation that the advantage always accrues
with the other side. In at least half the cases
the advantage accrued with me because I

make a better decision. So I've always said
that if you do enough consultation, and in

industry terms, package up what you want to
do, and deliver it properly, I find you don't
have a lot of problems. People will accept if

they have listened to you.
I believe that you're just going to have to

create an atmosphere or an environment
where everybody, to the best that you can
do, understands what's going on. They may
not agree with you, they may not like where
you're going to go, but at least everyone has
a chance to say something about it. Some
administrators don't operate that way. There
are some institutions that operate within a

complete spectrum from what I think is my
position. There are those institutions where
not only the administration there can serve
the campus community, but the campus
community sort of runs everything, sort of

like a cooperative. But we don't have that

because the state won't allow you to do that.

My responsibility is to the state. I can't let

that happen, but I can carry it as far as I can.

But you can go all the way to the other end
where it is very autocratic. The president

makes a pronouncement and then it goes all

the way down to where the people im-

plement the pronouncement. I can't operate
in that kind of way. I can operate in that kind
of matter, but I don't think the University

operates that way.

Salt After all has been said and
done, where do you think Dr. Puryear will

wind up? Where would you like to see him
go?

Bromery
i don't have any idea.

Right now all I know is that he has a tenured
professorship in Political Science and our
responsibility to him is to offer him that. His
resposbility to us is to go back in there and
teach classes.

Salt I understand that Dr. Bracey
has ottered to resign the chair over at Afro-
American studies so that Dr. Puryear may
take his place.

Bromery ves. I have a copy of the
letter that Dr. Bracey has sent out saying that
he would resign as chairman of Afro-Am,
offering the job to Dr. Puryear. There would
have to be a lot of steps taken. Dr. Puryear is

a tenured professor in Political Science under
a different faculty and a different dean. Dr.
Puryear has no relationship with Afro-Am
now so it would have to be a transfer of
positions from one faculty to another faculty.
Those steps have to be taken; its not
automatic. If one wanted to do that, he could
do that, but its a process.

Bait Doctor, what is your position
on collective bargaining?

Bromery well, what l believe is

that, uh-uh. My only concern with collective
bargaining is that the expectations of the
people involved in collective bargaining
probably exceed what they can do. I hope
the people adjust because there's nothing
worse than to be frustrated when you
thought you were going to get something
that you didn't get. The faculty wanted a
union, they voted for a union, and so
therefore they have a union. Our hope is that
we're going to have a contract that's going
to have to be bargained and contract
bargaining follows a standard procedure, you
know, where you have all the appearances of
adversary relationships. But that's part of the
game or whatever you want to call it. That's
a part of the process of arrving at a contract.
There Is a process that is done nationwide.
Some schools have decided that they were
not going to go through that process; we're
going to come to a quick fix on a quick
contract and they've regreted It, both sides.
They regreted It. I feel that my primary
responsibility Is to the faculty, and the
students, the staff, the Board of Trustees,
and the University as a whole; in other
words, the State. I have an obligation to the
state. I have an obligation and a respon-
sibility to have a university that's alive and
that's educationally sound that I'm going to
leave to somebody else. So I can't give away
parts of the institution that would have a
long range impact on it. I feel that we have to
bargain a contract that protects the institulon

and also that is fair and reasonable to the
faculty and their expectations. And that's

what the process is all about. There are
certainly going to be some visible feelings of
adversary relationships, but that's part of the
process. The first contract is always the most
important, because once you put something
in a contract. It is very difficult to change it. I

think that the language of the contract is the
most Important aspect and the economic
part is secondary.

Salt It seems that the way It is

shaping up, at least to the students. Is that
the faculty and the administration are In
combatant positions, a mood of "combatant
professionalisms" of sort.

Bromery But, you watch the
comoatants wnen they step outside and light

up a cigarette or something. They're friendly

and willing and then when they go back to
the table, they go Into the process mode and
you start negotiating. Because that's It, you
know, a ritual you have to go through. It

would be neat if one could have an ideal

contract that would be worked up by some
agency in HEW or in the state that say here's
one that all universities get like it or

something like traditional universities are. I

think that there is a tremendous difference
between the public statements that are made
during collective bargaining and what ac-
tually occurs in the relationship between the
bargaining parties. I think that both of us are
learning. The only experience that higher
education has had, in collective bargaining is

the industrial model. And so what we've
been doing is trying to modify that model to
fit the university relationships, but never-
theless, the law is the law.

The other thing that I believe is that it Is

important at least from my perspective, at

this University, to protect the quality of this

institution. Unions, by their very nature,

begin to homogenize and level things so that

everybody gets treated equal. No matter
where you are, you're going to have to be
able to reward people for something that's a

little more than the average. Even if it's a

janitor. The guy that does a better job than
the other guy somehow or another has to get
some kind of indication. It's very hard to do
in a lot of unions. The University is very
distinct in that we are based on some kind of

merit principle. It has to be. You take some of

the courses you have there with the faculty

with an associate professor, all w'th the same
salary and some of them are just superb
teachers and some of them are superb
researchers, and some aren't so good. Some
of them are average, d some of them
aren't so good at all. I . ,nk it would be a
distressing thing for the University, for this

University in particular, if you homogenized it

to the point that regardless of how com-
petent or how professional an individual is, it

is his rank or his classification that judges
what his salary is. That would be a mistake.
Because once you do that, you start heading
for a lower end of the spectrum. It never
homogenizes up.

Salt What about tuition waivers? A
lot ot students would still like to see tuition

waivers. Whatever happened to them?

Bromery vVell actually what
happeneo was tnat it was unfortunate that it

got focused on the football team. That's

what happened to my tuition waivers.

Because what I was hoping to do was to

come up with a package of tuition waivers
which we could use on the campus, since all

the tuition money goes back to the state

anyhow. This year, we're taking some $12 or

$13 million back to the state, directly back to

the state. We don't even collect anything for

handling the money. It goes back to the state

and so therefore I was hoping for a group of

tuition waivers that could be used for cases

beyond need, not necesarily based on need.

but to pay students for service to the campus
community. I'm talking about a variety of

services ranging from dorm counselors all

the way to the band, the football players, or

the basketball player, the woman gymnast,
the woman basketball player. In other words,
I'm saying that these people are out there

playing football or playing concert piano or

doing the dorm counseling because they
enjoy doing that, but they're also providing a
service to the university. When the concert
pianist plays over at the concert hall, and the
students and faculty and anybody who
comes to that concert doesn't have to pay;
its a free concert. That student Is providing a

service to the University. It Is a contribution

to the betterment of life and to the
educational process. That's the environment
we're in. We are a self-contained thing, you
know, and to me. It's the people here that
make the place exciting or beautiful or ugly
or whatever. I think that there's a lot of
students here that provide a service. When I

watch that marching band out there In the
stadium and It's pouring down rain, you
know, that's a service. I'd just like to be able
to have a package of tuition waivers so that

we could pay students for their service to the
community ranging from football to concerts
to counselling. But what happened was that
it became uncoupled and the first thing that
came out there was that It was specifically

for the football team. We spent so long
discussing it and I figured we could be saving
the students some money. It would be a way
of keeping the fees down. Right now we
don't want anymore fees. The students pay
athletic fees. Campus Center fees, but it got
twisted around. It's going back In now, and
I'm hoping that we'll be able to get It

through.

Salt This then would uttimately
seek to re-emphasize the participatory
function of culture on this campus, I imagine.
It is of particular importance to the people in

the arts, than Isn't It?

Bromery The tuition waiver is a way
ot us saying tnank you; it's a way of us
creating an incentive, and encouraging the

people to become more and more Involved

with doing things to make It a better com-
munity. And that ranges from the dormitory

counselor to the fine arts people to the

marching band. But also, don't let anybody
kid you, the events in fine arts, the events in

that stadium. In gymnastics, are P. R., good
P.R., because we are seen outside the

campus through that. We are seen in

Boston. If we ever lost the attraction that we
have here for the things that the students

participate in, we'd disappear from sight.

Salt Are there any other ways of
accomplishing the same thing? What are
your recommendations?

Bromery Well, uh, first, l think we
need it aesperately here. We need it probably
more so than the say a smaller college.

Primarily because we're so big. I really worry
about the large numbers of students here
that don't participate in the University at all.

They're just out there. But by the nature of
people, people are made up into two types;

there are the participants and there are

spectators and the participants are not doing
what they're doing for the spectators.
Perhaps it works out that way, but most
participants in the fine arts are doing that for

themselves. That's their thing. The spec-
tators are in the fine arts auditorium and
they're doing their thing, too, you know,
because thay's what they enjoy. There are

people who can play great music and can
enjoy playing it, but don't get too much
turned on sitting up there listening to

somebody else play it. They enjoy doing it

themselves. And then there are people who
sit up there and don't even want to get in-,

volved in playing music. I'm fortunate
because I like to do both. It just seems to me
that the thing we have to do with this

University is to get more and more people
involved in a wide variety of ways; either

entertaining, or participating, or something
that makes this a better community to live in.

It doesn't do any good to bitch about it,

because bitching leaves at the speed of

sound; it goes out as a signal attenuates and
disappears. But if you get out and do
something, you get involved, and I don't
necessarily mean marching or protest, That's
fine if you want to get involved in that too,

but there are so many positive things that we
can do that we don't have vehicles for.

A good example of my tuition waivers is

the federal government now has begun to

recognize the problems in our cities and
towns. Now this CETA program where they
hire young people to do certain things. ^
That's not just a gimmick to give people jobs §
and a little bit of money to keep them off the a
streets and keep them out of trouble. It also

gets them involved with the community. And
to me that pays off because you end up with
better living for particularly young people
and particularly In urban areas because a lot

of them just feel shut off because nobody
wants them, they're a nuisance and they
don't have any gainful employment and life is a
tough on them you know? And so they're 5
angry. So they take it our on society, the very a
society they're going to have to grow up and
live in. So I see our tuition waivers as a sort

of on-campus CETA program, except the
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records
Aarosmith

Draw Th« Lin«
Columbia

Reviewed by Ross Nerenberg
As melodic as an etectric chainsaw

convention, Draw The Line doesn't hold a

candle to Aeroemith's past efforts. Steven

Tyter's voice is overwhelnrwngly raspy and

grating, Joe Perry's lead guitar lines (and

lead vocab on "Bright Light Fright") are

tediously unimaginative, and the group's

prevailing attitude throughout seenns to be

anr^azingfy similar to that of several other

successful groups — another victim of the

"anything we bother to put out will sell

anyway, so who cares about quality?"

snydronrw. Only the rhythm section, bassist

Tom Hamilton and drummer Joey Kramer,

play with any degree of determinationand
resolve.

Draw The Line winds up as stale rehash,

nothing more. If you haven't yet outgrown
this sort of heavy-metal madness, at least

stick with Teddy Nugent and Foghat; they're

a wee bit louder. So, this time out for

Aerosfnith, it's a "same old song and dance"

C-.

Hawkind
Quark Strangenaas and Charm

Sirs

Reviewed by Byron N. Co/ey

Here we have another dumb assauK on tl

aural cavities by tha uncontested runts

England's sock-o-delic litter. I guess yc

can't expect too much more from a bunch

'

dumb limey fops who've bean pultin' th

crap since I was wettin' my bed. The albu
reeks of stupidity, from the ludricrous Mock
Blues cops to second-rate Nektar steals.

In case you didn't know, before there we
punks, the British Istos ware teeming wi-

middleaged hippies with hair streamin' dow
to ther unwiped buttholea. At this tin

Dorkwirtd used to pack 'em in at tf

Roundhouse with their two nudie dance
and sonic sloth, worthy of the Go<
themselves. Well, America never fell for tt

crap, and for once I can be proud of ttie o
U.S. of A. Look in any outout hip and you
see half a dozen of this useless bands' LP
yours for the askin'.

I don't know, if your idea of fun is goir

over to Hampshire College ar)d picking i

one of those screwy misters/misses, plyir

them with quart after quart of Romilar, the

thrilling them out of their tie-dyed boxe
with the latest cosmic album release, th<

this might be for you. I mean, why don't yc

buy the new Iggy or Devo recorcto, ft

Christ's sake.

HATCH BAR
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Fri. & Sat., Feb. 3, 4

•!'• Cover

Doors open at 8

SPECIALS

8-9

c

9

9-10

50
75

Bar Drinks

Bar Drinks

COMING
Feb. 9 Thin.

Feb. 11 Sat.

THE GREAT PRETENDERS
ROOMFUL OF BLUES

(Die Kigkt Oil;)

i
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Alley, Rampal, Marceau
on FAC agenda
The return of the Alvin Ailey American

Dance Theater on February 7, 8, and 9
heralds the start of the spring semester
Concert Series at the Fine Arts Center.

Internationally renowned flutist Jean-

Pierre Rampal and his keyboard partner

Robert Veyron-Lacroix will perform on
February 11 as part of the Celebrity Series.

The Canadian Opera Company, a com-
Dany of 45, including the 25-member
Canadian Opera Orchestra will perform the

Barber Of Seville, which will be sung in

English on February 16.

A recent addition and special attraction in

-ebruary will bring Marcel Marceau to the

-ine Arts Center Concert Hall for two per-

ormances on Friday and Saturday, February

14 and 25.

Merce Cunningham and Dance Company
vill perform at the Fine Arts Center on March
) as part of a five week Massachusetts
esidency.

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, with

Jixten Ehrling as conductor will be featured

15 part of the orchestra series on March 10.

'The World's Greatest Jazz Pianist', Oscar
'eterson will present a solo performance on
/larch 12.

Peterson was originally scheduled to

)erform as part of the Concert Hall Series in

February. Tour adjustments have changed
his performance date. All tickets for the

February date will be honored for the new
date, March 12, 1978.

Woody Herman and the Young Thun-
dering Herd will return to western
Massachusetts on April 13.

Last year Woody marked his 40th an-

niversary as a bandleader, a milestone in jazz

he shares with only Count Basie and the late

Duke Ellington.

His new 14 piece Young Thundering Herd
features musicians from the most notable
music schools in the country. Although
many of them were not born when Woody
first became a bandleader, he has developed
a touring Herd which has audiences
t hroughout the nation calling for more from
Woody.

Broadway's funniest comedy hit, Same
Time Next Year, starring Kathryn Crosby and
Tony Russel completes the scheduled events

at the Fine Arts Center on April 14.

Tickets for all performances at the Fine

Arts Center are on sale two weeks before the
event at the Fine Arts Center box office,

open Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and all Ticketron locations. For more in-

formation, call 545-2511.

tBeloW^cSalt
Attention! All Salt editors and aspiring and practicing contributors are urged to

attend important organizational meeting, Thurs. night, Feb. 4 at 7 p.m. in the

Co/legian office. Policy will be discussed. No excuses will be accepted. Be there.
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS

"12 HOUR'' RECORD
ALL
YOUR
FAVORITE
ARTISTS Sdle

EVERY
FAMOUS

LABEL

Friday, Feb. 3 • 12 noon toll midnight

ENTIRE INVENTORY
698 & 798 SERIES

STEREO LP'S

79
SERIES
798

ALL MUSICAL CATEGORIES POP BOCK JAZZ DISCO;^CLASSICAL SHOW EASY

LISTENING COUNTRY&WESTERN MALE & FEMALE VOCAL INSTRUMENTAL ETC

ECORD TOWN
Records & Tapes at iuper Discount Prices

Hi; 9. H«dl«y, Mass.

rusty nail

THURS., FEB. 2

Les
McCann

also

Bev Rohiehr

cover $3.50

FRI . & SAT..

FEB. 3 & 4

NRBQ
and

no Mae Wool

r\2. 47 Sunderland, ma./tel.665-493'

Thursday^

Feb. 2

CCA
6:00
8:30
11:00
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BLUE WALL
at the Campus Center

THURS. -SAT.,

Feb. 2-4
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FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

JEIUIPIERRE mMPIL

ROeERTVEYIiOII-UCIiOlll

auiE

KEYBOIUiD

Saturday,

February 11
^

.

8 pm #

F\f€ MIS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public S7, i, i.

UMass students S3.S0, 3, 2.S0. Other students
and senior citizens M, S. 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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\( ADE.'VIV OF .MISU
in .Northampton

FRID.AV thru Tl ESDAY
Dailv 7:00 and 9:00

This program ends Tues. at

both theatres. .
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ELP blisters pop
Emerson, Lake, and Palmer at the
Springfield Civic Center, Jan. 29

By,KEN SHAIN

Climaxing in a dramatic torchlight display
of 10,000 waving BIG lighters, ELP and their
fans attempted to exonerate their name and
good reputation with a blistering exhibition
of publicity and circumstance. Playing to a
capacity crowd, Emerson, Lake and Palmer
showcased abbreviated renditions of almost
every tune in their rock-classic repertoire,

concerts
astounding many with, not only their in-

strumental virtuosity, but with their flair for

theatrics. Gerry Nathanson provided the

mood-setting and histrionic-highlighting
light show while Mfchel Leveflle assisted the
boys with their sound, supplementing the
troika with pre-recorded tapes.

Emerson Lake and Palmer's popularity
has started to slip lately in England due to
certain controversial opinions quoted in the
British press and this current tour will give
them an opportunity to head their image off
at the pass. Not yielding to demands for
retraction of the offending remarks, ELP
have embarked on one of the largest rock-
canonization programs of all time. Still and
all, I'd still rather see ELP than a bunch of
freaked out acid-heads standing around all

night on stage with their axes acting esoteric.
Hot Tip: ELP will be in Boston on the

fourth of February. To get backstage at the
Garden, tell 'em you're with the "Flight
Crew." It works every time...

^Encountering liype
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according to many of its praisers was to be a
landmark in film history.

As many of you already know, much of the
audience, myself included, found Close
Encounters worthy of only a fraction of the
praise which it received. The film began
impressively with its title displayed on the
screen accompanied by the soundtrack
reaching a crescendo. The initial scenes were
interesting also; lost World War II fighter

planes discovered in a wind swept desert
after 30 years, and then a sensitive in-

volvement with a charming little boy whose
toys come to life as the U.F.O.s pass over his

Indiana home. After this comes the best
section of the film where Richard Dreyfuss
once again brilliantly displays his talents as
one of the best film actors in America today.
Dreyfuss played the part oT an electric

company lineman who was sent out to help
remedy a massive power outage. In the
middle of rural America, his first close en-
counter was a powerful segment of film

where Spielberg's Hitchcockian use nf tha

unknown captures this small town worker's
simultaneous fear and awe at the moment.
The remainder of the film can only be
described as a boring, poorly contrived
mystery. The weaving together of many
characters to a common end and setting is

an old formula. Nashville, for example, used
this as a vehicle which much more success
and meaning. Ultimately I can only say that
Close Encounters is an average American
commercial film which was made for box
office receipts rather than meaningful en-
tertainment.

Then why all this fuss, I can only attribute
it to the recent media engineered science
fiction fanatacism. It seems Columbia
bought a lot of minds in New York and L.A.,
and it makes me question the influence that
huge, well organized publicity campaigns
have on our judgement of the popular arts
today. By the way, I saw the "bo" at my visit

to the theater, at the end of the film he
screamed to me "Close Encounters is

Coming? Ha! I wish it never came."

Amherst Masquers Present

The Merchant of Venice

by V/illiam Shakespeare

Guest Director— Alfred Gingold

Jan. 27, 28, 29
Feb. 3, 4, 5 8:00 p.m.

Kirhy Memorial Theater

Amherst College

Box Office Opens Jan. 13

542-2277

Weekdays JO a.m. -5 p.m. Reservations $2,50

WMUA IS LOOKING
for people who are interested in all

aspects of radio. Call 54&-2425 or

come down to 42 Marston Hall.

Women and minorities are urged to

apply.

ooo
WMUA NEWS NEEDS YOU

both for daily news and national

news network No experience
necessary Contact Bob I.evine at

545 2876 or come to 42 Marston Hall

Women and minorities are urged to

apply.
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compensation is really not that important.
The most important thing is to get involved.

^*^* Do you see any limits to
growth on this campus? Are there any limits
that you foresee on the horizon?

BrOmery l think there's two things.

The trustees have already n^andated the
ceiling. Therefore, I don't think the size of the
campus is going to grow. I think the
population is going to change though. I think

that not only is the population going to
change, but we'll have more older people,
minority people, more women, transfer

students. Traditional freshmen will probably
stay the same or get smaller. I also see
population shifts. In fact this goes back to

the five year plan, when there was almost a

fear that if you shifted over to meet the
enrollment pressures in the professional

schools, you were taking something away
from Arts & Sciences. That's not so. My
theory is that we should be flexible enough-
that we can shift our resources staying

overall within our mission to meet those
pressures. Because it may shift the other way
around. It coukj shift from professional

students back to arts and sciences. And then
the shoe will be on the other foot. My
responsibility is to the Commonwealth to

provide low-cost, high-quality education for

the citizens of the Commonwealth. That
person is a citizen whether he or she comes
here to study philosophy or to go into

business.

Bait How about Continuing
Education and the non-traditional students?

Bromery My feeling is that this is

where we have real untapped potential. Bill

Venman has worked very hard to keep the
program going and to make it grow. But I

think the real potential for that program has
remained untapped. It also gives us visibility

and provides access to people and it also, in
a lot of cases, takes the education to the
people. That's going to some of the trend of
the future. Not everybody has to come to

BLAZING SADDLES
produced by

Mel Brooks

Friday, Feb. 3

7. 9, and 11

Campus Center Auditorium

$ 1 00

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE AilS CENTER PRESENTS

ALVINAILEY
AMERICAN DANCETHEATER

TUES . FEB. 7

Caicilt

ThcTlmt Bclort,
The THnt Aflw

Suit* Otii

Rtvclallent

WED . FES. a THURS . FEB 9

HIddtfi »>**t Nlt)<' CrMturt

Choral Oancci Crv

SMitiOttt Raintaw

Ravalallont

All Shows at 8 pm

FINE >4?TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on Mit. Gtntr.l Public - $7, «, S.

UMast students $3.S0, 3, a.SO. Ottwr studwits

and senior citiiens - M, S, 4.

Fin. Arts Cmter Box Office M-F 9-4

« AH Ticlietron Locations.

Amherst to the north end of North Pleasant
street to get involved in education at the
University. We sometimes deliver an
education out there. But then when you do
that, you're creating political problems
because you're treading on areas that are
other people's turf. The private colleges and
tf>e smaller public colleges in Springfield and
Worcester are concerned. It b^omes a
complicated problem but not an in-

surmountable problem in working out the
relationship of the public and private schools
out there so that we don't walk into each
other's territory.

Salt How can we encourage the
development of this program? Many of the
students in Continuing Education are among
the most serious of the students on this

campus. They usually work full time, pay by
the credit, and commute from anywhere
from Holyoke to North Adams. But a lot of

times, the teachers they really come for-our

galaxy of stars-aren't teaching night classes,
their assistants are, who often times are

younger than their students. How can we
upgrade the quality of the program?

Bromery l don't think age is any
criteria, bomehow or another, though, we
haven't integrated it into the University
system and the reward structure needs to be
developed. I think that once we integrate

Continuing Education into the University
system in the proper way, then ideally you
would not be able to see the difference in the
quality of education that you get in Con-
tinuing Education from the regular
University.

Salt So then the reward structure
might Ije the key to improving the quality of
education at the Continuing Education level?

Bromery
i think that we're doing a

lot better than we were before when Con-
tinuing Education was completely self

sustaining and it'd sit out there and it would
have to pay for itself. Two or three years ago
we decided that we were going to pick up
the administative costs and now it is

beginning to move into the University

system. And I think that in the future down
the road, we're not going to be able to see
any difference in the courses. Maybe the
numbering of the courses will indicate which
is a Continuing Education course but other
than that, you won't be able to see any
difference.

•••l* Just a couple more questions
before we wrap things up. What can we
expect, what can we work for in the coming
year?

Bromery Well, the thing I think
we've got to work for is to get rid of thd
apartheid, the growing apartheid on campus.
When I say apartheid, I mean that there is a
tendency at a university that is somewhat
unique to develop differences or categories
of people. You know, the administrator, the
faculty, and the students. And of course the
people that are left out and are forgotten
about are the staff. We forget them, but
they're an important part of the University.

The janitors, the people who plow those
roads out there, mow the grass, wash the
windows, fire the boilers, you know we sort

of take those people for granted. And I'm
very sensitive to those fjeople. You see, my
father was a janitor. He worked for a county
library and he was an invisible man. They had
the heat come on and warmed the people
every day when they came in the door, the
floors were clean, the wastebaskets were
empty and you go up to somebody and ask;

who do you suppose the most important
person in the county library is? They'll say,

oh, the librarian, or the cataloguer, or

something. Well, they couldn't have
catalogued or couldn't let books out if they
didn't have him. So I know what they mean
by the invisible man. I'm very sensitive to the
staff. Very sensitive. The one thing we're
really going to have to do is that we are a

community, we're going to have to exist

together whether we like it or not, and the
better the environment on this campus, the
better the quality of education. Because we
can't develop a high quality of education in a

hostile environment. We are a public

university, a state university, and the large

percentage of students that are coming here
come from average homes. I would say that

the kind of environment we should have here
should expedite the process of education.

The most important thing that takes place on
this campus is the educational process.

Within the contraints and the fiduciary

responsibilities to the state, our responsibility

as administrators is to serve the process on
campus, the educational process, which
involved the students, the faculty, and the

staff.

Selt For a final question, what do
you think is the number one issue in the
world today? In the nation? On the campus?

Bromery The tremendous gap, the
growing gap, between the haves and the
have-nots, in terms of the economy. In our
nation, we're way ahead of the rest of the
world in all of the disillusionments and
frustrations, because I see in this country a
gap between the affluent people and those
that don't have anything is even greater than
anyone else. I think that the one thing that

might save us is that we have had the largest

growth in the economy in the middle class.

Therefore, something drastic is going to have
to be done. And I think we have to stop
approaching our problems in a stop-gap
manner. AH the federal, state, and city ap-
proaches to problems have been band-aids,
the old band-aid approach. How can you
stop the blood without healing the wound?
Somehow or another we are going to have
enough foresight and a gambling spirit.

That's what it really takes, a gambling spirit

to try something drastic in our approach to
these problems. We've got to make fun-

damental changes in the country in order to
tackle some of the big problems. Nobody in

this country should sit down and miss one
meal, nobody. We have to become active-

active spectators or active participants. The
other thing is that we are going to have to

live our lives on this planet and we're going

to have to live our lives somewhere within
this system. And I for one plan on spending
as much time as I can in changing the system
in ways that I think it needs it.

Salt* • Certainly, as evidenced by your
ascendence, a lot of people share with you
the same vision of the future..
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Calendar ARY 2, 1978

filma
February 2
"A Clockwork Orange" at 6, 8:30 and 11

p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.
"Garden of the Finzi-Continis", a Hillel

Foundation Film about the private world of

an aristocratic Jewish family eroded by the

oppressive climate of fascist Italy. Merrill III,

Amherst College 7:30 p.m.
February 3
"Now Voyager" in Gamble Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke College. Stars Bette Davis,

Claude Rains, Paul Henreid. Admission $1.

At 7:30 p.m.

"Blazing Saddles" at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium.
"Everything You Wanted to Know About

Sex But Were Afraid to Ask" at 6:30, 8:15, 10

and 11:45 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium (may be
moved to the Student Union Ballroom.)
February 3, 4, 5
"Rocky" in Merrill I, Amherst College at 7,

9 and 11 p.m.

February 4
"The Emigrants". The story of Swedish

emmigration to America. Admission $1 at

Wright Hall, Smith College 7 and 9:30 p.m.
"Horse Feathers" at Gamble Auditorium

Mount Holyoke College at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
February 7
"Follow the Fleet" at Gamble Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke at 9 p.m.

"Shadov«s of Our Forgotten Ancestors".
Directed by Sergi. Admission $1. Main
Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall,

Hampshire. At 7 and 9:15 p.m.

'The Garden of Finzi-Continis". No ad-

mission. Thompson 104 at 8 p.m.
February 8

"2001: A Space Odessey ' at 5:X, 8, and
10:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.
"The Gold Rush" starring Chariie Chaplin.

Admission is free. A prospector in the Alaska

Gold Rush of 1898. At the Forbes Library in

Northampton at 7 p.m.
February 9

"Singing in the Rain" starring Gene Kelly,

Donald O'Connor and Debbie Reynolds.

Admission $1; Wright Hall, Smith 7:30 and
9:30 p.m.

"King of Hearts" in the Campus Center
Auditorium at 7, 8:45 and 10 p.m.

February 15

"Modern Times" starring Chariie Chaplin.

Admission is free. At the Forbes Library in

Norihanr>pton at 7 p.m.
This Week
"The Lacemaker" at 7:15 and 9 p.m. at the

Academy of Music, Northampton.
"Heroes" at the Calvin in Northampton.
"Covergiri" at 7 p.m., "Platinum Btonde"

at 9: 15 p.m. at the Pleasam Street Theatre in

Northampton.

art
February 3
"Drawings for Outdoor Sculpture" opens

in the Main Gallery and Arms GaUery at

Amherst College; Monday through Friday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday arKl Sunday 1

p.m. to 5 p.m.

February 4
Opening reception of a color photography

show by John Parrack at the Chelsea House
Folklore Center in Brattleboro Vermont.
Through February. Reception from 6 p.m. to

7 p.m. Public invited.

Italian painter Sandro Martini and Greek-
American photographer Philip Tsiaras at the

University Gallery through February 19.

Reception from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.

February 5
Last day of exhibition "Goya: Los

Caprichos and Los Proverbios". Museum of

Art, Fine Arts Center, Sm'th 2 p.m. to 4:30

p.m.

"The Student Eye". Annual exhibition of

the George Walter Vincent Smith Art

Museum art class program. Public reception
from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Through March 12.

Museum located on the Quandrar)gle at

Chestnut and State Streets downtown
Springfield. Tuesday through Saturday 1

p.m. to 5 p.m. arxJ Sundays 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
February 6
"Works of Five Painters" to be shown at

the Main Street Center gallery at 150 Main
Street in Northampton. Show features
paintings, drawings and sculptures by
Charles J. Miller, Shelly Shicoff, Gregory
Stone, David Struthers and Richard Yarde.
Through February 24. Monday through
Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Thur-
sdays till 9 p.m.
Current Showings

Exhibition by sculptor David Hayes of 30
large metal sculptures in downtown
Springfield. Through May 9. Springfield
Museum of Fine Art also will exhibit Hayes'
drawings, ceramic pieces, and photographs
through February.

American art from the Mount Holyoke
College Collection at the Mount Holyoke
College Art Museum. Through March 12.

Also, Contemporary Japanese Women
Printmakers, beginning February 15. Monday
through Friday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sun-
days 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Mead Art Exhibitions, Amherst College.

"American Genre Paintings" in the Basset
Room, "French Prints from the College
Collection" in the Collins Print Room,
"Oriental Art from the College Collection" in

Daniels Gallery. Monday through Friday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

music
February 3

Recital by flutist Alexis Magner, Sage Hall,

Smith College at 8 p.m.
Amherst- Mount Holyoke Orchestra, under

direction of Lewis Spratian, a special

Concerto CorKert in Buckley Recital Hall at

8:15 p.m. Amherst College. No admission.
February 3 and 4

Pine Island String Band at the Chelsea
House Folklore Center in West Brattleboro,

Vermont. Shows at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Admission $2.50 adults arxl $1.50 youth.
Reservations at (802) 275-1482.

February 4
Recital by Kourken Daglian, piarK) and

Joseph Edetberg, vtoltn, in the Buckley
Recital Hall, Music Center, Amherst College
at 8:15 p.m.
February 5

Elsie Irwin Sweer>ey Recital: Deborah
Clasquin (78) piano. Sage Hall, Smith, 8
p.m.

Performances and informal demon-
strations by the Performir>g Arts Division

faculty featuring Rodney Gisick (baritorie), in

a presentation of deFalla's Popular Spanish
Songs; Sheila Bushman (soprano), in the
song of Benjamin Britten; Catherine Matejka
(pianist), performing music by Debussy; and
Vin Mitchell with music for the jazz guitar. At
3 p.m. in the Seminar room. Old Chapel,
UMass. Public invited.

Springfield Symphony Orchestra Pops
Series with Arthur Fiedler and Roger
Williams. Springfield Civic Center; 7 p.m.;

phone 781-7086 for ticket infornfwtion.

February 6
Auditions for the Mount Holyoke College

Spring Dance Concert; Kendall Hall, Studio I

from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Son Seals Blues Band at Buckley Hall,
Amherst College at 8:15.

The Alvin Ailay AmeriMn Dane*
Thaatar will ba parforming at tha Rna
Arts Cantar Concert Hall February 7. 8. 9.

Tickets ara on aala at iha box offica.

February 8
UMass Music Dept. Faculty Recital by

Peter Tanner on percussion in Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
February 11

Flutist JearvPierre Rampat arKl keyboard
partner Robert Veyron-Lwroiz at the Fine

Arts Center 8 p.m. Tickets at FAG Box Office
and Ticketron outlets. UMass students $3.50,
$3 andj»2.50. 546-2511.

dance
February 2, 3 4

"Excursions: A Dance Concert in Two
Acts" choreographed by Andrea Watkins,
dance faculty, UMass. Performance by
Watkins and members of the University
dancers. Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.
Reserved tickets at the Fine Arts Center box
office 545-2511 or available at Bowker the
nights of the performance.
February 5

Contradance at the Chelsea House

Announcing the

Grand Opening of

WOLFIES PIZZA!!
(Formerly University Pizza)

Students, drop in and become acquainted with the people who make up Wolfies pizza.

We offer the finest in

Pizza, Spaghetti, Subs, Sandwiches, H^mburgs, and Cheeseburgers

OPEN 7 DAYS a WEEK! DELIVERIES MADE
Call in, and have your order ready when you arrive

WOLFIES PIZZA
is located across from Southwest at 173 SUNSET AVE.

Call 549-5592 or 549-5593

Folklore Center with featured caller DudI

Laufman. Admission is $2.50 adults, $1.

youth. At 8 p.m. (802) 257-1482.

February 7, 8. 9
The Alvin Alley American Dance Theai '

at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall 8 p.i

Different programs each night. Tickets at tl

Fine Arts Center box office and ticketrc

outlets. UMass students $6, $5 and $4. 54
2511.

February 8
Israeli dancing for beginners at 7:30 in tl

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union. A'

vanced at 8:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Loung
February 10, 11, 12

Contemporary Dance Systems Annu
Repertory Performances at 8 p.m. in Klrt

Memorial Theater, Amherst Colleae 8 p.n

Performance of Anna Sokolow's "Dreams'
along with several other pieces. Reserve
February 13

Bill Evans Dance Company of Seatt)
Washington at Chapin Auditorium, Moui
Holyoke College 3:30 p.m. Tickets $4 aerwr
admission and $2.50 students. Box office i

538-2178.

tlieater
February 3, 4
"Voila! Rape in Technicolor" by Len Befk

man. Dept. of Theatre Production of Smit^
College. Admission $1. Box office 584-270C

ext. 0)4, weekdays between noon and 4:3C

p.m. Hatlie Flanagan Studio Theatre at 8 p.m.

City Studio Theatre Cabaret featuring s

variety of performing and media arts. City

Studio Theatre, 49 Pearl St., Northampton.
Cover charge $2. Opens at 11 p.m. 584-9334.

February 3, 4, 5
"The Merchant of Venice" by Willlanr

Shakespeare. Production by the Amhersi
Masquers; directed by Alfred Gingold. Kirby

Memorial Theatre, Amherst College at 8 p.m.
Reservations $2.50. Box Office open week-
days 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 542-2277.

"Ruddigore" or "The Witch's Curse", a
Gilbert and Sullivan light opera. At 8 p.m.
Chapin Auditorium, Mount Holyoke College.

Directed by students. $2.50 adults, $1.50

students arid children under 12. Tickets at

the Mary E. Woolley box office from 2 p.m.
to 10 p.m. or call 538-2178. Tickets available

at door
February 6, 7

Auditions for the UMass Music Theatre
Guikfs spring production of "You're a Good
Man Charlie Brown". 6:30 p.m. Campus
Center 165 or call 549-3906, 548-4833.

February through the 19th

"Survival". A new South African drama ai

the Boston Repertory Theatre, One Boytstor
Place, Boston. Drama in words, darwe and
song of the black struggle of staying alive in

contemporary South Africa. Tuesday to

Friday 8 p.m. Saturday at 6:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets at (617) ASO-
6580 or 6598.

February 8 through 11

One act plays at the City Studio Theatre,
49 Peari St., Northampton "Memories
Resolution by Jim Metzler, directed by
Jeffrey Deutsch. "Voice Over" by John
Staltenberg, directed by Lisa Callaway.
'Love Song" by Bob Lehan, directed by
Margaret Van Sent. 8 p.m. 584-9334.

February 15 through 18

"Marge" by Philip Zweig. Directed by
Dana Westberg. City Studio Theatre, 49

Pearl St., Northampton. Wednesdays $1,

Thursday through Saturdays $2. 8 p.m. 584-

3994.
Current

Applications now open for the Goodspeed
Opera House 1978 Apprentice program.

Practical experience in non- performing areas

of theatre production. No fees for ac-

ceptance into the program and housing
provided. Write Sarah Shell, Goodspeed
Opera House, East Haddam, Conn. 06423.

(203) 873-8664.

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays

Art, Music, Nature
Shakespeare €r Classics

History ft Science
Philosophy Er Religion

Sci. Fi. Cr Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Annherst

Men. -Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. & Fri.TillB

549-6052
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duo role
kntraditional careers and adopt alternative

lifestyles. But few of us have found ways to

tfllally shake off the ghosts of our

.socialization; they are there to punish us

g^ry time we exercise our newfound
frfedom.

£e can assert our right to go out alone to

lu rants and theatres, but our own
lined feelings about being alone in public

ai|d the behavior of those who assume that a

vv|)man out alone is looking for company
len detract from our enjoyment.

/e can demand (and sometimes obtain)

treatment on the job, but we are likely to

the price of alienation from our co
krkers.

A/e can learn to express ourselves loudly

a J intelligently, but all too often the little

V ce whispering "don't be too smart or men
n t like you" renders us deaf to the beauty
our newly discovered strong voices.

Ne can choose to remain single, childless

a i autonomous, but the thought of being

alone later on in life makes independence
ourageous choice.

Vomen in America have been socialized

K seek aporoval from others; to look for

ons of themselves in others' eyes. To
c lose feminism is to declare, once and for

a that no one is in a better position to

Ida what is "right" for a woman than the

nan, herself.

lespite historical victimization, young
w Tien are finding ways to exist with dignity.

V can take control of our personal lives and
ise to be further victimized. We can work

c( ectively to end the double bind; to make
fe linist way of life the "traditional" lifestyle

future generations of women in America.

lut as long as we must invest energy into

di ling with the "deviant" label society slaps

01 women who choose to live as full human
b( igs, our own liberation will be incomplete.
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GWDERA 1 THINK IT'S THE BESTBUDGET
I £V£Il TASTED. AN' I

TASTED A LOT.

/ TUmK YOU'LL LII(E IT TOO.

FEDERAL
//

lUDGET

BILLION

Breaking the Ice

By PETER GOONAN

The Five-College bus pulled up in front of
my solitary figure at Mount Holyoke College
at precisely 8:13 a.m. No problem there,

except that it was the 7:15 bus, precisely 58
minutes late. Standing in two degree
weather (minus 46 degrees windchill) can
only be compared to standing naked inside a

popsicle. The bus driver was kind enough to
wait three seconds for me to board.

The sight of an eight-inch long icicle

breaking off from my right nostril brought on
hysterics from the other passengers.

"Hey, where are your shoes?" asked one.
"They froze to the sidewalk," I replied

through purple lips.

The bus driver, a derelict with bloodshot

eyes and trembling hands, asked if there was
anyone on the bus who knew how to drive

one, because he was experiencing double

vision. I quickly moved to the back, where I

figured I'd be safest if we hit "two" trees.

And then I saw her. She was the most
beautiful girl I ever saw on the 7:15 bus. Not
many people are beautiful at 7:15 in the
morning, even when it's really 8; 14. I flashed

her a chattering smile, the warm air from the
heater instantly cracking three teeth.

She blushed and turned her head towards
the window.

It's an unspoken rule that you don't speak
to strangers on the 7:15 bus. They're trying

to sleep. But I slithered over next to her
anyways. We looked at each other, and then
looked away, embarrassed. Five minutes
passed.

What should I say to her, I asked myself.

Maybe tell her my name, and that I go to

UMass. I cleared my throat and spoke.

"My name is UMass."
Sensing a mistake, I turned away. Soon I

regained confidence.

"I... I... I'm a Journalism Major. I hope to

be a newspaper boy when I grow up."

Still no answer. Boy, was she shy. I tried

again.

"I take the bus everyday because it's free.

How about you?... Actually my car couldn't
make it all the way to UMass. It'd have a
cardiac arrest half wayl"

I laughed. She didn't.

"I don't mind breathing carbon
monoxide," I added. "It hasn't affected my
mind. And it doesn't bother me when the bus
hits a twig or stone in the road, causing the
bus to take a bounce, and my pen to make a
blue streak across my homework."

Her head remained turned to the window.
"You don't talk much," I said to the

goddess seated next to me. "But you sure

listen good."

She answered with a snore.

Peter Goonan is a Collegian Commentator

Skiing - the ultimate sport
kevin knobloch

My introduction to downhill skiing came
but two years ago on a tiny hill in a town on
Boston's North Shore and I have been in love

with steep inclines since. Subsequently, I

have discovered skiing would be the ultimate

sport, assuming price wasn't a factor, if the

ski resort regular could somehow disappear.

These annoying groupies feign virtual

ownership of the lodge, lifts and slopes,

while nrtaking life miserable for those ad-

venturous enough to learn the sport.

Skiers, as a group I found out, are quite

boorish. Among such company, it is ap-

parently acceptable to discard one's manners
the minute the boots are fastened. More than

once, while on the slopes, a speed demon
clad in a brightly colored vinyl ski-jackef has

rudely buzzed past the lift line, cutting into a

spot at the front, only to ascend the

mountain for yet another rowdy trip down.
A most characteristic scene occurs when a

novice is unlucky enough to have an ac-

cident in full view of those riding the chair

lift. At least half of the couples sitting above
in the dangling chairs, regardless of their

own skiing proficiency, led out loud guffaws,

while the more shy segmenj turn and quietly

snicker. The unfortunate victim receives

relief from such open crudeness only when
the witnesses are carried away by the

churning lift motors.

Hard-core skiers are congenial enough,

even if you get stuck on a long chair-lift ride

with one. However, the conversation is awk-
wardly limited to topics such as the snow
conditions further north or the latest in

sensuous long underwear. I recently sur-

prised one unsuspecting chairmate by
bringing Iranian politics into our discussion

of skiing injuries. Whether or not he heard

me, I'm still not sure, but I found my com-
ments being ignored and a potentially

charming debate remaining in its dormant
state. My partner simply continued
hypothesizing what would happen to our

heads if the lift mechanism broke and we
plunged to the snow and ice-packed earth

below.

There always seems to be at least one
expert on the intermediate trail, or an in-

termediate on the novice slope, causing
mayhem for those who spent half the

morning summoning the courage to allow

the T-bar to grab their buttocks and escort

them to the top. Speed in skiing, of course, is

half the fun, but it can be most unruly when
put on the same slope with the slow snow-
plow tums of an over-rigid beginner.

To reverse the situation and put a beginner
on an expert slope would be more foolish

than rude. While still a "bunny", I inad-

vertently started down an expert slope at

Jiminy Peak in the Berkshires one icy

evening. What followed seemed to please

the regulars who hung out on this cliff and I

received a warm round of applause for my
fall down the mountain.

It was during those beginner years that I

first witnessed the upsetting scene in which
a 5-year-old Jean Claude zooms past a skier

five times his age. As the adults shakily

descend the ice patches in a prone position,

it is disconcerting for a pint-sized

professional to speed by. Truly un-

derstanding parents who are experienced

skiers would attach a harness to their child,

thereby eliminating this embarrassment.

The absolute conformity of the ski crowd
is remarkable. The green, blue and orange
waist-length parkas combined with those

humorous looking three pointed ski-hats

make any large group of skiers standing

together look like an advertisement for Fruit

of the Loom underwear. Modern equipment
needs little comment, except that I'm

consistently amazed at the ability of most
skiers to own the latest in up-to-date gear,

while I still use skis that were brand-new in

1959.

And I could have sworn that I have
received a few chuckles from downhill

veterans as I waded through the moguls
wearing my tattered fall jacket lined with my
favorite hooded sweatshirt. If nostalgia was
in vogue on the slopes, instead of the current

emphasis on sleekness, my wooded poles

with leather grips would be the hit of the

season.

But despite such snobbish treatment at

the hands of the "in" ski crowd, I shall not be
deterred from playing on the snow covered

trails of Maine, New Hampshire and the

Berkshires. After all, it's so much funi

Kevin Knobloch is a Collegian Columnist.
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Lectures around town
February 2 "Nineteenth Century Renaissance: The

Nicola Michetti and Eighteenth-Century Revival of Egypt". Lecture by Jean Seznec
Architecture in Ronne and St. Petersburg" at in Wright Hall, Smith at 8 p.m.
Grahm Hall, Smith College. Lecture by John February 8
Pinto. Asst Prof, of Art, Smith. 8 p.m.

February 6 Debate on "Certainty and Conjecture in

"Life Styles and the Law: Living Together, F,°^"^°'ofly" Thomas Gold of Cornell

Marriage, Divorce and Sexual Conduct". University and Philip Morrison of MIT. In-

Lecture by Phyllis Beck of Mount Holyoke ^fnJed for a general audience. Gamble
College at 8 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium.

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke. 8 p.m.

February 7 Great Decisions panel discussion on
Center for the Family Colloquium on "1978: Human Rights Abroad: Reality on

"Kinship Among Afro-American Slaves". Illusion for the U.S. Policy? "Noah Webster
Lecture by Herbert Gutman, visiting House Lounge, Orchard Hill, at 7:30 p.m. or
professor, History Dept., Smith. 4:30 p.m. in broadcast live over WFCR.
Mrtchell Lounge, Skinner Hall, UMass.

"Orbital Changes ar>d the Ice Ages".
"The End of Liberal Learning". Lecture by Lecture by James D. Hays of the Lamont-

Mauritz Johnson, professor of education at Doherty Geological Observatory of
ISUNY-Albany. Browsing Room, Neilson Columbia. McConnell Hall, Smith College, 8
ILibrary, Smith, at 8 p.m. o.m

SALE
30% OFF LIST

on Cross Country

Skis and Equipment

1930

$R400
64

and up

Complete Packages

Amiierst Cycle Shop

proshop
253 Triangle St.

549-3729

I
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HELP WANTED

Tired of DC food? Houseboys needed to
work in exchange for home cooked
meals Call 549-4836.

commitment. Jobs are open in this
field, and experience here will help
No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb. 8.

call 665 3392 Starting Feb 1

Roommate wanted for ?ot in Sun
derland On UMass bus n. Own room
$95 month. 665 3617, ask for Jon.

The rates are: Da'ly, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

nearly new, excellent condition,
BO Jerry 549-3827.

$75 or

Research Assistants, work-study eligible

students. Humanities project High pay,
flexible hours. Some typing J
Donohue, 50498 or 253 9802

Commitment is the key- no exp.
nee - People's Market needs dedicated
people Details on our door in SU till

Feb 3

Earthfoods is hiring for the spring
semester Come by the kitchen door and
pick up an application Applications
must be completed by Friday, Feb. 3.

We are seeking an undergraduate to fill

the salaried position of Student
Government Association Further in

formation and applications are available

in 420 Student Union.

ENTERTAINMENT SUMMER JOBS

Refrigerator -excellent cond , 4 cu, ft.

Walnut finish $60 or BO. Call Deb 549-
1799

Monitor Music- Pa rtiers know v> o re the
best For any party get us at 546-4731

WANTED TO RENT

Summer jobs guaranteed or money
back. Nation's largest directory.
Minimum 50 employers/state Includes
master application Only $3. Sumchoice,
Box 645, State College, Pa. 16801.

CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS

Roommate wanted. Female non-
smoker 2 bdrm apt. $115/mo includes
utils. 256 6388.

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing
IS believing. Ask for it at the UM
bookstore.

RIDE WANTED

WANTED
Help! UMie boyfriend needs a ride from
Boston to UMass on weekends. 253
3814

SERVICES

Houseboy needed. For info call 545
0939

Skiers skis professionally hot waxed and
sharpened, $7 Call Rich, 253 3875

AUTO FOR SALE PERSONALS
Female roommate two bedroom apt
6225/month, util. included Call 253
3048

The Student Government Association
is accepting applications for the salaried

position of Clerk of Courts. It requires 8
hours of work for an undergraduate
Applications are available in 422 Student
Union. The SGA is an equal opportunity
afffirmative action employer

FOR RENT

62 Mercedes Black, red interior, AM FM,
4 radials b snows in excellent condition
Good buy Asking $1200. Call eves 256
0511

Overweight? Try the one that works!
Famous US Women's ski team diet.
Lose weight fast or money back Order
todayi Send $3 Fem Art, Box 3351
Logan, Utah 84321

Wanted - houseboys for a sorority. Free
meals, get refund for meal ticket Call

50046, ask for Margi'^ S

Non-work study posrtions open in

Collegian Grophii.s Department.
Minimum 15 hrs wk., two semester

Large room in house very close to
campus. Looking for s^ist non
cooperative, smoking, non
vegetarian, if there are any to be
found. Over 22, please $100/mo

,

plus util Call 549 5862 or 549 2830.
Start immediately.

FOR SALE

Stereo AM/FM/8 track. Receiver and
speakers $60 or best offer. Call Jeff
253 5849

Rooms for rent Call 584 2769.

Refrigerator 5 cu. ft. Good condition
$80 Cdll 50046, ask for Mar|orie
Schubert

Roommate wanted. Sund on bus line

$130 mo
,

util incl. Large rm. After 6:00 Refrigerator, dorm size 5 6 cu. ft.,

Ever wonder how ads like this one are
made? Come on down to the
Collegian Graphics Department and
find out how you can earn one credit
while learning an interesting aspect
of newspaper work

Looking for an alternative to dorm
living^ Sigma Sigma Sigma is taking in

boarders this spring semester Also
servfs good food For info call Marge
Schubert at 253 9066.

L^jJ^!i^l,^:^i^.lJL^.y!lrJll^l^^j^«^.L^e^Aa:ll>:li^ll^^^lll.lJU!.i^a.lJ:lJ^wJ^
REACH 25 000 HEADERS DAILY'

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Men's swimming team 58, Tufts 55
Women's swimming team 112, Bridgewater 19
Wrestling vs. So. Conn. 8- Union. UM 16, SC 20, UM 12, U (Incomplete)

TODAY
Women's Var. basketball at Providence 6 p.m.
Men's Var. basketball at Holy Cross 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW
Hockey vs. Merrimack Orr Rink 8 p.m.

Collegian 21

ir Bridgewater swamped

Hoopwomen hit road

to battle Providence

CONT. FROM PAGE 22

Wang, an exchange student from Taiwan,
captured first in the 50 and 100 yard breast-

stroke events with times of 35.6 and 1:18.1.

Jurcik won the 100 yard individual medley
and the 50 yard butterfly with times of 1:07.1

and 29.0. Her time for the butterfly event was
just .1 second from the time required for the

Easterns.

Hembrough won the 100 yard freestyle in

59.1 and the 50 yard freestyle in 27.2.

UMass diver Leslie Dunphy had an out-

standing night, her best all year, according to

coach John Nunnelly. Dunphy drew some
8's from the judges (out of a possible 10) and
won the required diving event with 146.85

points.

«

Also setting personal records were Val
Gulla, Sue Hoffman, Maryanne Primavera,
Rachel Mack, Cheryl Robdeau, and Linda
Dean.
The team now has a winning record of 6-5-

1.

DC menu
— Today —

Lunch: Italian Hoagie, Macaroni and

cheese.
Basics; Garbanzo Beans and rice,

Macaroni and cheese.

Dinner: Baked chicken-Supreme
Sauce-cranberry sauce, Reuben Sand-

wich.
Basics; Potato Mushroom Delight,

Baked chicken-Supreme sauce, cran-

berry sauce.
— Tomorrow —

Lunch: Fishburger on a roll-tartar

sauce, Turkey Divan
Basics; Vegetable Hot Pie, Turkey

Divan.

Dinner: Steak, Cod Parmesan
Basics; Pot Pourri, Cod Parmesan.

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's basketball team will

ber shooting for its third straight win tonight

when it travels to Providence College for a 6
p.m. game against the Friars.

The Minutewomen, 11-4 and ranked
second in New England in the latest coaches'
poll, will be hoping to gain a win over
Providence, which is 8-3 and rated third in

New England.

Both teams trail perennial power Southern
Connecticut in the ratings.

"It's gonna be a heckuva game," UMass
coach Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "If we play
like we did last night, we should win."
UMass (defeated Springfield, 67-54,

Tuesday night at the Cage, which Ozdarski
said was one of the Minutewomen's better
efforts this season.

"The kids played good ball," she added.
"It was a pleasing win, and the players feel

very satisfied."

Ozdarski saw the Friars play Old Dominion,
one of the better teams in the nation, and
picked up some of their strategy.

"They play a 2-3 zone," she reported. "As
a result, we'll have to work our offense
against a zone.

"We'll use full-court pressure," she added.
"They're a tall team, and hopefully we'll

pressure them into committing some errors."

Providence's leading scorer is Lynn
Sheedy, who averages 12 points a game. The

5-6 guard also tops the Friars in assists.

"She's probably their best ballplayer,"

Ozdarski said. "She controls the offense,

drives well, and moves without the ball."

Mary Ellen Buchanan, a 6-1 center, hits for

1 1 points a game and also is tied for the team
lead in rebounds with nine per outing.

Marianne McCoy, a 5-11 forward, also pulls

down nine boards and pops in 10 points a
game.

Carmen Ross, a 5-10 forward, and 5-8

guard Paulette Hassett (younger sister of

former Friar and current Seattle Super Sonic
star Joe Hassett) round out the starting

lineup.

Providence most recently defeated Boston
College. The Friars also count wins over
Springfield, UConn, Bridgewater State, and
Northeastern among their total.

Providence suffered a 20- point loss to Old
Dominion in a holiday tournament earlier this

season.

The Friars' coach is Tim Gilbride, currently

in his second year at the Providence helm.

The game tonight marks the last away
contest the Minutewomen will play until Feb.

28, when UMass plays Southern Connecticut
in its last regular season game.

Ozddrski plans on making no changes in

her starting lineup, which meshed together

so effectively against Springfield.

"That was a sweet win," Ozdarski the

coach said, referring again to the
Minutewomen's triumph over the Chiefs.

"They put 100 per cent into the game."

Your Birthday

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
2 — Born today, you show
an air of timidity that

encourages others to par-

ent you. Strangers too find

themselves drawn to you in

a motherly or fatherly way
and wish to assist you.

What may not be clear is

what that aid should entail.

You may find it constrain-

ing to be surrounded by
people who refuse to let

you work on your own. You
may become rude at times
in trying to exert your
independence while every-

thing is discouraging it.

You have tremendous
vitality, though you do not

impress others with your
energy and stamina. Oth-

ers are often surprised by
your achievements; your
image is of langorous
activity, not forward
motion. The fact that you
have the kind of deter-

mined vitality that enables

you to reach goals without

apparent effort is a con-

stant source of wonder to

others.

You are eager for re-

sponsibility and authority.

Unfortunately you do not

strike your seniors as hav-

ing the necessary attrib-

utes for the position you

want. You will have to

achieve on your own at

first; then those who can

make the assignments you

wish will be happy to do so.

In short, you must prove

your mettle before being

assigned a test of it: a

paradox, but not an impos-

sibility.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Trust may cause
introspection today. You
will succeed with a new
responsibility.

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

- Determination makes all

the difference. Relax; be-
gin over if you must; you
have time.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

- Professional success
may surprise you, but it

comes with hard work. Tell

another your story.

TAURUS(Aprll 20-May 20)

- Partnerships should
flourish. Don't anticipate

failure; work toward suc-

cess.

QEMINKMay 21-June 20) -

- Don't let trivialities take
time necessary for a new
phase of an old project.

CANCER(June 21-July 22)

- There is danger early

today. You can avoid it by
refusing to progress, but

you may regret doing so.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

Plan your entrance into a

new social field. Be subtle,

not overbearing.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -

Your business or another's

takes more time than you
planned; shelve career
matters for a while.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

Management troubles you
thought over return this

morning. Consult others

involved.

SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)
- Practicality guarantees
success. Don't let fancy
overwhelm reason and
intellect.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Your excitable

nature is contagious today,

especially to the young.

Try to check fears.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - Humanitarian ef-

forts are appreciated. Do
what you can for those less

well off; time repays you
well.

United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
Copyright lOTR

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Sailors

5 Plant used
as season-
ing

9 Did some-
tfiing

14 Wind Prefix

15 Japanese
gelatin

16 Ending tor

radio or
micro

17 The
Vatican: 2
words

19 Garment
20 Goal
21 Water Illy

leaf
23— -out:

Break down
24 Disavow
27 Twilight

29 Emits
31 Expand
35 Alberta's

Medicine ---

37 Subtle sug-
gestions

39 Noisy
festivity

40 Assemble a

movie
42 Lariat Var
44 Roosts
45 Large

stream
47 Levels
49Actress

Sandra -—
50 Office

workers In-

formal
52 Landlord's

customer
54 Inanimate
56 Least fat

59 Unsightly
mark

62 Join
64 Body

politic

65 Bushed: 2
words

67 Leather
sources 2

words
70 Usher's

post
71 Extent of

surface
72 Sure thing:

Slang
73 Rule the

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved
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74 Be ahead
75 Sea eagles

DOWN

1 Ungulate
mammal

2 Battery ter-

minal

3 Happening
over and
over

4 Defeats ut-

terly Slang

5 Interiection

of wonder
6 The' I"

7 Act violently

8 Money
9 Exactly
suitable

10 Laughs
quietly

1 1 •All

avail"

12 Blue graoe
pigment

13 Ship floor

18 Loggers
debris

22 Unsuccessful
one

25 Honey beige
26 Dogma
28 Knights title

30 Series of

steos

32 Book ir.ver

2 words
33 -—a tpfe

Private chat

34 More
35 Towel insig-

nia

36 Mine tunnel
38 Knife sharp-

ener
41 Leafless

plant organs
43 Eng opera

composer
46 Seafood
48 Put away
51 Observed
531ure
55 Transferable

picture
57 Austere
58 Decisive

trials

59 German
river

60 A muse
61 Too

63 Challenge.
66 Tennis gear
68 Grassland
69 Temorirary

craze
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Swimmen take Tufts
The UMass swim team improved its record

to 3-1, upsetting a highly regarded Tufts
squad yesterday at Boyden Pool 58-55.

Minuteman coach Bei Melamed was
especially pleased with the outcome, ex-

claiming, "the best team didn't necessarily

win. But, we came in well prepared and

caught them by surprise."

UMass began the meet with an eye

opening performance in the 400 yard medley
relay, exploding off the block in the school

record time of 3:44:7. This was the first of

many outstanding efforts for the Minutemen.

Russ Yarworth, who won the 200 yard

individual medley, also captured the 200 yard

butterfly in another school record time of

2:01:7. Yan/vorth currently holds six in-

dividual UMass records, and is the co-holder
of another Relay record. Despite Yarworth's
heroics the meet was in doubt until UMass'
Fulford won the 200 yard breaststroke
equalling a school mark of 2:15:6, and im-

proving his personal best time by eight

seconds. Futfords clutch win allowed the
diving duo of Antonino and Anthony, who
finished first and second respectively, to

ensure the teams triumph.

Even taking into account all the record

times, the highlight of the meet came in the

500 yard freestyle. The grueling 20 lap race

was decided by the touch of a hand as

UMass' Tyler made a tremendous come-
from-behind bid to catch the Jumbos 500
yard specialist. With a lap to go Tyler was a

full length in 2nd but ended up battling to the

wire. Though he eventually edged out it

seemingly created the inspiration the team
needed to win.

€ &€ LIQUORS
Mext To Town Hall, Amherst

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS
253-3091
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1.75 liters
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ret. M^& deposit
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Women swimmers romp
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Led by many double victories, personal

best performances, and a team-record

setting performance by Deb Schwartz, the

UMass women's swim team swamped
Bridgewater yesterday, 112-19 in a home
meet at NOPE.

UMass led throughout the entire meet,

taking first place in every event.

Schwartz's record came in the 200 yard

freestyle, which she won in 2:04, knocking .7

second off the previous record. That time,

her personal best, also qualifies her for the

Easterns which will be held March 3-5 at

Penn State. Schwartz also won the 100 yard

backstroke, swimming it for the first time this

vear. with a time of 1:10.2.

Other double victors last night were Kathy

Jurcik, Lise Hembrough, and Nancy Wang.

TURN TO PAGE 21

German Rhine Wine fifth

In-door Savings too good to bo advortitod.

Como too for yourtolf!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

Special

Olympics
This Saturday, February 4th from 8:30

to noon, 250 athletes from western
Massachusetts will converge on Boyden
Gym to participate in State Run, Shoot,
and Dribble meet.
The meet will last four quarters and in

each section, each athlete will compete in

dribbling, foul and perimeter type
shooting events and a special bonus shot
section. Athletes are broken down into
age and ability levels.

Athletes from Monson, Belchertown,
Wrentham, Springfield, Teuton, and
Shrewsbury will compete in the meet put
on by the Massachusetts Special
Olympics Association.

Black Horse AleUE
1/28/78 - 2/4/78

The fact that The MBA"calculator was designed

for business professionals is a great reason
for buying one while youVe a student.

W.' .ifsiKn.-.i ill*- MH.\ to

help |ir(<f»'ssinii;il>. arnvi- at

fa.-<t, .iccurat*- aiisucrs !<> a

broad ranpre '»f tiusim-ss an<l

financial prolilems. The same
one.s you'll face in your hu.si-

ness classi's.

Interest, annuities, ac-

counting, tinancj-, bonfl analy-

sis, real estate, statistics.

marketing, forecasting, quanti-

tative methods and many more

course applications are in your

hands with The MFiA.

This powerful calculator

also ft'atures [)r"pi o^ramnu'd

functions that let you perform

more difficult < alculat ions ;it

th«> tttucli of a key. Instaiitl>.

.•\ccur;itfly. Yf)U may also itit<f

your own fjroKrams up to o2

steps lony'. saving significant

time if

you're doing

repetitive

classwork

}>rohlenis.

The
MBA comes

with an

illustrated

text, -Tal-

culator

Analysis for lousiness and Fi-

nan< »'." This new guide sliows

you how simple calculator

analysis can he with The MBA
calculator. It's '2XH pages of

understandable, easy to follow

le.'idmg. .And it's <'oiipled to

more than 1(1(1 real world ex-

amples that show you step-by-

sli'p how to make calculator

analysis work for you as never

before.

If you're building a career

in business, The MBA business

financial calculator can be one

of your strongest cornerstones.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
...INNOVAIORSIN

PERSONAI EIFCTRONK S \.

Texas Instruments
'^, t97S ?*»«•= npnts I^^L..^

I N ( OH f'OH A I f I)

- NO EXTRA FOR OELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR S TO UMASS

In Amherst Center, across from the green 253-5441

Sports Notices
REMINDER - Racquetball entries are due in

the Intramural Office (Boyden) by February
2nd.

Wrestling entries are due in the Intrannural
Office by February 2nd.

Water Polo — There will be a meeting
followed by practice for anyone interested in

playing intercollegiate water polo this spring,
Thursday night at 6:00 p.m. at Boyden pool.
No experience necessary. There will be both
men's and women's teams. Any questions
call Bill at 549-0779 or Bob at 549-2662.

Scuba Club
goes South
For UMass and the 5 college community

there are yet more scuba opportunities at the
university this spring. The lid has been
opened on enrollment in basic scuba courses
so that those who want it should now be able
to get it.

Since UMass Scuba merged with Holyoke
Underwater Supply, more equipment is now
available for instruction and it is possible to
serve more people. Cost is $87 for 10 weeks
of instructing leading to two GPE credits and
NAUI certification.

Interested? Come to the first meeting of
the class you wish to attend — Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday at 7:00 -
Curry Hicks Pool starting next week February
6. You must demonstrate swimming
proficiency so bring a swimsuit and towel
and be ready to swim.
The hot news is that a sport scuba course

is being offered in Key Largo, Florida during
spring vacation. $1K buys one week of

outrageous diving in sunny, Carribean blue
water as well as advanced instruction, sport

diver certification and a potential of two GPE
credits.

The course is restricted to certified divers,

however, if you are a non-diver and want to

get certified and dive in Florida, all this

semester, you can enroll in the Wednesday
night basic class and plan on making your
open water dives in the Florida Keys.
The sport diving course is informative,

challenging and refreshing. It is a great way
to get some solid, advanced dive training, to

break out of the winter blahs and to earn

credits at the same time. For further in-

formation contact Bob Sparks, 30 Forest

Park Avenue, Springfield, Mass 01108 (413)

787-2056 (days) 739-7942 (nights).

ffiM NEEDS
OUTSTANDING

PEOPLE
And we can offer outstanding

career opportunities to those

majoring in Marketing, Engineer-

ing, Computer Science or Physics.

We will be interviewing at

The University of Massachusetts

on February 13, 1978

Tc) find out about IBM and let us

find out about you, sign up for an

interview at the Placement Office or

write to: WA. Dickert, Corporate

College Relations Manager,

IBM Corporation,

99 Church Street

White Plains, NY 10601.

,m

An Ecfual C^portunity EmpUiycr
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SoConn pins loss on Matmen
B\ STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Southern Connecticut State College took
a heartbreaking 20-16 meet from the hands
of the UMass wrestling team last night

before a packed house at Boyden Auxiliary

Gym. The Minutemen jumped out to a 13-6

lead after six matched, but SConn, ranked
second in New England, took three out of the
four final bouts for the eventual win.

Freshman grappler Dana Rasmussen
started the UMass scoring with an 11-9
victory at 118 pounds, putting the
Minutemen out in front 3-0. In what must be
one of the most memorable matches in the
young grappler's career, Raz picked up three
points with just two seconds remaining in the
contest to defeat a frustrated John Rocco.

In the second match it was SoConn. 's turn
to win a seat-squirmer as their 126 pound
wrestler, Percy Watson, defeated Tony Perry
3-1 to tie the team score.

Larry Otsuka won 3-1 at 134 pounds, but
UMass lost a 12-7 tilt at 142 pounds.
Minutemen wrestler Charley Rigoglioso had
an early lead in the match, but the New
Jersey freshman fell victim to recurring
cramp attacks and was barely able to finish
the match.

Wrestling at 150 pounds co-captain
Timmy Fallon bombarded his opponent 12-3,

as SoConn. 's Bryan Uvena spent more time
stalling and crawling for the sidelines than
wrestling.

The Minutemen pulled out to a 13-6 lead
when Monty Payette broke a tie score with
37 seconds left in the match; taking down
Cliff Verron for a 7-5 triumph.
Then Southern Connecticut went to work.
Don Curry shut out Fred Rheault at 167

pounds, and former New England champion
Sean Bilodeau pinned Bob Radiwitz at 177
pounds to give SoConn. a lead that they
were not to relinquish.

In the 190 weight class Bob Clark valiantly

tried to put UMass back into the contest but

It was a frustrating night for the Minutemen. ..Here Tony
Perry (right) rides his SoConn. opponent enroute to a tough 3-

1 loss. UMass
Mankowsky)

lost meet 20-16. (Staff photo - Marilyn

he fell short 7-1, and SoConn., with a 20-13
lead, clinched the meet.

However, heavyweight John Allen was in

no mood for losing. Allen bested Jim
Kavaliauskas 8-2 for three team points,
putting the final score at 20-16.
The Minutemen also hosted Union College

last night, as part of a scheduled tri-meet. In

the first meet of the evening, SoConn.
pounded Union College.

At press time, UMass had a lead over
Union College after three matches.

Mike B«)rger

Second season starts now

Hoopmen in shootout

before sellout crowd
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Ok, folks, it's time again for the Holy Cross
-UMass war and talk of who should be rated
number one in New England.

Tonight, at 7:30, at HOly Cross, the (15-3)
Crusaders take on the (9-5) Minutemen, just
four days after defeating them 76-63 for the
Colonial Classic title.

A few weeks ago. Holy Cross was riding
high, ranked somewhere in the top 15 since
the start of the season, but suddenly they
met Providence and Providence blew them
off (90-64). A few days later Fairfield

dismantled the Crusaders 123-103, and then
they had to struggle just to beat Boston
College 82-76

But since weeks ago, the Crusaders came
back on the track, easily defeating UConn
78-63 and then defeating UMass just last

Saturday.

However, the consensus around the
UMass team is that Saturday's loss by 13
points was not a blowout and tonight's

contest won't be an easy victory for either

team.

"We were beaten by a better team,

Saturday, but that doesn't mean Holy Cross

is a better team than we are overall," said

UMass coach Jack Leaman.

"There isn't too much of a difference, in

overall talent, said UMass center Mark
Haymore. "Holy Cross plays very much a

fundamental team and are very op-

portunistic."

Leaman said the critical factor in Satur-

day's win was the overall quickness of the
Crusader frontcourt namely Chris Potter,

Mike Vicens. and Charlie Browne.

"For four years. Potter and Vicens have
been our achilles heal," Leaman said. "They
have always been a thorn in the side and for

four days, we have been practicing on
working against them. In order to win, it's

not Ronnie Perry we have to worry about but

those two.
"

Potter, 6-8 senior forward, scored 16
points but had nine rebounds, shot 7-11 from
the floor and a ten assists. Vicens, his 6-9
counterpart scored 14, rebounded six times,
and had five assists.

The guard who everybody in New England
has been raving about, Ron Perry, was not
too much of a factor in the last game.
UMass's Alex Eldridge andDerick Claiborne
held him to 11 points as the 6-2 Cruasder
guard sho 5-18 from the floor.

"There's no doubt that Alex and Derick
can control Holy Cross's backcourt but we
have to get better defense on their forwards
and center, " said Leaman.
Leaman said that forward-oriented teams

have given the 9-5 Minutemen trouble all

year, citing examples of previous defeats to
Rutgers, UConn, Villanova, and Holy Cross.

"We get into foul trouble playing against
those kinds of teams that might be overall
quicker in the forward position. What we
want to do is to stop committing so many
unnecessary fouls and to be in a better
position for rebounding," he said.

"The Minutemen, winners of only one
game in the month of January are anxiously
awaiting the return to the Cage this coming
Saturday night against West Virginia.

"We've coming off a very hard in-

tersession and overall we never played all

that bad. We played several tough teams,
four of which were, or in my opinion will be,
in the top 20 and we held in there quite well,"

said Leaman.

But tonight will be no picnic for the
Minutemen if they expect any fan support.
"Holy Cross is an extremely hard place to
play because in many ways it's like tlie Cage.
Their fan support helps them tremendously,"
said Mike Pyait.

"I expect the refs not to be on our side

tonight. It might be even worse than
Boston," said Haymore. I think all that talk

about Holy Cross in the top 20 affects some
refs decision."

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The question basketball fans are asking as
they are coming back from the intersession
break is "what is the matter with UMass?
How could they lose to UConn, and how
could they come so close to Providence, but
yet so far from defeating Holy Cross?"

At the season's midpoint, it's time to
review this team - its strengths,
weaknesses, personnel, ar d outlook for the
rest of the season.

First off, this is not an easy team to
predict. There is no doubt that it is a team
loaded with talented, proven ballplayers.

Even so, no one would have predicted this

team would go undefeated for the month of
December with an 8-0 record.

No one, again, would have predicted they
would come so close to Providence College,
losing 70-69 in the last seconds. But, on the
other hand, no one would have said UMass
would lose to a dreadful UConn team, or fail

to Holy Cross by 13 points. There is no way
that a betting man could make a living from
UMass basketball. So what qives?

Team captain Claiborne put it best.

"Sometimes we give away garbage points
and it hurts us. Instead of other teams
beating us, we beat ourselves."

At times, the starting five of Mike Pyatt,

Len Kohlhaas, Mark Haymore, Derick Clai-

borne, and Alex Eldridge can look awesome;
scoring points against any defense and like-

wise looking quite impressive on defense
themselves. But at other times they can look
disorganized, easy to defend against, and
error prone.

Pyatt (15.8) and Claiborne (9.6) are the

team's best outside shooters. Haymore, the
center, is absolutely immense around the
basket. Kohlhaas, despite what the critics

say is a good shooter, and for a five game
stretch in late December averaged 13 points

and 12 rebounds a game. Eldridge, although
not the best jump shooter on the team, has
the uncanny ability to control a game and
pass out assists, and still averages 10 points

per contest.

The problem I see with the offense,

though, is that sometimes the whole unit

stands around, and doesn't make use of its

varied talents. It's an easy offense to defend
against because if the shooters are not

hitting at the perimeters, the defensive man
gets the rebound, and the offensive

rebounding doesn't exist at all.

I think the team could benefit more from a

running, fastbreak offense — an offense that

makes more use out of Haymore and Clai-

borne. Sometimes Haymore goes stretches

of seven or eight minutes before he sees the

ball. The same goes for Claiborne. Yes, the

team needs the points from Eldridge, but if

Claiborne can provide the offense from the

outside, the offense will flow that much
better.

The second best strength for the

Minutemen is the bench. The best move
Coach Jack Leaman made all intersession

break was to start Billy Morrison at guard
against Providence. In ten minutes of play,

Morrison scored six points, gave out two
assists, and rebounded three times. He is

definitely a better shooter than Eldridge and
should be given more playing time when the

need for an outside shooting guard arises.

The team also would benefit if Eric

Williams got more playing time. Williams is a

dependable, smart, shooting forward, who
almost single handedly won the Providence
game as he entered that game for the first

time in the closing minutes, and tossed in a

key jumper and assisted on the Haymore
hoop giving the Minutemen the lead with 27
seconds to play before Providence won it.

The single biggest defect of this team is

not the defense, but the rebounding. The
Minutemen have proved they can stop great

shooters from Providence, Holy Cross, and
UConn but have still been beaten by them.
The reason: they have not rebounded the

way they should.

There are three reasons for this. One,
Haymore and Kohlhaas have each fouled out
of four games and have been in danger in

many more. Against a Providence, Holy
Cross, and Rutgers it's easy for opponents to

rebound against a UMass frontcourt of 6-7,

6-6, 6-5.

Secondly, the Minutemen do not sustain

the needed concentration to effectively box
out its opponents. What killed them against

Holy Cross was giving up the offensive

boards, giving the opponents, two, three

attempts at the basket.

Last but not least is that too many sub-

stitutes have killed UMass. UConn beat them
without Joey Whelton and Holy Cross
deeply hurt the UM defense with reserve

Charlie Brown scoring ten points, UMass
shut off Providence's super guard Dwight
Williams in the second half, allowing him two
points. But unfortunately, his two points was
the game-winner.

The Minutemen, now at 9-5, start the
second stage of the season tonight against

the Crusaders of Holy Cross. From that point

on, the Minutemen play six out of the next 1

1

at home. A win tonight would be un-

believable. But more realistic, what's needed
for the Minutemen is "some home cooking."

It's not a question of Jack Leaman
needing more talent but a matter of much
more needed consistency, and concentration
from the players. An NCAA berth is not out
of the question but it's going to take an awful
lot of hard work and some "fast" breaks to

do it.
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SGA opposes fee
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Student leaders are strongly opposed to
an administration proposal to fund the
UMass bus service by placing a $5.00
•emester fee on student bills. Student
aovernment officials will meet with the
Administration on Tuesday to negotiate on
the means of funding the bus service.

Sixty-five per cent of the bus service
operation costs are from Federal and state
monies granted to the Pioneer Valley Transit
Authority. Thirty-five per cent is from UMass
and surrounding towns.

The fee-based proposal would create a
student fee to pay for 85 per cent of the
UMass share. The remaining 15 per cent
would be from parking office funds.

The fee based proposal is an option to the
original plan. Under the original plan the 85
per cent came from student government
monies while the remaining 15 per cent

would still be from the parking system.
Student government officials were opposed
to this plan. They claim that student monies
in parking fees contribute to the parking

fund. This plan would mean students would
also be paying a portion of the 15 per cent
parking share.

The response by student government
officials to the fee proposal was largely

negative. "There is no place for student

input," said student treasurer Priscilla West.

Senator Alfred Drewes said, "It would be

Whitmore's bus service but the students
would have to pay for it."

"They can just ignore anything we say,"
said Student Senate Rents and Fees
Chairman Bob Dion. Dion added a fee would
be an advantage since it would "provide a
firm basis of fudning" for buses in the
future."

West said that the student government-
supported plan would also provide this base.
The student government plan calls for a 70-

30 ratio. The 70 per cent would be student
government funds. The 30 per cent would be
from the parking system.

Student government officials estimate that
15 per cent of this money is student money
and the other half is non-student money. The
students' 15 per cent with the other 70 per
cent would equal the same ffi per cent in the
original plan.

Vice Chancellor of Administration and
Finance James L. McBee said the fee
proposal would not change the control of the
buses. "Control of operations would stay as
it is now," said McBee.

Student government co- President Jon A.
Hite said "We want to come to an agreement
yesterday." He added, "we want to
negotiate. We don't want to negotiate when
we have the threat of a fee hanging over our
heads." Hite said, "If Jim McBee wants a

fight we'll be more than happy to give it to

him ... They're trying to sleaze us."

"It's like negotiating for a wage," Hite
added. "They offer $4. We refuse, asking for
five. They come back and offer $3.50.

Officials iooic at tax proposal
By JOE MAGLITTA
Collegian Staff

Amherst town officials are cautiously

reviewing a tax proposal which would
eliminate security deposits for persons living

in rental housing and would ask tenants to

aid in payment of water, sewerage and
property taxes.

Instead of tenants paying the traditional

security deposit to cover damages or non-
payment, the proposal suggests that tenants
be considered separate entities for tax

collection. They would be asked to provide a

year's tax payment prior to rental of a house
or apartment.

Town Manager A. Louis Hayward
yesterday stressed that because the proposal
has no precedent in the town, the review is

still at a "very early stage" and said the town
hall staff has just begun investigation into

possible legal and administrative im-
plications.

Besides trying to identify other com-
munities involved in similar programs for

comparative analysis, Hayward said the staff

will also review similar alternatives.

"The administrative implications could be
dramatic," he said.

The proposal was presented to the town
last week by Amherst realtor Raymond W.J.
Campbell, who since January 1 has asked his

tenants to pay the first month's rent before

moving in, plus a year's tax payment (18 per

cent of the rent) and a year's water and
sewer charges (two per cent).

After making the initial pre-rental
payments tenants are then given a reduction
in rent for an equivalent amount for each
month.

For example: If rent is $300 per month, or

$3,600 a year, the combined tax payment
would be 20 per cent, or $720, payable before
occupancy. The tenant's rent, after the
payment, would be reduced to $240 per
month.
The once-a-year collection would be paid

directly to the tax collector and credited to

the property owner.
Campbell yesterday said since Jan. 1 he

has collected over $2,000 in taxes, which the
town has so far refused to accept.

Sending tenants' checks to the town
without first depositing them in a private

bank account eliminates unnecessary book-
keeping for the owner and provides a more
accurate view of profits, Campbell says.

Because a substantial part of rent now
goes for the payment of real estate taxes,

Campbell said under the new system tenants
now have some legal justification to deduct
this charge from their income taxes.

At present, owners may deduct property
taxes, while tenants, lacking a specific figure

in dollars, may not. Although an Internal

Revenue Service ruling would be required for

deduction by tenants, Campbell said the plan
provides some justification for the request.

Should the proposal be adopted as town
policy in the future, all security deposits —
generally one to tow months rent in advance
— would be eliminated.

The legendary Punxsutawney Phil of Punxsutawney, Pa. saw his shadow
yesterday, predicting another six weeks of winter weather. February 2 is

customarily designated as Ground Hog's Day. (UPI)

Four dorms run on own
By HERB BRODY
Collegian Staff

About 1000 UMass students are living in

dorms that have no heads of residence, but
floor counselors in these dorms say things
seem to be running fairly smoothly. The
dorms without heads of residence are Brown
in Sylvan Area, Mary Lyon in Northeast, and
both the North and South sections of Van^
Meter in Central.

The duties of the heads of residence have
been assumed by floor counselors, heads of
residence from neighboring dorms, and
residential area administrators.
"We're putting in a lot of hours, doing

maintenance jobs that heads of residence
usually take care of," said Mary Lyon floor
counselor Donna Rhodes. This is the second
consecutive semester the dorm has opened
without a head.
The situation in Van Meter North was "a

bit hectic at first," according to counselor
Kathy Hakes. "This was a really heavy thing
to lay on us, especially since we didn't know
about it until two days before we got here."
The counselors will probably receive no

State probes own staff
BOSTON [AP] - A legislative probe of a

state consulting contract could eventually
zero in on the committee's own staff and its

failure to issue a report on the same topic in

1973.

The Committee on Post Audit and Over-
sight is once again investigating a contract
held by the New York consulting firm of
McKee-Berger-Mansueto. The firm was paid
some $6 million by the state to oversee
construction of the University of Massa-
chusetts Boston campus.

But the committee also wants to know
what became of a similar study begun in

1973.

"We're not going to avoid that issue," said
Rep. Gerald M. Cohen, D-Andover, who
heads the subcommittee assigned to the

MBM investigation. "We're gaing to follow

up on everything contained in those eariier

papers, and we're going to make a judgment
on whether a report should have been
issued."

The committee will look into just how the

work of MBM and payments to the firm were
supervised by the state Bureau of Building

Construction and why the cost-plus contract
was written the way it was.
The committee will hold a hearing Tuesday

and is expected to interview at that time
Walter Poitrast, director of the BBC.
Cohen confirmed that the work done in

1973 by an auditor employed by the com-
mittee found that some $457,000 in change
orders were "questionable." He said tha^
doesn't, however, mean that the $457,000

total was an overpayment. It could be that

any actual overpayment might have involved
a much smaller dollar figure, he added.
Cohen maintains that there was no actual

draft report prepared on the subject.

"We had a man here in 1973 who was
working on the BBC," Cohen said. "He
wrote up a lot of what he found, but there
was never a report. It was just his work
product.

"In fact, now we're trying to return to 1973
and look at everything," he added.
The work was done by Joseph Davey, a

former member of the state auditor's office

and an investigator for the committee. Some
sources close to the committee insist Davey
was fired after he made his report to staff

director William Finnegan.

extra pay for their extra work, according to
Central Area Assistant Director Joe Battista.

Floor counselors are paid $17.49 a week, and
must pay their own room and board.

All four dorms can expect to have a new
head of residence by February 19, according
to Anne Hardy of the Community
Development Center. Interviews with 23
candidates will be held the weekend of
February 10-12, and job offers may be made
that Sunday evening. Salary for a head of
residence is about $6600 a year. Hardy
added.
The terms of the contract stipulate that the

new heads of residence move into their
dorms by Sunday, February 19.

The reason for the departure of the four
heads of residence are largely unknown.
Laura MacDonald, former head at Van Meter
North, apparently bought a house that she
and her family had to move into immediately;
according to counselor Kathy Hakes,
MacDonald had originally planned not to
move out until after this semester ended.

Nina D'Aminco of Brown and Ellen Mulato
of Mary Lyon both departed without making
public their reasons for doing so. The
Northeast-Sylvan Area officials said only that
they left for "personal and professional
reasons."

Both the Central Area administration and
dorm floor counselors were unwilling to
comment on" the resignation of Elizabeth
Williams as Van Meter South head of
residence. Williams last year was involved in

disputes with floor counselors and other
dorm residents in her first two semesters as
head of residence.

Weather
Clear and mostly sunny today and

tomorrow with high temperatures 15-20.

Lows tonight 0-10 below. Zero chance of

precipitation tonight and tomorrow.
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A typical way to relieve the tensions that go along with starting a new
semester. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

By PAUL GILROY
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The city council here
last night approved a $150,000 appropriation
for police overtime and $17,000 in additional
funds for the snow removal budget.
The council also approved a request by

New England Telephone to relocate a
telephone pole on Meadow Street, but
tabled until Feb. 16 action on real estate
assessments.
Mayor Harry S. Chapman Jr. reappointed

fire chief James C. Murray, who will retire in

July. Chapman also appointed three police
officiers as sergeants and named members to
a commission.
The original allocation for the snow

removal budget in this fiscal year was
$112,000, but the snow storms last month
ate up most of the funds.

Murray announced his July retirement
after disagreements between him and
Chapman, who is serving his first term as
mayor, according to the Daily Hampshire
Gazette.
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Allen has not named replacement
Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen

yesterday said he has not named a

replacement for former Associate Provost
David C. Bischoff, who resigned Tuesday.

Allen said he will not make an appointment
right away, but will wait to see what if any
other vacancies develop.

Allen said he would like to fill vacancies on
a "pattern basis."

"I want to make a systematic rather than a

piece-meal replacement of staff," he said.

Allen said Bischoff's resignation was
normal procedure when new appointments
were made.

Bischoff's resignat'on followed the ap-
pointment of Allen as acting Provost after

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery fired

former Provost Paul L. Puryear last nionth.

Vere Chappell, the only other p>ermanent
associate provost, is on sabbatical leave in

Paris, this semester.

Allen said he expects to be putting in some
long days and nights without an associate
provost.

- RICHARD E. BARRELL
Bus lines changed

Western Mass. Bus Lines has proposed to

alter bus routes in the Northampton-Amhers,
enabling passengers to remain on the same
bus between the two towns instead of

making a change in Northampton, has been
suggested. A new bus run will be added from
Northampton to Amherst leaving the city

about 7 a.m. in order to make commuting to

jobs easier.

The company is also proposing to

eliminate the two-hour gaps by instating a

one- hour bus run schedule between the two
communities.

Pioneer Valley Transportation Authority
officials will decide on those changes on a
scheduled hearing next Thursday.
The route changes are the first stage of an

effort by bus company officials and the
planning commission to improve bus service

in the area. _, ,Book exchange
operating in Student Union

Over 400 books have been collected for

the textbook exchange operating in the
Commonwealth Room of the Student Union.
Today is the last day for owners to bring

books for the exchange, and the sale con-
tinues until Feb. 10.

The exchange, managed by the service

sorority Gamma Sigma Sigma, allows
students to sell their used books without
being directly involved. Members of the

service sorority sell the books at the price

requested by the owners with a small service

charge to pay for operating costs.

The Service sorority then holds the sales
money for the original owner. Books not sold
are returned to the owners with no service
charge.

State-wide consortium
saves money

ataie colleges ana universities in

Massachusetts have been purchasing their

supplies at bargain prices and saving as
much as $400,000 a year because of the year-

old Massachusetts Higher Education
Consortium, an idea originated by a UMass
administrator.

The consortium is a cooperative effort of
the purchasing departments of the 34 state

colleges, community cclleges and univer-

sities to combine their purchasing powers in

order to gain large discounts for commonly
- used items from the businesses which
supply their needs.

UMass is already involved in a Five College
Buyers Consortium and Amherst, Mt.
Holyoke, Smith, and Hampshire colleges are
involved in the state-wide organization.

The idea for a state wide consortium was
originated by Jake Bishop, director of
procurement for the University and contracts
coordinator for the consortium.

-MARKHORAN

Activities slated for women's week
Holly Near will perform at the opening

concert for International Women's Week
March 5-1 1 , in the Fine Arts Center on March
5. The singer-songwriter is known for her
humanistic, consciousness-raising lyrics.

Near's last appearance at UMass on Sep-
tember 30, 1976 was a sell-out. The Union
Program Council is sponsoring the concert.
Wilma Rudolph will make the keynote

address for IWW in the Student Union
Ballroom on March 6. Rudolph was the
winner of three gold medals in the 1960
Olympics.

Other speakers for the week include Paula
Gold on March 7 and Nora Ephron on March
8. God is the Assistant Attorney General in

Charge in Consumer Affairs for the State of
Massachusetts. Ephron is the author of
"Wallflower at the Orgy and Crazy Salad."
The coordinating committee for IWW has

also announced the The Little Flags Theatre
will perform "The Furies of Mother Jones" in

the Student Union Ballroom on March 7.

Bernice Reagon and Sweet Honey in the
Rock will close IWW with a concert in the
Fine Arts Center on March 11.

IWW will also include workshops dealing
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with subjects such as rape, women in work,
sterilization abuse and self-defense. The
IWW coordinating committee has slated 40
workshops already, but they are still looking
for more. Last year during IWW over 100
workshops were held.

There will be a meeting for IWW on
February 6 at 9:00 in room 9(0 of the Campus
Center. Committees will be formed to work
on publicity, child care, fund raising and
workshops.

-CANDY CARLON

Employees sue Westfleld Evening News
WESTFIELD — Five former staff members

of the Massachusetts Daily Collegian are

among seven employees suing the Westfield
Evening News for alleged violations of the
state labor laws by refusing to pay overtime
to reporters and photographers.
The suit filed last December in the

Hampden Superior Court in Springfield

seeks "approximately $35,000 in unpaid
overtime, an equal amount in damages and
the cost of legal fees," according to Michael
E. O'Connell of Westfield, an attorney for the
plaintiffs.

O'Connell said the final payment sought
could rise to $90,000.

O'Connell and Arty. William J. Coulter are

representing reporters Peter C. Swanson,
Kevin Claffey, James J. Fitzpatrick, and
Robert Ferri Jr., photographer James A.

Higgins and former reporters Galen M.
LaFrancis and Steven G. Tripoli. LaFrancis
and Tripoli have both left the newspaper.
The complaint named the Westfield News

Advertiser Inc., publisher of the paper, as the

defendant. The Washington Star last year

bought the paper from John Nash.

The suit alleges the company "willfulfy

failed to compensate the plaintiffs" for any
overtime work beyond 40 hours per week,
and the plaintiffs worked "in excess of 40
hours a week each and every week since the
date of hire."

Coulter said last night the suit is in the
process of being moved to the Federal
District Court in Boston, an option of the
newspaper's lawyers since the suit was filed

under both state and federal statutes.

According to a souuce at the newspaper,
the suit was filed after new management
allegedly went back on a promise to pay for

overtime at a rate of time and a half.

The source also said that following a
recent in-house election, staff members are
now free to choose between joining the
existing Retail Clerks Union or remaining
non-union.

"Hell," the source said, "Six of the seven
plaintiffs were in the union, and the union
never did anything for them."
The source also said that one of the

plaintiffs was fired last month in what ap-
peared to be a suit-related act, but was then
rehired to his position when he contested the
firing.

-SEANHORGAN

Video variety show planned
The Student Video Project plans to

broadcast a new variety show in two weeks.
The "UMass Variety Show", will be a half

hour production consisting of short skits,

singing, interviews, and satirical com-
mercials.

The video project has a new studio, and
new facilities in the former commuter lounge
in the basement of the Student Union.
Producer and Director Ed Guiliani, a math
major, said the show uses a three camera

The 62-year old Murray has been chief
since 1969 and a member of the fire

department since 1943. The mayor appoints
a fire chief every January with the approval
of the city council.

The Gazette reported that Murray was
supported by several city councelors during
the dispute with Chapman. The Gazette also
reported that Chapman had given Murry
three choices: retire, be demoted or be fired.

Chapman appointed two acting police
sergeants to permanent positions. Leonard
Helems and William Arnold were named
sergeants.

Lowell murder
LOWELL. \UPr\ - Lowell police

yesterday attempted to identify an ap-

parent murder victim whose body was
found about 6:30 a.m. with a bullet

wound in the throat.

Police said the body, a white male, was
found partly covered with newspapers
near the intersection of Tanner and Hale
Streets. The victim's hands were tied

behind his back and his feet were partially

bound.
Police received a call from a taxi driver

who noticed the body at dawn. An
autopsy was performed last night to

determine cause of death.

format and has the benefit of a sound proof
studio.

The video project is now interviewing
people for positions on the show and plans
to begin taping sessions in about two weeks,
according to Guiliani. Two to three credits
may be available for members of the project.

Women workers organize
12 to 1 is an organization of UMass women

office workers. It began as a group of
clericals meeting over lunch to discuss job-
related problems and has grown to a support
and action group with a membership of
several hundred.

"12 to 1 is for staff women on campus to
get together and discuss problems on their
jobs and how to improve their job situations.
Among other things, it provides help for
women interested in upgrading and
achieving professional status," said Jane
Fleishman, a member of the 12 to 1 com-
mittee.

The primary issues of concern for the
several hundred 12 to 1 members are
working conditions, job classifications,
wages, promotional opportunities and sex
discrimination, according to a 12 to 1

brochure.

12 to 1, located in Goodell Hall, meets
weekly. Women interested in participating

should watch the Collegian for time and
location of meetings this semester.
The group is a take-off from 9 to 5, a

Boston clerical group, and is a part of a large

number of other working women's groups
across the country.

The results of a questionnaire, devised by
the staff to measure personal job experiences
and distributed to campus clerical workers
last fall, will be published in the spring.

12 to 1 will hold a public forum on af-

firmative action involvement on campus Feb.

8.

"Representatives from the Department of
Labor who are involved in enforcing UMass
affirmative action guidelined will e there, and
vve will hear testimonies from workers on
campus," said Fleishman.
"We want to continue our involvement

and see if the University lives up to its

promises on affirmative action," said Dottie
Heyden, another committee member.
''We plan to hold a conference in the

spring for women office workers and arrange
for several speakers and workshops."

-MARCIA MURPHY

Health Services offers workshops
University Health Services is currently

offering women's health workshops to
dormitory and campus groups. The work-
shops cover a number of topics including
menstruation, contraception, and pelvic and
breast examinations. The programs also put
emphasis on the ways women can become
active participants intheirhealth care.

"If these were proflfSTTWrWJout physiology,
probably no one would come, but women's
health is more than anatomy," commented
Kathy Sisson, one of the women who runs
the workshops.

Lisa Stankus, another workshop aid, finds
that "often women relate unsatisfactory
interactions they've had with clinicians."
Stankus encourages women to discuss these
situations with the doctors or nurses in-

volved.

The workshops are tailored to each
group's needs. Educational aids are brought
to the programs to demonstrate breast self-

examination and pelvic structure. There is

also a slide- tape show on vaginal ecology.
- CANDY CARLON

Opinions vary on canal
Collegian 3

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Three UMass faculty members last night
voiced varying degrees of support for the
ratification of the Panama Canal treaty.

Supported by President Carter and his

administration, the treaty has encountered
national opposition throughout this year.

In a nationally broadcast and televised
fireside chat Wednesday night. Carter said
opposition to the Panama Canal treaty "is

based on misunderstanding and misin-
formation."

"The new agreement," Carter said, "has
already provided vivid proof to the people of
this hemisphere that a new era of friendship
and cooperation is beginning."

In response to the argument that America
shouki keep the canal because "we bought
it, we paid for it, it's ours", Carter said the
United States has never owned the Canal
Zone but rather holds treaty rights to the use
of the zone and the canal.

Political Science Professor Anwar H. Syed
in a telephone interview last night agreed
with Carter, saying that cooperation was
something very real and is desired by the
U.S.

"His hopes are based upon the idea that
both parties would continue to honor the
treaty in the future," said Hart. "In this he
may be wrong. World history is full of broken
treaties."

Hart noted Latin America is an historical

trouble spot which the United States has
ignored for too long and cited the treaty's

ratification as a "gesture of goodwill,
symbolic for all l.atin American countries."

However, Hart also pointed out the canal
does not have the importance it once did.

"With the rise of air power over sea power

control of the canal is not as vital as it once
was," said Hart. "Presently air power is first,

and sea power is a matter of large air craft
carriers remaining on their stations."

Political Science Professor Luther A. Allen
said the treaty should be ratified and that
Carter has gotten himself into trouble by
makir>g an issue of the treaty.

"Mutually advanced trade relations, the
expansion of trade, and support of Latin
America would not be available when we
needed it if we did not sign the treaty," said
Syed.

However, Syed expressed concern with
the issue of neutrality being insured in

Carter's treaty, and pointed out the fact that
the right of warships within the canal was
not mentioned. In times of war or trouble
problems could potentially arise between
unfriendly countries.

"If by neutrality it is meant that even in

times of war all are allowed to pass through,
then there is something to worry about,"
said Syed. He posed the question of whether
the U.S. would allow enemy ships near the
canal in times of war.
UMass History Professor Robert A. Hart

said he felt American control of the Canal in

any type of critical situation would be insured
by the treaty. However, he questioned
Carter's faith in the treaty.

"I think we've got to steer the treaty in a
different ballpark," said Allen. "The major
role of the treaty is dealing mostly with
important relations between the U.S. and the
Third World — north and south. If we find
ourselves having to argue about the east-
west, WWII struggle, it is a different
ballpark."

"If we fail to negotiate it," added Allen,
"we're in for increasing trouble with the
lower countries."

Ca//s run 4-1 against canal
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Telephone calls

to the White House ran four to one against
the Panama Canal treaties after President
Carter's televised speech urging the public to
accept them, press secretary Jody Powell
said yesterday.

Powell said 250 calls were received and
only 50 of those favored the treaties, despite

Carter's fireside statement Wednesday night

that the accords are "right for us and fair to

others."

In the Senate, which must ratify the
treaties by a two-thirds vote before they take
effect, many of those already committed to

the pacts praised Carter's talk, and those
opposed criticized him.

Senate Republican Leader Howard Baker,
who favors the treaties with modifications,

said he did not know what impact the speech
might have on Capitol Hill, "but it will be
favorable in the country."

Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., who op-
poses the treaties, said the president's

speech was "filled with distortions."

A Gallup Poll released eanier this week
showed 45 per cent of the public now favors
the treaties and 42 per cent is opposed, in

contrast to a similar survey three months ago
that showed 48 per cent against the pacts.

The treaties, signed by Carter and
Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos last fall,

would give Panama control of the canal by
the year 2000.

Senate debate on the pacts begins next
week and two senators critical of them said

Thursday they have received new
documents from anonymous sources that
allege Torrijos was involved in drug traf-

ficking.

Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., said the
documents were dropped off at his office in a
plain white envelope and an aide to Sen. Paul
Lexalt, R-Nev., said he got a set also, again
delivered by an anonymous source.

Dole said the documents appear to belong
to the federal Drug Enforcement Ad-
ministration and appeared to be authentic.
But he declined to make them public.

It was learned, however, that the
documents date back to 1975 and report
conversations between DEA agents and
informants who claimed knowledge of a

Torrijos drug connection.

Dole, in a Senate speech, appealed to the
aoministration to make available whatever
materials it has on such allegations.

"Despite the cloak of secrecy that the
executive branch has wrapped around its

files on the alleged Torrijos drug connection,
the matter will not simply go away," he said.

The drug trafficking allegations were first

raised in the Senate last fall when Sen. Jesse
Helms, R-N.C, released a set of DEA raw
intelligence documents mentioning Torrijos.

Since then, administration spokespeople
have assured the Senate leadership, and the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, it has
no evidence to implicate Torrijos.
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The pond provides a shortcut not accessible In the warm weather. Here
students carefully walk on the new-found shortcut. (Staff photo by Chris Sch-
mltt)

Profs, give support to ruling
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Two UMass journalism professors
yesterday supported a Superior Court ruling

issued Wednesday declaring un-
constitutional a state law which restricted

public access to a court list of persons in-

volved in criminal cases. The ruling will

become applicable to all Massachusetts
counties once it is upheld in a court of ap-
peals.

"I applaud the decision," Journalism
Group chairman Larry Pinkham yesterday
said. "This kind of thing prevails in many
other states and it's a welcome develop-
ment."

In his decision released Wednesday,
Judge Robert J. Hallisey said "the media has
an absolute privilege to publish reports of

public judicial proceedings and official court

records available for public inspection."

"Some confidence must be placed on
media's exercise of reasonable judgment and
restraint," he added.
Journalism Professor Ralph Whitehead

agreed with the judge's ruling. "It's a

question of who exercises restraint — in a

free society, the media is probably the best

answer," he said

"As a friend of the press," Whitehead
continued, "the more information available
to the press the better." He said open police
blotters are welcomed by the press for two
reasons, civic and commercial.

"Idealistically, freedom of access
promotes the democratic values of providing
information. Information is also a raw
material used by the press to make money
and sell to the public," he said.

"The development of the press in this

country has traditionally been a fiqht for

access," Pinkham said. It is in the media
and the public's interest to have it (police

blotter) open," he added.

Pinkham, who once worked for United

Press International in New York City, said "I

was shocked when I came to Massachusetts
and found the records closed."

Whitehead, formerly with the Chicago
Sun-Times and Today, said the blotters in

Chicago were closed but if a reporter asked
to see the books, "the police invariably said

yes."

"It's about time Massachusetts got into

step with the other states," Pinkham said.

"It's the people's police and the people's

courts, why the hell shouldn't the people
know what's going on," he added.

Court lists may become public
BOSTON [AP] - Court lists of persons

involved in criminal cases still were barred to

the public yesterday despite a Superior Court

judge's ruling declaring the law closing them
unconstitutional.

The files were closed in Suffolk County,

according to Ed Keating, clerk of the criminal

division of the Suffolk County Superior

Court.

Keating said the ruling, disclosed Wed-
nesday, applied only to Bristol County,
where the New Bedford Standard-Times had
sought to inspect the index of names.
"Once the ruling is upheld in the appeals

court," said Keating, "it becomes applicable

to all."

The Standard-Time did not seek access

Thursday to the index of persons involved in

criminals cases in the Third District County in

New Bedford, according to Editor James
Ragsdale. He said the paper awaited the
decision on an attorney general's request for

a stay and might try to gain access to the
files Friday.

The newspaper sued the district court's

presiding judge, Ernest C. Horrocks, and its

clerk, John M. Stellate, Sept. 21 for access
to the index despite a 1972 law closing it to

public inspection.

The index makes it easier to find the past

records of persons who appeared in criminal

cases. F^orbidding it to the public was part of

an attempt to protect individual privacy.

D.A. to prosecute in morals case
GREENFIELD [UP/] - Assistant Franklin

County District Attorney John Finn said
yesterday he will recall one more witness
before he prosecutes this case in the morals
trial of Rev. Roy Leo of Robbens Memorial
Church.

Leo, of Greenfield, is charged with abuse,
rape, unnatural and lascivious acts with a
minor, and assault and battery in the Franklin
County Superior Court trial.

The unidentified giri has already testified
Rev. Leo had a sexual relationship with her
when she was 14 years old.

Finn said he will recall state police
detective Norman Roberts, who is assigned
to the District Attorney's Greenfield office.

Earlier Thursday, the alleged victim's foster
sister continued her testimony before Judge
Raymond Cross and the jury of seven-men
and seven-women.
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Black faculty comment
on unionization here
By MORSE DIGGS
Collegian Staff

Black faculty members may not have all

been in favor of union representation on
campus, but seem to agree that its existence
calls for their support.
"We had our people out on the picket

line,
" said Black Studies Chairman John

Bracey
Black faculty members were among the

150 instructors and librarians demonstrating
this past Wednesday, February 1 , outside the
UMass Board of Trustees meeting in
Memorial Hall to protest not receiving a pay
hike they claim are due them.
The faculty union, the Massachusens

Society of Professors (MSP), called for the
dertionstration because of dissatisfaction
over the board's refusal to grant faculty and
librarian salary increases funded by the state
legislature.

Bracey said the Black Studies Department
officially adopted a neutral stand when talk
began of a faculty union forming, but with
the advent of the union over a year ago, it

became necessary to deal with it.

"To be involved with the union is the best

way to insure the status of blacks on this
campus," he added.

Bracey is on the union's personnel policy
committee, which establishes the criteria for
hiring, firing, tenure and promotion
decisions. Bracey was also active in writing
up ihe contract, which the MSP is at-
tempting to negotiate with the university.
Another black faculty member, Esther

Terry, recalls a long history of black support
for unions.

"In the days of the pullman porters and the
sweat shops, before the unions got too big,
blacks could see the unions fighting for
improvements. Now I view unions with
mixed emotions because unions' bigness has
led to the formation of cliques and special
interests."

Professor Terry who has recently returned
from sabbatical, says she plans to take an
active role in the faculty union not only as a
spokesperson for blacks but also for women.

Bracey suggests a "wait and see" ap-
proach as to the potential success of the
union on campus.

"It's a new thing. A lot of black faculty
here have never taught at a unionized
campus."

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

After some deliberation I have decided to
change the title of my weekly column from
"Call It What You Want" to "Leftfield."
Perhaps the changing of a name does not
hold much significance for some people. But
others may look upon it as an indication of

it
Leftfield^'

CO

the style and context of that which has been
named contains.

I he new title "Leftfield" can be taken as a
move toward writing articles which are more
from a socialist perspective, as opposed to
the somewhat radical line I have been forced
to take in the past.

"Leftfield" can be taken at least in two
ways — from the socialist perspective as
mentioned before, or from the view that
there are more "nonsocialist" Americans in

leftfield than we care to think about.

Leftfield in America is the millions of

Americans who are denied entrance into

society, politically, economically or culturally.

A change in

name can

make all

the difference
Leftfield are those who are reaching out

and qraspinq for something to cling to
something that will make them feel they
belong to this vast land of America.

Who's in Leftfield? The poor, for their
poverty keeps "Rightfield" (America) rich.
The uneducated, for they simply replace the
poor as they die.

Black Americans, Asian Americans, Latin
Americans, Native Americans and anyone
else who has to get anywhere in life with the
use of Affirmative Action programs are in

Leftfield. You can even feel your presence in

"Leftfield. The next time one of your "equal
opportunity employers" says to you, "Of
course we have an Affirmative Action
program. Why we hired 18 minorities last

year".

You may be overcome by a feeling of
detachment or alienation. Something in you
says I am special.' But you aren't really

special. How can you be special when there
are 80 million other minorities in America
besides yourself. You are not special, you
just don't belong and were never made to
feel that you did. It is the laws that are
forcing them to make you fit. "Leftfield" isn't

communism or socialism, it is the "Other
America."

Towards an understanding of

the Third World Dynamic

Remembering December 10
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

It was so good to stand out there in the ice

cold weather, freezing, and for the peoples of

South Africa. I found the spirit, warmth, and

mutual concern to be a beautiful experience.

It felt good. There were well over 300 of us

and we stood out there from 10:30 to 12:45.

Kept warm by our spirit. We sang songs,

shouted slogans, marched around, and
waited for 1 V? hours in the bitter cold for the

trustees to come out. We shouted so loud

the walls were trembling inside, where the

trustees were. They had agreed to have an

open meeting with students tomorrow to talk

to students about divestment of 20 million

dollars worth of stocks in South Africa. It

was said to be the biggest protest Amherst

college ever had. When the trustees came

out, (they tried to wait and freeze us out and

ft didn't work) we became silent so they

could fee! what we felt about South Africa,

its brutal murders and imprisonment of
hundreds non-white people. They are
happening all over the country, and the
movement is for getting the U.S.
economically out of S. Africa is growing.
This happened Dec. 10 and there will be
more!

LUTHER

Last semester there was a great con-'
troversy in the Student Senate regarding the
meaning of Third World. It was established
that many Third World students were also
unclear of the meaning and origin of the
term. In an effort to clarify and strengthen
our understanding, a course is being offered
this semester by Stan Kinard and Mukende
Wa Nisanga. This is an important course and
students are urged to enroll in S.W. 109 S.

This course takes a global and analytical

look of the world as a whole. It discusses and
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clarifies controversial issues concerning the
identity and specificity of a Third World
community within a given society such as
the UMass campus.
The course addresses questions of

consciousness with regard to its

psychological and cultural contents; and
provides a dynamic understanding of an
alternative for the development of the Third
World.
The course meets on Thursday at 7 p.m. at

the Malcolm X Center.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Vision Showcase

W« also

lashion styles by
Diar e Von Furstenbarf
h Oscar Data Renta
Geoffray Beane
Optyl

( formerly House of Vision)
Kent Whalon— Licensed Optician

We are Specialists in:

Fashion Eyewear
Contact Lenses
Emergency Replacements
Free Adjustments Anytime
We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

ACC0UNTIII6/MANAGEMENT 297A/397A

Spring Semester 1978

These courses are oriented towards freshman and sophomore
students with no computer experience. Computers are widely used in
business to store information. You will learn how to obtain information
from a computer without your having to become a computer expert.
These 1 credit courses will meet several times a week but be completed
early in the semester.

For information and sign up, come at one of the following
times and bring an ADD card:
Tues., Jan. 31 or Thurs., Feb. 2— 2:30-5:00, SBA100
Wed., Feb. lor Fri., Feb. 3— 3:35-5:00, DKSNl 14

Courses!
Students should take note of the many

new course offerings that are available this
semester within the W.E.B. DuBois
Department of Afro-American Studies.
Among the new courses being offered are

Mass Media and Black Communities, and
Black Folk Culture of the South. These two
courses are being taught by William Mackey,
Jr. a visiting Professor from the Afro-
American Studies Department at the City
College of New York.

Professor Paul Puryear has two interesting
course listings, Blacks In Southern Politics,

and Political Behavior and Public Policy In

The Black Community. There is a variety of
courses to choose from within the depart-
ment, as well as with various Third World
organizations.

Those who may be unsure of what to sign
up for should seriously consider the below
list of new courses, especially since they
were not included in the pre- registration
booklet.

AFRO-AM 291 D BLACK FOLK CULTURE
OF THE SOUTH M 19:00-21:30 NAH
110 William Mackey, Jr.

Examination of the historical development
and retention of cultural and institutional

structures in the Black South. Includes
family and childrearing, education, religion,

entertainment, law and badmen, work, etc.

Attention to African roots and modifications
from slavery to the present day sea islands
off the coast of Georgia. Audio and video
tapes, photos, and recordings will be ex-

tensively utilized. 3 Credits

AFRO-AM 391C MASS MEDIA AND
BLACK COMMUNITIES Tu 19:00-
21:30 NAH 110 William Mackey, Jr.

A survey of modern communications
media and their impact on Black com-
munities. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and
television will be examined within the
context of social, political, and educational
functions and historical racist tendencies.
Program content, control, access, and other
issues will be covered. 3 Credits

Afro-Am 253 Pre-Civil War Black Writings

[CI TuTh 9:30-10:45 NAH 110-Prof. Allan

Austin
The "American Renaissance" of the late

1804's and 1850's, in which Emerson, Haw-
thorne, Melville, Thoreau, and Whitman,
produced their greatest expressions of

peculiarly American and optimistic attitudes

toward freedom, democracy, and respect for

the common person, was also the era of

Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin and other

treatments of Afro-Americans, and was,
more pertinently, a period of important but
too-little-known Afro-American writing
which both echoes the major concerns of our
classical writers and provides a significant

commentary on them.
Anyone seeking to understand American

life and thought must not overlook that body
of literature: The Bold appeals and defenses
of David Walker, Nat Turner and others; The
well-wrought autobiography, speeches,
equal to anyone's in that oratorical era —
and fiction of Frederick Douglass, which so
closely prefigure the tones and tactics of his

own day as well as that of integ ration ists of

the 1960's; the timeless tales of heroic

captives and escapes of slaves such as those
of Henry Bibb. The poetry of Phillis

Black Affairs

Picture of the Week: Well it's basketball season and everyone seems to know it! Especially these four ladies who turned out
for one of the UMass home games last semester. The Minutemen's first home game of the semester will be held tomorrow
against West Virginia in the Cage. Everyone is encouraged to come out for the game and cheer the team on to victory. (Photo by
Edward Cohen)

-A- courses con't
Wheatley, James Whitfield, and others
which reflect the poetry of the period from
the Enlightenment to the Age of Reform, and
the novels — so different from one another
- of Williams Wells Brown, Martin Delany
and Frank Webb offer insights into slave and
folk culture, black life in northern cities,

American politics and mores — as well as, in

the case of Delany's novel — pan-African
revolutionary plans, that were unmatched
until our own time. This course is recom-
mended for Literature Majors. 3 Credits.

BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITIC-
S AFRO-AIVr391 D TuTh 9:30-10:45 NAH
109 PAUL PURYEAR
A general survey of the role of Blacks in

the political systems of the southern region

of the United States. Special attention will be

placed on the legal, institutional, and socio-

psychological factors affecting the political

participation of Blacks in the South. 3 Credits

POLITICAL BEHAVIOR AND PUBLIC
POLICY IN THE BLACK COM-
MUNITY AFRO-AM 491 A Th 2:30-

5:30 NAH 315 PAUL PURYEAR
Seminar for upper level undergraduate and

graduate students. Emphasis will be on the

examination of the socio-psychological and
structural aspects of Black political behavior

and the resultant impact on the formulation

of of public policy for the Black Community.
Each student will develop a research paper

for presentation in the seminar. 3 Credits

Poetry Corner

Freedom dues

By CHAKA ZULA
Freedom dues!

No partying,

Freedom Dues!

No Bullshitting,

Freedom Dues!
Loneliness, hard work and hard
study. Does it mean that much to

you?
Yeeeaaahhh!
We Gon Win.

Classes Forming Now
If you are planning to take one of the graduate tests

this spring, now is the time to enroll for our thorough

preparation courses for the

GRE • GMAT • LSAT • MCAT

exams. Small/ Informal classes. Top-scoring in-

structors. Up-to-the-minute course materials. Flexible

schedules and partial-course options. Local
organization with permanent facilities. Call Test Prep
Services of Amherst at 256-6462, or write Box 28.

TEST PREP

ecui^ic^S:
a dancG concGPl inTwo arts

8pm. ^

Bowker Auditorium

University of Massachusetts

Adults $2.50

Students $1.50

Children $1.00

Fine Arts Center Box Office

or at the door
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Report denied
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

A spokeswoman for the UMass-Worcester
medical school yesterday denied published
reports that Massachusetts taxpayers spend
$25,000-$35,000 per year for each student in
the school.

Public Information Director Carole Cohen
also dispelled implications the school is not
worth the cost.

"It is worth the cost," she said flatly.

The Associated Press yesterday reported
the cost per year for taxpayers for each
student enrolled in the medical school to be
$25,000-$35,000. The school has ap-
proximately 400 students.
Cohen said the Associated Press figure,

which was derived by dividing Gov. Michaei
S. Dukakis' budget request for the school by
the enrollment, was a "false figure".
The medical school is sJated to received

$10.9 million under Dukakis' budget request.
That figure is down from the $13.1 million the
school originally requested. In addition, the
school will receive another $3.5 million as a
state subsidy for the teaching hospital.

"That isn't how you figure the cost to

educate a medical student," she said. Cohen
said $12,000$ 18,000 would be a more
realistic figure. That figure, she said, is based
on experience at other institutions.

U Mass-Worcester officials are presently
computing the school's cost per student.
Cohen said the figure quoted by the

Associated Press did not take into account
costs that are student related but for which
students are not directly responsible.

Examples of these costs, she said, would
be costs associated with teaching medical
residents, doing research, and teaching
Allied Health students.

Medical residents, while not students at
the school, are taught in the school's
teaching hospital. Allied Health students,
also not considered students at the school,
include nursing, pharmacy, and physical
therapy students, among others she said.

Additionally, Cohen said, much of the
school's upcoming budget will go toward
personnel and support costs, and not directly
to students. She said the school is behind in

its faculty recruitments as the school reaches
projected limits of enrollment.

ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI) - Once his face is uncovered, Dennis Wise will look like
the deceased rock star Elvis Presley. Wise underwent plastic surgery to look like
Presley.

PHYSICS FOR NONSCIENCE MAJORS No prerequisites

E core

100 Physics for Poets
114 Sound, with Speech and Hearing Applications
115 Physics of Music
117 Nuclear Energy
130 Physics for Elementary Ed Majors
139 The Reasons Why - An Introduction for the Health

Sciences
169 Science for Science Fiction Readers

See the Course Description Guide for details and other physics courses.

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays

Art, Music. Nature
Shakespeare Cr Classics

History £r Science
Philosophy Cr Religion

Sci. Fi. Er Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst
Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. & Fri. Till 8

549-6052
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BROWN'S

/ for Tr«m«ndoui S«l*<tlon

and SAVINGS on

>^ Bedspreods

K- Draperies

i^ Rugs (Really Great)

•^ Bed Pillows

t»« Throw Pillows

t^ Sheets

t^ Mattress Pads

v' Wall Hangings

f Blankets

t^ Curtain Rods

I7(N«. PiMMIrtSt. T*I.XU-5M2

Par^tfic in 'tur ofHort

mffV/^Vf STEVE BROILED
$495

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef $595

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69C

Damon Rd., Northampton

HUNAN
GARDEN
RESTAURANT
^ 5f ai ^ 5^

Specials

LUNCHEON 1.25 & up

Mandarin Szechuen

Cuisine

+ Open 7 days a week-\-

Sun.-Thurs.

Fri.-Sat.

11:30 a.ni.-10:M p.m.
11:30 a.ni.-ll:00 p.m.

Dinn«r i3.fS

,
main courM: choice of

AAain choice: choice of

Szechuen Spiced Chicken
or

Sweet ft Sour Shrimp
Dinner includes: spare rib

eggrole, chicken wing, fried

rice A hot and sour soup.
AAon.-Wed. S:00-t:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.
Rt. 9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilities

finalday!

BERKSHIRE EAST SKI AREA
UMASS PHYSICAL EDUCATION SKI CLASSES

HAVE OPENING

in all sessions, transportation lessons and lift tickets for 8 sessions, also

including a Mon.-Fri. season pass at Berkshire East for a total of $55.00.

All students interested in the above should inquire at Mr. Plod's Office in Boyden

Physical Education Building.
^

the ring sale.

$5995
saveup to $24°°

Men's traditional Siladium® rings

and selected women's fashion rings

are an unusual buy at $59.95.

Today is your last chance to get really outstanding savings In this sale.

™/^KK7IRVED REPRESENTATIVE

has a large collection of rings. Ask to see them.

Dates_^®*' 3rd 10:00 - 2:30piace U niv ersity Sto re

$10°° Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

Biko case over;
no prosecutions
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa [UPI] -

The attorney general of Eastern Cape
province said yesterday he would not
prosecute any policemen involved in the
arrest and detention of black leader Steve
Biko, who died in jail last year.

Attorney General Carel van der Walt said
in a statement that he had examined Biko's
inquest records and, "I am not instituting any
prosecution" in the case.

Biko, one of South Africa's black power
leaders, was detained and interrogated last

August in Port Elizabeth. The day before he
died on Sept. 12, he was put naked in the
back of a police vehicle and driven 750 miles
from Port Elizabeth to Pretoria for further
medical treatment.

Ven der Walt said that Johan Nothling,

attorney general of the Transvaal province,

would have to decide if any offense were
committed by police in Pretoria, which is in

Nothling' s district.

Evidence given by police during the
inquest showed that for about two weeks
Biko was kept naked in a police cell. When
he was being interrogated he was manacled
by his hands and feet for several days in a

policeman's office.

Police minister Jimmy Kruger told

parliament Tuesday he had sent the Biko
inquest record to the attorney general for a
decision on whether to prosecute any
policemen involved.

The inquest magistrate, Marthius Prins,

ruled in December no one was criminally

responsible for Biko's death.

In other developments, black high school

students in Johannesburg's black township
of Soweto trickled back to classes on the

second day of the 1978 school year.

Only 13 of the 40 schools have reopened
and there is still no clear picture of at-

tendance figures.

The Johannesburg newspaper, The Star,

reported that less than 1,000 of the 27,000

registered high school pupils had shown up
for class. Another newspaper. Die

Vaderland, said the 13 open schools were
fully attended Wednesday.

Education officials say poor attendances

during the first week were "normal" in

Soweto and it would take a week before the

situation settled down.
At the end of last year the now banned

Soweto Students Representatives Council

organized an almost total boycott of high

schools in Soweto.

Boyle linked
MEDIA, Pa. [UPI] — A key prosecution

witness Thursday linked former United Mine
Workers President W.A. "Tony" Boyle to

the 1969 Yablonski slayings while admitting

he broke eight years of silence in the case
following the promise of a deal.

Albert Pass, former secretary-treasurer of

UMW District 19 in Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, testified that Boyle postponed the

planned assassination of his bitter union rival

Joseph "Jock" Yablonski, but after Boyle

was re-elected UMW president, he gave
orders to "get the job done."

Pass said Boyle also suggested where
three hired killers could find their victim —
Yablonski's Clarksville, Pa., home.

Boyle, 76, is on trial for the second time on
charges he ordered the slaying of Yablonski,

his bitter foe in the 1969 UMW presidential

election. Yablonski, his wife and daughter
were shot to death in their home Dec. 31,

1969, three weeks after the election.

Pass, who did not testify at his own trial

where he was convicted of first-degree

murder and sentenced to three consecutive
life terms in prison, said he made a complete
confession Sept. 13, 1977. Pass was asked
by Special Prosecutor Richard A. Sprague
why, "after eight years did you decide to

speak up."

In reply, Pass said, "I decided to testify

and tell the truth to relieve my conscience of

the guilt I felt because of the sin I committed
in my participation in the murders of

Yablonski, his wife and daughter."

Pass also 'said Sprague told him he would
try to get his three consecutive life prison

terms reduced to one concurrent term, and
would try to have him placed in a prison

"with due regard to my personal safety
"

He testified that he decided to talk

because he realized, "Boyle was trying to

make it appear I was the originator of the
murders. I just wanted to get the record

straight."

Cross-examination by defense attorney A.

Charles Peruto brought out that Pass could
remember all the exact dates involving his

participation and discussion with Boyle, but

could not remember the exact date in 1977
when he first started talking to Sprague.

The witness, stocky and balding and
wearing tinted glasses, frequently sparred

with Peruto during the cross examination.
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Oil barge

spill
NEWINGTON, N.H. [UPf] - The oil barge

which split apart in the Piscataqua River
while loading Monday night had ran aground
off New Jersey one year ago, the captain
testified yesterday.

Captain Wallace Lampkin of New Jersey
also told a Coast Guard board of inquiry if he
had been able to take on the 90,000 barrels

planned for the barge, it would have been the
most ever carried aboard the Bouchard 105
during his two years on that vessel.

Commander Glenn Haines, Marine Safety
Officer at the Coast Guard's Portland, Maine,
base, mentioned the barge had run aground
February of 1977 off New Jersey. He noted it

had been in dry dock for one month and had
been examined and re- certified by the Coast
Guard.

Lampkin said he had not overseen repairs
to the vessel personally.

Officials said earlier the barge split from

side to side at 6:20 p.m. Monday when it had
taken on 31,000 barrels or 1.3 million gallons
of No. 6 industrial oil in its forward and aft
compartments.
The Coast Guard estimated 7,000 gallons

of oil leaked into the Piscataqua River. About
3,000 gallons was recovered by devices
called skimmers. The Coast Guard said 30
per cent of the remaining 4,000 gallons had
been washed out to sea by the tides by
yesterday noon.

Haines asked Lampkin whether it was
proper to load at both ends and not the
middle. Lampkin, who has been a tankerman
for 14 years and has worked for Bouchard
Transportation, Inc., for five years, said he
had no reason "to believe it was improper."
He said there would have been more drag on
the vessel if he had loaded the middle
compartments at the same time.

Plan gives aid
HARTFORD, Conn. [UPI\ - Gov. Ella T.

Grasso yesterday proposed a $180 million
long-term urban revitalization program that
would cost only $4 million this year and leave
up to subsequent legislatures whether to
fund the rest.

The proposed 10-year program is aimed at
reversing urban decline, alleviating chronic
unemployment and tackling the special
problems of minorities, the governor told a
Capitol news conference.
She said the proposed cost and projec-

tions of the program would create 120,000
jobs in the coming decade.

The program, which would cover the cost
of the state's cities, would be op>en to towns
with jobless rates of more than 6 per cent.

It would also be open to regions defined as
"economically distressed" by the federal
government.

Mrs. Grasso, seeking re-election this year,
wants the program approved by the 1978
legislature.

Asked if she thought it were realistic to ask
lawmakers to commit future legislators to
potentially expensive programs, she said, "I
think it is realistic and it is up to them to
make whatever judgments they will."

Mrs. Grasso and Lt. Gov. Robert K. Killian,

who is challenging her for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination, have been trying
to outdo each other in attempts to win urban
support.

He has proposed using the $50 million she
wants to go for a sales tax cut to increase aid
to municipalities.

Ft. Lauderdale
EARLY BIRD SPECMAL

SMARCH 19-26
AIR Om. ' 1 4«f
from BRADLEY
•After Feb. lOth Rates )139.00

HOTEL PACKAGE AVAILABLE
SEATS LIMITED BOOK NOW

CAMPOS TRAVEL CENTER
Concourse level

J450S00

I
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Trade in Your Old Bed
for a Waterbed

^

We'll give you at least >30 credit

for any usable bed.

40% OFF Bunting Furniture

BENTWOOb ROCKERS
$99

Also, we have' an excellent

supply of good used furniture at

our usual honest prices.

Bob ^nne^^«9E
KST wtcES*

^"^ EASI PLHASAN r S IRKH I

Physics 130 FOR ALL NONSCIENCE MAJORS

PHYSICS FOR

ELEMENTARY ED. MAJORS

Emphasizes the method of science, rather than facts. E.
Core. For more information on this and other physics
courses for non-science majors, consult the Course
Description Guide.

^e
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in the Carriage Shops
^^^ . Amherst
OiOOM
LJ i\^y\_)_l\ Oremen^ous selection oj

^Posters

The Collegian

is hiring:

Graphics Dept. help

.fcdiif,

Lead harmful
egian 9

Circulation Mgr.

Clerical and graphics applicants cannot be work
study students unless they held a work study job with
another R.S.O. group last semester. These individuals
are encouraged to apply. See Laurie Wood for details.

BOSTON [AP\ - A federal study confirms
children can be harmed by eating lead or
cadmium decorations from drinking glasses,
State Public Health Commissioner Jonathan
Fielding said yesterday.

Fielding said recent reports that the federal
study found no health hazard in drinking
glasses with decals made of lead or cadmium
were wrong.
"The federal study actually confirms a

Massachusetts Department of Public Health
study which found that glasses decorated
with lead and cadmium can pose a health
threat to young children if they remove the
paint and then ingest it," he said Thursday.
"The possibility of young children's adding

to the lead in their bodies by licking, gnawing
or picking off the painted decoration remains
too great a threat to be ignored."
The Health Department said the federal

study found that most glasses when exposed
to acidic liquid released a low and safe level
of lead or cadmium, but the amount released
in some cases exceeded recommended
maximum levels.

The tests showed the lead or cadmium

from external decorations did not go throuah
the glass to the liquid.

Lynn Knox, public relations director for the
state department, said such liquids as soft
dnnks and organe juice are acidic.
The tests, in which glasses were immersedm an acidic solution, were conducted by

three federal agencies: the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, the En-
vironmental Protection Agency and the Food
and Drug Administration.

Fielding's office said the three agencies
have made four recommendations and will
hold hearings in Washington next month on
the subject.

The agencies recommended not per-
mitting decorations containing lead or
cadmium on lip and rim areas of glasses and
setting a maximum level of extraction of
1,000 micrograms of lead and 100
micrograms of cadmium under prescribed
conditions for the rest of the outside of
glasses.

Ms. Knox said the recommended levels are
such that a child would not be harmed if he
peeled off all the paint and ate it

SHOE
BIN

IBM NEEDS
OUTSTANDING

PEOPLE
And we can offer outstanding

career opportunities in Engineering

or Computer Science.

We will be interviewing at

The University of Massachusetts

on Febmary 14, 1978

187 n. pleasant st^amhersttina.

To find out about IBM and let us

find out about you, sign up for an
interview at the Placement Office or

write to: W.A. Dickert, Corporate

College Relations Manager,

IBM Corporation,

99 Church Street

White Plains, NY 10601.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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News
emphasis
By SUSAN BIRMINGHAM

Rumor has it that the Collegian is going

international. While I would agree that the

world outside of UMass is a strange and
fascinating place which definitely should be

looked into, I have serious questions con-

cerning this latest Collegian trend, and am
trying to understand what it means. How is it

that those in decision making positions on
the Collegian staff came to the conclusion

that students need to know less about what
goes on at UMass and more about what is

already reported in every other available

paper? Are they of the opinion that the

process of "educating" 18,000 people is

unimportant?

I am not calling for advocacy journalism.

There is no need for that. The facts will speak

for themselves. While most would agree that

education is a joke (a rather expensive one at

that) very few are talking about why.

Survey after survey taken by students

show serious dissatisfaction with the quality

of advising in academic depts. Yet faculty

will soon be in the process of negotiation

over the time spent advising students.

Common sense, combined with research,

shows that faculty will bargain down the

amount of time required to spend with in-

dividual students. They why was 2.5 million

dollars approved for faculty office

renovations? 2.5 million dollars that could

have been used to hire more professors or

renovate some of the disgusting conditions

that students are forced to live under?

When events at the University are reported

on, it is merely the superficial "who said

what and where they were when they said

it." No attempt is made to connect events, to

tell the entire story. Responsible journalism?

The further irony is that our own student

newspaper shys away from covering

students attempts at changing the situation

at UMass. That too is deemed unimportant.

A great deal of time, energy and money is

being poured into advancing students' rights

and virtually no one is reporting on it.

The public has a right to know what is

going on here. Events take place every day
that have repercussions on the quality of

education, yet our own newspaper is moving
towards denying us access to that in-

formation, rendering it "unimportant."

The president of B.U. is currently trying to

censor the student newspaper, most likely

because students are reporting on events

which would otherwise be hidden from

public view. Our administration need not

worry given that our press is moving towards

voluntarily censoring itsetf.

Susan Birmingham
Columnist.

is a Collegian
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Women's Week is coming soon
To the Editor:

This is to let you know that the second
UMass sponsored International Women's
Week will be held from March 5 through

the 1 1th. Once again, we ask the support

of all those interested in making it a

special and successful week.

At this writing, there are already

several confirmed events. Women's
Week will open Sunday night with "Holly

Near"performing at the Fine Arts Center.

This will surely be an excellent concert.

On Monday night, Wilma Rudolph, the

Olympic Gold Medalist, will speak at the

SUB. The week will continue with in-

formative workshops, interesting guest

speakers like Paula Gold, and Dance and
Theatre events, like "The Little Flags"

Theatre group performing "The Furies of

Mother Jones". The week will close with

a concert given by Bearnice Reagan and
Sweet Honey in the Rock on Saturday

night. This all Black Women's band will

be performing both traditional and
contemporary Black music. Day Care will

be provided during the week.
The plans for the week are solidifying

but we need the help of all those who can
contribute ideas, funds, muscle, and
time. Several planning committees are
being formed to cover all the facets of
I. W. W. All those interested should plan
to attend the next organizational meeting
held Monday night, February 6th, at 9:00
p.m. in CC 903.

International Women's Week is an
educational experience to benefit
everyone, but we need your help to make
it work.

Irene Richard
Student ActivKies - 546-3600

Byrdie Klix
Workshop Planning - 546-7474

Barrel barriers blocl< bus stop

To the Editor

We students here at UMass have to

put up with enough as is, what with tight

budgets, crowded classes, losing our

provost, etc. But a recent happening has
blown the lid off, so to speak.

It seems someone, be it the Physical

f^ant, God. or whatever, has seen fit to

place barrels in and along Campus Center

Way. This has resulted in a tremendous
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hardship placed on students, motorists,

and faculty alike.

People are forced to walk through or

around these barrels, making the arnount

of walking done on campus greater. I

mean, we do enough of it already. The
other day I tried to get a bus and couldn 't

and had to walk from Southwest all the

way to Machmer.
For those of you who don't know what

I'm talking about, there are some five to

six barrels in front of the entrance to the

garage and five or six more near the bus

stop. That's 12 barrels all together.

I deplore the placement of these

barrels. Move the Campus Center

Twelve!

John Jones

LettersPolicy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They must
be signed and include the author's address
and phone number. Organizations may
submit letters, but they must include a name
and phone numb*" for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double- spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages. They should be sent to the Executive
Editor, c-o the Collegian, or dropped off at

the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing 'or either

content or space according to the jL^-^ement
of the editors. Due to space limitations, there

is no guarantee that all letters received will be
printed. Letters for a specific publication date
must be submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day
preceding that date.

Shaping a real education
By DAMON THOMAS
Collegian Staff

Over intersession, I had the op-

portunity to relive a bit of my past and to

see "education in action" by visiting my
eight- year-old cousin's grammar school

classroom for a day.

The whole day was a trip, made en-

joyable by the refreshing vigor, spirit and
innocence of little children, not yet in-

culcated with the prejudices and hatreds

of their |3arents and college counterparts.

Yet, I couldn't help but to constantly

reflect upon the process of "education"

(indoctrination) and how these little

children are taught to accept society's

dominant values and myths in the same
blind and ruthless fashion as I was once,

and still- am, forced to accept.

Schools have been called a "model of

society", and, along with television, thay

constitute a child's first sustained contact

with the wider society outside the home.
Since there is little formal instruction in

American history, politics, or civics until

the later grades of elementary schooL
one might suppose that it is not until this

point that schools affect children's

political beliefs. Yet what children learn is

not confined to the content of their

courses. Indeed, some scholars argue
that school may exercise its greatest

political influence in the earliest years

before children have even the haziest

conception of American politics.

Most school boards and teachers

consider that formal subject teaching

(the three R's, civics, science, and the
like) is what school is all about. To be
sure, students do spend time grappling

with the mysteries of multiplications and
division. Much of their school day,

however, is spent in ways that are

irrelevant to the fornruil curriculum.

Typically, relatively large numbers of

children are brought together into a

relatively small room and confined there

most of the school day. Academic
learning in such a situation is difficult at

best, children spend an inordinate

amount of time in "noneducational"
activities — lining up, waiting to get the

teachers' attention, pledging allegiance

to the flag, taking tests, pretending to

study, lunch period, play, and listening to

the teacher scold.

Yet these activities are probably
politically more influential than any
formal instruction in social studies. They
form part of what some educators label

the "hidden curriculum," whose sym-
bolic message pervades the educational
system from the early grades. Beginning
with kindergarten the student begins to

learn what life is really like in the com-
pany.

The child is trained in how to go about
making a substitute - self, one that will

get the maximum approval and rewards
from the state, a self that will get along
better than the real self, the self that
might-have-been. The child also learns to
base relationships with others on

criterion fixed by the state; other boys

and girls can be rated on a fixed objective

scale. Further, the child learns that life as

defined by the state is not an experience-

in-common but an individual position on
a scale of relative positions, so that in-

dividual must compete for places in life;

"life" consists of a position-achieved,

and rot in living-as-process.

Children soon learn that success in the

classroom comes from playing the game
the teacher's way and thereby gaining

the teacher's approval. Teachers reward
children who obey instructions, display

initiative (but not too much and in an

acceptable form), and appear interested

in the designated subject matter — but

are adept at switching to a new subject at

the teacher's request. The hidden

curriculum thus teaches lessons that are

far more important for living in the world

of politics and corporate capitalism than

knowledge of reading and writing; it

teaches the importance of identification

papers, records, tardy slips, no
whispering to your neighbor, the ac-

ceptable dress, signatures, forms, and
tests. Success in school, as in later life

comes from performing weil in a situation

of hierarchial control. And although the

process is less apparent at the college

level, political indoctrination of the

dominant idealogy continues to be
common.

Overall, the most important political

influence of schools is to reproduce the

contours of American social structure.

The lowest positions in society are oc-

cupied by "dropouts" from school,

usually from poor backgrounds. Middle-
level positions are held by the offspring of

those in the corporate- labor sector or

small-scale capital. And future authorities

are recruited from the sons and
daughters of the advantaged. Despite a

rhetoric of personal development and
equal opportunity, schools at all levels

perpetuate the myths about America and
mold cultural attitudes of obedience and
respect for established political and
economic institutions.

Despite living, and having grown up, in

such an educational setting, however,
students unified can and must reshape
the emphasis and direction of their own
education. In the words of Jerry Farber,

professor at California State, L.A.,

"students, like black people, have im-

nnense unused power. They could,

'heoretically, insist on participating in

their own education. They could make
academic freedom bilateral. They could
teach their teachers to thrive on love and
admiration, rather than fear and respect,

and to lay down their weapons. Students
could discover community. And they
( ould learn to dance by dancing on the
iBM cards. They could make coloring
books out of the catalogs and they could
put the grading system in a museum.
And, believe it or not, they could study
eagerly and learn prodigiously for the
l)est of all possible reasons - their own
reasons. They could. Theoretically. They
have the power.

Collegian n ^j

Managing nnanagement
Editor's Note: The following article,

written by a former UMass English professor,

appeared in a recent issue of the Chronicle of
Higher Education, and is reprinted courtesy
of the Chronicle. The Collegian will be
featuring commentary from faculty, visiting

educators and dignitaries, and area experts

every Friday on the Op-ed pages.

I must create a System, or be enslav'd by
another Man's.

-WILLIAM BLAKE

By DONALD FREEMAN

Cheer up, depressed academics! In an era

of increased class sizes and teaching loads,

"stable" (i.e., in real dollars, plummeting)
salaries, and that newly transitivized verb to

retrench ("We are going to hire you, Mr.-

Mrs. Jones, but that line was retrenched"),

there remains a segment of our profession

which can rightly be termed a growth in-

dustry. I refer, of course, to Academic
Administration.

A couple of years ago I had occasion to

visit a state university in the Midwest. Well,

not a state university, but, as it turned out,

"the Ruritania campus of the University of

Agricola system." Agricola had long had a

campus at Ruritania with an academic
quality at least worthy of its football team,
and a medical school in the state's

bustling capital city, Magnifica. In the heady
1960's, the university established at

Magnifica a "dynamic, innovative new
campus oriented toward the particular needs
and aspirations of the urban environment
and population" of that fair city. All of the

established graduate programs remained at

Ruritania, and, apart from a handful of

master's programs, none was started at

Magnifica.

Establishment did not end there, however.
In its wisdom, the board of trustees of the

University of Agricola also caused to be
erected a university system. A system
President was "brought on board": the main
campus of the university now became
known as U.A.R.; the President of the main
campus became but one of three Chancellors

in the U.A. system; a system office was
poshly ensconced in downtown Magnifica,

and the system office was "staffed up" with

an Executive Vice President for Academic
Affairs, an Executive Vice President for

Business and Management, and (most
important to this tale) an Executive Graduate
Dean.

In my rounds at Agricola I posed the

following questions to the Executive
Graduate Dean. Was it the case that virtually

the entire graduate enterprise of the U.A.

system was located on the Ruritania cam-
pus? It was. Was there a Graduate Dean at

Ruritania? There was. How, then, did the

Executive Graduate Dean occupy his time?

Looking at the Big Picture. Was not the Big

Picture from the high-rent district of

downtown Magnifica just about precisely

congruent with the Little Picture from the

administration building at Ruritania? Change
of subject.

I have indulged a bit of poetic license, of

course, in amalgamating into one example
conditions I have found recently at several

public universities. But the broad outlines of

this minor fiction should be familiar. At a

time when the "product" of universities —
students taught, research performed, service

given — is diminishing pari passu with

taxpayer investment, the number of persons

and dollars devoted to the wholly un-

productive enterprise of managing that

activity continues to increase at close to a

geometric rate.

I do not pretend to understand why this

phenomenon continues, save for the entirely

human failings of avarice and vanity. But a

paradigm that should come as no news to

any senior faculty member who has done
time in administration perhaps can explain

how. The Trustees of the University of

Agricola "go the system route." President

Imperator, who, after all, needs a staff, hires

an Executive Vice President for Business and
Management (at, to be conservative,

$40,000), who, after all, needs a staff.

Executive Vice President Megabucks thus

hires an Associate Executive Vice President

for Business and Management (at a

hierarchically appropriate $32,000), who
simply can't be attracted without a staff

assistant ($17,500) to do the scut work. Now,
of course, Chancellor Grossmacht at U.A.R.

pleads with his faculty senate to approve the

immediate appointment of a new Vice

Chancellor for Business and Management to

"interface" with the Executive Vice

President for Business and Management.

And on and on and on.

For every system-office appointment there

is thus a Malthusian Multiplier Effect; the

appointment of every system officer leads to

multiple appointments all the way down the

line. I once did a conservative calculation of

this metastasis for the appointment of one
system officer through one reporting line on
one campus alone, and came up with 30
additional administrative, staff, and clerical

appointments at an annual salary cost of

$500,000. Is it any wonder that the system
office of the State University of New York is

moving into a multi-story building in Albany
once thou{ ht sufficient to house the entire

administrajve establishment of the Delaware
and Hudson Railway?

A number of theories, some of them
touching in their low estimate of human
critical and analytical faculties, have been
advanced to justify this state of affairs. One
such theory is the More Careful Management
Principle, which proposes that as available

dollars diminish, more persons (a fortiori,

more dollars) must be devoted to more
careful management of these declining

resources. Extended to its logical conclusion,

this principle offers an elegant solution to our

ills, attractive both to legislators and to

faculty members. To begin with, since the

more persons there are to manage the

diminishing dollars, the more carefully they

are managed, the number of dollars should

immediately be reduced to zero and the

number of persons engaged in management
should be quintupled, thus maximally im-

proving efficiency.

This increase in oversight can be effected

by Phase II of what I shall modestly call the

Freeman Gambit; retrench the faculty to

zero, abolish the entire teaching and research

mission of the university, and give the

retrenched faculty members administrative

jobs. This step would both end faculty-

administration conflict (since there would no
longer be a faculty) and solve the tenure

problem. It would create difficulties for the

student-faculty ratio, since the ratio of zero

to, say, 25,000 is, alas, not infinity, but zero.

But Executive Vice President for Business

and Management Megabucks and his

capable staff and everybody else and their

capable staffs ought to be able to deal with

that.

This essay begins to sound like Catch-22:

everybody (well, everybody except the

faculty and the students) has a share. Catch-

administration. When budgetary cuts are

made, cut administrative costs in accordance
with the base-year ratio.

For example, in 1965 the University of

Agricola cost the taxpayers $50- million, of

which $1 -million, or 2 per cent, went to

administration. In the current budget year,

the U.A. system disposes of the heady but

handy sum of $100-million in 1965 dollars, of

which $6-million, or 6 per cent, is for ad-

ministration. That tight-fisted fiscal wat-

chdog Senator Whitney Winsom rams
through the state legislature's ways-and-
means committee a cut of $10-million. By
Solution Two, that cut is apportioned
between administrative and instructional

costs so as to roll administrative costs back
to 2 per cent; The administrative budget is

cut by $4.2-million; the instructional budget
by $5.8-million. Hard counsel, this, for the

Deputy Assistant Vice Chancellors for

Academic Affairs but, in lean times,

necessary.

Solution Three: A Sunset Law. A joint

legislative-faculty committee should review,

every five years, the question of whether a

university system should continue to exist.

Are the considerable added costs of a system
organization justified by reduced costs

elsewhere? Has the existence of the system
led to increased academic quality? Would the

interests of the taxpayers be equally or better

served by removing the locus of competition

for public funds from the university system
to the legislative system?

Solution Four. Abandon civic pride. Very
few states have a higher-education
establishment sufficiently large and
homogeneous to realize the economies of

scale that a central system is claimed to

provide. It is not at all obvious that, say, the

State University of New York at Buffalo and
the State University of New York
Agricultural and Technical College at

Cobleskill have any significant similarity in

academic goals, budgeting policies, per-

sonnel practices, or administrative

procedures. And, though it may damage the

self-esteem of the legislators of the sovereign

State of Nevada to think that they cannot

have a University of Nevada System just like

their neighbors to the west have a University

of California System, the advice from here,

Nevadans, is to consign it to the flames. All

but the largest and most homogeneous
university systems should be abolished.

These "solutions" are of course like using
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22 was written, be it remembered, about the
military, to which, together with the federal

government and the table of organization of

a multinational corporation, modern
university systems are coming to bear a more
than passing resemblance, with three

significant exceptions: no Executive Vice

President for Academic Affairs ever had to

show a profit, win an election, or get shot at.

What to do? I propose several solutions, in

increasing order of seriousness.

Solution One: Extend to every state-

university system in the land the
organization, budget, and manning table of

my present employer, the Commonwealth
(of Pennsylvania) System of Higher
Education, which manages four mature,

high-quality, complex campuses. The
bottom line of the System Office budget is

zero. As far as I know, there is no System
Office; if one exists, somebody stole its

mimeograph machine.

Solution One is no doubt Utopian. Solution

Two is achievable in theory, but, given the

human nature that has dominated this

discussion, "unrealistic" (which is ad-

ministrationese for "no"). But I persist.

Solution Two: Apply ratios to ad-

ministration and faculty in academic
deflation equivalent to those applied in

academic /nflation. Take a base year and

calculate the ratio of dollars spent on

teaching and research to those spent on

aspirin to treat cancer. But I have yet to hear
arguments that even come close to justifying

the creation and sustenance on public funds
— funds that should be educating students
— of a gargantuan and entirely self-

perpetuating New Mandarinate. Private

universities in general have nowhere near the
number of administrative positions to be
found on public-system campuses. Is this

because public universities are just inherently

harder to manage than private ones? I doubt
it. Rather, I suspect, it is harder to justify the
creation of a splendiferous entourage to a

board of trustees that will personally have to
raise the considerable sums required for its

care and feeding, and, conversely, easier to

make the case for administrative fiefdoms
than for research money and graduate
fellowships to state legislators, who, after all,

understand that power is jobs. But the cost
of this easy coziness is too high, and it is

being paid in the name of higher education
directly by taxpayers and indirectly by
students and faculty members at an ac-

celerating rate. Until it can be conclusively

demonstrated that they achieve economies
in excess of their huge costs, university

systems should be the first casualties in a

time of retrenchment. At present, they are
likely to be the last.

Donald Freeman is currently teaching at
Temple University.
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Sadat to take

in
response to a question about the new set-
tlement Israel is creating:
"When Prime Minister Begin was over

here and when Foreign Minister Dayan was
here, this question arose.
"My understanding of their commitment

was that no new settlements would be
authorized by the government, that any
increase in settlers would be an expansion of
existing settlements as much as possible
within the aegis of the military."

Powell refused to discuss the matter
further except to say, "the question of
settlements is one of continuing interest."

Sadat is arriving today for a six-day
Washington visit, highlighted by an ultra-
private Camp David weekend conference at
which he is expected to urge Carter to
pressure the Israelis into softening their
Middle East peace demands.
The Egyptian-Israeli peace initiatives

opened at Sadat have been at a virtual
standstill since Jan. 18, when Sadat broke
off the foreign ministers' conference in
Jerusalem.

ference,
' Powell said. "I see no reason for

me to become involved in a press briefing
back and forth about this.

___-^-,f _# «^.^.«.^^ A^ "^^® president has made himself clear.

VVOriO DG3C6 TOUt^^^ reaffirmed his statements today. I don't*^ *• ^*'*^*«*^*# ^%^%ma
in^gpjj ^^ g^^ -^^^ details."

rAion XT . r>ioi o v *
^^ ^^® "®^ conference. Carter said

CAIRO, Egypt \AP\ - President Anwar
Sadat began a world tour yesterday to rally

support for his Midwest peace initiatives and
seek President Carter's help in pressuring
Israel for concessions on issues that have
deadlocked negotiations.

'I hope this trip will add momentum to the
peace process, " Sadat said before flying to
Rabat, Morocco, where he planned to confer
with King Hassan, a supporter of his peace
campaign.

Sadat is scheduled to arrive in Washington
on Friday for talks Saturday and Sunday with
Carter at Camp David, Md. He will stay in

Washington until Wednesday, and on his

way home will talk with government leaders
in Britain, France, West Germany, Austria,
Italy and Romania.
Western diplomats here said no dramatic

breakthrough should be expected from the
Camp David meeting and that Carter invited

Sadat to Washington to get a better idea of
what the Egyptian leader wants and what he
expects to happen next.

Sadat insists that the Israelis withdraw
from all Arab territory occupied since the
Six- Day War of 1967 and self-determination
for the Palestinians — proposals Israel has
refused to consider.

A Cairo source said Sadat was on the
verge of asking the United States to for-

mulate a "set of principles" along the lines

suggested by Carter on Jan. 4, when he
conferred with the Egyptian president at the
Aswan airport.

Carter said then that a settlement should
be based on establishment of normal
relations between Israel and the Arab states,
Israel's withdrawal from occupied territory,

recognition of the "legitimate rights" of the
Palestinians and their participation in the
determination of their future. But Western
diplomats note that Carter omitted the word
"total" when he suggested Israeli withdrawal
from Arab lands and they say Egyptians view
this as significant.

Egyptian sources say Sadat's concept of
self-determination for the Palestinians means
he envisions a quasi- independent Palestinian
entity on the West Bank of the Jordan River
closely linked with Jordan.

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
has offered a limited self-rule for the 1.1

million Palestinians living in the West Bank
and the Gaza Strip and contends an in-

dep)€ndent Palestinian state would threaten
Israel's security.

After Sadat broke off political talks with
Israelis in Jerusalem on Jan. 18, sources said
the United States drafted a peace formula
based on Carter's Jan. 4 proposals, but that
both Israel and Egypt rejected it.

Western diplomats here said they have no
idea what, if anything, Carter could offer that
both Sadat and Begin would accept. But an
Egyptian source said it "is time for the United
States to do something" and that Carter
"can't sit on the fence any longer."

Before Sadat's departure, negotiations
here between Egyptian and Israeli defense
ministers on proposals for Israel's withdrawal
from the Sinai Peninsula were suspended
and the Israeli negotiators retumed to Tel
Aviv.

A communique issued Wednesday night
said the two sides would consult on the date
of their next meeting. Sources said the
Israeli* left after failing to reach agreement
on the issue of Israeli settlements in Sinai,

but r>either the Egyptians nor the Israelis

would comment. The Cairo talks had
resumed on Tuesday after a three-week
recess.

Sadat met Wednesday with U.S. Assistant
Secretary of State Alfred Atherton, and an
Egyptian spokesman said they discussed
issues that will be brought up at Camp David.
Sadat rejected the wording of a declaration
of principles for an Arab- Israeli peace set-

tlement that Atherton and Israeli Foreign
N^inister Moshe Dayan worked on.

Carter stays
firm
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Last night, just

before the arrival of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat, President Carter told aides he
will stand by his public statement that Israeli

leaders promised him they would create no
new settlements in occupied Arab territories.

Seemmgly reluctant to discuss the
budding U.S. -Israeli dispute in greater detail,

press secretary Jody Powell told reporters

Carter has rechecked the record of his

conversations with the Israelis and sees no
reason to change the statement he made at

Monday's news conference.
"The president has no doubt that his

statement at the press conference is ac-

curate," Powell said.

Dayan has denied he promised Carter

Israel would establish no new settlements on
the West Bark of the Jordan River.

"Our checking of the records available of

the Carter Dayan conversation confirms
what the president said at the press con-

ARE YOU BOREP WITH UFE??
Are you looking for an opportunity to gain valuable

field experience? If so, look into evening volunteer
programs offered by the

BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN PROJECT
Activities include: Coffee houses Creative expression

Arts & Crafts and many others.

Recruitment Meeting— Feb. 7, 7:30 in C.C. Rm. 904
For more info call 323-6311 ext. 249, 296

WET FEET?

Timberland

completely waterproof

insulated — 20°

Lliiij APRE'S SKI BOOTS

Reg. $2.99 Sale $12.00

QHQSALE
20 Styles

Limited Sizes

up to 50% off

ShMptkin Goat Sal*

Reg. $289 Now $199.00

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 AAon-Sat 253-5135

The People's Gay Alliance

cordially invites all people to a

DISCO
This Evening Fridoy, Feb. 3. 1978

10th floor CC 9:00 - 1:00 am
$1.00 donation

Collegian 13

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston-London round trip only $328.
June 12-August 15, Pan American
707. ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);
non-Fwie College persons are eligible.

Early sign-up urged. Contact: Inter-
national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for ap-
plication.

ROSSINI S COMIC OPERA
IN ENGLISH

WITH ORCHESTRA

Want a sound opportunity?

Thursday. February 16

8 pm

Flh£ Al^S CENTER CNCERT K4.L
Universify of Massachusetts/ Amherst

Tickets on Ml* February 2. General Public - $7,
«, 5. UAAass students — $4, 3, 2.50.

Fine Art* Center Box Office M-FM
& All Ticketron Locations.

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL
presents

TRENT ARTERBERRY

MIME

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
8:00 p.m. $2.00 Admission

Tickets Available Night Of Performance Or In Advance At TIX.

Bose Corporation, leading manufacturer of

high quality stereophonic music systems, is

looking for a Bose Campus Manager. He or

she, preferably a Sophomore or Junior, will be

the exclusive representative on campus, mar-

keting a new component stereo system. This

is not a full-time job, and remuneration is by

commission. There are no set hours, and you

can structure the job to fit your schedule. To

receive an application, call Bruce Kostic at

(617) 879-7330, or fill out the coupon and

mail today.

Bose Corporation

College Division

The Mountain

Framingham, 1^01701

Please send me an application for the

position of Campus Manager.

Name

School

Address.

City

Tel. Mo.
( ).

Area Code

-State. Iip_

Imagine your life hangs by a thread.

Imagine yourbody hangs by a wire.

Imagine you're not imagining.

MrtRO GOIDWYN MAYHR presents
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COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOUl

Available courses
H390B Values and Transition Jerry
Jacobs Men. 9:30-12:30 Hills South
The purpose of this course is to examine

how values in the U.S. have changed in the
last 30 years. We will be looking at how we
get information through media, institutions,

our family and social systems. Our goal is to

help the students to understand implicit and
explicit values being imposed by our society
and how these values emerge. We will focus
on social values and systems and personal
values. Structured activities, lectures, and
outside assignments are designed to help

students learn in a vital way.
P-F 3 credits Schedule number 228275

I 691 Issues in Staff Develop-
ment Horace Reed Wed. 4:00-
6:30 Room 21 A School of Education
Focus on design, implementation,

evaluation of inservice and other staff

development programs. Study of inter-

institutional issues; conce>ns of control,
finance, needs analysis, innovative ap-
proaches. Seminars, great lecturers.

I 517 Introduction to Computer Use in

Teaching Portia Elliott Mon. 4:00-
6:30 L-shaped room. School of Education

The aim of this course is to introduce
students to the use of the computer in the
teaching-learning process. The course is

composed of three separable parts: 1) In-

troduction to programming in APL, 2)
Survey of Computer Applications in

Education, and 3) Advanced Programming in

APL or APL Tutorial for children.

I 770 Instructional Applications of
Computers Portia Elliott Tues. 2:30-
5:30 L-shaped room. School of Education
The aim of this course is to have students

propose, design, develop, implement, and
document a unit of computer-assisted in-

structional material. The CAI unit will be
programmed in a language suitable for

execution on UMass time-sharing computer
and will be informally tested and evaluated
for educational effectiveness.

I 591 B Seminar in Tape Recording
Educational Audio Production Liane
Brandon Th. 2:30-3:45 Room
21 B School of Education

Explores the creative and practical ap-
plication of sound. Ideal introduction to
radio. Basic skills as well as opportunities for

independent study.

I 545 Filmmaking for the Classroom
Teacher Liane Brandon Tues. 4:00-
6:30 Room 21 B School of Education

Enough room left in the class for two more
students.

I 590G Language and Schooling Earl

Seidman Th. 3:30-6:05 Room
21 A School of Education
The course explores the relationships be-

tween the nature of language and the nature
of teaching and learning in schools. Mem-
bers of the class will read basic works in the
area of cultural linguistics, semantics,
psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics by
authors such as Sapir, Piaget, Vygotsky,
Bernstein and Labov. Through a discussion
of these readings we will examine the inter-

action of language and thought,* language
and society, and language and culture. VVe
will examine the use of language in class-

rooms for illustrations of the basic concepts
discussed in the readings.

I 546 Education TV Work-
shop Damerell-Lee Mon. 4:00-
6:30 TV Studio Room 23 School of
Education
A basic hands-on workshop course

designed to familiarize teachers (Pre-seivice
and in-service) with all aspects of television
production under studio conditions —
emphasizing the process and time con-
straints of the television medium. Im-
plications and applications to educational
settings will be derived from the content and
context of the individual student produc-
tions.

1 357 Intro, to Urban Education Section
1 Tues. 9:30-12:30 Byrd L.
Jones Section 2 Wed. 700-
9:30 Linda Woodard

Introduction to the social political and
economic setting of urban schools together
with some problems and some solutions for
classroom in inner city schools.
Physical Education -

Alpine Skiing (downhill) G65 and Nordic
Skiing (cross-country) G80 are not over-
subscribed. Registration for these courses is

in Boyden Room 223 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Jan
31-Feb. 3.
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Campus Carousel

fly TONY GRANITE

IMAGE OF UMASS to the country is por-
trayed by the 1978-79 edition of "The In-
sider's Guide to the Colleges" as "the poor
child of the Five College area."

Compiled by the staff of The Yale Daily
News, this sixth edition is a compediunn of
230 campuses, published by Berkley
Publishing Corp., 200 Madison Ave., New
York City 10016. Each entry, the authors say,

results from informatioh submitted by
several persons on each campus.

Here's what they say about UMass at

Amherst.

".... we have to admit that the average
student at UMass is rather boorish, not very
intelligent (median SAT 560 V, 590M), and
really not very interesting. But we also
contend that there are a lot of students at
UMass who are very intelligent and very

interesting, more so perhaps than their

counterparts at Amherst, Hampshire, Mount
Holyoke, and Smith."

"These are generally students who didn't
work hard enough in high school to get into a
better college, or who couldn't afford a
better college (UMass is every inexpensive),
or perhaps those whose talents just didn't
happen to be academic."

"Consequently, there is a large subculture
at UMass that is as sophisticated and in-

teresting as at the best of any college. Many
students live off campus and do all sorts of
interesting things, such as painting, writing
poetry, and smoking dope (which is present
in both quality and quantity). There seems to
be a remnant from the counterculture
hanging on at the campus; with their

presence, UMass is hardly a haven for
bores."

Alternative Learning Program

ioolcing for volunteers to teach
ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL SEEKS
VOLUNTEERS
The Alternative Learning Program on

campus at UMass is looking for volunteers to

teach classes for the spring semester.

Volunteers can earn credit for teaching in the

program, and are needed in all subject areas.

The ALP is located in "Cottage B" in the

old infirmary complex behind Worcester
Dining Commons. There are 14 high school

students ages 15^18 in the program, serving

all the high schools in Hampshire County. As
a result, classes are small (3-5 average)

allowing for greater personal contact bet-

ween students and teachers, and a more
infornrial atmosphere. Three full time staff

members provide supervision and support.

The program has operated on campus
since September 1975, with 15-25 UMass
students participating each semester. Many

of them have found it to be their most
rewarding experience at the University.

For spring semester people are needed to
teach English classes, Algebra, Geometry,
Alternative Energy, Natural Science, Elec-
tronics, Organic Gardening, U.S. History,
Native American History, Sign Language,
Spanish, French, Sculpture, Silvercraft!
Photography (basic), woodcarving, har-
monica, guitar, banjo, auto mechanics,
reading and writing tutorials, and anything
else that you might be able to interest people
in.

The program operates Monday- Friday
from 8:30-2:30. UMass students wishing to
participate in this experience should drop by
any time during the week of January 30-
February 3 between these hours. Those
wishing to have a head start when they come
should write a brief description of their ideas
for the course they wish to teach. For in-
fornrwtion call Mark Simon at 545-2584.

WOODY ALLEN

Everyth/ng You A/v\/ays

Wanted to Kno w
About Sex ...

FRI., FEB. 7 $1.00 S.U.B.

6:70 8:17 10:00 11:47

Notices

OHAG
Meeting, this Sunday 9 p.m., Dickinson

Dorm Main Lounge. All representatives are
asked to attend and anyone else 'who is

interested.

STEREO CO-OP
First meeting of the semester this Monday

at 7:30 p.m. in room 166 of the CC. All

members are welcome.
UMASS FIRE & FIRST AID UNIT
The first meeting of the semester will bo

held on Monday in Campus Center 172, 8:00
p.m. It is important that all members attend.
If unable to attend phone Bob at 256-8040.
All interested people are strongly urged to
attend.

Area Premiere Now At

Two Local Theatres . .

.

"A PURE PERFECT
MOVIE EXPERIENCE."

— (.•ol0fm«r vogue Maga/<n»

ISABF-LLE HtJPPERI

A CI A( II >f COHfTI/V Ml M

AMHERST Cinema NOW
Daily at 7:00 and 9:00

Mat. Sat., Sun. at 5:00

ACADEMY OF ML'SIC

in Northampton
FRIDAY thru TUESDAY

Daily 7:00 and 9:00

Performing

Private Instruction:

Organ
Voice
Piano
Guitar
Clarinet
Oboe
String Bast
Violin
Viola
Cello
Saicophona
Baasoon
Composition
Arranging
Songwriting
Electric Bass
Tvn»pani
Harpsichord
Trombone
Trumpet
Tuba
French Horn
Snare Drum
Keyboard Percussion
(Marimba- Xylophone)

Arts

Group Instruction:

Instrumental Repair
Sight Singing
Piano Class
Voice Class
Voice Quad
Popular Music:
Audition and Repertoire

Songwriting
Basic Musicianship

Division

This program ends Tues. at

both theatres . .

.

mrnnnr^nnnrnBIMB

Walk-In Registration:

Monday through Friday,

11 a.m. -6 p.m.
Saturday, 1 p.m. -6 p.m.
January 30 — February 11

in Old Chapel-UMass

Open House:

Sunday, February 5,

2 p.m. -5 p.m.
PAD Faculty Recital, 3 p.m.
Old Chapel Auditorium

The public Is cordially invited to join
us at the Open House. Meet our teachers
and learn about the PAD programs.
Bring your family and friends.

For complete information write: PAD,
Department of Music and Dance.
University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
MA 01003 or call PAD at (413) 546-0519
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Shqijocase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

OAIKLAIM $ 2.00 ('/ 2:30
mmMEES EVERYDAY

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

PG

Sign up for colloqs

offered in Southwest
Southwest Writing Colloqs begin the week

of February 20. If you are interested in
working on your writing in small group
sessions - once a week for eight weeks for
one credit - then pay a visit to the South-
west Rhetoric Office, John Adams Room 4
or Room 1 for further information. Or call
Bella Halsted, 253-7422 (evenings) or 545-
2803-0465 (daytime).

Collegian 15
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RICES FOR TLS TICKETS UMITEO TO SEATING

'|A
You*ve heard that before.

So. make us prove it. We think we can.

Army ROTC helps keep all your options

open. That mf'ans a lot unless you're absolutely

certain how you want to spend the rest of your

life. It prepares you for success in both civilian

and military careers.

How?
First (and maybe foremost) Army HOTC

teaches you leadership. Practical leadership.

How to deal with and influence people; how
to make things happen. Business and govern-

ment always pay a premium for leadership!

While you take the Advanced Course, you also

ejjrn .$100 per month That'll help pay your
expenses.

You earn your commission while you earn your

degree. The commission, by itself, testifies to

your leadership abilities. You have the option of

an Army career with all thf pay. prestige and

travel opportunities of an officer.

There are plenty of other reasons why
Army ROTC makes sense for a young man or

woman determined to get ahead. We'd like to

tell you more.

helps put you anead

II Slid HORIl) S(.HI/»rl.S; (,4»II

^M)ii simi Am 1 ^ ^
,,otJ^*

Uniltil AnisK

From the outrageous
N0.I Best-Seller r

THE CHOmeOYS

Turning
poinp

A story of envy,

hatred, friendship,

triumph, and luve.

PC m
PLEASE CALLTHEATRfc
FOR SCREEN TIMES

FRI. & SAT..
FEB. 3 & 4

NRBQ
and

Ina Mae Wool

A three-credit course called Teaching of
Writing is being offered to undergraduates
who are interested in teaching Southwest
Writing Colloqs this semester. The course
combines workshops in teaching techniques
and teaching colloqs (small groups) once a
week for eight weeks. For further in-

formation please call Bella Halsted, 253-7422
(evenings) 545-2803 or -0465 (days) or Avril
Wellman 545-2803 (days), or drop in to the
Southwest Rhetoric Office, John Adams
Rooms 4 or 1

. The first meeting of the course
will be Saturday, February 11, all day. There-
after, Wednesday afternoons, 4-6.

Polish dancers of Boston
celebrate new state holiday

The prize winning Krakowiak Polish

Dancers of Boston will help celebrate the

new state holiday, Kosciuszo Day, at 2:30

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, State

Reps. James G. Collins and Kenneth
Lemanski will speak at 2:00. The celebration

is sponsored by the Slavic Languages and
Literature Deoartment.

DC Menu
— Today —

Lunch: Fishburger on a roll, Turkey
Divan. Basics - Vegetable Hot Pot
Dinner Steak, Cod Parmesan. Basics —
Pot Pourri

— Saturday —
Brunch: Omelet, Sausage Links,

Duchess Beef Pie, Ham and Swiss on

Rye Dinner: Spaghetti, Tomato Meat

Sauce, Breaded Shrimp, Cocktail Sauce.

— Sunday —
Brunch: Scrambled Eggs, Grilled Ham

Slices, Tuna Roll, Beef Chop Suey.
Dinner: Veal Cutlet Patty, Hungarian
Noodle Bake

EVERY SUNDAY

GEORGE T.

GREGORY
MONDAY

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

Sunderland, MA.
lRte.47/Tel.665-4937

The following is a list of courses of-

fered by Hillel for the Spring semester.

They have been approved by the Judaic

Studies Department and have received

accreditation. They are all for one
University credit.

BASICS OFJUDAISM Judaic Studies

131 A No. 465114. This course will deal

with life cycle ceremonies and issues:

birth, Bar-Bat Mitzvah, marriage, inter-

marriage, adulthood, sex roles and death.

Instructor: Saul Perlmutter, Hillel tabbi.

Meets Wednesdays at 8:00 n.m., starting

Feb. 8 in Herter 108.

JEWISH OPPRESSION AND
LIBERATION Judaic Studies 191 B No.

465296. This course will focus on themes
of oppression and struggle for liberation

in the life of the Jewish people as a whole
and of Jews as individ'jals. Instructor:

Saul Perlmutter, Hillel rabbi. Meets
Wednesdays at 4:00 p.m., starting Feb. 8
in Herter 102.

CONTEMPORARY JEWISH
WRITERS Judaic Studies 191 C No.
465474. This course will focus on a

comparison of American Jewish writers

(Roth, Malamud, Paley) with their Israeli

counterparts (Oz, Amichai, Agnon).
Instructor: J. Felman, M.A. in English.

Meets Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m., starting

Feb. 7 in Herter 108.

WOMEN AND JUDAISM Judaic
Studies 191 D No. 465652. This course
will concentrate on women in Jewish life

from an Historical and legal perspective,

as well as from current sociological

perspectives. Instructor: Karen Asher,

UMass student. Meets Thursdays at 7:00

p.m., starting Feb. 9 in Herter 108.

HATCH BAR
STUDENT UNION BUILDING

Fri. & Sat.^ Feb. 3^ 4

•1^^ Cover

Doors open at 8

SPECIALS

8-9

9-10

50
75

Bar Drin-ks

Bar Drinks

COMING
Fel. 9 Hits. THE GREAT PRETENDERS
Feb. 11 Sat ROOMFUL OF BLUES

(•m Nigkt Oily)
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Skiers race
at Roundtop
fly LfSA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass ski teams are off to a good
start with an equally promising season ahead
of them as well, according to ski coach Bill

McConnell. Both the men's and women's
teams won their meets last weekend at the
Dartmouth skiway, and this weekend they
will be traveling to Roundtop Mt. in Ply-

mouth Vermont.
The Minutemen and women will be the

hosts of the slalom competition on Saturday
and the giant slalom race Sunday. The races
will take place on the Saltash trail under the
chairlift, with the women competing first.

This weekend the women's team will be
racing against the same competitors as
always, comprising the Women's Inter-

College Ski Conference (WISC). WISC
consists of teams irom Boston College,

UConn, Smith College, UMass, and
Merrimac. There are eight women on the
team and five of them race each week with
the best three counting in the competition.
McConnell describes the UMass team as
"very strong", the three strongest members
being, Nancy Haydon, and Co-captains
Cathy Donovan and Kathy Shimmick. If the
Minutewomen do as well as they have been
doing since pre-season warmups, McConnell
believes they have an excellent chance for

another victory this weekend.
The men's ski team will compete on the

same trail as the women, against the five

other colleges in the New England Inter

College Ski Conference. In addition to

UMass, this league is comprised of teams
from UConn, Boston College, Northeastern,
Amherst College, and Plymouth (N.H.) State
College.

Northeastern and Plymouth State are the
two strongest teams, says McConnell, and
the men's league teams in general are
stronger than those racing against the
women. This makes the competition more
difficult even though UMass is a strong
team. McConnell named several excellent

team members, the most outstanding being
Dale Maynard, Bob Grout and Scott Prindle.

McConnell expects the men's meet to be
very close. The team won last week, he says,

"but not by a comfortable margin." The
main strong point of the team is its depth —
all the team members have a lot of talent,

says McConnell, not just five or six. Mc-
Connell hopes to play up this aspect in the
competitions ahead.

Swim meets
The UMass women's swim team will be

traveling to Springfield College tomorrow for

an 11:00 meet. Although the meet won't be
an easy victory for UMass, one highlight

should come in the 400 yard individual

medley, when Deb Schwartz takes off the
blocks in hopes of setting her fourth in-

dividual school record.

The men's swim team will also be on the
road tomorrow, as they head to Kingston for

a 7:00 meet against the University of Rhode
Island.

Both teams are coming off impressive
victories Wednesday night, which brought
their records up to 6-5-1 and 3 1 respectively.
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AUDITIONS
for

UMass Music Theatre Guild's

You're a
Good Man
Charlie
Brown

(to be performed March 30

through .April 2)

Mon. and Tues. -- Feb. 6 & 7

6:30 p.m.
Campus Center 165

Fur more information:

549-4833. i>45-21lH,

545-07 s;j

DISCOUNTS of

20-60% OFF such as..,

Rubbermaid Waste Basket
Rubbermaid disti drainers
Rubbrrmaid dish pans
Tissue boxes
Stoneware coffee mugs
Stoneware ash trays
Mahogany cutting boards
G.E. Light bulbs (pkg. of 4)

Pyrex tea pots
Towel Bars
Libbey Glasses p,^3 ^^^^ ^^^^,

home works, inc.
30 Main St. Amherst

(between BaskinRobbins & House of Walsh)

open 9-5 MF 10-4 Saturday

$1.25

$2.80

$1.99

$1.35

.85c

.95c

$2.00

$1.66

$5.00

$1.25

5 for $1.00

.r

FINE >RTSCE^frER PRESENTS

ALVINAILEY
AMERICAN DANCETHEATER

4

TUES FEB 7 WED . FEB. 8 THURS FEB 9

G<i<iit Hidden RitM NitM Cr»«lwrt

Tit* Time Bftere, Choral 0*nc*s Cry
TlMTiRicAtlfi

Suite Otit Rainbow
Stile Olu

Rrv»lalwn>
•evtutwiti

L

All Shows at 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General Public %7. t, 5.

UMass students $3.50, 3, 3.S0. Otiter students

and senior citiiens U, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f-4

A All Ticketron Locations.

Get a head start on
the rest of the school

management at Red Lobsten
Rod Lobster Inns of America is ttie

largest full-service seafood ct>ain in

ttie nation. You may qualify for a

position in Red Lobster's Manage
ment Internship Program (M.I. P.) If

you are a college senior majoring in

Hotel. Restaurant and Travel
Adminitt rot ion .

Eligibility- y,,
must be in a good a':ademic standing.
Be within two to eight months .of

graduation, and have demonstrated
the ability and enthusiasm necessary
for success m a food service manage-
ment career.

You will be compensated for all

M.I. P. hours.

Prosram- ,„,
will undergo on-the-iob ftrnirj at a

Red Lobster within easy commuting
distance of your campus on a part-

time basis during your final months
in ichool.

After college graduation and com-
pletion of the on the-job training,

you will undertake a short period of
intensive post-graduate instruction at

our Corporate Headquarters in Orlan-
do. Florida.

You will then be promoted to Assis-

tant Manager and assume responsi-
bilities of managing one of our Red
Lobster Inns.

Red Lobster Representatives will visit

your campus the week of Febuary 6
If you are sincerely interested in a

headstart on your career, you are
encouraged to sign up for an inter-

view as soon as possible.

Red lobster
Vs/Tiere America goes

for seafood/ '^

An Equal Opportunity and
Affirniative Action Employer M/F

-rrrorrrBTTToxB'TTTyTTTxrrrrrnrrrr?^^

send

to someone / anyone!
BOYFRffND, CIKL WmMMn, SWEETIE, ROOlMJMATf, PROF, COACH,ENEMY fTC.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is giving you, for

754. the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes
published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th.

We are having special pages put aside for your

messages They can be witty, serious, anything you

want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your

Valentine will never forget!

Come toihe Collegian office before Thurs., Feb. 9th

at 3 45 P.M. to place your copy.

EXAMPLiSi
To. MorfA.
Have a Happy Valenline

Day. (f cupid doesn'f come
around I will.

Rutfy

TTTTTinroirroirrrTTinns

To Room 365 S.W.

We're looking forward fo

seeing you again. Happy

VolcnfineOayf

The Girls

Bring this to us before Thurs.. Feb. 9th at 3:45 P M

....LIMIT 20 WORDS....

JULJULaXiLlJLJUUULlUULJULiLJUU
5 COST 75^

Icemen face Warriors
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

"Sometimes you win, sometimes you
lose," is a song that Carole King sings and a
tune the UMass Minutemen hockey team
has been singing during the current 1977-78
season.

Lately, the icemen have been singing their

own song called "win all the time." The
Minutemen have grabbed 9 out of a possible
12 points in their last six games, including a
brilliant 3-2 upset victory Tuesday night over
the Crusaders of Holy Cross at the always
tough Hart Center in Worcester.
The Minutemen will face their stiffest test

of the season this weekend as they en-
counter the powerful 11-2 Warriors of Merri-
mack tonight and the pesky 4-10 Chargers of
New Haven tomorrow night at Orr rink.

The Merrimack game at 8 tonight promises
to be a beauty. An established powerhouse
versus a Cinderella team. In fact, the only
loss in the UMies six game streak came on
December 12 at Merrimack. The Minutemen
battled hard for two periods, but succumbed
to the experienced Warriors in the third
period and lost 4-1.

The Minutemen will have their chance at
revenge tonight.

The Minutemen's style all year has been
physical because it Canniff's words "you've
got to take the man off the puck."
"When we play our game (physical game),

it's our strong suit. We can't get caught
standing around, otherwise we'll get burnt,"
he said.

The Minutemen are coming into tonight's
battle slightly hurt as Lincoln Flagg is nursing
a back ailment, Don Murphy, who leads the
team in scoring with 14 points (7 goals, 7

assists), has a slight groin pull, and John
Riley is having trouble putting pressure on
one of his legs.

The Merrimack College Warriors, who are
coached by Thom Lawler, have an awesome
11-2 Division II record and 12-5-1 overall
record.

The Warriors are paced by 1976-77 rookie
of the year, Jim Toomey, who has posed 8
goals, 15 assists for 23 points in 1977-78
season. Following Toomey in the scoring
parade are forwards Murray Scudder, 6-10-
16, Greg Walker 6-10-16, Randy Curran 5-12-
17, the coach's son - Tom Lawler 6-8-14
and Brian Bullock 4-10-14.

Canniff adds, "They (Merrimack) have two
good goaltenders in Gilles Moffet and Jim
DeSimone. DeSimone played against us last
time."

VVill the Warriors try anything different
against a vastly improved Minutemen six?
"We never try to concentrate on the other

team, it doesn't matter in hockey," said
Lawler.

"What works is — improvision. You have
certain guidelines you follow and evaluate
what you're doing, but you don't change
your game to play another team," Lawler
added.

After tonight's encounter with Merrimack,
the Minutemen take on the University of
New Haven tomorrow night, also at Orr rink.
The Chargers have 17 returning letter men

from a team that finished 16-6-2 last year (7-
6-2 in Division II).

Leading the Stephen Lane coached
Chargers, are forwards George Demello,
Thom Dillon, Matt Dryoff and James Leach,
no relation to Reggie, who will all pose
threats to UMass goalie John Riley Saturday
nite.

Sports Calendar
Mo„' K .. *u .. ^ YESTERDAY'S RESULTSMen s basketball team 77 Holy Cross 76
Women's basketball team 55 Providence 56 OT
u L ., TODAY
Hockey vs. Mernmack Orr Rink 8 p.m.

.. , ^ . , ..
TOMORROW

Men s basketball vs. West Virginia home 7:30 pm
Wrestling vs. Mass. Maritime-Montclair St. at Mass. Maritime 2 d mHockey vs. New Maven urr ninK o p m

mariumezp.m.

Men's gymnastics vs. Syracuse home 1:30 pmMen s track at New Hampshire 1 p.m
Women's swimming at Springfield 11am
Men's swimming at Rhode Island 7 p.m
Men's and women's skiing at Round Top, Plymouth N H
... , SUNDAY
Wonrten s gymnastics vs. Michigan St. home 1 p mMen s and women's skiing at Round Top, Plymouth N H
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Gymmen visit Syracuse
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastics team travels
to Syracuse this Saturday to take on
probably the strongest team Syracuse has
ever produced. As it has been in the past,
Syracuse was never considered much of a
threat to the overpowering gymmen. But
times have changed, with the dilution of
men's gymnastics at UMass and the
rebuilding of gymnastics at other univer-
sities, the past underdogs now hold the
upperhand.
Coach Swetman is sending his strongest

lineup to Syracuse and is fairly optimistic
about the outcome of the meet. On floor

senior John Forshay will be leading the gym-
men, and with the return of all-arounder Bob
Donahue, UMass should take the advantage
after the first event.

Pommel horse will most likely be the
determining factor in who shall be the
ultimate victor of the contest. Co-captain
Dave Kulakoff leads the gymmen with either
freshman Tim Berry or sophomore Pete
Moynihan grabbing the other specialist

position. While the still rings event will be
anchored by freshman Dave Fellemen.

Long horse vaulting, the strongest event
for the gymmen, will have senior John For-
shay and freshman Bob Lamb leading the
way. And on the parallel bars, Dave Kulakoff
and John Nelson will be the specialists.

Horizontal bar, the last but the most
dynamic of all the events, will have Tommy
Thompson holding down the last chance for
a UMass victory. UMass definitely has their
backs against the wall in probably the most
important meet of this semester.

Your Birthday
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3 -

Bom today, you have a
great affection for people,
and can truly say that you
have never met a person
you didn't like. You believe
in the need of people for
each other and in the
power of that need ful-

filled. You believe that
affection, warmth, and
close association can im-
prove any situation, and
cause ill circumstances to

disappear or fair circum-
stances to remain forever.
You believe in the power of
love, and will do all you
can to further it.

Although you tend to in-

dulge children completely,
you are aware of your
responsibility toward those
younger than you. You be-
lieve it your duty to share
experiences with them, to
warn of difficulties to come
and to steer them clear.
You enjoy friendships
immensely, but are con-
cerned about being un-
fairly friendly with one and
not Another. You see un-
fairness in yourself quickly
and to make what amends
you can.
You are patient, yet will

not wait unreasonably for
one who is capable. You

will patiently encourage
the slow, injured, or sick,

but you will not tolerate the
lazy. You understand fears
about proposed activities,

but you know that fears
must be overcome for
progress to be made. Thus,
what to some seems intol-

erance is the determined
application of very good
sense.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
4

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Manifest your
love for others in many
ways. Most important,
show understanding.
PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

- Show parental affection
today, or you may put both
feet into your mouth.
ARIES(March Zl-Apiil 19)

- A discordant union of
forces doesn't help to
achieve the condition you
wish at home. Work fares
better.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
- Express your lighter side
early today, or you may
put another off.

GEMINI(May21-June20)-
- Consider understanding
you recently received ; tur-
nabout is more important
than fair play.

CANCER(June 21-July 22)
- Bring a new association
in line with your old ones to
profit by it as much as by
the others.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Consider the physical qual-
ities of your new atmos-
phere. You may be longing
for old times.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22) -

Companionship is essential
in learning to get along.
Relationships take a turn
for the better.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Matters recently shelved
are part of the daily rou-
tine again. Deliver on a
promise late today.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)

- Unless your values blend
with another's, cease
trying to build the relation-
ship.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Instability may
make today difficult for
the young. Parenthood
may frighten as well as
please.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - Unreasonable
jealousy may be about to
spoil a relationship. Curb
your envy, especially at
evening.

United Feature Syndicate. Inc
Copyright 197R

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PEANITS by Charles Schulz

I WAS All set ro
BUILP A SNOWMAN AND
NOU) IT'S RAINING

:

UiELL, r GUESS UJE

CAN alujavs use a
LITTLE RAiN TOO.,.

/have ho\} ever ^
TRiEP TO 6UILC?

I A RAiNMAN?!y
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m

1

V, / \

1
If

DOONESBIRY by Gnrry Trudeau
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ACROSS

1 Wave top
6 Dodd«r

10 English title

1

4

Shakespeare
character

1

5

Geometric
solid

16 Playing field

17 Improvements
1

9

Narrow way
20 Travesty
21 Colonizing
23 Kind of mill

25 Antique
auto

26 Secular
27 Canonized

one: Abbr.
29 Acquire by

iatxjr

31 Spoil
33 Destructive

one
34 "Blue

'

36 Feline
40 Move by

small
degrees

42 Avid
44 Of the Gaels
45 Settle an

account: 2
words

47 Deceived
49 Chief Ouray

follower
50 Object of

faith

52 Keep for

future use
53 Wicked
54 Palm

cockatoo
57 Straggle

59 Stones:
Suffix

61 Shame
64 of

credit

67 Movie
pooch

66 Accident.
almost: 2
words

70 Brazil's

neighbor
71 Sailor's

saint
72 Small

children:

Var
73 Animal's

gait

74 Canadian
whiskies

75 Perfume

DOWN

1 Dice cast
2 Italia's

capital

3 Serious
situation

4 Spanish title

5 Hot drinks
6 High card
7 Belgian city

8 Mutually
Prefix

9 Pearson or
Patrick

10 Plaything
11 Be of use
1

2

Food from
heaven

1

3

Dirge
1 8 'Do It for

-
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Thursday's Puzzle Solved
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22 Spree
24 Group of

three
27 Status of

Suffix

28 Tunny
30 Ethiopian ti

tie

32 Draw, in

sports
35 Flower leaf

37 Prospectors 60
underwrit-
ing

38 This
Spanish

39 Instrument
41 Held closely
43 Rail against
46 Game of

Oriental
origin

48
51

54

55

56

58

62

63

65
66
69

Hates
Northern or
Native
Adjust fit-

tingly

One getting

up
Star Comb,
form
Inter) of

suronse
Principle of

good con-
duct
Prefix for

boy or bois
"All roads
lead to

—

"

Smooth
Remainder
Call for help
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Grapplers hit the road
For weekend tri-match

iCollegian 19

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will hit the road
this weekend as the Minutemen engage in a
tri-nr>eet at Mass Maritime Academy. Besides
the host team, UMass will also do battle with
Montclair State.

Although Mass Maritime holds down a
higher New England ranking than the
Minutemen, the Buccaneers may find that
UMass is a lot better team than Its 4-10
record might indicate.

"I think that they're one of the most under
rated wrestling schools in New England,"
said Maritime coach Pete Hexter yesterday.
"I urKJerstand they'll be starting a lot of

freshmen, and we will be starting at least five

freshnrten, too. It's going to be a good meet."

of the ledger,

Amato feels his

On the other side

Minutemen coach Dave
team has arrived.

"My teem was just fantastic against
(second New England ranked) Southern
Conr»ecticut," said the coach. "We almost
pulled it off, but the important thing now is

that I think we can compete with any school
in New England."

Amato will take his usual lineup to the
Maritime meet, but he will switch off in his

two lighter weight classes, with Tony Perry

going at 118 pounds and Dana Rasmussen
competing in the 126 pound class.

Co-captain Larry Otsuka will wrestle at 134

pounds.
"Larry's been doing just fine," beamed

Amato. "He saved us against Union College

with a big pin and he doesn't usually do that

very much, despite his fantastic record."
Amato's latest concern has been at 142

pounds, where Charley Rigoglioso has been
injured and Mike Carroll has had difficulty
making weight. Rigoglioso was in danger of
having to forfeit his most recent match
(against SoConn.) but was able to finish the
bout.

"He'll be ready to wrestle on Saturday,"
said Amato. "I also feel confident that Carroll
will be down to weight."

Co-captain Timmy Fallon, who has been
on a hot streak himself lately, will wrestle at
150 pounds. In the 158 pound weight class,
Monty Payette will wrestle, but Amato will
also take Steve McLarney on the trip.

"McLamey has been hurt," explained
Amato. "If he feels up to It then I'll use him In

one of the meets."

Rounding out the UMass lineup, Fred
Rheauft will wrestle at 167 pounds. Bob
Radiwitz at 177 pounds. Bob Clark at 190
pounds, and John Allen will be the heavy-
weight.

WRESTLING NOTES - In late action
Wednesday night, the Minutemen won their
fourth meet of the year 29-24 over Union
College. John Allen won the meet for UMass
with a superior decision in the unlimited
(heavyweight) division. Larry Otsuka (134
pounds), Tim Fallon (150 pounds), and Mike
Mitrowski (158 pounds) also won matches.

... Although a Division Three college,
Montclair State will be giving UMass ex-
cellent competition on Saturday. They boast
national champions at 134 and 142 pounds ...

The next UMass home meet will be next
Wednesday night against New Hampshire ...

The UMass track team will be in action this weekend as it travels to New
Hampshire to taka on the Wildcats in a dual meat. Pole vauttar Ted Power is In-

jured and will not compete, though. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Weekend ski conditions
WOODSTOCK, Vt. [UPf] - The official

New England ski conditions as of midday
yesterday as reported by the New England
Ski Areas Cour>cil.

SKIING CONDITIONS ARE SUBJECT TO
FREQUENT CHANGE DUE TO WEA THER,
SKIER TRAFFIC AND VARIOUS FACTORS.

Key: New — new sn within last 24 hours,

pdr - powder, pd pdr — packed powder,
Isgr loose granular, frgr-frozen granular, tc-

thin cover, — vc- variable conditions, wbln-

windblown, Itd-limited, mm-nrwchine made,
no- not operating, opr- operating, n-novice, i-

intermediate, e-expert, p-poor, f-fair, g-good,

e-excellent, nite-night skiing availab^.

Maine
Squaw mtn pdr gr n-g-e i-g-e e-g-a

Sugarloaf Isgr frgr n-g i-g e-g

Massachusetts
Berkshire East pkd pdr n-e i-e e-e mm nite

Berkshire Snow Bsn ikd pdr idr n-g i-g e-g

Brodie pkd pdr Isgr n-g-e i-g-e e-f-g mm
nite ice spots

Butternut Bsn pkd pdr n-e i-e e-e mm
Catamount pdr pkd pdr n-g-e i-g-e e-g-e

mm
Jiminy Peak pkd pdr Isgr n-g-e i-g-e e-g-e

mm nite

Mt. Tom Isgr pkd pdr n-e i-g-e e-g mm nite

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

RMi UQuom ucemse

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m

Call: 256-6828 for
FREE DELIVERY TO UMASS.

($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY 6:00 p.m.lO.OO p.m.

FRI. & SAT. 6:00 p.iii.l0:30 p.m.

\
PETE'S
PAcmr

TOWNHOUSE
BEANDTWINl
PUPFTOM

PEES. APTS.
*

N. VILLAOE CRE8TVIEW

> •tj*^

«jr

POFP

HOLLOW* *****"*

>^ UMASS.

N.

UMASS

KNICKERBOCKER
12 oz NR

$5.49

NARRAGANSETT
12 oz cans

$5.49

FALSTAFF
12 oz cans

$5.25

Bedspreads

AFTER UMASS
WHAT?

Career/Life Development Team

- Spring 78 Semester

Berkshire House (on the left before SW tunnel)

Ongoing Services:

Personal and Career Counseling on Individual Basis -

Walk In

Interest Testing for Personal/Career Goal Planning -

Appointment, 5-0333

Career Information and Resource Library, Room 123 -

Walk In

Specific Career Displays:

Engineering
Communications
Governmental
Handicapped and Social Services

Fine Arts

Feb.6-Feb.24
Feb.27-Mar. 17

Mar. 27-Apr. 7

Apr. 10-Apr. 28

May 1-May 19

Workshops Scheduled to StarTin February:

How to Develop a Resume
Career Life Planning for English Majors

Career Life Prospects for Junior and Senior Women
Study Skills Workshop
Career Life Exploration for Psychology and Social

Service Majors

For times and dates of above workshops, more in-

formation and sign-up for above programs, call 5-0333

or stop in Berkshire House, Room 123.

''WHEN I GRADUATE FROM

University

of

Massachusetts

I won't go into

management

training.

ril go into

management."

•^ FRAN WARD
Class of 1979

3-Year Scholarship
Psychology

^

"The fact is — ROTC is a challenge. A real

challenge. It's been exciting and I've learned a

lot. The best part is, when I graduate I know I've

got a Job — and it won't be in MANAGEMENT
TRAINING. It'll be in MANAGEMENT."

UMass ARMY ROTC
l.earn what it takes to lead.

CALL: 545-2322

OT kills hoopwomen
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE - Ouch. That hurts.

Sue Peters tied the score on a last-second
alley-oop jump shot, but Providence College
went on to outscore the UMass women's
basketball team, 5-4, in overtime last night to
grab a 56-55 win at Alumni Hall.

The Minutewomen trailed the Lady Friars,
51-49, with one second left on the 30-second
clock and just five second left in the game,
when Peters took an inbounds pass from Lu-
Ann Fletcher in the lane and in one motion
threw the ball in the basket while suspended
in mid-air.

But the sophomore guard's heroics went
for naught, as Mary Ann McCoy and Mel
Buchanan put in hoops and Lynn Sheedy hit
a free throw in overtime to give Providence
the win.

Actually, UMass had two chances to win it

after Cathy Harrington hit a jump shot in the
lane with 1:54 left in OT to cut the score to
56-55. But Harrington missed two free
throws with 51 seconds left, and after
Sheedy failed to connect on two charity
tosses with 14 seconds to play, the
Minutewomen could not manage to get a
final shot off.

Earlier in overtime, the score was 53-53
following baskets by McCoy and Peters.

Buchanen then scored on a <lriving jumper
and Sheedy sand a foul shot to give the Lady
Friars a 56-53 lead.

UMass had to battle back from a 10-point
deficit to come that close to a win. After

Providence's Paulette Hassett opened the
second half with a hoop, the Minutewomen'
trailed, 29-19. But UMass then scored 11

straight points — seven by Peters — to grab
a 30-29 lead with 16:38 left as the
Minutewomen's pressure defense resulted in

Lady Friar turnovers.

From there, the lead exchanged hands
three times and the score was tied twice
before Peters' basket.

UMass, now 11-15 , was able to make just

25 percent of its field goal attempts in the

first half and would up trailing, 27-19, at the

break. The Minutewomen could sink only

eight baskets as they had trouble penetrating

the Lady Friars' 2-3 zone.

UMass went almost five minutes into the

game without a hoop until Mary Halleran

(eight points and nice hustle) hit a shot from
long range.

Peters had 20 points and eight rebounds,

while Cheryl Carey added 11 points and 14

boards. Maura Supinski had 10 rebounds and
Harrington grabbed nine. UMass
outrebounded Providence, 47-39, but hit only

33 percent of its shots to the Lady Friars' 39

percent. The Minutewomen also had only

seven of 15 free throws.

Sheedy scored 17 points and McCoy had
16 to lead providence, now 9-3.

PROVIDENCE (56) - McCoy 8-0-16,
Sheedy 6-5-17, Ross 4-0-8, Leitao 1-0-2.

Hassett 2-0-4, Buchanen 2-3-7, Casey 1-0-2.

Totals: 24-8-56.

UMASS (55) - Harrington 2-1-5, Peters 8-

4-20, McHugh 1-0-2, Halleran 4-0-8, Supinski
3-1-7, Carey 5-1-11, Peebles 1-0-2, Mc-
Culloch 0-0-0, Fletcher 0-0-0. Totals: 24-7-55.

Gymwomen host Michigan
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

This Sunday afternoon, the Curry Hicks
Cage will not only be the site of an exciting

women's gymnastic meet but it will also host
a homecomeing celebration. The entrance of

the Michigan State team will also mark the
return of Michael Kasavana. Kasavana is the
MSU coach but he is also a UMass alumnus,
former member of the UMass men's gym-
nastic team and former women's assistant

coach.
Joining Kasavana will be alumni former

UMass gymnast Pam Steckroat, who now
competes for Michigan State, former UMass
gymnasts Betsy East, Alica Goode, Gail

McCarthy and UMass Ail-Americans Anne
Vexler and Jeannie Burger.

In addition to the homecoming festivities

will be a battle of nationally ranked gym-
nastics teams. In recent coaches polls

Michigan State was ranked ninth while
UMass was ranked seventh. The coaches
award their ranks on the basis of team scores
earned this season.

Coach Virginia Evans expects the meet to
be close but went on to add, "I think our
overall strength is better. Our all around
performers are capable of higher scores
which should help give us the edge."

Injuries still plague the gymwomen but
Sunday's meet will see All-American
Stephanie Jones return to all four events.
Jones was scratched from the floor exercise
last week against Cornell due to a rib ailment.

Diane Laurenson and Karen Celemente are
still out of the line up with injuries.

The balance beam was the gymwomen's
major weakness against Cornell and Evans
said, "I'm looking for us to get our acts
together on the beam, we need people to
come through on that event this week". Julie

Myers, Laurie Kanpp, Karen Hemberger,
Coleen Thorton, Stephanie Jones and Susan
Cantwell will be competing on the beam
against MSU. Cantwell and Knapp were the
only gymwomen to stay on the beam against

Cornell.

Evans is also looking for stronger per-

formances on the floor this week. "We're
really going to have to be stronger in the

second half of the meet if we want to beat
Michigan State", said Evans. Debbie Smith,
Thorton, Myers, Hemberger, Jones and
Cantwell are scheduled to work the floor on
Sunday.

Vaulting for UMass will Debbie Law, Kim
Whitelaw, a new face working her way up in

the ranks, Thorton, Jones, Cantwell and
Hemberger. Vaulting is consistently the
gymwomen's strongest event and Evans
expects continued strength in the event.

On the bars will be Jean Anderson,
Thorton, Law, Cantwell Hemberger and
Jones. Hemberger and Jones performed well

against Cornell receiving scores of 9.0 and
9.05 respectively but Evans is hoping for

even stronger performances against MSU.
"We have the upper edge against Michigan
State but we've got to hit", concluded
Evans.
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TAKE YOUR MARKS — will be the command tomorrow when the UMass mermen
travel to Rhode Island for a meet with the Rams. This shot is from a recent win over
Maine. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)
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Claiborne makes key plays
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By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

Man slays 'saders at buzzer
WORCESTER - Eric Williams didn't wait

for the party to come to him, he brought the
party to the Hart Center here last night.

Williams celebrated his 21st birthday one
day late by hining a miraculous 30 foot
desperation shot at the buzzer to guide the
UMass basketball team to a heartstopping
77-76 upset victory over Holy Cross before
more than 4,000 stunned fans.
The senior forward, who started only his

second game of the season, had missed an

Everyone's on their feet and all eyes
are on the ball (upper left) as Eric
William's (33) game winner is on the
way.

opportunity to tie the contest at 76 with
seconds remaining when his second of two
free throws rolled off the rim.

However, Alex Eldridge snuck underneath
to deflect the missed shot off an un-
suspecting Crusader giving the Minutemen
possession with six seconds remaining. It

appeared UMass had squandered its chance
to pull the game out when on the ensuing
inbounds play, Eldridge was trapped in the
corner and forced to throw a blind pass into
the awaiting arms of alert Crusader Garrv
Witts.

But, Derick Claiborne gave UMass yet one
last seemingly hopeless chance by forcing a
jump ball with three seconds remaining.
Williams then battled Mike Vicens for the
loose ball off the tap and heaved in his game
winning hoop.

It felt good when I let it go, explained the
ecstatic Williams after the game. "Luck,
that's all it was though, just luck. Hey, I'm
not the shooter on this team — that shot was
way out of my range."

"When the shot went up," said a drained
and somewhat hoarse UMass coach Jack
Leaman, "I thought the ball had a nice
rotation to it, and then I saw it go in. Eric just
played a super game."

"I did it once before in high school," said
Williams. But nothing can compare to this."
"Williams started the game," said

Leaman, "because we wanted to add a little
more quickness and aggressiveness. "We
put him specifically in the game to guard
Vicens," said Leaman.

Williams responded to the starting role by
scoring 18 points on seven for 12 shooting,
and limiting the dangerous Vicens to just 12
points.

"The other time I started I completely
whacked up at UConn. I think I only scored
two points and didn't even get a rebound.
I've got to play with a lot of enthusiasm and
aggressiveness but I just didn't feel good that
night," said Williams who is recovering from
knee problems.
The last second heroics of Williams was

able to come about because of two key plays
by Eldridge and Claiborne. Eldridge's alert
play after William's missed free throw gave
the Minutemen their second chance.
"The play of the game," said Leaman

"was Alex getting that ball. It was a great
hustling play."

After Eldridge's play UMass called time
out to set up an inbounds play
"We called the four play," explained

captain Denck Claiborne. "The ball goes to
Boob in the corner and he was looking for
Mark (Haymore) underneath. When I saw
him get trapped I just started to move un-
derneath towards him."
And what about his play to set up the jump

"I was surprised the ref didn't call a foul,"
said Claiborne. "I'm just happy he called the
jump ball. The Lord was with us this time."
The Minutemen will face West Virginia

University tomorrow night at the Cage at

UMass - Haymore 9-0-18; Pyatt 5-2-12;

Kohlhaas 1-0-2; Claiborne 6-0-12; Eldridge 6-

3-15; Williams 7-4-18; Totals 39-9-77.

Holy Cross - Potter 9-2-20; Vicens 6-0-12;
Perry 11-6-28; Witts 4-0-8; Kane 2-0-4;
O'Connor 2-0-4; Totals 34 8-76.

Halftime - HC 42, UM 37
Attendance - 4.000

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Starts a party

fell into the lap of the
night and was it ever so

"Lady Luck"
Minutemen last

sweet.

With exactly 0:00 time remaining on the
time clock, junior Eric Williams swished in a
30 ft. bomb and UMass completely upset
Holy Cross before 4,000 speechless fans at
the Hart Recreation Center.
UMass, trailing 76-75 with three seconds

remaining, faced off against Holy Cross in a
jump ball. Derick Claiborne and Holy Cross's
Garry Witts battled for the jump. The ball
deflected to Williams who with Crusader
Mike Vicens all over him, arched the ball
towards the basket.

"The ball had good rotation," said
Williams and I knew it had a chance."

There was no doubt about the shot as it

cleanly hit the strings and the Crusaders,
now 15-4, were defeated at home for only
the fourth time.

"A super win, a sweet one," said
Claiborne. "'It took us four years to do it, and
It couldn't come at a better time."
UMass had to overcome impossible odds

to It. Behind at halftime 42-37, and down by
four, 76 72, with 39 seconds to go, UMass
depended on the heroics of the quintet of
Williams, Eldridge, Claiborne, Mark
Haymore, and Mike Pyatt.

Williams, starting his second game of his
career, started the comeback as he made
two crucial free throws, with every single
person in the Hart Center howling. The score
was then 76-74, with .32 remaining on the
clock.

Williams, immediately fouled Crusader
Vicens, who had a 1 and 1 at the foul line. He
missed the first shot but Holy Cross's Chris
Potter rebounded. As he attempted to pass
off, UMass' Claiborne stole the ball and fed it

to Williams who was- fouled going up for the
shot.

Williams hit one fouls shot to pull UMass

within one point with eight seconds left. But
he missed the second free throw and Holy
Cross rebounded. However, Eldridge got
underneath knocked the ball off an
unidentified Crusader, giving UMass control
of the ball with six seconds left.

Following a timeout, Eldridge was trapped
in the corner, and threw a blind pass into the
hands of Crusader guard Garry Witts. But
Claiborne pulled a great defensive play by
tying up Witts for a jump ball. Witts then
controlled the jump ball but to Williams,
which set up his shot for the storybook
ending.

It was absolutely the best all-around game
by UMass this year. Leaman got double
figures from each of his starting five which
included a 18 point, 7-12 performance from
Williams, Haymore 18, Eldridge 15 and Pyatt
and Claiborne 12 each.

Holy Cross guard Ronie Perry was the
games leading scorer with 28 while Crusader
forward Chris Potter added 20.
Down by seven with 18:19 in second half,

Pyatt and Claiborne heated up scoring three
long range jumpers apiece as UMass pulled
within one 52-51 with 13:36 remaining. They
went ahead 56-54 on an Eldridge fast break
iayup, but Perry tied the game on a dramatic
basket which saw him score over his 1,000
pt in his two year Holy Cross career.

Potter, scoring on pick and rolls, and
drives to the basket, gave Holy Cross a 60-56
lead with ten minutes remaining before Pyatt
and Claiborne brought the Minutemen within
two. But Potter and John O'Connor hurt
UMass again with driving layups and Jack
Leaman saw his team down by six with 5:48
left.

Minutemen forward Len Kohlhaas then hit
his only jumper all night. Claiborne fed
Eldridge on a 2 on 1 fast break following a
steal; Mike Pyatt hit a jumper; and an
Eldridge Iayup following a Haymore blocked
shot on Perry saw UMass trailing by only two
with 1:25 left.

Supplement to the Co/leg/an

In the play that set up "E-Man" Williams 30-footef, Derick Claiborne leaps withHC s Garry Witts, who tapped the ball over Mike Vicens (at right) to Williams. (Staff
photo by Dave Rodgers)

Bill Edelstein

Groundhog's desire

In a world where people are constantly
complaining about being stereotyped, it is

truly a gross inequity that animal as revered
as the groundhog - a noble beast which has
long basked in the glory ot its own "day" —
should have to suffer the slings and arrows
of outrageous collective grouping. That the
groundhog should be with the nation's
weather is as preposterous a match as the
Ali-Spinks fight.

The truth is, not all groundhogs are terrible
concerned with the weather. Some of the
furry little critters do have other interest
areas. So, in keeping with the Equal Time
Amendment, the Fairness Doctrine, and my
deadline, I have trekked to the wilds of North
Amherst, where I cornered one of the
rodent-like fauna coming out of Augie's with
a copy of Sporting News under his arm.

"Hi there! Are you a groundhog?"
"No, I'm a mutant gerbil. What do you

want?"
"I'd like to know if ...

"

"You'd like to know if I saw my shadow
yesterday, right? You want to find out
whether or not there'll be six more weeks of
winter. Well let me tell you this, chump, I'm
sick of meterology, there's no future in it. I

wanna be a sportscaster.
Now there's a glamour job. Just look at all

the big names: Curt Gowdy, Jim McKay,
Bob Uecker ...

"

"Do you want to do play-by-play or
color?"

"Neither. I'm more suited to a job like
Jimmy the Greek's. You gotta understand,
seeing my shadows isn't my only means of
prognostication. I also read tea leaves, gaze
into chrystal balls and cater seances."
"Do tell."

"With a divining rod I can foretell a trade
of Waterboys."

"Great! Mind if I ask for a few predic-
tions?"

"Shoot."
"Will the Celtics make the playoffs?"
"Yes, definitely. Section E Row 7, seats

five through 16.
"

"Will Vida Blue be wearing an Oakland A's
uniform next year?"
"No. Chariie Finley will sell Blue for 2 2

million dollars."

"How can say you that? Finley has been
trying to sell Blue's contract for two years
and every time he does, Bowie Kuhn blocks
the deal in the interest of baseball. Who's
going to be able to get away with the pur-
chase?"

"Bowie Kuhn."
"The commissioner? How can the

commissioner of baseball use Vida Blue?"
"He can't, but he's got to hire him. Af-

firmative action, y'know. Right now there's
not a single lefthanded power pitcher in the
commissioner's office."

"Scandalous. What else can we look
forward to?"

"Well, a variation of volleyball will become
the nation's number one sport within five
years."

"I think you've gone a bit too far ...
"

"No, really. The sport will fulfill our
country's growing need for violence in

sports."

"I realize spiking can be painful for the
defender, but I'd hardly call getting hit with a
volleyball violent."

"The variation is going to be played with a
hockey puck."
"Oh."
"No net either."

"At least tell me the Bruins have a change
to regain the coveted Stanley Cup."

"Sorry. My Ouija Board shows a definite
connection between the Bruins playoff
chances and the roof of the Hartford Civic
Center."

"Total collapse?"

"Yep. The Red Sox are in trouble too.
Torrez is a streaky kind of pitcher, Tiant is

over the hill, Drago is a troublemaker,
Hobson is due for his "sophomore jinx', Rick
Wise is a twerp and Don Zimmer is fat."
"You heretic. You're talking about the Red

Sox now, y'know. The Red Soxl"
"I know. I'm a Yankee fan."
"Go crawl back into your hole."

Sat.. Feb. 4

12:26 • IN THE NEWS
12:30 • CflOCKETTS VICTORY GARDEN The anc«nt Japanese

art ol Bonsai and a way to grow plants trom teal cuttings are
<le«Tionstraled

• • SPACE ACADEMY• THUNDER

12:Se • IN THE NEWS
1:00 • WASHINQTON WEEK IN REVIEW• WHAT S NEW MR MA0007• MARLO AND THE MAOtC MOVC MACHME• CANOLEPW SUPER60W1.

0MOVIE Tar2«>tReveng« 1936 Gtann Morns ElMnor Holm
Tarzan mvm talwi ol travatars trymg lo sacira rare animtfs
Irom vicioua mwrriors ( I hr

)

• WRESTLING
• HOCKEY Buffalo Sabres vs MlrwiMOla Norlh Star*• room 222

l:2e • IN THE NEWS
t 30 • WALt STREET WEEK Amotpmc* Stocks A-OK->' Host

Lous Rukeysar (3a«M'Wo^)w>gH Damiacf), vice-presidant of
SmWi Barney. Hams IJpham and Co Inc• C8S SATURDAY FILM FESTIVAL• TARZAN
• fury

1:M •in THE NEWS
2:00 • WEATHER MACHME Th» special about the aciance of

weattier prediction examnes Itm conditior«s t^wih cMjae ctmalic

variations

• SOUL TRAIN
• MOVIE Instinct lor Survival 1973 Alexander Scourby
narrates A provocatlva study ol the sunHarities between man and
inemt>ers ol Itw animal kingdom (2 tvs )• COLLEGE HOCKEY Boston UmvarsNy vs Providence

• HOCKEY Butfsk} Sabres vs Mnnesola Klortti Stars

• WR.0 WILD WEST• COLLEGE HOCKEY Providanca vs Boston Uraversdy

2:30 • LONE RANGER
3:00 • MOVIE Seconds' 1966 Roctt Hudson. Satome Jens

Frustrated middle-aged man is translormw) nlo new idenMy (2

hrs)

Michael Lerner portrays Jack Ruby in 'RUBY AND OSWALD/ a dramatic
recreation of authenticated events that trace the lives of President John F
Kennedy. Lee Harvey Oswald and Ruby during the four days preceding and
following Kennedy's 1963 assassination Wednesday, Feb. 8 on CBS-TV

••the PROFESSIONAL BOWLERS TOUR Today s show
win feature coverage ol the $75 000 King 1 ome Open Irom the
King Lome West m Overland Park Kansas

4:00 • SESAME STREET
• • REGIONAL COLLEGE BASKETBALL VS Providence
vs Rhode Island

• MOVIE The Unknown' 1946 Jell Donnell. Jim Bannon
Heiress returns lo house she was t)orn m and finds a family she
never knew existed ( 1 hr 30 mm )

4:30 ••ABC'S WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS Sugar Ray Leonard
vs Rocky Ramon WorW Alpine Skimg Championship• DANIEL FOSTER. MD Medical Hypnosis Guest Or HaroW
Crasilneck. University ol Texas Health Science Centei at

6:00 • VILLA ALEGRE• S25.000 PYRAMID• CONSUMER SURVIVAL KrT (CAPTIONED) Meal. OTC
Drugs. SM:ond Homes This program discusses how to gel more
meat (or your money II also looks al Itie questionable
e(tw:fiver«ess ol some overthe-counler drugs and descnbes
ntm pricing arrangements Itiat enaljle mid-mcome earners lo
IfTvett more aas#y <i vacation homes

6:30 • VISKM ON• AOAM 12• bcwttched
• TURNABOUT (CAPTK)NE0) Jugging Qerri Lange hosts
Bus series wtuch explores the coAtantly ctiangmg worU ol
today's woman Opera star BeverV Siis and San Francisco
trtwiision ancfiorwoman Lynne Jomer discuss the problems ol
iuggUng a career and a busy fairxlv We

EVnMNO

0:00 • ZOOM
• •• • NEWS• MATCH GAME
• HOQANS HEROES
• HAWAHAN OPEN ABC Sports will provide live coverage ol
lt># Itwd round ol play m this golf tournament trom the Waialae
Country Club m HonoMu Hawaii• sruno SEE

• 30 ••OUEPASA.US A7JoeandCBrmenget8tuckwitbn>ora
housework than they can handte when Juana decides to go back
to school- without Pepe's consent• CBS NEWS•• NBC NEWS
^P NEWS
• THAT'S HOLLYWOOD The Whodunnils• AOAM 12

7:00 • ROYAL HERrTAQE The Tudors The characters ot »»ee
outstandng monarchs, Henry VI. Henry VI and Elizabeth I,

dom»»ale ttw episode The Duke otEdmburgh talks about Henry
Vis WMponry. and the Prince ol Wales shows early eogravmgs
ni mm fkmrtth ArtTMda

• AGRONSKY AND COMPANY
• WILD KINGDOM f xper.meni al Doddieburn• CANDLEPIN BOWLING• LAWRENCE WELK SHOW• ETCETERA
• ODD COUPLE
• SUPERMAN• ONCE UPON A CLASSIC What Katy Did' Episode Five
Wtien Or Carr is distressed with Katy's lirst term report, the
housekeeper intervenes Suddenly. Katy becomes a devoted
student but compkcations ensue as a romance devek>ps

7:28 • OPINION
7 30 • DAILY NUMBER

• HOLLYWOOD SQUARES• THIRD WORLD
• AS SCHOOLS MATCH WITS• DICK VAN DYKE SHOW• POLKA
• THE OPEN DOOR Quests Pioneer Valley Consumer Credit
Counsekng Service. Inc . and ChiM and Farnity Service

7:3 1 • MCREDIBLE WORLD OF ADVENTURE Warning
Eailhguake'

SrOO • WILDERNESS Lake Rudo^'• • THE BOB NEWHART SHOW Agamsl her better

ludgment. Emiy becomes a 'wife lor a night.' wfien Mr Carin
needs an mstant faiTWy to impress Ins high school reunion• • BLACK BEAUTY Jerry Baker reluses lo lei Beauty go
to the mean Nicholas Skraer and sells him to Martm Tremaine
Later, Beauty, old and weak, is on itie brmk oi bemg destroyed
-wtten Luke Gray tiappens on tiM scene Stars Knslotfer Tabori.

Don Defore. Van Johnson (Conckjsion )• • WHAT'S HAPPEMNGI II Rai. Dwanye and Ranjn tape
Itie Doot)ie Brothers corK:ert at the* school Itiey may be
arrested if they don't, they wil get hurt (Part I

)

• HOCKEY Boston Brums vs Pittsburgh Pengviins

• ROYAL HERITAGE The Tudors The characters ol Itiree

outstanding monarchs. Henry VII. Henry VW and Fhzabelti I.

dominate ttvs episode The Duke ot Edinburgh tatis about Henry
VMS weaponry, and ttie Pmce of Wales shows ear^ engravings
ol Itie Spanish Armada

8:30 • QLnTERtNG PRIZES A Country Lite A rich, successtui
British television interviewer and his wife visit ttieir old Camtxidge
Iriend. a teactier al a small provwKial school•• THE TONY RANDALL SHOW A briel but unforgettable
visil by Mrs McClelan's nephew a self-gtorified photographer
turns the Franklin hnusetloW into a wpcky amateur showcase
when he ckscovers hidden talents among the wtiole lamty• • OPERATION PETTICOAT Skipper Sherman ends the
crew's wild specutalion wtwn he anrxxjnces ttiat Itie Sea Tiger's

mysterious passenqei is Gen Douglas MacArthut
0:66 • NEWS8REAK
00 ••the JEFFERSONS When George cals President Carter

as a putrtcitv stuni he gets more Dut*tity than he expected.
arxt a raght ttie Jetlersons wit never lorget

9:30

9:56
10:00

10:30

10:45
11.00

11:30

12:00
12:30
1:00

1:40

3:10
3:40
3:45

400

• • NBC SATURDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Rmg ol
Passion' Bernie Casey. Britt Ekiand Fact-based NBC Workl
Premrere drama about Joe Lous's hwo historic heavywei^t
tights with Germany s I4ax Schmekng - as the two boxers
become unwiing symbols ol political ideokiaes lusl belore
World War II (2 hrs )• • LOVE BOAT Last ol the Stubmgs starring Peter
Isacksen. Million Dollar Man' slarring Frank Converse Sisters'
starring Pat Crowley

• MOVIE The Importance ol Bang Earnest 1952 Michael
Redgrave. Joan Greenwood In Oscar Wilde's comedy ot
manners set r\ Victorian England, things become compkcated
when two women fancy themselves er>gaged to a non-existent
suitor (2 hrs )•• MAUDE Wtien a lire breaks out m a restaurant. Maude
and Vivian escape with mmor bruises, but Walter has lo cope
with a deeper psychotogical problem• ABC NEWSBRIEF
• SOUNDSTAGE Country-western smger Hank WiKams. Jr
country liddter Vassar Clements and lo* smger Katy Motfat lOiri

musical forces in diverse styles• KOJAK Special guest star Shelley Wmters plays Evelyn
McNeil, the Captam's widowed sisler-in-law *»hose gambling
Ko|ak leels compelled to keep a secret Irom McNeil, but she
Stshersell m so deep, even Kojak cani protect her• FANTASY ISLAND Two men, one whose future is al
stake and one whose dream is to (md hvnself irresistible lo
iKomen. are Mr Roarke's guests• news
• UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY TELETHON This national
telethon leatures kve entertammenl originating Irom the Ed
Sulivan Theatre m New Yort< and the Hollywood Palace m
Hollywood

• BRUINS WRAP-UP• MOVIE The Invaders 1942 Laurence Ohvief . Leslie Howard
Six survivors trom a Nazi sutimarine. sunk m Hudson Bay. attempt
to flee across Canada lo the pre-December 7 sanctuary ol the
United Slates (1 hr 49 mm )• • • • • NEWS• AVI NELSON SHOW
• FORSYTE SAGA A Family Wedding Michael has married
Fleur on the rebound and Itie young bride laces her wedding
day with mixed emotions Not tong after the weddmg trouble
begins

• MOVIE Summer ol 42' 1971 Jennifer O'Neill, Gary Grimes
Story o( a teenager in love with a young war-bnde (2 hrs 30
mm 1

•• VITALIS-U S OLYMPIC TRACK AND FIELD MEET An
oulstandmg array ol track and lieW stars will compete m the tenth
annual mslallment ol tNs event, wtuch will be colorcast Irom
Madison Square Garden m New York City• MOVIE The Philadelphia Story 1940 Katharine Hepburn
James Stewart Story about the elite ol Philadelphia and their

concern.tor a strong-willed girl and her marriage plans (2 hrs
10 mm )• RIFLEMAN
• MOVIE Since You Went Away 1944 Claudette Colbert.
Jennifer Jones Story ol a faml^ suffering through World War
l^ilh many tragedie<; and compkcations (2 hrs 10 mm

)• COLLEGE HOCKEY Providence vs Boston Universitv• ATHLETES
• ROCK CONCERT• MOVIE
• MOVIE Sweet and Low-Down' 1944 Lmda Darnell. Benny
Goodman and his orchestra ( 1 hr 30 mm

)• ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS• 5 ALL NIGHT• ABC NEWS• THIRD WORLD

Sun., Feb 5

12:30

1:00

2:30

3:00

12:00 • THE ADAMS CHRONICLES Chapter One John Adams
Lawyer (1758 1770) Premiere episode ol a 13-week series
c*amalizing 150 years ol history through events m the lives ol
lour generations ol America s Adams tamify Chapter One traces
the commg ol age ol John Adams and ol the independence
movement m the American colonies

FACE THE STATES EYEWITNESS NEWS CONFERENCE
• O ISSUES AND ANSWERS
• UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY TELETHON CONTINUES• WILD KINGDOM
• MOVIE Conquest ol the Planet ol the Apes 1972 Roddy
McOowall Don Murray Apes, enslaved by humans lead a revolt
(2 hrs

)• NOVA The Final Frontiei m the second ol a two-part
presentation, the program examines the outkxik lor space
colonization and the promise ol untapped resources t>eyond Itte

earth and moor.

• OUTDOORS
••meet the press Guest Leon Jaworski special counsrt
to Ihf House Fthics Committee mvestlgaling South Kore«>
inlluence buying

S BRIEFING SESSION
CONVERSATIONS WITH• ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS• CHALLENGE OF THE SEXES Judy Nagei vs Perry

Thompson alpine skiing. Jill Sterkel vs Ptjler Rocra swimmmg.
Marty Liquon vs Wendy Knudsen and Frsncie Larneru m
one-mile event Wendy Knudsen and Francie Larneru will run Ih.
rrme <n half-mile relays• CONVERSATKm WITH ARCHBISHOP JOHN R OUMN
Archbishop Oumn. ttie newly elected president ol Itie National
Conlerence ol Catholic Bishops, w* discuss a wide range ol
rokffous moral and social issues tacmg his Church, and religion

oenerally with Phikp Scharper. author and editor• l SPY
• SPRINGFIELD INTERNATIONAL TENNIS CLASSIC• FLINTSTONES
• FIRING LINE Host William F Buckley Jr• INNER VISIONS
• BULLWINKLE
• 28TH ANNUAL NBA ALL STAR GAME East All-Stars vs
'A/esI All Stars Irom the Omni m Atlanta, Ga• ROYAL HERITAGE The Tudors The characters ol three
outslandmg monarchs, Henry VS. Henry V» and Ek/abeth I,

dommate this episode The Duke ol Edinburgh Irtis about Henry
VK s weaponry, and the FVmce ol Wales shows early engravmgs
ot Ihe Spanish Armada
• MOVIE The Prime ol Miss .lean Brodw 1969 Mag^e Srr»lh.

Rober] Stephens An eccentrc iMCtier m a Edmburgh grts'
school has her Nutions shatlwed by a cyneal student (2
hrs)

• • THE SUPERSTARS Men s Fmals Part I• UNrrED CEREBRAL PALSY TELETHON CONTINUES• OYNAMK: DUOS Auto racers Cale Yarborough and Johnny
Rutherford compete agMisI loolbal greats Jim Brown and J»n
Taykx m the Itwd in Itus series ol sngls almnation bowing
matcfies

• movie Kaleidoscope 1966 Warren Baatty. Suswnah York
An American lelsetter breaks mto a playing card laclory and
marks Ihe cards, resulting m him winning m every casino m
Europe (2 hrs )• WORLD The Cloudod Wmdow Veteran news correspon
dent Daniel Schorr hosis the premiere program ol this new pubkc
affairs series on mtemational affairs The series begins with a
program on international news galhenng and It* eflects ol
television news reports cm our percaplKXis ol ttie worW• SPORTSWORLD The W8A Featherweight title is at stake
when Ceciho Lastra meets Sean O'Orady. kve trom Oklahoma
City

• GREAT PERFORMANCES Paul QalkcosVema USD Girl

Sissy Spacek Sally Kekerman. Howard DaSiNa and WiHam Hurt
star m thn dramatization ol Paul Gakco s short story Verna
The play revolves around an obscure hooter Irom Ch«:ago who
achieves immortaity as a U S O performs during Work! W»

• LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER The New York Cl^ Battel
Coppeka Choreographed by George Balsnchme and Alexandra
Danklva Coppeka w* origmale Irom ttie stage ol Itw New York
Slate Theatre al Lmcoki Center Host Robert MlacNeil win ( ondoci
mierviews dunng miermission with Mr BWanchme and th.

1 30

1:46

2:00



Page 2 TV WATCH
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Sports Prcbc
by Steve K. Walz

Dateline— KiUbuehl. Austria— Dorottyy HarrnH. a
19-year-old American figureskater captured the 1976
Winter Olympic Gold medal in figureshating after flawlessly

performing before a packed house in the Stadthalle Miss
Hamill overcame stiff opposition from the East German
and Russian skaters as her congenial manner made her
an instant favorite with the crowd With tears off joy
welling in her eyes Miss Hamill accepted the gold medal
as she watched the American flag being hoisted while the
Star Spangled Banner blared in the background.

Newspapers, radio and television stations across the
United States reveled at Miss Hamill's accomplishments
The US Winter Olympic team nad little else to smile about
after being humiliated by superior teams from Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union

After the initial commotion over Miss HamiH's victory
subsided, she catapulted herself bacck into the limelight

v^hen she accepted a lucrative offer from the Ice

Capades— that veritable group of entertainers that log

thousands of miles every year across the United States
and Canada

Lifestyle

One would think that the whirling dervish of skating
has it made" after capturing the Olympic gold medal, 37

assorted trophies and being named the 1977 Women
Sports Magazine woman of the year Her six-figure

contract with the Ice Capadess and her Short and Sassy
promotion for Clairol would also attest to this fact but

Hamill claims it isn't all that easy
It s really tough living out of a suitcase I m in a

different city every week and I'm doing the same numbers
every night Sometimes it gets very difficult, especially

after doing an evening show and having to get up for an
11 AM show the next day The only thing that keeps me
going IS the audience, said Miss Hamill Dorothy's
rigorous schedule of practicing and performing every day
has led to hospitalization for treatment of an ulcer

Though she claims that she is now physically fit. it is

obvious that Miss Hamill is a very tired individual I really

don't have time to do much except taking a bath and
plopping into bed after a performance.' she added

But what about dating. Dorothy? I'm not ready to

get married yet and at the present time I don t really have
a boyfriend

When Hamill does have some spare time, shf tries to

get away from it all "I like to get as far away from my
business people and skating as possible and maybe go
swimming and lay in the sun listening to music

Dorothy
Hamill

''It's becoming impossible
to compete against the
Eastern Europeans . .

/'

Cloudy Future

Despite the pratfalls that came with her professional

skating career. Miss Hamill is quite content. But, the
Olympic champion bristles when someone asks if she sees
a bright future on the horizon for the United States
Olympic skating team "It's becoming impossible to

compete against the Eastern Europeans They have
everything— cars, apartments and as long as they do well

they get the best of everything They eat together, sleep

together, vacation and train together and when they start

doing things not-so-well, their luxuries are taken away
from them Although I don't think its the rigfit way of

doing things, they are quite successful."
'Financially our skaters are in an unfortunate

position The Clairol people are trying to help amateur
skaters who are coming up but the US. Figureskating
Association has $25,000 (from Clairol) and they haven't
done anything with it I'm very upset with them and I'm

tempted to fell Clairol to take the money and give it to

some other sports fund. It's unfortunate because if you
look at the difference between East German. Russian and
American skaters, the Americans are competing because
they love it and you can see the freedom in their skating
The Russians and East Germans are machine-like skaters
They do it because they have to do it and sometimes that

makes the difference in winning " And, Miss Hamill does
not forsee any change m the situation "The US
Figureskating Association is not really interested in helping

the kids If we gave the money to individual skaters the

USFSA would still take 25% and all that pays for is for the
judges to go first class Clairol is willing to give more money
if the USFSA would use it"

Miss Hamill fully sympathizes with the Olympic skater

She IS acutely aware of the loneliness and devotion it takes
to become a champion When I was an amateur I

practiced eight hours a day. every day. and nobody really

cared what I did or not I was training for one peak
performance a year— the World Championships I had my
ups and downs that nobody saw. " said a f ?rturbed Hamill

Yet. she holds a special place in her heart for that one
fleeting moment of glory when she skated her way to the
Olympic championship. "Meeting President Ford was
perhaps my greatest thrill but that special moment on the
ice at the Olympics was so unbelievable That happened
all too fast '

Epilogue

What does the future hold for the skating superstar?
I'll probably pick up my option year on the Ice Capades

contract for next year and there are TV specials, but when
I'm finished with all of that I'd like to settle down and teach
handicapped children how to ice skate, " smiled Miss
Hamill Does her family approve? "As long as they see I'm
happy, they're happy "

Unlike many other superstars who tend to be cold'

people. Miss Hamill is like a breath of fresh air She is

bouncy, inquisitive, philosophical and downright pretty
Unfortunately, her pro-skating career will end very soon
America needs more Dorothy Hamill's

3 IS • • ABC SPORTS MAQA21NE
3 30 •• ASC S WOE WORLD OF SPORTS MorW A)pr<e Sk«ig

CriWTVK3n«>X>s Man t Qonl Slatom. trtxjta lo Noire Danw
loolbaf NCAA cTtampKins. kve from nw cainpui South B«nd.

Indiana

4:00 •TRANSATIANTK: BALLOON FLKSMTDocumantarv on two
(»a:natii: alempli by two drfletant craws anTto baloon across

Ihe AManlK Ocaan
• • COLLfOE BASKTrSALL 78 Marquette ys Sotiti

CwokM
• UNITED CtRtBRAL PALSY TELETHON CONTWUiS
I MOVC The P^er Chase 1973 Tmottiy Bottoms undsay

Wagrwr Tnais and Intxiationt ol a Irst-year Hanatd Law

kidanl (2 rvs 30 -»»>
)

4-JO • TME MA2E T^C STORV OF WK.LMM KURELEK TIM

documamary protsas Ihe tmnomnml oaftm. «•«> artoMta* Ht
paychotogrcal protxecm ttvou^ his worki

•dO • BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS
• rvt CBS FESTIVAL OF LIVELY ARTS What s • Muaei«n

For Anyway'' Hoal Oatkwl Kaplan Fiom the National Oalary

ot Art n Wafwvlan. C. w«< soeoal w.iciaianrai by Joan

MondMa «Hlao«Vic«PraaM«anlWMterF Mondala So>«iy Sales

and J Cartar Brown. Drador ol the Qalary

• UNDERBCA WORLD OF JACOUES COUSTEAU
• HAtlVABAM OPEN ABC Sports w« proxwJe We coverage ol

0«a Inal tarti o) (My r\ ttvs go* loi«namant Irom the Wsala n

Country Club r> Honolulu Hawas

C:BO • SAY BROTHER
• SAY BROTHER Boston s versatile composer-mua^aan

Wabatar Lewis lakes thevM^ r\ a concert ol %>rtMt» and

lau-rodi nurroers backed t>y Na SO-pwca orchaeira and Pott

Poo Space Rock Bebop Ooapel Tabemada Chorus

IVCMNQ

• THE IWONOERFUL WORLD OF DISNEY The kWon
Oolar Ome Oakverance An eicilng Ovil War action-drama,
made eapacialy lor televisaon starrng Brock Peters as a Urwm
prisoner who escapes wiVi kve chMren ol weaNhy Northern
lamfces attar ttw youngaters were kKtiapped and held lor

ransom tn Itte Conladerales
• • ABC S SCVER ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION MO
celebr<ies who have starred or are slarrrg on ASC programs
lend the* talant and Mainour to thrt celebration The cantarpaca
lor th« mque and special telecast wi be the p«ty *%i/l. a
rrx)numanlal even! thai w« give viewers a doaar look at many
ol the people miho have contrtMlad lo ABC s succesaea

7 30 FRENCH CHEF VtP Veal Poitnna Faroe How lo bone a
breast ol veal yoursaM, stuH A with s savory m«a) and fnushroom
rmkire, and Vian bra«e it t\ wmaM HOCKEY Boston Brums va Toronto Ma«le Leats

SHEnCRO'S PC Junk Power From Ihe wastetMsket ol
hia mnd. Jean Shepherd dredges « an appraoaton ol tie
Comal Custom Sesame Seeds and Johwm Skauaa

answer

800

6:30

9:00

WORli} The Clouded W««)ow Veteran news correspon
dent DanMl Schorr hosts the premiere program ol Itw new pulAc
altars series on nlemalionat altars The series tiegns with a

program on nlemalni^ news gatharmg and Hie eltacia ol

talewewn r«aws reports on our perceptions ol tie world

•• RHODA l*ioda t boss Jack asks her lor a data so he
can mprasa soma MSAng Inends with Hie kind ol girl he attracts

tm Rhode rakictanSy agrees

•EVENMQ at SYMPHONY Modern muSK; lakec Ihe spolk{^
as Sai|i Ozawa conducts Itw Boston Symphorvy Orchestra n
Symphony No 4 by Charlas Ives and Beta Bartok s Stxte Irom
The MracUouB Mandarn
•• ON OUR OtWN Jiilas tow to INie her catsup convnarciel

to a tamows writer Alexander Butler, who » gong to endorse
the product, artd discovers his ntaiest goas beyorv] a ctanl

•-00 • • • NEWS
• UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY TELETHON CONTINUES

taO • CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT Meal OTC Drugs Second

MoiTM»s 'his pirMjrarr, (Jisi usses how lo gel more meal lo« your

money II sisij looks at Itie duestionable eltectiverwss ol »ome

ov»r ihB counter drugs and describes new pricing artangementj

mai pnat*" rmd (TM-ome earners lo »ivesl mor* easily in y»calion

8 CBS NEWS• NBr NEWS
• MAVERICK
• FHfN'.H '.HfF /!»' <. , '•.*tobor»a
firna'sl Q' ' >tutl it *itti« iavoi^nieai (Ml'™"iriroom

rfitrtur*' t *'ii* »! <! wine

7 00 • • GHUCHHIS VICTORY GARDEN T^.

J»p«n«v aft ol Bonsai »nd « way 10 grow p(ari>

' ultsiys .<(• 'Wt»on»traled
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••MASTERPSCE T>CATRE Anna Karanna Epaode One
A tan-part (kamaluatan ol Lao ToMoy's daaac novel stars

NKOia Pafatt and Eric Porter Married to a man 20 years her

aanor. Ama moves >i the hmfteal cedes ol Czarat Ruaaw only

to davahip the tamplalnna ol a puanrwle flot tove•• ALL M THE FA*aLV Alt lawuapactng Ed«i m slunnod
t^wn she Aacovars the real reason iMhmd Ihe bergats she's

bear>getKx) at the (Micttai shop
• nc aiQ EVENT MKMvay Part one 1976 Chartton
Haston.Hanry Fonda Drama about ttw crucial World War I baHIa
lor st^ieriorty r\ the Pacific, m iii«*ch the United Slates Pacilc
Fleet dealt Itia Japanese Navy A% worst deleal ol Ihe war and
opened Ihe way to an eventual American victory (2 hrs

|• • SILVER ANNIVERSARY CCLEBRATKM
CONTINUES
•• ALICE Whan Flo s baby brother a rodeo bronc -buster

(kops nio toMffi she sets up a Mnd data lor h«n with Akce9 NOVA The Fmal FrontMr' In the secorvl ol a two part

presentation the program examnes ttie outlook tor space
colonuation and Itie promise ol untapped resources beyorx] Itw

earth and moon
• THIS WEEK
• THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW Quects Natahe Cola. Kan

• MASSACHUSETTS
• BRUINS WRAPUP
• ASK THE MANAQER
• GOLDA MEIR
• SHEPHERD S PIE What Time Is If m this episode Jean
ShepTfi'l onlonds thai rwjtxjdy really knows and what's worsa,
Ihp uriivw v: loesn t givp a damni•••••• NEWS
• THE DRUM
• CBS NEWS
• ARTIST S SHOWCASE• THE CBS LATE MOVIE MASH A pair ol long |ohns

ongmaly bekxigng lo Hawkeye twcomes a valuatjle tomrriodity
(*jrirK) Ihe long Korean winter BobandCardlandTedand Alic(>

1969 Natake Wjod. Robert Gulp A married couple, enperiment

mg with an op^n relalionship. try to hrmg antHhw couple m on
the hooeaty ar«J trust (R)

Supplement to the Collegian

M MOVIE BKie Hawaa' 1962 Elvis Presley Joan Blackman A
soWier returns home mlo the islands and works lor a tourist

• movie Guess Who s Corrang lo Omner 1967 Spencer
Tracy. Kaltiarme Hepburn Young wtnle (yrl brings home tier

black liance lo n ?el her parents and also lor dinner (2

hrs)

• NK3HTSCENE• NBC LATE NKJHT MOVIE Rosetti and Flyan Men Who Love
Women Tony Roberts Squire Fridell A pair ol flamboyant
lawyers are retair>ed lo prove the innocence of a young SPCiaMe
charged »»ilh me slaying ol her hust>and on Ihe tami^ yacht -
a :nme she says was comrmttod by an intruder (2 hrs

)

• MEOIX• movie TheFarmersDaughter 1947Loretta Young, Joseph
Cotton Story ol a headstror^ Swedish g«t who tights her way
mlo Congress ( 1 hr 40 mm )

12:00 • WORSHIP FOR SHOT INS
t 00 • MOVIE A Dandy in Aspic' 1968 Laurence Harvay, Mia

Farrow ( 1 hr 30 mm )

t 30 • SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Mon.e Feb. 6

6:30 • ELECTRIC COMPANY
• NBC NEWS
• ADAM 12

I OVER EASY Quest Theodore Bikel. lolksinger

6:56
7:00

SNEWS
:

730

ZOOM
• CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS• • ABC NEWS
• NEWS
• ODD COUPLE• AS MAN BEHAVES
• ORKjINALS women in ART Mary Cassalt Impressionist

Irom Philadelphia This seven-part series about Ifie work ol

women artists m America begins vwth a profile ol 19th century

pamler Mary Cassalt, the only American member ol ttie French

Impressionist group• daily NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE

SS 100,000 NAME THAT TUNE
SHA NA NA

• CANDID CAMERA
• JOKER'S WILD• TATTLETALES
• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7:31 • THAT'S HOLLYWOOD
8:00 • GREAT PERFORMANCES Philadelphia Orchestra Eugene

Ormandy Eugene Oimandy corxJucts tfie Philadelphia Orchestra
m a perlormance ol The Ranets by Guslav Hoist

•• GOOD TIMES J J , Thelma and Michael Evans fear for

their lives when they discover that Itieir mysterious new boarder
IS the only surviving witness m a trial agamsl a very dartgerous

crook

• • LrrTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE The Inheritance

Charles mgalls laces losing his larm when he makes purchases
arvj donations m anticipation ol an inheritarx:e Irom a wealthy
relative, a tieguesi thai turns out lo be worthless• •the SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN Rip oft Steve Austin
must work last lo recover a stolen $5 rmhon masterpiece Irom
r/HTietord Chilton Kane and return it lo a lourmg Russian art

exhibit

• HOCKEY Philadelphia Flyers vs SI Louis Blues• CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT This proyam looks at the new,
smiXer lax lorms reviews changes in f\S regulations and
lermmologv and examines the revised, easy to use tax

latiles

8 30 • • BABY. I'M BACK Ray Elks takes on i menacing tone
when two men show up lo collect a loan stark debt• TURNABOUT Unlit America This physical litness segment
visits a Parcourse exercise program and leatures guests Bi*e

Jean Kmg. professional lennis player Joan Utyol M D Kattiy

Copeland director and Helen Breymann. 70 year-okt sports

person
9:00 • DANCE IN AMERICA The Anterican Ballet Theatre

Members ol ttie American Ballet Theatre pertorm Eugene
Lorng's Billy trie Kid lo narration by Paul Newman and
Frederick Ashton s Les Patineurs

• • MASH Long awaited mail from home brings with it

personal protjiems lor B J Radar Hot Lips and Klmger But it

becomes apparent that Klmger s is by lar ttie most serious• • NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT THE MOVIES Midway
Condu-iion 1976 Henry Fonda Charlton Heston Drama atxx/t

trie pivofal World War N sea bame m ivhich the United States

Pacific Fleet smashed the Japanese navy, an event whicii turr>ed

ttie tide m lavor ol an American vrctory m ttie Far Easi (2

hrs
)• • THE ABC MONDAY NK3HT MOVIE The Initiation ol

Sarah Kay Leru. StieVey Wmlers A woman pusties a Ireshman
coed lo unksash her terrifying psyctnc powers to punish the

sorority girls wtio have tjektlled and humkaled her (2 hrs

)

• HARD TIMES A lour-part adaptation of Charles Dickens'

novel ol hie durmg the mdustnal revolution m England m the ISSOs
was filmed m arti around Manchester England m ttie opening

episode, tfw arrival ol a circus m the gnm city ol Cokelown sets

n motion a turbulent cham of events

• • ONE DAY AT A TIME When the apartment buikjing is

Ourctiased by a woman Schneider s romantic efforts lo msure
his supermtendent s )ob may gel rum mlo more trouble ttian he
can tiandle

• news
•• LOU GRANT Lou is pkjnged mlo Hare Krishna movement
wtien Charley tears his son is lost lo ttie strange rekgion

• ORK3INALS WOMEN IN ART Nevelson m Process A
profile ol sculptor Louise Nevelson, whose innovative
environmental art is constructed ol tound iunk abandoned m
ttie streets of New York

• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
• ANYONE FOR TENNYSON? A ZooW ol Poetry The First

Poetry Quartet memtjers expkxe the natural sett*»g ol ttie San
Oiego WM Arwnal Park and present a coledKin of poems about
an»nals

• •DK:KCAVETT SHOW Quests Dr Nathan KIne, drector
ol the Flockland Research Institute m New York and Or Elhal
Person discuss depression•••••• NEWS
XANOY OWFFrrH SHOW
• THE CSS LATE MOVC tiow to Break Up a H^ipy

Divorce' 1976 Bart>ara Eden, Hal Lndan Ckvorcee decides to

mn back her ax-husband (R)

•• THE TOMQHT SHOW GuesI host BM Coaby OuesH
Loretta Lyrm, Bi Sakjga |comed«n|, Kresko• FOREVER FERNWOOO
^P MONSOC• POLICE STORY F«ebrd' A young pokce oflicar his hwtds
severely bumad and crppted m a hakcopter crash is determnad
to prove he can resume r>s career wilfviul any problam (R)

• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
• P0LK:E story Fireb«d A young pokce olticar, his hands
sewarely bumad and a«)ted m * hakcopter craah, is delem»ied
to prove he can resume ha career wrihout any piabtom (R|

«• TOMOMROW Hoal Tom Snyder
scmeenmqroom

• mews• Aom

Tue*. Feb. 7

»30

10:00

1030

It 00

11:30

12:00

too
I to
3:10
3:20

6:00 •••••news• nooans ndkjcc
• •ONANZA
• ZOOM

6 30 • ELECTWC COkllPANY• NBC NEWS• ADAM 12

8 OVER EASY Guest Paul

NEWS
7 00 • ZOOM

•• CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
• • ABC NEWS• NEWS
• ODD COUPLE
• DIMENSKWS IN CULTURE

7 30 • ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS• DAILY NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE
• MUPPETS SHOW Guest ENon John
• S25 000 PYRAMID
• SHA NA NA
• JOKER S WILD
• GONG SHOW
• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT

7 31 • ALL STAR ALMOST ANYTHING GOES
8 00 ••in PERFORMANCE AT WOLF TRAP >al Tuesday and

AH iii;il IA//I An origmal blat.k t>allet and a traditional \ait

e»ti;)¥a9iin/a celebrale Itw sp»i1 ol New Orleans and the

pageantry of Mardi Qras Featured are the Otympd Brass Band
nl New Orleans lamed Preservation Hal and Itie Arthur Hal
AIro Amancan Dance Ensemble

w

Supplement to the Collegian

• celebrity challenge OF THE SEXES Reggie
Jackson, Barbi Benton 0<5n Adams wil compete m a wide variety
ol sportmg events

•• JUST FOR LAUGHS Martha Raye, Milton Berle, Connie
Stevens Tom Oeesen. Wil Geer, Rose Mane, Red Buttons,
Ltoyd Nolan, Marcia Walace, Akson Arngr*n and Jackie Mason
are some ol Itie wen known and uNukmwi comady talent, m INs
first ol a new series of topical humor apecMls•• HAPPY DAYS Fonzies dog gets Ihe blahs and ends up
on a psychologist's couch lor therapy, but it looks bke puppy
toye when Itie dog next door exhibits the same symptoms• PRIME CONCERN• ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR

S:30 ••SHKLOS AND YARNELL Comedy-varioty series, starring

Robert Shields and Lorene Yarnell m a wide range of rmme, music
and comedy
•• LAVERNE AND SHIRLEY Laverne's trip to the dentist

becomes a genune gas alter she breaks a tooth and wmds up
in ttie ctiair ol Shirley's cousm. who is taking his fmal exams m
dental schod

S:00 ••THE CBS TUESDAY NIGHT MOVIES Hustle 1975 Burt

Reyridds Cattierme Deneuve A lough cop and a classy call girl

are surrounded by urban corruption as ttiick as L A smog (2

hrs 20 mm )• • DEAN MARTIN CELEBRfTY ROAST Frank Smatra is

roasted' by host Dean Marim and celetirities mdudmg Milton

Bene, Ernest Borgnme. George Bums, Dom DeLuise, Peter Falk,

Redd Foxx, Qer>e Kelly, Jack KKjgman, Rich Little, RonaU
Reagan. Don Rickles, Telly Savalas, Jarries Stewart and Orson
Weles
• • THREE'S COMPANY The meanest saikx Irom Jack s

navy days shows up kxikirig tor trouble, while Jack and the girls

are txittermg up Mr Roper to avoid a rent hike

• MOVIE Lady m Cement' 1966 Frank Sinatra, Raquel Wek:ti

A private eye is hired to Imd a srriall-town flood's girttriend (2

hrs I

9:30 •RENASCENCE WHERE ALL THINGS BELONG This poeic
television essay ceietxales ttie process of rebirth taking place

m Itie riatural wodd and m mdnnduals and takes an affirmative

view ttiat new levels of personal pefceptKxi are bemg altamed.

as ttie experts interviewed attest

••soap Episode 19 Jessica Tate's lawyer mtennews both

2any famikes, the Campbells and the Tales, seeking character

witnesses for Jessica Tate s upcoming murder trial - wtuch poses
guite a oroblem

Feb. 4-10. 1978

LAUGH-IN

Finalists will be presented in The
First Annual Burbank Pet Show and
Farrah Fawcett Look-Alike Contest' as
Gore Vidal and Joan Rivers head a
line-up of luminaries on the season's
sixth 'Laugh-In' special Wednesday,
Feb. 8 on NBC-TV,
Other personalities who will be pop-

ping in during the 'Laugh-In' gala are
Henry Fonda, James Garner, Sen.
Barry Goldwater (R.-Ariz.). Kareem
Abdul Jabbar, Rich Little, Roger Moore,
Martin Mull, Hie Nastase, Rodney Allen
Rippy, Frank Sinatra, Gloria and Jimmy
Stewart, Tina Turner and Flip Wilson.
Competitors in the pet show and

look-alike contest, all approximating
the Farrah Fawcett hair-do, include a
mix of people plus a cow. a goat, a
gorilla and a hamster.

Vidal (pictured with regular June
Gable) takes an offbeat look at our
political scene and also reports the
news, along with Fonda and Senator
Goldwater. Rivers takes on the cast
members one at a time, quip-wise.
Other highlights include looks at

nuclear energy, sex and violence and
the followers of Rev. Moon.

CONSULT OUR LISTINGS FOR LAST MINUTE
NETWORK CHANGES AND FOR EXACT AIR TIME

•:S8
10:00

• ABC NEWSBRIEF
• NEWS
• • FAMILY Nancy and Jell resume their relationsrNp and
consider remarrymg. but Nancy retuses to tel Jell about her

coryMon when she Imds she is pregriant

10:30 • MACNEIL-LEHRER REPORT
1 1:00 •• DICK CAVETT SHOW Quest Art Garlunkei. smger and

actor
^B ^S SB ^B NEWS
• ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

11:20 ••news
11-30 • • THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Quests

11.50

Qarson Karwi, Mel Tillis. Ed Lieberthal and flandi Wolf
(discoverers of a new system ol counting)• FOREVER FERNWOOO
• IRONSIDE
• TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Death Among Friends
Kate Reid. Martm Balsam Career policewoman mvestigates the

bizarre murder ol an mternatiorial financier, seemingly strangled

by invisible hands ( 1 hr 35 mm )• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS••the CBS LATE MOVIE Franas Gary Powers The True

story of ttie U-2 Incident' 1976 Lee Maiors Dramatization ol the

sliooting down over Russia arid subsequent capture and
conviction of Powers, a U-2 pikit, while he was on an espionage
mission (R)

12:00 • TUESDAY MOVIE OF THE WEEK Death Among Friends
Kale Reid. Martm Balsam Career pdicewoman investigates the
bizarre murder of an mternational financier, seemingly strangled
by invisible hands ( 1 hr 35 mm

)

12:30 • MOVIE
1:00 • • TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder Guest Rosemary

Ckioney, smger
1:40 •news
1:50 • MOVIE Sky Dragon' 1949 Roland Wmlers. Keye Luke (1

hr 40 mm
)

3:30 • BAXTERS
4:00 • NEW HEAVEN-NEW EARTH
4:30 • GOOD DAY

TV WATCH - Page 3

Wed.. Feb. 8

EVENING

6:00 • • • • • NEWS
• HOGAN S HEROES
• BONANZA

ZOOM
630 • ELECTRIC COMPANY• NBC NEWS

• ADAM 12

• OVER EASY GuesI Chevy Chase, comedian
6 55 • NEWS
7 00 • ZOOM

• CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
• ABC NEWS• NEWS
• ODD COUPLE
• AS MAN BEHAVES

7 30 • MONTY PYTHON S FLYING CIRCUS
• DAILY NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE
• WHEN HAVOC STRUCK Life at the Limif

• BIG MONEY
• JOKER'S WILD
• IN SEARCH OF Ogo-Pogo Magazme

• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
7:31 • WHEN HAVOC STRUCK
8:00 • NOVA Bamiki Bandula Chilcken ol ttie Forest A rare look

at Zaire's Mbuti pygrmes m their tropical rain lores! home reveals

the secrets of survival of a culture that lor ttiousands ol years

has remairied untouched by modern civilization

• • DRAMA SPECIAL Ruby and Oswald' Michael Lerner,

Frederic Forrest A dramatic re-crealion drawn Irom authenticat-

ed events thai retrace the lives of Jack Ruby and Lee Harvey
Oswald over a tour-day span, precedmg arid Idlowmg the

assassmalion ol President John F Kennedy (3 hrs )

• SURVIVAL
• • EIGHT IS ENOUGH Encouraged by the success ol his

friends, David trades in his hard hat tor a newsman s pad• THE LIFE AND TIMES OF GRIZZLY ADAMS The Littlest

Greenhorn Adams belnends a retired sea captam and his

mischievous pet chimp, then teaches them the importance of

thendstiip between man arid t>east• ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR• FORSYTE SAGA The While Monkey ProtJlems are

mounting for Michael he knows Wilfred is m love with Fleur and
now he's mvolved in Itie troubles of one of his empkjyees

8:30 • BASKETBALL Boston Celtics vs Kansas City Kings

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ..ILittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!-' REACH 25,000 READERS DAILYM!.L.ttl«Ad»G«t BIG RESULTS'

To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8:30a m and
3:45pm. Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45pm. three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Classifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY.'I-Little Ads Get BIG RESUL^!!!!REACH25,0OO READERS DAILY!!!! REACH25,OO0 READERS DA1LY!!M^^^

TRAVEL CALCULATORS

Wt to spend nt summer sailing the

Caribbean? Europe? Cruising other parts

of the world aboara sailing or power
yachts? For free info send a 13 cent

stamp to SKOKO, Box 20855, Houston,

Texas 77025.

ENTERTAINMENT

College Calculators— low prices -1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore -TI59 $220, TI58 $93, TI57

$60, TI55 $53, TI40 $22-COMM4190
$40, COMM4148 $25, all HP's & Sharps
available College Calculators is now
four yrs old! Before you buy an\'>»'here

else call Bob or Chris 549 ''316 (even) or

1 739 9626 (Springfield -daytime).

studying! Night staff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher,
5496699.

Female roommate two bedroom apt.

62.25/month, util. included. Call 253-

3048.

Monitor Music— partiers know we're the

best, for any party. Get us at 546-4731.
FOR SALE

MENI-WOMENI

Jobs on ships! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Exc. pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career.

Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10

Box 2049, Port Angeles,

PERSONALS

Japanese Gohan Sat., Feb. 4 at

Lenore's, 6 pm.

Michael: Thanks, it's beautiful. Need your
phone #. Sorry I missed you. Lenore.

Zoo Mass shirts 3.75 sz's S, M, L, colors

black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.

Send $ and address to Box 436 Sun-
derland MA.

Overwaight? Try the one that works!

Famous US Women's ski team diet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order

today! Send $3: Fern-Art, Box 3351,

Logan, Utah 84321

.

Ever wonder how ads like this one are
made? Come on down to the
Collegian Graphics Department and
find out how you can earn one credit

while learning an interesting aspect
of newspaper work.

Looking for an alterhative to dorm
living? Sigma Sigma Sigma is taking in

boarders this spring semester. Also

serves good food. For info call Marge
Schubert at 253-9066.

PERSONALS
"^

Dear Joan: I've viewed you from afar for

a long long time. Remember the
Valentine's Day party in Sunderland?
Psych 123? The Barracks? Well, I'm in

Cooley- Dickinson now, with a rare skin

disease that I'd prefer not to make
public. Joan, I'm on my last legs, so to
speak, and I think I could squeeze a few
more days out of this mortal coil, if

you'd lust call me. (Ouch, I just rolled

over). Please. DM.

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 91/2. These

boots are two years old but have only

been worn on two occasions. $25 will

buy you these boots. If interested, call

2535873.

Organ and amplifier available for quick

sale. $300 or best offer. Call nights 549,

4834.

Double bed, $20. Call 467-9801.

5 cubic ft. refrigerator, $90 256 0188.

New trunk. $30 or BO. Call 6-6597.

5 cu. ft. refrigerator. Excellent cond.,

$80 or BO. 665-3190.

Stereo AM/FM/a track. Receiver and
speakers. $50 oi best offer Call Jeff

253 5849.

Refrigerator 5 cu. ft. Good condition.

$80. Call 50046, ask for Marjorie

Schubert.

Refrigerator, dorm size— 5.6 cu. ft.,

nearly new, excellent condition, $75 or

BO Jerry 549-3827.

Refrigerator— excellent cond., 4 cu. ft.

Walnut finish. $60 or BO. Call Deb 549-

1799.

CARS-SNOWMOBILES PARTS
~

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing
is believing. Ask for it at the UM
bookstore.

TO SUBLET
~~

1 bdrm Brit. Mnr. Furn. apt. 2/7 5/31,

$123 incl. heat, hot water. Fern pref.

253 7626.

HELP WANTED

Qual. tutor for Math 120 needed. 64631.

$.

Business manager-editor wanted for

small, growing Amherst publishing firm.

Responsible for editing, doing market

research, bookkeeping, budgeting and

assisting in management planning. BA in

Business or English and experience in

publishing/editing or business preferred.

If you're looking for a job with op-

portunity to initiate, be your own boss

and earn greater responsibilities, we
want you, too! Send resume and
qualifications to Employment Director,

Box 863, Amherst, MA 01002.

Tired of DC food? Houseboys needed to

work in exchange for home cooked
meals Call 549 4836.

Research Assistants, work-study eligible

students, Humanities project. High pay,

flexible hours. Some typing. J.

Donohue, 50498 or 253-9802.

Interns, practicum students: opening
available in North Amherst Shelter

Home for work with court-involved

teenage boys. Recreation, counseling,

general supervision, crafts and tutoring.

Pete Christopher, 549-6699. Soon!

Earthfoods is hiring for the spring

semester. Come by the kitchen door and
pick up an application. Applications

must be completed by Friday, Feb. 3.

Non-work study positions open in

Collegian Graphics Department.
Minimum 15 hrs./wk., two semester
commitment. Jobs are open in this

field, and experience here will help.

No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb. 8.

Commitment is the key- no exp.
nee. — People's Market needs dedicated
people. Details on our door in SU till

Feb. 3.

WANTED

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Toyota Corolla 1200, great con-

dition, AM FM radio, cassette, 35 -t-

mpg, radials snows, 62,000 mi. Call 549-

1251.

62 Mercedes Black, red interior, AM FM,
4 radials & snows in excellent condition.

Good buy. Asking $1200. Call eves 256-

0511.

PERSONALS

Ever wonder how ads like this one are

made? Come on down to the

Collegian Graphics Department and

find out how you can earn one credit

while learning an interesting aspect

of newspaper work

FOR RENT

Rooms for rent. Call 584 2769.

Roommate wanted. Sund. on bus line.

$130/mo., util. incl. Largprm. After 6:00

call 665-3392. Starting Feb. 1

.

SUMMER JOBS

Summer jobs guaranteed or money
back. Nation's largest directory.

Minimum 50 employers/state. Includes

master application. Only $3. Sumchoice,
Box 645, State College, Pa. 16801.

R/DE WANTED

Help! UMie boyfriend needs a ride from
Boston to UMasft on weekends. 2S3-

3814.

WANTED TO RENT

Roommate wanted. Female non-
smoker. 2 bdrm apt. $115/mo includes

utils. 256-6388.

Houseboy needed.
0939.

For info call 545-
FOUND

Female roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt. in Rolling Green. Call

Beth, Brenda or Lorraine at 2W 7byU.

SERVICES

I have a red U of C gymnastics bag left in

Macmer W 14 last semester, if yours,

call John 773-7289.

WANTED TO BUY

Get paid for reading, watching TV, or
Skiers skis professionally hot waxed and
sharpened, $7 Call Rich, 253-3875

Organ and amplifier for about $300. Call

Joe, 584 3023.

Ml ft(H J SOOO READERS DAIlY'HLtmt ADS GET BIG RESULTS"" REACH 25 000 Rf ADf RS DAILY"" REACH 25 000 READERS DAULV"" LITTLE ADS GE T BIG Rf SUl TS' REACH 25 000 HIADERS OAllv
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1 Mystery star's series (clue to

puzzle answer)
4 McClure
8 Row
10 Therefore
11 Round or time
12 Water snake
13 Beige
14 Adam's partner

15 Los Angeles team member
16 Namath
17 Grande or Lobo
20 Scissors

22 Programs
24 Myself
26 For exampi*
27 Living room
29 To hit hard
30 "To — or not ...'

31 Fight outcome (abbrev.)

32 Forbidden
34 Tivoli's Villa d' —

•

36 Make a point

37 Family member

DOWN

ooooo
ooooooooo

1 Priestly title

2 Nature or Superior
3 Tennis shot
4 Summit meeting site

6 Function
7 Amber
9 Quantity of paper
11 -Wild Wild West' star Martin
18 Welk
19 Not us
21 Chain or cigar

22 Nun's title

23 Grow weak
25 Eat away
28 Embarrass
33 Neither
35 Lung disease (abbrev.)

See answer
on page 2

N^
9:00 CROCKfcTT S VICTORY GARO€N m (Ms program J«n

Crocken rifoduces carnivorous plants

•• CHARLIE'S ANGELS Angels m me NigM Stunned by
the mystericHj& dealt* ot his lawcite to*-'ock singer Oiarlie

sends Kety Kns and Sabma to lind everyone ttho spent t«T)e

•ntti ttie v>ct»n ttie mght she <*od• LAUGH-m Joan Rivers MartmMua Gore VKtal.Hanry Fonda
James Garner Sen Barry Gotdmrater Kareem Abdul Jabtoar

Hicfi Lillle Roger Moore and Frank S«i8tra are anxxig ttie

ceiebrilies who Midi make cameo appearances
S MOVIE Hard Contract 1969 James Cobtxn Lee Remck
A rved assassrt rs assigned to ka three men n Etxope (2

hfs )• LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER Luciano Pavarotti m th«
recital the lust by an opera snger to t>e presented trom ttie stage
ot ttw Mel PavaroHi sngs a vaned prograrr^ ol songs and arias

by Don<;ett Rossn Betn. Verd. Lis/1 Respighi Tosti and
Beettioven

9:30 • NO. HONESTLYI Just Cause or Unpedment'
9 58 • ABC NEWSBRIEF
10 00 • NEWS

• STARSKV AND HUTCH Satan s Wrtches Starsky and
Hutch s moonta*! vacation twcomes a mgrttmare when they leam
ot a kxal grt s peril at trie hands of a demoriK: ciit arid are

ttvwarted <! then attempt to tMlp

• POLICE WOMAN Suth Sense Crowley tumes «iri«h a legal

lechmcakty trees a wealthy arctntect whorri he and Pepper krv^w

t
~' De a psycriopathic slayer ol yourig women pcked up m singles

bars lufcet Mills and Rarftara McNaif guest star

10:30 MACNEIL LEHREFI REPORT
• WILD KINGDOM
• SHEPHERD' S PIE Junk Power' From the wastebasket ol

tus mmd Jean Shepherd dredges up an apprecalion ol the

Comet Custom Sesame Seeds and Johann Strauss

1 1 00 • • DICK CAVETT SHOW Part One ol a panel on Agng
«i America Guests lulaggw KJw ol the Grey Panthers Rep
Claude Pecoer (D-FIa ) and O Robert Butter auttior

••••• NEWS
• ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW

11 30 • • THE CeS LATE MOVIE Hawaii Five-O McGarren
suspects a young woman and her lattier ol ttie murder ot two

fieople Koiak The Condemned A pri/e tighter goes berserk

wfien he l«Tds his «vHe murdered (R)

• • THE TONKjHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests

Cfiartes Nelsori Re*y Nkxman Fei

• FOREVER FERNWOOO
IRONSIDE

• POLICE STORY, MYSTERY OF THE WEEK POLICE
STORY Vice 24 Hours Vice squad officers arrest crime kingpm

L C Madden on»y to have him imme<»ately released MYSTERY
OF THE WEEK A Midsummer Ntghtmare A young woman's
knowledge ol the Bard helps tier solve a live year old nnurder

(R)

ABC CAPTIOt^ED NEWS

WHAT REALLY

HAPPENED TO THE
CLASS OF '65

Vincent Van Patten (pictured),

starring as Bret Harte High School's
star basketball player, goes on to

college where he gets caught steal-

ing exams, an irony since the senior

class considered him Most Likely to

Succeed, m What Really Happened
to the Class ot 66 Thursday, Feb 9
on NBC-TV

Phil Demming Jr (Van Patten) has
everything gomg for him— including

his bright and popular girl, Cheryl
Johnstone (K'tty Ruth) They
graduate and go to the same college.

A/here Cheryl is a serious student
ivhile Phil concentrates on fraterni-

ties and basketball

When his fraternity brothers force
im into 3 tradition- stealing

<ams— he is caught robbing the
files of Professor Harris (Paul Peter-

sen), who considers Phil a good
student

CONSULT OUR LISTINGS FOB LAST MINUTE
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• POLICE STORY, MYSTENY Of THi WEEK POLICE
STORY Vice <?4 Hours VK.e squad oNcertarTMl crime kngpm
L C Madden only to have him iiTvnednilely released MYSTERY
OF THt WEEK A MidsurTwner Nightmare A young woman s

knowlec»ge Ol the Bard h^s her solve a live-year -okJ rrxjrder

|H)

• MOVIE
• • TOMORROW Most Tom Snyder Quest Mark
Mcf.orinack th*- iirsi agent to show prolestional athlutes how
to become niilkor^aires

• news• I SPY
• 5 ALL NIGHT
• BRIEFING SESSION
• GOOD DAY

Thu.e Feb. 9
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• • • • NEWS
• HOGANS HEROES
• BONANZA
• ZOOM (CAPTK3NED)
• ELECTRIC COMPANY• NBC NEWS• ADAM 12

• OVER EASY Guest Robert Vau(^, actor

• NEWS• ZOOM (CAPTK3NED)
•• CBS NEWS
• NeC NEWS
•• ABC NEWS• news
• odd couple
• OlMENSiONS IN CULTURE
• ONCE UPON A CLASSK; What Kaly 0x1' Episode Soi m
ttie tnal episode Katy determnes to We down false accusations

against her Later, tfte dashing young naval keutenant. Ned
Worthngton, reappears m her Me
• DAILY NUMBER
• EVENING MAGAZINE
• HOUSE CALL Sexual Disfunction'

• GONG SHOW
• HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
• HOCKEY Boston Bruvis vs Detrort Red Wngs
• BOBBY VINTON SHOW
• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
• DOUBLE PLAY
• WILDERNESS Canada s Arctic Tundra'

•• THE WALTONS The WaHon s neighbor Verdw Foster,

traces her roots and Imds out some astonstwig facts atxxjt tier

family tree

• ACTK>N 4

• • WELCOME BACK, KOTTER The sweathogs become
alarmed when Freddw suffers an injury m a tsasketbaH game,

and ttien encounters some unexpectetl trouble wtnle Irymg to

recover

• CHiPa Hitch-H*ing Hitch' Truck drrvers, hjnch truck drivers,

hitch-hikers and sand sailers keep ttie officers of the California

Highway Patrol fjmfm'i Be" Davidson guest stars

• NOVA 'Bam«ii Banduia Ctiddren of ttie Forest' A rare look

at Zaire s Mbu^ pygrmes m their tropeal ram forest home reveals

ttie secrets ol survival ol a culture ttiat for ttiousands ol years

has remained untouctied by modern civthialKXi

• TURNABOUT Unlit America This physical fitness segment

visits a Parcourse exercise program and features guests B*e
Jean K>ig, professional tennis player. Joan LMyot. M D Kathy

Copeland, dweclor and Helen Breyrhann. 70 year-oW sports

person• MZIZI ROOTS
•• FISH While Phil licks his pencil lo take an aptitude test

suggested by Charlie, he s also kckmg his chops about capturing

an obscene telephone caler bugging Diane

• • ADVOCATES Ttie debate centers on the question of

Paleslrnan self deterrr»nation as it relates to ttie formulation of

peace m ttw Middle East Ttie program wil attempt to cut ttvough

ttie dipkynatic largon which surrounds this issue

•• HAWAII FIVE'O DavK) Birney guest stars as a glamorous

young poktician wfX3 is considered prime presidential material m
many quarters and w*io is bemg blackmailed m an effort to force

turn lo smother an expkisive congressional »ivestigat)on that he

IS directing• wild KINGDOM
•• BARNEY MILLER Refusing to enforce a restnction order

larids fapl Miller m the deparlmental doghouse, and ttie men
are laced with making a lui-scale assault on an okJ hotel

IConckiSion)

• JAMES AT te The G1 James' 16th birthday bungs him

an unlorgettable enccxinter »ilh an attractive Swadish exchange

student, white s well mei.ning uncle comes up with what he

believes is the ideal gift

• BASKETBALL Boston CeMics vs Phoenix Suns
'• • CARTER COUNTRY Curtis urges Chiel Roy lo nire

anottier biac" oMicer and discovers he has made a big

mistake

• ABC NEWSBRIEF
• NEWS
•• BARNABY JONES The unwanted attentions of a reiected

Romeo bet ome so persistent and unbearable ttiat the desperate

£1 involved i uines to Barnaby s firm tor help

I• BARETTA Ray Bolger guest stars as Wilke kesslei a

legendary entertainer who is the victim ol a series jl attempts

on tus life

• WHAT REALLY HABpENED TO THE CLASS OF '85 The

ftHost Likely to Succeed Vincent Van Patten stars as a high

school basketball star wfio goes on to college and is forced by

his fraternity brothers into a tradition - stealing exams
• MASTERPIECE THEATRE Anna Karenma Episode One
A tHfi part aramalijaliijn of Leo Tolstoy's classic novel stars

Nicola Pagetl and trie Porter Married to a man 20 years her

senior Anna moves m ttie highest circles of C/arist Russia only

to devBioci the temptations of a passionate ilicit tove

• BRUINS WRAP UP
• MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
• ROBERT YOUNG, FAMILY DOCTOR
•• DICK CAVETT SHOW Part Two of a panel on Agmg
in America Guests Maggie Kuhn ot the Grey Panthers. Rep

Claude D Pepper (D Fla ) and Dr Robert Butter, author

• • • • • NEWS
•• THE CBS LATE MOVIE tXmger 1973 Warren Gates.

Ben Jotmson F ast moving account of file notorious gangster

li.-Kn his breakout to his final shootout at a ttieaire (R)

• FOREVER FERNWOOO
• THE TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guest .tohnny

Mattiis

• IRONSIDE
• STARSKY AND HUTCH. TOMA STARSKY AND
HijTi;;h fiiHian a tieautitul girl creates a conllict between ttie

defective partners wfien Hutch falls m love with a call g»l

TOMA- The Street Toma entets the aid of a powerful black pimp

to stop mob takeover ol prostitutinn (H)

• abc captioned news
• news
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• STARSKY AND HUTCH. TOMA STARSKY AND
HUTCH' GiNian A bedu^tul gvl creates a conflict t>elween ttie

detective partners when Hulch tats m tove with a call girl

TOMA 'TlwStieer Toma enksts Itie aid of a powerful black pimp
to stop mob takeover of prostitution (R)

• MOVIE On Any Sunday 197 1 r^rralor Sieve McQueen (

1

hi 40 mm )• MOVIE
• • TOMORROW Host Tom Snyder

• NEWS
• MOVIE The Black Castle 1953 Flchard Green. Boris Kartotf

( 1 hi Jb mm )• AOUl
• GOOD DAY

Fri.. Feb. 10

EVENtNO

8:00 • • • • • NEWS
• HOOANS HEROES
• BONANZA
• ZOOM

6:30 • electrk: co*^any
• NBC NEWS
• ADAM 12

• OVER EASY Quest Frankie Lane, singer

6:66 •news
7:00 • SAY BROTHER

• • CBS NEWS
• NBC NEWS
• • ABC NEWS• news
• odd couple
• BOOK BEAT Beggarman. Thief by Irwin Shaw'

7:30 • OAH.Y NUMBER
• EVENINQ MAOAZME• IN SEARCH OF Dead Sea Scrota'• BOBBY VINTON SHOW
• S 100.000 NAME THAT TUNE
• JOKER'S WILD
8MUPPETS SHOW Guest Jute Andrews

MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
7:31 •match GAME
8:00 •• WASHINQTON WEEK IN REVIEW ,•• THE NEW ADVENTURES OF WONDER WOMAN The

ruttiless leader ot an nternational assassination bureau puts out

all slops t\ an attempt lo dispose ol a bikonaire industnabst and
his assigned body guard. Diana Prnce

• • SPECIAL VALENTINE WITH THE FAMILY CIRCUS
Mommy, Daddy, Bity, Oofy, Jelfy and bttle PJ pkis Kittycal and

the dogs, Barfy and Sam -- al ol ttie principals of Bil Keane's

nationaly syndicated comic panel - wi appear m ttiew first

animated television special

• • DONNY AND MARIE Guests Ron Howard. Ruth

BuZ2l

• ROBERT YOUNG. FAMILY DOCTOR
8 30 ••wall street WEEK A Hope lor Lower Inflation' Host

Louis Rukeyser Guest A Gary Sh*ng, senior vice president and
ctiief economist for White, WeW and Co ,

Incorporated

• CPO SHARKEY Pruitt s Paradise' Squatty Chief Sharkey

can't see ttie forest for ttie trees when tie discovers that the

towering Prurtt is sneaking out to dance the mght away with two
Amazonian women

8 58 • ABC NEWSBRIEF
9:00 • MASTERPIECE THEATRE Anna Karenma' Episode One

A ten part dramalizalion ol Leo Tolstoys classic novel stars

Nicola Pagett and Eric Porter Married to a man 20 years her

senior . Anna moves m the higtiest circles of Czanst Russia only

lo develop the temptations of a passionate, illicit kjve

• • THE CBS FRIDAY NK3HT MOVIES The President's

Mistress Beau Bndges, Karen Grassle A young man is caught

m a deadN cover-up after a powerful American security agency

is /olted by a report thai his sisler. rmslress ol a U S president.

IS a Soviet spy (WORLD TELEVISION PHEMiCRE) (2 hrs

)

• • THE ROCKFORD FILES WhJe Rockford is hot on ttie

trail of a banker wtio has skipped bail, he suddenly finds himself

confined m an insane asykjm

••THE ABC FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE Freebie and the Bean

1974 Alan Arkm Loretta Swit Two San Fiaocisco detectives.

desperate to nail a mobster, resort to playing bcxJy guards until

he can be arrested (R) (2 hrs )

• MOVIE The Heart Is a Lonely hkjnier' 1968 Alan Arkm,

Sandra Locke A deal niute moves mto a house to be near his

only friend (2 hrs 30 mm )

^B MASSACHUSETTS
9 30 • SPRINGFIELD INTERNATIONAL TENNIS Bud Collins takes

a tooli al the lire match statistics lor the Springfield International

Terms Classc
10'00 ^B NEWS

•• QUINCY Ashes to Ashes Oumcy suspects thai a young

husband administered the skjw acting drug that mduced his

wife s heart attack txjt a hasty cremation makes it aknost

impossitile to prove

• SOCCER MADE IN GERMANY ^ '

to 30 • MACNEIL LEHRER REPORT
11 00 • • DICK CAVETT SHOW Guest Wilfrid Sheed, novelist

^B ^B ^B ^B ^B i^ NEWS
11:30 •movie The randidafe 1972 Robert Redtotd, Peter Boyle

Vourg. iibeial. f ahtornia lawyer runs for the Senate and tries to

avoid selling out or resorting to demagoguery (2 hrs 30

mm)
••the TONIGHT SHOW Host Johnny Carson Guests Lola

Falana. Carol NeWett (opera smqer) Dr WiBiam Nolen

(surgeon)• FOREVER FERNWOOO
• THE CBS LATE MOVIE M A S H The 4077lh umt discovers

an imexploded shell m the rmddte ol the compound Kansas City

Bomber 197? Raquel Wek:h Kevin K*;Carthy Tnais and

tribulations ot a lemale skater m her lapid rise lo celebrity status

&• MOVIE Tenor By Night 1946 Basil Rathtxxie. Nigel Bruce

Holmes and Watson try to lo< a lewel ttiief 1 1 hr 30 min )

• BARETTA The Half Mition OoKar Baby' Tony Baretta s lite

and reputation as an honest cou are almost destroyed tjy

Andrea, a beautiful ptiotographer who uses him without his

knowledge to steal $500,000 (R)

• ABC CAPTIONED NEWS
12 00 • BARETTA the Hall Milkon Dollar Baby' Tony Baretta s lile

and reputation as an tionesf cop are almost destroyed by

Andrea a beautiful photograplier who uses him without his

knowtedge to steal SSOO.OOO (R)

• SOUNDSTAGE Country-western singer Hank Williams, Jr

,

( ountry tiddlei Vassal Clements and folk smger katy Kfcffal |om

musical forces m diverse styles

1 00 ••the MIDNIGHT SPECIAL Host Natalie Cole Guests Bee

Gees K C and the Sunshine Band. Yvonne Elliman Rick

Danko
• MOVIE

I 10 • MOVIE Heroes ol Telemark 1965 Kirk Douglr ^ Richard

Harris (2 hrs 25 mm )

3 40 • NEWS
3:50 • 5 ALL NK3HT
4 00 • HOUSE CALL
4 30 • GOOD DAY
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Reps seek Tillson inquiry
Holbrook, said during an interview on Boston
radio station WEE! yesterday the $10 million
plant constructed under the supervision of
the Bureau of Building Construction is totally
unusable.

The Tillson plant operated only eight
months before it broke down in 1974. The
trustees last year voted to mothball the plant
until it is needed in the future.
The investigation of the Tillson plant

would be included in an overall investigation
of the BBC sought by the two legislators.
Johnston last night told the Collegian he

wants to know "why $10 million was spent
on a heating plant that does not work."

Trustee Robert J. Spiller, chairman the
trustee Building and Grounds Committee
said the Tillson investigation was a "Johnny-
come-lately notion". "All I can say is that Mr.
Johnston has incredible hindsight," said
Spiller.

"There may be some justice in in-
vestigating the BBC but in the case of the
Tillson plant there is also political
motivation." said Spiller.

loStlii'^^K
^®^'"^ P'^"* ^^^ proposed in

1368 when there was a projected need for amore extensive heating plant.

Another projected advantage of the Tillson
plant was that it ran on oil. At that time oil
seemed to be more economically feasible
than coal, which the existing plant operated
on.

Since then the original coal plant, whichwas built at the turn of the century, has been
in operation.

The investigation of BBC began after two
state senators were convicted on extortion
charges for bribing a New York consulting
firm which contracted with the BBC In the
construction of UMass-Boston. Johnston
and Card are asking for the establishment of
a blue-nbbon committee to investigate the
BBC.

Spiller said "the engineering problem was
one issue, but what we are concerned with is

satisfactory completion of projects started by

the BBC. The problem is the inadequacy of a
bureaucracy in getting a job done."

Rep. Card said he would expect Spiller toDe adverse to further investigation of the
Tillson plant. "He (Spiller) may feel that we
ar^ questioning his involvement," said Card
The public has a right to know."

Card said he thought an investigation of
Tillson "will primarily bring forth more in-
formation and might prevent such things in
the future. I don't think there is any danger to
looking at it (the Tillson plan) again."

Card said he was asking that the BBC be
investigated for any corruption and mis-
management regarding state building
contracts. "If the committee wants to look
into any other building construction it can,"
said Card. "The Tillson plant cculd be one of
those buildings.

No one from BBC could be reached last
night for comment.

Health Center sponsors blood drive

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

A request made by two state represen-
tatives to conduct an investigation of the
Tillson heating plant at UMass-Amherst has
been called "politically motivated" by a
member of the UMass Board of Trustees.

State Rep. Philip W. Johnston, D-
Marshfield, and Andrew H. Card. R-

Automobile
claims life

of student
Funeral services will be held Wednesday

morning in Braintree for Baker dormitory
resident Scott C. Burgess who was killed
early Saturday morning while crossing North
Pleasant Street by the Morrill Science
Center.

Twenty-three-year-old David Sukol, of 543
Puffton Village, is being arraigned this
morning in Hampshire District Court on
motor vehicle charges of speeding and
driving to endanger in connection with the
fatal accident.

Amherst police said the 19-year-old
Burgess was struck by a car driven by Sukol
while crossing North Pleasant Street.
Burgess was pronounced dead at the scene
by county medical examiner Donald Rogers.

Police said Burgess was crossing the street

in a west to east direction and Sukol was
driving north.

The accident is the first fatal pedestrian
accident in Amherst since May 1974 and the
first fatal automobile mishap in the town
since February 1976, according to police.

Burgess, a sophomore, was a pre-
yeterinary major and was also on the dean's
list here at UMass. He was a graduate of
Braintree High School.

He leaves his parents. Bruce S. and
Priscilla Hollander Burgess; paternal grand-
parents, Maynard S. and Lillian Lund
Burgess; maternal grandparents, Albert and
Ail«en Halunen Hollander; and two brothers,
Christopher and Derek.

Calling hours are tonight from 7-9 and
tomorrow from 2-4 arnJ 7-9 p.m. at the
Mortimer N. Peck Funeral Chapel, 516
Washington St., Braintree. Funeral services
are being held Wednesday morning at 1 1 at
the All Soul's Church on Elm Street in

Braintree. Burial is in Blue Hill Cemetery in

Braintree.

In lieu of flowers, donations are being
accepted, in memory of Scott C. Burgess, for ah. ^ .

—-^^^^^—^—
the Angell Memorial Animal Hospital, 350 ^••"'""fl»*""*"<0»v»«on«o'''500plnt»collecteddurlng the Co//»^/»n'«once-«-s«me»ter blood drive laat May Sign up for
South Huntington Ave., in Jamaica Plain, thia temeater'a drive will be today and tomorrow at the Campus Center Aaaistance DmIi

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian during
the next two weeks is sponsoring two one-
day blood drives at the Public Health Center
next to Morrill Science Center.

Donors can sign up for the drive at the
Campus Center Information Desk on the
Campus Center Concourse this week to
donate blood either this Wednesday from 3-8
p.m. or next Wednesday from 2-8 p.m.

Donors should be at least 17 years old and
younger than 66, unless otherwise permitted

by parents or a personal physician. People
who have suffered from hepatitis, jaundice,
fainting spells or heart disease should not
donate.

The Collegian last year sponsored two
drives which collected 152 pints of blood for
the Red Cross.

The UMass Blood Center has undergone
scheduling reorganization and will have
centers open in each residential area during
the semester.

A center is open now through March 16 at
the Hamden Commons in Southwest on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from
2-9 p.m.
A center will then open in Thatcher

Dormitory for the Northeast and Sylvan
residential areas from March 28 through April
13. For the rest of the semester^ center will
be open in Dickinson Dormitory in Orchard
Hill.

A permanent blood donor center is being
maintained at the Public Health Center for
the semester.
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Loans haunt students
fly JEAN CONLEY
CoMegian Staff

The federal government has begun to
crack down on student loan defaulters.

Students can no longer avoid paying back
their Guaranteed Student Loans and
National Direct Student Loans, both
federally funded, by ffling for bankruptcy. A
provision of the 1976 Education Act impoaas
a five-year nioratorium, beginning with a
student's graduation, on the writing-off of
student k>ans by daimirvg bankruptcy. The
provision went into effect on Oct. 1.

In effect, this nneans that students no
lor>ger will be able to write off \oana, since
they must be paid back beginning nine
months after the student finishes sctKXil.

In addition, ttw Department of Health.
Education and Welfare has created the
Bureau of Student Rnandai Assistance.
The bureau was created under HEWsi

departnr>ental reorganization last March to
administer all federal grant and workstudy
programs and ail default-plagued student
loan programs. The bureau is largely
responsible for kx:ating and notifyir>g
defaulters and collecting debts on federal
student loans.

The bureau has no prosecutorial powers
itself, but it will refer defaulters to the Justk:e
Department and the HEW inspector general.
The bureau has another seemingly im-

possible task - that of restoring public
confidence in ttie student loan programs.
Congress must vote on the reauthorization of
the loan programs by early 1979. Both
programs wouW expire the following June 30
if not reauthorized, but schools need to know
the status of the programs befons that date
so loans can be apportioned.

That gives tt>e bureau a little over a year to
fulfill the promise of the bureau's director,
Leo L Komfeld. "to start the rate of default,
declining, and keep it ttwt way." '.

The default rate for the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, a loan program
administered ttwough banks, has reached
alnH>st 13 percent. As a result of student k>an
defaulters, ttw government has lost over
$800 million since 1966, a sum that is in-

creasing by at least $100 miliion a year.
The bureau's main problem is firHlir>g the

defaulters. When the bureau began wt^t it

called an 'intensive campaign" last October
to collect on loans that had been in default
for four years or more, almost half of the
22,500 repayment notices were returned
because of insufficient addresses. Some
50,000 persons have been in default for more
than four years.

In all, only about 10 per cent of the notices
sent out by the bureau received a response.
A final warning will be issued this month.

Then the default records will be turned over
to a private collection agency, which will try
to collect the loans itself and then recom-
mend legal action to be taken by HEW
against the defaulters.

Kornfeld said the waming notices were the
first ones lo be sent out to this group of
defaulters. "These people don't even
remember they borrowed money in the first

place," Kornfeld said in an interview.
Epitomizing the lost address problem was

the Operation Cross-Cneck investigation
HEW conducted in 1976, which' turned up
316 defaulters on its own payroll. One of the
defaulters is an official who earns more than
$30,000 a year.

A special notice was sent out to 231 of the
defaulters on in October. So far. only 49
responses have been received.
To remedy this problem of lost addresses,

the bureau has begun a computer billir>g

system that will automatically tend out
payment notices to defaulters.

Other measures to get the money back
include setting specifications for "due
diligence" in the making, servictng and
collection of loans, insisting that lenders file

default claims in a tin^ marwier and
establishing administrative and financial

criteria for screenir>g and limiting lender and

institutional eligibility under the loan
program.
Two recent regulations adopted by the

division of education deal directly with
students. A requirement for lender interviews

could cause r^me problems at large in-

stKutions that act as lenders. Gerald F.

Scanlon, director of financial aid at UMass,
said he was confused about the regulation.

"Obviously, individual meaningful in-

terviews will be impossible. Maybe we can
conduct group interviews," he said.

Another regulation woukJ give students
information about dropout rates ar>d the fuH

cost of attending school; this wiH be more of

a problem for smaller schools. While most
large schools have computer systems to
keep up to date information on dropout
rates, smaller schools often do not compile
such data.

The dropout information in intended to
give students an early waming about schools
from which few students have bean
graduated, but some schools have com-
plained that students coukj misconstrue the
information, according to Stephen Blair, a
financial officer in the bureau.

::•:•}•:•:•:

Gluckstem still a candidate
for presidency

Former UMass Provost Robert L.
Gluckstern is apparently still among
those being considered to succeed
Robert C. Wood as University president,
despite a weekend report saying
otherwise.

The Daily Hampshire Gazette Saturday
quoted a source close to the UMass
Board of Trustees Presidential Search
Committee who said Gluckstern is no
longer among those being considered by
the committee.

Search Committee Chairman Stephen
G Breyer yesterday told the Collegian
that the list of people being considered
has not changed since the last meeting in
January. At that time, the Collegian had
learned that Gluckstern was among 25
people the committee was considering
for president.

The committee next meets Feb. 20,
and its target date for recommending
names to the other trustees is early April.

Gluckstem, now the chanceltor of the
University of Maryland at College ParV,
has declined to comment about the
reports.

- JOEQUINLAN
Officials negotiate bus funding
Administration ana stuoem j^wv,....

ment officials will negotiate tomorrow
over confiicting proposals for funding the
UMass bus service.

There are three proposals to fund the
buses for the fiscal year starting in July.
The most recent plan calls for a fee to be
added to student bills. This fee would pay
for ffi per cent of bus expenses. The
remaining 15 per cent would come from
the parking office. Student government
members claim that this plan would deny
students any control over the bus
system.

Administration officials presented an
earlier plan for an 85-15 split of expenses.
The 85 per cent would come from the
Student Activities Tax Fund (SATF). The
remaining 15 per cent would come from

MUi I'X'X'XwM'l-H-K'mk
parking office funds. Student Govern-
ment leaders reject this plan. They claim
student payment of parking fees woukJ
contnbute to the parking office's share
Administration members have rejected
this argument.

- JON KLEIN
Cereal bugged in Franklin D.C.
When freshman Eric Delerousso

poured his Raisin Bran at Franklin Dining
Commons Saturday morning he found
more than just two scoops of raisins.
Delerousso also found a number of small
insects crawling in his bowl.

Dining Commons Assistant Manager
Vic Keedy yesterday said insects were
found in one box and he promptly
removed all the Raisin Bran and left a
note for the Food Service purchasing
agent in Worcester Dining Commons
advising him of the situation.
"Sometimes these things are practical

iokes," said Keedy. _ ^^^^ ^^^^^

DNA group to meet with Selectmen
By MARY WYATT
Collegian Staff

The emotion-charged ethical, social and
philosophical issue of recombinant DNA
research continues on the UMass campus
and at the Amherst Selectmen's meeting
tonight

Items on the agenda include proposed
biohazards committees for both UMass and
Amherst College, as well as discussion of the
procedures for the newly-formed study
group charged to investigate the DNA issue.

Prof. Arthur Quinton, of the UMass
Physics Dept., said the purpose of the group,
appointed by the October special Town
Meeting, is to "study and disseminate in-

formation on DNA, the safety and public
health aspects, and the social and ethical
implications of this research."

"We are concentrating on familiarizing
ourselves with the issue of recombinant DNA
research. Our target is to report our findings
to the May first Amherst Town Meeting, but
whether we will make suggestions or
recommendations at that time remains to e
seen, ' he added.

Recombinant DNA cesearch is the process
by which genes of organisms that do not

combine together in nature are combined in

a laboratory situation. This research

promises enormous benefits including news
and faster ways of producing antibiotics and
great advancements in cancer research.

However, since the organisms used for

this research (a bacterium known as E. coli)

are found in the human intestine, a growing
number of individuals fear the creation of an
organism that would threaten the population

and the environment. The issue of recom-
binant DNA research appears to revolve

around the question of whether or not the

benefits from splitting genes outseighs the

possible dangers.

Several years ago, genetic scientists called
the attention of the federal government to
the questions of DNA research. The
geneticists voluntarily shelved recombinant
DNA research until the National Institute of
Health (NIH) studied the issue and set up
guidelines. Although these regulatksns are
mandatory only for those researchers funded
by federal grants, there are currently bills

before both houses of Congress to make the
guidelines n^ndatory for all research of this

nature.

The NIH guidelines require that a

genetically-weakened strain of E. coli be
used in order that the mutant gene cannot

survive outside of a laboratory environment.
In effect, if the host is to receive a recom-
binant DNA molecule, it is said to be safe

since it can survive only under laboratory

conditions.

Other regulations state that research labs

must be equipp>ed with extremely safe

sterilization processes. The use of certain

organisms known to produce cancer in

animals is prohibited.

In addition, any qualified scientist who
wishes to do recombinant DNA research
must have his proposal reviewed by a
biohazards Committee. Proposals for such a
group have been made by both Amherst
College and UMass campuses.
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Leaders agree
to broaden talks

in Middle East

Collegian 3

WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter
and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat agreei
Sunday to try to broaden participation in the
Middle East peace negotiations, but there
was no consensus on how the stalled
political talks between Egypt and Israel can
be resumed.

Sadat indicated the United States must
continue to act as an intermediary before
face- to-face political talks between the Israeli

and Egyptian foreign ministers can start
again.

Sadat accused Israel of taking the peace
talks "in the wrong direction" after his

dramatic trip to Jerusalem in November.
Carter and Sadat retumed to the WNte

House by helicopter at 4:30 p.m. EST from
their two days of talks at Camp David in

Maryland. Carter was more positive.

"We are in complete accord to work
without ceasing for peace in the Middle
East," he told waiting reporters on the south
lawn.

Sadat had no words to add to that im-
mediately, but 90 minutes later at Blair House
he told NBC News "the Palestinian problem
remains.... the core ar>d the crux of the
Middle East problems."

His talks at Camp David with Carter, Sadat
said, served as "a re-evaluation of the dif-

ficulties that we faced."

Carter

The Carter statement, which ran 700
words, did not give details on any other
agreements that may have been reached in

the president's three sessions with Sadat
during the weekend.

While discussions at the mountaintop
retreat were in progress Saturday, American
officials said the least they expected from the
summit was agreement on an early

resumption of the foreign minister's talk. It

didn't happen.
Asked in the NBC interview if Egypt would

now go back to those political committee
talks, Sadat said, "First Assistant Secretary
of State Alfred Atherton will shuttle between
Egypt and Israel so that the gap will be
bridged."

Sadat made it clear during the interview

such political talks would not be resumed
without some further negotiations con-
ducted through Atherton. The White House
said Atherton will return to the Middle East

"in the near future" to continue working as

mediator.

On another matter, Sadat said, "I put my
demands for American arms to the

president... I think he understands what is

behind my demands."

American officials said over the weekend
the United States has agreed in principle to
sell Egypt some fighter aircraft for the first

time, although the numbers and the method
of approaching Congress still must be
worked out.

Sadat told NBC's David Brinkley the
Israelis were trying to "tread on our
sovereignty" by maintaining and fortifying

settlements in the occupied territory and
seeking a demilitarized Sinai once it reverts
to Egyptian control.

According to the White House statement
on the summit, the two leaders "found
themselves in accord that efforts should

Sadat

remain focused on creating conditions which
are conducive to the achievement of tangible
results and the broadening of negotiations."

That was an apparent reference in at-

tempts to have Jordan's King Hussein or his

representatives join in the peace talks.

The White House said the two presidents
"will further refine their views in the ex-
changes... over the next few days." The
statement also indicated Carter resisted any
efforts Sadat might have applied to convince
the United States to pressure the Israelis into

new compromises.

"President Carter took the occasion of
these talks to explain in detail how the United
States envisages its role and responsibilities

in the peace process as a friend of both sides
with a strong interest in peace and stability in

the region" the statement said.

"As a result of their extensive talks,

President Carter feels that he has a better
understanding of President Sadat's concerns
about the need for the peace process to
move forward without delay" the White
House said.

"President Carter reaffirmed the com-
mitment of the United States to play an
active role in the search for peace and to
redouble its efforts to ensure that progress is

made in the weeks ahead."
The talks were the longest Carter has held

with a foreign leader since taking office. He
and Sadat are scheduled to meet again
Wednesday before the Egyptian leader
leaves the United States.
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Town delays action

on recommendations
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

Committee recommendations for road
and building Jmprovements in North
Amherst face "at least a year" of further
study before being acted on by the town,
local officials said last night.

The North Amherst Center Com-
mittee's report is the final product of a
year- long study of traffic and parking
problems, overcrowding in the North
Amherst Library and possible uses for the
old North Amherst School.
Among the committee's recom-

mendations is a request that the southern
end of Sunderland Road be cut off and
turned into Montague Road. According
to the report, this would help streamline
traffic into the intersection of North
Pleasant Street with Pine and Meadow
Streets.

The committee also recommended to
move the library from its present position

and placed next to the school and that

the school be renovated and used for

public services.

The committee's recommendations
have met with strong opposition from a
minority of committee members and
from members of the community. In a
minority report, dissenting committee
members cited the town's tight budget
situation and called for fiscal restraint.

"New projects are always being
suggested and many are implemented,
with an ever-increasing cost to the
taxpayers," the minority report said.

The dissenting report called for the
school building to be leased for private
use, with costs of renovation to be met
by the tenants. Minority members also
called for a more detailed study of traffic

patterns to be done. The report said,

"this study should be conducted by
individuals with expertise in traffic

planning, utilizing services offered by the
state and town."

Both committee chairman Charles
Zerby and Town Manager Louis Hayward
agreed that it will be some time before
the proposed improvements for North
Amherst are acted on.

Hayward said the proposals will first

have to be reviewed by the appropriate
town boards. He said it would be "at
least a year" before the committee's
recommendations are brought before
Town Meeting.

Zerby said no cost estimates had been
made for the proposals. ' He said,

however, that the cost of the road re-

alignment would probably be borne by
the State Department of Public Works
and that the cost of moving the library

would be "modest".

Student Activities cancels feminist lecturer
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

A lecture by radical feminist author Andrea Dworkin, originally

scheduled for Feb. 9, has been cancelled due to apparent confiict

between Dworkin and the Student Activities office.

Early this November Everywoman's Center, Commuter Collective,

Lesbian Union, People's .Gay Alliance and the Women's Studies
Program agreed to co-sponsor a proposal for a Distinguished

Visitors Program program at which Dworkin would speak. The
proposal was presented by program committee member Suzi
Milstein at the group's Nov. 14 meeting.
John Stoltenberg attended the meeting as Dworkin's

representative. Stoltenberg claims that before the proposal was
discussed, he handed Milstein a written statement of the conditions

under which Dworkin would appear.
The memo, Stoltenbert said, clearly stated Dworkin's fee for a

major lecture. He said it also stated that due to the amount of

preparation time Dworkin would into her speech, which would be
written especially for the occasion, she would be unavailable for

either a press conference or an additional workshop.
Stoltenberg claims he also stated those conditions verbally at the

meeting in response to questions from committee members.
Minutes of the Nov. 14 meeting show that the Dworkin proposal was
unanimously passed. Milstein reports ^hat while she can't recall

being handed the memo, fees and details of programs are routinely

agreed upon before a vote is taken.

On the basis of a verbal agreement between Milstein and
Stoltenberg, Dworkin began writing her lecture. In early January,
Cheryl Schaffer of Everywoman's Center called Sarah Williamson,
the Student Activities Program advisor working with DVP, to inquire

about the status of the program. She was told that no progress had
been made on it, as the student who was to chair the program had
left town for intersession. Milst^ein was contacted and began work-
ing on the program.

Williamson asked Stoltenberg for additional information on
Dworkin, and asked to speak with her direc^(y to obtain information

needed for the contract. Dworkin claims that she called Williamson

prepared to provide her with that information, and was greeted with

a barrage of questions which indicated that Williamson had not read

any of the information concerning the program already collected.

When Stoltenberg arrived at the activities office that afternoon,

he was told by Milstein that the program had been cancelled

because she and Williamson had "bad feelings" about it. He then

met with Activities Coordinator Bill Hasson, who said that he wasn't

going to issue the contract because he wanted the program
reconsidered by the DVP committee. Hasson and Williamson claim

that their unwillingness to issue the contract stems from ""new in-

formation", but they have declined to reveal the contents of the

information.

Supporters of Dworkin plan to distribute information sheets

concerning the cancellation on campus, and are asking those who
would like to see the lecture rescheduled to meet at the DVP office

at 6:30 tonight.
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Saven-yMr-old Bobby McAllistar
of Amharst takM a diva while playing
hockey naar Fort Rivar School
Saturday ...

... but quickly manages to recover
hit balance and his hat. (Staff photo
by Joe Maglitta)
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m
warrants new
WASHINGTON [UP/] - The Social

Security Administration is tightening
procedures for issuing new Social Security
cards as part of an effort to crack down on
illegal aliens.

The new procedures will begin this year
and are aimed at "possible misuse if the
Social Security card as an indicator of lawful

status in the United States" and other
misuses such as attempted change of

identities, the Department of Health.
Education and Welfare said.

Applicants for Social Security numbers,
regardless of age, will be required to submit
"documentary" evidence of age, identity and
citizenship or alien status. HEW did not say
precisely what would qualify.

Currently only applicants 18 and older

must submit evidence of age; evidence of

legal alien status is required only if the ap-

plicant is not a citizen.

All adults will be interviewed in depth to
assure they never had a Social Security
number and were not getting one for

someone else.

Current procedures give applicants the
choice of completing applications at a

District office or mailing them in.

n.

The procedures are described in a "budget
justification" accompanying the fiscal 1979
budget that was sent to Congress but not
otherwise distributed. A copy was given to
UPI.

The document also discloses other Social
Security changes affecting millions of
Americans.

Beginning this year, most employers, for

the first time since 1938, will report worker
earnings information to Social Security
annually rather than quarteriy. No reports will

be required from employers this year except
for those that were due in January.

The change, under 1976 legislation, will

cover reports on this year's wates, with the

first ones due next January.

A Federal Paperwork Commission
estimated in 1971 that annual reporting will

save businesses more than $235 million a

year.

'

HEW said eariy this year each of the 265
million applications for Social Security
numbers since the program began in 1937
will have been coded, grouped, assigned
control numbers, microfilmed and keyed for
transfer to computers.

Once the "SS-5 Conversion Project" is

complete, computers can spew out by
number a Social Security card holder's
name, date and place of birth, father,
mother's maiden name, race, sex, present
age before last birthday and date applied for
card.

Vietnam'speace attempt ignored
BANGKOK, Thai/and [UPf] - Vietnam

Sunday issued its first appeal for in-

ternational peace- keeping troops to end its

border war with Cambodia, but Phnom Penh
said Hanoi had just launched the largest

attack in a month.
The three-point Vietnamese peace plan

was unveiled at a Hanoi news conference
held by Deputy Foreign Minister Mguyen Co
Thach, the official for Radio Hanoi said in a
broadcast monitored in Bangkok.

It called for an immediate cease-fire,
border negotiations "in Hanoi, Phnom Penh,
or at a place on the border," and an in-

ternational force to supervise a six-mile
buffer strike between the two Communist
neighbors.

Vietnam hinted they could be U.N. troops,
saying "Vietnam is of the view that through
negotiations ... in the spirit of the United
Nations Charter the Vietnam-Cambodia
border question will be correctly solved."

There was no immediate reaction from
Phnom Penh, although Cambodian officials
in the past several weeks have specifically
rejected negotiations and allowing a third
country to mediate the two-nx»nth border
war.

The official Radio Phnom Penh said
Hanoi's appeal came only hours after
Vietnamese troops, tanks, jets and
helicopters attacked Cambodia's southern
Mekong Delta Saturday in the largest in-

vasion of Cambodia in a month.
The broadcast, also monitored in

Bangkok, said the Vietnamese invaders
pushed into Cambodia along Highway 30, a
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two-lane road that runs directly from the
border to Phnom Penh 45 miles to the north.

So far, no known Vietnamese force has
struck at Phnom Penh directly, although a
push to the Mekong River late last December
was considered by many western analysts to

be a warning to the Cambodian government.
Cambodia said the Vietnamese attack,

spearheaded by tanks and backed by Soviet-
built MIG warplanes, was beaten back in six
hours of fierce fighting that destroyed eight
Hanoi tanks and killed "dozens of enemy
soldiers."

Panama issue prolonged;
new amendments posed
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Senate debate

on the Panama Canal treaties opens this

week and senators on both sides of the
question agreed Sunday one of the major
issues could be over amendments offered by
opponents of the pacts.

The treaties, which would aive Panama
control of the waterway at the turn of the
century, must be ratified by two-thirds of
Senate — 67 senators if all 100 are present
when the vote is taken before they take
effect.

Both the bipartisan Senate leadership and
key opponents of the pacts are agreed that at
least two amendments are necessary — one
to clarify America's right to defend the canal
beyond the year 2000 and another to insure
that U.S. ships get top priority passage in

times of crisis.

Chief backers of the treaties do not favor
any amendments beyond those, but Sen.
Robert Dole and other opponents plan to
offer other modifications that the ad-
ministration fears would effectively kill the
agreements.

Dole, R-Kan., discussed the subject

Sunday in ABC's "Issues and Answers"
program along with a fellow opponent. Sen.
Jake Carn, R-Utah, and two treaty sup-
porters assistant Democratic leader Alan
Cranston of California and Sen. Jacob
Javits, R-N.Y.

Dole said one amendment he will offer
would allow American troops to remain in
the canal zone beyond the year 2000. Such a
guarantee, he said, would make it easier for
the United States to defend the canal against
internal aggression.
Both Cranston and Javits said the

amendrnent couW effectively kill the treaties.
"If it's sent back with amendments ... that

make it toally unacceptable to Panama,
that's the same as rejection," Cranston said.
And Javits said keeping troops in the canal

zone "flies in the very face of the whole
reason for a new treaty. It's the feeling on the
part of the Panamanians that this is a colonial
enclave."

Pole denied he was trying to kill the
pacts."

"We don't want to cripple it, we want to
help it." he said.
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Worcester Munchys

Hampden Mlinchys
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11 AM TO 7 PM

Tadauaz Koaciuazko Day waa calabratad by Poliah Americans in the Amiierst
area yesterday in Bowlcar Auditorium with a show by the Krakowialc Polish
dancers of Boston. Traditionai Poiish dances choreoflraphed by Fred Harrison

were performed before a sellout crowd. Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, State
Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst. and State Rep. Kenneth M. Lemanski. D-
Chicopee, delivered opening speeches. (Staff photo by Geoffrey L. Cohler)

TEST PREP
For the February 25th exam, a class will begin meeting February
7th, with sessions on Tuesdays and Saturdays. For information
call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-6462.

TEST PREP

We bribedpols'- MBM

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What ckjes It offer you?
• a semester of study in Israel In the Foil term

• coursework in Er»glishi on thie political, economic and
social development of Israel and in its language,

history and archaeology

• a strong program of Hebrew language study

• Important internship opportunities in socid service

agencies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent

Israelis, a kibbutz visit

• financial aid is available

Application deadline: March 15

For further information, see your Study

Abroad advisor or write:

Office of International Programs
Brandeis University

Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

(617) 647-2422

An egual opoortunitv'offirmcrt've octon univefScfy

BOSTON {AP\ - A bill that cleared the
way for counties to empk}y construction
management firms won easy legislative

passage at a time one of those firms admits
to paying thousands of dollars to
Massachusetts politicians.

The bill, signed into law in October 1973,
for the first time spelled out the right of
county commissioners to hire consultants to
"supervise the building, altering or repairing
of public buildings."

The law also said money previously ap-
propriated to cover the cost of building a
courthouse or other facility could be used to
pay those consultants.
The law could have directly benefitted

such consulting firms as McKee-Berger-
Mansueto of New York, which had done
work for Middlesex County.
MBM officials have admitted contributing

thousands of dollars to Massachusetts
politicians from 1971 through 1973. Joseph
J.C. DiCarlo and Ronald MacKenzie, both
state senators at the time, have been con-
victed of extorting $40,000 from MBM.
The bill to allow use of outside consultants

by counties was filed by MacKenzie and Sen.
B. Joseph Tully, D-Conn. It was admitted by
the Senate as a late-filed measure, eight
months into the 1973 session August 14,
1973.

f»9 09 00^9900»04000000M04i

Former MBM executive William Harding
testified during the DiCarlo-MacKenzie trial

to bringing envelopes filled with cash from
the firm's New York office to Massachusetts.
He also testified to personally delivering
$20,000 in cash to MacKenzie.

Tully said of the 1973 legislation, "I had
nothing to do with drafting it. I just sigr>ed
the blue form. I sign them all the time. I was
chairman of counties and they wanted my
name on it, I guess."

The legislation actually netted little

business for MBM or any other consulting
company, and a court ruling has since

nullified the law.

BioRhyjhMs
What will this semester bring?
Send for your unique 4 month
Physical, Emotional, and Intellec-
tual Biorhythm Chart.
Your birth date isiMth. ^
Day. -Yr.

Enclose $3.00 plus self-addressed
stamped envelope.

Mail to: Biorhythms, P.O. Box 51.
Dalton. Mass.

MMWMM^iMgMMi^MUH

UMOC

Winter is Here!

Outing Club Rentals

X-Country Ski Package $2.00/day

Mountaineering Ski Package $1.50/day

Snowshoes .75/day

Winter Sleeping Bags $1.50/day

Ice Axes .75/day

Crampons .75/da|

$10 deposit

$10 deposit

$5 deposit

$10 deposit

$15 deposit

$15 deposit

The Outing Club equipment locl<er is located in the Old
Bellhop Room in the passage way connecting the Campus
Center Garage with the Campus Center.

Hours are Mon.-Thurs. 3:30-6:30 p.m.
Fri. 1-3p.m.

Telephone — 545-2020
MiW^Vd Mm l>iMWili> lillMI»ll < WW •MBMMMHl

Orchard Hill

makes plansfor
area upgrade

By KAREN PARMENTER
CoJfegian Staff

Construction of the Orchard Hill Snack
Bar is underway and should be com-
pleted within the next month, according
to Mark Hergenrother, acting-president
of Orchard Hill Area Government.

In his first report of the semester,
Hergenrother last night told OHAG
representatives at the first meeting of the
semester he expects the snack bar would
OF>en in early next month.

•

Hergenrother also said revision of
OHAG's alcohol policy was being
studied, and that recommendations
would be made to the representatives
later in the semester.

Billy Coffee announced the Orchard
Hill Third World Center would open this

week. The center will be open Monday
through Thursday, 7 to 11 p.m. and on
Sunday, 9 to 1 1 p.m. Coffee emphasized
the center is open to all students and
asked for volunteers to staff it.

Leo Murphy of the Men's Center said a
coffee house is being planned for the end
of the month. Murphy said the center
also plans to hold a film colloquium on
human oppression and possibly a
discussion series. The Women's Center is

looking for a new co coordinator, ac-
cording toMatjcy^ggins. She also asked
people to volunteer for staffing.

The Great Decisions Program will

resume in Webster this semester, with
Luther Allen, OHAG Advisor, acting as
moderator. Allen explained the program
was a series of weekly discussions on
current issues, usually dealing with
foreign policy. The discussions will be
held every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m., said
Allen. He told the representatives "The
program is enhanced by a class built

around it, but it is also open to the
public." The programs will also be broad-
cast over WFCR, the five college
educational radio station.
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Oarmis Dob
Stofe Manager Menden

Stop &Shop
has your
favorite

fish for Lent
Our fish people have their or-

ders: buy only what meets our
high quality standards. The
best rainbow trout from Idaho.
Only Texas or Louisiana Gulf
shrimp for packaged Stop &
Shop Shrimp. Fresh cod. had-
dock and fksunder caught in the

North Atlantic. To get the best,

the folks who buy for you ar©
right there when the fleet comes
in. They look over the day's
catch. And, whatever tfiey biuy

today, you can t)uy tomorrow at

your Stop* Shop So count on
us for a great selection of lenten

seafood . . specials every
week and easy recipes to try!

Toast Slop i Shop Swjdwich tx)Us,

spread nvffft Slop i Shop Mayonnaise or

tanar sauce Top tyeatea Stop i Shop
fish -flics (or fish slicks or fiUels) wHh
cheese slices When cheese nief^, W
nMs. Makes 8 servmgs.

seafood L«nlwi bm« mMl«

&R«tfhCod
FilleCs 1?
Fresh Cod Steaks r • 1

••

Fresh Scaltops r *Z**

Fresh Rainbow Trout r • 1
^

Bresh
Schrodf?
Flounder Fillets

Pollock Fillets
iMr4V.«f r89«

inn
Salad Siz»-Cooked

1 t>. pkg.-frozan

Shrimp "t;

Shrimp Z

«4r*

147*

Fishcakes
stop* Shop Cooked ^IJOt
24 oz. pkg. frozen ^^Q^

Cooked fish ^mcs >. . iS '-"'^ *1 " ^

Stuffed Clams '^^ ^' 'V*
Matlaw s Shrimp Roll '-^

'iV 99*

Halibut Steaks '«- 7*2**

Cocktail Sauce stopiSfiop ',;' 49^

self service deli younavonie

mSaodn
Mnte. Thick Sliced t^^
orn«gutar-1 lb. pkg "

Child Mild Pologna r.-^r

Gem Franks 'TZi^

corner deli sNced lo order
Ai^atl 'P Stor«S t««t.jr.nq « s*«vc« <t**

DcU StyleCooked

RoastBeef
Stop&Shop <«9

Half i>ound ^
White American Cheese r • 1

»•

Stop A Shop Meat Loaf r»1*»
Macaroni Salad siopiShop r 59*

Stop & Shop Tuna Salad r » 1
••

Stop & Shop Custards r 69^

Crunese Style Pork Roll *:,*r"89'

V^Comer Deh Onkxi Rolls »Vl% 65'

our kitchen you « love our

CUdieii
Roaslador ^%g^

Macaroni & Cheese ^ 99*

Slop S Shop Coupon
WW irw coupnr tno • tr M punmaM

'W^M*»
Stop & Shop Couponjjf wia 1^
rir< rxfc rvupur and « t^ M pufCtiaM

Stop ft Shop Coupon jj^r^

W«t IN* coupon arm |7 SO ourc*««»<-

Slop & Shop Coupon

Layer ^1^ In^erial
MinMcMald

^Orange Fi^

Wttt ffteft coupon and • 17 M purcTtasa

9tar4Cist

i^!r^ OnA PminH Pirn ^Z:^ ^UUd

I

I

Asst Flavors
18^/2 oz. pkg.

j|j
[
Stop a Shop Coupon

|.tCu
W«i Oa coupon and * I7.S0 pufdWM

Kraft
Macaronicr

OoWMrv or 1

' ^« pk« DO-

...Our all week special values mj

ready
Stop&Shop "Great Beef' USDA ChofcT

SMoinSl&ik
LoinShdl

Oelcious and thrifty meals
t>egin with our SlopA Shop

Great Beef , USDA
>"•«>*< Choice

Corned Beef Brisket »»«<• cut country nn* i-|i«

SHHNilderSteak
159

fwmts t ChwMar, SW oz

or Macaroni Salad

Mb, 7oz.

Doxsee-New England
or Manhatlen Style

ISourKOcan

PrineeDiimers
QamClMnwder
MnccdClaiiis ooftons

Kfilfft Kalian Oressji

BcMBakedBeans
VladcIMIl^peaurs

mPeamtButter

Creamy or

Regular Stylo

6' i oz
can

Soz.
bottio

Brick Oven
Pea Beans

Kosher ""
or Polish '

Creamy or
Chunky Style

18oz jar

lb

KeanGromMlBeef^^09^K^r^^m^f^^ 3 pound pkg. or more ^H
n3pounds»r? •";«!|'™"2!<T:"' ^blbthan 20% fat

ChidcenBreast ^1<^
"White Gem" Family Pack ^^*

79f.

Lean, moist ham. special eating at special savings ^^^ ll>

PMcSpareRflis 'F'f^g^^^^ ^ Tender flavorful, govt inspected pork.^^^H>

PMiSlioiilderRoU'C
water added ^^^^ U%*

Breakfast Sausage ^^

ft^ Ufcr GrapeorApple
anc^tfCl^y^ or Orange Marmalade

CRnitBrinks
Orange. Grape or

Fruit Punch
64 oz bottle

I I y I

41
79*

180Z.H
i*rsA

99
frozen foods "nme are more than 700 delicious foods \r\ our (rcezert.

RshSddu-« I ^ I

Macaroni and Cheese *'^„*^T 49<

Louises Cheese Ravioli i',' 99«

Cheese Pizza siop»Shop
'^i'

69"

Ronzoni Linguini >*.«»-. »a^s«. •j n
Of FttluccineAl(redo-16oz pkg.

99^
stop & Shop Scallops 'pS *V
Flounder Dinner -•«os«« Jj 59'

Flounder Fillets t..i.o»* 'i^»v»
Se3food Platter ^—o'

Stop&Shop
K?89-

HgaLIceCrean
Assorted Flavors ^fl9

Gel your Stop » Shopsworth J^ cm

Sara Lee Coffee Rings W 89'
Paspberr^ Bloebe'ry, Maple Crunch or Almond

Roman Meal Waffles ir 59'

Rhodes Bread Dough .?5*.Ei. »
1

'
•

Coffee Lightener !>«>p»snop 5 ;?.'; »1

-^ I ^ »

Beans ^-^
or Cut QfMn Bean*

Minute Maid Lemon Juice 'c^°' 59«

Chicken Chow Mein l*:^, '*;' 89"

Fried Rice with Meat ^"X'r X' Sg'
La Choy Shrimp Egg Roll X 59«

or Chicken Egg Roll

^ S..
*

Slop&Sliop
Family Pack

produce
Good and lres^

Strawb@rles 6 #

Orai^ges»IZ Sf!f

uai ry you ve got all week to shop these fine buys . .. all good and fresh.

Tropicana UgfaHVUvOjf
OrangeJiiice Ibgurt 'ssst

99 ^i*^ S'^89
com. 09^

Half Gallon
lOO^o Pure

Sharp Cheddar Cheese T M"
Stop I Shop -W^rle Of Yellow -Random Wl PKgt.

Mozzarella Cheese -..f^TV^^, 79*

Cheese Food Slices -^' V,' 99*
ipdividuaiiy Wrapped -While or Yell(vw

Calabro Ricotta Cheese
Whola MHIi or Part SWm

Hood Sour Cream leourKscup 750
Cottage Cheese Breakstone

CaHfornia Large Curd, 1.0W FatorTangy

cV? 69*

Fresh Green Cabbage 19^

Fresh Egg Plant 39f

Fresh Green Peppers 39!
Fresh Cucumbers 5 -> M

Fresh Cheese Pizza T.f^T

Fresh Ginger '-^ e9« Wrappers Won Ton ;;99«
Sno-Peas Chinese •;, 89« Kumquats Fresh '^ 99«
Water Chestnuts ;^99* Asian Pears ^resh 6-99*
Egg Roll Wrapper ^*.M" Bean Sprouts pesh -59*

. 49«Bean Sprouts L«choy

Chow Mein Noodles
^•1

49-
La Choy Soy Sauce
La Choy Dinners

Chclian Bm«. •wimp Choar Main or Pepper Orlanlal

bakery we bake over 40 klrnls of bread plu* luictout paalry.

EnglishMnffins SSj^lHoCCroeS
15oz.
pkg.

StopiiShop jm 12 oz*^ —k-
Regular or SplK( pxgs ofe^ JBIUIS
Stop & Shop Lemon Pie 'i;' 89^ ., , ,., , ,^ , ^.^ _
Whole Wheat Bread -• 2 Hi::, 89« ^.^Pjf ^*L""' ^®S.3^ ®^
or sw«d,sh Rye or Oatmeal Bread-5.^^ Big Daisy Broad SSJ^" 3 iiJi »1

health & beauty aids wnatpnoe have you be«ipaylr>g for I»mm...

VanpaxIknqMMis FinalMBt
RsQular 40 ct ^^39 Hair Spray
OrSupar pkg. M 4oa.Hen^me,9pav

79t

AMMCRST
RCCOWO
AMOCOIUCMN HAOLEY-AMHERST RouteSat the Hadley-Amherst Line. 8a.m.-10p.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal fbod Stamps.

Pot burned
as fuel in

Florida plant
PERRY, Fla. [UPf] - Twenty tons of

marijuana valued at one million dollars on the
street went up in smoke Saturday but it was
used for fuel in a paper plant instead of

producing a euphoric high.

The pot was confiscated by the Florida

Marine Patrol Thursday in a raid at the Cross-
Florida Barge Canal. Sixteen persons were
arrested at the site near Crystal River.

Workmen fed t'le marijuana bales into

paper boilers at Dookeye- Cellulose Corp. A
plant spokesman said the firm uses it like any
other fuel and there is no danger of "air

pollution" because the smoke went through
the normal filtration process used to remove
contaminents.

Taylor County Sheriff Van Middon said

burning is normal procedure when large

amounts of pot are seized, although some is

he d for court evidence.

The suspects remain in the Citrus County
Jiil in lieu of bonds totalling $5.1 million.

USED PAPERBACKS

Novels, Poetry, Plays

Art, Music, Nature
Shakespeare Cr Classics

History &- Science
Philosophy Cr Religion

Sci. Fi. & Mystery
Psychology
Sociology
Education

Anthropology
Reference
Many others

Hardbacks, too

Valley Book Shop

Downtown Amherst

Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Thurs. & Fri. Till 8

549-6052
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hi«r»L**°
''°" '? '" "PP*"-*"* distress after swallowing over 17 college freshmen in a Denver fraternity hazing stunt The

riached7oTcomm.m ' *" '° " '°'"' ""' ''^•"* '" "'^ ^•"^^"^ '" »^*»'» ^°"'"^'°"- The »?udent. ^Suld not be

CONTEMRDRARV
D/^CE SYSTEM

rxsnch

tamtien

- Qfti<i Mogorne

luc raecieclr'TxxirtingoQAs
'HMAvr>*rfuj

KIRBY THEATER
Amherst College

February lO. 11,12 8 P.M.

Reservations 542-2277 lO AM -5 PM

A<Jmtoion S250 or Amherst Colege I

D
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Bayanylarge pizza and save $1! i
Bring this coucon with you to Pizza Hut snc 8
save S I .00 on any large pizza in the rjace
Mouthwatering Thick n€hewv' Di.^za or I

Ul lOnisvU go to tiuH Pizu But rtstouronts:

424 Russell St. Hadlsy
253-9490

One coupon per p(^^a please Offpr valid >».' th fhis coupon
on regular menu prices only through Fabruary 20
Not valid on any other pronx>lionai offer

1978 Pi//aHut inc

Maine bottled

by merchants
AUGUSTA, Maine [AP] - Too many

beverage distributors and store owners are
failing to comply with Maine's new bottle law
and the State Department of Agriculture this

weei< will step up its monitoring of the
measure, says the department's director of
inspections.

Clayton F. Davis said some store owners
have been told by distributors that there is no
fine for non-compliance and they could
continue to sell beverage containers without
a deposit.

But the law provides for a fine of up to
$100 a day, which Davis said applies to
bottlers and distributors as well as retailers.

The law, which took full effect last

Wednesday following a one-month transition

period requires deposits of at least a nickel

on all beer and soda bottles and cans sold in

the state. It also bans flip-top cans.
Davis said seven inspectors are being

reassigned within the Agriculture Depart-
ment, which is responsible for enforcing the
law, and that will bring the total number of
inspectors monitoring the law to 10.

In visits last week to stores in the Portland,

Bangor and Lewiston areas, Davis said he
found deliveries of non-returnable containers

were stHI being made, "in some cases just

ahead of me."
"Even on Tuesday afternoon, which was

the final gun, they were still delivering items
that were not in compliance," he added.

Davis said some deliveries , of illegal

containers were also made after tl^e law took
full effect Wednesday.

Thomson sees
apartheid out

WINDSOR LOCK, Conn. [AP] - \sw
Hampshire Gi; ^' --',-; Thomson says
South Africa finitely moving to
eliminate aparthe^, ^vnich was not dene in

the United States until the late 1960s with
The Civi! Rights Act '

In an uervtew Saturday atter a soeech to

a meeting of ;he Mew England Reouoiicsn
Council Thomson se'd he neiieves the
"liberal press" hasn t presenteo stories fibout

South Africa fairly.

T|>f^ ~- •
' aoei'^^". . . . - . _^

C:-,jth - — " •?
.

f^is^n: '. ;;^ ' .. ':.:; ."cunt'v s ycverrv
ment. Hs wos scheduled to speak last Friday

at a fund-raising event for Edward King, a
gubernatorial candidate in Massachusetts.
King, a Republican, canceled the speech
Wednesday because of Thomaon's com-
ments.

Connecticut state Republican Chairman
Frederick Biebel said ha knew of r>o efforts to

have the New England Republican Council
cancel Thomson's speech Saturday.
Thomson mentioned South Africa briafly

in his speech to the coundl, questioning why
U.S. foreign poNcy it "to concamad with
internal issues in south Africa."
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Snowmobiler crosses country
LUBEC, Maine (UPI) - An Allantown,

Pa., man this weekend ciainned to be the first

snowmobiler to cross the United States,
arriving at the country's easternmost town
from Westport, Wash., about 5 p.m.
Saturday.

But, the 5,011-mile journey didn't always
go smoothly for 33-year-old Fritz Sprandel.

Within hours after leaving on December 4,

Sprandel was wiping away blood from a cut
left by a rocky embankment in Washington's
Cascade Mountains.
Days later, Sprandel found himself

wandering hopelessly in six-foot high snow
drifts in Idaho's Western Foothills to the
Rocky Mountains — without his
snowmobile and without any help.

"I had to walk 12 miles, by myself, to get
out of that one. I really thought it was over,"
he said. "But, I made it. I can't believe it yet,
because I'm too tired. But, I made it." he
added.

Sprandel, who was accompanied in a
truck by his business partner, Ed Kazmierski,
said, "I didn't do this thing for promotion. I

did it just to show that American products
are good and can take it."

But, he said it's not exactly a coincidence
that a Timex watch was attached to his
American built snowmobile.

"There were a lot of firsts attached to this
trip. For instance I was the first one to
snowmobile east of the Cascades into Idaho.
That's unusual because they never get much

snow out there. I drove 550 miles on bare
ground, without a flake of snow," he said.
"And, I was told that mine was the first

snowmobile over the Mackinaw Bridge, you
know, the five-mile- bridge that connects
Michigan to Upper Michigan. That was a
windy trip," Sprandel said.

I he two-month odyssey was not driven
non-stop, he said. Sprandel averaged about
125 miles on days he didn't stop to enter
snowmobile rallies or visit dealers.

In addition to the first few rocky days in

the far west, the upper Midwest also created
some problems for him, Sprandel said.

"The coldest weather probably was North
Dakota and Montana where it got down to

40 below zero, and with the wind chill factor
it was 60 below or colder," he said.

"The worst weather was in Ohio, which
we hit during the blizzard. I also ran into rain

all across New York. I drove all day in the rain

and was soaking wet."
Sprandel said the "greatest part" of the

trip was the people he met. "I couldn't have
done it without their help. They were great,"
he said.

The long distance snowmobiler, who
hopes for a spot in the Guinness Book of
World Records, even had praise for state
police along the way.

"I was told to get in the ditch occasionally
after they saw me in the road, but I didn't get
a single ticket from anyone," he said.

SPRING Break

DAYTONA Beach
$175.(n) complete

For /n/o co// 5490^M
Ask for Mark or Joe
$50 cfepos/t by 2//5

.Coiiegian 9

Truckstop draws hookers§!•
DARIEN, Conn. \AP\ - Male and female

hookers, as many as 15 nightly, and
especially during the summer, stake out their
territory regulariy at a state-owned truck stop
here, in the shadow of some of the nation's
most fashionable homes.
The eastbound stop on Interstate 95 "is a

mecca for prostitutes, pimps, homosexuals.

Rnast
SUPERMARKETS

AUTHMGSGOOD
ANDFRESH
attheFbiast

Banquet
Dinners

Frozan
Turltvy.

Chickwi.
Vaal Panniglan.
or Salisbury

SiMk

Imported, Poro*laln-clad

Beautiful Debonaire
Cook&ServeWare

^^^1^^ This W—ks Fttun

'V®*'^<^v^ V^1 V2 quart $^99
Saucepan m each

Brookside
FarmFresh

Chicken Parts
Leg

Quarters

Breast

Quarters

53%49^

Oven Ready
Rib Roast

Semi ^fc
Boneless ZSi
Large End ^^'

CHOICE

Sqft-wcv€

Soft-Weve
^Tissue

2roll39
Frozen Food Favorites!

Minute Maid
Orange Juice
fmmn 1202. ^^F ^^^^

Green Beans 'r."?!. 3iSl 1.00
Tatertx)y9«*-gPo«p« 3SS 1.00
Meat Entrees .««.a».B^ .3^89*
Taste O' Seas-o«-«. . . . 1.% 79*

Hoods Ice Cream ^ 1.29

Lenten Dairy Deligtits!

Kraft Singles
Am«r. Cheese Food

WhMaor 120Z. ^^Cl0
Colored pkg. ^^^^B
Mazda Margarine ^t 69«
Kraft Velveeta-«^s„«o

. i* 2.29
Cheddar .:.:r-Z'^ 2i^99*
Shnmp Cocktail s^v«. , r?, i,; 1.79
Cottage Cheese s-.«. . . .

;'^';69*

You'll get more meat for your money with our Value Trim!

Fresh Perdue
Cliiclcen Parts

59 lb

BrMst
,

^T^ljr* Quarters
63?
Fresh Whole Chickens-rr.r. 49*
Fresh Perdue Chickens , .Tr» « 59*
Rib Eye Steak ^'irrjjr*-.'^* . * 2.49

Boneless
Beef Rib Eye

$029
Whole

Untrimmed 2

More Grocery Values!

Motts
Apple Juice

Lamb Chops
'

Rib Lamb Chops .r^^Z^:^.^

Loin Lamb Chops f.•^^»«^•nc«l

lb

.,1.99

e2.39
.2.99

BeefRibSlealcs

lb

Legs of Lamb
*1

Freeh
American
Oven Reedy

Whole

5940OI. 0I^^^0

Motts Apples Sauce . 3 '^' 1.00
Sliced Peaches TJS: . 2\*^ 1.00
PHteburyRus CjMMom »9 59*

Navel Oranges

25* OFF
with this coopon on m ) pHg

Random Weight
~^inast

Califomia Large
72 Size

Lemons 6-49*71
n* intflan RIvw SMdtaM Whit* jB ^^ Had or Gotdan Oatlcloui ^^^^^h
Grapefruit 4 '1 Apples 'rJ? 39*
Peppers 39? Tomatoes 59*

"-SsJSii Tuna

Purple Eggplant ^39*
Cucumbers ^^ ,^ . 5 .1.00

^s ',.^ Mr. Deli Favorites!

^°f' Cooked^ Roast Beef

to Order gfg^

Fresh Celery Hearts 0,, 59*

Yellow Squash f.«^ ^39*

Wesson Oil

$469Mac
bol

Doxsee Clam Chowder . V!^,'69«

Miracle Whip .,««,£»««„ ... 1 99*
Finast Shortening 1* 1.19

Toddlers Diapers

39Johnsons
Disposible pkg.

of 12
*1

^ ^Finast Fresh

Lenten Seafood Specials!

Snow White
TurtKrt

Slclnless Frozen

•1!^
lb

3 lb.

box

$049
Light

Chunk

D moil
9or Water
# 6V»ot39

j

PricM affactiv* SuncJiy (e6r..iary ) fhfg Sat.jrday f»t)rii»v 1

Cooked Ham . .

Imported Swiss Cheese
German Bologna ^- ..

Gouda or Edam ... .

.

Polish Kielt>asa

Cooked Salauni « r»

Chicken Roll «»„ ., . ...

.

rresn ooiaos m-jwo uttumtin csmsm*
19^8

3
1.19

2.19

1.29

1.99

1.49

1.19

1.09

»49*

Haddock Fillet ,

Salad Shrimp
Cocktail Shnmp -. ..-.,,„..,„

Jumbo Shrimp p««k, i o..^«,

Clam Chowder ».. „ . ^ „

FishSticks „.,,.<,
. . \ ,

Fish Cakes .».. OS.,

Cains Tartar Sauce
W* 'm»mrf Itw rtgfit to hmit guw>M«(

3.99
1.99

4.99

.6.39
. 2.49

79*
'^' 89*
•«49«

1/ . Gallon

1^ Bleach

I

Bleach

MON. a TUBS. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza Cr

Get A PKcher of Beer
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hustlers from New Jersey selling all kirxJs of
trinkets, drug addicts and some people who
are just lonely," said Charles W. Vingo, night
manager for fuel distribution.

State police and other observers estimate
some of the regulars make $40,000 to
$50,000 annually, and that most need that
kind of money to support expensive drug
habits.

The main clients are truckers to whom
hookers cater exclusively because they tend
to carry a lot of cash, says state police Sgt.
William M. Lucas. Lucas is head of the in-

vestigative unit at the nearby Westport
barracks.

"They go to the rest stop when business is

slow in Norwalk, Stamford, Greenwich,
West Port Chester, N.Y., and even Bridge-
port," Lucas said. "On those nights, we have
our hands full."

Darien is one of the affluent Fairfield
County towns which sen/e as bedroom
communities for New York City and southern
Connecticut cities. The towns have become
headquarters for many major corporations in
the past several years.

Vingo, who has worked at the stop for 10
years, says, "On some nights, at 3 a.m., I

guarantee you can buy anything in the whole
world right here."

He likes to tell the story of a North Carolina

trucker who pulled into the stop last summer
and said: "Skip the fuel. Where are the girls?

I heard this is the hottest stop in the United
States."

State police say that during the last year
they have staged two crackdowns at the
stop, the latest being completed last week.
Since January 10, four persons have been
charged with prostitution and nine with
public indecency, including a teacher from a
boys' school in New York City, Lucas said.

The eastbound stop and its sister stop on
the westbound side of the Connecticut Turn-
pike are the busiest in Connecticut
generating more revenue for the state than
any other pair of stops in the state, said
Arthur B. Fitzgibbons, head of the tolls and
concessions division for the state Depart-
ment of Transportation.

In the 1976 calendar year, the two rest

stops produced nearly $700,000 in revenue
for the General Fund. The state gets 16 per

cent of the profit from the restaurants at the

stops and $1,000 monthly rent from the fuel

distributor, plus a royalty for each gallon of

gasoline sold, Fitzgibbons says.

He says he's aware of problems at the rest

stop but that his department is concerned
with the "collection of revenue only. But I

understand the state police are working on it

all the time."

Steve Gates blocks a karate kick from classmate Warren Kaplan at a meeting of
the karate club last night. The two are practicing Tae Kwan Do, a Korean based
form of Karate. (Staff photo by Joe Magiitta)

Not rasponsibt* tor typograpt^iciil Bfror» An Equal Opportunity Employer /Male & Female

Chicago paper may fold
CHICAGO [UPI] — The executive board of the Chicago Newspaper Guild met in closed

session Sunday to discuss ways to keep the Chicago Daily News from closing after more than
102 years of publication.

The proposals will be reviewed and voted on at a full membership meeting Monday
evening, said Gerald Minkkinen, executive director of the guild. Union leaders will then meet
Tuesday to discuss them to comply with a requirement tinder federal labor law.

The board of directors of Field Enterprises, Inc. which publishes both the Sun-Times and
the Daily News voted Friday to "contemplate ceasing publication" of the Daily News March 4
unless an acceptable means can be devised to save it.

Publisher Marshall Field warned staffers at a meeting Friday it looks certain the r>ewspaper,
winner of 15 Pulitzer prizes, will not survive.

The Daily News, one of a number of struggling afternoon newspapers in the nation has lost

$21.7 million sirKS 1974.

Federal labor law requires that newspapers considering radical changes must first discuss
them with labor leaders. The meeting Tuesday fulfills that requirement said James C. Stuart
Jr., executive vice president and general counsel of Field Enterprises.

Stuart and Minkkinen said they had been informed of two inquiries by outside enterprises
about assuming control of the riewsaper. Offers, however, were rK>t discussed and
prospective bidders were not named.
Anthony P. Martin-Trigona, a Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate ar>d holder of

several broadcast properties said Saturday he has offered $250,000 to "purchase the tracte
nanrte Chicago Daily News and also the good will and certain intangible assets of the paper."
He also said he was seeking to receive financial support from Rupert Murdoch publishw of

the New York Poet.
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What's
your

excuse?
"Every minute, ten units of blood

are needed in hospitals across the

country," according to a Red Cross
pamphlet entitled, "The 20 most
common excuses for not giving

blood."
Of course, none of the excuses

are very good ones. Giving blood is

virtually painless and takes about

an hour of your time. And at UMass
It could hardly be more convenient
— not only does the campus have a

permanent blood donor center, but

this semester the Red Cross will be
setting up collection sites in the

residential areas as well.

This Wednesday and the

following one are Collegian blood

drive days. While collection will be

taking place in the residential

areas Tuesdays and Thursdays,

donors may go to the donor center

on Wednesday. The donor center is

located in the Public Health
Center, which is adjacent to Morrill

Hall and not to be confused with the

Health Center, or infirmary. The
hours are 3 to 8 p.m. this Wed-
nesday, and 2 to 8 p.m. the

following.

The donor center, which is the

only on-campus center in the north-

east, has been open two and a half

years. In that time it has con-

tributed substantially to the blood

supply in New England. Anyone
who has been watching the news
lately should recall that the blood

supply in the region has been

rather low as a result of the recent

storms and flooding. Regardless,

the blood you donate is always
needed and won't go unap-
preciated.

Sign-up sheets for the Collegian

blood drives will be located at the

information desk in the Campus
Center concourse beginning today.

But if you don't have time to stop

by and sign up, walk-ins are always
welcome at the donor center.

By the way, the first excuse on

the Red Cross' ilst of 20 is, "No one

has ever asked me to donate

blood." As they say in the pam
phlet, "consider yourself invited."

Please sign up today.

All unsigned editorials represent

ttic opinion of a majority of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

The right to self-determination
Bs YITZHAK SANTIS

Universal human rights: this goal espoused

by such lofty groups as the Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade (RCYB) the

Young Socialist Alliance (YSA), the In-

ternational Socialists (IS) and others, is a

truly morally correct cause that should be

pursued. However, these groups engage

themselves in a double standard style of

selective criticism that only attacks and

criticizes those nations that don't agree with

their specific ideologies and ignores those

nations, with supposed communist or

socialist ideologies, that are guilty of the

same crimes.

Much attention has been focused upon

the human rights violations in South Africa.

These groups in particular have led the

charge on the American campuses against

the investments by the American colleges In

the corporations that deal with Soutti Africa.

They have been fairly successful and they

should be commended for the work they

have done. I've heard nothing, however, In

the way of criticism coming from these

groups on the trading practices of

Mozambique, a 'Marxist' state supported by

the Soviet Union.

In the year 1975, the total dollar value in

exports from Mozambique to South Africa

was $16 million, the imports from South

Africa to Mozambique, in the same year, was
$72 million. In 1976, South Africa provided

approximately $120 million of Mozambique's

total foreign exchange earnings of some
$300 million, consisting of $50 million from

Letters
Time for courage

To the Editor

According to Frankling Patterson,

acting President of UMass, Jean Paul
Mather more than any man in the crucial

years 1954- 1960 made the case for a real

public university in Massachusetts. Many
faculty and some administrators may
recall that President Mather stated
publicly that if winning a salary increase

for the faculty required his own
resignation, then he would resign He did.

The time has come for one or more
administrators of this University to

demonstrate similar courage. Ad-
ministrators of this University are urged
to reexamine the administration's
philosophy for operating this University

as evidenced in the administration's

collective bargaining proposal and by tfte

arbitrariness underlying the recent salary

increases. [The administration restricted

the salary increases to members of the

administration. J

How refreshing it would be if one or
more administrators came out publidy
with ^ statement to the effect that

present management's philosophy for

operating the University is different from
mine and since Iam not willing to support
it, I believe it is in the best interest of all

parties that I resign from my ad-
ministrative post. And how extra
refreshing it would be if members of the

faculty who believed likewise made
themselves unavailable for management
positions in this University until there was
ample evidence that management's
philosophy is reasonably consistent with
the widely held and cherished concepts
of academic freedom, due process,
university government, and tenure.

Name wfthh«ld by r*quMt

Getting

taken for a ride

Jay martus

t
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Letters

Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They must
be signed and include the author's address

and phone number. Organizations may
submit letters, but they must include a name
and phone number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced, at

sixty spaces per line, and no more than two
pages. They should be sent to the Executive

Editor, c-o the Collegian, or dropped off at

the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for either

content or space according to the judgement

of the editors. Due to space limitations, there

is no guarantee that all letters received will be

printed. Letters for a specific publication date

must be submitted by 4:00 p.m. the day

preceding that date.

The other morning began by rushing to get

to the bus stop, only to see the driver in-

dicate that there was no more room and she

would not take us out of the Yukon wind and
cold. As the cursing died down at the curb,

people tried their numb legs, and began
walking to classes in disgust. Traveling from
lot 34 (across from S.B.A.), we all felt a

special tenseness charged in the at-

mosphere, and simultaneously viewed the
hideous, and startling Image of another
Whitmore trial balloon.

Evidently new and old members of the

administration have not ventured to change
a style that has failed miserably so often in

the past. The proposed bus fee will ensure
that the new Vice Chancellor for Ad-
ministration and Finance James McBee will

be initiated In a trial by fire. The hidden costs
of this expedition into the domain of hardball

campus politics win be telling and probably

can't be predicted in its entirety. Of course
one can speculate on certain likely

possibilities ...

Student politics has historically been an

arena of factionalism and stalemates. On the

occasion of particularly outrageous activities

by the administration, a bond of common
interests materialize anfK>ng the divergent

student groups and student government is

revitalized. Given the reaction of a more

unified force, issues like the Universal

Resource Fee were dealt with effectively by a

strong student response. The U.R.F.

proposal woukl have been a general fee for

all students of $150 to help pay off the bond-

holders sooner.

Areas of the University funded primarily by

students are being asked to assume more
than their fair share of funding of services for

which students don't have any more than a

token share of policy making authority. The
bus fee issue is an example of this

phenomenon. Under the administration

proposal, students would be subsidizing the

staff and faculty contribution as bus users,

while they control the policy making. The
administration wants to keep or expand its

control and pay less than they proportionally

should. Giving an issue to the students with

such gross inequities is perhaps the greatest

boost the administration has given student

government in a year.

The trial balloon method is the label for the
strategy the administration is using In the bus
issue. The administration has put itself into a
box of conflicting promises and ex-
pectations: a promise that student monies
would not be used to fund the Campus
Center garage, staff and faculty entrenched
against parking fee escalation, and
placement of the C.C. garage into the
parking lot system contradict and work
against each other's fruition. With reserves
being eaten up like candy by the garage,
breaking a promise or expectation seems
inevitable. Which do they choose to break?
They decided to squeeze a little more from
the students. The negotiations with students
were undertaken in bad faith and their fee
proposal was cooked up to raise the stakes.
Rather than cooperating by trying to bridge
the gap between the positions, the ad-
ministration went public with the bus fee
proposal. That is farther away from ac-
commodation than they were a month ago.
Their hope is that as students aim their

missiles at the bus fee pariah, their previous
position will look nrwre attractive. The ad-
ministration forgot one thing; that buses are

a central service which touches most of us
each day and that more people are watching
the ensuing battle than usual.

One member of the administration is

counting on the balloon's collapse. With a

large supply of fee cards already printed up,

with no space for an additional fee, the

Bursar must be found curiously against the

proposal, siding with the student per-

spective. Of course, if force, he could just

close a few hours earlier each day to hand
process all the new bills. Or new bills could

be ordered and paid for. a small loss in the

battle.

If the fee proposal passes, the next thing
you know the buses may be renamed: The
Whitmore Transit Service. Think of all the
costs in repainting the vehicles, but with the
new trust fund established, they'll just

propose a fee increase to cover the costs.

Jty Martus is a Collegian Columnist.

harbor and railway duties; $10 million from
South African imports of Mozambique
goods; $10 million from South African

tourists and $50 million from Mozambique
miners working in South Africa.

The case of Black miners from Mozam-
bique mines, working in South African gold

mines, is a curious one because of

Mozambique's anti-apartheid stance. Ac-
cording to the Washington Post the number
of workers from Mozambique in South
African mines and industries has increased

from less than 100,000 before that countries

independence came in 1975 to neariy 180,000

today. The current starvlard arrangement of

payment goes like this: The south African

minlr>g companies pay the Mozambique
workers 40 per cent of their total wages in

South African currency. The remaining 60

per cent of their wages is paid to the

Mozambique government in gold bullion.

After the miners retum home, their govern-

ment pays them the remaining 60 per cent of

their withheld wages. They are paid in

Mozambique currency and the government
retains the gold.

South Africa's gold payments to

Mozambique for providing workers for the

mines are computed at the old "official"

price of $42 an ounce instead of the current

market value of over $100. Therefore, if a

Black worker earns $70 a month in the mines,

his monthly take home pay is $28;

Mozambique receives $42 in gold — one
ounce at the "official" rate. But one ounce of

gold is actually worth more than $100. The

worker receives only the $42 of the "official"

price and never sees the full pay that he
labored for. Therefore, Mozambique, a

bastion' of Marxist ideology in Africa, earns

a profit of over 200 per cent on the ex-

ploitation of its proletariat in a White racist

society!

Another interesting case of the selective

morality and double standards that are

practiced by the RCYB, YSA and others, is

the plight of refugees around the worid.

While these groups call for the destruction of

Israel in order for the Palestinian Arabs to

exercise 'self-determination', they seem to

forget that the Jewish people have the same
rights to self-determination.

But where are the shouts for self-

determination for the Kurdish people, a non-

Arab ethnic group nearly three million of

whom live in Iraq. They have been fighting,

and dying, for such self-determination since

1972. The totalitarian government of Iraq has

driven over 150,000 Kurds out of their

homes. Thirty-thousand 'pesh merge' (those

who face death) are known to be in con-

centration camps. Amnesty International has

the names of 389 hostages - innocent wives

and children of rebel soldiers now fighting in

the hills. But you see. Iraq is supported by

the Soviet Union.

The situation in South- East Asia is yet
another example of RCYB, YSA and other's

double standards. The government in

Cambodia, supported by Communist China,

is engaged in the genocide of the middle and

upper class citizens. It is known that tens of

thousands of people have already been
massacred, and made refugees, fleeing for

their lives. Don't these people have a right to

self- determination?

By not coming out against these gross

violations of human rights, these groups in

their silence are condoning the genocide

occurring on the other side of the worid.

A revolution, with little or no violence, that

wrests away the power from an oppressing

ruling class and creates a socialist state

where the proletariat rules and truly

democratic process functions is one thing.

But when that same revolution goes to the

extreme of murdering, of imprisoning people

with the criteria being their economic status

and-or political beliefs, then that revolution

ceases to be a revolution and becomes an

oppressive, authoritarian reign of terror that

is perpetrated by small, insignificant and
insecure men lustily searching for power.

It is not Socialism or Communism as ideas

that are being criticized here, but rather the

selective, double standard criticisms of the

self-proclaimed bearers of those ideologies.

All that is being asked in this article is for

these people to broaden their horizons in

their quests for universal hun^n rights. For

alt human life is equal in value from monarch
to peasant; from communist to fascist; from

bourgeoisie to proletarian.

Yitzhak Santis is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

There is always a 'hitch'

susan blrminisiham

In the abstract sense, sticking out my
thumb with only a smile a perhaps a joint to

share along with way, seems like a pleasant

alternative to paying my last six dollars for a

three hour bus ride to Boston. Ah, if only life

were that simple.

For those women, like myself, who are

without a car, and relatively broke, the

situation of travel is a frustrating one. Things

are fine when plans made In advance allow

for catching a ride with a friend, but if im-

pulse is still an important part of living,

"safety" is a hard pill to swallow.

It's not just the threat of physical violence

that is the problem, but also the loss of

dignity that is suffered just from con-

versation. Inevitably, the interrogation begins

with questions about school.

"Oh so you are a college student? Are you
studying to be a teacher?" I clench my teeth

and try to stifle the impulse to say. "no
actually I am studying to be a nuclear

physicist and I have just discovered a way to

destroy, with a single push of a button, all

those who dare assume that a woman goes

to school with dreams that extend no further

than being a teacher." Instead. I usually

smile bleakly and try to avoid further con-

versation.

With the rise in the use of C.B. radios, one
would assume that hitchhiking has been
made easier. Perhaps for some; but what in

hell are you supposed to say when your
driver, in trying to be so very helpful, radios

all over rt. 2 that he has a beaver sitting

beside him and is anyone up for giving her a

ride?

It is also interesting to watch tricks done
with mirrors. Simply fascinating to see what
some will do for excitement. Have you ever

gotten into a car only to notice that the rear-

view mirror is angled so that you have a

perfect view of the driver's crotch? Hmmm ...

Is that done for my benefit, to heighten the

enjoyment of the ride?

Of course, there are always those helpful

ones who pick you up only to lecture the

whole time about "what's a nice giri like you
... don't you know how dangerous ... you
shouldn't be ...

"

By the time one arrives at her destination,

nerves shot to hell, jaws sore from being
clenched, legs cramped from sitting as
tightly and inconspicuously as possible (you
know what a woman Is looking for when she
is sitting with leas aoart and head back on
the seat), ar>d neck strained from having
ridden two hours looking out the left win-
dow, all that is desired is to tye back home
safe and sound.

The six dollars you saved is spent on high
priced drinks in Boston while just trying to
relax and forget all about it. Heaven forbid

you get angry, after all you asked for it.

Well, believe it or not, I'm off again,

praying that a woman will have the courage
to stop for another woman who is only
looking for a quiet, inexpensive way to
Boston.

Susan Birmingham is a Collegian
Columnist.
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The 26-«tory UM*m library, tallest in tlia world, looms liks a monolith over

campus in tha ducks of a wintar'a v>i: Chilly tamparaturas and tha thraat of snow
kapt many indoora ovar tha waakand. (Staff photo by Christopher H. Schmitt)

'I iM%% to confutad I had to atk quastiona to gat tha information I naadad. But I didn't
know what quasttons to aak or whara to 90 to gat tha anawara."

"Whan I first vtartad at UMaas I was 2-3 yaars oldar than moat atudartta and waa
commuting I fah like I wasn't raally part of tha Univarsity. Mora lika a hotal rasidant."

Making tha dacision to go to collaga maant making a savara adjustamant in my
lifaatyla. Aftar working 20 yaars I coutd no longar afford to support mysalf I had to maka

474 YEARS?
"Whan I first antarad UMass I was unpraparad I onhr had a vagua idaa of why I was

hara. and what i was going to do in Ufa. Whan I raturnad aftar a faw yaars abaanaa, school
maant somathing"

"I fait datachad from othars in claas although thay wara friandly. No social contact
outaida of class axistad. Having childran mada us saam worlds apart and communication
diHicuH Why?"

Strong-arm sued by
Moon church member
PROVIDENCE, R.I. lUPf] - A suit filed by

a follower of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
Unification Church is expected to go to trial

in U.S. district court today.

Leslie Weiss, 24, of Waltham, Mass., is

suing Albert Turner of Warwick and Ted
Patricic of San Diego for $400,000. She
claims the two men locked her in a room on
Thanksgiving Day, 1974, and tried to sway
her to leave Moon's church.

At issue is whether a relative or friend of a

legal adult can try to have him brainwashed
to give up a religion.

Patrick is a former community- relations

worker with a national reputation for

"deprogramming" Moon followers for a fee

of $1,500 to $5,000. He was hired by Weiss'

mother, who has since died.

Weiss said the two men deceived her into

going to Turner's home. She claims she was
physically abused and feared for her safety.

She said she was locked in a bedroom at

night with her mother and finally escaped by
climbing out a window. She said she was
hospitalized because of the incident and
developed a deep fear traveling alone.

Turner linked up with Patrick when he
hired the California man to "deprogram" his

daughter Shelley from the Unification

church.
It's not the first time Patrick has been sued

for his work.
A New York jury acquitted him on charges

he abducted a 20-year-old member of the
new Testament Missionary fellowship in

1973.

He was later convicted of falsely im-

prisoning two Denver women whose parents
were unhappy they had given up the Greek
Orthodox way of life.

He was also sentenced to one year in jail

for falsely imprisoning a 19- year-old member
of the Hare Krishna sect. And, he was
deported from Canada for attempting to

deprogram a 23-year-old Roman Catholic.

Suspect of fatality released
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - Mari( Avery, 21,

of Stafford, Vt., has been freed, in con-
nection with an incident involving the dearth
of a New Hampshire State Trooper, because
police overlooked other misdemeanor
charges, a county attorney said.

Avery was charged with negligent
homicide Saturday in New London District

Court, but Merrimack County Attorney
James Kruse has ordered the charge
dropped pending further investigation and
the results of an autopsy of the body of
Trooper Richard Champy,

Kruse said Avery had also been charged by
police with public intoxication and resisting
arrest, but, according to Kruse, those
charges were not filed in court because
officers were pressing the more serious
negligent homicide charge.
"We've had a real communication

problem over this case," Kruse said. "And
we're going to get together and straighten it

out."

Police said Champy apparently collapsed

during a scuffle with Avery, who was a

passenger in a car the trooper had stopped.
The driver of that car Dean Homer Kendall,

41, also of Strafford, Vt., was charged with

driving while intoxicated and is free on bail,

Kruse said.

Police said Champy had stopped the car,

which was wanted for a hit and run accident

on route 89 in Lebanon.
He was given cardio-pulmonary

resuscitation at the scene by another

trooper, but died two hours later in New
London Hospital.

A preliminary investigation has determined
that Champy's death was due, in part to a

heart problem, Kruse said.

2 MILLION
VISITS

THERE IS A
REASON

Wom«n of all ages visitad Gloria Stavens

Figure Salons mora than two million times

last year.

There is a reason, a logical, rational reason.

They controlled their weight. It is as

simple and as logical as that.

The Gloria Stevens M.E.D. Method works.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
*At All Participating Salons

6weeks for$OS^^ UNLIMITED VISITS' ^"^"^
One introductory offer per person.

Fun Exercise Plan

Diets Compiled Exclusively by Our Dietitian

No Disrobing * Individual Programming

Physician Inquiries Invited About Our MED Method

No Contracts To Sign

.~<f. •^
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AUDITIONS
for

UMass Music Theatre Guild's

You're a
Good Mail
Charlie
Brown

(to be performed March 30
through April 2)

Men. and Tues.— Feb. 6 & 7

6:30 p.m.
Campus Center 165

For more information:

549-4833, 545-2149.

545-0783

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTSCENTERPRESENTS

ALVINAILEY
AMERICAN DANCETHEATER

S

DON'T TRY TO LOSE

WEIGHT ALONE

WEIGHT WATCHERS

FIGURE SALONS
America's fastest grotwing system of franchised

figure salons exclusively for women

Mountoin Forms Moll

Rt. 9 Hadley CAU MOW
584-0105

Hours Mon thru Fn 9 to 9 Sat. 9 to 3

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION

SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

TUES , FES, 7

Gaiallt

ThcTimt Bttort.
The Tim* After

Sutit OItt

Rtvalatient

WED
, FEB. 8 THURS , FEB 9

Hidden R itn Ni«M CrMture

Choral Oancat Cry

SutltOtt* Rainbow

Rtvtialioiit

All Shows at 8 pm

FIhE Am CENTER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on Ml*. Gcnoral Public - S7, «, S.

UMass students t3.S0, 3, 2J0. Otiwr studMits
and sanior citiions - U, S, 4.

Fin* Arts Canttr Box Office M-F 9-4

A Ail Ticliatron Locations.

News in brief
Collegian 13

BlSSt dOSttOVS dunltilf Saturday night, cutting gas pressure in part^^'^^ ww^fCj^ of Gardner to nearly zero.

UXBRIDGE, Mass. [AP\ - At least three
persons were injured, one seriously, when an
explosion and fire destroyed a two-story
duplex dwelling Sunday, officials said.
The cause of the 10:20 a.m. blast was not

immediately determined, a fire department
dispatcher said. No natural gas lines served
the structure, he said.

John Morin, 49, an occupant of the two-
family dwelling, received second and third
degree burns over 80 per cent of his body.
Transferred from Milford Hospital to Massa-
chusetts General Hospital in Boston, he was
placed on the danger list but was reported in
stable condition.

His wife Mary was admitted to Milford
Hospital in stable condition with first degree
burns. His teen-age son, who was not
identified, was treated for cuts and released.
Three other Morin children of high school
age were taken to the hospital for a checkup
but were not hurt, a Milford nursing
supervisor said.

Police officer Richard Heerdt said the
explosion "pretty near blew the house apart
and the fire didn't leave much left."

The fire and explosion were at 24
Snowling Road. Nearby homes escaped
damage, officials said.

Heating main fixed
GARDNER, Mass. [AP] - Natural gas

service was restored to about 200 customers
early Sunday following the rupture of a gas
main, the Fitchburg Gas & Electric Co.,

reported.

Jim Pettengill, spokesman for the com-
pany, said a supply pipe at a liquefied natural

gas plant in nearby Westminster ruptured

Pett6ngill said service was restored
temporarily by drawing gas from a propane
plant in Lunenberg, which normally serves
industrial users. The Westminster pipe
which apparently cracked open because of
expansion and contraction due to weather
changes, was expected to be back in service
by Sunday night, he said.

Utility crews checked homes and
businesses to relight pilot flames snuffed by
the gas failure.

l\/larine found dead;

Corps investigated
BOSTON [UPI] - A Massachusetts

congressmen has called for an investigation
into the death of a marine from the city's

Dorchester section whose family refuses to
believe a Marine Corps report that the young
man died after he apparently shot himself in

the left temple with his own rifle.

Marine spokesman said Pfc. Mark J. Czaja,
18, died at Camp LeJeune, N.C., last

Monday. The fatal bullet came from a M-16
rifle Czaja was carrying while he was alone
on guard duty at a motor pool, the
spokesmen said.

The spokesman added a preliminary in-

vestigation showed no evidence of foul play.
But, members of Czaja's family said

Saturday they cannot believe the 197
graduate of Dorchester High School killed

himself.

"When they told me that my son was shot
in the left temple, I just couldn't believe it,"

said his mother, Dorothy Czaja. "He was

right handed. I want to know how my son
shot himself in the temple with a rifle."

Rep. Janes A. Burke, D-Mass., is calling
for a full probe by the Marines into the death.
An aid to Burke said Saturday the
congressman had been told the investigator
would be completed in about 10 days.

"I do not want to blame the entire Marine
Corps for Mark's death," his sister, Mrs.
Dorothy Rumple of Gas City, Ind., said after
her brother's Saturday funeral. "But
someone appears to be at fault. I don't want
to be bitter, but we must know why he died
and how."

Family members and friends say he was a
young man was in good spirits when he
returned to the North Carolina camp from
leave Jan. 26.

He enlisted in the Marine Corps in Sep-
tember and graduated from boot camp in

January. He was transferred from the Paris
island, S.C, camp to Camp LeJeune to
attend cook's school.

Firemen injured
in Milford blaze
MILFORD, Mass. [AP] - Five firemen

were injured battling a blaze in an apartment
house from which 13 residents were safely
evacuated Sunday.
The fire at Shadowbrook Apartments was

fought by fire departments from four towns.
Officials said two firemen were burned;

two suffered from smoke inhalation, and one
injured a leg in a fall. All were from the
Milford department.
Two apartments were damaged, one

extensively. Officials said the blaze was
caused by a maintenance man trying to thaw
water pipes with a torch.

TOMORROW -
BOLTWOOD - BELCHERTOWN PROJECT
presents

Sign Company 3
^.

S.U.B. 2:00 a- 3:30 p.m,

>^.

Sign Company 3 performs popular music through sign
language, dance and pantomine. If you missed their per-
formance on handicap awareness day, be sure to see them
this time.

The Boltwood Belchertown Project offers valuable
field experience in a wide range of program.

Program selection night is Feb. 9 - 7:30-9:00, 8th floor
C.C.

A recruitment meeting will be held tomorrow night
Feb. 7 in the C.C. 904.

Credit is available - for more Info. caH 323-6311 ext. 249
at 7:30.

l^^\f^^ST^l'r^i^rvTr^tTlT^'V^^^T^'Tr'fl'li^^ i »"5"a'ft » BS'a'a'g'sxs'a'aTr

JOIN us...

WtlCHT
WATCHERS

Applications are now available for all persons interest-

ed in applying for space for 1978 1979 All groups wishing to

renew or change space for next year must apply. Forms are

available at the Board of Governors office, 117 Campus

Center, and must be returned no later than Tuesday,

February 28. 1978

The CC—SU Board of Governors it an Equal, Op-

portunity—Affirmative Action organiiation.

send a

to someone / anyone!
BOYFRWND, Gfffi FRIMMD, SWMMTU,ROOMMATM, PROP, COACH, CHWM VffTC.

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian is giving you, for

754, the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes
published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th.

We are having special pages put aside for your
messages. They can be witty, serious, anything you
want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your
Valentine will never forget!

Come to the Collegian office before Thurs., Feb. 9th

at 3:45 P M. to place your copy.

EXAMPLES!
To: Mary A.

Have a Happy Valentine

Day. Ifcupiddoein'fcome

around I will.

Kusty

I
I
I
I
I

TTrroTTYTTrrrTTnnnro

To: Room 365 S.W. |
We're looking forward to I
ieeing you again. Happy m
Vahntine Day! b

• The Girls "

^^SLSLiJLlJUUUiSiSLSLSLSLSULSiSULSLSUm\

Bring this to us before Thurs., Feb 9th at 3 45 P M
.... LIMIT 20 WORDS....

I
B
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

i^il^IZ^i.....»J
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Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA

Special meeting. Check bulletin board for

those who should attend. Meeting in office 7
p.m.

ART DEPARTMENT
fKn History 590B HISTORY OF THE

DECORATIVE ARTS. Will meet in room 219
Bartlett Hall on Friday, Feb. 3 and Monday,
Feb. 6 (after \A/hich a permanent room will be
assigned). All students interested in course
should :ome on Friday.

A TTORNEY GENERAL S OFFICE
All advocates, judges and prospective

judiciary members. First meeting will be held
on Feb. 7, at 7:30 in Campus Center Rm. 802.
All interviewed parties welcome.
BELCHERTOWN SATURDAY VOLUN-
TEERS
Be a volunteer at Belchertown State

School on Saturday afternoons in a
recreational atmosphere. Credit available.

Watch for table in the Campus Center this

week or call Kevin (549-4562) or Jim (546-
7079).

BELOW THE SALT
Interesttu in dance? Below the Salt needs

reviewers, poets, graphic artists,

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1978

photographers and feature writers to focus
on dance. Organizational meeting
TUESDAY, FEB. 7 at 7 p.m. in Collegian
office.

Below the Salt needs theater critics.

People interested in doing drama-musical-
comedy reviews are urged to attend im-
portant meeting, Monday, Feb. 6 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Collegian offices, Campus Center Rm.
113. If unable to attend, contact theater
editor Janie Portnoy at 545-3500 at 546-9571

.

BOOK EXCHANGE
Tired of being ripped off at the textbook

annex? Used books are being sold at prices

set by students. All this week from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m., in the Commonwealth Room of the
Student Union.
COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
EQUALITY

Are you concerned about the en-
vironment? So are we. Come find out how
you can help at our first general meeting
Tues., Feb. 7 at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center,
Rm 803. All are welcome!
CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION
SESSIONS
The University Health Services will be

offering contraception educational sessions
to the University community again this

TURN TO PAGE 15

CLIP & MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDER
HEADLINE CHOICE

vnTORC>CL'
« sA ^ ''fOSONALS

O EQU'P
' • ' • ". '^ .^fc WAISkTED

RIDERS WANTED
- ROOM WANTED

SERVICES
- .'. ANTED TO SUBLET
RulTiON travel
f vVANTED

v.anted to rent

OTHER
$1 00 extra for

other headline —H
RATES Daily 45c p«r line

6 consec pub days 40c p«r lin« per day
30 consec pub days 35c per line per day

I

Computation:
llines: X rate:

X #days: = (ad cost)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT

\ = NET AD COST TO BE MAILED!

iniP AP COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box Use UPPER lower case characters

where they apply (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line A line contains 38 boxes. (Average
word IS approx 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name:_
Phone* (if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

Dates Classified Ad is to run -

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept , Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

%
1

I
I
I

1 I
21

I
I
I

J
REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !L";^tl7Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!'! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY'! !!L.ttleAd» Get BIG RESULTS'

To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and

3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p m three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifieds
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! L.ttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS"! 'REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! ••!^REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! '!!LmicAd»Gct BIG RESUJ^!'_^!

CALCULATORS FOR SALE HELP WANTED

College Calculators -low prices -1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore -T 159 $220, TI58 $93, TI57.

$60, TI55 $53, 1140 $22-COMM4190
$40, COMM4148 $25, all HP's & Sharps

available. College Calculators is now
four yrs old! Before you buy anywhere

else call Bob or Chris 549-1316 (even) or

1-739-9626 (Spnngfield- daytime).

Lange Pro Ski boots, size ^Vj . These

boots are two years old but have only

been worn on two occasions. $25 will

buy you these boots. If interested, call

253 5873.

Get paid for reading, watching TV, or

studying! Night staff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher,
549-6699.

Teachers at all levels. Foreign and

domestic. Teachers Box 1063 Van-

couver, Washington 98660.

SERVICES

Lessons
4404.

cheap Bass guitar - banjo 6-

Organ and amplifier available for quick

sale $300 or best offer. Call nights 549,

4834

Quel.
$

tutor for Math 120 needed. 64631.

CARS SNOWMOBILES-PARTS Double bed, $20. Call 467-9801.

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check

the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing

is believing. Ask for it at the UM
bookstore.

5 cubic ft. refrigerator, $90 256 0188

AUTO FOR SALE

New trupk, $30 or BO. Call 6-6597.

5 cu. ft. refrigerator. Excellent cond.,

$80 or BO. 665-3190

62 Mercedes Black, red interior, AM FM,

4 radials h snows in excellent condition.

Good buy. Asking $1200. Call eves 256-

0511.
,

1969 Barracuda fastback. New mags,

tires & much more. Real sharp $1250.

256-6047

71 Saab Engine trouble but many good

parts. Call Robbv eves 665 3460.

1966 Volvo 1800S S port Coupe. 546-9679 .

1970 Toyota II Corona ex running con-

dition body work needed. Call Jane
frorr-i 3 4 253-9733 ^f^er 6 at 283-3784

RIDE VVANTED

Help; JMie bovine i-o reecs a nde from

Boston to w\^ass :'• -.veekends. 253-

38U

Stereo AM/FM/8 track. Receiver and

speakers. $50 or best offer. Call Jeff

253 5849.

Zoo Mass shirts 3 75 sz's S. M, L, colors

black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.

Send $ and address to Box 436 Sun-

derland MA.

Rossignol skis 170's. Used once BO.
Call Lynn 549-6555. Excellent cond ition.

Woman's down head ski parker size

9 10. Exc. condition. Must sell Call 549-

_5951^

Refrigerator, dorm size- 56 cu ft.,

nearly new. excellent conoition, $75 or

BO. Jerry 549-3827.

Refrigerator— exce'^ent cond., ^ cu. 'ft.

Wainut :-nis»^ §60 cr BO. Call Deb 549-

T799

Business manager-editor wanted for

small, growing Amherst publishing firm.

Responsible for editing, doing market

research, bookkeeping, budgeting and

assisting in management planning. BA in

Business or English and experience in

publishing editing or business preferred.

If you're looking for a job with op-

portunity to initiate, be your own boss

and earn greater responsibilities, we
want you, too! Send resume and
qualifications to Employment Director,

Box 863, Amherst, MA 01002.

Overweight? Try the one that works!

Famous US Women's ski team diet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order

today! Send $3: Fem-Art, Box 3351,

Logan, Utah 84321

.

FOR RENT

Tired of the dorms? Don't want the

hassle of an apartment? Get the best of

both in a warm homey atmosphere.

We're away from the hubbub of the

University but right on UMass bus

routes. Call Barbara at 545-0162. You'll

be glad you did.

Houseboy
0939.

needed. For info call 545-
Rooms for rent. Call 584 2769.

Research Assistants, work study eligible

students. Humanities project. High pay,

flexible hours. Some typing. J.

Dopohue, 50498 or 253 9802.

Interns, practicum students: opening
available m North Amherst Shelter

Home ^or work with court-involved

teeriage coys. Recreation, counseling,

general supervision, crafts and tutoring.

Pete Chns'opher, 5J-9 6699 Soon'

Chiidcare, housekeeping. 3 afternoons.

ca"- o -eferreo. 256-0589. After 7 00.

Houseboys wanted at iGU. Caii evenmqs
549-3607.

Roommate wanted. Sund. on bus line.

$130/mo., util. incl. Large rm. After 6:00

call 665-3392. Starting Feb. 1.

1 or 2 roomates wanted to share 2

bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Rent $225.

h utilities. Call 253-9814.

F^male^ roommate wanted to share two

bedroom apt. in Roiling Green. Call

Be'h. Brenda or Lorraine at 25J-7690.

Ho'jse has opening: Spacious, oemi-rural

co-operative iivinq; $l06,'mo. 253-9848

Beautiful country house 240 acres in

with 'i^' for rcr-x. 'JVasS
Share transp. Call 625-2779.

"srn looking or a "6^ to Quebec City for

;• V^ioxer Carniva' V'il share 5 arc

iri'g Caii David 253-2954

Siereo system BiC960 turntaole. FTRExp
•: soeakers LA750 amp ex<; cO'iCiT'cn

:53(X) Movra T^anv other items. 253-

5359.

TRA VEL PERSONALS

ifsbs on ships! American. Foreign. \o
^•.pe'ience recuiraa Exc. pav
Wofidwide travel. Sutnme' job or career.

Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10

Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Puerto Rico Paradise Gamoling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida). 8 days & 7 nights. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call

Reade 546-5000 or 5 3500.

WANTED
"^

Us«d Box spring and mattress for dbl.

bed wanted. Call 519-6916. ^

uynn - do you ce-ieve in lovs at first si'^ht

I do. Steve

Mappy Birthday creep Kissm' &
Huggin'i Sharing 6t Caring. I Love you.
Shithead.

SUMMER JOBS
^

Summer jobs guaranteed or money
back. Nation's largest directory.
Mini'THjm 50 employers /state. Includes

rridster application. Only $3. Sumchoice.
Box 645, State College, Pa 16801.

Mon-work «!tudv oositionr open <n

Collegian Grapnics Departrnent.
Minimun-t 15 hrs. wk., two semeste-
commitment. Jobs .ire open in this

field diid experience here will helO

Mo experience necessary
Applications are available in Campus
Cen:'*' ""I? until Peb. 8.

Can't afford to pay for undesirealile Din
ing Commons food? Work as a housepcr
son and get good home-cooked meals.
Meal tickets are refundable Call Earbara
at 545-0162.

Counselors Assoc, of Private Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 90
rrtember camps located in N. Eastern

US., July and August Contact. Assoc,
of Private Camps, 56 West 42-^ St.

New York. NY. 10036 1212)736 6ii95

1

1

rad of the dorms? Don't want the

apaiimeni.^ Get the best ot

,• '/vatni homey atmosphere.

. e a/vdv ffom the hubbub of the

jnivera^ty but nght on UMass ous
'^s. C'5.. BarbHra at 545-0162. You'll

,^ri you ritr*

WANTED TO RENT

Roommate wanted. Female non-
^iTioker. 2 bdrm apt. $115/mo includes

utils. 256-6388.

FOUND

I have a red U of C gymnastics bag left in

Macmer W-14 last seniester. If yours,
call John 773-7289.

u\ b.< n .IS 000 Mi ,\n* RS OAU y Afis (;e' Bif. wt sui rs" "i a, h .'«, ooo «f aoi hs ham v ' hi ach }h oo- «e Aot i'« OAn v uriu An* >( ^ bk. nf sui 's "i .x »< v, or', .u ami m

Notices
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

semester. Educational programs will be given
on Mondays at 3:00 p.m., Tuesdays at 7:00
p.m., Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m. (for couples
only) and Thursdays at 3:00 p.m. in room 302
of the Health Center. All students are invited
to attend, and no appointment is needed.
Women receiving contraceptives for the first
time must attend an educational program
prior to a clinic visit.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM
First D.V.P. meeting. Come tonight at 6:30

!-««« P-^-^- °^*^« '" ^^^ Student Union.
FOOD SCIENCEAND NUTRITIONAL CLUB
Food science and nutrition majors-the first

club meeting of the semester will be held
Tuesday, Feb. 7 at 7:00 p.m., 227
Chenoweth. Come and enjoy pizza and beer
with us!

LAT CLUB
A lecture and film on rabies is being

sponsored by the LAT club. The guest
speaker will be Dr. Roy. 7:00 p.m. Feb. 7 in
rm. 101 Campus Center. Everyone is
welcome.

Immmmmm0mmmmm0mm J

AM^mJCmmi

LINGUISTICS
Linguistic department courses are still

open; students and courses in South College
rm. 226. PEOPLE AND THEIR LANGUA(3E

Jean Paul Sartre's play
'The Flies' at Hampshire

"The Flies", by Jean Paul Sartre, will be
performed February 9-12 at Hampshire
College. Hampshire continued the trend in
the Valley of the professional theatre artists
working with students by securing a National

Collegian is

AMITY ST ?S3 •yVlb

"A PURE PERFECT
MOVIE EXPERIENCE."

- Leo Le*men vugoe Maguir%e

ISABELLE HUPPERT

'//te
ORErTAflllW
W vtMMKfVjmi

THE LACEMAKER: EVES at 7:00 ft 9:00

Ari.A(/()( (,ORErTA(UM̂
am"

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 'iflA-QIS') MOUNTAIN rANWS MAIL.^o** jiaj ROurts-MAOuv mass
>isi7>o iiumiim sii~c-ri/t».»i..:m-c*«i)i.w) !». nitViv n »» cwnWMiinin sfiu*< im»r,iMi>mmu

ROSSINI S COMIC OPERA
IN ENGLISH

WITH orchrstra

TLS 'Nr.lC ATfS TW "OW - TlCf<ETS ON SAi.e 30 MiNUTtS PRIOR TC TLS

€NCOUNT€RS
I
Of TH6 THIRD KINO

W€ ARC NOT
ALON€

RICHARD ORtVFUSS
fipQj

:
.S. -THi.;n.fTlS6:00)-«:30

•^^ yhI,-SAT.(TlS4:4$, ;.|0.»:$$

A^T1atlaee(Sat.V .„
>un.

CUNT

GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER

' Is It Funny!

tocj ?^'V.-THUP.(Tt$4:30)-l:30
' ^^1 FRI . -SAT . (US $:I$).;:4S*:$$

^QMatlnee(Sat...j^3^
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Thursday, February 16

8 pm

Fll^ >PTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L
University of Massochusefts/ Amherst

J'f'T!.'.?"
"•• P«*'^nr 2. Gmml Public - »7,

*. S. UMast stwdcntt — M, 3. J.so.

Fii» Arts CMtvr Box OMic» M- P t^
a All TIcketron Locations.

V^^***********^ mi ll ii
bdiaaa«MM»JBBBE7

CAMPUS CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL
presents

TRENT ARTERBERRY

MIME

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
8:00 p.m. $2.00 Admission

Tickets Aviilablt Nigfit Of Performance Or In Advance At TIX.

endowment for the Arts grant tor a visiting
artist. Hampshire asked Joyce Arron who
created the Open Theatre with Joe Chaikin
and worked closely with Sam Shepard and
other American and European theatre in-
novators, to be the artist.

In addition to the February 9, 10, and 11
performances, there will be a special per-
formance with simultaneous video recording
and broadcast on Sunday, February 12
Show time is 8:00 p.m. at the Performing
Arts Center at Hampshire College. Tickets
are $2.00 and $1.50 for students and senior
citizens. For reservations call 549-4600 ext.
351.

CALVIN
WOODY ALLEN
TRIPLE FEATURE
"SLEEPER"

"LOVE Cr DEATH-

"EVERYTHING
ABOUT SEX"

Complete Show
Starts at 6:30

«U Sf«IS JlOO

University of Massochus«f1s / Amherst

FINEm% CENTERPRESENTS

jByHWHini

IMIIEVIIOIlJICIiOn

Saturday,

February 11

8 pm

Flf^ m% CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sal*. General public - $7, «, s.

UMaw students - M.SO, 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens - M, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F »^
a All Ticketron Locations.
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Antics sell cars;

zany advertising

malces a buc/c
LEWISTON. Maine \AP] - Why would a

man stand on his head atop a car, smash a
new windshield with a sledgehammer, or

give a sales pitch in French while wearino a

papermache turkey mask? To steel a car and
make a buck.
The antics of Lewiston and Auburn

automobile dealers are welt known to Maine
television viewers, and the zaniness of their

advertising is paying off.

The two neiqhborinq cities may not be first

in auto sales across the state, but they are
hard competitors for the new car buyers'
ddlar.

There are nearly 30 new and used car

dealers in Lewiston and Auburn, com-
munities with a combined population of

nearly 7,000. They are drawing buyers from
across the state. New Hamsphire and
Vermont, admittedly because of their

television ads.

Childish stunts don't embarrass them.

"If you're smiling when you come in here,

that's our ace in the hole," said Don
Parquette, manager of the Auto Center in

Auburn.

Auto Center salesman William McLain will

stand on his head on command if it means a

sale. He kept the advertising promise on a

recent snappy cold day, balancing on a Saab
in the front lot while traffic sped by.

Parquette, who is of French heritage, said

people like gimmicks, particularly the French-

Canadians of Lewiston and Auburn and
southern and western Maine.

Parquette claims the Auto Center is New
England's largest volume Volkswagen
dealership. He said hard-sell advertising, not

usually used by Volkswagen, pushed his

firm's sales up from 100 cars to more than

700 in a year.

Marcel Moore is the turkey man of local

dealers.

"We speak English, nous parlons Francais,

but most of all we talk turkey," says Marcel

as he stands r>ext to a live turkey in a

commercial. He also has a papier-mache

turkey head standing by.

His large, plush showrooms and offices are

designed to accommodate the buyer whom
he says wants 'a supermarket style of

shopping."

Moore's ad budget is about $100,00 a year.

"It is very, very expensive, but very, very

difficult to live without, " he said.

Heavy advertising is good for all dealers,

according to Moore. Car buyers coming to

the area know they will have a wide selec-

tion, he said.

Moore began his "turkey advertising" five

years ago. He said the early ads, which
featured a live turkey on truck bed, were not

as sophisticated as his current ads. He ap-

pears in all of his commercials.
He is sometimes ridiculed for his slogans,

but said he's willing to pay the price of

passersby calling out, "gobble gobble," or

describing him as "a turkey."

"But at least they know who I am. 95
percent of the people who walk into my
showroom ask, "Are you ready to talk

turkey?"" he remarkea
And, said the French-accented Moore,

French-speaking people are grateful that

someone will understand them when they

come in.

Steve Cardelli, known as the 'sticker

smasher, " found hazards in commercials

where he demolished car windshields to

show his willingness to slash prices.

Pranksters shattered the windows of his

personal car more than once.

Cardelli said the troubles are outweighted
by instant recognition on the street.

His ads started the trend about six years

ago and other dealers soon found they

needed an identity, Cardelli said. "Everyone
wanted to jump on the bandwagon."
He described Lewiston-Aubum as "very

competitive, more aggressive than most of

the markets in the state of Maine."
Neither the dealers nor state officials have

statistics on car sales in the area. Many of the

Lewiston-Aubum auto businesses said Port-

land, with more people, more dealers and
more money, probably outsells them, but the

two cities are holding strong.

Although Lewiston-Aubum dealers appear
to out-advertise their Portland and Bangor
counterparts, the area is probably not the car

capital of Maine, said Shepard Lee.

Lee has a glassed office over looking a
quarter-mile stretch of car lots in Auburn,
selling several makes of domestic and foreign

cars, trucks and recreational vehicles.

Lee's businesses use a soft-sell approach.
A bonus for many area businesses, he

said, is their size. He said the longer volume
dealers can sell at lower prices and are more
likely to bring buyers from a wide area.

Lee has been featured in many of his own
commercials, standing in car lots, and said he
finds it difficult to appear natural before the
camera.

"The car business is a more personal kind

of business. The buyer likes to recognize the

dealer," said Lee, who sold 4,000 vehicles

last year.

Les Emerson owns Louis Chevrolet of

Lewiston, whose ads say "You'll love Louis."

Emerson described the Lewiston-Auburn
area as "over-shopping mailed, over- banked,
and probably over-dealered."

Competition has strengthened in the two
cities, he said, as small auto dealerships

closed in the small surrounding communities
in Androscoggin and Oxford counties.

The dealers have built expensive show-

rooms, have millions of dollars in cars on

their lots, and have to work harder to support

their investments, he said.

Moore contended that despite the heavy

advertising and stiff competition, the dealers

t)elieve the buyer comes first.

"The last thing on our mind is sticking it to

the customer. He is our bread and butter,"

Moore said.

Ft. Lauderdale
EARLY BiRD SPECIAL

KMARCH 19.
ROUNBIHIP S 1 /in
4IR0NW ^ M.^99
from BRADLEY
•After Feb. 10th Rates $159.00

HOTEL PACKAGE AVAILABLE
SEATS LIMITED BOOK NOW
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
Concourse Level

545-0500

experience
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's Graphics
Department seeks volunteers for the spring 1978

semester. Previous graphics experience is not
necessary.

Learn while you work on:
Typesetting

Headline Production
Camera Production

Layout h Design
ARTISTIC ABILITY IS NOT NECESSARY,

BUT HELPFUL IF YOU HAVE IT!

Our graphics department has the latest equipment
and we're still growing. Prepare yourself for the
future by knowing how printed material is

prepared. Collegian graphic volunteers acquire a
unique experience which is always useful.

SPECIAL
GRAPHIC VOLUNTEERS

MEETI

MONDAY
FEBRUARY 6th
AT 4:00 P.M.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Graphic Oepartmerrt
113 Campus Center (first floor rear)

O Telephone: 545-3500

Manager: Randy Glenn
Asst. Managers: Ann Emanuelli,

Eva Perles, Claire D'Amour
Technicians: Gerry Grenier Er

Phil Milstein

STUDENTS — U.MASS. — (ON campus only)
Have The Boston Globe Delivered to your dormitory at

the special half price rate to students at this college.

Delivery Begins
Sun. Feb. 12

n 00
A Week
For The Morning
and Sunday

65' A Week
for The Morning
40* A WEEK
for The Sunday

Delivery Begins
Sun. - Feb. 12

PiMse fill out this form and give to Studont Rop. who will bo contacting you. If not contacted within a wook rwtvrn to oHhor party

,____, listed bolOW. All ordar* r»c«iv«d •t»f F«b 12 will b« pro ffd _

Morning $8.40 DSunday $5.00 U Morning & Sun. $12.75

Name
Campus Address

L

Miko Borger
Ttl. S4«-«44f

Larry Borgor
M-4 Clifftido Aptt.
Sunderland, Mom.

UNH Indoor trackmen
outweigh UM 82-53
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - The University of New
Hampshire indoor tracic team capitalized on
the Minutemen's ineptitude in the weight
events and pole vault, as it easily defeated
UMass Saturday, 82-53. For UNH mentor
John Copeiand it was his first victory

against coach Ken O'Brien's squad since
1968.

"We have to be realistic," said Copeiand,
"UMass was without several of its top
performers who could have determined the
outcome of the meet. However, we had
several outstanding performances from our
weightmen and several distance men, which
we are very happy about."
The bulk of the UMass scoring was

achieved in the jumping events and through
the efforts of the quarter milers. Providing 37
points to the Minutemen's final tally were the
triple jumpers, long jumpers, high jumpers
and the 440 yard dash and mile relay men.

Brady Mayer registered the first UMass
points in the triple jump with a leap of 44'

4'/4" and a three inch victory over the effort

of teammate Bruce Parsons. Parsons
doubled in the long jump for another runner-
up position (21 '3") as John Slepetz of
UMass copped first place with a leap of
21 '8".

Freshman Don Dowden was victorious in

the high jump as his clearance over 6'3"

bettered the performance of teammate Marl<
Thompson, who tied for second at 6'1".

The formidable quarter mile crew supplied
the Minutemen with its only sweep of the
contest as Rich Thompson led the assault on
the first three positions in the quarter with his
winning time of 53.6. Gerry Herman and Rich
Hanshuch shared the next two positions as
they crossed the finish line together in 54.7.

In a surprise conclusion in the two mile.
Wildcat Gary Crossan bested cross country
performers Lou Panaccione, Mike Morris and
Mike Quinn with an impressive time of
9:03.7. Panaccione finished second in 9:07.6,
with Morris garnering third in 9:13.

Other scorers for the Minutemen included
Steve Lafler (3rd in the mile), freshman Rich
Cady (2nd in the 60 yard dash), Fran
O'Keefe, (2nd in the 1000 yard run) and
Mickey Baugh (2nd in the 600).

"I'm somewhat surprised at the UNH
team," commented O'Brien. "They're
deceptively strong. They don't have any
outstanding performers but have good depth
in every area. I'm surprised they looked so
good after looking so bad earlier in the year
against Connecticut."

The next meet for UMass is tomorrow
against Dartmouth at Hanover, New
Hampshire, with the Yankee Conference
Championships less than two weeks away on
February 19.
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Net classic at Springfield
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

Thirty-two top international tennis
stars will put their talents on display as
they vie for the top prizes in men's singles
and doubles at the $75,000 Springfield
International Tennis Classic to be held
today through Sunday at the Springfield
Civic Center.

The tournament promises to provide
the Greater Springfield area with exciting
tennis over the week, even though many
of the world's top stars are missing from
the draw. There will be no Bjorn Borg,
Jimmy Connors, or Guillermo Vilas in

Springfield. Also absent from the field are
the five other players who took part in

last month's Colgate Grand Prix Masters
tournamen held at Madison Square
Garden in New York City (Brian Gott-
fried, Raul Ramirez, Eddie Dibbs, Manuel
Orantes, and Roscoe Tanner).

The world's top 10 players have
skipped the Springfield event, either
opting for a week of rest or to compete in

the $175,000 St. Louis Tennis Classic.
Despite the absence of the world's top

ten pros, tournament officials are pleased
with the field. Harold Solomon of Silver
Springs, Maryland heads the list of the
eight seeded players.

The Classics tournament director Ed
Hickey expressed his pleasure with the
players competing. "I'm very pleased
with the Springfield field as a whole and
especially with the list of seeds - our
seeded players include two of the
Wimbledon winners in the last seven
years, Jan Kodes (5th seed), in 1973 and
Stan Smith (2nd seed) in 1971.

Solomon, dubbed by tennis com-
mentator Bud Collins of the Boston
Globe as the "human backboard" was
ranked fourth in the United States and
sixteenth in the world in 1977. His most
impressive performances last year were
victories in the Western Open in Cin-
cinnati and at the Belgium Open in

Brussels. "Solly" also played well in the
US Open losing to a red-hot Vilas 6-2, 7-

6, 6-2, in the semifinals.

Third seeded Jeff Borowiak, a
Californian, is also a prohibitive favorite
to win the Springfield title. Borowiak
enjoyed his best season as a professional,
winning the Gstaad (Sweden) Open and
the Canadian Open defeating Chilean
Jaime Fillol 6-0, 6-1 in the final.

In doubles. Smith and his partner Bob
Lutz (4th seed in singles) are the
favorites. Smith and Lutz are the United
States' finest doubles pair and are
currently ranked third in the world.
Dating back to 1968, Smith and Lutz
have been recognized as one of the finest
combinations in the world when they
helped the US team recapture the Davis
Cup from Australia.

If you want to attend the Tennis
Classic, tickets are available at the
Springfield Civic Center Box Office and
at all Ticketron locations. Saturday
night's semifinal and Sunday's final are
60 per cent sold, as of last week.

Tournament times are scheduled as
follows: day sessions Monday through
Thursday begin at 10 a.m.; all evening
sessions, Monday through Saturday,
begin at 7 p.m.; Friday's quarter-final day
session is at 1 p.m.; Saturday's day
semifinal is at 2 p.m.; and Sunday's finals

begin at 1 p.m.

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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ALUMINUM FOIL by Steve Lafler
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Bom today, you are sen-

timental, and may have
trouble keeping sentiment
from distorting reality.

You tend to see things as
you wish, rather than as
they are. You often fail to

prepare adequately for up-

coming circumstances,
and thus, though you may
never fail badly, you may
never have the success you
could.

You will bend over back-
wards for those whom you
like. Unfortunately your
opinion of what is right for

them is sometimes not

theirs, and with the best

intentions you may work
against the interest of

those whom you think you
are helping. You are artis-

tic and sociable, and might
benefit by confining your
efforts to perfecting your
gifts and indulging your
nature, so that you do
others little harm and
yourself much good.
Although you try to im-

press others with your
open nature, honest char-
acter, and good intentions,

you sometimes lead them
to think you affectionate

but clumsy. Ultimately,
you may appear hard-
working and success-ori-

ented, but it will take long,

patient plodding. That you
are willing to put in that

time is much to your cred-

it!

To sec what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph,
l^et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

TUESDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 7

AQUARIUS(.Ian.20-
Feb.l8) - Rediscover
another's intellectual qual-

ities to reaffirm and old

friendship. Question

directly.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) - Another's negative
aspects may cause trouble
early today. Be content to

reach half the day's goals.

ARIES (March 21-April

19) - Reciprocate anoth-
er's good will. Gain anoth-
er's affection through
direct, kind action.

TAURUS( April 20-May
20) - Your compatibility
with children makes it

easy to lead the young in a
new search for goals.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) - This is not time to

show a passionate nature.
Allow emotion only a modi-
cum of expression.

CANCER(June 21-July

22) - Seek a companion on
your cultural and intellec-

tual level. Much can be
done when two work as
one.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Admiration for those you
think clever may cause
personal lo.ss. Don't ex-

pecte something for noth-

ing!

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
- Your sensitivity may
rebel at an assignment re-

quiring you to rough it."

Seek advice from higher-

ups.

LIBRA ( Sept.2.'{-Oct.22 )
-

Don't take a professional
opinion lightly. You can
benefit from another's
profit; ask for your share.

SCORPIO(Oct.2.3-
Nov.21 ) - U.se your talent

as a good mixer to benefit

all involved in a personal
partnership.

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22-

Dec.21 ) ~ You may not

want to put out new effort

to make a good partner-
ship. Bide your time.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.l9) - Appeal to anoth-
er's generosity to share his

recent benefits.
Copyrinhl. 1978

United Kraturc S\nflJrato. Ino
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Sports Calendar
Hockey UM 7 Merrimack 6

UM 8 New Haven 3
Men's basketball 67 West Virginia 65
Wrestling UM 9 Mass. Maritime 30
UM 6 Montclair St. 32

Women's gymnastics 135.45 Michigan St. 141.^
Women's Swimming team 44 Springfield 87

Men's track 53 New Hampshire —2

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1978,

Merwomen set marks I i^Hoopmen down WVU
but drown in meet

irPucksters win two
CONT. FROM PAGE 20
to give the Miniitemen a whopping /-I lead

heading into the final stanza.

face-otf circle area that caught the far right

hand corner of the Chargers' net.

The UMies went up 5-0 at 10:51 when
Mark Ferragarrx) took a pass on right wing
from BiH Estes on left wing and pulverized an
18 foot slap shot that snuck inside the right

post.

Dave Hargather ruined Riley's chance for a
shut out at 15:43 when he poked honrte the
puck durir>g a goalnrtouth scramble.

Jamie Benelli powdered a screaming 50
foot slap shot at 8:33 with Don Bovie in the

sin bin for interference, and Peters poked

nome a goalmouth scramble goal past Blaikie

The third perioo became the period for

switching goalies, but for different reasons.
Bob Kelly replaced Bob Blaikie because
coach Stephen Lane feared a football score
and Paul McCann replaced John Riley

because Riley earned the rest with only 5
minutes left in the game.
The Chargers' Tom Dillon scored on a 10

foot wrist shot at 1:34 of the third period and
Jay Leach added another New Haven goal at

15:03 to cut the UMass lead to 7-3, but that

was as close as the Chargers would come.
Rich Riccioli scored his first goal of the

season 20 seconds after Leach's goal to give
UMass an 8-3 lead.

MEN'SWEAR,WOMEN'SWEAR
EVERYTHING. IFWE SELL TT ALL,

WE STILLWONTMAKE
A NICKEL ON THIS SALE!

(this month, we don't want to make money)

We just want to clear out our stores

to make way for new Spring Fashions.

So weVe priced every garment

at rock bottom, to make sure it won't
be there next month

Our stores are crammed with a great selection

of current styles from famous malcers.

This sale ends when we run out of stock,

Which could be soon at these prices.

So if you need anything for your wardrobe,

hurry in. You won't see a sale like this

one again. At least not until next February

at the Wearhouse.

HERE'S A SAMPLE OF OUR HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS:

T
All our Men's i All our Men's

Cords I ^^^«pS Jeans
levis tevis

except pre-washed

AD oiv Men's Sweaten All oiv Women's Sweaters

Save 33% Save 33-75%
Men's Shirts

"f
Au'women's"

"" "

... values to $ 1

6

' DresSCS

Save 33-75% ' values to $40

CVBARi
ElOirss

'201 n. pleasant st./amherst

(^ Fairfield Mal/ch'icopee

By LAURA FRANK
Collegian Staff

Saturday's women's swim meet against

New England champion Springfield College

was a meet that you'd wish did not have a

final score. UMass left it's mark at the Art

Linkletter Natatorium, however, as pool

records were broken and personal goals

reached. The final score was UMass 44,

Springfield 87.

Deb Shwart2 shattered the pool record in

the 200 yard butterfly by six seconds. She
also beat former New England champion
Bonnie Morse in the 400 yard individual

medley to give UMass a first place. Schwartz
made it three in a row when she won the 200
yard individual medley with a record setting

time of 2:22.1.

Coach John Nunnelly said, "to break a
pool record at a school like Springfield is a
real feat."

Schwartz has now qualified for five events

in the New England championships.

Lynn Lutz swam an outstanaing come-
back race in the 500 yard freestyle. She
placed second with a time of 5:54.6 Sue
Hoffman finished third in that event.

Another personal best time was achieved

by Celia Walsh who swam the 100 yard

butterfly in a fast 1:04.0, capturing second
place. Walsh also finished third in the 200
yard butterfly.

Springfield finished first and second in the

100 yard breaststroke, but Nai-yu Wang gave
UMass a third place in both the 100 and 200

yard breastroke events.

Co-captain Rachel Mack swam a 2:07.6

and finished third in the 200 yard freestyle.

She also placed third in the 100 yard

freestyle.

Diver Chris Bullard gave an outstanding
performance in both the optional and
required diving events. Bullard racked up a

total of 180.6 points and a first place finish in

the optionals, and with a total of 133.10
points, Bullard placed second.

A first place finish and best time of the

season, 3:55.1, was captured by the 400 yard
freestyle relay of Schwartz, Walsh, Lise

Hembrough, and Mack.

"I'm very pleased," said Nunnelly.
"Although the score may not reflect our
swimming, there were many personal best

timms, which endorses our performance
against Bridgewater State, in which we had
14 best times."

migmmm^im-

NUMBER ONE - That's what •ophomore Deb Schwartz was In the 400 yard In-

dl^S^^I midday tha^ yard butterfly, and the 200 yard Individual medley at th.

woman's swim ;aam mea't at Sprlngf laid Collafla Saturday. In w nn.ng the last two

«CM Schwartz set new pool records. (Staff photo by Elian Davis)

Wrestlers bombed twice
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Things happen in circles. After enough
failures, you can at least look forward to

success. The theory also works in reverse...

The UMass wrestling team took on Mass
Maritime and Montclair State in weekend
action, and despite the recent upswing of the

Minutemen they found themselves bk)wn off

the face of Falmouth, site of the tri-meet.

"We were absolutely terrible," said coach

Dave Amato yesterday. "Saturday was the

worst the team has been all year."

Statistically, the Minutemen lost to Mass.

Maritime 30-9 and were then embarrassed by

Montclair State 32-6. To make rriatters

worse, Montclair actually shut out UMass.

giving up six forfeit points in the final match

to save a wrestler for the Mass. Maritime

meet.

It is by now a well-known fact that UMass
is weak in the upper weight classes, but their

real problems seemed to be in the two lighter

weights on Saturday. The original plan was
to have Tony Perry wrestle at 118 pounds
and Dana Rasmussen at 126 pounds, but

when the smoke had cleared it was Perry

who went at 126 pounds and freshman Rich

Schriazzi found himself competing at 118

pounds.

"Give Schriazzi a lot of credit," com-
mented Amato, "he did a pretty good job

filling in."

Both Rasmussen and Perry are billed as

118 pound grapplers but have been alter-

nating between 118 and 126 pounds this

season. Rasmussen was "too sick to

wrestle" on Saturday and Perry could not

make weight; necessitating the switch of the

latter to 126 pounds and the inclusion of

Schriazzi at 118.

"We have a meet with New Hampshire

Wednesday night and I don't know if Perry

or Rasmussen plan on getting down to

weight," said Amato. "I think maybe I'll

wrestle off Rich Schriazzi and Dave Daly for

that spot, that's all."

The only bright spots for UMass over the

ill-fated weekend were Charley Rigoglioso,

who came back from an injury last week to

win his match at 142 pounds and John Allen,

who won a heavyweight decision; both

against Mass. Maritime.

"I dont want to make excuses,"' said the

coach. "Maybe we were just plain tired from

having eight meets in a week, t gave the

team Sunday off, but I really yelled at them

after the tri-meet."^^^, __
The next UMass "action is against UNH,

Wednesday night at Boyden Auxiliary Gym.

Hopefully the beleaguered coach will have

ten wrestlers both mentally and physically

able to compete.

Sports Notices
INTRAMURALS - Wrestling entries

deadline extended to tomorrow. Health

forms are required.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE - There will be a

meeting for all interested candidates
tomorrow at 4 p.m. in room 153 NOPE. If you

can't make it contact coach Frank Garahan.

•CONT. FROM PAGE 20
UMass incraased its lead to ^-61 on two

Derick Claiborne hoops, but ttian Alex
Eldridge and Eric Williams both missad
opportunities to put the game away by
missing foul shots with lass than one minute
to play.

The Mountaineers then cut the lead to S7-
65 on two bombs from the outside from the
starting backcocirt pair of Lowes Moore
(14 pts.l and Joe i-ryz.

And with no time remaining on the dock,
but one-fiatf second remaining in the game,
WVU had a charKe to send the game into
overtime, but squandered it whan Moore
tossed a half-court inbounds pass over the
head of Robinson.
"We were lucky to get out of this one

alive," remarked UMaas coach Jack Leaman.
"Instead of moving the ImII inside and
getting the lead up to 2S, we fooled around,
and before you know it the tempo changed.
It abnoat coet us the bailgame."
When ttw Minutemen did elect to move

the baN inaide they were unable to capitalize

due to the off ahooting nights of Mark
Haymore, Mike Pyatt and Eric Williams.
Although ttie starting front court contributed
36 points, they hit only 14 of 37 attempts
from the floor. UMaas hit just 46 per cent —
28for61 — of its shots in ttie ganw.
The outcome may have been different but

for the play of KoNhaas who scored seven
seconds half points (11 for the game) and re-
emerged as a factor in UMaas' offensive
play.

we haven t played a 40 minute game yet
this seaaon," lamented WVU coach Joedy
Gardner. "We settled down and played and
showed tremendous character in coming
back. But it was just not quite good enough
to win."
MINUTEMAN RIM SHOTS.... Mike Pyatt

needs just 40 points to establish himaelf as
UMaas' all-time career scoring leader. Julius
Erving cunently holds the school record
having scored 1370 points in just two
seasons. Alex EkJridge, with his ten assists,
increased his poaitk>n as the leading assist
man in the EAA. He has been averaging
better than aeven asaists par-game. Entering
this week's play, Mart( Haymore lead the
EAA in fiekf goal percentage with a .745
accuracy marie... UMaas has ten games
remaining on its schedule, six against EAA
teams.
WEST VIRGINIA-MOORE - 4-6-14;

HERBERT - 1-0-2; HUSTON - 0-2-2; FRYZ
- 4-0-8; ROBERTS - 1^2; BOSTICK - 1-

2-4; LEWIS - 4-2-10; ROBINSON - 9-5-23.
WVU - 24-52 - .462.

MASSACHUSETTS - PYATT - 6-2-14-
HAYMORE - 6-3-15; KOHLHASS - 5-1-
11; CLAIBORNE - 5-1-11; ELDRIDGE - 3-
1-7; STEVETSKY - 1-0-2; WILLIAMS - 2-
3-7; MASSACHUSETTS - 28-61 - .469
HALFTIME - 36-24; ATTENDANCE -

4200.

ir KohlHaas
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

Several reasons were attributed to the
West Virginia con>eback. UMass fonward
Mike Pyatt and center Marie Haynnire dkl not
have exceptional shooting nights.

Bdridge, who had been so brilliant in last
Thursdays 77-76 upeet over Holy Cross
scored only seven points as his driving up the
middle especially in the second half was
limited.

West Virginia, who had aariier in the first

half, had an unuiual number of turnovers,
ten to be exact, calmed down and set up
nicely. Maurice Robinson, ttie senk>r 6-7
center scored 14 second half points, with a
good number of offensive tap ins.

"Pm proud of the way our kids played in
the second half," saM WVU coach Joedy
Gardner. "We decided to take it inside a iMe
more, get our guards to shoot more often,
and put more defensive pressure on Pyatt
and Haymore. It wortced."
When the Mountaineers finally pulled

ahead 59-58 with 6:12 left in the game, it was
a combination of Kohlhaas and UMass guard
Derick Claiborne who saved UMass from an
embarrassing defeat.

Kohlhaas, substituting for Williams, came
in the second haK at the 12:15 merit and
within a span of seven minutes, hit three
jumpers at the top of the key, grabbed three
rebounds, and blocked a shot. When WVU
had taken the lead, Kohlhaas then scoied a
three point play and UMass never trailed
after that.

Scoring eight second half points, nrHMtly
from the top of the key, Claiborne controlled
the tempo of play for the last three minutes
of tfie game, who ak>ng with Ekiridge,
dribbled for lor>g stretches of time, mairv
tainina UMass possession of the baH.

"We didn't play a great game tonight. At
times we were sloppy and lackadaiacal. For
us to play well, we have to play wfth In-
tensity, and we're going to need it to beat
Rutgers Tuesday night Claiborne said.

Keypuncli Operator
Wanted

^^^ ^^^ ^^^# ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^v ^^^ ^^^ ^^^'^^^^ ^^^p ^^^ ^^^p ^^^^^^^^ ^^^p ^^^p ^^^p ^^^p ^^^# ^^^^ ^^^P ^^^0 ^^^# ^^^0 ^^^
^^% ^^^ ^^^ ^^1 ^^^ ^^t ^^i ^^^ ^^1 ^^^^^^ ^^t ^^1 ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^t

Must be able to work 15-20 l^ours

per week

Ability to tMpe 40-60 V\ PM

Abilitij to work with nun^bers

Experience preferred
but not required

Please apply in the Student Activities Office
416 Student Union

The University of Massachusetts is an
equal opportunity employer

COLLEGE STUDENT STUDY PROGRAM: At Hayim Greenberg

College in Jerusalem for a semester or one year. Curriculum

includes Hebrew Language, Literature, Bible, History, Educa-

tion, Philosophy, Sociology, Talmud. Credits by leading uni-

versities in the U.S. Also, tours, cultural and recreational

programs. Scholarships available.

UNIVERSITY SEMINARS: 6 weeks of study at Israeli universi-

ties Plus tours, cultural and recreational activities, lip to 11

recognized credits may be earned.

For information and applications call or write:

K

wzo
WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION

WZO Department of Education ft Culturt

SIS Park Avenue. N.Y.C. 10022

(212) 7S2-0600 ext. 385/386 7S-A
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Gymwomen tumbled
By LAURA BASSETT
CoUagian Staff

Many former members of UMass
women's gymnastics teams graced the
Curry Hicks Cage yesterday, but solid
performances by present UMass gym-
nasts could not be found. Ninth ranked
(nationally) Michigan State University
upset the seventh ranked Minutewomen
141.35 to 135.45 to dampen the
homecoming spirit.

"Michigan State came into the meet
really psyched after being upset by UNH
on Friday and were ready for the meet,"
explained UMass coach Virginia Evans.
"We lacked spirit out there today and I

was disappointed with our overall per-
formance".

MSU won all four events and grabbed
the top two aH arourMl positions as the
Minutewomen fell behind eariy in the
meet with lower than usual vaulting
scores. The gymwomen have been
averaging %.35 in the event but couM
only rruinage 33.9 against Michigan
State.

Coleen Thorton, Sue Cantwell,
Stephanie Johes and Karen Hemberger
turned in the top four scores for UMass
but injuries appeared to be a problem.
Thorton and Jones are stHI recovering
from injuries incurred eadier this season
and Hemberger jammed her knee during
warm ups against Michigan State.
Debbie l^w received praise from Evans
on a "much improved Yamishita vault."

UMass looked stronger on the bars but
still lost the event 34.40 to 35.15. Jean
Anderson received a 7.40 for a counting
score. Evans said that Cantwell and
Jones had "good routines but not their

usual strong performances." Hemberger
was working with a modified routine and
still received a 9.0. Former UMass
gymnast Pam Steckroat took top honors
for MSU with a 9.15 mark.
The balance beam was again a weak

spot for the Minutewomen. l^urie Kr^pp
continued to excell on the beam, eaming
an 8.25 for her efforts. But her team-
mates were less fortunate. Thorton was
penalized for running past the time limit,

Jones lost her rhythm and fell off, JuKe
Myers suffered two falls, as dkj Sue
Cantwell wtio has been Minutewomen's
nfK>st consistent beam performer this

season. MSU won the event 35.05 to
32.50.

Mk;higan State also won the fkx>r

exercise on strong tumbling per-
formsnces by Laurie Boes and Steckroat
Cantwell tied with Steckroat for first

place with a 9.10. Debbie Smith and
Myers drew praise from Evans for
strength and continuity. Jones turned in

the fourth counting score with an 8.65.
Beth Eigel of MSU won the all around

honors with a four event total of 35.70.
Steckroat was second, folk>wed by
Jones and Cantwell with totals of 35.25,
and 34.35, respectively. Hemberger was
scratched from the beam and fk)or
exercises and was scored in only two
events.
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UM wins 2 over weekend

Icemen rip Merrimack in OT
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

David has slain Goliath once againi

The UMass Minutemen hockey team
played David last Friday night at Orr rink, as
they took their 5-6-1 record and stuck it to

the 11-2 Merrimack Warriors, the defending

Division II champs, 7-6 in sudden-death
overtime before 1,000 vivacious fans.

The Minutemen six made the weekend
even sweeter with a convincing 8-3 victory

over the University of New Haven on
Saturday night, also at Orr rink.

The two wins pushed the UMies over the

.500 mark for the second time this year (7-6-

1), but more importantly the Minutemen are

undefeated in 1978 with a 4-0-1 record.

What a difference an intersession makes!
"The seniors waited four years for a

victory over Merrimack and this might have
been the last time they'll play them. It

couldn't have been a more exciting game,"
said UMass hockey coach Jack Canniff.

UMass forward John Peters, who scored a

three goal hat trick, knocked home a 15 foot

overtime goal from the slot past Merrimack's
Gilles Moffet (number one goaltender in

Division 11 last year) at 7:06 and suddenly the

Minutemen realized that they were giant

killers.

"It was my biggest game ever," said

Peters, "but I want to add that it was a team
victory."

"The way we're flying now," said UMass
center iceman Lincoln Flagg, "we feel we
can beat anybody in this league."

Flagg's words are justifiable because the

Minutemen have now knocked off Babson,
Holy Cross, Merrimack and New Haven in

succession.

The Merrinr»ack victory wasn't easy, as the

Minutemen had to battle back from 5-2 and
6-4 deficits to pull out the win.

In the first period, the Minutemen
squandered an early 2-0 lead and allowed the

Warriors to skate off the ice with a 3-2 lead.

The UMies began the period with the same
intensity that they had against Holy Cross.

Bill Estes took a pass from Flagg in the early

moments of the period and slamnned a 12

foot slap shot along the ice that slipped

inside the right post past Moffet at 2:03.

Mark Ferragamo upped the lead to 2-0, as

he blasted a 60 foot power play goal past

Moffet after taking passes from Flagg and
Dean Liacos at 5:30. Ferragamo's goal came
iust 26 seconds after Merrimack's Dean
Fraser had been sent to the sin bin for

elbowing.
Just when it appeared the UMies were

going to blow the Warriors out of Orr rink,

they canr>e back with the poise of an 11-2

team (Division II record) with 3 ur^nswered
goals.

Jim Toomey proved "why" he was rookie

of the year last year, as he contributed two of

the three goals to knot the game at 2.

Lead lost;

UM survives

by two points

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
basketball team jumped out to an early 17

point first half lead and then held off a

second half surge by West Virginia to defeat
the Mountaineers 67-65 at the Cage
Saturday night.

The victory upped UMass' record to 11-5,
and 2-2 in the EAA, while West Virginia
dropped to 7-11, and 3-5 in Eastern Eight
play

Playing at the Cage for the first time in 48
days, it appeared the Minutemen would treat
the capacity crowd of 4200 fans - doors to
the Cage were closed before seven o'clock
- to an infrequent rout when they raced to a
26-9 lead with 8:35 remaining in the opening
half.

But the Mountaineers steadily closed the
gap, mainly due to the strong inside play of
center Maurice Robinson (23 points, 10
rebounds) and forward Junius Lewis, and
with 6:12 left they took the lead for the first

time in the game. 58-58, on two Lewis foul
shots.

It didn't take UMass long to recapture the
lead, though, as Len Kohlhass, coming of*
the bench for the secornj straight game, hit

for a three point play on the Minutemen's
next trip down the floor to vault UMass into
the lead at 61-59.

TURN TO PAGE 18

DEFENSE EN MASSE - is what the Minutemen used to th-

wart this Merrimack scoring effort in Friday's thrilling ovar-

time victory. Goaiia John Rilay. aprawlad among hit taam-
mataa, haa baan a towar of strangth In goal for tha 7-6-1
hockay forcaa. (Don Sandatrom photo)

He poked home a goal in front of UMass
goalie John Riley at 7:57 after Randy Curran
and Brian Bullock had fired shots at Riley.

Toomey scored again three minutes later on
a 10 foot wrist shot in which Riley was
screened.
Ron Doherty put the Warriors ahead at

14:58 when he converted a pass from Bob
Magnuson in the left corner and flipped the
puck into the upper right corner past Riley.

The second period was a complete
reversal of the first period, as Merrimack
started out fast and UMass finished strong.

The Warriors played like it was their tum to

blow UMass out of Orr rink, as they scored 2
quick goals in the early moments of the
middle stanza which increased their lead to
5-2.

Greg Walker took a pass from Murray
Scudder and beat Riley at 7:40 and Randy
Curran flicked a 25 foot wrist shot 1:11 later

to give Moffet and the Warriors a com-
fortable 5-2 lead.

But the Minutemen didn't give up. Just
when it appeared the UMies were ready to
throw in the towel, Peters sparked some fire

of hope at 10:14 when he whizzed a 10 foot
wrist shot past Moffet.

Peters scored his second goal of the game
50 seconds later when he broke in all alone

on Moffet, faked to Moffet's left and
wheeled the puck around Moffet and tucked
it in the net to cut the Warriors' lead to 5-4.

When Murray Scudder tucked a goal past

Riley after emerging from behind the net at

5:45 of the third period, it appeared the
Warriors 6-4 lead would deflate the UMies
desire, but it only inspired the F>esky

Minutemen.
Don Murphy, who has to be one of -

Division ll's finest playmakers, brought the
puck into the zone and faked Moffet out of

position, but lost the puck. Fortunately, an
alert Bill White kept the puck alive by poking
it out to the right point wl ere Ron Vallcenti

slapped a 60 foot shot past a still out of
position Moffet at &£7.

Nick Cpmey, the tough Wayr>e Cashnr^an

cornerman for the Minutemen, powered
home a goal in front of Moffet at 13:54 that

tied the game at 6 and set the stage for

Peter's overtime goal.

If there was any danger of a letdown after

the stunning 7-6 victory over Merrimack
Friday night.the Minutemen didn't show it,

as they poured in six second period goals en

Alex Eldridge (24) eyas tha hoop as ha praparas to drive tha lane for 2 points via

a bucket or an assist. WVU's Sid Bostick dafands, as Darick Clalborna (20)

praparaa to backpadal on D. (Staff photo by Pat Dobba)

route to an easy 8-3 victory over the
University of New Haven at Orr rink,

Saturday night.

Don Murphy scored the only goal of the
first period, as he knocked in a Billy White
rebound that had hit the post and ricocheted
onto his stick, whereupon Murphy zipped the
puck along the ice past the Charger's goalie

Bob Blaikie. Murphy's goal came after only
26 seconds of play.

The Minutemen owned the second period
as they outscored the Chargers 6-1 and
walked off the ice with an insurmountable 7-

1 lead.

Bill White started the goal parade in the
second p>eriod, as the senior co-captain took
a pass from Don Murphy and poked it past
Blaikie at :42.

While scored his second goal of the game
at 4:25 when he converted passes from
brother Bob and Murphy and flipped the
puck up and over an out of position Blaikie to
give UMass a 3-0 lead.

Nick Carney upped the lead to 4-0 at 5:41

when he blasted a sizzling shot from the

TURN TO PAGE 18

ten leads;

UM follows
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The Minutemen discovered two aspects

about basketball following its narrow victory

over West Virginia Saturday night 67-65, but

it was a shame they had to do It the hard

way.
Junior forward Len Kohlhaas, who had

been benched in favor of the Holy Cross
game hero Eric Williams, sparked the UMass
victory with 1 1 points, seven of which came
in the critical stages of the second half when
the Mountaineers bounced back from a first

half deficit of 17 points to retake the lead lata

in the second half.

Secondly, Jack Leaman's group learned,

in almost embarrassing fashion, the meaning
of the word intensity. Either sparked by an
estimated 4600 UMass fans who crammed
Curry Hicks Cage, or the latest Cage in-

novation of disco music warmup, the

Minutemen came dOt like gangbustera
outscoring West Virginia 21-7 in the first ten

minutes of play.

UMass led by 12 at haHtlme 36-24, but

coach Jack Learrian and guard Alax Ekiridga

knew the team was in trouble.

"Ever^ though we had a 12 point lead,"

said Leaman, "1 knaw wa had lost aoma of
the spark we had earlier In the gan>e. 1 \oM
them that if we start fooling around wa
would be In trouble and thafs what hap-
pened.
"We should have run them off tha court

by 30," said Eldridge. "We stopped running,

slowed it down, and then struggled.

Everybody was hesitating on their shots."

TURN TO PAGE 18
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Professor Bill Mackey
Professor Mackey is a member of

the faculty of the Afro-American

studies department at City College

in New York, and he brings to us a

rich and varied background of

experiences which students at

UMass will find profoundly
educational. Professor Mackey was
educated as a structural engineer, a

historical researcher, and a photo-

journalist. He has also been a

political activist, an oral historian, a

businessman, and a professional

photographer among other things.

His articles and photographs have

been published in Liberation

magazine, Architectual Forum,
Black Creation Magazine, Impact,

the Negro Almanac; his work is also

in "The Eye of Conscience" a book
of social documentary photography
which was published in 1974.

Professor Mackey has just

completed a 5(X) page manuscript

on Black folk culture and In-

stitutions in Camden County,
Georgia, and he is presently

working on a comprehensive study

on the Southern chain gang prison

system. He has also been featured

in a two photo-documentary
television specials on CBS and
ABC, dealing with the
Southeastern rural South. His

photographs have had many
exhibits, including an exhibit at the

New Africa House gallery at UMass
in 1973. Students who take his

classes will get a first hand view of

many events which have transpired

in Black America over a span of the

past 40 years. As an example.
Professor Mackey knows and has
worked with fteople such as

Malcolm X, Paul Robeson, W.E.B.

DuBois, Shirley Graham DuBois,

J. A. Rodgers, the eminent Black

historian, Shirley Chisolm, Percy

Sutton, and many more people.

From New York, he has had

contact with many of the Black

actors and actresses that we see

gracing the screens these days

including James Earl Jones, Lou
Gossett, Moses Gunn, Gloria

Foster, Robert Hooks, Douglass

Turner Ward, and many others.

During W.W.II, he was in the

military service, where he served as

a first lieutenant in North Africa,

Sicily England, France Belgium,

Germany, and several other places.

In 1943, Professor Mackey was
involved in an incident in Louisiana

which the military and the press

chose not to make public, where
Black troops took over a city in

Louisiana called Alexandria and
held it for three weeks as a result of

the racism and brutality which was
being inflicted on the Black troops

of that area. Professor Mackey was
one of the leaders and one of the

negotiators for this group.

Question: The course, Black folk

culture in the south will be based to

a large extent on the material that

Professor Mackey gathered for the

manuscript that he did on Camden
County, where he was born and
spent his youth, over a period of

some ten years. Why did you
decide to do this particular bit of

research on Camden County?
Mackey: First of all, the in-

stigation for this whole thing

started sometime around 1967-

1968. I received a letter from my
own and liviog maternal uncle, who
is still living there; he has lived there

for most of his life. The people in

Scarlet Georgia were in the process

of trying to build a new church

edifice, and the community of

course, like many Black rural

southern communities didn't have

too many resources. As a matter of

fact, at that time the church only

had sixty-five active members, but

what they had done as he had

stated in the letter was that they

had formed a group taking the head

of twelve of the oldest families, and
using the biblical example they

called themselves the twelve tribes

of Israel.

They decided that the head of

each one of these families would
get in touch with member of that

family throughout the United
States, even throughout the world,

and tell them what they were trying

to do, and ask their financial

support. That was what really got

me started. Millions of people who
are not familiar with the culture

might not know that those who

Continued on page 8

New Course Listings: See Page 8
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Reverend Ben Chavis and Angela Davis lead a past demonstration for
freedom for the Wilmington 10 and alt political prisoners

RALEIGH, N.C. - Reaction to
politically ambitious Gov. James B.

Hunt's "Wilmington 10" decision
has been overwhelmingly negative.
Hunt sought to soften the impact

of his "cannot and will not pardon
these defendants " decision by
reducing their sentences and urging
an end to "the bitterness and
rancor of the past."

But the state, national and in-

ternational reactions of shock,
anger, frustration, disappointment
and pledges to fight on for justice,

assured that the Wilmington 10
case will still haunt Gov. Hunt.

It's still going to be a legal and
human rights thorn in the side of
North Carolina, the nations and
President Carter.

Lashing out at outsiders, Hunt
told a televised audience, "I doubt
if (my final decision) will satisfy

those who have demanded a
oardon or those who oppose any
action... or those from outside who
have criticized North Carolina and
our system of justice."

Not once in his speech did Hunt
discuss the main complaint of the

Wilmington 10's backers: That they
were convicted on trumped-up
charges and that the state's key
witnesses had recanted testimony,

saying they had been coached by
state prosecutors.

A typical reaction and indication

of future plans came from Mrs.
Anne Sheppard Turner, a white
woman involved in the case but
who is out on parole.

She was convicted in 1972 along
with the nine black men on charges
of arson and conspiracy to shoot at

police and firemen during 1971
racial violence in Wilmington.
When she heard Hunt had

reduced the arson sentences of the
nine making it eight of them eligible

for parole this year, and making the
Rev. Ben Chavis eligible Jan. 1,

1980, she declared:

"We will make sure neither Hunt
nor the people will forget the in-

nocence of the Wilmington 10.

We'll continue our efforts for full

pardons of innocence, which we
have alwasy maintained is the only
way justice can be served."
They are now trying to get a new

trial through an appeal in federal
courts and have said they will ask
President Carter and the U.S.
Justice Department to intervene in

their behalf.

Assistant U.S. Attorney General
Drew S. Days III says the staff of
the civil rights division has finished
reviewing the case and is writing a
report on the case.

""As far as we're concerned, last

night was North Carolina"s last

opportunity to treat the Wilmington
10 fairly," said Rev. Chavis, leader
of the group.

"The case quite frankly is

squarely now in the lap of the
president of the United States,
President Jimmy Carter," he said.

"We've heard much from our
president during his first year in

office, even during the State of tho
Union message, about human
rights.""

He said he would write Carter
again this week.

"It is very hypocritical to criticize

other countries about political

prisoners when there are so many
within the nation", he said.

The group has been adopted as
political prisoners by Amnesty
International.

All 10 served some of their

sentences after the conviction and
then weren't freed until 1976 when
they returned to jail after appeals
failed.

Hunt said politics was not a
factor in his decision and that there

was "no pressure" from the U.S.
Justice Department or the White
House for him to act one way or the
other.

The chief attorney for the "10"

said Hunt's refusal to pardon the
civil rights workers "'means that

North Carolina has firmly rooted
itself in the past — in racism and
repression."'

""My honest feeling is that the
governor has really taken a step
backward," said James E.

Ferguson II.

"He indicated that he as
governor has no intention of

providing enlightened leadership jn

the field of reforming the justice

system."

'"He may as well have done
nothing and we will proceed as if he
has done nothing,'" Ferguson said.

Mrs. Margaret Jacobs, mother of

the defendant Jerry Jacobs said, "I

just feel like he was very wrong
because he didn't give those boys a
fair deal."

"He didn't do anything at all as
far as I am concerned."

"I feel like he's just making us
that much stronger to keep on
fighting and struggling."

The United Church of Christ,

which provided bond money and
legal fees for the group, said in a
statement issued in New York it will

continue to back the Wilmington
10.

"I am overcome with shock and
pain and disappointment," said the
Rev. Avery E. Post, president of the
United Church of Christ.

"Gov. Hunt is evidently a con-
sumate politician with respect to a

part of his constituency, but he is

grossly insensitive to the broader
community of the United States
and its interests and to the global
society that knows there has been a

violation of human and civil rights

of the Wilmington 10."

"The United Church of Christ will

not forsake the nine young men
whom he has seen fit to hold in

prison against the evidence of their

innocence."

The Rev. Dr. Charies E. Cobb,
director of the United Church of
Christ's Commission for Racial
Justice said, Hunt "has joined the
long list of conspirators to sustain
the conviction and keep in-

carcerated the Wilmington 10."

"It is hard to believe that
Governor Hunt in the face of all the
evidence proving the innocence of
these young people could continue
their incarceration."

"He made no basis for his

decision. He has joined the con-
spiracy."

Cobb said. President Carter has
not greater responsibility, including
the Middle East, Panaman Canal or
anywhere else in the whole world,
than he has in this gross
miscarriage of justice and human
rights taking place in North
Carolina, United States of America.

Jay Stroud of Gastonia, wno has
prosecuted the "10" said, "I think
the governor's presentation was
very effective. I do not violently

disagree in any fashion with what

the governor has done."
U.S. Attoney Mickey Michaux in

Raleigh said he felt as a private

citizen that Hunt "has made a grave
error in his reasoning and in his

position based on his reasoning."
Michaux, who s black, said he

does not believe the group got a fair

trial and that the sentences handed
down were inequitable.

Mrs. Willie Vereen, mother of
defendant Willie Earl Vereen said
she expected her son to be freed
and Hunt's speech "just tore me
apart. I just don't know what's
going to happen. We really don't
think Hunt made the right
decision."

Vereen's father said the justice

system in North Carolina is at fault

for putting the defendants behind
bars in the first place. "I bet you
they won't get out when their time
comes," he added.

Etta Patrick, mother of defen-
dant, Marvin Patrick, said she was
not surprised by the decision

because "I was not expecting him
to pardon them."
"He did do a little more than I

expected because I was expecting
him to completly agree with the
courts," Mrs. Patrick said. "I don't
think its the end of it. It will never
be ended until they are free."

Mrs. Elizabeth Chavis, mother of
Ben Chavis, charged that her son
was unjustly convicted and that

Hunt was politically motivated in

making his decision."

"It's very unjust," Mrs. Chavis
said. "We'll hold to the fact they
are innocent and they are victims of
a mass North Carolina frameup."
She said the decision was

political "because it was the unjust
judicial system that convicted these
innocent children. And then the
governor is upholding the con-
vi tions."

Rep. Parren Mitchell, D-Md.,
head of the Congressional Black
Caucus, said, "There's only one
course of action for me to take in

the future. Quite apart from the
Wilmington 10 — of course we will

continue to work for their release —
but from this point on, I will have to
oppose avery human rights
commitment that comes up in that
Congress, even if the president
proposes it, because we can no
longer support human rights
abroad and deny them at home."

Court Refuses Tyler Murder

Case Review

Joanne Little Offered
Bail of $50,000

Gary Tyler's 4-year struggle for

lustice received another setback
'ast month when the Louisiana
Supreme Court refused to review
his conviction for murder.

The 20- year old Black youth is

serving a sentence of life im-

pnsonmeni with hard labor at the
state penitentiary in Angola, La. He
was arrested in 1974 after a school
desegregation incident at

Destrehan High School near New
Orleans resulted in the death of a

white student. Tyler was convicted
of murder and sentenced to death,
but a Supreme Court ruling
declaring Louisiana's death penalty
unconstitutional led to a com-
munication of that sentence.

Tyler's attorney J»cl*»rtPeebles

said he will appeal the Jan. 13 state
courr decision to the US Supreme
Court and ask for a new trial.

Although the Louisiana Supreme
Court said in its decision that the
original jury instructions were
wrong, it said there was not enough
evidence of misconduct to review
the case

Tyler was 16 when a school bus
in which he was riding was stoned
by a white mob. After a gunshot
killed a white youth, police sear-

ched the bus for the weapon. Tyler,

who objected, was arrested for

"interfering with the law" — a

charge later changed to murder.
The gun "discovered " by police

hours after the bus search bore no
identifying fingerprints. The only
other "evidence" against Tyler was
the testimony of an eye-witness, a

14 year old Black student, who
later swore that she had lied on the
stand after being threatened by the

prosecutors. Tyler was convicted
by an all-white jury after a 3-hour
trial

A motion for a new trial based on
the perjury was denied last spring

by Judge Ruche Marino, who had
presided over the original trial.

Massive protests against the
frame- up have called nationwide
attention to the case. A multiracial

defense committee plans future
fundraising activities to support the
drive to win Tyler's freedom

For information or to send
contributions; Gary Tyler Defense
Fund, 344 Camp St., Rm. 301, New
Orleans, La. 70152, tel. 504 568-

9890. Messages of support can be
sent to Gary R. Tyler, No. 84156-

CR, Angola, La. 70712.

NEW YORK (UPI) - The ap-

pellate division of State Supreme
Court set $50,000 bail for North

Carolina fugitiveJoanne Little,

pending the outcome of extradition

proceedings.

Miss Little's attorney, William

Kunstler, said he hoped to raise the

$50,000 plus $1,000 cover bail on
several local charges his client is

facing.

In North Carolina, another at-

torney for Miss Little, Jerry Paul,

said he will make public

solicitations for the bono.
Paul added that he will contact

people who contributed heavily to
her defense campaign and some
New York City churches who have
supported her in the past.

The four-judge panel, sitting in

Brooklyn, set the amount after

Kunstler told them his client had

shown up for every court ap-

pearance she had ever been or-

dered to attend and would do so in

the future.

Assistant district attorney Linda

McKay opposed the bail, saying

Miss Little's escape from jail in

North Carolina proved she was a

poor bail risk.

The governor of North Carolina

has asked Gov. Hugh Carey to

grant an extradition warrant that

would return Miss Little to that

state.

Carey left last week for a short

vacation in the Bahamas. He is

expected back in the state this

week.

A spokesman for Carry said no
decision had been made yet and it

was not known when the governor
would act.

The spokesman said Carey has
90 days to decide the matter and
about half the time has elapsed.

Miss Little has been fighting

extradition, contending her life

would be in danger if she were
returnded to North Carolina.

Paul also claims that the legal

papers he and Kunstler have filed

against her extradition contain
statements of a psychiatrist who
says Miss Little is suffering a
delayed reaction from her mother's
death.

The psychiatrist said Miss Little is

grieving for her mother but cannot
respond to psychiatric help in North
Carolina because of her negative
feeling's toward the state's prison
system.

A hearing on the extradition
proceedings has been scheduled
for Feb. 6, in Brooklyn.

Miss Little, 23, gained notoriety
in 1975 with her acquital on charges
or killing her white jailer. She
returned to jail to finish the 7- to 10
year term she was serving for

breaking and entering when the
jailer was killed, but escaped Oct.

15 and was recaptured in New York
Dec. 7.

She was arrested in Brooklyn by
police after a high speed auto chase
and was held without bail at Rikers

Island.

She faces charges of reckless

endangerment, assault and
resisting arrest in New York.

Journalists Arrested
In South Africa

Tough Embargo Urged Against
South Africa

JOHANNESBURG - Five
foreign correspondents and two
local black photographers have
been arrested in the township of
Soweto by policemen carrying
automatic rifles.

After about two hours the
journalists were released, however,
the two photographers were still

believed to be in detention.

The photographers under
dententlon were Leonard Kumalo
of the Post Newspaper and Willie

Nkosi of the Rand Daily Mail.

The foreign correspornlents were
identified as Larry Hetnzerting,

Johanrwsburg bureau chief of the

Associated Press. MitchatI Osborne
of the same agency. Pierre Haski of

Agence i-rance-Kresse, John
Roberts of the Voice of America

and Ettor Bona of United Press
International.

The reporters had been covering
a meeting at the St. Francis of

Assisi Anglican Church, at which
black leaders urged students to

continue a classroom boycott when
secondary schools reopen in the
township next month.

As the journalists left the

meeting, they were surrounded by

policemen and ordered to drive

urKter escort to a police station

outside the township.

The jourrMlists say they were not

told why they had been detained.

Namibia
UNITED NATIONS - South

African newspaper editor Donald

Woods has caRad for oM. irv

vestment arxl other ecorKMmic

embargoes against his homelar>d

and urged western powers to

switch their monay to black African

states "where it can do even more
good

"

Woods, who escaped from
South Africa last year to defy a

banning order that prevented him

from writing or speakir>g in public,

said the United Nations should

work for "ostracism of the Pretoria

Reginte."

"The whole issue now has
assuni>ed a deadly urgency,"
Woods told the security council.

"My concern now is for the

preservation of peaca in South
Africa."

Woods asked all the nations of

the worid to apply economic
sanctions arid a full rar>ge of

psychological pressures to "help
save South Africa front the horrors

of a civil war."

"I have to teH you that the level

of black anger in my country today
is so high, and the determination of

most wfvte voters — as illustrated

in the recent all-white election — to

resist fair compromose is so strong,

that both sides are on a collision

course towards a racial civH war,"

Woods said.

"Unless there is cor>certed action

by the worid community, such a
tragedy is a real probabStty."

Woods named the United States,

France, West Germany, Canada
and Britain specifically in his

speech, delivered before a packed
Security Council channber.

He sakf the western powers' first

priority in opposing South Africa's

apartheid policies of racial

separation shoukl be "an im-

mediate policy of disengagement.

disengagement from dipkmiatic.
cultural, sporting, trade, military,

investment arxl ger>eral ecor>onnic

ties now existing."

Woods, 44-year-old editor of the
East London Daily Dispatch, was
banned by the South African

government last October during a
crackdown on both black and wNte
opponents of apartheid.

He fled to neighborir>g Lesotho.

The Security Council voted a

mandatory arms embargo agair>st

South Africa last November.
Many black African nations have

conterKied the action wrH have little

effect on the Pretoria government
and have demar>ded complete
economic sanctions.

Total ostracism of South Africa

would force Prime Minister John
Vorster's government to negotiate

with black leaders. Woods said, and
aHow "nx>st of my countrymen...at

last to see the dawn of liberty In

that unhappy land."

Racist propmgmnda
As South Africa moves to im-

pose e neoco/onie/ settfement in

Nemibie, the apartheid regime has
stepped up its propaganda effort

inside the occupied territory. The
ideological drive is aimedprincipaOy
at separating the South-West
African People's Organization
\SWAPO] from its mass base of
support. Foffowing are excerpts
from a recent SWAPO report, 'The
Last Kicks of a Dying Horse,"
which analyzes Pretoria's
escalating propaganda offensive.

devouring little chiMren. SWAPO
publicity materials are, on ttie othw
hand, banned if they ^ara not
produced inside Nanwbie.

The latest series of panr>phl«ts is

geared towards the proposed
elections in 1978 and concentrate
on the accusation that SWAPO
fears an election because it does
not have the support of the poeple
of Namibia. The so-called violerKe

of SWAPO is contrasted with the
so-called peace of the TumhaRe
(puppet constitutional conference).

"SWAPO is communist."

Bishop Walks Out On Rhodesian Talks

SALISBURY, Rhodesia - Black

nationalist leader Bishop Abel

Muzorewa walked out of the

Rhodesian settlement talcs Friday,

accusing the government
delegation of insulting him and
being the negotiations to the brink

of collapse.

At the end of a 90-minute

meeting between Prime Minister

Ian Smith and the three black

delegations seeking to iron out last

minute "snags", MUzorewa said in

a statement:

"My delegation and I walked out

on the constitutional negotiatk>ns

today in utter disgust after being

met with complete intransigence by

the government delegation on the

question of a common (voters)

roll."

He sakl that durir>g the past eight

weeks of talks any difference

among himself, Smith, the Rev.

Ndabaningi Sithole and Chief

Jeremiah Chirau were always
resolved.

"But today our stand on the

common roll was met with ex-

trenr>ely abusive language from the

government delegation," the
bishop said.

Eariier, sources close to the

negotiations said they expected the

settlement agreement to be signed

at tf>e weekend or eariy this week.

Muzorewa gave no immediate

indication if he was willing to go
back to the conference table with

Smith' but said: "Insults or no

insults, the UANC (United African

National Council which he leads)

means to achieve the transfer of

power from the minority to the

majority."

The bishop sakl it was "this

abusive language which triggered

off our walkout. My delegation and
I were insulted and our integrity

questioned."

The settlement talks had been
held in a spirit of "give and take."

"This does not mean we will take
everything advanced by the
government. We will certainly not
take the government's insults,

especially when for 87 years the
black man has been on the
receiving end of white insults,"

Muzorewa said.

In Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania,
guerilla leader Robert Mugabe
warned eariier that a settlement
between Smith and the three
moderate black leaders would lead
to civil war between Rhodesia's
blacks.

Chile Junta Renews
BRUTAL Repression

ByJudyButhr '

Chile's military dkrtatorship, out
of the international spotlight after

last month's rigged referendum is

moving to brutally crtM^ resistance
to its rule.

*'.

More than 300 peo|^ have been
arrested since the Jaa 4 vote
"legitimiijng" the Pinochet's rule,

according to radk> reports. Lest any
Chilearts doubt the goals of this

new wave of intimidetion, four
bodies minus their heed and har>ds

were left to be^ discovered in

Santiago last week with a note
attached. The note, signed by a
self- proclaimed new Death Squad
of DINA agents, threatened similar

fate for any others who wouW
oppose the current regime.

Similar extralegal squads under

military control have become a

standard feature of dictatorial

reginr>es throughout Latin Amerk:a.

They carry out the most illegrtinr>ate

but neceasery methods of ttv

warting mass resistance — both tlie

annihilation of known opposition

forces arKt the arbitrary violence

against uninvolved or merely
sympathetic people.

LEFTISTS MACH/NEGUNNED
Last week two members of the

Movement of the Revolutionary

Left (MIR) — Trevira Moreno ar>d

German Cortes — were killed in

Santiago. Cortes, a member of the

Central Committee was a priest

who had a long history of work in

the slums and shanty towns of the

country. The two were
nrtachinegunned in the street.

A week earlier, the junta arrested

12 prominent political opporients

and exiled them to remote
mountain villages.

In the days preceding Gen.

Augusto Pinochet's hastily called

plebescite from "international

aggression," masses of people took

to the streets of Samiago to protest

the electoral farce. Temporarily

caught in his own pubKc relations

contradiction, Pinochet allowed the

demonstrations to continue,
arrestir>g numerous leafleters but

releasing them within hours.

In the past four years tfwre had
been continual signs tf>at the

resistance was growirig, but the

demonstrations in early Jartuary

were ihtf first mass protests inside

Chile. Intematior^aliy, opposition

continues unabated.

While South Africa talks of

negotiations and a "peacful
solution," it is continuing to

consolidate its armed occupation of

the country. Its complete refusal to

withdraw its 50,000 troops from

Namibia indicates its commitment
to preventing a SWAPO victory

even through the baKot box.

Now the latest South African

offensive in Namibia is a massive

propaganda campaign against

SWAPO. This takes many fonns,

hut is centered on three basic lines

of attack: the promotion of racism

arnl tribalism, a new-found and
totally unconvirKir>g South African

anachnnent to the democratic

process and the age-old communist
SC3r6

FORCE AND INTIMIDATION
The tactics used are those of

force and intimidation, with South
African soldiers both spreading

anti-SWAPO propaganda and
perpetuating atrocities for which
they blame SWAPO "terriorists."

Anonymous leaflets and
propaganda tracts regulariy fk>od

the black locations, farms and
reserves. Anti-SWAPO comic
books, written in several Namibian
languages, have covers depicting

an armed African gur>nir>g down a

white priest.

Leaflets show SWAPO president

Sam Nujoma and Daniel

Tjongarero, SWAPO vice-

chairman, with lions' heads.

"Support the Turnhalle and not the

country of communism." read the

posters, long after the Turnhalle

conference (aimed at dividing

Namibia into 11 bantustansi is

supposed to have been disolved.

SWAPO is being depicted as

murderous, terroristic, bk>odthirsty,

undemocratic, corrupt, direc-

tionless, leaderiess, and at the

mercy of its "communist masters"

in Russia arKi Cuba.

"RED MENACE" BACKFIRES
One leaflet shows SWAPO

president Sam Nujoma groveling at

(Cuban President Fidel) Castro's

feet; Castro is armed with Soviet

weapons. "Who is going to pay
for all the Soviet arms and how will

it be paid for? It is we who will have

to pay for it with our own bk>od."

"Terror and deeth is the only way
of the leaders of SWAPO and their

communist comrades."

South Africa's attempt to use the

image of the red menace to cajole

the Namibian people into sup-

porting its Turnhalle puppets and
opposing SWAPO has, however,

backfired. In the words of one
Namibian. "South Africa tells us

that SWAPO is communist. But we
know that SWAPO is fighting for

the liberation of tfra Namibian

people. If that is communism then

we are all for it."

( Continued on page 4)
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Our Children Are Our Future

The Mississippi chapter of the
fJational Conference of Black
Lawyers (NCBL) and NCBL at-

ttorney John Walker have won a

federal lawsuit challenging the
racist, inhuniar>e conditions in

Jackson County Jail, Mississippi.

On Dec. 7, the U.S. District Court
in Jackson ordered ttie county
sheriff to complete a new jail

designed to replace the existing

facility. The rww structure must be
completed on or before Sept. 15,

1978, "with all the equipnrtent In

place ready for use and operation,"

according to the court ruling.

The ruling also requires that a

Prisoner Rights list be posted where
inmates "have ready and easy

access thereto."

The Prisoner Rights list includes:

the right to adequate and proper

medical care; no segretation or

transfer on the basis of race;

reasor^able visitation rights by
family members, relatives and

attorneys; proper diet under
sanitary conditions, and un-

censored communications.

Important Notice: The organizational

meeting of Nummo News will be held

at 7:00 P.M. Wednesday,
in the Nummo News Office

WASHINTON - Sonrw lawyers

are speculating that the U.S.

Supreme Court has been slow to

act on challenges to an American
Telephone and Telegraph af-

firmative action plan because the

justices see a link with the Allan

Bakke "reverse discrimination"

case.

A union attorney said, "Both
cases involve preferential treatment

to non-victims of discrimination."

Bakke, an unsuccessful white

applicant to a California medical

school, won a state Supreme Court

decision that his rights were

violated by a special admissions

program reserving places for

disadvantaged minorities.

Three labor unions — Com-
munications Workers of America
International, Brotherhood of

Electrical Workers and Alliance of

Independent Telephone Unions —
are challenging the AT and T plan

adopted in 1973 under government
pressure.

The consent degree was
described by a federal judge at the

time as the "largest and most
impressive civil rights' settlement"

in history.

But the unions representir>g

700,000 workers, sakj promotion

preferences it gives to women,
blacks and other minorities violate

seniority rights guaranteed in

contracts and arrraunt to a form of

reverse discrimination.

IBEW lawyer Elihu Leifer said it is

possible the court is holding the

case for a Bakke decision because it

sees some connection between the
two. The fact that the unions'

appeal, filed in August, has not yet

- room 103 New Africa House.

Everyone is invited.

11th World Youth Festival

ttKttt
Preparations are now underway

for the 1 1th Wortd Festival of Youth
and Students to take place in Cuba
this coming summer. From July 28
through August 5th, 1978, Havana
will become the home of thousands
of Youth from rrH>re than 140

countries.

The first Youth Festival, held in

Prague shortly after WWII, v^s
attended by yoor>g people from
more than 70 countries. This first

festival, as all those which have
followed, served to strengthen the

cooperation and commitment to

anti- imperialist solidarity, peace,

arMi friernlship.

Young people from the U.S.

representing diverse Student and
Youth organizatiorw have par-

ticipated in the festival movement
sirKe its beginnir^g. This year the

U.S. de(egatk>n will join with

delegations from across the worid

in proclaiming the rights of young
people everywhere; for decent jobs,

ar>d free, quality edQcHtion; for

democratic rights; for true equality

for all peoples; for genuine ex-

pressior^ of our cultures; for peace

arui an end to imperialist aggression

— and for the right to shape a

confident future for our sons and
daughters.

The program for the festival is

stilt being forrrnjlated but will in-

clude* an "international concert of

festival meetings", meetings of folk

dancers and mu«cia««s, concerts of

popular music, political music, gala

concerts, visits to museums and

historical sites; a center for young
artists to exchange views on
existing trends of cultural life and a

possible center for film artists.

Sports events will be limited by the

fact the 11th Festival in Havana will

take place at the hottest time of the

year arKJ thus it would be virtually

impossible to hold outdoor com-
petitions. The sports activities will

therefore be rrtainly indoor events

such as boxing, fencing, gym-
nastics, etc. Also there will be a

special children's program. One of

the many locations for the

children's program will be the Jose
Marti Pioneer Camp where children

from all over the worid will h*
joined by 20,000 Cuban Pioneers.

(The Pior>eers an the children's

organisation in Cuba.) There will

also t>e a huge Pioneer Palace in

Lenin Park. There will be semir>ars

for the heads of children's

organizations and for specialists on

children. Also, an exhibition and

contest of chikjren's paintings will

be held.

The total figure for the Festival as

proposed by the Cuban hosts is

16,000 taking into account that

Cuba is an island, has limited

transportation access, and the

needs of food, housing, etc.

Because it is the first time the

Festival is being held outside

Europe and in Latin America, both

the Latin American and North

American delegation will be in-

creased in size.

In the Amherst- Springfield area a

committee has been set up similar

to other committees that exist

throughout the U.S. The com-
mittee is responsible for selecting a

delegation made up of women arKJ

men of alt races and religions with a

large range of views and life ex-

perience. The k>cal committee is

also responsible for bringing the

nrtessage of the festival to people

throughout the area. As part of this

effort the committee is developing

a slide show and presentation

which intrudes the festival; it's

goals and ideas. This will be
available for showing to area

groups.

The third meeting of the 11

Worid Youth Festival will be f>eld at

the Unitarian Church in North-

ampton at 3:00 p.m. Sunday
February 19. People can write to

the committee at Box 595, North

Amherst, 01 059. Address letters to

the Amherst-Springfield Prepatory

Committee, 11th Worid Festival of

Youth and Students. Or call Cheryl

Shain at 546 4549.

There will be over 100 events

daily at the festival as well as an on-

going carnival. Anyone interested

in the issues of the Youth Festival

- worid peace, racism, facism,

liberation struggles, and an ex-

change of political, cultural, and
religious ideas and information with

people from over 100 countries -

should attend the February 19

meeting.

been acted on, at least nr^ay be an

indication one or more justices are

interested, he sakj.

"I think the court is ready to issue

a full-blown decision of its own on
the merits of the issue of remedial

quotas," said Leifer, who thinks the

unions "have a stronger case than

Bakke."

Abraham Weinter, lawyer for the

Alliance said he does not think the
court sees a legal link with Bakke.

"This case involves a seniority

clause in a collective bargaining

agreement and I think the Bakke
case is of much wider application,"

he said.

The "reverse discrimination"

aspect of the AT and T case, "Has
some connection with Bakke," he
agreed. "But the U.S. Supreme
Court could rule against Bakke and
still rule in our favor."

Namibia

I

Continued from page 3

hollowing a senes of SWaPO
leaflets which were widely
distributee in Namibia entitled

"Turnhalle puppets," 'the South
Africans reacted by calling SWAPO
the "South-West African Puppets

Organization" and are now
producing their own "puppet"

leaflets with (Mozambican
President! Samora Machel,
(Angolan President) Agostinho
Neto and Sam Nujoma dancing on
strings pulled by Castro. In Sep-

tember they even produced a fake

copy of "Ombuze ya Namibia," the

monthly SWAPO bulletin produced
and distributed in Namibia. This

false issue included an editorial

supposedly from President Nujonr>a,

"admitting" that SWAPO was
killing innocent people in northern

Namibia.

PROPAGANDA BARRAGE
For the South African govern-

ment, propaganda is big business.

Thev have the use of South
African and local puppet radkj

station, the press, police, armed
forces, spies and above all, money.
South African businessmen have

recently been called upon to sell

South African Policy overseas.

Suggestions include the holding of

shareholders' meetings and
seminars outskle the country and
the sponsoring of trade missions.

As South Africa's propaganda
campaign is linked to big business,

so it is also a primary element in its

military strategy. Eartier this year

secret documents detailing South
African defense force instructions

on psychological warfare came into

SWAPO's hands form a South
African soldier who had just

completed his military service. One
document, entitled, "GukJe to

Psychological Warfare" and in-

tended for South African army
officers, defines psychological
action as consisting of "the ap-

plication of various coordinated

measures... initiated for the purpose
of influencing opinion, feelings,

beliefs and thus attitudes and

behavior of neutrals, allies and
adversanes."

Peaceful forms of resistance to

the South African regime are

lumped together with the armed
struggle and this is used as a

justification for the use of armed
forces against peaceful resistance

such as strikes and demonstrations.

CAMPAING AGAINST CHUR-
CHES
Churches and church

organizations are regarded as part

of "the enemy." Indeed, South

Africa's anti-SWAPO campaign
has also been directed against the

churches in Namibia which have

long supported the cause of

Namibian liberation. South Africa

accuses the churches of being

puppets of SWAPO.
The "Guide to Psychological

Warfare" shows South Africa's

concern with the flagging rrrarale of

its own troops. Increasing numbers
of South Africans are leaving the

country to avokj military service in

Namibia. The fact that a South
African soldier passed on these

documents to SWAPO is sufficient

of the South African army.

South Africa's propaganda
offensive in northern Namibia is a

blatant attempt to confuse the

Namibian people and to shake their

revolutionary commitment so that it

can continue to rule Namibia
illegally and expk>it our human and
natural resources. But South
Africa's inhuman oppcession and
ruthless exploitation have so
deepened our people's
revolutionary commitment that no
amount of propaganda will deflect

them from their cause.

The South African army has

chosen as its watchword "Vaa-byt"

(Vigilance). Let our watchword be
'Victory! " in the words of the

secretary for SWAPO's Women's
Council in Namibia: "We are armed
with the most dangerous and ef-

ficient weapons with which to

wage the struggle: our k>ud-

speakers are our cannons, our

tongues the AK47 and our am-
munition is the truth."

By fSMAT ABDAL-HAQQ

Many of you who will read this

article have demonstrated against

U.S. involvement and investment in

South Africa, against U.S. in-

volvement in Vietnam, against

discriminatory practices in

education, and other social areas.

You have pointed to the control of

the military-industrial complex of

the wealth of the nation. You have

cried out in protest against the

manipulation of the thinking of the

people by the corporate establish-

ment. Did you know, that many of

the same corporations that have

been the villains in each of the

above scenarios, are actively in-

volved in the production of

educational materials, and the

dissemination of programmed
learning systems, to the public

schools across the land? For

example, Xerox corporation is a

major producer of educational

materials in the U.S. I bring this up
in reference to the question of who
controls the education of your

child, if that child attends the public

schools.

In my estimation, there is nothing

more critical than the education of

children. I'm not a romantic about
children. I don't see them as

"beings stepped from Eden," or as

"bright and constant sources of

wonder." But they are the
resources of our future; and
because their minds and egos -are

so fragile during their young years,

diligence, sincerity, know-how and
love are needed by those who give

themselves to the task of educating

them.

It makes my blood run cold to

think of a child receiving callous,

indifferent or perfunctory in-

struction, from a teacher whose
raison d'etre is a bi-weekly
paycheck and a pension in 20 years.

Not much easier to swallow is the

maudlin sentimentality and
romanticism that characterizes

some of the more contemporary

educators, especially those who
work with Third Worid children.

The American 8r

European process of

education has been in-

strumental in destroying

the humanity of more
people (people of color £t

Caucasians) than all the

wars put together. This

process has produced
avaricious, racist, callous

men and women with a

false impression of

superiority. It has produced
as well, generations of men
and women whose lack of

self-love and self-respect is

legendary.

The same lust for power &
possessions feeds the political

nature of the educational establish-

ment today. It is madness for Third

Worid people, who have been the

chief victims of this establishment,

to send another generation of

children into this system, with oui

fingers crossed, hoping things will

turn out all right.

Third Worid people can't afford

to settle for second-best. We
should be tired of it by now. Why
not the best for our children?

We cannot afford to fall victim to

the materialism of this culture, and
allow the beauty of the facilities,

and the degrees of the teachers to

dazzle us into believing that this

makes for the best. Nor can we
allow ourselves to be pacified and
side-tracked by the addition of a

few "ethnic" courses to the school

curriculum.

I believe that we should channel

our energies and resources into

developing alternative schools,

such as Che-Lunnumba. Only in this

way can we begin to effectively

control the educational en-

vironment of our children.

What we need is substance. We
need a school system that imparts

concrete academic skills. We need
a school system that encourages
the growth of healthy social values,

such as self-discipline, respect, a

desire for learning, and a dedication

to advancing bne's community. All

children need and deserve this;

Third World children in America
especially so.

Note: IsmatAbdal-Haqq is the

head teacher at the CheLumumba
School.

Curriculum Of The Che-Lumumba
School By SON/A NIETO

If we accept the notion that

curriculum is not simply a list of

activities but is the all-

encompassing environment which

we provide for children, tt>en we
understand that most schools

provide a curriculum which it stag-

.lant, reactionary, and represen-

tative of the values of the dominant

culture in this society-Iwattempting

to break out of this mold, the Che-

Lumumba School staff has tried to

create a curriculum which is more

dynamic, progressive, and

representative of the values of

Third Worid and poor people. Each

of these characteristics of the

curriculum will be described briefly

and examples given so that the

reader can formulate a more ac-

curate picture of what actually goes

on in the classrooms of our school.

By dynamic is meant a

curriculum which is open-ended

and subject to appropriate changes.

For example, several years ago, in

providing for the older children to

get classes in using cameras, we
inadvertently caused the older

children, all boys, to become little

sexists: "Only the boys get to use

the cameras — giris aren't smart

enoughl" instead of simply

ignoring this outcome, we did two

things: first, we discussed these

attitudes with the children; and,

secondly, we provided for all the

children to learn something about

usinq cameras.

In another sense, a dynamic
curriculum can bend to allow for

different experiences than those

planned. Thus, although the
children would expect to have
music on most Tuesday afternoons,

we might instead take them to a

rally called the night before to

oppose the dosing of a day-care

center in the area. Although these

changes are not frequent, we, as a

school, have certain priorities which

we cleariy state and practice.

Our curriculum is progressive in

that n is not limited to the ac-

complishments of the past, but also

presents perspectives for the
future. We also try to view the past

through the eyes of the real

historymakers. that is, the masses
of people. This is not to say that the

children do not learn about great

women and men who have fought

for justice. On the contrary, people

like Harriet Tubman, Frederick

Douglass, Lolita Lebron, and
Patrice Lumumba are as familiar to

them as are George Washington,
Betsy Ross, and Abraham Lincoln

to other children. However, we try
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Defend Affirmitive Action Reverse
Bakke National March On

Washington April 15

This year the U.S. Supreme Court will decide on the case of Allar

Bakke. It is the most important legal issue now facing Blacks, Asians

Hispanics, and women in America today. It is at the forefront of the man>
racist and sexist attacks on our civil and human rights.

If Bakke wins, it will not only be a devastating blow to preferentia

admissions programs on the college campuses, it will call into questior

every affirmative action program in the country including those affecting

unemployment, health care, legal services and many other area. This i!

truly a landmark case that requires an end to business as usual and actior

on the part of those who are in favor of civil and human rights.

Students on every campus and high school in the country will have ar

opportunity, and a serious responsibility, to raise our voices in protes

against the Bakke decision.

For this reason the Black American Law Students Association (BALSA
and the National Student Coalition Against Racism (NSCAR) are putting

out a joint call for all students, and student organizations to endorse arK

build the winter-spring activities called by the National Committee t(

overturn the Bakke Decision.

Come To A Planning Meeting
TUESDAY. FEBRUARY

7

7KX)

Student Union Ballroom

For more infomiation call: 586-1891 or 545-2517

Institutional Racism
Defined

By Sandra Mahasin
Shakoor

( Special to Bilalian News)
Institutional racism is a practice

that is characteristic of, or has the

nature of an established law,

custom system, etc., that

propagates the practice of racial

discrimination, segregation, per-

secution or domination based on
racial origin.

Racism is a doctrine or teaching

which has no scientific support,

and claims to find racial differences

in character, intelligence, etc. The
doctrine asserts the superiority of

one race over another, or others, or

seeks to maintain the supposed
purity of a race or the races. 1

Portraying Racial Images
of Divine

When the image of Jesus is clad

in Caucasian features and heralded

to be the dominant symbol in the

Christian religion; and when this

image of Jesus is propagated to be

a direct physical descendant of

God; and when the church is the

institution propagating this doc-

trine, then this becomes an
example of institutional racism.

In the quest for civil rights and

civil liberties for Bilalians there has

been great emphasis placed on

portraying positive images to

Bilalian children and the Bilalian

community as a whole.

This feat has been accomplished

to an enormous degree via elec-

tions and appointments of Bilalians

throuahou^h^Americarwmverrv

mental system, considerable
representation through many facets

of the media, textbook
modifications to include Bilalian

images, etc.

Unfortunately, these strides have

only scratched the surface, for the

biggest crippler to the Bilalian

psyche is Caucasian Jesus on the

cross. "The strongest wedge
between non-Caucasians and
Caucasians is a Caucasian image of

God on the cross."2 This statement

implies a double-effect Bilalians in a

negative way but the Caucasian

masses suffer because of this

image also.

"It also keeps Caucasian peoples'

minds in a false worid by making
them unable to see their real worth

and value as human beings apart

from their physical skin color. "3

Fortunately there is a simple

solution to this form of institutional

racism. All racial effects in the

worship of God should be aban-

doned.4
FOOTNOTES

1 Webster's New World Dictionary

of the American Language, ed.

David B. Guralnik, 2nd college

edition.

2 Emam Wallace D. Muhammad A
Message of Concern to the

American People (Bilalian News),

October 21, 1977, p. 18

3 Ibid., p. 18

4 Emam Wallace D. Muhammad,
Racial Divinities (Bilalian News),

October 21, 1977, p. 20

to temper this with a sense of

history as made by targe groups of

people, not individuals.

By progressive we also mean that

the curriculum is not concerned, as

is the curriculum in most schools,

with nnaintaining the status quo.

Most history books, for example,

present history as seen through the

eyes of the oppressor; it is therefore

presented as accommoidattng and
as just. As a nf>ater of fact, history

has never been very ac-

commodating. We therefore try to

teach history as a series of changes,

some violent, which have taken

place since the dawn of civilization

and which are based on class and
race differences.

Lastly, the curriculum of the Che-

Lumumba School is representative

of the values of Third World and

poor people. We have in the past

selected one central core each year

around which we plan all our ac-

tivities. Some of these have been
"Workers of the World," "Im-

migration," and "Alliances." Each

of these themes is concerned with

the values and viewpoints of Third

World and poor people. Using the

last core as an example, some of

the objectives which the
Curriculum Committee derived

from it are:

^^^ecogniz^h^ieecMor^Rci
the basis of alliances among
struggling people and groups: race,

sex, nationalism, and class.

— Reflect an awareness of the

common bonds that unite Third

Worid people
— Identify his-her ancestral roots,

ethnically and geographically

-Recognize the necessity to

make positive contributions to hit-

her family, community, nation,

human family.

— Appreciate tfwt struflgle take*

many forms.

Our curriculum obviously hat not

met all the problems or dealt with

all the issues. It is an ever-changing

curriculum, one that is spotty in

areas and which must ac-

commodate itself to the many
needs of the children, the parents,

and the teachers. Nevertheless, we
feel that we are on the way to

providing a curriculum that it at

least a challenge to other curricula

and at most a positive contribution

to the education of Third Worid
children in general.

(NOTE: Copies of our curriculum

are available for $2.00. Please write

to the school for more information).

Note: Sonia Nieto is a parent and
Spanish teacher of the Che
Lumumba School
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Who Killed Malcolm X ?

Nummo News Page / Supplement to the Collegian

Malcolm X vMth Dr. Shiriay Grahwn DuBois

This article fWst appeared in the
Real Paper, copyr^ the Real
Paper, Inc. 1978.

On July 23, 1964, the day before

ha was to addreea the summit
conference, Malcolm was poisortad

wfiia eating dmner in the Cairo

H8lon's main (firwng room. His

roommate at the HSton, Detroit

lawyar and civi rights activiai

Miton Henry, said, "He mttM have
dM if he hadn't bean abte to gal to

tfw hospital in a hurry. His stomach
was pumpad out. daened out

thoroughly, ar>d that saved him.

But as Malcolm said aftarvvards, he
would have died if he hed not got

immediate treatmem."
The food pumped from his

stomach was analyzed and found
to contain a "toxic substance." The
possibility of gratuitous food
poisonir>g was ruled out by doctors.

Malcolm told Milton Henry:
"Somebody deliberately poieoned

me." An effort was made to locate

the waiter who had served
Malcolm, but the waiter had
vanished.

In discus8ir>g the poisoning with

Henry, Malcolm emphasized "the

fact that CIA men were aN around
him in Cairo." Malcolm's half-sister,

Mrs. Ella Collins, who paid for his

first trip to Mecca and Africa, said

Malcolm tokj her about the poison-

ir>g in Cairo. "He told me that he
felt that the CIA was definiteiy

responsible for it. After that he was
very careful. In fact, on another

occasion, there was an affair given

in his honor in Addis Ababa, and in

observing the waiter he got a leery

feeling and refused the food. He
never had any proof, of course, but
he always felt sure somehow that

he had by-passed another poison-
ing."

Malcolm's certainty that the CIA
*n» responsible for the poisonirtg

was not fouTKled on mere intuitiort

For some time before the cor»-

ference the American Embaasy in

Cairo tried by quiet diplomatic
means to prevent Malcolm from
addressing the delegates. The
Embassy's diplomatic requests
were rebuffed, however, both by
the Egyptian government and by
the confererKe orgenizers. In a
New York Times article of August
13, 1964, while Malcolm was still in

Cairo discussing his UN project
with the African ministers, reporter

M. S. Handler wrote: "The State
Department and the Justice
Departrrwnt have begun to take an
•merest in Malcolm's campaign to

cor>vince African states to raise the

question of persecution of
ArT>erican Negroes at the United
Natiorw. .

.

"Malcolm's eight-page
memorandum to the heads of state

at the Cairo conference requesting

their support became available here

only recently. After studying it,

officials said that if Malcolm
succeeded in convincing just or>e

African government to bnr>g up the

charge at the United Natiorw, the

United States government would
be faced with a touchy problem.

"The United States, officials nere
believe, would find itself in the
same category as South Africa,

Hungary ar>d other countries whose

Continued From Last Week
don>est>c policies have become
debating issues at the United

Nations. The issue, officials say,

would be of service to critics of the

United States, Communist and
non-Commurwst, and contribute to

the urKlermining of the poettion the

United States has asserted for itself

as the leader of the West in the

advocacy of human rights.

"In a letter from Cairo to a friend,

Malcolm wrote: "I have gotten

several promiaes of support in

bringing our plight before the UN
this year.'. . .

"Officials here conceded the

possibility that Malcolm might have
succeeded. .

.

"Although the '

State Depart-

mem's interest in Malcolm's ac-

th/fties is obvious, that of tfte

Justice Department is shrouded in

<fiscretion. Malcolm is regarded as
an implacable leader with deep
roots in tfte Negro submerged
dasaas. . . (Malcolm) has confided
in frierKis ttiat he has been under
constam surveiMarKS in New York
by tf>e Federal Bureau of Irv

veatigation and by the imeNigerKe
section of the New York Police

Department.

.

I he incident that persuaded
Malcolm in the final days before his

death that sorr>eone other than the
Black Muslims was out to kill Nm
was not the Cairo poiaorung, but
rather arnrther ominous event tfiat

took place beyond the borders of
the United States.

Twelve days before he died,

Malcolm flew to Paris, wfiere he
was scheduled to addreas the Con-
gress of African Students. In his

epilogue to (Malcolm's
autobiography Alex Haley recounts
the unexpected reception Makolm
got from the French officials. "...

He was formally advised that he
would not be permitted to speak
and, moreover, that he could
consider himself officially barred
forever from FrarKs as an 'ur>-

desirable person.' He was asked to
leave - and he did, fuming with
indigrwtion."

h was hard to believe in 1964 that
the France of Charies De Gaulle
wouki comply so abjectly with a
political whim of the State Depart-
ment — especially when to do so
meant compromising both FrarKs's
post Algerian image of tolerance
and her Gaullist claims of big-power
autonomy. Nevertheless, this is

what Malcolm believed. "I was
shocked when they told me I

couldn't land," he told students at

the Congress in Paris over the
telephone from London. "They
didn't give nr>e any excuse for it. I

believe the State Department is

responsible."

The day before he was nmrdered,
in the last conversation the two
men were to have together, he told

By ALAN BERGER

Malcolm X with Prince Faisal

Alex Haley, "... You know, I'm

going to tell you something, brother
— the more I keep thinking about
this thing, the things that have been
happening lately, I'm not all that

sure it's the Muslims. I know what
they can do, and what they can't,

arKJ they can't do some of the stuff

recently going on. Now, I'm going
to tell you, the more I keep thinking

about what happened to nr>e in

France, I think I'm going to quit

saying it's the Muslims."
Two HDonths after Malcolm'a

death "a highly placed North
African diplomat" told American
journalist Eric Norden son>ethir>g

about the incident at Oriy which, if

true, wouki confirm Makx)kn's last-

minute suspicions. According to
Norden, "This official, who inaists

on anonymity, said that his
country's intaWganca apparattis

had been quietly informed by the
French Department of Alien
Documentation and Counter-
Espionage (the farrKMJS Deuxmrn
Bureau] that the CIA planned
Mak»lm's murder, and France
feared he might be liquidated on its

soil.

"The diplomat's country, which
enjoyed close relations with France,

was so informed because Malcolm
had visited it on prior occasions,
and possibly might have flown
there after his expulsion from
FrarKS.

" 'Your CIA is beginning to
murder its own citizens now,' ha
commented in elegantly modulated
French."

By Febniary 1966 Malcolm had
developed what amounted to
diplomatic relationships with
several African delegatkMns to the
United Nations. He frequemed the
UN delegates' lounge in the manner
of a working dipkxnat the self-

appointed ambMsador of Afro-

America to the United Nations. Not
only had he made progress in

promotir>g his plan for having
Anr>erica condemned for violations

of homan rights, but in November
1964, at the time tfie United States
intervened in the Congo's civil war,
Makolm lobbied with his African

contacts to convince them to

condemn the American in-

tervention. He was regarded as
being partly responsible for the
vituperative attacks mounted
against the United States during

the General Assembly debates that

took place toward the end of 1964.

On January 2, 1965. M.S. Handler,
writing in the New York Times,
reported that Malcolm had pressed
African delegates to corntemn
America's role in the CofHJO and
also to use "the racial situation in

the United States as an instrunrient

of attack in discussing interr^ational

problems" since "such a strategy

woukj give the African states more
leverage in dealing with the United
States ar>d wouki in turn give

Amerkan Negroes nrK>re leverage in

American society.

"The spokesmen of some
African states acted precisely

within the framework of these
recommendations last month in the

Cor>go debate at ttie United

Nations," the article saki. "They
accused the United States of being
ir>different to the fate of blacks and
cited as evider>ce the attitude of the
United States government toward
the civil rights Struggle in

Mississippi.

"The African nx>ve profourtdly

disturt>ed tf>e American authorities,

who gave the impression that they
had been caught off guard."

The New York Times couki not,

of course, measure rxK say just

how "profoundly disturbed" the

Amerk:an authorities were. But
Malcolm knew that as a result of his

role at the United Nations, as a

result of his conscious political

decision to internationalize the

problems of American black
people, he was under cor>stant

surveillance. His phones were
tapped and at times he found

hinr^setf shadowed by as nnany as
three different agents. His friends

and family were concerned about
the effect of his interference in the

functioning of American foreign

policy. His half-sister, Ella Collins.

tokJ him that to take a step of this

kind he needed protection, real

protection that he felt secure with.

But he couldn't even trust his own
bodyguards. I've been informed by
reliable sources that there were CIA
agents right in the Organization

(the Organizatk>n of Afro-Anwrican
Unity), and I've been given their

names. Malcolm knew the dangers,

but he said he had to go ahead."
Malcolm returned from his

disquieting trip to Orly and London
eight days before he was
assassiruited. He landed at Kerv
nedy International on Sunday
afternoon, February 13. At 2:46 the
foHowing nx>ming. wftile he. his

wife and four chUdran were sleep-

ing in their home in East Bmhurst,
Queene, four fire bomba were
thrown through the wirKiows of the
house. The house was destroyed,

but Malcolm and his wife manaigad
to carry and lead the four children

out into the back yard.

Afterward police officers

suggested to reporters, off the
record, that Malcolm had set fire to

the house himself to procure
publicity for himself. The police

even produced a tin of gasoline,

which they said they had found on
a dresser in the room belonging to

Mak:olm's youngest chHd.

Commenting on this episode, EHa
CoHins said: "When ttiey plantad
the gasolir>e I knew it was no lor>ger

the Muslinns. Only the police couki
have planted it, because as the fire

died down, neighbors went into the
house to get some clothes for tfie

children from their rooms, what
hadn't been bumed. And none of

them saw this jug of gasoline wften
they took things from the baby's
dresser. And then the police bomb
squad arrived and took over the
house. arKi then they produced the

gasolirw."

At a press conference on
Wednesday of that week, Malcokn
declared that an official of the Fire

Department admitted to him thax

the gasoline container had been
planted on his child's dresser. "Fire

Marshall (Malcolm r>ames the man)
met rr>e at the airport later and said

that yes, it had been planted there."

Matoolm went on to say. "We are

demanding an immediate in-

vestigation by the FBI of the bomb-
ing. We feel a conspiracy has been
entered into at the local level, with

some k>cal police, firemen ar>d

press. Neitt>er I. nor my wife arKl

children have insurance, and we
stand in no way to gain from the

bombing. , . My attorney has in-

structed me and my wife to submK
to a lie detector test and will ask

that the same test be given to

police arKl firemen at the scene."

None of the newspapers in New
York City reported on the press

conference and the accusatk>ns

Matooim had nr>ade about police

invoK^ement in a conspiracy.

All those who had contact with

Malcolm durir>g his last few disys

testified that he felt a conspiracy

closing in arourxl him, that hit felt

his death was ir>evitable, and that

he no k>r>ger believed the Mu.^ims
were the force behir>d wftat wns
happening to him. Ella CoHins has
said: "On the day before his death,

which was a Saturday, we spent

the day together. He discussed the

fact that the way his house was
bombed, and his being barred from
France, led him to believe that the

plotters of his desth were much
bigger than the Muslinns."

In the days immediately followfng

the assassination, while the major
newspapers were dwelling on the

war they had hypothesized be-

tween Malcolm's foltowers and the

Continued on
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Muslims, Malcolm's New England
representative, Leon Ameer, after

going from Boston to New York to

meet with other aides, declared that

Malcolm had been killed not by the
Muslims, but by what he called

"the power structure." Ameer
proposed that a mediator be
chosen to meet with Elijah

Muhammad and members of
Malcolm's organization in order to

work out a rapprochement between
the two groups.

In Boston on March 13, 1965, in a
speech to the Boston Militant Labor
Forum, Leon Ameer said, "I have
facts in my possession as to who
rea/ty killed Malcolm." Ameer said

he would call a press conference
shortly to reveal evidence in

documents and tape recordings
which Malcolm had transmitted to

him before the murder, evidence to

show Malcolm had been the victim

of the "power structure." "The
killers aren't from Chicago," Ameer
declared, alluding to Elijah

Muhammad's headquarters in that

city. "They're from Washington."
Prophetically, Ameer told his

Boston audience: "I know my life is

worth nothing." The morning after

his speech, Leon Ameer was found
dead in his room at the Sherry Bilt-

more Hotel in Boston. The official

cause of death was strangulation.

The Boston police told the press

that Ameer had died from an
epileptic fit. Ameer's wife said,

however, that her husband had
undergone a complete medical

check-up just one month before his

sudden death and that "there was
no hint of epilepsy." She said that

her husband's body was found with

his blackened tongue protruding

from between his lips, whereas the

victim of an epileptic fit would
normally die from asphyxiation, as a

result of having swallowed his

tongue.

Ella Collins, who lived in Boston
and was friendly with Leon Ameer,
told journalist Eric Norden: "I firmly

believe that Leon Ameer was
assassinated... In Boston
everything was kept very quiet. The
police hushed it all up." Malcolm's
sister went on to say, "I spoke to

his wife on the telephone. She said

that she had been married to him
for eleven years, and he'd never

had an epileptic fit of any kind. But
that's what the police kept telling

her did it."

Whatever — or whoever —
caused the death of Leon Ameer in

Boston, the effect of his death on
other aides to Malcolm was flight

and silence. Earl Grant, the person

who possessed most of Malcolm's

tapes and files, fled to Ghana.

Who Killed Malcolm X ?
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Presumably, he took the tapes and
files with him. Malcolm's second-
in-command in the OAAU, James
Shabazz, disappeared. And
Malcolm's secretary, Reuben
Francis, who was indicted for firing

the bullet found in the leg of
convicted assassin Thomas Hagan,
jumped bail. Francis was taken into

custody by the FBI eight months
later, but he never appeared to
testify in the trial, even though his

testimony might very well have
been crucial. Recently, during the
course of an extended interview,

attorney William Kunstler told me
that, although the transcript of the
original trial contains many
irregularities, he was particularly

surprised to find that Reuben
Francis was never called, or
allowed, to testify.

Kunstler was brought into the
case this winter and convinced to

move for a retrial by Thomas
Hagan, the fleeing gunman whom
Reuben Francis allegedly shot in

the leg. When arrested, Hagan was
found to have in his pocket a clip of
.45 bullets that

matched one of the
murder weapons left behind in the
ballroom. Also, his thumbprint was
found on a piece of the smoke
bomb that had been set off in the
rear of the hall to create a diversion.

Hagan had been caught at the
scene of the murder; he was in-

criminated by material evidence; at

his trial he eventually confessed to
his role in the killing. But for several

days after the killing the New York
police found themselves in an
uncomfortable position. News-
paper reports spoke of fou' ac-

complices who were still at large.

Eyewitness accounts had reported

four or five gunmen firing at

Malcolm. Since the police had
allowed the "thin-lipped, olive-

skinned, Latin-looking" suspect ap-

prehended by Patrolman Thomas
Hoy to vanish, they were holding
only one suspect for a crime
committed by four or five men. The
position of the police became less

uncomfortable ten days later when,
after what was termed as "in-

tensive investigation," they
arrested two Black Muslim en-

forcers associated with Muslim
Mosque #7 in Harlem, Thomas
(15X) Johnson and Norman (3X)

Butler. Johnson and Butler had
been arrested two months before
for shooting one Benjamin Brown,
a Muslim defector. They had both
been free on bail and had assault

charges pending against them for

the nonfatal shooting.

Although there was no evidence
connecting Hagan to Johnson and

Butler, and although no material

evidence existed to place Johnson
and Butler at the Aur<'ibon Ball-

room, the district attorney indicted
all three men together for having
carried out a criminal conspiracy to

murder Malcolm X.

The district attorney's case
against Johnson and Butler were
founded on the testimony of four

witnesses who identified Johnson
and six who identified Butler. All

ten appeared to have been carefully

coached in their testimony, and yet

the testimony they gave was
marred by contradiction, evasions

and apparent perjury. Several of the
witnesses — and among them the

most important — were out on bail

at the time of their testimony. The
charges pending against them,
which made them vulnerable to the

district attorney's will, often
seemed gratiutous enough to

indicate a possibility of intimidation.

indicted Johnson and Butler along prosecution's version of the murder
with Hagen, that the two Muslim
enforcers staged the diversion at
the back of the ballroom while Ha-
gan, near the front, opened fire on
Malcolm with a shotgun. Then
Johnson and Butler were supposed
to have run forward toward the
stage, shooting at Malcolm with
revolvers. The .45 bullets
discovered in Hagan's pocket were
traced to one of the murder
weapons after this grand jury
testimony was given, however, and
so the prosecution version of what
happened had to change. Hagan
was now located in the rea. of the
hall with Butler, while Johnson was
given the shotgun and located up
front, near the stage. As the state's
version of the killing changed, so
did the testimony of Cary Thomas.
In Janury 1966, after being held in

prison for ten month-? under
$50,000 bail, Thomas claimed under

f

Just returned home from trip abroad

A case in point is Cary Thomas, a

bodyguard of Malcolm's and one of
the two witnesses most in-

strumental in convincing Johnson
and Butler. Before March 2, 1965,
when he was arrested as a material
witness

in the case, Thomas said nothing to

Malcolm's widow or to the other
members of the OAAU about being
able to identify the killers. Initially,

he was h.:d by the police in alimony
jail, a rather casual kind of in-

carceration. But after he applied for

release, in June 1965, the police

charged him with arson in the
alimony jail and he was transferred

to a regular prison. Thereafter, he
became a pliant prisoner and a

willing, if changeable, witness for

the state's case.

In March 1965 Cary Thomas
testifed to the grand jury, which

Outside his damaged Elmhurst home the day after it was attacked with fire bombs.

oath that he had seen Johnson
firing the shotgun from a point

close to the stage, and seen Butler

and Hagan running from the rear to
fire at Malcolm with their revolvers.

One of the two stories C'ry
Thomas told had to be periured.
The jury chose to believe that his

ten-month incarceration had served

as an aid to his memory and that

only his grand jury testimony was a

lie.

Cary Thomas was an example of

why Malcolm could not trust his

bodyguards (even those who were
not undercover agents). Though
Thomas had been armed with a

.357 magnum pistol at the meeting
in the Audubon, though he was
strategically placed to intervene if

there was trouble, and though he
had carried a gun since the age of

fifteen, when the shooting started

he dived under a table for

protection. The jury might have
evaluated his testimony differently

if Judge Marks had allowed the

defense to enter into the record a

Bellevue psychiatric report on
Thomas, who was hospitalized in

1963 after running through the

streets screaming, "I did not kill

Jesus Christ! I did not kill Jesus
Christ!"

The other key witness for the

prosecution was Charies Blackwell,

who also had been a bodyguard of

Malcolm's and who also changed
the story he had originally told the

grand jury. Originally, Blackwell had
told the grand jury that Hagan and
Butler were seated next to him in

the front row and that two men
who he could not identify had
created the diversion toward the

rear of thp hall He had also told the

grand jury that he had never seen

anyone shooting anybody.

Q: "Did you see anybody fire a

gun?"

A: "No, I didn't."

At the trial, however, he told

substantially the same story as Cary

Thomas told, and offered a graphic

recollection of Hagan and Butler

firing their revolvers at Malcolm.

When he asked whether he had lied

to the grand jury, he responded,

"Yes, I did."

Far more damaging to the

than the doubtful credibility of its

witness, however, was the
unexpected decision of Thomas
Hagan, midway through the trial ta
confess. Not only did Hagan admit
that he had been one of the killers,

hut he also stated that Johnson and
Butler were innocent. "I just want
the truth to be known," Hagan told

the court, "- that Butler and
Johnson didn't have anything to do
with this crime. Because I was
there. I know what happened and I

know the people who were there."

The New York Times of March 1

,

1966, reported that Hagan, "said he
had three accomplices, but he
declined to name them. He said he
had been approached early in the

month of the murder and offered

money for the job, but he declined

to say by whom. ..One thing he did

know, he said, was that on one
involved in the murder was a Black

Muslim." Perhaps because Hagan
had refused to give the names of

Wiis accomplices and of the man
who paid him, the district attorney

was able to argue convincingly to

the jury that Hagan had come
forward only when he saw that his

own situation was hopeless, and
that therefore his motivation was to

get the other two indicted men off

since he had nothing to lose himself

in confessing.

But now, a dozen years later,

Thomas Hagan has offered to give
those names in court and to tell

everything he knows about the
assassination.

William Kunstler has received
information from Hagan that is

meant to prove the two main
examples of new evidence justify

his argument for a retrial of the
case.

Kunstler says that Hagan has been
in contact with a Muslim minister in

prison for some time, that he is "a
very religious man" and that he is

trying now, possibly at the risk of

his life to exonerate Johnson and
Butler "because he feels bad about
it. Two guys — he says innocent

men — are serving life terms, and
he's had eleven years to think it

over. He's still a very cautious man,
but he's a strong reed at this

moment and we hope to use him.

Kunstler did not want to disclose

what Hagan might have said

concerning police complicity in the
assassination, nor did he believe

that Hagan might know who was
ultimately responsible for having
Malcolm X killed. "Money was
spread around," Kunstler said. "He
talks about money."

But Kunstler does think that

Hagan's affidavit constitutes part of

a persuasive argument that new
evidence exists to justify a retrial.

Meanwhile, Hagan has beeVi placed

in protective cutody in an unnamed
prison. When I asked him if he
weren't worried that something
might happen to Hagan in prison,

the lawyer said, "Sure, that's why
he's in protective custody."

Besides Hagan's affidavit, the

second example of crucial new
evidence in the case is a transcript

from another trial, which Kunstler

has submitted to the court. In 1971,

twenty-one members of the New
York chapter of the Black Panthers

were tried in New York for con-

spiring to blow up Macy's
department store and other
prorpinent targets. A key witness

against the accused Panthers in

thpt trial was a police undercover

agent called Gene Roberts, who
had infiltrated the Panthers in New
York. The attorneys for the Pan-

thers had been tipped off by
somebody that Gene Roberts had
been a member of Malcolm's
Organization of Afro-American
Unity. Defense attorney Gerald
Lefcourt asked Roberts about his

connection to Malcolm and, as
Kunstler says, 'The judge let him
go a little ways with it."

Continued
Next Week
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Alvin Alley
Supplement to the Cotteglan

And The American Dance
Theater

Alvin Ailey At Fine Art Center Concrt Hall Feb.7,8,9 at 8p.m.

Alvin Ailey City Center Dance Theater photo: Alan Bergnnan

"Carmina Burana" Judith Jamison, Clive Thompson

Alvin Ailey was born in Rogers,

Texas in 1931. As a child, Ailey

attended Sunday school and the

Baptist Young People's Union and
it is out of these experiences and
memories that two of his most
popular and critically acclaimed

works were inspired: B/ues Suite

and Revelations.

At age 12 Ailey moved to Los
Angeles and it was on a junior high

school class trip to the Ballet Russe
de Monte Carlo that Ailey
discovered dance. "I first saw the

Dunham Company there (Los
Angeles)," he remembers, "...and

there were pictures of Black

dancers!"

Ailey's career in dance began
with Lester Norton — who
organized the first interracial

modern dance company in this

country. He left Horton for the

period he studied at UCLA
(Romance Languages), L.A. Citv

College and San Francisco State,

but returned and, after Morton's

death in 1953, became the com-
pany's artistic director and began to

choreograph.

A year later Ailey left the West

Ailey's seven member Company,
the Alvin Ailey American Dance
Theater, made its debut in 1958 at

the 92nd Street YMHA. Well

received by the critics, the Com-
pany began touring the country

extensively and performing in

Europe. In 1962, the U.S. State

Department sent the Company on
its first successful tour to the Far

East; in 1966 to the World Festival

of Negro Arts at Dakar, Sengal; and
East and West Africa in 1967. In

1970 the State Department
arranged an Ailey tour of North
Africa and, later that year, Russia
- where the Ailey Company was
the first American modern dance
company to appear in that country
since Isadora Duncan. Also in 1970
the company won first prize in the

International Dance Festival in Pa-
ris. Highlighting a later international

tour was Paris also, where the

Company triumphantly played at

the worid-famous Palais des Sport
in 1974 for one month, followed by
a return extended engagement in

1975 for 6 weeks. And once again in

1977 the State Department sent the
Company abroad, where they

[ erformed to sold-out houses in

Middle East,

Coast to come to New York with

Carmen de Lavallade, where they Japan, the Far East

both debuted as leading dancers in Africa and Europe,
the Broadway musical House of Remembering the response to

Mowers. And it was here, in the <he U.S. State Department
modern dance capitol of the world, sponsored tour of Russia in 1970 -
that Ailey supplemented his when the Company performed in

studies: modem dance with Martha towns where Western dancers had

Graham, Hanya Holm and Charles never been seen before and created

Weidman; ballet with Karel Shook; sensations in Moscow and

composition with Doris Humphrey; Leningrad - Ailey says: "The last

and acting with Stella Adier and night in Leningrad the audience

Milton Katselas. wouldn't go home. They stood up

With two of Ailey's works and screamed and clapped. I got

as early as 1954 at down in the orchestra pit andpremiering

Jacob's Pillow, the choreographer

spent the succeeding years

dancing in such musical produc-

tions as The Carefree Tree (1956);

signed autographs. I signed
people's arms, calendars and
programs. It was beautiful."

And that beauty of the human
Sing n/fan Sing (1956); Show Boat spirit is what the Ailey Company is

(1957); and Jamaica (1957). Even all about and what people respond

after he formed his own Company, ^o ^o Alley, dance is a "positive

Ailey still had Broadway in his expression of the human spirit of

blood and found time to people who reflect life." Ailey's

choreograph Carmen Jones. Dark vision of his Company is unique -
nf thfi Moon and African Holiday, it is not the choreographer's

personal instrument — but a

repertory company aimed at

providing art and entertainment, as
well as institutionalizing modern
dance, by preserving important
works of the past and com-
missioning new ones. Unlike most
modern dance choreographers,
Ailey retired from performing to

choreograph and direct the
Company. The group's roster of

choreographers covers as broad a

spectrum as John Butler, Louis

Faico, Talley Beatty, Donald
McKayle, Jennifer Muller, Lar
Lubovitch, and George Faison, and
it's no wonder that Ailey's high-

caliber dancers are well versed in

modern dance, ballet, jazz and
Afro-Carribean dance. Ailey has
succeeded in revolutionizing
modern dance; he has created a

group with breadth, diversity and
vitality that no other modern dance
company can rival.

Not only has Alvin Ailey
developed a strong and devoted
following in New York — with
regular seasons at the New York
55th Street City Center — but the

Company widely tours the country,

performing and educating. In the

fall of '77 the Company participated

in the first year of the fSlEA's long-

term residency programs, when
they traveled to Atlanta for a
month's stay filled with lecture-

demonstrations, workshops and
performances. In 20 years the Ailey

Company has toured no less than
48 states and annually spends 6
months on the road.

Ailey's works pulse with rhythm
and audiences are usually unable to

restrain from clapping along. It is

no wonder that the music serves as
a major source of inspiration for the

choreographer, and Ailey drew on
this for his special contribution to

the nation's bicentennial — Ailey

Celebrates Ellington. Held in

August of 1976 at the New York

State Theater 15 ballets were
created for the occasion for which
the Ellington Orchestra (under the

direction of Mercer Ellington)

provided the music. Some of these

ballets were previewed two years

earlier with the Alvih Ailey

Repertory Ensemble Company
during a special CBS Thanksgiving

Day Special, Ailey Celebrates
Ellington

This television special was not a

first for the Company. In 1973 Ailey

re-choreographhd ballets from his

repertory for an hour program.

Memories and Visions. The
program, produced by Ellis Haizlip,

was aired on WNET and was
viewed nationally in the homes of

over one million people.

The forthcoming Fall '78 season
will celebrate the Company's 20th

Anniversary. The Ailey Company
has come a long way since their

1958 debut with seven dancers at

the 92nd Street YMHA. Now 25

dancers strong, with a repertory

ensemble company, a well-

established school, and a repertory

that boasts such Ailey classics as

Revelations, Blues Suite, Cry, The

Lark Ascending, McKayle's
Rainbow 'Round My Shoulder,

Beatty's Road of The Phoebe
Snow, Faison's Suite Otis, as well

as 50 ballets by over 30 nriajor

choreographers, one could say

that Alvin Ailey has brought it alli

together. I

Continued from page 1

have rural, or even urban southern
roots would understand that the
core of Black life, the center of

Black life, the center of Black in-

stitutions in the south are churches,
predominantly Baptist, Methodist,
etc I really had no choice when my
Uncle asked for my support. It was
a matter of either supporting it or

cutting myself off from something
that was very important to me, and
naturally I responded, but even
more important the whole request
really started triggering my mind by
thinking of the importance of this

church and this community and

what it had meant to me in terms of

my development as a human being,

etc. I did organize a few parlies

around Brooklyn, where I live, and
was able to collect about $200.00,

and then the thought occurred to

me since I had a professional job to

do in Baltimore, of a commercial
nature that rather than send the

money that I would just drive on
down south and deliver the money
myself and in the process re-

establish my roots, and that is how I

began

Question: Did you plan on doing
any writing or photography when
vou first went down?
Mackey: No, my initial intention

was to visit home to establish my
roots, that is re establish contact
with as many people who were still

left. I then thought that the

rebuilding of this church would
make a good photographic story.

From the beginning my intent was
not to go further than this, that was
my original intention when I went
home. As you know I had been for

many years I had been involved in

organizing and running cultural

Black history programs, having

people like Dr. Clark and Dr.

Rogers coming in and giving

lectures for those who were in-

terested, and I guess the idea rea!ly

started formulating in my mind
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(These courses were not listed in the ore- registration booldet.
W.E.B. DUBOIS DEPARTMENT OF AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES

NEW COURSES - SPRING, 1978
AFRO-AM 391c mass media and black communities

Tu 19:00 - 21:30 NAH 110 William Mackey, Jr.

A survey of modern communications media and their impact on Black
communities. Newspapers, magazines, radio, and television will be
examined within the context of social, political, and educational functions
and historical racist tendencies. Program content, control, access, and
other issues will be covered. 3 Credits

AFRO-AM 29 ID BLACK FOLK CULTURE OF THE SOUTH
M 19:: - 21:30 NAH 110 William Mackey, Jr.

Examination of the historical development and retention of cultural
and institutional structures in the Black South. Includes family and child-
rearing, education, religion, entertainment, law and badmen, work, etc.
Attention to African roots and modifications from slavery to the present
day sea islands off the coast of Georgia. Audio and video tapes, photos,
and recordings will be extensively utilized. 3 Credits

BLACKS IN SOUTHERN POLITICS
AFRO-AM 390D TUTH 9:30-10:45 NAH 109 PAULPURYEAR

A general sun/ey of the role of Blacks in the political systems of the
Southern region of the United States. Special attention will be placed on
the legal, institutional, and socio-psychological factors affecting the
political participation of Blacks in the South. Three Credits.

POLITICAL BEHA VIORAND PUBLIC POLICY IN
THEBLACK COMMUNITY

AFRO-AM 490A TH 2:30-5:30 NAH 315 PAULPURYEAR
Seminar for upper level undergraduate and graduate students. Em-

phasis will be on the examination of the socio-psychological and structural
aspects of Black political behavior and the resultant impact on the for-
mulation of public policy for the Black Community. Each student will
develop a research paper for presentation in the seminar. Three Credits

To register for these courses
please come to the Department of

Afro-American Studies, Room 325,
New Africa House (5-2751).

Because of the controversy last semester, there is a need for students to
be clear on the meaning of Third World. With this in mind a course is being
offered this semester called "Toward the Understanding of the Third
World Dynamic". This course shall clarify and strengthen the Third Worid
position with regard to invisible economic and political forces of
domination in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. It will be taught by
Mukende Wa Nysanga and Stan Kinard. The course. No. SW190S is to
meet on Thursday at the Malcolm X center at 7:00.

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

All CCEBS students interested in Summer employment should see Brain
Maher in Room 209 of the New Africa House immediately. Opportunities
exist for Summer jobs in the Federal government. There are also op-
portunities for Summer internships in other companies and organizations.
Application deadlines for these jobs are approaching fast. Other in-

formation of interest to CCEBS students is posted on the bulletin boards
outside Room 209 of the New Africa House. Students are urged to check
out these bulletin boards p>eriodically.

NOTICE:
Sister Sonia Sanchez will present an evening of poetry on Thursday

night, February 23 at 8:00 p.m. The event will be entitled, "Poems of Living
and Being " and will be held in Mahar Auditorium

Resident Assistant Position: PEER SEX EDUCATION for academic year
'78-'79. • from January 30 until

Lewis is a co-ed February 10

dorm in the Northeast area 3 Semester Commitment
Applications and job 3 Credits per semester
descriptions may be picked $560-yr. and a single

up from Sandy Brown, H.R. Staff status as a

Resident Assistant

Interested applicants must attend on Information Session
Friday evening, February 10 at 9:00 p.m.
in the HR apartment. Applications are
due and interviews will be set up at

this time.

Lewis is an affirmative action-equal opportunity employer

To All Asian Americans:
There will be a meeting of the Asian American Student Association on

Monday February 6 at Campus Center Room 809 at 8 p.m. It will be a very
important meeting to plan the year's activities. Please attend.

Vo/unteer Opportunities f

The Boltwood-Belchertown Project is seeking Programs at

Belchertown State School and the surrounding communities.
The Boltwood Project is a student organization of trained supervisors

working with special needs individuals.

Come to our recruitment meeting Tuesday, February 7, 7:30 —
Campus Center 904-908. Program selection night is Thursday. February 9,
Campus Center, 8th Floor.

Credit is Available

!

Transportation Provided!

For more info call:

323-631 1 Ext. 249, 296

when I was driving home on this

trip. I hadn't been in the deep south

for quite a few years. As I began
thinking, and had already for-

mulated the idea by the time I got

home of doing a photo-
documentary but not really digging

into it. The rest of it, when I began
thinking of my past efforts in Black

culture, and all the things that

should be done to flesh out the

important aspects of Black culture,

specifically the rural aspects of it,

the thought hit me that you could

wait forever for someone else to do
It, and I felt that I could make a start

and set up patterns someone else

would follow. I had a great uncle

who has subsequently died at the

age of 102 who was the elder of my

family and the community, and in

visiting my uncle and other people,

we started talking and reminiscing,

and since I always carry my tape

recorder with me I started out just

with the Tdea to tape these ex-

periences. I saw immediately what I

had to do and it scared the hell out

of me at first because I realized that

it was a hell of a job because in this

small community at that time there

were about 15 people over the age
of 80 and three or four over 90 whe
were sharp, active, and extremely

loquatious and had a tremendous
amount of information. So I began
with the initial interviews which I

did with my great uncle, rhy

grandmother's youngest brother.

Continued next week
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Emergency declared

Snow paralyzes campus

tvim

Trucl(in' through the snow. Only the most determined students make it to classes
in a blizzard. (Staff photo by David OIken)

UM janitor found dead;
second death in four days
A janitor working in George Washington

Tower in Southwest was found dead there
yesterday morning from' an apparent heart

attack, according to UMass police.

Fifty- five- year- old Joseph Karcz, of 14
Stewart St., Bondsville, was found yesterday
at 11:05 a.m. near a nineteenth floor elevator

by a student and was pronounced dead at

the scene by medical examiner Thomas F.

Corriden.

h is the second death on the campus in the

past four days. Nineteen-year-old Scott C.
Burgess of 414 Baker dormitory was killed
crossing North Pleasant Street early
Saturday morning. Funeral services for
Burgess are being held tomorrow at All
Soul's Church in Braintree.

Funeral arrangements for Karcz have not
been completed yet by the Motyka Funeral
Home of Three Rivers.

Karcz worked at UMass as a janitor since
1965.

Inside
i.aiionrJ

— A complete rundown of the New
England and national snowstorm scene
can be found on page 4.

news
-McNamara dorm residents hope

they've seen the last of the arsonist who
roamed the hallways last semester. See
page 2.

news
— Belchertown selectmen learn the

monetary problems caused by the storm,
sae page 4.

Weather
-Snow ending today after an 8-16

inch accumulation. Cold and windy for
the remainder of the day with highs in the
20' s.

ncKs
-Provost Jerimiah Allen says he's

open to any faculty complaints about his

choice for acting dean of humanities, and
the budget feud about UMass buses may
come to a head today. See Newslines on
page 3.

By ROSEMARY CONWAY
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis last night
declared a state of emergency as snow,
whipped horizontally by winds as high as 92
miles an hour, blasted Massachusetts
yesterday, creating extreme hazards for
pedestrians and drivers.

University officials contacted last night by
the Collegian said a decision about the
University closing today would not be made
until the eariy hours of the morning.

The blizzard conditions caused can-
cellations of neariy all Pioneer Valley ac-
tivities last night.

According to meteorologists at the
Windsor Locks, Conn. Weather Service, the
storm will continue into the evening, with

"In some ways this storm is worse than
the storms over intersession," Norton added,
"because of the wind and drifting."

The Amherst Police Department reported
excellent conditions throughout the town.
Roads had been sanded by 8 p.m. and there
were no reported accidents and no extra
cruisers on the roads, they said.

However, State Police in Northampton
reported very hazardous, slippery road
conditions with numerous cars skidding off
roadways. The State Police said an extra
half-dozen cruisers are patrolling for
distressed motorists.

Belchertown and Hadley police depart-
ments also indicated treacherous conditions
but reported no serious accidents.

In addition to class cancellations last night,
buses stopped at 6 p.m., the library,

swimming, tennis and the acting workshop
were closed.

"If the weather forecast is right, I can't see not

cancelling, considering the wind and drifting snow.

Usually if the snow continues like this past

midnight or 1 a.m., the physical plant won't be
able to keep lots open. "

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
temperatures in the teens to low 20's. Snow
accumulation is projected to eight to 16
inches.

Area police departments reported
generally hazardous road conditions but no
major accidents.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery last
night said, "If the weather forecast is right, I

can't see not cancelling, considering the
wind and drifting snow. Usually if the snow
continues like this past midnight or 1 a.m.,
physical plant won't be able to keep lots
open."

added
be there tomorrow, though," Bromery

UMass Director of Public Affairs Daniel M.
Melley last night said, "we used to have a
policy that we're always open. Now we have
more commuting students and faculty
coming in from area towns. The only reason
we really close is because of the need to clear
he parking lots.

"We have closed already once over in-

tersession in early January, and once let

people go home early," Melley noted.
He said the University closed once or twice

last year.

Director of Physical Plant George A.
Norton last night said "we work 24 hours in

shifts and call contractors in after midnight
to work on the parking lots. If it tapers off by
one or two o'clock we can usually make out
alright. We check out the conditions about 4
a.m.," for a final recommendation to the
administration.

iiMcriiniional
-Anwar Sadat says there can be

peace in the Middle East by the end of
the week if the U.S. exerts the proper
pressure on Israel. See page 3.

news
-The UMass Department of Public

Security released its first annual report of
the department and crimes at UMass.
See page 2.

J

The Graduate Student Senate and
Distinguished Visitors Program meetings
were cancelled.

Rescheduled events include the In-

ternational Womens' Week meeting, for
tonight at 7:30 in Campus Center 172, and
the Asian American Student Association
meeting, for tomorrow evening at 6:30 in

Campus Center 809.

The Everywomen's Center Council will
meet next Monday as usual. Notification will
be given on the rescheduling of the Un-
dergraduate Communications Committee
meeting at a later date.

Booze sales up
as residents

.

isacfy for snow
By BILL SUNOSTROM
Collegian Staff

Area residents braved the early stages of
the snowstorm yesterday to stock up on
liquor for a day stranded at home or dorm
according to local package store proprietors!
At Russell's in Amherst a salesperson

reported that several students from Brett
House at UMass had arrived on cross-
country skis to make their purchases.We ve been busy," he noted, saying beer
has been the principal item.

Don Putnam at the Spirit Haus claimed
similar heavy business, saying everybody
seemed to be in a good mood in anticipation
of a day off.

Things were a little less cheerful at Petes
Package Store, which had to cancel
deliveries due to last night's inclement
conditions.

Most other package stores reported
relatively high sales until around 7 or 8 p.m.
when traveling became virtually impossible.
The Blue Wall had better business than

usual, as on-campus students filtered in to
spend a snowy evening. But other area bars
reported things were very slow. At the Time
Out in Amherst, for example, the relatively
few customers sat sipping schnapps, ac-
cording to bartender Mike Fusia. Other bars
in town suffered similarly poor attendance.
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Sylvanites optimistic
in face of arson

A janitor's closet in McNamara dorm, scene of last year's arson-related blazes
(Staff photo by David OIken)

By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

McNamara residents have adopted a "wait
and see" attitude toward arson, in the hopes
that the trash room fires that have plagued
the dorm for the past three semesters will not
continue. Fires of suspicious origin began in

fall semester of 1976 during finals week and
continued until last semester.

Students in the Sylvan area dorm banded
together during finals last semester to watch
the trash rooms in an attempt to catch the
arsonist. No fires were set, and the arsonist
remained undetected after the patrols began,
but students who participated in the all-night
watches have said they are thankful other
residents did not suffer the inconvenienceof
middle - of - the - night fire alarms. The 24
fires that have been set have occurred in the
middle of the night and only on the first,

second and third floors.

The arsonist was not caught despite in-

vestigations by UMass and federal law
enforcement officers.

"The biggest factor in catching this person
is going to be the residents in the building,"
Keith Holye, a fire safety officer at UMass,
said. Hoyle said if the arsonist knows
residents are on the lookout it may
discourage more arson attempts.
None of the students interviewed have

considered leaving McNamara because of
the fires but many said their parents ex-
pressed concern. Some said parents urged
their children to leave the dorm. Several
women on the second and third floors said
they have ropes stored in their rooms in the
event they are ever trapped in their rooms by
fire.

Residents on the first, second and third
floors said they would have considered
moving to a lower floor had they lived on an
upper floor, but residents living on the fourth
floor and higher did not appear to be as
concerned about being trapped on a floor
too high to jump from as the other residents.

David Ritchkoff, McNamara head of
residence, said the apparent lack of concern
was probably due to the fact that those
residents had never experienced a fire on

their floor and did not share the ap-
prehension of the lower floor residents.

"Concern or not, they (residents) know
what to do," Ritchkoff said. Ritchkoff said he
has attempted to educate the residents in

emergency procedures but he cannot make
decisions for them regarding responses to
fire alarms.

Several residents said they have not left

the dorm during alarms because they assume
the fire is contained in the trash rooms. Both
Ritchkoff and Hoyle both point out that
smoke inhalation will kill even faster than
flames, and they said students should weight
this possibility.

There have been no fires set this semester
but as a preventive measure Robert L.

Campbell, director of Residential Resource
Management, has authorized trash removal
on weekends for the entire Sylvan area,
paying janitors time-and-a-half. Campbell
said he hoped this measure would prevent
further fires in the trash rooms.

Last semester the trash room doors were
locked after 11 p.m., but the arsonist kicked
in the slats at the bottom of the door and set
fire to the trash. Three fires were aiSO set in

the mailroom. Ritchkoff said wooden blocks
are being placed over the slats to prevent
entry to the trash rooms.

Reactions to the recently installed smoke
detectors appears to be favorable in the
dorm, although residents of McNamara have
a number of complaints about them. Many
students interviewed said smoke detectors
were not enough to protect them from fire

and suggested additional -fire extinguishers,
fire blankets and smoke detectors in the
lounges of each suite. Hoyle said detectors
will be installed in the lounges during the
summer.

Students in McNamara also expressed
concern that many residents sleep through
some of the fire alarms. The alarms are at

opposite ends of each hall and residents said
the sound is not loud enough to wake people
in the suites in the middle of the hall.

Mary Kelvie, the dorm president, said the
experience has created a community spirit

within the dorm. "It was amazing how
people pulled together," Kelvie said.

UM criminal complaints, arrests rise
By NIEL MOELLER
Collegian Staff

The annual Department of Public Safety
report for 1977, released last week, reveals a

slight rise in the number of criminal com-
plaints over the preceeding year with an
attendant increase in arrests.

The department received 2,175 complaints
and made 165 criminal arrests, about 30 more
than the preceeding year. Theft of private
property declined slightly, however, and
theft loses of state property dropped sharply

to the lowest level since 1974, totalling about
$41,000. The proportion of goods recovered
also declined significantly.

Of the 319 persons arrested, including
those taken into protective custody, 303
were male and 16 female. Only about 90 were
students, while the remainder were either
people from off-campus or juveniles. The
average suspect was white, male, and
college-aged.

The most common crimes were larceny
793; vandalism, 244 and breaking and en-

JUST IN TIME: Art Osborne fixes one of the windows in Durfee Conservatory

yesterday. (Staff photo by Chris Bourne)

tering, 129. There was also one kidnapping,
five sexual assaults, and 27 sex offenses. The
report indicates a slight increase in motor
vehicle theft with 62 cases recorded.
Vehicles were most commonly stolen bet-
ween 3 and 1 1 p.m. and were usually locked.

Motor vehicle- related arrests declined
slightly to total 47 for the year, two fewer
than in 1976. The department issued 830
traffic citations, about 300 more than were
issued the preceeding year. Motor vehicle
accidents increased by about 30 per cent to
207, the highest total in the past five years. In

related categories the number of parking
tickets declined slightly to about 17,(X)0,

perhaps reflecting the slight decline in the
number of vehicles towed to about 3,500.

Aside from investigating and processing
criminal incidents, about 70 per cent of the
departments resources were devoted to
other services aimed mainly at crime
prevention and improving community
relations. These include Operation Help
Eliminate Losing Possessions, a program
designed to reduce campus thefts; Operation
Identification, which involves inscribing

property with a number registered with the
department and posting stickers stating the
property has been so engraved; and a
program to prevent vandalism.
A cash handling analysis for the Amherst

campus was undertaken in compliance with
insurance requirements. Increased money-
handling created the need for greater
security. The analysis resulted in the
acquisition of a low profile armored van,
which is expected to save the University
money in addition to providing greater

flexibility and control of money movement.
In addition, the department handled 7,019

service calls, mainly via telephone and radio,

of which only a small percentage were
unfounded or false. The service calls ranged
from complaints about intoxicated persons
to annoying phone calls to a lone bomb
threat. There were also 175 false fire alarms,

which resulted in 64 arrests.

Within the department itself emphasis has
been placed on personnel retraining and
continuing law enforcement education as
well as maximizing departmental and
University resources. Three officers have
completed their masters degrees, four are In

the process of doing so, and eleven officers

possess bachelors degrees.
A unit combining male and female police

officers, specially trained, now exists to

investigate sex-related criminal offenses.
Drug education and law enforcement, which
"remain a constant concern for academic
communities," are facilitated by in-service

training, including familiarization with latest

drug techniques and usage."
Future plans for the department revolve

around a victimization survey developed by
the Student Activities Research Evaluation
Office and members of the police depart-
ment. The survey is intended to indicate

community needs. Currently planned is a

COP IN program to reduce community
misunderstanding of the department. The
program will foster personal interaction

between public safety personnel and
community residents during the course of

duty, rather than only when a crime has
occurred, according to the report.
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Sadat sees peace
with U.S. help

^Collegian 3

WASHINGTON [AP] - Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat said yesterday there
could be peace In the Middle East "In less

than a week" If Israel agrees to return to Its

old borders and make Jerusalem an open
cHy.

But he foresees little prospect of that

unless the United States exerts pressure on
Israel. "You can insist," Sadat said in a

speech to the National Press Club, "that
disputes should be settled through com-
pliance with the rule of law, not by sub-
mission to the dictates of force."

So far, there has been no Indication that

Sadat has persuaded President Carter to lean

harder on Israel. A White House statement

issued at the conclusion of Carter's weekend
talks with Sadat at Camp David, Md., said

the U.S. role was that of a "friend of both

sides."

At the same time, though, the ad-
ministration appeared to be nearing a
decision to sell a squadron of F-5E jets to
Egypt. Carter invited a small group of In-

fluential members of Congress to the White
House Sunday night, and Vice President
Walter F. Mondale met with others yesterday
on Capitol Hill.

"It is my belief he is close to a decision,"
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-N.Y., said, "and I

would like to see him delay it."

Once Congress is formally notified, it has
30 days to veto a weapons sale. Javits wants
Congress to have the chance to consider the
proposal without a deadline.

Sadat, answering questions after his
speech, his first major exposure to the
American public on his five-and-a-half day
visit, promised not to use U.S. weapons
against Israel. "I have chosen my faith —
with peace," he said.

The political negotiations between Egypt
and Israel have been in suspension since Jan.
18 when they broke up over the Palestinian
issue and amid some high-voltage rhetoric
between leaders of the two sides.

Over the weekend, it was decided to have
Assistant Secretary of State Alfred L.

Atherton Jr. shuttle between Cairo and
Jerusalem to try to complete an agreement
on a declaration of principles.

"It is true that I am rather disappointed,
but I am determined to persevere," Sadat
said of the snagged negotiations. "I shall

continue my mission for the sake of Arabs
and Israelis alike."

In outlining the Egyptian views, he gave no
hint that any have softened.

Sadat insisted that Israel give up all the
territory the Arabs lost in the Six Day War of
1967, permit the establishment of a
Palestinian state linked with Jordan and have
its capital, Jerusalem, converted into an
undivided, but open city.

Israel has offered to give up some territory

gained in the war, while maintaining set- Egyptian president Anwar Sadat wipes his brow as he addresses the National
tiements and a military presence, and has Press Club yesterday. He said he has made all the concessions he plans in the
opened the possibility of self-determination current Middle East negotiations and called on the U S to helo make Israel
for the Palestinians in the future. reciprocate.
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Meeting today over bus beef
Student government representatives and

administration officials meet today at 3:30
p.m. in Campus Center 172 to discuss long
term funding for the UMass Transit Service.
Among those expected to attend the

meeting are Vice Chancellor of Ad-
ministration and Finance James L. McBee,
Director of Balanced Transportation and
Parking William Bari-ett and representatives
from the Undergraduate and Graduate
Student Senates, the student senate Rents
arxJ Fees Committee and the Commuter
CdlectTve.

The major disagreement centers around
the percentages of the total bill that will

come from student government funds as
opposed to the portion that will come from
funds from the parking office.

The administration wants 85 per cent of
the total to come from student government
funds and 15 per cent from the parking

office. Student government representatives
want a 70-30 split.

McBee yesterday said that the parking
system does not have enough money to

assume 30 per cent of the bill. He said the 70-

30 split would not insure the solid financial

base that is necessary for the transit system
to run smoothly in the future.

Student Government Association Co-
President Jon Hite, who will also attend the
meeting, last night responded to McBee's
comments saying "Students don't have the
resources In their pockets to pay for the bus
rides of faculty and administrators."

Hite said that all the student represen-

tatives want is a fair agreement. "We are
willing to pay for the percentage of the bus
budget that students ride. Administrators
should be willing to pay their share."

- LEO PELOQUIN
Tillson inquiry unnecessary

A counsel for the State Bureau of Building

and Construction yesterday said that a
request made by two representatives earlier

this week for an investigation of the Tillson

heating plant at UMass-Amherst is un-
necessary.

"There is really nothing for them (the
state) to investigate," said Malcolm Mac-
Phail, counsel for the BBC. MacPhail said
that the BBC was conducting its own
technical investigation into the mal-
functioning of the $10 million plant which
worked for eight months before it broke
down in 1974. The BBC oversaw the con-
struction of the plant.

State Reps. Andrew Card, R-Holbrook,
and Philip Johnston, D-Marshfield, called for
an investigation of the Tillson plant to be
included in an overall investigation of the
BBC. This overall Investigation began after
two state senators last year were convicted
on extortion charges for bribing a New York
consulting firm which contracted with the

BBC in the construction of UMass-Boston.
- GAYLE YOUNG

Allen will hear complaints
Acting Provost Jeremiah M. Allen

yesterday said he would be happy to meet
with anyone who feels he ignored faculty
opinions when he appointed English
department chairman Richard W. Noland as
acting dean of the Faculty of Humanities and
Fine Arts.

The Colleaian last week received reports
Allen bypassed faculty recommendations
when he appointed Noland to the position he
himself vacated when he was named acting
provost.

Paul L. Puryear last month was fired as
provost by Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
"You can't please everyone," Allen said,

talking about his appointment. "On balance,
I think it's the best appointment."

- CHRIS"! OPHERSCHMITT

They Need Your Blood

Collegian Blood Drive

Tomorrour & February 15

*

Sign up at the Campus Assistance Center
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Nor'easter racks
N. England awaits storm

A young New York delivory boy
struggles to push and...

\UPI] - A New England blizzard yesterday
hurled hurricane force winds and heavy
snow on the southern part of the region,
leaving the northern tier in a state of an-
ticipation as the second major northeastern
within 17 days struck.

Winthrop and part of Revere were ordered
evacuated because of surging tides, but high
snow drifts blocked rescue efforts,

Thirteen thousand fans at the Beanpx)t
Hockey Tournament in the Boston Garden
were stranded there.

The last time New England was battered
Jan. 20, a storm dropped nearly four feet of
snow - establishing 24-hour snowfall record
at some points.

The National Weather Service last night
said snow, marine and flood warnings were
in effect across the region, with snow ac-
cumulations expected to range from 16
inches in the south to six inches up north by
tonight.

Fierce, gusty winds lashed the region's
three southern states, causing sudden snow
drifts and near zero visibility. The Cape Cod

community of Chatham, Mass., last night
reported winds gusting to 22 mph.

Boston Mayor Kevin White yesterday
declared a city-wide snow emergency and
state legislators on Beacon Hill called it a day
early and scurried home.
A 682-foot Greek oil tanker, the Global

Hope, was reported taking on water in the
choppy waters of Salem Harbor last night.
A Coast Guard spokesperson said the boat

was taking on water about five miles out in
the harbor near Bakers Island due to a split
seam in the engine room. Rescue vessels
were sent out to aid the 682-foot long tanker
and its 34-member crew, but their efforts
were being hampered by rough waters.
The spokesperson said the Coast Guard

had lost communication with the tanker and
was unable to determine how serious the
vessel's problem was. It contained 3,500
barrels of oil.

Low temperatures last night and today are
predicted to range from around zero to 10
above in the north to the teens in the south,
weather officials said. They warned travelers
not to "venture out unless absolutely
necessary."

Police across the state reported roads in
poor condition, despite plowing and sanding.

"The roads are bad, driving is bad, visibility
IS bad," a spokesperson for the Boston
police said. "We have problems on all

streets."

He said it was too early for police to
compare effects of this storm to those of the
Jan. 20 near-blizzard, which dumped close to
22 inches of snow on the city.

The Boston School Department an-
nounced there would be no school today.

In Connecticut Gov. Ella T. Grasso, urtable
to get through snarled traffic, walked more
than one mile through blizzard-like con-
ditions yesterday trying to get to the state's
storm control center.
The snow-covered governor was about a

block away from the center at the state
armory when she hitchhiked a ride from a
telephone company truck driver to complete
her journey.

'I've never been out walking in a storm
this bad. I thought I was going to get frost-
bite," she said. Officials handed Grasso black
army socks to warm up her feet as soon as
she arrived at the shelter.

The storm center reported snow ac-
cumulations in Connecticut ranging from 6
to 8 inches.

East coast
Snow hits seaboard

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1978

\AP] - Millions of East Coast residents
struggled through a wind-driven snowstorm
yesterday as schools closed and traffic,

business, and government slowed to a near
standstill for the second time in 17 days.
From Washington, D.C., through the

Middle Atlantic states and into New England,
authorities reported drifting, blowing snow
that started before dawn and continued
through the day, cutting visibility to almost
zero.

By midmorning, there was as much as half
a foot of snow piled on the ground in some
places. Forecasts generally called for
anywhere from one to one - and - a - half feet
by the time the storm ends today. Commuter
train and bus lines reported lengthy delays;
airport runways were closed while crews
tried to clear the snow; major roads were
passable — but just barely.

In New York City more than a foot of snow
fell yesterday closing businesses and
schools, stranding tens of thousands and
bringing railroad and air transportation to a
halt.

The National Weather Service predicted
12 to 18 inches of snow would fall in the city
before it all ends early today. Up to two feet
of snow was predicted for parts of northern
New Jersey.
A total of 13-inches had fallen in New York

City's Central Park by 7 p.m.
Mayor Edward Koch declared a full snow

emergency in the city shortly after midnight
severely restricting auto traffic.

The storm did not come anywhere near
the all-time record snowfall of 26.4 inches
that hit the city in 1947. Only last month, a
total of 13.6 inches fell on the city.
A weather service spokesperson said the

storm, which reduced visibility to near zero in
many parts of the city, was not a blizzard
because "you've got to have sustained
winds of 30 mph or more and temperatures
in the teens."
Newark Airport was closed at 12:30 p.m.

because of the snow. Planes were still

departing from Kennedy and LaGuardia
Airports at midday, but there were long
delays. Arriving flights were diverted starting
at midmorning.

Children in hundreds of communities got
an extra holiday as classes were canceled.
Public offices and courts were closed.
Legislative sessions were called off. Many
businesses said they planned to send em-
ployees home early. Snow emergencies were
declared in several areas as authorities tried

Blizzard cuts Belchertown budget
By RICHARD BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Selectman Kenneth
Snow here last night told other selectmen he
expects the highway department will spend a
imie less than half of the money left in the
snow removal budget removing snow
dumped in the town last night and today.

The town has spent $56,000 so far this

winter clearing snow, and approximately
$18,000 IS left in the account. The town spent
$60,000 last year, according to Snow.

The selectmen in a two-hour meeting also
instructed an operator of a halfway house,
which is part of the UMass Advocate
Program, to appear before the town planning
board for possible zoning violations.

The selectmen also approved a transfer of
a liquor license and a transfer of town funds
to pay school-crossing guards.

Jeff Roberts, of Chauncy Walker Road,
appeared before the board last night to
explain the operations of his School for
Independent Living.

Neighbors to Roberts reportedly com-
plained to selectmen about the school.

Roberts told the board his school is similar
to a halfway house where young male adults,
referred by the state Division of Youth
Services, learn skills needed to make the
transition to living on their own.

He said the school is approved by the state
Office of Children. Roberts was instructed by
the board to meet with the town planning
board to discuss zoning laws.

The selectmen approved the transfer of
the liquor license of the Park Lane Inn on
Walnut Street from Helen A. Smith to town
resident Dave Cote and his brother, Robert
J, of Chicopee. The new owners said they
will re-name the lounge to the Common Pub

Inc.

Board approval of the license transfer is

contingent upon routine approval by the
Secretary of State's office, according to
selectmen.

Selectmen also approved the transfer of
funds from the police department to the
school budget so that the town won't have
to pay unemployment to the three school
crossing-guards employed during the school
year.

State law says the guards do not have to
be paid unemployment during the summer if

they are guaranteed jobs in the fall. The
guards are paid $6.50 a day.

The selectmen also agreed to request in

writing a representative from New England
Telephone Co. explain to them poor
telephone service in the area. Town residents
have complained to the selectmen about
numerous problems with their telephone
service.

...pull a cartload of groceries across
second Avenue as blizzard belts East
coast.

to limit traffic as much as possible.
Getting around in the storm was difficult

as cars got stuck in huge drifts on the city's
side streets.

In the outlying borough of Queens,
Kenneth Kaltman and his wife Alice, put their
snowmobiles at the service of police. They
each took a police officer with his radio
aboard a snowmobile and set out to find
stranded motorists.

Most subways were running on near
normal schedules, but some service was
suspended because of snow and ice en the
tracks of above-ground, elevated sections.

The Long Island Rail Road commuter line

reported 12 of its trains were stranded at
various points and some were delayed for
many hours before diesel engines reached
them and pushed them along the line.

Trading on area stock exchanges was
light. The New York and American ex-
changes announced 2 p.m. closings — two
hours early - but said they hoped to open at
10 a.m

, today as scheduled. Also closing
early because of the weather were the
Philadelphia Stock Exchange, the New York
Mercantile Exchange, Commodity Exchange
Inc., New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange
and New York Cotton Exchange.

The Midwest, still digging out from a
blizzard that hit a little more than a week ago,
reported relatively few problems yesterday,
but the West Coast was suffering torrential
rains. Five people in Southern California died
Sunday in traffic accidents caused by rain
and mudslides, and forecasters predicted
heavy rains for Northern California during the
coming week.

In the East, the National Weather Service
issued blizzard warnings for many areas.
Forecasters said up to 20 inches of snow
might fall in some New York City suburbs as
the storm continued yesterday night. The
one-day record for the city - 17.5 inches -
was set on Feb. 5, 1961; the Jan. 20 snow-
storm brought 13.6 inches.
Weather officials, who failed to predict the

severity of last month's storm, had been
warning of yesterday's snow since Saturday
and authorities tried to take extra
precautions.
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Code P Albums

Sale
Series 798

Code R Albums

ALL OTHER REGULAR PRICED JAZZ LPs

10% OFF.

Many Jazz Albums from $1.99 up.
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Women's News
Women's group scores victory

"Women Against Violence Against
Women (WAVAW) scored a major victory
recently when a New York judge ordered an
obscenity trial for the film "Snuff."
The film shows the rape, torture and death

of a woman who is said to have been actually
murdered in order to film the sequence.
New York County Court Judge Louis

Schelnman reversed the 1976 dismissal of
charges brought by WAVAW against theater
owner Richard Dames, who screened the
film in March 1976. Scheinman said in his
decision that the action of the lower court
hed been an "abuse of discretion."
The film has been widely distributed,

despite protests from women's organizations
around the country. WAVAW, which has
been organizing a nationwide boycott
against record albums which depict violence
against women on their covers, hired a
special prosecutor after District Attorney
Emmanuel Gellman refused to prosecute
Dames.
Dames' lawyer plans to appeal the recent

decision.

\HER SAY NEWS SERVICE]
Mandela visitors jailed

Four white South African women said
thay will accept jail terms rather than answer
police questions about their visits to
"banned" black nationalist Winnie Mandela.

Mandela, a moderate leader of the
country s black movement, was banished to
the Or,' nge Free State in South Africa after
«he was accused last year of encouraging
students in the bl ick township of Soweto to
resist police curing confrontations.
The lour women said they were arrested

after they visited Mandela in her dirt-floored
hut in the village of Brandfort. Each of them
spoke to Mandela separately, they said, to
conform to her banning restrictions. Under
South African law, a banned person may not
speak to more than one person at a time, is

subject to continuous house arrest, and must
obey a dusk-to-dawn curfew.
The women said that while visiting

Mandela, they were arrested and taken for
questioning, but refused to answer any
questions posed by South African security
police. Under South African law, the women
said, if they made a statement to police, they
could later be called as state witnesses.

Said one of the women: "We refuse to
participate in the continued persecution of
Winnie."

Mandela has spent more than a decade in

prison on various charges relating to her
political activities.

Her husband. Nelson Mandela, is the
leader of the banned African National
Congress, and is serving a life sentence for
alleged subversive political crimes.

Three of the women charged with
violating the banning order were sentenced
to one year in prison for "obstructing the
course of justice." The fourth woman, 72-
year-old Helen Joseph, was sentenced to
four months in jail after the judge was ad-
vised that she had a bad heart. Joseph,
herself, was once banned for five years and
has spent nine years under house arrest for
her anti-apartheid activities.

\HER SAY NEWS SERVICE]

Child sexual abuse increasing
Two St. Louis physicians report that

sexual abuse is probably the most
unreported and underdiagnosed type of child
mistreatment.

va.PJ'^^'"'®
Barbara Herjanic and Ronald

Wilbois report that among 132 children
treated at the Saint Louis Children's Hospital
were victims of sexual abuse.
The oldest, a 13-year-old girl, was

pregnant after having been raped by her
grandfather. Two three-year-old girls, the
doctors claim, had gonorrhea.

Doctors Herjanic and Wilbois warn that
the sexual abuse of children appears to be on
the increase in the United States.

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE]

Civil Rights Act; Blacks only?
The Kerr-McGee Corporation, in a bizarre

legal move, has asked a federal court in
Oklahoma City to throw out the Karen Silk-
wood civil rights suit, alleging that the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 only protects black
people.

In a related move, the F.B.I, has also asked
that the Silkwood suit against the bureau be
dismissed, claiming that the F.B.I, is immune
from lawsuits under the Civil Rights Act.
The Silkwood family is suing Kerr-McGee

and the F.B.I, for conspiring to cover up the
circumstances behind the- death of Karen
Silkwood. Silkwood was an atomic fuel
worker who was killed in a 1974 car crash just
before she was scheduled to make public
evidence of alleged safety hazards at the
Kerr-McGee nuclear facility in Crescent City
Oklahoma.

Attorneys for Kerr-McGee last week filed a
motion asking that the $160,000 (dollar) suit
by Silkwood's family be summarily
dismissed. The firm contended that even if it

had been in the conspiracy it was accused of,
there was no cause for a civil rights suit. The
1964 Civil Rights Act, Kerr-McGee lawyers
said, only protects black people.

Lawyers for the Silkwood family say that
because of the new legal motions filed by
Kerr-McGee and the F.B.I., and because a
new judge has been appointed to the case,
the trial, which was set for April, will
probably be postponed.

Wife-rape law remains misdemeanor
An all-male committee in California's state

legislature has decided not to make it a
felony offense for a man to rape his wife.
Under present law, wife-rape, like littering,

is a misdemeanor offense, punishable by a
fine of $500 (dollars) or less and a possible
short prison term.
The State Assembly's criminal justice

committee, in deciding against more severe
punishment for wife-rape, reasoned that
passing the proposed law would mean a man
convicted of raping his wife would be
branded as a sex offender for the rest of his
life.

The committee's chairperson explained
that passing the bill would intensify family
battles if a wife had the legal right to
prosecute her husband for rape.

\HER SAY NEWS SERVICE]

NOW chapter fighting slogan
A chapter of the National Organization for

Women in Mississippi is trying to get
something done about a tee shirt being
marketed in a Biloxi shopping center.
The tee shirt reads, on its front, "in case of

rape ... this side up."
NOW says the shirt is manufactured by a

firm using the brand name "Rat- Hole " on its

products.

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE]

SALE
30% off list on cross

^country skis and equipment.

Complete packages

$64.00 and up.

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle St. 549-3729

12 TO 1 PRESENTS A PUBLIC FORUM
ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION ON CAMPUS

WE INVITE ALL

UMASS OFFICE WORKERS

FEB 8* 5:15* 166 169 CO
PLEASE ATTEND • BRING A FRIEND

The problem was, no one knew why they were there. Orange and white barrels,
grouped in two circles on Campus Center Way. for a time defied all efforts to find
out why they were there. One group, about five or six of them, is near the en-
trance to the Campus Center Garage. Another five or six are set up by the bus
stop on Campus Center Circle.

Repeated efforts to find out why the barrels were there and who put them there
proved to be fruitless.

The mystery demanded to be solved.
You'd think Campus Center Operations would know something about the

barrels, right? It's their garage, isn't it?

They didn't know anything. —
A check with Physical Plant was next. They asked what we were talking about.
Albert Potter from the Grounds Division of Physical Plant finally provided an

answer.
"They're protecting steam pit covers." he said.
Potter explained that heavy traffic, including autos and buses, could damage

the covers. He said the covers must be replaced with covers able to stand up to
the heavy loads encountered.

Volunteer army costs more
WASHINGTON [AP] - Six years of the

all-volunteer military force have cost $18.4
billion more than the military draft system,
far in excess of the Pentagon's own
estimates, the General Accounting Office
said yesterday.

The congressional auditing agency said in

a new study that there is unlikely to be any
reduction in the current $3.6 billion higher
cost of the volunteer force annually.

The study was released by Comptroller
General Elmer Staats at a hearing of a Senate
armed services subcommittee chaired by
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.
Nunn said the 2.1 million-member

volunteer military is costing so much that it is

taking away from other major defense

programs and will inevitably mean a "steady
erosion" of U.S. defense capabilities.
The GAO found that $14.2 billion of the

additional cost since the draft ended in 1971
has gone to pay substantially higher salaries
to new enlistees and junior officers in all the
services.

Assistant Defense Secretary John P.
White acknowledged that the $^.2 billion
should be attributed to the volunteer force,
but said military pay would probably have
risen anyway far above the low salaries paid
low- ranking soldiers in the 1960's

Nunn, an early critic of the all-volunteer
concept, stopped short of calling for a return
to the mandatory military draft. But he said a
broad military-civilian national service
conscription plan should be examined.

ZIONIST SYMPOSIUM
SERIES

DIILOGUES ON ISRAEL

University of Massachusetts/ Campus Center Rooms
165-169

February 9, 1978 at 8:00 p.m.

Topic: "ISRAEL IN TRANSITION: FROM LABOR
TO LIKUD — THE CHANGING AMBIENCE" with
Prof. Bernard Avishai^ Political Scientist and Author
Dr. Rael Jean Isaac, Political Sociologist and Author

Sponsored by the American Zionist Federation and the
Five College Hillel Foundations
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aMrildneMT
experience!

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian's Graphics
Department seeks volunteers for the spring 1978
semester. Previous graphics experience is not
necessary.

Learn while you work on:
Typesetting

Headline Production
Camera Production

Layout h Design
ARTISTIC ABILITY IS NOT NECESSARY

BUT HELPFUL IF YOU HAVE IT!

Our graphics department has the latest equipment
and we're still growing. Prepare yourself for the
future by knowing how printed material is
prepared. Collegian graphic volunteers acquire a
unique experience which is always useful.

SPECIAL
GRAPHIC VOLUMTEERS

MEETIIVJG

. WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 8th

AT 4:00 P.M.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian
Graphic Department
113 Campus Center (first floor rear)

O Telephone: 545 3500

Manager: Randy Glenn
Asst Managers: Ann Emanuelli,

Eva Perles, Claire D'Amour
Technicians: Gerry Grenier &

Phil Milstein

FOR SALE
for the first time ever

THE POCKET SANDWICH

AT THE HATCH

VEGETARIAN CORNER
Open daily from 10:30 a.m.-Z p.m.

Across from the Hatch Bar downstairs.

Student Union BIdg.

HAPPY HOUR 4-7
|W ^ran% ^,^ Drinlcs 75«

TUESDAY fr THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

All Food & Drink W./ID

1 Pray St, Amlwrst 549-5403 Next to tlie Pub

Keypuncli Operator
Wanted
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Must be able to u/ork 15-20 hours
per week

AbititM to tMpe 40-60 U/PM

Ability to vA/ork u/ith numbers

Experience preferred

but not required

Please apply in the Student Activities Office
416 Student Union

77ie University of Massachusetts is an
equal opportunity entployr

TWO GREAT BUYS

<*A: O -_i

Tl 1270

Bedspreads

Texas Instruments
electronic colculotor

TI-1270

A PRICE DROP!
List t>rice $24.95

Texas Instruments
electronic bide rule colculotor

SR-40

A Special Purchase
List Price $12.95

OUR
PRICE $1995

Includes battery, recharger

at the calculator store

OUR
PRICE

Battery not included

sgso

THE UNIVERSITY STORE
campus center

One of the most interesting
courses I ever took was
MS313 Leadership & Management

And I took it in

Army ROTC.

Army ROTC.
Learn what it takes to lead.

"It may sound surprising but it's

true. ROTC offers exciting,
challenging courses.

"I came into ROTC for the
benefits and adventure training. But
I'll be commissioned as an Army
officer with a great deal more."

•f^
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State News
Fire leaves fourteen

homeless in Lynn
L YNN \AP\ - A four-alarm fire raged

through a three-story apartment-
business building near downtown Lynn
yesterday leaving 14 persons homeless.

Fire officials said five persons including
three firefighters were hurt, but were
released after treatment at Lynn Hospital.

District Fire Chief Vincent Vassallo said
the blaze apparently began on the top
floor of the building, causing the roof to
cave in and portions of the upper story to
fall to the second floor.

The gutted building also housed two
businesses on the first floor.

Men and equipment from six
surrounding communities joined in
battling the blaze which broke out about
9:50 a.m. ^

BU chem lab burns.

The resolution was proposed by the six

Senate Republicans but then amended
by a motion of Senate Majority Leader
William Bulger, D-Boston.

The Bulger afmendment replaces the
general resolution urging a tax cut with a
more specific measure calling on the
governor to file legislation to repeal the
seven-and-a-half per cent surtax on the
state's personal income tax.

Locke, in arguing for the measure,
said, "The governor's budget is nothing
more or less than an election year at-

tempt to convince the people he's on an
economy kick."

Referring to the governor's estimated
$134 million surplus, Locke said, "In my
mind that's the people's money to begin
with.

"We knew the governor's 1975 tax bill

would overtax the people," he added.
Sen. James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford, said

he favored repeal of the surtax as "the
only way to directly put money into the
pockets of the taxpayers of this state."

several examined Buckley enters
BOSTON [AP] - Fifteen firefighters

and 16 school workers were tested for
breathing burning chemicals after fire

heavily damaged two floors of
laboratories yesterday at Boston
University.

Though none of the 31 people suffered
any apparent serious injuries, they were
taken to Boston City Hospital and Beth
Israel Hospital to be examined for
inhalation of fumes.
A few of the firefighters were found to

have high blood pressure after fighting
the fire, a department spokesperson said.

The Boston arson squad was in-

vestigating the early morning blaze that
broke out in a third floor chemistry lab in

the Stone Science Building on Com-
monwealth Avenue.

Exploding chemicals spread the fire,

which destroyed the third floor and
heavily damaged chemistry labs on the
fourth floor.

The Fire Department said doctors were
trying to find out what chemicals were
stored in the labs so they could determine
whether the fumes could have harmed
the people who breathed them.

Senate urges gov,

to repeal state tax
BOSTON [AP] - In a bipartisan attack

on Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, the
Massachusetts Senate overwhelmingly
urged the governor to repeal the state
income surtax.

The Senate voted 27-1 in favor of a
resolution urging the tax cut. The
resolution has no ffect other than to
express the sense of the Senate on the
issue.

race for governor
BOSTON [UP/] - Middelsex County

Sheriff John J. Buckley jumped into the
Republican gubernatorial campaign
yesterday, attacking Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis for "mismanagement of the
worst sort."

Buckley, 48, of Belmont, blamed
Dukakis' mismangagement for eroding
the confidence of business in the state.

His announcement emphasized the
state's fiscal concerns, his administrative
abilities and Dukakis' failures.

The former seminarian was very low
key about social issues —
decriminalization of marijuana and a ban
of handguns — which he backed and
worked to give him statewide publicity.

However, Citizens Against Buckley,
comprised of members of Massachusetts
Council of Sportspeople clubs and other
anti-gun control groups, vowed to work
active to defeat Buckley, said Victor
Anop of the sportspeople clubs.

Buckley announced his candidacy at a
half dozen cities throughout the state but
cancelled his last stop of the day,
Hyannis, because of yesterday's snow
storm.

He is the third candidate to enter the
GOP primary which already includes
House Minority Leader Francis W. Hatch
of Beverly, and Edward F. King, a Boston
businessperson.

Buckley also joined the ranks of the
other republiians and Democratic hopeful
Edward J. King in reminding voters
Dukakis promised no new taxes four
years ago and was governor during a

period when there were hikes in cor-

porate sales, meals, income, cigarette

and liquors taxes.

Parents pull girl from school
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - A Nashua

couple, who refused to let their 15-year-old
daughter attend public school because they
felt she was exposed to obscenity, was jailed

indefinitely yesterday.

Robert and Carin LaMon of Nashua were
found in contempt of court and $ent to the
Hillsboro County Jail by Nashua District

Court Judge Aaron Harkaway until they
agree to bring their daughter, Juanita, to a
truancy hearing.

"I will stay in jail as long as they want me
there," said Ms. LaMon, as she was led to

Paul McCann, Class of 1979
Varsity Hockey; Goalie

545-2321

,^ SmaOW SSQC8JI $39
starter Set

Try
Pillow

Furniture!

You'll tall In love with them and on them!

2 sets are

a love seat;

3 sets are
a couch

GIGANTIC REMNANT CARPET SALE
UP TO 75% DISCOUNTl

The Pillow Store
255 Triangle St., Amherst, Mass. 549-4853

Velours
Cottons
Velvets

Custom
Made
Patchwork

her cell. "If protecting our daughter's moral
values is a crime, we are guilty."

The couple has refused to keep the girl in

public school because they cfaim she was
not receiving a proper education. They
objected to certain books in the school
library, such as a book on the Rolling Stones
rock group, which they characterized as
"obscene."

Before entering jail, Ms. LaMon circulated

excerpts from the books she considers
obscene. They included definitions of four-

letter words from the American Heritage
Dictionary.

"Books taken at random from the school's
library dealt with perversion, pornography,
blasphemy and the promotion of sex ac-

tivities and family planning," said Ms.
LaAlon.

Earlier, the daughter was expelled from a
private school after Ms. LaMon objected to

"open-ended discussions on things like

prostitution and pimps" in the required
religion classes.

The couple had appealed the contempt
finding to Hillsboro County Superior Court
last week, but the appeal was denied. They
said they removed their daughter from public

school after the board of education and the
state's education commissioner failed to act

on their complaints.
Ms. LaMon said her daughter is living

away from home and will "stay where she is"

while the couple goes to jail.

"I am sick of it. I might as well grab the bull

by the horns, go to jail and do what I must. I

have my proof that what they're getting in

school is absolutely nothing that would make
her a good citizen. Until I have my chance to
prove why I am taking her out, I will accept
the jail sentence," Ms. LaMon said.

The couple contended that the teaching of
humanistic principles in the Nashua schools
was "anti-God."
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Cleanup begins for Maine oil spill

iColjegian 9

PORTLAND. Maine \AP\ - Cleanup crews
began clearing pockets of oil from ice- coated
rocks and beaches yesterday after 23,000
gallons of heating fuel leaked from a coastal
tanker that struck a submerged ledge in
Portland Harbor.
The spill - Maine's biggest in more than

five years - took place when the Harold
Reinauer, carrying more than 500,000 gallons
of No. 2 oil, ran aground in 15 feet of water
on Diamond Island Ledge, the Coast Guard
said.

Within hours, concentrations of the light,
easily dispersed oil washed ashore in at least
four areas of South Portland, but the Coast
Guard said most of the spillage appeared to
be headed out to sea.

A winter northeaster moved toward the
state as the cleanup effort got under way.
While the storm was expected to cause
problems for work crews, officials were
hopeful that heavy waves would help
disperse the oil.

Neither the Harold Reinauer nor her seven-
member crew was in any danger from the
time she ran aground shortly after 1 a.m.
while shuttling oil from the King Resources
tank farm on Casco Bay's Long Island to the
Texaco pier in South Portland.

Cmdr. John Ekman of the Coast Guard
Marine Safety Office in Portland said Boston
Fuel Transportation Inc., which owns the
223-foot tanker, was financing the cleanup
effort.

The cause of the accident was not known,
said Ekman. He said an investigation will be
conducted Thursday "to determine what
happened, why it happed and who was at
fault."

The spill was confinnd to the tanker's No.
1 port tank, which contained nearly 60,000
gallons and was punctured below the water
line. The leak as halted when the pressure of
water entering the ruptured tank became
equal to that of the oil seeping out.

After refloating on the incoming high tide,
the Harold Reinauer transferred some oil to
another tanker, then headed under her own
power to the Texaco terminal, where the
remainder of her cargo was unloaded.

The Marine Safety Office and a nine-

member team from the Atlantic Strike Force
directed the cleanup operations. Absorbent
materials and vacuum pumps were being
used to clear oil along the shore.

The strike force, based in Elizabeth City,
N.C., is a team of oil spill experts on call 24
hours a day to respond to tanker
emergencies.

Fire officials in Portland asked that booms
be strung outside the city's waterfront area
to avert the threat of fire under the piers, said
Ekman.
He said the spill was the largest in Casco

Bay since 1972, when the NonA^egian tanker
Tamano spilled 100,000 gallons of industrail
oil.

PIZUFUTQit 256-8587

FREE DELIVERY
5-2 a.m.

Corner of Main & Triangle St.

9 Minute Pick-Up Service
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THE RESTAURANT just qood food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials

b/ ^eIs & pastrIes
OPEN 9:90-6:00

MON.-SAT.
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474 YEARS?

The TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll
get you into programming... fast and easy

Even if you've never programmed before.
For the student who re

quires slide-rule functions, the
TI-57 dehvers an exceptional

combination of advanced
mathematical and statistical

capabilities. From functions
such as trig, lo^s, powers, roots

and reciprocals... to mean, var
iance. standard deviation and
much more.

And as lonjf as youVe in

the market for a super slide

rule calculator, why not buy
one that can also put the power,
speed and convenience of pro-

K'rammin^'- at your liisposai?

Pro^ramminf; a calculator

-^^

simply means giving it a logical

set of instructions for accom-
plishing what you want it to

do. Programming enables you
to solve lengthy and repetitive

problems

quickly

by sub-

stituting

new vari-

ables into

the set of

instructions
___

which you

have al

r«'a(ly ent»'r»'d into the tnachitic

Thi' end result is niotcetVi

cient use of your time in prob-

lem-solving.

All this and more is ex-

plained in our unique, illus-

trated, easy-to-follow guide-
book, "Making Tracks Into
Programming." This 200-page
book comes with the TI-57. It

contains simple, step-by-step

instructions and examples to

help you quickly learn to use
ptOK'ramming functions to

make your problem-solving
faster, more a<(urate and fun.
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News in Brief
Commodities fiead

held witfiout bail
NEW YORK [AP] - Alan Abrahams,

the prison escape suspected of fleecing
commodities options investors, was held
without bail yesterday by a Manhattan
federal judge in connection with a
probation violation charge.
Judge Gerard L. Goettel, revoked

$50,000 bail set last Friday after defense
lawyer F. Lee Bailey submitted a motion
designed to contest the charge.

Bailey asked the judge for permission
to launch a defense based on Abrahams'
claim that he was unfairly convicted of a
bad check charge in late 1972 and
sentenced to four to six years in New
Jersey State Prison.

Bailey said Abrahams, who has been
using the name James Carr in his Boston
commodity options business, served 44
days at the Trenton prison before
escaping.

"He claims his escape was predicated
on the fact that he was unfairly con-
victed," Bailey added.
The judge reserved decision on the

motion, allowing Bailey 10 days to submit
a meorandum.
The government contends that

Abrahams, 52, automatically violated a
probation sentence for tax evasion issued
in New York by a federal judge.
The sentence became effective in

March 1973, when Abrahams finished an
18-month federal sentence for forging a
$38 check to a sum of $7,438, according
to Assistant U.S. Attorney Daniel Beller
He also told the judge setting bail for

the defendant was "like putting cheese in

front of a mouse."

Illegal aliens lose
Social Security cards

WASHINGTON [AP\ - The govern-
ment, hoping to prevent illegal aliens
from getting Social Security cards, is

going to make it a little more difficult for
everyone to get a card.

Starting later this year, anyone who
applies for a new card will have to submit
"documentary evidence of their age,
identity and citizenship or alien status,"
Social Security Administration
spokesperson Michael Naver said
yesterday. Currently, only adults 18 and
older are required to submit this

evidence.

The adults also will have to appear in

person at a Social Security office for

an "in-depth" interview to make sure
they never held a Social Security card,
Naver said. They have been able to mail
their application and documentary
evidence in until now.
The government has not yet decided

the youths will be able to mail their forms
in or if they, too, must appear in person,
Naver added.

Eighty per cent of the 8.2 million new
Social Security cards issued in fiscal 1977
went to persons under 18, Naver said.
The government expects to issue seven
million new cards this year and 6.8 million
in 1979.

It does not want them to fall into the
hands of illegal aliens, estimates of
whose numbers range from four million
to 12 million.

Congress passed legislation in 1972
requiring the Social Security Ad-
ministration to tighten up its card-issuing
procedures to deal with the illegal alien
problem as well as fraudulent use of
Social Security cards by Americans.
The more than two million Americans

who report losing their cards and ask for
duplicates annually "also will have to
submit evidence to show that they are
who they say they are." Naver aid.

The government has issued 256 million
Social Security cards since 1937, with
170 million held by persons alive today,
he said.

The appliiants will have to submit two
pieces of evidence, with a birth certificate
being the preferred document.

Coal agreement may
end 63'day strike
WASHINGTON \AP\ - Negotiators

reached agreement on a tentative
contract yesterday that could end the 63-
day old coal strike, the longest in the
nation's history, sources said.
Officials at the Federal Mediation and

Conciliation Service called an afternoon
news conferences and one source said,
"I think Arnold Miller is planning to

'

announce a tentative settlement."
Miller is expected to present the

proposed terms to the UMW bargaining
council, which is scheduled to meet
today.

The council must approve the pact
before it can be submitted to the union's
rank and file for a ratification vote. The
council rejected one proposed pact in

1974 before accepting a second one.
The 130 members of the Bituminous

Coal Operators Association, the industry
bargaining arm, also must approve the
terms of the tentative settlement, but
that is largely a formality.

Even if the ratification process goes off
without a hitch, the strike is not expected
to end for several days.
The union's ratification process takes

an estimated ten days and it is likely to be
several more days before coal moves
through the supply pipeline.

While terms of the pact were not
officially announced, it was previously
reported that bargainers had agreed to
provisions aimed at curbing wildcat
strikes and dealing with worker ab-
senteeism.

One provision reportedly would require
miners on wildcat strikes to reimburse
their health and pension benefit funds for

money their absence costs. The
responsibility for payments would fall on
industry if an arbitrator ruled a company
were responsible for the strike.

Union bargainers also reportedly havj
agreed in some form to industry's

demand for company-run benefit
programs, but no details were available.

The tentative settlement also repor-

tedly includes an industry agreement to

guarantee health and pension benefits at

an undisclosed level. Such a guarantee
had been a major UMW demand at the
bargaining table.

Wages for union members, now
averaging about $7.80 an hour, were
expected to rise by at least $2 an hour
over the term of the contract, but it was
not immediately known what terms were
settled for other economic issues such as
increases in pension size.

Telephone company
makes $217.2 mill
BOSTON \AP\ - New England

Telephone Co. reported yesterday that
1977 was "an unusually good year" as
profits rose to $217.2 million.

President William C. Mercer said last

year's gain in new telephones was the
best in four years, and the number of

long distance calls also showed "healthy
growth."

Profits in 1966 were $191 .2 million. Last
year's earnings per share rose to $4.10
from $3.61 in 1976.

Mercer said the telephone company
will spend about $450 million this year on
new equipment.
The company had operating revenues

last year of almost $1.9 billion, compared
with $1.7 billion in 1976.

Mayor receives strangler's letter

LOS ANGELES [UPI\ - Mayor Tom
Bradley disclosed yesterday that he had
received a letter from a man indicating he is

the "Hillside Strangler" of 12 young women,
wishes to surrender himself and "is a friend"

to the mayor's office.

Bradley declined to say why he considered

the letter genuine, but said he wanted to give

the writer assurance that he could surrender

in his office, not to the police, with no fear

for his safety.

The mayor called a special news con-

ference to announce the latest development
in the bizarre case in which 12 victims,

ranging in age 12 to 28, have been sexually

molested and killed in the same fashion since

Sept. 9. The last victim was found Dec. 14.

Bradley's statement took less than two
minutes and afterwards he declined to

answer any questions from reporters, saying

"you can understand the delicate nature of

the situation."

Bradley said the letter was postmarked
Jan. 19, the day the assistant police chief

declared at a news conference that the

person or persons responsible for the killings

would be caught and calling on anyone
involved to surrender.

"The writer said he wanted to turn himself

and a friend in only to the mayor's office, not

to police," he said.

The writer also indicated he would forward

a "certain item" after receiving assurances

of his safety, Bradley said.

The mayor advised the writer to mail the
item to him and to address the envelope
exactly as the original was addressed so he
can be assured he is receiving the in-

formation from the same individual.
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from our perspective

Cooperation needed
Friday night's accident on North

Pleasant Street which resulted in
the death of Scott Burgess, a
UAAass sophonnore, points up the
hazard of having a nnajor road cut
through a well populated campus.
Crossing North Pleasant Street is

necessary for the large body of
students that live in Orchard Hill,

Northeast and Central, along with
any student who has classes or labs
In the science buildings on that side
of the campus.

Re-routing this street has been

an issue long discussed in the town
of Amherst, with no resulting plan
of action. Such stalling and in-

decision will probably result in the
continued occurrence of accidents
involving UMass students and
drivers. If the town of Amherst and
UAAass cannot come up with a
cooperative plan to alleviate this
hazardous condition then UAAass
should consider building a tunnel
like the one crossing under AAassa-
chusetts Ave. or the construction of
pedestrian overpasses.

Letters
Men's Center to reopen

A call for disclosure
The construction of state

buildings in AAassachusetts seems
to be a venture frought with shoddy
workmanship and scandal. Two
senators have been convicted of
extortion in connection with con-
struction at UAAass Boston, and at
the moment there are various
proposed committees to in-
vestigate the questionable dealing
the Bureau of Building Con-
struction has had with the firm of
AAcKee, Berger, and AAansueto,
consultants for the construction of
UAAass Boston. Yesterday it was
announced by Representatives
Johnston and Card that they will

investigation politically motivated
and ridiculed Rep. Johnston's
"mcredible hindsight." Such
statements sound very much like
Watergate era smokescreen and so
not address the basic question of
why UAAass spent 10 million dollars
on a heating plant that does not
work. Obviously the trustees are
worried that their poor planning
and judgement will become ap-
parent to the state as a whole,
especially if proff of illegal ac-
tivities is uncovered.

The investigation proposed by
Representatives Johnston and

To the Editor:

The South West Men's Center is

opening its doors again for another
semester of public service. Since the
center's inception in April of 1975,
SWMC has focused on meeting the
needs of men in and around the
university community.
Men experience many contradictions

in the myth -ridden standards which we're
expected to live by. This creates a great
deal of tension that we're not allowed to
readily acknowledge or openly express.
Traditional means of resolving such
stress are often personally frustrating and
lead, as well, to our oppression of other
people.

In response, SWMC tries to foster a
non -competitive atmosphere where men
can share common experiences and
explore alternatives. Among the activities
sponsored are: continual formation of
support-consciousness raising groups;
screening of the celebrated film "Men's
Lives" [with a discussion facilitator in
attendance]; a near-future 'Men and

Rape' workshop sponsoring the film
"Rape Culture" [participation reserved
for men only]; assorted workshops
designed to meet specific needs ranging
from 'Street Coping' to 'Creative
Cooking'; drop -in and short term peer
counseling; Men and Masculinity
colloquiums taught generally in the S. W.
residential area; and lastly the Second
Annual Spring Conference to be held this

coming April.

As always SWMC is in need of work-
study, volunteer or internship support.
We encourage any men who have
suggestions or want to become involved
in media commentary, publicity or any of
the programs above to get in touch with
us soon. Beginning February 13, SWMC
will be open every day, Monday through
Friday, 12-5. Additional information is

available from SWMC 545-0263, Ed Eitzer
546-8575. or Scott Douglas Weston 549-
6082

Scott Douglas Weston
Staff, SWMC

Rape counselor/advocates on call

Such statements sound very much like

Watergate era smoke screen and do not address
the basic question of why UMass spent ten million

dollars on a heating plant that does not work.

propose that the UAAass Amherst
Tillson heating plant malfunc-
tioning be investigated.

Statements made by Board of
Trustees member Spiller, Chair
man of the Trustee's Building and
Grounds Committee called such an

Card is a significant step in the
direction of full public disclosure of
questionable building practices in
AAassachusetts.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

To the Editor:

This letter is to provide you with in-

formation about our services to the
UMass community for victims of sexual
assault. We are a group of university and
community women functioning to
provide counseling and advocacy for
such victims.

As counselors we provide crisis in-
tervention and, when appropriate, long
term counseling around issues related to
sexual assault. As advocates we are
present to support, aid, and be a source
of information to the victim following the
assault. We encourage a victim to receive
immediate medical attention. If desired,
we will accompany the victim to the
University Health Services and will stay
throughout the exomination. Moreover, if

the victim wants to contact Public Safety
and-or press charges against the

assailant, we will help in this process.

We can serve as a resource and support
for the victim during all aspects of the

legal procedure.

A rape counselor-advocate is on call

every night from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. The
name and number of the counselor
advocate on call can be obtained through
the University Health Services \549-

2671]. During the day calls should be
made to the Everywoman's Center [545
0800] requesting to speak to a counselor-
advocate. Any agency or individual may
contact a counselor-advocate with a
victim's permission.

Thank you for your attention and
assistance in helping us to serve victims

of sexual assault.

Ruth Fessenden and
Lynne Schachne

for Rape Counselor
or-Advocates

The Bed'
is here

The sybarite has arrived: The 3ed Is here.
In circumstances where nnany students feel

compelled to filch every benefit and bedpost,
thousands of us sleep through expensive
classes. Absenteeism is rampant.
The average morning offender may be

found spread in sleepy splendor within the
accommodating depths of The Bed.
Slithering out of this fetal velleity has
become a ritual of comic proportions. With
long face and lugubrious demeanor they
lament the early hour over lunch.

The afternoon class often sits in a torpid
stupor on The Bed. They suck greedily on
glowing herbal embers and cling tenaciously
to the pernicious vapors. Such indolence is

disturbed only when devouring prodigious
quantities of edibles conveniently located
near The Bed.

A horizontal attitude habitually replaces
evening classes. The absentees stare with
fascination at the stationary phosphorescent
spots on the ceiling from The Bed. In supine
trance, s-he arrives at the moment of truth.

The social hour is nigh.
Dark and dubious dives are frequented

dunng the social period, a time spent nursing
an equally dark and dubious stranger and
fraternizing with fermented spirits. Well
rested from a sedate day, the truant retires to
The Bed with one or both of these. Once
again morning classes will play second violin
to The Bed.

The Bed is the epitome of a society whose
long range goals are retirement and
recreation. Until recently, oozing into this
institution more than eight hours a day was
considered idle. Now, however, we know
that most mental exertion is completed in an
undisturbed subconscious state. Given this
fact, I submit we should accede to the
demands of our frail and mortal bodies in
favor of our collective subconsciouses.
The ancient Romans never rose before

noon if possible. At meals they reclined on
couches. Their backs were straight and they
were well read and witty - a far cry from the
conquering barbarians. We, too, should
enjoy this accomplishment of classical
culture. Why go to classes when one can
read a book in The Bed? Why, indeed do
anything elsewhere? We study on The Bed
work on The Bed, relax on The Bed, eat'
play, and exercise on The Bed. From this
perspective we may dream our way into
unexplored depths of civilization - notably
the hypnotic paralysis, the clammy hand-
shake, and the vacuous blank stare of the

. burgeoning sybarite.

Frank Denton is a Collegian Columnist.
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Fighting city hall
jini paulin

Boy oh boy, last semester it was "poor
me" all the way; self pity, self righteousness
and both self indulgence and self denial at
the same time.

One incident after another. You try to walk
the other way and there's another one
coming down the sidewalk and you turn
towards the road but the cars have the green
light and then you try to back up but you
can't go too far because if you do, you go
through a window. So you sidestep the
window but the incidents have got you up
against the wall and after a while you can't
tell friend from foe and life becomes one big
vendetta and one thought controls your
mind: "I'm going to get the bastards."

But after a while you realize that if you can
forget about the idiots, they might forget
about you, so why remind them?
And so, in the interest of promoting your

Reevaluating friendships
luiie melrose

^ ifn Of ..> M^Nn...

As women have come out of the linen
closets and into the streets, one of the things
they've discovered has been each other. The
entry of women into public life has provided
many new opportunities for women to meet
and form friendships. While social interaction
between women appears to be nothing new,
a look at the dynamics of female friendships
tells us they've not always been as close as
they've seemed.

Traditionally, women have viewed each
other as rivals. In order to be "successful", a

woman had to associate herself with a man
Heterosexual women who were "unat-
tached" competed for men's attention and
affection. Once they entered relationships,
they viewed other women as threats to their

security. This rivalry made genuine female
friendship almost impossible.

Until recently, scenerios like the following
were never questioned in terms of ac

ceptabllity: A woman, not having a date on a

certain night, would make plans with a

female friend. If a man (even one she didn't

particularly like) called at the last minute and
asked her out, she would accept his in

vitation and cancel her previous plans. Her
female friend, who "understood", would
wish her a fun evening.

of the way in which women, because their
status and security has depended on con-
nections with men, have learned to neglect
and take advantage of each other.
The feminist movement has prompted a

reevaluation of female friendships. Many
women have begun reassessing all their
relationships and asking some very important
questions:

Who among my friends has shown a real

interest in identifying and meeting my needs?
With which of my friends have I been able to
openly and comfortably discuss all aspects of
my life; not only those that require no ex-
ploration of feelings? To which friends have I

felt free to go when in need of support or
affection, and which have made a genuine
attempt to come through?

This scenerio implies that male company in

any form is preferable to the best of female
company. The understanding attitude of the
abandoned female friend shows the extent to

which women, themselves, had internalized
this message. This Is only one small example

Often, those who ask such questions
discover that more female friends than male
come to mind. Most women have had life-

long training in the "art of nurturing." They
have learned to be good listeners; ready
shoulders on which others may lean and cry.
In preparation for careers of wife-and-
motherhood, women have learned many
skills that can be positively applied to friend-
ship.

Men, in preparation for the "breadwinner"
role, have been discouraged from assuming
qualities of openness and emotional ex-
pressiveness. Those qualities have not been
considered appropriate for men, and have
been thought to be of little use In the
working world. But their absence often
serves as a barrier to close friendship.

Such friendship has long been viewed as a
desirable base upon which solid relationships
of all kinds might be built. Because of the

discrepancy in male and female socialization,
however, close friendships across gender
lines are often difficult to establish and
maintain.

Many heterosexual women have found
themselves relying heavily on female friends
for emotional intimacy and support while
turning to men for satisfaction of their sexual
and status needs. Such a fragmented ap-
proach to relationships can be unfulfllllng. All
the bases have been touched, but each
relationship seems Incomplete.

Some women have found that by relating
sexually to other women and building a
community In which association with men Is

riot a requirement for success, more
"complete" relationships can be formed.
That is one option.

Other women have chosen to seek out
individual men who have been able to over-
come their socialization to the extent that
they can nurture and deal opertly with
emotions.

Whichever option women choose in terms
of sexual relationships, it is important that
they remain aware of just where their day-to-
day support and companionship Is coming
from. If it comes from women, then to
continue to attach such heightened im-
portance to dealings with men is to take
other women solely for granted.

In a society where women have been
exploited in so many ways, the last thing
they should be doing is exploiting each other.

Juli9 Melrose is a Collegian Columnist.

own peace, you get sick of fighting all the
time and you decide the best thing to do is to
try to get your own house in order first,

although you know that around here you
have to pay a lot more for houses than you
should, and maybe you think to yourself "I
wouldn't be paying this much money for rent
anywhere else, except that around here the
landlords know they can gouge us because
It's a seller's market, and our presence in this
area sends property values skyrocketing, yet
we're treated as second class citizens by the
locals, even though the university Is the
reason so many of them have jobs. Maybe
we should all register to vote right where
we're living right now instead of registering
to vote where our parents do because this is

where we're living rjght now. And maybe,
since we're the bulk of the population or a
very large hunk anyway, we should be
treated as such. And maybe we can get
some more public housing around here, in
addition to the fun-but-frustrating dorms,
UMass owned University Apartments and
Lincoln Apartments (married student
housing). North Village (also UMass
property), and publicly subsidized by
privately managed complexes like Village
Park and Puffton Village. Good luck trying to
find your way around Puffton Village - it

seems the apartments were randomly
assigned numbers by pulling them out of a
hat, or maybe the people who put up the
numbers did It by putting numbers on darts
and, wearing blindfolds, they tossed them at
the blueprint hung upside down on the wall.

So, even after you've decided to mellow
out you're not going to let the bastards get
you down anymore, you've got a long
memory and a long list of grievances In your
hand that won't disappear, that you can't
wish way and you've got no choice but to
deal with one way or another.

Like this newspaper I write for here that
has a budget of over $300,000 but doesn't

pay anything for writing or photography and
that's why I've been walking around with a
copy of a constitution of The Newspaper
Guild I found over in the labor library In
Draper Hall.

And as Jerry Rogers, who canonized me In
his last column, says since everybody else
around here has a union students may as
well too.

But then again the United Electrical
Workers lost a very close race at the
Greenfield Recorder last year. The U.E.
recently brought one of the striking miners
from Kentucky to speak at the Greenfield Jr.
High School and it was certainly a relief to
people of all ages in the audience after
having to suffer through so many ideologues
at the University and their formulas to save
the world they've learned from their books
even though a lot of students don't really
have as soft a life here as a lot of the "my
taxes pay for your education so shut up"
crowd might have you believe.
And sometimes, if you're a Collegian

regular, you feel like a prisoner of the nerve
fraying fluorescent dungeon of the Collegian
office, and you walk around the hive of
offices in both the Campus Center and
Student Union and you think to yourself, "all
these politicians and bureaucrats and media
people around here, this must be city hall,

and maybe Whitmore's the State House, but
none of those people up there were elected
by anyone.

And then there's poor old Dean Field and
his wonderful secretary Gladys Rodriguez. I

first met Dean Field after I got a letter frpm
him requesting my presence in his office "for
shining moons on the Campus Center
Concourse, the UMass midway, and I was
told I also mooned the student senate and he
said the senate deserved it and one senator
remarked later "why doesn't he come down
here and do it himself?".

Jim Paulin is a Collegian Columnist.
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N.H. trooper dies;
many attend funeral

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1978 TUESDAY. FEBRUARY 7, 1978

HENNIKER. NH [AP\ - Hundreds of
police from New England and Canada at-
tended the funeral of a New Hampshire State
Trooper who died while making an arrest last
weekend.

Avery, a passenger in a car the trooper had
stopped l-riday nignt. Koiice said the car was
wanted for a hit- run accident.
An autopsy showed the trooper died from

a combination of a heart attack, aspiration

Charges of public intoxication, assaul, and Merri^rCo^Smrano-ney
''"'' '™*'

resisting arrest were filed by state police
yesterday against Mark Avery, 21, of
Stratford, Vt., in connection with the in-
cident.

Trooper Richard Champy, 32, of South
Newbury, collapsed during a scuffle with

Aspiration, he said, can be caused by
choking on food.

Avery was charged with negligent hox-
micide Saturday but Kruse ordered the
charge dropped pending further in-

vestigation and the results of the autopsv.

Minorities win contracts
PROVIDENCE \AP] - Federal Judge

Raymond J. Pettine yesterdav uoheld a law
requiring that ten per cent of Congress' $1-

billion appropriation for public works projects
be awarded to minority contractors.

Pettine, ruling on a challenge by the Rhode
Island chapter of the Associated General
Contractors, denied a permanent injunction
that would have suspended $17.9 million in

state projects.

The judge said Congress has the con-
stitutional authority to use "non-
stigmatizing, benign racial classifications"
for the distribution of such funds.

Pettine also said that Congress has 14th
Amendment powers to prevent govern-
mental involvement in discrimination
practices in the marketplace.
The builders association was representing

in the suit 31 unionized contractors doing
about 90 per cent of the commerical con-
struction in Rhode Island,

The action was one of 23 court challenges
the ACC said it is bringing by member
chapters throughout the United States.

"In the long run, the courts must protect
the vision of a color-blind society free of legal
divisions based on the color of one's family,"
Pettine wrote.

"But it would be wishful thinking to

Disguised police

catch hijacker
HALIFAX [AP\ - Police disguised as

attendants at Victoria General Hospital
disarmed a man yesterday who hijacked an
ambulance at New Glasgow.

Police said he was admitted under police

guard but no details were available as
whether or not charges would e lodged.
Some television viewers said the incident

followed the pattern of a fictional ambulance
hijacking in an episode of the Barnaby Jones
detective series, shown last week.
The incident began at the Aberdeen

Hospital in New Glasgow, 100 miles nor-
theast of Halifax.

New Glasgow poliie said a man carrying
rifle entered the hospital and demanded to be
taken to Victoria General, Nova Scotia's
largest hospital.

The man disarmed a New Glasgow police
member and left for Halifax with the hijacker
holding the driver and the constable at
gunpoint.
When the ambulance arrived at Victoria

General, several white- coated police were
waiting.

New Glasgow police said the man had
been a oatient at both hospitals.
Dr M.R. MacDonald, Victoria General

administrator, said the man has a "physical
condition."

MacDonald said the hospital contacted
Halifax police after receiving a call from New
Glasgow.

Costa Rica

elects leader
\AP\ - As tiny Costa Rica, one of Latin

America's few civilian governments, elected
an opposition leader as its president, neigh
boring Nicaragus faced mounting protests
yesterday against the strongarm rule of
President Anastasio Somoza.
Two other nearby Latin American nations.

El Salvador and Colombia, were troubled by
peasant unrest or guerrilla attacks.
With the vote count from Sunday's

election in Costa Rica nearing an end, op-
position leader Rodrigo Carazo has what
political analysts say is an irreversible win-
ning edge

Carazo has more than 51 per cent of the
vote as compared to 46 per cent for his
nearest challenger, Luis Albert Monge of the
ruling National Liberation party. The
remainder was divided among six other
candidates.

Carazo, of the. Unity Coalition, has
promised to expel fugitive American
financier Robert Vesco, wanted in the United
States after $224 million vanished from a

mutual fund he controlled.

believe that a color-blind society can be
created in a short time. It is too early, far too
early, to argue that the legislature may not
use race- sensitive classifications to remedy
past discrimination."

Grasso thumbs to
Conn, storm center
HARTFORD, Conn. \UPI\ - Gov. Ella

T. Grasso, unable to get through snarled
traffic, walked more than one mile in

blizzard-like conditions yesterday trying

to get to Connecticut's storm control
center.

The snow- covered governor was about
a block away from the center at the state
armory when she hitchhiked a ride from a
telephone company truck driver to
complete her journey.

Grasso left the Governor's Mansion on
the West Hartford- Hartford town line in
her state police cruiser about 3:30 p.m.
After 30 minutes the vehicle had traveled
less than one mile in the fierce northeast
storm.

Grasso told her driver she'd decided to
walk.

"You can't walk governor," Grasso
quoted her state police driver.

"I told him to just watch me," she said
moments after she arrived at the armory,
her coat covered with snow.

Grasso walked alone down Farmington
Avenue and Woodland Street to the
armory where officials gathered to direct
state efforts to cope with the storm.
She said she hitched a ride the last part

of the way 'because the traffic started to
move.

"I've never been out walking in a storm
this bad. I thought I was going to get
frostbite," she said. Grasso, dressed in a
pant suit, blue sweater and heavy coat,
was handed army socks by officials to
warm her feet soon after arriving.

"You've got people with small feet
around here," she said.

Grasso said many of the beleaguered
motorists unable to move, "were hanging
out their cars looking as I walked down
the middle of the street."

SPRING Break

DAYTONA Beach
$175.00 complete

for /n/o co// 549-0//4
Ask for A/fark or Joe
$50 depos/t by 2//5
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Course Openings at

Orchard Hill/Central Residential

College
190A
190D
1901

190J

190L
190P
190Q
190U
190X
201

290M
290T
290U
390C
390O
396A
475

497G

Urban Policy <d core)
Creative Writing
Imagination Enchantment and Personal Identity
The Prison E>^perience in America
Women and Work
Family and Neighborhood
Intro to Theory of Community Development
The Urban Experience in Literature
Women in Literature

i

Society and the Arts (c core)
Practicum at the Holyoke Boys Club
Aspects of Urban America (d core)
The Black Family
Man and Woman: An Inquiry into Roles •

Organizational Development
Community Organizing and Migrant Labor
Housing Analysis
Special Topics: Economic Transitions

You may register for these courses at OH—Central Offices from 9 a.m to 5
p.m. throughout the university add-drop period. OH—Central Offices are located
at Mclntire House on Clark Hill Rd. across from the Central Area. Our phone is
545 2882. OH—Central courses are open to all UMass and 5 College students on a
space available basis.

CAMPUS CENTEI? PROGRAM COUNCIL
presents

TRENT ARTERBERRY

MIME

.•WMltM

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7th

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM
8:00 p.m. $2.00 Admission

Tickets Available Night Of Performance Or In Advance At TIX.

.Collegiqj2 13Emperor needs new clothes: Kimono demandedTOKYO [AP] - Emperor Hirohito is under
pressure from two Japanese groups to shed
his Western suits for the traditional Icimono
the broad sashed, wide sleeved robe worri
here by both men and women.

The groups, including one called "League
to Dress the Emperor," complain the em-
peror is never seen wearing a kimono.

Kazuo Tamaki, a member of the Japanese
Diet, or parliament, said yesterday he plans
to bring up the issue next month in a

'short'
PEOPLE
POSTERS

committee of the House of Councillors, the
Diet's upper house.

According to Tamaki, the custom of
having the emperor wear Western dress
originated more than 100 years ago with a
government policy to imitate the West.

The emperor is most often seen today
wearing a formal morning coat on official
occasions, though it is said he dons a kimono
at night in the privacy of his official
residence.

The imperial household agency, which
oversees the emperor's personal affairs, has
refused comment on the sartorial flap.

Tamaki told The Associated Press in a
telephone interview, "There is no reason for
the emperor not to wear Japanese clothes
now that we have caught up with the West.
This is a time to re-evaluate the good things
in our own Japanese tradition."

Tamaki, a member of the ultra-
conservative Seirankai-Young Storm-faction

wtthin the ruling Liberal Democrat Party
heads a foundation for the promotion of
Japanese dress, an organization supported
by Japan's kimono industry.
Another group, founded by a popular radio

broadcaster, also called on the emperor to
start wearing traditional dress. Broadcaster
Rokusuke El says he has received more than
100 cards from listeners all over Japan in-
terested in forming local chapters of the
°''9an'zation he facetiously calls Ten-
chakuren, the League to Dress the Emperor

SHORT PEOPLE HAVE
BGHEAKTS

rM SHORT AND
PROUD or rp

M MB 1^ I
_ ° " ^-i.aRuren, ine League to Dress the

Far East New Year excites shoppers
HONG KONG [AP] - The Year of th« in rh;„, ^ ^. . .

p--
f-' '^ wHONG KONG [AP] - The Year of the

Horse replaced the Year of the Snake at
midnight yesterday and millions began lunar
New Year festivities here and in China,
Vietnam, Thailand, Korea, Burma and
Taiwan.
Tens of thousands of last- minute shoppers

swarmed Hong Kong streets in the afternoon
and night. Most were fighting for time to
round up all the necessary New Year goodies
— candles, lotus seeds, fruits, nuts as well as
new haircuts, clothes and shoes

In China-, more televisions were for sale in
Shanghai department stores, the official
Hsinhua news agency reported. Concerts
featunng the American classic "Old Man
River," and ethnic songs highlighted the
Spnng Festival or Tet, as the three-day Asian
holiday is called.

Colorful streamers hanging in Peking
windows urged shopkeepers to "promote
economic prosperity and ensure supply

"

and stores were well-stocked with goods arid
crowded with buyers, Hsinhua reported.

20x24" COLOR ONLY t2.50

NPH, Inc. Boi 9147, Prov., R.L 02940

iTAn

(Of

HEARTS® $2.50 EA.-SL

PfiOUO0flT6$2.60EA.-t.

NKTAaiHUtUIG

TOTALENOOaOl

+ .60

MAKE MONEY ORDER
OR CHECK PAYABLE TO

NPH, INC.

1.

WOLFIES PIZZA
Offering the finest selection of:

Pizza, Subs, and Sandwiches

Come in and see us.

Try the food, sit by a warm fire

or play our pinball machines.

We are open 7 days a week
12:00-?

Deliveries Made

Located Next to Southwest!

173 Sunset Ave. Can 549-5592 or 549-5593

UPC Production! Presents f% ^
Kandij Newman

Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall, UfTlass

Sunday, Feb. 12, 8 p.m. .

THE DIRT BA\(i vMl L NOT APPEAR •

Tickets

UfTloss students:

»4.50, 15 OO, 15.50

Public:

J5.50. J6 OO. J6.50

flvollable Qt:

Tix CUmass)
Fine fifts Center Box Office

fill Ticketfon Outlets

Coalition
for

Environmental
Quality
•••••••••••••

General Meeting 1

Feb. 7 7:30

Camp u s Cen ter 803

elections for officers

- Feb. 15

will be discussed

Discover What We
Are All About

All Welcome

*«:jtt
TODAY

Boltwood — Beichertown project presents ^
Sign Company Three

Sign Company 3 are three talented women who perform sign

language, dance and pantomime. If you missed them last semester be sure

to see them at S.U.B. 2:00 or 3:30 p.m. Boltwood project is seeking

volunteers for a wide range of activities. See us today at Sign Co. 3 or at

a recruitment meeting tonight in C.C. 904. Program selection night is

Thursday, Feb. 9 - 7:30-9:00. CREDIT IS AVAIUBLE!

Transportation provided.

For more info, call 323-6311 ext. 249, 296.

"Tet is somewhat like Christmas and
Western New Year rolled into one," the
Vietnam News Agency said as its citizens
heralded the new year despite the pall of
food shortages and a border war with
Cambodia.

The news agency said Saigon's market
was overflowing with fruit, meat and
vegetables. "Homeguard teams" patrolled
the markets to guard against pre-Tet
cheating on state-fixed prices, VNA
reported.

Vietnamese President Ton Due Thang sent
Tet bouquets to military units along the
Vietnamese-Cambodian border in an ap-
parent gesture to boost troop morale. In
1968, the Communists used the occasion of
Tet to launch a major offensive against the
U.S.-backed South Vietnamese.

Cambodia's official radio has not men-
tioned the Chinese New Year and refugees
clairn the government has been persecuting
ethnic Chinese living in the country.

Thailand's prosperous Chinese community
closed down its shops and restaurants in
preparation for Tet festivities. In Burma,
celebrants painted their gilded temple altars a
traditional bright red.

Nationalist Chinese gunners on the off-
shore islands of Quemoy and Matsu will
observe a four-day cease-fire during the New
Year holiday in their shelling of mainland
China. The mainland earlier announced a
similar cease-fire for the islands.

In South Korea, the government refuses to
make Tet an official holiday, but that doesn't
dampen festivities in the Chinese com-
munity. This year, a cabinet minister asked
the public to limit celebrations to three days
so as not to disrupt South Korea's drive for
increased exports.

Workers build

new pyramid
CAIRO, Egypt \AP\ - Egyptian workers in

flowing robes laid the cornerstone yesterday
of what will be a Japanese-built, 36-foot-high
pyramid, the first in the land of the pharaohs
in nearly 4,500 years.

Chanting, "pray to the Prophet" as sand
whipped their faces, 20 workers strained at
the ropes and moved a one-ton limestone
block into place. Nearly 3,000 blocks, some
weighing 2.5 tons, will be needed.

Japanese archeologists from Wasseda
University near Tokyo are testing various
theories on how the pyramids were built,
including one by the Greek' historiari
Herodotus suggesting wooden cranes and
ramps were used.

* Celts ' trek
CONT. FROM PAGE 17

Maxwell, when he plays he plays superbly
but he tires quickly when he's out there for

any long stretch of time. His only hindrance
is lack of experience.

Guards: There is a desperate need for a
youth movement here. Kevin Stacom, age
26, is the youngest member of this group and
the only one under thirty. Unfortunately he
plays like he's two years old or fifty-two, not
twenty-six. The next to the youngest is JoJo
White, he's thirty-one and on a ten day
vacation with bad heels and a contract
dispute. Even when he has played he's t}een
extremely erratic. Moving up the age ladder
we arrive at Don Chaney, 32, who has
returned after an absence of two and a half

years. Chaney has lost none of his scoring
ability which he never had and still plays solid

defense despite losing a step or two of his

speed and quickness. The guard situation
rounds out with Dave Bing, 34, arrd on
occasion, John Havlicek, 38. Between shots
of Geritol Bing shows some of his old magic
but not enough and Hondo just doesn't have
the speed to play guard anymore as wit-

nessed when he was assigned to cover San
Antonio's George Gervin who promptly
scored thirty-seven points.

To sum it all up, this team is in bad shape
and the only hope is that Red lets someone
else do this year's drafting and hope for a
miracle or more properly the luck of the Irish.
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Notices

Applications are available until Feb. 24 in

the Admissions Office, Whitmore Hall, for

undergraduates interested in going on ex-
change for the fall or for the 1978-1979 year.
Spnng exchanges are not feasable.

Students applying for an exchange should
be sophomores; the exchange would be
during the junior year. We prefer not to

exchange students in their senior year.

Students must have at least a 2.5 cumulative
average Students interested in participating
in the program next year must complete an
application and return it to the box marked
"NSEP Applications" at the Office of the
Registrar. Final selections, including a list of

alternates, are expected to be completed by
the end of April.

GRAD SCHOOL COUNSELING

A new Pre-Graduate Advisor has recently
been appointed by CASIAC to assist

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1978

students who are considering graduate
school. Beth Schneider, a Ph.D. candidate in
the Sociology Department and an instructor
of undergraduate Sociology courses for the
last several years, offers advice about careers
and graduate training in most academic
fields, as well as the special problems of
women in grad school.

Juniors should begin thinking about
graduate school if they plan to attend in the
September following their June graduation.
The formal procedure for admissions starts in
the fall. However, selecting schools and

investigating financial aid sources take much
time and should be done before this.

Later this semester, the Pre-Graduate
office will offer workshops for students
planning to take the Graduate Record
Examination at the April 22 and June 10 test
administrations. Students should check with
the CASIAC office, E27 Machmer, or watch
for announcements in the Collegian for dates
of these workshops:

Call for an appointment at 545-2191 or 545-
2192.

TURN TO PAGE 15
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Classified Ad Dept
, Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!'!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline Is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!'! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !• ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! •• !Little Ad« Get BIG RESULTS!

AUDIO FOR RENT

TEAC 250 cassette deck. All new rubber
parts Asking $160. Call Tom, 549-0909

AUTO FOR SALE

VW camper bus 68 poptop, AM FM
stereo, fully equipped, exc cond. $1295
665 3412.

HELP WANTED

1969 Barracuda fastback. New mags,
tire &• much more Real sharp $1250
256 6047

Tired of the dorms? Don't want the
hassle of an apartment' Get the best of
both in a warm homey atmosphere.
We're away from the hub bub of the
University but right on UMass bus
routes Call Barbara at 545 0162. You'll
be glad you did.

1 or 2 roomates wanted to share 2
bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Rent $225.
& utilities. Call 253-9814.

Get paid for reading, watching TV, or
studying! Night staff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher,
549-6699.

Part-time houseboy wanted Good food
in exchange for light kitchen duties. Call
Kathy S. between 6 8 pm, 545 2735.

RIDE WANTED

Qual.
$.

tutor for Math 120 needed 64631.

I am looking for a ride to Quebec City for
the Winter Carnival. Will share $ and
driving. Call David 253-2954.

SERVICES

Female roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt In Rolling Green Call

Beth, Brenda or Lorraine at iJbJ 7byO.

71 Saab. Engine trouble, but many good
parts Call Robby, eves, 665 3460

1970 Toyota II Corona. Exc running
condition, body work needed Call Jane
from 3 4. 253 9733, after 6 at 283 3784

1966 Volvo 1800S Sport Coupe 546-9679.

62 Mercedes Black, red interior, AM FM,
4 radials h snows in excellent condition!
Good buy Asking $1200 Call eves 256
0511

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

Beautiful country house 240 acres in

Buckland with rm for rent. UMass
students share transp. Cair625 2779.

House has opening: Spacious, semi rural

CO operative living; $106/mo. 253 9848

FOR SALE
^

rf
-

-

Lan^e Pro Ski boots, size 9% These
boo .5, are two years old but have only
been worn on two occasions. $25 will

bu/ you these boots. If interested, call

253 5873

Business manager-editor wanted for
small, growing Amherst publishing firm.

Responsible for editing, doing market
research, bookkeeping, budgeting and
assisting In management planning B.4 in

Business or English and experience in

publishing editing or business preferred
If you're looking for a job with op-
portunity to initiate, be your own boss
and earn greater responsibilities, we
want, you, too' Send resume and
qualifications to Employment Director,
Box 863, Amherst, MA 01002.

Overweight? Try the one that works!
Famous US Women's ski team diet.
Lose weight fast or money back. Order
today! Send $3; Fern Art, Box 3351
Logan, Utah 84321

.

SUMMER JOBS

Houseboy needed. For info call 545-

0939.

Summer jobs guaranteed or money
back. Nation's largest directory.
Minimum 50 employers /state. Includes
master application Only $3 Sumchoice
Box 645, State College, Pa. 16801

TO SUBLET

Applications for the spring SSTS bus
driver training program will be given to
the first 100 qualified people on Feb. 9 in

Campus Center Room 904 at 7 p.m.
Qualifications you must be over 18.
have held a car license for at least 1 year
& be a UMass degree student with at
least 3 semesters remaining Bring proof
of class year Et license. Plan to obtain
Class Two learner's permit on your own
The SSTS is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action employer

Organ and amplifier available for quick
sale $300 or best offer. Call nights 549
4834

Double bed, $20 Call 467 9801

Interns, practicum students: opening
available in North Amherst Shelter
Home for work with court-involved
teenage boys. Recreation, counseling,
general supervision, crafts and tutoring!
Pete Christopher, 549 6699. Sooni

Sublet 2bdrm apt., $225 mo. incl.
utilities On bus route, near campus
5496848.

5 cubic ft. refrigerator. $90 256 0188.

New trunk. $30 or 80. Call 6-6597.

5 cu ft refrigerator
$80 or BO 665 3190

Excellent cond.

Can't afford to pay for undesireable
Dining Commons food? Work as a
houseperson and get good home-
cooked meals. Meal tickets are refun-
dable Call Barbara at 545-0162.

Childcare, housekeeping. 3 afternoons
car preferred 256 0589. After 7:00.

Houseboys wanted at IGU, Call eveninqs
549 3607.

TRAVEL

CALCULATORS

College Calculators -low prices 1 yr

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore TI59 $220, TI58 $93, Tt57
$60, TI55 $53, TWO $22-COMM4190
$40, C0MM4148 $25, all HP's tr Sharps
available. College Calculators is now
four yrs old' Before you buy anywhere
else call Bob or Chris 549 1316 (even) or

1 739 9626 (Springfield daytime)

Stereo AM/FM/8 track. Receiver and
speakers $50 or best offer. Call Jeff
253 5849

Zoo Mass shirts 3.75 sz's S, M, L, colors
black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.
Sfend $ and address to Box 436 Sun-
derlajid MA

Rossignol skis 170's Used once BO.
Call Lynn 549 6555 . Excellent condition.

Woman's down head ski parker size
9 10 Exc condition Must sell Call 549
5951

Non work study positions open in
Collegian Graphics Department.
Minimum 15 hrs./wk., two semester
commitment. Jobs are open In this
field, and experience here will help.
No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb 8.

Jobs on ships! American Foreign. No
experience required. Exc. pay.
Worldwide travel Summer job or career
Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Puerto Rico Paradise Gambling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida) 8 days 6- 7 nights. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call
Reade 546 5000 or 5 3500.

WANTED

My Honda 350 needs engine removed
new kickstarter shaft Work spare hours
on campus I supply parts 253 7374.

Used Box spring and mattress for dbl.
bed wanted. Call 549 6916.

Wanted: a single or double bed - mattress
and box spring or just mattress. Price
negotiable 253 2107

WANTED TO RENT

CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle' Check
fhf. Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing
IS believing Ask for it at the UM
bookstore

The

Stereo system BIC960 turntable RTRExp
8 speakers LA750 amp exc condition
$300 Moving many other items. 253
5359

Office to Coordinate Energy
Research h Education has several
woru study positions available. The
types of )obs available include research,
special projects, public info, etc. For
more info contact Steve Guild
GRC, at 545 0926.

A25

Roommate wanted. Female non
smoker 2 bdrm apt $115/mo includes
utils 256 6388.

1 roommate wanted to share 4 bed^apt
Male non smoker pref, $90 per mo,, util.
inci Next to campus Ask for Mark, 549-
4470

REACH 2h 000 READERS OAIL V " "LITTLE ADS GET BIG RESULTS' lJiH{»J-f.|.|.|.il1.|I.Ll.Mlt'IIIIlJ*!4!^Lf.M.l:IJI.IJ:L^.llllLIIII«IUillll.L^^
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Notices
COLLOQUIUM TODAY
"Kinship Among Afro-American Slaves"

is the subject of a colloquium to be given
today by Dr. Herbert Gutman, visiting
professor in the History Department at Smith
College. The colloquium will be from 4:30-6
p.m. in Mitchell Lounge of Skinner Hall, and
is sponsored by the Center for the Family,
Division of Home Economics, UMass.
WORLD YOUTH FESTIVAL

Preparations are underway for the 11th

World Festival of Youth and Students which
will be in Havana, Cuba July 28 through Aug.
5. The local committee is developing a slide
show and presentation introducing the
festival; its goals and ideas. If you are in-
terested in seeing the slide show or would
like more information, write Amherst-
Spnngfield Preparatory Committee, 11th
World Festival of Youth and Students, Box
959, N. Amherst, 01059, or call Cheryl Shain
at 546-4549.

LIBRARY EXHIBIT
A selection of documents and other

materials concerning the Spanish viceroys in
Mexico and Peru in the 16th and 17th
centuries will be on exhibit on the main level
of the University Library through March 24.

I.
v^//</f//r//^

ROSSINI S COMIC OPERA
IN ENGLISH

WITH OnCHESTRA TUES., FEB. 7

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

Thursday, February 16

8 pm

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Umversify of Massachusetts/ Amherst

Tickets on sale February 2. General Public - $7,
6, S. UMass students — $4, 3, 2. SO.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Wed. and Thurs.
Feb. 8 & 9

LUNA
and

BAILEY BROS
Fri. & Sat.

Feb. 10 & 1 1

CLEAN LIVING
also

TEX LafTlOUNTfllN
and

PflT DeCOU
Sunderland, MA.

Rte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

DINNER SPECIALS

TUES.-WED..THURS.

FISH & CHIPS

BAKED STUFFED CRAB LEGS

$4.25

$6.95

Friday & Saturday

LOBSTER NEWBURG $5.95

SUIVDAY

ROAST NATIVE TURKEY

BOSTON SCROD

$4.95

$4.50

L
on Rt. 9. Hadlcy Center

please call 584S8I3

The exhibit has been selected from materials
donated to the library over a number of years
by Professor Lewis Hanke of the History
Department, a renowned Latin American
scholar.

SUMMER AIR FLIGHTS
If you are planning a summer in Europe,

you can take advantage of the Five College
Summer Charter to London. Limited in the
past to only Five College faculty, staff and

Collegian is

students, the charter this summer is open to
anyone interested.

The Pan American 707 jet leaves Logan
Airport m Boston on June 12 and returns

TURN TO PAGE 16

CALVIN
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University Of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

ALVINAILEY
AMERICAN DANCETHEATER

WOODY ALLEN
TRIPLE FEATURE
"SLEEPER"

"LOVE & DEATH"

"EVERYTHING
ABOUT SEX"

Complete Show
Starts at 6:30

MON & TUES ALL SEATS SI 00

TUES., FEB. 7

Gazelle

The TimeBetore,
The Tiire Alter

Suite Otit

Revelations

WED.. FEB. e THURS , FEB. 9

Hidden Rites Niglit Creature

Clioral Oances Cry

Suite Otis Rainbow

Revelations

All Shows at 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT \\AX

Tickets now on sale. General Public - $7, «, 5.

UMass students $3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens M, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9-4

& All Ticketron tocafions.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

JEJUi-PIERREIillMPIIL

ft

ItOBEIITVEYIIOII-liClX

Saturday,

February 11 .
.

8 pm i

Fll^ /«TS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. General public - S7, 6, S.

UMass students S3. 50, 3, 2.50. Other students
and senior citizens S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

GMAT
For the March 18 exam, a class will begin meeting February 9,

with sessions on Thursday from 6 to 10 p.m. For information call

Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256 6462.

TEST PREP
AMHERSTCiNeiNa

AMITY ST. 253 5426

"A PURE PERFECT
MOVIE EXPERIENCE."

ISABELLE HUPPERT

m Jji
\. Ill , ... I

'

•.
, ...

THE LACEMAKER: EVES at 7:00 & 900
MONDAY & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITfS • All SEATS SI 00

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RRJ Q1RT woiN'A'N r4«MS m«u^o-» ji,jj ni)i.n') M>Lui» Mtss

CL05G
ENCOUNTERS

[of THf THIRD KIND

W€ AR€NOT
ALON€

vr. s.

yallsietji

'', 'TlSft:00i 8 30
. Tis 4 45 ? iO-9 S5

2.00

R

CLINT
KflBI'VraOD

TIIK
afUINTLKT

IN. -""H "H. (TIS 6.1S\ 8.30

:',;. -.SAT.iTissoo / 30.9 ss

IMat ln9e( at . "r

.xr\.
2:15

GEORGt BURNS • JOHN DENVER "

^ Is It Funny!^ "Oh,
God!

p^; '^ V. -r 'I .(TlS6:30)-8;30
'"'<:

. -..A" (tU S 15, ;,4S 9:55

SEMI-TOUGH
SORT RETNQLOS

IRII lEISTOrrSRSON

v*l

K •N. -''!^. {TIS 6:30) 8:30
-'!:. -nAT.ItlS 5:1$). 7:4S 9-55

in.
jVatlneeC^at. V

2:30
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from London's Heathrow on Aug. 15, Fare is

$328. So passengers will be free to follow
their own wishes during the nine weeks be-
tween departure and return dates, no land
arrangements are included.

For applications call the International
Programs Office, at 545-2710 or 545-0746
STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS

Thei ) will be an LAT film on rabies tonight
at 7 p.,n.

LECTURES ON EGYPT
Jean J Sezenc, at Smith College this

semester as Ruth and Clarence Kennedy
Professor in the Renaissance, wiM give the
first of a six-lecture series on "A Nineteenth
Cent^.y Renaissance: The Revival of Egypt"
tonight at 8 in V .J^x Hall auditorium.
The title of tHo first lecture will be "Egypt

in the Italian enaissance: the Pavement in

Siena Cat,;edral and the Borgia Apart-
ment "

Other lectures in the series are scheduled
for February 14, 21 and 28, and March 7 and
14.

The lecture series is free and open to the
public,

FEMINIST THEORY CONFERENCE
A conference titled "Feminist Theory:

Approaches to Power ' will take place March
4 at American University in Washington,
DC. Workshop topics will include
"Alienation and Women," "Contemporary
Feminist Theories of Power," "Household
Economy: Source of Power?," "Feminist
Views of the Nature and Work of Women,"
"Wife Beating" and "Developing the
Material Base: Economy and Biology." Staff
will include Charlotte Bunch, Jessie Barnard
and Jo Freeman. Registration fee for
students is $2. For more information or to
register, write Conference Committee,
Department of Sociology, American
University, Washington, D.C, 20016.

CREW CLUB THANKS
On Dec. 13, 1977, the Crew Club held the

drawing for its annual raffle at The Pub in

Amherst. The raffle raised just over $2000 for
the Crew which will be matched by the
Athletic Department and used to meet
operating expenses of the club.
The Crew wishes to thank everyone who

supported their efforts on the raffle.

DWORKIN LECTURE
Anyone interested m having the Andrea

Dworkin lecture rescheduled should attend
the Distinguished Visitors Program meeting
Monday, Feb. 13. Watch the Campus Center
schedule for location. If the meeting is not
listed, meet at the DVP office, 415 Student
Union.

ENERGY FORUM TODAY
"The Massachusetts Energy Dilemma" is

the topic of a speech to be given today by
Henry Lee, Director of the Massachusetts
Energy Policy Office at 4 p.m. in Herter Hall
Room 231.

Lee, a member of the Special White
House- National Governors' Association Task
Force on Energy Conservation, is the first in a
series sponsored by the Office to Coordinate
Energy Research and Education. For further
information contact Julie Smith at the
energy office at 545-0926.

LEARN KARATE
Coed karate classes will be offered by the

Shoto Kan Karate Association Sundays at 7
p.m. on the 19th floor of George Washington
dorm in Southwest. Cost will be $30 per
person. For more information call Robbie
Blum at 546-1020 after 6:30 p.m.

MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
Music through sign language, pantomime

and dance will be presented by the Sign
Company Three today at 2 and 3:30 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom.

UMass students will perform a varied

selection of show tunes and popular songs
including music from the Beatles, Barbra
Streisand, Phoebe Snow, ' Godspell " and
"Peter Pan"
The performance is sponsored by the Bolt-

wood Belchertown Project. For more in-

formation about the project, contact Cindy
Rogers, Boltwood Coordinator at 323-6311
ext 249

NUTRITION EXHIBIT
How to switch from a refined, over-

processed rtiet to a more natural one, will be
discussed by Beth Dichter, manager of the

/eilow Sun Food Co-op, Nancy Kerr,

nutritionist and co-op manager and Daisy
Wilson. Yf>|low Sun home economist tonight

it 7 p.m
THp discussion is part of a February exhibit

It the Jones Library m Amherst titled

L'ving Healthfully Under the Sun," coor-

-jinated by the Education Nutrition Collective

.it Yellow Sun located at 23 N Pleasant St.,

A .. rnst Persons interested in working on
nase of the month long exhibit are

ufged to contact the Yellow Sun at 256-8401

.

PARKING
Hours of enforcem'ent, m Lot 21 only, are

increased to 4 am. to 6 p.m., effective im-

mediately. Regular enforcement hours, 7

am to 6 p.m., are in effect for all other lots.

CONTEST
$3,500 - $2,500 - $2,000 - will be

awarded to three top student essayists by
Friends of Animals, Inc. The subject of the
essay is 'Why should Congress, on behalf of
the people, the animals and the environment
ban the leg-hoid trap?" For further in-
tormation -i entry form write Friends of
Animals, Scholarship Committee, 11 W 60th
St., New York, NY 01123.
SCER SEMINAR
"Academic Collective Bargaining: Where

Students Fit" is a three-credit seminar of-

fered this semester through the Student
Center for Educational Research. The
course, led by Virginia Logan and Larry
Magid, SCER staff members, meets Tuesday
and Thursday from 2:30 to 3:15 with the first

meeting Tuesday, Feb. 14. Permission of
instructors and pre-registration is required.
For more information contact SCER at 545-

2892, Student Union Room 406.

SENIORS ACTING WORKSHOP
An acting workshop for seniors is starting.

The group will perform its own plays to help
people understand the needs of seniors. No
experience is necessary. For further in-

formation call Rickey Mazor at 253-9354 or
Douglas Warner at 665-4963.

SMITH LECTURE
Mauritz Johnson, professor of education

and chairperson of the department of
teacher education at the State University of
New York at Albany, will talk about "The
End of Liberal Learning" tonight at 8 p.m. in
the Browsing Room, Neilson Library, Smith
College. The lecture, sponsored by the Smith
department of education and child study, is

free and open to the public
THEATRE PROJECT
"The Flies" by Jean Paul Sartre, an en-

vironmental theatre project, will be per-
formed Feb. 9-12 at Hampshire College. It is

a five college production created as a
January term theatre workshop. There will
be a special performance with simultaneous
video broadcast Sunday, Feb. 12. Show time
IS 8 p.m. at the Performing Arts Center at
Hampshire College. Tickets are $2; $1.50 for
students and senior citizens. Call 549-4600,
ext. 351 for reservations.

WOMEN'S WEEK
The International Women's Week plan-

ning meeting originally scheduled for Feb. 6
has been rescheduled for tonight at 7:30 in

Campus Center Room 172.

SKI CLUB MEETING
TUES. NIGHT 8:00 p.m.

Feb. 7 Thomp 106
— Trip Information & Sign Up
— Membership
-- Door Prize
— Nominations, Elections for Vice President

NORTHEAST/SYLVAN AREA
THREE CREDIT COURSES

SPRING 1978.

Students wishing to enroll in these courses should

register through the Orchard Hill Residential College.

If you have any questions call 5-0290/50291.
1. OHI190T Studies In White

Racism
Schedule #555353

2. OHI290S Sexism Training

Schedule #557271

3. OHI290R Cultural Awareness
and Personal Identity

Schedule #557062 (Sec 2)

4. OHi390D Stages of Human and
Career Development
Schedule #T.B.A.

5. OHI390O Organizational
Development
Schedule #T.B.A.

6. Man and Woman: An Inquiry
Into Roles

OHI390C
Schedule #T.B.A.

Leach Lounge
Wed. 2:30-5:X

Cashin Lounge
Wed. 7-9:00

Wed. 7-10

Dwignt 81

Tues. 2:30-5:15

Lewis Lounge

01 Cashin
Thur. 2:30-5:15

01 Cashin
Tu.. Th. 11:15

7. SW2980 African Dance Forms
Schedule #820146
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Juke Box Disco

Dave Powell

Jim Plunkett

Two Way Street

Disco with Tom Gavin

Celts: Futile trek for playoffs
By STEVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

It was evident from the start of the current

NBA campaign that this was not going to be
a banner season for Boston's men in green,

more aptly called the Causeway Street

Clowns. Presently the team is 17-30 and talk

of the playoffs has dwindled to talk of a .500

season and escape from total humiliation.

Why such a rapid decline from perennial

champion to NBA lowlife? Perhaps a closer

look at the team will shed some light on the
answer.

Let's begin with the Dynamic Duo — lr#

Levin and Red Auerbach. While these two
have little to do with the physical playing of
the game they have contributed their share

to the present woes. Levin, the overpowering

commentary
man in charge, suffers everytime an op-
ponent scores a basket on his team and he is

one to let his team know that he is quite
upset with their consistently losing. Ranks up
there with Idi Amin for 'morale builder of the
vear' award.

Auerbach performs his disaster making in

the off season when the time comes for the
NBA draft. While Cedric Maxwell appears to
have been a success, a look back at some of
the recent Celtic drafts will show you that
Red's talent at drafting is fading fast.

Remember these Celtic "greats": Clarence
Glover, Mark Minor, Steve Downing, Ben
Clyde, Glenn McDonald, and the immortal
Garfield Smith?
Auerbach's talents also include his trading

genius. His most recent accomplishment, the

Charlie Scott for Don Chaney, Kermit
Washington, cash, and draft choices, looks
good on the surface, but there is an un-
derlying occurrence of major proportions. As
revealed on a CBS telecast earlier this
season, Washington will be a free agent at
the end of the current season. Earlier in the
year Red pulled off his greatest deal ever -
the I don't want Johnny Johnson but here's
two second round draft picks anyway
(courtesy of Commissioner O'Brien) deal.
From the management ranks we descend

down the ladder to the coaching level for-

merly occupied by Tommy Heinsohn, Mr.
Get Up 'n' Yell, now controlled by the suave
and sophisticated Mr. Tom 'Batch' Sanders
who prefers to use the "stare down the
referee but don't yell at him" approach to the
game. Sanders has succeeded in upgrading
the Celtics' defense to the point where they
can now hold an opponent under one
hundred points in a ball game. The task at
hand is to improve the offense to the point
where it can score over one hundred points
in a ball game. This leads us to the players, to
be looked at by position.

Center: Like most teams in the league, the
Celtics carry two centers on their roster.

Unlike most teams in the league, only one
has the ability to play at center. If you
guessed that the one who can play is Dave
Cowens, congratulations. Physically Cowens
is at the top of his game, scoring better than
before, rebounding solidly, and even ranking
among the top free throw shooters in the
league but there seems to be a bit of the
mental desire lacking ever since his
"vacation" a while back.

Backing up Mr. Cowens is one Tom
Boswell.

"He's (Boswell) stronger than Paul Silas
and a better scorer. - Red Auerbach, Hoop
Magazine, '77-'78"

For Mr. Auerbach's information, Paul Silas
is a forward, not a center. Tom Boswell
should be a fonward, not a center.

Strong Forward: This position is occupied
by Tommy Boswell, when he's not being
humiliated at center, Curtis Rowe, who is

actually a slow shooting forward and not a
quick rebounding forward, and the one and
only Sidney Wicks, the only professional
basketball player I have ever seen booed off a
court. To prove how weak the Celts are at
this position, they held out on Wicks until the
first day of the season when they finally
realized that he was better than no strong
forward at all. or is he?

Quick Forward: - Here is an interesting
situation. A 38-year-old forward who is

retiring at the end of the season, a fourth
year forward who never gets a chance to
take off his sweat pants, and a rookie who
practices freethrow shooting without the
ball. This contingent is better known as John
Havlicek, Fred Saunders alias the Forgotten
Man, and Cedric "Cornbread" Maxwell.
Havlicek, despite his advancing age, still

performs admirably but the season is

wearing on and it's doubtful he'll be able to
continue playing thirty minutes a game.
Believe it or not, Saunders is the fastest man
on the team and why he isn't getting more
court time is a mystery. He's not that bad a
shooter when he puts his mind to it. As for

TURN TO PAGE 13

NBA Standings
EASTERN CONFERENCE

Atlantic Division

W L PCT GB
Phila 34 14 .709

NYork 26 25 .510 BVi

Boston 17 30 .362 16 Vz

Buffalo 16 30 .348 17

NJrsy 9 42 .176 l&Vi
Central Division

SAnton 31 19 .620 -
Wash 26 23 .531 1T4

NOrlns 26 24 .520 5
Cleve 24 24 .500 6
Atlnta 24 27 .471 TA
Houston 18 31 .367 12 '72

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division

Denver 32 18 .640 -
Chicago 28 23 .549 AVi
Mlw 26 27 .460 9
Ind 19 30 .388 12 72

K.Q. 17 34 .333 15>4

Pacific Division
Port 40 8 .833
Phnix 34 16 680 7
Seattle 27 22 .551 nvi
GIdn St 25 26 .490 1614
LA. 24 26 .480 17
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Entertainment
TT

DOONESBURY by Garry Trudcan

HARRy, I'M TALKIN6 IDA OOUPIS

0F5IWeUBRJ6^^mj, BUTUN-
LIKB MOSTOF lUa F0REI6N DtMOH-

\ 5IMJ0RS HERB, TUBseWWyMEN
-^" ARB AS AMERJCAN AS

MOREOVER, I AM TOLD WAT
THEYARE STUDENTS OF DR. HENRY
K/SSmER, THE FEATURED ^EM-
ER AT WNIOHT'S DINNER HON-
^^m-^-ORJNGi THE EMPRESS!

OEmSMEN. TEU ME UIHYOk
EARTH ARE YOUWEARING THOSE
MASKS? SURELY YOU'RE NOT
PROTBCTING RELATIVE OR

WVEDONESIN
^^^^IRAN? \

m.BUTUJE'VE whoa!
SOT MID-TBRA1S SAY NO
C0MIN6 UP. MAN . MORE!

Your Birthday

PEANl'TS by Charles Schuiz

All Right TROOPf ...

HEINE'S uiHERE UJE CAMPj
FOR THE NIGHT

-^
\M

EACH SCOUT Pitches

HIS OHJH TENT... ANP
THEN UJE All eo to
SLEEP RI6HT AldJA^...

EigTIUwitdFtiiureSrotfon i«

ALIMIMM FOIL by Steve Laller

MP ANWHII F~-I r^n 51^^^^^

TSNT E-XACTLYJ
I A JO&,&UT 1^
^COJL.0 WIN ^H
5 SOME-THlhJ&^M

"^^^^AJ/W

^^2/'. C^Fif^

'^Hl' IM geraldttralph reefea>
JORGE .//-ZirHE.RE' WELCOME

B.C. by lohnny Hart
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Born today, you are
impetuous, especially in

eslablisliing relationships,

which at times puts you in

danger You delight in see-

ing how close you can
come to personal loss. You
dare others to take advan-
tage of you, and when they

do. you do nothing about it.

You are not impervious to

pain, physical or emotion-
al; you suffer as much as

the next person when in-

sulted or victimized.

You know precisely what
another wants or needs,

and it is your habit to try to

fulfill that if you can Such
generosity is not often

repaid, and you may find

that you have gone without

or allowed another to do so.

with little hope of being
thanked or repaid. You
have an unconscious desire

to be subordinated by
another. There are times
when you think you wish to

lead, but when the opportu-

nity to do so presents itself,

you usually back off.

You are an excellent

conversationalist on intel-

lectual topics, but you do
not encourage personal
exchanges. You may spend
a lifetime trying ta un-

cover motives for your de-

cision.s and deeds; until

you have done so, you have
no desire to discuss your-

self with others.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
Let your birtliday .star be

your d.'uls guide.

WEDNESDAY. FEBRU-
ARY S

AQl ARIUSi .Ian. 20-

P'oblS) - Artistic tem-
perament threatens ti»

bring trouble today. Keep
emotions under control.

PISCES I Kcb.lO-March
20 » - Your search for per-

fection hits insurmount-
able obstacles today. Be
wise; go around theml
ARIESi March 21-April

19) - Refine your nature
where you can. Don't react

to another's teasing. Con-
centrate on vour business.

TAURUS! April 20-May
20 >-Study is vital to a new
project. Refu.se the oppor-

tunity if you can't prepare
properly.

GEMINI (May 21 -.June

20) ~ Analyze actions of

younger family members.
Know what children are

about.

CANCER! June 21-.Iuly

22) - Nourish the young's
viewpoints. Encourage
them to speak their minds
and hearts; don't be hard
on them.
LEO (July 2.'i-Aug.22» ~

You may see another's

slow ^ v'ithdrawing of

friendship. Try to discover

why and act accordingly.

VIRGOi Aug.2.3-Sept.22 i

-You may be lauded for a

splendid character
today. Take pr;nsc
modestly and with a grain

of salt.

LIBRA f Sept 2.3-Oct.22) -
Use commercial training

from long ago. You can
offer special ancient
techniques.

S C R P I O I O c t 2 ;«

-

Nov. 21) - Say yes with

reservations, and you can-

not go far wrong. Recon-
sider a recent answer to

the elderly.

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22-

Dec.21 ) " Be encouraged
by another's independ-
ence Loosening f.imil>

ties ma> be difficult hut

e.s.scntiai

CAF»Kir'»RN. Dim :!

Jan 18) - i t t;)\ <\\r

mind witli inessfiiti.il

studs . I'jijos your reacli m;
don't fight against infoi

mation
' ii|)\ni;hl .'.''

l^NITFIt K.'Hiiirr Smi,|.. nt.
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Frank Carroll, mile winner in this meet
against UConn last semester, won't be
running today when the Minutemen
travel to Hanover, New Hampshire, for a

dual meet in Dartmouth's fine facility.

(Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Bowlers fall
This past weekend, the UMass men's and

women's bowling teams suffered defeat as
they competed in the ACU-l's hosted by
Worcester State College.

Although the Minutemen place fifth, it wab
a victorious day for one member of the

UMass men's team, Roger Norcross, who
won both Singles and All-Events. Norcross, a

senior, bowled sets of 597, 609, and 628,

averaging 204 for the nine games. As the All-

Events winner, Roger will be sent to the
men's National Collegiate Bowling Cham-
pionship at St. Louis, Mo. in April.

Tim Welch bowled some fine games for

the UMass team, averaging 194 for the day.

Other bowlers for the men were Dave
Tursky, Mike Berard (who participated in the
Nationals last year), and Kirk Peters.

The UMass men bowled well, coming in

only 140 pins behind the first place winners
from Worcester Polytech. The University of

Connecticut came in second.
The women's team, consisting of Cyndy

Adams, Gina McEvoy, Beth Schneider,

Jackie Cashen, and Amanda Garcia, placed
third. First place was captured by Southern
Connecticut State College, while Central

Connecticut followed in second.
The bowlers' next tournament is February

25 at Bryant College.

* Ski teams
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

"In the middle of the men's run, the third

radio failed and we couldn't finish the race,"
•jaid McConnell. According to the coach, the
remainder of the meet will be run at next
weekend's competition. As it now stands,
Plymouth State leads UMass by only 1:14

seconds, on with Northeastern in third.

Sunday was a different matter, though,
when the UMass men won the Giant Slalom
with a combined time of 489.14 Coming in

second was Plymouth State (492.38),

followffd by Northeastern (49248), B.C.
(51907), Amherst, and U Conn.

After the race McCorinell stressed the
quality of depth in his skiiirs. "The men
don't come in one, two, three like the women
do, but afl the members are excellent skiiers

which makes for a very strong team," he
said.

The Minutemen's best times in the Giant

Slalom were set by Scott Prindle with a time

of 96.06 and Dale Maynard, with 96.44.

Swim team
drops Rhody
The swim-men of UMass set three school

records in their come from behind win over
URI Saturday night, 66-47. This most recent
victory boosts their season's record to 4 wins
and 1 loss.

It was a meet plagued by problems with
the starting gun but the swimmers did not
lose their concentration and performed very
well in all the races.

The first UMass record to be broken was
the 2(X) yard butterfly. Senior captain Russ
Yarworth swam an outstanding time of

2:01.2 despite difficulties in the start.

The next record fell to Jim Leiand in the

2(X) yard backstroke. He sWam a very smart
race and won m 2:06.2. The third record was
set in the final event of the meet when a 400
yard freestyle relay team of Bill Tyler, Leiand,

Tom Stevens and Yarworth went 3 21.8 to

win.

There were many other fine swims made
by the UMass men. The medley relay team of
Leiand, Harry Futford, Tom Nowak and
Stevens showed some surprising depth
when they won the event with a time of
3:48.0 Tyler swam a very well paced 200 yard
freestyle and won it, coming from behind at
the 150 yard mark, in 1:50.5.

Yarworth and Nowak took first and
second places in the individual medley, while
n the 200 yard breaststroke, Fulford swam a
good race with a winning time of 2:17.4, just

slightly slower trian tis 'ecord swim against
Tufts on Wednesday.
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WITH THE GREATEST OF EASE -
soars Minutewomen guard Julie
McHugh towards the hoop against
Providence. Unfortunately, the shot
didn't go in. but it looked impressive.
The women will play Bridgewater
tonight — see Jim Gomes' story on page
20. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION

SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

Applications are now available for all persons interest-

ed in applying for space for 1978 1979 All groups wishing to

renew or change space for next year must apply. Forms are

available at the Board of Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no later than Tuesday,
February 28. 1978

The CC—SU Board of Governors is an Equal^ Op-
portunity—Affirmative Action organization.

rainbow
prisms

Set free the secret colors of
the sun! This" Stross quality
crystol 30°o lead content
hand ground and polished
transforms sunlight into
floating islands of color.

$1 .75 to $20.00

oJgarth
Next to Amherst Post Office
Open 10:00 6:00 Mon Sat.

Winter is Here!

Outing Club Rentals

X-Country Ski Package

Mountaineering Ski Package

Snowshoes

Winter Sleeping Bags

Ice Axes

Crampons

$2.00/day

$1.50/day

.75/day

$1.50/day

.75/day

.75/day

$10 deposit

$10 deposit

$5 deposit

$10 deposit

$15 deposit

$15 deposit

.

The Outing Club equipment locker is located in the Old
Bellhop Room in the passage way connecting the Campus
Center Garage with the Campus Center.

Hours are Mon.Thurs. 3:30-6:30 p.m.
Fri. l-3p.m.

Telephone — 545-2020

Orange crush gym-men
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastics team didn't
fare too well this past weekend in terms of
overall score, as it fell short of defeating
Syracuse, 195.10 182.15.

Coach Dick Swetman was very pleased
with the performances and insisted that it

was the best yet for the gymmen this year.
But, the overpowering Syracuse team
proved too much for the young inex-
perienced UMass squad.
On the floor, the shining light was once

again senior John Forshay, who led the team
to a three point head start over Syracuse in

the first event. Along with Forshay,
sophomore all arounder Bob Donahue
helped out with a beautiful set and his
highest personal score of the year, 8.75.
When it was time for the pommel horse

event, the Orange showed that it was not to
be denied of a victory by defeating the
Minutemen and evening the score of the
meet.

Only Dave Kulakoff kept Syracuse from
sweeping the event with his first place score
of 9.10.

On the still rings, UMass was totally

outclassed by Syracuse, and if not for the
efforts of freshman Dave Fellemen, would

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S LACROSSE - A meeting for

all interested candidates today in NOPE room
153. If you can't make it, contact Coach
Frank Garahan.
INTRAMURALS - Wrestling entries

along with HEALTH FORMS are due today
in IM office in Boyden.

AUDITIONS
for

UMass Music Theatre Guild's

You're a
Good Man
Charlie
Broim

(to be performed March 30

through April 2)

Mon. and Tues.— Feb. 6 & 7

6:30 p.m.
Campus Center 165

For more information:

549-4833. 545-2149.

545-0783

have been swept. His second place score of
8 5 kept Syracuse from totally running away
from the disadvantaged gymmen.
Once again Forshay won the long horse

vaulting event with a score of 9.30, but it was
to no avail. Syracuse crushed the gymmen in

the event and built up an insurmountable
lead which could not be overtaken.
On the parallel bars freshman John Nelson

led the way for the gymmen but, the out-
come of the meet had already been decided.
While on horizontal bar Tommy Thompson
scored the highest for the gymmen with an
8.55.

The next important test fol" the gymmen
will be this weekend when they take on the
midshipmen from the Naval Academy in

Boyden Auxiliary gym.

Randy Smith
gets attention
ATLANTA [AP] - Randy Smith has come

a long way.
An Ail-American soccer player and track

star at Buffalo State, Smith's basketball
exploits as a collegian went largely un-
noticed. He's always had lighting speed and
quick reflexes, but his outside shooting,
shaky when he came into the league, has
shown steady improvement.
Two years ago, the 6'3" 180-pound Smith

averaged 21.8 points per game and was
named to the all-NBA second team.

Last year he was 10th in the league in

steals, 11th in assists and 20th in scoring
while grabbing more rebounds than any
other guard in the game.

This year, he's seventh in scoring with a
24.5 average and his defense has improved
to the point where he ranks fourth in the
league in steals.

Smith is proud of being a complete
basketball player.

"My game is to run, fill the middle on the
break, pass off and sometimes take a couple
of jump shots," he said, a sharp contrast to
those players around the NBA who shoot
first and think second. "I've learned to use
my speed, because that's the best thing I

have going for me."
Smith's speed and shooting ability proved

decisive in Sunday's 28th annual NBA All-

Star Game. He scored 14 of his 27 points in

the fourth quarter, helping the East rally to a
133-125 victory and earning Most Valuable
Player honors.

"My wife, Terrion, predicted I would win
MVP," said Smith, who shot 11 for 14 from
the field and also contributed seven
rebounds and six assists. "She didn't keep
me out too late last night so I had all the rest

in the world. I was ready."
Smith, 29, is well aware of the long road

he's traveled from low-round draft choice to

All-Star MVP.
"I made between $20,000 and $25,000 my

first year in the league," he said. "But that's

gone up considerably since then. Winning
the MVP has got to be my highest
achievement in sports. It should give me a lot

more recognition than I've been getting."
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All-Star player: Hon • !•
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Question: Is 'Hondo' waving goodbye to his hoop-bound shot or to the
Springfield Civic Center and its sparse gathering? (John) Havlicek possibly has
played his last game in the Civic Center. However, his buddy and teammate in the
background, Dave Cowens, may return someday. Don't hold your breath, though.

Peter Cox

Thanks for everything, Hondo
The sad and inevitable has happened this

week.
John Havlicek anhounced his retirement

after 16 memorable seasons with the Boston
Celtics. The 38 year old captain said he has
had enough.

He's more than accomplished all his goals.

Now it is time to lay rest a career that
perhaps tired legs can no longer sustain.

These were his thoughts and feelings last

week. And it was no surprise when the
announcement came. What will take some
getting used to is no longer seeing number
17 leading the fast break, making the quick
pass, and taking the desperation shot. Yes ...

that will take some getting used to.

And now, until sometime in May at the
season's end, we'll hear homage rendered to

Capt. John. They'll tell us how he played
more games than any other player. They'll

say how he was third in career points scored.

They'll say how he played in more play-off

games, how he led the drive to more NBA
championships, how he was the finest in the
intangibles of defense; setting up plays,

leadership, guts. They'll say he was the
greatest basketball player that ever lived.

They will say all these things and the
record will back them up. But we remember
John Havlicek, not in statistics and averages,
but at the "Garden" or in front of the
television set.

We saw him steal the ball to clinch the '65

championship series, as Johnny Most
screamed, "Havlicek stole the ball, Havlicek
stole the ball," over and over again.

And down in Philly in '66 the fans chantea
"Boston is dead, Boston is dead," during the
4th quarter of the last game, only for
Havlicek to lead the Celts back for another
Boston title.

And then, of course, there was the 6th
game against Phoenix in the NBA finals two
years ago. It was triple overtime due to
Havlicek's last second shot. Our throats have
not quite recovered.
He did that all for us. He entertained us,

made us scream, and gave us delight and
excitement that is the intended ideal of every
sport. But for me there was more.
Through all the glory and success, the bad

years (1969- '73) and injuries, he showed me a
lot of cla$s. He was steady, always giving it

his best shot, even though his efforts might
have been in vain.

He did this because he had pride and guts.
He is that rare breed you seldom see in

sports, in the entertainment world, and in life

a pro. Yastrzemski is one, and so are Jean
Ratelle and David Cowens. They are artists,

unconsciously so, for in their use of their

bodies and minds they enact a drama of
struggle - of winners and losers, dreams
and despair that is but a reflection of life, our
life.

You gave me some thrills, number 17. You
gave me some memories I'll never forget.

And you gave me most of all an example.
You showed me how to win right, how to
lose right, how to keep up that good fight in

spite of alt and because of^all.

Thanks Hondo.
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Scarlet Knights foe
for Minutemen cagers
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By DA VE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

Weather permitting, the UMass varsity
basketball team will play the Scarlet Knights
of Rutgers at the new Rutgers Athletic
Center in Piscataway, New Jersey tonight at
eight.

Rutgers gained a 78-74 decision over the
Minutemen early in January as the Knights
front line of James Bailey, Mollis Copeland
and Abdel Anderson combined for 59 points
Rutgers is currently 3-3 in the Eastern
Athletic Association (EAA) and is 15-4
overall.

UMass, which is 2-2 in the EAA after
baturday $67-65 win over West Virginia lost
three more games in a row after the Rutgers
loss, but has won three of four games since
the Colonial Classic, including a last second
victory over Holy Cross in the Hart Center in
Worcester. The overall record is 11-5

Three keys to the UMass plan of attack will
be the contnbutions of Derick Claiborne
Alex Eldndge and Mark Haymore.

Claiborne, after being in a semi-slump
shooting from the floor, has hit 23 points in
the last two games on 61 per cent shooting.
He has continued to provide his own brand
of sticky defense.

Eldridge. along with scoring 22 points and
controlling the action on the floor, has

handed out 23 assists in the last two games
several of the spectacular variety. He is
rapidly closing in on the career assist record
as well as the 1,000 points scored plateau.'

Haymore, though shooting at slightly less
than his former nation- leading 75 per cent-
plus clip, has still scored 33 points in the last
two games, but more importantly has
grabbed 27 rebounds. He still heads the
country m FG percentage.
Another factor will be the play of Len

Kohlhaas. He played a good game against
yWU, but had been playing as if in a trance
lately. He was a big plus in the first Rutgers
game, however, as he scored 18 points and
took down 10 rebounds.
UMass held a halftime lead of 37-34 and

led early in the second half before suc-
cumbing to Rutgers strong front line.
Containing them will be the primary task of
coach Jack Leaman's squad, which seems to
have an edge over the Knight's backcourt of
Rodney Duncan and Steve Hefele.

Bailey, a 6'9" junior from Boston is
leading Rutgers in scoring and rebounding,
averaging 25 points and 9.6 caroms per
game. The All-American candidate, who
prepped at Xaverian, also leads the team in a
less official category - dunks - with 79. In
fact. It was the dunk shot, more than
anything else, which did the Minutemen in in
Springfield.

Hoopwomen vs Bears
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's basketball team
returns to Curry Hicks Cage to do battle with
the Bridgewater State College Bears tonight
at six.

After a heartbreaking loss last Thursday

SLAM DUNK? - No, not quite, but it

it a sure two points* for forward Cheryl
Carey. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs.)

night to Providence, 56-55 in overtime, the
Minutewomen are hoping to rebound with
an emotionally charged victory.

"The emotional factor will certainly be in
evidence tomorrow," said coach Mary Ann
Ozdarski. "In Providence, the girls just
weren't up for the game." The emotional
level of the team is an important ingredient in
women's basketball, more so than in the
men's game, Ozdarski added.

The Minutewomen, 11-5, will use the same
starting lineup of Cathy Harrington, Cheryl
Carey, and Maura Supinski at the fon/vard
positions. Sue Peters and Mary Halleran
who will start her third game in place of the
departed Sue Henry (personal problems) will
start at guards.

The Bridgewater State women will start an
inexperienced team. "They graduated seven
seniors from last year's varsity team," Oz-
darski said. Their starting squad is composed
of sophomores and juniors and will come out
in a 2-3 zone defense. Ozdarski also said
Bridgewater is a young team, but "we are
not taking them for granted and it should be
a good game."

The Minutewomen need to improve on
their shooting percentage from the field.
Against Providence College, they shot 33 per
cent from the field for the game and only 25
per cent in the first half in which they trailed
29 19.

"The team has to learn to play a forty
minute basketball game," Ozdarski said. "I
thought we had learned our lesson when we
had that scare at Central Connecticut when
we were down at the half, but I guess we
didn't."

The front line of Supinski, Harrington, and
Carey will be called upon to supply some
offensive power.

"We are trying to get more offense out of
our big girls," Ozdarski said. 6'2" Julie Ready
might see action in order to bolster the inside
game.

Sue Peters remains as a steadying in-
fluence on the team. The sophomore guard
continues to score over 20 points a game,
leading the Minutewomen's scoring attack.

Coach Sue Walas's junior varsity women's
team takes on a talented Bridgewater JV
quintet in the preliminary game at 4 p.m.
Walas, a 1977 graduate of Bridgewater State
and a starter on last year's varsity team there,
said, "Bridgewater has a fine JV squad each
season." The first year coach is looking for
her first collegiate victory as her Minute-
women JV's are winless in two outings.

.o .he stunning al^il'blu^'ri.'" phT.S b^PaTSob^lT'
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Skiers top hill, foes
By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's and men's ski teams
won their races this weekend at Roundtop
Mt., Plymouth, Vermont, despite the ex-
tremely cdid weather, according to coach Bill
McConnell. UMass was the host team of the
competitions which were run on the Saltash
trail.

The Minutewomen were once again
dominant, according to McConnell, leaving a
large margin between themselves and the
next best team.

Cathy Donovan came in first in the slalom
race on Saturday, which McConnell
described as "an unbelievably cold and
windy day." Donovan's time for the two run
course was 87.65 seconds. She was followed
by teammates Kathy Shinnick who came in

second and Nancy Haydon who placed third.
Their times were 90,104 and 102.89
respectively. Diana Vilenti of UMass placed
seventh and coming in fifteenth was
Minutewoman Valerie Hanson.

Boston College came in second in the
slalom, followed by Smith, UConn., and
Merrimack.

In the Giant Slalom held Sunday, the
UMass women again placed first, second,
and third. Haydon won it with a time of
107.93, Shinnick came in second with a time
of 110.58, and Connie Pratt third at 118.66.
Cathy Donovan was seventh and Meg
Hussie came in eleventh.

Racing after the women on Saturday was
the UMass men's team. However, it was so
cold that only half of the slalom race was
completed.

TURN TO PAGE 18
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The Ice Age Cometh!

Waiting for spring. A frozen bike by Knowlton dormitory is blasted by wind and snow in yesterday's deep freeze. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

Boston buried

under snow...
Compiled from Wires - Eastern Massa-

chusetts yesterday staggered to recover
from the ferocious, record breaking blizzard
that paralyzed highways, crushed coastal
homes with towering surf, and blacked out
thousands of Boston homes.

Governor Michael S. Dukakis banned all

traffic on car clogged roads in the eastern
part of the state and ordered businesses
across the state to stay closed yesterday.
The 682 foot Greek oil tanker Grand Hope

lay aground off Salem, threatening what the
Coast Guard termed a "major oil spill". The
tanker is loaded with 160,000 gallons of oil.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island were
declared federal disaster areas, making them
eligible for federal disaster assistance. Army
units mobilized at Ft. Meade in Maryland, Ft.
Bragg in North Carolina, and Ft. Dix in New
Jersey to bring in snow removal equipment
and helicopters for search missions.

But their help was stalled because no
airports were open to receive them. Logan
International Airport in Boston was closed
yesterday and is expected to remain closed
today.

Seventy-five thousand of Boston Edison's
200,(XX) customers were left without power
for some time yesterday when a piece of tar

paper blew into the lattice work of the wires
at the company's largest generator on the

South Boston harborfront. Power began
being restored beginning at 8 a.m.

All cars were ordered off Boston streets to
aid snow removal crews. In an accident on
the Boston waterfront, the sidewheeler
"Peter Stuyvesant" was lifted from its

concrete pilings near famous Anthony's Pier
Four restaurant by high wind and waves and
thrown into Boston Harbor.

Travel in eastern Massachusetts will

remain virtually impossible today, as
Governor Michael S. Dwkakis extended
indefinitely his ban on using all but
emergency vehicles on state roads.

There was no bus service in Boston
yesterday and none expected today.

Revere and Provincetown suffered serious
flooding, as did many other low lying coastal
areas. The Provincetown town manager said
tides in his community crested 15 feet above
normal.

Melvin Demit, 61, drowned yesterday
morning trying to start a pump in the
basement of his home in Nahan.
Snow removal crews in Boston were

hampered by the lack of anywhere to put the
snow.

"There's no place to push it," said ©ne
private snow remover. "You get it, clean it

out and you have to go back over the same
thing again because the wind just keeps
pushing."

... Western Mass.

fares a bit better
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass and the western Massachusetts
region appear to have fared better than most
of the rest of southern New England in the
fierce winter storm which began late Monday
and ended yesterday.

Yesterday's cancellation of classes, in-

cluding both day and evening sessions, was
the first since the spring semester of 1975
when students last awoke to find school for
the day cancelled.

Today will be windy and partly sunny with
highs in the twenties and a ten per cent
chance of precipitation. Fair skies are ex-
pected tonight while temperatures drop to a
low of ten degrees.

Eastern Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Rhode Island were all hit extremely hard by
the two-day blizzard. One to two feet of
snow fell on most of the region, and gusting
winds hampered clean up efforts.

UMass Vice-Chancellor James L. McBee
yesterday cancelled classes at 4:30 a.m. after
consulting with various campus officials.

UMass students for a time yesterday didn't
know whether school would be held today.
UMass student-run radio station WMUA was
apparently tricked into announcing there
would be no school some eight hours before
the actual no-school decision was made.

according to Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery.
Bromery said the station began broad-

casting no-school announcements after an
unknown caller identified himself as Bromery
and said school would be cancelled. Bromery
said the administration uses a code to
confirm the authenticity of such messages
and the code was never checked when the
station received the call last night and later

broadcast the message.
"They should know better than that," he

said.

Bromery also indicated classes will be held
as usual today. Massachusetts Govenor
Michael S. Dukakis yesterday ordered all

schools in eastern Massachusetts closed,
and allowed schools in western Massa-
chusetts to make their own decisions on
whether to open.

Smith and Amherst colleges will be open
today. A spokesperson for Hampshire
College said she didn't know if that school
would be open and it could not be learned if

Mt. Holyoke College woukJ be open.
Amherst and Smith were open yesterday.
UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield

yesterday said Physical Plant had an
assortment of small and large plows, tractors

and trucks working to remove snow. He said
the trucks were initially dispatched Monday

TURN TO PAGE 12
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Olver avoids UM
building inquiry

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1978

By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Vice- Chairperson of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee John W. Olver D-
Amherst, yesterday said he would not like to
see the U Mass- Amherst campus brought
into the same investigation as the one
requested for U Mass- Boston.

State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst
recently said he would like to see con-
struction of some buildings on the Amherst
campus to be included in the investigation of
the state Bureau of Building Construction, as
requested by two other state representatives.

Reps. Andrew Card, R-Holbrook, and
Phillip W. Johnston, D-Marshfield, have
requested a legislative committee in-
vestigation of the state building bureau
following the scandal involving the bureau
and two state senators in the construction of
the U Mass- Boston campus.

Card and Johnson had also requested that
the legislative committee investigate the
construction of the $10 million steam plant at

Tillson Farm here at UMass. The plant
completed in 1974, operated for only eight
months before expensive defects were
detected. UMass has since used the older
coal-fired plant.

"I would not like to see the Amherst
campus drawn into the same case as the
Boston campus," Olver said. "All the bad
actors would be found in a single in-
vestigation, there's -no need to look into
every one of them."

Collins was in Boston yesterday and could
not be reached for comment. Collins had said
the construction of the Fine Arts Center, andmam library as two structures on' the
Amherst campus which should be in-
vestigated.

Olver said he does not know if there were

f?K\
'^'^'i^^cks involved in construction of

UMass-Amherst buildings as there repor-
tedly were at the Boston campus.

"One never knows," he said.
Amherst campus Chancellor Randolph W

Bromery yesterday said he thinks the
legislature can decide what they want to

study."
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When the snow piles up. the best way to travel is on mom's back, as this tyke
has found out. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Student Senate holds first semester meetina
r^ON KLEIN ,..Hpnt n.w»..^.„. .«:.:„.. ._.,... 5JBy JON KLEIN

Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will
meet tonight to discuss the spring concert
and student government work done over
intersession.

This will be the senate's first meeting of
the semester.
The meeting scheduled yesterday between

student government officials and University
administration on bus funding has been
postponed indefinitely.

The meeting was called to work out an
agreement on conflicting proposals from the
administration and the student government
for funding the UMass bus system

Senate Rents and Fees Chairperson Bob
Dion said the meeting probably would not be
held until early next week

Charles Woolsey Cole,
local scholar, dead at 71

Charles Woolsey Cole, former president of
Amherst College and U.S. Ambassador to
Chile, died of a heart attack Monday night
while returning home from a cruise through
the Carribbean. He was 71.

Cole served as president of Amherst
College from 1946 to 1960 and as US
Ambassador to Chile under the Kennedy
Administration from 1961 to 1964. Upon his
retirement from Amherst in 1961, he was
elected President Emeritus by the Board of
Trustees.

Cole, who had lived in Seattle,
Washington since 1971, graduated summacum laude from Amherst in 1927, earned hisM.A, and PhD in economic history at

rq°:^T. foii""'®?^^'
"^^^'^ ^« ^«"9ht from

1928 U) 1934, and joined the Amherst faculty
in 1^^ In 1940, he returned to Columbia to

school
^^^^"^ at the University's graduate

During World War II, Cole worked for the
Office of Price Administration in Washington
and served as its regional price executive inNew York City for two years. He also served
as a member of the Hoover Commission on
the reorganization of the executive branch
and as a member of the Hershey Selective
bervice Committee.

Cole wrote a number of books about
French mercantilists including "French
Mercantilism 1683-1700 " and "Colbert and
a Century of French Mercantilism." He
received 11 honorary degrees from 1943-
1958, including one from UMass.

Born in Montclair, New Jersey on Feb. 8,
1906, he is survived by his second wife, Marie

(Greer) Donahoe; a sister, Lois Taylor of New
York City; two daughters, Mrs. Hugh M.

.
Hamill, Jr. of Mansfield Center, Connecticut
and Mrs. John C. Esty Jr. of Concord, Mass.
and nine grandchildren.

His first wife, Katharine Salmon, whom he
married in 1928, died in 1972.

There will be a Memorial Service at three
p.m. on Sunday in Johnson Chapel at
Amherst College for Cole. He will be buried
at Wildwood Cemetery in Amherst.

Joseph Karcz,

dorm janitor
BONDSVILLE - Funeral services for

Joseph Karcz, a janitor in George
Washington Tower, will be tomorrow
morning at 10 at St. Adalbert Church here.

The 54-year old Karcz was found near an
elevator by a student Monday morning and
was pronounced dead at the scene. He had
worked at UMass since 1965.

Karcz, a WWII veteran, belonged to St
Mary's Polish Club. He leaves his wife
Veronica Maslar Karcz; a son, Peter at the
U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md • his
rricther, Julia Pietres Karcz; three brothers
John Karcz, Bolac Karcz of Ware and
Stanley Karcz of South Deerfield and two
sisters, Mary Trelo and Polly Koss of Palmer.

The burial will be at St. Peter and Paul
Cemetery.

Stevie Wonder will not appear at the
spring concert as some senators hoped.
Director of Security Saul Chafin said he was
unsure if Alumni Stadium could be secured
for the type of concert Wonder would have
given and the number of people who would
attend. The crowd, for example, would have
included people from out of state as well as
UMass students.

Some members of the student govern-
ment feel there was never a realistic
possibility of getting Wonder to perform at
UMass.

The spring concert would now include
Aretha Franklin, the Duke Ellington Or-
chestra, the J.C. White singers, Archie
Shepp and others. The concert would be
called "The Black American Music Festival."

The Senate should decide tomorrow night

if it wants to commit itself to paying for the
concert. Senate Speaker Pat Whalen said.
The Music Festival will be a benefit for the
"Duke Ellington Foundation." Whalen said
he feels a "contradiction" exists since
benefit performers are charging for their
appearance. The speaker said he is also
concerned the concert may not succeed
without Wonder.

The Senate will also hear reports from
committees which were at work at UMass
over intersession.

If time remains. Senators will break into
groups to discuss issues such as Funding the
Bus System, the Course and Teacher
Evaluation, a dorm lease and upcoming
student government elections.
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Sadat threatens
—Collegian 3

arms
WASHINGTON [AP\ - Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat told members of
Congress yesterday he will not be shy in
asking for U.S. weapons, adding "I shall
raise hell" if Congress does not approve
them.

Although the comment was made with a
laugh after a meeting with members of the
House of Representatives, he seemed more
somber as he emerged later from a similar
session with a Senate group.

"I threatened them," Sadat said after his
closed door talks with the senators.

After talking with the House members,
Sadat offered the "raise hell" comment with
a laugh, but said in a serious tone about his
request to buy U.S. arms: "The last time I

was here I was shy. But I am not shy any
more."

Then, after meeting with members of the
Senate, Sadat said: "I am not any more shy
at all. I am speaking as a partner and I am
threatening." He refused to say how he
threatened the senators and it was not clear
from his manner how serious the threat had
been.

Sadat said he had lost his "shyness" after
what he saw as an ovenA/helming American

response to his Middle East peace initiatives.
He suggested that congressional approval

of the arms sales to Egypt would demon-
strate that the United States is behind
Egyptian efforts to achieve peace in the
Middle East and would be a demonstration of
"partnership and cooperation."

After their meeting with Sadat, several
House members said the Egyptian president
told them he wanted more than the 120 light-
weight F-5E jet fighters he reportedly is
asking the Carter administration and
Congress to approve. But the House
members said Sadat did not specify what
other arms he wanted.
When reporters asked Sadat if he also

wants the Air Force's sophisticated new
swingwing F-15 jet fighter, he refused to
specify but said he has given a meticulous list
to President Carter.

After the meeting on the House side of the
Capitol, Democratic Leader Jim Wright of
Texas said he believes that whatever
President Carter requests for Sadat: "I think
we'll give him."

Congress must approve cash sales of U S
weapons abroad as well as credit sales and
outright gifts of arms.

«.f«T.!. *' ^"^^' ^^'^^^ ^"^ ^°'"'^' Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

TrpL^nlr^"^
meetings when Kissinger was secretary of state, met at the

Connie. TV '^
mm.^^'

^'^'^ "°"*«' °" "^^^^^^ ^adat spoke to members ofCongress yesterday. (UPI)

Loca/ authorities respond to Sadat's plan 1

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Local authorities, in response to
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's
statement Monday that he has already
made all the concessions he plans to in
the current Middle East negotiations
yesterday reacted with various degrees of
concern.

In a major speech to the National Press
Club Monday, broadcast live over
television and radio, Sadat accused Israel
of taking a hardening position in the
negotiations.

"The Israeli position is hardening,
rather than softening, as we go along,"
he said. "This is an impediment to
peace."

Sadat emphasized that he will not wait
indefinitely for Jerusalem to respond to
his peace initiatives.

'This is the case where one party has
voluntarily declared its willingness to
meet its obligations on the basis of
reciprocity," he said.

"I am willing to give the experiment
every possible chance until I reach the
conclusion that enough time has elapsed
without achieving any tangible
progress," he said.

"I am not going to rush to this con-
clusion, but the other side has to
demonstrate the same spirit."

UMass Political Science Professor
Irvmg Howards said in a telephone in-
terview yesterday that he commends
badat for his peace initiative but that it is
impossible to expect Israel to concede to
all the points he has insisted upon
"The insistence of Palestine, sup-

ported by the Arab nation, that an in-
dependent state be established is an
impossibility," said Howards. "If the
Arabs insist on establishing an in-
dependent Palestinian state, that cannot
be accepted by the state of Israel."

Howards said this point does not
suggest that some sort of Palestinian
state shouldn't be accepted.
"However," said Howards, "it is an

impossibility for not only Israel, but also
neighboring Arab states. Frankly, I am
mystified by Sadat's insistence on this
point.

'

American Studies Professor Gordon
Levin at Amherst College, differed with
this view, saying that an opportunity has
been missed by Israel for possible peace
settlement of the whole conflict.

"Israel should have accepted the
principle that the territories gained in
1967 have to go back to the Arab
nation," said Levin. "If Israel were willing
to give back the '67 occupied territory,
adequate security arrangements for the
area could then be made."

Levin specified an arrangement
whereby demilitarized zones with in-
ternational inspection would be

established. These zones could not be
changed without the consent of both
Israel and the U.S.
What 's being lost by Israel's insistence

of holding on to certain territories is a
chance for a settlement," concluded
Levin.

Smith College professor of Govern-
ment Donna Divine said she felt the
problem with the negotiations was two-
told.

"The first problem," said Divine, "is
that in view of Sadat's situation, he has
very little room to maneuver."

Divine pointed to the ties Sadat has
with other Arab nations, with Syria and
Saudi Arabia.

Divine said Sadat needs these ties very
much, and therefore could not afford to
ignore them.
"The point of Sadat's negotiations

with Israel," said Divine, is not only to
secure peace for Egypt, but also with
other Arab countries. Sadat needs their
support in this matter, and consequently
now has little room to move.

"He must bring tangible results from
Israel for their support," she added.
"The second problem," said Divine, "is

that there is a very different use of the
word negotiation going on in the Middle-
East."

Sadat's definition of negotiations.
Divine said, was one in which a nation
declares its willingness for peace and to

make peace, whereby each side does
anything for it.

In contrast, Israel's definition is one in
which a security arrangement is worked
out to be as air-tight as possible. It in-
volves details which could take a long
time, while Sadat's definition involves
just a number of weeks in negotiations.

"They are working in very different
notions of what negotiations are." she
said.

However, Rabbi Saul Perimutter, of
the UMass Jewish Student Organization
said of the Middle-East situation'
Despite what people say, negotiations

can tee made.

"Israel is willing to reciprocate Sadat's
move by returning nearly all of the Sinai.
And, Israel is willing to talk about the
West Bank," he emphasized.

"For Israel to decide to give up the
West Bank on the basis of talking only
with Sadat, who will not be controlling
the West Bank, does not make too much
sense," he said.

"Sadat has said he's willing to
recognize and live in peace with Israel,
but neither King Hussein of Jordan nor
the Palestinian leadership of the West
Bank has done that."
"And I would hope if such declarations

were forthcoming greater progress
toward peace could be made," said Perl-
mutter.

^fe President to announce
more aid for students

A sleigh ride was just the thing for a winter's afternoon for this group of people
.yesterday by the Quad. (Staff photo by Christopher Schmltt)

WASHINGTON \AP] - President Carter
will announce a major program today to
provide at least $700 million to college
students from middle-income families
because he fears a 71 per cent jump in
college costs has put their chances for higher
education in jeopardy.

Hoping to stave off a move in Congress to
give a $250 tax credit to the parents of all
college students, Carter will propose a
combination of grants and loans using $700
million he set aside in his fiscal 1979 budget
said White House Press Secretary Jody
Powell.

Powell said the program, to be announced
personally by the president and explained in
detail by Joseph A. Califano, secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare will be
targeted mostly at the middle class.

The press secretary did not specify what
families Carter would include in the middle

• class. Under the government's current $2 2
billion program, most basic grants go to
l^'ddents from families earning less than
$10,000.

The grants drop to a minimum of $50 as
income and assets increase. The cutoff point
for a family of four with one child in college is
roughly $17,500 in income.

;,ttoI^^'®^®"n'
*°'"® 2.4 million students

attending college next fall are expected to

I'^VelT '""^^ ^^"^9^9 ^"^^ -^«^

For- fiscal 1979, Carter has proposed $4
billion for existing programs to help college
students and has proposed raising the
maximum grant from $1,600 to $1,800 He
also has proposed making more students
eligibfe

Aiiey delayed
Cancellation of last night's Alvin Ailey

American Dance Company performance
will be replaced by a special 3:30 matinee
Thursday and the Thursday night per-
formance will be moved from 8 p.m to
8:30,

Holders of tickets for last night's
performance many exchange their tickets
for the matinee or for the Wednesday or
Thursday night shows. Refunds are also
available Dances to be performed at the
matinee are "Gazelle," "Journey,
"Sweet Otis" and "Revelations."
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Unwet water washes
put on product paradox
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'•o<hcomb«r T^un Presents

By NIKKI ARON$ON
Collegian Staff

After sidestepping hucksters of such
significant inventions as "sea monkeys,"
"invisible dogs ' and 'pet rocks," students
may now welcome a new product that, for
once, isn't all wet.

As of the first of this month, Oxymoron
Enterprises introduced "dehydrated water."
The directions printed on the back of the
small paper envelope which holds the "super
product ' are simple and easy to follow. Just
pour the contents of the package into a
glass, add water, ar>d stir and presto —
instant water.

According to promotional material, the
booklet will advise on how to utilize

"Dehydrated Water" to 1) cut governnnent
spending, 2) aid consumer education, 3) cut
divorce costs as well as provide interesting
"watered-down facts" by the author Hy N.
Dri.

This labor-saving device and panacea to
world ills is available for $1.W (plus 50 cents
handling) through the Oxymoron Enterprises
P.O. Box 200, Vernon, NJ 07044. Your own
little do-it-yourself kit comes complete with
booklet, three packages of dehydrated
water, and accompanying warning labels

that proclaim "WARNING: THE SURGEON
GENERAL MAY DETERMINE THAT THIS
PRODUCT IS A PUT ON."

Author Hy N. Dri writes the Collegian that
although he was unsure as to whether his

product would "produce a flood of interest,"
"incite a storm of protest," or "take a bath
among other things," he was confident that
the mere report of this scientific wonder
would be taken as the "Water Story of the
Millenium."

To convince skeptical students that the
product was more important and influential

than "Waterloo or Watergate," Hy N. Dri

sent along a free sample to .satiate curiosity.

Opening the packet, I followed directions
and was less than amazed that I had truth in

advertising - instant water appeared in my
experimental glass. I suppose the secret to
how this scientific breakthrough "treats
dozens of other critical issues facing all

mankind and politicians too" will have to
wait until I receive my booklet.

The fad of the semester may well be
dehydrated water. Should the Carter ad-
ministration get a hold of this we may well

see some 'damp yankees' from New Jersey
explaining their energy saver. No shoddy
product. Oxymoron Enterprises attaches the

slogan "Quality Equal to the King's New
Clothes" to every package.

Last semester science majors were
soaking in the controversy surrounding DNA
experiments. Now this from Oxymoron.
Water'll they think of next?

7</<ix « 7(^ei*ie

FllfRIDA
Enjoy '

I \Y College Spring Break In

DAYTON^ BE>4CH

CORDUROYS

If

JET TOUR
• Round Trip J«t Fllghl

• CompllmMilary MmIi and
B«««ra9«s •nrad In-flight

• Tran«f*n b«l«r««n Airport

and Molal

AAarch ItIS — illS.eo

BUS TOUR
• R/T Motor Coach tour
• FACf BEBK onroula lo Oaylona
• Schadulad Food and Rati Slops
March l7-2« — tiM.OO

Plus IS per cant Tax « Service

ALL TOURS INCLUDE:
• OcMitlronI AccommotfaHoni «or Elghl Day*, imn NtghK •! Ih* Ramada Inn/

•ttvar Baach Mo«at Complai on Hi* Strip

• Wateema • FaraaiaM ^arltaa arllh planly ol FREE BEER
• Sarytcaa ol Iha Baaeltcombar To«ir Slaft

CONTACT:
JEN or SUE
TEL. 6-«763

or 253-2709

B«o<hcomb«r Tours* Inc
(716) 632-3723

Agfit tor WHY tlolor UnM ICC. mC»110i4

Landlubber

H.I.S.

A. Smile

Faded Glory

Main St. Center

NORTHAMPTON

UMast' ONLY Goeil Fraternity

SIGMA ALPHA MU
invites all University men C women

to an Informal Rush tonight and

Thursday night, 8 p.m. and on.

Free beer, wine, soda, and munchies.

For rides and info, call: 545-0845.

SIGMA ALPHA MU,

395 No. Pleasant Street.

PIZZA- RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in

Pizza ~ Grindars

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS MON THURS, 11am 1am: FRI-SAT, 11am-2am; SUN, llam-lam

-''

BAaCETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

corners in all Sizes, some with co«ers

some without, some natural some fancy

For bread or fruit, for plants or pencils.

Containers for use and tjeauty
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Eighteen dead; storm continues
\AP] — A vicious winter storm that

assaulted New England yesterday left at least

18 dead, uncounted millions of dollars in

damage, snow drifts of several feet and
forced thousands to flee their seaside homes
in the face of widespread flooding.
The governors of Rhode Island, Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut and New Hampshire
declared states of emergency, and Rhode
Island and Massachusetts were declared
federal disaster areas. Maine Gov. James
Longley also declared two southern counties
of his state as emergency areas.
The army mobilized units at Fort Meade,

Md., Fort Bragg, N.C., and Fort Dix, N.J., to
send snow removal equipment and
helicopters to New England. However, the
arrival of the aid was delayed because New
England airports were closed because of the
storm.
The official accumulation of snow in

Boston for 24 hours was 26 inches, a new

record. A record 27.6 inches fell in Rhode
Island.

The worst blizzard in Rhode Island history
subsided yesterday, but not before killing ten
people and burying thousands of cars in a
crazy-quilt fashion that blocked almost every
street and highway.

Carrying 100-mile-an-hour winds to
coastal areas, the storm was severe enough
to prompt President Carter to declare the
state a disaster area at the request of Gov. J.
Joseph Garrahy.
The governor also said he was ordering all

streets and highways closed again today so
that emergency vehicles could remove
stranded cars and trucks and make rescue
runs.

Giovanni Folcarelli, executive director of
Council 94 of the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees,
said chances were good that union would go

STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH.
(.d/TiiKj-^ LenlPf Bij" 18 IJnfwefMy o( MMMcnussTIs Amhftfsl 01003 l413l SAS ?8!»V

Naw Course Offering:

ACADEMIC COLLECTIVE BARGAINING!

WHERE STUDENTS FIT

Readings anct discussions will explore the history and structure of
faculty unionism (in general and at UMass) as well as the impact of
faculty unions on student's lives and education. Guest discussion leaders
will include representatives of the MSP (faculty union), UMass ad-
ministration and student government. Student work will focus on the
issues of the faculty-administration bargaining contract as they affect
students such as contract hours, tuition, evaluation process, academic
calendar, etc. Class members will have the opportunity to help draft the
"student platform" that will be presented by student representatives to
the current bargaining talks. The course is open to both graduates and
undergraduates for 3 credits. Permission of instructors required. For
Pre-registration and further information, contact Larry Magid or
Virginia Logan at SCER, 406 Student Union. Class meets on Tuesday and
Thursday 2-3:15. First meeting is Tuesday, February 14th.

February 14 is

LOVE YOU" day!

\ '' ^cy^ '^y^ y^"^

Valentine's Day Carcl^

Next 1(1 lh»> AnihiTst l''ihl < »ffu « i )p«'n Hi »i M<>n Ihni .S;jl

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

(he I'liivcrsitv Store
MURRAY D LINCOLN CAIVIPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.ra.-5 p.m.; Sat. U a.in.-4 p.m.

on strike tomorrow, slowing state snow
removal efforts.

President Carter last night ordered federal
troops to Connecticut to cope with a blizzard
that piled two feet of snow into shoulder-
high drifts and brought the state to a virtual
standstill.

At least six persons died as result of the
storm in Connecticut and thousands of
others were stranded on highways and
forced to take emergency shelter.

Gov. Ella T. Grasso late yesterday ex-
tended until noon today a ban on driving by
all but emergency vehicles to give officials a
chance to clean up the winter mess.

In Maine, hundreds of people evacuated
their homes along the coast yesterday as the
storm churned up a record high tide and

that caused widespreadmonstrous surf

destruction.

Gov. James B. Longley declared a state of
storm emergency yesterday in Cumberland
and York counties and ordered in tha
National Guard in the wake of scattered
looting in Old Orchard Beach.

The famous amusement pier at Old 0--
chard Beach was swept apart by stormy
seas. Dozens of other oceanfront structures
were destroyed or heavily damaqed.

Elsewhere in the state, heavy'snow ana
winds gusting to 50 miles-per-hour paralyzed
transportation, causing numerous highway
accidents. Four persons were hospitalized in

TURN TO PAGE 12

SW president resigns
Southwest Assembly President DIanna

Fessenden resigned last night in the
assembly's first meeting of the semester.
Thirteen of the 42 representatives were
present.

A special election is scheduled for Feb. 21
for an acting president, who will serve until
the annual election in April. Residents of the

Southwest Residential Area are eligible for
the office.

The assembly also decided to write a lettr r

of recommendation for Floyd Martin,
assistant master director of Southwest, who
is applying for the position of dean of
students at the University of Hartford.

-ANDYMcCLELLAN

Brandeis University

JACOB HIATT H
INSTITUTE IN ISRAEL
What does it offer you?
• a semester of study in Israel in the Fall term

• coursework in Englishi on the political, economic and
social development of Israel and in its language,
history and archaeology

• a strong program of Hebrew language study

• important internship opportunities in social service

agencies in Jerusalem

• field trips, study trips, interviews with prominent
Israelis, a kibbutz visit

• financial aid is available

Application deadline: March 15

For further informotbn, see your Study
Abroad advisor or write:

Office of International Programs
Brandeis University

WamTcim, Massachusetts 02154
(617) 647-2422

An equal oppcxtun<tv/ot<irmatrve action univetsify

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION

SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

Applications are now available for all persons interest-

ed in applying for space for 1978 1979 All groups wishing to

renew or change space for next year must apply. Forms are

available at the Board of Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no later than Tuesday,
February 28, 1978

The CC—SU Board of Governors is an Equal Op-
portunity—Affirmative Action organization.
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The sidewheeler "Peter Stuyvesant" lies on its side next to the famous An-
thony's Pier Four Restaurant after it was lifted from its heavy concrete pilings and
sunk into Boston Harbor. The ship had been converted into a combination bar,

restaurant and museum. No one was aboard at the time of the sinking. (UPI)

14 Masonic St.

Northampton
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BLACK MARK

SAVE (cuHwiA-KUilict (odltieMd.

fat ¥MbeA and jumtd.

ALL SALES
FINAL!

ukM

FRESHMEN

Add more to your

college education with

Army ROTC.

CALL:

Captain

Donald B. Legg

r ^
HAMP PLAZA
NORTHAMPTON
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UMass '69

545-2321
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There will be an important
nneining tonight In the INDEX of-

fice (room 102 Campus Center) at

6:00. Ideas will be discussed and
assignments will be given. Any
interested artist is cordially in-

vited to come, or if unable to at-

tend, please call Joan at 546-2874.

Please bring a copy of your work.

NDEX—INDEX— IN DEX-1
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Appointments may be made
beginning February 27 by caHing
545-2874 or by going to room 811

in the Campus Center. Sittings

will begin March 6th through
March 17th.

Day or evening appointments can
be made to accomodate your
schedule. All portraits will be in-

cluded in the 1978 Index...

send a
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Tonight. ..at 7:00.. .In room 102
Campus Center. ..pictures. ..lots

of 'em... assignments... film...sex
...oops, watch that Rob. ..all bud-
ding photographers and en-
thusiasts are encouraged to come
...ideal working conditions. ..if

you're interested but can't come
call Rob at 546-2874.
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The 1978 Index is looking for a

Fine Arts Editor. You must be am-
bitious, prepared to work long

and arduous hours; you must be

somewhat familiar with the fine

arts happenings on campus; if

you've read this far chances are

you are the person. Experience

isn't necessary. ..you'll learn by
doing. There is a slight financial

reward for the deserving person.

If interested, stop by the INDEX
office or call Rebecca at 546-2874

for more details.
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Appointmehts may be made
beginning February 27 by calling

545-2874 or by going to room 811

in the Campus Center. Sittings

will begin March 6th through
March 17th.

Day or evening appointments can
be made to accomodate your
schedule. All portraits will be in-

cluded in the 1978 Index...

IBMJL
If you live in Sylvan, or are a

Greek, and you have an idea how
to cover either of these living

areas, or ••• if you are at all

knowledgeable about these areas

and wish to offer your assistance,

please contact Cathy at 545-2874

or 102 Campus Center.

to someone / anyone!
BOYFRffNO, OUtL fttlEMO, SWEKTIK.KOOMMATE, PROF, COACH, ENEMYETC.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian is giving you, for

754, the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes
published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th

We are having special pages put aside for your

messages They can be witty, serious, anything you
want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your

Valentine will never forget!

Come to the Collegian office before Thurs., Feb 9th

at 3 45 P M to place your copy.

EXAMPLESt
To: Mary A.

Have a Happy Valentine

Day. If cupid doein'f come
around I will.

Rusfy

irrrrrrrTTTisisTTYTinnro

To Room 365 SW.
We re looking forward to

seeing you ogam. Happy
Valentine Dayf

The Girii

JLOJLlJUUUUJULAJLSJUUjfi I

Bring this to us before Thurs., Feb. 9th at 3:45 P.M.

....LIMIT 20 WORDS....
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All section editors are strongly

urged to attend this important
seminar tonight at 7:00 in the of-

fice. The Don will be running this

show. Bring old magazines to cut

up, and an open mind ready to ac-

cept and invent new design
techniques. Anyone else who is

interested in learning layout is

welcome.

WIEiri'IilE

What would a yearbook be

without copy ? A wordless year-

beek (please excuse the poor

pun). We need people to inter-

view the faculty and administra-

tion, other students and certain

others. The INDEX \i also looking

for people who like to write ar-

ticles, or who want to help with

the copy in general. Dial Rebecca
or Patty at 545-2874 or stop by the

INDEX.
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Panel discusses rights
By £LLE^ DAVIS
Collegian Staff

A panel of four experts from UMass and
the Five College area will begin the "Great
Decisions 78' series tonight with a debate
on the question of human rights abroad and
what the United States can and should do
about the problem

The debate, which is open to students and
the public, will be held in the lounge of Noah
Webster House in Orchard Hill Residence
Area beginning at 7.30. It will also be
broadcast live over WFCR (88.5 FM).

Participating on the panel will be Mabel
Garis, an author and former U.S. Bahai
Representative to the United Nations who is

currently living in South Amherst; Vaclev
Holesovsky, a UMass economics professor
from Czechoslovakia who is also a scholar on
international relations; Charles Robertson, a
professor of government at Smith College,
and Michael Thelwell, professor of Afro-
American Studies at UMass.

Moderating the panel will be Luther Allen,

political science professor at UMass. Allen,

who is a faculty resident in Webster, has
organized these sets of debates since 1966.

"Great Decisions" is a national program
which is set up by the Foreign Policy

Association in New York City to inform the
American people about questions on
American foreign policy.

This year's series, which include eight

questions, will continue every Wednesday
until March 29.

"Although there are the same sort of

topics in each series of debates, each year
has its own character," said Allen.

The other topics in this year's series are
the global power balance, the changing
middle east, dilemmas of world energy,
international development, Japan and
America, Canada, Mexico, and the U.S., and
people and foreign policy.

Allen said he "finds it easy " to get par-
ticipants for the debates, but says he also
"likes to find new people".

Each panelist gets to make a short
presentation at the beginning of the debate
in which they make one or two points and
express their opinion if they want. After an
hour, the audience is brought into the
discussion.

"The student participants are the most
important part," said Allen. "They don't
have many chances to do this sort of thing."
Many of the students who come to the

series are students in Allen's political science
classes such as World Politics and In-

ternational Relations.

Allen also teaches a class OH 151 A, which
IS based entirely on the series. At the end of
the eight debates, some of the students in

this class will put on a panel of their own,
which will also be broadcast on WFCR.

Although other schools around the
country put on these debates also, we are

the only ones who have ours broadcast over
the radio, said Allen. "We get a good
audience in the Connecticut Valley, which
includes six neighboring states," he said.

The "Great Decisions" series is subsidized

by the Orchard Hill Area Government.

World Youth

Festival Tours 1978

TRAVEL TO CUBA DURING THE WORLD
FESTIVAL OF YOUTH AND STUDENTS!

While the delegation to the Youth Festival will be chosen by the U.S

Preparatory Committee, you can see the 1 1th World Festival of Youth

and Students as a tourist. You will be able to participate in many of the

mass rallies and cultural events of the Festival and have a chance to

meet the thousands of young peopl^Jrom all over the world who will

gather m Havana this summer.
In addition you will have a tour of Cuba seeing the sites and achieve-

ments of the Cuban Revolution

There will be two Festival Youth Tours at the unbeatable price of

S575 00.*

The first tour will take part in the first four days of the Festival and the

second tour will participate in the last four days.

Festival Tour I

Festival Tour

July 23-Aug. 6

July 30-Aug 13

Send your $150.00 deposit immediately
• All pnceslrom Montreal including visa fiandlmg US r.assoort required Air

to ctiange I

For more information write;

Anniversary Tours Youth Dept.

250 West 57th St.

New York. New York 10019
(212) 245-7501

tare Subject

GMAT
For the March 18 exam, a class will begin meeting February 9,

with sessions on Thursday from 6 to 10 p.m. For information call

Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-6462.

TEST PREP

SAVE-ONTIRES, Inc. route 9. hadiey
j MIlM from Northampton
3 Mllot from Amhorat

OPEN MON., rues.. THURS.. « FRI. 9:30-5:00; WED « SAT. 9:30-1:00 p.m.

TIDCC <^ASH & CARRY
I |HFJ\ Wholesale to the public

I Ilmk%^ WE CAN ARRANGE TO MAVE'yOUR TIRES MOUNTED.
MICHELIN • FIRESTONE - PIRELLI - GOODYEAR • LEE -

GENERAL - B.F. GOODRICH • ARMSTRONG - CONTINENTAL -

f^LUS OTHER MAJOR BRANDS. •urcntCDcaALLOTNcnAot

MAJOR BRANDS
TIRE SPECIALS
FIRESTONE, B.F

LEE, ARMSTRONG,

BIASPLY -

4-PLY POLYESTER
SIZE TYPE SALE

SOOI12 Cust. Sport Bk. 19.95

21.95

16.95

16.95

20.95

20.95

22.95

23.95

24.95

25.95

27.95

19.95

23.95

25.95

27.95

3195

S1SI13 Lm Ltr. Wht.

A7Sil3 Firs. Ok. B.

A78il3 B.F.G. PE. wttt. Bm.

I78il3 Fir*. Olc. Bk.

C78il4 Fir*. Olc. Bk.

078il4 Fir*. Olc. Bk.

E78il4 Lm Po. Bk.

F78il4 LmPo. Bk.

G78il4 Zon. Po. Bk.

H78xl4 Firo. Pf . Bk

seoiis

SOOil'S

Goodyoar Bk.

Pirolli Bk.

G78il5

H78il5

Firo. Pe Bk.

Firo.Pa Bk

I78il$ Fir*. Po. Wht.

. GOODRICH, GOODYEAR,
ZENITH, and many mor« first quality

BIAS PLY

-

FIBERGLASS BELTED
SIZE TYPE SAliPnCE

A78-13 Lm Wht. 23.95

26.95

26.95

28.95

27.95

29.95

30.95

36.95

28.95

32.95

B78il3 Firt. Wht.

C78il3 Cust. Wht.

C78il4 Fire. SRB Whi.

E78xl4 Fire SRB. Bk.

F78xl4 Fire. SRB. Bk.

C78il4 Fire. SRB Bk.

H78il4 Arm. Cutt. Wht.

G78il5

678ilS

B.F.G. Bk. Blem.

Fire. SRB. WM.

Fire. SRB BIk

Prowler Wht.

B.F.G. Bk Blem.

Fire. SRB. Wht

Fire. SRB. Bk

H78il5 33.95

H78ilS

J78il5

J78il5

178x15

35.95

28.95

36.95

35.95

L78xlS Prowler Wht. 37.95

AU nOCfS PIUS F.L TAX AND SAUS TAX WHinWAUS $2.00 MORE PUTntL

RADIALS
MICHELIN, GENERAL, B.F. GOODRICH, DUNLOP,
CONTINENTAL, LEE, FIRESTONE, ARMSTRONG,
AND MANY MORE. ALL A VAILABLE A T WHOLESALE
PRICES.

SAVE-ON-TIRES. INC.
^•^hBndC^^r^Vr"::^^^^^^ I'Bt^'UJl 586*2544
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Banquet
Dinners

Frozan
Turkey,
Chicken,

VmI Parmigian,
or Salisbury

Steak

Frozen Food Favorites!

Minute Maid
Orange Juice
Froien 12oz. ^9 ^^k^

can m ^*
Green Beans '.r.'?°, . .

3^". 1.00

1 aterlDoy s^i^iB^ng pni»io« . . w i*«5 1 .uu

Meat Entrees F-«M BO.. .0B.0 . 3ILo's89*

Taste O' SeasMfooopiOT.. . . . I«°g 79*

Hoods Ice Cream. .... c<sr 1.29

Lenten Dairy Delights!

Kraft Singles
Amer. Cheese Food

White or 12 oz. ^3R^
Colored pkg. ^^V^^M

Mazola Margarine iJS 69*

Kraft Velveetac->,.«sp,.«. . 1% 2.29

Shrimp (Docktail -d *.. . TSz V> 1 .79

Cottage Ctieese s.-..s, . . . c*o^f 69*

riLc.:..^:.

25* OFF
with this coupon on ( 1 ) pKg

Random Weight \

[Finast Cheroei

^p^Star-Kist— Tuna
Light

Chunk
In Oil

|or Water
6V2 oz
can39

* Jft rh<s coupon ind $ ; liO purcftti* » mwe
t >mii qnn ctmpor p^ family

v»:.(5Frt ^ thft,f«i n l^rsMV^FM

attheHnast

Imported, Porcelain-clacI

Beaiftffful Debonaire

iCook&SerifeWare
This \N99ks Feature

1 V2 quart 5^^^^
Saucepan 7 each

Brookside
FarmFresh

Cliiclcen Parts
Leg

Quarters

Breast

Quarters

53* 49r

N /*

Oven Ready
Rib Roast

Semi
Boneless
Large End

us'a
CHOICE

You'll get more meat for your money with our Value Trim!

Boneiess
Beef Rib Eye

Fresli Perdue
Chicken Parts
Breast
Quarters

Leg
Quarters59 lb

Whole
Untrimmed

$0292 lb

Fresh Whole Chickens''--^ „ 49*

Fresh Perdue Chickens . .tt.. * 59*

Rib Eye Steak r;«r.:r..T.T . . 2.49

Ffes^ Amef<ar
Lamb Chops s.^n'

Rib Lamb Chops ^.S:^'^

«>1.99

lb i..<9«l

Loin Lamb Chops F.e5hAm.r«;.n . » 2.99

BeefRib Stealis Legs of Lamb
Extra Trim
Short Cut

lb

Fresh
American
Oven Ready

Whole
*1

lb

Navel Oranges
^^Wf^.

California Large
72 Size

Lemons 6 io.49*
7-1

SmMSw**!
Fla. Indian RIvw SMdiMt Whtl* JM ^^ Rad or QoMan (Mklout

^ ^2^^
Grapefruit ii *l ° 1 Apples ^^ £' w5J

39
Family Pack i ' i lb pKq

Tomatoes 59Sw**! Graan Larga Slia

Peppers
Purple Eggplant » 39* Fresh Celery Hearts c*g 59*

Cucumbers, r.ngo-e»n 5>o.1.00 Yellow Squash ^^.^ ..39*

>1'

\ Mr. Deli Favorites!

V- ^e Coolced

1^ Roast Beef
vS^ Freshly$Oi9\JfvS^ Sliced *•*^^ ^^

iKtM lb
to Order

Lenten Seafood Specials!

Snow White
Turbot

Skinless Frozen

$^17
lb

31b.

box

$0493

Prices etteclive Sunday Febfuary 6 thru Saturday February 1

Cooked Hamr^,...P,- nS^o, 1.19

Imported Swiss Cheese . . ^ 2.19

Genman BotognaM. d« * 1.29

Gouda or Edam wsc-*ch«», . . m 1.99

Polish Kielbasa ... „... . . . ,t,1.49

Cooked Salami >* o^ „ 1.19

Chicken Rollw«v„.,w, 1.09

rresn oaiads Pomo M«:»ror ciwsiaw . i^ 4y
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vve

Haddock Fillet f<„..,^ . ji . . I?. 3.99
Salad Shrimp n«..„,,D,...H..,. . ^ 1.99

Cocktail Shnmpp^Mv, J [),.»»,«, . ^4.99
Jumbo Shrimp p«.M J o.„.rHKi . . ib6.39

Clam Chowder »^«., an oq^ . V^' 2.49
Fish Sticks-. .,, ,79*

Fish Cakes r„„o ;-. ....... 'pC 89*

Cains Tartar Sauce *,2,' 49*
reserve the right to limit quantities

Sqlt-weu€

V -^MMA U/
Soft-Weve
r;Tissue

2 roll

pkg.39
More Grocery Values!

Motts
Apple Juice

40 oz.

bot 59
Motts Apples Sauce . 3 :.;,' 1.00

Sliced Peaches T::r . .
2''.:;; 1.00

Pillsbury PIuSc*.m,..s . .
',^°,'59*

Wesson Oii

48 oz.

bot *169
Doxsee Clam Chowder . 7;;/ 69*

Miracle Whip s«aoB«..fl . . .
* 99*

Finast Shortening li, 1.19

Toddlers Diapers

39Johnsons
Oisposible pfcg

0(12
*1

^ -^ Finast

I
I ^ Gallon

' ' Bieacli

1
Blcflch

Finast29
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Students unite against snow

Biting the hand that feeds

bobmelia

My mother always told me that it's the

thought that counts. So thanks, I really

appreciate it. In these difficult economic

times I'm touched that you dead flesh-eaters

are subsidizing my vegetarian meals.

What? You mean you didn't know that

everytime you buy something at the Coffee

Shop, or Hatch part of what you pay goes to

subsidize us vegetarians?

Then let me fill you in. SAGA foods,

the people who run the Campus Center

food service, have hatched a new plot. Yes,

the corporation that brings you greasy

hamburgers and cold meatball subs now

offer you (or us) limp salad greens and

watery yogurt from what they have the nerve

to call the Hatch Vegetarian Comer. In their

advertisements they say You don't have to

be a vegetarian to enjoy the new Hatch

Vegetarian Comer. And they're right. No

veggie worth his tofu would risk being seen

there.

I'd compare the Vegetarian Comer' to

Earthfoods or Peoples Martlet, but I'm afraid

I'd be sued. The Constitution explicitly

prohibits cruel and unusual punishment.

Suffice to say the food is less than ap-

petizing, the atmosphere is non-existent, the

workers are unpleasant (not primarily

because of their personalities but because of

the unfulfilling environment in which they

must work), and the prices are high.

The underlying problem with the

Vegetarian Corner (and also the Hatch and

Coffee Shop) is that they are being run by a

management firm which cares far more

about profits than food (or students, for that

matter). And since they have a virtual

monopoly, they serve high priced, low

quality food. If you ate all your meals at the

Hatch or Coffee Shop you would likely die of

malnutrition, unless you first went broke.

Another issue which affects the food you

eat and the price you pay is the financial

squeeze on the Campus Center. Costs have

sky-rocketed, revenues haven't kept pace,

and student are grumbling about paying the

$79 a year Campus Center fee. To help close

the gap between costs and revenues, the CC
management has been guaranteed a certain

amount of money by SAGA foods. SAGA
doesn't get a piece of the greasy pie until

that maxtmum has been raised. Thus, even

more so than usual, to keep profits high

('healthy', SAGA would say, even if it means

making us sick) revenues must be kept high.

Which is why you carnivores will be

basis, prices will continue to be high and the

quality of the food low.

The only way out is for students to assume

responsibility for the entire operation. With

few exceptions, outside or administration-

run enterprises are simply not as good as

student- run enterprises. Student businesses

are more responsive to student needs, are

not neariy as alienating places to work, and

can usually offer a better price and product

than can enterprises restricted by the need to

show a profit or bow to administration

whims.

The incredible injustice of it all is

highlighted by the fact that we are paying for

the building (and will continue to pay, I am
told, well into the next century) and yet have

The amount of snow that has

fallen In our area is simply

ridiculous. Who needs to wade
through four feet of snow on his-her

way to class? Who needs the

constant fear of being bombed with

a snowball when you walk past a

dorm? Who needs the slush, ice,

and water in their boots?
Something must be done.

In the past, when students have

encountered problems that they

considered too large to tackle they

would give it the old college try and

leave defeated but better for the

experience. This is not adequate in

these days of unreasonable
weather conditions. If we simply sit

around in the coffee shop and gab

about how rotten things are and

which roofs caved in we will always

be at the mercy of nature's dic-

tatorial fury. We will always be

subject to too cold Januaries and

too warm Mays.

So what do we do. Writing letters

to your representative about the

snow is a good start but not

adequate for the long run solution.

They don't have much sympathy

when it comes to the needs and the

wants of the student population in

Massachusetts higher educatiop.

Students need a unified and con-

certed effort. Yes, this situation

calls for demonstrations, a

takeover of the U.S. Weather

Bureau, and a general strike every

year on groundhog's day until the

people responsible for our trouble

succumb to a show of unity.

It is going to be an uphill battle;

the weather is not going to look

kindly upon change after millions

of vears of having its own way. But

'Friend' of the working man

Toward tomorrow

By SANDRA CARABINERIS

The underlying problem with the Vegetarian Corner

(and also the Hatch and Coffee Shop) is that they are

being run as a management firm which cares far more

about profits than food for students for that matter.

subsidizing us veggies. We will continue to

eat at Earthfoods and Peoples Market, so the

Vegetarian Corner is going to be a financial

disaster (unless their advertisements lure in

people who don't know any better). To make

up for this loss (and keep profits 'healthy')

SAGA will have to raise its already bloated

prices.

So, absurd though it sounds, you car-

nivores will be subsidizing us vegetarians for

meals we will not be eating! And as the CC

financial squeeze accumulates, the upward

pressure on prices will intensify. As long as

the food service is run en a profit-making
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no control over it. Last semester the student

senate meeting was moved to accommodate

a bankers conference. Aside from the in-

convenience, we subsidized the free refresh-

ments and relatively inexpensive hotel ac-

comodations for men who are probably

earning (well, making) $50,000 a year.

The Campus Center has been a disaster. It

is pooriy built, inefficiently and very possibly

corruptly managed, and used for purposes

which are irrelevant and even hostile to

academic and student interests. And, as

always, we pay for administration mistakes.

Within an institution, as in the wider

society, the constituent elements are

stratified. At the top are those with wealth

and power. Descending the ladder, each
' group has progressively less power. Naturally

enough each group uses its power to secure

advantages and transmit down the ladder

disadvantages. The process is such that

those with the least power, those at the

bottom, accumulate only disadvantages.

Students are, of course, at the bottom. To

reverse this process, at least regarding the

Campus Center, several possibilities suggest

themselves, from fee withholding and

boycotts to more subtle approaches. But

none of them will work unless we are

organized.

Our power lies in our numbers and our

energy, primarily. But a disorganized mass is

no mass all, and energy diffused is energy

wasted. An interested, informed and

organized student corinmunity is an absolute

prerequisite to any meaningful action.

At Its best, college is a time for reflective

judgement and constructive change. But to

engage in the latter we need power, it is the

medium of exchange with this school. And

we shall never acquire it by eating at the

Vegetarian Corner.

Bob Melia is a CoUagian Columnist.

"Our generation, like those of the past,

aspire for a worid worth living in. A worid

where no one need know hunger. Where no

nationalities are discriminated against and

kept down. Where people use their muscles,

brains, and labor to contribute as fully as

possible to overcome social problems and

the problems of nature. Where peace is the

rule and not just a pause.

"These are high ideals but not idealism.

Fundamentally these are the demands of our

generation. At times these desires may be in

the back of our minds, deep in our hearts or

on the tip of our tongue. But every time

youth, or anyone else for that matter, enter

into the struggle it is not merely against how

things are but also for how things should be.

This is what we come to this convention to

discuss... to help build up and contribute to a

movement that will someday smash that

fetters on constructing a new world — the

political power of the capitalist class."

With these words a major two day con-

vention began, in which the Revolutionary

Student Brigade and Youth in Action were

both dissolved to form the Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade (R.C.Y.B.). Over

six hundred college students and working

class youth traveled to Champaign, Illinois

from around the country the weekend of

November 19. Throughout the 2 days, people

debated what the new organization should

stand for and how to build a powerful

movement among youth to link up with the

growing American workers movement.

People testified to the increasing attacks

and abuses facing us, as well as the many

lessons we've learned in fighting back. Youth

from New York City spoke about blocking

Wall Street's Stock Exchange this past

summer demanding jobs. In a city where

unemployment has jumped to over 60 per

cent for minority youth while hospitals,

firehouses, and construction projects are

closed down for "lack of funds" the RCYB
plans to continue to target the source of the

crime. Someone from Chinatown in San

Francisco" described the battle at the In-

ternational Hotel where hundreds of

mounted police broke through crowds of

demonstrators to evict retired tenants. Why?
A parking lot near the business district is a

better investment than low-cost housing.

Another woman told about joining with

others to break up a public Ku Klux Klan rally

in Columbus, Ohio, and how these hooded

scum of the land are nothing but tools of the

rich ruling class. We saw a film made by

students in California in the course of

fighting the Bakke decision and University

ties with corporate investments in South

Africa.

Alan Canfora spoke of another key battle

that raged In the fall, the buildtng of a gym at

Kent State University. He pointed out that

when threatened the authorities called out

riot police and used tear gas against

demonstrators in 1977, just as they'd called

out the National Guard seven years ago.

Exploding the myth that Vietnam was a

mistake and U.S. imperialism a thing of the

past, the Iranian Students' Association

exposed President Carter's latest arms deals

with the fascist Shah of Iran. Our country's

rulers are still up to their elbows interfering in

other countries and creating new weapons

taster than the old ones can be tested.

Meanwhile they tell us to watch out for the

real imperialists in Russia. To us one mafia

tx)ss looks as bad as the next.

This is the situation we youth are faced

with in 1978; only the particulars vary from

the big city ghettos to the college

classrooms. On campus, as tuitions rise and

budgets tighten up the trustees sincerely

promise us that back-stabbing competition

will get us everywhere, despite the shaky

state of the economy. However, should our

grade point averages droop the best the

corporate planners can promise us is a hot

seat in a cab. The RCYB says "The Future is

Ours if We Dare to Take it." Instead of

sticking our noses in textbooks for four years

while these problems continue to grow

throughout society. Our organization plans

to take on the different abuses heaped on us,

mobilize youth in support of the workers of

this country, and put forward a different

future to look to-fighting to overthrow the

rule of the capitalists and to establish the rule

of the working class-socialism.

Bob Avakian, Chairman of the

Revolutionary Communist Party, pointed out

that in struggling to transform society we
need to learn from history and take up the

historical outlook of the working class,

Marxism- Leninism. Only this philosophy

explains the problems of today, while

pointing the way forward to eliminating

Hxploitation altogether and establishing

classless society, communism. The RCYB
will take on other ideas promoted by our

nation's rulers, ideas like white supremacy or

the religious mysticism of the "Moonies". At

the same time we intend to popularize just

what communism stands for, basicly the

exact opposite of what we've been taught

since kindergarten.

To start off the semester, we'll be

orqanizing support for the national miner's

strike, presently in its tenth week. This

showdown between the United Mineworkers

of America and the coal operators is a key

battle for the whole working class right now.

As students and youth we can aid them in

striking a blow against the same class of

people responsible for our own problems.

Sandra Carabineris is a member of the

Revblutionary Communist Youth Brigade.

By DAMON THOMAS

"Another thing is to deal with our

needs in the central cities, where the

unemployment rate is extremely

high. Here a CCC type program

would be appropriate, "Jimmy Carter

"A CCC type program in New
York City is critically important—

where so many youth are out of

work and all social services have

been cut down."
Vice-president Walter Mondale

It's interesting to observe how Jimmy
Carter and the Democrats are trying

especially hard to come off as the "party of

the working man" and the "common
people." With proposals like the Humphrey-

Hawkins Bill and recent promises like the

ones above, they say they will put the

government to work in the interests of the

people, and wipe out unemployment and

inflation.

They like to point to Franklin D. Roosevelt

and the New Deal as examples of how they

would deal with economic crises. The legend

has it that Roosevelt and the Democrats

bestowed many rights on the passive,

starving people, like the rights to unions and

unemployment insurance, and that they

saved the country from the depression

through the government programs like the

CCC (Civilian Conservation Corps) men-

tioned above. Now Carter is talking about

instituting the same sort of programs.

The 1930's were hard times. Millions of

families had no one working — rents could

not be paid, food could not be bought.

Youths rode the railroads from city to city,

desperately looking for jobs. Huge factories

stood idle, the capitalist owners unable to

continue production because there was no

profit in it. At the same time, millions of

people began questioning why life had to be

this way, what this capitalist system was all

about.

Roosevelt, a man backed by bankers and

millionaires, also tried to paint himself as a

friend of the working man, appealing to

people to rely on him and to get out of the

streets. Faced with the massive struggles of

millions demanding unemployment In-

surance, he and the rest of the bankers and

capitalists were forced to concede It - only

then to act like this was a gift out of the

goodness of their heart. He then used this

same mask to cover the real purpose of his

work programs.

The CCC was one of these programs, and

is a good example of the way politicians then

and now pose as friends of the working man.

It called for establishing 250,000 jobs for

youth between 18 and 25, who would be paid

$1 a day for work at "reforestation" (planting

trees). Even at face value this was no rriore

than a crumb thrown to the four million

youth who were out of a job In 1933. Still

hundreds of thousands of youth, many who

had lost complete hope of ever getting work,

signed up for the program, seeing it as

certainly better than nothing.

However this was not the main problem

with the program — a lousy job at a lousy

wage. It's main problem was its hidden

attack on people like the youths' parents,

who had been laid off from millions of jobs,

and its moves to "militarize" the youth and

to develop them Into shock troops for the

needs of the government.

Instead of the 40-hour work week that was
promised, the people were forced to work all

seven days of the week, twelve hours a day,

with an additional two or three hours of

military drill daily. All for the same $1 a day. A
system of fines and "pay dockings" was
developed by the military officers for those

who got out of line or stopped working. This

was a big part of the CCC programs that

Carter and Mondale praise so highly. Youth

were used as a slave labor force, taking up
the jobs of workers who needed to feed

families — while the capitalists and their

government made a needed extra profit by

getting the same things built (roads, dams,

bridges) for much lower wages.

the Inherent Tightness of our fight

is becoming more and more ap-

parent as the months go by. We will

overcome.

In solidarity/ all unsianed
Editorials are ttie majority opinion

of the Collegian Board of Editors.

The facts show that the U.S. government

was cleariy trying to use the CCC to drive

unemployed youth out of the cities — where

they could be a rebellious threat to capitalist

rule — and into labor camps where they

could be organized and potentially used by

the government in the interests of the ruling

class either in a war or against the workers

movement at home.

As eariy as 1933 Chief of Staff MacArthur

made "CCC Reports" part of his annual

military reports to the Department of War. In

1936 the War Department had a detailed plan

drawn up for tightening the military control

of the camps and using them against the

"coming union drives" and strikes. The

camps were completely under the control of

the War Department (now named Depart-

ment of "Defense") and were located mainly

in old army camps. The youth wore uniforms

and were bossed by regular military In-

structors.

The CCC type programs "like that of

Roosevelt" that Carter and Mondale talk

about would certainly not be a carbon copy

of the one in the 30's, but they would have

many of the same purposes. Something like

it might be used on the "city crises" going on

throughout the country which are bringing

on thousands of layoffs of city workkrs,

wage cuts, etc. With millions of youth

unemployed, who according to the Labor

Department can expect to go for a number of

years without work, the Carter-Mondale CCC
would drive the youth into taking up the

workers' jobs at a third or a quarter of the

wage costs, all under the guise of "Jobs for

Youth" and patching up our collapsing social

services. Whether or how these new CCC's

would attempt to militarize and develop the

youth Into a government won't hestltate if

it's in the interests of the ruling class to

develop such progranrw.

There is a need for a job program for youth

with decent jobs at decent wages. The CCC
"" type program that Carter and Mondale

reminisce about for the coming years is no

such program and should be opposed.

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Com-

mentator.
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if Local snow
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night and encountered no major problems.

Plows and other snow removal vehicles

were out in neiahborina communities also.

The Transit Office said UMass buses

would "probably' be running today. A
spokesperson said the system shut down at 6

p.m. Monday but no major problems were

reported.

Peter Pan buses from Springfield did not

run yesterday.

Long lines built up in dining commons on

campus. A spokesperson there said many
workers were not able to report to work and

the normal number of serving lines had to be

cut back.

Area taverns and package stores reported

business as being mixed.

The Blue Wall was reported as doing a

"fairly good business." All but the lounge of

the Top of the Campus was closed

yesterday.

Local taverns that were open reported

both good and bad business. Package stores

also reported varying business.

Meanwhile, conditions were worse outside

the western Massachusetts area.

Connecticut Governor Ella Grasso

, declared a state of emergency in her state.

All roads in the state were ordered closed

Monday night at 10 p.m. National Guard

troops were called out, and coastal flooding

was reported as storm-whipped waves

inundated low-lying areas.

Flooding was also reported on the Massa-

chusetts coast. Provincetown and Revere

were hardest hit. Governor Dukakis ordered

cars off state highways, and cars were

banned from the streets of Boston. Seventy-

five thousand customers of Boston Edison

were without power for a time, and two

storm- related deaths were reported in the

state

Nine people were killed in storm related

deaths in Rhode Island. Thirty-three inches

of snow fell on Providence and President

Carter ordered federal disaster assistance.

• /V.E weather
CONT. FROM PAGE 5

a 15-vehicle pileup on Interstate 295 in South

Portland.

A handful of cottages in the Camp Ellis

section of Saco, fishing shacks at South

Portland's Willard Beach and a newly rebuilt

sea wall in Scarborough were other

casualties o' the storm.

No deaths and few injuries were reported,

despite the furious seas and near blizzard

conditions throughout much of the state.

In New Hampshire the blizzard caused

some of the worst flooding in decades on the

seacoast

Winds of near-hurricane force slammed

waves over seawalls along the coast, forcing

the evacuation of a least 90 people who live

along the beach in Rye and Hampton.

Rye police said in some spots, water stood

three feet deep on the coast road, Route 1 A.

Area residents said the waves leveled an

eight foot high pile of boulders that had

served as a breakwater at Rye Beach for at

least three decades.
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The GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL

I tully accredited UNIVERSITY OF

ARIZONA program oilers July 3

August 1 1 anthropology art bilingual
^

educaiion. lolklore history, political

'

science Spanish language and litera

ture intensive Spanish Tuition S245:

board and room with Mexican family

S2B5 For brochure GUADALAJARA

SUMMER SCHOOL. Alumni 21!.

University of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona

85721 16021 884 4729

Art Print

Sale

Cape Cod

Lounge

Mon. thru

Friday 9-6
-m

Feb. 6-10

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1978

Winter is Here!

Outing Club Rentals

XCountry Ski Package

Mountaineering Ski Package

Snowshoes

Winter Sleeping Bags

Ice Axes

Crampons

$2.00/day

$1.50/day

.75/day

$1.50/day

.75/day

.75/day

$10 deposit

$10 deposit

$5 deposit

$10' deposit

$15 deposit

$15 deposit

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 1978

NJOYf KLOC'S

The Outing Club equipment locker is located in the Old
Bellhop Room in the passage way connecting the Campus
Center Garage with the Campus Center.

Hours are Mon.-Thurs. 3:30-6:30 p.m.
FrI. 1-3 p.m.

Telephone — 545-2020

Unusually h«avy d«m«ndt miy rtquirt our Mtting

rMlonabI* quantity limitt on soma of Iha

llama in fairnati to all cuatomara.

On sale now thru

CMMttM, wh«r» »v.llibl., »n on Mit it th. Mm. pric. u th. S-traek tap*

SS5!rFebrua2^
Some regular prices

may vary by ttore.

399
OUR REG. 5.47

EARTH, WIND A FIRE: All N All

8-TRACK, OUR REG. 5 47 4.94

399
OUR REG. 5.47

including

0«tir«« F'** Man In P»ri«

Ood Only Knowi One* In A Whilt A* H

NEIL DIAMOND:
I'm Glad You're Here With Me Tonight

8-TRACK, OUR REG 5 47 4.94

REG. 1.99

Vinyl carry caae holds

fifty 45 rpm records

DONNY & MARIE:
Winning Combi'iation

8-TR.. REG 5.47 4.94

GORDON
UGHTKXn

Endless
Wlr«
l-XluOM

0«yli3M< K«f«

I Dor I V.inci

Tf»C«l«i«V^ii

49
REG. 4.99

Pro-lonlxer record

care set includes

dual-head stylus

brush, cleaning fluid.

424
REG. 5.47

GORDON LIQHTFOOT:
Endless Wire
8-TR., REG 5 47 4.94

424
REG. 5.47

BILLY JOEL:
The Stranger

8-TR.. REG. 5 47 4.94

ARTGARFUNKEL
WATERMARK

CryrtQtnMyfieep
Setwfday Suit Mf %>i>MtM n jivt

424
REG. 5.47

ART QARFUNKEL:
Watermark
8-TR.. REG 5 47 4.94

I

^i^He zmwi^ i/IBLG
BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER

SPECIAL TUES.. WED., THURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef
^5'^

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 69<

Damon Rd., Northampton

MEN'SWEAR, WOMEN'SWEAR
EVERYTHING. IFWE SELL IT ALL,

WE STILLWONTMAKE
A NICKEL ON THIS SALE!

(this month, we don't want to make money)

We just want to clear out our stores

to make way for new Spring Fashions.

So we've priced every garment

at rocl< bottom, to mal<e sure it won't

be there next month

Our stores are crammed with a great selection

of current styles from famous makers.

This sale ends when we run out of stock,

Which could be soon at these prices.

So if you need anything for your wardrobe,

hurry in. You won't see a sale like this

one again. At least not until next February

at the Wearhouse.

HERE'S A SAMPLE OF OUR HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS:

All our Men's i All our Men's
Cords I ^^^^0^ Jeans

iev»s tcvvs

^^ ^^ except pre-wi»shed ^^ ^^

All our Men's Sweaters All our Women's Sweaters

Save 33% Save 33-75%
Men's Shirts TaII Women's
... values to $ 1

6

| DreSSCS

Save 33-75% 'values to $40

BRADLEES. KING STREET.
NORTHAMPTON 201 n. pleasant st./amherst

fi feirfieW Mall/chicopee

Collegian 13

The Traveler
New England's seasons boast of change:
Variety's the spice!

Why then, when lovers do the same,
Do people call it vice?

The sun comes up and down each day.
The tide goes in and out.

Since elements enjoy this play,

It must be fun, no doubt.

To be one's self is natural.
But nature's virtues dim
As Calvin says our actual.

True nature is to sin.

I love New England, that's quite sure.
Not only seasons, either.

But abstinence I can't endure—
I often take a breather.

- R. STEPHANIE RICHARDSON

I
Beat the high price of

{ PRECISION
I HAIRCUTS
I

5
Includes:

FIRST: a professional consultation.

SECOND: a precision style cut selected individually just for you
THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take care of your hair.

For His

A Her

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

All For $8 00
Personal Style Cut

LongHair Slightly More ShampOO & BlOW Dry

ON THE. AWED. ONLY
With this coupon only.

Limited to new customers only.

Call for appt. 549-5610

^^
COUNSELING ASSISTANCE FOR OLDER STUDENTS

STAFF AGE

Uavid Baillia 39

Paul Vasconcellas 29

Joyce Soucier 30
Linda Axline 28
Beth Keenan 22

Lynn McDonald 21

Mary Picard 22
Jay Levine 29
Nancy Thomas 24

Marco de Guzman 24

Dorothy Howard 30
Arlena Mclassic 23
Nancy Karelia 25

Peggy Pinkey 22
Kathryn Roche 25
Diane Karpovich 21

Ellen Pacini ig
Jeff Tagen 21
Mark Brenner 21

MAJOR

Psychology

Educational Research
ft Planning

Art History
Architectural Interior Design
Education-Human Services

Juvenile Justice
Sociology
Community Services
Psychology; Educational
Research and Counseling

Management

UWW Counseling
Education
Media Communications-
Inquiry Program

Art: Women's Studies
Undeclared
Home Ec. Education

Undeclared
Business
Education-Human Services

INTERESTS

Youth groups and
human services
AMHERST FOOD COOP,
cats, sports

photography, video, film

design, art

Community organizing for

healthy lives

art

weaving, nutrition, films, people
bilingual, people's advocacy
family counseling, women's
issues
health, happiness, good
karma. Spanish
women's issues, co-counseling
reading, the seashore
nutrition, alternatives.

crafts

being creative, nuclear power
music, art, skiing
photography ft crafts,

dance
politics and photography
dance, banking
outdoor education ft

family therapy

474 years

of involvement, experience, and caring

C.A.O.S. CAN MAKE
THIS UNIVERSITY SEEM

A LOT SMALLER.

CAOS i* youf tarvica oreanii'tion Thar* ara aavaral thoutand siudants juit lika vou on campus Thev ara

vatarani, raturnlng (tudanta. aacond caraar paopla oldar man and woman, tranifar ttudanta, ai^ anvona who
haa not coma to collasa diractiv from high school who ara conaidarad non-traditional Wa at CAOV want to offar

our axparlanca. our ancouragamant, and our rasourcaa in hatpins vou dafina yoursalf as a UMass studant Coma
to us tor anawara to your quastions about ragistration. financial aid. couraa salaction, caraar planning and sup
port

207 Hasbrouck
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Notices

FACULTY RECITAL
The Department of Music and Dance will

present a performance by percussionist Peter
Tanner, in "Percussion Plus" at 8 tonight in

Bowker Auditorium. The recital is free and
open to the public.

RADIO DISCUSSIONS
"Human Rights Abroad: Reality or Illusion

for U.S. Policy?" will be discussed tonight by
Mabel Garis, Vaclav Holevsovky, Charles L.

Rovertson and Michael M. Thelwell at 7:30 in

Webster Lounge. The discussion will be
broadcast live over WFCR FM radio at 88.5.

AUDITIONS
For "The Real Inspector Hound" by Tom

Stoppard and a companion piece by Agatha
Christie will take place tonight, Thursday and
Friday from 7:30-10:30 in Room 204 of the

Fine Arts Center. Sign up sheets for audition

times are posted on the Theatre Department
bulletin board or interested persons may
contact the theatre office at 545-3490.

Performance dates for the plays are March

31 through April 8. Rehearsal will begin Feb.

21 and will run through Spring break.

FILM
"Singin' in the Rain", the songs and story

of Hollywood during the advent of sound
movies; directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley
Donen; starring Debbie Reynolds, Gene Kelly

and Donald O'Connor, will be shown at 7:30
and 9:30 tonight in Wright Hall at Smith
College for $1.

FACULTY RECITAL
By Peter Tanner, percussion, of the

University Music Department at 8 tonight in
Bowker Auditorium.

COSMOLOGY LECTURE
Thomas Gold, Cornell University and Philip

Morrison, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology will debate "Certainty and
Conjecture in Cosmology" tonight at 8 in

Gamble Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke College.

BIO LECTURE CANCELLED
"How Ribosomes Recognize Messenger

RNA" scheduled for 4 this afternoon in Grad.
Research Tower A Room 203, has been
cancelled.

ART PRINT SALE
Through this Friday in the Cape Cod

Lounge from 9 a.m. -6 p.m.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

Computat
S llines:

X Idays

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDiR
HEADLINE CHOICE

AUDIO
AUTO fOR SALE
CALCULATORS
ENTERTAINMENT
FOB RENT
FOR SALE
FOUND
HELP WANTED
INSTRUCTION
LOST
MiSC

MOTORCYCLES
PERSONALS
PHOTO EQUIP
RIDE WANTED
RIDERS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
WANTED
WANTED TO RENT

OTHER:.
$1 00 extra
other headline

for

RATES Daily 45c per lint

S consec pub days. 40c per line per day,

30 consec pub days 3Sc per line per day

ion
X rate:

I

lad cost)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT

\ = NET AD COST TO BE MAILED!

;inip AP COFT
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box Use UPPER lower case characters

where they apply (Note: No ad will be set entirely m capital letters.

You are charged for the ad m increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes. (Average
word is approx 5 characters - You pay less than 6c per word!)

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name:

Phone#:. (if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. (enclosed)

Dates Classified Ad is to run-

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily Collegian

I
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003

\
I

\
I
I
I

I
I

t"

H
I
I
I
I

J
REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY'!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! RE ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Oct BIG RESULTS!

AUDIO FOR RENT

TEAC 250 cassette deck. All new rubber
parts. Asking $160 Call Tom, 549-0909.

HELP WANTED INSTRUCTION

AUTO FOR SALE

VW camper bus 68 poptop, AM FM
stereo, fully equipped, exc. cond. $1295,

665 3412.

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable Call Peg 549-5951.

71 Saab. Engine trouble, but many good
parts Call Robby, eves, 665 3460.

1970 Toyota II Corona. Exc running
condition, body work needed Call Jane
from 3 4, 253 9733, after 6 at 283-3784.

1966 Volvo 1800S Sport Coupe. 546 9679

Tired of the dorms? Don't want the
hassle of an apartment^ Get the best of

both in a warm homey atmosphere.
We're away from the hub-bub of the
University but right on UMass bus
routes. Call Barbara at 545-0162. You'll
be glad you did.

1 or 2 roomates wanted to share 2
bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Rent $225.
Et utilities. Call 253-9814.

Female roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt. in Rolling Green. Call

Beth, Brenda or Lorraine at 253-7690.

Beautiful country house 240 acres in

Buckland with rm. foi rent. UMass
students share transp. Call 625 2779

Get paid for reading, watching TV, or
studying! Night staff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher,
549 6699.

Qua!, tutor for Math 120 needed. '64631.

$.

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
reading memory & all learning skills

easily. Campus Center, Feb. 15, rm. 162:
Feb. 16, rm. 903 at 7 Et 8:30 p.m. Mr.
Morse, hypnotist, consultant M.E.D.
532-5703, free session.

RIDE WANTED
Houseboy needed. For info call 545
0939.

Interns, practicum students: opening
available in North Amherst Shelter
Home for work with court-involved
teenage boys. Recreation, counseling,
general supervision, crafts and tutoring.
Pete Christopher, 549 6699. Soon!

Needs a ride to Boston So. Shore aroe
Fridays after 2:00. Please call Peg, 549-

6806, will share expenses.

I am looking for a ride to Quebec City for

the Winter Carnival. Will share $ anc
driving. Call David 253-2954.

SERVICES

62 Mercedes Black, red interior, AM FM,
4 radials & snows in excellent condition.

Good buy Asking $1200. Call eves 256-
0511.

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

Applications for the spring SSTS bus
driver training program will be given to

the first 100 qualified people on Feb. 9 in

Campus Center Room 904 at 7 p.m.
Qualifications: you must be over 18,

have held a car license for at least 1 year

6 be a UMass degree student with at

least 3 semesters remaining Bring proof
of f 'iss year h license. Plan to obtain
Class Two learner's permit on your own.
The SSTS is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action employer.

One bedrm in beautiful country farm
house, available Feb. 1, 1978 Call 659-

3542.

FOR SALE

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 91/2. These
boots are two years old but have only

been worn on two occasions. $25 will

buy you these boots. If interested, call

253 5873.

Organ and amplifier available for quick

sale $300 or best offer. Call nights 549,

4834

Double bed. $20. Call 467 9801.

5 cubic ft refrigerator, $90. 256-0188.

New trunk, $30 or BO. Call 6-6597.

CCM skates, size 10 549-3607, eves. $X.

Can't afford to pay for undesireable
Dining Commons food? Work as a
houseperson and get good home
cooked meals. Meal tickets are refun-
dable. Call Barbara at 545-0162.

CALCULATORS

.ollege Calculators— low prices — 1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tl E»

Commodore -TI59 $220, TI58 $93, TI57

$60, TI55 $53, TI40 $22-COMM4190
$40, COMM4148 $25, all HP's b Sharps
available College Calculators is now
four yrs old' Before you buy anywhere
else call Bob or Chris 549 1316 (even) or

1 739 9626 (Spnngfield daytime).

CARS SNOWMOBILES-PARTS

Stereo AM/FM/8 track. Receiver and
speakers. $50 or best offer. Call Jefi

2535849

Zoo Mass shirts 3.75 sz's S, M, L, colors
black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.

Send $ and address to Box 436 Sun-
derland MA.

Rossignol skis 170's Used once. BO.
Call Lynn 549-6555. Excellent condition.

Woman's down haad ski parker size

9/10. Exc. condition. Must sell Call 549-

5951.

Refrigerator, dorm size -5.6 cu, ft.,

nearly new, excellent condition, $75 or

BO. Jerry 549 3827.

Non-work study positions open in

Collegian Graphics Department.
Minimum 15 hrs./wk., two semester
commitment. Jobs are open in this

field, and experience here will help.

No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb. 8.

My Honda 3S0 needs engin^ removed,
new kickstarter shaft. Work spare hours
on campus. I supply parts. 253-7374.

Mdple house, a psychiatric halfway
house is offering full-time and part-

time internships starting at $40 per
week. No live-in positions. Super-
vision provided. Credit available
through sfudents' academic in-

stitutions. Send resume to 460 Maple
St., Holyoke, Mass.

Work study students- guidebook of

Appropriate Technology seeking:
photojournalist, researcher and graphics
artist. For info call Energy Office, 545-

0962.

Work studies wanted. Flexible hours.
Call Alexis at 545 0003.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875

Overweight? Try the one that works!
Famous US Women's ski team diet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order
today! Send $3: Fem-Art, Box 3351,
Logan, Utah 84321.

TRAVEL

Jobs on ships! American. Fo^-eign. No
experience required. Exc. pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job rr career.

Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles,

Puerto Rico Paradise Gambling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida). 8 days Et 7 nights. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call

Reade 546-5000 or 5-3500.

WANTED

Used Box spring and mattress for dbl.

bed wanted. Call 549-6916.

Wanted: a single or double bed — mattress
and box spring or just mattress. Price
negotiable. 253-2107.

If your selling a used couch call Pat at
256 8047.

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing

is believing. Ask for it at the UM
bookstore ^

Stereo system BtC960 turntable RTRExp
8 speakers. LA750 amp exc condition
$300 Moving many other items. 253-

5359

Part-time houseboy wanted. Good food
in exchange for light kitchen duties. Call

Kathy S. between 6-8 pm, 545 2735.

PERSONALS

The graveyard is not a dead endl Let
WMUA prove it: The Unknown
Deejay -Tuesday night, 2 a.m. 6 am.;
Lisa Wait Thursday night, 2 a.m. 6
a.m.; Perry Adier Saturday night, 2
a.m. 6 am.

Roommate wanted. Female non-
smoker. 2 bdrm apt. $115/mo includes

utils. 256 6388.

1 roommate wanted to share 4 bed apt.
Male non-smoker pref. $90 per mo., util.

incl. Next to campus. Ask for Mark, 549-
4470.

Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Call Andy at

545-2306 or Julie or Skip at 253-3§41 $75
per mo. & util.

REACH 25 000 READERS DAILY" "LITTLE AOS GE r BIG RE SUITS"" REACH 26 000 READERS DAILY"" REACH 25 000 HEADERS DAIl Y"' LITTLE ADS GET BIG RE SUl TS Rf ATM .", 000 Ml AOf RS P All Y

Notices
SUMMER COUNSELING

Applications fon Student Group Leaders
will be accepted at Room 123, Berkshire

House until Friday, Feb. 10.

AIKIDO
All are welcome to practice and learn this

meditative, non-aggressive martial art for

health, peace and self-defense. UMass Aikiki

meets at Boyden Gym wrestling room
Wednesdays and Fridays from 7-9 p.m..

Sundays Zazen from 9-9:30 a.m., Aikido

9:30-11:30 a.m. Wear loose clothing.

THEATRE 110
Will meet again today at 5 p.m. in Rand

Theatre at the Fine Arts Center. This meeting

is for those enrollees who missed Monday's
meeting. Those who attended Monday's
meeting need not attend.

LECTURE ON WOMEN
"What Happened in Houston and What it

Means for Women" by Ruth Mehrtens
Galvin, in the Archives Conference Room at

Neilson Library, Smith College at 2:30 p.m.

Wed. and Thurs.

Feb. 8 & 9

LUNA
and

BAILEY BROS

HYPNOSIS

SELF HYPNOSIS

Introductory Class.

See Classifieds

Under Instruction

Fri. & Sat.

Feb. 10 & 1 1

CLEAN LIVING
also

TEX LofnOUNTfllN
and

PflT DeCOU

EVERY SUNDAY
GEORGE T. GREGORY

/ Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel.665-4937

NOW AREA PREMIERE AT
TWO LOCAL THEATRES!

An ^1 too human comed>.

AMHERST Cinema
Eves 7 00& 9 00
Sat/Sun Mat 5:00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

eves 7 00 and 9 00

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 5Q A aiCI MOUNTAIN fAHMS M«llCSH-alOO PQuH 9-HADltr MASS

.^ [ )
I

' ;
IS 5

.

.'tNS Wi I anil CAor- ••: •

.All' \l F N ' S f * ^.

GEORGE BURNS -JOHN DENVER

/ - Is it Funny!

GodrENDS
TUES

p(j SUN. -THTJP.dlS 6:30). 8:30

^^ FRI. -SAT. (Tl$5:15)-7:4S 9:$S

A^Matlnes(Sat.ae, ..

\^ Sun. )
'="*"

CLINT
EASTWOOD

THE
GAUNIl-ET
FINAL WEEK

SUN. -THURUTIS 6:15)- 8:30

PHI. -SAT. (Tl$$:0O) 7:30- 9:55

^Matln»«(Sat.ac«.|c

Sun. )^''*

PGi

CLOSE
GNCOUNT6R5

Of TH€ THIRD KIND

W€ ARC NOT
ALON€

RtCHARO 0«€YFUSS
SnN.-THTTR.(TlS6:00)-8:30

PR I. -SAT.(TlS4:4$i 7:30 9:55|

lM«tlne«(Sat.*2 «„
Sun. )

"SEMI-TODGHmi lusTomisoil
BDIT IITROLOS

SUN. -THUR.dlS 6:30-8:30

FRI. -SAT. (Tl$$:15).7:45»:5$|

|Matlnae(Sat.ac,
Sun, )

2:30

REDUCED AOUIT NT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS LIMITED TO SEATING

ZIONIST SYMPOSIUM
"Israel in Transition: From Labor to Likud

— The Changing Ambiance" with Professor

B. Avishai and Rael Jean Issaace in CC 165 at

8 p.m.
LECTURE

By Terry Myers, director of the Investors

Responsibility Research Center, South Africa

in Gamble Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke
College at 7:30 p.m.
HISTORY 201

Students in the Tuesday discussion
section of Lizzie Borden should attend

another session this week.
WILDLIFE MEETING

Meeting tonight at 7:30 in Holdsworth 203.

COLLEGIATE FLYING CLUB
Monday meeting held tonight at 7:30 in CC

904. All are invited.

WALLET LOST
Black wallet lost somewhere betweerT

Hicks and the library. Cards are not usable
without knowing codes. If found, call 546-

1236. Thank you.
JACKET LOST

Blue down jacket lost in Campus Center.

Blue Wall Bar

in the Campus Center

Wed.-Sat.

Renegade

An epic drama
of adventure
and
exploration!

Program Council Films Presents:

King of

Hearts
starring: Alan Bates

Thurs., Feb. 9-7, 8:45

ft 10- $1.00 CCA.

MGM ..,s,-.^. STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

2001
a space odyssey

SUPER PANAVISION-- METROCOLOR

Tonight
5:30. 8:00. 10:30

CCA $1.00

NOW AREA PREMIERE AT
TWO LOCAL THEATRES'

An ^1 too human comedv
„i,.~inl

•'

..i^

AMHERST Cinema
Eves 7 00 & 9 00
Sat Sun Mat 5 00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

eves 7 00 and 9:00

ends tues both theatres

2B2 » Bifi

»1

says

WEDNESDAY

MIGHELOB NIGHT
Free Munchies

12 oz. 60^ Bottles

Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

iLmsm^
^- • t^e *-• * (ic**--:

^^«B(WfW^^«^«-'
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Notices
Will the Smegma-head who apparently
ripped it off please return it ... it's cold
outside Call 545-3500 or 549-4834.
MUS/C THEATRE GUILD

Meeting tonight in CC 908 at 6. Slides from
Verona " will be shown for the last time. All

members asked to attend,

COMMUTER COLLECTIVE MEETING
Meeting today from 4:^-7 p.m. in CC 805-

809
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meetir.g tonight at 7 in Hasbrouck 44. New
and old members welcome.
UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT

Meeting tonight at 8:30 in CC 165. All

members must attend or contact Bob at 256-
8040 All others interested urged to attend.
DONOR CENTER 0'='EN

The UMass Blood Donor Center will be
open today fror 3-8 p.m. in Public Health
Building Room N344.

ANIMAL HUMANE SOCIETY
Interested in protecting animals' rights?

Help save animals that are cruelly treated and
e)^perimented on. Call Lori at 546-9594.
ISRAELI DANCING

Hillel will sponsor Israeli dancing every
Wednesday night in Cape Cod Lounge.
Beginners at 7:30; advanced at 8:30 and
requests from 9:15-end. This is not a class
but instruction is provided. Everyone is

welcome; join us.

MIND GAMES
Games of wit, cunning, and strategy at the

Strategy Games Club. New people welcome.
There will be a meeting tonight in CC 165
from 5-12.

OPEN HOUSE
At Phi Mu Delta Friday, Feb. 10 from 8-1.

DJ music by Steve O'Connor. Come party
with us.

JUDO CLUB
Instruction and workouts every Tuesday

and Thursday night from 7-9 in Boyden
wrestling room. Everyone welcome. In-

structor is Steve Hoyle, black belt.

UHAU POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Orchard Hill Area Government Vice

President and Secretarial elections are

scheduled for 9 p.m., Sunday, Feb. 12 in

Dickinson Main Lounge. Hill residents in-

terested in these positions should contact
Mark Hergenrother at 309 Grayson, 546-

6930.
CREDIT UNION
The UMass Student Federal Credit Union,

located in the Colonial Lounge of the
Student Union, is open from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., Monday through Friday. The UMSFCU
is here to serve you.

GRAYSON POSITION
R.A. position available in Grayson House.

Applications may be picked up in H.R.'s

apartment and are due Monday, Feb. 13.

Interviews are Feb. 13 and 15. We are an
affirmative action employer.
FONTANE LECTURE

Henry H. Remak, professor of German and
comparative literature at Indiana University,

WET FEET?

Iimberland boou

completely waterproof

insulated — 20^

mm APRE'S SKI BOOTS

Reg 29 99 Sale $12.00

IMQSALE
20 Styles

Limited Sizes

up to 50% off

Sheepskin Coat Sale

Reg $289 Now $199.00

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-«Mon-Sat 253-5135

will speak on "Theodor Fontane and the
Nineteenth Century" tonight at 8 in Seelye
Hall 10 at Smith College.

GEOLOGY LECTURE
The Five College University geology

lecture will be presented by James D. Hays,
Columbia University, who will speak on
"Orbital Changes and the Ice Ages" tonight
at 8 in McDonell Hall at Smith College.
FILM
"The Gospel According to St. Matthew"

will be shown today at 3 in McDonell Hall

and 7:30 in " aham Hall, Fine Arts Center,
both at Smith College. Free.

VIDEO PROJECT MEETING
The University Center for Video held its

first general meeting this semester tonight at

7:30 in the new UCV studio space near the
back of the Hatch. Come get involved in

video workshops, the upcoming video side-

walk series, production projects and more.

HEAD COUNSELORS &
COUNSELORS

for small summer camp

Cain -684-3723

or wrrte to

HELENA WEBB
136 No. E^AtSt.

Holyoke, Mass. 01040

r There IS • diffgrence!!! SXtf^

^ PREPARE FOR:

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
ViO- • SAT

Our broad range ot programs provides an umbrellk ol test-

ing know-how that enables us to oiler the t}est preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings & week-
ends all year Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make-ups
for missed lessons at our centers

AMHERST MCAT CLASS
STARTS FEB. 18

CALL OUR LOCAL PHONE NO 253 2260

CLASSES IN AMHERST
Celt Boaton for Info
28 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA 02116

417.261-5150

Outside NY State Only

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840

I
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TV mini-series portrays Dr. King
NEW YORK \UPI] - Portraying a living

person or one still vividly remembered is no
easy job for an actor.

P?ul Winfield admits he thought twice
before agreeing to portray the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.

The famed American civil rights leader's

widow, Coretta King, would be standing by
in judgment. Four King children would be

taking part in the drama, produced as a

three-part, one-hour television mini-series on
NBC 9-11 p.m. Eastern standard time Feb.

12, 13 and 14. And the film would be made in

Georgia where thousands of people have
their own strong memories of personal
association with the late Nobel Peace Prize

recipient killed by an assassin just a decade
ago.

Campus Carousel

By Tony Granite

Special to the Collegian

LECHEROUS LIMERICKS... a contest for

college students offers $50 for the best

example of this "folk art" submitted by
March 1 to President Robert N. Rue,

Mohegan Community College, Norwich,
Conn.
Hue says he hopes to rejuvenate limericks

and discourage bathroom graffiti. "A
ought to be bawdy... but should not be
crude," he says.

Popular early in the century, limericks have
been collected since 1820. The Encyclopedia
Britannica lists this example: "A tutor who
taught on the flute/ Tried to teach two
tooters to toot./ Said the two to the
tutor/ Is it harder to toot, or/ To tutor two
tooters to toot?"

TENUOUSNESS OF TENURE in Academe is

even reaching college presidents, these days.

Latest victim is Dr. John Pruis of Ball State
U., Muncie, Ind. He comes up for the third

renewal of five-yec r contracts, if he survives
a move by the f-aculty Senate to win a
majority no-conf,dence vote in his ad-
ministration.

Complainants charge Pruis had "shifted

the school's priorities from education and
charged a lack of communication." Until

1960, Ball State U. had been one of the few
remaining state teachers colleges in the
country.

CAMPUS JOCKS are giving up their bar
bells in the Indiana U. gyms after discovering
coeds ignore the Mr. Atlas physique for

"moderately proportioned males with small
buttocks and a moderately large chest."
A story in the Indiana Daily Student gives

the results of a recent study of sexual
preferences of college undergraduates that

also reveals that male undergrads prefer

moderately built women with larger than
average busts.

"I thought about the part a lot before I

took it." Winfield said one recent afternoon.
"First, I felt an almost overburdening

sense of responsibility, not only to him but to

an awful lot of people who had given up their

lives for his beliefs. I knew I'd have to get
over that sense of awe very quickly."

Once Winfield accepted the role, the real

challenge began. "There was a lot of con-
fusion," he remembered. "I talked to a lot of

people. And there are literally thousands of

King experts who knew exactly what he was
like. Some people say he was always
laughing, others that he was extremely
serious. Some say he was extremely volatile,

that he had a very short temper. Others say
he would never lift his hand.

"Obviously he was a very human person
with as many faults as the rest of us. Others
think he was a saint. There are aspects about
that that are very difficult for me to

disbelieve. He certainly came at the right

time — and used his time well. He brought
about a lot of changes."
The drama is entitled simply "King"

starring Cicely Tyson as Coretta King.

Winfield and Tyson had only recently

completed a movie about teenage drug
addiction, "A Hero Ain't Nothin' But a

Sandwich." "King" would be their second
collaboration since the 1972 film "Sounder"
brought each an Oscar nomination.

Winfield, a resident of San Francisco, first

became involved in the "King" project a year

ago. Filming was done between June and
September, mostly in Macon, Ga. "W

;

finished the last voice overs a few weeks
ago, so it's been almost a year," he said.

"I think the best advice I got was when I

spoke to Daddy King They introduced me to

him as the man who was going to play

Martin. I said, 'Is there anything you'd like to

tell me about your son that migtit help me?'
He sort of looked at me and said, 'Well, there

was only one Martin.' That was the end of

the conversation.

The eldest of King's children, his daughter
Yolanda, will be seen as Mrs. Rosa Parks, the
black woman arrested in Montgomery,
Alabama, in 1955 for refusing to surrender
her bus seat to a white passenger. The in-

cident was the first to cast King in the role

that would name him a world leader in the
struggle for human rights. Martin Luther
King III and two other sons appear briefly in

the drama along with his sister Edith.

The "King" series early on set off a
controversy along lines King himself would
have recognized. Coretta King praised the
script by writer-director Abby Mann for its

portrayal of her late husband as a "great and
noble man."
The Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, King's

successor as head of the civil rights

organization ha founded, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, declared
the project "very much displeased him" for

showing King as weak.

Winfield said he found the role deeply
affecting. He had never met King but recalled

first seeing him speak in Los Angeles, his

own hometown, in 1960.

"At my age — I was about 16 —
I had a

kind of urban chauvinism, I guess. I was
much more impressed by other black
speakers. Dr. King had this southern accent
and talked slowly and reasonably. He didn't

seem to be talking to the problems of my
neighborhood.

Entertainment
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Your Birthday
WEDNESDAY, FEBRU-

ARY 8

Born today, you have
good business sense,
though your interests may
not romplement it. You
may dislike business in-

volvements and look for-

ward to activities that em-
ploy your artistic talents.

You are instinctively very
creative. You may rebel

against training that would
channel your creativity

along profitable lines,

which is at odds with your
business sense, but you
will satisfy yourself
through intuitive applica-

tion of the creative urge.

Your aptitude for
finances should bring you a
small fortune by your mid-
dle years, but with your
penchant for life's luxuries

you could go through that

fortune in short order,

leaving you later as much
in need of lucrative en-

terprise as when you start-

ed. You enjoy working with

others, though you are not

communicative about the

pleasure you take from it.

Your quiet, determined at-

titude sometimes leads co-

workers to believe errone-

ously that you are disinter-

ested.

Impulsively extravagant
at times, you must guard
against overspending, par-

ticularly if you are respon-

sible for others. Children
who depend on you must be
protected from thr impul-

sivness that could cause
them to go without li ' 's

necessities as well as tho

luxuries.

To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corrosponding paragraph

THURSDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 9

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20
Feb. 18) - Indulge your
speculative streak. Choose
wisely and investments
should pay handsomely.

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) ~ Cleverness with
finances make you valu-

able to friends in an eco-

nomic bind. Give an opin-

ion.

ARIESI March 21-April

19) - Don't be surprised at

financial reverses today.

Friends of friends bring

new hope at evening.
TAURUS ( April 20-May

20) - You can save much of

what you recently earned,
if you know when to say no.

Don't be persuaded unwill-

ingly.

GEMINI ( May 20 ) - Seek
the truest, best-meant
advice. Loved ones may be
too involved to be objec-

tive.

CANCER(June 21-July

22) - Rose colored glasses

may be worn safely today.

You know what is real

without having to lo6k at it.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

You should get along well

with a partner. Don't pro-

pose too many unusual no-

tions at>out the future.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
- There should be no cause
for fear today. Don't ex-

pect another to share profit

if you haven't shared work
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct. 22 )~

Your knack of seeing a

good business venture be-

neath an unassumitig fa-

cade should .stand you in

good stead.

SCORPIO(()ct!>3-
Nov.21 ) - Seek personal as
well as intellectual knowl-
edge of another, or you
cannot expert gain
SAGITTARIUS' Nov 22-

Der.21 1
-- A partnership is

e x t r < • in c 1 > s u e c e s .•< t u 1

today, especiallj if ou
take a personn! appi '^ uh
to [)r(»l>i

(AIM K\ He '2-

.lan l'» Vour aiTibition

should prevent your oa.smg

your effort at the wrong
time Keep to a moderate
approach.

Cupyrmhl. I'i7«

Unitrd Feature Syndicate ItK-
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In a game that matched the current No 1 and No. 4 teams in New England,
Derick Claiborne prepares to let go a jumper in a one point loss to Providence
College. In a poll released today, the Friars were named the top team in NE, with
the Minutemen 4th. (Staff photo by P. Dobbs)

Friars number one in NE,
Massachusetts rated 4th
BOSTON [UP/] - Providence keeps losing to teams out of the region, but in New England

the Friars still are on top.

Despite three losses in a week's span. Providence received 4 of 15 first place votes cast by
New England's coaches to retain its No. 1 rating in the weekly UPI ratings.

Providence, which thrashed Rhode Island, 79-59, Saturday after straight losses to DePaul,
Villanova and St. Bonaventure, collected 69 of a possible 70 points. The Friars are 17-4.

Fairfield, 17-2, picked up the other first-place vote cast and a second-place total of 48
points. The Stags' last win on Saturday night was an 82-78 squeaker over Manhattan.

Holy Cross and Massachusetts, two teams who had been No. 1 earlier in the season, staged
a third-place battle that was won by the Crusaders. The fight for third reflected the recent
head-to- head competition between the two teams: Holy Cross clubbed the Minutemen in the
Colonial Classic final on Jan. 28 and Massachusetts came back five nights later to nip the
Crusaders in Worcester on Ehc Williams' 30 foot buzzer beater.

Holy Cross, 16-4 heading into tonight's game at Notre Dame, garnered 39 points, while
Massachusetts, 11-5 going into tomorrow night's eastern Eight contest at Rutgers, received
36 points.

Boston College, 14-7, including a stunning win against Georgetown last week, jumped into
fifth place with 1 1 points, one ahead of Rhode Island, 14-7.

Maine received three points to finish seventh.
Points are awarded on a descending scale, with a first-place vote worth five points.

MONDAY DISCO PARTY
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All you need is love.

I K ) BIJSC VOLIA

A Warm And
Wonderful
Book About
The Largest
Experience
In Life

1

J Now in paperback. $1.95

FAWCEIT
CREST

UMASS HANG GLIDIHG CLUB
offers Hang Gliding Lessons at Vz price.

Free use of club kites.

First meeting of the semester 8:00 p.m.,

Thursday, February 9 Campus Center,

Rm. 905-909

All 5-college students welcome

" SHOE STORE

Amherst, Massachusetts

THIRTYNINE SOUTH PLEASANT STREET

Vision Showcase

We also
carry
fashion styles by
Diane Von Furstenberg
tt Oscar De La Rant
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

( formerly House of Vision)

Kent Whalon— Licensed Optician

We are Specialists in:

Fashion Eyewear
Contact Lenses
Emergency Replacements
Free Adjustments Anytime
We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms MalL Hadley 584-8324

adeei

1BK DEUIXE BURGERS
FORONDTd.

Good at all (xjrticipating Hardees. Please piesent this coupon before ordering

One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any viIps tnx.

This coupon not good in combination with any other offeis

coupon expirfis ? ?1 78* Haidecx
of Hadley
430 Russell Street

<^ Hartley, Mass.

I

I

I

I

I

I

BlueMTall
Bar

U-Mass
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TODAY
Wrestling vs. New Hampshire home 7 p.m.
Men's Track at Dartmouth 1 p.m.
Men's Swimming vs. Amherst home 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW
Men's basketball at Rutgers 8 p.m.

Women's basketball vs. Bridgewater home 4 p.m.

Worinen's JV basketball vs. Bridgewater home 2 p.m.

^.
Versus
Rutgers

Basketball
Game

Wednesday Afternoon

Large Color Screen
Replay

Game Time 3:30

OFFICE
of The

PRESIDENT
There currently exist openings for undergraduates to serve on the

following University committees:

Academic Matters Council.

Athletics Council

Arts and Science Curriculum Committee

Distinguished Teacher Awards Committee

Discipline Board
Foreign Language Requirement Review Board

Health Council

Human Subjects Review Committee

Meal Ticket Exemptions Board

Multi-Campus Budget and Planning Committee

Balanced Parking and Transportation Council

Scholarships and Financial Aid Committee

Student Organizing Project Board

Selection Committee for Ombudsman
ad hoc Committee to Study the Freshman Year

Massachusetts State Student Association

Member for Collegian Publishing Board

Any interested undergraduates should come up to 430 Student Union

Building to pick up an application No previous experience is

necessary, just a willingness to help other students .

STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION

^iS .>>' »V»T«? >«.* « • '' ' • • • »' »,'4?', ». . .• , ,,».«,* .^1^*.' .-'.SA- '

Coach Jack Leaman offers encouragement to stellar guard Alex Eldridge, who
in turn vents his enthusiasm in the PC game. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL — Women's intercollegiate fastpitch softball practice is now

being held at NOPE, Monday-Friday, 6:30-8:00 p.m. If you have any questions contact

Coach Dianne Thompson at 220 Boyden, 5-2845.

SCHEDULE CHANGES — Yesterday's men's basketball game changed to tomorrow at

Rutgers, 8 p.m. Tomorrow's men's basketball game vs. Northeastern changed to Thurs.,

Feb. 16. Yesterday's men's track meet at Dartmouth changed to today. Yesterday's

women's basketball game changed to tomorrow vs. Bridgewater. Varsity at 4 p.m., JV at 2
p.m.

JARYIS HEIGHTS

APARTMEHTS

The verdict is...

come see our spacious

two bedroom garden

apartments and JUDGE

for yourself

Rtntals at $255-montli

WaM to wall earpatins

NO saeurlty dapot*t

Utilitias paid (no hooting bills,

no olootric bills)

30 days loaso

Multlplo occupanoy allowrod

Studonts woleomo

\

t

Conveniently located on Jarvis Avenue, Holyoke one mile west of Exit 16 West off I 91.
Only 20 minutes from Amherst.

MARKEN PROPERTIES

539-9500

532-9428

667 Main St.

Holyoke
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Efficient forechecking has led to four straight wins for UMass. Minutemen left

winger Nick Carney 120), is pictured here pursuing the puck in a recent win over

Merrimack. Center Lincoln Flagg (18) and right winger John Peters (12) await
possible developments from Carney's pursuit and hustle. (Photo by Don Sand-
strom)

Cinderella icemen defying odds
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

Two events in the UMass — University of

New Haven hoclcev game last Saturday night

(won by UMass 8-3) at Orr rink, reflect the

growing confidence and capability of a team
that the so-called hocl^ey experts said

"would be lucky if they win four games this

year."

Both events involved UMass goaltender

John Riley.

In the first five minutes of play, Riley came
charging 10 feet out of his net to poke the

puck with his stick behind the net, which
prevented a dangerous New Haven scoring

threat and gave the Minutemen control of

the puck.
In the last five minutes of the game, Riley

skated over to the bench with a 7-2 UMass
lead in favor of back-up Paul McCann to take

a well deserved rest.

Both events would have been unthinkable

a month ago when the UMies possessed a

disappointing 3-6 record, but the icemen
have won four games in a row after opening

1978 with a tie and are now the proud
owners of a respectable 7-6-1 record.

"It was nice to go to the bench," said

Riley, "it's been a long time since I've been
there."

After opening the 1977-78 season with a 4-

1 win over New England College last

November 16, the Minutemen lost five

games in a row and the season seemed a lost

cause.

But early last December something
happened - the Minutemen snapped their

losing streak and at the same time realized

they could not only play with, but beat a

Division II powerhouse. The icemen knocked
off Army 4-0. A team that had posted a 21-6-

1 mark in the 1976-77 season.
•

Since the Army victory, the Minutemen

have won 6 lost 1 and tied 1 . The Minutemen

have also added two more Division II

powerhouses to their list of victims - Holy

Cross (3-2) and Merrimack (7-6).

The Merrimack victory last Friday night at

Orr rink was particularly sweet because the

Warriors were tne defending Division II

champs and the Minutemen hadn't beaten
the Warriors in four years.

"They deserved the victory," said
Merrimack hockey 'coach Thorn Lawler.
"They (UMass) were fired up tonight and
were able to come from behind. I'm a little

disappointed in our kids though."

There was bedlam in the UMass locker
room after the Merrimack game.

"It's great being part of a team like this,"

said defenseman Barry Milan. "All the kids
pulled through and never gave up. The fans
were great. They helped us a lot. Playing in

front of a large crowd is a lot better than
twenty people."

Riley, who has been a tower of strength in

goal all year, was practica'iy speechless, "all I

can say is this is a great team and an un-
believable victory."

"We'je finally gettiny together as a team
and starting to win," added left winger Nick
Carney.

Co captain Bill White reiterated his

statement that the UMies are going to
"surprise people" and brother Bob, the other

co-captain, said, "this game (Merrimack)
shows what this team can do."

"This was the biggest win I've ever been
involved in, including tournament play in

high school," said defenseman Dean Liacos.

The 1977-78 UMass Minutemen hockey
team is the Boston Bruins of collegia hockey
in Division II. As co-captain Bill White says,
"There's no 40 goal scorers," but everybody
covers for a teammate's mistake.

All the players emphasized the fact that
the Merrimack victory was a team effort, but
Lincoln Flagg perhaps summed it up best
when he said, "You should take a quote from
everybody on this team because it was a
total team effort."

REDLINE RHETORIC - The Minutemen
entertain Bowdoin College this Friday night
and Colby College Saturday night. Both
games will begin at 8 p.m. at Orr rink.

DIRECTIONS TO ORR RINK: take route 116
south (Main Street-Amherst) from campus.
Go through two sets of traffic lights, up and
over a hil! beside Amherst College and the
hockey rink will be set away from the road on
the left side of the road.

Wrestlers to face Wildcats sans Otsuka
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will do battle

with the Wildcats of New Hampshire
tomorrow night (7:00, Boyden Auxiliary

Gym), but the Minutemen will be without the
services of star grappler Larry Otsuka.

The junior co-captain, who wrestles in the
134 pound weight class, dislocated a rib in

last week's tri-meet at Massachusetts
Maritime and will be out of the lineup for at

Like bulls locking horn* or jousting Bighorn Rams, Tony
Perry and,Southttrn Connecticut's Percy Watson tie up in a

recent match. Perry will be sitting out today's match against

New Hampshire in Boyden. (Staff photo by Marilyn

Mankowsky)

least ten days. Otsuka, 12-2-1 on the season,
will be replaced by Keith Dixon.

The Minutemen are also injured in the 118

pound weight class, as Dana Rasmussen and
Tony Perry are still out of the lineup.

"This is really going to be a tough meet
because of all the sickness and injuries," said

coach Dave Amato "We haven't lost to

UNH in nine years, and I don't want to start

now."

Amato will send in sophomore Dave Daly
at 118 pounds. Daly saw extensive varsity

action last season, but this will be his first

varsity appearance of this season.
"Dave's good on his feet," said Amato.

"and if he can avoid being caught on the
bottom he should do alright."

Amato is still undecided as to who he will

employ in the 126 pound class.

At 142 pounds, Charley Rigoglioso will be
in the lineup. Rigoglioso was impressive at

the Mass Maritime meet, as he beat his

Buccanner opponent and lost a 5-4 decision
to a runner-up national champion from
Montclair State.

Also injured is Monty Payette, so Amato
plans on using co-captain Timmy Fallon,

usually used at 150 pounds, at 158 pounds.
MiKe Carroll will go at 150 pounds.
Amato is still undecided over who he will

use in the 167 pound weight class. Either
Fred Rheault or Dave O'Brien will see action.

Bob Radiwitz will wrestle at 177 pounds,
Bob Clark will go at 190 pounds, and John
Allen will compete as the heavyweight.

"I admit we're in trouble," said Amato.
"The guys in the heavier weight classes
really have to come through with big mat-
ches for us to win.
WRESTLING NOTES - Marty Rogers has

a dislocated left shoulder and he maybe out
for the remainder of the season. This leaves
coach Amato with oniy one more
heavyweight - John Allen.

The next UMass competition is when the
grapplers travel to West Point for a tri-match
this Saturday.
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Snow
budget
depleted
By DAVE RODGERS
Collegian Staff

UMass' Planning and Operations
department has been forced to request
additional funds for snow removal.

Head of Planning and Operations Jack
Littlefield yesterday told the Collegian that
due to the series of severe storms that have
recently battered New England and the area
they have had to ask for either a sup-
plemental $40,000 or a transfer to their

budget of that amount.

The Amherst Department of Public Works
is facing a similar problem. Superintendent
Stan Ziomeck reported that their budget as
of late last week was $48,000.

Ziomeck expects the costs of this past
storm to wipe out theT budget. This will

force the DPW to either ask for a transfer of
funds from the finance committee's reserve
account or to continue to run a deficit

budget until the next town meeting.

No major snow related incidents were
reported yesterday as Amherst and
surrounding areas continued to dig out from
the second great blizzard of 1978. A storm in

January dumped close to tyvo feet of snow
on the area.

All of the five colleges, and the Amherst
Public schools held classes yesterday.
UMass received Civil Defense clearance to

open school at 7:(X) p.m. Tuesday night. This
came after administration officials reported
lots and roads clear.

A spokesperson for the Amherst Junior

High reported low attendance there
yesterday could be attributed to an incorrect

WHYN announcement that failed to include

the Amherst schools in their list of schools

that were holding classes. Many people
mistakenly believed there was no school

when Amherst wal inadvertently omitted.

The student senate transit service
yesterday reported all buses ran on time or

close to it yesterday. The same is expected
for today.

Few schools were open in the western
Massachusetts region yesterday. Governor
Michael S. Dukakis ordered closed all

schools in the eastern part of the state, but
allowed schools in the western part to open
after receiving clearance to do so from the
Civil Defense agency.

Clean-up operations in the Pioneer Valley

region at large were all reported to be
proceeding smoothly yesterday.

Members of the Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre in their premier per-

formance at the Fine Arts Center last night. Matinee and evening performances

are scheduled for today. For the review, see page 4.

LOCAL

The faculty senate meets today to

consider starting the fall semester after

the Labor Day holiday. See Beth Segers'

story on Page 3.

Symptoms commonly associated with

a hangover may actually be those of the

flu. See Leo Peloquin's story on Page 2.

REGIONAL

Southeastern New England also
groped to recover from Tuesday's storm.
Page 5.

Boston sought to dig out from Tues-

day's blizzard. Page 5.

STATE

Hundreds of gallons of crude oil have
leaked into the Atlantic Ocean off the
coast of Salem, Coast Guard officials

report. An abandoned and distressed
Greek oil tanker, disrupted^in voyage to

American ports by Monday's hurricane-
snowstorm, is the source of the major oil

spill. See details on Page 9.

WEATHER

Mostly sunny today, highs near 30.
Low tonight 10 to 15.

Strangler
suspect
seized

LOS ANGELES \UPI] - Ned T. Yorke, 37,

a 6-foot-4 inch bit actor at Universal Studios,

was booked on suspicion of murder Wed-
nesday in connection with the Hillside

Strangler killings of 12 girls and young
women.

Assistant Police Chief Daryl Gates said

Yorke had not confessed to the slayings but
that he had made certain statements in-

dicating he might be involved in them.

"I don't want to raise any expectations on
anyone's part to believe this case has been
solved," Gates told a news conference.

"Yorke's statements were such that we
felt it would be improper to release him and it

would also be improper not to go ahead with
an investigation of what he told us."

Yorke telephoned police Wednesday
morning from his Hollywood Hills home and
was rushed in a police squad car to Parker
Center headquarters where he began
discussing the slayings.

Police spokesman Dan Cooke said after a

time he "lapsed into incoherency and then
fell asleep." He was removed to a hospital

ward in the police headquarters.

Gates said detectives would resume their

interrogation once he recovers from what
appears to be exhaustion.

Yorke's arrest came two days after Mayor
Tom Bradley disclosed he had received a

letter from a man indicating he was the killer

of the 12 young women whose bodies have

been found between Sept. 9 and Dec. 14.

Bradley had called on the author of the

letter to surrender, promising that he need
not fear for his safety. Police Tuesday
revealed part of the letter, in which the writer

said his mother had "told me to kill those bad
ladys."

Gates was asked at the news conference
whether Yorke's statements indicated that

he had knowledge of the letter. He said they
had but he did not want to go into any detail.

Gates said he had no further background
about the suspect, except that he had told

him he was a bit actor and lived in the Holly-

wood Hills area where many of the victims,'

some of them prostitutes, came from.

He said Yorke was a white man.
The tenor of assistant police chief's

remarks did not indicate he felt that Yorke
was necessarily a prime suspect in the case.

He said the booking charge of "suspicion

of murder" was routine as a means of

holding a man until the investigation is

completed.
A spokesman for Universal Studios said a

check of file cards showed he had not

worked for the studio.

Radio station KFWB reported that Yorke
had a 1976 bit role as a policeman in the

"Starsky and Hutch" television show.

Northeast-Sylvan area office to relocate
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

The Office of Residential Resource
Management plans to move its Northeast-

Sylvan offices out of Johnson House to

solve a problem of space shortage and to

further define the office's autonomy from the

Office of Student Affairs, according to

Sandra L. Anderson, area Resource
Management Coordinator.

The resource office acts as a general
business agent in the residence areas. It is

concerned with such duties as dormitory
upkeep, dormitory damage bills and the
provision of dormitory equipment and
ifurniture.

Presently, the resource office- shares its

office space with the Northeast- Sylvan
Office of Student Affairs, a situation which
Anderson said may be convenient for

students, but is one which cannot
realistically continue.

"This is the only residence area on campus
where the two bodies are housed together in

the same office space, and we're packed in

there like sardines," Anderson said. "We
need more space and the Office of Student
Affairs needs more space too."

The present office space on the first floor

of Johnson consists of four refurbrished

double rooms and two single rooms, taking

up 10 bed spaces from the dormitory. An-
derson said the resource office uses two of

the double rooms, one for herself and one for

her staff of six. The remaining rooms are

used by the Office of Student Affairs.

Anderson said the search tor "two or three
rooms in a dorm in the Northeast-Sylvan
area" would continue until "we find

someone who wants us."

"We don't have much of a space request,

but we won't go anywhere we aren't

wanted," Anderson said.

Anderson said a choice will have to be
made concerning the move before students
choose rooms in the spring, and the move

would be made " probably during the first

couple of weeks in June".

"I've got two places in mind, but I'd rather

not say what they are," Anderson said. "All I

can tell you is that it will have to be a dorm,
because that is the only type of building we
can be housed in, and for convenience it will

probably be in Northeast."

The decision to move the resource office

completely out of Johnson House has raised

the question of what to do with the two
office rooms vacated by the move. Anderson
said she assumed the rooms would be ab-

sorbed by the office of Student Affairs, but
James C. West, Director of Student Affairs

for the area said he was unsure of what will

happen with the rooms.
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Fiu hits home
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

You wake up one morning with a
headache, the chills, aching muscles,
weakness, and a burning in your eyes. You
feel nauseous and the sunlight irritates your
eyes.

Is it the aftermath of several hours of
serious socializing at a local discotheque? Or,
is it possibly the result of that keg party ori
your floor last night when you bravely (and
foolishly) stated that you wouldn't stop
swallowing until every last drop of draft was
gone?

Both are distinct possibilities but most
likely they are wrong. If you have these
symptoms, especially during this time of
year, you probably have a case of the flu.

According to the University Health Center,
the symptoms mentioned above are the
common signs for a variety of viral illnesses

which, over the years, have come to be

known as "the flu." Other symptoms to
watch for include soreness in the throat, a
dry cough, lack of appetite, fever, and a head
cold.

Presently, it may seem as though
everybody you know is battling the flu. But,
according to Dr. James Ralph, assistant
director of the Medical Staff at the University
infirmary, there have been no more cases fof
flu reported than usual for this time of year.

"We really don't know the full impact
yet," he said, "it's not as though we have
people flopping on the floor as they wait in

line to be treated."

He also said that it is difficult to gauge the
exact number of cases of "the flu" because
people tend to categorize a whole variety of
sicknesses, from the common cold to
diarrhea, under "the flu."

Diane N. Smith, director of nursing at the
infirmary, said people experiencing the
normal aches and pains of everyday life tend
to think they have the flu just because they
know this is "flu season." She said that this

tends to exaggerate the number of flu
sufferers.

Influenza and these other viral diseases
usually take one to three days to develop,
last only briefly, and are very contagious,
according to the Health Services Office.
They are especially serious for the elderly,
those with a chronic disease, and for
pregnant women.

The best way to avoid coming down with
the flu is to eat three good meals, avoid
.undue socializing (especially with those that
have the flu), and get plenty of rest ac-
cording to Smith and Ralph.

Ralph said that everybody has probably
had the germ that causes the flu in their
system sometime in the past couple of
months. Not everybody gets the flu, he said,
because some people are more resistent than
others. Their bodies, with the proper diet and
amount of rest are able to battle and contain
the germ until it is killed off, said Ralph.

He said students living in dorms where

they are in close contact with people who
have the flu are no more susceptible than
people living 4n relative isolation as long as
they follow the guidelines that maintain
strong bodily resistance.

"If this were finals time and students were
not getting adequat rest, that would be a
different story because their resistance
would wear down," said Ralph. He said it is
still a mystery why some get it in worse
degrees than others.

the infirmary prescribes the following
advice if you have the symptoms associated
with the flu:

First, go to bed and stay there for at least
24 hours after the fever is gone, using a
humidifier if one is availalble.

Take two aspirin every four hours, keeping
warm and drinking plenty of fluids. The best
fluids are flat soft drinks, bouillon, other clear
soups, and tea. Solid foods should be taken
as your appetite desires.

Also, the Health Center warns that
drinking only water is not going to help you
get better and that antibiotics are not helpful
for viral illnesses.

Its all in the weather: While Chuck Hickey sees that his temperature is 101.8 yesterday at the Health Center, United Auto Workers have a snowball fiqht with
bankers. Both groups were holding conventions at UMass this week. (Staff photos by Marilyn Mankowski, left, and Dale Griswold)
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Snow prohibits parking

The University parking office is being
flooded by parking appeals from students
who have parked in prohibited areas mainly
due to adverse weather conditions.

University snow regulations prohibit
overnight parking in snow lots during the
period from December 1 to April 1 . Officials
say the regulations will be strictly enforced
during this time period regardless of weather
conditions.
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Parking during snow season is permitted
only in lots 21 , 22, 24, 32, 41 , 42, 43, 44, 49, 50
and all peripheral lots except the lot in front
of the stadium. Most of the designated snow
lots are tor faculty and administration park-
ing.

Officials warn that ticketing and towing
will result from any violation.

-FRANBASCHE
Scott Burgess

memorial service
A memorial service is being held this

Sunday for Scon C. Burgess, a Baker house
resident killed early Saturday morning while
crossing North Pleasant Street. The service,
which is set for 2:30 p.m. is being held at the
First Baptist Church in Amherst. Funeral
services were held yesterday in Braintree.
The driver of the car which hit Burgess

David Sukol of 543 Puffton Village, has beeri
charged by Amherst police with driving to
endanger and speeding in connection with
the accident.

Graduate Student Senate
establishes no smoking zones

Smokers move over! Persons caught
lighting up in certain sections of campus
eating spots other than Dining Commons
may be asked to relocate.

The Graduate Student Senate yesterday

announced their success in establishing non-
smoking sections in the Hatch, Blue Wall,
and Campus Center Coffeeshop. Working in

co-operation with Center for Environmental
Quality, Campus Center Director William
Harris, and Building Operations Director
Dudley Bridges, the senate has arranged for
University Food Services to post signs read-
ing "This Is A Designated Non-Smoking
Area" in the entire back half of the Hatch,
and the window lined sections of the Blue
Wall and Coffeeshop.

According to Senator Allan Kolker, "these
actions were taken by popular demand. A
survey conducted among 150 graduate and
undergraduate students in September 1976
revealed that some 75 per cent of those
enterviewed favored some restrictions on
smoking in various campus areas, including
eating establishments other than the Dining
Commons."

Kolker explained that enforcement of the
specific areas would be "up to individuals."

University Food Service in no way accepts
responsibility for the enforcement of non-
smoking areas. Kolker did express con-
fidence in "non-smokers standing up for

their rights." He added that "most campuses
have non-smoking areas and they seem to
work."

-NIKKIARONSON
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President Carter embraces Egyptian President Anwar Sadat at the conclusion of

their talks in Washington. (UPI Wirephoto)

College students to gain

from Carter aid proposal
WASHINGTON [AP\ - President Carter

called upon Congress yesterday to provide a

record $1.2 billion in new aid to college

students, including $250 grants to at least

two million students from families with gross

incomes between $16,000 and $25,000.

"No one should be denied the opportunity

for a college education for financial reasons

alone," the president declared as he unveiled

an aid package designed to head off moves
in Congress to provide tax credits of $250 or

more to parents of all college students,

regardless of income.
In addition to making two million students

from middle-income families eligible for

direct federal grants for the first time, the

Carter plan also would provide subsidized

loans to students with family incomes as

high as $45,(XX) before taxes, and expand
federally subsidized work-study programs.
The extra money would be available for

the school year starting in the fall of 1979.

Students in families with incomes below
$25,000 would apply individually to the

government for the grants as part of the

Basic Educational Opportunity Grant
Program. Grants are credited directly to

students' accounts at the colleges.

Carter wants to add $1 billion to the $2.16

billion basic grant program, which now aids

2.2 million students, primarily from low-

income families.

The president already proposed $250
million in extra student aid last month. The
entire $1.46 billion package would boost
federal spending on college student aid

programs in fiscal 1979 to $5.2 billion, an
increase of almost 40 per cent.

Carter said more than five million college

students could get federal aid in the school
year starting in the fall of 1979, an increase of

at least two million.

Rep. William D. Ford, D-Mich., who heads
the House Education and Labor sub-
committee on higher education, called it "the
biggest single infusion of funding for middle
income college students since the adoption
of the Gl bill at the end of World War II."

Five other leaders of House and Senate
committees that handle education legislation

joined Carter and Health, Education and
Welfare Secretary Joseph A. Califano Jr. at

the White House for the announcement of

the program.
The six lawmakers all hailed the ad-

ministration's proposal, but some later

expressed reservation about limiting the

grants to $250 for all students in the $16,000-

to-$25,000 range.

Faculty Senate to discuss

this fall's school calendar
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

A recommendation to revise the academic
calendar for the school year 1978-79 that
would result in the opening of the fall

semester after the Labor Day Holiday is one
of the proposals on the agenda of today's
Faculty Senate meeting to be held at 3:30
p.m. in SBA 120,

Peter B. Manning, Chairman of the Space
and Calendar Committee, yesterday
predicted approval by the Faculty Senate of
the proposal. Approval would result in

classes starting Wed., Sept. 5, 1978 and
continuing through Sat., Dec. 23, 1978.
Opposition to the proposal would be sen-
timent against ending the fall semester two
days before Christmas, Manning said.

Also on the agenda in the first meeting of
the semester are an annual report from the
Teacher Evaluation and Improvement
Committee, and numerous proposals.
Proposed are establishment of a Provost's
Advisory Board, adoption of a Code of
Professional Ethics for faculty members, and
approval of new courses recommended by
the Graduate Council and Academic Matters
Council.

The revised calendar for the fall semester
was drawn up by the Space and Calendar
Committee at the request of the Student
Senate last October, Manning said. Com-
plaints that current scheduling disrupts job
plans caused the request, he said. Presently,
classes begin the Wednesday before Labor
Day and the final exam period ends the
Wednesday before Christmas.

Egyptian-U.S.
talks conclude
WASHINGTON [AP] - Egyptian

President Anwar Sadat ended his talks here
yesterday without an immediate decision by
President Carter to sell him jet fighters. But
he said the United States would step up its
drive for an Arab-Israeli peace settlement.

"The United States is not an observer, or a
go-between, or a mediator," Sadat said.
"No, the role of the United States now is

complete partnership."

With that statement to reporters, Sadat
claimed success in one of the two principle
objectives of his 5 Vi -day visit - more direct
involvement by Washington in the on-again,
off-again peace talks.

However, disappointment loomed for
Sadat as he prepared to take his lobbying
campaign to Europe when administration
officials said no decision was imminent on
selling him jet fighters and other weapons.

Sadat's request, made to Carter on an
urgent basis, "is under review and until the
president has made up his mind there will be
no announcement," said one key U.S. of-

ficial who declined to be identified. "It'll be a
little bit longer," he said.

Pressing his case hard, Sadat had told
members of Congress that he would "raise
hell" if they did not approve a weapons sale.
"I am speaking as a partner and I am
threatening," he said.

After a final talk with Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance the Egyptian leader stressed
the diplomatic aspect of his mission.

"I came really disheartened and
discouraged, but I shall return with more
perseverance so that we can attain our
goal," he said.

Sadat said he could make a greater effort

now that the United States was enlarging its

role. In effect, he wants the administration to
push Israel into concessions.

Sadat planned to fly to New York and then
on to London after a brief courtesy call on
Carter.

In asking for arms, Sadat specifically
requested 120 F-5Es, a short-range jet
fighter, and expressed interest in more
sophisticated F-15sand F-16s, a second U.S.
official said.

"The best bet is that he'll get some F-5Es,"
said the official, who also preferred to remain
anonymous. But the official said he doubted
that Congress, which can block arms sales,

would approve supplying Egypt with the
more advanced planes. Even if that deal went
through, Egypt would not get F-15s and F-

16s until 1983 or 1984.

Sadat has cited "urgent messages" from
Somalia and Chad, two allies which have
conflicts on their hands, to underscore his
weapons request. Sadat told a group of
American newspaper editors while he was
here that he has already sent Soviet-supplied
Arms to Somalia and might provide troops
for Somalia in its war with Ethiopia.

This prospect may have caused some
second thoughts within the administration,
which is committed to ending that war
through negotiations.

Sadat will be followed to Washington next
weekby Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan. The principle U.S. mediator in Middle
East pease diplomacy, Assistant Secretary of
State Alfred L. Atherton Jr., will meet with
Dayoan in New York on Thursday, U.S.
officials said.

Percussionist Peter Tanner last night as the University Percussion Ensemble
performed at Bowker Auditorium. (Staff photo by Debbie Forester)
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Student Senate meets

Black music festival not yet approved
By JIM KASSNER
And JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Final approval of the Black American
Music Festival was delayed by the Un-
dergraduate Student Senate last night,
pending receipt of written contracts and
other specifics concerning the upcoming
Spring concert.

In other business the Senate heard reports

on student government committeework
done over intersession. Treasurer Priscilla

West, sat in for speaker Pat Whalen, who is

ill. The Treasurer criticized Student Activities

Coordinator Armand H. (Bud) Demers.

The concert, which will be held in place of

the Spring Concert, will hopefully include

singe' Aretha Franklin among other per-

formers. Earlier reports had Stevie Wonder
slated as the top billing, but senate treasurer

Priscilla West said security problems would
prevent Wonder's appearance.

Third World coordinator Stan Kinard said

ticket prices for the concert to be held in the

stadium, will range from $6 in advance for

UMass students to $10 the day of the

concert. All revenues from the concert are

earmarked for the Duke Ellington Foun-
dation, a charitable organization dedicated to

the creation of a Duke Ellington museum and
record archives.

The motion passed by the senate requires
the concert committee to obtain a list of

available and interested performers within 2
weeks, in addition to satisfying the following
requirements:

-The names of performers must be
presented to the senate for approval, before
any contracts are signed

-a signed agreement must be obtained
from UMass Chief of Police Robert G. Joyce
concerning security at the concert.

-A dossier must be assembled by the
committee on the Duke Ellington Foundation

- a line by line budget must be prepared by
the committee

- information on ticket prices must be
finalized.

Mark Hixon, speaking for the concert, said
Marvin Gaye was unavailable on the concert
date, but Aretha Franklin, had "expressed
interest" in appearing.

Hixon said figures being mentioned to
obtain Franklin are currently at $18,000.
The Duke Ellington Foundation is

headquartered in New York, and is in "the
budding stages," according to Kinard. The
foundation is currently soliciting donations
from musicians as well as the National
Endowment for the Arts.

The Academic Affairs Committee reported
on the combined Course and Teacher
Ecaluation (CATE) and Course Description
Guide. The guide will be printed this spring

(L to R) Panelists; Michael Thelwell, Charles Robertson, Vaclav Holesovsky, and
Mabel Garis participate in a debate on human rights, the opening debate in a

series on foreign policy sponsored by Orchard Hill and 5-College Radio. The
following debates will be held Wed. evenings at 7:30 in the Webster Lounge. (Staff

photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

with both student evaluations and the course
description. The Administration has agreed
to pay $5,000 of the costs with the Senate
making up the difference. Academic Affairs
Co-Chairperson Steve Krop said combining
the two guides "has never been done
before."

A new core has been created for
graduation requirements. Academic Affairs
committeeperson Joan Picoraro said that
cores are now called "distribution
requirements." The new distribution
requirements will include those courses
which do not fit into the existing categories.
A student can take a new "core F" course to
fill requirements for other cores.

The Governmental Affairs committee
announced the dates for the Student
Government Association presidential

elections. Board of Governors and mid term
senate elections to fill empty seats. The
nomination period for BOG and the
presidential elections will be Feb. 14 to the
24th. The election for both will be on Mar.
15-16. The senate nomination period will be
Feb. 9-20. Elections will be Feb. 27-28.

Priscilla West criticized Student Activities
Coordinator Bud Demers. "Bud Werners is

not the strong and efficient leader that the
office needs. He is not the student advocate
he should be."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert
L. Woodbury said Demers is "very able. He
has a difficult job since he is an officer of the
administration and serves students. I think
he's doing a good job." West quoted Demers
as saying he was accountable to the
University and not the Student Senate.

Boston paper can't deliver

for first time in a century
BOSTON - Not only did the Boston

Globe not make it to campus during
Tuesday's storm, but for the first time in 106
years the paper was unable to deliver its

morninq editions.

The Globe printed a 48-page edition, but
cut its press run at 36,000 copies when it

became apparent that its delivery trucks
could not make it through the storm. The
usual press run for the morning Globe is

325,000 copies.

The newspaper announced that copies of
the storm edition are available for $.50.

Alvin Alley admirable
The Alvin Alley American Dance Theater's

First performance last night featured some
remarkably supple, well-honed dancers,
some fine music (Ellington, spirituals, per-
cussion) and some fascinating
choreography.

"Night Creature," choreographed by Alley

to music of the same title by Di'ke Ellington,

is a slick, jazzy, "ooh-so-nice" piece, with the*

pelvises rolling, the arms pressing circles,

diagonals, horizontals into soace, the fingers

splayed, the proud, with sure carry of the
head. The stylish costumes (by Jane Green-
wood) of bluish-greenish-silver tie-dyed

material with swirling knee length skirts for

the women and tank-style leotards for both
men and women were a fine complement to

the sensuous, sleek movement.

"Cry," also choreographed by Alvin Alley,

is "for all black women everywhere —
especially our mothers" (program note).

Sara Yarborough performed this demanding,
three-part solo with sensitivity, strength and
dignity. The first part, ("Something About
John Coltrane," music by Alice Coltrane)

features the very effective manipulation of a

long swath of white cloth, which, kneeling,

she throws despairingly to the side first one
half, then the other; standing, she creates a

stretchable rectangular vise with it which her

body struggles to escape; and running, she
wraps around her head to create a long train

of cloth streaming behind her. The second
part, to Laura Nyro's "Been on a Train" has

many flailing arms, powerful, angry twists

and kicks. The third part takes on a distinctly

city atmosphere (music "Right on. Be Free),

by the Voices of East Harlem) with noisy

desperation, fast, fast, fast pace, the sharp,

punctuated movements and rhythms.

But it was seeing Geoffrey Holder, a

sinuous dancer who knows how to com-
mand the stage, dance with dramatic in-

tensity and brilliant technique, that "made"
this performance.

Tickets for the storm cancelled per-

formance of the Alvin Alley American Dance
Theater, February 7, may be exchanged or

refunded at the Fine Arts Center box office.

Tickets can be exchanged for the Thursday
special matinee or evening performance
given by the Dance company. They can also

be exchanged for the Canadian Opera
Company's production of "The Barber of

Seville" at the F.A.C. on Thursday, February
16 or the Merce Cunningham Dance
Company's performance on Wednesday,
March 8.

Refunds will be paid with the return of

tickets to the F.A.C. box office until Wed-
nesday, February 22, 1978. Buyers who
purchased their tickets from a Ticketron

outlet may return tickets to that outlet or the

box office. The F.A.C. box office is open
from 9-4, Monday through Friday.

Orchard Hill Area Government

announces

Y.P. and Secretary's Position

Available. .

Open to HIM Residents only.

Elections on Feb. 12 9 p.m. Dickinson Main

Lounge O.H. Contact Mark Hergen Rother

for job discriptions: 309 Grayson 5-6930.
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EASTHAM, Mass. - Storm tide batters the remains of the bathhouse at the Cape Cod National Seashore's Coast Guard
Beach. The building is normally 100 yards from the sea. Several houses washed away in the sea, and officials fear the beach may
be ruined by erosion. (UPI Wirephoto)

National troops relieve

New England situation

SOSSINi S COMIC OPERA
IN ENGLISH

>MTH ORCHESTflA

Thursday, February 16

8 pm

Flhf >PTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

Tickets on sale February 2. General Public - $7,

6, S. UMass students — $4, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9 4
"~ & All Ticketron Locations.

Compiled from wires — With help from
Army troops, with equipment flown from
Texas, with shovels and determination, the
Northeast began a massive cleanup
yesterday of the up to two feet of snow that
buried the region.

In other areas, roadways remained im-
passable because of snow or thousands of

stranded vehicles, transportation was slowed
and businesses were closed.

Federal troops arrived in Rhode Island on
Wednesday to help the state dig out from the
worst blizzard of the century, but progress
was slow and 4,500 persons were stranded in

shelters for the third day.
In New Hampshire, dangerously high tides

continued to pummel the state's tiny coast-
line yesterday, as worried beach residents
b^gan to assess the damage to their homes.
A statewide ban on non-emergency

driving in Connecticut was lifted by Gov. Ella

Grasso at noon. She said cities and towns
could put their own bans into effect,

however, and about half a dozen did. The
statewide ban resulted in tickets for 80
motorists in Bridgeport alone Wednesday
evening.

All businesses in Massachusetts were
closed on order of Governor Michael S.

Dukakis. Logan International Airport also

remained closed to regular traffic.

Troops in Rhode Island concentrated on
opening one lane on interstate highways to

military and emergency vehicles.

State police banned all civilian driving in

the Providence area.

Plows had not even begun work on
Providence streets yesterday afternoon, and
even emergency vehicles were getting stuck
in eight-foot drifts.

Streets were littered with thousands of

abandoned cars and trucks left since
Monday's rush hour.

"It's like time stopped," said Michael F.

Ryan, an aide to Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy.
"It's something you've never seen before.
On Interstate 95, 100 trailer trucks were just

stopped dead."
Officials predicted that no buses would run

until Saturday or Sunday. Green State Air-

port in Warwick remained closed to com-
mercial flights. Fuel shortages plagued some
state buildings as rescue crews struggled to

make oil deliveries.

State and local officials in New Hampshire
sometimes by boat, sometimes by National
Guard truck - ferried through the blizzard-

and ocean-ravaged beach communities to

add up the damage to property.

John A. Clements, state public works and
highway commissioner, said damage to

private property was in the millions of dollars.

He estimated the damage to Route 1A,
which runs along the state's 18-mile coast at

$1.5 million.

Enormous chunks of ice, some nine feet

across, littered the highway. Despite clear

skies and warm sunshine, houses along the
oceanfront remained lacquered with ice.

Most major roads in Massachusetts began
to reopen yesterday morning, but there were
still severe problems with drafts. Some 2,500
stranded vehicles, including 500 trucks,

clogged an eight-mile stretch of Route 128
near Canton, Mass.
The state Department of Public Works

sent 12 wreckers and 12 snow removers to

the rescue Wednesday morning and officials

warned people not to try to look for cars

themselves. "No one will be allowed on
Route 128," said Public Works Com-
missioner John J. Carroll.

East Mass.
paralyzed
BOSTON \AP] - A second major black-

out swept over beleaguered Boston
yesterday as the city waited for air-lifted

federal troops to help dig away the
paralyzing after-effects of the worst blizzard

in a century.

The number of storm-related deaths
continued to mount.

Meanwhile, a National Guard helicopter
dropped blankets and food to commuters
stranded since Monday in make-shift shelters
beside the snow-checked highways.

All non-essential business through Massa-
chusetts as well as highway travel in the
eastern part of the state were banned by
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, and he extended
the prohibition through today.

The first blackout enveloped the city at the
height of the storm Tuesday that left 27
inches of snow in downtown Boston.

Boston Edison Co. had just restored power
throughout the city when the lights went off

again Wednesday noon.
This time, the blackout affected at least

100,000 customers, most of them in down-
town neighborhoods. The utility said the
outage was caused by a fire in the city's

largest generating plant. Ice and salt buildup
on power lines touched off the blaze.

Snowbound Logan International Airport
cleared part of one runway Wednesday for

the airlift of troops and equipment from East
Coast bases.

In all, the Army hoped to fly in 350 troops
with bulldozers, wreckers and front-end
loaders.

The Army's first mission was to clear

supply routes to schools, hospitals and
essential businesses in the hard-hit suburbs
north and south of Boston.

Meanwhile, state public works trucks tried

to push away snow on the drifted highways
around Boston. They concentrated on Route
128, the major commuter beltway around the
city.

On one eight-mile stretch of this road,

2,000 cars and 500 trucks were abandoned,
some of them four-abreast. Public Works
Commissioner John Carroll said it would take
at least four more days to tow the cars and
move the snow.

"It's going agonizingly slowly," said

Carroll. "We haven't really made a dent in it

yet." National Guardsmen set up road blocks
on entrance ramps to major roads to keep
people from trying to drive on them.
About 1,000 commuters who failed to

reach home Monday night were living

Wednesday in Red Cross shelters set up in a
movie theater and a factory in Canton and
Dedham.
A National Guard helicopter dropped

supplies to them and to storm-bound
houses.
The second power outage was even more

widespread than the first, which blacked out
75,000 of Boston Edison's 220,000 customers
in the city. Some of them were without
power for 24 hours.

No looting was reported during the first

blackout, but it occurred Tuesday night in

stores in several Boston neighborhoods.
About 110 people were arrested on looting

charges, and many of them were ordered
held on $100,000 bail.

Throughout Boston, officials estimated
that 60 per cent of the streets, remained
unplowed Wednesday, and they said much
of the snow could not be removed.
The death toll from the storm in the East,

which began Sunday night, 17 days after an
earlier blizzard, was about 50, including 27
victims in Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island.

Many of the deaths were blamed on over-

exertion as people attempted to shovel snow
that drifted to 6 feet and more.

Blue^rallBar
Friday Happy Hour

2 for 1 POWERHOUSES
3-6
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Student-teacher
encounters realrty
By DAVID NEEDLE
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: David Needle is a senior
Journalism-English major from UMass
student-teaching in the English depart-
ment of a local high school.

Now that a week's gone by I think I

have a fairly balanced perspective on
what It means to be a student-teacher. In
general I like it, although I've usually
come home exhausted. Furthermore, it's
not a job in the traditional sense. Interns
don't get paid. And the teacher's lot is
ridiculously complicated. Such essential'
chores as Homeroom Period, Corridor
Duty, and signing 'late passes' so a
student can go to the bathroom without
being marked late, take up a significant
daily amount of time and energy.

t-ortunately there is a lot more to
teaching than the mundane morass of
monitoring students. Yes, Mr. Linkletter,
kids do say "the darndest things." Most
of which are unprintable. However,
what's more important to me is begin-
ning to understand these high schoolers
as individuals, rather than the uniformly
suspicious and apathetic group I had
projected them to be after my first few*
days of pacing in front of the classroom.

I teach English and related subjects in a
large regional high school. The student
body is widely represented by kids with a
modest country upbringing to those
whose parents hold professional
positions that allow them to provide a
more affluent raising.

The rapport among the faculty is

generally friendly and supportive. The
exceptions seem incidental rather than by
design. Teaching requires that you use a
lot of concentrated energy, mostly
mental, and there's not enough coffee in
the faculty lounge to keep even the best
teacher alert the whole day. But (bio-
rhythms aside for the moment) it appears

to me that both teachers and students
have peak' periods during the day which
show in their anentiveness and en-
thusiasm toward each other. So/ne seem
to be in a constant fog, while others often
display a genuine excitement and interest
that perks up even the most down-
trodden inhabitants of the school
Usually.

There's a learning process involved in
teaching that takes a great deal of
patience and perceptive thinking. One of
the problems I'm encountering is trying
to decide how much 'distance' I should
put between myself and the students. It's
an unwritten law that an effective teacher
has to command a certain degree of
respect from his or her pupils. And that
respect is undermined if the teacher gets
too chummy with the students. On the
other hand, I think if the teacher can't
relate to students as a person, he or she is
merely going through the motions of
educating.

Many teachers get by without ever
really showing any human qualities. Or so
it seems to the resentful student, right?
However, I've already discovered how
painfully human teachers can be. The
other day I witnessed a remarkably petty
and rather childish incident in the faculty
lounge. Apparently a teacher, who had
just returned from a sabbatical in Russia,
put a huge colorful poster on Lenin ori
the wall of the lounge. There was some
kidding about it among some of the
teachers who regularly use the lounge.
They didn't sound offended, just amused
at seeing something so radically different
from the presidential calendars and
school bulletins that adorm most of their
wall space. The next day some other
teachers, who hardly ever use this
particular lounge, came in, saw the
poster, and had one of the maintenance
engineers take it down. Scotch tape can
be tricky.

Help group
established
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

A support group for victims of sexual
assault IS being organized through the
Everywoman's Center at UMass. The first
meeting will take place Tuesday, Feb. 28, at
7.00 p.m. at the center (506) Goodell). The
group will run for ten weeks.
Two members of the counselor- advocate

group of the UMass Rape Task Force, Donna
Cangelosi and Diane Martell, will moderate.
The Task Force offers crisis intervention,
short term counseling, and medical and legal
advocacy to sexual assault victims.
The support group is intended for female

rape victims, eighteen years of age and older
who feel they are ready to "integrate" the
rape experience into their lives and who
would like a safe non-threatening en-
vironment in which to do this.

Using the group" s combined resources,
members will help each other deal with

personal feelings and problems with social
institutions (i.e. family, court, police)

Participants will collectively decide on the
group s focus. Each member must commit
herself to the full ten weeks. Interestedwomen should leave their names and phone
numbers at the Everywoman's Center 5-0800

focTl^if ^^^ °' '^^" °"e o^ »^ie moderators
(253-5788 or 549-4773) in the evening.
Participants are asked to do this prior to the
first meeting so that an informal interview
with the facilitators can be arranged.

Child

returned
\HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] - IN a little-

publicized decision, a Superior Court Judge
in California ordered a 4 year-old boy
returned to the custody of his mother
Jeanne Jullion

Last May, Jullion's son was removed from
her home by police after the child's father
charged she was an unfit mother because
she receives welfare and is a lesbian.

ZIONIST SYMPOSIUM
SERIES

0IIL06UES ON ISRAEL

University of Massachusetts^ Campus Center Rooms
165-169

February 9, 1978 at 8:00 p.m.

Topic: "ISRAEL IN TRANSITION: FROM LABOR
TO LIKUD — THE CHANGING AMBIENCE" with
Prof. Bernard Avishai, Political Scientist and Author
Dr. Rael Jean Isaac, Political Sociologist and Author

Sponsored by the American Zionist Federation and the
Five College Hillel Foundations
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GRE
For the February 25th exam, a class will begin meeting this

week, with sessions on Tuesdays and Saturdays. For in-

formation call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-6462.

TEST PREP

JARYIS HEIGHTS

APARTMEHTS

The verdict is...

come see our spacious

two bedroom garden

apartments and JUDGE

for yourself

Rentals at $255-month

Wall to wall carpeting

NO security deposit

Utilities paid (no heating bills,

no electric bills)

30 days lease

Multiple occupancy allowed

Students welcome

Conveniently located on Jarvis Avenue, Holyoke one mile west of Exit 16 West off I 91Only 20 minutes from Amherst.
'

MARKEN PROPERTIES

667 Main St.

Holyoke
539-9500

532-9428

There's no place like home and we

make it easy to get there. Peter Pan and

Continental Trailways offer convenient,

express service to Boston, New \ork and

many other pcMnts.

CONTINEN1ALTRAIUMWrS
& PETER PAN DUSUNES

News in Brief

MAKE UFE SIMPLER FORYOa

For Infonnation, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Offi

545-2006 or 549-6000

Senate votes to require

middleage vision exams
AUGUSTA, Maine \AP] - The Maine

Senate decided Wednesday to stand
firmly behind the law requiring middle-
aged drivers to get periodic vision tests.

The 16-14 vote put the Senate in

conflict with the House, which had voted
to repeal the requirement. Last year, the
legislature voted to require drivers to get
their eyes tested at license renewals
closest to their 40th and 52nd birthdays.

Drivers over 65 had already been required

to get eye tests.

Secretary of State Mark Gartley in-

terpreted the law as requiring all drivers

between 40 and 65 to get eye tests during
the phase-in period of the new
requirement.

The Senate has voted to clarify the
law, making it clear that the eye tests

would only be required at 12-year in-

tervals.

The Senate's action means the House
will either have to go along with the
clarification or leave the unpopular law
on the books as is.

In other action, the Senate passed and
sent to the desk of Gov. James B.

Longley a bill reducing the time in which
an injured skier may sue a resort area.

The bill would reduce from six years

after an injury to two years, the time in

which a lawsuit could be filed.

Ski area operators have said the
measure will help them obtain liability

insurance at a lower cost.

New Hampshire business

gather Maine sa/es tax

AUGUSTA, Maine [AP] - A bill aimed
at forcing some New Hampshire
businesses to collect Maine's sales tax on
goods sold to Mainers was revived

yesterday in the House.
The House gave the redrafted bill initial

approval after voting 64-68 against killing

it.

The bill would force New Hampshire
businesses whose ads feature sales tax

avoidance to register under Maine's sales

tax law and collect the 5 per cent levy

from customers on the wrong side of the

state boundary.
The measure faces another House vote

today. The bill will then go to the Senate,

which ordered a rewrite of it earlier this

year.

Lawmakers from Maine towns along

the New Hampshire border strongly

opposed the measure, terming it

unenforceable and discriminutory.

"I see this as an harassment of York

County residents," said Rep. Rick

Nadeau, D-Sanford. "I'm sure the

governor of New Hampshire, good old

Mr. Meldrim Thomson, is going to have

state troopers arresting Maine tax

people."
Rep. Edward Mackel, R-Wells, the only

Taxation Committee member to oppose

the bill, said, "This is a bureaucrat's bill. It

originated with the Bureau of Taxation."

But, other House members of the

Taxation Committee gave the measure
strong endorsement.

Rep. Bonnie Pest, D-Owls Head, said

the measure wou'd put New Hampshire
businesses on the same footing as their

Maine counterparts.

Earlier this year, the measure was
returned to the Taxation Committee after

Sen. Ralph M. Lovell, R-Stanford, said he
was worried about its potential impact on
Maine broadcast stations.

Indian land claim case

approaches settlement

AUGUSTA, Maine [AP] - A member
of a presidential task force on Maine
Indian land claims met Wednesday with

Maine Attorney General Joseph E.

Brennan, but the outcome of the session

was not disclosed.

Elliot Cutler, a former Bangor resident

and member of the White House task

force, had also scheduled talks with Gov.

James B. Longley later this week.

Officials close to the Indian land claims

case indicated that a proposed set-

tlement may be forthcoming.

At a Statehouse news conference

earlier Wednesday, Longley backed off

slightly from his sharp criticism of

President Carter's handling of the

negotiations.

Longley had wired Carter on Tuesday
complaining that Maine is being by-

passed and charged that the task force is

trying to dictate the terms of the set-

tlement.

The governor's complaint centered on
reports that the task force wants the

state to pay a lump sum to the

Passamaquoddy and Penobscot tribes

instead of giving up 100,000 acres of

publicly owned land.

New Hampshire beaches
restricted without permit

HAMPTON, N.H. [AP] - Sections of

North Hampton and Hampton beaches
on the New Hampshire seacoast
remained off limits to all except those
with written permission from police.

Heavy surf continued to pound
seawalls along the North Beach area of

Hampton twisting 18-foot steel beams
into pretzel-like strips.

Hampton police estimated that as
many as 500 houses were damaged in the
storm.

Route 1A was in some parts covered
with piles of rocks four feet high. Cars,

beach cabanas, and even summer
homes, were thrown about or buried in

snow, sand and debris.

Many side roads were swamped with
two to six feet of slush.

State highway workers hoped to open
at least one lane of Route 1-A for

emergency vehicles.
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send a

come to the "CLASS HAPPY HOUR" at the

Top of the Campus

Every Friday

65
MiMich" Bottles

Tired of draft beer, plastic cups and getting your feet stepped on?

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmosphere at the Class Happy Hour every Friday 3:30-6:30 with

65^ bottled Michelos and Bar Drinks 99^ plus free Munchies.

to someone / anyone!
Bor niiffND,em£ frimmd, swkmtim. hoommatm, prof, coach, enemy etc.

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian Is giving you, for

754, the opportunity to have your Valentine Wishes
published in our paper Tuesday, February 14th.

We are having special pages put aside for your

messages. They can be witty, serious, anything you

want them to be! This will be a Valentine Card your

Valentine will never forget!

Come to the Collegian office before Thurs., Feb. 9th

at 3;45 P.M. to place your copy.

IXAMPLIS:
To: Mary A.

Have a Happy Valenfine

Day. If cupid doesn't come
around I will.

Rusty

TTT7rTTTT~rBTiTTTrinr!nrrB
I

To. Room 365 S.W.

We're looking forward to

seeing you ago/n. Happy

Valentine Day!

The Girls

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Bring this to us before Thurs., Feb. 9th at 3:45 P M

....LIMIT 20 WORDS....

JUU?.8.B.g.<l.8.B.O-B.8-8..B 8 JUUUUUM
S COST75<t
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Senate debates
Panama Canal
WASHINGTON [UPf] - The great debate

over the Panama Canal began yesterdav with
no thunderous oratory. Instead, Sen. James
Allen and Vice President Walter Mondale
had a polite chat about the rules of the
Senate.

Allen asked and Mondale answered 17
questions the senator from Alabama had
about the rules to be followed during con-
sideration of the two treaties President
Carter sent up for approval last year.

The tourist galleries were full, but the seats
reserved for Senate staff members and VIPs
were only sparsely settled and only about
one-third of the 100 senators were present
when Mondale pronounced the treaties up
for action.

Senate Democratic Leader Robert Byrd,
fiddling with his lapel microphone, tried to

put the moment in historic context. He noted
the Senate had not used its full dress treaty

debate rules since 1922, and perhaps the
members would profit from a briefing.

Then Allen, somberly dressed except for a

bright striped tie, stood in the aisle to

Mondale's right, intoning his questions. The
vice president, with his previously prepared
answers taped to a copy of the questions

before him, replied, declining several times to
go beyond his scripted responses.

Allen's first question was whether the
Senate did not in fact have two treaties

before it. Mondale handled it like a shortstop
with an easy grounder affirmatively.

But, as things have a tendency to do in the
Senate, the questions quickly got more
complicated.

"If amendments to a treaty or treaties

inconsistent with the provisions of the

documents set forth in the record pursuant

to the foregoing unanimous consent request

are agreed to by the Senate, would not such
amendments so adopted supplant or

supercede the inconsistent provisions of

such documents?" Allen asked.

Mondale, obviously spying a parliamentary

swamp, replied that the presiding officer of

the Senate did not indulge in legal opinions

about the effect of Senate action.

"Thank you for that non-answer," Allen

said.

While his Alabama colleague asked his

questions, John Sparkma, chairman of the

Foreign Relations Committee, waited quietly

to make the opening statement of the

debate. A portable speaking stand was ready
on his desk.

Dig me out! This was the cry of many motorists on campus. It took some of the

Physical Plant's largest machinery to remove the snow drifts that stranded many
sections of the campus. (Staff photo by Dan Vutlemier)

Fla. police confiscate

potential pot funds
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. [UPf] - Miami Beach

Police Wednesday stashed away as evidence
the $91,000 they scooped up in a drug raid at

the ritzy church-home of a religious cult

which teaches that smoking marijuana
brings members closer to Cod.

"That money might have been used to buy,
marijuana," said Hank Adorno, chief
assistant state attorney for Dade County- "It

would be, evidence. If someone owns it, they
can file a motion with the court to get it back.
If no one claims it, we'll eventually turn it

over to the court and let the court decide
what to do with it."

The raid on the Star Island mansion of the

Zion Coptic Church, lying just off the

causeway between Miami and Miami Beach,
came last week just hours after other cult

members and two church leaders were
arrested along the north Florida Gulf coast in

a raid on a yacht loaded with 20 tons of pot.

"If they didn t make the arrest up there,

we probably would have gotten a big catch
down here," said Miami Beach Police Sgt.
Richard Barreto.

The Miami Beach Strategic Investigation

Unit scoured the house, iookin^ for

marijuana, and with the help of two German
shepherds trained to sniff out drugs, found
stashes of pot in different locations around
the house Most of the money was found in a

briefcase, but $17,000 of it was in a wall safe
that a cult member opened for police

The $91,000 mainly was in American
currency, but there was also Jamaican,

Colombian and Canadian money.
"I asked a cult member, who the money

belonged to, and she said it was 'house

money' they used to buy different things,"

Barreto said. "No one would admit to

owning it or knowing anything about it."

Cult members say they are affiliated with

the Ethopian Zion Coptic Church of Jamaica,

a wealthy sect that views marijuana smoking

Roads erode
WASHINGTON [AP\ - The interstate

highway network is wearing out faster than

anyone expected, and may require nearly $19

billion for repair and rehabilitation through

1995, the chairman of a congessional watch-

dog panel said Wednesday.
The gloomy assessment was delivered by

Rep. Sam M Gibbons, D-Fla., chairman of

the House Ways and Means Committee's

oversight subcommittee
"The finest part of our road network, the

instate system, is wearing out faster than

aayone expected," Gibbons said.

"This is the system that was designed for a

life expectancy of 20 years. Yet, according to

a General Accounting Office report issued

last year, the interstate is wearing out 50 per

cent faster than it can be replaced," he said.

The GAO is the investigative and auditing

arm of Congress.

as a sacred means of communicating with
God.

But the guarantees of freedom of worship
in the U.S. Constitution do not protect the

cult from enforcement of federal and state
drug laws, said Frederick A. Rody, Jr., acting
regional director for the Drug Enforcement
Administration in Miami.

STUDY MEDICINE
IN THE

DOMINICAN REPUBUC
Absolute accreditation with World Health Organization listing.

Meets eligibility requirements of the Association of American Medical

Colleges for the COTRANS program. Students qualify to take ECFMG
examination. Approved institution for U.S. Dept. of HEW's guaranteed
student loan program and VA benefits. Over 1,500 U.S. citizens now
enrolled. A non-restrictive admission policy is in effect along with a

two-semester pre-nned program. We are now processing applications for

the summer and fall semesters of 1978 on the basis of first qualified -
first accepted.

We are absolutely not associated with any American "Admissions
Office" or placement company. Our offices and representatives, all of

which are in the Dominican Republic, provide continual aid to students

in >the areas of housing, purchasing, cultural orientation, and
coordination of language instruction. There are no exorbitant fees

involved; hidden or otherwise. Students are requested to apply directly

to the Dominican Republic. You may call: 809-688-4516. You may
write: CENTRAL RECRUITING OFFICE

DOMINICAN UNIVERSITIES OF MEDICINE
Edificio Diez-Oficina 508; Conde 202-3; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

RAILROAD SALVAGE fuTN^riTURNERS FALLS

VISIT OUR NEWLY ENLARGED
RECORD AND TAPE DEPARTMENT

OPEN SUNDAY
-FRIDAY 10-9
CLOSED SAT.

SUPER SAVINGS ON
STEREO ALBUMS

8 TRACKS &
CASSETTES

LOOK WHAT $1.99 WILL BUY
YOUR CHOICE FROM 1000's

OF ALBUMS INCLUDING

ROLLING STONES/OHIO PLAYERS
THREE DOG NIGHT/LOU REED
ERIC CLAPTON/ELTON JOHN
JIMI HENDRIX/LESLIE WEST

MILES DAVIS/VANMORRISON.
& HUNDREDS OF OTHERS

8 TRACKS AND CASSETTES ON
SALE AT COMPARABLE SAVINGS

PRESENT THIS COUPON
AND SAVE AN ADDITIONAL
^<v OFF OUR LOW PRICE ON
\Jl0 ANY RECORD OR TAPE

\To~rec6rd'coupoTPi
I NAME
{address i

[ offer EXPIRES 2/15/78 I
$1.99

CANAL ST. TURNERS FALLS, MASS OPEN SUNDAY 10-9

Rockets seek compensation
HOUSTON \AP]- Saying NBA Com-

missioner Lawrence O'Brien had decided
against mediating the case, the Houston
Rockets announced Wednesday they will

seek compensation in the courts from the

Los Angeles Lakers in the Kermit
Washington-Rudy Tomjanovich case.

Ray Patterson, Rockets president and
general manager, said Rockets lawyers are

determining where and when the suit will be
filed.

A punch from Washington sidelined

Tomjanovich, Houston's leading scorer and
captain, for the remainder of the season in a

Dec. 9 game in Los Angeles. Tomjanovich
spent two weeks in a Los Angeles hosptial

after surgery and is to undergo additional

surgery in April.

O'Brien suspended Washington for 60
days and fined him $10,000. While under
suspension, Washington was traded by the

Lakers to the Boston Celtics and is scheduled
to return to action Friday.

Representatives of the Rockets met in-

formally with O'Brien in Atlanta during the

All-Star game break last weekend, asking

that he serve either as an arbitrator or as a

moderator for settling the Houston-Los
Angeles dispute.

Patterson said Wedensday that O'Brien
earlier in the day had instructed league at-

torney David Steam to advise William
Alverson, Rockets board chairman, that the
commissioner was declining the invitation.

Oil leaks in Salem Sound
BOSTON [AP] - Oil leaked into Salem

Sound from a Greek tanker that was
grounded during the Northeast storm earlier
this week, but a Coast Guard spokesman
said it appeared an "unsubstantial amount"
of the tanker's 160,000-gallon cargo had
spilled into the water.

Twenty-eight of the 32 crewmen aboard
the tanker Global Hope were removed
Wednesday to the Coast Guard cutter
Decisive. The captain and three chief mates
remained aboard to assist with repairs.

The Coast Guard suspended its search

Wednesday night for a missing 45-foot pilot

boat that had been sent into the area

Monday to help the crew of the Global Hope.
The bodies of four of the pilot boat Can Do's
five crewmen were found earlier.

The search for the boat and the fifth man
was expected to resume Thursday.

Coast Guard spokesman John Bablitch

said the Global Hope sustained minimal
damage to the hull when it was grounded
Monday. He said there was not estimate of

the amount of oil which had leaked from the
tanker, but he said officials believed there
was little spillage.

MONDAY DISCO PARTY
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Anyttiing goes when the snow flies. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

State Court
reduces time
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [AP] - A

prosecutor is angry at a state Supreme Court
ruling reducing a Pittsfield nnan's first-degree

murder conviction for torturing and then
beating to death a 4-year-old boy.
"We are very depressed by this decision,"

said Hampden- Berkshire District Attorney
Matthew J. Ryan Jr.

The Supreme Judicial Court reduced the

conviction of Calvin Cadwell to second-
degree murder in a ruling issued this week.
The decision eliminates Cadwell's life

sentence, making him eligible for parole in

less than 15 years.

He was convicted in' the 1975 death of

Walter Gerwaski III of Pittsfield, who
weighed 25 pounds when he died of a severe

beating to the head.

The case should have been a warning that

"you can't t>eat up kids without suffering the
consequences. Instead it has turned out not

to be that at all," Ryan said Tuesday.
Testimony at the trial revealed the child

was repeatedly beaten and abused by Cad-
well, who was living with the boy's mother at

the time.

The high court said the prosecution failed

to show the defendant's act was
premeditated or a "cru'^l or extreme
atrocity," justifying a first-degree murder
conviction.

Ryan disagreed, saying, "This was a

course of conduct that culminated in death.
When you look at it, it was obvious atrocity

and cruelty,"

International Airport was used to spread
foam on the escaped gasoline, but
Mastronardi said the foam's effectiveness

would not be permanent.
He kept a fire detail at the scene, and

police closed Lee Burbank Highway, which
leads to McClellan Highway.
He said a private company was trying to

suck up the escaped fuel.

Mastronardi said the gasoline leaked from
the tank through a crack at its base and into

an area surrounded by a steel dike eight feet

larger in diameter than the tank and designed
to contain any leaked fuel.

He said the gasoline leaked through a
small crack, apparently caused by freezing

weather, in the steel dike.

Some of the fuel then flowed into an area
surrounded by an earthen dike. That area
also was designed to collect Water, which
apparently froze creating a crack that
allowed the gasoline to escape, the fire chief

said.

Frederick Forest of Union Petroleum had
speculated earlier that the weight of snow
pushing on top of the floating cover of the
storage tank had caused the gasoline to leak
out the bottom of the tank.

Gas leaks
REVERE, Mass. [AP] - Gasoline leaked

from a storage tank and two dikes

surrounding it Wednesday, prompting police

to close a highway.
Fire Chief Anthony Mastronardi said the

gasoline leaked from an 800,(X)0- gallon

storage tank at the Union Petroleum Corp.

He said it was hard to estimate how much
escaped from the tank and two surrounding

dikes, but some of the fuel spread alongside

a small ditch near the parking lot at the

Suffolk Downs race track.

"Gasoline when exposed is always

dangerous," he said. A fire truck from Logan

Women perish,

trapped in car
NORWOOD, Mass. [AP] - The bodies of

two women, victims of carbon monoxide
poisoning, were found yesterday in a car

largely buried in snow, police said.

The deaths increased the number of

blizzard-related fatalities to 13 in Massa-
chusetts.

Police said the women had been dead for

several hours when their bodies were seen in

the car at 11 a.m. by passing youths.

The car was on Access Road in a desolate

area between several homes and the Nor-

wood Airport, police said. There is a store

about 100 yards from the location of the car.

The victims were identified as Claire M.
Young, 50, and Marie J. Jennings, 59, both

of Canton.
Officers said the key was turned to the

"on" position in the vehicle. They said they

did not know where the women were
headed, but speculated they had pulled over

to wait out the blizzard that struck Massa-
chusetts Monday and Tuesday.
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Letters
Human rights

column inaccurate

To the Editor:

The Young Socialist AJIiance at UMass
would like to correct some inaccuracies

and respond to some accusations in the

article "The Right to Self-Determination"

by Yitzhak Santis in the Feb. 6 Collegian.

Santis lumps together for his criticism

"such lofty groups as the Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade [RCYB\, the

Young Socialist Alliance [YSA\, the

International Socialists [IS] and others.

"

We'd like to point out that, as anyone
who occasionally glances at the tables in

the concourse is aware, there is littte

unanimity among these groups, par-

ticularly on the issues which Santis

sjngles out for criticism.

To mention a few: Santis claims that

the "RCYB, YSA and others" have

nothing to say about the right of the

Kurds in Iraq to self-determination.

Wrong — the YSA supports that right.

He claims that we condone repression in

Cambodia. Wrong — the YSA has

spoken out against the policies of the

Cambodian regime, although we
recognize the defeat of U.S. imperialism

in Southeast Asia as an important step

forward. And if Santis considers

Mozambique a "Marxist" state, then we
disagree seriously about what that

means.

But with regard to Santis' charge of a

"double standard of selective criticism,

"

we do see an excellent reason why
students and others in this country

concerned with human and democratic

rights should take a special interest in

fighting against repressive dictatorships

in places like South Africa, Chile and Iran

— because the U.S. government, acting

in the interests of multi-national cor-

porations and in our name, supports, by
diplomatic, military and economic means,

the white minority regime in South Africa

and the dictatorships of Pinochet and the

Shah. This is a basic responsibility, not a

'double standard'.

And, we see a very important dif-

ference between the struggle for national

self-determination by peoples oppressed

by colonial and imperial powers — like

the people of "our own " colony, Puerto

Rico — and the claim by those powers to

have the 'right' to oppress someone else

— as, for example, the state of Israel,

founded and maintained on the

dispossession and repression of the

Palestinian, or the Canadian state,

which uses arguments about the

"Canadian nation" to deny self-

determination to the people of Quebec.

We support the rights of the former

whole-heartedly, and condemn the

designs of the latter for what they are:

another face of imperialist oppression.

The revolution that we are working for,

one which can only come about through

the action of the vast majority of people,

is one which would take control of this

country's productive wealth out of the

hands of the corporations and allow that

wealth to be democratically controlled

and used for the satisfaction of human
needs. Such a revolution would do away
with the endless quest for profit which

drives the corporations [and the

government they control] to bankroll and
support regimes like that in South Africa.

It would secure those democratic rights

that the U.S. government now denies to

Blacks. Chicanos. Puerto Ricans, women
and individuals and groups who disagree

with its policies. It would deny any class

or people the right to oppress or exploit

another.
Lee Martindale is a member of the

Young Socialist Alliance

Organizational

meeting for R.A. 's

To the Editor:

There will be an organizational meeting
of OH-C Area Resident Assistants this

Tuesdav at 7 p.m. in Butterfield Lounge
to discuss petitioning for further R.A.

salary compensations.

This issue has been recently raised in

light of the minimum wage increase to

$2.65 effective January 1978. Presently

R.A.'s are receiving $2.65 for 6.6 hours

weekly. This present salary needs
reconsideratktn by the administration for

the following reasons:

1 — R.A.'s work more than 6.6 hours

weekly. Not including the two to three

hours alone R.A. 's spend weekly in staff

meetings, R.A.'s are also responsible for

keys, night duty once a week and on
rotating weekends, enforcing University

policy, acting as social coordinators and
enforcing the endangering behavior

policy.

2 — In September 1977, under

financial pressure, OH-C Area Residential

Offices raised R.A. salaries to $2.65 per

hour but cut the number of hours down
to 6.6 in order that R.A.'s would receive

the same salary previously allotted and
no salary increase would be necessary

after the minimum wage increase this

past January.

3 — R.A.s now receive the same salary

as dorm security guards who work one
night a week. Certainly this comparison
clearly illustrates that R.A.'s are un-

derpaid.

The present situation is even more
alarming considering that in past years

R.A. 's not only received a yearly stipend

totaling $800 [the yearly salary of an R.A.

today is approximately $500] but also a

tuition waiver. Although the salary

compensation for R.A.'s has decreased,

the amount of time and energy
demanded by the job has not. And then,

one must also consider the rise in cost-of-

living over the years.

Obviously something must be done. As
in OH-C Area are asked to attend

Tuesday's organizational meeting in

order that something may be done.

Lisa Melilli, Jody Marcus, Helen
Berg, Darryll Maston, Patrick
Brennan are R.A.s in Butterfield

House

Friday night's

death traumatic

To the Editor

Friday night I had a traumatic ex-

perience. On my way home from a party,

I decided to travel North Pleasant Street

through the university. Today I'm sorry

that I did.

As I approached the Morrill Science
Building, I saw Police all over the place.

They waved me on through, but as I

passed, I saw the reason that they were
assembled. I saw an officer pulling a
white sheet over the body of a fellow

UMass student. a 19-year-old
Sophomore frorn Braintree. Behind him
there was a red van with a cracked
windshield. I stopped, went back for

another look, and then I knew. He would
never see daylight again. I fell to my
knees and began to pray, and to cry.

I'm having a great deal of difficulty

right now, sitting here trying to express
the sadness and the reality of what I saw.
I guess you had to be there. It made me
realize... you just never know....

I left the scene, and continued on my
drive to Sunderland. A thousand things

went through my mind on that drive

back. And I cried most of the way.

I came into the apartment, sat down on
my bed, and woke up my roommate. I

told him what had happened, and then I

left, and went to make a phone call. We
don't have a phone yet, so I had to go
down to the office of the complex to

make the call. The call I made was to my
father. The last time that I had spoken to

my father was over the phone, and I had
hung up on him, but not before telling

him where to go. I felt so small, and so

cheap as I dialed his phone number, and
worst of all, I felt like such a fool. I had to

make my peace. He answered the phone,

and accepted my collect call. I told him
what I hadjust seen, started crying again,

and apologized for everything that I'd

said to him during our previous fihone

call.

There are two reasons why I am
writing this letter. First, I am begging all

of you with cars out there to please drive

carefully and observe all safety

regulations. They are there for the

protection and well being of everyone.

Maybe speed bumps all around campus
might be a good idea for this area.

But the second reason that I'm writing

is this: If there is anyone — friend,

relative, parent, — with whom you are

not at peace, make your peace. Last

night, I had the chance, but the next

time, I might not be so lucky. You just

don't know, people, you just don't

know....

Collegian n

Dissident Colony

Personal patriotism
Jerrg rojiers

In a great display of ideological patriotism,

a handful of German Gestapo officers, with

the aid of Sam's piano, sing the praises of

the Fatherland in "Casablanca." Victor

Laszio, the underground leader, is not to be
outdone, and he strides confidently up to the

leader of the small orchestra in Rick's Cafe
Americain.

"Play 'La Marseillaisel'," Laszio com-
mands.
The bandleader hesitates and looks to his

left toward Rick ("Richard Blaine,

American," as Major Strasser identifies him).

As Laszio reiterates his demand. Rick, played

by Humphrey Bogart, silently nods his ap-

proval and the band strikes up the French
national anthem.
A barroom full of European refugees

fleeing the Nazi occupation quickly joins in

behind Laszlo's lead and the Nazis are soon
overwhelmed and forced to stop their

singing. Shouts of "Vive la Francel" and
"Vive la Democratic!" follow the last words
of "La Marseillaise".

Now, picture this scene:

The pulsating disco rhythms of the Bee
Gees' "Saturday Night Fever" soundtrack

help psyche the crowd that has gathered in

the Cage to view the basketball game be-

tween UMass and West Virginia.

The energy level of the fans and of the

Minutemen rises accordingly when an an-

nouncer, in a voice that attempts to exude

excitement with every sentence, breaks in

and tells all that THE national anthem is

about to be played.

Sho'tly afte the lyrics of Francis Scott

Key's incient lyric begin to filter throughout

the cage, a majority of the fans stand .i" in a

response that typifies psychological oon-

'itioning rather than great feelings of

triotism. A handful of these people sing a

tew lines of the song; yet most are humming
the disco tunes so abruptly cut off and

talking about how tall the West Virginia

teams seems to be in comparison to UMass.

When the anthem is nearly over people
' gin clapping. This too is attributable to

other conditioning or to the fans' wish to get

the game underway and their happiness that

the bombs bursting in air have finally

stopped.

Obviously, these two situations are not

easily comparable. However, they can be

considered representative of the nature of

political differences and the influence of

popular cultures at two different points in

time.

It is unlikely that Victor Laszio could instill

overwhelming patriotism in the hearts of

French men and women as he was able to do
in the movie "Casablanca". The likelihood of

Americans buying war bonds and conserving

rubber so that jeeps might have tires is

doubtful now. Though vestiges of the Cold

War leave many people with an overly

general, ill-defined notion of the differences

between political ideologies, most people

have either little regard for politics

altogether, and instead believe in

pragmatism or view politics as personal

rather than social.

At one time it may have been logical to

assume fans attending a basketball game
wert "true Americans" and more than happy

to sing the national anthem. After all. the

competition and sort of social Darwinism

surrounding basketball in this country is

typical of American corporate capitalism.

However, the extension of fans' acceptance

of competition to the acceptance and

championing of patriotism has since become
illogical and unrealistic.

It's always great to be able to feel the

tingle that runs up your spine when the

words of "Ld Marseillaise" drown out the

oppression symbolized by the Gestapo

singing the praises of the Fatherland. The

incorporation of politics on a personal level

is, nonetheless, a more honest and intelligent

approach to solving problems and satisfying

people's needs.

Jerry Rogers is a Collegian Columnist.

billsundstrom

According to the January 6 edition of
Science magazine, UMass is host to a
"colony." It's not, as one might expect, a
colony of unusual laboratory mice or fungi,
or a population of strangely-plumed pigeons
residing in the rafters of South College.
Rather, this is a human colony, and not of the
Puerto Rico variety. It's a colony of
"radicals" and "dissident" professors.

Those who have taken a course with one
of UMass' radical professors probably don't

realize how privileged they are. In the words
of the article in Science (hardly what one
would call a "dissident" publication):

"American radicals have never really found a

niche In the universities. By the test of

tenure, colleges and universities have been
reluctant to give full faculty status to those
who espouse basic changes In the political

and economic system."

Nowehre has that "test of tenure" been
more evident than in the Crimson Halls of

Harvard, where the economics department

has never granted tenure to a radical. That

practice has turned cut to be one of the best

things that ever happened to economics at

UMass, since a number of the brightest

Harvard rejects have flocked to this campus
for a slightly less hostile environment.

The history of radical economics at UMass
is interesting, if not widely known. It seems
that in 1972-72 the economics department

was in somewhat a state of turmoil, there

being an abundance of mathematical

economists and demands that the depart-

ment diversify. All of this led .-> the hiiing of a

brilliant young Harvard economist who had
jus* been denied tenure at that institulion

because he was, alas, a "radical". That

economist, name of Samuel Bowles, was
"dnftevi" In a negotiated package deal, in

wi,.^;T four other radicals were also red.

Today there is probably no better place in

the country to learn radical, or "critical,"

"onomics, and radical theorists are popping
u^ h* re and there in other departments as
well.

The presnce of radicals, Marxists, and
assorted other "subversives" has presented

some problems more traditional departments

have never had to deal with. The Economics
department, for example, has been attracting

Winter is a fact of life in New England

Stephen N. Mathieu

J

By JOHN LUCZKOW JR.

Collegian Staff

Welcome home. By now we have been

through a number of snowstorms which

turned to either slush or freezing rain, and
one of the bigger snowstorms on record as

well. Although we have not had snow for

awhile, and much has melted, more is always

expected. Tonight there is a coat of frost on
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The new liberalism

By LISA MELILLI
Collegian Staff

When the Class of 1981 first shuffled
through the halls of Yale University last fall,

over 50 per cent of those students reported
in a released poll that their political views
were conservative. Such was the case in

college campuses across the nation where
the angry activism and national concern of

students from the sixties seemed to have
faded completely over the horizon. The
newly empowered Southern politician in the
present White House seemed to have
shovelled in a new wave of conservatism
across the country, a conservatism which
had even infiltrated the hardy mineds of the
young.

But politics is a game, we've heard, but

worse, politics is a game of words and labels

which are often evasive and misleading. And
the reported bout of "conservative' is a

point in case.

Conservatism has been associated with
laissez-faire politics - the belief that an
economic system be left for the most part to
its own natural ways. In short, conservatism
is passive politics, the belief that whatever
happens by course is for the best.

But in a recent poll taken across the nation

as reported last month in the New York
Times, eighty-five per cent of those reporting

conservative political sentiments also
reported that they were in favor of increasing

social welfare programs and a national

socialized medical program. These last views
certainly cannot be called traditionally

conservative views.

Social welfare and socialized medical care

certainly represent activism and certainly

represent the desire to take hold of an
economic system and not let it run its natural

course. These views also represent the Idea

of "sharing the wealth" atKl are totally

opposite to the conservative notion that "the
best shall succeed and it be rightly so."

Obviously the term conservatism as used
by both college students and U.S. citizens In
polling is both evasive and misleading in

consideration of these instances the report of
overriding conservative viewpoints in the
US. may not actually be existing as
reported.

Then, on the other hand, conservatism has
always been considered from the right of the
political spectrum to the norm and one can
induce that perhaps that norm now is

supporting socialized programs.

If this be the case, one can simply see a
change in the American point of view — that
IS that conservatism may no longer be
conservatism" as we traditionally know rt,

but actually a new fdrm of liberalism.

Lisa Melilli is a CoUagian Commentator.

all the cars in the parking lots. Tomorrow

morning drivers will be handling scrapers.

Some cars will refuse to start. Someone will

be bullshit. At the base of the hill between

Worcester D.C. and Orchard Hill foot-thick

hunks of ice are piled by the edge of the

walk: evidence of work the Physical Plant did

chipping clear the asphalt, eventually. Most

of the trees have been stripped naked. Not

many birds are weathering it out.

Winter is a fact of New England. (Not only

in New England, of course, but since we here

we might as well talk about New England.

Don't you think? Probably not.) I am not

complaining. The fact is that I (in the loose —
although not the loosest — sense of the

word) love winter. It would make me very

happy to see it snow and snow until the path

to Worcester D.C. ices up and a big glacier

flows down to squash North Pleasant St.

The Physical Plant folks can stand atop the

ice and smoke cigars. I am irritated by those

who are irritated by the snow. Everyone

complains: the newspapers make droll jokes

in their weather blurbs. The voice comes

over the radio: "Well, here it Is: there's more

snow on the way. Yuck. Sorry about that."

And other radio personnel mutter in the

background. And TV news crews shake their

gleaming heads. And there I am,

gesticulating uselessly, a big stuffed

Raggedy JL, thinking, "What is v/rong with

you people? How can you ever be happy
with that kind of an attitude?"

Still, and maybe a little more honestly, one
begins to wonder when this winter thing is

going to be over. There are flakes and more
flakes, the fucking cold, bulky layer upon
layer of clothing, nearly breaking a leg on the

steps of the Student Union; and it's only just

turned February! No wonder we walk around
glaze-eyed and tempers snap. One stops

wondering and begins worrying. What was it

like when the world was green? Maybe will

wait forever for the resurrection of life. None
of these worries affect me, of course, but the

other day I did catch myself on the edge of a

morose state. 'What is wrong with you JL?' I

asked myself. I had been remembering,

which I try not to do because it's hardly

conducive to happiness, that last year at this

time I was in Florida. Oohh. That's why.

There is a lot of ugliness in Florida, I admit.

Billboards, Tampa, tourist traps, ("World's

Largest Seashell Factor! I" Honest. There is

such a place-thing), fat old women in bikinis,

fat old men in bermuda shorts. The state is

full of grouchy retired couples who drive

Cadillacs and Winnebagoe by hitchhikers

without a blink of an eye. And is as flat as a

piano after someone has danced on the

stcings. Oh yea, Florida's got the ugly.

On the other hand, there was an awful lot

a disproportionately large number of left-

leaning graduate students, who are well-

aware of the department's reputation. This
would be no hassle were it not for the fact

that so many grad students take on teaching
assistantships. What has happened in some
cases is that a "traditional" economist will

present his depiction of economics in in-

troductory course lectures, and a radical T.A.
will contradict it all in the discussion section.

This probably leaves some students
confused and others angry; but confusion

and anger are often signs that the com-
fortable layer of dust that sits atop the un-
critical mind is being disturbed by new and
challenging ideas. Some will ignore this

disturbance and return to their accounting or

government courses much as they were
before the exposure to radicalism. Others will

enter a painful period of questioning their

beliefs and values systems, followed by a few
more courses with radicals. Ultimately they

n^y come to the conclusion that they
themselves are "dissidents."

Is this colony of radicals, on balance, a

credit or debit to the university? The answer
will, of course, depend largely on the political

persuasion of the person responding. Here

are some argumenib, Tium one of those new
"dissidents," to be tallied on the plus side:

1 ) Radicals provide a point of view seldom
encountered in American education, but

highly influential in other parts of the world;

2) The attraction of and granting of tenure

to important American radicals raises the

quality of education here and the prestige of

the institution;

3) In a society and world plagued by

inequality, oppression, economic instability

and alienation, radical ideas present some of

the most important solutions and directions.

Marx set as one of his philosophical prin-

ciples the unity of theory and practice — it

might be said that radical professors are

sorely lacking in the "practical" area. But if

they can scrape away some mental cobwebs,

or though their studies come up with some
viable alternatives to the present state of

affairs, their presence will surely have been

justified.

Bill SundStrom is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian.

of beauty in Florida, too. Especially at sunset.

Evening light intensified all the colors. The
greenery was lush, exotic, and the smells

were strong. The grass was springy with life

under our bare feet. It was practically

summer, in February. (The Floridians

complained. "Too cold!"). We drove the

crazy neighbor's old Studebaker Step-Van all

over Clean^ater, Florida, faithfully following

the prescripton on the front-bumper plates of

other Florida freaks, which read "ARRIVE
STONED". About the most ambitious thing I

had to do was toss a frisbee around our

apartment complex, and build sandcastles on

the beach under a haloed sun. The people

were good: for awhile there were about

twelve of us hippiei-type subversive socialist

characters living in a one bedroom apart-

ment. We were amiling-jnost of the time. In

the morning someone would walk to a

nearby tree and return with a shopping sack

full of grapefruit. Sugar Is wasted on fresh

grapefruit. Life was tough. You get the

picture. If you've never been away: quit

school. What are you doing here? Right now,

at this moment, NOW, Florida is much as I

described. Let's force the weatherman over

red hot coals; and If you see a groundhog,

shoot it before it has a chance * > pop its head

back Into its hole. But I'm st lying behind,

without complaining, and if you don't like it

you can leave. If you all go South there will

be all the more space for me to tromp my
boots around in. Good luck to you. And good
riddance.
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AUDIO FOR RENT

TEAC 2S0 cassette deck. All new rubber

parts. Asking $160 Call Tom, 549-0909.

AUTO FOR SALE

\A/V camper bus 68 poptop. AM FM
stereo, fully equipped, exc cond. $1295,

6653412

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

1970 Toyota II Corona. Exc. running

condition, body work needed Call Jane
from 3-4, 253 9733, after 6 at 283 3784.

1966 Volvo 1800S Sport Coupe. 546-9679.

72 VW Super Beetle in excellent condi-

tion Call 256 8890, even Negotiable.

68 Ford Custom 4000 R hdtop PS. PB,
AT, new snows, good cond $400 665-

3271, nights.

LOST

To whomever "borrowed" my hat in the
Hatch Saturday night: please return it. I

can't replace it and I'm really upset. You
can leave it in the UMass Craft Shop, no
questions asked. I have a lot of friends

looking for it.

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

Applications for the spring SSTS bus
driver training program will be given to

the first 100 qualified people on Feb. 9 in

Campus Center Room 904 at 7 p m.
Qualifications: you must be over 18,

have held a car license for at least 1 year

£r be a UMass degree student with at

least 3 semesters remaining. Bring proof
of class year & licer»se. Plan to obtain
Class Two learner's permit on your own.
The SSTS is an equal opportunity,
affirmative action employer.

CARS SNOWMOBILES-PARTS

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing

is believing. Ask for it at the UM
bookstore.

CALCULATORS

College Calculators — low prices -1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore TI59 $220, TI58 $93. TI57

$60, TI55 $53, TI40 $22 COMM4190
$40, C0MM4148 $25, all HP's & Sharps
available. College Calcufators is now
four yrs old' Before you buy anywhere
else call Bob or Chris 549 1316 (even) or

1 739 9626 (Spnng'ield- daytime).

Tired of the dorms? Don't want the

hassle of an apartment? Get the best of

both in a warm homey atmosphere.
We're away from the hub-bub of the

University but right on UMass bus
routes Call Barbara at 545-0162. You'll

be glad you did.

1 or 2 roomates wanted to share 2

bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Rent $225.

futilities. Call 253-9814.

Female roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt in Rolling Green. Call

Beth, Brenda or Lorraine at 253-7690.

SONIX is Sound Services Any sound job

is neither too big nor too small. All-Altec

PA. Rentals available. Give us a try.

Write Sonix P.O. Box 781 or call 584-

4076.

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

Quilting Er creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427

HELP WANTED

One bedrm in beautiful country farm
house, available Feb. 1. 1978. Call 659-

3542

FOR SALE

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 9y2. These
boots are two years old but have only
been worn on two occasions. $25 will

buy you these boots. If interested, call

2535873

Organ and amplifier available for quick
sale $300 or best offer. Call nights 549,

4834

Double bed, $20. Call 467 9801.

Stereo system BIC960 turntable. RTRExp
8 speakers LA750 amp exc condition
$300. Moving many other items. 253-

5369.

CCM skates, size 10 549 3607, eves $30.

Invest your rent money by buy-
ing - you'll come out thousands ahead
at graduation. Put the touch on Dad for

the down payment. Call Dawn Realty,

5495998

New 8-track tape deck $35 666 3412.

Phillips GA427 turntable. $50, exc,
66856.

Rampal concert Feb. 10. Five e;.cellent

tickets for sale. Call 625-2779.

Woman's down head ski parker size

9/10. Exc. condition. Must sell Call 549-

5961.

Zoo Mass shirts 3.75 sz's S, M, L, colors
black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.

Send $ and address to Box 436 Sun
derland MA.

Get paid for reading, watching TV. or

studying! Night S'^aff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher.
545 6699

Can't afford to pay for undesireable
Dining Commons food? Work as a

houseperson and get good home-
cookod meals. Meal tickets are refun-

dable. Call Barbara at 545-0162.

Non-work study positions open in

Collegian Graphics Department.
Minimum 15 hrs./wk., two semester
commitment. Jobs are open in this

field, and experience here will help.

No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb. 8.

My Honda 350 needs engine '-emoved,

new kickstarter shaft. Work spare hours

on campus. I supply parts. 253-7374.

Maple house, a psychiatric halfway
house is offering full-time and part-

time internships starting at $40 per

week. No live-in positions. Super-
vision provided. Credit available

through students' academic in-

stitutions. Send resume to 460 Maple
St.. Holyoke. Mass.

Work study students — guidebook of

-Appropriate Technology seeking:
photojournalist, researcher and graphics

artist. For info call Energy Office, 545-

0962

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
reading memory & all learning -kills

easily. Campus Center, Feb. 15, r^-.. 162;
Feb. 16, rm. 809 at 7 & 8:30 ^j.m. Mr.
Morse, hypnotist, consultant M.E.D,
532-5703, free session.

RIDE WANTED

Needs a ride to Boston So. Shore area

Fridays after 2:00. Please call Peg, 549-

6806, will share expenses.

I am looking for a ride to Quebec City for

the Winter Carnival. Will share $ and
driving. Call David 253-2954.

SERVICES

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot

waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875.

Contact lens wearers: save on brand
name hard and soft lens supplies Send
for free illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Sup plies. Box 7453, Phoenix, Arizona
85011.

Work studies wanted.
Call Alexis at 546-0003.

Flexible hours.

Rossignol skis 170's Used once. BO.
Call Lynn 549^55 Excellent condition.

PERSONALS

To the girl who mistakenly took my mit
tens at the post office Monday 7: please
leave them at the lost and found desk in

the CC for me. Thanks.

Part-time houseboy wanted. Good food
in exchange for light kitchen duties. Call

Kathy S. between 6-8 pm, 545 2735.

Interns, practicum students: opening
available in North Amherst Shelter
Home for work with court-involved
teenage boys. Recreation, counseling,
general supervision, crafts and tutoring.

Pete Christopher, 549-6699. Soon!

Quel, tutor for Math 120 needed 64631.
$

Overweight? Try the one that works!
Famous US Women's ski team diet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order
today! Send $3: Fem Art, Box 3351.

Logan, Utah 84321

.

TRAVEL

Puerto Rico Paradise Gambling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida). 8 days £f 7 nit hts. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call

Reade 546-5000 or 5-3600.

WANTED

Used Box spring and mattress for dbl.

bed wanted. Call 549-6916.

Wanted: a single or double bed — mattress
and box spring or just mattress. Price

negotiable 253 2107.

If your selling a used couch call Pat at

256 8047.

WANTED TO RENT

Roommate wanted. Female non-
smoker. 2 bdrm apt, $115/mo includes

utils 256 6388.

Houseboy needed. For info call 545-
0939

Counaeilor for Cong. Church youth
group. Sundays. Call 584-9392, am.

1 roommcte wanted to share 4 bed apt.

Male non smoker pref $90 per mo., util.

incl. Next to campus. Ask for Mark, 549-

4470,

Roommate wanted to share tvvo

bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Call Andy at

545 2306 or Julie or Skip at 253 3§41 $75
per mo. ft util.
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Upcoming events at the Fine Arts Center

Marcel Marceau, the world's greatest mime

The Canadian Opera Company will present The Barber of Seville at the Fine Arts
Center on February 16, 1978.

Barber of Seville at Fine Arts

MARCEL MARCEAU, called the worid's
greatest pantomimist, the wordless wonder,
the genius of gesture, will return to the Fine
Arts Center on Friday and Saturday,
February 24, 25 at 8 p.m.

Marceau is the holder of the all time at-

tendance record at the Fine Arts Center. The
internationally acclaimed mime performed to
three sell out shows during the first season of

the Fine Arts Center in 1975.

Marceau has thrilled audiences throughout
the world with his interpretations of the
comic and tragic aspects of daily existance.
Marceau has done who no one before had
ever attempted, a one-man show reviving the
most ancient art, the Art of Pantomime. With

Marcel Marceau, the worlds greatest mime will return to the Fine Arts Center on
February 24 and 25, 1978.

a few gestures he creates the joy of our
childhood, the misfortunes and agonies of
our lives. He portrays birth and death with a
single movement of his body, fights the
howling wind, tames lions, walks a tightrope,
gets lost in the subway, climbs an in-

terminable staircase - all without the benefit
of props, scenery or makeup - other than
his white face.

Tickets for the Friday and Saturday
evening performances will be on sale at the
Fine Arts Center box office and all Ticketron
locations on Feb. 10th. Ticket prices are:
general public, $7, 6, 5. UMass students and
senior citizens are $6, 5, 4. The Fine Arts
Center box office is open Monday through
Friday. For more information, call 545-2511.

Probably the best loved Italian comic
opera, Rossini's The Barber of Seville is

'opera Buffa" at its best, turning easily from
sentimentality to laughter, from drama to
burlesque. The sardonic mockery,
sophistication, gallantry, and intrigue of
Beaumarchais' play, upon which the opera is

based, find their happy equivalent in

Rossini's brilliant score with its wonderful
mercurial rhythms and melodies.
The Canadian Opera Company, Lofti

Mansouri, general director, will present the
Barber of Seville in English at the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall, Thursday, February 16
at 8 p.m.

Tickets are now on sale at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office, open Monday through
Friday nine to four. Ticket prices are: general
public, $7, 6, 5. UMass students, $3.50, 3,
2.50, Senior Citizens, and other students, $6'

5, 4.
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Born today, you are tact-

ful, sympathetic, and very
proud. You are at times so

concerned with family
honor and personal stand-

ing that you fail to exercise
those characteristics
which humanize your na-

ture - generosity, under-
standing, and appreciation
of others' efforts on your
behalf. You are self-confi-

dant and determined, but
sometimes others see this

as arrogance and stub-

bornness. Obviously, you
will have to be very careful

in making impressions, for

you could easily make the

wrong one.

You enjoy indulging your
love of luxury, though you
may feel guilty about it.

You like fine clothes, good
food and drink, and take
special interest in those
who can introduce you to

people of influence. You
would love the limelight,

though it is doubtful that

you will ever reach it. You
would also take great joy

from being the power be-

hind the throne," and you
may well be just that

You love easily, but not

always wisely. You may
give your heart many
times before finally doing
so permanently. You will

demand a great deal from
whomever you become in-

volved with; you will ex-

pect support in all things,

whether or not it goes
against ethics. In the end,

you will learn to live and
let live, and unrequited
love will be a thing of the

past.

To .see what is in .store

for you tomorrow, find"

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I,et your birthday star be

your daily guide
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

10

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-

Feb.l8) - Artistic talent

may be able to extricate
you from problems threat-

ening your immediate
future.

PISCES! Feb. 19-March
20) - Beware of deception.

You could easily be taken
in by appearances. Look
further for the truth.

ARIES (March 21-April

19) - A small purchase
makes another happier
than you thought po.ssiblc.

Keep helping another to

optimism.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) - Your fame may not

be as great as you hoped.
Work on with a will if not a

heart.

GEMINI (May 21-June
20) - humanitarian pur-

suits are best today.
Friends show they expect
help climbing to the top.

CANCER(June 21-,Iuly

22 ) - Today is not good for

negotiating important con-

tracts. Rest on career lau-

rels.

LEOi.Iuly 2;5-Aug.22) ~

Approach another's diffi-

culties philosophically.
Into each life some rain

must fall.

VIRGOl Aug.23-Sept.22

)

~ Inspiration and effort

give best results. Don't
trust another's memory,
relv on your own'
LIBRA Sept.2;^Oct.22) ~

Your practical mind
makes up for much. Allow
plenty of time to work out
problems at home.
SC0RPIO(Oct2.'?-

Nov.21 ) - Don't expend
energy in too many direc-

tions. SS9& some for eve-

ning surprises and a guest.

SAGITTARIUS! Nov 22-

Dec.21 » - Be careful of

your presentation in an
interview. Depend on
charm only during the

morning.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-

.Ian. 19) - Signing a legal

document may leave you
weary. Rest for energies to

be restored by evening.
CopyriKht. 197R

United Feature SvndirHtr Im
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Notices
ALTERNATIVE HIGH SCHOOL
The Alternative Learning Program on

campus at UMass is looking for volunteers to

teach classes for the spring semester.
Volunteers can earn credit for teaching in the
program, and are needed in all subject areas.

For more information call 545-2584.

BOLTWOOD BELCHERTOWN VOLUN-
TEERS
The '.e who wish to volunteer this semester

must :ome to program selection night,

which is tonight at 7:30 p.m. 8th floor

Campus Center
COMMITTi^E FOR LIBERATION OF
SOUTHERN AFRICA

Meeting to \ight7 p.m., * <.jv Africa House.
R"^ : 14, All welcome.
COMPANION PP'^ ''RAM
Companiuii volunteers needed for

Amherst cb en. Volunteers spend 2-3

hours d we - vvith children. Males especially

in dernanci. For more information call

Amherst community Resource center. 253-

2591.

COSMIC WIMPOUT TOURNAMENT
Cosmic wimpout players — Dust off your

tesseracts. The third annual cosmic wimpout
tournament will be held in April.

FILM: Battleship Potemkin
Eisenstein's classic movie of the 1905

Russian Revolution. Introduced by Wayne
Standley, Shop Steward at Northampton
State Hospital. UMass C.C. 172. 7:30 tonight,

Thursday, Feb. 9. All welcomed.
THE NEED FOR PEOPLE TO HELP PEOPLE
IN NEED

Are you interested in volunteer work?
Many social service agencies in the area need
your help. The volunteer program located in

the basement of the Jones Library will place
you in an area of your choice (youth, elderly.

mentally retarded, etc.) Please teel free to
call us at 253-2591 or drop in anytime during
the day.

OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS
We are looking for students interested in

organizing Fall 78 internships, lab ex-
periences or volunteer experience. Coun-
selors are available to discuss credit
cirrangen, .a and provide support for
prospective interns. Located at 409 Goodell,
call 545-0727 for an appointment.
SAILING CLUB

There will be a general meeting of the
Sailing Club, Thursday, February 9 at 8 p.m.
m C.C. 917. Plans for the semester will be
discussed and slides of the trip to Florida will

be shown. For any questions call Tim at 54i6-

9074.

SKI PATROL
There is a meeting tonight and every

Thursday night at 8 p.m. on the 9th floor C.C.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
Meeting tonight, 8 p.m., C.C. 905-909. We

are going to elect officers, discuss movie
plans and explain general club policy. All 5-

college students welcome.
A TTENTION UMSFCU MEMBERS
Members interested in applying for B.O.D.

or Credit Committee positions. See either

Denise Colls or Peter Bloom before the dead-
line Friday, February 17th at the Credit
Union.
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

There will be a meeting of the publicity

committee at 6 p.m. in 41 5A Student Union.
New members are welcome.
ZIONIST SYMPOSIUM

"Israel in Transition: From Labor to Likud
- the Changing Ambience" with Prof. B.
Avishai and Rael Jean Isaac. Thursday,
February 9 at 8 p.m. C.C. 165-169.

HEARTS
& FLOWERS
Send Your Valentine
The FTD LoveBundle* Bouquet.

A spray of

sparkling hearts in

a colorful bouquet
Your FTD Rorist

can send one
almost anywhere
by wire, the

FTD way. Order early. V
(Most FTD Florists accept major
credft cards.

)

jor ^V Usually available

for less than

$1 COO-15
Those FTD Florists

Really Get Around.
•As an independent businessman, each
FTD Member Florist sets his own prices.

I 1978 Florists' Transworld Dtfliverv

The TI-57. The super slide-rule that'll

get you into programming... fast and easy.

Even if you've never programmed before.

F'or the student who re-

quire.s slide-rule functions, the

TI-57 delivers an exceptional

combination of advanced
mathematical and stati.stical

capabilities. From functions

such as tri^. loRs. powers, roots

and reciprocals... to mean, var-

iance, standard deviation and

much more.

And as long as you're in

the market for a supi-r slide

ruUi laiciilator, why not buy

onethat <ari also put the powiM.

speed and < otuenirrMc <>t |)i(>-

(rrammitur at \<>\i v ijisposal".'

I'roKratTitnuiK a «alculator

simply means ^i\ inp it a logical

set of instructions for accom-

plishing what you want it to

do. ProgramminK enables you

to solve lenpthy and repetitive

' problems

quickly

by sub-

stitut IIIJJ

new vari-

ables into

the set of

instructions

which you

have al-

?<'aily eniered into the machine

The end ftsult is more efli-

cient use of your time in prob-

lem-solving.

All this and more is ex-

plained in our unique, illus-

trated, easy-to-follow guide-

book, "Making Tracks Into

Programming." This 2()0-page

book comes with the TI-57. It

contains simfile, step-by-step

itistiiut ions and examples to

help yuu (juickiy learn to use

pro^i <i 111 m I nir fu fictions to

make .\uur piulilctn solving

fast*'!', niiiic ai! matt' innl tun.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS [^J S\
...INNOVATORS IN V_| fj

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS \j

Texas Instruments
f^j 1<»7D Te««S Instruments |nrrnpo'at»>f)

I N< OK fOR Alio

Send Our FTD

LoveBundle
Bouquet

Valentine's DayCards

'£e7i//^JT/ie/fiea^.

K
Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the rnivcrsilv Slorc
MURRAY LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Fresh, roman tic-

flowers arranged with a

spray of sparkling

hearts. We can send it

ahiiost anywhere by

wire. I he FTD way.

Bui hurry...Valentines

Da\ is Tuesday,

Februan 1^5

We realK -ct ari>und.. .for you!

BUTLER & ULLMAN
FLOWERS

HADLEY.MASS.
584-0220

Whenyoutakeaway
theuniform

andthe lifestyle

whathaveyougot?
The Job.

The Coast Guard's involved

in things like saving lives,

fighting pollution, enforc-

ing the law, and maintain-

ing navigational systems.
They're big jobs and they're

important jobs. To the

country and to the people

who do them. And you
could be involved in one of

them after just 1 8 weeks in

Officer Candidate School

in Yorktown, Va.

As an officer in the Coast
Guard you would be in a

position of res|X)nsibility

and leadership. It's a chal-

lenging job. One where
you II prove to yourself

and others that the 4 years

you spent in college were
well worth it.

The Pliy& Benefits.

As an Ensign in the Coast
Guard, your starting salary

will be over $1 0.000 a year.

During your first 3 years,

normal promotion and
seniority will increase your

salary by over 40%. Along
with that come generous
living allowances and
benefits. Your medical and
dental care is free. If you

Our Representative

will be here

2/14/78

get married, your family

also receives medical
coverage. If you make the

Coast Guarcfyour career,

you can apply for post-

graduate training. And if

you're selected, we'll pay
your tuition plus keep you
on full salary while you're

attending school.

There's also a generous
retirement plan if you stay

with us for at least 20
years. That's something
you won't find with many
private companies.

The Opportunities.
The jobs the Coast Guard
does are anything but or-

dinary. Which means that

doing those jobs will pay
off in training and experi-

ence that is anything but

ordinary. You'll develop
skills in manage-
ment and
leadership

that will be
invaluable to

you and your
career. Skills you
can use whether
you stay in

the Coast
Guard or not!

And you'll be able to

travel. A Coast Guard
Officer doesn't stay put.

Your assignment could be
in any of a variety of loca-

tions around the country
or overseas.

The Future.
As with any job you're

interested in now, the

future has got to be an
important consideration.

Where's the job going to

lead you? In the Coast
Guard your future is, to say

the least, expandable.
Whether you make it a

career or not, the experi-

ence and skills you'll

develop will be hard to

match anywhere else. The
most important of which
will be the skill of handling

yourself in a management
situation. Because

that's what you'll

be involved In on
the first day of your
job as a Coast Guard
Officer. And when

you've got that

kind of experi-

ence, you
can use it

anywhere.

GoastGuardQCS.
visit your college placement office, or call 800-424-8883

toll free.for more Information.

Costs to raise

six percent
WASHINGTON \AP\ Prices are likely to

increase between 6 to 7 per cent a year for
' the next several years unless the govern n-ient

acts to restrain thenn, the head of the Carter

administration's anti-inflation agency said

yesterday.

"The current outlook for inflation is ex-

tremely dismal," Barry P. Bosworth, director

of the Council on Wage and Price Stability,

told the House Budget Committee.

He said the risk that inflation could get

even worse is greater than the possibility it

could improve especially if there is another

economic shock, such as an increa-^ in oil

prices.

"Once we came to accept 6 per :ent as

normal, the same pressures that drove the

rate of inflation from zero to 6 would

inevitably drive it from 6 up to 10 or even 12

per cent," Bosworth said.

He added that if inflation should return to

double-digit levels — above 10 per ce t — an

"outraged citizenry" probabK ;vould

demand wage and price cont' that

business, labor and government ; ' fear.

Before the committee, Bosworth ended

the administration's new volunt anti-

inflation program, which is designe o trim

one-half of one percentage point )m in-

flation each year. It has been widely ticized

as relying too much on voluntary forts.

Committee
endorses

welfare plan
WASHINGTON [UPI] - P .tsident

Carter's plan to overhaul the nation welfare

system passed its first major legis! ve test

yesterday, winning a 23-6 endorser nt from

a special House welfare refocn sub-

committee.
The bill still must work its way through a

legislative maze that has stifled previous

attempts at making basic changes in welfare.

Before approving Carter's plan, the

subcommittee rejected 16-13 a less costly

alternative offered by chairman AI Ullman, D-

Ore., of the House Ways and Means
Committee.

Ullman said he would "very strongly

pursue" his bill in the full committee, one of

three in the House that must pass judgment

on the subcommittee bill.

The subcommittee agreed for one thing to

establish a work requirement for many
welfare recipients and to guarantee in cash a

minimum income of $4,200 a year for a family

of four.

HEW Secretary Joseph Califano praised

the subcommittee action, saying it was "the

first major step in Congress toward giving

the American people a welfare system that is

pro-family, pro-work and anti-fraud and anti-

abuse."
During hearings, the administration

acknowledged its earlier cost estimates

might have been too low.

Instead of an increase of $2.8 billion in

welfare spending during the first year of

Carter's Better Jobs and Income Program,

welfare reform might cost $20 billion more

than present welfare programs, an ad-

ministration estimate said.

During more than two months of bill-

drafting sessions, the subcompiittee made
changes in detail but did not alter the

concept of Carter's plan to provide jobs and

supplemental income for poor persons.

It approved, for instance, a Carter request

to provide service jobs for welfare recipients,

but removed a provision that would have set

pay for those jobs at the minimum wage.

Under the revision, the jobs could pay up

to $10,500 a year for supervisory workers.

Several subcommittee members who
voted for the bill said they did not support

certain provisions.

-DC Menu-
TODAY

Lunch - Deli Ham on Water Roll,

Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole.
Basics; Lentil Patties, Broccoli and
Cauliflower Casserole.

Dinner — Roast Turkey — Gravy,
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce, Knockwurst-
Sauerkraut. Basics: Roast Turkey-Gravy,
Dressing, Cranberry Sauce, Herbed
Soybean Casserole.

TOMORROW
Lunch - Durr' -.s Beef Pie, Grilled

Cheese Sandwu * 3asics: Vegetable
Shepards Pie, Grillou Cheese Sandwich.

Dinner — Fried Cod- Tarter Sauce,
Manicotti-Tomato Meat Sauce. Fried

Cod-Tarter Sauce, Manicotti-Tomato.
Sauce.
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DON'T WANTA SHAKE YOUR HAND! Mary Haleran protects the ball against

Providence. The freshman guard has surprised many with her tight "D" and blinding

speed. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

Derick Claiborne glides to the hoop for a smooth two points. Claiborne is half of

the Minutemen backcourt which will provide an advantage tonight. (Staff photo by
Pat Dobbs)

P^ 'HAHJEErS 'PlACr
The areas only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797.

Mon.-Thurs 4:30-10:.30; Fri -Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun 12-10:30

i[n

PEOPLE'S GAY ALLIANCE

I

SU 4I3B

545-0154

Come learn Pottery

from us.

Pottery is just cne of the m^ny workshops of feted this Spimq through
t'^c. Credit Free Workshop Program of the Division of Contmuing Education.

' For registrdtion irtformation and a cdtaloy, please call us at (413) 545
3G53, write, or stop by Room 1 13 Hashrouck Buildrng, UMa«;s/Amt)t.' t.

Remembfir, we accept American Express, VISA, and Mastfercharge.

C3#
DIVISION OF CONTINUING IDUCAIION. UNIVtRSlI V Ot' MASSACHUSi 1 1 S.'AMMt RST

UMass' ONLV CO'Ed Fraternity

SIGMA
ALPHA MU

invites all university men & women to an

INFORMAL RUSH

Tonight, 8 p.m. and on

FRtE BEER, WINE, SODA, and MUNCHIES

For rides and info., call:

545-0845

SIGMA ALPHA MU,

395 No. Pleasant Street

ADDmONAL 10% OFF EVERYTHING T
( INCLUDING SALE TTEMS) ^

\J WITH THIS AD

BUS8IQP
197 N. Pleasant St./Amherst/Mass./ 256-01 40

Bone-crunching defense like this has helped the hockey may not end until the ECAC playoffs later this winter. John

team to a 7-6-1 record, after being 3-6 a month ago. The road Riley has been a standout in goal.

iCoilegian 17

*Fenton inks

Browns pact
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

said. "I guess f\^ac' put in a good word for

Fenton reportedly was ready to sign a
similar contract with the Patriots.

"The contract would have been about the
same,

'
said Fenton, "but the Pats didn't

offer a bonus."

Send Our FTD

LoveBundle
Bouquet

THE RESTAURANT just qood food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials
OPEN 9.J0-b:00

bAqEls & pASTRiES MON SAT.

g
256-8955 AT FACES OF EARTH

<mi^>^>m<y»-'-0*"'V' -»'-^a'-^«;r-*«»"f'>yTirr •*!»• jM

Fenton is perhaps better known in UMass
athletic circles for his wrestling ac-
complishments. As a member of the UMass
wrestling team, Fenton won an amazing four
consecutive New England wrestling
championships; equaling a feat matched only
by Scott Pucino of the University of Rhode
Island.

As a freshman back in the coaching days
of the later Homer Barr, Fenton won the New
England heavyweight wrestling cham-
pionship in 1974. He successfully defended
his crown in 1975, 1976, and 1977.

Fenton was named assistant coach of the
UMass wrestling team last fall.

"He's been doing a great job," said head
wrestling coach Dave Amato yesterday. "I
wish him all the luck in the world."

Fenton's current weight is 240 pounds. His
playing weight for football is about 255
pounds.

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
Fresh, romantic

fknvers arranged with a

spray of sparkling

hearts. We can send it

al nicest anywhere by

wire, the FTD way.

But hurry...Valentine's

Day is Tuesday,

February 14!

VODKA

GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL

Pedro

Domecy
Sherry

Cream, Medium and Dry

Wc roalK 1:0 1 around... for you!

KNOWLES FLOWER
SHOP

172 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253 3805

In-door Savings too good to bo advortitod. Como too for yonrtolf!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amherst Center, across from the green 253-5441

THE STATE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW JERSEYRUTGERS

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
New Brunswick

Advanced degrees are available in 63 graduate programs in

New Brunswick, New Jersey

Assistantships, fellowships, and scholarships providing

tuition and or stipend are available on a competitive basis

Special renewable fellowships of $5,000 plus tuition are

availabletoPhD applicants in the following fields

Chemistry History Political Science

Computer Mathematics Psychology

Science Microbiology Statistics

English Physics

For further information complete and send the attached

coupon to

Graduate Admissions Office

Rutgers— The State University of New Jersey

542GeorgeStreet New Brunswick. N J 08903

Please send me information about THE GRADUATE
SCHOOL (New Brunswick) I am interested m the field of

Name

Address

City State ?IP H

scer^m :STUDENT CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH—^
- 4M..-...S 1." • h... 18 lc..v*"v> -' M.»S-^. 'tS.-'tf, A<Mr,«tsl nilKil 4 1 3' S«S -'«*.'yu:

Now Courso Offoring:

ACADEMIC COLLECTIVE BARGAIWNGi

WHERE STUDENTS FIT

Readings and discussions will explore the history and structure of

faculty unionism (in general and at UMass) as well as the Impact of

faculty unions on student's lives and education. Guest discussion leaders
will Include representatives of the MSP (faculty union), UAAass ad
ministration and student government. Student work will focus on the

issues of the faculty-administration bargaining contract as they affect

students such as contract hours, tuition, evaluation process, academic
calendar, etc. Class members will have the opportunity to help draft the

"student platform" that will be presented by student representatives to

the current bargaining talks. The course is open to both graduates and
undergraduates for 3 credits. Permission of instructors required. For
Pre registration and further Information, contact Larry Magid or

Virginia Logan at SCER, 406 Student Union. Class meets on Tuesday and
Thursday 2-3:15. First meeting Is Tuesday, February 14th.
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WE'RE THE
FRIENDLIEST

OPEN TILL 11:00 P.M. .

DAILY

Assorted (Champagnes for

your sweetheart on that

Special Day!!

1 ' ^Liquor Store

388 CoUefje St. (Rt. 9)
Amherst 258-5384 256-8433

A flu-ridden Brad Johnson won't make tonight's trip to Piscataway, New Jersey
to face Rutgers, but was an integral part of the Minutemen's UConn Classic win.

(Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Sports Notices

WOMEN'S SOFTBALL - Women's
Intercollegiate Fastpitch Softball practice
IS now being held at NOPE, Monday-
Friday, 6:30-8:00 p.m. If you have any
questions contact Coach Diane
Thompson at 220 Boyden, 5-2845.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE - Due to the
snow, the Women's Lacrosse meeting
scheduled for yesterday has been
rescheduled for Thursday, 4:00 p.m.,

NOPE room 153.

JV BASEBALL - All candidates
interested in JV Baseball should attend
the meeting in Boyden Room 249,

Tuesday, February 14 at 4:00 p.m.
Women's Basketball against

Bridgewater scheduled for Feb. 7 has
been postponed until Feb. 22 at Curry
Hicks. JV at 2 p.m. varsity at 4 p.m.

INTRAMURAL NOTICES - There will
be a Recreation Supervisors' Meeting
Friday, Feb. 10, 4:30 p.m., room 215.

Racquetball schedules are ready —
pick up IM office.

Be sure to pick up your VOLLEYBALL
forfeit fees.

Co-Rec Bowling entries due: Feb. 15.

Remember, there is a $6 fee to enter.

Following facilities will be CLOSED:
Boyden Pool - Feb. 18; NOPE Pool -
Feb. 11 & 25; Hicks Building - Feb. 9,

10, 11, 14, 18, 21, 23, 27; NOPE gym -
Feb. 25.

RACQUETS CLUB - meeting tonight

for all interested grad, undergrad and
staff squash and racquetball players —
Campus Center 804, 7 p.m.

D^NSKIN
Tights and Leotards

Maura Supinski (31), muscles a bound away from a pack of Springfield defenders
in a recent game in the Cage. Supinski, joined by Kathy Harrington (looking on)
gives the Minutewomen a powerful one -- two scoring-rebounding punch up front.

(Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)

X
10-6 Mon.-Sat.

Next to Amherst Post Office

Trackmen nip Green;
relays lead big win

Collegian 19

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

HANOVER, N.H. - In a dramatic finish,

the UMass men's track team overtook
Dartmouth in the last two events of the day
and walked away from the Big Green's cage
with a 72-63 win yesterday.

With only the mile and two mile relays left

on the card, Dartmouth led, 63-62, and
needed to win only one of the two final

events to clinch the victory.

"We had to win the mile relay or we were
finished," said Mike Quinn. "Actually, we
had to win both of them or we were all

done."
For the last two years, the Dartmouth

indoor dual meet had come down to the last

two events, with the Minutemen on the short

end of the score both years. The year before,

the team had lost by a scant two points.

Again, they needed to win both to cop the
meet.
"Which we did," said Quinn matter of

factly.

John Richards, who is returning from an
injury, and freshman Dan Kelly led off the
mile relay, and quickly built up a "30 yard

deficit" according to teammate Lou
Panaccione. Kelly handed the baton to Mark
Healy, who "ran crazy", according to Quinn.

Healy made up all but 10 yards of the gap
before handling off to Joe Martens, who
nipped Dartmouth's Rob "Torch" Cobum by
.10 of a second.

UMass now led, 67-63, but still had to win
the 4 X 800 meter relay. The Minutemen
quartet proceeded to run away with the
event, in a reverse of last year's finale which
saw the UMass anchor runner beaten at the
tape.

Mickey Baugh, Francis O'Keefe, Steve
MacDougall and Stet Arnold carried the stick
for UMass.

Also notching firsts for UMass were Mike
Quinn, who overcame knee problems to win
the 3,000 meters; Rick Cady in the 55 meter
dash; MacDougall in the 1,000; Healy in the
6(X); and Brady Mayer in the triple jump.
Freshman Kevin Molteni ran his way to
second in the 1,500, Bruce Parsons took
second in the long and triple jumps, and
O'Keefe garnered a second in the 800
meters.

"Amherst

QQctei ^V{\*' allday for $5
V ^ Proot of residence required

Sat. & Sun., February 11 & 12

Residents of Amherst may ski all day,
all lifts at the discount price!

Mt.AscutneySki Area
Rt.44, Brownsville, Vt -6 mi. off 1-91 , Exit 8 484-771 1

f'drkfif^c Stcue
DISCOUNT LIQUORS

RUSSELL ST., HAOLEY at the Mt Farms Mall

MILLER BEER

5.89
case

1 2 oz. N.R. bottles

GOLD SEAL

CATAWBA
*

red and white wine

$2.99
magnum

POPOV VODKA

9.29
'/a gallon

BARDOLINO
GUERRIERI-
RUGGARDI

WINE

1.99
fifth

Tuesday, Feb. 7 to Saturday, Feb. 1 1

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

The Minutemen may have beaten perennial foe Dartmouth, but the meet cost

them the services of standout pole vaulter Ted Power, who injured his shoulder.

-Sports Calendar —
YESTERDAY

Men's Swimming - 64 Amherst - 49

Wrestling vs New Hampshire - postponed to Feb. 27

Men's Track - 72 Dartmouth - 63

TODAY
Men's Basketball at Rutgers, 8 p.m.

Women's Swimming at Boston College Cancelled

TOMORROW
Women's JV Basketball vs Smith, 7 p.m.

Hockey vs Bowdoin, Orr Rink, 8 p.m.

Steve buckley

Stockies sprout new talents

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Another morning on campus....
The UMass sports fan sits through a rather

boring class in Thompson 102, or perhaps is

within the safe confines of the Hatch; but
wherever the UMass sports fan is, he is
taking care of the first order of businsss for
the day: The Collegian sports page. Priorities
y'know.

Now, let's see. When does the basketball
team play next? That's right, today. Rutgers.
Gee, I hope that Mike Pyatt and Derick
Claiborne are in form. And for heaven's sake,
pray that Len Kohlhaas and Mark Haymore
don't foul out!

Yes, the UMass sports fan is kept quite
busy these mornings keeping an eye on his
basketball team. With all of this worrying and
second-guessing going on, he can thank his
lucky stars that there are not two teams to
tend to.

But there are, crocodile breath... In-

troducing the Stockbridge basketball team,
the other kids on the block.

Stockbridge? Basketball? I mean, don't
they grow traes and stuff?

I was a bit unnerved when I heard the
news too, folks; but seriously, the Stock-
bridge School of Agriculture does have a
basketball team. The names on the schedule
aren't nearly as glamorous as their UMass
counterparts. No PC. No Holy Cross. Not
even Northeastern.

The Stockbridge basketball schedule
consists mainly of local small colleges,

academies, city recreational teams, and even
a few high schools.

There is no conference and I don't suggest
that you hold your breath waiting for Stock-
bridge to get any post-season tournament
bids.

Recruiting? No, but there were tryouts

before the first tap-off. Between 20 and 25

individuals tried out for the Stockbridge

hoop team, a total of twelve players making

the final roster.

One might ask whether or not any of these
players would be good enough to play for
Jack Leaman's Minutemen, and although
the answer is probably that none of them
could, it is interesting to note that Stock-
bridge students are ineligible for participation
in UMass athletics.

There are 560 students in the Stockbridge
School of Agriculture, and regardless of how
many budding Susan Cantwells or Mike
Pyatts there are in this honorable institution
of forestry and turf-management majors, not
one of them may don a Minuteman uniform
in any sport.

"I'd like to try out for the football team,"
says Gary Wrubleski, a member of the
Stockbridge hoop team. "I don't see why we
can't. I mean, after all, there are a lot of
UMass students in our Stockbridge classes."

"We live in UMass dorms, have UMass
dining common mealbooks, and we pay
campus center fees," says another player.

Danny Provost, still another player on the
team, was a college wrestler in high school.

"Sure, I'd like to be pn the UMass
wrestling team," said provost. "I wrestled in

the 128 pound class in high school and I'd

like to give it a try here."

Kevin McShane, who plays for center for

the Stockbridge five, makes a good point.

"Maybe we could help the UMass sports

program," says he.

Thus, the Stockbridge basketball team is

the answer to the problem. Stockbridge also

fields a soccer team, and a hockey club is

now being formed.

The coach, Tony Williams, is a math
teacher in the Northampton public school
system. He was once coach of the UMass
freshman hoop team, before that program
was phased out.

So fear not. Don't worry about the
Minutemen losing to Rutgers or not getting
on NCAA playoff berth.

We can always fall back on Stockbridge
basketball
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Deficit warns of athletic $ cuts
By MICHAEL SMOLENS
Collegian Staff

The UMass Athletic department's
estimated budget deficit is larger than ex-
pected and, by nearly depleting the
department's reserve fund, may necessitate
an across-the-board cut for all UMass inter-
collegiate teams if no new funding sources
are found.

The athletic department decided last
spring to take advantage of its $48,000
reserve fund - built up over the years from
surpluses in student athletic fees - to buy
new equipment and to complete long over-
due projects. To fund such ventures, the
department planned a $41,000 deficit in the
1977-78 sports budget of $596,200, which
would leave $7,000 in the reserve fund.

However, several unforseen expenses -
particularly post-season travel - have
enlarged the deficit to an estimated $45,000,
leaving $3,000 in the reserve fund to cover
anymore unexpected costs in the remaining
semester.

Last year about $10,000 more than ex-
pected was collected in student fees and
placed in the reserve fund. Most of the
money resulted from unused work-study
funds.

"This year's is the worst budget situation
in my ten years here," said A! Rufe, financial
manager of the athletic department. "We
didn't want to deplete the reserve com-
pletely. I hope we don't."

According to Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney "there's been no surprises" in
this year's budget. He added that the budget
was planned this way.

Having sizeable reserves, the athletic
department undertook several expensive
projects, the most costly being purchases of
new gymnastics equipment ($10,000), two
new vans ($14,000), and running water out to
the track area ($3,000). In the budget break-
down these expenses come under the
heading of capital outlay, which was
budgeted for $37,000 - up from $7,000 last
vear.

Rufe said the $37,000 for capital outlays
has already been committed and that the
athletic department would "probably spend
more" in this area. Any additional expenses
would be funded by the estimated $3,000
remaining in the reserve fund.

Ironically, the greatest budgetary head-
ache for the athletic department crops up
when UMass teams do well and have to
travel to post-season competition.

"We're delighted they're going," said

UMass Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney.
"But it brings up budget problems."

"There's no way of budgeting for that

(post-season travel),"' he explained. "They're
expected costs, but they're not budgetable."

Last fall the women's field hockey team
went to Denver, Col. and the men's cross

country team went to Spokane, Wash., both
for national post- season competition. The
combined travel costs for the two teams
came to $10,000 - $4,000 more than the

athletic department budgeted for such
events. And it seems likely that more UMass

ON THE BEAM — is this UMass gymnast in recent action at Curry Hicks Cage. The
team's next meet will be in Philadelphia Saturday, against Temple. (Staff photo by
Mike DiMuro)

X-Umie Fenton in NFL
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Former UMass footbal' star Dennis Fenton
has been signed to a three year contract with
the Cleveland Browns of the National Foot-
ball League.

Fenton, one of the top defensive ends in

the Yankee Conference during his collegiate
career, graduated from UMass last year.

Ticket refund

PLAYOFF TICKETS ~ Due to a telephone
failure, there was a short period of time when
student tickets were not available (at the

Stadium ticket booth) for the UMass- Lehigh
NCAA playoff football game November 26. If

you pa\d $4 for a ticket during this time, you
are entitled to a $2 refund. You may pick up
p/our refund at the Boyden Building Ticket

pffice during normal business hours upon
jpresentation of your ID and ($4) ticket stub.

He was invited to the training camp of the
New England Patriots last summer, but was
cut from the squad. He then journeyed to the
Canadian Football League and played last

season for the Toronto Arrognauts.

Terms of the contract are not clear, but it

is known that Fenton was given a bonus to

sign with the Browns.

"I had been talking with the Patriots
recently," said Fenton in an interview
yesterday. "I was going to sign with them,
but then Dick MacPherson called me and
told me to sit tight for a couple of days."

At that time, MacPherson was still the
head coach of the UMass football team and
was well-aware of Fenton's football ability.

"He didn't tell me what was going on,"

said Fenton. "He just said that he might be

going to the pros and to keep an eye on the

newspapers."

"A few days after he signed as an assistant

coach with Cleveland, I got a call from them,
and they said they were interested in me," he

TURN TO PAGE 17

athletes will be invited to similar post-season
competition this spring.

"We've already spent $10,000 in two
sports, and we're not even two-thirds of the
way through the year," Rufe said. "The
better the teams do, the more money it

costs."

Next year the NCAA will fund post-season
travel expenses for all male teams in the
association by using football television
money. This reprieve does not apply to
women's sports, so the athletic department
will continue to pay post-season travel for
the Minutewomen.

Similarly, the athletic department must
absorb the cost of expensive mishaps, as it

did when a snow storm last month stranded
the men's basketball team in New York City
for three days.

Rufe said that the reserve fund will be
"fairly well wiped out" by June 30 mainly
becuase of the trips and other "unexpected
expenses."
The grim financial situation means that

next year's athletic budget will be a con-
servative one.

"Next year will have to have a balanced
budget," Rufe said. "There's no way to get

around that."

Rufe added he will try to get more financial

support from the university to avoid painful

cut-backs. Rufe said he hopes the university

will foot the bill for field markings, materials

for the stadium, and other maintenance

items, "things we pay for now."
If no new revenue sources are found,

Mclnerney said he may have to "prune
everyone's budget."

Of the 29 intercollegiate teams that

received athletic department funds this year,

eight were alotted smaller budgets than the

previous year, 15 received larger budgets,
and six remained the same.
The sole source of the sports budget —

scholarships excluded — is the $30 athletic

fee (15 per semester) paid by all UMass
students each year. This fee has not been
increased since 1961 and is not affected by
the financial situation of the athletic

department. The State of Massachusetts
does not contributed to UMass inter-

collegiate sports. The state pays for the
salaries of coaches and administrators, and
the "general overhead" from athletic

facilities according to Rufe.

The reserve fund is built up from the years
when the athletic department collects more
in student fees than it spends. Because the
budget is planned before enrollment, excess
in student fee funds usually happens in years
when the size of the freshman class is under-
estimated.

"It's not like state money, where you have
to give back what you don't spend," Rufe
said. "But we felt that we spent the money
on worthwhile things that were needed —
not just one-shot trips."

Northeastern tilt moved
Those of you who were planning on

watching the UMass basketball team
face Northeastern University at the Cage
tonight might consider changing your
itinerary.

Otherwise you might find yourself
sitting in Curry Hicks gymnasium by
yourself.

The reason? Although the official
schedule states that UMass should be
facing the Huskies tonight, this week's
blizzard forced officials to tamper with
the schedule, therefore UMass will be
playing Rutgers University at Rutgers
tonight.

The Minutemen were scheduled to
play Rutgers Tuesdt^y night, hoyvever,
the team was unable to make traveling

connections due to the storm.
UMass athletic officials were able to

make arrangements with both Rutgers
and Northeastern. Huskie officials agreed
to reschedule tonights intended game
and the game has been changed to next
Thursday, Feb. 16.

Meanwhile the Minutemen were
hoping to leave campus this morning for
tonights game at Rutgers.

The flu bug which has been sowing its

seeds of misery around campus has also
hit the Minutemen. Brad Johnson has
already missed two games, although he
did practice yesterday. Mike Pyatt,
however, paid a visit to the infirmary and
also did not practice yesterday. Both will

miss the trip. The Minutemen's starting
backcourt of Derick Claiborne arid Alex
Eldridge are also showing signs of
coming down with the disease, as is

center Mark Haymore.

Rich Eckel

Williams: one week later

Said one UMass basketball season ticket

holder Saturday night at the UMass-West
Virginia basketball game: "If the kid never
makes another shot in his life it won't make a

difference."

Another fan, a woman, entered the top
level of Curry Hicks Cage, and as she walked
toward her seat, she looked down at the
floor, then tugged on her small son's arm.
"Look" she said, "there's number 33.

There's the boy who beat Holy Cross!"

One week ago tonight Eric Williams in-

ducted himself into the annals of UMass
basketball immortality by hitting a

miraculous, last second buzzer beating shot

to" defeat Holy Cross 77-76.

It was a shot that stunned the more than
4,000 fans at the Hart Center. It was a shot
seen by millions of New Englanders who
watched the eleven o'clock news. It was a

shot that many more p>eople across the

country learned about as they read about the

shot in their morning newspapers.

Suddenly Eric Williams had emerged from
the bench of obscurity and literally had
vaulted himself into the public's eye. He was
a celebrity.

Williams' picture was seen in papers
across New England; his name appeared in

the largest selling daily newspaper in the
country - the N.Y. Daily News — and he
was the subject of a column written by Globe
sports writer, Leigh Montville, in Sunday's
Globe.

One week later, Williams' euphoria over
the shot has subsided somewhat, although
the effects of the shot continue to follow him
like an odor that just won't disappear.

What effect has this game winning shot
had on the personable junior from South
Orange, N.J.?

"The whole thing has been a real trip,"

Williams said yesterday before practice. "It's

had a big effect on me. I had been struggling

before the Holy Cross game. It's amazing
how one shot can change your standing.

You know?"
"Walking around campus this past week

has been funny," he said. "People have been
walking by saying, 'Williams from 30 feet'!"

"Just today, Bitly (Morrison) and I were,

walking towards the book store and this guy
walked by and said, 'goddam Holy Cross. I

hate them. Thanks a lot for beating them'."

"Then this girl over in business ad-

ministration asked. Are you Eric Williams? I

guess you're the hero now, hugh?"
Star of the day, who will it be?

But it's one week later now and Williams

has emerged from cloud nine. Reality has set

in and his mind is now on trying to keep his

starting position.

"It was great while it happened but we
play Rutgers tomorrow and that's my main
concern," Williams said.

However, when Williams enters the gym
tonight at Rutgers, undoubtedly the fans are

going to point his way in admiration of a local

boy who made good. The shot, it seems,

may never escape Eric Williams. The shot,

like a tattoo, may be a trademark that he'll

wear for life.

Though Williams is realistically trying to

put the game winning shot on the back
burner of his mind, even he lapses into

moments when the thought re-emerges.

Has he tried to re-enact the shot on the

court yet?

"Yesterday (Tuesday) I was by myself
because no one could make it to practice and
I imagined for the first time that I was doing it

again," he said.

"Like I say it's been a trip," Williams said.

"It feels good. You know? I can hand in my
uniform tomorrow and be happy because I

know I've accomplished somethir>g."
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In an age where the tools of ex-

pression are like cultural salt, our
paper is dedicated to the restora-

tion of the participatory function
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Biko tribute
S.African pianist plays

r

South African pianist Dollar Bra
his album Good News From Africa

Dollar Brand, a commanding South
African pianist, will be appearing at
Amherst College this weekend.
Born in Cape Town, South Africa in

1934, Brand started piano lessons at the
age of seven, maturing as a musician
during the nineteen-fifties, while work-
ing with a number of African bands
Who played both traditional African
music and arrangements by American
big-band leaders. He left his homeland
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nd, as pictured on the cover photo of

in 1962, and since then he has been
traveling almost continuously perform-
ing frequently in Europe and America,
at various times as a soloist, leader of a
trio or big band. He has recorded
several albums for various labels.

Brand is far more than another piano
player with good chops. He brings to
his playing a certain rhythmic com-
mand and melodic sense that is uni-
quely African. There is a decidedly per-
cussive approach to Brand's music; he
explores musical territory unknown to
all but a few pianists, employing
African folk melodies and chants with
Afro-American musical elements in

such a way that he does far more than
bridge the gap between the two forms;
he points to the purely African
elements in whet we have come to call

jazz, he demonstrates how our Afro
American music \ built on these forms,
but most of all he plays music of a
power, sweep and scope that
transcends stylistic barriers.

The South African pianist appeared in

a free concert given at the Student
Union Ballroom two years ago.
Although few people attended, Brand
received roaring ovations from those
who did witness his awesome display
of talent, as he pounded out multi
layered musical statements of raging
beauty. He ought not to be missed this
time.

DollaV Brand will be appearing in a
tribute to black South African activist

Steve Biko, who was killed last year in

a South African jail under still-

undisclosed circumstances. It appears
that the apartheid regime in South
Africa is guilty of criminal negligence,
at the very least, in regards to his
death.

The performance will take place at
Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst Col-
lege tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $1 and will go on sale at 7:30
p.m. The concert is sponsored by the
Afro-American society and Cultural
Center Program.

Campus
concert
forecast
By ALEX STEIN

"This semester," says a
spokesperson for the Union Program
Council, "will be our best semester
yet in terms of concerts. We're mak-
ing an effort to compete against ma-
jor concert promoters, instead of just
booking acts that are always
available to the college circuit."

The first concert is an evening with
Randy Newman, whose current hit is

the controversial "Short People". He
will be appearing at the Fine Arts
Center concert hall Feb. 12. The Nit-
ty Gritty Dirt band, scheduled as the
opening act, has cancelled.

On March 1st New Wave supeistar
Elvis Costello will appear at the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom with Willie

Alexander and the Boom Boom
Band. Other planned concerts in-

clude a Women's Week Concert on
March 5th, at the Fine Arts Center.
Although it is not certain, it is ex-
pected that one of the performers
will be Holly Near. On April 1st there
will be a Black Musicians Conference
at the Student Union Ballroom
featuring Dexter Gordon. Since this

concert has been free in the past, the
UPC would like for it to be free again
this year. On April 9th at the Fine

>i

Randy Newman

Arts Center, the David Bromberg
Band will appear in concert with

Maria Muldaur.
One of last year's highlights for

many people was the Spring Con-
cert, which featured artists such as
the Pousette Dart Band, Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes and
Procol Harum. This year there is no
planned Spring Concert as such. In

stead, on May 6th there will be the
Black American Musical Festival

Among the acts the BAMF is trying

to get are Stevie Wonder and George
Benson.
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Mahal^s magic-
UMass roots

Taj Mahal
Evolution (The Most Recent)

Warner Bros.
Reviewed by SKIP TENCZAR

A 1963 Stockbridge graduate of our
own UMass community, Taj Mahal, has
released a new album titled Evolution
(The Most Recent). Taj Mahal began his
professional musical career in 19b5 with a
California based band called the Rising

FREDERICKS. JR.

Taj" Springfield, Mass.

Major: Animal Science

Placement; Langevin's Dairy Farm,
Palmer, Mass.

ActittttiT. Student Senate I; Dorm Pres-

ident 1; Animal Science Club 1, 2;

Little International 2; Dairy Classic 2

Future Plans: Allied in Agriculture

Favorite Saying: "Unbelievable"

Favorite Pastime: Music and Women

music

Taj Mahal hasn't always been composing and performing music - when
he was a Stockbridge student he went to class like anyone else.

Suns, which also featured guitarist Ry
Cooder. He then went on to record albums
bearing his own name. In this early period
of Taj's musical evolution, he was
dedicated to documenting and furthering

the progression of blues in this country.
Appearing in such places as the old Filmore
East, his popularity gradually grew. In the
past few years, Taj Mahal has begun to in-

troduce different styles of music into his

recordings, which brings us to his twelfth

and most diversely influenced album
Evolution

Evolution is a conscious synthesis of
much of our world's music. Taj Mahal has

chosen to unify music of the Black ex-

perience from throughout the world to

create a sound that is both pleasurable and
educational. As one listens to the album,
one can hear blues, reggae, calypso, disco,

and Philadelphia sound music. In the song
"Southbound With The Hammer Down," a

rhythm and blues number with a reggae
chorus, he tells us to "Stand up straight

and tall and point your mind where it's

warmest." The album's instrumental, "The
Most Recent (Evolution) of the
Muthafusticus Modernusticus," is a song
of primarily West African influence which
features a moving rhythm paced by con-

gas, steel drums, anW floating saxophone.
And as expeccted there's a blues number
called the "Big Blues" in which Taj uses his

most coarse and gritty vocal accompanied
by a forceful harmonica, brass section, and
steel drums. The remaining five songs on
the disc also reflect Taj Mahal's interest in

his musical heritage and are beautifully per-

formed by his band.

Taj Mahal shows us through his music
that he understands his cultural roots and
heritage. Let's hope that the UMass com-
munity can discover its own cultural roots

by giving this alumnus' album a listen, and
maybe inviting him to come here and play

for us soon.

Sources of creation
By MARK HARRIS LEVITAN

(Author's note: Not everyone is a poet. Not
all poets write poetry. Not all poetry is writ-

ten. Now for the news. As a rule, the
author does not consider himself a poet,

although he claims to have written poems.
He also claims to have written the following

article one night when he realized it was the
fifth anniversary of his First Poem. It's

about time, poetry and life. What else is

there?)

FIVE YEARS, meditated upon, is an in-

finitely short time.

FIVE YEARS AGO was called 1973. I was
a second-semester freshboy at a large state

university that was wallowing in the ashes
of a student uprising that was relatively fee-

ble, but for a few that made the anger work
in the quest for coed showers. The use of

drugs was a prerequisite for admission,
and I had a large deficiency in the area so I

embarked on a crash course in Quaaludes,
LSD, mescaline and 57 varieties of weed.
Opened my mind to its inner strengths, and
out rushed the weaknesses. I was at once
prolific and lazy. Prolific poems that still

don't make sense, but revealed a great

knowledge of who I didn't want to be. All

that energy spent on not being like so and
so or such and such! I dropped out of

school, got a job as a camp counselor
(Nature Boy, of course) and then took the

advice of Denny Smith to move to Albu-
querque and "get out there." I had to make
my break I guess. The details of that

voyage and its still-random effects are

available in print elsewhere, but the journey
was on.

I am talking, no writing, about the past

five years of my life. Why? Because it's an
oft discussed subject, what with five-year

plans, five year light bulbs and the like.

Also it struck me that my first poem ever,

written on New Year's Day 1973, had oc-
cured five years ago. I lift my champagne

glass in a fitting toast with the gathered
chairs in the room here.

It has been an incredible five years, to think

of it. N(?t only have I grown a beard, but my
record collection has grown from 30 to 350.

Albuquerque held me at bay for twelve
days before I landed a well-deserved job as
ground waterer and paint applier for

nouveau apartment complex in the plush
North East corner of the city. My generous
$1 .65 an hour (the owner was also prez of a
bank) afforded me the luxury of fine foam
rubber slab mattress ($7) plunked in a

spacious living room, big enough to hold
three of said mattresses in the student slum
district near the state U. A hundred-thirty a

month for a one bedroom job with an am-
ple supply of a particularly hardy breed of

cockroach. Split, of course, with an aspir

ing tree-surgeon who reeked of Dutch Elm
Disease (I lost the flip for the B.R.).

Being a gregarious and basically moral

Easterner and I made of couple of friends

that I still care to think about. For instance.

Bob was a guy, can't remember what he

did, but he was a guy, alright. Met him at

the bus stop, oh yeah he worked at

Walgreen's. Got me a fine set of knives that

I still use. On Christmas eve he bought me a

book by Ayn Rand. We rapped about

wordly shit, for sure, but mostly we listen-

ed to this really beat up tape I had of Buf-

falo Springfield and talked of the good old

days. I never mentioned that I was aware of

the name Buffalo Springfield in 1967 only

because I was a 13 year-old that got thrills

from watching a big Buffalo Springfield

steamroller crush my friend's roller skates

into the pavement. Good knives. Bob.

Then there was Dale, Manny and
Ted — the strangest and friendliest lot. Dale

was a light-haired mixed-blood Puerto

Rican from Illinois. Manny was a man-
about-town Chicano from L.A. and Ted
was a pugilistic pubster from the Mother
country. Ted's best friend in Albuquerque
town was a rare breed alcoholic ham who
saw double duty as the weekend weather-

man and "Dialing for Dollars" host on
channel five. Quite a drinker as I recall.

The mentioned Dale, Manny and Ted lived

in the apartment sprawl where I worked. I

got to know them in much the same way as

I met anyone there. For a month I was on
the unending mission of painting 178 front

doors bright orange. Naturally I knocked on
doors before I started. Had a lot of hot

afternoon Coors that way, not to mention
the lovely housewives. Like Angle, a

beautiful ex-model, country of origin

Trinidad or something exotic. All I

remember is her beautiful smile and the fact

that she offered me three beers and two
joints while I took three hours to paint her

goddamn door. Angle was operating for

Ma Bell, and had weird days off. She was
married, says she, but I didn't meet Glenn
for three weeks. Meanwhile ole Angle and I

were sharing music, poetry, touches and
laughter (not to mention the phone credit

card code). I was a nineteen year old virgin

from a somewhat warped (albeit self-

administered) background, and mere fear

kept me out of her kept me out of her pan-

ties. Good thinking on my part. Glenn is a

six and a half foot blond fucking Swedish
lumberjack from Minnesota and could have
bent me into any shape possible. If I might

have a choice, Glenn, could you bend me
over so I can suck myself off?

Angle liked me too much to let me b«
scared away, and by the time I had moved
into the complex (let's not get into that

story and that motherfucking Phil bastard

who got me fired) her marriage was on the
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S.African pianist plays

takes its name from the relation-

ship between nobles and peasants
at the medieval European dinner

table. The preciousness of salt re-

quiree that it be placed accessible

to the lords and beyond the
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South African pianist Dollar Brand, as pictured on the cover photo of
his album Good News From Africa.

Dollar Brand, a commanding South
African pianist, will be appearing at

Amherst College this weekend.
Born in Cape Town, South Africa in

1934, Brand started piano lessons at the
age of seven, maturing as a musician
during the nineteen-fifties, while work-
ing with a number of African bands
who played both traditional African
music and arrangements by American
bip band leaders. He left his homeland
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in 1962, and since then he has been
traveling almost continuously perform-
ing frequently in Europe and America,
at various times as a soloist, leader of a
trio or big band. He has recorded
several albums for various labels.

Brand is far more than another piano
player with good chops. He brings to

his playing a certain rhythmic com-
mand and melodic sense that is uni-

quely African. There is a decidedly per-

cussive approach to Brand's music; he
explores musical territory unknown to

all but a few pianists, employing
African folk melodies and chants with
Afro-American musical elements in

such a way that he does far more than
bridge the gap between the two forms;
he points to the purely African
elements in whet we have come to call

jazz, he demonstrates how our Afro-
American music* built on these forms,
but most of all he plays music of a

power, sweep and scope that
transcends stylistic barriers.

The South African pianist appeared in

a free concert given at the Student
Union Ballroom two years ago.
Although few people attended. Brand
received roaring ovations from those
who did witness his awesome display

of talent, as he pounded out multi-

layered musical statements of raging
beauty. He ought not to be missed this

time.

Dollar Brand will be appearing in a
tribute^ to black South African activist

Steve Biko, who was killed last year in

a South African jail under still-

undisclosed circumstances. It appears
that the apartheid regime in South
Africa is guilty of criminal negligence,
at the very least, in regards to his

death.

The performance will take place at

Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst Col-

lege tomorrow night at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $1 and will go on sale at 7:30
p.m. The concert is sponsored by the
Afro-American society and Cultural
Center Program.

Campus
concert
forecast
ByALEXSTE/N

"This semester," says a
spokesperson for the Union Program
Council, "will be our best semester
yet in terms of concerts. We're mak-
ing an effort to compete against ma-
jor concert promoters, instead of just

booking acts that are always
available to the college circuit."

The first concert is an evening with
Randy Newman, whose current hit is

the controversial "Short People". He
will be appearing at the Fine Arts
Center concert hall Feb. 12. The Nit-

ty Gritty Dirt band, scheduled as the
opening act, has cancelled.

On March 1st New Wave supeistar
Elvis Costello will appear at the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom with Willie

Alexander and the Boom Boom
Band. Other planned concerts in-

clude a Women's Week Concert on
March 5th, at the Fine Arts Center.
Although it is not certain, it is ex-

pected that one of the performers
will be Holly Near. On April 1st there
will be a Black Musicians Conference
at the Student Union Ballroom
featuring Dexter Gordon. Since this

concert has been free in the past, the
UPC would like for it to be free again
this year. On April 9th at the Fine

Randy Newman

Arts Center, the David Bromberg
Band will appear in concert with

Maria Muldaur.
One of last year's highlights for

many people was the Spring Con-
cert, which featured artists such as

the Pousette Dart Band, Southside
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes and
Procol Harum. This year there is no
planned Spring Concert as such. In-

stead, on May 6th there will be the

Black American Musical Festival

Among the acts the BAMF is trying

to get are Stevie Wonder and George
Benson.

10 6 Sat. & Sqn. 10 9 Daily

FOR BOOZE & BEER
"v'"' NEAR & HERE

Right in

the heart of Amherst !

Save your time, tires, and gas.

C&C LIQUORS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY
253-3091

Malial's magic-
UMass roots

Taj Mahal
Evolution (The Most Recent)

Warner Bros.
Reviewed by SKIP TENCZAR

A 1963 Stockbridge graduate of our
own UMass community, Taj Mahal, has
released a new album titled Evolution

(The Most Recent). Taj Mahal began his
professional musical career in 19bb with a
California based band called the Rising

music

Taj Mahal hasn't always been composing and performing music - when
he was a Stockbridge student he went to class like anyone else.

Suns, which also featured guitarist Ry
Cooder. He then went on to record albums
bearing his own name. In this early period

of Taj's musical evolution, he was
dedicated to documenting and furthering

the progression of blues in this country.

Appearing in such places as the old Filmore

East, his popularity gradually grew. In the

past few years, Taj Mahal has begun to in-

troduce different styles of music into his

recordings, which brings us to his twelfth

and most diversely influenced album
Evolution

Evolution is a conscious synthesis of
much of our world's music. Taj Mahal has

Sources of creation
By MARK HARRIS LEVITAN

(Author's note: Not everyone is a poet. Not
all poets write poetry. Not all poetry is writ-

ten. Now for the news. As a rule, the

author does not consider himself a poet,

although he claims to have written poems.
He also claims to have written the following

article one night when he realized it was the

fifth anniversary of his First Poem. It's

about time, poetry and life. What else is

there?)

FIVE YEARS, meditated upon, is an in-

finitely short time.

FIVE YEARS AGO was called 1973. I was
a second-semester freshboy at a large state

university that was wallowing in the ashes
of a student uprising that was relatively fee-

ble, but for a few that made the anger work
in the quest for coed showers. The use of

drugs was a prerequisite for admission,

and I had a large deficiency in the area so I

embarked on a crash course in Quaaludes,
LSD, mescaline and 57 varieties of weed.
Opened my mind to its inner strengths, and
out rushed the weaknesses. I was at once
prolific and lazy. Prolific poems that still

don't make sense, but revealed a great

knowledge of who I didn't want to be. All

that energy spent on not being like so and
so or such and such! I dropped out of

school, got a job as a camp counselor

(Nature Boy, of course) and then took the

advice of Denny Smith to move to Albu-

querque and "get out there." I had to make
my break I guess. The details of that

voyage and its still-random effects are

available in print elsewhere, but the journey

was on.

I am talking, no writing, about the past

five years of my life. Why? Because it's an
oft discussed subject, what with five-year

plans, five year light bulbs and the like.

Also it struck me that my first poem ever,

written on New Year's Day 1973, had oc-
cured five years ago. I lift my champagne

glass in a fitting toast with the gathered
chairs in the room here.

It has been an incredible five years, to think

of it. Not only have I grown a beard, but my
record collection has grown from 30 to 350.

Albuquerque held me at bay for twelve

days before I landed a well-deserved job as
ground waterer and paint applier for

nouveau apartment complex in the plush

North East corner of the city. My generous
$1 .65 an hour (the owner was also prez of a

bank) afforded me the luxury of fine foam
rubber slab mattress ($7) plunked in a

spacious living room, big enough to hold

three of said mattresses in the student slum
district near the state U. A hundred-thirty a

month for a one bedroom job with an am-
ple supply of a particularly hardy breed of

cockroach. Split, of course, with an aspir-

ing tree-surgeon who reeked of Dutch Elm

Disease (I lost the flip for the B.R.).

Being a gregarious and basically moral

Easterner and I made of couple of friends

that I still care to think about. For instance,

Bob was a guy, can't remember what he

did, but he was a guy, alright. Met him at

the bus stop, oh yeah he worked at

Walgreen's. (jOt me a fine set of knives that

I still use. On Christmas eve he bought me a

book by Ayn Rand. We rapped about

wordly shit, for sure, but mostly we listen-

ed to this really beat up tape I had of Buf-

falo Springfield and talked of the good old

days. I never mentioned that I was aware of

the name Buffalo Springfield in 1967 only

because I was a 13 year-old that got thrills

from watching a big Buffalo Springfield

steamroller crush my friend's roller skates

into the pavement. Good knives. Bob.

chosen to unify music of the Black ex-,

perience from throughout the world to

create a sound that is both pleasurable and
educational. As one listens to the album,

one can hear blues, reggae, calypso, disco,

and Philadelphia sound music. In the song
"Southbound With The Hammer Down," a

rhythm and blues number with a reggae

chorus, he tells us to "Stand up straight

and tall and point your mind where it's

warmest." The album's instrumental, "The
Most Recent (Evolution) of the

Muthafusticus Modernusticus," is a song
of primarily West African influence which
features a moving rhythm paced by con-

gas, steel drums, anO floating saxophone.

And as expeccted there's a blues number
called the "Big Blues" in which Taj uses his

most coarse and gritty vocal accompanied
by a forceful harmonica, brass section, and

steel drums. The remaining five songs on
the disc also reflect Taj Mahal's interest in

his musical heritage and are beautifully per-

formed by his band.

Taj Mahal shows us through his music

that he understands his cultural roots and
heritage. Let's hope that the UMass com-
munity can discover its own cultural roots

by giving this alumnus' album a listen, and
maybe inviting him to come here and play

for us soon.

Then there was Dale, Manny and
Ted — the strangest and friendliest lot. Dale

was a light-haired mixed-blood Puerto

Rican from Illinois. Manny was a man-
about-town Chicano from L.A. and Ted
was a pugilistic pubster from the Mother
country. Ted's best friend in Albuquerque
town was a rare breed alcoholic ham who
saw double duty as the weekend weather-

man and "Dialing for Dollars" host on
channel five. Quite a drinker as I recall.

The mentioned Dale, Manny and Ted lived

in the apartment sprawl where I worked. I

got to know them in much the same way as

I met anyone there. For a month I was on

the unending mission of painting 178 front

doors bright orange. Naturally I knocked on

doors before I started. Had a lot of hot

afternoon Coors that way, not to mention

the lovely housewives. Like Angie, a

beautiful ex-model, country of origin

Trinidad or something exotic. All I

remember is her beautiful smile and the fact

that she offered me three beers and two
joints while I took three hours to paint her

goddamn door. Angie was operating for

Ma Bell, and had weird days off. She was
married, says she, but I didn't meet Glenn

for three weeks. Meanwhile ole Angie and I

were sharing music, poetry, touches and

laughter (not to mention the phone credit

card code). I was a nineteen year old virgin

from a somewhat warped (albeit self-

administered) background, and mere fear

kept me out of her kept me out of her pan-

ties. Good thinking on my part. Glenn is a

six and a half foot blond fucking Swedish
lumberjack from Minnesota and could have

bent me into any shape possible. If I might

have a choice, (iSlenn, could you bend me
over so I can suck myself off?

Angie liked me too much to let me be
scared away, and by the time I had moved
into the complex (let's not get into that

story and that motherfucking Phil bastard

who got me fired) her marriage was on the
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Tliudpucker: lioax or fraud? #M^MM^>M^>MM%^N^^^»^>^>^>^>^^^^^

Jimmy Thudpucker's first album
contains some well-written lyrics,

allegedly composed by Garry
Trudeau, but it does have a major
fault the record is a gigantic in-

joke.

Jimmy Tnuopucker and
The Walden West Rhythm Section
Jimmy Thudpucker's Greatest Hits

Windsong Records (RCA)
Reviewed by ALEXSTEIN

When Garry Trudeau first began drawing

Doonesbury, in the early 70's, he swore that

he would not "sell out" and go commercial

as Charles Schuiz did with Peanuts. Last fall,,

NBC TV aired a Doonesbury Special which

featured, among other things, characters

fronn the Walden Commune lamenting about

the loss of 60's activism.

One of the more impressive parts of the

special was the singer Jimmy Thudpucker, a

character introduced in the strip a couple of

years ago. The closing credits said that the

music was performed by "Jimmy Thud-

pucker.

Now the whole album is available — an

additional eight songs - and it chronicals

the musical history of this superstar from

1968 to the present. Thudpucker, in case you

didn't know, was raised in Glendale,

California, where he was discovered by

producer Phil Spector. He now lives in

Malibu's Topanga Canyon with his wife

Jennifer and their son Feedback. The family

is currently on an extended vacation in the

Bahamas with Jimmy's ex-girlfriend Carly

Simon and her husband James Taylor.

^ Tivo >
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There is one very big drawback that

prevents this from being a great album:

There is no Jimrpy Thudpucker. Someone at

RCA Records is trying to pull the wool over

the eyes of the public. This record is a

gigantic in-joke.

That fact is what makes the album a

pleasant surprise. Most joke records are

raunchy, but this one is an honest attempt at

music, and, at the same time, succeeds in

parodying the entire music industry: The
success of the album is due largely to David

Foster (of Dark Horse Records), who
provided keyboards, synthesizers, and vocals

as well as producing the album, writing

music for it, and arranging and conducting
the strings. Other musicians include Donald
Dunn on bass, Steve Cropper on guitars and
various fictional characters and local
musicians.

The songs are rather well written (Trudeau
himself allegedly wrote all of the lyrics),

ranging from the Dylanesque protest song "I

Do Believe" to the "current runaway hit

'Can't Fight It.'
" Many of the songs are

about the Vietnam War (a favorite

Doonesbury theme). "I Do Believe," a simple
plea for peace, patterned after John Len-

non's "Give Peace A Chance," states:

I do believe, yes I do believe

A day will come
When all mankind will take the time

To understand—
And I do believe, yes I do believe

The peace we'll find

Will multiply itself in us

Until the end of time.

The whole show is stolen by backround
singer Renee Armand, to whom Thudpucker
made "a spontaneous decision to turn over

the remainder of the session." With a little

gentle prodding she agrees to sing a com-
position of hers, "Indian Brown." This

beautifully melodic song deals with the

frustrations of a woman hitching into the

city:

If you won't sleep with me tonight

Then I'll just sleep alone

'Cause I been sleeping half my life

All alone up on that hill

And I sleep alright.

Knowing that this is all a big job takes a lot

away from the album. All of the music was
written and recorded in 1977, making it

obvious that the material does not cover the

period that it is supposed to.

Still, there are many solid potential hit-

singles in this collection. Climax, a band who
made a similar sounding album about four
years ago, had two hit singlfs, including
"Precious and Few". The material is here, it's

solid, and should be given a chance. (Are
Doonesbury lunchpails the next big thing?)
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albums
Steeleye Span

Storm Force Ten
Chrysalis

Reviewed by BRETT MILANO
When we last left Steeleye Span, they

were pulling a classic survival trick by ad-

ding two highly respected traditional musi-

cians (Martin Carthy and John Kirkpatrick)

to the band as replacements for the two
longtime band members (Peter Knight and

Bob Johnson) who left to go solo. They
spent most of last summer touring England

with the new lineup, playing a set compris-

ed almost entirely of as-then unrecorded

songs. Storm Force Ten, the album which
contains those songs, has just been releas-

ed and it may well be the best of Steeleye'

s

10 albums. All of the mythic beauty and im-

peccable performances which we've come
to expect from Steeleye Span are here in

full force, but it's especially evident here

that their music continues to grow with

each new album.
The album opens on a gentle note with

"Awake, Awake", a pastoral ballad for the

dawning of the day. One notices im-

mediately how well the new members fit in-

— Kirkpatrick's accordian adds a touch of

brightness to the instrumental sound, and

Carthy's vocals enrich the choruses. The
rhythm secion is in full strength, keeping

the band's rock influence intact. And of

course there is Maddy Prior, her voice as

lovely and siren-like as ever, taking the

lead.

The next few songs give an indication of

Steeleye's new direction, mostly reflected

in the songs' subject matter. Added to the

medieval imagery on these songs is a

strong element of social concern. Thus
"Awake" is followed by a chimney-sweep's
lament, sympathetically sung in five-part

harmony. Following this is "The Wife of

the Soldier", a contemporary song which
expresses more than a mild anger at

military injustice. This theme continues

with "The Victory", the first side's major

piece, which begins with a simple folk

melody and builds to an awesome chorus.

Side two opens with "The Black
Freighter", an excerpt from Brecht's
Threepenny Opera. The lyrics on this are
basically a dramatic monologue, forcefully
delivered by Maddy Prior while the in-

strumental arrangement conveys the alter-

nate anger and romanticism of the lyrics

(concerning a serving-girl who dreams of
being rescued by a pirate ship). Maddy also
shines on "Some Rival", a tearful ballad of
lost love. With its acoustic arrangement,
this song wouldn't seem out of place on
Below "^e Salt, an earlier Steeleye album
which has given its name to at least one
well-known publication.

The social theme of the album continues
with "Treadmill Song", a piece about im-
prisonment which is set to a beautifully

dramatic melody. Carthy sings the melody
line while Tim Hart adds some high falsetto

harmony, and the effect is memorable.
Contrasting nicely with the more dramatic
songs is the album's closing number.

'399 Series 698

Code P Albums

Series 798

Code R Albums

Sale
ALL OTHER REGULAR PRICED JAZZ LPs

10% OFF.

Many Jazz Albums from $1.99 up.

Bedspreads
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"Seventeen Come Sunday", which is one
of those joyous folkdance tunes that no
Steeleye album would be complete
without. It begins with some more fine

vocals (Maddy again), before the band
tears into an exuberant jig.

As a whole. Storm Force Ten comes as
close as any recent album has to defining

my taste in music. It has all of the rustic

gentleness of British folk and the dramatic
grandeur of the best progressive rock.

Steeleye Span continues to keep the folk

tradition alive by using their inventive musi-
cianship to heighten the inherent beauty of

the traditional songs that they play, and
their creation is inspiring.

Electric Light Orchestra
Out Of The Blue
Jet-United Artists

Reviewed by ROSS NERENBERG

I truly have mixed feelings about this one.

ELO's eight album is aesthetically adequate,

but artistically sterile. The seven-man group

has labored long and hard to achieve suc-

cess, and now that they've reached their

goal, it appears that there's been a marked
drop-off in artistic creativity. As ELO's

leader, Jeff Lynne shouldn't content himself

with merely churning out this toe-tapping

pop. Perhaps he should allow another

member of the septette the opportunity of

writing something, tor, as frequently hap-

pens when one person totally dominates a

group's writing, much of the material here

sounds like an obvious rehash of old ELO
stuff. The 17 tunes presented on this two

record set are enjoyable enough on the

sufrace. but they're too shallow. There's no

new ground broken, no new approaches, no

risks taken.

On the other hand, I don't mean to imply

that Out Of The Blue is a total waste. VVith

spacey special effects incorporating

everything from computerized keyboards to

fire extinguishers, the LP's production is

technically impeccable, for which Lynne

does merit a tip of the cap. And a few cuts do
stand out worthy of special mention. These

include "Turn To Stone" (the disc's first

single), "Across The Border" (nice Latin-

style horns), "Jungle" (perfectly primitive

percussion), "Summer and Lightning" (from

side three's "Concerto For A Rainy Day"
suite) and "Birmingham Blues."

All in all. Out Of The Blue is a pleasing, if

not overly thrilling, effort. ELO can do better,

and I should hope that next time they will. As
for now, give 'em a "they're capable of so

much more" B-.

MEN'SWEAR,WOMEN'SWEAR
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'Camping-in' tlie gallery
I asked Martini to comment pn how his ar-

tistic education and cultura background
have influenced his work '

T le education I

like to talk about and rememl er the most is

not the academic, usual bad ground that I

have had in school, but the o le that has an
artisan quality, a craftsmansNp we learn in

Italy. I don't believe that any jnd of artistic

education is formative for an jrtist. I would
like to recognize myself is a painter

because coming from Tuscany there is an
overwhelming tradition them. There is a

distinct background, once yr u come from
ihere it is very hard to get oui of it. Actual-
ly, I really enjoy seeing myself as a painter. I

like at the same time to see nyself as part

of the tradition of artisan and craftsman
which is very much embodied in Tuscan
culture, and in general any lt*an culture.

I like to see myself unier the an-
thropological profile in the seijise that I like

to see myself attached, plugbed into this

Tuscan background. Not in fhe historical

sense, because our master jjainters lived

there, it's more complex tha^i that. It im-
plies the craftsman, the artisa|i, the simple
man, the human element, ^o more an-
thropological, so more rooted I like to
immerse myself in that.

cher, the nails. These materials imply a
return to the artisan quality of making pain-
tings.

Italian writer Daniela Palazzoli, provides
insight into the artists work stating that,"
For Sandro Martini, painting, what remains
after stripping it of its mundane malforma-
tions, is the ritual of the fabrication of pain-
ting. No longer pushed by external
mechanisms, the artist concentrated on the
process that leads to the birth of the work.
Above all the choice of ingredients."

Martini took the time to describe the long
process through which his work comes to
life. " The process is very complex but to
go through it is one of the best ways to
read my work. All the materials arecareful-

J^ chosen from the thread to the paper I use
K)r the watercolors for which I plan my
work."( These watercolors along with the
slides documenting the installation can be
viewed in the downstairs part of the
gallery.) "The canvas has its own weave
and personality is expressly commissioned
from an artisan. I make my own colors us-
ing a mixture of vinegar and baking soda,
an old technique that has been
rediscovered.

Artist Sandro Martini ,r ^^ ^4^ **»* w««<.a. «j would like to see the viewer
not stand in one place more than another, so that the whole
environment is mueh more powerful. I am specifically working
in a way that you can be completely enveloped by the whole
environment sothat the mental image that you retain w^ill
not be one of painting for one thing but for the environment.'

By STACY BELKIND
A very special event is currently taking

place on the UMass campus. Through
February 19, the University Gallery is

honoring Tuscan artist Sandro Martini with

his first American showing.

Martini has filled the gallery with colored
canvases, ribbons, soft materials, looms
and sticks which merge into one con-
tinuous work in spite of the walls, ceiling

and floor. These materials have evolved in-

to a highly unique and beautiful installation

which has managed to calm the disturbing
and dissonant space of the University
Gallery. Even more than that, the artist has
created a unified space through this work,
transforming the gallery into an environ-
ment that may be appreciated visually from
any point of view.

For Martini, "The very fact of invading the

environment with these colored materials, .

think, wants to provoke communication
betwen me and others, . . . but instead of in-

vading the environment I prefer to say that

my action is a camping-in."

It took four days to complete the installa-

tion of the work. It was of primary concern

to the artist that students assist in the in-

stallation, however intersession prevented

more than a few students from par-

ticipating. Perhaps Martini's assistants

shared my sense of mystery as to how the

work was to evolve. On the floor were
dozens of poster tubes, canvases that had
yet to be stretched and an impressively

long rectangular box. The box contained

beautifully colored folded materials and
lengthy colored strings.

I see Martini's approach to the installation

as an updated version of the artist-

apprentice relationship especially regarding

shared responsibility and communication
between individuals. The artist no longer

dictates what he sees fit for the apprentice

to do, but rather, there is a strong interest

in getting the individual to learn from the

materials themselves. Martini is stressing

the importance of time involved in com-
pleting the work from the first moment of

its inception to the returning of the soft

materials back into the box.

The following passages have been ex-

tracted from an interview with Martini. This

could not have been possible without the

in)portant assistance from Lorenzo Pez-

zatini, and artist who shares many of the ar-

tistic concerns of Martini. Pezzatini

translated as the interview proceeded. The
patience and great interest in learning that

both men possess deserves acknowledge-
ment.

When I left Tuscany at sixjeen, I was
welding sculpture in iron an^ concrete.

There was obviously a kind oft^eak, a cut

with the Tuscan tradition. In the years

passing I went to Milan. Little bv lit:le the

artisan-craftsman tradition, a pertain way
of touching the materials cafne back in

another way. I think the Tuscal needs that

break at some point. If yo»i have the

courage to do that you see a| the things

that belong to the Tuscan (tradition in

another light- it comes back |n a mental
way."
Martini commented further oOihis role as a

painter in light of its changing role "In this

-historical moment of contenporary art,

there is a lot of discussion about this theme
and it seems that the parson who
recognizes himself/ herself as fi painter Is

often times seen as anti-progressive. In the
late 1950's, there were alot of lartists who
were willing to use new ma^nals from
plastic to steel. In fact, that did i^ot supply a
new way of seeing art, it was ji*t a change
in the exterior, in the formal qualities. I like

to see myself as a painter in th^ mental ac-

tivity of a painter, but I am pretty much
against painting in the traditional way with
brush marks. I am very interested in the
materials of painting: the canvai, the stret-

"Betore dying the canvas, I build lines on
it by tracing twodiagonals and the median.
I choose one point outside of it, one point
chosen by chance without any planning at
an and from there I start. It's like starting on
a trip, a voyage. It starts from there and
takes over automatically. This voyage
happens the same way for the colors. I

always start with the yellows and go
through the oranges and reds until I get the
reds that I want. The same with the blues
until I reach purple All the moments of the
operations have the same quality. I don't
distinguish the choosing of the threads for
the canvas from the dying of the canvas or
the making of the lines. There are some ac-
tions that look a little more mental than
others but that is not true at all- for me,
they all have the same quality. As a final

operation I apply to the border of the can-
vas a paper gummed tape."

"I do not paint one canvas at a time but

rather a large quantity, generally 50. It will

take three or four months to do It. This Is

important because in this way there is no
attention for one single frame, one single

picture as in traditional painting, but there

are many of them coming out In a very

natural process. I am not concerned about
getting from one painting, specific conclu-

sions which is happening in painting. In

traditional painting, the artist uses certain

things; composition, color, texture.
Iconography.

Martini would like to see the viewer not
just looking at the canvas, but to be a par-

ticipant, to be involved with the environ-
ment. "I would like to see the viewer not
stand in one place more than another, so
that the whole environment is much more
powerful. I am specifically working In a way
that you can be completely enveloped by

the whole environment so that the mental
image that you retain will not be one of

painting for one thing but for the environ-

ment."

Martini concluded the interview with the
following image. "The real opening of the
show was when the first material came off

the box, the big box that I sent from Italy

and it wll be closed again in a month when
all the material is returned to the box . I like

to see that image. What we see here will be
modified by myself in a few days so that

what we see here is just a cut in a small

photogram of a film without time."

Creating Cuba's classless culture
"Writing in Cuba

Since the Revolution"
Edited and Introduced
by Andrew Salkey

Reviewed by ZOE BEST
The contemporary arts of Cuba do not

express the divine, super-something or

surreal encounters out in space or out of

one's mind. In short, the romantic or

decadent is archaic. Rather the arts make the
seemingly impossible, as far as attainments
in contemporary society go, more than just a

vision. Artists dig out of the history of the
common people sources for strength, pride

and the will to move onward into the
"unknown" — that is, toward a humane,
equitable and developed society. As Ernesto
"Che" Guevara stated. "What we must
create is the person of the twenty-first

century. ..Our task is to prevent the present

Q generation, torn asunder by its conflicts,

5) from becoming perverted and from per-

= verting new generations."

<j Jamaican poet, Andrew Salkey, who
® currently teaches creative writing at Hamp-
*- shire College has edited and introduced a

2 book of poetry, essays and short stories —
c "Wiring in Cuba Since the Revolution." He

I
met many of the authors presented in this

_g volume during his visit to Cuba in 1968. He
g was invited to attend the first Cultural

3 Congress of Havana. Salkey's "Havana
Journal" records his impressions of the
country at that time and of the radically

important «vents that occurred during that

memorable congress.

6 9elim^<I^S«lt

The Cultural Congress was convened
three months after "Che" Guevara's
assassination by counterinsurgency forces in

Bolivia, so naturally the congress reflected

his influence on the revolution and on
culture. I would suggest to someone not
familiar with Cuban cultural expression, or

the development of the arts in Cuba and its

premises, that they first read Guevara's
essay, "'The Cultural Vanguard,"' included in

this collection. Guevara stressed the im-
portance of culture in creating the twenty-
first century person and society, and in doing
so rejects simplicities such as "socialist

realism"'. He dissects its history, its class

origins and its Miiiicccphi.a' tenets: "But the
realistic art of the nineteenth century is also &

class art, more purely capitalistic perhaps
than the decadent art of the twentieth

century which reveals the anguish of allented

(people). In the field of culture, capitalism

has given all that it had to give, and nothing
of it remains but the offensive stench of a

decaying corpse, today's decadence in art."

This statement is profoundly provocative If

we look at the popular art of today — in this

country, in Europe, in China, in Korea
(DPRK), in the Soviet Union, from various

regions of Africa and Latin America, the brief

public art of the Popular Unity period in

Chile, so called "primitive" art, "abstract"

art, and the current genre of visual and
literary art offered by this country's women's
movement, etc.

In the early 60's Ghana Kwame Nkrumah's
leadership and Algeria hosted cultural-

political conferences. "Che" Guevara and
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Frantz Fanon met at this time in Africa and
Guevara personally saw to it that Fanon's
writings reached Cuba to be translated for

the first time from the French. Fanon, born in

Martinique, participant in the Algerian War
for Independence, psychiatrist, intellectual

and playwright saw culture as an integral

component to the development of society,

From "The Wretched of the Earth" in the
essay, "On National Culture," Fanon l«v^ out
stages of revolutionary cultural development
for a people winning over oppression: "...the

progress of national consciousness among
the people modifies and gives precision to

the literary utterances of the native in-

tellectual. The continued cohesion of the

people constitutes for the intellectual an
invitation to go further than a cry of protest.

The lament first makes the indictment; and
then it makes an appeal. In the period that

follows, the words of command are heard.

The crystallization of the national con-
sciousness will both disrupt literary styles

and themes, and also create a completely
new public. While at the beginning the native

intellectual used to produce work to be read
exclusively by the oppressor, whether with
the intention of charming him or of

denouncing him through ethnic or sub-
jectivist means, now the native writer

progressively takes on the habit of ad-

dressing one's own people." He continues,
"...It is a literature of combat, because it

molds the national consciousness, giving it

form and contours and flinging open before
it new and boundless horizons; it is a

literature of combat because it assumes

risponsibillty, and because it is the will to

liperty expressed in terms of time and
space." In another essay, "The Role of the,

Iftellectual in Independent Africa" ("The

/"ifnca Reader: Independent Africa, Cartney

afid Kilson, Eds.), Fanon writes of the artists

lihl^ing history and people to their work, but

r*osi importantly he speaks of acts: "Our
legitimacy resides in our wholehearted

pprticipation in our people's struggle for

freedom. ...in the end, there is one equestlon

vyhuh no person of culture can avoid,

v»h;itever one's country or race. That

(fiestion is: "What sort of world are you
biiii'ling for us?'

"

'he contribution. In "Writing in Cuba
Since the Revolution", relate to Guevara's
and Fanon's concepts for the twenty-first
cfcntury, and for now. In making a revolution.
Iihat is, they function. From the biographical
lotes provided by Salkey, we learn that the
a^Jthors are revolutionaries, activists, cultural
^nrkers, instructors and artists.

,

Various poems, like much of the
ffvoiutionary literature from Latin America
<>( <)edicated to individuals. Individuals are

cp" memorated as symbols of the sacrifices

* ' strengths needed to make a revolution.

% the heroic from Vietnam, Angola, Chile,
Harlem, or Guatemala may be cited.

^^^i 'ughout Cuba, most schools are named
3f'»' the heroic from around the world. In "I

Haven't Forgotten You," Belkis Cuza Male
sfcf' iks to Luis Augusto Turclos Lima. He had
ti?pn trained in U.S. counterinsurgency only
"' return to Guatemala to become a

guerillero. He was assassinated In the late

60's. Her memorial to him is "But I refuse

you, as a visitor. I refuse to set up a cross. In

your name, and keep watch over it, and allow

the news agencies to forget about you."

There is a preponderance of "we's" as
opposed to the first person among these
selections. Fayad Jamis writes "For this

liberty, so like an open sunflower, at dawn,
for the light in our schools and factories, for

the startling earth and for our alert children,

we must give everything."

We can laugh with the satire and ponder
the reference from "The Militant Angel" by
Orlando Aloma, "...He was, what you might
call, a pre-pubescent angel, with not even
peach fuzz In the two or three required

places."

There is Domingo Alfonso's "Pe&ple Like
Me," that states the truth of the matter as to
who really takes things in hand during a
revolution - "People like me, with a nose,
with eyes, with marital troubles, who take
buses, one day, quite suddenly, slip un-
derground, unnoticed."

Cuba's beloved poet, Nicolas Guillen, who
wrote of the revolution before 1959, who was
Black before Black Power and who Is both
tender and decidedly proletarian — milltantiy

so -- has the honored first few pages.
Corresponding to one of the first acts of the
Cuban Revolution, the Agrarian Reform Law
of 1959, he writes, "I'm coming to crack your
fangs, to take back what's mine,..." From
"Che Commandante" we get a sense of the

tremors that Che Guevara put in motion and
also of the motive for his murder, "...they

couldn't love you." Guillen unfurls Che's
image, "...secure In weaponry and the word,
churning the wind and prising the slow-
opening rose."

The bourgeois "twentieth century go-
dess" is dealt with by Luis Suardiaz who
comments in his poem, "Witness For The
Prosecution," "\ believe she left about
1961," and In another stanza, "She was a

symbol of a straightforward, mechanical way
of life, a certain social type, who consumed
an expensive snack at about a quarter to

three every afternoon."
The short stories smoulder with life cycle

themes. In "The Seed" the reader follows

the course of human lives as they intertwine

with the planting of a peach seed In a Saigon
prison cell before liberation. In "The
Philanthropist" the writer sketches another

sort of imprisonment Involving Eduardo who
seeks from Coco one million and Coco who
wishes to earn hatred from those he helps.

Coco has made money the factor that most
influences his life's course. The story's main
motif is indicated by this statement from
Coco: "A man who has one hundred million

can afford to forget the Bible. I wish to do
unto others what I do not wish for myself. I

wish, for example, to have you spend many
years copying a stupid phrase." The story,

"Soldier Eloy" delivers a stern ironic lesson

by way of the life cycle of a recruit into

Batista's army. Eloy experiences remorse
uptll he quickly reaches the point of heeding
only his uniform and pay cheque.

February 9,

Remanence of human feeling makes him a

target for those who have successfully

expunged everything but loyalty to the

uniform and cheque from their minds and
sentiments. Other stories are vivid examples
of how class perspective dictates outlook. In

Victor Agostlni's "Pepe," a t. v.-watching
couple (only the bourgeoisie owned t.v.'s In

1959), passively observes the transformation
of Cuba in its first days, how "bearded men"
turned things upside down.
The works are alive. They avoid suc-

cumbing to the fate that is inevitable for

much of what is available to us, with what is

being sold in bookstores, "to be submitted,
as Marx would say, to the devastating

criticisms of moths and mice...." (From Fidel

Castro's "Intellectual Property," the last

essay in this book.)

Every piece is direct, Is committed, and,
has purpose. Short of a visit to Cuba, if one is (^
apt not only to have to deal with the new .g

year but also with a new day, "Writing In -o

Cuba Since the Revolution" can provide 5
sdch a briefing. m
Andrew Salkey, who has written five 3

novels, seven children"s novels, a volume of o
short stories, two travel journals, film and g.

radio scripts, poetry and edited eight an- ™

thologies, has a fine eye and a keen ear for ^
literature. We can appreciate his efforts in ^
compiling this representative anthology. For «e.

anyone curious about or dedicated to %
twenty-first century literature, that person
can send for the catalog listing other titles

published by Bogle-L'Ouverture Publications

Limited.
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CONT FROM PAGE 3
rocks and was still hoping the rocks would
be mine. But that mother-fucking Phil

bastard got me fired and I left town the day
after Christmas quicker than you can say
"luminaria."

Hey now don't say I didn't give you more
than you bargained for by spilling Albu-

querque turkey all over this piece ostensibly

about poetry and five-year plan Tupp>er-

ware parties, especially since I will spare

you the gory details of the Albuquerque
high school dance band scene circa 1973.

Hey, don't thank me, thank yourself.

You're with it so far.

Albuquerque spawned some good lines.

"Working Man, " "Angie, " and a wonder-
ful ditty I called "Whoajack Rhyme ": (ex-

cerpted)

"I hate to put my brush in the paint

thinner

I hate to put my brush in the paint

thinner

t hate to put n^ brush in the paint

thinner

But I do it anyway

I'd hate to be a steer if you were the

skinner

You'd cut me right up and have me
for your dinner

I'd hate to be a steer if you were the

skinner

But you'd cut me up anyway
c 1973M.H.L.

That, of course, is a singalong.

Anyone reading this far is a masochist or a

literary genius. I gave up two columns ago

/

In a multi-phased year away from the

university, Albuquerque was phase one.

Phase two saw my return to the greater

Boston area. What can I say? After a 60-

hour ride on a Greyhound living largely on
dope brownies and the mutual wit of my
buddy Zake (thanks for the ride, buddy) I

was thrust into an ageing and restless Nor-

theast U.S. of A. i)n the throes of Winter

and an oil embargo. I knew that there

would be only one way to beat that line at

the filling station. I took a job as a delivery

driver out of Boston. Had a company credit

card, and the comparjy's regular station

down the block always had gas for com-
mercial accounts. My Econoline and I drove

the limit. What the hell, I knew my way
around all over Eastern Mass. and the boys

in the warehouse cautioned me against

returning too soon. After all, we were hav-

ing a recession, and there weren't many
deliveries to be made; if I came in too soon

I'd have to work inthe warehouse. It was a

dusty fucking warehouse and given the fact

that I'm allergic to those pesky little grains

getting glued to my nose hairs, I decided I

was long overdue for a massive three

month crash program on the history and

development of urban, suburban and coun-

tryside Massachusetts, east of Marlboro.

That truck and I went the limit alright.

Many days I would run a free taxi from

Salem State College to Boston and points

between. Spring storms found me by the

rocks in Gloucester or Nahant writing pro-

fusely of the depths of whatever can

possibly have depth — the sea, the earth,

my mind, that beautiful young woman...
"The rain was hard and cold on my

l)odv
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and the wind swept right through me
But the fishermen know that the fish

are bitin'

I wanna take that feeling home with

me
I wanna take that feeling home

©1974M.H.L.
I guess it was a deep dark depressed ex-

istence then; certainly creative for a direc-

tionless "poet" with nothing to lose.

Then at one point I did come close to los-

ing it — my marbles, that is. But that is a

secret story, of course, that deals with

dreams and Dylan and funerals and ghastly

bloody highway accidents; fortunately the

last dream did not come true. It was the on-

ly one that didn't...

Phase three landed me in Cleveland, Ohio.

It was crafty old Dennis at his tricks again.

"Hey kid come out here, got some good
reefer." It was a gig working for the elec-

tion of the not exactly hip or funky

spaceman John Glenn. I will spare the

details of that dirty campaign, but I did

smoke some great reefer. This seemingly

was Cleveland's Great Redeeming Aspect.

Now a city with only one G.R.A. is suspect,

and Cleveland was guilty. Had there been a

war on, the atmosphere would have been
brighter. The expanses of wasted struc-

tures and painfaced peons was overwhelm-
ing. I remember killing time at 3 am with af-

fable Bob Renaud (God bless his sanity)

and having the time of our lives laughing in

the face of -that hellhole of a city. The Flat

Iron Restaurant — all the corned beef and
cabbage you could eat for $1.50. Deal.

Much flatulence ensues.

We lived in plush hotels and had $50 din-

ners at least three times a week at some
heavy-duty eateries. Credit cards and

phone calls, too. That's where campaign

contributions go. Although I was an office

boy and chauffeur (my favorite job), I was
proud to be counted amongst the "handful

of imported campaigners from
Massachusetts that proved instrumental in

keying Glenn's victory."

Roadside depression in Massachusetts

was creative fuel. Political oppression in

Cleveland for one month set me back light

years. Not a line worth the valet receipt it

was printed on (valet receipts did come in

handy when we ran out of papers).

Here's a fresh one:
""Pondering this pandering

I wonder from where comes the gall

That I began to write at alll"

The more I get into it the more it becomes
clear that this is not about poetry or writing

as much as it might possibly perhaps deal

with survival but in that case one must be
prepared to fulfill these particular prere-

quisites: 1 ) have no goals, no dreams, no
loves, no desire. One will do it, thanks.

By the end of a campaign victory vacation

in the Springtime Rockies, I was in rYiy head
back at the great state U. DON'T
WORRY!!! There is nothing that would
bore me more than to recapture those thrill-

ing days of deception and trickery that

enabled me to slip through the institution

relatively unharmed. But in the pinch,

when finals arrived during my first term
back, and I found myself conveniently flat

on my back at the Infirmary with a "spasm"
(back, not brain), I wrote two partner-

pieces that still rank with my
favorites — cold, distant, the haunting

hollowness of halfawake mornings on the

Great Midway of campus. Those empty
stares and running scareds. Shit I was still

scared despite my rugged boot camp train-

ing in Albuquerque and Cleveland.

"Walking
All alone

faces
took like stone
and me
I'm deep into my silence

feel my face reflecting pain

my head-empty
what has happened to the sun

I better change
I better look ahead
instead I run'"

(£11974 M.H.L.

It is New Year's Day 1975. I awaken at the

scene of one motherfucker of a party that

could boast of smashed walls, ripped-out

bathroom tiles and completely bazooey an-

tics by throngs of wild-eyed degenerates.

All in a three bedroom Cape. But I'm not

here to defend the practices of my fellow

body abusers. I'm not into bragging about
more wasted-than-thou conditions either.

I'm on a more serious subject here, namely
the art of summoning creative juices to be

. TURN TO PAGE 11
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Multi-media ^'Excursions" into dance
Excursions: A Dance.Concert

in Two Acts
by Andrea Watkins

viewed by REBECCA ADAMS

tist: One who professes and practices an
' in which conception and execution are
verned by imagination and taste.

Merriam-Webster didn't know Andrea
atkins when they wrote this definition,

t it fits her to a 'T'. She proved herself a

ily adept artist this past weekend with her
cursions: A Dance Concert in Two Acts,
aged at Bowker Auditorium on February
B,4 Excursions was a delight to the
nses.

Based on Andrea's own experiments into

e use of different media, the works very
ten combined spoken voice, song or
)etry with dance. We had a chance to

!w Shakespeare's Juliet, Emilia and Lady
me in a different light as they were made
come alive with movement. Juliet was
springy for a star-crossed lover and

idy Anne was too jumpy for a body
jught with sorrow at her father's funeral.

"Waltzes," with music by Johannes
ahms, was delightful as we shared a

oonlit summer night with two young
vers and their friends. Andrea was
Joreable as the "sweet young thing" try-

g to decide if "he loves me or he loves me
M," while her beau tries vainly to speed
D her decision.

Spoken voice and dance, with a heaping
spoonful of fun, were the ingredients for

"Mountains and Molehills." Andrea's per-
formers showed a great versatility

throughout the show, but Michelle Taylor
deserves some extra credit for this piece.

She is very comfortable on stage both as a

dancer and actress and her bright per-

sonality added even more dimensions to

the mountains Andrea had built.

"Paying My Dues to All Those Shows
That Paid All Those Bills" (whew!) was a

debt repaid, as the title suggests, that was
to bring us back to the days when Andrea
was working her way through graduate
school. Set in a Paris cafe, Andrea was
hysterical as a misplaced, disillusioned

young girl in a faraway city. The effect of

seeing Andrea dancing with an iron and
harassing the other customers was a

riotous treat.

"Poppy petals fall softly and quietly

when they're ready." These delicate words
were the lead-in for "Haiku" dance set to

poetry. Anthony Crescione improvised the
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Japanese music as the dancers produced a

lovely study in sustained and romantic
movement.
Andrea never ceased to amaze, and in

her next piece, "White Stone," she shared
with us a friend's personal search for the

right path in life. While Andrea sang, Peggy
Atkinson danced amid an abstract
sculpture which was to suggest the intense

for self. It was a moving piece, very im-

aginative and well-danced by Peggy.
"Skimming" with music by Antonio

Vivaldi, was another fun piece, in four

parts. The third part (my favorite), "For All

Of Us With Sweepers" swept us right eft

our feet with its crazy antics. Believe it or
not, one dancer flitted around littering the
stage while the others devised a way to
clean it up. It was a futile effort, though, as
the trash kept pilingicip and finally they
gave up! Has Andrea ever thought of doing
tragicomedy?
As sole choreographer of the whole

work, Andrea showed an amazing flexibility

and diversity of talent and displayed her
gifts as dramatic actress, singer, come-
dienne, and of course as danseuse. Excur-
sions was a personal evening, touching
many emotions, and this writer would like

to thank Andrea for sharing it with us.
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muslc/oenius, junk, and just-so punk Pondering tHe future of abstract film
Eddie And The Hot Rods

Life On The Line
Island

The Damned
Music For Pleasure

Stiff (import)

The Jam
This Is The Modern World

Polydor

Reviewed by PHILIP MIL STEIN
Each of the above bands were among the

first of the British new wavers to place an
album in the record-buying market. Now
they are also among the first with follow-up
LPs And the verdict is: one win, one loss,

and one tie.

First, the win. There must be something
behind the fact that both of Eddie And The
Hot Rods' first two album covers display a
young man in the midst of a suicide at

tempt. There must be something behind it;

just what. I don't know. I do know that I

seemed to be alone among those voicing
their opinions to have actually liked The
Rods' defcut album. Teenage Depression
A good dance record at best, they said. A
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good dance record as well as a good listen-

ing record, I said.

I don't see how anyone who is really

listening could deny that Life On The Line is

a great listening record, however. Opening
with a short qhurch organ thing, which
leaps into the perhaps naive but never-

theless masterful angst anthem Do
Anything You Wanna Do, Life On The Line

never lets up. Propelled by Steve Nicol's

machine-gun drumming and Graeme
Douglas' electro-shock guitar leads it runs

breathlessly from song to song, songs
about leaving town and then coming back
again, songs about the crossroads one's

life reaches at around age 20, high school

behind them, a hazy futureahead.Nolongera
teen, but still an adolescent. This is

an album for a long neglected generation,

and I'm glad this is the album we can call

our own.

The loss. The Damned's first record.

Damned Damned Damned, was coinciden-

tallv one more album that I was the

oniy one to like . Once more, however, I

don't think I will be alone in my opinion of

Music For Pleasure, their second. It stinks.

Their are two good tracks — the first two on
each side- but they are available on a

single. Each of the remaining "tunes" (I use

the term liberally) sits in one's mind like din-

ing commons' shrimp sits in one's

stomach. The production, by the horribly

miscast Nick Mason, drummer for Pink

Floyd, is twice as muddy as on Damned
Damned Damned, the playing is totally

yecch, the vocals totally blah. Worst of all,

you can hardly dance to it. Apart from

those two songs, the only other good thing

I can squeeze out of Music For Pleasure is

that it's loud. And that's not enough.
The tie. The Jam scored big both critically

and (in the UKIcommercially with In The

City, replete with its Who-like power
chords, captivating hooks and mature

outlook. With This Is The Modern World

the same formula is used (despite some
regression, lyrically speaking) but there are

enough subtle embellishments to keep it far

from being a rehash of their debut. This is a

band that is going places, a group with|

enough talent and originality to still be kick-

ing around and coming up with quality I

material a dozen years from now. Just like|

you-know-Who.
The Jam are one of the few bands in that I

nebulous genre most call "British new
wave" that I feel rate that prediction. Fur-

ther thoughts on the development of the

vanguard and the masses of the "B.n.w."|

must await further developments (i.e.

"What's up with the Pistols?"). I hope for|

the best, but am pessimistic about it.

White's elegance delights
Barry White

Springfield Civic Center Concert
Reviewed by RANDY GLENN

Last Thursday night, February 2, in the

Springfield Civic Center, a near capacity

crowd enjoyed a musically intimate evening

with Maestro Barry White, Love Unlimited

and the Love Unlimited Orchestra.

The concert was presented in three parts

with the Love Unlimited Orchestra, under

the skilful direction of Mr. Marvin Roberts,

as the opening act. Mr. Roberts' adept con-

ducting, as well as his rhythmic "body
language", evoked oo-oo's and ah's from

the audience. The orchestra performed

such hits as Rhapsody in White, Barry's

Theme, and Summer Suite. They servect

rnerely as the warm-up for Love Unlimited.

Diane Taylor, Glodean White (wife of

Barry), and Linda James form the vivacious

triad of sensuous sirens known as Love
Unlimited. They opened their set with
We've Finally Made It from the In Heat LP.

However, it was their gold record. Walking
in the Rain With the One I Love, that
got the reaction from the audience,

especially when Barry White began to

answer them on that particular cut. This set

the stage for the Maestro.
Barry White, after his introduction by DJ

Sam T (WTCC), was received by a stan-

ding ovation. He returned the compliment
by dedicating his first song. Can't Get
Enough of Your Love, as he did most of his

selections, to the audience. The Maestro
went riqht to work as he sung about three

more songs before heading to his piano. He
then played his first big hit, I'm Gonna Love

You a Little More. The Maestro, as he is

known, only conducted the Love Unlimited

Orchestra once, but he couldn't have pick-

ed a better time nor a more appropriate

song, his biggest hit. Love's Theme. At one

point he spoke quite intimately with the au-

dience as he spoke of his beliefs, he said,

and I agree, "We have tried every way
possible of attaining peace. We've tried

war, economic manipulation... but we
haven't tried Love. And that's what Barry

White's all about, LOVE!"
I left with a deeper understanding and

appreciation for his music, but of more

significance, I could understand and

respect him as an individual and an artist.
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Abstract Film and Beyond
Malcolm LeGrice
M.I.T Press $12.50

Reviewed by SKIP TENCZAR
When I finally decided to sit down and

share some thoughts about Malcolm
LeGrice's new book and contemporary
American abstract film in general, I wanted
to create an atmosphere suitable for the

task. So here I sit wearing a pair of my
oldest, patched Levis and colorfully em-
broidered, western, denim shirt, laboring as

my room slowly *iils with jasmine insence

while Hendrix's "Purple Haze" blares from
my steYeo's speakers.

Abstract cinema has never really been a

popular art form, but it certainly has always
had a following primarily composed of

filmakers and others interested in the art.

Recently, the number of people actively

concerned with this sector of cinema has
fallen considerably. In America, the
abstract movement of the past ten years

has been led primarily by filmakers working
on the west coast, most notably in San
Francisco. This became a reality with the

publishing of books such as Gene
Youngblood's Expanded Cinema and of

course it's hand-in-hand expression of the
inward contemplating. Eastern philosophy-

influenced, psychedelic, acid culture which
flourished there. Nowadays, this state ot

mind and lifestyle has reached a dead-end,

only burnt remnants remain. I will now
gladly shout, "Abstract Cinema dedicated

to only so-called Cosmic Consciousness is

finally dead!" American abstract film, as

with other arts, has now reached a major

transitional stage, filmakers wonder about

where to turn. LeGrice's book. Abstract

Film and Beyond, should give the

wonderers some hope and direction which

was always there in front of them anyway.
Abstract Film and Beyond is a historical

analysis of abstract cinema from its beginn-

ing. The book starts with an explanation of

impressionist and cubist painting and the

way they revolutionized the perception of

^Sources
CONT. FROM PAGES
electrically amplified by nerve messages
onto a page in a manner loosely resembling

an art form that is called poetry. An artform

matched in difficulty-of-execution only by
an attempt to define it.

So it is New Year's Day 1975, so what? I'll

tell you what. That's just three years ago.

Now, I can see recapitulating tales of five

years ago as ancient history worth reliving.

And I can appreciate the recounting of ex

ploits four years old, to a lesser extent. But

three years, three years is like yesterday;

almost too fresh in memory to be distorted

in the proper manner by lapses of recall and
forgotten occurrences. So the jig ends
here, kids. The poems still ooze out, seek-

ing daylight and truth, but they have yet to

curdle under the tests of time.

"BLUES"
II

"Driving down the highway
the road just slippin' by
Driving' down the highway
the road just slippin' by
Time don't got no meanin'

and neither do I."

©1974M.H.L

A writer is his own worst critic, and
although that may lead to creative revi-

sionism, it also necessarily incurs self-

doubt. Now who needs that' I write about
my problems, my women, my victories and
defeats and there's enough self-doubt

within the body of the work to fill a silo. So
what have I — doubts about writing, doubts

about doubts! My problems with sex are

like my problems with writing: I'm afraid I

will run out of descriptive phrases and con-

necting passages.

My point here centers around stimulus

change. Oh, you didn't see it that way?
That's why I'm telling you. Okay? Check.

Stimulus change. I move around. Write

best when I'm down in a place I don't know
much about. But only once -I can't go
back to Cleveland and capture the thing I

only had one chance to get. Thank God.
Obviously a writer thrives on changing in-

put and stimuli. Show me a writer that can

sit in a white room for his whole life and still

have something poignant to say, and I'll

find a way to plug his brain into a TV
screen. You got to change, meet people,

crazies like yourself, and mostly those not

like yourself. But don't try to live

everyone's life. Just report the facts as you

see them. If you see puffy green clouds and

amoeba shaped wolves waiting for table

service at a cafeteria, by all means let so-

meone know!

When he isn't coaxing cosmic messages
from the apples at the People's Market,

Mark Levitan sits on a local mountain and
counts rods and fathoms.

the world. It's explained how the early
DaDa-ists and futurists used this tradition
in the cinema. Incorporating movement,
cinematography was seen as a logical ex-
tension of older art forms such as painting
and photography.
Thus begins LeGrice's march through

time as he traces the development of
abstract film. He examines the work of 20's
filmakers Richter, Ruttm9nn and Man Ray
amongst others. He pays particular atten-
tion to Leger and a "new realism," whose
Ballet Mechanique (1924) and its people
machinery relationships paved the way for

Chaplin's tramp stuck in the gears scene in

Modern Times some ten years later. And,
of course, there's a chapter entitled
Filmdrama is the Opiate of the Masses
dedicated to one of film history's most
slighted abstract filmakers Dziga Vertov.
LeGrice tells of this Soviet who worked at
the same time as Eisenstein using similar

editing techniques, but with a venomous
contempt for the filmdrama. Vertov was
one of the first to realize one of the major
traditions of abstract cinema, that is, that
there is a relationship between the film's

form and the audience's thought patterns

and reactions.

This following of development continues

to the present, thus creating an insightful

historical picture. The west coast expanded
cinema freaks clearly are just a tiny portion

of the historical development with their

mind probing cinema, and LeGrice ques-

tions their success (so do I). In the end, the

book shows us that innovation in film form
has no boundaries, dialectically growing
forever. (This is exemplified by the recent

projection as event movement, in which

both projection and the audience viewing

of the movie are considered to be part of

the film.) But also, LeGrice tells filmakers

that even abstract film is a realist art form
dedicated to extending perception and
creating new thought through innovations
in film form.

Abstract Film and Beyond is an insightful

book and should shake some of those lost,

wandering, west coast mystics back to

reality. Let's face it, they have all the im-
ages of the natural world and more to work
with. So, I guess that I will take off these
clothes and save them for KaL- .v- en 1993.
Maybe I'll put on my new cords and hand-
knitted sweater while I listen to some Bob
Mariey or Elvis (Costello). Then maybe I

can think about where we go from here.

Film flu *fever' rages
Saturday Night Fever:

Produced by Robert Stigwood
Directed by John Badham
Starring John Travolta
and Karen Lynn Gorney

Reviewed by GERARD HALLAREN JR.

This was not a film that I wanted to see,

but somehow I was forced to go. For-

tunately, to my satisfaction, and pleasure,

the film was tremendous. I left the theater

thinking that John Travolta is a brilliant

young actor and that Hollywood can still

make movies in the old style.

The film centers around John Travolta

and his attainment of adulthood. He plays a

19 year old hardware clerk who can dance.

He is supported by three friends, an assort-

ment of disco ladies and his Italian-Catholic

family. Opposite Mr. Travolta is Karen Lynn
Gorney of daytime television fame. Her role

in the film is to help Mr. Travolta along the

way while she tries to advance socially and

culturally to the level of the sophistacates

who work at the advertising agency where
she is also employed. She and Travolta

come toqether after he drops his dance
partner for the big contest.

It must be understood that the film

operates on the understandina that
characters believe that the discothi^ue is

the nearest thing on earth to Utopia. 2001,
the club where much of the action takes
place, is housed in a dirty white concrete
.block building. Inside, however, it is

another story. 2001 is aM glamor and tinsel

right down to the bottom-lit dance floor

where Mr. Travolta weaves his magic. Out-
side the club is another world. This world is

a startling and forceful maze of action. Ms.
Gorney aptly states: "don't say it, do it." It

is in this, the real world, that John Travolta
must face his role in society and emerge as
a full person.

In many respects the film works much
like an old Bogart film with the Disco as the
backdrop instead of a war or crime story.

Photography and camera work are smooth
and of a higher quality than expected in a
film of this nature. The all-disco soundtrack
is currently 11} on the charts and is one of

the best parts of the film. Being an avowed
disco hater, I found the music to be
dynamic, very listenable and of course,

danceable. The movie on the whole was
excellent and well worth seeing.
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OUTSTANDING

PEOPLE
And we can offer outstanding

career opportunities to those

majoring in Marketing, Engineer-

ing, Computer Science or Physics.

We will be interviewing at

The University of Massachusetts

on February 13, 1978
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College Relations Manager,
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99 Church Street

White Plains, NY 10601.
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Calendar
music
February 10

Senior recital with Catherine Remus on
piano, at Sage Hall, Smith, 8 p.m.

February 11

Jean Pierre Rampal on flute and Robert

Veyran-LaCroix on keyboard at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. 8 p.m. Tickets

available at box office 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

weekdays.

Smith College Glee Club and the Lehigh
University Glee Club, conducted by
Marguerite Brooks at the John M. Greene
H^rSmithat3p.m.
/VGospel Concert featuring the Ebenezer

Mass Choic of Fitchburg, the Lawrence
Bagwell Choir and the Glory Road Gospel

Choir of Springfield, the Carney Special of

New Haven, and Voices of the New Africa

House of Awherst. Amherst Regional

Junior High School at 7 p.m.

February 12

Bach Cantata performed by a and
chorus under the direction of James Arm-
strong. Abbey Chapel, Mount Holyoke at

11 a.m.
Randy Newman at the Fine Arts Center 8

p.m. Tickets on sale at Fine Arts Center
Box Office and Ticketron outlets. -^

A program of Chamber Music by
members of the Smith College Department
of Music in Sage Hall, Srnith at 8 p.m.

February/ 13

UMass Music Department faculty recital

with Jacinthe Couture on piano in Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

February 15

University Music Department "Group for

New Music" concert at Bowker Auditorium
at 8 p.m.

February 16

The Barber of Seville, presented by the

Canadian Opera Company in the Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall Box office open Mon
day through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

March 1

Elvis Costello; Willie Alexander Band in

the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.

February 19

Elvin Bishop, Livingston Taylor at the
Amherst College Cage.

February 25
Art Garfunkel in Chapin Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke College at 8 p.m. All tickets

purchased for the December 2 concert will

be honored for the Feb. 25 appearance.

art
February 10

Last day of "Art Dreco". Student Union
Gallery Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Closed Thursday p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Open Tuesday and Thursday 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.

Opening of Richard Yard's watercolors
Smith College Museum of Art. Tuesday
through Saturday, 11 a.m. to 4;30 p.m.
Sunday 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Closed Mon-
days.

February 13 through 17

Opening of Contemporary French
Photography in the large gallery.

Photographs by Leigh Svenson in the small

gallery, at the Hampshire Library Monday
through Friday 10 a.m to 4:30 p m
"Images from the Industrial Scrapyard"

Brendan Stecchini. Herter Art Gallery.

Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

February 19

Opening of Guy Ducornet a1id Rikki's
Drawing and Painting Exhibit at Herter
Gallery from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Show will run
to March 4.

Through February 19

The works of Italian painter Sandro Mar-

tini and Greek-American photographer
Philip Tsiaras. University Gallery.

Through February 24
"Works of Five Painters" to be shown at

the Main Street Center Gallery at 150 Main
Street in Northampton. Show features

paintings, drawings and sculptures by
Charles J. Miller, Shelly Shicoff, Gregory
Stone, David Struthers and Richard Yarde.

Monday through Saturday 9:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. and Thursdays until 9 p.m.

February 13 through 24
Exhibition of works by fictional artists Ray

Rodrique and Fredrico Fungalini, also Mar-
tial Westburg. Student Union Gallery.

Artbus
Bus leaves Campus Center Circle on

February 18 at 7 a.m. Bus leaves New York
from in front of the Whitney Museum at 6
p.m. Information call 545-0976.

Performing Arts Center at Hampshire Col-

lege. Culmination of a 10-day workshop.

Conceived and directed as an ensemble,

environmental theater project by Clark

Brown of Hampshire College. Tickets $2

and $1.50, students. Reservations at

549-4600 ext. 351.

films
February 9
"Battleship Potemkin". Soviet filmmaker

Sergei Eisenstein's classic movie of the

1905 Russian Revolution. 7:30 p.m. Room
172 Campus Center.

"King of Hearts". 7, 8:45, 10p.m. Cam-
pus Center Auditorium.

"Singing in the Rain" 7:30 p.m. and 9:30
p.m. Wright Hall, Smith.

February 10

"Monty Python and the Holy Grail". 6:30,

8:15, 10, and 11:45 p.m. Student Union

Jean-Pierre Rampal and Robert Veyran-LaCroix will perform at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall February 11 . Tickets available at the box of-

fice.

theater
February 8 through 1

1

"New Plays Festival ". City Studio
Theatre, Northampton. Box office at

584 9334

Februarys. 10, 11

"Violai Rape in Technicolor", Smith Col-

lege, Hallie Flanagan Studion 8 p.m.,

584 2700 ext 840 noon to 4:30 p.m.

weekdays.
One Act plays at the City Studio Theatre,

49 Pearl St., Northampton. "Memories
Resolution " by Jim Metzler, directed by
Jeffery Deutsch "Voice Over" by John
Staltenberg, directed by Lisa Callaway.

'"Love Song"' by Bob Lehan, directed by
Margaret Van Sant 8 p.m. 584-9334.

"The Flies " by Jean Paul Sartre, at the

Ballroom.

"To Kill a Mockingbird" at 7 p.m. and "To
Sir With Love" at 9:15 p.m., double
feature, Campus Center Auditorium.

"Ninotchka " 7:30 p m. Mount Holyoke,

Gamble Auditorium.

"Small Change ". 8 and 10 p.m. Merrill 1,

Amherst College.

February 11

"The Towering Inferno" 6:30, 9 and 11:30
p.m. Campus Center Auditorium.

'Dial M for Murder " 6:30, 9 and 11:30
p.m. Student Union Ballroom.

"From Russia With Love" 6:30, 9 and
11:30 p.m. Gamble Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke.
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FASHIONABLE EYEWEAR
CONTACT LENSES /SUPPLIES
HEARING AID CONSULTANTS

"The Trouble With Angels", directed by

Ida Lupino, starring Haley Mills. Admission

75 cents. Wright Hall, Smith.

February 11, 12

"Small Change" at 8 and 10 p.m. in Merrill

1, Amherst.

February 13

"Reefer Madness" and the Three Stooges
in "Violent is the Word for Curley" in the

Campus Center Auditorium at 6:30, 8:15,

9:50 and 11:30 p.m.

February 14

"The Celluloid Closet: Vito Russo" lecture

and film clips of the history of the image of

the homosexual in cinema. Admission $1 in

the Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson

Hall, Hampshire at 7:30 p.m.

"The Clock" at Gamble Auditorium in

Mount Holyoke 9 p.m.

"Walking Tall" 7, 9:15 and 11:30 p.m. in

Campus Center Auditorium.

February 15

"Camelot" 7, 10 p.m. Campus Center
Auditorium.

""Modern Times"", a free movie, starring

Charlie Chaplin, in the Forbes Library, Nor-

thampton. 7 p.m.

February 16

"The Point"" at 7, 8:30 and 11:30 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

This week
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind",

"The Gauntlet ", "Oh God"", and ""Semi-

Tough" Mountain Farms Four Theatres.

Woody Allen Triple Feature - ""Sleeper"',

"Love and Death", and ""Everything You
Always Wanted to Know About Sex",

6:30, Calvin Theater, Northampton.

"Pardon Mon Affaire". Academy of
Music at 7 and 9 p.m.

dance
February 9
Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre.

Concert Hall Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.

Also, a Feb. 9 matinee. Box office hours
Monday through Friday 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

^ Alley tickets ^
Tickets for the storm-cancelled

performance of the Alvin Alley

American Dance Theater on
February 7 may be refunded or ex-

changed at the Fine Arts Center box
office.

Tickets may be exchanged for a

matinee or evening performance to-

day, or for the Canadian Opera Com-
pany's "Barber of Seville"" at ihe
FAC on February 16, or the Merce
Cunningham Dance Company"s per-

formance March 8.

Refunds can be made at the box
office until February 22. The box of-

fice is open weekdays 9 A.M. to 4
P.M. at 545-2511

1^

February 10, 11, 12
Contemporary Dance Systems Annual

Repertory Performances in Kirby Memorial
Theater, Amherst College. Performance of
Anna

.
Sokolow's "Dreams", along with

several other pieces. Box office hours from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. or phone 542 2277.
February 13. 14, 15

Bill Evans Dance Company of Seattle,
Washington in Chapin Auditorium, Mount
Holyoke in Chapin Auditorium at Mount
Holyoke College. Tickets $4 general admis-
sion and $2.50 students. Box office is

5382178.
February 15

Israeli Dancing for beginners at 7:30 p.m.
and for advanced at 8:30 p.m. Cape Cod
Lounge, Student Union.
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UMass, HEW in accord
By E. PATRICK MCQUAID
Collegian Staff

Major reforms within the University's
affirmative action policies are the result of a
series of letters sent to Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery over the past eight months from
the department of Health Education and
Welfare according to a source within the
administrative upper echelon.
The reforms have been outlined in an 18-

page "agreement" between HEW Civil

Rights officials in Boston and chief ad-
ministrators at this campus signed on Jan.
14.

University spokesman Daniel M. Melley
confirmed the report that HEW had
reprimanded the University but added that
the document signed by Bromery and John
G. Bynoe, director of the Office for Civil

Rights, HEW Region I had "cleared it all up."

The document cited numerous "problem
areas" which the Amherst campus must
address or risk "irreparable injury."

Chief among these are: recruitment, hiring,

training, promotion, and tenure of minority
employees and the establishing of a data
maintenance and analysis system to in-

ternally audit, monitor, and assess the ef-

fectiveness of University affirmative action

policies.

Affirmative action guidelines are drafted

by the federal government in order to provide
equal employment opportunity for all, in-

cluding women and minority groups.
The source said that letters beginning in

early June, 1977 cited three areas that the
University must either address or jeopardize

some $12 million in annual federal research

grants.

These areas, according to the source, were
the University's failure to adequately monitor

*i»*^*
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Ski conditions throughout New England are reported as excellent. Cross-country

sltiers will find an abundance of snow and tracit in the local area. (Staff photo by

Dave Rodgars)

Inside

Feminist speaker Andrea Dworkin
charges she has been intimidated by the

UMass Distinguished Visitors Program,
which cancelled her speech. See page 3.

Acting Provost Jeremiah Allen outlines

his goals to the Faculty Senate, which

adopts an ethics code. See page 6.

Former chancellor of UMass- Boston,

Carlo L. Golino, says the campus has to

I change its programs to survive. See page

ll

. Weather

Clear, cold, consistent.

Add-drop period

extended one day

until February 14.

the Amherst campus, to assign an individual
responsible for overseeing the im-
plementation of federal guidelines, and
several complaints from women and Asian
faculty concerning salary structure.

The document states "Where corrective
action is required, the University must (1)

specify the particular actions to be com-
pleted including policy modifications
tequired and (2) submit a request for the
approval of time frames for completion of
corrective action."

It also states that the University has
established a select committee to determine
whether there has been a sex bias in the

University salary structure. The University

will also conduct an extensive probe to

determine if similar inequities exist between
Asian faculty and non-minority faculty.

Should the analysis indicate a salary bias

the University will make wage adjustments
for the academic year 1977-78 and secure
back ages for academic year 1976-77.

The agreement stipulates that the
University must conclude its statistical

analysis within 60 days, bringing the deadline
to March 15.

An organization of female clerical workers
at UMass decided Wednesday to charge the

University with sex discrimination in hiring

practices, however. The 12 to 1 Group said it

will present evidence to federal authorities

that the University had failed to take "ef-

fective measures" to assist qualified female
employees for "upward mobility."

The 12 to 1 Group polled 250 female
classified employees and found that over 90
per cent desired better jobs but that more
than 85 per cent of them had not been given

the assistance outlined in the University's

1974 affirmative action guidelines.

Boston recovering

from snow storm
BOSTON [AP] - The state of emergency

in eastern Massachusetts, with the exception
of areas on Cape Cod and some other
pockets, will remain in effect until 12:01 a.m.
tomorrow, Gov. Michael Dukakis announced
yesterday.

This means highway driving is banned
except for emergency vehicles and that

Logan International Airport, New England's
largest, will be closed until the ban is lifted.

The governor said stores will be allowed to

open on Sunday. However, Dukakis said

banks could open today if employees were
able to reach work without driving their cars.

The governor lifted the driving and
business ban for Worcester, Framingham
and several other central Massachusetts
communities.

Dukakis said communities wanting to

exempt themselves from the ban on driving

can call the governor's office and their

situation would be handled on an individual

basis.

"Of course there will be exceptions,"

Dukakis said of areas that believe they are in

control of their storm recovery.

Dukakis made his announcement at a

press conference yesterday afternoon. Earlier

in the day, officials of a number of com-
munities announced they were going to defy
the ban and ignore Dukakis' declaration of

emergency.

"It's totally ridiculous, silly and absurd,"-
said Gardner Mayor Gerald St. Hilaire before
the governor's announcement.
"They — the Dukakis administration —

don't know that we have cleared our roads,

some right down to the bare surface."

It was unclear after the governor's an-,

nouncement if Gardner remained subject to

the emergency declaration.

Boston police threatened unauthorized
motorists in the region's largest city with
$500 fines if they were caught driving on
snow-choked streets.

But in Boston and other communities,
thousands in gay skiing outfits frolicked

under brilliant sunshine in snowbanked
streets clear of vehicular traffic. Cross-

country skiers glided down the main street of

Concord, not far from historic Old North
Bridge, scene of one of the first battles of the

American Revolution.-

The scene contrasted starkly with the
twisted ruins of homes smashed during the
heavy storm that struck Monday and con-
tinued through Tuesday, driving 10,000
persons into shelters in north and south
shore towns surrounding Boston.

Nearly two-thirds of the town of Hull,

opposite Boston across Massachusetts Bay,

was without power for the fourth day and

TURN TO PAGE 8

Hu sweeps campus;

many residents stricicen
By BARBARA METZLER
Collegian Staff

One-fourth to one-third of the dormitory
residents here at UMas" have apparently
been stricken with some form of the flu that

is sweeping through the campus, according
to a Collegian survey. The Collegian con-
tacted heads of residence, dormitory
residents, and five-college officials in a
random telephone survey yesterday.

In spite of the large number of probable
victims, Barry Averill, executive director of
University Health Services does not expect
the school will close due to illnesses.

"UMass has never closed before," said

Averill, "and we've had worse epidemics.
This is a milder form that is sweeping
through quickly."

Averill said the type of flu cannot be
determined until samples sent to the virology
lab in Boston are examined. The health

service has determined that it is a flu-like

virus that generally lasts from 24 to 48 hours.

There is no cure, but the University Health
Service can offer symptomatic relief, Averill

said.

"Most people can handle this them-

selves," said Averill. "As long as there aren't

any complications, they can treat them-

selves."

Averill suggests that sufferers of this virus,

which is characterized by headache, chills,

fever, cough, lack of appetite and muscle

ache, go to bed for 24 hours. Plenty of rest,

fluids, and aspirin are recommended for relief

of symptoms.
A heavy, persistent cough with chest pain,

puss in the eyes, recurring vomiting or

diarrhea, pain in the ears, or a sore throat and
fever together may be signs of a more
serious problem, said Averill. Health Services

recommends people with these symptoms
see a doctor. Those with milder symptoo^s

can use the cold seif-care center in the ir^

firn>ary for help.

The virus has apparently hit James House
in Southwest harder than any other dor

mitories, where Head of Residence Kevin

Fandel estimates the majority of residents

have been sick.

"I'm a victim myself," said Fandel. "I'd say

easily two-thirds of the house have been

TURN TO PAGE 8
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Golino forecasts 'rough seas'
By E. PATRICK McQUAID
Collegian Staff

"There is no question that the identity
problem for this campus has been a very
difficult one."

- Carlo L. Golino
retired UMass Boston chancellor

A legislative subcommittee is continuing
to investigate the shady circumstances under
which the University's Boston campus was
born. But while maturing over the past four
and a half years a tempest has been brewing
between faculty and administrators within
the massive brick fortress at Columbia Point.

Carlo L. Golino, 64, spent his final day at
the helm Jan. 31 and he forecasts rough seas
ahead for both the University and public
higher education in this state.

"I have come to a feeling of great peace at
this point," he said, reflecting on the turmoil
that prompted his decision to resign last

November. "There has been a difference of
opinion develop between the direction the
University is taking, the direction that higher
education is going, and my own sense of
what I ought to be doing. It's become some-
what strenuous."

Dr. Gotino came to the University in 1973
from the University of California at Riverside
where he was senior Vice Chancellor. He
became the third chancellor for the Boston
campus but was the first to officiate at the
Harbor site. Almost immediately Golino ran
head-on with his faculty and then University
President Robert C. Wood concerning the
academic "directions" that the campus
should be taking.

Golino has been a headstrong advocate of
developing a formal graduate studies
program at the Boston campus,
strengthening the liberal arts within the
undergraduate program, and insisting on
faculty conducting academic research.

"I came here, I was 60 years old, with a

whole career behind me," he said. "They
knew what I represented. To put it very
bluntly, why the hell (^id they ask me to

come? Why, if I wasn't supposed to do the
things that I wanted to do?

"If I had been told in 1973," he continued, .

" 'we don't want to develop a graduate
program, we are not interested in developing
a university campus,' well, I would have said

Thank you very much, but I am not in-

terested in coming here!'
"

Wedged in between a number of private
and state schools, Golino says that UMass
Boston should "provide an education for
people who do not have the financial means
to go to private schools within the city.

"But," he points out, "there has to be a
difference in what UMass- Boston does and
what Boston State does. We don't want to
compete, we don't want to be repetitive
either."

Golino recalls a time when "good grades"
at a state college in any state insured entry
into graduate school with financial aid. But

he says today it is difficult for the "solid B-
plus" student to make these advances.
"Where do you go," he queries, "into

debt? You have to give up the idea of
graduate school unless there is an institution,
true to its commitment to give a first-class
education at the undergraduate level that
also gives them the opportunity of upward
mobility all-the-way. What l"m saying is that
we need graduate work on this campus if we
are to sun/ive as a university campus."

He says that he would not propose
graduate work in fields that are already
"overloaded"" but rather in disciplines
particular to Boston. He suggested a
program focusing on aging: "Not just
gerentology but aging in relation to city life.

It's quite different in the context of the city

as compared to the rural. If you die on a farm
in Iowa, I think it's quite drfferent than dying
in a tenement house in Boston. It's an area
which I am sure needs to be developed."

Golino said he was in favor of a program
employing faculty researchers and graduate
students to do ecological, archeological, and
botanical work on the Boston Harbor islands.

"There are areas today in which
knowledge is being uncovered, in relation
particulariy to an urban institution that needs
to be explored."

An education, says Golino, is an education
regardless of where the student obtains his
degree. "The difference is the manner in

which you present the education. The people
who come to partake of an urban education
have different backgrounds but the
education obtained when these kids get out
of this campus should compare to that of any
other institution."

'"Liberal arts!"' he said throwing up his
hands. "'Liberal arts, liberal arts! My feeling is

that we ought to insist on it. I guess this is

where I run afoul of a lot of other people.'"
Upgrading undergraduate teaching is a

prime responsibility of the faculty and ad-
ministration at UMass- Boston, says Golino.
He said that in the past students had been
"seduced" into believing the University
would provide them with a job after
graduation.

Golino says that there has to be a major
commitment on the part of the legislature,
the central administration (the University
President's Office) and the faculty in par-
ticular to improve public higher education.

"It can't go on the way it is," he said. "It's
wasteful and it's unproductive." He says he
does not sense any such commitment
cofTiing out of the governor's office.

"I think the Governor has a very, to put it

charitably, indifferent attitude toward public
higher education. I am disappointed he feels
that way."
He cited Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' hostile

attitude toward the construction of the
Kennedy Library at the UMass-Boston
campus and his interference with the
building of a gymnasium there as evidence.
"The opportunity for UMass-Boston to

Former UMass Boston Chancellor Carlo L. Golind (Photo by Debbie Schafer)

secure these things has been so very real,"
he said, "so vivid that I would have expected
him to support them and I was greatly
disappointed."

In all his years of teaching, says Golino,
"the only few good ideas I've ever had in my
field I've had in the classroon> while talkir^g
with my students."
He attributes this to two things: - first a

commitment on his part to know his area and
to communicate with his students rather
than lecture at them - and second his
commitment to update his knowledge by
reading current academic journals, and by
conducting what he calls "scholarship."

"Today scholarship is not very popular,
I'm sorry to say. If scientists did not do
scholarship and research we would not have
many of the things we have today such as
advances in asthma and diabetes. And it's

the same in literature, economics, or politics.
It stimulates new ideas."
The faculty at UMass-Boston are divided

on the idea of investing their time and energy
into research and maintaining their teaching
responsibilities without pay adjustments.

"The faculty today are divided on many
issues,"" responds Golino. "The old idea of
scholarship in the past has been abused and
there has been some very strong backlash to
it. I think they were perfectly justified but on
the other hand we can't go too far in that
direction. We have to bring it back to a
perspective where scholarship is not
measured by the pound but by what you
have said in your paper no matter its length."

He said many of his faculty did not see the
"rewards of scholarship and teaching forth-

TURN TO PAGE 13

Former Provost Puryear

carefully decides plans
Former Provost and Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs Paul L. Puryear yesterday
said he believes he was fired suddenly in an
attempt to get him to hastily decide his plans
for this semester.

Puryear said he has decided to carefully

choose among his options while he remains
here this semester as a professor in the
W.E.B. Dubois Afro-American department.

He also said he and his lawyer have been
discussing possible legal action in his

dismissal. He was fired by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery eariy last month after

a dispute with nine of the academic deans.
- JOEQUINLAN

Bromery seeks help

to form provost search
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

yesterday sent a letter to various campus
governance groups to ask their help in

forming a 12- member search committee to

choose a new provost- for UMass.
Bromery, who plans to appoint five of the

members, wants the Faculty Senate to

appoint five members, and the Student

Government Association and the Graduate
Student Senate to each appoint one
member.
Jeremiah M. Allen has been acting provost

since Bromery fired Paul L. Puryear last

month after a dispute between Puryear and
nine of the academic deans.

- LEO PELOQUIN

Flu postpones meeting;
bus funding is subject

The flu sweeping across the UMass
campus has delayed until next week the
meeting between student government
leaders and University officials about the
funding of the UMass bus system.
The meeting was scheduled for Tuesday,

but postponed when school was shut down
due to the snow storm. The flu has struck
some of the student government officials,

causing the second postponement.
Student leaders want the student

government share of the bus funding to be
70 per cent of the university allocation
because they contend students also con-
tribute to the parking office funds, which are
used for the faculty and administration share
of the funding.

University leaders first proposed a 85-15
ratio for funding, but are now leaning toward

placing a fee on the students' semester bill.

- JOEQUINLAN
Students favor rhetoric
offered in Southwest

Southwest students enrolled in the

rhetoric courses of the residential college
there consider rhetoric their favorite course
while students taking other rhetoric courses
do not, according to a recently completed
survey.
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Feminist feels intimidated by DVP
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Feminist Lecturer Andrea Dworkin
yesterday charged she was intimidated by
the Student Activities Office and the
Distinguished Visitors Program who can-
celled her scheduled appearance on campus
yesterday.

Dworkin said program co-Chairperson
Mary Jude Dean misrepresented herself
while trying to obtain information about the
lecturer and that the Student Activities
Office intruded and threatened her rights.

"It's an incredible outrage to find out that
people are chasing around after you when
you don't know why or what they want," she
said. "It's both an intrusion and a threat, and
I think it's meant as a threat. The Student
Activities Office has no right whatsoever to
any information about my activities or in-

come, and no one has a right to pose and lie

to get information on me," Dworkin said.

Catherine A. MacKinnon, a Yale University
women's studies and political science
professor, said yesterday she received a
"questionable inquiry" about Dworkin from
Dean. MacKinnon said Dean misrepresented
herself as someone from a group that "was
considering inviting Dworkin to speak." The
program voted earlier to secure Dworkin for
$1000.

Dworkin said DVP should not be trying to
obtain information about her activities from
sources other than her representative, John
Stoltenberq.

Stoltenberg said, "cleariy a DVP co-
chairperson, in collusion with the Student
Activities staff, has attempted by stealth to
scare up some more so-called new evidence
against Dworkin - as if she were on trial."

Dean confirmed calling MacKinnon and
that such a conversation is "pretty much
routine." She added, "It depends on what
information we already have about the
speaker. I felt that not all of the information
previously given to me about Dworkin was in
factual form; that some of it was slanted."

major lecture and $3100 for a workshop. "My
appearance last spring was a workshop, I

lowered my fee to $250 as a favor to friends
who were organizing the conference," she
said.

When Dean called MacKinnon requesting
information about honorarian and format of
Dworkin's lectures, MacKinnon responded
that she would have to talk to Dworkin's
representative. She said she refused to give
information because "it seemed suspicious
to me that people at UMass were asking me

'Clearly, a DVP co-chairperson, in collusion

with the Student Activities staff, has attempted

by stealth to scare up,... new evidence against

Dworkin... —John Stoltenberg

MacKinnon said she suggested to Dean
that she pick up a copy of Our Blood, a text
of Dworkin's speeches. Dean said she had
not read any on Dworkin's work.
The conflict arose when Sarah Williamson,

of the Student Activities Office, informed
Dean that Dworkin had been secured for
$250 during last spring's International
Women's Week activities at UMass.

Dworkin said she routinely asks $1000 for a

By BRYANT M.
Collegian Staff

JORDAN

Associate Director of Financial Aid Gerald
F. Scanlon said yesterday that President
Carter's $1.2 billion aid proposal for students
of middle income families would be giving
relief where it is needed most.

'.'It has a lot of merit, " he said. "'Of course,,
it's pure speculation now. He's shooting for'

fiscal year '79 and it (the proposal) still has to
go to the House, where it will get kicked
around and changed.
"Then it will go to the senate and it will be

the same thing," he said.

The proposal, which would make $250
grants available to at least two million

stucents from families with gross incomes
between $16,000 and $25,000, was an-
nounced Wednesday at the White House.
The program would also provide sub-

sidized loans to students with family incomes
as high as $45,000 before taxes and extend
federally subsidized work-study programs.
Those spokesmen for the Five College

community who could be reached yesterday
had these comments on President Carter's
proposal:

A spokesman for Smith College said
Carter's proposal is the "logical extension of
the present (aid) program" taking into

consideration the growth of inflation in the
last f've years.

At Hampshire College, spokesman Peter
Cluckler said he has not studied the proposal
in depth.

However, he pointed out that Hampshire
College President Adele Smith Simmons
recently said she would favor an aid proposal
in the form of more Basic Educational Op-
portunity Grfints or Supplementary
Educational Opportunity Grants

\UPI\ - Hampshire College President
Adele Smith Simmons says educators
returning to more traditional programs must
take care not to take a step backward.

Hampshire is one of the few remaining
experimental colleges. It was founded in the
late sixties by some area educators, including
UMass Interim President Franklin K. Pat-
terson, who served as founding president
there

Simmons, in her first year as head of
Hampshire, says financial concerns are
understandably paramount today. But she
worries colleges will begin to fashion them-
selves in strict skills-training holds. "People
are withdrawing, and there's a tendency to
think all innovation is not of high quality, that
it's sloppy. That's not true," said Simmons,
36, formerly dean of student affairs at

Princeton University.

"I'm concerned that educators are getting

too sidetracked by finances. You have to find

time to worry about substance," she con-
tinued.

She doesn't think the closure last month
of Franconia College, also spawned during
the tumultuous '60's, is the death knell for

experimental schools, despite a decrease in

applications and increased tuition at

Hampshire.
Franconia in New Hampshire's remote

northern mountain area shut down last

month after 15 years. Officials blamed high
costs and a shift in college students' interests

to job-training courses.
"Franconia College was very small and

very isolated. We're larger and we have a
highly selected faculty and educational

program," Simmons said.

Hampshire, a warm nest of modern
buildings in a rural setting, offers financial aid

to at least 12 per cent of its students to
encourage economic diversity but still is

largely dependent on tuition income.
The school accepted one out of e.c ' 13

students that applied last fall.

One out of every two applicants was
accepted into the 1225 student body. Tuition
and room and board fees in 1970 were $3800.
This year, it's up to $6350 and the fall class
will pay $6800.

Unlike Franconia, Hampshire is part of a
five- college system of Amherst, Smith and
Mount Holyoke colleges and UMass, all

located in the same area.

Simmons, a graduate of Radcliffe College
and Oxford University, said sharing
resources among colleges- is a practical
solution as schools try to meet increasing
demands for more money.

She's enthusiastic about what Hampshire
College has to offer. The freedom students
have in shaping their own programs teaches
them to be self-reliant and to find solutions
to problems, Simmons said. There are no
grades at Hampshire and few required
courses.

Students educated in the traditional mode
where little intellectual initiative is required
won't be prepared to tackle the complexities
of the late 20th century society, she said.
"They won't be as able to take respon-

sibility for themselves. They're more passive,
less innovative. They'll want people to do
things for them."

information they should have been getJng
from Dworkin herself."

Dean said, "It has been almost impossible
for us to contact Dworkin personally. We've
been dealing with her through an in-

termediary," she said.

Stoltenberg said he believes the program's
and Student Activities Office's justifications
of its actions do "not hold any water". He
said, "The question as to whether their

opposition to the Dworkin lecture is ba-sed on
ignorance, incompetence, or malice, seems
to be resolving itself in favor of malice."

In November, Everywomen's Center,
Commuter Collective, Lesbian Union,
People's Gay Alliance, and the Women's
Studies Program agreed to co-sponsor a
proposal for a DVP-sponsored Dworkin
appearance. The proposal was presented by
Suzi Milstein, program committee member,
at the group's Nov. 14 meeting.

Stoltenberg attended the meeting and said
a written statement on the conditions under
which Dworkin would appear had been
handed to Milstein before the meeting.

The memo, Stoltenberg said, cleariy stated
Dworkin's fee, Milstein said details of the
program such as format are discussed before
the vote to contract. She said, however, she
can't recall being handed a written
statement.

Milstein told Stoltenberg this week that
the program had been cancelled because
Williamson and she had "bad feelings"
about it.

Williamson said her unwillingness to issue
the contract stem from "new information"
received about the speaker. She would not
elaborate.

Supporters of Dworkin plan to distribute
information sheets about the cancellation to
students on campus. A proposal to
reschedule the Dworkin program will be
discussed at Monday's DVP meeting,
starting at 6:30 p.m.

Area spol<esmen

favor aid proposal

Simmons optimistic

on future of Hampshire

The piles of snow around campus and the low winter sun combine to change the
blase into the interesting. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Suspect's claim doubted
LOS ANGELES [AP] - A day after

arresting a part-time Sctor in the Hillside

Strangler case, police said yesterday they
had nothing firm tying Ned Terrence York to
any of the 12 stranglings.

York, 32, is a bit player in several television

series and a self- professed born-again
Christian. He was booked for investigation of
murder after telephoning police and claiming
responsibility for the killings of 12 young
women since September, police Cmdr.
William Booth said at a press briefing.

But a search of his house Wednesday
night turned up no evidence from any
stranglings, police said.

"He was arrested solely on the basis of

statements he made implicating him in these
murders," Booth said. "He has not disclosed
anything to corroborate those statements."

"We really don't lend much credence to
what he's saying," said police Lt. Dan
Cooke, without revealing what York said.

There was no clear indication what
prompted York to suddenly call police and
tell them he was the strangler.

Investigators delayed any release from
custody at least until today.

York has appeared in the television series

"Starsky and Hutch," "The Courtship of

Eddie's Father," "Hallmark Hall of Fame,"
"Bonanza " and "Chariie's Angels," and in

several films.
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Black Affairs

Black History Month
planned by Boston groups
The Christian Science Monitor
BOSTON ~ Black History Month is being

observed during February in the United
States.

In Greater Boston, historical organizations,
colleges, community groups, and churches
are planning programs throughout the
month.

Black History Month is a national ob-
servation originated in the 1930s by the
Association for the Study of Negro Life and
History. It was then Negro History Week,
centered around the birthdays of Abraham
Lincoln (Feb. 12) and Frederick Douglass
(Feb. 14), but now has been expanded to
include all of February.

Activities began Wednesday (Feb. 1) with
an address by historian John Henrik Clark of

Hunter College at the African-American
Institute of Northeastern University and the
opening of a series of exhibits and dramatic
presentations at the art gallery of the Elma
Lewis School of Fine Arts.

Programs scheduled range from
celebrations to exhibitions.

The Black History Month Committee of

Greater Boston will present Dr. Asa Davis,

professor of history and black studies at

Amherst College, at 3 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 12,

in the Rabb Lecture Hall of the main Boston
Public Library. Other programs will be held at

the main and branch libraries during the

month.
A kickoff program will be held at the

Prince Hall Masonic Temple in Grove Hall

Sunday afternoon, Feb. 12, coordinated by
the Urban League Guild and the Business
and Professional Women's Club. This festival

will include talks, exhibits, and refreshments,

sponsored by the Urban League of Eastern

Massachusetts.

The Museum of Afro-American History

will sponsor playwright Ed Bullins Feb. 9, in a

reading at 1 p.m. in the Fenton Building of

Suffolk University, and at 8:30 p.m. through
the premiere of two one-act plays at the

studio theater of Northeastern University.

Churches sponsor events

In cooperation with the Maryland Club the

museum will sponsor the Frederick Douglass

Tea at 3 p.m. Feb. 26 at the Columbus
Avenup AME Zion Church.

Judge Margaret Burnham will address a

black history breakfast sponsored by the

Journeyetts at 8:15 a.m. Feb. 12 at the

Cambridge Hyatt Regency Hotel.

Twelfth Baptist Church will hold a series of

weekend activities beginning Feb. 4 and

ending Feb. 26.

The South Shore Coalition for Human
Rights will sponsor a discussion of the film,

"Black History Lost, Stolen or Strayed," at 7

p.m. Feb. 19 at the Quincy Center United
Methodist Church in Quincy.
The Merchants Association of Prudential

Center is presenting a display on black
history Feb. 12-19.

A Valentine's eve dream

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

I lay in my bed, starring at the colored

walls and the unciacked white ceiling. It was
nothing special, a typical UMass bed, in a

typical UMass room. Yet I felt funny, as if in

my sleep, I would dream the dream of

dreams. And so it was.
The Dream:

Leftfield
- Native American teenagers that have

been bound to reservations ceased to be

alcoholics and suicidal because the non-

natives granted them the privilege to exist

with the honor that was once unsurpassed

by any in the world.
- Native American adults, were proud

once more because they had been given the

land that was once promised to them in

previously broken treaties.

-Non-native American blacks were
content, they could finally have a leader that

was not the target of an assassin's gun.

-They were allowed to exist in this

country under the same principles that

governed other non-native Americans.
- Non- native American society finally

admitted that it was to blame for the poverty,

hunger and miseducation that exist in this

country and perhaps throughout the world.

LUTHER

— Non-native America's poor, came not

with outstretched hands saying "give me".

Byt with outstretched minds and bodies,

saying, "Give me a book, I want to learn.

Give me a job, I want to work."
— Non- native American society responded

by giving out books and creating conditions

conducive to learning and giving out jobs

that didn't belittle the humans who had to

take them.
— Non-native American society admitted

to having acted sickly and crazily in the past,

but the future shall hold care and reason for

all.

-Non-native Americans became native

Americans at last.

The dream ended. I woke up the next

morning, not really feeling excited about

what I had dreamed. Why? I knew what I had

to do. I did my 30 pushups and 40 situps to

help my mind and my body.

Caucus report
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

In the first Student Senate meeting of the

semester, held Wednesday, Feb. 8, the Third

World Caucus appointed two senators to fill

its allotted fifteen seats. Ellen Smith of

McNamara dormitory was welcomed back

into the caucus after a semester long leave.

Loida John of South Hadley was appointed

as a new member to the caucus.

Presently, there are still four openings for

seats on the Third World caucus. All

qualified students are urged to apply.

Applicants must be Third World students

who are able to attend caucus and student

senate meetings on Wednesday nights. They
must also be able to contribute to the ac-

tivities that the caucus will be involved in

throughout the semester. Applicants who
are accepted before February 13, can receive

three independent study credits.

Interested persons should apply in the

Office of Third World Affairs, 308 S.U.B.

At the end of the caucus meeting

Chairperson Julie Hall asked that all Third

World senators be present for a caucus

meeting on Sunday Feb. 12 at 3 p.m. in New
Afrika H'use.

Alvin Alley in review

A scene from The Alvin Alley Dance Theatre performance of "Night Creature."

By ANGELA THOl\/IAS
Black Affairs Editor

Yesterday brought the close of a two
day performance presented by The Alvin
Alley Dance Theater at the Fine Arts
Center. Not to be victimized by this past
Monday's snow storm, that forced the
cancellation of classes, the closing of
banks, supermarkets, businesses, and
this university, opening night originally

rescheduled for this past Tuesday, was
moved to Wednesday. While yesterday
featured a special matir ee performance
as well as an evening performance.

*

Op>Qning night began with "Night
Creatures." A beautiful dance that paid

tribute to the creatures of the night in all

of us. In the words of the late great Duke
Ellington, "Night creatures unlike stars,

do not come out at night — they come
on, each thinking that before the night is

out he or she will be the star." Ellington's

musical piece. Night Creatures was
featured with the dance routine,

choreographed by Alley.

All the ingredients of life found in the

making of the Black woman, was served
to the audience in "Cry." Donna Woods
in solo presented the strength, sassiness,

sensitivity, hurt, pain, laughter, and cries

from countless centuries of injustices

done to Black woman everywhere, and
as noted on the program handout,
'especially our mothers.' Throughout her
performance Woods walked, then ran,

fell, then crawled, and in a show of
undeniability rose once again to a pair of
proud feet, and an even prouder body
stance.

The dance scene of "Revelations" was
the grand finale of opening night.

Bringing the aspirations, dreams, and
emotions of Blacks to life via song and
dance. Transported to a water's edge by
performers shaking long blue pieces of
cloth to create the illusion of water, the
audience steadfastly watched the
dancers 'wade in the water.'

It was during "Revelations" that I first

realized a disappointment, i ne majority
of the performance had been devoted to
the female dancers. Whether in-

tentionally intended or not, I do not
know. Yet I wish that the presentation
that night had included more of the
talented abilities of the Alvin Alley male
dancers, especially a solo performance by
anyone of the dancers.

Besides this personal disappointment,
the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater was
brought here to dance, and dance they
did.

Around the world in news
BLOEMFONTEIN, South Africa [UPI] - A

South Africa judge Thursday sentenced the

banned wife of a jailed black leader to a

suspended prison sentence because she

allowed friends to visit her house.

Bloemfontein magistrate C. P. Steytler

found Mrs. Winnie Mandela, husband of

jailed nationalist leader Nelson Mandela,

guilty of violating her banning order by

receiving visitors and attending a social

gathering.

Mrs. Mandela, who lives in Brandfort with

her 16-year-old daughter Zinzi, was sen-

tenced to six months in prison, suspended
for four years, on each of the two charges.

Steytler acquitted her of five other

charges, two of them involving her daughter.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

DETROIT [AP] An aging Cherokee
Indian, voiceless because of throat cancer, is

asking President Carter to change his mind
and accept a handmade feathered headdress
like the one he has given to every elected

president since Woodrow Wilson.

Chief Redbird, 78, and convalescing in a

Detroit area nursing home after surgery last

year to remove a malignant larynx, said he
sent a headdress to the White House shortly

after Carter was elected.

But because of Carter's policy of ac-

cepting no gifts from the public, the

headdress, made with turkey feathers, was
returned.

Thoughts

The Mind.

A force

that can unite

the insides

when the outsides

are different.
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The third right
By BILL HASSON
Black Affairs Staff

Here we go again! This time it's

boxing. It appears that the made-for-
Television movies are getting worse than
ever. It is what you, who watched the
NBC Saturday Night at the Movies "Ring
of Passion" starring Bernie Casey can
attest to. It was supposed to be a drama
about Joe Lewis' two historic heavy
weight fights with Germany's Max Sch-
meling. What it ended up being for me at

least, was the same old Black-White
stereotypes that pop up in every movie
that comes on the screen.

Exhibit 1: The Black women. First, Joe
Louis' mother was presented as a person
who always retreated from her family
responsibilities when Joe needed her the
most. She just couldn't stand to listen to
those awful fights. It would appear to me
that when a woman who had birthed and
raised a child she wouldn't abandon him
?t the height of his career.

One of the real drags about the picture
was how Joe Louis became the person
who was so induced with hate for Max
Schmeling whose country (Germany),
clearly exhibited how they felt about
Black people during the Olympics, and
most assuredly the world, when it came
to the question of who the master race
was. We know that Joe's problems did
not stem from his golf game but from the
IRS and all the benefit fights that he did
for the military and never got a dime for
it.

The wife was also portrayed as a
person who simply could not handle the
responsibility of the champion. There
was also a large portion of the film that
was dedicated to the Jewish theme, the
problems that Max Schmeling's manager
had because he was Jewish. The
problem of Jews in Germany without an
equal treatment being given to Joe Louis'
manager or trainer who was Black.

Seminar on South Africa

Veteran enrollment declining

The Five College Committee for the
Liberation of South Africa is sponsoring an
evening seminar called "Southern Africa in

Revolt," on Monday, February 13. The
seminar will be held in room 101 of the
Campus Center-UMass at 7:00.

Michael Egan, author of several articles on
South Africa will speak on "Permanent
Revolution in Southern Africa." He is also a
member of the International Socialist
Organization.

Columbus Free Press/apf
there will be a slide shov en "Soweto and

the Uprising of 1976." A film "Phela Ndaba -

End of the Dialogue" will also be shown.

The film docunrtents the systematic op-
pression of the Africans under Aparthied. It

was made by underground members of the
Pan African Congress. The other sponsors of
the seminar are: The International Sociali?
Organization and the International Students
Association.

Announcements
By W.J. WHEELER
Black A 'fairs Staff

The Veterans Assistance & Counseling
Services at the University of Massachusetts
could lose its funding if it does not increase
its enrollment of eligible veterans.

The Office of Veterans Affairs feels the
need to change their name. Veterans who
come into the office assume that the office

of Veterans Affairs is responsible for

discrepancies in veterans' payments; this is

not true. The Office of Veteran Affairs is a
counseling and assistance service, which
works in conjunction with the VA in

processing paper work, but the office

responsible for any discrepancies made by
the VA is the VA office in Boston. The new
name is the Veterans Counseling &
Assistance Services.

Art Hilson, the Director of Veterans Affairs

at UMass has instituted a massive outreach
program to reach those vets who are
urwware of the services that the office

provides to veterans both on and off cam-
pus.

The Outreach program consists of
Outreach counselors visiting community
colleges in the Massachusetts Bay State area
and setting up information booths. The
information booths are designed to answer
all questions about the veterans programs at

UMass and provide additional data or ser-

vices.

As a result of existing regulations Nor-
theastern University lost its funding for fiscal

year 1977 thru 1978. This was the result of a
drop in the veteran enrollment at that school.

Funding for the VCIP progranns (veterans-

cost-of-instruction-program) comes through
the office of HEW. The program is required

to provide Outreach, counseling, recruitment
and remedial services for veteran students.
Method A for eligibility states: Initial ap-
plicants must derive a figure of 110 per cent
population for funding allotment. A renewal
applicant must evidence at least 100 per cent
population per allotment to be eligible.

Complete Method A firsti If the necessary
percentages are not evidenced, proceed to

Method B. Method B states: The 10 per cent
method is basic for the institution claiming

eligibility by enrolling 10 per cent of its total

enrollment as veterans. This can be used by
either initial or renewal applicants. Eligibility

will be established if the population is

determined to be 10 per cent or more, and is

equal to or exceeds the percentage.
Method C states: The base year method is

restricted to renewal applicants, and
primarily those institutions who have lost, or

would lose, their eligibility due to a drop in

veteran enrollment since first establishing

eligibility.

The Veterans Assistance B Counseling
Services (VACS) falls within the category of
method C. They have not shown a steady
increase and in fact, have lost approximately
$2,000 for the second four months of fiscal

year 1978. The office received $51,000 for
fiscal year July 1977 thru June 1978. An
additional loss of funds can be expected in

April 1978. The funds are broken down into
thirds with authority to expend the allocated
portion.

Loss of monies means reduction or loss of
certain services to vets Boston State College
lo.st its program for veterans last week. There
is a very strong possibility that existing
services at UMass will be lost also. Outreach
is something that EVERY vet on campus can
become involved in by simply sharing with
other veterans off campus or at community
colleges the news about the VACS office
and what is available to them through the
VACS office.

The Office of Veterans Affairs has recently
changed its nanrw. The office is now
Veterans Assistance & Counseling Services.

The old office has been identified in the

past by students as a part of the Veterans
Administration. This is not true. The office is

not connected in any way to the Veterans
Administration. As mentioned eariier in this

article, the office is funded by the Depart-

ment of Health, Education & Welfare (HEW)
for the sole purpose of assisting veterans in

the areas of recruitment, outreach, coun-
seling and remedial services.

In addition, the office runs a job bank,
emergency short term loan fund, tutorial

assistance program and counseling for both
veterans and their families.

Course Offerings

SW 190E: Sec. 1. Racism in The Judicial
System, Mon. 7-9 p.m. Kennedy Lower:
Klekotka
Sec. 2. Dynamics of White Racism Wed. 7-9
p.m. Washington Lower, Washburn.
Sec. 3. Dynamics of White Racism Mon. 7-9
p.m. J.Q.A. Lower; Young.
SW 1900: Economics of Race, Tues.-

Thurs. 9:30-10:45 Coolidge Lower, Cole.
SW 291 C: Perspectives on Institutional

Racism Tues. 7-9 p.m. Melville, K. All, B.

Langa. IND. STUDY: Topics include Racism
in South Africa, participants will be required
to form a syllabus and a colloquium on South
Africa for the following semester.

Registration: Tuesday Jan. 31st.-Tuesday
Feb. 14th, at John Adams Lobby. Questions?
Call C.R.S. or S.W. Academic Affairs Office.

CCEBS

All CCEBS students interested in Summer
employment should see Brain Maher in
Room 209 of the New Africa House im-
mediately. Opportunities exist for summer
jobs in the Federal government. There are
also opportunities for summer internships in
other companies and organizations. Ap-
plication deadlines for these jobs are ap-
proaching fast. Other information of interest
to CCEBS students is posted on the bulletin
boards outside Room 209 of the New Africa
House. Students are urged to check out
these bulletin boards periodically.

Film Series

The Malcolm X Center is announcing a

spring semester film series entitled The
Malcolm X Film Series. This week's film is

"Birth of A Nation" which will be followed

by an episode of the "Li'l Rascals." Movies
will be shown each Wednesday night

beginning at 6:30 p.m. in the Malcolm X
Centc, which is located in the Berkshire

Dining Commons of Southwest Residential

College. The staff of the Center welcomes
everyone to view the films. Interested

students can also earn credits (Afro-Am 396
Independent Study), by viewing a certain

portion of the films and writing a semester
paper.

For a list of the films, contact Carl Mc-
Cargo (MWF - 5-0588 or TTH - 5-2819).

Jobs

The Malcolm X Center in Southwest has,

slots open for staff positions. Those who are

interested may pick up an application at tt>e

Center after 12:00 p.m. For more in-

formation, call Consuelo Williams at 6-9906,
or Greg Maynard at 6-9731.

Asian American Disco

Did you know that Tuesday was Chinese
New Year, the Year of the Horse? In

celebration of the event, the Asian American
Students Association is holding a New
Year's disco, today, February 10 at 10:00
p.m. in the Campus Center on the 10th floor.

All are invited to help bring in the New Year.

There will be a dollar cover charge but don't
let that stop you 'cause it's going for a good
cause. You know that this is the baddest
disco this side of Boston. So come on down!

Meefing

The Third Worid Caucus of the Student
Senate will have a caucus meeting on
Sunday, February 12th at 3:00 p.m. in the
New Africa House. Attendance is mandatory
for all Third Worid senatorsi

By Brumsic Brandon,

OLLEGIAN PHOT
MEETING

FOR ALL STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
AND INTERESTED STUDENTS

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

FEBUARY 15,1978 7:30
AT THE COLLEGIAN PHOTO DESK

Come learn Calli^phy

from us.

Calligraphy is just one of the many workshops offered this Spring through

the Credit Free Workshop Program of the Division of Continuing Education.

For registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545

3653, write, or stop by Room 113 Hasbrouck Building, UMass/Amherst,

Remember, we accept American Express, VISA, and Mastercharge.

13^
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHL«ETTS/AMHER.ST
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Arts and sciences first

priority for Provost Allen
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Co/fegian Staff

\cting Provost Jeremiah Allen declared

the needs of the College of Arts and
Sciences to be his first priority yesterday
when he addressed the Faculty Senate at its

first meeting of the semester.
Allen, the former dean of the arts and

sciences, is hurting badly for staff, resources
end facilities and he plans to conduct a

thi rough budget analysis dating back to

1975 because "some areas are not getting

their fair share".

Another reason for the analysis is that one
of the deans recently noted the 1976 budget
expenditures were less than the budget itself,

leaving open the possibility of a shift of
funds.

Allen said he intends to make the faculty

senate and its committees more effective as
a governing body and to meet frequently
with student leaders and department heads
in order to restore some degree of academic
sensibility.

Echoing the sentiment of most of the
faculty, Student Government Association
CO- President Jon Hite congratulated Allen on
his new role and proceeded to ask the senate
to excuse unwell students from class

because he said three to eight per cent of the
student body are ill with a flu-virus.

The senate passed a motion which
establishes a Provost's Advisory Board,
comprised of three or more faculty members.
The new board, a supplemental working
committee and not part of the faculty senate,

will be purely advisory giving the provost
final veto power.

The senate also enacted a professional

faculty ethics code despite snide remarks
that the code read exactly like the Boy Scout
oath.

Senator Anwar Sayed said, "The code is a

modest commitment to honesty, self-

discipline and respect for students and all

those in unequal or inferior relationships to

ourselves."

Copies of the new ethics code will be
distributed among all members of the

faculty.

Oil leaking from tanker
BOSTON \AP] - An estimated 15,000

gallons of heavy oil leaked from the

grounded Greek tanker Global Hope into the

ocean less than one mile from Marblehead,

the Coast Guard said Thursday.

The ship was not in immediate danger of

breaking up, the Coast Guard said.

The tanker, carrying 160,000 gallons of

heavy oil in leftover cargo and for its own
power, leaked the fuel through a crack in its

stern. It took on water, apparently through

the same crack.

Coast Guard spokesman John Bablitch

said a commercial firm hired by the ship's

owners placed booms in the ocean Wed-
nesday to prevent the oil from spreading.

'The booms are between the ship and the

land to protect the shoreline area," Bablitch

said. "It seems to be contained. We'll be

working to protect that area."

The amount of oil leaked into the ocean
classifies it as a medium oil spill, Bablitch

said, and the incident was declared a federal

response, meaning, "The Coast Guard will

be taking over the whole operation."

As crews worked on the tanker, a Coast

Guard helicopter searched for the Salem
pilot boat Can Co - which disappeared

Tuesday trying to aid the tanker — and the

one possible survivor of the five man crew.

The bodies of the captain and three of the

crew were found.

The Coast Guard on Wednesday safely

removed 28 of the 32 men, who had been
aboard the Global Hope when it went
aground in Salem Sound Monday night in

the storm.

The captain and three crew members
remained with the tanker to assist with

repairs.

Tnree members of the Atlantic Strike

Team, the Coast Guard's experts on oil spills

and containment from Elizabeth City, N.C.,

found "slight or minimal damage to the hull"

of the tanker Wednesday.
The damage was where the rudder post

entered the hull at the stern. Sea water
entering the tanker rose as high as 13 feet in

its engine room, but the height appeared to

fluctuate with tides, Bablitch saio.

The Strike Team brought a high-powered
pump that could be used to remove the

remaining oil from the tanker, and special

"open seas containment barriers" were sent

by cutter from Woods Hole.

BOSTON (UPI) — The Commonwealth Ave. trolley tracks were turned into a cross-

country ski track, as these young men shed their shirts and took advantage of the

warm sun while the area continued efforts to recover from the worst blizzard of the

century.

Marathon movies for 600
DEDHAM [AP\ - A night at the movies

turned into a weary saga of boredom for

hundreds of people who sought shelter from

the New England blizzard in a suburban
movie theater, then spent almost three days

there.

"We had people walking m here who were

literally blue," said Charles McGowan, a

Dedham selectmen who mingled with the

bleary- eyed crowds who had abandoned
their cars on nearby Route 128 and pushed
through the storm toward the theater's

lights,

"I was scared, I'll tell you," said Frank

Scarpetti of Lynn, one of the 600 refugees

who Thursday w©*e finally able to leave the

Dedham Showcase Cinema.
"The next time I see a single snowflake,

I'm not moving," he said,

The films "Julia" and "Gauntlet" were

repeatedly screened for the trapped crowd.

""I was di^jppointed in both of them,"

commented a nurse from Quincy.

"I suppose if you're going to be stranded,

it might as well be in a movie theater, " said

Mrs. Wilson Young of Melrose, whose toy

poodle wandered in the theater lobby behind

her.

Said one tired looking man; "Get away
from me. I just want to go home

'"

The Red Cross provided food and cots, as

well as games and playing cards, A hearty

few hiked to a nearby package store and

bought beer, which was kept cool in the ice

cream counter.

Candy and popcorn was untouched. There

were no children at the theater, and the Red

Cross said one man had to be taken by

ambulance to a Boston hospital after suf-

fering a ulcer problem.

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

GRE
For the February 25th exam, a class will begin meeting this

week, with sessions on Tuesdays and Saturdays. Vor in-

formation call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256-6462.

TEST PREP

PICASSO, PABLO

PRINT SALE!
^ 3 Days Only

February 13, 14 and 15

Fanfasfic Reproductions

in Full Color,

Posfer-Size

2$075each
OR

2 ...
'5$i;oo WYETH. ANDREW

RECORDING
CONTRACT -^^^^S^^-:

Los Angeles Production Company

seeking new recording artists

will hold auditions in

Boston March 6-7.

SALISBURY. MASS. lUPf] - Youngsters romp in front of the demolished remains
of the Rve O'Clock lounge, parts of which were washed out to sea during Tuesday's
northeaster.

Boston regains mil service

All your favorite artists including:

• Van Gogh • Renoir •Monet • Cezanne
• Chagall • Klee • Miro • Picasso • Etc.

Dall

Over 400 different titles! Duplicates of good numbers. ..BUT, we'll

sell out fast, so come early and get the prints you want.

PHONE 213-454-9813

For Information

SOUTH ACTON [AP] - It was the first

train through to Boston's western suburbs in

three days, bringing home stranded com-
muters and offering at no extra charge the

best scenic tour in the state.

The huge Boston & Maine diesel plowed
through what snow remained on the tracks,

heading out to Weston, Lincoln, Concord
and South Acton.
With service still sporadic, it also picked up

en route any passenger waiting to get into

Boston.

At Concord station outbound neighbor
greeted inbound neighbor.

"You made it," yelled one man as he
recognized a familiar face in the crowd.

"I spent two nights at the Union Club and
one at the Parker House," replied the
somewhat rumpled executive. This place
never looked better."

Men with pipes and attache cases boarded
the train hoping to get eventually to their

downtown offices. Students with backpacks
and a nurse also made the trip.

And what a trip it was.

The same snow that had devastated

coastal areas looked bright and tranquil 25

miles west of Boston. Snow covered forests,

red barns and white church steeples were all

part of the passing scene.

And Walden Pond, made famous by Henry
David Thoreau looked like a large white field

criss-crossed by ski tracks.

As the Storm Special made its way from

country to suburb, from suburb to city, less

and less seemed to be moving outside the

train windows.

The parking lot at Concord station was
crammed with Jeeps and skimobiles and cars

and people hurrying off to local markets. The
lot in Waltham was crammed with snow and
a few cars that looked like they would not

make it out for a long time.

In Belmont Center nothing moved. Then
Somerville and Cambridge and a few people

shoveling out cars in front of three-deckers.

JARYIS HEIGHTS

APARTMEHTS

The- verdict is...

come see our spacious

two bedroom garden

apartments and JUDGE

for yourself

'iJ/M

Rentals at $255-month

Wall to wall carpatins

NO security deposit

Utilities paid (no heating billSi

no electric bills)

30 days lease

Multiple occupancy allowed

Students welcome

Conveniently located on Jarvis Avenue, Holyoke one mile west of Exit 16 West off I 91.
Only 20 minutes from Amherst.

MARKEN PROPERTIES

667 Main St.

I
Holyoke

539-9500

532-9428

SORORITY RUSH
SPRING SEMESTER '78

Orientation — iVIonday, Feb. 13th

ALPHA CHI OMEGA (545-2152)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

15

16

21

22

7-8:30

5-4:30

7-8:30

7-8:30

7:30-8:30

7 p.m.

1st floor C.C

LAMBDA DELTA PHI (545-0939)

14

16

Feb
Feb
Feb. 18

Feb. 22

Feb
Feb

24

26

7-?

7-10

1-3

7-9

5:30-7
7-9

CHI OMEGA (545-2092)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

15

16

21

22

23

7:30-8:30
5-6:30
7-8

7-8

7-8

6:45-7:45

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON (545-1542)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

15

16

21

23

26

7-8

6:30-7:30
7-8

8-9

5-6:30

KAPPA ALPHA THETA (545-2735)

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

14

16

21

22

23

25

26

7:30-8:30
7:30-8:30
8-9

6:30-7:30
7:30-9

11:30 a.m.
7:30-9

SIGMA DELTA TAU (545-0527)

Feb. 14 6-7

Feb. 15 8-9

Feb. 16 7-8

Feb. 20 7:30-8:30

Feb. 21 8-?

Feb. 22 5:30-7

Feb. 23 7-?

Feb. 24 3:30-6:30

Feb. 26 11-12 a.m

SIGMA KAPPA (545-2297)

Feb. 15

Feb. 16

Feb. 22

Feb. 24

Feb. 26

7:30-9:30
7-8

7-8:30
7-8

10-11 a.m.

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA (545-0046)

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA (545-0320)
* All university women are welconne at these parties. Just

call the houses to let them know that you are planning to

attend, and for rides and more information. Parties are

p.m. unless indicated otherwise.

Feb. 15 6-?

Feb. 16 8-9

Feb. 17

Feb. 19

3-6

1:30-3

Feb. 20 8-9:30

Feb. 21 6-7:30

Feb. 22 8:30-9:30

Feb. 23 6-?
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South shore a disaster area

SCITUATE (UPi) — These sea-ravaged cottages are along a section of Peggoty
Beach, which was one of the hardest hit areas during Tuesday's pounding north-
easter. Ten houses along the beach were destroyed by high winds and rough
seas. Some sections of the beachfront residential property were buried under
more than six feet of rock and sand washed up from the sea.

*Boston fights off storm
K

Valentine'sDayCards
Heart-to-heart expressions for those

you love and care for.

^te^/e/f/f

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

the I nivcrsMv Store
WURRAV D LINCOLN CAMPUSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AMHERST MASSACHUSETTS 01003

Mee7//^M

CONT. FROM PAGE 1

many of the streets still were flooded,

reported Selectman Dave Berman. The town
of 11,500 appealed for pumps to clear

basements and streets so power could be

returned without the danger of short circuits

and fires.

With much of its beachfront area smashed
and flooded and with 1,500 refugees in its

high school, Revere faced additional danger

from gasoline vapors.

Firefighters and the state National Guard
pumped one million gallons of gasoline from

a ruptured storage tank near Suffolk Downs
race track and spread foam over a 10,000-

foot area where pools of gasoline eight in-

ches deep collected.

A G'eek tanker, the Global Hope, spilled

about 15,000 gallons of oil from its cargo of

160,000 gallons off Marblehead. Booms were
erected around the vessel, grounded since

Monday, to prevent the spillage from

spreading.

Mayor Kevin White of Boston urged

neighbors to organize to dig out their own
streets and clear snow from fire hydrants.

He also asked residents to bring their extra

food staples to neighborhood "little city

halls" for those in need.

Most supermarkets in southeastern
Massachusetts, closed by snow since

Tuesday, were expected to be reopened by

today, with supplies available for a week.
Paul Cifrino, executive director of the

Massachusetts Food Store Association,

asked store manager to give their customers
credit when they buy food.

"If a store manager is acquainted with a

customer, it would be proper for him to

accept lOU's, ' said Cifrino.

Many workers were without paychecks

because of the closing of businesses. Most
banks were closed, although authorities said

some branches would try to open today.

An airborne combat engineering battalion

started work at dawn yesterday with heavy

snow-clearing equipment on an eight-mile

stretch of Massachusetts Route 128 west of

Braintree. Nearly 3,000 snow- blanketed cars

and trucks abandoned MornJay and Tuesday

were jamming efforts to clear the major high-

way.
"It would take us three months if we tried

to remove all the cars from the roads," said

Commissioner John Carroll of the state

Department of Public Works. "If we're lucky,

we might have two- thirds of the cars freed

by Friday."

About 600 federal troops went to work in

Connecticut and 300 in Rhode Island to help

clear the snow and open major arteries..

The Small Business Administration

regional office started a survey of damage
throughout New England, anticipating a

disaster declaration for the area, John
McNally, chief advocate of the office said.

The declaration would be necessary before

homeowners an(> others who lost property

would be eligible for low-interest loans to

help rebuild, he said.

The storm could cost the state several

million dollars in lost tax revenues. Dukakis

says he doesn't have a storm damage
assessment. But he said damage could be in

the "tens of millions."

The outlay loss is one thing; the intake is

another. What will disruptions from the

storm do to state revenue estimates?

Specific information was not available

yesterday, but a too aide to Administration

Secretary John R. Buckley said, "This can be
a problem."
The most obvious loss will result from the

ban on the use of private passenger cars
which, although since lifted in most parts of
the state, continues to affect much of the
state's population.

The state gas tax yields about $400,000 per
day. It is believed the governor's state of
emergency edict will save many thousands
of gallons of gasoline. It will also reduce state
revenues.
The near-collapse of the public trans-

portation system not only cost lost revenues
in the fare boxes but, because many ex-

penditures are fixed costs, likely will add to

the subsidy taxpayers will underwrite at the
end of the year.

Personal income tax revenues may be
reduced if salaries are not paid to the hun-
dreds of thousands of persons in private

employment who could not get to work.
Most public employes are assured of their

regular pay, even if they did not get to their

offices, and emergency personnel will

receive suostantiai overtime pay — factors
which could offset some of the potential

losses.

The meals tax could be down as well, as
many restaurants were closed during the
storm and others limited service.

Many hotels were busy, but this need not
affect state revenues. In some instances,

storm patrons merely replaced others who
had to cancel out because of the adverse,
weather.

-k Campus flu
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walking around the corridor in bathrobes all

day, just taking it easy."

"Everyone had it, or has it, or is getting it,"

said Barbara Smith, the head of residence for

Thatcher dorm in Northeast. "My second
floor is completely gone."
Van Meter North also has a high rate of

illness, where estimates of the number of

sick residents have ranged from 50 to 85
percent.

Nevertheless, worse flu epidemics have
occurred. According to Averill, 200 students
were put in beds in the Student Union
Ballroom during an epidemic in 1957-58. In

1968-69, 90 students were in infirmary beds
with a more severe form of flu.

The Five-College community has not been
immune to the virus, but apparently the other

colleges have not been hit as hard. A
spokesman for Hampshire College said there

is no prob'om there yet.

Doug Wilson, a spokesman for Amherst
College, said 150 cases of flu have been
reported there and college administrators

expect considerably more. Smith and Mount
Holyoke Colleges could not be reached.

The most effective way to get over this flu,

according to Averill, is to treat the symptoms
and rest, thereby giving the body a chance to

resist the virus. Antibiotics are useless

because this is not a bacterial infection.

"It's a mild flu," said freshman Gerry

Caruso, a resident of Gorman, "but it knocks
you down and grinds at you for a couple of

days."
"People should take care of themselves,"

said David Riave, Field Head of residence. "If

they're just going to run around and wait it

out they'll stay sick,"

STUDENTS
inffrodudng
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Famous Foot-Long SandiAiiclies

fiti^
ALASKAN KING CRAB

ITALIAN EXPRESS
( Sousoge & Meatboll$ >

METRO ( Pfeppefooi & Ger>oQ)

ROAST BEEF

PASTRAMI

TURKEY

HAM
SAUSAGE

ALL SANDWICHES
SERVED HOT OR COLD

D.IVI.I* ( Horn - Reppefoni - Geooo -Bologno

)

•SUBdii^V^ SPECIAL
( Horn -Genoa - Botegno

)

MEATBALL

PEPPERONI

TUNA
GENOA
BOLOGNA
CHEESE

TRIMLINE ( Solod oo Q roll

)

Sefved with your choice of • Amerjcon Cheese • Or\ions • Lettuce • Dill Pickles • Tomotoes

Green Peppers • Block Olives • Salt • F^pper and Oil

SUNDAYS...BUY J,

GET 1 FREE!

33 E. PLEASANT ST. 549-5160
IPEN LATE 7 DAYS A WEEK>

Vision Sliowcase
( formerly House of Vision)

Kent Whalon— Licensed Optician

We are Specialists in:

Fashion Eyewear
Contact Lenses
Emergency Replacements
Free Adjustments Anytime
We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

Russian flu hits nation
ATLANTA [UPI] - Outbreaks of Russian

flu were reported yesterday at military bases
and academies and in other areas of the
nation, signaling a possible second epidemic
wave of influenza in the United States this

winter.

The national Center for Disease Control
issued a report of confirmed A-USSR flu

outbreaks, listing nine separate localities

scattered across the country where the
Russian influenza strain has surfaced.
The presence of the Russian flu virus

makes it the third strain of A-type influenza
circulating concurrently in the American
population, a medical oddity not previously
recorded.

Don Berreth, CDC public information
director, said apart from the nine localities

BILL'S SHOE REPAIR
Located in the Center of Amherst

We repair clogs, Frye boots, hiking boots,

leather jackets, purses, and carry-alls.

Whenyoutakeaway
theuniform

andthe lifestyie

whathaveyougot?
TheJob.

The Coast Guard's involved
in things like saving lives,

fighting pxjilution, enforc-

ing the law, and maintain-
ing navigational systems.
They're big jobs and they're

important jobs. To the
country and to the people
who do them. And you
could be involved in one of

them after just 1 8 weeks in

Officer Candidate School
in Yorktown, Va.

As an officer in the Coast
Guard you would be in a
position of responsibility

and leadership. It's a chal-

lenging job. (Jne where
you II prove to yourself

and others that the 4 years
you spent in college were
well worth it.

The P)i|!y& Benefits.
As an Ensign in the Coast
Guard, your starting salary

will be over $1 0,000 a year.

During your first 3 years,

normal promotion and
seniority will increase your
salary by over 40%. Along
with that come generous
living allowances and
benefits. Your medical and
dental care is free. If you

Our Representative

will be here

2/14/78

get married, your family
also receives medical
coverage. Ifyou make the
Coast Guarcl your career,

you can apply for post-

graduate training. And if

you're selected, we'll pay
your tuition plus keep you
on full salary while you're

attending school.

There's also a generous
retirement plan if you stay
with us for at least 20
years. That's something
you won't find with many
private companies.
The Opportunities.

The jobs tne Coast Guard
does are anything but or-

dinary. Which means that

doing those jobs will pay
off in training and experi-

ence that is anything but
ordinary. You'll develop
skills in manage-
ment and
leadership
that will be
invaluable to

you and your
career. Skills you
can use whether
you stay in

the Coast
Guard or not

And you'll be able to
travel. A Coast Guard
Officer doesn't stay put.

Your assignment could be
in any of a variety of loca-

tions around the country
or overseas.

Tiienitnie.
As with any job you're

interested in now, the
future has got to be an
important consideration.

Where's the job going to

lead you? In the Coast
Guard your future is, to say
the least, expandable.
Whether you make it a

career or not, the expei:J-

ence and skills you'll

develop will be hard to
match anywhere else. The
most important of which
will be the skill of handling
yourself in a management

situation. Because
that's what you'll

be involved in on
the first day of your
job as a Coast Guard
Officer. And when

you've got that

kind or experi-

ence, you
can use it

anywhere.

GoastGuardOtCl
Visit your college placement office, or call 800424-8883

toll free.for more information.

where Russian flu has been confimned,

"additional outbreaks are under in-

vestigation."

Russian flu epidemics were confirmed at

the U.S. Military Academy in West Point,.

N.Y., and the Air Force Academy in

Colorado. A flu-like illness with clinical

symptoms resembling those of the A-USSR
virus also hit the U.S. Naval Academy at

Annapolis, Md. Specimens of the virus were
sent to state laboratories for identification.

The first documented cases of Russian

influenza occurred among high school

students at Cheyenne, Wyo. during the week
of January 15. Since then, outbreaks have

been detected in the Southwest, North

Central and Eastern Seaboard areas of the

country.

The increasing number of Russian flu

cases coincides with epidemics caused by

the A-Texas and A-Victoria influenza viruses

in at least 37 states. The latter two strains,

with most of the illness being caused by the

A-Texas variety, have accounted for an

estimated 1,100 lives since the epidemic

started early in January.

No protective vaccine is available for either

the Russian or the A-Texas flu strains. But
government health officials have recom-

mended that a vaccine be ready to combat
both strains next fall when a second wave of

the A-USSR virus may occur.

In its assault on the nation's military

academies, the Russian flu virus has shown
an attack rate ability ranging from 50 to more
than 60 percent. At West Point, the CDC said

the illness occurred in about 2,400 of the

4,400 cadets. The Air Force Academy,
reported a 60.5 percent attack rate among its

4,200 cadets. The flu-like illness at Annapolis

hit 3,000 of 4,300 midshipmen, most of

whom were treated in the last week.
Illness caused by the Russian flu virus was

described as mild, marked by the usual flu

symptoms of chills, muscle aches, headache
and cough lasting up to three days. The
virus, as had been expected, has attacked

young people under age 23-25 almost ex-

clusively.

-k Newslines
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

The survey, conducted by the Southwest
Academic Affairs Office, shows that 60 out

of 177 freshmen taking rhetoric in Southwest
Residential College consider the class to be

their favorite course. Only nine freshmen out

of 160 students in the University-wide

rhetoric courses said rhetoric is their favorite

class.

The Southwest Residential College has

been working in conjunction with the

University Rhetoric Department to offer

special sections of rhetoric designed "to

introduce students to the enterprise of

critical thought."
The residential college staff intends to

conduct more detailed studies in the future

to discover why their rhetoric courses were
so strongly favored.

- GAYLE YOUNG

'Complex make-up

'

delays Index 'til March
Members of the class of 1977 may be

wondering when they will receive their

copies of the Index. A "complex make-up"

of the UMass yeartx>ok has caused a delay in

the distribution, until sometime next month.

Thousands of copies needed to suppJy

graduated seniors and the present under-

graduate student body have been sent to

Topeka, Kansas printers. Upon completion

of the printing students will receive tho8e

copies left after senior mailings.

A former Index staff member called the

layout of the 1977 edition "well planned-

out." He added that because of the in-

novative techniques used in assembling the

pages of the Index, he would not be sur-

prised if it was an "award-winner."
• - NIKKI ARONSON

Collegian Blood Drive

needs contributors Wed.
Only 18 students have signed up to donate

blood in the Collegian Blood Drive this

Wednesday.
Donation hours are from 2:00 p.m. to 7:45

p.m. In the Public Health Center Room N-

344. Donors can sign up for an appointment

at the information desk on the Campu*
Center Concourse.

Puffer allegedly readies

to buy Brittany Manor
Stephen Puffer, Jr., associated with owner

of Puffer Construction Corp. and Puffton

Village, is reportedly preparing to purchase a

portion of Brittany Manor apartments. The
complex is due to be auctioned off March 6
at 1 p.m.

The current owner of the complex is

Brittany-Manor Trust. The property has had

a number of owners within the past nine

years, always with out-of-town or out-of-

state ownership involved.
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Letters
Peaceful transition

is unsuccessful
To thtt Editor:

In response to Yitzhak Santis' column
of February 6 1978, I would like to ask
him to comment on the case of Chile. In
his article he appears to favor "a
revolution with little or no violence
that... creates a socialist state
where... truely democratic process
functions.

"

In Chile, Allende maintained
democratic processes. He was property

elected, and elections continued to be
held. Congress and political parties

operated without restraint. Opposition

newspapers flourished. Allende was
attempting to create peacefully a
socialistic state. Everyone knows what
happened. It did not work. Many factors,

particularly the Chilean upper classes and
the United States' policies, prevented
such a peaceful transition. What is Mr.

Santis' suggestion for the next case?
Merely to again follow AJIende's path
despite its failure, to give up seeking
social change, or to use more
revolutionary rrteasures?

Don Ross

'Art Dreco' ignored

by columnist

To the Editor:

/ am amazed to find that a Collegian

columnist has refused to review an
exhibition entitled "Art Dreco, " which is

currently being shown at the Student

Union Art Gallery. The reason for not

reporting the show is simple. The exhibit

is offensive: it contains a few pieces

which are stereotypically sexist and
racist. Did this columnist bother to view

these pieces in their historical context?

Did s-he view the works in question in

relation to their surrounding objects?

Was the columnist at all interested in

understanding the concept of the show?
Is it up to a journalist to decide what is fit

for the public to view? I thought it was
the reporter's duty to communicate to

the public and to relate the truth. I believe

it would have been far better for the

columnist to have reviewed the show,
whether good or bad, than to have simply

ignored it. The public has the right to

decide for itself and shouldn't be
sheltered by the press.

Doron Haendel
Gallery Co-Coordinator

Canal Treaties

should be ratified

To the Editor:

The Panama Canal Treaties will be
considered in the Senate in the near

future. I feel that ratification of the

Treaties is important as it will settle an
international issue in a peaceful manner
for the justice of all concerned. There are

two points that I'd like to expand upon.

First, how would we in Massachusetts
feel if the Connecticut River Zone, a five-

mile strip of land on either side of the
Connecticut River, was occupied and
controlled by foreigners? We would be
obliged to pass through foreign im-
migration and customs each time we
crossed tfte river; we would not be
allowed to live within the Zone, and if we
worked in the area, we would receive
salaries less than the aliens. We would be
regarded as inferior human beings. I most
certainly would feel the injustice of this

sort of situation.

The second point deals with the fear
that ratification of the Treaties means the
U.S. is giving up sovereign rights,

territory and privileges guaranteed by the
1903 Treaty. According to an official

pronouncement of the State Depart-
ment, however, the 1903 Treaty never did
give the U.S. these rights - only the
right to maintain open passage through
the Canal. The present Neutrality Treaty
accommodates this fear of insecurity —
Panama renounces the right of any
foreign military presence anywhere on its

territory, and, should there be any danger
to free passage through the Canal from
another country, the U.S. retains the
right to intervene.

Though Senator Kenney has ex-

pressed approval of the Treaties, Senator

Edward Brooke has not. I urge citizens to

write Senator Brooks [Senate Office

Building, Washington, DC 20610] asking

him to support the ratification of the

Panama Canal Treaties.

Beverly K. Duncan
Staff Assistant

LettersPolicy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double- spaced,

at tixty spaces per line, and no more than

two p>ages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day

preceding that date.
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from our perspective

Left, right or breaking

through the middle

charies" bagll

This is a column I hoped I would never
have to write. I have often represented my
views and the views of the Revolutionary
Student Brigade, however, a lot of water has
passed under the bridge since last

November, and the Brigade's National

Convention. I'll explain that.

Going to school, just living, we are Con-

or the "Gang of Four" should be supported,

and secondarily over questions in the U.S.

The R.C.P. attacks China and supports the

"Gang of Four", a group thrown out of

leadership in China over one and a half year

ago.

Well that's all fine, you might say, but

what difference does that make for the

Brigade? China is thousands of miles away.

We have our own problems.

Check out the "Gang of Four". They were

these things were pretty good, but not

communist enough. For instance, the

Brigade should have opposed William

Kuns.ler for speaking at a Kent State rally

because we disagreed with him, or that

minimum wage should not have been
discussed during the "Jobs for Youth
Campaign."

The logic in this seems to say that too
many people got involved in Kent State (or

The RSB tried to break through the middle by understanding the actual conditions

in the U.S. and to change them based on that understanding. That is "win as much

as can be won in the particular struggle;...

fronted with a number of problems. You look

around at many of the neighborhoods we
come from and they are becoming run down.

Everybody knows someone that has been

laid off after 22 years on the job. Why did

that happen? Who's to blame? Black people,

God, the landlords? Why did UMass raise

tuition, cut courses and almost wipe out the

Nursing program? A natural calamity?

budget problems? Then there are the crook-

ed politicians, Kent State, etc. What can be

done about these things?

The Revolutionary Student Brigade, I

think, was an organization that tried to deal

with these problems: who's to blame, why,

and what do we do about it, as well as raising

fundamental questions about the source

from which the problems arise — capitalism

- and what has to be done about it.

Yet the R.S.B. isn't the only communist or

revolutionary group out there. Sometimes it

seems there are more political organizations

then there are problems in the worid. On top

of this, they appear to be fairly similar. So
why all of the groups?

The differences are based on attempts to

deal with the problems and creete a

movement that will end the system of op-

pression and exploitation. Some swing to the

"ultra-left," blowing up toilets and shouting

imcomprehensible slogans. Others tail far

behind the people, wishing the problems

would just disappear in the future, always

afraid to do anything or even talk about

capitalism.

The R.S.B. tried to break through the

middle by attempting to understand the

actual conditions in the U.S. and to change
them based on that understanding. That is,

"win as much as can be won in the particular

struggle; raise consciousness; and win new
people to revolution and communism."

However, to get to the point, since the

Brigade's convention last November it has

come to a crossroad. It has had to decide

whether to go right, "left" or continue on

correctly. The Revolutionary Communist
Party has split, principally over the question

of China, and whether it is a socialist country

in charge of culture, education, etc. in China
and instead of following the policy of "let a

hundred flowers bloom, let a hundred
schools of thought contend", they instituted

a dictatorship of their ideas. Many artists

were confined or not permitted to exhibit

their works if they disagreed with them. Only
eight operas were produced in eight years,

and opera in China is like rock music in this

country.

Their policies of branding a reactionary

anyone who did not agree with them 100 per

cent, proclaiming that they were the only
true revolutionaries, had affects in other
areas: inspiring factional fighting, attacking
all intellectuals, technicians and veteran
Party members, as well as constantly
disrupting production for sectarian reasons.

The "Gang" earned the tremendous hatred

of the people of China. For China to continue
down the road of socialism, the Gang had to

go.

Whether or not to support the Gang of

Four is not just an abstract question, though

it has effects in this country. Witness what

has happened. The National Office of the

Brigade was attacked, as well as two thirds

of the elected National Political Committee
of the Brigade, and more than two thirds of

the entire Brigade for not toeing the line 100

per cent. In N.Y.C., at a meeting of eighty

people, five people supporting the R.C.P.

came in and while refusing to debate the

issue, declared the meeting illegal. A section

of the R.C.P., going against its democratic

methods in the past, has prevented

discussion. They've also ripped off one-third

of the Brigade and set up a separate National

Office.

But the left sectarianism did not stop

there. There has been a "re-summation" of

the "Wall Street-Jobs for Youth Campaign"
(where 300 Black, Spanish speaking and

white youth marched on Wall Street and

closed down the NY. Stock Exchange
demanding Jobs for Youth) and Kent State.

Basically the "new position" is this: yes

other struggles) and not enough communists
or communism, came out of it. That's wrong.
At Kent State it was a question of uniting

with everyone opposed to the gym and the

burying of the spirit of Kent and Jackson
State; raising consciousness in the course of

the struggle; and trying to win the students

to the need for revolution and socialism.

The sectarian demands for ideological

purity are reminiscent of the Gang of 4 (unite

fio one, oppose everyone) and this (among
others) is China's relavance to us in the U.S.

To follow these positions to their logical

conclusions would turn the Brigade into an

organization that simply runs around on the

sidelines of a struggle shouting "more
communism, more communism".

I'm not going down that road. I will not

split from the Brigade or the principles that

have guided it through Kent State, Bakke,

cutbacks and China. A section of the RCP
has tried to rip off a section of the Brigade for

Its own narrow purposes. I oppose that and
stand with the two-thirds of the

Revolutionary Student Brigade that met in

Chicago last weekend. We will persevere:

"To link oneself with the masses,
one must act in accordance with the

needs of the masses. All work done
for the masses must start from their

needs and not from the desire of any
individual, however well-intentioned.

It often happens that objectively the

masses need a certain change, but

subjectively they are not yet con-

scious of the need, not yet willing or

determined to make the change. In

such cases we should wait patiently.

We should not make the change
until, throughout work, most of the

masses have become conscious of

the need -and are willing to carry it

out. Otherwise we shall isolate

ourselves from the masses."

Mao Tsetung

Bus assessment inequitable
The funding of the Student Senate

Transit service is in transit: to the
students, of course. If the ad-
ministration gets its way, soon we
will be paying more than our share
for the buses.
At the present buses are paid for

as follows: The Pioneer Valley
Transit Authority CP.V.T.A.) pays
50 per cent of the operating costs;

the State pays 15 per cent; the
students, faculty and staff pay the
remaining 35 per cent. The
students are assessed for 85 per
cent of that 35 per cent, based on
the ridership figures.

The administration proposal to

change the way the faculty is

assessed for their ridership would
result in the students paying 92.5

per cent of the 35 per cent, instead
of 85 per cent. This sleight of hand

would be accomplished by making
the source of faculty pavement
parking fines. The catch Is that

students pay half those fines.

It is not unusual for Whrtmore
Hall to try to make the students
bear the brunt of the financial

difficulties they encounter, and it is

even less unusual that they would
do so in an underhanded way.
Unfortunately, the Student Senate
has very little power to oppose
them on many similar issues.

Fortunately, though, the senate has
some leverage.

The day to day operations of the
bus system are controlled by the

Senate. Considering that many
faculty members park in the

peripheral parking lots and then
take the bus, a small change in

operations could effectively

remind many faculty members of
who pays for the buses. Also
considering that Continuing
Education students are users of
buses, and that Chancellor
Bromery has touted Continuing
Education as "the trend of the
future," it would not be hard for the
senate to show a lack of enthusiasm
for this trend by cutting night
service to a slight degree.

It is too bad that students have to

deal with the administration in

such ways, but if the ad-
ministration displays its usual lack
of concern for student interests

something more forceful than
Senate speeches is rieeded.

All unsigned editorials are the
opinion of a majority of ttie

Collegian Board of Editors.

Bookworming: the basic bluff
By ANITA E. FLAX

Andrea's Cocktail Lounge. You're out with

an unfamiliar crowd and you've covered the

weather, the slow service, complimented
Molly on her dress, and given a capsule

summary of life at the steno office. An
uncomfortable silence hovers over the

group. The gentleman on your left swiris his

swizzle stick and turns to you. "Didja ever

read "The Naked and The Dead' "? Panic.

You've never read the novel. Decision. Why
not bluff? "Oh yeah, that Mailer, he sure was
ahead of himself." A safe statement; it could

apply to almost any author. As a matter of

fact, a few quick concise sentences can sum
up practically and work of literature for the

bluffer to employ as conversational am-
munition. The trick is simple enough: Remain
vague. Hazy sketches and nebulous insight

will be the most successful battle tactics in

maintaining your front, and will lead the

listeners to believe that you've got a plentiful

stockade of powerful weapons stashed away
in the crevices of your brain.

On Twain: "What scope!" Your favorite is

"Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc,"

because nobody has read it. When
questioned on the plot, laugh and say "Why,
it's self-explanatory, don't you think?" On
T.S. Eliot: Talk about the week you spent

reading "The Waste Land." The heat was
broken, you had a cold, and that crazy Creski

was threatening to sue if the rent wasn't paid

by the 15th. Make the story miserable

enough to put everyone to sleep and \xt\-

doubtedly the subject will be dropped.

On Plato, Aristotle, and Homer Deny their

relevance to today's worid. You prefer more

"with it" authors. Invent some nanr>es like

Curtis Swanson and Etoise Helbig and stare

in astonishment that no one has ever heard

of them. If your shot is called by a fellow

bluffer with the question "Which of Helbig's

books did you enjoy most?" say you enjoyed

her latest and create the title. Assure your

friend that it is not yet in the bookstores, but

your brother-in-law is an accountant for a

publishing firm and he presented you with an

advance copy. Comment on the use of the

type style as an illustration of its symbolism.

"A Portrait of The Artist as a Young Man"
is your favorite Joyce piece. The key word
here is "metaphor." Elaborate on his use of

the metaphor in developing the character of

the hero. Sigh deeply, shake your head in

sadness, and lament that you can't even

begin to discuss Joyce for any length of time

under five hours. Others will agree and

marvel at your profound awareness.

On "The Good Earth": Immediately switch

to the fact that "Good Earth heroine" is

always showing up as a crossword puzzle

clue. If pressured, drop a line about "love of

the soil."

Shakespeare: Admit that you have never

read any, but place the blame on the non-

traditional focus of today's public schools.

Call John Steinbeck THEE American
writer. You love everything he's done. Make
some comments on how you found it im-

possible to put down ""The Grapes of

Wrath." A good stunner here is "Remember
Casey, the old preacher? He truly

represented the death of the American

Dream." Everyone else will pick up on this

and you can excuse yourself to make a

telephone call.

On books that have been made into

movies. If you have only seen the film

"Jaws", say that the book could never

capture the vitality and sense of power in the

story that filmmakers were able to express. If

you have only read the book, state that the

written word left more open to the

imagination. If you have not had any contact

with either, dismiss the entire subject as

"Media Hype". These techniques can be

employed with "The Godfather", "The

Exorcist", and any other popular paper-to-

screen venture.

William Carios Williams. Proclaim him the

greatest proletarian writer of the 20th

century. "Realistic view of urban life" is the

only clause you will need, and from here on

in you can sway the conversation into a

discussion of the torments of city life.

Whenever in extreme doubt, there are two
weapons that never fail. ""It had to do with

the author's inner psychological feelings" is

one, and "it all had to do with his relationship

to society" is the other. No one will dare

disagree. After mastering these bluffing

techniques you will possess the ability to fool

friends, neighbors, inferiors, superiors,

nuclear scientists, traveling salesmen, bell-

hops, politicians. Wall Street executives, the

Man from Glad, interior decorators,

professors, detectives, dancing bears, law

enforcement agents, and even, yes, yourself.

Did you ever read "The Naked and The

Dead?"
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Winter and strike

causes coal crisis
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The coal strike

and the vicious winter of '78 are slowly
strangling many power companies in

America's industrial heartland.

A survey yesterday showed stockpiles of

coal, so reassuring when the United Mine
Workers walked out Oct. 7, are dwindling to

crisis size in Ohio, parts of Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, West Virginia and Maryland.
Many utilities are either cutting power* output
or buying electricity — when they can find it

— at soaring rates.

Energy Department officials in

Washington said the longest U.S. coal strike

on record has cut mine production to less

than half of what it was a year ago and 32 per

cent of the output recorded just before the
United Mine Workers struck.

In Washington, a final document of the
tentative aareement between the United
Mine Workers Union and soft coal industry

was betrtg drafted yesterday, while some
district presidents around the country said

they would refuse to endorse it. The contract
then must be ratified by the miners.

Officials estimated it would take at least 10
days to ratify the contract and about 15 days
to get nornr^al shipments of coal.

That may be cutting it very close. Heavily

industrialized Ohio, blasted by massive
storms and subzero weather, has already cut

back its pwwer consumption and faces in-

creasing shortages.

Stores in the state have dimmed display

lighting. Many business hallways have been
darkened, and the Ohio Department of

Transportation has turned out state highway
lights in 39 counties.

Ohio Edison, which serves 700,000
customers including 1,000 industries and
72,000 businesses, has a 36-day supply of

coal remaining. Officials said when the

supply reaches 30 days it will curtail electric

power by 50 per cent.

Gov. James Rhodes said the curtailments

could mean unemployment of up to 700,000
and Sen. John Glenn said Ohio faces

"blackouts and a crisis of unspeakable
proportions. The clock is running down on
Ohio."

In Pennsylvania, the Duquesne Light Co.

said Thursday it was asking Gov.- Milton

Shapp to declare a state of emergency for

the Pittsburgh area beginning Tuesday when
its coal supply reaches the 25-day level.

If the governor agrees, the utility said it

would put its Emergency Energy Con-
servation Plan into effect, forcing all com-
mercial and industrial customers to make
n^ajor cutbacks in power use.

The request woukj effect all night time
sports, entertainment and recreational ac-

tivities. Working hours would be reduced to

either a six- hour shift or a four-day week.
In New York, officials at the Edison Electric

Institute, a power utilities trade association,
said that in Southwestern Pennsylvania,
northern and eastern West Virginia and
Western Maryland also face heavy power
cutbacks even if the miners ratify their

contract as quickly as possible.

"Industrial closings seem to be virtuaf

certain, combined with restrictions on retail

stores, night sports and advertising lighting,"

a spokesman said.

The Tennessee Valley Authority reported
Wednesday it may have to cut power to

industries by 30 per cent by the end of

February.

TVA officials said they would institute

rotating blackouts only as a "last resort".

West Virginia had less than a 30-day
supply of coat, and the Public Service
Commission asked electric utilities to adopt
an emergency plan of voluntary cutbaci^
The power companies were still appealing

to Gov. Jay Rockefeller to impose mandatory
cutbacks by closing business firms, en-

tertainment and sports activities at night.

In Western Maryland, Potomac Edison
Co., with 180,000 customers, had about a 30-

day supply of coal, and was buying power
"at exorbitant prices" from other utilities —
and passing the cost to customers, a

spokesnr^n said.

"We're caught between a rock and a hard

place," he added.
Two of Virginia's three largest utilities face

critical shortages of coal to fuel their

generators and will have to buy power — at

as much as four times cost — from other

sources.

In Kentucky, where non-union coal is still

being mined, three major utilities said their

stockpiles now range between 45 and 50

ddys. They have asked for 10 per cent

voluntary conservation measures, and said if

the strike continued, they would increase

that to 25 per cent.

In Illinois, the Division of Energy said the
state is getting supplies of coal from western
states, and most utilities had a 40 to 80-day
supply.

New York officials reported that utilities

had an averagj 45-day supply of coal and
were not contemplating any power cuts
New Jersey's Energy Commissioner Joel

R. Jacob^on said Thursday the state has
stockpiled enough codi to last for 70-75 days.

In Missouri, one power company was
down to a 34-clay supply, but reported it was
still receiving coal.

Senate leaders debate

Panama Canal Treaty
WASHINGTON [UPf] - Democratic

Leader Robert Byrd told the Senate
yesterday it was not elected to blindly follow
public opinion and should ratify the un-
popular Panama Canal treaties "in the best
interests of the United States."

But Republican Leader Howard Baker,

who supports the pacts with some reser-

vations, said he sympathizes with senators
asked to defy constituents in an election

year.

"This issue is a killer, politically," Baker
said as the ratification debate moved into its

second day. "It can devour you or kill you.

You can't profrt by it."

Byrd, however, made plain he is weary of

those who declare their hands are tied by
anti-treaty public pressures. He said he
supports the pacts on their merits, even
though many of his West Virginia con-

stituents do not.

"I owe them not only my attention," he
said, departing from his prepared text to

deliver an impassioned, adiibbed lecture. "I

owe them my judgment. That's why they
sent me here.

"If I am to reach a judgment based only on
the number of names on a petition or on the

weight of the mail, what we need is a

computer and a set of scales to represent the

people of West Virginia in the United States

Senate
"

Their comments focused attention on a

background issue that could doom the canal

treaties - the fact that American public

opinion, as measured by polls and con-

stituent mail, is running heavily against the

pacts despite President Carter's efforts to

turn the tide.

As Senate debate proceeded, the problem
was illustrated at the White House by Sen.

Edward Zonnsky, D Neb., visiting at Carter's

request to discuss the canal issue.

Zorinsky said he personally favors

ratification but will vote against it if a solid

majority of his constituents remains op-

posed.
"Given the opportunity," he said, "the

public of this country knows more about the

needs of this country than do the self-

proclaimed Washington experts."

In his prepared speech, Byrd also said the

treaties will cost the taxpayer some money
- despite Carter's assurances they .will not
- but urged the Senate to ratify them "in

the best interests of the United States —
militarily, economically and politically."

He said anticipated canal tolls will cover

most, but not all, of the transportation ex-

penses.

"Appropriations will.... be necessary to

implement certain aspects of the new
relationship if the treaties are ratified," he
said. "This would include such matters as

early retirement programs for canal em-
ployees and the cost to the Department of

Defense for relocating certain military

facilities and absorbing functions transferred

from the canal enterprise."

It is estimated the military shifts could cost

about $43 million and the retirement

arrangements up to $8.5 million. Treaty

opponents claim other items could drive

taxpayer expenses up to $1 billion.

The treaties would dissolve the U.S.-

controlled Canal Zone and turn the waterway
over to Panama at the end of 1999.

The Senate also plans to amend them to

spell out the U.S. right to defend the canal

and to move its warships to the head of the

line in time of crisis.

No ratification vote is expected before late

March.
Baker said neither side yet has the voting

strength it needs - 67 to ratify, 34 to block

ratification.

WOLFIES PIZZA
Offering the finest selection of:

Pizza, Subs, and Sandwiches

Come in and see us.

Try the food, sit by a warm fire

or play our pinball machines.

We are open 7 days a week

12:00-?

Deliveries Made

Located Next to Southwest!

»##***»##»»»»»»##»«««»»»»»«<«««

BioRhyThMS
What will this semester bring?
Send for your unique 4 month
Physical, Emotional, and Intellec-

tual Biorhythm Chart.
Your birth date is:Mth z-

Day Yr
Enclose $3.00 plus self-addressed
stamped envelope.

Mail to: Biorhythms, P.O. Box 51.

Dalton. Mass.

.Collegian 13

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston -London round trip only $328.

June 12-August 15, Pan American
707. ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);

/10/7-Five College persons are eligible.

Early sign-up urged. Contact: Inter-

national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for ap-
plication.

^ Goffno reflects on school
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

coming" and that they opted to unionize as a
result.

"I wish somebody would do a study on the
universities that do not have unions," he
said, "because you would find that the
strongest, most self-assured faculties do not
have unions. In other words that need has
not been felt."

173 Sunset Ave. CaM 549-5592 or 549-5593

Hurry! Valentine's Day is Tuesday. February 14!

Send Our FTD

LoveBundle
Bouquet
Fresh, romantic flowers arranged
with a spray of sparkling hearts.

We can send it almost any-

where by wire, the FTD
way. But hurry...

^ Valentine's Day is

Jk almost here. Call

or visit^ us ttxlay.

$12.50

Open Sunday
F«b. 12. 10-4 p.m.
Mon.-Fri 8:30 6:30

Sat 8:30 6:00

We really get around . . . for you! —

>

360 Rusaall St. IRt. 91

584-4273 Hadlay (acroaa from Mt. Farma Mali)
VKA

OPEN HOUSE
RECRUITMENT MEETING

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1978

The Collegian office will be open to the
inquisitive public next Tuesday from
noon until 5:00. Refreshnnents will be
served. The Collegian is located in

room 1 13 of the Campus Center.

Tuesday evening at 7:00 the Collegian

will hold a recruitment meeting in

room 174-176 of the Campus Center.

Anyone interested in almost any
aspect of newspaper writing, produc-
tion, or business should attend and
sign up.k

\S^^

FRI. & SAT..

CIBMIMHG
ALSO

TEX LAMOUNTAN
AND

PAT DE CPU- ^

EVERY SUNDAY
George T.

Gregory

EVERY MONDAY
MIDNIGHT SHIFT

TUES. and WED.
FEB. 14 and 15

and

u
Kilroy

Mot Calfpto Kif

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4987

Bedspreads

Owen Corning Fiber Glas Technical Center
*

will be recruiting on Campus

Wednesday, Feb. 22

Interested Disciplines Include: P.H.D., M.S., B.S.

in Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Mechanical

Engineering.

RECRUITERS: S. BEUMEL and L CARLSON

For further information contact the Placement Office.

He said that a university faculty member
"is supposad to be dealing with the highest

level of his discipline" and if he does not
keep abreast of current advances made in his

particular field "he becomes a turnip."

"The faculty," he said, "feels as all

faculties do, that they should be making
some of the decisions but all the documents
say that all decisions are finally the
responsibility of the chancellor." Golino said

that the faculty was "advisory" to him but
"until the trustees change the rules" that's

the way it should be.

"I was given to understand that the
position of chancellor was a line position,

that I had the responsibility of running the
campus, and that I would be free to do as I

thought within the policies given to us by the
Board of Trustees."

"Policies" are a problem for the University
of Massachusetts says Golino because the
University is run "ad hoc."

"There is no administrative policy manual
in extetence," he explained. "When you
want' 'to make up a new rule the president

sends out a memo and that's the law until

the next memo says differently."

This is the major flaw, according to Golino,
in the day-to-day procedures of UMass as a
bureaucracy. "I don't think the University of
Massachusetts," he noted, "is a system to
borrow from an old Italian dramatist who
wrote 'Six Characters in Search of an
Author,' we, the University, are three
campuses in search of a system. I've been
here four and a half years," he continued,
"and my professional involvement with the
other two campuses has been practically nil.

"The University as a system in which each
of the segments is deeply involved with the
other is not in existence. There's a lot to be
done there."

But it has not all been "up hill" as Golino
looks back on his contributions to the Boston
campus and the University as a whole.

He said he is especially satisfied with a
program he helped launch called 'Another
Course to College." Working with the
Boston School System Golino and several

faculty members recruited high school
students who had the potential but had
abandoned the idea of attending college.

"We started with a hundred and
graduated the first class last June," said

Golino. "I went to the graduation and I'm not

ashamed to say I had tears in my eyes. It's

been the greatest experience I've ever had."

Dr. Golino says he does not anticipate any
"re-entry" problems after stepping down
from his post, and that he's looking forward

to a "very, very full life."

"I imagine I will miss some of the aspects

of administrative life," he mused, "I will miss
some of the challenges, some of the inter-

changes but I will keep busy. I have my
writing; I have to finish a lot of things I've

started. I love gardening, music, I like to work
with my hands. I have a number of outside

interests and I still have my teaching."

Dr. Golino is scheduled to return to the
University as a professor of Italian in July but
it is still undecided whether he will be
teaching at the Boston or Amherst campus.
The Golinos currently are residing in

Cohasset. They have nine children and
"several" grandchildren.

Next to the Amherst Poit Off ice. 9:30 - 6U)0 Monday thru Saturday.

Come to the "CLASS HAPPY HOUR" at the

Top of the Campus

Every Friday

65
MiMich" Bottles

Tired of draft beer, plastic cups and getting your feet stepped on?

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmosphere at the Class Happy Hour every Friday 3:30-6:30 with

65* bottled Michelos and Bar Drinks 99* plus free Munchies.
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Notices
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION
Come help celebrate the Year of the Horse

at a New Year's Disco sponsored by the

AASA tonight at 9 p.m. 10th floor Campus
Center Admission is $1.00.

BETA CHI
Beta Chi is a social group exclusively for

veterans. Our Spring Smoker is Monday,
Feb. 13, Campus Center Room 1001 at 8 p.m.

All vets welcome. Free refreshments.

HILL EL BRUNCH
There will be a brunch Sunday at 11 a.m.

in the Cape Cod Lounge. Guest speaker is

Richard Siegel, author of the Jewish catalog

on "Toward the Vision of the Jewish Arts".

Fee for food only.

DIVINE LIGHT CLUB
Guru Maharaj Ji's world: Sunday Feb. 12,

1-9 p.m. continuous: videos, films, live,

music, discourses. Campus Center
Auditorium. Everyone invited; free ad-

mission.

FILM
"Monty Python and the Holy Grail".

Student Union Ballroom tonight at 6:;K),

8:15, 10 and 11:45 p.m.
LEISURE STUDIES AND RESOURCES
PROGRAM

Applications are now being accepted from
students who wish to be considered for

acceptance into the Leisure Studies and
Resources Program. An informational
meeting has been scheduled which is open
to all students who may be considering LSR
as a major. Since a selective admissions
process is used, and enrollment is limited,

understanding the application procedure is

particularly important. The meeting will take

place in Campus Center Room 164, Monday,
Feb. 13 at 7 p.m.
LINCOLN SUBJECT OF SPEECH
UMass History Professor Stephen B.

Gates will be a guest on Christopher Closeup
Interviews on Lincoln's Birthday, Sunday,
Feb. 12. The program will be aired locally on
Channel 40, Springfield, at 9 a.m., but will be
syndicated nationally to as many as 150

stations. Professor Dates is the author of

With Malice Toward None: The Life of
Abraham Lincoln as well as books on John
Brown, Nat Turner, and many other subjects.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM

Applications are available until Feb. 24 in

the Whitmore Admissions Office for un-

dergraduates interested in going on ex-

change for the fall or for the year in 1978-

1979. Spring exchanges are not feasible.

There are 35 participating institutions.

The student applying for an exchange
should be a sophomore; the exchange would
be in his junior year. Students must have at

least a 2.5 cumulative average. Final

selections, including a list of alternates, are

expected to be completed by the end of

April.

DC Menu
TODAY

Lunch: Grilled Cheese Sandwich,
Duchess Meat Pie Basics: Grilled Cheese
Sandwich, Vegetable Shepherd's Pie.

Dinner Manicotti-Tomato Meat Sauce,
Fried Cod- Tartar Sauce. Basics:
Manicotti-Tomato Sauce, Fried Cod-
Tartar Sauce.

TOMORROW
Brunch: Scrambled Eggs, Bacon Slices,

Corned Beef on Rye, Tuna Noodle
Casserole. Dinner: Roast Beef- Gravy,
Eggplant Parmigina.

SUNDAY
Brunch: Omelet, Sausage Links, Fish-

burger on Roll-Tartar Sauce, Chickefv
Mushroom Scallop. Dinner: Baked
Chicken- Dressing, Gravy, Ham Steak-
Glazed Pineapple Slice.

WMUA
Hews & Sports

MEETING:
Mon., Feb. 13

Campus Center 911, 7:00

NEW MEMBERS WELCOMED

PROGRAM COUNCIL FILMS PRESENTS

To Kill A Mockingbird

To Sir With Love
Fri: Feb. 10

7 &
9:15

SI.00 CCA

"MIC OPERA
ii. : NGLISM

A'lTH onCMESTR*

PG -^^j!

FROM CINEMA 5

Movie will be held FRIDAY NIGHT SUB
TIMES: 6:30,8:15,10,11:45

r

\.
ENTERTAINMENT

Collegian is

\

Come Party

With Us! OPEN

HOUSE

Fri.y

Feb. 10th

"8-1"

Thursday. February 16

8 pm

FINE m% CENFER CNCERT K4-L

Tickets on sale February 2. General Public - S7,

6, 5. UMass students — $4, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

PHI-MU-DELTA

FRAUSOR. PARK
BMrt--3/»l" Music By: DJ./STEVE OXonnor

DISCO

IS
(No Cover Fri. & Sal)

King St. at Hill & Dale Mall

NORTHAMPTON

PAUL
steve newman „„. . . ^^McQueen wiluam

IRWIN ALLEirS HOIDEN

^ THE DUNAWAY
lOWENNG
IHFERNO

FRED SUSAN RICHARD
ASTAIRE BLAKEUr CHAMBERLAIN

O.J.
JONES SMPSON VAUGHN WACNBl

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

Dial 'IVI' For Murder

(MOW AREA PREMIERE AT
TWO LOCAL THEATRES!

An ^1 tooliuman comedy.

AMHERST Cinema
Eves 7 00 it 9:00
Sat/Sun Mat 5:00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

eves -7:00 and 9:00

ends tues- both theatres

Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

BARGAIN %2.00tii2lZO
ynuaiMEES EVERYDAY

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
-ilJUl TS 5*'

CQ/l aiR'} MOUNTAIN rABMS MAIL
DO'4-aiOO HOuTtS MAOUT MASS

"OTi/tNS WlTM AMI CARD 5.' '''
'

SPfriAl EN'.a'.' S'FN^b ty.'- t'

plus Bugs Bunny Cartoons

Sat, Feb. 11, 1978

STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

6:30, 9:00 & 11:30 p.m.

GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER

/ - Is it Funny!

GodrENDS
TUES

Blue^rall Bar
Friday Happy Hour

2 for 1 POWERHOUSES
3-6

PO SnN.-TKUH. (US 6:30) -8:30

OPRI.-SAT. (TI$S:1S| 7:4S 9:55

Matlne«(Sat,4, .

Sun. )

^'-^^

R SUN

CI.IN1'
WOOD

TIIK
GflUN1'I.KT
FINAL WEEK

. -TfTOFUTLS 6:1 S)- 8:30

. -SAT. (TIS 5:00) 7:30-9:55

ln«e( Sat.ij.ic
Sun. )

CLOSG
GNCOUNT6RS

OF TH€ THIRD KIND

W€ AK€ NOT
ALON€

RtCMARO OWtYFUSS

PG SUN.-Tmm.(TlS6:00)-8:30

eFRI. -SAT.(TL$4:4Si-;:30 9:55|

M*tlne«{5^at.flt2,QQ
Sun,

)

MSEMI-TOUGH'mt uisTorriBKnii
BDRT UTROLDI

^
R SHN. -THTJB.dlS 6:30)8:30

?RI. -SAT. (TIS 5:1 5) -7:45 -9:55
I

iMatlnae(Sat.ac
Sun, )

2:30

REDUCED ADUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS... LIMITED TO SEATING^

Happy
Hour
W Miller

Drafts

Pi Umhda PM

This Afternoon 3-9

14 Elm St. off Sunset Ave.

near Southwest

Call 256-6837

or 5-3539

for rides & info

PG miSL

THE OTHER SIDE OF
jmE MOUNT.VIN^

pomp

A sliirv iifVnvy.

hiiln'd. rnt'fitlship.

triumph. anil love

PLEASE CALLTHEATRt
FOR SCREEN TIMES

Hatch Bar
Student Union Building

Friday, Feb. 10
appearing

UQMO
8-10

% for 1 Buds
2 for I Porterhouse

** ***appearing Instead

ROOMFUL
OF

BLUES
$2 cover
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CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDADORDER
HEADLINE CHOICE

tNTJRTA \Vt\'
^Ofl H t S '

.'.ANTED

PfRSONAiS
PWIITC' f Ql; t

«(Dt WA\TtD
RiDfcRS WANTED
ROOM WANTED
SERVICES
TO SUBLET
TRAVEL
O, ANTED

OTHER;
S ; 00 extra
other headline

fo-

nATES

•j LOnst»i.

Daily 4Sc pe' '

...lb day. 40c per iine pe' day
pub days 35i per linp per day

Computatio
IHnes X rate

I

X Idays (ad cost)

MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT

% NET AD COST TO BE MAILED!

IPIIP AP COPY
Insert one character, space or punctuation mark per box Use UPPER lower case characters
where thev apply (Note No ad will be set enlirelv m capital letters

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line. A line contains 38 boxes (Average
word IS jppriix 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)
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RETURN THIS FORM TO: Classified Ad Dept , Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003
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AUDIO FOR RENT

TEAC 250 cassette deck. All new rubber
parts Asking $160 Call Tom, 549-0909.

AUTO FOR SALE

VW camper bus 68 poptop, AM FM
stereo, fully equipped, exc. cond. $1295,
665 3412

"66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable Call Peg 549-5951.

1970 Toyota II Corona. Exc running
condition, body work needed Call Jane
from 3-4, 253 9733, after 6 at 283-3784

1966 Volvo 1800S Sport Coupe 546-9679.

72 VW Super Beetle in excellent condi-
tion Call 256^8890, even. Negotiable.

68 Ford Custom 4000 R hdtop PS, PB,
AT. new snows, good cond. $400. 665-

3271, nights

Tired of the dorms? Don't want the

hassle of an apartment? Get the best of

both in a warm homey atmosphere.
We're away from the hub bub of the

University but right on UMass bus
routes Call Barbara at 545 0162 You'll

be glad you did

1 or 2 roomates wanted to share 2
bedroom apt. in Riverglade. Rent $225.
futilities. Call 253-9814.

Female roommate wanted lo share two
bedroom apt. in Rolling Green. Call

Beth. Brenda or Lorraine at 2bJ 7bSJ0

.

One bedrm in beautiful country farm
house, available Feb. 1, 1978. Call 659
3542

Roommate wanted. Get 1st mo. rent

free. Male non-smoker, on bus route in

Sund. $75/mo. Call Paul, 665-3855.

SONIX is Sound Services Any sound job
IS neither too big nor too small. All-Altec

PA Rentals available. Give us a try.

Write Sonix P.O. Box 781 or call 584-
4076.

INSTRUCTION

INSTRUCTION

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427.

HELP WANTED

Get paid for reading, watching TV, or
studying! Night staff people needed
for North Amherst Shelter Home.
Work study only. Pete Christopher,
549^6699.

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
reading memory & all learning skills

easily. Campus Center, Feb. 15, rm. 162;
Feb. 16, rm. 809 at 7 & 8:30 p.m. Mr.
Morse, hypnotist, consultant M.E.D.
532-5703, free session.

RIDE WANTED

Needs a ride to Boston So. Shore area
Fridays after 2:00. Please call Peg, 549-
6806, will share expe nses.

I am looking for a ride to Quebec City for
the Winter Carnival. Will share $ and
driving. Call David 253-2954.

SERVICES

FOR SALE

LOST

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 9Vi. These
boots a. 1 two years old but have only
been worn on two occasions $25 will

buy you these boots. If interested call
253-5873

To whomever "borrowed" my hat in the
Hatch Saturday night; please return it. I

can't replace it and I'm really upset. You
can leave it in the UMass Craft Shop, no
questions asked. I have a lot of friends
looking for it.

Organ and amplifier available for quick
sale $300 or best offer Call nights 549
4834_

Double bed, $20. Call 467 9801.

Gold watch with multi colored face lost

during finals Sentimental value. Call
Dot, 549-6416 or 545-3500.

Stereo system &IC960 turntable. RTRExp
8 speakers. LA750 amp exc condition
$300 Moving many other items. 253-
5359.

Can't afford to pay for undesireable
Dining ^Commons food' Work as a
houseperson and get good home-
cooked meals. Meal tickets are refun-
dable. Call Barbara at 545-0162.

Non-work study positions open in

Collegian Graphics Department.
Minimum 15 hrs./wk., two semester
commitment. Jobs are open in this
field, and experience here will help.
No experience necessary.
Applications are available in Campus
Center 113 until Feb. 8.

My Honda 350 needs engine removed,
new kickstarter shaft. Work spare hours
on campus. I supply parts. 253-7374.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at
2533875

Contact lens wearers: save on brand
name hard and soft lens supplies. Send
for free illustrated catalog. Contact Lens
Sup-plies, Box 7453, Phoenix, Arizona
85011.

Overweight? Try the one that works!
Famous US Women's ski team diet.

Lose weight fast or money back. Order
today! Send $3; Fem-Art, Box 3351,
Logan, Utah 84321

.

TRAVEL

CCM skates, size 10 549 3607, evei. $30.

BUS DRIVER TRAINING

Applications for the spring SSTS bus
driver training program wiH be given to
the first 100 qualified people on Feb 9 in

Campus Center Room 904 at 7 p m
Qualifications; you must be over 18,
have held a car license for at least 1 year
& be a UMass degree student with at
least 3 semesters remaining. Bring proof
of class year & license. Plan to obtain
Class Two learner's permit on your own.
The SSTS is an equal opportunity,
affirrnative action employer.

FM radio that fits into any eight track.
Only $15 Call Ron, 549 1425.

5 cubic ft. refrig
, largest legal dorm size.

$75, will deliver. Glenn, 549-1221.

Maple house, a psychiatric halfway
house is offering full-time and part-
time internships starting at $40 per
week. No live-in positions. Super-
vision provided. Credit available
through students' academic in-
stitutions Send resume to 460 Maple
St., Holyoke. Mass.

Puerto Rico Paradise Gambling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida). 8 days & 7 nights. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call

Reade 546-5000 or 5-3500.

WANTED
^^

New 8 track tape deck. $35. 666 3412.

Phillips GA427 turntable, $50
66856

exc.

Rampal concert Feb. 10. Five excellent
tickets for sale Call 625 2779.

Work study students- guidebook of
Appropriate Technology seeking:
photo)ournalist, researcher and graphics
artist. For info call Energy Office, 545
0962_

Work studies

Used Box spring and mattress for dbl.
bed wanted. Call 549 6916.

Wanted: a single or double bed -mattress
and box spring or just mattress. Price
negotiable. 253 2107.

CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS

Woman's down head ski parker size
9/10 Exc. condition. Must sell Call 549-
5951

wanted.
Call Alexis at 545 0003.

Flexible hours. If your selling a used couch call Pat at
256 8047.

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle' Check
the Mass Wheeler Dealer where seeing
IS believing Ask for it at the UM
bookstore.

CALCULATORS

Zoo Mass shirts 3 75 sz's S, M. L, colors
black, brown, green, blue, orange, red.
Send $ and address to Box 436 Sun
deff,ir>d MA

Rossignol skis 170's. Used once BO.
Call Lynn 549 6555 Excellent condition.

PERSONALS

Part time houseboy wanted Good food
in exchange for light kitchen duties. Call
Kathy S between 6 8 pm, 545 2735.

Interns, practicum students; opening
available in Nortli Amherst Shelter
Home for work with court-involved
teenage boys Recreation, counseling,
general supervision, crafts and tutoring
Pete Christopher, 549 6699. Sooni

WANTED TO RENT

Roommate wanted. Female non-
smoker. 2 bdrm apt $115/mo includes
utils 256 6388.

1 roommate wanted to share 4 bed apt.
Male non smoker pref. $90 per mo., util.

incl. Next to campus. Ask for Mark 549-
4470

College Calculators- low prices- 1 yr
over the countr;r warranty on Tl h
Commodore TI59 v220, TI58 $93 TI57
^60. TI55 $53, TI40 $22 C0MM4190
$40 roMM4148 $25, all HP's & Sharps
available College Calculators is now
four yrs old' Before you buy anywhere
else rail Bob or Chns 549 1316 (even) or
1 739 %?6 (Springfield daytime)

To the girl who mistakenly umk rTiy mit-
tens at the post nffice Monday 7 please
|p,)vr thpm at ti ,. lost and found desk in
the CC fof lilt; Ihoiiks

To the women of 10 Towr\p through
tNck and thin vet's go through it

together. All my love J S

Qual
$

tutor for Math 120 needed 64631

Roommate wanted to share two
bedroom apt in Riverglade. Call Andy at
545 2306 or Julie or Skip at 253-3I41 $75
per mo & util.

Houseboy needed. For info call 545
uyj9. ENTERTAINMENT

Counsellor for a Cong. Church youth
group. Sundays. Call 584 9392, am

Monitor Music partiers know we're the
best for any party. Get us at 546 4732.
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FEATURING

Middies face gym-men
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The United States Naval Academy rows
into Amherst tomorrow to take on the
UMass men's gymnastic team at Boyden
Auxiliary Gym. The meet starts at 1 p.m. and
should be one of the most spine tingling

events that the UMass squad has faced this

semester.

The Midshipmen and the Minutemen are
evenly matched, said Coach Dick Swetman,
with only a few points separating the two
teams. But it won't be only gymnastics that
the two teams will be battling against, for

both teams have many gymnasts with the
flu, which will only enhance the closeness of
the meet.

Swetman plans to go with the strongest

lineup possible, due to the circumstances.
Once again, senior John Forshay will be
leading the gymmen with freshman Dave
Bugler on the floor. Pommel horse will

feature co-captain Dave Kulakoff and all

arounder Bob Donahue out in front for the
Minutemen.
The still rings event will be basically the

same with freshman Dave Fellemen holding
down the last spot in the lineup. Parallel bars

has freshman John Nelson and senior

Kulakoff as specialists. The horizontal bar
will again have Tommy Thompson holding
down the last chance for a UMass romp.
The only questionable competitors for

tomorrow's encounter are co-ca>;- ^in Steve
Nunno and freshman all-arouruers Bob
Lamb and Paul O'Niel.

THE AREAS NEWEST i;iww^ / Skiers at Pleasant Mt

TEL 586- «e 78

JOIN US FOR A'FANTASTlC EVENING t

By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staf*

The UMass ;^ien's and women's ski teams
will hit the slopes at Pleasant Mt., Bridgeton,

Maine this weekend for a slalom race on
tomorrow and a giant slalom on Sunday,
according to coach Bill MacConnell. With
the National Weather Service predicting a

sunny weekend and ski reports boasting

near perfect s onditions, this weekend's
meets should prove very enjoyable for both

skiers and spectators.

Because of the extreme cold last Saturday,
the men's team was unable to complete the

second run of the sljlum raco, according to

MacConnell. The race was interrupted when

radios broke down, with Plym-

leading UMass by only 1.14 se

race will be finished at 9:00

morning. MacConnell said his :

good chance at winning the slalc

the absence of two skiers — Sco
and Harold Smart, who won't be

because they did not finish the f

week. MacConnell says the men
do very well in the regularly scheri.

this weekend.

The Minutewomen will begin

tomorrow with a slalom, and v,

with a giant slalom Sunday. H

sweep of wins so far is an.

MacConnell is confident that

skiers will again be successful.
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.n has a
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Comics
DOONKSRIRY by Carry Triidcnii

Urm TH5S£RvmOFA
pAre^ X R}l£ 6MS AND A
U6HT OmUS, ^^B FReUDS
OF 5XyON SOQBTYmN£R.
HONOKNG THE SHAHBANOU
FARMH IS fifJALLY UNDBR-

my, HARRi..\

oespfTB TUBuem protests out-
SlOe, SOMB OFOUR BRJ6HTBST
STARS HAVB TVRNBD Ol/T, RAN6-m FfiOM mCAVONiNG mJSMAN
It/ALTBR CRONUTB TO TONieKT'S

BI66EST SimmSB, ACTIVISTSH/R-

LBY MacLAINB!^

rna shah is a /we- im^^,
WBU, THB

5PBBCMB5HAVB
ALRB/mBB6UN
HBRBATTHE HIL-

TON BALLROOM,
HARRY..

Your Birthdai]

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

^HE U)lL0£i^N£6Sl6\
iNHA9iT£P 3y MA.W
CRcATURES

^^^

50<ME ARE FSlENPLf...

SOME ARE L?ANG£f?0U5.

WHAT 16 THE 0E5T
UAV TO PROTECT
OURSELVES FRO/M SNAKES'

AllMIMM ION by Sieve lafler

/^O'JR CWAMPION GERAlD>v f]^\^^^„^?^}^^/)^)'f^^. MEANWHILE, GER.'VLDS
' v^/iLL KO^ TA,V FOR 6.IG /

KEEP BONGING.' TH£ \ FATHER WATCME5 TV
LONGER YOU ST^Y ON \ om hiS LUNCM BREAK .

YOUR FtET,TH£ MORE 1
1^

FRIZ-EllL T'OU \M\H' rrLO^^ MV COD' THA

lAfL£^\l [) 3/10

K.C. by jobiiiiy Mart

You //B^ 'JOTeO e:H^Ni[? '^^'t^m^ OF
rue PeNevoLENT oi^Pef^of rupn-e^.

LATE.

THAT-, C?K, NEW^ T^KMBL^

^«i*a
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Bern today, you are ca-

pable of compassion and
syinpathy, but disinclined

to exercise them if any to

whom you might extend
them can progress without
them. Your view that sym-
pathy and a generous spirit

are helpful only to those on
their way to failure keeps
you from extending moral
or material support when
it could work wonders.
Even the success-oriented
need to feel that others
support them, wish them
well, and sympathize with
their problems.
You are likely to be dis-

appointed in affairs of the

heart While you are young
you may give your heart
away readily, heedless of

whether your feelings are
reciprocated. I.ater you
will have learned to gauge
better i^esponses to yoiu*

overtures and you will be
able better to avoid disab-

pointment. It is your love

for children that will never
disappoint you, for with
them you are completely
yourself - supportive, gen
erous, sympathetic, com-
passionate, tactful.

You may undergo peri-

ods of hardship, financial

and emotional, through
trust misplaced. You do
not "read other peoph
well, and may confide in

those who will not keep a
confidence. This may
cau.se damage to your rep-

utation, but you will re-

cover both your spirits a

your good name.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
I/et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SATURDAY. FEBRU-
ARY 11

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-

Feb.18) ~ You may receive
recognition today for artis«

tic talent Keep your views

private for the moment.
PISCES! Feb. 19-March

20) - Dealings with the
elderly, if wearing, may be
profitable. You would be
wise to pursue them.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) - Treachery won't get
by you today. You will

know who and what are
standing in your way.
TAURUS! April 20-May

20) - Your adaptability to

unexpected change en-
ables you to wrest success
from failure today.
GEMINKMay 21-June

20 ) ~ Recognition of anoth-
er's success can make you
both happy. Wait your turn
to recei ^e benefits.

CANCER (.June 21-.July

22) - Your capabilities

must be recognized befor
they can be rewarded. Try
to impress higher-ups.
LEOiJuiy 23-Aug.22) '-.

I^esourcffulncss is essen-
tial to take advantage of an
opportunity for gain,
friends find you fit at

evening.
VIRC.O(Aug.2:?-Sept.22)

~ Don t spend energy on
too many things at once.
Be content to succeed in a
single endeavor.
LIBRA f Sept. 2a-()ct. 22 •

-
l*rccautions should be dou-
bled if you intend to beyin
something new late in tlie

day.

S C O R P I O ( O c t . 2 :i

-

Nov. 21 1 ~ There is the

possibility of loss this

morning, gain this eve-
ning. Friends rescue you
later today.
SAGITTAH I US ( No\ :!2-

Dec.21) - Don't advise
friends who want ortly

approval Ytni (.-an lo.sf a
^^;ood relation.ship if yo , re

too soliciloi!

CAFRU ( ^ nec.22-
Jan lin - P ..>t others
take .suf', ;.,' v-t Kins for
change a.s tault-finding.

r.ireer is important at eve-
ning.

('opyriHtii I'.d

Unilfil Kratun ,S\f\(|i .iic. Irn

iriMriM
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Snowbound Huskies

in Cage game—maybe
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

One question looms great in the mind of

Coach Mary Ann Ozdarsl^i. Will the North-
eastern women's basketball team be able to
make it to Amherst to take on the
Minutewomen in a 3 p.m. game Saturday
afternoon?

Can Boston DPW employees and ft^eral

troops clear the snow-choked streets of

Boston (where it is a $500 fine if you are

caught driving) so the Northeastern team
can at least start their journey to Amherst?
Governor Michael Dukakis' driving ban is still

in effect in eastern Massachusetts.

At Thursday's practice session. Coach
Ozdarski was still unsure whether North-
eastern could make it to Amherst. "I don't
know if we'll have a game," she said.

The women's team has had a week and a
half layoff since losing to Providence 56-55 in

overtime at Alumni Hall on the Providence
College campus. The Minutewomen were
supposed to duel with the Bears of

Bridgewater State on Feb. 7 at the Cage, but
the storm postponed that contest which has
been rescheduled to Feb. 22.

Northeastern finished the 1977 basketball
season with an 8-7 record having competed
in the Mass. Division I championships and
the Eastern Championships.

"I don't know what to expect from North-
eastern, " Ozdarski said. "All I know is that
we have to play the way we played against
Springfield."

High percentage shooting fonA^ard Cheryl
Carey sprained an ankle in Thursday's
practice session, but Carey should be
recovered by game time Saturday. Carey
cited the need of the team to play 40 minutes
of intense basketball.

Sue Peters, leading scorer of the
Minutewomen averaging over 20 points a
game said, "We have to play smart
basketball " With the loss of Sue Henry and
the preseason injury and rehabilitation of Lu
Fletcher, we have had to make adjustments.
The players are still getting used to the
combinations of the floor."

Forward Maura Supinski agreed with
Peters. "If we can continue to put tv^/o good
halves of basketball together, we'll be tough.
Sue Walas' JV basketball team — winless

in two outings takes on the junior varsity

Huskies in the preliminary game at 1 p.m.

Hoopmen travel to Maine
for Saturday 'encounter'
By RUSS SMITH
Collegian Staff

It's a good thing (Jack) Leaman's team
won't get to read this game preview before
tomorrow night's tap off in the den of the
Black Bears.

That way, they might be psyched to play.

You see, UMass— UMaine matchups have
not exactly been "Close Encounters of the
Third Kind," but more like "Not close en-

counters of any kind".

Through the years, UMaine teams have
been putty in the hands of Leaman cgached
teams. Since Jack's initial season as coach in

the 1967-68 season, the series stands at 20
wins, 1 loss i Maine won the season finale of
'71-'72).

In the Cage, where UMass has beaten the

Bears the last II times, the margin of victory

for the Minutemen has been 28 pts a game;
including a historic 108-38 'contest' back in

the '73- '74 season.
The Bears will be in this game; at least

when compared to the Cage scores. The
point-spread in their home UMass losses 14

straight and 9 of 10) averaged onlv 11 pts a

game.
So since this game is at UMame, the final

score will be close.

However, the outcome should be the
same - a UMass victory.

UMaine is just not that good a team.

That's all there is to it They happened to be
in the Yankee Conference /.hile UMass was

in it, which meant at least two yearly

meetings.
meant at least two yearly meetings.

I suppose UMaine students, whose team is

currently 13-6, look to this game as 'a biggie'

- the Minutemen rom Amherst, up here in

the wilds of Maine.

UMaine's big man is Rufus Harris, a
foreward who averages 22 points a game. In

back of him is Roger Lapham who averages
16 points a conte-:t.

But it can be assumed that the
Minutemen, who lost last night to Rutgers,
will look at It as a weekend split.

Let's not count out the possibility of a
UMaine victory I mean, UMass can lose to a
team they have no right to (Example: see
r^icrofilm entitled "UConn minus Joe
Whelton at Hanford Civic Center). But don't
count on it. They should be hungry after the
loss to the Scarlet Knights.

GOALTENDING:.... Let's face it; UMaine is

no poweriiouse team. Personally, I'm glad
the game is away, so UMies won't feel

obligated to attend. I wonder why we still

play them!! True, the Minutemen minus a
iMtke) Pyatt can't destroy a team like

Rutgers, but against Maine, UMass can still

play games and win. Look at it this way;
Maine Jost to Northeastern by 11 pts.

^ Cagers trounced
CONT FROM PAGE 20

"We were more aggressive in the second
half," said Leaman We shut down the

"ABC" combination for a time but they were
more experienced and again we missed our

opportunities."

This game marked the first long playing

stretch of freshman Jay Stewart, as with

Pyatt and Johnson s absence and the foul

trouble of Haymore, the 6-8 freshman played

13 minutes but scored no points.

"It wasn't as much the play of the Rutgers

forwards as it was our inability to put in the

key basket at the right time, " said Stewart.

UMass: Williams 5-2-12, Haymore 8-0-16,

Kohlhaas M-3, Claiborne 6-1-13, Eldridge 8-

2 18, Steveskey 0-0-0, Morrison 0-0-0,

Stewart 0-0-0. Totals 28-6 62.

Rutgers: Copeland 11-0-22, Anderson b-3-

13. Bailey 11 0-22, Hefele 0-0-0, Brown 5-0-

10, Duncan 2-0-4, Troy 0-3-3. Totals 34-6-74.

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL - Women's

Intercollegiate Fastpitch Softball practice is

now being held at NOPE, Monday- Friday,

6:30-8:00 p.m. If you have any questions
contact Coach Dianne Thompson at 220
Boyden, 5-2845.

JV BASEBALL - All candidates in-

terested in JV Baseball should attend the
meeting in Boyden Room 249, Thursday.
Feb. 14 at 4:00 p m.
LEISURE STUDIES AND RESOURCES

'MEETING An informational meeting will

be held on Monday, Feb 13 for ail students
interested in becon.,ng leisure Studies and
Resources majors. Tiie -nneting will be in

Campus Center rooni -64 at 7:00 p.m/
INTRAMURAL NOTICES There will be

a Recreation Supervisors' Meeting today at

4:30 p.m in Boyden rm. 215.

Racquetball schedules are ready - pick up
at IM Office.

Be sure to pick up your VOLLEYBALL for-

feit fees.

Co-Rec Bowling entries due: Feb. 15. The
fef» is $6.

following facilities will be CLOSED;
Boyden pool - Feb. 18; NOPE Pool - Feb.

11 and 25; HICKS Building - Feb. 9, 10, 11,

14, 18, 21, 23, 27; NOPE Gym - Feb. 25.

Correction
Yesterday's story on the UMass sports

budget reported that last year the athletic

deparmnent received $10,000 more than
expected in student fees. It should have
read that there was a surplus in last year's

budget of $10,000, mainly comprised of

student fees and unused work-study
funds.

Orchard Hill Area Government

announces

Y.P. and Secretary's Position

Available.

Open to Hill Residents only.

Elections on Feb. 12 9 p.m. Dickinson Main

Lounge O.H. Contact Mark Hergen Rother

for job discriptions: 309 Grayson 5-6930.

"The Bell of Amherst"

BELL'S PIZZA
65 University Drive

253-9051 549-1311 J
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HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

^ ai * ^
Mandarin Szeohuen

(luiHine

4 Open 7 days a week-\-

Sun.-Thurs.

Kri.-Sal.

ll::{0a.m.-10:(K)p.m.

n.:{0a.m.-n.00p.m.

Specials

LUNCHEON 1.25 & up

Dinner $3.75

Main course: choice of

Szechuen Spiced Chicken
or

Sweet & Sour Shrimp
Dinner includes: spare rib

eggroli, chicken wing, fried

rice & hot and sour soup.

Mon. Wed. 5:00-8:00 p.m.

10 Belchertown Rd.
F<t. 9, Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Facilitien

Men's Pant Sale
Selected pants from

Lee & Mann & Golden Vee

$^994 whtle

they

last

jeans • leisure slacks • cords

ill the (*lothing shop

at the

University Store

SHOE
mAAA^ 187 n. ideasant St.,amherst

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll:00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY 6:00 p.m.lO:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. 6:00 p.m,-10:30 p.m.

PETB'8
PACKT

TOWNHOUSE (

IBIANDTWIMI
PUPFTON

PISS. APT8.
M. VIIXAQB CRESTVIEW

UMASS.

PUFF
POND

UMASS .u

Falstaff
12 oz. cans

Swimmers dunk Amherst
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Only once previously In the history of their

cross town rivalry had the UMass swim team
beaten the Lord Jeffs of Amherst College.
Following Wednesday night's meet at
Boyden Pool the record now stands
changed, as the Minutemen thoroughly
outclassed their old nemesis, 64-49.

Showing their supremacy from the
opening gun UMass captured the first event,
the 400 yard medley relay, and never looked
back. Amherst made a brief threat for the
lead but was quickly thwarted as UMass'
Russ Yarworth pulled to an easy victory in

the 200 yard individual medley.
Yarworth later added to his long list of

accomplishments by winning the 200 yard
butterfly in a school record time of 2:Ci0:1.

This broke his own mark which he had just

established a week ago in their meet against
Tufts.

Since devoting his talents to the butterfly

stroke Yarworth has shattered the time held
by the previous record holder by eight
seconds. Records are hardly strangers to

Yarworth, he has practically made a habit of

them with six individual school marks to his

credit.

While UMass was claiming victory in 9 of
the 13 separate events a few performers
were especially important to the Minutemen
cause. The continued diving excellence of
both Jim Antonino and Dan Conley earned
them first and second in both the required
diving and the optional diving events.
UMass' Tyler also pulled off a double victory

winning decisively the 200 and 500 freestyle

categories.

With their team record currently 5-1 and
with three victories in a row it is becoming
obvious that rigorous practicing and
devotion is paying off. Coach Bei Melamed
payed tribute to all the members of his team
stating, "Nobody works or trains harder than
these boys. They get up to swim by 7:00
a.m., go off to classes and then are back at

the pool every afternoon."
Coach Melamed did not want to commit

himself but did express his optimism about
this weekends' next meet in Vermont," the
team is swimming well and we should be
able to beat them but swimming can
sometimes be unpredictable."

By Monday we will know the outcome.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Men's basketball Rutgers 74 UMass 62
Women's swimming at Boston College cancelled

TODAY
Hockey vs Bowdoin, Orr Rink, 8 p.m.
Women's JV basketball vs Smith home 7 p.m.

Providing Rhode Island is able to dig itself out of the recent snowstorm, the
UMass women's swim team will host URI in a 1:00 meet at NOPE Saturday.
Shown here is freshman butterflier Kim Murphy performing at the team's last

meet against Springfield College. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Gymwomen visit Temple
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

In recent years Temple University hasn't

been a very threatening opponent for the

UMass gymwomen. This year, however, is a

different story as the team has been
significantly weakened by injuries and illness.

When the Minutewomen travel to

Philadelphia on Saturday they will be without

the services of three of the four all-around

performers.

Senior Stephanie Jones, the top performer

for UMass this season has been given a week
off to recuperate from a hip injury. She will

miss the Temple meet and will also sit out

next week's meet against Southern Con-
necticut.

Captain Karen Hemberger is out with the

flu and will not make the trip. Coleen

Thorton, the teams third all-around per-

former is a questionable competitor due to a

muscle pull suffered during practice on
Wednesday. ^

So who will be competing for UMass?

Senior Susan Cantwell will anchor the all-

round position in a return to her home town.

Cheryl Morrier, coming off a bout with the flu

will also compete as an all-around performer

as will freshwoman Debbie Smith. The
fourth all-around position is still undecided at

this writing. Coach Virginia Evans is hoping

Thorton will be ready to compete but if not

the slot will be filled by one of the

specializing gymnasts.
"I imagine it will be a very close meet

because of the change in line up, where we
would normally walk away with the meet."

said Evans.

Temple is a young team; three of four all-

around performers are freshwomen.
Roxanne Pierce, a former Olympic gymnast
competes for Temple but is scheduled only

to see action on the balance beam due to a

neck injury suffered last season. Late in

January Temple was ranked 12th in the East

behind second place UMass.

The gymwomen, now 2-1 are entering the

roughest section of their regular season with

five meets in the next two weeks. Coming off

a tough loss to Michigan State and faced

with a multitude of injuries, the depth of the

team will really be tested. "The team has a

good attitude going into the meet", said

Coach Evans. "They know the team is not

going with its most experienced lineup but I

know we can still come through with a

strong performance," added Evans.

Also competing for the gymwomen will be
Kim Whitelaw in vaulting, Debbie Law In

vaulting and the uneven F>arallel bars, Jean
Anderson on bars, Laurie Knapp on the

balance beam and Julie Myers on the floor

and beam. UMass will probably only hue
four women competing on the floor as

regular floor performers are either out of the

line up or filling in for the missing all-around

competitors.

FLIPPING FORWARD: The double dual

meet against Southern Conn, in the Cage
has been rescheduled to Wednesday
February 15 at 7:30 p.m. to accommodate
the rescheduling of several UMass basketball

games.
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Scarlet Knights trounce Cagers

nJi-^i? n'lS;"
^3s **^« "a/"e of the game for Rutgers last night as they soundlydefeated UMass. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)
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Red-hot icemen hosting

tough Bowdoin tonight
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

As the saving goes, 'when you're hot,
you're hot and right now, it just is not
possible to be any hotter than the UMass
hockey team.
The Minutemen, 1-5 on December 5 are

currently 7 6-1. They have won four games in

a row, and are undefeated in their last five
contests.

In the last week, the Minutemen have risen
from 12 to a very respectable 7th place in the
Western Division of ECAC Division II.

The UMies are 4-0-1 in 1978, with their
latest triumphs coming last weekend at Orr
Rink when they hauled out the heavy artillery

and scored 15 goals in two nights.
On Friday night, the Minutemen pulled off

what might go down as the biggest upset of
the year tn ECAC Div. II when they stunned
Merrimack, the defending division champ, 7-

6 in overtime.

On Saturday night the Minutemen came
back and simply demolished the Chargers of
New Haven, as they scored a season high six
goals in the second period and ran away with
an easy 8-3 win.

If the UMies hope to continue their
winning ways, they will have to play giant-
killers again this weekend as they entertain
the current leaders of the Eastern Division,
Bowdoin tonight, and the always tough
White Mules from Colby College tomorrow
night, in 8:00 ganr>es at Orr Rink.

Bowdoin, coached by Sidney Watson, is

currently 11-0, the only undefeated team in

ECAC Div. II. The Polar Bears are 13-2
overall, with their only losses coming at the

Ticket Refund
PLAYOFF TICKETS - Due to a

telephone failure, there was a short

period of time when student tickets were
not available (at the Stadium ticket

booth) for the UMass- Lehigh NCAA
playoff football game November 26. If

you paid $4 for a ticket during this time,

you are entitled to a $2 refund. You may
pick up your "refund at the Boyden
Building Ticket Office during normal
business hours upon presentation of your
ID and ($4) ticket stub.

hands of Div. I powers UNH and Nor-
theastern.

The Polar Bears, who were 16-7 a year
ago, are led offensively by forwards Dave
Boucher and Bob Devaney, each with 25
points, and Paul Sylvester, with 22.

In goal for the Polar Bears will be junior
Bob Menzies. Menzies has done vir-
tually all of the netminding for Bowdoin and
boasts a 3.41 goals-against average.

Colby is currently 6-8-1, comino off
successive losses to Middlebury and
Bowdoin. The White Mules are a very
scrappy hockey team however, that is not
easily beaten, as evidenced by their per-
formance Wednesday night when they
battled the Polar Bears to a standoff for three
periods, only to lose 4-3 in overtime.

The White Mules, coached by Mickie
Goulet, have 19 returning lettermen, paced
by scoring leaders Dale Hewitt with 19 points
and Tom Scannell with 17 points.
Sophomore Joe Faulstich will be handling
the goaltending for Colby.

For UMass, their recent winning streak has
been the product of balanced hockey, a team
effort all the way, as evidenced by the fact
that five Minutemen scored goals against
Merrimack and six tallied against New
Haven.

The keys to victory have been a fired-up
offense that has tallied over 35 shots on net
icw aach of the last three games, a solid

forechecking effort, a stubborn defensive
effort by the entire team and the courageous
goaltending of John Riley.

The UMies are doing important things
right that they were not doing in December.
They are taking advantage when they have
the power play, killing penalties effectively,
beating their opponents into the corners, and
passing and setting up well.

For the Minutemen, who are now in

contention for a playoff berth, the plan has
been to concentrate on each game as n
comes, and take them one at a time. Thus
far, the plan is working pretty well.

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J. - For Rutgers last
night, it was as easy as "ABC" - Anderson,
Bailey, and Copeland that is, as the Scarlet
Knights withstood a UMass comeback for a
74-62 victory over the Minutemen before
4,890 fans.

It was all the power of the Rutgers front-
court of Abdel Anderson (13), James Bailey
(22), and Hollis Copeland (22) that powered
the Knights to a 44-31 halftime lead and only
let the "outmanned" Minutemen to within
eight in the second half.

UMass forwards Mike Pyatt and Brad
Johnson did not even make the trip to Rut-
gers and are doubtful for U Mass's encounter
with Maine tomorrow night. Both are suf-
fering from the flu.

Pyatt's absence was a severe blow to the
UMass offense as his shooting (15.9) per
game was sorely missed. The UMass back-
court of Alex Eldridge (18) and Derick Clai-
borne (13) took the burden of the offense,
while Mark Haymore added 16,

In Pyatt's absence, the UMass frontcourt
only managed 31 points (out of 62 points)
while Rutgers netted 57 of its 74 from the
"ABC" combination.

"Sure, we missed Mike. He can kill Rut-
gers singlehandedly, as he did last year. But
we blew this game ourselves," said UMass
coach Jack Leaman.
With Rutgers leading 64-54, the

Minutemen had a tremendous chance to trail

by eight but blew a 4-1 fastbreak.

Rutgers rebounded, set up Bailey for a
jump shot that connected, and UMass trailed
by 12 with 4:19 left in the game.
To UMass's credit they came back to

within eight as Eric Williams hit a jumper and
Haymore drove to the basket for two, but
then Rutgers, behind the dribbling of guards
Rodney Duncan and Tom Brown, controlled
the clock.

For two straight minutes, the Knights

passed the ball around and finally set up
Copeland inside for a driving layup, giving
Rutgers the commanding lead 70-62 with
I'll left in the game.

Williams again hit a jumper with '59 left,

but Copeland came back with two immense
stuff shots to kill any UMass hopes.

In retrospect, the game was lost in the first

half, and most certainly in the first ten
minutes of play. UMass did not rebound the
ball until the 11:30 mark, while Rutgers
jumped off to a 20-12 mark behind Bailey (8),

Anderson and Copeland (6 apiece).

In fact the ABC unit was to have a
combination of 35 of the Knights 44 halftime
total while controlling the rebounding edge
17-9.

The Minutemen were fortunate to only be
trailing by 13 at the half as Eldridge, who shot
8-8 for the entire game, was hot with ten
halftime points. Claiborne (9) and Haymore
(8) were the only other offensive threats.

Trailing by 15 with 17:35 to go in the game,
UMass, behind Eldridge, Claiborne,
Haymore, Williams, and Kohlhaas, started its

comeback. Within a span of 7:15, Eldridge

(4), Claiborne (4), and Williams (4) outscored
Rutgers 15-10 to only trail by eight.

However, Copeland and Duncan hit

outside jump shots and UMass was behind
by ten again with 7:48 left.

"We were lackadaiscal when we most
needed it," said Williams, who scored 12 for
the game. "You can't play this team without
fire."

"We did as well as we could without
Pyatt," said team captain Claiborne. "We
blew our chances again in the second half
but we fought hard."

TURN TO PAGE 18

Bill Edclstein

A game at the Cage
In many respects sport has been compared

to the military battle. Comedian George
Carlin has likened football, and its preoc-

cupation with capturing opponent's territory,

to armed conflict. Though the Celtics'

primary concern is basketball, Johnny Most
has countless times intoned that "World War
III is going on out there!"

Unquestionably, sports do, at times, tend
to become rather heated — but who would
ever have thought that right here at an in-

stitute of comparatively higher education,
fans too, would be forced into the affray at

the recent West Virginia game...

Dear Mary,

If this letter ever reaches you, it may be the

last time you hear from me.
The remains of the battle go on around

me.

When we first engaged the enemy we
were over four thousand strong. Now only a

handful of us stand, huddled against the

biting cold, outside the two access doors of

the well- fortified Cage. Our objective; to

redeem a small portion of our collective

athletic fees, is all but forgotten.

As the battle began, things looked good
for us. We stormed both doors with ease,

wielding razer-sharp I.D.'s. It had all the
makings of a rout.

The enemy couldn't have picked a more
crucial moment to use chemical warfare.

Sabotaging our ranks with Curry Hicks hot

dogs, our odious adversaries then ordered an
usher camoflouged as a package of Rolaids

to the rear of our forces, whereupon he
menacingly screamed at us, "How do you
spell relief?"

It didn't take long for us to descend upon
the miserable beggar and trample him, but by
the time we realized he was not medicinal,

the access doors had been bolted shut,

leaving almost a hundred of us cut off from
the main force.

Regrouping, we rushed the side door
repeatedly, until we saw that the unfortunate

people who led one assauK rarely par-

ticipated in the next. The time had come to

formulate a new plan of attack.

We decided to alt for our forces on the
inside to overwhelm the guards and reopen
the doors. Ten minutes passed before we

began to hear the screams. A few of us dared
to put our ears to the door.

It sounded like Dunkirk. God only knows
what they could be doing to the poor sh-

mucks. Boiling oil, Chinese water torture,

Gong Show reruns - all these were
postulated, but I could tell immediately that
these theories were founded in purest op-
timism. The inscrutable enemy must be
showing closed circuit, slow-motion, instant
replays of the last 39 seconds of the
Providence game.

Rescue woJW not be easy. After minutes
of agonizing plotting, we opted to use the
media to our advantage. Half our remaining
forces deployed themselves at the front

access door while the rest stayed at the side
gate. Carefully situating the loudest in each
group at the head of the pack, we began
gesticulating wildly and hollering, "press,
press, press!"

Although this ploy failed miserably, at least

we were reassured that our troops inside the

Cage were still alive, because we heard them
take up our chant.

We all regrouped at the front access door

which afforded us a view of a guard. The
need for a direct challenge was apparent so

we issued one, attracking the guard's at-

tention by directing gestures of questionable

taste towards his person. The enemy, much
to our chagrin, was predictably a coward and
chose to ignore us instead of o(>ening the

door and engaging all of us in combat like a
man.

Only sweet reason would win this man
over to our cause, so it was determined to
invite him outside and offer to use his blood
to satiate our thirst for sport.

When this too met with a negative
response, we were stumped.

I fear our upcoming attack may be suicidal;

requiring both a climb to the roof to bore a
hole and a jump down to the court. If our
plan fails, I may never see you again, Mary,
but if it works. I'll meet you at the Wall in an
hour.

Love,

John

f
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Demers answers
Student charges
By JON KLEIN r,.-.._ .

^^By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

^tudent Activities Coordinator Armand H,
wid" Demers responded in a weekend
Coll6pgffi interview to accusations which
criticwed his performance as coordinator and
also explained his statement made on Jan. 12
that he is "responsible to the University and
not the student senate,"

Deniers made this statement in a Jan. 12
coordinating committee meeting. Last
weekend, Demers said he was responsible to
the University because he reports to Vice
Chancelor Robert L. Woodbury. Demers said
that although he is responsible to the
University, he is "responsive to students."
Demers is paid by student activities fees.

In last Wednesday's student senate
meeting, a motion was tabled which called
for Demers to be transferred to another
position. No action will be taken until student
leaders meet with Demers and Woodbury
early this week.
Demers was chosen as coordinator last

summer by a search committee after having
served as acting coordinator for about one
year. The job of Activities Coordinator is to
maintain the Recognized Student
Orgnaization (RSO) office and to oversee all

student activities ranging from movies to the
auto pool.

In the Jan. 12 Coordinating Committee
meeting Demers was requested $13,000 for
the activities office. During the summer
student budgets had been cut by 6 per cent.
Demers assumed his office was exempted.
According to Demers, he was told at the

meeting that if he could not appropriately
manage the monies that he should not
approach the senate for the monies. Demers
felt this was an "affront to my integrity."
Bud Demers walked out of the meeting.
"Hell" he said, "I don't have to take that kind
of shit."

Demers said the statement about
managing the monies was made "in a very,
very cold and insulting manner. I felt the
stability of the meeting had broken down; I

did not want to be there any longer."
Some student government officials felt

that Demers left because he felt he did not
have to answer to students' questions.
A major factor into the coordinator's

performance has been his health. Demers
injured his back a few years ago while
working at the RSO office. Student
Government Association Co-president Jon
A. Hite said, "We've all got to recognize that

Bud has been under a tremendous amount of
physical pain. It hurts his professional life, it

hurts his personal life." Demers has not been
in the office more than one week out of the
last five.

Senate Speaker Pat Whelan said "Demers
takes criticism very personally. He is a very
sensitive individual," Whelan added, "morale
in the office is low ...

" Whalen also feels that
Demers "fears that people with innovation
and drive threaten his position."
Demers agreed that office morale is low

He said this was due to a lack of personnel
and "my inability to be there as often as I

would like to be," He strongly denied
Whelan's accusation about innovators. "If
people feel I fear innovators, they don't know
me."
Whelan said administration officials

"would not fire him. They would transfer
him. Some people in the administration feel
the same as I do but will not publicly admit
It," Whelan was referring to his feeling that
Demers should be replaced,
"We ought to give him more than six

months," said Hite. "If his health improves
he will be greater than our expectations."
Hite suggested a "Memo of Understanding"
which would outline what Demers is to do
and what the students are to do. "He was
injured at work, we are obliged to protect
him," said Hite,

Both Treasurer Priscilla West and former
Senate Speaker Brian DeLima want Demers
to be removed fron his position.
Demers said, "This breach in relations is

very unhealthy." He feels the "lack of a
definition of parameters is where some of the
difficulty comes frcm," He added that his
fnction with student leaders is "not a
problem unique to me alone," He said staffs
in agencies like LSO have also had conflicts
with students,

Demers, a UMass graduate, has worked at
the University for the last ten years. From
1967 until 1976, Demers served as business
manager for the RSO office. Student
Government Association Co-president Jon
A. Hite said, "When Bud was a business
manager working with RSO groups in the
red, his job was to help bail them out. I would
have to see that kind of dedication ter-
minated."

Brian DeLima, who supports the move to
oust Demers, acknowledges his past service
to students. "It's unfortunate he has already
alienated student leaders. He has done a lot
for students in the past, particularly as
business manager."

Randy Newman performed last night at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall to an

P^I^^T?*" "Tl'^i'V ^"°'^*' °' '"^"y concerts put on by the UnionProgram Council. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

No plan yet to close
North Pleasant Street
By BERNARD T. DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Storm may help Dukakis
Ou CC/1A/ urton Jim ... . .By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Last week's savage snow storm which left

eastern Massachusetts frozen in a state of
suspended animation may prove to be a

Michael S. Dukakis

political cloud with a silver lining for Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis.
UMass faculty polled last night agreed the

governor boosted his image with the Massa-
chusetts voters in this election year with his
personalized handling of the clean-up
operations following the blizzard.

Using all forms of the media, Dukakis last
week repeatedly stepped before the Massa-
chusetts public in what many political ob-
servers marked as his most visual display of
leadership since his election three years ago.
The governor's performance under the

state of emergency seemed to thaw his
public image of being a competent but cold
administrator,

"There is no doubt he came out of the
storm very well,"' said Ralph W, Whitehead,
Jr, of the Journalistic Studies Department!
"The polls had shown people thought him

competent, but chilly," Whitehead said,
"The storm allowed him to demonstrate that
competence, but it also gave him an aura of
humanness.
Whitehead said he thought the governor's

performance through last week could have
some effect later in this election year. He
pointed to the fact that many of the areas
hardest hit by the storm are traditional
Dukakis weak spots, in essence the older
industrial cities of the Commonwealth. Last
week's strong effort by Dukakis in these
cities could mean an increase in his share of
the blue-collar vote.
"He accepted a lot of responsibility fof the

TURN TO PAGE 5

Neither University nor Amherst officials
have any immediate plans to reduce the
hazardous crossing conditions on North
Pleasant Street, where a UMass sophomore
was fatally struck by a van nine days ago.

After eight years of trying to either close
off the portion of North Pleasant Street that
runs through the University or reroute traffic
away from it, the town and the University
have been talking very little, if at all, about
any road changes,

"For eight years we tried to close that
street," said H, Jack Littlefield, UMass
planning director, Littlefield said last week
there are not any major road changes
planned "at the moment," and that he has
not talked to town officials about any since
Scott C, Burgess was killed while trying to
cross the road Feb, 4,

Town Planner James Cope said the town
is waiting for the University to present its

most recent traffic counts conducted by
Curran Associates Inc, of Northampton
before planning any changes on the town-
owned road. Over the summer, the town
resurfaced the road ar(< improved bus
pulloffs,

Littlefield said it is up to the town the road
less hazardous to pedestrians "We certainly
couldn"t go into financing someone else's
property with state funds," he said.

But with the town meeting last spring,
negotiations over what to do with the road
have fallen off. There is presently no com-
mittee dealing with rerouting traffic from
North Pleasant Street or any similar traffic
planning, according to Merle L, Howes, head
of the last committee to deal with the traffic

problem - the Northwest Road Committee,
According to Howes, the town is resistant

to any kind of road building, as is the state
Department of Public Works, which sunk
$364,000 into designing alternate routes to
North Pleasant Street, only to have the town
reject the road construction plans.
The University first approached the town

in 1968 with a plan to close the half-mile
street of North Pleasant Street between the

Newman Center and Governor's Drive. The
state assigned its Department of Public
Works to design alternate routes between
North Amherst and the center of town in

1969, and for the next six years the
University, town and DPW argued over
projects dubbed the "Jughandle," "Nor-
theast Bypass," and most recently, the
"Northwest Road."

All three alternate routes were voted down
by town residents, some of whom said the
routes would cause more sefety problems
than they would solve, and some who said
the routes would not attract enough traffic
away from the center of town and North
Pleasant Street to justify construction.
The Northeast Bypass had passed a 1973

town meeting, 199 to eight. Parents of Marks
Meadow elementary school children ob-
jected to the safety hazard they thought the
bypass would cause at its intersection with
North Pleasant Street, and brought the issue
before town meeting again in 1976, when
town meeting members reversed their ap-
proval.

Last spring, town meeting eliminated
proposals to extend Commonwealth Avenue
to North Village Apts. and to build a road
from this extension to North Pleasant Street.
These proposals were designed to alleviate
traffic to North Pleasant Street, without
closing it.

The recent death of Burgess may prompt
the University and town to again discuss the
problem North Pleasant Street poses to
University students who cross the road daily,
said the chairperson of the Amherst Board of
Selectmen, Diana H. Romer.

But little has been done since last spring,
Romer said there are "problems in coor-
dinating work that would have to be done"
on the road. She added that "as far as I

know, there is no indication that anybody will

close the road. That's not an option at this
point,"

Littlefield said that is the problem: "How
you avoid an accident of that type (referring
to the fatal accident of Feb, 4) without
closing the road." He said that many of the
conventional solutions to traffic hazards will

not work on North Pleasant Street.
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Rampal thrills

FAC audience
By E. PATRICK McQUAID
Below the Salt staff writer

The golden flute of Jean-Pierre Rampal
came alive Saturday night to delight a full

house at the University Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall. Accomp<jnied by Robert
Veyron-Lacroix at the piano the duo played
selections from Bach, Mozart, Beethoven,
Donizetti, and Prokofieff, returning to the
stage three times at the demand of the
audience for encores.

Unquestionably Rampal is the most
widely-known flutist alive. Few musicians
play their instrument with the skill and
imagination that Rampal breathes into every
note. It is an honor for the Fine Arts Center
to have had such a distinguished artisan
perform under its roof.

The first selection was Bach's Sonata in B
minor; a somewhat unusual piece to open
with for throughout the first mood, Adante,
the mathematical structure of the music,
with intrical contrapuntal sequences pitted
piano against flute. The harmonies were
somewhat piercing in tone but the two
musicians worked together and tossed them
off with apparently little effort.

The result was not so much an exercise in
the mechanics of this difficult piece but a
brilliantly sharp rendition of Bach's music. It

was played with precision and sensitivity.

Mozart's Sonatas in B flat major, K. 15,
and in C major, K. 14 seemed to gallop at the
whim of the musicians. Both pieces were
light and airy with a sprite country tempo to
them; perfect examples of the rich nature of
the flute and keyboard.

Beethoven's Duo Serenade in D major.
Opus 41 concluded the first half of the
program bouncing among several moods
and tempos and offering the duo a show-
piece for their rare talents.

The final two program notes were
Donizetti's Sonata in C major, a breezy, old-
world folk piece, and Prokofieff's dynamic
piece, and Prokofieff's dynamic Sonata in

D major, Opus 94, a tremendous finale and
display of the duo's technical talents and
ability to perform together with clockwork
precision.

Not to be underscored are the tem-
perament and tastes of pianist Robert
Veyron-Lacroix. Early in his career he chose
the harpsichord as his first love and became
proficient in many other instruments. He
brought his fresh, clear technique to the

Concert Hall stage and with Rampal there
happened a magical performance Saturday
night.

Beta Phi
member
killed in Vt.

WHITINGHAI^, Vt. - A member of a
UMass fraternity was killed and two others
injured when the vehicle he was driving
exploded after striking a snow bank off Rte.
100 here Saturday night.

Two others were also killed on the same
road Saturday in an unrelated accident in

Newport, Vt.

Vermont state police said Bradford H.
Tucker, 21, of Beta Kappa Phi, was fatally
burned when the Ford Bronco he was driving
struck a snow bank, overturned and burst
into flames. The accident occurred at 8:25
p.m., police said.

Police said Tucker was stuck behind the
steering wheel and was unable to escape.
The two passengers, Ross Reiley, of

Brittany Manor Apartments, and Brian Dow,
of Belmont, were released from Frankliri
County Public Hospital after being treated
for minor bumps and burns.

Twenty- two- year- old Eldon Blay, of New-
port, and 24-year-old Milton Longley, of
Orleans, were killed Saturday when the cars
they were driving collided in a head-on crash
m Newport. A third person was injured.

State police investigating the Tucker
accident said it is against departmental policy
for the investigator to disclose the cause of
an accident to the press.

Funeral services for Tucker, an undeclared
major in the class of 1980, are tomorrow
morning at 11 at St. Andrew's Episcopal
Church in Ayer. There are no calling hours.

Tucker leaves his parents, Norman I . ana
Lucille, of Benjamin Road in Shirley, and four
brothers and one sister; Kit, David, Gregory
and Douglas, and Elizabeth.

In lieu of flowers, Tucker's parents have
requested that donations in his name be sent
to the American Red Cross for the victims of
last week's storm which battered the eastern
coastline of New England last week.

The controversy is over, but the beauty lives on. Quinnapiac adds character to
the otherwise boring Southwest Towers. (Staff photo by Christopher Schmitt)

Agency plans discussed
by Student Senate Comm
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Over intersession, the Student Senate
Coordinating Committee which served as the
student government's central body
discussed the possibility of combining Legal
Services, the Student Organizing Project and
the Student Center for Educational Research
into one agency.
Members of the committee felt that these

agencies, which are called "Advocacy
Services," could do their jobs better if they
were grouped into one organization. The
proposal was only discussed and no concrete
plans were drawn up.
The Coordinating Committee is made up

of a Student Government Association Co-

president, the speaker, treasurer and
committee chairpersons of the Senate.
The Coordinatinq Convnittee also asked

the SOP Board to ask for the resignation of
their consultant Doug Phelps. Some
members of the Committee felt that the tasks
being done by Phelps could be done better
by someone else. Phelps, who set up the
advocacy agencies three years ago, now
resides in Cambridge. Senate Speaker Pat
Whelan said there was a desire to get a
consultant for SOP who is closer to the
campus. The speaker said Phelps "didn't
know the situation on campus."
The Committee also discussed the

publishing of the newly-combined Course
and Teacher Evaluation (CATE) and Course
Description Guide.

UMass bus funding

topic of discussion

phone calls concerning the bans, saying
there were only a couple of calls which came
in.

-—Pamela Lindmark

Officials unavailable forFunding of the UMass bus system will be
the topic of discussion in a meeting between
•tudent government leaders and University COmmont On hiring rule
officials Tuesday at 3:30, in Campus Center
§11-915.

Previously scheduled for earlier last week,
the meeting has been cancelled twice: once
due to snow problems and the resulting shut-
down of school, and once due to an
epidemic of flu on campus.
Student leaders hope to convince

University officials that the student
government share of bus funding should be
70 per cent, rather than the proposed 85 per
cent

Eager drivers reports

denied by local police

Northampton State Police last night

disclaimed local radio reports that over the

weekend they have been flooded by phone
calls from people wanting to head east.

With over 12,000 UMass undergraduate

students from homes east of Worcester,

concern ran high concerning driving bans

placed on several eastern communities,

including Boston.

However, police denied any excess of

University officials were unavailable for
comment over the weekend concerning
major reforms within the University's af-

firmative action policies.

The reforms have been outlined in an 18-
page document between the department of
Health Education and Welfare in Boston and
chief administrators at this campus, and are a
result of f series of HEW letters sent to
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery over past
months.

Chancellor Bromery, Interim President
Franklin K. Patterson, and HEW director of
the Office for Civil Rights John G. Bynoe
were all unavailable for comment.

Placement Office
sponsors job programs

Graduate business students who have
extended their education to help get the best
job possible in their field may find the break
they've been waiting for Wednesday, Feb.

15, in Campus Center rooms 1001 1002 at 8
p.m. when the University Placement Office

sponsors the spring session of their Job

Skills Bank Program.
Some seven to ten alumni will be on hand

to discuss job hunting tips, career in-

formation, and resume analysis. Ken
Somers, graduate intern in the Office of
Student Affairs, explained today that "ever\'
effort has been made to get representatives
from all disciplines within the business

that there'll be something forschool so
everybody.

All NBA-MSBA candidates are welcome
to attend the event. A wine, cheese and beer
party will follow the panel discussion that
begins the program. All refreshments are
free.

— -Nikki Aronson
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Feminist author
may spealc here

•CoHt^^ian 3

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: Due to errors in editing, the
article entitled "Feminist Feels intimidated by
DVP" (Collegiaa' 2-W\ containea a number
of misattributions and distortions. The
following story contains corrections on that

article and additional information about the
Dworkin issue.

Possible rescheduling of the cancelled
lecture by radical feminist author Andrea
Dworkin will be discussed at tonight's
Distinguished Visitors Program meeting.

Dworkin was originally scheduled to speak
Feb. 9. The program was cancelled due to
conflict between Dworkin and the Student
Activities office.

Much of the conflict has centered around
the amount of Dworkin's honorarium and the
conditions under which she agreed to ap-
pear.

Dworkin claims that two months after the

Nov. 14 DVP meeting at which committee
members unanimously approved her
program and agreed to pay her $1000, she
received a call from Sarah Williamson,

Student Activities program advisor.

Williamson reportedly asked her why she
was charging the organization $1000 when
she spoke at UMass for $250 during In-

ternational Women's Week last spring.

"I explained to her that I routinely ask
$1000 for a major lecture and $300 for a
workshop," said Dworkin. "My appearance
last spring was a workshop. I lowered my fee
to $250 as a favor to friends who were
organizing the conference."

Later on the day of that phone call John
Stoltenberg, Dworkin's representative,
arrived at Student Activities to deliver some
biographical information on Dworkin that

had been requested. He was told the
program had been cancelled because
Williamson and DVP committee member
Suzi Milstein had "bad feelings about it."

Stoltenberg said he then spoke with Bill

Hasson, Student Activities program coor-

dinator, who said he wouldn't issue

Dworkin's contract although she had been
writing her speech for three weeks on the

basis of a verbal agreement. Hasson said he
wanted the Dworkin program reconsidered

by the DVP committee.

Both Williamson and Hasson have justified

the cancellation by citing "new information"
about Dworkin, but have refused to reveal
the contents of that information.

It now appears that DVP has been trying

to obtain information about Dworkin's fees

and activities from sources other than her
representative. Stoltenberg said in the
course of his negotiations with DVP, he
mentioned that Dworkin was scheduled to

speak at Yale University in the future.

Catharine A. MacKinnon, a lecturer in

political science and women's studies at
Yale, said she was party to a phone call on
Feb. 3 during which DVP co-chairperson
Mary Jude Dean misrepresented herself as
someone from a group that was "con-
sidering inviting Dworkin to speak."

MacKinnon said, "Dean asked me for

information concerning the date, format and
amount of honorarium for Dworkin's ap-
pearance at Yale. She said DVP was calling

several schools for this information. I

suggested that Dworkin was the appropriate
source for this information. Dean then said,

'it has been almost impossible for us to

contact Dworkin personally. We've been
dealing with her through an intermediary.'

"

Dworkin claims she told DVP all they had
to do to contact her directly was to leave a
message with Stoltenberg and she would get
back to them immediately.

MacKinnon said she refused to give Dean
information concerning Dworkin's ap-
pearance at Yale because "it seemed
suspicious to me that people at UMass were
asking me for information they should have
been getting from Dworkin herself."

Upon learning of the phone call, Dworkin
said, "It's an incredible outrage to find out
that people are chasing around after you
when you don't know why or what they
want. It's both an intrusion and a threat, and
I think it's meant as a threat. The Student
Activities office has no right whatsoever to
any information about my activities or in-

come, and no one has a right to pose and lie

to get information on me."

Jude confirms that such a conversation
took place. She added that such phone calls

are "pretty much routine. It depends on what
information we already have about the

sp>eaker. I felt that not all of the information

previously given me about Dworkin was in

factual form; that some of it was slanted. I

was trying to get as much information as I

could about what Dworkin does; what her

lecture formats have been and what they will

be in the future."

Stoltenberg responded, "Clearly a DVP
co-chairperson, in collusion with the Student
Activities staff, has attempted by stealth to
scare up some more so-called "new in-

formation" against Dworkin — as if she were
on trial — and because, I believe, none of
Williamson's or Hasson's justifications for
their actions hold any water. The question as
to whether their opposition to the Dworkin
lecture is based on ignorance, incompetence
or malice seems to be resolving itself in favor
of malice."

Supporters of Dworkin have been
distributing information on campus and
collecting signatures on petitions asking that
Dworkin be allowed to appear as planned.
They plan to attend the DVP meeting tonight
at 6:30 in Campus Center 171 to push for

reschedulement of the lecture.

Strategic Games Club members Peter Aronson and Edward Sienicki engage in
an exciting game of Dungeons and Dragons. (Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)"

Flu victims taper off
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The UMass infirmary was "fairly quiet"
over the weekend with relatively few serious
flu fictims seeking medical attention, accord-
ing to Dr. James R. Ralph, assistant medical
director of University Health Services.
More people than usual bought aspinn and

cough decongestants and visited the Cold
Self-Care Center, but few flu victims were
admitted to the infirmary, according to

Ralph.

"There's no doubt many people have the
flu but a great many know what to do about
it. Surprisingly, most people must be eating
rather well. And they realize they will be
felling crummy for a day or two," said Ralph.

Last Tues., Wed. and Thurs. many people
with high fevers caused by the flu visited the
infirmary and there was a "heavy amount" of
overnight patients admitted, but there has
been a significant drop since then, according
to Ralph.

He said there were only 13 inpatients this

morning as compared to 30 last Wednesday.
"No one really knows what kind of virus it

is," said Ralph. "It could have tapered off or
it could be waiting for a new wave. It's hard
to tell what's to come."

He said a large number of the general
public appear to have it also.

Last night an Orchard Hill Area Govern-
ment meeting was cancelled because of the
flu outbreak, according to OHAG President
Mark Hergenrother. As of last night, 10 to 12

of the 25-member council had the flu.

The virus is characterized by chills,

headache, fever, cough, lack of appetite and
muscle ache and requires plenty of rest,

fluids and aspirin for relief of these symp-
toms.

Stores at UMass and surrounding areas
reported unusually large amounts of orange
juice, soup, Kleenex, and cold medicines sold

over the weekend.
Franklin Munchys sold eight cases of

orange juice (16 quarts per case) Thursday
and an additional 60 quarts Friday, according
to Manager Caria Bordeaux.

"Usually we sell about two cases a day,"
Bordeaux said. "Although we tried we
couldn't get any more in for Saturday and
Sunday so we sold a lot of Hi-C and apple
and grapefruit juice. But most of the
students wanted orange juice."
Hampden Munchys sold nine cases of

orange juice between Wednesday night and
Friday morning and 35 cases of Tropicana by
Saturday.

Any type of juice is good for treating the
flu, according to Dr. Ralph, as long as the
patient isn't nauseous. "Even water is ex-
cellent," he said.

"We are totally out of cough medicine and
had to get a rush order on aspirin," accord-
ing to the night supervisor.

An employee of the Jane Alden Dairy

Store in Amherst said, "We've sold un-
believeable amounts of orange juice,

Kleenex, cough drops, and aspirin. They've
been going like crazy."

Trustee calls investigation'political garbage'
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The proposals of three state represen-
tatives to include UMass-Amherst in an
overall investigation of the Bureau of
Building and Construction has been called
"headlining" by a UMass trustee.

"Pure political garbage on their parts as far
as I'm concerned," said UMass trustee
Robert J. Spiller, chairman of the Trustee
Buildings and Grounds Committee. Spiller

said an investigation of UMass-Amherst
buildings "would do no good whatsoever. It

would just be a waste of time; they'll write a
report and it will be ignored."

Raps. Andrew Card, R-Holbrook, Phillip

Johnston D-Marshfield, and James G.
Collins, D-Amherst have over the past week,
pointed out several defective buildings built

by the bureau for UMass-Amherst.
Ihe reps have proposed that these

buildings be investigated by a legislative

committee they are trying to establish to
conduct an overall investigation of the
BurMu of Building Construction.
The representatives' proposals were also

objacted to by Amherst State Senator John
Oivtr who feels that an investigation would
ba potentially harmful to the Amherst
campus.

Tvvo of the representatives. Card and

Johnston, have introduced legislation which
would create a blue ribbon committee with
subpoena power to conduct a thorough
investigation of the Bureau of Buildings and
Grounds (BBC).
The call for an overall investigation of the

BBC began after two state senators were
convicted of extorting money from a New
York engineering firm which was contracted
to oversee the construction of the UMass-
Boston Harbor Campus.

Card and Johnston brought to the public's

attention defective buildings built by the
BBC for UMass-Amherst during an interview
last Sunday on a Boston radio station. They
also expressed their hope that these
buildings would be included in the BBC
investigation.

Trustee Spiller also said that the board of
trustees had been working with the BBC to
correct any problems at UMass-Amherst and
that the representatives' call for an in-

vestigation is a "johnny-come-lately notion."
The building which has been in the center

of this controversy is the oil-fired heating
plant at Tillson farm. Designed to heat the
Amherst campus, the $10 million plant
worked only eight months before it broke
down in 1974. Since then the original goal
heating plant, which was built in the late

1800's, has been in use.

The Tillson plant, built by the BBC, was

not accepted by the University. It is now up
to the BBC to determine who was
responsible for the plant's breakdown and to

make corrections. Spiller said that even
though the talks between the board and the
BBC have been going on for three years a

solution is slowly being worked out.

"One never knows," he said.

Spiller said that "it's even conceivable that
the fault does not lie with tne BBC at all."

Vice-chairman of the Senate Ways and
Means Committee John Olver, D-Amherst,
has also voiced his opposition to the in-

clusion of the Amherst campus in an overall

investigation of the BBC. Olver said that it

would not be good for the image of the
Amherst campus to be drawn into an in-

vestigation which is surrounded by a "circus
mentality."

"I would not like to see the Amherst
campus drawn into the same case with the
UMass-Boston campus," said Olver last

Wednesday. "There have been many other
investigations but none of them has had the
severe publicity that the UMass-Boston one
has. I don't see what good it would do to the
image of Amherst to have it dealt with in the
same investigation."

Olver said that "all the bad actors would
be found in a single investigations; there is

no need to look into every one of them."
Olver said he does not know if there was a

scandal involved in construction of UMass-
Amherst buildings as there was in Boston.

Representative Collins said last Monday
that he would like to see an investigation

include Amherst buildings. Collins is a strong
advocate of the legislation that would create
an investigation committee.
However in a telephone interview Friday,

Collins stressed that the investigation of the
BBC should be statewide and not focused on
Amherst. "We have to be sure that the
UMass-Boston fallout doesn't hurt Amherst.
I'm going to make sure that Amherst is not
singled out, but that we adopt a statewide
approach."

Collins said that he was concerned about
the recent attention directed at the Amherst
campus, attention he partially helped create
with his remarks last Monday.

"I think that (the recent attention) is why
we should head the investigation statewide
now," said Collins." "Although Amherst is

the flagship of state buildings."
Collins said the investigation would look

into BBC construction practices and he does
not expect to find further corruption. "But
because we might find something we don't
like doesn't mean we don't look," said
Collins.

Trustee Spiller said last night that the
legislators involved in an investigation is

"Pure nonsense, they're just headlining.
"
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Commuters expected

to jam public transport
[API - Eastern Massachusetts goes back

to work today for the first time in a week —
its transportation system still staggering after

the worst blizzard of the century - and
bracing for monumental traffic jams.

At least 250,000 commuters to Boston will

tax public transportation in rush hours that

may last up to a total of eight hours coming
and going — as long as the working day itself

according to the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority.

About 150,000 commuters ordinarily use
buses, trains and subways into Boston,
according to an MBTA spokesman.

But the authority expects at least 60
percent more riders on equipment operating

up to 80 percent of normal use since the
record 27-inch blizzard which smothered the

area a week ago. Use of private cars still was
banned m Boston and surrounding com-
munities, adding mass transit riders who
usually drive into the city.

About 100,000 automobiles carry workers

each ordinary day into Boston, according to

MBTA spokesman Rod Ferris who said,

"You know what kind of horror show it will

be"
Transportation and state officials have

appealed to businesses to permit workers to

arrive and depart at staggered times, in

effect, extending the rush-hour times from

their usual two to four hours coming and

going.

Some surrounding communities also

banning private vehicles have arranged for

bus shuttles to carry workers to trans-

portation lins into Boston. The town of

Stoughton expected up to 3,000 instead of

the usual 500 rail commuters in Boston.

Meanwhile, the National Weather Service

warned that most of Massachusetts could

receive more snow from a southwestern

storm system expected to reach the

Berkshires by late Monday night and move
across the state

"It would be just a guess to estimate

accumulation at this point," said forecaster

Gary Schmeling at Boston. 'It depends on

two variables - the course of the storm and

when it will change from snow to rain."

Whatever snow does fall will probably be

heavier in inland areas than along the coast,

he said.

The Red Cross started phasing out its

emergency shelters, replacing them with

financial assistance centers in flood-

damaged coastal communities where case-

workers distributed coupons redeemable for

food, clothing and other essentials.

Six shelters remained in operation,

housing about 400 persons. An additional

2,700 persons were in private homes but

were depending on the Red Cross for food.

Lt. Gov. Thomas P. O'Neill 3rd said federal

disaster relief offices were expected to start

operations by Tuesday throughout eastern

and southern Massachusetts. The offices will

process applications mainly for low-interest

loans.

O'Neill said state officials were trying to

persuade federal authorities to expand the

state's official disaster zone to include parts

of Worcester and Middlesex counties so

those areas also could qualify for the special

assistance.

Former Harvard president

dies after lengthy illness
HANOVER, N.H. [UPI] - James Bryant

Conant, former president of Harvard
University and a world- renowned chemist,

died Saturday night in a nursing home after a

lengthy illness He was 84

Conant, a modern-day Renaissance man,

was Harvard's president from 1933 to 1953.

He also founded the Nieman Fellowship

Awards for journalism, helped develop the

atomic bomb, was the country's first am-
bassador to West Germany and published

several books on education.

Born in Boston's Dorchester section,

Conant received his education at Roxbury
Latin High.

After receiving his doctorate in chemistry

Lowell man
found knifed
LOWELL [AP\ - A Lowell man was

charged with murder yesterday after

another man was found stabbed to death

in his apartment, police said.

Detectives said Jorge Correa, 29,

would be arraigned Monday on charges

of murder and assault with a dangerous

weapon. He was held at the city jail

without bail.

The victim, a man about the same age

as Correa, was not immediately iden-

tified.

Investigators said the stabbing oc-

curred early yesterday after a fight broke

out at Ccrrea's Lincoln Street apartment.

from Harvard in 1916, he joined the faculty at

the Ivy League school. He received in-

ternational acclaim as an organic chemist for

his extensive research there on the structure

and characteristics on chlorophyll and the

nature of hemoglobin.
In 1940, he became a member of the

National Defense Research Committee and
was responsible for much of the research

done on nuclear fission. Conant also served

as an adviser to Gen. Leslie R. Groves,

commander of the Manhattan District

Atomic Project.

In his quest for higher education, Conant

helped create the National Science Foun-

dation and began the annual Harvard

National Scholarships. He parlayed a

bequest to promote better journalism into

the Nieman Fellowships, which enabled

newspaper reporters to pursue advanced

studies at Harvard.

After retiring from Harvard in 1953, Conant

served as U.S. High Commissioner for

Germany until 1955, when he became the

first U.S. ambassador to West Germany.

Upon returning home in 1957, Conant

concentrated his efforts on the quality of

American education on the high school and

secondary levels. His studies led to the

revamping of some curricula, particularly in

mathematics and the sciences.

Conant received the Medal of Merit from
President Harry S. Truman in 1948.

He served as a member of the Geneal
Advisory Committee to the Atomic Enerjjy

Commission and was invited to the White
House in 1959 to receive the Atomic Pioneer

Award for his distinguished work.

The Brotherhood of

PI KAPPA ALPHA
wishes to congratulate

its new Brothers:

Peter Just

Louis Capponi

Shaun Kimball

Philip Lukoff

Jim Rand
Stuart Tobin

Mark Messier

Ken Kravitz

Rob Seltzer

Steve Sands
Mark Chaplin

Mike Poole

Brad Golden

Good luck in all future endeavors!

SCITUATE — Residents of this coastal town look up at homes that were tossed

about by last week's storm. (UPI)

The irony of the storm
leaves lobsters ashore
BOSTON lAP] - It was nature's way of

being ironic. The same Northeast snowstorm
that toppled homes, tore through board-

walks and smashed seawalls left the

Massachusetts coastline littered with
thousands of lobsters.

While many other residents of the coastal

town of Marshfield, about 40 miles south of

Boston, slept in shelters because their homes
had been flooded or leveled by the storm,

Bartlett Webber, his wife, Kathy, and their

neighbors had feasted on lobster Wed-
nesday.
They had not lights or electricity because

the town, now declared a disaster area, had

lost its power. But they lit candles, poured

glasses of wine and cooked pot after pot of

lobsters on their gas stove.

Bartlett Webber, a teacher, had been lucky

enough to discover the expensive shellfish

before they froze. Dead lobsters, even when
cooked, can be fatal if consumed, and state

officials later warned coastal residents not to

collect the shellfish unless they were certain

they were alive.

Three perish
in Vt. blaze
LUDLOW, Vt. [AP] - Three children from

Connecticut perished yesterday in a fire that

destroyed an 11 -room lakefront cottage

while their parents were away, police said.

The victims were identified as Jamie
Cannon, 10, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Cannon of Canton; Kris Ann Lombardi, 12, or

Guilford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernie

Lombardi; and Sean Prescott, 10, son of Neal

Prescott of Manchester. Police said four

other children, whose names were not

available, escaped and were treated at a

hospital in Springfield. The extent of their

injuries was unknown.
Janet Williams, police dispatcher, said the

parents were away from the cottage, the

"White Birch," owned by Kenneth Archibald

of Ludlow when the fire broke out.

She said it was not known immediately

how many and whose parents had been
staying at the Lake Rescue cottage with the

children.

The cause of the fire was under In-

vestigation.

Webber had carried a couple of buckets to

his neighborhood beach hoping to find some
sea clams after the storm. His jaw dropped in

amazement when he turned the corner and
discovered thousands of lobsters washed up
on the shore.

"There were 50 to 75 people all over the

beach, filling their jackets, pails, everything

they could think of with lobsters," he said.

Webber and a neighbor filled their buckets

with the lobsters, none of which weighed
more than two pounds. Later they returned

to scoop more lobsters from Rexhame
Beach, collecting a total of almost a hundred.

"It was astounding, but somewhat tragic,"

said Webber, who said he fished for lobsters

when he was a boy.

"Just the idea of all sizes of them laying

helplessly along the beach. I didn't feel as if I

should really take advantage of it, but they

would have died anyway. It looked like most
of them weren't even alive and those that

were alive were in a state of shock."

A couple of miles away in Hull, Paul J.

Reale, who was out for a walk on the each,

spotted about ten people huddled around a

fire cooking lobsters tossed ashore by the

surf. Someone used a hockey stick to stir the

boiling water in the kettle, while a woman
cradled a wounded seagull in her lap.

Reale was invited to join the strangers, and

learned that one of them, James Corcoran, a

house painter, would be dining on lobster

only a few yards from the rubble of his home
and business, ravaged by the storm.

Lobstermen and state officials are un-

certain what impact the loss will have on the

supply and price of lobsters, which now sell

for four to five dollars a pound. The meat

retails for about $15 to $16 a pound.

One lobsterman said he doubted the loss

would raise prices in the future, "because

they (the lobsters) multiply pretty fast."

But Robert Barlow, executive director of

the Massachusetts Lobstermen's
Association, was less optimistic.

"This is obviously going to affect the

industry for several years. I don't know how
serious it may be, but it may just affect those

local areas because lobsters don't move very

much."
Barlow said he believed the full effect

would not be felt for several years, when the

lobsters that were washed ashore would
have been harvested.
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Search

halted in

L.A. flood
LOS ANGELES [UPI] - A new rain and

snow storm moved into the devastated hills

and mountains north of Los Angeles
yesterday, forcing a halt to the search for a

dozen persons still missing in a resort area

following Friday's deluge.

The rain also pelted other areas of

Southern California bringing fears of a new
onslaught of rock and mud-slides.

The known death toll stood at 11, plus

those missing in the Hidden Springs area and
at least three others unaccounted for in other

sections.

The Los Angeles County Flood Control

District estimated Sunday it had spent $5 to

$7 million since Thursday night solely in

clearing debris and repairing dams.
Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley declared

a state of emergency in the Sunland and
Tujunga areas where 120 homes had been
damaged and five destroyed. He estimated

property damage at $22.6 million and
predicted it would rise.

The declaration made it possible for

private property owners and the city to apply

for appropriate federal and state assistance,

he said.

Heavy snow began falling in the Angeles
National Forest in early afternoon.

Search parties, using horseback riders,

helicopters and four-wheel drive vehicles in

the mud-filled ravines had been withdrawn
earlier in the day when the weather bureau
warned that two more inches of rain with

thunderstorms were moving in from the

ocean.
Another body had been found beneath the

mud before The search was halted.

"Those mountains are saturated now," a

sheriff's department spokesman said. "The
danger of slides is greater. Some of the

boulders are just hanging there waiting to

fall."

-k Dukakis
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

storm, and that makes an impression,"
Whitehead said.

Harvey L. Friedman of the Political
Science Department termed Dukakis'
performance last week "extremely
satisfying."

"He took total control," Friedman said,

"He ran the whole show in a way that
showed everyone he was the boss. I admired
the way he acted."

Both Whitehead and Friedman agreed that

even without last week's strong display of

leadership during the state of emergency,
Dukakis should have no trouble taking the

Democratic nomination and gaining re-

election in November.

"I can't see anyone else on the horizon,

either Republican or Democrat, whose views

are more reflective of the voters in this

state," Friedman said.

Dukakis faces opposition among his own
party from Edward J. King, the former

director of MassPort, who last year an-

nounced his intentions for the nomination.

So far, three Republicans have announced
their candidacy. They are Rep. Francis W.
Hatch of Beverly, John J. Buckley, sheriff of

Middlesex County and Edward F. King of the

Citizens for Limited Taxation.

Colles^ian 5

LA CRESENTA, Calif. - A man stands in disbelief as he
views a tangle of cars and household goods in the backyard

of a home hard hit by the Southern California rainstorms.

(UPI)

Barge freed; Ohio River clear
WARSAW, Ky. [UPI] - More than two

weeks of frustration and fear have ended for

Army Corps of Engineers personnel and
private towboat operators, as critical

commercial barge traffic is moving again on
the Ohio River past the Markland Dam.

"Snakebitten — that dam's snakebitten,"
was an observation repeated often by
workers on river vessels and at the Markland
Locks to describe the series of problems
which have plagued the dam since Jan. 27.

But there were many expressions of joy
and relief late Saturday when the first barges
began moving through the locks, carrying
critical supplies of fuel oil, coal, rock salt and
other commodities for cities upriver. The
Markland Dam is located 40 miles downriver
from Cincinnati.

The dam's locks had been blocked for six

days by a huge fuel barge which became
wedged in ice along the upper approach to
the main lock chamber. Steady subfreezing
weather last week repeatedly thwarted
attempts to move the barge.

But corps engineers said warmer tem-
peratures, strong ice-dissolving chemicals
and the greater buoyancy of the unloaded
fuel barge finally did the trick, when five

hours of gentle nudging by towboats suc-
ceeded in freeing the craft Saturday af-

ternoon.
"We even had men chipping away at the

ice with axes, " said Martin Pedigo, a corps
spokesperson.

The motor vessels used special "soft
lines", with a spring-like effect to push and
pull gently at the barge. Once the craft had
been moved about 25 feet from where it

originally was stuck, corps personnel were
able to close the upper lock gate and lower
the lock pool.

There were 29 towboats hauling barges
waiting to move upstream and 19 waiting to
travel downstream when the locks reopened
Saturday night, Pedigo said. "We will be
locking those going upriver first, and that
probably will take the first day or two. After
that, we'll alternate locking between up and
downriver traffic."

When barges began moving through the
Markland facility late Saturday, it was the
first time, other than a few hours last

Monday, that the troubled dam had been
open since Jan. 27. On that day, a mammoth
ice gorge several miles away broke up and
floated downstream, blocking the face of the
structure.

The tons of ice moved downriver and sent
nearly 100 barges out of control. Some
barges were ripped from their moorings on
the river bank, while others were torn away
from their towboats.

Despite frantic efforts to corral the
runaway barges, at least 17 were caught on
the face of the dam.

Patient dies before

court decides her fate
EDISON, N.J. [AP] - A 70-year-old

comatose woman whose fate was to be

decided under the state's "right-to-die"

procedures, died at a hospital early yesterday

despite life-sustaining equipment.

Helen Dembowski died at 5 a.m. EST, less

than a day after a John F. Kennedy Medical

Center ethics committee met to decide

whether her respirator should be removed as

requested by her daughter.

Hospital spokesman Robert Loder said the

official cause of death had not been listed,

but he said he understood the woman died

from a massive cerebral hemorrhage.

Loder said he wasn't sure it the ethics

committee decision would be presented

tomorrow as scheduled, to Superior Court

Judge David D. Furman in Middlesex

County.
"The lawyers are going to meet tomorrow

with the judge to discuss the whole thing,"

Loder said yesterday.

Mrs. Dembrowski's fate was being

decided under guidelines established after

the 1976 New Jersey Supreme Court ruling

that the parents of comatose Karen Ann

Quinlan had a right to order doctors to turn
off her respirator so she could "die with
dignity."

Mrs. Dembrowski was admitted to the
hospital on Jan. 31 after complaining of
dizziness and vomiting. Two days later she
lapsed into a coma caused by massive brain
damage, doctors said. She had been kept
alive since with the aid of a respirator.

Her daughter, Mrs. Lois Price of Edison,

had asked that her mother be removed from
the respirator "so she could die a natural

death." After being appointed Mrs. Dem-
browski's legal guardian, she told a judge last

Friday that her mother had requested that no
extraordinary means be used to keep her

alive.

Mrs. Dembowski's doctor, Eugene L.

Childers, had said the patient's brain showed
no signs of life, and without the respirator,

she would live about 30 minutes.
In the celebrated Ouinlan case, doctors

said the 23-year-old woman would die

without a respirator. But Miss Quinlan

remained alive at Morris View Nursing Home
in Morris Plains after her respirator was
turned off.

Tutor with N.E.S.

You'll HELP kids who want

it while YOU get EXPERIENCE.

Northern
Educational
Services

available

credit

free

transport

Stop by Rm. 403 SUB (5-0910)

or call Lisa at 549-1668 or

Michelle at 5-2092.

Urcii. Umiti M. Ulk. 7:1111 p.n.. iti Fl. Loiifr Hills So.
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ALL UMASS MEN WELCOME

OPEN RUSH

BETA KAPPA PHI
ON

MON., FEB. 13

TUES., FEB. 14

THURS., FEB. 16

and
SUN., FEB. 19

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS
388 NO. PLEASANT ST.

i (Big white brick house one block from campus)

: CALL 5-0210 FOR INFO.
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Rhode Island improving

but emergency still on
PROVIDENCE \AP\ - Civilian traffic

began moving on Rhode Island highways
and Green State Airport opened to com-
mercial flights yesterday for the first time

since the devastating blizzard hit a week ago.

In snowed- locked Providence, dozens of

streets were still unplowed and some food
and fuel shortages were reported, but the

rest of the state was back to near normal.

I think for the state things are looking

excellent," Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy said.

"The entire state highway system will be

open for necessary traffic by tomorrow.
"

"I say necessary traffic because we don't

want a lot of joy-riders around the state just

because the highways are open," Garrahy

said,

Providence continued to look like a war
torn-state, with khaki-colored Army trucks

roaring along city streets and helicopters

chopping overhead. Uniformed soldiers

outnumbered civilian pedestrians in the

downtown area most of the day.

Traffic bans remained in effect in

Providence and in scattered outlying
communities. Woonsocket, one of the towns
hardest hit by the storm, was scheduled to

lift its traffic ban at midnight Sunday.
The state organized emergency pick-up

points for heating oil in Providence and
several other communities.

Families were allowed to take up to 40
gallons of oil in their own containers. Ac-
cording to Santo Amato, a state director of

Civil Preparedness, about 2,000 persons took
advantage of the offer.

"Sometimes the whole family would
come. They'd pick up ten gallons at a time, in

two gallon anti-freeze cans, in plastic tubs or

in five-gallon jerry cans. They'd carry it away
on sleds, wagons, anything they could get."

Fresh milk and bread were in short supply
in some stores, and scattered instances of

price gouging were reported. Amato said he
received reports of milk being sold for $1 a

half gallon and bread being sold for $1 a loaf.

According to the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration, 59 army troops
from Massachusetts joined the 483 troops
already on duty to help with snow removal
efforts.

"The federal effort to help Rhode Island

dig out of its snow emergency is making
excellent progress," said Joseph D. Winkle,
federal coordinating officer. "The federal

force is swelling daily."

Garrahy said the state of emergency would
probably continue for a few days more.
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SCITUATE — Workers this weekend begin clearing out debris in this South
Shore community which was battered by last week's hurricane-force winds of
the Atlantic Ocean. (UPI)
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WHEN: Mon., Feb. 13

Tues., Feb. 14

Wed., Feb. 15

WHERE: 118 Sunset Ave.

TIME: 7:30-9:30

For Info. & Rides
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Men^s Pant Sale
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University Store

Somalia readies for war

Somalian says Vance copping out
MOGADISHU, Somalia [UPI] - President

Slad Barre told a rally of 100,000 Somalis
yesterday that Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance had dashed all his hopes for Western
help in the war against Soviet-backed
Ethiopia.

The crowd, chanting "down with Russia,

down with Cuba," rallied in support of the
government's decision to openly send
regular Somali troops into the Ogaden desert
war and declare a nationwide military

mobilization.

Some observers saw the announcement
Saturday night as a de facto declaration of

war on Addis Ababa. Paradoxically, others
saw it as the opening of a gambit that may
lead to peace.

Barre said Vance's statement Saturday
urging Somali forces to withdraw from the
Ogaden ended his hopes for Western military

aid to battle Ethiopia, backed by an
estimated 3,000 Cuban and Soviet troops
and $1 billion in Soviet arms.

But Barre, a Marxist who broke with
^'oscow only last year over its support for

^ddis Ababa, vowed Somalia will continue
fighting with whatever resources it can
muster.

In an interview published yesterday by the
West German magazine Der Spieael. Barre

said he was discouraged by the lack of U.S.
support and added: "President Carter had
promised he would come to the aid of
Somalia. We don't know what prompted him
to change.
"The West has sort of international

responsibility to strive for paece worldwide
to a great extent. But it appears as though
the West permits the Soviets to do whatever
they want. This is unjust."

Despite the dramatic nature of Saturday's
announcement, there were no signs of
unusual troop movements in Mogadishu
Sunday and cafes were filled with men of
military age calmly reading newspapers.

Only a few soldiers attended the rally in

central Mogadishu, where the crowd
chanted, "Down with Russia, down with
Cuba, down with Castro," and raised
clenched fists in militant cheers.
Western diplomats saw the rally and

Saturday's announcements as a bid for
popular support at a time the Somalis are
reported retreating In the face of a two-
pronged Ethiopian attack spearheaded by
Soviet and Cuban troops.
The announcements were regarded as an

open declaration of war on Ethiopia because
Mogadishu has steadfastly denied its troops
are involved in the Ogaden, although

reporters have seen them there.
But some observers said that by admitting

its troops are in the Ogaden, Mogadishu will
be able to seek direct peace talks with Addis
Ababa and perhaps offer to withdraw its

troops in exchange for a cease-fire.

Somalia has rejected repeated Mri
Ababa's calls for negotiations, claiming the
war is between Ethiopia and ethnic Somali
guerrillas born in the Ogaden.

European financiers

tailc about falling franc
PARIS \U:'I] - Treasury Secretary

Michael Blumenthal and finance ministers
from four key Western nations met in secret
near Paris yesterday to decide how to avert a
feared drop in the value of the dollar and
French franc, diplomatic sources said.

Blumenthal and his counterparts from
France, Britain, West Germany and Japan
were conferring in the heavily guarded La
Lanterne lodge on snow-covered grounds of
the historic palace of Versailles, th9 sources
said.

Only official cars were being allowed near
the lodge, where the finance ministers of the
so-called Group of Five have already met
twice in the past year.

These people never had the opportunity to
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Come to the Collegian open-house tomorrow and find out

what we do with our time. Then come to the recruitment meeting
tomorrow n:ght and find out what you can do on the Collegian

with your time. There are opportunities to work in the following

areas, and more:

news and editorial writing

photography

graphics

advertising

women's and black affairs

fine arts reviewing

layout

The Collegian is located in room 113,

downstairs in the Campus Center.

Fears of a renewed decline in the dollar --

which has been sinking slowly for weeks —
were sparked by the decision of oil-rich
Bahrain, Qatar and the United Arab Emiratf>8
to §top using the dollar as a reference peg for
their oil prices.

The French franc has lost a whopping 4
per cent of its value in three weeks in

response to uncertainly over a posst'^le

Communist-Socialist victory in the March 12-
19 national elections.

With the leftists accusing the government
of allowing the franc to drop by
mismanaging the economy, latest public
opinion polls have indicated they stand a
good chance of winning the March 12-19
elections.

The diplomatic sources said the con-
ference also would deal with the United
States' persistent determination to prompt
West Germany and Japan to boost their

economic growth.
Washington asserts that a rapid expansion

of economic activity in the two
"locomotives" of the Western economic
world would pull along weaker members
such as Italy, Britain and France.

Blumenthal flew into Paris Saturday night
and is scheduled to fly Monday morning to
Bonn for talks with West German Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt, apparently to urge him to
stimulate his country's economic growth.
Bonn so far has rejected all U.S. pressures

for such moves, chiefly on the ground that
they would increase Germany's inflation rate.

Explosion
kills

two men
SYDNEY, Australia [AP] - Two Sydney

sanitation men were killed — one of them
"blown to bits" — when a bomb exploded
early today outside a hotel where 12 Asian

and Pacific government chiefs were gathered

for a regional Commonwealth conference,

witnesses said.

Police reported six other persons injured in

the blast, heard four miles from the luxury

hotel. A police spokesman said none of the

conference delegates was injured.

Police Superintendent Reginald Douglass
said the bomb was planted in a trash can
outside the main entrance of the Hilton Hotel

on George St., a main Sydney thbroughfare.

The explosion came after the sanitation

men emptied the bin into a refuse truck and
the bomb was compacted along with the

garbage, Douglass said.

He said the injured included four police-

officers on security duty outside the hotel,

the driver of a taxi and his woman passenger.

A government officials standing in the

lobby of the 43- story hotel when the bomb
went off described the scene as "horrific ... a

bloody awful mess."
"One man appeared to have been blown

to bits, another, a police officer, was spread-

eagled near the escalators ... His uniform was
in shreds.

"There was debris from the garbage truck

scattered on each side of the hotel entrance
for about 100 yards, he said, adding, "large

chips of concrete from the front of the hotel

were scattered around like confetti."

The prime ministers of Australia, India, Sri

Lanka, Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand,

Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Western Somoa,
Bangladesh, Tonga and the president of

Nauru, were scheduled to open their con-

ference today.

Australian Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser,

who was in the hotel when the blast went
off, issued a statement saying the meeting,

Australia's largest international convention,

would go on as planned.

Police said the first warning of the bomb
came in an anonymous phone call to police

headquarters about three minutes before the

explosion at 43 minutes after midnight. A
police spokesman said the caller was a male
with a foreign accent. Authorities would not

speculate on who was responsible for the

bombing.
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Bottle bill bugs Down East folk
Collegian ^^

RUMFORD. Maine \AP\ - Mainers.

thirsty tor beer, used to dMh through the

White Mountains on Sundays to Robert

Sheppard's convenience store in Conway
Center, N.H.

Now, though Maine's blue law is long

gone, they come everyday — for soda pop as

well as beer.

The Temperance Movement hasn't

overtaken Maine. It's just that some Maine
residents will do almost anything to get

around the new bottle law, which took effect

Jan. 1.

Sheppard says regular customers drive 50

miles, from as far away as Gray and

Westbrook, to avoid paying a five-cent

deposit on beer and soft drink cans. They get

around Maine's 5 per cent sales tax, too.

Mainers still load up on beer, but Sheppard

has noticed a particular increase in the

number who pile case after case of soda into

their cars.

But not everyone can cross the border to

avoid paying $2.50 extra for a case of 24 beer

bottles. Basic beer prices have shot up with

the new law.

In Rumford, a paper mill town about 35

miles of winding road from the closest New
Hampshire town, tavern owners are swit-

ching from bottles to draught, but the beer

drinkers aren't complaining.

Markets are phasing out cans and some
sizes of bottles, and rearranging their work

hours to adjust to the new law.

Paper corp.

defeated in

land case
DARIEN, Conn. [UPf] - The paper

company with the most to lose in the

recently proposed settlement of the Indian

land claims case is mulling its response.

"I don't know what we will do," said

Robert Hellendar, President of the Great

Northern Paper Co., the largest landowner in

Maine, "We will have to discuss it

thoroughly with our lawyers and others in

our company."

But Hellendar, in a telephone interview

yesterday from his Connecticut home, said

he was surprised and upset at the

presidential task force's proposal which, he

said, would settle the case at "the expense of

private landowners".
The Penobscot and Passamaquoddy tribes

claim rights to 2.5 million acres, about two-

thirds of the state's land area. Hellender said

the task force's proposed settlement is a

departure from the recommendation of

President Carter's personal representative in

the case.

Former Georgia Supreme Court Justice

William Gunter last summer recommended
the state and federal governments pay the

tribes $25 million and 100,000 acres of land to

settle the case. Both the tribes and the state

rejected the proposal.

"I see this latest recommendation as a

major departure from the recommendations

of that distinguished justice, " Hellender said.

"This proposal puts the largest share of costs

on the landowners, not the two govern-

ments."

The task force proposal would extinguish

the tribes' claims against small landowners

and municipal governments in exchange for

$25 million federal payments.

Under the proposal, owners of more than

60 000 acres would have to sell the tribes a

total of 300,000 acres below market prices

and long term options for another 200,000

acres.

The state would be required to surrender

300,000 acres of land or pay the tribes $1.7

million a year for the next 15 years. The

state's third option would be to challenge the

settlement in court.

"President Carter has characterized the

Gunter proposal as fair and equitable,"

Hellendar said. "This proposal would require

that the paper companies convey to the

tribes land worth neariy as much as the

whole Gunter proposal, I have to wonder

how the president characterizes this

proposal."

He said the task force recommendations

would require Great Northern to convey

99,800 acres to the tribes, nearly one- third of

all the land they demand from the large

private landowners.

"Again, we will have to look carefully at

what we finally do," he said. "But if you're

asking my personal opinion what we will do,

if we're faced with conveying 9,000 acres or

litigating, I would say we have to litigate
"

At Dorion's Market, on the corner at

Waldo Street, stacked crates of bottles and a

carton stuffed with cardboard are wedged
between shelves of laundry detergent and
cereal on the slanting wood floor out back.

Shirley Mayo used to go home at 2 p.m.

Now she stays until 6 p.m. to help her

husband Alyre stack crates and segregate

bottles and cans according to distributor and

color of glass.

The Mayos will probably notice problems

with the law most this summer when the

craving for cold beer is at its peak, they said

one day last week when the river town of

9,000 was still digging out from a 19-inch

snowfall.

They worry that cockroaches will climb

into dirty containers stored in people's

homes and get a free ride to the Mayos'

market when the bottles and cans are

returned.

They are even having problems now with

people bringing back unclean containers.

"Some of them are full of beer. They stink.

They're filthy," said Marie Desroche, a clerk

at the market.

She tells customers to rinse containers or

at least put the caps on before bringing them
in,

Ray Bedard, of the Rumford Bottle Depot,

says he hasn't had any trouble with dirty

containers except for the garbage man who
rummages through people's trash and

sometimes turns in bottles and cans dripping

with spaghetti sauce.

Bedard just opened the Depot, and he's

prepared for the onslaught of bottles and

cans. Like almost everyone else in town,

Bedard says he voted against the bottle bill,

but he depends on the new law to bring him

business.

Unlike many grocery stores, Bedard's

Depot will accept any returnable container,

even if it's not bought there. Distributors pay

him one cent handling fee for each container

plus the five-cent deposit.

The only returnable containers Bedard

turns down are cans which won't stand up or

chipped refillable bottles, and that's because
distributors won't take them back.

Legally, all retailers have to take back any

bottle or can that is empty, unbroken and
reasonably clean.

Bedard has a large side room solely for

returnable containers.

In the main room, Bedard sells drinks,

potato chips, candy and cigarettes. Pinball

machines in the corner lure kids who pick up
bottles off the street and want to get rid of

their nickel fast.

Skiers defy road ban
CONCORD, N.H. [UP/] - Neither snowy

roads nor threat of arrest could deter some
diehard Massachusetts skiers from heading

north this weekend to take part in the best

skiing in New Hampshire in years. Some did

it illegally.

As the Bay State recovered from last

week's devastating storm, skiers flocked to

the slopes in record numbers. Conspicuous

among them were many Massachusetts

residents, some who defied a ban on travel

and found the slopes equally as challenging

as convincing authorities to let them travel.

One man in his mid-60s came to a New
Hampshire ski area from a Boston suburb

and quaffed beers in the lounqe. He did not

ski, but he had friends and relatives in his car

who did. The car was stocked with ski

paraphenalia, with skis and poles on a

topside rack when it was stopped by a civil

defense worker.

"Do you know the roads are restricted to

emergency vehicles only," the man says he

was told by the official. "This is an

emergency vehicle," he said.

When asked to present the necessary

papers, a ski pass was flashed in the face of

the civil defense worker. "He just laughed

and said go ahead," the man said.

Another equally enterprising case is that of

a woman from Revere, Mass., one of the

hardest hit areas.
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Mideast diplomacy continues
Sat/at talks whh
French leader
PARIS [UPI] - President Anwar Sadat

yesterday emerged "highly satisfied" from
nearly two hours of talks with President

Valery Giscard d'Estaing yesterday and
French sources said Paris was ready to sell

Egypt advanced fighter bombers.
Walking out of the brightly lighted Elysee

Palace after discussions with Giscard, Sadat
told reporters, "It was natural that after my
trip, I would meet my great friend President

Valery Giscard d'Estaing to give him a

complete report on the situation since our

last meeting.
"We had a detailed talk, and I am highly

satisfied," the Egyptian leader said.

Sadat and Giscard later, continued thejj

review of the Middle East situation at a

private dinner at the Marigny Palace, the

government guest house outside the Elysee

Presidential Palace.

French government sources said Paris was
prepared to sell Cairo Mirage F-1 fighters if

the United States maintaned its veto against

the delivery of sophisticated American
warplanes.
The sources asserted that Washington

was only willing to sell Egypt Northrop F-5E

jetfighters, delivered largely to developing
nations, but was not ready to sell Sadat its

more advanced fighter planes, the F-1 5s and
Flos.

Israel has already bought about 25 F-1 5s
and is shopping for more as well as for the
cheaper F-16s.

Sadat arrived in snowcovered Paris as
relations between Israel and the United
States took a turn for the worse, with the
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
rejecting Washington's criticism of Jewish
settlements in Arab lands.

ANWAR SAOAT

/sme/ says US
^taking sides'^
JERUSALEM [UP] - Israel declared

yesterday that the United States was "taking
sides" in Mideast peace negotiations when
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance last week
condemned Israeli settlements in occupied
Arab lands.

The accusation, contained in an Israeli

cabinet resolution, was the sharpest one
made so far against Washington by Prime
Minister Menachem Begin's eight-month- old
conservative government.
The resolution, adopted unanimously at

the regular weekly cabinet meeting, was read
afterward by Begin to reporters.

His government declared its "regret and
protest" over Vance's remarks at a news
conference Friday. Vance said Israeli set-

tlements in occupied Arab territories "should
not exist" and he supported a Palestinian

homeland on land now controlled by Israel.

Vance's comments came less than a week
after Egyptian President Anwar Sadat held
talks at Camp David, Md., with President
Carter to request increased American
pressure on Israel for flexibility on the set-

tlements and Palestinian questions.
Egyptian-Israeli bilateral talks appear

stalemated over those issues. Sadat, con-
tinuing his international tour seeking support

for Egypt's positions, called yesterday in 6
joint communique with Romanian President
Nicolae Ceausescu for resumption of
multilateral Mideast talks to prep>are for a
reconvened Geneva Peace conference.
The Israeli statement said the Jewish state

"stands by its view that the settlement
program is in full harmony with international

law and that it had always been legal,

legitimate and essential." The U.S. govern-
ment has said repeatedly that the set-

tlements are illegal and an obstacle to peace.
The cabir>et statement also implied the

Carter administration had backed down from
what Israel called its "moral support" of
Israel's peace plan offering self-rule to the 1 .1

million Palestinians on the occuplied West
Bank of the Jordan River and in the Gaza
Strip.

It reiterated Israeli opposition to a
Palestinian state linked to Jordan, saying
such an entity eventually would be "ruled by
the terrorist organizattbns as the front-line

spearhead of a potential military alignment of

Jordan, Syria, Saudi Arabia and Iraq."

Begin said Vance's comments were "in

complete contradiction" to the stand taken
by President Carter in December, when
Begin brought the proposal to Washington.

Brushing aside U.S. complaints that he
had not been forthright over the settlement
issue, Begin said the plan Carter saw "in-

cluded a specific reference to the continuous
existence of the settlements within a U.N.
zone" and protected by Israeli troops.

Jobs plan benefits NE
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Northeast and

Midwest members of Congress complained
yesterday that too small a share of the 1.4

million jobs President Carter plans to create

for people on welfare in 1981 would go to

those parts of the country.

The Northeast- Midwest Economic Ad-
vancement Coalition, made up of members
of the House from 16 states, said a version of

Carter's welfare proposal approved last week
by a special House subcommittee would be

fairer to their regions.

The Northeast-Midwest Institute, a

research group operated by the coalition,

released a report saying the Northeast and
Midwest as a whole would gain from Carter's

proposal.

It said states in the coalition now receive

$3.3 million to finance 281,707 jobs under the

existing public service job program. It said

under Carter's welfare job plan, which would
replace the present program, the region

would replace the present program, the

region would get $3.8 million for 535,600

lower-paying jobs.

However, the report said, the share of jobs

going to coalition states would drop from

48.5 per cent under the present program to

44 per cent under Carter's plan. It said the

share of jobs for other states would rise from
51.8 to 55.4.

The report said the coalition's share of the

money would drop from 52.4 per cent under
the present program to 44.5 per cent under
Carter's, while that for other states would
rise from 47.6 to 55.5 per cent.

Most individual states in the Northeast and
Midwest would get an absolute increase in

money under Carter's program, the report
^aid, but a few would suffer an absolute loss.

Woman killed

in Georgia
COLUMBUS, Ga. [UPI] - A woman was

found dead yesterday in her Columbus home
in the same area where the so-called
stocking strangler" has killed five elderly
women in recent months, Columbus police
confirmed.
The slaying came just one day after Ruth

Schwob, a 74-year-old socially prominent
widow who also lived in the strangler's target
neighborhood, fought off an attacker who
reportedly tried to strangle her in her bed.
Mrs. Schwod was not seriously hurt.

Police Director Bob Godwin refused to say
whether the woman discovered Sunday was
believed to be the strangler's sixth victim.
Police would not immediately release her
name.

An elderly Amherst woman finds the ice a little easier to break these days as

temperatures soften the area's ice and snow. (Staff photo by Megan O'Reilly)

MON. & TUES. SPECIAL
Buy a Large Pizza &
Get A Pitcher of Beer

for Vz Price

a varied luncheon menu
with daily specials

served m a

congenial atmosphere

salads— homsmade soups
deli sandwiches
subs — pizzas

all served with your favorite

beer or cocktail

ungry-U

RECORDING
CONTRACT

55 University Drive

Sun — 12-1 a.m., Mon-Thurs 11-1,

Amherst 549-5713

Fri. & Sat. 11-2 a.m.

Los Angeles Production Company

seeking new recording artists

will hold auditions in

Boston March 6-7.

PHONE 213-454-9813

For Information
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from our perspective

New director?
Armand H. Demers, better

known as Bud Demers, director of

the Recognized Student
Organizations office, holds a
position which demands that he
mediate between the students and
the administration. The problem
which has become increasingly

apparent is that he seems to have
forgotten his main responsibility is

to the students. Another problem is

his health. He has been out of work
with a back problem so much that

his ability to be an effective ad-

ministrator has to be questioned.

At a meeting of the coordinating
committee of the student senate
held on January 12, Demers stated

that he is "responsible to the

University and not to the student

senate." Taking into account the

ambiguity in his poorly constructed
job description, it remains that he
is paid out of SATF funds, not by
the University. When one is paid by
students, it would seem logical that

one's major responsibility would be
to those students. Moreover, the

fact that Demers is the director of

RSO would make it seem doubly
Incongruent that he would feel

more responsibility towards the

University than the Student Senate.

Virtually all of the money that

the SGA controls goes through
RSO. They have the control of all

accounts within organizations,
along with the control of the

student payroll. They have the

power to hold up money alloted by
the Student Senate, which they

have done in the past. They also

have the ability to work in an ef-

ficient way, which would be hard to

prove judging by the performance
of the recent past.

Recent discussion among some
members of the student senate on
the possibility of replacing Demers
seems to be appropriate con-

sidering these problems. Along
with this needed change, the Senate
should recognize that the current

problem is partly their fault on two
counts: 1) they chose Demers as
head of RSO with full knowledge of

his likely absenteeism due to health

problems and should avoid making
such mistakes in the future, 2) the

job description for the Director of

Rso is too flexible and should be
made more explicit so that any
future director will know, before he
accepts the job, that his allegiance

is with those that pay him.

Ail unsigned editorials are the

opinion of a majority of the Board

of Editors of the Collegian.

Letters
Collegian n »A

Racism was not the issue
To the Editor:

The resignation of Paul Pur/ear has
been the topic of much discussion lately.

Unfortunately, the most important issues

behind his dismissal and the events that

led up to it have been buried under less

relevant discussions and accusations.

There is no doubt that Provost Puryear
was subject to blatant racist attacks from
faculty members, an action we deplore. It

would oe wrong to insist that racism

alone was the cause of his forced

resignation. It was not the self interests

of a few faculty members that stood to

lose by his policies but all of us con-

cerned with high quality public
education.

Puryear was actually following the

dictates of the president and the board of

trustees who, armed with population

figures and "troubled economy" rhetoric,

have embarked on a plan that seriously

threatens public higher education. As
Puryear admitted, he was "only the

messenger". However, the message he
was bringing was and is not valid and
should be challenged.

What is the message? As Puryear
himself put it, "I had to meet the

challenge caused by the changing fiscal

base of the university. " The fiscal crisis

really means that public higher education
\PHE] will suffer at the expense of private

education. This is what the new
"vocationalization" emphasis is all about.

While public universities are being asked
to reorganize, to cut back, private

universities are receiving millions of

dollars in federal and state aid. Public

universities serve the working class and
middle class, which means the large

majority of Black and Latin college

students. The private schools serve only

those who can afford much higher

tuition, so it is the students of public

universities who are being asked to be
more "realistic" about their career

aspirations. Students of Harvard, Smith,

MIT, etc. continue to pursue their in-

tellectual and career goals.

There is nothing "unrealistic" about
quality public education which trains

engineers, teachers or hotel managers to

think critically. There is nothing elitist

about demanding the best for public

universities. In fact, it is the
"vocationalist" emphasis which is elitist

because it asks the students of public

universities to settle for second best. The
private universities, which receive
government aid, are not being forced to

come back.

The trustees' Long Range Plan can
only mean the destruction of quality

P.H.E. S.U.P.E. is organizing students
against budget cuts, and all threats to

P.H.E. In any struggle against budget
cuts, issues of race must be handled
openly and honestly. We felt that the
firing of Puryear had created an at-

mosphere on campus which made it even
more difficult for black and white
students to work together. Ironically,

budget cuts are a crucial issue for all

students. We cannot allow race to be
used as a divisive factor. If you are in-

terested in joining S.U.P.E. and-or
discussing these ideas, please contact us

Box 464 in RSO office.

Rona Weiss
Eda dJBiccari

Students United for

Public Education

To the Editor:

Article called ''misleading
ff

and the Professional Schools, are hurting

badly... for staff, ....for equipment and....

facilities. And I believe that, from the

point of view of resource distribution, is

probably going to be my first priority, to

ease that hurt."

Apart from considerations of simple

fairness to Dr. Allen, given continued
faculty concern o\,er budget allocations,

it is important that his intentions be
reported clearly.

Your issue of Friday, February 10, 1978
contained a most misleading article and
headline concerning the remarks of
Acting Provost Jeremiah Allen to the
Faculty Senate.

Acting Provost Allen did not say, as
reported, that "the needs of the College
of Arts and Sciences" would be his first

priority. Permit me to quote his precise

words as taped for the Senate Office

records: "I do know this from my own
experience the regular academic
units, departments in Arts and Sciences

Barrel barrier mystery resolved
To the Editor:

Regarding Mr. John Jones letter which
appears in the February 3 edition of the

Collegian, entitled: Barrel Barriers Block
Bus Stop, the letter contradicts the

theory that written prose has at least one
advantage over the spoken word, in that

the former requires delay and thought....

enabling the writer to avoid the pitfall of

absurdity. Unfortunately, Mr. Jones'
letter did not permit him this advantage.

The Physical Plant Department pleads

"Guilty" to positioning the barrels which

Terence Burke
Secretary

Faculty Senate
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vex Mr. Jones. Had he researched the

problem.... looked beneath the surface,

he would have discovered that the barrels

were placed for very good reasons, none
of which were to make Mr. Jones' life

any more difficult than it is. Simple

research would have uncovered an-

swers to questions he could understand
and appreciate.

If Mr. Jones ' pique is unrelenting, he is

invited to visit Physical Plant and learn

why the barrels are where they are....

thereby gaining faith in the judgement of

V others and perhaps losing some of his

arrogance in the process.

Leo Liberman
Physical Plant Department

Letters
Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Colled/Ian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double- spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, coo the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.

A 'circus' at the Cage
By ELLEN PLAUSKY

A lot of competition goes on before a

UMass basketball game. Arriving with three

friends at about a quarter of seven, we were

promptly disbanded in the mob scene that

ensued outside of Curry Hicks Cage.

Hundreds of UMass basketball fans merged
into one force, intent on getting through the

doors without getting crushed first. With

arms literally pinned against their sides, there

were a lot of future stand-up comics in the

crowd (they had to stand up — anything else

was impossible).

Levity abounded with such comments as;

"My arm's about three people back." "You

know, if one of us fainted, no one would

notice," and an almost stifled "I can't

breathe!" After hearing a "Help, help, the

crowd's moving and I'm not," I turned my

head to see one of my friends removing her

feet from the shoelaces of a guy standing

near her. A quick glance inside the Cage
revealed packed bleachers and bewildered

students. As one student so aptly stated

"And this is only a home game; what'll it be

like f we ever make the NIT?"

Then I thought about priorities. Why is it

that so many students will risk life and limb

to see a basketball game? I've never seen a

classroom so packed. I've seen lecture halls

with twenty people in them. I've been in

classes with an average attendance of five

students. I've been in classes where students

said that the reason they didn't attend was
that they could sleep more comfortably at

home.

Only once was I in a class that was so

crowded that students were content to sit on
the radiator when all the seats were taken.

The reason, I guess, was the teacher. He was
interesting and funny. And not many
teachers can claim that they have students

fighting to get into their class. I guess that

since most of us were brought up with

television, we seek entertainment in all

aspects of our lives.

Or maybe it is that we assume most of our

teachers don't care about the courses they

teach. And, if they don't care, why should

we? It's only fair. If our teachers were made
to sit through the excitement of a UMass
basketball game, or that class, maybe they'd

learn something. Students will fight for

entertainment; but our courses can't be three

ring circuses. Or can they? It's got

possibilities

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.

An alternative to the PLO
By YITZHAK SANTIS

For years now we have heard that the PLO
is the voice of the Palestinian Arabs, that

they are their sole- representatives. Article 3

of the Palestinian National Covenant affirms

that "the Palestinian Arab People possess

the legal right to its homeland...." and they

will.... "exercise self-determination solely

according to their own will and choice." That

sounds very democratic, but will the PLO
actually allow the Palestinians self

determination?

Self-determination is more than just a

nation-state. It means that the citizens of a

given nation-state must have the right to

determine for themselves the system of

government they want, the ideology they

want and the leader they want. What the

PLO proposes is a PLO state run by PLO
totalitarianism maintained by terror and
harsh laws, as is the case now.

All one has to do is look at the PLO's past

record and one can see how 'democratic' it

really is. The PLO maintains its constituency

through threats of violence to any person

who comes out either pro-Israeli or pro-

Sadat. For example: Abu Saleh, a member of

A! Fatah, said in October 1977 that, "any

Palestinian that effaces the role of the PLO
(at Geneva) will be considered a traitor."

Also, since the Sadat visit to Jerusalem,

Israel's capitol, two West Bank Arabs that

were known to have supported the Sadat trip

have been found murdered.

The PLO claims to be the sole-

representative of the Palestinian Arabs,

However, proof that all Palestinian Arabs do

not want the PLO as their sole-representative

is seen in the delegation of 100 Gaza Strip

residents that met with President Sadat a

few days after his visit to Israel. Although
exactly what transpired is not known, it was,

however, generally made clear that this

delegation consisted of 'moderate'

Palestinian Arabs who rejected the PLO as

their one and only voice.

The question to ask now is, how
democratic can sole- representation be? The
Jewish people, for example, although unified

by a common heritage, culture and religion,

doesn't claim to have any one representative,

voice or leader. Anyone or any group that

claimed such a role would be ignored and
probably laughed at. Menachem Begin, for

instance, is the Prime Minister of Israel.

Although he was democratically elected and
represents the People of Israel by law, he
does not, however, represent the views of all

Jews everywhere, including Israel. There are

many Jews that disagree with him and his

government openly and loudly, and there are

those who are as equally open and loud who
are his staunchest supporters. In Israel there
are over 25 different political parties ranging
from the Black Panthers, a communist party

that has many Palestinian Arab members, to

Betar, the reactionary right wing. There are

many other parties in betwaen, mostly

centered around the leftest Labor Zionist

Party. All of these parties are represented in

he Israeli Parliament, the Knesset. This is

democratic process and proper self-

determination at work.

Now in order for self-determination for the

Palestinian Arabs to be true and correct, they
must be allowed to hold a truly democratic

plebiscite in order to: 1) determine for

themselves just who will represent them and
2) to decide just what their exact demands
and needs are. This plebiscite must be held

Without the guns of the PLO being pointed at

their heads.

A Palestinian Arab state on the West Bank
afid Gaza is not out of the question. What is

difficult to grasp is a Palestinian Arab state

f"n by the PLO. A PLO state would be a

niortal threat to Israeli security and is

therefore unacceptable. A Palestinian Arab
st?ite, run by a government elected by a fair

plebiscite to allow the maximum in self-

determination, is not only possible but very

tolerable.

Therefore, it is necessary for the PLO to

step aside and allow the Palestinian Arab
people to decide for themselves who will be
representing them, thereby clearing paths for

true self-determination. But this can only

happen if the PLO's 'credibility' is shot down.
That is the responsibility of the world.

Yitzhak

mentator.

Santis is a Collegian Com-

Flu flap

bobmelia

The recent flu epidemic vividly (and for
many, painfully) highlights some of the more
glaring inadequacies in our living en-
vironment. Crowded schools are always
vulnerable to a contagious illness like the
Russian flu. But the severity of the current
epidemic must be attributed more to Whit-
more than to the Kremlin.

The chances of contacting the flu vary
inversely with the quality of one's living

conditions, and those of us who are currently
miserable ought to reflect on several in-

teresting administration policies.

First is centralized dining halls. Any
Butterfield resident will agree that having a

weeks or semesters (or are still waiting) for
something to be fixed, the value of a lease is

self-evident to you.

The administration has historically justified

its inaction by claiming (in slightly, but only
slightly, more subtle terms) that students are
little more than animals and would soon
destroy any improvements made. Instances
of such behavior are known to us all. But
they are not the rule. Further, if you force
people to live like animals they will act like

animals.

How any moderately intelligent ad-
ministrator can disregard our environment
and then expect us to respect it is beyond
me, but apparently the administration finds it

more convenient to be a slumlord than a
landlord. Worse, we can't even leave our
ghetto (unless we are seniors) without
permission, just as tenth century Hungarian

^

The chances of contacting the flu vary. ..inversely

with the quality of one's living conditions, and those of

us who are currently miserable ought to reflect on

several Interesting administration policies.

dormitory dining room makes for more
pleasant and nutritious meals. But to feed us

more cheaply, or in administration jargon, to

rationalize food processing, preparation and
serving), dining halls are centralized, rather

than, as they are in many schools, located in

dormitories.

Besides saving money this rationalization

increases the chances of improper nutrition,

thereby lessening resistance to viruses; it

crowds us together, thus providing an ideal

place to spread germs, and forces those of us

already ill to brave rain, snow, ice and cold if

we want to eat. Administrators must think

we are mailmen. Having to leave the dorm to

eat is hardly conducive to a quick recovery

and is especially irritating to students living in

the Sylvan and Orchard Hill areas.

A second area of concern are the dorms
themselves. Southwest is one of the most
densely populated areas in the world. When
my mother saw my Sylvan room she
remarked, "this is a double room?" And all

dorms have shared bathrooms and lounges.

When one or two people get sick the entire

dorm can soon become infected.

In the face of these facts, the ad-

ministration has thus far refused to be party

to a lease which would legally require them
to fix promptly room heating ducts, leaky

roofs, walls and windows, and in general ful-

fill its responsibilities to maintain a clean,

healthy, safe living environment. If you are
one of the unlucky tenants who have waited

peasants had to beg permission from their

lords. Such permission is hard to get because
when we leave we take our money with us.

Such greed has more than once resulted in

overpacked dorms.
If we run a thought experiment and picture

UMass as a huge assembly-line, designed to
churn our diplomas as cheaply as possible,

the resulting relationship between ad-

ministration and students is similar to that

between Frank Perdue and chickens. Just as

chickens are packed together to make a

profit we are jammed together to pay off the

debt on the dorms. And like Perdue's

chickens, we are fed a cheap, tasteless pap.

The assembly-line controls us, just as it

controls the chickens.

The policies reviewed here are merely a

fraction of the examples which could be
cited to illustrate how student needs are

constantly sacrificed to alien imperatives.

These particular ones were chosen because,
while we often dislike administration policies,

we usually remain on the sidelines because
we think they won't hurt us too badly or we
think that we can't do anything about them.
The fact that some administration policies

unintentionally but directly make us
miserable highlights the fact that the

disparity of power between students and the

administration is nothing to sneeze about.

And thinking that we are unable to oppose
such policies is of course a self-fulfilling

prophecy.

Bob Melia is a Collegian Columnist.
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This looks like a dandy spot for a settlement!'
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People In The News

Making an imprint

PHILADELPHIA [UPI] - Former
President Gerald R. Ford will strike the first

medal of a historic series during special

minting ceremonies on Feb. 24.

The Franklin Mint Monday said the former
president will activate a coining press at the

mint's facility near Media, Pa., to produce a

medal depicting the inauguration of George
Washington.
The company and Ford have been

cooperating on a program called the

"Medallic History of the American
Presidency."

Ford has selected what he feels are the 100

most important events that have shaped the

American presidency. He will also edit

supplementary literature to accompany each

medal and plans to hold a press conference
after the minting ceremonies.

Beiia runs again

NEW YORK lUPn - Bella Abzug and her
Republican opponent S. William Green,
yesterday began the final stretch of their

hotly contested race for the Congressional
seat vacated by Mayor Edward Koch.
The former congresswoman and Green

square off tomorrow in a special election for

the 18th Congressional District seat in Mar>-
hattan's wealthy "Silk Stocking District."

The race is as an attempted political come-
back for the flamboyant Mrs. Abzug, who
gave up her seat in the House two years ago
to make an unsuccessful bid for the U.S.

Affluent double income families

are important spending group
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Affluent

households with both a working, career-

trained husband and wife constitute an

important new spending group. Business

Week magazine said Sunday.
"The rise of the double-income family is

the most significant change to hit consumer
marketing in a decade," it quoted a Los

Angeles department store executive as

saying.

In 1976, 63 per cent of the 9.6 million U.S.

families with incomes of more than $25,000

had a working husband and wife, compared
with 42 per cent of those households in 1967,

Business Week reported in its Feb. 20 issue.

The magazine stressed "marketers need

new strategies because the affluent, dual-

income family does not merely spend more
money. It spends money differently, and lives

differently."

For example, a family that has a wife with

a $15,000 salary and a husband earning

$20,000, usually employs more household

help than do families whose $35,000 income
comes from a single breadwinner, it said.

The dual-income family also entertains at

home less, searches for time-saving products

and may remain childless.

The family with two incomes also changes
marketers' concepts of a husband making
decisions on major purchases, it said.

"Women who feel they are bringing in a

significant portion of the family income will

make the decision to buy a new kitchen floor,

for example, on their own, without their

husbands along, '
it quoted one marketing

research executive as saying.

The magazine said some economists think

couples may have even less spending power
in the next decade due to inflation and
taxation.

"Certainly, the steep increases in Social

Security payments scheduled annually
through 1990 will fall particularly hard on
families that must pay them twice," it said.

Garbage causes

'And President Carter's proposed tax

package failed to include an expected break
hoped for by dual- income families: a 10 per

cent deduction of the first $16,000 earner's

income to help defray job- related costs ..."

Since many working wives have entered
the labor force relatively recently, some
observers "feel many families are using the

second income as a sponge to soak up the

rising cost of living," it said — and using a

second income this way "both fuels and
masks inflation."

deaths

Senate. Last year she ran for mayor and lost

again.

Although the 57-year-old Mrs. Abzug is

the favorite in the heavily Democratic
district, the race has been a heated one, with

Green mounting a well-financed media
campaign.

Mrs. Abzug, who was affirmed the
Democratic candidate at the end of a court

fight with former City Councilman Carter

Burden, is relying heavily on endorsements
from Mayor Koch, Vice President Walter
Mondale and Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan.

Green, 48, who is supported by New York
Republican Senator Jacob Javits and other

top GOP politicos, has called Mrs. Abzug
"abrasive and ineffective."

La Pasionaria well

MADRID [UPI] - The 82-year-old
president of the Spanish Communist Party,

Dolores Ibarruri, better known as "La
Pasionaria," improved yesterday following

emergency surgery, her doctors said.

Doctors said La Pasionaria (the passionate

one) got up and ate breakfast.

On Saturday, an infection was found in

Mrs. Ibarruri's pacemaker. Doctors operated

to remove it and implanted a new one in her

chest.

A hospital communique said "Dolores
Ibarruri continues to come along favorable,

her vital functions are constant and she got

up from bed and began oral feeding."

La Pasionaria sought exile in Moscow at
the end of the 1936-1939 Spanish Civil War.
She returned to Spain last year and was a
successful Communist candidate for the
post- Franco parliament.

Oriental queen

SAN FRANCISCO [UPI] - Stephanie
Ann Lee, 21, was chosen "Miss Chinatown
USA" in a traditional Chinese New Year
beauty pageant Saturday night.

The 5-foot-4 Miss Lee, a student at San
Francisco City College, has black hair, brown
eyes, weighs 112 pounds and measures 34-
24-34.

Her immediate duties include presiding

over the continuing celebrations of the

Chinese Year of the Horse, which began Feb.

7.

Miss Lee's court consisted of Sally Chan,

20, Miss Chinatown San Francisco; Donna
Kay Leung, 23, Hackensack, N.J., first

princess and Miss Chinese Chamber of

Commerce; Mary Cho, 19, San Francisco,

second princess; Loretta May Chang, 21,

San Francisco, third princess; Lai Lee, 19,

Detroit, fourth princess, and Helen Yee, 26,

Phoenix, Arix., Miss Talent.

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Endangered
brown pelicans have died agonizing deaths

with their feet and heads tangled in plastic

six-pack binders and porcupines starve with

their heads trapped in empty tin cans, a wild-

life group said Sur>day.

The Defenders of Wildlife said a number of

the 70 billion throwaways produced each

year not only are a major cause of litter but

also "maim and destroy all types of wildlife

from Canada geese to trout and por-

cupines."
"Large areas of inland marsh, among the

most productive of wildlife habitats, have

been and are still being smothered by reeking

mountains of trash," said the group's Tom
Garrett.

Garrett is supporting bills now pending in

Congress that would require a minimum 5-

cent deposit on all beer and soft drink

containers. Other environmenti groups last

month mailed thousands of empty no-

deposit bottles and cans to President Carter,

urging him to support the legislation.

The Defenders of Wildlife said birds are

curious about six-pack binders and often

nibble or dive at them Michigan biologists

reported a Canada goose with a six-pack

plastic ring loosely fitted over his neck was
abandoned by his mate and family which

found 'the trash decoration bizarre."

Young fish such as trout, which "strike"

their food, sometime miss the pull-tab rings

and wind up with aluminum girdles that

slowly cut their bodies in half. Sports fisher-

men have reported finding the tabs in the

stomachs of bigger fish such as salmon.

Birds also use the pull tabs for nesting

material which later can harm their young.

IBM NEEDS
OUTSTANDING

PEOPLE
I

And we can offer outstanding

career opportunities to those

majoring in Marketing, Engineer-

ing, Computer Science or Physics.

We will he interviewing at

The University of Massachusetts

on Fehmary 13, 1978

Tx^ find out ahout IBM and let us

find out ahout you, sign up for an

interview at the Placement Office or

write to: W. A. Dickert, Corporate

Cc:)llege Relations Manager,

IBM Corporation,

99 Church Street

Wliite Plains, NY 10601.

•^

An Equiil Opp<>rninitv HmpKiv«.r
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Baptists count blessings

after weatliering blizzard
PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI] - A spirit of

renewal pervaded the first Baptist Church in

America yesterday. There was much to be

grateful for after the Great Blizzard of 1978.

"We thank you Lord for being with us on
all the storms of life and most especially for

being with us in these moments," preached
the Rev. Richard Bausman.

Thirty people nr^anaged to trudge through

snow and ice for the services. Their warmth
filled Rhode Island's oldest church whose
capacity is 1,200.

Edia Stanford, who arrived 1 T4 hours early

for the 11 a.m. service, said she felt com-
pelled to pray.

"We could have been dead today — found
in one of those stranded cars. You know
what grateful to be alive is," she said one
week after moving to Providence from Nor-

folk, Va.

"if you never prayed, you prayed. If you
never cried, you cried. If you never swore,

you learned. If you never drank, you learned

to do that too," she said.

Bausman compared three feet of snow
that left thousands stranded with 40 days
and 40 nights of rain that Noah survived. He
reminded worshipers of the rainbow — "the

covenant of hope" — which appeared after

the rain.

"That rainbow is really shining beautifully

today," he said as sunlight streamed through

the windows and glistened in the crystal

chandelier.

Phyllis Ryley, 62, visiting Providence from
Northwest Liverpool, England, said she
wanted to pray for soldiers sent in from
Georgia and Louisiana to help dig out Rhode
Island.

"I felt ashamed when they said lots of

churches were going to close," she said.

Bausman quoted from Clarke Wells, a

Unitarian minister whose writings were
published by the Pure Environment Press in

Weymouth, Mass.

"What we need is about three more feet of

snow. Being snowbound once in a while is of

immense benefit to the human spirit.

"It binds us again ... calling us to re-

engage the fundamentals and understand

how wonderful are: roofs, walls warm inside,

houses, families, parcheesi, children, time for

thought, recalling friends, naming them.
"Yes, we could use more snow."

Bausman said coping was in the spirit of

Roger Williams. He founded the First Baptist

Church after breaking away from the Ply-

mouth settlement in Massachusetts to found
Rhode Island, a colony with complete
religious freedom.

"Roger Williams must have had to deal

with all kinds of crises and catastrophes with

perseverance and tenacity," he said.

Thomas Mulligan, 57, said tenacity in

prayer was the order of the day.

"If we don't pray, the snow won't go
away."
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VAIL, Colorado: Vice President Mondale rides the chairlift up Vail Mountain.
Secret Service agent is at right.
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The Job.
The Coast Guard's involved

in things like saving lives,

fighting pollution, enforc-

ing the law, and maintain-
ing navigational systems.
They're big jobs and they're

important jobs. To the
country and to the people
who do them. And you
could be involved in one of

them after just 1 8 weeks in

Officer Candidate School
in Yorktown, Va.

As an officer in the Coast
Guard you would be in a

position of responsibility

and leadership. It's a chal-

lenging job. One where
you II prove to yourself

and others that the 4 years

you spent in college were
well worth it.

The Piny& Benefits.
As an Ensign in the Coast
Guard, your starting salary

will be over $1 0,000 a year.

During your first 3 years,

normal promotion and
seniority will increase your
salary by over 40%. Along
with that come generous
living allowances and
benefits. Your medical and
dental care is free. If you

Our Representative

will be here

2/14/78

get married, your family
also receives medical
coverage. If you make the
Coast Guard your career,

you can apply for post-
graduate training. And if

you're selected, we'll pay
your tuition plus keep you
on full salary while you're

attending school.

There's also a generous
retirement plan if you stay

with us for at least 20
years. That's something
you won't find with many
private companies.
The Opportunities.

The jobs the Coast Guard
does are anything but or-

dinary. Which means that

doing those jobs will pay
off in training and experi-

ence that is anything but
ordinary. You'll develop
skills in manage-
ment and
leadership

that will be
invaluable t6

you and your
career. Skills you
can use whether
you stay in

the Coast
Guard or not

And you'll be able to
travel. A Coast Guard
Officer doesn't stay put.

Your assignment could be
in any of a variety of loca-

tions around the country
or overseas.

TheF^iture.
As with any job you're

interested in now, the
future has got to be an
important consideration.

Where's the job going to

lead you? In the Coast
Guard your future is, to say
the least, expandable.
Whether you make it a

career or not, the experi-

ence and skills you'll

develop will be hard to
match anywhere else. The
most important of which
will be the skill of handling
yourself In a management

situation. Because
that's what you'll

be involved in on
the first day of your
job as a Coast Guard
Officer. And when

you've got that

kind of experi-

ence, you
can use it

anywhere.

GoastGuardOtCS.
Visit your college placement office, or call 800-424-8883

toll free.for more information.

Win valentines

with earthworms
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Valentine's Day

is traditionally, a nutritional disaster.

While the holiday may still be of some help

in keeping romance alive, it spawns the sort

of junl< food — heart-shaped jujubes and the

like — that leads to an early grave.

Compare the typical tooth- rotting, calorie-

laden Valentine treat with the nourishing fare

associated with such celebrations as

Thanksgiving turkey, Christmas Yorkshire

pudding, Easter glazed ham and New Year's

hog jowls and blackeyed peas.

That surely will convince you that what
Valentine's Day needs are some new types of

goodies that will set lovers atingle with

vitamins as well as sentiment.

Fortunately in that regard this year's

Valentine's Day falls within the time frame of

the third annual nationwide earthworm in its

natural state obviously is not as adorable as,

say, an Easter bunny. Uncooked, even the

cutest worm obtainable is unlikely to make a

loved one's heart go pitty-oat.

However, worm aficionados insist these
creatures are positively loaded with
nutriments and, when properly prepared,
quite delectable.

The trick is to hit upon the right kind of

recipe for a Valentine remembrance.
Following is an example of the wrong kind.

Worm Pemmican:
Split 10 or 12 worms depending on size

longitudinally, removing any fat or gristle,

and hang in sunny place to dry. Morning sun

is preferable. Take dried worms and pound
into a powder, then heat previously removed
fat. Mix powder and hot fat. Elderberries may
still be added for flavor, if desired. When
mixture cools, cut into cakes. Serve at room
temperature.

Worm pemmican keeps almost indefinitely

without spoiling or turning purple. It takes up
very little room in a lunch pail, picnic hamper,

purse, glove compartment, knapsack, book
satchel, briefcase, moneybelt, catcher's mitt

or whatever. A small saddlebag of worm
pemmican will keep a polo player alive for

days. Two polo players can live on it if they

don't have' big appetites.

A dish like the above surely will get you
nowhere with the object of your affections.

But if imbued with a poetic quality, Valentine

worm recipes could overcome any latent

cultural prejudices against the main
ingredient.

Last year, for instance, the winning recipe

was called Quiche Lorraine avec Ver de terre.

Under that Frenchified name, the average

American would never know he or she was
eating worms.

All you have to do to enter the contest is

mail a postcard containing your recipe to the

North American Bait Farms in Ontario, Calif.

With luck, you could win someone's heart

without rufning his or her health - plus a
free honeymoon trip to Disneyland.
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Notices
SHABBAT SERVICES

Friday night services will be held at 7 p.m.
in Campus Center 165.

UNITARIANS PLAN SOUTH AFRICAN
PROGRAMS
The Unitarian Society of Amherst will

present two programs dealing with apartheid
in South Africa and the role of American
corpora 'lon'^ there. The first program, on
Feb. 21 )t 1 1 a.m , will feature the showing of
the filn- "Last Grave at Dimbaza", a
documentary about racial segregation and
oppression, filmed secretly inside South
Africa. On Feb. 26, also at 11 a.m., Sipho
Buthelezi, exiled leader of the outlawed
Black Peoples' Convention, will speak.
Buthelezi was an af ->ciate of Stephen Biko.

Everyone is welcome to these Sunday
programs at the Unitarian Meetinghouse on
121 North Pleasant Street in Amherst.
LOST AND FOUND

Blue down jacket lost. Not sure of brand
name. Please call back, 545-3500 or 549-
4834. Thanx.
WMUA MEETING
News and Sports meeting Mon., Feb. 13 at

7 p.m. Old and new members welcome.
Campus Center 911.

NES
Tutor with NES. You'l help these kids and

get experience. Stop by room 403 SUB, or
call Lisa, 549 1668, or Michelle, 5-0162 about
today's meeting. There will be a meeting
tonight.

SIGN COMPANY 3
Sign Company 3 has been rescheduled for

Tuesday, Feb. 14 at the SUB 2 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. Admission is free.

VETERANS
Beta Chi is a social group exclusively for

veterans. Get- acquainted Smoker is tonight
at 8 p.m. in Campus Center 1001. All vets
welcome. Free rrfreshments.
FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION MAJORS
The FSl.1^ Club meeting scheduled for

Feb. 7 has been rescheduled for tonight at 7
p.m. in 227 Chenowith. We'll still have free

pizza and beer so be sure to join us.

WALLET LOST
Wallet lost-keep the money. Please return

Wallet to 109 Leach or call 546-4958. There
will be a reward.

BELOW THE SALT
Organizational meeting for those in-

terested in focusing on dance rescheduled
for tonight at 7 p.m. Those that can't make it

call Sharon True, 256-8083 or leave message
in the dance envelope in the Collegian office.

RESOURCES JUDAICA
All welcome to attend this semester's first

general meeting, tonight at 8 p.m. in Campus
Center 163. Bring friends.

LESBIAN UNION
The Lesbian Union's first general meeting

of the semester will be held at 4 p.m. today in

Campus Center 805. All women are welcome
to come share ideas and energy.
WSYL-FM

Listen to "An Extremely Funny Show"
tonight from 7-10 p.m. Call 5-0191.
SOUTHERN AFRICA IN REVOL T
A new movie, "End of thefijalogue," plus

a slide show of the Soweto Uprising and a
talk by white South African exile Mike Egan
will be held tonight at 7 in Campus Center

ISRAEL - A RACIST STATE?
Egyptian political activist Ahmed Shawki

and anti-zionist Jew Michael Egan, give the
socialist view on Israel Thursday, Feb. 16 at
7:30 p.m. in Campus Center 904.
RA POSITION

Grayson House, Orchard Hill. Applications
for RA position due today at noon. In-

terviews will be Feb. 12 and Feb. 15. Equal
opportunity employer.
FSEA MEMBERS

Mandatory meeting tonight at 6 in Campus
Center 901. All members must attend.
WELCOME FOREIGN STUDENTS
The UMass Baha'i club is sponsoring a

reception for foreign students and all other
members of the UMA. Music, dancing and
refreshments. Please come to Farley Lodge
on Wed., Feb. 15 at 8 p.m.
SORORITY RUSH ORIENTATION

All University women are welcome to
attend tonight's rush orientation at 7 on the
first floor of the Campus Center.
STAMP CLUB

Former United States ambassador William
Brewer will present the program at the
Amherst Stamp Club meeting tonight at 8
p.m. at Farley Lodge. Refreshments will be
served. The public is invited.

MONDAY. FEBRU^ARY 1.*^ 1973

STUDY SKILLS WORKSHOP

There will be two workshops* on
discovering and utilizing personal resources
to improve study habits, organizing time and
taking exams tomorrow and Thursday, Feb.
16, from 1:30 p.m. to 3:3p p.m. in 318 Ber-
shire House. All students are welcome.
Questions? call 545-0333.
AASA

Meeting tonight in Campus Center 809 at
8. Also, those interested in the Asian-
American Review come at 7 p.m.
OUTING CLUB

First official meeting tonight at 7 in
Campus Center 917. Skiing, wax demo and
slides. Come all.

CRAFT SHOP
Central area residents - the Greenough

Craft Shop will be open tomorrow. Hours will
be Tues.-Fri. 5:30 - 9:30 p.m. and Sat. 1 - 5
p.m.
LEARN KARATE

Co-ed classes, Sunday 7:15 p.m. 19th floor
of George Washington Tower in Southwest.
$30 for the semester, also private lessons.
Call 6-1020 for information.
AMATEUR RADIO

First meeting of UMARA tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in E-Lab 109.

BIOCHEM DEPARTMENT
Dr. C. Fred Fox of the Molecular Biology

Institute of UCLA will speak today on the
"Identification of the receptor for epiderman
growth factor and its fat during dowr>-
regulation," at 4 p.m. in room 2(«, Grad.
Research Tower A. Coffee will be served at
3:45 p.m.
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REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY" -Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 15,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY" !!Little Ads G.I BIG RESULTS'"

To place a classified ad drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
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30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line
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AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT

'66 VW bug. needs a little work, price
negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

72 VW Super Beetle in excellent condi
tion Call 256 8890, even Negotiable.

68 Ford Custom 4000 R hdtop PS, PB,
AT. new snows, good cond $4(X) 665
3271, nights.

Volvo 1971 4 speed, exc cond.
throughout, radials $1295 or BO. 665-

3412

One bedrm in beautiful country farm
house, available Feb. 1, 197S Call 659-
3542

Roommate wanted. Get 1st mo. rent
free Male non smoker on bus route in

Sund. $75 mo Call Paul, 665 3855

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
)ob neither too big nor too small. All-
Altec PA Rentals available. Give us a
try. Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor
ihampton or call 584 4076.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253-5788 or
Diane, 549-4773 before Feb. 25.

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Flute teacher needed -beginner. 665-
3659

Five College typing ser-
vice-professional, fast service. Call
Diane, 549 2637.

67 Chevy Impala auto. p.s. New engine,
factory air, $400, eves 253 7160

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 9% These
boots are two years old but have only
been worn on two occasions $25 will

buy you these boots If interested call

253 5873

76 Rabbit, AM FM, leatherette, radials

$3050 Call 665 3832

Organ and amplifier available for quick
sale $300 or best offer Call nights 549,
4834

Maple house, a psychiatric halfway
house is offering full-time and part-
time internships starting at $40 per
week No live-in positions. Super-
vision provided. Credit available
through students' academic in-
stitutions Send resume to 450 Maple
St , Holyoke, Mass.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

TRAVEL

1969. Ford wagon. 390, runs but needs
work Cdii Dave, 646 8618, after five

$1200 ni-^qo

LOST

Gold watch with 'Tiuiti ri,ii,'<"' * . > :(j^f

during finnls, Senttment Call

Do' ''-' ".'116 or 545-3500

Reward for lost men's qiasseb, silver rim
' '

• • irk case CaHBob, 253 5717

CARS SNOWMOBILES PARTS

Looking to buy or sell a vehicle? Check
!hn \l.)^^. \.'j^,f.c.\n! n«aier where seeing

r It dt the UM
DOQKstOfB.

FM radio that fits into any eight track.
Only $15 Call Ron, 549 1425

5 cubic ft. refrig , largest legal dorm size

$75 will deliver Glenn 549 1221

Phillips GA427 turntable. $50, exc
668S6

Once in a blue rnoon 5 Market St.,
Nj hnmptfjn used fun- -infiques. red
tag sale, now 18

Rossignol ROC 550's 195's~with look
nevhndgs, excel cond. Only $85 256
0291

.

PERSONALS

To the girl who mistakenly took my nut
fens at the post office Monday 7 pleasR
leave them at the lost and found desk in

the CC for me Thanks

Counsellor for a Cong. Church youth
group Sundays. Call 584 9392, am.

INSTRUCTION

Puerto Rico Paradise Gambling,
Beaches, Bars, Shopping, Sunshine
(forget Florida) 8 days & 7 nights. From
$279 to $360. 3 packages available. Call
Reade 546-5000 or 5 3500.

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
readme] memory Ef all learning skills

easily Campus Center, Feb 15, rm. 162
Fub 16, rm 809 jt 7 & 8:30 p m. Mr!
Morse, hypnotist consultant MFD.
532 5703 free session

Need help with Stat.P Psv<n 145 tutor
CallJohn, 263 3971.

Quilting & creative stf( hery classes 8
wks, beq • '•' ofessional tf

reasonabli; „ Textiles, 256
6427

WANTED

Women s ice skates, good condition.
549 5433.

WANTED TO RENT

Roomate wanted to share two bedroom
apt. in Riverglade. Call Andy at 545-2306
or Julie Of Skip m 253-3641 $75 per.
mo ft util.

SERVICES

^ ENTERTAINMENT

Monitor Music partiers know we re the
best - for any party Get us at 546-4732.

AUDIO
Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875

«f ACM 25 000 READERS DAILV-M-UrriT ADS OCT BIG WESULTS 'm. REACH ?5 OOP READERS DAILYmm REACH ?To5o Rf ADF^^AIl y UTTIF AOS OrT BIO

Garrard 408 w/wood base and new ATI!
cart., $30, 549 4470. Must sell soon.
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MON t TUES ALL SEATS {1 00

WMUA
Hews & Sports

MEETING:
Mon., Feb. 13

Campus Center 911, 7:00

NEW MEMBERS WELCOMED

FREE FOOD!!!

10-12 HRS. WEEK
We'll get you off

the meal plan

For Details

call 549-4836

Spring Break
in

Daytona Beach
M. m 9M complete

For Info Call 549-07 14

Ask for Mark or Joe
$50 deposit by 2-15

IIAHJEE^S TUCT
The area's only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fin. -Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30

imi
rx"

AMHERSTC^Nem

ROSSINI S COMIC OPEHA
IN ENGLISH

WITH ORCHESTRA

LIP & SAVE

I

I

We look forward to seeing you!

SIGMA
DELTA SORORITY

TAU
(409 N. PLEASANT ST.)

JOIN US AT THE FOLLOWING PARTIES:

WINE & CHEESE PARTYTues. Feb. 14

6:00-7:00

Wed. Feb. 15

8:00-9:00

Thurs. Feb. 16

7:00-8:00

Mon. Feb. 20

7:30-8:00

Wed. Feb. 22

8:00-?

Thurs. Feb. 23

5:30-7:00

Fri. Feb. 24

3:30-6:30

^i.._:.

Thursday, February 16

8 pm

FirvE /RIS CENFER CNCERT hUL
University of Massachusetts / Amherst

Tickets on sale February 2. General Public $7,

«, 5. UMass students — S4, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

MOUNTAIN FARMS A
aOlM IS ».' S.i Sti.ltnNIS K S"Tw LITE Show ti bo r><a"ntN s' ."

5aA QmT MOUNTAIN r*H«(rt M«u
O**- JUJ »0i.tt9 M*oav M»5S

FASHION SHOW SPONSORED
By The Weathervane

DREAM DATE CONTEST

HAIR CUTTING DEMONSTRATION
Sponsored by Chopping Block'

PARTY WITH PI KAPPA
ALPHA FRATERNITY

SPAGHETTI DINNER

HAPPY HOUR

BRUNCH

(TLSI iNDlCATfS TWI LITE SMOW-TICHETS ON SALf 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO Tl.»

GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER

Is it Funny!

"Oh,
God!"

ENDS
TUES

PG( SUH.-THUR.(Tl$6:30)-8:30

_—^_!^I. -SAT. (TI$5:1S) 7:4$ 9:5$

Sunday Feb. 26

11:00-NOON
For Rides and Info Call: 545-0527

I

I

I
I

CUNT
EASTWOOD

THE
GHUNI'I^T
FINAL WEEK

SUN. -THTTB^TIS 6:15) 8:30

PBI. -SAT. (TlSStOO) 7:30-9:$$

kMatln««(S«t.%. .,
' .Sun. l'=''

REDUCED AOUl i.winanj;

CLOSG
GNCOUNTGRS

OF TH€ THIRD KIND

we ARC NOT
ALONC

RICMARO D«€Yf^USS

PC Snif.-THTTP.(TlS6:00)-8:30

OPRI. -SAT.(Tl$4:4$ •7:30-9:$5|

Matlnee(F;ftt.%,
Sun. )

2:00

M ff\

SEMI-TOUGH
HIS luirorniMH

lOIT BXTROLDt

^
„ Srjj. -THTTB.fTlS 6:30) 8:30

O'-'RT.
-SAT. (TIS$:»$) 7;4$.9:$$|

Matln»«(Sat.&
Sxxn, )

2:30

RICES FOR TIS TICKETS LIMI

^<». ii^^aif>iirf»n i fc» r ,r ^^^^fc^.>^.».^ »**«*» * %^Afc»*i'^ %«4«.%%.^ .^%v«
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Stop & Sfiop Coupon [A
WW iw eoupor tnatV iO iiinilim

9lop&8hop
Half Gallon Carton
100% Pure All Natural

Oringe
~^Juice £B

Slop & Shop Coupon <p
MVi *M awpon and * t' M guKhaa*

\Ki]dorf^.
Bafhtoom ^j
Tissue ^

^L <a w«ma coupon and •trMpwAaw

f:^ .^ Personal Size

i=^^ej^

4 Pack of

500 sheet 1 ply rolls " ir:^ ^ Psck of 3V2 oz. bars ^|

Stop & Shop CouponJjrH
wm (M eoupon wM • t7 H punxu* '^^^

^^Priiicei
^}^ Thin Spaghetti, F,^ Medium Shells E
— or Zfu with lines g-

16 ounce pkg. op-

Come get your Stop&
Shopsworth ...

we put the

accent
on

worth.

Weldiade 46 oz
can 49<

n^'iloMt ^« ComMulHi
B^pAgM ^%M^^^ tmlA^^ BisquJck40oz.pkg. 99'

^^ZXf^^ShOOSVfOnXi SpaghettiO
ISBPP^^^^^*-^ . -J «« r.OWer any ant/ Wooreteel stew .-iSg-^^

Ra\n Checks >^»J*^^
deiwerv delay

G'ape Grape Punch or Red Grape -Vitamin C Enriched

Pancake Syrup "^w^ "J' »1'» Raisin Bran Cereal *'-• '^' 69'

Grape Jelly or Jam ^AC
20 ounce )ar

Cherries

^]ljfcilr>lA- Grape Jelly or Jam CO'wW^^^0mW9 20 ounce iar 97
Peanut Butter ^^'^.'r"' *2** Cherries c^'TSZ, '7 55'

ComMuffinMix "^ 6^^'l
iced Clams 'j;;' 79^

1
Gortons Minced Clams

I Franco American M
'^B m Tomato and ^K"W Cheese Sauce ^m '

.Shocks >N>» be •ss'l'J--powers aue PeaSotlO
C^t^J^Helavsbvou'^^Prhe storm

«»

Corned Beef Hash

Habitant
YaNow or Green Pm

69'

cans ^^

Jiffy Muffin Mixes 4;;^ M
Hor>*v Dale Blu«b*r)YL*a Bran Data (k AopiaC'v>

Doxsee Clam Chowder ?." 69'
New f^ngland of Manha(lar^ Style

mng your
Valentine

a gift of

beautiful flowers

O from Stop & Shop.

Gardenia
Plant 'C99

6 inch pot ^^F

African Violets i^»2*»

Potted Azalea '^M~

lb

5 inch C<
pot '

Assorted

Colors

Fresh, healthy plants

Cupid Planter *7^
e inch pot -3 va/ielies per pot

Fresh Cut Miniature

Carnations ^-h *2*'

seafood we ve got aH ttinds of fish

Everything from fillets to sheWish

n-esh Rllets of »fl89
Haddock 1'
Dressed Smelts 1 lb pkg - "- 89'

Squid3lb tx)x ^z:: »1"

Whiting 3 lb. box 'f:^ M^

EreshFlounder
Fillets ^2^
Peeled & Deveined Shrimp M"
Slop 4 Sfwp Medium Sue - Froien 20 o/ pkg

Cooked Fish Cakes 'rrij~ 79*

V Fish & Chips 2 lb pkg. ^'J.'.r' «
1

"

corner deli am your favome meats
arxj cheeses shced 'resh to order

A^arfabi. r tlDr»i imalkt'^ a %m*Km d>l

I
Morrison &Schiff
C«no Casing

Stop&Shop "Great Beef' USDA Choice

BeefBottom
RoundBoast

iTyy

r. '~f

Our Great Beef
'is USDA choice

beef, naturally aged tor extra tenderness and
flavor in our meat plant and tresh cut in our stores

Beef Eye Round Roast M •?

Beef Rump Roast Bottom Round M ^.

Beef Bottom Round Steak c°u.^Cs. M1
Boneless Blade Steak ul^^cre *1?«

BuniUeBeeTuna rrH 89'
Tartar Sauce Henmanr s v 45^ Handi Wrap 200 ft. Roll *•* 79'

PrinoeDinners 4 1
Shells & Cheddar 7V4 oz . Twists & Cheddar 6'4 oz . or Macaroni Salad Mix 7 oz pkg.

Muellers Egg Noodles ,i;,' 49* Flavored Rice Bake it Easy 59<^

Fine Medium or Wide Beet. Chicken or Oriental 6 oz pkg

24 ounce bottle

Kosher Dill Spears •
'

01 Polish Dill Speais

Pieniling
Glad Garbage Bags 'X 9i

Arm&Hainmer

Asserted V3 Center, Va Blade
& Vi Sirloin CtKps tt*"9PodcChops®

Center Cut Pork Chops Th.ncut$i 791b

Countrystyle Pork Ribs oven barbecue

Sirloin Pork Cutlets Absolutely delicious

^M^cShMildef 79f

lb

$189

Fresh Pork Butts ^°^^^ "o^g ^^^ siow

reSn I lOS Peet serve with stop »Shop sauerkraut

First Prize Sausage Meat "^ ^sh 1 ib roii

9fpDV£ \ v^Frcsli

mSaladOU
Seven Seas s««i o«s«,, 2 '»»,' 99'

Viva Italian or Family Style French

Comstock-Cherry
21 ounce can

i^i 99' Fabric Softener sia Pui

LaurKky

7noz pkg

031 ry Be sure to sriop our sparkling country dairy lor your favorites . . .

OofffiMfMitioffAidf
cup Dragone Whole Milk $^

RicottaCiieese A
V^^V^ V^^R^A All Nmur* Whol.

r KJLE! Mozzarella^* ^* ^•^^P^Bl^W % ounce pko-

w
".69'

99*

99*

Kraft American Cheese ! '•

IXu«e SiKM-WHilnx Yellow- 12 01 pkg

Svi^iss Che6se Slices ,V;,°r,»1»*

Mrs. Filberts Margarine 59'
GokJen Ouarief^ i pouia pkg qir pound sicks

Crescent Rolls siopiSnop j.,' 39<:

Sealtest Cottage Cheese 69'
Small or Large Curd- 16 ounce cop

Cream Cheese Ph'Wdeiphia 79'
Kraft Whipped Plain oi Omon - 8 07 cent

lrOZen lOOOS \\% worth your while to stock up on our specials'

oningeJuke keCream
^6 of! SlopcrSbop ^^49^^cns^

Half Gallnn Tiih J
Stop&Shop

Stock up'

Hawaiian Punch Red 3 V »1

Corn on the Cob 'Ttii'iiT* ' 69'

Seabrook Vegetables -"X.. 79'
f<>m^^ S<ik»r r^(«ti Pjf>v«r n> l4*M1^ii Iflcr t.«q

Strawberries siopisnop '•;„' 59*

SloptfSbop Si

Half Galton Tub _
I00°/o Natural Assorted Flavors

John's Pizza '^mSj:*' "^ 89*

Ravioli

Cheese Lasagne
99'

RbastiiigCiiickc»7!K.
Cotomal Master

Franlcs ForkShoulder Picnic
water added

Nepco Cold Cuts
"Jk^a ^%ii> Umkr •%«. •>^rr B^rarw* 10*11 orB» t '»<rwkj»

ttalianPofkSausage

Banquet Orelda
Dinners 9.*! Crispers ^QT
Chicken Turkey, Veal ^#'*'' ^^ lOouncepkg S^^W
Parmegian. Meat Loaf or Salisbury Steak Rjce FryS b^T^IU Z'^ *\

Shrimp Dinner '—t"-
;i' 89* StuftedScrod SS' ''^' *V*

Scallop Dinner '-'•<"^' ^'M"* Scallops Mrs Pauis 'j^l^J* M"
Fned Clams '— °»- ^' M"* Shrimp iib bag '?::S^.S;.'isr •2**

they're luscious

Sllc«d

WtlM*

Imported Glazed Ham JJi'r»r«
Turkey Breast ''J'.::z. r T*
Stop 4 Shop Cole Slaw r 55'

Stop A Shop Shrimp Salad r • 1
'•

Rice Pudding '.'j:;,':? f 59"

Potato Salad °ri,'^ r 49'

'"First of

the season"

Famity
Pack We want

to be your
Food Stamp Store

DSKery Stop«Sfv3p baked goods are worth bringing home

CherryPie BigDaisy
Stop&Shop AAf IIma'wI^

^

22 ounce pkg ^9 OOScSIl^
Daisy Donuts ^^^^Ti'^ pi;;v% 55' Coffee Cake ''ll^ V,' 89*

English Muffins ^^'.^ 3 ,4'^^:.> M ChiftonCake orange ".r.fs:?- 99^

health & beauty aids come get your Slop«Shopswonh

ounce bti

29
self service deli lavorie brands

stop & Shop Beef or Mikj

Firaiiks;:99
Cold Cuts n?''C-V:^;si^: :.'

M"*

Beef Franks f't^^P'r- :: M'*
Hebrew National " M"
Armour Hot Dogs "-' '-- ;^ 99^

Sauerkraut jt^r.j'nr '.'; 39=

Colossal Caltfomia Navel Effective Feb. 13—Feb. 18

iAj^iatraam 99: ^si^9Sf 'teg
P ^^^^^(^ our kitchen fresh, quality foods Effective Feb. 13

> 99 MumPacle 6^ FREE!
White Seedless Grapes '""^"'"' 9&'lMxESki^.ii^
FkKida 5 Ib. bag g^g%i^ Imported ^£kC California *m ^4

Oranges77 Nectariiies(Rf.>CarraUJcJ

48
size

Double Cheese Pizza

Fresh Meat Pies •''^'

Potato Salad ol'.ii

,'•1"

:;: 79*

;.', 49-

I One Roii of

KODAK RLM
One roll ol Kodacolor film, size
110 or 126. 12 exposure with

every roll of color print film brought
in (or processing.

' #r * lr lartw*. vj <*•<«« «• 'vuv^wttv* 'i(^< («t»1 T fr«M I,*, ka9»« nl try .»»- «ic»t' ••»•• iVt^rw m «/••>* *•-! nAvtfrt •» «•( -w* a aa* vxf <;> K I'l •'Mtalvt •C-epy^. 19't h, liopj V*H. VjpfcmarMl* *"^t» .,,«,.« »4."#toor>aiC« >a M-xy*

HADLEYAMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line. Sa.m.-lOp.m., Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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DOONESBIIRY by Garry Trudeau

1 -. . 60 Away, oam-
- ""^^ \ /^n. OR I'LL

:^^..'X\ \ OPeNFIRB!

UNCLS DUK3! 20NK£Rl
DONTSHOOT! fT'S UHATTHB
M^.ZONKERi. HULAHa

\ Y0UD0IN6
HBfiBl

~^^'^ ^WLW^

'^-.^^^W\L?SF"fi<iLry^
,- . '' ^"Mbl^ nSjB*
^\.-*^^r

r^&^}'-^^.^
i^^mj

T<^^
-^-^cT^—Lj''~--^^-~^

' ^^^^^p"
1

I'M ONHMDTBm
BREAK, UNCLE
DUKBi oottrm
RtMeh«eR^ vw
ASKEDMeOm
HBRBTOGOm-

IN6!

OH..OH..

RJ6HT! OF
COURSt. I
aoiooi^
RJ6HT0N
IN, BOY!

/

AUNT YBAH, SORF^
SANPTS ABOUTMl THIS.

Amy. I MY PEACOCK'S
SEE.. BEES SICK.

(p07<2i<£sau^-

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

UJMERE'SM^'CALENPAR-

I CAN T Find MV
V^ CALENDAR ..

iT'5 OVER THERE OnA
JHAT uiTTLE TABlEJ

GOOD; I Lli^E 10
CHECK OUT THE ulEEK

I LIKE 10 KNOi^' \

IF THERE'S ANVTHiNG I
I HA\t TO PREAP

B.C. by johnny Hart
B.C

fAAUDe, I'VE JUST WOM X^^

J- 'J

^,j^<e,..m\r^ the
Flf?^T rMlM& Y&U'f?e GOHHA
vo r

Ci^'^e UP '5tA0<\H^

AMP DKIM<IM(&.

by )ohnny hart

ALLMIMM FOIL by Steve latler

GERALD IS BReAf<;,iNG Ali_
60NG Till. GO(^^E R£coR>ds'
ND AMOUNT Of PC5T '>N
f<vMOCK Hlt^ OUT.' y

GERALDS FATHERJ r^'>iATK^F"\^mir~R^^

IhI^^Jd.^*^^' V^!!^J^J^L2!iJ^i^P^'0^'' CHAMPION, A^ARD

niH WANDIRKR by Mark Rollins

INSTANT R£CAP:

koNi Tit Ptfci^i ofjm.

7H£ PORTA*. P(lO^\Ct!:) H/M

W'TH A MfA)5I^O,WH'CH

IKTOR

HE round Hi^l^Lf ON
fi u/oi^La or i^HiNd,

OICO ioryo AGO. HU

k/4S T^MTfo RoyAuy

WAv//v:^ fwey ofv/cf

I
H f£LT TH( A/ffO Tu

C0/>OPL/TTR

00 AftfT

I A fioHT)nc ^<r QyrrAin-

I//V& A v^Rifry^r [Aje/iPwK^

IanO .'t T/\JCI)^ CBMPUTfl?'

Wf Suit it/)[JLO £NAt3LS
|h//v) to iHTT pAir THE
|/?06CTS c;(y/1(?0W0 7>Vf

9oii.ri\i
. i|Pitii:*L!l'I,'!!''""l'"""i|ii"'

T/y,S wAi af-j

AN)S'^J'^^e MAcHivfs can

FVHCTiOhi OHLy ih' A uy-

;S ON THf PlMCT.

Ill'' .|i,Mf illlli?'

II.*'

,-. /.nCVOWN to «/M ,
ACT) l/A

It/a'& we su'T ifvorr a

AS A /?fSui.T. /-/f /y^s

WO(t 7VAA/ JVST A fFn/

;;f/VD -«?o85 To ;v(j//T, yyf

/y/lS TO l$C<Kon ^iTM A

3/ MfTAC TT'^-mCLCijUH.Ch

fWf fiCrHDNC SUfr/iii'itii
ii".'i.ii!ii|i '!;|i||||||!':i' i'"'i '

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

WaH'j \^Qd ^Hd home

u/ii<rf do ijov mcQ»i, <iO(/

How can "tiie-j

o(o -tix^-t to
him baii«i'<5«

Em<jt»cr<«l

•Hfcatc/rit^,

tiiei Sflid

OK,(U>|lyl

1*1 so

ri»\5orr
1', -

BACK ACIAIN by k

&o to iwvr (ccm, f^ouhf

rwQA! wsfpprr for jcM/.
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Your Birthday

MONDAY, FEBRUARY
13 — Born today, you have
l)een gifted with mental
and physical prowess.
Whatever you attempt you
should t>e moderately suc-

cessful at; while you may
never know supreme
achievement, you will

never know total failure,

you have a sympathetic
and Henerou.s nature, quick
to praise and slow to

blame

Vou are too quiet and
reserved at times, pspe-
cially when your views
conrernini^ something new
are solicited You are not
quick to jump on
anybody's bandwaijon.
You may be inclined
toward involvement in a
new enterprise, but you
will wait to see what the
chances of success are t)e-

fore you commit yourself.

Thus you often forego what
could have tjeen real suc-
cess.

You need harmonious
surroundings to accom-
plish your t)est work You
have difficulty when there
are people around you at-

tempting to argue against
you When you learn to

keep your wits about you
regardless of distractions,

your work will prove good
and steady and profitable.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Ix;t your birthday star be
your daily guide
TUESDAY. FEBRl -

ARY 14

AQUARIUS! Jan. 20-
Feb.181 - It IS the self-

centered Aquarius who
runs into obstacles he can-
not handle today Take
your time.

PISrESlFeb.l9-Marrh

») - A lot of charm and a
little diplomacy should see
you through the day to a
real success
ARIESI March 21-April

19 1 - Your ability as a
conversationalist stands
you in good .stead. Friends
and enemies need your
skills

TAURUSi April 20-May
20i - Kxcellence of charac-
ter shines through the most
difficult moments today
Awards come at evening.
GEMINI I May 21-June

Ml - .A moment of envy
early in the day may lose

you a .special kind of bene-
fit later on. Think'
("AN( F.KlJune 21-July

22 1
- Don't study the com-

ing situation to<i much to

act in time to make solu-

tions stick

LEOfJuly 23-Aug.22) -

Independence is essential
to make the gains your
talent suggests possible at

this time.
VIRfMK Aug.23-.Sept.22

1

~ You may find it difficult

to see another's viewpoint,
but It IS es.sential to respect
his right to it

LIBRAl.Sept.23-<>rt.22l -

- Allow children the lati-

tude they need for proper
physical or mental devel-
opment Be direct in your
assertions.

S ( O R P I ( c t . 2 .l

-

Nov. 21 1 - Order is neces-
sary to the day's success.
Chaos destroys .\our abil-

ity to cope
SAr.ITTARIUSlNov.2Z-

r)ec.21i - Analyze posi-
tions at work before you
seek one that is not already
yours Be careful

rAPRICORNlDec.22-
Jan.ISi " Commercial
training may keep you
from making serious mis-
takes today f)on't exag-
gerate Dossibilities

Local Television

S:« O®®MISTERR0GERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
OfQCSMY THREE SONS
Two Weeks To Go'

OH® CB EMERGENCY ONE
(D CELEBRITY BOWLING
9 LONE RANGER Ex Mar
shall'

©NANNY AND THE PROFES-
SOR
fflFLlNTSTONES

S:N O SESAME STREET
a MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
O ID THE ODD COUPLE
©CHRIST THE UVING WORD
3)a THE ELECTRIC COMPA-
NY
9THE FBI Dark Journey

"

9THE GHOST AND MRS MUIR
aSNEWSBEATNEWS
01GILUGANS ISLAND

f:M aonooNEws
•CONCENTRATION
•^ARTREX "Space Seed"

• BOZO
•TV COMMUNITY COLLEGE -
CHILD DEVELOPMENT
•STAR TREK
•HOGAN'S HEROES
• BONANZA "The Pursued ' Part

I.•BRADY BUNCH
•ZOOM

•:» •THE BLBCTRIC COMPANY
••NEWS
•JOKERS WILD
• LASSIE

•TV OOMMUNfTY COLLEGE -
EARTH SBAASKY
•TARZAN -Pour O'Clock Army "

Parti.

•ADAM-13
• PARTRIDGE FAMILY
•OVER EASY

•:H •NEWSBEATNEWS
::« •ZOOM
••••NEWS• CONCENTRATION
•BOWUNG FOR DOLLARS
• THE ODD COUPLE "That Wu
No Lady"

• FESTIVAL OF FAITH

•• THE CROSS-WITS
• OVER EASY
•THE ODD COUPLE
• MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
• AS MAN BEHAVES

T:N •THE ORIGINALS WOMEN IN

ART
•THE DAILY NUMBERS
• THE PRICE IS RIGHT
• THE NEtVLYWED GAME
• ACTION NEWS
• MATCH GAME
• •CANDID CAMERA
• •THE MACNEIULEHRER
REPORT
• ABBOTT AND COSTELLO
©THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
©THE JOKERS WILD
OTATTLETALES

711 ©THAT S HOLLYWOOD
in •GREAT PERFORMANCES
• GOOD TIMES

00 ID THE SIX MILLION
DOLUR MAN
•••NHL HOCKEY
BOB HOPE COMF.DY SPECIAL
FROM PALM SPRINGS

O LET S MAKE A DEAL•O TEXACO PRESENTS THE
BLOOKIN BETTER Savage
Nomadi/Ebony Honcmen
• MOVIE How Sweet nil

• MOVIE "Buono Sera. Mn
Campbell" CIha Lollobrlgida Shel

ItyWInton

• CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT

%:» OBABY I'M BACK
• DINAH'
3)®TURNABOUT The New
Reformation"

f:M OGREAT PERFORMANCES
DANCE IN AMERICA "Merce Cun-

ningham"

eM*A*S*H

O QDHONEYMOONER'S
VALENTINE SPECIAL
•THE PTL CLUB
••NBC MONDAY NIGHT AT
THE MOVIES "Kii« Part II• •HARD TIMES

•:» •one DAY AT A TIME
•THE CATHOUC CONNEC-
TION

M:M^^^NEWS
•LOU GRANT
•••love WOKS-ilALMH-
TINB9PBCIAL
• •THE ORIGINALS WOMEN
IN ART

M:ll •MACNEIULEHRER REPORT
•TO TELL THE TRUTH• •anyone for TENNYSON• INSIDE WORCESTER• LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE

1 1 :N••• DICK CAVETT SHOW••••••NEWS
WEATHER, SP^TS
•NEW JERSEY NETS BASKET-
BALL
•THE ODD COUPLE "Felix Dl-

racti"

• living FAITH• MOVIE "The Wild Bunch"•ALFRED HITCHOCK
PRESENTS IncWent In A Small
Jail"

O ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
• THE HOLLYWOOD CONNEC-
TION

ll:» •CBS UTE MOVIE The Leg-

end Of Valentino
'

• ••POLICE STORY
• THE HONEYMOONERS Mind
Your Own Busineu"

O QDO THE JOHNNY CARSON
SHOW
SOCAPTIONED ABC
EVENIN'} NEWS
IDlRO.N'SlDE Girl In The Night

©THE NIGHT GALLERY

tl:M ©TWILIGHT ZONE The Leng
Morrow'

1! 30 ©FILM FESTIVAL 0»jt Of The
Fog' John Garfield. Ida lupine.

Eddit Albert

IN ©©OmMORROW
MS ©JOE FRW'KLIN SHOW
I M ©©NEWS WEATHER
too ©©©SrwS WKATIIKR
t JO ©BKXiRAPHV Nikiu Khnsh

(h*v
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Gymmen sunk
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastics team
continued its losing streak Saturday by
dropping a close, but disappointing meet
to the U.S. Naval Academy. Although
Coach Swetman was pleased with many
individual routines, the flu stricken

UMass squad couldn't handle the mid-
shipmen surge on the three remaining
events of the competition.

After the floor exercise, the Mid-
shipmen jumped out to a mere .60 lead,

keeping the competition in a see-saw
battle for supremacy. Senior John
Forshay won the event, but once again
missing his press to hold him in reaching
distance of the last Navy competitor.
The pommel horse was a powerful

event for the Minutemen, for they took
the lead away from the Midshipmen and
placed a small .65 lead in their favor. Co-
captain Dave Kulakoff continued to

display his superiority on the horse with a

very commanding 9.35. The closest

competitor was Navy's Mike Davis, with
an 8.65 had really no hope in catching the
defending Eastern League Champion.

The still rings event ultimately lead to
the Naval victory with a three point

spread after the event. UMass continues
to show its weakness in this event,
posting only a 3.75 in the total score. The
only hope for the UMass squad on this

event has been freshman Dave Fellemen,
who won the event with a very im-

pressive 8.65.

Long horse vaulting showed the
strongest surge of power by the
Minutemen. The deficit lost by the gym
squad on the still rings event was almost
recaptured, missing by only .10. John
Forshay won the event with a 8.95,

showing only a little difficulty on his

landing.

Parallel bars, another weakness in the
UMass performance, sealed the fate of

the meet with the victory in the hands of

the Naval Academy. The only solid

performance came from Senior Dave
Kulakoff who placed second in the event
with an 8.05, only lacking difficulty on his

dismount.

Women runners edge Vermont...
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

BURLINGTON. Vt. - A flu-depleted
UMass women's track team got determined
performances from several women who were
running their second or third race of the day,
and held onto a one point lead to defeat the
University of Vermont and Albany State, 50-
49-8 yesterday.

The Minutewomen got big points from
Anna Mathieu and Diana Sealey in the high
jump. Barb Callanan and Monica Scon in the
two mile, and won the mile relay, the day's
final event, to eke out the victory.

• Hockey
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

double roughing penalties while Menzies was
sent away for a five minute major.

When the smoke finally cleared, there

were six skaters left on the ice, and it was
during this three on three stretch, that the

Minutemen made two careless mistakes that

cost them the game.

At 16:52, Bob Devaney broke in on the
UMass goal, circled the net, and threw the
puck out front, where Gerard Ciacia, who
was left alone, picked it up and fired home a
wrist shot from 15 ft. out.

I he Minutemen got that one back a
minute later, when Joe Milan rifled in a
rebound off Ron Valicenti's stick, making it

5-3, but fell behind by three again when Paul
Devin slid a low wrist past a screened Riley at
18:30.

The 'never say die' Minutemen came back
once again m the third period and drew to

within two at 7:02, when Joe Milan, who
figured in all four UMass goals lifted a wrist

shot into the left corner to make it 6-4.

The Polar Bears showed why they are still

undefeated in Div. II as they came right back
and put the game out reach when Paul Devin

beat Riley with a hard wrist shot that found
the top right corner at 7:57.

Sports Notices
REFUNDS Students who paid $4 to see

the UMass Lehigh football game November
26 are entitled to a $2 refund at the Boyden
Ticket Office during normal business hours
upon presentation of UMass I.D. and $4
ticket stub.

JV BASEBALL All candidates in-
terested in JV baseball should attend the
meeting m Boyden, rm. 249 Tuesday, Feb. 14
at 4 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY SKIING - The In-

tramural Dept. is sponsoring a cross country
ski race on Thursday, Feb 16, The race is

open to all students faculty and staff.

SCUBA CLASSES - I here are still

openings in scuba classes on Monday and
Tuesday nights at 7 p.m in the Curry Hicks
pool.

"I was real proud of the team," said coach
Charlotte Lettis. "They don't usually have to

double or triple up."
With only the high jump, two mile and

relay left. UMass held a scant 36-35 lead, and
stood to lose first and second in both events,
and the meet with the, as the relay would be
anticlimatic

At that point, Sealey, who had earlier won
the 400 meters (60.0 sees.), volunteered to
high jump, and Callanan and Scott jumped
into the mile.

"That was a gutsy performance by Barb
and Moni,"" said Lettis. "'They had both been
sick, and Barb was coming off an in-

tersession injury. Besides, they had both
already run the mile.""

...while men trip UlVlaine
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

ORONO. Me. - The UMass indoor track

team came on like gangbusters after being

shut out in the first three events to register a

tight but impressive victory over UMaine
Saturday at Orono, 72-63.

At the outset of the contest the

Minutemen fell 26 points behind as they

surrendered every possible point in the 35 lb.

weight throw, shot put and pole vault to the

Black Bears.

Veteran John Slepetz produced a domino
effect for the Minutemen as his winning long

jump effort at 21 "8"' became the source of 11

UMass victories in the remaining 13 events.

Brady Mayer added the second victory to

the Minutemen card with a 45" 2" leap in the

triple jump.
Don Dowden concluded the UMass af-

ternoon dominance in the jumping events

with a winning clearance in the high jump at

6'4". Teammate Mark Thompson was
second at 6'2".

The first meet record was established by

freshman Rich Cady in the 60 yard dash with

his time of 6.4 seconds. All in all, six meet
records were broken in the contest, five by

the Minutemen.
Joe Martens won the 440 yard dash in

49.4, erasing the previous meet standard as

well as the fieldhouse record.

Veteran performer Mark Healy came back

strong from a short leave of absence as the

fifth meet record fell with his triumph in the
880 at 1:55.9.

Freshman Bob Hunt collected five needed
points for first place in the 1000 with a time
of 2:17.2.

Steve MacDougall glided to victory in the
mile (4:17.7) and Mike Morris triumphed in

the two mile. Morris edged out teammate
Kevin Molteni with his clocking of 9:12.8.

The final two relays of the day's com-
petition provided UMass with the points that
decided victory. Entering the tail end of the
agenda, Maine was riding a slim one point
lead, 63-62.

The Minutemen nipped the Black Bears in

the first encounter by one half second with a
mile relay time of 3:20.4. In the do or die

conclusion of the meet, the UMass 4-880
squad assured the victory with a four second
winning margin over the Black Bears with a
time of 7:58.3.

The whole state of events had come about
when "about half" of the team came down
with the Russian Flu going around campus.
UMass went to the meet with a team of 20.

Mathieu and Sealey both cleared 4'10" in

the high jump for second and third,

respectively, behind UVM's outstanding
Janet Terp, who jumped 5'5 and 3/ 4'".

After tinishing second in the mile (5:27),

Callanan came back to finish third in the

deuce in 11:52. Scott was fourth In both
races (5:44, 11:59).

The veteran relay quartet of Carolyn Shea,
Bonnie Bukowski, Sealey and Cindi Martin

had run in a combined total of 10 events,

including the fine indoor relay time of 4:08.7,

good for first and the meet win.

The last minute heroics did little to
overshadow the outstanding effort put in by
senior Nancy Cominoli. Cominoli, the most
versatile athlete on the team last year, (along
with Sealey and Martin), won both the 50
meter dash (6.7) and the 50 meter high
hurdles (7.6).

In other individual events, Martin was
second in both the 400 (60.5) and the 800
(2:29). Bukowski was third in the 800, with
freshman Eileen Everett fourth. Linda Welzel
took third in the mile. Linda Stillman was
fourth in the dash, then came back to grab
third in the long jump at 15'6", in her first

jumping of the year. Julie Horgan was fourth
in the long jump. Shea and Karen Sweeney
took fourths in the 400 and shot put,
respectively.

"I was pleased with the early season
times," said Lettis. "I think it shows what we
would have done if we had our whole team.
Still, it shows how much work we have to
do. UVM looked sharper, but we had the
depth, as always."

Sports Calendar
WEEKEND RESULTS

Hockey UM 4 Colby 3

UM 4 Bowdoin 7
Men's Track 72 UMaine 63
Women's Track 50 Vermont 49
Men's basketball 74 UMaine 76
Women's gymnastics team 132.75 Temple 129.29
Men's gymnastics team 180.70 Navy 185.40
Men's swimming 61 Vermont 52

PICASSO, PABLO

PRINT SALE!
3 Days Only

February 13, 14 and 15

Fantastic Reproductions

in Full Color.

Poster-Size

$2' 5
each

OR

2
(COO

for 5
WYETH. ANDREW

All your favorite artists including:

• Van Gogh • Renoir • Monet • Cezanne • Dali

• Chagall • Klee • Miro • Picasso • Etc.

Over 400 different titles! Duplicates of good numbers., .BUT, we'll

sell out fast, so come early and get the prints you want.
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Gymwomen tumble past Temple
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

Sometimes adding a victory to the win
column isn't the only victory in an atNetic
competition. Besides defeating Temple
132.75 to 129.25 over the weekend, the
UMass women's gymnastics team recovered
a lot of its spirit and momentum.

"I was really pleased with the spirit, en-
thusiasm and support the team showed
against Temple," said Coach Virginia Evans.
"It was a complete turn around from
Michigan State and I was really proud to see
the team come through without the help of
some of our regular competitors," Evans
said.

The meet began on a positive note with
the Minutewomen sweeping the first three
places in vaulting. Sue Cantwell took first
place in the vault with "her best vault so far

this season" according to Coach Evans.
Cheryl Morrier was second with an 8.5 and
Debbie Law was third with an 8.45. Evans
was pleased with Morrier's vault considering
she hasn't competed in two weeks because
of the flu.

Sue Cantwell came through on the bars
and again took first place with a 9.1 score.
Temple's Beth Johnson was second with
8.85 and Jean Anderson was third with an
8.4 score. Karen Clemente worked on the
bars for the first time since last December
and although her score was not high, Evans
was pleased with her progress.

Evidence of the flu was most noticed on
the balance beam where both teams had
problems. UMass won the event, 31.40 to
30.85 but Temple's Lisa Matteo took first

place. Kim Whitelaw, competing on the
beam for the first time for the Minutewomen
finished second with an 8.10. "We still need

Matmen host Blue Devils
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The news out of Boyden is not good. The
UMass wrestling team will be without the
services of grapplers Larry Otsuka and Tony
Perry as the Minutemen entertain Central
Connecticut tonight (Boyden Auxiliary Gym,
7:00). This will be the team's first action in

over a week, as the recent snowstorm
caused the cancellation of meets with New
Hampshire, West Point, and Wilkes.

Sophomore Dave Daly will begin the
action and wrestle at 118 pounds. Coach
Dave Amato had explored the possibility of
using Daly at 126 pounds because Of Perry's
illness, but decided to have Dana Rasmussen
wrestle in Perry's spot. Raz usually wrestles
at 118 pounds.

Otsuka's absence leaves a big hole in the
UMass lineup. Ken Dixon wrestling at 134
pounds, will replace Otsuka's.

As usual, Charley Rigoglioso will compete
at 142 pounds. In the 150 pound class,
Amato has inserted freshman Mike Carroll to
compete. Amato's regular 158 pound
grapper, Monty Payette, is also out of the
lineup. Thus, Amato will do exactly what he
has done several other times this season and
put co-captain Timmy Fallon, the team's 150
pound grapper, in the heavier weight class.

The remainder of the UMass lineup will be
the usual four freshman who have been
competing for much of the season: Fred
Rheault at 167 pounds, Bob Radiwitz at 177

pounds. Bob Clark at 190 pounds, and John
Allen in the unlimited division.

Wrestling Notes
The Minutemen hold down a higher New

England ranking than Central Connecticut.
These rankings are based on the assumption
that the UMies are at full strength, though
Commenting on his team, coach Amato is

expecting his heavier wrestlers to come
through. "Perry and Otsuka are out of the
lineup, and Carroll and Fallon are wrestling
up. The heavier wrestlers will have to try
extra hard," said the coach... The New
England championships are less than one
month away (March 2, 3, and 4) and Amato
IS now thinking in that direction, looking at all

remaining meets as tuneups. In all

probability, Amato will send eight freshman
to the New Englands, with co-captains Fallon
and Otsuka the only upperclassmen com-
peting.... The postponed UNH meet will be
made up February 27 at Boyden, and the
West Point meet has been rescheduled
tentatively for this Wednesday at 4:00 at the
military academy... Incidentally, the recent
signing of former UMass football star Dennis
Fenton to the Cleveland Browns has an
ironic twist to it. Milt Morin was a star
footballer for the Minutemen (nee Redmen)
in the early sixties and also won a
heavyweight crown in the New Englands as a
member of the wrestling team. Morin went
on to an exciting ten season career as a tight
end for those same Cleveland Browns. If

history repeats itself, as it has a habit of
doing at times, then Fenton, who was also a
heavyweight New England wrestling champ,
has something to look forward to.

COLLEGIAN PHOTQ
MEETING

FOR ALL STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
AND INTERESTED STUDENTS

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

FEBUARY 15,1978 7:30
AT THE COLLEGIAN PHOTO DESKB

PROGRAM COUNCIL FILM SERIES
SPRING SEMESTER 1978

Thurs. Feb. 9: Sun. Apr. 2:

KING OF HEARTS, CCA 7, 8:45, 10 YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE. CCA 7 -
- $1.00 $1.00

ON HER MAJESTY'S SECRET
Fri. Feb. 10: SERVICE. 9:15
TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD,
CCA 7 - $1.00

TO SIR WITH LOVE, 9:15
Thurs. Apr. 13:

HARLAN COUNTY USA^ CCA 7.

Fri. Feb. 24:
8:45, 10:30 - $1.00

SILVER STREAK. CCA 7. 11:30 -
$1.00 Sat. Apr. 29:
NORTH BY NORTHWEST. 9 SHORTS & CARTOONS. CCA 12.

4. 8 - FREE
Thurs. March 9:

THREE WOMEN, CCA 7, 9:15.

11:30 - $1.00 Thurs. May 11:

RETURN OF THE DRAGON, CCA
Sun. March 12: 7, 11:00 - $1.00

NASTY HABITS, CCA 7. 11:00 - GOODBYE BRUCE LEE. 8:45

$1.00

STATE OF THE UNION, 8:45
Fri. May 12:

BAD NEWS BEARS. CCA 7. 10:30
Wed. March 29: - $1.00
SLAPSHOT SUB, 7, 9:15. 11:30 - BUGSY MALONE. 8:45
$1.00

to beef her routine up, but Kim did a nice
routine for us". Laurie Knapp was third with
an 8.05.

Cantwell also won the floor exercise with
an 8.9 score followed by two Temple
gymnasts. Beth Enderson and Beth John-
son. Karen Clemente, Debbie Smith and
Cheryl Morrier were the other floor com-
petitors for UMass. Clemente performed well
considering she still is hampered by ankle
injunes and hasn't worked on the floor in
four weeks. Smith also received praise from
Coach Evans for continuing to improve her
routine.

Cantwell also won the all round com-
petition with a total of 34.65 for four events.
"She could have had a really good score if

she had stayed on the beam," said Evans.
Beth Johnson of Temple was second with

32.65 followed by teammate Lisa Matteo
with a 32.50. Cheryl Morrier finished the day
with a 31.70 which isn't bad considering
she's been weakened by the flu. Freshmen
Clemente and Smith completed in all four
events for the first time against Temple.
Clemente totaled 31.55 which indicates the
potential she has when she is fully recovered
from her ankle injuries. Smith totaled 28.95.

The flu seems to be hitting all areas as
Temple seemed as weakened by the flu as
were the UMass gymwomen. "The flu sort of
equalized the performances of the meet and
the meet turned out to be closer than under
normal circumstances," said Evans.

The flu bug also is playing havoc with the
line ups. The gymwomen will meet Southern
Conn, on Wednesday in the Cage in a dual
competition. "At this point the line up will be
whoever doesn't have the flu," said Evans.

A short-handed UMass wrestling team will face Central Connecticut tonight at
7 p.m. in the Boyden Auxiliary Gym. The Minutemen wrestling team, which has
relied heavily on freshmen this season, have three matches left after tonight
before the New England's early next month. (Staff photo by Dave Daley)

The World of Sports'

PC tips NC
PROVIDENCE B.I. lUPI] - Bill Eason's

short-jumper from the baseline with 20
seconds to play gave Providence College a

61-59 upset victory over sixth-ranked North
Carolina yesterday.

Trailing 59-55 with 3:00 to play and two of

its starters out of the game with five fouls,

Providence broke the famed North Carolina

four-corner offense on a three-point play by
reserve guard David Frye. With 2:19 to go,

the Friars tied the score on a free-throw by
substitute center Rich Hunger.

North Carolina then ran the clock down
until Providence gained possession on a

missed foul shot. With 20 seconds
remaining, Eason tossed in the winning
bucket.

After Providence led early. North Carolina

took an eight point lead, 29-21, with 3:45 to

go in the first half. But the Friars came back
and tied it up 31-31 at the intermission.

North Carolina, now 20-5 on the season,
led much of the second half until Providence,
18-4, rallied in the closing minutes.
Eason was high-man for the Friars with 16

points followed by Bob Misevicius with 15
and Bruce Campbell with 12 points.

Phil Ford had 18 and Mike O'Koren added
17 for the Tar Heels.

Walk-on wins
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. [UPI] - Heinz

Gunthardt wasn't even supposed to be in the

$75,000 Springfield International Tennis

Classic, but yesterday he won it with a 6-3, 3-

6, 6-2 triumph over top-seeded Harold

Solomon.

The 4,800 Springfield Civic Center fans
cheered on the 19- year-old from Switzerland,
who was a qualifying loser a week ago and
made the tournament as first alternate in

place of a late scratch.

Sunday's triumph completed the perfect
tourney for Gunthardt, who had never won a
professional event and had never beaten
Solomon of Pompano Beach, Fla.

The youngster beat veteran Eric Van Dillen
of San Mateo, Calif., seventh-seeded Brian
Teacher of San Diego, fourth-seeded Jan
Kodes and South African Byron Bertram to
make it to the final.

Gundhardt opened the match by breaking
Solomon's service in the first game. The
Swiss teenager broke the 25-year-old
favorite again in the final game of the set.

In the second set, Solomon used his back-
court game to climb back into the match.
Gundhardt led 2-1 before Solomon won five

of the next six games to take the set.

Solomon broke his opponent again and
took a 2-0 lead in the final set before Gun-
dhardt won the next six games in the match.
Solomon withstood two match points in the
final game before Gundhardt ended it with a
winning serve.

The victory was worth $15,000 to Gun-
dhardt while Solomon took home $7,500.

Habs, 5-3
A/fW YORK \UPI] - Guy LaFleur, Rejean

"oiJ'e and Steve Shutt scored within d S0dn
of 3:01 in the second period last night
enabling the Montreal Canadians to beat theNew York Rangers 5-3 and equal the
National Hockey League's record of 23
consecutive games without a loss.

IMY tops Nets
PISCATAWAY. N.J. [UPI] - John

Williamson scored 43 points, including a

jump shot as the buzzer went off, to give the

New Jersey Nets a come-from- behind 112-

110 victory over the New York Knicker-

bockers Sunday.
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Pucksters nip Co
split weekend games
By GEORGE OBRIEN
Collegian Staff

Center Don Murphy tipped in a Ron
Valicenti slapshot from the right point at 3:02
of the overtime period Saturday night to give
the UMass hockey team a 4-3 victory over
Colby College and a very important split of
the weekend action at Orr Rink.

On Friday night, the Minutemen saw their

five game unbeaten streak come to an end
when they ran into a determined Bowdoin six

that scored five goals in a wild second period
and then hung on for a 7-4 win.
As a result of the weekend split, the

Minutemen now stand at 8-7-1, and are in

the thick of the fight for a playoff spot with
four games remaining.
The Colby game was one the Minutemen

appeared to have won late m the third period,
but they almost threw it away with loose,
sloppy defense.

Both teams, especially Colby, started off
slowly in the first period. It took the Mules
over nine minutes to get a shot on net, and
they ended up with only six for the period,
The Minutemen jumped out to an early

lead at just 1:13 when Joe Milan, who tallied

twice against Bowdoin. connected on a low
wrist shot from 15 feet out. Nick Camy and
Brian Kitteridge got the assists.

That was all the scoring there was to be
until the Mules got the equalizer at 6:32 of
the third period. In between the goals, the
play was dominated entirely by the
Minutemen, both offensively and defen-
sively.

The Minutemen pulled out the big guns on
offense and put 32 shots on net in the first

two periods but were denied by sophomore
goaltender Joe Faulstich who turned in a
heroic performance m the Colby net.

On defense, the UMies turned in their best
penalty killing performance of the season.
During one stretch in the second period, they
were either one or two men short for almost
six straight minutes, during which they
allowed only three shots on net.

The game finally opened up a bit in the
third period, when the Mules came to life,

and showed the caliber of hockey they are
capable of playing.

The Mules tied it up at 6:32. when Pat

Murphy capitalized on loose play in front of

the net and slipped a low wrist shot along the

ice past Riley.

The Minutemen got the lead back again

five minutes later, when the hard working

penalty-killing unit took advantage of shoddy
play in the Colby end and picked up a short

handed tally when John Peters backhanded
a loose puck into the top right corner.

The UMies went up by two when Peters

got his second goal of the night at 13:46

when he wacked a rebound off the stick of

Joe Milan lust inside the left post

The Minutemen saw that lead disintigrate,

as sloppy defensive play in front of the net

resulted in game-tying goals for Colby.

Bob Norton made it 3-2 when he knocked
in a loose puck at 14:46. Pat Murphy sent the

game into overtime when he took a pass

from Ed Curran at the blueline. eluded

defenseman Valicenti. and slipped the puck
past an out of-position Riley, thus setting up
Murphy's heroics in sudden death.

The Bowdoin contest on Friday night was
a wide-open, tightly officiated, penalty filled

affair that in the end was lost through some
very sloppy defense in the second and third

periods that led to what coach Jack Canniff
called "Cheap goals".

The Polar Bears broke on top of 1 :23 of the
opening period when Roger Elliot took a

centering pass from Mike Newfal and fired a
high wrist shot past Riley.

The Minutemen came back in the hard
aggressive style that has become their

trademark, and tied the game at 12:34 on a

backhander by Nick Carney that beat
Bowdoin netminder Bob Menzies to the stick

side.

UMass grabbed the lead when hard-

working freshman Mark Ferragamo whistled

a low 40 ft. wrist shot past Menzies at 16:37.

The first period was a fine period of

hockey for both teams, but it was the second
stanza that will be remembered for a while.

There were six goals scored, five by

Bowdoin. there were 12 penalties called and
there was a brawl of sorts that broke out late

in the period that sent seven players to the

penalty box.

The Polar Bears tied the score four

minutes into the period when, with a four on

O

Ron Valizenti sticks it to his Colby counterpart in UMass' 4-3 overtime victory
Saturday at Orr Rink. Both teams were ready for some rough going and, as a result,

played much of the game shorthanded. (Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)

three advantage, Bill McNamara blasted in a
60 ft. slap shot from the left point.

Bowdoin then grabbed a two goal lead on
successive tallies that resulted directly from
defensive mistakes in front of the net.

Paul Sylvester gave the Bears the lead at

6:05 when he slipped a loose puck past Riley
off a scramble in front. Bill McNamara picked
up his second goal, and made it 4-2 just 12
seconds later when he picked up loose puck
off a rebound and fired it by a dazed Riley.

The rest of the period was marked by
penalties and hard aggressive play that broke

wide open at 16:37, when what appeared to
be a minor skirmish between Don Murphy
and Bowdoin's Mark Pletts became a major
incident when Menzies, the Bowdoin
goaltender joined into the fight. There was a
lot more pushing and shoving, and when it

was all over, a confused set of officials sent
seven players to the penalty box.
Bob and Bill White and Dean Liacos for

UMass, and Pletts. Mike Carman and Mr-
Namara for Bowdoin were all assessed

TURN TO PAGE 18

Bears claw UMass;
enhance playoff hopes

The UMass basketball team sorely missed the presence of high scoring forward
Mike Pyatt last week Without Pyatt in the lineup, the Minutemen dropped decisions

to Rutgers and Maine (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

By RUSS SMITH
Collegian Staff

So much for the easy win.

The UMass Minutemen journeyed to
UMaine's Pit' Saturday, and came away
with their second straight loss, a 76-74
decision to the Black Bears. The loss drops
UMass to 11-7, while upping UMaine's
record to 14-6. The win marked only the
second time in their last ten encounters that
the Orono squad has come away with a
victory over the Minutemen. The win keeps
the Bears playoff hopes alive.

Though they lost by two points, UMass
had to fight to get that close as Maine led in
the second half by as much as fourteen,
before eking out the victory.

"We were prepared to play" commented
Maine's Dave Wyman. "Coach (Skip)
Chappelle and (assistant coach Peter) Gavett
did a good job on scouting UMass. This was
a big game for us; our guys were really

psyched."

Before an estimated 2,500 screaming fans,

the first openings minutes of play saw a low
scoring, defensive struggle by both teams,
highlighted by many fouls. UMass' first five

points came on free throws ( Haymore 3 FT's,

Eldridge 2 FT's) and after almost six minutes
of play, the score was knotted at 5-5.

Neither team was shooting the eyes out of
the basket, and with half of the first half gone
(or a quarter of the game, if you prefer)
UMass held its biggest lead of the night, 19-
16.

Wally Russell hit for the Bears to put them
down by one before Len Kohlhaas' rebound
of an Eric Williams shot put the lead back at

three again. Maine countered with Roger
Lapham's jumper; down by one again.

With 1:25 remaining in the halt, Maine held
a 36 32 lead Mark Haymore made his way to

the hoop for two points, and had a offensive
foul added to his stats after the bucket.

Maine increased their lead with four

unanswered points, via the charity stripe

route, and led at halftime, 40-34.

However, the worst was yet to come.
Maine came out flying and shooting in the

second half; while nothing was going down
for UMass. And the crowd was loving it.

Slowly but surely, the Bears pulled away.
UMass was getting one shot at a time at the
basket, and everything was going Maine's
way.
With 5:20 remaining, Maine held a four-

teen point lead, their largest margin of the
evening. 67-53, and things looked dim for the
Minutemen.

But Haymore. Derick Clayborn, Chuck
Steveskey, Williams, and Kohlhaas (not to
forget. Eldridge) led a surge that saw Maine's
once immense lead go slip-sliding away.

Maine went into a semi-stall, mainly
because UMass was playing better defen-

sively, which also led to the Minuteman
comeback effort.

With less than 30 seconds remaining,
Eldridge drove the lane for a layup that put
UMass down by only one point. 73-72.

Steveskey fouled Maine's Rick Boucher,
who went to the line to shoot a one-on-one.
He hit the first, but missed the second.
Kohlhaas grabbed the rebound, and Mass.
called its last timeout.

Only 16 seconds remained. Eldridge

passed the ball off to Bill Morrison, who
returned it to him. But as Alex began to

dribble, the ball skipped off his foot. A diving
Kohlhaas attempted to keep it in play, but to

no avail.

Rufus Harris subsequently was fouled on
the inbounds pass. He sank both free throws
putting Maine up, 76-72. The Bears allowed
Eldridge an uncontested layup with three
seconds left to make it 76-74 Maine. UMass
immediately called for a timeout, but having
none, were hit with a technical. Maine
missed the freebie, but it was irrelevant.

Rim notes: Haymore had 22 pts. for

UMass, followed by Eldridge's 20; Kohlhaas
grabbed 15 rebounds, while Steveskey
played good coming off the bench... Harris
led Maine with 23 pts.. followed by Lapham
(20 pts ) UMass shot 39 per cent from the
floor. 64 per cent from the charity stripe —
UMaine shot 43 per cent from the floor, 73
per cent from the free throw line... Tom
Witkos has been struck by the flu bug, and
missed the Maine game....
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PUT SOME MAGIC IN YOUR
FLORIDA SPRING VACATION
Rorida means sunshine, salt spray, and miles and miles of gor-

geous beaches. Florida also means Walt Disney Worid. For a different
kindof fun, just a short drive from the beach (90 minutes from Daytona).

At Walt Disney World, you enter a Kingdom of magic. Where you
watch your dreams come true. Where you experience the thrill of a fall

through the cosmic night inside Space Mountain. Where the Pirates of the
Caribbean take you along on their wild adventures.
At Walt Disney World, the kid in you shows through. Shake hands with Goofy.
Waddle arm in arm with Donald Duck. And give your regards to Mickey and

Minnie as they p>ass your way.
And you'll be pleasantly surprised at the price of admission. The Magic Kingdom is

a real entertainment value ($8 for a day of fun).

Walt Disney World is quite unlike anywhere you've ever been. After all, Cinderella lives
here. So does Thumper. And Winne the Pooh.
So put some magic into your Florida vacation this spring. Come see us at Walt Disney Worid.
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WE'RE IN REACH
For about the price of a good dinner, you can have a day-long entertainment feast at

Walt Disney World.

JUST A SHORT DRIVE FROM THE BEACH
Walt Disney World is centrally located, near Orlando. Just a short drive from Florida's

beach resort areas.

Add some magic to your sun-and-surf vacation. Come to Walt Disney World.

sonville

Beach

naveral

International Airport

Ft. Lauderdale

Miami Beach

Ulaltl^isneuUiopId

Open 9 am 9 p m., March 5-12. 197S

9 am 10 p.m . March 1:M7. 1978

.S ami am . March 18-31. 1978

Admission and eight Magic Kingdom adventures, just "fs
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Was Martin Luther King Jr
A Capitalist?

On the hundredth birthday of Dr. educated Negro who is not really

W.E.B. Dubois February 23, 1968, part of us, and the angry militant

Freedomways Magazine sponsored who fails to organize us having
an international Cultural Evening at nothing in common with Dr.

Carnegie Hall in New York City. The Dubois. He exemplified black
Centennial Address that evening power achievement and he
was delivered by Dr. Martin Luther organized black power in action. It

King Jr. This particular speech I was no abstract slogan to him."
think was one of his best ones Further on Dr. King continues to
before his assassination and this praise Brother Dubois,
speech alone was highly respon- "We cannot talk of Dr. Dubois
sible for the assassination of Dr. without recognizing that he was a
Martin Luther King Jr. because he radical all of his life. Some people
was in full agreement with what Dr. would like to ignore the fact that he
Dubois finally did in his life. was a Communist in his later years.

I will not attempt to give the full It is worth nothing that Abraham
text of this speech, but only Lincoln warmly welcomed the
highlight key points that he made support of Karl Marx during the
about Dr. W.E.B. Dubois, whom Civil War and corresponded with
Dr. King loved. The two great him freely.. .It is time to cease
intellectuals of our time have given muting the fact that Dr. Dubois was
people of color a high standard to a genius and chose to be a Com-
live by; it would be well that whites munist. Our irrational obessive
as well as people of color emulate anticommunism has led us into too
these two unselfish Africans. Dr. many quagmires to be retained as if

Martin Luther King Jr. did not make it were a mode of scientific

a mystique out of being of African thinking."

descent. Dr. Dubois felt the same Brother Martin stated further:

way as Brother Martin. History "Negroes have heavy tasks today,

taught both men of vision that it is We were partially liberated and
not enough to be angry at one's then re-enslaved. We have to fight

oppressor even if he has your own again on old battlefields but our
pigmentation rather than the confidence is greater, our v'sion is

general oppressors' skin clear, and our ultimate victory surer

pigmentation. These two men will because of the contributions a

knew that the supreme task sincere militant, passionate black giant left

people have is to organize, and behind him. " Dr. King used this

unite people so that their anger speech as an organizing tool for the
becomes a transforming force. Poor Peoples March on

Brother Martin stated the Washington D.C. in 1967. This can
following about Dubois: "This life be illustrated by the following. "Dr.
style of Br. Dubois is the most Dubois has left us but he has not
important quality this generation of died. The spirit of freedom is not
Negroes needs to emulate. The buried in the grave of the valiant.

He will be with us when we go to

Washington in April to demand our

right to life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness. We have to go to

Washington because they have

declared an armistice in the war on

poverty while squandering billions

to expand a senseless, cruel, unjust

war in Vietnam."

It is highly difficult to think that in

a psychotic fit ihat Dr. Martin

Luther King supported Capitalism

and hated progressive thinkers who
fought for protection of the op-

pressed. I think that Martin Luther

King was a man that gave

everything he had to the masses of

all people around the world. Dr.

King was warned by the likes of the

then Rev. Andrew Young to not

speak out against the war in

Vietnam. There were young ac-

tivists who asked Dr. King to speak

out against the war and •'. - did.

Myself and others who aie still

around who participated in that

period of history owe something to

the masses of people. I would have

probably not be here at U of Mass
had it not been for the efforts of

this man. He continued to deal with

our concrete struggle both here and
abroad and he did not have a liberal

tongue. He was not afraid to

criticize incorrect behavior. He
continues the following. "We will

go there, we will demand to be

heard, and we will stay until the

administration responds. If this

means forcible repression of our

movement, we will confront it, for

we will embrace it for that is what

> Continued on page 2
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Love dficj Kejv^c+ Satisfaccion
Lo mas hermoso

para los que han combatido

su vida entera,

es llegar al final v decir:

creiamos en el hombre y la vida

V la vida y el hombre

jamas nos defraudaron

Asi son ellos ganados para el pueblo.

Asi surge la eternidad del ejemplo.

No porque combatieron una parte de su vida,

sino porque combatieron todos los dias de su vida.

Solo asfllegas los hombres a ser hombres:

combatiendo dia y noche por ser hombres.

Entonces, el pueblo abre sus rios mas hondos

y los mezcia para siempre con sus aguas.

Quotes:
^ "Education is an important element in the struggle for human rights. It is

the means to help our chiljen and people rediscover their identity and

thereby increase self-respect. Education is our passport of the future, for

tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today."

Malcolm X, 1965

% "We must establish all over the country schools of our own to train our

children to become scientists and mathematicians. We must realize the

need for adult education and for job retraining programs that will em-

phasize a changing society in which automation plays the key role. We
intend to use the tools of education to help raise our people to an un-

precedented level of excellence and self-respect through their own ef-

forts."

Malcolm X, 1965

"In order for the Afro-Americans to control their destiny they must be able

to control and affect the decisions which control their destiny: economic,

political acnd social. This can only be done through organization.
'

Malcolm X, 1965

"The community must reinforce its moral responsibility to rid itself of the

effects of years of exploitation, neglect and apathy, and wage and

unrelenting struggle against police brutality."

Malcolm X, 1965

"A race of people is like an individual man; until it uses its own culture,

affirms its own selfhood, it can never fulfill itself."

Malcolm X, 1965

"Our cultural revolution must be the means of bringing us closer..."

Malcolm X, 1965

"Armed with the knowledge of the past, we can with confidence charter a

course for our future. Culture is an indispensable weapon in the freedom

struggle. We must take hold of it and forge the future with the past."

Malcolm X, 1965

"We appreciate the fact that when the people involved have real equality

and justice, ethnic intermingling can be beneficial to all. We must

denounce, however, all people who are oppressive through their policies or

actions and who are lacking in justice in their dealings with other people,

whether the injustices proceed from power, class or "racel' We must be

unified in order to be protected from abuse or misuse."

Malcolm X, 1965

"One of the first things I think young people, especially nowadays, should

learn is how to see for yourself and listen for yourself. Then you can come

to an intelligent decision for yourself. If you form the habit of going by

what you hear others say about someone, or going by what others think

about someone, instead of searching that thing out for yourself and seeing

for yourself, you will be walking east when you think you're walking east,

and you will be walking east when you think you're going west. This

generation, especially of our people, has a burden, nnore so than any other

time in history The most important thing that we can learn to do today is

think for ourselves."
Malcolm X

Asi son ellos, encendidas lejanias. ^

Por eso habitan hondamente el corazon

por Otto Rene Castillo.

Satisfaction
The most beautiful

for those who have fought a whole life,

is to come to the end and and say:

we believed in man and in life

and life and man
never let us down.

And so they are won for the people.

And so the infinite example is born.

Not because they fought a part of their lives

but because they fought all the days of their lives,

Only this way do men become men:

fighting day and night to be men.

Then the people open their deepest rivers

and they enter those waters forever.

And so they are, distance fires,

living, creating the heart

by Otto Rene Castillo

note- Eo From a collection of poems in Let's Go, a bilingual edition of

this Guatemalan rationalist's work. Castillo died by torture.

The Che- Lumumbas school for

Truth was founded in 1972 as an

alternative elementary school in

service to the Black, Puerto Rican,

Chicano, African, and other Third

World people in Western

Massachusetts. The purpose of the

school is to provide a training in-

stitution for Third World people

who will be prepared socially,

politically and intellectually to

provide leadership in the tasks of

nationbuilding. The School for

Truth is an independent school

attempting to develop an in-

dependent lifestyle for people. The

curriculum is designed to give

children the opportunity to obtain

the knowledge, critical thinking

skills and values conducive to

developing a commitment to the

liberation of all people from ex-

ploitation and oppression. The

del ejemplo. School is cooperatively managed

and operates on the principles of

unity, self-determination, collective

work and responsibility,

cooperative economics, and love

and respect for self, family and

community. The families and staff

are dedicated to the achievement of

human rights and the elimination of

race, sex and class privileges. These

values give the school its purpose

and direction. The family and the

school work together towards our

vision of a world with transformed

human relationships.

The Che-Lumumba School over

six years has many people to thank

for their work on behalf of our

school:

Sister Ismat Abdal-Haqq, whose

dedication to teaching and children

is admirable...

Yvonne Mark John, whose
talents and generosity are an

example...
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of example.
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Educational Materials for Sale

Games: "Workers Unite" $3.50

"Strike!' $3.00

2 Games for $6.00, poster free

Guides: Curriculum $2.00

Cards: Attractive note cards with photographs of children. Packet of 10,

$2.00

Poster: Black and White Photograph, $1.00

Make checks payable to Che Lumumba School. For more information or

to make orders write to: Che Lumumba School, New Africa House,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, 01003.

Maddie Marquez, whose per-

sistence and patience helped us

continue...

Dr. Xala Chandler, Dr. Andre

McLaughlin, Jose Tolson, Paul

Chandler, Dr. Gloria Joseph, Ann

jand Bob Saunders, Jonathan and

Dee Clark whose vision and per-

serverance brought the school into

being...

Wilessie Commisiong, Bob

Padgett, Dr. Esia Lynch, Professor

Edward and Vicenta Sotolongo,

Professor Acklyn Lynch, Gilberto

Sotolongo, William Hasson, Linda

Santos, Karen Brown, Debbie

Brown, Sonia Stiebel, Celia

Alverez, Maceo Shango, Patti

Simmons, Hilda Lightborn, Janice

Wertz, Julie Anderson, Bridget

Porter, Fiseha, Sisey, Birku, Gary

Inouye, Irene Perry, Harold Wash-

burn, Keryl Thompson, Harry

McCord, Gail Whittaker, Jose Ruiz,

Charo Ventura, Terry Jenoure, Zoe

Best, Diane Hale, Vonetta, Kim

Holder, Gary Owens, Roy Francis,

John Samalot, the head teachers

during 1974-1976 Susan Markman

and Mary Lea, and many others

who gave their time and talents

during the first five years...

Mauricio Hernandez, Marianela

Africano, Cheryl Davis, Wanda
Peace, Michelle Whitsett, Eshu

Elegra who have given their service

during the last year...

Continued on Page 3
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America's poor now receive. If it

means jail we accept it willingly, for

the millions of poor already are

imprisoned by exploitation and

discrimination

Dr Dubois would be in the front

ranks of the peace movement

today He would readily see the

parallel between American support

of the corrupt and despised

Thieuky regime and northern

support to the southern slave-

masters in 1876 The CIA scarcely

*-»ggerates, indeed it is sur-

c '
t when it calculates

for Congress that the war in

Vietnam can persist for a hundred

years People deprived of their

freedom do not give up - Negroes

have been fighting more than a

hundred years and even if the date

of full emancipation is uncertain,

what IS explicitly certain is that the

struggle for it will endure."

If Dr Martin Luther King could

Still breathe on this Capitalist

economy, I am certain he would not

hesitate to call the present National

elected officials nothing more than

overseers of the oppressed masses

of the people both here and abroad.

Note about the author: Nkrumah
Lumumba Olinga. "I am currently a

doctorial candidate in Mental

Health Admin. Prog. I was formerly

Donald Wendell Humphrie, but felt

that my name was an effect of the

mis education of the African whose
total emancipation Dr. Dubois and

Dr. King struggled for. I felt that

getting rid of my oppressors' name
was an important step in the right

direction. I did not realize the full

impact that this step took until the

Northampton Court did not even

want me to show up in court.

The Court of Northampton

denied me the right to educate the

people in the court room about

absurdity of Africans in 1978 still

being proud of their former slave-

masters' name with some type of

sick pride.

The court knew I h.id a just cause

for changing my slave name. I told

the court that by my continuing to

carry this slave name it was an act

of genocide against an entire Nation

of New African people. The court

of Northampton did not even dare

ask for public announcement
fee for the name change, they

simply sent my new rightful name
to me in the mail.

It stated that public an-

nouncement of name change has

been waived for good cause

shown. We people of African

descent have a whole lot of

organizing to do. It is also hoped

that non-Africans will pass this on

to other people of African descent

who did not read this. This type of

dialogue is needed to continue until

there is full emancipation and not a

sad joke like it is at the present.

Thre-e

fVahting
o+r»€r

S.s-fers ,

an<J i>y
niv\-r\Q^ each Continued from Page

Keeping the Faith
By JAMILA GASTON

In the early years of our children's lives we turn them over to a group of

people, strangers, who we believe will socialize and train our children for

their future responsibilities. We give money to a fund that pays these

strangers salaries, buys them materials, equipment and maintains

buildings. In some places the newness and gloss of it all makes us feel

good about giving them our children to develop for us. With blind faith we
give them our children and our money whether the buildings and books are

beautiful or not. We seldom have any control over what happens to any of

these; the children, the books, the buildings, the ideas communicated by

strangers. If our child comes home with the glow of accomplishment we
feel satisfied and successful as parents. If our children come home in pain

because they are made to feel stupid, out of place, like they want to be

someone else; or hurt by consistent racist, sexist or class insensitivity; or

indifferent because they have been treated indifferently, we begin to

wonder what is going on. When it happens to just one child we often

blame ourselves or the community. When we see this destructive ex-

perience repeated not only in one but in many, too many, of our children

and our neighbors children we begin to suspect that its not us at all. As we
think critically about our observations and share our experiences with

others we begin to realize that a pattern has developed. Our children who
are poor; who speak a different language at home than in school; who are

members of the racial group out of power; our children, who through our

efforts to help them survive as best we know how have built up a culture

incompatible with that of those who control the country's ideas; our

children are not learning the skills that will give them a chance for a good

life. When we ask why social scientists and educators tell us there is

something innately wrong with them, with the way we love them, with the

environment we create. We accept the blame and watch our children fail

as they develop unhealthy feelings about themselves and us and their

people. Since we hold ourselves as adults accountable for their future we
must act to change their lives. At some point we begin to realize that there

is nothing wrong with our children, or the way we love them, or the people

we are part of.

This recognition is supported by research that documents that the public

institutions responsible for the education of our children have never been

fair to communities of people who work at poverty levels because they

have no p>ower to control, or to people who are unemployed, or to people

whose race, language, culture or nationality are not compatible with that

of the majority. In the 1960's parents, sensitive teachers and ad-

ministrators, a few social scientists and educators decided to turn things

around. Frustrated in their efforts to achieve quality education by ap-

pealing to insensitive policy makers removed from the communities needs

they began an intense and arduous struggle to achieve community control

of schools.

This meant they wanted to evaluate teachers, form policy, participate in

decision-making. Parents felt if they were going to be held accountable for

the condition of their children they must control the institutions that

determine their lives. They began by shifting the responsibility for the

condition of education from the child and the family to the school.

The struggles for community control and parent participation in

education stimulated action in over 42 cities. There were varying degrees

of success but one thing is certain, the revival of the issue of participatory

democracy in education created a distinct change in the approach of

educators, administrators and researchers to problems in the education of

the children of minorities. The federal government and several states have

passed laws and made policy statements calling for parent participation in

educational programs and institutions. A few local school systems began

to respond by becoming more flexible in their relationship which parents.

Activists in several cities created innovative school programs to meet

varying racial, linguistic and cultural needs. Others created independent

schools with greater freedom for cooperation between teachers and

parents.

The community control movement inspired people to believe in them-

selves and their ability to govern their institutions. It helped many keep

faith in the future of their children. Keeping this faith is essential if we
expect to have a future at all.
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Yael:

Our 8 Principles:
The Che-Lumumba School

Friends such as Big Black, Earl

We are going to do a play about our school's eight principles. The Brown, Loida Figueroa, Yuri

principles are Liberty, Unity, Faith, Love and Respect, Purpose, Creativity, Kochiyama, Martin Sostre, Holly

Self Determination, and Collective Work and Cooperative Economics. We Near, Akil Al- Junde, Carlos

will sing some songs, and we would like you to ioin us i* you know them. Feliciano, Madonna Gilbert,

The first song we will sing is a song sung by the freedom fighters in Yvonne Wanrow, Prexy Nesbitt...

South Africa. Our brothers and sisters are in jail there because they fought Lolita Lebron and Craeman Gethers

for their freedom. Our brother Steve Biko was killed there by the racists, who answer all our letters...

We sing this song for Liberty, who is in jail.
the Nummo News Staff,

5qp_. Lionel Delevigne, Professor Femi

We Don't Care If We Go To Jail Richards, Professor Gloria Lomax,

Qhg^av: ^^- Michael Jackson and CCEBS

I am Liberty. I am in jail but they can't stop me. If people want freedom staff, Ahora, Afro- American

they will get it.
Students Society, Black Mass

If people want Love and Respect, they will get it. People respect me just Communication Project, Commuter

like I respect them. Collective, Malcolm X Center,

I must get a message to all the freedom fighters to come save me. But Hampshire College Third World

how will they know I am in jail? I know! I will send a message to Unity. She Student Organization, North-east

will gather the other principles and they will all rescue me. Sylvan Area Governments, DRUM
She writes a message on a paper airplane and sends it to Unity ftlicia). staff. New Africa House Choir, W E

Unity reads the message, then introduces herself.) B DuBois Department of Afro-

/^licja: American Studies and other

My name is Unity. I help people make friends and work together. I will be contributors and supporters

angry if people fight, instead of cooperating together. Unity means that it

is better to struggle together instead of struggling alone. I hope you act on

Unity.

Song:
Solidarity Forever

Alicia:

Artists such as Diana Ramos and

her Repertory and Theater Com-

pany, Archie Shepp and his en-

semble, Mageed Greenlee, Bob

Marquez, Andrew Salkey, Sonia

Sanchez, Eno, David Jackson, the

My sister Liberty is in jail and I must go save her. But I can't go alone. Little Flags Theater and others who
The capitalists, racists and imperialists are too strong for me. How can I

save Liberty? I know! Our song gives me Faith. I must go with her!

( Kathy ( Faith) comes out of group and stands with Alicia.)

Kathy:

I am Faith. The people will win if they believe in me. Sister Unity, we

need the faith and courage of our brother, Martin Luther King. Let's sing a

song about him to give us strength.

Song:
Martin Luther King

Alicia:

And now sister Faith, we need Love and Respect. She can unite all the

people, old and young, to h«H3 each other and help us. Love and Respect,

where are you?

( Yael ( Love and Respect) comes out of group and joins Kathy and Alicia.)

Song:
If I Had a Hammer'

Yael:

I am Love and Respect. Love to me is my school. Respect to me is my

brothers and sisters in the school and in my house.

Come sisters, we need Creativity to help us, for this will be a long

struggle. We will have to be clever and use our resources wisely. But

where is Creativity?

Kathy:

Creativity is at the top of the mountain getting inspiration from Nature. It

will take us days to climb. Maybe if we found Purpose, he could help us get

there quicker. Purpose, where are you?

Shimon: ^, .

Here I am. I am Purpose. I help the people get what they want. Now that

I am here we can climb the mountain fast and find Creativity!

( They all walk as if they are climbing toward Ben ( Creativity). As they

go they sing.)

BJkXlUX. Sl^slery of 3)')aJMS Lca/^
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Song:
Step by Step.

They reach Creativity. He introduces himself.)

Ben:

I am Creativity. I make cars; I make people, I make music; I make

animals, I make nature; I make houses, I make paper; I make clothes; I can

make everything.

We can save Liberty if we use our youth and our knowledge. But first we

need to get Self- Determination. She is in a secret camp training guerrillas

to fight for the liberation of Azania. On the way let's sing a song about

ourselves.

Song:
We Are the Young Ones thorus only)

0"hey reach Self Determination. She introduces herself.)

Nataka:

I am Self Determination. Kugachagalia means Self Determination..

Nataka means I want. I name myself and let nobody else name me.

Now, sisters and brothers, we are all together. So let's go rescue Liberty!
f^^^^^.

They go over to Liberty's jail and knock it over and get her out).

Nataka:

Now we can build a new society with our principle of Collective Work

and Cooperative Economics. Let's show we can own the land and control

"\ our work together by singing our school song!

\ Song:
^ Che Lumumba
Ben:

We's like to close our show by having everyone sing Guantanemera, a

song from Cuba, which is an inspiration for revolution and equality in the

Third World.

Song:

Childten and audience sing Guantanemera.

The End
Venceremos!

contribute their talent..

We remember you and express

our appreciation for your work and-

or support of the Che-Lumumba
School. Each of you has affected us

in some way. We are constantly

engaged in the dynamics of change

as we work towards the fulfillment

of our collective vision. "A Luta

Continual" The Struggle Con-

tinues!

This newsletter was produced by

Maurico Hernandez, Jose Tolson,

Lucia Bruno, Tony Crayton, Sonia

Nieto, Angel Nieto, Sister Ismat

Abdal-Haqq, Jamils Gaston, Ann
Ferguson, Kim Holder, Ed Cohen,

and the children of Che-Lumumba:

Cheray O'Nei, Kathy Ferguson-

Brettlinger, Ben Bruno, Nataka

Crayton, Yael and Shimone Wash-

burn and Alicea Nieto.

Che-Lumumba School's par-

ticipating households are headed

by: Lucia Bruno, Ann Ferguson,

John Brettlinger, Denise Crayton,

Tony Crayton, Sonia Nieto, Angel

Nieto, Patti O'Neil and Sally Wash-

burn.

Editorial

This issue of the Che- Lumumba
Newsletter is dedicated to the work

and struggles of people in every

nation who are commited to human
liberation from oppression. It is

dedicated especially to leaders like

El Hajj Malik Shabazz, a.k.a

Malcolm X, who like Che Guevara,

Patrice Lumumba, Albizu Campos
and many others has provided us

with a life example by which to

guide our work.

El Hajj Malik Shabazz believed

that the re-education of the people

of this country is essential to the

development of a mass movement

capable of struggling effectively for

human rights. He was a man who
loved his family and his people. He
professed Islam as his faith but

developed an understanding of

many people's belief systems. As a

disciple of Elijah Muhammed and a

minister of the Nation of Islam he

made many speeches around this

country that explained to people

the connection between domestic

and international struggles for

liberation from oppression and for

self-determination. By the time he

broke his relationship with the

Nation of Islam to organize Muslim

Mosque, Inc. and the Organization

of Afro- American Unity, a secular

he was known in-

ternationally as a master teacher.

He constantly urged his audiences

to learn to think critically. Through

his clear articulation of common
experience people began to see and

understand issues previously

ignored. He was a great orator.

El Hajj Malik Shabazz also wrote

many articles for the Nation of

Islam He traveled to Africa twice

and the Middle East and Europe.

Everywhere, by people of all races,

he was received with courtesy,

respect and brotherhood. Prior to

Continued on page 4
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Our Children — Our Choice

W^r.^jf^'^^g)

Che Lumumba school

photo by Edward Cohen

by Tony Crayton

Every year millions of people of

African, Asian, Native American
and Hispanic descent have to

choose an educational institution

for Their children. For oppressed
people this choice is critical. It's

critical because most of the
educational institutions they
surrender their children to are

created and controlled by the same
element responsible for their op-

pression.

We, as oppressed people have
embarked on what Cheikh Kane
described as an "Ambiguous
Adventure." We in predominantly
white institutions are here "to learn

the ways of the conqueror." Kane
saw the "Foreign School" of the
conqueror as a new stage of war
against their oppression. The
parents of his principle character
Diallo, were faced with the same
dilemma as we in surrendering our
children to the foreigner. Is what
they learn at the white institution

worth what they loose in identity,

culture and historical persective?

We are surrendering our children

to an educational system that

requires they reduce the worth of

their culture to nothing. They loose

their culture to incoporate a

universalism that results in this

"Ambiguous Adventure" on which
only the European ideal exists as

the basis of fact and reality. Thus
they- are only to act on what they

are taught, not what they thought.

The ideals of these white in-

stitutions aim at attaining

"productive members" of the

exploitative caste. For non-whites

miseducated in this manner they

become the colonial administrators;

overseers of the public poverty

They adopt the so called "highe
values" of universalism and claini

to have become Americans first,

individuals second and whatever
ethnic group they can't avoid last.

Our children cry if we don't

celebrate Thanksgiving or

Christmas and are never taught that

which the inventors had in mind to

give thanks for - the theft of the

Indians land and the enslavement
of millions of Africans. They mope
if they are not allowed to watch the

Lone Ranger degrade Tonto or

Snow White make chumps out of

the seven dwafts. They are given

images that are totally against the

interest of their people's welfare.

Others claim the technological

Drawings by the Children of

The Che-Lumumba School

benefits of the "foreign school" as

the reason for surrendering their

children. They point out that these

institutions have learning centers,

with audio visual aids and reading

labs, as well as new math. The
schools they say are immacutely

cleaned yet they fail to see that the

sterile environment includes a

sterile education. Sterile because it

IS living, yet can't produce; it can

live for itself but it can't produce;

for its own. It teaches them to think

for themselves not for their people.

They become sterile cultural

zombies, living dead, incapable of

recognizing the concrete reality of

their people. Their education fails to

create dedicated workers for those

they left behind, unskilled,

unemployed and unwanted.

Thousands of Blacks, Hispanics

and Asians in the country graduate

from colleges and universities and
because of their education flee the

troubles of their downtrodden
people to list their names on the

paychecks of capitalist industrial

murderers whose products and
investments are the major reason

for oppressed peoples condition

They develop the "get out of the

ghetto blues" and are immortalized

in T.V. presentations for having

pulled themselves up and abon-

doned their people.

Too many people take the just

struggles of non-whites peoples

against capitalist and imperialist

exploitation, as a side show in-

terest. They don't take it seriously

in their lives until some racism is

heaped on their heads and then

their tune changes.

But most tragic is that their

miseducation effects their children.

They'll consider a multi-cultural

progressive education as too
political yet over coffee and wine
the political issues are safely argued

as if extermination is around the

corner. Since the school is run in a

communalistic fashion and parent

participation is demandatory many
have had reservations about who
they can work with. Despite this

they can later turn and work on a

job with all whites without- any
difficulty. It became obvious that

their education not their talk allows

them to support those who oppress

them and neglect and condemn
those attempting to provide
progressive changes for their

children.

It is our children who will

progress or suffer for our choices in

education. The talented tenth

theory is discredited and our efforts

should be aimed for our masses. As
the poet-educator Haki Madhubuti
stated;

"If our children, in their later

years are to be responsible to us,

we, in their youth, have to be
responsible in educating them."

Note: Tony Crayton is a parent

and polical education teacher of the

Che Lumumba School.

Continued from page 3

these experiences he had taken the

position that all white people, like

the ones in America, were evil.

When he returned from Africa he

expressed the belief that it was
possible that evil was not attribute

of race but the result of inhumane
relationships within a system that

was unjust His ideas were im-

portant because so many people
were influenced by them. He
wanted to convince us of the

inalienable right of all people to

control their own destiny.

El Hajj Malik's organizing abilities

were feared by many people. His

potential for helping to unify the

Afro American people was
recognized as a threat to the power
of several organizations and the

government On July 23, 1964 whilp

i.e was in Africa El Haj) Malik was

poisoned while eating dinner in the

Cairo Hilton When he looked for

the waiter, the waiter had vanished.

He told his sister, Ella Collins, he felt

the CIA was responsible.

One of the things El Hajj Malik

Shabazz attempted to do that was
considered dangerous was to in

ferest the nations of Africa and Asia
in bringing up issues of importance
to the Afro American people at the
United Nations By developing the
civil rights struggle into a human
rights struggle his work promised to

embarrass the United States. The
F.B.I, recognized his leadership

potential in this country and kept

him under surveillance. Two weeks
before he was assassinated he flew

To Paris, France to deliver a speech
to the Congress of African
Students. French officials, ap-

parently fearful he would be

assassinated on French soil,

refused him entrance to the

country.

By 1965 El Hajj Malik Shabazz
had developed unofficial diplomatic

relations with several African
nations in the United Nations.

He was received at the United

Nations delegate lounge as a

working diplomat. He was making
progress in his goal of having the

United States condemned for

violations of human rights at the

time of US intervention in the

Congo's civil war. He lobbied to

convince other African
representatives to condemn this

action The US. government held
him responsible for the mounting
attacks against the United States
role in the General Assembly
debates of 1964.

His fnends and family began to

feel that to continue this work he

needed protection. People warned

Quote from Lolita:

Lolita's Story
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I am Lolita Lebron, Puerto Rican were bad, the sanitation horrible,
patriot and political prisoner; 59 the latrines flooded. The children of
years old, born Nov. 19, 1919, at the so-called good families did have
Lares Puerto Rico, historical city of special privileges, such as
the first proclamation of the free receiving their lunches in the school
and sovereign republic of the through the maid of the fiouses.
Puerto Rican nation. When I was in sixth grade, I knew

Since July 25, 1898, Puerto Rico that life's lessons in the classroom
has been under the U.S. and in my environment taught two
domination. The U.S. established principles: to do the will of the
itself by the force of arms in the United States, and to do the will of
Puerto Rican nation as conqueror God. But one day I heard myself
of our land, hearts and minds... saying to myself: if I could make
As a little girl, I went to school another world, I would make it, a

where the first thing I learned was, world where the hard working
after the bell rang and the line was people would be able to live more
formed, to place my little hand abundantly, just like other people.
upon my heart to salute and piedge Note: Lolita Lebron has been in

allegiance to the flag. I learned prison over twenty years. She led a
afterward that the flag was the group of men in an attack on the
highest symbol of the nation and symbol of the United States on
that the nation was not Puerto March 1, 1954. They wanted to
Rico, but a faraway country named force the American people to pay
the United States of America. We attention to the plight of the Puerto
were not taught the meaning of the Rican nation. Puerto Rico became a
words. Our education was taught in colony of the United States in 1898.
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him that government agents had
infiltrated his organizations. On
February 13, 1965 at 2:45 a.m. his

home was bombed whiile his wife,

who was expecting a child and four

children and himself slept in their

Queens, New York home. The
house was destroyed but the family

survived. Evidence indicated there

was official compliance in this act

against the Shabazz family.

On February 21, 1965 El Hajj

Malik Shabazz, a.k.a Malcolm X,

knowing his life was in grave
danger went before an audience of

supporters in the Audubon
Ballroom in Harlem, New York City

to explain the aims and objectives

of his work. As he stood on the

stage with Asian and Black
nationalist activists he was shot
down.

After his death by assassination

his followers were forced to

disperse to avoid a similar end. His

writings and recorded speeches
continue to influence people. Over
the last thirteen years people who
were afraid to agree with him when
he was alive now willingly associate

themselves with his name. Many
people who did not know or did not

understand his objectives now
admire what he was aspiring

toward. He is recognized as one of

the most dynamic leaders of Afro-

American people in the history of

the United States.

Che- Lumumba School believes

that it is important that we know
and understand the work of leaders

like El Hajj Malik. Knowledge of our

history and understanding of the

vision of our leaders will help us

plan our future direction.

Peltier Found Innocent
on Murder Count

Leonard Peltier.

The American Indian Movement
(AIM) won a major victory in

Milwaukee Jan. 27. A jury of six

Blacks and six whites found AIM
activist Leonard Peltier not guilty of

the 1972 attempted murder of two
former police officers.

"We feel that this is a total

victory," Lew KunA/itz, one of

Peltier's lawyers, told the Guardian
during a telephone interview shortly

after the acquittal. "It was a victory

brought about by the people who
supported Peltier."

Peltier was charged with at-

tempted murder following a fight

with two police officers, Ronald
HIavlnka and Jim Eccles, at a
Milwaukee restaurant. During the

agrument, Peltier pulled a defective

gun in an attempt to stop the
altercation and the officers charged
he threatened to kill them.
Two Native American women —

neither of them acquaintances of

Peltier — testified that the officers

beat Peltier before he was forced to

pull his gun. The police officers

admitted under oath that they were
"slightly intoxicated."

The defense also exposed the
racism of officer HIavinka, whose
former woman friend, Belle Ann
Guild, testified that a few days after

Peltier's arrest the officer bragged:
"I got me a big Indian."

The defense charged that Peltier,

who had just returned from leading

the Milwaukee contingent of Native

Americans to the Trail of Broken
Treaties demonstration in

Washington, was beaten and
arrested for his part in the
demonstration.

The prosecution not only con-
ceded that Peltier's gun was
defective and couldn't fire, but also

that Peltier was aware of the gun's
ineffectiveness. Defense attorneys

noted that under similar cir-

cumstances most people would
have been charged at most with
reckless handling of a firearm, a
misdemeanor.

One of the major factors in

Peltier's acquittal was the ability to

get six Blacks on the jury, ac-

cording to the defense. They noted
that this limited the prosecution's

ability to appeal to the jury on
purely racist grounds.

Dozens of Native American
leaders and friends from
throughout the U.S. and Canada
attended the trial since its opening
Jan. 18. The Native Americans held

daily pipe ceremonies and vowed to

continue their struggle for the

reversal of Peltier's 1976 conviction

for aiding and abetting in the killing

of two FBI agents during the

agency's siege of the Pine Ridge
(S.D.) Reservation in June 1975.

Peltier is currently serving two
consecutive life sentences in

federal prison as a result of that

conviction. Speaking in behalf of

the Peltier Defense Committee,
Kurwitz said: "We are now building

toward the St. Louis hearing of the

new appeal from Peltier's con-
viction in St. Louis, temporarily set

for March 2. We wish to bring the

focus onto all political prisoners, as

well as Peltier, that are in jail or

facing frame-up charges. We call

upon friends to support Peltier by
joining in the massive rally and
demonstration we plan to hold

when the oral hearings on the

appeal open in St. Louis. We are

confident that Peltier will win a new
trial and a reversal of his con-
viction."

Black Health:
Hospital Sites Questioned

The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
announced earlier this month that it

will pursue two Gary, Ind., hospitals

for possible civil rights violations

because of their efforts to move
from the inner city.

HEW officials said the measures
were part of an attempt to broaden
the scope of civil rights monitoring.

A similar action was taken with a

third hospital in December.
The two Indiana hospitals

recently began to build satellite

facilities in the suburbs and HEW
charged that these satellites, if

expanded, might adversely affect

services to inner city residents. St.

Mary Mercy Hospital had opened
its adjunct in 1973, while Methodist
Hospital opened a similar facility in

1976.

In a letter sent to the hospitals

last month, David Tatel of the HEW
Office of Civil Rights asked that "no
further action be taken until the

construction plans are properly

reviewed and approved by this

department as required by the

assurances."

These "assurances " stated that

the disputed satellites could be built

only if the hospitals consulted with
HEW before expanding the
facilities. But Mercy began building

an $8 million extension to its

satellite in September and
Methodist had similar plans un-

derway — and neither had con-
sulted HEW.
Two months ago, HEW agreed to

the Wilmington Medical Center's

plans to move from the heart of

Wilmington, Del., only if the
hospital agreed to provide trans-

portation to the new facility for

mainly Black inner city residents.

"To be honest, the Office for

Civil Rights has no health en-

forcement activity at all," admitted
Tatel to the Washington Post.

"That's why we're the defendant in

so many lawsuits. Now we're

beginning to do it. The site

selection provisions are there and
we're going to enforce them."
The HEW action could mean that

construction plans for hundreds of

hospitals will come under review by
the agency, although it has not

stated that such plans are in the

works. But the physical inac-

cessibility of hospitals to Black and
other third world patients is one of

a host of problems confronting

health care in minority com-
munities.

In Tulsa, Okla., for example, the
largely Black residents of the city's

North Side have been demanding a
hospital for years. Yet evangelist
Oral Roberts has announced plans
for a $100 million health facility on
the all-white South side.

Health statistics compiled in 1973
for the Tulsa Black community
show an infant mortality rate twice
that of the citywide rate and a
tuberculosis rate nearly four times
the city rate. There are two doctors
for every 10,000 North Side
residents. According to one area
Black, "If somebody has a car

accident on the North Side, by the
time they get to the hospital on the
South Side, they're dead."

In a related development, the
Congressional Budget Office
recently released a report
documenting widespread
discrimination against third world
health care recipients.

The report, requested by Black
Caucus members Louis Stokes (D-
Ohio) and Parren Mitchell (D-Md.),
found that high costs, lack of at-

tention to specific medical dif-

ficulties of Blacks and other
minority people, and lack of doctors
in third world communities are

responsible for the failing health of

Blacks.

Although the study did not even
take into account the extensive

discrimination faced by Latinos,

which it classified as white, it found
that third world women are five

times as likely to die in childbirth as
whites. This, combined with a 70%
higher infant mortality rate,

"suggests continuing lack of

prenatal care," the report said.

Other findings included: third

world people are four times as likely

to die of heart and kidney disease

as whites; five times as likely to die

of tuberculosis; twice as likely to die

from diabetes, and three times as
likely to die of high blood pressure.

The report also found
widespread discrimination in the

payment of Medicaid benefits.

According to 1969 statistics, the

federal medical program paid an
average of $375 for each white
person who received funds, while

third world people averaged $213
each.

Police brutality:

Maryland cops scored
The killing of Black shoplifting

suspect William Ray was a

"clearcut case of murder," charges
the Prince George's County, Md.,

National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People
(NAACP).
Ray was killed in a Christmas Eve

shooting by a local cop after he had
been searched twice (Guardian,
Jan. 5).

The NAACP's charges reflect an
uproar in the area's Black com-
munity about racist police brutality

in the area. Just weeks after Ray's
death, a second Black victim,

Abraham Dickens, was killed by a
cop who suspected him of robbing
a restaurant.

Local businessmen and
policemen called a press con-
ference to refute charges of abuse.
They responded to the NAACP's
charges by inviting NAACP head
Arthur Jackson to appear in court.

"I'd like him to prove that charge
(of murder) to the grand jury,"

insisted Samuel Serio, attorney for

the cop accused in Ray's death.
"And if he can't, we'll be back in

the next morning with one big

slander suit." Jackson has stated
publicly that he has spoken with a
woman who witnessed the Ray
shooting.

Meanwhile, Black demands have
forced the local police department
to issue stricter guidelines about
police use of deadly force. While
the guidelines originally said that a
suspect must be wanted for a
violent crime to warrant the use of
such force, they now stated that
police can shoot only when there is

a "clear and present danger" of
serious injury or death. The new
guidelines also restrict the use of
warning shots.

Peter Morgan, Ray's killer, is

under investigation by a county
grand jury and faces police
department disciplinary hearings.
The cop who shot Dickens,
however, has simply been placed
on administrative leave pending a
police department investigation.

L YNORA WILLIAMS

Military Honors:
A Little Late

For years, the 761st Battalion has

struggled for proper recognition of

its efforts in World War 2. Finally,

after 33 years, on Jan. 24 President

Jimmy Carter awarded the unit the

Presidential Unit Citation, lauding it

for "extraordinary heroism in

action."

The all- Black group, long known
as "Eleanor Roosevelt's 'nigers,'

"

was the first Black unit to assume
combat duty for the U.S. They did

so despite the vehement- opposition

of military officials; it is widely

alleged that Eleanor Roosevelt, wife

of President Franklin Roosevelt,

pushed hard for their acceptance.

The 761st is only the second
Black unit to receive the honor. The
group had asked for the citation six

times between 1945 and 1976

Baum Defies Racist Order, Faces Jail
ay DENNIS SCHAAL
Jeanne Baum, a Blackfoot Indian

confined to a wheelchair with

multiple sclerosis, faced another

type of confinement in New York
last week — jail.

The Native American militant

told the Guardian Jan. 24 that she
would surrender to state authorities

on charges of child "neglect"

rather than return her 15-year-old

daughter Siba to a racist Long
Island school. Siba Baum plans to

remain in hiding.

In a unanimous decision, the

Appellate Division of the New York
State Supreme Court ruled a day
earlier that Baum must send her

daughter back to Selden Junior

High School or face loss of

custody.

"I didn't expect more from the

court, practically speaking," Baum

said in an interview from Browning,
Mont. "I just hoped we'd get a

good decision, something people
could work with so I could retire

from this thing early."

"Parents have the right to say

something about the education of

their children," Baum continued. "I

used to think it was ignorance, but

racism is something this govern-

ment needs to run. They know very

well what they are doing."

Annie Stein, a spokeswoman for

the Friend of the Court Committee,
said attorney William Kunstler

intends to file an appeal before the

state's highest court, the New York
State Court of Appeals, but may be
barred from doing so since the

adverse lower court ruling was
unanimous. In this event, the at-

torney will appeal directly to the

federal courts.

The Blackfoot Indian pulled her

daughter out of the junior high

"school in September 1975 after

school authorities refused to take
any punitive or remedial action

against a teacher who spouted
racist slurs against Native
Americans in her daughter's
classroom. The teacher, for

example, said Indians "are lazy"

and "got what they deserved."
HISTORY OF THE CASE
The Suffolk County Family Court

convicted the Blackfoot Indian of

"neglect" in May 1976. Jeanne and
Siba Baum fled New York in July of

that year and- for the next year the
two traveled through Native
American reservations around the

country.

In issuing its verdict last week.

the appellate court found that "a
child may not be used by a parent

as a pawn in a battle with public

school authorities."

Far from assuming a pawn's
status, Siba Baum told the
Guardian that she backed her

mother's initiative 100%. "I wasn't

really surprised, though, by the

court decision," she said. "After

everything they did in court, telling

all the lies, all the people they called

in to testify, I figured they could pull

off anything."

The appellate court contended
last week that the racial incidents at

Seldon Junior High School were
"isolated " and that the elder Baum
took the law into her own hands by
not moving through the proper

channels.

Jeanne Baum responded Jan. 24
that she is at a loss to figure out
what other channels she could have
sought out: she had consulted the
school principal, the Board of

Education, the school superin-

tendent, the Brookhaven Human
Rights Commission, the local

teachers union and 23 churches,

and had received no help.

"My credo is that if racism raises

its ugly head and you don't do
anything about it, then you're

condoning it,
" Jeanne Baum

explained. "Racism ignored is

racism condoned."

Contributions to the Jeanne Baum
Defense Committee may be sent c>

o A. Stein, 400 Central Park West,
New York, N. Y. 10025.
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NAACP Allies With Big Oil

By LYNORA WILLIAMS
The National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) has caused a furor by
aligning itself with the energy policy

of the world's largest oil and gas
monopolies.

The new NAACP energy policy

position endorses development of

the much-criticized, en-
vironmentally unsafe nuclear
breeder reactor. The country's
oldest civil rights organization also

says that regulation of fuel prices

causes inflation and the loss of

jobs.

The stand, which spuriosly links

higher gas prices with more job

opportunities for unemployed
Blacks, has apparently raised a

storm of criticism within the ranks

of the organization itself.

This view on energy was largely

formulated at a late November
NAACP conference on the
question held in Washington. Many
NAACP staff members and other

participants in the meeting have
charged that the just-released

position differs from that agreed
upon in Washington.
OIL COMPANY TIES

It has become public knowledge
that the NAACP stand was mainly

advocated by Black oil executives,

many of whom belong to the

American Association of Blacks in

Energy (AABE). These figures

share a common critique with their

companies of President Jimmy
Carter's new energy plan.

Criticism of the Carter plan,

which calls for modified regulation

of gas prices and aims at

decreasing U.S. dependence on
foreign oil imports, is an important

element in the NAACP policy

statement. (This reflects a ruling-

class dispute in which the ad-

ministration sees a long-term in-

terest in achieving "energy in-

dependence," while the oil com-
panies want to protect the
superprofits accruing from the

import of third world oil.)

In some respects, the NAACP's
position is also a byproduct of the

failure of most environmental
groups to address questions
relating to the environment of

working class and third world
communities. This failure to link

environment demands to the

pressing concerns of workers and

NAACP head Hooks

oppressed peoples has to some
extent left a clear field for the

energy monopolies to make a

propaganda connection between
their profits and "jobs."

The NAACP position received a

broadside attack from the
Congressional Black Caucus, which
issued a statement opposing its

conclusions. Rep. John Conyers
(DMich), a member of the caucus,

told the weekly Village Voice, "The
question is going to be raised as to

who the NAACP represents. How
on earth could deregulation be in

the interests of Black
people?. ..Obviously, we are the

relatively largest unemployed and
would be most adversely impacted
by increased energy costs."

But the architects of the policy

slammed right back, "The Black

Caucus has only served as a front

for white no-growth elitists who
thrive on the powerlessness of

Black America," charged AABE
head Clark Watson. "But now,
they've been served notice to

replace the rather mundane
position they've taken on energy in

the past...
"

"And a spokesperson for the

NAACP told the Guardian it was "a
bunch of crap" to think that energy

regulation could be achieved
without price hikes and a loss of

jobs.

PRAISE FROM INDUSTRY
The NAACP garnered high praise

for this perspective from industry.

"For the first time," the Wall Street

Journal crowed in a lead editorial,

the group "has sided with the free-

marketers instead of the in-

terventionists."

"Since its founding," the Journal

Leon Damas Dies
In Washington

Leon Damas, a founder of the

Black literary-cultural movement
called Negritude in France, died

Jan. 22 at George Washington

Hospital in Washington, D.C.

Damas had also served in the

French Assembly from 1945-1951,

and in 1970s taught at several

universities in Washington.

Born in the French colony of

Guiana in South America, Damas
was a member of a small group of

French colonial intellectuals who
founded the movement in the

1930s. As students living in pre-

World War 2 Paris, the mendevoted

their works to protesting racism

and colonialism. The movement
they founded, based on an

exaltation of blackness, was a

radical contribution to the an-

ticolonial movement in Africa and

the West Indies.

Damas' closest collaborators in

the Negritude movement were the

poet president of French

neocolonial Senegal m West Africa,

Leopold Senghor, and the writer-

politician from the French West

Indian island colony of Vlartinique,

Aime Cesaire The late Haitian

intellectual, Jacques Remain, also

contributed.

The term Negritude was defined

by Cesaire as "the simple

recognition of the fact of being

black, the acceptance of this fact

(and) of its cultural and historical

consequences."

Many of the works of the

Negritude movement met the sam<

fate of Damas' poetry collection o

1937, "Pigments," which was

banned in France and its colonies

as a danger "to the internal and

external security" of the empire.

But their influence on the up-

coming generation of colonial

artists, writers and anticolonial

activists had already taken root.

Negritude also had an important

impact in the U.S. where the

Harlem Renaissance of the same

period is considered its counterpart.

The latter, which saw many Black

musical advances and the

publication of progressive writers

like Langston Hughes, Sterling

Brown and others, also influenced

important figures of the Negritude

movement.

In the 1960s and 1970s.

Negritude came under many in-

cisive criticisms, with charges that

Its political shortcomings con-

tributed to neocolonialism.
However, as Damas once said; the

literary cultural movement, born

out of colonial and racial op-

pression, prepared "awareness of a

race consciousness which con-

tributed to struggles for in-

dependence in Africa."

'Paul Robeson':
Broadway Boycott

continued, "the association has

combatted the legal barriers that

blocked Black progress and

reduced them to the point where

they are no longer the biggest

problem. The next stage is to

expand the opportunities that

Blacks can now take advantage of

and nothing competes with a

vigorous market economy in

providing upward social mobility."

SEEK CORPORATE AID
Former California Gov. Ronald

Reagan also hailed the NAACP
move. Speaking Jan. 21 at an

Atlanta meeting of the Republican

Party's right wing, he commented,
"I believe that Black Americans
want what every other kind of

American wants.. .and the best way
to have those things Is for

government to get out of the way
while the rest of us make a bigger

pie so that everybody can have a

bigger slice."

While the NAACP clearly has not

abandoned its legal strategy, it

does appear to be placing increased

emphasis on economic develop-

ment in the Black community and
apparently hopes to gain corporate

support for this through its new
stand.

In requesting backing for his

organization's energy position, for

example, NAACP executive
director Benjamin Hooks wrote last

month, "Economic development
for Blacks, we recognized, has to

be a primary concern for the

NAACP.
"The key to our success," Hooks

continued, '"depends on an ex-

panding economy and a concern
for jobs, income and economic
welfare. We believe that our

success in reducing the present

high level of Black unemployment
lies in part in the type of national

energy policies and plans our

government adopts."

In a commentary on this point of

view, syndicated columnists Carl

Rowan noted, "In the frustration

over chronic poverty and
joblessness in Black Amerita, with

the federal government doing little

to alleviate it, NAACP leaders have
swallowed the line that they can
forge an alliance with "big oil' that

will produce greater profits...with

Blacks reaping jobs and
prosperity."

Amin's Seventh

Year

This past January marked the

seventh anniversary of the military

coup which brought Idi Amin to

power in the African nation of

Jganda.

International reports say that

Amin consolidated his power
during the past year and is now
stronger than ever, though more
security conscious than before. The
260-pound former boxing cham-
pion has escaped at least 13 at-

tempted coups during his reign and
two assassination attempts last

year, proving, to say the least, that

he is a durable man.

Reports indicate that the

country's economy is desperate,

although high coffee prices have

eased the economic condition

somewhat. Reportedly, stores in

Uganda have run out of all but

basic supplies. It is said that one

egg in the country sells for fifty

cents and butter goes for $9 a

pound.

It has been estimated that during

Amin's reign, between 50,000 and

300,000 Ugandans have been killed

for opposing him politically and that

the number of political exiles

number many thousands more. It is

also reported that Amin has banned

27 different Christian churches

from the country in favor of Islam,

Amin's religion.

The play "Paul Robeson,"
criticized by many supporters of the

Black leader and written by Phillip

Hayes Dean, has hit Broadway.
And so has a storm of objections.

After being confronted with

protests in Louisville, Ky.,

Philadelphia, Washinton, D.C,
Cleveland, Boston, Chicago, St.

Louis and Baltimore, the play was
greeted by picketlines and a

barrage of poor reviews in New
York City.

Critics charge that the play

distorts the life of the Black per-

former and activist who died in

1976 at the age of 77.

In a 2-page advertisement in

Variety newspaper, the Ad Hoc
Committee to End the Crimes
Against Paul Robeson charged the

production "is a tissue of in-

ventions and distortions ranging

from the most elementary facts of

the man's youth, aspirations and
development of the roles of his

father, his brother, his wife, to the

simplest chronological events of his

life..." The committee listed a host

of the play's inaccuracies in a 22-

page document. "Some Facts

About Paul Robeson, The Man,
Vis-Avis the Stage Play."

More importantly, the ad hoc
committee asserts, "There will be
many persons, unknowing of the

true dimensions of Robeson or the

full extent of what was done to him,

who may be grateful for what is

given. But it is precisely here that

the greatest danger lies. For we in

the Black community have
repeatedly seen the giants among
us reduced from revolutionary

heroic dimensions to manageable,

sentimentalized size. If they cannot

be coopted in life, it is simple

enough to tailor their images in

death."

Black playwright Dean has

reflected all criticism, charging that

"I don't know what they (the

committee) are talking about and
neither do they."

James Earl Jones, who plays the

role of Robeson in the one- person

production told the Washinton Post

last month, "I see Robeson as an

alone person and, in a tragic sense,

a lonely person. ..It's not that Paul

didn't have fun moments in his life,

but as a drama it is essentially a

tragedy...! consider Robeson as

gifted a human being as all the

saints in heaven." Jones is under

contract to Universal studios,

which owns the television rights to

the play.

Jones admits that he pays little

attention to criticisms of the play

from viewers, adding, "The first

time I ever tried 'Emperor Jones' it

came under attack by NAACP
(National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People).

Then I did a production with Gene
Hackman called 'Neighbors' and it

came under seige by the NAACP
and was killed. It was knocked off

the air... But I'm not a missionary,

I'm a mercenary..."

For more information: National

Ad Hoc Committee to End the

Crimes Against Paul Robeson, c-o

Black Theology Project, Inter-

church Center, Room 349, 475

Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.

10027.

Dessie Woods:
Action Planned
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Woods is serving a 10-year

sentence for manslaughter and a

12 years sentence for armed
robbery because in 1975 she shot

and killed a white man who
threatened to rape her at gunpoint

on a deserted Georgia road.

Supporters and defense at-

torneys for Woods have been

unsuccessful in repeated attempts

to overturn her Feb. 2, 1976 con-

viction. Meanwhile, she has been

subjected to brutal conditions and

severe drugging.

Earlier this month, the courts

announced they had denied a

motion for a rehearing on an appeal

argued in November. Although the

decision was made Dec. 3, no one
was notified until recently.

Defense attorney plan to file a

write of habeas corpus in Macon,
Ga., by early spring, and have said

they will take the case to the

Supreme Court if necessary. "It is

clearly understood by the f^Jational

Committee (to Defend Dessie

Woods) that the decision of the

Georgia Supreme Court was not a

mere miscarriage of justice," the

committe held in a recent

newsletter. Here in Georgia, a white

man has never been convicted for

raping or sexually assaulting a black

woman. The only justice has come
through acts such as Dessie Woods
and Joann Little carried out."

For information: National

Committee to Defend Dessie

Woods, P.O. BOx 92084, Atlanta,

Ga. 30314. Tel.: 404-758-1577.

Important Notice: The organizational

meeting of Nummo News will be held

at 7:00 P.M. Wednesday,
in the Nummo News Office

- room 103 New Africa House.

Everyone is invited.

Who Killed Malcolm X
t'nued From Last Week

Two Fallen Leaders:

Dr. Martin Luther King and

Malcolm X
This article first appeared in the

Real Paper, copyright the Real

Paper, Inc. 1978.

Kunstler relates that under cross-

examination Gene Roberts "ad-
mitted that he had been the

mysterious 'Brother Jean' on the
stage of the Audubon Ballroom
who was one of Malcolm's security

guards, and who attempted to give

Malcolm mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation after he was shot, and
that he had never been called at the

murder trial, even though he had a

very powerful story to tell. It was he
who knocked down Hagan with a

chair as Hagan was running out of

the Audubon Ballroom, thus
making it possible for the people
outside to catch up with him. This

was his role: he chased him down
the center aisle, he saw everything

that happened, he could be, very

possibly, an exonerating witness for

our defendants. His name was
suppressed, he was never brought
to the stand by the prosecution, his

identity was never told to the

defense — even though they
requested it on numerous oc-

casions."

According to Kunstler, the Ro-

berts' transcript is a crucial ground
for retrial because "Roberts'
testimony at the Panther trial would
have very much buttressed the
defesne contention that the police

set the thing up - first of all by
withdrawing all security from the

ballroom. You know, there were
only two cops and they were next
door, in the Rose Room. And they
were told not to come out."

The absence of uniformed police

on February 21, was remarked on
by many people who attended

Malcolm's talks. Apparently at all

previous meetings at the Audubon
Ballroom there was a large con-

tigent of uniformed police, assigned

to protect Malcolm and also to
prevent fights between his people

and the followers of Elijah

Muhammad. After the murder.

Deputy Police Commissioner
Walter Arm explained the unusual

absence of uniformed police by
claiming that protection had been
offered Malcolm, but that he had
refused it. Alex Haley, in his epilogue

to Malcolm's autobiography, writes

that 'Deputy Police Commissioner
Walter Arm's statement that

Malcolm refused police protection

conflicts directly with the
statements of many of his

associates that during the week
preceding his assassination
Malcolm X complained repeatedly

that the police would not take his

requests for protection seriously.

Finally, although police sources
said that a special detail of twenty
men had been assigned to the
meeting and that it had even been
attended by agents of the Bureau
of Special Services, these men
were nowhere in evidence during or

after the assassination..."

Haley's prudence as a writer may
have convinced him not to include

his own, personal knowledge about
Malcolm's desire for protection.

But Kunstler mentioned to me that
"Alex Haley spoke to Malcolm that

week and Haley tells me that

Malcolm X with Dick Gregory

Malcolm said absolutely he wanted
security, he never said not to have
security. If there was any time in his

life he wanted security, it was after

that bombing of his house."

According to an article by Milton

Lewis in the Herald Tribune of

February 23, 1965, " 'Several'

undercover plainclothesmen were
in the uptown meeting hall at the
time Malcolm was shot dead
there.... According to a high police

official, 'several' members of its

outstanding unit, the highly
secretive Bureau of Special Ser-

vices ( BOSS), were ir the Audubon
Ballroom....

"It is no secret that BOSS police

- who never wear uniforms —
have credentials to cover almost
any situation, so that if they were
required to have a card or emblem
of the Black Nationalist sect It is a

safe bet they had them."
Lewis also reported that he was

told by a police official, "It is

sufficient to say that we had him
covered."

I was present in the courtroom
myself, in 1966, when Patrolman
Gilbert Henry, one of the two
uniformed policemen stationed in

the nearby Rose Room, testified. It

was the same day that Betty

Shabazz, Malcolm's widow,
testified. Henry told the court that

he had been ordered to stay hidden
and to communicate by walkie-

talkie with another officer stationed

in the emergency room of the

Columbia Presbyterian Hospital
across the street "if anything

happened." (It must be noted that

one of Malcolm's aides telephoned
the hospital immediately after the

shooting, and after 15 minutes no
ambulance had yet arrived.

Followers ran across the street,

secured a stretcher, came back, put

Malcolm on the stretcher and
carried him across Broadway to the

emergency room.)

^unstler stressed how ominous
the absence of security was by

pointing out that even ""our friend,

Gene Roberts, testified at the

Panther trial that he was very much
shocked that they had withdrawn
all security — particularly since

Malcolm's house had been bombed
the week before."

There is also evidence that the

police in New York knew, despite

their claims to the contrary, that

Malcolm would be the target of a

murder conspiracy. The day after

the assassination. Sergeant Edward
McClellan of Chicago's police

subversion unit stated at a press

conference "that Malcolm said

December 31 that he feared he was
being stalked for death here (in

Chicago), and the New York Police

were alerted."

Another report in the New York

Journal-American of February 22,

the day after the assassination, said

that "according to police

spokesmen, the department knew
in mid-January that an attempt was
to be made on Malcolm's life."

In one session of the conspiracy

trial of Hagan, Johnson and Butler

an extraordinary procedure was
invoked: the courtroom was cleared

of spectators so that the jury could

listen to the testimony of two
witnesses in secret. The press

learned only that the two witnesses

were called Timberlake and
Sullivan.

Kunstler, who was not himself

involved in the trial, explained their

secret testimony to me by saying,

"We also have the fine hand of the

FBI deeply involved. The weapons
were taken to the FBI by someone
we think was an FBI informant at

the rally by the name of Tim-

berlake." Timberlake gave his

testimony in secret, Kunstler said,

because "he was afraid of

retaliation." Kunstler also disclosed

that "it was to his (Timberlake's)

apartment that the FBI came to get

the guns." The FBI agent who
came to Timberlake's house to pick

up the guns — or gun ~ was the

witness, Sullivan, who testified to

that effect in secret.

Kunstler was explicit about the
significance of any FBI in-

volvement. "I checked back in the
Church Committee report," he said,

"and, you know, that Malcolm —
or at least the Nation of Islam and
Elijah — were designated primary
COINTELPRO (the FBI's Counter-
intelligence Program) targets. And
one of the main bulwarks of

COINTELPRO was to set one group
against the other. And this kind of

thing involved, as Senator Church
testified, a great risk of bodily harm
in many cases — vis-a-vis the
Panthers and US (Ron Karenga's
group), and Malcolm's followers

and those of the Nation of Islam."

There are a great many important
questions yet to be answered
concerning the assassination of

Malcom X. Only in the framework
of a new trial can it be determined
who acted with Hagan and whom
they were acting for. If there is a

new trial, then we can expect to

hear a case for the defense that will-

attempt to show that American law
enforcement or intelligence

agencies had foreknowledge of,

and, at least by omission, abetted

the act.

We already know that Malcolm
was not poisoned in Cairo by
Muslims, nor turned away from
Orly by Elijah Muhammad. We

By ALAN BERGER
them to testify witnesses such as
undercover agent Gene Roberts,

Reuben Francis, and Ronald
Timberlake. He will also be able to

subpoena pertinent material
evidence. Both Alex Haley in his

epilogue to The Autobiography of
Malcolm X and reporter Peter Kihss
in the New York Times of February

25, 1965, have alluded to the
existence of motion pictures taken
inside the ballroom at the time of

the killing. According to the Times
article, "The police were in

possession of motion pictures that

had been taken at the Audubon
Ballroom. ..where the killing took
place." No such film was ever

produced at the original trial. If

there was such a film, and if it still

exists today, the showing of it to a

jury might resolve some of the

disturbing questions of guilt and
innocense still surrounding the
murder of Malcolm X and might
revise the official, legal verdict on
the case that has prevailed for a

dozen years now.
One provocative implication of

Kunstler's statements about ap-

parent FBI involvement in the case
is the possibility that undercover
agents, having infiltrated Malcolm's
OAAU as well as the Nation of

Islam, provoked the feud between
the two groups. Recent Senate
investigations and documents

Malcolm X with Rev. Milton Galamison (I) and Rev. Adam Clayton Powell
(UPI photo)

already know that Malcolm's phone
was tapped and he was followed by

government agents. We already

know that several agents had in-

filtrated his organization and were

even among his bodyguards. We
already know that the New York

Police planted a tin of gasoline on
his child's dresser; withdrew normal

security from the Audubon
Ballroom the day they may have

known he was to be murdered;

watched the shooting and the

murderers' escape in plainsclothes

without acting to intervene;

stationed Patrolman Gilbert Henry

in the Rose Room with his walkie-

talkie; and allowed, or asked, police

surgeons to leave a bullet in

Thomas Hagan's leg for several

weeks. We already know that law

enforcement agencies "sup-

pressed" Gene Roberts and
Reuben Francis, used Ronald
Timberlake, intimidated witnesses,

and released the "Latin-looking"

suspect caught fortuitously by

Patrolman Hoy in the Audubon
Ballroom - a man who answers to

Malcolm's description of an agent

who followed him through London

and even was on the plane he took

back to the United States a week
before his death, "a tight-lipped,

olive-skinned type with ferret eyes"

according to Malcolm's description

a man who some of Malcolm's

friends thought might be a Cuban,

one of the many exile agents

employed by the CIA.

If there is a new trial for Johnson
and Butler, defense attorney

Kunstler will then be able to have

subpoenas served to potentially

important witnesses, compelling

released under the Freedom of

Information Act have confirmed

that such procedures were a

common practice of COINTELPRO.
Thus, even if the Black Muslims did

seek to assassinate Malcolm, they

might have done so at the in-

stigation of police, or federal agents

fulfilling their role as agents

provocateurs in a program' aimed at

"neutralizing" individuals and
organizations judged by certain

high government authorities to be

threats to national security.

In the last days before his murder

Malcolm sensed that his role at the

United Nations was exposing him

to great danger. He felt powerful

forces closing in on him, and the

feeling made him un-

characteristically fatalistic. Two
days before he died he told the

famous photographer Gordon
Parks: "It's a time for martyrs now,

and if I'm to be one, it will be in the

cause of brotherhood. That's the

only thing that can save this

country. I've learned it the hard way
but I've learned it...."

Despite his mounting fatalism, he

was yet convinced he should leave

America for a while, for his own
protection. Airplane tickets had

been bought for him to fly to Africa

on Tuesday, February 23, two days

after the last meeting at the

Audubon Ballroom. The instinct for

survival that Malcolm had had to

cultivate and refine living on the

streets of Boston and New York

almost saved him.
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Calendar Notes
Calendars can be useful learnirig

tools at home or in school. The
following activities can be used to

plan a political education
curriculunn with your family or

class.

1. Each morning look at a

historical event and talk about how
it has affected your lives. Grand-
parents, friends and neighbors can
participate in telling of any direct

experience they had with the event

or person being discussed. The
following books can be referred to

for information: The Autobiography
of Malcolm X, Grove Press; The
Communist Manifesto, Karl Marx;

Reform or Revolution, Rosa
Luxemburg; Dusk of Dawn, WEB
DuBois; Puerto Rico, Manuel
Maldonado Denis; Bury My Heart

at Wounded Knee, Dee Brown.
Your library and local

organizations can also help you
learn more about the work of the

people and events on this calendar.

You and your family or class can

also add current events from the

daily newspapers.

2. Develop an encyclopedia of

history and current events. Each
person can work on one letter or

section. News articles and
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magazine articles can be added to

the book each week.
3. Develop a picture book of

historical figures. Draw pictures of

Malcolm X, W.E.B DuBois, Crispus
Attucks, Harriet Tubman, Karl Marx
etc.

4. Go to International Women's
Day Events in your community.
Discuss the condition of women in

your community in the United
States. Compare this to women in

South America, Asia & Africa.

Notes on the Calendar:

Malcolm X was born in Omaha
Nebraska. He converted to the

Islamic faith while in jail serving a

seven year sentence. When he got

out he was assigned to Mosque no.

7 in New York City by the Nation of

Islam. After serving the Nation as a

minister for many years he
disagreed with the head of the

Nation of Islam's leader, Elijah

Muhammed. In 1969 after he left

the Nation of Islam he founded The
Muslim Mosque and the
Organization of Afro-American
Unity. He was assassinated while

talking to his followers in New York
City.

W£B \ William Edward
Burghardt] uudois waa a graduate

of Fisk University and a Ph.D. from

Harvard University (1895). He was a

leader of the Niagra Movement
which was an attempt to articulate

black demands. He helped found
the NAACP (National 'Association

for the Advancement of Colored
People) but resigned in 1934

because he felt the group was only

helping the black bourgeoisie. In

1951 the United States government
charged him with being an agent of

a foreign power but he was
acquited. In 1961 he joined the

Communist Party, renounced his

United States citizenship and
moved to Accra, Ghana. He died

there on the 27th of August of

1963. During his life he wrote books
such as The Souls of Black Folk,

Dusk of Dawn, and many essays
like "Toward an Autobiography of

a Race Concept."

Rosa Luxemburg was a teacher,

revolutionary and a feminist. She
helped found the German Com-
munist Party. She was active in the

international socialist movement
and helped to strengthen Marxist

theory with her works on struggle

(ie. Reform or Revolution) She
formed the Spartacus League with
Liebhecht and was murdered after

the failure of the 1919 revolution in

Berlin.

1931 5co+fo\,oo:^

Harriet Tubman was born in

Dot Chester Courjty, Maryland. She
led hundreds of slaves to freedom
in the north by following a route

called the Underground Railroad.

After the passage of the Fugitive

Slave Law in 1850 she guided

runaway slaves to Canada. Huge
rewards were offered for her

capture. During the civil war she

was a nurse and a spy for the

federal army.

Karl Marx was a sociologist,

economist, revolutionist born in

Trier, Germany on May 5, 1818. He
laid the foundation of socialism and
communism. In collaboration with

Engels , Marx produced a great

many works which affect the lives

of people in many countries today.

One of the best known of his is the

"Communist Manifesto" published

in 1848. Marx was instrumental in

the formation of the First In-

ternationale (International Working
Men's Association) and he wrote
The Capital, one of the most in-

fluential books in history.

Ponce Massacre (March 21,

1937) took place on Palm Sunday.
Puerto Rican nationalists had
received government permission to

demonstrate in Ponce, Puerto Rico.

At the last minute the mayor

cancelled the permit. The
nationalists decided to continue

according to plan and started

marching. At the last moment the

police opened fire killing 19 people

and wounding hundreds of others.

Sharpeville was a peaceful
demonstration in (South Africa)

Azania during a campaign against

the Pass Law launched by the Pan
Africanist Congress. 71 people

were killed and hundreds were
wounded (March 21, 1960).

Four Puerto Rican Nationalists

launched an attack on the Congress
of the United States to force the

government to recognize the right

of Puerto Ricans to independence.
Lolita Lebron, Rafael Cancel
Miranda, and Irving FLores are still

in jail today. They are the oldest

political prisoners in the United

States and probably the world.

Andres Figueroa Cordero the fourth

commando was released recently

because he is dying of cancer

(March 1, 1954).

Quote: "Los grandes no son
grandes sino porque estamos de
rodillas. Levantemonos." ("The big

are only big because we are

kneeling. Let's stand up.")
Betances

(2-1) Langston Hughes, Afro-

American poet and writer born

1902.

(2-1) 1960 sit-ins for civil rights

begin in Greensboro, N.

Carolina.

(2-3) 1821, Elizabeth Blackwell, first

woman doctor in the U.S.,

born.

(2-3) In 1899 black inventor B.F.

Jackson received a patent for a

gas burner.

(2-4) 1961 the beginning of the

Liberation War against Por-

tuguese in Angola,

(2 5) Black inventor W Johnson
receives" a patent for the egg
beater 1884

(2 6) Seattle General Strike sup-

ports dock workers who

refused to load arms against

the Russian Revolutions. 1919
(2-7) 1965, U.S. begins bombing of

North Vietnam.

(2-8) Fard Muhammed began the

movement that later became
known as the Nation of Islam

(Black Muslims) in 1930.

(2-8) Green Haven State Prison,

N.Y, formation of first prisoners

union in nation 1972.

(2-9) Slavery began in the U.S. in

1619. when 20 Blacks were
brought to Jamestown, Va. to

be sold as slaves.

(2 10) 1834 This week, 800
women workinq in the Lowell

Textile Mills, walk out, after

their wages are cut and one
leader is freed Next day, they

issue a proclamation stating

"Union is Power" and 1,200

more women responded.
(2-11) New York: Emma Goldman

arrested for lecturing on birth

control. 1916
(2-12) Founding of the NAACP in

New York City. 1909

(2 13) Negro History Week was
initiated by Black historian

Carter G. Woodson in 1926.

(2- 14) Date commemorated as

birthday of abolitionist leader

Frederick Douglas. 1817

(2 14) Fort Jackson GIs revolt.

Black GIs refuse to do riot duty.

1968
(2 15) Susan B Anthony, Leader of

Struggles for women's rights,

born 1820.

(2 15) Henry Lewis became the first

Afro-American to head a

symphony orchestra in the U.S.

when he was named director of

the New Jersey Symphony.
1968.

(2-17) Birth of Huey P. Newton, co-

founder of the Black Panther

Party, together with Bobby
Seale. 1941

(2 19) 1) 1919 First Pan African

Congress organized by WEB.
Dubois in Paris

2) 1942, 1 12,000 American of

Japanese descent put in in-

ternment camps.

(2 20) Raymond Yellow Thunder
died after abuse by four white

youths, who drove him to the

local American Legion Club
where thee forced him to

undress and dance for the 100

persons present, and then
threw him out into the winter's

cold.

(2-22) 1883 Afro- American inventor

Wade Washington received a

patent for the corn husking

machine.

(2-25) 1) death of the honorable

Elijah Muhammad, spiritual

leader of the Nation of Islam

(1975)

2) Laws are passed in the

American colonies paying

rewards for

(1745)

Indian scalps.
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Town officials doubt
campus bypass return
By DAVID GRAM
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Manager A. Louis
Hayward last night said he "would be very

surprised" if the town reversed its decision of

last spring not to close off the campus
section of North Pleasant Street where two
recent traffic accidents left one UMass
student dead and another injured.

Proposals to reroute traffic around the

UMass campus have come before the Town
Meeting several times in recent years and
have been rejected, according to Diana

Romer, chairman of the Board of Selectmen.

"I guess it's three strikes and you're out.

It's a dead issue," said Romer.
On Feb. 4, sophomore Scott C. Burgess

was struck and killed by a van while trying to

cross North Pleasant Street near Morrill

Science Center. And on Feb. 11, Joseph
O'Rourke was the victim of a hit-and-run

when he attempted to cross the street near

the Newman Center. O'Rourke suffered a

severe bruise on his right leg and lacerations

on his hands.

When Selectman Roger Jacques, who is

running for re-election this year, was asked
last night if he plans to make a campaign
issue of the proposed street closing, he said,

"Not particularly. I'd like to see an overpass
or underpass approach taken." Jacques said,

"the town has been aware of the problem,
but most residents don't want to cut off the

road."

The recent fatality might prompt
University and town officials to look again

into the problems posed by such a heavily

travelled road cutting through the campus,
according to Romer. But she said there

would be problems "in coordinating work
that would have to be done.

"There are questions to be decided
between the University and the town on
what should be done and who should be
doing it," she said.

Jacques called Burgess' death "an

isolated incident". "It was tragic," he said,

"but it was 1;30 in the morning. I don't think

it was due to traffic circulation problems."

Ru on
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

#J^
• •iwnward trend'

The flu outbreak that has swept the

UMass campus during the past two weeks
appears to be on a "downward trend" ac-

cording to Diane N. Smith, director of

nursing at University Health Services.

"I think that we're probably seeing the tail

end of this," said Smith yesterday, noting

that the number of inpatients being treated

for the flu at the health center had dropped

from 30 (in the middle of the week) to ten

yesterday.

The health center is still waiting for test

results concerning the strain of the flu that is

affecting this area, said Smith. It is very

possible that there is more than one strain,

she added.
Smith said the papers around the country

have been reporting two major strains, the

Russian flu and the Texas flu. If there are two
different strains in the area, being affected by

one strain does not make a person immune
to another, she said.

Although Smith said she believes the

Russian strain is more likely to affect younger

people, she would not make a prediction as

to the nature of the local strain.

Smith said the body builds up antibodies

that help make a person immune to the
particular strain of flu that it has been af-

fected by. However, according to Smith, an
individual is still susceptible to other strains.

In other words, a person can get "the flu"

more than once.
In the dormitories on campus, the situation

was also markedly improved.
According to Kevin Fandel, the head of

residence of James dormitory in Southwest,
reportedly the hardest hit dormitory on
campus, "it's (the flu situation) getting

better. I was really pleased with the way
people stayed around here and relaxed

during the weekend."
Fandel said the number of cases in James

have dropped by nearly a third in the past

week, with the help of the infirmary and the

dining commons.

"The infirmary and the dining commons
have been sending orange juice and aspirin

to the dorm which I think is a pretty nice

gesture," said Fandel.

Barbara Smith, head of residence in

Thatcher dorm in Northeast Area, said the flu

"..,. was pretty much passing through....

people are back on their feet pretty much."
She said there were probably only ten new

cases in the past few days, compared to last

week when she estimated that almost all of

the 130 residents were being affe;ted.

The situation in the fraternities and
sororities is also improved, according to Joe
Barboza, assistant to the Greek Affairs

director,

"Several exchanges between the houses

had to be cancelled last week because of the

flu," said Barboza.

He said however, the input he received

from students passing through the office

indicated the majority of the sisters and
brothers had been affected by the flu last

week.
"I would say that it (the number of cases)

peaked just before the weekend," said

Barboza.

Grace Marroquin displays some of her scented hearts to Kathy Forester

yesterday, on the concourse. (Staff photo by David OIken)

Valentine's

lasts a week
BOSTON [API - Almost everything

has been delayed or postponed in Massa-
chusetts because of last week's
paralyzing snowstorm, and Valentine's

Day is no exception.

Prodded by florists and flower growers
who were unable to make deliveries. Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis has given Cupid a

few more days to work his Valentine's

Day magic.
The governor has declared this week

Valentine's Week, extending the
traditional Feb. 14 celebration through
Saturday.

"For spiritual as well as economic
reasons, it makes good sense to make
this Valentine's Week," Dukakis said

yesterday.

Greenhouse operators and florists had
suggested the idea over the weekend
after their businesses had been at a

standstill for several days because of a

ban on non-emergency travel in Boston
and most eastern Mass, communities.

Valentine's Day is one of the most
profitable days of the year for florists and
flower growers, second only to Mother's
Day,

The Valentine's Day extension also

was welcome news to owners of card

shops and candy stores with large in-

ventories of heart-shaped boxes of

chocolates and sweetheart greeting

cards,-

One owner of a small card shop said he
usually does one-tenth of his annual
business in the week before Valentine's

Day, but the snowstorm had forced him
to close. Yesterday he was able to open
his doors for the first time in a week.

Florists and flower growers now plan a

big advertising campaign to sell the

extension of Valentine's Day to the

public,

"I think people will go along with it,"

said Jim Kelly, executive director of the

Allied Florists of Eastern Massachusetts.
"I don't think there's any great need

that we have to celebrate it on the 14th.

It's going to take at least twice as long to.,

make deliveries because we've been out
of business for a week.
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Students are time travellers
flv GENE KLOS
Collegian Staff

Time stands still for many UMass
students. In apparent disregard for Einstein's

continuum of time, there are several campus
buildings where time warps can be found.

Stuctonts have found, to their amazement,
that it is possible to travel back and forth in

time by merely traversing the campus.
Certainly the experience can be unnerving to

the novice.

Consider the situation, a sprawling
campus complete with its own skyscrapers

and goldfish pond. The distances between
classrooms can be intimidating, the time

alloted barely enough. Yet the administration

is hardly standing still. With the aid of the

labor pool, they've created a time machine to

negate the problems presented by a large

campus.
This machine, a small, smooth, metallic

cylinder has but two moving parts discer-

nable to the casual passer-by. These parts

(the inventors prefer to call them hands) are

the means of assessing a base time. The
responsibility for positioning these "hands"
is not to be taken lightly. Indeed, our own
government has seen fit to invest in a

regulatory time commission, which broad-

casts on several radio bands something
called "Coordinated Universal Time."
The university's time machines are not a

part of this "coordinated" system. For

example, let us follow the path of a

hypothetical student as he or she crosses

campus.
Starting at noon from the Blue Wall where

the largest time difference is found (before
Happy hour) the student is flung four
minutes into the past upon arrival at Mach-
mer. When a visit to the library is made our
subject is accelerated two minutes more
upon arrival in the lobby. This time can be
slowed by a quick jaunt to the 26th floor

(with a little luck from the elevators). A look
out the window at the Old Chapel clock
reveals that even greater time jumps are
available. Six minutes can be gained by
visiting the chapel.

By continuing up the path to Herter, two
of the previously chapel- gained six minutes
are lost to the time machines. No matter how
fast one negotiates the distance between the
Chapel and Herter, it always takes two
minutes. By the same notion, no matter what
end of Herter one leaves from it will require a

time loss of three minutes.

These kinds of time fluctuations exist over
the entire campus. With a little foresight and
awareness of the situation, all last-minute

decisions can be made and re-made over and
over again. I will outline a brief time map for

simple use.

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 —
Campus Center 12:11

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 —
Machmer - 12:07

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 —
Library Lobby 12:09; 26th floor 12:07

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 — Old
Chapel 12:03

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 —
Herter 12:05

Coordinated Universal Time 12:00 —
Whitmore 12:08

Oxford program offers

studies in Shakespeare
By ANDREA ATKINS
Collegian Staff

If you're interested in spending your
summer on the other side of the Atlantic, the
Oxford Summer Program might be for you.
The six-week program is open to all

graduate and undergraduate students who
wish to study Shakespeare or the
Elizabethan period at England's Oxford
University.

A program open to all students in the

United States, the Oxford seminar was
founded and is directed by Dr. Ernest Hofer,

associate dean of humanities and fine arts.

The UMass-sponsored prog-am is beginning
its thirteenth year this semester and is being

organized this week.
The total cost for the program is $1000.

This year, again, two scholarships of $300

each will be awarded to UMass students.
A meeting for those interested will be held

Thursday, Feb. 16 at 7 p.m. in Bartlett 301.

"We're looking for students with ap-

proximately a B average in a humanities
major or indeed any major," Hofer said. "We
take majors from all over the campus, and we

prefer that they have at least 15 hours of

writing courses."
The program is limited to 110 students.

According to Hofer, anywhere from '50-400

applications are received annually.

Last year's program saw the participation

of 29 UMass-Amherst students and six

UMass-Boston students.

Hofer hopes the scholarships offered this

year will encourage participation in the
program. The scholarships are a result of

money donated by a UMass alumnus. Dr.

Charles A. Peters, member of the class of
1897, who gave $15,000 to the University for

the College Shakespearian Club, a now
defunct organization. Peterr.' money is

currently housed in a UMass foundation
designated for the Oxford program. The
interest on the money pays the scholarships.

Eligibility for a scholarship is based on
recommendations by professors familiar with
the applicants work. The final decision is

made by the head of the English Department
and the Dean of Humanities and Fine Arts.

Deadline for all application is March 15.

Decisions for acceptance are made by Hofer
and his committee.

Add-drop form deadline
extended to tomorrow
Add-drop forms will be accepted in the

Registrar's office through Wednesday, Feb.

15, according to Marion Markwell, the head

derk at the Registrar's office.

Markwell, filling in for vacationing

Registrar Ralph D. Jones, said yesterday that

because of the confusion surrounding the

"official" date, she would accept forms

through Wednesday. She said, however, she

would not give out any more blank forms.

The schedule booklet for the spring

semester, 1978. lists Feb. 13 as the last day
for handing in add-drop forms. Tuesday's

"snowout" left many students wondering
whether that day would be counted as one of

the 14 calender days allotted for add- drops.
LEOPELOOUIN

Collegian blood drive
still needs volunteers

So far 20 people have signed up to donate
blood in the Collegian sponsored blood drive

of tomorrow.

Donation hours are from 2 to 7:45 p.m. in

the Public Health Center room N-344. Those
wishing to give can sign up for an ap-

pointment at the information desk on the
Campus Center Concourse.

-JACK GALLAGHER

S.G.A. and University meet

discuss bus funding

Student government leaders and
University officials will meet to discuss the

UMass bus system today at 3:30 in CC 911-

915.

Already the meeting has been cancelled

twice: once due to snow problems and the

resulting shutdown of school; once to an
epidemic of flu on campus.

Student leaders hope to convince
University officials that the student
government's share of the bus funding
should be 70 rather than the proposed 85 per
cent.

-JACK GALLAGHER

Come to the

Collegian open-house
this afternoon, 12:00 to 5:00,

downstairs in the Campus Center

There will also be a Collegian recruitment meeting

tonight at 7:00 In room 174-176

of the Campus Center,
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Town continues search

for better water supply
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The search for future water supplies in

Amherst continued last night as town
selectmen scrutinized a proposed Amherst-
Hadley Water Connection Agreement in an
unusually highly attended meeting at Town
Hall.

The expansion of the UMass Transit

Service was also proposed to the town last

night hy authorities from the University and

from the Transportation and Parking

Department of Amherst,

In other business, deeds to parcels of land

to UMass were approved and signed by the

Selectmen, a grant from the Amherst

Housing Authority concerning the proposed

rehabilitation of 15 units of scattered sites

was reviewed, and various licenses were

approved.

The latest draft of the proposed Amherst-
Hadley Water Agreement was a main subject

of concern for town authorities as they

discussed problems seen in the detailed

wording of the agreement.

The agreement specifies terms under

which Hadley would be obligated to provide

Amherst with water, if it were enacted.

Accooding to Town Manager, A. Louis

Haywood, Hadley's Financial Package
Proposal for this document involves two
basic tables: Table A and Table B.

For an amount of up to 30 million gallons

per year, Table A would be applicable. A cost

of $250 per million gallons would be the flat

rate, covering increases in costs for em-
ployees salaries, chemicals, and utilities.

Once the amount of water supplied ex-

ceeds the first 30 million gallons, Table B
would be applicable, starting at a rate of $1 13

per million gallons, with a permit of $3 in-

crements each year.

Concern revolved around the issue of

whether or not the agreement was exactly

what Amherst needs and wants.

Chairman Diana H. Romer voiced specific

concern over the need for Hadley to have

legally binding obligations to Amherst under

the terms of the agreement.

Selectman Nancy B. Eddy agreed, "From

a positive point of view, they are obliged to

provide us with 500,000 million gallons per

day if we want it, and that now is not in

there," she said.

Haywood agreed to work this week on a

redraft of the proposed agreement. A
meeting with Hadley Selectmen at 7:30

tonight at Hadley Town Hall was postponed
for a week, pending finalization of this

agreement.

As reported by authorities of the UMass
Transit Service, serious consideration of bus

route expansions is now underway.

The Orchard Valley area has expressed

particular need for the expansion, according

to the authorities considering common
concern and population density.

"I think you're correct in emphasizing
going where the passengers are, rather than

where the roads are...," said Romer, voicing

her approval of the proposed plans.

Deeds approving the transfer of land to

UMass were approved and signed by

Selectmen in other business. The con-

veyance of two parcels of land to UMass was
authorized at the May 1977 Annual Town
Meeting in approved articles 33 and 39.

The transfers dealt with a western portion

of Massachusetts Avenue near the Hadley

Town line, and a portion of Mass Ave for-

merly part of North Hadley Road.

In an economic development related

matter, the Amherst Housing Association

explained a housing rehabilitation program
for which they need the cooperative

agreement of the town.

Under this program, the 15 units of

scattered site substandard housing being

proposed by the AHA would be applied for

under the "Federal Conventional Public

Housing Grant Program" currently being

sponsored by HUD, a federal housing

department.

The purpose of the program is to provide

housing for large families presently having

trouble affording the existing ac-

commodations in Amherst.

And in final business, selectmen approved

a number of applications for one day wine

and malt licenses. Included in the list of

approved applicants were licenses for

performances at the Fine Arts Center of such

artists as Marcel Marceau, The Cincinnati

Symphony, and Woody Herman.

DVP reschedules

Dworkin appearance
By JULIE MEL HOSE
Collegian Staff

Distinguished Visitors Program committee

members voted last night to reschedule the

cancelled lecture by radical feminist author

Andrea Dworkin..

Twenty-five Dworkin supporters attended

the meeting and presented DVP co-

chairpersons Mary Jude Dean and Roger

Lukoff with petitions requesting

rescheduling. The petition bore over 100

signatures.

John Stoltenberg, representing Dworkin,

presented his version of the sequence of

events leading up to the cancellation. He
then stated the conditions under which

Dworkin would agree to speak if the program

were rescheduled.

The issue was raised of whether the

program had actually been cancelled or just

postponed pending reconsideration of the

proposal. Dean said it had been cancelled,

adding, "DVP co-chairpersons have the

power to cancel a program the committee

has approved until the committee can

reconsider the proposal."

After discussion of other proposals up

before the committee Dean asked all non-

DVP members to leave the room so that

voting could be done in closed session.

Before leaving one of Dworkin's sup-

porters made a final statement to DVP
committee members:

"I think you should take into account that

a lot of people are really excited about the

idea of Andrea Dworkin speaking here. I

heard her speak last year, and 1 think she's

one of the most important speakers around

today. The committee should keep in mind

that a lot of people are really looking forward

to hearing her."

"Dworkin has the ability to condense

points of view, identify problems in social

systems and point them out in a profound

way," she added.

Dean then said to committee members,

"As I understood it, we accepted Dworkin's

name and topic at the Nov. 14 meeting. I

didn't know at that time that Dworkin wasn't

going to give an additional workshop or

press conference. When 1 found that out and

learned about Dworkin's appearance here

last spring, I decided the program should be

reconsidered."

Dean said she sought information about

Dworkin's fees and activities from sources at

Yale University, where Dworkin is scheduled

to speak in the future.

Lukoff said, "It's routine procedure to call

around to other places at which a speaker is

scheduled to appear and compare formats

and salaries."

The committee discussed the fact that to

their knowledge, Dworkin is charging more

to speak here than she has at other places. It

was pointed out that Dworkin's other ap-

pearances may have been workshops rather

than major lectures.

Irene Richard, the Student Activities

program advisor now working with DVP,

said, "Dworkin represents a group of people

on campus and in the community ... quite a

large number of people, or this wouldn't

have become such a controversy. A DVP
program featuring Dworkin would probably

be very successful,"

Dean then asked members to "vote the

best way, keeping in mind the fact that

you're spending student money. Vote your

conscience."
The results of the vote were as follows:

seven affirmative, two,, negative, one ab-

stention. The new date for the lecture has

not yet been set.

DVP committee members expressed
concern about the affect of the Dworkin

controversy on DVP's image.

"It's been suggested that there was some
sort of conspiracy; that the issue was
political. Somebody created the 'political',"

said Dean.
Bilotas said, "People on this campus,

especially feminists, have the wrong idea

about us. We've probably had more women
speakers than men this year." He added, "I

think, in the future, we ought to be a little

more careful about the way in which we
negotiate contracts."

Central Area ratifies

residential lease report
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

The Central Area Government last night

became the first group in the long line of

governmental bodies to ratify the Residential

Lease Task Force report on the concept of

students as tenants and the university as the

landlord in dormitories.

David Barenberg, organizer of the Student

Organizing Project, brought the Lease to the

Council. Barenberg said "the lease originated

in the rents and fees committee and a task

force was set up by the student senate to do

further research.

The Lease, now in its final stages, will be

brought before other area governments and

to the student senate at Wednesday night's

meeting. It will then be taken to the Grad

Student Senate. Ordinarily the Lease would

next be taken to the faculty senate for a vote

but because of a mishap last semester an

unfinished version of the lease was sent to

the faculty senate and was approved.

Members of the Lease Task Force went to

the Residential Areas door to door to see

what maintenance complaints students

have. Problems from last semester were

cited as broken windows that were not fixed

after months of complaints, silver fish in the

basement of dormitories, and ceiling leaks in

numerous rooms.

"The lease would qive students some
rights in the dormitories," said Barenberg

"The physical plant would be in closer

contact with the university to insure quicker

and more efficient maintenance."

If the lease is approved by the student

governments, its next step is to be reviewed

by Chancellor Bromery and Vice Chancellor

for Academic Affairs Robert Woodbury.

The report is divided into four parts.

First an opening letter inclosed with the

report suggests that the lease is open to

comment and critique but is the basis of a

plan to affect all students living in the

residential areas.

Second, the report states the obligations

of the tenant and landlord, listing numerous

subheadings such as room assignments,

repairs, and liability for damages to tenant

and landlord's property.

Third, the report illustrates a supposed

contract for a specific dormitory. The

specifications for certain functional rooms in

the dormitory are outlined in individual

dormitory contracts.

The last portion of the proposed lease

would contain a questionnaire on dorm

problems to give students further input into

the dormitory and a dormitory damage
checklist and a room damage" checklist.

When asked how students will be able to

fight back against the university in this

arrangement, Barenberg said "the legal

services office will aid the student in the

event a student has a suit to file."

More snow funds granted
By RICHARD E. BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Sfciectmen last night

voted to request that the town finance

committee transfer an addition at $5,000 to

the town's snow removal budget.

Selectman Kenneth H.^ Snow said the

$5 000 would be transferred to offset ex-

penses of the Feb. 6 snow storm. He

estimated the town has $14,000 left in its

snow removal budget, with some bills as yet

unpaid.

The selectmen praised the snow removal

efforts of town highway department

workers, who worked from 7 a.m. on Feb. 6

until 3:30 p.m. on Feb. 7.

Selectman Bernard F. Wilkes Jr., said the

personnel from the highway department, the

Department of Public Safety and the Civil

Defense Department should be

congratulated for their efforts during the

storm. The Belchertown roads are in good

shape," he added.

In other business, the selectmen an-

, nounced the appointment of Edward Foyette

of Belchertown to the position of mechanic
truck driver. Board members said Foyette

had the most mechanical knowledge of all

other applicants.

The position is funded by CETA and pays
$194 a week. The selectmen also announced
that a town position for truck driver, which

pays $4.55 an hour was open. The job will be

posted at the highway department garage

and advertised if it is not filled.

The selectmen also announced that Of-

ficer Robert A. Knight has been elected

president of Local 1725 AFFCME,
representing the Belchertown Police

Department, Also, Officer Paul L. DeBet-

tencourt was elected as secretary, treasurer

and recording secretary of the local.

The Gong Show will be at Belchertown

Old Town Hall on Feb. 17. Selectmen and
other town officials have been invited to act

as judges.

Dr, Brent Spears, who heads the

Belchertown Community Health Center, will

meet with the selectmen at their next regular

meeting to discuss the operation of the

center.
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Military Police Sargent James Toland signals to motorist while on emergency
watch to ban private car driving in Boston. The Massachusetts National Guard
helped police during the worst winter storm in the state's history. (UPI)

Women's Media Project

solidifies communications
By CANDY CARL ON
Collegian Staff

The Women's Media Project is beginning

the semester with hopes of establishing a

better communications network with women
in the Five College area and throughout the

Pioneer Valley.

In an attempt to alleviate the fragmen-
tation of women in media and area women's
groups, the project is bringing these women
together tonight at 7:30 in CC 904, according

to Project staff members.
Members of the Project will discuss how

best to help interested women to acquire

media skills. Also to be discussed is the

Media Project planned videotaping and
cassette recording of specific events and
their distribution. One of the events to be
recorded is International Women's Week at

UMass.
The Women's Media Project radio show is

broadcast on Thursday evenings from 7 to 10

on WMUA. The project began through a

media course in Southwest in 1970 and

started producing a short radio program in

1971. By 1976 the show was expanded to

three hours weekly.
The program includes music by female

artists, interviews, poetry readings, and
women's news. The four women currently

broadcasting the show have Federal
Communications Commission licenses and
do the show cooperatively.

Many women are involved with the project

in various other capacities. Women without
previous experiences are invited to explore
radio work in the project. Dianne Snyder,
one of the disc jockey's on the Media
Project, said "the show is always open to

women who want to participate in any way
and it's open to new participation to any
degree."
The women of the Media Project are very

aware of the difficulty of breaking through
the ice of an ongoing, already established

organization. "We are especially sensitive to

helping women, who for any reason, would
like to be more comfortable with radio," said

Snvder
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News Briefs

Peace threatened

by drug trafficking

ST. LOUIS [UPI] - Passage of the

Panama Canal treaties by the Senate will

be doomed if it can be proven that

Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos is

involved in narcotics traffic, Sen. Robert
Dole, R-Kan., said yesterday.

At Dole's urging, the Senate voted to

go into secret session Feb. 21 to discuss
information linking Torrijos with illegal

drug dealings. Dole said he came across
the informtion in files of the Drug En-

forcement Administration.

"This could be the final body blow to

the treaties," Dole said during a break in

field hearings on the rising cost of

medical care. "It's very close now, and it

could be the end if the mothers and
fathers and grandfathers think he's been
involved in sending drugs."

Dole said the information revealed in

the closed session will be made public if it

will not mean physical danger to anyone.

Guidelines issued

for abortion funds
In the wake of the passage of a

Congressional amendment limiting the
use of federal monies for abortions, the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare issued a 74-page outline at-

tempting to explain when federal funds
can still be used for abortions.

Here, in brief, is a capsule report on the
HEW outline:

A woman can receive an abortion paid
by federal funds when one doctor cer-

tifies her life will be endangered by
carrying the fetus to full term.

She can receive a federally-paid

abortion when two doctors certify

"severe and long lasting physical health

damage" would be done to her if the
pregnancy continues.

She can receive the abortion when
rape or incest results in pregnancy, and
the fact is reported to the proper officials

within 60 days. The woman need not
report this to the police. She can report
to a physician, or a friend, who can then
pass the information on to a federal

clinic, where funds will be made available

for the abortion.

Abortion not racist

researchers say
A group of researchers has debunked

claims by anti-abortionists that liberalized

abortion laws might pave the way for

racial genocide aimed at blacks or other
minorities.

The researchers circulated the fictional

case of a pregnant woman to 42 white
abortion counselors in Atlanta, Georgia,

and Memphis and Nashville, Tennessee.
The "bogus" woman was described as

an underachieving high school junior,

with a minor record of what they called

social deviance."

L

The counselors, 38 of whom were
women, were told the woman in the case
was unmarried and ambivalent about
having the baby. Half the counselors
were told the woman was white, and the

other half were told she was black. The
counselors were asked to rate the fic-

titious pregnant woman in a number of
social and emotional categories, and
finally, recommend whether or not she
should have the child.

Researchers Brenda Crossley and
Lawrence Weitz of the George Peabody
College for Teachers, and Stephan
Abromowitz of the University of
California School of Medicine at Davis,
conducted the study.
They concluded that though 33

counselors recommended abortion, they
did so equally in white and black cases,
and that a "stronger preference for
abortion when the patient was black-
identified was not found."
The researchers concluded that

present data provided no support for
anti-abortionists' racial genocide
theories.

Pregnancy detection

Icit available now
A "do-it-yourself" pregnarcy

detection kit, which has been widely used
in Europe for the last five years, will now
be distributed in the United States.

Officials of Warner Chilcott, a unit of

Warner Lambert Company, said the "E-
P-T In-Home Early Pregnancy Test" does
not need refrigeration, will be small and
disposable, and will be available at drug
stores immediately without prescription.

The kit, according to Warner Chilcott,

is designed to detect pregnancy as early

as nine days after a woman has missed
ar expected menstrual period.

FDA committee says

DES not "approved"
The Food and Drug Administration's

Advisory Committee on Obstetrics and
Gynecology is calling for the removal of
the drug DES from the US Food and
Drug Administration's official approved
list.

DES is the chemical currently
prescribed to women to relive painful

breast engorgement after childbirth. The
drug has been linked, not only to breast
cancer in women who took it in the early

1950's to avert miscarriage, but to vaginal
cancer and reproductive tract defects in

their children.

Now, the Washington Post reports
that Dr. Sidney Wolfe, director of the
non-profit Health Research Group, has
urged an FDA advisory panel to stop
listing DES as "approved." Wolfe said
the benefits of using the drug for such
conditions as breast engorgement are
"trivial in comparison to the dangers."

Wolfe's recommendation comes in the
wake of the release of preliminary data
from the University of Chicago's follow-
up on government-funded experiments
performed in 1951 and 1952, in which 693
women were given DES. The results

established that DES is ineffective in

preventing miscarriages. Yet, reports the
Post, two million women are estimated to
have been given DES for miscarriage
prevention since the late 1940's. Wolfe
reports results of these experiments also
show a marked increase in breast cancer
among the women who received DES.

The FDA is expected to adopt the
recommendation to deter future use of

DES.
Her-Say News Service

DISCOUNTS of

20-60% OFF such as..

Libbey Mr Pro" Wine Glasses (pkg. of 4)

Ekco Can Opener
Plastic Planters with Drainer Tray
Planter Chains & Hooks
Pant & Skirt Hangers (pkg. of 2)

Wagner Ware Cast iron 9" Skillet

Farberware Crock Pot

Farberware 1 Qt. Saucepan
Farberware 2 Qt. Saucepan
GE Light Bulbs (pkg. of 4) 60-75-100 watt
Stoneware Mugs
Stoneware Ash Trays

$3.25

50c

40c, 60c, 90c

50C-99C

85c

$5.00

$14.00

$9.50

$13.00

$1.66

85c

95c
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Nazis salute at funeral

honoring war criminal
SOLTAU, West Germany [AP] - Nazi

salutes by several mourners marked the
burial yesterday of convicted war criminal
Herbert Kappler in the north German town
where he died of cancer after fleeing an
Italian prison hospital.

At least four men raised their right arms in

the banned gesture as they filed past
Kappler's grave, lined with pine branches, to
scatter dirt or flowers on his brown wood
coffin.

But the burial in Soltau, near Hamburg,
attracted little attention around West
Germany, a country sensitive about its Nazi
past and eager to forget the Hitler era.

Police estimated 100 people filled a

cemetery chapel for the funeral. At least

another 100 stood outside on the snowy
grounds, listening to the service over
loudspeakers.

"Be a just judge," Protestant clergy Dr.

Ernest Wilm, a Nazi concentration camp
victim, prayed for Kappler. "Grant our
brother a new life."

"The common word of God united us,"

Wilr said in his eulogy, referring to his

acq jaintance with Kappler after World War
II while serving as a chaplain to German war
criminals imprisoned abroad.

Until last August, Kappler former Gestapo
chief of R(.me, was serving ., life sentence in

Italy for the reprisal executions of 335
hostages in Rone in 1944.

He died Thursday at age 70 in his wife's

apartment over d downtown Soltau phar-

macy, where she brought him after

smuggling him out of the Roman hospital.

Kappler, wasted to 97 pounds, died of the

stomach cancer for which he had been
hospitalized.

At graveside, a man wearing sun glasses

called out to Kappler in the name of the

"Greater German Wehrmacht armed forces:

"But what you are, have the courage to be

fully. You, Herbert Kappler, acted on orders.

You did what every German officer would
have done."

After the ceremony, police officer

Siegfried Schade said: "Those people

weren't known to us. We never expected it

to come to this."

He said police were trying to identify the

men.
There are occasional neo-Nazi displays in

West Germany, but the extreme right has no
representation on any level of government.

The Interior Ministry reported last year that

42 neo-Nazi splinter groups claimed 18,000

members in a population of 61 million.

SOLTAU, W. Germany: An unidentified mourner makes the Nazi salute at the
grave of Herbert Kappler during burial ceremony yesterday for the wartime Nazi
police chief of Rome. Kappler died last Friday, six months after his wife helped him
escape from a military hospital in Rome. (UPI)

Begin stays open; welcomes U.S. help
JERUSALEM [AP] - Prime Minister

Menachem Begin reaffirmed yesterday that

the hotly contested issue of Israeli set-

tlements was open for negotiation and he
welcomed resumption of U.S. mediation of

the Mideast conflict.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat,

Nationwide coal strilce lasts

with no immediate negotiation

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The nationwide

coal strike hit the 7(>-day mark yesterday with

growing demands for presidential in-

tervention, supplies growing dangerously

low in some places and the Mine Workers
Union bogged down in dissension.

A White House spokesperson said there

were no plans to invoke the Taft-Hartley Act
to get the miners back to work.

There was no immediate move back to the

bargaining table following the union
bargaining council's rejection Sunday of the

settlement terms UMW President Arnold

Miller worked out with the soft coal industry.

Miller's resignation was demanded by

some of the union's units, though he insisted

90 per cent of the rank and file favored the

tentative settlement reached a week ago.

Supplies of the fuel were reaching near-

critical levels in some eastern, midwestern
and western areas, and some power com-
panies said emergency cutbacks were im-

minent.

Ohio's congressional delegation joined

House Republican Leader John Rhodes in

urging President Carter to personally in-

tervene in the dispute.

But press secretary Jody Powell said there

were no plans for direct involvement by
either the president or his top aides.

The administration is, however, working
closely with the states to "alleviate suf-

fering" due to the walkout, Powell said, and
a special meeting of high-ranking officials is

scheduled at the White House today.

Powell said a good half of yesterday's

Cabinet meeting involved the situation

stemming from the strike.

But regarding demands that Carter invoke

the back-to-work machinery of the Taft-

Hartley Act, the press secretary said: 'It is not
the recommendation of the secretary of labor

that we seek such an injunction."
As for the use of presidential persuasion,

Powell said, "It is not the feeling that calling

the two sides into the White House at this

point would be productive."
Miller expressed doubt that miners would

comply with a back-to-work order anyway,
saying: "Men don't like to work under such
conditions."

House GOP leader Rhodes, calling the
UMW "the flakiest union in the United
States," told a news conference in Waco,
Texas, that the time has come for Carter to

invoke Taft-Hartley.

Ohio's U.S. senators and 22 of its 23
House members sent Carter a telegram
saying;

"We urge you immediately to call all

parties to the White House in an effort to

solve the coal strike. We feel the time is now
right for you to personally intervene in this

strike, which is now creating a major crisis

for Ohio and other states."

The other Ohio House member.
Republican John Ashbrook, sent his own
telegram asking Carter to use Taft-Hartley
because "the threat to the national health

and safety is clear."

The coal shortage spread to the Far West
— the Utah Power and Light Co. reporting its

supplies so low it is cutting back generation
operations and preparing to buy power from
other utilities.

Miller's recommendation for approval of
the tentative contract was turned down 30-6

by the council whose approval is needed
before the terms are submitted to the

membership for a vote.
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meanwhile, capped his eight- nation bid for

international political support with a meeting
at the Vatican with Pope Paul VI. The pope
urged that international guarantees be
provided for Jerusalem's holy places in any
future settlement.

Begin was in a conciliatory mood at a

news conference yesterday after sharply

criticizing U.S. Mideast policy Sunday.
Apparently underlining his willingness to

bargain. Begin confirmed a weekend report

by Israeli radio that his government has
halted its expansion of Sinai settlements. He
did not elaborate. Israel was sharply criticized

by Egypt for its Jan. 8 decision to

"strengthen" existing settlements by in-

creasing their size and population during

peace talks.

The radio said Defense Minister Ezer

Weizman halted the bulldozers that were

leveling ground for new houses at set-

tlements in northeastern Sinai. Begin's

cofirmation came in answer to a question.

However, the prime minister left the

impression Israel will fight any move to

disband settlements. He said all Israel

political factions, except the minority

Moscow-aligned Communist Party, opposed
removal of the outposts.

At its weekly Sunday meeting, Israel's

cabinet accused Secretary of State Cyrus B.

Vance of "taking sides" against Israel in

Mideast mediation.

Begin said he did "not regret one word" of

the unanimously adopted cabinet statement,

which was his eight-month-old govern-

ment's sharpest criticism of the Carter ad-

ministration.

Vance, speaking at a Washington news
conference Friday called on Israel to disband

its settlements and withdraw from Arab

lands won in the 1967 war. He also endorsed

creation of a Palestinian homeland.

Begin told reporters his peace plan in-

cludes a demand that Israel retain a score of

settlements in Sinai after the peninsula is

turned back to Egypt. But he added:

"As I always repeated, my friends,

everything is negotiable except the
destruction of Israel... our peace plan is

negotiable, with all its details."

Begin said the "differences that have

arisen over Mr. Vance's statement have not

annulled our positive attitude toward Mr.

Atherton's effort.. .

"He ,3 a desirable guest in Jerusalem."

Assistant Secretary of State Alfred

Atherton is due here next week to renew
efforts to work out a declaration of peace

principles between Israel and Egypt.

Atherton undertook the mediation,

shuttling between Jerusalem and Cairo, after

Israeli-Egyptian political and military

negotiations broke down last month. The
U.S. envoy returned to Washington two
weeks ago to be on hand for Sadat's meeting

with President Carter.

Agreement has been reported on several

clauses of the declaration, but Israeli and
Egypt are believed divided on the question of

Palestinian rights and the extent of Israeli

withdrawal from Arab lands.

Before leaving Paris for Rome, the final

stop on his tour, Sadat told reporters that

Atherton's shuttle was the only avenue open
to peace and that direct Israeli-Egyptian

negotiations could not resume unless
agreement was reached on the peace
principles.

In Paris, Sadat met French officials and a

delegation of European Jews, led by Nahum
Goldmann, former president of the World
Jewish Congress. Goldmann told reporters

the Jewish leaders expressed support for

Sadat's peace initiative.

The pope, who met the Moslem Egyptian
leader for the second time in two years, told

Sadat that any peace settlement must
provide for ""justice and security" for all

peoples of the Middle East and must satisfy

"the legitimate aspirations of the Palestinian

people."

He also urged that Jerusalem be made a

"religious center of peace," with in-

ternational guarantees of unrestricted access
to Christian, Moslem and Jewish holy places.

Israel regards the holy city as the "indivisible

capital of the Jewish state."

In Khartoum, Sudan, President Jaafar el

Numairi predicted in an interview with The
Associated Press that Israeli eventually

would accept the creation of a Palestine

state in occupied Arab territories as part of a

peace settlement.
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Boston returns to work; /^
relies on public transport
BOSTON lAP] - Police blocked highway

exit ramps as Boston reopened for post-

blizzard business yesterday with a unique
experiment in urban commuting ~ a earless

rush hour.

All but a few suburban workers were
forbidden from driving into the snow-weary
city when stores and offices reopened for the
first time since the biggest storm in history

paralyzed southern New England one week
ago.
Downtown streets were free of cars as

mammoth crowds emerged from subway
stations. Everyone from factory workers to

corporate chairpeople crammed onto over-

stuffed trains and buses for slow,

claustrophobic rides into the city.

"It was extremely crowded, " said Kenneth
Campbell, spokesperson for the Massa-
chusetts Bay Transportation Authority. "The
trains were crammed to the grills, shoulder to

shoulder and belly to belly."

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis banned all-but-

essential traffic in Boston so the city could
continue to clean up from the Feb. 6 blizzard

that dropped 27 inches of snow.
Despite the inconvenience, most people

seemed to make it to work. Gillette Co.

reported that 70 per cent of its production
workers showed up at its South Boston
plant, and John Hancock Mutual Life In-

surance Co. said 85 per cent of its employees
got to their desks.

Meanwhile, officials worried about another
stomn approaching the area. However, the

National Weather Service said the Boston
area woukj escape today with "a chance of

occasional light snow."
Usually bumper-to-bumper downtown
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Streets were jammed with work-bound
pedestrians forced into the gray slush by
unshoveled sidewalks. Whistle-blowing
Army MP's tried to separate the flow of
walkers from buses and taxis that were
virtually the only vehicles on the streets.

Exit ramps on Boston's major highways
were blocked by police who turned back all

drivers except a select few who were
deemed essential. Among these were
doctors, news reporters and utility workers.
"Some people gave us a lot of argument,"

said Raymond DiRusso, a motor vehicles
inspector who manned a downtown exit

roadblock. "Everybody thinks they've got an
important job. We told them to get back on
the expressway and keep heading south."

Another city hard hit by the storm,
Providence, R.I., had a similar driving ban
yesterday morning, and police reported that
some commuters parked illegally on the
highways and walked down the ramps to
work.

In Boston, about 500,000 people normally
use the state-run trains and buses each day,
but a transit official said yesterday's totals

would be about doubit that.

Hundreds of yellow school buses were
also pressed into service to ferry briefcase-

toting executives into the city. For most of
them, it was the first day of work in a week.

cMtNON is coming!

DO YOU WANT TO FLY?
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Face If you've always wanted to flyi Many of us hove
hod the feeling and for some it tias never gone owoy

If you hove fhof feeling then you're in luck Air Force ROTC
Fhgtit Instruction Program (FIP; is ovailable to you it s de-
signed to teocti you ftie basics of fiigfif through flying lessons
in smoil oircroft at o civilian operated tlying school

The program is on EXTRA tor cadets who can qualify to be-
come Air Force pilots through Air Force ROTC TaKen during
the senior year m college, FlP is the first step tor the cadet who
IS going on to Air Force jet pilot training after graduation

This IS oi! reserved for the cadet who wonts to get his life off

the ground with Air Force silver pilot wings Check it out to-

day

^
CALL 5-2437

ROTC
Gateway to a great way of life.

OPEN HOUSE
RECRUITMENT MEETING

The Collegian is open to visitors to-

day between the hours of 12 noon
and 5:00 p.m. People will be
available to answer any questions
you might have about the Col-
legian. The office is in room 113
(lower floor-rear) of the Campus
Center.

Tonight at 7:00 the Collegian will

hold its semesterly recruitment
meeting in room 174-176 of the
Campus Center. People interested

in almost any aspect of newspaper
work should drop by and find an
area of interest.
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House and Senate file

blizzard recovery bills
BOSTON [AP] — Massachusetts

legislators, anxious to match the governor's

zeal in fighting the blizzard, introduced bills

yesterday that would relax school year

requirements, toughen looting penalties and
give a tax break for storm damage.
The school measure, filed by Sen. George

Rogers, D-New Bedford, would allow local

school committees to waive the state rule

requiring them to provide at least 180 days of

classes each academic year.

At the same time, the state Board of

Education voted to exempt school boards
from having to make up class for any days
missed during the blizzard emergency.

Rogers said his bill wouldn't be pre-

empted by the board's action. He said the

purpose of the measure was to ensure that

school committees wouldn't have to cancel
spring recesses or push classes into summer
vacation periods.

Three Boston-area legislators, upset by
reports of looting suspects being granted

quick bail, called for a mandatory penalty of

two years in jail for anyone convicted of a

break-in or theft during an official

emergency.

Sen. Michael LoprestI Jr., D-Boston, one
of the bill's sponsors, said it would deny bail

to suspects as long as the emergency
remained in effect.

The measure would cover burglary, theft

and defacement of buildings wherever a

local, state or federal emergency has been
declared. Sentences as stiff as ten years

could be suspended to less than two years

behind bars.

Laws already on the books provide for

sentences of one to ten years but give judges

discretion to suspend those terms or

postpone cases indefinitely to allow a

suspect to demonstrate good behavior.

The bill's other co-sponsors are Reps.

Royal Boiling Jr., D-Boston, and Sherman
W. Saltmarsh Jr., R-Winchester.

Sen. Robert E. McCarthy, D-Bridgewater,

said the tax bill he and several other senators

filed would allow persons to claim the same
storm damage deduction on their state tax

returns that is allowed on federal returns.

The deduction would apply only to the

damage suffered in last week's blizzard —
not earlier storms — and could only include

damages above $100.

The House and Senate each met for only a

few minutes each yesterday and only about a

dozen members in each chamber showed up.

However, Sen. William Saltonstall, R-

Manchester, said the relaxed appearance of

the lawmakers was misleading, that actually

all of them had been hard at work easing

various storm problems in their districts.

He said Senate staffers were checking to

see if there was a need for any emergency
action by the legislature but for the time

being, prime responsibility appeared to rest

with Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.
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DAYTONA BEACH
10 Days/9 Nites
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•Plus 20% Tax b Service

Price Based On Quad Occupancy

SPRING WEEK
CONTACT MIKE 546-8715

$25.00 needed to hold reservation.
Deposit is non-refundable, non- transferable.

Due February 20

PRICE INCLUDES
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•Free Beer enroute
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Holiday Inn Directly on Beach
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Color T.V. / Swimming Pool, Air Con-
ditioned Rooms with Private Bath and
Shower / All Rooms are Ocean View i
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Every Night All Drinks Half Price I Plus
Live Entertainment at Pool Side upon
Arrival and Departure.
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News in Brief

Eight ski patroliers

missing in California
LOS ANGELES [UPI\ - "It's

becoming fantastic, isn't it?" Sheriff's

deputy Carl Riegert said, reporting eight

more persons missing in the wake of

another storm.

A search for 12 persons missing since

Friday in a flash flood in the Angeles
National Forest was called off yesterday

because of heavy snow. A new search

began for eight ski patroliers missing

since Sunday.
"This morning," Riegert said, "an

emergency services detail, one helicopter

and members of the Sierra Madre and
Montrose Search and Rescue teams are

en route to look for them."
Two of the skiers began a two-hour

trek from 8,038- foot high Mt. Waterman
to Buckhorn Flats. They never arrived

and six more ski patroliers went to look

for them. They also vanished.

The series of storms, among the most
destructive in Southern California's

history, has claimed since Friday at least

11 lives in the southern part of the

northern Sierra in addition to the 12

missing in the mountain flood and feared

dead.
Residents of canyon areas in northern

suburbs were digging out from the

deluge of mud, water and debris that

destroyed at least five homes and heavily

damaged 120 more.

Girl excorcises self;

results unknown
ROSARIO DO SUL, Brazil [UP/] -

Sixteen- year- old Eliana Maciel Barbosa,

who had herself strapped to a wooden
cross for three days to exorcise demons,
ended her ordeal yesterday but gave no
indication whether the effort had been
successful.

The Roman Catholic girl Friday night

hauled a 44- pound cross up the 450-foot

Picucho Hill in the arid, unpopulated
western region of the state of Rio Grande
de Sul near the town of Rosario do Sul.

According to the girl's parents, Eliana

had suffered from nightmares and evil

visions for the past six months. After

medical tests proved negative, she
concluded that "demons and evil forces

possessed her soul" and only three days
on the cross could save her.

Helped by her fiance Jorge Luiz

Goncalves de Lima, Barbosa came down
from the cross at 6 p.m., 4 p.m. EST
yesterday and was taken to a hospital in

the small city of Alegrete, 45 miles from
the site.

The Rio de Janeiro newspaper Dia

said a crowd began gathering at the

crucifixion site even before the girl was
strapped to the cross and the first of at

least 20 chartered buses had arrived.

By the time Barbosa came down from
the cross, the crowd had grown to an
estimated 5,000 people, including
hundreds of crippled, blind and otherwise
injured persons hoping to be present at a

miracle.

Neither the girl nor her family com-
mented on the effects of the ordeal. Her
fiance said the couple now planned to

marry and hoped that "our life will be
stabilized a little more."

Local police did not interfere in the

incident but said they planned to take

steps to avoid what regional Delegate

Acilio Pereira da Cruz called "this farce,"

which he said could "become
fashionable for other persons

"

Local Police Chief Jouber Louceva did

not permit the girl's parents to nail her

hands and feet to the 9.5 foot cross and
said they must lash her on with heavy

rope

Califdmia hitchhikers

attacked and released

JUNO BEACH, Fla. \UPI\ - A
nationwide alert was issued yesterday for

a man who picked up a hitch-hiking

couple, shot the man on a Palm Beach
County beach and fled to Pensacola

before releasing the woman.
Police said the man, known only as

Royce" to his victims, was about 45, 5-

feet 8, cleanshaven and wearing a plaid

jacket.

Kathleen Wagner, 33, of Berkeley,

Calif and Gary Smith, 23, of Hayward,
Calif . said they were hitchhiking

Saturday when Royce picked them up
north of Stuart and the three decided to

go to the beach.
Smith said when Wagner borrowed

the truck to go for coffee Saturday night,

Royce began shooting at him.

He said he pretended he was un-

conscious and was dragged 30 feet into

some bushes. When he heard Wagner
tPturn, he said he took a chance and
opened his eyes to see Royce holding the

pistol on her.

He said he again rolled his eyes and

dropped his head to feign un-

consciousness and heard no more shots.

"I didn't think I was going to live," he

told a detective.

Smith, paralyzed from the waist down,
was found on the beach Sunday. He was
hospitalized in stable condition with two
bullet wounds in his back, one in his hip,

one in an ear lobe and a grazed wound on
the head.
Wagner said the man promised her

early in their trip north that he would
release her.

She said he had no idea where he was
headed, although he had Texas license

plates on his silver pickup truck.

Mass typhoid victims

return from Mexico
BOSTON [AP\ - Eleven cases of ty-

phoid fever have been diagnosed among
tourists who returned to Massachusetts

after a charter trip to Mexico, state health

officials said yesterday.

Dr. Nicholas J. Fiumara, director of the

Division of Communicable Diseases, said

officials contacted 306 people yesterday

who were on the trip.

He said they were asked to have blood

tests to check for the disease.

The 11 cases, all in Massachusetts,

were discovered after the travelers

returned Jan. 30 from a week in Puerta

Vallarta, Mexico.

"We know that the organism is

sensitive to ampicillin and
Chloromycetin," Fiumara said. "Once the

patients have been admitted to a

hospital, they are placed on one of these

two drugs, and the response is

dramatic."

Fiumara said there is no chance of an

outbreak of the disease here.

Typhoid is spread by contaminated

food and water. Symptoms include

headache, chills, fever, aches and a

stomach rash.

All but 34 of the travelers are from
Massachusetts, Fiumara said.

Man forgets 6 years;

waits in hospital

I

DENVER [AP] - A few weeks ago,
David Drolet woke up.

He was standing at a bus stop in

suburban Aurora, waiting for he knew
not what.
He still doesn't.

Drolet's life is a blank from June 30,

1972, when he was discharged from the
Army at Fort Dix, N.J., to Jan. 23, 1978,

when he found himself in Aurora.
"I can't remember a thing," he said

recently. 'It's like I didn't even exist for

six years."

Drolet, now 24 and a patient at the

Colorado Psychiatric Hospital here, says
he is 'scared and nervous" about his

predicament.
Hospital personnel refuse to discuss

the particulars of his case, except to

confirm that they believe he is telling the
truth.

Dr. Allan Brock Willett of the
Department of Psychology at the
University of Colorado Medical School
said amnesia is so rare he has seen only a

couple of cases in ten years in psychiatry.

Willett, who is not directly involved in

Drolet's case but is familiar with it added
that six years "is a rather long time" to

forget.

Willett defined amnesia "as a
pathological loss of memory ... and it is

close to 100 per cent in its effect."

When Drolet "kind of woke up" he
boarded a bus and rode it into downtown
Denver and back to Aurora.
He hoped the trip would job his

memory, but nothing along the way
looked familiar. All he seemed to know
was that he didn't know anything. He
went to a motel and took stock of his

situation.

In his wallet, he found $30, some 6-

year old military identification that
provided his name and pictures of "a
prfjtty good looking, brown haired girl."

On his left hand was a gold wedding
band

It didn't mean anything, so I took it

off," he recalled He spent two days

watching television newscasts and riding

buses, looking for clues. If they were
there, he didn't recognize them.

"Politics at the Grassroots"

Skills and Strategies

A Three Credit Seminar

Starting Feb. 19th

Workshops will be facilitated by nationally known organizing figures
such as Mike Ansara of Mass. Fair and Wade Ratke of ACORN.

Contact the SOP Rm. 426 SUB or 5-2415

COLLEGIAN PHOTO
MEETING

FOR ALL STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
AND INTERESTED STUDENTS

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

FEBUARY 15,1978 7:3S
AT THE COLLEGIAN PHOTO DESK

1978PHONOTHON
is looking for recruiters

and callers.

Contact
Mary Ellen or Steve

at 545-2317
or drop by Memorial Hall,

room 8
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DINNER SPECIALS

TUES.-THURS.
OLD FASHIONED BEEF POT PIE $4.29

BAKED HAM WITH RAISIN SAUCE $3,90

VEGETARIANS SPECIAL PLATTER $2.85

FRI. & SAT.
BROILED HALIBUT STEAKS $4.9$

Still Room on the Ground Roor for

Computer Careers at Amdahl
( 'omputer professionals arc aware that

today's most advanced lar>je-s\ stem
teehnolo^ry was developed by a company
that, nut too lon^ ajro, was virtually

unknown. It w as during late 1975—
when Amdahl delivered its first multi-

million-dollar 47()\^ <> system follow-

ing a 5-year. $5().(M)(),(M)() effort— that
the company first attracted wide-
spread industry attention. Now. Amdahl
is the most talked about company in

the industry: a compact proup of highly

talented high technologists producing
the world's highest performing general
purpose computers, the \75. V 6 and
V, 7. Over a quarter billion dollars

worth of Amdahl systems is now
working worldwide in every industry
sector using large-scale computers.

The original design team is still vir-

tually intact and working on future
systems. Although we are growing at

an extremely rapid pace, we are com-
mitted to retaining the same creative

i'tivironment that yielded the V 5.

\' ) and \' 7. We are still small by com-
puter induslrx comparisons. We are

still friendly. We still enjoy attacking
tasks because we think it's fun. And
we still res\ ard per.sonal efforts with
personal recognition.

We think Amdahl is a great place

to work. There's still room on the

ground n(M)r for you if you are about
to receive a BS or advanced degree
in electrical engineering or computer
sciences, and consider yourself a cut

above your classmates in competence,
enthusiasm and potential.

Amdahl Corporation, 1250 East
Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale. California

94<»8H. We are an eciual opportunity
employer.

We are com infj to conipus to fill

positions in honhrorcfirni-
ivarenmi hdrdirii re-related soft-

irare. W( are specifieaUy
interrieieingfor logic andfirm-
ware designers and

hardira re- related, soft tea re

diag)iostic engineers, design

automation programmers, and
contntl programmers for our
m in i-hased cotisole.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Wednesday, February 15

amdahl

UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS

SUNDAY
SLICED BREAST OF CAPON

L

OB Rt 9. Nadlcy Center

please call 584S8I3

tf?E>wQ9..rtf3d tf7v2wC:>..^:7d fffS^^Ca^^C^ tf7t>k.Qd,.<c^ra fffC^^J».„gS^ ^x^k^tf.^:S%

$4.»0 i
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RING DAYS:
TUES.5nd WeP. FEg. 1^-/5

TIME: lOfK.^.~H P.M.

PLACE; UNIVER6IT/ ^TOp-t

Canada asks
Russia to pay

UNITED NATIONS [UP/] - Canada
formally told the United Nations yesterday

the crash of a Soviet nuclear-powered spy

satellite on its territory was a "serious in-

cident" and that it had contacted Moscow to

discuss Soviet repayment of the cost of

recovering the debris.

Canadian UN Ambassador William H.

Barton indicated the cost mght be con-

siderable.

"The search by air and on the ground will

be continued through the coming weeks and

is expected to be extended after the spring

thaw into the summer months," he said.

Barton opened debate at a three-week

session of the 47-member UN outer space

scientific and technical subcommittee. " ...

We wish to inform this subcommittee of a

recent serious incident" — the crash of the

Cosmos 954 in Canada's Northwest
Territones Jan. 24, he said.

He said Canada would continue discussing

various aspects of the accident, "including

liability and compensation aspects," directly

with the Soviet Union.

A 1967 UN agreement on the peaceful

uses of space specifies that "expenses in-

curred in fulfilling obligations to recover and

return a space object or its component parts

... shall be borne by the launching authority.

The United States also assisted in

Recovering the wreckage, but a State

Department spokesperson said it "has no

intention" of asking Moscow to foot the bill.

Barton also suggested consideration might

be given to advance notification of the

launching of a nuclear-powered satellite — a

proposal that Moscow, which almost never

advertises its space shots, was certain to

reject.

The three-ton Cosmos 954 plunged to a

fiery death in the atmosphere and radioactive

debris landed near Great Slave Lake and the

Thelon River in the Northwest Territories,

one of the most lightly populated regions of

the wodd.
It carried a nuclear reactor with an

estimated 100 pounds of enriched uranium

235 to provide electricity.

Barton said the problem of nuclear-

powered satellites was serious. "Ap-
proximately 40 satellites of this kind have

been placed in earth orbit or used for lunar or

distant interplanetary exploration," he said.

"The Cosmos 954 satellite is not the first

satellite carrying radioactive materials which

has malfunctioned and unexpectedly
returned to earth," Barton added.

Girl's murder trial

delayed for info

W/LL/l\/IANT/C, Conn. [UP/] - The eight

men and four women who must decide if

Andrew John Carr bludgeoned his 3-year-old

next door neighbor two years ago have spent

almost as much time out of the courtroom as

in.

Carr's Superior Court murder trial resumes

today after a 12-day delay, prompted by a

prosecution- requested recess and extended

by the Blizzard of 78 which kept the

Willimantic courthouse closed.

The trial has produced a number of

controversies, and the jury has been excused

on several occasions while Superior Court

Judge Joseph F. Dannehy decided whether

or not certain evidence should be admitted

into court.

The jury was absent for two days while

state police officers testified about their

investigation the morning after North Wind-

ham volunteer firefighters discovered the

nude body of Dawn Peterson, lying face

down in a weed-covered abandoned cellar

foundation on March 26, 1976. Her skull had

been crushed with a large rock.

The testimony revealed the troopers

awoke Carr about 3 p.m. and took him down
to an old, unused police station where he
was stripped, examined, questioned and
photographed. Later, Carr, 15 at the time,

was taken home where he was told to turn in

his clothes and sign a statement.

During this time, Carr was never told he

could have his parents present, speak to a

lawyer, refuse to answer questions or decline

to turn over his clothes.

Superior Court Judge Joseph F. Dannehy
ruled the evidence — photographs, clothing,

a statement, and head and pubic hairs —
was obtained illegally by the Connecticut

state police and could not be shown to the

jury.

The prosecution, which planned to rely

heavily on the physical evidence, is now
faced with the task of piecing together a

scenario for the jury that will place Carr m the

cellar foundation when Peterson was killed.

It will not be an easy task.

So far, the only evidence the jury has

heard that could possibly implicate Carr is

the testimony of a 16-yearold North Wind-
ham neighbor who said he saw Carr and

Peterson together shortly before the state

claims the girl was killed.
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For the love of love

frank denton

Today thousands of sentient sentiments

will ravage this campus, leaving in their wake
pathos, chubby cherubs, and cardioids

enough to make any corpuscle swell with

pride. In this burst of benign benevolence,

however, our candor remains as thin as the

Hallmark Greeting cards we send. We cannot

discern the nature of our affections nor the

objects of our desires.

"Love" does not appear to be motivated

by any one circumstance. In the annals of

Letters
Puzzlers

puzzled

To the Editor:

We, and no doubtless others, are

subjected daily to Cold Turkey without
the crossword puzzle. Why do you
deprive us of the one self educational
aspect of the Collegian' What are we to

do now at dinner time? Please give us
back the crossword puzzle so we can
keep in shape for the Sunday New York
Times puzzle. Disquiparantly yours.

Susan Mahler and
Amy Drinker

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Colleaian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double- spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, coo the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day

preceding that date.
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literature we find love of wo- mankind;
physical love; brotherly-sisterly love; love of

God; love of money, self and power; un-

premeditated love; pure and unadulterated

love. The sincerity of our divided attentions is

dubious.

Love of wo-mankind is a peculiar

phenomenon, displayed among budding
radicals, evangelical politicians, and
exhibitionists at Grand Central Station.

Those who espouse such a charitable at-

titude are often frustrated by our adamance
against their advances. Perhaps this is

because they would impose their visions,

fantasies, and idiosyncracies upon our own
ignoble pursuits. These social reformers and
sympathetic administrators are engaged in

an unfortunate conceit whic^i extends be-

yond themselves.

Sexual love is another popular mode of

expression. Although it is by nature, never

unrequited, it is not untainted either. Passion

is alluring. It is tangible proof that another
individual is tending to one's needs. What is

so terribly hollow is that she is meeting his-

her own needs at one's own expense. Traces
of symbiotic ambivalence pervade the dual

nature of this exchange. Selfless is not the

word.

Loves of money, self, and power have the
common denominator of catering to what an
individual perceives as his-her wants.
Gratification can only be achieved in the
perception of security in these objects. Few
can cuddle up with a dollar or affably

squeeze an embossed nameplate.

Brotherly-sisterly love was once con-
sidered the paragon of Victorian virtue. With
the recent disclosures of paramount
homosexuality, lesbianism, incest, and
sodomy, this bastion of morality has been
riddled with suspicion. Boy Scout troops are

under surveillance and new aspersions are

levelled at the Women's Temperance Union.

And who, in this catalogue of enamored
attentions, is beyond reproach? No one, least

of all that element which offers something
for nothing. It is "unnatural," against the

principles of economics, physics, and the

American Association of Psychiatry. There

must be interest, energy or gratification

forthcoming. Horse manure.

Love is that quality which doesn't require a

smooch on the schnozzle and a brownie
point for every display of personal concern. It

is not justified by internal satisfaction, ex-

ternal rewards, or peripheral exchange. Love
is spelled G-l-V-E, and sometimes P-O-O-R,

but most often F-R-E-E. When one expects

nothing, there is nothing to lose.

Frank Denton is a Collegian Columnist.

Hysterical f

Julie melrose

The "hysterical" female. She's the oni
who insists the shopkeeper replace damagec
merchandise; the one who refuses to pay th«

mechanic for installing parts her car didn
need; the one in the office who won't make
coffee.

She's the one who sues the doctor fo|

sterilizing her without her permission; the

one who files a grievance when she s

discriminated against; the one who cries,

because the welfare office won't give heij

enough money to feed her kids.

She's the one who yells when a man grabs

her breasts in the subway; the one who shuts,

a lover who's promised fidelity out of her]

house after he's been with someone else; the

one who stabs the man who's trying to rapel

her.

The names and dates hal

is the same: a woman wt

"unfemine" and therefore

The "hysterical" female is the woman who!
reacts with appropriate anger in the face of|
an injustice. She's any woman who, loudlv
and clearly, fights back.

The word "hysterical" evolved from the|

Latin root "hyster ... ", meaning womb.
Women showing symptoms of "hysteria"]

were believed to be suffering from distur-

bances of the womb. This fits right in with!

the general theory that women are ruled by|

their reproductive organs.

Historically, women suffering fromi
"hysteria" were treated by such diverse]

methods as removal of the clitoris, ovaries,

and uterus and being sent to the country fori

"fresh air." The modern counterparts to

these are unnecessary hysterectomy and|

institutionalization.

A woman who engaged in behavior not

considered appropriate for females (i.e.

I

reading, masturbating, getting angry) was
thought to be "not quite right" and totally

unacceptable as a potential mate.
In Shakespeare's Taming of the Shrew]

Kate advises other women to set aside theirl

anger: "A woman moved is like a fountainl

troubled; muddy, ill-seeming, thick, bereft ofl

beauty. And while it is so, none so dry orl

thirsty will deign to sip or touch one drop ofl

it."

The names and dates have changed butl

the threat is the same: a woman who openlyl
shows anger is "unfeminine" and therefore!

undesirable to men. This has long served as al

highly effective deterrent to progress in the!

area of women's rights. Isn't there any way af
woman can stand up for herself and be loved

^^^*^
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Happy Valentines Day to Meme',.. Lucky,
Sprinkles, Sparkles, and Stubby the No
Neck. Always, Lester

My Lindo-Loo.. Be my Valentine-
Doo 'Cause I Love Yoo Your Tony- Too

To : Richard I You are the most important
other person in my life, and I promise to
love you forever Pauline

Janice . You 're a very special girl who put
sparkle in my life I love you and I miss
you Teddy

To; Kathy... I'm looking forward to spen-
ding
the rest of my life with you and being for

you. Love, Neil

For
OUR

l^LENTINES

V>^ Vr<<

Coombs, the windowsill is for the birds,

next time go down the hall. Happy Valen-
tine's Day.4W

Chip,. You're the greatest! H&ppy Valen-
tine's Day..Love Always. Bugs'

Four Sixty Six. Three m One. Happy
Second. Happy Sixteenth You are
Number One Happy, you're my Love

In luring oneness. Valentines endeavor.

Lovely angel unaffected. Refuse
endearment never. Billy Budd

To: Liz L. Happy Valentine's Day'! . Love
yalots'i\HYB???l. Steve

Tom Tim Ray Happy Valentine Day to

three sweethearts" Bla Bla Blaii Sincerely-

"Just Kidding"

Ellen, .'Hang in there' you have a friend

who careswherever you go Mark

To: LN... Sixteen months have been the

best Forever is now. Happy Valentines

Day.lLY FO.

To: Mark S. . Tho we're apart you've still

got my heart . L ove, Elsie

9 J. A.: We'd give you our hearts, but we
only have cheeseburgers and cheeps..

Love, two wild and crazy American foxes

Dear Fran. Jill, Linda, Ellen, Keith, Rick,

Steve, Chris, and Vince. Happy Valentines

Day'

Joel I'll love you always- Happy
Valentines Day - Love Joan

To: Arlene... Happy Valentine Day. I love

you very much... Love, Rowjah

Stripe All my love forever and always tt

the light of my life 1-4-3 Yellow

To: 92 Riverglade, . If you only knew how
much I think of you, youd never move
away and we could forever play together .

Love, Albert

To the mad biochemist: You're my N. B. Be

my Valentine tool To more days of picking

on you. Your Pal.

Lar. May Cupid paint your sneakers red. I

love you in big ways, and I'll love you

always. Be mine.

To: My My Man Whose Rose was red; eyes

are blue I lost my keys; but ecstatic I found

you. Coupon Giver

Pooh -Bear: As you can see my poetry rots

but I send you love- forever lots and lotil-

Waldo.

To The Rare and Wonderful Pamelia Bird:

It's been 29 months since you picked me
up' Happy V-DaY Joe.

Ron, This Valentines wish is from Amherst

to Israel. I miss you desperately! Lots of

love, Deb

Bruce, I'm so glad you're here. All my love.

Deb.

Love, like lost underground rivers will soon

replenish our rancid, polluted weterwaysl

J.

Steve. You're my cutie always. I treasure

that, hold it close to my heart- like youl

Love always. Sue

To Our Mothers: Joy, Gall, Barb G .
and

Barb R Happy Valentine's Day Love you^

daughters Arlene, Judy, Cindy,

Karen.

and

To the Sisters of SDT Happy Valentine's

Day Love. All Your Pledges

To: BMR: Je t'aime beaucoup. Renumber-

we have a date! Your Bunny Always.

To my Jewel S TPEC may be all theory, but

you are my reality Bob

To: Leslie... I can't remember how it all

began, but I hope it never ends Happy
Valentine Day. Love Dave

Snookie,..What can I say to the best 'cept

I'll Love you forever as I do now Love

Dough Boy

To: Lauren A... We have just passed our

luckly seventh. Lets never let it stop! Happy
Valentine Day. Love Stephen

RWY. I value your friendship more and
more each day. Good luck at N.E... With
love, RCR

CAW... You're the best of everything all in

one. I love you. . B

To the one and only Pat. You can blow my
bubbles anytime .Robert

Dear Nettie,.. Happy Valentine's Day!
Come on over and help me loosen my
nuts!.. Love, your Liquid Wrench

To Scribby,.. If the skunks don't get you,

the fish will.. Kibby

To: Scott. . Nobody wishes you a fantastic

Valentine's Day - what's more, noone loves

you!.. Mary [N.N.\

To: The Rat. Psychiatrist, Friend, Lover...

No calculated poetry Just special

thoughts and All My Love. Happy Valen-

tine's Day...L

Gush . . Sniff my muff!. . Betty

To: Lisa F... As our lips touch tender and

sweet, hope your mine to always keep. Be

my Valentine . . . Mark

To: Jose F. . . Take me to that warm place

where the Wild Bunnies breed. Happy
Valentine's Day from your love. . . Susan

To Wee and Wiz. We want to wish wou a

wappy Walentine Wots of Wuv. Wours
Truwy, Make and Mike

Carol and Sue.V^e couldn't forget you.

It's a buck and a half just for a laugh, Hap-

py Valentine... Mikes

Kevin, Nubs,
Love, CErC

Billy ft Mike Happy V.D...

KellWish you were here. May a cupid

tickle your fancy in 625C.C. Happy V.D.

<</{.;«.. . Cathy & Carol

Ca\.. Will you please be my Valentine?

Kisses from a member of the crazy men-

tals.. Cathode

To: Cashin Suites 502 and 503..Wuve and
Kwisses and a gweat Vawentine's Day..

Fwom, Sweet 504

Mary Lyon Lady-Its been a year since our

first. I hope there is no LASJ. Lots of love

313.

Nevkl- Roses sre red/Violets are blue/High

fruchose corn syrup is seeet 'But not so

sweet as you. Donna.

To Our Sistehjt Alpha Chi Omega: Happy

V.D. Love forever, your sisters in the party

Haven.

Sandra J- Have a happy Saint Valentine's

Day I love you. Dave.

To N.A. Cupid's hit me with loaded ar-

rows. I hope he gets you too. Happy Valen-

tine's Day I Love, Skunk Breath.

Richard Oscar - So tell me, how's life in the

army? That's good! Always remember:

Never go straight, go forward. Sue

Ladies-Man or Boy? Either way, Happy

Twentieth Birthday I Maybe I'll even buy

you a beer at the Pub. Spacsshot

Babyface, Happy Valentines Day. YATO
forever and more. I'm thinking of you. I

love you. My Sunshine.

To Sue B. Excuse me. Ma'am, but we
miss you. Come visit again soon. Happy

Valentines Day. Slim and Tex.

To my favorite person in the whole wide

world. My Ooga Booga Baby, I Love youl

Happy Valentines Day Donna.

To L L L. - Not to be redundant again but

"I Love You." Will go looking for bliffs on

our Katamaran. B.F.F.

To Jill, Jill, Gail and Amanda,.. I've had the
'Hots' for you 4 for 4 years.. A Secret
Valentine

To: DJA...I just want you to know that I

will love you forever. ..Lots of Love, TREB

David . Happy Valentine's Day. I love you.
There are only 103 days left. I can't wait...

All my love, Linda

Michele:.. Happy Birthday a day late.

Thanks for everything.. Love, Linda 6t

David

To Voni:.. Thanks for the best 361 days of

my life.. Love you forever, John

To D.D.,.. Happy Valentine's Day! We're
both madly in love with you. . GEtR

To Ellen,.. Happy Valentine's Day I Hope
it's a great one. . Love, Gus

Twan-.. You, who lets me see, feel, do and
be - you, who I love eternally. I am forever

grateful.. Linda

Boo Bear. ..'I said I love you that's forever

-

I love you just the way you are'... SB.

Diane - - Thanks for your thoughts, music,

energy, wit... and time. [Hope I get more of

it!] Heretigically yours... Love, Ron

To KKM...Que cette annee nous apporte

bonheur pour toujours.. Love, MJW

Roses are red, violets are blue. Deb you're

cute, that's why I love you. . . The alter boy

Happy Valentine's Day to the girl from the

nut house - only fooling!..Joe

To: Janet 4 North Grayson, . Happy Valen-

tines Day from HI!.. Love, Bill

To: My Sigma Sisters.. Thanks for all the

L.G.S. Happy Valentine's Day from far

away.. Love, Deb

To: Pete, Chip, Greg, Harry Today would
be a lovely day to have that dinner you pro-

mised.. Love, Suite 504

Cliff:. . Wish you were here.

Carol, Sue
Love. Liz, Lee.

To
Day

my favorite

..Love, Big D
Nurse, Happy V-

Suggar Daddy: Roses are red. violets are

blue, here is a kiss, especially for you! X.

With love, Sugar Mama

To the Captain : . . I love you . Thanks for be-

ing you anfl bringing me so much hap-

piness You are excellent. Love, The First

Mate

Room 801 CL
sweets! Mike

Happy Valentine's Day

Joan,. Happy Valentine's Day from all

your pals at St Michael's College. ..Lin,

Andria, Lin (your sister in lawl

T^o Joe, You are my Valentine today and

every day and I wanted the world to know
it! . Me

Wizard: Let's have a party tonight. Bring

some wine and cheese, and I'll bring the

buns. I Love You!!! Tushy

Shirley, Remember that all the "It was bad

to, 'mmmm but I had to's" were worth it..

Love, Laverne

ToRND Jr ,
When I tell you forever, that's

exactly what I mean I love you, LflS

To Bunches We've hed good times,

we 've had bad times, but the best are yet to

come. Love, Snuggles

With love on Valentines Day and always for

Vin, "Biggest Brother ", Paul Dale, Mark,

Mike, Gail and Anne 1437£t4-E

RC
make
mean
one'!.

Words can mean that I want to

you into a friend and silence can

that I accept your already being

C.J.S

To: The Dead End Kid (E B E S.l. I love

Carter Backgammon, The Pub, Bob

Seiger and YOU'. Love. Your Old Lady

Princess Enniroc, The kingdom has been

yours for 2 long years I am forever grateful

for your gracious company' Love, King

NAD

To the gorgeous women at Rolling Green-

Happy Valentines Dey PS Stay away

from Tyson

To a super B Ball Team: Your Loyalest fans

wish you a great day and a great year Keep

It up.

Dear Cutie Pie -.. Love is having you for a
Valentine 365 deys a year.. Love and
Kisses, Corinne

Jammit,.. If VD holds true my tongue
comes unglued by a crusty smut like
youl.. Buster Billy

Cosmic Wimpout sends love and kisses to:
Shu, Roseman Terry. Kelly, Deeno, Magic-
man Threeky, Heidi, Andrea, Laura and
everyone else!

To: Jeanne S... Your lips like honey, your
kisses like wine, you make life sunny. Be
My Valentine.. Love, John

To: Eleventh Floor Coolidge. . Just wanted
to take this special day to say thanks. You
are the best. Love, Kath

To: Anne, gailypoo, E'. 'I love you alM

Ooooooh!! Happy Valentine's Dayi Sit'n
Vin

'S Michael.
. Happy Anniversary and Happy

Valentine's Day. Four months are up I'm
offering free mooskkisses with every
renewal. Love, Moosk

To Linda,.. Candy and flowers this
message is not Love is what it is all

about!.. Always Brian

Michele:.. From Amherst to Miami, you're
the one and only. Happy Valentines Day...
Love, Tony

To all the 3rd floor and basement 'Brettites'

I love so much! Please send NO candy -

Eltonal

Mar^ B... To my Valentine on Valentine's

Day . Love, Ed

To Phil,.. Happy Valentine's Day! Share a

bottle of cold duck?!?.. Love, Joan

Linda - You better stick to me just like glue,

'cause my heat's goin' Boom, Boom,
Boom. I love you- Psycho Killer

Pete and Repete, . Happy Valentine's Day,

you crazy, swinging guys! You are just

OUT TO LUNCHI!!.. Love, Laverne and
Shirley

The "D".. Happy Valentine's from your
sister who loves you totally, unconditional-

ly, forever, andjust the way you are. . Linda

Italian Primate - Want to discover your
animal self? Please 'eport to Lab 407 for

operant conditioning - 3 credits.. Jane
Goodall

Ken Just one more year (33179) and then

forever, loving you always! Happy Valen-

tine's Day!.. Love, Me

To Gordon in Oregon - Hapoy Valentines

Day! Keep Dancing!.. Love, Christie

Kevin and Steve - Happy Valenrines Day -

Thanks for some of the best (and worst)

memories of my life. Love, Christie

To: Lauri. Roses are Red; Violets are Blue

This is a Valentine's Day Message Especial

ly for you. . . Perry

Head:.. If his head is as big as your heed,

you'll have one hell of a marriage'"

Juny.Best of luck Well miss you. .
Love

and Kisses, 84 Ef 85

Gush... Thanks for the memories!.. Theta

Chi

Happy Valentines Day GNGR: Dopey,

Shortstuff. Di, Shortstop, Deni, Mom,
Kell, Suzi Q, Casey. Michelle, Qonnie, Gigi,

Barb, Kathy, Ziggy FAWFGK

Judy, . Make but my name thy love, and
love that still, and then thou lovest me for

my name is Will

JAG B. With all my love,. Happy Valen

tine's Day W B III

Juneso and Carol, Crig, Melanie, Kook,

Jules, Wanice, Jane, Reilly. Melanson,

Campo. Malone, Stachora, Put Happy

Valentines Day' Love, S

P^
\'>r^ \^

^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiiS^
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To vou SL t- The most wonderful valentme
in ,")<> lAo'/tf I I'ovf vou very much GLG

To Nancy K Happy Valentines Dav
Deaf Voi, always n-diie ti-, K^.^ri sK tJ d

Aphrodtte

Wmr, you Lfoss

get bscon and /f

•ntipede you

cuonar^ ana

- . — .« grven me
>'4leniine s Day >ou>

</i/ith no

>:' 4 Sj»f

ifyt-t I tare you < Ma tthttv^

To my marvelous Mana Jrar'ni con roau
mi cora/on Sugar Bear

To Jeann* ih# P Thanks for coming out
here Happy Vatentine s Day' Love
atways, Donald P

Hay Runi Dur}i. P 8 . C £.. and all that
lazt Happy Valentirte's Day i io\fa you lots
and lots Co ye. Andy

To the UMass Silks Wtshmg you the hap
piest of hearts and horrest of romances this
semester' Me'od/

Hera's to the ladies at 57 You /usi in<jv<,

yyhen they leave us. their going to heaven,
but while they're still here they bring us
such cheer we 'ealiy do dig thur.e 4
yyornen 56

ind to A /It

.

.. L . ,^.„ e Still rny t.,.,,. anu .''j!,

fopk ', .y'ei'fT,!' Day Lo*e. Billy

C.I: you.' levti

When you cross a pig vvi!h bur tan loiion
you get oinkment

To Phil Baby rocf star ana itud Love Yii
live Edgar

To Rurina Happy Valentine s Day don't
let 'he '.rowd get yoi/ downl N and M

Ail ut luvi iaa^c HIV »'
i ove. Your fvefre.tdy

1 L I' 'lit

To t aura Rutgers isn 't the same vknthout
you Hapoy Valentine's Day Gerry

M ji%i and Jfjdy We may not be Tom and
J.m tut Ktf! i a bitrh' Happy Valentine'^

Dav *'oiii 346

Spartry Vou have kisses sweeter ttian

wine I tove you »o rngth Do ya believe

*ijp/rv K.<ic-i//r(f 1 ua\ III my favorife
Italian HcM about that ice treum' l\iext
wee*'-'

' Vatentino s- Day
rig bf'tfrtf evefv

Happy Vsl»?nt;ne'^ Day tr. (I C Brandywine
and friends at 2 4 and 6 Webster Love
Cathy and Sue

Dear Bea-
Valentine's Oa^' Love. VVl•>f:^l

Dehra Melariion, Vou ii'jtit jp my life'

Cati t wait to be with you jgain' Love
K H S

To f Mosca My arrow i;oul4in t t^ierce

your heart Have a Happy Valentine's

Day Laurie

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, I977

Emporium India

EASY
LIVING CLOTHES

Ha^^ ValenHne's Day

Amherst Carriage Shops

JUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1977 Colleglaq 13
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low
at

NO HIDDEN CHARGES!
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICES!

INCLUDES - the 15% tax

& service charge

FT. UUDERDALE UTIQUk
'310 .usM86

A.R '315

Call your Campus Representatives for further information.

Ask for Bob or Gordon at 549-0236.

'276

CharikSi
HAPPY HOUR 4.7

35' Drmftt ^•Bt Drinkt 7S

TUESDAY fr THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

AH Food fr Drkik W./ID

1 Pny SL, /Mmt 54S-S4I3 Ntit ti tki Pib

Mr Pt We have only 15 weeks left to Get It

On ' before we pan Lets set some
records" Love always, Morsecode

Eric, You are my ir

Vale-ntme today ana
' .he

•al

ny

For Our Valentine's
t'aui W Sruwn Happy Valentine s Day. A
million dollars wouldn't change the way we
feeH

Babes, Made it thru the Turnpike we can
r.mke it thru anything! Happy Valentine's
Day! Much love, Baggy Eyes

To Gerald Edmund Espero que tengas un
^"'•'^' ovios" Contodo mi amor
Mari-i '1

ive

Anrtual Workl TournamBnt, Cosmn .

.

pout

To My Mam Man. You light u,

Thanks lor the good times, may the^

iu Kf-'iiy Mlt)l^ you 'o' d" Tr\e gooa
times and here s to many more Happy

'anette

Hdrj', A^ay ivt s^^^enc' our Itle'ime

together laughing, lovng and growing
AH my love Lautf-

To Dcinna Vou re a fanasiii runner
These past years nave been grea' I (.'-mng

forward to the next Love M>kt

To Debbie G Will you be
Vaitvitine • V n i^ T '^ k ; , .

Att.jntion Pii:-,.,i»-M' ijl TcjtVi ui-ii-ir' i^-".

Pieasp sod two ca^es of cheese pop>.orn
immndiateiy l h.iy ihe nuxema love
Furiy Pits

*

To KAB. You' rases are dead. Your lade
plant IS loo Nothing is forever, cept my
love for you Jay

To Heloria Marie A song I love vou just

the way you ate Frederick

To my Hon. The fabulous 'C . ^appy
V D ' All my love and rnoif '^t^il

Moi

To mv Bear Voij re everything lo ~r\e

Tfwtnk you for the best two years. • " love
you forever Vout Beat

ALL uu.

AMNES
PY V:.ll:

%2\ '

s We don, 1 have
' fries to you Hap

^'•ggy and Parry

np,u you rtiy

u >

'le you're
•.

, iientine's

1

'^layers May your sun
Vjhntifw s Day' Sae

'luai Tournament'

ya babes Tony V

Valentine's Day is for
,if'cial friends I'm thinking
'tie Love. Marianne

b : . aJad 1 didn t walk Keiiback:
•ly XO Cathy

. —
.

Maggie Vou Know, t•^, h ird totell when
vol. re in the spell if j, s w f -ng or if its real,

but vcu re hound to lose if you let the blues
get you sc.3'ed to feol I Invp vou
Mags Roqer

Huppv Vamntine i Day to Lon, Shirley,
Laurie. Michelle, Kathy. Deb. Audrie. C\r\

dy. Lisa, Julie. Wendy, and Sue
from guys

To Paulette Hjpnv Vjivntine s Day, Love
Jim

'iijck. You 'II always be very special to

•^-bPfcially within my heart Happy
fine's Dayi. Love, Sue

To Capoizi
months r-

work Lo^

You Ve
ep up

craiy for 4
the good

To Kevin Barr^ Happy Valentine's Day
Hope to hear from you soon Love.
Angela and friends

Bruce If you wont be my Valentine. .'(I d
something drastic like eat 2 lbs of peanut
M&Ms Love yciu, Bonnie

To 1302 Washington Wouldnt want to
break .i tradition i Happy Valentine's Day'
610

in Wisconsin: Happ, .o.-.^tines
/v'eirdo' Florida, here we come Cin

the Trumpet and the Diamond
May Cupid strike one as he a/ready

' the other! [someday '', .95-

C

i Special BananBhsad Rose
ets are blue, better look out. ^ .

jfter you

Janice. The girl who took over my
rn and has now taken over my thoughts.

I pay Valentine's Day Mark

gs. Daytona Fla, in 32 daysi Goodbye
.«v. Hello '8ys' Have a Happy Valentinas

, but frorri ins candy ^tay

»ay Beech

''0 Debbie I'll always be thefe beautiful,

^9cause I love /ou, Wa^py Valentine

.»/ Grtg

, «a' Michael ,
I'm missing you on Valen-

e's Day 'JoHy Old' isn't the same
trout yoc Witn you loi«, Buns

'o T'La' Missing you my best friend

oybuns Come to my Chamber tonight
•

I I' make you toasty warm. This is no
-• admirer

Mommy Bear- We want us . Little

"ny love Bon Brtn On this Valentine's

, -10 2 We nave a long way to go
^ether. Love Krp

Lovt^: T M no 1

njain for the

to you

Happy Valentine's Day to all the sisters and
pledges of Sigma Delta fau ..Kann and
Barbara

To Phil Croasdale Happy Valentine's Day-
classes just aren't the same without
you' K

Happv

V D, you Ski

:jiai A Udtf- Love,

I -jij .iie the
Day Love

N.-
, an't stand it ui iust

dy.ng to get you in BED Love and
Kisses. Guess Who

kf

Our love and what's come
• ') really special Let's

, fiteve

To RPS. Come to my lu^n, i,, yirn^ucn
the opposite of C P R Just don't go
beep Love, Lorita

'" £i/-,/rf L ritrnenmer , Africa canie
first 'Happy V D £1

To: La Machine. Every day is Valentine's
Bay, when I'm with you Love 2C

To Sheryl My pretty brown eyed "pal"
who think s I let her get away with too much

Vout greatest love Mark

i! Nut . Happy 5th, II months and i^oun-

; " / love you

To the I3l(i floor Happy Valentine s Day to
d sweut bunch of guys Love, Bonme

Bruce It takes both rain and sunshinelo
make a rainbuw Happy nine month!,
Love, Bonnie.

To Sharyn Open you tender flower/ Your
sweet scent and velvet wings 'Br<r>gs
pleasure to my sensors Tom.

-y Words can never describe what
/I? shared or express how I feel Bob

Valentine's Day Ti' uithy. Mike,
b'lan, Nini and my fr'ends on the

L ove. f^ose

To Athena Did Cupid miss Happy Valen
tine Day Var.

To ifip Beautiful Girl in Room 402, very few
are as sweet as you Happy Valentine's
Dr)y Love, Steve

Jeff in 711 you're tlir; sweetest next door
neight'or anyone could ask for Will you be
my Valentine > Love. 709.

To Donna Judith Carol, Ria, Carol

Joan. Rhodesia, and -sister Dot-Happy
Valentine s Day my special friends! Love
Mary D

fo Larry H. -Happy Birthday- I

remembered' Are you still calypygious?
Happy Valentine's Day Love Mary D.

John, you fill in the missing colors in my
pamt by number dreams I love you.
Eileen

J.S .1 guess you've got to take my word
for It I love you Have a happy DAK

To Mool Surpnse and happy Valentine's
Day sweetheart Love, Joe D

To: Robert Stove Williamson, Born on
Feb 10. 1978 A/eigh' 8 lbs Happy first

Valentine s Day' From Maureen

To The bus driver with the cat hat have a
super wonderful tun and lantastiuc Valen
tine's Day' MSK

Go mo donn-gruaig gra Go mbeirimid eeo
ar an am seo ans Sona tjieithla leon mor
Gra An chaora

Happy Days to all my friends With Tove,
Josh

farrah Love, love, me do, you know I

love you. I'll always be true, so please love
me too . Gordon

Hey Cutie. Bitting is allowed on Valen
tine's Day because you're something
special!

Russ, , You're the best thing I've got.
my valentine, Love. Patty

Be

Michafi 'owat%d forever'" Kathy

lOih Floor High Rent Distick Come check
put our propeny valut; on Fn Feb 24 9th
Floor Counter parts

To D Until Day is Night and Night
Becomes the Day' Love always Doctor

Cindy T hanks for the best of times & com
pany Have a nice basketball season
From a good friend

Linda Though we have gone thru rough
limes, things are still O * O--'. "<• s..v» yet
to come Love. Waym

I love you Pob Carfin and tftat's forever,
this I promise 'ram my heart! Happy Valen
tine's Day Honey' Love. Jean

This space is reserved for one "special per
son and only the Veets knows who that is

EQ loves you

To the real Susie Creamcfteese This one is

lor you have a Happy Valentines Day
Love, Jefflon.

Tnsha. Were still going strong making up
words to songs ihat we know will someday
be. Keep on loving Paul

To all the wonderful girls on the 1 1th floor
of Coolidge Happy Valentines Day

Jake, We love you because you re a dog
But please no more shitting at our door
The guys in 82

jr Phil, Your guitar playing 'eallv sends
Love, Ralph

• Jeff, Your beard always tickled

jiad vou rut 't off
.
you devil Love.

iFIJa Knock, knock this will only

.1 minute! Happy Valentine s

T he Wanderers

'rfer F. t4fl JA .. To a sweetheart , Happy
I'fntines's Day Met you behind the Mar
•stacks Nn Talking' Concentrate' The
ninhibited"

ir J Roses are red, violets are blue. Hap
Valentine s Day from Ralph and Plastic

'ii'r too

' Lynne Happy Valentine's Day,
'ley I love ar)d miss you more than I can

Always, Tim

Monsieur B H Je pense que vous etes un
tres beauK homme et le taime beaucoup.
Happy Valentine's Day. with love

Rick Happy Valentine's Day to a REAL
pe'son' You' presence is a'ways
welcome Gibbv

We wish a Happy Hearts Day to our
Chet P and Glen M ffoai Band P

You will

,i~iuw deen -

uiie lal! ' I'm already
head Yours torevt-r i ^na

To my Baro Fact

you s«»v thin^ yi

Ever notire how ' iaune' Jnd
teqin with the leitpr 'l"'H-,nns .

Day, Woodsif ir;-

To Dad Shneaper and the 9'

Vatenltnes Day Who loves ya"
'

Rich Hippy 24th from your toamm . .

Happy Valentine's Day to Maigaret .•

as cute as a bug's ear

Happy Valentine s Day to my best
and lavorite Valnntine ever I lovi

Mark Love and Kisses. Pam

B.O M L I love you |ust the wav
are!. .Happy Valenhne^s Day. Love B

Ti) Sue 8 , L vnn and Joan You 'rt

friends aie lor TftarAs. Happy Valer
Day . WithLovt. Kr-^

To Lisa. TfianK > y we've
hope we get '

Dear JQA llt'i
'

Blue. I think yn

Su With leva p •

Tri l.D.L "Two years ago iodj
for pi?/a. glad we neve^ macie >'

V D Anniversary Love. Li

Ovar I J. Have a Happy Valentine -, Day
Hope you re full ol love Love Hnofan

To my sister When everything is

beautiful, or when all else fails, there's
always one shining hopeand that's
love Happy Valentine's Day. I love you

Cathy .. Upon awakening to your beauty,
my fears and doubts were cast aside All

that remained was my devotion ..Gavin

Puppy It IS not at all 'Hah'
you Happy Valentine's Day Always
Paws

Shelley, .If from no one else, then from
me, Happy Valentine Day . . Fun I

To Wanda .jppy Valentine's Day!
You're tough to figure out, but give me a
chance' Your private Doctor

To George Have a Happy Valentine
Day Love, Anne

To Tushy Mama from the main man. Hap-
py Valentine Day R & R

Dearest B G I musta got lost Glad you
found me Love Pooh Bear

To Lavek Thanks for sharing these past
four years with me Love you always
Wen

To Suzett and Oibolski Thought you
weren't gonna get a Valentine did you?
Come on not with ol Wendell aroundl
Happy V D Day!

To the gorgeous women in 203. 610and&5
Here's to another semester of fun and
thrills in GWL 709.

Robert, 32 Canre dungeon, tnendships like

ours are made in heaven' Carl tfianx for <i

special friend I nvp Susan

To: Nancila Have a Happy Day! Love,
Lonnca and Witch

To. Doll and S. . . Happy Valentine's Day!
Have a nice day.L ove. faggot

z,mmmmmmm»%mmmmm\mwmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi>mmmmmmmmmmmm»t^

4 very specia I february 20 • i2-*3o

Event af the en+er+ainment

(lAllSICEnTER ^.
northampk>n ^ fASHIOH 5H0W

- Ot^^ bEAFlD5LEy:5. catered1^^ catered
'LuncHEoH'

Valentines Day
20% Off

^

mmmm.
103 N. PLEASANT ST AMHERST (413) 256-8810 —

6 nights from $243

barmuda
Includes Saturday flights

March 4- April 15 from
Hartford, Boston & NYC

adventura travel
233 N. Pleasant St.

(413) 253-3206

Amherst, MA 01002

r
^^0" mSiAISM

Pillow Furniture

|'^%!

THE PILLOW STORE
2S5 TRIANGLE ST.

Amherst, Ma. St4.4SSS

d
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To My Bhetonc Boy Runner I hope this

isn't nry lest V»Jenfine to YOU Love. The

Queen of Nutcreckers

To Mark Edward Charles You and Barry

are my Valentines' The atghan is done'

Happy 38 1st I Love, Nance

FOR
Our

VALENTINES
^^^ To James... Happy Valentine's Day. I love

Hey Eddie: Where ever I go I see black

combs et over the groundl L ove ye. T f

To My Crazy Nut Luana. i love you dearly,

dear Happy Valentir>e's Day ...KiM-Kiss.

Steve

To Stephen 0; ConrteK: Thenk you for my
brKks My bookshefves thenk you for my
bncktf You 're a cutiel . . . Love. Nency

To the Crazy, but Beautiful Girls. Janice

and Hobbit, Happy Valentines Day We
love you Steve and Curtis

To P R f Heppy Velentines Deyl Is the of-

fer for your dorm to edopt mtne stU

open?... i. P.

To the Sisters of Cooiidge , Crampton,

Emerson. Melville, JQA and the rest of

UMass Happy Valentine's Day Mackim-
mie Brothers

To Presous: A dream comes true arydi'm

cfwosing you I. L.T

RVB;
Dayi LFB

love you Happy Valentine's

LJB Happy Valentine's Day I love you
and your husband loves you

Kimberly You're the cutest, the sweetest,

the greatest, and all mine until HE find*

Out Be mine forever

To Lori C Have a Happy Valentine's

Day [piUow], beeeeepArtenfion all . Te'-

Quiero. . Love always. Randy S

Grant. Rian, Dale, Be sure you tell the

florist It's I49F Happy Valentine's Dau
You maaroons' Love, Lisa, Mary, Kiki

Dean, I wish you d get nd of HER and stay

only with me I'd |ust love to have you all to

mysetf . Happy Valentine's Day

To the Greek Cohen, Happy Valentine's

Day but more importantly thanks for tfie

best 5' tomorrow. Love, me

To Audrey Happy Valentine's Day! I

hope there are many more of them for both
of us Love, Ron

To Juicy-Lucy. ..If I told you youftad a nice

body would you hold it againat me?. . Hap-

py Valentine's, Ward

Hey Manlyni, Hey Judy' Happy Vaten-

tine's Day With love, Wsconsin Jim alias

Vielie Brain

To Mickey Menna:
cause I am the best
let 's go all the way

forget aH the rest

On Va/enrrne's Day
Love, me

To Suzy-Cue-Ball.

of your pool game
...Love. Ward

I still love you in sp«te

H^ppy Valentine's Day.

Hey Babe. . Happy Valentine's Day,

Hey Babe
you I 4 3

Happy Valentine's Day .1 kjve

To my babe,

together Let's

you Ookie

It's great to

keep it this mh
be back

<y I lovm

To: The boys on 3 Cool,

day' Love. Zones
Have a Happy V

To Sasha My one and only, forever arMi
ever A dinner, room and me Happy Valer>-

tine Day Comrade

S. Thanks for the best 463 days ever Hap-
py Valentirw's Day Love you, me

faggot Happy Valentine's DayI Love.
Don P S HeHo to Alvinl

To JRS Cheers to anott>er Mth Haw a
happy day. and will yoo be my valentirw?

I Love you, KLS

To Mike and Chuck Happy V D. and lots

of love from the flop house at SDT.
Love, AL MM

To Laurie ..Would
TINE? I'll be yours,

you Gaerie

be my BALEN
f Mernber I kjve

Sweetyyou're my sunshine, stars, and
crisp cool breeze You're all I want and all I

need! Love You' P. F.

Woodsy. The days spent with you were an
orgasmc experience end the future pro-

mises even more beautiful times
afiead. Pandora

To: UMass Women. Two crazy swingin'

bachelors want to have close encounters
with you . Happy V . D . . . Horge and Yortuk

Sunshine. Lets be forever. . Scott

To the Man of Pi Kappa Alpha: Happy
Vaiantin'a Dayll .Women of Coolidga
Tower,.. Ruah the Pikai

The pikes have what it takes! Heppy Valen-

tines Day to all University women. Rush the
pUtat. . . The man of Pi Kappa Alpha

Cindy What would I do without you-l love

you-Happy Valantlna'i Oay...D.C.

To the Man in Pi Kappa Alpha. . . . Thanks
for the great party and Happy Valentine's

Dayll. ..Love. Mary Lyons Dorm

Wa love you,

ty7...The of

pikMll

pikes, when's the next par-

Emeraon Dorm... Ruah the

To: Dupa.
helicopters?

.

Want to go look
Your Carpenters Dream

for

To: 3rd floor Dwight, ..Happy Valentine's

Day, We love you. Hugs and Kisaes ...Sue,
Stacey, Gina and Carol

Hon.1 43 Babe

Hey Buddie JER-Happy Valentine's Day-
Will you still love me tomorrow-our 2nd
V D together Happy Anniversary. Love,
KAL

MOE, Glad to see us back together in our
ComLit class of Schmegger So. Moe, and
T.J. too Happy Valentine's Day from me
and Perdu

Linda, Happy Hearts Day-You have mine.
See you iri a week All my love. Gus.

Cher this semester you will swim so that
you will be come slim. M ft M's are out to

day but hav e a Happy Valentine's Daay'
. Beechie

Mary Hag You light up the Pub with your
smiling Irish eyes Hop)e they keep smiling
on my Molsen Golds

f^du, Happy 4th with love and kisses.

L ooking forward to becoming your Mrs. I

Be my valentine? Love. Beechie

Ham, peanut butter. Jelly, chocolate too all

these things you can do So have a Happy
Valentine's Day but keep MH and SW
away' Beech

To: Sue and Sharon 1st floor Cramp
ton Try 3rd Kennedy for a Happy Valen
tine's Day.

Rob Thinking of the good old Valhalla
days To a very special person Thinking of
you always Love always. Fern

To Larru and Garu Yo! Have a Happy
Valentine's Day' Thanks for being my
special friends Love always, fern

Andy You are so very special to me I real
ly hope that our relationship will be
everlasting Me tool Stacey

Mirna. Happy Valentines to the most pro-
mising writer since Jacqueline
Susann Love. Mustang

to Third floor of Kennedy Wishing you
the Best partying semester ever Happy
Valentines Day Love. Me and You

Dear
had

Ralph, You're
Love, Jeff

the best I've ever

Rhonda, Happy Valentine's to the Ginger
Rogers of Poor Richards Someday we'll

get It right ..L ove, fred Astaire

Randi, Happy Valentine's Day to mon
petit homemaker I hope you 'II always keep
me in stitches L ove, Betsy Ross

Lisa. Happy Valentine's to a perfect 14 01
Student Hope your close "contact" works
out virell Love. Rick Tessler

you with all my heart

Baker
Your Ski Partner in

To Snuggles, Happy Valentine's Day, with

all my love forever Bunches

Worm Lips:.. Love you
forever... Thanks, Huge

forever and

To: Chicken Little You are the best I love

you lots Happy Valentine's Day.. Love.

Sue

Roonie: ..

your Baby
Happy Valentine's Day from

Hey Shnoogie Pie, . I don't need no cure, I

love you Happy Valentine 's Day and kiss

Carlos for me Tama

May your flames burn forever and your
beeper ne»'er die. Happy Valentine's Day to

Charlie From Kuyla and Mary (our try'

I

Jean Moore Sensei and Tomiko. . Natahata
Sensei. you both are absolutely great You
make "Niiiongo" special Happy Valen-

tine's Day. Lenore

Debbie... To that cute DD waitress, please

be my Valentine. . Your secret admirer.

To: R.G... Keep on feeling the real you.
Do not let your gentleness shake you .

.

Yellow Roses forever K.L.D.

Honey, you set my sails Happy V day
Charlie' With Love, Margaret

To our L irtle Sisters.

.

Happy Valentines Day
of SAE

Hope you have a
^rom the Brothers

Dear Smitty, . Interested in wa.cliing a fire

hydrant? Happy Valentines Ovy Love,
T.S. Elliot

Brad... Cheer up. There's a Valentine
somewhere waiting for you The Nail
Groomer

To Nancy I have never had anyone as
special to me, as you are Happy Valentine
Day.. Love, Mark

Doug- "Someday so<. n, we're gonna quit
this craiy runaround. Pack our bags 'and
steal away "I love you, Jeanne

Mikey: .
.

If you will be my Valentine I'll fill

your cup with sweet, sweet wine. Amaret-
to?.. Lizzie

Joan, .I'm /ust crazy about you I couldjust
grab hold of you, daily Happy V. Day

JMC.Ours is a relationship of starry eyes
and quickened heartbeats .1 love
iti. Sweetcheeks

To Be: I didn't forget two years ago How
Sweet It IS to be loved by you . . fa

Dear Diana Ross,
enough, to keep
Valentine's Day .

. Ain't no Moutain High
me away fromi Happy
Love, "Brey

"

To: The Enchanting Women of 202
Brown forget about cupid, I'll be down.
Happy Valentine's Day. Bill

Marlene NB
the love
ALWAYS Dave

The name's the same but
IS unchanging LOVE

Found: Pair of ugly orange socks in Hatfield
vicinity.

Danny... You're
Valentine's Day.

one helluva

Love, Lynn
guy Happy

To 5-23-53 Everyone deserves a year to
get used to new surroundingsl Don't
youlove it? We hope sol 11-21 57

To the tall, blonde. Barry Manilow look
alike, we six watch you over dinner at Wor-
Chester please be our Valentinel

Jimmy. 'You're in my heart" Happy
Valentine's Day and be goood I miss you
dearly Love you, Cheryl

Dear Puay. Happy Vahntina s Day I. ..Lot-
sa love. Cupcake

Valentine for Kerrie Lipsky
such a doll, so nice, such
per... Return Address

Sobeautiful,

a heartttop-

To: Mary. NEVER thought I would fall for
a city girl Happy Valentine Dayl ...Love
Soft Ears

Hey Les,.. I'll be your coochiecoo, if you'll

be my snookiepool

To Curt, Black Mark, Disco Daryl:.. I want
your bodies!! R. S. V.P... Your Anonymous
Lover

Jonathan Livingston Seagull, stay gentle. I

won't bother you again, I finally got the
message. Happy Valentine's Day
Sayonara.Sada

Dan,

.

. Whan you kissed upon my hand, my
heart began to flutter. Whan you kissed
upon my chaak, I turned to Paanut
Butter... -Sharon

To my puffball;.. You ARE my everything,,
Love, Your Grapefruit

Laurie, I don 't know much about physics
or astronomy, only that I need you. Our
love is infinite. . Your favorite D.I.

Happy Valentine's Day
you.. From Mommy

Ileal love

Jon: Posia's not red. My ayas are not
blue. Meaningful or not, I love you. . Tarry

P,D,-,. You can't

and Jelly. Happy
greatest Roomie I..

split up Peanut
Valentine's Day
Love Mahgie

Butter

to the

Randy ft Doug. . To our Z favorite Shady's
we could have had a pre-V-Day orgy-..

Love you- Patty ft Jill

Dear J.D., T.B., J.B.. R.T , J.C,
B.Z.,S.W., G.T.,.. Please by my Valen-
tine.. Love, Your Honorary Floor Members

To the Lone Ranger fans, . You will always
be my favorite guys Can we be Valen-
tines?.. Love. A Pup Lover

To my favorite mouse,. That twinklh in

your eye's captured me. Let's Celebrate!
Want to MMLS? Love you. Half-Pint

Spitz-.

Chick
You are nuts-be rmne-.. Love LA's

To the X605 Washlngtoners.. I miss you -

happy day Love. Dera X, A. .

To: Nancy W... It never rains is Southern
California? Happy Valentines Day! . Paul

To: Nancy,.. Happy Valentine Day baby I

hope we spend Many more together.
Love, Vinnie

Woman I LOVE YOU Man

Yudy... Yousa be my Valentine, and Isa be
yours Yimbos

To Bill, Happy Valentines Day to a special
guy.. I LOVE YOU.. Janet

Dear Janet: Will you be my Valentine? I

love you. Bill PS. and don't forget my
puppy dog named Roland!

L ou R of Northamp. Your like a tmgleing
warm breeze on a cold winter's day. . ?

T-Bear. You are my favorite animal at the
zoo!.. Love, Enis

To Vicki

in

May your disco inferno to a girl

To Vickl May your disco inferno to a girl

from San Francisco ..Happy Valentine
Day Mark

Pipsky I'd love you to be my valentine.
Id ask you for a date but you make me ner-
vous Guess

Hey K You're so beauriful, I love you
more than I can say. . .Anonymously
yours. Pumpkin L

L isa. I hope this is the first of many Valen
lines we will share Remember my 2 cents
IS nonrefundable L ove. Bob

To Steven Scott Puppy, Every day that
I'm with you IS Valentine's Day' .1 love
you Little Tush

Steve, . . . Thanks for coloring my world
with rainbows We've only /ust begun .. I

love you, for always, Carol

To Karyn .

some one
always, Tom

Happy Valentine's Day to
very special to me Love

Hey Valentine Of every monkey in every

tree, you're the one most beautiful to me!
Love, Mare

Beth YOU ere the greatest' I ove Bill

Diclty . . . Thar* can be no rainbow without

a cloud and a storm

^mmmmmmmmimmtmmmmmmimiS^

male
? The "armies of the status quo" would
'6 us believe not.

If a woman is tired enough of smiling

eetly and silently accepting her fate; if the
proval she gets in public isn't worth the
lotional ulcer she nurses in private, she

V decide to speak out.

So the next time she is clearly being
;ated unfairly, she unleashes a torrent of

ihteous indignation. And a funny thing

ppens — she is told to calm down, and
siness proceeds as usual. In attempting to

II attention to an injustice, she has suc-
eded only in calling attention to the fact

it she has behaved in a manner unusual for

voman. Her reaction, and the response it

:eived, have become a smoke screen for
> real issue.

Last week, a story was handed to the
\llegian which suggested that a

stinguished Visitors Program (DVP)

By KBVIN KNOBLOCH

Mass media monopoly?
iCollegjan 15

V changed but the threat

idopenly shows anger Is

idesireable to men.

mmittee member had acted unethically to

tain information about radical feminist

thor Andrea Dworkin. The story was well-

cumented, and contained Dworkin's
iction to the incident:

It's an incredible outrage to find out that

opie are chasing around after you when
u don't know why or what they want. It's

th an intrusion and a threat, and I think it's

!ant as a threat. The Student Activities

ice has no right whatsoever to any in-

mation about my activities or income, and
one has a right to pose and lie to get
ormation on me."

Indignant? You bet. Angry? Justifiably so.

the allegations are correct, Dworkin has
en the victim of something akin to a witch-
nt But when the story appeared in the
per, it bore the offensive headline
eminist Feels Intimidated by DVP."
In the first place, Dworkin's statement
icates that she feels anything but in-

idated. Furious; yes. Intimidated; no. But
3st importantly — somewhere along the

V, the focus had been changed from the
issue, DVP's actions, to Dworkin's

action. Dworkin fought back, and
ysterical female" was her reward.
The next time you hear a woman get
gry, set aside your prejudice against loud
nale voices and listen to what she has to

' You might hear a person just letting off

am; we all hear both men and women do
It every day. Or you might learn something
ortant.

}i

The agencies of mass communication can
advance the progress of civilization or they
can thwart it. They can debase and vulgarize
mankind. They can endanger the peace of
the world.

The Commission on the

Freedom of the Press

The wholesale buying and selling of
financially troubled newspapers in recent
months has begun to represent an alarming
trend. Last week several events seemed to
follow the new trend with uncanny precision.

Time, Inc., publishers of Time magazine
and owner of other assorted media interests,

purchased the ailing Washington Star last

week at the minimal price of $20 million. The
owners of the Chicago Daily News, which
has garnished a total of 15 Pulitzer Prizes,

announced to its 200 editorial employees that
a grievous annual debt may force them to
halt publication next month, fostering the
notion that only a major investor can save
the paper. Not to be outdone, the Garnett
newspaper chain, the largest in the nation,
paid $60 million for the mornina and af-

ternoon papers in Wilmington, Delaware.
The significance of last week's hap-

penings, other than the fact they reveal the
newspaper business can often be a risky

business for investors, is that they represent
an increasing monopoly control of the mass
media in the United States. Monopoly
ownership in the newspaper field is hardly a
new aspect of the current trend, however, as
realized by those who have watched the
disappearance of competing dally news-
papers from our cities and the growing in-

fluence of the Knight and Hearst newspaper
chains.

Time, Inc., is as guilty as any in creating

the elite media cartels. The acquisition of the

Star merely expands Time's already vast

corporate empire, which showed profits of

$90 million last year. Time's assets extend
over several industries, from magazines
(Time, Sports Illustrated, Fortune, Money),
newspapers (the Star and Pioneer Press, a

chain of 17 Chicago area weekly news-
papers), commercial and cable television

(Manhatten Cable TV, Home Box Office and
station WOTV in Grand Rapids, Michigan)
and Book Publishing (Time-Life Books,
Book-Of-The- Month Club and Little, Brown
and Co.), as well as invested interests in

lumbering and paper production, marketing
and printing technology research.

Others h ,ve extended interests in the
communication field. The Washington Star's

largest competitor, the Washington Post, is

owned by the same company that owns
Newsweek. The infamous Rockefeller family

owns controlling stock in the $1 .5 billion CBS
television network. Also included in the
Rockefeller empire is a slew of magazines,
publishing, recording and film companies,
including Columbia Pictures. And, it is

commonly believed that Rockefeller money
is heavily invested in the prestigious New
York Times. The TVmes' assets alone include

radio station WQXR, Educational Book
Divisions and interests in Canadian news-
print mills.

The question has been raised as to the
extent of control a monopolistic mass media
could have regarding public opinion. Since
the average family watches television almost
10 hours a day and devotes much of the

remaining hours listening to the radio,

reading magazines and newspapers or simply
glancing at the hundreds of billboards while

walking or driving down the street, I believe

the potential for powerful control to be great.

Capitalism in the coal fields
By PETER KRACHT

A war is being fought centered in the coal-

fields of Kentucky and West Virginia. The
coalminers' rebellion, now in its 11th week,
has seen pitched battles between strikers

and scabs. Thousands of non-union miners

have joined with their union brothers to

further their common struggle against the

coal operators. Meanwhile President Carter

is considering invoking the Taft-Hartley Act
to end this rebellion. An aide confides that he

probably won't though, because the miners

probably would ignore it anyway.
You can't turn on the news without

hearing how the strike may force energy cut-

backs and even lay-offs in some states.

Clearly, this is no ordinary strike.

What has caused this upsurge? What is its

history and what are the issues at stake? A
tremendous conflict such as this demands
some answers to these questions. The
miners' strike movement did not develop

because of some mystic quality possessed
only by coal miners. Media romantics weave
a delicate web of myths which describe the

miners as a "breed apart." The truth is that

the struggle of the miners grows out of the

same conditions that workers everywhere

face — being driven down and ripped off by
corporate heads (like the mineowners), and
often sold out by union misleaders (like

Arnold Miller — United Mineworkers
President).

However, it is true that the struggle in the

coalfields has been particularly fierce and has
grown over the past few years. This is

because the real class nature of American
society has always been more starkly ex-

posed in the coalfields. Everywhere in this

country the capitalists rule society, but in the

mountain coal camps they just never

bothered to hide that fact. Because coal is

mined outside of the big cities, the coal

operators built their company towns openly
to squeeze every drop of labor and profits

out of the men and their families. The mine-

owner was not just the employer, but also

the loan shark, the gouging merchant, and
the greedy landlord. They didn't just own the

mines, but also the cops, and gun thugs.

They ran the political parties, they picked the

preachers and the teachers. Some of these

things have changed — thanks only to bitter

struggle on the part of the miners — but

fundamentally, the nature of the coal

companies, their insatiable drive for profit,

have not changed at all.

Power, in this context, might be defined as

exercising discretionary authority over
events, such as when Congress tlgns a bill

into law or the President sends troop$^ off to

war. News stories in ttiemselves are^|^bably
incapable of wielding such power, but a

farther reaching editorial policy, which would
include the distribution of news coverage
and editorial opinion, might achieve the

power the daily news copy could not muster.
In apparent agreement of opinion, John

Strachey, in his book Contemporary
Capitalism, wrote, "Our danger is that virtual

monopolization of the media of mass ex-

pression by big capital will distort and finally

abort the democratic process."

The monopolistic owners would have us
believe they voluntarily restrain themselves
from exercising editorial control over the
media they control. A Time, Inc. executive
reported at the time of the Star's sale that

the corporation would not intrude on the
newspaper's operation.

But, only the most naive could expect any
single publication to remain purely objective
in a profit oriented market. The dependence
of finances in the mass media is great.

Author Bryan Key reveals in his book,
"Media Sexploitation," that in America it is

virtually impossible for a publication to

survive without advertising or heavy financial

backing. The publication's existence
depends on selling the sponsor's product or
eliciting the support of an investor, which
results in an integration between making
editorial decisions and marketing strategies.

In the end, control of the media in the
hands of a few is hardly a healthy situation.

The relatively well-informed American public

is in real danger of losing its one claim to

fame in the world — freedom of the press.

Kevin Knobloch is a Collegian Columnist.

Their drive for ever higher profits force the

companies to push "their" workers harder,

longer and faster. Just because the com-
panies haven't changed, combined with the

miners' history of fighting back, and because
some very sharp attacks have been coming
down over the past few years, the present

national strike is seen as a real showdown.

What is it that the miners are fighting for?

The number one demand is the right to strike

over local grievances in any particular mine.

This is important because when the men
detect something faulty about a mine, their

only real defense is to shut the mine down
until the problem is resolved to their

satisfaction. Present procedures require the

miners to write up their complaints and
continue working, maybe even for days in

unsafe mines. Over the last few years miners

have shut down unsafe mines and fought

arbitrary firings by the coal operators, only to

be told by local judges and their own union

leaders that these "Lmauthorized" wildcat

strikes were illegal. Rank and file groups like

the Miner's Right to Strike Committee have
fought the attempts of higher-ups in the

union to sell out the miners on this question

in the current negotiations.

The second main demand in the strike is

that the companies provide 100 per' cent

health benefits. This is needed to cover

soaring medical costs. Miners are

threatened, not only by frequent under-

ground accidents, but also by the notorious

Black Lung disease. The coal operators paid

for these benefits as many as 30 years ago,

but they have chipped away at them ever

since. Presently they want to tie health

benefits to productivity. As far as the miners

are concerned these "benefits" are

necessities which they can't afford to

bargain away.

The miners' strike is delivering powerful

blows to the rich who rule this country. The
rich have retaliated with a hysterical media

campaign, attempting to cut off the miners

from the support of their fellow workers,

primarily by raising a hul'abaloo about some
of the temporary energy problems which will

affect other sections of people. "Divide and
rule" is an old game, but groups like the

National United Workers Organization aren't

playing along. Instead they're fighting to

unite all workers behind the miners strike,

pointing to a common enemy, the capitalist

class, messing over everybody.

We students should also stand behind the

miners. Not out of pity, but with the spirit of

uniting with them in a common struggle, a

struggle which will not end until the twisting

of human labor for private profit is ended.

VICTORY TO THE MINERS' STRIKEI

Peter Kracht is a ntember of Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade.
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Notices

WOMEN'S MEDIA VALENTINE GET-
TOGETHER
Women involved in the media and all

women interested in forming a women's
information network in the Valley are invited

to come together tonight at 7:30 in CC 904.

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE CLOSED WED-
NESDAYS
The Undergraduate Registrar's Office, 213

Whitmore, will be closed all day Wed-
nesdays, from Feb. 22 through March 29.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
There will be a general meeting for women

interested in helping out with all aspects of

International Women's Week tomorrow
night at 9 in the Suffolk Room, S.U.

WOMEN'S WEEK POSTERS
International Women's Week posters will

be ready for distribution tomorrow. They
may be picked up in the Student Activities

office during the day or at the general

meeting tomorrow night.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
ORGANIZATION

There will be a meeting for the Christian

Science College Organization tonight at 6.

All are welcome. The meeting will be held in

the Campus Center at a place posted.
OH-C MEN'S CENTER

Meeting tonight at 9 in 112 Grayton. All

welcome.
STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD

First board meeting of this semester today
at 5:30 CC 917. New members encouraged to

attend. All welcome.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

All are welcome at this free, open en-

counter with some readings from the Bible,

facilitated by Pete Sabey of the ecumenical
UCF campus ministry: 428 Student Union
from 7:15 - 8:15 tonight.

BREAD a WINE
Candlelight communion in the round for all

who seek a bit of depth, joy, renewal, a

caring community; at UCF, 428 Student
Union, tonight from 8:15 to about 8:40,

celebrated by Pete Sabey, campus minister.

All are cordially invited.

BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS
Boltwood still needs volunteers for this

semester. Come see us during the per-

formances of Co. 3 in the SUB this af-

ternoon.

SUPPORT GROUP FOR RAPE VICTIMS
The Rape Task Force is sponsoring a

support group for women who have been
sexually assaulted and are ready to integrate

the experience into their lives. It will meet
every Tuesday from 7 to 9 p.m. at

Everywoman's Center beginning Feb. 28. All

interested women should call Donna 253-

5788, Diane 549-4773 or EWC 545-0883
before Feb. 25.

MASS PIRG
Meeting tonight at 7:30 in CC 804.

Discussion of the projects for th« spring

semester such as Bottle Bill, TELCAG,
Nuclear Power and Alternative Energy. All

welcome and urged to attend.

HANG GLIDING CLUB
We are running a movie March 2 and need

help. Call Josh 549-6852.

SENATE ELECTIONS
Nominations are now being accepted for

Student Senate seats. Find out if there's an
opening for you. Go to room 420 S.U. or call

545-0341 for more info.

UMASS ZIONIST ALLIANCE
Meeting tonight CC 165-169 at 7.

Discussion; what is Zionism? Refreshments,
belly dancing, Israeli folk dancing.

PSYCH MAJORS
First meeting of the semester of CUSP.

Please try to attend. All Psych majors
welcome; tonight at 7:30 in 304 Tobin.

DANCE WORKSHOP
Offered by the Bill Evans Dance Company

from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. today in Chapin
Auditorium at Mt. Holyoke College.

WALKING TALL
Film sponsored by John Adams Upper at

7, 9:15 and 11:30 tonight in the CCA.

DC menu

TODAY
Lunch: Corned Beef Supreme Sand-

wich, Austrian Ravioli. Basics: Scalloped
Macaroni and Tomato, Soybean Cro-
quettes. Dinner: Chicken Cutlet, Baked
Ham. Basics; Chicken Cutlet Spinach
Casserole.

TOMORROW
Lunch: Swiss Turkey Sandwich,

Tacos, Basics: Rice and Cheese Stuffed
Cabbage, Fried Fish Plate. Dinner: Ginger
Pot Roast, Baked Fish. Basics: Barley
Soybean Casserole, Baked Fish.

J

HOMOSEXUALITY IN FILM
The Lavender Shadows Film Series will

present "The Celluloid Closet: Vito Russo," a

lecture and film clips of the history of the
image of the homosexual in cinema, at 7:30
tonight for $1 in the Main Lecture Hall at

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College.

TM LECTURE
The Transcendental Meditation Program

wi!l be discussed tonight at 8 in the New
York Room at Mary E. Woolley Hall, Mt.
Holyoke College.

SGA PRESIDENT
Nominations open today and close Feb.

24. Pick up papers in 420 S.U. or call for info

at 545-0341.

PE 307 LIFEGUARDING
The time has been changed to Tuesdays

and Thursdays from 7:30 to 10. This is a 2-

credlt course, not 1 -credit.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Nominations are now being accepted for

the B.O.G. For nomination papers and more
info go to 420 S.U. or call 545-0341.

ATTENTION UMSFCU MEMBERS
Members interested in applying for B.O.D.

or Credit Committee positions, see either

Denise Colls or Peter Bloom before the
deadline Friday, Feb. 17 at the Credit Union.
LtLIUHt
Jerome Y. Lettin, neuroscientist, will

speak on "Nervous Coding" today at 4 p.m.
in Peters Auditorium, Goessmann Hall

I attached to the Grad Research Towers).
Lettvin's talk will be of Interest to anyone
involved with language, psychology,
computer science or brain theory. This event
is sponsored by the Five College Language
and Information Processing Seminar. For
more information, call Professor Alan Prince,

Department of Linguistics, at 545-0889.
THE CLOCK

Film tonight at 9 sponsored by the Mt.
Holyoke College Film Committee in Gamble
Auditorium.
BLAKESLEE LECTURE

Lorrin A. Riggs, Professor of Psychology,
University of Colorado, will discuss "Sen-
sations in the Brain: Some Visual Af-

tereffects" tonight at 8 in McDonell Hall at

Clark Science Center, Smith College.

LECTURE ON EGYPT
"Egypt in Seventeenth and Eighteenth

Century Europe: Kircher, Piranesi, Mozart,"
will be discussed by Jean Seznec tonight at 8
in Wright Hall, Smith College.

GRAD SCHOOL COUNSELING
A new Pre- Graduate Advisor has recently

been appointed by CASIAC to assist

students considering grad school. Beth
Schneider, a Ph.D. candidate in Sociology
and an instructor of undergraduate sociology
courses for the last several years, offers

advice about careers and graduate training in

most academic fields, as well as the special

problems of women in grad school.

Juniors should begin thinking about
graduate school if they plan to attend in the
fall following their June graduation. The
formal procedure for admissions starts in the
fall. However, selecting schools and in-

vestigating financial aid sources take much
time and should be done before this.

Later this semester, the Pre-Graduate
office will offer workshops for students
planning to take the Graduate Record Exam
at the April 22 and June 10 testings.

Students should check with the CASIAC
office, E27 Machmer, or watch for an-

nouncements in the Collegian for dates of

these workshops.
Call for an appointment at 545-2191 or 545-

2192.

SIGN CO. 3
A group that performs music through sign

language, dance and pantomime will do
shows in the SUB. today at 2 and 3:30 p.m.

Health Services offers

stop smoking program
Want to stop smoking? University Health

Services can help you with a "Stop Smoking
Program." This program is designed to help
you plan and carry out a personalized
quitting strategy with group support and
help. All smokers who want to quit are in-

vited to participate.

The facilitator, John Peters, has ex-
perience in all aspects of smoking cessation
programs and other group education.
Working with him will be Jeanne Martin,
MS.W., who also has experience in

behaviorally oriented groups. Both John and
Jeanne are former smokers.
A free orientation to explain the program

will be held Wednesday, March 1 at Hills

North, Conference room A or B, second
floor, 7:00 p.m

Eight group sessions are then scheduled
for March 6, 8, 13, 15, 27, 29; April 3, and 10;
7 to 9 p.m.
A $40 fee will be charged for the program,

with H $15 refund if a. I eight sessions are
attended. The charge for student-
dependents who are not Health Plan
member? is $55.

If yr vant to enroll or need more in-

formatiui
, call Paul Davis, Health Educator,

at 549 ?6^'

^.
roNTBT ^
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lESRAED z>

FIRST MEETING
will be held: FEB. 14

in the Campus Center Rm. 165-169

at 7:00 p.m.

DISCUSSION: "What Is Zionism?"

AND THERE WILL BE:

- REFRESHMENTS!
- BELLY DANCING!!
- ISRAELI FOLK DANCING!
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tlillliMU.IMBIFUMT
(TMfnWEMElfBMIT

iwaMJwsmoitES!

MARVEL AS TNf IMlumi KCArmiKS
AU TNE BMCf OftWK MKAf PBS
OF rEsmvEAR wmiiHi mk-aoim
OFTOOAT'S ~~: ,^

MARKER ,^

MEN'SWEAR,WOMEN'SWEAR
EVERYTHING. IFWE SELL IT ALL,

WE STILLWONTMAKE
A NICKEL ON THIS SALE!

(this month, we don't want to make money)

We just want to clear out our stores

to make way for new Spring Fashions.

So we've priced every garment
at rock bottom, to make sure it won't

be there next month

Our stores are crammed witfi a great selection

of current styles from famous makers.

This sale ends when we run out of stock,

Which could be soon at these prices.

So if you need anything for your wardrobe,
hurry in. You won't see a sale like this

one again. At least not until next February

at the Wearhouse.

HERE'S A SAMPLE OF OUR HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS:

All our Men's i All our Men's
Cords I mrt Jeans

m^. I30JI
Liner

|TNE PHOT BAU UNER:A HMGNiFiCEKr
STEP BACKWARD W WRITING 89^

4 Hmimwm atm^mim^
available at

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst

tevis tevvs
except pre-washed

AD oifl' Men's Sweaters All our Women's Sweaters

_Save33% Save 33-75%
Men's Shirts TAu'women's"
... values to $ 1

6

' DreSSCS
Save 33-75% [values to $40

4.99

Series 7.98

Codes R & S

SERIES 7 98
CASSETTE & 8 TRACK TAPES $5.49

Traffic jams and crowds
accompany return to work

Code TP

MANY ROCK & JAZZ ALBUM FROM $1.99

SVBAEts
OOUSS

WE HAVE THE AREA'S MOST COMPLETE SELECTION OF:

ROCK • JAZZ • CLASSICAL • OPERA •4HA0ITI0NAL FOLK

• PROGRESSIVE COUNTRY • SOUNDTRACKS & SHOWS
• SHEET MUSIC & MUSIC BOOKS

201 n. pleasant st. amherst
fi Fairfield Mall/ chicopee

HAMP PLAZA
NORTH KING ST.

I
NORTHAMPTON, MASS

586 5882

/ Amf<H|i Mt 4

:^
'*p'>^tm"i

/NtvthMticts^ U^f St

Hours
10 9 p.m.
Mon. Sat

Sale Ends

SPRINGFIELD
CIVIC
CENTER
TICKET
OUTLET

ABOVE: Traffic jam on Rhode Island's interstate 95, which opened yesterday for

the first time since the bii'^ard. Cars remained banned in Providence.
BELOW: A long line of co-^finuters wait to board a Boston bound bus. The ban on
')rivate drivirig in the city continued yesterday. (UPI photos)
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Todau's Crossword
ACROSS

t Plump
4 FMbt«
9 P>cif)c iciand

group
14 Arcb namt
15 Ofan arin

bona
16 Corroda
17 Fag
19 Saaaagiat
20 Each and an
21 Intoiicaimg

bevaraga
22 Cam*

togathar
23 Samesiar
24 Slav* in

Saxony
26 Bacoma

>«»iinarad Var
29 Elac Unit
31 English

country
fattival

32 Russian
amparor Var

33 More rigid

36 Eya part

3a tra«

39 Assumad
namas

41 Graak island

43 Drunkard
44 Oevitaiiias

46 Long
danouncing
tpaach

47 da auita

SO
51

S2
54

sa
60

62
64

66

67

68

69
70
71

10

Immadialaty
Mor««Coda
unrt

Graak lattar

f ro<Ti a

diatanca

Saparaias
Sitar aipan
Cratar rim

Kind of

garmant
Devour

of India

Teachers
Thing o'

value

Concise
Summary
Ending with
0»m and rev

^Mongrats
Took • nap
F olica oHicar
Abbr
DOWN
Phase
Full of energy

Illy

Violent anger
Malt liquor

Opaning
words
Informal

Not

disguised

Vibrates

Be evident
Seiie and
hold legally

Vasterday s Puzila Solved

A V (f>l

\, 1 Jl i

A N V ?

Lli.S.1

n, \ L L

olw

iU
kit

Booaon anno ann

11 Mexican
A {tec

ar- paror

Path Suffix

Roman coins

Large naval

fleet

Distributes

widely

25 College

advisory

boards
Accelerated
Clear the

board
Untidy state

33 Luego
Spanish
good bye

34 Very reserved

35 Ceremony

i2

13

18

24

27
28

30

expert

37 B<«nd

40 Kidders
42 Noah s

landing place

45 Bakery
product

48 Tabletop
insulator

53 Armistice

55 Stay dear of

56 Make familiar

with
57 Marcator

enlargement
59 Favorites

61 Engrossed
62 Machine part

63 Baton Rouge
univ

65 Outdo

1 2 3

1
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 13

14 15 16

17 18
-

19

20

30

21 22

23 24 25

1
37

26 27 28

^^^^29

1
40

31 32

42

33 34 35 36

45

-
38

39 41

1
53

43 44 46

47 48

1
59

-r? to ^^^1
51 52

1

-^^ 55 56 57

^^^^58 60

65

61

62 63 64

1
66 67 68

69 70 71

'

Owens Corning Fiberglas

Teohnieal Center

will bt rteruitiiig on eampHS

TUES., FEB. 14

For further information contact the Placement Office

MON I TUES ALL SEATS S1.00

Joe Don Baker as

Sheriff
Buford Pusser

in

WALKING
TALL

Tuesday, Feb. 1 4

CCA

7, 9:30, 1 1 :30

$1

COLD FEET?
Stay Warm

in the Storm
with

Titnberiand

Boots

Guaranteed Waterproof
Insulated to -20°

7 Styles for Men
and Women

ALSO

THIS WEEK ONLY

FREE Silicone and
Poster w/Boots

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-6 Mon-Sat 253-5135
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ENTERTAINMENT
^

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 RflA.Ql*;^ MOUNTAIN fARMS M*•J"^ JtJJ B0UI19 M*Ol{» MASss
anui 'S ».' «.' '.TDMUMIS * SI' C" VH^S WIlM AMi_ CARD t:

'W 1
ITE ;,MOW »' tjU 1 'M "Of N S' .". Sl'f ClAl f N' ."Vi'i' MFN '. f

(TLS( INDICATES TWI LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TLS

GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER

/ " Is It Funny!

Godr
ENDS
TUES

PGi SUN. -THTTR.dlS 6:30). 8:30

OPRI.-SAT. (Tl$S:15) 7:4$ 9:55

Matlne»(Sat.4
Sun. )

^**'

CUNT
H'WI
THE

anUNll-ET
FINAL WEEK

„, SUI».-TFTJR^TL$ 6:15)- 8:30

PFI.-SAT. (n$5:00)-7:30-9:55

kMatln»«(Sat.ac, ,.
Sun.)*-'*

CLOSE
GNCOUNTGRS

OF TH€ THIRD KIND

we ARC NOT
ALONC

RICHARO DRtYFUSS

PQ Sn!^f.-TmJF.{Tl$6:00)-8:30

OPRT. -SAT. (TIS4:45 7;30 9:5$|

Matlne«{Sat.%» „.
Sun. )

^='"'

"SEMI-TODGH"
HIS iRisTorriuoRl

lOIT RimOLDt

^
SUN. -TRUR.dlS 6:30) -8:30
FHI.-SAT. (n$S:l$)-7:4$.9:$s|

|Matlne«(Sftt.at« „
Sun. )

'=3"

REDUCED ADUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TLS TICKETS. LIMITED TO SEATING

Winner of 3 Academy Awards!

dsxaoEMUT
TECHNICOLOR*PANAVI8ION«Pm>M WARNER BROS.SEVEN ARTSlfV

W»d., Fob. 15 - CCA - 7 i 10 - 11

Clip n Save
^(ic J{m(icrSt Ccllcac fecial Ccmmittcc I S|j^

GOLDEN TEMPLE EMPORIUM vuc/7ir vvcscttk

andr- K.^,A

s^

MONDAY VISCO PARTY

"BEA^r t>4e: clock
8-9 9'i0 lO'li

NO GOVieR- OOMC KAHKiy

f"'^.

pickets on sale at 'Jaces (fhirth,hj£a^

Vpn-Am(uTit StuM5 45^^

JUnmcc%-^Sah (hb/

^^0 ^o^\k ^otrt^gf please

"rusty
nail

TUES. & WED.,
FEB. 14 & 15
H BILBOS?
and

HOT CALYPSO REY

THURS., FEB. 16

FAT

FRI. & SAT.

FEB. 17 & 18

JAMES COTTON
and

JAMES
MONTGOMERV
Sunderland, MA.

Rte. 47/ Tel.665-4937

^,

ROSSrNi S COMIC OPERA
\H ENGLISH

WITH nRCMESTRA

Thursday, February 16

8 pm

FINE m% CENFER CNCERT WAX
University Of Massachusetts / Ar^,h^Tsf

Tickets on s«le February 2. General Public $7,

6, 5. UMass students — $4, 3, 2.50.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F ? 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

V^g>«<e^t^o^>^^*«JBiftfci^WMM>i»»BI^^^

mm.•xB'« •' ••x>^»^

Have supper at the Scupper

with yoursweetheart

Complimentary

sweetheart

rose for her
"RBtyScuppcr

Rte 9, S29 Bclchertown Rd

mmHMmumxm^mmm^simmmmmim^^

Hatch Bar
Student Union Building

Thurs.,

Feb. 16

» 1

J

The Great
Pretenders
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I. M. NOTICE

On THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, the Intramural Dept. Is

sponsoring a CROSS COUNTRY SKI RACE, open to all
Students, Faculty & Staff.

The Race will be T_ kilometers long and will take
olace on the fields i'l front of Boyden. All
participants mt;st report In front of Boyden by
3:15 P.M.

Contact ths Intramural Oftice for more
Information at 545-2693 or 545-3334.

Victory dunk dooms
Southern Conn five

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. \UPI] - Southern
Connecticut State College wound up beating
itself last weekend with a victory dunk.
Moments after the Owls had beaten

hosting Springfield College, 70-69, Sunday
night, an exuberant Southern Connecticut
player took the ball at midcourt, moved in

toward one basket and dunked the sphere as
referee Joe Soskovic looked on.

Soskovic, who had not yet approved the
final score which would have completed the
game, called a technical foul on Southern
Connecticut and Springfield's Don Lemieux
converted the free throw to tie the game.

But, Southern Connecticut Coach Ed
Brown, claiming the game was over and the
ruling was incorrect, refused to allow his
team back on the court. Soskovic awarded
the contest to Springfield by a forfeit score
of 2-0.

A man on the scene squelched any
thoughts of an incorrect call.

"Rule 2, Section 8 states a game is not
terminated until the referee approves the
score," said Dr. Edward Steitz, who is both
Springfield College athletic director and the

national interpretor of the collegiate
basketball rules.

"It's the same thing as if a player throws a
punch at a referee after a game or if a player
curses out an official before the score is
approved. That's a technical foul."

Brown, whose 8-11 Owls were deprived of
a wrn over a 14-5 Springfield team, indicated
he would protest the game to the Eastern
College Athletic Conference, which provides
the referees.

Filing a protest would do no good, though,
Steitz said. "The National Basketball
Committee of the United States and Canada
does not recognize protests.

"It's a little bit of a strange thing," said
Steitz, a former Springfield Collegebasketball
coach who witnessed the game.

"The kid did it (dunked the ball) out of
exuberance because his team had won, but
he dunked it purposely and willfully right
under the nose of an official. It probably
wouldn't have been called if the official's
back were turned, because he never would
have seen it. But, he couldn't miss the play."

CLIP& MAIL CLASSIFIEDAD ORDER
HEADLINE CHOICE
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Clossifieds
REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!!Littl€ Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! Httl» A«H Get BIG RESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable Call Peg 549 5951

72 VW Super Beetle in excellent condi-

tion. Call 256 8890, even Negotiable

One bedrm in beautiful country farm
house, available Feb. 1, 1978 Call 659
3542

Roommate wanted. Get 1st mo. rent

free Male non smoker, on bus route in

Sund. $75 mo Call Paul, 665-3855

FOR SALE
^

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
)ob neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec PA. Rentals available. Give us a

try. Write Sonix, P.O Box 781, Nor
thampton or call 584 4076.

HELP WANTED

Need help with Stat.? Psych 145 tutor.

CallJohn, 253 3971.

SERVICES

68 Ford Custom 4000 R hdtop PS, PB,
AT, new snows, good cond $400 665
3271, nights

Volvo 1971 4 speed, exc cond
throughout, radials $1295 or BO. 665-

3412

67 Chevy Impale auto p s New engine,

factory air, $400, eves 253 7160

76 Rabbit. AM FM, leatherette, radials

$3050 Call 665 3832

Lange Pro Ski boots, size 9%. These
boots are two years old but have only
been worn on two occasions $25 will

buy you these boots If interested, call

253 5873.

1% acre lot m Brandon, Fla. - V? hr. from
Clearwater Lot is on hill overlooking

large lake Lovely aiea For info call 1

467 3465 after 5 & on weekends.

Pedal steel guitar, 8 string, 3 pedal,

beautiful sound $100 Matt, 546 6158

Flute teacher needed — beginner. 665-
3659.

Maple house, a psychiatric halfway
house is offering full-time and part-
time internships starting at $40 per
week No live in positions. Super-
vision provided. Credit available
through students' academic in

stitutions Send resume to 450 Maple
St.. Holyoke. Mass.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875

Support group for rape victims will meet
lues

, 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253 5788, or
Diane, 549-4773 before Feb. 25.

Five College typing ser-
vice professional, fast service. Call
Diane, 549 2637.

1969 Ford wagon, 390, runs but needs
work Call Dave, 5468618, after five.

$1200, nego.

5 cubic ft. refrig , largest legal dorm size

$75, will deliver Glenn, 549 1221

Phillips GA427 turntable, $50, exc,
66856

LOST

Counsellor for a Cong. Church youth
group. Sundays. Call 584 9392, am.

Overseas jobs - summer year-round,
Europe, S America, Australia, Asia, etc.
All fields, $500 $1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing Free m
formation write BHP Co , Box 4490
Dept MC, Berkeley, CA 94704

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves TV Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713 Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

WANTED

Gold watch with multi colored face lost

during finals Sentimental value Call

Dot. 549 6416 or 545 3500

Once in a blue moon 5 Market St
N hampton used furn antiques, red
tag sale, now 18 INSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

Rossignol ROC SSO's 195's with look
nevbndgs, excel, cond. Only $85 256-
0291

Singl« furnished room with private
bathroom $75 month, Amherst Motel.
Call after 6, 256 6652

Rent a refrigerator from Spirit Haus A
limited number shil here Call 253 5384

PERSONALS

To the girl who mistakenly took my mit
tens at the post office Monday 7 please
leave them at the lost and found desk in

the CC for me Thanks

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
reading memory h all learning skills

easily Campus Center, Feb 15, rm 162
Feb 16, rm. 809 at 7 & 8:30 p.m Mr
Morse, hypnotist, consultant MED
532 5703. free session

Quilting & creative stitchery classes 8
wks. beg Feb 16 Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256
6427.

Women's ice skates, good condition.
549 5433.

Female vocalist wants band. Call Alison
at 6 7426

ENTERTAINMENT

Monitor Music partiers know we're the
best- for any party. Get us at 546-4732.

AUDIO
=

Garrard 408 w/wood base and new AT11
cart , $30, 549 4470. Must sell soon.

i,"
OONKSBIRY hy (;arry Trudcaii
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sowmm
Bam UP TV,

UNCLBDUKS? W.
FOUNPA NOT
New JOB VET,.

ii ^ m^ I

^ I 4

mjT tve GOTALL My
1 RBsuMasour. r bx-
psa I SHOULD fie

HEARJN6 SOMErmiNO
fflBTjy SOON-A

lAiHAj OH, ms PREsipem OF
50^ OF iALB, HEADOFOBC NBUJS,

JOBS YOU MANMe}>.FOKlUeilE>
APPum MNs.soMeniNeoF
FOR? THISNA- \

\ 7z/«e,..

WUKNOUJ.SHOW
50MBTHIN6 BUSINESS. QUiTB
OF WAT FMNKiy, Nepnew,
SATURB ' I'YBQOrJHBBUel

PFANLTS by Charles Schulz

'cLL .ME [f

'M RiGHT...

H'OU QlPN'T 61VE f^E

A VALcNTlNE JODM
SECAUSE^'OU CANT STAND
THE 5I6HT OF ME

TWAT'5 A PRETTV
FEEBLE excuse!!

WX. I)ij lohiiiiu Hart

i9PeM OP HOiXgWiFE Tmi^ i« HAPVer
^^fEAiPFA'Sr WOKKIM& HIS WAV r^KoO&>\

COlue.6^ ^ei.Uf\G *AA67AZ!|^E s /

21+

WHAT

That, hap^^ r

. M^O Teuu NAg \xk TMs COLLBG^e
Or HARD KTMOOC-i AMD I'LL BARF ALL.
CVgP >ffeOR 'S<J0^i:^lPTiON BLANK'S.

1

(fo^Kzr

AllMIMM FOIL hy Steve l.afler

'.ARtUP Afioor^o
°

T ; S T30 CtOif TO
,CSC Vi^t''? »v-af«ro H
'^ PHOTfCTon...

''It V'f.

'Cioy

DirJN/S [JH iRj^ r.-, fscl THe ATTACKefii.

'^^^^mi^,.'^'''^ Q ''c5r>

A. fWAS u/fAKfrVfO, ^

IT IS TOO u/e^K TO WITH-
STAND A;v h<,sAuur No\jj. >iur\

I WC AN ALTEWATIME. /
.:>

WAll Y DORF hy Roh Raiiiiey

dou <ni/5t be tl/flllj

I>n your rtfit/ fooW

Ok^^eezc^orvotWer
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Your Birthday

TUESDAY. FEBRU-
ARY U Bom today, you
are a clever, critical-

minded individuals, in-

clined to talk more than
work, study more than pro-

duce, investigate que.stion.s

more than find answers.
Vou are not inclined
toward jealou.sy, but there
are times when you allow a
moment of envy to spoil

things for you It is impor-
tant that you learn to ap-
preciate sincerely other
people's success

It l.s quite easy for you to
get what you want from
friends. In fact, you are .so

successful with them that
you are tempted to tr>' the
old con Mame with your
enemies. Vou must be
careful that you don't
make enemies of friends in

the process, rather than
friends of your enemies
Family members must be
especially protected.
Vou are inclined to spend

most of your time indoors,
but yon should be encour-
aged to lake part in out-
door activities. Athletics,
though you may not feel at

case with them, could
prove a boon to your
health. Vou would be wise
to Rive sports a try. both to

encourage relaxation and
to stimulati- physu.il
development
To .see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
correspondirii; [)ar;it;raph

U-t your birth(l.i> st.ir be
your daily yuul'

WF.nNK.SDAV. KFBRr-
ARY 15

AWl ARII Si .Ian 20-

Feb.lSi - N'lnir ability to

discover the Ui'ouine arti-

cle among all the lakes
brings >nu re.il gam

PISCESlFeb 1»-M«rcjt
JOt - Adventure in the
morning may make you
more reckless later than
you should be
ARtF.Sl March 21-April

19 1 - Curb a tendency to

make excuses for the
young The time has come
for disciplinary action
TAURUSi April 20-IV1ay

20 1
- Imagination and

mystery go hand in hand.
Solve the latter with the
former. Direct energy
inward
GFMINKMay 21-June

20 1 - Sympathy in keeping
with a recent event should
endear you to friends and
family

( ANCERlJune 21-July
221 - Outdoor activities
bring the greatest benefits
today Don't expect to

serve friend.s for gain
I.FOIJuly 23-Aug.22i -

Aggression is essential to

success today Don't a.s-

surne another's loyalty;
ask for it.

VIROOlAug.2.1-Sept.22)
- Ambition may cause you
to embark upon impossible
enterprises today Reas-
sess your chances
I.IBRAlSept •2.f-Oel.22| -

- Dramatic endeavors
early toda> bring you to

the attention of one who
can make or break your
position

.SCORPKK (»<• 1.2.1 -

Nov.211 - Take the intel-

lectual approach to prob-
lems arising earl> today
Kmolions bnni; dis.-istrous

results

SAGITTARIl Si No\ ?3-

l)ef.21l - Vour scii.sf nf

diplomacy enables you to

get what you want without
seeming grasping

t APRKORNinec.Zi-
.lan.lSl - Your objectue
approach to a nfw problem
at horne insures .solutions.

( iipyriiihi

Local Television

S:W OS)fflMISTERR0GERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
O (D CD MY THREE SONS 'One

Week To Go

iDS® EMERGENCY ONE
(D NASHVILLE ON THE ROAD
®LONE RANGER Message To
Fort Apace

"

QDNANNY AND THE PROFES-
SOR
® FLINTSTONES

S:3I 0SESAME STREET
O MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
O (DTHE ODD COUPLE
©CHRIST THE LIVING WORD
3)STHE ELECTRIC COMPA-
NY
Q)THE FBI "The Corrupter'

©THE GHOST AND MRS MUIR
6DNEWSBEATNEWS
fflGILLIGANS ISLAND

t:M eO(B®<BNEWS
©CONCENTRATION
CDSTAR TREK "This Side Of

Paradise"

iBBOZO
3) TV COMMUNITY COLLEGE -
IN OUR 0?rN IMAGE
IB STAR TREK® HOGAN HEROES
CQ BONANZA
09 BRADY BUNCH
OZOOM

<:SI BTHE ELECTRIC COMPANY
OOSNEffS
•the joker's wild
• lassie

• tv communtty college -
earth sea* sky
• TAftZAN Four O'Oock Army"
Part II

•aoam-u
• partridge family
•over easy

t.K flSNEWSBEAT

7:« •ZOOM
••••NEWS• CONCENTRATION
• BOWLING FOR DOLLARS
• THE ODD COUPLE "Thij h
The Army Mrs Madiaon"

• FESnVAL OF FAITH
O• THE CROSS-WITS
• OVER EASY
©THE ODD COUPLE
• MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
• DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:» •ELLIOT NORTON REVIEWS
•THE DAILY NUMBERS
• •THE GONG SHOW
O THE NEWLYWED GAME
• ACTIOS NEWS
O|12«,000 QUESTION
QSHANANA
• •THE MACNEILLEHRER
REPORT
• new ENGLAND COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
© 1100 000 NAMK THAT TUNE
© THE HOLLYWWD SQUARES
© THE JOKER S WILD
©BOSTON COI.l.F.GE BASKET-
BALL

7:31 ©ALL-STAR ALMOST ANV
THING GOES

1:00 0©6D OK RACE AND BLOOD
OfELEHRirV CHALLENGE O'^'

THf: SKXES

l:»

•:M

a

9:M

!•:«

OCD©HAPl>V DAYS Our

Gang Foiuie s life as a gang lead-

er Is recalled to convince Charhi
that It's not so cool to be a member
of a street gang

©NEW YORK KNICKS BASKET-
BALL
m LET'S MAKE A DEAL
©©I LOVE YOU A spedal

musical-comedy valentiJte in whkh
celebrities, and some of their fami

lies, express their feelings about the

many facts ol kive

©FEATURE FILM SatHTday's

Children John Garfield, Claude

Rains

©MARCUS WELBY. M D TJie

Covenant"

©SHIELDS AND YARNELL
©©©LAVERNE AND SHIR-

LEY
• DINAH'
©CBS TUESDAY NtGHT MOVIE
"Twilight's Last Gleaming"

©9© THREE S COMPANY
© ©THE BIG EVENT: 'Kil^"

© MOVIE "Valentino"

Q STAR TREK SPECIAL
©•©ALFRED I DUPONT-
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
AWARDS FOR JOURNALBM
©©©SOAP
©©•NEWS
•••FAMILY "ThetrMqrl
vania PavUUon" On the eve of his

tlat birthday. Willie tfawans plana

for a party and goes out ataae, later

to be joined by his fatter. Do«g,

and a sentimental working girl

named Bambl.

• BOLD ONES 'Memo rroB Ite

OaasOfTS"
© LOVE. AMERICAN CTYLE

M:U ID WANTED
Angela"

DEAD 0« AUVC

!•:» ©THE MACNEnvtEHRCa RE-
PORT
© NEWARK AND REALITY
©TO TELL THE TRUTH• JOE HYDCR SHOW

It :N S©• DICK CAVETT SHOW•©•••NEWS. WBATH
ER. SPORTS
• •the HOLLYWOOD CON
NECTION
•THE ODD COUPLE 'The
Breakup

© UVING FAITH
© MOVIE "BlUy Liar"

©ALFRED HITCHCOCK
PRESENTS "A Woman i Help© ANDY GRlTFrrH SHOW

ll:M

11 M

I TUESDAY MOVIE OF
THE WEEK
• LATE MOVIE Step Down To
Terror" Colleen Miller. Charlei
Drake

©THE HONEYMOONERS Alice

And The Blonde

©©© THE JOHNNY CARSON
SHOW
©IRONSIDE Let My Brother
Co

O NIGHT GAli.ERY
• CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NEWS
• EYEWITNESS NEWS
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Top 20

college hoop
NEW YORK \UPI\ - The Un.tea f-ress m

ternational Board of Coaches College Basketball
Ratings with won lost records through games of
Sunday, Feb 12. and number of first place votes
in parentheses

TEAM POINTS
1 Marquette i16M18 2) 357
2 KentuckvdS) (17-21 345
3 Arkansas (7) (23 1 1 316
4 UCLA (21 (18-21 258
5 New Mexico n ((19 2i 156
6 Kansas i20 3l 155
7 Michigan St i18 3) 140
8 North Carolina (20 5) io7
9 Notre Dame i16 41 103
10 DePaui 20 21 99
11 Louisville (16-3) 95
12. Florida Stl18 3i 36
13 Providence (18-4) 30
14. Texas (19 31 19
15 Georgetown (17-4) 12
16. (Tie! Virginia (17-41 8
16 (Tie) Duke (17-5) 8
18 St Johns(NYl (16-41 3
19. (TiellllinoisSt 120 2' 2
19. (Tiel Syracuse 116-41 2

Note: By agreement with the American
Basketball Coaches Association, teams on
probation by the NCAA are ineligible for Top 20
and National Championship consideration by the
UPI Board of Coaches

Tomjanovlch

lawsuit moves
to federal court
HOUSTON [UPI] - A state district judge,

assured intended damages would satisfy the

legal minimum, yesterday moved to Federal

Court a lawsuit filed by basketball player

Rudy Tomjanovich against the Los Angeles

Lakers.

Judge William Blanton gave attorneys 90
days in which to specify the dollar amount
asked for in the lawsuit.

Tomjanovich, a forward for the Houston
Rockets of the NBA, requires extensive facial

surgery after being hit by Lakers' player

Kermit Washington on Dec. 9 in Los
Angeles.

No monetary damage was assigned to the

suit initially because all the medical bills are

not known, his lawyers said.

The Lakers club is owned by California Pro

Sports Incorporated.

Lakers attorney Robert Dunn, who wanted
the case tried in Federal Court, objected to

Tomjanovich not naming the sum in his

lawsuit.

A federal court will not hear a lawsuit of

that type unless the amounts exceeds
$10,000.

Kim Kronzer, attorney for Tomjanovich,

told the court the amount would exceed that

figure.

The jury trial is expected to be heard in late

fall or early spring.

Ali eyes heavy underdog Spinks

as formidable challenge to crown

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1978

LAS VEGAS, Nev. [UPI] - Muhammad
Ali has always been the poet's boxer, even if

his own rhyming was never much more than

brassy doggerel, and now in his greying

years the suddenly silent heavyweight
champion is well aware of the irony and
poetic justice involved in facing a younger
winner of the same Olympic Gold medal.

Leon Spinks, the 10-1 underdog Wed-
nesday night in a triple header of boxing

championships, may be written off by

"experts " as a $3 million setup for all but the

36-year-old champ knows better.

Ali knows nobody is easy for him these

days, especially after going the distance

against the likes of Alfredo Evangelista and
Earnie Shavers in his last two fights, and he

has even stopped making his familiar

predictions of victory.

Ali isn't saying much of anything lately,

much to the relief of noise control groups
and the consternation of the promoters, but
he's getting ready to run.

Guarding against chance of losing his title

to the 24-year old slugging Spinks and
hoping to reaffirm his own self-proclaimed

greatness by beating the most recent
Olympic light heavyweight Gold medalist at

the start of what will likely be his final year of

fighting, Ali may just be inspired enough to

produce one of his finest performances.
"He's doing it all by himself and he's

working hard," said All's trainer, Angelo
Dundee. "He's taking this guy very seriously.

You'll see a lot of movement. He hasn't been
sparring but he's been running more."

Ali watched Spinks that a 10-round
decision against Italy's Alfio Righetti last

November and saw exactly how fast Spinks
comes out. Ali will likely cover up during
Spinks' assaults then try to dazzle the

challenger with flurries of punches and
speedy footwork.

Ali may also break his silence in the middle
of the fight to try to intimidate Sparks, who
has had only seven professional bouts.

"Ali really appreciates the symmetry of

this whole fight," says promoter Bob Arum.
"You know it's a boost to his ego if he beats
the guy who won the same Olympic title."

Spinks was 6 years old when 18-year-old

Cassius Clay won the Light Heavyweight
Gold in Rome in 1960 and was just getting his

education as a street brawler in St. Louis

when the young Clay threw his medal in the

Ohio River, became heavyweight champ,
changed his name and lost and regained his

title.

Spinks left the streets to join the Marines
and 18 Vj months ago mauled his way past

four opponents in Montreal to win the same
178-pound title. In the finals, he nearly

decapitated "Six Gun" Sixto Soria, the

Cuban who previously had sent one op-

ponent to the hospital and knocked out two
others in the first round.

Spinks was a human hurricane in the
Olympics, whaling away relentlessly. But
those fights, like his 181 other amateur
bouts, were all three rounds or less and he
hasn't exactly been overwhelming as a

professional.

Spinks, who cherishes the medal Ali

tossed away, has had seven pro bouts,
winning *he first five by KO (three in the first

round), drawing against Journeyman Scott
Ledoux in 10 rounds and winning the
decision against Rhigetti.

Spinks isn't quite the novice that Pete
Rademacher was when he fought Floyd
Patterson for the championship in his first

pro fight 21 years ago, but he will surely be at

a disadvantage to the savvy of Ali who has
learned all the tricks and invented some new
ones while piling up a 55-2 career record.

Ali, hovering around the 225-pound mark
after shedding about 20 pounds in two
months, may also take as much as a 25-

pound weight advantage in against Spinks,
who has been drinking beer with his morning
eggs to build his weight over the 200 mark.

Experience, weight, speed, reach, height
and style are all on All's side, but Spinks has
precious youth.
"Muhammad's really fighting Father Time

in this one," said a close Ali aide. "That's the
only challenge he has left and he's savoring
it."

'Jiu'Siiax Itch l4
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MT. FARMS MALL
RT.9, HADLEY

RED FOIL HEART
I LB. $4 25

SATIN HEART 2 LB $10 95

^^ CAN DIES

\w^o%r-*! ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES

,v.-^:>r^-i^ C> I LB. $3.25

Get Involved

BE A STUDENT SENATOR
Have a say in how YOUR money is spent.

The following dorms have openings.

MARY LYON

FIELD

VAN METER SOUTH

MOORE
THOREAU

COOLIDGE LOWER

J.A. LOWER

J.A. UPPER

J.Q.A. LOWER

WASHINGTON MIDDLE

JFK LOWER

EMERSON

PATTERSON

WHEELER
CANCE

Nominations open today and close the 20th.

For more information come to 420 S.U.

or call 545-0341.
.^-'•.'.^^^^.t*'.%v • »^* • ^jt • # • • • '
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Sports Calendar

YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Varsity Wrestling — Central Conn 31, UMass 9.

Men's Basketball vs Villanova

TODAY
Home 7:30 p.m.

TOMORROW
Hockey vs Williams - Home 8 p.m.

Men's Swimming at New Hampshire, 3 p.m.

Men's Gymnastics at So. Connecticut, 7:30 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics at So. Connecticut, 7:30 p.m.

Splkers debut with win
DURHAM, N.H. - The newly formed

UMass men's volleyball club (UMVBC)
began its debut season in the New England
Collegiate Volley ball league by defeating
Williams College in its first game. UMass, led
by the players known as the "Burger King

Notices
JV BASEBALL - All candidates in-

terested in JV Baseball should attend the
meeting in Boyden, Room 249, today, 4 p.m.
PLAYOFF TICKETS - Due to a telephone

failure, there was a short period of time when
student tickets were not available (at the
Stadium ticket booth) for the UM-Lehigh
NCAA playoff football game Nov. 26. If you
paid $4 for a ticket during this time, you are
entitled to a $2 refund. You may pick up your
refund at the Boyden Building Ticket Office

during normal business hours upon
presentation of your ID and ($4) ticket stub.

INTRAMURAL NOTICES - Racquetball
schedules are ready.

Pickup old Volleyball forfeit fees.

Co-rec bowling entries are due tomorrow.
There is a $6 fee to enter.

The following facilities will be closed on
the dates listed: Boyden Pool — Feb. 18;

NOPE Pool-Feb. 25; Hicks Building - Feb.
14, 16, 18, 21, 23, 27; NOPE Gym - Feb. 25.

Six-Pack", rallied from a 6-1 deficit to upset
the Ephmen, 15-12.

UMVBC went on to lose two games to
Williams, and then played arduously against
last year's division champs, UNH. UNH won
all three games, but could not afford any
substitutions versus UMVBC's tough op-
position. UMVBC then defeated Lyndon
State in three straight games.

Coach Michael Gurk noted that UMass will

be a strong contender in its first year, after an
extremely creditable league debut.

"Our forte is our court hustle and team
morale from the large squad (12 travelling

players of 20 members)," he said. "However,
many players lack competitive experience in

power volleyball."

Saturday, UMVBC will travel to Williams-
town to play Williams, UNH, and Middlebury
College. Sunday, at the Alumni Gymnasium,
the team will play a dual match with Amherst
College.

Scores of last weekend's games:

UMass-Williams: 15-12; 8-15; 3-15

UMass-UNH: 3-15; 9-15; 11-15

UMass-Lyndon St.: 15-2; 16-14; 16-14

Blue'ivall
Bar

(TSt

U-MASS
Versus '''

VILLANOVA
Basketball
Game

45 mill, delay

Tuesday Night

In Color

Game Time 8:45

h

If you get in to the game, come to the

Blue Wall afterwards for a Victory

Celebration and a replay of the games
highlights.

Wrestlers talcen by Devils
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Things got off to a bad start last night. The
Minutemen grapplers, rampaged with flu and
physical injuries, dropped a 31-9 decision at
the hands of the Blue Devils of Central
Connecticut last night at Boyden AuxillarY
Gym, and for a time there was some doubt
that UMass would even win a match.

Starters Larry Otsuka and Tony Perry were
out of the UMass lineup, and coach Dave
Amato had both Dana Rasmussen and
Timmy Fallon wrestling up a class; so to say
that the UMass lineup was makeshift would
be an understatement.

Opening at 118 pounds, Dave Daly was
felled and Rasmussen lost a close 5-4
decision at 126 pounds. The latter's bout
ended in a 4-4 tie, but the CenConn grappler
was able to win the match on riding time,

CenConn continued the onslaught with a
win in both the 134 and 142 pound classes. In

the 142 pound match, Charley Rigoglioso,
who has been one of coach Amato's most
consistent wrestlers, was caught in a rare
pin.

Then came Mike Carroll. He's the kid who
has been growing too fast for Amato to find
a place for him to wrestle, but last night he
settled in nicely at 150 pounds and came
away with a convincing win, taking his

match by a score of 12-2.

Carroll, a freshman from New York, has
grown so much in this, his first year of

collegiate competition, that he has been
unable to make weight at 142 pounds twice
this season, even though he competed at a
lighter weight in high school.
With Timmy Fallon wrestling at 158

pounds instead of his customary 150, Amato
was able to insert Carroll there.

"He was just about the best thing that

happened to us tonight," said Amato. "He

and Allen were the only bright spots in our
lineup."

It seemed as though the UMies would win
at 158 pounds, but Fallon, the Minutemen
grappler, was awarded only two back points
in the third period of his match, rather than
the four that he evidently deserved. Rather
than winning the match, the bout ended in a
5-5 tie, which adds up to two team points per
side. One team point was deducted from the
UMass score as Fallon was slapped with a
misconduct.

"I don't want to say anything about the
ref," said a disappointed Fallon after the
meet. "He took two points away from me
^hat I thought I had, but it's not worth talking
about. Besides, I screwed up anyway."
CenConn put the meet on ice with three

more wins in the 167, 177, and 190 pound
weight classes.

In the last match of the night, heavyweight
wrestler John Allen, who apparently does
not know how to lose, shut out his foe 11-0

for four team points. For Allen, it has been
difficult to compete in the final weight class

knowing that his team cannot win the meet.

"It's a team sport based on individual

competition," said Allen. "I've learned to try

as hard as I can no matter what the score is

because the team's been losing lately."

The Minutemen, now 4-13 on the season,
travel to West Point for a meet with the
Cadets tomorrow. New York Maritime has
also been added to the meet.

Wrestling Notes — There is still no definite

date set for the return of grappler Larry

Otsuka.

"We can expect him to be out for at least

another week," said George Snook, the
team's doctor. "After that we'll just have to

wait and see, but he should be ready for the
New Englands.

Neither Snook nor Amato were able to

comment on the condition of Tony Perry....

^Minutemen basketball
CONT. FROM PAGE 24

Reggie Robinson and 6-6 freshman sensation

Alex Bradley, both of whom are averaging

just under 14 points a game. The front court

is small (all three starters are 6-6) but they are

quick, and UMass forwards had better be
prepared for a road race.

Complementing the forwards are guards
Rory Sparrow and Whitey Rigsby. However,
Rigsby may be unavailable tonight since he's

suffering from a back ailment and the after

affects of the flu, according to Villanova

Sports Information Director Ted Wolff.

Villanova, like UMass, has been affected

by the flu bug. Last week both its games
were postponed because all but two sub-
stitutes had the flu.

Wolff said Villanova had not played a
game in ten days and held their first practice

in a week on Sunday.
Villanova has a local product on its squad.

Marty Caron, who led Notre Dame of Fitch-

burg to three straight New England Catholic

championships, is listed as a center on the

team roster. According to Wolff, the

sophomore played his best game as a Wild-

cat ten days ago against George
Washington.
"They took us out of our offensive pat-

terns the last time we played them," said

Leaman. "We were down 22 in the first half.

They're the best team in the EAA."
Hardly the stuff winning streaks are made

of.

^Tear after > ear, semester
X after semester, the

CollegeMaster 'from
Fideh'ty Union Life has
been the most accepted,
most popular plan on
campuses all overAmerica.

Find out whv.

Call the Fidelit\' Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in vour area:

Ronald J. NaUian Agency
747 Main St.

Amherst, Mass.

G)llegdVlaster"

236-8351
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Pyatt returns

Hoopsters to host Villanova

Second year guard Bill Morrison 122) has seen his playing time increase to the
point where he has started several games. Here he glides to the hoop against PC's
Bob Misevicious.

Swimmen^ 4th in a row
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Quietly and efficiently the UMass men's
swimming team is establishing itself as one
of the most successful squads on campus.

Traveling up to the University of Vermont
proved to be no obstacle in the mermen's
quest for their fourth consecutive win. They
returned from last Saturday's meet with the
Catamounts victorious again, by the com-
fortable margin of 61-52.

This win improved their record to a for-

midable 6-1, with the lone setback coming
against the University of Maine. Unlike
basketball, losing at the hands of the
swimmers from Orono is not a degrading
disaster Maine supplies athletic funding for
Its swim program, which includes recruits
from as far off as Arizona.

UMass, of course, does not supply money
to its swim program. The team's success
reflects the efforts and sacrifices of the
individual members, combined with Coach
Bei Melamed's great ability for developing
their modest talents to the fullest. "We've
outsmarted a lot of teams, such as Tufts," he
said. "Plus, we have progressed and im-

proved dramatically from the start of the
season.

'

Despite having many members weakened
by the flu, UMass was well in command of

the meet The team assumed the lead from
the opening event with the foursome of Jim
Leiand, Harry Fulford, Bill Tyler and Tom
Stevens uutdueling the 400 yard medley
relay squad of UVM with a time of 3:47:9.

Three members of that relay team also had
great success in subsequent events. Tyler
won both the 200 yard freestyle and 500 yard
category The latter race produced a rarity in

long distance swimming competition, as

both he and a member of the UVM team hit

the finish line simultaneously in a time of
5:08:9.

Leiand went on to gain a school record,
lowering his own mark for the third time in

the 200 yard backstroke with an impressive
2:05:5.

Fulford, meanwhile, won the 200 yard
breaststroke, defeating teammate Puss
Yarworth, which is an accomplishment of
itself. Yarworth, though second to Fulford,
did place first in two other events.

It is impossible to cover a UMass swim
meet and leave out the name Yarworth.
Lately, whenever he swims, he leaves a trail

of broken records behind him. The Vermont
meet was no exception.

In the 200 yard individual medley, he broke
a UVM pool record with a 2:01:6, and shortly
after tied another school record of 2:03:4 in

the 200 yard butterfly.

Melamed praised Yarworth, stating, "he
can do it all he is the most versatile

swimmer we have, and a good all around
athlete. What is most amazing about him, is

he is continually getting better. He has yet to
hit a plateau m his four years here."

The diving tandem of Antonino and
Anthony was again instrumental in UMass'
victory. Antonino won both the one meter
diving and three meter diving events with
Anthony placing second in each.

The next meet will find the swim- team
traveling to the University of New Hampshire
tomorrow. Melamed foresees no difficulty in

outswimming his northern opponents, but he
emphasized that as the season winds to an
end the importance of dual meets decreases
in order to properly concentrate for the
upcoming New Englands. UNH is just one of
three meets remaining prior to the March 2-4
New England competition.

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

UMass fon/vard Mike Pyatt will return to
action tonight when a tired and struggling
University of Massachusetts basketball team
attempts to snap a two-game losing skein
when it hosts Villanova University at the
Cage at 7:30.

Pyatt, stricken by the flu bug last week,
missed the Minutemen's last two games,
both losses, but practiced yesterday and will

be available tonight, although UMass coach
Jack Leaman isn't sure just how long Pyatt
can play.

"I'm going to start Mike tomorrow,"
Leaman said yesterday after practice. "But I

don't know how long he can go for."

Pyatt's presence was sorely missed last

week when UMass dropped two decisions
away from Curry Hicks Cage. The
Minutemen lost to Rutgers at Piscataway,
N.J., Thursday, 74-62, then wound up on the
short end of a 76-74 decision to Maine
Saturday night in Orono.
The shocking result from Maine could

partly be attributed to the non-presence of
Pyatt, but all excuses aside, there's little

justification for any UMass basketball squad,
no matter who's playing, to be trailing

UMaine by 16 points in the second half.

The team's recent defensive deficiency,
especially in the front court, is what disturbs
Leaman the most about his team's play.
Leaman said there was no excuse for

allowing the Rutgers front line 57 points and
then giving away 43 points to Maine's
scoring duo of Rufus Harris and Roger
Lapham. He was still unsure yesterday about
any changes he might make to correct the
team's weak defensive play.

"I'm disappointed we didn't beat Maine
with what we had," Leaman said. "But I'm
especially disappointed with the defense
we've been getting from our forwards lately.

"That hasn't been our only problem,
though," continued Leaman. "We're not
shooting well. We only shot 39 per cent at

Maine and they're not a really strong
defensive club."

There have been some bright spots,
though, in UMass's play recently to en-
courage Leaman. He's pleased by the play of

center Len Kohlhaas, and Leaman has
nothing but the highest plaudits for guard
Alex Eldridge.

"Right now, Alex is playing the best
basketball of his career at Massachusetts,"
Leaman said. Eldridge scored 20 and 18
points in each of UMass's last two games.

Past history aside, UMass must now focus
its attention on an extremely talented Villa-

nova team. The Wildcats sport a formidable
15-5 record that includes victories over such
PQjent teams as Providence, Princeton, Penn
and Rutgers. The record also includes a
heartbreaking one point loss to Notre Dame
at the Irish's home court.

Villanova currently leads the EAA with an
unspoiled 7-0 record and needs just one
more in-conference victory to clinch top
seeding in the league's March playoffs. In

other words, they could clinch that top billing

with a win tonight.

Villanova coach Roland Massimino, who
was the mentor at Lexington high school
from 1963-69 and won a Bay State Tour-
nament Class 'A' championship in 1964, has
a wealth of talent sitting on his bench.
The Wildcats, who defeated UMass earlier

this season, 71-64, are lead by senior Keith
Herron, a legitimate All-American candidate.
The 6-6 quick forward carries some im-
pressive credentials.

Consider these: He's hit double figures in

every game except five while playing in a
Villanova uniform; and last season he gained
these post season awards: Sporting News'
All-America honorable mention. Basketball
Weekly's All-East honorable mention.

Herron, averaging 20.8 ppg this season,
also was named to last season's ECBL all-

star team and the ECBL and NIT All-Tourney
teams.
Those statistics, and there are more, are

made readily available by Villanova, which
sent a four page brochure extolling the
talents of Herron. Very few players warrant
this attention, but Herron is a pure pro
prospect deserving of such accolades.

There is more to Villanova than just

Herron, though, as the Minutemen found in

their previous meeting.
Joining Herron in the front court are 6-6

TURN TO PAGE 23

Rnss Smith

The last domain
Things were plenty different, back in the

good old days.

Even when the Earth was inhabitated with
primitive peoples, things ran smoothly
enough to get by; cavewomen swept the
dust from the floors of their stone age
cubbyhole, while the man of the 'household'
ventured into the wilds in search of food.
No complaints from the wife, and

everything was hunky-dory.
Man eventually became more advanced,

and civilized, but needed someone to govern
the lands he lived and toiled on. Elections
were held, with men running for this office,
and that; the women looked on from the
background, with noticeable disinterest,
perhaps.
Time marched on, to the point of Sunday

afternoon football games on a new fangled
invention, later to be known as a television
(alias idiot box, boob tube, etc.). Many a
church-day followed, where the "old man"
would escape to the neighboring pub for a
beer with his buddies, man-to-man talk, and
just plain ordinary shootin' the bull while
watching the game on color TV.

But alas, the good old days have long
gone.
The cave no longer is swept by the wife,

but by the live-in maid, who has her own
room on the third floor of the moat-
surrounded castle, located in the suburbs of
Newton. At least the maid does windows.
Women were 'given' the right to vote, and

even permitted to run for offices themselves,
instead of running for coffee and doughnuts
for the boss.

Bars became co-educational, instead of
unisexual; though it is uncertain as to what
kind of learning is going on in bars today.

These changes were bound to happen,
given time. Most of us have come to accept
the slightly radical new experience, too,
mainly because we couldn't stop their im-
plementation (those that would've liked to).

But things may be getting out of hand. I

mean women can vote and drink - what
else could they want?
They want the right to go into men's

locker rooms, that's what.
Not only all women, presumably; just

women sportswriters.

They claim sex discrimination. Men
reporters can meander freely amongst
athletes dressed in their birthday suits,
towels, or Sunday best, whilst their counter-

parts await behind closed doors - the locker
room one. They claim they can't do their job
efficiently or effectively, with deadlines
hanging over their heads, and do a decent
job, because they have to wait until the
athlete can come to them, (meanwhile, being
scooped by the men writers).

Well, I can see their point, and I can't. Not
all sportswriters of the female sex are barred
from the male domain. Accommodations
have been made to allow them to do their
thing in some sports arenas: special rooms
set aside and the athlete brought to them,
etc.

OK, so the special room cuts down on the
atmosphere, and maybe the attitude of the
player.

But a woman sportswriter in a locker room
could make the athlete uneasy, dampening
the interview also.

Different teams handle the situation
differently.

"We just tell players a woman may be
coming in and the ones it bothers get
dressed after she leaves, " says Vice
President of the Denver Nuggets, Bob King.

That's one way of handling an issue. But
that's basketball, and the whole female - in -

the - locker room' but may not have come
about (or been blown out of proportion) if

one Miss Ludtke hadn't been sent by Sports
Illustrated to cover the World Series of '77,

and the Yankees.

The Yankees refused to allow Miss Ludtke
into the locker room. She filed suit against
both Bowie Kuhn (Commissioner of
Baseball) and the Yankees. Naturally, that
suit will be decided in court, as most sports
problems are these days.

Did Sports Illustrated know Miss Ludtke
would be on the outside of the door marked
"men's locker" with her ear to it, to set the
court machine in motion? Or was it

ignorance on their part?

Whatever the reason, the way I look at it,

men aren t ripping the doors off women's
locker rooms, and filing suits, etc.

If we don't watch out, the all-male locker
room may becoma extinct, and men's last

domain may be washed down the shower
drain.

Next thing you know, women will want to
play on men's teams too.

Leave it to the Yankees to start trouble.

I

UMass upsets Villanova, 87-72
See page 24
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Chairmen say no
to faculty union
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHM/TT
Collegian Staff

Three recently opened ballots from a poll
of academic department chairmen have
indicated the chairmen do not wish to be
included in the faculty union. The three
ballots were contested after the poll was
taken last year.

One of the ballots opened was for ex-
clusion from the union. The other two
favored inclusion in the bargaining unit.
Together with the non-contested results of
the poll, the chairmen voted 32 against in-
clusion in the unit, 27 for inclusion, and two
for no agent to represent them.
The results of the poll will not be for-

warded to the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission. Under the terms of
an agreement reached last year, both the
faculty union and the administration agreed
to petition the labor commission to redefine
the union bargaining unit along the lines of
the poll of the chairmen. The chairmen
presently are included in the unit.
The administration has contended the

chairmen should not be part of the union, but
the faculty union has claimed they should be.
The administration last year was cited by

the labor commission for unfair labor
practices for refusing to bargain with the
union over the issue of department chair-
men.
"I'm disappointed," Massachusetts

Society of Professors chairman Larry S.
Roberts said. "The matter is not closed
though. We always have hope." The Society
IS the Amherst chapter of the faculty union.
Under Mass. labor law, only the labor

commission can certify changes in union

make-up. The "preference poll" of the
chairmen is non-binding.
A spokeswoman for the labor commission

yesterday said it would be "hard to see" how
the commission would act on the re-
definition.

"It really depends on evidence presented
"

she said.

The spokeswoman said sometimes the
commission will approve redefinitions when
both parties agree, but sometimes the
commission will not.
A hearing to present the results of the poll

was scheduled for last Oct. 31. That hearing
was postponed until Dec. 12 and sub-
sequently was postponed until Feb. 9. The
Feb. 9 hearing was cancelled due to last
week's blizzard.

Zina Tillona, special aide to Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery, could not be reached
for comment. Bromery is UMass senior vice
president in charge of faculty relations and
was also unavailable.
Some faculty have expressed concern

over prospects of the chairmen not being
included in the union. They claim that if the
chairmen are excluded from the union,
faculty could lose their ability to evaluate
each other. Faculty presently are reviewed
for re-appointment, promotion and tenure by
faculty personnel committees and the
department chairpersons.
The administration has proposed

elimination of the personnel committees in
Its contract proposal to the union. Should
the department chairmen not be included in
the union and the personnel committees
eliminated, some faculty claim all evaluation
will be done by the administration and not
faculty.

Alex Eldridge slides by Villanova's Keith Herron on his way to scoring his one
t lousandth point in his college career. The Minutemen went on to destroy Villanovam a run away game played before 4,000 students In the cage. (Staff photo bv
Geoffrey L. Cohler) '

By E. PATRICK MCQUAID
Collegian Staff

An agreement between chief ad-
ministrators at this campus and civil rights
officials from the Boston office of the
department of Health Education and Welfare
concerning affirmative action policies has
not yet been signed and accepted by HEW
because of the recent snowstorm that
crippled Boston and most of the east coast.
John Bynoe, regional director for the

Office of Civil Rights, HEW Region I, last
night said the document had been drafted by

campus affirmative action
Amherst Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery's
office Jan. 14 and fonvarded to the HEW
office last week for his consideration.
Bynoe said he was in Denver, Col. last

week and was forced to remain there
because of the weather. He said a date will
be set soon and the agreement should be
signed by both parties within the next week.
Reached at his home, Bynoe said he would

not discuss the agreement until he had more
time to review the 18-page document at his
office.

He said a series of letters beginning last
June were sent to the Amherst campus from

Inside

his office citing a nurnb-r of "non-
compliances" with existing federal guidelines
for affirmative action policies after com-
plaints have been lodged by women and
Asian faculty members concerning the salary
structure here.

Among the provisions of the proposed
compromise is a clause requiring the
University to establish a data maintenance
and analysis system to internally audit,
monitor, and assess the effectiveness of its
affirmative action policies. But, said Bynoe,
the University will not be alone in its
monitoring process nor left to evaluate itself

Our office will be monitoring the University
at the same time they are monitoring
themselves," he noted. "Of course we will be
following their actions all along as they
report to us constantly."

Affirmative action guidelines are enforced
by the federal government in order to provide
equal employment opportunities for all,
including women and minority groups.

In his first address to the Board of Trustees
in early January, University interim President
Franklin K. Patterson included upgrading
affirmative action policies at the three
campuses as a major issue for their con-
sideration.

UMass defeated Villanova last night,
87-72. For the full details, see Rich Eckel's
story on page 24.

A haunted house in Amherst faces
possible demolition if plans to place it on
the National Reaister of Historic Places
are not met. See Debbie Schafer's story
on pa^ 2.

Central-Orchard Hill area resident
assistants last night said the work done
by RAs on campus is more than their
salary compensation. See Julie Eagle's
story, page 3.

Faculty and staff funding of the UMass
bus system will be proposed to the
Undergraduate Student Senate tonight.
See page 3.

Student support tor the closing ot part
of North Pleasant Street could force
Amherst selectmen to reconsider the
Northwest Bypass. Details on page 3.

Weather
Partly sunny today with highs in the

low 30s. Fair tonight with lows in the
teens, zero chance of snow or rain.

Student senate requests
faculty, staff pay for buses
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A recommendation was made yesterday
by the Undergraduate Student Senate Rents
and Fees Committee that faculty and staff
contribute financial support to the UMass
Bus Service.

The committee unanimously passed a
motion which called for establishing "a fee to
be paid by faculty and staff or increasing the
price paid by faculty and staff for parking lot
stickers."

The meeting was called to discuss plans
for funding the buses, specifically a recent
administration proposal to levy a $5 semester
fee on students to pay for the system. The
committee rejected the plan for a student fee
and called for a tax to be placed on faculty
and staff.

Committee co-chairman Bob Dion said, "If
the student senate approves it, the ad-
ministration has the ball. Either they enact
the fee or ignore it."

Student Government Association co-

president Jon A. Hite said during the
meeting "Everytime on this campus we have
a community project like the Campus
Center, the buses or the Fine Arts Center, it's

the student that gets nailed. Faculty and staff
should pay for community projects they
benefit from."

Vice Chancellor of Administration and
Finance James L McBee said at the meeting
he didn't think the possibility of establishing
a fee for staff and faculty was "realistic".
Jim Starr of Legal Services said, "given

the state of affairs with faculty and staff they
are less likely to accept a fee than students."
He added, "I think students are saying it's

about time the other constituencies fork up
their share."

McBee said, "Faculty who pay parking
fees and don't use the buses don't want to
pay for buses."
The vice chancellor also discussed the

proposal for a student fee. "It's the best way
to provide soundness for the transit system."
I don't think it's a political move," he said.
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Can it be saved?

Amherst's haunted house
By DEBBIE SCHAFER
Collegian Staff

Amherst's 19th century "haunted
house" at 644 Main St. may soon
become an empty lot unless the Amherst
Historical Commission succeeds in

placing the mansion on the National

Register of Historic Places.

The 18 room structure has deteriorated

in recent years, but until last July it was
the home of 97-year-old Mrs. Phillip

Smith. Smith left the house then to move
into a local nursing home and sold the

mansion to Peter Grandonico of Lincoln

Realty.

Grandonico made the future of the

house uncertain by saying he might
demolish it if it did not prove to be an
economical investment. He reportedly

has a buyer for the bricks if the house is

demolished, but commented he would
rather see someone purchase the house
and renovate it into apartments or of-

fices.

The Historical Commission held an

open strategy meeting last month after

learning of Grandonico's plans and

decided to ask the Massachusetts

Historical Commission to try to have the

house placed on the National Register.

Entry in the National Register of

Historic Places may prevent Grandonico
from demolishing the house since it

would give the owner "certain tax

breaks', according to Kristin O'Connell
of the Historical Commission. It makes
the owner eligible for federal grants to

assist in renovation and restoration, but

does not provide funding or tax

deductions for any project involving

demolition of the house.

The Historical Commission has just

received state approval of the application

to the National Register, and can now
proceed to obtain federal approval. The
state's endorsement is an important

factor in gaining federal approval, ac-

cording to O'Connell, and the process is

expected to take about six months.

There are no funds in the Commission

budget to allow them to purchase the

house, but members defined their

responsibility as one encouraging private

purchase and restoration. The loss of the

Smith House, according to Louis

Greenbaum of the Historical Com-
mission, "would be a loss to every person

in the community."

Two area residents who expressed

interest in buying the house and con-

verting it into an apartment block at-

tended the January meeting but were

told zoning regulations would limit the

number of apartments to four. Both

interested parties had planned to con-

struct apartments around the mansion's

six fireplaces and said that any limitations

would not make a profitable return on
their investment, as estimates for the
purchase and repair of the house have
run as high as $100,000.

It was decided the commission would

consider endorsing a request to exernpt

the house from the zoning ordinarice if it

is the only alternative to demolition.

One of the potential buyers told the

Historical Commission that he "got

involved with the house emotionally" and

was charmed by mmors that it was
haunted. If possible he would live in the

house himself and do most of the

remodeling.

The house was> built in 1840 by Robert

Cutler and has become a local legend;

though it has "emotional" ties for many
area residents, not all agree it should be

dubbed as "haunted". Paul Banks,

Salem St., has lived near the Smith
house for 12 years and said "although we

all admit to each other that it looks like a

'haunted house', it simply is not."

"Also, Mrs. Smith is.... a fine, kind,

elderly lady, far from being a character

from Arsenic and Old Lace' as some
people might imagine her," he added.

The first resident of the mansion was
Ithmar Conkey. He was active in local
civil affairs and acted as town moderator,
town treasurer, county probate judge,
and state representative.

The house was a simple square edifice

when Conkey passed the property on to
William Barrows. But in 1868 Barrows
sold it to Abile Stevens who added the
grand veranda, iron fence, the Mansard
roof and other typical Victorian em-
bellishments.

Presently included among the 18

rooms are six bedrooms with a fireplace,

a large ballroom on the second floor, and
four additional rooms on the third floor.

Seventeen buildings in Hadley near the
intersection of Route 9 and Middle St.

were recently placed on the National

Register of Historic Places, after nearly

two years of work by the Hadley
Historical Commission to gain
recognition for them.

Commission members said they
wanted the National Register status to

ensure preservation of the center, which
includes the Town Hall and Farm
Museum. The commission's purpose was
to protect the building against a federal

project like the widening of Route 9,

rather than to secure federal grants since

none of the buildings are presently in

need of major repairs.

Huge mansions like those in Amherst
and Hadley once covered the New
England landscape. Some of the area
buildings have passed through many
generations in the same family, while
others passed through several owners
and have undergone minor and major
repairs in plumbing, wiring and ap-
pearance.

Amherst's "haunted house", which soon may become a vacant q| Historic Places fall. (Staff photo by Debbie Schafer)
lot if efforts to have the structure placed on the National Register

Van driver David Suko/'s
hearing set for inarch 7
NORTHAMPTON - The hearing for the

driver of the van which struck and killed a

UMass student two weekends ago has been

scheduled for March 7.

David Sukol, of 543 Puffton Village,

yesterday in Hampshire District Court

pleaded not guilty to charges of speeding

and driving to endanger in connection with a

weekend accident which left UMass
sophomore Scott C. Burgess dead.

-JOEQUINLAN

W. IVIichael Ryan may
run for district attorney

A UMass graduate is expected to an-

nounce his candidacy today in this year's

race for the Hampshire and Franklin County
district attorney's office of Franklin and
Hampshire counties.

W. Michael Ryan, class of 1971 and a

democrat from Hatfield, is expected to

announce his candidacy for the office being

vacated by District Attorney John M.

Callahan, during' visits to three county
courthouses today.

Ryan plans to visit the Franklin County
Courthouse in Greenfield and the Hampshire
District Court in Northampton this morning

in Ware at 12:30 thisand the courthouse
afternoon.

Ryan graduated from Western New
England School of Law in 1976 and practices

law in Northampton. He served as a

probation officer at the district court in

Northampton.
-JOEQUINLA.N

UIVIass-Boston studies
extended until June 2

BOSTON - Students attending the

UMass-Boston Harbor Campus will attend

classes one week later in May because of five

days they missed during last week's crippling

snow storm.

Commencement exercises have also been
rescheduled a week later to June 1, ac-

cording to campus spokesperson Jim Ryan.

Students will still have a spring break in

March, Ryan said, but they will not take final

exams until late May. Finals period for the

campus had been scheduled for May 11-19.

Ryan said the campus reopened for

students yesterday after being closed for five

days while Bostonians dug out of the worst
snow storm in New England this century.

Campus personnel returned to work
Monday, Ryan said.

-JOEQUINLAN

SW hires musician,

buys basleetball nets

Southwest assembly last night voted to

allocate $150 to hire musician Steve Gire to

play at Hampden DC March 3rd. Admission
will be fifty cents.

The assembly also allocated $19.20 to
purchase eight pairs of basketball nets for

the Southwest courts.

An election will be held Feb. 21 to elect an
acting president for the SWA. Southwest
residents are eligible for this position.

-ANDYMcCLELLAN
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Selectmen reconsider bypass
tiy LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Amherst Selectwoman Nancy B. Eddy
yesterday said increased student pressure

and support could possibly force the town to

reconsider a plan to close the portion of

North Pleasant Street that runs through the

UMass campus.

Another selectman last night said he did

not see a solution to the traffic problem in

the immediate future while a third contacted

said he did not think the plan was "politically

feasible " at this time.

The proposal, referred to in the past as the

Northeast Bypass plan, was passed by a 1973

town meeting but was rejected by a town
meeting in 1976.

According to Eddy, the bypass proposal

was formulated several years ago by the

Traffic Circulation Committee, a committee
set up by a town meeting that had University

representation. She once chaired the
committee.

"I have always supported the closing of

North Pleasant Street through campus,"
Eddy said yesterday in a telephone interview.

She also said she feels Amherst has an

obligation to pedestrians and students to

make the campus "pedestrian-oriented".

She said the major opposition to the plan

comes from the people of North Amherst
who don't like the idea of having a new road

built in their part of town.

"They like the idea of having a straight

route to the center of town. They don't like

the idea of a detour," said Eddy. _
The half-mile stretch of North Pleasant

Street running from the Newman Center to

Governor's Drive has recently been in the

spotlight because of two traffic accidents

involving UMass students.

Scott C. Burgess was struck by a van and

killed as he tried to cross the road near the

Morrill Science Center on Feb. 4 and Joseph

O'Rourke, a Feb. 11 hit-and-run victim,

suffered bruises and lacerations while trying

to cross the street near the Newman Center.

Selectman William Atkins yesterday said

he did not see a solution to the problem in

the immediate future.

"It might take another three years to work
out an answer," said Atkins.

He said that although he hadn't studied

the issue, he would be willing to sit down
with any group to discuss possible solutions.

"I have no opinion at this time," said

Atkins.

He did say he didn't think the town would
approve a bypass proposal and that some
type of proposal to divert traffic from North

Pleasant Street would probably be given

preference by future town meetings.

One such proposal calls for traffic to be

diverted from North Pleasant Street through

Rt. 116.

Selectman Nathaniel Reed also supports

the original Northeast Bypass proposal but

does not think it will be passed again.

"I think it's a good idea. I worked to get

the Northeast Bypass accepted," said Reed,

referring to his role as a member of the

Traffic Circulation Committee.
He said he did not think it was "politically

feasible" for the plan to be passed now.

"First, it would be difficult to persuade the

town meeting. Even if that could be done, it

might be even more difficult to persuade the

state to come back in," said Reed.

He said the state is probably still "mad" at

Amherst for rejecting the original bypass

proposal after the state had already spent

$400,000 in planning to build the bypass.

"The state got burned," said Reed.

He said he is in favor of closing the street,

not only because of the hazardous crossing

conditions but also because he doesn't like

the way the street splits the university into

two parts.

Reed said that Amherst might be able to

use political pressure, through State Senator

John Olver and State Rep. James Collins,

Amherst Democrats, to get the state to

cooperate on a bypass plan.

However, he was not very optimistic. "As
for the feasibility of closing North Pleasant

Street, I think it looks very dim," said Reed.

Cars driving north on a campus section of North Pleasant Street where two recent

auto-pedestrian accidents have left one UMass student dead and another injured.

Proposals to close the campus stretch of the street have been proposed by different

groups in the past. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Centml-Oichard Hill RA 's complain about pay
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Dormitory resident assistants are doing

more work than they are compensated for,

echoed the major complaint last night at the

first organizational meeting of Central-

Orchard Hill Area resident assistants.

Although the resident assistant's salary

was raised to $2.65 an hour in January, their

hours were cut to 6.6 in order they receive

the same salary as before, Lisa Melilli,

meeting chairperson and Butterfield resident

assistant said. Tuition waivers for resident

assistants have been eliminated also, she

added.

"Although the salary compensation has

decreased, the amount of time and energy

encompassed has not," Melilli, Jody Marcus,

and Helen Berg, all Butterfield resident

assistants said in a recent letter to the

Collegian.

Melilli said resident assistants "should be
getting the right compensation for what
we're doing.... because the type of

responsibility we're handling — the living

situation, the social situation — plays a large

part in what goes on with all these people's

lives at the University."

Hamlin Resident Assistant Jim Major said

being a resident assistant "prevents you

from doing what you want to do. Even when
you're in your room studying, you're in there,

and you're available." Major said resident

assistants in his dormitory figured out that in

addition to the 6.6 hours they are paid for,

they spend an additional 15 hours weekly

performing job duties.

The resident assistants at the meeting

decided several steps must be taken to begin

work on their situation. First, Melilli said, an

effort should be made to contact and inform

all resident assistants in the Central-Orchard

Hill Area about the issue.

"We're starting with Central-Orchard Hill

because you have to start with a small group.

We'd eventually like it to be a campus-wide

thing," Melilli said.

The resident assistants agreed in-

vestigating the possibility of receiving money
from the Community Development Center or

other organizations, such as alcohol and

drug rehabilitation centers, or sources

outside the university, would perhaps lead to

salary compensations.

Acquiring information about other groups

having the same problem publicizing the

issue in the Collegian, finding out whether or

not the university profits from the minimum

wage, and who made the decision to

decrease resident assistant hours, were other

issues also concerning the resident assistants

last night.

Another meeting was called for next

Tuesday night at 9 in Butterfield Lounge,

Melilli said.

Student Senate preview

Student senate hears

campus bus proposal

Th« first meeting of the "leem to squaredance " class, sponsored by the UMass

Meymakers, got off to a swinging start last night In the Student Union. (Staff

photo by Dale Griswold)

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

hear a proposal tonight to have the faculty

and staff assist in funding the UMass bus

system.
The Senate Rents and Fees committee,

met yesterday to discuss funding the bus

system. They called for faculty and staff to

pay a fee or increased parking sticker prices

to help pay for the system. If the Senate

approves the motion then it will go to the

administration.

The senate will also hear reports from the

Advocacy Agencies, Legal Services, the

Student Organizing Project and the Student

Center for Educational Research. The reports

from these groups will be on staff work.

The senate also has to decide whether to

approve the proposed lease for dorm
residents.

There will also be reports on the Financial

aid offirp anri its or^'attons.

The Senate will also consider a proposal

for setting up a check cashing facility.

Senate Leaders will discuss a meeting they

had with Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Robein Woodbury on Student Activities

Coordinator Armand H. (Bud) Demers.

Student leaders have clashed with Demers
on his running of the Activities office.

Senate Speaker Pat Whalen did not want to

comment on what apparently were
guidelines from Woodbury on the Demers
matter until his presentation to the Senate
tomorrow.

Representatives from the area govern-

ments will go before the senate to request

$7,031. Last spring the areas were given

money based on what they say were in-

correct figures.

Area government officials claim that

projected population figures were used

instead of previous years' population figures

which are supposed to be the basis of the

allocation.
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Black Affairs

Valerie Nii becomes new
CCEBS counselor

r

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Valerie Nii, former UMass undergraduate,

started her new job yesterday as the
sophomore counselor for the Collegiate
Committee for the Education of Black
Students (CCEBS).
"Today is my first day, said Nii, and I have

seen four students, spent a lot of time
learning new things, signing add-drop sheets
and asking a lot of questions."

Nii was a very active memeber of the Asian
American Students Association while at

UMass and has been working for the
Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) as a job counselor for the past
six months.

Nii decided that she will not take any
courses at UMass this semester, learning her
new iob is her prinrtary concern. She

graduated with a degree in sociology and
plans to continue studying for her Masters in

Vocational or Academic counseling.
"Because I was unemployed for awhile I

went to a lot of counselors from different
organizations. I feel that it is important that
counselors have warmth and concern for the
individual.

Many of the counselors, I feel, had no
concern for me at all. Even high school
counselors are this way. Counselors, I feel
are there for support and encouragement and
to help guide," she said.

Nii feels she will have no problem working
with college students because of the ex-

perience she had working with CETA.
"I feel that if I could work with the

laborers, I could deal with the students here.

Having been a student there helps a lot too"
she said.

Black History Week to

be celebrated here

~^

Sponsored by Malcom X Center and Eno Washington February 21-24.

Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 6 p.m. Che Lemumba School presents Childrens' play.

Theme: In memory of Malcom X
Also: Voices of New Africa House Choir

Dinner: $1.00 per plate at Yvonnes
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. A special Rededication Ceremony of the Malcom X Center

John Bracy, Chairman of Afro-Am Dept keynote speeclj

Slide Show of Festac, by Prof. Nelson Stevens
Poetry Readings by:

Valery Stevens, Annie Carpenter, Frieda Jones, Shareef Rasool
Dance by Eno Washington

Thursdav. 8 o.m. at Campus Center Auditorium Sonia Sanchez: internationally famous poet,

sponsored by DVP.
Friday 8-10:30 p.m. Sunlight and Shade. Black Classical music

Our Valentine's Day couples how was your day?

Although Valentine's Day has come
and gone, it's a time when loved ones
exchange greetings. Despite inclimate

conditions causing making flowers less

plentiful, Valentine's Day was still the
biggest day for the florist industry. It is

traditionally a banner day for the greeting

cards and candy companies also.

If you gave someone a Valentine's
greeting or gift, ask yourself how much
time did you take selecting it. Perhaps
you show how much you care for

someone by how much you spend. If so,
examine your reasons.
Some people do not participate in

special occasions such as Valentine's
Day, but if you celebrated Valentine's,
ask yourself why?
Whatever the reasons behind people

choosing to celebrate Valentine's, the
staff of Black Affairs is delighted to
present two beautiful couples who are
very in tuned to each other. We could not
think of a more effective way of com-
municating the ideal of togetherness.

Heie we have Leon from Mackimmie dorm in Southwest, and his Queen, from
South Africa, who also resides in Southwest, and what a fine pair they make.

This Valentine's special is an inspiration to most of us, and we are sure you will

appreciate them. Here we have Anna Betsy Medina (wife), Miquel Rivera
(husband) and little Kevin Miquel (son) enjoying themselves. (Staff photo by Bari
Njiiri)

Around the world in news
NEW YORK - Muhammed Ali sued Play-

girl magazine for $4 million Tuesday for

allegedly publishing a nude likeness of him in

its February issue.

Ali, in papers filed in U.S. District Court,

said the likeness violated his right to privacy

and exposed him to public ridicule.

The heavyweight boxing champion asked

that the magazine be barred from further

distribution and sale of the issue.

BANGOR, Maine - Newall declared.

"Certainly the Penobscots didn't agree to

have four townships stolen from them,"
Newall said. The Passamaquoddies, at

Pleasant Point and tndian Townhip reser-

vations, approved the new proposals with

little dissension. The Penobscots, who live at

Orono on Indian Island reservation in the

middle of the river that carries their name,

voted acceptance also, but produced 16

dissenters in a crowd of just over 100.

"I think the hardest part to accept is the
^all acreage," Nicholas said, speaking of
last week's effort by the eight-member
negotiating team to present the plan to the
Indian community. The initial Indian claim
was for about 12 million acres, and the
negotiating team agreed to a plan that would
give them half-a-million acres at the most.

The Women's International Network says
it has extensively documented medical
evidence indicating that all females aged four
through eight in the African nation of
Somalia are subjected to the painful practice
of infibulation.

WIN says that the operation, without
exception, is performed on all girl children.

The operation involves having the external

genitalia cut off, and then sewing the vagina

closed, except for a tiny opening (quote) "to

demonstrate their virginity to the man to

whom they are qiven in marriage."

WIN says that many of these operations
are conducted in government-sponsored
hospitals and clinics — facilities which are

operated with the use of funds from Western
governments.

WIN says it has sent petitions signed by
thousands of women and men around the

world to Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
asking that all assistance, including military

aid, to Somalia be stopped at once until

Somali's government corrects what it calls

"ongoing human rights violations,"

specifically the mutilation of female children.

- HER SAY

South African Black activist Winnie
Mandela received two suspended six- month

prison sentences last week for violating a
banning order against her.

A Bloemfontein, South Africa, court found
Mandela guilty of receiving an unauthorized
visit from friends and relatives — although
she claimed she had not spoken to them —
and for holding a conversation with two
neighbors in which she discussed the price of
a chicken.

Mandela is a recognized leader in the
South African Black nationalist movement,
and the wife of imprisoned Nelson Mandela,
the president of the African National
Congress.

Last May, she was moved from her home
in Johannesburg's Black Soweto township
to Brandfort, a predominantly Anglo-Dutch
town of about 5000 people. Under the
banning order, her travel, social contacts,
and other activities are severely limited.

Mandela has been under restrictions

orders for most of the past 16 years. - HER
SAY

Black Affairs

UMass hosts
Black Studies
Conference
By KATHY ROSE
Courtesy of Drum Magazine

In the 1960's the Black revolution emerged
to confront the status quo in America. Part
of this revolution was the Black student
movement, which directly challenged the
American educational system and the racial

attitudes and practices it fostered. Out of this

confrontation emerged contemporary Black
Studies programs. This revolution was broad
and deep. Black students and educators
demanded an education that was relevant,

Black oriented and Black controlled.

On March 18-21, 1975, a Black Studies
Natinal Conference was held at and spon-
sored by the University of North Carolina at

Charlotte. The Conference attempted to
stimulate thought on the factors that have
put Black Studies into a period of
reassessment. The most direct attack forced
reductions in program budgets, reduced
student aid, and reduced faculty size. These
cutbacks were justified by those who
claimed that Black Studies was too
politicized, that Academic standards were
and that "reverse racism" was beina
practiced. ^

The first annual meeting of the National
Council for Black Studies (NCBS) was held
and sponsored by Ohio State University on
February 16, 1977 with over 500 people in

attendance. The theme of the Ohio State
conference was "Mobilization for Survival."
This conference attempted to find solutions

to the problems that confront Black Studies.

The second annual meeting of the NCBS
will be held April 15-18, 1978 at UMass. It is

expected that the participation will be around
700 people. The date of April should con-
tribute to a greater registration, because
weather conditions will be good and also the
location being on the eastern seaboard
^houkj lift attendance.

This is the first column in a series on Black
Radio. To start this series, I thought it would
be enlightening to speak with Sonny Joe
White, the program director for W.I.LD. in

Boston. W.I.L.D. is the only Black AM
station in Boston and the only major Black
radio station in New England. I asked Sonny
Joe about this situation of being the "only
one" and the following is what came out of
our conversation.
Mario — How long have you been in

radio?

Sonny Joe — "I've been in radio for nine
years now and with three stations other than
W.I.L.D. I've been with W.GIV in Charlotte,
N.C., W.H.A.T. in Philadelphia, and W.K.-
W.K. in St. Louis. Mo."

Mario — Then I imagine that you've
noticed a difference in each market.
Sonny Joe — "I certainly have. The

listeners vary in each market and the dif-

ference shows up mostly in their musical
tastes."

Mario — Most (if not all) Black radio
stations are daytime stations (operating from
sunrise to sunset only), has W.I.L.D. made
any recent attempts to become a 24 hour
station?

Sonny Joe — "We are constantly making
attempts to become a 24 hour station but the
FCC (Federal Communications Commission)
continually turns us down."
Mario — On what grounds?
Sonny Joe — "Mostly due to a provision

that they made in the past that really isn't

Sterilization ordered by U.S.
By JAMES LEWiS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

Sterilization abuse is a crime kept

hidden from public focus. The U.S.

Government has ordered millions of

illegal sterilization to be committed in

Puerto Rico and in the United States. The
majority of this is happening to Third

World and poor white women.
Presently, in Puerto Rico, 38 per cent

of the women have been illegally

sterilized by the U.S. government. The
Eugenics Board of North Carolina has

admitted to ordering, between 1960 and
1968, the sterilization of 1,620 persons. Of

that number 1,583 were women and
1,023 were Black. Some 56 per cent of

the sterilizations were performed on
persons under 20 years of age. One out of

every three Puerto Rican women be-

tween the ages of 20-49 have been
sterilized. In 1975 the government
program performed more than 6,000

sterilizations in Puerto Rico. At present in

the U.S., 20 per cent of all married Black

women are sterilized, three times more
than in 1973. With less than million

remaining Native Americans, 25 per cent

of the women have been illegally

sterilized. In total, there are one and a half

million women sterilized in this country.

Sterilization abuse is mainly aimed at
Third World women in prison, and mental
institutions. The U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare started
one of the ugliest conspiracies in history.

They went into Puerto and established
drug companies throughout the com-
monwealth. Under the guise of "Planned
Parenthood", the U.S. government went
to Puerto Rico, established clinics every-
where, lied and tricked women into
medical procedures that cost them
permanent sterilization, and physical
mutilation. They experimented with all

types of drugs on the women, causing
them severe bodily damage and some-
times death. After their experiments with
the Puerto Rican peoples, they induced
their methods on women in the U.S.
Who is ordering these things? We will

find the information in subsequent ar-

ticles. I cannot understand why they
would do such a thing. This is a very
serious problem and should not continue
to go unnoticed. It is a problem that
deserves the nation's attention, and the
perpetrators should be punished.
Remember, this is going on now in this

country. If you want information, contact
the Committee to End Sterilization

Abuse, 80 Main Street, Northampton,
Mass., at 584-6863.

Thoughts
Economic distress will teach men. ..that fact-finding

is more effective than fault-finding.

Carl Becker
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High notes...

necessary anymore. You see, we go off the
air every day at sunset so as not to interfere

with a station in Baltimore which broadcasts
at 50,000 watts on the same frequency as we
"do (1090 AM). In the earlier days of radio,

this station was given priority for night time
operations as it was one of the few major AM
stations on the East coast. They were
counted on to service much more than their

immediate area due to this situation. Time
has gone by and more stations have come
into being thus lessening the necessity for

one station to carry the whole burden. What
we're trying to do is to make the FCC adapt
to this situation and see that there's no
reason for a Baltimore station to be heard
here at night anymore. This would allow us
to stay on the air past sunset."
Mario — Is the limited time the reason for

the high amount of commercials?

Sonny Joe — "Yes it is. Also, we have to
run more commercials to cover our operating
costs. We have to run a lot of commercials
and we have a limited time to do that.

However, we have cut back on the amount
of commercials we run so as to fit in more
music and news etc."
Mario — Does being the "only one"

motivate you or deter you in any way from
achieving and-or while setting your
programming goals?

Sonny Joe — "It motivates us and makes
clear our responsibilities to the Black people
of Boston. We try to cover all aspects that
would be of interest to the Black com-
munity."

Mario — Do you have to compete with

white radio stations?

Sonny Joe — "Yes we do. We're in the

business of radio just like they are and to pay
the bills we have to compete just as they
do."
Mario — Radio is a public service, as

program director, could you sum up what

Announcements
ART EXHIBIT

The Sylvan Cultural Society would like to
sponsor a Third World art exhibit. The exhibit
is tentatively scheduled for the second week
in March. Any Third World student who has
works they would like to have shown should
contact Renee Mobley at 6-4278.

FINANCIAL AID

All CCEBS students interested in Summer
employment should see Brain Maher in

Room 209 of the New Africa House im-
mediately. Opportunities exist for summer
jobs in the Federal government. There are
also opportunities for summer internships in

other companies and organizations. Ap-
plications deadlines for these jobs are ap-
proaching fast. Other information of interest
to CCEBS students is posted on the bulletin
boards outside Room 209 of the New Africa
House. Students are urged to check out
these bulletin boards periodically.

CCEBS

Notice to financial aid applicants. All

persons who intend to file for financial

assistance through this university, should
know that today, February 15, is the deadline
for university financial aid applications.
BEOG and other aid services have their own
deadlines but university financial aid forms
should be in by today.

Students may pick up and drop off their

forms at the financial aid office in Whitmore
Administration building.

PARTY

There will be a party at the New Africa

House sponsored by the Cultural Center on
Friday, Feb. 17, 1978. Admission is free and
music will be catered by Mario A. Barros, the
best the area has to offer. Be there. Time
9:00 - A little after "until".

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

isn't that

you feel is the station's responsibility to the
Black listeners and cite where you think
W.I.L.D. has met, exceeded, or fell short of
this responsibility?

Sonny Joe - "I feel that in all depart-
ments we have exceeded our responsibility.
We, for one, have the most extensive news
coverage of any station in the area. We carry
four people on our news team and many 24
hour stations don't carry that many. For a
daytime station that's quite a commitment.
Along with news broadcasts every hour, we
run many public affairs announcements and
carry a variety of special programs geared to
the Black community and dealing with Third
World and progressive issues. We also work
directly with the community in sponsoring
affairs, fund raising for some of the city's

organizations and various other things of this
sort?

Mario - So I take it that your biggest
problem is the lack of air time?
Sonny Joe - "Yes, we have less time to

get all the information to the people. Also,
the station must run more commercials to
maintain the highly professional staff that
we have. We have to meet the restrictions
that are dealt to us and still do things in a
complete and professional way."

Next week, we'll have part II and some
critique on Black radio and what the listener
has a right to expect. We'll also look at how
various situations he-she has to take what
he-she can get.
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White House hosts coal talks
WASHINGTON {AP\ - President Carter

called yesterday for striking miners and the

coal industry to resume negotiations at the

White House "to end the present stale-

mate." He said if that does not produce a

settlement he will take "stronger measures."
"I continue to support the collective

bargaining process. However the welfare of

this country must be my overriding con-

cern," said Carter.

"The negotiations at the White House
must be viewed as a final opportunity for the

bargaining process to work," Carter said. "If

it does not, I will have no choice but to resort

to stronger measures."
Asked at the conclusion of his statement if

the stronger measures would include in-

voking the Taft-Hartley Act to order the

striking miners back to work, Carter said it

would be "one of my options."

It was the only question Carter permitted.

Meanwhile, a top industry official called

for the union's bargaining council to review

the contract it rejected overwhelmingly last

Sunday.
The request, made in a letter sent to UMW

President Arnold Miller from Joseph P.

Brennan, president of the Bituminous Coal

Operators Association, gave no indication of

whether industry bargainers are ready to

return to the negotiating table. Brennan sent

the letter before Carter issued his statement.

A union spokesman had no immediate
comment on the letter.

Earlier in the day. Carter had summoned
Marshall and Energy Secretary James R.

Schlesinger to the White House for a report

on the 71 -day-old strike.

Administration officials had continued to

rule out the possibility that Carter might
immediately invoke the Taft-Hartley Act, in

which the government would seek a court
order directing the 160,000 striking miners to

return to work for an 80-day cooling off

period.

Any new administration move would be
directed at alleviating job-threatening coal
shortages and promoting an early resump-
tion of industry-union negotiations, the
White House source said.

Even in advance of his meeting with

Marshall, Carter had on his desk a memo
outlining various options he covild adopt, he

said.

Meanwhile, Miller met yesterday with his

bargaining council.

In an interview on NBC-TV's "Today"
show earlier in the day. Miller contended that
a Taft-Hartley injunction against his union
would not prove effective. "It never did
before," he said.

NH needs coal
CONCORD, N.H. [AP] - New

Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomsom
yesterday urged President Carter to

invoke the Taft-Hartley law to interrupt

the national coal strike.

In a telegram to Carter, Thomson said

New Hampshire's coal-burning power
plants have only 17 days' supply of coal

remaining.
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REFRESHMENTS
388 NO. PLEASANT ST.

CALL 5-0210 FOR INFO.

Flu ends here...
The worst of the flu is over that has

swept across campus for the past two
weeks, Diane Smith, director of nursing
at University Health Services, yesterday
said

"The effects have somewhat
diminished, though a significant number
of people are affected in one way or

another," she added.
She said most people appear to be

"continuing on a moderate classroom
load" and "there have not been many
calls for fluids and medication."
The infirmary is still, however, seeing a

"fair number" of people with flu symp-
toms, said Smith, but the number of
inpatients is low.

"Many people are staying in their

dorms because they know the flu is going
around," said Smith.
The type of virus is still undetermined

and results will "take a while" to return
from the state lab, said Smith.

- MARCIA MURPHY

..Strikes country
ATLANTA [UPf] - The beginning of a

Russian influenza epidemic among young
people is already under way in the United
States, a federal health official said

yesterday.

"I think we are already seeing it from
California to New York." said Dr. Philip

Graitcer, an influenza surveillance officer

at the r>ational Center for Disease
Control.

The flu virus has zeroed in on one
population group, Graitcer said — those
under 25. "There have been no isolates

that I know of in anyone over ^," he
said.

The CDC said there are an estimated
93 million Americans in the under-25 age
bracket.

Young persons have no natural anti-

body protection against the A-USSR
strain, which caused epidemics around
the world from 1947-57, and therefore are
highly susceptible to it.

Persons in older age groups who were
exposed to the strain in the late 1940's
and 1950's acquired some natural

defenses and were not as likely to come
down with the ailment health authorities

said.
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Egypt and Israel

buy war planes
WASHINGTON \AP] - President Carter,

in a major policy shift, has decided to allow
the sale of war planes to Egypt for the first

time, while supplying Israel with more ad-
vanced jet fighters, the State Department
announced yesterday.
An arms package headed for Capitol Hill

also tickets some five dozen of the U.S. Air
Force's prime fighter, the F-15, for oil-rich

Saudi Arabia. Congress, which has 50 days
to veto any of the items, is certain to
question both the Egyptian and Saudi
shipments.

Rep. Lester L. Wolff, D-N.Y., immediately
announced he will introduce a resolution to
veto the sale of F-15's to the Saudis.

In announcing the planned sale. Secretary
of State Cyrus R. Vance said they "will not
alter the basic military balance in the region."
Vance said the sales would be carriMl out
over a period of several years.

He said the U.S. commitment to Israel's

security remains firm and that Carter's

decision reflected Israel's needs. As for the
Egyptian arms sales, he said the U.S. has a

basic interest in responding to Egypt's
"legitimate needs."
And Vance paid tribute to Saudi Arabia,

noting its "immense importance in

promoting a course of moderation" in Middle
East affairs and in petroleum policy. "We

believe their request is reasonable and in our

interest to fulfill," he said.

Meanwhile, a key Israeli legislator argued
to U.S. congressmen that their approval of

American jetfighters for Egypt would risk

destablizing the Middle East and jeopardizing

peace.
Moshe Arens, chairman of the Israeli

Parliament's committee on foreign affairs

and defense, said the planes would give
surrounding Arab countries a commanding
air superiority over Israel. Arens made the
remarks in a briefing to the House Armed
Services Committee.

Egypt, which has fought four years with
Israel in less than 30 years, has never been
granted lethal American weapons. In the

past it was limited to purchasing such items

as cargo planes.

In deciding to sell some 50 F-5E's to Egypt,

Carter stopped short of supplying the more
advanced F-15's and F-16's that President

Anwar Sadat requested during his visit here

last week.

Because Israel has strong support in

Congress, there may be little opposition to

the proposed sale of several squadrons of the

sophisticated jets to that country. But
supporters of the Jewish state and op-
ponents of arms proliferation generally are

likely to form a coalition against the Egyptian

and Saudi deals.

^ff lltANOIIi
M»d<i*t r on«'on Seo

Calls for full employment

House committee okays

Humphrey-Hawkins bill

WASHINGTON lUPf] - The Houae
Education and Labor Committee yesterday

approved the Humphrey-Hawkins "full

employment" biU, rejecting a series of

Republican amendments sponsors said were

designed to defeat it.

The bill, setting an "interim goal" of 4 per

cent unemployment by 1983, now goes to

the House Rules Committee, and sponsors

hope it will reach the House floor early in

March.
By largely party-line votes, the committee

voted down a series of Republican amend-

ments, most of which had been rejected

earlier by a subcommittee.
One called for addition of a second interim

goal to reduce inflation to 3 per cent by 1983.

Rep. Ronald Sarasin, R-Conn., said that'

would nake clear that 215 million Americans

worried -about the "hidden tax of inflation"

would not be overlooked in «fforts to help six

million unemployed.
Rep, Augustus Hawkins, D-Calif., chief

sponsor of the bill, said the measure does call

for reducing inflation but sets no numerical

goal because that could be enforced only

through wage-price controls, which neither

business nor labor wants.

Hawkins said Sarasin's proposal was
"obviously an attempt by the opposition to

make the bill unacceptable."

The committM atao raiected a GOP
propoMi to (M«t0 the entire MN and sub-

Mteule one timed only at youth unom-

ployment, and turned down another to in-

clude a separate goal of "100 per cent parity"

for farmers in five years.

"As we set economic goals we ought to

set one for agriculture, too," said Rep. Albert

Quie, R-Minn., who made the farm proposal.

Rep. Paul Simon, D-lll., said he assumed
Quie "has his tongue in his cheek." He said

the proposal would raise the price of cotton

from 50 cents to 75 cents per pound, and
denounced efforts "to make a Christmas

tree" out of the bill.

The measure sets up procedures for the

president and Congress to coordinate

policies toward the eventual goal of full

employrpent, while also curbing inflation and
increasing production.

'It puts stress on creating more jobs first

through the private economy. If the

president found after two years that con-

ventional methods were not working he

could provide "last resort" jobs to those still

out of work.

An earlier version of the bill, co-sponsored

by Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., who
died last month, would have given every

American a "right" to a job. The current

version, endorsed by President Carter, makes
"fulfillment" of that right a national goal.

Carter, acting on another jobs front

yesterday directed federal agencies to hire

"one needy youth" for every regular em-
ployee m part of the summer ennploymant
program for younger Americana.

WS^-»* i »*»»»»»» *.i*.0»Ji» i > rm^iMtmm
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News in Brief

Unemployment cash
needed in Mass.

BOSTON lAP] - Massachusens
residents entering their second week of
unemployment due to last week's storm
may be eligible for state or federal
unemployment benefits, according to
state officials.

Benefits begin with the second week
of unemployment, said John F.

Hodgman, director of the state Division
of Employment Security.
He added that state law requires the

first week of unemployment to be treated
as a waiting period for which benefits are

not paid. Also, the declaration of eight
counties as a federal disaster area did not
take effect until Monday.
The only exception, Hodgman said, are

people who have filed an unemployment
claim within the last 52 weeks who may
be eligible to receive benefits for last

week.
People who continue to be unem-

ployed will be paid under the state
program if their place of work was shut
down due to the storm. The federal
program covers workers who live or work
within the federal disaster area who are
not eligible for benefits under the state
program.

Chemical gas kills

seven plant workers
CHICAGO [AP] - A chemical pumped

into the wrong vats mixed with acid
already in the vats and created a cloud of

poisonous gas that swept through a

tannery yesterday killing seven persons
and sickening 28 others, officials said.

Firefighters said they found "an eerie

scene" at the plant, with workers keeled
over in their work areas.

Authorities said the accident occurred
at 8:10 a.m., while shifts were changing
at the block-long Horween Leather Co.
plant. A total of 176 persons were in the
building at the time.

The plant is two miles northwest of

downtown Chicago.
Of those taken to hospitals, rnost

suffered nausea and vomiting. Fourteen
persons were admitted, four In critical

condition.

Conrad Dziewulski, a Chicago En-

vironmental Control official, said a liquid

chemical containing sulfur was brought
. to the tannery in a tank truck and

"erroneously pumped" into storage
tanks containing acid.

He said the combination created
hydrogen sulfide, a flammable,
poisonous gas that smells like rotten

eggs.

Dziewulski said the chemicals mixed in

open-topped wooden storage tanks in

the plant's basement and the gas quickly

spread.

Firefighters entering the plant had to

wear gas masks. Authorities said there
apparently was a small explosion in the
basement but most or all of the deaths
and injuries came from inhaling the gas.

Willie Gates, a worker, said about ten

persons collapsed in his area.

"The foreman told us to get out of

there, then he passed out," said Gates.

Bella Abzug failed yesterday in her
attempt to succeed New York Mayor
Edward Koch to the House of

Representatives. Abzug surged to an
early lead of 2,400 votes, only to see
her margin evaporate at late returns

from the Silk Stocking district came
in. The former Congresswoman first

gained national attention for her
stand on liberal issues and her floppy
hats. (Staff photo)

HANDBALLS and HANDGLOVES
SQUASH RAQUETS
and SQUASH BALLS

A. J. HASTINGS
45 S. Pleasant St. AMHERST

MCAT
Classes forming now for the April 15 exam. First meeting will be Satur-

day, March 4th. Latest materials. No lectures. Fee $175. Call Test Prep

Services of Amherst 256-6462.

TEST PREP

Collegian <»

LECTURE NOTES
For some UAAass courses, you won't always have to rely

on your own abilities as a note-taker. The Student Senate
Lecture Note Program offers edited transcriptions, in note
form, of lecture sections listed below.

Astro 100 (1)

Astro 100 (3)

BA 210 (1, 2)

Bot 100 (1)

Chem 261

Chem 262A
Chem 262B
Coins 122

Econ 100A, B
Econ 103A

Econ 103C

Econ 104A, E
Econ 104C
Econ 104F
Ex Sci 204

FSN 101 (1, 2)

FSN 102

FSN 130

Mgt 301 (1, 2)

Micro 150

Narest 100

Physics 142 (1, 2)

Poll Sci 101 (1)

Psych 101 (1)

Psych lOOC
Psych 100D
Soc 102

Zoo 101 (1)

Zoo 102

Zoo 550

For more information come to room 401 of the Student
Union or call 545-2271.

SUNSET TOURS PRESENTS

DAYTONA BEACH
10 Days/9 Nites

$149
•Plus 20% Tax 6 S«rvic«

Price Bmsmd On Quad Oecupanev

SPRING WEEK
CONTACT MIKE 546-8715

$25.00 needed to hold reservation.
Deposit is non-refundable, non- transferable.

Due February 20

PRICE INCLUDES
Price Includes

•Round Trip via Air Conditioned Luxury
Motor Coach
•Free Beer enroute
•8 Days and 7 Nishts at the Luxurious
Holldmy Inn Directly on Beach
•Pool Party - Free Beer and Barbecue
•Pull Breakfast Plan Optional
•Baggage Handling at Hotel
•Services of Resident Tour Director
•Hotel Features Include Maid Service /

Color T.V. / Swimming Pool, Air Con-
ditioned Rooms with Private Bath and
Shower / All Rooms an Ocaan Vlaw I

Restaurant and Lounge with Nightly
Entertainment, Free Cover Happy Hour
Every Night All Drinks Half Price I Pius
Live Entertainment at Pool Side upon
Arrival and Departure.

ACT HOWIE
t^ BERMUDA
DAYTONA BEACH
FT. LAUDERDALE

For Spring Break !l

FROM: $275 (All Inclusive)

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

For More Information

Call: JAHE 549-2668 or 545-0527

^-j^arber
TRAVEL

UMASS SKI CLUB
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE

Wed., Thurs., Fri.

Feb. 15, 16, 17

9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

^Wli)^

FEBRUARY

17-18:

TEL- 586-1878

cSUScTlCUT^^l*
NCWEtT ROCK 0RDUP ^

WITH COLUie& 10.

Now appearing every Wed. & Thurs.

Direct from the Hilton.

Sandy Robinson
The fabulous, beautiful vocalist & pianist.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Find out what fraternity life is like —

all university men are welcome to attend.

c,0^
.v^^'•

Ui

>
<

FEARING ST.

I
Wotfies

I

WHEN: Mon., Feb. 13

Tues., Feb. 14

Wed., Feb. 15

WHERE: 118 Sunset Ave.

TIME: 7:30-9:30

For Info. & Rides

Call 545-2151

says

WEDNESDAY

MICHELOB NIGHT

12 oz.

Free Munehiet

C

1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403

Bottles

Next to the Pub

BOARD

OF GOVERNORS

Nominations are now being accepted.

The B.O.G. is responsible for setting policy

for the Campus Center and Student Union.

GET INVOLVED

Nomination close Feb. 24.

For nomination papers or more information

go to rm. 420 S.U.

or call

5-0341.

Carter's visit stirs

N.E. democrats
[UP/] — New England Democrats began

brushing up their party lines yesterday In

preparation for President Carter's two-day
blitz through Rhode Island, Maine and New
Hampshire, beginning Friday.

About the only bump on Carter's program
may come in Bangor, Maine, where he will

certainly face some irate questions con-
cerning a White House blueprint for settling

a controversial Indian land claim base.
The president's representatives last week

said the federal government should settle

Indian claims against small land owners by
ponying up $26 million for the Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy tribes.

That would leave the state of Maine and 14
large land owners to settle with the Indians
separately or be sued by the federal
government on behalf of the Indians. The
tribes claim 12.5 million acres of Maine were
taken from them in violation of the Indian
Nonintercourse acts of the 1790s.
The hop-scotch political trip designed to

support three Democratic U.S. senators up
for re-election is guaranteed to get off to a
good start when Air Force One touches
down at 1:50 p.m. Friday at T.F. Green Air-

port in Warwick, R.I.

Only last week, U.S. Air Force transport
planes flying on Carter's orders began
pumping federal troops and machines onto
Green's runways to battle the blizzard that
shut down the nation's smallest state. Much
of that snow will still be on the ground when
Carter gets a personal "thank you" from
Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy. Carter at this time
has no plans to tour the stricken area.

He will spend a half-hour touring the
Rhode Island Group Health Association
Facility in Providence's Moshassuck Square
area. It is one of the country's first health
maintenance organizations — a federally-

subsidized prepaid health care plan.

He follows that with two stops at the
Cranston Hilton, ten miles south of
Providence. One will be a 30-minute regional

news conference. The other is a reception for
supporters of Sen. Claiborrw Pell, D-R.l.,

who is seeking his fourth term.

Carter flies to Bangor Friday evening and
will attend a fundraiser for Sen. William D.
Hathaway during a "town meeting" similar

to the one he held last year in Clinton, Mass.
The president will spend the night in the

two-story home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Murray of Bangor. He is Penobscot County
Democratic chairman. The Murrays, married
3 years, have five children.

Early Saturday, Carter will fly to Man-
chester, N.H., and be driven to nearby
Nashua, N.H. for a forum with students at

Nashua High School. The school gym will be
crowded with representative groups of five

students and one faculty member from
nearly all of the 108 high schools in New
Hampshire.
A television network morning show plans

to broadcast from the site on Friday. A
spokesman says the plan is to gather 50 to

100 students for a "mass interview" prior to

the visit to "get a sense of what's on their

minds."

IVIalne will gain from
land claim settlement
BANGOR, Maine [AP] - All of Maine, not

just 4,000 of its Indians, stand to gain from
the newly proposed settlement to the Indian
land claims, two Passamaquoddy tribal

leaders insisted yesterday.

"That's why I can't understand why
people get all hostile when they discuss the
land case," said Bob Newall, a
Passamaquoddy council member and part of
the negotiating team that worked out the
latest land settlement with a White House
task force.

State officials and private citizens reacted
angrily to the proposal last week, and the
state may again spurn negotiations in favor
of a drawn-out court fight.

Newall and tribal Gov. Francis J. Nicholas
contended that Indians would not be the
only ones to benefit from the $25 million in

federal money the Indians are to receive in

exchange for dropping their claim on 9.2

million acres of private land.

The Passamaquoddy and Penobscot tribes
plan to develop job creating projects for their

own people, who now suffer from an
unemployment rate near 80 per cent,

Nicholas said. The cash and jobs will create
more jobs in the white communities
surrounding their reservations in Washington

and Penobscot counties, he said.

The two Indian leaders, who said they had
agreed not to discuss the case during
negotiations, told their side of the dispute
during an hour-long interview in the airport

coffee shop.

The tribes filed suit in 1972, laying claim to
60 per cent of Maine under terms of a 1790
federal law they was was violated in decades
of land grabs.

Nicholas, 49, is a tall, soft-spoken retired

Army sergeant who put in for 21 years and
spent eight years in Vietnam as a Green
Beret. A native of the Sebayik, or Pleasant
Point, reservation, Nicholas is married and
expects his third child to be born within the
month.

Nicholas and Newall, a swarthy woods-
worker, indicated the tribes want to
cooperate with other Maine citizens, and do
not plan to ban whites from hunting and
fishing on whatever land they obtain.

Under the latest plan, hammered out at ten
sessions in Washington — some in the White
House itself — the Indians agreed to swap
claims to 3.5 million acres of privately owned
land for 300,000 acres at $5-an-acre and an
option on 200,000 acres.

Woman first choice for

Carter's 'town meeting'
BANGOR, Maine lUPf] - A 26-year-old

unemployed Bangor woman was the first

person selected in a lottery to participate in

President Carter's largest town meeting.

Brenda Morrill's name was the first chosen
from an ancient rotating drum used originally

to draw names for the Civil War draft. She
and 2,499 other people were selected

yesterday to participate in the Penobscot
County town meeting with Carter Friday on
the second leg of a three-state New England

tour.

After the 2,500 winners were chosen,

another 150 alternates were drawn in case

some of those chosen could not participate

or did not live within the county.

The town meeting will be the largest

Carter has participated in since becoming
president, and an advance person said it may
be the largest he ever holds because of

problems encountered with trying to set up
the Bangor session.

Morrill said her selection was "wonderful.

This is going to be the chance to really talk to

President Carter and Sen. William D.

Hathaway D-Maine instead of by phone or

letter."

She said she had been unemployed for the

last five years and is "looking for any kind of

job. I should have had a job when I was 21.

But people discriminate against me because I

have petit mal epilepsy. It's controlled by

medication, but peoole won.'t hire rpe. Now

I'll have a chance to talk about it to them."
Morrill said she viewed unemployment as a

major problem "that has got to stop" and
said she would probably ask Carter a

question about it.

Said said she and her parents would
discuss questions and write something down
beforehand to make sure it was worded
properly.

"I want to ask about unemployment and
about this Indian land thing," Morrill said.

Initially there was some confusion about
whether Brenda or her mother had been
chosen. Mrs. Jean Morrill said she'd been
thinking about questions, too, and unem-
ployment was among the topics. But she

said she knew what question Carter would
be asked first.

"The Indians. That's the first question he's

going to be asked. He's going to be asked if

he thought it was fair to the white people.

How do you think he'll react? We'll sure find

out won't we?" she said.

A presidential task force last week
recommended an out-of-court settlement of

Penobscot and Passamaquoddy Indian

claims for 12.5 million acres in Maine, the

northern two-thirds of the state.

Under the plan, the federal government
would pass $25 million to extinguish claims

against small private landowners. The state's

14 largest landowners and the state would
thep have to settle claims against them.
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Activities planned for

UM Jewish women
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Several activities by groups aimed at

brining together Jewish women at

UMass are planned for this semester.

The Hillei Jewish Women's Resource
Center, located in Student Union 302,

offers a file of articles and bibliographies

concerning women in the Jewish
tradition.

A colloquium entitled "Women and
Judaism" is beina tauaht by UMass
student Karen Asher.

"Last semester we were considering

starting a support group for Jewish
women. That's how the colloquium came

aooui. Its a means of getting women
together to meet each other and talk,"
said Asher.

Participants will look at the lives of
Jewish women from historical, legal and
contemporary sociological perspectives.
The colloquium meets Thursdays at 7:00
p.m. in Herter Hall.

On Sunday, March 5 at 11:00 a.m. a
brunch will be held in the Commonwealth
Room of the Student Union. Guest
speakers Martha Ackelsburg, feminist
and assistant professor of Government at
Smith College, and Shifra Deren, co-
director of Chabad House, will present a
program entitled "Women In Jewish Life
— Two Views."

WE ARRIVED!!
COME VISIT OUR PERMANENT CENTER:

264 No Pleasant St , Amherst 01002

413-2S3-S108

Nuns win battle on infant dn'nic

[Her Say News Service] —
The Bristol-Myers Corporation has

reached an out-of-court sattlement with an
order of nuns which sued the corporation for

"irresponsibly" marketing infant formula in

South America.

The Sisters of the Precious Blood claimed
in the suit that the corporation was using
high-powered advertising to persuade
women to abandon breast-feeding and use
its product instead. The nuns claimed Bristol-

Myers knew poor women had neither the
money to afford the formula nor the facilities

to property sterilize it.

Filed in U.S. District Court in iy/7, the suit

charged the company with making false and
misleading statements to its stockholders
about the true nature of its marketing
methods abroad.

Before that suit could come to trial,

however, Bristol-Myers ageed, in an out-of-
court settlement, to mail all its stockholders a
report on the company's foreign marketing
practices. That statement will reportediv
include both the nuns' allegations and the
company's response to the charges.
A spokesperson for the Sisters of the

Precious Blood called the settlement a

"victory."

The Nestle's Company, meanwhile, in

response to a seven-month- long boycott of

its products in America, has announced it is

sending a company representative on a tour
of the U.S. to explain that corporation's
policies for marketing its baby formulas in

the Third World.

Nestle's has reportedly been selling its

baby milk formulas by sending out em-
ployees dressed as nurses, who persuade
Third World Mothers of newborn children to

use Nestle's formulas instead of breast milk

to feed their children. In some countries,

such as India, the cost of that formula

Indian woman

contests school
\Her Say News Service] —
"An American Indian woman who kept

her daughter out of school after the girl's

teacher made disparaging remarks about
Indians said she will instruct her daughter to

hide on the reservation rather than return to

the classroom.

The mother, Jeanne Baum, kept her

daughter home from school after a teacher at

Se(<^n Junior High School on Long Island

allegedly said Indians who lived on reser-

vations were lazy and prone to alcoholism.

The Appellate Division of New York's state

supreme court last month upheld a lower

court decision that Baum must retum her

daughter to public school or lose custody of

the child.

Baum, however, was not present to hear
the ruling. She and her daughter left New
York a year ago to visit Indian ressrvations in

the western states.

Her 15-year-old daughter, Baum said, has
continued her education, with a Blackfoot
tribal medicine man instead of a public junior

high school. The native American mother has
vowed she will send her daughter "even
deeper into the woods" rather than return

her to public school.

Baum's lawyer, William Kunstier, said he
will appeal the New York court ruling.

amounts to more than half the weekly in-

come of an entire family.

In a related matter, a plant partly operated
by Nestle's in Medeliin, Colombia, and a
Nestle's plant at Tongala, in Australia, were
reportedly recently found by health
authorities in those countries to be marketing
milk which was contaminated with bacteria
before it even left the plant.

rherr IS a difference!!!

^ PREPARE FOR:

GMAT • GRE • OCAT
VAT • SAT

Our broad range ot programs provides an umbrelli ol test-
ing know-how that enables us to otter the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes VolufDinous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings & week-
ends all year Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make-ups
for missed lessons at our centers

AMHERST MCAT CLASS
STARTS FEB. 18

CALL OUR NEW PERMANENT CENTER
2S3-S108OR2S3 2260

For information please call ft

come visit our Permanent Ct. at:

264 No. Pleasant St.

Amharst 413-253-6108 I
Outside NY S1a;e Onlv

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840
Centers m Major U S Cities

MPtfN
EOUCATlOMAL CENTER

In Boston Area
Call617-2«1-5150
t€S' PREPARATION

SP£Ci*liS'S SiNCC I91b

Don't get

Lost
In the

Computer
Career

Maze...

START
AT •]i

JVIME
If you think finding your way around the computer career maze has to be contusing, think

smart.

If you think all computer companies offer the same challenges and opportunities, think

twice.

And if you know there's a difference between a computerjob and a computer career, think

Prime.

Prime Computer is the fastest growing high-technology computer manufacturer in the

world. We need bright, career-minded engineers who are ready to meet the challenges of

today's technology and make original contributions for tomorrow's computers.

Prime Computer will be here soon and if you'd like to talk to us about a computer career,

we'd like to talk with you. In fact, if you find our interview sheets at the Placement Office are

full, sign up anyway. We'll make the time to meet with you. And you'll talk with members of

our engineering department who'll tell you about a computer career at Prime.

While you're signing up, take one of our brochures. It includes our answers to some
questions we think you should ask any college recruiter. And when you read the brochure

you'll see what three graduates of the class of '77 have to say about why they came to Prime.

Prime Computer. Think about us.

Interviewing March 1,1978

n<iMR
PRIME Computer, Inc. 145 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, Mass. 01701 (617) 879-2960

Rnast
orFr.sh
Pork

Todays biqgest Variety and ^^
Value . . . PORK! It's nutritious picmci

tiigttinprotein.,.es^y toprepare! ^il^^

Pork Blade Steak Fraah M?^
Fresh Pork Kabobs Mf*
Fresh Pork CuHete buh^I?*

Fresh Boneless
Chicken Breast

$^69

Smoked
Shoulder

Center Cut
Pork Chops

$J49

Assorted
Pork Chops

Boneless
Pork Roast

M39
Country Style

Pork Ribs

M29

4 lbs. or more

Lesser Amounts <h 1.79 1 lb.

Sirloin Steak 'f.^^

T-Bone Steak

Rib Eye Steak

TalllMs
BMfLoin

Bonstoss $97.

^>:^ Lenten Seafood Values!

Shrimp M«iium 'z ^4
FkDunder Fillet f ceo » 1 59

L^ge Stuffed Clams .b 1.79

Blade Portion

Pork Roast

M19
t>o> 0.99 1 lb.

Shank Portion

Fresh Ham

99:

or ShanK
HallWhole

Fresh Ham

M091 lb.

Butt Portion

Fresh Ham

$^09
Butt HalfV
,t1.19 I lb.

Iteiian

larco^^l^g^0Marco
or Primo
Hot or

Swa«t1 lb.

Slar-KistTunal

r^

Solid

White
in Water
70Z.
can68 5

witti thts coupon and S7 bO purchase or more L*mil one
coupon per family VaMFeb 1 ? Thru Feb 16 1978 H 557 PN

M^-JfUJii^^

Campbells
SoupChicken

Noodle

lO^/ioz.

cans99

Freshness is our busiiiess!

Florida Honey
Tangerines

1098*
S.w)l»ss
WhH.
Indian

27 count

li^79*

OCjUaSn Yellow Summer . .

Eggplant Purple. . .3**

Cortland Apples cr,»p^A«

Idaho Potatoes B.KK,o .

.

Pascal Celery

Yeltow Onions i^ 49«

Tomatoes Red R,pe 3** 1.00

Red Radishes cX29*
Zucchini Squash it, 39*

\ m̂4i%imT t̂aAiS>

OrangeJuice

46 0Z. Jcans ^

Richmond
Frozen i

<j
' -'^ "^ witti This coupon and $ ^ 50 purcf^ase or mofe Lrmdone

- ^* coupon pe< family Valtd Feb i? thru Feb 16, 1978 H 549 FM

J

fffiSi .KHigygyiSg

]Scot Towels \

J

119 ct
roll39

Hi-C Fran Drinks
Qrap«,Orsno« ^^ ^%Cl^
FruHPunch g^SoW^

Veryfine Apple Sauce Mcm^- . 3 '^' 1.00

FkiMl
looser*

hait

gal

Star-KlstTuna"°*"""*Chunk Light «»S-69'

Keg-O-Ketchup

Amer. Cheese Food ',2= '.iS'99*

Cottage Cheese N't^. . iSS,'99*

Breyers Yogurt a. f«ur- . 3c"o^{;99*

Hoods Bellacotta X99*

. ',S°o'59«
1OS07 QQ<
ptig 99

3^°,li89«

32 oz
bot

Sunshine Hi Ho Crackers .... '5S'
69*

Gold Medal Flour VSi69*

Macaroni & Cheese

I Pric«s •««c«v« Sunday Fsbniwy 1 2 tfwu Saturdmr F«bniBfy 1 8, 1 978

Lenten Dairy Values! Frozen Food Values!

Orange Juice Fried Chicicen

Round Ravioli f««. .

.

Pancake MiXA^.j.mn<.

Pound Cake s«.L...

.

Rich's Poly Rich .

.

IMIirgarine ice Cream

;^39^ 2^ sr99^
Imported Porcelain-Clad Debonaire

^^ --_»Coolc & Serve Ware
^iSft^^!^^ This weeks 3 qt DutchS^/)'^

FeBtur^i Oven l^#

«

W* r«8«rva the right to llmtt quantities.

I ,
-^ with this coupon and $7 50 purchase or more Limn one

I
^ coupor> per fwnily V^id Feb 1 2 thru Feb 18 1978 M 550 FNj

Quarters

/%
, X Mr. Deli Delight this week!

"^^ Baked Ham
$429Virginia Style

Imported h
Swiss Cheese » 2.19 I v» lb

Cooked Roast Beef ^ 2.19

Domestic Cooked Ham <^<^ 1.19

Chicken Roll WeBvefsM white Me»l. . . . pound l.09

Polish Kielt>asaHiii,h.r,Farm, * 1.49
Available onlf In Stores wHIt 5erv«ca OeH.

Fresh from tyaker street at Finest!

Loaf-O-White
For Your Favortto

Ssfxfwich 3 11
B9^

•k

English Muffins 3T. 1.00
Not responsible for typographical errors

f « *w*^«^ 4> <
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the gangrene
amputate
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bobmella

The UMass student senate is the most
corrupt institution I have been affiliated with.

It has all the qualities requisite for utter

corruption. It is dishonest, as it proclaims it

advances student interests but doesn't; it is

debased in character, assuming, of course, it

has one; and it is infected by petty, personal

politics perpetrated by spotlight hounds. It is

not even good entertainment. In short, the

senate has no redeeming social value and is,

according to Supreme Court guideline,

obscene.

Note, though, that it is the institution that

is corrupt, not so much its members, at least

in the beginning. Taken as a group I suspect

my colleagues and I possess no more and no
less integrity than any other group. But the

senate is like J.R.R. Tolkien's Ring; it is so

evil that ultimately it corrupts everyone.

Senators are more appropriately called

Ringwraiths.

If power corrupts, absolute power corrupts

absolutely because there are no restraints on

it. For the same reason, the appearance of

power without the substance also corrupts

absolutely. There are no restraints on the

senate because everyone knows it's a joke

and consequently no one pays us any at-

tention or holds us accountable. So within

our Mickey-Mouse world we mices feel free

to forget our respor^sibilities and hate each

other to pieces.

The problem with what many laughingly

refer to as "student government" is

structural. By that I mean the structure of the
governance system stands in an inap-

propriate relation to student needs because it

is based on a misconception of the nature of

student interests, student power, and, not
surprisingly, students themselves.

The role of a university has traditionally

been that of a substitute parent. The
corresponding view of students is that we
are children, not to be trusted with power
and responsibility. Schools were therefore

organized so that students could not acquire

power. While many changes have been
nwde in the past 15 years, the student senate
remains as a morbid monument to the

concept of students as children. The senate
is designed to make senators act like

children, and most, eagerly or reluctantly,

consciously or unconsciously, do so, for it is

the only mode of behavior which the in-

stitution will sanction.

Reasoned debate is unknown on the

senate floor. Factionalism is rampant;

egotism rife. Cliques and committee's work

at cross-purposes. Information is withheld or

distorted iO serve personal, and hence petty

ends. Well-intentioned involvement invites

ensnarement by the system. In short, the

senate is worse than useless. It is useless

because it cannot function in an adult

manner, worse than useless because it

weekly supports the notion that students are

irresponsible and immature and thus

promotes a defeatist, apathetic attitude

amongst students. The senate is part of the

problem; so much so that it is beyond

redemption and must be destroyed.

A harsh charge, and staunch senate

stalwarts will be reminded that to claim it is

;

not to substantiate it. But there exist

compelling reasons why the senate is and

must be a mechanism utterly unsuitable for

advancing student interests.

To improve our position at UMass we
must have power. Seen in this light, our
biggest problem is that we are transient. We
have only four years here, and the school is

so large and complex that before any in-

dividual can learn enough about it to oppose
it effectively, s-he is gone. Even worse, our
strength is in numbers. To use those
numbers properly we must hang together,

we must have a strong sense of community.
But as we are here for only a short while and
as we look at UMass primarily in instrumental

terms, a sense of community is ex-

traordinarily difficult to develop.

To function effectively the, we first need
knowledge. But knowledge is a social

product and to be useful it must be shared,

not restricted to a handful of senators. For a

student advocacy organization to be useful,

knowledge must grow out of the dorms and
classrooms, and not be imposed from the

senate down. And to create a vibrant

community, individuals as individuals must
cease to play an important role in student

government. The reason for this becomes
apparent if we think of the student com-
munity as an organism. If the individual parts

of the organism depart at a rate of 25 per

cent per year, the departure would be

traumatic and the organism would die, if

those individual parts were irreplaceable.

Only by intergratir>g its parts can an

organism survive. Senators can learn a lot

from studying the amoet>a.

If student government is to be effective,

power and knowledge must be lodged in

many groups. Also, incoming freshpersons

must become a part of the political com-
munity as soon as possible so that they can'

replace graduated seniors. Hiding the locus

of politics deep in the bowels of the Campus
Center does not encourage such par-

ticipation.

The only way to exercise the gangrene
that is the senate from the student body is

through amputation. The senate has cut
itself off from the student body. The student
body must therefore cut the senate off from
itself.

Bob Melia is a Collegian Columnist.
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UMass accused
of discrimination

To the Editor
The department of Health Education

and Welfare found that UMass is

discriminating against minority em-
ployees. Among the most flagrant

violations are those referring to

recruitment, hiring, training, promotion,
and tenure.

As a membtr of a community
discriminated against, I would like to

make some further commentaries on this

issue.

The Latin community, especially the

students, have been following quite

closely some cases that we consider to

be examples of discrimination against our
people. One of these is the case of Dr.

Jesse Ortiz, from the Department of
Public Health. Dr. Ortiz is up for tenure.

He has not received approval or disap-

proval until this moment.

With Dr. Jesse Ortiz there were two
more persons applying for tenure. They
were granted tenure with no problem. It

is my understanding [and that of our

students] tttat Dr. Ortiz' record speaks for

itself. In terms of publications only. Dr.

Jesse Ortiz doubles those of the closer

candidate while being at UMass, and
over seven times those of the third in-

dividual.

Dr. Jesse Ortiz has not been a con-

troversial person. As a matter of fact, I

think he is paying the homage he has

shown to the system in the past. But, his

academic and professional abilities have

made him a qualified scholar long ago.

For us, it is also a matter of principle: we
let Public Health get away with it and
soon other departments will follow.

Moreover, there were more Latin

professors several years ago than we
have now. UMass is turning us back-

wards, while admitting more Latin

students. We feel that we do not want to

see UMass creating another phony
position in the administration to give it to

Dr. Ortiz.

I, personally, would like to know many
Puerto Rican, Latin, Black or Asian
women are working with physical plant.

Or how many Puerto Ricans are full-time

employees at UMass.

As for Dr. Jesse Ortiz's case, the Public

Health Department should know that our

students are getting tired of the situation.

Even when Dr. Ortiz has not raised the

problem officially in front of the com-
munity, we are more than ready to take

Public Health and UMass to ccurt on the

basis of racial discrimination. For us, it is

just a matter of waiting for the right time

to act. Public Health has the wordi

Miguel Rivera

Crossword fans

dismayed

To the Editor:

We, the undersigned, are surprised and
dismayed at the exclusion of the daily

crossword puzzle in the Collegian. It is, in

our opinion, one of the few redeeming
features found in the paper. We hope and
trust that this exclusion was a mere
oversight on your part, and not a
deliberate editorial policy. In hopes that

this grave error will be corrected, we
are —

Jim Hill, Melissa Kantor, Mary
Dolan, Noelle White, Steve Cieslult,

Lisa Cote, Michael Critch. Mark
Miller, Pat Hart, Paula Haven and
countless othersi

Rolling review

plan disputed

To the Editor:

A few weeks ago after class, I came
upon a large group of middle-aged
UMass faculty members parading the

sidewalks of campus in what I considered

a tacky display of leadership. What would
happen if every student in the university

took to demonstrating every time they

thought they were being slighted by a

teacher? Answer: TOTAL CHAOS. This

time I side with the faculty at the risk of

losing friends.

If the teachers do not get a cost of

living increase or better medical
coverage, I would not care, nor do I think

anyone would be concerned with the

possible exception of the teachers. But,

the administration proposes eliminating

tenure in favor of a five year rolling

revi'^w plan. It is for this reason that I am
furi 3us///

The reason for tenure is to insure

academic freedom. The rolling tenure

plan would insure that the faculty

members would be puppets of the ad-
ministration's whims. Let us assume a
professor began at UMass at age 30 and
weathered 4-five year reviews, then got
terminated on the fifth review. That
would make him 56 years old [probably
gray], and "unemployable." This equals
do as the administration says or sing the

"food stamp blues" at the end of five

years. There is rro job security.

I still say I have a stake in this mess.
I will suffer in the Job market when the

reputation of UMass is at an all time low.
UMass will be the laughing stock among
universities.

My children will suffer if they attend
UMass because this plan with its non-
existent Job security will only attract the

dregs of the academic community. Thus,
it will down grade higher education in

Massachusetts.

Please will someone in the ad-
ministration dispute what I have said. Do
not let this low opinion of your plan
continue because next time there is a
faculty demonstration, they wHI not be
alone. The UMass student has an im-
portant stake in this struggle.

William Stuart Price

il

Letters
Policy

The Massachusetts Daily Colleaian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
'hey must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
dt sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

ludgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

J

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
<prpceding that date.
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By DAMON THOMAS

Proponents of the Seabrook nuclear

power plant have recently labelled the acts of

the Clamshell Alliance "Irresponsible",
claiming that the organization's efforts to

stop construction are misguided because a

recent poll showed public opinion running 60
per cent in favor of the plant with only 20 per

cent opposed.
This whole episode brings to mind an

interesting point. Following the defeat of

Proposition 15 the nuclear safeguards

initiative on the California ballot in June of

1976, anti-nuclear pioneers John Gofnnan

and Egan O'Connor urged initiative

proponents to deal directly with what a

reactor ban would mean in terms of jobs and
energy. They emphasized the need for facts

and data to combat industry's (and the U.S.

governments') predictions of economic
chaos in a non-nuclear future. They were
correct as far as they went, but "facts and
data" from strangers, especially strangers

portrayed as "the enemy", "terrorists", or

"irresponsible" malcontents, don't go very

far. Necessary were trusting, wroking

relationships with people from nnany spheres

and diverse economic and social levels.

Organized and unorganized working
people, minorities, the elderly, the poor

urban communities — these people (along

with the increasingly beleagured middle

class, which is learning) know firsthand

American industry's record on health and
safety. They know industry's low regard for

the worth of an individual. Yet the majority is

supporting industry's pitch for nuclear

power.

Richard Grossman, coordinator of En-

vironmentalists for Full Employment, a

Washington, D.C. — based coalition of

several hundred environmental and com-

munity organizations, suggests that this

majority is driven primarily by distrust of

those who are opposing nuclear power. They
consider the anti-nuclear movement to be a

threat to their jobs and families and are

convinced that anti-nuclear zealots would
take the future into their own arrogant, elitist

and moralistic hands. Moreover, Grossman
suggests that if nuclear opponents want
more than moral victories, they need to build

locally-based coalitions directed toward
development of safe, affordable energy and
the creation of an ecologically-attuned full-

employment economy.
To expound more fully upon Grossman's

remarks, it might be said that concerned
citizens, splinters of the labor movement, a

minority of scientists, those isolated as

"environmentalists" — no one of these

groups can by itself provide the jobs and
resources needed by this nation. The money,
talent and means for safe energy and full

employment will become available only after

the nuclear venture is over. Similarly, the

concept that citizens can provide for more
and more of their own needs — including

energy needs — by themselves, in their own
communities, will not achieve popular ac-

ceptance until government directed highly

centralized fission and fusion nonsense is

over.

By sharing accurate information on the

high costs and disastrous consequences of a

nuclear economy, with diverse groups ap-

proached as equals; by helping to encourage
a groundswell for safer, cheaper energy
sources which are locally controlled and
efficient and provide more jobs; by assuring

that no one group or class of people will bear

the burden of discarding the nuclear

technology; and by assisting diverse people

with their economic, health and safety

battles, nuclear opponents can finish off the

nuclear experiment and help provide
alternatives this country can afford.

Many people have become politically

active and environmentally aware through

involvement in anti-nuclear struggles. Many
of these people believe that nuclear energy is

somehow a terrible aberration. These people
need to look more closely at the history of

government and science in service to in-

dustry. They need to look at who the nuclear

industry is; the oil and chemical companies,
large manufacturers of electrical generating

equipment and appliances, the utilities, along

with interiocked politicians, science and
engineering establishments, universities,

federal and state agencies, banks and in-

vestment houses. Nuclear opponents need
to know that these conglomerations are

responsible for a terrible record of health and
safety created by their use of asbestos, coal

gas, mercury, pesticides, food additives,

PVC's, PBB's, PCB's, Kepone, and on and
on. They are the ones who have been
fighting workplace and natural environment
protection, who have suppressed toxicity

and disease data, and who have used en-

vironmental blackmail tactics to avoid

cleaning up. They are the ones responsible

for the nearly half- million workers disabled

yearly by occupational disease.

The anti-nuke movement has been built by
hard-working volunteers. Admittedly, there

is only so much that volunteers can do.

Involvement in health, safety, employment
and alternative energy issued may be at-

tacked as diluting the resources of the

movement. But, as Richard Grossman notes,

without effort in these realms, "anti-nuclear

people will be forced to continue battling

fellow citizens who may be just as terrified of

nukes, but who have been convinced they

have no other choice if they are to preserve

their jobs and families."

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Com-
mentator.

Massachusetts going to pot?
By GEORGE SOMMERS

Marijuana smokers in Massachusetts
should have even greater incentive to

register to vote in the elections of 1978 than
they did in the 1976 contest between old

hard-line-on-drugs Gerald Ford and
marijuana decrim advocate Jimmy Carter.

For although the president is able to push for

decriminalization on a federal level, this still

leaves several outdated anti-marijuana laws

in the state books. Several states have
decriminalized use of the weed, and Alaska

has completely legalized it. Massachusetts,

which should be a leader in this trend of

progressive thought, is not among the states

that have decriminalized.

National Organization for the Reform of

Marijuana Laws (NORML) is striving to

change the Bay State law through a

proposed referendum question on the 1978

ballot. The question is simply whether or not

we as Massachusetts voters favor

decriminalization. The forces opposed '^

marijuana are well-organized and well

financed and will turn out in droves to assure

themselves that another "dangerous drug"
that will "corrupt the youth" will not be
unleashed on society. Unfortunately, they

are t)asing their reactions on their own
perceptions of nnarijuana. Having had no
direct experience — with it, they fear it.

Those who have either smoked or studied

the drug know differently. Scientists have

yet to come up with positive evidence of any
physical harm caused by marijuana, other

than that it is carcinogenic. One would have
to smoke approximately forty joints a day to

expose themselves to the same danger a

two-pack a day cigarette smoker submits

himself to. The Nixon-appointed (III)

Commission on Drug Abuse recommended
decriminalization. Nixon subsequently stifled

and ignored the report.

Users of the drug invariably maintain that

its effects are less of an impairment to mental

processes than those of alcohol. Never-

theless, opponents of decriminalization

question legitinutizing another intoxicant.

The fact is that over sixteen million

Americans live under a stigma not of their

own choice. Keeping marijuana illegal results

only in creating a subculture of would-be

criminals whose only offense is in a freely

chosen, relatively harmless habit they share.

A recent private poll taken of the United

States Congress revealed that over half of

the senators and representatives smoke
marijuana. Yet the politicians are dragging

their feet on the issue because they fear

reprisals from voters for being "soft on
drugs". Thus, it is up to the smokers

themselves to push through
decriminalization in the '78 balloting.

It looks as if time is ripe for

decriminalization in Massachusetts. The
Gallup and Harris Polls indicate over half of

the public favors decriminalization. Smokers
themselves, sick of paying exorbitant prices

for their habit, certainly have the motivation

to vote on the issue. As usual, the outcome
depends on which side is the least apathetic.

m 0m>^ i*ir tf/flo^amr
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Discussion
reverend's
GREENFIELD {AP\ - After hearing the

prosecutor call it a case of child abuse, a

superior court jury began deliberations last

night on sexual misconduct charges against

the Rev. Roy Leo, a clergy member known
for his political activism.

The six women and six men, residents of

rural Franklin County in western Massa-
chusetts, began studying the evidence after

one hour of instruction from Judge
Raymond R. Cross.

Leo, 55, is charged with statutory rape,

assault and battery and unnatural ar^d

lascivious acts with a 14-year-old girl.

Testifying in his own defense, Leo denied all

allegations.

In closing arguments yesterday, Assistant

District Attorney John Finn said, "This is not

just a case of sexual abuse. This is principally

as a case of child abuse, sexual child abuse.

"It's also a case of intimidation, a case of

bribery, of threats," Finn said, referring to

testirTH>rv^h^t Leo had attempted to in-

timidate potential witnesses against him.

Defense attorney Sebastian Ruggeri, in his

closing arguments, said Leo — a

Congregational minister — was the victim of

a conspiracy to destroy his place in the

community.
A teen-age giri, now 16, testified that in

1975 her parents — members of Greenfield's

Robbins Memorial Church — sent her to its

pastor, Leo, for counseling.

She told the jury Leo repeatedly made
sexual advances toward her, and that they

first had intercourse during a youth group

"sleepover ' at the church parsonage.

"Some of the children at the church also

are victims in this case," Finn told the jury.

"They believed in Roy Leo."

Attacking defense witnesses wlio placed

Population
expansion
rate drops
WASHINGTON [UPf] - The worid

population growth rate has turned down-

ward and Earth may have a half-bidion fewer

people than predicted by the year 2000, a

Harvard population specialist reported

yesterday.

"It's very encouraging news although it

hasn't been fully analyzed and explained,"

said Nick Eberstadt, chairman of an

American Association for the Advancement

of Science symposium on worid fertility.

Eberstadt, with Harvard's Center for

Population Studies, predicted on the basis of

the current growth rate the worid'

s

population by 2000 A.D. will range from 5.5

billion to 5.8 billion. The United Nations last

year projected a total of 6.25 billion.

He said the rate of population growth was
1.9 per cent per year in 1970 and was down
to 1.7 per cent last year.

The decline, he said, "has happened much
more rapidly than any demographers had

anticipated."

"The significance of this is obvious —
poor nations are going to find it easier

presumably to alleviate poverty within their

own borders," Eberstadt said in an interview.

"It also is very encouraging because it is a

sign that development is reaching the

poorest of the poor - that 40 per cent group

that contributes 60 per cent of the world's

birth."

He credited the population growth rate

decline to "a sizeable and generally unex-

pected decline in fertility in the poor

countries."

The birth rates of the less developed

countries averaged about 42 per 1 ,000 people

in 1970. By 1977, he said the birth rates had

dropped to 36.

He said a few years ago some specialists

had predicted increasing death rates from

famine might cause a decline in population

growth. But Eberstadt said there doesn't

seem to be much supporting evidence.

"As a matter of fact, life expectancy in

poor nations is higher than rt has over been

before and is increasing at the rate of one per

cent a year, at least it has over the '70' s."

Eberstadt said he and his associates came

up with their figures on the basis of United

Nations statistics adjusted according to

recent census results from such countries as

Mexico, where he said the birth rate has

dropped much more rapidly han expected.

Dr. Robert Repetto of the Harvard School

of Public Health said income c'istribution has

a significant effect on birth rates. He said

nations where birth rates had dropped

dramatically over the past two decades -

such as China, Taiwan, South Korea, Sri

Lanka and Malaysia - saw overall incomes

become r«ore equal among their people.

In countries where very ur>equal incorne

distributions have continued, such as in

Brazil and the Philippines, little drop in the

birth rate has been recorded.

begins on
sex charge
Leo elsewhere on days he allegedly had sex

with the teenager, Finn said, "This also is a

case of fairly rank perjury."

Leo, an outspoken former Greenfield

School Committee member, has been pastor

of Robbins Memorial Church for 1 1 years. He
was involved in a 1976 controversy over

allegations that, as chaplain of the county

jail, he entertained inmates at his home when
they were supposed to be behind bars.

Leo, his wife and daughter sat next to

reporters in the nearly-empty courtroorn,

showing little emotion. The minister's

teenage accuser and her family sat across

the aisle.

Pregnant?

Don't smol<e
BOSTON [UP/] - Massachusetts Public

Health Commissioner Dr. Jonathan Fielding,

asked doctors to strongly recommend that all

pregnant patients quit smoking to avoid risks

to unborn children.

In an article in the current New England

Journal of Medicine, Fielding cited federal

studies which have shown cigarette smoking
results in smaller babies and higher birth

mortality and miscarriage rates.

"In the initial prenatal visit, physicians and
nurses should include cigarette smoke in the

usual list of drugs that are known to ad-

versely affect the pregnancy and are to be
avoided," Fielding said.

"Mention may be made that during

pregnancy, the use of all pharmacologic

agents is to be kept to a minimum, cigarette

smoke which contains over 1,000 'drugs' is

of special concern."

Fielding said doctors should consider

testing patient carbon monoxide levels

t>ecause "some evidence suggests that

pregnant women may be particularly

susceptible to education techniques
designed to stop smoking.

"The patient should be shown abnormal
laboratory results and told that the high level,

which poses a risk to the fetus, can be
lowered to the normal range only by
cessation of smoking," Fielding said.

Physicians should post a list of reputable

local stop-smoking clinics and provide this

information... with the suggestion that these
peer groups may help the patients stop

smoking," he said.

A U.S. Surgeon General's report on
smoking estimated 4,600 annual inifant and
fetus deaths could be directly attributed to

smoking.

Fielding also asked the Federal Trade
Commission to toughen the health warning
on cigarette packages. He recommended the

following message.
"Cigarette smoking is hazardous to your

health and can cause fatal cancer, heart

disease and lung disease. Smoking during

pregnancy increases the risk of com-
plications, and the risk of death of the un-

born baby or newborn infant."

n
CURA CAO

GUADELOUPE

From

From

1299.

$299.

"SANTO DOMINGO From $269.

JAMAICA

tOSTA RICA

*EL SALVADOR

NASSAU

From $249.

From *299.

From Vtao.

From *329.

All Trips Include

• Roundtrip air transportation
• Roundtrip transportation between airport

and hotel
Seven nights hotel accommodations

• Baggage handling
• All taxes and gratuities

• And much more

*FULL BUFFET BREAKFAST DAILY

Campus TraYel Center
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EARN OVER^650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. ( But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus on February 22, 24,

or contact your Navy representative at 5 1 8472-4424/4462 (collect)

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B468, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college : it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVYOFFKIR.
rrS NOTJUSTAJOB, IT'SAN ADVENTURE.

UNASS

mmm federal

CREDIT UNION

WORK STUDY POSITION

AVAILABLE

SerreUry/Rcceptioiist

$2.(5/kr.

10 hours per week
Must be able to type well

and be available when needed.
Contact BETSY LEHR

545-2800

Deadline: Feb. 24

An Equal Opportunhy
Employer

Boston Mayor Kevin H. White thanks 200 members of the
Yankee Division of the Army National Guard IVIilitary Police

for their work helping Boston police during the recent storm
emergency. lUPI)

Coming of age in Tequila means learning
two very important things. .

.

how to nold up your jeans with a
Cuervo belt buekle...

and how to mix your Margarita by the

Cuervo pitcherful.

Since you're already into the taste of Cuervo Gold^ you'll like getting into these
Cuervo artifacts:

The Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle in pewter tone metal. One size fits any belt; $2.50.

The Jose Cuervo Margarita Pitcher. A roomy pottery pitcher (guaranteed lead
free) that holds manly-size portions; $4.99.

Tb have either, fill out the coupon below and send it off to ourAmerican hacienda.

MAIL TO: Cuervo Buckle/Pitcher Offer

P.O. Box 11152

Newington, Conn.D6111

Please send me the following:

Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle

® $2.5() each

Jose Cuervo Margarita Pitcher

$4.99 each

Quantity Amount

IbUlS.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
CUERVO ESPECIAL* TEQUILA 80 PROOF IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1978 HEUBLEIN. INC . HARTFORD. CONN

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
bucnvu torci-iMLw iluuilw ckj rrsv-njr iwrun i tu" wmu Dv i iLCU Di » l^/o ntUOLtirt. INI, , MMKiruKU. tUPIN. m

Name

—

Address-

City .SUte_ .Zip.

Offer frncMl m the t'onlinonlal I'nili'<l Stales, except States where
prohibjte<t or licensed. Allow H weeks for delivery. Supply limited: offer
expires April .•}(). 1978. Connecticut residents add 7% sales tax.

Conn, sings
state song

HARTFORD, Conn. [AP] - "Yankee
Doodle" failed yesterday where the praying
mantis and the garnet have succeeded. A
move to have Connecticut embrace the song
as its own was defeated.

The Government Administration and
Policy Committee voted 9-7 against a
resolution to designate "Yankee Doodle" as
the state song. House Majority Leader
William O'Neill, the East Hampton Democrat
who also is state party chairman led the
movement for the song.

"Right now we'll have to do with 'Boola,

Boola," the Yale fight song recognized in-

formally as the state tune, said Rep. Clyde
Sayre, a Watertown Republican who read a

brief ode against the song:
"Chairman Bill has made it known,
to all the party faithful.

The whale, the rock and grasshopper,
are landmark legislation.

While the state goes down the drain,

due to fiscal fakery.

Bill is fiddling with a tune,

to give the public cakery.

The sperm whale is the state animal. The
Legislature last session named the praying
mantis the state insect and the garnet the
state mineral. With those precedents, what
does Sayre have against "Yankee Doodle?"

"It was all in jest," Sayre explained af-

terward. "It was only to point out the ab-
surdity of a state song."

"I don't think that's what you'd call

essential legislation in a fiscal session. The
next legislative session seems to be a more
appropriate time.

"It was no political scam against Bill

O'Neill," Sayre said. "We had a<good time
with it. I thought we'd get a hell of a chuckle
out of it and we did."

Sayre added that "Yankee Doodle"
diehards may seek to revive the resolution

this session: "This may not be a dead issue."

Tanker may
stay stuck
BOSTON [UPf] - Workers may not be

able to dislodge the Greek oil tanker that ran

aground in Salem Harbor Feb. 6 for several

months, a Coast Guard spokesman said

yesterday.

Attempts to refloat the 82-foot tanker

Global Hope earlier this week were un-

successfur, spokesman John Bablitc said,

adding that owners of the tanker and the

Coast Guard determined yesterday that the

vessel must now be stabilized and residual

639,000 gallons of oil removed from its fuel

tanks.

Once that is accomplished, the Trent

Shipping Co. of New York City, owner of the

Hope, will determine how to remove the

vessel from the harbor, Baltic said.

The Coast Guard, which monitored
Monday's efforts to refloat the tanker, will be
actively involved in work to remove the oil

and to prevent an oil spill, he said.

An earlier effort to remove oil from the

ship resulted in a spill of about 40,000

gallons, and an undetermined amount of the

spilled oil washed onto the beach in nearby
Marblehead. Most of the oil has been
recovered, BabUtc said.
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Ignoring posted signs, these two skaters were seen skating on the reflecting

pool of the Fine Arts Center over the weekend. (Staff photo by Christopher

Schmitt)

American households

win violence award
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Only a battlefield

or a riot are more violent than the American

home, according to a national survey of

household violence presented to a House
subcommittee yesterday.

Child abuse, wife and husband beating,

sexual assault and sibling violence — all

within the "haven of love and mutual

support" of the family — were described by

three witnesses at the opening of three days

of hearings on family violence.

"Violence occurs between family mem-
bers more often than it occurs in any other

setting except with armies in war and police

during riots," testified Murray Straus of the

University of New Hampshire, who directed

what he said was the only national study of

violence in American families.

He said the study found:
— "An astounding range and severity of

violence toward children by their parents"

that includes 1.2 million children aged 3-17

whose parents at some time in their lives had
attacked them with a lethal weapon.
— More than 1 .8 million wives are beaten

annually by their husbands, typically at least

twice.
— 2.3 million children had used a knife or

gun on a brother or sister.

Douglas Besharov, director of the
government's National Center for Child
Abuse and Neglect, disclosed new research
showing a relationship between spouse-
beating and child abuse.
He said a San Diego treatment project

sponsored by the center concluded in nnany
cases of family violence the victim is what-
ever family member happens to be available.

Saleem Shah, chief of a National Institute

of Mental Health crime and delinquency unit,

said as many as 2,000 of the 20,000
homicides annually in the United States
involve husbands and wives.
"We normally consider the family a haven

of love and mutual support ... against the
rigors of the outside world," said Rep. James
Scheuer, D-N.Y., chairperson of the sub-
committee on domestic and international

scientific planning, analysis and cooperation.

"Out there they are gunning for us. At
least in the family it's all for one and one for

all," said Scheuer, questioning Shah on why
there is so much violence in the presumably
safe setting of the family.

Shah replied that research has "shattered
a myth" that the family is a bastion of safety

against the outside world.
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Computation;
5 nines: X rate:

I X /days -

I MINUS 13c POSTAGE DISCOUNT

\ = NET AD COST TO BE MAILED!

AuDiO VCTORC* V.LES
AuTO fOR SALE PERSONALS
CALCULATORS --mOTO tOi- P

ENTERTAINMENT «IDE WANTED
FOR RENT RIDERS WAN-'ED
FOR SALE ROOM WANTED
FOUND SERVICES
HELP WANTED TO SUBLET
INSTRUCTION TRAVEL
LOST WANTED
v,sc WANTED TO RENT

ITHPR-
$1 00 extra for

other headline -H
RATES Dailv 45c per line

S consec pub days 40c per line per day
30 consec pub days.3Sc per line per day

(ad cost)

mP AD COPY
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(if different from ad) Ad Cost:$. .(enclosed)

(Allow 3 days from date of mailing.)

RETURN THIS FORM TO Classified Ad Dept., Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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113 Campus Center. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003
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To place a classified ad. drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and

3 45pm, Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifiecis
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line
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AUTO FOR SALE

•66 WV bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

72 VW Super Beetle in excellent condi-

tion. Call 256-8890. even. Negotiable.

68 Ford Custom 4000 R hdtop PS, PB,

AT, new snows, good cond. $400. 665-

3271, nights.

Volvo 1971 4 speed, exc. cond.

throughout, radiais. $1295 or BO. 665-

3412.

1969 Ford wagon, 390, runs but needs
work Call Dave, 546 8618, afte,r five.

$1200. neqo.

FOR SALE

1% acre let in Brandon, Fla. — Vi hr. from
Clearwater. Lot is on hill overlooking
large lake. Lovely area. For info call 1-

467 3466 after 5 & on weekends.

Once in a blue moon. 5 Market St.,

N'hampton used furn. -antiques, red

tag sale, now- 18.

INSTRUCTION NEW BABY BOY

FOR RENT

Single furnished room with private

bathroom. $75 'month, Amherst Motel.

• Call after 6 256 6652.

UMass professor has two rooms,
$90/ mo + ut, large house- Dave Nubert,

545 2227 /wkday, 659 3523/wkend-eves.

36 Bridge M iilersfa.
^

Rent a refrigerator from Spirit Haus. A
limited number still here. Call 253-5384.

WANTED

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve

reading memory & all learning skills

easily. Campus Center, Feb. 15, rm. 162;

Feb. 16, rm. 809 at 7 & 8:30 p.m. Mr.

Morse, hypnotist, consultant M.E.D.

532 5703, free session.

Robert Stowe Williamson. Feb. 10,

1978; weight — 8 pounds; son of Bob Et

Sarah Williamson; congratulations,
Mommy and Daddy.

PERSONALS

Women's ice

549 5433.
skates, good condition.

Quilting £t creative stitchery classes. 8

wks, beg Feb 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-

6427.

Need help with Stat.? Psych 145 tutor.

CallJohn, 253-3971.

SERVICES
^"^

Female vocalist wants band,

ate 7426

Call Alison

Pedal steel guitar, 8 string, 3 pedal,
beautiful sound, $100. Matt, 546-6153.

5 cubic ft. refrig., largest legal dorm size.

$75, will deliver. Glenn. 549-1221.

Sleep on an original piece of art Full size,

four post water bed for sale, has drif-

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay Everything inc'uded for

$300 Call Dary I at 253 5674

Roommate wanted. Get 1st mo. rent

free Male non smoker, on bus route in

Sund. $75/mo. Call Paul, 665-3855.

HELP WANTED

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875.

Support group for ape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC -tarting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or
Diane, 549 4773 before Feb 25.

SONIX Is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec P. A. Rentals available. Give us a
try. Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584-4076.

To the girl who mistakenly took my mit-
tens at the post office Monday 7: please
leave them at the lost and found desk in

the CC for me. Thanks.

Scott, we'll remember your smile
always — your friends on Baker 4th.

LOST

Sun and heat lamp. Sears 800 vvatt. Best
offer 546 1043.

Rossignol ROC 550's 195's with look
nevbndgs, excel, cond. Only $85, 256-
0291 -

Phillips GA427 turntable, $50, axe",
66856

Overseas jobs- summer/year-round,
Europe. S America, Australia, Asia, etc!
All fields, $500 $1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing Free in
formation write: BHP Co , Box 4490
Dept MC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

Flute teacher needed bj.qinner 665
3659

Counsellor for a Cong. Church youth
group Sundays Call 584 9392, am.

Five College typing ser-
vice-professional, fast service. Call
Diane, 549 2637.

Gold watch with multi-colored face lost
during finals. Sentimental value. Call
Dot, 549-6416 or 545-3500.

AUDIO
Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad Airwaveo T.V. Audio
Service. 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-

6713 Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

CB service -fully equipped, professiorial
service. Installation $10, adjust SWR
.and check system $5, alignmer:s and
all repairs $10 hourly. Dale 253 7649
nites

Garrard 40B w/wood base and new AT11
cart., $30, 549 4470. Must sell soon.

ENTERTAINMENT
^"^

Monitor Music partlers know we're the
best for any party. Get us at 546-4732.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1978

ENTERTAINMENT
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NYPNOSIS t

SELF HYPNOSIS

Introductory Class.

Soo

Under Instruction

STUDY IN

GUADALAJARA. MEXICO
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL,

a fully accredited UNIVERSITY OF

ARIZONA program, offers July 3

August 1 1 . anthropology, art. bilingual

education, folklore, history, political

science. Spanish language and litera-

ture, intensive Spanish. Tuition: $245:

board and room with Mexican family:

$285. For brochure: GUADALAJARA
SUMMER SCHOOL. Alumni 211.

University of Arizona. Tucson. Arizona

85721. (602)884-4729.

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

Winner of3Academy Awards!

CJSM3B3EiOT
TECHNICOLOR*PANAVISION*FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTSW
Wed., Feb. 15 - CCA - 7 C 10 - $1

B
KmmmmmJm.mml*,mmmf*JmmM,i^mil^k*l^^^ilAmAmmmmmu.mmkm^M*.,i^.ff,r.m^m^i^^mm.m

THE RESTAURANT just qood food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches^

daily specials
OPEN 9:70-6:00

bAqEls & pASTRJES MON SAT

256-8955 at FACES OF earth

rusty nail

WED., FEB. 15

KILROY and

HOT CALYPSO KEY
ROSSINI S COMIC OPERA

IN ENGLISH
WITH ORCHESTRA

EVERY SUNDAY

GEORGE T. GREGORY
IT^-:

THURS., FEB. 16

FAT MON & TUES ALL SEATS }1.00

EVERY MONDAY

MIDNIGHT
SHIFT

: JienoeMg

TUES. & WED.,

FEB. 21 & 24

Clean Living and Bear Mountain

Thursday. February 16

8 pm

Flh£ /RTS CENTER CNCERT K4.L

University of Massachus<?tts/ Amherst

Tickets on ule February 2. General Public - S7,

t, 5. UMass students — $4, 3, 2.S0.

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF «-4

A All Ticketron Locations.

COMING
FRI. & SAT.,

FEB. 17 and 18

Northampton

NOW -

7:00 £r 9:00

"Cousin Cousine is

fetchlngly loony and great fun.
— Janet Masim Newsween

JAMES COTTON and

JAMES MOHTGOMERY
Cover $4.00

Sunderland,

>—

—only area showing! ^^
STARRING MARIE CHRISTINE BARRAUL T

.. . . at the Gates of Smith College

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 OH-JI3J H0im9-M»[)UT MASS

I|HirS GOT HEAT

Jpy/i7L//?D/iy|

nighJ
FEVEH
JOHN TRAvol TA

^ MON.-THITI. (Tl$6:15).8:30

^1^ FRI. -sun. (U$5:00) 7:«S 9:SS

A MMatlAeaa (Sat.,.S\in.

\^ Mon.,Tue.M"-'*

LITE SMOW-TICKCTS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TL»

STARTS
FRIDAY

WALTDISHEY
ptooucnoNS

,^^^^ PETE'S
MbRAGOlVl
G. FRI..SDH. (Tl$ 4:45) 7:30

'

MTU.-TTTE. (US 6:00) 1:30

Matinees ( «t.,".r,
M.Tii .,Tue,) 2:00

GNCOUNTERS
OF TH€ THIRD KINO

W€ AR€ NOT
ALON€

RICHARD DRf YFUSS

PG HO.-WTl. (TIS 6*00) -8:30

OFRI.-.^K. (US 4:4$ 7:30 «$$
I

Matinees ''5*t.,.'in,

NJOYl KLOC'S

Hon . ,Tue. )
2:00

"SEMI-TOUGH"
UII IlISTOmiSORl

lUIT UTRDLDS
ENDS
TUESDAY

K

REDUCED AOUIT
HE ACH 25 000 READERS OAlLV'itUTTLE ADS GET BIG «e»UiT8!M! REACH 25 000 READERS OAILYIM! REACH 25 000 READERS OAILY"m litTLE ADS GET BIG RESULTS"" REACH 25 000 RE AOEttS DAItVt

T»lliUliJ.llill.l

MCli.-THlR. (TLS 6:30)8:30

FRl..«li-N. (U$S:1$) ;.4$ 9$S|

Hatln*ea ( Sat , , ."ur .

Hon . ,T'j*.
2:30

FOR TLS TICKETS LIMI

^e cA?jm^ i;Am
BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER

SPECIAL TUES.,WEPmTHURS.

Roast Prime Ribs of Beef

HAPPY HOUR EVERY BAY
4-6 P.M.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 6H

Damon Rd., Northampton
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Girl hires grandmotfter;
school party successful
ST J/S [UPI] - Nancy Powers needed

a grar >ther for the traditional sixth grade

Valer i Day party at Price School. But

her re indma couldn't niake it, so she did

the n oest thing — advertise.

Hcf ran in the personals section of

Sundc; St. Louis Post- Dispatch, and, after

interv ig nine applicants by telephone,
she se d on two. Nancy and her adopted
grandr rhers, Virginia Groth and Rosennary
Niedzk Ki, agreed yesterday the play was a

success.

"She really is a grandmother and I wish I

were one," Groth said, pointing to Nied-
zielski who was sitting across the low table in

the school's brightly decorated library.

"I always read the personal column
because years ago somebody said they tried

to find me through a newspaper ad," Mrs.
Niedzielski said. "I have two grandchildren,
both boys, and I thought it was about time I

had a girl."

Nancy's real grandmother couldn't attend
the p? because her grandfather was
under ng surgery, and Nancy was
disapF ^d. "She wanted a grandmother in

Ca.npaigning
coLrse offered

Students interested in earning academic
credit f. work in political campaigns this

semestt iave until this afternoon to sign up
for a 3^ 'edit political practicum on "The
1978 Massachusetts Elections" taught by
Ken Mo' akowski as part of The Inquiry

Prograr Pierpont House in the Southwest
Residei I College.

Students electing this practicum will be
required to work for a candidate of their

choice running for public office in Massa-
chusetts this year.

The practicum has been offered since 1973
and has helped hundreds of students from
UMass and other area colleges gain valuable

practical experience in the real workings of

the political system.
Interested students may sign up for the

practicum today in the Inquiry Program
Academic Office in Pierpont House
(telephone 545-0871).

the worst way," her mother said. "She was
pretty upset."

The ad, composed by Nancy's father,

read:

"Grandma or Great Grandma. Girl age 11

wishes to borrow 1 grandmother for

Valentine's Day party at elementary school.

Friday, F«b. 17

HAPpy
HOUR
3-7

Doc Sullivan

Returns

for 4 hours of Nostalgia.

^ AMHERST ^
|PUBf

HEAD COUNSELORS &
COUNSELORS

for small summer camp

CalM -684-3723

or write to

HELENA WEBB
136 No. East St.

Holyoke, Mass. 01040

Reefer
Madness
and the

n*ci fumt TIKI I fV.f'f

^^^0 *' BRETT DORM

Nominations Are

Now Open for

SGA President

Be the Student Trustee for your university.

Nominations close the 24th of Feb.

For loniiatioi papers or more iiforiatioi

fo to rooi 421 U. or call 3-0341.

Beat the high price of

PRECISION
HAIRCUTS

For His

A Her

CENTRAL AREA WOMEN'S CENTER
presents

Thursday Women's Film Series

Includet

:

FIRST: a profe$»ional consultation.

SECOND: a precition ttylc cut selected individually just /or you.

THIRD: our stylists will show you how to take cart of your hair.

AU For

LMgHab SUgkUy:

00
Personal Style Cut

Shampoo & Blow Dry

Thursday, Feb. 16

Thursday, Feb. 23

A Doirs House

Effects of Gamma Rays on

Man-in-the Moon Marigolds

Thursday, March 2 Jell Me WHore It Hufts
ON TVE. * WED. ONLY
WMk tkte CMfM Mly.

Uailied U sew castomcrt «ily.

Call for appt. 549-5610

Thursday, March f Lumiere

All showings are at S p.m. in tlie Center

(Baker House basement)

Admission Free

-rmr^am '^ m. x. mL x.

Blue Wall Bar

WED.-SAT.

The Fools

Feb. 15-18
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DOONFSBURY by (.arry Trudeau

I -nepHone
' FOR iOU'.AN

: EDUIARPS

, l/UILUAMS:

HIM! I'M Hik?«5<

\

OH. THAT
HB SAYH UMUIAM5! HOT _
nesuMw omn!f€W5Tw^\^

IN6WN MY JOB AFPlI- [fSfS
RBDSKINS! CATION!

'"^

FQR.6emMLMAnASeR!
mm 1 HNALLY DtClOeD IT

JOB HJAS VMe TO CfiSH IN

APPLI- ON MY BACKOROiJND
CATION? IN SflOHTB M£P

/ / ICINB

NBPmH. DID iOUKNOW
YOUR. THRBB OUTOF FOURNH.
UHAT? UUBBACKERS REOULAflLY

/ use AMfWTAMINBS?

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

HOii' ABOUT THAT?
''MOST IMPROVED 3IRP"

Your Birthday

B.C. by lohniiy Hart

1-^ X\\K'~, K ^LOW Yfe^H,\WHATTA r 6or A. "dxG

\Ce 6.RBA^A.

KILL. TH6 F=KONr
fA«s»e,^HAf?Lie./

l-li

^
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ALIMINLIVI FOIL by Steve laflcr

ORftRlLY STAGGERED. 6ERALI2I
PISCUISES HIMSELF WITH
H\S PORTABLE FACE'

WHILE MR POBGE IS TEmpTJJEY;," J"?J'1\',"|.''

WEDNESDAY. FEBRL-
ARY 15 - Bom today, you
are an extremely percep-
tive individual, but more
likely to perceive his own
feelings than those of other

people. You may have a

greater reputation for gen-

erosity of spirit than you
deserve. By the same
token, your ability to fool

others into thinking of you
as a sympathetic, giving

person is more to your
credit than you may think.

There is something ro-

nfiantic atmut you. though
not particularly in your
relationships with others.

You often look at the world
through rose-colored glass-

es, and resent those who
advise vou to take them
off. You like to think of

yourself as an idealist,

even when you are not

acting idealistically. The
key to "good living" - or so

you like I. think - is opti-

mism
You havt a .strict sense

of justice. Yon do not rail

against your ca; I -p. be-

cause you h. laucht

yourself to bel.t-M in the

fairness of '.inn. - There

are times when . .ur belief

i.s strained to th-' tj'oaking

point, but you rn.inauc to

halri on to your uptimistic

way of lookint; at things.

.'overtheless.

To see what i.s ;•. i ,re

'(ir > ou tomorrow -A

. I., birthday and rcati tti-

( ..rrcsponding parat;ra(>n

.*i vour birthday star 'lo

\iiu: dailv euide.

TH!'R.SDAY, FKBRU-
Air. J«

A.,L ARllSt Jan. 20-

Feb.i.Si - Realize the im-

portance of another's ra-

reer to ;, r tirs and you will

b<r headei! 'or .success.

PISf FS, Ki b )9-Marrh

20) - Rely on your own
judgment of people, or you
may find you have been
misled, though honestly so
ARIESt March Zl-April

19 i - Fair play is the

essence of the good things
today offers. Take advan-
tage of your sense of

what's right.

TAURUSt April 20-May
ZO) - There is a possibility

that you will rise to a
serene and rare occasion
Take your place at the top.

GEMINKMay 21-Jane
20) - Seek the advice of

associates at work. This
may be an excellent day
for change
CANCERiJune 21-July

22) - Try to see another's
point of view; you may
then be able to work with
rather than against him.
LEO(July 2.t-Aug.22) -

Patient investigation of

your problem makes possi-

ble a solution that will

strengthen friendships

VIRGOlAug.23-Sept.22)
- Conversation must tie

kept "on the track" today,
or you may forfeit under-
standing in the long run.

LIBRA ( Sept. 2.1-Oct. 22) -

- You may have several

highly emotional hours
today I.auKhter and tears
vie for dominance.
SCORPIO(Oct.2.3-

Nov.211 - Another's view-
point may be easier to see

than yours, especially con-
cerning new friends
SAGITTARIl.'.S(Nfiv.22-

neo.21i - Keep word.s of

wisdom to yourself until

asked for them. You may
see a new harshness in

another.
CAPRlCORN(Der.22-

JaD.19l - Physical activi-

ties should be stressed
today, especially during
the morning Daydreams
mislead.

t opyntJht I"?*

INK W ANDIRIR by Mark Rollins

/W 7Hi Cii^Tt^ OF yovfK

"l^."-^

WHf'V THE I'-ATTLE-rWi /5 COmPL£T£Ly

COi/fRf 0, THC TEf^/ofliLS B£Oisl TO HCAT

UP, PROCffOVO RApiOty rW«Ot^W
THE ^PiCTD.vr" or COLORS. J-y,WW—>c;s\

—

'*^'

TUCH THe TBU'

Dft'l-S COLLAPit,

•«-'ii

S« atfiat.MISTERROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
eOfBABC AFTERSCHOOL
SFEICIAL CONTINUES
OSiB EMERGENCY ONE
fli JOU*iN'EY TO ADVENTURE
BtONi: RANGER The Fright-

ened Wonwi"
©NANNY AND THE PROFES-

SOR
fBTHE FLINTSTONES

l:» iiSESAME STREET
•THE MARY TYLER MOORE
SHOW
O THE ODD COUPLE
SCHRIiT THE LIVING WORD
•THE ELECTRIC COMPA-

•CBS SPORTS SPECIAL
BROADCAST Heavyweight Chain-

pkm Muhammad All vs Leon

Spinks

OCE) EIGHT IS ENOUGH
O MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE
Nightmare Honeymoon" Dark

Rambo. Rebecca Smith

ID LETS MAKE A DEAL
fflffiNBC MOVIE OF THE
WEEK The Mountain Man"

ffli*STniiVMT»^ow
^1 mi savod his hofflo

ttt Minal Irionds!

'MUNTNI MAN"

MOuTd^ S<.A(>.

WALLY DORt by Rob Ranney

5o u//lot'3 i]C>Uf

U/ronj. If

3

1 Anoi if ijoo make one

more domh jock re*xar/t^

I'll giie (jow +I»a1 bckdifj

netel*ct hos€ job.

BACK AGAIN by K -^^

/5(7haV£ vou S6EW

V

'f\NO I CAN'T
U/OOERSTANO IT

HIS STUFF IS IM

^THE ROOIA ANO HIS

BED WAS SLEPT IW,

T5UT X WAVCN'T

-/..

^>^S,

NY a MOVIE "The Cowboys'

•THE FBI The DMdly Species" ®® BOSTON BRUINS HOCK-

•THE GHOST AND MRS MUIR EY

• NEWSBEATNEWS •THE FORSYTE SAGA
•GIIXIGANS ISLAND «.H • DINAH!

<:« •••••NEWS »:•• •CROCKETT'S VICTORY GAR
•CONCENTRATION DEN
• STAR TREK 'The DevU In The •••CHARLIES ANGELS
Dut' ' Mother Goose Is Running For His

• BOZO
•TV OOMMUNITY COLLEGE -

Life

•aGREAT PERFORMANCES
CHILD DEVELOPMENT - LIVE FROM LINCOLN CEN-
•STAR TREK TER "Luciano Pavorotti"

• HOGAirS HEROES 1:10 SNO, HONESTLY "No We Are

•BONANZA Ballad Of The Married"

riihiiwe" l*:MS^^NEWS
•BRADY BUNCH • S STARSKY ANDMUTCH
•ZOOM "Claw In Crime' Starsky and

l:» •nEELBCTRIC COMPANY Hutch are marked for death by a

•••news college professor who earns his own

•JOKKR'SWILD hifh-powered marts by doubling as

•lame a profeuionai hit man
•TV COMMUNITY COLLEGE - •NINE ON NEW JERSEY
EAR™8EA*«KY ••POUCE WOMAN "Som" A
•TAkZAN .ack 0( The Dino- Mack rookie police afficcr it (lain

Mur" by a juvenile in a racially mixed

•adam-u•PARTRIDGE FAMILY rest over school busing

•OVER EASY • LOVE, AMERICAN STYLE
(:» •NEWSBEATNEWS M:M •MACNEIL/LEHRER REPORT
v.m •ZOOM •MEET THE MAYORS
••••NEWS • TO TELL THE TRUTH
•OONCENTBATION • BIG MONEY "TV GAME
•BOWLING FOR DOLLARS • ALFRED HITCHCOCK
•THE ODD COUPLE "OKar's . PRESENTS -AjiiMtion" And "nw
BirtMay' TnTOvlMck"

11:«•• DICK CAVETT SHOW
••TUB cnoB-wrrs ••••••news,
•OfVnBA8Y WEATHER, SPORTS
•THE ODD COUPLE ••THE HOLLYWOOD CON
•MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW NBCTION
• as MAN BEHAVES •THE ODD COUPLE "'Oscar.

T:» •MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING The Model"

dBCVS •UVING FAITH
•THE DAILY NUMBERS • MOVIE 'Crucible Of Terror"

•THUTH OR CONSEQUENCES • ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
•newlywedgame ll:»^CBS LATE MOVIE Hawaii

• ACTION NEWS Five-0"

•WHEN HAVOC STRUCK • • POUCE STORY
• THE BIG MONEY TV GAME • LATE MOVIE Green Hell"

• •MACN|:iL/LEHRER RE- Douglas Fairbanks. Joan Bennett.

PORT Vincent Prict

•ABBOTT AND COSTELLO •THE HONEYMOONERS
• MUTUAL OF OMAHA'S WILD "Opporturiiy Knocks But"

KINGDOM » IB® THE JOHNNY CARSON• SO THE STORY GOES SHOW
•THE JOKERS WILD • IRONSIDE Memory .H An Ice•mSEARCHOF Cream Stick

•THE MACNEnVLEHRER RE- • DICK CAVETT SHOW
PORT »:« •twilight ZONE Spur Of The

7Ji •WHEN HAVOC STRUCK Moment'

.•• ••NOVA "Children Of Tbc ^ •CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
ronM" NKWS

# xA
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Stress workshop
Stress: Everybody has it, and has to have it

in order to survive. But sometimes it gets to
be too much, and can really disrupt your life.

What then?
University Health Services will again offer

a two-session workshop "Learn to Live with
Stress" for students and their dependents.
The program is scheduled for March 1 and 8
from 7 to 9 p.m. Preregistration is required:
contact Barbara Estabrook at the Health
Services (548-2671) by February 23.

"Learn to Live with Stress" seeks to in-

crease your awareness of stress, its causes
and effects. Several techniques for dealing
with excess stress are explored. Co-
facilitators of the program are Stacy Lundin
of the Mental Health staff and Barbara Esta-
brook of Health Education.

DC menu
TODAY

Lunch: Swiss Turkey Sandwich,
Tacos; Basics: Rice and Cheese Stuffed
Cabbage, Fried Fish Plate; Dinner: Ginger
Pot Roast, Baked Fish; Basics: Barley
Soybean Casserole, Baked Fish.

TOMORROW
Lunch: Cheeseburger, Liver and

Onions; Basics: Vegetarian Chow Main,
Golden Burgers; Dinner: Chicken Cac-
ciatore. Meatballs in Sauce, Fruit Salad
Plate; Basics: Chicken Cacciatore, Lentil

Loaf

Help Wanted
Work Study students interested in photography ex-
perience sought to assist in photo finishing activities in

campus photographic laboratory. Call 545-2298 during
work hours. Rates and hours negotiable. Ask for
Donald Linne.

MACHEATH RECAPTURED Friday. Feb. 17, 8:15 p.m. in Bezansc n Recital Hall. Fine
Arts Center. UMass. No admission charge.

Todag's Crossword
ACROSS 43 OMH

piaymgccfd
44 •MvGal ••

46 S«i«oth«r

47

YMterdav* Pujzle So«v»d^^^
10 ClofhM

M Oiwwilh
eapsctMMis

15 ShMte o* btiM
16 TrMofLif*

Site

17 Wonderlwtd

18 Endmgwith

IS Top notch
20 Sl«piwnd«r

canvas
22 EnfOynwnf
24 Arab

tuitanaw
26 Caramonol

candle bea*«f

77 Bofc tt>«

eipanscs
31 Baronet's

title

32 Arctic tor

SI

52

54
5a

64
66

33 Dales

35 Smal poftion

36 Relative

oletc
39 March o<

40 Not
pronounced
"BaMer
<ta«h*"

Remount a

stone

41

crcwn
0«ci«red
Ouctec
m««eral

BtoMs

Hardy's

.

buddy
69 Burfdmg

beam
61 Church

vestment
62 CnnlMiit

causa
63 Anciant

arsonist

Wash hghtly

Taiian ar>d

the •

66 Take
hurriedly

f Moted PGA
member
DOWN
RfrUlrve

pronoun
PlTICture

As neat as

Of adargy
man
CivriMiertv

enfoyer
Phihpptne

Sea bay
G'idiron

nnnao anaiana
nnaa (^nann nnan

Gnn anaa
noanrici finnn rjoa
annonnn nfsnaooa
nno noon nnaanra
oratna nnn nnfsaHHQoa BoaaH aaaa

.i m
lism

cove»rr>q

8 Glor.ty

9 rrees
10 Teittle

worker
1 ' Smell Brit

1? Variety

13 Jeer

21 24 hours
23 Egypt scared

bull

25 Ben
Scottish

rTkOunlam

27 Vigorous
person

28 Exterral

O'efm

29 ueed
30 Females
34 Latvians
35 Unimportant

vHlaqe

36 Chemical

37

39
40
42
43

46

47

48
49

50
53

55

56

57

60

SUflll

a tete

Private chat
Removing

orange
Cheers
Suit makers
Distinctive

odors
UK defense
force Abbr
Ravioli dough
Prohibit

Won by
maiority

Sedate
E D R 8

mother
Perc heron i

tresses

Opera
Jerome
Progeny
Filch

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

f

10 11
12"^

13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 2?

llH
29

24 25 26

34

27 28 30 31

P
35

II
32

P
P

33 36 37

38

41 43

|H|^^^^^H44

P
45 46

47 48 49

P
51 ^^^H

si

1

P
54 55 u i>

is 59 61

62 63 64

65 66 67

"Politics at the Grassroots"

Skills and Strategies

A Three Credit Seminar

Starting Feb. 19th

Workshops will be facilitated by nationally known organizing figures
such as Mike Ansara of Mass. Fair and Wade Ratke of ACORN.

Contact the SOP Rm. 426 SUB or 5-2415

SOUTH
WEST

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
INVITES ALL UNIVERSITY MEN

TO FIND OUT WHAT FRATERNITY
LIVING IS REALLY LIKE.

WHEN Feb 13 - Mon
Feb 1 4 - Tues

Feb 15 - Wed

^AE

^^^

>
<

Z
Z)
to

WOLFIE'S
PIZZA

WHERE 1 18 SUNSET AVE

TIME 7:30 - 9:30 PM

for info and rides

call 545-2151 or
256-6815

/ CHART YOUR OWN
f COURSE

. k for hvtipt iMviqalor traininij ihfln wrni > an gel »rtm the t 'nileil

, - ,,:, I ,.i,
.' And vou cjnl he bftlet pivpjn^ to rhiirt v"iir own ours. ',.r

fuiiiTr than ihfouijh Air hone ROTC
, . ., . ..rninij ppr^on wiho can qtultk lor n.iv "!.•'' !'iii':ii(i

,: can ahn crimfit^f for • %ehdw»'

;,',,. I,
.•-*.

I 'inci %mH t'lnttntji' a1 Mat! '

1, ,
..

I , • j,»fiif* ail' tr«initi i** lt»

•!* Iiiril

.... ,
. . • yarti Chat' i .

, ' '
'

Call 5-2437

ROTC
Gotewoy lo a greot woy O* '''«
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HC gains; UMass sinking
BOSTON [UPf] - Sometimes you

win, sometimes you lose and once in a

while you pick up ground without playing

at all. Holy Cross, snowed out of games
at Notre Dame and Boston College last

week, gained from the idleness to jump
past Fairfield into second place in the

10th weekly UP! coaches ratings of

Division I basketball teams in New
England.
The Crusaders, 16-4 heading into a

Tuesday night game against Boston
University, picked up 52 points In

balloting by 15 of the region's 16 Division

I coaches.
Providence, buoyed by a televised

Sunday win over highly-ranked North
Carolina, was a unanimous choice for

first place. The Friars, 18-4 and enroute to
an eighth straight 20-win season,
received the maximum total of 75 points.

Fairfield, 18-3 after a Monday win at

St. Peter's, was third with 40 points.

Rhode Island, 17-5 after clubbing Wake
Forest Monday, climbed from sixth to
fourth with 23 points.

Boston College, which faced Rhode
Island Tuesday in a game that could help
decide tournament berths for both
teams, stayed in fifth place with 15
points.

Massachusetts, in first place around
New Year, dipped to sixth place with 13
points after losing a pair of games to Rut-
gers and Maine, while Maine remained in

the seventh spot with seven points.

Bedspreads

PET FOOD AT

DISCOUNT PRICES

ALPO
RECIPE

CYCLE

RED HEART

HOBBY 100HBEEF NO FILLER

CALO 26 OZ.

ALL FLAVORS

ALL FLAVORS

ALL FLAVORS

DOGS (CANS)

MIX I MITCH CISE OF 24

Mil I MITCN CkSE OF 24

MIX I MITCH CISE OF 18

CISE OF 24

CISE OF 24

Notices

FOUND
Shepherd-mix puppy, red collar, call 546-

4271.

BICYCLE CLUB
Meeting tonight at 7 in CC 178. Club

business especially the spring break Ten-
nessee trip will be discussed. All officers
should attend. Everyone invited.

UMASS HANG GLIDING CLUB
There will be a meeting tomorrow at 8 p.m.

in CC 176. All five college students welcome.
UNIVERSITY WOMEN
Come and enjoy a home cooked meal

tonight at 6 with the sisters and pledges of
Sigma Sigma Sigmal Be prepared for a visit

to the Pub afterwardsl For rides, call 545-

0046 or 253-9066.

ENGLISH MAJORS
The Career- Life Planning Ctr. will hold a

session for interested undergraduates and
graduate students in English tomorrow in 314

SHORT
PEOPLE
POSTERS

SHORT PEOPLE HAVE
BIG HEARTS

m SHORT AMD
PROUD or rr

20x24" COLOR ONLY $2.50

NPH, Inc. BoK 9147, Prov., R.L 02940

TrSfT

lOi

JIG HEARTS® $2.50 EA.-SL.

J>ROUD OF IT ® S2.50 EA.-Su

ntTAakHAMUMG ^.60

TOTALmOOKOt

MAKE MONEY ORDER
OR CHECK PAYABLE TO

NPH, INC.

»7.75
7.75

S.2S

4.00

7.00

31.00 4.00 tttf 0> I }

SaVE1.20

SIVE1.20

SAVE 99'

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE97'

SEMI MOIST

PRIME VARIETY 36 01.

8AINES BUR6ERS 36 OZ

TOP CHOICE 36 OZ.

1
25

IICN 6 PKG./

7

00

6AINES BURGERS WITH CHEESE

GAINES BURGERS WITH EGGS

PUPPY CHOICE

6/125 O PKG.6 PKG./750

DRY

WAYNE Chunk I BII6 Size

KBBrIS sms. 1.60

ISIbi — SOIbf"

5.99 10.10

-msm
17S PROTEIN

20% PROTEIN

26S PROTEIN
28ttD PROTEIN PUVPV FOOd

TRIUMPH
23Si PROTEIN

GRAVY TRAIN

QAINESMEAL
PURINA DOG CHOW

"omiJM

4.7S

B.00

B.N
B.50

9

9.25

11.50

12.00

I.7S 12.50

5.49
5.49
5.792S LBS.

•CATS'

9 LIVES 6V2OZ.CANS

SQUARE MEALS 1S0Z.

SQUARE MEAL VARIETY PAR 6 OZ.

CALO 26 OZ. CANS

- _- ni« tt 14

5.70 Ml t HMfCllALL FLAVORS

ALL FLAVORS 4.75 «•"•••

3.60 caxatll

3 1.00 4.00 r«»»«H

SAVE 1.09

SAVE 1.01

SAVE 1.01

AVAILABLI AT

PRICES

EFFECTIVE

FEB. 16-21

SOPAC|¥Y
I Wi PlifdUiit ALL MAJOR BRAWPS. I

206Rus«ellSt.,Hadley

Adjacent to Campus Pizza

HOURS: Mon.. Tues., Thure. & Sat. 10-6. Friday 10-8. Closad Wed.

586-2981

Berkshire House from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. The
session will involve exploration in self ap-
praisal, decision making and career
techniques. Questions? Call 545-0333.

SNOW POLICY REMINDER
University snow regulations prohibit over-

night parking in snow lots. These rules will be
strictly enforced. Parking in snow season is

permitted in Lots 21, 22, 24, 25 (North of

access road to P Lot only), 32, 41, 43, 45, 48,

49, 50 and P-Lots (except in front of the
Stadium). Overnight parking elsewhere Is

prohibited and will result in ticketing and
towing. Questions? Call Campus Parking
Office 545-0065.

ISRAELI DANCING
Every Wednesday in Cape Cod Lounge,

SU, by the candy counter, 7:30-8:30; Beg.,
8:30-9:15; Adv., Requests 9:15-end. Join Us.

COMPANION VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Companion Program of Amherst Com-

munity Resource Center is looking for

volunteers who are interested in being a Big
Brother or Big Sister to a child a few hours a
week. If interested please call 253-2591.

RAPE VICTIM SUPPORT GROUP
The Rape Task Force is sponsoring a

support group for women who have been
sexually assaulted and are ready to integrate

the experience into their lives. It meets every

Tues. 7-9 p.m. at Everywoman's Center
beginning Feb. 28. All interested women
should call Donna 253-5788, Dianne 549-4773

or EWC 545-0883 before Feb, 25.

PHOTO EXHIBITS
Two photo exhibits, one by several

contemporary French photographers and
one of Maine's Mt. Katahdin will be shown
through this Friday in the Harold F. Johnson
Library Center at Hampshire College. Gallery
hours are from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

UNIVERSITY GALLERY
The University Gallery Is initiating the

spring semester with two one-person
exhibitions of Italian painter Sandro Martini

and Greek-American photographer Philip

Tsiaras. The exhibitions will run through Feb.

19. The gallery is open Tuesday 1 1 :30 a.m. to

8 p.m., Wednesday through Friday 11:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 2 to

5 p.m. and Is closed Mondays.

DANCE WORKSHOP
From 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. today by the Bill

Evans Dance Company In Chapin Auditorium
at Mt. Hotfoke College.

CAMELOT
Film tonight in CCA at 7 and 10 sponsored

by Brooks House.

STOCKBRIDGE STUDENTS
Service Award Grant applications due In

Senate office, SU 432 today.

GREAT DECISIONS
"The Global Power Balance: Can the West

Remain Secure?," will be discussed by
panelists from UMass, Hampshire and
Amherst at 7:30 tonight in Webster Lounge,
Orchard Hill. The discussion will be broad-
cast live over WFCR FM radio at* 88.5.

COSMOLOGY LECTURE
"Medieval Cosmology" lecture by Edward

R. Harrison of UMass in Gamble Auditorium

at Mt. Holyoke tonight at 8.

CONCERT
The Group for New Music, a small en-

semble which devotes itself to performance
of contemporary works, will perform tonight

at 8 in Bowker Auditorium, free.

STOCKBRIDGE SENATE
Meeting tonight at 8.

BAHA 'I CLUB
Welcome Foreign StudentsI The UMass

Baha'i is sponsoring a reception for foreign

students and all other members of the

UMass community so we can get to know
one another. There will be music, dancing,

and refteshments. Please come to Farley

Lodge.

UMASS CREDIT UNION OFFERS
TRAVELERS CHECKS
Need some? They're the safest way to

carry money while on a trip and are as good
as cash all over the country. For your con-

venience, the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union sells Travelers Checks, Mon-Fri. 10-3.

AFTERNOON CONCERT
The Life Music Collective will perform

today at 2:30 in the Commonwealth Lounge,

S.U,
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Icemen face Williams tonight
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

The 8-7-1 UMass hockey team, coming off

a split of weekend games against Colby and
Bowdoin, heads into the stretch drive

towards a possible playoff spot tonight when
it hosts the Ephmen of Williams College in an
8:00 contest at Orr Rink.

Currently, the Minutemen stand in eighth
place in the Western Division of ECAC Div.

II. Williams, at 8-8 is in ninth position, but is

rated ahead of UMass in the fight for the last

playoff berth as of the last coaches poll.

With all this in mind, tonight's gar^e

becomes a very important contest for the

Minutemen who are playing their fifth

straight home game, and seventh in 1978.

They are currently 4-1-1 at Orr Rink in this

the second half of the season.
If the Minutemen hope to come up with

another win tonight, they will have to

overcome the serious problem of the flu

which has hit the team very hard.

According to Coach Jack Canniff, only

seven of the 19 players that skated against

Colby Saturday night were able to practice

Monday.

As of yesterday afternoon, the sick call

included goalie John Riley, the entire first

line, the entire third line and defensemen
Jamie Benelli and Chris Lowey.
To add to their problems with the flu, the

Minutemen have lost hard-working
defensemen Dean Liacos for tonight's game
and probably for the season as a result of a

hernia.

If things don't get better quickly, the
Minutemen will be in tough shape against
Williams which is "In pretty good shape
fluwise, " according to Ephman Coach
William McCarmick.
The Ephmen, 4-2 winners over the

Minutemen a year ago, are coming off
victories over North Adams St. and UConn,
sandwiched around a loss to Salem St.
The Ephmen are paced offensively by top

scorers Tom Resor, with 27 points, Peter

^D^M
.Colle gian'23

m ^iJMIomImmOti^lWiajajSJS

UMass center iceman Lincoln Flagg (18), ties up two Colby
pucksters along the boards at Orr rink in a recent 4-3 UMass
win. Flagg, along with linemate Mark Ferragamo (14), will be

seeking to knock off a tough Williams six, tonight at 8. (Staff
photo by Geoff Cohler)

Gonye with 25 points and team captain Dan
Sullivan with 23 points.

In the nets for Williams will be either senior
Ed Neiss or sophomore Mike Moulton who
has started seven of the last nine games and
owns a 4.77 goals against average.
BLUELINE BANTER: After tonight's game

against Williams, the Minutemen will have
three remaining regular season games on
their schedule. They will play away games at
Boston St. on Feb. 18 and North Adams St.

on Feb. 23, before returning home for the
finale against Salem St The UMass
games against Bowdoin and Colby last

weekend may be the last for quite some time.
Due to financial reasons, the University was
forced to drop Bowdoin and Colby from the
hockey schedule. In their place, the
Minutemen will play two games against
Maine, which is now in its first year of
hockey.

Suffering gymwomen
meet Southern Conn.
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team will have
its work cut out tonight when Southern
Connecticut hits the Cage at 7:30 for a

double dual meet.

As was the case with Temple — narrowly

defeated by the Minutewomen last Saturday
— Southern Conn, normally is no match for

nationally ranked UMass. But injuries and
illness have weakened the UMass lineup and
Southern Conn, should have more than just

a fighting chance tonight.

Still out for the Minutewomen are

Stephanie Jones (sprained hip and broken
rib), Coleen Thorton (injured back) and floor

specialist Julie Myers (flu).

The flu also caught up with senior all-

arounder Sue Cantwell, according to UMass
Coach Virginia Evans, who said Cantwell's

appearance tonight is in doubt. Cantwell has

yet to practice this week because of her

illness.

Back from the sick list is captain Karen
Hemberger and she will be one of the top
performers in the all-around.

Cheryl Morrier, who came through nicely

with her fourth place finish in the last meet
and should be stronger as she is recovering

from a two week sickness.
Also competing in the ail-around will be

freshman Karen (^lemente and possibly Deb
Smith if Cantwell doesn't show. Smith will

also be on the floor exercises.

The strongest event for the Minutewomen
has been in vaulting but that could be
weakened by Cantwell's absence. Morrier
and Debbie Law who finished second and
third on Saturday will compete. Kim
Whitelaw will also vault.

Whitelaw, along with Laurie Knapp, will

handle the balance beam.

Jean Anderson, with her recent score of

8.4, will be on the bars.

Southern Conn, is highly ranked in the
East, and Coach Evans said they are much
improved over last year.

"Southern Conn, has been scoring about
120 points per meet this year and we just

scored 132.75. Normally (without the ab-

sences) we would be up around 135-140. It's

going to be very close," she noted.

Because of the weakness caused by the
injuries and illness, UMass will be particularly

hurt in the all-around performances in whicli

they have only four out of a possible six

competitors.
At last count, UMass is ranked either third

or fourth in the East.

Gymmen face tough Owls
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

Tonight the UMass men's gymnastics
team battles Southern Connecticut State

College in Curry Hicks Cage at 7:30. The
Owls from Southern were third in the nation

last year, and with their forever growing
program post better scores this year. Coach
Swetman realizes that it is virtually im-

possible for the gymmen to upset the Owls,

but hopes to do the best possible to get

ready for the up)coming Springfield meet this

Saturday.

The Owls are lead by senior Don Dembrow
and sophomore Wallace Miller, just to

mention a few. Their awesome power is

prominent oh floor, vaulting, and the

horizontal bar. Their artistic display of

gymnastics is pleasing to any eye, and a real

treat to any gymnastic fan.

Coach Swetman will be using his full

lineup for this encounter with Seniors John
Forshay and Dave Kulakoff leading the pack.

UMass will definitely have their hands full, as

once David with Goliath but the ending shall

be different.

The only possible prediction is that co-

captain Dave Kulakoff will be victorious on
the pommel horse, defending his Eastern

Championship Title.

Gymnotes: Freshman Bob Lamb and Paul

O'Neil have recovered from the flu and will

see action tonight ... Question, will John
Forshay hit his press on floor? ... The gym-
men are 3-4 on the season with three meets
remaining ... both men's and women's
gymnastics teams are nrtaking good use of

new equipment. After many hard falls the

gymnasts have new mats which are more
forgiving. But the coaches aren't.

SKY KING — Minutemen Mark Haymore pops a jumper from high above Wildcats

Ron Cowan (34) and Steve Lincoln (12). Haymore keyed a second half surge. (Staff

photo by Geoff Cohler)

^ Minutemen stuff Wildcats

CONT. FROM PAGE 24

public address announcer proclaim he had
hit the milestone.

"I knew I was close coming into the

game," Eldridge said afterwards. "I've been
shooting the ball well and I feel real good
right now. I'm in my prime and the way I've

been playing lately I think I can play with

anybody."
MINUTEMEN NOTEBOOK ... The UMass

record book will definitely need some
revising after this week. Pyatt is just 19

points shy of the UMass all-time scoring

mark, currently held by Julius Ervina ...

That's not bad company, wouWn't you say?

... Derick Claiborne is now just 33 points

away from the 1,000 point plateau ... In case
you were unaware, Eldridge broke UMass'
career assist record earlier this season ...

VILLANOVA - Herron - 11-2-24;

Sparrow - 4-2-10; Robinson - 1-2-4;

Bradley - 7-2-16; Lincoln - 2-0-4;

Sienkiewicz - 6-0-12; Anders - 0-2-2.

TOTALS - 31-10-72 FG per cent .413

MASSACHUSETTS - Haymore - 4-2-

10; Pyatt - 9-4-22; Kohlhass - 1-2-4;

Claiborne - 4-2-10; Eldridge - 6-&-17;

Johnson - 1-3-5; Morrison — 2-0-4;

Williams - 5-5-15

TOTALS - 32-23-87 FG per cent .804
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Ali defends title tonite
LAS VEGAS, Nev. [AP] - Muhammad Ali

and Leon Spinks, who won gold medals as
Olympic light heavy weights 16 years

meet tonight in what will be Ali's 23rd heavy-
weight title fight and Spinks' eight pro bout.
The 36-year-old Ali, an Olympic champion

known as Cassius Clay in 1960, is a
prohibitive favorite over his 24-year-old
challenger.

The fight, for which Ali is getting $3.7
million and Spinks $300,000, is one of two
15-rounders on the card. In the other, Danny
"Little Red" Lopez of Alhambra, Cal'rfornia,

will defend the World Boxing Council
featherweight championship against David
Kotei of Ghana.
CBS will televise the action at the 4,500-

seat Hilton Pavillion starting at 8 p.m. EST,
with the Ali fight to start about 10:15 p.m.
EST.

Ali, who has refused to talk about the
fight, did say when someone wished him
luck: "Don't need no luck to beat the Duck."
"The Duck" is a former Marine from St.

Louis who is delighted about his quick shot

at the championship and not upset about
criticism that he has not earned a title match.

"If I had Spinks and the position was
reversed, I'd fight Ali," said Angelo Dundee,
the champion's trainer. "Why not? Why not
jump at it."

With age in his favor, the big obstacles
Spinks would have overcome to achieve a
stunning upset are Ali's vast experience, Ali's
size and the distance.

"I think he's a well-conditioned kid but I

think he'll run out of gas," said pundee. "Ali
is in the best condition he's been in for seven
years."

Ali weighed in officially Tuesday at 22414
pounds for his 58th pro fight. His record is

56-2 and 21-1 in title competition, where he
lost only to Joe Frazier in the roll of
challenger in 1971.
Ten times Ali has had to go 15 rounds. In

fact, his last three fights have gone the
distance.

Ali has other physical advantages over
Spinks, who weighed 197 '74. The 6-foot-3
champion has a 1 '/4-inch edge in height

.

Sports calender
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Men's basketball 87 Villanova 72
TODAY

Hockey vs. Williams Orr Rink 8 o.m.
Men's swimming at New Hampshire Postponed
Women's gymnastics vs. So. Conn. Irome 7:30 p.m.
Men's gymnastics vs. So. Conn, home 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling at West Point

TOMORROW
Women's track at New Hampshire 3 p.m.

ifHoopmen regain form
CONT. FROM PAGE 24

better he gets. There's no way he's peaked

yet," Leaman said.

"I'd just like to say that I appreciate the

Cage and all the people who come to watch
us whether we win or lose. Some people say

I hot-dog too much, but i want to do what's

best for the team. Whether I score points or

not, the most important thing to me is that

our team wins," said Eldridge.

Two more UMass records will eventually

fall this week as UMass entertains North-

eastern tomorrow and George Washington

Sports notices
PLAYOFF TICKETS - Due to a telephone

failure, there was a short period of time when
student tickets were not available (at the

Stadium ticket booth) for the UM-Lehigh
NCAA playoff football game Nov. 26. If you
paid $4 for a ticket during this time, you are

entitled to a $2 refund. You may pick up your
refund at the Boyden Building Ticket Office

during normal business hours upon
presentation of your ID and ($4) ticket stub.

INTRAMURAL NOTICES - Racquetball
schedules are ready.

Pickup old Volleyball forfeit fees.

Co-rec bowling entries are due today.

There is a $6 fee to enter.

The following facilities will be closed on
the dates listed: Boyden Pool — Feb. 18;

NOPE Pool - Feb. 25; Hicks Building - Feb.

16, 18, 21, 23, 27; NOPE Gym - Feb. 25.

on Saturday. Claiborne only needs 33 points
to join Eldridge in the over 1,000 career point
total.

Pyatt needs just 19 to surpass Julius Er-

ving on the all-time UMass career point total.

Pyatt now has 1,352 points.

"The best medicine was to have these
next three games at the Cage to get us on
the track again, said Claiborne. "Now that
Mike (Pyatt) and Brad Johnson are back,
we're ready to get back to normdi again."
"The best thing about tonight's game,"

said Williams, "is that we're playing with fire

again. We need that intensity to play and we
got it tonight."

Morrison said he preferred to start because
it "gets him more in the game" but Leaman
did not say whether he will keep him in the
starting lineup again.

"I did it to shake things up a bit. But it's a
different situation every game. I will say, I

was happy with Billy and I want him to play
more," Leaman said.

Go Ape
All candidates for the varsity and JV

lacrosse teams (Garber's Gorillas and the
Chimps, respectively) will meet
tomorrow, 4 p.m., in room 251 Boyden.
Candidates must attend.
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Eldridge hits 1,000th pt

Hoopmen thrash Villanova

'CAT SLAYER - Mike Pyatt skies a la George McGinnis as he converts two of his

team-leading 22 points as UMass upset the Villanova Wildcats. (Staff photo by

Amira Rahman)

Cagers regroup forces,

return to normalcy
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

It was a return to normalcy for UMass last

night and for coach Jack Leaman, it was a

welcome relief.

True, Alex Eldridge will long remember last

night as he scored his 1,000th career point

while pacing the now 12-7 Minutemen to its

first ever victory over the Wildcats.

But last night's win, which gives UMass a

3-3 record in the EAA, was a welcome relief

to forwards Mike Pyatt and Eric Williams and
guards Derick Claiborne and Bill Morrison.

Pyatt, scored 22 points on 9 for 14

shooting and added four rebounds as he
played 32 minutes in returning to the UMass
lineup for the first time in two games. Pyatt

had been sidelined with the flu.

Williams, who Leanrtan said "played

terrifically inspired ball," scoring 18, eight of

them in a four minute span, while shooting 5
for 7 and grabbing six rebour>ds.

Senior guard and Captain Claiborne,

although benched for the finit time this year

from the starting lineup, was still evernnost

present as he chipped in with ten points,

shooting 4-4.

*^ Leaman, perhaps criticized for not playing

sophomore guard Morrison more often,

responded by playing him for 17 minutes.

Morrison responded by scoring four,

rebounding twice and handing out three

assists.

"It's great to see the team smiling again,"

said Leaman. "It was a great all-around team
effort. Everyone who played contributed."

"It was a great team victory," said

Eldridge. "Everybody filled a role tonight.

People say UMass doesn't play defense but

tonight, we took care of that. At the

beginning of the second half, we shut them
off."

UMass, behind by three at halftime, 38-35,

exploded for 12 unanswered points, with

Williams scoring eight of those as they pulled

into the lead 46-40.

Behind center Mark Haymore's
rebounding and the inspired play of Williams

and Eldridge, the Minutemen increased the

lead to 65-50 with 8:42 left, outscoring the

Wildcats 30-12 in that stretch.

"I knew if Haymore was able to rebound
the ball we would have a great shot to win
the game, and besides Eldridge, I'd say Hay-

more was an important key," said Leaman.
Haymore scored ten. eight of those in the

second half, shot 4 for 7, but more important

rebounded eight times and was immense on
defense.

Wildcat shooting forward Keith Herron,

who scored 24, kept Villanova in the game
single handedly with long range shooting but

it was the overall rebounding of the

Minutemen 40-34 edge, which stunned the

Wildcats who are now 15-6.

Throughout the victory, senior guard

Eldridge literally stole the show. Shooting 6-

10 with gorgeous drives, handing out ten

assists, stealing the ball three times, and
rebounding three times, Eldridge was in

command.
In dramatic fashion, Eldridge scored his

1,000th UMass career point with 3:56 left in

the game at the free throw line. But Leaman
maintains UMass has not seen Eldridge at his

best.

"We haven't seen the best of him yet. It

seems that the better the competition, the

TURN TO PAGE 23

By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

By now, those who following the comings
and goings of the UMass basketball team
must feel they are performing some type of
sadistic ritual.

Just when it appeared there was no hope
and that another UMass basketball season
would be labeled 'disappointing,' the
Minutemen rallied and gave their fans
another shot in the arm last night by up-
setting Villanova, 87-72, before 4200
delighted fans.

Saturday night the Minutemen had
slumped to the lowest ebb in their roller

coaster season with their loss at Maine. But,
last night, they gave their following yet one
more reason to hang on and have faith by
playing their best basketball of the season.

Trailing, 38-35, entering the second half,

UMass oroceeded to outscore the Wildcats
15-to-2 in the first six - and - one - half
minutes of the stanza and then waltzed to a
15 point victory by playing what UMass
coach Jack Leaman described as the best
half of basketball this season.

The catalyst, once again, was guard Alex
Eldridge who tallied 12 second half points (17
total) and simply held center stage among a
multitude of impressive performances.

UMass, led by Eldridge, was simply not
going to be denied in the second half. The
Minutemen scored 53 points by hitting an
amazing 68 per cent from the floor, and
though Villanova was dragging because of a

team bout with the flu, it might not have
made a difference even were they healthy.

"That was one of the best halves I've

seen," said Leaman. "But the thing that

worries you about this team is they may not
do it again for another week."
Leaman experimented early in the game by

using a number of combinations in search of
a group that might propel the team out of its

recent lethargic play.

He began the game with the quintet of
Mike Pyatt, Len Kohlhaas, and Eric Williams
in the front court. They were joined by
Eldridge and surprise starter Bill Morrison.

That left both Mark Haymore and Derick
Claiborne sitting on the bench.

Villanova coach Roland Massimino
countered with the 6-6 front court of Alex
Bradley, Reggie Robinson and Keith Herron.

The backcourt was manned by Rory
Sparrow and Steve Lincoln.

The makeshift lineup was effective early

and UMass jumped out to a quick 8-to-2 lead

behind six quick points by Pyatt, who was
playing in his first game in ten days, and a

layup by Eldridge.

The defense, which had so displeased

Leaman in recent games, came into form and
Villanova had trouble getting untracked. It

took the Wildcats more than three minutes
to score, before a Bradley jump shot (16

points) put them on the board.

Villanova began to heat up and with 6:40

remaining in the half took their first lead of

the game at 21-20. Herron, who had a rather

curious game (11-for-27, 24 points) began to

find the range and the Wildcats opened up to

a seven point lead, 38-31, with 1:20

remaining.
Williams and Pyatt then hit two free

throws apiece and UMass ended the half

trailing by three.

But following the break it was all UMass.
Williams, Pyatt and Haymore took

command of the boards (UMass held a 40-34

aovantage in the game) and with Eldridge

holding the game tempo on his fingertips,

the Minutemen spurted to a 10 point lead.

Once they fell behind, the Wildcats applied

full-court pressure, but the Minutemen, with

Eldridge handing out the assists (10 total)

had relatively little problem breaking it, and
with 6:14 remaining they held a 13 point

advantage at 75-62. In 14 minutes UMass
had outscored Villanova, 40-to-24.

"I can't make any excuses for our per-

formance tonight," Massimino said, after

watching his team drop to 15-6 overall and a

7-1 record in the EAA. "We came out flat in

the second half and Alex Eldridge just put on
a great show."

Eldridge highlighted another in a string of

brilliant performances by scoring the 1,000th

point of his career with 3:56 remaining and
UMass holding a 12 point lead.

The senior stepped back after hitting the
front end of a one-and-one, then heard the
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Steve Buckley

That^s entertainment

By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

A few weeks ago, I made plans to attend
my very first girls', er, womens' gymnastics
meet. Being a senior on the verge of
graduation I reasoned that I had put off the
event for too long already.

The UMass team was in possession of a
number seven national ranking and their op-
ponents, Michigan State, were ranked
number nine — so I figured that I was in for a
real treat.

Boy, I bet I'll scream myself hoarse
cheering those UMies onl I'll buy some
popcorn and maybe I'll sneak in a few beers,
too.

The big day arrives and I find myself sitting

in the Cage amidst a fairly large gathering of
fans. I forgot my beer, but I don't seem to
see any of the other fans with any frosties
though. Still, I'm sure that a loud, noisy
afternoon v^ll ensue.
Then the action begins....

Why is everybody politely applauding for
both teams?
Why is the crowd ever so quiet as the

athletes proceed to begin an event?
I want to scream, "C'mon Jon8ie...Kick

ass, Cantwell," but I feel that if I do
everybody will look at me as though I were
some kind of moronic Yankee fan.

I mean, what the Hell kind of sport is this

where the fan isn't obnoxious and fights do
not erupt in the stands?

It is a relaxing, artistic sport, that's what it

is.

In the right place and time, basketball
serves its own purpose — a statement which
can be made concerning all sports; and this
certainly applies to gymnastics.
On the day that I went, Michigan took all

four events (vaulting, balance beam, ur>even
parallel bars, and floor event) but for some
reason I was not all that disappointed as I left

Curry-Hicks.

I was entertained.
The experts tell me that UMass should

have won the meet, and that a combination
of flu illness and physical injuries had taken
their toll on the team.

I wanted to know more, so ventured down
to Boyden Auxiliary Gym, where the squad
practices, to watch them practice.

The change was incredible. There was
noise. People were all over the chaulk-
infested place and mistakes were being
made.

This must be the place where perfection is

sought. The Minutewomen w«»re training for

an upcoming meet with Southern Con-
necticut, so if mistakes were to be made I

guess that this was the place to make them.
Coach Virginia Evans supervised the

workout and although a close examination
on my part revealed that she had only two
eyes, she seemed to be aware of everything
that was happening.

"Against Michigan we were just plain

flat," said the coach. "We didn't function as
a unit. We didn't score as many points as
against Temple, but there seemed to be more
enthusiasm, though.
The coach talks about injuries and the

nemisis that has burned every team on
campus: The Flu.

Then the topic turns to the freshmen.
Coleen Thornton, Karen Clemente, and
Debbie Smith. Kim Whitelaw, although a
sophomore, is also put in this category, this

being her first year of collegiate competition.

As we talk, Debbie Smith takes a practice

vault. Pointing in her direction, Evans
remarks at how hard the freshman from
Reading has worked.

"If there was an award for most improved
gymnast," says Evans, "then I think Debbie
would win it walking away."
You may be wondering what the point of

all this is, and to be honest I was a bit urv

certain myself, at first. Perhaps I'm just trying

to apologize for my own stereotypes, but I

just did not expect to see that much talent in

one afternoon. The whole thing seemed to

fall into place when I observed the team In

practice; realizing that these people had to

rely more on perspiration than inspiration to

win.

The Minutewomen are in action tonight at

7:X in the Cage against Southern Con-
necticut.

You've got to see them to believe them.

Court disapproves Seabrook's cooling system
BOSTON [AP] - The 1st Circuit Court of

Appeals yesterday dealt the Seabrook
nuclear power plant a major blow by over-
turning approval of the plant's cooling
system.

The court invalidated the Environmental
Protection Agency's approval of the giant
cooling tunnels for the plant, which is being
built on New Hampshire's coast. The court

sent the issue back to the EPA for further

action.

EPA Administrator Douglas Costle last

year approved the cooling tunnels for the
$2.3 billion plant. Costle's decision over-

turned the EPA's Boston administrator, who
said warm water discharged by the tunnels
would harm the delicate marine environment
off the New Hampshire coast.

Judge Frank M. Coffin, writing for the
court, said the case was sent back to the
EPA administrator "because he based his

decision on material not part of the record."

He said Costle used information volun-
teered outside the record by a panel of EPA
scientific experts.

"'No party was given any opportunity to
comment on the panel's report," Coffin

wrote. The judge said EPA now has three
options.

It may "reach a new decision not
dependant on the panel's supplementation
of the record."

Or it may hold "a hearing at which all

parties will have an opportunity to cross
examine the panel members and at which the
panel will have an opportunity to amplify its

position."
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Bromery says HEW
didn't notify UMass
By E PATRICK McQUAID
Collegian Staff

Amherst campus Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said last night that corrective
measures required within the University's

affirmative action guidelines are partly the
fault of civil rights officials in the Boston
office of the department of Health Education
and Welfare who failed to notify the
University of numerous "noncompliances"
beginning in 1974.

It was learned last week that a series of
letters beginning in June, 1977 had been sent
to Bromery from John Bynoe, director of the
HEW Office of Civil Rights in Boston, citing

several "problem areas" which the
University must clear up or jeopardize some
$12 million in annual federal research grants.

According to Bromery, affirmative action
policies for the Amherst campus were
drafted in 1974 and fowarded to the HEW
Boston office for their approval.

'"We didn't near a word from them," said

Bromery in a telephone interview Wed-
nesday night. ""We were wondering what to

do so we decided not to set up all the
mechanisms only to find out later it had been
rejected. We assumed it had been accepted
though."

Bromery said that by the time civil rights

officials had devoted attention to the
Amherst documents the federal guidelines

had changed and the University was caught
with noncompliance of the original 1974
policy guidelines and the more recent
changes made at the national level.

The correspondence from Bynoe's office

addressed three areas and assigned the
University separate deadlines for each of 30,

60, and 90 days.

These areas were the University's failure to

adequately monitor the Amherst campus, to

assign an individual responsible for over-

seeing the implementation of federal guide-
lines and a number of complaints from
women and Asian faculty concerning the
salary structure.

A compromise was drafted in mid-January
by Bromery's office but has yet to be ac-

cepted by HEW because the recent snow-
storm that paralyzed Boston delayed
proceedings.

Reached at his home Tuesday, Bynoe said

the University will not be trusted to monitor
itself in future affirmative action procedures.
"Our office will be monitoring the

University at the same time they are

monitoring themselves," said Bynoe. "Of
course we will be following their actions all

along as they report to us constantly."

"That's really what he has to say," replied

Bromery. "But I think he's speaking on
general terms and not singling out UMass. I'll

TURN TO PAGE 2

Dog may be man'9 best friend but one should never bite the hand that feeds
him. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Proposes N. Pleasant closing

Senate recommends medical leave for Demers
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night recommended that Student Activities

Coordinator Armand H. "Bud" Demers be
given a medical leave of absence and Acting

Assistant Coordinator James P. Riley be
made Acting Coordinator.

In other business the Senate proposed
closing North Pleasant Street to all but
emergency and a public transit traffic from
the Newman Center to Eastman lane. This

was in response to two recent auto-

pedestrian accidents on North Pleasant St.

which left one UMass student dead and
another injured.

The Senate suggestion of a medical leave

for Demers follows a month long controversy

which is said to have grown out of Demers
handling of his office responsibilities. Part of

the issue involves Demers health; he has has
persistent back problems since injuring it a

few years ago at work in the Recognized
Student Organization office.

The proposal to make Riley acting

coordinator arose in part as a response to

moves by Vice Chancelor for Student Affairs

Robert Woodbury. After a Tuesday meeting
Woodbury had with student government
leaders, the Vice Chancelor announced he
was having Dean of Students William F.

Field and Student Assistant to the Vice
Chancelor Paul J. Hamel fill in as supervisors
of office activities.

One of the complaints against Demers has
been he has not been in his office enough to

provide leadership. Demers has admitted
that office morale is low.

Senator Steve Krop said "Dean Field has
done more to stop students then almost
anybody else we have worked with. We sure

as hell don't want him."
Former student government President Jay

Martus called the attempt to oust Demers "a
purly political move." Martus explained that

he felt that "members of a Senate faction did

not get jobs that those in the other camp did.

The same people that worked quite well with

Bud in the past had a vendetta to avenge
him."

Senator Alfred Drewes said this charge
was "not well founded"'. '"Bud has shown a

lack of faith in dealing with us. It has nothing

to do with who he's hired or any of that bull-

shit,"' Drewes said.

In the president's report, Jon Hite in-

troduced a motion to close North Pleasant

street. The Senate passed the motion by a

vote of 48-1. In a related ameqament the

Senate recommended speed traps be set up

to deter speeders on North Pleasant.

Hite also announced the academic
calender for '78-79 which he expects to be
approved by the Faculty Senate. Classes
would begin after Labor Day and end before
Christmas. There would be one Saturday on
which classes would meet to cover for
classes missed on a Friday.

Hite also called for a blue ribbon panel to
investigate the Bureau of Building Con-
struction which supervises construction of all

state buildings.

The Senate also voted to support Kenneth
and Elizabeth Chinn in their efforts to get a

trial in the supreme court concerning their

indictment for plotting to assassinate Em-
peror Hirohito of Japan.

Inside box
Concern has arisen among campus

athletes and resident assistants who
think they are not being adequately
compensated for their services. See Julie

Eagle's story, page 2.

The Stockbridge Student Senate met
last night and announced plans to hold a

Professional Development Day. The
Senate also criticized Co/legian coverage

of their proceedings. See Martha Kim-
ball's story, page 3.

REGIONAL
A Providence man was charged with

plotting to kill President Carter. Carter
will visit the Providence area tomorrow.
Page 5.

NATIONAL
The coal strike continued to cause

problems nationwide, as both sides in the

dispute returned to the bargaining table.

Page 4.

Israeli Prime Minister Manachem Begin
will visit Washington to meet with

President Carter in March. The an-

nouncement came amid charges U.S.-

Israeli relations are deteriorating. Page 3.

SPORTS
Underdog Leon Spinks beat heavy-

weight champion Muhammed Ali in a

title bout last night. Page 16.

The Alaska pipeline is believed to have
been the target of sabotage. Page 3.

WEATHER
, Mostly sunny today, with highs in the
mid to upper 30's. Cloudy tonight with
lows in the teens.
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Higher ed needs
a facelift—Wood

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY IB 1978

Former UMass President Robert C. Wood. (Collegian file photo)

Fee waivers being sought

By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

GREENFIELD - Former UMass President
Robert C. Wood yesterday told a group of
local businessmen and educators here at the
Community College that the state's
educational institutions must adjust to
changing economic times in order to
maintain their autonomy and public support.

Wood, who left UMass Dec''^1, said little

about specific issues facing the University
now. "I see UMass in the paper and say 'ah,
another interesting problem', and I turn the
page."

Wood addressed about 80 local
businessmen and college faculty as part of a
fundraising luncheon series sponsored by the
college during the academic year.

Wood, now with MIT- Harvard Joint
Center for Urban Studies, drove to Bradley
International Airport after the luncheon to
catch a plane to Washington, where he was
to appear before a committee on urban
affairs.

Wood told the Greenfield audience that
failure of education leaders in 1976 to
redefine the relationship between private and
public sectors of education "leaves us today
in considerable dissarray."

He said the educational systems in the
state will lose public support and their fiscal
autonomy if they don't "get effective and
comprehensive" oversight of their budgets.
The price of education will be the "debate

of the eighties," Wood said.

"We are in an age of constraits," Wood
said, and most faculty find it hard to come to
grip with no pay raises when they were hired
in another time period.

"They came into a honored profession,
and now find themselves in something they
didn't bargain for," he said. "There's a sullen
kind of posture that makes them feel let
down."
He said there is also "sullen disillusion-

ment playing against the academic com-
munity because parents didn't think their
children with college grades of AB's would
drive taxis or drain oil."

By JULIE EAGLE
Colllgian Staff

UMass athletes and dormitory resident
assistants, neither of whom receive tuition
waivers are concerned because they believe
they are not being adequately compensated
for their services, according to Karl Allen,
assistant to Student Government
Association co-President Marion Batiste and
Jon Hite.

The broad spectrum of UMass students
who receive tuition waivers must all perform
University services of an academic nature, in

order to receive waivers. These services
include teaching assistants and associates;
research assistants and associates; veterans;
foreign students; fellowship recipients; and
others.

"The fundamental criterion for a tuition
waiver for compensation shall be the in-

dividual's contribution to the University's
academic- instructional -research func--
tions...." stipulates a July, 1975 document
composed by the Trustees Committee on
Student Affairs.

Although University athletics are required
by the National College Athletic Association
to be considered as academic functions,
athletes here are not receiving tuition waivers
because of a trustee committee vote last

August to "reconsider" awarding waivers to
athletes, Allen said.

Allen said the trustee committee voted last

June to provide 120 tuition waivers for
athletes only. But in August, Executive
Secretary of Education Paul Parks'
recommendation that the waivers be
reconsidered was passed 12-1 by the
committee. The committee agreed the
tuition waivers should not apply solely to
athletes, but rather to a wide range of
students performing university services,
Allen said.

Athletic Department Director Frank
Mclnerney said more compensation for
UMass athletes "would definitely be
welcomed." He said the Barber Fund, a
repository for athletic scholarships, was
"almost nonexistent" until the recent ad-
dition of revenues earned by television
appearances of University athletic teams.
"These revenues will help for a short

while, but more funds are needed to help
aide athletes," Mclnerney said.

Dormitory resident assistants also believe
they do not receive sufficient compensations
for the University services they perform, and
have organized a committee in the Orchard
Hill-Central Area to help improve their

situation. Their duties, however, cannot
merit tuition waivers, because they are of a

nonacademic nature, according to Allen.

Tuition waivers for resident assistants
were granted in the fall of 1974 on an ex-
perimental basis, but were then abolished on
July 1, 1975, when the trustee committee
stipulated waiver recipients must be per-

forming academic functions, Allen said.

The resident assistant's tuition waivers
were eliminated because the floor counselors
"were not having direct classroom ex-
perience," according to Community
Development Center Staff Associate Margie
Lenn.

Lenn explained tuition waivers "are no
cost to the University, but they certainly are
to the state. The tuition waivers come right
out of state coffers. What they were doing
was trying to diminish the total number of
students receiving tuition waivers."
While resident assistants are complaining

about the abolition, and also a recent
decrease in the hours they are being paid for
(although their job duties remain constant),
others back the decision to rebuke floor
counselor tuition waivers.

^Bromery says UMass
not notified by HEW
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

stand what we've done here up against any
other University in the Northeast."

Bromery said that the "process" of
complying with federal guidelines always
tends to keep progress at a slow pace and
adds a financial burden to the University.

"If we complied to every one of the guide-
lines put out by HEW alone I'd spend 50 per
cent of my budget hiring people to follow the
process," he noted.

Bromery said that HEW is "not interested
in whether or not affirmative action policies
benefit the University. They're only in-

terested in keeping their shirts clean," he
commented.
He said the immediate concern was two-

fold: "First, affirmative action policy is the
right thing to do. Second, we I ave to satisfy
the federal guidelines but HEW is out to
satisfy a process and not ? "'^ncept," he said.

While visiting Greenfidlc yesterday, Robert
C. Wood, who resigned as president of the
University on Jan. 1, said that he had
"vaguely known about the letters" between
Bromery and Bynoe during his ad-
ministration.

Interim president Franklin K. Patterson
said he had been informed when he first took
office of the controversy and in his first

address to the Board of Trustees in early
January he cited upgrading of affirmative
action guidelines throughout the entire three

campus state-wide system as an issue of
paramount importance.

"I want to be as helpful as I can," he said

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery

Wednesday, "to reconcile the differences
between HEW and the Amherst campus but
I wasn't referring specifically to this situation
in my address to the trustees."

Patterson said the issue of affirmative
action didn't "really bubble up until

sometime in late January when I began to
make specific recommendations to Chan-
cellor Bromery."

Professional day planned
The Stockbridge Student Senate will hold

its first annual Professional Development
Day Feb. 21 in the Campus Center.
The all day convention will include

sp>eakers and exhibitors in agriculture,

horticulture, floriculture, plant and soil

wences, forestry and wildlife management,
animal science, and other agricultural areas.

Seminars are scheduled hourly from 9:45
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The features speaker will be
John Barrus, assistant commissioner for the
state Dept. of Food and Agriculture.

A spokesman for the Stockbridge Student
Senate said the professional day will likely

expand to three days in coming years. He
said students from UMass as well as Stock- for QniAntlfi^ rA<»A»»^i.
bridge are welcome to attend.

^^ SCienilTIC reSearCh
The professional day has been in the

planning stage by the senate for the past
semester and is designed to provide
professional people and students an op-
portunity to discuss business trends, new
practices, problems in related fields and
possible employment opportunities.

-MARTHA KIMBALL

library has been that way over the past
several days merely to cool offices located
there.

"It's hot over there," said library building

director George Wright.
Wright said the window was located in an

enclosed office space area of the library and
not in a stack area, offering no place
someone might jump or fall out of. A suicide

occurred at the library some years ago.
"I happen not to believe in the policy,"

Wright said, referring to opening the window
to cool the offices.

-CHRIS SCHMITT

HEW awards UM grants

The third project, "Hormonal Control of
Ovum Transport," will receive $28,750 and
will be directed by Donald L. Black.
The department of art has also recently

been awarded a grant of $1500 to aid
sponsoring an artist-in-residence.

NEAG meets tonight
Plans for Quad Day, the vice presidential

election, a proposed women's center, and a
"step- by- step" lease policy will be discussed
at the first meeting of the Northeast Area
Government tonight.

Open window cools office

An open window on the 25th floor of the

WASHINGTON - The National Institutes
of Health of the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare has awarded three
research grants totaling $131,391 to UMass.

77,700 dollars was awarded to a project
entitled "Calcium Fluctuation and
Localization during Mitosis". The project
director will be Peter K. Hepler.
Another project, directed by Leonard C.

Norkin, entitled "Defective Virus from
Simian Virus 40 Carrier Cultures" will receive
$31,941.
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SANTA BARBARA, Gal. - Residents survey damage sustained by recent rough
weather. The rear portion of the house siid one hundred feet toward a nearby
beach after rains loosened the steep slope. (UPi)

Stockbridge senate

plans development day
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian STaff

The Stockbridge Student Senate revolved
most discussion around upcoming
Professional Development Day at its meeting
last night. Other business included
discussing problems with obtaining adequate
coverage in the Collegian and establishing a
Stockbridge hockey club. SGA co-President
Jon Hite, who attended the meeting spoke
on current campus issues.

Professional Development Day, a day-long
convention including seminars and exhibitors
in many agriculture fields, will be held Feb. 21
in the Campus Center Auditorium. Peter
Quinlan, chairman of the event asked all

senators to inform their professors and
request they announce the event. "A strong
turnout is essential to PDD's success," said
Quinlan.

In discussing publicity for the event,
senate president Geoff MacDuff spoke
unfavorably regarding Collegian coverage so
far this semester. "We were promised space,
with no results. We can get state wide media
coverage (for PDD), but nothing in the
Collegian," MacDuff said.

MacDuff continued, "I suggest the Stock-
bridge Senate consider retaining funds
appropriated for this service if this con-
tinues." The Senate unanimously voted to
support MacDuff's statement.
Jon Hite commented on the Collegian

coverage issue. "You're not the only one has
problems with the Collegian. Stockbridge
students are readers of the Collegian, so they
should receive coverage, too," he said.

Hite clarified the SGA's position on the
funding of campus buses. He also spoke
about the possible closing of North Pleasant
St. on the UMass campus, the Spring
Concert, and banking and check cashing on
campus.

Hite voiced his opinion of the University's
and Stockbridge's image outside of the
Amherst campus. "Massachusetts' papers
are not responding favorably to the
university. I say to the public, It's your in-

stitution; it's your tax dollar," Hite said.
A constitution for a Stockbridge hockey

club was ratified by the senate. Due to a lack
of ice time this late in the season, the
membership into the club will begin next
semester.

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

The Jan. 1 increase in the hourly minimum
wage from $2.35 to $2.65 has not yet
reduced the number of campus jobs available

for UMass students, according to various
campus employers.
Student Payroll Supervisor Charles

Trudeau said Tuesday there were 5,300
paying jobs for students on campus last

semester. Approximately 3600 students have
been cleared for the payroll so far this

semester, Trudeau said.

More than 1000 additional students will be
cleared in the next two weeks, so there will

be no accurate figure of the number of

students on the UMass payroll until

sometime in March, according to Trudeau.
The largest campus employer of students,

Food Services has approximately 1000
working students according :o Richard
Flynn, food services' manager of student and
employee relations.

Flynn said the cost of hiring the students
at the higher hourly wage was figured into

the Food Services' overall budget and
passed on to those students purchasing meal
tickets.

Last semester, there were 460 memt>er
groups of Recognized Student
Organizations, which employed ap-

proximately 650 students, according to
Lynne Smith, acting manager of the RSO
office.

Smith said she expects the same number
of students to be employed this semester
although it was too early to give an exact
number because workers were still being
cleared and some were switching jobs.

Timothy Cox, administrative assistant for

the campus center, said the complex will

employ 500 students this semester, about the
same as last semester.

"The increase in the minirnum wage hasn't

reduced at all the number of student em-
ployees here," said Cox.
Campus Center Financial Manager Moh-

mmad Idress said the Campus Center fee

that students pay will not be increased to pay
for the higher rate Campus Center workers
receive.

"We will try to get the extra revenue by
increasing sales within the Campus Center,"
said Idrees. He also said the Campus Center
was interested in hiring more part time
student workers rather than full time per-

sonnel.

Spokesmen from campus employers that

hire smaller numbers of students also did not
see a significant reduction in the numbers of
students on their payrolls.

Begin plans trip

to protest sales
JERUSALEM [AP] - Prime Minister

Menachem Begin yesterday bitterly
protested the U.S. decision to sell warplanes
to Egypt and Saudi Arabia and said he would
go to Washington next month to try to
smooth over the growing quarrel between
Israel and its chief ally and arms supplier.

"With all respect I turn to the president of
the United States and ask that he reconsider
the decision he took last night, because it

contains a grave danger to the peacemaking
process and to Israel's security," Begin said
in a speech to the Israeli Parliament.

He said the first U.S. sale of combat air-
craft to Egypt would reinforce what he called
ultimatums issued by President Anwar Sadat
in peace talks and would encourage saber-
rattling in the Egyptian press.

"Threats of war and aggression will not
move Israel to take any decision that would
harm its status, its rights, its security or its

future," Begin said.

The United States "has to understand that
the supply of aggressive weapons at this
time cannot be other than ... an obstacle to
peace negotiations."

In Washington, Carter administration
officials acknowledged differences between
the two countries but said these do not
undermine the basic U.S. commitment to
Israel.

They said they wanted to put to rest
"speculation" that a crisis had developed
with Israel over the aircraft sale to the Arabs.

Begin's visit is unrelated to the arms deal
decision and is seen by the Carter ad-
ministration as an opportunity for a thorough
and "quiet exchange" like the one Sadat had
with President Carter earlier this month, said
a State Department statement.

In other Mideast developments:
— Ten thousand Israelis prayed at the

funerals of two men killed in the bombing of

a Jerusalem bus Tuesday. In his speech.
Begin blamed "the evil hand attempting to
rule in Judea and Samaria," an allusion to
radical Palestinians in the Israeli-occupied
West Bank of the Jordan River.

Abdul Jalloud, chief deputy to Libyan
leader Moammar Khadafy, met in Moscow
with president Leonid I. Brezhnev. The
Soviet news agency said Jalloud and
Brezhnev agreed that Egypt's peace overture
to Israel is "inflicting serious damage to the
interests of Arab peoples."

Begin, who will be making his third visit to
Washington since taking office last June,
said he would hold three days of talks with
President Carter. No dates for the visit were
announced, but White House spokesman
Rex Granum said it would probably be early
in March.

Granum said it was important "to have
thorough discussions with Begin" on the
Middle East situation similar to the con-
versations the president held with Sadat
during his U.S. visit earlier this month.

Besides the issue of U.S. arms supplies to
the Arabs, Carter and Begin are expected to
discuss the question of Israeli settlements in
occupied Arab lands. The Carter ad-
ministration opposes the settlements as
illegal under international law.

Under the $4.8 billion arms proposal, the
United States would sell Saudi Arabia 60 F-
15s, the premier U.S. warplane, and Egypt 50
of the less sophisticated F-5E fighters.
Israel's would receive 15F-15s to augment
the 25 it began receiving 14 months ago, and
75 F-16s.

Selling the advanced F-15s to the S'^udis
was clearly the more worrisome element of
the package to the Israelis, despite Saudi
Arabia's status as a moderate state not in

direct confrontation with Israel.

Alaskan pipeline shuts off

after probable sabotage
FAIRBANKS, Alaska [UPI] - The Alaska

oil pipeline was shut down yesterday after a
leak - possibly a result of sabotage - was
discovered a mile north of the Chena River
just east of Fairbanks.

Morris Turner, an Interior Department
official in Anchorage, said officials suspect
sabotage was the cause of a two-inch hole at
the base of an above-ground section of the
pipeline.

"The best speculation is that it was caused
by a third party," Turner said. "A small bullet
hole wouldn't do it. Explosives could do it."

Alaska State Troopers and the FBI were
investigating the incident.

Aleyska officials said hot oil was still

gushing out of a two-inch hole in the bottom
of the pipeline at the rate of two to three

gallons a second. Cleanup crews were on the
scene trying to contain the oil before it

reached the river.

Alyeska spokesman John Ratterman said
the crews were having difficulty getting close
to the leak because the oil was so hot.

The pilot of a private plane notified the
Alyeska Pipeline Services Co. of the leak
about 2 p.m. Alaska time after he sighted a
160-square-foot patch of oil under the
pipeline.

The pipeline was shut down a short time
later when an Alyeska helicopter confirmed
the sighting.

Alyeska officials said they had no estimate
of how much oil might spill out before the
leak was patched, but Turner said the total
could run as high as 20,000 gallons.

Student jobs still stable

despite hourly wage jump

The Life Music Collective entertains students yesterday afternoon in the Earth-
foods dining lounge. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)
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A lone bulldozer sits atop a snow covered pile of coal at the Consolidated Coal Co.
mine in Library, Pa., where yesterday empty railroad cars awaited loading some day
when the coal strike ends. (UPI)

Phonothon aim:75 thou'
By STEVE DAIGLE
Collegian Staff

The annual UMass Alumni Phonothon
March 6 through April 13 hopes to raise

$75,000, according to Phonothon Director

Mary Ellen Blazon. Blazon said she expects
800 volunteers to work in shifts while utilizihg

31 phones.
When the volunteers arrive for work at 6

p.m.' they will be served, without cost, a sit-

down buffet dinner. Blazon also said the

dinner may be washed down at any time
through the evening (which ends at ten) by a

nearly endless, and free, supply of Schlitz

and Schlitz Light.

Once the food has been eaten, the

volunteers are briefed and handed a desk
blotter inked with all the information a

phonothoner could want, and then set to

work.
Picking up a directory, the volunteer dials

and says to the former UMies, "hello, this

evening I'm with a group of volunteers, who

are once again phoning to talk about UMass
and to request your gift to the Annual Fund."
According to information on the blotter,

the former alumni often wish to talk about
what UMass is doing today, or why students
don't work their way through school
anymore.
Once the money has been raised, it is

distributed to various needy groups, some
whose existence stems from this money.
Those groups range from the Alumni
Scholarship Program, to athletic scholar-

ships; the largest amount, however, goes to

other programs.
The Phonothon is only one of seven

UMass Alumni drives. In an attempt to keep
the phone call down (all 50 states are called),

.six other Phonothons were held in Amherst,
Springfield, Conn., New York City, Boston,
and Washington, DC. A total of $303,325
was raised last year, and after expenses
$250,684 was left. The donations ran from a

few dollars to $1500. The average donation
was $17.
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Strike may cause
violence, layoffs

\UPI\ - Negotiations to end the longest
coal strike in U.S. nistory were back on track

Wednesday, but violence and power
shortages spread through the nation's in-

dustrial heartland.

In Washington, the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association bowed to President
Carter's wishes after a short-lived refusal,

and agreed to bargain at the White House
with the United Mine Workers Union. Talks
were scheduled to resume at 8 p.m. EST.

In Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania and
Indiana, striking United Mine Workers
hampered efforts to transport non-UMW
coal. Western Kentucky miners called for the
resignation of union President Arnold Miller.

Kentucky officials confirmed reports of
coal-dumping and nail-studded boards
thrown under coal truck wheels and said it

was investigating the dynamiting of a north-
eastern Chessie rail trestle earlier in the week.
Police said the blast, which was reported
Wednesday, damaged a bridge upright and a
portion of its undercarriage.

Power companies yesterday predicted lay-

offs running into the millions and further
curtailments caused by rapidly declining coal
stockpiles.

The Ohio Public Utilities Commission
ordered all state electric utilities to share
power and purchase it from out-of-state
companies regardless of the cost. Ohio
Edison Co. said it had only a 33-day supply of
coal remaining.

The nation's major auto producers said

layoffs of hundreds of thousands of workers
throughout the country will result if the coal
strike forces key component plants in Ohio to

close.

Hundreds of Ohio pickets forced one truck
driver to dump his load of coal and closed a
mine and loading dock owned by two
companies that supply non-UMW coal to
Columbus & Southern Ohio Electric Co.

Pennsylvania State Police said a band of
"300 to 350 locals" picketed three operating
non-UMw companies in Clearfield County,
but reported only a few minor incidents.

They said two arrests will be made in con-
nection with the incidents — one for criminal

mischief, one for parking on a highway.

Indiana Gov. Otis R. Bowen mobilized 350
guardsmen to protect a 239,000-ton ship-
ment of coal by the state's largest electric
utiltiy. Public Service Indiana, between its

plants at Gibson and Terre Haute, 110 miles
apart.

A PSI spokesman said the tires of 20 of 75
trucks were flattened by nails thrown on the
road.

Meanwhile, petitions seeking the recall of
Miller were widely circulated in UMW District
23 in western Kentucky. "We have no way of
keeping an accurate count, but it looks like a
lot of men from the locals are signing it," aUMW spokesman said.

In suburban Cleveland, a meeting of
representatives of 12 Midwestern states
studying how to deal with the coal shortage
was broken up by nine demonstrators
chanting, "Victory to the miners, govern-
ment hands offI" The meeting was called by
the U.S. Department of Energy.

PSI in Indiana announced it wi.l impose
mandatory curtailments on all of its 500,000
customers in 69 counties beginning Monday.
The move forces Purdue, Indiana and In-

diana State universities to impose major
electrical cutbacks.

In West Virginia, electric utilities serving
the northern and eastern sectors said all

major industrial, commercial and educational
users will be cut to 70 per cent of their

normal load Monday. Officials said the order
could result in 25,000 layoffs.

A Monongahela Power Co. official said
customers ignoring the 30 per cent curtail-

ment will receive 24-hour written notice and
then be shut off.

West Penn Power Co. sent a telegram to
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton Shapp requesting
emergency powers to require industrial

customers to reduce consumption by 30 per
cent and to require retail and commercial
users to be open a maximum of 45 hours per
week, beginning Monday.

North Carolina, South Carolina and
Alabama, where coal shortages have not
been as critical, announced preparations to
ask their electric customers for voluntary
cutbacks in energy consumption if the strike

continues.

Bill aids coal workers
WASHINGTON [UPI] - With the nation

caught in the throes of its longest coal strike,

the House yesterday gave final approval to a
bill that m'akes it easier for coal miners with
black lung disease to get financial com-
pensation and allows them to reapply for

benefits denied in the past.

The measure, approved by the Senate
Feb. 6, passed the House on a 264-113 vote
and was sent to President Carter.

A separate bill to finance black lung
benefits through a tax on coal production
passed Congress in January.

Wednesday's bill outlines procedures and
eligibility requirements a miner or his sur-
vivors must meet to get money when a
family member has black lung, a debilitating
disease suffered by a number of persons who
work in underground coal mines. The formal
name is pneumoconiosis.

Rep. Frank Thompson, D-N.J., said, "We
are giving them some compensation for that
suffering - some measure of decency,
comfort and support."

But opponents said the bill was too ex-
pensive and too generous.

NAVY
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If you want to got into nuclear cnpineerinp, start by get-
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Navy Officer Information Team
.tt ttv' Placement Service Office
iin Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
22 23 and 24 Fehruary 1978
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Around New England
Minister convicted

GREENFIELD {AP\ - The sex-in -the-
parsonage trial of the Rev. Roy Leo,
accused of having relations over a veer's

time with a 14-year-old giri ended
Wednesday when the activist minister
was convicted and sent to jail.

Leo, 55, who had been charged with
engaging in numerous sex acts with the
daugher of one of his parishioners, buried
his face in his hands when he heard the
sentence.

The trial has been a sensation in this

rural county seat north of Springfield
near the Vermont border.

Franklin Superior Court Judge
Raymond R. Cross sentenced the
Congregational minister to six to 10 years
at Walpole State Prison.

The Franklin County Sheriff led Leo
from the courtroom while the preacher's
wife and 30-year-old daughter stood
weeping.
The young girl, who had testified she

had fallen in love with Leo after her
parents sent her to him for private
counseling, sat in the nearby empty
courtroom and showed no reaction.

The jury of six men and six women
deliberated for eight hours before
reaching a decision following the two-
week trial. The jury's verdict found Leo
guilty of statutory rape and assault and
battery.

The trial was closed to the public, but
open to reporters. Previously, Massa-
chusetts morals trials involving persons
under 18 had been held behind closed
doors. The judge, who allowed media
coverage of the trial, ordered reporters
not name the young giri and her family in

the Leo case.

The giri, now 16, testified she had
sexual relations with Leo at his par-
sonage, at a home where she was a
babysitter and during a church youth
outing to Canada. She described the
frequency of the encounters as going on
"regularly".

For 11 years, Leo has been pastor of
the Robbins Memorial Church in

Greenfield.

Army investigated
PROVIDENCE [AP] - Sen. John H.

Chafee, R-R.l., said Wednesday he will

investigate whether the Army could have
moved faster in mobilizing troops for

Rhode Island's snow emergency last

week.
Referring to a "surplus of confusion,"

Chafee said he and Sen. Jennings
Randolph, D-W.Va., will hold hearings

March 7 in Washington in hopes of

finding ways to make the response to

disasters quicker.

"The president signed an order on
Tuesday afternoon last week ordering the

Army to get going and give us a hand...,"

Chafee said. 'Tuesday night came and
nothing happened, Wednesday morning

and nothing happened, Wednesday
afternoon and nothing happened."

Chafee, claiming he prompted the
Army to act more quickly, said he did not
agree with a system "dependent on a
senator calling up the secretary of the
Army and telling him to get hustling."

Bd. rejects request
HARTFORD, Conn. [UP/] - Con-

necticut's Board of Education Wed-
nesday rejected requests it not require
schools to open 180 days this academic
year because of the winter's storms.

"Barring another major emergency, we
believe all school districts can meet the
180 days mandate," the board said.

The board rejected the requests by a 5-

3 vote. It promised to review the matter
later if conditions dictate and entertain

specific requests in hardship cases.

Gov. Ella T. Grasso and Senate
Minority Leader Lewis B. Rome, R-
Bloomfield, had suggested the board
consider eliminating the 180-day
requirement after the state was shut
down for two days last week because of
the Blizzard of '78.

Houses destroyed
[UPI] — Gas explosions in Sherborn

and Brockton destroyed two houses and
left one resident seriously burned
Wednesday, police said.

James Jordan, 41, was reported in the
intensive care unit at Leonard Morse
Hospital in Natick after suffering second
and third degree burns when his home
exploded and burned at 101 Woodland
St. in Sherborn.
Another resident, John Willison, 65,

escaped uninjured. A police spokesman
said the 7:11 a.m. explosion may have
been caused by a propane gas tank. The
state fire marshal's office is investigating.
The house was destroyed.
The Brockton, an explosion apparently

caused by leaking gas leveled a two-
story, wooden frame house at 304 Winter
St. There was no one home at the time of
the incident and there were no injuries.

Neighbors said they detected strong gas
odors before the explosion about 8:45
a.m.

Carter threatened
PROVIDENCE [UPI\ - A Providence

man has been charged with threatening
to kill President Carter during his quick
stop in Rhode Island Friday.

Secret Service agents and Providence
police arrested John Nanaka, 34,

Monday. U.S. Magistrate Jacob
Hagopian i uesday comnnitted Namaka
for 60 days psychiatric observation to see
if he's fit to stand trial.

Namaka is yet to enter a plea to the
charge.

THERFSAREASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSIBILITY

THEY'RE NAVYOFFICERS.

.

On one side of bar collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.

On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their

patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital

corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.

Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent

salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can't buy —the pride and respect of a Navy officer.

For the complete story, sign up for an interview with the

Navy Nurse Information Team
M. |t"' Placement Service Office
fii> Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
?? ?1 .1.-0 P4 F.'hMi.ifv 1978
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Senate allocates money
for Int'l. Women's Week
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Plans for International Women's Week
(IWW), March 5-11, became a financial
reality last night as the Student Senate
allocated $1,100 for child care funding during
the week.

Irene Richard, staff coordinator for IWW,
announced the Senate's decision to a
gathering of 30 women just minutes before
last night's IWW meeting. "I feel at this point
we can just go ahead," stated Richard, who
had been concerned about funding of
theweek's programs. She e iphasized,
however, that financial support was still

needed in other areas.

The participation of the handicapped was
also discussed at the meeting. "One of the

things we are trying to do throughout the
week is to accommodate the handicapped
women attending the events," said Richard.
A committee was formed to organized their
attendance.

There is a possiblity that Holy Near's sister

Timothy will interpret Near's concert for the
deaf. The IWW coordinating committee is

also attempting to provide interpreters for
the three lectures sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program.
The lectures for the week include a

keynote address by former Olympic gold
medalist Wilma Rudolph and addresses by
consumer advocate Paula Gold and joumalist
Nora Ephron.

It was also announced that on March 9 a
group from Ohio, the Bid Mam Poetry
Troupe, will present an evenir>g of original

poetry, music and movement.

UM Boston: overcharged?
BOSTON [AP] - A New York consulting

firm may have been overpaid by hundreds of
thousands of dollars, says a state engineer
who accused his boss of consistently taking
the side of the controversial firm over the
advice of his own staff.

That was the testimony of James J.
Cusack, an engineer with the state Bureau of
Building Construction, at a hearing Wed-
nesday before a legislative committee in-

vestigating contracts for the University of
Massachusetts' Boston campus.

Among those contracts is one which
netted the firm of McKee-Berger-Mansueto
$6 million for supervising the project.

"Quite frankly, I wouldn't engage them
(MBM) as project managers on the most
simple construction," Cusack told the
committee.
He said the firm was paid a fee of 1.53 per

cent of the $150 million the project was to
cost. However, Cusack said, the firm actually
supervised only $110 million in construction,
and was, therefore, overpaid by more than
$400,000.

FOR BOOZE & BEER
WERE NEAR & HERE

Right in

the heart of Amherst !

Save your time, tires, and gas.

c&cii.iouoRS
BEHIND THE POLICE STATION

FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY
253-3091

ARE YOU
COMING

UP SHORT AT
THE END OF
THE MONTH?

There s one thing thofs probobly common to oil college students
They hove to watch their tinonces Here s news about some help you
moy be obie to get

Air Force ROTC hos tour, three ond two-yeor scholorships that pro-
vide you SIOO month ond cover oil tuition books and lob tees As on
AFROTC codet. you II enter on exciting progrom of Air Force instruction
fhoi prepores you for one of the most grotlfying monogement jobs
ovoilobie fodoy

Then, OS o commissioned officer in the Air Force you H find respon
sibility and challenge from your very first ossignment you ll find that

people respect you for whot you do best
Consider the Air Force as one of your goals, ond consider the

AFROTC progrom as a rood to thot goal If you need financial help 'o

free your mind for your studies, find out obout AFROTC scholorships to

day

V^
Call 5-2437

noTC
Goteway to o great woy of lif».
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State troopers claim
moonlighting necessary
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BOSTON \AP] - Overtime and
moonlighting may bring a Florida vacation or
a new car to some, but to many Massa-
chusetts state troopers they mean putting
food on the table.

Some troopers say 16-hour workdays and
seven day work weeks are necessary just to
make ends meet on the lowest base salary of
any New England state police officers.

The winter snow has brought hard times
to the troopers, as there are few road jobs
available — and uniformed off-duty traffic

details on highway construction sites are
their largest source of off-duty income.
Now their hopes for financial relief are

riding on the appointment of a neutral fact-
finder — James Altieri of New York City —
to mediate the salary dispute with the state.

In many cases, the outside jobs spell the
difference between paying bills and letting

them ride, the troopers say.

"It's impossible to work without them,"
said Trooper John Hayes of Hingham, who
earned about $9,000 moonlighting last year,
working every day off for 45 weeks.
"The only reason I didn't work 52 was that

there wasn't a road job available," the father
of four said.

Maximum annual pay for Massachusetts
troopers not holding command status is

$12,745, compared with $13,887 in New
Hampshire, $14,330 in Vermont, $14,335 in

Maine, $14,400 in Connecticut and about
$15,300 in Rhode Island.

Cpt. David Moran, vice president of the
State Police Association of Massachusetts,
said his organization is seeking an $18,000
maximum, which he said is comparable to

Defense costs
climbed in '77

by 17.4 billion
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Defense

Department said Wednesday the estimated
cost of its major weapons programs
escalated by $17.4 billion in the final months
of 1977, including a rise of $1.5 billion in the
Navy's "low-cost" F-18 fighter program.
The Navy also posted an estimated $10

million increase for each F-14 jet fighter still

to be bought at $29.7 million per plane and
$1.2 billion extra in "refined" estimates for

Trident submarines.

The Navy wanted to delay production of
the F-18, but was overruled in budget
proposals by Defense Secretary Harold
Brown, who told Congress it would be "low-
cost" if produced in sufficient numbers.
Under the new figures, based on revised

estimates in the last quarter of 1977, the F-

18's cost per plane moved up to $17.6
miHion. That makes it equal in cost with the
Air Force's first-line F-15 fighter, considered
a more capable aircraft.

Although the F-15 is in production, the F-

18 will not go into production until the early

1980s.

Officials attributed the big jump in the F-

14s per-p>lane cost partly to Brown's decision
to stretch out production over a longer
period, and partly to an extra $546 million in

"increased support costs."

Program costs now will go from $10.6
billion to an estinnated $12.1 billion for the F-

14 and from $12.8 billion to an estimated
$14.3 biNion for the F-18.

Officiais said irKreased program costs for

the Tridsnt missile submarirw woukj amourrt
to $2.9 biNion largely attributed to addition

of a 14th subrrwrine and its weapons, but
also owing to $1.2 billion in revised

estirnates.

The estimated $17.4 billion escalation for

the 50 weepona programs included In the
Pentagon survey approached the 118.4
biWon recorded for the last quarter of 1976.

Thst was an ail-time record.

Brown toid Cor>gress in his recent annual
report that failure to go ahead with the F-18
program rx>w would have "fdr-reachir>g

errects .

"Without F-18 procurement the carrler-

baeed fighter and attack force levels within
naval aviation would experience t significant

decline in the late 19608 and 1990s," the
defense secretary said.

The Pentagon's quarterly price review also

said the Army's XM-1 main battle tank,

scheduled to start production next year, rose
from $4 1 billion to $10.4 billion. But the
increase included r decision to nYore than
double the number of tanks produced to the
7,000 mark.

the average pay for police officers in the
state's larger cities.

But Gov. Michael S Dukakis has refused
to give the state police more than $15,472,
which includes the three-year $1,775 raise

negotiated last summer with the Alliance,

representing 37,500 state employees.
George Bennett, director of the state's

office of employee relations, says ac-

ceptance of the state's offer would rank
maximum base pay for troopers fourth
compared with those in other New England
states. New York and New Jersey.

Several hundred holders of law en-
forcement degrees in the 900-man Massa-
chusetts force also earn incentive pay of up
to 25 per cent of their base salary.

And Bennett says state police up to
sergeant's grade currently earn an average of
$2,400 annually in overtime.

"The real problem is atttempting to move
the state from an intransigent position set by
other bargaining units," said Moran.
Moran said state police have not had a pay

raise since 1969, when they had the highest
police salaries in the state except for

Cambridge's $13,000 annual pay.
But Bennett contends that does not take

into account cost of living increases, which
the state considers boosts in salary.

Since November, when off-duty state
police stopped patrolling the halls of South
Boston High School during court-ordered
desegregation, many of the patrolmen have
been hurting financially.

"Most of them were working in South
Boston because they had to," said Moran,
noting state police are now only allowed to
work off-duty on highway jobs or at Logan
International Airport.

Thurs., Feb. 16
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Admission $1.00

I 8:30, 10, 11:30 (.50' 12 b under)

EGENCY

Hair Cutting

for Men

& Women!! .r^^

Ask About Our Apprentice Haircutter.

189 N. Pleasant St.

253-9526 253-7341

iTHE CELLA

The fact thatThe MBA"calculator was designed
for business professionals is a great reason

for buying one while you're a student.
We designed The MBA to

help professionals arrive at
fast, accurate answers to a
broad range of business and
financial problems. The same
ones you'll face in your busi-

ness classes.

Interest, annuities, ac-
counting, finance, bond analy-
sis, real estate, statistics,
marketing, forecasting, quanti-
tative methods and many more
course applications are in your
hands with The MBA.

This powerful calculator
also features preprogrammed
functions that let you perform

more difficult calculations at

the touch of a key. Instantly.

Accurately. You may also enter
your own programs up to 32
steps long, saving significant
time if

you'redoing

repetitive

classwork

problems.

The
MBA comes
with an

illustrated

text, "Cal-

culator

Analysis for Business and Fi-

nance," This new guide shows

you how simple calculator
analysis can be with The MBA
calculator. It's 288 pages of
understandable, easy-to-follow

reading. And it's coupled to

more than 100 real-world ex-

amples that show you step-by-

step how to make calculator

analysis work for you as never
before.

If you're building a career
in business. The MBA business
financial calculator can be one
of your strongest cornerstones.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
...INNOVATORS IN

PERSONAL ELECTRONICS

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPRING FLING SKI WEEK AT
KILLINGTON, VERMONT

March is KiUingtons Best Ski Month with Plenty of Snow. Sun and Fun
March Ski Weeks Include:

• Five Day KillingtonLih Ticket (Mon-Fri) • Five Nights Lodging
(Sun-Thurs) • Five Full Breakfasts k. Four Complete Dinners
• Ski 50 Runs with up to 3000' Drop on 14 Lilts • Night Time

Entertainment&WalktoMovies.etc. • Free Keg Party& Dance to Live Bands
ONLY $119.50-$139.50 or $79.50-$99.50 (without meals)

Special Drive-To Package
To receive all the details on this great trip, send this ad with your
address to United Intercollegiate Skiers Association, 4040 S. 28th St.,
Arlington, Va. 22206. (703) 578-3322 (No collect, please) Subject to
6% tax and service charge. Call Davjd Ghareeb 546-7856

kVision Showcase;
(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

Kent Whalon

— Licensed

Optic ii.n

We are Specialists in:

•FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by
Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar Oe La Renta
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

• Free Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises. Mik* Mudway contemplates the possibility of an eariy spring. (Staff photo

by Howard Barnstone)

© 1978 Texat Inslruments Incorporated
Texas Instruments

INICORPOR Ar ED

EARN OVER^650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SmORYEAR.
If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,
you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical
education. This would cost you thousands in a civihan school,
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on February 22, 24,
or contact your Navy representative at 5 1 8472-4424/4462 (collect)

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer
Program, Code 312-B468, 4015 Wiljson Blvd., Arlington,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help
you finish college : it can lead to an exciting career opportuni ty.

NAVYOFHCER.
IT'S NOTJUSrAJOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.

Abzug loses

to unknown
In NY election
NEW YORK [UPf] - Bella Abzug, dealt a

stunning defeat by a virtual unknown in

Tuesday's special congressional election,

yesterday refused to concede defeat in her
third try for a p>olitical comeback.

Republican S. William Green bumped Mrs.
Abzug in her bid to serve the remaining 10
months of Edward Koch's term as U.S.
representative from Manhattan's 18th
Congressional District.

"This isn't over. Nothing's over. I am a

political person and I always will be," Mrs.
Abzug told dazed supporters at the Summit
Hotel Tuesday night.

The defeat, her third since she left

Congress in 1976, capped an unusual

campaign in which she only received the

Democratic nomination after a confusing

court fight with City Councilman Carter

Burden. She could not even vote for herself

since she does not live in the district.

Early returns showed Mrs. Abzug ahead by
some 2,400 votes, but her lead dwindled with

later returns. Green went out in front by 577

votes with all but 1 per cent of the vote

counted. The last ballots gave him another

1 1 votes but a rechack by election officials

showed he won by 1,270 votes.

The unofficial count gav the former state

assemblyman 30,240 votes or 53 per cent to

Mrs. Abzug's 28,970 or 48 per cent.

Mrs. Abzug, her crumpled victory speech
in hand, demanded a recount City elections

officials said the recounting will be done
Friday morning.

Mrs. Abzug, whose floppy hats and
outspoken liberal politics made her a national

figure, refused to say whether she would try

again for the seat in the Democratic primary

later this year.

"I don't rule out anything," she said.

A spokesman said Mrs. Abzug met in

seclusion with top aides Wednesday at her

campaign headquarters to discuss the
election and plans for the future.

Money, a solid media birtz and well-

organized volunteer work to win "golden
nuggets" spelled victory for S. William Green
in his congressional race with Bella Abzug.
The day after his election to Congress,

Green, a former state assemblyman, visited

Upper East Side subway stops to thank
voters for their support.

Mrs. Abzug left her congressional post to

run for the U.S. Senate but suffered her first

political setback when she lost the
Democratic primary to Daniel Moynihan.
The second blow came last year, when she

lost the seven-way primary for mayor of New
York to Koch.

In the other special congressional election

Tuesday, state Sen. Robert Garcia won the
House seat vacated by Deputy Mayor
Herman Badillo.

Garcia, a Democrat who had Badillo's

support but was denied his party's

nomination because of political squabbles,

won easily over Democratic party choice

Louis Nina and former City Councilman
Ramon Veiaz.
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More flu flaps

To the Editor

In regards to staff commentary,
specifically Bob Melia's "Flu Flap" of

Feb. 13, I think the Collegian should be
more realistic in the selection of

newsworthy material for publication. I

believe in everyone's right to express

their views butt "if one has nothing

important to say, it is best to say
nothing.

"

/ would like to review some of the

examples used by Mr. Melia to introduce

reality into his dream-world.

First, viruses aren't selective in terms

of who they affect. Any and all places

where people come in contact with one
another have the potential for a virus

invasion, whether it be a campus of

20,000 students or a household of 6
family members. Mr. Melia attributes our
affliction to poor living conditions but he
failed to point out that the United States

Military Academy wa: suffering from a
similar virus with a similar percentage of

affected. The U.S. Government spends
tens of thousands of dollars over the

course of 9 years on education, training,

and benefits per cadet. Do you think they

have poor living conditions^

Mr Melia attacks the Food Services as

Letters
The gap is growing

To the Edhor

Ivmai kmp* saying no to a Pahstmian
stata.

A Pahstinian state, thay say. wgf posa
a mortaJ danger.

Mayba yes.

Mayba no.

Isotation, too, poses a mortal danger.
So does defiance.

People know that we Jews are no
pushovers. Not any nrtore.

We are armed and can be considered
dangerous. If you prick us, we can make
you bleed.

Enough said.

We're a small minority. For every
person who's a Jew, there are 400 who
aren't.

Flu column misleading

To the Editor
To say that the recent outbreak of flu

on campus is due in any large measure to
Whitmore is misleading.

For one thing, most of the dormitories
and dining commons were constructed
under tfie auspices of the Massachusetts
Building Authority. So while it is true that
the incidence of infectious disease on
canjpus is in great part due to crowded
living conditions, Whitmore cannot be
biamad.

The responsibility of the Ad-
ministration is to see that the campus
functions effidantiy. Even though tttey

may not feel the flu as those who have it

do, thay ara influenced by it.

What therefore seams to ma to be the
logical thing to do in a problem situation
is to make suggestions; not point an
accusatory finger. If you recognize
problems on campus, you may be able to
help nriatters by making suggestions.
Even constructive criticism can help
where a negative grunt cannot. So I have
listed a few suggestions for some of the
health problems I have recognized here
on campus.

I am a senior, a vegetarian and a
student of the natural environment.
Because of my background I notice littie

things. For example, I have seen im-
provements in the quality of food in the
dining commons. I do however see room
for additional improvements. Why not
educate students about eating? A very
simple and practical way might be to
display posters in the dining commons.
The posters could include information on
dietary requirements, food combining

And the gap is growing.
We want to be on good terms with the

world. And we can't be on good terms
with the world if we don't listen to what
the world is telling us.

The world is telling us it wants a
Palestinian state.

We Jews have to be practical and
realistic. Peace with the Palestinians is

practical. Peace with our Arab neighbors
is practical. Peace with Christians and
Muslims is practical. Putting on a long
face and scowling at the hypocrites is not
practical.

Let's not repeat the mistake of the
unlucky motorist who, to avoid the on-
coming bus, swerved smack into a truck.

David Ahrens
Hadiey

and food ingredients. What it comes
down to is motivating the students'
attitudes. Do students eat to live or live to
eat?

As the dining commons have room for «

improvements, so do the adobe dorms
we live in. It is in this milieu that we, as
students, can have the greatest impact. If

we respect and take care of our "dwelling
pieces, " we may not eradicate infectious
diseases. We may however make con-
ditions more an^enable to living. Clearly
though, simple hygiene on the students'
behalf would reduce the risk of infectious
diseases on campus.

You will notice that the above
suggestions are directed at the students
as well as tfw Administration. This is not
a defense of the Administration's
procedures. Nor is it a critique of
students' behavior Rather, it is a
recognition that we must look at
problems ho/istically. So let us as
students give the Administration helpful
suggestions. Let the Administration
attend to their respective duties with
compassion and concern for the
students.

Because by our very nature we are
gregarious, we will always be subject to

infectious diseases. Likewise, we will also
try to find someone or something to

blame for our infirmities. As an alter-

native, why not consider this question:
"And why do you look at the speck in

your brother's eye; but do not notice the
log that is in your own eye?" [Mathew
7:3]

David A. Kimball

another source of illness on campus.
Granted, improper nutrition lowers one's
resistances to germs and viruses, but this

improper nutrition balance is most likely

caused by students' dietary habits.

Do you think the Food Services would
receive State and Federal subsidies if

they served food with no nutritive value?
By producing vast quantities of food, one
must expect a small decrease >n quality,

keeping in mind that you get what you
pay for. ( "There is no such thing as a free

luch "]. Imagine the price of a meal plan
based on Mr. Melia's concept of separate
kitchen and dining facilities in each dorm!

I sympathize with Mr. Melia for having
to brave rain and snow to get his meals, it

seems that everyone has that problem.
Maybe it could be arraigned for his meals
and classes to be held in his dorm so he
wouldn't have to go outside. [Do you
think taxpayers would support a program
to enclose the campus entirely so we
wouldn't have to go outside at all?]

Mr. Melia, Please be more realistic in

the future, since it is absurd 'logic' such
as yours that serves to widen the gap
between students and administrators, all

because of unjustified and unprompted
criticism.

Brian D O'Leary

Senate should act on road closing

To the EdKor
/ would like to suggest that tha

Student Senate meat with tha necessary
town officers to draw up a warrant to go
to the Amherst Town Meeting for tha
purpose of closing N. Pleasant Street be-
tween Massachusetts Avenue and East-
man Lane. I would further like to see this
section of road renamed Scott G. Bur-
gess Poad.

This suggestion asks for no by-passes
or road building solutions to Amherst
traffic problems. We have lost a parson
and the ultimate respect for Scott
Burgess wHI be to peacefully see we lose
no more persons. That can be our
monument to Scott Burgess.

Dolores D. Sutton

Lower speed limits on N. Pleasant

To the Editor
Four hundred thousand dollars to plan

unrealistic and unacceptable alternatives

to the North Pleasant Street Expressway?
Why not post and enforce 15 mUe per
hour speed limits from the Newman
Center to Governor's Drive? A large fine

would be in order for the selfish few who

would violate such a limit. The present
speed limit is 25 miles per hour, which
means that it would theoretically take 48
more seconds to drive that half-mile with
a lowered limit. Surely no one's time is as
precious as a pedestrian's life.

Kenneth L. Komfield

S.O.R actions alienating

To the Editor
We demand from the SOP a clear,

concise, unambiguous explanation of the
purpose of the SOP. In the past four
years they have spent over a quarter of a
million dollars of the students' money
and we feel that the students have a right
to know what it has been spent for

As we see it, the SOP's purpose is to

improve and increase interaction be-
tween the students and the student
government. We applaud thair rhetoric
but are dismayed with thair course of
action. It is our common belief that their

actions are doing nothing more than
further alienating the individual from his-

her government. An excellent illustration

of Just what we &'© talking about is the
SOP endorsed Coordinating Committee
of the Student Senate. Having received
support from the SOP the Student
Senate overwhelmingly approved and
mandated the creation of this coor-
dinating committee. This committee is

composed of a Student Government
Association Co-president, the speaker,

treasurer, and committee chairpersons of
the Senate. There is no input by the
individual to this committee which serves
as the SGA central body. This is what we
call a concentration of senate power and
action, not an increase of student-
government interaction.

A second fine example of non-
conformity between the SOP's rhetoric

and action was the SOP's waffling on the
"sunshine legislation" which was in-

troduced and voted on last semester.
This legislation would have forced our
Honorable senators to report back to

their constituency and tell us what they
are doing with their tide and our money in

the Senate. With introduction of these
bills the SOP saw that the concept was
compatible with their rhetoric and en-
dorsed these bills.

After having been cleared with the

SOP the Senate went on and gave over-
whelming approval to these bills. Not ten
minutes later the SOP reversed its

position on the "sunshine legislation"

and condemned the two bills. With the
railroading expertise of, then. Senate
Speaker Brien DeLima, the Senate voted
to reconsider those bills and over-
whelmingly defeated them.

Here again we see the SOP's rhetoric

saying, "more student input. " but their

actions protecting and securing the

insulation of our elected civil servants.

We understand that the SOP has a
long range goal as well, Student
Unionization.

After the media blitz praising the con-

cept of a student union had run its

course, the resistance to a union broke
out. The campus saw the formation of an

RSO group. The Non-Unionist Students,

whose sole purpose was to prevent

student unionization.

Following some fact finding was
uncovered that for a student union to

have a backbone, recognition would have
to come from either the UMass Trustees

or from the Massachusetts' state
legislature. Both routes are viewed with a
great deal of skepticism.

Active resistance from a handful of
students, apathy from a great many
students, and this simple fact of life quite

successfully killed off any consideration

of a Student Union.

The SOP saw the death of the Union
and tried desperately to breathe new life

into the union song by giving it a new
tide, "Student Empowerment." Again
the tune was fine but the students

recognized the lyrics and resistance was
still felt.

With a new semester the SOP brings
another new title to their union song,
"REORG". As we now understand it, the

lyrics have not yet softened up and until

they do the students will meet "REORG"
with the same resistance and apathy they
had given the "Union" and "Student
Empowerment.

"

When will the SOP and the student
politicians stop playing political house
and listen to the students? If they would
only stop their babbling and circus type
antics every Wednesday night they
would hear that the students don 't care
about any union. We simply want to

receive our education with the least

hassle.

We demand that the SOP stop feeding
us their baloney and stop spending our
money.

Patrick O'Donneil for the
The Non-Unionist Students
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The folly of rights for Nazis
billsundstrom

It has been argued on more than one
occasion that, in order to preserve the rights

of people like Martin Luther King, Jr., to

protast what they feel are nrujor injustices,

the rights of Nazis and other terrorists must
likewise be upheld. After all, the argument
goes, if King coukl march peacefully on
Washington in opposition to poverty and
racism, the Nazis are certainly entitled to
march on Skokie, Illinois, in opposition to
that town's Jewish population.

The poverty of this typical "liberal"

position is blatant when one recognizes that
the very goal of most fascist groups is the
ultimate destruction of liieral freedoms for a
large sector of the population, while the goal
of King and other black activists has
historically been to ensure those rights for all

people.

The American Nazis, who do Indeed plan
to stage a "hate march" on Skokie (60 per
cent Jewish) this April, have raised some
very serious questions about the limits to first

amendment rights. Moreover, they have
helped delineate some basic differences

between so-called radical thinkers and those
who would call themselves "liberals."

The major difference arises in the ap-
proach to freedoms of speech, press and
expression. For the liberal, those rights are
directly tied to free market economics and
pluralist politics, in which those things
considered most true and valuable are those
which sell the best. Consequently, free

competition between ideas represents the
best means of deciding what is true, or at
least what the largest number of people have
determined Is In their self-interest. It also

offers njling class apoligists like Milton
Friedman a marvelous defense of capitalism.

A more social notion of the "liberal"

freedoms holds that such rights are
necessary to the free and healthy functioning
of society as a whole. It is through dMcussion
of and disagreement over political and ethical

issues that we crystallize our beliefs and
achieve a point of equality and nuitual un-
derstanding - both of what Is "true" and of
what we are as Individuals. These rights

must, by the very rrle they are assigned, be
balanced against other rights of citizens —
the right to be free from poverty and op-
pression, or the right to be secure from
harrassment in one's community.

It is clear that the Nazis have little or no
respect for these other rights. In the case of
the Skokie march, the community's interests

simply outweigh the Nazis' liberal freedoms.
A second, more practical consideration Is

that one cannot merely dismiss fascist

organizations as a serious threat in the
United States, particularly at a time when a
turn to the political right is frequently

documented. Other Western nations are

experiencing similar rises in far-right ac-
tivity... perhaps most frightenlngly in Ger-
many. The self-defeating logic of the liberal

would have the heroic American Civil

Liberties Union defending the Nazis, as they
successfully did In Skokie, all the way to tije

qas chamber.

One of the fundamental problems liberals

have In dealing with the issue is that they do
not understand Nazism. Their means of
treating the symptom — allowing the Nazis
to stage the march in the hopes that the
irrationally of Nazism will be recognized by
the vast majority — ultimately aggravates the
disease by providing the Nazis with free
publicity. Nazism Is difficult for libertarians to
grasp because it is a mass movement with its

roots in the very nature of late capitalist

society. Because individuals do not simply
"choose" to become Nazis by virtue of their

"free will," liberals totally miscomprehend
the nature of the beast.

And thus it Is that a magazine like The
Progressive, which claims to promote the
cause of socialism in this country, can
publish a lead editorial sspporting
unrestricted speech, "Even for Nazis." The
vestiges of the liberal ethic in radicalism are
often stronger than many radicals would like

to admit.

Of course, the danger inherent in first

amendment restrictions is severe, particularly
in light of the above-mentioned social

functions those freedoms serve. It can only
be said that Nazis constitute an extreme
case, one where the "marketplace of ideas"
cannot be trusted to arrive at the rational

judgment.

In the words of conservative columnist
George F. Will, "...the logic of liberalism is

that it is better to be ruled by Nazis than to
restrict them." That logic wilts rather badly in

the strong light of 20th ^Century history.

Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the
Collegian.

North Pleasant Street solutions
By DICK JANSSEN

Once more the frenzy of illogic has in-

filtrated our ranks. People are crying for the
closure of North Pleasant Street following
the death of Scott Burgess earlier this

month. Scott was hit by a van as he dashed
across North Pleasant late one Saturday
night. This follows In the wake of years of

uncoordinated efforts to close the section of
road and create a by- pass. Although my
deepest sympathy goes with the friends and
family of Scott Burgess, one death does not
warrant the closing of a road in the same way
that we wouldn't tear down the library

because someone decided to jump off of it.

•t is generally assumed that children of
college age have the learned ability to cross
the street on their own. It takes the average
body about a second to scamper across a

twelve-foot wide asphalt lane. A car can
cover 90 feet in the same amount of time, but
only if it's going 60 m.p.h. The odds certainly

seem to favor the pedestrian. But a more
comfortable solution seems to be: Slow
down the cars. The town of Amherst's
solution to slowing down the cars?? Repave
the road {!?f] The recently resurfaced street
is the smoothest, slickest dragstrip on
campus, permitting a velvet-ride at any
speed. At least the old washboard tended to

slow things up a bit. Tne town has tried to

curb excessive speed by throwing the usual

bureaucratic solutions at it....speed limit

signs and occasional radar traps, but to no
avail.

Why not a sensioie solution? Flashing red

lights.. .stoplights, even full-stop signs?? Or
why not hit the motorist where he really

lives... In his muffler and shock absorbers, by
erecting speed bumps along the way?? Don't
close the road! It's the only decent access In

a relatively inaccessable University.
Thousands of off-campus people rely on that

road as a strategic drop-off point. And what
about the buses?? Where are they supposed
to go.. .through the cross-campus steam-
pipes?? If it becomes inconvenient 'Enough,
the average pass-through commuter will find

a by-pass route. ..but this University needs
that strip of asphalt. It needs it more than it

needs to protect us against the one-in-a-

billion odds that we'll meet with unfortunate
accident.

I am soared by the overreaction to this

issue... I am scared by the general aura of
hypersensitive overreaction that seems to
infect this entire campus. ..from students to
bureaucrats. It is this same mental disease
that historically triggers dumb solutions like

sending our brothers overseas to murder and
be murdered. Keep the road ... and may
cooler heads prevail.

Nuts to you

jim pauiln

Dick Janssen is a Collegian commentator

Well, like they say out here, "It ain't the
Hotel Northampton, Ifs Northampton State
Hospital."

And it's not UMass, but it is a state in-

stitution, a state hospital, not a state
university. But who's to say which Is crazier?

People holler and scream out here for their

various reasons, just like people holler and
scream in Southwest out of the tower dorms
for their various reasons. But at the
university, if you're screaming because you
feel confined, you're always free to walk
anytime you want without having to worry
about earning "grounds" privileges, that is.

permission to go outside.

Like anyplace else, the people who hold
keys hold power. The patients don't hold
keys because they don't hold power, but are

held by power, the power of the state.

And though the state has power. It doesn't
have much if money Is power since because
of tight money you can only get one glass of

milk per meal.

As judges are supreme in a court, so are

doctors supreme in a mental hospital (or any
other). They make the decisions as to who
may get privileges such as "Group and O.T."

(Occupational Therapy), Grounds, Off
Grounds, Home Visit," and "Removal of

privileges" if you fuck up.

I was asked if I'm nervous. Yes, I'm

nervous. Of course I'm on the defensive, and
with good reason. If you were Incarcerated

without the due process of law you're en-

titled to by the constitutioc of the United

States you'd probably be a little pissed off

too.

Make one wrong move, any move the

shrinks consider bad and you're sick, sick,

sick, and you'll never get out of here.

Although I can't walk outdoors here, one
thing's for certain: you can't beat the rent.

Nothing like a free room and board In a state

building. However, in sprte of this official

largesse, I'd rather do like Jerry Brown dkJ —
decline to live in the state provided mansion
and live in my own house, if I owned one that

is.

This isn't the governor's mansion for sure,

but it beats the Northampton police station

jail. At least you are not locked in a cell —
you're not locked In your room but you are

locked on the ward except when you go
down stairs to the canteen to play pool or

ping pong or buy cigarettes at UMass prices

65 cents a pack, cups of soda — 15 cents....

candy bars and pastries at the usual price.

There's only one telephone here, a pay
phone, downstairs in the lobby. When you
want to make a call, you find a staff member
who's not too busy to take you down.

And for the first time since September, I'm
not living in a basement apartment but in a
room on the top floor of the Haskell Building
on Ward 3A. And, unlike the dungeon office
of the Collegian in the basement of the
Campus Center, I've got a view of the
Berkshires, even if I can't see the Music Inn
In Stockbrldge that was more or less my b6at
for last summer's Collegian.

Jim Paulin is a political prisoner in Nor-
thampton State Hospital.
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Notices
AMERICAN RED CROSS

Donof center open. Donors will be ac-
cepted any Wednesday between 2-8 p.m. at
the Public Health Center, behind Morrill,

roonn N-344. Help us get back on our feet
after the flu. We need you.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Has. 44 —
note new day.
LAMBODA DELTA PHI
Ae you looking for something? Lamboda

DelXH Phi IS looking for potential sisters and
assoi iate brothers. We're having an open
house, tonight, 7-10. Stop by and see us.

DANCE
New England auditions for the summer

term of the School of American Ballet in

New York will be held at Boston University's
Sargent College on Saturday, Feb. 25, from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Intermediate and advanced
male and *( laie students 12 years old and
over am invited to audition. Applicants
should bring practice clothing and must
register at the dance studio between 10 a.m.
and noon. For additional information call

(617) 435-5600 or 473-3850.
SNOW POLICY REMINDER

University snow regulations prohibit over-
night parking in snow lots during Dec. 1 to
April 1. Parking during snow season is

permitted ONLY in Lots 21, 22, 24, 25 (North
of access road to P lot only), 32, 41, 42, 43,
44, 49, 50 and all peripheral lots except the
front of the Stadium lot. Any question call

the Campus Parkina Office at 545-0065.
WRITERS NEEDED
UMass Variety Show, a weekly 1-2 hour

TV show, needs writers for scenes and
satirical commercials. Call the Student Video
Project, 545-1336.

JOBS AVAILABLE
Deadline for applications for ws and non

ws positions as staff persons at the Malcolm
X Center is today, 16th. For info contact
Consuelo, 6-9905 or Greg at 6-9731 or the
MXC at 5-2819.

EDUCA TION NUTRITION
Cooking instructor Paula Gallagher will

demonstrate how to prepare a variety of
natural foods. 7 p.m. Jones Library in

Amherst.
FILM
THE HOINT, sponsored by Crabtree

Houfe, CCA. 7, 8:30, 10 and 11:30.

HILL EL
Correction: Elie Wiesel will speak at the

University of Mass. on Feb. 27 instead of
Feb. 28 as listed previously. Wiesel will speak
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union.
INTERNSHIP: NEW YORK CITY.
WASHINGTON, D.C.

This past semester UMass students in

majors ranging from journalism, legal
studies, design, political science to
economics traveled to the Big Apple and the
nation's capital and received 15 academic
credits for demonstrating to a faculty
member what they had learned during their
full-time, one semester internship.

LITTLE SISTER'S PARTY
Alpha Tua Gamma is having a party,

tonight at 9:00 for all University and Stock-
bridge women interested in joining the Little

sisters program, at 375 N. Pleasant Street.
LOST

Light blue down parka in the pool room of
Leach House on Mon. 13, about 8:00 a m
Please call Tom 546-5565.

Icelandic button-down sweater, off-white
with a dark yoke, Friday. Please return to CC

lost and found or call Stephanie, 549-0712.
Glasses; brownish color, plastic rims. Call

Steve, 6-6330. Keep trying.

GONG SHOW ACTS NEEDED
Grayson dorm needs acts for Gong Show

on March 9. Anyone interested call: Larry 6-

6955 or Neil 6-6929. First, second and third
prizes awarded.
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
We need help for children's workshops

during I.WW, March 5-11. Next meeting Feb.
21, 8 p.m., rm 173 CC. Any art supplies you
wish to donate can be dropped off in the
Commuter Collective office, rm. 404 Student
Union.
SPEAKERS

Israel - a racist state? Tonight. The
revolutionary socialist view of Israel. Hear
Ahmed Shauki, Egyptian political activist and
Michael Egan, anti-zionist Jew. CC 904 at
7:30.

O.V. Hirsh, member of United Mine
Workers of America, Miners Right to Strike
Committee, Nat'l United Workers Org.
Tonight 7:30 Morrill rm 245.
MUSIC

Sparky Rucker. Blues, steel-string guitar,
Sparky is from Knoxville, Tenn. He played
the 5-college Folk Festival in 75 and his
latest album is "Cold and Lonesome on a
train." Elliot House, Mt. Holyoke, 8:30 p.m.,
2. dollars.

WOMEN WRITERS
There will be a meeting for all women

interested in covering women's issues for the
Collegian tonight at 7:00 in the Campus
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WESTERN MASS BUS LINE

UMass to Worcester in l-^hrs.

For only $2.50

Buses leave on

Fri. at 1 & 5

Sat. at 12

Son at 1 & 6:30 from Campus Center Circle

Connection can be made to Boston
For more info call

UMass travel at 545-2006

or Western Mass 584-6481

Center (come to the Collegian office for
room number). No writing experience
necessary; we will help you learn. Women
who do not wish to write for the paper on a
regular basis but are willing to cover In-
ternational Women's Week events should
also attend.

OXFORD NIGHT
Meet the co-directors and see sldm of the

college for the summer 78 Oxford program
Bartlett rm 301, 7 p.m.

UMSFCU
Members interested in applying for BOD or

Credit Committee positions see either Denise
Colls or Peter Bloom at the Credit Union
before the deadline on Fri., Feb. 17.

N.EA.G. MEETING
N.E.A.G.'s first meeting, Thur. 16th, 7:00

in Knowlton B-1. Each dorm must send at
least two reps. Everyone is welcome. For info
call Diane, 6-5494 or Carol, 6-5547.
SPECTRUM

Organization meeting Thur. at 5:00. All
interested in any area of fiction, art, or poetry
are urged to attend.

RUGBY CLUB MEETING
Tonight in CC 915, spring trip and

business. All welcome.
WOMEN IN THE AMERICAN ECONOMY

Rosalyn Baxandall and Susan Reverby, co-
authors of America's Working Women, will

speak tonight at 8 p.m., CC 162, on issues
concerning women in the economy.

MCAT
Classes forming now for the April 15 exam. First meeting will be Satur-
day, March 4th Latest materials. No lectures. Fee $175. Call Test Prep
Services of Amherst 256 6462.

TEST PREP
SUMMER JOBS

FOR
SOPHOMORES

see page 16 for details

Hatch Bar
Student Union Building

The Great
Pretenders
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Sports Notices
X-COUNTRY SKI - 7 kilometer cross

country ski race sponsored by the Intra-

mural Dept. will begin this afternoon in

front of Boyden at 3:15. The race is open
to all students, faculty and staff.

SPRING SCUBA - There are still

openings in the sport scuba course of-

fered by the GPE Program in Key Largo,

Fla., this spring break. Organizational

meeting, tomorrow night, at 7 in Campus
Center rm 911.

MEN'S LACROSSE - Final call for all

varsity and JV candidates - meeting at 4
p.m. today, rm 251 Boyden.

GYMS & POOLS CLOSED - on the
following days: Boyden Pool — Feb. 18;

NOPE Pool - Feb. 25; NOPE Gym -
Feb. 25; Hicks Building - Feb. 16, 18, 21,

23, 27.
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PE Club a 'major' service toalf
By GARY ADINOLFI
Collegian Staff

In late September of 1977 a new
organization was formed on campus. The
Physical Education Majors Club, as it is now
entitled, provides many services for the
community along with aiding the PE major.

Last Monday, the club elected its

executive board of President Ed Demello,
Vice President Gayle Hutchinson, Treasurer
Rhode Metzger and Secretary Mary
Catanzaro; who replaced Nancy Carreiro
who shouldered the duties last semester. The
club also elected a faculty advisor, Arlen
Barber. Also three members of the club were
chosen to attend the national convention
which will be held in Kansas City.

The major objective of the PE Majors Club
is to help and improve the physical education
program and to bring all PE majors closer
together. But as Hutchinson pointed out,
"We don't just hold functions for ourselves.
We plan to be a community group."

One of these services was to provide a
source of transportation to the big U Mass-
UNH football game last semester. The club
will also sponsor a lecture on the Olympic
Games given by Frank Rife, a member of the
PE faculty.

The PE Majors Club is a good way for the
PE major to really become involved in the
field of physical education and to provide
input that will help them in the long run. The
club has elected two students to the
department Curriculum Committee. It will

provide the students with the opportunity for
social functions and workshops as well as
having a say in department policy.

Although things are moving along quite
smoothly the club does have one problem.
"The hard thing for us to do is to get all of

the PE majors to realize that the club is a
service for them," said Metzger. "The club
does what the members want it to do. We
want to get the students to give us input."

Right now the membershio of the club is

between 60 and 70 members. They we'come
any new members from the School of
Physical Education. Demello said this is a
good amount of people for a club that is still

in its infancy.

"Our biggest plus," said Demello, "is that
we have a good amount of people that really
want to work."

"It has been a rallying point for all PE
majors," added Barber. "Where there's
numbers there is strength. We can get all

kinds of programs going and I also feel that it

is important that the students are able to
elect their own committee members."
The club keeps good communications up

with the other six PE institutions in Massa-
chusetts.

"Although there are some real good clubs
among the other institutions," said Demello,
"I feel that UMass has the best club in the
state."

He urged all PE majors to get together with
other PE students and see what the club is all

about.
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REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8:30a.m. and
3:45pm., Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3:45p.m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form. Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

ILityUaiUiJ BSsSSSES I.
PJI^I l UrJlJ III

LOST

German Shepard, black, 2 yr., M,
reward. 5-2080, 549-0704 or 5-2590.

Gold watch with multi-colored face lost

during finals. Sentimental value. Call

Dot, 549-6416 or 545-3500.

Overseas jobs— summer/year-round,
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-$1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free in-

formation-write: BHP Co., Box 4490,
Dept. MC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at
253-3875.

TRAVEL

Jobs on shipsi American. Foreign. No
experience required. Exc. pay, world-
wide travel. Summer jobs or career.

Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665-
3659.

FOR SALE

Pioneer 150 watt amp. Pioneer 112
turntable, pr. of Ambient 22 speakers,
amp. Orig. $600, BO over $450. Call 549-
0235.

AM FM car radio for sale. Never used.
In-dash. Best offer. Louise at 256-8297.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or
Diane, 549-4773 before Feb. 25.

To the girl who mistakenly took my
mittens at the post office Monday 7:

please leave them at the lost and found
desk in the CC for me. Thanks.

AUTO FOR SALE

Five College typing ser-
vice—professional, fast service. Call
Diane, 549-2637.

'66 VW bug, needs a little work,
negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

price

HELP WANTED

Tennis pro* and assistant
pros— seasonal and year-round clubs;
good playing and teaching background.
Call (301) 654-3770 or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to Col. R.
Reade. W.T.S., 8401 Conn. Ave., Suite
1011, Chevy Chase, MD 20015.

Camp Tomahawk Cr Wicosuta. Top
N.H. men and women interviewir>g Fab.
24, GoodeN building. Positions offered:
waterfront, tennis, all athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, riflery, archery,
journalism, rocketry, WSI, piano, crafts,

secretary's, lacrosse, wrestling, karate.

Contact Leily West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment.
546-1961.

Head resident positions available. Part
time positions at Mount Holyoke College
for the academic year 1978-1979. Single
persons or married couples. B.A.
required. Call (413) 538-2560. An equal
opportunity employer.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to
clean up after meals in exchange for
homecooked meals. Call John, 546-
0174.

Calculator-TI SR-51 II, 1 year old, ex.
cond. $35 or best offer. Call 546-6724.

Refrig., Sanyo, 2 cu. ft. new sacr. $75.
Paul, 549-1688.

1% acre lot in Brandon, Fla.— Vi hr. from
Clearwater. Lot is on hill overlooking
large lake. Lovely area. For info call 1-

467-3466 after 5 Er on weekends.

Pedal steel guitar, 8 string, 3 pedal,
beautiful sound, $100. Matt, 546-6158.

5 cubit ft. refrig., largest legal dorm size.

$75, will deliver. Glenn, 549-1221.

Sleep on an original piece of art. Full size,

four post water bed for sale, has drif-

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay. Everything included for
$300. Call Daryl at 253-5674.

Once in a blue moon. 5 Market St.,
N'hampton used furn.— antiques, red
tag sale, now- 18.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

08 service— fully equipped, professional
service. Installation -$10, adjust SWR
and check system- $5, alignments and
ail repairs -$10 hourly. Dale -253-7649
nites.

AUDIO

Sony 3650 amp 80rms, 5 yr. warr., 256-
8709, BO.

1969 Ford wagon, 390, runs but needs
work. Call Dave, 546-8618, after 5.

$1200, nego.

FOR RENT

Single furnished room with private
bathroom. $75/month, Amherst
Motel. Call after 6, 256-6662.

UMass professor has two rooms,
$90/mo-fut., large house — Dave
Nubert, 545-2227/wkday, 659-
3523/wkend-eves. 36 Bridge Millersfa.

WANTED
Brand new 22" high efficiency speakers.
$200 or bo. Call Carol at 549-5935.

Garrard 40B w/wood base and new AT11
cart., $30, 549-4470. Must sell soon.

PERSONALS

Female vocalist wants band. Call Alison
at 6-7426.

Roommate wanted. Get 1st mo. rent
free. Male non-smoker, on bus route in

Sund. $75/mo. Cal Paul, 665-3865.

SERVICES

Buy 3 subs get one free. Sundays at
Subway of Amherst.

Roses are red, violets are blue, if I had
one jigababy to pick I'd always pick you,
love you always, —Capital D.

Thief I You didn't have to steal my Cosmic
Wimpout dice. Buy your own at the
University Store!

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec P. A. Rentals available. Give us a
try. Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584-4076.

INSTRUCTION

Hypnosis. Get better grades, improve
reading memory & all learning skills

easily. Campus Center, Feb. 15, rm. 162;
Feb. 16, rm. 809 at 7 & 8:30 p.m. Mr.
Morse, hypnotist, consultant M.E.D.
532-5703, free session.

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb, 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427.
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YESTERDAY
Men's Gymnastics 175.60 Southern Connecticut - 217.20
Women's Gymnastics - 132.56 Southern Connecticut - 122.70
Men's Swimming - vs New Hampshire - postponed, flu

Hockey vs Williams postponed, flu

TODAY
Women's Track at New Hampshire, 3 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs Northeastern - Curry Hicks Cage, 7:30 p.m.

ifAH dethroned

HADLEY PICTURE FRAMING
Custom

MATTING. MOUNTING AND FRAMING

Also Needle Work Stretched & Framed

Most jobs completed in less than a week

44 Middle Street, Hadley, Mass.
Tel. 586-0332

Mon. Thru Friday 1 to? p.m.

;

Sat. 12-5 p.m.

CONT. FROM PAGE 15

boxing in exhibitions at the age of 15 when
he entered his first an^teur tournament as a
11 5-pounder.

He was to have 185 amateur fights, with
the final one culminating in the gold medal at
Montreal when he knocked out Cut)an Sixto
Soria to capture the 178-pound title. Upon
turning pro after his discharge from the
marines after three years of service, Spinks
won his first fight, then began a body-
building program that saw him gain more
than 20 pounds in less than a vear.

Spinks was given virtually no chance of

beating Ali after two lackluster performances
late last year. Spinks fought a draw with the
journeyman Ledoux in Las Vegas on Oct. 22

after compiling five knockouts and then won
a close decision over Italian Alfio Righetti on
Nov. lo, also in Las Vegas.

Spinks has watched at ringside by his
mother, Kay and younger brother Michael,
the Olympic Middleweight champion, who
earlier won an eight-round decision over
light- heavyweight Tom Bethea of New York
in a preliminary bout.

In the other preliminary bouts. New Yorker
Eddie Gregory stopped Jessie Bernett of Los
Angeles at 1:59 of the 10th round in a light-

heavyweight contest; Great Britain's Alan
Minter KO'd Puerto Rican Sandy Torres at
1:57 of the fifth round; and Kansas City
Middleweight Tony Chiaverini KO'd Peru's
Marcello Quir>ones at 2:29 of the third round.

Women's b-ball won't play

NU, Bridgewater State
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Due to a series of snowouts, post-

ponements, and cancellations, the UMass
women's basketball team will not be back in

action until next Tuesday night, when the
Minutewomen host UConn in a 7:30 game at

the Cage.
UMass played on Feb. 2, when it lost at

Providence College. 56 55, in overtime. In the
interim, the Minutewomen had games
against Bridgewater State (Feb. 7) and
Northeastern (Feb 11) postponed due to

snow and poor driving conditions in and
around the Boston area.

The Northeastern game was to have been
made up today and the Bridgewater State
game Wednesday, but due to several
schedule conflicts, both contests were
cancelled.

Thus, UMass has only two regular season
games remaining. The Minutewomen are
slated to play New England's number one
team, Southern Connecticut, Feb. 28 in New
Haven. The UConn game wilt mark UMass's
last home game of the year.

The Minutewomen, 11-5 and ranked

second in New England despite losing to
Providence, the number th;ee school, are
also set to participate in the Massachusetts
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (MAIAW) state toumament. The
four-team Division I field will square off at
Boston University next Friday and Saturday
nights.

UMass won the championship last season,
defeating Bridgewater State in the semifinals
and Springfield College in the finals. The
tourney was held at Bentley College

f olitics Hi the Gras.sroots'

Skills dnd Strategies
A three credit seminar

Stariinc} Feb. 19th

Workshops facilated

by Mike Ansara of

M.iss f-air Share, Wade
Rjikeof ACORN and
other national figures

Contact the SOP. Rm
426 SUB or 5 2415

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION

SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

Applications are now available for all persons interest-

ed in applying for space for 1978 1979 All groups wishing to

renew or change space for next year must apply. Forms are
available at ttie Board of Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no later than Tuesday,
February 28, 1978

The CC—SU Board of Governors is an Equal Op-
portunity—Affirmative Action organization.

A new and startling chapter
in one of the great journeys of
enlightenment ofour time

CflBlOS

DUSTOUT
PORTHE
WEEKEND

nKsceoNDmNG
OFPOUMA

The Second Ring of Power goes fjr beyond anything
Cdstanedd has v«^ written In his great journey towards
knowledge and ^x)wer. he finds himself in d deadly psychic
battle with dona Soledd. a female dp^>renlice of don .'uan
who turns her power -power she learnt from don Juan
himself— dgainst him

I lUTiirv Guild Mlffn.jtu SrU-riion

Psvfholot^v Toddy fior>k ( tub M.im SfUTtirin

^9 95 ^K SIMOIN AND SCHUSTER

Peter Pan nnd Continental Trailways

offer frequent service to Boston, New
York and many other great, get-away-

from-it-all places.

CONnNDnALTRAMMnrS
C PETER PAN DUSUNES

MAKE UFESIMPLER FORYOU.

For Information, Schedules and Prices,

Qmtact: Campus Center Bus Office

549 2006 or 54« 600»
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DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau

^ ItHLLIAMS?

mmlh^ 0. tjiuiAMs.
'

' iBS. PRESCeNT
r- rnS. OFTHBRED-

v"""^ >W PICIOUS. BUTIiUHeNMmOME-y CALL5,
mx, iOUCArfBBTOO
iBS. _ CfiKSFiJL, i'KNOU?

NO.NO. I JUST
Atii PAH.- THOUem WUMie^T
JICOLAR BBf^PRBSSmtm
REASON? THIS UTTLB OOeV.

HOBlODeAL.HHArs

PEANirrS by Charles Schuiz

I'm 50RRV. MA'AM...

I

IjJASN'T PAVIN6 ATieNTlON

C;18TI United Fuluft Syidictti. Inc

I ACCIPENTALLV STEPPED
ON A 3U6 ON mi UiAV

TO SCHOOL TOCAV

r FE£L 50 eUlLTV... I

HATE TA*<:iN6 A LIFE...

B.C. by lohnny Hart

(irvj TiAAipATiON fD iMTikAIOTiOnI is NA^AE.
DRDPPlNje iNi Ffeoh4T OF SOME
RZJR lMAPeQU\Tg SLOB.

3r r^^ WAV, pip YfoU HAPf^M
To PAS^ ^«AI?LI£ BfcoH'^Dti

Ot4 Yfc»Uf? WAV UP f*

ALIMINLM FOIL by Steve Lafler

MY PORTABLE FACE REALLY
WORKED ON DAD; I'LL SToRE
IT AWAY FOR LATER USE'

V^ONOER \AJHo
IT WAS THAT ^
TRIPPED DAD?

THE WANDEREB by Mark RoIMiik

Bi/T THefii fiHi ST /Li.

Two OTH£R^^'^ fofX

TlMO W/TH.

FlfJALLy PLACl/\/G- OfW/V/S //V PO-

ITlffA/ TO Of/If. J\

But Offt/^/'j n iAFl, fOK

wt SHiaii IS KfcHAUceci.

WALIY DORF by Rob Ranney

IJ/o not ^uitc ..

< I -T7

L Kop« cjou

Tim

Mosi oi fficin

hare^ a. doa I

can fi/n t«it'i7

RACK AGAIN by K

///f I'M N
lOUfK NEVJ )

HE wewT TO

VISIT FRieiVDS

IN SOOrHVOEST
/\MD HASN'T rbeE-l^^

HEARD FaOA^^
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Your Birthday

THURSDAY. FEBRU-
ARY IC - Bom today, you
have a keenly intellectual
mind, but are often disin-
clined to use it You fre-
quently take the emotional
view 01 things, allowing
your objective instincts to
go unused. You are certain
of your ability to achieve
whatever you wish, but
extremely uncertain about
deciding what you wish to
achieve. In short, you are
hesitant, though very
talented.

You are sensitive to the
feelings of others, perhaps
even more so than to your
own, which sometimes
take you by surprise. You
are often late in recogniz-
ing your desires, and thus
may lose your chance to

realize them. You are,
however, quick to know
what others wish of and for

you and will do your best to

fulfill the image others
have of you. You have only
a vague image of yourself
and may find it difficult to

focus on a personal identi-

ty.

Yours is not an extrava-
gant nature, and you can
live on very Uttle. You do
need to feel that you have
the support of others, not
especially in your projects
but in your presence, your
existence as a separate
entity.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I>et your birthday star be
your daily guide.

FRIDAY. FEBRUARY
17

AQUARIUS(.lan.20-
Feb.l8) - Develop your
own line of reasoning and
you will probably win a few
arguments toward eve-
nine

PISCES(Feb.l»-March
201 - Seek perrmssion of
one in authority before you
make changes at work.
ARIES( March Zl-Apiil

19) - Mental and physical
prowess together win the
day. This is a good time to
improve your image.
TAURUS( April ZO-May

20) - Answers from the
business world should put
your career where it

belongs. Profit accrues at
evening
GEMINKMay Zl-June

20) - Indicate your desti-
nation l>efore setting out.
or those responsible for
you may worry.
CANCER(June 21-July

22) - Love of travel may
cause hard times today.
Hours of waiting bring
impatience.
LEO<July 23-Aug.22) -

Curb your tendency
toward extravagant pur-
chases. You may be able to

satisfy material wants an-
other day.
VIRGO( AuK.23-Sept.22)

~ Negative tendencies
bring you contact with one
you would rather not be
seen with. Turn from
temptation.

UBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) •

- Success and happiness do
not necessarily equate
today The latter may
await you upon failure.

SCORPIO(Oct.23-
N0V.2I) - You should be
able to attain great success
in small things today. You
may be tested at evening.
SAGITTARIUS( Nov.22-

Dec.21) - You may prove
difficult to manage today,
and one upon whom you
depend may force you to
cope alone.

CAPRICORN( Dec.ZZ-
Jan.IS) - A question of

priorities arises early
today. Take care that a
swift answer is not
thoughtless.

1^1^ VfaluT ^

Local Television

i.X OSRSAME STREET
O MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
O CD THE ODD COUPLE
©CHRIST THE UVINS WORD

<:M OOa9CQNEWS
OCONCENTRATION
(DSTAR TREK "Operatun:

Annihilate"

(BBOZO
fiDTV COMMUNITY COLLEGE -
IN OUR OWN IMAGE
CD STAR TREK
CQHOGANS HEROES
(Q BONANZA Tommy"
® BRADY BUNCH
SB ZOOM

l:» OTHE ELECTRIC COMPANY
O JOKER'S WILD
(B LASSIE

S Q) NBC NIGHTLY NEWS
3)TV COMMUNITY COLLEGE -
EARTH SEA & SKV
fflTARZAN "The Day The Earth

Trembled"

8D ADAM 12

ffl PARTRIDGE FAMILY
ffl OVER EASY

C.U CDNEWS
7:N OZOOM

OffiCBffiNEWSOCONCENTRATION
O BOWLING FOR DOLLARS
aiTHE ODD COUPLE The First

Baby

CD FESTIVAL OF FAITH

fflffi THE CROSS WITS
©OVER EASY
©THE ODD COUPLE
03 MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
3) DIMENSIONS IN CULTURE

7:» Q WILDERNESS
OTHE DAILY NUMBERS
O THE MUPPET SHOW
ONEWLN-WEDGAME
ID ACTION NEWS
IBTATTLETALES
® THE HOLLYWOOD SQUARES
S)®THE MACNEILLEHRER
REPORT
fflNEW EK(.LAND COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
©SPECIAL EDITION
©THE GREAT GETAWAY"
Starring George Montgomery

©THE JOKERS WILD
© BOBBY VINTON SHOW
© BOSTON COLLEGE HOCKEY

7:31 OIXHBLKPLAV
S:00 O© 3} NATIONAL GEO-

GRAPHIC SPECIAL The Great

Whales

©THE WAI.TONS Elizabeth suf

fers a serious fall, leaving her crip

plod and the Walton family with

shattered hopes for her future

©©©WELCOME RACK.
KOTTER
©MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE
'Rebel Rousers" Jack Nicholson.

Diane Ladd

©LET'S MAKE A DEAL
©©CHIPS Cry Wolf A rash of

calls .sends CHIP officers Baker
and Poncherello plus fire trucks
and ambulances to i series of

nonexistent accidents

©FEATURE FILM Hammer
smith Is Out Richard Burtor.. L«
Taylor

To

«:M

l:M

»:»

l(:i

IN

©MARCUS WELBY. M D
Live Another Day"
O©©J0HN DENVER
AUSTRALIA
O© WORLD Holy Growth

© THE PTL CLUB
©©JAMES AT 16

© THERE BE BEASTIES
©MOVIE Emperor Waltz

'

©NEW YORK ISUNDERS
HOCKEY
©THE WAY IS WAS
00 ©NEWS
©HAWAII FlVE-0 Steve

McGarrett. pursuing a drug dealer

he suspects of having killed a Hono-

lulu police officer, finds himself in

bitter conflict with a federal agent

blocking his investigation

©©©BARETTA "The Mark
er ' Tony Baretta learns that old

friend Carmine Campello feels

compelled by family loyalty to

carry out a hit on a racketeer

©©WHAT REALLY HAPPENS
TO THE CLASS OF 65 The Class

Underachiever"

©TWO FOUR SEVEN
TWENTY-FOUR TWENTY FOUR
©THE BOLD ONES And Those

Vnbom"
© JACK JONES SPECIAL
© MASTERPIECE THEV^TRE

ll:l» OMACNL '
I

. LEHRER REPORT
© TO TELL THE TRUTH
©THE ELDER AMERICAN

11 :M O© ©DICK CAVETT SHOW
©©©©©©NEWS
WEATHER. SPORTS
©THE ODD COUPLE "THE Odd
Holiday"

©LIVING FAITH
© MOVIE The Beast From 20.000

Fathoms"

©ALFRED HITCHCOCK
PRESENTS Summer Shade

©THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW
©THE HOLLYWOOD CONNEC
TION

ll:» ©CBS LATE MOVIE Murder On
Flight 502"

O©© STARSKY AND HITCH
©THE HONEYMOONERS Tht-

Safety Award"

©©© JOHNNY CARStIN
SHOW
©IRONSIDE The Challenge

©NIGHT GALLERY
©CAPTIONED ABC EVENING
NE'Jk'S

12:10 ©LATE MOVIE Take Me To
Town Ann Sheridan. Sterling Hay
den

©TWILIGHT ZONE Stopover !n

A Quiet Town"
12:30 O©T0MA

©FILM FESTIVAL Incident AT
Phantom Hill Robert Fuller, Da)
Dwyer

©©© TOMORROWO® NEWS WEATHER
©JOE FRANKLIN .SHOW

O©© NEWS. WEATHER
©BIOGRAPHY Wln^lon
CTiurchill" Part I

• DENOTES ADVERTISING

EVENING SPORTS
©NEW YORK ISUNDERS
H(K"KEY Islanders vs The Colora

do Rockies

:W
:30

»
M
10

1:10

^;
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THURS, FEB. 16

EVERY MONDAY

MIDNIGHT
SHIFT

EVERY SUNDAY

GEORGE T. GREGORY

Tues. & Wed., Feb. 21 & 22

eisAH umo
and

BEAR MOmiTAlN

THURS.. FEB. 23

BRICkER

BAND

Fri. & Thurs., Feb. 24 & 25

PMT and

MECHANiX

COMING THIS FRIDAY and SATURDAY, Feb. 17 and 18

on the same stage

JAMES COTTON and

JAMES MONTGOMERY
Cover $4.00

^r\(7 Ai Sunderland. ma./tel.665-493:

SUMMER JOB

'500 FOR 6 WEEKS OF

OFFICER TRAINING

AT FT. KNOX, K.Y.

ROOM, BOARD, UNIFORMS

and TRAVEL EXPENSES

NO OBLIGATION

i

—

Earn $2500 as a Junior and Senior

and employment

worth $ll,300/yr.

after graduation very likely.

^^^^^

ARMY ROTC ^-YEAR PROGRAM

Calli CPT LEGG 5-3331

NO HIDDEN CHARGES!

ALL INCLUSIVE PRICES!
Uir trips already iiclide -

the 15% tai & service charge.

as

lowBERMUDA
8 Days/7 Njfhte

Booze cruise! Complimentary lunches! Beach parties!

275

Ft. Lauderdale *310
8 §ays/7 lights

Hotel located right on "the famed strip"

Flverything is within walking distance.

DAYTONA
8 Dajs/7 Nights

Disney World an hour away

*315

Airfares seem out of reach?

Look ioto onr bos trip $186

Call Yoor Campos Reps.

For Forther Info.

Ask for Bob or Uordoi

at 549-0235.

TRAVEL

—ij~~-^™~^~~^*"^i—i_r"n_i— ,— ,r~ ^

COLD FEET?
Stay Warm

in the Storm
with

limberiand

Boots

Guaranteed Waterproof
Insulated to -20°

7 Styles for Men
and Women

ALSO

THIS WEEK ONLY

FREE Silicone and
Poster w/Boots

Heartfelt.
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
10-«Mon-Sat2S3-S13S

Collegian is

Friday, F«b. 17

HAPpy
HOUR
3-7

Doc Sullivan

Returns

for 4 hours of Nostalgia.

*^ AMHERST ^

* Sp/nks champ
CONT. FROM PAGE 16
Joe Walcott's titifi victorv over Ezzard
Charles in 1951 and Ingemar Johansson's
title win over Floyd Patterson 1959.

In this magical mecca of gambling, there
was next to none at all on Spinks who was
quoted as an 8-1 underdog. That meant if

you wanted to bet on Ali to keep his title,

there was no one at the Vegas gambling
parlors that would accept your bet.

"Odds don't make a fight,' said Spinks,
who showed remarkable poise considering
he had only seven previous pro fights. "I
knew about the odds but I didn't worry about
them. If I were a betting man, I would have
had to bet on myself."

Spinks, a high shcool dropout, said he was
willing to give Ali a return although there was
no provision for a return bout in the contract
he signed for Wednesday's 15-rounder.
Spinks received $350,000, by far his biggest
purse ever, and Ali made $3.5 million in

losing his title.

Ali, who didn't come immediately to the
press interview area, said if he had to lose, he
was glad to lose to "a man like Spinks.
"What I'd like to do is take some time off

jnd then fight him again," said the somber

ex-champ. "I'd like to become the first man
ever to win the title three times."
As it now stands, Ali was only one of the

two fighters ever to win the heavyweight
crown twice. The other man was Floyd
Patterson.

Spinks, whose younger brother Mike
cheered him on from a ringside seat after
winning a decision of his own against Tom
Bethea earlier in the evening, said he felt he
could beat Ali along.

"I knew he couldn't dance all night and I

trained hard," said the new champ. "I had a
great opportunity and I knew it. I thank God
for what happened. We knew what we had
to do to be the man on top and we did it."

Trained by Sam Solomon after turning
pro, Spinks made his pro debut on Jan. 15,
1977 in Las Vegas and scored a five-round
knockout over Bob Smith. He entered the
ring against Ali last night with a pro mark of
6-0-1, the draw coming against Scott Ledoux
in a controversial decision last October.

Spinks' road to the sports' richest prize
began at the age of 13 when he began taking
instructions in the fundamentals of boxing at
a recreational center in St. Louis. He was

TURN TO PAGE 12

Kermlt ignores boo-birds
OAKLAND lAP] - A Chorus of boos

didn't bother forward Kermit Washington as
he returned to National Basketball
Association action for the first time since
being suspended for smashing the face of
Rudy Tomjanovich.

Admittedly out of shape, Washington still
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A CASE

managed to snare 14 rebounds and score six

points during 25 minutes of play in a 98-75
Boston Celtic victory over the Golden State
Warriors Tuesday night.

"I was pleased with the reception I got,"
the 6'8" Boston forward said. "California
fans are liberal and will pull things people in

other areas of the country wouldn't."
Despite the boos, most of the 13,237 fans

in the Oakland Coliseum Arena were most
interested in bidding a cheerful farewell to
retiring Celtic John Havlicek than blasting
Washington.

On Dec. 9, Washington, then a Los
Angeles Laker, decked Tomjanovich with a
blow that inflicted serious injury to the
popular Houston Rocket forward, ended his

season and possibly will affect the rest of his
career.

NBA Commissioner Larry O'Brien levied
the stiffest fine in NBA history, $10,000, and
ordered a 60-day suspension, during which
the Lakers traded Washington to Boston last

month. He practiced with the Celtics only
once prior to the game Tuesday night.

"All I had done until last week was try to
keep in shape by running," said Washington.
"I wasn't making a living and they took
$10,000 from my bank account. I wasn't very
well off. The thing still isn't over yet."
Washington admits his biggest test awaits

him in Houston. The Celtics are scheduled to
play there on Tuesday and General Manager
Red Auerbach said that Washington, to
avoid trouble, won't accompany the team.
Washington disagrees.

"I'm going to Houston," he vowed. "I

don't care what they say. If they're paying
me to play, I'm going. I know Red said no,
but I've got a plane ticket and I'm going. I

just want to be able to make a living."

Washington insists he has been unfairly
branded a monster.

"I see myself as just a person," the five-

year NBA veteran said. "I stay tiome a lot.

Sometimes it seems I read about a different
person when I read about Kermit
Washington, basketball player.

"I'm hesitant now," he said. "If a fan runs
up to me, for all I know, he'll stab me in the
back. I don't really mean that, that anyone
would stab me. But it scares me a little."

• NU in Cage
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

"But even though they are not a great re-

bounding team, they make up for it in

aggressiveness. Anytime a team can beat a
team at home by 13 points, which they did
against Colgate last night, you have to
respect them."

In last year's game with the Huskies
(which UMass narrowly won 82-76), Caligaris
scored 28 while Minutemen forward Pyatt
scored 26. Guard Alex Eldridge, who Tues-
day scored lis 1,000th UMass career point,
scored 17 and handed out 11 assists.
Two other UMass records are ready to be

broken in the next two home games as the
record setters will be Pyatt and senior guard
and captain Derick Claiborne.

Claiborne needs 33 points to join Eldridge
in the over 1,000 career point total, thus
giving UMass its first ever over 1,000 point
backcourt in the same year.

Meanwhile, in a record that may be set
tonight, Pyatt needs 19 points to surpass
NBA star Julius Erving as the all-time UMass
career point leader. Pyatt now has 1,352
points.
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Spinks is Champ
LAS VEGAS [UPI] - Inexperienced Leon

Spinks scored one of boxing's greatest
upsets last night when he captured the world
heavyweight championship with a 15- round
split decision over Muhamrned Ali, possibly
ending the fabled career of the ring's

greatest showman.
Ali was bleeding from the mouth most of

the fight as he grew old in the ring at the age
of 36 and succumbed to the relentless
pursuit of the 24-year-old Olympic light

heavyweight gold medalist.

Spinks pressed the attack from the start
and never let up. He bloodied All's mouth in

the second round and ignored all Ali's at-

tempts to rattle him. Ali had a chance to pull

out the fight in the final round but was
unable to keep Spinks off him and blew a
chance for a $12 million rematch with Ken
Norton in May.

Immediately after the fight, the exhausted
Ali refused to confirm the bout would be his
last.

"I did my best," Ali said. "I don't know if

I'll fight again. I'd like to maybe have a
rematch." The first thing the
new world heavyweight champion did was
visit the old one to pay his respects.

'You're a great fighter and fine man, said
Spinks to Ali, the man he had just beaten in a
15- round split decision Wednesday night.
"Thanks," mumbled Ali, holding a cold

compress to his swollen features. 'You ain't
so bad yourself

"

The next thing the 24-year-old Spinks did
was go to his own dressing room where he
kneeled down and said his thanks to God for
helping him win the championship.

"Ali was my idol since I was a kid," said
Spinks, a St. Louis native, who first gained
national prominence by winning a gold
medal during the 1976 Olympics in Montreal.
"He's still my idol. I can't honestly say I feel
sorry for him, in my heart I mean, because
this is something I always wanted so I could
become somebody. But I can't say anything
bad about the man. He gave me a great
fight."

Spinks' victory over the 36-year-old Ali

represented the biggest upset in world
heavyweight title history since Ali, an 8-1

underdog himself at the time, dethroned the
late Sonny Liston in Miami Beach, Fla., in

1964. It ranked right alongside Jim Brad-
dock's upset over Max Baer in 1935, Jersey

TURN TO PAGE 15

Huskies to invade Cage
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

If Jimmy the Greek were going to set the
betting line on tonight's UMass-North-
eastern encounter at the Cage, he might pick
the Huskies in an upset based upon past
performances.

Because, for every time UMass has played
tremendously against a Rutgers, Providence,
Holy Cross, and most previously a
resounding win over EAA league leading
Villanova (87-72), they have looked poor in

games with Maine, UConn, and West
Virginia.

Coming off the upset of Villanova Tuesday
night, the Lea-men staged the best of-

fensive-defensive exhibition of the season,
outscoring the Wildcats 52-34 in the second
half. But can they do it again against the 12-8
Huskies.

Leaman said following the Villanova win
that the second half was one of the best
halves he has seen this year. "But," be said,

'the thing that worries you about this team is

they may not do it again for another week."
However, UMass leading scorer Mike

Pyatt (15.8), who scored 22 points against
Villanova and who has fully recovered from
the flu, says the past is history books for the
Minutemen and is looking for a sweep of the
game tonight and the battle with George
Washington Saturday night.

"We're ready again to go on a winning
streak, " said Pyatt. "Brad Johnson and I are
all recovered, and from the way the team
played Tuesday, I'd say we're ready.

"

Leaman said Northeastern is not a team to

be taken lightly, based upon the Huskies
having the 16th leading scorer in the country
in Dave Caligaris (24.1 ), and a shooting guard
in Peter Harris, averaging 16.1.

The Huskies are coming off an impressive
road victory against Colgate, 83-70, and have
won five in a row against Wagner,
Assumption, Drexel, New Hampshire, and
Siena.

"Caligaris is a deadly shooter from the
(perimeter, and the whole offense revolves
around him. Northeastern plays a very
patient offense and handles the ball ex-
tremely well," said Leaman.

The 6'5", 210 lb. senior Caligaris is played
at a small forward, while his forward
counterparts, freshman Chip Rucker (6'7",

195 lb.), is a 8.8 scorer and also the leading
rebounder with 7.6 caroms per game.

In the backcourt Bill Loughnane, a 6'2",

175 lb. sophomore (4.4 ppg) runs the attack,
aided by the 6'1", 160-lb. freshman Doug
Clary, who averages 6.5 and rebounds at a
5.5 clip. The first forward off the bench is

senior captain Dave Sheehan (6'6", 210 lb.),

who shoots for a 8.3 average per oame.
Huskie coach Jim Calhoun can be proud

of the shooting ability of his cluP as the
Huskies have three players over 50 per cent
and another hovering around that mark.
Caligaris is a 52 per cent shooter while- Harris,

Sheehan, and Rucker are 56, 53, and 48 per
cent, respectively.

Leaman said they play a "pretty good
defense, but are only adequate in reboun-
ding."

TURN TO PAGE 15

SHAKE AND BAKE - Why are Alex Bradley (42) and his unidentified teammate
jumping for Alex Eldridge (24) when Eric Williams (33) is about to shoot an easy
layup? The answer may be the reason Eldridge is averaging nearly nine assists a
game and just scored his 1000th career point. (Staff photo by Dave Rodman)

Rich Eckel

Take nothing for granted

Like swingih' on a tree gymnast Debbie Smith performs on the uneven parallel
bars. Ury/lass won 132.56 122.70. Karen Hemberger with strong performances cap-
tured the all around. See Jim Gleason's story In tomorrow's CoU0gfan. (Staff photo
by Steven Nugent)

UMass basketball coach Jack Leaman
could hire the Arthur D. Little consulting firm
of Cambridge, or he could consult the
nearest biorhythmn center, or easier yet, just
follow the horoscope chart in the daily paper
and the results of these inquiries regarding
his team would probably be the same.
About the only conclusion anyone can

make after analyzing the 1977-78 Minutemen
is that the only predictable element to the
team is its total unpredictability.

How, you may ask, can a team operate
from both ends of the spectrum in such a
short time. The Minutemen had reached the
lowest point in their season Saturday night
when they lost a two point decision, 76-74, to
Maine. The last time a UMaine team had
defeated UMass in basketball was 1972.
The loss to UMaine had destroyed any

credibility UMass held in New England
college basketball circles. Even with the
absence of Mike Pyatt, there seemed no
excuse capable of explaining how UMass
could possibly have lost.

Evidence of local dismay over the loss was
visible Tuesday night at the Cage. The
stands, which had been filled to an overflow
capacity against West Virginia, were
noticeably comfortable when Keith Herron
and Pyatt squared off for the opening tap.
The doors to Curry Hicks had not been

locked and any curious passerby would have
been admitted at any point during the game.
That is a rare occurrence in these parts when
UMass is hosting a team the calibre of
Villanova.

When Leaman strode onto the floor before
the game he was greeted with a polite, but
nevertheless, unenthusiastic round of ap-
plause from the crowd. The electricity was
missing. The enthusiasm had been drowned
in the wake of the UMaine loss and it was
obvious the Minutemen were going to have
to win back the loyalty of their fans.

They wasted little time.

The second half against Villanova was a
virtuoso performance. Alex Eldridge con-
trolled the offense's tempo with the flair of
an Arthur Fiedler while standing on the
podium with the Pops.

Mark Haymore, Pyatt, Eric Williams, Brad
Johnson, Derick Claiborne... may have
played second fiddle to the command
performance of Eldridge, but they were
equally important when the final score was
tallied.

You could describe the second half as a
UMass blitzkrieg through the Villanova
defense. It was clean, convincing and
brutally efficient as UMass scored 52 points
and shot an incredible 68 per cent from the
floor.

The Minutemen withstood the answering
vollies of long range gunners Herron and
reserve guard Tom Sienkiewicz, who were
shooting from somewhere north of Nor-
thampton.
The final score was UMass 87, Villanova

72. That's a fifteen point margin for those of
you who don't major in math (I used a
calculator) and for those who major in

roundball the margin of victory had to
surprise.

Villanova danced into the Cage with a 15-5
record, and were a perfect 7-0 in the EAA.
They left one loss poorer and with renewed
respect for UMass. So, too, did the fans.
The victory could have a significant impact

on the team's post season play. By next
Tuesday night UMass fans should know
whether a trip to Pittsburgh on the first

weekend in March would be worthwhile.
The Minutemen host George Washington

Saturday and then travel to Penn State and
Duquesne (next Monday and Tuesday) to
make up two league games which had been
postponed because of foul weather on
January 20 and 22.

The pairings for the EAA round robin
playoff to determine the league's
representative in NCAA post-season play are
determined solely on the teams' in-

conference records. Therefore, if UMass
(currently 3-3 in EAA) could sweep its

remaining league games it would draw a
favorable position in the playoff structure.

But UMass must face Northeastern
tonight and being a smart bettor I'll leave my
wallet at home.
Remember the Mainel
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Tsiaras is anytiling but ordinary
by LESLEY LAWRENCE

The son of Macedonian parents who were
forced to leave Greece for their political

beliefs, Phillip Tsiaras is one of the
your>gest photographers to have had
museum and gallery shows in both Europe
and the United States. A graduate of

Amherst College, he has recently returned
from a one year stay in Greece where he liv-

ed and worked on a Watson Fellowship.
With a degree in Comparative Lit., Tsiar. .

feels that the more information and ex-

perience one can bring to his art work the
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BELOW THE SALT is seeking sub-
missions of the creative literary ef-

forts of U.Mass. students. All are en-
couraged to submit prose or poetry
pieces in order that we may present a
fair sampling of community work.
Please include name, address or
telephone number so that we may of-

fer you feedback regarding your ef-

forts. Manuscripts may be left in the
Fiction and Poetry folder, Below the
Salt office, located in the rear of the
Collegian Office, first floor of the
Campus Center.
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takes its name from the relation-

ship between nobles and peasants
at the medieval European dinner
table. The preciousness of saK re-

quiree that it be placed accessible
to the lords and beyond the
peasants' reach. Hence, the
peasants sat "below the salt".

In an age where the tools of ex-
pression are like cultural salt, our
paper is dedicated to the restora-
tion of the participatory function
of art, music and literature as well
as physical culture.
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diverse opinion on a variety of
topics of cultural interest, as well
as original contributions. Submis-
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grander the expression.
Phillip Tsiaras is an extremely energetic

personality and his dynamic nature shines
through in his work. Having had little, if

any, previous exposure to photography I

found Phillips work to be provocative and
challenging. His photograph* ?re
sometimes humorous, sometimes shock-
ing, but always anything but ordinary.

SaK: How do you photograph yourself?

Tsiaras: When you are in grade school,
one of the first intelligent assignments
seems to be to try to write an essay on
yourself, an autobiography. When we are

given cameras we are given the license to

record the Universe, so to speak, the ob-

jects we perceive thru the lens. I was tired

of things, and bored of models and the

rest. The biggest problem and the greatest

complexity in my life was myself, so I put

the camera on a tripod, took my clothes

off, and started shooting.

Salt: Why the nakedness?
Tsiaras: Because clothed I simply wasn't
revealing enough. That's to say, I needed
to strip my personality bare, to reduce it to

it's essentials to work towards my greatest

embarrassments. I have always felt relative-

ly good about my body. But when I put the

camera eye to my naked self-l was a child

again; it was terrific.

Salt: Would you say there is a certain

amount of narcissism in your self-pastels?

Tsiaras: Definitely. How could there not

be? Perhaps in my case there is a little ex-

tra. Being Greek, I feel that there are

various legacies that have been made
available to me. So I can strike an ancient
juicy pose and get away with it.

Salt: Do you think your work is erotic?
Tsiaras: Yes, there is sexuality in my
work. There is also self-love, hate, self-

destruction, and fear of self in it. The per-

sonality is always involved in this. I try to

give people an interesting part of myself-

true or false they put the pieces

together... so in a sense it's a personal nar-

rative.

Sa!t. ! !ci/* J» yvyi. want people to react to

your work?
Tsiaras: I want them to swoon, but in-

telligently. I'd like them to gush a little bit

before my pastels, the way a cave man
would when hearing Beethoven's 9th for

the first time. Their interest should draw
them close enough so that they might sniff

the image curiously, as though it were
good fronruige...After all, art is seduction.
We spend our lives refining our vision and
technique so that we can seduce someone
into t>elieving it too. Personal expression is

nothing if you haven't got an audience...

Salt: What about your nriotion shots?
Tsiaras: When I did my motion shots I did
them in such a way as to create a kind of
stark background, I think I was very in-

fluenced by Bergman's films in the old days
and I loved those desolate backgrounds
with the white sky and no clouds-with one
spare element-like one tree.

Salt: What about your black and white
photography? How do you compare them
to your pastels?

Tsiaras: In all of this, I do not mean to

blaspheme black and white photography. It

is a delicate and subtle form of expression.

It is, perhaps, an even higher art form than
color photography because as a medium it

requires greeted discipline and refinement
of sensibility. The eye is a whore, it wants
color. When given a black and white
photograph it says "I will not work today."
I really take my hat off to people like

Steiglitz, Callahan, Weston, Bullock-all

those great champions of the black and
white image.

SaK: How did this show come to be?
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Tsiaras: I probably wouldn't have had this

show if I hadn't had one major show in

Seattle at the Seattle Museum of Modern
Art. When I was at Amherst College I

seemed to be having small shows here and
there all the time. I guess I always wanted
to show my work to people. Now I just do it

in bigger spaces.

SaK: How were you able to have shows at

such an early age?
Tsiaras: It depends on how the artist

developes... first of all you have to have the
work, secondly you have to find somebody
or someway of getting that work shown
and written about... if someone comes to
see your work or is interested in you, you
have to have some work available so they
know by past criticisms that there has been
interest in you by intelligent people from
the past.

SaK: If that's the case does the public real-

ly have a chance to decide for themselves?
Tsiaras: ...There is an aristocracy in the

art world just like there is an aristocracy in

the money worid. Anybody can create the
perimeters of tastes if his work and per-

sonality is strong enough.

SaK: In what direction do you feel your
work taking you?
Tsiaras: I feel that my work is spreading
into all kinds of directions. Presently, as

you can see with this show, I'm involved

with various kinds of arrangements and
comparisons, like the double image (one
black and white put next to the same image
colored) or Time sequence diptychs, or

conceptual narrative pieces, and lots of

self-work that will be sopping with Byzan-
tine golds. Perhaps I will take the cannera

into my family life and see what happens.
Anyway, it's probably not such good luck

to talk about it. Basically, I guess, I will just

continue working. In the end it's the only

thing that really matters.

Anti-ar
tic-u-la-

tion
(dream of patti smith)

roaming on frozen moments
in tuned silence

I swallow your patois and
my ribs begin to peel

enough of your stuff

it's my quarter and
I prefer the flip side

besides of Bancusi and Baudelaire

I drew short straw

so
shall I derrange

to meet you
the lunch counter at Flo's

between layers of a triple decker

for dessert

you devil dog
in my hotel room
and you gaze about
homely when stilled

taking sub total

disques
some french

books
some yours
some yours
some yours

enough of your guff

I'm too old

your internicine scene
our foreheads link

like crazy glue

silent squat swat swap spit and
gone
real gone
w/out
w/out
w/out
no sink hairs to remember you
by
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Four years uf Below tlie Salt- a crock?
by IRA HUNTER
This week marks the fourth anniversary of

the UMass Daily Collegian's fine arts sup-
plement. Below The Salt. Founded by
students of Umass to report and reflect

their cultural needs and ideas in February
1974, Below The Salt enters its fifth year of
publication and service with this "Pottery
Aniversary Tribute."

Our figuratively ceramic Salt was molded
by its first editor Michael C. Kostek into an
outrageously bold and anarchistic creation

that challenged the audience to think.

Kostek's cultural prodding enlightened
some and offended many, but it was never
dull. Musical advocate and creator of the
"Singing Ink" pages, Michael has since

gone on to be a successful local record
magnate and entrepreneur-a virtual cultural

"Salter of the Earth."

The pot was further molded by its next

editor, Tyfa L. Michelove. Willing to try

anything once, Tyla introduced many new
elements into Salt and livened up Salt's

gra'phic format. She did, however, main-
tain Kostek's strong musical orientation

with help of Jack Cahill and Andy Mcken-

zie. Andy went to England after graduation
in pursuit of musical Nirvana, and Jack is

now audio-visual coordinator at the Hamp-
shire College Library. There is, you see, life

after UMass. The ever-experimenting Tyla
has stabilized somewhat into a marriage
with former Salt theatre editor Jim Sawyer.

In 1976 editor Craig Roche gave Salt a

deep-fired record industry glaze. While car-

rying the "Singing Ink" philosophy to a
dangerous extreme, Craig nonetheless add-
ed some handsome embellishnr>ents to the

Salt with well written interviews with
political and social notables like William

Loeb and Boston mayor Kevin White.
In his second semester Craig enlisted the

aid of apprentice potter Mark Leccese. Mr.
Roche then nr>ysteriously departed to the

west coast, where he has not been heard
from since, and left Mark watching the pot
in the spring of 1977.

Assistant editors Patrick McQuaid and
Debbie Schafer at this time produced the
controversial and entertaining "Valley

Avocado" (with financial assist from music-
mogul Michael Kostek.) This dynamic duo
began applying a slick cosnwtic glaze to

hide the flaws in our three-year-old Salt
pot, but Leccese failed to notice. Under his
less than watchful eye the pot he was
charged to watch tumbled and broke onto
fragments.
Leccese resigned, leaving Schafer and
McQuaid to pick up the pieces. They were
assisted in this task by Mike Doran but the
project was soon handed over to Rich Pioli

and longtime Salt associate Bob Armstrong
in the bloodless coup of September, 1977.
These two craftsmen decided to start with

a fresh lump of clay rather than try to repair
the former Salt. The remaining debris was
swept away and they began this new pro-
ject, though Bob was left in mid-autumn to
finish the work alone. Ken Shain joined the
paper at that time and added some new
ideas to Salt.

...And here we are, today. Ken Shain is at
the wheel, assisted by Collegian news
veteran Mary Brown and the already
familiar Bob Armstrong. All three are
masters of their craft, and the still pliable

SaK is beginning to take on a new form as a
mirror of campus participatory culture.

"Let us be the first rung on your ladder to

superstardomi" propounds young Mr.
Shain with obvious editorial ardor these
days, aware of Salt's longstanding role as
valley starmaker. From its pages stepped
the inimitable UMan Gary Gomes, now a
social worker and cultural vanguard in the
eastern part of the Commonwealth. David
Sokol, bon vivant and consumer of redux
culture deluxe is a famous participating ad-
vocate of spectatorial culture in the valley.

E. Patrick McOuaid has seasoned into an
energetic stringer for the valley's dailies

while the spectral RasTapunk Ram Dass is

busy preparing for a study on the effects of

money on culture.

In our bullpen, of course, are veterans of

the "editorial wars" David Letters and Deb-
bie Schafer, two folks who not only con-
tinue to contribute but maintain their pro-
fessional lives as well. Bob Armstong was
last seen here, and so have many other
possible geniuses we are always looking to
exploit.

"Join the solar system and get Below The
Salt! You could be a moon, a planet, or a
star, but you might not ever know it unless
you try..."

Dollar Brand: piano as percussion
Reviewed by BOB ARMSTRONG

Dollar Brand is a musician whose
music transcends ordinary classifications.

The South African pianist's ability to syn-
thesize purely African musical elements
with those of the Afro-American idiom is

matched by no musician. The scope,
power, and grand sweep of his music
evices a depth of feeling that is unique in its

simple yet commanding dignity.

Brand appeared in a concert at the
Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst College Fri-

day evening. Playing both piano arKl

soprano saxophone he was joined by Talib

Quader on saxes, flute, and oboe; Greg
Brown on bass; and John Betsch on
drums. The concert was a compelling

presentation of various African and Afro-
American musical forms, ranging from
chant-singing in a South African dialect to
rousing boogie-woogie finish that had the
joint a-jumpin'. The first half of the concert

was all ensemble work, with Brand passing
almost as much time on soprano sax as on
the piano. One piece featured Quader
weaving arabesques over Brand's punctual
comping. Brand worked relatively restrain-

ed pianistic ramblings, and rather simple,
folkish sax phrasings, often providing a
rhythmic, as well as harmonic counterpoint
to Quader' s soloing.

After a brief intermission Brand retook
the stage to perform alone. A large, angular
man. Brand sat at the piano with a sort of
regal, quiet dignity. Here his artistry began
to fully assert itself; where before he had
played comparitively simple tunes and had
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given his band a great deal of time to solo,

he now demonstrated his mastery in

creating powerful musical statements by
skillfully weaving many layers of hammered
notes. Brand is at his best when performing
solo piano; where the constraints of added
instrumentation are removed he is able to
build his own majestic musical structures.

This he did, beginning with short, simple
melodies and then building on them with
increasingly voluminous flurries of notes
until he reached thundering climaxes where
he was quite literally hammering the piano
greatly pleasing the full-house crowd.
Brand is undoubtedly one of the very best

"percussive" pianists; with Cecil Taylor,

Sun Ra, and McCoy Tyner he shares a

talent for making great use of the purely

percussive characteristics of the piano,

something which has been for too long ig-

nored by most all other pianists. Brand's
approach is unique in that he employs in-

digenously African musical elements, folk

melodies in particular (while also using the

piano as if it were a choir drum plus Afro-

American "jazz" stylings, thus producing a

seductive pianistic portrait of these two
forms.

After this powerful exploration of sound,
the rest of the ensemble reappeared on
stage and performed in a few more selec-

tions, with Brand again playing in a relative-

ly restrained manner, finishing with a rous-

ing boogie-woogie finish that had the
crowd on its feet for an encore, which was
also another hard-charging stomper. Brand
did seem inappropriately heavy-handed
during the more lively numbers; there was a

bit too much of a contrast between his

punctual hammering and the upbeat swing
of the rest of the band. This set did feature

some very spirited, if somewhat sloppy
music. While Brand and the inventive John
Betsch were not at fault, it must be said

that Quader and Brown did get a little

messy here and there, and though they are

competent, they are not on a par with
Brand and Betsch. It ought also to be
known that Brand was playing last Friday

with a bad case of the flu, which would ex-

plain why he didn't solo as extensively as
he might have otherwise. Still, he, and to a

somewhat lesser extent, his group, gave a

strong performance, and Bragd left no
doubt as to the importance of an artist who
is able to fuse the music of black people of

two continents into a commanding syn-
thesis.
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Reviewed by SHARON TRUE

I am constantly amazed by the awesonr>e
power of dance to move, communicate, as-

tound, inspire...and all these inner chords
of feeling were struck anew by a per-

formance given Friday, Feb. 10 by the Con-
temporary Dance System in the Kirby
Memorial Theater at Amherst College.

The fiesta dances of the small towns and
villages of Mexico, which celebrate much
history and tradition, both sacred and pro-

fane, is the setting for "La Malinche," a
dance choreographed by Jose Limon in

1947 and pres**nted he'e under the direction

of Daniel Lewis and Laura Glenn. The
dance "deals with conquest, perfidy,

remorse, and triumph, all well-known in the
sad and beautiful history of Mexico."
(program note).

These political-historical ideas are ex-

pressed in the framework of a romantic
triangle, with La Malinche (Laura Glenn)
foresaking her lover. El Indio (Peter Healey)
for the entrancing power of the Con-
quistador, feeling remorse at the angrily ac-
cusing finger of El Indio from his prison cell,

then joining forces with him ar>d triumphing
over the Conquistador.
Before the conquest, La Malinche and El

Indio dance with a carefree air; tripping,

light little catch-steps, modestly downcast
eyes, slightly bent arms held still before
them, with cupped hands, doll-like, with
their sweet facial expressions, the giri's

rose-colored, puff-sleeved dress and boy's
all-white, pajamaish top and trousers com
pleting the image of youthful innocence.
The Conquistador comes, places El Indio in

an upstage corner (prison) and proceeds to

'^••^^

seduce La Malinche in a very curious
manner-he slips his waist-high crosssword
under the girl's back and slowly draws her
up to him, while she is weak with ecstacy
mingled with fear. From the comer, the boy
watches. Kneeling, he doubles over, strug-
gling with his bonds, and freeing himself,
he points a visciously accusing finger at her
perfidy. In her remorse, she attempts to
protect him by hiding him under the full

black skirt she donned during rhe seduction
of the Conquistador; this he angrily throws
off. Finally, she removes the skirt, and joins
with him to overcome the Conquistador.
The emotions evoked by the dancers were
genuinely felt, the movements truly
motivated; however, I found myself
wallowing in the complexities of the plot

and getting sidetracked in my efforts to
decifer the symbolic meaning of the sicirt,

the cross, the doll-like arms. Still, It is a
fascinating dance.
Another dance thick with ideas and rela

tionships on a touchingty personal level is

Doris Humphrey's "Day on Earth,"
choreographed in 1951 and revived under
the direction of Daniel Lewis, to some love-

ly pioneer Americana music by Aaron
Copland. There are four characters, a

Woman, a Young Woman, and a Child, all

dressed in simple cotton frocks, and a Man
dressed in work trousers and shirt.

Whether it was an intentional ambiguity or
a flaw in the choreography, the dance
could t)e interpreted in at least two ways;
the title and the names of the characters
suggest that the dance is about the growth
of a family - courtship, marriage, child rais-
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Valentine's Day

byD.E. MARSHALL

Cari walked slowly through the Cam-
pus Center, his books clutched under his

arm. He noted all the couples walking hand
in hand who passed by. It seemed as if

everyone had a partner except him. Well,

why not? This was Valentine's Day after all.

Cari walked through the coffeeshop hoping

to run into a familiar face, but he didn't see

anyone. He looked up at the big clock in

the coffeeshop; it said 10:00. He had a

10:10 to make, so he hurried past the

crowd of students coming into the shop for

a break between classes. He passed the

fellow selling flowers on the concourse.

"Valentine's Day Special," he shouted,

"Roses three for a dollar! Buy one for your

lover!" Carl stopped by the table to smell

the roses; they were beautiful scarlet col-

ored ones and they had a scent that

reminded him of his grandmother's parior

on her anniversary when his grandad used

to bring his grandma two dozen roses.

"Roses for my Rosalie, Cari. I buy your

grandma roses for forty-five years now.
Always two dozen long-stem roses for our

anniversary. You should live so long and be

happy. One day you'll have a woman to

buy roses for just like your grandma.
Wonderful woman, your grandma. Cari."

The man selling flowers noticed Cari

smelling the roses. "Wanna bunch, special

for Valentine's Day, hey maybe you want
to bring some to your girl or something?"

Cari shrugged his shoulders, as if to say

no thank you and walked away. "Bring

some to my giri. huh? What giri? This guy
must think he's really funny." Cari wlaked
up the stairs to the candy counter in the

Union. "Here's twenty five cents for the

Times," he said, leaving a quarter on the

counter. Cari scanned the front page as he
crossed the path leading to Machmer.
"Cuban troops fighting in Somalia, U.S.
directly encourages opposition to

Nicaraguan regime, International economic
forecast remains grim," and near the bot-

tom right corner of the page it said,

"Weather today, unseasonably mild,

warm, sunny and gay, Cupid's out
spreading love today." Maybe my lucky

day, Cari thought for a moment as he

entered the building. "Quit kidding yourself

..after all
will you; so what if you meet a woman to-

day, she'll only end up being a close 'friend'

like the others."
Cari walked into the class and took a seat

in the back. He was late, the professor had
already started the lecture. It was his first

class in Ancient and Medieval mythology.
Today's lecture was on "Arturian Romance
and Courtly Love." A timely topic for to-

day, Carl thought, as he opened his

notebook and clicked his ballpoint. He tun-
ed his ears in to the lecture. Professor
Morgan took a drag from her Benson and
Hedges and proceeded to define what was
meant by courtly love. "If she doesn't have
an oral fixation, I don't know who does,"
Cari thought, "she smokes at least five

cigarettes a lecture."

"Courtly love poets," she was explain-
ing, "wrote great poems given to the praise
of adulterous heterosexual relationships.

They are poems about mysterious women
who have magical powers. The women in

."I "•^.rr.n.n.n.rr i r •" — — »'-^ — —'^^^^^^»^
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these poems symbolize the ideal woman.
They are portraits of women who never ap-
pear in real life..." Cari played with that last

thought in his mind. He was not sure
whether he totaly agreed. It was true that

he'd never been chosen to fall in love with a

magical woman; but he sure thought he'd
known a few. Hell, there must have been
five or six women who'd been ideal in his

life. Except that in his story they had always
turned out to be ideal for someone else. It

had always been. "Oh Cari you're such a

sweet guy. you're really cute, you know
that if you were a few years older I'd..."

He just couldn't figure it out. Why was it

that everytime he was interested in so-

meone they would always go out with so-

meone else? Talk to Cari? Yes. Have sex
with him? No. That was the way it was.

Carl had stopped listening to the pro-

fessor's lecture three topics ago. He was
thinking about all the women he had loved.

He remembered being in love with Sarah
when he was fifteen. He met her camping
one summer. She was a beautiful giri. but
he had been afraid to be too forward with

her for fear that he would offend her.

Bright move, he didn't want to offend her,

so he let his friend take her down to the

ocean during the cam pfire instead of

himself. Even so, she did like him. She
wrote him letters for about a year when he
moved away to Brazil, and gave him her

picture. How lucky he'd been to have that

picture, he thought. So what if he didn't

have a girlfriend down there. He didn't

need one. "See this picture," he would tell

the guys, "that's Sarah, my giri back in the
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Cliild care in tlie Five-College area
i^ PATRICIA KEEFE

Working or attending school can be dif-

ficult, even for those of us on our own. For
some, the addition of childcare needs to

the schedule can be very restrictive. For
parents taking advantage of the many in-

fant and childcare services in the 5-College
area, it doesn't have to be. Tuition

assistance, co-op and 1/2 day ar-

rangenr>ents help to make these services

more accessible for low-income and stu-

dent families.

The UMass Child Care Co-ordinating Of-
fice is located at 221 Berkshire house. Ac-
cording to University Directions '78, it

operates a system of daycare centers open
to children of UMass students, faculty,

staff and members of the 5-College Com-
munity. These programs are co-ordinated
by the University Community Develope-
ment Center and UMass Child Care System
Co-ordinator Mark Segar. The Child Care
Office serves as an information referral

center as well as maintaining a library of

childcare literature, resource information
and pamphelets. Books may be borrowed
at any time. The office also maintains a list

of babysitters and family day-care centers.
The list is sent out to all university staff and
departments, as well the Continuing
Education program. As explained by Segar,
the office "tries to match services to the
needs of each particular family." Babysitter

screening is left up to the parents.

The office runs a workshop of basic First

Aid and Child Development as a service for

sitters. There is also a toy-lending library

open to community and family daycare
centers located in North Village Apts. This
service is conveniently open several even-
ings a week.
Although the idea of daycare is not new in

itself, the actual existence and funding of

daycare can be considered so. According
to Segar, "in the past there was always
support for services for dorm residents. On-
ly recently has a rise in support for offcam-
pus students, in particular those with
children, been seen." He adds that "child

care is still pretty much undervalued in our
society It is assumed that women will care
for children for free. It is this attitude that

leaves taking care of children the only thing

society hasn't placed a dollar sign in front

of. People just don't realize how expensive
in both time and money it is to provide

quality childcare."

Segar believes that contrary to the hopes
of childcare chains, (i.e. Living and Learn-

ing Schools), it is impossible to make a pro-

fit out of childcare. Attitudes are slowly

changing. More and more families find

themselves in need of second incomes. The
number of single parent families is increas-

ing. "It is single women as parents who
really need low-cost childcare the most.
The university-sponsored childcare centers
offer the lowest fees in the state," stated

Segar. In this respect, he feels that the
university has recognized the non-profit

aspect of childcare.

Family daycare and group care centers are

run in peoples homes. Facilitators are
licensed by the state to assure they have
passed health and safety regulations. They
are not given educational training as such,
although the UMass Child Care Office does
run occasional workshops on the basics of

child developement. The office also puts
facilitators in touch with state agencies.
The Hampshire Community Action Day

Care Centers run a system of licensed
Federal Daycare Centers (FDC) where
health and safety regulations are stressed.
To become licensed is a relatively
simpleprocess. Most forms can be filled out
by the facilitators. A toy lending library is

available for those FDC's that don't have
the funds to spend on a variety of play
equipment for their charges. Most FDC's
limit the number of children accepted.
Segar maintains that there is nowhere near
enough support for these centers which are
filled to90%capacity as a national average.
The UMass Child Care system recieves

funding from the undergraduate and
graduate student senates as well as from
the commuter collective. So far this year
they have received well over $17,000 in

suport from these organizations. One of the
major uses of this support is in the form of
tuition assistance for student families.

Other forms of aid come from Title XX of

the Social Security Act. Title XX subsidizes
the cost of daycare for low income families,

participants of AFDC and those in training

programs to become self-sufficient. "There
are several ways to become eligible for this

aid," says Segar, "and most student
families are eligible."

Presently there are 25 slots reserved for

non-tuition children within the university

day care system. Sometimes the number of

available slots is extended by dividing some
slots for 1 2 day participants.

Last year the state tried to tighten the
eligibility requirements for Title XX so as to
exclude most student families from receiv-

ing aid. The centers, by working together,
organized demonstrations and sent some
representatives to Boston to talk with the
Commissionor of the Welfare Dept. and
were successful in their attempts to prevent
the change.
As with college tuition, daycare center tui-

tions only cover about one third the cost of
the actual program. A system which helps
both centers and families needing financial

assistance is co-ops. Many parents put in

time at several positions in their child's

daycare center. This not only cuts costs,
but helps to assure some degree of parental
control over the education and care of their

pre-schoolers.

For those families with special-needs
children, there are several alternatives. The
Western Massachusetts Association For
Children With Learning Disabilities, Inc.

provides education and information regar-
ding special problems of children with lear-

ning disabilities. The Amherst Community
Clinical Nursery School, office is located in

Skinner Hall, UMass, and the nursery
school is open to Hampshire County ..

children aged 3-7 with mental or physical
handicaps. Home teaching is available to
handicapped children 3 years of age and
younger. There are no waiting lists or fees.

Included are referral services to other
special programs for retarded and han-
dicapped children.

Other special programs are the Hampshire
Educational Collaborative (HEC) located at

127 Russell Street, Hadley and the Green
Trustee House on Hopkins Academy Cam-
pus. General requirements maintain that
the person be a resident of Hampshire

County and be determined to need the par-

ticular service as determined by HEC and
the public school system. The HEC's pre-

school program deals with children with

special needs and operates a diagnostic

and eviuative center for pre-schoolers

where short term and long term programm-
ing may be necessary. Also provided is in-

tensive parent counseling and training as
well as home and nursery school tutoring.

The Learning Developement Center is

located at 305 Shattuck Hall, Mt. Holyoke
College. Diagnosis and evaluation of learn-

ing disabilities, school year tutorials and
consulting are some services offered. The
center maintains a learning disabilities

library open to the public.

Special programs mentioned by Mark
Segar include the new Fort River Pre-

school which combines special-needs

children with "normal" children in the

classroom. Segar says that "the objective

of most programs is to the greatest degree
to integrate their classes."

For those parents concerned with racist

and sexist learning materials and educa-
tional environments, Segar states that "all

university sponsored daycare centers work
hard to provide non-racist/sexist and multi-

cultural curriculumn. Some efforts in this

area are included in the Universities' af-

firmative action program. Right now efforts

are being made to hire more male staff so
that children may experience men in nurtur-

ing, caring roles that they don't get in many
places in society." At the office library are

materials dealing in these areas as well as a

pamphelet entitled "10 Quick Ways To
Analyze Children's Books For Racism and
Sexism."
"Most parents prefer daycare centers

either in their neighborhoods or near their

place of work," according to Segar. Four
of the University sponsored centers are

either in or near the University owned fami-

ly complexes. There are three such centers

in North Village Apts. alone, another

located near the Newman Center and one
near Southwest. For those families that

commute either to work or the University, it

may make more sense to use neighborhood
centers as the university centers are usually
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full.

The University sponsored daycare centers
include the University Day School directed

by Margaret Kline and located at Bowditch
Lodge, UMass. The school accepts
children ages 2-6 years, and is open 8
a.m. -5 p.m. The fees are $175/semester
half-day and $350 /semester full day. This is

the largest center on campus and serves as

a teacher training site for the School of

Education.

The University Day School is staffed by
student teams guided by staff and graduate
students in the morning and by a head
teacher and assistant teacher in the after-

noons A teacher's aid and many
workstudy students complete the staff.

Workshops are held for staff and outside
resources are consulted.
The day school classroom style is that of

an open classroom where emphasis is on
preparation of materials and organization of
space as opposed to extensive teacher
presentation and time organiziations. The
school tries to organize their program
around the needs of each child as much as
possible They feel that schools inevitably

effect the total developement of children-

physical, social, emotional and aesthetic as
well as intellectual and try to meet all those
needs

The Grassroots Cooperative School,
directed by Sandi Mroz, is located at 434 N.

Pleasant St. (First Baptist Church).
Children aged 2'/? - 5 years are accepted.
Hours are 8:30 am - 12:30pm and fees are

$l35(co-op)/$175(non co-op) per

semester. The capacity is 24.

The intent of this organization is to pro-

vide a quality pre-school program with

maximum involvement. Parental control is

maintained through working directly in the

classroom, establishing school policys, ser-

ving as officers and advisory board
members and the hiring of professional

staff

tducational objectives for children include
physical activities, the basic skills for future
leaffiing experiences, encouragement of
personal expression and the desire for
kno\*fledge, and the developement of feel-

ings of selfworth.

The North Village Children's Center
(549-6958), directed by Mary Jane Mac-
Donald is situated in J 16 North Village
Apts. The center accepts children aged
21/2-5 years. Their hours are 8:30
a.m. -5:00 p.m. and fees are set for the
following se-.sions: A.M. (8:30-12:30) -

$165, P.M. (1:30-5:00) - $150, Full day
(8:30-5:00) $340, Extra hours
(8:00-8 :30)-$20, (5:00-5:30)-$20.

Capacity is 14 with the high teacher-child
ratio of 1-4. Curriculum is basically a
"hands on" experiential approach to learn-

ing. The children are encouraged to
explore-touch-ask-take apart-and do as
much as possible on their own. Major em-
phasis is on emotional and social develope-
ment, with the premise that this foundation
helps build a strong sense of self and an
awareness of others. Their semester
follows the UMass academic calendar.
For younger children, there is the Infant

Care Experiential Center (ICEC) directed by
Terry Harris and located in 15 North Village

Apts. Children aged 3 months-2 1 12 years
are accepted, hours are 8:00 a.m. -4:00
p.m. Fees are as follows: 1/2 day /full

semester coop $180/$305/semester, 1/2
day/full day non-coop $205/$355/semester
and capacity is 14.

ICEC employs a professional staff of infant

caregivers along with student aides.

Parents participate in many aspects of the
program. The two main objectives of the
program are to maintain a healthy at-

mosphere in which the children can
develope a sense of self, both individually

and as members of a social group. The se-

cond objective is to meet the educational

needs of each child, the children are expos-
ed to colors, shapes, the alphabet,
numbers, parts of the body, animals and
songs.
The New World Day School (NWDS)

directed by Marshena Gist is found in J13
and J14 North Village Apts. NWDS ac-

cepts children aged 2.9-7 years, hours are

8:30 a.m. -4:30 p.m. Fees are listed as
follows: 1/2 day/full-day coop
$125/$250/semester, 1 /2 day/full-day non-
coop $175/ $350 /semester, (extra charge
before 8:30 and after 4:30).

NWDS is liscenced by the Mass. Office

for Children. They offer a multi-cultural pre-

school program, which includes elementary
Spanish instruction. Objectives of the
school include significant contributions

made by African, Asian, Hispanic and
Native American Cultures. The educational
program provides maturational develope-
ment of the children and insures the
physical, emotional, and social well-being

of the children. New World is a parent-

cooperative which is administered and
maintained by all parents for the purpose of
minimizing tuition cost for child care that ia

needed.
Further information may be obtained from

the Child Care Office in a handout entitled

"Child Care at the University" or by con-
tacting the center directors for more
details. Other child care facilities are as
follows:

Infant/Toddler Playgroup Program
Skinner Hall, U.Mass., 545-2403
("never any openings as demand exceeds
service")

Hu an Development Lab School
Skinner Hall, UMass, 5452403
After School Daycare
Mark's Meadow School, 549-1507
Amherst Community Clinical Nursery
School
Skinner Hall, UMass, 545-0715
Amherst Day School [Little Red
Schoolhouse]

Amherst College Campus, 253-5259
Amherst Montessori School
740 Main Street, 253-5916
Amherst Nursery School and Kindergarten
Corner of Pine and Ht nry Sts., 549-1126
Hampshire- Franklin County Day Care
Mt. Toby Friends Meeting House
Long Plain Rd. Leverett, 549-0588
Child Study Nursery School
Amherst Regional High School, 549-3710
The Common School
521 So. Pleasant St., 253-7913
First Congregational Church Preschool
Main St., 253-7586 or 549-6360
Living and Learning School
611 Belchertown Rd., 253-2517
Unitarian Pre-school
121 N. Pleasant St., 253-2848
Wonderhaven
433 S. Pleasant St., 256-8156
Amherst Well-Baby Clinic

(Free public service, mostly preventitive

medicine, call townhall for schedule of ap-

pts. and more information)

Belchertown Community Nursery School
Inc.

Main St., Belchertown, 323-4467
Belchertown Educational Day Care Center

51 Main St., Belchertown, 323-5107

Cloverdale Parant Co-operative Nursery

School
Telephone for information, 586-2224 or

584-1672
College Church Pre-School Kindergarten

58 Pomeroy Terrace, Northampton,
586-4446 or 586-0057
Family Day Care

80 Main St., Northampton, 586-1399

Hampshire County Action Day Care
Centers and Pre-School Programs
80 Main St., Northampton, 584-4434 or

586-1399
Head Start - Hampshire
80 Main St. Northampton, 584-4434 or

586-1399
Munroe Child Development Center

40 Munroe St., Northampton, 584-7828

Smith Child Care Center
Elm St., Northampton, 584-6020

Smith College Campus School
Gill Hall, Prospect St., Northampton,
584-2700 ext. 266
Smith Vocational Laboratory Pre-School

80 Locust St. Northampton, 584-6182

Group Day Care

90 Elm St Easthampton, 584-4434 or

584-1399
Tiny Tot Nursery School
337 Elm St., Northampton, 584-2228

Additional Contacts and Resources as
Follows:

Amherst Chamber of Commerce
11 Spring St. 253-9666
Amherst Public Schools
Superintendent's Office

Chestnut St. 549-3690
Direct Information Service - Jones Library

43 Amity St. 256-0121

Job Placement Office [list of baby sitters]

239 Whitmore Adm. Building, UMass,
545-1951

The PLay Library

North Village Apts., Laundry Building,

545-1960
The Adolescent Day Treatment Program
11 Cahpel St., Northampton Administered

by: Comprehensive Children's Center, 72
Pomeroy Terrace, Northampton, 584-1644
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^Dramatizing dance
CONT. FROM PAGE 4

ing, and chiid leaving home, but some of

the movements and gestures don't seem
consistent with this interpretation. Why,
for example, if the Young Woman
represents the Woman in her youth, are the

Woman and Child also on stage, and why
does the Man at first resist the captivating,

youthful freshness of the Young Woman's
joyous leaps, uplifted face E-^d swooning
arms as he digs into the ea. with his

plow, and once he succombs, w y does it

seem that she refects him? I got the sense

that this was an affair more than a court-

ship.

The dance between the Man, the Woman,
and the Child is brimming with loVe arxl

affection. The Man tosses the Child in the

air, he and the Woman dance together in

strong unison, quiet moments of watching
their Child play, or playing with them a kind

of tag (she chasing after them as they

dance run backward on a diagonal), em-
bracing together -- it all pulls at your heart-

strihgs in a non-sickening way.
When the child leaves (or dies) the

Woman is grief-stricken. She strains after

her, her limbs tense, her leaps and turns

desperate, the wringing of her hands exten-

ding to and encompassing her entire body.

Pathetically, she fondles the blanket that

had covered her child. After doing a solo

that expressed his own grief, the man
falteringly begins to plow once again. The
dance ends with the Child running on,

whispering something to her father, then
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sitting rtop a box as the Man, the Woman,
and the Young Woman lie down below her

and cover themselves with the blanket.

At its worst, this dance could be gooey,

affected, melodramatic, but at its best, as I

believe I saw that night, it is deeply moving

work. The dancers, Jim May (Man), Han-

nah Kahn (Woman), Teri Weksler (Young

Woman), and little Jessica May (Jim May's

daughter as the Child) are to be commend-

ed for their sensitive, human portrayals.

"Icarus," choreographed by Lucas Mov-
ing to a gently unfolding, unobtrusive per-

cussion score by Tshin-ichi Matsushita, is

based on the Greek myth about the youth

Icarus, whose father Daedalus (Pierre Bar-

reau) fashioned a pair of artificial wings for

him to escape Crete. He flies too colse to

the sun, the wax melts, and he plunges to

his death.

Striking aspects of this dance were Peter

Healey's characterization of Icarus as an in-

nocent, wide-eyed adventurous youth
through quick, yearning, back-and-forth
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Cabaret Secret 'Leaked'

AMHERST—Sources close

to the Chequers' kitchen

report an unusually high

level of interest in Chicken

Cabaret, an elusive melange

of flavors and textures

dreamed up by The
Chequers' chefs, and, one

of the best kept secrets on

the Pioneer Valley. Rymors
have been circulating for

weeks speculating on the

ingredients that produce its

myriad flavor bursts and

texture surprises, but the

stories of culinary leger-

demain and kitchen wit-

chery have proved to be the

stuff that dreams are made
of—not Chicken Cabaret.

As usual, the truth lies in

first class ingredients,

lovingly prepared and
lovingly served.

In the continuing interest

of converting those who
would never order chicken

in a restaurant. Chicken

Cabaret has been added to

The Chequers' menu as the

fourth Chicken entree along

with Cordon Bleu, Cac-

ciatore and Marsala, and it

as been an instant success!

The dish is made with a

peeled, poached, boneless

chicken breast, stuffed with

Canadian Bacon, laid over

cheese-and-butter-seasoned

toast points and smothered

with with Supreme Sauce,

wine and mushrooms.
Chicken Cabaret is now

one of the worst kept secrets

in the Pioneer Valley but it

is still exclusively at The
Chequers, Univcsity Drive,

Amherst.

movements, the simple white leotard he
wears bare-legged enhancing this image;

the Sun (Randall Faxon)'s golden beauty,

her arms and legs periodically sending out
shivers of radiance, her ominous turning in

place as she reaches high noon and melts

Icarus' wings: Icarus' plunge to the ground,
remarkably suggested by a sequence of

tumbling movements on the floor with the

legs half higher than the head; and the hor-

ror of the final pose, where with arms out-

stretched, neck twisted to one side, mouth
and eyes open, he lies on his upper chest,

his upswept legs crossed at the ankle and
supported by his father who stands behind

him. Daedelus' dead bird-son.

The tragedy was intensified by the slow-

motion, inevitable quality of the music and
the movement. The only disappointments

were the undeveloped character of

Daedelus and Icarus' failing to fully express

the sensation of flight.

Daniel Lewis'' "And First They
Slaughtered the Angels" is a humorous-

scathing satire of male nnachismo, with a

strong shot of sadism to boot. "Angels" in

frilly white dresses dragged on struggling

by studded blue-denim thugs, who
copulate with them and throw them off, a

high society man dancing the tango then

pushing his partner's head to the floor,

women wrapped around men's waists,

their feet dragging - all with ecstatic, "do-

it-again, harder" expressions on their

faces. Great material for the CAAVAW
(Committee for Action Against Violence

Against Women).

Contemporary Dance System presents
and presents well the very human side of

dance. I would highly recommend seeing

them.
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Satire makes 'Semi-Tough' substantial
Semi-Tough

Cast: Jill Clayburgh,
Bert Convey, Kris Kristofferson,

Burt Reynolds
A Film by Michael Ritchie

Reviewed by SKIP TENCZAR

Michael Ritchie, the maker of such films

as "The Bad News Bears" and "The Can-
didate," has introduced yet another film of

similar style, content and quality into

American theaters. The motion picture is

called "Semi-Tough," and still it probably
won't earn him a reputation of being
America's best contemporary film satirist, a
title which I have no hesitation about giving

to him. "Semi-Tough" is a hilarious film

that not only stands on its comedy, but on
its many meaningful statements contained

who is the daughter of the Miami team
owner Big Ed. She lives in a rather non-
traditional living situation with two of the
team players: Shake (Kris Kristofferson)

and Billy Clyde (Burt Reynolds). The movie
unfolds the amusing, but at the same time,

sticky predicament of these two players

who both love the same woman (Barbara
Jean). As this is happening, with the Miami
team on the championship trail, Ritchie is

comically exposing the hollow, non-
directional, meaningless lifestyle that is so
prevalent in our society today.

At the movie's end, I can only say that I

was amazed by Reynolds' performance,
and it has to be the best I've ever seen him

—•^^^^^^0^^

film
within. I know that this opinion may be
snickered at by many of you who have only

been exposed to tlie overly sensational,

sexist promotional campaign waged by
United Artists, but let me assure you that

when the lights come up at the film's finish

the ideas left in your head will not be those

left by its advertising.

"Semi-Tough" is not just a film about
football, but it also is a satirical look at its

lifestyle, locker rooms, organizational-team

structure, and jet-set mentality, which are

all woven together by way of a typical love

story. Jill Clayburgh plays Barbara Jean
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do. Also you will be pleased to hear that

Bert Convey displays his acting talents

quite satisfactorily, playing the part of a jet-

set guru who's making nnillions off of

teaching wealthy wanderers how to find

"it" (although no one ever knows what "it"

is). The film does have a couple of

drawbacks, though. First, many of the
scenes which were meant to expose racism
in the locker room were left so that they
could be laughed at by racists. Also this

unveiling of racist practices in professional
football was not given enough attention so

that people could understand its prevalence
in our land's most popular sport. The se-

cond drawback was Kris Kristofferson,

who once again displayed that he just can't

act. But anyway see the movie, to give it

another label, it's like a Louis Bunuel satire,

except it's American and commercial. Just
one more thing, if you go see "Semi-
Tough" pay very close attention to the field

goal kicker on the Miami team. Ritchie

makes a subtle political statement through
this bit part that is almost unheard of in

Hollywood films.
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^A fairy tale for a valentine
CONT. FROM PAGE 5

States. I'm keeping myself for her." Of
course, no one believed those stories ex-
cept himself.

Oh, it wasn't that he didn't like any of the
girls at the school. In fact there were two
that he was in love with. Oebby and Can-
dice. Great women, really down to earth.
They both tokj Carl how much they dug
him. Funny thing, though. Debby was go-
ing out with Ted, and Candice was going

out with Steve. But they were so glad that
Carl was around to talk to when they had a
problem. Carl went to visit Sarah once
when he came back to the States; she told
him all about the wonderful guy she was
going out with. Candice moved to Califor-

nia. Debby was here at the University with
him. She was still a "good friend." Heaven
forbid he should display the slightest show
of affection toward her.

So that was high school. High school

i
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was two years ago. Carl thought back to

his first semester last year. "Plenty of

women here, I'll surely fall in love. " And he

had. She had too, but with someone else

again. Lauren said she understood how
Carl felt. Understood, what could she

possibly understand? That he was in love

with her? She thought he was being

Platonic. Hell. Carl wanted to forget her,

but he couldn't, and since she was spen-

ding this semester on an outreach program

away from campus she remained even

more magical and bewitching to him. Well,

maybe she would send him a Valentine's

Day card at least. The bell rang, Carl

gathered his books, and walked into the

crisp February air.

"12:05, time for lunch, back to the room

to check the mail and then off to my 1 -.25;

no time to look for love right now," Carl

said to himself, as he headed in the direc-

tion of Southwest. Lunch was a bowl of

soup and a tunafish sandwich. Carl stood

over the condiment tray spooning some
onions onto his tunafish. Helookecat the

bowl of peanut butter and wondered if he

should have some peanut butter, too. He
had heard once that peanuts make you hor-

nyX^rl set his tray down on a vacant table

by the window. Someor>e had left a Col-

legian on the chair. He glanced through it

quickly till he spotted the page where the

Valentine's greetings were printed. Maybe
someone ha ' out one in for him. He should

be so lucky. To m' /veet Baboo - Love

Barbara. Cindy lov Ricky. Mike, I'm

ready and waiting, » 9 Suzy. Jeff, saw
you at the movie, won't you please be

mine, love Peter." "Shit," thought Carl,

"even guys write Valentines to each other

these days and I can't even say hello to a

girl." He wolfed down his sandwich ar>d

hurried back to hs room. Maybe there

would be mail for him. Carl opened his

mailbox. There were four letters. The first

was the phone bill. "Your current balance

is $28.69 and is five days overdue. Happy
Valentine's Day, Ma Bell." The next

envelope was in his mother's writing. He
opened the card. "To our son on Valen-

tine's Day, may Cupid touch your heart.

Love Mom and Dad." The next card was
from his grandmother. "Terrific," Carl said

to himself, "most folks get Valentine's Day
cards from their lovers; I get them from the

phone company, my parents and my
grandmother." He oulled the fourth letter

from the mailbox. It was from Lauren. She
had answered his letter after all. He knew

she wasn't sending him her love and kisses,

but maybe she would have some good ad-

vice at least. He opened the letter.

Dear Carl,

Happy Valentine's Day. Glad you like

school this semester. Changing your major

wa the best thing you ever did. What was
that business you wrote me in your last let-

ter? What is a sexual introvert anyway? I

want to set the record straight with you.

Here is some advice and you better listen

good.
Trying to find the perfect relationship

won't work. It hasn't ever worked for me. It

will happen. I know it will. You are a fine,

bright sensitive, feminist man! You will find

your woman. I love you, Carl, and know
that everything will work out. See you

soon.
Love, Lauren

P.S. Marc and I have decided to live

together for the semester. Will write more
about this later.

"

"Oh Lauren, you're a sweet one alright.

What's this rhetoric about being a feminist

man, nnay I ask? By the way, did you haye:

to end the letter with a PS telling me you'rck

living with Marc for the semester? Do you

really think I want to know, you bitch!" She
really was a fucking bitch CarlJhoug>>* as

he fought back a few tears andshove. he

mail into his pocket.

He grabbed his books for his 1:25 class

and threw them in his pack. 1 :15, his watch

said. He ran out of his room to catch the

Campus Shuttle over to Engineering East.

"Hey Cupid, you listening?" Carl said

aloud, "if you have any feelings take pity

on this poor lost virgin will ya?"

Carl walked into his video class and sat

down near the window. It was a small class

and he enjoyed it very much because the

people in it were nice, and there had been

this girl Susan he had been watching since

the semester started. She had been absent

from class last Thursday and Carl

wondered if perhaps she had gotten the flu,

it was going around. He was the only one

sitting in the classroom, but that wasn't

unusual, everyone always came late to

video.

Carl thought he heard someone come in

the room. He turned away from the win-

dow and looked toward the door. It was
Susan. In her hand she had a red rose.

""Happy Valentine's Day, Carl!' She kissed

him on the forehead. He blushed. Maybe
she'd just end up being another "friend"

but for the moment she was his girl.

Albums for the insatiable
The David Bromberg Band

Reckless Abandon
Fantasy

Reviewed by JOHN BERGMAN
Insatiable. That's the appetite which

David Bromberg's fan's have for this

bluegrass-jazz-swing-blues picker.

Bromberg has a unique style. His (now
six) albums make listeners chuckle and
boogie, as Bromberg sings funny lyrics and
plays guitar, banjo, fiddle, mandolin — you
name it. He is, in some circles, an uncanny

Alley Co. dazzles-
like stars

musician.

Bromberg has devised a most apt name
for his latest album. Reckless Abandon,
and it captures the ex-Bob Dylan
(Bromeerg plays dobro on Dylan's New
Morning LP) and other people's sideman's,
loosely flip but sincerely dignified style.

On Reckless Abandon, Bromberg's band
displays stunning versatility on tunes rang-
ing from bluegrass to jazzy songs to two
classics. While the disc hits some great
peaks, it lacks the very steady tightness
which marks three of his other tecords.

Alvin Alley American
Dance Theater

Fine Arts Center
February 9

Reviewed by CHERYL SHAIN

A dazzling display of beauty and skill was
what I encountered in viewing the Thurs-
day matinee of the Alvin Ailey American
Dance Company. Alvin Ailey brought to
the stage his creative talents, both as
choreographer and as artistic director.

Having studied with the Lester Horton
Theater, (Horton was considered a pioneer-
ing choreographer devoted to the develop-
ment of Black dancers), Mr. Ailey explored
modern dance and ballet techniques, which
helped him develop a style of dancing
displaying a historical background of
cohesiveness with Black musical giants as
well.

"Stream," the opening number, was a

bubbly, bouncing, clear-flowing, and
forceful display of movement, introducing
the multi-ethnic composition of the dance
company and streaming indiscriminately

between the objects it comes into contact
with, only carrying them along with it or

pushing them to one side, ever moving.
with the steady forcefulness of time. So
beautiful a scene that Mr. Ailey weaves
every move with space and time to show
the life-line of a gliding, sweeping
"Stream."

A powerful solo performance,
"Jourr>ey," showed a unique and im-

pressive display of the multi-ethnic

background and skill. "Journey," danced
by a young Asian woman, clad in white,
moved with strength and determination to
a "Journey's" end.

1 viewed the production with awe and ex-

citement, being extremely impressed with
the multi-racial composition of the com-
pany. In a day and age like our present

state in history, it is important to break the

chains of segregation and struggle for full

integration. The dance movement in this

country for Black and Latino dancers has
been and still is a constant struggle for

equal access. Mr. Alley's direction is a con-
scious effort to eliminate segregative at-

titudes and this is reflected in the com-
pany's style of music and choreography.
The beauty and form of the Black male was
outstanding, but missing from the com-
pany was the beauty of the dark-skinned
women. Hopefully, by the next time the

Alvin Ailey Dance Company comes our
way, we will be consecrated by the
presence of a dark-skinned female beiauty.

Ending the performance was a brilliant

rendition of "Night Creatures," the music
by, who else, but the late great Duke Ell-

ington. Done in three movements with the
livliness of the "swing" era, "Night
Creatures" glittered with the fiery and pro-
found moves of the Harlem nightlife of the
thirties. As the "Duke" put it: "Night
creatures unlike stars, do not come out at

night - they come on, each thinking that
before the night is out, he or she will be the
star."
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John Firmin's cheery clarinet and Dick
Fegy's mandolin playing make "Mrs.
Delion's Lament ("It's about Stagger
Lee")" stand out, and "Stealin' " has fine

Bromberg dobro, but it's the rapid
medleys, "Battle of Bull Run" and "Sally
Goodin' where Fegy, playing mandolin and
banjo, sound like he's played with
Bromberg for several years on record in-

stead of just over two.
"What A Town", however, is mediocre,

and ""Child's Song" is boring when com-
pared with other soft Bromberg-sung
ballads like "Don't Put Dat Thing On Me
(featuring Dr. John of piano)."

"Beware Brother, Bew ^9'" is witty but all

around. Reckless Aba; Jon isn't as ex-
tremely consistent as fou of his other LP's
w'-'ch can now be had tor cutout ($2.00)
pnces.

Roberta Flack
Blue Lights In The Basement

Atlantic
Reviewed by MARIO BARROS

I guess the best way to describe Roberta's
music is to liken it to a fine wine. Like wine,
one doesn't imbibe it in gulps, one sips it so
as to savor the not-too-dry-but-not-too-
sweet taste, wthe introductions of her
pieces are like the bouquet, never over-
powering but never understated. The song
never lacks body, but it doesn't invade you.
Like fine wine dances upon the palate, her
lyrics dance across your mind and when it's

all over, there's no bad aftertaste.

The analogy goes further in that both can
be enjoyed with a candlelight dinner and
both are equally at home with romance's
tender moments. Also, both can be taken
along when invited for that special dinner

date. Remember, with fish and poultry, it's

red wine; with meat, it's white wine; with
romance it's Blue Lights In The Base-
ment.

Andrew Gold
All This And Heaven Too

Elektra/Asylum

Reviewed by ALICIA CUNEO
The title. All This And Heaven Too, is a

very appropriate one for Andrew Gold's
latest effort. The main theme of the album
is one of a love that is lost, or on its way to
being lost. All the songs on the album ex-

cept "Thank You For Being A Friend" say
that people may have everything on earth
that makes a human happy and appear to
be living in a heaven; however, with "all

this" heartache of a lost love how can one
have a real "heaven?" The song, "Thank
You For Being A Friend", is exactly what
the title states, a song about the person t>e-

ing a good friend to another. The effect of
the album is a sad one, but Andrew Gold's
mastery of the keyboards and his excep-
tional vocal ability give a light, airy, and at

times peppy sensation to create a cheerful
feeling which counteracts the lost love
ache of an individual. All This And Heaven
Too is a very mellow and extremely easy to
listert to album. The title of the album ex-
pertly and precisely depicts the items con-
tained in Andrew Gold's latest and best
album to date.

PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in

Pizza — Grindars

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS: MON-THURS, 1 lam-lam; FRI-SAT, 11am-2am; SUN, 1 lam-lam

//
Bounce over

to

before or after the

game and enjoy

the best pizzas

& grinders

anywhere."

WE DELIVER

ALSO

AT LUNCH TIME!!! lEi

256-0441

103 North Pleasant St. • Amherst
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Calendar
film
hebruary 70

"The Point" in the Campus Center
Auditorium at-Tr S:30, 10 and 1 1 :30 p.m.

February 17

"Goodbye Mr. Chips" at Gamble
Auditorium, Mount Holyoke at 7:30 p.m.
February 17, 18. 19

"Amarcord" at Merill I, Amherst College

at 8 and 10 p.m.

February 18

"Fiddler on the Roof" in Gamble
Auditorium, Mount Holyoke at 7 and 10

p.m.
"The Working Class Goes to Heaven",

winner of the Grand Prize at the 1972 Can-

nes Film Festival, directed by Elio Petri. In

Sage Hall, Smith at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

February 20, 21. 22
"Hester Street" sponsored by the Hillel

Foundation at McConnell Hall, Smith at 8
p.m.
February 21
"Rebel Without a Cause" at 6 p.m. and 10

p.m. and "Tea And Sympathy" at 8 p.m.

Both films $1 in the Main Lecture Hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
"Going My Way" in Gamble Auditonum,
Mourvt Holyoke at 9 p.m.
February 22
'A Night at the Opera" starring the Marx

Brothers. Admission $1 at Wright Hall,

Smith, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

theater
February 16, 17, 18

"Marge" by Philip Zweig, directed by
Dana Westberg. At the City Studio
Theatre, 49 Pearl St., Northampton, At 8
p.m. Admission $2. 584-3994.

February 17. 18

City Studio Theatre's Cabaret at 11 p.m.
Showcase for performing and media arts.

Cover charge $2.

February 23
Poetry reading. "Poems of Living and Be-

ing" by Sonia Sanchez in the Campus
Center Auditorium at 8 p.m.
February 25
"Ellis Island: Processing", a production of

the City Studio Theatre's Young People's
Theatreworks, a CETA-funded project. At
10:30 a.m.
February through March 4
"The Three Sisters" at StageWest in

West Springfield. Box office 736-7092.

dance
February 21
First week of a 12-week men's movement

workshop at the Unitarian Meeting house
in Amherst. Registration is open to all men
through personal interview with the two
leaders. Calf- Dan Peterson at 549-6828 or

Arnold Westwood at 684 3786 or the
Unitarian Society 253-2848.

February 23. 24, 25
Department of Dance Spring Concert in

Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre, Smith Col-

lege at 8 p.m.
February 24. 25
Marcel Marceau at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall for two performances. Box of-

fice open weekdays 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
545 2511.
March 10

The Merce Cunningham Dance Company
at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Box office opens weekdays 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. 545-2511.
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"Cousin Cousine is

fetchingly loony and great fun."
— ja"e<M*si'n MrwiACPR
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art
Febraury 17

Last day of Brendan Stecchini's "Images
for the Industrial Scrapyard" in the Herter

Art Gallery open weekdays from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m.
February 19

Last day of exhibition of works of Italian

artist Sandro Martini and Greek-American
photographer Philop Tsiaras. At the
University Gallery.

Opening of Guy Ducornet and Rikki's

Drawing and Painting exhibit at Herter

Gallery from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. Show will run

to March 4.

Through February 24
Exhibition of works by fictional artists Ray
Rodrique and Fredrico Fungalini, also Mar-
tial Westburg. Student Union Gallery.

"Works of Five Painters" to be shown at

the Main Street Center Gallery at 150 Main

Street in Northampton. Show features

paintings, drawings, and sculptures by
Charles J. Miller, Shelly Shicoff, Gregory
Stone, David Struthers and Richard Yarde.
Monday through Saturday 9:30 a.m. to

5:30 p.m. and Thursdays till 9 p.m.
Through February
Mead Art Gallery of Amherst College

featuring "Drawings from Outdoor
Sculpture", American Genre Paintings,

French and Italian Prints and Oriental Art.

Open weekdays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
weekdays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Through March 12

Works of contemporary Japanese women
artists in the Rodney L. White Print Room
of the Mount Holyoke College Art
Museum. Open weekdays 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. and weekdays from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Artbus
Bus leaves Campus Center circle on

A scene from a prior production of the Canadian Opera Company's
"Barber of Seville." The opera will be performed in English, tonight in the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. For ticket information call the box office

at 545-2511. The box office is open weekdays Sam to 4pm.

^ IIAHJEE^ 'PLACE'
The area's only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri.-Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30

IBOSBO lllllWBi

•• • • attiieCatesofSiiiitiiC«llefe

THE RESTAURANT just qood Food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials
OPEN 9:90-6:00

bAqEls & pASTRiES MON SAT

12

only area showing' ^
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256-8955 at facfs OF farth
|
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Saturdays at 7 a.m. Bus leaves New York
from in front of the Whitney Museum at 6
p.m. Information call 545-0976.

music
February 16

"The Barber of Seville" presented by the
Canadian Opera Company in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Box office

open weekdays 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 545-2511.
February 17
Dept. of Music and Dance Senior Honors

Recital at Bezanson Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m.
The Emerson String Quartet concert at Pratt

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke at 8:15 p.m.
February 19

A program of music by the Smith College
faculty and guest composers in Sage Hall,

Smith, at 8 p.m.
February 25
Art Garfunkel at Mount Holyoke CollegeatS

p.m. in Chapin Auditorium. Tickets $6.50
advance $7.50 at door available at the Mary
Woolley Ticket Office. Tickets from the
cancelled December 2 concert will be
honored.

March 1

Elvis Costello; the Willie Alexander and
the Boom Boom Band. Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets available at TIX.

/"

'Seville'
opens
toniglit
Probably the best loved Italian

comic opera, Rossini's The BARBER
OF SEVILLE is "opera Buffa" at its

best, turning easily from
sentimentality to laughter, from
drama to burlesque. The sardonic

mockery, sophistication, gallantry,

and intrigues of Beaumarchais' play,

upon which the opera is based, find

their happy equivalent in Rossini's

brilliant score with its wonderful

mercurial rhythms and melodies.

The Canadian Opera Company,
Lofti Mansouri, General Director, will

present the Barber of Seville in

English at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall, Thursday February 16

at8 p.m.

The Barber of Seville features a

company of 40, including the 25
member Canadian Opera Orchestra,
under the Music Director and
Conductor Timothy Vernon. The
production will be directed by Lofti

Mansouri and designed by Maurice
Strike.

Tickets for the Barber of Seville at

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
Thursday February 16 are now on
sale at the Fine Arts Center box
office, open Monday through Friday
9-4 and all Ticketron locations.

Ticket prices for this presentation

are: General public, $7, 6, o. UMass
students are $3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior

Citizens and other students ate $6, 5,

4. For more information, call (413)

545-2511.
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Dukakis appoints trustees
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis today is expected
to announce the appointment of two
trustees and the re-appointment of another
to the UMass Board of Trustees.
Simon L. Sawtelle, a plumber from

Dorchester, will replace Trustee Catherine F.

Clark who died last November and Sister
Kathleen M. Popko of Holyoke will replace
Robert D. Gordon whose term expired last
month. Earline Shearer of Mattapan will be
re-^ppointed to the board for her second
consecutive term.

Dukakis said the three appointees' diverse
backgrounds will strengthen the board.
"They have shown leadership in issues such
as the University's responsibility to its neigh-
borhood and to the health care needs of the
Commonwealth — issues which must be met
if the University is to fulfill its function of
educating our people and dealing with the
state's social and economic needs," said
Dukakis.

Sawtelle, 61, is a senior mechanical
engineer of the Boston Building Dept. He
attended MIT, Suffolk Law School, and
Northeastern University and has been a

lifelong resident of Dbrchester. He helped
establish the Boston branch of the
University.

Sister Popko, 35, is the assistant ad-
ministrator of planning at the Mercy Hospital
in Springfield. She is also a member of the
Worcester Medical Board and last night said
she hopes to bring some of her working
knowledge of Worcester to the board.

Shearer, who will be re-appointed to the
board, is regional director of the state office
for children. She is also corporator at the
Boston Five-Cent Savings Bank.

Sawtelle will serve on the board until 1980
when his predecessor's term expires.

Popko's and Shearer's terms will expire in

1985.

Gordon, who was not re-appointed by the
governor, has served on the board for 14
years. A Dukakis spokesman said the
governor wanted to replace Gordon with a
representative from the western portion of
the state. Gordon's replacement. Sister
Popko, is from Holyoke.

Dukakis has appointed or re-appointed
oyer half the members of the board during
his three years in office. Two trustees
resigned last year protesting changing
politics of the board.

Brooke called arroaant
SPRINGFIELD [AP] - Accusing Sen.

Edward W. Brooke, R-Mass., of
"arrogance," state Rep. Michael J. Connolly
yesterday launched his campaign to unseat
the state's junior senator.
"Ed Brooke has a proven record of

reluctance to make the tough decisions. We
cannot be satisfied to merely re-elect the
plump incumbent," said Connolly, a Boston
Democrat in his third term in the House. He
did not say what he meant by "plump".
He criticized the two-term incumbent for

"inability to decide what to do about the
Panama Canal treaty" and for "his hands-in-
the-air, what-can-we-do approach to the
realities of nuclear power."

Connolly, 30, the minimum age to serve in

the U.S. Senate, told a news conference he
favors the canal treaty if provisos are added
that guarantee the United States wartime
rights to defend the waterway and to send
military vessels through it ahead of all other
shipping.

"We should have a ban on all nuclear
power" until the nuclear waste disposal
problem is solved, Connolly said.

Connolly, starting his campaign with four
news conferences across the state, admitted

he faces an uphill struggle against Brooke.
He noted his campaign slogan confidently
urges voters to "Be part of the upset."
Acknowledging that Brook has shown

outspoken leadership in fighting to continue
federal funding for Medicare abortions,
Connolly disputed the Republican's motives
and stance.

"Brooke's leadership on the abortion issue
is timely because he's running for re-election.
But even there I think he's wrong. I'm pro-
life. I'm in favor of cutting off federal funds
for abortions."
He attacked Brooke for having "planted

his roots quite firmly in Washington. You
don't have to shovel your walk when you live
at the Watergate apartments, and you're
probably not aware of what the folks back
home are concerned about."

"It's this type of arrogance that I want to
see retired,"

Asked about his first hurdle — the Sep-
tember Democratic primary — Connolly said
he was confident he could overcome an
expected challenge for the nomination from
state Rep. Elaine Nobel, D-Boston, an
avowed homosexual.

Fifty hear miners' rep
By JILL METLITZ
Collegian Staff

A representative of the striking coal mine
workers last night said to about 50 UMass
students, "we've been sold out before and
won't be sold out again."
The speech was sponsored by the

Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade.
Gina Brandt a leading member of the

Woman's Committee for Miner's Right to
Strike spoke instead of the scheduled O.V.
Hirsch who was forced to stay on the picket
lirws in Kentucky due to increased support
over the last week.
The 160,000 strikers are fighting having "a

rotten contract crammed down their
throats" as in 1974 in which binding ar-
bitration was included, according to Brandt.
She said the main demand of the rank btkI
file is to strengthen the workers' ability to
fight.

The second crucial issue is th« cut in

medical benefits. For the last 30 years miners
received 100 per cent coverage. Six nwnths
ago the plan was changed forcing workers to
pay a $260 deductible on hospitaiizaiion and
40 per cent on doctor's visits.

Third, they want an equalized panaion.

The amount of pension depends on the
amount of production. According to Brandt,
it is easy for companies to bankrupt pension
funds.

Last Sunday the bargaining council turned
down a tentative contract supported by
United Mine Workers' Union President
Arnold Miller, which Brandt referred to as
vicious. The contract included no rights to
strike, a labor stability clause allowing
companies to fine miners $20 for every day
one strikes, the loss of medical benefits after
ten days of striking, and the ability of
companies to fire a worker for striking.
Medical benefits and pensions were also cut
down.

During an interview, Brandt explained
Jimmy Carter's neutral stand on the coal
miner's issue is false. She used the recent
intervening of the F.B.I, and the state
troopers as proof.

Brandt feels the companies and media are
trying to split miners from the rest of the
country's worlcers by building an energy
crisis. Miners feel the companies are the
"sanw daaa of capitalists trying to put down
people aU over the country." Furthenmors,
the oompyies are solely '"Crying about
loeing profitB."

Qina Brandt, a leading mmmbm of the Womaji'a ConrniKtea for Mhter'a Right to
Strike speaks to UMmb rtudanta about tfia dlffleuMaa facing the famiifae of tfie

striking woriiaia. (ttaff pholo by Diana Crawford)
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The chairman of the Stodcbridga-
sponsored cereer day. which will take
place on Tueaday, hopes departments
outMe Stockbridga will participate. Sea
the story on page 2, and the schedule of
seminars on page 12.

The Canadian Opera Company's
production of "The Bart>er of Seville"
delighted an audience at the Fine Arts
Center last night See E. Philip Brown's
review on page 2.

Applications for the NatkNtai Student
Exchange Program are due Feb. 24. See
Merge Murphy's atory on page 2 for
details on tfie program, t

Northannpton City Courn:!! members
last night voted to ck>ee down an out-
patient rrtental health center in the dty.
See the story on pege 3.

Weather

Chance of occaak>nai snow Friday,
ending by eariy afternoon and folkiwed
by pertial deering except light snow
tapering off to fluniea over Cape Cod.
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By MARC/A MURPHY
Collegian Staff

If you are a student interested in a tem-
porary change of scenery while continuing
your college education, the National Student
Exchange Program may be what you are
looking for.

The program, begun in 1968, is a "product
of mutual planning and interest in providing
the student with new academic and social
experiences through a simplified admissions
process, assurance of credit transferability,

and minimal additional expense to the
student," reads an NSEP brochure.
The exchange offers students the op-

portunity to "become better acquainted with
different social and educational patterns in

the U.S. and to experience new life and

Stockbridge

career day

open to many
The chairman of the Stockbridge career

day planned for Tuesday said the future
success of the convention depends upon a
turnout of students and faculty from hor-
ticulture and agriculture departments in the
School of Food and Natural Resources.
The Stockbridge Student Senate has

spent $1,000 for the convention.
Peter Quinlan yesterday said he hopws

members of departments outside Stock-
bridge attend the convention because large

industries in the agricultural and horticultural

fields are sending representatives to run
seminars.

Dean of the School of Food and Natural
Resources Ross Whaley last night said the
career day has been well advertised among
department chairmen, faculty and students
in fields related to the convention. He
estimated 1,500-2,000 students are enrolled
in agriculture and horticulture departments in

his school.

Quinlan said a successful convention on
Tuesday will mean more businesses and
seminars at next year's convention, which is

already being planned.
Assistant Commissioner of the state

Department of Food and Agriculture John
Barrus is the guest speaker at the day long
convention this Tuesday. His address is at

4:10 p.m.

Local veterinarian John Hite is also
scheduled to appear at the convention for a
seminar at 1 p.m. The convention is being
held on the first level of the Campus Center.
Opening ceremonies are at 9:45 a.m.

See schedule, page 12

learning styles, appreciate different cultural
perspectives, learn more about themselves
and others and broaden their educational
backgrounds through specialized courses
which may not be available on the home
campus," the brochure continues.

During the 76- '77 academic year 33
colleges for 820 students were involved in

the exchange program, a 12 per cent in-

crease from the previous year, according to
William Loder, coordinator of NSEP.

UMass involved the greatest number of
exchange students by sending 99 students to
17 colleges and universities and receiving 109
students from 19 member campuses, ac-

cording to Loder.

"Most of the students who participate in

thtf exchange program seem to think it's the

best thing they did while in college," said

Loder.

Students may go on exchange for the fall

semester or. at most member colleges and
universities, the full school year.

The most and least popular colleges
change every year, according to Loder.

"People's priorities change. It mostly
fluctuates on what people want and that
doesn't always stay the same," he said.

The cost of the exchange includes the in-

state tuition, room and board of the host
campus and transportation. Financial
assistance for eligible students is available.

Full-time students should apply as
sophomores to participate in their junior year
and have at least a 2.5 average.

Although some seniors go on exchanges,

juniors are given the highest priority, ac-
cording to Loder.

"There are serious potential problems in
sending seniors because they need to fulfill

graduation requirements and they are usually
unable to share their experiences when they
return," said Loder.

He said the best source of information is

from the students who have gone on ex-
changes.

Catalogs and other information on the
colleges and universities involved with the
program are available in 255 Whitmore and
the deadline for applications is Feb. 24.

Donna Maisserian, a UMass junior who
exchanged to the University of Idaho said,
"It was an experience that helped me in

innumerable

Theatre review

Barber of Seville Is well received at FAC
By E. PHILIP BROWN
Special to the Collegian

The Canadian Opera Company's
presentation of "The Barber of Seville" was
well- received at the Fine Arts Center last

night. Although the show was far from sold
out, the audience's applause was well

deserved.

The show started with an excellent
opening number by the orchestra conducted
by Timothy Vernon. Next in significance was
the introduction of the Barber of Seville. All

members of the cast had extremely dynamic
voices; The stage design was simple, but

effective and the lighting was adequate for

the production. Act 1 ended in hilarity and
Art 2 picked up where it left off.

The opera was more of a musical situation

comedy than a serious dramatic play. The
main characters w^re Coi-nt Almaviva;
Abram Morales, Old Dr. Bartolo; Peter Miln6,

Rosina; the count's lover and Dr. Bartolo's
ward); KatNeen Hegierski, and of course
Figaro; Peter Barcza. In the story Count
Almaviva falls in love with the beautiful

Rosina and tries to take her away from Dr.

Bartolo, who also intends to marry his

vivacious ward. Figaro is the matchmaker
and messenger for the court. Basilic,

Rosina's music instructor played by John
Dodington stole the show with his hilarious
antics and delightful personality. Ambrogio,
Dr. Bartolo's servant and Berta the Dr.'s
mistress had small parts but added to the
comedy immensely.
The major criticisms of the opera are few.

One complaint is that the production was too
short (only two hours) and seemed too hasty
in the orchestral pieces. Another fault was
that it was done in English but I overlooked
this since the only language I know is

English. The show was probably geared to
college audiences and hence much was
certainly lost.

Police lack manpower
to patrol N. Pleasant St.

Amherst Chief of Police Donald Maia last

night said that there is not enough man-
power to station a permanent patrol to

enforce speed limits on North Pleasant

Street because of the size of his department.
"North Pleasant Street is a heavily-

travelled traffic route, which has always been
and will continue to be under speed control

by the Amherst Police Department," he said.

A recent student senate proposal for

increased speed enforcement as a

preventative safety measure for students.

Two accidents occurred on the street

recently, within the boundaries of the UMass
campus.

The most recent of the accidents, a hit-

and-run injured one UMass student last

week-end An investigation is still being

conducted; as of yet, however, there are no
suspects.

- RITAZEIDNER

Physical plant has coal;

UMass can stay warm
The current coal strike will not affect the

heating of the campus, according to George
Norton, director of the physical plant.

Norton said the coal- fired heating plant

uses 50,000 tons of coal a year but the plant

has a "pretty good supply,"
"We could run, if we don't get supplies,

until July," said Norton.
The physical plant orders ahead at the first

of the fiscal year and receives most of its

shipment in January and February. Norton
said the physical plant has only a little more
coal to receive on the existing contract.

- GAYLE YOUNG
Pennsylvania students
study bars at UMass

Five students from a Pennsylvania college

are visiting UMass this weekend to see how
the University community handles itself with
two bars on campus.

Recent legislation passed in Pennsylvania
has lowered the legal drinking age from 21 to

18, and students at Shippensburg State
College have decided to open a bar en
campus.
The students are being escorted around

campus by UMass Police Sergeant Mary
Dumas, who yesterday said she plans to

show them the campus bars and introduce
them to personnel of Health Services,

Residential Resource Management, Com-
munity Development Center and student
government.
The students were supposed to attend the

UMass basketball game last night, and will

probably attend the game Saturday night

also.

University hires student;

takes animal complaints

A UMass graduate student has been hired

on a part time basis by University police for

animal control on the campus.
Peter Harris will be taking complaints from

the campus community about animals that

are a nuisance in campus buildings, including

residence halls.

It is against University regulations for

dormitory residents to house pets in their

rooms.
Harris has worked as a dog catcher for the

town of Amherst, and at Hampshire College
in an animal control position similar to his

new job at UMass.
- ROBYARVITZ

Govemors pass ruling;

will meet every other week

Acting upon the only proposal brought
before it last night, the Campus Center-

Student Union Board of Governors passed a

resolution to meet formally every other week
beginning Feb. 23.

Among its many activities, the board's
major functions include approval of ex-

penditures within the Campus Center in-

volving student monies, and the allocation of

space and rooms within the Campus Center.

Shelley Gordon, vice-chairperson of the
board, indicated that positions are still open
on a number of board committees and that

all students are encouraged to join and
participate.

Information about the board's various
committees can be obtained at the Board of

Governor's office located on the eighth floor

of the Campus Center.

-JOHN REESE
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Snowstorm idled

workers can get
special benefits
BOSTON [AP\ - Massachusetts workers

who lost a paycheck during last week's
storm may be able to collect an average of
$100 each under a bill signed into law
yesterday by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

State Manpower Secretary Howard Smith
is scheduled to outline procedures for ap-
plying for the special benefits Friday mor-
ning.

But in signing the measure at a noontine
ceremony, Dukakis urged people not to go to

local unemployment offices. He said new
simplified forms would be available by next
week and could either be filed at one's
regular place of employment or by mail.

The legislation, filed at the request of

angry labor leaders, was whisked through
the legislature in less than 24 hours. The bill

provides a special exemption from the week-
long waiting period usually required before
collecting unemployment insurance.
The exemption applies only to victims of

this particular storm, Dukakis said.

Smith said for the average Massachusetts
worker, earning $200 a week, the bill would
mean benefits of $90 for a four-day loss, $50

for three days and $10 for two days plus $6 a
day for each dependent under age 18. No
benefits are available for those who lost only
one day's work.

Anticipating possible abuses of the new
benefits, Dukakis said in most cases the
forms will have to be co-signed and verified

by employers.
Smith estimated the benefits would cost

from $18 million to $38 million.

He said there is currently about $100
million in the state's unemployment in-

surance fund, which is nlore than enough to
cover the expected run on those funds.

Dukakis defended using the fund, financed
by employers in the state, by saying, "That's
what it's there for."

Actually the fund still owes $265 million to
the federal government, but federal officials

have granted the state another two years to
pay that back.

Eventually state officials hope the federal

government will cancel that debt, which was
acquired when Massachusetts unem-
ployment ran into double digits during the
recession of the early 70's.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis comments before he signs a bill yesterday which
eliminates the normal one-week waiting period before workers can receive jobless
benefits on account of last week's storm.

Carter favors proposed Arab arms deal
WASHINGTON [AP] - The Carter ad-

ministration defended its proposed sale of
top-quality jet planes to Saudi Arabia
Thursday while Israeli Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan met here with Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance.

Dayan, the hero general of the 1967
Mideast war, is trying to get the decision on
aircraft sales reversed. He probably is

fighting an uphill battle. Dayan also is trying

to offset Arab gains in U.S. policy and with
,the American public.

Meanwhile, President Carter told Dayan
that the date of Israeli Prime Minister

Menachem Begin's visit to Washington will

be March 14-15 and that the visit may be
three days long.

In a 10-page memorandum, the State
Deprtment said that the sale of 60 F-15
Eagles to Saudi Arabia is consistent with
"the overriding objective of a just and lasting
peace," in the region.

"As you know, this administraton has
pursued peace in the Middle East with a
scrupulous care for Israeli's security,"

Douglas J. Bennet Jr., assistant secretary

for congressionar relations, told Rep. Lee H.

Hamilton, D-lnd., chairman of the House
Middle East subcommittee.
Dayan is registering Israel's protest of the

$2.5 billion deal in talks with President Carter,
vance ana Mouse memoers.
He is also trying to promote progress in

negotiations with Egypt on a declaration of
principles to guide peace talks and hoping to

quiet the running public battle with the
administration over Jewish settlements in old

Arab lands.

Israel contends delivery of the jets, which
can zoom into Israeli air space from Saudi
Arabia in less than a minute, pose a threat to

Israel's security.

But the memorandum said "Saudi
acquisition of 60 F-15s would not alter the
basic Middle East arms balance. The fun-

damental inhibitions which have led Saudi
Arabia to refrain from combat with Israel in

past conflicts would still pertain."

Two-thirds of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee is already on record

opposing delivery of the F-15s, possibly the
best fighter plane in the world.

Carter's $4.8 billion Middle East arms
package also includes 50 E-5Es for Egypt,

worth $400 million, and 15 F-15s, valued at

$400 million, and 75 F-16s, at $1.5 billion, for

Israel.

Women, work discussed
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

"Government, management and banking
would grind to a halt if the women working
within them messed up the organization.
Women have to think up new ways to mess
up the monopolies they work for," said
Rosalyn Baxandall as she spoke last night in

the Campus Center on "Women in the
American Economy."

Baxandall and Susan Reverby, co-authors
of "America's Working Women," addressed
a group of 90 people at a lecture co-
sponsored by the Commuter Collective and
the Labor Center Student Caucus.

Baxandall pointed out that the current
women's liberation movement came about
partially because "In the 1950's women in

large masses started to go to college for the
first time."

"They thought they'd get as fulfilling jobs
as the ones men were getting but found they
were getting the same jobs they would have
gotten if they hadn't gone to college at all.

Most of the jobs they got were clerical. The

ideology was still that they should be at
home."

Reverby said, "Historically, women have
always worked. They were often skilled

workers. Women took low-paying jobs, so

those tasks became identified as 'women's
work'."

According to Baxandall, one-third of

women workers still work in seven main
categories. These include bookkeeping,
teaching, waitressing and secretarial work.

Baxandall added, "Oppressed women
workers tend to use old fashioned ways of

protesting. They must think of new ways
that make sense in our economy. Resistance

is really important, especially in the 70's."

"Everytime we strike back we break some
of the social stability. Pessimism and inability

to act must be overcome in our jobs," said

Baxandall.

"People no longer see women as nurturers

and housekeepers," said Baxandall. "Now
women are supposed to be everything.

They're supposed to be beautiful, sexy —
and have a career. I don't know what went
wrong, but something certainly did."

Council votes clinic ouster

President Carter met yesterday with Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan at the

White House. He said Israeli Prime Minister Menachim Begin will <4isit Washington
next month.

NEAG plans special election
By CAROL MORRIER
Collegian Staff

A flu-striken Northeast Area Government
last night scheduled a special election for its

vice president to replace Paul Goldman, who
resigned because of academic respon-

sibilities.

The council also listened to a progress

report of the campus Alcoholic Task Force,

which is formulating a policy for regulating

parties with alcohol for sale.

The special election for a vice president is

Feb. 21, from 4-7 p.m. at the barracks side of

the Worcester Dining Commons. Doug
Novitch of Dwight and Andrea Polito of

Crabtree are the two candidates for the
office.

The council also needs people to complete
the dormitory representation on the board.

Each dorm is entitled to two representatives.

Some dormitories are also missing
senators for the Undergraduate Student
Senate, according to council President Diane
Lauricella. Lauricella also said the future

council meetings will be held Sunday nights

at 7 in different Northeast dormitories.

By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The City Council last

night voted 8-1 in favor of a resolution to

close down an outpatient mental health

center in the Ward 3 section of the city.

The center, known as the "Bridge" has
been the center of a controversy since it

opened last month.
The vote by the Council came as an anti-

climax as earlier this week the State
Department of Mental Health indicated to

Mayor Harry S. Chapman, Jr. that the

"Bridge" rehabilitation program would be
moved voluntarily.

Residents have repeatedly claimed that

their ward is oversaturated with such
facilities. In Dec. 1976, they received an
assurance from the Franklin Hampshire
Mental Health Advisory Board that no new
centers would be opened.
The "Bridge," and other outpatient and

halfway- house facilities in the ward were
opened to help former patients of the North-

ampton State Hospital.

A letter sent to Chapman from Evelyn
McClean, regional director of the department

of mental health, said the department is now
in the process of looking for another
"suitable location" for the program.

Also last night, the council tabled a
recommendation by Chapman that all major
purchases and awarding of overtime hours
by city departments must first be approved
by the mayor's office.

1n a 7-2 vote councillors questioned their

authority to give power to the mayor, which
he said would give department heads "a
second opportunity to look at their bud-
gets."

Chapman said his authority over payments
of $50 or more might keep city departments
from spending money they don't need and
would put needed money back into the city

treasury.

"It would build a free cash account,"
Chapman said, "which I feel is depleting at a

rapid rate at this time."

Speaking in opposition to Chapman's
request, some councilors question whether
Chapman or the council had the legal right to

put a hold on monies that had already been
allocated to city departments.

"Where does it say you can do this?"

asked Councilor Charles Barankowski.
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Support
Bill

HR 9746
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

There is a bill before the National House of
Representatives that stands to end the in-
surance and guarantees on monies invested
in South Africa. The bill is HR 9746. Anyone
wanting more information about it or
wanting to push for the passage of this bill

should write to:

House Banking Subcommittee On In-

ternational Trade, 3107 House Annex No. 2,
Washington D.C. 20515.

The United States Government Export-
Import Bank presently guarantees insurances
on all investments into the South African
economy. Black people working in South
African coal mines get only $3 per day. This
is starvation pay, and because of such in-

justice, one out of every three children die

before they reach the age of one. The child

mortality rate in South Africa is 53 per cent
for children under the age of five. Due to this

cheap labor, South Africa is a high profrt

investment.

Almost the entire South African economy
is dependent on its export market. Blacks —
though 18 million compared to 4 million

whites — cannot even afford to buy anything
from the system.

This bill, HR 9746, is clearly a step in the
direction for a real U.S. economic pullout of
South Africa.

Announcements
CC£BS

CCEBS students should note that on
Saturday, February 11, the Black Alumni
Committee of Amherst College will sponsor a
Career Day. Registration is from 7:30 a.m. -
9:00 a.m. in Converse Hall on the Amherst
College campus. Activitiis are planned
throughout the day until 4:00 p.m. This is a
unique opportunity for students to obtain a
wide variety of career- related information. A
luncheon is also part of the day's activities.
Anyone desiring more detailed infomiation
concerning this Career Day should contact
Brian Maher in Room 209 of the New Africa
House.

Fashion show

The Third World Women's Center will

sponsor a Spring Fashion Show, to be held
April 29. Volunteers for male and female
models are needed. All are welcome. A list

for signatures will be posted inside the New
Africa House lobby.

Drum

DRUM — a student run literary and arts
magazine is asking for contributions for the
Spring issue in the areas of Art,

Photography, Poetry, Essay, Fiction,
Reviews and any information relevant to the
student body. All articles must be
typewritten arvj double spaced. The deadline
is March 17th. Submit articles to Afro-Am
office, New Africa House, UMasn, Amherst.

Black Affairs

Ethiopian students speak on goals
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

The Ethiopian Students Union in North
America, (ESUNA) is an organization of
Ethiopian students whose objective is to: 1.

enlighten people in North America on
political developments in Africa in general,
and Ethiopia in particular; 2. agitate people to

support the Ethiopian masses in their

struggles against local reactionary ruling

class and international imperialism; 3. help
Ethiopian famine victims and political

refugees.

The Connecticut-Amherst Chapter of
ESUNA is particularly responsible in fulfilling

this task in the Pioneer Valley area.

ESUNA is a member of the worldwide
Federation of Ethiopian Students. (WWFES)
Other members include Ethiopian Students
Union in Europe, (ESUE) Ethiopian Students
Union in the Middle East and North Africa,

(ESUMENA) Ethiopian Students Union in

East Africa, (ESUEA) Ethiopian Students
Union in Ethiopia, (ESUE) and Ethiopian
Women's Study Group, (EWSG).

This is one of a series of articles that the
Ethiopian students of the Valley area will be
putting out on the situation of The Horn of
Africa. The group has also organized a forum
on February 25 to further discuss the issue.

All are invited.

Pre-February 1974 Ethiopia - A Summary.
Ethiopia, the oldest independent country

in Africa and one of the last real monarchies,
lies in the eastern horn of the continent. This
African nation of 30,000,000 people has a
land mass of 475,000 square miles. A country
of complex topography, its dominant feature
is the high Central plateau split by the Great
Rift Valley, with a northern and western
periphery of hot, arid lowlands. Ethiopia is

bounded on the west by the Sudan, on the
East by Somalia, on the south by Kenya and
on the east by The Red Sea. Eritrea, the
northern province was federated with
Ethiopia by the United Nation resolution of
1952, after sixty years of Italian occupation.

During the reign of Halle Selassie, the
basic needs of the people, eating, clothing,
health and education were only the exclusive
monopoly of the royal families and their
immediate associates. The royal families and
their associates lavishly waste the produce of
the people born out of their sweat and btood,
thus forcing the majority to go underfed,
underclothed, illiterate and diseased. This
despite the countries overwhelming potential
to be the "granary of The Middle East" has
been the reality of present day Ethiopia. The
incredible disparity between the privileged

few and the toiling masses remained as the

contradiction from which resistance against
the regime naturally flows.

The imperialist domination of the
Ethiopian social institution was the basis for

the economic subjugation of the nation.

Ethiopia was subjected to U.S. imperialist's

sphere of influence serving the strategic and
military needs of the hegemonic power and
its associated friends. Ethiopia's servile

status to worid imperialism was maintained
by a local ruling class made up of the land-

lords, and the bureaucratic and comperador
bourgeoise. The essential relations of
production which enabled the ruling class to

subject the Ethiopian masses was a federal
made of production with a typical con-
figuration of an advanced rate of disin-

tegration and a capitalist mode of production
which is still rare in the countryside and
confined to marginal productivity in the
urban areas.

All the popular classes suffered oppression
and exploitation from the local ruling class
and international imperialism, but of all of
them the misery of the proletarian and semi-

proletarian masses was incalcuable.

The February crisis unfolded in the period
of acute crisis of international capitalism. In

Ethiopia, the situation was characterized by a
crisis between the ruling power — bloc of
landlords and big bourgeoise, a crisis that
has been growing since the 1960 coup at-

tempt. The staggering economy, the rising

cost of living, an empty treasury, an im-
poverishment that encompasses more and
more people. More importantly, intensified

mass uprisings, increasing signs that the
revolutionary forces were moving in a
relatively organized manner, the generalized
feeling that things must be changed in a
radical manner, the growing militancy of the
proletariat.... the war in Eritrea —
developing, sapping the economy and
demoralizing the army. A regime incapable to
undertake the "safety — value" type of

reforms, and anachronistic regime isolated at

the regional arid international level, an
embarrassment to its imperialist master, a
regime incapable of assuming the regional

tasks imperialism had assigned to it —
significantly a feeling by both imperialism
and the masses that the regime could not
save the situation. Imperialism searches a
new power bloc that will detour the disaster

heading towards it — the masses search for

a new social order of thorough fundamental
change.
Thus the crisis that erupted in February

was not a historical accident but rather a
crisis that sooner or later would have

erupted. The crisis has both structural and
immediate reasons.

Structural:

(1) The contradiction besetting the ruling
class was a collection of different interest
groups and sub-classes.

(2) The intensified struggle of the op-
pressed masses, characterized by spon-
taneity, the absence of a vanguard party —
and later by increased consciousness,
coherence, realization of class interests,

solidarity of action.

(3) The underdeveloped economy,
characterized by the- absence of meaningful
investment of productive industries, the lack
of reinvestment of the agricultural surplus,
inflation created by the speculative nature of
investrrient and the general crisis of in-

ternational capitalism, spiralling prices,
decreasing buying power of the masses.

(4) The relation of Ethiopia with the
capitalist market, a relation of domination
and extraction of profit, unequal exchange, a
continuous outflow of capital, absence of
capital accumulation — the fatal im-
possibility of the development of
homogenous national capitalism in Ethiopia.
Immediate:

(1) Famine, a consequence of capitalist

underdevelopment of the country, result of
specific ruling class straligies in agriculture
and as a result of the impossibility of in-

creased productivity in agriculture. No less

than half a million people starve to death
contrasting with the ever-filled dining tables
and cellars of the ruling class.

(2) Acute unemployment reaching almost
70 per cent in the towns. Rural im-
poverishment resulting in massive rural-

urban migration, rising unemployment over-
filled, prostitution reaches a saturation point,

'crimes' increase, and migration to the
outside (Sudan, Italy) in search of menial
jobs accentuates .... the unemployment
spreads to affect even university graduates.

(3) Rise in the cost of basic necessities,

increase in the price of petrol etc. resulting

from the tconomic structure of the country.

All these contribute to the breakup of the
fabric of society and thus the political power
of the ruling class was eroded.
The February mass revolutionary

movement erupted as a logical continuation
of the decades — long mass struggle against
the ruling class and imperialism. It was a path
towards which the crisis was heading. If we
are to characterize the February movement
through its specialties or particularities, we
carinot fail to see its revolutionary character.

(This article will be continued in

next week's issue of Black Affairs)

.

Why I write what I write when I write,

or Amherst Towing
Why do I not choose to write about

Amherst tow trucks, marijuana legalization

and Whitmore's-red tape? Well, they seem to
be so unimportant to me when I am sitting in

class and my professor tells me that every
time I complete a sentence, four children die
of starvation in India. The same thing applies
as I read a sentence, too.

They all seem so trivial espiecially when a
cop can shoot a fifteen year old child in the

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Leftfield

Most have probably noticed that there is a
marked contrast between the tone of my
articles and those of other Collegian
columnists.

LUTHER

head at point-blank range and not even go to
jail for it.

I know that my writing reaches a lot of

By Brumtic Brandon, Jr.

people. Yet I would rather it reached only a
few, a few who would be motivated enough
to go out and do something about the im-
mense problems that face America.
Problems ranging from the Conservation of
nature to poverty.

People try to alleviate their guilt feelings by
asking, 'What can I do?" They come to this

conclusion under the assumption that there
isn't anything as individuals they can do to
help.

Anyone who believes this is wrong, dead
wrong. If those people who are always
asking this question decided to help, there
would be millions on the job. There is no
physical force on earth that can hold back
the will of a million people pushing collec-
tively for the same cause.

If you decide — "It isn't me. I am not a

racist, I haven't done aaything," then again
you are wrong, because there is no middle
road. Either you want things to change or

don't. If you are just riding the crest of the

wave doing nothing, you're just adding dead
weight to the forces trying to maintain the

status quo. This is precisely what they want
you to do.

So if in the past, future, or even right now
you have felt guilt, then you already know
deep down inside that if things are going to
change for the better, it is up to each and
everyone of us to do his or her part. You are
a small cog in the system that enables the
present status quo to exist. You must be an
even bigger cog if things are going to
change. Change is what we desperately
need.

Black Affairs

AM! Ali! AliL.The crowd shouted
By MORSE D/GGS
Black Affairs Staff

Alii Ali! Alii

Alll Alii Alii

The crowd shouted as it appeared the.
heavyweight champion of the worid would
once again turn the tide of his advancing age
and the incessant youth of his opponent. But
it was not to be Wednesday night as Leon
Spinks unleashed a Joe Frazier-like on-
slaught against Muhammad Ali, capturing
the title.

It has already been called the greatest
upset in boxing history by some. Such a
remark lends testimony to Ali's stature as
one of the all-time greats in boxing. But Ali's
stature encompasses so much more than the
confines of the boxing nng. To Black people
an J many other peoples throughout the
wf rid Ali has been a voice, an identity.
B ifore his fight with Spinks, Ali asked to be
introduced from his home town of Louisville,
Ky. Speculation was that he would try and
reach bpck for something a little extra,
somethi'ig from his roots of being the
arrogani Cassius Clay. Ali has symbolized a
common defiant root for Black people. So
his loss, only the third of his professional

career, was felt as a personal loss by many of
us.

Wednesday night may have signalled the
end of one era and the beginning of another.
Just as Ali had watched his brother fight in a
preliminary fight before he took the title

away from Sonny Liston in 1964, Leon
Spinks shunned pre-fight standards by
rooting his brother Michael on to victory,
before doing the unbelievable by taking Ali.

The heavyweight championship title ex-
changed from Olympic Champion to Olympic
Champion, from the old God-like warrior to
the spirit of youth.

Immediately after the climatic 15th round
and recognition to defeat, Ali announced to
the worid that he would like to come back
and be the first man to regain the title for a
third time. One can only hope Ali backtracks
on this wish, as many who witnessed the
fight concur that age was as much a factor in

his defeat as was the fighting prowess of
Leon Spinks.

Undoubtedly, the promoters will be of-
fering unprecedented dollar figures for a
rematch. The money may be too much for
Ali to ignore.

All starts right to the head of Leon Spinks in 7th round action of their worid title
heavyweight bout, but It just wasn't enough to enable him to hold on to his heavy-
weight belt. (UPI photo)

CAMPUS CENTER/STUDENT UNION

SPACE

ALLOCATIONS

Applications are now available for all persons interest-

ed in applying for space for 1978 1979 All groups wishing to

renew or change space for next year must apply. Forms are

available at the Board of Governors office, 817 Campus
Center, and must be returned no later th^n Tuesday,

February 28, 1978

The CC—SU Board of Governors is an Equal, Op-

portunity—Affirmative Action organization.

Dethroned heavyweight champion Muhammad Ali (L) grimaces as challenger
Leon Spinks gets in a stinging right cross to the jaw in 3rd round action of their title

bout at the Las Vegas Hilton Pavilion. (UPI photo)

i-lispanic training program
to be aired on Channel 57

A bilingual presentation on Hispanic

alcoholism will be aired on Channel 57's

public access television program 777e Open
Door on Saturday, February 18 at 7:30 p.m.
and repeated on Friday, February 24 at 2 p.m.
The public access show allows local

organizations to express their views on the
air.

The 15 minute alcoholism segment is

presented by the Hispanic Alcoholism
Training Program (HATP), a division of the
"Springfield Spanish-American Union (SAU).

After a bilingual introduction, the show
will be divided in three segnnents; a
discussion (in Spanish) of HATP; a

dramatization (in Spanish) of counselling;

and a discussion (in English) about the over-

all community problem of Hispanic
alcoholism.

Appearing on the program will be Melba
Alvarez, HATP project coordinator;
Frederico Brid, SAU executive director; Luis

Aguiar, a recovered alcoholic and HATP
trainee; and Edison Santana, a graduate of

the program.

HATP is basically a training program
which provides qualified bilingual bicultural
counselors to the existing alcoholism ser-
vices.

Training in the program is divided in two
segments: the academic part, conducted by
Boston University School of Medicine, and
the on-the-job experience, conducted
through trainees' affiliations with Alcoholism
Services in Springfield, Holyoke and Hart-
ford.

THERE'SA REASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSIBILITY

IN THE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFICERS.

On one side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.

On the other is the insignia of a Navy officer.

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their

patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital

corpsmen and other clinical and adnninistrative personnel.

Their choice of specialties is from thirteen diffierent fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent

salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can't buy —the pride and respect of a Navy officer

For the complete story, Sign up for an interview with the

Navy Nurse Information Team
rtj. f'l' Placement Service Office
<"i Wednesday Thursday and Friday
2? 23 iiul ?4 F..(uuarv 1978
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CAREER/LIFE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
Community Development Center,

Berkshire House

Career Life Planning for English Majors
Thrfw two houf sessions February 16, 23; March 2
Thursdays 12 30 2:30 p.m.

Career/ Life Prospects for Junior and Senior Women
Three two hour sessions February 22; March 1, 8
Wednesdays 3 30 5 30 p m.

How to Develop a Resume
One and one half hour session February 23; Mar. 9, 16; April 13, 27
Thursdays 2:00 3 30 p m.
Thursdays 7 00 8:30 p m , March 30, April 20

Preparing for Employment Interviews
Two hour sessions February 13, March 13, April 10
Mondays 1:00 3:00 pm. or Monday, March 6, 7:00-9:00 p.m.

For more information and sign-up, stop in

Berkshire House, Room 123 or call 5-0333.

.J
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College Spring Break

AtTechHifi,
you get to play.
Some stereo stores have signs that

say "Don't Touch The Merchandise."

But at Tech Hifi, we encourage you to

play and compare any of the 70 brands
we display in our soundrooms.

Here's an outstanding $369 system
you can play if you come in this week.
It features a refined (but rugged) Nikko
31 5 stereo receiver, phenomenal EPI 70
Linear Sound loudspeakers, and a belt-

driven Philips GA427 auto-shutoff turn-

table (complete with a Pickering car-

tridge). The sound quality and features

of this combination compare more than
favorably with what other stores offer tor

$400 or more! But don't take our word
for it. Play and compare this system with

any others in your price range and judge
for yourself.

.Ml Hllir-
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Philips #picN£i*Mĉ 369

Weguarantee
everything.

Even your price.
The Tech Hifi Buyer Protection Plan

includes our 7-DAY MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE, and 90-DAY 100%
TRADE-IN GUARANTEE.

But that's not all. We'll also guarantee
your price. Our 30-DAY PRICE GUAR-
ANTEE says that if any other feanchised
dealer offers the same comffehents for

less money within 30 days after your
purchase, we'll refund the enpm^differ-
difference to you! \'^

Omm BEACH V
8 DAYS/ 7 NIGHTS

$ onooo
Resort Area

• PLUS M". TAX 4 SERVICE
PRICE BASED ON QUAD OCCUPANCY

PRICE INCLUDES

tech hifi
Soundrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
1376 Boston Road, Springfield 782-5544

Stores also throughout Massachusetts. Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Hampshire. Vermont, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio.

Hound Trip J^t Tran sport al ion via Scheduled Fliqhi (Faslern Aifiineb

• All Meals in Flighl

• 8 Days and 7 Nights at Ihe LuiufiOus Holiday inn Qireclly on Beach

• ftwi Party - Free Beei and Barbecue C N T '^ ^T
Full Breaklasl Plan Optional

• Baggage Handling at Airpofl and Molel KATHY OR DEBBIE
TfanslefS from Airport to Hotel and Return ^

• Services ol Resident Tour Director D H D ^ OJ O
• Hotel features Include Maid Service / Color I V Swirrifiung Pool
An Conditioned Roomi with PnvaK Bath and Shower • AM Rooms are

Ocean View / Restaurant and lounge with Nightly entertainment, free Cover
Happy Hour Every Night AM Dnnlis Hall Price

OPTIONAL TOURS
WAIT DISNEY V'ORLO CYPRESS GARDENS WATERSKIING
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Seven tons of local coal
help keep trains running

IV£S7- SPRINGFIELD [UPI] - Seven
tons of soft coal is being shipped from a
generating plant in this town to keep
commuter trains running between New
Haven and New York City.

Conrail bought the coal from Western
Massachusetts Electric's stockpile at its

generating plant. The coal is being
shipped to the Oak Point freight yard in

Brooklyn.

Generating plants are facing severe
shortages because of the 73-day old coal
strike. The coal sold to Conrail has a
sulfur content mix which does not meet
environmental standards for use in either

Massachusetts or Connecticut.

Older women motivated
the most as students

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - Older
women who pursue college educations
get better grades than their younger male
and female colleagues.

This is the finding of Dr. David Beards-
lee of Michigan's Oakland University. The
Detroit News reports that Beardslee, who
is the director of that university's In-

stitutional Research Department, studied
the transcripts of 6500 Oakland
University students. He found that older

women got the best grades of anyone;
next came younger women; and last,

men of all ages who fared about equally.

Beardslee, says The Detroit News does
not feel that (quote) "The older people
get, the women get smarter and men get
dumber ... It's just that older women are

(more) highly motivated."
Beardslee noted that women who

return to school usually have a strong
incentive to do so, like a divorce, or a

desire to start a career. For men of the
same age, college might be compulsory,
rather than voluntary, in order to advance
an already-established career.

State troopers enforce

speed limit this weekend
BOSTON [UPI] - One state trooper

will be assigned every ten miles on all

interstate highways in New England this

holiday weekend, in an attempt to en-
force the 55-mile per hour speed limit and
lower traffic deaths.

Massachusetts State Police Capt.
Harry Reddish said the troopers will be on
all interstate highways from Maine to
New York, including 1-95, 93, 91, and 86.

specific damage figures on last week's
storm.

"We've handed our dannage estimate
over to state Insurance Commissioner
James Stone, and it's up to him to
release the figures," said Joseph B.
Rottmann, regional property claims
manager for the Ame»ican Insurance
Association.

Joan Little free on bail;

awaits decision
[HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] - Joan

Little has been freed from a New York
city jail on $51,000 bail.

Little was acquitted in 1975 of the
stabbing death of a white guard in a
North Carolina county jail, where she was
being held on charges of breaking and
entering. When Little was arrested in

Brooklyn on December 9, she was a
fugitive from North Carolina, where she
had been serving a 7-to-10 year jail

sentence for a conviction of breaking and
entering.

According to Little's attorney, William
Kunstler, half of her bail was provided by
the Southern Poverty Center and the rest

came from private unspecified donations.

MDC adding fluoride

to water over protests

BOSTON [UPI] - The Metropolitan

District Commission begun adding
fluorides to the water supply for Greater

Boston, despite protests by some city

and town officials.

The chemical is being added to the

supply through the Commission in

Southborough, which supplies water to

Boston, Somerville, Brookline, parts of

Cambridge and other surrounding
communities.

The Massachusetts Dental Society had
recommended the process for several
years. The group said fluoride reduces
tooth decay in children by 60 to 70 per
cent.

Some community groups fought the
fluoridation process. They cited possible
health hazards and said it is contrary to
local home rule rights.

Astronomers' meetings
outside no ERA states

[HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] - The
American Astronomical Society has
become the latest group to sanction an
economic boycott of states which have
refused to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment.
The Society says it will no longer hold

meetings in states which have not passed
the E.R.A.

Doctor Margaret Burbidge, the first

woman president of the Astronomical
Society, in making the announcement,
charged that there had been (quote)
"severe discrimination against women in

astronomy," with only eight per cent of
the Society's membership bein^ made up
of women.

Burbidge says the Society's boycott
will not go into effect until 1980, because
all scheduled meetings until that time
have been planned in what Burbidge calls

"enlightened" states.

Texas, the site of this year's meeting,
has ratified the E.R.A.

Damage claims flood

Boston storm aftermath
BOSTON [UPI] - More than 1,000

Massachusetts residents have filed

federal flood insurance damage claims in

the aftermath of last week's blizzard

which destroyed homes and businesses
in coastal communities.
"We expect to receive at least another

1,000 claims, most of them from the

badly damaged cities of Scituate, Hull

and Revere," sakJ Thomas Gann, a

spokesman for the Flood Insurance

Program, this week.
Gann said one result of the storm is

that more people are interested in buying

flood insurance. He said the program's
disaster center in Boston has received

many calls from residents wanting to buy
insurance to protect themselves against

future floods.

There are now 13,000 Massachusetts
residents holding $365 million in flood

insurance policies.

Officials so far have declined to release

Building's owners named
in rape victim's lawsuit

[HER SAY NEWS SERVICE] - In

what may turn out to be a precedent-
setting case, a woman who was raped by
a man who forced himself into her
Berkeley, California, apartment, has sued
the building's owners and the realtors

who allegedly assured her that the
apartment was safe.

The 21 -year-old rape victim charges in

her suit that her landlords knew that a
rapist was active in the neighborhood,
and assured her that the building was,
nevertheless, secure.

Her suit, filed in Alameda County
Superior Court, contends that she
suffered bodily injury and permanent
physical pain, and was forced, as a result

of the rape, to give up her job and move
in with her parents in another state.

The suit charges that polfce had told
the building's managers that a rapist was
operating nearby, but the managers had
not — even after this reminder — in-

stalled deadbolt locks on the building's
outside doors as a city ordinance
requires.

Coast Guard boats search
Nantucket area for ship

BOSTON [UPI] - A 15,000-square-

mile search south and east of Nantucket
Island has failed to turn up any trace of a

-fishing boat missing since Monday with
four men aboard.

Five aircraft and the Coast Guard
cutter Vigilant continued the search
through the night yesterday for the 63-

foot Cap'n Bill out of Provincetown.

The vessel was last heard from Feb. 9
when a crewman made a routine call to
his family while the vessel was north of
Cape Cod. It was due back in Province-
town Monday.

"Nothing has turned up," said Coast
Guard spokesman John Balitch. Earlier in

the week, searchers found an oil slick off

Provincetown. In the slick was a lobster

pot but it has been determined it was
definitely not from the missing vessel, a

scalloper.

The only thing we've been working on
is claims by c-b radio operators that they
have had contact with the ship's radio,"

Bablitch said. But there reports have not
been confirmed.

The Coast Guard planned to continue
searching at least through today, he said.
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Longley postpones White House conference
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1978

AUGUSTA, Maine [UPf] - Gov. James B.
Longley and Anorney General Joseph E.
Brennan yesterday postponed for one week
a meeting with White House officials to
discuss the proposed out-of-court settlement
of Indian land claims.

Longley said the trip was delayed at the
request of Presidential Counsel Robert Lip-
shut2 and will be re-scheduled next Thursday
or Friday. The governor said "both parties
felt the additional time was needed for
further study and clarification" of the
recommendation

.

A presidential task force last week
proposed the federal government pay
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indians $25
million to end their claims to 9.2 million acres
of Maine.
The task force suggests Maine's 14 largest

landowners sell the tribes 500,000 acres
including 300,000 acres at five dollars ari
acre, to extinguish claims to three million
pnvate acres. The suggestion calls for the
federal government to provide $5 million for
the land purchases.

Longley had criticized the proposal

tit

Wednesday, saying it attempted to put large
landowners against small propertyowners.

After cancelling his trip yesterday, the
governor urged individuals or groups sup-
porting the acceptance of the recom-
mendations to "offer to the attorney general
any legal or historical data to support their
position."

Longley said supporters of the plan should
be "prepared to factually justify their position
to the attorney general and to show th'e

people of Maine why this position is not
contrary to the U.S. Constitution and why it

is not a breach of the constitutional rights we
have all enjoyed to own property and to have
this property protected by the government
and by the laws of our land."

Longley said he and Brennan were
prepared to discuss and study the recom-
mendation of the three-member presidential
task force "to determine what is the fairest

approach for all the people of Maine." He
said it would be a "political settlement" to
accept the suggestions without input from
the state.

Brennan said his office was preparing "a

detailed financial and legal analysis and
examining the various options available to
the state" and it hopes "to have an extensive
written report for the governor and the
Legislature in the near future."

He reiterated his position that "we have
gone about the case in a careful and
scholarly manner and I am whollv satisfied

that the historical and legal arguments
predicate the state' s case and prevail in

litigation, should that be ultimately
necessary."

But Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, told
separate sessions of the Maine House and
Senate yesterday the state should study its

chances of losing and the possible economic
impacts before going to court.

R.I. democrats host Carter

Protesters take to capitol
CONCORD, N.H. [UPf] - Groups op-

posed to compulsory education picketed the
New Hampshire Statehouse Thursday,
demanding the release of a woman who
went to jail rather than let her daughter
attend schools where sex education is

taught.

Carin LaMon said in Manchester she
hoped to be released from jail soon because
she has decided to follow her new attorney's
advice and send her daughter to an unac-
credited private school. She was jailed last

week.
A federal magistrate late Wednesday

rejected Mrs. LaMon's request that she be
freed because she was being detached
unlawfully. Magistrate William Barry gave
Mrs. LaMon 10 days to amend the request
because she had not exhausted all the
available legal remedies.
A dozen members of the Liberation party.

Coalition for Freedom, Guardians of
Education for Maine, and Constitutional
Revival picketed here on behalf of the
Nashua woman.
She was jailed when she refused to

produce her 15-year old daughter for a
truancy hearing in Nahsua District Court.
A few people also demonstrated in front of

the Nashua City Hall early in the day. A
planned demonstration at the Hillsborough
County Superior Court in Manchester fizzled

when court clerk Carl Randall threatened to

call police.

The demonstration was organized by
James Pinard of Hampton, state vice

chairman of the Liberation Party. He said the
party is "totally opposed to any form of

compulsory education."
Mrs. LaMon's estranged husband Robert,

said he would try to produce the girl but did

not know where she was. He filed a con-

tempt motion seeking to force his wife to
reveal their daughter's location.

Mrs. LaMon said shortly before her
hearing that her husband knew as recently as
two weeks ago where their daughter was.
She said the girl was being taught by a
former California school teacher.

Demostrators said they were protesting
"the jailing of Carin LaMon without a trial by
her peers."
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PROVIDENCE, R.I. [UPI] - Jimmy Carter
returns today to Rhode Island, where he lost

a 1976 presidential primary, to open his
second presidential visit to New England.

In a visit that will last just over three hours.
Carter will visit one of the nation's first

prepaid health care centers, hold a
nationally-televised "regional news con-
ference" and meet political supporters of
Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.l., who is seeking a
fourth term this year.

The Rhode Island visit will be followed by
an overnight stop in Bangor, Maine and a trip

to Nashua, N.H. tomorrow.
When Carter arrives at T.F. Greem State

Airport in Warwick at 1:50 p.m., he will see
the mountains of snow which prompted
Gov. J. Joseph Garrahy's request last week
for Army troops to help unclog the
snowstricken state.

Garrahy is hoping Carter will have good
news concerning his request for a federal
disaster declaration to help with economic
recovery from the state's worst snowstorm.
The Cranston Hilton, site of the 3:30 p.m.

news conference and Pell reception, was
turning away visitors all week. Most rooms
were taken in advance by people preparing
for the presidential trip.

The hotel swimming pool has been drained
and covered with wooden partitions to
expand the ballroom to be used for the news
conference.

The Rhode Island Group Health
Association in Providence will give Carter a 3
minute tour before he heads to the hotel. It is
the country's first federally-qualified health
maintenance organization and fits his
philosophy of curbing hospital costs.
RICHA spokesman Mike Gerhardt said the

White House asked the facility last Monday
to stop scheduling new appointments for
today.

"The president may be only a man, but the
office invokes awe in some of the strangest
people," Gerhardt said.

The Pell reception, for Democratic State
Committee members, legislators and state
and local officials, is not a fundraiser. Pell has
no announced opposition yet, but always
runs as if each contest is his toughest.

Attorney General Julius C. Michaelson,
reportedly considering a primary challenge
for Pell's seat, said he was invited to it and is
delighted to be going and doesn't feel awk-
ward about it.
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Carter urges bargaining

for coal strike settlement

Collegian

WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter
said yesterday the long-honored collective
bargaining process will be "severely
damaged" in the United States if the coal
strike is not settled through negotiations.

Carter, meeting with about a dozen
governors at the White House to map
strategy for coping with strike-related

problems, said "We are already experiencing
severe job losses...and periodic outbreaks of
violence."

"We all recognize the seriousness of the
problem we have here, if they are not suc-
cessful in reaching an agreement," he said.

"I think the collective bargaining process
Itself would be severly damaged and I think
the status of the United Mine Workers' union
would be damaged as well."

At Carter's urging, the United Mine Work-
ers and the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association resumed negotiations at the

Labor Department Thursday and Labor
Secretary Ray Marhshall said he may keep
them working round the clock in hopes of

reaching a settlement by week's end.

Carter noted, however, that even if a

settlement is reached at the bargaining table,

it will take several weeks before coal starts

moving again because of the time it takes to

put the mines back in operation and to ratify

a contract agreement.
In the meantime, many states are ex-

periencing energy shortages because most
of the nation's coal is used by utilities.

To ease the problems in hard hit Indiana,

Carter yesterday gave the state permission to

suspend air pollution regulations for 30 days
so it can use grades gf coal that are normally

prohibited. He did the same thing for Ohio
last week.

Governors who accepted invitations to the

White House session were from Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, Missouri, Kentucky,
West Virginia, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Maryland and Wisconsin.
The meeting was designed to coordinate

state and federal efforts to deal with strike

problems.
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WASHINGTON (UP!) — Labor Secretary Ray Marshall yesterday announced he
has given the miners and the soft coal operators a two-day deadline for settling the
nation's 73-day-old coal strike, and he ordered them to negotiate around the clock.

Explosion halts pipeline
FAIRBANKS, Alaska [UPI] - State

troopers said yesterday they had no leads on
who placed an explosive charge under the

Alaska pipeline Wednesday, blowing a two-
inch hole in the pipe and spilling thousands
of gallons of crude oil over four acres of

isolated forest.

Oil flow through the entire 800-mile pipe-

line from the Arctic to the port of Valdez was
shut down while repairs were made but was
expected to resume by Friday.

"Somebody deliberately went in there and
set off an explosion," said Sgt. Larry Mix of

the Alaska State Troopers. He said

authorities found 20 feet of fuse lying near

the leak east of Fairbanks. "The fuse has

been identified as a safety fuse," Mix said.

"They hook it up and then get off to a safe

distance and set it off."

It was the second known attempt to bomb
the pipeline. The first last summer ripped off

some insulation around the pipe, but didn't

dent the pipe itself.

Cold temperatures, with the mercury

hovering around the zero mark, congealed

the oil and was expected to make the clean-

up job easier and keep the impact on the

environment minimal.

The leak was plugged late Wednesday
night and Alyeska Pipeline Co. officials said

they expected to have oil flowing through

the line before Friday.

"They've got the oil stopped. It's not

leaking anymore," Mix said. Troopers and
federal authorities were investigating the

sabotage.
Ron Mierzejewski, an Alyeska spokes-

man, said crews worked through Wednesday
night and yesterday to clean up the oil-

soaked snow.
"Workers contained the oil within a four-

acre area and prevented it from flowing into

the Chena River about a mile away," he said.

"They've got a sleeve on the hole," said

Alyeska public relations consultant Sam
Akin.

The pilot of a private plane reported the

leak about 2 p.m. Alaska time Wednesday
after he sighted a 160-square- foot patch of

oil under the pipeline. The line was shut

down a short time later when an Alyeska
helicopter confirmed the report.

Officials said the oil gushed out of the leak

at the rate of two to three gallons a second
for more than six hours.

The $9 billion pipeline had been pumping
700,000 barrels of Prudhoe Bay oil per day to

tankers at the southern terminal of the line at

Valdez.

The pipeline has been shut down at least

three times since it began operating last

summer. The most serious interruption was
caused by a July 8 explosion and fire at

Pump Station No. 8 about 38 miles south of

Fairbanks that killed one worker and injured

several more.
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from our perspective

Release time for
UlVlass staff worl^ers
International Women's Week

activities will be taking place on
campus from March 5-1 1.

Last spring, over five-thousand
women participated in Women's
Week activities a\ UAAass.
Scheduled events included con-
certs, lectures, theatrical events
and over one-hundred workshops
on various topics related to
women's lives.

The workshops were geared to
older as well as younger women;
working women as well as

/f seems incongruent for the University to fund
worksitops for woricing women and then deny itsown workers the opportunity of attending withoutoemg docked pay or...penaiized.

students. But many of the women
on campus who could have
benefited from such workshops did
not attend because they were
unable to obtain release time from
staff positions.

UMass staff and clerical
workers, a large number of whom
are women, share with workers all

over the country the problems of
overwork and underpay. The fact
that they work in a university
setting provides the potential for
participation in many activities
that might serve as enjoyable
"fringe benefits" to their jobs. But
they can't take advantage of such
benefits if inflexible scheduling

workers who wish to participate in
events taking place during their
regular hours.

It seems Incongruent for the
University to fund workshops for
working women and then deny its
own workers the opportunity of
attending without being docked pay
or otherwise penalized.
An educational institution should

be concerned with the education of
all Individuals who come In contact
with it; not just registered
students.

All unsigned editorials are the
opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

Lett
Disagreement over Senate's image

To the Editor

/ strongly disagree with the editorial
writter) by Bob Melia concerning the
Student Senate. Mr. Melia feels that the
Senate is corrupt and should be
destroyed but offers no solution or
alternate plan to either create a new
system that indeed does work or suggest
one that is not "obscene. " In this way he
is not constructively criticizing but
blatantly accusing.

I feel the problem of apathy lies not
with the Senators who give their time
and hard work, [believe it or notf] but
with the student body who do nothing
about this so-called "corruption". It

seems to me Mr. Melia pointed the finger
of blame at the wrong group.

After sitting through a Senate meeting,
and after being exposed to the State
Senate in Boston for a number of
months, I found many similarities in the
two governing bodies. Melia suggests
that the Student Senate resembles a
bunch of children. In my opinion if the
Student Senate is childish then so too is
the State Senate. Should we therefore
abolish it as well?

The major injustice I charge Mr. Melia
with is neglecting the fact that UMass is a
school and by that I mean a place to
learn. The Student Senators are doing
just that. They are learning about
parliamentary procedure, research
techniques and most importantly, they
are learning and keeping abreast of the
happenings on campus. Abolishing the
Student Senate would take away
student's rights to express themselves on
relevant issues.

Melia states that "hiding" in the
Campus Center does not encourage
participation. How more centrally located
can it be? I cannot believe an intelligent
person such as Mr. Melia must be, can
think of calling down one flight of stairs

and to your right' the "bowels" of
anything

f Again, I ask, if you don't like
the place, can you suggest a more
suitable one that would be equally ac-
cessible to all persons?

I do realize that Mr. Melia is con-
demning the students in the Senate as
well, but. although the Senators do have
their faults at least they put forth the
effort of being at meetings and caring
about what is going on in this University.

In conclusion, I plead with Mr. Melia to
offer a solution to this "gangrene" of a
Senate - because without those
"corrupt" Senators, students would have
no say in what goes on rather than the
little say that they do have now. And
please, Mr. Melia, I reiterate, put the
blame where it is due - on the shoulders
of the apathetic student body, not on the
shoulders of the hard working Senators.

MaryAnn J. DiNataia

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific pubNcation date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that data.

Those five-pound bricks
Collegian 11

By REBECCA ADAMS

prevents their participation in
activities.

Staff workers at UMass should be
granted release time to attend
Women's Week events and other
such activities. The obvious
argument against this is that it is
the staff members presence at
work that keep*> the University
running on a day-to-day basis. But
with three weeks' advance notice,
departments should have plenty of
time to rearrange work assign-
ments and hours to cover for

Someone up there is always reminding me
of how fragile my human condition is. It

never fails. But that someone is not subtle
not subtle at all. He or she might as well
throw 5-lb. bricks.

The basic story goes like this. Here we
have a pretty optimistic person who often
takes the time to thank this someone for the
good things in life. This time usually comes
when things are going especially well, of
course. For example, beautiful day, a little

extra money, a new love or good health. But
giving thanks for these things is tuming into
a Curse.

Tuesday night I feel good about men and
my recent dates, by Wednesday morning I'm
a lonely old maid. Last semester I felt great
about my high cum, by the end of finals I had
plunged 4 points. Thursday I get a surprise
check in the mail for a $70.00 refund, Friday I

get a surprise phone bill, $68.99. With the
extra dollar I go out and buy a Super Deluxe
Fudge Sundae because I had felt so good
about sticking to my diet.

Do you remember how you used to cross
your fingers, toes and maybe even your eyes
if you wanted to make a dream come true? I

gave up on that when I turned seventeen
I

crossed everything I could in the hopes of
getting on the honor roll in my senior year It

took them a week to uncross me, I missed
the Beach Boys Concert and got two C's.
Now I spread my fingers, toes and eyes as far
as I can when I want something badly.
Results have been 15 to 20 per cent better"

But the real clincher hit me last week.
Remember what a nice day Saturday was?
There I was, clicking along and realizing how
healthy I'd been for the past 2 months. I

breathed deeply, looked up at the blue sky
and smiled. Oh, it would be great If I were
well all semester. What blissl

That night, unbeknownst to me, while
Jean-Pierre and his magical flute were filling

my sense with Mozart and Beethoven, the
chief flu germ was directing his workers to fill

my body with the dreaded disease. Obviously
they had never heard the old proverb "Music
soothes the savage germ."
Sunday morning: a little achy, just ignore

it, it will go way. Sunday night, slight

headache, tiny cough. Keep smiling, just
ignore it.

Monday morning: hmmm.... they must
have turned the heat way up. Funny, though,
no one else is complaining about extra
warmth. Maybe my body is just preparing
itself a little eariy for summer. Think I'll go
home and rest for an hour. BoomI Slept for 4
hours and woke up with ten 5-lb. bricks on
my head. Missed all my classes.

Tuesday afternoon: had to get to class that
meets only on Tuesdays and was missed last

week because of snow. I dragged the abused
assemblage of arms and legs to the film,

borrowed 30 tissues from the person next to
me and blew my nose for 2 Vi straight hours.
Lucky the film was dubbed, or half the
audience wouldn't have heard a thing.
Now it's Wednesday night and I'm

beginning to feel partially like a human being.
But I refuse to be too optimistic about it, you
can never tell when one of those bricks will

come tumbling down again. Will someone up
there stop throwing those five pound
bricks?!

Unions and tenure, for the birds
You know, every day 1 hear kids here on

campus talking about their teachers, and
there are some good comments made, along
with some very bad ones. But you know, it is
the ones like "why does the department keep
a jerk like that around for," that really
bothers me.
Why? Because most of the time you can't

get rid of them. They have tenure. And so as
a result, the students are subjected to some
real turkeys in the classrooms. And we can
bitch all we want, and write the poorest
evaluations in the world, but what happens?
Nothing. The students come and go, but the
jerks stay around forever. Is this right?

I for one don't think so, however, the
mood on this campus seems to be
"unionization". "If we all get together and
organize, we can dictate to the University
how our jobs and security are going to be
controlled, rather than have them tell us."
Unions and tenure clauses have to be the

biggest haven for incompetency in the worid
Having worked in three of them, (unions) i

have firmly come to believe that. Any person
with any motivation at all is stymied the
minute she enters a union. In the three
unions that I wo.ked for, every person that
came into the mills -as a new union employee
started out with a positive attitude toward
'the work that they were doing, but after their
30 day trial period with the company was up
and they officially became union members,
they were pressured by the other "old
timers" in the union to take their time on the
jobs they were doing and never to think
about their jobs or how they could improve
them.
Anybody who worked fast and was ef-

ficient in their job was considered an outcast
to the majority of people in the union. They

were resented, and tricks were played on
them to slow them up in their work. And if

you think I'm kidding, just ask anybody who
has worked in a big union. I'm sure that
they've run into the same things.
Now with this push on campus to have

tenured professors evaluated every five
years, stiff opposition is being put up by the
faculty. Why?

If a professor is doing his job, and doing it

well, why should s-he be afraid of being
evaluated every five years? I believe that it is

primarily the biggest screw-offs in the faculty
that are in opposition to the evaluations. In
fact, being employees of th'e state, per-
formance evaluations should be taking place
continuously, because they are responsible
to the taxpayers of the commonwealth, and
their performances from one semester to the
next should be public information.

Of course, there are those people who will
oppose this idea, but let's compare it to
private industry. Suppose you go to work as
a middle manager in some industry. You are
a salaried employee. What job security do
you have? Your job security depends upon
your performance in the position that you are
in. If you produce, you may be given a raise,
or a promotion. If you stagnate, and just
barely get the job done, the company may
keep you, but no raise or promotion will be
forthcoming. If you don't get the job done
properiy, most of the time you are fired
Doesn't that seem fair? Why the hell should a
professor that is stagnating, or who does a
poor job and has no desire to improve and
who plans on continuing along his-her
present course, be kept? This is absurd. And
yet, we the students are watching this in-

competence flourish here. What fools we
are. We are only hurting ourselves.

With unions has come the loss ot in-
dividuality. We no longer have the right to
bargain with our superiors for our own
wages. We might be twice the worker or
teacher that someone else is, but that other
person gets higher wages because he-she
has been working here lonoer. Or if the state
or company has to lay somebody off, they
have 10 lay on tne person with the least
seniority because union or tenure says so,
even though the person laid off might
produce twice the output per man hour, or
be a much better teacher. This is absurd and
ridiculous. And yet it is happening every day.
Unions started out as a good thing,

because there were those employers who
used to exploit their workers. However,
today, the trend has reversed itself. Today,
the employees are exploiting the employers,
and it is destroying ambition in this country.
People in unions for the most part, if the
unions have been established for a while,
become very complacent in their work and
stop striving for improvement. After all,

nothing is to be gained by them by working
hard to improve things for the company or
the student. So why should they even bother
trying?

Well, I know that there are those out there
who will argue with me and say that people
have a lot more pride than that, and it will
never come to that. Well, I challenge you to
work on two or three unions for a while, as I

have done. If that doesn't convince you, look
at the students who are collecting financial
aid who don't need it, and look at all the
abuses in the welfare and unemployment
programs. People in this country seem to
have forgotten the meaning of the word
"pride".

Stephen Mathieu is a Collegian com-
mentator.

Why
Paul Cronin

doing this?'

Student Government is in danger of
tuming to stone, despite the movement
perceived by some of its participants. It is

churning out more paper than ever before,
still there is no sign that anyone outside of
the Student Senate understands more about
what is going on inside. For the last four or
five years, Student Government, more
accurately the Student Senate, has been
involved in an internal Cold War of
sorts, sometimes flaring into Civil War, (that
is in no way civil). The escalation usually
reaches its height around the SGA
Presidential elections in March, a time which
is quickly approaching. All activity within the
Senate will grind to a halt as battle plans are
laid for placing a small number of un-
fortunate souls at the forefront as candidates
to carry the flags of various factions.

Lengthy campaign meetings will be held
amid tight security. The warring groups
within the Senate will hold high-pressure
character assasination sessions to first

decide who will run. Attempts will be made
to narrow down the list of potential op-
position candidates. Guesses will be made as
to who will be running the other campaigns,
what tactics will be employed, where to
concentrate the efforts of their own cam-
paign, and how to stretch the $200 given to
each candidacy by the Senate. These tete-a-

tetes can be the most physically and

emotionally draining events a person faces.
There will be one question that will be

gnawing at the participants' minds at the
start, then later will be whispered, and still

later will be screamed late at night after a six
hour planning session. That question is:

"WHY?" "Why are we doing this?" While
the campaign workers will be troubled by this
somewhat, the candidates will be terrorized
by it, no matter how dedicated. They should
be, for if they aren't, they really don't un-
derstand the environment they are operating
in. Now, no one really fully comprehends the
SGA, or what this campus's students want.
However, the one problem that is on the
mind of everyone active in Student
Government is how to get the "average"
student more than indirectly involved in SGA
operations. This involvement must go
beyond the indirect contact the SGA has
with its constituency, such as through the
buses, the Collegian, or the Course
Description and Evaluation Guides.
The Presidential elections will give birth to

various proposals, some good, some bad, for
improving communications between the
president's office and the students, for in-

creasing SGA services, and of course, for
improving the power position of students.
One of the most frustrating things for any
candiate will be the questions raised by the
people they will meet while campaigning.
Most students show some interest when
their door is knocked upon by a hopeful for
the office. They are friendly and willing to
listen. After a while, the candidates will begin
to fall over their audience as they try to
explain their platform. People understand
about the dorms, the DCs, but those aren't
the only issues. Once candidates begin to talk

about Student Senate reoraanization, people
lose interest. The candidates will begin to
realize that the issues they have dealt with
daily and which they felt they knew in-

timately, aren't so simple to the average
person in the classroom. Simple questions
such as how, why, when, and how much
become real stumbling blocks. Of course,
campaign meetings will formulate answers
which will satisfy the superficial interests of
some people, but the candidates will feel that
they couldn't answer the question the way
they wanted to. They'll want to pick up the
person and shake them, desperately trying to
make them understand.

Part of this frustration stems from the
Student Senate's inability to decide what its

future is, and more importantly at this point,
how to decide what to do. This inertia, this
inability, is not the fault of any one faction. It

is foolishness and cowardice to say: "If we
could only get rid of the SOP we'd be all

set," or, "The sellouts have deliberately
footdragged on every major issue." All of us
in the senate bear a part of the responsibility.
For some reason we haven't got on the track.
The committees and the task forces are
doing some good work, such as the dorm
lease and the course and teacher evaluation
guides, along with the establishment of the
Massachusetts State Student Association.
Sadly, the senate as a body is in quagmire of
just spending money, but doing little else.

This is a crucial time. All will agree it has
been a pretty uneventful and static year in
the SGA. Given the elections, the Spring
Semester bodes no better. There most likely
will be no major change in SGA structure this
academic year, simply because of the
Constitutional time requirements and the
accompanying debate and implemer\jation.
The SGA undoubtedly needs an indication
from its constituency as to what the Senate
should do next. Student Government had
better use the upcoming elections to at least
begin to understand the questions.

ASor A,^l> H^S Doe

Paul Cronin is a Collegian Columnist.
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Notices

CONTRACEPTIVE EDUCA TION
The University Health Services offers

education sessions to all University men and
women. Sessions: Room 302, Health Center
Mon.: 3:00, lues.: 7:00, Thurs,: 3:00. On
Wed. session is at 7:00 for couples only.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Friday night 8:00-11:00 p.m., Cape Cod

Lounge, Student Union. Teaching and
reviews beain at R-nn Open to all.

COMSTU MEETING
All majors are invited to meeting on Tues.,

Feb. 21, at 4:00 p.m., at Campus Center,

Room 903. Finance and Planning Com-
mittees will be drawn up.

LOST
Silver bracelet on 2-15. Sent, value,

substantial reward. Call Margaret 5-2174 or

549-5310.

PREMED SOCIETY
Anyone interested in arranging speakers,

trips, etc. contact Dave at 6-4105 so we can
get things rolling before our first meeting,

Mar. 2.

Coalition to reverse the Bakke decision:

Meeting 2:30 Friday 9th floor Campus Center
Lounge, all welcome.
CHANGE OP FILMS

Casablanca has been substituted for

Amarrcord. Show times are 8:00-10:00 p.m.

Admission: 99 cents. Proceeds to charity,

Merrill, Amherst.
PUB HAPPY HOUR

Sisters and pledges of Tri- Sigma invite all

University women to join us in celebrating

Stockbridge schedule

9:45 a.m. - Opening Ceremonies; 10:00

a.m. - Joseph Brine, Jr., Brine Tree Experts

of Lowden, Inc.; Eugene Kosinski, Vegetable

Corps.;11:10 a.m. - Linwood Lesure, 1977

State Tree Farmer of the Year; 1:00 p.m. —
Dr. Webster, Worcester Medical School; Dr.

John Hite, Veterinarian practicing in

Amherst; 2:10 p.m. Alan Cumps, O.M. Scott

& Sons Co.; Douglas Carey, Bay State

Florists; 3:05 p.m. - Roy Boutard, Berkshire

Garden Center; 4:10 p.m. - Guest Speaker

John Barrus, Assistant Commissioner, MA
State Dept. of Food & Agriculture; 5:00 p.m.

— Professional Development Day Closed.

that today is t-naay. celebrating between
3:00 and 6:00 for rides; 545-0046 and 253-

9066.

FOLK DANCE PERFORMING GROUP
Organizational meeting for all interested in

joining. Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union
7:00 p.m.

GAY DISCO
P.G.A. cordially invites all people to disco,

Sat., Feb. 18, 10th floor. Campus Center,

9:00-1:00, $1.00 donation.

INFORMAL STUDY ON THE BOOK OF
EPHESIANS

Every Fri. 7:30 p.m. First Baptist Church of

Amherst. Programs: singing, bible study, and
fellowship. All welcome.
SNOW POLICY REMINDER

Univ. snow regulations say NO OVER-
NIGHT PARKING in snow lots from Dec. 1-

April 1. This will be enforced. Parking during

snow season is permitted ONLY in Lots 21,

22, 24, 25 (north of access road to P Lot

only), 32, 41, 42, 43, 44, 49, 50 and all P-Lots

except the front of the stadium. Overnight

parking elsewhere is prohibited and ticketing

and towing will result from any violation.

Questions? 545-0065.

AMERICAN HOME EC ASSOC.
All majors are invited to meeting, Tues.,

Feb. 21 at 6:30 in Skinner Lounge. A speaker

from the placement office will be there.

Woman's Health Univ. Health Services

offer women's health workshops to any

campus group or dorm. Specific content

may be determined by those requesting the

workshop. Call the Health Ed. Div. 549-2671

Ext. 181.

NORTHAMPTON VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers wanted to participate in weekly

coffee houses at Northampton St. Call

Bobbie or Carrie at 549-4600 Ext. 254.

DC menu 1
TODAY

Lunch: Torpedoes, Tuna Noodle
Casserole Basics: Tuna Noodle Casserole
Dinner - Roast Turkey, Shrimp Shen.
Basics: Shrimp Shen, Mexican Vegetable
Bake.

TOMORROW
Brunch; Scrambled eggs. Chicken A

La King, Sausage Grinder. Dinner: Fried
Fish, Syrian Beef Stew

SUNDAY
Brunch: Scrambled eggs. Hamburgers,

Tortellini in sauce. Dinner: Roast Beef,
Ratatouille.

mounmm
mrms mnii
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HADLEY

cAlh^meiican

SideWalU^ (Sa7e /

February 16, 17, 18 & 20
Thursday thru Saturday

and Monday, too!

The mall will be packed with honest-to-goodness ail-

American values for four big days: All 40 stores will have
special clearance sales — honest, we wouldn't tell a lie!

In honor of George, we will give away 200 cherry treesi

ENTER WITH THIS COUPON IN
ANY MALL STORE TO WIN ONE
OF 200 REAL CHERRY TREES.
GUARANTEED TO GROW IN
YOUR BACKYARD?

WINNERS WILL BE CONTACTED
MOMDAY, February 20.

CHERRY TREE GIVEAWAY
I

Name:

Address:

Tel No :

ThE PEopU's Cay AIUance

coRdiAlly {nvItes aU pEopU to a

"GAY DISCO"
Sat iRUARy 18, 1978

1009 - 9:00-1:00 - $1 doNATiow

Music by RoBert DwElUy

14 Masonic St

Northampton

584 5957 |

^
THIS COULD
BE THE
START OF
SOMETHING
BIG

^ ri:

It could be vour big chance for a scholarship that pays you
$100 a month, plus all tuition, books and iao fees.

If you want, to devote a part of your college curriculum to

classroom and laboratory training in leadership, manage
ment. Air Force history and traditions . . . and you can qua!
ify. it could be for you.

Air Force ROTCf leads to an Air Force officer's commis
sion And that means responsibility, challenge, service to

your country. It means taking on big responsibility

Look into the Air Force ROTC program at your campus
Check out the benefits of an AFROTC scholarship It could
be the start of something big . . it could be the start of a last

ing relationship with the United States Air Force in dedicated
service to your country.

V^ /^mnmunr^
ROTC

Gateway to a great way af life.
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Jewish Arts Festival has begun

The Fourth Annual Five College Jewish
Arts Festival of the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundations has begun its six weeks of
presentations scheduled from February 1-

March 15, 1978. The Festival is a series of

lectures, films, concerts, art exhibits, work-
shops, etc. designed to highlight aspects of

the Jewish arts and the work of Jewish
artists. Its goal is to inform, to heighten
interest in the Jewish arts and to encourage
their growth.

The Calendar of Events for the Jewish Arts
Festival is as follows:

Feb. 13-March 3 - ISRAELI ARTISTS'
EXHIBIT AND SALE - lower level of the
Helen Hills Hills Chapel, Smith College. An
exhibition and sale of silkscreens and litho-

graphs by some of Israel's best known ar-

tists: Sharir, Bak, Rotholz, Weil, Stern, Rubin
and Basson has been arranged with the
cooperation of the Pucker- Safrai Gallery of
Boston and Jerusalem.

BlmLD
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SH IP.
!

Engineering Duty Officer is the Navy's name for a man
whose specialty is ships and ship systems— running them,

designing them, building them. An EIX)s career can take

him from sea duty to postgraduate study then on into his

own individual specialty— anything from hard-core prag-

matics to pure research.

Engineering Duty. If it sounds like your kind of job,

Su|n ii|) (or .III iiittTvifW Witll tt'P

Navy Officer Information Team
.It )hp Placement Service Office

on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday

22 23 .«n<l 24 Feliruary 1978
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Come (earn about

Energy Conservation from us.

Energy Conservation is just one of the many workshops offered this

Spring through the Credit-Free Workshop Program of the Division of

Continuing Education,

For registration information and a catalog, please call us at (413) 545-

3653, write, or stop by Room 1 13 Hasbrouck Building, UMass/Amherst.

Remember, we accept American Express, VISA, and Mastercharge.

a^
DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION. UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS. AMHERST

The show is open to the public free of
charge. Anyone desiring more information
regarding the exhibit may contact the B'nai
B'nth Hillel office at Smith College at 584-
2700, ext. 2268.
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT ISRAELI

FOLK-DANCING in the Cape Cod Lounge,
Student Union, UMass. 7:30 beginners, 8:30
advanced. Free.

Wed., Feb. 22, Film: HESTER STREET, a
poignant Story of Jewish immigrants on the
lower East Side of New York at the turn of
the century. UMass, Thompson 104 at 8:00
p.m. Free. Introduced by Jules Chametzky,
with discussion following the movie.

Mon., Feb. 27, Lecture: ELIE WIESEL,
holocaust survivor and renowned author,
8:00 p.m. in Student Union Ballroom,
UMass. Sponsored by the Distinguished
Visitor's Program and Resources Judaica.
Free.

Wed., March 1, JEWISH ARTS FESTIVAL
WORKSHOP NIGHT

1) Israeli Folk Dancing - Cape Cod
Lounge, Student Union at 7:30 p.m.

2) Calligraphy with Rabbi Alan Morse in

Campus Center 904 at 7:00 p.m.

=^=^===£oJJegia,Q 13

3) Challah Baking with Julia "Childs"
Mack in Moore House, Southwest, at 7:00
p.m. (Please call Hillel at 545-2526 if you plan
to attend this workshop.)

Fri., March 3, SPECIAL SHABBAT
SERVICE, written by the Italian Renaissance
composer, Salomone Rossi and sung by
UMass music students. In the Marks
Meadow Auditorium (School of Ed.), UMass-
at 7:30 o.m.

Sun., March 5, Brunch: 11:00 a.m. in the
Commonwealth Room, Student Union,
UMass. Topic: "WOMEN IN JEWISH LIFE:
TWO VIEWS" with Martha Ackelsburg,
Ass't Prof, of Gov't, at Smith College and
Shifra Deren, co-director of the Chabad
House. Fee for food only.

Tues., March 7, Film: "THE AP-
PRENTICESHIP OF DUDDY KRAVITZ" at
8:00 p.m. in Thompson 104. Free. Introduced
by Jules Chametzky.

Sat., March 11, "AN EVENING WITH KOL
B'SEDER," a folk-rock group performing in

Hebrew and in English. Cape Cod Lounge,
Student Union at 8:00 p.m. $1.00 general
admission.

What's Happening
Youth projects on upswing
due to experimental program

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The National
Endowment for the Humanities has an-
nounced the establishment of a major ex-
perimental program — NEH YOUTH
PROJECTS — in an effort to increase
learning experiences for youth in the
humanities. The program will be ad-

EARNOVER^650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SBIIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or

engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-

Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,

you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.

It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000

salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs

in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. ( But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a

Navy representative when he visits the campus on February 22, 24,

or contact your Navy representative at 5 1 8-472-4424/4462 (collect)

If you prefer, send your r6sum6 to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B468, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington,

Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity

NAVYOFnCER.
ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.

ministered by the Endowment's newly-
created Office of Youth Programs.

According to Joseph Duffey, Chairperson
of the National Endowment for the
Humanities, NEH Youth Projects are
designed "to encourage organizations and
institutions to provide exciting, new out-of-
classroom opportunities for young people to
develop interest, knowledge and skills in the
humanities.

For additional information about NEH
Youth Projects and Youthgrants, potential
applicants may write: Office of Youth
Programs; Mail Stop 103; National Endow-
ment for the Humanities; Washington, DC
20506.

The Temptations of Goodness

talk from Fromm's works
Sunday, February 19, 11 a.m. Arnold

Westwood will speak on "The Temptations
of Goodness." Drawn from the works of Eric

Fromm and Rollo May, this talk will deal with
the "perennial problem to all Unitarians — an
adequate doctrine of sin." Unitarian
Meetinghouse, 121 N. Pleasant St. Amherst.
Everyone welcome.

Business preview seminars
will be held

There are a number of openings, for Friday
Evening Business Preview Seminars. They
are open to those people who are serious

about opening a business of their own and
want to know how to start, in their spare
time.

The Seminars will be held, at Hotel
Conference Rooms, in the Hartford —
Springfield area. Businessmen, already
established in a successful business of their

own, will conduct the seminar from 8-10 p.m.
The seminar is free to all those who apply

and qualify. Seminar participants will be
selected, by invitation only. To apply, send a

letter of intention to: Post Office Box 2139,
Enfield, Connecticut 06082.

Big railroad hobby show
held this Sunday in S.U.B.

Our Big Railroad Hobby Show held

Sunday Feb. 19 from 1-5 p.m., will feature

displays, films, slides, and a flea market. This
will be your show, bring what you have and
show it off to others. The more you bring,

the bigger the show.
Displays, both operating and static, will

feature model equipment from N sclaes up to
live steamers.

Films and slides of model and prototype
operations will be shown continuously
throughout the show.

Tables will be set up for those wishing to

participate in the flea market. This is an
excellent opportunity to clear your shelves of

extra and unneeded models; and an excellent

opportunity for young people to acquire
equipment at low prices. So bring in your
models, buildings, timetables, magazines,
and other model and full sized railroadiana to

help make this an interesting sale.

Anyone having heavy displays or unusual
space requirements contact one of the
following for unloading instructions or to

reserve your space: Bob Buck, 413-436-5318,
ot Ken Coombs, 413-733-3363, during the
day^or. Bill Venman, 413-549-1098, in the
evening.

French surrealist paintings

on exhibit in Herter Gallery
AMHERST, Ma. - An exhibit of paintings

by two French surrealist painters and poets,

Guy Ducornet and his wife, Rikki, Will be
shown at the Herter Gallery Feb. 19- March 1.

The two artists are participants in the

international surrealist groups "Arsenal" and
"Phases." Both have shown their work
internationally.

Guy Ducornet is a visiting lecturer in

French at Amherst College.

The Herter Gallery is open from 10 a.m. to

4 p.m. Monday-Friday.
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LOST

Gold watch with multi-colored face lost

during finals. Sentimental value. Call

Dot, 549-6416 or 545-3000.

My best friend— reward for sm fem dog
beag/iab mix? BIw/white belly, paws,
chest, neck & tip of tail that wags
constantly Ans. to Poco, gone Jan. 6.

Please call 253-2290 if you've any info.

Overseas jobs— summer/year-round,
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.
All fields, $500-$1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free in-

formation-write: BHP Co., Box 4490,
Dept. MC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

ENTERTAINMENT AUTO FOR SALE

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.
Call Dave, 567-1250. Call collect.

Flute teacher needed
3659.

beginner, 665-

RIDE WANTED

FOR SALE
To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please.
549-0816. Thanks a whole lot.

TRAVEL

Jobs on ships! American. Foreign. No
experience required. Exc. pay, world-
wide travel. Summer jobs or career.
Send $3 for info. SEAFAX, Dept. E-10
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362.

HELP WANTED

Camp Tomahawk Er Wicosuta. Top
N.H. men and women interviewing Feb.
24, Goodell building. Positions offered:
waterfront, tennis, all athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, riflery, archery,
journalism, rocketry, WSI, piano, crafts,

secretary's, lacrosse, wrestling, karate.

Contact Leily West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment.
545-1951

Pioneer 150 watt amp, Pioneer 112
turntable, pr. of Ambient 22 speakers,
amp. Grig $600, BO over $450. Call 549-
0235.

AM FM car radio for sale. Never used.
In -dash. Best offer Louise at 256-8297.

Calculator-TI SR-51 II, 1 year old, ex.
cond. $35 or best offer. Call 546-6724.

Refrig., Sanyo, 2 cu. ft. new sacr. $75.
Paul, 549 1688

1% acre lot in Brandon, Fla. - Mp hr from
Clearwater Lot is on hill overlooking
large lake. Lovely area. For info call 1-

467 3465 after 5 & on weekends.

Ride needed to Bowdoin College any
weekend. Will share expenses. Call 6-

7260

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price
negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

1969 Ford wagon, 390, runs but needs
work. Call Dave, 546-8618, after 5.

$1200, nego.

ROOM WANTED

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non-smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-
2107.

VALENTINE FOR RENT

Jean Moore Sensei and Tomiko
Narahara Sensei, you both are ab-
solutely great. You make 'Nihongo"
special. Happy Valentine's Week,
Lenore.

UMass professor has two rooms,
$90/mo-f-ut

, large house — Dave
Nubert, 545-2227/wkday, 659-
3523/wkend-eves. 36 Bridge Millersfa.

AUDIO

Roommate wanted: male or female,
smoker or non-smoker, large room iri

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near
OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549-5862.

Sony 3650 amp 80rms, 5 yr. warr., 256-
8709, BO.

Invest your rent money by
buying -you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation. Put the touch on
dad for the down payment. Call Dawn
Realty, 549-5998.

Brand new 22 " high efficiency speakers.
$200 or b.D. Call Carol at 549-5935.

Roommate wanted: male or female non-
smoker to share Amherst house. Near
bus. $100 plus util. Call Kim, 256-0468.

Garrard 40B w/wood base and new AT11
cart

, $30, 549 4470. Must sell soon.

Experience cooperative living in
Buckland. Rm for rent in beautiful
country house on 240 acres. Vegetarians
and non smokers please. Call 625-2779.

Head resident positions available. Part
time positions at Mount Holyoke College
for the academic year 1978-1979. Single
persons or married couples. B.A.
required Call (413; 538-2550 An equal
opportunity employer.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to
clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals. Call John, 545-
0174.

Counselors — private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires — openings for in-

structors in: archery, basketball, tennis,
soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding,

rocketry, camp radio station, sailing,

tripping/backpacking, dance, dramatics,
arts & crafts, head waterfront (pool).
Also needed: general counselors, nurse,
head cook & bookkeeper. Good salaries,
friendly atmosphere. Contact Paul
Krouner, Camp Schodack, 268 Mason
Terr., Brookline, MA 02146, (6 7) 277-
7600 or Rick Heideman, on campus,
546 9598

Sleep on an original piece of art. Full size,
four post water bed for sale, has drif-

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay Everything included for
$300 Call Daryl at 253-5674.

PERSONALS
SERVICES

Thief! You didn't have to steal my Cosmic
Wimpout dice. Buy your own at the
University Store!

Buy 3 subs get one free. Sundays at
Subway of Amherst.

Once in a blue moon. 5 Market St.,
N'hampton used furn. -antiques, red
tag sale, now 18.

INSTRUCTION

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too big nor too small. All-
Altec PA. Rentals available. Give us a
try Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584-4076.

Take that, Hal Bjornson.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at
253 3875.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or
Diane, 549 4773 before Feb. 25.

Quilting €r creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256
6427.

Gorgeous women at 114 Rol Grn, Happy
VD.

Five College
vice — professional,
Diane. 549-2637.

typing
fast service.

ser-
Call

WANTED

Female vocalist wants band. Call Alison
at 6 7426.

Scuba tanks, twin 50 plus req AM 367
9982

To the loveboat— we love you all, you
crazy people. The drunks in the
honeymoon suite want a name change
to the bar

Remember George, Duke of Clarence,
Earl of Salisbury and Warwick, mur-
dered five hundred years ago, 18
February 1478 18 February 1978 -a
friend.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

CB service— fully equipped, professional
service. Installation -$10, adjust SWR
and check system- $5, alignments and
all repairs $10 hourly. Dale -253-7649
nites.
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WINTER FESTIVAL

EVENT
Fashion Show

Beardsley's Buffet Luncheon

Door Prizes

Mon., Feb. 20

12:30 p.m.

Demonstrations
Weaving
Cooking
Stained-

Glass

Music
Mime
Dance Gallery

Main Street Center • 150 Main Street • Northampton [

Northampton

7:00 b 9:00

"Cousin Cousine is

fetchingty loony and great fun."
— J.nel Ma»iin. Ne«s*eeK

/

inly area showing!

at the Gates of Smith College

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston-London round trip only $328.

June 12-August 15, Pan American
707. ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);

non-f\\/e College persons are eligible.

Early sign-up urged. Contact: Inter-

national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 545-2710, for ap-
plication.

MON t TUES kU. SUTS Sl.OO

rusty nail
EVERY SUNDAY
GEORGE T.

GREGORY

TUES. and WED.,
FEB. 21 and 22

CLERN LIVING and
BEAR MOUNTAIN

EVERY MONDAY

MIDNIGHT SHIFT

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
THURS., FEB. 23

BRICKER BAND

5QA Q1CQ MOi'N'AiN FARMS MALIc^-jiaj Honua-MAnm mass

FEB. 24 and 25 FRI. and- SAT.,

FAT and MECHANIX

COMING TONITE and TOMORROW,
FEB. 17 and 18 ON THE SAME STAGE

JAMES COTTON and

JAMES MONTGOMERY
Cover $4.00

(TUS) INDICATED TWI-LITC SMOW-TICKeTS ON SALE 90 MINUTgS PRtOW TO Tl.«

CLOSG
GNCOUNTGRS

OF TH6 THIRD KIND

we ARC NOT
ALON€

RICHARD nw YfDSS
M>.TN.-T"''R. (TIS6 00)-a;30

FRI.-:T'N. ;TIM:4S 7.30 9 55
|

Mr r. .
,"'

K

'S GOT HEAT

MTURD/iy
nighT

FEVEU
IIOHN TRAVOITA

R MCN.-THl'R. (TIS 6:151-8:30

Ofri.-:;ltj. ;ti5 5:oo« 745 9^55

Mattneas (S«t.,.'^ur.

Hon .'j>».
2:15

STARTS
FRIDAY

WALT DISNEY
PSOOUCTKXS

rre. 47 Sunderland, ma./tel.665-493:

Sf PETE'S
S^DRAGON
Q, FRI. -SOW. (TlS4:45)-7:30

OMrW.-T'E. (US 6:00) 8:30

Matinees ( dT. ,,~;ji.

M,..,Tuej2:00

pr;

2:00

4iSEMI-TOUGH
V*

KRIS SRISTOFFBRSONI
BORT RETNOLOS
ENDS
TUESDAY

\

^
H MOK.-THIP. (Tt$ 6:30) -8:30

FRI.-^K. (Tl$$:15) 7:45 9 55|

Matlc'*e8 (Sat.j'^ur.

.

Hon . ,T'ie

.

2:30

inii.T.hiiii<.nj.i[>^j^iM;i-ff¥7mffMfi.-[i<Miii.if.^iTTH

BlueMrall
Feb. 17

Happy Hour 3-6 Featuring E. B. MOSS

plus 2 For I Powerhouses

Fri. & Sat. night Feb. I? & I8th

The Fools
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Women trample Cats;
men to run YanCons
By DA\/E RODMAN
Coihgian Staff

DURHAM, N.H. - The UMass women's
track team had an easy time of things as it

dtspo ;ed of the University of New Hampshire
yestefJay in a dual meet, 61-38.

Meanwhile, the men's team went through
final preparations for the Yankee Conference
Championship meet which will be held
Sunday, beginning at noon at the University
of Connecticut in Storrs.

"It was a pretty easy meet, " said women's
coach Charlotte Lettis. "UNH was sick, and
our distance jnners were stronger anyway.
Besides, v.'e had a much deeper team."

UMass was still suffering from the flu, and
at least half the team didn't make the trip.

The athletes who did were once again forced

1^ Swimmers
COISIT. FROM PAGE 19

Although the relay teams shoud do the
best for UMass, there should be some fine
individual performances as well.

One highlight should be the 200 yard
butterfly, in which Schwartz will be
defending the title she earned last year as a
freshman. Schwartz, who will be swimming
the maximum number of events allowed, 7,
will also be in the 200 IM, the 200 butterfly
and some individual breaststroke races.

Another individual swimming the full 7
races who coach Nunnelly "expects to do
quite well" is Walsh, who is also entered in

the 200 fly, 100 fly, 50 fly. and the 200 free.

Jurcik, who along with Schwartz has been
one of the team's leading point-scorers this
season, should also do well in the individual
races she is in. These include the 50 fly, 100
yard individual medley, and the 50 and 200
yard backstroke events.

Another phase of the competition which
UMass may do well is the one-meter diving,
in which Suzi Strobel, Chris Bullard and Les-
lie Dumphey will be competing.

"They've been doing well in practice and
look like they're ready," said diving coach
Dough Forsythe. Forsythe is hoping for

"three in the top 12 — maybe."

to double up In events, and once again,
responded with durable performances.

Senior Nancy Cominoli won the 50 yard
hurdles, ran on the winning 4 x 1 lap relay,
and was second in the dash. Diana Sealey
won the quarter, also ran on the relay, and
was third in the high jump. To top things off,

she chipped in with a leg on the winning mile
relay.

Cindi Martin, normally a quarter miler, won
the half in 2:22, with Bonnie Bukowski
second. Barb Callanan, showing a lot of
strength coming off the demon flu, won the
mile (5:24.8), while behind her, teammate
Priscilla Wilson staged a late chase to take
second place away from her Wildcat op-
ponent at the wire. Another win was
recorded by Mary Ann Stravinskas in the
shot put.

The men's team will travel south on
Sunday to battle perennial foe UConn for the
league championship. Maine, New Hamp-
shire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Boston
University also will compete.
Brady Mayer, Keith Alston and Bruce

Parsons provide a triple threat in the triple

jump, while John Slepetz and Parsons will

compete in the long jump.
The springs have generally been a weak

event indoors for UMass, until this year's
addition of Rich Cady.

Other top performers include Don Dowden
in the high jump; Joe Martens in the quarter;
Stetson Arnold in the mile; Francis O'Keefe
in the 880; Mark Healy in the 600; Steve
MacDougall in the 1000; Mike Quinn, Mike
Morris, Lou Panaccione and Jay Legere in

the two mile; and strong mile and two mile
relays.

Sports Notices
NOTICES

SCUBA TRIP - For those interested in

scuba diving off the Florida Keys — and
earning credit for it — during spring break
(March 19-25), there will be an organizational
meeting on Friday, March 10 in Campus
Center room 911 at 7 p.m.
BADMINTON - Anempts are being made

to form a UMass badminton club. Call R.W.
Trueswell at 545-2851 for further in-

formation.

INTRAMURAL NOTICES - The following
facilities will be closed: Boyden pool - Feb.
18, Feb. 20 (12-4 p.m.); NOPE pool - Feb. 25;
Hicks building - Feb. 16, 18, 21, 23, 27; NOPE
gym - Feb. 25.

Bedspreads

Ne«»tothc Amhert t Pott 0«l<«. 9:30 6:00 Mondoy thru Saturday
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It's shooter vs shooter as Huskie guard Dave Caligaris, high scorer for the game
with 22, attempts to blocit a jump shot by U Mass's Brad Johnson (no. 12). (Staff
photo by Dave Rodgers)
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Your Birthday

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
17 - Bom today, you are
inclined to look at life too
.seriously, and to miss
much of the fun that is free
for anyone willing to dis-
cover it. You have out-
standing powers of concen-
tration, but are inclined to
use them in interests which
may in the long run do you
more harm than good, or
do others more good than
they do you. Self-concern
and humor sets all right.

You have an independent
nature. You must guard
against alienating others
because you emphasize
personal freedom so much
that you cannot work in

harmony with anyone else.

You strive to overcome a
sense of frustration over
the state of your friend-

ships; you would do well to

apSproach them with a posi-

tive attitude of mutual aid
rather than a negative one
of live-and-let-live.

You could prove highly
successful were you to en-
ter the business world with
definite goals, but your
tendency to let nature take
its course could cause you
to let errors get out of

hand. You must take care
that you don't misunder-
stand your way to failure,

listen carefully!
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph,
l^t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
SATURDAY, FEBRU-

ARY 18

AQUARIUS( Jan.ZO-
Feb.U) - Eliminate the
possibility of error at eve-
ning by being especially
careful all day.
PISCES(Feb.l9-March

20) - Select a single aspect
of your personality to

develop. It may confuse
others, but it should calm
you.

ARIESI March Zl-April
19 1 - Control a tendency to
jump to conclusions. There
is much to learn about a
new project if you pay
attention.

TAURUS( April 2»-May
20) - Independence of
spirit could backfire. Try
to work in harmony with
family members. Court
peace at home.
GEMINKMay 21-June

20) - A cross temper could
lose you gain at home
today. Keep emotions un-
der control.

CANCER(June 21-July
22) - Confusion in a new
endeavor makes tempers
short at home. Try to pla-
cate loved ones
LEOiJuly 23-Aug.22| -

Too much joy could
hamper the development
of a home project destined
to bring profit.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
- A long journey may be
offered today as induce-
ment to change your stand-
ards. Think it over careful-
ly.

LIBRA ( Sept. 23-Ort.22) -

- Public works gain you
recognition you've been
hoping for Don't be overly
modest accepting de-
served praise.

SCORPIO! Oct. 23-
Nov.21) - Shrewdness is

essential to outsmart one
wanting to get the best of
you today Be clever first,

then kind.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Brilliance may
not be looked upon with the
pleasure you expect. Keep
a low profile.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.I9) - Fluency of ex-
pression is important to
your career. Talk another
into an advancement.
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(E>®tE)NEWSOCONCENTRATION
(BSTAR TREK The City On The
E;dge Of Forever"

CD BOZO
®®Z0OM
ffl STAR TREK
ID HOGAN'S HEROES
Ol BONANZA "Ponderosa Expol-

sion"

S BRADY BUNCH
1:11 STHE ELECTRIC COMPANY

0€BONEWS
O JOKER'S WILD
ID LASSIE

SB MUNDO REAL
STARZAN Pride Of The Assas^

sint"

•aoam-u
o partridge family
9over easy
inewsbeatnews

i say brother
•S0ONEWS
dCONCENTRATlON
O BOWLING FOR DOLLARS
a>THE ODD COUPLE "A Bartia

cic Adventure"

©FESTIVAL OF FAITH
(S CB THE CROSS-WITS
ffl OVER EASY
a THE ODD COUPLE
(BMARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
9 BOOK BEAT

7:31 9THR DAILY NUMBERS
O FAMILY FUED
ONEWLYWEDGAME
O ACTION NEWS
©THAT S HOLLYWOOD
ffl fB NAME THAT TUNE
ffl OMACNEIL/LEHRER
REPORT
ffl ABB01T AND COSTEUX)
ffl THE HOLIjYWOOD SQUARES
©THE JOKERS WILD
O THE MUPPETS SHOW

7:11 nMATniOAMF

t:N Offl ffl WASHINGTON WEEK
IN REVIEW
OWONDER WOMAN Wonder
Woman is pitted againat comput-

er genius who steals the electronic

memories and programs of the

worM's largest computers, ai part

of his master plan to take control of

the world

OVfflDONNV AND MARIE
OSMOND SHOW
ONEW YORK KNICKS BASKET-
BALL
IB LETS MAKE A DEAL
ffl ffl (PO SHARKEY Sharkey

Meets Pruitt 9 Sister Sharkey

lakes an ejiceptionally active inter-

est In coaching Pruitt's starry-eyed

and shapely sister for the annual

Miss Topaide" contest

ffl MOVIE There Was A Crooked

Man
fflfEATl'RE FILM The Last

Command' Sterling Hayden. Rich-

ard Citrlson

ffl MARCUS WELBY, MD The

End And A Beginning"

ffl MOVIE The Young Lions

Marlon Brando. Montgomery Qifl.

Dean Martin

1:36 Offl fflWALL STREET WEEK
ffl DINAH'

ffl ffl CPO SHARKEY Sharkey s

Back Problems "

»:•« ©MASTERPIECE THEATER
"Anna Karenina"

fflCBS FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE
Big Mo"

OfflfflABC FRIDAY NIGHT
MOVIE Three On A Date"

ffl THE PTL CLUB
ffl ffl ROCKFORD FILES
ffl CONNECTICUT
ffl MOVIE "Forever Amber '

957 REPORTS MASSA
CHUSETTS

t:M 9 MAKEM AND CLANCY
l«:M Offl ffl NEWS

fflfflQUINCY
ffl AUSTIN CTTY LIMITS

ffl THE BOLD ONES "A Game Of

Chance"

9 LOVE. AMERICAN STYLE
fflSOCCER MADE IN GERMANY

II: IS9WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE
II » 9MACNEILaj;HRER REPORT

ONEW YORK REPORT
fflTO TELL THE '.'RUTH

ffl JACK WOOLNER-S OUT
DOORS

1 1 :MO99 DICK CAVETT SHOW
99009ffl^EWS.
WEATHER. SPORTS
99THE HOLLYWOOD CON
NEcnw
9THE ODD COUPLE The Pig

Who Came To DtaMr"

ffl MOVIE "Darljy's Rangera"9 BOSTON CEL'nCS BASKET
BALL"

II:II9SUGHTLY LATE SHOW
'Bonnie And Clyde

"

9MILLI0N DOLLAR MOVIE
""Lost Command""

9M0VIE "Conquest Of Space"

Walter Brooke. Eric Fleming. Phil

Foster

OTHE HONEYMOONERS The
I>oudspeaker"

999THE JOHNNY CARSON
SHOW
9SHERL0CK HOLMES Drcaa-

ed To Kill""

fflBARETTA
9 THE NIGHT GALLERY
9CAPnONED ARC EVENING
NEWS

M:M 9 TWILIGHT ZONE "Whats In

The Box'

9S0UNDSTAGE
l2:NO PERRY MASON
tZ:4lOTHE PROTECTORS "Your

Wltntaa"

l:N 999THE MIDNIGHT SPE
CIAL

1: 11 9J0E FRANKLIN SHOW
9 NEWS

t-.m 9 NEWS. WEATHER
t:» 9BI0GRAPHV Winston

tlhirchlll' Pan II

ffl9 NEWS WEATHER

EVENING SPOKTS
l;« 9 NEW YORK KNICKS BASKFT

BALI, Knicks vs Detroit Pistons

IIII9B0ST0N CELTICS BASKET
BALL Boaton At Ixm Angeles

* - DENOTES ADVER-nsiNG
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Matmen in quad-match
B\f STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will again be on
the road this weekend as the Minutemen
take on the likes of Navy, Boston University,
and Yale in a quad-match at New Haven
Connecticut.
The Minutemen are preparing for the New

England championships at Rhode Island in
March, and their lineup this weekend is
indicative of both this forthcoming event and
the fact that the team is still riddled with
injuries.

Coach Dave Amato has decided upon only
a few of the weight classes at this time.
Dana Rasmussen will be the starter at 118

pounds. Larry Otsuka is still out of the
UMass lineup, and his replacement, Keith
Dixon, IS also on the shelf.

Charley Rigoglioso and Mike Carroll will
compete at 142 pounds.

After a recent stint at 158 pounds, co-
captain Timmy Fallon is expected to return to
his customary 150 pounds. Monty Payette
will probably go at 158 pounds.

Still another either-or situation exists in the
167 pound weight class, where Amato will

bring both Fred Rheault and Dave O'Brien on
the trop.

After wrestling for much of the season in
the 190 pound weight class. Bob Clark will
compete at 177 pounds this weekend.

Clark, a freshman, has not wrestled at this
weight in college, but may find himself at 177
pounds in the New England tournament.
Bob Radivitz is scheduled to wrestle at 190

pounds, and the heavyweight will be John
Allen,

Wrestling notes
The matmen trekked to West Point for a

meet with Army on Wednesday, but heavy-
weight Alien was the only Minuteman
grappler able to win a match; his being a
superior decision. ..Things have been so bad
for Amato in the lighter weight classes that
he was forced to use 118 pound grapplers in
the first three weights against Army. Dana
Rasmussen opened at 118 pounds, while
Rich Schriazzi and Dave Daly wrestled at 126
and 134 pounds respectively. The next, and
last, UMass home match is on Monday,
February 27, as the Minutemen entertairi
New Hampshire... Still no word on Tony
Perry...

Mermen In home finale
by BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The men's swim team will appear in their
last home meet of the season this Saturday
at 2:00 p.m., in the Boyden Pool.

This will be the final opportunity for
UMass fans to watch the Mermen, as they

Spikers travel
The UMass mens volleyball team is hoping

to improve on its 4-5 record as it travels to
Williamstown tomorrow for matches with
Williams, Middlebury, and UNH.
The Minutemen will have tough matches

on their hands with both UNH and Williams.
UNH took three games from UMass last
Saturday in Durham and Williams won two
of its three games with the Minutemen.
Those matches were the competitive debut
for many members of the squad, however,
and Co-Captains Steve Richter and Kirk
Peters promise that the team will be "ready"
this week.
"UNH and Williams are the two top teams

in our division" says coach Michael Gurk
"but they can be beaten". "Middlebury is

also a good club, based on what I saw of
them in the jamboree at Wentworth, but not
as strong as UNH or Williams," adds Gurk.

Gurk said UMass can be competitive with
teams in its division in this first year of
competition.

take on perennial rival University of Con-
necticut.

Bei Melamed's squad will be aiming for
their fifth straight win en route to a potential
7-1 campaign. Already in February UMass
has left in its wake Tufts, Rhode Island,
Amherst, and Vermont.

After comparing the two teams it appears
the Huskies from Storrs would present only a
minor challenge to UMass, but an un-
forseeable complication has clouded the
forecast. The complication is something
everyone recently has become all too familiar
with, the Russian Flu.

An indication of how severely it has in-
flicted the UMass team was the forced
cancellation of this Wednesday's meet with
the University of New Hampshire. Coach
Melamed, explaining the situation, said, "We
had so many key swimmers weakened and
sick It would have been foolish to go up

It is presumed most of the "key" per-
formers will be healthier by Saturday, but to
what extent is uncertain. The inability to do
hard workouts is also a factor that can play
an important role in the outcome.

Despite the weakened physical state of the
team, Coach Melimed said confidently,
"Connecticut is usually one of the swimming
powers in New England, but this is an off
year for them."
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Gymwomen victorious...
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By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

For the second time in less than a week,
the UMass women's gymnastics team
defeated Its opponent with a makeshift line-

up.

Wednesday night the team swept all three
places in vaulting and balance beam, leading
the way to a 132.55-122.70 victory over
Southern Connecticut.
Coach Virginia Evans was "very pleased"

with the results, both in performance and
spirit. "We really pulled together for this
one," she said. "We didn't have a whole lot
of experience out there because of the

a lot of im-illnesses, but we showed
provement."
The Minutewomen started off well with

captain Karen Hemberger, Susan Cantwell,
and Cheryl Morrier sweeping the vaulting
event. Hemberger took first with a 9.05.
UMass widened its lead as it outscored

SoConn on the uneven parallel bars, 32.06-
30.45. SoConn's Colleen Burke took first
with an 8.55 but was followed by two UMass
gymnasts. Hemberger, in her first meet since
coming back from the flu, took second with
an 8.25 and Jean Anderson followed with an
8.0.

It was in the balance beam where UMass
totally dominated, taking the top four places.

...as men falter again
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

Wednesday night the UMass men's
gymnastic team lost to a very powerful
Southern Connecticut team, which was of
no surprise. Although there were a few
surprises in the competition. For instance,
senior John Forshay winning the floor
against the strongest floor team in the
nation. Giving himself the possibilities of
doing very well in the Eastern Cham-
pionships as well as the nationals.

Another surprise was the upset of co-
captain Dave Kulakoff on the pommel horse.
It was Kulakoff's first defeat in the last year,
as he was edged out of the first position by
Southern's Don Dembrow. Kulakoff was not
all that upset as he states "I know what my
mistakes were and how to improve them for
Easterns."

The competion was the strongest that

UMass has had to face this year, with
Southern crushing the young gymmen
217.50-175.20. It was a good experience for
them as coach Swetman stated, for the guys
did get to see some of the best gymnastics in

the nation. Although Southern didn't have
their best meet, the gymmen have some idea
on how well they will do in the most im-
portant meet of the season. Easterns.
The next important meet for the

Minutemen is this weekend in another
double duel against Springfield College this
Sunday at Springfield. Here the gymmen
hope to change the swing of things with a
full line-up in a month.

Springfield is equally powerful, as the
gymmen are faced with the possibilities of a
very close meet, which could go either way.
Coach Swetman will be sending his
strongest lineup and hope to come away
with a surprise victorv.

UMass visits Springfield College on
Sunday at 1 p.m.

Swimmers race in NE's
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

After five months of practice and a 13-

meet season, the women's swim team starts

competition tonight in their biggest event of
the year — the New Englands.

Half the team left last night, and the
remainder of the 22-member squad will be
leaving this afternoon for three days of
competition against 40 other teams from
(Mew England at Boston College. The 24-
event meet was originally scheduled for
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, but had to
be pushed back a day due to the recent
storm.

Although Coach John Nunnelly says it

'should be a good meet," he's "not really

sure how his team will do." The flu and other
illnesses have hit the team hard, with many
members being sick sometime during the
past two weeks.
"We're just going to go and do our best,"

said Nunnelly. "Personal best times will be
the most important accomplishments."

Last year, the team took eighth in the New
Englands, but this year it may not fare as well
because the Ivy Leagues, which weren't in

the competition last year, will be included.
Nunnelly is still hoping to be in the "top ten"
however. "Yale and Maine should be battling
it out for first," he said.

The best events for UMass should be the
relays, which are important because they
score two times as many points as the in-

dividual events. "But one second will be the
difference between first and sixth in these,"
said Nunnelly.

"Probably the best relay," according to

Nunnelly, will be the 800 freestyle, which is

one of the three events being held tonight,
beginning at 6:30. Swimming for UMass in

this event will be Celia Walsh, Deb Schwartz,
and co-captains Rachel Mack and Lise Hem-
brough.

Schwartz, Mack and Hembrough, along
with Meegan Primavera and diver Suzi
Strobel are returning to the New Englands
for the second time this year. Two team
members, Lynn Lutz and Alix Denhartog are
competing in the New Englands for their
third time.

The two other events held tonight will be
the 400 yard individual medley and the 1650
freestyle. Entered in the 1650, a grueling 66-
lap race, will be Lutz and Val Gulla. UMass'
only entry in the 400 IM will be Schwartz,
who holds the school record in that as well as
three other events.
The 500 freestyle will begin Saturday's

competition. Lutz, Gulla, Walsh and Sch-
wartz will also be in this, along with Sue
Hoffman.

Following the 500 will be another relay, the
400 yard medley relay, which "could do very
well - as high as second or third," ac-
cording to Nunnelly. Swimming for UMass in

this will be Walsh, Schwartz, Mack and
Kathy Jurcik.

Completing the relay entries in the meet
will be Jurcik, Walsh, Hembrough and Mary-
anne Primavera in the 200 medley relay, Sch-
wartz, Walsh, Mack and Hembrough in the
400 free relay, and Mack, Hembrough,
Meegan Primavera and Cindy Piela in the 200
free relay.

TURN TO PAGE 16

ALL UMASS MEN WELCOME

OPEN RUSH
AT

BETA KAPPA PHI
ON

MONDAY, FEB. 20
at 7:00 p.m.

REFRESHMENTS
38S NO. PI KASAN I ST.

(Rig white brick house* one block from campus)

( \l I >-():iO FOK INK)

Laurie Knapp took first with an 8.6 'which
Evans said was "one of the best per-
formances of the night."
The ever present Hemberger again took

second with an 8.2 with Morrier just behind
with her 8.1. Karen Clemente closed out the
sweep with her 7.85.

After the beam, the 99.5-91.25 going into
the floor exercises.

Hemberger won the event with her 8.55
routine. She was followed by Morrier with an
8.4.

Needless to say, Hemberger won the all-

around with a total of 34.05 points which is

an improvement over her last performance.
Burke of SoConn took second place

honors with 32.15, nipping Clemente's 32.10.
Evans said the meet was valuable, the

experience it gave many members on the
team which will be needed when the Minute-
women face Springfield Saturday night. She
expects to have more of the regular lineup
for that meet.
Sue Cantwell participated in only the

vaulting event because she came down with
the flu and has not practiced since Saturday.

Stephanie Jones will hopefully return for
some events and Coleen Thorton will still be
questionable.

The gymwomen travel to Springfield on
Sunday for a 4 p.m. meet with the Chiefs.

Ski women prepare
for tough weekend
By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

This weekend could be either
tremendously victorious or disastrous for
the UMass women's ski team, according
to coach Bill MacConnell. Last
weekend's meets, scheduled at Pleasant
Mt., Bndgeton, Maine, were cancelled,
since out-of-state and Boston-based
teams were unable to make the trip, due
to the bhzzard. To make up for lost time,
tour races, as opposed to the usual two
will be run this weekend.
The UMass team is currently the top

team in its league - the Women's Inter-
College Ski Conference (WISC). Each
victory is actually a win over the four
other WISC teams, giving UMass a
perfect win- loss ratio of 16-0 out of the
four races run so far. This four-race
weekend will be crucial, since the
Minutewomen could potentially double
their winnings, or, with a stroke of bad
luck, add sixteen losses to their un-
blemished score.

The team will begin at Pleasant Mt. on
Friday, according to MacConnell, with a
slalom and a giant slalom. They will then
travel to Tenney Mt. for a slalom on
Saturday, followed by a giant slalom
Sunday.

Flu-ridden skaters on road
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass Minutemen hockey team will
be travelling to Needham tomorrow night at
7:30 p.m. to face the Boston State Warriors
at the Charles River Skating Center. Hope-
fully, hockey coach Jack Canniff will be able
to field a team, as over half the team has
been stricken with the flu bug that post-
poned Wednesday's encounter with
Williams.

Lately, the only thing that's been able to
stop the red hot Minutemen six has been the
flu bug, as the icemen had won 5 out of its

last 7 games (tied one) before succumbing to
the flu Wednesday night, which forced a
postponement of the crucial Williams
contest at Orr rink. The Williams game has
been rescheduled for next Friday night at 6
p.m., which means that the Minutemen will
finish the season at Orr rink with a double-
header next weekend (Saturday night vs.
Salem State).

The Boston State'game is still up in the air

because, according to Canniff, "over half our
players were out yesterday (Wednesday) and
I won't know until tonight (last night) if we'll
be healthy enough to play Boston State."
The Minutemen have been unable to hold

a formal practice since their 4-3 overtime win
over Colby College last Saturday night.
Canniff said that only seven players showed
up for practice on Monday and ten managed
to appear Tuesday before Wednesday's
postponement.

"Conditioning is going to be the big
question this Saturday (tomorrow) because
we haven't played since last Saturday. I

don't know how much I can push the players
because I might worsen their condition. Their
legs are going to be a big question," added
Canniff, "and whether or not we can play our
forechecking game depends on the legs."
The Minutemen, who own an 8-7-1 record,

are fighting for a playoff spot, while the Ed
Barry-coached Boston State Warriors are
fighting for respectability. The Warriors
possess a 3-11 Division II mark and a 6-12
overall.

REDLINE RHETORIC - UMass goal
tender John Riley was named ECAC Division
II player of the week, during the week of
January 30- February 4, when the senior
goaltender from Lexington was instrumental
in the UMies three game sweep of Holy
Cross (3-2), Merrimac (7-6 in OT) and New
Haven (8-3). Promising sophomore defense-
man Dean Liacos will definitely be out for the
season with a hernia.

Sports Calendar
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS

Men's Basketball 61, Northeastern 58
Women's Track 61, New Hampshire 38

TODAY
Women's Swimming - New Englands at BC

TOMORROW

Hockey at Boston St. 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling vs Yale- Navy-BU at Yale
Men's Swimming vs UConn home 2 p.m.
Women's Swimming — New Englands at BC
Men's track — YanCon Championships at URI
Men's Basketball vs George Washington at Curry Hicks 7:30 p.m.
Men's and Women's skiing at Highlands, Tilton, N.H.

SUNDAY
Men's and Women's Skiing at Highlands, Tilton, N.H.
Men's and Women's gymnastics at Springfield 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.

M.S. in U.S.

M.D. In FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOLS
The Institute of International Medical Education offers
total medical education leading to practice in the U.S.

1 MS m cooperation with recognized colleges and
universities m the United States leading to advanced
placement m Spanish, Italian or other foreign medical
schools or veterinary medical schools. .

2 While in attendance at the medical school, the
Institute will provide a supplemental Basic Medical
Sciences Curriculum which prepares students for trans-
fer into an American medical, school (COTRANS)

3 For those students who do not transfer, the Institute
provides accredited supervised clinical clerkships at co-
operating United States hospitals

4 During the final year of foreign medical school, the
Institute provides a supplemental and comprehensive
clinical medicine curriculum which prepares the student
to take the ECFMG examination

The Institute has tMen responsible for processing more
American students to foreign medical schools than any
other organization.

INSTITUTE OP INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION

3 East 54 Street, New York 10022 (212) 832 2089
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Cagers hold on
to beat Huskies
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Like the song "Cold as Ice," UMass,
particularly its shooting was just that frigid

before senior guard Alex Eldridge heated up
for 19 points in beating a pesky and hustling

Northeastern squad, 61-58, before 4,200 at

the Cage last night.

It took an Eric Williams layup with :01 le*t

to insure the 13th victory for the Minutemen
who face George Washington at the Cage
Saturday night.

With seven seconds left, UMass, leading

59-58, took the ball out at its end, and after a
two second delay, Williams took off and was
fed by a Derick Claiborne full court pass for

an easy layup to put the icing on the victory.

Again, which has so frequently happened
this season, UMass took an opponent lightly

and it took the heroics of Eldridge and the
bench of Chuck Stevesky, Bill Morrison, and
Jay Stewart, to prevent a major upset by
coach Jim Cahlhoun's Huskies.

Eldridge, hitting 17 of his ganne total 19 in

the second half, decided to get the
Minutemen back into the ballgame by using

the penetration method. UMass, trailing at

halftime 28-27, went to Eldridge, who
responded by driving up the middle for nine

of UMass's first 11 points in the second half.

But besides Eldridge, the surprise last

night were the teammates he played with as
UMass coach Jack Leaman took the team's
leading scorer Mike Pyatt out of the game
along with guard Derick Claiborne, Williams,

and center Mark Haymore (four fouls) and
inserted Morrison, Len Kohlhaas, Stewart,

and Brad Johnson at the 13:52 mark of the

second half.

With Northeastern (now 12-9) leading 40-

38 with 13:36 left in the game, Morrison hit a
jump and Stewart connected on two foul
shots to tie the game at 42.

But Huskie senior guard Dave Caligaris,

the country's 16th leading shooter with a 24
point scoring average hit a long range jump
shot and teammate Chip Rucker hit on a
three point play and UMass trailed 46-42 with

10:36 left. Caligaris had 22 points on the

night.

Eldridge came back with a brilliant scoop
shot and was fouled on the play. He con-

verted the free throw, but a Caligaris jumper

still left UMass trailing by three.

Stewart, a 6-7 freshman, then blocked the

Huskies inbounds pass leading to another

Eldridge drive for two points. UMass now
trailed by one.

With 9:17 left Leaman reinserted Pyatt,

Williams and Claiborne, and the UMass
offense finally heated up, outscoring the

Huskies 14-8 the rest of the way.
Within three minutes, jump shots by

Williams, Kohlhaas, Eldridge, and Claiborne

(2) put UMass into a commanding 58-52 lead

with 4:57 left.

The Northeastern strategy was to get the

ball to Caligaris as much as possible but

UMass's Williams had other ideas.

With UMass using a defense which was to

"deny Caligaris the ball as much as

possible, " the Huskies turned to freshman
guard Peter Harris for his shooting. Harris,

who scored 14 on the night, hit two turn-

around jumpers, one with 1:38 and the other

with .07 to keep the Huskies close.

But, when the going got rough, Eldridge

and Claiborne took control of the dribbling

and the time clock. Eldridge hit one foul shot

to give UMass the lead 59-56 with :40

seconds left but missed the second shot. He
hustled to pick up his own rebound and
again UMass controlled the ball for 22

seconds.
Claiborne was fouled with :18 left but

missed on the one-and-one and after a

timeout, the Huskies, with :07 found Harris

for the jump shot.

The Huskies, who played smart, oatient.

and hustling on offense, controlled the

tempo of play in the first half and relied on
the shooting of Caligaris (12) and three
players, Harris, Rucker, and team captain
Dave Sheehan to hit for four points apiece.

Meanwhile UMass suffered through a

woeful shooting performance from regulars

Pyatt, Eldridge, Claiborne, Haymore, and
Williams. Shooting 37.1 per cent only

Experience was key
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

"The difference was our lack of ex-

perience," Northeastern coach James Cal-

houn said after watching his team fall three

points shy of a New England college basket-

ball upset.

The score: UMass, 61, Northeastern, 58.

The Huskies did everything Calhoun asked
of them, but the senior backcourt of Alex
Eldridge and Derick Claiborne had the or>e

ingredient Calhoun's team was missing
down the stretch.

Poise.

With the score tied at 52 all, Claiborne hit a
jumper to give the Minutemen a two point

lead. The senior then stole the ball off the ir>-

bourxls pass and tossed in a jumper from the
corrter handing UMass its largest l«ad of the
half.

Huskie guard, Pete Harris, a freshman,
misasd a crucial one-arMi-one attempt, and
Eldridge, who played another in what is

becoming a long stHr^ of spectacular
performances (17 second half points, in-

cluding 14 of UMaaa' first 20 in the half) hit

for tha next three poirrts.

Tha duo than took charge of a aami-atali

and tha Minutemen, not ^without a great daal

of agony, had their 13th victory of tha

"Tha three aaniora did what they had to

do," said Calhoun in refarenoe to Eldridge,

Claiborne arKi Mike Pyatt. "My problem was
that I coukln't make my kids older in one
night

"

Northeastern started two freahnnen and
or>e sophonrtore.

It was the mistakes of inexperience that

cost the Huskies dearly after they had
opened up a five point lead early in the
second half.

Northeastern utilized a deliberate offense

(they shot the ball just 53 times) and what
Calhoun termed a "matchup zone defense,"
and had everyone in the house worried when
they walked out at the break with a 29-28,

lead.

But Calhoun disagreed that this was a case
of walking into the lion's den and finding the
lion asleep.

"I don't think there's any way we caught
them napping. It was our intention to come
in and slow the tempo of the game down.
We tried to put them to sleep," Calhoun said.

The strategy almost paid off.

"I knew there would be a letdown after the
other night," said UMass coach Jack
Leaman, who watched his team shoot just 42
per cent from the floor, nrtaking the Huskies
defense look that much more trffective. "We
were lucky to get away with this one."

At one point in the second haH the game
turned into a one on one contest as Eldridge

and Huskie pure shooter Dave Caligaris (22

points) took corrtrol of their team's offense.

Eklridge, realizing the team's predicament,
dragged out his repertoire of spinr^ing layups
arxl short t>ank shots to keep UMaaa doaa in

the early stage* of the aacond half. Ha
scored 14 pointa in tha first 10:50 saconda of
the half to rebound from a cold (one-for-

seven) openir>g stanza.

Meanwhile, Caligaris, an academic All-

American, tained eight points in thraa
mimjtes. with an aaaortmant of jump shots.

But when the two players looked to thak
teamn>ates for support, it was the poiae and
experience of UMaaa that made tha dif-

ference.

"A couple of breaks arKi a couple of caHs
from the refs down the stretch and the out-
come might have been different." lamented
Calhoun.
A couple of breaks, a couple of calls and

nr^ybe a couple of seniors.

It might have been.

Minutemen Mark Haymore, 44, Len Kohlhaas, 53, Chuck Steveskey, 14, and Mike
Pyatt, 30, snuff out an attempt by Northeastern's Peter Harris, 20, to put his shot off

in last night's 61-58 win. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Kohlhaas (8) and reserve Steveskey were
able to find the shooting range.

Steveskey, came off the bench with 6:50

to go in the first half, hit on two long range
bombs and hustled to tap in an Eldridge fast

break miss to put UMass back in the game.

UMass - Pyatt 2-1-5, Kohlhaas 5-0-10,

Williams 2-1-5, Eldridge 8-3-19, Claiborne 3-

0-6, Morrison 1-0-2, Haymore 3-0-6, Johnson
0-0-0, Steveskey 3-0-0, Witkos 0-0-0,

Stewart 0-2-2 Totals: 27-7-61

Northeastern - Caligaris 10-12-22,
Loughnane 2-0-4, Harris 5-4-14, Clary 2-2-6,

Sheehan 2-0-4, Rucker 1-6-8, Shoening 0-0-0

Totals: 22.14.58

Bill Edelstein

T. V. 's champ
And the new Heavyweight Champion of

the World is....

Young Leon Spinks (whenever Leon's

name is mentioned, the adjective "young"
must necessarily immediately precede it)

now has the enviable chance to star in Brut

commercials, have a track meet named in his

honor and have a song written about his

incredible, albeit brief, career. He'll never

pass the Crest Test, but neither did Mums
Mabely and it didn't hurt her career a bit.

There are those who contend that the

winner of Wednesday night's Lalapalooza in

Las Vegas is somewhat inarticulate.

However, I found the champ quite gifted in

the fine art of conversation.

"Champ, the experts didn't give you a

prayer. They never thought you'd have the

staying power you exhibited, but you made
fools of all of them. What was your secret?"

"Sticking and jabbing, jabbing and
sticking. We'd jab the little button that

switched the viewer to his k>cal station and
they'd stick in a minute's worth of 'Fabuk>us

February' promos. Without those clean

breaks we could never have stretched a 46-

minute heavyweight fight into a three-and-a-

half-hour display of lightweight sports

programming."

"Spoken like a true champion. You take

no credit yourself, but instead let your af-

filiates bask in the limelight of the statkxi

break."

"Well. I don't want to make it aound Ilka

we sat on our buttons. I mean wa hooked
with Anhauaar^Buach and countarad with

Scope. Wa aat up tha viewer with a aariaa of

short station identifications and then
krK>cked him out of reach of his channel

changer with a Dristan to ttie noae."

'Briltiam combinattons."

"Thank you."

"Your lateral nrwvament was eapecially

impreaeive. How'd you keep it up champ?"
"Movement was the crux of our fight plan.

First, the viewer hears Brent Musberger

telling him that what he's watching is the

most important night in the history of sports.

Then, before any member of the home
audience can fully recover his senses, AM's

doctor informs him that through close

professional scrutiny accutely developed
during a lengthy six-year tuteledge at the

school of hard knocks, he has determined
that Muhammad is bleeding from the mouth.
Just as the beliegered viewer is about to

embrace Starsky and Hutch, Jimmy the
Greek tells the poor fool that Spinks leads on
the Greek Card, 6-4-1. Tim Ryan informs the
miserable wretch that his card has Spinks
ahead 6-5, and Jack Whitaker announces
that he has eaten his card."

"Amazing. You know, if, like those an-

nouncers, I hadn't been watching the action,

I almost woukJ have forgotten I was being

bludgeoned to death with boredom."
"Bless you, my son."

"Did you find it difficult to mentally

prepare yourself for all those preliminary

bouts?"

"Not at all. We knew what had to be done
and went out and did it. Each minute was an
agonizing, gruelling sortie into impending
doom."

"But you still managed to survive itl"

"We survived easily, but those poor
sponsors... Each minute of air-time coat

them an agonizir>g chunk of money ar>d no
amount of gruelling work by their empk>yeaa
can save them from impending financial

doom."

"There you go being modest again. Things
must have bean pretty gory for you, too.

cKjring the prelkninariea. People changing
channels, going out to gat beer for the main
event kk:king their televiakin

"I wouMn't know. I waa
Charlie's Angals, waiting for tha
shots."

"You can't tall me that you weren't afrakt

of being taken out early. The ratinga would
murder you."

"How coukJ wa worry? The sponaors pakj
in advance, the home viewer paid by watch-
ing four dull fights and AN pcid because of

his age. In time people will realize that tha
real winner of the Ali- Spinks fight was us;

good old CBS. And that ain't no aplit

decisk)n."
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Egypt-Cyprus relations

break down after raid
CAIRO. Egypt \UPI\ - Egypt ordered its

diplomatic mission home from Nicosia

yesterday and asked the Cypriot government
to shut down its legation in Cairo, in effect

securing diplomatic relations.

A cabinet statement charged the Cypriot
government had adopted an "unfriendly

attitude toward Egypt and its citizens" and
called for a "reconsideration of... Cypriot
relations

"

The crisis, the first in the history of the two
countries, came to a head Sunday when
Greek Cypriot national guardsmen shot up
Egyptian commandos sent to Larnaca to free

16 hostages held by the two Palestinians

aboard a DCS.

Fifteen Egyptians were killed and 16 others

were wounded by Cypriot fire.

The cabinet met for four hours to examine
the Egypt- Cyprus crisis, which began with

the slaying of Youssex Seal, a prominent

journalist and confident of President Anwar
Sadat, by two Palestian gunmen at the

Nicosia Hilton Saturday.

"The cabinet has decided to withdraw its

diplomatic mission as well as members of its

technical and commercial offices in Cyprus,"

Information Minister Abdel Moneim Ei-Sawi

announced.

"The Cypriot government should with-

draw its diplomatic mission and all its

commercial and technical legations from

Cairo," he said.

El-Sawi said the cabinet decided to

"reconsider all forms of Egyptian-Cypriot

relations in accordance with the unfriendly

attitude taken by the Cypriot government
against Egypt and its citizens."

The earlier statement said Sadat has
decided to award high military decorations to

all members of the Egyptian unit and they
would be met on their return by the entire

Egyptian cabinet.

The cabinet described the Egyptian
commando strike as a "major achievement
which was aimed at preserving Egypt's
honor and prestige in face of a mean plan
carried out by the rejection front and
grudging international circles."

The "rejection front" refers to Arab states

and Palestinian groups opposed to Sadat's

peace initiative with Israel.

War Minister Gen. Mohammed Gamassv
reported to the cabinet on the "great

heroism" shown by the Egyptian force and

said a full report on the incident will be

submitted to the Egyptian Parliament in the

near future.

"The cabinet decided that all of its

members will take part in greeting the

returning heroes to show esteem for their

heroic mission and show off the real nature

of their action to Oudlic opinion.

"Every Egyptian should remain confident

that the armed forces are capable carrying

out any decisions taken by the government

to preserve Egypt's prestige, particularly

since Egypt is working for right and justice

and the success of Sadat's peace initiative,"

the statement added.

Committee vacancies

lessen involvement
By BERNIE DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Formal student involvement in University

decisions is severely hampered by student

vacancies and absenteeism on campuswide

committees designed to effect change.

A recent Collegian study of undergraduate

student influence on the campus' ad-

ministrative, departmental and Faculty

Senate committees showed it suffering from

inadequate student representation, a lack of

continuity, and poor coordination over

committee seats.

It is not unusual for more than half of the

seats allotted undergraduates on campus-

wide committees to be vacant, according to

Jon A. Hite, co-president of the Un-

dergraduate Student Senate.

As of last week, 46 percent, or 37 of the 80

available undergraduate seats listed by the

student government association, remained

unfilled, with some committees void of any

student representation. The Faculty Senate

Academic Matters Council is a case in point.

"At the moment, student participation is

ir>efficient, erratic and uncertain," on that

council, according to its chairperson, Joseph

T. Clayton. The council, which passes

judgment on all University courses and

programs, has three official undergraduate

positions, all vacant.

Of tha 28 groups listed by the Un-

dergraduate Student Senate, at least 10 have

no undergraduate representatives at all.

Student participation in the remaining 18

groupa varies, depending on the committee

and personalities involved, according to

Pinky Batiste, co- president of the Un-

dergraduate Student Senate.

"We're strong in some areas; weak in

others," she said. T^our committees with

strong undergraduate representation are trie

Housing Exemptions Board, Arts Council,

Faculty Senate Health Council and the Park-

ing Appeals Board.

Joni Mersky, one of two students who
help examine undergraduate applications to

move off campus on the Housing Exemp

tions Board, said, 'It's a very effective

committee; ft gets the job done
"

The two undergraduates on the Parking

Appeals Board, which rules on parking ticket

appeals, said they also play an important role

in their committee. "Student representation

on this board, I think, is excellent," said

undergraduate David Koretsky.

"We're really doing something that affects

students immediately."

This sense of immediacy, however, is one
of the drawing cards lacking on other, more
long-range planning committees. The more
involved the decision-making process, the

harder it it for students to have any direct

effect.

The Undergraduate Student Senate
president appoints students to these
committees for only one year, a term that is

often too short for students to make any

major changes, according to some ob-

servers.

For instance, "If you want to make a major

change in the academic life of the University,

it should normally take two years," ac-

cording to David A. Booth, former secretary

of the Faculty Senate. Faculty normally serve

three-year terms on Faculty Senate com-
mittees.

Booth said it takes time to understand the

forces working within any one committee.

"You have to become inculturated to the

mores, values, game playing of that group,"

he said.

Students can be, and have been, "very

effective" when they have attended
meetings regularly. Booth said. Still, it is "an

awful job getting students to participate on a

regular basis."

Student vacancies have been "a persistent

and chronic problem" in the five years since

Faculty Senate bylaws were changed to

make student involvement in committees a

more general policy. Booth said.

Terence Burke, current Faculty Senate

secretary, agrees. Student involvement has

had, "at best, a very mixed record," ho said.

"It's success has varied from year to year."

Burke said the problem stems from the "all

too often" failure of the student senate to fill

committee seats, and from the break in

continuity caused by the high rate of student

turnover.
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CRANSTON, R.I.: — Pres. Carter chooses among a barrage of correspondents

at the News Conference last week. Collegian reporters give first impressions in

story on page 2. (Staff photo by Christopher H. Schmitt)

Community Center failures

hurt students, says Hite
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The Community Development Center has

been criticized by the president of the

Student Government Association but Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, Robert L.

Woodbury defends it.

Student government co-President Jon
Hite has said the development center mis-

manages affairs in the areas of heads of

residence, the residence assistants, student-

run dormitories, and the housing crisis last

semester.

"Sounds like Jon's shooting from the

hip," said Woodbury. "I think there are a lot

of criticism to be made on the dorm system,

but to pin this on CDC isn't accurate. Jon
and I aren't really on opposite sides on this

thing, I see him almost every day.

Housing Crisis

It is Hite's opinion that the housing crisis

was due to a much needed, but missing, link

between the center and the office of

Residential Resource Management. He
claims there was a lack of cooperation

coming from the office of the Community
Development Center.

Because of the poor relationship between

the center and the residential resource office,

Hite said 'Everyone was protecting their

own territory and not working together." He
said he feels the residential office was
working on behalf of the students, while the

center, was advocating for the heads of

residence who, he said, were turning away
students although there was sufficient space

for them.
"The main people it hurts are students

who live in dormitories, said Hite, who added

he feels the mismanagement ,of the housing

situation was "a perfect culmination which
occurred during a pressure period." He
added this was merely an example of many
of his grievances against the center.

Sally Freeman, director of the office of the

Community Development Center denied

Hite's allegations saying that no individual or

department was responsible for the housing

crisis, especially the heads of residence who
"were under particularly enormous
pressure." She added, "to prepare for the

possibility that we would have that situation

again," a Residence Task Force has been
created.

. Regarding Hite's statement that heads of

residence were turning away students when
there were spaces available for them,

Freeman responded, "I can't think of a single

case where that occurred."

Freeman did note, however, that there

were instances where the Housing Office

had sent students, in error, to certain areas

which were specified as "specialty

corridors," (French, German, and Third

World corridors, for example), and had to be

sent back to the Housing Office.

The current organization of the two
University offices, which are located in Berk-

shire House, gives the office of Residential

Resource Management responsibility for the

business aspects of on-campus housing

(budgeting, housing and maintenance) while

the Community Development Center is

lesponsible for the programatic and
educational aspects of campus residences.

Robert Campbell, director of the office x)f

Residential Resource management (who Hite

TURN TO PAGE 12
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UMass undergraduates
run cooperative farm

By RICHARD E BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - At an eleven acre
farm here run by a UMass undergraduate, six

young men are learning the skills of in-

dependent living through working
cooperatively.

The farm is run by Jeffrey L. Roberts with
the help of his wife Judith A. Roberts, and
his brother-in law David R. Allen.

The young men, all 17 years old, are
participants in the UMass School of
Education Advocate Program.

Roberts, who is 31 years old. is majoring in

Juvenile Justice through the University
Without Walls Program.

Roberts also said he is a Marine Corp
veteran, and has two years experience as a
child care worker with emotionally disturbed
adolescents along with a stint as assistant
manager of a half-way house for ex-convicts.

Judith A. Roberts, who is 28 years old, is a
UMass graduate with a B.S. degree in Home
Economics Education and Masters degree in

Early Childhood Education.
Allen is a 22 year old Psychology major at

the University.

Roberts said he has been running the farm
for nearly two years.

Roberts said he had little experience in

farming at the start.

"It was a new experience for all of us," he
said.

Roberts said he is grateful to neighbors
who helped him get started with the farm.
"They were extremely helpful and very,

very kind," he said.

Roberts called the help he received from
neighbors, 'part of the cooperative spirit that
is part of farming."

Roberts said he contracts with the Ad-
vocate Program to provide housing, and
guidance for young males referred to the
program through the State Division of Youth
Services.

According to Roberts each of the six

young males at the farm has shown an in-

terest in becoming independent. Each one
has signed a contract with the Advocate
Program committing them to devote 30
hours per week to working, going to school,
and completing the planned steps to in-

dependence specified in their contracts.
The contracts, called "contracts for in-

dependent living," mean that each par-

ticipant will complete a series of planned
steps which are designed to help them make
the transition to independent life according
to Roberts.

The contracts over such areas as obtaining
a license to dhve, investigating the cost of

automobile insurance, planning a weekly
food budget, and comparing the cost of
living in various types apartments, he said.

As an example of the various activities the
young men are required to complete as part
of their contracts Roberts said they visit

several insurance companies to compare the
costs of obtaining a license with and without
driver education training. Then they may sign
up for driver education courses which they
pay for out of their earnings. If they suc-
cessfully complete the course they are
reimbursed by the program.
Another example . Roberts gave was

planning a complete menu for a week.
Planning is followed by trips to local food
markets to check food prices and plan a
weekly food budget.

In another exercise, participants visit ten
different apartments and find out the cost of
living in each type. Boarding houses, ef-

ficiency apartments, studios, rooming
houses, and furnished apartments, are
compared by the participants who must then
decide which is best for them.
"They learn that food is included in some

places," he said.

"In others they may share an apartment
with other people, possibly someone from
the program. In each case they are required

to keep a notebook, and discuss their fin-

dings with me.

"I help them to decide if their information
is complete and accurate, he said.

The exercises are designed to help the
participants reafize the costs and problems
which they will face when they live on their
own according to Roberts.

People making the transition from a
program like the Advocate Program to in-

dependent living are often unaware of the
costs and problems involved in the switch
according to Roberts.

"People don't realize that to secure an
apartment with a telephone, and utility

service, they must often be prepared with
security deposits."
"The training we provide helps them to

investigate and plan for these problems, and
to figure out the total cost involved," he said.

Roberts said the training is designed to
help the participants realize that there are
many choices and options in daily life.

"Choice is the one thing that humans
exercise most in daily living," he said.

"Youngsters are not often given choices."
They are told that they must do what they
are told," he said.

Roberts said that part of becoming an
adult in his opinion is "getting used to choice
and making difficult decisions."

In referring to the young men in the
program Roberts said he does not use the
word "kids."

"By using the word kids a youth worker
creates a dividing line which can underrfiine
his relationship with the people he is trying to
help-

Roberts said the young men in the
program often come from backgrounds that
included little home life and no help in

learning to communicate with people and
take on responsibility.

"We help them learn to be genteel and
cool when dealing with the problems of day
to day communication," he said.

Roberts said the participants learn to over-
come fears and gain confidence in talking to
people from insurance companies and
utilities.

The farm routine and chores are handled
on a cooperative basis according to Roberts.
The care of animals and daily chores are
shared by all with Roberts providing overall
supervision and guidance.
The daily schedule calls for participants to

be up and out to school by 8:00 a.m., ac-
cording to Roberts.

Schooling is provided by the Teen
Learning Center at Montague House at the
University. Classes run from 10:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. when each participant goes to an
afternoon job which lasts until 5:00 p.m.
They return to Belchertown on the

Student Senate Transit Service bus to
Belchertown center. Dinner is served at 6:00
p.m. and the evening is devoted to home-
work, chores, and free time, he said.

Spare time in the evening is often spent
playing games according to Roberts. Chess
and monopoly are two of the favorite games
he said.

As part of the daily routine, the farm
animals must be fed and watered. The cow
must be milked, the eggs must be collected,
and at night animals must be bedded down
Roberts said.

According to Roberts the young men in

the program each assume responsibility for
the animals care.

"We take care of the animals, and the
animals take care of us," said one of the
residents.

Food on the farm such as eggs, beef, ice
cream, butter, and vegetables are raised by
the participants.

Canning of vegetables is done under the
supervision of Judith Roberts, while but-
chering of animals for meat is done by an
arrangement with a butcher who also in-

spects the meat he said.

Roberts said in odJition to the good food
the participants respond to the surroundings
such as the house which he described as
neat and comfortable.
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Animals graze at Belchertown farm run by three UMass students and half way
house youths.

Collegian sends pair

to meet Carter in R.I.
By BETH SEGERS and
CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

CRANSTON, R.I. - The way the
media reacted to President Jimmy
Carter's visit here last week almost
overshadowed the presidential visit itself.

The Collegian was fortunate enough to

be able to Send two reporters to cover the
president's visit to Rhode Island,
highlights of which included a tour of a
Providence health facility, a reception for

democrat Sen. Claiborne Pell, and a

nationally televised ne vs conference.
Later, Carter visited Bangor, Maine dnd
Nashua, N.H.
News of the visit came two weeks ago,

when a press advisory clattered over the
Associated Press teletype in the
Collegian offices.

The message told member newspapers
how they could cover the president's
journey to New England. "Call the White
House," it said, "to obtain press
credentials." We called.

"Sorry," a White House press aide
said, "the college media will not be
allowed to attend the press conference
due to limited space."
"Not even if we stand in the back of

the room?"
"Sorry. But I can clear you for the

other portions of the president's trip."

We thought it best not to fool around
with those White House types, so we
agreed. No telling what the Secret
Service might do. The aide did say he
would call if the situation changed.
A call back to Washington early last

week revealed that a Collegian
representative was first on the waiting list

to get into the presidential press con-
ference.

The big news came last Tuesday. The
White House called and said one
Collegian representative would be
allowed into the conference. One of us
would go to Rhode Island happy, the
other somewhat disappointed.

Picking up press credentials at the
Cranston Hilton the morning of the
conference was the beginning of a series
of long waits for a short presidential

appearance.
The day's events began in a small room

on the fourth floor of the Hilton set aside
for the distribution of press credentials.

The little black-and-white badges seemed
novel at first but were as common as
reporters' steno pads by mid-afternoon.
Once labeled as among the select few

authorized to cover the presidential visit,

the next stop was to visit the scene — the
grand ballroom of the Hilton.

Threading through reporters,
photographers and Secret Service
personnel downstairs to the ballroom, we
found it to be in initial stages of
preparation. Camera crews were setting

up, seats were in place and telephone
wires werB not yet connected.

Security was nonexistent - at least at

this point. Once preparations were
complete, the Secret Service men
cleared the area and combed the entire
room. As the hour of the conference
drew near, security picked up sufficiently

so that photographers had to remove the
lenses from their cameras for inspection.

Meanwhile, we had left the T.F.

Greene State Airport in nearby Warwick
to meet Air Force One. Grabbing a quick
lunch before arriving, we stopped at a
restaurant .where a woman noticed our
press tags and asked if we were from
Washington. The temptation was great,
but since UMass is not Washington, the
response was negative.
The first long wait was at the airport.

Although Carter arrived exactly on
schedule at 1:50 p.m., press crews had
lined up for vantage points hours earlier.

Local press pools who had so carefully
set up cameras and reserved space were
quickly ousted from their spots when a
Pan Am flight carrying the White House
Press corps arrived.

Carter spent ten minutes at the airport
shaking hands, waving, and flashing the
famous smile before leaving for the
health center, the R.I. Group Health
Association.

The trip back to the Hilton was an
experiment in cops and robbers — could
the local press get their before the
national press buses? Some did but most
had to run if they wanted a seat at the
conference.

Still under the impression that only one
representative from the Collegian was to
be admitted to the conference (plans
later changed so that all members of the
press with credentials were eligible to
attend), we split up at the ballroom, one
of us trying to appear inconspicuous.

Lesson One: sitting in the reserved
section for the White House Press Corps
is not the best way to look in-

conspicuous.
Moving into a less noticeable place

was necessary. Then, another long wait.

Finally the ceremonial voice saying
'Ladies and Gentlemen, the president of
the United States." All rose while Carter
made his way to the podium.
Cameras clicked in one steady stream

at first, then the photographers zeroes in

on only the presidential smile and hand
motions.
What was billed as a "regional" press

conference — one focusing' on issues
and questions concerning the New
England region — turned out largely to
be a failure. The national press corps,
who arrived about 25 minutes before Air
Force One touched down, pushed and
bullied their way past the local media to
turn the regional conference into a
national one.
The national corps didn't confine their

pushing and bullying to just news
coverage of the president. One Collegian
staffer was pushed out of his spot on a
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V.I.S.T.A. volunteers
connect with P.I.R.G.
By ANDREA ATKINS
Collegian Staff

"Knowledge is power," said John Torian,

regional director of ACTION in New England

to a group of over 40 VISTA volunteers in the

final seminar of the Eastern Regional

Conference held in the Campus Center this

weekend.
VISTA volunteers connected with PIRG

activities heard speakers concerning their

roles in the community yesterday morning.

This year is the first time the two groups will

work together.

The seminar was divided into four parts; a

talk by Susan Lennon, an ACTION
representative from Boston; discussion with

John Torian, regional director of ACTION in

New England; an evaluation session handled

by Joe Raible, director of National PIRG; and

a discussion with experienced VISTA
volunteers.

Lennon spoke first to the group of

volunteers. She advised them of health

benefits and the changing goals of VISTA.
Lennon said the role of the volunteer should

be a background one. VISTA must move
from providing "direct services to getting
into community organizations," Lennon said.

Torian addressed the group next. After
giving a brief outline of the history of the
VISTA program, he re-iterated Lennon's
statements. He told the group that VISTA
needs to be on the "cut and edge of social

change."
Both speakers felt recent changes in

national government have provided the
impetus for these changes. Lennon said,

"The Republican Nixon and Ford ad-

ministrations were giving band-aids to the
nation."

Torian said these administrations had
"made it difficult for organizations like PIRG
to get VISTA volunteers." Mass PIRG has six

VISTAs.
In explaining the role of the volunteer in

the community, Torian said, "Create in-

dependency for people, and I mean poor
people when I say people ... Don't get out
front in leadership roles."
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Eastern P.I.R.G. conferred

on campus this weekend
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

'"VISTA, as an extension of PIRG directly

into the communities is a principle tool with

which we can help communities improve,"
declared Joe Raible, Director of National

PIRG at the Eastern Regional Conference-
VISTA Training Session sponsored this

weekend by the MassPIRG at the UMass
campus.

The conference, held in conjunction with

the National PIRG in Washington, included

over a dozen workshops and training

sessions and was attended by over 50

members of PIRGs from seven states on the

east coast.

The conference began Saturday, and
included a briefing session on toxic

chemicals held by Walter Hang of NYPIRG.
Hang, a biochemist focussed his discussion

on methods of regulating and insuring safe,

clean drinking water.

PIRG's involvement in water quality

(specifically of the Hudson River) began
following a joint study of PIRG and the

Environmental Defense Fund, entitled

"Troubled Waters: Toxic Chemicals in the

Hudson River." Hang discussed a bill now
being voted upon in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

demanding the installation of filters directly

into all faucets in the city.

Other major events of the day included

workshops entitled "Food and Farm Policy"

and "Environmentalists and Labor:

Organizing for Occupational Health and

Safety."

Sunday's meetings primarily focussed on

organizing. Marilyn Ondrasik of NYPIRG,
opened with "The Basics of Community
Organizing". Later a series of organizing

workshops were held.

Mark Dyen, of Mass Fair Share discussed

"Utility Organizing". His lecture focussed on

methods of fighting rate increases in

communities. Dyen told the constituencies

to concentrate on when organizing an effort

to decrease rates, and also identified the

"target handles" (who to watch out for)

when organizing a campaign.
Dyen also discussed strategies which

might be helpful when fighting a large

corporation such as a utilities company. For

instance, he discussed the benefits of

delayed court hearings, which, in effect

would delay rate increases.

The Old Chapel seems lonely being surrounded by empty roadways as many

UMass studants chose to spend the long weakand away from campus. (Staff

photo by Gary Kovner)

Cliff Stone displays his forty year old hobby of making 0-gauge railroad cars at

the model railroad show held this past weekend in the student union ballroom.

(Staff photo by Lynn Marion)

Unwanted sterilizations

a crime against women
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

Each year over one million sterilizations are

performed on women by doctors and staff

using threats and lies. A hospital can receive

from $400 to $800 for each sterilization it

performs. Until 1973 there were little or no
laws regulating sterilization. This practice is,

for the most part, restricted to Third World
women and poor white women.

All information in this article is obtained
from Department of Health, Education and
Welfare documents, the Committee to End

News analysis
Sterilization Abuse reports, the Bulletin of

the Puerto Rican Solidarity Committee, and
Everywoman's Center Newsletter.

The U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare established family planning

clinics all over the United States in Third

World countries it has come into contact

with. Between 1969 and 1974 the family

planning budget of HEW increased from $51

million to over $250 million.

international Planned Parenthood,
associated with the U.S. Planned Paren-

thood, conducts most of the sterilizations

abroad. Up until 1945, there were 2,200

sterilizations per year. Between 1974 and

1975, there was close to a 300 per cent rise in

municipal hospitals.

In Puerto Rico, 38 per cent of the women
have been sterilized under a U.S. govern

ment sponsored conspiracy. This has to be

one of the ugliest conspiracies conceivable.

Often when the women are in labor they are

inticed into accepting a sterilization

operation. They are told that without the

operation they will die, they will no longer

receive welfare payments, they will be

permanently deranged without the

operation, and that sterilization is temporary.

Often they are told they have to take drugs
during labor, drugs they are completely

unsure about; drugs they are experimenting

with, later to be used in the U.S.

Almost the only form of sterilization in

Puerto Rico is the hysterectomy. Three
hundred to 500 women out of every 100,000

who have this operation die.

The same thing is presently being done in

the United States Because of some slight

opposition to this, some doctors have tried to

sue people they've illegally sterilized on the
grounds that the 'doctors' right to free

speech is violated."

The reason this goes on is that journalists

and media persons do not go out to hospitals
and report this evil. These doctors directly

manipulate the woman's body to receive
more money. Over one million sterilizations

should not be allowed to go on in this

country under these circumstances.

Thirty-eight per cent of the women in

Puerto Rico have been illegally sterilized by

U.S. government sponsored organizations,

and by United States private companies. The
Eugenics Board of North Carolina ordered

1,620 sterilizations between 1960 and 1968.

Of that number 1.583 were women and 1,023

were black. Some 56 per cent of the

sterilizations were performed on persons

under 20 yeas of age.

One out of every three Puerto Rican

women between the ages of 20 and 49 have

been sterilized. In 1975 the government
program performed more than 6,000

sterilizations in Puerto Rico. Iri the United

States 20 per cent of all married black

women are sterilized, three times more than

in 1973. With less than a million Native

Americans in the U.S., 25 per cent of the

Native American women have been illegally

sterilized in this country.

This trend is increasing in the U.S. under

illegal circumstances. It is important that an

attempt be made to expose the people in-

volved.

GHAG allots a thousand dollars

for the annual Spring Concert
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Orchard Hill Area Government
representatives have voted to allocate $1000
for the Orchard Hill-Central Spring Concert

to be held near the end of April. The
allocation came at the request of Andy
Davidson, Orchard Hill's Spring Concert

representative.

Davidson told OHAG members the budget
for the concert could total up to $3,400, the

largest in recent years, if all the possible

sources of funding now under investigation

could actually be used.

According to Davidson, this included the

$1000 from OHAG, up to $1500 from Central

Area Council, possible funding from the

Program Council, and $700 which OHAG
expects to have returned to it by the Student

Senate in SATF funds. The Student Senate

has not yet decided whether the funds in

question will be returned.

In other business, David Schlier was

elected vice-president, 12-4 over Larn/ Ruth,

after three ballots. Stephanie Weingand was

approved as secretary by acclamation. Both

positions are being tentatively f'lled until

March elections.

The representatives also approved a new
by-law changing the date of election of

OHAG officers from the first week in March

to the end of the month, coinciding with

Student Senate elections.

Notice
There is a Stockbridge Career day being

held on the first floor of the Campus Center

today. A detailed schedule of events can be

found on page 7.
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International Women's Week lacks finances
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1978

fly CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

"In organizing such an important, large
scale event as International Women's Week
it takes many months of planning. The only
thing holding us back has been money,"
stated Irene Richard, staff coordinator of the

week, in a recent interview with the
Collegian.

Many campus organizations approached
by the Women's Week committee for
funding in November would not commit
themselves to financial support until this

semester.

"Efforts during last semester were quite

Woman's center offers

career-life workshops
By MARCIA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Women with backgrounds as diverse as
professional workers, secretaries, un-
dergraduates, graduates, single, married and
separated mothers are all responding with
"absolute enthusiasm" to a Career and Life

Planning Workshop offered by the
Everywomen's Center according to Milka
Cardinal, one of the workshop instructors.

"We're taking women through the process
of career and life planning," said Marguerite
Cookson, the second instructor. "The areas
we take the most time with are skills

assessment and values. We firKJ out what's
important to women in relation to where they
work and what kind of work situation they're

involved with."

Specifically the workshop deals with
resumes, job interviews, assertiveness, job
searching and career decisions, according to

Cookson.
The workshop originated because an

"overwhelming amount" of women were
seeking counseling at the Center concerning
their jobs and careers, accordino to Cookson.

Cardinal and Cookson found that

organizing a group of women to share

common problems and exjjeriences in the

form of a workshop "offered many resources

that come with the women ' and the groups
"work more effectively", according to

Cardinal.

"Traditionally, decision making and job

searching is an isolating process and getting

people together in a arouo takes awav somf»

the isolation and involves sharing. All women
can share their knowledge," said Cookson.

"It is very supportive in many ways for the
women," said Cardinal.

About 20 women are involved in the two
and one-half hour long workshop this

semester. There is a five dollar fee for

materials and no credit is available. In-

terested women should call the Center for

the times of the next workshops.
"The enthusiasm for the workshop is such

that the women can't wait for the next
class," said Cardinal. "They don't even mind
doing their homework."

discouraging. We were told to wait until the

beginning of this semester but problems

have arisen due to leadership turnovers in

many organizations causing delays that have

been detrimental to smooth planning,

especially in publicity areas. Fortunately we
have a large enough committee, ready to

devote themselves in these last two weeks
before International Women's Week, to

distribute information," said Richard.

Among the organizations that have
contributed to the week, as of March 16, said

Richard, are the Student Senate, Ahora, the

Women's Studies Program, the South West
Area Director, the Campus Center Program
Council and Student Activities. The
University Program Council, Commuters
Collective and the Distinguished Visitors

Program are also supporting the women's
week by sponsoring various events
throughout the week.

Richard said during the coming week, the

committee will be awaiting decisions on
funding from the Southwest Assembly,
Sylvan Government, Central Area Govern-

ment, the Third World Women's Center,

Afro Am, the Graduate Senate, the Greek

Council, Northeast Area Government,
Resources Judaica and the Asian American
Student Association.

"Funds have been requested of all these
groups. The committee hopes that they will

be receiving decisions and that the money
will be transferred to RSO for International

Women's Week," said Richard.

One problem that has developed due to

the lack of funding has been the decrease in

the number of workshops to be held in

comparison to last year's workshop program.
Only 54 workshops have been scheduled so
far, in contrast to the 85 held during the 1977
women's week, said Richard.

"Without funding, we've been unable to

confirm many workshops and events
because people became unavailable at such
late notice," explained Richard.

Despite the financial problem, Richard
believes this year's women's week's to be
more organized and thematically stronger
than last year's. "The people involved have
t>een more assertive and International

Women's Week is much more of a

celebration because of the clearer direction,"

she added.

Baker pressed to leave his

Senate G.O.P. leadership
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Fourteen House

Republicans Monday urged Sen. Howard
Baker to step aside as Senate Republican

leader during the Panama Canal debate
because he supports the canal treaties.

In a letter to Baker, the Republicans said

they think Sen. Robert Griffin, R-Mich.,

should take over the party's leadership role

because of his opposition to the treaties.

Griffin lost to Baker, a Tennessee
Republican, by one vote in last year's contest

for Senate GOP leader.

The House members said Baker's support
of the canal treaties "constitutes a
repudiation of the Republican national
platform of 1976, the official position of the
Republican National Committee, the majority
wishes of the membership of our party as
well as the majority view of the American
people as expressed in many current and
past polls.

"

The signers told Baker," you must realize
that in following the path you have chosen in
support of these treaties you do not offer our
party leadership, but rather another giant
step toward political extinction."

Among those signing the letter were Rep.
Del Clawson of California, chairman of the
House Republican Policy Committee; Rep.
Gene Snyder of Kentucky, ranking minority

member of the House Panama Canal sub-
committee and Rep. Phil Crane of Illinois,

chairman of the American Conservative
Union.

Other signers were Reps. John Rousselot
of California, Mickey Edwards of Oklahoma,
Eldon Rudd of Arizona, Bill Ketchum of
California, John Ashbrook of Ohio, Steve
Symms of Idaho, James Collins of Texas,
Robert Dornan of California, J. Kenneth
Robinson of Virginia, Don Young oF Alaska
and Robert Bauman of Maryland.

SUN DAY
Organizational

Meeting

CC903
7:30 p.m.

Come and help
usher in the
Solar Age!

for more information
call the Coalition for

Environmental Quality,

545 0618 or MassPIRG,
2566434

NOW THRU SATURDAY
ONLY !!!!!

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
COTTON TURTLENECK JERSEYS
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WOMEN'S SHETLAND SWEATERS

^ ... 20% OFF /
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LOS ANGELES: Southern California beaches seemed the perfect place to

celebrate George Washington's birthday as the temperatures reached into the

70's, lUPI Photo)
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United Mine Workers

reach loose settlement
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WASHINGTON [AP\ - The striking

United Mine Worl<ers and a major in-

dependent coal company reached a tentative

contract settlement Monday that could set a

pattern for an industrywide agreement to

end the 77-day coal strike.

But Carter administration officials

cautioned that major roadblocks remained
and began testing congressional sentiment

for legislation to force an end to the strike.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall conferred

with the chairmen of the House end Senate
committees that would handle any legislation

to halt the dispute.

Officials said Carter's options for in-

tervening in the strike include one or a

combination of the following: invoking the

Taft-Hartley Act ordering miners back to

work, seeking legislation for a temporary
federal seizure of the mines or legislation

imposing binding arbitration to dictate

contract terms.

The tentative agreement with R&M Coal

Co., i\ Gulf Oil Corp. subsidiary, was taken to

the jnion's 39-member bargaining council

for rjview.

If the contract is approved by the UMW
leadership and rank-and-file members
employed by P&M, the company could begin

producing coal, helping to ease shortages in

some areai.

But more importantly, the tentative

agreement could bring pressure on the

Bituminous Coal Operators Association to

reach a settlement.

"The hope is that one by one they might
come to an agreement. If enough in-

dependent and non-BCOA companies reach

agreement, the big operators might fall into

line," said Rep. Frank Thompson, D-N.J.,

after meeting with Marshall.

Thompson, chairman of the House labor

subcommittee of the Labor and Education
Committee said he believes invoking the

Taft-Hartley Act is unlikely and that the

administration apparently agrees.

Thompson also said Marshall indicated

some hope for a negotiated settlement,

despite a gloomy weekend assessment that

further talks would be unproductive.

Talks between the union and bargaining

group representing 130 companies
producing half the nation's coal, collapsed

over the weekend.
The failure prompted President Carter to

threaten "drastic action" to end the strike,

which has caused power cutbacks and job

layoffs in several Midwestern and Mid-

Atlantic states.

In Indiana, officials reported 400 new
strike- related job layoffs in addition to 1,100

last week. Some Indiana utilities already have

implemented mandatory power cutbacks

while law enforcement authorities escorted

coal convoys to utility plants.

The independent coal companies normally

follow BCOA settlements. However, the

P&M agreement coukj become a guide for a

national agreement or could trigger a

breakup of the national bargaining structure

if either the union or the BCOA were to

declare a negotiating impasse.

P8-M, which is not a BCOA member,

operates six mines in western Kentucky and

on the Kansas-Missouri border employing

800-1,000 miners. The company also

operates four mines in the West and in

December set the pattern for the UMW's
Western contracts, which are separate from

the one covering the strike-bound mines in

the East and Midwest.
Merlin Breaux, the Gulf Oil vice president

who negotiated the tentative contract, said it

represented a compromise between earlier

UMW and BCOA bargaining demands.

The UMW bargaining council previously

rejected a BCOA offer, objecting, among
other things, to proposed penalties against

miners participating in wildcat strikes. The
P&M contract offer disciplines only against

those leading such strikes.

Breaux said other coal companies would
have three alternatives if the union approves

the P&M contract: decide it was likely to be

the best it could get because it is unlikely the

UMW would settle for anything less; have

the BCOA reject it, leaving its members to

make individual deals, or stand by and let

Carter intervene.

Administration officials also were un-

derstood to welcome the tentative contract

and to feel that it placed increased pressure

on the BCOA.

Sources said the tentative contract called

for a wage increase of up to $2.40 a hour

over three years, including cost-of-living

boosts. Miners now average about $7.80 an

hour. The economic package was about the

same as the earlier BCOA offer, sources said.

In addition, P&M agreed to drop BCOA
demands for the right to process unlimited

non-union coal through UMW mines.

Sources said the tentative agreement does

not call for a 30-day probationary period for

new miners, as did the BCOA's proposal, and

also drops production incentives that the

major industry group sought over UMW
objections.

The contract proposal reportedly was not

specific on the key question of health arid

pension benefit guarantees. Sources said

P&M would go along with whatever the

BCOA ultimately approves on this point.

BALDWIN, III. - Striking members of the United Mine union built a bonfire

Monday on the railroad tracks in an unsuccessful attempt to block delivery of coal

to the Illinois Power Co. generating plant. State police removed burning railroad ties

and delivery was completed. (UPI Photo)

Widow barricades home,
threatens suicidal death

QUINCY, Mass. [AP] - A 71 -year-old

reclusive widow was taken into custody

Monday after keeping police at bay from her

bungalow with a shotgun for 12 days,

threatening to kill herself and anyone who
approached.

Detective Guido Pettanelli grabbed Mary
Regina Connor when she opened the door of

her home early in the afternoon. Officers

found a loaded shotgun inside the door,

Quincy Police Lt. James Fay said.

Paul Graham, a neighbor, said Mrs.

Connor opened the door after Pettanelli had

knocked to check on her condition when she

did not answer her phone.

She was arrested on an assault charge

stemming from a threat she nnade with the

gun, police said.

They said she was taken to Quincy City

Hospital.

No shots were fired throughout the siege,

which started Feb. 8 and turned Mrs.

Connor's little white bungalow with a

Valentine heart on the door into a symbol of

fear in her neighborhood.
Neighbors quickened their pace when they

passed the house and a round-the-clock

police stakeout warned loiterers away. A
next-door neighbor moved with her children

to a relative's home.
Police believe Mrs. Connor was trained to

shoot by her late husband Eugene, "and we
unders^ond there are other weapons in the

house," said Pettanelli.

Fay said police were seeking a warrant to

search the house.

The siege began, according to neighbor

William Riordan, when Mrs. Connor
threatened his son, Timothy, and some other

boys with a shotgun in a dispute over fees for

shoveling snow.
Police were called, but Mrs. Connor told

them through her closed door that she would
shoot anyone attempting to enter.

During a telephone interview with a

reporter, she threatened to "rig up the gun to

kill myself if anyone tries to come in."

A retired telephone worker, Mrs. Connor

had little to do with her neighbors, who say

she became even more reclusive after her

husband died 1 Vi years ago.

His car sat in the driveway unused, and his

widow, dressed in his old clothes, never left

her property, according to Sally Turell, her

closest acquaintance.

Mrs. Connor spent much of the day in bed

and had her groceries delivered, said Mrs.

Turell, whose home across the street became
a gathering place for police officers during

the surveillance.

Police brought Mrs. Connor's brother,

Charles White, to the scene, but she refused

to allow him in the house, they said.

British report Soviet force buildup
LONDON [AP] - The British government

said Monday the Soviet military buildup is

outstripping that of the NATO allies in the

air, at sea and on land.

The Labor government report said the

Russians are spending between 11 arid 13

per cent of their resources on the buildup.

"Soviet forces have in many areas been

strengthened in size and quality on a scale

which goes well beyond the need of any

purely defensive posture," it said.

Moscow's military capability goes well

beyond Europe into Africa, and the Soviet

government is able to deploy military

resources rapidly "in support of its political

interests in the Third World," the report said.

It gave these examples of the increase in

Soviet naval power in the Eastern Atlantic

and in land power in Central Europe over the

past 10 years:

-The number of nuclear-powered

submarines increased from 44 to 104, or 136

per cent.

-Missile-armed cruisers and destroyers

increased from six to 23, or 283 per cent.

-Fixed-wing maritime aircraft increased

from 170 to 230, or 29 per cent.

— Battle tanks increased from 7,250 to

9,500, or 31 per cent.

-Artillery increased from 3,200 to 4,400,

or 38 per cent.
— Fixed-wing tactical aircraft increased

from 1.655 to 1,975, or 20 per cent.

The British also outlined what they said is

today's balance of forces between the

Soviet-led Warsaw pact bloc and the NATO
countries in the Eastern Atlantic and in

Central Europe:

— In surface ships, the Communists have

1.2 vessels for every single NATO warship.

-In submarines the ratio is 1.4 Com-
munist vessels to every NATO sub.

-There are 1.2 Communist troops- to

every NATO soldier. ».«,-«
U.S. defense officials and other NATO

leaders have similarly warned of what they

describe as an alarming build-up of the

Soviet arsenal and have called for an in-

crease in Western military spending.

Boys Icilled without motive
DBS MOINES, Iowa [AP] - Three teen-

age boys, well- liked and active in school,

were going to be in a musical program at

their church next month. Instead, their

funeral will be at the church. The three died

in a weekend gangland-style slaying with no

apparent motive.

On the day the boys were killed, a clerk in a

nearby adult bookstore was found shot to

death in the same manner. Police were

WANT TO TEACH A
MATH COLLOQ ?

Sign up for the

math teacher training workshop

CALL
AND GET 2 CREDITS.

Steve Folk : 545-0333
Jack Murphy : 545-2803

searching for three men seen in the area near

the time of the slayings.

Officers said that although the boys and

the bookstore clerk were killed in a similar

manner - shot in the head - and the vacant

building where the boys were killed once

housed an aduK bookstore, there was no

indication the killings were related.

Robbery appeared to have been the

motive in the clerk's killing, police said. No
motive could be established for the slayings

of brothers Gerald and Jeff Hoffman and a

friend, Jeff Beavers.

"The boys had no enemies. All three of

them vyere pretty good kids," said Gerald

Hoffman Sr., father of the dead brothers.

"The boys were very well liked at school,

very socially and athletically active. They

were good students and never were in

trouble of any kind".

Hoffman, a West Des Moines contractor,

said the boys were helping clean up a

building he was remodeling for a restaurant.

He said he dropped the boys off Sunday

morning at the site, showed them what they

were to do and then left. A restaurant

equipment supplier stopped by to check on

the work and found the boys, lying side-by-

side, less than two hours later.

Jeff Hoffman, 14, and Jeff Beavers, 15,

were pronounced dead at the site. Gerald

Hoffman Jr., 15, died several hours later after

surgery.
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US handicapped

form new organization
By BRIAN SAWYER
Collegian Staff

A meeting is being held tonight to organize
a student group for improving life here for
the more than 300 handicapp>ed students
here at the University. The meeting is in

Campus Center 917 at 7:30 p.m.

The group will try to help meet the specific
needs of handicapped students, according to
Jane Hansberry, one organizer of the group.

Handicapped students Jane Hansberry
and Wayne Howell met during intersession
with John Foley of the Board of Governors,
and laid the groundwork for the group.

The three intend to fund the organization
with money from the student government
and outside grants. Hansberry pointed out
handicapped students pay fees for some
student service they cannot enjoy.

Hansberry saia she teels the group should
ultimately work toward the goal of "com-
plete handicapped student integration into
the University by giving the University the
most possible advice in its efforts to facilitate
handicapped students under federal 504."

The federal law puts a ban on
discrimination based on whether or not a
person is handicapped, all University
programs must be made available to all

students," according to Paul Appleby,
coordinator of Handicapped Affairs.

The University has three years in which to

comply with the law. An organization called

the Transition Plan Committee is in charge of

reporting the necessary changes.

Hansberry said she would like to see in-

creased hours of van service for transporting

handicapped students, more campus
buildings accessible to handicapped
students, more sports facilities for the handi-

capped, and interpreters available for the

deaf during cultural events.

Hansberry said she would like to see more
handicapped services available, making it

possible for more handicapped students to

attend UMass, and also making it possible

for more visually impaired, or blind students
to live here.

Appleby, when asked about the demands
of the student group said, "We are moving in

the right direction, though some people
aren't moving as fast as I would like." He
said that in the near future the campus
should become more accessible to the
handicapped by modification of student
transportation buses.

Appleby said by next fall lockerrooms,
showers, and bathrooms should be modified
for the handicapped who participate in

sports events.

He said he feels it unfortunate that right

now many deaf students are unable to enjoy
the culture offered on campus, but said it is

due to a shortage of qualified interpreters.

Right now there is only one legally blind

student on campus according to Appleby.
He said he hopes to see the library improve
its facilities and is working with a Boston firm

on a map which the blind can read.

He said he hopes to get money to aid the
blind next year.

Appleby said he foresees classes and
dormitory modifications increasing the
University's handicapped enrollment.
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r HERE ISWHERE
YOUR BUCK STARTS:

The SoUoi/ving is a schedule of budget hearings

2/21:

Nummo News
Project Re-entry
Resources Judaica

2/23:

Drum
Spectrum
WMUA
WBLK

2/27:

Ahora
RSO
BCP
Index

3/2:

Transit Service
Boltwood-Belchertown Project
Third World Women
Belchertown Volunteers

3/6:

CEQ
Afro-Am
Lesbian Union

3/9:

PGA
Credit Union

3/13:

Veterans Service Organization
SGA Presidents
Office Attorney General

3/16:

Collegian
SOP
LSO
SCER
LAB Area Govs.

•Any group who misses their budget
hearing without notifying the commit-
tee chair two school days in advance
will not be granted a hearing.
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rule calculator that
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thru March 31 only

list price $79'l»S

at the calculator store

campus center/univ. of mass, amherst
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j CHINESE FOOD
162 Main St., Amherst Tel. 263-7835

"Good Dining Awerd from(American Diner's Society"
Eat in or take out
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i 1.09 and up
I

Fresh Chinese vegetables from our own |
I farm! I

I
UMASS BUS STOP I
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EARNOVER'650AMONTH
RIGHTTHROUGHYOUR

SENIORYEAR.

If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or
engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about.

It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-
Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify,

you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School,
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical

education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school,

but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of

training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus.
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only

one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training

program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.

)

Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a
Navy representative when he visits the campus on February 22, 24,

or contact your Navy representative at 5 1 8472-4424/4462 (collect)

If you prefer, send your resume to the Navy Nuclear Officer

Program, Code 312-B468, 4015 Wilson Blvd., ArHngton,
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly.

The NUPOC-CoUegiate Program. It can do more than help

you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity.

NAVYOFFICER.
ITS NOTJUSTAJOB, IT'SAN ADVENTURE.

^ Belchertown
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

At weekly house meetings the problems of
adjusting to the farm life, other participants,
and the program are discussed by all the
household.

There are problems inherent in all living

situations," he said.

Meetings provide a time and place for
people to comfortably expose their feelings
and make the adjustment to the farm and the
program," said Roberts.

Roberts said most participants are shy at
first. Most have never seen a farm or farm
animals up close. They are often frightened
by the size of the animals and are cautious
about approaching them.
Some find the rural setting unnerving

Roberts said.

"Some fantasize that bears are lurking
behind every tree," he added.

Shoveling manure is something the
participants dislike at first Roberts said.

"People consider manure grotesque at
first," he said. "They don't like the sight of It

or the smell," he added.
But according to Roberts, after playing

baseball and football in the pasture and
shoveling manure out of the barn, Roberts
said people learn to think of it as just another
form of dirt which washes off.

Roberts said the program provides a fair

amount of structure for the participants to
prepare them to organize their own daily lives

after they have completed the program.
However, he added, the participants are

also encouraged to take part in outside
activities such as driver education classes,
and movies, and to make friends.

Participants ate required to complete their

chores each week while going to school and
working. If they want to visit a friend after
work and stay for dinner they may do so,
provided they make arrangements in ad-
vance and return by 11 p.m. on weekdays
and observe a 1 a.m. curfew on weekends,
Roberts said.

Residents earn $2.65 per hour for working
and going to school while in the program
Roberts said. They are required to keep a
bank account and deposit one-half of their

weekly earnings he added.
Jobs include working at WMUA,

University radio station, the Physical Plant,

Belchertown State School, and the Amherst
Child Care Center according to Roberts.

After completing the program and
achieving independent living status, each
participant receives a monthly stipend to
help them make the transition to ind-

pendence Roberts said.

Stipends of $360.00 per month are paid by
the State for an average of five months. Each
month a portion of the stipend is held in the
bank for the participant. The amount held in

the bank is increased each month, until in the
last month the entire stipend is banked,
according to Roberts.

The money is intended to help the par-

ticipant meet the expenses associated with
the transition to independent living, and to
provide an economic incentive to complete
the program Roberts said.

"I want to prove I can make it on my
own," said one young man. He said he feels

it is a challenge.

Roberts said he has a good relationship

with his neighbors adding that some neigh-

bors helped get the farm started he said.

Roberts said he has met with the Belcher-

town Board of Selectmen who have ex-

pressed no objections to his operation.

Selectmen did have some concern about
whether the farm needed any permits.

Roberts said his facility is licensed by the
State Office for Children. '

Selectmen suggested that Roberts meet
with the Town Planning Board and Zoning
Board of Appeals to be sure that he has all

necessary permits and that the operation
does not require a zoning variance he said.

Roberts sums up the farm program as one
which fills the need for structure and training

for the participants, but also goes further.

"If you don't meet the basic needs of the
individual, you cannot get to the inner man.
You cannot get past the effects of hunger
and cold," he said.

With a combination of training, structure,

good food, and pleasant surroundings,
Roberts is trying to reach that inner man.

Stockbridge Schedule
This' is a list of exhibits and seminars spon-

sored by the Stockbridge Agricultural School
taking place on the ground level of the

Campus Center today.

The schedule for the day is as follows: 9:45
a.m. — Opening Ceremonies; 10:00 a.m. —
Joseph Brine, Jr., Brine Tree Experts of

Lowden, Inc.; Eugene Kosinski, Vegetable
Corps; 11:10 a.m. — Linwood Lesure, 1977
State Tree Farmer of the Year; 1:00 p.m. —
Dr. Webster, Worcester Medical School; Dr.

John Hite, Veterinarian practicing in

Amherst; 2:10 p.m. Alan Cumps, O.M. Scott
and Sons Co.; Douglas Carey, Bay State
Florists; 3:(K p.m. — Roy Boutard, Berkshire

Garden Center, 4:10 p.m. — Guest Speaker
John Barrus, Assistant Commissioner, MA
State Dept. of Food and Agriculture; 5:00

p.m. - Professional Development Day
Closed.
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The
Transcendental
Meditation
Rrogram

Introductory
Lecture
Wednesday Feb. 22
Machmer E35
8:00 p.m.
Free ond open to

the public

For more info

call 549-5335

The following petition was presented to

Chancellor Randolph Bromery by the Student Committee
for Judaic Studies on Feb. 17, 1978

and was signed by over 1400 students at UAAass,

To the:

President of the University,
Board of Trustees,
Chancellor of the Amherst Campus,
Provost of the University,
Faculty Senate and
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

The Judaic Studies major at
ttie University of IS/lassachusetts is in peril!

Despite steadily increasing enrollment, Administration support is being cut
back. Due to obvious student support for the program, we, the undersigned
demand the establishment of a permanent Judaic Studies Departmental
this University to guarantee the offering of Hebrew, Yiddish and other
Judaic Studies Courses.

* Vacancies
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Hite said it is said to keep consistent
student participation on campuswide
committees, and said that while it would be
ideal for undergraduates to stay on their
committees more than one year, it would be
hard to get commitments for longer than
that.

Some students drop out or graduate;
others just become bored. "People get in-
volved in something else and drop out,
unless it's a really good committee," said
Batiste.

Hite and Batiste drafted letters of ap-
plication after they were elected last spring,
Batiste said, and advertised committee
positions in the fall. It was early November by
the time the interviews were completed and
the nominees appointed and approved by the
Undergraduate Student Senate and many of
the campuswide committees had already
started to meet. For some, it was a confusing
transition.

Although a Student Government
Association report listed an undergraduate
student, Catherine Corliss, as a represen-
tative to the Faculty Senate Extension
Council, she said she was never told.
Although she had enquired about the
position, she said "I never joined the
council."

Joseph Clayton said the student senate
recalled some of the undergraduates from
the Academic Affairs Council at the
beginning of last semester, and after that,
"we were never told who the reps were."
According to the SGA report, two ap-
pointments were made.

It can be difficult to keep track which
students actually participate in their assigned
committees. Although undergraduate
representatives are supposed to submit
written reports after each committee

"Collegian ^

EIVIS COSTELLO
ON THE LINE
WITHYOU

DON'T ALLOW THE DEMISE OF
JUDAIC STUDIES AT UMASS!

Student Committee for Judaic Studie

for information on how you can help
contact Fred Shuster or David Day, 545-2526
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MYAIM IS TRUE
ON COLUMBIA RECORDSANDTAPES

meeting, only 15 to 20 report back, "at the
most," according to Batiste.

Batiste said the process can be frustrating
— "How much can two of us do to overview
all of these committees?"
The Graduate Student Senate, which also

makes appointments to campuswide
committees, recently created the position of

committee coordinator in an attempt to
stabilize committee membership.
Committee coordinator Don Ross said his

job is to fill vacancies and maintain continuity
on the committees, as well as to keep track
of when the committees meet and what they
will discuss.

When students do attend committee
meetings, they report varying degrees of
effectiveness. While many said they thought
their opinions were respected and played a
part in decisions made, some said they felt

like "an outsider."

Sometimes, it shows. Harvey F. Kline,

head of the Faculty Senate Program and
Budget Council, said "I sometimes get the
feeling the undergraduates on the council
feel 'Here I am, an undergraduate, with all

this faculty, and I think I'll keep my mouth
shut.'"

Batiste said students can be initmidated
from participating on committees "unless
the faculty are not so alienating."

Some of the committees with the largest

number of student seats have traditionally

had the most successful student input, as is

tlie case with the Faculty Senate Athletics

and Health Councils, and the Arts Council, all

of which have six student positions.

* Carter
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

press conference platform at tne airport
so that a national man could set up a
tripod. Others were more considerate.
"You new at this?" asked one kindly

looking photographer from a Woon-
socket newspaper.
My innocent look gave me away.
"Don't let tl^m push you around," he

said. "They're all very courteous until

they see Carter's face. Then, watch out."
The advice came in handy at the press

conference.

Presidential press conferences are
something akin to organized mayhem. By
custom, the senior wire service
correspondents from AP and UPI ask
their questions first, then the president
will answer other questions. So, after the
two wire service reporters had queried
the president, others began jockeying for

position.

It was like playing To Tell the Truth
with 300 others.

Everybody stood up, shouted "Mr.
President, Mr. President" until he chose
one lucky person, then everybody sat
down again reluctantly. This occurred 10
times in the 30 minute conference.

At one point, the president's selection
of questions seemed set up. After
responding to one question, Carter
looked past all the shouting and waving
reporters and all the way to the back of
the ballroom to call on Ed Bradley from
CBS. Mr. Bradley, whom Carter called by
name, had sauntered into the ballroom
when it was only half full and purposely
selected a seat in the next- to-the- last row
of chairs. Apparently, the national media
do not have to try as hard.

At any rate, the concept of the
"regional" press conference died. Most
questions were from the national media
and tended toward national interest.

Even the president's opening remarks
concerned the national coal strike.

The president concluded his trip with a

short appearance at Pell's reception and
then departed Rhode Island for Bangor,
some 20 minutes behind schedule.

Appearing at UMass on March 1, 1978
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Letters
North Pleasant

should be closed

To the Editor:

On 16 February, the Collegian ran a
story and a series of articles on the
dosing of North F>feasant Street. As the
sponsors of a ntotion in the Student
Senate requesting the Town of Amherst
and the Town Meeting to dose parts of
North Pleasant Street, we feel it in-

cumbent upon us to explain the motion
and its ramifications.

The motion requests the town to close
off North Pleasant Street from Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity to Eastman Lane for all

traffic except buses and emergency
vehicles. Obviously, this is in response to
the recent tragedy but it should not be
confused with the Northeast By-Pass
proposal of three years ago. The Senate
is concerned with pedestrian safety, not
with road construction.

North Pleasant Street is a two lane
road with six busstops and five cross-
walks The street is crossed daily by
22,000 people. Due to the buses and
crosswalks, pedestrians often find
themselves dodging cars and buses to
cross the street. On a college campus,
and especially a largely residential one,
this is unnecessary and should be
stopped. It was the sentiment of the
Student Senate, which passed This

motion 48 to J, that this action should be
taken now in order to prevent any more
tragedies.

The alternative routes to North
Pleasant Street for private vehicles are
numerous. Cars travelling from North
Amherst into town could take either East
Pleasant Street or Route 1 16, which was
built in the 60's to handle large amounts
of traffic. People wishing to drive to
Whitmore from the north could either
take route J 16 or Commonwealth
Avenue by Boyden Gym. Those persons
wishing to get to the Worcester Dining
Commons parking lots would use Stock-
bridge Road. The existing routes are
available and should be used.

There have been several suggestions
made that would not necessitate the
closing of the street. Among these are. 1]

lowering the speed limit; 2] installing

speed bumps; and 3] building a
pedestrian underpass. These
suggestions, while having some
credence, lack the practicality that is

desired Most cars already travel faster
than the current 25 mph speed limit and
this solution doesn't speak to people
getting off the buses and stepping into
the street. Speed bumps would ruin the
suspension systems on the buses and
some private vehicles. The University and
the Town would be legally liable in some
cases for any damage caused. Finally,

underpasses and overpasses fust don't
work. Pedestrians, at least at UMass, will

always take the shortest distance be-
tween two points.

It would be safer and more practical if

North Pleasant Street were dosed to all

non-essential traffic. As it now stands, it

IS a major barrier between the two sides
of campus UMass is a pedestrian
campus and should remain that way, so
that we may all get around safely.

Jon Hite
Co President of the

Student Government Association
Pinky Batiste

Student Trustee

Bus service

doesn't warrant

fee increase
To The Editor:

Increasing parkimj fees or students'
fees to pay for bus service is illogical.

UMass buses do not service all local
areas Some areas which have high
population density are miles from bus
routes Many students and faculty must
struggle to get to UMass. Service

stations get rich from starting cold or ice
bound cars. These frustrated people are,
also, the same ones who pay the parking
fees here.

Those people chauffeured in warm
buses ride free and need not pay parking
fees.

Both students and faculty need every
penny to survive the spiraling inflation.

Let those fortunate enough to dance ttay
the fiddler!

'

It is criminal to tax people who have
never been provided with the servicer

Rene M. Bernasconi
Chemistry Department

R.A. 's salaries

not adequate

To the Editor:

We would like to thank the marvelous
artist who drew the editorial cartoon for

last Thursday 's Collegian on the situation

of R.A.'s here on campus. No other
graphic but that one could deal more
accurately with the issue at hand for

R.A.'s here — the amount of hours and
energy they put into their jobs is not
taken seriously by the administration who
pays them.

Do you honestly think it's a country
club life to not only carry on as a full-time

student but also as a full-time problem
solver, resource person, social director

and police patrol for a dorm corridor?

Obviously not, and so R.A.'s, let people
know what you're up to and post the
number of hours you're on the job.

Maybe somebody will take notice and see
you certainly are working more than 6.6
hours and might think more seriously

about being a fair employer.
There will be an organizational meeting

of OH-C Area Resident Assistants this

coming Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 9 p.m. in

Butterfield Lounge to discuss petitioning

for further R.A. salary compensations. It

is imperative that each and every R.A. in

the area attend the meeting so that a
collective action can be taken and
organized to further our benefits.

This issue has been recently raised in

light of the minimum wage increase to

$2.65 effective Jan. 78. Presently R.A.'s
are receiving $2.65 for 6.6 hours weekly.
This present salary needs reconsideration
by the administration for the following

reasons.

-1- R.A.'s work more than 6.6 hours
weekly. Not including the 2 to 3 hours
alone R.A.'s spend weekly in staff

meetings, R.A.'s also have the following

responsibilities: key, night duty once a
week and rotating weekends, enforcing
University policy, act as social coor-
dinators in dorm, often act as
disciplinarians, enforce endangering
behavior policy.

2 It has come to our attention that in

Sept. 1977 under financial pressure, OH-
C Area Residential Offices raised R.A.
salaries to $2.65 but cut hours down to

6.6 weekly in order that R.A.'s would
receive the same salary as previously
allotted and no salary increase would be
necessary come January 1978 and
minimum wage increase.

3- R.A.'s now receive the same salary

as dorm security guards who work one
night a week Certainly this comparison
clearly illustrates that R.A.'s are under-
paid.

The present situation is even more
alarming in consideration of past years
when R.A.'s not only received a yearly

stipend totaling $500 \now we receive
approximately $460] but also a tuition

waiver. Although the salary com-
pensation for R.A.'s has decreased, the
amount of time and energy encompassed
in the job has not. And then, one must
also consider the rise in cost-of-living

over the years. Obviously something
must be done.

Lisa Melilli, Jody Marcus,
Helen Berg, Darryll Maston,

Pat Brennan
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TVew awareness '^ of black history
By CHARLES POOLER

This week, February 19-25, is black history
week. Different programs are taking place on
campus to commemorate this, the life of
Martin Luther King Jr. was on T.V. last week,
and there's a lot of proud history to be
remembered but the rulers of this country
have something to say about black history.

What they're saying is "it is just history,"

that racial discrimination and the struggle

against it are a thing of the past. They're
saying this by handing down the Bakke
decision from the Ca'ifornia Supreme Court
last year. By saying th.^t blacks are. now in a

position to "reverse discrimination" against

whit^s. They're saying we should forget the

second-class citizenship that blacks were
born with in the Jim Crow South (with seats

reserved for them in the back of the bus, with
separate dining and toilet facilities, with the
worst jobs and living conditions.) The rulers

of our country are also saying that actions
like the lunch counter sit-ins in Mississippi,

the armed take-over by black students of

Cornell University, and the uprisings of the
oppressed nationalities that took place in

Watts, Harlem, Roxbury and every other
slum in the late sixties will not happen any
more because blacks have such a privileged

position in our society. But what the rulers of
our country are saying is a lie. A visit to any
of the above mentioned hell- holes that

blacks, Latins and Asians are condemned to
will show that national oppression still exists.

And the demonstration by 3000 in October in

the Bay Area and the building take-overs at

UCall-Berkely, Santa Barbara, and San Jose see things the way they were in the fifties.
State show that people aren't going to take They don't like the history of the past ten
the Bakke decision lying down. years which shows that blacks can be just as

good students and can handle any job just as
To understand the effect the Bakke wellas whites. When this is proven, it's more

decision will have you have to check out difficult to get away with paying blacks half
what was accomplished by the uprisings of as much as whites than it was 20 years ago.
the blacks and other minorities in the 60's. To pay blacks equal wages and give them
These uprisings represented the aspirations an equal chance in education hurts their

of millions of oppressed minorities to be profits so they're trying to reverse the gains
treated like humans and not animals. They that were won by blacks in the last 15 years
showed the wrath that burned inside these by calling the gains "reverse discrimination."
people for being born into the worst living

and working condUions with little hope of jhe capitalists are using their media to

r.Jnl°il r'-^"HrK'^r!^''T/?'" P'^* ^P ^^^ ^^^^ ^hat there seems to be
these people struggled to break the.r hfe long ^.^ethmg inherently unfair about quotas
oppression: Affirmative Action programs and

HViv/iao

admission quotas for blacks were won in

many Universities as well as quota hiring

programs for the skilled jobs in many in-

dustries. Beyond the immediate gains that

were won, people's consciousnesses were
raised. Black studies programs were won by
blacks so that they could study their history

and be proud of it. The struggle for Civil

Rights turned many white people's heads
around too and millions of them united with
the struggle. This pointed out to many
people that the problem with this society was
institutionalized racism as opposed to just a

lot of people having bad ideas.

But what the capitalists give with an eye-

dropped they take away with a steam shovel.

So the long years of struggle necessary to

bring about these changes can be shot down
with one Supreme Court decision. The
Carnegies and Rockefellers certainly want to
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SO
that they can do away with them. Well the
terrible thing about quotas is that they are
necessary in this society. The capitalists are
using the fact that people want to live in a

free and equal society by saying that if we
are to have such a society we can't have
quotas This is true, but to say racial

discrimination is a thing of the past is a lie.

And the history of quotas and Affirmative
Action programs does not show that they
have brought about a privileged position for

blacks. The facts are that only 5 per cent of
all anrollees in Medical school and only 3 per
cent of the members of the A.M.A. are black.

Just look around at this campus and you'll

see that blacks are hardly discriminating
against whites. They comprise about 5 per
cent of the student population and this is

witl» Affirmative Action, But we still hear all

this hype about quotas. Well why aren't

thefe fair-minded souls concerned with
sonle of the other "quotas" in our society?
Sudh as the high infant mortality rate for
minority babies, the doubly high unem-
ployment rate for blacks and Latins and the
limited spots for minorities in college and the
professions. These quotas are met more
regularly than the Affirmative Action quotas
yet nothing is done about them.

So in April, nine rich white men are going
to Tiete out 'justice" for the blacks and
minorities in this country. This is the same
Court system that ruled at Kent State that
the University could build the gym on the site

of the 1970 killings no matter what the
students wanted.

The history of every movement of the
people in the past, including the Civil Rights
mo\«rTient has shown us that these "im-
partial ludges somehow always screw the
people unless real justice is crammed down
their throats by the people's struggle. And on
April 15, we'll be at the halls of justice to
deliver the People's Verdict - Down with
the Bakke Decision.

Charles Pooler is a member of the
Revtilutionary Student Brigade.
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A minority unproclaimed

Franl< Denton

On a campus accoutered with collective
inferiority complexes and self-proclaimed
advocates, it is something of an anomaly to
find a fringe group disregarded by activists
and reactionaries alike. It was with
palpitating pulse and titillating tingle, then,
that I discovered an alert elite skulking
subversively within the cacophonous squalor
of the Fine Arts Center. The UMass Chorale
resides in the concrete bowels of oppression.

Editors have been the scourge of the
Chorale. A censor whose fertile mind can
clone a thousand variations on the theme of

road apples can find space only on the
snooze and blues pages for our warbling
wonders. Some broadsides have been
unable to spell "chorale", others have been
incapable of endorsing a group which sings
eighteenth century drinking songs in har-

mony.
Because the Chorale does not intone

stentorian ululations for extremist causes,
they are often discriminated against. A group
that has been applauded all over Europe is

unable to fill Bowker auditorium. Perhaps if

classical music was counter to poverty,
injustice, and the American Way, this tale

would be d.fferent.

Perhaps we would appreciate discordant
dissidence less if we were truly interested in

gaining a historical perspective. The music.

art and philosophy of another age have all

shaped ours. The period of Marx's
postulations was also the time of Strauss's
airs.

This is a generation which remonstrates
against the palaverations of the capitalistic
s.o.b.'s (sons of the bourgeois). We
disparage those whose purviews of equality
and equanimity are not equal to our own
excellent standards. However, if we ignore
apolitical assemblages as insignificant, we
have created new minorities.

A minority elevated to popular dispute by
the majority is no minority at all. It is a
pedestal of the elect. The real minorities are
striving to find an audience.

Prank Denton is a Collegian Columnist.

Brown eyes Carter's blues
By GEORGE SOMERS

Calif. Governor Jerry Brown is un-
doubtedly the most intriguing figure to come
down the political pike in decades. Brown is

young, a former Jesuit seminarian, and
widely known for his spartan lifestyle. He has
forsaken ownership of the traditional
luxurious mansion which comes with the
governorship of the most populous state in

the nation, preferring to remain in his one-
bedroom apartment. His bed there is a simple
mattress thrown on the floor. Jerry Brown's
frequent dating of torchy rock singer Linda
Ronstadt has endeared him to young rock
fans, as well as making his a favorite subject
of such magazines as People.

Brown gave candidate Jimmy Carter a
close encounter of the frightening kind in the
several primaries of 1976 in which he ran
against and beat Carter. Most of these were
the later primaries in western states where
Carter never was overly popular. Carter at

that time was additionally suffering from
overexposure in the media and frequent

blunders made in his exhaustive campaign.
If President Carter fails to get Congress to

do his bidding on his energy plan, the
Panama Canal, and other substantive issues,

he will be open to charges of being an
ineffectual president, and will pave the way
for rival Democrats to challenge him in 1980.

The conservative faction of the party is

prepared to groom flamboyant New York
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan for a run, and
the left believes that Ted Kennedy is by now
sufficiently recovered from Chappaquidick to
make a stab at the nomination.

Hovering somewhere around the center is

Jerry Brown. Many of his youthful sup-
porters in '76 were under the mistaken notion
that he was the alternative liberal choice.
Brown is "liberal" only in the sense that
Jimmy Carter, and even Massachusetts' own
Michael Dukakis, are liberal. He takes liberal

stands on issues such as abortion, capital

punishment, and equal rights. Where doling
out money is concerned, however, for the
ailing cities, education, welfare, etc.. Brown
is extremely tight-fisted. He has never made

any strenuous objections to the amount of

tax dollars poured into defense. California, by
coincidence, receives a disproportionately
high amount of these defense dollars. This
Sunbelt state enjoys a healthy economy and
high employment rate largely due to the
defense industry. In "jobs vs. environment"
disputes, Jerry Brown almost invariably

taken the side of the "jobs". President Carter
has a much better record as far as en-
vironmentalists are concerned.
"When Democrats form a firing squad,

they get in a circle and fire." Thus spake Rep.
Mo Udall of the 1976 and 1972 campaigns. In

the last two elections in which an incumbent
was seriously challenged within his own
party (Ronald Reagan vs. Gerald Ford and
Eugene McCarthy vs. Lyndon Johnson) the
incumbents went down in defeat. If Jerry
Brown chooses to challenge Carter, history

may repeat itself. We may very well even end
up with a president who was also governor
of California at one time; Ronald Reagan.
Jerry Brown, however, is young enough and
enigmatic enough to hold off until 1984.

Only Whitmore can make a day
By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Today is Monday. Or is it Tuesday? Well, I

suppose if Dukakis can make a week out of

Valentines' Day, then Whitmore can make
Tuesday a Monday.
Now I don't know about the rest of you

people, but when I wake up on a Tuesday to

go to Monday classes, I get a little confused.
It's not that I don't understand the way
switching the day works, it's just that my
system is adjusted to having a Tuesday come
after a Monday, even if that Monday is a

holiday. And having a Monday come after a

Monday just doesn't make it.

And it's scary, too. Now that Whitmore
has the power to change the calendar, will

they stop with just an extra Monday here or

there? If power does strange things to

normal minds, can you imagine what will

happen to those in Whitmore who now have
this extra power in grasp? If they like

Mondays this much, will we start having

them in the middle of the week, or will we
have them all week? You may have an easy

Monday, but my scheduled three hour

lecture does not make Monday one of my
favorite days. Come to think of it, does
anyone really like Mondays? To me they've
always been like an evil omen, hanging there
like a threat to darken the weekend.

Maybe we could start a petition going
around to eliminate Mondays altogether, or
maybe just to eliminate the control over them
that some people have.

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator,
partial to Tuesdays.
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ifHits criticizes Community Development Center
CONT, FROM PAGE 1

says, "gets no support from CDC") defends
the structure of the two offices saying there

is some need for improvement. He noted the

present organization of the offices has only

been in existence since July 1, 1976.

Campbell said he feels "alternative staffing

arrangements should be researched" but not
necessarily followed. He added that the two
departments are trying to make sure what
occurred last fall won't happen agam.

Residence Assistants Rights
Pointing to another critical area, Hite said,

"CDC is more interested in the central staff

than they are in the counselors." He said he
feels the center should be advocating for the

student counseling staff who "are getting

screwed — they are underpaid and over-

worked." Hite noted that several years ago
residence assistants received tuition waivers

as well as their wages.

*P//?G
CONT. FROM PAGE 3 ^

When asked about thd Icntinued
cooperation of VISTA and PIRG)' Torian said,

"A lot is dependent on what happens this

year and next year. If one can support the
other it will work ..."

An evaluation period followed. The
participants commented on the presentation
of seminars, workshops, and the benefits of

the PIRG convention.
The final presentation was led by Ken

Sherman, a VISTA supervisor and Don
Gallagher, VISTA coordinator for Berkshire
County. The two presented specific
suggestions on successful planning.
Gallagher presented three volunteers who
explained their functions in their respective

communities.

The tuition waivers were granted to the

R.A.'s in 1972, on an experimental basis, by

the University Board of Trustees who
decided in the spring, 1975 it was not ap-

propriate compensation.
"R.A.'s are always our first priority in

terms of state money," Marjorie Lenn,

assistant director of the Community
Development Center, said adding that the

center are trying to find alternative ratos to

reward them. She noted that her office has

established the precedent whereby R.A.'s

receive academic credit as a form of com-
pensation for their participation in the

programs for preservice and in-service

training.

Freeman said that tuition waivers would

have to come from one of three sources: the

state budget, the trustees, (who awarded

and withdrew the initial waiver), or directly

from the students (by means of the "Rents

and Fees" item on the semester bills).

While Freeman said, "We strongly ad-

vocate for, and would love to see" the R.A.'s

receive "a tuition waiver," she also said the

students would not permit an approximate

$25 increase of their tuition and said that the

other two funding possibilities were
financially impossible this year.

Hite was not entirely critical of all the

center's departments, "Child Care is handled

well. Mark Segar does a tremendous job."

The child care department coordinates the

five area Child Care Centers run by the

University and will soon by offering a baby

sitting service. Hite also strongly backed the

Resource Network, coordinated by Judith

Davis, which "tries to identify the issues" on

campus and make recommendations.

Head of Residence Grievances
"Quite frankly there are a lot of heads of

residence who are next to useless," said

Hite. "You've got heads of residence who
are so isolated in their positions that they've

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPRING FLING SKI WEEK AT

KILLINGTON, VERMONT
March is Killinglon s Best Ski Modth with Plenty of Snow Sun and Fun

March Ski Weeks Include:

• Five Day Killington LiH Ticket (Mon-Fri) • Five Nigiits Lodging

(Sun-Thurs) • Five Full Breakiasts k Four Complete Dinners
• Ski 50 Runs with up to 3000 Drop on 14 LiHs • Night Time

Enterfainmentfc Walk toMovies etc • FreeKegParty & DancetoLiveBands

ONLY S119.50-S139.50 or S79.5O-S99.50 (without meals)

Special Drive-To Package
To receive all the details on this great trip, send this ad vvith your

address to United Intercollegiate Skiers Association

Arlington. Va. 22206. (703) 578-3322 (No collect.

b% tax and service charge.

4040 S. 28th St.,

please) Sub)ect to

I ftr^^^^rx;^ zc:^<:ir'^^Sfi Gr^(»^^»i9 «i:?^<»^'Cii5<i^>^«>-T»i» c^r^o^-^rsiP

DINNER SPECIALS

TUES.-THURS.
OLD FASHIONED BEEF POT PIE

BAKED HAM WITH RAISIN SAUCE

VEGETARIANS SPECIAL PLATTER

FRI. O SAT.
BROILED SCALLOPS
BROILED HALIBUT STEAKS

$4.2»

$5.50

$2.85

$4.95

$4.95

SUNDAY
SLICED BREAST OF CAPON $4.50
BROILED SCALLOPS $4.95
ROAST PRIME RIBS ENGLISH CUT $5.95

«• Rt 9. Hadlci CcMter

I
please call &84-S8i3

^y^^ii^

Stopped caring and being concerned." Hite

said this is a failure on the part of the
development center because it does not set

down enough guidelines for its heads of

residence.

Hite said although there are "a lot of good
heads of residence out there who relate well

to both their students and back to CDC and
RRM," he sees the need for tighter com-
munication between all heads of residence
and the center (and their area directors). He
feels the results would be a "decline in

IdormI damage and things like that."

Freeman denied these allegations com-
menting, "I would not agree at all, I don't
think that can be substantiated about the
heads of residence. The problems and
complexities have increased but the rewards
haven't."

She added that different departments
throughout the University make demands on
the heads of residence resulting in an "in-

credibly taxing job.

"I think Jon (Hite) is dealing with a lot of

misinformation," Freeman said. "The heads
of residence deal very closely with the area

staff. That sort of framework is very

productive. Obviously I'm not going to agree
— I think most of them work incredibly hard
and do a tremendous job."

Hite advocates for more student-run

dormitories saying, "they (CDC) are under
some misguided philosophy that students
can't run their own dorms. Moore House is

run by students and has done perfectly."

Hite noted that there are only four student-

run dormitories (Cance, Moore, and John
Adams, Upper and Lower, all in Southwest)
amounting to only about 1,000 students.

Lenn agreed that they aren't advocating
for student-run dormitories because they feel

the position is too taxing upon the two

students who serve as heads of residence
(who aren't required to do as much as their

full-time counterparts). "The concern is that

at various times the students in those
positions encounter academic difficulties."

A group of students petitioned last year to
run their own dorm, but were refused after

an investigation by the center, said Lenn. "If

the students petition for it, we've taken a
look at it."

Although Hite said he has no actual
grievances against the Career Planning
Service, he feels it is misplaced within the
structure of the community center. "Career
counseling ought to be taken away and put
under the Placement Office which should be
restructured with a director and more
professional counseling staff."

Sarah Hamilton, a representative from the
career counseling division of the center said

that the Placement Office is purely
mechanical, dealing primarily with first and
second semester seniors for post-graduate
options. The Counseling service, she noted,
is more concerned for the individual

counseling choices and psychological
aspects of students as individuals.

Freeman supports the separation, which
occurred in 1976. Prior to that, she said, the
agency was divided between two respon-
sibilities dealing with two different kinds of

staff. "Probably students are getting better

service from both departments" because of

the division.

In regard to Hite's allegations, Director

Freeman commented, "He just doesn't
understand the way the organization is

structured."

Hite's major criticism of the center is that

because of its many failures it is not working
for the student. He concluded, "they've got
a lot of work to do."
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Notices
AHEA
All Home Ec majors are invited to an

American Home Ec Assoc. (AHEA) meeting
on Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 6:30 p.m. There will

be a speaker from the placement office.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
All are welcome at this free, open en-

counter with some readings from the Bible,

facilitated by Gil Caldwell, new Black-
Minority Campus Minister, of the ecumenical
UCF Campus Ministry; 428 Student Union
from 7:15 to 8:15 tonight.

BICYCLE CLUB
Tennessee pre-trip meeting tonight at 7

p.m., Campus Center room 101. Anyone
interested in this Spring Break bicycle tour is

encouraged to attend. For info, call Fred,
546-6317.

BIOCHEMISTRY LECTURE
Frederick E. Wood of the UMass depart-

ment of Biochemistry will speak on "Studies
on the Mechanism of Low Temperature-
Induced Glycerol Accumulation in Insects"
in Room 203 of Graduate Research Tower A
at 4 p.m. Wednesday.
BREAD AND WINE

Candlelight communion in the round for all

who seek a bit of depth, joy, renewal, a
caring community; at UCF, 428 Student
Union, tonight from 8:15 to about 8:40,
celebrated by Gil Cauldwell, new Black-
Minority Campus Minister. All are cordially
invited.

COLLOQUIUM TODAY
"Structural family therapy", by Dr. Evan

Coppersmith (School of Education,
University of Massachusetts), Skinner Hall,

Mitchell Lounge 4:30-6:00 p.m. Sponsored
by the Center for the Family, Division of
Home Economics, University of Mass.

DIRTY HARRY'
Will be playing today at 7, 9, and 1 1 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is

$1.00.

DOGS FOUND
Five dogs have been picked up and are

residing at the Amherst Dog Pound, Wagner
Farm, 217 North East Street, 253-7294. They
may either be claimed or adopted. All dogs
require a license and tag before they will be
released from the pound.
EXHIBIT
The Herter Art Gallery will exhibit

selections from the University's collection of
WPA (Works Project Administration) prints
and drawings today through March 10.
Herter Art Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, 2 to 5 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday for the duration of the
exhibit.

FILM
Hester Street, sponsored by Hillel, will be

shown on Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 8 p.m. in
Thompson 104. The film will be introduced
by Prof. Jules Chametzky. Both are free.
GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m.. Room 902
Campus Center.
I.W.W.

Meeting tonight for childrens workshops
during International Women's Week, 8 p.m.
Room 173 Campus Center.
MA THEMA TICS AND STA TISTICS
SEMINAR

This seminar will mefit on Wednesdays at
4 p.m., beginning on February 22, in the
Mathematics Colloquium room (16 floor,
Grad. Research Tower). We will begin by
covering the Large Scale Structure of Space-
Time, by S. Hawking and G. Ellis. The first

llllUfl VlrHE p^taurant

RTE. 9. RUSSELL ST.

HADLEY
584-9892

Mon.-Fri. 4:30-11

Sat. 4 Sun. 12-12

WINE & DINE SPECIALS

WEDNESDAr

Spaghetti — Ziti or Shells

with Meat Sauce, Tossed Salad

and Italian Bread and Butter

$2.50

A complimentary gloss ot wine is

served with these dinners
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Halfprice onawliole lot Ofpizzal
Right now, you can save 50% when you buy any •

large size pizza Mouth watering Thick n Chewy"
pizza or delicious Thin n Cnspy " pizza, any toppings
you like So, slice off this coupon, come on in and let

yourself go at the Pizza Hut " restaurants listed below

424 Russell St. Hadley

Let yourseli go to Pizza Hut. ^Ut.
One cOUOOii per piz?a ptea^ Offer vii'd with th.s i outX)n on reqtjl,-it

menu ip' !^'- 'v^'."trough March 6.1978
fsiol va : .

' .T oromoIiOHfil offer

speaker will be Prof. Aroldo Kaplan of
UMass, who will give three lectures sur-
veying the necessary differential geometry.
MUSIC

The Special Programs in the Arts in

collaboration with the Dept. of Music and
Dance, and with the cooperation of "Ear-
thfoods" restaurants presents "Jazz
Designs" by Chets Keegan in the Com-
monwealth Lounge on Feb. 22 beginning at
1:30.

NES TUTORS
There will be no tutoring today in

Springfield. See you at tonights seminar.
OH-C RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

There will be an organizational meeting of
all OH-C Area Resident Assistants this
coming Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 9 p.m. in But-
terfield Lounge to discuss petitioning for
further R.A. salary compensations. It is

imperative that each and every R.A. in the
area attend the meeting so that a collective
action can be taken and organized to further
our benefits.

SOLAR ENERGY
Sun Day Organizational Meeting, Room

903 Campus Center at 7:30 p.m. Come and
help usher in the Solar Agel For more in-

formation call Coalition for Environmental
Quality, 545-0618 or Mass PIRG, 256-6434.

STUDENT HEALTH ADVISORY BOARD
Communications committee meeting

today at 5 p.m., room 40 of the Health
Services. Come and help us plan this
semester projectsi All welcome.
UMASS MARCHING BAND

Records can still be picked up in Jean's
office, FAC 267 anytime. Cost $5.00. Anyone
interested in buying one is also welcome.

THERFSAREASON NURSES
GETMORE RESPONSIBIUTY

IN THE NAVY.
THEY'RE NAVYOFFKERS.

On one side of her collar is the symbol of the Nurse Corps.
On the other is the inr.i^a of a Navy officer

It makes a difference.

Navy nurses are responsible not only for the care of their

patients, but for the training and supervision of hospital

corpsmen and other clinical and administrative personnel.

Their choice of specialties is from thirteen different fields,

with positions in twenty-six cities. They earn an excellent

salary, top benefits, and that one intangible that money
can't buy— the pride and respect of a Navy officer

For the complete story. Sign up for an interview with ihe

Navy Nurse Infofmation Team
ir ''n- Placement Service OMice
on Wednesday. Thursday and Friday
2? 23 ,in.l 24 Fili-,..irv 1978

ITS MOT JMSTA JOB, ITS AM

(-ash Vfiiue '

CRANES GUARANTEES
NO LOWER PRICES'ON

Levi's
>

-f

ENTIRE STOCK OF BASIC

\ Levrs ;

DENIMS & CORDUROYS

I

I

FLARES
AND

STRAIGHTS

REG.$16.50-$17.00-$17.50

LIMITED TIME ONLY

*BRING IN AD
AND YOUR RECEIPT

AND WE WILL REFUND
THE DIFFERENCE

t UNWASHED ONLY

Mtn. Farms Mall

STOW CRANES STORE

HOURS ^
WEN'S SHOP ADDRESS

10 9:30 M S 5849735
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Campus Carousel
By TONY GRANITE
Special to the Collegian

AN ELECTROCUTED C>4 7 pictured on the
front page of the Central Michigan Life drew
letters to the editor from students, faculty
and administrators alike, recently.

And they were all scoring the student
newspaper for the questionable taste
displayed. One student exclaimed: "Shades

of the National Inquirerl ... it repulsed a great
number of animal lovers, including myself."
A junior coed wrote: "A photograph of the

cat that got fried in the transformer (and
caused the blackout) is just about the last

thing we need to see ...
"

"Beware, CMU students — the next time
vou're in an accident, your broken, mangled
body could hit the front page of CMU LIFE,"
wrote another.

PRICE OF BLUE JEANS FADING is the
headline over an Indiana Daily Student
feature about the high fashion on campuses
everywhere. Decreased derr»and from better

dressed students and price wars among jean
merchants is the cause, the author contends.
And one Health Service person warned
students that "most youngsters go astray" if

they don't follow his advice "Never to wear
blue jeans in winter."

NO-DRIP TEA BAGS have been designed
by industrial design students at Syracuse U.,

who have been working on a $2,000 grant
from the Lipton Tea Co.

M TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 197»

19 juniors have been involved in

"tea infusion systems and
to avoid such problems as

The
designing
products"
dripping tea bags, tangled strings and tags
that fall into tea.

The no-drip bag, designed by Caren M.
Idea 79, consists of two flaps attached to the
tea bag at one end. When the flaps are
extended to winglike position, they hold the

tea bag in suspension in a cup because the
winglike flaps extend over the lip of the cup.
By pulling the flaps together, after tea has
been steeped, excess water is pressed out of

the bag, making it ready to be discarded
without the usual moist mess.
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HIP AP COPY
Insert one character, space or pLjnctuation mark per box Use UPPER lower case characters

where they apply (Note: No ad will be set entirely in capital letters.

You are charged for the ad in increments of each full line A line contains 38 boxes. (Average
word IS approx 5 characters You pay less than 6c per word!)

OTHER
$1 00 extra for
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rates Daily 45c per line
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REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!'.! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? !!• Uttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS" '

!

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! •! !Little Ad» Grt BIG RESULTS'

LOST

Dane/ setter, black h brown. Mix, white
chest patch, large paws, 3 months,
reward. Call 549 5918. Lost in the North
Amherst area.

Reward — for return of gold serpentine
chain acelet Lost Feb 15 on Hasb.
Thomp. Hampshire DC Crampton route.
If found, please call Ron, 546 9049 or

Mimi, 546 9917

Ring. Silver band, red stone. 9th floor

bathroom Reward. Kelly, 253 3319, 256-

8317.

Silver bracelet on 2 15, sentimental
value, large reward' Marge, 5-2714, 549
5310.

Ski mittens, Feb 15 at CC Blue Et black
down Please return. Call 546 4247 or 6
4243

Blue down parka taken from Goess. I'm

freezing Please return to CC L & F Call

256 6621 if you have any information.

My best friend — reward for sm fern dog
beag lab mix? BIw white belly, paws,
chest, neck & tip of tail that wags
constantly Ans to Poco, gone Jan. 6.

Please call 253 2290 if you've any info.

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please.

549 0816 Thanks a whole lot.

HELP WANTED

Head resident positions available. Part

time positions at Mount Holyoke College
for the academic year 1978-1979. Single

persons or married couples. B.A,
required Call (413) 538 2550 An equal
opportunity employer.

Overseas jobs— summer /yea^round,
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia, etc.

All fields, $500-$1200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free in-

formation write: BHP Co., Box 4490,
Dept. MC, Berkeley, CA 94704.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665-

3659.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to
clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals. Call John, 545-
0174.

FOR SALE
~

Head ski outfit. Parka and bib pants.
Women s size 9-12. Exc. cond. 253
3383.

AM/FM car st«r«o, in dash for most
foreign cars, BO. 546-5000 after 11 or in

morning.

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, 20 watts.
Excellent cond. Call Gary at 549-6235
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Guild D25 folk guitar, exc tone, VG
cond $250 or BO. Yashica TL Electro

35mm camera $15 or BO. 253 3018,
after 5:00.

Canon QL17 35mm, new Rollei 121 BC
flash Both 165 Tom, 586 3208

Sleep on an original piece of art Full size,

four post water bed for sale, has drif

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay. Everything included for

$300 Call Daryl at 253-5674.

Calculator- Tl SR 51 II, 1 year old, ex.

cond. $35 or best offer Call 546 6724.

INSTRUCTION

WANTED

Refrig. 4 cubic ft. or larger. Need as soon
as possible. Call Bob, 546-6751.

Scuba tanks, tv\in 50 plus reg. AM 367-
9982.

VW camper
665 3412.

bus, poptop, 1968, $1095.

ENTERTAINMENT

Female vocalist wants band. Call Alison
at 6-7426.

AUDIO

Sony 3650 amp 80rms, 5 yr. warr., 256-
8709. BO.

Brand new 22" high efficiency speakers.
$200 or bo. Call Carol at 549-5935.

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco-funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.
Call Dave, 567-1250. Call collect.

FOR RENT

Wanted— 3rd person to fill 2 bedrm apt.
in Brittany Manor. Call 253-2427.

Roommate wanted for 2 bdrm apt., 80
per mo. -f utilities -t- sec. dep. Stop in

57 Northwood from 6 p.m. on or call

665-4127.

Fisher CR5115 3-head cassette deck.
Never used. $180. MicroAcoustics
FRM1A speakers, $200 or B.O. Call

Neal. 546 4375.

PERSONALS

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec PA. Rentals available Give us a
try. Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584-4076.

Counselors — private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires - openings for in

structors in archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnactics, horsebuck riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio
station, sailing, tripping/backpacking,
dance, dramatics, arts & crufts, head
waterfront (pool) Also needed: general

counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodak, 268 Mason Terr.,

Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 277 7600 or

Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598.

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb 16 Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256
6427.

Need help in Math 120, 12P Qual. tutor

avail Rates negot Call Ken, 546 6155.

ROOM WANTED

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107

To: Gorgeous -I don't need V Day to tell

you how much I love you. You're one of
the best things that ever happened to
me. Always, Alvin.

Kennedy Lower is sponsoring Dirty Harry
at the SUB on 2 21, at 7,9, and 11 in the
SUB.

Steve Lesser — all this time you had us
thinking Jeff sucks eggs but it's really

you. Happy belated Valentines Day, RT.

SMKR, splitting up is like Boris without
Victoria, Wood without Stein, Starsky
without Hutch. Lotsa luck! MSD.

Leigh, Sarah, Michelle and
Susan -happy late Valentine's Day. I'd

say it's time for a social at TO. Love,
Have One.

AUTO FOR SALE

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable Call Peg 549 5951.

Roommate wanted: male or female,
smoker or non-smoker, large room in

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near
OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549-5862.

Experience cooperative living in

Buckland. Rm for rent in beautiful

country house on 240 acres. Vegetarians
and non-smokers please. Call 625-2779.

SERVICES

Skiersl! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

2533875.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.

Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or

Diane, 549 4773 before Feb. 25.

Are you tired of missing important
lectures and exams because you
overslept? Hire a wake-up service! Info,

call Sharon, 256-8000.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

CB service- fully equipped, professional

service. Installation — $10, adjust SWR
and check system — $5, alignments and
all repairs $10 hourly. Dale -253-7649
nites.

Collegian is

ENTERTAINMENT
MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 tiR/l'Qml MOl N'AIN r«HMS M»H.JO-^ JIJO HQolt 9-M*0L(r M*SS MT. FARMS 4

(TLS) iNOiCATfS TW1-LITC SMOW-TICKtTS ON SALt 30 MINUTeS PRIOR TO TLS

IT'S GOT HEAT

niohT
FEVETi
)OHN TRAVOLTA

^ MON.-THITI. (115 6:15)8:30

^^FRI.-SUN. (TlS$:00) 7:4S 9:S5

A BMatineaa (Sat.,Siin.

\^ Mon.,Tuc. /

^'*

w
A\

WALT DISh4EY
P«O0UCTK3NS

PETE'S
DRAGON

G^ mr.-SDH. (TlS4:45)-7:30

MTU.-TTIE. (TLS 6:00) 8:30

Matinees ( .at,.,~iji.

iv

e Mc»i . ,Tue .

)

2:00

l:H.IiHJ.f.MIHf.TUU.lliiJ.lWi-<

CLOS€
GNCOUNT€RS

OF TM€ THIRD KIND

W€ AR€ NOT
ALONC

RICHARD DRf YPUSS

PG >0..-TH:rH. (TIS 6:0O)-8:30

FRI.-.SITN. (Tl$4:4S 7:30 9 55]

Mt. Farms Mall
Rt 9, Hadley, Mass.

,
Starts tomorrow- one week onlv'

Only SUNIM CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted'weekdays at 5 7 9. Sat, at 1-3 5-7 9 Sun. at2:155 7 9

startling revelations about life after death.

584 9153

I

Matinees 'Sit., 'in.

Mon. ,Tue. I
2:00

M ff

SEMI-TOUGH
WKii nisTorriRsoR

BORT MTROLDS

Some wHI believe —
others wilLnot
DECIDE fi

ENDS
TUESDAY!

K

o
MCI. . -THl R . (TLS 6:30) -8:30

PTII.-«5jK. (Tl$S:15) 7:45 9:SS|

M«tln**e8 (Sat.j.'^un. - ««|
Mon.,Tue.)^=^'"

%%d MONDAY DISCO PARTy*

wnttKftitMnmetKr

DAimci coniTi/
Sunday, Feb. 26

First Prize $50."

I Second Prize... 2 year's passes

I at the Mt. Farm
I 4 Theater

b

MmmGMmi
^^^ ^^^Umfi^Q^^^^QQ^^H NOW

"Uproarious.Justy entertainment;
-Bob Thomas, ASSOCIATED PRESS

PnUL NEWMAN
SLAP
SHOT

fl UNIVERSAL PICTU»e • TECMNICOlCW :Ri

SLAPSHOT EVES At"7"oO & 9 00

MONOA» & TUESDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

wv

Third Prize 2 Saturday Night
Fever Albums ^

University of Massachusetts/ Annhierst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
tn

COPPELIA
Music by Leo Delihes

Choreography by

Lev Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti

AUREOLE
Music by Handel

Choreography by Paul Taylor

Fri. & Sat., March 3 & 4 8pm

FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances. Gen.
Pub. $7, 6. 5. UM-A $5, 4, 3. Other students and
senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4
a All Ticketron Locations.

Hatch
Student Union Building

Fri. & Sat.,
Feb. 24* 25 X^he Shitlons

-" • I ^ 1

,

'50 '60«s Oldie Band

REACH 2&.000 READERS OAlLY'xiLITTLE ADS GET BIG RESULTS"!' REACH 25.000 READERS DAILVmm REACH 26 000 READERS DAILY".. LITTLE ADS GET BIG RtSUlTS RtACM 2b 000 HtAOtRS DAILY

Look for specials from 8 - lO
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UConn dips swimmen r
fly BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The men's swim team tangled up in an
exciting dual in their home finale with the
University of Connecticut, Saturday at

Boyden Pool. It was a meet that saw the lead
sway from side to side more times than a
seesaw. Unfortunately for UMass, at the
cont'usion the score was leaning just

enoi jti in favor of Connecticut, 57-56.
It vas reminiscent of one of those

basketball gar es where two teams are
swapping the lead back and forth, forth and
back un- t's just d matter of who can yet

T ,nrf before the huzzer.
'.fits occasicr. it was the Huskies who

'oo\ advantage "'* their last "shot". The
meet camt Jowii to the last event, the 400
yard freesty' relay.

Despitf dintaining a 56-50 lead UMass
had hoped the conclusion would not rest on
this last race, worth 7 points winner take all.

The Huskies had proven throughout the
meet their strength rested within the
freestyle events. The final relay race was an
ideal showcase for these talents. The UMass
squad was forced to watch helplessly as the
meet and their winning stretch of four came
to an end.

Coach Bei Melamed was not surprised

with the outcome. "We came as close as we
could, considering our situation," he said. He
was aware of Connecticut's strong
freestylers and the effects that the flu bug
would have on his team. Melamed praised
the diving trio of Dan Conley, Dan Anthony,
and Jim Antonmo. "That was the finest job
they have done all year, all three dove very
well.

For seniors Russ Yarworth, Tom Stevens
and Dennis Buss this was their final home
meet ever at Boyden Pool. Captain Russ
Yarworth made it a memorable moment.

Yjrworth began by anchoring the 400 yard
medley relay to victory along with team-
mates Leiand, Fulford, and Nowak. Leiand
and Fulford later scored firsts in the 200
backstroke and 200 yard breaststroke,
respectively.

Next came to the 200 yard Individual
Medley where Yarworth did what seems to
come natural to him accumulating school
records. He lowered the previous best time
by 1.2 seconds, cutting it to 1:59:8. This gave
him the fastest time yet recorded in New
England this season.

Finishing off the day in style, Yarworth
then proceded to win easily the 200 yard
butterfly. It was an appropriate way to end
his four years at UMass, alone at the finish

line.

On€ fl€uj Ov€r The Cuckoo's Hesl
SiarriHi) ']ack J\UcIwIsoh

Uiedncsdaq fcb. 22

S^udenl Union Ballroom

8:00 ^ 10:30 P.m. $1.26

"\

Wrestlers lose three
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling teams had one of
those classic weekends in sports where fans
and players can sit back and speak about the
good things that happened in spite of the
team's inability to win. When the dust had
cleared at a quad-match at Yale this

Saturday, the injury-riddled Minutemen had
dropped meets to Yale 36-14, Boston
University 24-20, and Navy 40-8.

The injuries of Larry Otsuka and Keith
Dixon resulted in UMass having to forfeit all

three matches in the 134 weight class, and
Tony Perry still not able to compete at 126
pounds. A little quick math reveals that

UMass probably would have defeated both
Yale and Boston University had Perry and
Otsuka been in the lineup. Navy, which also

defeated BU and the Yale Bulldogs, was
simpiv out of reach.

ffl

ANYBODY LIVING
IN SOUTHWEST
CAN RUN FOR

ACTING PRESIDENT
OR ACTING

COMMUNICATIONS
COORDINATOR!

WHY NOT
YOU?

FOR MORE INFO
SEE YOU DORM
REP TO THE SW
ASSEMBLY OR
CALL 5-0960!

takeIin
interest!

IT'S YOUR
MONEY

Against Yale, Charley Rigoglioso and Bob
Smith superior decisioned UMass to a few
points on the scoreboard, and heavyweight
John Allen pinned his foe.

"Rasmussen and McLarney were pretty
good, ' pointed out coach Dave Amato.
"Rasmussen lost all three of his matches, but
definitely provided us with quality
wrestling."

Mike Carroll and Timmy Fallon (by a fall)

were the big guns for the Minutemen in the
BU affair, along with Allen, who beat the
Terriers' Paul Davis 22-4 to virtually assure
the freshman from Farmingville, New York a
number one ranking in the New Englands
next month.

Navy was, of course, a unique affair as
opposed to the other action as the Mid-

shipmen from Annapolis simply over-
whelmed the Minutemen 40-8.

TUES. AND WED.
FEB. 21 AND 22

CLEAN LIVINC
AND

BEAR MOUNTAIN

Tonight

DIRTY
HARRY.

THURS., FEB. 23

BRISKER BAND

Starring

lint Eastwoo<

FRI. AND SAT.

FEB. 24 AND 25
FAT
AND

MECHANIX
Sunderland, MA.

iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937

$1.00

7, 9, n
S.U.B.

sponsored by
Kennedy Lower

Timje stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
A t the Cuervjo distillenj it s almost as if time has stood still.

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by luind, picked by hand,
and canned to the ovens by hand, as (hey have been since 1 795.

It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cuervo Gold special. Any way you drink it Cuen^) Gold will

bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.

CUERVO ESPECIAL* TEQUILA 80 PROOF IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY S> 1977 HEUBLEIN, INC , HARTFORD, CONN

DOONKSBLRY hy (iarry Trudenu
•Collegian 17
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C»Ay MR DUKB,
I'M All £AR5.
IMY SHOULD I
HIRt iOUAS
MreeNBRAL
MANAQBR?

^S

BeCAUSE.m WILL ,J/W5

yOO'R£ A MANWlhA
PMBL£M m'vewADtp
AUA'^ ALiVOUH [>MFT
CHOlCeS, AND AL L fOU Wt
GOT L£FT IS A 6AN0 OF
ATROPHYING OLP GEBZUIS '

>.A

-c

NOU, IN A ieAR OR. SO, YOUR.

OniONSlAJILi Bt OPTING
UP. BLTTIN THBMmaiMe,^ NeeO SOMBONB WHO
CAN KUP TUB OLPTIfl'ejiS

KtyeO. CONFlDBtfT AND
OUT OF PAIN.' /

COULD
WU8B

,-> MORS
/'•. SPBCl-

.
PIC?

SURB! SUPPOSa,
JU5TSUPPOSB.
YOU'VE BBEN
PLAYIN6 KIlMBR
0NONLY5OM6S
PSXECRINE, SBB?..

PEANUTS by l-barles Sihulz

Your Birthday

I'VE BEEN HAVIN6 TROUBLE

STAVIN6 AWAKE, MARGE,
IF VOU SEE ME aOZE
OFF, DO SOMETHING
TO WAKE A\£ UP...

K%mKi
.^

SETTER TAKE TME
ATTENCANCE I^ISHTAuJAV

MAAM...WU'RE SONNA
BE 5H0KT ONE PUPIL!

K.C. by lotiniiy llcirt

{ iv\e \ 1
'^.'^'^^^Te'^&P <?PF TR6

*P>^
f^EM With (9uk
POAAlMAjiM&lACtiCe.

we <&er QeAKTrt.

AIIMINIM FOIL hy Steve Lafler

DON'T KNOVJ \r TME.5e
SEWERS ARE A SAPE ESCAPE
ROUTE.' \ TmNK I MEAR
SOMETvhMG UP AHt.AD

i'OOf^

—~ -tA^' WE FOUNDS

lO(3KS LiKiL WEVE 6ECOME
TRAVELING MEN,BEMB

a/i'

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
Born today, you are sym-

pathetic to the very young
and the elderly, but you
are inclined to feel tremen-
dous competition with ev-
eryone else. This may
cau.se difficulties in form-
ing lasting, affectionate re-
lationships with most peo-
ple You are a good conver-
sationalist but a vague
listener, and are thus apt
to miss much in the way of
directions and opportunity.

It IS difficult for you to
deal with the unexpected.
You prefer to have your
days fall into a predictable
pattern arising from logi-
cal and reasonable circum-
stances. Your fondness for
children is quite out of
keeping with your love of
order; you would not toler-
ate in others the confusion
and chaos you expect and
enjoy in the very young.
You do not easily admire

your peers. You are in-

clined to think of their
success as being acciden-
tal and of their failures as
being somewhat deserved.

WEDNESDAY.
ARY22

FEBRU-

PISCESiFeb.l9-March
20 ) Make things as easy
as you honorably can.
Don't insist on carrying
others' burdens.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) ~ Your independent
spirit may cause disputes
in authoritative circles
today. Stick to your guns.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) — Unsolicited advice is

not likely to be well
received. Keep your views
to yourself.

GEMINhMay 21-June2G)
- Seek answers from pro-
fessionals. Do-it-yourself
projects are in for failure
today.

CANCER(.Iune 21-July
22 )

— Try to improve rela-
tionships outside home.
People at work may be
harboring grudges.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22) —

Keep your wallet in your
pocket. This is no time for
making inessential pur-
chases.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— This is a day for getting
and spending. Power goes
to him who assumes it;

make your play now.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) —

Unless you are open to
suggestion, you can hardly
expect to advance profes-
sionally

SC0RPIO( Oct 23-
Nov 21 1 - You will compli-
cate life unnecessarily if

you insist on doing things
your way. Take advice.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

Dec.21 ) — Unless you are
happy being bored, seek
new enterprises and be-
come involved with new
ideas.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-
Jan.l9) - Career matters
may leave you the worse
for wear today Don't ex-
pect to understand it all.

AQUARIUS! Jan 20-
Feb.18) - Others may
have left a mess for you to
deal with at work. Be
calm; feel your way
around

I'lipynghe. 197(1
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WAN V DOKI hy Koh K.iiiiiey

BACK A(;AIN hy k

ACROSS

1 Long
oarraiiwe

6 Edifices
to Anirnal sden
14 • 0*1 ti>e

back
15 sea
i6EigM Pretii

17 Inaecl

COIOf>V

i8Sub|ugates
?OHeip along
?2H«avy

dagger ol

Malay
?3 Lateral pan
24 Card game
?SCan football

player
28 Trnngs tr«t

aTiuse
32 Eggs
33 Squeeze

wiirithe

haf»ds

35 Ham it up
36 Medical

Corpsmeo
Iniormal

36 Jdtersooor
Elmer

40 Style
4 1 MissEhberg
40Ocie5
45 Psychiatric

org
46Piaf es

emphasis on
48 Fee: sorro*

Ov-^

50 Sale
COfXjition

6 1 Become
dried up

52 No Carolina
watercourse
2 words

55 Assigns to a

position

59 Luncheon
course 2
KKOrdS

6 1 Srrtall water
body

62 Los. interest

63 Discovery ot

value
64 TaM

Benson
65 Baseball s

Slaughter
66 Star Pretii

67 Garment
feature

DOWN
t Reasor«bie
? Ciimai
3 Breathe

laboriously
4 Gently by

oath
5 Form ot

irKOme
6 Harangue
^Possessive
word

8 Title of

courlesy
Abbr

s P h I b
T T A i

uuu uuuu lauuua
uuuLj uuuu

BauuuL4uu uaaoy
uuuuuu ujuuu asQ
uuuu uuuuu uaua
uuu uuuu uuuaaa
uuuuu uuuuuuuaa

luuuu uuuur
uyuuuu uutdu aoa
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!T;
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T R nr 'ITS. I

I r IB r a 1 6

s ' «
J

f

r X ! f I

^ « { * tJ

9 Disgust 34 booines
inter) 37 Makes firm

10 Fall behind 39 Seed
schedule ? scattering

words implement
11 Feel pity 42 Thing ol value

12 Local 44 Garment pan
people *7 Rest
Sufti« 49 Grumbles

13 Abie sgiri Informal

friend 51 Barrel pan
19 Character 52 Pianoforte

izedby Abbr
dnger 53 Emerald isle

21 Aeapor 54 Continent
24 Ra>n Corr* form

Character 55 Narrow
P'' Torpors Opening
26 Main - 56 Flow out

27 Lowest pomi Slowly

28 Covers with 5;" Ibsen 5 Mrs
aspha.t Heimer

29G'ndef 56CritiCi5m
X Encampment harshly
3 ' French upper Slang

house 80 AM t ai"^

1 2 J 4 J^ti 6 ; t V Hli^' i>

^Hii ^1'^

ii •>} n ^ '^,
il ^l*

1" 1" 1'
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CouponJ jj^i

iJUiJiAAi Stop

^l, ^Stop;rsnop CouponJ dildiijid)Q'MiiyiA«L^ ^ &JhopCoi^tltl4ltUleR.

A|ipleJuice^r^i^
Stop&Shop^^^C

64 ounce
bottle

Voo tfty-- 'kiD n &*t *-«» 31 . 'Tti i>« ,^ » ..k.-^

StarIUst|i
Tuna 59^"-'

Solid White Meat

49iiJ StopeShop

iD Writer

i^CoBee ill Spaghetti Sauce
Individually Wrapped

t1 lb. can C
R*©., Drip ' ^ . ^
Else. Park ^^ ^~l^ Meatless. Mushroom

or Auto Drip ^^0 ^^~^ °^ ^^^^ '^^ o^- 1^*^

^zL 270 &:

Spread!
SlicesOH^i
16 ounce pkg. ^V^V S

Sun Glory

White or YeMow

f^!:5.
'!>"•»«(»» CwMOm*' ^OO ^i-^

Crackers

RitzJn
12oz.pkg. ^%^pkg

Ooo4Mo<f FM' .^ Sal (tfc ^^ irn.(on*mg

Getyo^
267^

. g W ir, in.» coupon Hl^izl | _»j With rf»» a>uca< V=£S

swot^^
'^-^^^t-:^^^- ^imim

»2«

S63TO00 ever/thing ''om fillets lo

Fillets*!?
Fresh Cod SteaKs
Shrimp Shell-on

'

Matlaw s Stuffed Clams •'*1"'

Cooked Scallops t,t*** V; M"
Deep Sea Treats ^"v*:. ;,

»1

"

Stop & Shop Cooked Shrimp '1
'^

V^ Salad Sije-8 02 pkg ''O.-en

self service deli vourfavone

Son

Save on tender, meaty and delicious ...

Fresh Turkey Drumsticks
Fresh Turkey Breasts Halves
Fresh Turkey Cutlets

•v^
"WWteGeiii'%whts

Salame or Pepperoni ^
Variety Pack ;:. tr^ -^T*

'

79'

»1»

Beef or Extra Mild Franks 'n'c^l'^M'*

corner deli Everyin,ng siiceo too"''

stop & Shop-Cooked

CornedBeeS
Brisicet '1^
Chicken or Ham Salad "».'' '1"

Liverwurst wot'xi goo<.o r «v
Cooked Ham "^..;::;:=-' r »2»«

Stop & Shop Baked Ham T M"*

Fresh Baked Meatloaf 7J •' M"

our kitchen tres^ rradequaitytooos

Stop & Shoo^resh

CiieesePizxa
32 ounce ^^79

'Family Size ^^
Macaroni Salad ' * >*« 59*

Double Cheese Pizza ''•"• '1"
Sire » Sf"X/ '9<jun,:nue

Cooked Chicken J^^T'.IU 7 99^
Slop • Slop /grille Gam

DSkery Ovf iSO treat*, ''om Our over^

Pound Cake SStiSL f;,' 59*

Countrystyle Donuts .. 59'
Slot t Gf'Ol; " ir 01 S,-y*'

Buttertop Bread ' - 2 ... '1

Ss^Ftratikfurt
Rolls S - ?!

Cut Up or Split

Chicken Breast

vVhiie Gem ' S'.-j-a lbs. 55*
Family Pack $109

Combination Pack 3'c^.tT,Jrr,nr" 89f

Legs family Pac 79? Wings
3flrur-iStiCl'S, 3inighs

/.'h.iie Gem
Family Pacn 69^

^ BeetRound
l^Roast"!^
A c^ci'^^ Gieai Bee' s nat^.'a>\ ag<>d tor lende'ness ^^^^^^Our 'i<;:

Beef Round Tip Steak
Devault Sandwich

3eef Patties

Great Bee' USDA CnO'Ce $189^1

Steaks t r*Q *'OZ»n
i2«a

W'»r. !n.» coupon
^

^^-~|_3? With rfw* coupon

Save2iriii SavelS
StopAShop Oomestk: 12-' -

Swiss Cheese E|3
Chunks PSSsr-*" „,ir

Dairy * W?m
~' ^m^ *< f tht coupon M^^^^£saveXw

9 ounce package

Taste O'Sea
Fish Dinner

gwwSiSfSiS!

^1
100 count lx}x ^1
Salada g

Tea Bags ,,,^i

Slop A Shop Coupon
ViTh ihii r,.iutOn

8 ounce package ^
Taste O'Sea |
Fishcakes .74^

^^_ ^^22;m[j^^?i¥i^|^

" -—^--^
Savesal

24 02. Stop & Shop gj^ Any size package gj
Large Fresh 5:!^ Weaver ,, s^i

Chk:ken Pie^rsPi^

fwmfs&^mmwz^
Fried Chicken ^I

jP^,
_
Slop & Shop CouDO'^

^ AlWjii^J
01^ <Vit*' 't.i 'Ou^XV' 4^^ ^^B^ >*--'

Slop* Shop Coupon '
'

_ ^ , 40 ct pkg. Stop & Shop

^y Fabric Softener
64 ounce bottle

Wisk
Heavy Duty Liquid

Laundry Detergent 2;? Iri

^^^ ^P^C jt'^g^JH ^n^ Aim ttv( couoci M^^^^C ^'*^

100 count bottle

Anacin
Tablets

SQ19

3'b i*j

^hite
ijimoo

produce
Quality and I'eshness

come tirst nyilh ui

279

frozen foods shop 700 different

items.

OrangeJuice
Sundory 3j«?£
Grapefruit Juice t.«' 3 ^^ *1

Seneca Apple Juice V.:' 69^

Poly Rich Creamer ^ 3 ^-.r M
Aunt Jemima Waffles .',' 59^

Buitoni Lasagna -t^" %' »2"

Jenos Snack Tray ',;r 99"

V^GaLIceCream

9 count package ^
Gillette ,30 fei

Track II Blades M
^J M- • • ^ ct^ ,*3 r*- ..tto"^'

;

«J39
Flongoid

'^^^ V^M^nS^^9v ^% Indian Riv«r ^^

Graq>e£ruit
Red Delicious

White Seedless Grapefruit '^^t. 79°

HomliFniit IDnnatoes

5 ••'1 '.J^-3»Drffereot & Olicioua

Part Grapefruit

Part Orange

Assorted Flavors

Banquet Cookin' Bags 4 i,. »1

Stokley Vegetables -'^ '':; 79°
Florentine, OrienlO' Del Soi

Dinner Fries i^-ewa %'r:,:'Jr 69'

Fish Fillets ':"°S' V^ 59'

Shrimp Sticks '^orton» ".'; M"'

d3iry Mi.ige variety all good and I'esh

MiimteMaid
OratigeJuice
Half Gallon Ctn.AOf

from concentrate. ^^^^
Hood Yogurt LT^'^H, 5'.:'»1

Cottage Cheese
lb. Cream Cheese C"T: .. 4

69'

1 M

j^ Stop »a.op Coupon
\ iWdife'

Save3<rf|
30 count package ^i

Kotex |j
Max! Pads 281 Ei

^SHOPPING DAY REBATE^
Send for a

M!h;cash
REBATE

ONVOUB .

SHOPPING BILL
When you buy any ot these pro-

ducts totaling at least 36 points

and send m one cash register tape
with your purchases circled.

'MAXIMUM REBATE 'S-SO

£
CnlctiCM
4ll>l

13 fXMnlf

1
CV>nc«r HirtM

C*ti*Mu

4 gV>r*\

Wortf
9 pO-rvtB

ML 6 »»o»ril«

B
Doltan n»n*t

OrcMvrw* M>i

rafMfy Sat

B P0M9

Q^
OuncBn liin.t

Uadt Euy
IWcKlh

&*»-> no 'M^aiM c" *itc'o.c B.*«Ji9.i i^ooWk t**©
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Women skiers sweep foes
By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women skiers did it again.

The team won all four races this weekend,
giving UMass a clean sweep for the season,
and keeping the skiers number one in their

league, according to coach Bill MacConnell.
The Minutewomen skied four races this

weekend instead of the usual two, because
last weekend's meets were cancelled.

"It was an extremely busy time," said
MacConnell, "but the women came out with
a fantastic 32-0 record (eight wins against
four other teams)."

The races began Friday at Pleasant Mt.,

Bridgeton, Maine, with a giant slolom run on
a very hard course, according to Mac-

Connell. Kathy Shinnick of UMass took first

place with a time of 84.17 seconds. Shinnick
was closely followed by her teammates
Nancy Haydon (87.01), and Cathy Donovan
(87.72). Gretchen Dietze of B.C. was fourth
with a time of 88.58, and UConn's Lizzie
Childs fifth at 89.33. Minutewoman Connie
Pratt was sixth with a time of 90.68. UMass
won the giant slalom with a total team time
of 258.90.

In the slalom race, also run Friday at
Pleasant Mt,, UMass was again the victor,
according to coach Jim Hawkins'
Minutewomen Shinnick, Haydon, and
Donovan came in one-two-three, respec-
tively.

The team moved to Tenny Mt. Saturday
for a slalom, followed by a giant slalom
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NAVYomen. ITS NOT JUSTA JOB, ITSAN ADVENTURE.

Sunday, according to MacConnell. Satur-
day's meet was won by Nancy Haydon.
Shinnick and Donovan completed the
tremendous trio by finishing second and
third. UMass ended the weekend on a
triumphant note by winning the giant slalom
with an excellent combined team time.
According to coach Hawkins, this was the
first time all season that Shinnick, Donovan,
and Haydon did not place one-two-three in

the race. Gretchen Dietze of B.C. was first,

with Minutewomen Haydon and Shinnick
placing second and third, respectively.
Coming in seventh and ninth, respectively,
were UMass Valerie Hansen and Diana
Vilenti. Cathy Donovan, who missed a gate,
finished eleventh.

"The girls pulled off their ususal good
performance," said Hawkins. "They worked
together as a team."
The Minutewomen's superb record will be

rewarded next weekend when they attend
the Middlebury College Winter Carnival,
where they have been invited to compete in

the Women's Eastern Regionals.

Hoopwomen
bid adieu
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Four seniors will be making their final Cage
appearance tonight when the UMass
women's basketball team hosts UConn in a
7:30 game.

Lu-Ann Fletcher, Cheryl Carey, Ginny
Peebles, and Deb McCulloch are the four
Minutewomen who will be saying their

goodbyes to the Cage during the game.
For UMass, tonight's competition marks

the first game in 19 days as both the Bridge-
water State and Northeastern games were
cancelled due to the now-famous Blizzard of
'78.

The Minutewomen, 11-5, will be facing a
UConn team which sported a 6-6 record
before weekend games against Harvard and
New Hampshire. Coached by Wanda Flora,

the Huskies last season were the host team
for the Easterns. Despite a sub-.500 mark,
they competed because the playoffs were
held on their campus.

UConn's scoring is led by freshman for-

ward Chris Gedney, who is averaging 14.3
points and 8.8 rebounds per game. Last
year's top point-getter, guard Karen Mullins,
is the only other Husky in double figures with
a 10.8 ppg average. Mullins is also second on
the squad in assists.

UConn's top rebounder is forward Roberts
Wachtelhausen, who pulls down 8.9 per
game along with averaging 7.3 points.

The Huskies' starting lineup is rounded out
by guard Val Sirois (8.4 points and four
assists a game) and center Rosie Borsuk (5.9

points and 6.3 rebounds).

Tonight's game is only the second in the
Cage this season for the Minutewomen. Two
other 'home' games were played over inter-

session in the Springfield Civic Center, while
another was played in the NOPE gym back in

December.
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Trackmen
place 3rd

in YanCons
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. — Any hope of
knocking off conference king UConn was
laid to rest after a dismal showing UMass
in the mile run, as the Minutemen
finished third in the Yankee Conference
Championships Sunday.
The meet, run in the UConn field

house, established four meet records as
well as the hometown favorite Huskies'
eighth overall victory in the last nine
years. Connecticut topped the seven
team field with 155 1-3 points, while
Boston University snared the runner-up
position with 105 and UMass nipped New
Hampshire for third place, 71 1-3 to 67.

"I'm surprised we scored as many
points as we did," said UConn assistant
coach Bob Kennedy. "Actually, coming
into this meet we though UMass was the
team to beat. Unfortunately they weren't
as sharp as they usually are in the running
events."

The triple jump established the first

meet record, as Herb Davis of UConn
soared 49' 10" to eclipse his own
standard of three years ago. Consistent
Minutemen performers Bruce Parsons
and Brady Mayer rewarded their season
long efforts with third and fifth place,
respectively. Parsons leaped 45' 6 1-4",

while Mayer jumped 45' 3 1-4".

Freshman Dan Dowden registered
early glory with a conference champion-
ship in the high jump at 6'6". Joe
Martens' third place finish at 6'4" and
freshman Mark Thompson's clearance
over 6'2" for sixth gave UMass its finest
showing in the 16 event program.

"After missing twice at the winning
height I said forget it, there's no way I

can miss this," commented Dowden on
his winning performance. "I wanted to
go 6' 10" today but I'm happy because I

knew we needed the points."
"A scattered handful of performers did

well," said UMass coach Ken O'Brien,
"but we grossly underscored in our pre-
meet predictions. I still believe our front
personnel are better than UConn's on a
championship level. Aside from a few of
our people, today wasn't a competitive
effort."

Senior Francis O'Keefe avenged all

earlier defeats in this meet by copping his
first conference victory by almost two
seconds in the 880 yard run. His time of
1:56.7 established a new conference
record as this year marks the initiation of
the half mile in championship com-
petition.

"I had wild dreams of going 1:54, but
I'm happy. This is my first solid victory in

a long time," said O'Keefe.
In one of the meet's sparkling match-

ups, Olympian Glen Cohen from Boston
University was pitted against the less
publicized talent of Joe Martens of
UMass. A furious finish by Martens fell a
shirttail short, as Cohen was victorious in

the 440 with a time of 49.5 a meet record.
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Dukes shoot 'BB's' at UMass
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH - One play does not make
or break a basketball game, but if ever one
play could be used to describe an entire 40
minute game, it was here last night.

With UMass trailing by 11, 55-44, Mark
Haymore took a pass from Alex Eldridge and
proceeded to the basket for one of his

customary dunk shots. Haymore slammed
the ball through, however, for the third time
in the game, he was called for hanging on the
rim and was assessed a customary technical
foul. The violation not only cost the
Minutemen two easy points, but Haymore
was ejected from the game (3 technicals).

Then. UMass coach Jack Leaman entered
the controversy and was also given a
technical by the official.

Thus, instead of cutting the lead to nine,

UMass found itself down 15 points after BB
Flenory calmly stood at the line and hit all

four technical free throws.
That, for all intents and purposes, was the

game, as UMass played out the final 13
minutes before bowing to Duquesne, 83-70,

before a sparse gathering of 1712 at the Civic

Center.

"We can't blame the officiating, " said

Leaman afterwards. "We just didn't play well

tonight. We were flat and we didn't shoot
the ball well."

Neither team enjoyed great shooting
nights (UM hit 36 per cent, while the Dukes
hit 40 per cent), but the Dukes made a first

half lead stand up. Led by the flashy

sophomore guard, Flenory, (27 points, 15-16
free throw shooting), and the inside play of

Rich Cotten (14 pts), Duquesne broke a 35-

28 lead at intermission.

Haymore, although exiting early, led all

UMass scorers with 23 points, while Mike
Pyatt added 14. Pyatt, however, did not hit

from the floor in the second half. The loss

dropped UMass to 4-4 in the EAA (14-8

overall), while the Dukes upped their record
to 10-14, 5-4 in Eastern Eight competition.

Villanova, meanwhile, lost at Pittsburgh
last night intensifying the battle for favorable
playoff positions for next week's tour-

nament.
The Minutemen travel across Pennsylvania

today for another EAA contest with Penn
State. The Nittany Lions are currently 3-6 in

confeience play and will end their regular

season tomorrow night against tha
Minutemen. Senior guard Eldridge learned

here yesterday he had been named co- Player

of the Week in the EAA. He shared the honor
with Flenory for play in last week's games.
UMASS - Pvatt-5-4-14, Haymore-9-5-23,

Kohlhaas- 1-2-4, Clatborne-2-1-5, Eldridge-2-

4 8, Williams-3-3-9, Morrison-3-0-6,

Johnson-0-1-1 TOTALS - 25-20-70. FG per

cent 36, 25-69.

DUQUESNE - Moore-5-0-10, Hubbard-2-

0-4, Cotten-6-2-14, McClain-3-1-7, Flenory-6-

DOCTOR WHO? - Senior forward Mike Pyatt became the UMass basketball all-

time leading scorer Saturday night, surpassing Julius Erving's career total of 1370.

Pyatt had 1376 as of Saturday. (Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)

Warriors put UMass hopes on ice
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

NEWTON - The UMass hockey team
traveled to Charles River Skating Center here

Saturday night with an 8-7-1 record and
expectations of an ECAC Division II playoff

spot, but in a span of 60 minutes those
flickering hopes were all but snuffed out by
an eager bunch of Boston State Warriors,

who poured home 4 powerplay goals, 51

shots and 3 goals in every period enroute to a

9-3 annihilation of the Minutemen.
"I was shocked we won. It was by far the

best performance for us all year," said

Boston State hockey coach Ed Barry.

The Warriors upset win was only their

fourth Division II victory this year and
seventh overall. The Minutemen's loss

dropped their record to 8-8-1 and dimmed
any hope of a play off spot.

"It was sickening," said UMass hockey
coach Jack Canniff. "Everything hurt.

Naturally, we weren't physically in shape due
to the layoff (one week layoff due to the flu),

but we got ourselves into situations that

frustrated the players and the more we got
frustrated, the more our system disin-

tegrated."

The game was not a spectator's classic.

There was a total of 23 minor penalties, 3

majors and one 10 minute misconduct for a

total of 71 penalty minutes. Significantly, out

of the 27 total penalties whistled, 18 were
called against the Minutemen, which meant
the UMies were playing shorthanded for a

good portion of the contest.

Perhaps UMass forward Bill Estes summed
it up best when he said, "it was a case of

Boston State capitalizing on their op-

portunities."

The opportunities that Estes referred to

had to be the Warriors efficient powerplay.

After John Peters had given the UMies a

quick 10 lead at 1:50 of the first period, the

Warriors scored two powerplay goals in a

span of 16 seconds to take a 2-1 lead that

they would never relinquish.

Women's gym
The women's gymnastics team added

another victory to its record by defeating

Sprinafield" College 132,70 to 130.20

S' Karen Hemberger won
f> <mvpA^*<or\ as the women

I

I
, eir rec( 6-1.

Peters was sent to the sin bin for charging
at 6: 13 and Ron Valicenti followed at 7:01 for

cross checking and quicker than you could
say "Bobby Hull" the Warriors had fired 5-

on-3 and 5-on-4 powerplay goals past UMass
goaltender John Riley.

The Warriors Gene Farina scored the first

powerplay goal at 7:36 when he blasted a 12
foot "no chance" slap shot past Riley and he
was followed 16 seconds later by Mark
Barrett, who poked home a 2 foot goal
mouth scramble goal.

Minuteman Jamie Benelli made things
interesting for awhile, as he fired a wrist shot
from the right face-off circle that flew past
the Warriors goalie Mark Bartosick at 11:15.

Benelli's goal tied the game at two, but the
Boston State fireworks were yet to come.
The Warriors skated off the ice in the first

period with a 3-2 lead when Bob Masterson
and Glen Tedesco broke in on Riley with
Tedesco flipping the puck over Riley'^

shoulder at 17:54.

If there was a turning point, the second
period had to be it, as the Warriors powered
home 3 unanswered goals. The period
showed without a doubt that the flu bug and
lay off had taken its toll on the UMies. Badly
timed passes, missed checks, shortness of
breath and wobbly legs, were all becoming
embarassingly obvious, as the Warriors
ballooned their lead to 6-2.

George Hooper started the goal parade in

the middle stanza with a rink long dash a la

Bobby Orr style, as he weaved in and out and
around the entire UMass defense and stuffed
the Duck nast Rilev at 5:35
Boston State upped its lead to 5-2 when

Dan Maul took a pass from Bob Mclvor and
slipped the puck along the ice past a sur-

prised Riley at 6:19.

Mark Barrett closed out the scoring in the
second period with his second goal of the
game at 10:27. Barrett's 15 foot slap shot
goal came with just 10 seconds left on a two-
minute slashing call on the UMies Mark
Ferragamo. This was typical of the
frustration that the Minutemen six en-
countered all night.

The Warriors stellar defenseman Hooper
scored his second goal of the game in the
early moments of the third period as the
onslaught continued John Mullaly made it 8-

2 three minutes later and Canniff decided to

'epiace the shell-shocked Riley with Paul
McCann, a senior goaltender from Dedham
McCann filled in admirably as the

Minutemen and Warriors traded goals which
produced the final score of 9-3.

gUAL-LINE GAB - The Boston State

loss was doubly disheartening when it was
learned that Joey Milan and Lincoln Flagg

had to spend Saturday night in the UMass
infirmary.

15-27, Thoma8-2-2-6, Felix-3-1-7, Baldwin- 1-

2-4. Moon-20-2-2-, Harris-0-2-2. TOTALS-28-
27-83, FG per cent 40.5, 28-69.

Halftime Score 35-28.

Technical fouls — Haymore, 3 Mass
Bench 2, Thomas, 1. Att. 1712.

Gymmen win
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastics team
slipped by a strong Springfield team Sunday,
193.25-192.60, to hand the Chiefs their first

defeat by a Minuteman team in three years.

UMass Coach Dick Swetman was ecstatic

after the competition calling it a "sweet
victory" and a "great lift for the guys this

season."

Consistency told the whole story as
UMass posted its highest team total of the
year and captured the competition in the last

event. On the floor exercise, Springfield
jumped out to a .(35 lead despite a beautiful
set by senior John Forshay, ultimately hitting

his press for a 9.2 score, winning the event.
The pommel horse was the thorn in

Springfield's side as the gymmen romped
past the Indians to take a 64.45-61.05 lead.

Senior Minuteman co-captain Dave Kulakoff
won the event with a solid 9.5.

On the still rings Springfield took the
advantage and closed the gap to 1.25. Fresh-
man Dave Fellemen tied for first place with
an 8.60, showing difficulty only on his

dismount.

Long horse vaulting put the gymmen way
out in front again with senior John Forshay
leading the pack with a 9.4. Freshman Bob
Lamb took second with an 8.9.

The parallel bars were almost fatal to the

gymmen as Springfield once again regained

the lead by .60, taking the advantage into the

last event. UMass sophomore all-arounder

Bob Donahue took second in this event with

a personal high score of the year 8.4.

The horizontal bar told the whole story as

UMass came through with some very

consistent routines, while Springfield folded

under the pressure. UMass' Tommy
Thompson won the event with an 8.7, and
Bob Donahue was third with 8.56.

UMass will host its last home meet of the

season tonight, saying good-bye to seniors

Kulakoff and Forshay. The gymmen will face

one of the strongest teams Dartmouth has

ever sent against UMass.
The meet will begin at 7:30 p.m. in

Boyden's auxiliary gym.

Pyatt fires—GW falls
By BILL EDEL STEIN
and MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

It was vaguely reminiscent of "Bob Cousy
Day" at the Boston Garden some fifteen

years ago, when, in the midst of all the

hoopla, a brassy voice blared out from the

crowd and simplified the proceedings. The
Voice was brief and to the point. It said, "We
love ya Cooz."
The Voice that broke the silence of the

Curry Hicks Cage last Saturday night may
not have paraphrased the endearment of

fifteen years ago, but to Mike Pyatt, the man
standing at the foul line, it must have
sounded like a tape recording. "Who's Julius

Erving?" it wondered aloud.

Scant minutes earlier, Pyatt, a 6'6" New
York City native, had broken Erving's UMass
career scoring record with a 15 foot jump
shot from the left of the key. The shot gave
the Minutemen a 54-39 lead on the way to

routing an erratic George Washington club,

77-57.

Erving, now playing with the NBA's
Philadelphia 76'ers, scored 1370 points in

two years at UMass before signing with the

nowdefunct ABA. Pyatt, a senior, scored 19

points in the game and had 1376 at the end
of the night.

"It took Julius two years to accomplish his

record, but there may never be another
Julius Erving," said UMass coach Jack
Leaman. "As for Mike's record, I think it may
stand for a long time. He's a great player,

with unlimited potential, and also a great

person. I'm very proud to have coached a

player of Mike's potential."

"I'm just glad it's over," said a grinning

Pyatt of his chase of Dr J's mark. "I'm really

relieved."

In the first half, in which UMass built up an
insurTiountable 38-21 bulge, Pyatt was
thrfie for 12, ?)nd was pressing on his shots

'I held up on my fi'St three attempts,"

dannti'.'d the senior forward, 'It was a

Saturday night game in front of a lot of

people and I re«lly wanted to break the

record for the home crowd."
Luckily for the Minutemen, Pyatt heated

up in the second stanza, and his five-foot-six

Robin Hood impersonation was instrumental

in beating back a rallying George
Washington squad. Midway through the

second half the Colonials began to get

serious and ran off eight straight points

before Pyatt answered for UMass. The
visitors went on to record a 14-8 spurt, with

Pyatt accounting for six of the Minutemen
points during that period.

"People will start comparing me to Erving

now, but that's not right," said Pyatt. "Julius

is doing great things in the pros and I'm only

in college. Besides, Erving set the record in

two years and it took me four years to break

it," added the modest senior.

The contest was Utopian for the

Minutemen and their supporters. UMass
broke on top 8-2, then outscored the

Colonials 10-4 for an 18-6 lead that marked
the start of as lopsided a game as the Lea-

men have played all season.

"This, by far, was our most solid win since

I can remember," said a beaming Leaman.
"We did everything. Our shooting, (69 per

cent in the second half, 53 for the game) was
fantastic, we played great defense, and our

rebounding looked very good We also

executed our plays very well."

In fact, UMass executed its plays so well

that 11 of its 16 first half field goals were
scored on lay-ups and stuffs.

"It's easy to get the team ready for EAA
games," smiled Leaman.

It wasn't quite so easy for George
Washington coach Bob Tallent.

"It was pathetic," said Tallent. 'We didn't

work at all out there. It was our worst effort

of the season. I'm embarrassed it was on

TV."
Indeed, there wasn't much that George

Washington did right. The Colonials shot 28

per cent in the first half, 35 per cent for the

qamt' The visitors could manage only 59 per

cent from the free throw line. It's a wonder
the Voice didn't say, 'Who's George
Washington?'
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UM takes road safety measures
By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

Traffic lights and other safety measures
will be installed at two major pedestrian

crossing points on Massachusetts Ave and a

recommendation has been made to do the

same at a spot on North Pleasant Street,

according to a University Public Safety

official.

Saul L. Chafin, director of security for

UMass, said the measures should make
drivers "have a tendency...to drive a lot

slower. Pedestrians will be able to walk freely

across the street knowing the light is in their

favor."

A work order was sent to the Physical

Plant by Chafin on Feb. 10. It calls for

flashing caution lights; warning signs painted

on the streets to alert drivers to crosswalks;

and the relocation of bus stops away from
crosswalks, at the intersection of Mass. Ave.

and Sunset Ave. across from the southwest
Residential area.

Signal lights were requested for the in-

tersection of Mass. Ave. and Commonwealth
Ave., between Southwest and Boyden Gym.
UMass has jurisdiction over both of these

intersections.

In addition, the University has recom-
mended to the town of Amherst, which has

control over North Pleasant Street, that

signal lights be erected on that street at the

point between Hasbrouck and Morrill

buildings.

A UMass student, Scott C. Burgess, was
struck and killed by an automobile near that

spot on Feb. 4 of this year. Chafin yesterday

said in an interview the accident had "no
effect" on the decision to improve pedestrian

safety. He said he made his initial

suggestions to the University Safety

Committee last fall.

Physical Plant officials could not be

reached last night for a determination of

when the safety features will be im-

plemented.
Chafin said he would not "even try to

guess" on a date when improvements will be

completed. He did say however, he hoped

that "some things would be done prior to

school getting out."

The fast moving traffic going East and

West on Mass. Ave. has been the source of

complaints for many years. Because there

are no warning signs or lights, Chafin said,

drivers are not as cautious as they might be.

"You can start on Mass. Ave. at North

Pleasant Street," he said, "and there's

nothing that states you have to stop until you

get to route 47."

A study was made of the Mass. Ave.

Sunset Ave. intersection last fall by the

UMass Department of Environmental Health

and Safety.

The study found: there is a heavy flow of

pedestrian traffic across one of the three

crosswalks, more than the other two; busses

stop in front of the crosswalks and obscure
pedestrians' view of oncoming traffic; drivers

do not stop for pedestrians on crosswalks;

and most traffic continues straight on Mass.
Ave., avoiding Sunset Ave.

In another effort to enforce the 30-mile-an-

hour speed limit on Mass. Ave., Chafin said

UMass police will begin additional
monitoring of traffic to detect speeders.

S. African stock vote

in Amherst limelight

Panamanian leaders l<new

of drug traffic. Senate told
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate was

told yesterday that Panama's Gen. Omar
Torrijos probably knew of drug trafficking by

officials in his government and did not take

"sufficient action" against the drug
operations of his brother Moises.

"Some sources have provided intelligence

which we view as reliable and which we
believe suggests that Gen. Torrijos knew
about narcotics trafficking by government

officials and did not take sufficient action to

stop his brother's activities", said the Senate

Intetiigence Committee report presented to

the chamber in a secret session.

The report — released to reporters during

the closed-door session — also contained

the first official U.S. government
acknowledgement that Moises Torrijos, now
Panama's ambassador to Spain, was in-

dicted by a New York grand jury in 1972 for

heroin trafficking.

It said the Intelligence Committee's in-

vestigation of widespread Panamanian drug

allegations — which may jeopardize

ratification of the canal treaties - is still

incomplete but so far "has turned up no

conclusive evidence that could be used in a

court of law."

Leaving the morning session of the closed-

door Senate meeting for a lunch break. Sen.

Alan Cranston, D-Calif., said "no smoking

pistol" evidence had been presented that

might doom the treaties or damage Omar
Torrijos' integrity as guarantor of the pacts.

Cranston supports ratification, but even

senators opposed to it said they had heard

nothing at the morning review session that

had not already appeared in newspaper

stories and other public forums.

The report also stated that neither the drug

allegations, nor covert U.S. electronic

eavesdropping operations carried out against

top Panamanian officials, had affecteid the

outcome of the treaty* negotiations.

It did say they affected the timing and

atmosphere of the negotiations, however.

The voluminous, complicated allegations,

on file at the Drug Enforcement Ad-

ministration and other federal agencies,

include claims from former Panamanian

narcotics agents and other anonymous
sources that Omar Torrijos himself may have

been involved in the funneling of drugs —
chiefly Colombian cocaine - into the United

States.

Conservative senators who oppose
ratification of the canal treaties say these

charges, if true, call the integrity of the

Panamanian government into question and

demanded they be reviewed in' secret

session. The intelligence comminee, which

has DEA and other classified files on the

matter, conducted the briefing.

By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

Amherst College students and faculty

seeking college divestment of stocks of

corporations operating in South Africa

expect the College Board of Trustees to

realize the "strong student support and
concern" for divestment when represen-

tatives of both groups meet this Friday af-

ternoon.

The college holds $20 million in stocks of

22 corporations in apartheid South Africa.

Karl Seidman, co-chairman of the South
Africa Support Committee, last night said he

expects several hundred students and faculty

to attend the meeting with the trustees

Friday at 4 p.m. in Johnson Chapel.

Seidman said the committee is seeking "a

concession by the trustees to the principles

of corporate withdrawal from South Africa."

He said the committee is proposing the

trustees "exercise corporate holdings"

during a two year period to request the

corporations withdraw business operations

from apartheid South Africa, and then divest

from the corporations if they do not with-

draw.

The trustees last October unanimously

voted to maintain the investment policy, but

agreed to an open meeting with faculty and

students following a demonstration by

people supporting divestment outside the

trustees' November meeting.

A petition signed by over half the faculty

and students of the college was presented to

the trustees early in December demanding

the open meeting, according to Seidman.

No action on the investment policy can tie

made at Friday's meeting, Seidman said,

because the trustees do not hold an official

full board meeting until April.

Kurt Herizteld, Amherst college treasurer,

last night said the 18 trustees "will meet with

faculty and students in good faith" in an

opportunity for the trustees to listen to the

student support for divestment. Any
decisions by the trustees cannot be

predicted, he said, in advance of Friday's

meeting.

Seidman said the trustees' do not prefer

student participation in administrative

decisions, but added they have been

"diplomatic" in the issue of investment

policy.

Seidman said college President John W.
Ward "won"t take a position independent of

that of the trustees."

Ward last October said the college "would

consider divestment, if the corporation is

unresponsive to our objections. However, we
at Amherst College think it more morally

responsible to try to affect change than to

wash one's hands of a problem by simply

selling our governmental stocks."

Trustees at UMass, Hampshire and Smith

College last year each decided to divest

$700,000 worth of stocks of corporations

operating in South Africa. Some form of

student and faculty protest, including a sit-in

at Hampshire, preceeded divestment

decisions by trustees of the three colleges.

inside Energy talk

Watroba's move
Amherst selectmen heard a lawyer for

Watroba's Grocery in North Amherst

discuss a possible move by that store to

an adjacent location. Page 3

Exxon officer Dr. Robert Hirsch talked

about the nation's energy resources

during a visit to campus yesterday. See

the story page 6.

Weather
Cold, as usual
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Zoning reviewed by
Belchertown boards
fly RICHARD BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Selectmen here cut
short their regular meeting last night to meet
with the planning board concerning
proposed changes in zoning bylaws.
The planning board meeting, in Lawrence

Memorial Hall, was held to review changes in
the town's zoning bylaws proposed to meet
the requirements of new state laws.

During their regular meeting, the select-
men heard complaints from sewer com-
missioners, proposals concerning the ap-
pointment of a medical examiner and in-
creased fees for permits to store explosives
and gasoline.

Sewer commissioners' complaints con-
cerned a letter said to have originated from
the town's finance committee, which
proposed the creation of the position of
manager to the department of public works
and buildings.

The letter as read, said increasing com-
plications of town affairs due to growth
makes it impossible for part time personnel
to do the work required in maintaining town
roads and buildings.

Specifically, the letter states bureaucratic
problems and complex laws have made it

necessary to create such a position.
The letter states that "only a strong

department head supervising working
foremen " can cope with these problems.

Harry L. Brougham, a sewer com-
missioner, said he disagrees with the
proposal in the letter and wanted to meet
with the selectmen to inform them of his
disagreement. Brougham said the letter was
sent without his knowledge and did not
reflect the opinions of the sewer com-
missioners although the letter indicated the
sewer commissioner as having reviewed and
accepted the proposal.

Selectmen agreed to take the matter under
advisement.

Selectmen received the letter from the
town of Ware requesting the board to write a
letter requesting the appointment of a new
medical examiner. The position at present is

vacant.

The selectmen said they had previously
requested the governor to make a new
appointment, but no action has yet been
taken. The board took under advisement a
proposal calling for the sharing of a medical
examiner with the town of Ware with each
town paying half the cost, such as salary and
expenses.

Cyprus, Egypt may meet;
no release for assassins
NICOSIA, Cyprus [UPI] - President

Spyros Kyprianou yesterday offered to meet
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat to settle the
Larnaca airport fiasco but angrily rejected

demands that he hand over the two
assassins who killed Egypt's top newspaper
editor.

Each side blamed the other for causing the
airport debacle in which Cypriot troops
opened fire on Egyptian commandos trying

to free 15 hostages being held by the
assassins on board on Cypriot Airways jet.

Fifteen Egyptian soldiers were killed by the
Cypriot troops but the hostages and gunmen
were unhurt.

"Egypt bears the responsibility for this
tragedy," Kyprianou told a news conference.
"Cyprus cannot be blamed for these tragic
events."

Kyprianou flatly rejected an Egyptian
demand for the gunmen to be handed over
to Cairo for trial. Samir Mohammed Khadar,
28, of Jordan, and Zayet Hussein Ahmed Al
Ali, 26, of Kuwait, were charged with murder
Monday. They face execution if convicted.

"We have no right under Cyprus law to
surrender the two murderers," Kyprianou
said. "They will be tried by the Cyprus courts
and punished for their crime.
"We have no right to extradite them.

Anyway, they are not Egyptian nationals. We
do not want to cause further friction among
the Arabs."

Kyprianou said he had contacted Sadat
through third countries as part of an initiative

to "do everything possible" to restore
normal relations with Egypt.

"I am even ready to meet with President
Sadat, if he wishes, to discuss relations be-
tween our countries," Kyprianou said. ""I

appeal to President Sadat to do his best to
calm down the atmosphere in his country."

In Cairo, the Egyptian general who ordered

the commando assault said his men were
shot in the back '"meanly and treacherously"

by Greek Cypriot troops.

Brigadeer General Nabil Shukri said he

ordered the assault on the plane because
"time was running out."

"'I waited at Larnaca for one hour and a
half, enough time for Cypriot authorities to
reach an understanding with the gunmen to
surrender themselves," Shukri said.

Shukri said his men actually had reached
the Cyprus Airways DC-8 "'when Cypriot
forces opened fire at our back. This was
meanness and treachery ... to open fire on
the back of your friends."

The Egyptian commander said that if the
Greek Cypriot troops had not intervened, the
"operation would have been successfully
accomplished, in all certainty, without a
single drop of blood being shed."

Kyprianou accused Egypt of using its press
to distort events surrounding the airport fias-
co.

"They falsely claim that there was a prior
agreement for the dispatch of the Egyptian
commando group to Cyprus," Kyprianou
said. ""This is totally groundless.'"

""Two Egyptian army officers came to
Cyprus on Saturday," Kyprianou said. "This
shows they knew something would happen
here. This adds to the many questions that
call for an answer.

Kyprianou also said accusations by Egypt
that Cyprus intended to give the two gun-
men safe passage once they freed the
hostages were groundless.

"We planned to arrest the gunmen and
bring them to trial,"" Kyprianou said. The "'big

question," Kyprianou said, was why the
Egyptian commandos struck.

Kyprianou said Cypriot officials had
warned the Egyptian ambassador and
Egypt's military attache "not to try to inter-

fere because this would endanger the lives of

the hostages and crew.

"We told them we would make our own
efforts to secure their release," Kyprianou
said. "We did not give our consent or ap-
proval for their action. Negotiations had been
completed and the gunmen had agreed to
free the hostages and surrender them-
selves.
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Free puppies were among the usual wares being hawked at the Campus Center
yesterday. (Staff photo by Dave OIkon)

Childcare staff sought
for March women 's week
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Donna Brennan, coordinator for the In-
ternatior^al Women's Week child care
program, needs a staff. At a meeting last
night in the Student Union, Brennan said 30
paid positions would be available for
qualified persons willing to volunteer half of
the number of hours they spend working
with the children.

Jugglers, artists, puppeteers and people
willing to do educational workshops for
children are also being recruited by thej
childcare program. Men as well as women
are invited to get involved, according to
Brennan.
The childcare program will run during

Women's Week, March 5-11, from 9 a.m. to
9 p.m. for chillren ages six months to nine
years. Campus Center rooms 168, 170, and
171 will be utilized for the program. Childcare
will allow women with children to attend
Women's Week activities.

""Without childcare we couldn't have an
effective Women's Week. We're trying to
perpetuate the idea that women should be
able to be independent from their children
and at the same time be assured their
children are in a quality environment. That is
why we place an emphasis on having a

SW, NEAG
elections held
By ANDY MCCLELLAN
AND CAROL I^ORRIER
Collegian Staff

Special elections were held last night in
two residential area governments. South-
west Assembly elected Joni Mersky acting
president, and members of the Northeast
residential area elected Andrea Polito as
Northeast Area Government vice president.

Mersky, former administrative assistant of
Southwest Assembly, won by an 8 to 5
margin. She said she is pleased with her
election and that her previous experience on
the assembly would be beneficial to her in

fulfilling her new job. She said she wants to
meet with the dorm representatives several
times a month.

In Northeast, Polito, receiving 50 per cent
of the vote, defeated two other opponents,
Doug Novitch, with 38 per cent, and Ernie
Coose who received the remaining per-
centage.

competent staff," Brennan said.
The childcare activities will provide an

atmosphere of non-sexist, non-racist at-
titudes. ""We want to be able to offer the
children the same thing we're offering their
parents - a learning experience and not just
a baby sitting service," she added.
The Student Senate has allocated $1,100

for the IWW childcare, making it possible for
the coordinating committee to hire a staff.
"The committee feels that this type of work
seldom receives compensation and we'd like
to change this," remarked Irene Richard
staff coordinator of IWW.

Spring concert

on agenda
of senate

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
will consider a number of items tonight
including a final decision on the Black
American Music Festival for the spring
concert.

Two weeks ago the senate postponed
a final decision on funding the festival
pending the receipt of information on
security, cost and performers for the
concert. Organizers for the music festival
were asked to return tonight with the
information.

The senate will also work on appoval
and implementation of a lease for dor-
mitory residents. "The administration has
accepted our right to draft a lease," said
Pat Whelan, senate speaker. The senate
will consider the form of the lease and
begin work on the specifics for each
dorm and other tasks of implementation.

The senate will consider the recom-
mendation of the senate Rents and Fees
committee to have faculty and staff pay
an increased share of the cost of the bus
service through higher parking fees or
establishing a separate fee for bus
funding.

Whalen said an important bill on
reorganization of the senate into a "town
meeting " form may reach the floor

tomorrow night.

Ifiin-

t

Vance pushes Mideast jet sale
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Secretary of

State Cyrus Vance said yesterday the ad-
ministration would not accept any
congressional effort to dismantle its package
of sophisticated fighter planes for Egypt,
Saudi Arabia and Israel.

"Partial rejection I find unacceptable,"
Vance told the House International Relations
Committee in presenting the administration's
request for nearly $4.6 billion in foreign aid
for fiscal 1979. "Total rejection would be very
damaging."

Under the administration's proposal, Egypt
would be able to acquire 50 F-5E jet fighters;
Saudi Arabia, 60 F-15's, and Israel, 75 F-16's
and 15 F-15's.

Rep. John Cavanaugh, D-Neb., asked
about the possibility that Congress might
approve the aircraft for Israel, but not Saudi
Arabia or Egypt.
Vance replied, "Our role as a trusted in-

termediary would suffer most if the package
IS turned down. If you try to take the package
apart you would further distort the balance
which currently exists in the area.
"Therefore, we hope the Congress in its

wisdom would approve the package."
Vance, in his opening presentation, told

the committee "we should seek substantial
incases in our foreign assistance during the
1979-1982 period, provided we are convinced
that such aid can be effectively and ef-
ficiently used."
He stressed the importance of economic

and military aid to key countries in the Middle
East and Africa "which are central to our
quest for peace ... we need their cooperation
'",the Middle East and southern Africa."

"This is the first foreign assistance budget
which fully reflects the policies and priorities
of the Carter administration," Vance said
giving "special attention to the importance

of improving the conditions of political,
economic and civil rights woridwide and of
integrating these basic considerations more
fully into our decisions of foreign assistance
programs."
Vance asked Congress to approve a fiscal

1979 budget of $4,582 billion to finance U.S.
foreign aid.

That includes more than $2.7 billion for
bilateral military assistance, another $1.6
billion for bilateral economic aid, as well as
contributions for a total of $282 million to the
United Nations and the Organization of
American States. Nearty one-third of the
proposed 1979 program has been earmarked
for Israel and Egypt.

Selectmen ponder
Watroba's site change
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Store owner Chester Watroba does not
necessarily want his property to be changed
into a town parking lot if he were to move
into the present North Amherst Youth
Center, according to architect John Kuhn of
Gillen Associates.
Kuhn answered questions of residents and

selectmen concerning the proposed move at
an Amherst selectmen's meeting in Town
Hall last night.

Possible swap of the properties is one
proposal which has developed from recent
discussion of a facelift in North Amherst to
solve parking and traffic problems. The
proposed transferral was an issue of heated
debate among many North Amherst
residents last night.

Amhersf

The proposal deals specifically with a swap
of the present Watroba store building and
the North Amherst School being used by the
North Amherst Youth Center. According to
Kuhn, Watroba plans to take over the ground
floor of the school and add an 800 foot
addition which would become the main
entrance to the store.

The first floor would probably be used for
office space. Parking would be provided only
on land swapped with the town.

However the proposal must first be passed
at a town meeting in May. Watroba would
then have a six month option to exchange his

present site for the adjacent building.

Concern revolved around the future of the
North Amherst youth Center as well as the
proposed parking lot to replace the present

Watroba building. "It is a question of
principle," said one Amherst citizen. "For
youth less connected with structured ac-
tivities (boy scouts or girl scouts, etc.) they
make great use of the facility."

"The more important issue is the change
of public property to private use. It might set
a precedent," she said.

However, other Amherst citizens voiced
their disagreement with this view. Viewing
the proposal as leading to improvement in

the parking problem, beautification of the
corner as well as an opportunity to turn an
expense into aesthetic income, was a
common sentiment among the dissenters.

"Although it's a lousy old building," said
another resident, "it's an ongoing business
generating a family's income and providina
us with a convenience."

Selectmen took no stand on the issue.
In other business, selectmen approved an

Amherst Housing Authority application for a
proposed housing rehabilitation program. To
be financed by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, the program would
authorize the granting of 15 proposed sites
throughout Amherst.

A meeting between Hadley and Amherst
dealing with a proposed water agreement
between the two neighboring towns was
again postponed until March 6. Previously
scheduled for last week, the meeting was
deferred pending rewording of the
agreement by Amherst officials.

According to Town Manager A. Louis
Haywood, Hadley now requests time to
study the agreement.

A report and accompanying slide
presentation was also given to Selectmen by
the Amherst ABC group, A Better Chance
Corporation. The group is a high school
scholarship program, offering deserving
youth a chance for better education in the
Amherst school system.

The People's Market is celebrating their fifth anniversary as a student-run
student-financed food store. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

Pickup truck stolen here

Third World most affected

By ROB YARVITZ
Collegian Staff

UMass police are investigating the theft of
a pickup truck stolen while the owner was

Sterilization abuse widespread

^m

Editor's note: This is the second of a week
long series by James Lewis on sterilization.

By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

Reports from the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare indicate that over one
million voluntary permanent sterilizations are
performed on women by doctors each year

Doctors and aides have stated the
sterilization are voluntary, but facts indicate
illegal sterilization abuse occurs for an
overwhelming majority of women. The U.S.
government is presently launching a cam-
paign of genocide by way of sterilizing Third
World women.

Sterilization abuse occurs everytime a
person is sterilized:

without giving informed consent;
without knowing the operation is per-

manent;

without any knowledge of the risks,

benefits or alternatives to the operation;

without having the opportunity to rriake a

carefully thought out decision with the

chance to learn the social facts and to un-

derstand their implications. (Many women
change their minds after consulting with
friends);

because she has been threatened with the

denial of other medical services or ter-

mination of welfare payments;

by court order or parental consent,
because they are "feebleminded" or
"socially inadequate" (eugenic sterilization).

When a woman is sterilized because
abortion is unavailable or birth control
methods too costly, or when a woman is
forced to accept sterilization as a condition
for obtaining abortion.

News analysis

Many times women are lied to or tricked
into these operations. Many Third World
Women do not know they are sterilized. At
present a hospital can receive from $400 to
$800 for every sterilization it performs. How
much of this the doctor gets is still un-

dertermined.
Since 1970, the rate of these sterilizations

in the U.S. has gone up 300 per cent. These
sterilizations are happening on a national
increase. It is difficult to prosecute a doctor
who has sterilized a woman, and doctors are
usually only fined. It is not right for doctors
to operate on womens body like this, and Jt

should be illegal.

As part of a genocide plan for population
control, this has to be one of the ugliest

conspiracies ever. These are the statistics on
Third World Women in the U.S.:
Twenty per cent of all married Black

women are sterilized. Twenty-five per cent of
all native American women are sterilized. The
Eugenics board of North Carolina ordered
the sterilization of 1,023 Black women
between 1960 and 1968, and fifty-six per cent
of the women were under twenty years of
age.

Over one million sterilizations occur each
year on Third Worid women, and the trend is

increasing.

The sterilization abuse situation in Puerto
Rico is insane to contemplate, to say the
least. The education system stresses sex
education and concentrates 90 per cent of its

contraceptive focus on tubuligations and
hysterectomies.

Until 1972 the hysterectomy was the most
common form of sterilization in Puerto Rico
and in the U.S. This operation is the cutting
out of the woman's uterus, and 500 out of
every 100,000 women who have this

operation die.

They literally lied, tricked, enduced women
into this surgery, and have sterilized 38 per
cent of the women in Puerto Rico. Much of
this was- is funded by companies owned by
the Rockefeller family.

These facts are true and documented. It

should be a motive for women and men to
find out more about this.

delivering pizza in Webster dormitory
Monday night.

Superior Pizzeria employee Dennis M.
Lattinville, of 37 Deepwood Drive told police
he parked his 1972 Datsun pickup in Lot 48
and left it running while he went ibside Web-
ster. When he came out, it was gone.

Police recovered the vehicle approximately
an hour later in Cashin Dorm's loading area.

Lattinville reported no damage to the car,

and nothing was stolen except the keys to

the ignition, left in the vehicle at the time of
the theft.

A hit-and-run Saturday night in Lot 65
near Engineering East Building caused $150
worth of damage to a car owned by
Christopher H. Sloan of Trinity College,

Hartford.

An engine compartment fire in the rear of
a grey Volkswagen driving along North
Pleasant Street last night was extinguished
by UMass police.

The fire broke out at approximately 5:30
p.m. directly across from Morrill Science
Center.

According to Amherst police, UMass
police officers Chris LaFlamme and Barry
Landers arrived on the scene first and ex-
tinguished the fire before the Amherst Fire

Department arrived.

A hearing has been scheduled for March
10 for two UMass students arrested this

weekend on charges of larceny.

UMass police said Edward (Ilallahan and
Michael Healy, both from Brown Dormitory,
were arrested at approximately 2:30 a.m.
Sunday morning when they were spotted
carrying a counch worth $350 around the
east side area of Hamlin dormitory.
A 21 inch color television, worth $500, was

stolen from the recreation room of Chad-
bourne dormitory early Sunday morning.
Chadboume's head of residence, William
Harris, told police two chains securing the
TV were cut. There are no suspects arid the
case is tjeing investigated, police said.
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The experience
by ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

It is Sunday morning, and one is travelingmto town from the direction of UMass on

Am7t^ t^""I ^'^^^ "3^^ ^""^ *s made onAmity, then a left on Prospect, another right

SL? ^^"^ ^^'^^' ^"^ ^^«^« '^ stands ina^ent pnde weanng the number representing

Church
Congregational Community

Hope Church is pastored by the Reverend
L.W. Anderson, Jr., who first visited the

Programs, Bill Hasson, and Nate Sims, then
a doctoral student at UMass, about
remaining in Amherst. "Hasson circulated
announcements about a guest speaker"
remarked Reverend Anderson, "and

'

I

continued to speak ever since. I guess youmight descnbe it as a spontaneous reaction
"

According to Reverend Anderson the
congregation of Hope Church is composed
mostly of students and faculty. Sinaer-
entertainer, and UMass graduate Natalie
Cole, frequently attended Hope Church
You would be surprised at the people who

nnTJ^^Kl^""
^" *''"*^^ °^ religious backgrounds come to worshlo We trvnot to change anyone's belief, alt we ask is that they love thTeTord ''

Reverend L. W. Anderson Sr.

Amherst area back in 1969. During his talks
with black students, he heard a recuning
theme expressed by them. The need for a
black church. "The Civil Rights movement of
theSO's was still active, and students seeking
self identity needed to express themselves
They could not accomplish this with the
churches in the area," said Reverend An-
derson.

In 1970 Reverend Anderson was ap-
proached by UMass coordinator of Student

have been up here (UMass) and have at-
tended church," remarked Reverend An-
derson. "The church represents a home
away from home, we try to offer good will
love, and affection," he said.

Contrary to the belief of many, Hope
Church IS not a Baptist church, but is af-
fihated with The United Church of Christ a
church organization representing the
diversity in religion, such as Jews, Catholics
Baptists, Protestants, and so on. "People

from all kinds of religious backgrounds come
to worship. We try not to change anyone's
belief all we ask is that they love the Lord

"
said Reverend Anderson.

Flhonda Gordon, daughter of Reverend
Anderson, and Director of the UpwardBound Program at UMass, described Hope
Church as meeting the spiritual needs of
ourselves, as well as that of the
congregation."

Gordon grew up in church, and has led an
active church life. She was very instrumental
in organizing the choir, composed of tenmembers, and has at various times been
pianist, president, and director of the choirAt present Gordon is grateful just to be amember. 'We all share leadership roles," she

;,nH P'T^ ^^^1^''^' ^^^^ ^°^ 's everything,and God can do anything, Gordon places ahigh value on church involvement "Ex-penence being involved with a church itennches life," she said.
For those who are interested in ex-

ri!i%''"l?
''^'"^^ involvement. Reverend

Ho^o rh^'!°" ?' ^"^ ^^« congregation ofHope Church welcomes any and all to attend
services held every Sunday morning
beginning at 11 a.m.

^

Da^or^T'^** '• ^ Anderson Senior,pastor of The Hope CongregationaCommun.ty Church. (Photo by Idward

Black History

Week schedule

special

of the

Prof.

by Edward Cohen)
-vi.cnae. hrasier, Les Anderson, Kathy Adamson, and Kathy Anderson. (Photo

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. A
Rededication Ceremony
AAalcom X Center
John Bracy, Chairman of Afro

Am Dept. keynote speech
Slide Show of Festac, by

Nelson Stevens
Poetry Readings by:
Valery Stevens, Annie Car-

penter, Frieda Jones, Shareef
Rasool
Dance by Eno Washington

Thursday, 8 p.m. at Campus Center
Auditorium Sonia Sanchez: in-
ternationally famous poet, spon-
sored by DVP.
Friday 8-10:30 p.m. Sunlight and
Shade. Black Classical music

The Horn of Africa, behind the Ethio-SomaliaWarBy ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Tfi/s is the second in a series of articles on
repression, war, and super-power contention
on The Horn of Africa, presented by the
Connecticut-Amherst chapter of the
Ethiopian Students Union in North America
lESUNA]

The Ethiopian students of the Valley area
cordially invite one and all to the forum this
Saturday, February 25, to further discuss
these issues The forum will be held in the
Student Union Ballroom beginning at 7 p.m

The Horn of Africa - Behind the Ethio -
Somalia War

The war between Ethiopia and Somali do
not just a boundary dispute of a tribal-
religious conflict as most Western
propagandists try to put it. It is a result of the
political, social, economic conditions that
had existed and continue to exist in the
region. Thus it is necessary to give a brief
summary of the historic background of the
conflict.

The Somalia Nationality Question in Ethiopia
The beginning of the oppression of the

Somali nationality in Ethiopia cannot be seen
outside the context of imperialist penetration
in North- East Africa. With the end of the
stage of capitalism under which free com-
petition was dominant, a period of monopoly
capitalism began Of this stage Lenin said;
"with this a tremendous 'boom' is colonial
conquest begins, and that the struggle for
territorial division of the world becomes
extraordinarily keen." The reason for this
'urge' of conquest is explained further by
Lenin in the following words; "The more
capitalism is developed, the more stronger
the shortage of raw material is felt, the more
intense the competition and hunt for sources
of ravyj^aterials jhroujjhout th| whole world

and the more desperate is the struggle for
the acquisition of territories."

Thus, began the race for the division of
North- Eastern Africa between various im-
perialist powers, notably - Britain France
and Italy. Between 1884 and 1900 a series of
agreements between these powers and
Somalia "tribal chiefs" led to the establish-
ment of spheres of influence. As a result, the
Somalis found themselves under four
European administration; in French Somali-
land (now the Republic of Djibouti), British
Italian Somaliland (present day Republic of
Somalia) and the North Eastern frontier of
Kenya. Following an agreement between
Emperor Menelik on the one hand and Italy
and Britain on the other, the Somalis also
came under the Ethiopian empire state.
The Ogaden Somalis Under Ethiopian Feudal
Rule

At the time of the partition of Africa by the
imperialist countries the Emperor of Ethiopia
having received a substantial quantity of
arms began expanding his kingdom to the
west, east and south east. His venture
towards the east began with the capture of
the city of Harar in 1887, which then became
the military and administrative center for
moving east and southwards into the interior
of Ogaden.

Right from the start, the feudal Ethiopian
governors and their soldiers set the pattern
of exploitation and chauvinistic relationship
with their subjects. This was a pattern similar
to that practiced by the Ethiopian ruling class
on other oppressed nationalities of the newly
conquered regions of southern and south
western Ethiopia. Their lands and catties
were confiscated. They were made serfs like
the settled agriculturalist Oromo nationalities
of the Ogaden (Ootu). The governors im-
posed taxes anr^ forced labors on the
nomadic Somalis as payment for being
permitted to water their cattle on wells which

had been used by their forefathers.
The oppressed Ogaden Somali

nationalities were also humiliated through
social and cultural oppression. Although
nominally Ethiopian, in practice the Somalias
were regarded and treated as second class
citizens, if not as aliens. The use of their
language in schools and government was
prohibited. Their culture was denigrated, and
were rather forced in various ways to adapt
the culture of the ruling nationalities. Every
attempt was made to introduce and expand
the Christian religion which was the official
religion of the empire and the dominant
nationality. On the other hand, the practicing
of non-Christian religion were frowned upon
especially the Islam religion of which most
Somali nationalities are adherent to. Under
such conditions it was only natural for
numerous revolts to spring up. And when
they did, they were brutally repressed by the
reactionary Ethiopian state in power.
The Struggle for National Liberation and the
Leadership of the "Western Somali
Liberation Front \WSLF]"
The oppressed Somali people have per

sistently fought the colonial rule of Britan
France, and Italy, But they have also fought
Minilik's expansionism and the oppressive
rule of Haile Selassie big nation chauvinism
And at present the Somalis, like the Eritrear
nationalities are fighting the junta's outright
reactionary and ultra chauvinist war of
national subjugation.

At the time of the scramble for the Horn of
Africa and Britains colonization of part of
Somaliland, there was a rebellian by the
Ogaden Somali nationalities under the
leadership of poet Sayia Muhumed Abdulla
Hussan (known to the colonialists as the
Mad Mullah) Tho'toh this great aspiration
of the Ogaden Somalis was temporarily
crushed by the powerful colonialist military
force, the liberation and total emancipation

of the Somali nationalities has always been
the dream of every Somali nationals.

In 1948, seven years after the Italian
surrender, Haile Sellassie and Britain agreed
to incorporate Ogaden to Ethiopia. On the
other hand, continued Somali resistance
against British anjj Italian colonialists
culminated in the birth of the Somali
Republic in 1960. The new Somalia
government, starling from independence,
took the position of incorporating the
Ogaden in Ethiopia, the North Kenya frontier
in Kenya and French Somaliland (still in the
hands of French colonialists) into the Somali
nation state.

The Ogaden Somali nationalities,
however, remained dominated by the Feudo-
bourgeoise regime of Haile Selassie. Their
aspiration for self determination unfulfilled.
The continued struggle resulted in the birth
of The Western Somali Liberation Front
(WSLF).

This movement is one of the national
movements in Ethiopia and has its root in the
Somali and Harrare opposition movements.
The initial gains in the early sixties, suffered
some setback after the Ethio Somali border
conflict of 1964 and the resultant conciliation
between the two governments. The then
WSLF movement leader Abdullah Hussan
Mohammed said "We had to wait at that
time (in 1964) because Somali was forced (by
agreement with Ethiopia) to deny us aid."

However, when the Ethiopian ruling
classes were deeply shaken by the
revolutionary forces internally and when their
control of the state became very ineffective,
Somali thought it to be expedient to prop up
the W.S.L.F. in order to realize its long
standing claim on the Ogaden region.

CONT. ON PAGE 5
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Black Affairs
High Notes...
Black radio, as we learned from Sonny Joe

White (last week), is a form of media that is

beset with problems. Lack of airtime and
funding come under this problem heading
and cause a number of other situations to
arise. Today, we'll look at some of the effects
that the above problems have on what
comes out of the little box on your kitchen
table or out of the dashboard of your car.

Black Radio really began to take shape as a
media form with definite characteristics (as
we know them todr y) in the 60s. It was a
form of Black expression for Black people -
their music, and their political expression.
Ideally, the stations would be formed and
staffed by Blacks and provide a forum for the
Black community. There were high hopes
and ideals for this relatively new form of
media in that it would help the people in
providing the community with news, public
affairs annoi-ncements, etc. that would be
pen nent to the Black community.

Further growth along these lines has been
hampered by what was called "The
Esiablishment" in the 60s. To operate a radio
station of any significance in the U.S.A., one
must be licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC). Black
groups wno applied for station licenses were
"seen coming" so to speak. Others were
turned down outright. Those who were
licensed, were given a sunrise to sunset
license eillowing them limited operation.
Stations operating during daylight hours
only, wouldn't get to people who had to
work or keep looking for work. That
description covers much of the Black
community. By limiting the audience through
the licensing channels this way, the impact
of the station is limited.

Some stations went the route of obtaining
the station license under the guise of another
group. They elected to apply through white
organizations and some were successful in
obtaining full-time licenses. However, more
time brought more adulteration. These white
groups would make sure that any
programming that was objectionable to them
was omitted. They held the license, so they
held the power. Stations with this restriction
would be labeled as "sellouts" and lose their
credibility and support in the community.
Stations such as WBLS in New York have
earned this stigma of being a sellout and
have a minimal foothold in the Black

\

(Tommunity. In other words, chalk one up for
the establishment.
Those stations who broadcast sunrise to

sunset without having to adulterate their
product as much run into another problem
Radio IS radio, whether it's white or Black so
each must compete for the advertising dollar
to maintain a professional staff. A station
that IS only for daytime operation is at a
disadvantage as the time to run commercials
IS also limited. To run the necessary com-
mercials would be cutting out time that could
and should be devoted to information
music, news, etc.
The remaining options are these: to get a

license, have white backers that can get you
a full-time license. However, this will be a
constriction to your operation as you'll have
to literally "please the messah". You could
get a solid Black group to get a license but
most likely, you'll get a daytime license so be
prepared to deal with the problems with that
No matter what route you choose, there are
hardships ahead.
What is necessary to help negate thc««»

factors along the way, there is one thing chat
could go a long way in making Black Radio a
viable listening alternative for the Black
community. This is support from the Black
community itself. There is no better way to
help determine the flavor and function of
Black stations than to support them and help
show the necessity for full time licenses and
to enthusiastically go out and procure them.
The success of this would be twofold" it

would be somewhat easier to get a license
and the controlling interest would be from
the Black community, the people it's sup-
posed to serve.

— mario

Upcoming events

Editorial
Many people have become very pesimistic

about the country, and the honesty and
integrity of our politicians, businessmen, and
scientists. Even our churches have come
under severe critical analysis. Our view of
reality is changing. People no longer hold to
traditional patterns of indoctrination about
our explanation of reality. Many people do
not believe there is a God. Some people
profess that God is a human invention, a
conspiracy to maintain a subjected class of
ignorant people. We should understand that
all of us are in the midst of a great
psychological revolution, where mankind is

seriously looking into the forces and
dynamics of oppression, sexism, racism, and
the imbalance of power.
Many things are going on that people

*The Horn
of Africa
CONT. FROM PAGE 4
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w.b.L.F. was armed and financed by the
Somali government and regular Somali
troops were incorporated Into its armed
fighters. According to its stated objective
the front wants to incorporate the Somali
nationhtes of the Ogaden into the Somali
nation state. With this stated objective, the
W.S.L.F. supported by regular Somali troops
and ehavy war machinery successfully
waged a military campaign. Here, it is
however, important to note that unless the
front comes out with a vivid national
program, which takes the objective situation
mto consideration and guarantee the
ultimate and total emanicipation of the
people of the area, there is a possibility of
set-back if not reverse; to the initial political
and military gains.

A genuine front is one which is supported
by the people and upholds the rights and
aspirations of the masses (inpluding other
nationals of the Ogaden) to decide their
destiny without undue intervention and
political manupllation from outside.

Sunlight 'n' shade
Announcements

"Our music is like a mirror of the folks
around us and what's happening
now...sometimes it's mild, sometimes it's

wild," says Avery Sharpe, manager and
bassman of Sunlight n' Shade, a tight group
making it's-^ame known in New England.

The featured vocalist is Semenya McCord.
Originally from the Midwest, she opened her
New England experiences performing and
writing with the Voices of New Africa House
Choir at the University of Massachusetts in
Amherst. Semenya was featured with her
own song on Archie Shepp's Arista release.
"There's A Trumpet In My Soul." The
February, 1976 issue of Playboy Magazine
reviewed her contribution as "delightful'
and requested more. Ebony magazine's
November, 1976 issue described her voice as
"hauntingty lovely.

"

Pianist, George hiourte, and guitarist,
Joe Cifarelli, take striking leads during a
performance. George, a native of
Massachusetts, spent time touring with New
England show bands and studying music
education. He has studied and worked with
Archie Shepp, Charles "Magid" Greenlee

l\^t. Holyoke College

This Thursday, February 23, at Mt.
Holyoke College there will be a symposium
on Current U.S. Policies in Southern Africa.
Ambassador William Brewer will be the
keynote speaker.

and John Betsch. Joe, born in New York,
has studied drunns as well as quitar.

Flutists and percussionist, J'orge "Man-
dingo" Medina, has recently joined the
group. Coming from New York, Jorge shares
a rhythmic experience with conga and bango
drunrw which he has known since childhood.
He led a sextet In New York, has ac-
companied Marion Brown and the New
World Percussion Ensembly and played flute
in the Boston Latin All-Star Orchestra.

Originally from North Carolina, Alvin Terry,
drummer, has been working with Avery for
several years. A/vin has experienced the
teachings of Max Rooch and worked with
the Voices of New Africa House Choir and
Reconstruction. Avery was born in Georgia
andbegan playing bass in the Church of God
and Christ. Studying with Reggie Workmaa
at UMass, he now exhibits feelings for all
styles of music and provides a dynamic
foundation for the band.

Sunlight 'n' Shad will be performing this
Friday, February 24, at the Hampden dining
commons in Southwest beginning at 8 p.m.

Amherst College

Friday, February 24, at Amherst College,
The National Black Students Association will

hold a general meeting in the Gerald Penny
Memorial Cultural Center. Meeting time is at
7:30 p.m., various topics will be discussed.

Fashion Show
The Third Wortd Women's Center will

sponsor a Spring Fashion Show, to be held
April 29. Volunteers for male and female
models are needed. All are welcome. A list
for signatures will be posted inside the New
Africa House lobby.

Drum
DRUM - a student run literary and arts

magazine is asking for contributions for the
Spring issue in the areas of Art,
Photography, Poetry. Essay, Fiction,
Reviews and any information relevant to the
student body. All articles must be
typewritten and double spaced. The deadline
is March 17th. Submit articles to Afro-Am
office. New Africa House, UMass, Amherst.

'Solidarity tligiit'
A "Night of Solidarity with Ethiopian

People" will be held this SAturday
A "Night of Solidarity with Ethiopian

People" will be held this Saturday, February
25, in the Student Union Ballroom at 7 p.m.
The program will feature a speaker, films,
slides, and dinner. Admission is one dollar.

This is sponsored by the Connecticut-
Amherst Chapter of the Ethiopian Students
Union in North America - (Esuna).

Art Exhibit

The Sylvan Cultural Society would like to
sponsor a Third World art exhibit. The exhibit
is tentatively scheduled for the second week
in March. Any Third Worid student who has
works they would like to have shown should
contact Renee Mobley at 6-4278. *
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should be aware of. Hundreds of laser
satellites orbit planet earth with the ability to
take pictures of car license plates, driving on
land, or parked on the streets. These
satellites convey information to computer
centers established in the United States and
in other countries. People should know that
this country has been building nuclear
reactors for the past twenty years. The
Atomic Energy Commission a^d NASA have
been building hjndreds of them in this
country. They literally have thousands of
these projects going on. Plants of this type
are in every state. If this sounds doubtful,
good. The next step for a doubter is to begin
research. Try beginning in the Physical
Sciences Library. There lies some unsettling
information.

Thoughts

It takes two to speak the
truth — one to speak and
another to hear.

Thoreau
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Three energy sources ^"^ restaurant j^t qood food

cited by Exxon man
By RITA ZEIDNER
Collegian Staff

Solar, fusion and breeder reactors were
identified as the three most feasible future
energy resources by Dr. Robert Hirsch of
Exxon Corporation yesterday in a lecture
sponsored by the office to Coordinate
Energy Research and Education.

It was the first of a series on current issues
in er>ergy research and development.

Hirsch focused his lecture around three
inexhaustible fuel sources, "under the
assumption that in the future, one will
provide most of the world's fuel." Solar
energy was the first topic discussed. He
Identified some of the sources as being direct
thermal, photovoltaic, wind, fuels from bio-
mass, space and power systems and ocean
thermal.

These sources he described as being safe
simple and environmentally safe. However
he also identified the disadvantages, in-
cluding a high initial cost, excessive land
requirenr>ents, the need for large storage
facilities, undesirable land use and a second
back-up fuel source.

Overall, Hirsch indicated biomass (organic
raw material which could be burnt as fuel) as
the most optimistic fuel source of the future,
since it could be replenished, and because of
Its fairly low production costs. The other
solar energy sources mentioned currently
could not be considered to be realistic, due
primarily to their high cost and complicated
engineering needs. Hirsch considered
thermal energy to be the least feasible solar
energy source.
The second fuel source discussed was

fusion, the changing of plutonium 238 to
thorium. Two methods were described.
Magnetic confinement could be enacted
through use of equipment such as the
tokamak or mirror Inertial confinement
could be enacted through use of the laser,
electron beam, or ion beam.

Hirsch said magnetic confinement (or
"pure fusion") was the primary approach

used In the United States. However,
although the "physics are well-along," and
the technology is feasible, a great amount of
complex engineering will be needed.

In reference to the inertial confinement,
Hirsch said although "the physics were
promising," the technology was very un-
certain, and the techniques were very costly.

In concluding his discussion of fusion
Hirsch said despite its setbacks, "fusion has
the potential to be the energy source of the
future, since it is the energy source for the
universe."

The last energy resource discussed was
the "breeder." The types of breeders
identified were the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor, which used a small amount of
Plutonium and a lot of uranium-238 to yield a
fission product, new plutonium and uranium-
238. Other types of breeders include the gas-
cooled fast reactor, the electro-nuclear
breeder, the light-water breeder, and the
fission -fusion hybrid, which, according to
Hirsch is "technologically the simplest."

Hirsch described society as "going
through a three-way balance, weighing
safety, environmental effects and costs of
the prospective energy sources. He identified
solar energy as being the safest and cleanest
source, and the breeder being the least safe.
However, in reference to the "probability of
low base load energy cost," the breeder
revealed the most positive outlook.

Hirsch concluded his lecture with several
proposals. He suggested that there be an
acceleration of solar research. Government
and private agencies should provide ad-
ditional support to the development of a
feasible solar energy resource.
He also proposed the acceleration of

fusion research, aimed at operating a fusion
electric plant by 1987.
And lastly, he proposed that the U.S.

maintain an "active, significant breeder
reactor," in spite of current demonstration.
He added despite the current protestations
towards this energy source, if the two other
energy sources fail, the reactor will have to
be used.

L

Feafuring. homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials

bAqEls & pastrIes

256-8955 AT FACES OF earth

OPEN 9:90-6:00

MON.-SAT.

Belchertown candidates

run unopposed, so far
By RICHARD E. BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Most candidates for
town office here may run unopposed in their
bid for election with the deadline for can-
didate nominations less than two weeks
away.

Of the 12 town positions open this year
only the Board of Selectmen candidates
currently face opposition. Candidates for
selectmen are Raymond G. Peetz, Jr. and
William H. Squires, Jr.
They will be competing for the selectmen's

^r}^
vacated by selectman Bernard F

Wilkes, Jr., assistant director of the Campus

Wilkes told the Collegian he made the
decision not to run because he would like to
devote more time to his family and career.

Wilkes said he plans to return to school to
obtain a masters degree.
He also said he would like to spend more

time with his children while they are young
doing family activities such as camping and
cub scouts.

Wilkes describes the selectmen as the
town's managers. Selectmen hire and fire
town employees, negotiate contracts, and
pay the town's bills along with other duties in
managing town affairs, he said.

In addition to the selectman's post, town

voters will be choosing a town moderator, a
town clerk, local and regional school
committee members, a planning board
member, a cemetery commissioner, a tree
warden, a sewer commissioner and board
members for the housing authority, board of
health and board of assessors.

Candidates on the ballot were chosen at
the town's non-partisan caucus in January.

Other candidates may emerge since ad-
ditional candidates may be nominated by
petition.

At present only four persons have taken
out petitions to have their names places on
the town ballot.

They are: Owens Taylor, a candidate for
selectman.
Roy A. Voci, 11 Westwood Drive and

George R. Harrell of 2 Amherst Road, school
committee candidates.

Floyd R. Peeso, candidate for sewer
commissioner.

Stressing that these were only the names
of those who have filed petitions for
nomination, town clerk Carl J. Peterson, Jr.
said potential candidates may obtain blank
nominati'^n papers from his office.

Candidates have until March 2 to obtain
the papers which must be returned by 5 p.m
Monday, March 6.

Twenty signatures by registered voters are
required to place a name in nomination.
Town elections will be held April 10.

Women 's group to sing
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Sweet Honey in the Rock, a Washington,
D.C. based vocal group will perform at the
final concert of International Women's Week
In the Fine Arts Center March 11.

The group consists of five black women
singers and songwriters who perform a
cappella with occasional instrumental ac
companiment Their music ranges from
gospel and blues, to black women love songs
and political statements

Sweet Honey in the Rock was formed in
1974 by Bernice Reagon through the

Washington Black Repertory Company's
vocal workshops. Reagon, along with
Patricia Johnson, Louise Robinson, Evelyn
Harris and Carol Lynne Maillard harmonize in
a way that allows each voice to remain
distinctive.

The group's name, "Sweet Honey in the
Hock, IS based on the refrain of a traditional
black spiritual. It refers to "a land so sweet
that honey flows from the rocks." The name
symbolizes the strength, consistency and
warmth of black women.

Tickets for the concert are on sale at the
Women's Newstand, Tix, For the Record
Platterpus Records and Goodbody's

n€ fUuj Over The Cuckoo's Hcsl
Staniyig 'Jack MicholsoH

UJ€dn€sdaq fcb. 22

Sludcnl Union Ballroom

8:00 & 10:30 P.m. $1.25

says

WEDNESDAY
IS

MICHELOB NIGHT
Free Munchies

12 oz. 60® Bottlei
1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

THESIS PAPER and TYPING PAPER
NOTEBOOK PAPER and STATIONERY

Red Hot Offer from the Red Hot Magazine

SAVE 50% OFF
the newsstand price

_26 issuesJf^

SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT

COUPON

SAVE 50%
OFF NEWSSTAND PRICE
26 ISSUER FOR ONLY S13 00

OR SAVE EVEN MORE

' 52 ISSUES FOR ONLY $22 00

Please send me one
year of ROLLING STONE (26 issues) at
the money saving rate of $13 00
D 26 issues only $13 00

(newsstand price for 26 issues is $26 00)
Save even more!
LJ 52 issues only %22 00

(newsstand price for 52 issues is $52 00)
D Payment Enclosed D Bill me later

AT
A.J. HASTINGS

4S S. PLEASANT ST.

AMHERST

RUSH THE PIKES

The Brothers Of
Pi Kappa Alpha

fnvite All University Men to
Attend Infornnal Rush

Wed. Feb. 22 8 =00 p.m.

Thurs. Feb. 23 8 =00 p.m.

See what it's like to be a Pike

At 418 N. Pleasant St. (two-minute walk
from campus) beer & refreshments served

FILL OUT THE

SPECIAL COUPON
& MAIL TODAY

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

APT

MAIL TO ROLLING STONE PO BOX 2983
BOULDER. COLORADO 80302
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World Youth
I

Festival Tours 1978

TRAVEL TO CUBA DURING THE WORLD
FESTIVAL OF YOUTH AND STUDENTS!

While the delegation to the Youth Festival will be chosen by the U S
Preparatory Committee, you can see the 1 1th World Festival of Youth
and Students as a tounst. You will be able to participate in many of the
mass rallies and cultural events of the Festival and have a chance to
meet the thousands of young people from all over the world who will
gather in Havana this summer.

In addition you will have a tour of Cuba seeing the sites and achieve-
ments of the Cuban Revolution
There will be two Festival Youth Tours at the unbeatable price of

$575.00. *

The first tour will take part In the first four days of the Festival and the
second tour will participate in the last four days.
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Nomination papers are now available for
the Spring bye-election for seats on the
Commuter Collective council.

Papers are to be picked up in the Commuter
Office, Room 404, S.U.

Papers must be returned , with at least 28
valid signitures of undergrad commuters,
no later that than Thursday, March 2 at

3 p.m.

Collegian

Career day blooms
with agricultural fields
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Over 700 students, administration, faculty
and exhibitors claimed a success at the
Stockbridge Professional Development Day,
a convention held yesterday that included
speakers and exhibitors of various
agricultural fields.

Business people from area garden centers,
tractor companies, crop and animal feed
stores and others involved in agriculture
exhibited their products at the convention.
Speakers in the fields of forestry, floriculture
and animal science were featured
throughout the day.

Professional Development Day was
organized by the Stockbridge Student
Senate last semester. The goal was to offer a
chance for students and business people to
discuss the available opportunities and
problems they will face when they begin
working.

Peter Quinlan, chairperson of the con-
ference committee, said he was pleased with
the turnout. "The exhibitors are happy and
most speakers went overtime. This event will
grow. The possibilities of having it in

November and having outdoor demon-
strations have been suggested," Quinlan
said.

John Denison, dean of the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture, said, "Thic is ex-
cellent. It gives students, never exposed to
business, an opportunity to find out what
these people face everyday. It's realistic."

A. Allen Landry, a representative from
Conrad Fafard, Inc., and exhibitor at the
convention, said, "This is a fantastic op-
portunity for students to learn about the
various businesses in agriculture. I'll return
next year." Timothy M. Nourse, from Nourse
Farms, Inc., in Whatley, was another
exhibitor who felt the event was worthwhile
and said he would return next year.
Landscape operations major, Fred

Thompson, said, "I'm pleased the students
supported Professional Development Day
and made it successful."
"The committee did a good job, especially

for the limited time they had to work on it,"

said Geoff McDuff, president of the Stock-
bridge Student Senate. "Next year should be
bigger and better. Eventually the convention
may be able to last more than one day," he
added.

Kevin Walsh, a Stockbridge floriculture
major, said, "The committee did fine work,
an exceptional job in organization for the
short amount of time we had to prepare."
A highlight of the convention was speaker

John Barrus, assistant commissioner of the
Mass. State Department of Food and
Aqriculturp

Stockbridge career day moves outside. (Staff photo by Dave OIken)

Saii(o^ii(0)ir lu Mi^mon @ ^ i)ol Native food a priority

Festival Tour I

Festival Tour II

July 23-Aug 6
July 30-Aug. 13

Send your $150.00 deposit immediately
All pnces from Montreal inclurlmgvisa Handling US passport requ.red A.rfaresubiec!
to change •

'

For more information write:

Anniversary Tours Youth Dept
250 West 57th St
New York. New York 10019
(212) 245-7501

-WOLFIES PIZZA-
Featuring fine food, a warm fire,

cable t.v. and the newest pinball machines
l^olfi«s speeiflls:

Every Tues. Night 2 for 1
buy 1 /get 1 free

(Deliveries and take outs not included)

Every Wed. night
Southwest Special

Spaghetti Plate *1
(includes bread, butter and sauce)

Loeflted next to Seutli««tt

Ml Sunset Ava.

e«ll 549-5592 or 549-5593

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts has the potential to supply
a large percentage of its own food if the
Massachusetts Food Policy becomes action,
John Barrus, recently appointed UMass
trustee and Assistant Commissioner for the
state Department of Food and Agriculture,
said yesterday at the Stockbridge
Professional Development Day.

Barrus explained the Food Policy Bill,

passed in 1977, involves purchasing
development rights from farmers to preserve
agricultural land. "The bill states that land
not be destroyed for developmental pur-
poses. A person is not required to farm, but
must leave the land as is," Barrus said.

Purchasing development rights involves
figuring the difference between the value of
land for developmental purposes and its

value for agricultural purposes. The amount
is then paid to the land owner who cannot
develop the land.

The Massachusetts legislature passed a $5
million bond issue to initially support the
Development Rights Act. "A task force has
been established to initiate the purchasing of
these rights and develop a permanent
funding method. At present it looks like the
taxpayer," said Barrus.

A bill is before the U.S. Congress for the

federal government to assist in cost-sharing
for development rights purchasing.

Barrus said, "A bank of land at agriculture
values would be established enabling people
interested in farming the opportunity to
obtain land." Presently high land prices
causes difficult for a person entering far-

ming.

"Today's Professional Development
Conference indicates a positive movement
and concern for agriculture in Massa-
chusetts. More and more people are involved
in agriculture departments at schools across
the country. The convention is an intriguing,
unique innovation should should continue. It

is worthwhile and well received by students
and businesses," Barrus said.

Barrus gave the Connecticut valley as an
example of urbanization and the toss of
farmland. "The Connecticut valley is one of
the top pieces of farmland in the U.S. It is

capable of supplying enough food for a large
percentage of Massachusetts citizens," he
said.

For the Massachusetts Food Policy to
work, the present marketing system must
change. "Massachusetts people must buy
food produced by Massachusetts people

"

said Barrus.
'

October, 1978, is the tentative date s«t for
the policy to take effect.
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Carter not consulted
on aide's defense
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WASHINGTON [UPI] - White House
press secretary Jody Powell said yesterday
he did not consult President Carter before
issuing a 33- page defense of Hamilton
Jordan, who was accused of spitting liquor
at a woman who spurned his attention.

Powell also denied - in strong language
- a rumor that the FBI was investigating the
incident.

"That is not true, just another example of
sleazy crap," he said.

The Washington Post reported in its
magazine Sunday that Jordan, Carter's top
aide who recently separated from his wife,
spit at a woman in Sarsfields bar on Jan. 27
after she refused to talk with htm.
The Post said Monday it stood by its story

despite the 33- page statement Powell issued
Monday "to set the record straight."
Jordan aid there was an unpleasant in-

cident at the bar but denied he spit at the
woman, and Powell told reporters he had not
discussed the issue with the president or
consulted him about the lengthy White
House response.
The White House statement included a 24-

page affidavit from Sarsfield bartender
Daniel Marshall and shorter statements from
friends who were with Jordan at the bar. All
backed up his version of what happened.

Post reporter Rudy Maxa, who wrote the
story, said he had known the woman in-
volved for six years and believed her. He said
he also had two witnesses who corroborated
her version.

Powell said, "Frankly I don't know how
you deal with a situation in which a person in
public life is subject to incorrect and vicious
allegations as they appear in print.

"I hope you will read the material that is
there and make your own judgment about
whether it was indeed responsible to print
that sort of accusation having made no
attempt to contact the bartender," he said.

"I don't know whether a decision to
publish without checking the one easily
contacted person who might have additional
information was ... proper or not.

"I am not sure what an overreaction is

when you attack someone's character and

Soviets to pay
crash damage
UNITED NATIONS \UPI[ - The Soviet

Union said yesterday it will pay for any
damage caused by the crash of its Cosmos
954 nuclear-powered satellite in Canada -
but It may not include the $2 million Canada
has spent recovering the wreckage.
Academician Yevgeniy Federov

Moscow's delegate to a session of a U.n'
subcommittee, on science and technology
indicated the Soviets were a bit miffed that
Canada rejected an offer of Soviet assistance
and turned instead to the United States
The Soviets concede they are obligated to

reimburse Canada for aay damage from the
accident Jan. 24. But when asked whether
Moscow would pay for the search and
recovery efforts, Federov told reporters "I
don't know."
One section of a 1968 U.N. agreement on

the peaceful uses of outer space says
Expenses incun-ed in fulfilling obligations to

recover and return a space object or its
component parts... shall be borne by the
launching authority."

Federov indicated Moscow may take the
position that, in offering at the outset to help
look for and recover the wreckage its
obligation was fulfilled.

"Our government said, we are ready to
investigate, under your Canada's control, to
find the peaces and determine the damage '

" said Federov.
'

"But the Canadians refused. They instead
invited the United States. Well, all right. We
are not against it, but..."

Man takes
child hostages
EATON, Ohio [UPI] - Holding a gun to

the head of a child and swearing to the FBI
over a Citizen Band radio that he won't be
taken alive, a suspected armed bank robber
holding three hostages headed for Indiana in

• crippled getaway car last night.

The suspect had been trapped on In-

Itrttate 70 between two roadblocks near the
IrKJiana-Ohio border when police shot out
two of his car tires.

But he demanded another car and safe

passage to an undetermined place. Next, he
dropped the demand for a car and began
inching his way back to Indiana.

Communicating vyith the FBI over a CB
radio, the suspect vowed not to be taken
alive. Officials saw him hold a gun to the
head of one of the two children he was
holding.

integrity. It is possible to publish material of
that sort and then if someone has the
temerity to set the record straight then you
are faced with allegations that you are at-
tacking the First Amendment."
Asked if the incident hampered Jordan's

ability to work, Powell said inaccu'^ate and
untrue attacks on a man's reputation "are
not very helpful in his doing his job."
Jordan also made news recently when he

reportedly looked down the bodice of the
Egyptian ambassador's wife and said he
always had anted to see the "pyramids." He
denied that incident, too.

THE
PUB MUGS

ARE

Women guards now OK
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Departing

from tradition, the Pentagon yesterday
announced that women from all military
services will be allowed to serve as White
House honor guards, but - like men —
they must be at least 5 feet 10 inches tall.

A Defense Department spokesman
said tall women will be recruited for the
special duty by the Army's Military
District of Washington, which controls
the multi-service groups sent to the
White House for ceremonies.
Women in an Air Force ceremonial unit

made an issue of the exclusively male
honor guard last year, asking Rosalynn
Carter in a letter why they could not take
part.

it was
Carter

on the

The Army said at the time
considering the matter, but Mrs
said she wanted to see women
job.

The Pentagon announcement said
"the process of recruiting, training and
equipping women for ceremonial duties"
including the White House, will begin at
once.

A spokesman said women will have to
meet all requirements that apply to men
assigned to the honor guards, including
the height restriction.

He said other requirements include a
minimum score on military qualification
tests, volunteer status for the duty and a
clean disciplinary record.
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ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
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Sweet Tender Beauties

WANTS TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT YOUR
FUTURE

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
: University Massachusetts. Amherst I

Friday, March 3, 1978
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Richmond Peas
Cream Styto or Whote Kernel

Richmond Corn
Irregular Plecea In Light Syrup

Remarlcabie

$40016oz • H
cans B

IMaine Potatoes

1079
Anjou Pears socoun Sm 1.00

California Carrots 3 .hJ'^os 1.00

Yeltow Turnips 2 ^, 29*

White or Brown Mushrooms . c*,^ 99*

IMineda Tangelos

Extra Large 54 Count

The Canton Division of Insiron Corporation is a
world leader in the manulaclure of state-of-lhe-arl
materials testing instrumentation, including elec-
tromechanical tensile testing systems and servo-
hydraulic dynamic testing systems. We also
produce computer systems lor real-time control of
complex instrumentation and dedicated and dis-
tributed systems for computer processing and
data-base management of physical data.
We are located in a beautiful, and highly desirable
area of Massachusetts accessible to Boston and
offering a quality" lifestyle. And our new addition
to our plant and Corporate Headquarters (see
Illustration) will make it possible for Instron to
offer a more stimulating and professional environ-
ment than ever before.

Once on staff, you will become thoroughly familiar
with our distinctive product line through classroom
•nd on-the-job training program*.

Eiciting career opportunities are available for:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS MECHANICAL ENGINEERS •

LOGIC DESIGN ENGINEERS - TEST ENGINEERS
MATERIALS ENGINEERS - PROGRAMMERS

B.S. degree is required for all positions, an M.S
desired for Design Engineering positions Elec-
trical Engineers should have a strong background
in digital circuitry and microprocessors. Servo-
hydraulics background a plus for Mechanical
Engineers.

Take this special opportunity to join an expanding
company where a young professional can make an
immediate impact and enjoy a highly competitive
salary, unusually liberal benefits, and continuous
opportunities lor career growth.

To arrange an appointment. Contact your Colleae
Placement Office. "
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Letters
Sexual preference

is not the issue

To the Editor:

In the Collegian's front page ad-
vertisement for Rep. Micfiae/ J. Con
no/fy's campaign to unseat Sen. Brooke,
an important piece of relevant in-

formation is missing, vis, Connolly's
sexual preference. Tftis is important
because tfie only tiling we are told about
Rep. Elaine Nobel, one of Connolly's
expected challengers, is that she is "an
avowed homosexual". Surely the
Associated Press can extract an avowal
on the same matter from Rep. Connolly. I

mean, how can we vote for the guy
without being told every time his appears
that he is an avowed something. He
might be a newspaper fetishist for all we
know.

Kenneth L. Kornfieid

Reverse discrimina-

tion a myth
To the Editor:

It was reported in last week's Collegian
article that Chancellor Bromery blamed
the deficiencies now existing in the
Affirmative Action Plan on campus on
the federal government. It is their fault,

he explains, because the federal
government did not point out the
problem back in 1974.

Certainly it is not difficult to see the
deficiencies in the Affirmative Action
Program on campus, unless, perhaps,
you are looking at the University from the
top floor of an ivory tower. When you go
through four years of education and
never have a professor who is Black,
Asian American, Hispanic or [in many
cases] female, when you go through your
whole school experience and less than
one-tenth of the people you meet as
students are members of the third world,
when all the secretaries you run into are
female and the administrators are male, it

becomes so all-pervasive that when you
do see a minority or a woman in a
position ofpower or prestige, it sticks out
in your mind.

Discrimination on our campus? Yes!
Blatant, pervasive and institutionalized.

Do we want it to continue? No.' There
are many people who want to see the
University stop discrimination. We want
UMass to go out and recruit oppressed
minorities and women not only as
students, but to fill positions all over the
University.

Is UMass any different than the rest of
the country? No! Discrimination is still

the bulkhead of our country.

It is interesting that the small gains that
minorities and women won in the sixties

are now being taken back and that the
battle cry of those leading the attack on
those gains is "Reverse Discrimination "!

If discrimination still exists against
women and third world people, how can
the opposite also be true? It can't.

Reverse discrimination is a myth — a
myth at UMass and a myth in the U.S.
today.

The Coalition to Reverse the Bakke
Decision will be sponsoring a panel
discussion Friday night at 7 p.m. in Room
163 of the Campus Center to discuss the
myth of reverse discrimination. Panelists
include John Bracey, Department of
Afro American Studies; Marcel
Rengawa, Bilingual Bicultural Program;
Jude Kinney, 12tol, clerical workers
organization: a member of the Office of
Third World Affairs; and will be chaired
by John Yong, Asian American Students
Organization.

We believe that the Bakke case is in

the forefront of the attacks against
women and minorities. If the U.S.
Supremem Court upholds this California

Supreme Court ruling, Bakke will become

the law of the land and "Reverse
Discrimination" will become a justifiable

excuse for ignoring past discrimination

and continuing it today.

Sally Rees
Coalition to Overturn
the Bakke Decision

Senate attempts

'robbery
y/ -//^

To the Editor:

/ am writing this letter to inform the
complacent student body of a potential
robbery - a robbery of the area
governments and Greek governments of
approximately $7000. Now you may
wonder who would be clever enough to
pull off a crime of this magnitude. Why
the UMass Student Senate of course! Let
me elaborate on this; last fall, because of
an SGA mistake, the area governments
and Greeks were under-allocated an
aggregate of $7031. One would assume
that when this mistake was discovered it

would be immediately rectified by
allocating to the governments, the
money that is rightfully theirs. No so.
Because of the uncertain status of
returning SATF money there is a
question as to whether or not the senate
will have enough money for such a "low
priority" issue. The fact that it is such a
low priority issue is indicative of a major
senate problem in itself; lack of con-
sideration towards its constituency. Area
governments are the most direct form of
representattion for the students on this

campus and provide the most direct
benefits. To deny area governments is to
deny the vast majority of students at this

university and in effect deny the best
interest of the senate's constituency.

Moreover, the senate is concerned
with the wrong issue in this problem. The
question that they are dealing with is

whether or not the senate has the money
to give to area and Greek governments.
This is not the issue. The issue is that
these governments were denied a certain
amount of money that was rightfully

theirs in the first place. There should be
no question as to whether or not they
should get this money. Of course they
should get this money, it is their money.
But the senate will continue to be
concerned with the wrong issue until the
time comes when the students them-
selves become more involved and
concerned with issues that are affecting
them.

In conclusion, I would like to make two
appeals:

1. An appeal to the Student Senators
to be aware of the fact that there is no
real issue involved. It is a fact that we
owe area government and Greeks $7031.
Regardless of what certain senate
"leaders" may say to the stability of our
finances does not change the fact that
we have a moral obligation to these
people to give them money that is right-

fully theirs. When a vote comes up on
this question, I hope you will consider
what I have said.

2. An appeal to the student body to let
your senator know how you feel.

Enlighten him-her to the fact that he-she
has a concerned constituency. If you are
concerned over the quality of area
government services, and if you are
bothered and insulted by the fart that
many senators seem to have no respect

. for the well being of the people that they
represent, then you can try and stop this
potential robbery by letting your senator
know how you feel on this issue. It is up
to you.

Larry Mandell
OHAG Senator

and the Orchard Hill

Area Government

Regulate actions,

not thoughts

To the Editor:

It seems that nobody really believes in
democracy anymore. Rather we seem to
be engaged in a race to see who will be
the first to restrict the rights of others. In
his Collegian column of last week [2- 16-

78] Bill Sundstrom suggested that First
Amendment protections should be
denied to Nazis on the grounds that they
themselves would deny those protections
to others.

The language of his article suggests tc
me that Bill considers himself to be
something of a Marxist. If that is true
then he should remember that not so
long ago Marxists were denied First

Amendment protections on the same
grounds that they would now be denied
to Nazis.

The major flaw in Bill's argument is a
failure to distinguish between speech,
which is protected by the Constitution,
and other forms of act'on which are not.
One is free to advocate repugnant ideas
such as the gassing of Jews without
being free to gas Jews. Likewise, one can
advocate the denial of civil rights without
being free to actually do so. In a free
society the laws regulate actions not
thoughts.

Bill's argument strikes me as
profoundly and dangerously anti-
democratic in its basic distrust of the
people's ability to react rationally to the
insanity of Nazism. There is more at stake
in Skokie than the right of a few Nazis to
speak their minds. The real issue, as in all
free speech cases, is whether we will live
in a civilized society based on the rational
confrontation of ideas or whether we will
live in a jungle where the use of force is
the ultimate appeal.

The defining characteristic of a
civilized society is a fundamental belief
that all differences can be resolved by
reason rather than cy force. The^absolute
guarantee of free speech, as in the First
Amendment, embodies the belief that no
idea is too powerful to be confronted by
reason. Those who would restrict the free
expression of ideas express their ultimate
distrust of reason and betray their faith in
force as the final arbiter between ideas.

It is ironic that the opponents of free
speech for Nazis unwittingly have more
in common with that repugnant
philosophy than do those who defend
their right to speak. The defense of free
speech for Nazis is not a defense of
Nazism. Likewise, opposition to free
speech for Nazis is not necessarily op-
position to Nazism. If the Nazi idea is ever
to be truly defeated it must be done
rationally, and that requires free speech.
Otherwise we are, in our panic to oppose
Nazism, in danger of succumbing to
facism ourselves.

Paul Shepard

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
two pages. They should be sent to the
Executive Editor, coo the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editir j for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.
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Budget Time;

A real knockout

Bob Mella

Financial aid screw-up
Jay Martus

Have you or any of your friends ex
perlenced problems with your work study
awards or financial aid grants? People who
expected Massachusetts Board of Higher
Education grants, counting on them to

provide necessary dollars to attend school
this year, still have not received their fall or

spring awards yet. Many people who were
"marginally eligible" for these B.H.E. grants
were told that due to a lack of funds available

this year, they were being classified as
ineligible. Our own financial aid office over-

committed itself by $1.5 million in federal aid

monies. Does this surprise or anger you? It

should for several reasons.

If you expect to stay here during the
summer and work and attend Summer
session, do not expect to do so on a work
study grant. Having asked who would be
eligible to receive summer work study
awards, the financial aid office answered
only persons who receive at least $2500
annually would be considered. Since the
overcommitment occurred a tightening up of

all aid has set in.

The B.H.E. money question has brought
different levels of questions and problems to

the surface. The Bursar, Bob Mishol, sent
out a letter to all recipients of such an award
requiring them to pay the amount of the
grant and to await receipt of the money as
reimbursement! The note's tone was similar

to an unfriendly bill collector implying vague
further action if not complied with. This sort

of institutional response is a reinforcer of the

negative images of the university and can

only further alienate students and their

parents.

Part of the reason for a lack of state money
for financial aid is that the legislature

provides more money to Massachusetts
residents who attend private schools than
those who attend public ones. State law
reads that no less than 10 per cent and no
mora than 25 per cent of state scholarship
money will go to students attending public

institutions, with the remaining 75 per cent
going to the privates. The rationale behind
this is that private education costs more and
students should be able to attend the in-

stitution of their choice. Why do we have
public educational institutions? Private
schools have been historically unresponsive
to the needs and diversification of the public
and to insure accessibility to higher
education for larger segments of our
population, public schools emerged. As the
post world war II baby boom was diminishing
and public schools offered stiffer com-
petition, the privates began to set up
mechanisms like the state financial aid

formula to insure their survival. (They also
have tax exemptions and other favorable
considerations.)

Why are there problems with the aid
available here at our "low cost" public
university? For a long time tuition was kept
very low at public institutions in Massa-
chusetts. But in the seventies the private
lobbies saw the need to pressure tuition

increases to keep costs between a private
education and public education somewhat
comparable. The tuition we pay does not go
towards any program or activity on campus,
but goes directly to the state treasury. In

//

December 1975, the trustees passed a tuition

increase which more than doubled tuition

here at the university, "to better reflect the
costs of education." Students pointed out
the areas of the university that we are ex-
pected to fully fund by fees (Campus Center,
Residence Halls, Dining Commons, etc.) and
their spiralling increases and questioned
whether the basis of public education, its low
cost and quality, would be threatened by the
unnecessary and illogical tuition increase.
We wondered whether or not middle income
and independent students would be
squeezed out by the rising costs and
inadequate financial aid. We were assured
that the financial aid situation would be
examined at each level of the tuition increase
to ensure that it was adequate, and if it was
failing to meet the same level of need they
would reconsider the tuition increases.

It is now three years later, and fees are
skyrocketing, financial aid is inadequate, and
tuition has more than doubled. Students are
leaving because they can't afford the costs
of education. Services are either remaining at

the same levels or more likely, declining in

their quality. Financial aid will be in the same
or even worse boat next year. Perhaps
H.E.W. should spend some time on our
financial aid problem as well as our af-

firmative action failings. Student Govern-
ment ought to make the issue a priority for

action, rather than talking about a new fee
for rock concerts and more salaried positions
for themselves and friends. The Board of
Trustees ought to recognize the significance
of the problem and take the idle rhetoric of
1975 and turn it into positive action of 1978!

Jay Martus is a Collegian Columnist.

By BOB STACK

It all began in Nicosia"

It all began in Nicosia, Cyprus on Satur-
day, February 18, 1978. Two gunmen, self-

proclaimed Palestinians, shot and killed a

prominent Egyptian editor, negotiated an
escape to a waiting airiiner, and boarded with
15 hostages. When refused permission to
land in several countries, the plane returned
hours later to Nicosia and further
negotiation.

The assassination victim, Youssef Sebaei,
happened to be a close friend to Egyptian
President, Anwar Sadat. The Egyptian
government was outraged And demanded
action, but the Cypriot government warned
against Egypt's intervention. It was a Cypriot
affair.

Political hyjacking is not uncommon to this

day and age. We have lived through Munich,
Entebbe, and Mogadishu, all initiated by
political malcontents.

Of course, a negotiator's first concern is

for the safety of the hostages. The accepted
goal appears to be preservation of human life

at little to no expense, mortally or politically.

Any action necessary, short of meeting
terrorist demands, should be taken to ensure
the safety of hostages.

Both Cyprus and Egypt were primarily
concerned with the lives of hostages at
Nicosia, but their plans to resolve the

situation differed dramatically. Egypt cried,

give us the terrorists" while Cyprus
retorted, "let us handle this." It certainly was
not an atmosphere of cooperation. Not
surprisingly, the already heated affair grew
increasingly volatile.

There was speculation as to whether the
action of the terrorists could influence Anwar
Sadat's peace proposals in the Mideast.
Palestinian guerillas reportedly rejected his

proposals and the two Palestinian terrorists
in Nicosia said, "Everybody who went to
Israel with Sadat will die, including Sadat."
Although Sadat said the assassination of
Sebaei "will never influence anything at all".

It obviously influenced him enough to ignore
the Cypriot government and deliver swift
armed retaliation to the terrorists. It was
Egypt's way of protecting lives.

On Sunday night, February 19, a C130
cargo plane filled with 60 Egyptian com-
mandos landed at Nicosia. When they shot
dt the control tower where Cypriot President
Spyros Kyprianou was overseeing the
negotiations, the nearby Cypriot national
guard "opened fire (on them) to protect
lives."

What twisted irony! The Egyptians were
there to protect lives and were fired upon by
Cypriots who also wanted to protect lives.

Egyptian commandos finally reached the
hyjacked airliner under constant fire several

minutes later and forced the surrender of the
two terrorists, the remaining commandos
surrendering, in turn, to the Cypriots.

Although all the hostages were freed

unharmed, the expense was dear — 15
Egyptians lie dead. There were 1 1 hostages
aboard the plane at the time.

It is outrageous that two countries with
similar responsibilities should undermine
each other's goal to spare the innocent. A
complete lack of cooperation and com-
munication grossly jeopardized the lives of

those in issue and ended those of 15 would-
be rescuers. Add to this the Cypriot
government's statement that the terrorists

had agreed to release the hostages just

before the raid and it could make anyone
sick.

The ultimate goal to free the hostages
safely was accomplished in spite of all. For

that, there is a brief sigh of relief. But it is a

bitter-sweet victory for many. In effect, no
lives were saved at Nicosia on Sunday —
they were merely substituted in more than
full measure by the lives of others. These
"others" were not politicians or diplomats —
they were the victims of them. To the

Egyptians they are heroes; to the Cypriots,

culprits. Whatever the case, they are dead
today and their loved ones mourn them. Was
it worth the price?

It's approaching state budget time again,

which translates into "open season on
UMass," and this year's Battle of the Budget
is shaping jp as a real knockout. In one
corner we l.ave that prophet of profit. Gov.
Dukakis, who is recommending a UMass
budget no higher (in real dollars) than last

year's. Backing him up are millions of angry
taxpayers and lots of state legislators, eager,
in this year when one fourth of them must
lose their seats due to a slimming down of
the bloated General Court, to show how
responsibly (tightly) they can manage public
funds. In the other corner we have faculty
and staff demanding more pay, the ad-
ministration spending a cool million dollars tp
renovate an old Boston office, and the
student senate demanding who knows what.

But the fight will be a massacre. To have
the university step into the political arena in

an attempt to get more money is like

throwing an aging heavyweight into the ring

with a hungry young challenger. Like AN,
UMass is ten years past its prime. The
inebriating days of apparently unlimited
growth are gone forever, replaced by the
reality (at least within this political-economic
framework) of retrenchment, stagnation and
vocationalism.

Even within the university many seem
resigned to a quick political knockout. The
talk is of "adjusting to fiscal reality," and
"scaling down expectations to realistic

levels." It seems all politicians have to do
these days is shed their kid gloves and pick
up their meat-cleavers and educators start

running for cover. Nonetheless, the fight
won't end without at least a few rounds of
counter-punching rhetoric.

Bromery will disseminate drivel about
funding liberal arts, but as he knows damn
well that Exxon, on whose board of directors
he sits, wants students who are trained, not
educated, he won't seriously oppose the
slide to vocationalism. The faculty will picket
and walk around Memorial Hall a couple
times, and student "leaders", having boned-
up on their high school ciyics books, will

exhort us "sheep" to write our state
legislators.

The protests will of course be ineffectual.

The legislature will add a little to Dukakis'

request, but not nearly enough. The only

beneficial effects of the protest will be purely

personal. Consciences will be salved and
egos inflated, depending on the personalities

involved. And of course the Revolutionary

Communist Youth Brigade (formerly the
Revolutionary Student Brigade) will have
another issue to march to, along with

warmer weather to march in. (Capitalists are

always safer in the winter. Except in Russia,

where the Revolution came in February. But
those loonies love the cold, so 1917 doesn't

really count).

Anyway the whole thing is a big, ugly, loud

mess, which happens every year. It needn't

happen next year because I have a solution
which is so damn simple it's ridiculous in

more ways than one but that only means it's

sensible because R.D. Laing has demon-
strated that insane solutions to insane
situations are really quite sane, and don't tell

me Laing has relevance for the sixties but not
the seventies because if this were the sixties
there wouldn't be any budget mess and this
column would be irrelevant, but as mine is a
Langian solution it would mean that Lang
was irrelevant in the sixties but relevant in

the seventies, which is what he was trying to
tell people anyway.

If the legislature and the administration
were smart, they'd change the composition
of the student body from 95 per cent Massa-
chusetts residents and 5 per cfnt aliens to 5
per cent Massachusetts residents and 95 per
cent aliens. The benefits would be liberal.

First, tuition could be raised to $3,600 a year,
and as New Yorkers will buy anything if the
price is high enough, UMass would be
flooded with applications.

Tuition revenues would increase by
$60,000,000 which would enable the state to
hire a couple thousand new faculty mem-
bers, build enough dorms so everyone could
have a single room, and buy real food
(cheesecake for dessert). All this would
attract better students as well as huge
federal and private grants, and in no time
UMass would be so elite that Amherst
College wouJd have a massive inferiority

complex and Smith women would go
husband-hunting in the Blue Wall. Outside
the university, the taxpayers would be happy
that the students are paying a high tuition,

the Governor would be happy because he
can take credit for improving the school, and
anyway he is an elitist, and the image of the
state would improve.

Things would be better inside, too, as
virtually every group would prosper. The
administration would continue to proliferate,

thereby justifying more million dollar offices
from which to pontificate. The faculty would
be spared the profound public em-
barrassment of marching around Memorial
I lall; the last time they did it, some of them
looked uncomfortable being there, or

contemptuous of the whole process, like it

was beneath them to actually engage in the
same activity that coal miners and other real

live people do. It seems only students would
suffer (and especially the R.C.Y.B. Their
brand of revolutionary fervor seehis to wilt

when emotional public issues disappear and
hard work is required).

Some would say that we should protest
such a scheme because it would dispossess
us almost entirely. But as our very own -

student leaders and staff have dispossessed
us from student government, we (or they,
and some think the two are synonomous)
should be the last to complain. All I ask is

that Earthfoods not be turned into a New
York-style deli.

Bob Melia is a Collegian Columnist.
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Women "s films lead
in Oscar nominations

HOLL YWOOD [UP/] - A pair of sensitive

movies dealing with women, "Julia" and
"The Turning Point," tied for most Academy
Award nominations with 11 each yesterday
in the 50th annual Oscar Derby.
The science fiction extravaganzas 'Star

Wars" and "Close Encounters of the Third
Kind" were third and fourth in the voting
with ten and eight nominations respectively.

Twentieth Century-Fox won the
nominations sweepstakes with 33 to top all

other studios in the number of nominations.
The awards will be presented April 3 in the

nationally telecast ceremonies of the
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences at the Music Center.

Nominated for best picture were "Annie
Hall," depicting the befuddling com-
plications of a modern unmarried couple in

love; "The Goodbye Girl," a story of a

dispairing divorcee who finally finds a man
who will stick by her; "Julia," the true story

of the relationship between Lillian Hellman
and a schooldays friend, "Star Wars," the

outer space epic which has surpassed
"Jaws" as the all-time box office winner and
"The Turning Point," which deals with two
women, who who chooses stardom as a

ballerina while the other opts for the

domestic life.

In the most closely contested category —
best actress — the five nominees were Anne
Bancroft, "The Tuming Point;" Jane Fonda
"Julia;" Diane Keaton, "Annie Hall;" Shirley

MacLaine, "The Tuming Point" and Marsha
Mason, "The Goodbye Girl."

The five nominees for best actor of 1977
were Woody Allen, "Annie Hall;" Richard
Burton, "Equus;" Richard Dreyfuss, "The
Goodbye Girl;" Marcello Mastroianni, "A
Special Day;" and John Travolta "Saturday
Night Fever."

Best supporting actor nominations were
Mikhail Baryshnikov, "The Tuming Point;"

Peter Firth, "Equus;" Alec Guiness, "Star
Wars;" Jason Robards and Maximilian
Schell, "Julia."

Nominated for best supporting actress
were Leslie Browne, "The Turning Point;"
Quinn Cummings, "The Goodbye Girl;"

Melinda Dillon, "Close Encounters of the
Third Kind;" Vanessa Redgrave, "Julia;" and
Tuesday Weld "Looking for Mr. Goodbar."
Woody Allen became only the second

person in Oscar history to receive acting,

directing and writing nominations for the
same film, "Annie Hall." Orson Welles
received the same triple nominations in 1941

for "Citizen Kane."
Other nominees for best direction were

George Lucas, "Star Wars;" Herbert Ross,

"The Turning Point;" Steven Spielberg,

"Close Encounters of the Third Kind;" and
Fred Zinnemann "Julia."

Best original song nominations went to

"Candle on the Water," Pete's Dragon;
"Nobody Does it Better," The Spy Who
Loves Me, "The Slipper and the Rose" from
the film of the same name; "Someone's
Waiting for You," The Rescuers, and "You
Light Up My Life" from the film of the same
name.
The movie colony was closely watching

the race for best actress with all but Keaton
having been nominated previously.

MacLaine and Bancroft, who costarred in

"The Turning Point," have eight previous

Oscar nominations between them. Bancroft

won the Oscar for best actress in 1962 for

"The Miracle Worker." MacLaine has never

won an award.
Fonda was nominated twice previously

and won in 1971 for her performance in

"Klute." Marsha Mason, the real-life wife of

Neil Simon who wrote "The Goodbye Girl,"

was nominated in 1973 for "'Cinderella

Liberty."

Bancroft plays an aging ballet star in "The
Turning Point;" Fonda portrays Miss
Hellman; Keaton plays the comic girlfriend of

Allen, MacLaine is the dowdy housewife
who once had an opportunity to be a ballet

star and Mason plays a disillusioned divorcee

and mother in "The Goodbye Girl."

The youngest nominee of the year is Quinn
Curnmings, 10, who won her best supporting

nomination for "The Goodbye Girl."

Allen's script for "Annie Hall"' was
nominated for best original screenplay, as

were Simon for ""The Goodbye Girl;"' Robert
Benton for "The Late Show;" George Lucas
for "Star Wars; " and Arthur Laurents for

"The Turning Point."

Best original score nominations went to

"Close Encounters of The Third Kind;"

"Julia;"' — "'Mohammad-Messenger of

God;" "The Spy Who Loved Me;" and "'Star

Wars."

U.S. Secretary pelted

with eggs and snowballs
AMARILLO, Texas lUPf] - Angry far-

mers, saying the federal government is doing

too little to help them financially, yesterday

pelted Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
with snowballs and eggs.

"We got a kick out of it. It wasn't too
bad," said Tom Sand, Bergland's press

secretary. Bergland was not hit.

The incident occurred after Bergland
emerged from a meeting with farmers to

promote the government's crop set-aside

and grain reserve programs, the Carter

administration's prime solutions to improving

farm income.
Bergland stopped to talk to a crowd of

farmers when the barrage was launched.

Farmers also let the air out of the tires of

about a dozen vehicles, including a police

SWAT van.

Police put the agriculture secretary in a

waiting patrol car and drove him four miles to

the airport where he was scheduled to depart

to Wichita, Kan.
At the airport, Bergland's car was met by

more farmers. More snowballs were tossed

at the secretary and one of his aides and a

police officer reportedly were hit.

No arrests were made.
"This was not part of our plan," said Elmo

Fortenberry, a Dumas, Texas, spokesman for

American Agriculture. "Noboidy is happy
that it happened."
Sand said the meetings inside the motel

"went well and were quite civilized."

But the egg-tossing incidents "shows how
disorganized they (the farmers) are because

the vast majority wanted to discuss some
specific proposals not totally uriique to the

Amarillo area," he said.

Bergland was in Amarillo on the first stop

of a two-day tour through five Western grain

states to promote the two government farm
programs.

Bergland met with members of the
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service committee from Texas, Oklahoma
and New Mexico and a 20-member
delegation from American Agriculture, the
group spearheading a nationwide farm strike

for higher prices.

Bergland is trying to get farmers to enroll

in a set-aside program to reduce wheat and
fee grain plantings and join in government
sponsored grain reserve programs to bolster
the lagging farm economy.

Heroic dog
saves gir/s
GLOCESTER, R.I. \UPf] - A white mon-

grel dog, named Patches because of his
brown spots, has become a hero in

Glocester.

Patches guarded and kept two young girls

warm last month when they were lost in the
woods.

As a reward, the Town Council has
awarded Patches a lifetime license. Town
Clerk Robert W. Wright game him a box of
beef- flavored dog biscuits.

Christa Mollica, 4, and Michelle Morvan, 3,

were missing for three years in 22 degree
weather Jan. 12 until searchers found them
sleeping under the dog.

The
Transcendental
Meditation
Program

Introductory
Lecture
Wednesday Feb. 23
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Free ond open to

he public

for more info
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Hester Street
to be shown

Film "Hester Street" (1975), with Carol

Kane, Steven Keats and Mel Howard, will be
shown tonight at 8 in Thompssn 104. The
film tells the story of Jewish immigrants on
the lower East Side of New York at the turn

of the century.

1BK DEUIXE BURGERS
RMONDTH.

Good at oil porticipoting Hardee s Please present fhis coupon before ordering.

One coupon per customei, please Customer must pay any sales tax

This coupon not good in combiriation with ony othet offers.

coupon expires March 7, 1978
Haidecx

of Hadley
430 Russell Street

® Hadley, Mass.
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The film will be introduced by Professoi
Jules Chametzky, author and speaker on the
Jewish-American experience. Chametzky
author of FROM THE GHETTO: THE FIC-
TION OF ABRAHAM CAHAN. will lead an
informal discussion session following the
film. Abraham Cahan, wrote a large body of
fiction in English, including YEKL: A STORY
OF THE NEW YORK GHETTO [1896\ -
from which the film "Hester Street" was
adapted.
The film and the discussion, both spon-

sored by the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
are free and open to the public.

Bowl-a-thon
for women

Getting tired of staying indoors during all

these snowstorms? Ready for some physical

activity but relunctant to brave the cold and
snow to ski or skate?

DC menu
TODAY

Lunch: Grinders-by-the-lnch, Quiche
Lorraine; Basics: Vegetarian Grinders-by-
the-lnch, Quiche Lorraine; Dinner: Veal
Parmigiana, Baked Fish; Basics: Eggplant
Parmigiana, Baked Fish.

TOMORROW
Lunch: Hamburgers, Fried Rice;

Basics: Bean Burgers, Vegetarian Fried

Rice; Dinner: Chicken Cutlet, Roast
Lamb; Basics: Chicken Cutlet, Latin

Stew.

CoUegiaQ 13

Here's a solution for that cabin fever —
join the NELCWIT Bowl-A-Thon.

Saturday, March 11 from 3 to 6:30 p.m.,
the New England Learning Center for

Women in Transition will hold a Bowl-A-
Thon at the Greenfield Bowl-0-Mat to raise

money for operating expenses. Bowlers will

obtain pledges of pennies, dimes or dollars

per point. The higher the pledge, the more
funds NELCWIT will raise to help women in

transition in this area.

NELCWIT, a non-profit service
organization, provides counseling,
emergency shelter and other services for any
women facing a major life change, such as
divorce, remarriage, or having a child.

Prizes from local merchants will be
awarded to the bowlers with the highest
pledges and scores. Anyone interested in

either bowling or pledging to help NELCWIT
should call the NELCWIT office, 310 Main
St., Greenfield, 772-0806.

Talk on cancer
Interested in learning more about the

prevention and detection of cancer? Plan on
attending the next community discussion
sponsored by the University Health Services
in co-operation with the Valley Health Plan. It

will be held at 7:30 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 28,
Patterson Lounge, Hampshire College.

Daniel Clapp, M.D., UHS staff physician,
Ronald Loescher, M.D., Amherst Medical
Associates staff physician, and Alby Reiner,
Ph.D., microbiology professor at UMass will
discuss and answer questions about how
personal life styles and the environment can
affect chances of developing various kinds of
cancer.

Audio-visual presentations on breast and
testicle self-examination will be shown after
the panel.

There is no change for the program and it

is open to the community.
For more information call Paul Davis,

Health Educator, at 549-2671 Tuesdays or
Thursdays.

Notices

A NIGHT AT THE OPERA
Rim tonight at 7:30 and 9:30 in Wright

Hall, Smith College, starring the Marx
brothers, $1.

COSMOLOGY LECTURE
Robert V. Wagoner from Stanford

University will speak on "Formation of the

Elements: the Hot Big Bang" at 8 tonight in

Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College.

Don't get

Lost
In the

Computer
Career

Maze...

START
AT i]i IME

Ifyou think finding your way around the computer career maze has to be confusing, think

smart.

If you think all computer companies offer the same challenges and opportunities, think

twice.

And ifyou know there's a difference between a computerjob and a computer career, think

Prime.

Prime Computer is the fastest growing high-technology computer manufacturer in the

world. We need bright, career-minded engineers who are ready to meet the challenges of

today's technology and make original contributions for tomorrow's computers.

Prime Computer will be here soon and if you'd like to talk to us about a computer career,

we'd like to talk with you. In fact, ifyou find our interview sheets at the Placement OlTice are

full, sign up anyway. We'll make the time to meet with you. And you'll talk with members of

our engineering department who'll tell you about a_computer career at Prime.

While you're signing up, take one of our brochures. It includes our answers to some
questions we think you should ask any college recruiter. And when you read the brochure

\ou'll see what three graduates of the class of '77 have to say about why they came to Prime.

Prime Computer. Think about us.

Interviewing March 1,1978

PRIMI': Computer, Inc. 145 Pennsylvania Ave., FraminRhani, Mass. 01701 (617) 879-2960

I t^

JAZZ TODAY
"Jazz Designs" by Chets Keegan will be

today's program at 1 :30 in the Student Union
Commonwealth Room. The program is one
in the series entitled "Encounters in Con-
temporary Music," presented by Special

Programs in the Arts in collaboration with

the Department of Music and Dance, and
with the cooperation of Earthfoods
restaurant.

The series will feature graduate and un-

dergraduate artists as well as UMass faculty

members. Performances will range in size

from those by solo artists to large ensembles.

Most concerts will be on Wednesday
afternoons and will last about an hour.

OLDER STUDENTS
Jeanne Carritt, one of the original foun-

ders of Counseling Assistance for Older

Students, has returned to the CAOS
counseling staff. Carritt earned her Masters

degree in Humanistic Education and
Counseling from UMass in 1974. Since that

time she has worked at the Amherst
Community Resource Center and is now in

private practice in Northampton. Carritt's

main interest is in counseling older women
who are thinking about re-entering school or

the job market. To contact Jeanne, call or

come into CAOS at 207 Hasbrouck, 545-

0057.

ATTENTION VETS
The Veterans Service Organization will

conduct its weekly meeting today at 5 in S.U.

411. All members are encouraged to attend;

new members welcome.
WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Candace Julyan of the Hitchcock Nature

Center tonight at 7:30 in Holdsworth 203.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR WOMEN
There will be a session to discuss personal

and career exploration; values, interests and
skills assessment; decision making and
career research techniques geared toward
special concerns of women. The session will

be today in 318 Berkshire House from 3:30-

5:30.

HOW TO DEVELOP A RESUME
Session on techniques tomorrow in 318

Berkshire House from 2-3:30. All welcome.
MUSICAL RECITAL
The Department of Music and Dance will

present a student recital featuring David

Stevenson on French horn and Steven Olans

on trombone. Assisting on the program will

be Patricia Marie Leary, soprano, and David

Ertel on trumpet.

The recital will be held in Bezanson Recital

Hall at the Fine Arts Center tonight at 8, and
is open to the public and free of charge.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Meeting tonight for Elvis Costello and

upcoming shows. Attendance mandatory.

New members welcome.
INSECT LECTURE

Frederick E. Wood, of the bk)chemistry

department, will speak on "Studies on the

Mechanism of Low Temperature-Induced
Glycerol Accumulation in Insects" at 4 today

in room 203 Graduate Research Tower A.

Coffee will be served at 3:45.

GREAT DECISIONS RADIO SHOW
"The Changing Middle East: What U S.

Interests Are at Stake?" will be discussed

tonight in Webster Lounge in Orchard Hill at

7:30. The session will be open to the public

and broadcast live on WFCR FM at 88.5.

LOST
Vanilla mailer containing 8 rolls of un-

developed film. Left on the 9th floor Campus
Center lounge, Monday night, Feb. 13. Call

Karen 549-0720 if you found it.

TM LECTURE
Free introductory lecture, Machmer E35, 8

p.m. All invited.

UMASS BICYCLE CLUB
All those interested in riding with the

UMass Bicycle Racing Team, meet in CC 901

7 tonight. Slides of the World & Olympic
Championships also.

MOLIERE TICKETS ON SALE
Tickets are now on sale for the University

Ensemble Theater production of Moliere's

"School for Wives."
Performances of "School for Wives" will

be held in the r^vo^^heater of the Fine Arts

Center at 8 p.m., i-e*.^^ and 25; 2 p.m., Feb.

26; and 8 p.m. March 2, 3, and 4. Ticket

TURN TO PAGE 14
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prices for the general public will be $3, with

discounts available ifor students, senior

citizens and theater groups.

The Rand Theater box office is open from
2 to 5 p.m. Monday-Friday and one hour
before curtain time. Seats may be reserved

by calling 545-3511.

LECTURE ON HEMOPHILIA
Robert K. Massie, author of "Nicholas and

Alexandra" and co-author with his wife

Suzanne Massie of "Journey," of a book
about their son who is a hemophiliac, will

speak about "Hemophilia: Family Anguish,

Public Challenge ' at a lecture tonight at 8 in

Wright Hall, Smith College.

The lecture, which is open free to the

public, is being sponsored by Service

Organizations of Smith. It will be followed by

a coffee hour in Wright Hall common room.

AMERICAN RED CROSS
The UMass Blood Donor Center will be

open today from 2-8 p.m. at ihe Public

Health Building. Someone needs your gift of

life. Donate today.

B.D.I.C. MOSIAC
There will be a meeting this afternoon at 4

in the BDIC office for all BDIC people who
are interested in mosiac. Come and share

your ideas.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

There will be elections for officers tonight

at 7:30 in 903 CC. Following elections there

will be an organizational for Earth Day.
COIN CLUB
Come join us for our first meeting of the

semester. All collectors welcome, in CC 902
at 3:30.

BOTANY SEMINAR
The Department of Botany seminar

speaker for Thursday, Feb. 23 will be Dr.

William Feder. His topic will be "Plants as
bioassays for air pollutants." Dr. Feder is a

member of the Suburban Experiment Station
in Waltham, Mass. He will be speaking at

4:30 p.m. in 203 Morrill Science Center.
Coffee will be served at 4 p.m.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY COALITION
FORMING

First AEC meeting, tomorrow at 4 p.m. in

CC 168-170. Some proposed projects; anti-

nuclear, alternative energy teach-in, energy
research groups, concerts. Come one and all

who want to promote safe energy!

WESTERN EUROPEAN STUDIES LECTURE
Lecture by Peter Lange, Harvard

University: "Eurocommunism in Italy."

Tomorrow at 4 p.m. in CC 905-909.

WOMEN'S HEALTH
The University Health Services offer

women's health workshops to any campus
group or dormitory. Specific content may be
determined by those requesting the
workshop. Call the Health Education Division

at 549-2671, Ext. 181 for more info. *
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LOST

Dan«/Mtt»r, black (r brown. Mix, white

chact p«tch, large paws, 3 months,

rvwartj. Call 549-5918 Lost in the North

Amherst area.

Reward— for return of gold serpentine

chain acalet. Lost Feb 15 on Hasb.-

TTHjmp.-Hampahire DC-Crampton route.

If found, piMse call Ron, 546 9049 or

Mimi, 546-9917

Student Legal Services is hiring 1

20hr/wk typist(3.50/hr. I and two
research paralegals ($20/wk).

Appications in 922 CC due by 5:00,

2/28. These are not work study jobs.

Affirmative Action Employer.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to

clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals. Call John, 545-

0174.

ROOM WANTED

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,

non-smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

WANTED

FOR SALE

Refrig. 4 cubic ft or larger Need as soon

as possible. Call Bob, 546 6751

Scuba tanlta, twin 50 plus reg. AM 367-

9962.

Ring. Sih^er band, red stone 9th floor

bathroom Reward. Kelly. 253-3319, 256-

8317.

Fischer skis 180 CM boots sz.S 545-0275.

Bullworker exerciser. $25. call 367-2110.
AUDIO

SMver brecelet on 2/15, sentimental

vakje, large reward I Marge, 5-2714, 549-

5310.

Head ski outfit. Parka and bib pants.

Women's size 9 12 Exc. cond. 253

3383

Sony 36S0 amp 80rms, 5 yr. warr., 256-

8709, BO.

Roommate wanted for 2 bdrm apt., 80

per mo. -» utilities -i- sec. dep. Stop in

57 Northwood from 6 p.m. on or call

665-4127.

Rmate Wtd. Apt. 77/mo. inc. util. 666-.

4060. ,

Restored 18th Cent. House in Millers

Falls seeks 1 F $90 w/utils. Call 659-

3542.

Roommate wanted: male or female,

smoker or non-smoker, large room in

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near

OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549-5862.

Experience cooperative living in

Buckland. Rm for rent in beautiful

country house on 240 acres. Vegetarians

and non-smokers please. Call 625-2/ /9.

SERVICES
~~

Ski mittena, Feb. 15 at CC Blue ft black

down. Please return. Call 546-4247 or 6-

4243.

Blue down parka taken from Goess. Tm
freezing. Please return to CC L & F. Call

256-6621 if you have any information.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most

foreign cars, BO. 546-5000 after 1 1 or in

morning.

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, 20 watts

Excellent cond. Call Gary at 549-6235

between 5 p.m and 6 p.m.

Brand new 22" high efficiency speakers.

$200 or bo. Call Carol at 549-5935.

Fisher CR5115 3-head cassette deck

Never used $180 MicroAcoustics

FRM1A speakers, $200 or BO. Call

Neal, 546 4375.

PERSONALS

My beet friend- reward for sm fem dog

beeg/lab mix? BIw/white belly, paws,

cheet, neck Er tip of tail that wags
oonstantty. Ans to Poco, gone Jan. 6.

I ceil 263-2290 if you ve any info.

Guild D25 folk guitar, exc tone, VG
cond $250 or BO. Yashica TL Electro

35mm camera. $15 or BO 253 3018,

after 5:00.

Canon QL17 36mm, new Rollei 121 BC
flash Both 165 Tom, 586 3208

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound

)ob neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec PA Rentals available Give us a

try. Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-

thampton or call 584-4076.

tV Karen (Whip) I'm dying to swim

between your legs. Love PJ.

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if nailed, please.

649-0616. Thanks a whole lot

M£LP WANTED

Sleep on an original piece of art. Full size,

four post water bed for sale, has drif-

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame

with shell inlay Everything included for

»300. Call Daryl at 253-5674.

H««d reeidewt positions available. Part

time poeitk)ne at Mount Hoiyoka College

for the academk year 1978-1979. Single

persons or married couples. B.A.
required. CaN (413) 538-2S60. An equal

opporturtity emptoyer.

Couneelore— private coed overnight

camp in Berkshirea- openings for in

ttructors in: archery, baekettMll, tennis,

soccer, gymne«tk:s, horseback riding

instructor 'ocketry, camper radio

station, sailing, tripping /backpacking,

dar>ce, dramatics, arts b crafts, heed

waterfront (pod). Also needed; ger>eral

counselors, nurse, head cook ft

bookkeeper. Good selariea- friendly

tmoaphere. Contact Paul Krouner,

Camp Schodsk, 268 Mason Terr.,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Rfck Heklemen. on cempus, §46:9BflB,

MeehMthMl EnflinMr or SklNed tech.

(Pert-time) Exp. in designing, drafting.

- mechMng. Work H or H time; make
oemmoMt 2-3 dey 'Of^jy*^

—beginner.

Celculetor-TI SR 51 II, 1 year old, ex.

cond. $36 or best offer. Call 546-6724.

To: Gorgeous- 1 don't need V Day to tell

you how much I love you. You're one of

the best things that ever happened to

me. Always, Alvin.

Here's looking at you Caldwelll Love

Christine.

Jill. Happy 25th from the Maple St. gang

in B-town.

Skiersll Have your skis professionally hot

waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875.

Support group for rape victims will meet

Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.

Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or

Diane, 549-4773 before Feb. 25.

Are you tired of missing important

lectures and exams because you
overslept' Hire a wake-up service! Info,

call Sharon, 256 8000
.

Free estimetes for all stereo equipment

with this ad. Ainwaves T.V. -Audio

Sen/ice, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-

6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

Monitor MusTc Have the best for your

party we're known. Call 6-4732 or 6-

8538. --

CB service -fully equipped, professionel

sen/ice. Installation -$10, adjust SWR
and check system- $5, alignments and

all repairs -$10 hourly. Dale -263-7649

nites.

1970 Toyota II Corona Exc. running

condition, body work. Call Jane from 3-

4. 253-9733 After 6 at 283 3784,

AUTO FOR SALE

New TIbeten Tankes Call Allen, 549
"W VW bug. needs a little work, price

negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

Flat 128 Wagon 73 Frt. WhI. Drv. Recent

valve job. New radials snows. Needs

new carb. Some body rust 58,000mi.

Call 549-1291 $500.00. __

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great.

Must be seen. $1275. 323 4249

Evenings. -——=—==—^—

VW camper bus,

665 3412.

poptop, 1968, $1095.

Hate Housework? I will clean your apt.

fast, through, cheap. $5-6 per visit. Call

665-2939. Hire A Maid.

Five College Typing Service
Professional, fast, reasonable. Call Diar>e

549:2637. ._

Cosmic Wimpout News

ENTERTAINMENT

INSTRUCTION

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

discofunk 50's. Complete sound Er

lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave. 5fi7 1250. Call coltoct.

Quilting h creetlve stitchery classes. 6
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional b
reasor^alDie rates at Natural Textiles, 256-

6427.

Need help In Math 120, 121? Dual, tutor

avail. Rates negot. Call Ken, 546^6155

FOR RENT

Math tutor w/dept.

__a4i2.

Aig. 6 cek: 665-

Avell. 01 March Furn 2 room Apt. Heat Cr

utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins

from campus. 210/mo. Call 253-2960

evea. .__ ——
Wented-3rd person to fill 2 bedrm apt

in Brittany Manor Call 253-2427.

Cosmic Wimpout is planning to hold

the 3rd Annual World Wimpout
Tournement at UMass on 4/21. We
hope to make this something mora
then Just a tomament but we rteed

input from the communltv. What or

whom do you went to see hap-

pening et the tournament? Jugglers,

megicians. DJ's. Free beer, caeh

prizes, dencing bears? We have a

limited budget but pleaae tall us

your fentasiee. Perhaps we can
meke them come true et the tour-

nement. Please contact someone In

the Cempus Center Concourse at

either the rose table or the "UMA88
Paper" table with your Maes as soon
as possible or call z63-24C9.
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^ ENTERTAINMENT
Double Feature Showing
NOW at Two Theatres...

HIT #1 at 7»15

GAN6A WEEP, GUNS

REGGAE MUSIC
jimmy cliff

THE HARDER
THEY COME

PLUS at 9 s00
ANOUTRAC.tOClS
mAl OF MAONf SS

y

* Maie m

The AMHERST Cinema
downtown amherst

(5:30 Matinee Sat/Sun)

and also showing

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

Tumm oiw

Monday Nite Special

V2 gallon of beer

Miller

Bud
$2.50

Free Popcorn

Amherst's Biggest

Little Bar"

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

Mt. Farms 4 584-9153
Mt. Farms Mall
Rt. 9, Hadley, Mass.

STARTS TODAY- ONE WEEK ONLY!
"Only SUNN CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted"

weekdays at 5-7 9, Sat. at 1-3-5-7-9, Sun. at 2:15-5-7 9

ywen
startling revelations atxHJt life after death.
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Some'will believe—
others will not
DECIDE FOp r
YOURSELF! ^
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ITLS IND'CATFS TWI-LITE SHOW-

JIT'S COT HEAT

\^/\TunD/\y

nichT
FEVEn
JOHN TRAVOLTA

[Rl Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6:15)-8:30

~^L Fri.-rat. (TLS 5:00)- 7:45 9:55

A M Matinee (wed.jthur.

fri ,, sat,, Sim. ) 2:15

HNALWEEK

WALT DISNEY
PROOUCnONS'

rp'i PETI'S
V^bRAGOM
f^ Sun.-Thur.(TLS 4:45)7:30

^.^ Frl.-Sat. (TlS6:00)-8:30

t| Matinee (-^^..^hur

,^y frl.,9at.,9un.) ^-"^

(TLS) INDICATES TWI-LITC SMOW-TICKCTS ON SALC 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO Tl.»

eNCOUNTGRS
OFTH€ THIRD KIND

W€ AK€ NOT
ALONG

RKIHARO DR€YFUSS
un.-Thur. (TLS 6:00)-8:30

Fri .-Sat. (Tl$ 4:45 7:30 9:55

Mnt'lnee ( we.i . , thu'-.

rr-1 . , ;^Ht.,8un.) ^'-^^

ONE WEEK ONLY

PG

o

S GOT HEAT

/iTuno/w

nichT
FEVEn
|OHN TRAVOLTA

rjf MON.-THUR. (TlS6:15)-8:30

^^rai.-SUN. (TIS5:00) 7.45 9:5S

A M Matinees (Sat., Sim. _,_\^ Mon.,Tu*«J ^='^

¥'

STARTS
FRIDAY

WALTWSNEY
P«O0UCTlONS
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'

unkfWdK an^ rr
WMIt slMiing rev
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K^l PETE'S
'^DRAGON
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)
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CLOSE
ENCOUNTERS

OF THe THIRD KIND

W€ ARC NOT
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RICHARD ORf YFUSS
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FRI.-St.K. (TIS MS 7:30 9:55
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K
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FOR TLS TICKETS... 11

University of MassachuS(?tts / Annh(?rst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
in

COPPELIA
Music by Ijeo Delihes

Choreography by

Lev Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti

AUREOLE
Music by Handel

Choreography by Paul Taylor

Fri. & Sat., March 3 & 4 8pm

FINE >4?TS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances. Gen.

Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM A $5, 4, 3. Other students and

senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M- F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

S^ltf-
THE

PUB MUGS
ARE

ftA4>uy^UA

WED. , FEB. 22

CLEAN LIV^ING
AND

BEAR MOUNTAIN
THURS.,FEB.23

BRieKER
BAND

FRI. AND SAT.,

FEB. 24 and 25
FAT
AND

MECHANIX
EVERY SUNDAY
GEORGE T. GREGORY

10 CENT BEERS

Jim J)lunketi

|the1
'^ AMHERST ^

Sunderland, MA.
|Rte.47/TeL665-4937

:-« 4-* & *= «iK^*
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'Ready' hoopwomen
clobber Huskies
Bi JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

It a dn t look as if the UMass women's
bciske\ ^all team hadn't played for 10 days.
The ^inutewonnen prim*»d themselves for

this weekend's state tournament last night
Oy overrunr- 9 UConn, 75-56. in the Cage on
Senior Ni

as 'h :,i tor UMass ?ince
r ^ _. and only the shcc id tnis season in the
Cage.

"I thought " V ki'is played hard," UMass
coach Marv ,i Ozdarski said. "I was pretty
happv svit. li^eir play."

Mos.( notable among the Minutewomen
was Julie Ready. Seeing her most action of

the season, the 6-2 center came off the

bench midway through the first half to score
19 points and haul down 10 rebounds to lead

UMass in both categories.

piRicii/iioni 3C

n

N
& professional

consultation in

selecting the haircut

best suited for your

facial structure...

all at an
affordable price

8

-shampoo
-personalized

00 cut

-blow dry

(long hair

slightly more)

Tues. & Wed. only

Limited to new customers
& with this coupon

"We've been working with her in prac-

tice " Ozdarski said. "She played herself a

super bal' ne We can't have a 6-2'er

sitting on the bench, so we had a talk with

her after the Providence game and she

impressed us in practice ever since."

Sue Peters, although off ner shooting

touch a bit, still managed to pump in 16

points, grab six rebounds, and top the

Minutewomen with six assists.

"Sue played an outstanding all-around

game," Ozdarski said. "Her rebounding and

passing were excellent."

Senior forward Cheryl Carey, playing her

last game m the Cage, scored 14 points (12 in

the first half) and handed out five assists

before fouling out late in the game.

Maura Supinski had eight points and

ripped down nine rebounds to aid UMass'
cause.
The game itself was never really in doubt.

The Minutewomen scored seven points in

the first minute to jump off to a quick 7-0

lead. They extended the advantage to a 13-3

with four minutes gone before the Huskies

mounted a mild comeback to pull to with'n

18-14 with 11 minutes left.

The UMass lead then fluctuated from

between seven to four points before UConn
came to within 31-30 with 2:47 left before the

half on a Patty Bresser 110 points) runner in

the lane. But the Minutewomen then put

together an 8-1 spurt on two baskets by

Carey and a hoop and two foul shots by

Ready to take a 39-31 edge into the locker

room.
The Huskies again narrowed the gap to

four points (43-39) with 15:52 left in the

game, but UMass went on a 10-2 tear (five

different players scored baskets) to lead, 53-

41, with 11 minutes left. Five UConn foul

shots brought it back down to 53-46, but the

Minutewomen then put it away with an 11-1

surge to lead, 64-47, with less than six

minutes to play.

UMass is now preparing itself for the state

championships, which will be held this Friday

and Saturday at Boston University. The
Minutewomen, who won the title last year,

are slated to meet Bridgewater State at 9

p.m. Friday in the first round.

UMass (75) - Supinski 4-0-8, Carey 7-0-

14, Harrington 1-0-2, Peters 7-2-16, Halleran

2-1-5, Ready 6-7-19, Peebles 2-1-5, Parker 0-

2-2, Fletcher 1-0-2, McCulloch 0-2-2.

TOTALS: 31-13-75.

UCONN (56) - Bresser 2-6-10, Ward 0-4-

4, Wachtelshausen 0-2-2, Gedney 4-0-8,

Vinson 2-0-4, Cleaver 1-0-2, Borsuk 3-2-8,

Sirois 5-8-18. TOTALS: 17-22-56.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1978 ^^^—

.

DOONHSBIRY by (;arry Triidcaii
Collej^ian 17

LuAnn Retcher (I) and Cheryl Carey (r) personify the class of the women's hoop
team and the improvement it's shown in the last four years. (Staff photos by Pat
Dobbs and Judie Del Frate)

Spikers lose 3

The UMass men's volleyball team took

on three tough opponents at Williams

Saturday and paid for it, losing three

times to host Williams (11-15, 10-15, 14-

16) and dropping two of three to both

UNH (11-15, 17-15, 3-15) and Middlebury
(10-15, 7-15, 15-8).

The Minutemen were comF>etitive in all

but the 15-3 loss to UNH and the 15-7

loss to Middlebury, while earning a 17-15

victory over UNH and a 15-8 decision

over Middlebury.

UMass is now 6-12 in th.^ New Englarid

Collegiate Volleyball League, in their first

year of competition. Next match for the

spikers will be Mar. 4 in the New England

Open at Wentworth.

Styles By Deborah

549-5610

65 University Dr.

(Next to Bells Pizza)

Iota Gamma Upsiloa

<2REDKEN'

invites all University women to

Open Rash

Thure., Feb. 23 8-9 p.m.

Pub Night

Sun., Feb. 26 5 p.m.

Grinder Night

406 N. Pleasant St. 545-0082

I.G.U. is for you!

^Swimwomen
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time of 1:08.88 in the consolation finals.

Maryanne Primavera, who was the sur-

prise performer of the meet for UMass,
placing in two events and setting three

personal records, had her first triumph next

with a 2:53.47 finish in the 200 yard

breastroke, which was good for a 16th place.

The 200 free style relay team of Mack,

Hembrough, Meegan Primavera, and Cindy

Piela finished 15th with a time of 1:50.23.

As the meet wound up Sunday, many of

the same UMass swimmers found them-

selves taking off in the finals again. Mack,
Hembrough, Schwartz, and Walsh got

together in the 400 yard freestyle relay and
placed 5th in 3:55 — their fastest this year.

Schwartz placed 9th in the 200 IM with a

great comeback in the second half of the

race, and later took 5th in the 100 fly in

1:04.83.

Primavera captured 16th in the 100

breastroke in 1:19.58, Jurcik finished 6th in

the 50 back in 31 .02, and Walsh took 7th in

the 100 fly with a time of 1:04.87 before the

meet ended with a climactic 200 yard medley
relay final in which UMass' combination of

Jurcik, Primavera, Walsh, and Hembrough
took 6th in 2:02.56.

Sports notices
INTRAMURALS - The following facilities

\A/ill be closed'

NOPE Pool- Feb. 25, March 4, 5; Hicks

Building-Feb. 23, 27, 28; NOPE Gym-Feb. 25.

VOLLEYBALL - Forfeit fees should be

picked up at the IM office by March 1

.

SOFTBALL — Entries are due at the IM
office by March 1. There is a $10 forfeit fee.

Blue^w^all Bar
Wed. - Sat.,
Feb. 22 -
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Born today, you are ex-
tremely tenacious. Noth-
in(4 can make you give up
an objective, so long as it

continues to be honorable
and worthwhile. However,
nothing will make you give
up a goal faster than real-
izing that you have made a
mistake, that the end you
sought is unworthy of your
time and energy.
Vou are scientifically

inclined. You possess a
love of the land which, if

you are unable to find or
afford a country home,
could bring considerable
sadness. You are neither
conceited nor self-cen-
tered; you realize your
own value and ability and
never sell yourself short.
Flather, you enjoy letting
others know of your talents
and abilities.

There may be a time in

your life when you will be
wildly ambitious, dream-
ing dreams far beyond
your ability to make them
come true

THURSDAY, FEBRU-
ARY 23

PISCESiFeb.l9-March
m' Carefully analy/e
voiir motivos before decid-
ing about a change of job
or relation.ships.

ARIES( March 21-April
19 1

~ This is an excellent
time for dealing with pro-
fessionals, but be wary of
frauds.

TAURUSi April 20-May
20) — You may realize
more on an investment

than you dreamed possi-
ble. Don't be stingy with
profits.

QEMINKMay 21-June 20

1

- Keep your gambling
nature under control, or
you may lose more than
you can afford.

CANCERiJune 21-.Iuly
22) ~ The situation at
home leaves much to be
desired early today. Make
allowances for children.
LEOlJuly 23-Aug.22)

Unless you take responsi-
bility for your actions, oth-
ers will suffer before night-
fall.

VIRGOi Aug.2.'J-Sept.22)
— You should take consid-
erable satisfaction from
accomplishments early
today Share the wealth at
evening

LIBRAiSept.2.'}-Oct.22)

A complicated morning
may make you doubt the
possibility of ease later.

Trust another's word
SC0RPI0(Oct2:!-

Nov.21 1
- Take no unnec-

esscry risks, even for
great gain There is every
chance to lose much.
SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec.21) Practical
suggestions from outside
home may case your life.

P'amily matters come into
question

CAPRICORNi Dec 22-
.Jan 19i Vou should be
able to rr.snlvc disagree-
ments at home or work. Be
willing to compromise.
AQUARIUSi Jan. 20-

Feb.l8> — Increased
chances for financial gain
bring joy later today.
Another's sorrow dampens
your ardor.

( np\ rir

Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Peruse
5 Flower part

10 Inclined

roadway
1 4 Novelist

Victor ---

1 5 Flavor
16 Movie VIP— Kazan
1 7 Annoyance

source
1 9 Noted
20 Ascertain

dimensions
21 Hand cover-

ings
23 Motionless
25 New form

Prefix

26 The north
wind

29 Keeps back
34 WmgiiKe
35 Ending for

dow or man
37 Tutor
38 Small drink
39 Appetite for

food
41 --- Canals

N Amer wa
lercourse

42 Eject
44 Roman —
45 Proofreader

mark
46 Christ
48 Rackets
50 Natl Rifle

Assoc
51 Hindu guitar

53 Lars
Etruscan
king

57 Tries out
again

61 Nichols'
hero

62 Emphasize
64 Make a din

65 Make
amends

66 A.iimal's

gait

67 Congers
68 Attacked

verbally
69 Expresses

in words

DOWN

1 Leveling
piece

2 Perserve
3 Taj Mahal

Site

4 More
clamorous

5 Eyes
searchmgly:
2 words

6 Food con
sumer

7 Pressure
unit Abbr

8 Whit
9
Tomb
Moscow
landmark

10 Bring back

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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utensils
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relative 47
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2 7 Popeyes

girl

28 Swift
30 Notable

ages
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holders
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school
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One cubic
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Subs spur gymwomen
to victory over Chiefs
Ow / AilOA o/iooc-f-r : » . _ i^^.By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team added
another victory to its record by defeating
Springfield College 132.70 to 130.20 on
Sunday. The win was another culmination of
efforts by back up gymnasts as the team is

still weakened by injuries and illness.

"I'm pleased that we continue to win but it

would be nice to have the gymnasts com-
peting for slots in the events instead of going
with whoever is healthy ", said coach Virginia
Evans. "Our back up gymnasts have been
coming through for us but we're not
competing at full running steam, " Evans
said.

UMass Captain Karen Hemberger won the
all around competition while leading the
Minutewomen to their victory. Hemberger
scored a 9.25, for first place in vaulting. She
was second on the uneven parallel bars with
a score of 8.25. Hemberger encountered a
few problems on the balance beam, as did
most of the gymwomen, and received a
score of 7.65. She finished the day with a
third place on the floor where she earned an
8.60 mark. Hemberger's total score was
33.70 ahead of Springfield's Michelle
Lemieux and Laurie Trangheste who
received totals of 33.05 and 32.80 respec-
tively.

Cheryl Morner continued to regain her
strength and finished fourth in the all around.
Morrier was third in vaulting (8.75) and tied
for first on the beam with teammate Laurie
Knapp with a score of 8.35. Morrier also
earned marks of 7.25 on bars, which is a big

improvement over last weeks performance,
and an 8.40 on the floor. Morrier's four event
total was 32.75.

Stephanie Jones and Karen Clemente are
both on the road to recovery. Jones com-
peted in vaulting and on the bars after sitting

out the last two meets to rest hip and rib

injuries. She took first place on the bars with
an 8.85 despite several small breaks within
her routine. Jones' vault was one of UMass'
counting scores but was not her usual strong
performance.

Clemente contributed scores to three
events - vaulting, bars and beam. She
finished third on the bars with a 7.85 and
fourth on the beam with a 7.95. The floor

exercise still offers a strong obstacle to
Clemente as she is recovering from ankle
injuries that affect her tumbling.
Sue Cantwell, Julie Myers and Diane

Laurenson all missed the Springfield meet
due to flu or injuries. Evans said she hopes
that by this weekend they all will be working
out again and possibly ready for the Canisius
meet next Saturday.
The gymwomen now stand 6-1 on the

season with three meets left before the
EAIAW championships to be held in Pitt-

sburgh on March 10 and 11. The New
Hampshire meet on February 28 has been
moved from Boyden to the Cage.
New Hampshire upset Michigan State,

who dealt the Minutewomen their only loss
of the season, so an exciting match is an-
ticipated. Hopefully by then the rash of
injuries and flu bugs will have passed and
both teams will be competing at full strength
in preparation for the trip to Pittsburgh.

The old "hidden ball trick" will be only one of many gags perpetrated by the
Harlem Globetrotters on both their opponents and the fans at the Springfield
Civic Center tonight at 7:X. Tickets are $5. $6 and $7, and are available at the Civic
Center box office and all Ticketron locations.

Swimmers surprise NE's
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

A combination of top-placing relays and
some surprise individual performances gave
the UMass women's swim team a total of
241 points and seventh place out of 38 teams
in the New England Women's Intercollegiate
Swimming and Diving Championship at

Boston College last weekend.
"We did a good job," said UMass coach

John Nunnelly, "I can't believe it."

Last year the team finished eighth in the
New Englands, without the added com-
petition from the Ivy League schools which
were there this year.

The University of Maine team swam away
with the meet, dethroning Springfield
College, which finished only one notch
above UMass with 337 points. Yale took
second, followed by Boston College,
Southern Connecticut State College and
UConn.
The meet got off to a good start for UMass

on Friday night, the first phase of the
competition, when Lynn Lutz finished 17th in

thh 1650 yard freestyle, setting a new school
mark with a time of 19.54.65. Following that,
Deb Schwartz captured 8th in the 400 yard
individual medley with a 5:00.36 finish, and
ttm 800 yard freestyle relay of Schwartz,

Rachel Mack, Lise Hembrough and Celia
Walsh took fifth in a 8:36.97 to place UMass
in 8th with 39 points.

On Saturday and Sunday finals and
preliminaries were held in the remaining 21
events, and UMass swimmers made it to the
finals or consolation finals in 14 of those
events.

The 400 yard medley relay team of Sch-
wartz, Mack, Walsh, and Kathy Jurcik made
It to the finals with a season best time of
4:25.36, and went on to place sixth.

In the 50 yard butterfly, Walsh made it to
the consolation finals and took 13th with a
29.5 finish, and Jurcik ended up with a 7th in

the finals, finishing in 29.48
Mack swam a season best time of 58.81 in

the preliminaries of the 100 style, sending
herself to the consolation finals and a 14th
place finish. At this point, UMass was sixth
with 101 points.

In the 200 fly, Schwartz failed to defend
her first place finish of last year, but
managed to come in fourth with a 2:17.65
race in the finals. Walsh also placed for
UMass in this event, taking ninth with a time
of 2:25.9.

Jurcik had another fine individual per-
formance in the 100 IM, taking 15th with a

TURN TO PAGE 16
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r
home works, inc.
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(bel>w»en Baskin Robbtns & House .jI Walsh)
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WE ARRIVED!!
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264 No Pleasant St., Amherst 01002
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There IS a difference!!!

^0 PREPARE FOR:
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UKT • SM-

Our broad range of programs provides ar) umbreilk of test-
ing kf}ow-how that enables us to otter the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings & week
ends all year Complete tape (ac. lilies for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials Make-ups
lor missed lessons at our renters

MCAT CLASS
BEING HELD IN AMHERST

CALL OUR NEW PERMANENT CENTER
2S3-5108OR2S3 2240

For information please call ft

come vi«it our Permanent Ct at:

264 No Pleasant St.

Amherst 413-253-5108

Outside NY Slate Only

CALL TOLL FREE

800 221-9840
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In Boston Area
Call«t7-261-51S0
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Cerifers m Maior U S Cities

Jlotioii
COLOR
PROCESSING
Kodak

Get in on the actionJliapture the
excitement of the holidays on
KODAK Film. Whether you take
color slides or movies, we offer

quality Processing by Kodak to bring back those
exciting moments.

campus center/univ. of mass, amherst

Open Mon. - Fri. 9-5, Sat. 11-4
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Pyatt may not be Erving but...
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

"Mike Pyatt wasn't much in high school,"
said UMass captain, and former New York
City neighbor Derick Claiborne, jokingly.

At 9:57 of the second half in last week's
UMass' 77-57 victory over George
Washington Mike Pyatt, in typical form
leaped in the air, and sent a 10' shot jump
shot towards the net.

When the ball had cleanly gone through
the stnngs, the 5,000 fans who jammed the
Cage needed no announcement to applaud
They knew that the 6'6" 205 lb. senior had
surpassed former UMass player and now
NBA star fon/vard Julius Erving on the
UMass all-time scoring record.

Erving scored 1,370 points in two years
(197172) before opting for professional
basketball. Pyatt's total is 1390 (not including
last night's game).

"It took Julius two years to accomplish
this shooting record and it took Mike four
But that's all right," said UMass coach Jack

Leaman. "There may never be another player
in the world like Julius Erving.

"Mike's a great player, an unlimited of-
fensive threat, a great person, and I think a
player of NBA potential. I'm verv proud to
have coached a player of Mike's caliber

"

said Leaman.

In his freshman year. Pyatt made the
starting five in UMass's fourth game of the
season, after playing three games on the JV
squad.

He averaged 9.3 points per game but then
he blossomed in his sophomore year (15.6) to
be named to the now defunct Yankee
Conference All-Star team and was 2nd team
All-New England. Last year, scoring at a 15 1
clip, Pyatt was named to the E.A.A. All-
Tournament team last year and was the
leading scorer in the toumey with 68 points
in three games.

"I don't think Mike has peaked yet of-
fensively. I do think he has a good shot to go
professional but a lot will depend on him "

said UMass assistant coach and the man
who recruited Pyatt in high school, Ray
Wilson.

NJOY! i^* BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER awy ^,

SPECIAL TUES.. WED.. THURS.

Roast Prime Mbs of Beef $5$5

HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY
4-6 P.M.

ALL DRINKS ONLY 6^

Damon Rd., Northampton

SAVE-ON-TIRES. Inc. route 9, hadley V es i^'

)p.m.
OFEM MON.. TUES.. TMUR8.. i FRI. »:3o3!oJwEo78AT

I inr^ WholM«l« to th« public

AtLonmAoa.

MAJOR BRANDS
TIRE SPECIALS

BRAND NEW — FIRST QUAUTY

FIRESTONE

A78X13 $
SPECUL

WMIE STOCK

urn

16
llHL7$M«.tB

95

RADIALS

.v^vv,%ws^-.-,v'»v»^A'*ifc*.'»*'»viia^v*v^vCkV';^MtV\i«jOk^\i

MICHEUN, QENERAU B.F. GOODRICH, DUNLOP,
CONTINENTAL, LEE, FIRESTONE, ARMSTRONO,
AND MANY MORE.ALL AVAILABLE AT WHOLMAU
PmCES.

SAVE-ON-TIRES, INC
«OUTE 9 HADLEY ^'^"^,;,7^7'^'^

Ctih and Carry or v,,!,uf charge 586-2544

If Mike continues to play with intensity
and work hard, and do the little things that's
important in basketball, like playing good
7,PfL^^^ rebounding, I think he will go
far, Wilson said.

^

For Pyatt, his basketball career started late
in high school. Even though he had been
playing regularly since 6th grade when hewas 5 5 and wore a size 10 sneaker, he
didn t make a regular team till his junior year
because of school redistricting.

"It all started to come together for me at
Bishop Dubois High School. Maybe it was
the tough disciplinary codes we had like
wearing a shirt and tie every day to class but
It was theri I became a disciplined ' ball
player, said Pyatt.

Other than high school, Pyatt said that
playing in the New York City Summer
League made him into a "smarter offensive
type player and shooter."

From that league, Pyatt made the A.A U
junior Olympic team which toured Europe ifor
two and a half weeks.

"Visiting Europe was really a good ex-
penence for me. We would beat the teams
from England, Spain, France by 25 points
and people would think we were
professional," said Pyatt.

Playing mostly center, Pyatt was the New
York Post All-City first team selection as was
UMass teammate Alex Eldridge. Pyatt
averaged 15 points and ten rebounds per
game playing in the center position.

During the summer of his junior year, Pyatt
was invited to the Five-Star Basketball camp
in Horsedale, Pa. where he competed in a
tournament with current NBA players,
Moses Malone, and Kenny Carr. Also playing
were the Herron brothers Larry and Keith
(Villanova) Bob Misevicius (Providence) and
Chris Potter (Holy Cross).

From that camp, Pyatt was sent over 100
letters by colleges and universities asking
him to apply. Among the 100, Pyatt and his
family narrowed it down to UMass
Syracuse, Fordham, and San Diego State!

"It was really a trip going through that
rfirrijitino thino during my senior vear at hinh
school. It seemed every night I was being

asked out to dinner by a visiting coach or I

would be going to visit a campus," he said.
Pyatt, all along, wanted to go to a fairly big

campus on the East coast that wasn't too far
from his family and his New York City home.
"Fordham was out because that was just a

few feet from my house. San Diego was too
far, so It came down to Syracuse and UMass
in the bidding war," he said.

Pyatt visited the UMass campus during the
winter of 74 and loved the way the fans
turned out at the Cage, in addition to the
people on campus itself.

ino'oo^"^®
^®^® ^^®" UMass beat Maine

108-38 and the feeling at the Cage really
impressed me. Then I heard that Alex and
Derick were deciding to come here, and
that s when I decided I'd become a UMie "

Pyatt said.

Overall, the affable Pyatt said he enjoyed
his career here, having made many friends.
But he said there were low moments during
his four years here.

"When Coach Wilson recruited me he said
that because of the presence of Alex, Derick
and myself, the offense would change from
more of a slow-down pattern offense to
more running and free-style," Pyatt said.

"But that wasn't the case all the time. I

think it was quite an adjustment for all of us.
There were down times, and I don't want to
say that we raised dissension on the team,
but we questioned the coach a lot."

"I think the thing that Mike, Derick, and
Alex brought to the UMass program and the
Cage were their personalities. They related to
the crowd and the crowd related to them in a
positive way," said Wilson.

"The people here at the Cage," said Pyatt,
"are real knowledgeable. They know a lot

about the game — when we're playing well
and when we're not. Many times they have
been an extra player on the court."

Pyatt hopes to be drafted, but plans to go
into basketball coaching, recruiting or public
relations in the New York-New Jersey area.
"I'd like for basketball to remain a part of my
life if possible," said Pyatt.

Gridders look for talent
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

When a college football team which went
8-3 loses 22 seniors from its roster, it's time
to dig into the high school and prep school
ranks for some fresh blood.

That's exactly what new UMass footballcoach Bob Pickett and his staff have been
doing for the last two months

Pickett and his staff of four assistants havemanaged to sign nine promising players fornext season. " r- j

"It's always a difficult job," Pickett said of
the recruiting process, "but it's a job we all
enjoy very much."

Pickett added that his recruiting this year
has been aided by UMass's successful 1977
season, which included a Yankee Con-
ference championship and a trip to the
national Division II playoffs.
"The main thing is to maintain some

consistency year in and year out," Pickett
said. When you win, it sure helps your
recruiting." '

The coach, who took over the reins from
Dick MacPherson in early January, said he
doesn't recruit to fill positions.
"We try to find the best athletes we can

"

he noted. "We look for a guy with size to
him, an athlete who can play a lot of
positions."

Thus far, the 1978 Minutemen have been
bolstered by the addition of some fine
recruits, six of whom played their high school
ball in Massachusetts.

Victor Pizzotti, a 6-2, 210 lb. linebacker-
tight end from Stoneham, has committed
himself to UMass. He was an all-scholastic
selection of the Boston Globe.

Melrose's Scott Crowell (6-3, 205) is

another linebacker-tight end for whom
Pickett has high hopes.
Two big offensive linemen - Lawrence's

Joe LaRosa (6-1, 245) and Braintree's Chris
O'Neil (6-3, 235) - should add bulk to
UMass's front, which will be minus Ross
Schubarth, Gerry Greene, Mike McLaughlin,
Jim Penta next season.
Mahar Regional's Peter Spadafora, a 5-11,

190 lb. running back, who scored over 300
points in his high school career, will also be
among the class of 1982. Pickett indicated
that he can also play in the defensive back-
field.

^
Another in the running back-defensive

back mold is Jim Ryan, a 6-1, 187 lb.
prospect from Schenectady, N.Y.
The only defensive lineman thus far to sign

a statement of intent with UMass is Dan
Petrie, a 6-2, 220 lb. defensive tackle out of
Walpole High School and Avon Old Farms
Academy.
A recruit with an intriguing hometown is

Asa Hilliard, a 6-3, 210 lb. running back who
hails from San Francisco. He matriculated at
Trinity Pauling Prep School in New York,
where the UMass staff got wind of him.

The only junior college transfer signed
thus far with UMass is Sandro Vitiello, a
placekicker from Nassau County Commuriity
College, best known for its feeder system for
coach Dick Garber's lacrosse team. Vitiello
will enter UMass in the fall as a junior.

In addition, Milford Academy's Eric
Cregan, a 6-2, 225 lb. defensive lineman, will
be eligible for football this season. He en-
tered UMass this semester.

"We're very pleased with our recruiting
"

Pickett said. "They're all quality athletes!"
Pickett added that his staff is still involved

in recruiting a number of athletes, and his list
of incoming freshmen is not yet complete
"We're still adding to that list," he said
Two veterans, Steve Telander and John

Beenrt/orth, were also granted an extra year
of eligibility. Telander sat out the entire 1976
season with a severe knee injury, while Beer-
worth missed most of 1977.

Defensive back Joe Harrington was also
granted an extra year to play with the
Minutemen, but has decided not to use it

according to Pickett.

UMass missed out on one of the most
highly-sought after high school seniors.
Chicopee's Jim Budness, who was named to
the Parade All-American team, opted for
Boston College.

"He did visit the campus," Pickett said.
Budness had also visited Notre Dame

Syracuse, and Kuroue.
Unlike Division I schools, where an athlete

signs a letter of intent when he decides to
choose a school, UMass uses a system
which has a prospect sign a statement.

Pickett said that two Yankee Conference
schools, Rhode Island and UConn, use the
letter of intent system.
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Lions spring overtime upset
by RICH ECKEL
Coltegian Staff

STATE COLLEGE, Penn. - The Penn
State basketball team presented coach John
Bach a going away present last night as it

upset the University of Massachusetts, 76-69
in overtime.

Bach, coaching his last game here at

Recreation Hall after a ten year career,

watched his team lose a 12 point lead down
the stretch but outscored UMass 10-3 in

overtime for the victory.

Bach will now send his team to the play-

offs in Pittsburgh with an 8-18 record (4-6 in

EAA) as the Nittany Lions ended their regular

season.
For UMass it was an especially tough loss.

The Minutemen, playing without Alex
Eldridge (knee injury) and Chuck Stevesky
for the second half (sprained ankle), fought
back from a twelve point deficit with 9:16
remaining and brought the game into

overtime on two Mary Haymore free throws
with six seconds left.

But UMass had its problems at the foul line

in overtime (three missed free throws) and
finally succumbed before an enthusiastic
crowd of 2223. And so the slumping
Minutemen, now 14-9, 4-5 in EAA, ended a
two day sojourn to Pennsylvania on the
downbeat.
UMass coach Jack Leaman was hoping

for a split here in Dutch country after his

team dropped a sloppy affair on Monday
night in Pittsburgh to Duquesne, 83-70.

Without Eldndge running the attack,
UMass had trouble finding any offensive
sp>ark in the first half.

After eight lead changes early in the game
UMass pulled out to a brief 20-16 lead. But
once Mark Haymore picked up his third foul

and had to sit down, the Minutemen simply
forgot how to operate their offense.

The Nittany Lions took advantage of a

UMass dry spell — seven and one half

minutes without scoring and ran off an 11

point spurt to take a 28 20 lead Mike Pyan
ended the drought with a jump shot and after

two free throws from Haymore, Derick
Claiborne (14 points) ended the half by
hitting a jumper at the buzzer and UMass
found itself trailing by six at the break, 32-26
Once again, the offense staggered in the

second half and Penn State was able to open
a twelve point advantage mainly due to the

strong outside shooting of guard Jeff Miller,

who also ended his career at State. Miller
ended the game as its leading scorer as he hit

for 23 points on 11 -for 20 shooting.
But UMass mounted its first steady of-

fensive drive on this trip and steadily closed
the gap. The Minutemen received six points
from Haymore (20 points), four from Mike
Pyatt (also 20 points) and sinale buckets by
Tom Witkos and Eric Williams in a five

minute span, while Penn btate went score-
less, and UMass found itself back in the
game at 58-58 with just under four minutes
left.

The teams then traded hoops and ended
regulation play tied at 66.

"I was very, very pleased with the effort
tonight," said Leaman afterwards. "But our
technique was poor and we missed a lot of
free throws when it counted (UMass hit just
11-of-18 from the charity stripe), and once
again we didn't shoot the ball that well."

In fact, the Minutemen shot just 44 per
cent for the game and for the second straight
night appeared hesitant to shoot the ball

freely.

Thus the Minutemen came up empty on
this road swing and now must beat Pitt-

sburgh at the Cage next Monday night to
finish at .500 in EAA play.

'This was a very important game for us,"
said Leaman." We were hoping for a six and
four record but now the best we can do is

five and five."

Minutemen Notes ... Eldridge hurt his knee
against Duquesne Monday and was unable
to dress for the game. The extent of his injury
is not known ... Penn State hit 55.4 per cent
from the floor and 74 per cent from the line ...

Miller and team manager Walt Schwarz were
the only seniors honored here ... Miller needs
just 15 points to become only the eighth
player in Penn State history to score 1,000
points.

UMASS - Pyatt 84-6 20; Williams 1 2-2 4;

Kohlhaas 1 0-2 2; Claiborne 7 0-0 M.-

Morrison 1-2 1; Haymore 8 4-4 20;
Steveskey 1 0-0 2; Johnson 1 2 2; Witkos 2
0-0 4. Totals 29 11-18 69. FG per cent 44.6.
PENN STATE - Korkowski 3 6-8 12, Kuhn

9 1-1 19; Jefferson 4 0-1 8; Miller 11 11 23;
Wilkinson 1 4-6 6; Ice 20-04; Brickowski 1 2-2
4. Totals 31 14-19 76. FG per cent 55.4.

Halftime: Penn State 32, Mass. 26.

Regulation: Penn State 66, UMass 66.

Total fouls - Mass. 19, Penn State 15.

/^

Senior, 6'6" forward Mike Pyatt became the

UMass all-time leading scorer last Saturday with

1,376 points, surpassing former UMass star

Julius Erving, now an NBA standout.

Steve Lafler graphJ

Alex Eldridge

B'2" senior guard

New York City

product hits

1,000 career

point mark

-owns season

and career

assist titles,too
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Sen/or night at the Cage

It was senior night at the Cage last night,
and along with all the ( oopla there was, of
course, the game; which UMass won 74-55.
UMass was playing well and despite a

daring^ comeback bid by the Huskies of
UConn, the Minutewomen came on strong in

the second half and their record was in-

creased to 12-5.

The Minutewomen. An exciting team to
watch. But last night the attention of the
fans seemed not to focus on the team as a
whole, but rather on the four seniors who
were making their final Cage appearance.

Namely, Lu-Ann Fletcher, Cheryl Carey,
Ginny Peebles, and Deb McCulloch.

As I stated, there was a game. Sue Peters,

Mary Halleran, and the other non-seniors
were there and UMass played their usual fine

style of hoop; but it was for the four seniors

that this contest was dedicated.

Lu-Ann, Cheryl, Ginny, and Deb.

There's something about these affairs that
strikes a chord in me. Every time I find myself
at such gatherings, my mind wanders to
Yankee Stadium as Lou Gehrig takes a final

bow. I can see myself "high above court-
side" on Bob Cousy Night.

The public address announcer at the Cage
read off the UConn lineup and then she read
off the names of the four honorees. No
speeches, no trophies. The game begins ...

The fans let Lu-Ann, Cheryl, Ginny, and
Deb know that it was their night: A basket by
an underclass Minutewoman brought ap-
plause, but a basket by any of these four
brought bedlam.

"I'm going to miss them all," said coach
Mary Ann Ozdarski. "They're all totally

dedicated ladies."

The entire team seemed to share Oz-
darski's opinion. When the game was over,
the main concern of the team was to get the
nets. They lit upon the unsuspecting rim with
reckless abandon, and each senior left the
court garbed in the latest fashion in hoop-
net; courtesy of their adoring teammates.

Of the four seniors on the team, only two,

Peebles and Fletcher, are four-year veterans.

Carey is a transfer student from Greenfield

Community College and McCulloch is only in

her first year of UMass competition, being a
transfer student from Wade County, Florida.

McCulloch could not reminisce over the
glory of games past in the Cage for last

night's contest was only her second ap-
pearance in the old building, but there
seemed to be some feeling there none-
theless. Regardless of how many years of
service you devote to your team, how can
one not get emotional on senior night?

And emotion there was. Lu-Ann Fletcher
looked as though she had something in her
eye. She did: tears ...

Cheryl Carey was asked by this reporter for
a few comments to the press. She was
unable to find the words to fit the occasion ...

And Ginny Peebles, who would terribly out
of place without that ever-present smile of
hers, was doing just that: showing off that
wide grin and embracing her fellow team-
mates ...

"These are the kind of people that are

needed to teach the younger kids how to

play the game," said Ozdarski. "They un-
derstand, and seventh and eighth grade
basketball programs need their talents."

There will not be any glittering careers in

pro-leagues for these people and their
continued involvement in the game they love
depends on seeking coaching positions.

It almost seeks a shame.

But last night was senior night and
although it may be rather sad in some
respects it stands for success.
The success of Lu-Ann, Cheryl, Ginny, and

Deb.

Time will go on and next year four eager,

inexperienced athletes will be wearing thoir^

uniforms. The four seniors will be gone,
along with a flock of seniors from other

sports.

And just as we screamed our heads off for

Ginny Peebles last night when she made that
fantastic hook shot that provided ol' number
34 with her last career points under the roof
of Curry Hicks Cage we will (you, at least: I'll

be gone, too) next year scream for some-
body else ...
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The UM sky Is not falling

and neither is the library?
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Pieces of brick found scattered outside
the fenced-in area surrounding library are
probably not falling from the building
according to Edmund Ryan, chief project
engineer at the UMass Physical Plant.

Ryan said the pieces probably came
from work done on the base of the library
by Daniel O'Connell & Sons, Inc. a
contracter from HoJyoke. The contracter
had to chip brick on the north side (facing
the Graduate Research Center) to gain
access to some piping, said Ryan.

Ryan said, "We have no information
that pieces of brick are falling from the
library."

Robert Mahar, the president of Daniel
O'Connell & Sons and the supervisor of
the project said it was possible that the
chipping work on the north side had been
done but he was hot aware of it.

A university administrator who found a
piece of brick on the north side of the
library right next to the fence, described it

as being "...large enough to ruin your day
if It hit you in the head." The ad-
ministrator suggested the Physical Plant
sweep the area clean and then check
every few days to determine if the brick
chips were falling from the library.

Ryan said a telescope survey indicated
work done in the fall and winter of 1976
had stopped the pieces of brick from
falling off the building.

"After the work was done in the
spring, we looked at the library through a
telescope and there was no indication of
further damage," said Ryan.
George Wright, deputy associate

director of public services at the library
said he would be surprised if any pieces
were falling on the north side because it

was the one side where there had never
been problems before.
Wright said although nobody was ever

injured when brick pieces were falling
two years ago, there had been two cases
reported where pieces had hit the ground
within ten feet of people walking past the
library.

He said pieces found recently could
have fallen and bounced outside the
fenced-in area.

The fence surrounding the library was
erected to prevent people from walking
too close to the library where they would
possibly be hit by the pieces of falling
brick.

Ryan said the distance that the fence
was placed from the base of the library
was decided by administrators and the
contractor.

HiJ^^ ^"^K^"
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Students
to pay $3
for concert
By JON KLEIN
AND CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last
night approved a $50,080 Black American
Music Festival as the Spring concert with an
admission price of $3 for UMass un-
dergraduates.
A compromise motion was passed by a

vote of 30-13 after long and heated debate.
This will be the first spring concert in at least
four years that will not be free admission.
The compromise calls for a reduced

budget, since the original budget called for a
$6 admission fee. Details on who will appear
were not definite at press time.
The Student Senate did approve the

dormitory lease, reject the administration's
proposed funding of the campus bus system,
endorse the creation of a Judaic Studies
Department, and schedule elections for
vacant positions of the senate.
The senate approved the dormitory lease

which would be signed by the student and
the University administration, and would
guarantee the student certain rights such as
adequate heating and immediate repair of
damaged property.

Bob Dion, chairman for the senate Rents
and Fees Committee, said although there is a
great deal to be resolved with the contract,
the students' needs will be met.
The senate rejected the proposal of the

University administration to place a $5 fee on
the student semester bill to fund the campus
bus system and instead passed a motion to
either institute a transportation fee for the
faculty and staff or raise the cost of faculty
parking stickers.

Senate leaders and University ad-
ministrators are meeting today to discuss
further the funding proposals.
Many senators said it is unfair for students

to fund the transportation services entirely
when the faculty and staff now use the
facilities free of charge.
The senate unanimously passed a motion

endorsing the creation of Judaic Studies as a
regular academic department. The en-
dorsement comes after students expressed a
need and an interest in Judaic studies to
become a department. The endorsement is

an act of faith on the part of the senate
because the final decision is up to the
University administration, one senator said.
Now the proposal will be brought before the
Faculty Senate for further debate.

It was also decided at the senate meeting
that elections for senate positions now
vacant be held March 15 and 16 in dining
commons. Residents of Sylvan Area will vote
in the lobby of MacNamara Dormitory and
students in Orchard Hill will vote in the lobby
of Dickinson Dormitory._^— ^ OT uiCKinson uormitory.

Physical plant road improvement scheduled;
more extensive than work order request
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

Physical Plant road improvements
scheduled to go out to bid by May 1 are more
permanent and extensive safety measures
than the work order request by Security
Director Saul L. Chafin, a physical plant
official yesterday said.

University landscape architect William A.
Lambert said although Chafin's requests are
partially included in the safety projects,
Physical Plant is "going beyond it to get into
heavier safety measures. "It's more than he
(Chafin) ever dreamed could happen," he
said.

The projects designed by Lambert call for
campus wide road improvements, rather
than concentration on the Sunset Avenue
area as suggested by Chafin. He said
Physical Plant has had the projects in mind

.
for some time although the money for road
improvements was only transferred to

Amherst from the Boston campus last

month.
Chafin's request, sent ta Physical Plant

Feb. 8 and termed "obsolete by design" by
Lambert, called for flashing caution lights,

warning signs painted on streets to alert

drivers to crosswalks, the relocation of bus
stops away from crosswalks, installation of
traffic lights on Massachusetts Avenue, and
a proposal that the town of Amherst install

lights on North Pleasant Street.

The actual project going up for bid was
designed by Lambert to be a permanent
safety precaution and includes some of
Chafin's requests in addition to new
measures. It includes:

Closing the portion of road where Sun-
set and Massachusetts Avenues cross. .

Installation of a fence in the median
strip from Commonwealth Avenue to Lincoln
Avenue. There will be no crosswalks be-
tween the two locations.

Moving the bus stop at Sunset Avenue
to a location west of the underpass at the
driveway entrance to James Dormitory in

Southwest.

- Moving the bus stop from Hampshire
House to a location near the ROTC building.
Both bus stops will then be on the west side
of the underpass rather than the east side,

- Installation of a sidewalk on Massa-
chusetts Avenue to the Southwest con-
course.

- The removal of a fence currently
connecting the ROTC building to the under-
pass. An opening will be made and a side-
walk installed.

- Installation of two traffic lights: one at
the intersection of Massachusetts and
Commonwealth Avenues and the other at
the intersection of University Drive and
Commonwealth Avenue.
Road improvements for the rest of campus

have also been designed by Lambert and are

included in the projects up for bid. They are:
widening "of Commonwealth Avenue for
Massachusetts Avenue to Governor's Drive
and the installation of sidewalks there;
straightening of Governor's Drive to lot 31;
raising of the sidewalks on Eastman Lane;
improvements to Infirmary Road; installation
of sidewalks on Hicks Road and inv
provements to lots 65 and 40.

Once the projects go to bid May 1,

Lambert expects some construction to be
done this summer. "For example, I anticipate
completion of improvement to Massa-
chusetts Avenue by the time students return
to school in Sept.," he said. Traffic lights
proposed to be installed may not be in

operation at that time due to a six month
waiting period, he added.

All new construction proposed must
conform to section 504, a federal law passed
June 2, 1977 which requires all programs of
the university to be made accessible to the
handicapped.
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Study shows less girls
[ Carter asks Congress

in math and sciences \ to expand CETA bill

Collegian :,

Most women will never be seen doing this - working math problems - ac-
cording to recent data. Here Steven Graham, left, and John Tomaz work some
mathematics in the library. (Staff photo by Susan Lavoie)

Students study alcohol
in hopes of starting bar
By ROB YARVITZ
Collegian Staff

Four student government leaders from
Shippensburg State College in Pennsylvania
who recently spent four days at UMass
studying alcohol on campus, traffic and
safety, residential life, and student govern-
ment, said the knowledge they've gained will
help them decide on some necessary
changes in policy at their school.

Their concern with alcohol stems from a
bill pending in the Pennsylvania legislature
which will lower the dnnking age from 21 to
18. Patty Fahey, 20, a Junior Senator said
that while here, the students did some ac-
counting work for the student body of
Shippensburg. which wants to be ready
when and if the lowered drinking age
becomes reality.

The school has hopes of opening a
student-run bar on campus.
UMass Police Sergeant Mary Dumas acted

as a semi tour guide for the group while they
were here. She led them to places where
they could observe procedures dealing with
alcohol and traffic and safety on campus.
Two other students, Michelle Scarpone,

21, and Brian Pile, 21, both senior senators,
could not be reached.

Patty Fahey and another Shippensburg
student, who was not able to make it to
UMass, met Sgt Dumas at a Traffic and
Safety Conference in Lebanon, Pa. last
October where Dumas was a key speaker. It

was then that the two students first talked
with Sgt. Dumas about the possibility of
visiting UMass. Sgt. Dumas deserves much
of the credit for ironing out the details of
finding a place to stay for the visitors, and for
devising a useful program of activities for
them to follow.

Intersstingly, the group's first official stop

was the Cage Thursday night tor a briefing of
police and security operations before the
basketball game. Sgt. Dumas felt that
meeting was an alcohol- related function
since students are fleeced of their alcohol
before granted admission.

Later during their stay, they met with the
managers of the TOC, the Blue Wall and the
Hatch. Fahev said the meetings turned out to
be very helpful and informative for the
students received warnings and bits of
caution on what to look out tor, and how to
successfully run a bar themselves. Gaughan
feels when the time comes they'll be ready
and able to run a bar.

The students then got a glimpse of the
alcohol situation through the eyes of the
police. Sgt. Dumas escorted them around
Amherst and the campus in an unmarked car
Saturday night between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m.
According to Fahey, they saw a couple of
cases of intoxication booked at the Amherst
Police Department, but aside from that, they
saw nothing to discourage them from
wanting a bar on their campus.
The group's next area of concern was

traffic and safety. Shippensburg campus
security personnel do not carry arms; tied in
with the possibility of alcohol on campus, the
students feel legislation allowing arms is

necessary. They got the arguments pro and
con on the matter from UMass police. Fahey
said, and they feel they have sufficient
knowledge now to present the rest of their
student government.
The students got a taste of UMass

residential life when they visited two dor-
mitories in Southwest and one in Northeast.
They were curious about co-ed living here,
for at Shippensburg. H-shaped dorms
separate male and female co-eds by sides.
They were also interested in the frequency of
drinking related incidents at dorm parties.

\PNS\ - Somewhere comparatively early
in their educations, most girls decide to
abandon studies in mathematics and
science.

The objectives of math and the sciences —
comprehension and control of the physical
world - appear to conflict with definitions of
feminity they've been taught; parents,
counselors and teachers often confirm these
fears. As a result many young women
severely limit their career options even before
reaching college.

Admissions data from the University of
California at Berkeley, for example, reveal
that an annual average of 57 per cent of
entering male students - but only eight per
cent of female students - have taken four
years of high school math. Since the high
school math sequence is necessary for 15 of
the 20 degree programs offered on campus,
92 per cent of entering girl students have
effectively narrowed their options to the
traditional female fields of education,
humanities and social sciences.

Not surprisingly, one-third of all women
who graduate from college still earn degrees
in education, although there has been little

need for teachers in recent years. Con-
versely, only two per cent of the graduates in
engineering are women, although jobs in this
field abound.
Now groups of women scientists and

educators around the country are organizing
to reverse this trend. Through supplementary
courses, career conferences and workshops
for teachers, these groups are encouraging
girls to continue taking math and science
courses in high school and to explore career
opportunities in math-related fields.

At the instigation of such groups, for
instance, many institutions are providing
remedial courses for entering college fresh-
men and programs aimed at keeping young
girls turned on to math:
- At Mills College in Oakland, a pre-

calculus course that prepares students for
college mathematics regardless of their
background has been so successful that
math and computer science are now the
second and third most popular majors at the
women's school.
~ At Wesleyan University in Massa-

chusetts, special programs help women
students overcome "math anxiety" - the
fear that they are incapable of doing math -
despite evidence of intelligence and aptitude.

- And at the Law ence Hall of Science in
Berkeley, Ca., an afte--school cou<se called
"Math for Girls" introduces important
concepts to children six to 14 through games
and' hands-on experiments conducted by
women math majors from the University of
California. So far 600 girls have taken the
course.

At some colleges, women mathematicians
have organized to support women in their
field. At Barnard-Columbia, such a group
encouraged women students to take a
qualifying test for honors calculus - a
course that was traditionally all male. As a
result, the next honors calculus class was
half men and half women.
At Johns Hopkins University, researchers

found that many high school girls turned

down invitations to participate in math
courses for gifted children at the university
because they and some of their parents
thought it would stigmatize them socially.
Women mathematicians personally inter-
vened to convince the girls of the value of
the courses and to set up a program where
they could meet and reinforce each other's
interest in math.

Early this month, over 2,000 junior and
senior high school girls and hundreds of
women in the science professions met in the
San Francisco Bay Area to discuss the
opportunities and obstacles facing women in
the sciences.

Sponsored by the Bay Area Women in

Science Network, the Fifth Science Career
Conference gave students a chance to join
professionals in experimenting in biology,
physics, geology, computers and marine
science; or work problems in topology,
probability, logic and statistics. Meanwhile,
parents and teachers followed a separate
schedule of conferences on choosing a
college and minimizing the effects of sex
discrimination.

"The aim is not to turn every girl into a
scientist but to persuade them to keep their
options open," said Joyce Hakansson, a
program coordinator at the Lawrence Hall of
Science, one of the conference sponsors.
"So many girls drop math in ninth or tenth
grade with no idea how they are limiting the
choices they will have later ...

"

Discussion at the conferences illustrated
how deeply girls suffer conflict over the
nagging stereotyping of the "woman
scientist." "Ugly," "old" and "lonely" were
some of the adjectives evoked by the term in

one session.

"Why can't we say instead that a woman
scientist is 'honest,' 'hard-working' and
'logical?' " asked nuclear engineer Judy Lim.
"They don't want you logical," a 16-year-

old honors math student lamented. And a
high school senior said the facte ry where she
worked summers had closed off higher-
paying jobs to women because they
"distracted men." "What if I do all this work
and go to school for years and years to get
my PhD and then they decide women can't
have jobs?" she asked.

"That won't happen to you," countered
Luisa Hansen, a senior physicist at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. "One of
the fantastic things about having a career is

the confidence you get from being good at
something. Nobody can take it away from
you and you will always be in demand
because of your competence."
Most of the women at the conference,

however, admitted they had suffered some
discrimination in their careers.
"We aren't trying to tell you it doesn't

exist," said Lenore Blum, head of the
Mathematics Department at Mills College, in
Oakland. "We're saying it's out there but you
can beat it."

Though mathematical abilities of boys and
girls are about equal, tests of visual-spatial
ability necessary for some kinds of problem-
solving show a slight male superiority. Most
researchers believe the difference to be
culturally, rather than genetically based.

Police survey conducted
A campus-wide survey examining crime

and the role of the UMass Police Dept. is

being conducted in a mail survey this week.
Twenty-six hundred survey forms have

been sent to faculty, staff, and students. The
questionnaire is designed to determine
problems the police can help alleviate, and to

solicit opinions and recommendations on
ways the police force could be more ef-
fective.

The survey is designed by the police
department and is being conducted by the
Student Affairs Research and Evaluation
Office.
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Science grants awarded
totaling $233,370 to UM
The National Science Foundation has

awarded grants totaling $233,370 to UMass.
The grants are:

- $68,570 for a project entitled
"Population Growth and Agricultural
Change in the Connecticut Valley."
- $54,000 for a project dealing with

"classical" conditioning.
- $35,000 to support a project entitled

"Sigma- Bonded Organic Derivatives of the
Transition Metals."
- $32,300 for an organic synthesis

project.

- $27,000 will support a project entitled
'Thermal Stability Analysis of High Power."
- $25,500 for a project dealing with

polymerization reactions.

Belchertown residents

must register to vote

Residents of Belchertown, including
UMass students and employees, who wish to
participate in the April 3 annual Town
Meeting and vote in the April 10 town
elections must register before Tuesday,
March 14.

According to Town Clerk Carl J. Peterson,

Jr., elections will be held to fill 12 positions,
including Selectmen, School Committee and
Tree Warden.
The Town Meeting will vote on the Town

Warrant, which includes such matters as the
police and school budgets, Peterson said.

Peterson said registrations are taken daily
at the Town Clerk's office in Lawrence
Memorial Hall from 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. In
addition, the Belchertown Board of
Registrars has set dates for special sessions:
Tomorrow 5:30-7:30 p.m. at Lawrence

Memorial Hall

Friday, Mar. 3, 5:30-7:30 p.m. at Franklin
School

Saturday, Mar. 11, 12 noon-8 p.m. at
Lawrence Memorial Hall

Tuesday, Mar. 14, 9
Lawrence Memorial Hall.

206-534 Maureen

Bus Co. asks for money
The Western Mass. Bus Co., which serves

UMass, has requested an immediate subsidy
agreement with the Pioneer Valley Transit
Authority for routes it operates in North-
ampton, Easthampton, Springfield, West
Springfield, and Agawam.
The proposed agreement would run from

March 1 to June 30 at a cost of ap-
proximately $15,000, according to authority
spokesman Terry E. Tornek.

a.m.-IO p.m. at

WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter
yesterday asked Congress to expand the
Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act by spending $11.4 billion to aid 4 million

persons - while adding provisions to hold
down unemployment among minorities.

In a message to Congress, Carter asked
that the program be extended until 1982,
stressing that CETA played an important role

in reducing unemployment from 7.8 per cent
to 6.3 per cent since he took office.

His proposed changes would include an
automatic trigger that would create new
public service jobs whenever the jobless rate

tops 4.75 per cent. The new programs would
be aimed at employing minorities, par-

ticularly blacks and youth.
Labor Secretary Ray Marshall said the

number of jobs that could result "comes
close to rivaling the New Deal."
Under the formula, for each half of a

percentage point that unemployment goes
above 4.75 per cent, 100,000 public sen/ice

jobs would be added.
"The level of unemployment is still

unacceptable," Vice President Walter
Mondale said in outlining the program for

reporters. "Too many Americans '— par-

ticularly young people, minorities and

women - continue to suffer dispropor-
tionately high rates of joblessness.
"The president's proposals are designed to

target help to the disadvantaged and those
who are most in need."
The jooless rate for non-white teen-agers

is more than 38 per cent, while the figure for

white youth is just above 14 per cent.

The proposal maintains the current
number of CETA public service jobs at

725,000 in 1979 with training assistance for

another 3.25 million persons. The total cost
would be $11.4 billion, $1.8 billion more than
in fiscal 1978.

The following year, the trigger
mechanisms would gear the number of
public service positions to the jobless rate.

The White House said the cost of the
program could reach $18.2 billion by fiscal

year 1982.

The proposal also includes:
— A requirement that participants be

economically disadvantaged, a stipulation

not currently required. Generally, it would
mean earning below $7,000 annually.
— Safeguards to block the substitution of

federally funded workers under CETA for
those who otherwise would have been hired
with local government funds.

Woman unwillingly sterile

during recent operation
BOSTON [AP] - Dawn Gore, an

American Indian woman from Holyoke, told

federal officials yesterday she woke up after

her appendectomy to find she had been
unwillingly sterilized at the age of 21. She
said besides not being able to bear children,

she lost her husband and her peace of mind.
Ms. Gore recalled her surgeon explaining

through an anaesthetic haze that three

children were enough for a native American.
Talking through tears, Ms. Gore called for

more stringent guidelines on federally funded
sterilizations at a Boston hearing before the

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.

"It ended my marriage," she said. "He
didn't have a son and I couldn't give him one.
I didn't feel whole.

"I was wishing my children wouldn't grow
up," she added. "There was no way I could
have another baby."

Ms. Gore, now 31 and a YWCA counselor
for pregnant adolescents, has never
remarried.

Although her operation was not federally

financed, she joined many Boston area

women's rights groups in applauding
proposed regulations to protect minority and

mentally incompetent women from what
they charge is an increase in coerced
steilizations.

Opposing the guidelines was Dr. William
A. Lynch of Milton, Mass., a prominent
obstetrician and gynecologist.
The proposed regulations would prohibit

sterilization by hysterectomy, set a minimum
age of 21 and require written consent
procedures for the operation.

Under those procedures patients must
fully understand the consequences of, and
alternatives to, sterilization and must wait 30
days for the operation.

The rules would allow sterilization of
mental incompetents able to understand the
procedure, but prohibit it for all others.

"Sterilization has been used forcibly to

end the reproductive life of thousands of

poor, black and Third Worid women,"
charged Diane Givens of the Abortion Action
Coalition in Cambridge.

Citing a 1970 study, she claimed 20 per

cent of all married black women have been
sterilized, three times the white rate. And
sterilization among Hispanic women is six

times greater than among white women, she
said.

Senator resigns frustrated

Commuter Senator Adam Auster

as he delivered his resignation last

night. (Staff photo by John LeJeune)

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Commuter Senator Adam Auster
resigned from the unionization
movement at last nights senate meeting
saying that "work for the student body...

is actually work to maintain and support"
a select group of student politicians "at

the expense of the Student Senate and
of students in general."

Auster has held a number of positions

in the Student Government Association
and in the Unionization movement since

his freshman year in 1974. These
positions have included Senate
parliamentarian and secretary, and a

member of the Governmental Affairs and
Budgets Committees.
Auster resigned from the Student

Organizing Project Board and the Ad-
vocacy Services Subcommittee last

night He will remain as registrar of

Recognized Student Organizations and
Commuter Senator.

Auster said his reasons for resigning

were "political, ethical, and personal."

Auster said the political ^reasons were
based on differences in organizing

techniques. Auster claimed he favored
"grassroots" methods while "the theory

that is popular with most SGA-SOP
activists might be described as
bureaucratic organizing'."

Auster's said his ethical reasons were
based on his belief there is a "group
which only holds its privilledged position

by its ability to pretend that it respects

you, serves you (and it) .... actually feels

disdain and scorn for you and for the
average student."

Auster added that this group is a

"small group of people in student
(,ovt;rnment who wield power and who.
hold you and most of the other students
on their campus in deep, cynical con
tempt"
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One member of the five bus crew of UMass students glazes the mountainside
at Berkshire East, at the Tuesday night ski trip sponsored by the Greeks. (Staff
photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

Sterilizations on the rise
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

Neo-Malthusianism is the term used to
described theory that advocates the
sterilization of "unfit peoples" because of
their "unfit genes." Recently, there has been
a 300 percent rise in the number of
sterilizations occuring in the United States
and the Third Worid.
The U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and

Welfare has published many reports on
government studies on the gernerating and

News Analysis
population of Third World people all over the
worid. HEW and some private companies
have funded much of the sterilization abroad
(with the exception of India).

HEW supplies most of the funds for

sterilizations in the United States and has
been doing so since 1966. HEW also funds
child care facilities. Head Start and com-
munity health programs. But, between 1969-
1974 funds for these services were cut while
the family planning budget increased from
$51 million to over $250 million.

HEW funds 80 percent of the budget of
Puerto Rico's major sterilizing agency, the
Family Planning Association, which is partly

responsible for the fact that presently, 38
percent of the women in Puerto Rico are

permanently sterilized. That is one out of

every three women betwenn 20-49 years of
age

Published reports show: Women are not
being properly informed about sterilization.

Women are lied to about the operation. They
are told that sterilization is temporary, they
are told they will not live without the
operation, they are told they will not be able
to obtain abortion, they are told they will no
longer receive Medicaid, welfare, or other
security benefits, they are often drugged
when approached about the operation.

This goes on because doctors are
educated about Neo-Malthusianism and are
encouraged to participate in the destructive
forces of the elite class. A doctor can receive
from $400 to $800 from the U.S. government
for every sterilization he performs.

Documents published by HEW say that
over one million operations occur each year
on Third Worid women in the U.S., and other
sources indicate that the majority of the
operations are abuse operations. Before
1945, only about 2,200 sterilization
operations were performed annually. There
were restricted mainly to women in mental
institutions, or in prisons.

Remember, the majority of these
sterilizations are illegal and non-voluntary,
because of the methods used to obtain them!
Twenty percent of all married black women
are sterile. With less than one million
remaining Native Americans, 25 percent of
the women have been sterilized. Sterilization
abuse should be clearly outlawed in the
United States. The moral ignorance of this
should be destroyed.

Escaped convict caught
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio lUPI] - FBI agents

and police overpowered escaped convict
Byron R. Ball last Wednesday, freeing

unharmed the man he held hostage for more
than 24 hours and ending a siege that began
Tuesday afternoon in Indiana.

FBI Special Agent in Charge Thomas W.
Kitchens said Ball was taken to the Mon-
tgomery County sheriff's office in Dayton
while the hostage, Robert Herrman, of

Eldorado, Ohio, was taken to Mercy Medical
Center in Springfield.

Kitchens refused to give details on how
Ball was overpowered, saying only that no
one was injured and no shots were fired.

Police said they did not want to release
details on how the escape was made as they
may need to employ the same tactics again
and did not want them publicized.

Officials at the hospital said Herrman
walked out of the ambulance and did not
appear to be harmed. He was being treated
for exhaustion.

Ball had taken Herrman and his two
children hostage Tuesday, then released the
children in Eaton, Ohio, Wednesday in ex-

change for a new car. He then fled east to
Springfield where he continued his stalemate
with police.

Kitchens said Ball, 40, of Springfield, had
fiscaped from the maximum security
Southern Ohio Correctional Institute in

Lucasville last summer.
"He is wanted on several bank robbery

warrants in the northern Ohio district and
New Jersey," said Kitchens late Wednesday.

Bali was stopped by city police Ih the
*.outh central Ohio city, 55 miles east of

Eaton, when his car tripped a radar device.

The area was immediately sealed' off by law
enforcement agencies.

Ball had allowed two FBI men to sit in the
car for several hours Wednesday afternoon
but they failed to talk him into giving up

Shortly after 6 p.m. Wednesday, a police

SWAT team and several fire trucks were
moved near the car and outdoor klieg lights

were turned on, brightly illuminating the site.

Several persons, believed to be relatives of
Ball, were brought to the scene to talk with
him remaining in the area Wednesday
evening.

Ball kidnapped Herrman and his two sons,
Rob, 10, and Mike, 6, following the $20,000
robbery ot a branch bank in Richmond, Ind.,

which is near the Ohio border in the westerri
part of the state.

Ball drove to Eaton, Ohio, just inside the
border, late Tuesday when he was spotted
by police and his tires shot flat.

He negotiated with authorities all night by
citizens band radio before they provided him
with a 1978 auto afterwhich he released the
two boys. Ball kept the father as a hostage
and sped east on Interstate 70 toward
Columbus with taw nnfnrcf»ment officers
following him.

Authorities said Ball apparently triggered a
radar detector and a local police officer
stopped him on the west side of Springfield.

At one time during the tense negotiations
Wednesday morning he threatened to fire his

pistol "into this kid's Hmm - >"< then his
father's" after he thouijht 3 police
sharpshooter.
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Panelists (l-r) N. Gordon Levin, American Studies Professor at Amherst College
Robert M. Haddad, History Professor at Smith; George E. Kirk, History Professor
at UMass: and William D. Brewer, Diplomat in Residence at UMass. Last night
they participated in the most recent "Great Decisions 78" in Webster House
lounge. The changing Middle East conflict was the topic of discussion. (Staff
Photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

More lectures announced
for Int'l Women's Week
fly CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Additional speakers and workshops for
International Women's Week March 5-11
were announced last night at a planning
meeting by Irene Richard, staff coordinator
of the week.

Three afternoon lectures have been
scheduled for Mar. 8 in Campus Center room
101. At 12:00 p.m. Martha Pitts will speak on
"Assata Shakur" and at 2:00 p.m. a Latin
speaker will talk on "Lolita Lebron," ac-
cording to Richard.

The third lecture will be given by Florence
Luscomb at 5 p.m., said Richard. This year's
"Bread and Roses Calendar" is dedicated to
Luscomb, a 94-vear-old participant in the
women's movement.

An evening program on March 10 entitled

"Women Under Apartheid ' will feature area
Zoe Best and singer Vea Williams who will

perform in concert said Richard.
Half the tickets for the March 5 Holly Near

concert have been sold, according to

Richard. Near will appear with pianist Julie
Thompson.
Some of the student area governments

approached by the Women's Week com-
mittee will be notifying the committee of
their decisions of financial support
tomorrow, according to Richard. Although
the committee is still lacking funds for some
programs, "financially we're doing alright
but we're cutting corners as much as
possible," she said.

Events of Women's Week will be
videotaped by the Union Video Center. It

began by taping last night's meeting. There
is a possibility that the video center will tape
the Holly Near concert.

Donna Brennan, the coordinator of the
Women's Week childcare program, said
there will be a meeting for persons interested
in working on the childcare staff tonight at 8
in the Suffolk Room of the Student Union.

The final planning meeting of Women's
Week will be held on March 1 at 8 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Richard is distributing more
information concerning events, workshops
and the childcare program from her office in

Student Activities.
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Coal discussions end;

Carter decision likely

•Collegian 5

WASHINGTON [UPI] - Talks in the
nation's record-long coal strike broke down
again last night as the coal industry rejection
of a union contract offer virtually assuring
executive intervention to settle the dispute.
The Bituminous Coal Operators

Association refused Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall's invitation to sit down with the
striking United Mine Workers representatives

instead telling Marshall at a private
meeting they would not accept the union
offer.

Marshall announced he would go to the
White House early Thursday to "determine
the future course of action."

President Carter, a staunch proponent of
collective bargaining, had ready contingency
legislation asking congressional approval to
start binding arbitration or outright seizure of
the nation's coalfields. A third option is

invocation of the strike-halting Taft-Hartley

The UMW, in a ploy that threatened to
break the industry's united front, offered a
settlement Wednesday based on an
agreement it had reached with a non-BCOA
coal company, the Pittsburg and Midway
Coal Co. of Denver.

Before the industry rejection, a presidential
spokesman said, "We would not discourage
approval of this agreement." Carter is ex-
pected to announce his decision before
week's end.

Union President Arnold Miller had offered
to "negotiate immediately with any company
that wants a contract" patterned on the P
and M accord.

His statement meant that if the BCOA did
not accept the entire package as a model
contract, the union would break off talks and
throw negotiations open to company-by-
company deals.

Marshall said he briefed the BCOA by
telephone with regard to the miners'
proposal, then met with them privately
before they made their decision.

Industry sources had told UPI there was
little likelihood the BCOA would embrace the
union's offer, which strengthened the P and
M contract on two counts: it would have
increased security for miners working
security for miners working reclamation
projects and sought to guarantee the union's
1950 benefit fund.
Those sources said all 130 members of the

BCOA could not accept the P and M
agreement. Edward Leisengring, head of
Westnaoreland Coal Co., said Tuesday:
"Certain collective bargaining matters....
were not dealt with adequately in the Pitt-
sburg and Midway... agreement."

One industry source said, "that's OK for a
little company with just a few employees, but
big companies can't stand for it."
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RaAa's sending letters

for more compensation
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Resident assistants in the Central Orcharii
Hill Area this week agreed to send letters

next week to several University officials

stating the floor counsellor's need for

"improved salary compensation", according
to moderator Lisa Melilli.

Letters will be sent Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery, Vice Chancellor of Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury, Director of the
Community Development Center Sally A.
Freeman and J. Battista, Jr Assistant Area
Director of Central-Orchard Hill, "with the
hope that resident assistants will be further

compensated," Melilli said.

Melilli has organized a "resident assistants

task force," which last night composed the
letters.

The letters will explain the hours per week
for which resident assistants are paid was
decreased in order to accommodate the .'an.

1 minimum wage of $2.65 an hour witoout
giving the floor counsellors a salary increase.

"The amount of time and energy en-

compassed in the job," however, has
remained constant, Melilli said.

Student Government Association co-
President Pinky Baptiste, who attended the

meeting, told the residential assistants their

chances of getting a raise in salaries, which

come from the Community Development
Center, are slim.

Money tor the center is allocated by state
funds and "the chances of getting an in-

crease out of state funds - are zilch,"

Baptiste said.

Baptiste said she will be "review CDC's
budget Friday" to see if there is any excess
money to be used for resident assistant
salary increases.

Baptiste pointed out the unlikelihood of
resident assistants receiving tuition waivers
because the state stipulates recipients must
be performing a service of an academic
nature, and floor counsellors are not in this

category.

She said there was a possibility of a
"special service group" forming who would
receive tuition waivers, which she hopes to
see initiated by June, which would award
200 to 300 tuition waivers to students per-
forming special services in different areas
across campus." A selected number of the
approximately 340 University resident
assistants might be able to receive tuition

waivers under this category, Baptiste said.

Bapiiste urged the resident assistants to
give her their employment contracts or
agreements, so she can "hand them over to
the Legal Services Office, which will look at

them to ascertain whether they can be used
in court if the task force should decide to
take legal action."

Graduate senate opposes
separate bus fee proposal
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate's Finance
Committee sent a memo yesterday to the
administration opposing a proposal to place
a separate fee to support the UMass bus
system on student's tuition bills.

The memo also proposed that the
Graduate Student Senate's share of the
transit budget be paid directly from the
Graduate Student Senate's budget.
The memo supported the Undergraduate

Student Senate's proposal that 70 percent o*

the transit system's budget be paid by
students and 30 percent be paid by the
adminstration.

UMass Director of Planning Jack Littlefield

rejected these proposals submitted earlier in

the semester by the Undergraduate Student
Senate because of a disagreement on the
"double assessment" claim. Student leaders

claim that since students contribute largely

to the parking office budget by buying
parking stickers and that the administration

would be using these funds to pay for their

share of the transit budget, the students are

being "double-assessed."

•f*.
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News In Brief

B-1 bomber program

killed by House vote
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House

finally voted to kill the multi-billion dollar

B-1 bomber program yesterday, joining

the Senate in refusing to approve an
additional $462 million for two more
prototypes of the low-flying nuclear

attack plane.

The 234-182 vote spelled a finish to the

controversial Air Force project that once
envisioned a fleet of up to 244 of the

manned aircraft to supplement the U.S.

strategic force of land and sea-launched
ballistic nuclear missiles.

President Carter announced last

summer he would keep his campaign
pledge and ask Congress to cut off

funding for the planes costing $100-

million plus apiece. He argued the B-1

was too expensive to build and not

necessary with development of the cruise

missile, which could be carried by the

existing fleet of B-52 bombers.
But supporters tried stubbornly to keep

it alive by seeking enough funding for

two more planes — which would have
brought the total completed test models
to six.

After the House vote. Carter's press

secretary Jody Powell said "the president

has asked me to say he was delighted."

Dukakis proposes

regulation changes
BOSTON [UPI] - Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis has asked the federal govern-
ment to change its regulations on
unemployment benefits for people
unable to work during federally declared
disasters.

In a letter Wednesday to Labor
Secretary Ray F. Marshall, the governor
said existing rules deny Massachusetts
workers federal benefits under the

disaster assistance program.
According to Massachusetts Economic

Affatfs Secretary Howard N. Smith, an
eligibility formula used by the federal

government makes workers eligible for

benefits on the first Sunday after a

disaster declaration.

Medical instrument

detects early cancer
NEW YORK [UPI] - A new medical

instrument holds hope for much im-

proved control of cancer of the lining of

the womb, a form responsible for 3,300
deaths a year in America, it was an-

nounced yesterday in New York.
The device now is available nationally

for the first time, the manufacturer,
Kendall Company of Barrington, III.

reported.

Doctors who have used it said the
instrument finds the malignancy, known
as endometrial cancer, very early —
when most curable by surgery.

Called the Curity Isaacs Endometrial
Cell Sampler, thedeviceis about one-third

as thick as a soda straw. It is inserted into

the uterus and cells are drawn out via

suction, then examined for tell-tale signs

of malignancy.

Deerfield resklent

missing in Mk:higan
SAUGATUCK, Mich. [UPf] - State

police used tracking dogs and a

helicopter yesterday as they searched for

a Hope College student who disappeared
last weekend while cross-country skiing

on Lake Michigan near Saugatuck.
The student, Steven Kubacki, 23, of

Deerfield, Mass., apparently set out alone

on the lake Saturday. When he failed to

return to school late Sunday, his rom-

mate reported him missing.

State police troopers in South Haven
said Kubacki's skis, poles and backpack
were found Monday on the partially-

frozen lake near a beach area north of

Saugatuck.
Although Armstrong stopped short of

saying police thought Kubacki had
drowned, he did label the area where the

student's betonginge were found as "an
unsafe place to go."



Sadat says

he ordered

airport raid
CA/RO, Egypt [AP] - President Anwar

Sadat said yesterday it was he who ordered
Egyptian commandos to Larnaca airport on
the ill-fated rescue mission that resulted in
bloody fighting with Cypriot forces. In an
emotional speech to his troops, Sadat also
withdrew recognition of Cyprus President
Spros Kyprianou, calling him a "dwarf.

"

Sadat said the decision to use force
Sunday night to capture the two terrorists
who killed Egyptian newspaper editor
Youssef el Sebaei and held 11 Arab
diplomats and four crew members aboard a
Cyprus Airways DC-8 was his own and not
the personal initiative of Brig. Nabil Shukry,
leader of the commandos.
"The commander's decision to attack the

plane, rescue the hostages and arrest the
criminals was based on the facts of the
mission he was given," Sadat said in his
speech at the War Ministry after the funeral
of the 15 commandos who died in the action.
At least seven Cypriots were wounded.

"It was not his decision, but it was my
decision. Anv one of my sons who is given a
mission is given full power and freedom to
take decisions, we were following
everythinq as was the commando leader
there on the spot at the airport," he said,
though it was not known whether Shukry
consulted with Sadat before issuing the
attack order.

"He was following what went on between
the control tower and the killers and it

became apparent to him and to us here in
Egypt also .. that Cyprus was preparing two
passports for the killers so they could leave
Cyprus, as if they had not committed a
crime."

He said at that point, Shukry decided to
storm the plane and carry out his orders to
return with the hostages and the terrorists.
Shukry told Cairo radio Tuesday he had

"no way of knowing" about the progress of
the negotiations and acted after he waited "a
reasonable time" without hearing any word,
a statement that apparently conflicted with
Sadat's version.

Kyprianou said Tuesday that Egypt's
ambassador and military attache had been
told the terrorists had agreed to free the
hostages He said Egypt even gave
assurances there would be no attack.
When the Egyptians launched the attack,

the Cypriot National Guard "had no alter-
native but to intervene and take action to
save the hostages and to protect the
sovereign rights of the Cypriot state,"
Kyprianou said

Sadat's stai ,ment that he no longer
recognizes Kyprianou as President is tan-
tarnount to a complete break in relations.

"There is no room for us to deal with
dwarfs such as these," Sadat said in his
speech. "Our recognition of him as president
of The republic, and he hears me now, is

withdrawn as of today."
The two gunmen, who identified them-

selves as Palestinians, shot Sebaei Saturday
m the lobby of the Nicosia Hilton and took 1

1

persons hostage. Cyprus provided the DC-8
which the terrorists took on a flight around
the Middle East seeking refuge. Finding no
country to accept them, they refueled in the
tiny African country of Djibouti and returned
to Cyprus late Sunday afternoon.

Israel denies

Dayan quotes
JERUSALEM \UPI] - A government

spokesman yesterday denied a radio report
quoting Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan as
•aying Israel would consider an Arab
proposal to divide the occupied West Bank
of the Jordan in two.

"Mr. Dayan's remarks were inaccurately
reported," a Foreign Ministry spokesman
said.

The government spokesman declined
however to provide an accurate version of
Dayan's remarks, which he said were made
at a closed meeting of the Security and
Foreign Affairs Committee of the Knesset.
The denial came two hours after the initial

report was carried by the government- run
radio.

In the broadcast, Dayan said Israel would
not necessarily reject out of hand an Arab
proposal to divide the occupied West Bank.
Dayan was asked whether the result of

such a discussion would be a negative
response. Dayan reportedly replied, "not
necessarily."

"We woukj listen to such a suggestion and
discuss it candidly. ' he told members of
parliament, according to the broadcast.
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MONDAY DISCO PARTY% Senate rejects moves

by Canal treaties foes
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WASHINGTON \AP] - The Senate
conducted its first vote on the Panama Canal
treaties Wednesday, rejecting a
parliamentary move by treaty foes aimed at
torpedoing the twin pacts.
The Senate rejected by a 67-30 vote an

effort by treat opponents to first take up the
pact that would turn over control of the canal
to Panama instead of taking up the neutrality
treaty first, as Senate leaders wanted.
Had this move passed, it would have

meant that the Senate would have had to
decide whether to turn over the canal to
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Time stands still at our distillery u heir ut still wake Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
At th^ CueriH) distillery it s almost as iftirne has stood still.
Our Blue Magiieijs are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,

and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1 795.
It IS this contmumg dedication to tradition that makes

Cuervo Gold special. Any way you drink it Cuervo Gold will
bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
'^

CUERVO ESPECIAL* TEQUILA 80 PRCX)F IMPORTtDANtteOTTLED BY « 1977 HEUBiEIN. INC . HARTFORD. CONN.

Start a career at Prudential. \Ate don't put roadblocks in yourway

Getting ahead It's important to you and

it's important to the Prudential Our success is

based largely on yours. So we don't put

unnecessary obstacles in your way.

Right now we can offer you career

opportunities in many fields including marketing

management, sales, actuarial, comouter

.-/* .*

technology, and investments to name just a few.

A Prudential representative will visit your

campus soon Check with your Placement Office

to arrange for an interview If a company that

invites initiative artd personal achievement appeals

to you. maybe together we can pave the way

to a great career, /"j^

Panama before passing the treaty which
guarantees the canal's neutrality, giving U.S.
ships priority access and guaranteeing U.S.
rights to defend the waterway.

Although nnost of those voting "no" are

expected to oppose the treaties, the 67-30
result was only a procedural question and did
not provide a clear test of strength on tht
treaties themselves.

It followed a 14-hour closed-door debate
on the alleged Panamanian drug connection
Wednesday which ended with a declaration
by Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd that the
charges should be "put to rest."

Sen. James Allen, D-Ala., a leading treaty

foe, sought to have the Senate reverse the
order, but the vote came on a motion by
Byrd to table that proposal.

Senators on both sides expressed strong
doubts that the secret session changed any
minds on the Panama Canal treaties, but
anti-treaty spokesmen vowed to keep the
issue alive.

Immediately following the end of the
secret session, the Senate resumed genera!
debate on the treaties.

After doors to the chamber galleries were
reopened, Byrd declared that the results of

an inquiry by the intelligence committee had
produced findings that were "negative on all

counts."
He said the "exhaustive investigation"

showed "no evidence that would stand up in

any U.S. court of law linking Panamanian
leader Omar Torrijos to illegal narcotics

operations, or that the issue had affected the
treaty negotiations or their outcome.

Byrd, a West Virginia Democrat, also said

there was no evidence to support
suggestions that U.S. drug intelligence

activities in Panama caused U.S. negotiators

to be subjected to Panamanian pressure, or

that senior U.S. officials had sought payoffs
in exchange for treaty concessions.
Those questions had been probed along

with the drug issue by the Senate panel and
were discussed in its report, a censored copy
of which was made public.

Sen. Jake Garn, R-Utah, an outspoken
treaty foe and member of the committee,
retorted that Byrd was expressing "a
legalistic point of view" in saying there
wasn't evidence against Torrijos that would
hold up in court.

'No progress'

in curbing rate
WASHINGTON [UPI\ - "We are making

absolutely no progress in reducing the rate of
inflation," President Carter's chief inflation-

watcher told Congress yesterday.
Unless something is done, Barry Bos-

worth, director of the administration's
Council on Wage and Price Stability, told the
Senate Budget Committee, the prospect is

that inflation, which has been roughly 6 to

6.5 percent since late 1975, will continue that

way indefinitely into the future.

And that is assuming no surprises. Bos-
worth said. Inflation would be worse if there

were a world crop failure, a new energy crisis

or some other "shock" to the economy.
That bleak testimony opened a 'hearing on

what to do about inflation — which one
member, Sen. Pete Domenici, R-New
Mexico described as "an unlegislated hidden
tax" on all Americans and a "damper" on
investor "enthusiasm" which undermines
the basic functioning of free enterprise.

Carter plans a "voluntary" program
against inflation. The administration will talk

with labor and industry before contracts are
signed and other decisions made, to urge
them to accept smaller wage and price in-

creases than in the past.

Bosworth said the administration arrived

at that plan by process of elimination. It

concluded that:

— Attempting to reduce inflation by
lowering the deficit to restrict the economy
"doesn't work," but. in the paist has resulted

in both high inflation and high unem-
ployment.

—Wage-price controls are unpopular %nd
at best suited to temporary situations; this

inflation has been buHt into the ecorXMny
since World War II.

-Anti- inflation tax incentives, for

example a tax on encaaiive wage incraaaaa
would be hard to adminiatar and migm m-
cr

Boeworth saki tlw adnrinialiaiion "can t

promise exactly what effect" the vokmiarv
approach wM have but Hhm H m worth a try.

consiflerkNi tlte aliamaiivaai.

With varying anthiMiaanitt

economisMt Arthm Okun of Hie

IWlft
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Nazis pose

real threats

To th« Editor.

/ am writing in response to a letter

which appeared in Wednesday's
Collegian written by Paul Sheppard. Mr.
Sheppard suggests that the Nazi Party be
free to advocate "repugnant ideas such
as the gassing ofJews without being free

to gas Jews." Mr. Sheppard seems to

overlook the fact that while to any
rational person would dismiss the Nazis,

the Nazi appeal is not directed to rational

people, but to fanatical racists who
would carry thought into action.

I cite a recent case where the NSWPP
[Nazi Party] recorded phone messages
offering cash payment to every non-

white killed. Suppose some psychotic

decided to take the Nazis up on their

offer? This kind of thing is what makes
Nazis dangerous — very dangerous. It is

much different from the Marxian prin-

ciples of overthrow of the capitalist

system. I have never heard of a socialist

or communist advocating all-out racial

war. Having lived in Skokie, and coming
from a Jewish family, I have no doubt
that the Nazis chose Skokie because of

its largely Jewish population, and chose
it solely for that reason. I feel that

allowing the Nazis to march in Skokie,

and to allow them to record such
messages on phones is to spit in the face

of Jews, Blacks, Chicanos and other non-
whites as well as a direct and vicious

attack on those progressive forces

struggling for racial brotherhood.

Mark Alper
Resident of MacKimmie

Humanity House

Ya/e conference

on South Africa

To the Editor
On campuses across the U.S. students

have demonstrated their opposition to

the racist regime in Southern Africa and
our government's complicity with them.
In the Northeast, many students have
been active in many aspects of this

campaign on campuses to force their

trustees to divest holdings in Southern
Africa and in their communities to stop

bank loans to South Africa and to stop

the sale of Krugerrand.

Now, on the weekend of March 31 at

Yale University, a committee of thirteen

schools and six national organizations in

the Northeast will be holding their first

regional conference on the Liberation

Struggles in Southern Africa. This

conference will include educational
workshops on condition in Southern
Africa, U.S. involvement there, and
tactics for halting that support as well as

a wide variety of speakers. The conferees

will also form a regional communications
network for coordinating anti-apartheid

work, and also a regional demonstration

calling for the end of U.S. support in

Southern Africa will be coordinated.

Certainly this conference will provide

large impetus for the continuation of the

efforts of students here, at Amherst.

Boston U., Clark, Harvard, Princeton,

Rutgers, and Yale \just to name a few]

where divestment campaigns have been
staged and other activities dealing with

the help of oppressive conditions in

Southern Africa and U.S. support of

those racist regimes. But we need your

help and involvement in making this

conference a success

If you're interested in halting U.S.

support ofoppression in Southern Africa,

if you're interested in helping crush the

apartheid -system m Southern Africa, if

you're interested in giving support to the
liberation struggle in Southern Africa, or
if you're just interested in knowing more
about what's happening in S.A., come to

the information meeting for this con-
ference tonight [2-23] at 8 o'clock in CC
902-903 and hear about conditions in

Southern Africa from Zimbabian student
Robin Kohach, and what you can do to

help.

UMass Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa

Tenure issue is

academic freedom

To the Editor

An assault on the validity of tenure has
recently been waged on this campus.
This is but another in the long line of
recent attacks on the quality of public

higher education in this state. The real

issues of tenure are those of academic
freedom and quality teaching. Witness
the administration 's most blatant attempt
to undermine quality education in their

proposal to the faculty union: "...faculty

members may not, however, claim as a
right, the privilege of discussing in the

classroom controversial matter that has
no relation to the subject."

While advocating the abolition of
tenure, the administration and the Board
of Trustees would put in its place a
"three year rolling appointment." It is

clear as to what this would accomplish.

Without tenure, the freedom of
professors to speak out on controversial

matters would be ended — their Jobs
would constantly be on the line. Without
tenure, the power of UMass to attract

quality instructors would be eroded. The
abolition of tenure would cause
professors to feel uncertain about the
stability of their Jobs and their tenuous
position might inhibit a full committment
to their students. If professors are aware
of being constantly reviewed and
evaluated, their energies will not be
directed towards quality instruction, but
rather towards competing with each
other and meeting their publishing
quotas.

Whereas the abolition of tenure will

constitute a serious threat to academic
freedom and quality education, there is

no guarantee that this solution will get rid

of "dead wood" on the faculty. It is true

that there are individual faculty members
who do not "tow the line". However, let

us put the responsibility for this situation

where it belongs — in the laps of the
department chairs, the deans and the

chancellor. They were hired to insure

quality education, not to destroy it. The
abolition of tenure is no solution to

deteriorating educational quality. It is a
red herring, a demagogic proposal that

was never meant to solve the problem.
When the administration and the Board
of Trustees actively oppose budget cuts,

the public funding of private schools or
the vocationalization of UMass, they will

be fighting for real solutions. The
question for us now is 'why the abolition

of tenure is being proposed'?

The proposal for the abolition of tenure

must be seen in the context of the overall

attacks on public higher education in

Massachusetts. Once the legislature

decided that it would be the public sector

land not the private sector] which would
bear the burden of the fiscal crisis, all

sorts of schemes were devised to

"rationalize" the reorganization of
education. These proposals include
"regionalization" [which is why our
nursing program at UMass has been cut

back], "vocationalization" of higher
education and the abolition of tenure. All

of these proposals make budget cuts look
like "efficiency" operations They make it

easier to terminate faculty contracts and
move faculty between departments and
schools. They make it easier to
"manage" a university like a business
rather than an educational institution.

Students United For Public Education
]SUPE] is organizing to stop this trend at
the public universities. We think these
destructive proposals reflect the priorities

of the government and are not the only
solutions. Come to a meeting to discuss
these ideas and see what we can do to

change the situation. Thursday, Feb. 23,

1978, 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center 809.

Students United For
Public Education
Karen Fitzpatrick

Rona Weiss

People's Market:

a group endeavor

To the Editor:

I'm writing this letter as a represen-

tative of the People's Market. If you don 't

already know, the Market is run as a
collective by twenty workers, all of whom
are full-time students. There are no
bosses, no hierarchy, and consequently it

is often difficult to make what might
seem to be the best or most expedient
decisions. However, it is important to

remember that not only is the Market a
place of business, but a very valuable

educational experience; we learn from
our successes and our mistakes.

At the end of last semester, we lost

almost half of our workers to graduation,

etc. So we've had to hire a lot of new
people. Our hiring process is conducted
in the beginning of each semester for two
reasons. First, the end of the semester
during finals is too crazy for anyone to

put in the necessary time. Also, we want
to give as many people as possible a
chance to apply, including transfers and
new students. That's why it takes two
weeks for us to o/.en each semester.

Before last fall, everyone that applied
was given a personal interview. Ten
people were interviewing up to two
hundred applicants. Since this was so
unrealistic, the idea of asking for a
written application took hold. In the fall

semster we received 90 applications for

eightJobs, and we interviewed 55 people.
As often happens with a group process
of this nature, our decision about who
should be hired was quite emotional and
difficult. It was felt at that time that we
should strive for a diversity of people and
hire those who had no experience with
co-ops, so knowledge of them would be
spread. This semester, because we have
lost so many experienced people, and
we'll lose a lot more in May, we needed
people with some experience, a year or
more left in school, as well as interesting

backgrounds and energy. Financial need
was also a factor used in making
decisions.

Personal interviews this semester still

numbered 55, but this was only a quarter

of the people that took the time to apply.

Trying to pick nine people from 55 is no
small task, and it involves making some
difficult and sometimes painful com-
promises. However, the people that were

hired represent what we feel is the

People's Market... diverse backgrounds,

ages, interests and experiences. All of

them have good energy and will

hopefully become as involved as past

workers have.

To those that applied and those that

were interviewed but not hired — we try

to be as fair and open-minded as possible

when dealing with a hard situation. I wish

that everyone could work in Jobs as

meaningful and educational as the

Market, but unfortunately there aren't

many around. This is why it is important

to support the UMass co-ops and help

thier growth so that interesting, non
alienating and paying jobs can be more
plentiful.

Susan Lewis
for the People's Market Collective
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Challengin

Bill Sundstrom

While Collegian columnists have n|

guarantee that anyone will read their writte

efforts, they do have some assurance th^

they may express their opinions withoij

being subjected to prior review by
university official.

Such was not always the case. The righj

of student journalists at public institutior

were secured only after a series of coul

decisions declaring that universities cann([

restrict the student press merely becaus
they have some authority over funding.

Students at Boston University are nfl

necessarily so fortunate. Because the cou|

precedents thus far have relied primarily

the 14th Amendment and its restrictions

states' powers, they pertain only to publj

schools. The B.U. administration, headed
conservative (one student compared hiij

with California's S.I. Hayakawa) Presidetj

John Silber, has apparently taken it upc

itself to decide what sorts of thirigs ail

appropriate for a college paper to print.]

namely, nothing critical of the ai

ministration's position.

This possibility of overt censorship, whic

the administration maintains is its right, le

to the B.U. daily's private incorporation

while back. Even now the Daily Free Prei

finds itself harassed by the administratioj

which has threatened to set up a competit^

for the paper, and to take away its rente

office space.

B.U.'s weekly community paper, th

exposure, has had an even worse time of

because it is funded through the universij

by a student activities fee and is thus subjej

to Silber's reactionary whims. After a fronj

page story about Silber in Decefnber, 197f
the administration froze the exposure func

- the paper has not received money fro^

the university since then.

Like any alternative or undergrour
publication worth its weight in printer's \r\

however, the exposure has managed
continue publishing, supporting itself with

combination of advertising, benefit eventj^

subscriptions and donations. The pape|

presently working out of a Boston are

basement, will no doubt continue
irreverant haunting of the administratioj

despite Silber's effort to stifle it..

Support from the B.U. community, as wel
as from certain outside interest groups lik(

the Civil Liberties Union, has been fairly solic

The exposure, "a paper that takes sides, " aj

tBelo\ir«IfieSalt

Eno Wasliington- master of movement
Page 4



Brand reviemr
criticized
Dear Editors.

Please take note of the following
corrections I would like to offer
regarding the ridiculous, imbicilic and
incompetent attempt to review the
concert performed by Abdullah
Ibrahim, formerly known as Dollar
Brand. Does the author still insist

upon calling Muhammed Ali, Cassius
C!av» South African vocals appeared
during the musical presentation, but
the only chant was from the KORAN.
In addition, there was nothing "sim-
ple" about the music just as there is

nothing simple about the thousand-
year history that has created it or so
many other South African artistic ex-
pressions. For example the patterns
within Ibrahim's compositions were
designed in much the way that the
Noebele people of South Afnca tradi-

tionally create their architecture,
murals and adornment.

Buckley Hall may on occasion be a
"joint", but on Friday, February 10th
it was a concert hall which also took
on an African presence because of
the communal form of music mak-
ing. Abdullah Ibrahim has worldwide
concert experience. No small-town
junior journalist should dare to at-

tribute "pianistic ramblings" or "sim-
ple, folkish sax phrasings" to
anything that happened during this

particular evening.
African drumming is the pulse and

life source for aesthetic expression
on that continent. Abdullah Ibrahim
with a sense of this produces an
authentic and extraordinary piano ef-

fect by becoming master drummer
for certain sequences in his music.

ScloW"^cSalt
Editor
A sst Editors

Layout
Film Ed itor

Music Editor
Dance Editor
Th eater Editor
Book Editor
Art Editor
Llstin gs Editor
Poet r y Editor
Con tributing

Editors

Ken Sh a in
Bob Armstrong

Mary Brown
Rick Alvord

Skip Ten czar
Ross Nerenberg

Sharon True
Janle Portnoy

Arlenr Mclsaac
Stacv Belkind
Debb ie Wallace

Lisa Walt
Mario Barros
Miirk Levitan

tBeloWT^cSalt
takes its name from the relation
ship between nobles and peasants
at the medieval European dinner
table The preciousness of salt re

quiree that it be placed accessible
to the lords and beyond the
peasants' reach Hence, the
peasants sat below the salt'

In an age where the tools of ex
pression are like cultural salt, our
paper is dedicated to the restora
tion of the participatory function
of art, music and literature as well
as physical culture

tBelou^T^cSalt
is prepared to accept articles of

diverse opinion on a variety of
topics of cultural interest, as well
as original contributions Submis
sions can be made at the Collegian
offices. 113 Campus Center,
545 3600

Therefore, just as there was no
'hammering" there were no sensa-
tionalistic "climaxes." Crescendos
occurred in much the same way as
when the natural order disrupts its

organic cosmic cycles. The au-
dience, or the most sensitive who
were in majority at the concert, felt

the human element as well as the
spiritual infinities in the music.

Since the author tried some name-
dropping, he should have mentioned
Randy Weston. Perhaps the author is

a Philistine to the degree that he
believes readers are unobservant and
cannot detect where he has plagariz-

ed concepts and phrases. He would
have done better to have reprinted
the NUMMO preview.
The "Boogie-woogie" finish that

Armstrong mentions was a rendering
of a work by the foremost American
composer, Duke Ellington.

The "messiness" and the "slop" is

quite descriptive of the misrepresen-
tation of an outstandingly precious
musical experience.

Sincerely,

Zejel

Armstrong
replies
I should like to preface my response

by saying the following: I believe you
have taken what I said in my review
out of context and it is unfortunate
that you feel the need to resort to
facile name-calling.

To answer the criticisms one by
one:

1) Abdullah Ibrahim has been
refered to as 'Dollar Brand' by many;
all his albums have been recorded
under that name; he is almost
invariably refered to by that name in

the press, and he has often
appeared in concerts that were
advertised using that
name including his concert at
Amherst College February 10th; all

posters, notices, and tickets for that
concert used the name Dollar Brand.
Nor did I hear Abdullah Ibrahim
object to the name 'Dollar Brand'
when he was addressed as such
when I spoke with him after the
concert. It appears he uses both
names; although Abdullah Ibrahim is

his formal, proper name- and as
such ought to be used in place of
Dollar Brand, /o'ea//)^ - refering to this

masterful pianist as Dollar Brand is in

no way akin to refering to
Muhammed Ali as Cassius Clay.
Therefore I shall say that while I

ideally ought to have used the name
Abdullah Ibrahim, I do not feel that
the use of the name Dollar Brand is

any sort of insult to this artist. I

should think that if Abdullah Ibrahim
himself insisted on being called by
that name only one would never see
the name Dollar Brand on his
recordings, in articles about him, or
see it used to advertise concerts in

which he was appearing.
2) I did not refer to the music perse

as simple: what I did say was that
Abdullah Ibrahim's music was
"unique in its simple yet
commanding dignity ' and that he
worked "rathe.- simple sax
phrasings". It is unfortunate that
Zejel must draw the inference from
the use of the word 'simple' that it

means stupid, unsophisticated, or
easy. By simple I mean unfettered,
austere, and unpretentious. This
simplicity has a certain dignity that
stands in marked contrast to the
cheap embellishments which

comprise so much of American
culture. Abdullah Ibrahim himself
spoke of "the profundity of
simplicity" after the concert; he, at
least, is aware of the true beauty
which simplicity can have. Nor did
the use of the word "ramblings"
imply any sort of aimlessness: it

meant ah, forget it; this is rather
pointless.

I shall thank you, Zejel for pointing
out that the only chant was from the
Koran. I shall admit that the term
"the joint was a-jumpin' " might
have been inappropriate; it may
bespeak some latent, subconscious
racist conditioning which I have yet
to fully recognise and exorcise; then
again it may just be the easiest way
to say that the audience exuded
great ebullience while enthralled by
the rousing visceral energy of the
music being performed.
Furthermore, the concert was indeed
finished by Duke Ellington's "Things
Ain't What They Used To Be";
although this piece is not exactly
basic boogie-woogie, it does employ
rhythms which are usually classified

as boogie-woogie. I do believe what I

said regarding the sloppiness of

some of the musicians to be true;

they were sloppy in places, indeed,
the entire band badly finished one
piece and seemed very confused for

a few seconds. No ascriptions of

spiritual sanctity to the concert can
negate this fact.

To conclude: I should not say that
my review was ridiculous, imbecilic,
or incompetent. I should say,
however, that I find your letter to be
the product of some rather
unfortunate thinking.

Sincerely yours.
Bob Armstrong
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CETA begins
recruiting
artists

Artists in a variety of fields will be
recruited to work with neighborhood
groups throughout the city under a CETA
arts program now in preparation, it is an-

nounced by Barbara J. Garvey, commis
sioner of Cultural and Community Affairs.

The proposal will be submitted for approval I

and funding to the Hampden County Man-
power Consortium in the near future, the]

announcement states.

"We are anxious to get this interesting

program underway as quickly as possible,"

said Commissioner Garvey, "and we are re-

questing those artists in this area who con-

sider themselves eligible for employment
under CETA criteria to register at the office

of the Division of Employment Services at

Worthington and Main Streets."

The program, once approved and fund-

ed, envisions placing artists with varying
' skills to work with neighborhood groups

which are in need of their expertise. "It is

important that artists register promptly so

that we may have a listing which can be

made available to the groups. Selection of

artists to be employed will be dependent
upon the needs as set forth by the groups."
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Anew view of black liistory
Chant of Saints

The Massachusetts Review
(Nos3&4)

ed Michael S. Harper &
Robert B. Stepto

Reviewed by ZOE BEST

The autumn and winter volumes of
Massachusetts Review, edited by Michel S.
Harper and Robert B. Stepto, bring
together "A gathering of Afro-American
literature, art and scholarship." This collec-
tion receives its name and dedication from
a poemTjy Sterling A. Brown:

He 'd say
"My mother's favorite" And we knew
That what was coming was his chant of
saints,

"When de salts go ma'chin home..."
And that would end his concert for the day.

The editors write that these volumes docu-
ment a decade of artistic contributions and
also make special note that, "In the 1970's
Sterling Brown was not so much
rediscovered as recovered." Chant of
Saints is dedicated to Brown.
The visual art on the covers and within

penetrates the senses. Volume I includes
photographs and photo-montages by
Lawrence Sykes. They project narration
and symbol-moments devoted to the duali-
ty comprised by the African and the land.
Romare Bearden is featured in the second
volume illustrating his innovative power
with color and collage as well as his

mastery of the mythopoetic in his
"Odysseus Collages. " The overleafs show
another facet of Bearden's work, the black
and white peopled urban village. Richard
Yarde, who is presently part of a show in

the area, has assembleid individual and
group portraits of black men for the
autumn volume.
Ralph Ellison is heralded. There is op-

portunity to comprehend this writer's pur-
pose by way of a letter addressed to a

"Senator Sunraider," "The Art of Romare
Bearden," and from an interview with him
conducted by the editors.

Even though there is a holding to the con-
temporary period in these presentations, a
plaited cord inter-twining other years, other
centuries, vast and specific geographies
keeps all the works connected. "Africa,
Slavery, and the Roots of Contemporary
Black Culture, " by Mary Berry and John
Blasingame makes a direct link to the an-
thropologically researched conclusions of

the preceding article. Ties from the Kongo,
Angola, Zambia, and Zaire to Sunbury,
Georgia is documented by Robert Thomp-
son revealing that black people in this

southern town "talk the old African talk"

and maintain African traditions which dic-

tates how they bury their dead.

"The Champion" by Richard
Yarde (oil on canvas).

"Richard Wright" by Richard Powell (etching).

Sherley Williams analyzes the musica' in

frastructure of Lucille Clifton's poetry.
"Like the blues her poems are firmly based
in a living black reality which is more con
cerned with itself than with direct confron-
tations with white society and its
values. "What Williams ibutes to Clifton's
writing, could be said of what appears in

Chant of Saints. The literature of and by
black women is discussed further by Toni
Morrison in an interview with Stepto. "I
was very interested in how comtemporary
black women looked at the stereotype of
black women..." She also distinguishes
black women's writings from that of black
men by the presence of "a sense of joy."
The poetry and fiction single out se

quences from the black peoples' odyssey.
Michal Harper reflects:

Though I stand before these words
I don't remember your real aims
of evil or good, my ancestors
don't know either, though I read
at local libraries about your Bristol,
the great fleets skiffing along wave-
tops, cries of kinsmen below,
great schools of sharks forming a crescent
in caravans of corpses buffered by chains.

t

"Packwood's Sermon by Firelight," from
the novel The Bloodworth Orphans by
Leon Forrest moves in a rythmn of both a
rainstorm and at a preacher's pace. The
denouement results from the exorcising of
Rachel with the church's congregation in

attendence, in the mud; "And Reverend
Packwood and Sister Rachel climbing into
the tree -she upon his shoulders -as the
rain poured and the lightning uprooting all

life upwards into the storming night and
they seemed to vanish into the night, seem-
Richard Wnght and John Coltrane ap-

pear and reappear in various places.
Culminating in a very useful analysis of
"Late Coltrane," Kimberly Benstoii
observes, "...it was a struggles for in-

tegrity and survival whose dialectical

character was insured by Trane's in-

sistence that each new discovery im-
plied a new problem and hence a new
stage of awareness."
These volumes of The Massachusetts
Review provide work and speculations
that are valuable for appraisement
from which new aesthetic steps can be
taken. Their scope tells of an
amalgamation of cultures, of a peo-
ple's transformation from the African,
from the slave, to creator within a
society that still refuses to
acknowledge life-givers over death
mongers. We can feel the cultural
latitudes and dimensions of the Afro-
American community that has con-
tributed to the elevation of the whole
body of human spirit in this country. It

is for all of us that these two volumes
are compiled.

"Garvey's Ghost "

Yarde (oil on canvas)
by Richard

o

n
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Romare Bearden; innovative power.
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Bno- dancer, student, artist
by SHARON TRUE

Eno Donald Washington. 26, /s a Universi-
ty Without Walls undergraduate with a
concentration in dance. He performs and
teaches classes m 'pan-afrikan" dance, a
term that descnbes dance which is Afncan
in influence but non Afncan in context. In
an interview with "Salt" dance editor
Sharon True last Wednesday, Eno discuss-
ed his background, his theories, and some
of the history pertaining to pan-afrikan
dance. He also descnbed his activities and
some of the problems he's been having
with harassment here at UMass.

Childhood
Eno's interest in dance began at an early

age. Several aspects of his childhood and
youth which he considers particularly
significant to his development as a pan-
afrikan dance artist and theoretician are his
parents' Southern roots (his mother was
from Arkansas, his father from Mississippi),
his watching and imitating his parents!
relatives, and other black people dance and
the way they would move naturally, the
several years his family spent in the inner-
city of Chicago, followed by the all-

important move to Portland, Oregon in
1963.

"Had I not left Chicago then, I could have
very likely died of an overdose of
heroin... or followed my third-grade friend
into the maze of gun-toting, switchblade-
wielding street gangs. I also know that I

have not escaped these ends, perhaps only
prolonged an agonizing inability of a black
man attempting to survive in the United
States of America. "

It was in Portland, while attending the ex-
perimental Andrew Jackson High School,
that he met his first teacher, Ahmad Sahir!
"Ahmad was a carpenter, a welder, a con-
tractor; but to me, most importantly, Mr.
Sahir was a hand drummer, an African
dancer, a fencer, an archer, a
choreographer, a painter, a writer, and a
philosopher. He gave me direction, and
brought a form and content to my art, sav-
ing me from the indignities of commer-
cialism"

Eno became the principal dancer in Sahir's
troupe, the Black and Tan Afro-American
Revue, a group of 40 men, women, and
children from the ages of 4 to 54 who per-
formed benefits for black charities and
causes.

After performing with a group based at
Portland State, Evon Du (meaning
pleasureable to see, enjoyable to bewith)
that toured throughout the Pacific Nor-
thwest, working 40 hour weeks for the
Safeway supermarket chain to support
himself, and choreographing student dance
concerts at Portland state, he decided he
had "to leave Portland to continue my
growth, or stay and risk stagnation."

CrFMOUENr

Peter Pan and Continental Trailways
offer service to Boston, New York and
many t>ther destinations.

In May 1977 he received word of his ac-
ceptance to the University Without Wall?
program at UMass. He gave a farewell con-
cert in Portland, dedicating it to his
teacher, Ahmad Sahir, and to the memory
of his mother, who had died of leukemia.
He received a standing ovation by the sell-
out crowd for his performance. A Nigerian
woman, Scholastica Oboubori, com-
mented, "Washington, you dance as if you
have no bone!"
On August 19 and 20, Eno gave his debut
performance at the Main St. Center in Nor-
thampton, on invitation from the Unity
Ensemble, a band dedicated to the per-
formance of black cultural music.

Defining
pan-Afrikan dance

Eno spoke at length of the history and
philosophy of pan-afrikan dance; a con-
densed version of his remarks follows:
"The dances o* Africa are traditionally not

considered "art' as it is known in Western
civilization because in Africa, everyone

^
dances. It is not uncommon to see elderly
men and women dancing to the same
music as adolescents. There are dances for
every occasion: harvesting, planting, bir-
ths, weddings, funerals, good weather,
rain, praise for our teachers."
"The dance is not done for the sake of the

individual, but for the African communal
body."
"There are two types of African dances -

recreational and ntual. Recreational dance
is informal, allowing for free improvisation
closely following the trends of popular
fashions in music and ideas, and in stan-
dards of acceptable behavior. Ritual dance,
on the other hand, is relatively unchanging;
the bone and blood of African culture with
deep psychological and religious roots."

"African dance, for centruies, has ex-
pressed a functional unity of art and life, 3
total synthesis of mind, body and spirit."

"Under the yoke of colonization anc^
slavery, African dance began to change ii^

its form and content." The North Americari
slave trade stripped the African slaves o|
their culture - the slave-hunter^
slaughtered the principal carriers of Africar^
history, religion, art, science and medicin^
(the musicians, the witch doctors, thewarl
riors, the chieftains) and the slave mastera
did not allow the slaves to worship thei^
gods, play their drums (which as well as be-
ing their music were a form of communica^
tion), dance their dances, or speak their^

language. Thus, all ties with their Afrirar^
culture were severed.
"The slaves were allowed to dance onlv i^

a manner in which they would ridicule eich
other or entertain their slave-master's mythi
of the happy-go-lucky, just-glad-to-be-hera
slave. Dancing and singing of this type
gave birth to the minstrel shows of the late

19th century and eventually to vaudevlle
and Broadway in the early 1900s."
The years that followed saw the Harlem
Renaissance of black music coupled with-
the development of black social dances
that "went back to the real life art of Africa
- the Turkey Trot, the Grizzly Bear, the
Monkey, the Chicken Scratch, the Bull-

frog, the Hop, and the dance which revolu-
tionized the dance patterns of the white
community, the Charleston."
The Depression, along with the

Americanization of the Harlem black music
and dance (meaning that the innvovations
of black artists were picked up by the music
industry, then promoted and popularized
using white performers whenever possi-
ble) brought an end to this

period of black innovation and creativity.

Although many believe that so-called jazz
and chorus dancing was born on Broad-
way, Eno maintains that "it was!
transmuted to Broadway but born and nur-
tured in the throbbing inner-city ghettos."

I

Eno's own style of black interpretive'
dance probably originated in 1931 when the
New Negro Art Theater presented a suite of
interpretive dances based on Southern
spriituals. "Both the subject matter and the
approach of the dance went beyond the
scope of black dance tradition, and in so
doing the suite set a precedent for future
interpretive presentations of black music
and dance."

A street dancer
Eno's purpose in dancing is for "the re-

education of black people to their own
glorious but depressed history." He calls

himself a black street dancer, a folk artist.

In folk art, he says, "there is authenticity,
emotion, faith, hope, love, and also, style."

The movement of a black street dacner
tends to take place within a restricted area.

Eno, for example, conceives his dances in

columns; complex, but subtle movements
confined to a columnar area around his

body. This "trapped'style of movement
goes back to the days of confinement
under slavery, and even further back to the

slave ships, where the African slaves were
encouraged to dance the limbo to prevent
muscular atrophy. (The limbo is danced
under a gradually lowered stick.)
The basic characteristics of African

dance, as described in Marshall and Jean
Stearns' book. Jazz Dance, include the use

TURN TO PAGE 14
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The Boston Ballet will present a tradi-

tional ballet and a new addition to their

repertoire on Friday and Saturday, March 3
and 4.

The two performances will feature both
"Coppelia", a ballet of great comedy and
love, and "Aureole", the lively classic of
Paul Taylor.

"Coppelia", or "The Girl With Enamel
Eyes" is a classic ballet in three acts. This
presentation of Coppelia is choreographed
by Les Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti, and
staged by E. Virginia Williams. Music is by
Leo Delibes.

"Coppelia" is set in the square of a small
town, Galacia, several hundred years ago.
Dr. Coppelius, a doll maker, has con-
structed a doll, Coppelia, so lifelike that
everyone believes it to be a beautiful girl.

Swanilda, betiothed to Frantz, becomes
angry when she notices Frantz flirtatiously

vyaving to Coppelia. What follows is a
timeless test of love between young lovers,
and the moment when Swanilda meet ; and
discovers Coppelia.

In the end Frantz and Swanilda are nar
ried and their marriage becomes the crown-
ing event of a joyous day for the villagers.
Coppelia is adapted from a story by E.T.A.

Hoffman. It was first presented at the

Theatre Imperial de I'Opera, Paris, May
1870.

"Aureole," choreographed by Paul
Taylor is a very original response to
Handel's expressive score, the "Concerto
grosso in G" and the forth movement of
'Alexander's Feast."

"Aureole" is considered as the most
popular of all Paul Taylor dances. I* is

abstract, a close blend between modern
dance and ballet.

The dancers, in white, are light and
playful, a movement away from laughter.
Although many dance companies have re-

quested Aureole for their repertoires, Mr.

Taylor has only given this dance to the

Royal Danish Ballet, the Ohio Ballet, Rudolf
Nureyev and Friends, and now, the Boston
Ballet. Aurole was first performed at the

American Dance Festival at Connecticut
College in New London, 1962.

Tickets for the Boston Ballet are now on

sale at the Fine Arts Center box office,

open weekdays 9a.m. to 4p.m., and all

Ticketron locations. Ticket prices are

General public $7,6,5. UMass students

$5,4,3. Senior citizens and other students

are $6,5,4. For more information, call

545 2511.

Union video: new name
by SKIP TENCZAR

Television, T.V., the glowing eye, the
boob tube? We all. know it by a diffrent
term. Most of us have grown up and con-
tinue to grow while watching this odd box.
T.V. usually brings to mind Archie Bunker,
Ronald McDonald, Walter Cronkite,
Rhoda, and a host of other characters, but
there is a group of students living and
working in our University community who
refuse to just sit there and watch it.

They've come up with a better, productive-
ly beneficial idea; they make their own
television and they offer you the opportuni-
ty to do the same. They call themselves the

campus. These will include Distinguished
visitors speaking on our campus, plus other
happenings of interest.

In addition to these, there are a number
of other departments which are self ex-
planatory in their function. They are con-
cert crews, theatre series. Third World
dept., Woman's program and the Sports
Dept.

One of the most important functions of
U.C.V. is that they offer free instruction in
video production to anyone who wants it.

This year, workshops are scheduled in two
parts to cover varied aspects of the nuts
and bolts of video. In the first part students

Union Center for Video (formerly known as
the Student Video Project) and are a

recognized student organization that is

dedicated to serving television-video needs
of the UMass community.

The University Center for Video, also

called U.C.V., is a young organization of

only about three years old, and it continues
to increase the benefits of the com-
municative, artistic video medium to our
campus. Since its beginning, U.C.V. has
offered students free access to the expen-
sive tools of video production, while at the

same time providing a place where they can
work and meet people whose creative

aspirations are similar. Now in addition to

the equipment access and invitation to all

members of the community to come and
take part, the center offers instructional

workshops in video production, a wide
variety of production departments, and a

Video Sidewalk program in which they
show tapes of community interest every

Wednesday from 11 A.M. to 2 P.M. in the

Student Union Building's Cape Cod
Lounge free of charge. This adds up to

something that is all too rare, but at the

same time a neccessity, participatory televi-

sion with free, open cultural exchange.

Here's a run-down of the production

departments and shows that are already in

existence within the organization.

The Valley Magazine Show. This often

appears on CCATV in Amherst and is a

human interest type show, which is usually

composed of bit spots put together. In the

past they've done segments like "Impres-
sions of Roots," a piece on Orchestra
Luna, to helpful hints for the care of

houseplants.

The news show. This is a new show
which will incorporate documentary in-

vestigative video making with university

and local news events of interest and con-
sequence.

The variety show. This regular video seg-
ment will include a Soap Opera on student
life plus various campus entertainment acts
who wish to perform on video tape.

Music and Movement. This is an
outgrowth and expansion of the video-

dance concept. The work will consist of

creative uses of the video medium in rela-

tion to dance and electronic music.

Community Affairs. C.A. will be
documenting many of the important
cultural events which will take place on
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will learn how to use the cameras and
equipment, and do some actual video tap-
ing. In the second session, the students will

critique what they had shot in the last ses-
sion and learn how to edit their tape. This
should provide the student with all he/she
should know to become technically cleared
with the organization. (Technically cleared
means that the person has proven
him/herself competent in using the U.C.V.
equipment and this enables them to be
eligible to use and sign out the equipment.)
The workshops are already scheduled and
all one needs to do to take part, is to go
down to U.C.V. in 216 Student Union
(Commuter Lounge) and sign up in ad-
vance. The workshops are in two parts and
grouped accordingly: Workshop 1, part 1,

Monday, February 27 from 7 to 10 PM. Part
2, Thursday, March 2, from 7 to 10 PM.
Workshop 2, part 1, Tuesday February 28
from 2 to 5 PM. Part 2, Thursday, March 2
from 2 to 5 PM. There will be more
workshops as the semester progresses,
these are the first to be given this year.

This semester the U.C.V. has instituted a
new policy of equipment and sign out that
should make it easier for more people to
use the tools of video. Equipment distribu-
tion is in two parts; general access and
U.C.V. sanctioned projects. General access
is simple, the person wishing to use the
equipment signs out it one week in ad-
vance so that the following week they can
come, pick it up, and begin taping. For the
more extensive video projects, the center
uses a proposal process. The student or
group of students wishing to use the equip-
ment submits a proposal to the coor-
dinating council U.C.V. which then makes
the decision about the sanctioning of the
project depending upon the immediate de-
mand of the equipment and the value of the
proposed project.

Anyone interested in U.C.V. should go
down to their offices and talk to the coor-
dinator David Skillicorn who is there almost
every school day. It's important to

TURN TO PAGE 15
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^ Eno
CONT FROM PAGE 12

of bent knees, with the body close to earth,
the tendency to use the foot as a whole in

that the wieght is shifted immediately from
one foot to the other, the isolation of body
parts and movements of the head,
shoulders, hips, rib cage, etc., the use of
rhythmically complex and syncopated
movement, the carrying of as many as two
or theee rhythms in the body at once also
known as polyrhythms. Combining music
and dance as a single expression, one
feeding the other as two hands wash one
another, individualists of style within a
group style, and functionalism, becoming
what you dance - these too are
characteristics of African dance. To these
general characteristics Eno would add, for
his particular mode of expression of inter-
pretive black dance, the imitation of
animals, and the conveying of African tale
and myth, as necessary African dance ex-
ponents.
The basic characteristics of African

dance, as described in Marshall and Jean
Stearns' book. Jazz Dance, include the use
of bent knees, with the body close to earth,
the tendency to use the foot as a whole in

that the weight is shifted immediately from
one foot to the other, the isolation of body
parts and movements of the head,
shoulders, hips, rib cage, etc., the use of
rhythmically complex and syncopated
movement, the carrying of as many as two
or three rhythms in the body at once also
known as polyrhythms. Combining music
and dance as a single expression, one
feeding the other as two hands wash one
another, individualists of style within a
group style, and functionalism, becoming
what you dance - these too are
characteristics of African dance. To these
general characteristics Eno would add, for
his particular mode of expression of inter-

pretive black dance, the imitation of
animals, and the conveying of African tale
and myth, as necessary African dance ex-
ponents.
Eno teaches pan-afrikan dance at the
Amherst Ballet Centre, at the Hampden
Theater in Southwest, and at Lewis house
for Northeast-Sylvan. He is writing a book
which he hopes to get published next year,
entitled "Political Perspectives and
Ramifications of Pan-Afrikan Dance." He is

also taping a lecture demonstration of pan-
afrikan dance with UMass video artist John
Zieman, which they hope to sell to a public
broadcasting station in Springfield,
Boston, or Chicago. Then, there are per-
formances ..and occasionally a chance to
eat and sleep.

H ar assinent

He sleeps, that is, provided he isn't

plagued by callers who hang up when he
picks up the receiver The problems he's

had with harassment extent to R.A.'s
questioning his whereabouts, and having
photographs, notes, and some of his

African artifacts and jewelry taken from his

room. "I know I'm under surveillance, " Eno
said.

In addition, his non-traditional approach
to dance has met with some resistance on
the part of the UMass dance faculty with
whom he took classes last semester. "They
say I've got flat feet and that I don't do my
arabesques right, " he said "I'm something
of an embarassment to them because I'm

an undergraduate teaching dance." He is

grateful however , to the UMass dance
students for their support; "When I injured

myself during the second performance of

the Student Dance Concert last fall, they
v.s.e genuinely concerned for my welfare,

getting me icepacks, asking as to my
condition, etc."
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What might people find threatening about
Eno's dancing? Perhaps a remark he made
about the plight of African slaves provides
an answer: "Africans were stripped of the
right to dance their indigenous dances
because of the positive psychological
effects and the power of the African dance
to physically move its exponents from the
passive to the active."'

Contrary to the negative connotations of
American expressions associated with the
color black - expressions such as '"black

magic," "black mood," "blacklist," "black
sheep," and "devil's food cake" - Eno is

saying that there is nothing wrong with
being 'black. Black history and culture,

slowly emerging after years of suppression, ..

is proof of that. But it is Eno's dancing,
which I have seen and which I urge
everyone to see, that provides the vivid,

living proof that there is everything right

with being black.

Eno will be performing "Knife Dance"' and
"Song of Mozambique" Friday evening at

the Hampden Theater in Southwest, along
with the group Sunlight and Shade, as part
of the celebration of Black History Week at
the University.

* Video
CONT. FROM PAGE 13

remember that the center is ultimately
student-run, historically it has grown
because of the energy of its participants. Its
new participants will shape the organiza-
tion and its services extended to the com-
munity. So where can it go from here?
U.C.V. members would be the first to say
that its growth has no limits with the hope
of caele broadcasts throughout the cam-
pus. And we must remember that video is

still video until it starts to appear on a large
number of television screens in the com-
munity. Then and only then will video
become television.

A calendar of video shows to be
presented in the Cape Cod Lounge in the
Student Union Building every Wednesday
morning-afternoon. Everyone is invited
THE SOCIETY
March 1:

1 1 :00 - Street Corner Society - Street
theater on popular culture, and male-
female conciousness and roles.

12:00 - Breathing Together - A
documentary on the early seventies that
captures the importance of this pivotal

point in history.

Debbie Schaefer

1:30 - Future Shock - Orson Welles
narrates Alvin Toffler's thesis on the effects
of rapid technological change.

2:30 - Edits - A variety of things
worth seeing.

WOMAN'S WEEK
March 8:

1 1 :00 - The Politics of Intimacy - Nine
women talk in a frank and intimate discus-
sion of orgasm and sexuality.

11 30 - Woman Working - A survey
of women who have filed sex discrimina-
tion complaints against their employers.

11:45 -- Ama L'uomo Tuo (Always
Love Your Man) - A portrait of an elderly
Italian-American woman who tells of the
sacrifices that living by this motto (title) has
brought to her.

12:00 - Anais Nin - Anais Nin, best
known for her diary, is a writer, artist and a
major example of a woman fulfilled in and
by her life's work.

1 :00 - The Politics of Intimacy -
1:30 - The Best of the New York

Festival of Woman's Films - Crocus, Cover
Girl, New Face in Focus, Cycles.

2:15 - Edits - U.C.V. productions -

ART VARIATIONS
March 15:

1 1 :00 - A Variety of Video Artworks -
Exploring the many avenues being under-
taken by current video artists.

12:30 - Between Time and Timbuktu
- Kurt Vonnegut's film that combines
many of his works and themes.

2:00 - More Video Art -

THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE
March 29:

11:{X) Scenes From Russia -- Every
day life in Moscow.

11:30 - The Forbidden City - The Im-
perial history of Peking, its art and culture
then and now.

12:30 - Cuba: The People - A look at
the Cuban way of life. The old and the new,
in a society built by revolution.

2:15 - The King and Other Swedish
Subjects - Swedish King Carl XVI Gustaf is

subject to the passion of royal pagentry,
and the tradition of Swedish- Americans
living in Minnesota.

THIRD WORLD PERSPECTIVE
April 5:

1 1 :00 - Last Poets - A work about the
Black Experience in America.

12:30 - Beyond the Mountains - Two
black video artists trace their roots back to
their ancestral home in Africa.

1:30 - Richard Pryor - Richard Pryor
performing in a night club in New York.

2:30 - Edits - U.V.C. work and other
things.

THE ENVIRONMENT
April 12:

11:00 - Pesticide Politics - An in-

vestigative documentary on the use of con-
troversial pesticide 245T.

1 1 ;30 - Water Works - A short visual
essay on what happens to Mississippi River
water before it reaches the home.

11:40 - Incident at Brown's Ferry -
Causes and consequences of a Nuke
breakdown.

12:30 - SEABROOK - Two thousand
citizens occupy the proposed Nuke sight.
Complete at the scene coverage.

1:30 -- more tapes to be announced.
SELF HELP
April 29:

Jean Piaget - Speaks on the nature of
creativity at the Eisenhower symposium on
creativity.

Supermarket Strategy -- Smart' ways
to shop.

Edits and more - check for details the
week of the program.

ROCK BABIES
May 3:

11:00 - The Beatles - A feature tape
on the Beatles; various performances.

11:45 - Jimi plays Berkeley - Hendrix
at his peak. Memorial day 1970, with Mitch
Mitchell and Billy Cox.

12:50 - Beatles --

1:35 EDITS - more music -
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Double Feature Showing
NOW at Two Theatres

HIT *1 Ar 7sl5

GANGA WEED GUNS

REGGAE MUSie
limmy clift

*

THE HARDER
THEY COME

PLUS at 9:00
AN ODTKAC.HM s

•* Ml Al <if MADNI ss

' >

The AMHERST Cinema
do^nto^n amherst

(S X Matinee Sat/Sun)

and also showing

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

fiiiimMimi

Get iton
yonr chest.

Any design or logo Screen Printed
on T-Shirts for dorms, teams,
clubs, concerts, parties, etc 20
colors, 15 styles including reg T's,

sweats, shorts, trim T's, French
and European cut, and long
sleeve T's, etc No order too
large or too small Write for

catalog or call

FORTE PRINTING
P O BOX 211

FLORENCE, MA 01060

J (413) 584-2124

Campus Rep

Steve Milligan

545-3539

THE RESTAURANT just qood Food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials
OPEN 9:70-6:00

bAqEls & pASTRicS MON SAT.

AT FACES OF EARTH
IBJUimWWWWMMMII B^^

Mt. Farms 4
Mt. Farms Mall
Rt. 9. Hadley. Mass

NOW SHOWING- THIS WEEK ONLY!
"Only SUNN CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted"

v^eekdays at 5-7-9, Sat. at 1-3-5-7-9, Sun. at 2:15 5-7-9

584 9153

_y wenti
startling revelations about life after death.

im:iTt;iIMh
Some will believe —
others will not.

DECIDE FOR

.

YOURSELF! >

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
in

COPPELIA
Music by Leo Delibes

Choreography by

Lev Ivanov and Enrico Cecciyetti

AUREOLE
Music by Handel

Choreography by Paul Taylor

Fri. & Sat., March 3 & 4 8pm

FINE m% CENTER CNCERT K4L
Tickets now on sale for botti performances. Gen.

Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A $S, 4, 3. Other students and
senior citizens -%k, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

A All Ticketron Locations.

Elvis Costello:

tlie critics' clioice

Approximate genius ^

by PERRY ADLER
You probably have Elvis Costello all

wrong. You think because he's getting the
big push that he's merely a hype? Wrong.
New Wave devotees were raving long
before he was even signed by CBS. You
think because of his name and his ap-
pearance on Saturday Night that he's simp-
ly another freak act like Leon Redbone?
Dead wrong. Elvis Costello is the best
singer /songwriter to come along since...

Did I hear somebody say Springsteen?
The similarity is only superficial, and at

least on recc.'d, Elvis is much more
listenable. Where Bruce is corny, Elvis is

angry, and he lacks the wordiness and
melodrama that put many off from Brucie.

His singing is better, and most importantly,
his material is much more consistent. Now
I have seen Springsteen put on an incredi-

ble show despite it all, and with Elvis having
many fewer handicaps, his should be great,

too, and advance word is that it is.

His album is called My Aim is True and it

was a nearly unheard favorite in critics'

polls . The songs show a wide variety of
influences, from bar band blues to rockabil-

ly to Phil Spector to reggae, yet they all

come off soundina verv much his own, en-
tirely modern and r»ot unnecessary
rehashes. And almost all are of single

quality; picking the standouts would in-

volve talking about 9 or so of the LP's 13
songs. Suffice to say it is an essential

record.

Elvis looks to be the first New Wave artist

to completely break into the big time. He is

programmable; neither too loud, too weird,

too "trivial", nor too British (for AOR,
anyway). And, of course, he's a

prestigious singer/songwriter. Stop and
think how far he would get if his records

were simply billed as by the Attractions.

But Elvis Costello is one of the few solo ar-

tists that has nothing to do with hippy-
dippy folkie Sominex; rather, he's in the
tradition of the great rockers like Buddy
Holly (of whom Elvis is very reminiscent,
visually) and that other Elvis.

Don't miss Elvis Costello and the Attrac-
tions next Wednesday night at the S.U.B.
Sorry if this sounds like an ad, but Elvis

really is one of the very best performers to

emerge this past year, and considering the
astounding musical renaissance now going
on, that's saying something.
Oh yeah, Willie Alexander is great, too.

dvp

DVP & Resources Judaica ^
presents

Elie Wiesel
** An Evening With Elie Wiesel**

Monday, Feb. 27, 1978
8:00 p.m. in Student Union Ballroom

Elvis Costello Shake
My Aim Is True Sixties-born herb-babies

CBS From
Stone-silent brand mind-rabies

Of spectator awe and madness
Willie Alexander

and the Boom Boom Band Play like we can!
MCA Play like us!

Show us what we could do...
Reviewed by RASTAPUNK RAM DASS Approximate genius
Approximate genius Exxagerate genius
Elvis and Willie Elvis and Willie
Croon us with sweet subtle song Costello to you two too
Shout (Aim Alexander true)

"Shoots in mixed suits Approximate genius
Roots in old boots! Demystify genius
Dress for the new traditions!" Do what we could do too

The University Ensemble Theater
\ presents

Moliere's

CDhe

cheel P©f

Translated by Richard Wilbur
FRANK PRENTICt RAND THEATER
UMass Fine Arts Center
Feb. 24 25 March 2 3 4 at 8:00 pm
Special Sunday Matinee February 26 at 2:00 pm
Reservations 545-3511

wit?es

Program Council Films Presents:
MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CQA QIR'I MOUNTAIN r«IIMS MALI.ao^-aioo KOurf »-HAOilr mass

ADULTS »^SU •jiinXNISHi M« C'Ti?ENS WITH AI^C CARO »7 0"^

TWI LITt SHOW S1^0 C'i'll'WtN S' ?? SPFCIAL tMr.AGiyHSirs r«ciocrp
TE SHOW - TiCxE' S ON SALE lO viNUTF'?. PRiQH TO TLS

f n. VS CCOPP-'lHaTf r^.

Starring Richard Pryor & Gene Wilder

Fri., Feb. 14 - 7 & 11:30

See Jimmy Cliff in the Jamaican

film classic The Harder They
Come. The reggae beat will move
your body and soul. Saturday night,

7,9,11, February 25, 1978 in

wondrous Mahar Auditorium.

Admission a buck...

IT'S QOT HEAT

L, iL, nichT
WmW^FEVEU

JOHN TRAVOLTA
IH] Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6:15)1:30

~zL Frl.--at. (m$:0O)-7:4S :$$

A B Matinee (¥«<1.,thur.

^^ rrt,,f»it.,(run.) '='*

NORTH BY NORTHWEST

^INALWEEK

WALinSNEY
PROOUCnONS-

Starring Cary Grant

Fri.. Feb. 24 - 9 CCA - $1.00

-/

DRAGON
Sun.-Thur. (TLS «:0t)<^:30

Frt.-S»t. (TLS 4:45>-7:30

Matinee (weH.jthur.
fri ..sat., sun.) ^'^

Mi

6NCOUNT6RS
Of TM€ THIRD KIND

W€ ARC NOT
ALONe

RtCHARO 0«€YFUSS

pfj .un.-Thur. (TIS 6:00) -8:30

^.^ Fri .-Sat. (n$4:«$ 730 «:5$|

C^ Mftt.lnee ( w^'i , .thu-.
2:00

ONE WEEK ONLY

[Gl

REDUCED AOUIT ft STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKET

Med.-ThTir. J:>s (Tiss^ooi roo 9oo

Frl.-.'^at,1:00 3:00 (n$i 00) 7:00 »oo|

un. }:is ins 1:00)7:00 too

on .-Tue.jTis s oe)-7:00 f:oe

i^WID^

February

24-25 sot

TEL- 566- 1616

TioEF/'iafir
wrrH cntiaim lo.

Appearing every Wed. and Thurs.

Sandy Robinson- vocalist and pianist
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Musical shoots
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Ornette Coleman et al

Coleman Classics
(Improvising Artists)

Res/iewed by ROBERTARMSTRONG
This recent Improvising Artists release is

quite an interesting one in that it gives one
the opportunity to hear how this pioneering
ensemble sounded live in person when it

was making the transition from bebop to
free jazz. This was 1958.

It is Coleman that seems to have the
most command on this album; his solos

show a strong fluid style that isn't quite yet
ready to burst into his multi vectorial excur-
sions of a few years later. The same
dynamic tension is present here as one
finds in many of Coltrane s solos of the
period; the melodic elements clash against
the atonal, creating a musical tug o' war
where neither side really gives any ground.
The group is rounded out by Don Cherry on
trumpet, Paul Bley on piano, Charlie Haden
on bass, and Billy Higgins on drums.
Cherry is his usual competent self,

sculpting clear, well-rounded proto free-

jazz statements, while Bley comps and runs
with appropriate coolness. Haden and Hig-
gins lay down well postured bop-cool
rhythms and display their inventiveness in

the few solos that they take.

There are four compositons on the
album; "\/Vhen Will The Blues Leave?."
"Crossroads, " and "Ramblin"' all by
Coleman, and Irving Berlin's "How Deep is

the Ocean.
"

The exploratory energy of the music in

this relaxed live setting (a jazz club which is

not named on the album - the customers
can be heard yapping a bit) ought to

sustain the listeners interest throughout.
All the artists on this album have since

gone to form their own groups, but this

recording shows them in great cohesion
during a pivotal epoch in the development
of Afro-American music. Hot stuff, this.

Iota Gamma Upsilon

invites all Lniversity Homen to

Open Rush

Thurs., Feb. 23 8-9 p.m.

Pub Night

Sun., Feb. 26 5 p.m.

Grinder Night

406 N. Pleasant St. 545-0082

l.G.U. is for you!

Raydio
(Arista)

Reviewed by MARIO BARROS

This group and LP was put together by
Ray Parker Jr., a man who has contributed

his guitar and writ'ng artistry to counties

Soul hits. As a session man, he's proven

very valuable an element for that "Hit

Sound."
This LP marks his first project that

features his talents (playing, singing, pro-

ducing and arranging) in the primary role.

When one hears some of the titles and
lyrics (with titles like, "Me" and "Betcha
Can't Love Me Just Once' ) one feels that

Parker emerges from the background with

extreme confidence on an ego trip. Any
feelingsof repression are totally shucked.
The sound of this LP is truly a "Hit

Sound" and one that Parker is quite ac-

customed to. The skillful blend of Funk,

Rock and Soul elements sounds very

Brothers Johnsonish. Straight Soul
though, is the overriding influence with

strong leads and syncopated harmonies
most prominent- kind of like the Tempta-
tions of old with the Bros. Johnson as their

back-up band.
When done with the first listening session

with this LP, one thing was clear to me.
This LP is Ray Parker in his finest hour (that

in itself is a mouthful) and this LP has a

solid shot at Soul LP of the year both
esthetically (important) and in the
marketplace (secondary, but also impor-

tant.) Raydio will "turn you on!"

NOMINATIONS CLOSE TOMORROW
for

^^^ SGA PRESIDENT ^^
^A^^The Student Trustee ^^^

and for the

^""'^ BOARD of GOVERNORS^^

They set policy for the

Campus Center and Student Union
c
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Hustle down to rm. 420 S.U.

for nomination papers, or call

5-0341 for more information

Leroy Hutson
Closer to the Source
Warner Brothers

Reviewed by RAND Y GLENN
Leroy Hutson's latest album. Closer to

the Source, is a combination of musical
styles of various recording artists. The most
readily discernible styles are Marvin Gaye,
Where Did Love Go?, and Issac Hayes,
They've Got Love. This is not an exact
mimicry; what is noticeable are the stylistic

factors that make these artist's music
known.
What Leroy Hutson does with this isn't

bad. The only drawback to this approach is

the listener equates what is heard to the
music of the mimiced artist. Leroy Hutson's
music really stands on its own when it is

something that can be related to him. In the
Mood, Get to This (You'll Get to Me), and
Closer to the Source are the most dynamic
pieces on the album.

Closer to the Source (also the title track),

is a very energetic and vibrant piece. This
piece and Get to This (You'll Get to Me) are

the embodiment of the feeling on this

album. The warm sensation and clarity of

feeling brings depth to the album's
message. There is a weakness in the total

selection of songs and the order in which
they are grouped. Everybody's a Master-
piece is lost in the album. The song is a
spinoff of the old Temptations' song
Masterpiece. The melody and the meaning
don't cooperate. In fact, they mix as well as
oil and water.

Leroy Hutson's strongest asset where
music is concerned, is his soothing,
melodious voice when it cascades through
simple, but, precise lyrics. When he stays
with this, he produces solid tunes.

Closer to the Source is a good album,
however, it fails to show the potential of

Leroy Hutson. It is easy listening and an
album to have as a change of pace. I like

Leroy Hutson's smooth and even sound. I

hope his next effort will be more unified

and a bit closer to its Source.

Poetry
Sister Sonia Sanchez will read a

selection of her work entitled
'Poems of Living and Being" on
Thursday, February 23, at 8;00 P.M.
in Mahar Auditorium. Sanchez,
formerly of Amherst College,
currently teaches at Temple
University in Pennsylvania. Sanchez
is an internationally-known poet, and
author of several volumes of poetry
and plays. The reading will be free

and open to the public.
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Comfortable CO/, isual

Our knee-lenglh s^m r-, n^nd knit in a
cheerful array of colors are so thick

and warm you can wear them as

slippers Tie tops are an interesting

detail Moderately priced at 5 96

.- .:f<.e,^'5 5 i^%. TOO

A refreshing ptace to shop!
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• ••in various suits
The Dells

Love Connection
Mercury

reviewed by MARIO A. BARROS
The Dells offer us the second step in

their "comeback" and it's another Hi-hat
Smoker under the direction of Philly's Nor-
man Harris. The Dells teamed up with Har-
ris as they opted for the Philly format in lieu

of their petering Detroit formula. The
results in spite of the chagrin of Detroit
Soul purists has been excellent. They
predicted that the Dells would be lost in the
Disco shuffle and slide into the myriad of
Disco mass producers.
On the contrary, that hasn't happened.

There is a very good reason for this and
that is Marvin Junior. Junior lends the Dells
that unmistakable quality that garnered
them so many fans in the late 60s. Those
who choose to come back for that second
taste will find Marvin in the same condition
that they left him in. He's still one of the
most talented lead vocalists in the industry
today.

The Dells are still the sam talent and
personnel-wise. Only the packf ing is dif-

ferent. While listening to any of ne cuts on
the LP there's no mistake that you are
listening to the Dells. People have wanted
the Dells to come back but were disap-
pointed with weak efforts and w^ak pro-
duction in trying to recapture that old
sound* Well, this is the 70's and they've
finally undergone that much-needed
revamping and change that the very
talented Norman Harris has given them.

Fat Larry's Band
Off the Wall

Stax

Reviewed by SYBIL WALKER
If there are larger things than a four-piece

rock band, there is nothing more pure. The
extreme opposite is cooking with eight

pieces and nine members: Fat Larry's

Band. Appealing perhaps to the credit card
set, this funky human music machine has a

decidedly commercial sound. Not surpris-

ing, as Star Wars was the inspiration

Motown veterans Larry James used for

several of the pieces. The resulting music
contrasts with similar "omnipotent force"
inspired work of, say Earth, Wind and Fire

in that it lacks their subtle control of

dynamics and apparent savoir-faire. What
is conveyed is the band's obvious musical
enjoyment of one another; a spirituality this

reviewer found miraculous within Larry

James' contrived arrangement. Interesting

that the cut where this comraderie is most
evident is "Easy," written by Doris, Larry's

collaborator-wife. Here the band shines for

a percussion filled five minutes, and it is

clear why the musicians were 'hand-
picked'. Fat Larry has as much committ-
ment to Love as a pornographer: (as much
conviction) only he's exploiting his horn
section. An overproduced disco delite.

ATnisiu:sT

David Ruffin
At His Best
(Motown)

Eddie Kendrlcks
At His Best
(Tamla)

Reviewed by MARIO BARROS

Anyone who's followed soul music for the
past ten years (or less even) knows two
things about Eddie Kendricks and David
Ruffin. One; they were both integral parts
of the soul stalwart the Temptations; and
two; neither one could compile a greatest
hits LP without including some of their

Temptations milestones.

Gladly, both have had the good sense to
include their Temptations biggies to lend
some credibility to the title; "At His Best".
With Ruffin, we have "I Wish It Would
Rain" and "Ain't To Proud To Beg."
You're damned right they went way back!
The lot doesn't stop there as a couple other
Tempts' sides are thrown in along with his

solo hilites. With Mr. Kendricks we see only
one Temptations cut but it's one that could
never been overlooked in "Just My Im-
agination." This song isn't only one of his

best performances but has to be con-
sidered a Temptations classic as it features
Kendricks on lead vocals and it was penned
and produced by Mr. Norman Whitfield,
the driving force behind the Temptations
during their best years in the Motor City.

(Where it was recorded.)
From a historical perspective, one is better

off with the Ruffin compiliation, but Mr.
Kendricks has his share of bright moments
and outshines Ruffin at times when com-
paring their solo work. Some disappoint-
ment should be expressed with Eddie's LP
though. Not present are "Date With The
Rain" nor a contribution from his LP "Goin
Up In Smoke," his first LP under the pro-

duction of Norman Harris.

UNLIKE A CHILD

He blats he's Popeye the Sailor Man.
He taunts, he swings,

He kills, he kills.

Canned guffaws
answer every boast.

Invisible wires and strings yank.

A patriciate says, "Sit tight.

Conscripted by a funny paper country,

insane and doomed,
this protege of Popeye
learns his act

limb by limb.

November 1976
© Zge Best

-WOLFIES PIZZA-
Featuring fine food, a warm fire,

cable t.v. and the newest pinball machines

Mftlfiif tpeeiflif:

Every Tues. Night 2 for 1

buy 1 /get 1 free

(Deliveries and take outs not included)

Every Wed. night
Southwest Special

Spaghetti Plate M
(includes bread, butter and sauce)

Ueite^ next ti Sviithwitt

173 Sttiiiet ht.

etil $49-S592 ir S49-S593

Bootsy's Rubber Band
Bootsy? Player of the year.

Warner Bros.
reviewed by MARIO A. BARROS
Bootsy comes at us once again with some
more of his chanting, ranting, raving, coo-
ing, brooding brand of funk. He continues
to bombard his adoring audience with his
thundering Space Bass and cajole them
with his vocals. With Bootsy? Player of the
Year, we find the man continuing pretty
much along the same lines he laid down in

his other LPs, Ahh, The Neme Is Bootsy
Baby! and Stretchin' Out.
Bootsy? is a nice synthesis of some of the

better elements of his two previous discs.

From Ahh, he takes the char.iing element
that worded to add more excitement to
"We Want Bootsy" from that LP. The
chanting of the people in the background
gave the cut life and fave it the aura of a live

performance. He brings this concept back
for another run in "Bootzilla." There's alot
going on in this cut but you have total con-
fidence that it all comes from Bootsy in that
he creates it and controls it. Bootsy reigns
supreme and makes his presence felt with
an erratic pluck on the Space Bass or a
poetically sung or spoken verse.

With each release, Bootsy realizes more of

a following and longs to give them more
Bootsy. His confidence increases with each
effort and seems to culminate with this LP
and ventures into conceit. He could easily

hide behind folks like Fred Wesley and
Maceo Parker's horns, Mike Hampton's
guitar and Bernie Worrel's organ and syn-
thesizer but he doesn't. He gives us more
Bootsy than he ever has before and he
seems to know that that is definitely what
the people want.

*** * »
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With more and more artists electing to

hide behind the genius and multitudinal

session musicians of various producers,
Bootsy gives us exactly what he puts on
the Album Jacket - pure, funky and
unadulterated Bootsy.

Poetry
On Thursday, March 2, there will

be a reading of and by area poets at
Pierpont at 8:00 P.M. All are invited
to attend and share their work.

••• ^pAA ^^ ^^ ^^ ^B ^fe ^k ^k ^h ^p^ ^p ^k ^k ^p ^p ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k ^k
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S F S '78 Presents... •

JIMMY CLIFF in... I

"THE HARDER THEY COME" :

•••

•
Saturday, Feb. IS •
Mahar Auditorium J

*1 Admission ^

HADLEY PICTURE FRAMING
Custom

MATTING, MOUNTING AND FRAMING

Also Needle Work Stretched & Framed

Most jobs completed in less than a week

44 Middle Street, Hadley, Mass.
Tel. 586-0332

Mon. Thru Friday 1 to 7 p.m.

Sat. 12-5 p.m.

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPRING FLING SKI V%'EEK AT

KILLINGTON, VERMONT
"March is Killington s Best Ski Mo9th with Plenty of Snow Sun and Fun

March Ski Weeks Include:

• Five Day Killington Lift Ticket (Mon-Fri) • Five Nights Lodging
(Sun-Thurs) • Five Full Breakfasts k Four Complete Dinners
• Ski 50 Runs with up to 3000' Drop on 14 Lifts • Night Time

Entertainment^ WalktoMovies.efc • FreeKegPartyfcDancetoLiveBands

ONLY $119.50-$139.50 or $79.50-$99.50 (without meals)

Special Drive-To Package
To receive all the details on this great trip, send
address to United Intercollegiate Skiers Association

Arlington, Va. 22206. (703) 578-3322 (No collect,

6% tax and service charge.

this ad with your
4040 S. 28th St.,

please) Subject to
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Calendar
theater
February 23
Poetrv reading "Poems of Living and Be-
ing" by Soma Sanchez in the Campus
Center Auditorium at 8 p m.

February 24, 25
"The School for Wives" by the University

Ensemble Theater. A 17th century French
comedy translated into English verse.

Weekends through March 4, Tickets $3,

with discounts for students and senior

citizens Rand Theater Box Office is open
weekdays 2 p m. to 5 p.m. 545 3511

February 25
Free performance of the Young People's

Theatreworks "Ellis Island: The Proems"
at 10 a.m. in the City Studio Theater, 49

Pearl St. Northampton. Box office tele.

585-3978. Free performance also at 10 a.m.

March 4.

March 2, 3, 4, 5
"The Roar of the Greasepaint/ The Smell

of the Crowd" at the City Studio Theater,

49 Pearl St., Northampton. Tickets are

$2.50 for Thursday, $3 for Friday and

Saturday and $2.50 for the Sunday
matinee. Curtain at 8 p.m., Sunday at 2:15.

Box office 584-3978

March 3, 4, 5
"Boys in the Band" at Fayerweather

Theater, Amherst College. Student pro-

duction. Curtain at 8 p.m. Admission $1.

Box office at 542-2277.

February through March 4
"The Three Sisters" by Anton Chekov at

Stage West in West Springfield. Box office

at 736-7092.

March 10, 11

"Sticks and Bones" at the Kirby Theater,

Amherst College. March 11 "The
Cuchulain Cycle"five plays by W.E. Yeats

in the Fayerweather Theater, Amherst Col-

lege. Admission $1 . Box office at 542-2277.

dance
February 23. 24, 25
Department of Dance Spring Concert in

the Hallie Flanagan Studio Theater, Smith

College at 8 p.m. 584-2700 ext. 848 bet-

ween noon and 4 p.m.
February 24, 25
Marcel Marceau at the Fine Arts Center -

sold out.

March 3. 4
The Boston Ballet presenting traditional

ballet and new additions to their repertoire.

Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center
Box office, open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. and all Ticketron locations or at

545 2511.

March 8
The Merce Cunningham Dance Company

at the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets

available at the Fine Arts Center box office,

open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. or by
calling 545 0190.

film
February 23

Hester Street" at Hooker Auditorium,
Mount Holyoke. 7:30 p.m.

February 24
Double feature 'Silver Streak ' at 7 and 11

p.m. and North by Northwest" at 9 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

"The Oddessa File" at Gamble
Auditorium, Mount Holyoke 7:30 pm.
"Chinatown" at 8 and 10:30 p m. in Mer-

rill I Amherst College.

February 25
Children s film "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer" m Wright Hall, Smith College at 2

p m.
"The 39 Steps " and "Dial M. For Murder"

at 7, 8 30 and 10:30 p.m in Gamble
Auditorium, Mount Holyoke

'The School for Wives" by the University Ensemble Theater plays through March 4 at the Rand Theater.

"The Harder They Come" at 7, 9 and 11

p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.
February 26
"Chinatown" at 8 and 10:30 p.m. in Mer-

rill I. Amherst College.

February 28
"Boys in the Band" at 6 and 10 p.m. and
"The Children's Hour" at 8 p.m. Both films

$1. in the Franklin Patterson Hall in Hamp-
shire College.

"Shane" at 9 p.m. in Gamble Auditorium,
Mount Holyoke College.

/ N
For your

information
Groups and organizations

wishing to have an event listed in

the Calendar section of Below the

Salt may submit a typed notice,

listing the event's date, time, and
place. A short, descriptive
sentence telling about the event
may also be submitted.
Type the notices at 67 spaces

per line, and triple space between
the lines The deadline for the
Thursday edition of Salt is the
proceeding Sunday at 6 p.m.

music
February 25
Art Garfunkel at Chapin Auditorium,

Mount Holyoke at 8 p.m Advance tickets

are $6.50 at the door $7.50. Ticket office at

the Mary Wooley Hall.

February 26
Jim Ringer and Mary McCaslin, western
and contemporary folk singers at the St.

Regis Restaurant, 76 Pleasant St., Nor-

thampton at 8 p.m. Admiision 2.50.

February 27
Dorothy Bales on violin at the Bezanson

Rec'tal Hall at 8 p.m.

March 1

Elvis Costello and Willie Alexander and the

Boom-Boom Band at the Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets available at TIX. $3.50

general admission.

Student recital sponsored by the UMass
Dept. of Music and Dance at the Bezanson
Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

March 4
Vincent Mitchell and Marty Schreiner with

music from the swing era. Schreiner is a

clarentist composer and a graduate of the

UMass Music Dept. at Mary Wooley Hall

Mount Holyoke 10 p.m.

March 5
Concert Band Youth Concert in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 3 p.m.

March 8
Fernande Kaeser

Auditorium 8 p.m.

on piano at Bowker

March 11

Musfc Department Auditions all day.

Jazz artist Stephane Grappelliof the Diz

Disley Trio at the Northampton Academy
of Music, with the Gary Burton Quartet.

Tickets available at the Academy. Concert

begins at 7:30 p.m.
March 12
Jazz pianist Oscar Peterson at the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets at the box of-

fice, open from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 545-2511.

art
February24
Last day of the exhibition of works by fic-

tional artists Ray Rodrique and Fredrico

Fungalini, also Martial Westburg. Student

Union Gallery.

Last day of the works of Five Painters to

be shown at the Main Street Gallery, 150

Main St. Northampton. Show features

painting, drawings, and sculptures by

Charles J. Miller, Shelly Shicoff, Gregory

Stone, David Struthers, and Richard

Yarde. Weekdays from 9:30 a.m. to

5:30pm. Thursdays till 9p.m.

Through February
Mead Art Gallery of Amherst College

featuring "Drawings from Outdoor
Sculpture," American Genre Paintings,

French and Oriental Art. Open weekdays
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and weekends from
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

February 28 to March 17

Sets designed by Rauschenberg, Hohs,

and Warhol for the Merce Cunningham
Dance Co. at the University Gallery.

Through March 12
Works of contemporary Japanese women

artists in the Rodney L. White Print Room
at Mount Holyoke College Art Museum.
Open weekdays from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
weekends from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Artbus
For Artbus information call 545-0976.
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reedom of the press
of its staffers put it, has taken sides in

3r of the faculty and staff unions at B.U.,

Itions which turned out politically ad-

ftageous when it came to rallying support

Dppose Silber and his gang.

tudent activities monies at B.U. are

cated by a student group called the

cations Advisory Board — a Silberian

itution apparently designed to give the

inistration a fair amount of say in how
Dse funds are used. The Board did allocate

72 to the exposure last year, but the

inistration stepped in and declared that if

funds were to be used, the paper would
e to accept an advisor with prior review

censorship powers. That sort of control

been expressly denied administrations of

lie institutions in repeated cases, in-

ding the landmark Antonelli v. Hammond
e, which involved the student newspaper

Fitchburg State, right here in the old

mmonwealth.

The advisor chosen by the exposure was
|ward Zinn, a well-known radical political

Jntist. Zinn has been a vocal defender of

exposure, and made it clear to the

Iversity administration that he would
[rely advise, not censor.

This didn't suit Silber, and the funding

Jze remains in effect today. The exposure

has been in contact with a lawyer, and a suit

is pending, although there is the chance of a

settlement out of court. The American Civil

Liberties Union has also expressed an in-

terest in a suit, as a decision would have far-

reaching implications for other student

newspapers at private colleges.

A quote from the opinion by Judge W.
Arthur Garrity, who presided over the An-

tonelli case in 1970, states rather clearly what
was at stake in that decision:

"Because of the potentially great social

value of a free student voice in an age of

student awareness and unrest, it would be

inconsistent with basic assumptions of First

Amendment freedoms to permit a campus
newspaper to be simply a vehicle for ideas

the state or the college administration deems
appropriate."

"Student unrest" is hardly at the level it

was in and around 1970, but perhaps that

indicates an even greater need for a free

student voice. The spirit of protest displayed

in marvelous fashion by the people at the
B.U. exposure is sure to outlive the fascistic

attitudes President Silber and the B.U.

administration.

Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the

Collegian.
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Students have power
Jerry Rogers

Bud Demers, the Recognized Student
Organizations office business manager, has
had his works' effectiveness questioned.
Subsequently, he has become the center of
a storm of controversy concerning the ac-
countability of professional staff hired by
students.

Demers, as RSO's chief administrator, was
hired by students to run the RSO office for

our benefit. The only reason the RSO office

exists is to serve the needs of student
groups, yet the office frequently serves more
as an extension of the Whitmore
Bureaucratic Roadblock in its dealings with
student groups. The business manager is

officially accountable to the vice-chancellor

for student affairs, a post Robert WoodtDury
currently fills.

Demers pointed out the clarity of this line

of accountability by declining to be an-
swerable to the officers of the student
senate.

In reference to the matter Demers was
quoted as saying, "Hell, I don't have to take
that kind of shit."

While Demers claims the "I don't have to

take shit from students" feeling is held by
other professional staff, nowhere does the
claim even approach the degree to which it is

entrenched in the RSO office. His disdain for

students necessitates his ouster, but that's

not the final solution.

Demers is in a contorted position; he finds

himself forced to balance the demands of the
students that pay him and those of the
administration to which he is accountable.

Students have unwittingly cooperated
with the administration to put Demers in this

position by holding the nssumption that our
own governing power derives from the
administration, as if it were a grant.

The constitution of the student senate is

ignored and unaccepted by the UMass Board
of Trustees. This is because the campus
administration objects to certain parts of the

constitution. Specifically, these sections deal

with the manner in which Student Activities

Tax Fund money is processed and the
disciplinary powers of the student attorney
general's office.

building is predominantly financed by
students' Campus Center fees. But, the
student Board of Governors is given little

more than advisory power despite the shaky
history of Campus Center administrations.

The financing of the building is more
costly than it might have been if the
university had exercised some fiscal
responsibility. Scandal and ineptitude have
surrounded every administration in the
building. And the results of audits of the
administrations' books have always been
poor grades for the administrators.

Frequently, BOG advice has gone
unheeded, though it might have helped to
prevent some of these administrative
shortcomings. Here again, student advice is

effectively ignored because of the assump-
tion that our power to govern is only as large
as that which is given to us.

Though this is perceived as the way it is, it

is not the way things must be. Hell, WE don't
have to take that kind of shit.

On the other hand, we will not gain full
powers for self-determination simply by
asserting the right to govern ourselves in
areas that directly affect us. Also, there is no
guarantee that we can work for our benefit
any more effectively than administrators can
(though we certainly couldn't do worse). In
any event, students will never be organized
on this campus until the government- is-

granted assumption is eradicated.

Higher education is a process dedicated to
furthering students' learning, it can not be
assumed to exist for any other reason. The
administration exists only to facilitate the
teaching of professors and the learning of
students. Faculty positions exist only
because there are students to be taught.

Students must stop assuming that faculty

members, because they teach us, are so
virtuous that we must lay our freedom and
our right to self determination at their feet, or

the feet of administrators. Certainly students
would still learn, though at an admittedly

slower pace, if faculty and administrators did

not exist. But, the latter two groups can not
exist without students.

Students have unwittingly cooperated with the

adnnlnistration...by holding the assumption that our own

governing power derives from the administration, as if

it were a grant.

Of course the administration must be
concerned with these two areas, because
they are the only two areas from which
students can derive power for self-

determination — which is the goal of most
pushes for self-government. Thus, the

administration and trustee "concerns" are

nothing more than a desire to minimize

student power and shore up the status of

university administrators. Students add
legitimacy to their actions because of the

assumption that we must derive our power
to govern from the administration.

This assumption is also well illustrated in

the operation of the Campus Center. The

Many students hold fast to the ideal of

fully effective self-government for all

students. They are decried by some students
as being unrealistic. The doubters would be
wise to look at the very real falsehoods
embodied in the government-is-granted
assumption. They would also do well to

discard the notion, even if unconscious, that

students are only pawns to be played with by
the virtuous imparters of knowledge.
Students are the sole reason this university

exists — and that's a fact.

Jerry Rogers is a Collegian Columnist.
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Notices
POETRY READING

Sonia Sanchez will read "Poems of Living

and Being" tonight at 8 in Mahar
Auditorium. Sanchez, formerly of Amherst
College, is an internationally-known poet.
WINTER HIKE

At Mill Hill Conservation Area. Sat. Feb.

25, from 9-11. Author-Artist-Naturaiist,
Robert McClung, guide. Meets: Car Pools at

Carrie ge House at Larch Hill, 9:00 a.m. and at

Sumr.er Street entrance at 9:15.

NORM DRUGKEF LECTURE
Norm Drucker, supervisor of officials in the

National Basketball Association, will present
a one-hour lecture open to the public on
officialing in the NBS Thurs. Feb. 23, 7:45-
8:45 p m. Herter Hall 231. Norm will answer
questions from the audience.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Holly Near posters ready, please pick up

and distribute.

RAPE VICTIM SUPPORT GROUP
The Rape Task Force is sponsoring a

support group for women who've been
sexually assaulted and are ready to integrate

the experience into their lives. It will moet
every Tues. 7-9 at E.W.C. Feb. 28. Call

Donna 253-5788 or Dianne 549-4773 or EWC
5-0683 before Feb. 25.

ASTRONOMY CLUB
Meeting at 7 p.m. Hasbrook 44 on The

Optical Testing of a Troublesome Parabolic

Mirror

HELP FIGHT APARTHEID
Meeting inviting all new people to organize

committee for Liberation of Southern Africa

Thurs. 8 p.m. CC 903
STAR TREK LIVES!

Thurs. Feb. 23 7:30 p.m. CC 802
ARTISTS

Important meeting for all those interested

in doing art work for the Index. Thurs. Feb.

23 CC 102 7:00 p.m. Bring sample of your
work.
WEIGHT CONTROL WORKSHOP
Two nine week sessions. Multi-faceted

approach. $20 sessions. $15 refund at end of
semester. Free intro meeting. Session 1 —
Tues., 4-5:30. Begin Feb. 28 Room 302, UHS.
Must be 20 lbs. over ideal weight. L. Lam-
biase. Clinical Nutritionist. Section 2 —
Thurs. 12:30 - 2:00 Begins March 2. 302
UHS, J. Aniiker Community Nutritionist.

Less than 20 lbs. over ideal weight.
Contact Lisa Lambiase or Hean Aniiker at

549-2671.

MOVIE
Women's Center is showing No. 2 of four

films in its Thurs. Women's Film Series,

Tonight, "The Effects of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-Moon Marigolds." The film will be
shown at 8:00 p.m. in the basement of Baker
House. Free.

FACULTY ART
Art Show opening at 4 p.m. today at

Hampden gallery-Southwest 'Works on

Paper" is a show of work of the Fine Art*
faculty. Runs through March, m-f, 4-6 p.m.
ZETA PSI
Open Rush Party, Saturday at 8 p.m. 23

Phillips St., free refreshments.

Near Eastern Studies

holds iecture in l-lerter

The UMass Near Eastern Studies Com-
mittee is sponsoring a lecture by Am-
bassador William Brewer called "The Sudan
between the Arab World and Black Africa."
It is being presented on the sixth floor lounge
of Herter Hall at 4:00 p.m. on Thursday,
March 2. Brewer will discuss developments
in north-east Africa today in an informal
question-and-answer session to follow his

lecture. Brewer is visiting the campus this

year under the auspices of a Visiting

Diplomat program sponsored by the
Department of State.

^EACH2$,000READERSOAILY!!!'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS* M* REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! M ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY* !!• Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS' I > •

To place a classified ad, drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a.m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifiecis
The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5

consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 2S, 000 READERS DAILY !!•* Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS**'* REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY!*'! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! •!! Little Ads Grt BIG RESULTS'

LOST

Reward— for return of gold serpentine
chain acelet. Lost Feb. 15 on Hasb-
Thomp.- Hampshire DC-Crampton route.

If found, please call Ron, 546-9049 or

Mimi, 546-9917.

Ring. Silver band, red stone. 9th floor

bathroom. Reward. Kelly, 253-3319, 256-

8317.

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House. Woolen with a blue and black

print on white. Reward offered, 256-

6111.

Blue-red, homemade scarf lost in or

outside Bluewall Saturday, 2 18 Please

return to Collegian office, or call 256-

6055. Reward. No questions.

Blue down parka taken from Goess. I'm

freezing. Please return to CC L & F. Call

256-6621 if you have any irrformation.

My beat friend— reward for sm fem dog
beag lab mix? Blwwhite belly, paws,
chest, neck & tip of tail that wags
constantly. Ans. to Poco, gone Jan. 6.

Please call 253-2290 if you've any info.

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please
549-0816. Thanks a whole lot.

HELP WANTED

Mechanical Engineer or Skilled tech.
(Part-time) Exp. in designing, drafting,

machining. Work Vj or '/i time; make
occaisional 2-3 day research trips.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665-

3659

Stereo campus rep wantedl Hungry
entrepreneur typed needed to sell name
brand hi-fi, car stereo, TV, etc to

friends h faculty. Tremendous earning
potential Send for application by
mailing this ad to: Music Sound Dist.,

Dept C-178 6730 Santa Barbara, CT.
Balto, MD 21227.

Camp Tomahawk h Wicosuta. Top
N H. men and women interviewing Feb.

2fl, Goodell building. Positions offered:

waterfront, tennis, ai\ athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, riflery, archery,
journalism, rocketry, WSI, piano, crafts,

secretary's, lacrosse, wrestling. Karate.

Contact Kelly West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment.
545 1951.

Tennis pros and assistant
pros — seasonal and year round clubs:

good playing and teaching background.
Call (301)654-3770 or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to: Col. R.

Reade. W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, amd
20115.

Counsalors Aaaoc. of Private Camps
seek qualified counselors for 90 nnember
camps located N. Eastern U.S., July ar>d

August. Contact: Asaoc. of Private

Campa. S6 West 42nd St.. Naw York,
NY. loose. (212) 736-66B6.

(pan-tima). Exp. in daaignino, draftino.

. Woffc V, or '/» tima: rmka
2-3diyf«aa»ch

Student Legal Services is hiring 1

20hr'wk typist(3.50/hr. ) and two
research paralegals ($20/wk).
Appicatjons in 922 CC due by 5:00,

2/2B These are not work study jobs.

Affirmative Action Employer.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to

clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals. Call John, 545-

0174.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665-

3669.

Student Legal Services is hiring 1 20
hr wk typist (3.50/ hr) and two research
paralegals ($20 /wk). Applications in 920
CC due by 5:00 2/28. These are not

work study jobs. Affirmative action

employer.

FOR SALE

Head ski outfit. Parka and bib pants.
Women's size 9-12. Exc. cond. 253-

3383.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, BO 546 5000 after 1 1 or in

morning.

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, 20 watts.
Excellent cond. Call Gary at 549 6235
between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.

Guild D25 folk guitar, exc. tone, VG
cond $250 or BO Yashica TL Electro
35mm camera. $15 or BO. 253 3018.
after 5:00.

Bullworker exerciser $25 rail :^7 2110

Sleep on an original piece of art. Full size,

four post water bed for sale, has drif-

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay. Everything included for

$300. Call Daryl at 253-5674.

Fischer skis 180 CM boots sz.8 545-0275.

AUTO FOR SALE
^

'66 VW bug, needs a little work, price

negotiable. Call Peg 549-5951.

VW camper bus,
665 3412.

^ptop, 1968, $1095.

Naw Tibetan Tankas Call Allen, 549-
6252.

Fiat 128Wagori '73 Frt. WhI, Drv. Recent
valve )Ob. .New radials snows. Needs
new carb. Some body rust 58,000mi.
Call 549-1291 $500.00.

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great.

Must be seen $1275. 323-4249
Evegings.

1970 Toyota II Corona Exc. running
condition, body work. Call Jane from 3-

4 2^-9733. After 6 at 283 3784

INSTRUCTION

Quilting f» craativa stitchery clasaas. 8
wks, bag Fab. 16. Profesaional ft

raaaonabia rata* at Natural Textiias, 2S»-
6427.

M—4 halp in Math 120. 1217 Dual tutor
avail. Rataa nagot. (>i Kan. 546-6156.

tmm w/dapt. Alg. b catc.

3412

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6
wks. To get weight off and keep it off

call Mary at the Diet Center, 586-5982.

ROOM WANTED

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non-smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

WANTED

Refrig. 4 cubic ft. or larger. Need as soon
as possible. Call Bob, 546-6751.

AUDIO

Sony 3650 amp BOrms, 5 yr. warr., 256-
8709, BO.

Fisher CR5115 3-head cassette deck.
Never used. $180. MicroAcoustics
FRM1A speakers, $200 or BO Call

Neal, 546-4375.

PERSONALS

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too biq nor too small. All-

Altec PA. Rentals available. Give us a
try. Write Sonix, P.O Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584 4076.

To: Gorgeous -I don't need V Day to tell

you how much I love you You're one of
the best things that ever happened to
me. Always, Alvin.

Here's looking at you Caldwell! Love
Christine.

Marceau tkts 2 Sat., want Fri. 549 0257.

Laughing Linda P., a belated Happy
Valentine's Day from your two forgetful

but sincere roommates!

Here's looking at you, Caldwell! Love,
Christine.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

disco-funk-50's. Complete sound £t

lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

Zeta Psi open rush party, Sat., 8:00, 23
. Phillips St. Free refreshments.

FOR RENT

Avail. 01 March Furn 2 room Apt. Heat &
utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins
from campus. 210/mo. Call 253-2950
eves.

TRAVEL !

Wt to spend NT summer sailing the
Caribbean? Europe? Cruising other parts
of the world aboard sailing or power
yachts? For free info ser>d a 13-cent
stamp to SKOKO, Box 20865. Houston.
Texas 77025.

Wknm fattifif yoM down? Thinking of
movktg west? We did. For sound advica
on ioba. af>artmants, and free govar-
nmant services, sand 11.00 to C.
Ptanholt, 1036 Law St.. San Diago. CA
92106.

Rmate Wtd. Apt. 77/mo. inc. util. 665-
4080.

^

Restored 18th Cent. House in MHIers
Falls seeks 1 F $90 w/utils. Call 659-
3542.

Roommate wanted: male or female,
smoker or non-smoker, large room in

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near
OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549-5862.

Experienca cooperative living in

Buckland. Rm for rent in beautiful

country house on 240 acres. Vegetarians
and non-smokers please. Call 625-2779.

SERVICES

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at

253 3875.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Ti'es., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.

Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or
Diane, 549-4773 before Feb. 25.

Are you tired of missing important
lectures and exams because you
overslept^ Hire a wake-up service! Info,

call Sharon, 256-8000.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-

6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

CB service — fully equipped, professional
service. Installation — $10, adjust SWR
and check system- $5, alignments and
all repairs- $10 hourly. Dale-253-7649
nites.

Hate Housework? I will clean your apt.

fast, through, cheap. $5-6 per visit. Call

665 2939. Hire A Maid.

Five College Typing Service
Professional, fast, reasonable. Call Diane
549 2637.

COSMIC WIMPOUT NEWS
^^

Cosmic Wimpout is planning to hold
the 3rd Annual World Wimpout
Tournament at UMass on 4/21. Wa
hope to make this something mora
than just a tornament but we need
input from the community. What or
whom do you want "to see hap-
pening at the tournament? Jugglers,
magicians, DJ's, Free beer, cash
prizes, dancing bears? We have a
limited budget but please tell us
your fantasies. Perhaps we can
make them come true at the tour-
nament. Please contact someone in
the Campus Center Concourse at
either the rose table or the "UMASS
Paper" table with your ideas as soon
as possible o^ call 253-2409.

HELP WANTED
^^

Counsalors— private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires — openings for in-

structors in: archery, biMketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, horseback ri<fing

instructor rocketry, camper radio
station. saittr>g. uippirig/backpackir^.
dance, dramatics, arts ft crafts, haad
waterfront Ipooi). Also needed: ganarat
counselors, nurse, head cook Cr

bookkaapat. Good aaiariaa - friandly

atmoaphere. Contact Paul Krounar.
Camp Schodak. 268 Maaon Tarr..
Brooklina. MA 02146. (617) 277-7VI0 o«
Rich Hai#aman. on canniua. S46-f

* Basketball away
.Collegian ?3

CONT. FROM PAGE 24

Pittsburgh sportswriter, 'these guys are the
worst in the country."

"Enjoy the trip."

There is, as the saying goes, no sense
crying over spilt milk, so Leaman and the
team set their sights on Penn State and
began their cross-state trip the following
morning looking to salvage at least one win
on the trip.

The traveling party was split into two
groups as Leaman and the team made the
first flight from Pittsburgh's airport to
Phillipsburg Penn. The team boarded a
Beechcraft 99, something resembling
Charles Lindberg's 'Spirit of St. Louis' for the
40 minute flioht.

A bus was supposed to pick the team up at

Phillipsburg for the 50 minute drive to State
College. It never showed. Now, just six hours
from game time the team found itself

without transportation to State.

Leaman, trainer, travel agent and general
keeper of sanity, Jim 'Liggy' Laughnane and
the team were left sitting at an airport ter-
minal 'somewhere' in Pa. The terminal better
resembled a local bus stop.
Somehow, Leaman managed to find a

taxi, rent and borrow a car and the team was
on its way.

"Enjoy the trip."

The trip had yet another twist when it

became obvious that Eldridge, who had
injured an already tender knee the night
before, would be unable to play. The team,
without Eldridge, once again had little of-
fensive spark and wound up losing in
overtime to a team previously 7-18.

In two days the team had lost two games,
lost two players (Eldridge with a knee injury
and Chuck Stevsesky with a badly sprained
ankle sustained against State), suffered
through its second straight night of cold
shooting and transferred an enjoyable trip
into a nightmare.

Back at the hotel, Leaman paced the lobby
wondering what had gone wrong with a
team that began the year by winning its first
eight games. Instead of challenging for first

place in the EAA his team was now
struggling for a .500 record. The team since
January had compiled a not too impressive
6-9 mark.

Finally, on Wednesday afternoon the
team's plane, a DC-9, began its descent into
Bradley airport. The stewardess spoke:
"We hoped you enjoyed your flight and

had a nice trip."

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

Sports Calendar-
YESTERDAY

Wrestling 28, UConn 19

TODAY
Men's basketball vs. New Hampshire Curry Hicks Cage 7:30 o m
Hockey at No. Adams State 7:30 p.m.

"

TOMORROW
Men's skiing at Snow Bowl, Middlebury, Vt.
Women's basketball, MAIAW Tournament, Boston University

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm
FIhE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale.Gen. Pub.-$7, 6, 5. UM-A
S3. 50, 3, 2.50. Other students and senior citizens-
S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

>&>

Answer all these music trivia
quaatlont corractly and you
will ba ailgibla to win ona of
liasprlxM.
Prizei:
Oftnd Prii* A If ,p (or 'wo to H.5llywoo<( incluijing
rounj-ir,B a./lare iwo nights, three days hotel
?< hour iimojiTe service tJC second record
shoppog spree 41 Tower Records a labuious
Sansui GX.5 Rack Stereo System complete with
Sinsui components conceit tickets studio tour
and $300 spending money
Four FirtI Priiet-Copes ot all new CBS alfiumt
released for twelve months plus a complete
Sansu' G 3000 Music System
Tan Second Prii»»-your choice ol any 25 CBS
albums
ISO Third Priiea-Youf choice ol any CBS album
plus the new Journey album inlimry and aBud 'Journey tee. shut
1000 Bunriert-Up-Bud tee. shins

BUOWEISER.
ROCK AND ROLL TRIVIA TEST
OrriCIAL BULtS-NO PUttCHASE NCCESaARV
H«r«'t How To Enlar

lo'^r *<>»<>"'ri*'i"ap.'ni»i'«' .nifi.if.o«ini.»ii

10 «UOW«i5E«KULi> ««nROll inivi* Iisr »o IIO»»nir
ai«.H NtaKkSX u.XM .r, , l„.« .«.»,^ ».....oe. no
^t». I'.JO * , If, ifllO #".r»lor*l
t *il»«t'««mv»ll>«'«w»»(JO, M«.(n 10 ifl'l fnlf. ai ortvn

"." Da dvtvm.nM " • 'nflom d'awnf Lom aTiOng an a"l'i»»
!5" «"•" '° 3"*l''* 'or a Or.fa vou mu*. co.l«fllf •«•««. ail ol"•Kotl aiviaoii I. ..a<,.».i.„,., na..oo<o.a»o..„»o..,ro„
ir.* •mP».h.oo ol iria 01 SlAin COneOMATlON an 'nil«fwn0«n| ,„<»fl,n^ 0.9an.|al.O" MIVHO ttK.f.OOf «.« l.nal on ail
maita.i i.iaiiAg lo in, a oita.
a Ti,,! pi.,r onot « r.o«n t,i 'Pi.nrnn or in« i^..tad Sialoa »nerr m '««ai rf..n.,nQ a9« n ma.. Siaia at ina i,n.n ^ ^,i,, a.cot.i
on.oitTFO»i 01 *nn(.uaa..Bo»tn in. can ..^ m^ arri.aipi

J."'.';"™""*'
"""K-io.. a«>nli -wa.i*-. ano ,,., »»,^,,

tlt'Z^::!'^
-MMovi. C..,.n.n.a M-cn. «.«..^.

O.on.b.i*a ti, ia« vo.0 ..a .ata-i .io<# oa' l.( pai.on .n it.* Siaia oi
Mairiano i,n.,i ona fit p*- lan..iy **o aupai.i.,i,on 01 p,.„ ,|
ti#(m..i« *a.M on p..,ai «.a ,i.a .o,pflnvp.M, o* 1*1* a.,ia..nn^. .,. r.a,.,, s„„ ,„, ,^„ „,, ^^ ,^„„„o„, ajp.,

'* o«i#»l.ona a.« b««a4 on arLiii and
giOuDI -nr .aco-i) i... caS ana CSS an . aiao i^w<S comun,,
• 11 1..... q.».U.-| ,.a ft%K on ,,n,.ai .no.Wd,, ano no |^.

i.™.^
"' " " '"*' " "'•""«^ •"•-»••"!

tn#Oranfle.„*»,nn#. muai !«• 1^» i..p lo a^oa-l Hp' ?• If r|
and ..l„.n »p, I )0 1»-1 In. Oiana p. „,„„.„„,,„ ,^hop|».n4 ip.aa ai a To»». A.co'd ilO'# .n \oi

"^^ ^
G'an« p. ,» *.„no. w-n na.« i« »iKOnrti 10 ipi^ri c
i*u>rd aitiun^a a.«ial> a .n ina <io.p t.\a p^ (....n ,..,'(, i,»^",.u.|.W ina i..i.<H,«.nt par>M Hkpiii^ .n i.oM « int turn T>» o.a«<P..» »nn,. ^11 noi M a»la lo .... a-, .ac.piatm o. ao-o".

'

10 cai'» IHa rMO'd «ib.fn.a
t ror • i.»i in ma,o> ci.n w.nnp.i and car'fci antw**t a.*. _
•IW' I*a tioM 01 m« p.omoi«.n sft a ifparaia wtt aod'ait^o

Oueslions:
1, Tfp trst hii Single released from Santana s
new album Mconftot^er was originally recorded
by

'. A Zombies
. B VarObirds ^

- C Clydesdales

J. What individual made Asbury Park. New
Jei sey famous'' Hint ' The Boss

I. Who It Robtrl Zimmerman''

V 1
'^.m^^-i^:^-

« George Duke played key&oard lor'
'. A The Stones
; B Frank Zappa and the Mother*

,~ C Milea Oavis

S. Blue Oyster Culls first hil single 'Pon't
fear The Reaper came ofl their live album On
your ftel. On Your Kntet.
^ True
:: False

•. Ted Nugent recorded hi» lirH record with
whatgroup^

T. What IS the title ol Simon and Qartunkelt
lirsi album"*

A Wednesday Morning 3AM
B Sounds of Silence

L- C Greatest Hits

• Whal animals are on Eric Qale'i naw album
Multiplication?^
I. What two CBS racording anitta Marred in the
moviC 2 Lane Blacktop'*'

10. Feii« Cavaliere ol Treasure was the keyboard
player and vocalist m the Rascals

True

. False

11. Whal group was famous lor the song Chestnut
Mare'

1'. Oave Mason's lormer group was called
A Traffic

.

' B Crawler
: C Them

11. The Epic Act with the initials MF IS

IS Mow man^ stjtu<>s are on the lackei ol Boz
Scaggs npw album Down ''ivo Then Leif

A Three
B Four

'^ C One

1». On what CBS associated label did lou Rawis
record h'S new album Wen fou've Hf»ra Lou
»oi; ve Heard <Mi/' _ _
17. Who has been known as The Piano Man
The Entertainer and The Stranger'* .

1». What English an. SI wears red shoes and his
last name is hall of a famous comedy duo''

; A Martin Lewis
: B Elvis Costello
L. C Bob Stiller

10. Kenny loggins was once a member ol
Buffalo Springfield

True
,
False

20. Whal will bt (he Mle of Chicago s ne • 1 album''

21. Whal famous female singer started ^t*'

career wilh The Great Society'
..

,
A Janis Jopiin

C B Qracie Slick

[J C Karia Bonoff

22. Journey s new album is enliiled tnhnily
True

: False

21. Who was Ihe lead singer on JeM Becks
album Truth"*

2*. Who It known at TheRedHea
Stranger''

A Willie Nelson
B Johnny Winter
C Edgar Winter

PRIZES PROVIDED BV BUDWElSEH
CBS RECORDS ANO SANSUI

Send compltlcd iMt lo:

BilPWfiSfP POCK ••.PPCHt THIVI* rj^I
P;i p. « *\ ' HlAiH M nRA..*.^ ri* . II

Please noie T.thiri site

3 small uj n>edium . large X-iai

Name

1« Henry Grots was a member ol whal 50t *<'''rets.
revival group'

1 A Flash Cadillac
B She Na Na
C Firesign Theater

Cily_ .Slate.

Teleprione .

Voiil whprp prohitutetl-b

1>i*if. I I
, Spomo^a^ *>Vvl>«dw«»»<f^and C?$ Rgcords. •*r-i^:
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Hoopmen on the road
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

"Good morning and welcome aboard
Allegheny flight number 285 to Pittsburgh

and St. Louis," came the reassuring words of

the stewardess over the plane's intercom.

We hope you enjoy the flight and enjoy

your trip."

So began the University of Massachusetts
basketball team's three day road trip that

would see them play two consecutive days
(Duquesne and Penn State), make four plane

trips, and numerous bus, van and taxi

{ onnections.

"Enjoy your trip," Sure, it would probably

be an enjoyable time.

The Minutemen had won three straight

games; they would be playing two teams
With a combined record of 16 and 32; and it

would mean that two days of classes would
have to be missed

Admittedly, Pittsburgh and State College,

Pennsylvania, in the middle of February, are

not to be mistaken with Miami or Southern
California, but they could be interesting

places, despite the -weather.

The Minutemen arrived in Pittsburgh just

before noon on Monday, tracked down a bus
and headed for the Hyatt Regency where
they would be spending the night.

"Enjoy the trip."

After spending an afternoon in the hotel

the team headed across the street to the

Pittsburgh Civic Center. The Civic Center,

home of the Pittsburgh Penguins, and isn't

that a dubious distinction, was almost
empty. It was definitely a sign of things to

come.
UMass, without the inspiration of a Cage

crowd, or at least the antagonistic chants of

an opponents home crowd, were flat. As
dead as the sparse crowd of 1712 in a

building capable of holding more than

12,000.

Even still, the Minutemen found them-
selves trailing by just seven points at the half

thanks mainly to the sporatic play of

Duquesne. The fun hadn't begun, though.

The team had yet to get a taste of real down
home hospitality.

UMass, shooting poorly, found itself

trailing by 11 points with just over nine

minutes remaining in the game, when Mark
Haymore received a pass from Alex Eldridge

and moved to the hoop for what he hoped
would be another in his long string of slam
dunks.

What happened next was the center of
discussion for the remainder of the trip. First,

Haymore ferociously slammed the ball

through the hoop almost bringing the basket,
backboard and roof of the building down.
Next, the basket was disallowed (travelling)

and a technical was called on Haymore.
Since it was the third such call against

Haymore he was automatically ejefted from
the game. That wasn't disputed What coach
Jack Leaman argued was that Duquesne
should not be allowed two free throws for
the technical. The referee disagreed and a
fuming Leaman asked for clarification on the
ruling. The ref refused.

Leaman continued to protest and was
finally slapped with a technical. The Dukes
flashy guard B.B. Flenory then stood at the
line and converted four straight free throws.
Thus, instead of trailing by nine UMass
found itself down 15 points and essentially
out of the game.

"Don't tell me about the officials in

Springfield," Leaman snapped at a local

TURN TO PAGE 23

* Skiers lose
CONT. FROM PAGE 26

by its stiffest competitor, Plymouth, by about
2V* seconds. The star here was Frangilo,

who finished with a time of 95.23 seconds,
almost l^A seconds faster than his nearest
foe. He skied a near perfect race, according
to McConnell. The closest finisher for UMass
was Maynard, who placed third. The UMass
skiers were actually happy for their Plymouth
counterparts because they have great
respect for their skiing ability.

The final match of the weekend was a
giant slalom, again won by UMass, with an
excellent team time of 346.18, a full four
seconds ahead of Northeastern and Ply-

mouth. Seven skiers from UMass finished in

the top 20, a remarkable accomplishment for

any team, according to MacConnell.
Three UMass skiers, Scott Prindle, May-

nard, and Harold Smart have qualified to
participate in the Eastern Championships to
be run this weekend at the Middlebury
Carnival. In two week, UMass will ski in the
league championships, where they will be
heavily favored.

Thank George
Chinosonsale.

LODGE CHINOS
The Lodgers own chino

pants in poly/cotton blend

wash *n wear fabric. All the

classic colors and three all

new ones; Cream, Burgundy
andKelly, Reg. $12.95

$6.95

LEVI'S For KIDS
CORDUROYS

Sizes4-7, Reg. $10.00

$<.99

MIA CLOGS
Leather sandal clogs

DIESSE CLOGS
High-heeled clogs in leather

SKANDALS CLOGS
Leather open backs with buckles

THIS SALE ENDS SATURDAY

Amherst, Rt. 9— next to McDonald's, 584-9690

Store hours: Monday to Friday 10-9, Saturday tiM 6

futlmiii
®
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POOMSBIRY by Carry Triideau
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'W UJIUIAMS, I HOPk
I'M NOT aaiNG OUT OF
LINE IN mUNG YOU
THAI I THINK I UNOeji-
STAND YOUR. PftDei.BM
BASICALLy, YOU'RE HOT
FOP The SUPER dOOUL'

mn Tm^ummr
CAN YOU QUB^TmSlPi.Bm
6Er/^ IV0BPBM/S5IF
rHBP3,MR. IFAlLtOTDMeN-
DUKa TION THATMY TAL

eUTS APB IN CON
SiPeRABLE DMAm

NOW

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

U)£-LL,DO HMM.. I'Dm THINK LIKB TO, SIR. I
iOU COULD REALLY WOULD
Live LUITH BUT UMTH MY
*100,000 MOTHER IN THE
AYEAR^ HOSPITAL NOUJ.

.Cojlegjrm 25

<^^

/rf^

,' V ^—' »

Piry COULD ^' 7^
Y(XJSU66ESr HEOdnJlTH

' ANYONE MOM! THIS
'' ELSE am.. ISTOOIM-

PCmANT!

'^^z^

Ji I

Your Birthday

(jD00D5T0C< ISN'T^

MUCH FOR P0IN6
ANVTHIN6 RIGHT

B.C. by johnny Hart

—r

J ir-i

ALUIVIINLM FOIL by Steve Lafler

GOIN' DOWN THE ROAD
PEELING BAD. .

PONT WANT TO BE
TREATED THIS OL'
WAY'

GOtM' WHERE. THE CLIMATE
SUIT5 MY CUOTHES.

&01M' WHERE
THE WATER TASTES
L\KE WINE. I

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
23

Born today, you have a
clever and perhaps overly
critical mind. You tend to
look on your work and
others' as falling too short
of perfection to be taken
seriously. This ultimately
proves discouraging, and
in the end produces what it

expects: work of inferior
quality Those bom today
should look to their opti-
mistic friends, and per-
haps even wear rose-col-
ored glasses, at leasi occa-
sionally

You are highly intelli-

gent but inept at applying
that to practical and profit-

able ends. This is true
especially during your ma-
turing years when the con-
flict between earning
money and fulfilling artis-

tic urges may make you do
a lot of introspective but
non-progressive worrying
about your future.

You are quick to make
plans, and equally quick to
give them up. It is easy for
you to learn on an aca-
demic level, but difficult

for you to take a common-
sense approach to every-
day problems

Also bom on this date:
Peter Fonda, actor
To see what is m store

for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I,et your birthday star be
your daily guide.
FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 24

PISCES(Feb.l9-March
20) — You can make an
unexpected personal gain
earl> today. Take friends
at their word this after-

noon.
ARIESi March 21-April

19) — Your sense for the
right word at the right time
saves you embarrassment
Keep energy up.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20) — Your understanding
of another's outburst will
help keep it from happen-
ing again. Seek the motive
GEMINKMay 21-June20»

- You can be determined
as well as flexible. Be
available to one with a sad
tale to tell.

CANCERiJune 21-July
22) — You may have to
take charge of an unpleas-
ant situation when rela-
tives refuse to do their part
at home.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22l

Take family members into
your confidence atwut fi-

nancial matters.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 221

— Unless you finish pres-
ent paperwork, you will not
have room for what is

coming this evening.
LIBRA (Sept.23-Oct. 22 1

Make your search formm
panions broader You may
be getting into a social rut
SCORPIOi Oct2.T-

Nov.21 ) — Business must
take precedence over eve-
rything today Don't tx*

alarmed by affairs at
home.
SAGITTARIUSi Nnv 22-

Dec.21 ) — Compromise
today. This is no time to
stick to your guns in the
face of loss.

CAPRICORN( Dec S**

Jan. 19) — Your participa-
tion in others' affairs may
leave you too tired for
family fun at evening.
AQUARIUS' .Ian 20-

Feb 18) - Consult an ex
pert before making up
your mind on finances Kx-
perience tells.

TIIF WANDFRKR by Mark Rollins

JO /^TTMCT.
TUliK AT-

/ifcAuif uf in( %viT', s^ifto.wf /r vnhurt; Qxapr

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

OIqH^ C^of-f

Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Fen
6 Dry skin
scales

1 1 --- session
14 Oval
15 Cardinal

number
^6 Cockney's

"present"
17 Memorial
19 Fare
20 N Amer In-

dian
21 Cereal

grass
22 Imbibe
24 Support
26 Climbing

vines
27 Seaman
30 Alter

32 Former US
vice-presi-
dent

33 Fact
34 Mme

equivalent
37 ---best

friend

38 Evil spirit

39 Act of skill

40 Affirmative
vote

41 Cycled
42 Sudden

movement
43 Forage plant
45 Vessel's

captain
46 Smear with

lard

48 Not found
naturally

49 Wheel
spokes

50 Freeot bias
52 Animal s

den
56Qty
57 Equipment

upkeep
60 The tone

G

Music
61 Marble
62 Feminine

name
63 Snoop
64 Observes

carefully

65 Animal

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Wednesday's Puzzle Solved
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Thomas
--- Eng
statesman
Declare
Branches
Tall towers

5 Garment
edge

6 Long narrow
strip

7 Conversation
8 Ash
receptacles

9 Cash sale
slip Abbr

1 Furnishing
nutrition

1 1 Subtlety in

reasoning
12 Place of ac-

tion

13 Looks fur-

tively

18 Rude per-

son
23 Fragment
25 Brawl
26 Real estate
27 Coarse

hominy
28 Gelatin

substitute
29 Blamelessly
30 Approving

sound
31 Posterior
33 Small child

Var
35 Ire

36 Silver mark-
ing Abbr

38 ---- iron

Mashie
39 Plane sec

tion

41 Superintendent
Informal 2
words

42 Boy
44 Fall behind
45 Female

horse
46 Seize firmly

47 Noise
abroad

48 Coins of

small value
50 Sanction
51 Before

Comb form
53 ••----

Karenma"
54 Decorates

cakes
55 Repose
58 Gone by
59 Grab Slang
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Senior co-captain Dale Maynard, who coah Bill MacConnell has called "the
best and most consistent ski racer at UMass in the last 16 years," is shown her in
slalom action.

Skiers 'drop' to 39-1

Hatch

The Great
Pretenders

Last Performance
Until April 6th--

Don't Miss It.

^***?;i;.?H?.?Zr**®Tl Sr. gymmen exit winners
Kent Whalon

— Licensed

Optician

(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

We are Specialists in:

•FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by
Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar De La Renta
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

• Free Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

- - Benjamin A ,

IVIoore^z^
Paints

UTEX FUT FINISH

ir With Matehing Latai S«mi-6iost

®

per gallon

$095
per gallon

also rollers, brushes and all painting needs

umns
INCORPORATED

9 Pray St. Amherst, Mass.

549-«237

^Save 10%

On Any Item

with a copy of this ad

tiy JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's ski team improved its

record to 39-1 this weekend by winning four
matches and losing one.

The first race, run at Pleasant Mountain in

Bridgeport, Maine, was a make-up match
due to the recent snowstorm. The
Minutemen won this giant slalom race with a

team time of 396.64 seconds. Dale Maynard
of UMass took first place with a time of 76.64
seconds. Rick Frongilo of Plymouth St. was
second at 76.94, followed by Jeff Lyons of

Northeastern (77.05) and Bob Grout of

UMass (77.14). UMass skiers dominated the
top 12 positions, defeating their nearest
competitor, Plymouth State, by a margin of 4
seconds.

In the first regularly scheduled match, a
slalom race at Pleasant, U Mass's depth was
evident as it won this match without anyone
placing m the top three. However, the
Minutemen grabbed the 4th, 7th, 9th, 10th
and the 11 th positions to capture 1st place by
76 seconds over Plymouth. Coach Bill

MacConnell said that UMass has so much
talent that anyone could start for this team
and give the league a run for first place.

After the close victory in the slalom,
UMass destroyed the competition in the
giant slalom, defeating Plymouth by almost
eight seconds. Maynard won this again with
a time of 76.33. All five UMass skiers finished

within the top 10 positions, which explains
the wide margin of victory.

The teams then moved to Tenny Mountain
for their final two races, and this is where
tragedy struck. UMass was finally defeated

TURN TO PAGE 24

IM Notices
FACILITIES CLOSED - NOPE Pool -

Feb. 25, Mar. 4 and 5, Hicks Building — Feb.

23, 27 and 28. NOPE Gym - Feb. 25.

VOLLEYBALL - Forfeit fees should be
picked up by Mar. 1.

SOFTBALL - Entries are due at the IM
office by Mar. 1. There is a $10 forfeit fee.

LSATGRE MCA T
Thorough review courses Top scoring instructors Up to the minute course
materials Informal classes Weekly sessions Affordable fees Early enrollment ad
vised Call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256 6462.

TEST PREP

C

MEXICAN
SWEATER SALE

STARTING AT $36

Meiitu, IHivajo. Tikeiu

& Pakistu Rif(s

^rTxJnstC6nSfnorlfxyt<i»on.mo ^A-yiii
Second Uoor

Fri. & Sat.,
Feb. 24, 2S

Tihc Shitton $

SO' DRINKS 8-9

2 FOR I POWERHOUSES
9-10

€ & € LiqUORS
^eiLt To Town Hall, Amherst

FREE DELIVERY ON CAMPUS
253-3091

BALLANTINE ALE
16 oz. RET.

SEBASTIANI
Burgundy and Chablis

$5.99
plus deposit

$3.49

VODKA

1/2 gal. plus 10% OFF ON CASES

$8.99
1 .75 liters

ROSEGARDEN
LIEBFRAUMILCH $3.59

50 oz.

SQUASH? ?

We supply the Amherst* area

with the finest in athletic

supplies and equipmentl I

377 MAIN ST.. AMHERST MASS 253-3973

RAGOUETBALL ? ?

By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The place was Boyden's Auxiliary gym,
the night was Tuesday, the time was 7:30,
and the competition was against Dartmouth.
The most significant event of the night was
not that the UMass men's gymnastics team
crushed an unsuspecting Big Green team by
the score of 190.00-168.65.

But, the fact that the presence of seniors
John Forshay and co-captain Dave Kulakoff
shall never again grace the lime-light of
competition at UMass was. It was the last

home meet of the season for the gymmen
and most importantly the lajt home meet for
the graduating seniors.

What will be missed most is the dynasty
that these two seniors represent. That of
course is the domination of UMass gym-
nastics over other competing schools on the
East coast, which was only to be inevitably
the dwindling dream of past head coach Tom
Dunn.

Kulakoff and Forshay were the last
gymnasts to be recruited by Dunn, who is
presently the assistant coach of the powerful
Penn State team. These two seniors were
the last two building blocks in Dunn's
aspiration to have virtually a gymnastic
powerhouse here at UMass. But alas, the
dream only crumbled to dust as Dunn left for
higher ground, taking his dreams and
aspirations with him.
What was left were a few confused, mis-

guided gymnasts holding up the foundation
of what could have been a decade of ruling
power of gymnastics on the east coast.
Tuesday was that inevitable night that For-
shay and Kulakoff would join the ranks of
what had gone before them, in the dreams of
a man who no longer graces the halls of
Boyden.
The night was not to be denied to these

seniors as they led the gymmen to an easy
romp over Dartmouth. Forshay once again
dominated the floor exercise with a very
beautiful set scoring a 9.10 and winning the
event easily. Kulakoff then went on to win
the pommel horse event, tying his season
high of 9.50.

The still rings, although there was no
seniors in this event, saw freshman Dave
Felleman win it with a personal high score of
9.05, keeping the flame alive in the possibility
of gymnastics once again rising up to be
what it once was at UMass.

Vaulting was also dominated by Forshay,
who performed his last vault for a UMass
crowd and scoring a solid 9.20. The parallel
bars was won by Kulakoff, in performing his
forever solid clean set.

The horitzontal bar put the icing on the
cake for UMass as Dartmouth rolled over
after Bob Donahue's high score of 9.00.
Donahue also won the all-around com-
petition with the highest score of his career,
48.65.

Now the eyes of the gymmen turn to
Philadelphia as UMass travels this weekend
to meet Temple in its last meet of the season.

Swimmers end at 7-2
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

Dennis Buss, Tom Stevens, and Russ Yar-
worth all gave inspired farewell per-

formances Tuesday night as the men's swim
team successfully concluded its season,
swamping Central Connecticut, 63-48.
UMass ended the season at 7-2.

Among the many responsible for the fine

campaign were the foursome of Jim Leiand,
Harry Fulford, Tom Nowak and Tom
Stevens, who reeled off a pool record of 3:47
in the meet's opening event, the 400 yard
medley relay.

Tom Stevens saved his best for last, not
only winning both the 50 and 100 yard free-

style events, but breaking a school record as
well. Competing in his last dual meet ever, he

shattered his previous best performance in
the 50 free and reduced Russ YanA^orth's
former record time to 22.3.

In the 200 yard freestyle Russ Yarworth's
time of 1:49:6 was both a pool and school
record. Later competing in the 200 yard
butterfly, Yarworth officially concluded his
dual meet career with another pool record,
hitting the wire in a time of 2:01:5. Ho Hum!
The last of the departing seniors Dennis

Buss also had the adrenalin flowing,
recording his personal best in the 100 and
200 yard freestyle events.

The results seemed almost startling, as this
year's squad nearly caused a complete
revision of the school record book. During
the course of the year thirteen records were
either tied or broken.

WA TCH F<m OUR END OF
SEASON SALE ON ALL

HO^EY EQUIPMENT

10-25% OFF

8TAHT8 MARCH I

BUY ONE STICK - GET

THE SECOND ONE FOR 1/2 PRICE
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MInutemen aim to shoot Cats
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

The UMass basketball rollercoaster. which
climbed to new heights just last week with
convincing wins over ViUanova and George
Washington, has now in a span of 60 hours
plummeted to a new low level.

Just how low the injury riddled, travel

wearied Lea-men are will be determined
tonight at the Cage M UMass takes on New
Hampshire in a 7:30 contest.

The Cagers (or temporarily called
Leaman's Walking Wounded) will be without
the services of starting guard Alex Eldridge

(knee injury) and substitutes Chuck
Steveskey (sprained ankle) and Jay Stewart
(flu).

Both Steveskey (now on crutches) and
Stewart (still in the infirmary) may be lost for

the season. The team trainer James
Laughnane says it is a "day to day" matter
with Eldridge, but the senior guard, who
recently was named both ECAC and EAA co-

player of the week, says different.

"The way it is feeling today (Wednesday),
the earliest I could play would be next
Monday. 8ut even then, if it's not feeling

right, I will rest it until the EAA playoffs (next

Thursday)," said Eldridge.

Eldridge's injury is diagnosed as a ligament
sprain in the knee region. "Off and on this

season, i felt twinges of it. but in Monday
night's game in Duquesne, on the very hard
floor, it finally went," said Eldridge.

Steveskey's injury is more serious, as the
senior guard-forward sprained his ankle in

the second half of Tuesday's overtime loss to

Penn State. Yesterday, Steveskey was
reported on crutches, and his playing time
may be doubtfull for the rest of the season.

Stewart, who went into the infirmary last

Saturday with the flu has not recovered, and
Leaman doesn't know the extent of
Stewart's illness. "The doctors aren't even
sure as to the extent of Jay's illness," said
Leaman.

Despite taking a double dip against
Duquesne and Penn State within a span of
24 hours Leaman says that all is not lost.

"We obviously are a very tired basketball
team (playing five games in a week) but
despite our injuries, it is not a catastrophy.
We have to adjust playing without Alex for a
while and hope the rest of our people will be
back for the tournament," Leaman said.

Leaman said he plans to start freshman
Tom Witkos in place in Eldridge but main-
tains Witkos and sophomore Bill Morrison
will split the guard position. "I'm pleased
with the way Mike Pyatt and Derick
Claiborne have been shooting but I want
more points from the other guard position,"
said Leaman.

Claiborne is rapidly nearing the UMass
1 ,000 point career scoring plateau he needs
just four points to hit the mark.

Meanwhile, the Wildcats (5-19) come into
the Cage tonight with memories of their 78-

76 triple- overtime victory last season,
marking the last time the Minutemen have
lost at the Cage.

Senior, 6'8" center Tom Cavanaugh,
senior 6'6" forward Peter Laskaris, junior
6'6" forward Brendan VanDeventer, senior
6'1" guard Ron Layne, and junior 6'2" guard

Icemen slip slidin' away
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

A hurting UMass hockey team will begin a
rugged weekend of action tonight when it

ventures to North Adams State to take on
the scrappy Mohawks in a 7:30 contest at
Veterans Memorial Rink.

The Minutemen, weakened from the
effects of the flu and injuries to key players,
will play three games in three nights in this
the last weekend of the regular season. After
tonight's encounter with North Adams, they
will return home for a make-up game with
Williams on Friday night and the finale with
Salem State on Saturday night.

At stake for the Minutemen is a possible
playoff berth in the Western Div, In the latest

coaches poll, conducted earlier in the week,
the UMies, currently 8-8-1, were listed in

eighth place in the west, behind Middlebury,
Plattsburgh State, Oswego, Elmira, Norwich,
Army and Hamilton.
As it stands now, the chief rival for the

final playoff spot is Buffalo, which is

currently 9-10-0. Both UMass and Buffalo
have three games remaining in the regular
season.
Buffalo will play Brockport State, a

Division II team, Geneseo State and Union, a
comparatively easy slate compared to the
trio the Minutemen will have to face.

Coach Jack Canniff and his players are not
looking ahead to the playoffs yet, they have

their sights focused in on North Adams,
which, although it is only &-9 in the division,
is not a team to be taken lightly, as the
Minutemen found out last year when the
Mohawks came down to Amherst and
shelled UMass 7-1.

The Minutemen will be in tough shape
tonight injury-wise, as they have lost

defensemen Dean Liacos and centers Joe
Milan and Lincoln Flagg for the rest of the
season.
With the shortage of centers, Canniff has

had to do some juggling with his lines. The
way it looks now, one line will have Bill Estes
centering forjhe White brothers. The second
line will have Don Murphy between Nick
Carny and John Peters while a third line will

feature Ken Richards centering for Mark
Ferragamo and Bob Gould.

Canniff said that overall, the team is still a
little weak from the flu, but "should be
stronger than they were Saturday night"
when the Minutemen were stung 9-3 by
Boston State.

North Adams, which is currently 10-10
overall, and coming off a recent upset over
AlC, is led offensively by Mark Sheldon, who
has 14 goals and 32 points; Dave Rand, who
has 30 points and Pete Leahy with 23.

In goal for the Mohawks will be either
sophomore Karl Anderson, who owns a 2.70
goals-against average for six games or Gary
Mastroanni, another sophomore who has
played the other 14 games and has a 4.08
goals against average.

Keith Dickson comprise the Wildcat starting
five and all participated in last season's win
over UMass.

Dixon is the team's leading scorer,
averaging 13 a game while VanDeventer is

the top rebounder with an average of ten.
"Their style is a lot like Maine and North-

eastern. They are very patient on offense and
take their name. They are a very controlled
team," said Leaman.
The Wildcats five wins have come against

Boston College (87-77), Old Dominion, BU,
Vermont and Maine (65-61). On Tuesday,
they fell victim to Maine, losing 68-59.

With his fourth point tonight, senior co-captain Dericl< Claiborne will give theMmutomen their first backcourt with two 1000 point scorers. (Staff photo bv Geoff
Cohler)

Steve Zack

Play ball with Red

The ly^inutemen will face a key game this weekend when they face off against
North Adams State. A playoff berth may be on the line. (Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)

* Your chance to become an NBA great has
arrived. Enter the Red Auerbach Giveaway
and win an all-expenses-paid ten-day
contract with the Boston Celtics.

Join the likes of Zaid Abdul Aziz and Ernie

DiGregorio. Bring back the memories of
Bobby Wilson.
Take your shot at the roster and have the

chance to replace such notiables as Tommy
Boswell, Curtis Rowe, and JoJo White.

Just meet these simple requirements, and
you can be on your way to a career of fame
and fortune.

1) You must be a player with previous
NBA experience.

2) You must have been waived or released
within the last five years. Please print or type
your name, address, previous teams and
duration with them, and your career scoring
and rebounding averages. Then, send it

along with your reasons, in twenty-five
words or less, for wanting to be a Celtic.

(Note: any reference in your answer to Celtic

Pride immediately disqualifies you.)

Mail your entry to: Fools on Parade, c/o
Red Auerbach, Boston Garden, Causeway
Street, Boston, Mass.
Send your entry in by February 25 and

receive a 45 r.p.m. recording of Celtics owner
Irv Levin singing Welcome to My Nightmare.
On the flip side. Red Auerbach sings
Tradition.

I get the feeling that we have seen the last

of Curtis Rowe in a Celtic uniform, especially

if he goes on the disabled list. The reasoning
for my belief is quite simple. When Tommy
Boswell returns to the team in a couple of

weeks, he'll be playing forward only,

provided that Abdul-Aziz is still backing up
Dave Cowens. This means that the team will

require one less forward of the power variety,

meaning Rowe. If you're wondering why
they should keep the likes of Tommy
Boswell, instead of Rowe, remember that

Boswell is younger, physically sounder, his

future is ahead of him, and he's cheaper to

maintain that is, a lower salary.

If Rowe is released, don't be surprised if he
returns to the Pistons where he enjoyed the
better years of his career. The Pistons could
use a forward of Rowe's potential calibre

since the Detroiters are desperately fighting

for a playoff berth.

The Denver Nuggets are fast becoming
the favorite to win the NBA Championship. If

not for their ability to beat the Trailblazers

time after time, they should be favored for

their preparation.

When Brian Taylor took his walk, the
management went right out and acquired
Darnell 'Dr. Dunk" Hillman from the Nets for

the low, low price of a second round draft

pick and cash. Not satisfied, the Nuggets
(front office went back to the trade table and
re-acquired Ralph Simpson from Detroit, If

you can remember back a couple of years,

Simpson was traded by Denver to Detroit,

which sent Rowe to Boston, which sent Paul
Silas to the Nuggets. By the way, the price

for Simpson was Jim (Price, that is).

When it comes time to choose the Rookie
of the Year, I hope the men who pick the

award don't forget Atlanta's Charlie Criss,

the league's oldest rookie at age twenty-
eight.

In this week's issue of the Sporting News,
Mike Newlin of the Houston Rockets on the

Washington Tomjanovich affair: "The guy
IWashington] is a criminal...and he belongs
behind bars. If he did to me what he did to

Rudy, I'd go out and get the biggest gun
possible and shoot him.

"

Maybe the NBA should get rid of types like

Newlin.

Turning to college basketball for a
moment, didn't you television viewers of the

UMass-George Washington game find it

insulting that neither Bob Cousy nor Bob
Fouracre knew what scoring record Mike
Pyatt had broken until about two minutes
after it happened.

Alex Eldridge, the NBA awaits you.
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Concert to be reconsidered
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association co-
presidents Jon A. Hite and Marion L.
"Pinky" Batiste in a decision made late last
night vetoed the Student Senate com-
promise motion passed on Wednesday to
have a Black American Music Festival with a
$3 admission fee.

In their letter to Senate Speaker Pat
Whelan, the presidents said they were
responding to "many requests from con-
stituents and from senators ...(which) in-
dicate that this compromise is not acceptable
to many students."

Batiste said "the phone has been ringing
all day." Senator Don Bishop said "Con-
stitutents have been blasting the hell out of
them (senators). A Collegian phone poll
revealed that 62 per cent of the student body
was opposed to the admission fee.
The decision to veto was made after a

petition was circulated by Bishop and
Senator Paul Koslenikous asking the
presidents to veto the motion to
"facilitate.. .discussion" among senators on

100 polled by phone

the nature of the concert. There were 25
senators who signed the petition out of the
total of approximately 1(X) senators.
The veto is a "suspensive veto" which

means that no negotiations can be made
with an performers until the senate recon-
siders the motion passed on Wednesday

Aretha Franklin, the Ellington Orchestra, Ella
Fitzgerald, Taj Mahal, and others. However,
no decision has been made on who will
appear for the concert this spring.

Reactions from student politicians varied.
Student Treasurer Priscilla West said the
possibility of Stevie Wonder coming to

'A political solution to a

— Senator Ron Corrivea

political problem...'

u, on the spring concert

night. The motion allowed the Festival
committee to enter into negotiations under
the $34,080 compromise budget worked out
that night which reduced the ticket price
from the original $6 to $3. The budget was
not $50,080 as reported in yesterday's
Collegian.

With the new budget adopted on Wed-
nesday night and the veto last night the
talent situation is uncertain. Possibilities
under a $6 ticket price budget included

UMass increased Senate support of the
festival. Student leaders learned that
Wonder would not appear during last in-
tersession. West said that while Wonder's
appearing "wasn't in the motion I believe it

was in everyone's mind." She added that
nobody wants to stand up on the Senate

floor and tell the Third World caucus, 'I don't
want your concert' because they don't want
to be called racist."

Former Senate Speaker Brian DeLima who

said he was "strongly in favor" of the festival
said that "having a theme is more
progressive. It's more meaningful. Music
knows no color lines. The festival can
educate people to understand how music
has developed."

Senator Ron Corriveau who helped draft
Wednesday's compromise with Third World
Coordinator called the plan a "political
solution to a political problem. ..Othenwise
we would have ended up in a stalemate."
Corriveau said, "People were thinking of
their own political interest, not the students'
interests."

"The one thing the Senate does that
people enjoy is the concert and they want a
free concert," said Batiste.

Senate Speaker Whelan said "There are
not many people who haven't spent $3 in a
nriinute on a pitcher of beer. Whelan said he
didn't "think $3 was too much to ask for top-
notch people" Whalen said he could "un-
derstand why people are angry."

Third World Senator John Yong said "we
feel that in the past spring concerts have not
represented a Third World perspective."

TURN TO PAGE 6

Students dispute senate concert proposal
The majority of 100 students contacted

yesterday in a Collegian random telephone
survey indicated that they do not agree with
the present plans for the 1978 UMass Spring
Concert.

The survey was conducted to gauge
student reaction to a motion passed by the
Student Senate but vetoed last night by
Student Government Association Co-
president Jon A. Hite. The motion will be
reconsidered by the senate on Wednesday.

Students were asked:
Do you agree with having to pay ad-

mission to the concert?
Do you agree with the suggested format

(Black American Music Festival) for the
concert?
What kind of a concert would you like the

Spring Concert to be?
Thirty-three agreed with the admission

charge for the concert, while 62 disagreed
with having to pay. Five students had no
opinion.

Forty-two students agreed with the
musical format of the concert while 56 said
they would like a different format and 2
students had no opinion.
Many of the students who were against

the admission fee based their feelings on the
1977 Spring concert.

Sophomore Tom Good said, "They had

decent talent last year and it was free. Why
can't they do it again?"
Sophomore Debbie Wayne said that it was

the quality of the entertainment, not the
money, that was important,

"I don't mind spending the money for
good talent," she said.

Junior Karen Berberian said she thought
the idea of a Black American Musical Festival
was a good idea for a concert but not for the
Spring Concert.
Sophomore Jim Bradbury agreed, stating,

"I like that kind of music but it should be a
more varied concert."

A number of students polled said they
thought the turnout for the concert would be
much greater if a more varied musical format
was presented.

The senate appropriated $34,080 for a
Black American Music Festival which would
charge a $3 admission price for UMass
undergraduates.

This poll was compiled by Collegian staff
members Wendy Carlson, Mark Horan, Linda
Ann Maurice, Barbara Metzler, and Leo
Peloquin.

Fall term to start later
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Students can finally cease griping about
an academic calendar which many found
troublesome as the faculty senate passed a
motion yesterday recommending that fall

1978 commence after Labor Day.
The revised academic calendar now goes

to Chancellor Randolph W, Bromery for final
approval who has said he will sign it.

The fall semester usually begins before the
Labor Day weekend.

Final exams will now end on December 23,
the last day of Friday classes will be on
Saturday, and there will be more Monday,
Wednesday and Friday classes than Tuesday
and Thursday classes scheduled during the
semester. However, the semester will still be
14 weeks long.

According to Vice-Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury, the primary
reason for revising the calendar is the in-

convenience of starting school before Labor
Day for students whose summer jobs extend
until after the holiday weekend. '76 per cent
of students depend on earnings from
summer jobs to support their education,"
Woodbury said.

Senator Irving Rothberg scorned the idea
of class on the Saturday before finals saying
It was "an ideal thing in Plato's heaven" but

that students would simply take an extra
holiday.

Student Government Association Co-
president Jon A. Hite retorted to Rothberg's
charges saying, "studies show that students
are more into academics now and holding
class on Saturday will give students an extra
reading day to bone up for^ exams."

In other business. Program and Budget
Council Chairman Harvey Kline, upon issuing
the council's annual report, said the report's
negative attitude no longer exists due to a
free flow of data between the Administration
and the council, largely due to acting Provost
Jeremiah M. Allen's efforts to make data
available.

The council had previously experienced
stonewalling by the administration regarding
requests for budget information and had
been the source of much anti-administration
sentiment especially toward former Provost
Paul L. Puryear.

Amid clouds of confusion. Chairman of
the Rules Committee, David Yaukey sent a
motion recommending guidelines and
schedule for the evaluation of administrators
back to committee for further consideration
.and study. The senate was concerned about
the evaluations being placed in personnel
files by the senate, to which an un-
determined number of faculty and ad-
ministrators have access.

All in a day's politics: Student Senate president Jon Hite had a busy day yesterday.
He went before the Faculty Senate to talk about the fall academic calendar. He also
bowed to student pressure and vetoed the spring concert proposal passed by the
senate Wednesday night. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Inside James Lewis concludes his week- long
series on sterilizatior^of women today on
page 3.

"Math anxiety" is discussed by
scholars in the five-college area. See
Pamela Lindmark's story on page 2.

Amherst College students and faculty
supporting divestment of college-owned
stocks in South African corporations
present demands to college trustees this

afternoon. See story on page 3.

Weather
Today it will be clear and cold. And the

end of the week!
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'Math anxiety' probably not sex based
Coilegian .-,

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

The Pythagorean Theorum (A2-i B2 = C2)
IS enough to send many students, both male
and female, into high states of anxiety.
The case is no different for students here

in the Five-College area, according to local
math authorities. "Math anxiety yesterday
was cited by several professors in the Five-
College area to be prevalent, especially in the
introductory level math courses."

However, opinion varied as to whether or
not this condition is one shared equally bemen and women.

"I'm not sure that it is purely a female
problem," said UMass Math Professor
James E. Humphreys in a telephone in-
terview yesterday. "It's difficult to make
blanket judgements. The specific situation at
UMass IS that there are more male than
female math majors."

According to William D. Tunis, UMass
Dean of Admissions and Records, the 1977
fall enrollment proves this to be true Of a
total enrollment of 108 math majors 39 were
female, 69 male.

However, Humphreys said he did not feel
these figures necessarily pointed to the
problem as being primarily female.
The anxiety part is very difficult to

measure, he said, pointing out that the
majority of students with such anxieties
avoid taking math courses altogether.

The underlying problem which supports
the belief that math anxiety is a woman's
problem is that the traditional career
preferences are still very strongly felt, he
emphasized.

"Cultural bias is still a strong factor. And
the anxiety is there.

"However," Humphreys concluded, "I see
anxiety in both male and female students.
I'm not sure I see it just in females."
George Cobb, Mount Holyoke math

professor, agrees that the problem does
seem to be part of the socialization process,
but pointed to the fact that his situation at
Mt. Holyoke, an all-female college, shielded
him from the male-female differences in
anxiety level.

Nonetheless, Mt. Holyoke does
acknowledge the existence of the problem,
according to Cobb.

"To the extent that we want to organize
the math curriculum to respond, we have in
the last two years introduced five new
courses - one is simply a more basic level,
and the four others emphasize another
aspect of math," he said.

Cobb said he feels math is actually much
closer to music than to the sciences. He
views it as the abstract study of patterns,
using the mind rather than the hearing
processes.

"Mathematics is a creative thinking
process, " he emphasized. "If that side of
mathematics were presented in lower
grades, it would appeal to everybody rather
that people pressured into studying math
because it is supposedly useful."

Smith College math professor Marjorie
Senechal does not agree with Cobb's belief
that this is the key to overcoming the
problem.

Senechal said math anxiety was present at
Smith, particularly in the introductory
courses. She said the majority of the math
department faculty at Smith feel the best
thing to do is present material in such a way
as to get them to do the problems and there
by obtain greater confidence.

It is, said Senechal, a case of getting
students to let go from their reliance on
books and studying.

"I find it is the way the course is taught,"
she stressed. "I don't think that viewing
math as a creative thinking process is the
crutch. I teach two courses, on Introduction
to Symmetry and a Pre-calculus course. One
deals with creative patterns, one with a more
scientific appraoch, and the results in both
are the same."
When asked if she feels the problem arises

from a basic cultural influence, Senechal
pointed to her two daughters.

"Well,"' she said, "I have two daughters,
both raised the same way. One hates math
and one loves it...."

Alexandra G. Kaplan, professor of
psychology here at UMass, views the entire
situation in another light.

"The push,"' said Kaplan, "is typically to
push the child not toward a happy medium,
but rather to the defined stereotypical
behaviors."

Kaplan said there is no question that
teachers assume girls will do worse in math
than boys. They encourage boys more, as in
coming up to the blackboard, and a clear
message is communicated to girls.

Professional group seeks
neutrality of speakers

Eleven UMass Physical Plant workers carefully align an 8x15 foot pane of glass at
the east end of the Campus Center concourse. A number of students reportedly

^houl'dfTiVrlu Tn^ o**'l'°
^^"^ ^**" speculating on the sight if the glassShould tall. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs) » *»

By ANDREA ATKINS
Collegian Staff

Charles Lyman, speaker for the senate of
the Professional Association of UMass at
Amherst said yesterday, "If a professional
union is approved, we could work very well
with them. ..(the union members) We want to
remain neutral."

Lyman emphasized the association's
neutrality in an interview following yester-
day's first monthly senate meeting of the
spring semester.
Lyman said the association's activities

should be kept separate from those of the
union because the University cannot deal
with an unrecognized union due to the
limitations of labor laws. "We are here to
encourage," he said, "Those who are in

favor of a union are a subset of us. We
represent our professional staff — those who
are involved in the union and these who are
opposed."

Efforts to form a professional union have
been underway for more than a year, but as
of now no urtion officially exists. Jack
DeNyse, director of personnel, was
scheduled to speak to the group last

semester but canceled because of the
possibility of an unfair labor charge being
brought up against him. DeNyse had decided
to wait until after his appearance before the
Labor Relations Board at a December
hearing. The re-scheduling of DeNyse was
among the business discussed at the
meeting held in the Campus Center.

Harry Brooks, representing the Office of
Budgeting and Institutional Studies,
Management Systems, suggested hearing a
speaker from the Union of Professional
Employees at one of the next meetings.
Lyman suggested a more neutral speaker.

Other business handled at the meeting
included reports from all committees and
from the association representatives to such
groups as the Faculty Senate and the Board
of Trustees.

Speaker Lyman asked that any
professional staff member interested in
serving on the Provost Search Committee

.get in contact with a member of either the
Executive Committee or the Committee on
Committees immediately.
There will be three more meetings of

PAUMA this semester, including one in May
to hold general elections.

Campus police begin

speed trapping Monday
The UMass Police Dept. this Monday will

begin posting radar speed traps at different
locations on campus as part of a new safety
program.
The program, according to Chief of Police

Robert G. Joyce, has been started as a
"result of changing weather and the
necessity for enforced traffic conditions."
Joyce said the program is not in reaction

to the fatal and near fatal pedestrian ac-
cidents which occurred on North Pleasant
Street earlier this month. Police will be
patrolling all roads on campus with emphasis
on Massachusetts and Commonwealth
Avenues, Joyce said.

He said the program is an attempt to cut
down speeding by issuing warnings.
Citations wUI be issued to excessive
speeders. UMass violators will feel this most
in their wallets: ticket costs can range from
t25 to $50 and Mass drivers will t>e levied an
insurance surcharge of $25 per year for three
years.

Joyce said that of 563 moving motor
vehicle violations, 162 of them were for
speeding Joyce said students walking to
and from Southwest are asked to use the
tunnel under Mass. Ave.

- MICHAEL F ROAN

Pres. Search Committee
classifies its candidates

The UMass Presidential Search Com-
mittee last Monday met to further discuss
the 25 candidates remaining tn the search for
a new UMass president, and they also in-

terviewed one candidate.
The day long, closed-seMion meeting took

place at University headquarters in Boston.
The committee discussed how the

separate candidates compared to criteria the
committee had already decided on. The
committee also classified the remaining
candidates into groups consisting of those
who had best qualifications, those the
committee needed more information on, and
those candidates who do not show a strong
standing but who will still be considered.
The name of the candidate interviewed

was not disclosed.

-GAYLE YOUNG

Controversial Bakke case
to be debated by students

The controversy surrounding the Bakke
case and affirmative action resurfaces at
UMass tonight with a panel discussion called
"The Myth of Reverse Discrimination"
sponsored by the Coalition to Reverse the
Bakke Decision.

According to John Yong, chairman of the
panel, discussion will center on affirmative
action at UMass in the wake of a recent HEW
investigation of affirmative action policies at
the University.

The panel will also discuss the effects of
the Bakke decision on UMass, Yong said.

According to Sally Rees, organizer of the
program, the panel will include five mem-
bers.

John Bracey, chairman of the WEB.
DuBois Department of Afro American
Studies, will give a history of the Civil Rights
movement.
John Yong from the Asian American

Students Association will talk about the
Bakke case.

Also on the panel will be Marcel Ringawa
from the Bilingual and Bicultural Professional
Program, Julie Hall, a UMass sophomore and

a representative of the Office of Third World
Affairs. An undetermined representative of
the 12-1 Association, an organization of
women university employees will also be on
the panel.

The program will take place tonight at 7
p.m. in Camus Center 163.

-MARKHORAN

Inadequacies in dorms
subject of SOP inquiry
A recent inquiry into dormitory living,

conducted by the Student Organizing
Project, discovered leaky roofs, broken
windows and showers, and snow in some
dorms.

Project members canvassed 15 dorms last

week in an attempt to discover dorm
inadequacies and to inform students of
possible rebates.

Student complaints will be given to the
Student Center for Educational Research
where the best way to improve dormitory
living will be determined.

Project organizer Mike Brennen said he felt

students housed by the University should
have the same rights as apartment dwellers.
Rebates to students might be in order if the
conditions are not improved because some
of the faulty dorm conditions have been
present for over a year.

A couple inches of snow from the recent
blizzard was found on the floor of one room
in Johnson House. There were also com-
plaints of mice and silverfish in some dorms.

-BETHSEGERS
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Dwight summoned in MBM case
BOSTON lAP] - The head of a legislative

committee probing a controversial $6 million
state contract says he thinks "other people",
possibly influential people, had a hand in

negotiating and awarding that contract.
The director of the state Bureau of

Building Construction, Walter J. Poitrast,
denied the charge, claiming total respon-
sibility for drawing up the McKee-Berger-
Mansueto contract.

"Frankly I think there were other people
involved, other decision makers from day
one," said Rep. Gerald Cohen, D-Andover.
Cohen heads the Post Audit and Oversight

subcommittee charged with conducting the
probe of the MBM contract to supervise

construction of the University of Massa-
chusetts Boston campus.
Cohen questioned Poitrast for nearly five

hours Thursday about his role in the con-
tract.

The firm's work has come into question
following disclosure by MBM officials of
thousands of dollars in payments to
prominent politicians.

After learning that MBM was picked about
five days after the field was narrowed to
three candidates, Cohen said, "Knowing
how things happen at the statehouse, I am
amazed at the haste with which all this was
done."
MBM was actually ranked third of the

three candidates for the job, Cohen said.
Poitrast acknowledged that and said when

the three names were submitted to the
state's Designer Selection Board, of which
he is a member, all the board did was put
them in alphabetical order.
The list went to then Commissioner of

Administration and Finance Donald Dwight
who picked MBM for the job.

"It appears Dwight took the alphabetized
list and picked the third ranked firm," Cohen
said.

"It appears we may have to hear from
him."

Dwight, now publisher of the Minneapolis
Star and Tribune, said he'd be glad to testify,

but added, "I have zero knowledge of any
campaign contributions by MBM to any
campaign."

Asked if there had been any political
pressure or input into the selection, Dwight
said, "None that I recall. When the names of
the three firms came to me, I had confidence
that every firm was fully qualified."

The former Republican lieutenant
governor called the probe, "a political field
day."

Poitrast too said he did not recall any
phone calls or any pressure from then Gov.
Francis W. Sargent or anyone else.

Grad senate rejects

university bus plans

Graduate Student Senate Treasurer Ken Ross and Plant and Soil Department
Representative Steve Modina last night entered into discussion of the transit service
budget. (Staff photo by Jon Geller)

By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night
supported the motion by its Finance
Committee opposing a proposal to place a
separate fee on students' tuition bills

funding the UMass bus system.
This matter must be resolved by March 1

to meet a deadline set by the Ad-
ministration.

The second motion which supported the
Undergraduate Student Senate's proposal
that 70 per cent of the Transit Service's
budget be paid by students and 30 per cent
be paid by the administration was tabled
after a heated debate between Steve
Modena of the plant and soil department
and Treasurer Ken Ross over a lack of clear,
comprehensible information.
The supported motion proposed that the

Graduate Student Senate's share of the
Transit budget be paid directly from the
Senate's budget. The money would be
derived from an increase in graduate
students' tax of $2 to $4.
The tabled motion will be reconsidered at

a Senate meeting scheduled for Monday.
Expected to be attached to that motion will
be a specification citing a source of
potential funds which the administration
could use to pay its share of the Transit
budget, according to Ross.

Currently the adminstration is using funds
from the budget of the parking office to pay
off interest on bonds sold to build the
Campus Center Garage. Fifty-six per cent of
the parking office's budget is comprised of
money paid by students through parking
tickets and stickers. The Balanced Tran-
sportation and Parking Council has asked
the state to take over the funding of the
garage so as to free these funds, according
to Senate Vice-President Monte Pearson.

Student leaders claimed if this money
was available the administration would have
ample funds to pay the share of the transit
budget which the Senate proposes. The
administration had earlier rejected this
proposal claiming a lack of sufficient funds.

In other business, Jerri Mulvaney-Husch
was appointed to the search committee for
the new provost formed by Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery.

College community to debate investments
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

Representatives of the Amherst College
South Africa Support Committee will
present demands for divestment of the
college's corporate stock holdings in
apartheid South Africa when they meet the
college Board of Trustees this afternoon.

The college holds $20 million in stocks of
corporations operating in South Africa.
The 18 member Board of Trustees last

October unanimously voted to maintain the

college's investment policy. The college
holds $20 million in stocks of corporations
operating in South Africa.
The support committee and several

trustees are meeting today to debate the
investment policy.

The trustees agreed to today's 4 p.m.
meeting in Johnson Chapel after their
November meeting was picketed by the
support committee and a petition demanding
divestment was presented to them in
December.
bupport committee member Karl Seidman

last night said the college's Afro-American

Society has endorsed
divestment demands.

the committee's

Seidman earlier this week said the support
committee is asking the trustees to "exorcise
corporate holdings" rights and request the
corporations to withdraw their operations
from South Africa. If the corporations refuse
the request during a two-year period,
Seidman said the support committee wants
the trustees to divest the stocks.

Seidman said no official action can be
taken by the trustees today because the
session is not an official trustee meeting. The

next full board meeting is in April, he said.
College Treasurer Kurt Hertzfeld said the

trustees "will meet with the faculty and
students in good faith" and would listen to
the student support for divestment.

Representatives of the support committee
and trustees will make opening statements at
the meeting before each side engages in a
debate over the investment policy.

Trustees at UMass, Hampshire and Smith
Colleges last year voted to divest whole or
partial stock holdings of corporations in
South Africa.

Reports of sterilization abuses documented
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Staff

There are some evil things going on with
sterilization abuse. The writer does not mean
to be crude or anti-socially revealing, but

News Analysis
these problems demand attention if they are
to be stopped. Bear in mind the fact these
cases are documented reports.
The Women's International Network says

it has extensively documented medical
evidence indicating that all females aged four
through eight in the African nation oif

Somalia are subjected to the painful practice
of infibulation. The operation, without ex-
ception, is performed on all female children.
The operation involves having the external
genitalia cut off, and then sewing the vagina
closed, except for a tiny opening "to
demonstrate their virginity to the man to
whom they are given in marriage." The
network says many of these operations are
conducted in government-sponsored
hospitals and clinics - facilities which are
operated with the use of funds from western
governments.
An example of contraceptive ex-

perimentation documented in Population
Target took place in Guatemala where 48
poor women who were to have hysterec-
tomies were injected transvaginally with
paraformaldehyde. The hysterectomy

. operations (the removal of the uturus) were
performed one to six weeks later in an ex-

periment to determine whether this powerful
poison had the desired effect of permanently
blocking the tubes.

The aim of the effort was to develop a
sterilization kit that people with little medical
training could use. One of the women died
with bronchial spasms. This was funded by
the prestigious Population Council, owned
by John D. Rockefeller.

In the book Population Target, by Bonnie
Mass, 1976, it is also sited that 40,000 women
were sterilized in Columbia between 1963-65
by Rockefeller-funded programs. These

women were coaxed by gifts of lipstick or
artificial pearls, by small payments of money,
and by promises of free medical care.

The Institute for the Study of Medical
Ethic, a Los Angeles-based group, has
charged that blacks and members of other
minority groups are being singled out as
guinea pigs for experiments with the drug-
Depo-Provera.
The Food and Drug Administration has for

20 years refused to approve the use of Depo-
Provera as a contraceptive, which may cause
sterility. The institute placed an ad-

vertisement in the personal column of a Los
Angeles newspaper which read "urgent. If

your contraceptive is a three month injection,

call this number."
The group says that over 100 women

responded to the ad. Seventy-five percent of
the women were black, and 85 percent had
not been told by their doctors that Depo-
Provera was an experimental drug which was
not approved as a contraceptive by the
government. The report said they would not
have taken the drug if their doctors had
informed them about it beforehand.

Son/a Sanchez, renowned poet
shares work with 350 in IVIahar
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

Internationally- renowned poet Sonia
Sanchez spoke last night on "Poems of
Living and Being" to a crowd of about
350 in Mahar Auditorium.

Apparently disturbed by the high levels
of noise caused by the circulation vents
in the building, Sanchez read most of her
works with her left hand covering her ear.

Sanchez opened her reading with.
'After Saturday Night Comes Sunday,"
a poetry reading about love between man
and woman, and love between a man and

his addiction to drugs.

The love between the man and woman
in the poem is strong and real, especially

during Saturday night, yet the harsh light

of Sunday morning's reality sees the love
between man and his addiction to be
even stronger.

From her first book 'Homecoming,'
Sanchez read various poems such as
Black Magic' and Poem at 30.'

Throughout her appearance Sanchez
demonstrated her ability for various
means of vocal expression. She talked,

sang, stammered, stuttered, and
chanted.

In a change of pace, Sanchez read
from hef book entitled Love Poems.'
Among these was a poem dedicated to a
woman who married at the age of 17
called Poem No. 7'. This is a short piece
dealing with a young wife and her un-
faithful husband who comes home to her
after being with another woman. "He slid
into me like glass, and there was the
sound of splitters," read Sanchez.

Of her work Sanchez said, "I have to
write, it's continuing a tradition of
writing. There are many sounds and
motions available, and I'm blessed with
being able to use them."
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Fearing for her life

Joan Little wins delay
NEW YORK [UPI\ - Fugitive Joan Little,

saying I fear for my life," won a temporary
delay Thursday of her extradition to North
Carolina where she escaped from prison last
October while serving a sentence for larceny.

The 23- year-old black woman, who gained
nationwide attention when she was
acquitted two years ago in the icepick slayingt
of a white jailer she said was forcing sexual
acts upon her.

Attorney William Kunstler, granted the
delay by Justice Sybil Kooper, told the court
he would produce a North Carolina official he
said could support Miss Little's contention
that her life would be in danger in her home
state.

Kunstler,.who said he would press his casem the federal courts, if necessary, refused to
identify the official or disclose the nature of
his evidence.

North Carolina officials have denied that
Miss Little was ever mistreated while in jail.

"I fear for my life," Miss Little told a knot
of newsmen and supporters who pressed
against her in a fifth-floor hallway in the
Brooklyn courthouse. "I'm as good as dead
in North Carolina."
Why? Miss Little was asked.
"Because I know they would kill me," she

said. "And some way or other, it would come
out as suicide. I would rather take my
chances in the courts here and hope that the
governor Hugh Carey would see that I

shouldn't be sent back."

Carey ordered Miss Little's extradition
Wednesday at the request of North Carolina
Gov. James Hunt Jr., an action Kunstler
called "a blatant betrayal of the many
minority people whose votes were
responsible for his election four years ago as
well as of the most fundamental of human
rights".

Kunstler added, "to order Miss Little's
extradition... was an act not only of sheer
racism but of political cowardice as well."

Miss Little, who was serving 7-10 years for
breaking and entering and larceny, escaped
from the North Carolina prison Oct. 15 and
was arrested Dec. 7 in New York after police
received a tip she was at Kennedy Airport.

In addition to the extradition proceeding,
she faces New York state charges of assault
and reckless endangerment in connection
with her arrest, which came after a high
speed chase through Brooklyn.

Kunstler said he would file for a writ of
habeas corpus March b.

UMass student writes
from Kenya East Africa
Greetings from Kenya, E. Africal I am

writing this letter as a Peace Corps Volunteer
stationed in Limur, Kenya. I am assigned to
work with the Ministry of Agriculture, here in
Kenya, as a Floriculturist. I have been in
Kenya for only 6 weeks all of which have
been involved in cross cultural training
programs.

A 1977 Stockbridge School of Agriculture
graduate with a degree in Floriculture, I

applied to the Peace Corps last January upon
returning from Intersession. I was very
unsure as to whether my trade was of any
value to Peace Corps but hoped there was a
place for me. Unknown to me at the time, a
specially trained Floriculturist, with the
background I had obtained from Stock-
bndge; applying to the Peace Corps is
somewhat of a rarity. Upon arrival in Kenya, I

discovered that I was now the only
Floriculturist in Kenya and that my arrival had
been long anticipated.

I now find that along with my PC
assignment of assisting small farmers with
their floral crops, I am also working on a
United Nations Development Project
(UNDP). This project is fairly new to Kenya
and concerns itself principally with growing
carnations and statice for export to Europe.

They are now m hopes to expand their
market and test the acceptance of new crops
on the European Flower Market Being a
small, new project has many advantages,
one beinc that I was supplied with a Honda
motorcycle for transportation in my work.
This overcomes ttie biggest problem most
PCVs face as transportation is a big problem
here

sunshine but a cool breeze prevails making it

just beautiful. Limur's weather makes it

perfect for growing anything from tea to
flowers or vegetables.

The last 3 weeks of training were spent in
Malindi, on the coast of the Indian Ocean
Classes ran from 6:30 a.m. through 12:30
p.m. stopping before it became too un-
bearably hot. All classes were in Kiswahili
and the "No English" rule was strictly en-
forced. Malindi is beautiful; the beach
stretches for miles, the water warm and
clear. The heat was something to be
remembered as Nov.-Feb. is the warmest
time on the coast. The coolness of Limur
suits me fine.

The PC- Kenya Director informed me I

have made PC- Kenya history as the
youngest volunteer to join PC-Kenya. (I'll be
21 next month; the average PCV age is 24 or
so). He also commented on how well
qualified I was for my position as a result of
my education at Stockbridge.

I wholeheartedly encourage anyone
presently in the Stockbridge Floriculture
program to look into Peace Corps as the
demand for specialization is high here. Also
four year Horticulture students are being
sought after.

Kenya has much to offer a PCV as well as
a PCV having much to offer Kenya and its

Deople I look forward to my 2 years as a
volunteer and would be happy to lend a hand
to anyone considering Peace Corps in the
future.

Cross cultural training has been very
rewarding, yet very intense. The first week
was spent in Nairobi to familiarize ourselves
with the city itself. Nairobi is quite similar to
8n American city and now, with everything in

bloom is very beautiful. The 2nd week, spent
in Limur, some 30 miles north of Nairobi,
with lush green growth, and plenty of

LUTHER

My warmest "Hello" to my UMass and
Stockbndge friends, former professors and
to all on the 17th floor of George Washington
Upper, I miss you all-

Joy Gallagher, PCV
P.O. Box 30518

Nairobi, Kenya, E. Africa

Blacl< American IVIusic

Festival coming reality
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

This past Wednesday night, February
^, saw an attempt by some members of
the Finance committee to stop the Black
American Music Festival, this year's
Spring Concert. The committee has been
working on this concert for two years Itwas agreed to sponsor the Spring
concert with a drop in admission rate

from $6 to $3 per UMass student. The
Senate deliberated for three hours in
heated debate over the issue.

This year's concert, will be a tribute to
Black Classical music. Ella Fitzgerald

.1'* .u ^?.^ .^'^^'^ Shepp, Bob Marly
and the Wallers, and Herbie Hancock
were some of the names mentioned to
attend. This concert is planned as an
experience for all UMass students to
enjoy.

Editorial

Myth of Puerto Rican

large families
By JAMES LEWIS JR.
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

I get sick of hearing people talk about
Puerto Ricans as if they are animals. People
should learn to get themselves together
before they open their mouths. One of the
most common things, myths, I hear about
Puerto Ricans is that they have large families
i should like to clarify a few things for those
poor fools who insist on dis-uniting our race.

What would you do if your race of people
were numbered a little over three million in
Puerto Rico and five million in the U.S., and
you found out that at least 38 per cent of
your women were permanently sterilized.

Chinese Communist Party Chairman
Hua Kuo Feng ( "77 photo) will be an
additional post of chief of state during
the forthcoming fifth National People's
Congress which opens in Peking 2-26.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

What would you do if you found that 38 per
cent of the women on your three million
person island, were sterilized. If I was married
and had a fertile wife, we also would have
many children, as many as we could possiblv
afford.

Before the U.S. went into Puerto Rico
pushed the farmers off the farmland and into
the cities, ana subjected them to an ugly
mass sterilization plan, Puerto Rican peoples
had average size families. The Puerto Rican
peoples know what they are doing, and so
should we.

The Horn of
Africa

Note: This is a continued series of articles
dealing on the super power involvement in
Africa, presented by the Connecticut-
Amherst chapter of the Ethiopian Students
Union in North America.

The intensification of the new democratic
revolution in Ethiopia, which started since
the great February 1974 upsurge, the
tremendous gain made by the national
liberation movements and the general trend
of revolution in the world has shaken the
imperialist and reactionary camps. In an
attempt to arrest the revolution and assume
their political, economic and strategic in-
terest, the imperialist and reactionary forces
have resorted to their counter revolutionary
intrigues. Both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.,
along with their regional proxies started to
use every means to advance their objectives.
The U.S. which under Haile Selassie was the
major imperialist power providing, economic
military and political support to the reac-
tionary rulers continued its policy fun-
damentally unchanged. Continuing its old
policy, the U.S. provided the junta with three
hundred million worth of arms. Israel
following suit, not only continued its age old
policy, but also intensified its aid by sending
a large number of experts to help the junta
tram its counter insurgency forces (like the
Flam Bergade). The U.S., however,
recognizing the volatile position of the ruling
clique, was at the same time strengthening
the reactional feudal remnants organized
under the Ethiopian Democratic Union, by
providing U.S. arms, money and making its

propaganda machinery (in Khartoum).
The political development was also being

closely watched by the Moscow leadership
with the objective of exploiting any con-
tradiction that might crop up between the
Junta and Washington. This drama was
particularly intensified in 1977. While the
Soviets were trying to strengthen the
Mengestu clique and expand their hegemony
by trying to reconcile the differences be-
tween the Ethiopian junta on the one hand
and its pro-Soviet neighbour, Somalia; the
U.S. on the other hand was trying to
strengthen the pro-U.S. clique within the
junta. The unannounced visit of Castro to
Ethiopia, his secret meeting with Mengestu
and Barre in Aden, the Podgorney visit to
East Africa (including Somalia); the secret
meeting of reactionary Arab-League
countries, climaxed by the Sanaa (North
Yemen) meeting of Arab head of states is
part of the U.S.S.R.-U.S. instigated con-
spiracy to suppress and dampen the
Ethiopian revolution, and strengthen their
cliques.

TURN TO PAGE 5
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Exiled S.A. leader to speak

Sipho Bithelezi

Sipho Buthelezi, former General
Secretary of the now outlawed
Black People's Convention and
political exile, will speak on con-
ditions in South Africa at the
Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 North
Pleasant St. Amherst on Sunday
morning, February 26 at ll a.m.
Mr. Buthelezi was an associate of
Stephen Biko, whose death in a
South African prison last fall
stirred worldwide protest. Mr.
Buthelezi will be touring this
country under the auspices of the
American Friends Service Com-
mittee.

New treatment for sickle cell
BERKLEY, Calif \UPI] - A new technique

for treating sickle cell anemia has been
developed in a test tube, the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory announced Thursday.
The next step will be to test the method on

humane. Sickle cell anemia is a hereditary
disease of the red blood cells affecting 50,000
people in the United States, mostly blacks.
The L awrence Laboratory has found that a

chemic.il call .'d imidester, if injected and
then trapped in red cells, will inhibit abnormal
hemoglobin from "sickling."
The hemoglobin sickles when the body is

low in oxygen and forms a rigid crescent

Announcements
'Sunlight and Shade'

shape. These cells tangle and block blood
vessels, causing severe pain, fever, jaundice
and a loss of red cells. The loss of red cells
leads to complications which can cause earlv
death.

Lester Packer, a Lawrence physiologist
said, "Our experiments have shown this
treatment can prevent distortion of the
molecules.

"We have done it with human blood in the
test tube. If we can do this in patients, then
the clinical symptoms of the disease, and the
complications, should not occur

"

Sunlight and Shade" the Black Classical
Music group, featuring Semenya McCord
former member of the "Voices of the New
Afnca House Choir," will be performing at
Hampden Dining Commons at 8 p m
tonight.

CCEBS

On Thursday, March 9, 1978, at the
Placement Office, a representative from
Proctor & Gamble will be interviewing for a
sales position. Interested CCEBS students
especially graduating seniors, should contact
Brian Maher in room 209 New Africa House
immediately.

Solidarity Night'

D ^ !'^^'^^}, °^ Solidarity with Ethiopian
People will be held this Saturday,

D ^
,

".'^'9^.^.°^ Solidarity with Ethiopian
People will be held this Saturday, February
2b, in the Student Union Ballroom at 7 p.m
The program will feature a speaker, films
slides, and dinner. Admission is one' dollar!

This IS sponsored by the Connecticut-
Amherst Chapter of the Ethiopian Students
Union in North America - (Esuna).

Drum
DRUM - a student run literary and arts

magazine is asking for contributions for the
Spring issue in the areas of Art
Photography, Poetry, Essay, Fiction,'
Reviews and any information relevant to the
student body. All articles must be type-
written and double spaced. The deadline is
March 17th. Submit articles to Afro-Am
office. New Africa House, UMass, Amherst.

.asTrea^^X^ortm^ots^re^ Hertrjre^^r'th^^;!:^^- ^^ °'

performing next week in "Illusions," a p^y that he wrote a
n;.^"^"^^^

"Illusions. A Ceremony." will be held a' flVv^Jer Auditorium March 2" TaVdYAdmission ,s $1.00 for students and $1.50 for non-students '
'

^""^ ^•

This play is presented by the Black Cultural Center of UMass.

•The Horn of Africa

LUTHER

As is clear today, especially after the Barre
cliques in Mogadishu intervened in the
Ogaden's people struggle for national self
determination and the beginning of the
Ethiopian junta's all out war, the situation in
the Horn has become a concern for in-

ternational peace. The U.S.S.R., Cuba,
South Yemen, East German, Libya and other
Soviet satellites along with Israel have not

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr

BECAUSE THE

only sent arms worth billions of dollars, but
have also been directly involved through
their military personnels.

Likewise, despite the cowardly and
hypocritical statements of Carter, the U.S.
has given Somali arms worth hundreds of
millions of dollars from its stock-pile in Iran
and Saudi Arabia. Besides Egypt, The
Sudan, Iran, Pakistan and other U.S. satellite
were encouraged to send military per-
sonnels, estimated in thousands to the
Somali Republic.

The war in the Horn, that has already
caused the lives of hundreds of thousands of
fraternal people is continuing unabated. If

there is any new development, it is only
further intensification and internalization of
the war. Such being the case, the possibility
of super-power confrontation is not only
probable but also possible. However, this
possibility of super-power confrontation and
the mutual liquidation of the people of the
Horn is avoidable, by the revolutionary up-
risal of both the Ethiopian and Somalia
people against the imperialists and their local
agents in Addis Abeba and Mogadishu. To
this end the world's people should be behind
revolutionary forces in Ethiopia and Somalia.

Blue^wall Bar
Friday Happy Hour

Feb. 24
2 for 1 Powerhouses
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NBA official speaks; hits salaries, violence I Cleaning up oil spill continues on shorelines
By STEVE ZACK
Coilegian Staff

A National Basketball Association official

last night said the large salaries of NBA
athletes are partially to be blanned on the
income provided by television.

Supervisor of Officials for the NBA
Norman Drucker spoke to a group of about
50 The event was sponsored by the UMass
Sport Management Department.
"We (the NBA) have probably the greatest

athletes in the world," Drucker said. "We
know it by the salaries they demand."
The current average salary in the NBA is

over $140,000, according to Drucker.
Television income ranges from $11 million to
$12 million per year.

Drucker then switched to the subject of
the referee. He remarked on the difficulty of
officiating in today's game where "each
team has a seven-foot center and a six-foot-
ten forward."

Currently the league employs 26 officials

whose salaries range from $20,000 in the first

year to $45,000 after ten years. This year

there are four new referees chosen from over
250 applicants.

Before answering questions from the
audience, Drucker spoke on violence in the
NBA. He said there is no more violence now
than there was before but that it will no
longer be tolerated by the commission.
A special committee consisting ot

Drucker, coaches, general managers,
players, and the deputy commissioner was
set up to develop solutions to the problem of
violence.

Among the questions from the audience
that Drucker answered were those con-
cerning a third official and how one can
become a referee in the NBA.

Drucker said a decision on the matter of
adding a third official has been delayed until
June. One of the reasons for the delay was
the fact that there is no one group that has
100 per cent approval for the addition of a
third official. It would also require that an
additional $700,000 be added to the of-
ficiating budget in order to accommodate a
third official.

iK Concert reconsidered
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Third World Senator Julie Hall said the
concerts have been "selectively
discriminatory against the Third World
community."

Coordinator for Third World Affairs Stan
<inard could not be reached for comment
iast night. At the Senate meeting Kinard said

the Senate made a 1976 commitment to

funding a concert commemorating black
music. The following is a chronology of

events compiled from student government
leaders leading up to last night's veto:

SPRING 1976: There is discussion in-

volving the Duke Ellington Foundation which
is in its creation stages. The organization (as

it is described now) would try to convert the
Ellington home into a museum, build up an
archives of black music and run an outreach
program for New York City School Children.

There was talk in the spring of 1976 to

convert the name of the Fine Arts Center to

commemorate Ellington. There was also

complaint t^hat the 76 spring concert was not
representative of all groups on campus. An
investigation is nnade into Affirmative Action
guidelines for the 1977 concert.
FALL 1976: There is talk of bringing

Wonder to UMass among other big names.
SPRING 1977: Early in the spring there is

talk of bringing Wonder to UMass, now for

the spring concert. Late in the spring there is

discussion of having Wonder to UMass in

the fall in conjunction with the Ellington

foundation and a festival commemorating
black music. This plan collapses when the
football team practice prevents access to the
stadium.
OCTOBER 1977: The Senate allocates

$450 to send Kwaku Saunders to Los
Angeles to meet with Stevie Wonder and
managers of Wonder's record company.

NOVEMBER 1977: Kwaku Saunders
reports to the Senate and describes his trip

as a 'success". Saunders added that
Wonder was concerned he was "getting
involved in more than a concert." "It is the
idea that the concert would benefit the Duke
Ellington Foundation that attracted Stevie,"
according to Saunders, Wonder told him "he
wanted to do it."

DECEMBER 1977: The Student Senate in

the iast meeting of the semester agrees to
deficit spend up to $76,000 for a Black
American Music Festival which would
hopefully include Wonder and others. Kinard
said Wonder had made "a verbal com-
mitment that he is interested in doing the
concert."

INTERSESSION: Student government
officials are told that Wonder will not be
coming to UMass. Director of Security Saul
Chafin could not guarantee that he could
secure the stadium for a Stevie Wonder
concert. Some SGA officials feel there was
never a chance to get Wonder.
FEBRUARY 1978: Plans continue for a

black festival without Wonder. The headliner
would now be Aretha Franklin. At their first

semester meeting the Senate hears from the
festival committee that Franklin has "ex-
pressed interest" in doing the UMass
concert. Proceeds would still go to the
Ellington Foundation.
FEBRUARY 22: The Senate approves the

Festival with a $3 ticket price and a 50-50
split of the profits. Half would go to the
Foundation; the other half would go to the
Senate. Talent for the event is left un-
specified. The total cost of the concert would
be $34,080.

FEBRUARY 23: Student government
presidents veto the compromise forcing
further consideration and a delay in

negotiations for talent.

Norman Drucker. supervisor of officials for the National Basketball Association
last night spoke to an audience of about 50. The speech was sponsored by the Sports
Management Department. (Staff photo by Diane Crawford)
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BOSTON lAP) — Crews continued cleaning

Cape Cod beaches and coves along the

state's North Shore where thousands of

gallons of heavy oil have washed ashore
since the blizzard two weeks ago.
Up to 8,000 gallons of oil, turned into tarlike

balls the size of grapefruits by the cold air

and water, washed up on beaches at Truro,

Wellfleet, Eastham and Orleans on Cape
Cod.
Coast Guard spokesman John Bablitch said

from Salem Thursday 13,000 gallons of oil

plus 123 truck-loads of oily debris were
removed from coves and inlets along the

northern part of Marblehead.
The oil there came from the tanker Global

Hope, which ran aground in Salem Sound
about 1,000 yards off Marblehead on Feb. 6

during the worst blizzard to hit the state this

century.

There was speculation the oil washing
ashore on Massachusetts Bay beaches of
Cape Cod also came from the Global Hope,
but Bablitch said samples of the oil were be-
ing examined at the University of Rhode
Island, and there was no confirmation on the
source of the spill.

The Global Hope contained approximately

260,000 gallons of oil when it went aground
and lost 10,000 gallons through its darrwged
stern, Bablitch said.

Approximately 30,000 gallons was lost Feb.

8 when the tanker shifted while oil was being

transferred from its engine room to a cargo

area, he said.

A private firm was awarded a $1.6 million

contract to remove the oil and cleanup, and
estimated it would take 100 working days,
Bablitch said.

In Wellfleet, Harry DeLashmutt, chief

ranger at the Cape Cod National Seashore,
said no oil washed ashore overnight
Wednesday.
"I think we're going to be okay now," he

said.

About 2,000 gallons of oil washed ashore
last week and the rest overnight Tuesday, he
said, and there had been fears more would
come in at high tide Wednesday night.

Another private firm was hired to clean
beaches on the Cape, and DeLashmutt said
approximately 30 men were working on the
job.

'It looks like it will be, for sure, two to three
weeks" to finish, he said.

He said the oil had been no real problem for

wildlife. A few dead birds were washed
ashore, but it was hard to determine whether
they died before they were stained v^ith oil.

"It's the type of oil that doesn't really hurt
birds too much," he said, explaining it is like

tar balls, rather than a massive oil slick that

pollutes feathers.

About 60 harbor seals wintering off the
Cape apparently are unaffected. "We were
concerned for their safety, but we haven't
noticed any problems," he said.

DeLashmutt said it was early to assess
potential damage to shell fish, but the oil

"could certainly affect oysters in Wellfleet

Harbor" if the oil shifts into there.

Bill banning foes declare 'war on litter'
HARTFORD, Conn. (UPI) - Foes of a

bill banning throwaway beverage bot-

tles and flip-top cans Thursday declared

"absolute war on litter," saying it poses
a threat to the public and wastes
energy.

Sen. George Hannon, D-East Hartford,

held a news conference with a

spokesman for the bottling industry
outlining their alternative legislation,

which they said goes the so-called bot-

tle bill one better.

"The bottle bill doesn't go far enough
and it would increase the price of beer

and soda," Hannon said. "We declare

absolute war on litter."

"We have to educate the public about

the threat of litter as a waste of energy

and money," Hannon said.

Later in the day. Gov. Ella T. Grasso

said she supports the bottle bill, but

would not say whether she would veto

Hannon's litter bill if it passes.

Hannon's bill proposes a fine of $10 for

the first arrest for littering and up to $100

for each subsequent violation. It also

sets up system of sentencing repeat lit-

terers to picking up garbage from road-

sides.

In the 1960s, Connecticut launc ed a

similar campaign against litter with $200

fines, massive threatening billboards

and distribution of hundreds of litter

barrels.

But the fine was later reduced to $10,
and legislators said police and judges
were reluctant to charge someone $200
because he threw a piece of paper out
his car window.
Hannon said his bill encourkages

recycling; assesses all businesse that
produce products that are potential lit-

ter sources a fee to be used in cleanup
operations; enforces the litter laws and
provides jobs for youth in cleanup cam-
paigns.

"The assessment on business is so
small that it could not possibly be pass-

ed on to the consumer," Hannon said.

"But it will raise a total of $3 million to

help clean up litter."
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Backers of the much-debated bottle
bill, which has been a legislative issue
for five years, claim it would fight litter

and encourage recycling. Last year the
measure passed both the House of
Representatives and Senate, but was
killed by a parliamentary technicality.

The Legislature's Environment Com-
mittee will hold a public hearing Mon-
day on both the bottle bill and the "an-
tilitter bill" being pushed by Hannon and
the bottling industry as an alternate
measure.
Rep. John Anderson, DRedding,

cochairman of the Environment Com-
mittee, said both the anti-litter and bot-
tle bills will be approved by his panel.

Indian remains

stay in boxes,

can't be buried
BOSTON (AP) - The ancient remains of

five American Indians excavated in the past

few years are being stored in wooden and

cardboard boxes in an office about 40 miles

from here because there is no place and no

money to bury them. Some of the remains

date back 400 years.

"I'd be happy to turn them over to Indians

to bury them, but I can't do that under the

law," says State Archaeologist Dr. Maurice

Robbins, who has kept the remains in his of-

fice in the Bronson Museum in Attleborofor

the past few years.

Under Massachusetts law, remains

discovered on public property must be turn-

ed over to the state archaeologist and then

buried by a mortician.

But Robbins, who is unsalaried, notes, "I

have neither the funds nor a place to bury

them."

The status of the partial skeletons, found in

Mashpee, Hyannis, Middleboro and
Shrewsbury, underlines American Indians'

concern about the treatment of the remains

of their ancestors.

Indian burial sites, most of which are un-

marked, are not protected by state law when
they are on private property. Many remains

unearthed by amateur archaeologists or

treasure hunters are displayed as collectors'

items, according to Robbins, and Jake
Thompson, executive director of the state

Commission on Indian Affairs.

"It's a flagrant violation of the human rights

of a deceased person of Indian descent.
"

said Thompson, a descendant of the Oneida
tribe. "I think if it's a known burial ground,
out of due respect for the dead it should re-

main as such...We should let the dead be."

Thompson asked the state legislature this

week for a twoyear moratorium on the ex-

cavation of Indian burial sites so that a for-

mal procedure can be developed for the re-

mains.
However, archaeologists say that burial

sites are most often uncovered by accident,

frequently by bulldozers preparing a site for

construttion. Remains would be destroyed
in the course of construction if a moratorium
took effect, they say.

"It's a tragedy that archaeologists and In-

dian groups have reached a sore point...The
real threat is from modern construction

which is destroying these remains without

any emotional reaction," says Prof. Carol

Barnes of Providence College, president of

the Massachusetts Society of Ar-
chaeologists.

Archaeologists say the Indian remains that

are uncovered in Massachusetts, some of

which are 10,000 years old, are vital In

gathering information about ancient and
prehistoric cultures.

"It's one of the last ways for native

Americans to regain their heritage," says
Michael Roberts of the Institute for Conser-

vation Archaeology in Cambridge.
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FBI director pledges

'badge will stay shiny
WASHINGTON (UPI) William H
Webster took office as FBI director Thursday
with a pledge that wrongdoing will not
blemish the agency's record during his 10
year term.

Presented an FBI badge after taking his
oath before President Carter and Vice Presi
dent Walter Mondale, Webster said, "My
pledge to you is that 10 years from now this
badge will be just as bright and shiny as it is

today

.

"We will do the work that the Amencan
people expect of us in the way that the Con-
stitution demands of us "

The FBI's public image, and the morale of
its agents, have suffered in recent years from
disclosures that agents conducted improper
and allegedly illegal surveillance, bugging
and break -in operations, and harassed
political dissidents of all types during the
reign of the late J. Edgar Hoover.

Chief Justice Warren Burger administered
Webster's oath in an auditonum in the J.
Edgar Hoover Building, the FBI's national
headquaters.
Carter promised to work in parnership with

the new FBI director.

"I am deeply aware of the importance of
the leadership of the FBI, " the president
said. "I can't think of any position that has
more influence on the attitude of our people

toward their government
ship of the FBI.

than the leader-

"This agency has set a standard of integri-
ty, competence and for preserving the safety
of lives and property and protecting the
basic rights of the American people."

Carter also praised retired FBI Director
Clarence Kelley, who was present at the
ceremony, saying Kelley "has done a superb
job ... through strong leadership, good
management and personal integrity.

Webster was chosen after a year-long
search by Carter and Attorney General Grif-

fin Bell for a man with legal knowledge and
administrative skill.

Webster, 53, served on the 8th U.S. Circuit

Court of Appeals in St. Louis. He was con-
firmed by the Senate Feb. 9 but delayed tak-
ing office to complete several cases pending
before him.

He became the third full time director to
head "the modern FBI " - Hoover, who ran
the bureau from 1924 until his death on May
2, 1972, and Kelley. Three acting directors
have filled interrim vacancies since Hoover's
death.

A graduate of Amherst College in Amherst,
Mass., and Washington University Law
School, Webster is a former president of the
St. Louis County Young Republicans and
the Missouri Association of Republicans.

Wayne Hays will seek

Democratic nomination
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Wayne L.

Hays, whose career as one of the nation's
most powerful congressmen was cut short
by the Elizabeth Ray sex scandal, re-entered
politics Thursday as a candidate for the Ohio
Legislature.

Hays, 67, said he will seek the Democratic
nomination in June for the 99th district seat
now held by Rep. AG. Lancione, a
Democrat who is retiring at age 72.

"I have had a lot of people ask me to run. I

don't mean 20 or 30, I mean in the hun-
dreds," Hays said in a telephone interview
with The Associated Press from a St.

Clairsville bank where he serves on the
board.

Hays said backers have told him that any
references to the 1976 affair with Miss Ray, a
Capitol Hill secretary, would only strengthen
their support.
"I think people are inclined to say that has

no bearing on this, " Hays said, "If they
(constituents) hold it as a major bar to my
being a representative, I wouldn't run."
In an interview with a Wheeling, W.Va

,

radio station. Hays added, "I'm sick and
tired of that Elizabeth Ray scandal. Since
when has it been a scandal for a single man
to have an affair with a single girl? It has
been blown out of proportion."
Miss Ray said at the time that she could not

even type and was on a congressional com-
mittee payroll only because she provided
Hays sexual favors. Hays denied that she
was hired solely for sexual reasons.
Hays, who was divorced at the time of the

affair, married his second wife, Pat, a few
months before he resigned on September 1,

1976
At least five other Democrats are running in

the primary for a chance at representing the
99th district, which incorporates three rural

southeastern Ohio counties dotted with
farms and coal fields.

Hays' rivals include 24-yearold Edmund
Sargus Jr., whose family is well-known

Rep. Wayne L. Hays

politically in the area, and Belmont County
Treasurer Joseph Pappano, who ran unsuc-
cessfully against Hays in a 1970 congres-
sional election.

Hays was chairman of the House Ad-
ministration Committee when he
acknowledged having an affair with Miss
Ray, a $14,000-a-year committee employee.
He was finishing his 14th term in Congress
when he resigned, stopping a House Ethics
Committee investigation into his conduct.
Lancione, retiring after a 32 year career,

said he did not think Hays would be "an
asset to the state of Ohio," but he said he
would not change his mind about resigning.

Judge withholds decision
PROVIDENCE R.I. (UPI) - A federal

judge is withholding his decision for at least

three weeks in a suit filed by a follower of the
Rev. Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church
who claims she was the victim of illegal

"deprogramming"
Leslie Weiss, 25, of Waltham, Mass., is su-

ing Theodore Patrick, a nationally known
"deprogrammer" from San Diego, Calif.,

and Albert Turner of Warwick, R I., for

S400.000
She claims the two men violated her con

stttutionallyprotected religious freedoms
when they locked her in a room on
Thanksgiving Day, 1974, in an unsuccessful
effort to get her to renounce Moon's church.
Six days of -testimony ended Wednesday

U.S. District Court" Judge Francis J. Boyle
gave both sides two weeks to file written
arguments and a third week to develop
rebuttals.

Miss Weiss claims she was tricked into go-
ing to Turner's home for deprogramming. In
her suit, she said she has suffered mental
anguish since the incident and now fears
traveling alone.

John A Burgess, a lawyer for the two men,
said they were hired by her mother who has
a "compelling interest" to protect her
daughter even if she is a legal adult. Burgess
said the pair did nothing illegal

John G. Hines, Miss Weiss' lawyer, argued
that a ruling in favor of Patrick and Turner
would open a "Pandora's box " of vigilante
groups infringing on religious and other
freedoms.

As an example, Hines said a wife might hire
a deprogrammer to get her husband out of a
gun club for fear he will be hit by a stray
bullet.
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FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston London round trip only $328.
June 12-August 15, Pan American
707. ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);
non-five College persons are eligible.

Early sign-up urged. Contact: Inter-
national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 546-2710, for ap-
plication.
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SUNLIGHT
AIMDSHADE

Featuring: Semenya McCord, vocals,

Kevin Jones, percussion

ENO
TONIGHT

Friday Feb. 24th at 8:30 pm in

Hampden Student center, Southwest

FREE ADMISSION

Sponsored by the Malcolm X. Center
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The girl is 12. The guy is a taxi driver.

What happens to both of them will shock you.
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ROBERT DENIRO
TAXI DRIVER
Mahar Aud.; Fri. 24th; 6:M, 8:30. 10:30;

tickets available at TIX & at the door; $1
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kVision Shonrcasen
(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms /\Aall, Hadley 584-8324

Kent WhaJon

— Licensed

Optician

We are Specialisfs in:

•FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by

Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar De La Renta
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

• Free Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean 8. Polish contact

lenses on the premises.

Clip n Save

GOLDEN TEMPLE EMPORIUM

Shocks The Shoe World!!!!!
15% off on all

^^iiipp< Timberiand
Boots

with this coupon onl

Good thru Sat.,

March 4

Golden Temple Emporium
35 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst 256-8470

Coupon^^^^^^B"*^""""""' Coupon !

187 n. pleasant St., amherst

PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in

Pfzia — Grinders

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS; MON THURS, 11am 1am; FRISAT, 11am-2am: SUN, llam-lam

Senate Minority Whip Ted Stevens, R-Alaska, Senate Minority Leader Howard
Baker, R-Tenn., House Majority Leader Rep. Jim Wright, D-Tex., and Baker's press
secretary Ron McMahan leave the White House yesterday after meeting with the
president to discuss the coal strike. (UPI)

Carter urges bargaining
WASHINGTON [AP] - President Carter

kept alive hopes for a negotiated settlement
to the coal strike yesterday as the 80-day-old
dispute brought the first major layoffs in the
auto industry.

The president said he has decided against
immediate government intervention in hopes
of getting the striking United Mine Workers
and coal industry officials back to the
bargaining table.

"We're still trying to get the parties to

negotiate with each other," he told a reporter

at swearing-in ceremonies for the new FBI
director.

The president met earlier with bipartisan

congressional leaders and was to confer later

with the governors of West Virginia, Penn-
sylvania and Kentucky — states hard hit by
the bitter walkout.

Administration officials said the president
told the lawmakers there was still a last

chance for a negotiated agreement and that

he could not wait past the weekend to act.

The officials said Carter stressed there was a
need to keep options open for a few days
and that congressional support was needed
to let industry and union know that backing
exists for seizing the mines or invoking the
back-to-work orders of the Taft-Hartley Act.
An Associated Press-NBC News poll

found that nearly two-thirds of the American
people think Carter should try to reopen the
mines through Taft-Hartley.

Senate Majority Leader Howard H. Baker,
Jr., who was among those meeting with
Carter, said it could be late April or May
before Congress could act on special

legislation. By then, he said, there could be
90 per cent power cutbacks in some areas
and millions of people out of work.

Although Carter still hoped for a

resumption of negotiations, the two sides

appeared deadlocked. The industry had said

Wednesday it could not accept the union's

proposal calling for a settlement nearly

idential to one reached earlier with a major

independent producer, Pittsburg & Midway
Coal Mining Co. The union declared it could

accept nothing less.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall, who had
been trying for 10 days to negotiate a set-

tlement, announced that the industry

"declined to respond" to both the union's

offer and his invitation to join in face-to-face

negotiations with the UMW. Coal operators

said further talks "hardly seemed fruitful" in

view of the union's bargaining position.

With both sides seeming inflexible in their

negotiating positions, the administration

appeared to be pushing for a break up of

national coal bargaining, possibly coupled
with direct intervention.

Should the government declare a

bargaining impasse, each of the 130 member
companies of the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association would be free to negotiate in-

dividual contracts with the UMW. Some
industry sources have hinted that some
companies would be willing to make such a

move.

Power cutbacks resulting from the coal
strike were blamed for one-day layoffs of

8,300 hourly workers at General Motors'
Deico Electronics plant in Kokomo, Ind., and
at GM's Delco-Remy plant at Muncie, Ind.

Donald Atwood, manager of the Kokomo
plant, said another one-day layoff may be
necessary March 3 if the coal shortage
continues.

Elsewhere, more power cutbacks were
expected in Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee,
Maryland and Virginia.

Further financial hardships are in store for

some 81,600 beneficiaries of the UMW's
retirement fund and 7,100 persons receiving

union survivors' benefits. The UMW Health
and Retirement Funds announced it will not
pay out benefits during March because of
cash shortages triggered by the strike.

The major differences between the union
and industry focus on disciplinary action

against wildcat strikers, guarantee of pension
and health benefits, royalties to the union for

non-UMW coal that is processed through
union-organized mines and industry-

proposed deductibles for previously free

health care.
'

Tougher Egyptian stance

barrier to mediated peace
JERUSALEM (AP) - American efforts to

mediate a Middle East peace settlement are

running into snags because of a toughened
Egyptian stand, Israeli officials said Thurs-

day.

A pessimistic view of chances for an

Egyptian-Israeli agreement leaked out of a

closed briefing given Wednesday by Foreign

Minister Moshe Dayan to Parliament's

Foreign Affairs and Security Committee.

President Anwar Sadat of Egypt appears to

be retreating from his acceptance of a U.S.

formula to break the negotiating deadlock,

the officials said, and they confirmed that

Dayan saw an erosion in Egypt's position.

Dayan consistently has been more cautious

in his public assessments than Prime

Minister Menachem Begin, who exudes con-

fidence of ultimate success.

Begin will leave for Washington on March
12 to seek a way out of the impasse. Officials

said President Carter asked Dayan to return

with Begin and Defense Minister Ezer Weiz-
man will extend an arms buying mission to

the United States to attend.

Assistant Secretary of State Alfred Ather

ton returned to the Middle East on Tuesday,

but Israel believes his peace mission is worse

off now than it was three weeks ago. At that

time the Israelis believed they were close to

an agreement with Egypt over a set of prin-

ciples to guide future peace treaties.

Atherton went to Cairo on Wednesday
after what he described as "very important"
talks in Jerusalem. He said he would meet
with Egyptian Foreign Minister Mohamed
Ibrahim Kamel to discuss "concrete ideas,"

but did not elaborate.

Atherton was working on a compromise
formula based on Carter's Jan. 4 statement
in Aswan, Egypt, in which he said a solution

to the Palestinian issue should include

recognition of the "legitimate rights ' of the

Palestinians and their right to "participate in

determining their future."

According to the Israeli analysis, complex
inter Arab politics sandbagged the com-
promise. Sadat is withdrawing his support,

officials said, because he believes Carter's

policy is unacceptable to King Hussein of

Jordan.
The Israelis do not believe Sadat will con

elude a peace agreement without Hussein's
backing. Hussein, while not joining the Arab
rejection front against Sadat's "sacred mis-

sion, " has set a high price for his participa-

tion.
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Letters
Mobilize on
criminal legislation
To the Editor

Senate Bill 1437 [HR 6869] "to codify,

revise and reform " federal criminal law, is

a very dangerous piece of legislation. It

has been called "the S one" [SI] which,

we should not forget, was killed in

Congress last year by public outrage,

aroused through education. Informed
public opinion was expressed and it got
results!

The elimination from S 7437 of a certain

few of its sire's most notoriously

repressive measures, plus the fact that it

does do some constructive organizing of

the confused tangle of thousands of old

federal laws, allowed its supporters to

push the bill through the Senate by a

vote of 72- 15 on January 30 as a great

progressive reform measure. It now
includes a reinstatement of the Logan
Act of 1799 — never carried out — which
prohibits private citizens from intercourse

or correspondence with a foreign

government. Does this mean that we
cannot protest torture in Argentina,

Korea, etc., by writing to government
officials there? Some progress.

There is still hope of defeating S 1437
— HR6869 in the House, if public opinion

is again mobilized to act. If you are

aware, if you care, please write at once to

Rep. Edward Boland, Sifvio Conte or

whomever your congressman is: House
Office Building, Washington, DC 20515.

Point out that this bill threatens fun-

damental constitutional rights. Urge
them to examine carefully for themselves

the vague language in section after

section of the bill which can be in-

terpreted to mean just about anything the

official in charge wants it to mean.
A good look at specific sections reveals

this in all its muddy clarity. Section 1003

creates a new and elastic federal crime of

"criminal solicitation," saying that "a

person is guilty of an offense if, with

intent that another person engage in

conduct constituting a crime, and, in

fact, under circumstances strongly in-

dicative of that intent, he commands,
entreats, induces or otherwise endeavors

to persuade such person to engage in

such conduct."

Section 1002 dealing similarly with

"criminal conspiracy, " Section 1323 with

"tampering with a witness or informant,
"

Section 1331 on "criminal contempt" are

merely examples of the many
authoritarian-type controls which this bill

clamps onto labor unions and all citizens

who wish to peacefully protest. Reaf-

firming "use" immunity, which amounts
to forcing a witness to surrender his Fifth

Amendment rights, is another of the

unacceptable provisions of the bill.

Assuming the goodwill and intelligence

of our legislators in this matter is a

sensible policy to start out with because

it might induce them to examine and find

much in the bill which they really couldn 't

endorse. Charity can be practical.

Let us follow our own good example:

educate ourselves and let our voices be

heard as they were so effectively against

^' Margaret G. Holt

Hite criticized

for housing lies

To the Edrtor

Shame on Jon Hite. His broad but

unsubstantiated attack on the Com-
munity Development Center, area staff,

and Heads of Residence in Tuesday's

Collegian is inconsistent with the facts

and unworthy of a student spokesperson.

I can speak with direct knowledge only

of Southwest [and Berkshire House
staff]. Within this context, his remarks

are a strange mixture of misinformation,

gross distortion, and unwarranted
slander against hardworking staff.

To blame resi 'ence hall staff and their

supervisors for the housing crunch

during last September's opening is

comparable to blaming the Coast Guard
for not preventing damage to Massa-

chusetts coastal areas during the Great

February Storm To suggest that

Community Development Center per-

sonnel put staff convenience ahead of

student needs during that protracted

crisis is utterly false, as anyone remotely

connected with the process surely

knows. To say that HRs "were turning

away students although there was
sufficient space for them" is a damn lie

which should be retracted with apology if

not documented.
The heart of the crisis was a mismatch

between unplaced male students and

vacancies in all-female space. The only

point at which area staff rightfully balked

was a proposal to clear one or more

floors of women already settled in

Coolidge and replace them with male

entry-students. If attempted, this scheme

would have produced a massive sit-in. I

trust that Jon agrees that student in-

terests in this instance lay in respecting

the existing character of all-female space.

A number of dorms in Southv^st took

additional students into lounges, some of

whom lived there throughout the Fall

Term.

Jon should also put up specifics or

retract his allegation that "there are a lot

of heads of residence who are next to

useless. " as well as his contention that

there is inadequate consultation between

Heads of Residence and supervisots

which contributes significantly to dorm
damage. Such sweeping charges which

casually malign most residential staff

demonstrate that Jon either doesn't

know what he's talking about or, worse,

he does know and chooses to press a

fraudulent critique for some political

purpose. I thought he ran for election last

year.

Jon further contends [without

evidence] that "CDC is more interested in

the central staff than they are in the

counselors." CDC has urged additional

assistance for Resident Assistants but

the Trustees turned down tuition

waivers, no extra state money has been

provided, and the only remaining revenue

source would be a raise in student rents

and fees. RAs should be paid more but in

the closed budget system the result will

probably be a reduction in the number of

RA positions.

The unsupported blanket accusations

that "because of its many failures" CDC
"is not working for the student" seems

little more than personal animus on the

basis of the Collegian article conveying

Jon's views. Perhaps Mr. Hite could be

more direct in stating what policies or

goals he is working for by such Jour-

nalistic hit-and-run tactics.

Jim Matlack. Master-Director

Southwest Residential College

Judaic studies

petition commended
To the Editor:

The more than 1400 student petitioners

in behalf of the preservation and ad-

vancement of Judaic Studies [Collegian,

Feb. 21, p. 8] are to be commended for

the dignified way in which they made
known their keen interest in the Judaic
Studies program and their frustration

over the sort of support it has been given.

With the support of these 1400 students,

and tf>e many more whom they

represent, the procedure of approval of

regular Program status for Judaic
Studies, initiated three months ago, will

surely be carried to a successful con-

clusion.

Prof. David S. Wyman
Chairman (on leave) Judaic Studies

Herter Hall

Prof. Leonard H. Ehrlich

Acting Chairman, Judaic Studies
Bartlett Hall

Our responsibility

to say 'no nukes'
To the Editor:

As students, we have a great

responsibility in the fight against nuclear

power. Our research skills give us access

to information on the intricacies of the

nuclear power question, knowledge
which is not readily available to the

general public. There are many complex
studies which show nuclear power is a

major danger to us all. and that

renewable energy resources can provide

the energy we need as well as many more
jobs. This information must be translated

into lay terms and made available to the

public.

A construction worker once put it to

me this way: workers have neither the

time nor the energy to do research and
mass education on the nuclear power
issue after laboring for eight or ten hours
a day. He said it is the job of the students

to collect and disseminate the facts.

With the nuclear industry and the

government waging a full-scale media
war for nuclear power, our job is doubly
hard. But if we students work together,

we can expose the lies, giving people the

facts so they can make their own choices

rather than having to accept those made
by the nuclear industry and the govern-

ment.

One statement which can be disproved

is that solar energy is not yet possible.

The UMass Alternative Energy Coalition

1>4£C1 is organizing workshops to build

simple solar devices like solar cookers,

solar water heaters, and solar flat plate

collectors. With models of solar

machines, we can prove that the sun's

energy is available to us now.
The UMass AEC called a meeting of

students willing to work for an alternative

energy future and against nuclear power.
It was held Thursday, Feb. 23. Plans for

an energy teach-in. a film series, musical
events, a speakers series, research
groups and workshops to build solar

devices were developed at this meeting.
Future meetings will be announced in the

notice section. If we work together, we
can stop nuclear power.

Sharon Tracy

Support miners'

rights in U.S.

To the EdKor

The United Mine Workers of America
are currently involved in a contract

dispute with mine owners. The proposed
contract will slash medical benefits,

eliminate cost-of-living protection, 'strip

union safety committees of their power,
and 'allow the companies to institute

speedup "incentive pay"plans and seven
day workweeks.

President Carter, who espouses human
rights internationally, threatens the

workers with a Taft-Hartley injunction

and-or a federal seizure of the coal mines.

Last year 125 miners were killed on the

job, while another 4,000 died of Black

Lung disease. What about human rights

for the miners here in the U.S.?.'

We urge everyone who supports the

right of the coal miners to a safejob and a

decent livelihood to help us, the Miners'

Strike Support Committee, fight along

side the U.M.W.A. against the mine
owners and the federal government.

The next Miners' Strike Support
Committee meeting will be Monday,
February 27th, at 8:00 p.m. in Campus
Center 902.

Warren Simons
Miners' Strike Support Committee

More letters on page 12

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be tyfjed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to edi ing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due '
) space

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.
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China provides political inspiration

Charlie Bagli

It's funny, when we're young we learn

certain things about "socialist" countries. I

remember I didn't know anything in par-

ticular but I had very distinct images. Russia

was cold and gray; China, deep red.

I couldn't tell you exactly why I thought in

terms of those colors then, (apologies to

Freud) but I see them as having some
significance today. When I first entered

college in 1971, it was towards the end of

some powerful movements for social

change, i.e. the anti-Vietnam war, Black and
Women's liberation. Those movements
didn't exist in a vacuum, though. The whole
world seemed to be on fire. Many people

wanted big changes fast.

Many of us looked around for a country, a

society that represented a better way to live;

a society that was actually working on the

elimination of exploitation and oppression,

not on increasing them. Red China stood

out. China was in the midst of a Cultural

Revolution in which the Chinese people were
demanding that officials, leaders. Party

members and bureaucrats who conducted
affairs in the old way had to step aside and

make way for new relations. Revolutionary

Committees were set up in the factories.

students and barefoot doctors went to the

countryside, and entrance to higher
education was put on a basis of ability and
desire to serve the people not on how many
officials you knew. The people were in

command.
China was a tremendous inspiration, and it

didn't affect only me. The Black Panthers

sold Mao's Red Book on street corners;

cotrses in school about China were over-

flow^ing; the book Fanshen was one of the

mo«t widely read; posters from China went
up right alongside the Rolling Stones; and
evar Grace Slick (of Jefferson Airplane,

remember them?) named her child "China".
It also reawakened interest in Marxism-
Leninism as a science that could explain the

laws of society, and we saw the proliferation

of Marxist organizations. Reverberations
from a country thousands of miles away
could be felt around the world.

China also had a profound effect on
liberation movements in the Third World.
Here was an independent, self reliant

country, that many third world countries

which had just broken the chains of

colonialism, wanted to be like. Just as im-

portantly, it put to rest the capitalist's lie that

the best you could get was capitalism.

Q^Jpressed and exploited people took
coutege from the roar of China. The victory

of acialism in China was a shot in the arm to

revltitionary movements in many countries.

I've seen pictures from all over of

Palestinians or Ethiopian peasants or
Filipinos sitting down and discussing Mao's
Red Book. China proved that new leaders did

not have to become new oppressors as the

Soviet Union had seemed to bear out.

I see China as red and the Soviet Union as
gray. The tremendous role and inspiration

that the Peoples Republic of China provides

is something that all progressive and
revolutionary minded people should defend.

The recent turmoil over the past year in

China is something to examine very sharply

and critically, even as the New York Times
wrings its hands in glee, saying "see, even
China is going bad." It's critical for all

revolutionary minded people to have a

correct analysis of what is going on, other-

wise you end up calling revolution counter-

revolution. This would eventually mean
serious problems in making revolution in this

country. For this reason it is totally

irresponsible for groups like the RCP and the

RCYB to call the Chinese people backward
and China a capitalist country, based on no
substance. That is counter-revolutionary.

I'm doing research for the Revolutionary

Student Brigade on the present situation in

China, the Gang of 4, and the present leader-

ship. In my future columns I will go into these

questions.

Charlie Bagli is a Collegian Columnist.

'Courtesy' doesn't extend to patients

By RICHARD J. NEWTON

Students here at the U of M will, in most

cases, utilize the Infirmary durir>g their stay

here. Over a period of 4 years or more, a

sizable medical record can result. This record

can sometimes influence ministrations of

future health care.

In trying to obtain my records I ran into a

practice which, at the very least, is

questionable.

In obtaining your records, you must sign a

release of information form. This form clears

the University of responsibility for that

particular information. Now the rub.

The University will, if you are going to a

doctor outside the school, send a copy of

your records to the doctor if you desire. The

original record is the property of the In-

firmary.

If you, owing to some private reason, want

a copy of your record to carry yourself, you

must pay a 30 cent per page "copy cost" for

this privilege. No, it is sent to the doctors for

free. Why this difference in treatment and

why the charge? From the Business

Assistant Directors and Records office of the

Infirmary I received no one clear answer.

>m the Records Dept. I was told it "is a

lav\4'(it is not). Furthermor*, I was told much
em^'oyee time would be wasted in copying

thisrnaterial that would "sit around uselessly

in i|ur drawer." They also said if they did

corW your medical record without fee

"e^ybody in the University would want a

copf to browse through."

The Assistant Directors Office told me
there was a charge for this privilege because
there was no guarantee that you were going
to another doctor (his words were, "the
provider is free to give them out only in the
cases of on-going and continuing medical
care").

F'om the Business Office the explanation

was students would "misinterpret" this

information and that the "majority of the

people are just not educated enough to

handle it, so that's why we do it." (So much
for higher education). This person also told

me of his concern for the privacy of our files

in our hands. He must forget that after we
sign the Release of Information from the

copits are our property as well as his. When
ask^i why the infornr^ation isn't available to

the student in registration information I was
told that "99 per cent of the students don't

read that stuff anyway."

To top it all off, in all three confrontations I

was told that this information is given free to

the doctors as a "medical" or "professional"

courtesy, (while we pay)

As I now understand it. This fee was
decided on after checking with Mass.PIRG,

the Attorney General's Office and various

legal counsels here at the U. of M. After

consultation it was decided that 30 cents per

page was a fair price in comparison with

other clinics.

There are any number of reasons why an

individual may need his-her own copy of

their medical records, yet wd are not con-

sidered responsible enough to handle them.

Therefore it seems a punitive charge is levied

against us.

Nowhere in information given to one

attending the University is this policy written

down nor the reasoning behind it explained.

Perhap it's time we all reconsider the basic

role of the great and benevolent medical

machine that emotionally and economically

charges us for knowledge of ourselves while

passing it freely among its own members.

Frogs is frogs

Our Man In Paris

Long before our homesteading ['Home
Steading! And step on it! I plan to catch the
two of them at it this time. T and grassroots
Jimmy endeared himself to America by
rooting for grass and steading in homes of
Average Folk, France's Giscard D'Estaing
was already practicing the common touch.
Since elecsd in 1974 he 's made it a matter of
course to drop in on French families of an
evening and pass a garrulous hour or two.
President Carter has invited him to the states

for a visit in June. One wonders how the
evening is likely to go should Giscard drop in

on an American household ...

Lansing, Michigan. Home of the Tupplers
where Fred Tuppler has just settled down to

watch Monday night baseball. His wife Irene

sitting on the couch watching with him and
sewing "Tuppler's Hardware" onto the back
of her husband's Softball uniform. The door-

bell rings. Fred rises and goes to answer. A
tall, slightly balding but otherwise well

favored, gentleman on the stoop.

"Bonsoir Monsieur."

"Encyclopedias heh? Always the same old

pitch, "Bun swear, Missyuh." Don't you
guys ever come up^ with anything new?
Listen up pal, we're as learned as we're ever

going to be, okay? Don't need any "Spunk
and Hangnails," thank-you Andy. Want
some advice from someone who was on the

pumping trail for years, get off it. Go into

something respectable like hardware. Years
from now you'll thank me,"

"No, you see, ah am ...
"

"What, you're not peddling Icyclos?

Brushes, vacuum cleaners, soap,
chocolates? Where's your sample case
anyway? Out in the car? Well, would you
look at that fancy car — a Daimler! Irene,

come quick, there's a Daimler out front. Gets
super mileage I bet, huh?"

"Well, uh yes. Ah get 140 kilometers to the

litre."

"Uh, Fred, look here in the paper. There's

his picture."

"Well, Cuspidor in a tight fittin' mitten,

wouldn't you know it. Nice of you to stop by

Mr. President, but you see I'm watching my
ball game, you understand. We'll have to

make it some other night. How about this

Thursday. Harry Carbuncle is up with the flu,

so we'll need a fill-in for the bowling team."

"Unfortunately, I will uve left by zen.

Mebbe I could watch ze game wiz you?"

"Well, all right, but don't try anything on

the wife. I hear you're a race of smooth

talkers over there. One minute you're

slobbering a kiss on their hand and the next

it's Saturday night in Sioux City, get my gist?

You people got extended libidos or

something. Must get it from the tap water.

Strike three! Way to mow 'em down Fidrychl

Heard about the Bird over there?"

"Well no, you see I was hoping to talk to

you about what you think of France. I always

think it's valuable to get other people's views

of one's own country, don't you think."

"Pretty strange place, know what I mean?

People go to the bathroom standing up and

all. Irene and I were in Paris for about a week

ten years ago. Never did figure out how to

flush the bidet."

"Surely though, you enjoyed the famous
French cuisine?"

"Couldn't eat any cheese you know.

Makes Irene break wind. Never know where
a snail's been so that was out. And when we
found out that their wine comes from

stomped grapes we passed that up 'cause

we were afraid that we might choke on the

pips. Stuck to "I'eau potable" ... Beats me
how the water is portable but there's no

divining the frog mind, know what I mean?"

"Well you must uve enjoyed ze historical

sites. After all, for all our shortcomings, we
ure a nation steeped in tradition."

"Call those weak-chinned Louis' running

'round in silk tights and periwigs tradition?

//

**\

'...mebbe I could watch ze game wiz you?"

'Well, all right, but don't try anything on the wife.

I hear you're a race of smooth talkers over there. One

minute you're slobbering a kiss on their hand and the

next...
ff

"Listen I've had enough of this parley voo-

doo business. Time to get on your saddle. No
good standin' there like a spare husband at a

wedding. C'mon scram or I'll call the cops."

"Actually, ah was hopin' to come into your

house for a moment. You see, ah am ze

president of France."

"And I'm Brigitte Bardot's naval."

"No, really, I ...
"

"Uh huh, one of those, heh? Listen aren't

you out after curfew? They're probably

starting to worry about you. Funny that, it's

always the soft-spoken type ...
"

Royal poofs if you ask me. Ah, look at that

would you, the kid's getting shelled."

"Madame, your husband certainly has
many astonishing notions about my
country."

"Well, you know he's got a broad over-

view of the world. Always has. Fred prides

himself on being a sound judge of men and
ideas. I like to think of him as my 20th
century Renaissance man."

Mark Wilding is the Collegian's Paris

Correspondent.
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Letters
Americans died for Panama Canal

To the Editor

The Panama Canal was completed in

1902, at a cost of 30,000 lives. Many of

these lives were American. Malaria,

which was then a ravaging disease, was
the primary cause of these deaths,

Americans fought the heat of the jungle,

malaria, and dysentery, and overcame
tremendous obstacles, in order to carve

out this canal which linked the Pacific

and Atlantic oceans. At that time the

government welcomed us with open
arms and granted us the right to a ten

mile strip of land forever in return for their

rights, we would build a canal, help build

up the economy of Panama, protect the

canal, maintain it and operate it. The
Panamanians receives royalties for every

ship that goes through the canal.

Now seventy-six years later because of

a petty dictator who is currently the

leader of the Panamanians, we are

considering abdicating our rights to this

canal, that our people died to build. This

dictator has threatened riots and up-

risings against the United States bases

and personnel if we do not turn the canal

over to the Panamanians by the year

2000. The U. S. is strongly considering the

treaty, even though the treaty would
grant the U.S. certain rights. It cannot

guarantee the future Panamanian
government will honor these rights. If v.e

abdicate our responsibilities in Panama
other countries where we have military

bases or other vested interests would
then look at our abdications in Panama as

a weakness, and they would try the same
things in their country.

It is time we drew the line in Panama.
We must keep the canal. It is in the best

interest in the U.S. to continue to honor
the commitment that 30,000 people made
76 years ago. It is in our best interest to

honor the engineering geniuses of past

generations by keeping the canal to

protect our national security and
economic liability, so I say keep the canal.

Ann Saba

Spring concert should be free

To the Editor

The UMass Student Senate did it again

Wednesday night February 22, when it

approved $50,080 for the Spring Concert.

Imagine, UMass Undergrads have to pay
$3 to get in. It isn't enough we pay
campus center fees, health service fees,

student activities fees, not to mention
tuition and room and board.

We Undergraduates pour enough
money into this University each year.

And now you say we have to shell out
another 3 bucks for a ticket. This is

absurd! I'm sure the Student Senate, IF

they knew anything about managing
money, COULD put on the concert for

free.

Fred Winer

Third world separatism termed racist

To the Editor

The concept of a "Third World"
should be abandoned. It is such an

ambiguous concept that it took the

Student Senate four years to define it.

This definition that was finally accepted

by the Senate is still extremely am-
biguous by any standards. By my
standards, to group and define any
people according to ethnic, racial, and
heritage lines is outright racism. This is

what the definition of "Third World" has

done and I feel this is outright racism.

As for these so called "Third World"
people having Senators apportioned to

them according to their heritage, it is a

violation of the Fourteenth Amendment
to the United States Constitution which

states "... nor deny to any person within

its Jurisdiction the equal protection of the

laws. " These senators of the Third World

Delegation should resign on their own
accord or the Senate should assume the

full responsibility and expel the entire

Third World Delegation never to be
recognized again.

It is possible that the people in

question really do have special needs and
if so I agree whole-heartedly that these

needs should be met with Senate

sponsored programs. To do Just this the

Senate has initiated the Recognized

Student Organization \RSO\ Program. Its

sole purpose is to allow students with

special needs to help themselves.

A much greater emphasis should be

placed on the PSO programs and no

emphasis put on giving power to them in

the senate. Let's apportion the Third

World Senators in an identical fashion as

the "whites" [people of no color] are

apportioned, according to residence.

Nummo News should also be dropped.

I understand the need for accurate

reporting of affairs which affect any and

all parts of the UMass community, but

Nummo News and "Black Affairs" deals

on issues that affect only a single fraction

of our community.

An alternative to the present set up is

to have the Nummo News and "Black

Affairs" staff combine with the Collegian

staff so that the Collegian could do the

needed reporting on all issues and affairs

of all factions of this community of ours.

Another point, the paranoia so

characteristic of some minorities actually

encourages acts of racism and
discrimination. Sick minds bent on

racism and discrimination feed on the

over reaction of their victims. I think that

a bit more ignorance on the victim's part

would show the sick mind for what it

really is and soon the incident will lose its

warped meaning.

Before closing, I would like to extend
an invitation to all those who are

presently residing in hyphenated America
to leave and Join the rest of us in the

United States. It's not as bad a place as

some are inclined to say. If and when you
do act on my invitation and move into the

United States I think that I should give

you a word of advice: Your heritage is a

part of you; You are not a part of your

heritage.

Patricic O'Donnell

Tenure should not be abolished

To the Editor

Stephen Matthieu writes in the

February 17 Collegian that because of

tenure "students are subjected to some
real turkeys in the classrooms. " No
doubt. '

If tenure is ever abolished,

however, you may be certain that UMass
will become one of the biggest turkey

farms in the nation, for it would be at an

extreme disadvantage in hiring and
retaining the best people available.

Nothing would turn UMass into a fourth-

rate university more quickly than the

abolition of tenure

Roberts W. French
Professor of English

HUNAN
GARDEN

RESTAURANT

Sftf'ciats

Ll\(Hh:ON 1.25 & up

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
INCLUDES

•Hot n Sour Soup
•Fried Rice

•Chinese Tea

$1.75

fl M 81 «ti ^
Mandarin Szechuen

Cuisine

-^Open 7 days a wfeb +

Sun- Ihurs.

Fri -Sal.

11 :30 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

ll::U)a.m.-ll :00p.m.

with main course of

sweet and sour pork
sweet and sour chicken
chicken chow mein

lUBelchertown Hd.
Kt.9. Amherst

256-0251

256-0252

Banquet Faeilicies

SOUNDSTAGE
GOES STEREO

You can now listen to
the Nation's Top Musical
Talent in stereo while
watching the performance
on TV.' Channel 57 will
.smulcast SOUNDSTAGE
in stereo with radio
station WAQY-FM 102
every Friday at miJniqht,

V presents

The University Knsemble Theater

Moliere's

Cphe

cheel P®t

Translated by Richard Wilbur

FRANK PRENTICE RAND THEATER
UMass Fine Arts Center

Feb. 24 25 March 2 3 4 at 8:00 pm
Special Sunday Matinee February 26 at 2:00 pm
Reservations 545-3511

Wii\3es

THIS FRIDAY; FEB.24

MELISSA MANCHESTER
AL cIARREAU

So switch on your TV,
tune in your stereo radio,
and get ready for an
excitinq musical experienci
Fridays at nidniqht,

ON WGBY-TV

Spring 78 Film Spectacular
presefits

JIMMY C'.IFF in

it

THE
HARDER
THEY
COME /f

Saturday, Feb 25, 1978
7, 9, 11 p.m.

I hi hlcudtjr They Cotne has more
iiuts wit, humor and sheer ex
uht'r.HK t! than most mpvies you'll see
I'l dny one year of rriovie going.

"

Vincent Canhy, N. Y Times

Three shows being shown
in luxurious, cinematic
MAHAR AUOITORIUM

$1.00 admission

Program

Council

Films

Presents:

The Best

Entsrtainment

Picture

Off 1977

^
PG]

Starring

Richard Pryor

& Gene Wilder

SILVER STRERK^
r 197' 20TH CENTURY-FOX

FILMS INCORPORATED

Fri.. Feb. 24 - 7 & 1 1:30

Tickets for both shows available at; T1X, Sun Music, Faces of Earth,

Platterpus Records. Main Street Records

UPCOMING CONCERTS

Geils • March 15th, F.A.C.

Dexter Gordon - April 1st, S.U.B.

David Bromberg/
Maria Muldaur - April 9th, F.A.C

^. .. ««««•««- * « * * -y * * < » ^ ^ ^ « 1 ^ > * ^ * > «.» •^«.«u«t«.«.«* *
.V i •_ S ^ > ' %

, * * * V *^
,•.*.**.*--•'.-.'' .'*

r

NORTH BY NORTHWEST

. . much the best Hitchcock that has coma
along in some years."

Hollii A/pert, Saturday Review

FILMS INCORPORATED

4

Starring

Cary Grant

Fri., Feb. 24 - 9

CCA - $1.00

I

:

J ••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Vermont starts lottery

Master of Ceremonies Bill Arnold yesterday announced the results of the first

drawing in Vermont's new state lottery. Winners picked up either $5. $20 or $1,000, or
qualified for a $100,000 grand drawing in about five weeks. (UPI)

FBI suspect flees Ashfield
ASHFIELD \AP] - Denis Lee Kelly,

described by federal authorities as "one of
the foremost manufacturers of LSD in the
world," has escaped an FBI arrest attempt
after hiding out for five months in a rural

house.
Kelly, 36, a chemical engineer by

profession, and a woman identified as
Brenda May Smith — both said to be heavily
armed and extremely dangerous — fled just
hours before a Feb. 15 raid at the isolated
home in this western Massachusetts hill

town.
Kelly, wanted on federal warrants issued in

California and Oregon, allegedly developed a
process for manufacturing millions of dollars

worth of the hallucinogenic drug more ef-

ficiently than other underground drug
producers.

In their flight, Kelly and Miss Smith left

behind a truckload of valuable antiques and
other goods. Kelly "lived like a king," ac-
cording to Alan Ringgold, agent-in-charge of
the FBI's Springfield office.

According to a report published Thursday
by the Greenfield Recorder, several persons
questioned about the fleeing couple said
Kelly and Miss Smith drove away with four
75-pound bars of silver and "stacks of
currency." The unidentified persons may
face charges of harboring federal fugitives,

the newspaper said.

Kelly, formerly of Portland, Ore., is wanted
on federal warrants issued last March and
May in San Francisco and Portland. They
charge him with conspiracy to manufacture
and distribute LSD; tax evasion; and making
false statements on a passport application

filed in San Francisco. Miss Smith is named
on the drug charge.

It was another alleged attempt this month
to obtain a false passport that brought
federal agents to Ashfield, Ringgold said
yesterday.

A lawyer, identified as William G. Migely,
was arrested in Boston Feb. 14 and charged
with attempting to pick up a passport applied
for by Kelly under a false name. Migeley was
listed as a bar association member in Oregon
and Illinois who had a home in the Sun
Valley, Idaho area.

Kelly and Miss Smith "knew about the
arrest within minutes," Ringgold said, and
had escaped in a car later found abandoned
25 miles away in Holyoke before FBI agents
traced long distance telephone calls to the
Ashfield house.

In the driveway, inside a rented truck,
authorities confiscated valuable Oriental
rugs, antique furniture, photographic
equipment and other household items.
"Interestingly enough, they appear to be
enthusiasts of Oriental culture and the an-
tiques we found basically are of an Oriental
nature," Ringgold said.

"The agents on the West Coast have told
us Kelly is about the biggest in the LSD
business," he said.

Kelly reportedly developed a quick and
inexpensive method of manufacturing LSD
and was able to produce an estimated 5
million doses within a few weeks, each worth
$5 to $10 when sold to drug users.

While in western Massachusetts, the two
suspects took the aliases Stephen Sutton
and Adrienne Stuart, Ringgold said.

CareerDiscovery
Harvard

Monday June 26 to Friday August 4, 1978

A rigorous

six-week program for high school
and college students, graduates

and teachers who are interested in

exploring a professional role

in environnnental design or planning
Architecture, Landscape Architecture

and City Planning

Limited scholarship aia is available
A'l'e oi ;".n' ' :' It-'ni 1'-; u i •: ]'- ',

Co'eer Oscoveiv Prootom
HOfvcKaGiacluate School ol Design GundHoli i^r^ ?Q\

-1" r ' 11.- •,•••
."
"

• '.;'
.

'
'-

SummerTS
HarvardGraduateSchool ofDesign

dvp

DVP & Resources Judaica
presents

Elie Wiesel
4« An Evening With Elie WieseP'

Monday, Feb. 27, 1978

8:00 p.m. in Student Union Ballroom
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Notices
RESUME AND INTERVIEW WORKSHOP

All welcome. Techniques to be discussed.
Guests: Dr. White, Placement Office; Brian

Fonte, and Marty Norden, ConStu undergrad
committee. Sat., Feb. 25, 10 a.m. -12 noon at

Campus Center 803.

INTERESTED IN COED LIVING?
Women are wanted for co-ed living on the

16th floor JQA. Sean 6-4562, Carol 6-8501.

AMHERST TOWING MEETING
Deadline for nomination papers for the

Amherst annual town meeting elections is

4:30, March 7. There are 94 vacancies.
Elections on April 4.

CEREBRAL EXERCISE
At the strategic Games Club. Exercise your

mind in a game of Kingmaker or Caeser.

Become frustrated in a game of D&D or

RailBaron. Sundays in the Campus Center,

Shattuck.

FOUND
Woman's watch outside Fine Arts Center,

call Joe, room 424 546-2642.

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK
Meeting on Children's Workshops

Thursday, at 8:00 Suffolk Room Student
Union.
FILMS

Double Feature, Silver Streak at 7:00 and
11:30 p.m. and NORTH BY NORTHWEST at

9 p.m., sponsored by the Program Council,
Campus Center Auditorium, UMass. Fri. Feb.
24.

FILM
THE ODESSA FILE, Mount Holyoke

College Film Committee Gamble Auditorium,
Mount Holyoke Fri. Feb. 24, 7:30.

FILM
"CHINATOWN" with Jack Nicholson and

Faye Dunaway, Merrill 1, Amherst College,
Fri. Feb. 24 8:00 and 10:30.

CONCERT
By the Dept. of Dance. Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre, Smith College Fri. Feb. 24 at
8:00.

CHINESE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Join us for songs and bible study.

Meetings every Friday night 7;30 at the
Amherst First Baptist Church (across from
the Newman Center).
CDMM

Meeting in the Wheeler Lounge at 7:30 to

decide what to do with B. and S. All

members must attend.

HEAL TH CENTER TOURS
To help you become familiar with the

Health Services, the Student Health Ad-
visoiv board is conducting tours of the

Center. Fri. Feb. 24 at noon, UHC.
FREE DINNER

Tonight 5:30 open rush, Italian dinner at

Lambda Delta Phi 389 N. Pleasant. Call by
3:00 so we'll have enough, 546-0939.

MOVIE THE HARDER THEY COME
With Jimmy Cliff Sat. Feb. 24 at 7, 9, 1

Mahar $1 adm. UMass.
ATTENTION NEAG REPS

Sun., Feb. 26, the NEAG will hold its

meeting in the Hamlim conference room at 7

p.m. Everyone is welcome.
SOUTH AFRICAN EXILE TO SPEAK

Sipho Buthelezi will speak on the Black
peoples consciousness movement in South
Africa on Sat., Feb. 25 at 10 a.m. Amherst
College, Merrill Science Center, Lecture Hall
3.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ON WMUA
Behind the Badge will look at Culture and

Anarchy from 11:30 a.m.-l p.m.. Sun. 26,
following Lockup East-West. On Valley Talks
tonight join Dave Pacleco and his guests as
they discuss the problems on North Pleasant
St. at 6 p.m.
SHABBAT SERVICES

Services on Friday night will be held In

Campus Center 171-173. Everyone welcome.
PARTY

There will be a party at Herman Melville

House in South West UMass on Feb. 24, 9
p.m. All are invitedl Beers are 3 for $1 . Come
on down for a Whale of a time.

HILLEL STUDENT-FACULTY SHABBAT
MORNING SERVICE

There will be a student-faculty shabbat
morning service on Feb. 25, at 10:30 a.m. in

the Suffolk Room, across from Hillel,

Student Union.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY' !!! Little Ad» G«t BIG RESULTS!
To place a classified ad drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! RFACH 25,000 RIDERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Lmie Ad» Get BIG RESULTS'

LOST

Reward -for return of gold serpentine
Cham acelet. Lost Feb. 15 on Hasb

-

Thomp. Hampshire DC Crampton route.

If found, please call Ron 546 9049 or

Mimi, 546 9917

Ring. Silver band, red stone 9th floor

bathroom Reward Kelly, 253-3319, 256-

8317

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black

print on white Reward offered, 256-

6111.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665-

3659
72 Pinto, exc cond., new snows,
mpg, 45p, $1 100. Call 253 7778.

28 Zeta Psi open rush party, Sat., 8:00, 23
Phillips St. Free refreshments.

Blue-red, homemade scarf lost in or

outside Bluewall Saturday, 2 18 Please

return to Collegian office, or call 256-

6055 Reward No questions.

My best friend— reward for sm fem dog
beag lab mix' BIw white belly, paws,
chest, neck & tip of tail, that wags
constantly Ans to Poco, gone Jan 6
Please call 253-2290 if you've any info.

Student Legal Services is hiring 1 20
hr wk typist (3 50 hr) and two research
paralegals ($20 wk) Applications in 920
CC due by 5 00 2 28 These are not
work study jobs Affirmative action

employer.

Counselors— private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in-

structors in: archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio
stadion, sailing, tripping backpacking,
dance, dramatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pool) Also needed: general

counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper Good salaries friendly

atmosphere. Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodack, 268 Mason Terr

,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598.

New Tibetan
6252.

Tankas Ca'l Allen, 549
FOR RENT

Fiat 128 Wagon 73 Frt. WhI. Drv. Recent
valve job. New radials snows. Needs
new carb Some body rust 58,000mi
Call 549 1291 $500 00.

1961 Volks Bus 71

Must be seen.
Evenings

engine. Body great.

$1275. 323 4249

Avail. 01 March Furn 2 room Apt. Heat &
utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins
from campus. 210/mo. Call 253-2950
eves.

SERVICES

1970 Toyota II Corona Exc. running
condition, body work. Call Jane from 3-

4 253 9733 After 6 at 283-3784

INSTRUCTION

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please.

549-0816. Thanks a whole lot

HELP WANTED
^

Mechanical Engineer or Skilled tech.
(Part-time) Exp in designing, drafting,

machining. Work '? or ^j time; make
occaisional 2 3 day research trips

Summer jobs free fifty state summer
employer directory Send name and
address to: SUMCHOICE, Box 530,

Dept S. State LoUege, PA 16801 Tell a

friend

Asst. House Parents couples or single

persons to work in community residence

for special needs children One or two
weekends per month. Chicopee Boys
Club. 592 1808

Quilting h creative stitchery classes, 8
wks, beg Feb 16. Professional b
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles 256
6427

Need help in Math 120, 121' Qual. tutor
avail Rates negot Call Ken, 546 6155

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6
vyks To get weight off and keep it off
call Mary at the Diet Center, 586 5982.

ROOM WANTED

Camp Tomahawk & Wicosuta. Top
N H men and women interviewing Feb

24, Goodell building Positions offered

waterfront, tennis, all athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, riflery, archery,

journalism, rocketry. WSl, piano, crafts,

secretary s, lacrosse, wrestling. Karate

Contact Kelly West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment

545 1951

FOR SALE

Head ski outfit. Parka and bib panis
Women s si^e 9 12 Exc. cond 253
3383

AM FM car stereo, m dash for most
tureiqn _ar5, B 546 5000 after 1

1

or in

mofiiinq

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts. 253-
2107.

WANTED

Refrig 4 cubic ft. or larger Need as soon
as possible Call Bob, 546 6751

Hate housework? I will clean your apt.
fast, thorough, cheap. $5-6 per visit. Call
665 2939. Hire a maid.

Skiers!! Have your skis professionally hot
waxed and flat filed, only $7. Call Rich at
2533875.

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues., 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.
Please contact Donna, 253-5788, or
Diane, 549 4773 before Feb. 25.

Are you tired of missing important
lectures and exams because you
overslept? Hire a wake up service! Info,

call Sharon, 256 8000

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713 Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

Five College Typing Service
Professional, fast, reasonable. Call Diane
549 2637.

RIDE WANTED

PERSONALS

Tennis pros and assistant
pros seasonal and year round clubs

good playing and teaching background
Call '3011654 3770 or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to: Col R
Reade, W T S . 8401 Connecticut
Avenue Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, amd
20115

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, 20 watts
Excellent ..nnrt Call Gary at 549 6235
between 5pm and 6 p m

Invest your rent money by
tiuying you II come out thousands
ahead at ()raduation Put the touch on
()a(\ for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty 549 6998

Beth H A year ago we first made time.
Before you take vows let s do it again.
Miifr,)v

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses.
546 5552

TRAVEL

To blonde woman selling Elvis C. tickets
.it IIX Tliurs Jt 1 you intrigued me to
no enf) would love to see you again;
fto c.til John 549 4600, ext 335.

Counselors Assoc of Private Camps
seek qualified counselors tor 90 member
camps located N Eastern US, July and
August Contact Assoc of Private

Camos, 55 West 42nd St , New York.

N i 10036, (212) 736 6595

Vox bass amp, $90, Kastle skis w SAIO
man bindings $65. 205 cm Matt 6
6158

Bullworker exerciser $25 Call 367 21 10

Here's looking at you, Caldwell' Love,
Christine

Marceau tkts2 Sat . want Fn 549 0257

Wt to spend NT summer sailing the
Caribbean? Europe' Cruising other parts

of the world aboard sailing or power
yachts' For free info send a 13 cent
stamp to SKOKO, Box 20855, Houston,
Texas 77025.

Mechanical Engineer or skilled tech

ipar! iimei Exp in designing, drafting,

machining Work '? or ''s time; make
occasional 2 3 day research trips

Student Legal Services is hiring 1

20hr wk typist(3 50 hr I and two
research paralegals ($20 wk)

Appications in 922 CC due by 5 00.

2 '28 These are not work study jobs

Affirmative Action Employer,

Sleep on an original piece o' art Full si/e,

tciur post water bed fo' sale, has dnf

twood logs as cornerposts and a frame
with shell inlay Everything included for

$300 Call Daryl at 253 5674

AUTO FOR SA LE

Triumph 1970 GT6 > $1100 or B Cal

after 6 p m 549 6707 Ask for Ken

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
)ob neither too big nor too small All-

Altec PA Rentals available Give us a
try Write Sonix, P.O Box 781, Nor
thampton or call 584 4076

To: Gorgeous I don t need V Day to tell

you how much I love you. You're one of

the best things that ever happened to

me Always, Alvm.

Winter getting you down' Thinking of

moving west' We did For sound advice
on )obs, apartments, and free gover-
nment services, send $1 00 to C.
Planholt, 1036 Law St., San Diego, CA
92109

ENTERTAINMENT

"**T^estored 18th Cent. House in Millers

Falls seeks 1 F $90 w/utils Call 659-

3542

Roommate wanted: male or female,

smoker or non smoker, large room in

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near

OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549 5862.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to

clean up after meals m exchange for

homecooked meals Call John, 545

0174

70 Olds 88. exLellent run. cond ,
many

options including air and vinyl roof

Needs no work $750 or B O 256 6323

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock

disco funk 50's Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ Reasonable rates

Call Dave, 567 1250 Call collect.

Experience cooperative living in

Buckland. Rm for rent in beautiful

country house on 240 acres. Vegetarians

and non smokers please. Call 625-2779.

,.,,,^J,,^,^,J,^^^ ^ , , ^y^,y ^^^^^^^^^
RtACM 25 000 HtAOtRS DAIIY

Collegian is

r

ENTERTAINMENT

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

Mt. Farms 4
Mt. Farms Mall
Rt. 9, Hadley, Mass

NOW SHOWING-LAST FIVE DA YS'
"Only SUNN CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted'

v/eekdays at 5 7 9, Sat. at 13 5 7 9, Sun. at 2:15-5-7-9

584 9153

111 Tl

x
'^ ^^^ PLACE TO LOOK

I

POR THE BEST

ENTERTAINMENT

IN THE VALLEY /

Startling revelations about life after death.

T

k

Some will believe»
others wftlnol.
DECIDE FOB
YOURSBLn

'

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

T

ShQivcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RO.
West Springfield

733-5131
BARGAINS 2.00 til 2:30
MATfMEES EVERYDAY

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER I

CQ^ QIC;') MOUNTAIN ««IIMS MAILHO'*-^'3'J HOUtt 8-MADltV M«SS
ZflZlNS Willi AS^l CA«lJ »,'P''

SPFCIAl tN( ,ar,t Mf N'S f vr.i ULM P
.V , 't S"-; .V T TKf S ON SAlF "iO MIMU''fS PRiQH TO TCS

JIT'SOOT HEAT

'arunoAY
nichT

T^FEVEn
JpOHN TRAVOLTA

S«.-Thur. (TIS 4:1$). 1:30

Fri. -Cat, (m5«») 7:4$ f.SS

Matinee (¥er1.,thur.

/>l,,»«»t.,8vin.) ^•'*

^miTDISHEY
PMOOUCnONS-

PETE'S
DRAGON

Sun.-Thur. (TLS 4:0tM:30
©Frt .-Sat. (TLS 4:45)-7:3«

Matin««> (w^'l-.thur,

frt.,8«t.,9\in.)
^'^

PQ

eNCOUNT€R5
OFTM€ THIRD KIND

W€ AR€ NOT
ALON€

RICHARO ORi YFUSS
un.-Thur. (TIS 6:00)-8:30

Frt .-Sat. (TIS 4:45 7:30 9:S5
I

Mattnee ( w^'i .,thii-.

rrt .,9«it.,5un.^ 2=""

Double Feature Showing
NOW at Two Theatres.

HIT II at 7tl5

GANGA WEED. GUNS

REGGAE MUSIC

limmy cliff L

THE HARDER
THEY COME

ONE WEEK ONLV

.u7r:'ii':ii;'.'H::i

They went into the

unkno»<«i and returr)

w»1h sterling reve)

1 about Mle ~

(Ql Mad.-Thur. Mi iTi$$:00)7:Oo »oo

Frt .-."^at^OO 3:00 (US 5;00) 7:00 tool

jun. i:)s ins 5:00)7:00 toe

ten .-Tua J.m s:00) 7:00 too

PLUS at 9:00
AN OIJTRAf.J (»l s

-»v MIAI <tf MADM ss

The AMHERST Cinema
downtown amherst

(5 30 Matinee Sat/Sun)

and also showing

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in Northampton

REDUCED AOUIT ft STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS UMITED T
I

Mk.
MELBROOKS
I'G i ANXIETY

If; »»ltl|!|, iu(flW[| .Uti.:')5

pMIMgHOC
'. '.Kill liM s a i/<

N

THE OTHER SIDE OF
THE MOUNTAIN^

* \ sc»)r> of env>.

hairpd. friendship,

WX Tliriy triumph, and t(i\.-

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

<:iwm$

February

24-25 sat

TEL-seB-teie

^mEF/'iSsar

Appearing every Wed. and Thurs.

Sandy Robinson- vocalist and pianist

Universitv of Massachusetts/ Arr.herst

FINE A(\S CENTER PRESENTS

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm
Fir£ >«TS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A-
S3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students and senior citizens
$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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Hatch Bar |
Student Union Building

Fri. and Sat.,

Feb. 24 and 2S
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DOONbSBlRY by Garry Trudeaii
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'ANOmiNTHE-FflONJ
OFFICE OFFEF. MH. DUK£.

OUR. mwes. uitiJCOMe

10 THE RSD5KINS OR
GAMZAmN!"..OKAY.
WE'LL TAKE QUESVONS

NOUJ..

I

^-

2-2-1

MH.. DUKE. AS FAH
Asm CAN 7EIL,

you B/iINO NO
RELEVANT EXPERI-

ENCE 70 tVUR. JOB
COULP YOU COM
MENT'

YEAH. THAr'5

A COMPLETE

BUNCH OF
GARBAGE

BBS/PES f^RBCORP IN AOMINISTRA

VON, I BR1N6 TO M/ JOBANAm
SOME EXPERTISE IN SPORJS MEDI-
CINE. ITWILL BE^^Dm TO SEE
THAT EACM AND eVEJtfMm 15 SAFE-

LY lAJIRBP BEFORE HE 6(X.S OUTON

\» -> ,-'_ / '

mAT?m
y,^5 ^y Thfrns

acrmuYBE explicitly m 3Cf>'
DiSPENSm /

PILLS' I

i,-*. fM.4l.

PEANUTS by Charles Schulz

I HAie BE(N6 A
N0THIN61 r REFUSE TO
60 THROUSH THE l?E5T OF
/US' LIFE A5 A zero;

im

UJHATlUOULP^'OULIKc
TO 66, CHARLIE 3R0U)N

A FIVE ?0RH0U) ABOUT
ATU)ENTV-5lX?0RA
PAI^ SEVENTY-TU)0 ?

I KNOU) WHAT 4'OU

COULD BE, CMA^ueSROUJN,
A 5QUAf?£R00T.'

t)H7l Un.naftiign S,n«icin mc

B.C. by lohnny Hart

//HAT^ That ^
UML--UP IN fKOHT op A

HAVB ^U &CT A
HI (9H, HARD, Fastball ?

i^^r

ALL MINIM FOIL by Steve Latler

5EKR AMD GERALD ARC
TRAVELING WEST''

'Th\s must &e a lousy
vPlace to hitch/

MEAN\A/mLE BACK tN THE
C\TY,

TIIK W ANDKRI R bij Mark Rollins

^st5«r /?fn5VfS ^^'S

you iviffo /v6*r

I An fnANj
Ai-SO. yoi; A(?i

WfLCOf^f TO

i^S. T£/.(.

J^Oj-J-'MS IIW VJ

. T€CT Hirv.

I

;/Vri T?yf

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

T

\

N
IT 'J

I

cbout a gvfaffe u/Ko f^ll c^ton

+rt3ir\j to Mate a'»o( coo(d»Vt

get toacK of ag^^i*^?
[

n /"
Ve^K- Victor -Vhg 9»fc^f^e, .» £>'5>Q'^g< p

^»5Vt £ve« tlrt€ ^»j<\l E^G\r\eers

coi/ldf>'f get Mrv\ back up cigairv.

He ditd in A -feto o/ay^-

iinliiiyliiiiliiiillui l iii iiliiilllll l lllllli liiiiillA^^

"^ut How cvodlc/

yoy get nd of

^ a dead giraffe?

1+ cuO(;lo( tak€
months by

RACK A(;AIN by K

/Two VeARSlTfvy

Your Birthday
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Bom today, you have a

changeable personality. It

is difficult for you to main-
tain a permanent relation-

ship, except with those

who, like you, are able to

bend with the prevailing

wind. You are inclined to

dictate - or to attempt to

do so - your will to those

who seem unable to make
up their minds. However,
you are willing to allow

those who hold decided
views to have their way
You know yourself ex-

ceptionally well. You are
never surprised by your
own responses, though you
may be by the responses of

others You are not noted

for your diplomacy. On the

other hand, you are not

overly curious about oth-

ers and are disinclined to

ask tactless questions.

You are very sympa-
thetic toward children and
animals You cannot bear
to see eitner in physical or

emotional distress, and
will go out of your way to

help them. You possess a
mystical understanding of

animals, and can establish

genuinely mutual one-on-

onc relationships with
thi-m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
25

PISCESiFeb 19-March
20 1

— Independence of

mind is essential to suc-
cess. However, don't at-

tempt to order others
around.
ARIES( March 21-April

19) - Your commercial
training should stand you
in good stead. Consider
seriously another's sugges-
tion.

TAURUS' April 20-May
20) - ,Make the most of

recent training in your
field. Now is the time to

-Step ahead of the competi-
tion

GEMINIiMay 21-June20i
Your financial future

depends on decisions you
make now. Take care not
to make a rash or false
move.
CANCERiJune 21-July

22 ) Accept much-needed
aid from one willing to

rescue you from seeming
certain failure.

LEO I.July 23-Aug.22i
There is still time to re-

verse a decision on your
future at home. I^ved ones
are willing to backtrack.
VIRGOiAug.23-Sept.22i

- Play a hunch early and
you may set yourself up for
certain gain later Listen
to directives

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct 22)

Home activities keep you
within sight of children and
vice versa Only good can
come of the situation.

SCORPIOiOct.23-
Nov.211 - Concentrate on
your affairs and allow oth-

ers to concentrate on
theirs, even if it means
mistakes.
SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec.21 )
— Quick answers

can only serve unimpor-
tant questions. Wait for a
reasoned reply
CAPRICORNiDec.22-

Jan.l9) — Early afternoon
festivities may prove more
than you bargained for.

Surprises live up to their

name.
AOUARIUSi Jan. 20-

Feb.181 - An unsettled
atmosphere at home pre-
vents real progress in fam-
ily affairs.

Today's Crossword
ACR655

1 Farmer's
concern

5 Message
from abroad

10"— -the
Knife"

1 4 Keep out of

sight

1 5 Herbs
16 Cruising
17 Maple

genus
18 Agreeably
20 Provoke
22Ex-Brum

great
23 Dwelling

unit

24 Schemes
26 On behalf
27 Emits pierc-

ing sounds
30 Coal or gold
34 Tied to the

wharf
35 Tortoise's

competitor
36 Ms

McGraw
37 Former

English
queen

38 Quebec's
neighbor

40 Cheat
Slang

41 Anglers
need

42 Playbilllisl-

ing

43 Garment

part

45 Garden
structure

47 Conjectured
48 Help
49 Deceives
50 Atmospheric

disturbance
53 The other

side
54 Perils

58 Itchy feet

61 Mixture
62 Sweeten the

kitty

63 A sense
64 V Lopez'

theme song
65 No African

66 Discharge
67 Highway

Sign

DOWN

1 Converse
2 Cereal gram
3 Ancient
theaters

4 Sweat
5 Beret's rela-

tive

6 Parcels out
7 So Africans
8 King in

Shakespeare
9 Letter

10 Fertilizer

1 1 It wine
center

1 2 Irishman
1 3 Comedian

Danny

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved
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A G u E

L L A S T

19 " might

say

21 She French
25 Card game

2 words

26 Makes ex-

cited 2

words
27 Clever
28 High card m

bridge
29 Type face
30 Earth m

habitant
31 Garden

tools

3? Existina

33 Wrinkled
35 Baseball

feat

3^ Beast of

burden
40 Siftingr.

42 Weather

44

46

47

49

50

51

52
53

55

56

57

59
60

conditions
Unpleasant
look

Storage
area
Hotel
patrons
Wet
thoroughly
Enjoyed the

pool
N Mex In-

dian
^reposition
National
symbol
Com
recever
Metric uo't

Abbr
Kite hen
necessity
Hwy
Asian fioli

(lav
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Women in MAIAW hoop clash
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24. 1978

Collegian ^9

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

It's that time again.
For the UMass women's basketball team,

it means post season playoff time has
arrived.

The Minutewomen begin what they hope
will be a successful second season' this
weekend when they participate in the third
annual Massachusetts Association of In-

tercollegiate Athletics for Women (MAIAW)
tournament at Boston University.

UMass, the defending champion and first

seed with a 12-5 record in this season's field,

meets fourt seed Bridgewater State tonight
at 9 p.m. The first game (7 p.m. tip-off time)
will find second-seed Northeastern tangling
with third-seed BU, the host school. All of
'he games will be played at the Case Center
The winners will meet tomorrow night at 8

p.m. in the championship game, while the
losers play at 6 p.m. in the consolation title.

All games will be played at the Case Center.
"My kids are ready to play," UMass coach

Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "They want to
prove to themselves that they are the best
team in Massachusetts and they don't want
to relinquish their Mass. Division I title."

The Minutewomen last season won the
title handily by defeating Bridgewater State
and Springfield. The tourney was held at
Bentley College.

Actually, UMass has one regular season
game left (Tuesday at Southern Con-
necticut), but for all intents and purposes,
the focus now shifts to the tourneys.

Ozdarski expects to hear sometime
Sunday about the seedings and pairings for
the Eastern Regionals, which this season will

take the form of two consecutive weekends
of competition. UMass is assured of a spot in

the 16-team field, and all that remains to be

resolved is where the Minutewomen will play
and where they will be ranked.
Coming off a resounding 75-56 win over

UConn Tuesday night, Ozdarski feels that
her squad is peaking at the right moment.

"I was a little concerned about our 19 day
layoff between games," she said. "I didn't
know how they'd react.

"

But the extended inactivity turned into a
blessing in disguise, as it gave several players
a chance to recover from the flu and also
gave them the opportunity to work on their
weaknesses in practice, Ozdarski said.

The only change the coach may make in

her starting five is the insertion of Julie
Ready at center. The 6-2 transfer student,
who joined the team in mid- January, had her
best game to date against the Huskies when
she scored 19 ooints and had 10 rebounds.

Ozdarski was originally planning to use
Ready as a substitute, but fonA/ard Maura
Supinski may be forced to sit out this
weekend's game due to illness Supinski was
due to be examined fcv a doctor.

If she cannot play, O.'darski will use Ready
at center and Cathy hdrrington and Cheryl
Carey at the forward slots.

Little is known of this season's
Bridgewater State team UMass was sup-
posed to play the Bears three weeks ago, but
the snowstorm, took care of that. Attempts
to reschedule the game also fell through.

According to UMass assistant coach Sue
Walas, who played on last season's
Bridgewater team, the Bears lost seven

'

seniors from their squad.
Among the returning veterans are Mary

Swiatek, a 6-1 center who saw limited action
last year; 5-7 forward Denise Bereseniewicz;
5-11 forward Liz Sullivan; and 5-3 point
guard Rosie Griffin- Hayden, whom Walas
said is a good outside shooter.

*/V. Adams ices pucksters
CONT. FROM P>o^GE 20

ten minute misconduct, leaving UMass
short-handed for five minutes and without
the services of Milan for the rest of the game.
The Mohawks, who skated well all night

on the power play, took advantage of the
situation and scored what appeared to the
big insurance goal at 15:45.

Defenseman Jim Farrina fired a slapshot
from 40 feet out that UMass goaltender John
Riley made the initial save on. The puck then

bounced away from Riley, and according to
the goal judge crossed the goal line.

Riley bitterly protested the call but it went
to no avail, and the Minutemen fell behind by
three.

Mark Sheldon put the game on ice at
16:13, when he slid a loose puck past a still

upset Riley to make it 6-2.

Ken Richard scored his first goal of the
season, and made the final 6-3, when he
connected on a backhander at 19:20.

Steve Zack

Pto rasslin' - one ring circus
plant a knee into Bruno's chest. The referee
counted to three as an elated Koloff grabbed
the championship belt that Bruno had worn
^or so long.

Almost four years and two title changes
had gone by before Bruno got his chance to
be atop the throne once more. The title was
in the hands of one Stan 'the Man " Stasiak
who had defeated Pedro Morales, a
titleholder for three years after defeating
Koloff, but Stasiak would not have the title

for long Bruno soundly whipped him and
regained his title.

Professional Wrestling.
A world of body slams, knee drops, and

back breakers Whether real or fake millions
of us are hooked on it. On Saturday mor-
nings we sit glued to our television sets
listening to Vince Mcmahon Jr. call the
matches. We attend the exhibitions at our
local arenas to cheer on the forces of good in

hopes of seeing the forces of evil defeated.
The wrestler himself is a special kind of

person He is part athlete, part actor He is

idolized, he is despised. He can be American,
Italian, black, white, and on occasion
unknown

Professional wrestling, much like the old
AFL and NFL, is divided into three major
organizations They are the National
Wrestling Alliance (NWA) which operates in

the western and southern states, the
American Wrestling Alliance (AWA) which
controls the midwestern states, and the
World Wide Wrestling Federation (WWWF)
which governs the northeastern states. This
article will concern itself only with the
WWWF and its stars.

The current WWWF heavyweight
champion is "Superstar" Billy Graham, a
bleach blond, muscle bound character
managed by a little man with dark glasses
and a turban known as the Grand Wizard
Graham won the title in stunning fashion

by beating wrestling's "living legend," Bruno
Sammarfino, in what was a highly con-
troversial match.
Sammanino is an amazing character in his

own right. Now approaching 40 years of age,
Bruno continues to reign at the top of the
wrestling game despite a lengthy career of
some eighteen years. Most of his career was
spent as champion of the WWWF, he
captured the title in 1963 t v defeating Buddy
Rogers in just 48 seconds with his famed
back breaker Sammartino held the title for
eight years. In January of 1971, Sammartino
engaged in a series of matches with the
Russian Bear, Ivan Koloff. The series came to
an end before a packed house at Madison
Square Garden when a stunned crowd saw
Koloff leap off of the top turnbuckle and

Just as we had become accustomed to
Bruno being in command, along came
Graham to grab his share of the title.

Ah, but weep not for Sammanino,
because for every time this man has entered
the sq...ared circle he has come home with an
average paycheck of over three thousand
dollars

Switching to tag team action, an in-

teresting situation arises. Going back to 1969
it can be discovered that there was no
WWWF tag team championship. Instead
there was an International Tag Team
Championship which was held by the team
of Victor Rivera and Tony Marino. It seems
that when the title fell into the hands of the
Mongols, it became changed to the World
Tag Team Championship. The tag title has
changed hands on many an occasion and is

currently controlled by the Japanese tag
team of Prof. Toru Tanaka and Mr Fuji.

Such IS the world of professional

wrestling.

(Thanks to Ricky D for his help with this

article )

Reminder: there will be a seven bout card
held at the Springfield Civic Center this

Saturday (Feb 25), starting at 8:30 p.m.
There is a double main event Ken Patera

faces Bob Backland in one of the headliners

and the second main event features a tag

team title match with champs Tanaka and
Fuji putting their championship belts on the

line against the popular duo of Chief Jay
Strongbow and Peter Maivia.

Ozdarski and her squad are itching to play
BU in the finals, due to some remarks coach
Averill Haines made in a story about a Terrier

player in Wednesday's Boston Herald-
American.
BU is 11-4, but the Minutewomen whipped

the Terriers, 91-67, in a game in a Christmas
tournament at Southern Connecticut.

"If we don't win the states this year, we'll
get it next year," Haines said.

And UMass would like nothing better than
to make her eat her words.

Ski-women in Regionals
By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

UMass' invincible women's ski team will

travel to Middlebury College this weekend to
compete in the Women's Eastern Regionals
- a part of Middlebury's Winter Carnival.
The races will begin at 9:30 Friday with a
slalom, finishing up with a giant slalom
Saturday, according to coach Bill Mac-
Connell. This is the first year UMass has
raced as part of the Middlebury Carnival. The
Minutewomen will be recognized as a team,
says MacConnell, but allowed to race only
three skiers: Nancy Haydon, Kathy Shinnick,
and Cathy Donovan.
Competing in the Easterns will be all ten

colleges in the Eastern Inter-College Ski
Association, consisting of the most powerful
teams in northern New England. Doing well
in this competition would mean qualifying for
the Nationals held in New Mexico.

"We don't expect to win," says Mac-
Connell. "The women are realists — they
know how tough the competition is. We
have a very strong team, but not of national
team caliber."

MacConnell estimates that of the twelve
teams racing, if UMass placed eighth or
tenth it would be a wonderful showing for
the school.

After the Easterns, the Minutewomen will
continue racing for two more days, ac-
cording to MacConnell, in the Women's
Inter College Ski Conference (WISC)
championships. The WISC meet will be held
at Middlebury College Sunday and Monday.
The events will be a slalom and a giant
slalom. As it now stands, UMass is the
number one team in the league with a perfect
32-0 record. MacConnell is very optimistic
about the outcome of the championships:
"We'd have to make some horrendous

mistakes not to win again."
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Swan song for senior sicaters
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass Minutemen hockey team will

close out the regular season this weekend
with games tonight (Williams at 6 p.m.) and
tomorrow night (Salem State at 8 p.m.) at

Orr Rink.

The weekend games might be the last time

seniors Bob and Bill White (co-captains),

Brian Kittredge, John Riley, Paul McCann
and Lincoln Flagg wear UMass uniforms,

unless the team qualifies for post-season

play-

Despite losing to Boston State last

Saturday, the Minutemen still own an 8-8-1

record (excluding last night's North Adams
contest) and are currently listed in the

Boston Globe as being in seventh place in

the ECAC Division II West standings. Since

the top 8 teams make the playoffs, the

Minutemen's chances are still pretty good.
But more importantly, this weekend just

might be the end of a long road for the

seniors, who replaced departing seniors four

short years ago. The old adage that "time
waits for no one", has become a reality for

these six UMass seniors.

It seems just like yesterday when co-

captain and right winger Bob White arrived

at UMass in 1974 after a brilliant high school
career at Revere High. The 22-year old,

\ Physical Education major has three fond
memories of his UMass hockey experience.

"I'd have to say that the Merrimack win (7-

6 in OT) was the biggest thrill this year," said
Bob, "because we hadn't beaten them in
four years.

"My sophomore year was a thrill too,
because we won eight out of our last 10
games and finished with a 12-8 record, but
for some reason didn't make the playoffs.
And my freshman year, when my brother
Billy and I started for the varsity, we got to
play with Chris Lamby (a phenomenal
hockey player whose brother Dick plays for
Boston University).

Bill White, Bob's twin brother, arrived at
UMass with him in 1974 and received the
honor of being named co-captain along with
his brother this year. The 22 year old,
Juvenile Justice major echoed his brother's
sentiments that the Merrimack victory and
his sophomore year were his biggest thrills

here at UMass.
Bill, who was a voluntary probation officer

in Northampton last semester (internship),
added, "throughout our four years here
we've met a lot of people that will continue
to be our friends for the rest of our lives."

Kittredge, 21, a senior defenseman from
Hudson, came to UMass in 1975 after
graduating from St. Johns High (Shrews-
bury) and Choate Academy (Connecticut).
The senior HRTA major said he "enjoyed
every year, but I probably enjoyed this year
the most. Barry Milan (his defense partner)
and I played real well together this year.
There was a stretch of 10 games where we
didn't have a goal scored against us while we
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IS vacant
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Anyone interested, call Rich at 5-3801
(Room 417) or show up at the Area Counci
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in Chadbourne Seminar Room
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were on the ice during regular shifts, power-
plays and shorthanded situations. And of
course, the Merrimack win."

The Cinderella story of this year's UMass
hockey team has got to be Riley's. The
UMies were suppose to be weak in goal this

year, but the 22 year old senior from
Lexington has proven himself one of the
strong points on the team. In fact, Riley was
named the ECAC Division II player of the
week in early February when UMass beat
Holy Cross (3-2), Merrimack and New Haven
(8-3).

Riley came to UMass in 1974 from
Lexington High and had the opportunity to
watch the likes of Dana Redmond and
Doug Janik in goal. The senior English
major learned well, as he proved to be one of
Division M's finest goalies this year. Riley has
three fond memories of his UMass hockey
experience.

"I have to say that getting the chance to
start this year, the shutout over Army (4-0

last December 7) and beating Merrimack in

overtime were my biggest thrills. I hope the
best is yet to come."

McCann, 22, a Communications Studies
major from Dedham has played back-up to

Riley this year, but he still has fond memories
of his UMass hockey experience.

"It was in a JV game against RPI. I mad©
about 50 saves in an overtime tie. I remember
that - I played really well."

Flagg, the lanky 22 year old center iceman
from Classical High School in Springfield,
came to UMass in 1975 after having played
with the Springfield Olympics, a Junior A
team. The Legal Studies major said "the
victory over Merrimack was sweet, and
hopefully, we'll make it into the playoffs. We
haven't been there in a long time and it

would be nice. Every one of the players are a
great bunch of guys and I think we have the
material to make a run for the playoffs."

In the game tonight, the Minutemen will

face the Ephmen from Williams College in a
make up game at 6 p.m. The Bill McCormick
coached Ephmen own an 8-10 Division II

record and 6-9 overall mark. UMass will have
to watch out for defenseman Tom Reisor (4

goals 23 assists 27 points), forwards Peter
Gonye (12-13-25), (Dan Sullivan 12-11-23)
and Matthew St. Onge (9-18-17).

Tomorrow night, the icemen will en-
counter the powerful Vikings from Salem
State at 8 p.m.

Gym season winds down
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team is in the
process of winding down their 1977-1978
season with two meets over the next five
days. Canisius will compete against the
Minutewomen on Saturday in the Boyden
Auxiliary gym at 7 p.m. and New Hampshire
will invade on Tuesday for the last home
meet of season. The UMass-UNH encounter
has been moved to the Cage to allow for
more spectators in what could prove to be
the most exciting match so far this season
for the gymwomen.

Canisius will be competing with an ab-
breviated line up due to the flu and injuries.

Canisius' top threat Carolyn Johnson, is out
with an elbow injury and Valerie Roe will be
left with the responsibilities of anchoring the
Canisius gymnastic threat. Canisius has been
averaging totals of 115 to 135 for the
Minutewomen.

Karen Hemberger, Susan Cantwell, Karen
Clemente and Cheryl Morrier will be UMass'
all around performers against Canisius.
Stephanie Jones, is still taking it easy but will

compete in the vault and on the uneven
parallel bars. Laurie Knapp will compete on
the beam and Debbie Smith will definitely

compete on the floor. The sixth positions in

all four events are still in question due to
illness. Debbie Law is expected to be the
sixth vaulter and may be the sixth bars
person if Jean Anderson doesn't land the
slot. Coleen Thorton is recovering from
muscle strains and may perform on the
balance beam and Julie Myers is the
questionable performer in the floor exercise.
UNH promises to be a more formidible foe

for the gymwomen. The Wildcats have a 5-0

record and defeated Michigan State
University earlier this season 138.0-136.45.

MSU is the only team to defeat the
Minutewomen this season, (141.35-135.45).

This is the first year UNH has offered a
strong challenge to the Minutewomen. UNH
has decided to offer scholarship money and

Gym-men finale
By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow the UMass men's gymnastics
team travels to Philadelphia to take on the
Owls of Temple University, and coach Dick
Swetman suspects that it will certainly be
another close one with the outcome of the
competition in doubt. The regular lineup will

be going with the exception of freshman all-

arounder Bob Lamb, who recently sprained
his wrist.

The Owls are led by senior Mike Silver-

stein, a finalist on floor and vaulting in the
Division I nationals. He was also a member of

the United States International Team in 1977.

On floor exercise for UMass will be John
Forshay and freshman Dave Bugelar. The
pommel horse will be led by senior Dave
Kulakoff and freshman Tim Berry, while on
the still rings freshman Dave Felleman will be
the lone specialist. Long horse vaulting will

again have John Forshay and Dave Bugelar.

Parallel bars will have Kulakoff and freshman
John Nelson, and the horizontal bar will have
Tommy Thompson and Nelson filling in the

two specialist positions.

Designated as all around will be Bob
Donahue, Steve Nunno, Paul O'Neil, and
Frank Cohen. Swetman hopes to pull

another upset in the last and final meet of the

season topping off a 6-5 record in a certain

close encounter.

are in the process of upgrading their entire
women's athletic program. Denise Walker
leads the UNH attack, she was ranked tenth
in the country in the elite program and
continues to be a very strong competitor.
The UNH-UMass meet will also be the last

appearance for seniors Susan Cantwell and
Stephanie Jones. Cantwell has been a
UMass competitor for four years, competed
on both Eastern Championship teams and
reached Ail-American status during her
freshman year. Jones joined the team last

year and proceeded to break UMass records
and become an Ail-American. Jones has
been hampered in recent meets by a sprained
hip and rib injuries, but hopes to be back at
full strength by the UNH meet.

Track stars

in N.E. meet
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

A selected handful of trackmen will

represent the maroon and white of UMass
tomorrow and Sunday, as the indoor track

ledger winds down to the New England

Championships at Tufts University

Tomorrow's competition will serve as the

qualifying round for the finals which begin at

noon on Sunday.
"Northeastern is the runaway favorite,"

said UMass head coach Ken O'Brien." The
real battle will be for second place where
there is no clear cut favorite. UConn, Boston
University, Boston College and our team are

very similar. It all comes down to who will

compete the best on that particular day."

The qualifiers boarding the van for the

Minutemen are performers split evenly be-

tween the field and running events.

Representing the Minutemen in the

hurdles will be the trio of Paul Enis, Dan Kelly

and Paul King. These three performers

represent strength in an event UMass has

been weak in for several seasons.

Sophomore Bruce Parsons and Senior

Brady Mayer enter the New England's

sporting third and fifth place performances
from the Yankee Conference Championships
a week ago. Parsons and Mayer will compete
in their specialty, the triple jump.

Freshman Don Dowden comes off a

remarkable performance in the high jump,

where he snared first place in his first

YanCon Championship with a height of 6'6".

The only other winning performer from a

week ago is Senior Francis O'Keefe, who will

try to defend his newly acquired title in the

880. Also competing in the event will be
freshman C.J. Reitenbach.

Freshman Rich Cady will carry the burden
of representing the UMass sprint corps, as he
is the lone Minutemen qualifier in the 60 yard

dash
Veterans Rich Thompson and Joe Martens

will display their experience in the 600 yard

run and 440 yard dash, respectively

Standouts from the varsity cross country

campaign will exhibit their talents in separate

distance events. Stetson Arnold will run the

mile, while teammate Mike Morris will

compete in the two mile. Lou Panaccione
and All- American Mike Quinn are forced to

sit out the championship because of illness.

Sophomore surprise Steve MacDougall
will concentrate his efforts on the 1000 yard
run, with the possibility of running on the

two mile relay team.
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Slumping Cagers
third straiglitdr

By mike berger
Collegian Staff

Wins over Villanova, George Washington
and Holy Cross are now long forgotten as
lowly, at least record wise (5-19), UNH
decided that pride and emotion can beat
talent, and utterly humiliated UMass in its

first Cage and third straight loss, 73-60,

before 3,678 speechless Cage followers.

"I think this was the worst UMass per-

formance I have ever coached," said UMass
head coach Jack Leaman. "A game played
entirely without emotion."

"Simply, UMass was not prepared
mentally, and it's obvious we wanted to win
a lot more. I guess you could say pride meant
a lot more to us tonight," said UNH coach
Geofry Friel.

Ironically, the last team to beat the
Minutemen at the Cage was UNH in almost
the exact time period last year, 78-76 in triple

overtime. But last season's encounter was
played with Alex Eldhdge while for last

night's game, Eldridge sat on the bench with
sprained knee ligaments.

Eldridge is not expected to play until the
EAA tournament, next Thursday.

Using a superb inside game by senior
forward Peter Laskaris (30 points) and junior

forward Brendan VanDeventer (26 points, 17
rebounds), UNH took a 35-32 halftime lead,

shot 58 per cent in the second half and
outrebounded the Lea-men 44-33 for the
game.
Without Eldridge, UMass produced only a

total of 14 points with its backcourt com-
bination of Derick Claiborne (8), Bill Morrison
(4), and Tom Witkos (2). But more im-
portant, offensive mistakes of traveling,
offensive fouls, and bad passes plagued the
UMass backcourt all night.

The only bright moment of the night
happened at the start of the game, as with
14:56 to go in the first half, Claiborne scored
his 1,000th UMass career point, giving the
Minutemen a short-lived 10-8 lead.

Starting at the 12:11 mark of the first half,

the Wildcats began to set the tone of the
night Using basic shoulder fakes, Laskaris
and VanDeventer went to work on the inside
and upped the Wildcat lead to 18-12.

Mike Pyan (the Minutemen high scorer

with 19) and Mark Haymore (13) brought
UMass to a tie at 22, and Haymore's two foul
shots with 7:34 left gave the Minutemen 24-

23 lead. But after UMass' Claiborne and
Laskaris traded jumpers, the Wildcats went
to the inside again.

For the last five minutes of the first half,

VanDeventer and Laskaris would either drive
to the basket or be fouled. But in either case
Laskaris (7) and VanDeventer (10) gave the
Wildcats a halftime three point lead while
UMass' Pyatt (10) and Haymore (10) saved
UMass from falling behind even further.

In the second half, UMass found itself

behind by four 43-39, but Laskaris hit a jump
shot and then scored on a three point play
and within 25 seconds, UMass found itself

down by nine 48-39 with 13:54 left.

Morrison tipped in a Pyatt jumper and
Pyatt came back to hit one himself to cut the
deficit to five, 48-43, but the climax of the
game occurred, when for the next four
minutes, the Wildcats, behind Laskaris (4)

and VanDeventer (3) increased the lead to
56-43 with 9:53 left.

Pyatt again hit a jump shot and Len
Kohlhaas came off the bench to hit a layup
and add two free throws to cut the lead to
nine, 58-49, but time was in UNH's favor.

UMass tried a full-court trap press to force
UNH into mistakes and in four occasions it

succeeded in UMass stealing the bal!. But for

every occurrence, the Minutemen committed
the costly mistake via travelling, missed
shots, or bad passes.
The closest UMass came in the last seven

minutes was 63-56, but time after time, UNH
beat the UMass press and just let the clock
become its strongest ally.

If you think UMass' efforts get any easier,

think again, for the Minutemen go back on
the road this Saturday against URI (2 p.m.,
game time), which is sky high following its

upset over nationally ranked Providence.
UNH - Dickson 1-4-6, Dufour 1-1-3,

Laskaris 12-6-30, Cavanaugh 1-2-4, Layne 0-

4 4, VanDeventer 7-12-26, Totals 22-29-73.

UMASS - Pyatt 9-1-19, Williams 3-0-6,

Haymore 4-5-13, Claiborne 4-0-8, Witkos 1-0-

2, Kohlhaas 2 2-6, Morrison 2-0-4, Holcomb
1-0-2, Totals 26-8-60.

Team Records - UMass 14-9, UNH 6-19.

Halftime UNH 35, UMass 32.

Mohawks scalp skaters
By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

NORTH ADAf^S - For the UMass
Minutemen hockey team, it was a bad stan
to a big weekend last night as it let a close
game get away in a disasterous third period
and ended up 6-3 losers to the North Adams
State Mohawks at Vietnam Veterans
Memorial Rink.

Grapplers

triumph
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

Pass the word: the Mighty is back....

Sidelined for the past three weeks with a

rib ailment, UMass wrestler Larry Otsuka
returned to the Minutemen lineup on
Wednesday night and along with fellow co-

captain Timmy Fallon led his mates to a 2C-

19 victory over Connecticut.
Although still slightly out of shape, Otsuka

had little trouble beating his Connecticut foe
21-6 for a superior decision.

Freshman Dana Rasmussen started the

scoring for the Minutemen with a 10-3 win
over Stuart Hochberger in a 126 pound
match, and Otsuka's victory gave the UMies
a lead that they were not to relinquish.

In the 142 pound clash, Charley Rigoglioso

put away Hans Putnam, 15-2, for four more
UMass team points.

Mike Carroll continued the- UMass on-

slaught with a hard-fought 6-3 win in his 150
pound bout.

Fallon was wrestling in a heavier weight
class in this meet, but the Lowell senior did

not feel out of place as he pinned the

Huskies' Bob James for six UMass team
points. Fallon wasted little time, as he took
only 1 38 to gain the pin.

However, Connecticut turned things
around with victories in the 167, 177, and 190

pound weight classes; and as the

heavyweight bout began, the UMass lead

had dwiqdled to 22 19.

Enter John Allen.

The Minutemen heavyweight gave his

opponent a personally guided tour of the

gym ceiling with another Minutemen pin to

give his t'iam its fifth win of the seasor^

The loss drops the Minutemen to 8-9-1,

and leaves them in a must win situation for

games this weekend against Williams

(tonight) and Salem St. (tomorrow night,

both at Orr Rink).

The Minutemen need to win both games if

they hope to overcome a challenge from
Buffalo for the final playoff spot in the
Western Division of ECAC Division II.

The story in the North Adams contest was
some very costly and unnecessary penalties

in the third period that kept the Minutemen
short-handed and off-balance, and
prevented them from getting the goals they
needed to tie the game.
Down 2-0 at the end of the first period

after Mohawk goals by Bob Fitzsimmons and
Dave Rand, the Minutemen came back as
they have all year and played themselves
back into the game.

Hard working winger Nick Carney made it

2 1 when he connected on a 15 foot wrist

shot that beat Mohawk netminder Gary
Mastrioanni to the stick side at 1:27.

The UMies fell behind by two again a

minute and a half later when Peter Leahy
deflected in a slap shot, but drew to within •

one at 16:12, when freshman Mark
Ferragamo took passes from Rich Riccioli

and Lincoln Flagg and deposited one of his

patented wrist shots into the top right

corner.

The second period ended in controversy
when the time keeper apparently let the

clock run after a whistle had stopped play,

robbing the Minutemen of a precious second
or two when they had the man advantage.

UMass co-captain Bill White complained a

little too violently about the call and was
banished to the penalty box for a ten-minute

misconduct, leaving the Minutemen without

one of their top playmakers for the first half

of the third period.

With White in the slammer and the

Mohawks playing tight-fisted defense trying

to protect their one goal lead, the Minutemen
could get nothing going early in the period.

UMass fell behind by two again at 9:16,

when loose play at the red line resulted in a

two on one break for North Adams and a

slapshot goal for Mark Flaherty.

The roof fell in on the short-tempered
Minutemen just a few minutes later when
fiefenseman Barry Milan was put away for a

five minute major interference penalty and a

TURN TO PAGE 18

UMass's Mark Haymore flies for a jumper here, but UNH's Pete Laskaris (32)

soared for the rest of the night, as his 30 points led UNH to an upset win. (Staff photo
by Dan Vullemier)

Bill EdelKteIn

The answer is biorhythms
While sitting at my desk, trying to think of

yet another way to waste space in a Friday

newspaper, I received a call for the Collegian

sports departrrent from the University

Health Center.

'We've got an epidemic here!"

There was something in the voice at the

other end that sounded desperate.

"We're already out of beds and there's a

line at the door that must stretch to the

Southwest. Craziest symptoms I've ever

seen. They just stand motionless with blank

looks on their faces. There's print on their

lips, too. Typewriter print. The minute we
deciphered it, we called you."

By this time I was mildly interested.

"What's it say? I asked.

"It reads, 'What's the matter with the

UMass basketball team?' And oh, I almost

forgot, their faces are green, too.
"

So it had finally come to pass. It had to

happen sometime, of course. Only its scope
was unexpected. No one could have

imagined that more than half the university

would have the question 'What's the matter

with the UMass basketball team?' on its lips.

"I'll get on it right away," I said

reassuringly, "And don't worry about the

green in their faces. They probably just

subscribe to the 19-Meal Plan."

I knew that only one person could answer
the Question. So, clicking my heels together

and repeating the phrase "there's no place

like Morrill," I quickly found myself in the

laboratory of A.C. Electrode: Biorhythms

Expert Peaks and Valleys a specialty.

A.C. was busy hooking up a ham and
cheese sandwich to a bio- feedback monitor.

The sandwich had been partially eaten.

"What's up, A.C?" I said salutorially.

Electrode raised his head.

"Hi there! Just checking out my lunch. It

tasted sort of peculiar, so I'm giving it the

once-over. Probably just a triple valley of the

pumpernickle, ham and mustard. It shouldn't

have been taken out of the refrigerator

today."

I ambled over to the food in question.

"That thing should have left the

refrigerator two months ago. Look at it. The
cheese is turquoise, the ham is yellow, and
that isn't pumpernickle at all. It's just dirty

Wonder Bread."

"Oh,"

Listen, A.C, I need your help. If I don't

find out what the matter is with the UMass

basketball team, over half the university may
never kiss again,"

"Gone straight to the lips, huh?"

"Yes."

"Then we don't have much time. Let me
have the birthdays."

I handed him the goods and he began to

analyze them in lightening style. It wasn't

hard to see that this was a real pro in action.

In a moment he had finished the

preliminaries.

"It's always easier to figure out what's

gone wrong if you know what you were
doing right in the first place," Electrode

theorized. "Give me the date of a game the

team won."
"They blew out Villanova on February 14."

""February 14,.. February 14... Aha! Just as

I expected. Team physical and sensitivity

curves peaked on the fourteenth. Cognitive

curve is very low."

"What's all that mean?"
"Well, the sensitivity apex shows that

they'd rather be chasing women than playing

basketball, and the physical peak points out

that they have the stamina for the chase

"Then how did they win the game if thev

didn't want to play it?"

"Because this trough at the cognitive leve;

indicates that they didn't know the dr»

ference between a loose woman and loos«

ball."

"I see."

"I'll bet February 20 was a disaster."

"Right! They were beaten by Duquesnt^l

and got five technical fouls called againstj

them. Tempers were boiling."

""Of course. High sensitivity, low cognitive]

and physical. They were in heat.
"

"What's the future hold in store, A.C? "I

"Looks like all crests until the end o'l

March, then the team falls apart on thej

27th."

"That's the date of the NCAA finals. Arei

you trying to tell me they"ll make it all the

way to the finals only to lose the Big Game?
"I guess so."

"Well, who's the team they're gonna lose

to?"

"There's only one club which peaks that

late in March."

"Name it."

"You're not going to like this."

"I don't care Who is it? Who's going ut\

beat them for the National Championshipr

"The University of Maine."

Feds nix disaster money
BOSTON [AP] - The Federal Disaster

Assistance Administration has denied
Massachusetts $9 million or more in snow-
clearing aid from the record February bliz-

zard. State officials are unhappy with the
decision.

The net effect is that Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis, who had been planning on a mild
winter, will soon have to ask the Legislature

for substantial additional funds.
The Department of Public Works started

the fiscal year with a $9 million kiny for snow

and ice control, 20 per cent less than was
spent in 1977. This has already been bumped
$5.5 million, with plenty more to come,
according to administration aides who said
the governor wants the federal government
to share the load.

Other New England states on the
current FDAA list are in the same boat,
according to Bill McAda of Dallas, Texas,
public information officer for the federal
coordinating staff.

The immediate issue is simple. Federal aid

Area reps ditch views;

will reflect constituents
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

Two area representatives have said they
will vote for the upcoming bottle bill and
follow the dictates of their constituents
rather than their personal opinions.

There has been speculation that they
could be the swing votes in what is expected
to be a close passage.

Representatives William P. Nagle, D-
Northampton and William A. Carey, D-
Easthampton voted against the ecologically-
oriented bottle bill in 1976 but said they will

support the bill when it comes to the house
again this year. The expected house vote is

121 for, 118 against with a majority needed to
pass.

The bottle bill would put a mandatory five

cent deposit on all bottles and cans to give
consumers an incentive to return bottles

rather than litter. The bill was defeated in

1976 referendum by a narrow majority and
has been brought up for consideration again.

Massachusetts bottling companies are

Celebrated mime
Marcel Marceau came to

campus this past
weekend, and staff

photographers Pam
Lindmark and Megan
O'Reilly caught him in

the Act. We shutter at

the thought of you
missing their page five

photo essay.

Flag Photo by Geoff

Kohler

Weather

QoM and cloudy. If

you see your shadow,
crawl back into bed.

against the bill, claiming it will harm their

profits and cost jobs.

"I don't favor the bill but the people do,"
said Rep. Carey last night. Carey said he will

vote in favor of the bill this year. "The
econmic impact will be greater than- the
people think," said Carey.

Rep. Nagle of Northampton said he will

also support the bill although he is "not
excited about it." Nagle's constituents voted
in favor of the bill on the referendum.

Nagle said officials at the Coca-Cola
bottling company of Northampton, which
employs two to three hundred in the area,

told him the bill would cause the loss of job.

"I think hey (his constituents) have been
sold on the concept of ecology, said

Nagle," there has been talk of the bill

creating new jobs but no one has shown
concretely what those jobs would be."

Nagle said he favors ecological measures
but is not sure the bottle bill "is going to be
the panacea it is supposed to be."

Nagle also said he wouldn't be surprised if

a hearing on the bill scheduled for today was
"postponed if not cancelled." Nagle would
not elaborate but did say he had met with
House Speaker Thomas McGee yesterday.

Nagle denied that he and Rep. Carey are
the swing votes on the bill.

Amherst Rep. James G. Collins is in

support of the bill and is one of the 100 co-
sponsors. Collins said he feels that having
returnable bottles ''makes sense" because
they would result in a cleaner environment
and would save taxes which go to road
clean-up crews.

However, there are two areas where the
bill could be stregthened, according to
Collins. One would be to more clearly define
what the state is going to do in terms of
collection, transportation, and storage and
the other is to make a provision for low cost
loans to be offered to small bottling com-
panies which may be hurt by the bill.

"Since 1975 any bill that hinted it might
hurt industry was practically defeated
automatically," said Collins. "The passage of
this bill could symbolize that the state is

heading in a more stabifized direction."
It is expected the legislature's Joint Energy

Committee will hold a puble hearing in

Gardner Auditorium at the state house on
the bottle bill today.

for snow clearing is available to cities, towns
and counties, McAda said. But the states
must pay their own snow removal costs.

Tentative snow clearing costs to the
Massachusetts DPW were estimated at $8.73
million by George Josephs, who is

assembling data tor all agencies within the
Executive Office of Transportation and
Construction.

The Massachusetts Bay Transportation
Authority is down fo $2 million for snow
clearing and $3.3 million in damage. The
Massachusetts Port Authority has tentatively

reported $1.6 million in blizzard- related

losses, a large part of which is from lost

landing fees. The Massachusetts Turnpike
Authority had an extra $350,000 in snow
removal expenses.
Damage claims are expected to be

honored and will total several million dollars.

The Metropolitan District Commission had
no estimate available on snow clearing puts
damage at $7 million.

McAda said this was only the second time
that the FDAA offered 75-25 reimbursement
for contract snow clearing services. The first

occasion was in the heavy January snows
that clobbered Michigan, Ohio and Indiana.
Josephs said Massachusetts will fight to

recover at least its contract expenditures.
McAda said the state can appeal the

ruling, but did not hold out much hope for
success. "Helping cities and towns in the
cost of snow clearing was a liberalization of
policy in itself," he said.

Massachusetts received free federal snow
clearing aid, through the Army and the Corps
of Engineers, particularly on the traffic-
clogged section of Route 128 between
Canton and Needham.

However, the state spent huge sums itself
in the same battle. Josephs estimated DPW
overtime there would exceed $500,000 and
much of the $7 million in contract clearing
was expended on that stretch.
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Downtown
buildings

dedicated
By PAMELA UNDMARK
Collegian Staff

A dedication of the Fanny Bangs Com-
munity Building and of Boltwood Walk will
be celebrated m Amherst center the week of
April 15-22, according to William Condo of
the Amherst Redevelopment Authority.

The celebration, now being planned, is to
be a week- long event consisting of various
exhibits, contests, and arts and crafts shows,
culminating on Saturday, March 22, with the
Community Building dedication.

Music will also be offered, including
presentations by the Amherst High School
Band.

Town members are urged to attend and to
participate in the planning of and within the
actual celebration, according to Condo.

"We're trying to involve as much as
possible the total Amherst community," he
said in a telephone interview Friday. "We'd
like to see people with some sort of talent
participating in the exhibits, arts and crafts,
and with music."

The Boltwood Walk Project is a state and
town- refunded revitalization project for
downtown Amherst. It is centered within
some9Vi acres in the Main St., Pleasant St.,

Kellog Ave. area, and is an effort to enliven
the center.

"We hope to start a growing trend to
attract people into the town," said Condo.

The project includes the development of

residential apartments, additional com-
mercial space, office buildings, a major park
and the Community Building.

The Community Building is to provide

space for approximately 30 different groups,

including town agencies such as the

Amherst Council on Aging and the Veteran's

Counseling Service.

An entire floor of the building is to be used
by the Community Health Center, and its

services are to be available for those people

not using the University infirmary and-or

unable to afford the Amherst Medical

Associates.

"This building is unique in that it has been
a true community effort, as opposed to other

parts of the project being done by private

contractors, " said Condo. "We are very

proud of it."

Town authorities urge all Amherst citizens

to attend the celebration and hope for

general community participation. For further

information citizens should contact the

Amherst Redevelopment Authority.
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Peter Brooks, 17, of Manchester England, demonstrates his skills while participating in the third annual English
National Dart Team Tryouts. Unfortunately, the team's coach was forced to inform Brooks that there is no real need for
goalies in the sport of Dart Throwing. Brooks had to be removed forcibly. (UPI)

Center opens in Sylvan
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

From out of the mass of self-interest

groups comes a unique plan for support and
cooperation from the newly-formed Sylvan
Men's-Women's Center.
The center, located in B-1 Cashin, is

actually two centers which share the same
space. As described by Stephen Cawley of
the men's center staff, "the centers are
unique in that they are separate, but
together. When and if the centers get off the
ground, the potential exists for interplay be-
rween the two. For example: is a woman
comes in with a boyfriend problem, she can
feel free to talk with someone at either
center."

Jim LaMacchia, Cashin head of residence
and one of the center's founders, said, "the
centers are grounded on the premise that
combatting sexism is a problem for both men
and women. It is futile to have a women's

center where women can exchange ideas
and examine their roles and not have a place
for men to do the same. Men share in the
responsibility for dealing with sexism."

Both centers receive funding from the
Program Support Fund ($500.00) and the
Sylvan Area Government ($250.00). Funds
are aplit evenly between the centers. They
are hoping to obtain additional funds to
secure a collection of short films, according
to Bonnie Kates, sexism aw>ireness training
specialist.

Kates and LaMacchia co-teach a course,
"Men and yVomen: An Inquiry into Roles,"
which is billed as "an interdisciplinary inquiry
into the roles of men and women in our
society." They have been "very gratified by
the incredible response to the course and will

offer the course again in the fall." The course
raises appropriate issues for both men and
women and supports the concept of a joint
center.

Kates sees homophobia (fear of
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Spring music festival

to be further discussed

Student government leaders will have a

closed meeting with the Union Program
Council and the Third World Senate Caucus
tonight at 7:30 in the Campus Center to

discuss the proposed Black American Music
Festival.

The meeting will deal with the proposed
budget for the concert, the admissions fee

and the format of black music. Senate
speaker Pat Whelan said the meeting was
not "to work out an agreement to sell to the

Senate" which meets on Wednesday and is

scheduled to discuss the concert proposal.

The Senate passed a compromise plan last

Wednesday night which called for a Black

American Music Festival as the spring

concert with a $3 admission fee. The plan

was vetoed by the student government
presidents last Thursday night.

Busing to be negotiated

Student leaders met with Director of

Planning H.J. Littlefield on Friday to discuss

funding the UMass bus system and agreed to

have students try to rewrite their proposals
of a funding split of 70 per cent students and
30 per cent parking office funds.

According to Littlefield the apartment did

not require that administrative proposals be
reworked. However, -Student Government
Association Co president Jon A. Hite said

"they have to respond to students re-

evaluating th«ir proposals with somsthing in

mwKl."

According to Hite, Littlefield said he
"doesn't want to deal with it (the bus fun-
ding issue) anymore." He wants Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs Robert L
Woodbury to handle the bus negotiations.

Students have proposed a 70-30 split for
funding. The administration proposal was
originally 85 per cent students and 15 per
cent parking funds. The administration later

proposed a bus fee be added to students'
semester bills. Students have rejected this
proposal.

-JON KLEIN

Exclusive dorm discussed

Southwest Master-Director James H.
Matlack will speak to a meeting of Pierpont
dormitory residents tonight and explain his
plan to make Pierpont an exclusively fresh-
man and sophomore house next semester.

The meeting will be at 9 p.m. in the
Pierpont Main Lounge.

Matlack told the Pierpont resident
assistants last Thursday night about the plan,
which would not allow residents who are
now sophomores and juniors to live in
Pierpont next semester, according to David
Barenberg, one of the dorm's student
senators.

Barenberg said the reasons Matlack gave
for the proposed change are: behavior in the
house is not conducive to the maintenance
of good order, the house has had four heads
of residence in the past three years, ex
tensive damage to the dorm, poor security,
and its reputation for heavy drug traffic.

-MARKLECCESE

Evaluation committee
will meet today

A recently-appointed committee
evaluating practices and procedures of the
Student Affairs Division today will be holding
an open meeting welcoming public com-
ments arnJ criticism, from 3-5 p.m., in room
229 Whitmore.

In an effort to ensure no discrimination
against the handicapped, the committee
evaluates the followir^g Student Affairs

services: admissions (freshman and transfer),

counseling, financial aid, handicapped
student affairs, health services, housing (on
and off campus), placement, programming
(in dorms and off-campus), registrar records,

and security public safety.

Further questions or comments should be
directed to Ruth Green at 345 Whitmore.

- PAMELA LINDMARK

Path proposal discussed

Bike path proposal to be explained
A proposal to develop a bike path along

the east side of North Pleasant Street will be
detailed at an Amherst Selectmen public

hearing tonight at 7:30 in the Town Room of

Town Hall.

Concern has been voiced by town citizens

regarding hazardous conditions encountered
by bicyclists along the street, between East
man Lane and Pine Street. A tentative

project for a bike path development will be
outlined.

- PAMELA UNDMARK

homosexuality) as a problem on campus,
particularly in the dorms. LaMacchia said he
feels that in Sylvan, "there isn't much
support for men's-women's issues," and it it

his hope as a head of residence in the Sylvan
area and a teacher to "focus upon and
alleviate this problem." He further said that
"subtle sexism is rampant, especially in the
dorms. During the weekdays, people interact
as peers. On weekends, they revert to a
stereotyped interaction of roleplaying and
games." He feels that "there is a problem
here in that if people can't get along in a co-
ed dorm, we may go back to single-sex
dorms and the perpetuation of sex role
stereotypes." It is hoped that the creation of
these centers will be the beginning of a long
dialogue between area men and women.

Ideas for the center were first generated in

Spring 77 between LaMacchia, Cawley and a
third man. Cawley says that "people in the
area, myself included, began to recognize a
need in the area for men to get together and
talk." He attributes this to the influence of a
growing "men's movement" that has led

men to begin to questioning their roles as
men in society.

Cawley's involvement in the center stems
from "a desire to do something with the
center, an internship requirement and the
need for someone to coordinate the setting
up of the center." The center had planned to
hire a workstudy-co-ordinator before
workstudy funds were frozen. Through
Cawley's internship, he will attempt to
document whether the need for a center
exists and if so, what form it should take.

Services offered by the center will include

information on male sexual health issues,

peer counseling, drop-in, library, workshops,
and films on topics ranging from con-
traceptive responsibility to the "'Male Rape
Task Force." Cawley emphasized the ver-

satility of the center where "we are open to

talk to people about anything — from
questions of sexual identity to girlfriend

problems." Efforts will be made to coor-

dinate an information network between the

various men's centers.

Although the proposal was six months old

when Kates stepped in, the Sylvan women's
center hasn't quite gotten off the ground.
Kates said an open house is in the works and
she "expects the center to start moving once
a workstudy coordinator is hired.'" When
asked whether there was a need for a^econd
women's center in the area, she replied that

'"Sylvan women don't go to the Northeast-

Sylvan women's center. A complaint of the

women in the Sylvan area has been that their

needs are not being met by the center down
the hill. They want something more localized

that identifies with their living space," she
added, "The women's center is presently

looking for a peer sex educator-workstudy
woman to coordinate the center. Interested

women should contact Kates at 104 Johnson
House. Services for the center will include a

library, outreach, counseling and workshops.
Kates was reluctant to elaborate on the

center philosophy until after a coordinator is

hired, and the first open house is held.

First contract needs work
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The UMass administration and the faculty

union are bargaining on their first contract.

Big deal, some say.

Yet these talks, based on the major
proposals of each side, could have a long-

lasting and permanent effect on the entire

University community.
Both sides in the talks appear to have

"come out swinging" in their proposals. (See
summary of contract proposals) Critics of the
administration proposal have claimed that

proposal could lead to the academic downfall

of UMass. Critics of the faculty say they are

trying to saddle the administration with a fat,

unfair contract.

The proposals deserve closer examination.

The administration wants to eliminate

tenure. Faculty response has been predic-

table.

"I cannot believe that the university would
contemplate such wholesale violation of

contractual rights," said former Chancellor

botany Oswald Tippo in a letter to intern

UMass President Franklin Patterson. "It

would of course face hundreds of lawsuits."

But would the elimination of tenure pose a

threat to so-called ""academic freedom" —
the right by faculty to examine varied and
sometimes controversial issues in their

classrooms? That freedom is considered
paramount in quality education.

Maybe, maybe not. The administration's

thinking is that the proposal will rid the

University of "'dead wood" in the faculty.

But at the same time, would the chances of

getting good, top notch professors be
jeopardized if those professors knew they
would not be tenured — thus facing possible

sudden dismissal?

Evaluation is next. Faculty members are

evaluated periodically for promotion,
reappointment, and the like. Everyone agrees
evaluation is necessary, but not everyone
agrees what form it should take.

True to form, the administration and
faculty here disagree. The administration.
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while wanting evaluation to be based on
certain usual standards, such as classroom
performance and the lilte, also wants many
personal attributes to be considered as part

of the evaluatk)n process. In the words of

pointments and promotions, are composed
of faculty members. Faculty members are
also reviewed by academic chairpersons. The
chairpersons could become part of the
administration's side, since they recently

News analysis

Tippo, that requirement would make UMass
"the laughing stock of the academic world."

Also included in the proposal by the ad-
ministration is the elimination of faculty

personnel committees. The committees,
which review faculty members for reap-

voted to be just that. Presently, they are in

the faculty union.

With the elimination of the personnel
committees, together with the possible loss

of the chairpersons, the faculty is concerned

The bottom line

Faculty

•Salary increase — an increase in

salary averaging 36 per cent.

•Work load — to reduced from the
current nine hours per week spent in the
classroom to four-and-one-half.

•Benefits — time off for maternity
(both male and female), sick time, and
other benefits.

•Other — various other proposals

dealing with working conditions,
academic personnel policies, grievance,

and governance. Included are proposals

to strengthen the role of the faculty

senate without bringing its functions in

conflict with those of the union.

Administration

•Elimination of tenure — to be
replaced with a "rolling appointments"
system. Faculty would work for five years

and then be subject to reappointment for

three year periods.

•Faculty evaluation — personal at-

tibutes such as cooperation, congeniality,

and punctuality will be basis for

evaluation of faculty for promotion,
reappointment, and salary increases.

Faculty personnel committees will be
eliminated.

•Transfer — the administration may
transfer faculty between schools,
departments, and colleges of each
campus upon one semester's notice and
among the Amherst and Boston cam-
puses upon one year"s notice.

they may lose the ability to evaluate

themselves.
The administration motives of the review

proposals could not be learned.

Faculty members are requesting a salary
increase averaging 36 percent. A 36 percent
wage hike could mean a large increase in the
portion of the UMass budget going to
faculty. Most people know UMass is not
known for receiving generous budgets from
the state. If the salary portion of the budget
increases, will the areas left over —
academics, equipment, etc. — suffer a
corresponding loss?

The faculty also seeks to reduce their in-

classroom time from nine to four-and-a-half

hours per week. If this happens, more faculty

will obviously be needed to perform the same
amount of work. Again, will this mean an
increase in funds for faculty at the expense
of other areas?

On the other hand, the faculty claims that

since UMass prides itself on being a major
research university, time devoted to research
must be something substantial, also.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is

also UMass senior vice president of faculty

relations, has coined the phrase "industrial

model" when talking about the negotiations.

Since no real precedent exists for collective

bargaining in higher education, he says, the
type used by industry must be used.

The industrial model contains what
Bromery calls a '"perceived adversary"
relationship — both sides see each other as
adversaries. But perhaps something else

Bromery said should be kept in mind by all

during and after the negotiations:

"The contract is not for management. It

has to be acceptable for the faculty, the
administration through the board of trustees,

and the students. After all, they're the ones
we're here to serve."

The proposals made by each side will no

doubt change through the art of compromise
inherent in negotiations. But one thing is for

sure — these negotiations will leave their

mark long after a first contract is settled.

Students declare SGA candidacies
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A total of 16 candidates filed petitions last

Friday for student government presidential

elections.

Friday was the deadline for the Student
Government Association election which will

be held on March 15 and 16.

Friday was also the deadline for Board of

Governor elections. Sixteen candidates filed

for this election. There are 15 seats at large

and seven residential.

There are no BOG candidates from Or-

chard Hill, Central or Northeast Areas or

from the commuters. These seats will remain
empty if no candidates run.

The elections for BOG and interim Senate
elections, to fill Senate seats vacated since

last semester, will also be held March 15 and
16 along with the presidential election.

Thehe are 27 empty Senate seats. The
deadline for filing is Monday, March 7 for the

Senate elections.

Presidential candidates must attend a 4:00

meeting today to receive student govern-
ment campaign funds. A candidate cannot
use personal funds for the election. Each
presidential candidate will get $136.36. The
Senate Governmental Affairs committee,
which runs the elections chose this figure by
dividing the number of individual candidates

and slates (11) by the amount of money
allocated for election financing which was

$1,500. Governmental Affairs Co-chairperson

Marcy Levington said the Committee did not

"want to ask the Senate for more money."
To win the election a candidate must get

one-third of all votes cast. If one of the 11

candidates does not receive one-third of the

vote, a re-election must be held in an

electoral college set up along lines set down
in the SGA Constitution.

The 16 candidates tor president are as

follows: David Barenburg and Susan Bir-

mingham, Steve Beckerman and Mark
VaFiades, Donald Bishop, Bill Edelstein and
Brad Goverman, Jay Flynn, Howard Green«
and Paul Lawrence, Shelly Gorden and Herb
Tyson, Bob Melia, Patrick O'Donnell, Steve
Ross, Russell Swann.

Apartheid discussed at Amherst College
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Members of the Amherst College Board of

Trustees Friday told 400 people of the

college's present decision not to divest its

stock in corporations operating in South
Africa represents the middle ground between
the board's concern over the issue of

apartheid and its duty to the college as a

financial investor.

Five college students and faculty, Amherst
alumni and area residents attended the

session at the Johnson Chapel on the college

campus. The meeting was not a formal

meeting of the board, but was designed as a

discussion of the college's investment

policies in apartheid South Africa.

Amherst College holds $20 million worth

of stock in 22 corporations in South Africa.

Ted Cross, the chairman of the investment

committee of the trustees told the audience

the college's present investment policy in

South Africa stems from a decision made by

the trustees in October, 1972 that rejected

the notion the college should invest for

Rre claims life

L EVERETT - A fire which destroyed a

single family house here early yesterday

morning left one resident dead from smoke
inhalation.

Thirty-year old Pierre Benoit, of North
Leverett Road, was pronounced dead at the

scene by Franklin County medical examiner
Henry Rys.

Fire departments from here and Montague
responded to the blaze at 1 : 1 5 a.m. and spent

two hours extinguishing it.

maximum financial gain regardless of such
moral issues such as apartheid.

Cross said the college's investment
policies officially condemns apartheid, and
apply pressure to American corporations in

South Africa to adopt the principles of equal

pay and desegregation. He also said the

board has given the treasurer of Amherst
College instructions to solicit responses from
corporations in South Africa concerning the

adoption of these principles.

Cross said 45 corporations have been
contacted, but the number of responses had
been "unsatisfactory." He did not give an
exact number.
Students opposed to the college's

financial presence in South Africa claimed

the policy will not internally weaken the
apartheid structure, but instead will help
sustain the economy of the government of
the white minority.

Harold Massey, of the Amherst College
Afro American Society, termed the college's
investment policy a "shameful degradation
which blatantly reneges on Amherst
College's historical commitment to black
people."

Trustee Willard Wirtz said he favored the
present policy because it may be one of the
few ways left of averting a violent civil war in

South Africa. He said withdrawal of
American corporations from South Africa
-may precipitate a bloodbath.
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The family of 15-year-old Matt Dillard wait in the lobby of Bay County Hospital for

news of another family member who was injured in the train derailment which
spread chlorine gas around Youngstown, Fla. (UPI)

Seven killed in gas fog

from freight train pile up
YOUNGSTOWN. Fla. (AP) - A freight

train piled up near this Florida Panhandle

community early Sunday and a ruptured

tank car, spewing a cloud of deadly chlorine

across a busy highway. Authorities said

seven persons were killed and at least 67

were hospitalized.

"It was instant death," said Al Smith, an

emergency troubleshooter for the En-

vironmental Protection Agency from Atlan-

ta. "The kind of death we're talking about, it

literally burns your lungs up."
Automobile engines apparently stalled as

the chlorine cut off the oxygen needed for

combustion. Cars careened into roadside dit-

ches. Some motorists fled into a swamp
near the tracks, only to be enveloped by the

searing greenish-yellow cloud.

Some of the victims lived in nearby homes.

About 47 cars and five locomotives of the

140-car freight were derailed, police said.

Russell Gober of the National Transporta-

tion Safety Board said it appeared the derail

ment aas caused by a broken rail but added
that was a tentative conclusion.

The dead were apparently all young adults

or teen agers, said officials at the three

hospitals where victims were taken. An ad

mitting officer at one hospital said some of

the youths had been raccoon hunting in

swamps near the track when the choking

cloud swept over them

Bay County Sheriff's Deputy Tom Loftin

ta'id he was driving to the scene before he

knew what had happened, when he found

people stumbling along the highway,
vomiting and screaming for help.

"I didn't really feel it too much, but it had a

punch to it," Loftin said. "It was like smelling

Clorox, maybe a thousand times worse."

About 2,500 residents of an 80-square-mile

area of rural North Florida were evacuated

and told it would not be safe to return before

Monday The Florida Highway Patrol blocked

U.S. 231 where it parallels the short railroad

Vme betwen Dothan, Ala., and the popular

Gulf of Mexico resorts at Panama City.

The highway was blanketed for hours after

the 1:30 a.m. CST derailment by the cloud

that escaped from the ruptured tank car

about 200 yards away
It was the second Southern disaster in-

volving a derailed freight tram in less than 48

hours. In Waverly, Tenn., nine persons died

and scores were injured when a propane-

loaded railroad car exploded Friday, one day

after the train had derailed.

The crew of the Atlanta and St. Andrews
Bay Railway ttain apparently escaped

Sunday's wreck without serious injury.

Engineer Ray Shores, 53, of Panama City,

found a pocket of air in the swamp alongside

the tracks and waited eight hours for a

helicopter to bring him out.

At Calhoun County Hospital in Blounts-

town, where 10 persons were treated for

lung injuries. Dr. E.B. White said all of them
were motorists who ran into the gas and
found their cars stalled in the chlorine-filled

air.

"The first ones to get here had tried to get
out of their car when it first stalled, and
realized they wouldn't get far enough on
foot," White said. "So they got back in,

managed to restart the car, and drove on
through it. It stalled a couple of times and
they restarted it.

"They drove on, and the driver passed out
and had to be replaced. When they got out
of the fog they got out and took some deep
breaths, then drove on here to the hospital."

Bay County sheriff's Lt. O.J. Gilbert said
the evacuees were being housed in

emergency^helters in Panama City and other
nearby communities.

UMW • •

begin campaign

to pusli contract
WASHINGTON \AP] - United Mine

Workers officials began an extensive
campaign Sunday to sell their proposed
contract, sending 200,000 copies of the
controversial agreement to the coalfields.

'We're sending the copies by trucks,

airplaces, anyvyay we can get them to our
members," said UMW President Arnold
Miller. "I think the rank and file will

accept this agreement once they see for

themselves what's in it."

Despite vocal opposition from many
miners since the tentative agreement was
announced Friday night. Miller reiterated

his belief that the contract would be
accepted by a wide majority.

"I think our members understand that

in collective bargaining you don't get

everything you want," he said. "This is a

contract we can live with. It guarantees

our health and pension benefits and takes

a step toward speeding up the grievance

procedure."
The union's 160,000 striking miners

won't vote on the contract until early

next week.
While Miller said he does not plan to go

to the coalfields and stump for the pact,

hundreds of district and local union

officials will be attempting to sell the

agreement to the miners who will work

under its provisions for the next three

years.

In addition, the union's public relations

firm also plans to promote the proposal

with a series of radio and television ads.

This media campaign is expected to

focus especially upon UMW Districts 29

and 17, in southern West Virginia, the

home of nearly 50,000 miners.

The union's eduCationai blitz begins

here Monday, when some 40(7

representatives from the 21 UMW
districts, plus a bevy of rank and file

members invited by Miller will congregate

at a downtown hotel and hear the terms
of the contract spelled out. The district

representatives will go back home and
relay the information — emphasizing the
positive aspects - to officers of the local

unions within their respective districts.

These local officers then will carry the
news to the rank and file which, by then,
presumably will have received copies of
the proposed agreement. Following this,

a 48-hour waiting period ensues before
the miners can vote. A bare majority is

needed for ratification.

The 130-member Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, meanwhile, has
its own ratification process. Although the
BCOA apparently will not announce its

vote until the miners have cast their

secret ballots, the coal operators are
expected to approve the contract.

The contract provides for a 37 per cent
wage increase over the next three years,
witn an immediate $1-an-hour raise. This
would leave most miners' salaries at
about $80 a day by 1980, not counting
overtime.

The two most controversial areas are
the health and pension package and the
section which deals with wildcat strikes.

During the final hours of last week's
negotiations, the coal operators accepted
the union demand that the health and
pension plans be guaranteed and that the
companies' stance be softened in regard
to the work stoppages.

In the proposal rejected two weeks
ago, the companies wanted to jettison

the multi-million-dollar health and
pension trust funds and provide their

own pension and health plans. The funds
now are operated independently and tied

to the amount of coal mines. The
operators wanted to tie them directly to

hours worked, thereby using them as a
weapon against wildcat strikes.

Interested In Working
with Kids?

Want Experience?
N.E.S. tutoring can help you. Volunteer your
time to help disadvantaged children and help

yourself gain experience.

For more info come to 403 S.U.B., 5-0910

or call Michelle '545-2092. Lisa 549-I66S

WE OFFER 70n

A Fiece of the Negev, A Fiece of Jerusalem

Balilee , and other parts of

^io/i i/(sittng , (ou/itng, s^ttfitng o/r s(t^f)^j l\a\)ifi\(j ^un in ^2/iap£

uQ i^ow

Yitihak Santis
On campus agent

545 2526

Israel Aliyah Center
(617) 423 0868

Joint Israel Programs
(617) 542 3973

Collegian 5

Panther
and

Pantomime

Marcel Marceau, world-renowned pantomime artist, is seen here frolicking in

the snow with lota Gama Epsilon women.
Marceau, who delighted audiences with his performances at the Fine Arts

Center on Friday and Saturday nights, seems to be a true crowd pleaser wherever

he goes.

Here he is posed on the Pink Panther. IGU's second place winner in a Greek-

sponsored snow sculpturing contest.

Other winners were not as fortunate as these women, who not only got a first-

hand view of the artist in action, but also heard this man of silence speak.

A native Frenchman, Marceau's accent was thick. But it seemed not to matter

to his admirers, as smiles were abundant and emotions high. (Staff photos by

Megan O'Reilly and Pamela Lindmark)

I WANT YOU TO BE A
STUDENT SENATOR

Join the fight for STUDENT RIGHTS.

The foJIowing dorms hove vacancies:

Commuters 5
Patterson 1

Cance 1

Wheeler 1

Coolidge Lower 2

Coolidge Upper 1

Mary Lyons 1

Grayson 1

Greenough 1

Butterfieid 1

JQA
Hamlin 1

Gorman 1

Van Meter South 1

Leach 1

Dwiqht 1

JA Lower 2

Grayson 1

Webster 1

Moore 1

Thoreau 1

Field 2
GW Middle 1

JFK Lower 1

Crabtree 1

Cashin 2

Nom {nations are due March 6. For nom ination papers or

information, go tp rm. 420 S.U. or call 5-0341.

ore

Student Government Association
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Ecological

quality

needs help

I

WASHINGTON [UPI\ - Americans
have done a gcMd job of balancing en-

vironmental goals against other national

needs, but better ways are needed to

judge the value of improved air and water
quality, says the chairman of the
president's Council on Environmental
Quality.

Charles Warren says environmental
laws are working well and U.S. life styles

are changing in response to "the most
crucial elements in defining policy in a

democracy — comprehension and
concern."
He says, however, that the en-

vironment still suffers because of dif-

ficulties in comparing economic and
environmental costs on a common scale.

"We are engaged in a national search
for balance between the environment
and the economy, to which energy
production is essential," Warren told a

recent meeting of the Environmental
Industry Council.

"Virtually every criticism of en-
vironmental initiatives is, at bottom,
economic in nature — the desire to
develop and sell energy, a resistance to
the cost of power plant stack scrubbers
or catalytic converters, the unem-
ployment and loss of income caused by...

regulations that close down polluting
plants.

"I think our national search for balance
is progressing rather well. The
development of a national environmental
conscienceness has proceeded with
astonishing speed. A decade ago, en-

vironmental matters were a peripheral

issue in political campaigns if they were
mentioned at all. These days they tend to

crop up in elections at every level."

Some pollution costs are easy to

measure, Warren said, citing the kepone

incident at Hopewell, Va., that damaged
the health of workers, banned fishermen
from parts of the James River and
Chesapeake Bay and required costly

cleanup operations.

But most costs of pollution, he said,

defy precise measurement because:

— They involve value judgments that

do not translate easily into dollars and
cents, such as the historic American love

of natural beauty.

-Methods of calculating en-
vironmental impact are very crude.
Damage may not appear for years,
making it difficult to demonstrate the
need of preventive measures that may
cause an immediate economic impact,
Warren said.

National Brands Sale!

Beimonte
FOODS

/

Great time to stock up on

these outstanding values.

Check and see for yourself!

^W
Deimonte

Del Monte
Vegetables

/
/

Sliced Carrots
Whole Potatoes

Cream-Style Corn
Whole Kernel Corn

V
Your Choice %

4160Z. ^m \
cans ^M g

YourChoiccof:
Lm( Spinach, Cut
Gr««n B«in«,
WhotoBMte,
Peas A CwTols

4150Z
cans ^M

Upton Lite Lunch
Chickan. Ba«(.

Ortanlal StockptX

Tomato J

$
Tomato \

/^'

—

Oatare*nt 15* OFF #%#%^
Arm & Hammer ^-^ 99
Facial Tisauaa ^^ ^m
Vanity Fair Print 2 ^ '1

Large Eggs ^<

48«FInast
Whita • Brown

1^ n^^j

doz

on and purenu« of 1 7 Vivman
It am coi^on gm MnN

vdaNk 2«tivMR«4 \«ri PH

Margarine ||

pkQS g g
Finaat

Pramlum

'Orange Juio

49*
I tfivt am coupon pti (amy ^ I

[ n rn f w rmaru^txik i

Richmond
Frozan

1 2 oz can

Fanwus Brand
for Lenten Meals! \ / Vanity Fair \

Dinnara, Sola, Fiah
or Flounder

Taste0'Sea\/ Bathroom
\

n Tissue c^i^r. i

Firsi O' The Fresh Produce Specials!

Iceberg Lettuce Mcintosh Apples
Crtip

C^aarvm 49*
FloiidaGrapefmit

4 *1

Almo»ph«r«
Controtlad

U S Fancy
2'', min

Indian River

i27cl

379*
Fresh Tomatoes

3 *1Ptckad RliM
for TopFlavof

Fresh Yettow Onions

Fresh Eggptent

1. 49*

3^1.00

10' Foliage Show Plant

6' Foliage Rant.

Frozen Food Values!

Nibtets Corn /ST^ir. 2
Finast Bread Dough
Stuffed Peppers ,. 'Xi?^;>.«.

Mixed Vegetables .'.^r'.'* 3

Green Giant Rice

Salisbury Steak . - ,

.

atchmond Popular Fla»or»

Ice Cream

Fresh from Baker

Street at Finast!

S«a««aa
Round Top Bread

OO^ Sour CreamT aste Like

Home made
20 ot

Finest!!! A Fresh Way To Save!

Brocks Candies

4

2;::.' 1.00

Dog Food .':;: 6
'..; 1.00

Del Monte ...... ^«.. 2 •. 89*

Del Monte. . .... .69'

Del Monte 69*

Del Monte "..^.•,':^' 2%: 1.00

Del Monte Pear Halves '. 79*

Farm -Fresh Dairy Buys!

Orange Juice

88*
$4ae

69*

^^ef more value on Meat Street U.S.A.

'

hell Sirioin

Steak
Beef Loin
Bone In

Tropicana Qtt con'

Flr>a«l Whota Wtik 32 oi ooni

Ricotta Cheese

Fresh TUrkeys
Marvel ^^ ^^ |K

8-14lb Ayg. Hwis ^^^i
Roasting Chickens

74*Panobscol
V«c-P«ck

S-6 lb. Avaraga

Chops

Ground Beef

98f

PorVLoln

Contain* 3 Cantar. 3 Sirtoln

Hip. 3 Biada

Fraah Ragular
Contains No( Mora
Than 2aH Fat
Any SIza Pkg.

Broo*»kJa Farma Chlcton
> A Chotea

Big Sar)dw)ch Bread 2 1.00

Fresh Hamburg Rons 3*^' 1.00

English Muffms 3- 1.00

PlamDonutSuro..,.- -,59*

Enast

Finasts' Great
SAVE-A-TAPE

Offer
Appliance at

Fantastic Prices

Choose from one of our 3 great

SAVEA-TAPE Wane

^^ ^^ ^ ^E^ Sone»e»i§#^Lo«nUSOi
Leg Quarters ;::: OOf Top Sirloin
BrooiialdaFafmaChtclw, »„,»««h^ ^^ -^ Baaf Lo»n TaWa.. u S n a rKnir. -.

Breast Quarters69^ KirtSS^^i;^;!.^ •2f*
Chicken Legs ...n-:r •:•., .79* Shoulder Steak
Chicten TTiighs

Drumsticks .::jr^:.rr:^

Chicken Breast ^n-rr

Chicken Uvers

fnt I ondon Bro«i ^ £A
_ _ __. B*v>«te« Beef Chofk »i I.Q9

Top Sirloin Steak "TTr^r^*;;;', * 2.29
llor^«*MBee( 4 7A

Thuck u 5 A CtVM:* « la f 9
a^i^*t«':^«»

* H«f>Q,,«i
,

Cook n' Sarvawara
SRMDaOonaira

importaU
Porca)ati< Ctad

ftHurt
• mch SHIM

Seafood Specials!

Cod Fillets ^1?*

TUrtxyt Fillet ^1?*

Froiafi

Top Blade Steak
Sirloin Steak
7 Bone Roast , "^V x::., . » 99*

Mr. Deli Delights!

Wataon All WhUa Maat ^ ^^^^

TUrfcey Breast 'l~
Amencan Cheese i^oLm„ . », I.59
Roast Beef ::;x STi ,, 2.29
Cooked Ham '%'S,'" ,1.29

t :

Tourists' 'outside scoop';

looic but don't leave bus
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (UPI) - Tour

buses rolled past former President Richard

Nixon's seaside estate Sunday but visitors

only got a quick glimpse of the walls of the

home that has been his refuge since he

resigned the presidency.

The 20-minute tour spent about 10 minutes

on the Coast Guard grounds adjacent to the

Nixon compound and two minutes and 15

seconds creeping by La Casa Pacifica itself.

Tourists could see only through an open

doorway into a colorfully paved passageway

leading into the courtyard.

"It was very interesting but it wasn't long

e lOugh," said Aijnes Wightman of Cardiff,

C alif. "I thought we would see more."

Mrs. Wightman, like many others of the

8,000 tourists said she harbored a hope that

she would see Nixon or his wife, Pat.

"We never wanted anyone to think that

(they would see Nixon)," said Gale Howe,

chairman of the Nixon tour for the sponsor-

ing San Clemente Chamber of Commerce.
Howe said, however, "Some people may
see him in the afternoon.

"He's really a nice guy. We really like him.

He's gotten so much bad publicity. We'd
vote for him if he ran again."

Each tour bus had a tape recorded descrip-

tion of the compound describing the Coast

Guard grounds, several building including

Nixon's office, another office where some
2.5 million letters have been received and
guest houses where many foreign dignitaries

have stayed.

"History has been made here and you, as

the first public tour, are part of that history,"

said a tape-recorded message played on
each bus. "Hasta la vista."

"And we got out of bed at 5:30 for this,"

one woman, not identified, grumbled.

Another voice added:
on a picture postcard."

'You can see more

L^e other visitors, these two only got a quick glimpse of the walls of the home

that has been the refuge of Nixon since he resigned the presidency. (UPI)
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A secret service agent accompanies the tour bus which rolls past the estate of

former President Richard Nixon yesterday. This is the first day of tours celebrating

San Clemente's 50th Birthday. (UPI)

Most of the people seemed impressed,

however, but disappointed the tour was so

short.

Shirley Wright of San Clemente said, "It

was interesting. It's nice to be a part of this

history." She said she would have liked to

have seen Nixon but didn't expect it.

"I wouldn't show up if I were in his shoes,"

she said.

Each bus carried a San Clemente police of-

ficer and a Secret Service agent to enforce

security rules.

The tour was arranged by the San
Clemente Chamber of Commerce to

highlight a twoday celebration of the town's

50th birthday. Tickets, $2.50 each, went on
sale Oct. 3 and sold out within 1 1 days.

"I don't think there's any question that Nix-

on's the No. 1 tourist draw here," said Alex

Goodman, chamber executive manager.

"No matter what they think about Nixon, a

lot of history was made here and people

want to see it."

Most of the tourists were from commercial

tours. About 20 percent traveled on buses

rented by the chamber. Buses left in groups

of three from San Clemente High School

every 10 minutes, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Tb" first four buses were filled mostly with

reporters and camera crews.

The 20 minute tour included other points in

San Clemente, but the highlight was a peek

at the Nixon home with the front door left

open.

Other sights included offices of what was
once the Western White House, the quarters

where dignitaries stayed while visiting Nixon

and the Coast Guard station at one entrance

to the compound of elegant homes.

Mrs. Nixon provided information used on a

tape recording, carried by each bus driver,

describing the home and she also helped

design a tour program that has color

photographs of the Nixons and the entrance

to their home.

San Clemente Mayor Donna Wilkinson,

who came up with the tour idea last June,
said she wanted something special for the

anniversary and wrote Nixon about her idea.

Within a week, she said, a Nixon aide said

the former chief executive was "honored

and delighted" with the idea.

"What Mr. Nixon did is a really nice

gesture," Mrs. Wilkinson said. "He may be
introverted, but this is quite a nice thing."

Nixon does not receive any money from the

tour, she said. Proceeds from the ticket sales

will be used to promote San Clemente as a

vacation spot and also pay for an all-day bir-

thday party Saturday.

CENTRAL AREA RESIDENTS
The position of

Area ActivKies Coordinator
is vacant

This is a paid position open
to ail residents.

Anyone Interested, call Rich at 5-3801

(Room 417) or show up at the Area Council

Meeting, Monday, Feb. 27 at 7:15 p.m.

in Chadbourne Seminar Room

«
•N-

*
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

ask about our

SUMMER
CHARTERS

to

EUROPE
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Research

may occur

in Kittery
CONCORD, N H. \AP\ - U.S. Sen.

John Durkin, D-N.H., has asked
President Carter to enter the controversy
over the potential dangers of working on
nuclear submarines at the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard.

Durkin has asked Carter to appoint a

panel of experts to coodinate and review
a study of possibly higher cancer rates

among nuclear employees at the Kittery,

Maine yard and eight other shipyards in

the country.

A recent report in the Boston Globe
said nuclear employees at the shipyard
have cancer rates twice the national
average.

The national Center for Disease
Control will begin a study of the medical
histories of nuclear worker, but Durkin
says that the president should appoint an
independent panel of experts to guide
and study the problem.

In a letter to President Carter, Durkin
said the possibility that there is a danger
in nine shipyards makes the problem a

national one which is why he asked for

Carter's personal involvement.

Durkin and Sen. William Hathaway, D-
Maine, visited the Portsmouth yard last

week after the report was published.

Employees of the shipyard want a non-
goverment study of the situation. Some
have said that they would not trust the
results of a government survey of the
problem.

Durkin agreed with that assessment in

his letter. "I agree a totally independent
study is necessary. The previous actions

of the Department of Energy, which are

certainly open to question, indicate it

should not be involved in the selection of

the experts."

The Department of Energy conducted
a study of medical records of naval

personnel, who were connected with
nuclear work and concluded that the
effect of low level radiation was minimal.

The Democratic senator also urged
Carter to direct the Department of

Defense and the Department of the Navy
to cooperate fully with the CDC and the
panel of experts in the investigation.

Park to testify tomorrow

Late Oswald
suspected as

Soviet agent
NEW YORK \UPI] - Lee Harvey Oswald
may have been a Soviet secret agent while

he was doing classified work for a Dallas

typesetting firm during the early 1960s,

according to an interview in New York
magazine.

Author Edward Jay Epstein said Oswald
maintained contacts with Soviet officials

while he worked during the Cuban missile

crisis for the Dallas firm of Jaffar-Chiles-

Stovall.

Epstein said the Dallas company "received

long lists of names of cities in the Soviet

Union, China and Cuba which were typeset

and then returned to the Army Map Ser-

vice."

"Oswald thus had accesss to cities that

were U.S. intelligence targets," said Epstein,

author of the upcoming book "Legend: The
Secret World of Lee Harvey Oswald."

Epstein said Oswald contacted Vitally A.

Gerasimov at the Soviet embassy in

Washington after leaving the Dallas firm.

Gerasimov was under surveillance by the FBI

at the time for suspected espionage ac-

tivities.

The writer said Oswald talked to

Vtadimirovich Kostikov, described by the FBI

as a Soviet intelligence officer, during a trip

to Mexico in 19^3.

He said one of the names fournj in

Oswald's address book was Pavel Voloshin,

described by the CIA as a Soviet secret

police officer who had been stationed in

Asia, Western Europe and Moscow at tha

same time m Oswald.

Tongson Park

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House opens
its doors this week to Tongsun Park. The
Senate may close its doors on some of the
Panama debate. And a committee opens its

books on an investigation into drug traffick-

ing.

Park, the South Korean rice dealer who is a
central figure in an influence-buying scandal,
will testify Tuesday to the House Ethics
Committee. At first, the session is to be
secret, perhaps for 10 days of questioning of
the 42-year-old millionaire. Later, there are
to be public sessions.

Leon Jaworski, the former Watergate pro-
secutor who heads the committee's in-

vestigators, said he expects the committee
to get information on approximately two
dozen current congressmen suspected of

violating House rules on acceptance of gifts.

Justice Department officials, meanwhile,
say they think they got the full story of

Park's role from their interrogation of him in

Korea last month. They do not expect his

committee testimony to be startingly new.
The Senate appears almost certain to hold

a second secret session this week in its

debate on the Panama Canal treaties.

Sens. Jesse Helms, R-N.C, and Malcolm
Wallop, R-Wyo., planned to introduce an
amendment to block the eventual turning

over of a secret Navy communications sta-

tion to Panama. They said thyy would ask
for a closed session to consider the matter.

Senate Democratic leader Robert Byrd said

there is no way to keep the proceedings
public. It takes only two senators to set a

secret session — one to make the motion

and another to second it.

Byrd said he opposes the Helms-Wallop
amendment because it is another "killer"

clause designed to make the treaties unac-

ceptable to Panama.

The Senate already has one "killer" amend-
ment pending, by Sen. James Allen, D-Ala.,

to give the president the power to keep U.S.
troops in Panama beyond the year 2000. A
vote on that is expected Tuesday.

The Senate Intelligence Committee, which
probed allegations that friends and relatives

of Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos were in-

volved in drug trade, is scheduled Tuesday
to release an edited version of secret
testimony.

Byrd told reporters any revelations in the
edited transcript are likely to have little effect
on the treaties' chances for ratification.

The Senate Judiciary Committee will con-
sider the nomination of Justice Department
official Benjamin Civiletti as deputy attorney
general.

What might otherwise have been routine is

being used by Republicans to try to deter-

mine whether administration officials knew if

Rep. Joshua Eilberg, D-Pe., was the target

of an investigation by U.S. Attorney David
W. Marston of Philadelphia when Marston
was fired earlier this year.

Civiletti testified that he had no reason to

believe Eilberg was being investigated. But
Russell Baker Jr., an aide to Civiletti, said

earlier in sworn testimony that he had told

his boss that Eilberg phoned the White
House to ask for Marston's dismissal.
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Vou might find jusi what you're looking for.

We're not only one of the largest diversified financial

institutions in the countr\', we offer interesting and

challenging careers to rival the excitement of

"glamor" industries.

Our business depends in large measure on our data

processing capabilities, and we have some of the most

sophisticated equipment available. As the demands

increase, we need college trained people to join our

staff and help develop new systems.

We encourage your personal growth with opportuni-

ties for continuing education — reimbursement for job-

related courses, courses leading to academic degrees

and excellent in-house educational facilities.

Give yourself a chance. Give us a chance to explore

with you some prospects for a career that will satisfy

all your criteria. Visit our college relations officer who

will be on your campus March 9

Please make an appointment through your Placement

Director.

brief...News in brief...News in brief ...News
Miller to accept post

at Federal Reserve

PROVIDENCE [AP] - G. William Miller,

now chairman of Textron Corp., has no
intention of declining President Carter's

nomination to head the Federal Reserve

Board, a Textron spokesman said yesterday.

Robert S. Eisenhauer made his comment
in response to an editorial in the New York

Times asking Miller to step aside because of

questions concerning his firm's dealings with

Iran.

Miller will appear before the Senate

Banking Committee as scheduled tomorrow
and will answer all questions posed to him,

Eisenhauer said.

The newspaper said "A cloud hangs over

Mr. Miller's head that cannot be blown away
by telephone calls from the White House
urging senators to speed the nomination."

Cancer x-ray treatment

may cause epidemic
[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - A quarter

of a million women who underwent X-ray

screening for breast cancer may in 15 or 20

years fall victim to the worst epidemic of the

disease in medical history.

This is the warning from Doctor Inwin

Ross, who also told a House subcommittee

that millions of Americans being treated by

radiologists for minor conditions have

already ended up with thyroid cancer, breast

cancer and other diseases.

Ross's findings were disputed, however,

by National Cancer Institute director Doctor

Arthur Upton.

Upton claimed that some women might

get breast cancer as a result of the mass
screening program of the American Cancer

Society, but, he added, the benefits out-

weigh risks by (quote) "five or six to one."

Brooke anti-Canal pact

BOSTON [UPI] - Sen. Edward W.
Brooke, R-Mass., says if the vote on

ratification of the Panama Canal treaties was
held today, he would vote against the

agreements.
Brooke said, in an interview published

yesterday in the Boston Herald American,

that he was concerned about financial

aspects of the treaties, including a guarantee

that the United States would assume the

Canal's deficit.

The pact also would allow the Panama
Canal Commission to borrow power more

than $40 million, might provide for a $345

million foreign aid package and would waive

the United States' right to collect $18 million

in interest the nation now collects.

"The loss of $18 million interest can affect

ihe economy," Brooke said.

He graded the Carter Administration a C-

minus and complained that the public lacks

confidence in Carter's ability to govern.

Nursing home workers

stage demonstration

NEWTON [UPI] — A nursing home chain

that owes nine Massachusetts communities

$580,000 in back taxes was the target of a

weekend demonstration by about 100

hospital workers and members of Massa-

chusetts Fair Share.

Protestors gathered Saturday outside

headquarters of the chain, Idak, which the

attorney general's office has named as one
of a number of nursing home operators

under investigation for allegedly violating

state laws.

A special unit in the office has been

checking records of Idak and the other

corporations since last year, Assistant At-

torney General Thomas Kiley said.

"It's apparent that tax delinquency and
other problems with tax liabilities is no more
unusual in the nursing home business than in

any other industry," Kiley said.

Representatives of Fair Share said Idak,

which owns 27 nursing homes across the

state, has three-year-old tax bills in eight

towns and cities.

Journalist scores well
PAWTUCKET, R.I. [UPI] - Robert .

McNamee has found the secret to scoring

well on the standardized college test in

English composition. Wait until you are out

of college to take it.

As a bit of fun last December, the 4-year

veteran reporter of the Evening Times in

Pawtucket took the English exam prepared

by the College Board for high school

students.

Last week, McNamee, 25, found out he
scored a 720 on a 200 to 800 scale. It meant
he had done better than about 94 per cent of
those taking the test.

"A few reporters said they were going to
ask for a recount," McNamee said Sunday.
"Let's just say I'm not known as the best

speller around here. They didn't think I'd be
able to get through the essav.

yeomen's program starts

HERSA YNEWS SERVICE]
In an unprecedented move, the U.S.

Department of Labor, has decided to im-

plement an employment training program for

women.
The Labor Department, for the first time in

its 57-year history, says it will design, develop
and monrtor several pilot projects to improve
the training and employment of women.
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Medic's loss

of license

sets precedent
BOSTON [AP] - The Massachusetts

medical licensing board has revoked the

license of a Lynn physician for negligence,

the first time in history the state has taken

such action for malpractice.

In an unconnected action, the state's

Board of Registration in Dentistry suspended
the license of Hyannis dentist. Dr. Raymond
V. Martin, after finding him guilty of "deceit,

malpractice and gross misconduct" in his

practice.

Another Hyannis medical practitioner. Dr.

Paul Foraste, an ophthalmologist, has been

cleared by the state Board of Registration

and Discipline in Medicine of a charge he

refused to treat the serious eye infection of a

child on Medicaid.

The medical licensing board revoked the

license of Dr. Robert Thomson Breed after

the 62-year-old physician was found guilty of

performing un.."?cessary and hazardous

gynecological surgery, improper prescription

of antibiotics and poor diagnosis and
treatment.

George Annas, a licensing board member
and consumer lawyer, said Breed's

revocation is one of only three or four in-

stances nationally in which physicians have

lost their licenses for malpractice.

In his recommendations to the full board

last October, Annas, servirjg as hearing

officer, charged that "Breed views surgery

on the reproductive organs as an appropriate

response to teenage promiscuity and middle-

aged depression and alcoholism."

The six board members made their

unanimous vote an explicit warning to the

state's 15,000-member medical profession.

In detailing instances of unnecessary

surgery by Breed, particularly hysterec-

tomies, the board spelled out for the first

time what it considers orooer medical care.

"This case begins to set up guidelines on

what kinds of things we expect doctors to do
in such cases," said Annas in an interview.

"It gives doctors a lot more guidance than

ever before about gynecological surgery."

In his recommendations, Annas, director

of the Boston University for Law and Health

Sciences, said Breed's surgery was "most
universally explained not by medical \n-

dications — but by the social problems of his

patients.

"Almost all were branded as promiscuous,

alcoholic, drug addicts or severely

depressed. Their reproductive organs were
described as useless."

The revocation was based on an

examination of the histories of 12 Medicaid

patients treated by Breed while he was the

most active surgeon at Revere Memorial

Hospital.

His lawyer, Peter F. Brady of Lynn said

Saturday that he would appeal the board's

decision to the Superior Court. Brady said

"the government failed to prove their case,"

and challenqed the board's iurisriirtion
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Concert veto justified
Every year The Sfudent Senate

seems to confirm its collective

incompetence with its handling of

the spring concert. Last year
students were unsure there would
be any concert at all, as no per-

formers had been signed with only
six weeks before the concert was
scheduled to be held.

This year the concert issue has
offered yet another example of the
senate's slightly warped form of

logic. In the same night the senate
rejected a proposed five dollar fee

to subsidize the campus bus ser-

vice, it passed a spring concert that

would cost students three dollars to

attend. See, you come out two
dollars ahead...?

Student Government Association
Co-presidents AAarion Batiste and
Jon HIte were quite justified in

their recent veto of the senate's
concert plans, which will require
the body to reconsider the funding
plan for the event. At this time it Is

difficult to defend a three dollar

charge when no talent has been
secured.

The proposed format, a Black
American Music Festival, has met
with some opposition, but is ac-

tually one of the few bright spots in

the senate's effort. The idea of

having a concert with a theme is a

good one, and Black American
music Is a particularly good theme
to start with. It is difficult to buy
the argments of those insisting that

the concert have music for

"everyone". Black American
music is an extremely diverse

music-form which carries appeal
for most people.

One factor which apparently
encouraged the senate to accept a

concert with a fee was the

possibility of Stevie Wonder's
presence at the event. It seems
unlikely that many students would
have objected to paying three or

more dollars to hear Wonder

perform
Last tall the senate spent S450 to

send a representative to Los
Angeles in the hopes of securing

Stevie Wonder for the concert. Not

only did that move raise false

expectations in the minds of the

senators, but it ended up in the total

loss of that money. Considering

how long it has been since Wonder
appeared in concert, and some
serious doubts over whether the

stadium could be used for a Wonder
concert (which the senate ap-

parently never considered until i*s

representative returned), that

expenditure was rather a folly.

Perhaps the senate will now
arrive at a way of funding the

Black AAusIc Festival without
charging students, or at least offer

a more complete justification for

the fee.

All unsigned editorials represent

the opinion of a majority of the

Collegian Board of Editors.

Letters
Graphics grotesque

To the Editor:

Today, I was in a Men's Room. On the

walls of that Men's Room, there was
much written and drawn. Most of it was
the usual assortment of sexist male

fantasies and 'humour': there was the

woman with legs spread apart, her

tongue lolling out of her mouth
spastically; there were life-sized portraits

of engorged, multi-veined penises, all in

various stages of stimulation. You had
your tits-and-ass, your names and
numbers. But one drawing especially

caught my attention. It was a particularly

graphic account of a woman, on all fours,

assumably offering herself and all her

apertures to any man who so desired. I

swear to God, it was so disgusting, I do

not think I will ever be able to rid myself

of that image.

Yet. the thing that bothers me the

most, is that I know that if I were to walk
into almost any Men's Room in the

U.S.A. be it the University of Massa-
chusetts or Joes' Diner, I would probably

come across equally, if not more lurid,

sexist, sick acts.

Approaching quickly is International

Women's Week, shortly thereafter, the

Second Annual Men's Conference will be

held here, at the University of Massa-

chusetts. I look forward to both events

[being a man, particularly the latter] for it

IS during events such as these, that

people can begin to deal with

phenomena such as the aforementioned,

and all that they represent.

Bob Kadar

Actions, not laws

To the Editor:

This is in response to Mark Alper's

letter to the Editor, whicn appeared on
Thursday and was subtitled Nazis Pose

Real Threats.

Mr. Alper seems in favor of some sort

of federal legislation which would
prohibit Nazi organizations their freedom
of speech because their politics are "very

dangerous ".

My question to Mr. Alper is what will

keep the government from using this law

to attack. groups on the left [Young

Socialist Alliance, Revolutionary Student

Brigade, NO.W., N.A.A.CP,
Revolutionary Communist Youth

Brigade, etc.] who the government
decides is, in their opinion, "very

dangerous"?

This type of legislation does not

eliminate what Nazis represent. It is in

reality a step towards them, that is a step

towards fascism! It allows the govern-

ment to pick and choose who shall be

silenced. The government can label any

group that is criticizing them as "very

dangerous" and clamp down on them.

The way to deal with Nazis and derelict

fanatics of their kind is through massive

countermobilization of the enemies of

fascism — trade unions. Blacks, Jewish

organizations, and other oppressed and
persecuted groups.

In the case of a Nazi march in Skokie,

Illinois, this would nyean organizing a

broad, united counter-demonstration.

The Nazis can be set back by showing in

action that the streets belong not to them
but to the people of this country.

Lee Martindale
Young Socialist Alliance

Reconsider concert

To the Editor

It was brought to our attention, in the

Collegian of February 23, that the Spring

Concert will be a Black American Music

Festival, as so voted by the Student

Senate. We feel that this type of concert

is very limited in its representation of

musical tastes on campus. Why cater to

only a small minority of those whom the

concert is supposed to be staged for?

Isn't it more logical to put on a concert

that would be well attended by all groups

on campus rather than risking a financial

disaster by turning many people off to

the idea of going? One case in point is

last year's spring concert which appeared

to be a huge success, while at the same
time presenting varied types of music.

We feel confident that our views

represent the feeling of the majority of

the student body.

In view of the above statements we call

on the Student Senate to reconsider their

decision on the content of the Spring

Concert.

Ed Hudson
Reggie Greene
and 20 others

Exposure good
To the Editor

The University of Massachusetts will

be cheating itself if the proposed Black

American Music Festival is not held this

Spring. The theme of the concert would
surely be appreciated by a great, but
often unrepresented part of the com-
munity. The concert will also give ex-

posure of this music to many who would
otherwise remain ignorant of its beauty.

Linda Goldsten

Concert should

represent all

To the Editor

We are writing with regard to the

Student Senate's decision that the spring

concert would this year be a Black

American Music Festival. We were under
the impression that the conception of a

University Spring Concert was for the

entire University. To limit the concert

performers to one certain racial group
and, or musical interest is certainly not to

appeal to the entire student body. Why is

it that the Student Senate has deemed
that the format for previous concerts is

no longer acceptable? In past years

representatives from several musical

fields, including Black American music,

played and we would venture to say that

this is the best way that the concert could

be presented. To allocate general student

funds for a concert which will only appeal

to an isolated group of musical tastes is

certainly unfair and inconsiderate. The
idea of a Black American Music Festival

is not a bad one but, to put it on the level

of the University Concert is certainly to

put it out of perspective.

We feel that the Student Senate

should seriously reconsider their plans for

the University Concert, as it is their

responsibility to represent the desires of

the entire student body.

Jeff Davis
Mitch Favreau

Rick Foster

Jim Legg
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Self-government has always meant
exactly that, governing ourselves. But some
think that the student government is in the

process of rendering self-government ob-

solete. This undermining of participation and

accountability is occurring through the in-

creasing bureaucratization and centralization

of student government. This stratification

creates a self-recruiting and- self-

perpetuating elite, which dominates the

informational flow and the decision-making
process.

In this context, Senator Adam Auster's

resignation speech is important for Auster

resigned in protest of this bureaucratization.

Auster offers some insightful criticism of

student government, and much of what

follows is taken from Auster's speech.

Adam resigned because he believed that

the SGA-SOP style of organizing is fun-

damentally defective, because it is "top-

down" organizing, bureaucratic organizing,

which has as its first principle that change

must be envisioned, organized and im-

plemented by the few "experts" who
manipulate the bureaucratic structure. Adam
adheres to "grassroots" organizing; the idea

that change must move from the bottom up,

and begin outside the SGA bureaucracy. In

an oversimplified form, the differences are

between bureaucracy as master and

bureaucracy as servant. With this in-

troduction out of the way, here is Adam's

speech, as edited by me. He begins with a

prediction about what bureaucratic

organization will give us in the near future:

"First, there will be a brand new package

of legislative promises for the Student

Senate to vote on. This package will include

proposals to change the SGA's name, its

structure, and very little else.

"Second, we can expect to see a series of

high-exposure, media-intensive campaigns

around various economtt; isflUM on campus,

such as tuition, rents and fees. These

campaigns will have so much money and

expertise poured into them by the SGA-SOP
complex that the campus will appear to be

covered with their posters, emersed in their

catchy slogans, and deluged by their press

releases. But it is precisely because these

campaigns will be so professionally designed

and heirarchy orchestrated that they will fail

to include and involve the students on this

campus.

"Finally, in May, we will be able to watch

the SGA-SOP activists hire themselves to
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Confessions of a
Professional Eater

By MARK LECCESE

Paul Provost didn't want his picture to
appear with this story. "I don't think they
should know what I look like," he explained.

Provost isn't a CIA agent. He isn't a Mafia
informer. He isn't even an eccentric
billionaire.

He's the restaurant critic for Springfield
and Four Counties West magazine and
when he works, he likes to remain
anonymous.

"The restaurant shouldn't make special
preparations for me because I'm a critic," he
says. "It wouWn't be fair to my readers."

Unlike some restaurant cntics, Provost
pays for all his meals and makes his reser-
vation under an alias. "One time I made
reservatior^ under the name "Rosewall.' I

thought I should go in wearing my tennis
shoes, " he said, referring to tennis star Ken
Rosewall.

Springfield magazine is a four-year-old
publication that resembles other big city
magazines (such as Boston and New York) in
its format.

Provost started writing for Springfield
about a year ago, and he had no previous
magazine writing experience. He still con-
siders restaurant reviewing an avocation.
Full-time, Provost is an associate professor
of philosophy at American International
College in Springfield.

"It was living in New York that started my
interest in restaurants," he says. "Variety
and quality levels there are hard to match. No
other city in the country comes close to it —
except maybe for San Francisco."

Springfield Area
Well, we probably could have guessed that

New York was a center of good cuisine. But
that's four hours away. Are the local

restaurants any good?

Yes. When it comes to quality restaurants,
the greater Springfield area "fares pretty
well, " according to Provost. (Provost notes
that in Springfield, Amherst is considered
part of the greater Springfield area.)

Provost asserts there are some good
restaurants between Amherst and Spring-
field, although he declined to name his
favorites. And if one is willing to venture out
into the Berkshires, Provost says there are
some very good restaurants there, mostly in
Inns.

There are over 200 hundred restaurants
that Provost lists in his run down of the local
eating places in the listings of the Dining-out
section in Springfield maaazine.

Choosing

K^aurant
The ideal spot for an unhurried meal.

c

Monday /Tuesday

Special

Buy a large piz^a
and get a pitcher of
beer for half price

\ I

97/S-
SS ijfi'versity Drive

Afn^^r^f

We all know that there is no thrill like

discovering a restaurant that is simply
wonderful - and no frustration like spending
good money at one that is simply awful.

First of all, reputation is not that important.
Good restaurants may not have made a
name for themselves yet, and restaurants
with long-standing reputations may not be as
good as they used to be. "After all,

reputation is not what one eats," says
Provost.

Finding a place with a quiet atmosphere
will help you enjoy your meal much more.
Crowd scenes may be all right at basketball

games, but not in a restaurant. "I think

restaurants have a responsibility to the
customer not to be overbooked. They should
limit their reservations to what that can
handle," says Provost. _^

Service should be attent-ve, but not fawn-
ing. Provost feels. "I don't like the waiter
peering over my shoulder seeing if he can
anticipate my desire for the salt shaker."

And money? Well, price should be no
object if you"re looking for unique, quality

food. "'That kind of price can be justified

when the quality is high enough," says
Provost. ""I'm willing to pay a high price to be
insured quality, fresh or hard-to-find
ingredients, and a good atmosphere."

Getting thefTlost
"When I'm dining out, I'm very tempted

by any dish I can't easily prepare at home. I

usually stay away from steak and potatoes,"
says Provost.

Like a chain, a meal is only as strong as its
weakest part. The entree is not the entire
meal, according to Provost, and a truly good
dinner has all quality ingredients: well-made
soup, fresh salad, interesting appetizers, and
crisp (not steamed) vegetables. And if the
after-dinner coffee is lousy, it can spoil the
meal.

To enjoy a meal fully, says Provost, you
must "eat attentively. At a leisurely pace.
Eating food or drinking wine is not
something you do with a single sense. You
filter them through all your modalities of
perception."

CONT. ON NEXT PAGE
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But eating too fast to fully enjoy a meal is a
problem that is "'inescapable, given the kind

of society we are," says Provost. "Monday
through Friday, the face of our days require

that we eat quickly. Quite a lot of people go
out for weekend dinners, or special event
dinners, like anniversaries. This is a mush-
rooming phenomenom.""

The Critic

"I try to inform my reader on what they

in exoect," says Provost. While a concertca

review tells you what you missed, a
restaurant review tells you what you may be
missing; and you don't have to wait a year
for the restaurant to come back to town.

Provost tries to visit each restaurant he
writes about at least twice: under calm
weekday conditions, and under the hectic
conditions of weekend nights and Sunday
afternoons, when the staff is under pressure.

"Some critics would write a biography of a

single meal. But you can't judge on a single

meal." Provost consolidates his experiences
at a restaurant into a single, clearly written

review. His prose is lucid and straight-

forward. "I detest the Time magazine style.

You could call it "cavalier/" he says.

On Having Class
So there you are, you've got a new girl

friend, and her parents are taking you out to
dinner. The trouble is, you've never been any
place the waiters wear ties except for
Friendly's. But you've got to conduct
yourself with class. So you put on your shirt
with the button-down collar, pull a crew neck
sweater over it, and ready yesterday's New
yorl( Times. Here are a few rules to follow
when you get to the restaurant:

1

)

Pull out the chair for your girl friend —
but don't yank it out from under her as she
starts to sit down. Some malcontents in your
dorm may think that's funny, but your girl

friend won't.

2) Don't put your elbows on the table —
Or your knees. Or ankles. Ur any other major
joints.

3) Read the menu to yourself - And don't
move your lips when you read.

4) Unfold the napkin and spread it on your
lap - Don't stick it under your collar like the
Three Stooges. Don't blow your nose in it.

And don't steal it.

B) Eat your salad with the outside folic —
Eating salad with a spoon is not considered
acceptable.

6) Chew with your mouth closed — You may
open it to insert food. It is considered in poor
taste to talk with your mouth full, especially

when you're eating.

7) What to do when the wine comes — The
waiter will show you the label. Don't say,
"Yeah. So?" If it is the wine you ordered,
nod your head. The waiter will then offer you
the cork. Sniff it to see if the wine is bad, and
test to see that it is moist. Do not bite it.

Dinner is coming. When the waiter pours a
mouthful of wine into your glass, do not say,

"C'mon ya pansy. I can hold more than
that."

8) Don't drag the fork across your teeth —
Also, don't drag your fork across anyone
else's teeth.

9) Raise one finger to call your waiter —
Raise to eye level. Any lower, and F>eople will

think you're pointing at that fat lady next to
you. Any higher and they'll think you're
calling a cab.

10) Tip 15 per cent - Don't yell, "Hey,
buddy," and press your tip into the waiter's
hand. And don't leave it under an upside-
down water glass.

'*The Bell of Pmherst f f

Bell's

Pizza

Remember the name

causetjou II never

forget the taste.

549-1311 253-9061

65 University Drive

ProvostOn Wine
Wine, whether with a meal or by itself,

should be enjoyed leisurely. When drinking
critically, it is important to concentrate,
evaluate each wine, and ask yourself
questions while you drink.

Comparative tasting is the first step to
understanding the differences in wines.
"You can't really begin until you start

comparative testing," Provost says. "Start
by tasting maybe five win-^s of the same
type, and taste them one after another. Your
perceptual memory is very short. You can't
do it over five days."

It is no longer true that the best wines are

French wines. According to Provost,
"California is where the action is now." They
lead the world in quality white wines. The
best red wines, however, still come from the
French vineyards. Upper New York State,

Provost says, is doing "some very interesting

experiments."

To taste and compare wines critically,

follow these guidelines:

1) Hold the wine up to the light ana

examine it. Good wines will have a brilliance

in color. They should be very clear; a cloudy

wine is a bad wine.

2) Swirl the wine in the glass. Do not hold

the glass by the bowl, but by the stem of the

base: Holding it by the bowl warms the wine,

and releases too much of the aroma and
bouquet. The proper way to release the

bouquet is to swirl the wine against the sides

of the glass. Smell the wine carefully. The
aroma is the character of the grape, and the

bouquet is the smell the wine gains as it

matures. The bouquet should remind you of

the odor of flowers, fruits or berries. This is

the way you can make distinctions between
the wines.

3) Take a sip of the wine. Swirl it along

your palate. Taste is a subjective sense, and
you make your own decision on the wine.

Contrary to the current trend, there are
"natural food and wine affinities," says
Provost. For example, red wine goes best
with meat, and white wine with fish.

Certain dishes, however, fall in between
these categories. For example, chicken gom
well with either wine.

- MARK LECCESE

PU\N TO EAT AT

We deliver every day from 5:00 tHI closing, from 3:00 on Sunday.
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At Faces Of EartN
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BSARDSL FY'S CAFE RFSTAURANT -
140 Mam St., Northampton 586-2699 French.
Expensive. Reservations recommended.

GOTFN OFJAPAN - Rt. lib, Sunderland
665-3628. Oriental-Japanese Moderate.
Reservations recommended.

JOLLY BULL RESTAURANT - 222
Russell St., Hadtey 584-2769. American.
Expensive. Reservations required Saturdays
and holidays.

HAHJEE'S PLACE - Rt. 9, Hadtey 584-

9797. Near East- Persian. Moderate.

THE SX, REGfS RESTAURANT - 76
Pleasant St., Northampton 584-1543.
Canadian. Moderate.

MILL VALLEY GRIST MILL - Rt. 116,

Amherst 253-2843. New England. Moderate.
Reservations recommended.

RIVERBOAT - on Conn. River, S. Hadley
534-4911. American. Expensive. Reser-
vations recommended.

Local Dining

BELL'S PIZZA HOUSE
Dr., Amherst 549-1311.

Inexpensive.

— 65 University

Pizza, grinders.

AMHERST CHINESE FOOD - 62 Main
St., Amherst 253-7835. Madarine Cuisine.

Eat in or take out. Moderate.

THE HUNGARY (7-55 University Dr.,

Amherst 549-5713. Pizza, grinders. Inex-

pensive.

THE ORIGINAL JACK AUGUST'S
RESTAURANT - 5 Bridge St., Nor-
thampton 584-1197. Seafood. Moderate.

AQUA VITAE - Rt. 9, Hadley 584-989:
Italian. Moderate.

THEELMWOOD INN - Rt. 9, Hadtey 58-

6813. New England. Expensive.

THE LORD JEFFREY INN -30 Boltwoc
Ave., Amherst 253-2576. American. E,-;!

pensive.

JUDIE'S 51 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 25:^

3491. Continental. Moderate.

ROBERTO'S - 223 Pleasant St., Noi

thampton 584-0204. Italian. Moderate.

AMHERST DELICATESSAN - 233 N

Pleasant St., Amherst 549-6314. Sane
wiches salads. Inexpensive.

HIDEOUT - 103 Pleasant St., Amhers
256-0441. American. Moderate.

WHOLE WHEAT PIZZA FACTORY - 36
Main St., Amherst 256-8587. Pizza. Ine>

pensive.

ROOSTER'S - 1177 N. Pleasant St
Amherst 253-9908. Breakfast. Inexpensiv.

CAMPUS PIZZA - 206 Russell St

Hadley 586-3880. Pizza, grinders. lne\Tj

pensive.

CARLO OF NAPLES - 45 State St.,

Northampton 584-9722. Italian. Moderate.

DELANO'S - 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
253-5141. American. Moderate.

THE WOK - Rt. 9, Hadley 586-1202.
Chinese Home Style Cooking. Moderate.

JOE'S CAFE 33 Market St., Nor-
thampton 584-3168. Italian. Inexpensive.

PACKARD'S - 14 Masonic St., Noi_

thampton 584-5957. Delicatessan. Ine)'

oensive.

THE RESTAURANT - 159 N. Pleasant S

Amherst 253-3535. American. Moderate.
r

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

5845957

BEARDSLEYS THE STEAK OUT
8557. American-Italian. Moderate.

RUSTY SCUPPER - Rt. 9, Amherst 2K
8551. Steak House. Expensive.

fa

THE CAPTAIN'S TABLE -

Rd., Northampton 584-6068
American. Expensive.

48 Dame
Seafoo*

HUNAN GARDEN - Rt. 9, Amherst 25(

0251. Oriental. Moderate.

Cafe-Restaurantll THE PIER
586-0027. American- Seafood Moderate.

XS
, M

CAIillPUS PIZZA
Rte 9 Hadley 206 Russell St

OUR PIZZA
IS

the BEST
PIZZA SPECIAL
Buy 4 pi//cis

Get one free"
586 3880
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g the SGA 'junta'

fcJ'J.j^.!^'^^^'^^^ ^ '^ over the summer analyzing the idilures

he past semester and planning for the

ires of the next....

originally involved myself in student
ionization because I want to work for the
idents on this campus. As time went on, I

en became willing to work for the Student
nate, because it seemed that doing that

IS a realistic if roundabout way to work for

; whole student community. But I have

„ ^, ^. _ ^, .

•covered that this is not possible, and that

?___ o !"?_?!' »,°^!?i?P^° ^ 'a^ masquerades as work for the student
dy or the Student Senate is actually work
maintain and support a third group, often
the expense of the Student Senate and of

idents in general. This feels dishonest to

because this third group, which only
Ids its privileged position by its ability to
itend that it respects you, serves you, and
esponsible to you, actually feels disdain
J scorn for you and for the average
dent. I call this group the SGA junta.

I would like to describe this group to you
fi ;her in case anyone is confused about
VI

I am referring to. But before I do that, I

I

"ihereAre No Rules"

r
I

I
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
162 Main St., Amherst Tel. 253-7836

"Good Dining Award from
American Diner's Society"

Eat in or take out

Lunch Specials

1.09 and up
Fresh Chinese vegetables from our own

I
farmi

I

I

L UMASS BUS STOP
Closed Wednesdays

would like to note that over the years the

student unionization movement has at-

tracted some of the most intelligent,

talented, and caring people on this campus.
Most of them quit after one or two
semesters. But a few do not, and the

Student Senate still employs several people

who I f< el privileged to have worked with. I

hope that these people — and the very new
recruits to the movement — will not feel hurt

by what I am about to say."

Here Adam describes how a few people

control all the important positions. He
continues by saying that this handful cen-

tralizes power and manipulates other

senators for their own ego-gratification. He
says that these people:

"wield power and who hold you and most
of the other students on this campus in deep
cynical contempt.

"You really should hear the way your

"leaders" talk about you when you are not

around. If you should happen to agree with

them, you are called a "sheep". If you should

happen to disagree with them, you are called

a "pig" or a "pussy". The Student Senate

has often been referred to as a zoo. The SGA
junta makes it sound more like a barnya.d.

As a member of the Student Senate, I am
ashamed that some of the people are Senate
leaders As a member of the SOP Board I am
ashamed that some of them work for the

Organizing Project".

Adam then told people that if they felt they

wanted to use the SGA-SOP complex to

effect change, that they should first clean it

up by a wholesale change to staff and

leadership. He ended with the claim that

"student apathy" is caused by 'student

government and a call that senators "initiate

a genuine dialogue with the students on this

campus. Not a dialogue to sell them a slick,

pre-packaged "year of the union" plan, but a

dialogue to discover what your fellow

students want, and what they are ready for.

Some of you may be surprised to find that

what you call their "apathy" is actually a

justifiable boredom with student government
politics, and that the students on this

campus are as open to change and as ready

to try new things as any other group of good
people anywhere."

Bob Melia was a Collegian Columnist.

Dorm dictatorship

Jay Martus

— We'd like to know
A little bit about you
For our files.

We'd like to help you learn

To help yourself

Look around you all you see
Are sympathetic eyes

Stroll around the grounds
Until you feel at home.
It's a little secret

Just C.D.C.'s affair.

Most of all. you've got to hide it.

From the kids.

(apologies to Simon and
Garfunkel)

Pierpont residents are being presented

with an edict, commanding them to live in

their dormitory for a maximum of four

semesters (in their freshman and sophomore
years) by the "humanistic programmers" of

the Community Development Center. The
reasons for this action still remain somewhat
unclear. Students became aware of this

decision through a quirk of fate, someone
overheard a meeting of staff people. One
might guess that if the news of the policy

change hadn't leaked out, it would probably

have been implemented without any official

explanation, over the summer months, when
residents are at home and are dispersed,

incapable of direct collective response.

Once again an area of service that is for

students, and paid for by students, is

initiating a policy change without even the

consideration of consulting those directly

involved. This is clearly against the spirit and
written text of the Board of Trustees State-

ment On University Governance (T73-093)

about policy formation in areas of primary

student concern, where it is written that

proper consultation should nccur on campus
issues with those primarily responsible; in

this case the residents of Pierpont.

CDC, or in case acronyms and alphabet

soup labels for administrative agencies prove

corfusing, the Community Deve''^rjnnent

Center, recently received criticism n the

Collegian concerning their role in the fiasco

of the opening day festivities. Their response

was to lambaste the criticizer with strong

accusations questioning his honesty and

motives in laying blame on their organization.

Fortunately, I am in a position to document
some of the charges concerning heads of

residence incompetency and lack of concern

for incoming students and parents. Heads of

residences, on the whole, were fairly

cooperative and did not obstruct the opening

process. But some heads of residences did

hold spaces for people who "deserved their

singles," keeping counselors on their floors

in spaces ' /hinh could hold two persons

(keeping designated singles for upper class

people), and who lied to protect those

spaces. Some heads of residences took their

staff to an amusement park on the weekend
preceding opening day, and did not service

those students whose parents work during

the week, and could only bring them up on

the weekend. One head of resident tried to

refuse people from out-of-state, entrance

into their dorm (even to drop off clothes,

etc.) until Tuesdav at high noon, the officia'

opening time. When hundred«-',Qt»ge«dents

ana parents were waiting seutrairfioors for

room assignments after th«?«k>rms were
filled, not one C.D.C. representative was
present to help counsel or answer questions

at the area housing office in Southwest,
leaving student workers to bear the brunt of

the crisis. Resolving disputes with heads of

residences who were clearly holding back
spaces was like pulling teeth, where it should

have been C.D.C.'s job to see a smooth
assignment process within the individual

dormitories. C.D.C. shouldn't claim total

responsibility for the housing crisis of

September 1977, but they should accept

what is proper criticism and not immaturely

accuse people of total dishonesty and
ignorance.

The Community Development Center, was
created to add a level of programing to the

dormitories that will be conducive of an
atmosphere for greater educational ex-

perience and where possible, to create

positive social interaction and a sense of

community. Pierpont has always been a

thorn in the side of the administration. Since

the university is no longer supposed to act as

our surrogate parents (called en loco

parentis), Pierpont with its non-traditional

mores and attitudes and strong community
spirit represents an extreme that perhaps is

too much a progressive reversal of the

previously patriarchal structure. In the late

sixties and early seventies student activism

was full of vitality throughout tnost of the

university, and any attempts to encroach

upon an activist dorm, such as Pierpont,

would not have been well received. As at-

titudes among students have somewhat
swung back toward the Wally Cleaver mind
set, Pierpont becomes ar easier target for

regressive tactics. To C.D.C, Pierpont is a

symbol of the recent past, and worse than

that, the accused center of drug traffic on
campus (apologies to Baker, you're next!).

C.D.C. will not admit that their major pur-

pose is to break up this symbol of what was,

and what still is, and is covering their action

in the cloak of "housing option reform."

Other dormitories have had far fewer

returning students and when housing op-

tions were suggested by students for these

dorms in the past, it was C.D.C. who op-

posed them, respecting the rights of the

returning students.

Pierpont is also a place where many
student radicals have been nutured. This fall,

when residents found beds being put in their

lounges, without prior consultation with the

students, they acted to protect their interest

in maintaining the expected standard of

having common space, an integral part of

their community experience. Perhaps, C.D.C.
is acting to put an end to this bastion of

resistance to deteriorating standards of

residence, for some political reasons.

George On/vell in his 1984 concept of

doublespeak could appropriately use the

name "Community Development Center" to

illustrate his idea. One might think that the

purpose of such an organization was to

develop centers of community. After a cloSer

examination, one sees a contradiction be-

tween their stated purpose and their actions.

Jay Martus is a Collegian Columnist.
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Aerospace conglomerate head
traces aggressiveness to youth

HARTFORD [AP\ - The chairman of

United Technologies Corp. says his

aggressive business approach probably dates

back to his youth when he was envious of

those who had their own bedroom to sleep

in.

Harry Jack Gray, head of the multi-billion

dollar aerospace conglomerate, lost his

parents before he was 10 years old.

"My sister took over raising me. She had
the option to put me in an orphan
home... She let me live in her house.

"A lot of people have something other

than private quarters. I had a little closet

which was mine and I had a rolling bed. I'd

roll it out in the dining room every night and
that's where I'd sleep. Then, in the morning,

I'd roll it up and put it back.

"I guess the aggressiveness started there. I

talked to other people and they all had bed-

rooms. I didn't have a bedroom," Gray said

in a recent interview.

But later other factors helped mold his

future.

"You can't really say adversity is a reason

why you develop. A lot of people have had

adversity and have done nothing," he said.

Gray, who turned UTC from a $2 billion

aerospace company to a $5.5 billion in-

dustrial conglomerate, now lives in a big

white colonial home in nearby Farmington

that is full of bedrooms.
The farmer's son from Milledgeville Cross-

ings, Ga., who worked his way through

college and then held a series of sales jobs,

now has a mahogany paneled office on the

top floor of UTC headquarters in Hartford.

The office tea service is silver, the tops of

tables are leather inlaid with gold stampings.

He is one of the nation's best paid

executives. Last year, Gray's salary and
bonus from UTC came to $667,500. He has

enough company stock to make its biggest

stockholder. The company itself is Con-
necticut's largest private employer.

Since joining the company he has
realigned its organization, brought it into

new businesses and reduced its dependence
on the military. He also renamed it from the

firm's former title. United Aircraft. In some
corners of Wall Street, however, the new
name is "Harry Gray's company."
From age 8, Gray grew up in the suburbs

of Chicago. He had no particular ambition
then, he says. It wasn't until Gray's college

days that his ambitions became galvanized in

a specific direction.

"There's got to be a better way to get

through the system," he told himself midway
through the University of Illinois. At the time
he was unloading groceries in a Chicago
store for $10 a week.

Impressed with his speed, his employer
promoted him to the wrapping department
where customers tipped when they got good
service.

"You had to have a little salesmanship.

You didn't just drop it in In a big," he said.

Recommended elective operations

not confirmed by second opinions
NEW YORK (UPI) - The need for one of

four elective operations could not be con-
firmed when patients in a "second opinion"
experiment asued another doctor's advice.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Greater New
York reported Sunday.
Simply put, in four of four cases. Doctor A

said, "Operate "; in one of four cases. Doc-
tor B said, "Don't."

Elective surgery is any operation that is

non-emergency and not done to correct a

life-threatening abnormality.

The report, based on a program launched in

1976, covered 1,500 cases in which patients

took advantage of an option to get a second
doctor's opinion free. New York's pioneer
program is

part of the ""second opinion" movement
taking aim at the nation's operating rooms
for a dual purpose: reduce costs and im-

prove the quality of medical care by curbing
unnecessary elective operations.

A congressional subcommittee in 1976 said

2.4 million unnecessary operations added
more than $4 billion a year to the healthcare

bill.

The figure would be bigger now, fattened

by inflation and the higher cost of hospital

care, up about 17 per cent a year.

The removal of tonsils and gynecological

procedures, rtotably hysterectomies, are

considered by authoritative surgical critics to

be among the most frequent unnecessary
elective operations.

In the New York study, second opinion

showed the first doctor's recommendation
for surgery was not confirmed in 27 percent

of the cases.

Trampolining labelled

most dangerous sport

DALLAS (UPI) ~ According to an Indiana

orthopedic surgeon, one of the most
dangerous sports in the world is being prac-

ticed in the nation's schools, recreation

centers and even backyards without ade-

quate safety precautions.

The sport is trampolining, and Dr. George
Rapp called it "a disaster to the family and
the state."

In a speech before the American Academy
of Orthopaedic Surgeons Saturday, Dr.

Rapp said the trouble with the trampoline

was "that anyone can get on them and
bounce and flip and turn somersaults -but
they may break their necks in the process."

Rapp reported on 34 cases of paralysis and

three deaths and said most of the injuries oc-

curred when the trampolinists were attemp-

ting somersaults or were using the wrong
equipment for more complicated tricks.

"American's No. 1 all-around gymnast was
killed a few years ago when he was attemp-

ting a double somersault at a camp on mini-

tramp " the Indianapolis doctor said '"Cer

tainly hfc had the skill."

Rapp said he became interested in

trampoline-related injuries when a son's

friend was paralyzed in a trampoline accident

at a neighborhood gym. Since that time he

has successfully banned competitive tram-

poline events at 35 high schools in Indiana.

"When I first gta ted looking into tram-

poline injuries, the manufacturers claimed

the sport was no more dangerous than

basketball, " he said. "Well there are very

few basketball players who break their necks

on the court.'!

In the obstetrical-gynecological cases,

recommendations were not confirmed in

28.6 percent of the cases; in orthopedic

cases, 33.2 per cent; in ear, nose and throat

(tonsil), 26.6 percent.

D. Eugene Sibery, executive vice president

of the New York's Blue Cross-Blue Shield,

the nation's largest "Blue," said each elec-

tive operation not performed saved $1,500 in

hospital fees.

He regrets, however, that so few
subscribers availed themselves of the free

surgical consultation.

This is a trouble with second opinion pro-

grams across the country. Healthcare con-

sumers, reports show, are reluctant in many
places to question a doctor who looks at

them and says, ""That ought to come out."

But some state governments and the

federal government are betting on the se-

cond opinion strategem to reduce un-

necessary surgery — and ballooning hospital

bills — for Medicaid and Medicare reci-

pients.

Some evidence:

1 . Second opinions now are mandatory for

Medicaid recipients in Massachusetts for

certain elective operations.

The United States Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, in the biggest test of

second opinion as a cost cutting tactic, has
awarded grants in New York and Michigan
to push '"second opinion"" on elective opera-

tions am?ng millions of Medicare
beneficiaries ovv;*^ the next three years.

MON., TUES., WED

WIDESPREf^D
DEPRESSION

THURS., MARCH 2

BRieKER BAND
FRI., MARCH 3

Hl^ RIDERS OF
THE PURPLE SPGE

also

BRieKER BAND
SAT., MARCH 4

GIL SCOTT HERON

Sunderland, MA.
Rte. 47/ Tel. 665 4937

4
I

Stop & Shop Coupon
Wl

With thtt coupon and • $7 M putcnaM

^ M

The slowest
ketchup in the west'

'a
UStop & Shop Coupon IL

With mit coupon and »W> purcnaM

jrocery

Stop & Shop Col

rjIChickeii ^ Seap

Chunk Light moii ^/g A^^S

JJJjJrIjStOOA

Grocery

W<^ IKti ooupcn and a t7 SO pu>cnaaa

jLljIStop » Shop CouporJ I
iijjjyjj^r^

W«r irnt coutiun and a t' M) pwcAaaa

RaguSpaghettililllaiiiPatties
Sauce

iroom, ^^^^ lars ^^ ^^
nnara ^^^g ^^^^-^'

Slop&Siiop
1 pound can

8-2 ounce patties 1
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News from home aids Cosmonauts

attempting to break space flight record

Meat, Mush
Plain or Ma _^__ ^

K-Xl Mori ' «! » • S«1 L.mii one rtry ;.*< - ,^u«T\«"

00 1!

463 2-1

Don't miss the
jam packed
values in our
Dollar Days full

color circular!
If you missed our exciting 1 6 page

insert in your mailbox please ask

for one at our courtesy booth.

BonelessChuck
^IRoast Beef $

Chuck
Makes a delicious pot roast There s no

bone, no waste

ChickenBreast
"White Gem" Family Pack

l/Oi Lean°S^

'

^ 'Lean contains not more than 20°o fat 3 lb pkg. or more

CortiedBeefBrisket
NepCO-Point Cut Simmer until tender & add (resh vegetables

N/^

DdMoiite is^Snaghetti
^^i - ^ -, ^^ $^fl Regular orThm J^ $^BRegular or Thin .^H 9^^l

or Elbow
Macaroni

Crushed Tomatoes : 2 c".-:M Tomato Sauce '^' 4 ?„:M

WhoteKernel Campbdrs
Com s^' 4'°il Soup 5'°-!.
Get your Stop AShopSWOrth V^ ^^ Crucken Noodle ^ ^^^ ^^
Pineapple ^^j^'^^ 2''^;»1 Campbeirs Beans rrr.4c';;;»1

IMMoilte SxialTissiie
n^^Mfi "i" *^ stoptshop "x 200C, *^
^P^^^^^^ ^^Bcans^K Assorted Colors ^H^piypKgs ^^

HandVidkTburOvm ^^ $^

Navel Oranges aa ;: Anjou Pears

Florida Oranges '^ ^^ Mcintosh Apples

Temple Oranges ^rr/e Cortland Apples

White Seedless Grapefruit in<«ian River

Red or Golden Delicious Apples

E« Fancy 135 size

Washington Slate

Fanc»
120 size

Fancy
100 Me

40 Size

Enlra Fancy 125 size

Wasnmqton Stale

Elvis

Qostello

gillie ,

A lexander

and the
nooiti

nand

J. Goils tickets ^HH
on sale Wednesday^B^^

j

at F.A.C. i^^il

March 1st, 8 p.m.. Student Union
Ballroom. $3.50

MOSCOW (UPI) - Psychologists are help-

ing to keep the Soyuz 26 cosmonauts in

shape to challenge the U.S. -held manned
spaceflight record by feeding them news
from earth.

Lt, Gen. Georgy Beregovoi, head of the

cosmonauts' training center, said in a

weekend interview with the official Tass
news agency the crew's continued efficiency

depended on "how successfully (work)

loads alternate with rest hours."
Beregovoi said cosmonauts Yuri

Romanenko, 33, and Georgy Grechko, 46,

refuse any form of rest expe«.' sleep aboard

the orbiting Salyut 6 laboratory so
psychologists had to find other ways to

"relieve tension."

"One such method, checked in previous

long flights in Salyut stations, is that several

times within the day the crew receive dif-

ferent news from earth which remove from

them the feeling of separation from home,"
Beregovoi said.

Romanenko and Grechko already have

broken the Soviet record of 63 days in space

and next Saturday, if all goes well, will equal

the U.S. record of 84 days set Feb. 8, 1974

by three astronauts aboard Skylab 4.

Psychologists apparently are trying to avoid

the problems that beset the Soyuz 21

cosmonauts, who cut short 'what was ex-

pected to be an attempt at ^ record space
stay after 49 days in August 1^76.

The Soviet press reported shortly before

the end of their mission that they were suf-

fering from "sensory deprivation" and
ground control was trying to help them over-

come this with increased news from home.
"Psychologists believe that most imponant

for the cosmonauts' high spirits is different

news from scientific laboratories, which
already process the materials of experiments
carried out by Romanenko and Grechko,"
Beregovoi said.

But, he said, "news from home, from
relatives and friends," also was considered

important.

"Once a week," he said, ' the cosmonauts'
idinilies come to the room 8f th« group of

communication with the crew. Having learn-

ed the latest news (from home), having

slightly reprimanded their children for ac-

cidental threes in school, having praised

them for successes on a ski trail, the

cosmonauts' spirits grow higher."

Under the grading system in Soviet
schools, five is excellent and three is pass-

ing.

Author Elie Wiesel speaks in SUB
Author Elie Wiesel, survivor of the

holocaust in Germany in the 1940's,

speaks tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom at 8.

Wiesel's parents and other members of

his family were killed in Nazi con-

centration camps, which he describes in

Night, an autobiography of his year in

Auschwitz.
Wiesel's novels deal with Jewish

religious history, and in particular, man's
struggle for faith in an absurd world.

Wiesel has also translated hidden
diaries of Jewish prisoners who carried

corpses to the crematoria before their

own deaths.

The lecture is co-sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitors Program and
Resources Judaica.

SATURDAY
MARCH 1t,

7:30 and 10:00

Academy of Musilt^

Northampton, Mas^
Reserved tickets 7.00, 6.00 at the box office, atf^^

(Amherst) Faces of Ear||

(Amherst)Sunn Mu»
(Northampton. Westfield. Chicopee) Wax 'n Wai

(Springfield) Main Mu8gr^>.

(South Hadley) Goodbodlf|!c
(Northampton) Amherst Au(

(Northampton) Tech Hi-Fi

FOR INFORMATION CALL (413)243-2399
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REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! IMLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS:

To place a classified ad drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45pm three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 RE ADERSDAILY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 3S.000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !!! Little Ads Grt BIG RESULTS!

LOST

Ring. Silver band, red stone. 9th floor

bathroom. Reward Kelly, 253-3319 256-
8317

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field
House Woolen with a blue and black
print on white. Reward offered 256
6111.

Blue-red, homemade scarf lost ih or
outside Bluewall Saturday 2 18 Please
return to Collegian office, or call 256-
6055 Reward No questions

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please.
549 0816 Thanks a whole lot.

HELP WANTED
^

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713 Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

Five College Typing Service
Professional, fast, reasonable. Call Diane
549 2637.

Camp Tomahawk Er Wicosuta. Top
N.H men and women interviewing Feb.
24, Goodell building Positions offered:
waterfront, tennis, all athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, nflery, archery,
journalism, rocketry, WSI, piano, crafts,

secretary's, lacrosse, wrestling. Karate.
Contact Kelly West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment.
545 1951.

Invest your rent money by
buying - you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation. Put the touch on
dad for the down payment. Call Dawn
Realty, 549-5998.

To: Gorgeous- I don't need V Day to tell

you how much I love you. You're one of
the best things that ever happened to
me. Always, Alvin.

Vox bass amp, $90, Kastle skis w SAIO
man bindings, $65, 205 cm. Matt 6-

6158.

Bullworker exerciser $25. Call 367 2110

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco funk 50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ Reasonable rates.
C=3ll Dave, 567 1250. Call collect

AUTO FOR SALE
FOR RENT

Triumph 1970 GT6 + $1100 or BO. Call
after 6 p.m. 549 6707. Ask for Ken. Prvte rm in 2 brm apt on bs rt, 256 0683

72 Pinto, exc. cond., new snows
mpy. 45p, $1 100, Call 253 7778.

28

Mechanical Engineer or skilled tech
(part t mel. Exp. m designing, drafting,
machining. Work l? or '3 time, make
occasional 2-3 day research trips.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to
clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals. Call John, 545-
0174.

Tennis pros and assistant
pros -seasonal and year round clubs;
good playing and teaching background
Call (301)654 3770 or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to: Col. R.
Reade, W.T S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, amd
20115.

1961 Volks
Must be
Evenings.

Bus 71 engine. Body great
seen. $1275. 323-4249

Restored 18th Cent.
Falls seeks 1 F $90
3542

Housr
w utils.

in Millers

Call 659-

1970 Toyota II Corona Exc. running
conflition, body work. Call Jane from 3-

4 253 9733. After 6 at 283 3784.

Roommate wanted: male or female,
smoker or non smoker, large room in

fun Amherst house. Near campus, near
OH bus. $100 plus utilities. 549-5862.

Flute teacher needed— beginner, 665
3659

Student Legal Services is hiring 1 20
hr wk typist (3 50 hr) and two research
paralegals ($20/wk) Applications in 920
CC due by 5:00 2 28 These are not
work study jobs. Affirmative action
employer.

Counselors Assoc, of Private Camps
seek qualified counselors for 90 member
camps located N. Eastern U.S., July and
August Contact: Assoc, of Private
Camps, 55 West 42nd St., New York
NY. 10036, (212) 736 6595.

1975 Plymouth Silver Duster 24,000 mi.,
excellent cond. AMFM stereo cassette
inc. 546 9656 Moving to Calif. Must
sell! Only had one crack up! Pay now or
pay later'

I Call Chiam Peters.

Avail. 01 March Furn 2 room Apt. Heat &
utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins
from campus. 210 mo. Call 253-2950
eves.

WANTED
INSTRUCTION

Students needed as survey takers for
Wed, Mar. 1 Financial aid recipients
should check their eligibility to work
Pay is $3/hr. Call 545 2086 if interested

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles 256-
6427.

Stat 415 bk (M + S) immed. 665 3412.

Counselors— private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires - openings for in

structors m: archery, basketball, tennis,
soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding
instructor rocketry, camper radio
stadion, sailing, tripping 'backpacking,
dance, dramatics, arts h crafts, head
waterfront (pool) Also needed general
counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper Good salaries -fnendly
atmosphere. Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodack, 268 Mason Terr

'

Brooklme, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or
Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598

Resident counselors: unique program
for handicapped children seeks coun
selors for 10 week summer program.
Excellent career training/experience.
Contact: Director, The Children's Aid
Society, Box/'7, Chappaqua, NY 10514

Need help in Math 120, 121? Quel, tutor
avail Rates negot. Call Ken, 546 6155.

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6
wks. To get weight off and keep it off
call M .ry at the Diet Center, 586 5982.

ROOM WANTED

A used couch, chair, bedroom dresser
and bed. Please call Donna or Judy
5496413.

TO SUBLET

To sublet 3 bedrm Townehouse apt.
Rent lowered to $225 mo. Avail. 6/1-
8/31 Right at bus stop, adjacent to
Indry, 2 mm. from store. Call eve., 549
6765.

FOR SALE

Head ski outfit. Parka and bib pants.
Women's size 9 12. Exc. cond 253-
3383

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-
2107.

AUDIO

TRAVEL

Sylvania receiver 3
spkrs., exc. cond.
$200 Call 6-6529.

ow/ch Jensen
Under warranty,

Asst House Parents -couples or single
persons to work in community residence
for special needs children One or two
weekends per month Chicopee Boys
Club, 592 1808.

Refrigerator for sale 5 cubic ft., good
condition Only $70 Call Judy at 6
7273

Hockey skates, S210, $12. Dave 549-
1731

Wt to spend NT summer sailing the
Caribbean' Europe? Cruising other parts
of the world aboard sailing or power
yachts? For free info send a 13 cent
stamp to SKOKO, Box 20855, Houston
Texas 77025.

Superscope QA-460 amp., 25rms/ch,
exc cond. S75, 549 5389.

ERVICES

Hate housework? I will clean your apt.

fast, thorough, cheap $5 6 per visit Call

665 2939 Hire a maid

Water bed, king si^e, w/ heater, liner,

frame, and platform $200 or best offer
After 7pm,, call 5493666.

PERSONALS

1 pr. low-cut white leather "All Stars"
5211 Brand new, never worn $17 6-

9611
Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues , 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb. 28.

Please contact Donna, 253 5788, or

Diane, 549-4773 before Feb 25.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cjrs, BO. 546 5000 after 1 1 or in

morning.

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
)ob neither too big nor too small. All
Altec PA. Rentals available. Give us a
try, Write Sonix, P.O. Box 781, Nor-
thampton or call 584 4076.

Stereo discounters, our name tells the
story! Save $$ on Marantz, Pioneer,
Sansui, Kenwood, BIC and 75 more
brands. Send for our free catalog.
Stereo Discounters, Dept. C-178 675)
Santa Barbara, CT., Bait. MD 21227.

RIDE WANTED

Here's looking at you, Caldwell" Love,
Christine.

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19. Will share driving and expenses.
546 5552.
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ENTERTAINMENT
"N

y

Mt Farms 4 '^^ Farms Mall Rt. 9, Hadley, Mass.

ENDS TOMORROW!
"Only SUNN CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted

weekdays at 5 7 9. Sat at 13 5 7-9, Sun. at 2:15-5 7 9

584 9153

Startling revelations about life after death.

KimyiTi
Some will believe—
others wflLnot
DECIDE F^O"

F'^'-^-:^^':

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4

T
T

I
'^ ».. 'k

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RIS CENTER PRESENTS

iDi^M/^M

KiflA Om*? MOUNtAIN rAHMS MAIL•^"^ JIOJ OUT! 9-MA0H» MASS
*DCIHS »^iO Vi'DIKNISI* V." CITIZENS WITH AV<C CAOIJ « .^ (

'1.VI i-rf SHCW IiCKES ON-SALF TO

rr*S GOT HEAT

'/\TURD/\Y

nichT

^JOHN TRAVOLTA
Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6:15)-8:30

Frt.-Cat. (njS:0O) 7.4S 9:J5

Matinee (w*»i1.,thur.

rrl,,8«»t.,9^LnJ *-^^

^INALWEEK

WALT DISNEY
pffooucnoNS-

PETE'S
DRAGONI

Sun.-Thur. (TLS «:0«M:30
rrl.-Sat. (TLS 4:45).7:30

Matinee (w^.,thur.
fr^.,8at,,3un.) **''*'

Rf OUCEO AOUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKET

BOaZBaEBD!

ENCOUNTERS
OF TH€ THIRD KIND

W€ ARC NOT
ALONC

RtCHARO DFKYfUSS
Thur. (TlS6:00)-8:30

Sat. (Tl$4:45 7 30 «tSS|

Mftttnoe (w<»i.,thTi'

,
s >» t

,

, sun 2:00

ONE WEEK ONLY

Ttwy went imo the
unknown and retur

'

wttti sterling rev»li

\ about Ufe

Mi

(£©MD5>/S\iY

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm
Fll^ yRTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale.Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A-
$3.50, 3, 2,50. Ottier students and senior citizens-
$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

3Q.'
Wed. -Thur. JU lussoo) roo »oo

Frl .-."^aHiOi J:00 (m$:00) 7:00 «:Ofl|

>un. 2:ti (nSt:00)-7:00 «oo

on . -Tua .(TIS S:00) 7:00 f 00

flUOiiOIdlii
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College Spring Break

DAYTONA BEACH

//
Bounce over

to

8 DAYS/ 7 NIGHTS

$ OAOOO
Resort Area

209
MiLuSAi . TAX A btnvn:,e

HOrCt BASED ON OuAOOCCuPANCr

PRICE INCLUDES

• Bound T'cp J<" Tunspolaiion »ia Scnedupo f iiqrii iti'^ifr: Ai'li'^#s

• All Meals m Flight

• 8 Oaysand ' Nighisai ih* Lu«u''Ous Hr.ir(ja» mn Direciiyon Btac"

• ft)Ol Psriy - Ffpp BeP' and Barbecuf PONT '' ^T
Full Brcaklatt Piax Opdooai

Baggage Mjodhng at A.fporl and Moiei KATHYOr? DE3BIE
• Transfers ' im AirpO'l fo Holel ana RelU'n

• Serv.ce* ol Resideni Tom Director b H D b 03 8
Molfi features include Ma.d Sery.ce , Cgior T v / S«ti»ti ng Pool

'.r Conditioned Roomi wth P'.»alr Bj"" and Sno«e' » An Room* are

Otean V>e« / Reiiaurant and LOunje with Nighlly tnlerlainmeni Free COve-
Happy Hour Eyeiy Night All Dnnkt Mall Pr ce

OPTIONAL TOtmS
AAU i)iSNE t l^'OnLO CvPRf sSGAPOf m;, WATEF»SKii»»C

0CPA9TS

MARCH
)8

ARRIVES

MARCH
25

Ml' •

before or after the

game and enjoy

the best pizzas

& grinders

anywhere."

WE DELIVER

ALSO

AT LUNCH TIME!!!

256-0441

103 North Pleasant St. • Amherst
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Rangers continue attempts
to recapture hippopotamus

I ^y^ Charter Travel Corporation

SANTA ANA, Calif (UPI) - Five tired

rangers from a wild animal park remained
hidden around a lake in the green Luguna
Hills of Orange County Sunday hoping a hip-

popotamus named Bubbles would surface.
They have been there off and on for a week

since the two-ton Bubbles escaped from a
corral at Lion Country Safari, waddled
through two fences and headed for the hills.

When she found the lake, she sound sanc-
tuary

The rangers, three of them armed wi*h
tranquilizer dart guns, were hiding in the
reeds around the lake hoping she would
come out to graze. But hippos spend the
daylight hours under water and feed at
night.

"Bubbles was very active in the lake last

night," Mrs. Jo Schetter, the park's public
relations officer, said. "But she didn't come
out of the water.

"

Bubbles broke away from the park for the
third time last Sunday. The first two times,
in thq company of her calf, she was caught,
tranquilized and taken back - once carried
back in the scoop of a bulldozer.

"The rangers are staying out there for 24
hours as long as there's no ftg and no
danger to themselves.
"They're getting tired and very much over-

worked at this point. There's only a limited

number of people trained in this situation.

It's not as though we could call out the Na-
tional Guard. " Mrs. Schetter said.

On a couple of occasions the rangers, with

their four-wheel drive vehicles and dart

guns, had to leave when fog rolled in at

night They don't want Bubbles getting

behind them when they can't see her.

Hippos have been known to bite small

boats in half

Since Bubbles' escape through the fences,

one of them made of barbed wire on the Ir-

vine Ranch property, the park's other hippos
have been confined indoors.

Mrs. Schetter said they would like to get

Bubbles back to her herd and her female
calf.

"But we don't want her to go home by way
of an inhabited area or a busy road, " she
said.

GUARANTEED CHARTERS & PRICES !!

Let history be the judge. In 1977 not one of Charter

Travel's guaranteed flights was cancelled, nor were any
surcharges added. FLIGHTS and PRICES for 1978 are

guaranteed, because this consumer policy helps us sell our

charters.

FOR GUARANTEED RESERVATIONS & PRICES

call toll free: (800) 223-0260
BUDGET WORLD

1270 Broadway. New York. N.Y. 10001
Division of Trawways Travel Services Ltd.

ask for our free student travel guide
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Notices

ASIAN-AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

There will be a meeting tonight at 8:00 in

room 809 of the Campus Center. Please

attend.

CENTRAL AREA COUNCIL
Activities Coordinator. A paid position is

available for a Central Area Resident. Main
responsibilit\' would be to work on a spring

concert. Anyone interested should attend

tonight's council meeting at 7:15 p.m. in

Chadbourne Seminar Room.
UMASS CHESS CLUB
The UMass chess club will meet

tomorrow, Tuesday, Feb. 28th in room 801 of

the Campus Center from 7 p.m. till closing.

COALITION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALITY

There will be a filing party Mon. Feb. 27 at

7:30 in the CEQ office, Please, come and
help. For more information call 5-0618.

D.V.P.

An important meeting will be held this

afternoon at 4:00 in the DVP office.

CAREER-LIFE PLANNING
ENGLISH MAJORS

There will be a session for exploration in

self-appraisan, decision-making and career

research techniques on Thurs., March 2 in

314 Berkshire House from 12:30 to 2:30. Call

545-0333 to sign up.

FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
The next meeting has been scheduled for

Tuesday Feb. 28 at 9:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Room 917. The meeting will begin as

soon as people finish with the fire drills.

UMASS FRISBEE CLUB
The snow's still on the ground but can

spring be far away! Come to an
organizational meeting for the UMass
Frisbee Club Tues. Feb. 28 at 7:00 in Campus
Center, 165. Everyone is invited.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
UMass Women. We are holding a coffee

hour Wed. March 1 , 6:30 - 8 p.m. S.U. 304 for

all UMass women interested in helping

people. Sponsored by Gamma Sigma Sigma,

Nat'l. service sorority.

GOLF TEAM
Golf meeting at Boyden on March 1 , 4:00

p.m., room 249 for team and candidates, 545-

2311.

H.R.T.A. TO HOLD CAREER DAY
The Dept. of Hotel, Restaurant and Travel

Administration will hold their Third Annual
Career Day on March 1 in the Campus Center

with approximately 22 companies
represented.

The day long event involves formal half

hour presentations as well as informal

gatherings with various companies.

INORGANIC SEMINAR
Professor Adrienne Krause Kozlowski of

Central Connecticut State College will speak

on "Electronic Spectra of Palladium
Trimethylenediamine Complexes" today at

3:35 in room 101 of the Graduate Research
Tower
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S WEEK

Children's Workshops for International

Women's Week. Next meeting Monday, Feb.

27 at 8:00. Suffolk Room Student Union.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR WOMEN
On Wednesday, March i there will be a

workshop that will foe js on exploration of

values interests, decisionmaking and skills

assessment geared toward the special

concerns of women It will be In 318

Berkshire House from 3:30 to 5::». Call 545-

0333 to sigrvup.

KAPPA KAPPA PS I

Ski free, 25 cent chance on two day skiing

holiday, one night lodging at Wildcat.

Purchase tickets at Campus Center Booth

MASS PIRG
Sun Day organizers will be meeting at 4:30

p.m. today at the Mass PIRG office in 413
Student Union. All ideas and people are

welcome. Support Solar Energy.

THE NEED FOR PEOPLE IN NEED
Are you interested in volunteer work?

Many social service agencies in the area need
your skills. The Volunteer program, located

in the basement of the Jones Library, will

place you in a program of your choice
(youth, elderly, mentally retarded, etc.).

Please feel free to call us at 253-2591 or drop
in anytime during the day.

OUTING CLUB
Meeting Monday Feb. 27, 7:00, Campus

Center, room 174-176. Program on First Aid_

by Red Cross, Movie— "Hypothermia".
PHOTO CO-OP

Free portraits sponsored by Photo Co-op.

Today and tomorrow, 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. Cape
Cod Lounqe S.U.B. Free to all.
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BOTC
- Gateway to o greet way of life.

Monday Nite Special

''2 gallon of beer

Miller

Bud
$2.50

Free Pope orn

''Amherst's Biggest

Little Bar'

Candidates
Campaign Funds

are available

TODAY at 4:30

in the

Senate Office rm. 420 S.U.

Contact David Leary

DVP & Resources Judaea
presents

vp

Elie Wiesel
»* A n Evening With Elie Wiesel'*

Monday, Feb. 27^ 1978
8:00 p.m. in Student Union Ballroom
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. AND m'RE- CONFIPBNT
THfiilMRDUKamLBB A
FBLlCimUS ADDITION TO
OUR FRONT OFFICE!
THANK VOU 1/fiey

MUCH!
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LOT OF THAT
60m AROUND.

mTNAMeseu.N
AMBASSADOR. UIHO

GOT BOOTED FOR
SPYlNe? /
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ouesswHas
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HIM''

PEANUTS by Charles Schul/

DUNNO.
MORT.

PHRBDDY,
TRUST ME.'
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TOGeT&fEKt-
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MB!

mAhbe ho\^ coulD do
me a favor maam .

B.C. by lohiiny Itart
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AS SOON AS GERALD GETS
MS CAR, MAJOR. CARROT DRiVE
OPF WITHOUT BEnB.:
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WAIT FoP. MY rRlEND TO GETT iN^
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ONLV HAVE Vm\*»^

ENOUGH KNOCKOUT^ ^'*'

GAS RDR "^ajf

SUDDENLY, A GLASS f^RTlClON
DROPS BETWEEN THE
SEATS ^ND A POTEMT SLEEP
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Born tmlay. you are lux-

ury-loving but practical
and careful You onjoy thr
better thm«.s of life - fine

clothes, jewelry, etc - but
you are in no danger of

.sarrificinK es.sentials for
what IS beautiful, expen-
.sive. and enviable You
will fir.st protect your .se-

curit> .111(1 that of \our
famil.\ and then induli;e a
love for opulence
You believe in the demo-

cratic proies.s. At home,
even the youngest family
memh«'r is tziven hi.s .say.

You find in children a
wi.sdom that i.s often supe-
rior to lli.it of the adult.s

who miide them You are
not templed to turn (i\er all

authont\ to the ver\
youniJ. but \ou will rer-

tainh listen ( anfiillv to

them
You are not hkel> to

have man\ friend.s. but

those >ou ha\ e will be loyal

and affectionate N'ou don't

easilv show \our feeliniis.

but those who know you
well know \ ou as honest,
determined, stral^;htfor-

_ ward .Hid just m your deal-

ings vMth all

Also born on this <late

Ijiwrence Dun-ell. novel-

ist : .loan Hennetti. actress.

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 28
PISCES Feb lH-Marrh

2(1

1

Realize a small
ambition early Opportu-
nity makes dt<mands as it

promises lonf:ed-for uains
ARIES March il -April

1!M .Several surprises
close (III each others' heels
may keep you hopping thi.s

morninu-

TAURUSfApWl it>0-May
20

1

Overlooked corre-
spondence brings an old
project to your" attention
Sec carefully to detail.s

GEMINIuViay 21-.June20i
- Don't follow intuition
without relying on knowl-
edge Books figure m the
day's success.

CANCERi.lune 21-.July
22 ( Personal problem.s
mu.st Ik- kept to yourself
for now Questions can be
answered diplomaticallv
LEO .July 2;i-Aug.22i

Creative instincts will not
lead you astray today Try
to follow artistic inclina-
tions

VIRGO Auu/.2.!-.Sept 22i
riiiisc who offer help

ma\ cause moi c problems
than they solv<' lat tfiill>

decline the offer
LIBRA' Sept 2:!-Oct :".!

\( cept another's offer n|

information on new meth-
ods Work improves with
innovation

SC O R PIG (), t 2.!-

Nov :'l . Older relatives
bring new order into the
home .See that children
look to them for inspira-
tion.

SAGITTARIUS Nov :':'

De( 111 I Seek inform;i
tion that will help solve
difficulties at home Prob-
lems at work can wait
CAPRICORN^ Dec 2:!-

lan l!)i Shun that whi( h
yields no ret;irn Maki
profits now while the mak
ing IS good'
AQUARIUS .lan.L'd

^eb 18 I Time-coiisum
ing enterpn.ses ma\ have
to he postponed \ou are
needed at home toda\

Today's Crossword

W5T 77y/v&.'
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CvL'icr you rauL , ANr)\

An:> K(LL ALL WHO COPIE THROUGH THi \
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JiU. ANYUAy, TH£ SfrvT^y m/js 5eAU0
THC OOOP.. i^irH AN iNCAHTftnCM ,

So iT

/S /;-j«iSSiO(.£ TO oPfN C/ZVifSS dJ^fjmjR

luR. Ci/fST Tc KILL 8AIWr\JR. THAT /Sj /
IF yuo iA//S/y Tc RSTuRr^To Voui*^ Ih/ORlO- /

WALIV DORF by Rob Raiiiiey

ACROSS

1 Killed

5 Toe
10 Most recent
14 Garden tool

user
15 Hole
16 Jai—

-

17 Flirtatious

stare
18N Pac

brown alga
2 words

20 Toward the

sunset
22 Less hasty
23 Sacrifice
24 Artist Van

der—
25 Very recent
28 Weapons
32 Gums

Comb form
33 Transferable

design
35 Trapping

device
36 Dry goods

length

38 Evaluated

40 Chew per-

sistently

41 Aida, (or one
43 Nightclub

street

45 Native
Comb form

46 Join
together

48 Brought
about

50 Bog
51 Astound
52 Farm build-

ing

55 Sturdy
59 Finance

center: 2

words
61 Dorsal

bones
62 Pay up
63 Former US

com
64 Time of day
65 Frog's rela-

tive

66 Brake parts
67 Newspaper

section

DOWN

1 Third, at the

track
2 Theater
area

3 Congers
4 Miserable
one

5 Calamity
6 Inactive
7 Prod
8 Bus abbr
9 Vexes

10 Working
hard

1 1 "There
ought to be -

...I"

1 2 Flavoring

13 Stratum
19 Make holy

1JNITED Feature Sydicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved
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21 Forest prod-
uct

24 Track star

25 The
the green

26 Run for a
preacher

27 Rationed
28 Regulus
29 Bowling

alley units

30 Undo
31 Made a

seam
34 Social divi-

sion
37 Vibrated
39 Lays down

the law
42 Seed cover-

ings

44 Saint
47 Mountain

spurs
49 Relax
51 Inscribed

stone
52 Quick blow
53 N Mex In-

dian
54 Where Banff

IS Abbr
55 Utah's state

flower

56 Fiber

source
57 Spanish

rivers

58 Military

vehicle

60 College
cheer
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Pucksters' playoff chances slim
By MICHAEL McHUGH
Collegian Staff

The UMass hockey team's dream of a
Cinderella season transformed into a
pumpkin this past weekend at Orr rink, as the
Minutemen closed out the season by losing
6-4 to Williams College on Friday night and
by succumbing 3-0 to Salem State on
Saturday night before sparse crowds.

It was not a storybook finish to a season
that had once upon a time looked like the
Minutemen had a shot at the playoffs.
UMass had a rocky 3-6 start in the first half of
the season, but managed to turn it arouno in
the second half of the season, knocking off
talented Holy Cross (3-2) and the defending
Division II champs, Merrimack (7-6 in OT)
enroute to a glittering 5-1-1 start that had all
the makings of a playoff berth. The
disastrous flu bug hit the team hard prior to
the Williams game on February 15
{rescheduled to last Friday) and the team
never fully recovered, as they lost to Boston
State (9-3), North Adams (6-3), Williams and
Salem State in succession.
The weekend losses gave the Minutemen

a final record of 8-11-1 (the same Division II

record as last year) and all but extinguished
the flame of a playoff berth. The weekend
also marked the last time seniors Bob and Bill

White (co-captains), Brian Kinredge, John
Riley, Paul McCann and Lincoln Flagg skated
in UMass uniforms.

"After the way we started with a 1-5
record, I began to wonder if we would ever
turn around," said UMass hockey coach
Jack Canniff in reference to a question
concerning his summation of the 1977-78
UMass hockey season.
"But we did turn around and played well.

But when you lose players (Dean Liacos-
hernia, Joey Milan-torn ligaments, right
knee, Barry Milan, one game suspension,
Bob White-one game suspension, and
Lincoln Flagg skating with a virus) it hurts.
When you start juggling lines it hurts. We
were struck by adversity (the flu and injuries
to key players) and didn't quit. We got better
gradually, game by game after the adversity
hit us and skated right up until the final
buzzer", added Canniff.

For the record, the UMass-Salem State
game on Saturday night was never really in

doubt, as the quicker Vikings enjoyed a
territorial advantage all night and took ad-
vantage of three powerplay opportunities to
hand the Iceman their shutout, ironically, in
the last game of the year, 3-0.

The Vikings who own a sparkling 20-6
record and are playoff bound, swarmed in

the UMass zone like bees to honey for most
of the first period but came away empty-
handed, as the period ended scoreless.
Somehow, one got the feeling it was only

a matter of time before Salem State would
score and it finally happened in the opening
minutes of the middle stanza.
UMass' Brian Kittredge had been whistled

for hooking at 18:58 of the first period, which
meant his penalty can-ied over into the
second period and it was on the second leg
of the penalty that Salem scored. Vikes Mike
Ciasby was the recipient of a goal mouth
pass from Ed Sousa, which he promptly
flipped over UMass goattender John Riley's
left shoulder just as Kittredge's penalty had
expired at :58.

The Vikes increased their lead to 2-0 in the
middle part of the period on a powerplay
goal. Larry Goldberg zipped the puck past
Riley just 20 seconds after UMass' Mark
Ferragamo had been sent to the sin bin for
elbowing at 11:14.

An interesting tussle between Jamie
Benelli of UMass and the Vikes' Ray
Ferguson at 13:10 of the middle period,
resulted in a mass march to the penalty box
by ten, yes count them, ten players to serve
time. Benelli and Ferguson were sent for
roughing while the other eight (four from
each side) were sent for "refusal to go to the
bench after an altercation".

Larry Goldberg knocked in his own
rebound at 6:02 of the third period, which
was his second goal, the team's second
powerplay goal and the third goal overall for
the Vikings. Goalie Jay Palladino, the
number one goaltender in Division II, played
like a 5 by 5 foot block of cement to nail

down the 3-0 win.

"Our goalie played as well as usual," said
Salem State hockey coach Mike Gilligan.

"I thought we had the game pretty much
under control territorially. It seemed that
UMass was down because of the past couple
of losses," added Gilligan.

In the Williams contest on Friday night, the
Minutemen matched the Ephmen's goal
production in the first and third period, but
forgot the second period ever existed, as the
Ephmen poked home two unanswered goals
enroute to a 6-4 win.
The critical second fjeriod belonged totally

to Williams, as they outshot the Minutemen
by a whopping 18-6 margin and drove home
two goals that provided them with the
margin of victory.

Jeff Daly slammed a 40 foot slap shot past
a ducking Riley, who appeared screened on
the shot, at 9:05 of the second period,
snapping a 1-1 tie.

Hoopwomen seeded
in EAIAW tourney
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's basketball team has
been seeded fifth in the Eastern Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(EAIAW) regional playoffs, it was announced
yesterday.

The Minutewomen, 13-6 and runners-up in

the state championship, will play unseeded
Northeastern Friday night at 6 in Portland,
Maine, in their first round game.
A new format for both the Easterns and

the National tourney has been worked out
this season by the Association of In-

tercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW),
the governing body of national collegiate
women's sports.

Unlike last year, when 16 teams competed
at one site for the right to represent the East
in the Nationals, the qualifying for the
Nationals has been split into two consecutive
weekends of action.

Four teams will vie at four different sites

this weekend. The foui winners will then
advance to the Eastern championships, to be
held March 10-11 at Queens College. The
two best teams from that championship will

then advance to a sectional satellite

championship.

After the Northeastern UMass game at 6
p.m., ProVfUence (fourth seed) will meet
Maine (unseeded) at 8 p.m The two winners
will then meet at 3 p.m. Saturday for the
right to go to the Eastern finals.

The other three sites, with their com-
petitors, are as follows:

Queens: Queens College (first seed) vs.

Central Connecticut.
Boston University (eighth seed) vs.

Brooklyn College.

Southern Connecticut: Southern Con-
necticut (third seed) vs. UConn.
New Hampshire (sixth seed) vs. Rhode

Island

Vermont: St. John's (second seed) vs.

Vermont. Cortland State (seventh seed) vs.

Syracuse

As was the case a year ago, only the top
eight teams in the 16-team field were seeded.
The Minutewomen sport a 1-4 record

against the top seeds they have played.
UMass winds up its regular season tomorrow
night with a game at Southern Connecticut,
a slump-ridden team of late.

"I want to meet BU, Providence and St.
John's in the tourney, ' UMass coach Mary
Ann Ozdarski said after Saturday nfght's loss
to BU in the state title game.
She will have it her way if UMass and

Providence both win their first round games.
The Friars, who defeated Southern Con-
necticut 63-62 Friday night, beat the
Minutewomen in overtime in early February.
UMass lost in the quarterfinals of last

year's Easterns to Springfield, 66-64, in a
rr jjor upset.

The top Eastern finisher will travel to
Rutgers University for the Eastern sectional,
while the second place team moves on to
Delta State (Miss.) for the South sectional.
Both satellite tourneys will be played the
weekend of March 17.

The four satellite champions will meet on
March 24 for the national championship at
UCLA's Pauley Pavilion.

Sports Notices

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL - entries
are due Mar. 1. a $10 forfeit fee is

required.

SPORT MANAGEMENT LECTURE -
Harold L. Vogel, vice president and
leisure-entertainment industry analyst for
Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith,
Inc. will give a lecture, "An Overview of
Leisure Time Econometric Modeling,"
tomorrow night from 4-5:15 in Morrill
Auditorium.

L

Peter Gonye made it 3-1 at 16:17 when he
deflected a Tom Reisor blueline slap shot
past Riley just as Ron Valicenti's boarding
penalty had expired.

The Minutemen and Ephmen traded goals
in a quiet first period that Williams hockey
coach Bill McCormick termed as "two guys
fishing".

Chris Egini lifted a soft wrist shot over
Riley's left shoulder that gave the Ephmen a
shortlived 1-0 lead.

Bill Estes tied matters at 1, twenty eight
seconds later when he blasted a 50 foot slap
shot past Mike Moulton at 8:26. Estes' goal
appeared to have deflected off the stick of a
Williams defenseman.
UMass outplayed Williams in the final

stanza, as they outshot them by an 18-10
margin, but it seemed everytime the
pucksters scored, Williams countered with a
score of their own.

Chick Johnson slipped an unassistsd goal
past Riley at 1:30 of the final period to give

the Ephmen a 4-1 lead that seemed In-

surmountable. However, UMass countered
with two quick goals to cut the lead to 4-3.

Chris Lowey, unherald defenseman for
UMass, made a spectacular rush along the
left side and blasted a 10 foot slap shot past
Moulton at 2:02.

Rough, tough, and strong Nick Carney
flipped in a rebound off the stick of Brian
Kittredge at 4:56 that cut the Williams lead to
one.

Undaunted by the UMass comeback
attempt, Williams kept plugging and Barney
Walsh knocked the puck past Riley to give
the Ephmen some breathing room.

Mr. Carney went into his scoring act once
again at 13:47 when he drilled a 25 foot slap
snot past Moulton that brought the
Minutemen back to within one.

.... But Pete Gonye tapped in a crazy
rebound into a wide open net at 14:57 that
snapped the UMass resistance and Williams
went on to win 6-4.

UMass goalie Paul McCann surveys the situation prior to Saturday's loss to
Salem State. McCann, the backup goalie for John Riley, saw action late in the
third period after Salem had all but won the game. (Staff photo by Kathy Sch-
marson)

LSATGREMCAT
Thorough review courses. Top scoring instructors Up to the minute course
materials Informal classes Weekly sossions Affordable fees Early enrollment ad
vised Call Test Prep Services of Amherst at 256 6462

TEST PREP

.

Join the

Semester at Sea of the
I Inivpfsity of Colorado for an

unparalleled international
educational experience. Sail from

I/)s Anqeles Sept. 9. by way of the
South Prtcific. Indian Ocean, and Africa.
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Cagers fall to Rams Gymnasts win
Collegian 23

in 4th straight loss
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - The saying goes,
"There's a silver lining to every cloud,"
and despite losing its fourth straight and
dropping its record to 14-t1, the clouds
seem to be clearing for Jack Leaman's
squad.

Even while losing to ECAC bound
Rhode Island, 82-75, before 5,109 who
gathered to pay its respects to the Ram
seniors (Percy Davis, Randy Wilds, Jiggy
Williamson, and Stan Wright), the
Minutemen regained respect again,
fighting back from a 15 point deficit, only
to lose by seven.
The Ram seniors responded to their

last home appearance as Wright (15),
Williamson (10), and Davis (12) gave URI
a 41-30 halftime lead and withstood a
Minutemen comeback late in the second
half.

For the Minutemen, Mike Pyatt (24)
continued his fine shooting (20 pt
average in last four games) while Eric
Williams (15), and Len Kohlhaas (16),

came out of shooting slumping to aid in

the UMass comeback efforts.

Despite playing strong, aggressive
defense and rebounding well in the late

stages of the game, the contest was lost

for the Minutemen in the early going and
in the opening stages of the second half.

Minus senior guard Alex Eldridge
(sprained knee ligaments), the
Minutemen traded baskets with the
Rams early in the first half, before falling
behind by as much as 15 and ending the
half down by 11, 41-30.

In the second half, with UMass trailing

by 11, Len Kohlhaas playing in place of
the foul plagued and injured Haymore
(ankle), decided that enough was enough
on the boards and started rebounding
with authority.

He scored the first four UMass points
with jump shots at the top of the key and
after Pyatt scored on a three point play,
the Minutemen had pulled within eight.

The lead further decreased to six, with
16:16 left, as Pyatt and Kohlhaas tipped
in offensive rebounds.
However Sly Williams then scored five

points (two on a goaltending call against
Kohlhaas) and after the Rams' Irv Chat-
mas and John Nelson connected on jump
shots, the Ram lead had gone up again to
15.

UMass got the deficit to nine as Kohl-
haas continued to be authoritative on
offense with four points but the Rams'
Williams and Williamson brought URI
back to a 66-52 advantage with 6:30 left.

But UMass did not play dead. Brad
Johnson, regaining some of his offensive
game after a horrendous slump, started
things going with an offensive tap-in. "E-
Man" Williams drove to the basket four a
three point play and another drive for two
points and, with 3:55, Johnson hit a 12"
jumper to pull the Lea-men to within
eight 69-61.

Davis was fouled and proceeded to hit
two foul shots but Derick Claiborne
responded with a long range jumper and
UMass trailed by six with 1:15 on the
clock.

But Davis beat the UMass full-court
zone press with a layup and Wright sent a
football pass to Williamson for two and
UMass now trailed by nine. Pyatt would
then score the final four UMass points.

"I'm extremely happy with the play of
Pyatt, Johnson, Kohlhaas, and Williams.
We started rebounding real well and just
ran out of gas. A big improvement over
the New Hampshire game," said
Leaman.
URI (82) - Chatman 5-0-10, Nelson 2-

0-4, Williamson 5-0-10, Wright 6-3-15,
Davis 3-6-12, Williams 12-7-31. Totals 41-
41-82.

UMass (75) - Johnson 3-0-6,
Claiborne 3-0-6, Morrison 2-0-4, Pyatt 9-

6-24, Williams 7-1-15, Haymore 2-0-4,

Kohlhaas 7-2-16. Totals 33-9-75. Halftime
URI 41-30.

Team Records URI (20-6). UMass (14-
11)

By STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA - The UMass men's
gymnastics team surprisingly defeated the
Owls of Temple, handing them their first

defeat by a Minutemen team in three years. It

was as much of an upset victory last week in

Springfield, when the gymmen also defeated
the Chieftains for the first time in three years.
The gymmen had a little help as Temple's
star all-arounder Mike Silverstein was
temporarily out of action with the flu.

Floor exercise found the gvmmen behind
33.60-32.70, despite a very wen executed set
by senior John Forshay. A surprisingly low
score placed him in third overall. The
pommel horse again turned the tide as co-
captain Dave Kulakoff led a romp over the
Owls with his 9.4 as UMass took command
of the competition, 56.70-61.45. The still

rings were the gymmen's weak point as
many routines were missed and poorly

executed, allowing Temple a chance to catch
up, 90.65-90.45.

Long horse vauling was a d&ast^r as most
vaults were missed with the ^'te<ception of
Forshay, who placed second with his 9.15
score. Here is where the gymmen 'tost the
lead to Temple, giving them the ultimate
advantage going into the last two events.
Parallel bars dropped the gymmen even
further behind despite two beautiful sets by
Kulakoff and Bob Donahue, who placed
second and third respectively.
The horizontal bar was the last straw on

the camel's back for Temple as the Owls
blew their two point lead and finally lost the
competition by two points to the gymmen.
UMass swept the first three places as
Donahue and John Nelson led the upset
while the Owls cracked under the pressure.
The meet's final results were 186.95-184.50,
with Donahue winning thel aH-around
competition with a very impressive 47.70
total.

Swimwomen end 6-7-1
By MISSY GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

UMass' Deb Schwartz smashed two of her
own collegiate records in the 200 and 500
freestyle enroute to a defeat inflicted by
Southern Connecticut State College in

swimwomen's action on Saturday.
In the final meet of the year, Schwartz

placed second in the 500 freestyle with a new
UMass time of 5:25.4, while teammate Lynn
Lutz captured third with 6:02.1. Visiting So.
Conn.'s Janice Drew took first with 5:23.6.
Schwartz continued her record per-

formance pace with 2:03.5 in the 200 free-
style by breaking her previous time of 2:04.0.
The Owls' Janet Zebora clinched first with
2:01.0. The Minutewomen's Rachel Mack
finished third.

Another highlight of the 73-58 loss, were
two first place finishes by Kathy Jurcik in the
50 and 100 yard backstroke. Jurcik was the
only UMass swimmer to accomplish this feat
against the Owls. In the 50 and 100 yard
backstroke Jurcik had 30.3 and 1:05.5
respectively. The UMies surrendered second
and third position in both races.

In the 200 yard medley, the Owls were
front runners with 1:59.1. The UMass team

of Meegan Primavera, Celia Walsh, Lisa
Hembrough and Jurcik took second with
2:02.8.

Only one UMie managed to crack UConn's
tough first, second and third lineup in the 100
yard Fly. Celia Walsh, sandwiched between
opponents, held second with a 104.4 mark.
UConn's Quinn had a time of 103.2 for first

and Siebold timed 108.1 for third.

In the 50 yard freestyle there was a tie.

Both Mack and So. Conn's Kelly McCabe
had 26.8. However, the judge's decision
boosted Mack to the numl^r one slot.

Hembrough's 27.0 secured third.

In the diving events the Owl's petite Sally
McCann captured first in the required the
optional UMass' Kris Bullard and Suzy
Strobel trailed for second and third.

McCann won optional with a 187.45 out-
put. Bullard snared second with 159.80, while
Strobel attained third with 1:32.25.
The 50 yard butterfly saw Quinn edge out

UMass' Walsh, who had 29.1. Jurcik's third
place time was 29.8.

In the last race of the season UMass'
Mack, Walsh, Schwartz and Hembrough
performed their best 200 freestyle relay of the
year to beat the Owls.
UMass completed the year with a 6-7-1

record.

Swimmer Yarworth aims for tiie top
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

There is an old New' England saying, "If
/ou don't like the weather, just wait."'
With a little variation, a similar adage could

)e applied to U Mass's premier swimmer
^uss YaoA/orth: "If you haven't seen Yar-
vorth break a record lately, just wait." His
ncredible talent for accumulating records

Don't Leave Your Friends
in the Dark

The priesthood is for those who want
more than a job. ^oii ma> nol make
much mone>. but you will make manj
friends, as you share the li^ht of (^hrist

with people.

for more information on Priesthood in

the ArchdifKese of Boston . . .or if you
Hould like to participate in the .Aware-

ness Days for College Students at St.

John's Seminary in Boston on Thurs-

day and Friday. March 9th and lOth.

contact Father Paul Walsh or Father

< "harles Bourke at the Vocation Infor-

mation Center. St. John's Seminary.

Brighton. Ma. 02135 or call 254-2610.
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has become as predictable as New England's
confusing climate.

Keeping track of his performances is like

examining a portion of the New York Stock
Exchange report. A few Saturdays ago, the
200 yard individual medley school record
went down 1.2 seconds to 159:8. A couple
of weeks ago the 200 yard butterfly record
was reduced by 1.6 seconds to 2:00:1. The
week before that the 400 yard medley relay

record fell .8 seconds to 3:44:7. Depending
on how you look at it, Yarworth's stock is

doing very well.

There is a list of all the men's records from
each event hanging above Boyden Pool.
After seeing it for the first time, you are
forced to rub your eyes to make sure you're
not suffering blurred vision.

The name Yarworth monopolizes half the
board. He currently has six individual records
and two other relay records to his credit. (His
time for the 200 I.M. was the fastest recorded
in all of New England this season.! Had he
devoted himself to other events the number
would be even higher.

After seeing him in action you realize it is

no accident that his name commands so
much attention. His fluent style is extremely
deceptive. The only indication of his power is

the ever increasing margin between he and
his opponents. You quickly reach one
inescapable conclusion — Russ Yarworth is

an exceptional swimmer.
The senior bio-chemistry major, originally

from the distant shores of Grimsby, England,
has come a long way in his four years here at

the University of Massachusetts.
After achieving moderate success at

Attleboro High School, Yarworth has
developed into one of the finest swimmers in

the region. Yarworth attributes much of his

improvement to coach Bei Melamed.
"He knows so much, especially the little

things which can make such a difference,"
Yarworth said.

Melamed's Olympic experience is without
a doubt an invaluable aid, but Yarworth's
road to success came mostly as a result of
good old fashioned hard work and devotion.

Becoming an excellent swimmer requires a
tremendous commitment, and Yarworth was
willing to make that sacrifice. Translated, this

means three to four hours of swimming a
day, seven days a week. Every day the same
monotonous routine, the countless number
of laps where all you see is that black line at
th« bottom of th« pod. Keeping those amis

turning and legs kicking long after the point
of exhaustion.

Most people would accuse him of being
crazy, but if it means capturing first in this
year's New England Championships, it will all

be worth it. "That's what I'm shooting for,"
said Yarworth enthusiastically.

In the back of his mind is the hope of
qualifying for the Nationals. "That would be
fantastic; I think it is possible, but I won't
make predictions." His best shot will be in

the 200 I.M. where he has continually been
improving his time all year.

Yarworth has a realistic attitude towards
his records. "I expect they will all be broken
in time. Actually it doesn't look good for the
program if they have one person dominating
so many different events."

How much better Yan«^orth can get will

probably remain a question mark. Unlike
other sports such as football and basketball,

there is little future in swimming beyond
college. Few continue to devote the time and
energy necessary to improve, plus there is

the absence of expert coaching available."
Yarworth said his future plans are ten-

tative. He is not ready to rush into anything
just yet concerning his degree in bio-chem.
He hopes to pursue swimming competively
in AAU meets or even go out West and
possibly join a water polo club, among other
things.

By next year Russ Yarworth will be gone,
but his achievements and records will long
be remembered. It is liable to be a long ^ime
before a swimmer of his caliber returns.

%i

UMass swimmer Russ Yarworth gets congratulations from teammate Dan
Connolly following one of his record-setting performances this season. (Staff photo
by Ellen Davis)
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Minutewomen upset;
BU takes title, 93-73
By JIM GOMES
and JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - It was the classic case of a
complete turnaround.

The UMass women's basketball team saw
its dream of a second straight state cham-
pionship go down the drain Saturday night
as Boston University thrashed the Minute-
women, 93-73, in the title game at Cage
Center here at Boston University.
The Terriers' win avenged a 91-67 UMass

triumph back in December in the Southern
Connecticut Christmas Tourney.

'They definitely won the psychological
battle, " UMass Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
said. "BU was flying sky-high, and if they
were playing the Celtics tonight I don't think
they would have lost."

That may have been a slight exaggeration,
but BU played almost picture- perfect basket-
ball in the first half whil« rolling up a 55-25
midway lead.

The Minutewomen ran into a whirlwind in

the form of the Terriers' Debra Miller. The 5-

11 freshman forward glided to a 20-point first

half scoring binge with a deadly 15-foot jump
shot. She wound up with 24 points.

"Miller played a super ballgame," Ozdarski
said. "She was outstanding tonight. It was
too bad it happened to be for the states."

It was all Miller, Terry Shinkwin (19
points), and April Goodwin (13 points) as BU
rolled up a 37-8 lead with six and a half
minutes to go in the first half. Of the 37
points. Miller scored 16, Shinkwin nine, and
Goodwin six as the Terriers could do little

wrong.

BU shot 58 per cent in the the first half and
limited UMass to only one shot at the hoop
for much of the time. The Terriers also held

top scorer Sue Peters scoreless until 5:20

remained in the half. Peters wound up with
nine first half points and 20 for the game
before fouling out with 6:58 to play.

A team facing a 30- point deficit may have
easily given up the ghost, but such was not
the case with the Minutewomen. They

played tenacious defense in the second half

and outscored BU, 48-38.

Fine performances were authored by
Peters, Cheryl Carey (14 points and the only
UMass scorer for the first nine and a half

minutes of the qame), and Jen Parker (13
points on a nice job coming off the bench.)

Debbie McCuJIoch added eight points and
along with Mary Hallaren played a pesky
brand of defense.

"I thought my kids played outstanding,"
Ozdarski said. "They were under tremendous
psychological and physical pressure playing
at BU, and they have nothing to hang their

heads about. I have nothing but praise for my
club

"

The Minutewomen advanced to the finals

with a 67-54 win over Bridgewater State in

their first-round game on Friday night. BU
qualified with a 62-52 win over Northeastern.

On Friday night, both UMass and Bridge-

water State got off to slow starts, combining
for nine total points the first five minutes of

the game.
The Minutewomen proceeded to score 1

1

unanswered points, led by Peters, who
paced the UMass attack with 16. The spurt

gave UMass a 18-6 lead with 8:30 remaining
in the first half.

The combination of Julie Ready (11

points) and McCulloch (7 points) scored the

last six points of the half, increasing the

UMass lead to 33-17.

The Minutewomen's speed took its toll on
the slower Bridgewater State as they scored
many fast break baskets in xhe. first half.

"We just couldn't put the ball in the basket
our offense was very sputtery," Bridgewater

coach Regira Grass said.

In the second half of play, the

Minutewomen maintained a 13-17 point

margin throughout the first 10 minutes of

play until three consecutive baskets by Ginny
Peebles, Julie McHugh, and Kathy
Harrington balloned the lead to 58-38 with

eight minutes left.

Ozdarski freely substituted, saving her

regulars for the championship game. The
Bridgewater squad never gave up as the duo

1^-fMk .smM,mm

Julie Ready hits a set shot for two points against BU in the finals of the state
championship tournament. The Terriers stunned UMass winning by a 20 point
margin to take the state title. (Staff photo by Jim Gomes)

of Rose Griffin- Hayden (14 points) and
Kristen Anderson (14 points) led their squad
back into contention, trailing by nine with
1 :30 left, but their effort went for naught with
the Minutewomen closing out the scoring for
the 67-64 victorv.

Canisius overwhelmed
UMass

UMass closes its rsgular season by
traveling to New Haven, Conn, to battle the
always competitive Southern Connecticut
Owls tomorrow night. This weekend, the
Minutewomen will compete in the first round
of Eastern Regionals in Portland, Me.

by
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team put
together a strong overall performance on
Saturday lO soundly defeat Canisius 137.65-

103.80, before a small crowd at Boyden
Auxiliary Gym. The Minutewomen swept the
top three all around places and won three of
the four events in the victory.

All around competitors Karen Hemberger,
Susan Cantwell, Karen Clemente and Debbie
Smith a'l finished with totals above 30 points
and c • ''ibuted to most of the top four
scores each event.

Hen qer took top honors in vaulting
with a : ^b for her Sukahara vault. Cantwell
was ser.jnd with an 8.7 followed by Karen
Cieme' • who tied with Canisius' Valerie
Roe w - scores of 8 55. Debbie Smith
finisheu tourth with a score of 8.45. Smith

two warmup vaults as she was
1 an all around performer only

T-.inutes before the competition

gymwomen
muscle. Morrier is still recovering, from the

.
flu. All three are expected to be ready to go
against UNH tomorrow.
The last home meet of the season will be

against UNH tomorrow in the Cage at 7 p.m.
UNH should be one of the strongest teams
UMass has yet to face. Tuesday will also be
senior night as it will be the last time Cant-
well and Jones will compete at home for the
Minutewomen.

Senior Night
It'll be Senior Night in Curry Hicks

Cage tonight at 7:30 when UMass says
farewell to Alex Eldridge, Captain Derick
Claiborne, Mike ?yatt. Chuck Stevesky
and manager Skip Alford. Pittsburgh, an
EAA foe, will be the opponent.

Pittsburgh is led by 6'6", 205 lb. for-

ward and Ail-American candidate Larry
Harris. Harris has averaged over 22 points
a game over the last two seasons, and is

again among EAA leaders in scoring.
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Roe came through again for

. ind won the bars with a score of

-"^twell was second with an 8.5

Hemberger and Clemente with
o4 and 8.35 respectively. Bars
Jean Anderson and Debbie Law

') to come through with identical

'RS.

! lance beam, which is usually the
k for the gymwomen turned out to
of the strongest events against

Cantwell was first with an 8.85,

napp was second with an 8.80,

Hemberqer was third with an 8.65 and Diane
Laurenson was fourth with an 8:30 after a six

week absence from competition.
Canisius ran into serious problems on the

beam. No competitors scored higher than a

6.45 and UMass took the event 34.60 to

22.35.

Cantwell won the floor exercise with a 9.20
performance. Hemberger was second witfv a

9.06. "I don't think I've ever seen Karen work
as well on the floor," UMass Coach Virginia

Evans said of Hemberger. Clemente was
third with an 8.45 and showed improvement
in her tumbling passes. Smith finished fifth

with an 8.10 followed by Julie Myers who
received an 306.

The Minutewomen were still without the
services of Stephanie Jones, Cheryl Morrier

and Coleen Thorton. Jones missed Satur-

day's meet because of ORE exams, while
Thorton js still recuperating from a puRed

UiVI

face UNH
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will host the

Wildcats of New Hampshire tonight at

Boyden Auxiliary Gym in what will be the

team's final meet before next week's New
England chaiVipionships in Rhode Island. The
first match is scheduled to begin at 7:00.

Tonight's action should be interesting for

two reasons (1) Coach Dave Amato has
announced that tonight's lineup will be the

same one that participates in the New
Englands, and (2) Minuteman co-captain Tim
Fallon will make his final UMass appearance.

"I'm not exactly sure what I'm going to do
in the 158 and 167 pound weight classes for

the New England's," said coach Amato
yesterday, "but aside from that, tonight's

lineup is going to the New Englands."
Mike Carroll will grapple at 158 pounds

tonight, and Bob Smith will go at 167

pounds. Monty Payette, the regular wrestler

in the 158 pound class, is still out of the

lineup. If Payette is able to return to action he
will wrestle at one of these weights. In the

meantime, Carroll, who is generally a 150
pound performer, will compete in the heavier

weight class.

As far as Timmy Fallon is concerned, the
UMass co-captain will compete in his

customary 150 pound slot in his fift3l Boyden
encounter. Fallon, a graduate of Lowell High
School, joined the UMass matmen as a

freshman in 1974. He finished third in the
New Englands last year.

Dana Rasmussen will start the action as
the UMies' 118 pound grappler. In the 126
pound class Keith Dixon will be the [per-

former.

Co-captain Larry Otsuka, out of the UMass
lineup for several weeks with a broken rib, is

back and will be the 134 pound wrestler.

The UMass gymwomen hava regained their balance after a bout with the flu. Most
of the team has recovered from the campuswide epidemic and are ready to face
UNH tomorrow in their final home meet. (Staff photo by Kathy Schmarton)

NE track star
CAMBRIDGE - UMass sophomore

trackman Steve MacDougell gained All-

New England recognition yesterday as he
placed second in the 1 ,000 yard run at the
New England Indoor Track and Field

Championships at Harvard. North-
eastern's Tom Mortimer won the event in

2:10.5, while MacDougall ran 2:11.6.
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Celebrate Black History
Month
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South Africa Enacts Law
to Eject Urban Blacks Without Jobs
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Repression in South Africa (photo credit: U.N.-Cont act)

Special to the Guardian

Luanda, Angola
Racist South Africa has come up

with a new law to help shove blacks
out of their homes in urban areas.

The new law will supplement
existing plans for relocating blacks
from urban homes into the
countryside in the repressive, un-

productive bantustans where they
are not specifically required to

provide slave labor for the South
African economy.

All unemployed Africans, under
the new law, who have been
unemployed for more than 122 days
in the year, are to be declared
"idle" and forcibly uprooted from
their city homes to new rural forced
labor camps. These are being

described as "rehabilitation centers
for idle bantus.

'

The legislation came days after
the new ultrarightist Vorster
government cynically announced
"economic measures to help
agricultural development." The
new rural scheme allows racist

authorities to herd "idle" Africans
to whatever area they wish and
declare the scene a "rural
development project" or
"rehabilitation center." Others are
to be "repatriated" to bantustans
they've never seen.

Under previous laws, it was
difficult enough for the jobless to
find new employment in urban
areas because of the barrage of

racist
. apartheid legislation.

Currently, there are more than two
pillion blacks unemployed in South
Africa. One young South African
worker described the old system to
the Guardian:

"When you are out looking for a
job you go to the pass office and
get a special stamp valid for two
weeks. If two weeks expire and you
are still looking you go back and get
a second special stamp, and you
can get a third. At the end of that
period you can be arrested and
charged with "vagrancy" under
Section 29. If you are unfortunate,
you can go to prison for two years
and be endorsed out of urban
areas. This means you can only
settle in the bantustans."
Now the special stamps system

has been swept aside in favor of
this even more repressive law. As a
first example of the kind of policies
the new Vorster government is

espousing to "make apartheid
work" and to carry out its election
promise of being more "com-
petent," it exhibits all the old con-
tridictions of previously discarded
apartheid schemes.
And the new government seems

to have overlooked an important
consequence of its new "rural
development" policy. By forcibly
uprooting thousands of militant city

unemployed and sening them
down in the countryside, the
regime is helping spread the
political and revolutionary con-
sciousness of the South African
working class all across the
country.

S.R.

MARIETTA, Ga. - J. B.
Stoner, a self-styled racist who
claims an FBI undercover agent
once offered him $25,000 to kill Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., says the
House Assassinations Committee
plans to subpeona him for
questioning.

Stoner said a member of the
House panel, which is investigating
King's murder, contacted his
lawyer recently about subpoenaing
Stoner and at least one other
member of the National States
Rights Party, Edward Field, editor
of the party newsp>aper.

"I understand they (the panel)
know I have knowledge o' the FBIs
attempts to kill King," Stoner said.

The white supremacist claims an
undercover agent for the FBI,

posing as a Ku Klux Klan leader,

approached him in Montgomergy in

the late 1950s and offered him
$25,000 to kill King who then was
living in the Alabama capital.

Stoner, an attorney who
currently is fighting extradition to
Alabama where he has been In-

dicted on charges of bombing an
empty black church in Birmingham
in 1958, said he feared a plot and
rejected the alleged undercover
agent's offer.

L.S. Cobb, Stoner's lawyer, said
a member of the House committee
is expected to come to Marietta
soon to discuss the subpoenas with
Stoner and Fields.

"We will have a brief Conference
at that time and accept the sub-
poenas," Cobb said.

Committee to Free the Five

Widespread support
Labor leaders and public figures

have joined the call for the im-
mediate release of the remaining
four Puerto Rican nationalist
pnsoners held in U.S. jails since the

The union leaders include:
Patrick Gorman, president of the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters of
America, AFL-CIO; Henry Foner
president of the Fur, Leather and
Machine Workers Joint Board

AFL-CIO; Jack Spiegel, director of
the Chicago United Shoe Workers,
AFL-CIO, and Russell Woodnick,
business representative of District

134 of the International Assn. of
Machinist.

Among other supporters are
Black Congressmen Ronald
Dellums (D-Calif.) and Ralph
Metcalfe (DIM.), actress Jane
Fonda, and Nobel Laureates Linus
Pauling and Harold Urey.

Puerto Rico escalates Labor Repression
South Africa Transkei critic jailed

by Cam Duncan
Special to the Guardian

St. Juste, Puerto Rico
The Puerto Rican government

escalated its assault on the island's

labor movement last week as it filed

a $3.5 million damage suit against
the Electrical Power Workers Union
(UTIER) and its leadership for
alleged acts of sabotage.
The 6000 members of UTIER

walked off their jobs Dec. 27 after
wage negotiations with the
government-owned Water
Resources Authority (WRA) broke
down.

Electrical union president Luis
Lausell, who is also a member of
the Puerto Rican Socialist Party
(PSP) Central Committee, coun-
tered that the suit is merely a
publicity stunt. "All they are trying
to do is convince the public that
they have evidence linking the
union to the sabotage," he said.
The union has responded to the

government offensive by actively
building community support on
behalf of its demands. The workers
have asked the public to refuse to
pay light bills and to join mass
picketlines at WRA stations across
the island.

The Federation of University
Students for Independence (FUPI)
and UTIER recently co-sponsored a
march and rally of some 3000
supporters in San Juan. And some
2000 protesters last week picketed
Governor Carlos Romero Barcelo's
"state of the commonwealth"
message. The demonstration,
sponsored by the PSP and the
•trike support committee, ex
pressed solidarity with UTIER
workers and with the striking bus
drivers of the Transportation
Workers Union (TUAMA). The bus
drivers are entering the fourth week
of their walkout.

U S. Support
In New York City meanwhile,

•ome 300 people gathered Feb. 3 to
hear representatives of the Trade
Union Against Repression in Puerto
Rico (TUCAR) as they launched a
tour of several US cities to in-

crease support for the electric and
transportation workers.
"The significar>ce of this strike is

An opposition leader in the
Transkei, a so-called independent
homeland for blacks in South
Africa, has been jailed and faces the
death penalty for saying that Trans-
kei was cursed "with the worst
governmen. in the Ijjstory of
mankind."

Police in Transkei admitted Jan.
23 they are holding Hector Mcokazi
for violating the Public Security
Act, which is modeled on the South
Africa security laws. The law im-
poses a penalty of five years to
death for a broad raiige of

statements that displease the
government. When the bill

establishing the law was introduced
in May 1977, Minister of Justice

Chief George Mantanzima said that
it was tantamount to treason to

deny that Transkei was in-

dependent.

Transkei was the first bantustan
to be granted a fictional in-

dependence by South Africa.
Mcokazi is a firm opponent of the
bantustan policy and opposed to
the independence scheme.

Prisoners

Inmates, struggle:

Secures heat restoration

recognized not only by the
progressive and revolutionary
elements on the island, but also by
those who are attempting to
eliminate that progressive
struggle," explained Gil Rios,
president of the UTIER San Juan
chapter. UTIER is one of the
strongest and most militant unions
in Puerto Rico.

The Puerto Rican government's
sabotage suit is part o* an
organized campaign to discredit the
UTIER leadership and to create
divisions among the rank and file.

WRA head Pedro Vasquez has
taken out full page newspaper
advertisements and purchased TV
and radio spots, at an estimated
cost of more than $200,000 to WRA
customers, to convince the public
that the electrical workers' wage
demands are exorbitant.

Vasquez also threatened last
week to break the current contract
with the union by hiring scabs if the
strike continues more than another
two weeks. UTIER president
Lausell responded that any attempt
to fire striking workers could result
in a "civil war."
"Such an anti-labor action woukJ

unite all the working people of
Puerto Rico against the govern-

ment," Lausell added.

While the government accuses
UTIER of sabotage, terrorism is

emanating from the right wing of
Governor Romero's New
Progressive Party (NPP). In recent
weeks, bombs have ripped the law
offices of PSP leader Carlos Gatlisa
and the home of PSP General
Secretary Juan Mari Bras. Shots
have also been fired at Lausell's
home and at the offices of the
Puerto Rico Workers Union. An
organization called the Anti-
Communist Alliance has claimed
responsibility for two of the in-

cidents.

Meanwhile, former Governor
Roberto Sanchez Vilella, who
chaired a fact-finding panel in-

vestigating the economic aspects
of the strike, reaffirmed his con-
tention that the WRA could make a
more generous wage offer.

"Although it (WRA) belongs to
the Puerto Rican people in theory,
majority control is held by U. S.
bondholders such as First Boston
Corp.," Sanchez pointed out. "The
Puerto Rican people are minority
stockholders in the WRA,"

The 800 inmates in the West
Wing of the Maryland State Prison
in Jessup have forced authorities

there to restore the heating which
had been deliberately shut off in a
recent near-zero degree cold spell.

The Maryland Prisoners Coalition

(MPC) organized the predominantly
Black inmate population and
secured more than 800 signatures
on a protest petition addressed to a
federal judge. Supporters on the
outside deluged the warden with
complaints.

The inmates carried out another

protest when a prison officer stole

the petitions. Authorities restored
the heat after the MPC threatened
to convey to a lawyer word of the
theft.

The cutoff of heat to the 800
inmates in the West Wing (the
prison holds 1700) was only the
latest instance of official

harassment. Last October, the
prisoners led a successful sit-down
strike against racist and brutal

treatment.

Demand conjugal visits

wK"j'. I'ui .i.' no^iO •,••;• i,~( =».» i^tji

Some 1000 male inmates at
federal prisons in Terre Haute, Inc.,

and Atlanta, Ga., have petitioned
Congress, the Congressional Black
Caucus, the White House and the
U. S. Bureau of Prisons to permit
"private visitations, including
sexual relations with wives and
consenting female adul's."

Such visitations are granted to
inmates of state prisons in

California, New York and
Mississippi, but they are denied in

all federal prisons.

Republic of New Africa (RNA)
nr*«!iderjt Imari^Obadele, an inmate

at Terre Haute prison, wr^te trf a
letter to the Congressional Black
Caucus that the prevention of such
visitations fosters "the destruction
of the Black family."

Obadele pointed out that some
150,000 Black men and several

thousand Black women currently
are doing time in U.S. prisons.

Approximately 250,000 Black men
pass through the jail process every
three years.

"Not even our people," said
Obadele, "can long survive such a
genocidal rate in converting... Black
men into dehumanized beings."

Student Defines
Consciousness

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa, - The
most important decision of a black
person's life is whether to make the
conversion from a passive "Negro"
consciousness to a "black" con-
sciousness, according to a
psychology doctoral candidate at
Pennsylvania State University.

Carmen F. Williams, whose
master's thesis investigated factors
which determine the evolution of
black consciousness, says that
blacks initially make the psychic
leap from a Negro consciousness
by totally rejecting the values of
white society and replacing them
with black ideals.

"Rejection of white values is a
realistic beginning of black con-
sciousness," she says, "but there's
something basically unhealthy
about being stuck there. It's not
self-enhancing to build your
identity on the rejections of other
- people's values. It's more im-

portant for blacks to stress the
positive things they feel and do."

After a rejection of white values,
the next step in the development of
black consciousness is a total

immersion in things that are black
— writing, art, music and black
history, she says.

She recommends Claude
Brown's autobiography, "Manchild
I the Promised Land," as a good
starting point for ypung people in

search of their black con-
sciousness.

The idea of replacing the Negro
consciousness with a more active
state of mind has gained a great
deal of acceptance over the past 10
years, Mrs. Williams says.

"Families are teaching black
values and history to their children
now, whereas in the past the at-

titude was, 'don't rock the boat'."

? .^_

Teenager Draws
Life Sentence

ATLANTA - An 18-year-old

youth has been sentenced to life in

prison for taking part in the slaying

of a young service station attendant
who was shot in the back of the
head.

The jury of six men and six

women took 15 minutes to reach a

decision on the life prison term for

Michael Anthony Booker, who will

turn 19 in March.

Booker never took the stand,

either in the trial or in the hearing
on his punishment, to tell his

version of how Danny Eari Cotton,
19, was shot on Sept. 28, 1977 in

the Bankhead Court section of

Atlanta.

Assistant District Attorney
Russel Parker did not ask the jury to

send Booker to the electric chair,

the only alternate penalty under
Georgia law for murder. He said

that was a decision which rested

solely with the jurors.

A 15-year-old juvenile who
cannot be identified under Georgia
law, has already pleaded guilty to

murder and will receive a life

sentence.

Terri Jean Jones and Raymond
Burgess are also scheduled to stand
trial for the murder of Cotton.

Cotton and Michael Perry Echols,

18, of Smyrna, were abducted from
a service station after four persons
had robbed it. They were driven to

the Bankhead Highway where they

were told to get out of the car and
run.

Pen Killings bring

2 Death Sentences
CARSON CITY, Nev. - A jury

has convicted and sentenced two
white prisoners to death for killing

two black inmates during a race riot

in the state prison mess hall.

The 11 -woman, one-man district

court panel deliberated about 40
minutes before deciding the penalty
for James Taylor and Claude
Theriault who had been charged
with capital murder.

The charges stemmed from a
1976 prison battle with whites and
American- Indians against blacks.
Taylor, 32, was also convicted of six

counts of attempted murder in the
wouodinfl of six black inmatM.

A third inmate, Danny Ross, was
found guilty of two counts first-

degree murder and will face life in

prison.

District Judge Frank Gregory set
March 6 for the formal sentencing
of the three. Gregory said an appeal
to the Nevada Supreme Court will

be automatic.

Black inmates Ralph Alfonzo and
Harold Wilson were stabbed to
death in the mess hall fight and six
others were wounded in the attack,
which prosecutors said was
planned as revenge for a prior
assault on whites by blacks.

Sipho
Buthelezi

Sipho Buthelezi (photo by E.C.)

Sipho Buthelezi, associate of

Steven Biko, spoke at the Unitarian

Church in Amherst on the black

consciousness movement in South
Africa today.

According to Buthelezi, the

struggle in South Africa is an anti-

colonial struggle, that has ad-

vanced to being an anti imperialist

struggle. "We are fighting to

liberate ourselves, as well as free

South Africa from foreign im-

perialists he said. "We are not
against white people but, we are

against colonial oppression and
U.S. imperialism." He went on to

say that, "the theory of driving

whites to the sea is an old theory
that should be thrown out, for we
are struggling to eliminate racisim."

Vukani Magubane

Buthelezi called on the people of
the U.S. to think very seriously
about participating in the support
movement that is going on in South
Africa. He $sked that the same
support that was given to the
people of Vietnam be given to the
people struggling in South Africa.

"The Vietnam situation is closely
related to the South African
situation."

He also related the racism that
exists in America, and the struggles
of the working class in America,
against the corporations with the
struggle in South Africa. "The
success in South Africa will

enhance the struggle here," he
said. Americans cannot say that
they are free people as long as their

government oppresses other
people in third worid countries".
Buthelezi cited U.S. imperialism as,

the principal enemy and main
exploiter of South African blacks.
"The resistance movement in

South Africa is in a difficult

situation having been forced to go
underground," Buthelezi said.
People have come to realize that
freedom can only come through
armed struggle. "We will take up
arms not only to defend ourselves
but, to achieve political goals."
Whether a repressive system has
major weapons it can never defeat
the will of people determined to
gain independence.

Buthelezi, who now makes his
home in Botswana is currently
touring the country. He has been
exiled since 1974. While still in

South Africa he served a prison
term of seven months in solitary

confinement.

NAACP Backtracks
on Energy Position

The NAACP is reportedly at-

tempting to backtrack somewhat
from its controversial energy policy
opposing President Jimmy Carter's
plan for regulation of gas prices
(Guardian, Feb. 8).

The stand, widely hailed by the
Wall St. Journal as "turning the
corner" to support "free-marketers
instead of the interventionists,"
was attacked by many liberal and
progressive observers both inside

and outside the organization.

In a weekly syndicated column
published in many of the nation's

Black newspapers, NAACP
executive director Benjamin Hooks
wrote last week, "The current

debate over the NAACP energy
policy statement is centered around
one principal aspect of the
revolutionary document —
deregulation. Nowhere in the
statement is the word deregulation

or regulation used."
In an interview with the New

York Black weekly Amsterdam
News, Hooks charged that the
NAACP position had been
misrepresented in the press. He did
not deny, however, that the
NAACP had originally called for an
end to price controls.

Doomed Youth Warns
Others Against Dope

MIAMI - "To all the other kids
in America: 'Don't mess with drugs.
They ruined my life,' " says Frank
A Ross Jr., a 16-year-old youth
awaitrng death in the electric chair
at the Florida State Penitentiary.

Ross was convicted of first

degree murder of Mrs. Helen Dixon.

He was charged with another
youth, James E. Wells, who was
sentenced to life inprisonment.

Both youths testified that they
had gone to Mrs. Dixon's to look at

a car she was selling. Wells said
Ross knocked the woman down,
kicked her and ripped out her

phone.

Ross testified he did not know
why he had attacked Mrs. Dixon.

He said: "I don't remember doing
the lady. I was sniffing on cocaine. I

was out of my head. I didn't know
what was happening."

Ross said he left home at age 15
after having fights with his step-
father. At this same age he also
started taking cocaine.

He said he managed to stay out
of trouble until he became involved
in drugs.

While in school he was a
promising athlete. His ambition was
to finish school and possibly
become a "topflight" running back.

Now, he said, he does not think
about the future.

He is the second-youngest youth
in American to receive the death
sentence.

He says, "I don't want to be
executed. I want to live. I got a tong
time to live. I'm afraid of death. I'm
not ready to die yet."

"This would never have hap-
pened but for drugs. If I can ever
get out of this place and walk with
my friends again, I ain't never going
to mess with drugs no more," said
Roaa.
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For My People
Margaret Walker
For nny people everywhere singing their slave songs repeatedly:

their dirges and their ditties and their blues arnj jubilees,

praying their prayers nightly to an unknowing god, bending
their knees humbly to an unseen power.

For my people lending their strength to the years: to the gone
years and the now years and the maybe years,

washing ironing cooking scrubbing sewing mending hoeing
plowing digging planting pruning patching dragging along
never gaining never reaping never knowing and never
understanding;

For my playmates in the clay and dust and sand of Alabama
backyards playing baptizing and preaching, and doctor and jail

and soldier and school and rr»ama and cooking and playhouse and
concert and store and Miss Choomby and hair and company;

For the cramped bewildered years we went to school to learn to know
the reasons why and the answers to and the people who and
the places where and the days when, in memory of the bitter

hours when we discovered we were black and poor and small and
different and nobody wondered and nobody understood;

S^I*^^^ ^'^ 3'^ ^^° fl*"®^ '" SP**« o* t^^ese things to be MAN andWOMAN,
to laugh and dance and sing and play and drink their wine and
religion and success, to marry their playmates and bear children
and then die of consumption and anemia and lynching;. .

.

For my people standing staring trying to fashion a better way from
confusion from hypocrisy and misunderstanding, trying to

fashion a world that will hold ail the people all the faces all the
adams and eves and their countless generations;

LET A NEW EARTH RISE. Let another world be bom. Let a bloody
peace be written in the sky. Let a second generation full of courage
issue forth, let a people loving freedom come to growth,
let a beautyfuB of heaUng and a strength of final denching be the
pulsing m our spirits and our blood. Let the martial songs be written
tetthe di#gee disappav. LETaraceofmennowriMandtaka controt
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(Rev. Gilbert H.Caldwell
Room 309 New African House

Room 428 Student Union

I awaited the television drama
"King" with curiosity and an-

ticipation. I left Amherst on Sunday
afternoon in order to be in New
Haven to view the first segment
with my wife and my 17 and 14 year

old sons. As we watched and
discussed the presentation, I

realized again, that the myth called

racial progress and integration had
come close to depriving my sons of

an understanding of the struggle

and strength of Black people. My
experience that first night con-

vinced me that I must renew my
efforts to "tell the story" to my
sons and to all the Black sons and
daughters I meet. 1 must also share

the story with others, young and
old, who are courageous enough to

listen and learn.

I viewed the three segments with

mixed emotions. I was pleased that

the powerful medium of television

was taking strong Black men and
women into the living rooms of the

nation. I was disappointed
because it was obvious that the

demands of commercialism in-

fluenced the presentation. I was
pleased that in "King" the nation

saw again America's ethical

schizophrenia on the issue of racial

justice. 1 thought Paul Winfields

words as he so effectively por-

KING???
trayed Martin King were ap-
propriate when just before a rnajor

demonstration he said; "television

will show to all America the horrors
that Black people see all of their

lives." I was disappointed that

some of the strong colleagues of

Dr. King were invisible or miserably

camouflaged. Where were Wyatt
Walker, Hosea Williams, C.T.

Vivian, Jesse Jackson and James
Bevel? In order to portray one
strong Black man, is it necessary to

deny the existence of other strong

men? I was disappointed that one
or two characters depicted in the

film had roles that I could not

remember, believe or comprehend.
Seeing the film made me live

again the summer I spent in

Mississippi doing voter registration

with the constant companionship
of police arwl F.B.I, surveillance. I

was there when Cheney, Goodman
and Schwerner were killed and their

bodies were found buried in a dam.
I was reminded of the White
students who worked with us and 1

wonder if their experience in

Mississippi is shaping the way they

practice law, medicine, ministry,

teaching, government, today?

As I watched I remembered for

the first time in a long time the fear i

felt in Selma, in Birmingham and in

Montgomery. The deaths of Vioia

Liuzzo and Rev. James Reeb took
place during times when I too had
been where they were killed. James
Reeb, a Unitarian minister from
Boston stood with me on the steps
of the Brown's Chapel A.M.E.
Church in Selma just before he
went off to eat and then be killed.

The memories of the deaths of

these two committed White per-

sons makes me raise again the

question that haunted me
throughout the sixties. Does the
struggle of Black people take on
meaning, only when White lives are

lost? Do we remember the millions

of African/ Americans who were
killed in transit, in slavery, in

segregation? In the American mind,
are their deaths less significant than
the more publicized deaths?

I am a Black nnan who was born
and grew up "down south" but

who has lived his adult life "up
south". My experiences in both of
these places forces me to ask what
difference the showing of "King"
will make? "Roots" stimulated all

kinds of people to research their

history, but too few people have
been motivated to deal with the
legacy of slavery that "Roots"
portrays.

Will our nation understand Black

anger and impatience any better

because of "King"? Will the white
intellectuals who oppose af*

firmative action, reverse them-

selves? Will Black young people
who do not understand Black
religion, Black community and
Black survival techniques make
their efforts to understand? Will

Black professionals who sell their

souls and their people for a crumb
of recognition, check themselves
out? Will the business/ govern-
mental combine that leads this

nation make renewed efforts to

make us the nation we started out
to be, but have not yet become?

"King" raised for me and for

others the old questions we have
been living with for all of our lives.

They are the questions our mothers
and fathers and all of the mothers
and fathers that make up our
history have asked silently and
openly. "Why?" "How long?"

But I must say that the televised

depiction of the struggle of the

sixties rekindles my hope. Hope in

myself, hope in young men and
women who draw inspiration from
the Martin Kings, the Rosa Parks
and the Malcolm X's. 1 have
already, in the short time 1 have
been on this campus, been inspired

by my colleagues, who were

moulded by the 60's and now
through their teaching, counseling
and nuturing are moukJkig those
who will shape the BO's and the
90's. Their dedication nourished my
hope.

Finally I must declare that 1

continue to hope in my God who is

about liberation and not op-
pression; justice with love, rather

than love without justice. This was
the God of Martin and Malcolm,
this is my GodI

Rev. Gilbert H. Caldwell is

Black/ Third Worid Minister on the

staff of the United Christian

Foundation. Mr. Caldwell came to

UMass on February 1st after

serving for 5 years as Pastor of First

United Methodist Church, New
Haven and as Lecturer at Yale

Divinity School. He has worked in

Hariem, Brooklyn, Boston's South
End and Roxbury as Pastor,

Fxpriitlvfi DirActor and Teacher. In

1971 and 1975 he was in Africa

visiting the nations of Tanzania,

Ethiopia, Kenya, Liberia, Azania

and Zimbabwe. Mr. Caldwell was
born in Greensboro, North Carolina,

grew up in Texas and has spent his

professional life in New York and
New England.

Our 'Roots, Achievements, Projections

By J. Rupert Picott

The 1978 theme for tt>e National

Afro-American History Month ia

particularly appropriate. It is

"Roots, Achievements and
Projections."

In 1915, the Nstory scholar Carter

G. Woodson founded the
Association for the Study of Afro-

An>erk:an Life and History, then
Negro Life and History, for the
expressed purpose of getting:

(1) Blacks proud of Afro-
Amerkan and African heritage, arxl

(2) All Americans to recognize,

understand and appreciate the
contributions of Afro-Americans to

the totality of the nation.

One of the means which Dr.

Woodson used to focus attention

on these goals was the institution in

1926 of Afro-American History

Month, then Negro History Week.
The observance has been ex-

panded to one month because of

demand by thousands of persons
that "so much needs to be done in

the process of teaching and
learning of Afro-American con-
tributions, that an entire month is

needed.

Indeed, we count this as a logical

step toward the ultimate
achievement of placing Black
History properly in all books and
other media throughout the year.

Since the history of the Afro-
American has been relatively
obscured, it is necessary not only to
emphasize the existence of that
history, but also to examine it

carefully in order that accurate
interpretations may be rendered.

Early scholars in this field, such
as Carter G. Woodson, viewed
black history not simply as an
academic pursuit; but rather felt

that this knowledge was itself a
combatant against a black negative
self image and the racist notions
used to ratiorwiize segregation and
discrimir>ation.

An appreciation and un-

der8tarKfir>g of the vakia of the
African heritage may well be inv

parted to young children through
tt>air pre-schooi experierKas. Pre-

school chiMren are perceptually

oriented.

Therefore, it would be
meaningful to them if concepts of

African heritage, slavery, and
contemporary affairs were corv
creteiy introduced through the uae
of n^terials that stimulate interests.

Pre-school children shoukl be
guided to the understarniing that

Africa, the second largest continent
in the world, has a rich history and
culture dating t>ack many hundreds
of years.

The shape of the continent

should be easy for a pre-schooler to

remember because its shape is

quite different from all the other

continents except South America.
The diversity of the continent

shoukj also be noted. Nonetheless,

the common underlying condition

of closeknit communities and
extended kinships was common to

all.

Ancient Africa, the home of

mankind, was the mainstream of

world history. Africa had the

world's best architects, surveyors,

and engineers. One famous
physician and architect, Imhotep of

Egypt, built the first step pyramid.

Pyramids were monuments built of

stone in the shape of a three

dimensional triangle.

Arts and crafts reached a high

level in ancient Africa and have
maintained their excellence through
present times. Carved objects of

ivory and wood, bronze, clay, gold,

iron, and copper were functional as

well as beautiful. Even the ancient

art form, rock painting, had explicit

significance, the telling of the

people's daily life and history.

All of these art forms attest to the

great craftsmanship of the African.

It is important to note that the iron

industry had its foundation' in

arKient Africa, wfiara Africarw
mined and smelted iron for the
making of tools, crafta, and or-

naments.

ChikJran can be shown the
connection between the iron
products cf their worid and the
discovery of the iron industry in

Africa Modern techrK}logy has its

foundation in Black Africa.

Another aspect of appreciating
the Afrtean heritage is in realizing

that many of the animals which so
captivate children's interest at the
zoo live in Africa. In relating this it is

important NOT to use the improper
term, "jungle," which was given to
imply a dark, twisted place where
evil lurks.

Though Africa has densely
forested areas with thick
vegetation, "jungle" gives a
negative connotation to the African
environment. Furthermore, zebras,
giraffes, elephants, buffalos, and
big cats (with the exception of the
tiger) are distributed in Africa's

grassy flatlands.

The red, black and green flag has
come to be another represen-
tational symbol of African heritage.

These are among the oldest
national colors known to man. The
colors were used by the Zinj Empire
which flourished during the 1000
AD. period on the coast of East
Africa. It was of the Zinj seas that
Sinbad the Sailor recorded his

fabulous adventures.

Marcus Garvey, father of African
Nationalism, revived the colors
during his movement to inspire

black people and to symbolize the
redeeming of Africa and liberating

of the black race.

Since the late 1950's, when the
indeper>dence struggle began to
reap results, variations of the colors

have been adopted by nr>any in-

dependent black natk>ns on the

African contir>ent on the lalanda,

and in South Anr>erica.

The red symbolizes life, the red
blood that runs warm giving life to
the body. Green symbolizes African
land, the rich soil that sustains us
through vegetation and other
resources. Black symbolizes the
particular race of people, the Afro-
American.

The black experience in America
is grounded in slavery. Snatched
from his African homeland and
thrust into the horrors of the middle
passage, the African was reduced
to a status of chattel property.

By separating families, dividing
tribal groups, and imposing alien

norms and values, the process of
slave acculturation stripped the
black man of his land and language
and denied him the memory of his

traditional heritage.

Slaves were never content with
their lot as slaves. Open revolts

took place in South Carolina, 1711,
in N.Y., 1712 and 1741, Boston,
Mass., 1723, and Va., 1730.

Not only were they given the
"scraps" of the food and clothing,

but they were beaten and killed

brutally for almost any "offense."
It was only when slavery became

less profitable that the North began
talk about ending slavery.

Africans first came as explorers
to the Americas. Africans arrived
many years before whites. Balboa,
a Portuguese explorer, found a race
of black men in the Darien district

of South America.
Early burial caves have been

found in Bahamas like those of

Africa. Since 1501 African explorers

accompanied the Spaniards in

exploring Guatemala, Chile, Peru
and Ver>ezuela with Ponce de Leon,
Cabezo de Vaca, Fray Marcos de
Niza, and OeSoto.

First Africans as indentured

servants arrived in Jamestown, Va.,

Or. J. Robert Picott is the
executive director of the
Associetion for the Study of Afro-
Americen Life end History, inc.
which sponsors AfroAmericem
History Month.

in 1619. Africarw transported to
colonies as slaves 16th- 19th
century captured from various
cultures.

The laws that permitted brutality

of slaves became known as slave
codes. Without passes slaves were
caught and whipped. Situation
similar to passes Africans in South
Africa must carry today. Runaways
were killed as punishment. Free
Africans were not really free.

Some were patriotic and fought
in American Revolution. Crispus
Attucks was the first to die, March
5, 1770 in Boston, Massacre, 3000
Black soldiers fought.

Africans consistently resisted
slavery: a proud legacy for people
of African heritage. Many jumped
overboard on middle passage to
America. Runaways fled to the
North. In Jamaica, there were many
runaways called "maroons" who
were very independent, ferocious,
and clever fighters. In Brazil, the

maroons formed special villages
called "quilombas" such as
Palmares in the Province of Per-

nambuco. Palmares shows the
sacrifices people will make for

liberty. The leaders chose death
rather than to surrender and be
slaves when the Portuguese placed
it in a state of siege.

This is only a miniscule reference
to the glorious history of a proud,
courageous people that most of
America has been deprived. This is

the neglected history that we seek
to tell, for we see this history as
"The Torch to the Future." There is

no chance for a bright future
without this nation's recognition of
the tremendous worth of the black
man. That worth is undercored in

our history.

I Am Somebody
by }Mtmm Hohnes Borders

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I em a poet in Langaton Hughes.
I am a creator of rhyme in Paul Lawrence Dunbar.

I am a christian in J.P.E. Lee.

I am a diplonoat in Fred Douglaa.

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I am a sotdier in Colonel Young.
t am a courage in Crispus Attucfcs.

I am a humorist in Bert WiHiams.

I am a radio artiat in Dorothy Maynor.
I am a worid famous tenor in Roland Hayes.

1 am a baritor>e in Paul Robeson.
I AM SOMEBODY

-

I AM SOMEBODY-
1 am an athlete in Bennie Jefferson.

I am a printer in Ralph Metcalfe.

1 am an intelligent pen in the hand of DuBois.

I am a college president in John Hope.

1 am a fighter in Samuel Howard Archer.

1 am a breaker of world records in Jesse Owens.
1 AM SOMEBODY

-

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I am an orator in P. James Bryant.

t am a preacher in C. L. Walker and L. K.

I am a composer in Nathaniel Dett.

I am an actor in Richard B. Harrison.

1 am a boxer in Armstrong Williams and Muhammed Ali.

I am a Knock-out punch in Joe Louis.

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I am a scientist in George Washington Carver.

I am an industrial educator in Booker T. Washington.

I am a congressman in Oscar Depriest and Arthur Mitchell.

I am a skin specialist in Lawless and teach what
I know at Northwestern.

I am a pathologist in Julian LevMiaand serve on the

University of Chicago faculty.

I am the first successful operator of the human heart

in Daniel Hale Williams.

I AM SOMEBODY-
I AM SOMEBODY-

1 am a marksman in Done Miller.

1 am a register of the treasury in Judson Lyons.

I am loyalty in the Armed Services.

1 am insight in Sojourner Truth.

I am an advocator of Justice in Walter White.

I am a leader in A. Phillip Randolph.

I AM SOMEBODY

-

I AM SOMEBODY

-

1 am a moulder of character in Nannie Burroughs.

1 am a banker in R. P. Wright and L. D. Milton.

1 am a Certified Public Accountant in Jesse Blayton.

1 am a sculptor in Henry O. Tanner.

1 am a business man in Alonzo Herdon.

1 am a grand specimen of womanhood in Mary McLeod Bethune.

1 AM SOMEBODY-

BLACK MUST LEARN THEIR HISTORY
MMHmrt Necks end right-thinking wfutes ett over Americe ere ex-

pressing their dis-setisfection with Americe's cornet system by screening
"/AMSOMEBODY. /MAYBEf*OOR, BUT IAM SOMEBODYI"

Dr. Re/ph Devid Abemethy is hoMering this; Rev. Jesse Jeckson, Mrs.
Corette King, Rev. Hoses \MKmms, Congressmen Andy Young, Mr. Roy
WHkins, Mr. Verrton Jorden. Rev. Joseph Boone. Rev. Arthur Ler^ord.
Rev. W. J. Stafford, Rev. [Deddy] Mertin Luther King Sr. end nteny more
ere feeding this Revofuthnery Cheer.

IS IT NEW?
WHO IS THEAUTHOR? Rev. Wdliem Holmes Borders, Pastor of the

Wheet Street Beptist Church end Cherts Board Member of dte Atlanta
Chepter of SCLC.

WHEN? - 19^3
WHY? Rev. Borders was trying to awaken blecks out of their dying

bed of epethy ami complecerKy. He was trying to teach his Sisters and
Brothers it was no use to run from ttte South to the North or from the
slums to the suburbs; but, es the lete Booker T. Washington tried to teach
blacks, "to cast your buckets down where you are. " Rev. Borders was
Wying to teach blacks self-respect, self-reliance, do it yourself and to love
thy self.

mif.

CPF
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Carter G. Woodson
Dr. Woodson was the Father of

Black History.

This Harvard-educated man
sensed early in his career the
neglect of black History and spent
his lifetime working to change the

Afro-American concept of himself

and the acceptance of blacks by
non- blacks.

The place of his birth. New
Canton, Buckingham County, Va.,

one of the poorest in the state,

profoundly shajjed his career. His

parents, former slaves, needed his

help as well as that of eight other

children to eke out a living.

Young Carter attended the local

school during only a part of its five-

month term. The fact that he was
largely self-taught until the age of

17 helped develop the study habits

which characterized his later

studies.

Buckingham County had no
secondary school for blacks. This

forced Woodson to go to Hun-
tington, W. Va. and the Douglass
High School there. Despite the

handicaps of his earlier education,

he completed the course in a year

and a half in 1896, and he was
admitted to Berea College, Ken-

tucky, shortly thereafter.

As at Berea and, perhaps, the

University of Chicago, none of his

courses at Harvard was in black

history. This neglect, typical of

other institutions of higher learning

in the United States, prevailed also

at the Sorbonne in Paris, where
Woodson studied for one semester

during his trip around the world
1906-1907.

Dr. Woodson established the

goals for the Association for the

Study of Afro-American Life and
History.

Dr. Woodson's career en-

compassed teaching in the
Philippines, the "M" Street High
School and at the Armstrong
Manual Training School and the

Miner Teachers College, all in

Washington, D.C. He taught
history at Howard University and
served as dean of the School of

Liberal Arts and head of the

Graduate Faculty from 1919-1920.

He was dean at West Virginia

Collegiate Institute, but retired from
teaching in 1922 to devote full time

attention to the Association for the

Study of Negro Life and History

and to research and writing. He
founded the Journal of Negrc
History, Jan. 1, 1916, and the

Associated Publishers, Inc., to

handle the publication or research

and writing in 1920.

Dr. Woodson founded the ob-

servance of Negro History Week in

1926, which has now been ex-

panded to Afro-American History

Month.

Savior of Lives

Cliarles R. Drew

Charles Drew was born in

Washington, June 3, 1904.

In 1933 McGill University

awarded Dr. Drew a medical degree
and a M. degree, which stands for

Master in Surgery. He spent the

next two years as intern and
resident in medicine at the Royal

Victoria and Montreal General

hospitals.

During his student Career at

McGill, he became a close friend of

Dr. John Beattie, a British in-

structor. It was after one of Dr.

Beattie's lectures on the structure

of blood and the blood groups that

Drew began to think more and
more about blood transfusions.

Immediately Drew started read-

ing every book on the subject he

could find.

Drew noticed that whenever
operations were scheduled or when
a serious illness occurred which
required blood transfusions, there

was tension and anxiety in the

laboratory. Donors had to be

located, and blood types had to be

matched. All of this took time;

mesnwhile'a life might be slipping

away for the want of a pint of

blood.

Charles Drew began to think that

there must be a way to collect and
store blood for emergencies.

Charles Drew had read that a

doctor in Chicago had tried to

preserve blood in ice, but fourKi

that the red cells wer>* fragile and
broke down. Drew read every

report on preserved blood again

and again. In 1937, he r^Bd that

Cook County Hospital in Chicago
had opened a Blood Bank under the

direction of Dr. Bernard Fantus.

TMasMmadlb ba lB'<K><xftMn: tb
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borrow blood like a person borrow-
ing money from a bank, and then
repay it so that others might
borrow. Charles was concerned
about the chemical changes that

occurred in the stored blood, and
how long it could be preserved.
Scientific research in the preser-

vation of blood became his con-
suming interest.

Dr. Drew observed in his con-
trolled experiments that red blood
cells did not break down if they
were refrigerated immediately at a

certain temperature and handled
carefully. Special containers were
designed to store blood in huge
refrige.dtors. The containers kept
the heavy red cells separate from
the liquid part of the blood, the
plasma.

Dr. Drew instructed his staff to

discard unused blood when it was
seven days old. One morning Dr.

Drew noticed one of the bottles to

be discarded. He looked at the layer

of red cells and the plasma. As he
examined the bottle, he reasoned
that plasma contained every
substance of whole blood except
red cells, and that the red cells were
what made blood preservation so
troublesome. Anxiously he went
into the laboratory to run tests with
the clear fluid.

Dr. Drew set out to prove that

plasma might be more useful than
whota blood. When patients were
brought into the emergency ward, a
blood transfusion from the bkxxl
bank was by-passed because
plasma did not have to be blood-

typed.

In February, 1941, the Army and

Navy raquaated 15,000 units of

drM ptaanr>a. A small unh for the

^'^-

armed services was established at

the Presbyterian Hospital in New
York. It was under the auspices of

the New York Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Dr. Drew was
appointed the director of the first

American Red Cross Plasma Bank.

As Medical Director, Dr. Drew
was faced with a new kind of

problem. Whereas Dr. Drew and his

associates were preoccupied with
saving lives, some Americans
demanded that blood taken from
Blacks be collected, stored, and
administered separately from
Caucasians. Dr. Drew and his

associates could do nothing to stop
the demands. The issue caused a

widespread controversy. News-
paper reporters sought a statement
from the Medical Director about the
issue. Dr. Drew said in part, "The
fact is that test by race does not
stand up in the laboratory."

After making his comment, Dr.

Drew was quietly dropped from the
program. When Pearl Harbor was
bombed on December 7, 1941, 750
pints of plasma were flown to

Hawaii. That one shipment alone
saved hundreds of lives. And the
man who made it possible was
asked to resign because of his

stand on racial separation of blood.

On April 1, 1950, Dr. Drew and a

party of three other doctors left

Washington, DC. for a doctors'

conference held annually at

Tuskegee Institute in Alabama. On
route to the conference, Dr. Drew's
car overturned near Burlington,

North Carolina. He wa« the only
passenger who received fatal in-

juries ar>d he died for lack of blood
due to r^cif I segre^tpn,

, , , ^.,

On Black Classical Music

Tom—Tom\
Ms. DuBois Last Opera

By Dominique-Rene de Lerma
Shirley Lola Graham Du Bois,

who died last year in China, is

perhaps remembered more as the

wife of W.E.B. Du Bois than as a

composer, yet she was an im-

portant figure in Afro-American
musical life.

She was born in 1904, the

daughter of a AME mi'^ister, then
serving in Indianapolis. His work
took him to Africa for four of her

young years and these contacts

doubtless contributed to those

stimulae which guided her later in

her life.

In 1934 she graduated from
Oberlin College and followed
additional studies at Harvard
University, the Institute of Musical

Art (now known as the Juilliard

School of Music) and in Paris at the

Sorbonne.

For three years, she was head of

the music department at Morgan
State University, then known as

Morgan College.

While a student at Oberlin, she

produced a three-act opera, "Tom
-Tom," at the Cleveland Stadium.

This extravagantly staged work,

which called for 500 singers and
dancers, plus orchestra, was given

its premiere on July 3, 1933. In the

original cast were Jules Bledsoe

and Luther King.

The story of "Tom-Tom," which
she also created, showed the

evolution of oppression from before

1619 to recent times.

The first act takes place in Africa,

just before the diaspora to North
America. Ironically, it is the arrival

of the slave hunters which saves

the hero and heroine from sacrificial

deaths.

Like Eva Jessye before her, Ms.

Shirley Graham moved from
Morgan to New York, and here she

was supervisor of the Black Unit of

the Federal Theatre, from which
came the Broadway success,
"Swing Mikado."

In the second act, the separation

of the lovers comes about because
of the arrival of the Union army,

thereby preventing the sale of the

heroine as a slave.

The final act takes place in

Harlem. As in Offenbach's "Tales

of Hoffman," we meet the same
couple again, as well as the same
villian. In this act the latter is at-

tempting to encourage the hero

(now a preacher) and the heroine

(now a popular blues singer) to

return to Africa. The ship which is

to carry them back explodes and,

before the final curtain comes
down, a member of the crowd leaps

forth and stabs the villian.

Efforts to locate the manuscript

of this opera have thus far not been
fruitful.

It is unfortunate that a copy was
not deposited with a major library,

one which sought to preserve a

work which made a major im-

pression of the critics of the time

and may have been the first opera

by an Afro-American woman.

/Gentile Genius

of the Guitar'

Elizabeth 'Libba' Gotten

WASHINGTON - While others

of her age have quietly settled into

retirement, Elizabeth "Libba"

Gotten appeared in 20 cities last

year and is currently working on her

third folk album. This 84-year-old

great-grandmother, who never took

a formal music lesson in her life, but

is acclaimed by folk music critics as

the "gentle genius fo the guitar,"

was profiled on CBS TV's

"February Magazine" on Thursday.

Born near Chapel Hill, N.C.,

Elizabeth Cotten coaxed her

brother into giving her guitar

lessons. Teaching left-handed

playing on a right-handed guitar

' waa so frustrattng for her brothar

that she wound up instructing

herself.

Mrs. Cotten married at 15 and

gave birth to a daughter. Divorced,

she moved to Maryland where she

found work with the musically

famous Seeger family. She later put

down her ironing board and picked

up her guitar again. Libba made har

first appearance in 1959 with MIka

Seeger.

Her simple songs and distinct

style of guitar playing has won
her recognition in the folkfore

archives of the Library of Congress.

Today, Mrs. Cotten lives in a

modest apartment in Washington

where she still composes.
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The "Hirohito Case": The Last Round
"The petition for a writ of cer-

tiorari is denied." With these words
the Supreme Court of the United

States denied a request for review

by Elizabeth J. Young and Kenneth
R. Chin last January 9th. Ken, a

UMass Science student, was not

allowed the dignity of an ex-

planation as to why an innocent

man must bear the lifetime brand of

a convicted felon.

Wade H. McCree, Jr., Solicitor

General for the United States had
stated in a brief submitted by the

Justice Department in Washington
D.C. that "a review of the record

compels us to agree with petitioner

that the evidence was Jn-
suffiencient." An Everywomen's
Center Newsletter article reported

last November that Liz and Ken
beiieved they were used as
scapegoats and their convictions

were actually a coverup to justify

their illegal arrests.

Before returning to UMass for
spring classes, Ken made a find
request to the U.S. Attorney's
office, in the lower court where he
was convicted, to also agree with
the Solicitor General. He is hoping
that the 2nd Circuit Court of Ap-
peals, which previously upheld his
convictions will, in light of the
agreement of innocence, order a
judgement of acquittal. Ken was
convicted of conspiring with Liz
Young to transport a firearm
(hunting rifle) into New York and
receiving the gun. Liz was con-
victed of doing the actual tran-
sporting but was acquitted of
conspiring with Ken. No evidence
was presented against Ken other
than the fact that he was living in

the same apartment and that he
was a male. He faced up to 10 years
in prison and-or $10,000 fine while

Liz faced half those amounts. Both
were placed on 3 years probation

after an impassioned outcry for

mercy came from the Asian-

American community.
Liz and Ken, both licensed

hunters, were initially arrested on
suspicion of involvement in a plot

to kill the Emperor of Japan, who
was in the U.S. on a Royal tour in

October of 1975. Only the previous

month, two unsuccessful attempts

upon the life of ther President

Ford, by Lynette 'Squeaky"
Fromme and by Sara Jane Moore
had made the Secret Service look

leadfooted. Senator Church's
Intelligence Committee was looking

into the Service as other Senators
made noises about its efficiency

and Treasury Secretary William

Simon had less than two weeks
before announced an "intensified"

evaluation of the Service.

After finally getting positive front

page headlines in the New York
Times and Daily News, and around

the world, the Secret Service with-
drew from the case, handing it over
to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms. The plot to kill a
foreign dignitary was quietly
forgotten, and the defendents were
prosecuted on unrelated charges.
The case has gone through two

trials, guilty findings, an appeal, a
motion to the Supreme Court for

review and now back down to the
2nd Circuit Court of Appeals. Along
the way, material misstatements by
the F.B.I., misreadings of the law,

questionable courtroom
procedures, the disappearance of
an important record and the failure

of a tape recorder at a crucial point
provide the case with all the
markings of a political frame-up.

"It's nothing new that Asian-
Americans, the minority of
minorities, are used as scapegoats
during times of mass hysteria and
public reaction," Ken explained as

to the reason for his arrest. "We
have learned that when the
government attacks we must resist.

Human rights are for the right time,
the right place and the right

humans, as the Government sees
fit."

Ken's request to the U.S. At-
torney's office represents the last

attempt by him to gain an acquittal.

Resistance on the part of the
Young-Chin Legal Aid Committee
will be suspended indefinitely
because of the developing health
problems of Liz Young who has
been leading the Committee's
efforts. If you or your organization
wishes to join in this last ditch
effort, the Committee asks that you
send a Western Union Mailgram to
the U.S. Attorney's Office urging
him to agree with the request made
by Ken's lawyer, Ira London.

For more information call Ken
Chin at 546-9266.

War, Super-Power Rivalry
In The Horn Of Africa.

And Revolution
Part Two

The February 1974 movement is

a mass movement that resulted

from the contradictions that was
inherent in the semi-feudal, semi-
colonial Ethiopian state. The
'February upserge resulted in the

over throwal of Haile Selassie, and
also marked the beginning of the
new democratic revolution in

Ethiopia.

What makes the February
Movement Particular?

(1) It was a result of the wide
participation of the popular masses,
a participation that was never seen
before in such intensity (workers,

poor peasants-rural proletariat,

students-teachers and other
section of the urban petty
bourgeoise, poor soldiers and
democratic lower officers, women
as women, moslems as moslems,
all joined hand to hand in this

popular upraisal.

(2) The political nature of the

demands which exhibited an attack

on the system as a system.

(3) The apparent solidarity of
action that was existing among the

popular masses, a solidarity that

was manifested in joint actions or

inter-class demands (workers
calling for land to the tiller etc.)

(4) The contribution it made to

the development of the con-
sciousness of the masses who
learned from their own activities

and the growing awareness of the
masses that their alliance was
stronger than the repressive
machinery of the ruling class.

The February movement, even
though it had grounds that made it

special' had, nevertheless, factors
that made it similar to all other mass
movements that had occurred in

Ethiopia. The most important of
which is that there was still no
proletarian party that had made its

appearance. Even though the
popular masses evolved in a

relatively coherent united front

during the course of the struggle

and revolutionaries (belonging to

secret organization or not) did a

non- negligible work of mobilizing

the masses and intensifying the
struggle, the movement was af-

fected by the absence of a com-
bative vanguard organization.
Herein lies the main weakness of

the movement. This weakness
benefitted the enemies of the

people in their attempt to salvage
the situation and to seize the state

apparatus.

The Military, its Subversive
Intervention and the Intensification

of the Struggle of the Popular
Masses:

The intervention of the military

nto the political scene of the
country is not novel. (It has been

ohe of the main and barbaricalty

effective arms of the state ap-

paratus.)

In Ethiopia, the military

movement started in February as a

just struggle against the oppression
of the soldiers and lower officers by
the military's high brass.

What characterizes this

movement at that time?

(1) It was animated essentially by
soldiers and lower-grade officers;

(2) Its demands were strictly

sectoral; i.e. pay increase and better

living condition.

(3) It was spontaneous and did

not start as a nationwide organized
mutiny.

The sectoral demands of the

soldiers showed clearly that they
were not as yet conscious of their

ties with the workers and poor
peasants. Moreover, their sectoral

demands also manifested certain

obvious lack of democratic prin-

ciples.

How can we characterize the

Military's.dramatic intervention as a

whole?
We can say that it was a

preventive and substitutive action,

the ruling class and the system was
in a great danger of, if not

destroyed at least of being ir-

redeemably thrown off-balance.

The alarmingly growing com-
bativity of the masses, the demands
for fundamental change, the
paralysis of the state apparatus, the

leading role being assumed by the

proletariat, the growing unity

between the proletariat, the

revolutionary wing of the petty

bourgeoise (students, democratic

army-men, teachers) and the poor

peasants, the radical actions of the

peasants- rural proletariat against

landowners and foreign capitalist

farmers, the demand for a setting-

up of a popular provisional

government, the regular apparition

of revolutionary journals like

DEMOCRACIA, the rejection of

half-hearted reforms by the masses,

etc. were all loud and clear signals

that unless the imperialists and the

bourgeoise launched a fast

"operation save the system"
Ethiopia will be hell for them.

After the top feudal strong-man

Haile Selassie collapsed, the petty-

bourgeoise military elite no more
wanted to rely on the support of the

turbulent mass movement. Be-

tween the worker-peasant masses
and imperialism it chose the latter

and began to request for arms form
its retainers in order to supress the

popular masses and more over

rejected the popular demand for the

setting up of a popular provisional

even in the capital city. The cities
and larger towns are filled with
government.

Tl?(^,^.^n^'s #^tiJP^Qp^9J?p^«^ft^

penal code decrees or laws are

enough proof of this. What is

evident is that the junta soon
moved to totally demobilize the

masses (either through violence or

demagogy or a combination of the

two) and to make them unable to

launch a massive assault against

the system as they did in February.

Seen in this light (i.e. in its

substitutive and preventive role) the

aims and perspectives of the junta's

reforms will become clear. Thus,

a) The military is not a third force.

It is part and parcel of the state

apparatus, the bourgeoise state

apparatus.

b) Its intervention is not neutral

but in the service of the bourgeoise

and the system.

c) Its intervention "substitutes"

the bourgeoise insofar as the latter

is incapable of recuperating the

situation and consolidating its

power.

Another important point that

must not escape any attention is

that the military regimes 'reforms'

benefit, on the whole, the

bourgeoise and international

capitalism and at the same time are

destined to short-circuit the

revolutionary struggle of the
masses.

Moreover the Junta's inability to

solve the economic, social and
political problems forced it to in-

tensify its repression measures
which lead to its isolation.

MILITARY RULE IN ETHIOPIA,
- ISOLATION, FRUSTRATION &
REPRErSION

Ethiopia is ruled by a bloody

military dictatorship with no
popular support or social base to

speak of. For. the vast majority of

the Ethiopian peo(>le, the rule of

this bloody military gangs has been
a reign of terror, wide scale torture,

rampant execution and mass
murder. However, this brutal rule

and atrocious condition has gone
largely unknown (or rather

distortedly known) in the outside

world, partly due to the saturated

propaganda mills of the regime and
partly due to the support the regime

has from its foreign retainers. It is,

therefore, not surprising that many
progressives organizations and
individuals are not clear about the

true color of the Ethiopian junta.

Ethiopia at present is in a

situation where the old problems of

poverty, ignorance, disease and
rampant repression persists. The
country continues to be ravaged by

famine. The people suffer from

want of basic necessities. Such
basic food items as bread are rare

starving peasanis and other de-

classed social groups. Prostitution

has reached incredible proportions.

Abject misery and squalor weigh

down heavily on the people at an
accelerated rate. Workers have
frozen wages, but the price of basic

items and other necessities have
shot up 400 per cent and more.
Grain production has sharply
declined as a result of the govern-

ment's war and the drafting of

hundreds of thousands of peasants

into its so called people militia.

On the other hand, like in the

days of Haile Selassie, the privilege

of the few is protected. The ruling

officers and the bureaucratic class

is still engaged in the wasteful and
excessive consumption typical of

the old style. Nevertheless, this fact

of wild extravaganza and jamboree
for the dictators and their colors

and abject squalor for the vast

majority has been diligently denied

by the propagandists of the military

junta.

The inability of the ruling junta to

come out with a correct

revolutionary program, the shar-

pening of the contradiction and the

intensification of the class struggle,

has forced the junta to resort to the

most blatant rule of repression.

As a result, today there is a

virtual reign of terror, with hun-

dreds of workers, peasants, young
people, members of the oppressed

nationalities and other sectors of

the society being slaughtered on
mass. It was estimated that since

the junta came to power over

30,000 workers, students, peasants

and other democratic forces were
executed. This, of course, does not

include the tens of thousands of

Eritreans and Ogaden Somalia

nationalities that are bombed and
viciously exterminated every day. In

the cities, and particularly in Addis

Abeba, the E.P.R.P. has become
the junta's main target.

To show the true color of the

junta, one has to give a brief

highlight of the major killings that

have been committed in the last

three and a half years:

-In January 1975, 103 NCO's
and officers were executed in

secret.

— In July-August 1975, in the

towns of Assayta and of mass
rapes of young girls in the presence

of their families, forcefully pulling

earrings from women, raging to the

ground of entire villages with

bombs and murdering hundreds of

people was known.
— In July-August, the airforce

bombed an entire village in Eritrea

with an estimated death toll run-

ning to 5000 people.

-In May 1, 1975 (International

Workers Day) many workers,

students and others were murdered

with machine gun fita in Addis

Abeba, Dire Dawa and Gondor.
— In May-June 1976, hundreds^^of
J»,1; nV hU>, "fli-r.i J\ L-'.Vi;'."', .v.* <

thousands of peasants were
beaten, wounded and killed

because of their refusal to par-

ticipate in the so-called peasant
march on Eritrea.

-In September 24-25, 1976, 28
political prisoners were shot to

death for alleged participation in

distributing anti-junta leaflets of the

EPRP.
— In the same period the bodies

of students, teachers and workers
were found thrown in Jarri district.

— In November 2, 1976, the junta

officially announced the execution

of 23 members of EPRP.
— In November 18, of the same

year the junta executed 27 more
alleged members of EPRP, in-

cluding Bablie Haile Selassie, a 13-

year-old juvenile.

— In this same period the so-

called Flame Brigade' ?nd other

government death squc.d killed a

total of 32 boys and girls in the

different parts of Addis Abba.
— In February 1977, eight in-

tellectuals were secretly executed.

-In February 26, 1977, 44 of the

470 political prisoners were
executed in police stations in the

Addis Abba area. All aged 15 to

25.

— In the same day 25 workers of

the Addis Abba cement factory

were Kiiiea.

— The latest move of the junta

was the establishment of the so-

called 'Supreme Military Strategic

Committee'. This committee
composed of six junta officers,

seven Russian and three Cuban,
among other things were
responsible for unleashing the so-

called "Red Terror". This same
committee was also responsible for

the planning and execution of the

December massacre, where 200
revolutionaries and democrats were
killed. This committee was also

responsible for the so-called "3rd.

House to House Search", the

outcome of which was the cdd
blooded murder of over 700 young
boys and girls (aged 11-13) in a

week;
— During the same period the

junta imprisoned over ^20,000
political prisoners in the most
deplorable conditions. The method
of torture used in the interrogation

of this political prisoner include, nail

pulling, biting, forcing to eat ones
own excretia, rape, electric shock,

isolating in cold rooms etc.

— The junta was also directly

responsible for the mass exodus of

over a quarter of a million

'Ethiopian, Eritrean and Ogaden-
Somali.

In the Sudan alone there are over

100,000 refugees while the rest are

divided between Kenya, Djibouti
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New CCEBS Counselor

:

y,^ Valerie Nil

By VUKANJ magUbane
Nummo /Vew^ Staff

Valerie Nii, a former University of
Massachusetts undergraduate
student recently became the new
Committee for the Collegiate
Education of black students
(CCEBS) counselor for the
sophomore class. "I am presently
being trained and getting familiar
with things around the place," she
said.

Prior to this new appointment,
Nii had been working for the
comprehensive employment and
training act (CETA), a federally
funded program as a job counselor.
Her work with CETA included
developing career goals and putting
people into perspective jobs. As the
new sophomore counsel or she
•hopes to help students think about
carer decisions and vocational
interests. "Lots of B.A. students
cannot find employment because
students today graduate very
idealistically in that they don't
realize what the employment world
is like Something is happening in

their college education whereas
they come out with no job skills."

Hef-advice to students is that they
should get more outside work and
job experiences. "So many of the
courses offered at colleges and
universities today deal with theory
and not so much with reality," she
said.

Nii hopes to combine her past
experience while working with
CETA to inform students on the
employment world. UMass, she
feels, has a lot to offer. "Students
don't realize what is available to
them. CCEBS can give a lot of
support to students, counselors can
do your running around; because of
the bureaucracy that exists,
students cannot get the answers
that they need. It takes four years
to learn the ropes."

Nii, though not a CCEBS student

Announcements
There will be a general meeting of the New Africa House
steering committee, Tuesday, February 28 at 5:00 to
discuss the proposed upcoming Black Music festival
Everyone is urged to attend.

Barry Harris will be in concert at Hampshire College,
Robert Crown Center at 8:00 p.m. Monday, February 271

Illusions, A Ceremony
A dramatic and musical experience for
the enlightenment of the earth-traveler

Written and directed by Carlos Anderson

Bowker Auditorium
Thursday, Friday, Saturday - March 2, 3, 4
8 p.m.
General Admission 1.50
Students 1.00

Presented by the Black Cultural Center, UMass.

Valerie Nii (photo by Miriam Carter)

during her undergraduate years has
a lot of praise for the program. "I

was not a CCEBS student but I

utilized the facilities of CCEBS
because I was able to get answers

and support." CCEBS has come a
long way. The programs it has to
offer have expanded and more and
more students are now utilizing it

than before.

ntwtr

PUBLIC SERVICE
NOUNCEMENT

AN-

On Thursday, March 9, 1978, at
the Placement Office, a

representative from Proctor &
Gamble will be interviewing for a
sales position. Interested CCEBS
students, especially graduating
seniors, should contact Brian
Maher in room 209 New Africa
House immediately.
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Puerto Rican Solidarity

BILAL ABDUL-HAQQ

Last Friday night, Feb. 24, 1978, a

Latin cultural evening and dance
was held, with events such as

speakers, poetry and a drawing

headed by the Taller Espiritu Libre.

Located at the Student Union
Ballroom, it was a spectacular

event that only the beholding-eyes

could grasp.

A'hispanic group out of New
York who call themselves, "La
Orquestra Alegre", exploded with

sounds that captivated the

audience good vibrations and
profound effects that will not^be
forgotten for a long time to come
AW the night of the dance was

culminating, as the climax was
reaching its apex with poetry from

Brenda Willcott, Roberto Lasanta

and the powerfully explosive

"Orquestra Alegre", the fire was
preparing itself for the burning.

The timing and synchronization

of the performers mentioned, lifted

the people off their feet, like well-

trained gorilla warriors preparing

themselves for the battle. From the

Caribbean lo the Student Union
Ballroom, there was music such as

the Merengue, Guaguanco and
Boleros that would pierce the

La Orchestra Alegre

La Orchestra Alegre (photo by Miriam Carter)

minds of every single individual
with their own story to tell.

We wou.r:' ike to thank everyone
such as Masters of Ceremony,
Miguel Contrrras and Vikki Her
nandez; consct is raising poetry on
the part of ,fia Willcott and
Roberto Lasar >. mcj of course "La
Orquestra AU.^ .. , whose music
energized the motion of the

audience and to" ay the
organizations that made the evwnt
such a success and transformed on
an idea into a reality.

Anyone who would be interested

in working with the Hispanic
Council, contact us at these
following numbers: 584-8124 or

586-5537. (The people united will

never be divided)

Puerto Rico continues to be the foremost United States colony in the
world. Millions of dollars are taken out in profits every year by the cor-
porations drawn to the island for tax free profits and a large unemployed
working class which can be paid far below mainland wage standards.
Throughout the history of this occupation of Puerto Rico the people have
risen up against US control and demanded independence for their nation.
Today thousands of workers are on strike against the electrical and

water resources authority in Puerto Rico. Workers have been shot, beaten
on picket lines and jailed as they fight for a better way of life. At the same
time more and more workers are connecting the fight for total in-

dependence with the struggfrtor workers' rights. This is an explosive
combination. A militant workers' movement that sees the solution to their
problems in independence is a force that can not long be resisted by
Puerto Rico's colonial government and the forces that support them in the
U.S.

Twenty-five years ago, on March 1, 1954 four Puerto Rican patiots,
Lolita Lebron, Rafael Cancel Miranda, Andres Cordero and Irvin Floras, in a
dramatic action raised the cry for Puerto Rican independence in the halls of
the U.S. Congress. Unfurling Puerto Rican flags, shouting "Viva Puerto
Rico Libre' and firing guns they directly challenged US rule on the island.
Five Congressmen were wounded, none seriously. All four Puerto Ricans
were tried and sentenced to long prison terms. Andres Cordero was
recently released from prison, dying of cancer. The others are still in US
prisons.

On Friday evening March 3 the Puerto Rico Solidarity Committee will
hold an activity to commemorate this March 1 event. Ruth Reynolds, a
long time activist in the fight to free the Nationalist prisoners and gain
independence for Puerto Rico will speak at the Unitarian Church in Nor-
thampton starting at 7:30. Ms. Reynolds was in Puerto Rico in the early 50s
writing a book on the student movement there when she was jailed for her
support of the Nationalists. She spent 1 'A years in Puerto Rican prisons.
She knew several members of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico and can
share with us the riflti history of struggle on the island. There will also be an
update on recent even^ in Puerto Rico.

•». , Bob Forrant
Puerto Rico Solidarity Committee*
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Pierpont hears residency limiting proposal
J

fly IVtARK LECCESe
Collegian Staff

Southwest Residential College Master-
Director James H. Matlack last night told the
residents of Pierpont dormitory about his
plan to limit residence in Pierpont to fresh-
men and sophomores, starting this fall.

Under the proposed plan, the 34 juniors
and 61 sophomores who are now living in
Pierpont would not be allowed to return to
live in the dorm next fall.

Matlack said the reason for his decision
was to "bring good order into the house. I

mean good order in a positive sense - not a
simple-minded notion of regementation, and
not an antipathy to political action, as such."

Matlack cited his responsibilities as
master-director of Southwest, where
Prerpont is located, as the main reason
behind his decision. He listed his respon-
sibilities as:

-Maintaining of the performance and
morale of the heads of residences in Pier-
pont. The dorm has had three heads of
residence in the past two years, and the
present head of residence. Dusty Miller, is

planning to leave in the fall, according to
Matlack.

^

-The well-being of the students in the
area.

-"The responsibility for reasonable
enforcement of University policies and
regulations.

About 175 students attended the meeting
with Matlack, which was held in the Pierpont
mam lounge. After Matlack explained his
plan to the students, the floor was opened
for students to ask questions of Matlack.

Matlack, in a four-page explanation of his
plan that was handed out to students at the
meeting, also said:

"While I cannot detail all the relevant
cases and sources, the following are areas in
"Which improvement must be achieved:

"Pet policy, fire and safety procedures,
security practices, persistent damage or
disconnection of lights and other equipment,
general breakage and property damage,

V approximately 1/6 concerned students in the mam lounge of Pierpont last night. (Staff photo by Patrick Dobbs)
noise level in the dorm, disruptive and
destructive behaviors associated with
drinking and partying, and the use and sale
of drugs."

Matlack also noted the last two complaints
came not only from university students and
staff, but also from "townspeople including
counselors in the Amherst schools."

"Pierpont is a victim of historical cir-
cumstances. No other dorm sets up so
strong an expectation in people not living in
the house," said Matlack.

Matlack said that "Pierpont people have
been given the short shift by the Physical
Plant and by other people who work in
housing."

The proposed change would "not only
persuade but hold these people to give the
house the proper treatment that it deserves,"
Matlack said.

Student Government Association Co-
president Jon Hite, who attended the
meeting, said, "This is just an arbitrary
decision, made because the University
doesn't like Pierpont."

"The people in Pierpont have rights and
these rights go above the privilege of the
University to block bust.

"The damage in Pierpont is not that high. I

would say the grade point averages are high.
"Matlack has no idea what's going on

down here. The reputation of Pierpont is

stenciled in his mind, and he's just helping to
exaggerate that reputation."

Asked about the rumor he would resign
from his co-presidency if Matlack's plan was
implemented, Hite said, "No comment."

Matlack also cited the Inquiry Program, an
alternative academic program of freshrrien
and sophomores that has been housed in
Pierpont since its inception, as another
reason for his decision.

Administrators of the Inquiry Program
came to Matlack and asked to have their
offices moved out of Pierpont, according to
Matlack.

Senate speaker says free concert probable
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

'Indergraduate Student Senate Speaker
Pat Whelan said last night he thinks the
Senate would pass a proposal for free ad-
mission for undergraduate students to the
Spring Concert but that he thinks the Senate
will keep the concert as a Black American
Music Festival.

"I would guess that the Senate would go
for a proposal charging no admission fee,"
said Whelan.
He said pressure from students on their

Senators would probably get the proposal
brought up at Wednesday's Senate meeting.

At last Wednesday's meeting, the Senate
passed a compromise motion to have a Black
American Music Festival with a $3 admission
fee. Student Government Association co-
Presidents John Hite and Marion "Pinky"
Batiste vetoed the motion on Thursday,
meaning that the motion will be reconsidered
at tomorrow's meeting.
Whelan commented about the concert

after meetinq with Stan Kinard, coordinator

of the office of Third World affairs, Jack
Albeck and Bob Humphreys, members of the
Union Program Council (UPC), and other
members of the Student Senate.
Whelan called the meeting to get the two

groups, UPC and BAMF (Black Amer. Music
Fest.) to combine their efforts on concert
plans. Kinard represents the BAMF group,
Albeck is co-chairman of UPC, and Hum-
phreys is a public relations person for UPC.
Whelan said, "The only way the festival is

going to come off smoothly is if they (UPC &
BAMF) are both working together. I called
the meeting in the hope that problems could
be clarified and so both groups could get
together and work out a real fine show."
He stressed the need for UPC input in the

planning of the show.
"They have the knowledge and experience

to make it work," said Whelan.
UPC has organized several concerts at

UMass including last year's Spring Concert,
Randy Newman's recent appparance at the
FAC, and the upcoming (March 15) J. Geils
concert at the FAC.
The budget for this years concert is

"around the $37,180 mark " according to
Kinard. The tentative talent line-up would
headline either Bob Marley and the Wallers
or Herbie Hancock. The other acts would
include the Ellington Orchestra, Al Jarreau,
and the J.C. White Singers. The total cost of
talent would be about $17,000, according to
Kinard.

Kinard said it was important to have a
number of groups specializing in different
areas of black music in keeping with the
concept of the Black American Music
Festival.

Albeck said at the beginning of the
meeting that he was concerned about the
role the UPC would play in organizing the
concert.

"Since the concert is passed and is a

reality, what is the involvement of UPC?" he
asked.

Kinard said, "If there is to be a concert,
UPC will have to play an integral role. I don't
see any problems. The UPC and the Concert
Committee should be able to work together
to put together a good show."
Humphreys said the main problem oc-

cured because the UPC wanted to put
together their own Spring show.
"We were sort of feeling hurt. We had

wanted to throw our own concert and we felt
as though we were raising someone else's
child," said Humphreys.
He said, however, if the Senate ratified the

present concert format, the UPC would be
ready and willing to work hard on plans for
the Spring Concert.

Trustees asked to revise
med school 'payback'

Inside
Bu7ban' «o^r!J^on' paq^

3^^' ^^""^^ ^^ ^^^ ^Xu6en\. Union Ballroom last night. See Diane

- Reporter Mike Smolens trav/Aio */> d».. . .

candidate Frank Hatch See page z
'nterview Republican gubernatorial

- UMass has a diplomat-in-residence. See Leo Peloquin's feature on page 4.

Weather
Sunny with highs in the thirties today. Cloudy tonight with a chance of some snow

tomorrow.

BOSTON \AP\ - Legislative leaders have
asked the University of Massachusetts
trustees to go back to the drawing boards
and come up with a better payback system
for graduates of its medical school.
The legislature mandated last year that

students entering the Worcester medical
school next fall be required to repay the state
either in money or in services for their
education.

Sen. James A. Kelly Jr., D-Oxford,
chairman of the Senate Ways and Means
Committee, met yesterday with university
officials to discuss the payback proposal
adopted by the trustees in December.

"I'm not pleased with their action," Kelly
said of the trustees' vote, but I am pleased
with the direction.

"I expect some adjustments," he added.
"There are hundreds of ways of doing it."

The trustees are scheduled to meet again
Wednesday at the university's Boston
campus.
The trustees voted in December to require

medical school graduates to either serve for

one year in the state or pay back a total of
$8,0()0. Kelly said he preferred a much larger
monetary payback, which would encourage
more students to opt for the service payback.
He added that he would n'no i'<e to see the
trustees adopt an income tr'.vyer, so that
doctors would not have to pay the state any
money until their income hit a level of
$40,000 or $50,000 a year, but Kelly said the
actual cost of educating each student is

about $30,000 a year.

Franklin Patterson, acting interim
president of the university said the trustees
are concerned that a larger monetary
payback would be a financial burden. He said
more than 60 per cent of students at the
medical school come from families whose
income is $20,000 a year or less.

Dr. Roger J. Bulger, chancellor of the
medical school, agreed that the relatively low
payback figure would result in most students
rejecting the idea of state service.
He said the school was working on a

system of satelite clinics similar to that being
set up now in Uxbridge
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Gubernatorial candidate favors college reorg
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By MICHAEL SMOLENS
Collegian Staff

Gubernatorial candidate and State House
minority leader Frank W. Hatch, R- Beverly,
in a recent interview said there is "enormous
waste and duplication" in the state public
higher education system and that he would
instigate a reorganization of state colleges if

elected

Hatch also said decriminalization for the

I

possession of marijuana is inevitable but that
legislation would not pass in this election
year because the issue is still too con-
troversial. Hatch has sponsored legislation to
decriminalize the possession of small
amounts of marijuana since 1972.

Hatch told the Collegian that public higher
education has grown beyond the state's
needs.

"Higher education is one area that just has
to be reorganized " said Hatch. "The public

Gubernatorial candidate and state House minority leader Frank Hatch. R-Beverly.
applauds at a Republican convention last fall. Hatch advocates the reorganization of
state higher education and the decriminalization of marijuana. (Staff photo by
Christopher H. Schmitt)

sector is not only competing with the private
sector, but the public sector is competing
with itself."

Hatch said that a thorough assessment of
the state's higher education must be made
before he could decide whether any cam-
puses should be closed down. However, he
said his staff has determined that there are
"all sorts of campuses in places where
perhaps they shouldn't be located in order to
serve the greatest number of people.

"

Hatch said he couldn't predict the end
result of the effort to reorganize because the
complexity of the public higher education
system would make an evaluation a slow,
somewhat "torturous" process.

Higher education... (is) one area where
just the sheer magnatude of it — the services
that it provides and the personalities involved
- make it one of the most difficult areas of
government to deal with.

"I'd be kidding if I said it (reorganization)
was a very easy thing. But its got to be faced.
There is now enormous waste and
duplication in higher education, and I think
most people would agree," Hatch said.

State colleges were originally built to
produce teachers, according to Hatch, but
"the birth rate is dropping and they really

don't need as many teachers. So (the
colleges) are shifting, trying to get the same
sort of student community colleges sought."

Hatch said that the committee to evaluate
state educational institutions for his
reorganization project "cannot be dominated
by the present educators themselves"
because they would lack objectivity.

Hatch singled out Boston State College as
an institution that he said has expanded too
much. He said the school's Worcester
campus often duplicates opportunities of-
fered by other schools in that area.

"They're doing this (expanding), I'm
convinced, because there's a loophole that
says any income derived from continuing
education programs can be kept in a
separate fund and (isn't returned) to the
state. So the college presidents crank up all

the outside education. Now what happens to
the Worcester institutions that offer con-
tinuing education programs?"

Hatch also spoke at length about the
status of legislation that would decriminalize
possession of marijuana in Massachusetts.
Hatch co-sponsored the original 1972 bill.

"My hunch is that this being an election
year, the bill is going to go nowhere," he

said. "It's always been a volatile issue, but i

think this year more than most."
Compounding the problem of passing

controversial legislation in an election year Is

the fact that the Massachusetts House of
Representatives is undergoing redistricting
and will shrink from 240 seats to 160. This is

forcing many incumbents to run against each
other and few, according to Hatch, are
willing to take a stand favoring
decriminalization.

"There's going to be some vicious
pnmaries," Hatch said, "Everybody's going
to be looking over each other's shoulder."
The major problem, as Hatch sees it, is the

constituency's misinterpretation of the
proposed decriminalization law.
"The road block that it runs into is a very

realistic one. People can't - understandably
understand the difference between

douiiminalization and legalization," he said.
Hatch said that most constituents don't

realize that a $50 or $100 fine - much like a
traffic ticket - would be paid by peopie
caught with small amounts of marijuana if his
bill were passed. Violators would not carry
criminal records for their arrests. Hatch said a
means would still exist "to crack down on
the pushers."

"The public's lack of knowledge about
marijuana and the pending legislation still

makes the stand for decriminalization
politically hazardous for law makers," Hatch
said.

"When you stop and talk to people
rationally, what they don't believe is that
liquor and cigaretts do more damage than
marijuana," he said.

Last year the bill came before the House
Judiciary Committee, and, after an initial

positive reaction, the committee decided
against the bill. The decision was a big set
back for marijuana reformers because sizable
resources were expended to get witnesses
from around the country to testify and to
inform legislators about marijuana.

Despite the current impasse. Hatch is

"very confident that in the next couple of
years it's (decriminalization) going to hap-
pen

"

Hatch said President Jimmy Carter's
endorsement of decriminalization legislation
and the eventual acceptance of such
legislation by Congress could only help
efforts to reform state laws. But. he warned,
Carter doesn't vote in Massachusetts.

Student dies in fire

Funeral services are being held today for

Robert Benoit, a 29-year-old UMass Stock-
bridge student who died in an a fire at his

home early Sunday morning.
He was pronounced dead of smoke

inhalation by Franklin County Medical
Examiner Henry Rys.

According to Leverett Fire Chief Gordon
King, Benoit re-entered the burning wooden
house after helping Brenda Carey escap>e the
blaze

When firefighters reached the scene the
house was fully engulfed and Benoit was not
found until the fire was under control. King
said. Benoit's body was found near the front

door but King said he could have been on the
second floor when that floor collapsed.

King said the state fire marshail has
determined the fire was started by faulty

electrical wiring.

He leaves his father and mother, Mr. and
Mrs. Pai:l Benoit of Southbridge, and a
brother Paul Benoit Jr, also of Southbridge,
and a sister, Mrs. Noel Doyle of San Diego,
California.

Services are being held at Sansoucy
Funeral Home in Southbridge, followed by a

mass at Notre Dame Church and burial at St.
George Cemetery in Southbridge.

Roaches at Grayson
UMass Physical Plant should be checking

into reports of cockroaches in Grayson
dormitory on Orchard Hill, according to
Grayson Head of Residence Joyce Chestnut.

Chestnut said she contacted Don Pelkey
of the Residential Resource Management
Office and he assured her the problem would
be taken care of today.

Pelkey could not be reached last night.

— Robert Faletra

Tower elevators unsafe

Vice Chancellor James L. McBee. Jr., of
Administration and Finance, last week
received a 68 signature petition from the
Mathematics and Statistics Department
"concerning the unsafe and unsatisfactory
operation

" of the Grad Research Tower
elevator?

The petition states that during the
Department's two year residence in the
Tower, "both staff and students have been

plagued with elevators that, except for brief

periods, have been unreliable and unsafe."
Elevator service, the statement continues,

has in recent weeks been unusually un-
satisfactory, and while the petition stressed
that it did not look for individuals to blame, it

did offer possible courses of action to rectify

the situation, such as regular inspection and
repairs.

"Lift insurance," against loss of life or
injury, at the price of 1 cent per one round-
trip policy was proposed in order to "relieve
the University of any liability for loss caused
by its negligence."

Other suggestions included the provision
of desks, lamps, cots and blankets to ac-
commodate those faculty and students
forced to wait for elevators. A schedule of
elevator arrival times was also proposed to
cut down on the inconvenience to those
effected by the poor quality service.

Rep. wants investigation
Amherst Rep. James G. Collins has again

called for an investigation of the UMass
Tillson farm's heating plant built by the
Bureau of Building Construction.
The oil-fired heating plant, which cost $10

million, worked only eight months before it

broke down In 1974.

Collins said any investigation of buildings
built by the BBC for this campus should be
separate from any investigation of the BBC
scandal at UMass-Boston. Two state
senators were convinced of extorting money
from a New York engineering firm which was
contracted to build the Boston campus
under the BBC.

Earlier Collins had suggested the Amherst
campus be included in a blue ribbon com-
mittee established to look into the bureau.

-GAYLE YOUNG

Board OK's check cashing plan;

administration approval needed
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By JOHN REESE
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors
has approved a program to reop>en a student
check cashing facility in the Campus Center.

In addition, the board of Governors has
designated Campus Center room 155 for use
as the check cashing office and agreed to
allocate $4,000 for renovation.
The target date for the opening of the

proposed check cashing service is Sep-
tember 1978.

A report by the Board of Governors cited
the reasons the university closed the
previous check cashing office as a result of
bad check losses, plus other expenses such
as full time non-student cashiers and security

guards. The office was then located in the
Student Union,

The previous check cashing service was
closed last March. Since the closing, the
Bursar's Office in the Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building has handled the
majority of check cashing done on campus.

According to Bursar Robert Mishol, check
cashing at the Bursar's Office is an "in-
convenience".

"We thought it was going to be a tem-
porary situation," said Mishol. "We would
handle it for a semester and then it would be
reviewed. But we were stuck with it for a
second semester and by stuck with it I mean,
look at those lines."

A check cashing service on campus would
relieve the burden placed on the Bursar's
Office and allow them to deal with the
processing of fee bills and scholarship
awards, according to Mishol.
The Undergraduate Student Senate has

passed a motion calling upon the Campus
Center and University Administration to
extend their fullest cooperation in the im-
plementation of the Campus Center check
cashing service.

Due to a lack of funds in this year's fiscal
budget, the Undergraduate Student Senate
tabled two motions Involving loans for the
initial implementation of the check cashing
prqqi^m.

Jewish writer tall<s

to 500 on suffering
By DIANE BURAK
Collegian Staff

"As long as our memory is alive, it is a

memory of suffering," said Jewish author
Elie Wiesei, survivor of the holocaust in the
1940's Wiesei spoke to a crowd of about 500
last night in the Student Union Ballroom.
Wiesei, currently a Carnegie-Mellon

scholar at Boston University, stressed the

need for "fire" and "fervor" both in Jewish
life and in writing through a series of stories

dealing with suffering Jews.
Wiesei was born in 1928 in Sighet,

Hungary. He was 15 when he was shipped to

Nazi concentration camps with half the
population of his town during World War 11.

His autobiography Nighit describes his year
as a prisoner, including such atrocities as
seeing his father die before his eyes.

Wiesel's subsequent works reflect the
setting cf the war, and include Tf)e Accident,
Tfie Gates of tfte Forest, and Legends of Our
Time. His most recent works include in-

terpretations of Jewish religious history.

Messengers of God: Biblical Portraits and
Legends is a collection of Wiesel's im-

pressions of some of the chief characters in

the Bible.

Wiesei stressed the importance of identity

as a Jew, saying, "To be Jewish is to give
suffering a meaning. ..to take words and give

them destiny."

Wiesei expressed concern that a Jewish
man has, in the last few days, been officially

charged with treason by the Russians. If

convicted, he may face capital punishment,
making the Jews living in Russia fearful of

expressing their religion.

Wiesei spoke of his fear that the holocaust
will become cheap, or that people will forget

It. He says the more he studies about this

period, the more secrets come up.

Wiesei cited the unusual silence of the
Jews who were going to their mass graves
during thai time. He said they went with their

rabbis, and "if they said anything, it was a

prayer."

He said he has never understood the

silence of the world and God during this

time. He said the holocaust was a Christian

responsibility in a Christian world.

Wiesei said he believes the world in in

danger of a nuclear holocaust and urged his

audience to learn from the 1940's holocaust
what man is capable of, and what in-

difference can do.

In his remarks, Wiesei equated writing

with having obsessions. He said, "Whatever
happens to my people is of burning concern
to me."

"If you deal with Jewish history, you
cannot write fiction," "the purpose of

literature is to correct injustices," he said.

Another obsession is madmen. Wiesei
says he loves madmen, and has put one in

every book he has written. He says he often
gets letters from insane people, who ask for

his advice. He quickly added that he loves
"mystical madmen."

During the lecture, Wiesei read from
Zaimen, a play describing the madness of a
rabbi, adding that it will be performed in the
Five College area soon. Speaking
humorously about the characterizations in

the play, Wiesei said, "Shakespeare had no
problems. He killed everybody." "But," he
added quickly, "he wasn't Jewish."
The lecture was co-sponsored by

Resources Judaica and the Distinguished
Visitors Program.

Elie Wiesei, Jewish author and survivor of the holocaust appeared last night

before a crowd of about 500 in the Student Union Ballroom. (Staff photo)

Selectmen hear reactions to bike paths
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

As a sure sign of approaching Springtime,

Amherst selectmen had cyclists and bicycle

safety on their minds last night.

The selectmen held a public hearing at

their meeting to determine residents'

reactions to proposed construction of bicycle

paths along North Pleasant Street from the

northern edge of the UMass campus to Pine

Street In North Amherst Center.

The board also conducted what Town
Manager A. Louis Hayward called "a
preliminary hearing" on a proposed
emergency water supply contract with the

town of Hadley.

Two alternatives are being offered in a

bikeway proposal submitted to the board by

Hayward. According to Hayward's report,

one alternative "would involve the widening

of North Pleasant Street to provide for bike

lai les on both sides of the street. These lanes

would resemble paved shoulders three feet In

width." The report calls for signs to be

posted, and graphic symbols to be painted

on the pavement to Indicate the bikeways.

The second alternative In Hayward's

report consists of "a bike path, with a

minimum width of six feet, separated from
the roadway by a grass strip."

Town public works department officials

said the cost of the first alternative —
widening the street to provide bike lanes — i^

estimated to be about $60,000. The con
struction cost of the second alternative —
the bike path — is expected to run about

$25,000.

The meeting was attended by about 20
local residents, several of whom expressed to

the board the need for traffic regulations

concerning right of way for cyclists and
motorists.

Lynn Leab and Sam Butterfield
represented the UMass Physical Plant's

Office of Landscape Architecture at the

meeting. Butterfield noted there are no
bicycle paths serving the University and
saying, "I think it would be really good if we
could get something like this off the

ground." He said the landscape architecture

office wants to participate In the planning of

the project.

Frederick Cook, President of the University

Bicycle Club, last night said he favors the

proposal calling for widening the road and
constructing bike lanes on either side.

"The Bicycle Club has been trying to get

something like this passed for a long time. I

think it's a good idea," he said.

Cook said he supports bike lanes in the

roadway, rather than a separate bike path

because it would "be more convenient for

people using it." He said lanes in the street

would be easier to clear in the winter, "so

you could use them nearly year-round."

Hayward said the proposed projects

wouldn't be funded during the next fiscal

year unless this May's Town Meeting ap-

proves them. He did say future capital outlay

proposals for the town include $25,000 a year

for bicycle safety projects beginning in fiscal

year 1980.

Among other areas mentioned as possible

sites for future bike-ways are East Pleasant

Street, Belchertown Road, and Pine Street.

A bicycle path already exists along South

Pleasant Street from Snell Street to East

Hadlev Road.

Grads favor bus fee split;

administration pays 30%
By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

supported the motion proposed by Its

Finance Committee that 70 per cent of the

Student Senate Transit System budget be
paid by the students and 30 per cent be paid

by the administration.

These figures would replace the existing

breakdown of 85 per cent student, 15 per

cent administration, taking into con-
sideration that the administration is paying

its share with funds comprised primarily from

student parking stickers and tickets.

Officials from the transit system were
questioned by the Senate to aid their

decision.

A similar proposal had been submitted

earlier in the semester by the Undergraduate

Student Senate but was rejected. There was
disagreement on the "double assessment"

claim. Student leaders claim that since

students contribute largely to the parking

budget by buying parking stickers and that

the administration would be using these

funds to pay for their share of the transit

budget, the students are being "double

assessed".
There was further discussion of the motion

passed at the last Senate meeting which

supported the proposal that the Senate fund

the UMass bus system form its own budget

rather than have a separate fee on student

fee bills. This position is supported in the
belief that keeping the funding in the
Senate's budget would give the students
more control over the system.

"Giving that (the funding) over to the
university would be particularly silly," said

Senate president Bob Phillips.

The Senate also heard a proposal for a
resolution citing a source of potential funds
which the administration could use to pay its

share of the Transit budget. Currently the
administration is using funds from the
budget of the parking office to pay off in-

terest on bonds sold to build the Campus
Center Garage. These" funds are comprised
mostly of money paid by the ^todents.

Senate Vice-president Monte Pearson
referred to the garage as a "giant white
elephant that we have to pay for" which was
"something that was crammed down the
students throats." The proposal would
recommend that State funding take the
place of the current parking budget funds.
A motion was passed by the Senate urging

that the University expedite plans to improve
pedestrian safety along the section of North
Pleasant Street between the Newman Center
and the Graduate Research Center.
The stretch has been the scene of two

separate accidents earlier this month, one of

which resulted in the death of a student and
the other in an injury in a hit and run ac-

cident. According to the Senate the plans
soon to be put into effpct do not intrude
North f*leasaht Street

Central OK's coordinator
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian STaff

Central Area Council last night
unanimously appointed Van Meter North
resident Paul Lesser as activities coor-

dinator.

Lesser, the only applicant for the job,

will aid In the planning of the area spring

concert. His responsibilities Involve trying

to plan an activity once every two weeks
for Central and Orchard Hill residential

areas.

Lesser said, "I was interested because I

have just planned a ski trip for my dor-

mitory and was satisfied at how well it

turned out." Lesser said he would like to

continue planning various activities and
felt central area could give him that

challenge.

A movie guarantee of $350 was
allotted for Wheeler dormitory to show
"Inserts", an "X"-rated movie starring

Richard Dreyfuss. A movie guarantee is a

back-up of funds In case the dormitory

loses money on the project.

The funds were allocated with a note

saying the council does not support

sexism, racism, or violence. The note was
included because the film has sexual

overtones, according to council President

Mark Zinan.

In other business, the council an-

nounced that all dormitory constitutions

are now considered invalid, and new
constitutions must be submitted by the

end of the semester or that dormitory's

funds will be frozen. An amendment to

some constitutions saying a resident who
does not pay dues will not be allowed to

use the dorm facilities has been called

unconstitutional by the student Attorney

General, Jeffrey Lutsky.

Elections for council president, vice-

president and treasurer are scheduled for

Franklin Dining Commons March 15 and
16, according to Zinan.

Budgeting of Central Area funds also

takes place March 16 in the Duke's Room
of the Student Union.

International Women's week was
allocated $300 to help finance publicity

and work shops.

The Committee for the Liberation of

Southern Africa asked for $100 to defray

costs of a regional conference which will

take place at Yale University. The council

referred the committee to the New World
Center, which is part of Central Area.

Wheeler Representative Sarah
Hamman asked for $179 for an Art

Gallery scheduled for Apnl 6-13 in the

dormitory.

NEAG favors lease plan
By CAROL MORRIER
Collegian Staff

Northeast Area Government voted
unanimously Sunday night in favor of the
proposed Lease Policy, a plan endorsed
by all university area governments
"The policy is a legal contract which

will establish the student as the tenant
and the University as the landlord, ' says
David Barenberg, speaker for the policy.

According to Barenberg, without a
lease policy "We, as dorm residents,

have no legal way to require the
University to make needed repairs. The
policy will protect residents' rights for

their rooms, and will make it legal to take
action if needed repairs aren't made."

i "Good news for the area," said NEAG
••* ii^MMMM

Treasurer Jeff Schapiro, "is that the

Student Senate gave the area govern-

ments $5,700 of the $7,000 owed to

them.

There are several vacancies in the area

for senators. Anyone interested in

running should contact area officers

Diane Lauricella or Jeff Schapiro

Andrea Polito, NEAG's new vice

president, said there will be a Social

Committee Meeting, Tuesday night at 7

in Knowlton's basement. The meeting is

for anyone interested in making plans for

the upcoming Quad day, a proposed
Spring Festival, Semi-Formal, and any
other ideas brought up. "We've got the

money," says Schapiro, "but now we
need people to make the plans."
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Diplomacy expert
teaches at UMass
By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

William Dodd Brewer has been "on
assignment" at the University of Massa-
chusetts since Sept. 1, 1977.

There is no cause for alarm, however. He is

not a foreign agent or a member of the C.I.A.
Brewer, 56, has been assigned by the

United Stated Foreign Service to be a
"diplomat IP residence" at UMass for the
1977 78 academic year. Brewer, one of
eleven officers assigned to academic in-

stitutions across the United States this year,
is part of a program sponsored by the State
Dept. that has placed over 100 diplomats in

residence during the past twelve years.
Brewer, the second professional diplomat

ever assigned to a Massachusetts institution
of higher learning, has been acting as a
"resource person" for students, faculty, and
townspeople in the five college area in-

terested in foreign policy issues.

Brewer says he is in the process of
becoming re- Americanized (learning about
the changes in the American culture and
society that have taken place since he has
been out of the country), while he teaches a
UMass political science course called "The
United States in World Affairs" and assists
young people interested in international
relations careers.

Brewer said the course, with an enrollment
of 17, allows him to develop a closer contact
with those students really interested in

foreign affairs.

His office at UMass is located in Thomp-
son 226 in the Political Science Dept. and he
said he is eager to talk with anybody in-

terested in the field of foreign diplomacy. He
holds office hours at UMass on Tuesday and
Thursday at 11 a.m., in addition to main-
taining an office at Smith College.

"I'm anxious to do as much as I can," he
said, as we talked in the living room of his
temporary home, located about four blocks
from Smith, on Friday afternoon. The house
belongs to a Smith College faculty member
who is on sabbatical.

Brewer said he is available for class
discussions on foreign policy and diplomacy
and is more than willing to address any group
in the area on the subject.

Brewer, who has been in the foreign
service since 1947, said that it had been a
childhood goal.

"I just always wanted to be a foreign
service officer," he said.

He has served in Saudia Arabia, Syria,
Kuwait, Sudan, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and
Mauritius. In his last assignment, he served
as ambassador to the Sudan and Khartoum,
where he lived during an unsuccessful coup
d'etat. At one point durir>g the uprising,
bullets came through the windows of his
office.

Many of his assignments have been
"hardship posts." Such posts are charac-
terized by harsh climates, high altitudes,
isolation, and primitive living conditions.
He recalled that Jidda, Saudia Arabia had

no municipal power when he was stationed
there in 1949-51.

He considers his field of expertise to be the
Middle East, where he served for 20 years,
including a stay in parts of Africa. He has
served in both the smallest (Mauritius) and
largest (Sudan) countries in Africa.

Brewer said no course of study guarantees
admission to the Foreign Service. Entrants
must pass a rigorous series of exams in broad
areas. There is a written exam, an oral exam,
and a final screening. He said that of the
11,000 applicants that took the original exam
last year, only about 100-to 150 were ac-
cepted into the agency.
Although anyone that passes the

examination process can work for the

Foreign Service, Brewer said those people
with a liberal arts educational background
are probably bener suited to the work than
those with a background in the sciences.
He said the Foreign Service does have

people with degrees in Chemistry working
overseas but that thev are the exception, not
the rule.

Brewer, who speaks Arabic, French, and
Persian, and "traces" of Italian and Spanish
said that an individual does have to be
bilingual to be accepted into the Foreign
Service.

"Basically, the Foreign Service is looking
for a certain type of person who has high
intelligence and an ability to learn," said
Brewer.
The only permanent residence that he has

in the United States is where he was born in

Middletown, Connecticut, said Brewer. He
went to Taft School, received a B.A. in

Political Science from Williams College in

1944, and received an M.A. in Political
Science from the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy in 1947.

Brewer said Fletcher, a school of 200
students located in Boston, is considered
among the top two or three schools in in-

ternational relations in the United States.
Brewer taught political science at Williams

College in 1946 and at Bowdoin College in

1947, before his first assignment with the
Foreign Service (Beirut, Lebanon) in 1947.
He has found his years with the service,
while not very financially rewarding, have
given him great satisfaction.

"It is an opportunity to be of service to
others in an area that is intellectually
stimulating. You like to think you've made
some positive contribution to improve
relations with those countries where you've
worked," said Brewer.
He said he was as proud of some of the

situations that he prevented from happening
as he was of those he caused to happen.

"Some of tf>e things that could have
occurred would have had very unfortunate
effects," said Brewer.
He said he like the constant variety in the

job although, as he got older, the moving got
harder.

Brewer said he has met most of the U.S.
Presidents and Secretary of States that have
served in the past 25 years. He described
Henry Kissinger as "an imaginative,
energetic person very creative in the area of
foreign affairs."

He has met Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev, Egypt's President Sadat, and a
number of other prominent world figures. He
said he has not met President Carter yet
because he came straight to UMass from his
overseas post.

He and his wife Alice have three children
from their 29 years of marriage. John works
for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in the
field of Middle East Affairs in Washington.
Daniel is a third year law school student in

Boston and Priscilla is a senior at Williams
College.

Brewer enjoys swimming, photography,
and stamp collecting but his main hobby is

reading.

To keep up with world affairs, he reads
The New York Times '\ery thoroughly", the
Washington Post, and the London
Economist, occasionally glancing at Time
and Newsweek magazines.
He said he considers television to be "a

wasteland" and only watches sports oc-
casionally. He enjoys reading, especially
biographies, much more.
"With t.v., you are always seeing what

someone else wants you to see. With books,
you are reading someone else's work but
there is a much greater role of selection.
There are hundreds of books to choose
from," ne said.

The University's Diplomat in residence, William Dodd Brewer relaxes in his office
in Thompson Hall. (UMass News Bureau)
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Pro-treaty forces

defeat amendments
WAS INGTON (UPI) Senate sup-

porters of the Panama Canal treaties

defeatec the first in a series of "killer"

amendments Monday with a show of

force that would indicate they have the

votes to turn back any proposed
changes in the pacts.

In an acid test, the Senate killed an

amendment which could have kept U.S.

troops guarding the waterway a genera-

tion after the canal is turned over to

Panama with a vote of 55 34.

The amendment, as well as all propos-

ed changes to the twin treaties, requires

a majority for approval. The treaties

themselves, however, need a two-thirds

vote for approval — 67 if all senators are

voting.

Although 34 votes would be enough to

kill the treaties in final balloting, the

vote Monday on the amendment was
not cons'dered an accurate barometer
of the ratification balloting. Some treaty

backers v/ere absent and some others

sided with the opposition on the amend-
ment, feeling that additional guarantees
would be beneficial.

Sen. Aames Allen, D-Ala., a leading

treaties' opponent and sponsor of the

amendment, called the result

"favorable" and showed senators were
becoming more "independent" and con-
cerned about strengthening the ac
cords.

But Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif., the

No. 2 Democrat and a leading backer of

the treaties, said, "We did better than
expected and our confidence is shown
by the fact we proceeded with the vote

although several of our votes were ab-
sent."

Earlier, Senate Majority Leader Robert
Byrd said he Cidn't know if he had the
votes to beat the amendment on an up-
or down vote oecause of normal Mon-
day absenteeism.
"The amendment goes to the very

heart of the treaties," Senate
Democratic Leader Robert Byrd said
before moving to table it. "There is no
question it would require renegotiation
of the treaties oecause it extends the
date under which U.S. forces would be
withdrawn."
Tabling a motion effectively kills it by

putting it aside and requiring a two-
thirds vote to reconsider it.

Under terms of the treaties as now
before the Senate, the United States
would turn over control of the canal to

Panama in the vear 2000.

Bottle bill discussion

focuses on economy
BOSTON [UP/] - The question of

whether throwaway beer and soft drink

bottles and cans improve or hurt the state's

economy was the main focus of a legislative

hearing at the Statehouse yesterday.
At issue was a series of bills to ban

disposable beverage containers by requiring

nickle and dime deposits on bottles and cans.
Supporters told the Joint Energy Com-

mittee the legislation would reduce litter,

save energy and even create new jobs.

Opponents, however, said the legislation

would result in job losses in the bottling

industry.

Opponents favored proposed legislation to

place a litter tax on several industries instead

of banning throwaway bottles and cans.

That legislation is slated for a Joint Taxation
Committee hearing Wednesday.
The focal point of yesterday's day-long

hearing was a bill co-sponsored by more than
100 legislators and several environmental
groups. It is designed to replace a referen-

dum, which was narrowly defeated in the
1976 Massachusetts election.

Proponents of a bottle bill, however, told

the Joint Energy Committee the time is now
ripe for banning throwaway bottles and cans.

Among the supporters of bottle legislation
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were several representatives of the ad-
ministration of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,
including Economic Affairs Secretary
Howard N. Smith.
Smith had opposed bottle legislation in

1975 on the grounds it might adversely affect

the economy. Since then, however, Smith
has said studies by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston, the U.S. Department of Com-
merce, the federal Environmental Protection
Agency and the Federal Energy Ad-
ministration have changed his mind.

Opponents, including spokesmen for labor
and industry, rernained unconvinced. They
said the legislation could result in the loss of
hundreds of bottling industry jobs in Massa-
chusetts.

Sen. John F. Parker, R-Taunton, said the
displacement of bottling industry workers
would be "one of the cruelest gimmicks I

know."
He accused supporters of the legislation of

being "elitists" who are driven by "egoism".
In a dramatic gesture, he flung out for

display a roll of computer printouts of
payrolls he said would be destroyed if the
bottle bill is enacted. Passage of the
measure, he said, would be a "major
mistake."
The potential loss of jobs was disputed by

testimony from a representative of the U.S.
General Accounting Office, an investigative

arm of Congress.
Dennis Dugan, associate GAO director,

said a study by that federal agency had
shown that under national bottle legislation

there would be a net increase in jobs.

But despite the additional jobs that might
be created by a bottle law, Dugan said the
"net cost to industry would probably go
down."

Supporters also contended a national

disposable beverage container law would
also mean savings of between 71,000 to

80,000 gallons of oil each year.

Could we have a future Minuteman in the making here? This youngster seems
anxious to grab down a rebound even though he is at a slight disadvantage. (Staff

photo by Gary Kovner)

Industry, firms sought
by Amherst task force
By PETER COX
Collegian Staff

The Town of Amherst must locate new
potential areas of development rather than
relying on University expansion, which in

recent years has been halted, according to

James Cope, director of the town Industrial

Development Task Force.

The task force, appointed by town
selectmen last fall, is looking into possible

firms and industries to be attracted to the

town. Three other task forces (Cost- Benefit,

University Liaison and Commercial
Development) also are focusing on the
questions and problems of their specific

areas.

"We do not have the facilities or adequate
transportation, such as main highways and
railroads, to create the type of development
characteristic of Rte. 128," Cope said. Rte.

128 is a highway belt which passes through
the suburban communities of Boston.
"Nor can we expect industry such as steel

plants and nuclear power plants to be
politically acceptable, even if such industries

could settle here," said Cope. He said he felt

the best idea was to "find out what we have
here."

Donald Jacobs, director of the University

Liaison Force, agreed with Cope. He pointed

out there are two firms in town that utilize

the University areas' vast academic
resources: Amherst Associates, a computer
firm, and a test evaluation firm that works in

the production of test forms. Jacobs said

other business projects are in the making.

One is an advanced computer thSt

analyzes athletic film and focuses on the

various stress areas of the body. This system,

though in the embryonic stage, has been
used increasingly by college coaches around
the country. With the large UMass athletic

program such a business could find the

Amherst area an attractive site, Jacobs said.

The other project, Jacob continued, is an
idea of Professor Norman C. Ford, Jr.

member of the UMass Physics Department.
Ford has developed a light ray measuring the

composition of materials, and has set up the

firm of Langley Ford Instruments. Jacobs
said "the towns' experience in dealing

businesses, layout, and other procedures

could be of some assistance to Professor

Ford."

He added, "this is just the kind of

development Amherst needs."
He concluded that if the town's endeavors

are to be successful the University and
colleges in the area must be responsive to

the towns' drive.

Tongsun Park pleads innocent to charges
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WASHINGTON (UPI) - South Korean rice

merchant Tongsun Park pleaded innocent to

bribery and all related charges of influence-

buying Monday in a tightly guarded federal

courtroom on the eve of his first testimony

to congressional investigators.

In an earlier interview. Park also defended

his many campaign coptrj^tioiiS to con-

gressmen, suggesting that those who got

donations were "friends" who asked him fof

money. "I didn't care what they did with it,"

he said.

The 42-year old businessman huddled with

his lawyer, William Hundley, to prepare for

the start of secret testimony Tuesday to the

House ethics committee and questioning by

a special staff of investigators led by Leon
Jaworski.
The investigators said their interrogation

probably would run at least 10 days and that

they were counting on Park to tell them the

full truth - including the names of all con-

gressmen who accepted payoffs from him or

others in an alleged Korean plot to win U.S.

military and economic aid over the last

decade.
Park, who came back to Washington Sun-

day for the first time in about 18 months,
was indicted last August on 36 counts of

bribery, mail fraud, racketeering and con-
spiracy. He will be testifying under immunity
from prosecution.

Staying at an undisclosed location and kept
under heavy security by U.S. marshals, Park
went into federal court in the early morning
to be formally arraigned on the charges and
enter his "not guilty" plea.

The session before U.S. District Judge
June Green — considered a formality —
took about five minutes and Park was releas-

ed without bond.
"It was arranged quickly for security

reasons," a Justice Department spokesman
said, explaining why Park was brought into

and out of the court building through an
underground garage and kept away from the

press.

Despite his innocent plea. Park told Justice

Department investigators recently in Seoul
that he gave out about $750,000 in payments
and favors to congressmen while he was
operating as the Korean government's ex
elusive rice agent and a prominent social

figure in Washington.
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In Hartford, Conn., Sen. Lowell Weicker,
R-Conn., said Monday Senate investigators
have learned that U.S. intelligence agencies
and some White House staff members knew
as long ago as 1970 that Park was trying to
buy favors for Korea from Congress.
"Agencies of our government had this

knowledge and didn't reveal it,
" Weicker

said.

But in a video-taped interview aired Mon-
day on ABCTV's "Good Morning America"
program. Park insisted anew that he was
never a Korean intelligence agent and had
not asked for anything in return from those
who got mor>ey.
"In fact, I never solicited anyone to receive
my contributions," he said. 'It was always
at the request of friends and I did it merely as
an expression of friendship. I didn't car*
what they did with it."

• Asked if all the recipients sought money, he
said, "that's correct."

The indictment of Park listed about two
dozen congressmen whom he gave cam-
paign contributions. All those lawmakers
have denied any wrongdoing.
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Governors demand more energy production

WASHINGTON - Gov. Michael Dukakis chats with Gov. Milton Shapp of Penn-
sylvania at the opening session of the winter meeting of the National Governors'
Association yesterday (UPt)

WASHINGTON (API - The nation's
governors met with President Carter Mon-
day to press their demands for federal action
to step-up energy production and for less
Washington interference with state energy
development plans.
The White House meeting, second in a

two-day conference on energy production,
followed a speech by Secretary of State
Cyrus Vance which called for promotion of
domestic energy to relieve the dependence
on Arab oil.

The governors expressed the same concern
to Carter, saying "It is essential that we
develop all possible sources of domestic oil

and gas consistent with our environmental
goals, to protect ourselves against future
embargoes and allow us to meet our fuel
needs."
The governors, attending the winter

meeting of the National Governors Associa-
tion, also demanded more aggressive pursuit
of alternative energy forms such as solar and
nuclear power.
The White House sessions had been
demanded by the governors for the past year
in an effort to focus attention on energy pro-
duction needs. The legislative energy
package Carter submitted last year leans
heavily toward conservation.
The preliminary reports issued by the

governors questioned whether the ad-
ministration's oil and gas production goals

Less Mideast involvement wanted
WASHINGTON (AP) - The American

people say they want less U.5 involvment in

the Middle East, whetfer in selling
warplanes or in pressuring Is-ael or Egypt to
make concessions, an Assocated PressNBC
News poll shows.
And the survey found indiations that the

public is growing disenrhaited with the
Israeli negotiating stance ii the current
series of peace moves.
About 57 percent of those ajestioned op-
posed the proposed U.S. sal- of warplanes
to all three countries - IsrsI, Egypt and
Saudi Arabia.

Only one part of a $4 8 billior package pro
posed by President Carter earer this month
— planes for Israel - is suported by as
many as 24 percent of the 1 ,60 adults ques-
tioned by telephone last week.
Opinions about the sales tosach country

were asked as separate questicis

On the sale of 90 highly sopfsticated F 15
and F-16 fighters to Is'ael, 63 <^rcent of the
American people wee oppoed Only 24

percent said they favored the eal. Thirteen
percent were undecided.
Selling 50 less advanced F-E fighters to

Israel's neighbor and sometine opponent,
Egypt, drew support from 2 percent of

those questioned. Sixty -six pecent opposed
the sale, with 13 percent agairundecided.
And 17 percent were in favo of the sale of

60 F-15 fighters to Saudi Arata with 69 per-

cent opposed. Fourteen perent were not
sure.

Those who oppposed sales to one nation
were likely to oppose sales toall of the coun-
tries. Those who answered no to each of the
three questions on plane sales totaled 57 per
cent of those interviewed.
Only 14 percent were in favor of all the

sales.

The desire for less involv»meni in the Mid-
dle East was also shown ty the answers to a
question on whether ne United States
should pressure Israel o Egypt into conces-
sions in the current rouid of peace talks.

Only 6 percent saii the United States

should pressure IsrasI and only 2 percent
agreed with pressureon Egypt.
Twenty-one percent said both countries

should feel the wiight of U.S. influence,
while 62 percent t'lought the United States
should avoid leaniig on either side.

Disenchantment with the Israelis was found
in three questions.

First, 55 percent said President Anwar
Sadat of Egypt had made more concessions
than Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin.
Only 15 percert felt Begin had made more
concessions Eight percent thought both
sides had yielded, while 22 percent were not
sure.

This percepton of Begin's lack of conces-
sions has had a negative effect on his stan-
ding with the Amencan people. Only 29 per-
cent now give him "exc.^lent" or "good"
ratings for hi; role as a Mideast peace
negotiator, dovn 20 points from the 49 per
cent found in a January AP NBC News poll.

can actually be achieved under the Carter
plan.

"The governors expressed concern that the
finding rate for oil and gas. used in making
the plan's supply forecasts, was overly op-
timistic," they said.

The demand for a more reliable future sup-
ply of fuel has been a sensitive issue among
the governors, especially those in states that
had to close schools and curtail industry
because of the current coal strike.

The White House discussions have drawn
demands for a bigger state role in the leasing
of coal and oil reserves as well as for fewer
federal regulations on energy concerns.

"States should be the focal point and final

decision maker on their energy development
ne°d.s." the governors' papers contended.
Vance told the governors that all the in

itiatives being taken toward international
trade improvements cannot solve this coun-
try's economic problems unless they are
matched by an effective national energy
policy - i, eluding the increased domestic
production the governors are demanding.
"And we must have it soon," Vance said.

"Unless we curb our unchecked appetite for
foreign oil ... we will not begin to reverse the
$30 billion U.S. trade deficit.

"We must take the difficult steps that are
required to reduce our requirements for im-
ported oil and to promote the development
of other energy sources," Vance said.
Vance alsosaid the administration will not

yield to protectionist demands from some
elements of labor and industry being hurt by
foreign competition.

U.S.— British breeder reactor developed
WASHINGTON (UPI) - American and

British scientists said Monday they have
developed a new nuclear breeder reac-

tor and fuel processing system that can
virtually eliminate the threat of atomic
weapons proliferation.

Dr. Walter Marshall of the British

Atomic Energy Authority and Dr.

Chauncey Starr of the U.S. Electric

Power Research Institute said their pro
posal would eliminate the production of

Plutonium pure enough to be used in

bombs.
At the same time, they said, it would

permit the reprocessing of spent fuel

from conventional reactors and the use
of breeder reactors to make the world's
supply of uranium last almost indefinite

iv.

Starr said the new proposal will be
presented to President Carter, who ban
ned the use of existing fuel reprocessing
plants and halted the U.S. breeder reac
tor program because of weapon pro-

liferation dangers.
Two environmental groups. New Direc-

tions and the Natural Resources
Defense Council, issued a statement
criticizing the new proposal for failure

to set high enough standards and saying
the new technique could be used as a
cover for bomb production.
The heart of the proposal announced

by Marshall and Starr at the Fifth Energy
Technology Conference is a reprocess
ing method they called "CIVEX" to
stress its purely civilian nature. Starr
said it is an improved form of a system
used and discarded in the 1950s.
Unlike conventional reprocessing
methods which divide spent reactor fuel

into three types of products - uranium,
Plutonium and radioactive waste — the
CIVEX process would keep uranium,
Plutonium and some wastes mixed
together in a substance so radioactive

that »t would kill anyone trying to steal

It.

Spent reactor fuel elements would be
reprocessed entirely by remote control,

emerging from the concrete enclosed
chemical processing line as new fuel

elements suitable for use in the breeder
reactor.

"We believe that once you have
established a fast reactor cycle then in-

deed you can make it proliferation-
proof, you can make it so difficult to
steal the plutonium from the cycle that
you can virtually forget about it." Mar-
shall told a news conference.
He and Starr said nothing can keep a

nation from embarking on a slow,
deliberate atomic bomb program.
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Buying power shows large decli

January consumer prices up
ne;

WASHINGTON <AP) - Consumer prices

rose sharply in January and the average
worker's buying power declined by the

largest amount on record, the Labor Depart
ment said Monday
The price index for all urban consumers

climbed 8 percent in January after rising

4 perrenr m each of the past three months.
If avf" >ijt over the entire year, !li'

January iri.r.irise would lead to an inflation

ratfi of nearly 10 percent
The purchasing power of the average

worker declined 3 percent in January, the
biggest drop since the department began
keeping records in*1964

The decline in real spendable earnings was
attributed to higher Social Security taxes,

fewer hours workrKi, changes tn the tax laws
nil fisir^ consumer pnces.

Two thirds of the higher prices were caused
by increases of 1.2 percent for food and
beverages anrl 8 percent for housing, the
department said Transportation was up 0.6
(>ercftnt, medical care 0.8 prvcfnt and
dothinq 3 percent.
The reporis were called "cause for con-

corn" by Jiiliiis Shiskm, cornmi.ssioner of
l,)i)or Stalistii;s

White House officials said, however, two of

the increases were only one time con
tfibutors to inflation. They were rises in thn

minimum wage, which drove up some prices

for services and Social Security taxes
"It IS not seen as a basic change in the

underlying 6 to 6 5 percent inflation rate that

we felt was accurate even when the monthly
incrases werr- lownr. ' said White House
Press Secretary Jody Powell.
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News In Brief
Uxbridge boy found
frozen under snow

UXBRIDGE, Mass. [AP] - After a 20-day
search ranging for miles around this central
Massachusetts town, a mail carrier found the
frozen body of a missing 10-year-old boy
Monday under a snow bank five feet from his
front door, Police Chief John Emerick said.
The body of Peter Gosselin rested under

the snow near the garage of his home for
almost three weeks while hundreds of police,
firemen and volunteers hunted frantically
elsewhere for him, the police chief said.

Emerick theorized the boy had fallen
unconscious to the bottom of a 10-foot drift
while playing. The precise cause and time of
death was not known, pending medical
examination.
The search had gripped the emotions of

this town of 8,500 persons.
Mail carrier Leo J. Lussier spotted the tip

of a mitten under the melting snow while
making his morning delivery to the Gosselin
house and immediately called the police, said
Emerick.

The police chief said searchers had used a
metal detector at the Gosselin home 4:30
p.m. Sunday without finding a trace of the
boy who last was seen Feb. 7 frolicking in the
midst of the heaviest snow fall of the century
in this area.

Emerick said searchers never lost hope
they might find the boy alive. However, the
boy's father, Paul Gosselin said, 'We kept
expecting the worst all along. What can I

say? This is the way it turned out."
Emerick said the family was "greatly

relieved the body has been found. They have

been through a long period of anguish and
anxiety."

/S/uke director says
testimony incomplete
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Lee Gossick, ex-

ecutive director of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, said yesterday he gave Con-
gress incomplete testimony in saying there
was no evidence bomb-grade uranium had
been stolen from a nuclear plant.

Rep. Morris Udall, D-Ariz., chairman of the
House Interior Committee, accused Gossick
of misleading Congress "to protect nuclear
power from its critics."

Last July, Gossick was called to testify

before Udall's committee to discuss news
reports that more than 200 pounds of

weapons-grade uranium had been taken
from the Nuclear Materials and Equipment
Corp. of Apollo, Pa., since 1964.

On July 29, 1977, Gossick said: "We have
investigated every incident that has come ...

to us with regard to the theft or diversion of

material. I can say that we have no evidence
that significant ... amounts of special

nuclear material has been stolen."

He said yesterday he was referring to a

period since 1968 — after the uranium was
missing.

'I should have been more expansive in my
response," Gossick said Monday, "either by
detailing so much of the matter as I then
knew, or by clearly defining my terms. With
the benefit of hindsight I have no hesitation

in saying I should have done so.

"I sincerely regret the misunderstanding
that has resulted but I want to again reaffirm

The

that I had no intent whatever to misrepresent
the facts as I understood them or to mislead
the subcommittee."
Gossick said he should have been more ag-

gressive in finding out about the Apollo
plant.

Since last summer, a newsletter got
documents under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act that found several security lapses at
the plant, but said officials didn't find
enough evidence for a court case.
"The Ford White House called upon in-

telligence agencies last year to determine
how many bombs could have been made
from weapons-grade uranium missing from a
Pennsylvania nuclear plant and reportedly
smuggled to Israel," said Science Trends.

Udall said: "We now know that high level
government officials have believed for years
that there was a significant likelihood that
high enriched uranium had been diverted
from Apollo.

Towns reimbursed
for snow remove/
BOSTON [UPI] - Massachusetts

communities may receive up to 75 per cent
federal reimbursement for privately con-
tracted snow removal after the February
blizzard.

Any of the state's 351 cities and towns
that hired outside help through Feb. 12 to
clean up after the Feb. 6-7 storm may apply
to 11 regional centers opening Thursday.
The centers will operate on a rotating

schedule in Boston, Concord, Taunton,
Middleboro, Barnstable, Worcester, Canton,
Danvers, Springfield, Pittsfield and
Greenfield.

onlycheaper
wayto see
Europe

is to enlist
2 months, unlimited Second Class train travel, 15 countries, $250.

Check it out. A Eurail Youthpass is a super deal; the best and cheapest way to see

a lot of the Continent. Trains are fast, comfortable, frequent And they speed you to the heart of cities.

Stations are like small towns with everything a traveler needs. You meet fellow

backpackers (Europeans, too) You can sleep on board, couchettes are bargains. Your Eurail Youthpass

even covers some ferry, steamer and motorcoach rides Best of all with the Pass you can stay loose,

park where you like, move on at whim. There's always another tram you can catch.

To get a Eurail Youthpass you have to be under 26 Both Eurail Youthpass and

Eurailpass are sold here through your Travel Agent. You can't buy them in Europe.

if you've less than or more than two months, get a Eurailpass. Same idea but you ride First Class.

Available in two or three-week Passes, or one, two, or three-month Passes.

If you're not about to enlist why not plan to see Europe with a Eurail Youthpass.

No, you won't have to pass a physical.

Eurail Youthpass, Bo? c-29

Statenlsiand, NY. 10305

Please send me tree information on Europe's biggest travel bargain.

Eurail Youthpass and Eurailpass.

I

Name.

Address.

City .State. -Zip-

My Trave Agent is

DENMARK fiNLANC

OfXeC^ (iOI^LAf^D 'MO

POftTUGAL SPAIN SfcVfDf/t

The filing deadline for reimbursements is
March 9. The state Department of Com-
munity Affairs has mailed detailed in-
formation on how to tile to all Massachusetts
communities.

Weiker says foreign

birth no obstacle
HARTFORD (AP) - U.S. Sen. Lowell

Weicker says he's going to ignore a possible
constitutional stumbling block to his poten-
tial bid for the presidency.
The Connecticut Republican told reporters

yesterday that he isn't investigating whether
his Paris birth would prevent him from
holding the nation's highest office. It would
be up to a challenger to try to invoke the
constitutional requirement that the president
be born in the United States, he said.
Weicker's American family was living in

Paris when he was born as an American
citizen on May 16, 1931.
He said he would decide by the end of this

year or early next year whether to seek the
nomination. He said a "Weicker 80" com-
mittee this month was established merely to
clear the way to accept contributions and
doesn't imply a decision to make the run.
Weicker also said the decision won't hinge
on who the potential opponents are. Asked
about President Carter's chances for re-
election, Weicker said: "I evaluate him as a
one-term President."

Gas leakage delays

putting train on tracks
CADES, Tenn. (UPI) - The discovery of a

gas main delayed efforts yesterday to put a

derailed tanker containing potentially

dangerous caustic soda back on the tracks in

this rural West Tennessee town.
The tanker was one of 25 cars of a 101-car

Illinois Central-Gul^ train that derailed 'Sun-

day afternoon, forcing the evacuation-bf 150
people within a onemile radius because of

the noxious fumes. *

The accident happened 80 miles west of

Waverly, Tenn., where a derailed propane
tanker exploded Friday killing 12 people and
injuring more than 50 others.

There were no injuries or fires in the Cades
incident. The evacuees were allowed to

return five hours later after the leak was seal-

ed but were told to be ready for a second
evacuation when efforts were made to move
the tanker.

Heavy equipment was brought to the scene
Monday to move the tanker containing the

sodium hydroxide, also known as lye or

caustic soda. But then the gas main vvas

discovered near the tanker.

"They don't want to rupture this gas
main," said Civil Defense spokesman Dee
Barker. "It's dangerous enough that they've

held up the operation until they can do
something about it."

Gas company officials were called in to plot

the location of the gas main so workers
could avoid it.

Among the derailed cars were two empty
tankers which had carried liquid propane.

They were considered "dangerous" because
any vapors still inside them could expand
and cause an explosion if fire were to break

out.

However, ICG official Robert O'Brien said

in Chicago that the evacuation was a reac-

tion to what happened in Waverly and there

was "no danger."
"There was no need to evacuate one single

soul," he said.

Authorities first said the leaking chemical

was producing fumes dangerous to breathe

or touch, but the fumes dissipated Sunday
night and the evacuees returned home.
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Letters
Hite's audacity

challenged again
To the Editor

/ tried to let Jon Hite's comments in

the Tuesday Collegian concerning Heads
of Residence [H.R.'s] pass without
rebuttal. I find myself unwilling to do so,

hence this letter.

First, while not an H.R., I have direct

experience with the nature of the job,

being a Head of Residence "widower". It

is aggravating in the extreme to read
Hite's remarks denigrating the work done
by H.R.'s while knowing that neither he
nor anyone else who has neither held the

job nor lived with someone who has, can
have any idea of the complex, long-

houred, and ill-paid nature of the

position. Repeat, NO ONE.
For the information of the

unenlightened, H.R.'s are responsible for

the well-being of the students and
physical plant of their dormitories 24-

hours per day, six days per week [with

one weekend off per month]. In practical

terms, this means that when in the

building, they are at work. Even while

asleep, H.R. 's are responsible. They do all

of the following and many other things as
well. Housing lists, keys, inventories,

transportation of ill students, resolution

of roommate hassles, academic, career

and personal counseling; referals, fire

prevention, vending machine money
losses, R.A. selection, repair orders; all

are attended to by H.R.'s [with much
valued assistance by R.A. staff]. In

addition, they are required to attend area

staff meetings and committees as
assigned by CDC. Also, many H.R.'s

have direct involvement with student
centers like the Northeast Women's and
Southwest Men's centers, to name but
two. The list of H.R. responsibilities, both
required and voluntary, goes on and on.

In addition to the above, many H.R.'s

contribute to students in the form of
colloquia both in and out of the dor-

mitories. I know of many H.R.'s across
campus who offer such services... -and

that's without looking it up.

Another part of the job not in the

University description is the role of
scapegoat Being the most visible

members of the administration, H.R.'s

catch a lor of flack that should go in other

directions. Hite's comments regarding

the housing crunch in the fall provide a
useful example. He makes no statement
about the system-wide nature of the

factors contributing to the crunch. He
makes no mention of the unpredicted
and perhaps unpredictable over-
acceptance of students; none, of the

students granted off-campus housing
exemptions who decided to return to

dorms; nothing about the difficulty of

determining the actual number of bed
spaces available when a pre-Labor day
opening extends "opening day" into

"opening week"; because students must
work summerjobs through the holiday or

be docked pay; nor does Hite comment
on the number of students who pay their

bills late thus muddying the situation

incredibly for others who do everything

right. The preceding should not be read

as an indictment of any person or group,

but rather as an indication of the complex
nature of that problem. It is ironic,

considering Hite's attempt to lay

everything in the lap of H.R. 's and CDC,
that H.R 's, in fact, make none of the

decisions regarding who shall live in a
dorm. They are responsive to other

offices for that. Also, the H.R.'s are the

people who stand at the dorm door trying

to explain the mess to angry students and
parents.

Hite had the audacity to suggest that if

only H.R. 's did their Jobs "right" damage
would decrease. That's Just plain wrong.
Even a cursory examination of the

campus damage situation will reveal that

a large part of it is student caused It is

students who are present most often

when dormitory damage occurs and are

in the best position to curb it. Until

students themselves are willing to testify

to the identities of the vandals, to exert

peer pressure on the offenders to change
their ways, or, at least to resist the

adolescent temptation to trash things.

the damage rate will continue to climb.

To suggest that H. R. 's are responsible for

student damage is ridiculous.

There is one area in which Hite and I

find ourselves in agreement. The R.A.

staff is extremely important both to the

students and the H.R. 's. Suffice it to say

that I too believe they are overworked
and underpaid. Although Hite won't
believe it, H.R. 's feel that situation should
be changed.

There is much more that could be said

about the H. R. Job, but I'll save it. I would
hope, though, that before Jon Hite does
any more "shooting from the hip" [as the

yice-Chancellor so charitably put it], he
should do Just a little investigation into

the matter. It's apparent to me that his

remarks were adherent to a model of

"scapegoat-ism" rather than to the more
appropriate ideal of accurate and con-
structive criticism.

Rick Bingham
H.R. husband-Knowlton House

Columnist too

vociferous

To the Editor:

More a literary rubberneck than
participator, I would customarily refrain

from rendering a public dissent upon
personal grounds. However, one
discursive Collegian columnist has
wrested reality from its sheath once too

often.

His capricious and impervious ram-
blings seem disparaging to issues I find

immensely appropos. In an exaggerated
effort he manages to efface rather than

elucidate issues by concocting infinite

enigmatic sentences. One must engross a
degree in vocabulary to endure the entire

article.

Either give him a professorship or

chasten him by putting a five letter limit

on his vociferations.

Dinah Olanoff

Third World'

means equality

To the Editor:

The letter written by Patrick O'Donnell
that appeared in the February 24th issue
of the Collegian has prompted this hasty
response. Patrick O'Donnell suggests
that the concept of the "Third World"
should be abolished because it represents
"outright racism.

"

Mr. O'Donnell has apparently mis-read
and failed to understand the origin and
location of racism in our American
society. His letter seems to be another
attempt to "blame the victim."

Why is it so frequently suggested that

the organizations and responses Third
World people develop in response to

historic and continuing racism, be
abolished? As these suggestions are
made, we hear so few suggestions about
how we abolish the manifestations of our
American legacy of racism, that appear
all around us.

I with the letter writer, wish that the

constitution and the Bill of Rights of the

United States of America had been
sufficient to create a nation where op-
portunity was available to all; such is not
the case. I wish the Supreme Court
decision of 1954 had peen unnecessary,
but it was. I wish the passage of the

Equal Rights Amendment was not a
necessity, but it is. I wish that non-Third
World people would be such advocates
of Justice, liberation and opportunity that

Third World persons would not have to

organize; but we do.

I share with writer O'Donnell the hope
that at some time in the American ex
perience the diversity and creativity that

is present within this land will be the

source of Joy and strength for all of us.

But until that time comes, any suggestion
that Third World arouos disband and
disappear is premature and insensitive.

Gilbert H. Caldwelt,

Black -Third World
Campus Minister

Massachusetts turning right

Carter: Coal operators' hit man?
By PETER KRACHT

Eighty days into the coal strilte, and in the

words of one miner, "...(with coal stockpiles

getting low) we're just coming up to bat."

Despite mounting bills, harassment by state

police, hired goons, the FBI, and even
National Guardsmen (in Indiana), the niiners

have stood firm. No matter how low their so-

called national spol<esman Arnold Miller has
been willing to bend over to please America's
corporate giants, the ranit and file have
refused to be sold out in 1978. Meanwhile the
same coal executives who boasted of their

unlimited streng.h three months ago, are

now yelling about the "endangered public

interest " which calls for government in-

•tervention to force the miners back to work.
Taking this as their cue, leading
congressional figures have begun calling on
the President to break the strike with the
Taft-Hartley Act. And somehow, even
Jimmy Carter realizes that it will take a hell of

a lot more than a fireside chat to end this

battle. While verbally claiming neutrality, the
President has said more than once that he
would use Taft-Hartley or some other form
of action to get tough with the miners if "the
public interest" called for it.

What we have going on right now is an all

out attempt by the big money interests of

this country to discredit the miners' struggle

and rally public opinion for the President to

attempt to crush this strike Check out any
major radio, TV, or newspaper reports of this

"coal war". All the focus is on the

tremendous hardships caused by the strike.

Where has a single major news report

focused on the just demands of the United

Mineworkers Union?

In an immediate sense this strike has
meant hardships for other working people,

especially in the coal producing states. There
have been power cutbacks and even layoffs.

College students have been told in some
states that the miners' strike may force them
to close school for lack of energy. In spite of

all this, the overwhelming response of the
people has been to support the miners, and
place the blame where it belongs - with the
coal operators who refuse to give in to the
just demands of the strike. At one steel plant

in Pittsburgh, workers about to be laid off

were told to "go out and kill a miner" if they
wanted to protect their jobs. Instead those
workers donated $200 to the miners strike in

one day when members of the National
United Workers Organization came around
to gather support. Why? What these
steelworkers were seeing was that the
miners were going up again$- the same
corporate bastards and their c;.ps, courts,
etc. that stand high and mighty on the backs
of all workers, and they had to be supported
in that fight. It's in the interests of all workers
to see thu ^ ners win the right to strike over
local grievances, rather than be shackled
with the arbitrary abuses of the coal bosses;

to regain full health benefits for their families

rather than suffer in constant debt; to be able

to refuse unsafe work rather than risk deadly

accidents, etc. These are all problems facing

workers in every major industry. What makes
this miners battle so important is that these

guys have shown their ability over the years

to unite their ranks throughout the coalfields

and take on the coal bosses, despite all

attempts by courts, cops, politicians, and

even traitors in the "leadership" of their

union to drive them down. Should the miners

win this current national strike it will be a real

step forward and a real inspiration for the

entire working class in its fight against the

capitalist rulers of this country. So when
Jimmy Carter talks about sticking his nose

into the struggle and "getting tough" with

the Taft-Hartley Act, you have to wonder
whose interests he's so concerned about.

The Taft-Hartley Act itself was never

meant to serve the interests of working

people, and never has since its passage

under Truman in 1947. When it was first

introduced in congress to suit the post-war

needs of big business, unions across the

country branded it the "slave labor bill" and

fought to wipe it off the books. It includes a

section on "national emergencies" where

the President is given the power to order

strikers back to work if in his opinion the

strike "imperils national health or safety"

of 80 days during which time the federal
gcvernment attempts to impose a set-

tlement. In other words Carter would be
acting as a dirty scab protecting the interests

of the coal companies if he ordered the
miners back to work with Taft-Hartley. This
IS one law the capitalists have never enjoyed
using because it exposes the very nature of

their rule over the working class. They also

know fully well that fancy legal talk on a

piece of paper doesn't force workers to end
strikes; it's the power of the cops, national

guardsmen, and federal troops that do the
dirty work for the state. To put any force
behind a Taft-Hartley order or any other
government imposed settlement against the
miners, the President would have to call out
the troops, as was actually done in 1970 to

break the Postal workers strike. President
Carter may very well take off the mask of Mr.
Human Rights and reveal his true nature as
the coal operators' hit man by ordering the
miners back to work at the point of a gun.

According to the law the strikers would have

to return to work for a "cooling off" period

The point is to let Jimmy know that when he
attacks the miners, he's going to be met with
a wall of resistance and a counterattack. As
the Miners' Right to Strike Committee puts
It: "Organized - and with the support of our
working class across the country — we can
whip these companies, their cops, their
troops, their Taft and Hartley and whatever
else they throw at us! They can't mine coal
with bayonets!"

Peter Kracht is a member of the R. C. Y.B.

f\ahvd to Order

Kevin Knobloch

The Massachusetts Stato Legislature

made the front page of the state's major
newspapers hundreds of times in 1977 for its

initiatives regarding national issues affecting

the Bay State. Those readers who have
neglected to follow the actions of this

lawmaking body may be surprised to

discover its legislature, as a group, is far

more conservative than its supposed national

image would have us believe. Indeed, if

America is turning to the right, the Massa-
chusetts State Legislature is leading the

pack.

A close examination of some of the major
legislation dealt with during the past year,

including both bills that met approval and
those defeated, reveals open-ended support
for business, industry and apple pie, while

gays, women and the consumer continue to

find themselves in the legislative doghouse.

From the beginning, the representatives

made no real effort to look out for the rights

of its constituents. Following a trend that

peaked with the strong enforcement of anti-

marijuana laws during the 60's, the House
and Senate have continued its efforts to

legislate the morals of the citizenry. Perhaps
most indicative of these efforts was the

House defeat, in a close vote, of a bill

prohibiting discrimination against

homosexuals and bisexuals in public jobs,

not including public school teachers. Massa-
chusetts citizens will rest comfortably for at

least another year with the knowledge that

their co-workers are not gay. Or at the very
least, they will not have to work along side a
publicly avowed homosexual or lesbian.

In yet another bold move, the legislature

decided to send a resolution to the U.S.
Congress urging it to call a constitutional

convention to consider passage of an
amendment prohibiting abortion except
when necessary to prevent a mother's death.
And, in o le of its less perceptive moves, the
House failed to support a bill allowing minors
to obtain contraceptives and other birth

control information from a doctor without
parental consent. A perennial initiative

submitted for consideration every year by its

supporters, the birth control education bill

still finds the legislature living in its distant
high school days of the past, when pregnant
teenagers were quietly removed from sight

of the student body. The 167 representatives

who voted against the bill have obviously
failed to visit their high schools in recent
years.

And, as not to mar its record of protecting

their constituents from themselves, the

House defeated a move to abolish the

Obscene Literature Commission, which,
although it is no longer funded and exists

only on paper, could be revived at will.

Frankly, its existence reeks of governmental
censorship.

In perhaps the most familiar legislative

action, the blue law controversy ended in a

compromise that will most likely benefit the
state's retail businesses in the near future, at

the expense of creating a business week that

never ends. Although the House defeated a

measure that would repeal the blue laws and
allow the opening of retail stores on Sunday,
it did team with the Senate in passing a law
allowing such openings for the four Sundays
between Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Although one argument suggests the
consumer is the final benefactor, receiving

an additional shopping day in which to

spend, the move to abolish the blue laws can
only benefit the profiteer in the end.

If the conservatism of the state's political

leaders is still in doubt, two further
legislative actions should be considered. The
House strongly turned down a measure that
would require gun owners to pass a firearms
competency test to demonstrate their

knowledge of gun safety. Either the House
decided to ignore the high number of fatal

gun accidents in Bay State homes last year,

or the Fish and Game lobbyists are firmly

entrenched on the State House steps. And,
on June 27, the lawmakers approved a law
that will have teachers in public schools
across the state leading their students in a

heart warming daily pledge of allegiance. The
conservative leaders will soon discover there
is no quicker way to teach hypocrisy to its

youth than by promising "justice to all" in a

state that chooses to exclude the rights of
women, gays and the working middle-class.

Kevin Knobloch is a Collegian Columnist.

Choosing up sides
Julie Melrose

After the National Women's Conference in

Houston at which delegates voted to support
the struggle for Lesbians' rights, a reporter

wrote, "it was a convention at which wo.nen
decided to love women who love women." It

seems, however, that an increasing number
of "women who love women" are having a

hard time loving "women who also love

men."
Women who devote the majority of their

time and energy to women but continue to

relate sexually to men often stand accused of

being "traitors to the Women's Movement."
Traitors. A war word. Choosing up sides.

The feminist community, both local and
national, seems to be dividing along lines of

sexual preference. In no way am I implying

that the problem is being caused by
lesbianism. It is the lack of acceptance and
empathy among women who, somewhere
back there, shared a common goal that is

disturbing.

One of the major goals of the Women's
Movement was, supposedly, to get women
in touch with their true feelings and en-

courage them to act upon them. Asking a

woman to commit herself to a lifestyle that

demands repression of any sexual feelings

towards men she may have is asking her to

deny her true feelings. She might not be a

"traitor to the movement" anymore, but she
would certainly be a traitor to herself.

It has been argued that women have been
socialized to be attracted to men, and of

course this is true. But socialized or innate,

the feelings are there for many women and
continue to be there after a strong com-
mitment to feminism has been made.
Some lesbians have said that

heterosexuality or bisexuality in women they

are close to presents a threat. They fear that

after they have invested a great deal in the

formation of a friendship or love relationship

with another woman, that woman will leave

them if a man comes along. I have no doubt

that this is a realistic apprehension, given the

way in which women have been socialized to

think of love relationships with men as "the

real thing."

I think it is granting women too little credit

to believe that it is Impossible for them to

learn to give due attention and priority to

relationships with other women. I also

believe that if a woman remains in a lesbian

relationship because of a political com-
mitment and not because that's where she
really wants to be, the quality of that

relationship is bound to suffer.

One of the reasons so many women are

opting for a lesbian lifestyle is that they view
traditional heterosexual relationships as
destructive and masochistic for women. No

argument there. But who said all

heterosexual relationships have to be
"traditional?" Having relationships with men
does not necessarily imply accepting those
relationships totally on the mens' terms.

Along with the history of oppression of

women by men has come a history of

women contributing to their own oppression
by demanding far less than they have
deserved. Women need to set, in their own
minds, standards as to what they need and
want from a relationship. But this should

hold true for all relationships, heterosexual

and homosexual.

Some women have found that relation-

ships with men just don't meet their needs,

and have decided to commit themselves to

relating sexually only to women. Other

women choose to continue trying to build

healthy relationships with men. It should be
an individual's option to look for satisfying

relationships wherever s-he thinks s-he may
find them.

I find it very hard to believe that the least

oppressive of heterosexual relationships is

still more oppressive than the most op-

pressive of lesbian relationships.

There are some problems inherent in

intimate relationships between any two
people in a society that leaves many of us ill-

prepared for any sort of intimacy. This is

compounded, in the case of heterosexual

relationships, by issues of sexual oppression

and male-female socialization. But a great

deal still rests on the individual qualities of

the two people involved and their willingness

to struggle together to overcome the

problems.

Lesbian women, who probably know as
well as anyone the damages of not being
allowed to act on their true feelings, should
not be punishing other women for acting on
theirs. Any women who devotes the majority

of her time and energy to working towards
the liberation of women is making an im-

portant contribution, no matter whom she
chooses to relate to sexually.

A heterosexual or bisexual feminist

woman is no traitor. She is simply unwilling

to make herself a martyr by denying her true

personal feelings in the name of an abstract

political identification. Being an active

feminist is hard enough without having one's
sisters doubt one's dedication.

Poet Zoe Best said in a telephone interview

this weekend that when groups of women in

this country segregate themselves socially,

culturally and in the workplace they are really

acting out a system of apartheid imposed by
the ruling class to keep people from working
together towards shared goals. She was
referring specifically to Black and white

women, but I think her point is equally ap-

plicable to women of differing sexual

preferences.

The division of American feminists along

lines of sexual preference has, sadly, become
one more example of the way in which
feelings about men drive a wedge between
women.

Julie Melrose is a Collegian columnist
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Criminal justice students committing campus crimes
WESTFIELD, Mass. (UPI) - wcampus

police at Westfield State College say 90 per
cent of the crimes reported to them are com-
mitted by students majoring in criminal

justice.

"It's downright scary to think that these
people are going to be enforcing laws they
can't seem to obey, " said one student in the
popular course.
Criminal justice students are trained to be

police and probation officers and law en-
forcemnt administrators. Many work as in-

terns in area courts and police departments.

Campus security chief Thomas Connors
said most of the offenses are not serious but
range from minor disturbances to vandalism
caused by drunken students.
The 380 criminal justice students make up

16 percent of the college's enrollment. Con
nors said most of the trouble is caused by a
group of 16 to 20 students.
He asked the department, the fastest-

growing on campus, to help out in dealing
with the rowdies. But Connors was told the
department's authority is confined to

academics.

DC Menu 1

TODAY - LUNCH - Jr. Club Sandwich, California Quiche. Basics: Garden Medley
Casserole, Cat. Quiche. DINNER: Meatloaf Italiano, Baked Ham-Raisin Sauce. Basics:
Baked Fish, Carrot Loaf.

TOMORROW: LUNCH - Cheeseburgers, Fish cones. Basics: Golden Burger, Fish
Cones. DINNER: Prime Ribs, Fried Scallops. Basics: East-West Lasagna-Fried Scallops.
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HELP WANTED
Mechanical Engineer or skilled tech

(part time) Exp in designing, drafting,

machining. Work 'j or ^j time; make
occasional 2 3 day research trips.

Phi Sig is looking for housepersons to

clean up after meals in exchange for

homecooked meals Call John, 545-

0174.

Flute teacher needed — beginner, 665
3659

Student Legal Services is hiring 1 20
hr wk typist (3 60 hr) and two research
paralegals ($20 wk i Applications in 920
CC due by 500 2 28 These are not
work study |Obs Affirmative action

emolover.

Counselors — private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in

structors m archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, horseback nding

instructor rocketry, camper radio

stadion. sailing, tripping backpacking,

dance, dramatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pool) Also needed general

counselors, nurse, head cook h
bookkeeper Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,

Camp Schodack. 268 Mason Terr
,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598.

Vox bass amp, $90, Kastle skis w
Saloman bindings, $65, 205 cm Matt, 6-

6158

Bullworker exerciser. $25. Call 367-2110.

Couch and chair $25; 6-cu ft. freezer

$150; color TV (needs tube) $35 Call

Gary or Jerry, 549 3827 or 549 6680

Avail. 01 March Furn 2 room Apt Heat &
utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins
from campus. 210/mo. Call 253-2950
eves.

Free estimates for all stereo equipment
with this ad. Airwaves T.V. -Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amherst, 256-
6713. Offer good through Feb. 28, 1978.

TO SUBLET

$30 CallFor sale- twin bed with frame
Marianne, 665 4839.

Snow tires-

Mercedes,
367 2882

2- man raft, $25; 7 gal. lighted aquarium
$20, call Joe at 584-4328.

E 78 14 studded on rims for

$35 English Saddle, $25,

lO sublet 3 bedrm Townehouse apt.

Rent lowered to $225/ mo. Avail. 6/1

8 31 . Right at bus stco, adjacent to

Irjdry, 2 min. from store. Call eve., 549-

6765

^ LOST

Five College
Professional, fast,

549 2637

Typing
reasonable.

Service
Call Diane

AUTO FOR SALE

Asst. House Parents — couples or single

oersons to work in community residence
for special needs children One or two
weekends per month. Chicopee Boys
Club 592 1808

Triumph 1970 GT6 * $1100 or BO Call

after 6 p.m 549 6707. Ask for Ken.

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great

Must be seen $1275 323 4249
Eveninas^

72 Pinto, exc. cond., new snows, 28
mpg, 45p, $1100 Call 253 7778.

1970 Toyota H Corona Exc running
condition, body work Call Jane from 3-

4 253 9733 After 6 atJ83;3784

68 Dodge van, good running cond , 6 cyl

Asking $600 Call Anne, 546 5503

73 Mazda RX3 2 door sedan, excellent

condition. $1500 546 9982 or 546 1016.

WANTED
~

Stat 415 bk (M -» S) immed. 665 3412.

Ring. Silver band, red stone. 9th floor

bathroom Reward. Kelly, 253 3319, 256-

^317 .__

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black

print on white. Reward offered, 256
6111.

To the guy who picked up 4 letters in

coffee shop CC, call if mailed, please.

549-0816. Thanks a whole lot.

AUDIO— J

Superscope QA-460 amp.
exc. cond. $75, 549 5389.

2bims/cii

Sylvania receiver 3

spkrs , exc cond.
$200 Call 6 6529

ow/ch Jensen
Under warranty.

INSTRUCTION

Mechanical Engineer or skilled tech
(part time I Exp. in designing, drafting,

machining Work '? or 'i time; make
occasional 2 3 day research trips. 545
2140

Applications accepted for teaching

positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School, Fall '78 Experience desired,

549 0223

A used couch, chair,

and bed Please call

549 6413

bedroom dresser

Donna or Judy,

ROOM WANTED

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

RIDE WANTED

Pioneer component HR 99 8 track

stereo recorder player $150 Many
features See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts

FOR SALE

2 persons need nde to Fla , Ft

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving ^nd expenses.
546 5552

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after Will share

driving and expenses Please call

Maureen, 549 2856

Refrigerator for sale. 5 cubic n , gooa
condition Only $70 Call Judy at 6-

7273

Water bad, king size, w/ heater, Imer,

frame, and platform S200 or best offer

After 7 p m . call 549 3666

FOR RENT

Prvte rm in 2 brm apt on t>s rt ii^bb uwjj

Quilting ft creative stitchery classes 8
wks, beg Feb. 16 Professional h
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427^ ____^

You can lose 17 to 25 pounds in just 6
wks To get weight off and keep it off

call Mary at the Diet Center, 586 5982.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

disco funk 50's Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

5

TRAVEL
"~

Wt to spend NT summer sailing the

Caribbean? Europe? Cruising other parts

of the world aboard sailing or power
yachts? For free info send a 13 cent

stamp to SKOKO, Box 20855, Houston,
Texas 77025

Camp Tomahawk ft Wicosuta. Top
N H men and women interviewing Feb.
24, Goodell building. Positions offered:
waterfront, tennis, all athletics, tripping,

science, drama, golf, riflery, archery,
lournalism, rocketry, WSI, piano, crafts,

secretary's, lacrosse, wrestling. Karate.
Contact Kelly West Conry Student
Employment Office for appointment.
545 1951

Tennis pros and assistant
pros - seasonal and year round clubs;
good playing and teaching background.
Call (301)654 3770 or send 2 complete
resumes and 2 pictures to: Col. R.

Reade, WT S., 8401 Connecticut
Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, amd
20115.

Counselors Assoc of Private Camps
seek qualified counselors for 90 member
camps located N Eastern U.S., July and
August Contact: Assoc, of Private

Camps, 55 West 42nd St , New York.
N.Y 10036, (212) 736 6595.

Students needed as survey takers for
Wed., Mar. 1 Financial aid recipients
should check their eligibility to work
Pay IS $3, hr Call 545 2086 if interested.

Resident counselors: unique program
for handicapped children seeks coun-
selors for 10 week summer program.
Excellent career training /experience.
Contact: Director, The Children's Aid
Society, Box 47, Chappaqua, NY 10514.

PERSONALS

Invest your rent money by
buying you'll come out thousands

ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty. 549 5998

AM/FM car stereo, m dash for
.
most

% «oreign .,ars, B O 546 5000 .ifferU or in

'mort^<^4.

Restored 18th Cent. House in Millers

Falls seeks 1 F $90 w utils Call 659-

3542

Cape Cod summer rental, E Dennis, 5

bdrm Availability is negotiable 252-

5017

SERVICES

Hate housework? I will clean your apt.
fast, thorough, cheap $5 6 per visit Call

665 2939 Hire a maid

Roommate wanted: male or female,

smoker or non smoker, large room in

fi/!f Amherst house Near campu*^ near

OK tjus $100 nius utilities 549 58Q

Support group for rape victims will meet
Tues , 7 to 9 EWC starting Feb 28
Pl^e conti-ct Donria, 253-5788, or

Dia^ 548-4773, before Feb. 2^

Michele, the first day, of your third decade
should start out right. How about a
close encounter of the fourth kind!
Love, Steve.

To: Gorgeous - I don't need V Day to tell

you how much I love you. You're one of

ttie best things that ever happened to

me. Always, Alvin.

Here's looking at you. Caldwell' Love,
Christine.

SONIX is Sound Services. Any sound
job neither too big nor too small. All-

Altec PA Rentals available. Give us a
try Write Sonix, P Q Box 781, Nor-
thampton or 0411 584 4076. -.
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WINE & DINE SPECIALS

WEDNESDAf

Spaghetti — Ziti or Shells

with Meat Sauce, Tossed Salad

and Italian Bread and Butter

$?.50

A complimentary glass ot wine is

served with these dinners

Mt. Farms 4
Mt. Farms Mall Rt. 9, Hadley. Mass. 584 9153

ENDS TODAYI
"Only SUNN CLASSIC PICTURES passes will be accepted"

weekdays at 5 7 9, Sat. at 13 5 7 9, Sun. at 2:15-5-7-9

HI

Startling revelations akx)ut life after death.

T
k

T

HAPPY HOUR 4-7
55* DraftM jfiost Drinks 75*

TUESDAY €r THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

All Food a Drink W./ID

1 Pray St, Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

Some will believe —
others will not
DECIDE FOR .

YOURSEkF!

Wednesday,
March I

ROCKY

u*?'

7:00, CCA.

ll:30 $1.00

WEACM 25.000 Rf AOf«S DAIIV ' LltTLI ADS OfT BIG RfSUlTS"" t^^tkCM 75 000 Rf ADFRS OAIIV"" Rf ACM 7«i nnn Rf A Df R^ Q A ii v
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AHENTION!

THE UMASS STUDENT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
will hold their

ANNUAL MEETING

on March 5th at 1:00 p.m. in CC. 163-164

ON THE AGENDA:

• President's Report

•Statement of Conditions

•Treasurers Report

• Elections for the Board of Directors

•Elections for the Credit Committee

ALL MEMBER^ARE URGED TO ATTEND
'^

ALL MEMBERS IN

GOOD STANDING
AS OF FEB. 5t»i.

«NCUA

illlltliailHilitl lllOIIIIHIIHIIOiiWiWHiCIIIHIlilMiiailMiWlMllOttWiWItPltNMHWWDIIWIIWtii

-WOLFIES PIZZA-
Featuring fine food, a warm fire,

cable t.v. and the newest pinbail machines

Wolfiet specials:

Every Tues. Night 2 for 1

buy 1 /get 1 free

(Deliveries and take outs not included)

Every Wed. night

Southv\/est Special

Spaghetti Plate *1

(includes bread, butter and sauce)
Locfltid n«xt to S»uth«ett

173 Santet Av«.

eiil 549-5592 ir 549-559J
laiinmniiiniiiMiHi
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REDWOOD CITY, Cal.: Trainer feeds fish to Mr. Spock, a 12-foot, 300 pound
dolphin. Mr. Spock is recovering after swallowing a metal bolt last week. (UP!)

Notices
ALUMNI OFFICE
Teamwork tor prizes, Form a team now to

work at the Student Phonothon which starts

March 6th. Prizes will be awarded to the
team raising the most money for the Alumni
Fund. For more info, call Mary Ellen or Steve
at 545-2317.

TODAY COLLOQUIUM
"Kinship Among Afro-American Slaves,"

by Of. Herbert Gutman (Visiting Professor,
Dept. of History, Smith College), Skinner
Hall, Mitchell Lounge, 4:30-6:00 p.m.
Sponsored by the Center for the Family,
Division of Home Economics, Univ. of Mass.
(This colloquium originally scheduled for

February 7 has been rescheduled due to the
storm.)

FOOD AND RESOURCE ECON. ASSOC.
F.R.E. Majors and Faculty, party, Tues.,

Feb. 28 9-12 p.m., Campus Center 101.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA
Gamma Sigma Sigma, a national service

sorority is sponsoring an eye bank on Feb,
28, March 1, March 2 on the Campus Center
Concourse, Donations go to the New
England Eye Bank.
G.S.S.

Friendship, service and equality. We are a
National Service Sorority looking for new
members. Come meet us at a coffee hour
March 1, 6:30-8 p.m. Student Union 304. All

women welcome!
LESBIAN UNION

The Lesbian Union will hold a meeting on
Wednesday, March 1, at 6:30 in rm 802 in the
Campus Center. After the meeting there will

be a discussion on Separatism, All women
are welcome to come share ideas and info.

MOVIE
ROCKY. Wednesday, March 1, C.C.A.,

$1.00, times 7:00, 9:15, 11:30. Sponsored by
Mary Lyon House.
NEW HUMOUR MAGAZINE

Looking for writers and advertising editor
to work for a New Humour Magazine to start

publication on campus next semester. If

interested or for more information call Andy
or Mike at 546-6814.

RESOURCES JUDAICA
General membership meeting, elections

for 3 board positions. New input wanted.
Feb. 28, Campus Center 169, 8:00. All invited.

SBA APPLICATIONS
Appl. are now available in SBA 211 for

those interested in applying to School of
Business Admin. Return applications by
Tues., March 28.

Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
At the Cuervo distillery it s almost as if time has stood stilL

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,
and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1 795.

It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cuervo Gold speciai A ny way you drink it Cuervo Gold will

bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.

CUERVO ESPECIAL»TEOUILA. 80 PROOF IMP0R?K>/ND BOTTLtD BY 'B 197? HEUBlElN. INC . HARTFORD. CONN

SCAC
The Student Consumer Affairs Council will

meet Tuesday, February 28 at 6:30 p.m. in

Skinner Hall Lounge.
STUDENT VIDEO PROJECT

Writers needed. The UMass Variety Show,
a weekly half hour TV show needs writers to

work on satirical commercials and scenes.
Contact Ed Guiliani 545-1336.

UMASS CHESS CLUB
The UMass Chess Club will meet tonight in

room 801 of the Campus Center from 7 p.m.
till closing. New members are welcome.
GROUP THERAPY
A therapy group will begin in the

Psychological Services Center on March 1.

The group will be appropriate for people
experiencing chronic difficulties in their

interactions with others. The focus will be
interactional, with emphasis on identifying

and finding alternatives for maladaptive
patterns of relating to others. The group will

meet weekly at 5:30 on Wednesdays (except
March 22) and will end on May 31 . There will

be a pre-group interview with one of the
*hf?rapists. Prospective group clients, should
contact the center at 545-0041.
BREAD AND WINE
Common loaf, common cup, candlelight, a

small circle of persons celebrating the
communion of the Holy Spirit and the joys of

human openness and liberation, tonight from
8:15 to about 8:40 and UFC, 428 Student
Union; celebrated by Pete Sabey, campus
minister. All are welcome to come.
BIBLICAL EXPLORATION

Free, open discussion of a couple of

passages of scripture in an atmosphere of

inquiry and respect for different points of
view, tonight from 7:15 to 8:15 at UFC, 428
SU, facilitated by Pete Sabey, campus
minister with the ecumenical United
Christian Foundation. All are welcome.
COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
An exploratory brown bag lunch meeting

will be held tomorrow (Wed. March 1) at

noon in the Dukes Room (first floor S.U.) to
check out the possibility of forming a

coalition for social justice. Among those
planning to be present: AFSC, UFC, UFW,
J.P, Stevens Boycott Committee, Comm, for

the Liberation of S. Africa, Hector Marroquin
support Comm., anti-Bakke, and others. If

you're into synergy for social change, send a
rep and let's see what develops.

LOST DOG
$50 REWARD for lost "Leo" light golden

retreiver in Easthampton area on 2-23-78.

Call 527-0957.

LOST
Unique silver necklace with small bird on

it. Of great sentimental value: reward of-

fered. Please call Chris 665-4817.

ORGANIC SEMINAR
Today at 11:15 a.m. in Rm. 101 Grc. Ed-

ward J. Woo is the speaker.

ANALYTICAL SEMINAR
"Chemical applications of Pattern

Recognition", speaker is Phil Denzer. 11:15

a.m. in rm. 103 GRC Tower.
FILMS

Lavender Shadows Film Series: BOYS IN
THE BAND, 6, 10 p.m. and THE CHILDRENS
HOUR by Lillian Helman at 8 p.m., both films

$1, Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson
Hall, Hampshire.
SHANE, Mount Holyoke College Film

Committee, Gamble Aud., Mount Holyoke, 9
p.m.

Bowdoin College students

to visit Republic of China
BRUNSWICK, wmaine (UPI) - Agroupof

up to two dozen Bowdoin College students
and teachers has been granted permission to

visit the People's Republic of China, the

school announced yeaterday.

Professor Eric J. Hooglund, coordinator for

the trip, said the itinerary developed by Lux
ingshe, the China International Travel Ser3
vice, includes visits to Peking, Nanking,
Yangchow, Soochow and Shanghai bet-

ween June 9 and 24.

He said the Chinese government will strictly

regulate the trip, planning each day's ac-

tivities in advance and closely supervising

the Bowdoin group, Luxingshe will handle all

food, lodging and in-country travel ar-

rangements.

Police horse rescued

from snow covered hole

BOSTON (UPI) - One of Boston's finest is

in "stable" condition today after being
rescued from an icy culvert in a downtown
park over the weekend.
The cop is Misty, an 8-yearold stallion in the

city's mounted police force. Misty and his

rider, patrolman Willia Hahoney, fell in the
snowcovered hole Sunday while on patrol in

the Public Garden, near the state capitol.

Mahoney jumped free, but Misty was trap-

ped.
"I packed some snow behind him so he

wouldn't slide further into the hole,"
Mahoney said. Then he waited for fire and
rescue companies to arrive.

After discarding several ideas on how to
pull a 1,(300 pound horse out of a hole, the
rescuers slid a fire hose under Misty's belly.

Ten men stood on each side of the horse
and, using the hose is a sling, beQ«n to puH.
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After four years, Cantwell remains

a consistent performer for gymwomen
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

For four years Susan Cantwell has been o

highly visible, very consistent, successful

nnember of the women's gymnastics tea,7v

Tonight at 7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage,

Catnwell wilt be honored along with team-
mate Stephanie Jones as the Minutewomen

Susan Cantwell

compete against UNH in the last home meet
of the season

Cantwell was lured away from her home
state. Pennsylvania, and its state schools by
UMass' academic and gymnastic programs,
in the fall of 1974. By the spring of 1975

Cantwell, with the help of former teammate
Jeanine Burger led the Minutewomen to an
eastern championship and a second place

finish in the AIAW nationals, En route. Cant
well earned her first Al. American ranking

quite an honor for a Teshman gymnast
Cantwell s success^ uame as no surprise,

however She began aracticing at the age of

H -under the tutelage of her mother at the

Mannetb Gymnastics Club in Philadelphia.

Susan, along with 'ive sisters, continued

practicing daily, five days a week, year-

round, until she was in high school. Cantwell

was injured during the 1972 Olympic Game
Trials and spent a year and i half out of

gymnastics.

"Susan has been c '.ong and consistent

contributor all four yt c: ^ she has been with

the team." said Coach .itgi'nd Evans She
has the distinction of being a stronger

gymnast as a senior than sne was as a fresh-

man or sophomore. This is unusual because
a fair percentage of seniors ore restricted by
injuries at this point in their gymnastic

careers," added Evans.

Cantwell's only serious injury m her college

career came against arch nval Penn State.

While warming up on the balance beam, she

twisted her ankle on her dism.ount and was
scratched from the fmal two events. Evans
felt Cantwell's absence from the lineup was
the reason UMass suffered its only defeat of
that season
As a junior. Cantwell was her best in

competition. As Easterns she finished
seventh in the all around category with a

<^«*-5?«fe*^- "2<S^]^
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Bring Your Wedding to Arlington, Vermont
Let us spoil you with:

Rural white steeple churches
An historic country inn, and rustic log cabins with fireplaces

along a cool trout stream tor your wedding party and guests

Reception and gourmet caferinK tor 150

For information call or write:

The Arlington Inn

Arlington, Vermont 05250
Tele 802-375-6532

1
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PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St.. Amherst

We specialize in

Pizza — Grindars

Spaghatti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS; MON THURS, 11am 1am; FRI SAT, 11am-2am; SUN, llam-lam

commuTERS \

BLOOD DRIVE\
WED. moR. 1

in the PUBLIC HERLTH CTR

(next to mofflll )

Sign up in

Commuter Collective Office

Rm 404 S. U*. .

^/^
^r, on <^^ ^

career best of 36 45 po;nts in four events. At
nationals she finished thirteenth, an honor in

Itself, but a disappointment in that the top
twelve finishers qualified for the World
University Games Trials.

Last year also marked the entrance of Jill

Heggie. Stephanie Jones and Karen
Hembergpf into the lineup which added
greatly to the internal competition for the all

around positions. Cantwell settled in the
number three slot.

I really like the atmosphere in the gym
now," said Cantwell. "There's a lot of team
spint and nolp coming from everyone. That
really makes a difference when you have to

come into the gym to work out every day.

Gymnastics demands a great deal of time
and dedication. The UMass team begins
working out in September, shortens all major
holidays, and works three to four hours each
day. Cantwell doesn t regret giving up a

normal" life. "I'll miss working out after

doing it for so long," said Cantwell.

Coach Evans echoed Cantwell's feelinas.

'We will definitely miss Susan in the gym.
She has been a consistently, strong per-

former and has added a lot to our program,"
said Evans.

The Cantwell name may not disappear
forever, however, Susan's youngest sister

Barbara is considering coming to UMass in

the fall. In the meantime, Susan is hoping to

finish off her last season with a flourish and
you can catch her efforts for the last time
tonight at 7 p.m. in the Cage.

Splkers set

Two UMass volleyball squads finished

second and third, respectively, last

weekend at NOPE in a tuneup for this

weekend's New England College Open at

Wentworth College, March 4.

Springfield College came out on top in

the practice tournament, and Berkshire

College placed fourth.

Martin Avedisian, commissioner of

officials for the New England division of

the United States Volleyball Association,

has seen the UMass team and has given

it his full support. He said he would like to

see western Massachusetts become the

mecca of New England college volleyball.

Notices
RUGBY - The UMass Rugby club will

begin practice today at 4:15 p.m. All those
interested should attend.

WATER POLO - There will be a short

meeting for men and women interested in

playing water polo this semester tonight at

8:30 p.m. in Camous Center rm. 901.

WATER POLO CLUB - There will be a

meeting for men and women interested in

playing water polo this semester on Tuesday
at 8:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 901.

Any questions, contact Bill Tharion, 549-

0779.
("HlbBfcE A meeting for those in-

terested in the UMass Frisbee Club will be
^^eld tonight in Campus Center rm. 165.

AMHERSTCi'^eiHa
AMITY ST. 253 5426

IT'SA HIT."
-LA Herald Examinmr

nils MUV'IF
IS TOTAUY

OUT OF
CONTROL

"V » Vf,Ci 'f = 00

MONDAY & lUfSDAY BARGAIN NITES • ALL SEATS $1.00

JIMMY
CLIFFin

"THE HARDER
THEY COME'

THE L NG
AND THE
SH-RT OF IT
THI LONG: If you are between 1 7* and32yearsold
and would like to experience Israel for 6 months, a

semester or year, we've got the programs! Learn

Hebrew, volunteer in a development town, dig into

a kibbut2. live the land and the people in these

historic times. Most programs cost little more than

airfare alone. Room and board are included. Col-

lege credits are available where applicable.
* <ind 4 high Khool graduate

THE SHORT: If you are in high school, college, or

older you should spend this summer in Israel There

are dozens of programs to choose from—many of-

fering college credits. Be an archaeologist, work

on a kibbutz, learn Hebrew, dance, tour, discover

your Jewish roots. All programs offer rare

challenges and in-depth Israeli experiences.

So whether you're interested in the long or the short

of it call today or write for the free descriptive

booklet.

American Zionist Youth Foundation

Israel Program Center 5 I 5 Parl< Avenue.

New York. N.Y 10022 (2 12) 751-6070
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High-scoring Peters.

Siie can do it aii
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

She is the ultimate offensive machine, a

player who can score in double figures

almost at will.

And yet Sue Peters of the UMass
women's basketball team is also more.

"Sue has become an all-around
ballplayer," UMass coach Mary Ann Oz-
darski said. "She passes and rebounds well.

Sue's developed into an all-around team
player."

But scoring is still Peters' forte, and if she
hits for at least 11 points tonight against

Southern Connecticut, she will become the
first Minutewoman to ever score 400 points

in a season.

"Sue Peters is the type of kid, whether
she's off or on, who will always score
points," Ozdarski noted. "She's a very, very
consistent ballplayer, and is a pure shooter."

Consistency is tfie keyword to Peters'

success with UMass. Her 20.5 points per
game average leads the club, and she is

shooting at a 48 per cent clip from the field.

Peters has scored in double figures in each
of U Mass's 19 games this season, and has hit

the 20-point mark 13 times. Her high game
was a 33-point effort on a 15 for 21 day from
the field against Vermont in early December.

"I feel it's more difficult for me to score

this year than last," Peters said. "I feel I have
to do more to score a basket, like shooting
outside. A lot of my baskets last year were
layups."

"I feel a little more pressure on me, not to

score more, but that it's going to be harder to

score.
"

The 5-7 sophomore guard came to UMass
after a brilliant career at Southbridge High
School. Ironically, the star of the North-
ampton team was Maura Supinski, now a
Minutewoman teammate.

Peters was a starter at UMass from minute
one of her freshman year. She popped in

16.3 points per game last season to lead the
club. This season, her development as a

player has been continuing.

"She picks up things very quickly," Oz-
darski said. "She's improved so much. The
kid loves to play the game,"

"I think I've been using my head more this

year than last," Peters said. "Last year I did a

lot just on ability alone, but I feel I've been
thinking more this year."

Peters has been adjusting to a new back-
court partner since the end of January. Mary
Hallaren has stepped into the starting lineup
in place of Sue Henry, who left the squad
due to academic problems.

"It was difficult for me when Sue left,

because we were close friends off and on the
court," Peters said. "I think after she first left

I tried to do too much myself, and I put
added pressure on myself.

"Sue looked to me a lot, and we played
well together. But I'm getting used to playing

with Mary. She knows when I want to get
the ball. She looks inside for me a lot more."

Although Peters is averaging seven
rebounds a game, she is not satisfied with
that aspect of her game.

"I'm unhappy with my rebounding," she
said. "Offensively, I should get much more
rebounds. I tend to stand around and watch
too much.
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Sue Peters lets loose an "in your face" scoop layup — just one move in her of-

fensive repertoire that makes her the most potent scorer on the team. (Staff photo
by Pat Dobbs)

"It's expected of me to score 20 points a
game, but I'm not expected to get 15
rebounds. I should be doing that much more
often, or at least get three or four more a
game."

Only in her second year on the team,
Peters feels like a veteran.

"I feel like one of the more experienced

players on the team," she said. "I'm trying to
help the younger players out."

Entering the Eastern regionals, Peters said
that Southern Connecticut, Queens, St.

John's, and Brooklyn College are the teams
to beat

But if Sue Peters keeps scoring 20 points
and handing out four assists a game, perhaps
UMass should be included in that list too.

'HAHJEES 'PUCr
The area^s only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamh^ vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-9797

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri -Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30

Is itSick
tOMW
apen?

Is It crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line m
town and feel so ngtit in your hand' Is it mad to worship pens with clever

little metal "collars ' to keep their plastic points from getting squishy'

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen

Our Razor Point, at only 69c. gives

ttie kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll flip

over And for those times you want a little less l

line, have a fling with our fine point

5'^'' Fineliner It has the will and fortitude to

ar:'.:. ally write through carbons

Sh. don't settle for a casual relationship

Gc-t /ourself a lasting one. or two. to have

a'-f.l tohold at your college t)ook store

• (lot Corp of America, 30 Midland Ave..

r-.->fi Chester, New York 10573

f « «T».«m

fineine marker pens

Available at

campus center/univ. of mass, /amherst
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UMass tames Panthers, 71-68
By RICH ECKEL
Collegian Staff

It was only fitting that on Senior Night at the
Cage last night, two, you guessed it, seniors,

would combine to make the biggest play of

the game as the University of Massachusetts
basketball team came from behind to nip
Pittsburgh, 71-68.

The senior duo of Mike Pyatt and Derick
Claiborne, playing their last home game at

UMass along with Alex Eldridge and Chuck
Stevesky, combined to score 10 of UMass'

UM fans bid

fond farewell

to hoop srs.
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

All the excitement, thrills and chills that

seniors Mike Pyatt, Derick Claiborne, Alex
Eldridge and Chuck Steveskey brought to

UMass when they first stepped on the floor

way back in 1974 were ever so present last

night at the Cage.
It was only fitting that Pyatt, with the

Minutemen leading by one with 51 seconds
to go in the game, would deflect a Panther
pass right into the hands of UMass guard Bill

Morrison.
It was only right that Morrison would dish

off a pass to Captain Claiborne and send him
on his way to a game ending layup as 4,115

spectators absolutely went nuts and zoomed
onto the court.

"The fans here at the Cage are just un-

believable," said Pyatt, who scored 22,

rebounded eight, stole 4 passes and blocked
one shot. "The ovation they gave us tonight

will remain with me for a long time."

'The Cage is the Joint," said Eldridge, "I

think Senior Night will be a night to

remember for a long time. We definitely

needed a lift from the crowd to get us

going."
tiarioge, returning from a four garhe

absence with a knee sprain, scored five in an
18 minute stint but was instrumental in

helping the Minutemen climb back from a

ten point deficit to only trail by five when he
went out of the game.

"I feel a lot better tonight," said Eldridge.

"The knee will come around. I could have
played more in the second half but I felt it

tighten up a little bit and didn't want to risk it

with the tournament coming up."
Claiborne, who broke the UMass record

for most consecutive games played in a four

year career (90) scored 11, rebounded five

times and handed out three assists.

Claiborne, who scored seven of the last 12
UMass points, said the win over the Panthers
was exactly what the team needed.

"It was a tremendous win, not so much for

the seniors but for the whole team. It was an
emotional one, and one I think that will get
us on the track for the tournament," he said.

Steveskey only played five minutes for his

last game at the Cage but he definitely was
appreciated by the crowd as the four seniors

were individually introduced along with
manager Skip Alford before the game and
received plaques.

"Chuck has been a real asset to our
program for four years. His hustle in practice

and in the game has been a model for other

players to follow, ' said Coach Jack Leaman.

final 12 points and teamed up to thwart a
final scoring attempt by the Panthers with six

seconds left.

With 15 seconds remaining and UMass
holding a tenuous 69-68 advantage (that's

the first time UMass led since 4-2), Pitt coach
Tim Grgurich called time out and
diagrammed his team's final shot.

"We went into our regular offense and
were looking for Larry Harris," Grgurich said

afterwards in defense of his decision.

But the Panthers couldn't find Harris,

thanks mainly to the tough defense of Eric

Williams, and when center Ed Scheuermann
tried to hit Terry Knight with a pass down
low, Pyatt came across and swatted the ball

to Billy Morrison, who fed Claiborne for the
game icing layup at the buzzer.

"I just came across from the weak side

after I saw Knight post down low and just

got my hand in the way," said Pyatt of his

key defensive play.

The victory brought the Minutemen's
regular season to a close as they finished

with a 15-11 record, 5-5 in the EAA. More
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Minutemen Len Kohlhaas stops and pops against Pittsburgh's Larry Harris during

last night's game between the Minutemen and the Panthers. UMass overcame a ten

point Pitt lead late in the second half to defeat the Panthers 71-68 before a roaring

Senior Night crowd. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

NE-bound matmen trounce UNH
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The Minuteman wrestling team, headed
for the New England championships this

weekend, trounced New Hampshire 30-15
last night at Boyden Auxiliary Gym in the
team's last regular season meet of the
season.

The surprise of the night turned out to be
Keith Dixon, who trounced the Wildcats'
Scott Wood, 12-1, in his 126-pound match.
Dixon had seen little action during the early

part of the season, but has come on to be the
Minutemen's number one man in the 126
pound class.

"There's no doubt about it,
" beamed

Coach Dave Amato after the match. "That
kid went out there and wrestled one helluva
match against a wrestler who finished fourth
in New England last year. Dixon may turn out
to be a pleasant surprise this weekend."

Prior to the -Dixon heroics, Dana
Rasmussen started the UMass scoring with
an 8 2 win at 118 pounds. With 45 seconds
left in the third period, Raz' sprained an ankle

but was able to finish the match. The injury

was not serious.

"It was a minor sprain, but it doesn't
hurt, " said Rasmussen, ""It'll be fine by
Friday."

Larry Otsuka continued his onslaught
against rival wrestlers with a convincing pin

at 5:56 in his 34 pound bout. Otsuka had held
a 10-3 lead at the time of the fall.

Charley Rigoglioso was leading 1-0 in the

second period of his 142 pound match, but
was awarded the match by forfeit when the

Wildcats' Nabil Boghos was unable to

continue. Boghos was taken to the Infirnrary

for treatment of a split tongue and released.

UNH won its first match of the night as

Bruce Cerullo took a riding time decision

over Tim Fallon. Fallon, the UMass co-

captain and only senior on the team, was
honored by players and coaches before the

meet began
In nnaking the presentation of a plaque,

coach Amato cited Fallon for his four years

of outstanding service to the UMass
wrestling program. "Tim Fallon is one of the

outstanding captains of sports on this

campus," said Amato.
Although wrestling in a heavier weight

class, Mike Carroll won 7-2 to put the tally at

22-3 UMass.

UNH took the next two matches, but Bob
Clark was a 1 -0 winner in his 177 pound bout
to put the meet on ice for the Minutemen. In

the Clark match, a second period stalling

warning against both wrestlers became an
important call as Mike Pendergast, the Wild-

cat wrestler, was called for his second stall

late in the third period to account for the only

scoring in the match.
John Allen wrapped things up for UMass

as he staged a New England title warmup
with a 17-4 triumph.

Wrestling Notes
Among the spectators last night was Ron

Pelligra, former UMass assistant wrestling

coach and graduate student, who is now
working in Syracuse. Pelligra was the

national heavyweight champion in Division

Three during his wrestling days at St,

Lawrence University..,

importantly, the win gives UMass some
momentum entering this Thursday's first

round playoff game in Pittsburgh where
they'll meet host Duquesne.

The victory ended a four game drought for

UMass, but it didn't come easily. The 41 15 in

attendance thought they were in for another
long night when the Panthers, who were led

by Harris' 18 first half points, walked out at

intermission leading by nine, 42-33.

But the Minutemen's defense tightened
and held the Panthers, who had shot 60 per
cent from the floor in the opening half, to a
cooler 40 per cent in the second stanza.
Harris, who was the game's high scorer with
25 points, was limited to just seven in the
second half.

The UMass offense heated up as Pyatt (22
points, 8 rebounds), Williams (14 points) and
Claiborne (11 points) helped chop a ten point
Panther advantage (56-46) to one, 63-62,
with 6:24 left.

"We played extremely well in the second
half. I thought we played with a lot of en-

thusiasm and that squares us away pretty

well for this week," UMass coach Jack
Leaman said.

It was a night for the seniors to remember
and yet another chapter in a long list of Cage
memories....

PITTSBURGH - Clancy-9-1-19; Harris-10-5-

25; Scheuermann-4-2-10; Knight-0-2-2;
Williams-2-0-4; Strickland-2-2-6; Haygood-1-
0-2; Totals: 28-12-68

MASSACHUSETTS - Pyatt-10-2-22;
Williams-5-4-14; Haymore-3-0-6; Claiborne-
5-1-11; Eldridge-0-5-5; Morrison-3-0-6;
Kohlhass-2-3-7; Totals: 28-15-71

Attendance 4115
Halftime 42-33

Trackmen
slip in NE's
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - Northeastern University

outclassed the competition at Harvard's

spacious indoor track complex Sunday, as
the Huskies amassed 62 points en route to

their fifth consecutive New England Indoor
Track Championship. UMass finished a

disappointing 14th.

Yankee Conference title holder UConn
finished a distant second with 37 points,

while YanCon runner-up Boston University

tallied 24 for third place. UMass, represented
by the lone scoring effort of Steve Mac-
Dougall in the 1(XX) yard run, concluded the
two day program with four points.

In the sole Minutemen highlight,
sophomore MacDougall shed his image as a

second year surprise with his convincing
performance in the 1000 yard run. Running in

typical long striding form, MacDougall
squeezed out a narrow victory over John
Costigan of Worcester State for the runner-

up slot. His time of 2:11.63 was but 1.07

seconds from snaring victory away from the
New England titleholder, Tom Mortimer of

Northeastern.
What could have been one of the rnost

thrilling matchups of the 16-event program
dissolved before the gun sounded. The
Minutemen's prime candidate for an All New
England selection, Joe Martens, pulled a

hamstring while warming up to qualify in his

specialty, the 440 yard dash. The prospect of

witnessing Martens and the eventual winner,
BU's Glen Cohen, head to head in a running
duel never came to pass as it had a week ago
in the YanCon championships. For the
record, it was the British Olympian Cohen
who registered a convincing triumph with a

new meet standard of 48.52 seconds.
Two other UMass performers who fared

well a week ago were victimized by what
coach Ken O'Brien termed "poor
positioning".

Francis O'Keefe, victorious in the Yar»-

Con's at 880 yards, finished out of the
scoring (top five) in the same event that

provided glory a week ago. Falling almost
instantly behind at the sound of the gun,
O'Keefe spent most of his energy on the final

100 yards of the race in a determined attempt
to offset the initial deficit. His final effort fell

short of the mark and he finished sixth.

Senior Mark Healy, who was the second
fastest qualifier in the 600 yard semi-finals on
Saturday, followed the unfortunate foot-

steps of teammate O'Keefe. Boxed out early,

Healy fell into a hole too deep to overcome.
Mark Lech of Northeastern won the event.
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Leonard Bernstein

Eugene Fodor

Woody Herman

Mercer Ellington

StudentJobs expected

Festival of Music set
for summer session '78
By MARY BROWN
Collegian Staff

A three week Leonard Bernstein Festival

of Music featuring major guest artists and
companies to both perform and teach work-
shops to summer session students was
announced yesterday by Fine Arts Center
officials.

Acting Director of the Fine Arts Center
John A. Jenkins said the festival is expected
to boost summer session enrollments,
provide student jobs both in the areas of
performance and work-study, and generate a
larger tourist industry in the Amherst area.

"It'll keep the campus hopping," said one
Fine Arts Center official, "There's something
going on every weekend."

Officials say the Amherst area could take
in from $500,000 to as much as $1 million

from people coming to the area during the
festival period of June 26 to July 23.

About 10 major stars and companies have
been signed to participate thus far, but
officials say more are in the process of being
signed.

Artists and performances now planned
include violinist Eugene Fodor; conductor
and pianist Lukas Foss; Metropolitan Opera
mezzo-soprano Florence Quivar; productions
of "Westside Story" and Bernstein's opera
"Trouble in Tahiti"; The Hartford Ballet; the
Duke Ellington Orchestra and Woody
Herman and his Young Thundering Herd.

Bernstein, who is currently completing a
three month European tour, sent a message
to be read at the press conference yesterday.

"As a composer and a native son of

Massachusetts, I am doubly honored by the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst in

presenting the Leonard Bernstein Festival of

American Music. To the University, the

community, and to the artists who will

participate, I send my warmest greetings and
appreciation," Bernstein wrote.

Jenkins said the idea for organizing such a

festival dedicated to Bernstein has been
kicked around the University for a while

"Alan Light (concert hall manager) arrived

in my office or in the office of (assistant

provost) Fred Tillis, I don't remember which
it was, with the idea of the festival," Jenkins

said.

In October, Fine Arts and University staff

decided to go "full gear" on a Leonard Bern-

stein festival, Jenkins said.

Bernstein's New York Agent has told the

University that Bernstein would very much
like to attend "at least one event" during the

festival, but a prior commitment to a tour of

the Orient will force him to be absent for the

first two weeks.
Jenkins said the festival has an operating

budget of about $200,000, which will be
"defrayed by sharing the costs between
different revenue sources."

Robert Gutter

He said organizers hope to generate
$100,000 from ticket sales and another
$20,(XX) from workshop fees paid by summer
session students.

Summer session students or anyone in-

terested may enroll in workshops being
offered by guest artists in the weeks
preceedirtg their performances.
Sue Huetteman, in charge of running the

workshops, said the fee is $15 per credit with
both 3-credit and 6-credit programs
available.

Huetteman said students should begin
looking for press releases and ads in local

newspapers around the first of April.

While students will probably be the first to

know about the festival, enrollment is on a
first-come, first-served basis and no
preference will be given to UMass under-
graduates.

Summer Session Director Alan Ashton
said he hopes to boost summer enrollment to
4000 from last year's 3700.
Room and board will also be provided for a

fee, Huetteman said, or students may live

off-campus if they prefer.

In addition to participating in the work-
shops, students are eligible to audition for

the various festival performances to be held.

Jenkins said the festival hopes to give
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Bernstein - a brief took
Leonard Bernstein was born in Lawrence,

Mass., on August 18, 1918, and grew up in

Boston. He graduated from Harvard
University in 1939, and continued his studies
at the Curtis Institute with Fritz Reiner,
Randall Thompson and Isabella Vengerova.
His summers were spent at Tanglewood, as a
student and assistant to Serge Koussevitzky.
Engaged by Artur Rodzinski as assistant

conductor of the New York Philharmonic in

1943, Bernstein made his debut with the
orchestra on November 14 of that year,
replacing Bruno Walter in a nationally-broad-
cast concert.

In the years following, Bernstein served as
music director of the New York City Sym-
phony (1945-1948), was head of the con-
ducting faculty at the Berkshire Music Center
(1951-55) and professor of music at Brandeis
University (1951-56), and appeared regularly
as guest conductor with the New York
Philharmonic and the Israel Philharmonic.
Named music director of the New York

Philharmonic in 1958, Bernstein was the first

American-born and trained musician to
attain such a post. During his long
association with the philharmonic, he
conducted more concerts than any other
conductor in its history, and, in 1969 he was
given the lifetime title of Laureate Con-
ductor.

In addition to conducting the New York

Philharmonic, Bernstein has conducted most
of the world's leading orchestras, as well as

the Metropolitan Opera in La Scale, Milan
(the first American ever to conduct there),

and the Vienna State Opera.

Acclaimed as a composer, Mr. Bernstein
has written three symphonies, "Jeremiah",
"Age of Anxiety", and "Kaddish", the
"Serenade" for Violin and String Orchestra,
"Chichester Psalms" for Orchestra and
Chorus, the ballets "Fancy Free" and
"Facsimile", the one-act opera "Trouble in

Tahiti", and the score for the film "On the
Waterfront".

For the Broadway theatre, he has con-
tributed the scores to "On the Town",
"Wonderful Town", "Candida", and, "West
Side Story".

His recent works include "Mass", which
opened the Kennedy Center in 1971, and
"Dybbuk", a ballet which had its premiere
performance in 1974 by the New York Ballet.
A retrospective of Bernstein's work was

presented last spring in Israel during a two-
week, nationwide Bernstein Festival,
organized by the Israel Philharmonic to
celebrate the 30th anniversary of his first

concerts in Israel. This past August, the
Carinthian Summer Festival in Austria
presented the first European, festival of his
music.

Pierpont songsters rally;

defend dorm reputation
By MARK LECCESE
Collegian Staff

It seems that 175 students singing "We
Shall Overcome" had an effect on James
Matlack.

Matlack, the master-director of South-

west, faced the singers Monday night in

Pierpont, where he had gone to announce
his plan to change the reputation of the dorm
by limiting its residents to freshmen and
sophomores this fall.

After facing emotional opposition from the

meeting, Matlack yesterday announced that

he would be willing to consider possible

alternatives to his plan.

In a memorandum issued yesterday

morning, Matlack said: "I will meet again

with a drafting group from Pierpont next

Monday to assess progress and the prac-

ticality of a viable alternative, one which
offers at least equal assurance that good
order, reasonable compliance with University

regulations and policies, and an environment
conducive to study for all residents will be
achieved and maintained."

Matlack also said Pierpont would have

three weeks to present their alternative plan,

"or else my original proposal will go for-

ward."

Not many Pierpont residents were
satisfied, however. "It's hard to believe he's

acting in good faith when he gives us three

week's deadline for a project he's worked on
for five months," said David Barenberg, a

Pierpont student senator.

"If he had put more time in working with

the. Pierpont community instead of working

against the community, we'd be further

along in working to achieve our mutual

goals," said Barenberg.

Matlack, in a four-page statement given to

the students Monday night cited several

reasons for his plan, among them were: pet

policy, fire policy, equipment damage, noise

levels, disruptive and destructive behavior

associated with drinking and partying, and

the use and sale of drugs.

According to Barenberg, Matlack "didn't

have specific statistical matter on things

such as the dorm's retention rate,

academics, or drug problems. He didn't have

the information to back up his charges and

admitted so freely."

Jon Hite, Student Government
Association Co- President, saw Matlack's

willingness to bargain as a 'glimmer of hope.

I think this thing can be resolved in the dorm
without the decision being made externally,"

said Hite.
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Carter wants a

return to basics
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WASHINGTON (AP) - President Carter
asked Congress yesterday for a record $12.9
billion federal budget for education and pro-
mised that some of the aid will go toward
reviving the three R's - reading, 'riting and
'rithmetic.

If adopted by Congress, the hike would be
the biggest increase in federal aid to educa-
tion since Lyndon Johnson's administration.
Carter's message to Congress restated his

fiscal 1979 budget request for a 24 percent
increase in spending on education. It also
revealed his proposals for reshaping the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act in

order to channel federal money more directly

to "those so often shortchanged in our
educational system because of social pro-
blems or poverty."
The president, whose first public office was

as a school board member in Sumter Coun-
ty, Ga., said his proposals "will focus our na-
tion's resources on helping our children
master the basic skills — reading, writing
and arithmetic — which remain critical to
their ability to function in a complex socie-
ty

"

He also reaffirmed his intention to ask Con-
gress to set up a separate Department of
Education.
Carter asked for $6.9 billion for elementary

and secondary education, up from $6 billion

this year. This includes nearly $3.4 billion in

aid for compensatory education for poor
children, which funnels money to 14,000 of
the nation's 16,000 school districts.

He proposed targeting $400 million in extra
aid to 3,500 districts with large concentra
tions of poor students. Two-thirds of this

money will go to hardpressed center-city
schools, while one-third "will flow to rural

and suburban school systems which have
similar needs," he said.

The extra money will increase from 5.6
million to 6.5 million the number of poor
students who get remedial education.
In his effort to improve steadily declining

basic educational skills such as reading and
writing. Carter said the government will fund
more research and demonstration programs
in these areas.

Congress, which has provided more for
education than Republican presidents
wanted from 1969 through 1977, is expected
to be receptive to Carter's request, although
a split is developing on aid to college
students.

Carter wants to increase aid to college
students by $1.46 billion, with much of the
new money going for $250 grants to
students from middle income families.
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Outfront charge denied
By BERNARD DAVfDOW
Collegian Staff

The manager of the Campus Center
Building Operations yesterday said there is

"no way" $6,340 worth of materials was
discarded when Campus Center employes
cleaned the old Commuter Lounge more
than a year ago.
Members of the monthly student

newspaper, Outfront. are bringing four
university employees to court April 10, seven
months after filing a suit against them. The
original claim of $1,000 in losses was in-

creased Monday.
Dudley J. Bridges called the new figure

"outrageous. " He said, "It's too bad they
have to go to this extent." Bridges maintains
that if anything of value was thrown out by
Campus Center workers, it was the fault ot
Outfront.

He said the Campus Center employees
discarded "trash" that was left scattered on
the floor of the Commuter Lounge, then on
the lower level of the Student Union.

But according to James Starr, student
Legal Services Office attorney for Outfront,
the items allegedly discarded, including back
issues of Outfront. graphics files, sub-
scriptions to other periodicals and layout

matenals, were either on shelves or in "neat"
stacks along the walls of the lounge.

Starr said, "I think we've got a good
chance to get a judgment," at the Hampshire
County Dimrict Court civil session.

The plaintiffs — James Jordan, Richard
Warren and Robert Gardner - worked for
Outfront a year ago. After the 1976-77 inter-

session, the Outfront members wrote a
memo to Bridges asking for $500 reim-
bursement, which was denied. It was during
that intersession the lounge was cleaned.

Defendants named in the suit, other than
Bridges, are William F. Field, acting director

of the Campus Center at the time the
materials were allegedly discarded, Bernard
F. Wilkes, assistant director of the Campus
Center, and Edward J. Kelly, a professional

technician for the Campus Center.

Also named are "'John Doe" and "Mary
Roe," names of persons not identified but
may have been involved, according to Starr.

Since September, requests of information
were filed at the court between the plaintiffs

and defendants. It was when answering one
of the requests that Jordan reassessed the
value of materials he said were lost, ac-

cording to Starr.

Outfront is not currently being published.

Barbara Czeluzniak and Pat Leighton captured first place at Poor Richard's
"Saturday Night Fever Dance Contest" last Sunday night. (Staff photo by Steve
Lesser)

D/sco Yever^ strikes
at Poor Dick's contest
By MYRNA HERSHMAN
and RALPH MEISSNER
Collegian Staff

""Saturday Night Fever" hit Poor
Richard"s Sunday night where a capacity
crowd witnessed 32 couples compete in a
dance contest sponsored by Poor
Richard"s, Mountain Farms Mall 4
Theatres and Record Town.
The 32 couples were divided into six

groups, each dancing to a song of the
disc jockey's choice. Ten finalists were
selected by a panel of seven judges
which included representatives from the
Mountain Farms Mall 4 Theatres, Record
Town, the Valley Advocate, and Poor
Richard's.

The ten couples then danced in-

dividually to a song of their choice. The
contestants were judged on the style,

creativity, and smoothness of their

dancing. 'Five couples were selected as
winners, with the first prize of $50,
courtesy of Poor Richard's, awarded to
Pat Leighton and Barbara Czelusniak.

Second place winners, Jose Can-
delario and Candid Maldonado, each won
a year's free pass to Mountain Farms Mall
4 Theatres. The third place couple, Tony
Potter and Lori Mickle, each won a copy

of the original soundtrack of "'Saturday
Night Fever,'" compliments of Record
Town.

Fourth place was awarded to Stanley
Thompson and Evelyn Leon, each
winning a free pass to Mountain Farms
Mall 4 Theatres and a "'Saturday Night
Fever" poster. John Lahey and Party

Wayshack captured fifth place, each
winning a "Saturday Night Fever"
poster.

An overwhelming turnout Sunday
night forced Poor Richard's to turn away
more than 200 people who were waiting

to attend the event. A second contest will

be held on Sunday, March 12th to ac-

commodate those who were unable to

participate in the contest.

Ms. Czelusniak, one of the first prize

winners, is a nutrition major at UMass
and has been dancing with Pat Leighton
since last spring when they met at a

social dance class at UMass. Her partner
currently teaches physics at Amherst
High School. The couple danced to

Thelma Houston's "'Don't Leave Me This
Way." Their style of dancing featured the
American Hustle, forward and reverse
turns, and a variety of kicks and head
movements.

Concert heads agenda
The Undergraduate Student Senate will

meet tonight night to discuss spring concert
proposals which have caused a great deal of
controversy.

Senate Speaker Pat Whelan expects the
concert proposals to be discussed most of
the night. '"The meeting could last extremely
long if amendments are made,'" said Whelan.
These amendments could include a Black
American Music Festival with an admission
fee along with a free Spring concert.

If the Senate does get through the concert
discussion, then it will hear reports from the
Finance committee and approve ap-
pointments to vacant Senate committee
positions.

-JON KLEIN

Smith prof heads study

A Smith College associate professor has
been named director of a ten year study of
the U.S. Constitution that will culminate in

1988, the bicentennial of the adoption of the
Constitution.

Donald A. Robinson, associate professor
of government at Smith, says the study will

attempt to raise "the important questions of
how a document framed under such dif-
ferent circumstances has survived through
two hundred years and whether, in fact, the
Constitution is still appropriate for a nation
that now faces the challenge of modernity."
The study is being co-sponsored by the

American Historical Association and the
American Political Science Association with
initial funding from the Andrew T. Mellon
Foundation of New York, Additional funding
is being sought.

Richard B. Morris, Governor Morris
Professor of History Emeritus at Columbia
University, and James MacGregor Burns,
Woodrow Wilson professor of Government
at Williams College, will serve as co-
chairman of a joint committee of scholars
which will guide the project.

"The two associations are dedicated to
providing the necessary kind of intellectual

leadership that was absent in this country's
celebration of the bicentennial of the
revolution," said Robinson.

- MARK HORAN

J. Geits to play here
The Union Program Council has an-

nounced that Boston's J. Geils band will

perform at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall
on March 15. Opening for Geils will be
Roomful of Blues, a local favorite, at 8 p.m.
The Union Program Council, sponsoring

Geils, list future performers including Holly
Near, March 5, F.A.C., Dexter Gordon, April

1, and David Bromberg and Maria Maldaur
on April 9 at the F.A.C.

Tickets are available at the F.A.C. box
office and all Ticketron outlets - starting
today. Ticket prices are: UMass students
4.50, 5.00, and 5.50, with I.D. General Public:

5 50, 6.00, and 6.50.

- JOAN FEENEY

Attorney seeks office Blizzard moves deadline

Northampton attorney Leon Malinofsky,
Jr. will hold a press conference today to

announce his decision on running for the
Democratic nomination for Hampshire
County Register of Probate. Malinofsky will

speak at 10 a.m. in front of the Hampshire
County Hall of Records, 33 King St., North-
ampton.

- JOAN FEENEY

The University has announced it will

extend its freshman application deadline
from March 1 to March 15. The decision was
made to allow applicants affected by the
"Great Blizzard" more time to get their

applications in, said Dean of Admissions and
Records William Tunis.

- JOAN FEENEY
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For private schools

King favors financial aid
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Republican gubernatorial

candidate Edward F. King yesterday said he

favors more financial assistance for students

attending private colleges and a state college

tuition rate reflecting the cost of education.

King said the state has gone through an

"edifice complex" in public higher

education, concentrating on construction of

buildings and not improvement in education.

"We're not getting the product (of

education) we deserve," he said after he and

Edward F. King

Democrat Edward J. King addressed local

businessmen during a breakfast at the
Sheraton Lincoln Inn.

The Democrat King, also a gubernatorial
candidate in this fall's election, said he has
not yet formed a position on higher
education.

Both Kings attacked fiscal policies of

incumbant Democratic Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis during their ten minute speeches at

the $4 breakfast sponsored by the Smaller
Business Association of New England, a

regional organization of small businesses.

Both Kings told the Collegian an in-

vestigation of the state Bureau of Building

Construction should be conducted in-

dependent of the state legislature, as
suggested last week by Lt. Gov. Thomas P.

D'Nfiill III.

Some state legislators want a legislative

committee appointed to investigate the
.operations of the building bureau, which
oversees construction of all state buildings,

including the Tillson oil plant at UMass-
Amherst and buildings at the campus of
UMass- Boston.
The oil plant operated for only eight

months before it was found to be efective,

and construction defects have also been
found on the Boston campus.
The two Kings also said having similar

names is more of a plus than a minus. They
said since they are not campaigning against
each other, their names receive double
exposure.

Edward F. King told the businessmen he
and the Democrat King are going to combine
their bumper sticker orders to save money.

He also told them how he used to receive

late night annoyance calls from east Boston
residents complaining about Logan In-

ternational Airport. The Democrat King in

the sixties directed MassPort, an agency
overseeing the airport and seaport
operations in Boston.
"He was smart enough to have an unlisted

phone number, I wasn't," the Republican
King said.

The Democrat King is also a former
professional football player who; the other
King said, stands at 6' 5". The Republican is

5'6".

The Republican also said he foresees no
problem in receiving the party's endorsement
at the convention in Springfield. No
Republican has been elected Massachusetts
governor without the May 6 endorsement, he
said. He is being opposed by state House
Minority Leader Frank Hatch, R- Beverly, and

Middlesex County Sheriff John Buckley.

King said his opponents are too liberal for

the Republican party endorsement. He also

said more delegates have indicated support

for him than Hatch and Buckley.

I he Democrat King said there is an

"obviously large portion of voters not

satisfied" with Dukakis because King said

the incumbant has not fulfilled the promises

of his 1974 gubernatorial campaign.

He also said Dukakis is "using the office

for political advancement and not program

reforms."

"Everything is focused on the media," said

King, who noted he heard some political

FRAMINGHAM, Mass. (UPI) - Several

State Police Academy dropouts say their

first — and only - week as trooper trainees

reminded them more of a fraternity initiation

than police training.

A week ago Monday, 1 19 recruits reported

for training at the Massachusetts State

Police Academy in Framingham.
This week, 90 are left.

Seabrook
funding

questioned
CONCORD, N.H. (UPI) - A
Washington-based rate expert told

the Public Utilities Commission
yesterday the Public Service Co. can
build the Seabrook nuclear power
plant without making customers pay
in advance for the $2.3 billion station.

""My testimony is not intended to

obstruct or delay Seabrook, and it

won't have any affect on delaying

our obstructing Seabrodk,'" Ralph

Miller told the PUC while testifying in

behalf of consumers fighting the

PSC's $32 million rate increase pro-

posal.

"Assuming adequate rate relief is

given, the company should continue

to attract the necessary capital for its

construction program, " Miller said.

Miller said such customer pre

financing, called construction works

in progress (CWIP), would not save

ratepayers in the long run but rather

raise electric rates by tens of millions

of dollars.

The bulk of the PSC's rate request

would pay for Seabrook by having

the company's customers pre-

finance the plant throuoh hinhpr

One anonymous suburban police officer,

one of 29 dropouts, told the Boston Globe

Tuesday he quit because of '"degrading and

inhuman treatment. I've been a police of-

ficer. I know what the job demands. But,

there's no way I was going to take the kid

stuff they throw around out there."

One North Shore recruit said he was told to

report in a business suit — then ordered to

run a mile through mud and water and do
push-ups in a puddle.

"They woke us in the night and made us

drag our sheets and bedclothes through the

showers, and then sleep on them," he said.

"They made us stand for five hours with

our photographs in front of our face, and we
weren't allowed to move — or even go to the

bathroom — the whole time," he said.

"You couldn't make phone calls. One guy's

wife was sick, and he tried to call her,"' the

dropout said. "They caught him on the

phone and humiliated him in front of

everyone. He just walked away and went
home."'
Another unidentified recruit who left after

three days said trainees were jammed into

toilet stalls and made to stay there for one
hour.

A State Police spokesman, Cpl. Paul

Beloff, defended the treatment as "intense

pressure and emotional tension created by
the staff as a necessary function of our train-

ing program."
But, Beloff said Colonel Robert Wills, head

of the academy's administrative services, is

investigating charges involving the sheets,

photographs and toilet stalls.

"We're looking into those allegations,"

Beloff said. "Some of them sound pretty ab-

surd. There's too much important stuff go
ing on out there for these kinds of things to

happen "

He said "pressu'e situations created at the

academy are designed to make a trainee

react quickly to situations he might face in

the future." A 25 percent dropout rate is nor

mal, he added.
Beloff said pressure "'weeds out the people
who can't take it ... The really intense

pressure is in the first week. Thpv r»r.r.'t

Edward J. King

followers say the recent snow storm which
handicapped Eastern Massachusetts aided
the re-election efforts of Dukakis.
The speech of the Republican King

centered around his campaign for limiting tax

policies of the state.

The Republican found the Citizens for

Limited Taxation, which this fall collected
enough signatures to place the question of a

constitutional change in the state tax

structure before the legislature for two votes
in the next two years.

Should the tax reform measure receive 25
per cent of the vote in the legislature, the
Republican said the proposal will be placed
on the 1980 ballot as a binding referendum. A
binding referendum approved by the voters

must be enacted as law.

He said if his tax reform proposals are not

enacted in the next two years, the state is

"doomed to become the Appalachia of the

eighties."

If the tax reform measures pass, the

Republican said Massachusetts has the

"opportunity to become the comeback state

of the late 20th century."

The Republican is proposing a ceiling be
niaced on the amount of money the

legislature can tax state residents so that

industries will locate here once the property

tax drops.

According to the Republican King, the

state has increased its budget in the last ten

years more than inflation has increased the

cost of living. But while the state budget has

increased, aid to cities and towns has

decreased. King said.

The Republican also called for "fiscal

accountability" in programs mandated but
not funded by the state, an action he said

causes spiraling property taxes at the local

level.

The Democrat King said in his speech the

Dukakis administration can be criticized for

"inconsistencies'" and "credibility."

""If you look at the Dukakis book of

promises," King said referring to Dukakis'

1974 gubernatorial campaign platform, "he
has not just not performed his promises, but
did just the opposite."

He questioned Dukakis' opposition to

nuclear power when the state "is over-

dependent" on imported oil.

The Democrat King said the state needs a

"balanced energy menu" of off-shore oil

exploration and increased use of coal to

produce electricity.

The Democrat said there is ""clearly no way
for economic recovery" in the state if an anti-

business climate of high taxes and expensive

energy sources continues to exist.

Both Kings are visiting the Springfield-

Amherst area in the next few weeks. The
Democrat is in Springfield a week from
today, and Ludlow and Holyoke March 11.

The Republican visits Mount Holyoke
College for dinner Saturday night and Smith
College Monday.

Troopers dropout due
to inhuman treatment

SkateboArri w
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Music festival in jeopardy
5k renee mobley
and TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

The New Africa House Steering Com-
mittee met yesterday to discuss the fate of
the Black American Music Festival.

Chairperson Mark Hickson directed the
floor to Kwaku Saunders who gave a brief
history of the proposal presented before the
Senate, by the Third Worid Caucus on
December 1, 1976.

The motion presented stated, ".... the
senate supports the concept of the rationale
and objectives of the attached proposal
entitled Commemorating an Indigenous:
Classic Black American Music.

That the organizers of the program go
ahead and make initial contacts Re:
arrangements with artists, publicity agents,
and stadium cost, with the agreement that all

negotiations must go through RSO....
Contracts shall be sigr>ed after the senate
approves the final budget."

The senate had originally agreed to
support establishment of the Duke Ellington
Foundation by allowing the proceeds from
the concert to go toward that cause.
Members of the senate now state they are

In the original proposal $76,000 was to be
allocated overall and $36,000 of that was to
go toward talent. Last week the senate cut
the budget leaving only $20,000 for talent.

reluctant to support the Duke Ellington

Foundation because it has not yet been
incorporated.

Kwaku Saunders said that the senate
understood this and that the funds were to

go toward supporting the foundation
regardless.

Many questions were raised as to how the
senate could renege on the original
agreement, providing that the binders that
were tacked on were met. The binders were
certain terms tacked on to the motion and
had to be fulfilled before it could be passed.
They were: 1) the Festival Committee
secures the stadium for the concert, 2) they
obtain a security contract with UMass
security, 3) They obtain a verbal agreement
from the expected talent. The binders were
met and the motion was passed.

The general feeling at the meeting was
that the senate had reneged on the legal
agreement by introducing compromises. The
compromise consisted of cutting the ticket
price from $6 to $3 and failing to support the
foundation.

Howard U. sponsors

communications conference
Note The 7th Annual Communications
Conference was sponsored by Howard

The Seventh Annual Communications
Conference was held at the Mayflower Hotel
in Washington DC, February 16 thru 19,

sponsored by Howard University's School of

Communications.
A huge success with over 500 people

attending, the conference was organized into

a series of workshops focusing on specific

areas of communications set up so that a
panel of speakers would address the
audience in a question and answer format.

The panelists consisted of professors from
colleges, universities and the professional

field here and woridwide.
Among those in attendence were Parren J.

Mitchel, (Rep. Md.) and Chairman of the
Congressional Black Caucus, Ousmane
Sembene, Senegalese filemaker, Milton
Jordan of Charione, N.C. Observer, Sara
Ann Shaw of WBZT\/, Columbus, Ohio, Dr.

Tran Van Dinh of Temple University, Prof.

Justine J. Rector of Temple University's

School of Communications and Theater, and
Prof. Sammuel Yette School of Com-
munications Howard University.

Workshop touched upon all of the media
— radio, newspaper, cable and regular

television, films, the record business and
public relations.

Specific areas covered were financing,

technology, distribution, production,

University. Black Affairs reporter Terrell

Evans attended, this is his report.

management, advertising, field experience,
and careers and jobs.

In the workshop "Racial Sterotypes in the
Press," Rector spoke on how the press slants

stories and uses certain words like

"terrorists," "communist," and "guerrillas,"

to turn people against organizations that do
not agree with U.S. government policies.

Rector explained that the U.S. will write

about Cuban forces being in Africa illegally,

but will say nothing of the full U.S. military

force at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba. She
spoke of how the U.S. will print stories about
Idi Amin without attributing stories to

anyone.
Some of the workshop titles were "Career

Opportunities in Joumalism: Nationwide,"
"Film Exhibition," (Mr. Ousmane Sembene,
noted Senegalese film producer) "Press
Ownership and Management," "In-
vestigative Reporting," and 'Women in

Film."

There were daily "Career Interviewing,"
"Job Preparation, " and "Speech and Hear-
ing Clinic" workshops. Numerous business
organizations were also there including ABC-
TV, military.

The four day conference was well
organized, students and non-students from
many of the fifty states attended.

South Africa's token gestures
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa [UPf] -

South Africa recently integrated the nation's
tennis courts and said blacks may even join

whites in a drink after the match in a ruling

that eventually could end segregation in all

sports.

Some blacks voiced immediate skepticism
above the move but other white sportsmen
welcomed it as a "green light for normal

sports in South Africa."

Sports Minister Dr. Piet Koornhof told the
International Tennis Union that from now on,

"No permit or other legal permission is

needed by any player to play on any court in

South Africa."

In addition, Koornhof said 'no permit or

other legal permission is required to join any
club."

ILLUSION (cmm^

A DRAMATIC AND MUSICAL EXPERIENCE
FOR THE ENUCHTENMENT OF THE EARTH-TRAVELER

written And directed by,

CARLOS W. ANDERSON

BOWKER AUDITORIUM, THURS. FRL & SAT., MARCH 2, 3, & 4, 8:00 pm.
STOCKBRJDGE HALL, U-MASS GEN. ADMISSION 150, STUDENTS 1.00

PRESENTED BY THE BLACK CULTURAL CENTER, U-MASS

By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

On March 2, 3, and 4, "Illusions, A
Ceremony" will be performed at Bowker
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Carios W. Anderson, the writer, director,

and producer of the play is a self taught
artist, whose paintings ha /e been displayed
in a number of cities throughout the country.

His first major art exhibit was at uiviass
Cultural -Center when he was nineteen. In

addition to painting Anderson is actively
engaged in the art-forms of dramatic acting,
singing, poetic scripting and interpretation,
playwriting, directing and choreography. He
.s also an accredited lyricist, and has written
three major musical productions including
"The Children of My Soul", a book of his

poetry.

Although having had no schooling in art or
music, Anderson's training background in

theatre, radio, and television acting has been

extensive. At seventeen, he organized,
developed, and directed an acting company
out of St. Paul, Minnesota, that for two
consecutive years, broke box-office records
wherever they traveled. The company,
B.A.G. Inc., was also instrumental in

initiating the reality of bringing live theatrical
entertainment into the prison institutions of
Minnesota.

Other background includes training at

UMass Black Repertory Theatre, Studio
Theatre, Experimental Theatre, and per-
formances as requested by Amherst College.
Auditions have landed him scholarships to
the Negro Ensemble Company and the Play-
ers Workshop, both in New York City, and
while living there he developed and per-
formed the principle role of 'Dr. Max Lewis',
on the nation's first Black casted and
produced radio soap-opera, "Sounds of the
City", which ran for two years.

Carios Anderson is the son of Reverend
L.W. Anderson Sr. pastor Oi Hope Com-
munity Church in Amherst.

Basketball and "Flashlight"

UMass, learn from Howard
By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

While in DC, Cari Watts and I decided to
take in Howard University's basketball game,
held Friday night, February 17.

When we walked into the building, not yet
in the gym, we heard Pariiament's
"Flashlight" playing. My companion said, to
me,

"Oh, they've got a DJ."
He couldn't have been more wrong. We

walk in and to our surprise was a music
group with bass, lead guitar, drums and
everything, playing "Flashlight."

In support of their team, the students at
Howard really put on a show.

The cheerleaders had some moves that
UMass sad cheerleaders haven't begun to
imagine. The music group in cooperation
with Howard's band had the crowd really
cheering and moving. UMass, we got a long
way to go!

LUTHER
"IHtf%.f'

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr. Correction

It has come to our attention that th«
February 15 Valentine's issue of Black Af-

fairs, contained incorrect information about
the lady featured with Leon Thomas. We did

know the lady's name at the time of

publication, but felt that the picture deserved
to be printed.

The lady's name left out of the photo is

Maonei Bwerinofa from Rhodesia, she
resides in Mackimmie dorm in Southwest.

Happy Tuesday
By J/M PAULIN
Special to Black Affairs

Happy Tuesday. This morning I must
stand trial over in Northampton, the town
that should have signs posted around it

saying "Danger - Entering Climate of
Corruption."

My bet is that the Northampton Police

Department isn't the only thing that's

corrupt, that is, maybe it's only the tip of the

iceberg; like maybe if you looked at the

courthouse over there you'd find some
mighty dirty things like incompetent
psychiatrists have people committed to the

Northampton State Hospital because the

judge doesn't like the defendant's personal

appearance. The judge calls for the rubber

stamp apparently senile Dr. Kaplan to have
anvbody put out of circulation at the mad-
house under 15b of the laws of the Depart-

ment of Mental Health for at least 20 days.

But 12e says that anyone can petition the
couft to have any one sent up to the state
hospital for ten days should the court at a
hearing decide to do so and that's what
should happen to those overpriced
mechanics, doctors, who seem to enjoy
committing people out of commission after
talking to them very briefly in the conference
room in the court house in the presence of a
police officer.

And then there's John O'Donnell, so
called public defender, whose first question

to me when I saw him first Monday of
December was how much walking around
money do you have, as if it is any of his
business because if the probation office
awards you the public defender, the public
defender should know that you don't have
enough money to pay a lawyer.
Someone came up to me before I had to

see O'Donnell and told me that if I wanted
any decent defense I'd better pay for it. Later
on, the same man told me that the first time
he had O'Donnell he went to jail for a year,
and the second time he threw him a hundred
dollars under the table and walked - he
didn't go to jail.

But anyways, I managed to get out early
after having been deprived of my liberty in

that extension of the penal system, the
mental hospital for two weeks instead of 20
days because my parents came and got me
from the court on Tuesday like they usually
do in these situations.

At state hospitals they have bullet proof
glass and locks on the door, and regardless
of your state of mind you're still in the state
hospital, and the only way to stay in touch
with the outside world when you're not
being visited is either through the mail or the
telephone. After awhile you spend so much
time on the phone you wonder if calling isn't

the closest thing to being there.

Jim Paulin, Collegian staffer, is on good
behavior release from his 20 day observation
period at Northampton State Institute.

Attention!!!
The fate of The Black American IVIusic Festival

rests on tomorrow 's Student Senate meeting.

Support from the Third World community is vital.

All are urged to attend,the Student Senate

meeting tomorrow at 7:00 in the Campus Center,

room 101

BlueMrall'

Peace Corps
gets new
director

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Carolyn R.

Payton, 52, a psychologist and director of the
University Counseling Service at Howard
University in Washington, D.C, has been
nominated by President Carter as director of
the Peace Corps.

Ms. Payton would be the first woman
director of the Peace Corps in its 16-year
history. Her nomination to the position of
associate director for international
operations at ACTION, the federal agency
for volunteer service, is subject to Senate
confirmation.

The Peace Corps has been part of ACTION
since 1971. As head of international
operations at ACTION, Ms. Payton will direct
the work of more than 6,200 Peace Corps
volunteers and trainees in 62 developing
countries around the worid.
A former country director of the Peace

Corps in the Eastern Caribbean from 1966 to
1969, Ms. Payton is no stranger to the in-

ternational volunteer program. It needs to be
"revitalized," she feels.

"The Peace Corps I worked for was a very
significant institution for young and old
people to gain meaningful experiences," said
Ms. Payton, who held various positions with
the Peace Corps from 1964 until 1970.
"Recently, there has been an influx of
middle-level technicians who have expert
skills to teach. They are a different type of
individual than the volunteers of the 1960s
who might not have had specific skills to
offer, but were willing to learn about the
culture and people in a country.

"I believe very strongly that the ability to
provide technical assistance should be
secondary to a volunteer's motivation," she
continued. "ACTION is the only federal

agency designed to transmit human qualities

Carolyn Payton, Peace Corps director

and understanding. I would like the Peace
Corps to get back to that level."

Ms. Payton also would like to see the

number of Peace Corps volunteers grow,
particulariy with the addition of more
minority and older persons. "I would like to

see more blacks and other minorities

recruited, as the Peace Corps experience is

equally valuable to people from all

backgrounds," she said.

A 1945 home economics graduate of

Bennett College in Greensboro, N.C, Ms.
Payton received a master's degree in

psychology from the University of Wisconsin
in Madison in 1948 and a doctorate in

education from Columbia University in New
York City in 1962.

Benefit dance to be held

There will be a benefit disco on Saturday,

March 4, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on the 10th

floor of the Campus Center at UMass,
Amherst. Proceeds from the disco will go
towards defraying expenses for EXPO-CUBA
'78, a national poster contest-exhibit.

There will be Latin, Salsa, and disco music

at the event. There will also be a poster

display. Donation is $1.50 at the door and
there will be a cash bar.

EXPO-CUBA '78 is being held nationally as

a cultural exchange between Cuba and the

United States. Cuba's silkscreen designers

have attained international prominence in the

field of poster art by their use of vibrant

colors and bold designs.

The national contest-exhibit is being

coordinated by Western Massachusetts

drtists.

Music will be provided by William

"Shady" Grady, winner of last year's "Battle

of the DJ's," held at Amherst College.

Northeast Conference on the

liberation struggles in S.A.
By JAMES LEWIS JR.
Assistant Editor Black Affairs

There will be a Conference on the
Liberation Struggles of Southern Africa at

Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut,
April 1st, 1978. The conference is sponsored
and planned by Northeast Committee for the
Liberation of Southern Africa, which is made
up of representatives from Amherst College,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst and
Boston, Brandies, Hampshire College,
University of Connecticut, Wesleyan, Yale
American Committee on Africa, American
Friends Service Committee, Commuter
Collective, CP Pax, National Students
Against Racism, and University Christian
Movement.

This conference has been in the planning
since the December 10th demonstration at

the Amherst College Trustee's meeting. At
that meeting about 380 to 420 people from
the New England area stood outside in the
cold for over three hours to protest the
Amherst college twenty million dollar in-

vestment in South African apartheid.
The U.S. has invested 1.6 billion dollars in

South African apartheid, which is a system
where equal employment is illegal for Black
people. Black people are paid starvation
wages, and as a result there is a 53 per cent
child mortality rate. Black people have to
carry passes in order to walk in the city.

Every day there are hundreds of planes flying

overhead carrying Napalm bombs, ready to
literally destroy the Black people. South
Africa is the most inhumane society on the
planet, with the possible exception of

Uganda, and every attempt to change
apartheid for the better has only resulted in

increased bloodshed of Blacks, by the White
minority.

The wnite minority numbers about 4
million compared to the Black population of
over 18 million. It wasn't always a racist

country. The Boar War, when the Whit«t
defeated the Blacks, the British shipped in

tanks, bombs, ships, and all kinds and typM
of sophisticated equipment and soldiers

numbering in the thousands or millions. Th«
Zulus put up a good fight, as best as they
could, but the Dutch were backed by then
number one super power of the worid. Great
Britain, and all the weaponry that came with
them. And don't think they did not fight a

serious war with the Zulus.

Now, still after forcing Black people into

economic and political slavery, they are still

backed by western investments, 7 billion

from England, 1.6 billion from the U.S.
The aims of the conference are

educational. There will be workshops on
organizing around university divestment,
anti-Krugerrand campaigns. Coordination for

Regional Dfemonstration set tentatively for

April 30th, the formation of a regional

Communications Network for Coordination
and Outreach for Anti- Apartheid (a South
African Support group communications
syndicate), and there will be many
educational workshops on the structure and
situation of South Africa itself.

Student groupsat UMass (We are the first

school), Hampshire College, Ohio Univ., the
Univ. of Oregon, and the Univ. of Wisconsin
have been successful in getting their ad-
ministrations to divest stock in U.S. cor-

porations operating in South Africa. Over
400 students have been arrested protesting
university investing in Southern Africa at

schools in California.

Let us hope this Conference receives a

worthy turnout, so we can work to get the
U.S. out of South Africa.
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Admiral finds no evidence
of high cancer rate
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Adm. Hymen

Rickover, the Navy s top nuclear expert, said

yesterday the Navy has no evidence civilians

who worked on nuclear submarines at Ports-

mouth Naval Shipyard died of cancer at

more than double the national rate.

"I'm not saying there's no problem — 1

don't know," Rickover said, but "we don't

see a problem" on the basis of evidence the

Navy has.

Rickover, testifying at a House hearing,

also said the Boston Globe should give the

Navy all the details of a study indicating the

high death rate, even though naval officials

refused to cooperate with the study on
grounds it would invade the privacy of dead
workers.

The 77-year-old admiral said the Globe

was only 'out for a scoop" in publishing the

findings by Dr. Thomas Najarian, a blood

specialist at the Veterans Administration

hospital in Boston,

Najarian told the committee earlier in the

day he had to enlist the help of Globe
reporters in getting the names of deceased
workers who had or had not worked on
nuclear reactors.

Rickover's criticism of the newspaper
came when Rep. Tim Carter, R-Ky., asked
when the Navy "first became aware" of the

high cancer rate among Portsmouth
workers.

"I don't believe we've ever become aware
of that," Rickover replied, saying it was
"quite reprehensible"" of. the Globe to with-

hold details of a study affecting the lives and
health of thousands.
Asked by Rep, Edward Markey, D-Mass.,

why the Navy refused to provide information

on deceased workers, Rickover said it was
done on the advice of counsel under
provision? of the Freedom of Information
Act.

Rickover said he always has been
"conservative"" in setting standards for

protecting Navy military and civilian per-

sonnel from radiation, and that the maximum
permitted exposure was lower than the

national standard.

"'I think what we are doing today is per-

fectly safe, " he said. "But I can't sub-
stantiate that."

Rickover said no one in the Navy has been
injured in a reactor accident, but
acknowledged he was "not an expert" in

determining possible effects of long-term
exposure to low-level radiation.

"An analysis on a nationwide scale is long

overdue," he said. "It will be an enormous
undertaking, far outstripping the isolated

case at Portsmouth, or even encompassing
all the shipyards."

Najarian testified that, rebuffed by the

Navy, he turned to the Globe for help in

tracking down the workers, checking death
certificates and interviewing workers and
their families.

He said when the Globe asked the Navy to

check the resulting list, "The Navy refused,

stating that they would not want to invade

the privacy of the deceased former workers."

AUGUSTA, Maine [UPI] - Great Nor-

thern Paper Co., Maine's largest landowner,

will not negotiate with Indians to settle land

claims, its president said yesterday, after

hinting further expansions in the state may
be curtailed.

Great Northern President Robert
Hellendale labeled as "unfair and possibly

unconstitutional" a White House plan for

federal settlement of claims against small

landowners which leaves the state Great

Northern and 13 other large landowners
open to suit if they do not settle with the

tribes

He told a news conference "our counsel is

in sympathy with the position of Maine
Attorney General Joseph E. Brennan that we
have a strong case and, if we have to, we
won't mind litigating it."

The Penobscot and Passamaquoddy tribes

claim 12.5 million acres, roughly two- thirds

of the state, were taken from them in

violation of the Non-Intercourse Acts of the

1790s while Maine was still part of Massa-
chusetts.

Hellendale said hi» company — which
pumped $150 million into Maine's economy
last year — is trying to "pressure" the state's

congressional delegation to convince the

Carter administration to revamp its position

and endorse a federal settlement of the

claims against the large landowners.

In a letter to Greater Northern's 4,200

employees, Hellendale called the White

House position a "raw deal" and urged
workers to write their lawmakers to push for

a full federal settlement.

The presidential task force said the federal
government would take no responsibility for

the large landowners, who must reach their

own settlement with the Indians or face suit

by the U.S. government on behalf of the
tribes.

"It is not our plan to try to negotiate with
the tribes," Hellendale said. "Our feeling is

that it is a federal responsibility to resolve the
dispute."

He said reports that Great Northern was
expanding in Arkansas instead of Maine
were inaccurate because the Southern
construction had been planned anyway, but
he readily admitted "it is always possible if

our land base shrank there will be fewer
expansions in the state.

"If the property base shrinks the wood
supply shrinks, the number of jobs shrinks,
capital infusions into the state shrink and
take home pay in the state shrinks," he said.

The presidential task force presented, but
did not endorse, the Indian demands on the
large landowners.
The demands called for the landowners to

sell the Indians 300,000 acres at $5 an acre
and to offer options on another 200,000 acres
at fair market value. Hellendale said Great
Northern's share of the land to be sold or

offered options on could total 165,000 acres.

Senate rejects treaty block
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate

yesterday firmly rejected another attempt to

block ratification of the Panama Canal

treaties oy weighing them down with

complicating amendments.

By a vote of 69 to 24, the Senate defeated

a proposal to combine the two companion
pacts — one safeguarding U.S. defense

rights and the main canal treaty itself — so

that neither could take effect without the

other

Yesterday's outcome provided treaty

backers a wider victory margin than th^y

achieved Monday in defeating, by 55 to 34.

another "killer" amendment.
But in the scramble to decipher the

meaning of yesterday's vote. Sen, Robert

Griffin, R-Mich., cautioned that his vote

against this amendment should not be in-

terpreted to mean he now supports
ratification of the treaties.

In the debate preceding the ballot. Sen.
Frank Church, D- Idaho, denounced the

amendment proposed by Sen. William Scott,

R-Va, as another move to kill the treaties'

chances for ratification.

"He's against the treaties," said Church
during the debate preceding the vote. "He
wants to kill these treaties. He wants to do
that through the adoption of 'innocuous'

amenr'Tients.

"Once we begin to enact amendments
changing the text of the treaties in such a

manner, we put the treaties in jeopardy. We
may force another plebiscite in Panama."

Scott acknowledged he opposes the

treaties, but insisted his sole purpose was to

clarify the relationship between the two
companion documents.

Judge won't give up in sex suit

SHER SAY NEWS SERVICPt - A judge

who fired a clerical worker for being single

and pregnant is now trying to block

payments for the settlement she won from

the county after she had filed a sex

discrimination suit.

Kristy Gwin of Maustin, Wisconsin, was
dismissed from her job as the county's

Register in Probate by Judge William Curran,

after the Juneau County jurist learned she

was pregnant.
Curran said Gwin's pregnancy proved she

had violated a Wisconsin law prohibiting

sexual intercourse by an unmarried person.

After filing a sex discrimination complaint

with tha stata. Gwin was awardad an out of

court tettlament from tha county of $2000.

Ju<dga Curran, howavar, has aakad tha

county board's personnel committee to

witnnoid the payment, saying the county

should not pay the settlement because that

could make it liable to taxpayer suits.

Curran said he had to fire the woman
because Wisconsin law prohibits unmarried

persons from engaging in sexual intercourse.

The judge stated that Gwin's pregnancy was
"obvious evidence to the public that she had
violated the laws of the state of Wisconsin by

sexual misconduct, and that her obvious

unlawful behavior would influence offenders

who came bafora his court.

Judge Curran claimed he would punish

any man if he could prove the man had also

violated the statutas, although tha judge

concadad that whh a man, such proof might

not ba ao obvioua.

S\N approves

student lease

By ANDY McCLELLAN
Collegian Staff

Southwest Assembly last night ap-

proved the student lease proposed for

the 1978-79 school year. The lease is

presently being voted upon by the area
governments and will eventually qo to

the students to seek their approval.

In other proceedings, Ted Pietnik was
elected communication director of the
S.W.A. Pietnik said that his primary goal
is to establish a weekly newsletter.

The S.W.A. also voted to allocate $700
for International Womens Week. I.W.W.
will hold presentations in Hampden
Dining Commons. Two hundred dollars

was also allocated to the French corridor

located in the basement of Moore house.

No settlement for Maine Indians

*
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LEARN SELF HYPNOSIS
the easy way

Improve reading speed,

comprehension, memory,
relaxation, confidence,

meditation, ESP and
more.

Eliminate bad habits:

smoking, overeating

etc. Tonight, 8:30 p.m.
Wed,, March 1, room 809

Campus Center

Your only limit is the
goal you set for yourself.

Stage I no obligation

K. R. Morse. Hypnoconsu/tant M. Ed.

Snow budget approved
BOSTON (UPI) - Nine nnillion dollars to

reimburse cities and towns for ice and snow

removal required by February's record-

breaking snowstorm was added to a $22.5

million supplemental budget yesterday by

the Massachusetts Senate.

The Senate initially approved the budget

after adopting an amendment offered by

Sen. Edward L. Burke, D-Framingham, ad-

ding the snow removal funds. The lawbody

rejected an amendment by Sen. David H.

Locke, R-Wellesley, which would have

allowed income tax deductions for educa-

tional expenses.

The budget also included an amendn^ent

inserted by Ways and Means Committee

Chairman James A. Kelly Jr., DOxford, to

allow tax deductions for darriages caused by

the snow storm between Feb. 6 and Feb. 12.

Another $334,800 appropriation was added

by Kelly for Salem State College.

The additions, if approved by the House

and Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, would boost

the budget to more than the $30 million.

Senate President Kevin B. Harrington, D-

Salem, ruled Locke's amendment was out of

order after Kelly claimed it was beyond the

scope of the bill. The ruling sparked a heated

debate between Kelly and Locke, the assis-

tant minority leader.

"I suppose, technically, he (Kelly) is right,"

said Locke. "But, let the word go out... that

our friend from Oxford said 'no.'"

Locke said his amendnDent, which Kelly

claimed would cost the state $33 million,

was intended to haip middle class citizens.

Kelly said he opposed it, because it would

give tax breaks to the wealthy, who don't

need it. Kelly said he preferred increasing

scholarships to the needy.

Guzzi may prosecute
BOSTON [AP] - The names of seven

Massachusetts lobbyists, including one of
the state's top labor officials, and seven firms
have been turned over for possible criminal

prosecution by the attorney general's office.

State Secretary Paul Guzzi said the 14

failed to meet required filing deadlines for

disclosure statements.

Lobbyists who did not file discloaura

statements by Jan. 15 or within the 14-day

grace period may be subject to fines of $100

to $5,000.
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R»'niov«'dbl«' hir collars.
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THE
PUB MUGS

ARE

IN
10 CENT BEERS

8:30-9:30

Jim J)lunketi
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AMHERST
PUB

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

OSCAIR
FETERSO

Sunday, March 12 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pob. - $7, 6, 5. UM-A
S3.S0, 3, 2.S0. Senior citizens and other students •

$4,5,4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4
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Matlack's Pierpont plan an outrage

]?@im ©m^ j^(BT i©1§iw

Seldom have the UMass ad-

ministration's Incompetence and
utter disregard for the rights of

students been so plainly demon-
strated as they were In the recently

exposed plan to deny sophomore
and junior residents of Pierpont
House the right to return to their

dorm next semester.
The plan was arrived at by

Southwest Master-Director Jim
Matlack/ who seems to be a strong

believer in cosmetic solutions to

serious and deep seated problems.
For example, one of the rationale

cited by Matlack for his plan was

ish logic. Instead of concerning

themselves with the real problem

of the drug traffic and trying to

come up with solutions to this

problem, Matlack and the C.D.C.

come up with a plan that will make
the drug problem seem to disap-

pear by spreading drug traffickers

around to other dorms. The bogus

rationale Matlack has come up

with which to mask this flawed

logic are simply laughable.

The process by which Matlack

came up with the plan apparently

Involved a minimum of student

input, and little or no consultation

that Pierpont has become a major of those to be affected by the plan,

center for area drug trafficking, the dorm's residents. In a memo
This Is typically warped Whitmor- submitted to Pierpont residents at

the Monday night meeting with

them, Matlack suggested that he

"could not include direct par-

ticipation by house residents

without catapulting the matter Into

the arena of public dispute and

protest." Perhaps, then, It is un

fortunate that news of the plan

somehow leaked out before the

university had the opportunity to

Implement it over the summer.
While Matlack claims he was
planning to reveal the proposal this

week, there is little reason to

believe this when one considers

Matlack's attitude toward input

and discussion.

The protests of angry Pier-

ponters have forced Matlack to

reconsider, and to meet with the

residents again in order to come up
with an alternative proposal.
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Perhaps it is just this reputation for

breeding student activism (it was
Pierpont which put up a stink when
new students were forced into the

Campus Center last fall) which has

caused administrators to desire the

break-up of the dorm.
The entire situation would be

ludicrous were it not the case tha

Matlack is very serious abou
"cleaning up" a dorm that ha;

been causing the adminlstratior

some headaches over the years
Matlack's latest memo states hi;

goal as "needed Improvement
the House." Perhaps it is time to

administrators to consider th(

needed improvement of the House
and what they can do with their

own "houses" as well.

All unsigned editorials represen

the opinion of a majority of th<

Collegian Board off Editors.

Concert controversies continue

To the Editor

tn accordance with recent articles in

the Collegian, [the Black American Music
Festival, Feb. 23 & Feb. 24] it has been
brought to my attention by a number of

my constituents that any fee — be it a

nominal $3.00 or a phenomenal $6.00 —
is too much to pay for what has

traditionally been a free student activity.

Recently, the Student Senate has had
the distinct pleasure of appropriating

rtughly $10,000 for enterprises which

seemingly have benefitted only a few
self-interested UMass students. Though
this is only 1 per cent of the total Senate

budget it indicates that the Senate is not

fully interested in the students here at

UMass.
I feel the actions of the Senate on

Wednesday February 22, were an affront

to the Students of this campus. We pay

$64 every year to the Student Activities

Trust Fund in expectation that the

Senate will give it back to us in benefits.

Surely the Senate would be capable of

handling a Spring Concert were they only

to manage their funds properly.

We always have enough money to

send people to Kent State. Though it

might have some moral value for a small

number of students, serves no useful

purpose for the majority.

So, if you do not want to pay for a

concert that should be free anyway, let

your Senator know how you feel. The

constituents of those who sit on the

Senate should speak to their electors,

especially at this time of the year.

David M. Leary

Student Senator

nice thought, with any investigation,

could have been seen as about as likely

as The Beatles reuniting for a one nighter

at the Bluewall.

In closing might I state that the idea of

a B.A.M.F. is great, but not at the ex-

pense of the spring concert. And on

behalf of a great deal of UMass students I

would like to thank the thirteen student

senators who voiced this belief. There

will be a student senate meeting Wed-
nesday night at 7:30 to make a final

decision on the spring concert. Please

contact your senator to give him your

views, one way or another, in regard to

this issue. Let the senate represent you.

Kevin O'Hare

Wanted: Children's toys

To the Editor:

A spring concert organized around the

them of a Black American Music Festival

comes as an exciting and progressive

idea to most open-minded UMass
students. Those few students whose
letters have appeared on these pages,

claiming that only the tastes of a minority

will be served, owe themselves a lesson

in American musical history, and broader

exposure to Black American music.

As one of the few art forms originating

in America, Black American music is an

area which no educated person should

fail to experience. Many white students

may be surprised to find Afro-Anwrican

music at the root of their favorite modern
styles: blues. Jazz and rock and roll. The

diversity of current popular music owes

itself to the diversity of Black American
music. The festival, as envisioned by
organizers in the Office of Third World
Affairs quoted in the Collegian, promises

to hold something for everyone. The
proposed festival will allow UMass
students the opportunity to explore the

wealth of contributions Black musicians

have made and continue to make to the

music of this country

Hasty opposition to the idea of a Black

American Music Festival stems from the

same ignorance which so often blurs our

judgement in matters of racial awareness
and understanding. Hopefully, the

Student Senate will act in the interest of

all UMass students by approving this

unique musical and cultural experience.

Ken Silver

To the Editor:

I'm writing in behalf of the children's

workshop for Women's Week Fellow

Umies. we need your help I

For those who don't know, children's

workshops are activities planned for kids,

throughout Women's Week.

Daily activities include stories, arts,

crafts and films. Non -sexist workshops

ranging from sign language to juggling

are scheduled throughout thb week.

Healthy snacks such as peanut butter,

nuts, fruit and orange juice will be

provided.

These programs are being offered 9

a.m. to 9p.m., Monday, March 6 through

Friday, March 10 in room 168, Campus
Center, completely free of charge.

Children of all ages are welcome. Parents

can be assured that competent staff will

be on hand at all times.

Now, here's where our fellow Umies

can help. We [the competent staff] are

working long hours planning, organizing

and collecting resources. We need Stuff!

Things. Junk. Really, anything you have

to offer we can use. Kids can play with

nearly anything.

The following are just some
suggestions but anything you can donate

is greatly appreciated. Toys, books,

comics, magazines, furniture, games,
plastic milk containers, egg cartons, old

clothes, boxes, etc., etc., etc.

Just drop the things off at the com-
muter's collective office located upstairs

in the Student Union, or room 168

Campus Center, during the week.

By the way, anyone who likes kids and
would like to volunteer to help out just

drop by 168 anytime and have fun I Enjoy

Women's Week and thanks.

Karyn Schoenbart

College immaturity unacceptable

To the Editor:

First of all, congrats to the Collegian

for supporting the Spring Concert Veto,

mainly on the grounds that the three

dollar admission charge proposal could

not be justified. Yet, simultaneously it's

regrettable that the Collegian would also

stand by the proposed concert format.

It's very difficult for anyone, especially

a newspaper, at UMass to put down the

idea of a Black American Music Festival

as the spring concert without charges of

racism immediately being thrown about.

But race is not the issue here. Music

however is, and the spring concert has

annually been noTShl\r"ihe" concert of

the year at UMass, but also a concert that

has provided something for everyone in

regard to music Until now, the idea

behind this has been that any concert

that spends so many thousands of dollars

that come from every individuals student

activity fee should make a valid attempt

to give each student something they

could relate to.

Now however, thirty senators have

attempted to decide for the entire

student body that the spring concert

should stick to one central theme and

abandon the "something for everyone"

route. Despite the Monday Collegiar}>

support of the B.A.M.F. and despite

many senator's insistence that "the

concert's for everyone and everyone can

attend", the truth, whether a sad one or

not, is that this type of format will not

appeal to nearly as many students as the

programs in the past have. It's a sorry

state of affairs when individual senators

place their own personal preferences

above those of their constituents and
forget just whose money they're

spending.

The senate, by many of its members
own admission, has fumbled up the idea

of a B.A.M.F. from the beginning, and as

time went on only fell more into the trap.

Stevie Wonder? It is well known in

musical circles that when Stevie Wonder
does play to an audience Irarely] he plays

for charity. Presto, UMass had the Duke
Ellington Foundation. I am not implying

that the Duke Ellington Foundation could

not be a worthwhile cause However I

might be implying, just maybe, that it

wouldn't have been a thought if not for

attempts to get Wonder here. As is, the

foundation still doesn't actually even

exist. One more thought on Wonder at

UMass It might be Monday morning

quarterbacking, but the possibility of

Stevie at Alumni stadium, although a

To the Editor:

/ was a passenger on one of the five-

college buses returning from Mt. Holyoke

College to Amherst and UMass at 1:55

a.m. on the morning of February 26. A
friend and I were the only Amherst

students on the bus; the rest were from

the University. There was a group of

students in the back of the bus who were

very drunk and very rowdy. Of this I do

not disapprove; however, when several

inebriated people proceed to taunt and

harass another individual, I feel some sort

of action is in order.

The students pounded on the insides

of the bus for the entire trip back to

Amherst. My friend and I were subjected

to deafening yells and screams for the

duration of the ride, such as "Fuck

Amherst," "Amherst sucks," and the

like, even after I politely requested a little

less noise. I was also pushed and shoved.

I find this conduct appalling and very

immature in a college or university

student, as I am sure you do also. It is not

that I resented the anti-Amherst remarks,

but rather the inconsiderate behavior

exhibited by these individuals. I felt

helpless in such a situation, as did the bus

driver. I simply thought it impossible that

students who would behave in such a

manner could attend an institute of

higher learning.

It is my hope that some of these loud-

mouthed individuals may read this letter

and seriously consider their public

behavior Saturday night, if they

remember it at all. Such conduct is

miiM hi »^him

unacceptable by any standards; was it

too much to ask for the right to ride

without being harassed and having my
aural senses dulled? I urge these in-

dividuals to consider their immaturity and

selfish, inconsiderate actions in this

matter, and to examine themselves as

citizens in our society. It seems to me
that along with the process of higher

education there comes the responsibility

as an adult to act decently and in a civil

manner by not infringing on the rights of

others.

J. David Jackson 79
Amherst College

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

address - and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

Ail letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

lodgement of the editors. Due to space

limitations, there is no guarantee that ail

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day

preceding that date.

Tongsun Park clears the air
WASHINGTON [UPl] - Behind guarded

doors, millionaire rice merchant Tongsun
Park yesterday began the climactic
congressional testimony he said would
"clear the air" about South Korea's alleged

Capitol Hill influence buying operations.

"He's going along pretty good," one
congressman said during a breai( in the first

of a series of secret House ethics committee
hearings designed to determine which, if

any, members of Congress may have taken
Korean bribes.

But the lawmaker, who declined to be
identified for print, said Park had thus far

produced "no surprises" for the long-

running ethics investigation.

Epileptic help on way
WASHINGTON [AP] - The government

yesterday approved an anti-convulsive drug
that experts predict will help more than a

half-million victims of epilepsy, some of

whom are incapacitated by hundreds of

seizures a day.

The drug, valproic acid, is chemically
similar to sodium valproate, a drug that has
been available in Europe for a decade and
that has been the subject of a campaign in

recent months by the Epilepsy Foundation of

America to win U.S. approval for its use.

Valproic acid will be marketed in this

country by Abbott Laboratories of Chicago
under the brand name Depakene.

Dr. Julius Richmond, assistant secretary

for health in the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, called the Food
and Drug Administration's unusually quick

approval of Abbott's new drug application

"an excellent example of the FDA's scientific

regulatory process working etticiently and
objectively in the face of storng emotions
and partisan pressures."

But the Epilepsy Foudation, while saying it

was "relieved and gratified" by the decision,

said the time lag between the drug's
availability here and elsewhere in the world
dramatized the need for special government
treatment of drugs with little commercial
value.

The FDA said it found valproic acid to be
effective treatment for petit mal epilepsy, a

form of brain disorder that causes
momentary loss of consciousness. The
agency said the drug also may be effective

when used with other drugs to control other

types of epileptic seizures.

The Epilepsy Foundation predicts at least

560,000 epilepsy patients who suffer more
than one seizure a year and who are not

controlled by other drugs can benefit from
valproic acid.

^ ATTENTION =^
COLLEGE STUDENTS

You rrioy ^i*' '-"liqible for a two year Air Force ROTC
scholarsliip lii^- scholarship includes full tuition, lah

expensffs, irifKJ«-ntal fees, a reimbursement for text

books and SK/J 'i mrjnth tax free. How do you qual

ify? You must h^v^r at least two years of graduate or

undergraduate work remaining, and be willing to serve

your nation at kast four years as an Air Force nffiQ-r

Scholarships are available to students who can qualify

for pilot, navigator, or missile training, and to those

who are majonng in selected technical and nontechni

cal academic disciplines, in certain scientific areas, in

undergraduate nursing, or selected premedical degree

areas. Non scholarship students enrolled in the Air

Force ROTC two year program also receive the $100
monthly tax free allowance just like the scholarship

students Find out today about a two year Air Force

ROTC scholarship and about the Air Force way of life

Your Air Force ROTC counselor has the details

^
CALL S-3437

ROTC
Gotewoy to a great woy of li'e.

Do You Feel Called?

The priesthood demands much generosity, sacrifice, motivation, Hexibility,

stability and a sense of humor to which a few are called. If you feel that you're

trying to become more of a person of care, of faith, and willing to share Christ's

word of life with pe<»ple, then you may be focusing into the vision of today's

priest.

I

For more information on Priesthood in the Archdiocese of Boston . . .or if you

would like to participate in the Awareness Days for College Students at St. John's

Seminary in Boston on Thursday and Friday, March 9th and lOth, contact Father

Paul Walsh or Father Charles Bourke at the ViKation Information Center, St.

John's Seminary, Brighton, Ma. 02135 or call 254-2610.

Park's appearance culminated months of
diplomatic and legal bargaining that finally

persuaded him to return from Seoul as a
congressional hearing and corruption trial

witness in return for immunity from
prosecution on his own indictment for

bribery, racketeering and mail fraud.

Congressional investigators — including
ethics panel counsel Leon Jaworski, chief of
Park's interrogation — say they have
evidence the Korean government itself was
behind the alleged 1970s bribery effort.

They also claim Park, 42, once a
Washington based businessman and high
society party-thrower, was one of the
paymasters.

Both the Seoul government and Park
himself deny those charges.

Stopping briefly at the entrance to the

small, heavily guarded House hearing room
Tuesday morning. Park said, "I'm going to
get in there and let them ask any questions
they want to."

"And I'll do my best to clear the air, so that
the Congress of this country gets back to its

normal life."

Terming the allegations "very un-
fortunate," he said, "I am grateful for the
opportunity.... whereby I can tell my side of
the story."

His attorney, \/Villiam Hundley, nudged
him away before he could answer reporters'

questions.

Although Park stands to clear the federal

charges against him by testifying before
Congress and at the trials of alleged ac-

complices, Jaworski told UPl, "He will be
subject to perjury charges if he doesn't
testify truthfully."

Report says Soviets

pushed treaty to limit
WASHINGTON [UPl] - An ad-

ministration report on the first U.S.-Soviet

strategic arms treaty said yesterday the

Russians pushed the agreement to the limit

but never broke it.

The State Department report also said the

United States challenged Soviet compliance

with SALT I eight times in the original five

year period and, each time, the Russians

either stopped the questionable activity or

proved the charge was baseless.

It said the Soviets in turn questioned five

American actions, and that none was found

to be a violation of the treaty.

The 18-page report on SALT I marked an

apparent attempt to build confidence in the

U.S. ability to monitor the much more
complicated SALT II agreement now being

negotiated.

SALT II faces stiff scrutiny from senators

who claim the Russian's built up their nuclear

warfare capabilities under camouflage of

SALT I.

The 1972 SALT I accord technically ex-

pired last year, but both sides said they

would continue to honor the limits it places

on numbers of strategic missiles and anti-

missile systems until the successor pact is

concluded.
One U.S. official involved in monitoring

compliance said the experience of the first

five years shows that "the Soviets certainly

operate at the limits of the agreement."
But, he said, "we have never charged the

Soviets with a violation, although we have
seen things that we didn't understand."

The report said questions raised by the

United States included citation of several

apparent Soviet attempts either to

camouflage their missile-launching silos from
the view of U.S. reconnaissance satellites, or

to disguise the radio signals emitted in the
testing of new missile systems.

"The U.S. stated this concern and
discussed it with the Soviet side," the report

said. "In eady 1975, careful analysis of in-

telligence information on activities in the

U.S.S.R. led the United States to conclude
that there no longer appeared to be an ex-

panding pattern of concealment activities..."

"We continue to monitor Soviet activity in

this area closely."

Another case cited occurred in 1976 when
the Soviets were building new ballistic

missile submarines and failed to dismantle

the required number of land-based missiles in

return.

The report said the Russians "agreed to

the U.S. demand that no more submarines

with replacement launchers begin sea trials,"

the required number of land missiles had
been dismantled.

Soviets to double gas,

other luxury item costs
LENINGRAD, U.S.S.R. [UPl] - The

Soviet Union will double the price of gasoline

and sharply increase the cost of other luxury

goods, including coffee, beginning today
informed Soviet sources reported yesterday.

In Moscow, the Foreign Ministry press

department announced only that N.T.

Glushkov, chairman of the State Committee
on Prices, would hold a news conference at

10 a.m. today.

A check of several Leningrad service

stations confirmed that a 100 percent in-

crease in the pump price of gas would be put

into effect today.

Moscow gasoline stations were crowded
with customers filling their cars and spare

cans with the last cheap gasoline, they

expect to see. By nightfall, the same thing

was happening in Leningrad.

The increase would boost the price of low-

test 93 octane gasoline from 62 cents per

gallon to $1.20 per gallon, the sources said.

High test 95 octane gas would jump from 65
cents per gallon to $1.30 per gallon.

In Moscow there were reports that the

government would also increase prices of

such luxury items as coffee, chocolate,

brandy, wine, furs, gold, diamonds, and auto
spare parts.

"We received orders to double the price,"

one Leningrad gasoline station attendant
said. "That is all I know."
Western sources said the Soviets have

admitted there is a gasoline shortage and
hope by sharply raising the prices to reduce
private driving.

During the past year Lehingrad has ex-

perienced several gasoline shortages, in-

cluding three periods of up to a week when
gasoline was sold only to foreign tourists and
foreign residents.

The sources also noted that the price of

gasoline has been held at the same level for a

number of years and, by European stan-

dards, was quite cheap.

Wednesday's expected official an-
nouncement of the increases was the first

since last spring when the Soviet govern-

ment nearly doubled the price of domestic
airiine, ship and taxi travel.

The sharp increase in gasoline prices was
believed to be the first real effort at energy
belt-tightening for years that it has more than

enough petroleum production to take care of

domestic and East European requirements.

-k Festival of Music nears
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

students and others the chance to work with

professionals in the fields of music and

dance. Auditions will be held in Boston and

New York as well as Amherst, he said.

Jenkins said he hopes to draw ticket sales

from "outside a 50 mile radius" of Amherst,

and has devised an "extensive marketing

plan" with a $15,000 budget to advertise the

festival as far away as New York, New Jersey

and Pennsylvania.

The Bernstein Music festival is being

coordinated with the other special programs

operating on campus this summer, Jenkins

said, including the Toward Tomorrow Fair

which drew in 25,000 to the campus last

June, and annual conventions which this

year include societies of bellringers, Massa-

chusetts Music Educators, and the East

Coast Drum and Bugle Corps, numbering

20,000.

Both Amherst Town Manager A. Louie

Hayward and First Selectman Diana Romer

say the town is optimistic about the Bern-

stein festival and Romer says both town

government and local businessmen are

"hopeful that the festival won't compete

with the Berkshires" for tourist traffic.

Sales for subscription tickets to the festival

will begin about the first of May and student

discounts will be available.
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-WOLFIES PIZZA-
Featuring fine food, a warm fire.

cable t.v and the newest pinball machines
Wolfjes specials:

Every Tues. Night 2 for 1

buy 1 get 1 free
(Deliveries and take outs not included)

Every Wed. night
Southwest Special

Spaghetti Plate M
(includes bread, butter and sauce)

located next to Southwest

173 Sunset Ave.

call S49-5592 or S49-5593

TWO MOVIES FOR $1

THE FIRST
JAMES BOND
FILM
ADVENTURE!

Shown o I 5 o nd 9

Plus!!! Second Feolure
Butch Cossidy and the Sundance Kid

Shown ol 7 ond 11 p.m.

»
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l^^whc,

niik ncToiT
:

FREE DELIVERY
256-8587

5-2 a.m.

Caner of Mail & Triugle St.

9 Minute Pick-Up Service

b^iriiv^M^iiir¥wv^vMwvwv¥VtfirMv^v^ir¥irMin<in<in«in<iA<in<in<iA<irMir¥iit

BASKETS
A genuine piece ot peoples art From all

comers in all si/es some with covers

some withoot, some natural some fancy

For bread or truiV for plants or pencils

Containers fof use and beauty

Next to the Amherst Post Office - Open 10-6 Mon thru Sal

njoy; ss^t
BROILED

LIVE LOBSTER •wry 4qf,

SPECIAL TUES., WED.. THURS.

Roast Prime Rfes of Beef
S5»5

HAPPY HOUR EVERY BAY
d-6P.M.

ALL DRniKS ONLY69$__

Damon Rd., Northampton

^mmmmmmmmmmmtm^

The
Jumbo
Burger
isback
at the
HATCH

2 For 1 Special-
Wednesday,

March 1st only

Hatch Cafeteria—
Do^vnstairs,

Student Union Building
MMMflI ^ttfttmmmmmmmmm

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP

172 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, Massachusetts

THi IL©©y Of TOOi^SN
%̂

fe

Hi/ € IrHfrr P(?<i€ii/ii@(Ri lnl@il(r fl^\\m^

Ve Curling Iron
Triangle St. Amherst 549-441 2

B»

says

WEDNESDAY

MICHELOB NIGHT
Free Munchios

12 oz.
*"«

Bottles

1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Puh •

m ^
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News In Brief
Uxbridge boy
may have fallen

UXBRIDGE, Mass. [AP] - A lO-year-
old boy whose body was found buried
under a snowbank after he had been
missing 20 days probably died of a
concussion which may have resulted
from a fall, medical examiners said
yesterday.

Dr. Thomas DePalo, an area medical
examiner, and state pathologist Dr.

George Katsas said further laboratory
examinations were needed to determine
the exact cause and time of death.
The body of Peter Gosselin was

discovered Monday under the snow near
the garage of his home, about five feet
from his front door, by a mail carrier.

Meanwhile, hundreds of police, firemen
and volunteers had hunted frantically
elsewhere for him. Police Chief John
Emerick said.

The medical examiners tentatively
ruled the death accidental following an
autopsy Tuesday afternoon. They said
the boy died of a possible concussion
while playing which led to asphyxia and
exposure.
The concussion resulted from a fall

against an object or from his head
striking the ground, the doctors said.

The boy's body was discovered by mail
carrier Leo J. Lussier who spotted the tip

of a mitten under the melting snow while
making his morning delivery to the
Gosselin house. He immediately called
tt>e police, Emerick said.

JFK's house
opens as shrine

NEWPORT, R.I. (UPI) - Ham-
mersmith Farm, used as a summer
White House during John F. Ken-
nedy's presidency, will open to the
public May 1.

The family of Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis used the estate as its sum-
mer home through four generations.
It sold the main house and 50 acres
of land to a group of nine
businessmen last October.
The estate will be maintained as a
"museum honoring the social history
of Newport with special emphasis on
the Kennedys," Edward F. Sughrue,
who heads the group, said yester-
day.

The new owners are planning one-
hour tours of the mansion and its

grounds, for a fee.

Janet Butler Crook, director of the
museum project, said s. Onassis'

mothe', Janet Auchincloss, and
other family members will probably
continue to visit a colonial farmhouse
and a windmill guesthouse on a por-

tion of the property they retain.

The current plan calls for a narrated
slide show of photographs supplied
by the Kennedy samily and library.

Guides will then lead tourists through
the house, pointing out the rooms
used by the president and his wife.

Visitors will also be allowed to strojl

through the terrace garden.
Tickets will cost $2.50 for adults and

$1 .25 for children 6 to 15-

While the tours will concentrate on
the Kennedy connection. Ham-
mersmith Farm's history goes back
to 1640, when King Charies I gave
the property to early Newport leader

William Brenton.
In tne late 19th century, John Win-

throp Auchincloss purchased 97
acres from a family named Battey,

then the owners of record. The fami-

ly used the property as a working
farm and vacation spot for nearly a
century.

Jacqueline Bouvier made her debut
at Hammersmith in August 1947. In

1953, the wedding reception follow-

ing her marriage to then-Sen. John
F Kennedy was held at the estate.

Worker's death
has cops baffled

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (UPI) The
murder of a young medical worker
near a busy street in this university ci-

ty has left police puzzled — and
without a murder weapon or
witnesses to help.

"I wish I had something more con-
crete to tell you. But at this point I

don't, " Lt. Edwin Peterson told UPI
yesterday.

The funeral will be 10 a.m. today in

Lexington for Julie T. Campbell, 23,
a medical records file clerk at
Boston's Lahey Clinic.

Police still don't have a motive in

the Monday morning murder. The
woman was not sexually assaulted or
robbed. A medical examiner said she
was stabbed several times in the
neck, back and chest with an instru-

ment resembling a large hunting
knife.

Friends said she left the Plough and
Stars bar — a homey, often-crowded
folk and jazz lounge on busy
Massachusetts Avenue — as it clos-

ed about 1 that morning. She began
the short walk to her apartment at 57
Ellery St.

About 1:12, police received a
telephone call reporting a woman
screaming in front of 25 Ellery St.

Smith found innocent

University of Massachu5(?n5/ Annherst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
m

COPPELIA
Music hy ho Delibes

Choreography hy

Lev Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti

AUREOLE
Music hy Handel

Choreography hy Paul Taylor

Fri. & Sat., March 3 & 4 8pm

FINE /«TS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances. Gen.
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A $5, 4, 3. Other students and
senior citizens -$«, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. (UPI) - Robert
Smith, 28, of Keene, N.H., was found inno-
cent yesterday by a Hamden County jury of a
Greenfield double murder involving a gas
station owner and his part time accountant.
The jury, which deliberated for five hours,

found the defendant innocent on two counts
of murder and one count of armed robbery.
Robert Wilson, 28, also of Keene, has been

convicted for his role in the double murder.
And, both Smith and Wilson were found
guilty earlier of a New Years Eve 1975 triple

murder of Dr. Hugh Mahoney, his wif6.

Ruth, and their son, John, of Tewksbury,
Mass.
Smith was on trial for the murders of

garage owner Joseph Sceposki, 65, and Ed-
ward Flavin, 34, of Turners Falls.

Two defense witnesses at the trial testified

Monday the state's chief witness admitted
he killed the two men.
Two prisoners Monday testified Michael

Renz, also of Keene, admitted to them he
killed the two men. Renz turned state's

evidence in exchange for a reduced charge
of second degree murder.
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Immerse yourself in an
ocean of love.

Call Suzy at 800-638-2020
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PARTY WEEK
O A A SKI SUGARLOAF

WITH THE UMASS SKI CLUB
March 19-24

$128 $25 deposit

2 full meals per day (choice of menu)
5 '. days of skiing

quad occupancy
live hands, frfe rovnr charge

Sign Up At Club Meeting Tonight
or Mon. - Fri. 11-3 309 S.U.

• SPRING FLING IN THE SNOW!^

liAN EVENING WITH PAUL PETZOLDT"

ttfounder and fornner director of "NOLS
National Outdoor Leadership School

7:30 p.m. -West Lecture Hall,

Hampshire College

Co-sponsored by UMass 4-H Division
of the Cooperative Extension Service

and Hampshire College Outdoors Program

^ free admission ^
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Superfluous B.S.

Frank Denton

When media is the new name in power,

the rnetoric department has more business

than it can accommodate, and Bic pens are

n a premium, one would expect the general

:aliber of literate discourse to be escalating.

That is what one would expect, anyway.
If the Student Senate is any indication, the

|most convincing speaker is the one most
fluent wrth profanity. A thousand puissant

jinvectives punctuate their civic fervor. In the

Iheat of their inaction, a good ninety per cent

lof the "intelligent debate" would curdle

Icrude oil.

Historically, a string of explicit explitives

Iwas considered unprintable, but a recent

[review of Collegian commentaries has

convinced me otherwise. Railing against the

Iprevailing social strata in colorfully pungent
land repugnant detail is not conducive to

Ichange at all. Indeed, it resembles nothing so

|much as an impotent tantrum.

Adjectives such as "revolting," "putrid,"

I

"inefficacious," "cheap," "indiscriminate,"

and "ailing" are much more edifying

politically than biolgical innuendoes. The
author who assaults one's preconceptions

with his-her learned politics while insulting

one's intelligence with his-her gutter

[vocabulary reflects a dubious sense of

proportions — probably as dubious as his-

[

her politics.

It is a general concensus that we receive

more than enough worthless monologue in

class. How much more superfluous, then, is

the B.S. (bottled speciousness) that the

Student Senate, the Revolutionary Student
Brigade, and Collegian contributors spoon
out!

The primary focus of these civic par-

ticipators is the issues. But no one agrees on
the definition of the issues. So a multitude of

factions is created, each of whom further

clouds the definitions with pedantic rhetoric

and frantic politicking.

All, however, agree on the definitions of

heresy. Heresy is condoning political

prisoners, condemning the radical element,

and perpetrating the myth of capitalism. All

of this is the gospel according to nineteenth

century philosophy. As soon as the

nineteenth century replaces the twentieth

century, people everywhere will see what
startling new ideas these factions represent.

While the ideas of great thinkers are

marvelous foundations to work from, they

were certainly not intended as the ultimate

repositories of wisdom. I find it astonishing

that Lenin and Marx have not yet bred a

generation which has thought beyond the

problems their systems engendered. We
have merely interpreted; we have not created

further innovations. Because we are totally

comfortable with their solutions, our minds
lie fallow, their dynamic studies of society

have become sterile, and our mouths
continue to shape innocuous inanities.

This is perhaps the greatest decadence in

our miscreant student body. Universities

originally existed to teach students how to

think. Many have, instead, learned how to

memorize. Is it any wonder that con-

versations lag, and the heavy with classic

good looks uses the classic lines? That is not

communicating! That is parroting.

The worst parrots of all are those who
drop the Loaded Word. One has only to label

someone a capitalist, sexist, or racist, and
pandemonium breaks out. Oppression
comes squirting out of the woodwork, social

statistics appear from nowhere and the

incident appears in the Collegian the next

day.

The Loaded Words have become overused

tools, exhausted cliches. They change from

tima to time for variety's sake, but the

damning essence lingers on. It is easy to call

someone a name. It is not so easy to pull

him- her out of the closet.

My, what wonderful conversationalists we
all are! We can cuss, we can b.s., we can

parrot, we can drop Loaded Words, and best

of all, we can get away with it. Un-

fortunately, when all is said and done, very

little has been said or done. This can be

poignantly described as a gutless vacuum.
Once upon a time, the motivating force

behind communicating was to express a

concept with clarity and newness of form.

Often the concepts bore repeating. Almost
as often they were pregnant with meaning.

The only part of conversation today that is

pregnant with meaning is the silence. Think

about it. In silence.

Frank Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Apathetic

collective
While I was walking by the library the

other day (I hope my friends notice the "by"
and not "out of" or "to") a sinister looking

nruin in a trenchcoat slowly approached me.
Calling me, he glanced about nervously.

Then I noticed an awkward lack of students

around.

Regardless of this fact, I casually walked
over to him. "Hey kid, my name's Raymond
and, I need your help."

"Why, are the Whitmore computers after

you?" I asked, and mumbled my name as an
afterthought.

"No, It's more devastating than that."

"Well, what do you want?"
"I want you ...

"

I then backed off a couple of feet and
asked,

"Hey, you're not one of those on-campus
Air Force recruiters, are you? I've been

getting so many letters from you recently ...

"I'm not an Air Force recruiter, but I am
recruiting, for a new group on campus."

"Oh, well, I'm not interested:"

"That's great!" he said, "then you're just

the type of person I'm looking for."

"Are you some kind of nut? I said I'm not

interested."

Pulling his hat lower over his eyes, he

replied, "But the group I'm with, we're called

the ... "Apathetic Collective."

"Oh, then I can't join, I don't have the

time."

"You mean," he said shuddering, "you're

involved in some group on campus already?"

"Well, I'm in Area Government, and I write

for the Collegian."

"Just when I thought I found a new
member, you turn out concerned, just my
luck," he said resignedly.

I really felt sorry for him as he began to

shuffle away. Abruptly though, he turned

and said.

"Hey, maybe you know some people

who'd like to join. Anyone apathetic will do."

Hoping to help him (he looked so dejected)

I said,

"Maybe I do know someone, his name's

Peter, he's into Electrical Engineering and, I

really think he'd be interested in joining."

"If he'd be interested, he can't join, he

wouldn't be apathetic enough," he said

dismally as he again turned away.

Calling after him, I said, "Good luck with

uniting the apathetic minority at UMass. You
know, if you get enough of them together,

maybe they'll get concerned about
something, and really be a group here."

"Funny kid, real funny," he mumbled
under his breath as he walked away sulking.

I was a little hesitant to write this story.

What if some apathetic people on campus
didn't like it? Then I realized, if they're that

apathetic, they won't read it anyway, so, I

think I'm safe.

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.

Another capitolistic accomplishment

Damon Thomas

American ingenuity. From it has come
such marvelous creations as the television,

the birth control pill, and the electric tooth-

brush, among others. Well, as of this month,
we may add the no-drip tea bag to that

impressive array of money-making In-

ventions.

It's true - no-drip tea bags have just been
developed, thanks to the efforts of several

industrial design students at SVracuse
University, who have been working on a

5*2,000 grant from the Lipton Tea Company.
More specifically, according to a recent

news release, the 19 juniors were involved in

designing "tea infusion systems and
products " to avoid such so-called

"problems" as dripping tea bags, tangled

trings and tags that fall into tea.

Dripping tea bags, tangled strings and tags

that fall into tea. It is comforting to know,

from a tea-taster's point of view, that labor,

capital, resources, and time are being spent

on alleviating such burdensome problems.

After all, it is "disgusting" for tea drops to

t«H4»«V\ ?W*o«M^,Q"«^, dirty the.qMp'f ,

exterior, the saucer, or the table. Tangled

strings must, of course, be dealt with

because, well, they're tangled. As for "tags

that fall into tea," besides the fact that such

tags do not adds any intrinsic flavor to the

tea, the accompanying fortune on the

drowning tag may become defaced. Thus, it

is also imperative that we present tags from

falling into the tea.

From a social welfare standpoint,

however, this whole process of devising a

no-drip bag is a classic illustratioruof how,
under the present economic system,
productive resources are wasted or

squandered on the development,
manufacture, and marketing of goods and
services which bear no relationship to need.

There exists a popular concept in

economics known as the opportunity cost.

Briefly stated, the opportunity cost of

producing a commodity consists of the other

products which might have been produced

with the same resources. In other words, the

time, labor, resources, and capital involved in

the manufacture of, for instance, a Cadillac,

have thus been expended for that purpose.

These productive resources have been

diverted from the manufacture of, say,

hospital machinery, housiog^ or school

facilities and channeled instead into the

production of this Cadillac.

A predominant characteristic of corporate

capitalist production involves the in-

discriminate consumption of energy and raw

materials; the result has been to shower the

country with automobiles, electrical ap-

pliances, cosmetics, drugs, convenience

foods, soft drinks, color TV sets, and now,

no-drip tea bags — while millions of

Americans lack adequate housing, mass

transit, recreational, educational, and health

facilities. Furthermore, conspicuous con-

sumption has been made a way of life,

fostered by corporate capitalism as a means

to increase demand for a tremendous and

growing volume of unnecessary junk

products. And, as Paul Baran and Paul

Sweezy have pointed out in their book,

Monopoly Capital, the demand for such

products has been created for the sole

purpose of keeping the system afloat. But

such a state of affairs represents an irrational

way for people to live and it neglects social

values in favor of material acquisition. It is

especially irrational in an age of shrinking

resources.

Thus, from this analysis, we can see that

there is a certain,,opp.o.rtgnitv cost -^ •» soclai

cost — involved in the development and

production of items such as no-drip tea bags.

Yet, this misdirected development and mis-

use of productive factors has a basis

rationale behind it - the principle of profit.

For the logic of capitalism itself is profit, not

need. Furthermore, the minority who own
and control corporate capitalism decide what
will be produced by and for the majority of

Americans. That is why, devising and then

selling "New Lipton No-Drip Tea Bags"
remains an unquestioned priority over that of

rebuilding and reshaping our inner cities, as

well as addressing other pressing needs. It is

the principle of production for profits' sake,

which stands in the way of alleviating our

social problems. Apparently, the old notion

of economist Adam Smith's "invisible hand"
insuring that the quest for private profits w i'l

serve society's needs is still widely accepted

as valid. However, the initial conditions upc
which that theory is based no longer ho'.'l

true, corporate production has replaced n

individual entrepreneur, free competition -

longer exists, and the consumer is no longer

sovereign. Although production is still

carried out for profit, the 'invisible hand" is

nowhere in evidence.

The no- drip tea bag. Think about it.

. Damon Thomas is a CoUegian Columnist.
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BOTANY SEMINAR
Dr. Georo* Wooc^waH of the Marint

BtotoQical Laborttory at Woods Hol«. wiH
speak on "Biotic influences on the world
carbon budget at 4:X p.m. in room 209.
Morrill Science Center, Thurs., March 2.

LOST
Unique silver necklace with small bird on

tt. Great sentimental value: reward offered.

Please call Chris 666-4817.

LOST DOG
$50 reward offered for "Leo", a light

golden retriever lost in Easthampton area on
9-23-78. Please caH 527-0967.

EXHIBIT
The University's Collection of WPA

(Works Project Administratioru prints and
drawings will be on exhibit through March 10
at Herter Gallery.

GROUP THERAPY
For people experiencing chronic dif-

ficulties interacting with others. The
therapeutic focus is interactional to find

alternative patterns of relating to others.

Weekly meetings at 5:30, Wednesdays, for

more info call 545-0041.

SMITH EXHIBITION
"Decorated Book Papers," an exhibit

featuring modern marbled papers, a volume
of poetry printed by Virginia and Leonard
Woolf and paste papers used in bookbinding
is on view in the Neilson Library lobby

through March 25.

TEXTILE LABOR HISTORY
A nine-week series of films and

discussions to examine the textile industry in

the south, its relations with labor unions and
significance of boycott of J. P. Stevens
products, will begin Thurs., March 2 at 8 p.m.

in the Campus Center.

GREAT DECISIONS
The topic will be "Dilemmas of Worid

Energy: What Options for a Fuel-Guzzling

Superpower?" The session will be held

March 1 at 7:30 p.m. in the Noah Webster
House lounge and broadcast live on WFCR
FM radio.

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
A group for persons experiencing dif-

ficulties in their interactions with others

begins March 1, today, in the Psychological

Services Center. For more info, call 545-0041

.

FREE BREATHALYZER DISPLAY
Want something new at your party? The

Alcohol Education Project has a free

breathalyzer display. For more info, call the
Project at 549-2671.

SPANISH CLUB
First meeting of the semester Thursday,

March 2 at 3 p.m. in the 3rd floor lounge in

Herter, Committee chairpeople will be ap-

pointed. Can't make it? Call Jim Murray at

256-8074.

Notices
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Open meeting for alt brothers arxl those

v^terested in becoming a member, tonight,
Campus Center 803, 7 p.m.
AMERICAN RED CROSS

Join the Bloodline today from 2-8 p.m. at

the Public Health Building. Bring a friend -
save two lives.

DIRECTION FINDING
There will be an eight-session seminar to

discuss motivation (or lack of it) in career,

academic, and social realms. The program
begins tonwrrow, March 2 and wilt run for

eight cor>secutive Thursdays from 4:30 to
6:00 p.m. in 318 Berkshire House. Call 546-

0333 to sign up.

GONG SHOW
We still have room for some more acts.

Please call Larry 6-6955 or Neil 6-6929 by
March 2. Cash prizes will be awarded. The
show will be March 9 and admission is 69
cents. It will be in Grayson Main Lounge,
Orchard Hill.

LEAVING HOME
There will be a seminar to discuss the

anxieties of leaving home, family pressures,

etc. It consists of six 1 Vi hr. sessions every
Thursday starting tomorrow, March 2 from
9:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. in 318 Berkshire
House. Please call 545-0333 to sign up.

PSYCH MAJORS
Important meeting for CUSP and all Psych

majors tonight at 7:30 in 204 Tobin.
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Appointments can be made to have your

senior portrait taken for the 1978 Index
beginning Feb. 27. The photographer will be
here March 6-17. Make your appointments
early by calling 545-2874 or by going to room
811 Campus Center.

TOWARD TOMORROW '77 IN
RETROSPECT

If you weren't one of the 30,000 people
who attended last year's Toward Tomorrow
Fair, corhe to the concourse at 1 p.m. today
for video highlights of renowned speakers!
VETS' NOTICE
The Veterans Service Organization wilt

conduct its weekly meeting on Wednesday,
March 1 at 5 p.m. in Student Union, 41 1 . The
agenda will consist of a recap of the Veteran
Conference held at Boston State on 2-25-78.

VIDEO SIDEWALK
This week's theme is the society.

Featuring Breathing Together, Street Corner
Society, and Future Shock. In the Cape Cod
Lounge between 11-3.

LOST
Watch - mesh band, oval face, Roman

numerals. Call 546-5468.
COFFEE HOUR
There will be a coffee hour, 6:30-8 p.m. In

Student Union. 304 for anv wnmmn in-

terested in working bk>od drives, nursing
homes, etc. Sponsored by Gamma bigma
Sigma.

COIN CLUB
Meeting this afternoon at 3:30 in Campus

Center 802 to discuss Carnegie Coin Club.
DOUBLE FEATURE

Butch Cassidy and The Sundance Kid at 7
and 11. Dr. No (James Bond's first flick) at
5:00 and 9:00 in CCA. Thurs., March 2.

Sponsored by the UMass Hangglidino ctub.
$1.00.

ISRAELI DANCING
Dancing every Wednesday in the Cape

Cod Lounge. Beg., 7:30-8:30,

ISRAELI DANCING
Adv., 8:30-9:15, requests 9:15 - end. This

is not a class. All welcome, come join us!

J. P. STEVENS' BOYCOTT COLLOQ
The film "Testimony" will be shown on

Thurs., March 2, as the first of an 8-week
series concerning the Southern Textile In-

dustry and Labor Unions. All are welcome

and students have poaaibMty of raoaMng
one credit.

LESBIAN UNION MEETING
Meetina tonight at 6:X in Rm. 802,

Campus Center. After the nrieeting there will

be a discuaaion on Separatism. All woman
are welcome to come share idSM and irvfo.

RESEARCH ON CONSCIOUSNESS
Learn Transcendental Meditation and have

results scientificaNy measured and raported
to you. Introductory meeting. Wad., March
1, 7 p.m. Graduate Reaearch Center, Room
306.

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be

given March 15 and 16. Watch the Coffegian
for time and place.

SENIORS WRITING THESES
The deadline for Senior HorK>rs Thesea

Financial Aid applications has been extended
until March 17.

SKI CLUB
Meeting tonight. Wed., In Thompson 104,

8:00 p.m. — Trip sign-ups.

UMSFCUANNUAL MEETING
The UMSFCU will hold their annual

meeting on March 5 at 1:00 p.m. in CC 163-

164. Alt members in good standing are urged
to attend.

VOLUNTEER NEEDED
Person needed to help teach en-

vironmental science class in alternative high
school, on campus. Class meets Mondays
and Fridays, 1:00-2:00. Credit available. Call

545-2584 for information or come to Cottage
B, behind Worcester Dining Commons.

Fishing limit successful
BOSTON <UPI) - U.S. Commerce

Secretary Juanita Kreps Tuesday termed the
200- mile fishino zone limit "successful" on
the eve os it§ first anniversary.
Overall, the domestic catch by fishermen

last year equaled 1976 levels, while foreign
fishing catches declined and gave depleted
stocks a chance to replenish, she said.

On March 1, 1977, 20 years of lobbying for

stricter controls over foreign trawling in U.S.
offshore waters ended with enactment of

tiie law.

The limit, imposed in the Fishery Conserva-
tion and Management Act of 1976, "effec-

tively reserves the allowable catch off our
coasts to U.S. fishermen, permitting foreign

vessels to catch only amounts in excess of

the U.S. catch," Frank said. "This ensures
that vital resources are conserved and that

depleted stocks can be rebuilt to be available

in the future."

Some fishermen protested over the past
year — first against what they claimed was
lack of enforcement against foreign fishing

vessels, and later against fish quotas on cer-

tain species established by the National
Marine Fisheries Service.

During 1977, 997 foreign and 546 U.S.
fishing vessels were boarded by the Coast
Guard and Fisheries Service agents. They
issued more than 800 citations against ships'

owners for numerous minor violations of the
fishing law.

The only two ships seized under the year-

old law — both Soviet fishing vessels —
were boarded by the Coast Guard last April

about 150 miles southeast of Nantucket.

They were escorted into Boston Harbor,
where their excess catches were con-
fiscated.
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HELP WANTED AUTO FOR SALE INSTRUCTION AUDIO

Resident counselors inujue program
'or hatiriicappi.'CJ fjiiif)rt;n seeks i:ouf<

srio's ff)r 10 wof'k siimmur progrdm
Ex'»ll»;nt ciuenr tt.ittntHj experience
Cf>r\t.i( t Dir»*ct#)r Thf Children s Air)

Si.i ctv Box 47 Chcippyqn,! NY 10514

Counselors priv.ii' f.oed ov».'rnight

(.<iitip in 8••r^<s^^l(^;s fjpenmys for in

stnit.tors in <ir(,hery. IjdskothdH, tennis,

sfircfr (jvr"nasiics. horseback riding

instrur.tor rockojfy, camper radio
siMiliori sHilint). Irippinq backpacking,
(l.ini t'. rlr;imati(-S, arts 8 crafts, head
WiiH'tfront (pooll Also needed general
rniinsplors nurse, head cook &•

l)f)okk>;»-pf;r Good Salaries friendly

.Mr>ios|)h<!rf Contact Piml Krouner,
Canip Scfiodack. 268 Mason Terr

Brookl.n.;, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Ri< k Hfjidf.'iiuin. on campus. 546 9598

Asst House Parents couples or single
persons to work in community residence
for special needs children One or two
week»;n(is per month Chicopee Boys
Clul) 592 1808.

Mechanical Engineer or skiiled tech
(part time). Exp. in designing, drafting,

marhininq Work ' . or '. time, make
(»< cisiortal 2 3 day research trips, 545
2140

Triumph 1970 GT6 - $1100 or BO. Cal
tr. ' h . .M 549 6707. Ask for Ken.

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great.

Must tie seen $1275. 323 4249
Evenings

72 Pinto exc cond . new snows, 28
" P) 45p $1100 Call 253 7778

68 Dodge van, qoorl runniny cond
, 6 cyl•I $600 Call Anne, 546 5503

73 Ma/da RX3 2 door sedan, excellent
.1-1 ion, $1500 546 9982 or 546 1016

Individualized weight toss program
beginning soon for women. Fee. Bartlett
85 or 586 2303.

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427.

ENTERTAINMENT

Superscope QA-450 ahp., 25rms/ch, ex.

cond. $75, 549 5389.

Sylvania
spkrs

.

$200 Call 6 6529

receiver 3 ow/ch Jensen
exc cond. Under warranty,

FOR SALE

ROOM WANTED
Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253

2^^
^^^^ WANTED

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft

Lauflerclale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses.
546 5552

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses Please call

Maureen, 549 2856.

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock
disco funk 50's Complete sound &
lights witfi pro DJ. Reasonable rates.
Call Dave,- 567 1250. Call collect.

PERSONALS
^^^

Ca/I h George— nice girls wouldn't be
here but we were! The 2 Echo kids.

Cosmic Lady— I stole your Cosmic
Wimpout dice, but they are powerless
without you I I have lost every game
since. How can I return them to you?

Sweetie -from 907 to 902, I still love you I

After all, you're my princess! PJ

Couch and chair $25; 6 cu. ft. freezer
$150; color TV (needs tube) $35. Call

Gary or Jerry, 549 3827 or 549 6680.

For sale -twin bed with frame $30. Call
Marianne. 665 4839

Snow tires

Mercedes,
367 2882

E 78 14 studded on rims for

$35 English Saddle, $25.

2 man raft. $25, 7 gal. lighted aquarium
$20, call Joe at 584 4328.

TO SUBLET

FOR RENT

Applications accepted for teaching
nositifjns in Jewish Community SunrJay
Sf tiool Fall '78 Experience desired,

549 f)223

Pioneer component H R 99 8 track
stc'i-n 'IT f>f(1t'r (ii.iyer $150 Many
•>!• • ,•" it 51 Townet'oiiM;

Room for rent— Ig coed house in

Shutesbury, $80/mo -t- utilities, avail.

3/1 Call 253-5834, after 6.

Prvte rm in 2 brm apt on bs rt, 256 0683.

Cape Cod summer rental, E. Dennis, 5
bdrm Availability is negotiable 253-

5017

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo. Avail. 6/1-8/31. Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549-6766.

LOST

Avail 01 March Furn 2 room Apt. Heat &
utilities included. Fireplace, cable, N/C
glass doors, kitchen shower bath. 4 mins
from campus, 210/mo. Call 253 2950
eves.

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black
print on white. Reward offered, 256
6111.

Gold Id bracelet.

1118.

"Sharon". Call 546-

Skis for sale- Head glass women's skis,
bindings, poles, size 8 Henke boots. $75
takes all. Call 253 5834. after 6.

Dexter hiking boots- 1 year old, great
shape, vibram soles, size 10'/?, $35
Pete, 549 4759.

Ski boots— Nodica, worn twice, size 8
$35 546 5981. '

Stud service-snow tires, 7.35 X14, ex.
cond., $35. Call 584 3555, between 8-10
a.m. wkdy.

SngI bed w/frame. asking $35. 256-0354 .

Women's 5 spd. Fugi, ex. cond., $75.
546 5093.

Refrigerator— 5 cubic ft., good con
dition. Only $70. Call Judy at 6 7273.

Water bed, king size, w/heater, liner,

frame, and platform. $200, or best offer.
After 7 p.m., call 549-3666

.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, B.O. 546 5000 after 11 or in

morning.

r
i<^

ENTERTAINMENT

oliegjan is

\

14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

MONDAY ViSCO PARTY

3EAT" tU^ clock
8-9 9-10 lO-ti

SO^ 7S4 ti.oo

FR>t%Ay &SAcnniOA<y
NO GOVeR.— COMC EAnjy

Kent Whalon

— Licensed

Optician

kVision Showcase!
(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley S84-8324

We are Specialists in:

•FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by

Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar De La Rente
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

• Free Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean 8, Polish contact

lenses on the premises.

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 ^aA Qlfi'J M.iUMArN «AHMS M»LL00»+-3l30 HOlMtl m*Ol£» mass

ill^L ( ' S f . Nl S Si .'• rJS VVilH AMC CAT
r U

(TL»! INDICATES TW) LITE SHOW -TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TL»

J
irS GOT HEAT

nichT
FEVER
{JOHN TRAVOLTA

Sun.-Thur. (US 6:1 5) -8:30

Frl.-Sat. (tlS 5:00)- 7:4$ 9:S$

Matlnea (Sat,^ . .,
SunJ 2:15

H.VM H(* 1

SHIHI.n
Mad.AIM:

STARTS
FRI

P(i

NOMINATED FOR 11

ACADEMY AWARDS
-Sat.dlSSOOl 7:4$ 9;S$

-Tu«.(TlS 6:1$) 8:30

REDUCED AOUL

€NCOUNT6RS
OF TH€ THIRD KIND

W€ AR€ NOT
ALON€

RlCHAFttJ 0»€YFUSS

PO Sun.-Thur. (TlS 6:00) -8:30

Frl.-Sat. (Tl$4:4$ 7:30 9:55

1

Matinee (Sat.^ , ..

SudJ 2:00

FINAL WEEK - ENDS TUES

They werrt into the

unknown anO reUirnj

. jwfth starting revel
-^

> d^out Ute '

Mon.-^ri. (TlS S:00)-7:00 9:00

at .1:00 3:00 (TlS SOO) -7:00 9:00

ISion, 2:1S-(US5:00)-7:00 9:00

THE
PUB MUGS

ARE

'C^o niqht

10 CENT BEERS
8:30-9:30

Jim J)lu nkett

t THE "g

I PUB f
to

NOW-AREA PREMIERE AT
TWO LOCAL THEATRES

"Positive, sensitive and joyous.
It is a song in praise of women."!

S>anT\0 voMn* MoraiM and :rm»tt uoKvO Fran> Crwrw J

AMHERST CInama
Eve* at 7:00 and 9:00
Mat-Sat/Sun at S:00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

Eve* at 7:00 and 9:00

program ends tuaaday

i^\\mi:\M^miMi^\iv^i\A\\kimwmii^uwxrmi

rusty nailC/ŷt^*^

WED., MARCH 1

Widespread

Depression
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Car salesman appears
as 'new' Elvis Presley

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1, 1978

ORLANDO. F/a. [UPI] - Dennis Wise, a
former Hawaii car salesman with a devotion
to Elvis Presley so intense that he underwent
plastic surgery to look like the late rock star,

showed his new face to reporters yesterday.
He does resemble his idol.

"Dennis Wise was Elvis Presley through
the years, growing up," he said. "I've always
followed Elvis The only thing that's changed
about me is my face

"

Wise made his first public appearance
since his Jan 31 surgery on a network
television program in New York Monday
morning, but his face was obscured by a
large pai. of sunglasses, giving rise to
speculation that his operation had been a

flop.

But shunning the sunglasses yesterday,
Wise appeared at a news conference at an
Orlando hotel and sat down in the glare of
TV lights so everybody could get a good look
at him.

Reporters generally agreed the resem-
blance was pretty good. In fact, one of the
TV cameramen said that peering through his
black-and-white viewfinder, he thought Wise
looked exactly like Presley.
Wise plans to market his new looks in an

Eivis impersonation act although he has no
professional entertaining experience. His
speaking voice sounds like Presley's and he
says his singing voice does, too.

Five cave explorers

rescued after entrapment
WATERLOO Hi "P' Five t.red

hun>ii-v ind mudds ur cav explorers
were rescued yestenldy from 3 pitch dark
rflVHtn .-.hr-re ;hey had been trapped for two
'" vvaters

I n -
V HdCl the good sense to get out of the

water stay in one place and wait to be
found said one of the rescuers, Kevin Bar
ton
"If they had panicked and got into tfie

V- t would have depleted their body
riL.,: .^rv quickly We d never have found
them alive."

The four men and one woman, all from St.
Louis, were et St Clement Hospital in Red
Bud, III., and reported irvgood but guarded
condition suffenng from exposure and
dehydration.

The five said they made their way through
the 2% mile length of t e Old Schoolhouse
Cave Sunday afternoon, but found an en-
trance there blocked by water which had
nsen because of melting snow.
They started to return the way they had

entered, but ran out of food and water and
became exhausted about half way back
They found a dry spot in a small chamber

and huddled there for warmth. By the time
rescuers reached them, they had run out of
light.

When we found them and told them it

was Tuesday, they were shocked," Barton
' i'i They thought it was at least Friday
npyht

The spelunkers Tony Nenninger, 20,
Gregory Berry, 22, and Jofin Kloeckner, Lisa
Albri??! and Michael Thompson, all 18
were described as relatively experienced ex
plorers All had either taken or taught
courses in caving.

From 40 to 50 persons police officers,
reporters, cameramen and relatives of the
trapped people - were at the mourh of the
cave when word was relayed that the five
had been found alive.

"Hey, they're OK, " several
shouted.
The first to emerge unsteadily into the

daylight was Miss Albnzzi.
"I feel all right, pretty good," she said.

Three of the men also walked out
unassisted. The last, Nenninger, was carried

out on a stretcher.

Barton, 21, an airplane mechanic in St.

Louis, said he had explored the cave about
SIX times.

"There's not much to it," he said. "Its
long. It has no pretty formations. It's always
had a lot of water."
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r'Bubbles ' still loose
IRVINE, Calif. [UPI] - Authorities

trying to recapture Bubbles the hippo
from a swampy pond the size of a foot-
ball field were hampered yesterday by a
pouring rain, her reluctance to surface
and a co4jrt order preventing anyone
from shooting her, even if she should bolt
from the lake and endanger people.

"She's under water 90 per cent of the
time so all we see most of the time are
Bubbles' bubbles," said Jo Schetter,
spokeswoman for Lion Country Safari
wild animal park.

The two-ton hippopotamus escaped
from the park Feb. 19 and has wandered
from one lake to another, eluding park
rangers. Orange County sheriff's
deputies and state Fish and Game
personnel who were trying to shoot a
tranquilizer dart into her to return the
hippo to her home.
"She appears very happy in her muddy

pond," said Mrs. Schetter. "Right now
it's raining like mad and it's keeping
sightseers away but also creating a
problem for the rangers trying to locate
her."

On Monday, hundreds of sightseers,
television camera crews and picketers
crowded Laguna Laguna Canyon Road
for a chance to see the hippo, and park
officials announced, "Rangers are going

to have to shoot to kill if she endangers
humans."

But a group called "Love Animals
Don't Hate Them," went to court and
obtained a temporary restraining order
preventing the shooting of Bubbles.

"It was never our intention to shoot
Bubbles," said Mrs. Schetter. "It would
only have been necessary if she posed a
threat to people in the area. But we are
now bound by the court order which is in

effect until March 10."

The order was signed by Superior
Court Judge Robert Greene Monday
night.

Rangers tried to fire tranquilizing darts
into Bubbles during the night, but the
darts apparently missed or had no effect
as the hippo, a nocturnal pachyderm,
remained submerged.

Bubbles only needs to come up for air

for several seconds every five minutes
and only her nostrils emerge above the
surface. Large reeds in the lake, which
was created by this season's rainstorms,
have prevented the rangers for the most
part from even getting a glimpse at
Bubbles.
The hippo, who has twice before

escaped from the animal park, made her
third escape by going through two
fences.
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Born today, you have a
habit of creating financial
difficulties ^'ou have a
knack for making money
and a neniu.s for spending
It You often have more
month left at the end of

your mone\ . and this wor-
ries >ou and those who
depend upon you Usually
your noofi huinnr carries
you through; occasionally
there is conuine antiuish
for all

\ou en)o\ hotjinniims
tremeni|niisl\ Nevs proj-

ects intrmut vou: new ad-
ventures hire \ou away
from vvhal vou are doinc
.As a result. >ou often leave
thincs undone, prefernnu
to move in answer to the
call i^f the different or
unknown It is possible for

>ou to retrain voiirself into

more liainfiil hatjits

Vou arc a sociabh indi-

vidual, and \<iu eT)o\ com-
pan> ^'oii are ^reyanous
and jjarruloiis. tak.nt,'

Kreat pleasure from curi-

versation.

THURSDAY MARCH 2
P I S C E S I F e b 1 -

•March 20 > i,ook be-
hind the facade There
i.s more than meets the
eye to ever\ thin^ today.
ARIES .March 21-.Apri!

IHp If you can follow
direction.s. those helping
vou sfiouldn't mind a
little humor.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20
1

- Postpone travel.
There is danger if you
insist on journeying
today

GEMINIiMay 21-.June
20

1
- Live up to the

spirit of the law today,
even if you can only pive
lip .service to the letter
CANCERi.Iune 21-

luly 221 Curtail vour
.social life todav. Stick
strictly to business for
best results

2.'i-Aug.22)
low profile
or you are
of giving

LEO (.July

Keep a
early today
in danger
awa\ secrets.
VIRGOAug 2.'}-

Sept 22
1 If you will

delegate responsibility,
you will see your mental
and physical health
Improve.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22i

- Avoid speculation, es-
pecially if you are not
working with vour
funds
SCORPIO Oct 2.1-

Nov 21( ~ Contact those
who have already suc-
ceeded in your field to
gain important informa-
tion and inspiration.
SAGITTARIUS! Nov 2

2-Dec.21i ~ Friends and
family expect much at-
tention today Don't feel
guilty if you must let
them down
CAPRICORN! Dec. 22-

.Ian.l9i Plan vour
work according to phys-
ical strength rather
than intellectual inter-
est.

AQUARIUS(.Ian.20-
Feb.l!)) Tact is the
essential for success
now. Listen carefully to
partners.
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ACROSS

1 Silica

5 Express
gratitude to

10 Piece
14 Toward

shelter
1 5 Woody

Asian plant
16 Culture

medium
1 7 Artificial

shoe
material

19 Bonitos
relative

20 Ask ear-
nestly

21 Sculptor
Jacob

23 Moved in a
curve

25 Utah native
26 post
29 Gave an ac-

count
34 Descended
35 Lengthy, in

time
37 Old
38 Mineral

spring
39 Afr flies

41 Ten
decibels

42 Choir mem-
ber

44 Flower part

45 Staple food
46 Intermission

2 words
48 Cloth folds

50 Turmoil
51 Reverie
53 Islam

adherents;
Var.

57 Shopping
areas

61 Egg-shaped
62 Poor car-

riage 2
words

64 Stiff hair

65 Have
about one

66 Lamb
pseudonym

67 Solid precip
68 Takes care

of

69 Closing
noise

DOWN

1 Price war
result

2 Danish
measure

3 Adroit

4 Take away
5 Medicinal
compounds

6 Bret
US author

7 Pierre's

friend

8 Baseba
team

9 with

the Joneses
10 Representative

sample
1

1
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ness
1 2 Rajas wife
1 3 Passage

Abbr
1 8 In this place
22 Greek walks
24 Confounded
26 Artificial

gems
27 Prefix for

horn or

stock
28 Pleasantly

gay
30 Otherwise
31 Shin
32 The chosen
33 Takes out
36 Sleep
39 Exchange
40 Rulers
43 Unwritten

)urispru-

dence 2

words
45 Marries

again
47 Fight

49 Shellac in-

gredients
52 Speedy

53 Playwright
---Hart

54 Stove cham-
ber

55 Eisaku -'--

Japanese
premier

56 Mentally
healthy

58 Deaden

59 Assam silk-

worm
60 Surface

fissure
63 Man s

nickname
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Track trials for women
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst College track is a pit. One
hundred and seventy one yards of graded
now rolled dirt situated in a building
erected sometime in the pre-depression
era.

Conditions aside, UMass's Cindi
Martin toured the tight, square-cornered,
slightly banked indoor track there last
Friday in 2:19.7, an outstanding time,
considering the facility.

"On a bener track, that could have
been about a 2.16 or 2:16.5," said UMass
Coach Ken O'Brien.

At first glance, the time seems even
more outstanding, since Martin, a junior,
has been primarily a sprinter and quarter
miler in the past. Not so, according to
Coach Charlotte Lettis.

"Cindi has amazing ability from 100
yards on up," she said. "I think she's our
most versatile runner - in fact, I think we
may have found ourselves a new half-

miler."

No other performances of the caliber
of Martin's were turned in in the Amherst
Invitational, which along with UMass
included the host and six other schools.
Lettis did mention some good times
though.

Barb Callman in the 440 (66.4), Anna
Mathieu in the high jump (5'), Laurie

Wolf in the 880 (2:23.8) and Tina Fran
cario in the mile (5:20.9) were all cited by
the coach.

Diana Sealey avenged an earlier defeat
in the quarter mile as she took on Milton
of Yale in the mile relay. Her Ivy op-
ponent had eked out a .3 second win in

quarter, but in the relay, Sealey took the
baton from Ginger Bulman with a slight

lead only to see Milton pull right up on
her shoulder. Sealey dug in and spurted
away from Milton, leaving her rigging in

the dust (literally).

Linda Stillman was the victim of some
bad luck. After getting through the dash
quarter and semi-finalo, she had her
blocks slip at the gun, and finished
fourth, but only a stride out of third, and
still closing," according to Coach Gary
King.

Meanwhile, the women are back
training at Curry Hicks Cage — 176 yards
of boards which many would refer to as
as much of a pit as Amherst, when they
would mention the place at all. However,
Lettis disagrees.

"I think it's a good track — a fast
track," she said. 'The track has
something to do with times, but the
athlete has more to say about them.
Track is such a psychological thing.

"Not to make excuses, but our big
bout with the flu and intersession are
tougher to take.

"

Women skiers win 2
'9 Colk-^ian.
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* Claiborne

By LISA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's ski team won both
championship races Sunday and Monday at

Middlebury College, making them the
champs of the Women's Inter-College Ski

Conference (WISC), with a perfect 40-0

record.

In the giant slalom held Sunday,
Minutewoman Kathy Shinnick was first with
a time of 1:35.24 minutes. Placing second
and third were UMass Cathy Donovan at

1 :36.40, and Nancy Hayden at 136.54. UMass
skiers Diana Vilenti, Janet Gilman, and
Connie Pratt placed ninth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth respectively.

The slalom on Monday was almost a

repeat performance of the previous day's
race. Shinnick again won it with a time of

90.99, followed by t>emmates Hayden and
Donovan at :91.48 and :92.47. Connie Pratt

was eighth, and Minutewoman Valerie

Hanson placed ninth. Gretchen Dietze of

B.C. was fourth and Nancy Corsiglia of
Smith fifth in both races.

In the Women's Eastern Regionals held at

Middlebury Friday and Saturday, UMass
didn't finish in the top ten per cent, but
"skied very well indeed," according to coach
Bill MacConnell.
"The women did about as well as I

thought they would against such tough
competition. They were skiing against some
of the toughest teams in the nation," he
said.

CONT, FROM PAGE 19

can help a team on defense, and I feel I am a
good shooter.

"

Leaman says if Claiborne does not get
drafted, he would certainly succeed in

European leagues which have employed
former UMass players, Jim Town and John
Murphy.

"Derick is such a heady player that I can't
really say what his potential is. Because of
his intelligence, i can't tell how or what his

limit is," said Leaman.
But Claiborne feels that working with

children would be another occupation for

him. For the last four summers, he has
worked with Operation Sport Rescue, a
youth-oriented program in New York City. "I

like to work with kids and hope I can con-
tinue to do so," said Claiborne.

IM Notices
WRESTLING - final matches will be

held tonight in Boyden Auxiliary Gym at 7:30.

VOLLEYBALL - Forfeit fees should be
picked up at the IM Office today.
SOFTBALL - Entries are due at the IM

Office today. $10 forfeit fee required!

Bowling teams

split matches
The UMass men's and women's bowling

teams competed over the weekend in the Tri-

State Tournament of the Year in Cranston,
R.I. The tournament typified this year's

performance by the men's team, as there
were fine individual showings, but a

disappointing performance on the whole.
The women were winners.

The women's team has had a very suc-

cessful season, as its first place rating

heading into last weekend's tournament
shows. Rebounding from behind in points,

the women took MVi out of 29 points to

finish the day 5V2 points in front of second
play Lowell.

Standouts for the women included
Cyndi Adams, whose 526 series was good
enough for first place in singles. Adams,
along with her doubles partner Gina McEvoy,
combined to take first place in doubles
competition with a 991.

Also turning in good performances for the

women's unit were Jackie Cashen (202),

Beth Schneider, Sue Iverson and Adele Fox.

The men's team, which entered the

tournament in eighth place, could not put it

all together, and finished in the middle of the

pack of twelve teams. Mike Berard was a

standout for the squad (237, 219, 207, 204),

taking the singles title with a 615 series, and
placing second in all events, averaging 202
on the day Going into the final tournament
(to be held later this month), he holds the

league high average with a 188.

Freshman Tim Welch averaged 185 on the

day and has looked ^ery impressive in the
last few tournaments

Roger Norcross, by virtue of his per-

formance in the ACU-i tournament two
weeks back, will be competing in the

National Championships to be held in St.

Louis in April.

The men's team has the nucleus to be of

championship caliber, but lacks one or two
consistent bowlers.
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UMass was not scored as a team, but
rather as individuals in the Easterns.
However, had they been scored as a team,
the Minutewomen would have finished ninth
in the slalom, according to MacConnell.

- Donovan was twenty-sixth at 1:45.57,
closely followed by Hayden, who placed
twenty-eighth at 1:46.18. Shinnick, who fell

in the first run of the slalom, finished forty-
third at 1:57.02. Williams College was first in

the slalom, U. New Hampshire second, and
Colby- Sawyer third.

In the giant slalom held Saturday, UMass
placed about the same as in the slalom had
they been scored as a team, according to
MacConnell. Shinnick, with a time of 2:07.10,
was twenty-eighth, and Hayden was thirty-

third at 2:08.72. The third major skier on the
team, Cathy Donovan, didn't finish the race.
Dartmouth College won the giant slalom,
followed by Middlebury and U. Vermont.

It was indeed a very busy time for the
skiers. When asked to comment on the
weekend, the team members remarked, "It
was a long one... but it was fun!"

BROWN UNIVERSITY
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
Applications now being accepted
for admission and financial aid in

Secondary English

and
Social Studies

1377 PLACEMENT RECORD 9B%
Address inquiries to:

The Graduate School
Brown University

Providence, Rl 02912

Wednesday,
March 1
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Claibome but from the shadows
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Think of all the second people in the great
name combinations. Livingston of Stanley
and Livingston, Watson of Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. Watson, Clark of Lewis and Clark,
and now think of Derick Claiborne of the
UMass backcourt combination of Eldridge
and Claiborne.

For nine years, ever since 8th grade, Alex
Eldridge and Claiborne have teamed up in the
backcourt. At Taft Senior High in New York
City both of them gained recognition as the
starting backcourt of the number one high
school in N.Y.C.

Since coming to UMass in 1974, both
Eldridge and Claiborne have scored over
1,000 points, marking the first time the
Minutemen have had their backcourt pass
that milestone.

But Claiborne, the man his teammates call

"D", has always been in the shadow of his
teammate Eldridge.

While Eldridge has been handing out 515
career assists, or making countless flashy
passes, or going behind his back to lay one
off the backboard, Claiborne has remained in
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the background, protecting against the fast-
break, setting up the offense and oc-
casionally scoring (9.8 points per game).
"Sometimes I think Derick should have

gone to another school where he would have
gotten the recognition he deserves. He has
helped my play tremendously. Without him, I

couldn't make the moves I do without
worrying that Derick is backing me up," said
Eldridge.

"We've been together for so long we
know each other automatically. I can't think
of anyone I would rather team up with in the
backcourt," Eldridge said.

"Sometimes it gets to me that I don't get
rioticed for the things I do," said Claiborne.
"But if the team wins, I really don't care."
"I feel proud that both Boob and I have

accomplished something since we have been
here. It's been alright," said Claiborne.
The 6'2", 170 pound senior, first started

playing competitive basketball at the age of
11 in what he termed the "Bird League". On
his junior high school team, Claiborne played
fon/vard-center, but it was the playgrounds
and the summer tournaments that he started
to learn the tricks of the backcourt.
At Taft High, Claiborne switched to guard,

where starting in the same backcourt with
Eldridge, he averaged ten points per game
his sophomore year, 14 in his junior season,
and 16 in his senior year.

During his senior season, Claiborne was a
Prep High School All-America choice and
was the team's MVP that year. He was
actively recruited by St. John's, Hawaii, and
Temple, but didn't want to go too far from
home and decided to come to UMass.

"In December of 73 I first came here, and
for some reason I remember three inches of
snow on the ground. Maybe it was the winter
atmosphere about this place, but it was
something I liked very much," said
Claiborne.

Claiborne didn't play much his freshman
year (averaging 2.8 points per game) but
started all 27 games his sophomore year and
averaged 1 1 points. As a junior, he averaged
9.8 points but was the leading foul shooter
on the team (80.6 per cent) and had a game
of 28 points against Duquesne including 16
free throws in a row (a UMass .ecord for one
game).

This season the communications major
has played all 26 games and is the second
leading player in minutes played (81C, only
eight behind team leader Mike Pyatt).
"When we recruited Derick we were

looking for an outstanding person with a
team oriented approach to basketball. We
got that in him," said UMass coach Jack
Leaman.
"He is a very steady ballplayer, an un-

selfish person, and certainly a very intelligent
guard. He's a keen thinker, has quickness.
He's a fine shooter and probably one of our
best defensive players," added Leaman.
As far as a fast-breaking offense,

Claiborne wishes he could have run more but
realizes that they type of personnel UMass
has is more suited for a transitional, set-up
offense.

"In high school, we used to run all the time
and when UMass recruited me, they said
they would be rebuilding the program under
a more running offense. We now run more
than we used to but we have to adjust to the
type of players we have," said Claiborne.
"To be truthful," said Claiborne, "Boob,

Alcoholics lose
Los Conquistadors edged the Alcoholics

30-28 last night at Boyden gym to avenge
last year's playoff defeat.
The Alcoholics finished third in last

season's intramural basketball tournament
while Los Conquistadors were ranked among
the top ten teams.

Los Conquistadors dominated the first half
of play with good outside shooting and a
tight defense.

At halftime Los Conquistadors led 18-13.
With just 45 seconds left in the game, the

Alcoholics narrowed the margin to four
points.

The Alcoholics successfully switched from
a man to man defense to a full court press
and within 15 seconds had tied the score at
28-28.

Los Conquistador's Steve Gardner took an
easy layup at the seven second mark for the
final shot of the game.

In the second game. Mad Dog 20-20
captured its first victory of the season
whipping the Cakes, 32-18.

Both teams are now 1-3 in intramural
action.

Mad Dog led the entire game and at
halftime were in front, 15-3.

With just 2:20 left in the game, the Cakes
closed the gap to six points.

That is where Mad Dog 20-20's John
O'Brien took over. He scored six of his 14
points in the last two minutes of the game.

O'Brien also managed one steal and an
assist in the closing seconds of the game to
secure the Mad Dog victory.
The Machine slipped by the Collegian 21-

18 Jqm night's ^in«l,^acn5^^^,.^^^,^j^,.

Mike and I have turned this program right
around. For example, all the players would
have to tuck their shirts in all the time, but we
raised this question, and now they have
developed uniforms which allow the shirts to
hang out."

Claiborne said he hopes to turn
professional since a couple of NBA teams
have sent him letters. "I hope I can be
drafted on the eighth or ninth round. I think I

TURN TO PAGE 18

Senior Captain Derick Claiborne is directing the court traffic here and will be
performing the same chore tomorrow night in the EAA tournament. (Staff photo
by Jim Gomes)

Curt Kohlberg

Spring blooms baseball
The signs are apparent. The remains of

Blizzard '78' are slowly disintegrating
(barring further incident), the longjohns that

have kept your body warm all winter long are
slowly moving their way to the bottom of the
laundry pile in your dresser, and
procrastination on your homework by the
excuse "I'm not going to the library in thati"
simply isn't going to work anymore. Two
thoughts come to mind; spring is on the way,
and spring training isn't far behind.

Yes, fans of the great American pastime,
bring out your apple pie and Chevrolets,
baseball is on the way. Spring training for

most of the twenty-six teams has already
started, some (like the Yankees) as early as
February 8. That gives the players roughly a
month of wind sprints, grass drills, and
preseason interviews before the exhibition
(schedule) begins on March 8, when Ray
Kroc's San Diego Padres - or should I say
Quarter-Pounder Padres — battle Gene
Autry's California Angels in Hootville,

Florida.

"Tune-Up Time" is a tradition in the
baseball world. It's the time when the rookies
and free agents arrive a week before the
million-dollar superstars feel like dropping by
to visit with their teams, or when the cagey
veterans are contractually required to start
getting their acts in gear if they want to
continue to draw their weekly paychecks.
Spring training might be a ritual more than a
necessity, but it is a rebirth of an interest
after a winter's chill, and a time when the
future is of more interest than the past.
To local fans, the '77' Red Sox odyssy

ended on a sour note with a second place
finish. To most, it was an example of a high
powered, top caliber team - even though
the pitching never attained its expectations
- that was edged out of a pennant by an
egomaniacal merchant named Steinbrenner
with an intransigent desire to buy a world
championship. Well, the '78' season isn't too
far away, and here are a few items worth
noting which will surely wet the appetites of
eager gamblers like myself, and you avid fans
out there in fanland (a winter resort in

Finland).

Attendance in the major leagues during
'77' season increased an astonishing 24 per
cent — even though two expansion teams
were introduced - and there were sub-
stantial increases in lucrative television
contracts. There is little doubt that
skyrocketing bids for free agents contributed
to this astonishing figure. The first crop of
twenty-four free agents (post '76' season)
obtained contracts totalling $25.2 million.
This impact on salaries had to be tremen

P9^hJ^^. secof^ vy^y© of free.aqents dH .

even better, the top fourteen secured $24.2
million. Will this mean another attendance
leap in 1978? A primary indication will be the
gate figures at Florida and Arizona games
where tourists and local inhabitants soak up
the rays and while away the days.

Baseball owners, by and large, are profit
orientated. Any business major will attest to
that. Most individual owners and cor-
porations that have bought interest in sports
teams are not out to squander away their
finances. A willingness to shell out huge
amounts to numerous players suggests that
these investors believe their investments will
pay off.

Baseball as an industry has not reached its
pinnacle of public interest as of yet. Sixteen
clubs are raising ticket prices, and are betting
that interested fans will continue to buy more
expensive tickets. If they don't, and decide to
Sit by the tube on weekends (which, I have
just been informed, were made for Micheiob)
in their air-conditioned rooms, sipping 'em
down, and listening to the team of Dick
Stockton and Ken Harrelson, the clever
advertising that is designed to catch the
viewers' eye and sells for up to $250,000 a
minute will most certainly continue to reward
its sponsors. This week's quote of the week:
"That's right Hawk, Mrs. Agnes B. Whoopee
of Dorchester is this inning's winner of Star
Market's home-run sweepstakes. Shell
receive $25.00 worth of fine foods as well as
a life-size photo of your beaki Excuse me
fans, I meant nose." Conclusively, if you are
interested in baseball, baseball is definitely
interested in your wallet.

Tidy tidbits.... I make the Red Sox a 17-10
choice to capture the American League East
crown. The additions of Torrez, Drago, and
Burgmeier should mend some wounds to an
aging pitching staff.... The Yankees follow at
2-1, with fireballers Eastwick and Gossage
the newest additions to the money
machine.... Watch for a dogfight for third
between a vastly improved Milwaukee
ballclub (with Hisle, Fosse, and Davis joining
the roster) and the Orioles with Weaver the
Magician. These clubs are listed at 11-2 and
10-1 respectively. The Tigers, Indians, and
Blue Jays round out the strongest division in

baseball.... Fenway Park still has two feet of
snow covering the field The smart
gambler will bet against the veteran pitchers
for the first few weeks of the season. It takes
time for your Tiants, Torrez's, Catfishes, and
Cuellars to heat up. They are good bets in the
hot summer months.... Watch for my next
column, when I try to explain the com-
plicated betting spreads that frequent book-
making operations on a nationwide basis,
and which few sports fans can understand.
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Sy LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team finished
their home season on a positive note as they
defeated New Hampshire 138.10 to 135.25.
The equally matched teams combined for a
"white knuckler, " until the second half of the
meet when UMass began to gain the edge.
UNH won the first event, vaulting, 35.80 -

35.65. Karen Hemberger and UNH's Denise
Walker tied for first place with scores of 9.45.
Senior Susan Cantwell, honored before the
meet with fellow Seniors Stephanie Jones
and Debbie Law, finished third with a 9.0 for
her half on full off vault. Jones and Karen
Clemente contributed the other top four
scores for the Minutewomen with 8.60
scores. Law came through with an 8.05 in her
last home appearance.
UMass battled back and won the uneven

parallel bars 35.00 - 33.85, to lead at half time
by one point, 70.65 69.65. Jones and
Walker tied for first place on with scores of
9.30. Hemberger was third with a 9.05.

Cantwell received an 8.60 after the judges
reconsidered her performance at the request
of coach Virginia Evans. Law's 8.05 score
was also contested by Evans but remained
unchanged.
The balance beam proved to be deadly for

both teams, but the Minutewomen pulled
together to take the event 33.60 - 32.65.
Cantwell and the omnipresent Walker
finished in a tie for third with 8.45 marks.
Walker's score was rather controversial in

that what looked like a fall just before her
dismount was ruled by the judges to be
caused by a photographer who was accused
of being in Walker's way. UNH Coach Lou
Datilio contested the presence of the
photograph and asked that Walker be able to
repeat the routine. The judges ruled against
this but did not deduct any points from
Walker's score for the missed dismount.
"The whole thing was pretty questionable,"
said Evans. Diane Laurenson continued to
regain her performance strength and con-
tributed an 8.05 to the UMass event score.

Walker also won first place on the floor

Southern tips women
By JIM GOMES
Collegian Staff

NEW HAVEN, Conn - So close. So
close and yet so far.

The UMass women's basketball team
crept within two points, 53-51, on a Julie
Ready jumper before Southern Connecticut,
the number one ranked team in New
England, engineered a 12-2 spurt to pull

away from the Minutewomen for a 74-67
victory last night at Moore's Fieldhouse on
the Southern Conn campus.
Sophomore guard Cathy Inglese (22

points) and reserve forward Loretta Mc-
Donald combined for 10 points durino the
four minute period of the second half where
Southern broke out to a 65-53 lead with 6:38
remaining.

The Minutewomen, who fell behind by ten
points early in the first half, 14-4 got
themselves back into the game with an eight
point run led by Jen Parker and Debbie
McCulloch, who shared the scoring honors
for UMass with 12 points apiece.

Southern Connecticut's ability to run the
fast break and the hot outside shooting of
forward M. J. Pruzinsky threatented to break
the game wide open at the halfway point of
the first half, as Southern led, 26-16, but the
Minutewomen fought back to a seven point
deficit, 40-33, at the half.

Sue Peters, UMass' stellar guard, hit two
free throws and a 20 foot jump shot in

succession to initiate the comeback, bringing
the Minutewomen within three, 44-41, in the
first five minutes of the second half.

After falling behind by nine points, UMass
started its nearly successful run to wrestle
the lead from the Owls.

Forward Maura Supinski sank a free
throw, completing a three point play where
she was fouled following up a missed shot.
Subsequent baskets by McCulloch, Co-
captain Cheryl Carey, and Ready brought the

Minutewomen to that 2 point deficit at 53-51,
forcing Southern Conn coach Don Perrelli to

call a timeout to regroup his forces.
After the timeout, it was off to the races,

as the Owls hit three fast break baskets and
three jumpers to open up a twelve point lead,
65-53.

"We started to run the ball and we hit the
shots we needed to repell their comeback,"
Perrelli said.

Parker hit two long range jump shots to
bring UMass back to 65-57, but Southern,
led by senior center Mamie Dacko (14 pts.)
and Inglese, staved off the furious UMass
comeback. An Inglese fast break layup
secured the Southern victory, giving the
Owls a 72-61 lead with 1:44 remaining in the
game.

Despite it being the team's second con-
secutive defeat. Coach Mary Ann Ozdarski
remained optimistic. "The kids never gave
up, but we were content to play even with
Southern and not forge ahead." she said.
Jen Parker did an outstanding job, both

defensively and offensively, and McCulloch
and Mary Hallaren sparked our comeback."

"We are both tired teams, " said Perrelli of
Southern, after the two teams' final regular
season game. "UMass is going to be tough
to beat in their bracket of the Easterns, they
should give Providence a tough time."
On the brighter side, Peters scored her

needed 1 1 points to become the first woman
to score 400 points in a season for the
Minutewomen.
UMASS - McCulloch 5-2-12, McHugh 0-

0-0, Carey 3-2-8, Hallaren, 2-0-4, Parker 6-0-

12, Peters 4-3-11, Supinski 2-1-5, Harrington
3-3 9, Peebles 0-0-0, Ready 3-0-6. Totals 28-
11-67.

SOUTHERN CONN - Cook 0-0-0, Dacko
6-2-14, Gemmell 1-1-3, Rajcula 2-0-4, Mc-
Donald 3-2-8, Van Ness 6-3-15, Inglese 9-4-

22, Pruzinsky 4-0-8. Totals - 31-12-74.

UMass wrestling captain Tim Fallon was honored Monday night before the
team's final home meet of the season. Head coach Dave Amato is shown here
presenting Fallon with a plaque donated by fellow teammates and the Alumni
Association. Fallon, the only senior on the team, will be participating In the New
England s this weekend in the 150 pound weight class. (Staff photo by Dave Oaty)

exercise with an 9.20. Cantwell finished off
her final performance for the UMass fans
with a second place finish with a 9.05 mark.
Hemberger finished third with an 8.85 for a
new routine she is still adjusting too. Debbie
Smith continued to improve and contributed
at 7.95 to the event. UMass won the event
33.85 - 32.92 despite the judges conservative
scores.

Cantwell finished with her highest total all

around score of the season of 35.20 to finish

second behind Walker who totaled 36.40.
Karen Hemberger edged out UNH's Edie
Sutton with a 34.70 for third place. Hem-
berger was in second place after two events

but ran into rhythm problems on the beam
and had two falls to reduce her score to 7.35.

Karen Clemente turned in another strong
evening's work. She finished with a 31.25
total for four events despite being continually
bothered by ankle injury suffered earlier in
the season. Stephanie Jones was scratched
from the floor exercise at the last minute to
give her sprained hip another chance to rest.
The team displayed alot of spirit and

enthusiasm enroute to their eighth win of the
season. "I was pleased with the per-
formances overall tonight," said Evans.
"We're getting the routines down, but we

still have a few bugs to work out before
Easterns, " said Evans.

Senior Susan Cantwell made her final Cage appearance last night. The Ail-
American gymnast has thrilled and spellbound crowds for four years here.

Steve Zack

Into the stretch run
A new winner has been announced in the

Red Auerbach Giveaway contest! He is Bob
Bigelow of the Eastern Basketball League
and formerly the Kansas City Kings.
As was stated last week in the rules and

regulations of the contest. Bob wins an all-

expenses- paid ten-day contract with the
Boston Celtics. Unfortunately, we were
unable to offer him the opportunity to
replace a Celtic notable so we gave him the
spot on the roster that was occupied by
previous winner Zaid Abdul Aziz.

Congratulations BobI
I'll announced the name of the next winner

as soon as it is determined - in about ten
days.

Eastern Conference
1. Philadelphia (41-8) - Glidin', stridin',

groovin', movin' one on one basketball at its

best. It's disgusting but it works.
2. San Antonio (37-22) - His name is

George Gervin, he is known as the "Ice
Man," and he may very well win the Most
Valuable Player award.

3. (tie) New York (31-28) - Bob McAdoo
has started his assault on the league scoring
title; if he fails, the K nicks fail with him.

3. Washington (31-28) - This team will go
as far as Bobby Dandridge, not Elvin Hayes,
takes them, and already he's taken them
pretty far.

5. Cleveland (M-31) - This team is in

limbo, bordering between success and utter
failure. Nate Thurmond, where are you?

6. (tie) Atlanta (28-33) - If this concoction
of ball players makes the playoffs, Hubie
Brown is my choice for coach of the year.

6. New Orleans (28-33) - As Pete
Maravich goes, so go the Jazz; for the
moment, Maravich is gone (knee) and so are
the Jazz.

8. Boston (22-34) - I'm waiting for Red to
sign LaRue Martin to a ten-day contract.

then this team will get moving.
9. Houston (24-38) - This team fell apart

for three reasons. 1) the loss of Rudy T. 2)
shifting all of T.'s scoring onto Calvin
Murphy's shoulders and 3) spending more
time arguing about The Punch than replacing
Tomjanovich.

10. Eluffalo (19-38) - This team is Marvin
Barnes' penance for his past no-no's.

11. New Jersey (14-47) - Avis tries hard
because they're No. 2 in their business, the
Nets try hard because they don't want to be
No. 22 in theirs.

Western Conference
1. Portland (49-10) - when you say Trail-

blazers, you've said it all.

2. Phoenix (38-22) - And a little child shall
lead them. My pick for Rookie of the Year,
'Sweet D" Walter Davis.

3. Denver (38-23) - If Brent Mushberger
calls Davis Thompson "sky walker" one
more time, I will be forced to reveal the true
identity of Shaheed Abdul Aleem.

4. Seattle (33-27) - Nothing but good has
happened since Lenny Wilkins returned as
coach. At this rate, he'll make up for Bill

Russells' foul ups around the year 2000.
5. (tie) Los Angeles (32-29) - To prove the

awesomeness of Kareem Abdul Jabbar, he
missed 20 games but still has enough total

points to qualify for the league scoring race.

5. Milwaukee (32-29) - I still can't believe
that the paint job the Bucks had on their

court cost $40,000.
7. Chicago (31-32) - At his current rate of

play, Artis Gilmore will die from exhaustion
by season's end; and the Bulls still won't
make the playoffs.

8. Golden State (29-32) - Slowly sinking
downward. Boy, did Ricky Green turn out to
be a dud as a pro.
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Free Black American concert voted

John Foley last night said he favored
two concerts ...

By JON KLEIN
and JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate early
this morning in a seven and one half hour
session passed a motion to hold a Black
American Music Festival with no admission
charge as the campus Spring Concert at
Alumni Stadium. The vote was 42-15.
The concept of the benefit would still be

preserved by donating money to the Duke
Ellington Foundation. The foundation is a
New York based group which has not yet
been incorporated.
The goals of the group would include

setting up a museum and archives of Black
American Music. Money for the donation
would come from either concession sales or
frorn a grant from the senate. These
decisions had not been reached at presstime.

Early this morning the Senate agreed to a
donation to the Foundation under the
condition that they earned back their outlay
for the concert.

In defense of the Black American Music
Festival Judyie Brandt said "The festival
does not seek to alienate white students nor
to become a spring concert in blackface."
Brandt continued by saying "this legislature
chooses to hide behind tradition, ignoring
the possibilities for change, for growth.
There is no excuse for maintaining this
ignorance."

The meeting began with a proposed
amendment that there be a BAMF on
Saturday, Mar. 5 with a traditional Spring
Concert the following day.

The amendment was discussed on the

senate floor but the concensus was that

there would be a conflict of interest between
the two concerts.

It was then moved that the money for the
concessions for the BAMF be given back to
the student body instead of to an out-of-
state organization.

It was stated that the SGA had already
committed themselves to the BAMF and that
the talent was in the process of being
secured.

Also, the Senate concluded that the idea
of students paying for a traditionally free
concert seemed to upset some senators.
Those who were upset said their con-
stituencies had told them that they would be
opposed to paying for any event in place of
Spring Concert.
The already mentioned proposal for the

organized concerts was attacked on many
sides. Une, there was no security secured for
the traditional Spring Concert. Two, Mark
Hickson, a member of the Third World
Caucus, felt that if the student body was
given the option of a free concert or the cost
of three dollars, they would choose the free
concert.

Pricilla West, SGA treasurer, countered
with the contention that if there were two
concerts, the profits or losses would be
minimized. However, West was countered
by Senator Jon Foley who brought it to the
attention of the Senate that the Spring
Concert has never made money before.

Senator Lynda Ciano, Greek Council
representative, said she didn't feel the BAMF
was representative of her constituency. Rene
Bablier, Third World Representative,
countered by saying "Our SATF has gone to
concerts and have had no interest in them at
all."

... while Kwaku Saunders said he
favored the Black American Music
Festival. (Staff photos by Mark
Williamson)

UM med school head disagrees with state
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - UMass-Worcester Chancellor
Roger Bulger yesterday said the issue of
whether UMass medical school students
should pay back the state the cost of their
education involves the question of the theory
of public aducation in relation to a medical
school.

He said the UMass Board of Trustees will
have to present a strong arguement that
subsidized public education does include
medical school education in order to change
a policy approved by state legislators which
requires UMass Medical School graduates

repay a portion of the costs of their
education.

The legislature last December passed a bill
requinng UMass medical school students to
repay the costs of their education either in a
cash reimbursement or by practicing
medicine in the state.

Chairman of the State Senate Ways and
Means Committee James Kelley, D-Oxford,
recently suggested the UMass trustees
should reconsider their proposal which
would require either an $8,000 payment or a
year's service in the state.

Kelley said the monetary payback proposal

Senate lends Pierpont

support against Matlack
By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

The Student Senate last night added its

voice to the opposition against the Matlack
Plan,

The plan, proposed by Southwest Master-
Director Jim Matlack, would limit the
residency of Pierpont dormitory to only
freshmen and sophomores. Students beyond
their fourth term of residence at UMass
would not be allowed to reside in the dorm.
The Student Senate unanimously passed a
motion supporting Pierpont residents "to
support the people of Pierpont in their ac-
tions and to commit whatever support and
resources necessary to their ultimate vic-

tory."

When this motion was opened to the
Senate for discussion, the basic contentions
of this proposed limitation of the residency of
Pierpont were aired. They were:

->"The Administration cannot tell us
where we can or cannot live. It's our money
and it's our home," said Senator Susan
Birmingham.
~"Tnis isn't just a Southwest issue. If this

can happen to Pierpont, it can happen to any
dorm," said Senator Eric Anderson.

— "The problems of drug usage and
selling, disruptive and destructive behavior,
noise levels and fire and pet policies are not
as extreme as Jim Matlack's solution
warrants. The people in Pierpont are a
symbol of activism and resistance and
therefore have always been a thorn in the
side of the administration... the people of
Pierpont should be able to deal with their
own internal problems," other senators said.

The residents of Pierpont now have three
weeks in order to compile an alternate plan
to Matlack's proposal. If at the end of three
weeks they are unable to provide a solution
which meets with Matlack's approval, his

original proposal will go into effect.

Many Pierpont residents are dissatisfied
with this time period. "It's hard to believe
he's acting in good faith when he gives us
three week's deadline for a project he's
worked on for five months," Pierpont
Senator David Barenberg said Tuesday.

Karen Kelly summed up the veneral feeling
at last night's Senate meeting when she said,
"This is the sleaziest move pulled on the
student body for a while."

of the trustees is not large enough to en-
courage graduates to choose the in-state

service form of paying for their education.

The trustees did not discuss the payment
question during their monthly meeting at the
Columbia Point campus here yesterday,
although Bulger briefly outlined his thoughts
to the trustees and also answered questions
outside the meeting. The board will probably
consider Kelley's suggestion at their meeting
next month, according to board Chairman
Joseph P. Healey.

Bulger said the $30,000 figures quoted by
Kelley's office as the cost of educating a

UMass medical student compared only the

total operating cost of the school with the
number of students and not other line-items

of its budget. Bulger said his staff is

analyzing the costs but he estimated it to

range from $17,000 to $20,000. Four hundred
students attend the medical school.

Bulger said he would like to see medical
school students pay for their education by
completing their medical training at hospitals

in areas needing more doctors.

He told the trustees that while most state

medical schools are attempting to have 50
percent of their students train in state, the

percentage of UMass students training in

Massachusetts is already 60-70 percent.

The UMass medical school already over-
sees training at hospitals needing doctors,
including a program in Uxbridge, Bulger said.

Healey after the meeting said he doesn't
'like to see students straddled with debts"
after graduation. He said the trustees will

probably develop other proposals about
medical school students' paying for their

education by the April board meeting.

Interim President Franklin K. Patterson
said the idea of graduates attending public
insitutions having to pay for the cost of their

education "could begin to erode the idea of

land grant institutions that have little or no
tuition."

Patterson said a requirement to repay a

subsidized medical school education could
"discourage" those students from attending
who ought to attend the public medical
school."

He pointed out 60 percent of the students
attending the UMass medical school come
from families with total income less than
$20,000.

Patterson also said he is "intrigued" by
Kelley's suggestion that medical school
graduates begin to pay for their education
only when they reach a certain income level.

INSIDE
GOOD MORNING!

Local

The Stockbridge Student Senate last night discussed proposal to increase the Stock
bridge student fee. Page 3.

The Student Judiciary has a new Clerk of Courts. See a profile of the new man on page
two.

National

A Continental Airlines jumbo jet crashed yesterday on takeoff from Los Angeles In-

ternational Airport. Page 3.

There were developments on the coal strike front yesterday. Page 5.

Weather
Sunny today, highs in the 30's. Continued cold Thursday night, lows in the teens.
In tomorrow's Collegian
Look for an in-depth article on Elvis Costello, who performed on campus last night.
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Studentjudiclaiy head
has legal experience
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By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Some of Barry Benson's closest friends
don't know he has a top student government
position.

After a semester's vacancy, the office of
the Student Clerk of Courts was filled last
Thursday by a soft-spoken junior
management major who is not impressed
with titles.

"Titles?" said Benson, "They don't mean
anvthinq."

"There's a sign in there hanging from the
ceiling that says "Attorney General." My
desk is in there but I don't know if I'm going
to put any sign up anywhere." Benson does
not want to draw attention to himself or his
job.

"A lot of people up here lose sight of the
fact that they are also students, but not me. I

consider myself a student first."

Benson's actions belie his seemingly
frivolous attitude toward his position. On the
first day of his job he set up a trial, prepared
for a meeting with the student judges of the
Student Judiciary, and overhauled the case
filing system. He modestly recites these
accomplishments, adding that he feels he
has not even begun to fulfill his official

obligations.

According to the Constitution of the
Student Government Association, the Clerk
of Courts is the "chief administrator" of the
Student Judiciary. Benson interprets that
line to mean that he helps to head the
University Student Judiciary system. "I

schedule trials, keep records, recruit and
assign judges, and keep concerned parties
informed about final court decisions, among
other things."

He estimates upwards of twenty hours a
week will be spent on his job, the bulk of the
time devoted to problems relating to student
trials.

Student Judiciary is one of three judicial

bodies at UMass.
While Benson and Student Attorney

General Jeff Lutsky share the same office,

they both see their jobs as a separate. "!

oversee matters relating to advocates while
Barry is in charge of the judges" Lutsky said.

The SGA Constitution provides for 19
judges but Benson said, "there are only 10 at
present". He plans to meet with area
government presidents to ask for ap-
pointments.

"We are supposed to have two judges
from each of the area governments. Stock-
bridge, Commuters, and Greek communities
as well as three from the Senate but we are
deficient in every area except the Greeks."
Benson said he would like to see more
students involved in the judicial process.

I wanted to get invovled in some aspect of
the Student Government but not in the
Senate." Benson said his interests lay in the
Student Judiciary. "I like law in addition to
business," Benson explained, adding "in this
job I can combine both. I've taken courses in

political theory as well as constitutional and
business law. This job is added experience. It

is always good to learn as much as you can."

Benson's background in law and business
is not the total extent of his experience with
legal administration and management. He
spent last summer as a legislative intern in
the Massachusetts Office of Federal State
Relations in Washington D.C. "I attended
Congressional hearings during my in-

ternship." Benson said. He also summarized
legislation, and gathered information con-
cerning current legislation in memos for
Boston based officials, "this is where I think
the Clerk of Courts position is valuable. I'll be
able to use the communication skills

acquired."

His knowledge will also aid the judges new
to the judicial system. It is Benson's
responsibility to train all judges he recruits.
"What I do is start them off with a mock trial

where they would be able to sit in as part of
the tribunal. They would be able to gain
actual experience that way and I could see
how they perform before putting them in a
real situation."

Setting up real trials is one of the more
difficult tasks Benson faces during his term
as Clerk of Courts. "I have to call three
judges together for each trial; that comes up
in addition to making Campus Center room
arrangements. "The system calls for one of
the three judges to act as the presiding judge
and it is up to Benson to decide which judge
is to be appointed to that position. "I try to
call judges on a rotating basis and do the
same with choosing a presiding judge, but
there are problems in that," Benson ad-
mitted. He cannot reveal any facts of the
case about to be tried but must insure that
the judges are not from the same area of
campus as the defendant. "They cannot
know the person on trial, and there can be no
personal contact."
Benson finds the real problem in picking

out judges is "when the hard cases come
along." Experience counts heavily in
selection, but Benson feels "it is more im-
portant to have a strong experienced judge
who cannot be intimidated by 2dvcc2tcc
who'll of course be trying to sway the
argument their way." Benson sees the need
for judges to have control over a courtroom
proceedings and is able to appraise all

judges' abilities during trials. "My job
maintains that I be present at all of the trials
which is necessary as I may be needed for
assistance."

Judges may also ask my opinion on
procedures or any other aspect of the legal
system. "I'm here to help" Benson said "but
t have to be asked when it comes to trials."
Benson is not afraid to admit he doesn't

have all the answers to questions that are
asked of him. "It's no shame to admit you
don't know something. I would say "I don't
know" to a judge or anyone else instead of
giving a wrong answer off the top of my
head."
Benson was selected by a student ad-

ministrative committee last Thursday from a
field of 12 candidates. "We were looking for
someone with legal experience, knowledge
of court procedure, and clerical skills." said
Lutsky. "Barry was the best qualified and we
are confident he will do the best job. With
him there is no doubt about it."

Nancy Gordon and Scott Nickerson study while enjoying the warmth of the
sun. (Staff photo by Marilyn Mankowsky)

New trustees welcomed;
others say 'goodbye'
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The UMass Board o* Trustees
here yesterday welcome some new members
and said goodbye to others ending their

terms as trustees or University ad-
ministrators.

UMass-Amherst student trustee Marion
Batiste and Boston campus trustee Judy
Baker attended their last full board meeting
of their one-year terms. Both still have
committee sessions to attend this month.

University Vice President for Planning Nan
S. Robinson begins her new job on the
Connecticut Board of Higher Education
following her resignation this Friday.

Robinson becomes a deputy commission
on the Connecticut board, which is under-
going a reorganization. She has been
associated with UMass for seven years

Robinson was involved with the planning
of the Columbia Point campus here and also
lobbying to locate the John F. Kennedy

, Memorial Library at the campus. The library
is expected to stimulate plans to rehabilitate
the Columbia Point section of the city.

Robinson's responsibilities for University
planning will be divided benveen two
University offices as part of a central office
reorganization by Interim President Franklin
K. Patterson.

Vice President of Academic Affairs Ernest
A. Lynton will assume Robinson's academic
planning duties and Vice President of Ad-
ministration and Finance George Kaludis will
take on Robinson's physical plant and capital
responsibilities.

Patterson said he will serve as the chief
officer in University long range planning.

Robinson will help coordinate the different
branches of the Connecticut public higher
education svstem.

Budget status unknown
for UM snow removal
The status of UMass' snow removal

budget is unknown, according to UMass
Director of Planning and Operations Jack
Littiefield.

Littlefield's department had requested an
additional $40, (XX) for snow removal during

the first week of February, but no action has
yet been taken on that request.

Littiefield speculated the decision to
allocate funds was held up due to Gov.
Michael S. Dukakis' attempt to secure
federal storm assistance for Massachusetts.

Meanwhile, the Town of Amherst s snow
removal budget is "running in the red" and
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will remain so until May, according to Dept.
of Public Works Supt. Stan Ziomeck.
The DPW will have to wait until the annual

Town Meeting to take care of any deficit
spending, Ziomack said.

- DAVERODGERS

Int'l center provides
cultural understanding
UMass students will soon have an op-

portunity to meet with students from over 80
foreign countries when the International
Students Center opens next Monday.

Different ethnic groups will have an op-
portunity to explain and illustrate different
cultures and customs through a series of
social events and coffee houses.
The center will be located in 423 Student

Union

UM grad writes book;
former Collegian editor

Chester S. Weinerman, a former Collegian
editor in- chief, has written a book, Practical
Law. The text was published Wednesday by
Prentice Hall Inc.

Weinerman, a member of the class of
1968, wrote a satirical column for the
Collegian in 1964-67 and was the news-
paper's head when the paper added news
wires and began daily publication. He has a

law degree from Western Reserve University
in Cleveland and practices in Boston.

Students offer tax helpeip
Willi men micuhic idA returns can yet it

through Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, a
free service offered by students of Beta
Alpha Psi, an honors society of the UMass
Accounting Dept.

The students who will assist anyone, have
all passed qualifying tests given by the In-
ternal Revenue Service.

UM- Boston gets $9 mill,

for rink, pool and gym
An $8.9 million contract has been awarded

for construction of a physical education
facility at the UMass- Boston campus.

Interim UMass President Franklin K.
Patterson said ground is expected to be
broken for the complex this spring and work
should be completed by October, 1979.
UMass trustees have already voted to

name the facility for the late Catherine F.

Clark, a trustee and Dorchester community
leader, who died last November.
The physical education complex will in-

clude a gymnasium, exercise rooms, a
swimming pool, and a skating rink. It will be
built next to the administration building on
the Harbor Campus.
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Jumbo jet crashes on takeoff
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LOS ANGELES [UPI] - A Continental

Airlines jumbo jet bound for Honolulu blew
two tires on takeoff in a heavy rain yesterday,

skidded off the runway and burst into flames,

killing two passengers and injuring 50 others

in a panicked scramble down emergency
chutes to escape the inferno.

"Some people just jumped down into the

flames," said Leona Bennet, 54, Anaheim,
who received a broken ankle while sliding

down a burning ramp from the DC- 10 packed
with 184 passengers and a crew of 13.

A man and a woman died when they

exited a chute on the right side of the plane

and were consumed in flames issuing up
from beneath the tail. Other passengers

scrambled down other chutes which were
not burned. There was no fire inside the

plane.

Five other passengers received critical or

serious burns and 45 others had minor in-

juries. They were rushed by ambulance to

nine local hospitals.

An airline spokesman said the pilot, Capt.

Charles E. "Gene" Hersche of El Paso,

Texas, was making his final flight before

celebrating his 60th birthday this weekend
and retiring under mandatory age
requirements.

"He's been with the airline for 32 years,

has logged more than 30,000 hours and
hadn't scratched one airplane until today,"

said Continental spokesman Bob Serling,

author of the book "The President's Plane Is

Missing."

Federal Aviation Administration officials

said Flight 603 was on its takeoff roll from

Los Angeles International Airport when two
tires on the right side blew out "under
conditions of reduced visibility, with a low
cloud ceiling and a heavy rain falling."

The pilot tried to abort the takeoff from
Runway 6, but the plane's landing gear

collapsed and he swerved hard to the left to

avoid smashing into a car rental agency, a

fence and other buildings at the end of the

runway.
The crippled plane came to a stop on the

grass to the left of the runway, about 40

yards short of the buildings.

Just as quickly, the jet's doors popped
open and emergency evacuation chutes

billowed to the ground. One of the chutes

caught fire.

"Smoke was streaming out of the left side

of the plane and the back end of the tail

area," said Tom Spencer, a employee of the

Hertz Rent-A-Car agency. "The engines

LOS ANGELES - A Continental Airlines DC-10 lies on its side after it crashed on take-off at Los Angeles International Airport

yesterday. (UPI)

were just engulfed in flames — the flames
were streaming out of there."

Another witness, Mercio Williams, a dis-

patcher at National Car Rental Service a

short distance away, said he saw people
sliding down the burning chute and into a

wall of flames. He said he saw some
passengers push those in front of them down
the burning ramp.

"I saw three people that were literally

burning," he said.

The National Transportation Safety Board
said in Washington it has sent a five-member

team headed by board member James B.

King to investigate the accident.

Many of the passengers praised the pilot

for swerving to avoid the buildings and
preventing an even more disastrous ac-

cident.

Among the injured was Ross Downing, 76,

Denver, Colo, retired Personnel Director of

United Press International, who was taken to

Torrance Memorial Hospital with fractured

vertebrae and a broken ankle. His wife, Inez

Downing, 75, was admitted in critical

conditions with burns over 80 per cent of her

body.

Downing told reporters there was some
panic aboard the flight as the plane ground
to a halt and listed to the left when the

landing gear collapsed.

Downing said he and his wife, who
planned a honeymoon in Hawaii after their

recent marriage, were in the midsection of

the jumbo jet when the pilot yelled,

"Everybody get out," over the intercom
system.
"We were close to an exit on the right

side," he said. "Somebody pushed me off

the chute and I hite the wing of the plane and
slid off the wing. I ran around the wing to

check for my wife.

Stockbridge senators discuss fee increase
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Discussion revolved around a proposed
hike of $2 per year in the Stockbridge
Student Activities fee at the Stockbridge

Student Senate meeting last niaht. The
proposal stemmed from a report on last

week's Stockbridge Professional

Development Day given by Peter Quinlan,

chairperson of that committee.

The activities fee increase would be used

to offset costs for development day next

year. This year, development day cost

students over $1000. "I anticipate this figure

can be cut back; there must be a limitation in

the budget. The money from the proposed
hike could all or partly go to development
day," said Quinlan.

The fee is preently $65 for seniors and
$60.25 for freshman.

The proposed increase must pass the

senate, two-thirds of the freshman
class, Dean of the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, Dr. John Denison, and the

Chancellors office. Quinlan said that

Denison would approve the proposal if it

gains student support. During the next week
Quinlan will talk with the freshman class and
obtain signatures.

According to John Burnett, Senate
treasurer, the last fee hike was about four

years ago.
The Stockbridge Student Activities fee

varies from that paid by four-year un-

dergraduate students. Only the Student

Activities tax. Class tax, and Distinguished

Visitor Program fees are paid by both Stock-

bridge and Undergraduate students.

"This is a quality event (development day)

and shouldn't be let go down the drain.

Students shouldn't mind paying an extra $2

each year for this event," said Joe Perella,

freshman fruit and vegetable major.

Other discussion involved a proposal to

charge development day exhibitors for

display space to help relieve the development
day budget. "No one would come for the

first initial years if we charged for space. We
must give the project a name before we give

it a price," responded Quinlan.

Development day proposals for next year

included changing development day to

October, moving the convention putside to

accommodate more demonstrations, and
increasing and improving the major club

display.

Upcoming Stockbridge activities include

Stockbridge Night at The Pub, March I3th;

money from the 50 cent cover charge will be

donated to the Red Cross. A Progress

Banquet will be held March 8th; tickets cost

$4 and are available at the Senate office.

Blood Donor Day will be March 15th; sign 15

in the Senate office, SU 432.

Atherton talks with Sadat;

says peace process 'alive'

Student Government Association co-president candidate Bill Edelttain a* he

last night called for the resignation of the entire Student Senate. Edelstein said

the senate was incompetent and inefficient. Edelsteln's running mata Is Brad

Goverman. (Staff photo by Mark Williamson)

TEL AVIV, Israel [AP] - Alfred L.

Atherton held "intensive" talks yesterday

with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat that he

said proved the peace process was still alive.

The shuttling American diplomat then flew

to Israel.

The assistant secretary of state made no

statement after returning to Israel. His

spokesman said he would go to Jordan on

Friday after talks today with Israeli leaders.

The spokesman, George Sherman, said on
arrival in Israel that Atherton brought Egypt's

"initial reaction" to the latest Israeli

proposals to push forward the difficult

negotiations for a declaration of principles

that would govern a Middle East settlement.

Major obstacles are the issues of Israeli

witnorawai from territory occupied during
the 1967 Mideast war and rights for the
Palestinians.

Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin
has called for resumption of face-to-face
talks in military and political committees.

Foreign Minister Mohamed Ibrahim Kamel
of Egypt said at a news conference Wed-
nesday that Atherton's current round of

mediation and Begin's trip to Washington
later this month would have to be completed
before reconvening the talks could be
considered.

The United States and Israel would like

Jordan's King Hussein to join the peace
negotiations, but the king insists Israel agree

to "total withdrawal and self-determination

for Palestinians beforehand
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These two dogs were patiently waiting outside Boyden Gym yesterday (Staff
photo by Stephen G. Robinson)

Assessments included

on town council agenda
fl/ ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A proposal to

continue taxing Northampton properties at

their currently assessed values until a

referendum in November determines a

standard of assessment for all Bay State
communities will be among the topics for

discussion when the city council meets
tonight.

A reassessment of all properties in the city,

at 100 per cent of their market value, took
place this year, the first time since 1968.

As it now stands, owners will have to pay
the new taxes on their property at the next

billing period.

Council member Paul Bixby, who has
made the proposal, last night said he is

"simply asking the city council to hold off

implementing the 100 per cent reevaluation."

Bixby made a similar proposal at the last
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council meeting two weeks ago, but it was
tabled.

All properties are assessed equally, at the
present in Massachusetts. That system,
which Bixby said has "many inequities," will

be changed if the statewide referendum is

passed. Industrial, commericai, residential,

and agricultural properties will be assessed
differently.

Also on the agenda tonight is a recom-
mendation by councilor Frances McNulty to

establish an ad hoc committee to review

insurance on city buildings.

The council will also take up an amend-
ment which would give police officers the

status of City License Commission agents
when checking license violations at

businesses selling liquor.

This stems from a complaint brought to
the License Commission by the owner of a
liquor store, challenging the police depart-
ments' authority to act on its own,
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Russia warned against

interference in Africa
WASHINGTON \AP\ - The ad-

ministration stiffened its stand on a new
nuclear arms treaty yesterday, warning the

Russians against interference in Africa and
ruling out major American concessions in the

ongoing negotiations.

The warning came from Zbigniev Br-

zezinski, the U.S. national security adviser,

who said, "unwarranted intrusion" into

conflict between Ethiopia and Somalia would
complicate efforts to work out a new U.S.-

Soviet arms treaty and to get it ratified by the
Senate.
He also told reporters at a White House

breakfast that the United States had nearly

reached its limit in making concessions on
intercontinental ballistic missiles, long-range
bombers and the low-flying American cruise

missile.

Differences over the three weapons
systems are considered the major obstacle to

completing an agreement that President
Carter predicted last October "would be
ready within a few weeks."

Since then, the negotiations toward a new
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty have
slowed down. The Kremlin last Friday ex-

pressed deep concern over lack of progress
and insisted in a sharply worded statement
that Washington accept major restrictions on

the cruise missile and other U.S. weapons
systems.

Brzezinski said Wednesday the ad-
ministration had set specific standards on
how far it was prepared to compromise with
the Russians and that "there is no point in

signing an agreement that doesn't meet
those standards."

His warning on Africa is the first by an

administration official directly linking

progress on arms control to Soviet behavior

on the Horn of Africa.

"We are not imposing any linkages,"

Brzezinski said, "but linkages may be im-

posed by unwarranted exploitation of local

conflict for larger international purposes."

The Russians, in an informal alliance with

Cuba, have provided weapons and technical

military aid to Ethiopia's Marxist govern-

ment. According to U.S. intelligence

estimates there are about 1,000 Russian

advisers in Ethiopia along with 10,000 to

11,000 Cuban troops. This aid permitted

Ethiopia to repel an attack from Somalia over

the disputed Ogaden region and to drive the

invaders back toward their border.

The United States has urged the Russians
to support efforts to arrange a cease-fire and
to persuade Ethiopia not to cross the border.

Women support groups
help UMass, area women
By JUL IE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

One direction UMass and area women can
take if they are unsure or unhappy and need
someone to talk to is the myriad of support
groups offered by the Everywoman's Center
located in Goodell Hall.

The groups provide women with "a
chance to get to know each other, learn

about women's issues, and discuss common
experiences — all in a supportive at-

mosphere," according to Lyne Schachne,
counselor at the center.

Elizabeth Gordon, also a counselor, said
the support groups "keep women from being
isolated, let them know they're not alone,
and that they're not hysterical, neurotic
females — everything we've been told we
are."

Gordon said participants in the groups
learn they are not deficient or incompetent,
but 'victims of an oppressive, sexists

society." '

In recent years, Schachne said, the
support groups have not been concerned
primarily with "consciousness-raising," but
with specific directions women can take to
help themselves.
She described consciousness-raising as

passe', explaining it was somethinn
generated from the 1960's and early 70's
when the Women's Movement was first

beginning and its concepts were "over-
whelming to many females."
Schachne added, "now there's much

more awareness of oppression and the job is

to see what we can do about it."

Topics of discussion vary from one
support group to another, Schachne said,

but those most often covered include:

relationships with men, friendships,
feminism, childhood experiences, what it is

like to be a qirl-woman in today's society,

menstruation, sexism in society, lifestyles,

competition in academics and relationships
and careers.

Schachne pointed out the support groups
attract many women in "careers that are

predominantly male — engineering, the

sciences. There's much sexism within those
departments

"

Although most women are initially shy
about speaking out at support groups,
participants end up talking freely because the
discussions "are something they came for,"

Schachne said.

The first one or two support group
meetings are facilitated by center employees,
but thereafter participants "are or. their

own," Schachne said. They may choose to
follow readings, take trips, or get involved in

a variety of related activities, she added. The
groups consist of eight to 10 women and
initially are held in the Campus Center and
then in members' homes.
When the support groups are first formed,

moderators try to get participants "to in-

troduce themselves, explain why they came
here, what they hope to get out of the ex-
perience, and to share their concerns,"
Schachne said.

A group for divorced women, meets on
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. Schachne said
there is a "definite need" for this group in the
Pioneer Valley Community.
Schachne said some of the problems

involved in forming support groups are
getting peopje together, finding common
evening, and ensuring consistency in at-

tendances. "Groups are hard to start, people
come with different interests, and some are
not sure of what they're looking for," she
said.

"If the group coheses, it will be suc-

cessful." She said the successfullness of

each group depends on the people involved
since they eventually run it themselves.
When asked if the Everywoman's Center

has any contact with University men's
center, Schachne said the only contact has

been through Ruth Essenden, a counselor

dealing with rape and violence, who has
investigated the ways in which men's centers

are approaching these issues.

The Everywomen's Center remains a place

for women. Schachne explained, "There are

not many places where you can deal just

with women, where they can come and
share their experiences with each other."
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Coal battle continues
New emphasis on nukes

caused by coal strike

WASHINGTON [Compiled from Wires] -
The coal strike put a crimp in President

Carter's hopes for increasing coal production

and has placed new emphasis on nuclear

generated electricity. Energy Secretary

James Schlesinger said yesterday.

Sen. Henry Jackson, D-Wash., chairman

of the Senate Energy Committee where

Schlesinger testified, pointed out the coal

supply problems brought about by the strike.

"I do not suggest we abandon coal, but I

do think we are going through a rough

shakedown period in which more serious

attention needs to be given to the nuclear

option," Jackson said.

Schlesinger puffed on his pipe and replied,

"We, of course, do reflect on the im-

plications of the coal strike. I do not think we
have had second thoughts with regard to our

determination to move toward coal....

"I must concede, however, the current

situation regarding the labor contract inhibits

me somewhat in making my usual pitch

about moving toward coal."

Schlesinger told Jackson the ad-

ministration' hopes to have a bill before

Congress next week for speeding nuclear

licensing.

"Nuclear power is a live option, but it

should not be a substitute for coal,"

Schlesinger said.

He estimated the time to build a nuclear

plant can be cut from 12 years to seven

years. Nuclear plants cost around 50 per cent

more than coal plants, but the fuel costs less,

Schlesinger said.

He em|5hasized it is not a matter of

choosing one or the other, but a balanced

program looking at "a full range of supply

options."

Schlesinger said he is still confident

Senate energy negotiators can break their

deadlock and agree on a natural gas pricing

plan that will move comprehensive policy

toward completion.

For the time being, he said. President

Carter does not want to "get between the

House and Senate" by insisting Congress go

ahead and pass three parts of his energy

program without waiting for the remaining

two.
The five parts of Carter's energy proposals

have passed both houses in different forrns.

Bills for energy conservation, industrial

conversion to coal, and changes in utility rate

procedures have been reconciled by a

House- Senate conference committee, but

the energy taxes and natural gas price

controls are deadlocked in negotiation.

"Little can be done in the absence of some
leadership on the part of the president," Sen.

Lowell Weicker, R-Conn., told Schlesinger.

District leaders took to podiums in union

halls and civic auditoriums to brief local

leaders and rank-and-file members in such

states as West Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, In-

diana, and Colorado.

Meanwhile, over television and radio,

United Mine Workers President Arnold Miller

and other leaders urged ratification when

members vote this weekend.

"My name is Arnold Miller," one ad began.

"The highlights of the new 1978 contract are

the health and retirement benefits that are

restored and guaranteed... It's the first time

in the history of this union that we've ever

had guaranteed benefits. And the wages, I

think, are very substantial, equal to and
better than any other labor union contract

that's been negotiated in the last couple of

years."

Other commercials include pleas by UMW
Vice President Sam Church; Kenneth
Dawes, president of the Illinois UMW
district; Herbert Killam, a member of the

union's International Executive Board from
Indiana; and Joe Duffy.

Contract causes fights

among coal miners
\UPI] - Striking coal miners argued and

brawled among themselves yesterday with

most predicting a close vote on a proposal

that would reopen the mines and restore

energy to the suffering cities of America's
midlands.

At Dilles Bottom, Ohio, Cedar Grove W.
Va., Springfield, III., and elsewhere, local

leaders of the United Mine Workers fought

over ratification of a proposed contract that

would end the nation's longest coal strike

and put 160,000 miners back to work.
Tempers flared in the rank and file of the

UMW, with the strike in its 86th day and
voting scheduled for the weekend.

SPRINGFIELD, III. - Ron Joiner, 35. one of four United Mine Workers local of-

ficials who was allegedly beaten by supporters of the new proposed coal contract.

lUPI)

"I heard about 20 local presidents say they

would quit if it is ratified," said Gene Oiler,

president of UMW Local 1886 ir Meigs

County, Ohio. "It will probably pass, but I'm

saying this. I don't think it should."

"I don't know how we can live with it,"

said George K rebel, president of an 850-

member local at Kincaid, III. "I haven't heard

anyone say okay yet."

In Washington, Labor Secretary Ray

Marshall said Friday the government is

prepared to intervene immediately to end the

strike if miners this weekend vote down the

tentative settlement.

Marshall told a news conference he and

President Carter "will be prepared to do

something as early as Monday."

Marshall said the possibility of resuming

negotiations between the UMW and the

Bituminous Coal Operators Association

should the vote fail "would be very slight,

explaining "it is clear that we gave the

collective bargaining process one big push

last week to try to get the settlement.

Marshall said the department has affidavits

ready to attest to a national emergency if it

has to seek a Taft-Hartley Law back-to-work

order.

He said the government assumed miners

would obey such an order, adding, "We
cannot afford to proceed on any other

assumption," he said.

Fists flew at Springfield as local UMW
leaders opposed to the contract gathered to

meet with union officials lobbying for its

ratification.

And at Dilles Bottom in eastern Ohio, a

group of pensioned and disabled miners

among the 500 members attending a District

6 meeting burned copies of the tentative

agreement in the hallway of the distnct

headquarters.
.

A trio of local union leaders in Spnngfield

said they were assaulted by the bodyguards

of UMW officials because of their opposition

to the pact.

Ron Joiner, 35, sporting a lump over one

eye and cuts on his face, said he was

returning to his hotel Tuesday night with

Richard Bartolotti, 35, and his brother, Gary

Bartolotti, 26, when "these guys jumped my

two buddies."

"One has a bad arm. They had him down

and were stomping him. I reached in to help

him and then I got kicked around pretty

good."

Charged with battery Wednesday were

John Cox, reportedly a personal bodyguard

to UMW District 12 President Kenneth

Dawes, a strong supporter of the new
contract; Gerald Hawkins, legislative lobbyist

for the district, and union members James
Poe and Vollie Bishop.

The younger Bartolotti said Cox and
Hawkins "were there, watching the guys

beat the hell out of us."

A local union official, conceding there was
no proof Dawes was responsible, said the

three were attacked because they had been

"very outspoken against the contract."
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News In Brief
Park's testimony
may be damaging
WASHINGTON (UPI) A House
ethics committee member said
yesterday he believes Korean rice

merchant Tongsun Park has already
told the panel enough to make possi
ble disciplinary trouble for some
members of Congress.
Although Park himself said he had

sprung no surprises so far" in his

secret House testimony on alleged
Capitol Hill bribery schemes, Rep.
Bruce Caputo, R NY., said the in-

dicted millionaire is starting to get in-

to some sensitive areas.

"I don't think anything has risen to
the level of expulsion (from Con-
gress)," Caputo said, "but the other
penalties, and they are many -
reprimands, censures, suspen sions
of voting privileges — I think could
app ly to some of the things we've
heard about."
He declined to estimate how many

mehibers might face such penalties.

So far, only one politician — former
Rep. Richard Hanna, DCalif. — has
been indicted, along with Park and
Korean businessman Hancho Kim in

connection with the alleged Capitol
Hill payoff operation

Cuban influence

and a constructive force at the

United Nations, ' says Nigerian Am-
bassador Leslie 0. Harriman.

"A tip of my hat for their single-

minded pursuit of Third World
leadership," says a Guatemalan en

voy.

An American official whose mam
responsibility is to deal with Cuba
and other Latin American countries

says the Cubans are "well informed,

diligent professionals who do their

homework. They are extraordinarily

active and talented."

Coffee prices boost

grocery bills 60%
\AP] — Boosted by coffee, grocery

bills have risen almost 60 per cent in the
past five years with prices going up
nearly 2 per cent during February alone,

an Associated Press market-basket
survey shows.

Although coffee prices have declined
slightly since last spring, the average cost
of a pound of the brew at the start of

March was still about SVi times higher

than it was five years ago.
The AP drew up a random list of 15

food and non-food items and priced them
at one supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973. The prices have been
rechecked on or about the start of each
succeeding month.

increasing in UN ^^SR constructs
UNITED NATIONS (AP) - Cuba

has become an increasingly influen-

tial diplomatic force at the United Na-
tions in the years since it began sen-
ding troops, technicians and doctors
around the world.
Unlike its controversial military in-

volvement in black Africa, beginning
with Angolan civil war in 1976,
Cuba's role at the United Nations is

drawing little adverse response from
diplomats, and often, its activities

here are admired by other delega-
tions.

"Unquestionably, Cuba is an impor-
tant leaderof the nonaligned bloc

railroad in Siberia
URGAL. U.S.S.R. [AP] - The Soviet

Union is building a 2,000- mile railroad

across seven mountain ranges and vast

stretches of permafrost in northern

Siberia that in the next few years will

open up one of the world's richest

regions in natural resources.

Into an area plagued by earthquakes

and mudslides, where the winters can
last almost nine months with tem-

peratures dropping to 76 degrees below
zero, the Soviets are pouring tens of

thousands of workers and billions of

dollars.
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gas to reach tanker
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Take the Five College bus or
Western Mass Bus Line's Northampton bus

VOUNGSTOWN, Fla. (UPI) - A disaster

crew, fighting a dangerous cloud of chlorine

gas and wary of "another Waverly," began
clearing away railroad cars Wednesday in a

bid to reach a tanker of volatile propane
buried in a derailment.

The crew was working at the site of Sun-
day's 43-car train wreck that loosed a "death
cloud" of chlorine gas which killed eight

people.

Workmen donned gas masks because wind
shifts kept moving around a a cloud of the

gas still haging over the area. "The masks go
on and off, depending on the wind," said

James Littell of the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency's Atlanta office.

"You can't stay out at the scene very long

without a gas mask," added EPA official Al

Smith. "The chlorine fumes are so bad it

makes it pretty rough. It's an egg-shaped
cloud and it's just hanging there in a fog."

The tank car containing the chlorine gas

was hauled to pit Tuesday and the gas

dumped into a neutralizer, but some addi-

tional gas either escaped during the moving
of the car, or got loose when the cr was
emptied.

It was this gas cloud that plagued workmen
trying to reach the propane tanker yester-

day.
Smith said workers were taking every

precaution in trying to reach the buried pro-

pane tanker because "we don't want
another Waverly." He referred the explosion

of a propane tank car at Waverly, Tenn., last

Friday that killed 12 persons.

Smith said seven or eight cars were piled

atop the propane tanker, "and it's almost
literally buried. Everything is just totally

mangled."
The economic impact of the Sunday derail-

ment of the Atlanta and St. Andrews Bay
Railroad train already is being felt in nearby
Pananaa City. The International Paper Co.,

which depends on the rail line to deliver

pulpwood, laid off 100 of its 950 workers
Tuesday because it didn't havfoioh rialstokeep

all its mills operating.

An estimated 2,000 to 3,500 people were
ordered out of a 140 square mile area around
the wreck site Sunday and the railroad put

700 of them in four motels at Panama City

Beach. Officials said the motels and meals
are costing the railroad over $9,000 a day.

Treaty critics lose again
WASHINGTON [UP/] - Treaty critics lost

a third straight bid to amend the Panama
Canal treaties yesterday but showed slightly

increased strength in their fight against
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ratification.

By a vote of 56 to 38, the Senate tabled,

and thus sidetracked, an amendment by Sen.
James Allen, D-Ala., which would have
permitted the United States to station troops
in Panama in time of war even after it

relinquishes any control over the waterway in

the year 2000.

Like previous amendments defeated
Monday and Tuesday, this one would surely

have proved unacceptable to Panama and
thus Would have killed the treaties.

"We keep on winning 'em," quipped
Robert Beckel, a White House congressional

liaison man.
But the 38 votes mustered by anti-treaty

senators on this amendment was four more
than they had Monday, when a similar Allen

amendment went down 55 to 34.

The 38 amendment votes cannot be
translated into probable votes against

ratification, but if that total were to harden it

would represent more than enough to block

approval.

Because ratification requires a two-thirds

supporting vote, only 34 "no" votes would
kill the treaties even if all 100 senators

participated.

The support rounded up by the anti-treaty

side for the troop-stationing amendment
represented an even bigger improvement
over the showing they made Monday, when
the Senate rejected another complicating

amendment 69 to 24.

The pro- treaty side won a firm convert
Wednesday, however, when Sen. Thomas
Mclntyre, D-N.H., announced he will vote for

ratification despite heavy pressure from "the

bully boys of the radical New Right" in New
Hampshire.

Mclntyre's announcement brought to 55
the number of senators listed as favoring the

treaties in a UPI tally. That poll now shows 26

senators opposed and 19 undecided.

Senate leaders say they now count 61

votes for ratification.

Dollar drops;

US criticized
United Press International

The dollar plunged to record lows against

major world currencies yesterday before

massive central bank support pushed it

sharply higher in a "chaotic" market that

brought strong criticism of U.S. policy from

abroad.

In Bonn and in Zurich, where according to

one dealer early trading was "completely out

of hand," the dollar fell by the hour,

A tourist wanting to exchange dollars for

Swiss francs got 1.84 Swiss francs for one
dollar on Tuesday afterernoon but only 1.74

francs for the same dollar yesterday morning.

Six years ago one dollar brought 4.33 Swiss
francs.

The same thing happened in West Ger-
many, where the value of the dollar fell below
2 marks for the first time in history.

"There is no confidence in the dollar, or in

the American promises to support it," a
German banker said.

The Carter Administration has been the
subject of a mounting chorus of criticism

from abroad for its failure to support the
dollar. Many analysis say Washington is

deliberately ignoring the dollar's plight to
force West Germany and Japan to inflate

their economies.
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Letters
Women who
love women
To ths Editor:

Ju/ie Me/rose's editorial in Tuesday's
CoHegian, "Choosmg Up Sides", misses
the point in discussing the differences
between lesbians and heterosexual
women in the women's movement.

All women h ^ ve much in common, and
much to gain through working together.
This working together cannot come,
however, at the expense of denying our
differences, or refusing to examine the
implications of our different positions
unaer patriarchy ana capitalism. A
women's movement which does not
challenge itself around the issues of race,
class and heterosexual privilege will never
accomplish much — and challenge
means hard work: examining our
privileges, being honest with ourselves
and changing ourselves and others.

The issue between lesbians and
heterosexual women is not, as Julie
presents it, lesbians' irrational dislike and
mistrust of heterosexual women. The
issue is heterosexual privilege and how
heterosexual women choose to deal — or
not deal - with it. Challenging
heterosexual privilege requires un-
derstanding, for women, what they gain
by identifying themselves as
heterosexual. If you need to understand
what heterosexual privilege consists of,

try being a lesbian for a week. Tell your
boss, your teachers, your friends and
your family that you are a lesbian. Walk
down the street or around campus with
your arm around another woman, try and
dance with a woman in a straight bar, try

to get your woman lover covered by your
insurance policy which does cover
spouses - but not lesbian ones. Un-
derstanding also means not saying that
"lesbians are women who have found
that relationships with men fust don't
meet their needs" or that lesbians "opt
for a lesbian lifestyle because they view
traditional heterosexual relationships as
destructive and masochistic for women.

"

LESBIANS ARE WOMEN WHO LOVE
WOMEN — as bravely and proudly as is

possible in a society which do^s its best
to deny women the joy and strength of
being committed to the woman in

ourselves and to other women.
Until heterosexual women can face up

to the implications of their own decisions,
stop being defensive about their choices
and make efforts to understand their

privileges, communication will be difficult

between lesbians and heterosexual
women. It is not the role of the lesbian in

the women s movement to reassure the
heterosexual woman that her choice is

ok, or politically correct, anymore than it

is the role of the third world woman to
reassure the white woman, or the
working class woman to reassure the
middle or upper class woman.

"Traitors" to the women's movement
are those women who refuse to question
their privileges - as heterosexuals, as
white women as middle or upper class
women. This questioning and
challenging is the basis of feminism and
essential to the liberation of women.

The Staff of Everywoman's Center

No Miners
Sellout in 78
To the Editor.

Last Friday night, Pres. Carter an-
nounced that an agreement had been
reached between coal operators and the
United Mine Workers bargaining council.

But the strike is far from over. The next
ten day ratification period ending with a
vote by rank and file miners will be the
time of the most intense struggle since
the strike began. Miners will be
scrutinizing that contract making sure
that the main dementis met, the Right to

Strike.

In spite of threats by Pres. Carter to

enact the Taft-Hartley Act if the miners
don't exercise their "democratic right

and vote yes, " thousands of miners are
standing firm and saying no sellout in '781

The past couple of days have been
marked by rallies in Detroit, Indiana, and
So. Illinois, where 2,000 rallied against
the contract. And it's not just the miners
who are standing up. Workers all around
the country are sending letters and
donations of support. Students, led by
the RCYB, took over a building at Purdue
University in support of the Miners strike

when the administration shut down the

university due to "lack of energy because
of the strike.

"

This week is a crucial time for all to

support the miners in this battle between

labor and capital. A letter of support is

being circulated for all to sign, and
donations are being collected This Sat.,
March 4, a demonstration is being caHed
by the Nat'l United Workers Organization
at Eastern Coal and Gas, Boston. A truck
loaded with petitions, money donations,
and canned goods will be sent off to join
a car caravan from various cities in the
east coast. They will be met in West
Virginia by a rally of striking miners.

This is the time for active support.
Anyone interested in attending this

demonstration can contact the
Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade
at our table in the CC, or call

Karen Salovitz
Revolutionary Communist

Youth Brigade

Meaningful

rewards for RA s
To the Editor:

As concerned Heads of Residence, we
wish to respond to the misconceptions
fostered by the cartoon which appeared
in the February 16 Collegian. While we
recognize student concerns about the
rising cost of education, we feel it is

unfair to direct their frustrations toward
their peers who are the lowest paid, most
overworked yet most valuable para-
professional employees in the residence
hall system.
Even an abbreviated R.A. job

description underscores the many and
diverse services provided to the dor-
mitory residents by this staff. Resident
Assistants and Assistant Heads of
Residence are trained and expected to
perform in the following areas: Personal
peer counseling, crisis intervention,
referrals, alcohol and peer sex education,
human awareness training and
programming, damage identification and
control, enforcement of house discipline
policies, administrative tasks such as key
control, inventories, room assignments,
etc., and opening doors for locked-out
students. They present workshops,
colloquia and films, and they provide
continuity for house governing bodies.
They must attend weekly staff meetings
and participate in on-going training. They
provide duty coverage for their houses
which alone constitutes from twelve to
sixty hours per week.

If the University is to respond to the
basic question of salary-job expectation
parity, the issue of real loss of services to
doan residents must be addressed. It

should be made equally clear that Heads
of Residence, who presently work 60-85
hours per week, cannot assume the
additional burdens inherent in a cutback
in R.A. service delivery.

In order to provide a meaningful
context for a discussion of the role of the
residence hall staff, it is clear that the role
of dormitory living must be examined in
depth. The costs for the residence hall
system services must be clearly ar-

ticulated. It IS obvious that residence hall
staff are caught in a conflict between
demands of residents and expectations
of the institution.

In view of the considerations we have
listed we feel that the following points
must be given real consideration by
students and administrators:

J\ Parity between hour involvement in
the position and renumeration must be
reached.

2] A realistic job expectation for house
staff must be promulgated, based on
clear articulation of the mission of the
residence hall system.

3] Resident students must understand
that the people holding staff positions
have their own lives to lead, and that they
are employed by the University. These
are jobs and not ways of life.

4] Training for R.A.'s must be im-
proved. R.A. 's returning to the position
should not be subjected to the same level
of training year after year. There should
be a sequence of training designed to
increase the R.A.-A.H.R.'s skill and
maximize their value to the institution.

Additionally, R.A.-A.H.p.'s should be
given some type of merit increase for
demonstrated experience and skills.

5] "Alternative rewards" must be
examined with care. It is obvious that
academic crediit for mandatory training is

of limited value to students already taking
a full or over academic load in their

discipline

61 Meaningful rewards for the position
must be offered. A single room is not a
meaningful reward.

Other University employees are not
"rewarded" with a space in which to do
their jobs, such as an office, classroom,
etc Monetary rewards are clearly what is

appropriate, whether this takes the form

of tuition waivers, board or room rebate,
or increased direct renumeration. The
argument that any increase would require
direct student funding is unsound. If that
is the case, the students should directly

determine those services they are willing

to fund. If the University recognizes that
the positions are of value to the in-

stitution, it should be charged with
uncovering sources of funding.

The Heads of Residence of

the Northeast-Sylvan Area

More Senate
inconsistencies
To the Editor:

Last semester a button was circulating

the campus with the inscription "Let the
Students Decide". The intent of the
button was to convey the sentiment that

a majority of students should dictate the
direction of money and policies at
UMass.

Yet, one student, former Speaker of
the Student Senate Brian DeLima,
consistently disregards the plural use of
the word student and instead has em-
barked on a one person rampage to

reorganize the SGA into his own personal
fiefdom.

Recently, without any prior discussion
or consultation with the Student
Organizing Project [SOP], DeLima
blustered a motion through the Budgets
Committee and then the Senate which
deleted the third full time position from
SOP.
He did this only a few days before the

position was to be filled.

DeLima argued it was too late in the
semester to fill the position and that
instead the money could be used to

employ students.

On the surface DeLima's motion and
arguments seemed responsible and well
thought. However, when the motion is

examined in a full context the
"responsible" becomes self-serving and
the "well thought" actually becomes
twisted logic.

On December 6 the Advocacy Services
Sub-Committee, of which DeLima is a
member, unanimously made the hiring of
a third person a number one priority. In

turn, the Senate passed by voice vote the
Sub-Committee's report calling of SOP
to continue its se'trch.

Acting on tht Sub-Comtnittee's
mandate the Project commenced with a
search which, until the motion was
passed, incured over $750 worth of
expenses.
When questioned about his sudden

reversal on the subject, DeLima blithely

replied, "better late than never".

Indeed, DeLima pandered to students
most vulnerable area by promising jobs
with the alleged savings ot funds. But in

fact, no program has been put forth

which would fill the gap left by the
slashed position.

If there had been serious reservations

surrounding whether SOP should have
filled the third position, the discussion
should have been conducted during
December in order that careful thought
and consideration could have taken
place. And, if at that time it was decided
students should be hired, a com-
prehensive program could have been
designed, thus maximizing students
abilities. Now, because of his ill-

conceived agenda, students doing
organizing will be without adequate
direction or training.

It would seem reasonable to assume
the best way to approach Mr. DeLima
about his contradictory behavior would
be through rational, mature discussions.

However, it is somewhat difficult to

converse maturely with an individual who
threatens to punch other students in the
nose because he does not agree with
what they are saying. To his credit,

DeLima later said he would not have
really punched thp other student, he was
just making a point. Unfortunately, this

type of adolescent behavior is more the
norm than the unusual with DeLima.

Without doubt, DeLima will feel

compelled to write a searing response to

this letter. And I for one, do not wish to

engage in a letter writing debate in the
Collegian. Instead I invite any member of
the student body to come by and talk

with me in Rm. 426 Student Union and I

will document my charges of DeLima's
inconsistencies and questionable
motives.

I trust that students will hold his im-
pending rebuttal to equal scrutiny. I dare
say will find him lacking, as I already

have.
Mike Brennan

Office Coordinator
Student Organizing Project
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All in
By BILL RIORDAN

There are political of every groups
of every shade and style imaginable in this

country, but an unusual one attracted my
attention last week. This one isn't Marxist or

Maoist, socialist or capitalist, left or right or

up or down. It is the Animal Liberation Front

and it has struck at university laboratories

and biological institutes in various parts of

the Midwest.

Their aim is stated in their name: the

release from captivity of animals, mainly the

type used for biological experiments, which

the A.L.F. considers inhumane and an of-

fense to the rights of living things. It's the

innocent simplicity of this mission of the

A.L.F. that amuses and intrigues me. At the

least, it's a refreshing brand of radicalism, it

seems, especially today when the more
radical a political group strives to be the more
commonplace and unimaginative it

becomes.

Though I sympathize with the A.L.F. in all

its reverence for living things, I must attribute

to the group a bit of childlike naivete.

Though laboratory experiments are carried

out in the most humane way possible,

suffering, if you believe animals experience

suffering, and it is quite apparent they do, is

an inevitable aspect of operations and tests

performed on rats, chickens, monkeys, etc.

However, the knowledge gained through

biological experimentation on non-human
animals is regularly applied towards im-

proving the quality of life of people in the

form of new medicines and operative

techniques. The zeal of the A.L.F. is noble, if

not a little misplaced. And there is one

undeniably negative consequence: illegally

releasing laboratory animals results in the

destruction of costly, time-consuming, and

beneficial experiments.

In the psychology and zoology depart-

ments of UMass, thousands of animals are

Pierpont
To the Editor:

We the people in Pierpont are being

unjustly harassed and taken advantage of

by the University administration.

Southwest administration has decided

to single out Pierpont and limit residency

to freshman and sophomores only. This

means that anyone who does not fall into

this category will be forced out -

dissolving what we consider to be "our

home." We have put a tremendous
amount of energy and effort in making
Pierpont our "HOME. " This is where our^

friends are. Pierpont is where our "roots"

lie. Pierpont is where we want to live. We
are responsible people seeking ar\

education like everybody else here at

UMas .

The options for those affected by this

attempt to institutionalize Pierpont are as

follows.

J] Off Campus Living ~ "Not
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Marceau, meaning and money I xiie uncommon
Marcel Marceau
and his Partner

Pierre Verry
Presented by Ronald A. Wilford

UMass Fine Arts Center
February 24, 1978

Reviewed by JANtE PORTNOY
If silence is golden, then Marcel Marceau

has the Midas touch. The problem with his

performance on Friday night, however,
was that he simply didn't touch us enough,
Marceau grossly cheated his devoted fans

with a minimal performance that existed

largely on his reputation as "the greatest

living pantomimist."

The two part show consisted of six sket-

ches from Marceau s repertoire of Style

Pantomimes and five sketches of Bip Pan-

tomimes (Bip IS a clown character created

bv Marceau as his alter ego the "Ziggy"

of mime, with a red flower in his top hat)

The program opened with Pierre Verry's

presentation of a card entitled "The Fisher-

man." Mr Verry did a splendid job as

Marcel Marceau's Presentor of Cards

throughout the show

The opening music faded out and the

lights came up on Mr. Marceau. "The
Fisherman" was short and pleasant.

Marceau's hands holding, and
Simultaneously being the slimy, quivering

creatures, was finely executed.

"The Painter" was quite humorous as Mr
Marceau mimed an Ed Norton-type artist,

hesitatingly approaching his canvas. After

applying the first spot of paint, he became
so Involved with his creative endeavor, that

rapid foot stomping accompanied each and
every stroke of the brush.

The interesting thing about Marcel
Marceau's pantomimes is that each act, no
matter how simple, has a plot and all the
other requisites of a finely constructed
story. He doesn't just 'do' a scene, he
constructs' it with minute details and
meticulous planning.

For example, in "The Angel," Marceau
plays an angel who falls to earth only to

face all of the tempestuous desires- of the

common earthling.

Differing light intensities and spiritual

music encumbered by static let us know
that he has entered a storm.

With arms flailing and lights flickering, the

angel hits the earth and disposes of his

broken wings. Festive, renaissance-like

music begins. As the angel succumbs to

the offer of an alcoholic beverage, the

spiritual music returns just short of the

glass reaching his lips.

And so it goes, with the festivities and
heavenly servitude tearing him apart.

Paradoxically, the devil takes over. The
angel begins to drink, fight, and make love

(all th<3 fun stuff that angels can't do).

A clap of thunder and flashing red light

signify punishment, and the angel regains

his flight.

The remarkable aspect of Marceau's pan-
tomimes is that they are successful, using

c
.3

I

3

Heartfelt
Leather

COLLEGE DRUG STORE

only the raw materials of a little French-
man, a stage, and special effects. The
props are handed to our imaginations on a

silver platter by Mr. Marceau himself.

My favorite of the Style Pantomimes is

"The Maskmaker " Marceau smears on

and wipes off changing faces characteristic

of varying moods.

Stricken with the dilemma of a happy face

that won't come off, Marceau's struggle at

tugging the mask is superb. Picture if you

will, his real face with a ghastly smile that

we perceive as a mask that won't come off!

Marceau's face remains gnn-ridden as he

acts out embaiassment, frustration and

even tears.

After the intermission (which came unex-

pectedly too soon), we met Bip. Alas, Bip

only did five acts for us, and was gone

before we got to know him.

These characterizations included "Bip

looks for a Job." "Bip commits Suicide,
"

"Bip at a Social Party," and what I enjoyed

most, "Bip plays David and Goliath."

By simply walking behind a vertical board,

Mr. Marceau rapidly interchanged from the

demure to the powerful, having the

semblance of a quick-change magician,

rather than as a pantomimist.

"Bip as a Soldier" was rather disappoint-

ing.. Although Marceau's portrayal was

done with his usual finesse, the act had a

depressing ending, whereby concluding

the pertormance on a downbeat.

The soldier's poignant, yet futile attempt
at buttoning his full length coat (unevenly

every time) amused the audience. He in-

evitably encounters battle, and the show
ends with his outstrecfied hand lingering

upward as marching sounds bring the lights

to fade.

What really upset me was how a

respected artist like Marcel Marceau beg
ed for a standing ovation. It seemed as

though the lights would continue to flicker

and he would remain on stage, until the

audience rose, having the crass effect of an
applause sign in a television studio.

i wanted to love Marcel Marceau's per

formance. Honest. It was a good show, but

the flaws were too prevalent to ignore.

For one thing, he didn't do enough. Also,

his act would have been more effective in a

smaller setting. Marceau's facial expres-

sions are extremely important in order to

comprehend the pantomimes. Anyone sit-

ting beyond the fifth section was severely

hindered.

However, a smaller seating arrangemer

wouldn't have brought in the money need

ed to pay Mr. Marceau. But, what's mone^
to an artist, right Mr. Marceau?. ..Mr

Marceau? Ah yes. Silence is golden.
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In an age where the tools of ex-
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tion of the participatory function
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Common Womon
By LAUREN J. TRAUB

The Common Womon at 78 Masonic St.

in Northampton is a membership club open
to all women and dedicated to "exploring

feminism and vegetarianism". It is run by a

collective of six women who equally share

in the ownership and work of serving the

vegetarian menu. Members pay annual

dues of $5.00 or whatever they can com-
fortably afford to pay and dues can be paid

in cash or bartered for by doing odd-jobs

around the club. No woman is turned away
for financial reasons. Non-member women
can be invited as guests of members or of

the workers if they want to try the club out

before joining. The members of the collec-

tive feel that eliminating waitresses by hav-

ing diners place their own orders at a

counter and bus their own dishes
eliminates the oppression usually

associated with this position, and members
are encouraged to donate the money they

would have used to tip a waitress instead

for the continuation and support of the

club. They also feel it is important for

workers to have control over their work
place, and since the owners and the

workers are the same people, management

policies and procedures are decided by
consensus with each member of the collec-

tive having an equal vote

The women who started the restaurant

just a little over a year ago decided that the

area needed a place for women to be able

to get together and explore womanhood.
They wanted a space where women would
be encouraged to appreciate themselves

and others as women, and felt that making
it open just to women would relieve some

food
of the pressures and expectations that

society has regading women. Although
some will be tempted to label the club's

policy "discriminatory", the founders

make an analogy of their policy with af-

firmative action programs, where society

attempts to equalize a long-standing ine-

quality by bending a little farther in the op-

posite direction. And ironically, the club is

located a pebble's throw from those two
clubs that are impenetrable bastions of

male separatism, the Elks and the Masons.

As for the vegetarian policy of the club,

the collective feels that plant products

make more efficient use of the sun's energy
than animals, which are nigher up in

nature's food chain. Animals must con-
sume quantities of grain that could more ef-

ficiently be turned directly into food for

humans. And since animals are higher up in

the chain, they are felt to concentrate
higher levels of chemical and pesticide tox-

ins in their tissues. The collective also feels

that animal slaughter is a violent act, and
that eating red meat ties in with the "red-
blooded, meat and potatoes" value system
which is so antithetical to a peaceful
egalitarian society.

The club itself is in a former house next to

the Nutcracker Karate School and has an

unobtrusive wooden sign over the door
that you wouldn't notice unless you were
looking for it. The front porch was recently

renovated in a pleasant reading lounge by
members of the club and community who
volunteered their efforts. About 50 people

can be seated in the three adjoining rooms
that make up the dining room and the low
ceilings and decorated walls lend a warm
and literal homeyness. The walls are used

to good advantage with the changing mon-
thly exhibits by local women artists.

Recorded background music is mainly, but

not exclusively written or performed by

women, and the club is a distributor for

Olivia Records, a women's recording com-
pany.

The counter where diners write and pay

for their orders juts into one room and the

whole kitchen is open to view as if to

say"we keep no secrets from our guests".

Menus change daily and each one is head-

ed by the amusing acronym; Feminist Of-

fering of Oral Delights. The new (since

January) menu format includes a couple of

seafood dishes, a few crepes, and usually

regular house specialties of eggplant

parmesan, lasagna with white of whole

wheat noodles and a quiche-type dish like

spinach ricotta pie. The fish dish might be

perch, filet of sole almondine, or baked

stuffed scallops, and crepes may include

one like broccoli -mushroom, crabmeat-

avocado, or the ever-popular cheese-

onion-herb crepe.

One crepe was extremely impressive in its

innovativeness. The almond-nut crepe is a

thin crisp whole wheat (as are all others)

crepe filled with a spiced almond, walnut,

and ricotta cheese filling and topped with a

cranberry relish redolent of orange. It is

seldom that such an original and unusual

type of dish is found in a commercial
establishment.

Salads, whole grain breads, garlickly

hummus, and homemade onion soup are

offered daily, and egg rolls, cream of but-

ternut squash soup in the winter, and fresh

fruit pies in the spring are some the the

eagerly awaited specials. Homemade apple

crisp, Indian pudding, yogurty-cream

cheese pie, and fruit crepes with honey
maple sauce have established legendary

reputations as desserts of the club.-'

Everything is homemade or baked and few
selections include white flour or sugar.

Prices of entrees are three or four dollars

which is certainly reasonable for the quality

ingredeints and tender care put into the

food.

Sundays are special at the Common
Womon because of the brunch menu
featuring their famous homefries and
because, Sunday evenings a visiting guest

cook from inside or outside the club

prepares a special dinner. Latin, Italian,

Greek, Indian, Mexican, and Chinese feasts

have resulted m the past. After dinner a

cultural event open to all worrjen is held,

and films, poetry readings, concerts,

discussions, and dances are not uncom-
mon.

Since the closing of the Valley Women's
Union and the Lesbian Gardens recently.

The common Womon has become the

only exclusively women's space in the area.

The women who run the club had little or

no restaurant experience before, and are

rapidly learning how to provide better and

better vegetarian meals in an atmosphere

that feeds the body and the head.
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Literary lady: to tlie
Zora Neale Hurston: A Literary

Biography
By Robert E. Hemenway
Forward by Alice Walker
University of Illinois Press

Reviewed by ZOE BBS T
Zora Neale Hurston's portrait on the cover

of Robert E. Hemenway's biography
reveals pride. In the foreword, Alice Wallcer
asserts her pride as a black woman and as a
writer in Hurston's legacy, not withstan-
ding her anti-civil rights stance in the final

decades of her life and the atrophying of
her literary work to a "reactionary, static,

shockingly misguided and timid" state.
Why? "Being broke made all the dif-

ference." So before we read one page of
the biography, we are well on our way to
being absorbed by the very questions that
sent Hemenway on an eight year-30,000
mile quest. With dedication he collected
the remaining matter of her life from letters,

manuscripts, published and unpublisheo.

books
known and obscure; from clippings, photos
and interviews with relatives, her two ex-
husbands, patrons, friends and enemies.
Knot by knot he unraveled the mesh of her
life and literature like Zora Neale Hurston
pursued documenting tradition and art

from her all-black hometown of Eatonville,

Florida, from the jooks of Polk County in

the Everglades, from the followers of Marie
Leveau in New Orleans, the voodoo
societies of Haiti and the maroon villages of
Jamaica

The cover photograph was taken by Carl

Van Vechten who received a dedication
from Hurston in Tell My Horse (1937). He
gave "integrated" uptown parties knowing
that to his associates this was the same as

"a safari into an exotic jungle." Though not

to Harlem, the recent commercializes T.V.
presentation of Roots took viewers on
another version of a safari — and they lived

happily ever after emancipation. Hemen-
way cites that Richard Wright, Sterling

Brown and others felt that Zora Neale
Hurston, whether aware of it or not, was
chauffering a white audience into the
black south and Caribbean without reveal-

ing the daily occurances stemming from
the destructive and expoitative vestiges of

slavery. It is true that she did not select

from any number o' real events she knew
of to be included in her stories or novels.

Hemenway ponders, "Nowhere in Miles

And Men was there a discussion of the
stories told in Eatonville of the Ocoee riot of

November 1920. Only a few miles away, in

a scene well remembered by the communi-
ty, black people had been denied their

voting rights; when some protested, a

white mob had burned and killed. One vic-

tim, July Perry, became legendary by
defending his family and property, killing

two white men before he was lynched and
left swinging from a telephone pole beside
the road to Eatonville."

Concurrently we learn from Hemenway's
additive procession of revelations that

avoids adhering to a linear chronology, the
basis for concurring with Alice Walker,
among many, that Zora Neale Hurston set

lifestyle precedents as a woman and made
literary advances as a folklorist and artist.

As an anthropologist she conducted field

research, usually alone, and by traveling

countless dirt roads in her racy red

Chevrolet. In Harlem she smokes on the
streets, she displayed verbal improvisa-

tion— lying sessions even in Park Avenue
apartments, she wore pants in public, she
was the first black woman to enroll in Bar-

nard, she collaborated with Boas and Her-

sknvitz, and unlike her contemporaries par-

taking in and making the Harlem
Renaissance, like Arna Bontemps who was
removed from Louisiana by one generation,

"Hurston was not one generation remov-
ed... she was Eatonville." She was known
to be a brilliant raconteur. She had style

that turned heads — "when I set my hat at a

certain angle and saunter down Seventh
Avenue, Harlem City, feeling as snooty as

the lions in front of the Forty second Street

library." All this opened doors for her at a
time when 200,000 people were amassed in

Harlem, scraping and hustling during a
depression. In the midst of doing an-
thropological research she wrote. Jonah's
Gourd Vine (1934) making public the idiom
of her father's preaching. Language and
metaphor resound,

"From the stroke of the master's axe
One angel took the flinches of Sod's

eternal power
And bled the veins of the earth

One angel that stood at the gate with a
flaming sword
W^s so well pleased with power
Until he pierced the moon with his sword
And she ran down in blood
And de sun

Batted her fiery eyes and put on her\
judgement robe
And laid down in de cradle of eternity
And rocked herself into sleep anr

slumber...."

In this first novel, like many of her otheij

works, she includes a glossary to help heq
readers translate.

Folktales, hoodoo and work songs with|
music appeared in Miles And Men (1935).

Most of her material came from Eatonville.!

"As early as I could remember it was thel
habit of the men folks particularly to gather!
on the store porch of evening and swap!
stories. Even the women folks would stopi
and break a breath with them at times. As a|
child when I was sent down to Joe Clarke'sl

store, I'd drag out my leaving as long asl

possible in order to hear more." Froml
south Florida she gathered material froml
sawmill and field workers in the jooks. Shel
transcribed verses to the song, "Ellal

Wair'and let the woman speak for herself

before a switchblade fight ensued with
another woman, "I'm raggedy, but right!

patchey but tight; stringy, but I will hangX
on." Black women and all women mustl
note and appreciate how Hurston shapes
her women, how she presents them and]
how she composes striking metaphors rely

ing on the strength and intelligence of her|

sisters.

In Their Eyes Were Watching God (1937)

Janie like Zora made it to the storefront I

porch. Janie's grandmother, anny, "herl

head and face looked like standing roots of

some old tree" explains why she didn t

make it to the porch: "Ah was born back
due in slavery so it wasn't for me to fulfill

my dreams of whut a woman oughta be

and to do. Dat's one of de hold-backs of
|

slavery. But nothing can't stop you from
wishin'. You can't beat nobody down so]

low till you can rob 'em of they will. Ah
didn't want to be used for a work-ox and a

|

brood-sow and Ah didn't want mah
daughter used dat way neither. It sho want

|

mah will for thing to happen lak they did.

Ah even hated de way ou was born. But, all

de same Ah said thank God, Ah got

another chance. Ah wanted to preach a

great sermon about colored women sittin'

on high, but they wasn't no pulpit for me."
Nanny explains how Janie's mother had
been raped and had fled after Janie's birth.

She concludes her session with Janie by

expressing her dream, "Ah wanted you to

look upon yo'self. Ah don't want you'

feathers always crumpled by folks thrown'

up things in yuo' face. And Ah can'i die

easy thinkin' mabe de men folks, white or

black is makin' a spit cup outa you."

Janie Starks in Thier Eyes Were Watching

God did not let Nany down. She maintain-

ed a real and positive image and exercised

intelligence, flexibility and sensitivity. While

Hemenway does not stress these aspects

of her works, he does pay her respect by

analyzing the dominant metaphors of the

book. Like Hurston would want a critic to,

he traces them through Janie's three mar-

riages. He notes the "surrealistic scene,

startling in a realistic novel, "of the

ceremonial burial of a mule. He defends

Hurston, "Some commentators have

criticized this scene for being and imposi

tion of folklore on the narrative; but it is as

natural for buzzards to speak as for bees to

pollinate flowers...." Again Hemenway
does not underscore the significance of this

on today's literature. The elements that

Hurston fused in» her literature are now
utilized commonly by black writers and

recently we have found myth, lore and ver-

bal art in Toni Morrison's Song Of Solomon
and in A Rainbow For The Christian West
by Rene Depestre of Haiti, we see voodoo

and revolution vibrate miraculously.

Janie revolutionizes the stereotype of

black women. She leaves the secure ex-

istence of being a mayor's wife-widow and

storekeeper with property to hook up with

Tea Cake who is much younger. In

Richard Wright's novels, flight is a pattern

- from slavery, from north to south, from

the communist party in American Hunger
and finally decides on his own, to Paris. It is

significant that Hurston has Jane Stark

leave property, prestige and social deter-

minants to head further south with Tea
Cake and to work and reside with migrants

in the sawmill camps. Hemenway in a note

mentions that there is an unpublished three

act play written with Dorothy Waring in a

Yale library, "Polk County: A Comedy of

Negro Life in a Sawmill Camp" with

authentic Negro music. In Her Eyes Were
Watching God, Hurston's description of

these workers and work rhythms is poetry:

"The brief, but infinitely graceful, dance of

body and axe-head as it lifts over the head
in a fluid arc, dances in air and rushes down
to bite into the tree, all in beauty. Where
the logs march into the mill with its

smokestacks disputing with the elements,

its boiler room reddening the sky, and its

TURN TO PAGE 13

horizon and baclc

CONT. FROM PAGE 12

great circular saw screaming as it attacks

the tree like a lion, making its kill."

Janie sees life and death but not tragedy.

Hurston believed that tragedy gave rise to

self-pity, which she despised. Janie loves

the jook houses like Hurston did herself.

Nothing north could compare, a jook house

was "a fun house, where they sing, dance,

gamble, love, and compose 'blues' songs

incidentally." When proletarianization of

the literature was being debated, Hurston

put it into practice. At a time when
renaissance artists and celebrities were

making round trips between Harlem and

Europe, Hurston's movements were always

southward. Even looking for Africa, she re-

mained on this side of the Atlantic. Many of

her contemporaries did not think of looking

to Africa.

Tell My Horse (1939) significantly reveals

what no writer had yet accomplished—
because previously they had been white

and could not get to the places or win the

confidence of hougans in Haiti and maroon

societies in Jamaica. Hemenway misses

the potential impact of this book. He

writes, "it did not sell well. It is Hurston's

poorest book, chiefly because of its form."

Even though Hurston did not get a PhD.

from this book, she has provided a

storehouse of literature and material that

today still has not been utilized to its fullest.

Hurston herself incorporated ritual,

ceremony, lore, dance and song from her

Caribbean field research in various plays,

concerts, and performances. In Dust

Tracks On A Road (1942), her

autobiography, she tells of her efforts to

share her findings from Haiti and Jamaica

with those who ostensibly wanted their art

forms to be authentically black. "On my
return to New York in 1932, after trying

vainly to interset others, I introduced

Bahaman songs and dances to a New York

audience at the John Golden Theater, and

both the songs and dances took on. I aim-

ed to show what beauty and appeal there

was in genuine Negro material, as against

the Broadway concept." She continues,

"The dances aroused a tremendous in-

terest in primitive Negro dancing. Hall

Johnson took my group to appear with his

singers at the Lewisohn Stadium that sum-

mer and built his 'Run Lii Chillum' around

them and the religious scene from my con-

cert, "From Sun to Sin." That was not all,

the dramatized presentation of Negro
work-songs in that same concert aroused

interest in them and they have been ex-

ploited by singers ever since."

Appendixed to Mules and Men,
throughout hei novels and Tell My
Horse, we find songs with music. "I

had collected a mass of work songs,

blues, spirituals in the course of my
years of research. Offering them to

two Negro composers and having

them refuse on the grounds that white

audiences would not listen to anything

but highly arranged spirituals, 1 decid-

ed to see if it was true... And any musi-

cian, I don't care if he stayed at a con-

servatory until his teeth were gone and

he smelled like old folks, could never

eien approach what those untrained

singers could do. Let The People Sing

was and is my motto...." Again from

Hemenway's notes we learn that in

1947 she reviewed Katherine Dunham's

Journey To Accompong which provid-

ee Dunham findings from Haiti for her

dance, costuming and choregraphy.

Hemenway unravels the controversy

knotting Zora Neale Hurston's life. He

articulates the debate and theory

behind the artist-propagandists con-

flict among the Harlem Reniassance

camps. He documents that Hurston

plagerized from a book in preparing for

an article about Cudjo Lewis, the last

known survivor, at that time, of

African slaves brought to the United

States in 1859. In Dust Tracks On The

Road, Hurston summarizes his life and

her book length unpublished

manuscript, on Cudjo Lewis, "Barra-

coon", is at Howard University. We
cannot join' in Hemenway's specula-

tions until this manuscript is published.

In bits and pieces we learn how
Hurston helped fellow folklorists and

Allen Lomax, among others, to pet to

places because she out-talked a

sheriff, she insisted that they wear
blackface to get by white authorities

and made arrangements, i.e. told her

stories, so that they could have some
rapport while seeking song and folk

lore from black informants. Her con-

flicts with the propagandists in the 30's

that Hemenway sets forth, express

themselves publicly in the 50's. She titl-

ed an article about Robeson, "My Race

But Not My Taste." In 1951 she publish-

ed her second article in the American

Legion Magazine, "Why The Negro

Won't Buy Communism."
If Hurston accused the NAACP of be-

ing a communist front, of Robeson be-

ing a Russian pawn, then she herself

was used by racist reactionaries. She

campaigned for George Smathers and

newspapers eagerly published her

disillusionment with the 1954 school

desegregation decision. Hurston open-

ly resented Dubois, Wright, and after

their break, Hughes, who found

literary ways of supporting their belief

that class, economics and history

shaped black life. She became
victimized by economic conditions
which hastened her deatn. i-rom

Hemenway and Walker we learn that

Zora"had never held a job that lasted

more than a year.", after a five year

subsidy from Mrs. Mason ended in

1932. She never earned more than

$943.75 in royalties and none of her

books sold more than 5000 copies

before going out of print. Hemenway's

biography created the motivation with

this reviewer to search out Hurston's

writings and read all of them that could

be found. These books are out of print

and hopefully this biography will

create a "market" for the republishing

of her works.

Zora Neale Hurston's mother told her

to jump for the sun. Because she did,

we can find life in the literary treasures

that she left behind. In 1960 she was

Nanny, "Have some sympathy fuh me.

Put me down easy,...Ah'm a cracked

plate." And yet she was also

Janie, "Ah'm back home again and

Ah'm satisfied to be heah. Ah done

been tuh de horizon and back an now

Ah kin set heah in my house and live b\

comparisons." ^^^

SATURDAY
MARCH 11,

7:30 and 10:00

Academy of Music

Northampton, Mass
Reserved tickets 7.00, 6.00 at the box office, and

(Amherst) Faces of Earth

(Amherst) Sunn Music

(Northampton, Westfield, Chicopee) Wax 'n Wane
(Springfield) Main Music

(South Hadley) Goodbodies
(Northampton) Amherst Audio

(Northampton) Tech Hi-Fi

FOR INFORMATION CALL (413)2432399
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Writer Nora Ephron

Sweet
Honey
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By JULIE MELROSE

Nora Ephron, author of "Crazy Salad"
and a senior editor of "Esquire" magazine,
will speak in the Student Union Ballroom
Wednesday, March 8 at 8 p.m.
Ephron's talk, entitled "Some Crazy

Things About Women", will be sponsored
by the Distinguished Visitors Program as
part of the International Women's Week
activities.

In the preface of "Crazy Salad", her re-
cent best-seller, Ephron wrote:
"I began writing a column about women

in "Esquire" in 1972. The column was my
idea, and I wanted to do it for a couple of
specific, self-indulgent reasons and one
general reason."

"Self-indulgent specifics first; I needed an
excuse to go to my tenth reunion at
Wellesley College, and I was looking for so-
meone to pay my way to the Pillsbury
Bake-Off. Beyond that, it seemed clear that
American women were going through
some changes. I wanted to write about
them and about myself."

"Crazy Salad" and Ephron's first book,
"Wallflower at the Orgy," are made up of
essays based on her columns in "Esquire".
Topics range from breasts and "feminine
hygiene deodorants" to the Pillsbury Bake-

Otf and Julie Nixon Eisenhower.
Topics Ephron claims, in the preface, to

have been "somewhat interested in" but
never got around to writing about in "Es-
quire" include: tampons, panty hose, Bella
Abzug, "The Story of O" and the integra-
tion of the Little League.

Her writing has been described as "truly
funny and wonderfully wise" in the
"Chicago Tribune," and Susan Braudy of
"Ms." magazine refers to Ephron as "a
brilliant, restless mind."
Ephron, who claims to have wanted to be

a reporter "all my life; as long as I can
remember," was raised in Beverly Hills,

California. After graduating from Wellesley
with a major in Political Science, she land-
ed a job with the "New York Post." Five
years later

, she left the "Post" to try to
make a living at free-lance writing.
In 1972, after selling stories to "Good

Housekeeping", "Cosmopolitan" and the
"New York Times Book Review", Ephron
took a job at "Esquire", writing about
women.
She joined the staff of "New York"

magazine in 1974, but returned to "Esquire"
as a senior editor one year later. Ephron
now writes a monthly column on "The
Media", commenting on its strengths,
weaknesses and ethics.

By CANDY CA/^LON
On March II, Sweet Honey in the Rock will

celebrate in song the close of International

Women's Week in the Fine Arts Center
auditiorium

Sweet Honey in the Rock, a black

women's vocal group from Washington,
D.C., was formed in 1974 as part of the
DC. Black Repertory Company. Since
then the group has performed at funerals,

weddings, schools and housing projects for

the elderly. In January 1977, Sweet Honey
in the Rock appeared with Pete Seeger at

the Smithsonian Institute where they
presented an evening of American protest
songs.

Drawing from the many elements of black
culture, these women singers and
songwriters perform original and traditional

children's game songs, prison songs of the
rural South, gospel, blues, black women's
songs and sociopolitical statements.
Sweet Honey in the Rock performs a

capella with occasional instrumental ac-
companiment. Their musical arrangements
are full of intricate harmonies and rythmic
patterns. Each artist possesses a well-

trained voice, yet their superb technical
musicianship in no way inhibits the
strength and spirit of the music.
Their first album, simply entitled "Sweet
Honey in the Rock" on Flying Fish records,
contains a song by Bernice Reagon about
Joann Little,, a North Carolina woman ac-
quitted after murdering the jailer who tried

to rape her. The song expresses the
outrage of all women for the oppressed
condition of their sisters in a male-biased
society:

Te/I me what did she do to deserve this

name
Killed a man who thought she was fair

game
When I heard the news I screamed inside

^•^-
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Lost allmy anger I could not hide
Cause now Joanne is you and Joanne
is me
Our prison is the whole society

The name of the group derives from a
traditional gospel song about "a land
so rich, honey flowed from the rocks."

The gospel influence of Sweet Honey
in the Rock is apparent throughout
their album. The group performs such
traditional gospel songs as "Jesus Is

My Friend" and "Traveling Shoes".
The members of Sweet Honey in the
Rock are Patricia Johnson, Louise
Robinson, Evelyn Harris, Carol Lynne

Maillard and Bernice Reagon. Reagon,
who formed the group, is a music
historian at the Smithsonian Institute's
Division of Performing Arts.
The group's performance in

Washington have beeen well received
and reviewed. This will be their first

appearance in the Amherst area.

Little
Flags
Tlieatre
By CANDY CARL ON

I live in the United States,
But I do not know exactly where.
My address is wherever there is a
fight against oppression.
Sometimes I am in Washington, then
in Pennsylvania, Arizona. Texas,
Minnesota, Colorado.
My address is like my shoes: It travels

with me.

Mother Jones

The Little Flags Theatre, a Boston based
repertory touring company, will present
"The Furies of Mother Jones" on March 7
in the Student Union Ballroom as part of In

ternational Women's Week.

"The Furies of Mother Jones" is a musical
play dedicated to the legacy of Mary Hams
"Mother" Jones, who devoted her life to
the rights of American laborers. The play
celebrates the culture and history of
Mother Jones' activities in company mininy
towns throughtout Appalachia. The book
and lyrics were written by Maxine Klein
with music by James Oestereich.

The Little Flags Theatre is committed 'to

the advancement of positive cultural por-

traits drawn from the real world ot work

and the struggle for social change " The

twelve multi-racial performer nuisician-

technicians under the direction of Obie-

winner Maxine Klein, are currently on their

second national tour.

Holly
Near
By JILL ERICKSON
Holly Near will appear in concert at the

Fine Arts Center on March 5 at 8 p.m
beginning the celebration of InternationalWomen s Week. Near is a feminist writer-
muscic.an who has a devoted following of
both women and men.

In 1971 she toured with the Free the Army
show, a group of artists against the Viet-
nam War and rascism who travelled around
the world performing for G.l.'s and service
women. During 1972 and 1973 she par-
ticipated in the Indochina peace campaign
national tours.

As Near has become more woman-
identified, her music has focused on
women's lives. "Starting out Fine" on her
"Alive Album" concerns a "hiking-boot
mother" traveling with her daughter and
her man. Once the woman realizes that the
man is getting tired of her company, she
responds,"An old campfire gets warmer
with you, but even when your gone it still

cooks the stew."

"Free to Grow" is sung to all men who
have trapped women in marriages and left
them at home to take care of the kids.
"I've never found a man who could do it

for me, I've never found a man who felt he
could wait

,
while I was free to grow free to

go".

Near's performances are filled with energy
and excitement as she magnetizes her au-
dience. Each individual is drawn in by her
stage presence, whether she is conducting
the audience in a chorus of" Nicholia," or
singing che joys of an" Old Time Woman".
Near's concert at the Fine Arts Center pro-

mises to be a dymamic opening to an ex-

citing week of women's events.
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Tavares, students stage success
iKirESDM

The School for Wives
The University Ensemble Theater

Rand Theater. FAC
Reviewed by MARY BROWN
We live at a time when sexual freedoms

seem to be more accepted than ever

before. Sexual activity prior to marriage is

acceptable by many in our generation, and,

according to the wishes of the partners,

even extra-marital affairs are

sometimes condoned.
But our age is not alone in its acceptance

of sexual freedoms. Moliere's The School
for Wives, now being presented by the

University Ensemble Theater, discusses the

subject as it appeared to 17th century Pari-

sians, and the discussion is delightfully fun-

ny and entertaining.

The central character in the play, Ar-

nolphe, is a fortyish, bourgeois resident of

Paris who scorns the sexual permissiveness
of the age. He has never married, and is

kno^n for his constant mocking of men
who have married, only to find their wives
involved in adulterous relationships. The
husbands, then, become cuckolds,
something Arnolphe detests.
Arnolphe, ably played by professional ac-

tor Eric Tavares, is not without desires of

his own, however. He has fallen in love

with a peasant girl, and has financed her

upbringing until shfi has reached the age
where he can marry her.

But Arnolphe has been very careful with
his wife to-be, Agnes, played by Jane
Perkins So strong is Arnolphe's
repugnance of cuckoldry, that Agnes'
education has left her naive and innocent in

an effort to keep her away from the worldly

intrigues in which she is soon involved.

The trouble begins with the arrival of

Horace, a young, overdressed dandy, who
is in the process of beginning an affair with

Agnes. He confides, than brags, to Ar-

nolphe about it, not realizing that it is to Ar-

nolphe that Agnes is to be wed.
Jay Charbonneau plays the character of

Horace superbly. His exaggerated bows
and overdone love declarations are ex-

tremely humorous, especially when match-
ed with Tavares' more prudent and sar-

castic Arnolphe.
It is on Horace, also, where costume

designer June Gaeke'r- work shines. Horace
IS the dandy of the dandies and is suitably

dressed in white and gold. Not even the

shocking pink dress his father wears out-

matches his uniform.

Arnolphe plots and schemes to get rid of

Horace, confronts Agnes on the improprie-

ty of her actions, and directs her to study
the Ten Maxims of Marriage, which
describe the somber conduct of a prudent
wife. But Agnes, with her naivete and in-

nocence, simply tells Arnolphe that she
cannot marry him, and is in love with

Horace.
Arnolphe is alternately heartbroken and

enraged, and only an unusual twist in the

the plot saves him from the shame of

cuckoldry.

The supporting characters' roles were also

well executed-most notably Chrysalde,

friend of Arnolphe, played by George W.

HADLEY PICTURE FRAMING
Custom
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Also Needle Work Stretched & Framed

Most jobs completed in less than a week

44 Middle Street, Hadley, Mass.
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M(Hi. Thru Friday 1 to 7 p.m.

;

Sat. 12-5 p.m.

^ 'HAHJEE9 'PLACE'
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lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton andAmherston Rt. 9, 413-584-9797.
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Angell III, and Arnolphe's servants Alain,

Rick Martin, and Georgette, Debora Beer-

chert.

Director David Knauf has made good use

of scenic designer Jeffrey Fiala's stage, and

keeps the actors in close proximity to the

audience.

The translation from the French was done
by Richard Wibur, a writer-in residence at

the Smith College English Department.
Wilbur has translated other plays by
Moliere, and is a winner of the National

Book Award , Pulitzer Prize and the Edna
St. Vincent Milley Memorial Award for his

volume of poetry Things of This Wor/d.

Dramaturg Virginia Scott, in charge of do-

ing research on both the play and 17th cen-

tury Paris, has prepared a 20-page booklet

playgoers receive with the program,
highlighting Molnre's career, the history of

the play and the process bV which the

Ensemble Theater produced The School

'for Wives.

For the $2 admission fee the theater

charges students. The School for Wives is

a rare entertainment bargain ($3 for non-

students). Two final performances are

scheduled for this weekend-Friday and
Saturday nights at 8:00. The Rand Theater

box office is at 545-3511.

AN OUTRAGEOUS PARODY OF
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The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm

Flt€ >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4LL

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A
S3.50, 3, 2.50. Otiier students and senior citizens-

$4, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All TIcketron Locations.

University ot Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
in

COPPELIA
Music by Leo Delibes

Choreography by

Lev Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti

AUREOLE
Music by HamkL

Choreography by Paul Taylor

Fri. (ScSat., March 3& 4 8pm

FINE A(\S CENFER CNCERT W\±
Tickets now on sale for both performances. Gen.

Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM A $5, 4, 3. Ottier students and
senior citizens $6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office MF 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.
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Univ(?rsitv of MassachuS(?tts / Amherst

FINE ^TS CENTER PRESENTS

Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra

Sixten Ehrlin^, Conductor

Friday, March lO 8 pm
Flh£ /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. $7, 6. 5. UM A
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Some alto, some soprano
ABBA

The Album
Atlantic

Reviewed by TOM ANDERSON

If someone had told me two years ago
that I would be giving a favorable review to

Abba, I probably wouldn't have believed it.

But, I've got to hand it to Frida, Anna, Ben-
ny and Bjorn - this album is not bad at all.

The substantial improvement over their

previous albums can be credited, at least in

part, to the fact that the cuts are all on the
long side. While in the past Abba's albums
have consisted of mostly 3-minute songs
with intelligent titles like "Dum Dum Did-

dle", there are no cuts on The Album under
3'/2 minutes. The expanded length seems
to give the group more time for musical
development, and hence a better overall

sound. The most impressive tunes here are
the opening "Eagle", the current hit "The
Name of the Game", and a three-part peice
titled "The Girl aith the Golden Hair",

described as "3 scenes from a mini-

musical". There's even a rocker called

"Hole in Your Soul", which may be the
most energetic effort from the group since

"Waterloo" .This album will do much to at-

tract listeners previously turned off by Ab-
ba's sometimes rather dreary sound. The ti-

tle needs some explanation: ABBA The
Album is being released concurrently with
Abba-The Movie. Advance reviews of the
film seem to indicate a considerably better-

than-average rock documentary. For my
part, this album is impressive enough to

sustain an interest in Abba that was only
slightly increased by their last album. Ar-

rival. The Album is also good enough to

make me look forward to The Movie.

Emmylou Harris
Quarter Moon In A Ten Cent Town

Warner Bros.

Reviewed by MARK HARRIS LEVITAN '

Emmylou Harris' new album doesn't
break any new ground stylistically, so she
and producer (and husband) Brian Ahearn
rely on her ever-stronger voice phrasings to
pull the album through. As expected, the
result is enjoyable to listen to. There is the
mixture of country songs, pop ballads and
rock and roll that is also expected, yet there
are fewer standout cuts than on her
previous releases. Susanna Clark's "Easy
From Now On" is one that does stand out.
It's a ballad of a woman rising above the
lost iove syndrome, a welcome departure
from falling apart. The two rockers, "I Ain't

Living Long Like This" and "Two More

Bottles Of Wine" tell of hard living and
drinking, and they allow the Hot Band to

warm up a little. But there's no cooking to

speak of; instead there's a distant feel that

leaves an emotional void.

The only song to stir emotion is Dolly

Parton's "To Daddy." Mama raises the kids

and lives a lonely life while Daddy lives it

up. Daddy never offers the love mama
needs. The lilting tone of the song has you
believing that Mama will die unfulfilled.

Suddenly, Mama packs and leaves Daddy
with the kids and it's"GbodbyeTo Daddy."
Fuck you to Daddy. A great moment in

woman's song.
Quarter Moon In A Ten Cent Town pro-

ves that Emmylou Harris is more sure of her

talent and her audience, but she didn't real-

ly push herself for this one. That's why I'm

Jooking forward to her collaboration with
Ms. Parton and Ms. Ronstadt.

Jackie De Shannon
Your're the Only Dancer

Amherst
Reviewed by PERRY ADLER
Jackie DeShannon has been around in the
music world for over 15 years. In that time
she's had only two real hits: "What the
World Needs Now is Love" and "Put a Lit-

tle Love in Your Heart". She's written plen-
ty for others, among them Brenda Lee,
Marianne Faithful, and the Searchers. And
she's gi\en us two all time classics: her
original versions of "Neeedles and Pins"
and especially, "When You Walk in the
Room." But she's never broken through as
a star in her own right.

Her latest attempt is an oDvious commer-
cial ploy, as it's plugged her into the Fleet-
wood Mac Formula. Whether it will work or
not remains to be seen; the single'Don't
Let the Flame Burn Out", which might as
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well have been sung by Christine McVie,
was only a moderate success. The album is

pleasant enough, certainly better than most
of the pap on the airwaves. The tunes are
very good, even the obligatory oldie is inof-

fensive. But it's all so damned restrained;
there's nothing here that anyone who
knows "When You Walk in the Room" will

find even remotely comparable.
I guess it all depends on what you want

from music. I want to be involved, moved,
overwhelmed; to involuntarily crank it up
and sing along, or dance, or whatever.
"You're the Only Dancer" lacks that biting
edge that elevates Fleetwood Mac above
the level of nice background music. The
mass audience does seem to be able to tell

the difference,; witness the wide margin in

sales Rumours has over the other easy
listening" rock". Jackie DeShannon has so
much potential, it's tragic to see radio pro-
grammers reduce her to this. Still and all,

better this than a disco album.

Mary Travers
It's In Everyone Of Us

Chrysalis
Reviewed by BRETT MILANO

It too often happens in the record in-

dustry that artists have to compromise their

standards to get their music through to the
mass audience. The average record collec-

tion is full of jazz artists who've had to

discoize their sound to make it more ac-

cessible, and once-potent rockers (take a

bow. Rod Stewart) who've had to soften
their music's rough edges to make it sell.

Mary Travers's new album (not coinciden-
tally, her first for a new label) strikes me as
one of those uncomfortable compromises.
She went to L.A. to record it, got herself a

pop-oriented producer (Vini Poncia, of Leo
Sayer and Ringo fame), and emerged with
an album which is far more slick and ac-

cessible than anything she has recorded to

date. The simple purity of her voice is often
overshadowed by the elaborate ar-

rangements and the songs by such diverse
writers as Nils Lofgren and Dan Fogelberg
don't always suit her. Mary Travers is still a
singer of taste and integrity, and she does
shine when she is given a song to match
(Robin Batteau's "The Eye of the Day" is
this album's best). But on the whole, this
album will probably appeal most to those
who couldn't appreciate the purer folk
sound that Mary produced so well on her
earlier albums.

Blondie
Plastic Letters
Chiystalis

Reviewed by PERR Y ADLER
A lot of people have been thrown for a

loop by this one. Blondie's first album (one
of the first, and best, New Wave LP's)
was a thrilling extension of the classic girl

group styles of the early 60's, with, at the
same time, the least pretentious, most fun
organ-based sound since Question Mark
and the Mysterians (or at least the Doors).
The new one sounds very different at first,

but it's a grower.
Plastic Letters is less derivative, more

"progressive". The tunes are more com-
plex, less accessible. They're still short and-
fast- paced though, and after getting
beyond the weirdness through a few listen-

ings, quite enjoyable. The album is very
original and thus it's still hard to tell how it

will ultimately stack up against the first one
(which, incidentally, has just been re-

released on Chrysalis and is a must for
anyone fond of 60's rock, and if you're not
would you please stop ruining the record
charts).

One thing can be said, however. Blon-
die's modified direction combined with AB-
BA's decline makes it imperative that we
get those new Ronnie Spector and
Shangri-Las (pant, pant) albums we were
promised.
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Song Lyric

Now the voice of the "gentle sex" rises

in anger.
Our eyes are wide open... we've kicked
off the blinds.

And the force of our power will topple
the tower
that men have been building.

We're speaking our minds.

We feel for your dignity lying there
wounded;
We weep for your misery, cause you
can't cry.

But we won't bleed for your industry:
earth-killing factory.
The one that's been painting black
lines on the sky.

The nation of men's been a nation that
failed us.

The fauH's in yourselves, brothers;

not in your stars.

But the nation of women is newborn
and hopeful.
You forfeited your turn; now this one is

ours.

Our hopes are as high, but our goals
are more human.
We reach for the sky, but there's no
bombing sound.
For we want our new nation to find a
foundation
In the womb of creation; right here or
the ground.

JUL/F MFLROS'
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Tlie Women Warriors
The women warriors

will not come daintily prancing on
matchstick heels

They will not paint "venceremos"
on their eyelids in Maybelline,

Or cross their hearts with Living Bras.

They will not come in silence.

They will not check the mirror as they
shoot.

Their faces will be masks of force
with sweat as their perfume.

The blood of children unconceived
will flow unhindered down their legs
to prime the battlefield canvas.

With breasts held proud by cartridge
belts

their hips will swing to the rhythm of
rage

and the voice of the sistersong
bugle.

JULIF MFLROSF

Calendar
theater
March 2,3.4,5,

"The Roar of the Greasepaint/The Smell
of the Crowd" at the City Studio Theater 49
Pearl Street Northampton. Ticlcets are

$2 50 for Thursday $3 for Friday and Satur-

day and $2.50 for the Sunday matinee. Cur-
tain at 8 p.m. Sunday 2:15. Box office

584 3978
March 2, 3. 4

Illusions: A Ceremony", a dramatic and
musical experience for the enlightenment

of the earth traveler, Bowker Auditorium at

8 p m. General admission $1.50, students

$1 Written and directed by Carlos W.
Anderson.
March 3,4

"The School for Wives" by the Universi-

ty Ensemble Theater, A 17th Century
French comedy translated into English

verse. Ticket prices are: students and
senior citizens $2. non students $3. Rand
box office is open weekdays 2 p.m.

545 3511,

March 3,4,5

"Boys in the Band" at Fayerweather

Theater Amherst College. Student produc-

tion Curtain 8 p.m. Admission $1 Box of-

fice 542 2277.

March 4
Free performance of the Young People's

Theaterworks "Ellis Island: The Process " at

10 am, in the City Studio Theater Nor-

thampton Box office 585-3978,

Through March 4

"The Three Sisters" by Anton Chekovat
Stage West in West Springfield, Box office

at 736 7092.

March 5
'Trelawny of Wells" a Victorian comedy

by Arthur Pinero at Theatre 14, Smith at 8

p.m.

March 10,11

Sticks and Bones" at the Kirby Theater,

Amherst College.

March 11 April 2

"Vanities" by Jack Hetfner at Stage

West in West Springfield Box office at

736 7092
March 11

"The Cuchulain Cycle." Five plays by

WE Yeats m the Fayerweather Theater,

Amherst College Admission $1, Box office

at the Fayerweather Theater at 542-2211

.

music
March 4

Vincent Mitchell and Marty Schreiner

with music from the swing era, Schreiner is

aclarenetistcomposer and a graduate of the
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UMass music Dept. At Mary Wooley Hall,

Mount Holyoke, 10 p.m.

March 5
Concert Band Youth Concert in the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall at 3 p.m.

Doc Severinsen at the Springfield Civic

Center 7 p.m. Box office 781-7086.

March 8
Fernande Kaeser on piano at Bowker

Auditorium 8 p,m,

March 11

Music Department Auditions all day.

Jazz artist Stephane Grappelli of the Diz

Disley Trio at the Northampton Academy
of Music, with the Gary Burton Quartet.

Tickets available at the Academy. Concert

begins at 7:30 p.m.
March 12

Jazz pianist Oscar Peterson at the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.m. Tickets at the box of-

fice. Open 9 am. to 4 p.m. 545 251

1

dance
March 3,4

The Boston Ballet presenting traditional

ballet and new additions to their repertoire.

Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center

Box office, open weekdays 9 am. to 4 p.m.

and all Ticketron locations or at 545 2511.

/ *

Benefit Disco
There will be a beneffit disco on
Saturday March 4, from 9 p.m. to 1

am, on the 10th floor of the Campus
Center, Proceeds from the disco will

go towards defraying expenses for

EXPO CUBA '78, a national poster

contest-exhibit.

There will be Latin, Salsa, and disco

music at the event. There will also be

a poster display. Donation is $1 .50 at

the door and there will be a cash bar.

EXPO CUBA '78 is being held na-

tionally as a cultural exchange bet-

ween Cuba and the United States.

Cuba's silkscreen designers have at-

tained prominence in the

field of poster art by their use of

vibrant colors and bold designs.

The national contest exhibit is being

coordinated by Western
Massachusetts artists.

To A Friend
What you are facing takes great

courage
You are facing a child with your ayes
and with your quickness to understartd

You are looking at rr>e through the eyes
of motherhood.proud and confused
You have not nourished this child with
your whole being for some time
Will the same sweet pain return to

your breasts; a rhild is always hungry
for love

But you know this, for you, yourself

^re starved for a mother's tenderness
You are facing your link to

womanhood
and you do not like what you see
This woman, your mother, is weak
and weakens you
And you cannot walk away

CANDYCE CARLON

The Pilgrim
Adulteress

I lie here- Over here! -

where the sun's rays ne'er settle;

here under the tangled canopy
of the weeping willow.
No engraved tombstone of marble
denotes my resting place;

no flowers or carpet of greenei
adorn.
I yearn
for the splendor of recogn.tion:

a modest, immutable monument
to my memory.
But because of a mere act
of passion, of love,

I lie here, outside the sanctified

gates of thr cemetery;
still denie'' my final repose
since feet so often shuffle over me.
unawares.

KATHRYN DANIELS,

March 8
The Merce Cunningham Dance Com-

pany at the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.

Tickets available at the Fine Arts Center

box office, open weekdays 9 am, to 4 p.m.

or by calling 545 0190 Ticket prices:

General public $7,6,5 Umass students

$3.50, $3 and $2 50. Other students and
senior citizens $6,5, and 4.

Gary Burton and his Quartet will be
performing at the Northampton
Academy of Music March 11.

art
March 9

Reception and Gallery talk with Richard

Yarde, whose watercolors are on display.

Yarde will speak at 4:30 p.m. at the Smith

College Museum of Art.

Through March 12

Works of contemporary Japanese
women artists in the Rodney L. White Print

Room at Mount Holyoke College Art

Museum. Open weekdays Hani, to 5

p m, and weekends from 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Through March 17

Sets, costumes, and prints designed by

Rauschenberg, Hohs, and Warhol for the

Merce Cunningham Dance Co. at the

Univestty Gallery.

Through April 2
Watercolors by Richard Yarde contem

porary figurative artist whose subjects are

drawn from urban black life and recent

black american history at Smith College

Museum of Art. Open tues. sat. 11 am. to

430 p m. Sun. 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Closed

Mondays.

film
March 2
"Bedtime for Bonzo" at Mahar

Auditorium, at 7, 8:45, and 10:30 p.m.

March 3
"One on One" at Mahar Auditorium at 7,

9, and 11 p.m.
"Flesh Gordon" and two Betty Boop

shorts, Campus Center ,* 'ditorium at 7:15,
9-15. and 11:15p.m.
Double feature -"To ti and Have
Not ", 7:30 and 11:30 and "I- jam's Rib" at

9:30 p.m., Merrill 1, Amherst.

"Seven Brides for Seven Brothers" at

7:30 and 9:30 p.m. at McConnell Hall,

Smith.

March 4
"Dog Day Afternoon " at 6:30, 9 and

1 1 :30 p.m.. Campus Center Auditorium.
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?" at 7:15

and 9:30 p.m. at Wright Hall, Smith.
'Play Misty For Me" at 7:30 p.m.. Gamble

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke
March 5
Adams Rib" at 7:30 and 11:30 p.m. and

"Born Yesterday" at 9:30 p.m. Merrill 1,

Amherst.
March 7
"Fox and his Friends" at 7 and 9:15 p.m.

at Franklin Patterson Hall, Hampshire.
"The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz" at

8 p.m. at Thompson 104.

"The Prisoner of Zenda" at 9 p.m. at
Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke.
March 8
"Attica" at 6:30 p.m. at Berkshire Dining
Commons.
"The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz" at

8 p.m. at Wright Hall. Smith.

International
Women's Week

Scliedule
Monday Morning

March 6

Workshops:
Abortion (V. Joan Bach, Hamden
Gynecological Associates), Campus
Center 162, 10 a.m.
Politics of Performance (Holly
Near). Women Only. Campus
Center 804-806, 10 a.m.
Alcohol Education Project
University Health Services),
Campus Center 166. 10 a.m.

The schedule of events for the rest of

International Women's Week will ap-

pear in Monday's Collegian.
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the name of science
crificed yearly. I am a zoology major and I

ave literally lost count of the number of

ogs and rats and chickens I have done in in

le name of science, yet it still bothers me to

it. I was on the receiving end of a funny
3rt of unintentional revenge a couple of

eeks ago while working with some
tickens. In a lab, I had to inject a drug into

le bird's heart to kill it. First, though, blood

d to be withdrawn, just for practice and as

way of determining that the needle was
netrating the heart. There was a lot of

mbling and struggling and wing-flapping

d teeth-gritting. I finally got the blood out

d the drug in, and seconds after the

icken went out, I went out. It was dead; I

\\a6 only fainted. I felt pretty embarrassed, of

dourse, until my "colleague" Wendy told me
aiie wished she could have fainted, that she
#iould have, given the circumstances. She
too feels a little of twinge of conscience
every time she kills something. There is a

general form of irony that zoology students

have to endure: while a fascination for living

things supposedly led us into our field, a lot

of animals end up getting killed in the

process.
' The really heart-rending episodes occur in

the psychology department, though. They
Use monkeys in Tobin for behavioral studies.

Rhesus monkeys are used because they are

Social animals and their responses to stimuli

and deprivation quite closely resemble our

Petition
guaranteed." This applies to all those
sophomores, juniors and seniors
currently living in Pierpont.

2] Relocation to another dorm.
We the residents of Pierpont are

dissatisfied with these options. We want
to continue living and growing in the
supportive community that already
exists.

In addition, because of the high turn-
over rate with Heads of Residence in
Pierpont over the past several years, a
new Head of Residence will be appointed
^Y Southwest in the fall. The procedure
in every dorm on campus has been that
students make up part of the H-R
'^election committee and have an equal
voice in deciding who is chosen. An
imposed" Head of Residence goes

against an the values of our country —
"amely "FREEDOM"

Signed by 184 Pierpont residents

own. Even the most unfelling person tends to
turn away from the sight of one of these
monkeys that was separated from Its mother
at birth. It's pretty pathetic. Still, these
experiments are easily justifiable on the
grounds that they enhance our un-
derstanding of ourselves.

Rhesus monkeys are going to be harder' to
come by soon. India supplies the vast

majority of rhesus monkeys used throughout
the world. India's agreement to supply
monkeys to U.S. labs was made with the
stipulation that experiments of a military

nature not be performed. Well, the Army
broke that promise and there are a lot of

radioactive monkeys running around,
although they don't run for long. They also

make ideal subjects for germ warfare
research. India is a Hindu country, and
Hinduism preaches a deep-seated reverence
for all living things. Thus, the government
there is making plans to end the export of the

monkeys.

Though I sympathize with the needs of

biologists, I can't help but admire India's

concern for the primates. Not all religions

have such an all-encompassmg perspective

on living things. It was a type of species-

based chauvinism that inhibited the ac-

ceptance of evolutionary theory for nearly a

century. It's revolting to a true Christian to

consider that he or she is related by ancestry

to things that crawl on the ground and swing

in the trees. But I am fond of the notion.

Sometimes I think we could all do with a

reminder that we are as much a part of the

ecosystem as the plants and animals are. It is

forgetfulness of that fact that has allowed us

to push into extinction hundreds of sp>ecies

of living things, and pollute our air and water.

I feel a special sense of urgency over the

plight of dolphins and whales. In a very real

respect, they are the marine counterparts of

human beings, having achieved their

evolutionary success through the

development of superior intelligence and a

complex communications system. To wipe
them out to the very last one before fully

appreciating their uniqueness would simply

be a moral crime.

The way in which we treat other living

things reflects our general attitude about life

— and ourselves. A disregard for the things

that walk and crawl and fly and swim about

on Earth can only lead to further and further

alienation from the natural world — and the

spiritual one. The destruction of our physical

and organic environment reflects a contempt
for life and is incompatible with our very

survival. Before we realize it, we may upset

irreversibly the balance of living and non-

living things, a system whose intricacy and
complexity is beyond our comprehension.

That achieved, all our advances in science,

including biology, would become useless;

and all those millions of frogs and rats and
monkeys would have died for nothing. But

then again, they may have the last laugh.

Bill Riordan is a Collegian commentator.

The Orange Disc

Jerry Rogers

My orange Super-pro Frisbee is not the
only orange disc floating around the
Collegian office. Gulf oil sends the Collegian
a copy of its bimonthly magazine — The
Orange Disc — right on schedule every time
the shareholders and employees of Gulf
receive the magazine.
The January-February issue features a

cover shot of a large bull moose. Apparently,
the Gulf companies are, in their own small
way, bullish on "Alberta's Wondrous and
Uncommon Energy", as the cover story is

titled. Along with articles on Korea since the
war, vanpooling (an idea whose time has
come, we are told), the revolutionary new
vortometric burner and the meeting between
Gulf's management and some financial
analysts, the reader is inundated with what
Gulf pretentiously considers news.
The Orange Disc, the Insider, an Insert

FordMMotor Company pays us to have
included in the Collegian, and Nutshell,

which Datsun fills with valuable information
and then distributes free to students, may
indeed contain some interesting or useful
information on occasion. But, regardless of
the magazines' contents, their primary and
obvious function is public relations and
advertising.

Despite the negative image accorded
much "Madison Avenue" type advertising,

there is a place for advertising and public

relations in the media world. And it would
not bother me at all if Ford decided to put an
Insider in the Collegian every day. We can
certainly use the advertising revenue, and
they certainly have the right to advertise
through the established media.
What irks me however, is the way large

companies spend a small fortune (and
believe me, to put out a magazine with color
photography like the Orange Disc is no small
expense) to have their advertising legitimized
because it is portrayed as news. Datsun, on
the other hand, benefits more by having its

name associated with the wondrous ex-
periences of the traveler — which Nutshell
reports — than it does by simply advertising
its cars' gas mileage. Selling a product is

often thought of an an oppressive task, but
selling the vehicle that can bring you to the
foot of the Rockies is slightly more positive.
Sales through positive association is the
route these companies are attempting to
take.

Back to the Orange Disc. Gulf attempts to
portray oil exploration in Canada's winter
wonderland as no real threat to the
ecological balance of the area. And the
symmetry of an oil refinery in Korea provides
a beautiful silhouette when the sun sets.
Some of you might not agree, yet time and
time again, multinationals have shown
themselves quite impervious to the verbal
attacks of this country's citizens.

The Orange Disc article on financial
analysts and their meeting with management
proclaims "communication is a two-way
affair" and uses a question and answer
format to show the dedication of Gulf to
open communication.

I can't agree, but because any company
has the right to advertise in any manner it

considers effective, I can't condemn the
Orange Disc. I hope its readers will be as
critical about its insidious methods as those
who criticize a lack of fair and impartial
reporting in the more legitimate news media.
And I wish Gulf would stop using the name
The Orange Disc for its public relations

magazine — it's bad for Frisbee.

Jerry Rogers is a Collegian columnist.

Massacre at Iki Island
By GEORGE SOMMERS

For some time, Japan has been a target of
environmentalists' wrath because it permits
the killing and exploitation of whales. Every
other major industrial nation except Russia
realizes that the number of these animals is

being severely depleted and has taken steps
to limit or ban whale kills. A recant bloody
event has given the environmentalists a
renewed, acute concern over the policies of
the Japanese government.

Last week, a fishing cooperative quietly
organized to lure one thousand dolphins near
shore and club them to death. The fisher-

men, natives of the southern Japanese Island

of Iki, claimed the action was necessary
because the dolphins were cutting into the
catch of yellowtail and cuttlefish. Reports
said that the beaches of Iki were stained red
with blood after the slaughter.

Dolphins are not an endangered species as
of yet. The sea mammals are exceptionally
intelligent, however; some claim they rival

man. It has been proven that dolphins
communicate with each other through a
well-developed language. Scientists are
experimenting with the idea of breaking the
language barrier between man and dolphin.

Since man first sailed the seas, an af-

fectionate bond has existed between him
and the dolphin. The ancient Greeks believed
that dolphins were the souls of humans lost

at sea. There exist innumerable accounts of

dolphins saving the lives of drowning people.
They have even been known to rescue
people from attacking sharks by butting and
killing them. To many fishermen, the

presence of dolphins is considered good
luck. Some fishermen have jumped into the
sea to untangle dolphins inadvertently
caught in their nets.

One species of this beautiful creature was
until recently a victim of American industry.

The spinner dolphin frequently associates
with schools of tunafish. Thus, the massive
American tuna take invariable included an
alarming percentage of dolphins. En-
vironmentalists pressured Congress to take
action. A new law forced the tuna industry to

limit dolphin kill to a quota, the size of which
is reduced by half every year. The industry

has been complying with the quota; and new
technology for prevention of accidental

dolphin capture has not put a dent into

profits.

For their efforts, the Japanese fishermen
involved in the Iki bloodbath were given
twelve dollars per head bounty by the
government. Takashi Hashimoto, chief of the
Japanese provincial Fisheries Division,
defended the slaughter as "an act of self-

defense." It Is estimated that one-third of the
potential catch is taken by the dolphins.

Hashimoto at least acknowledges the
animals' intelligence, saying that perhaps
they will "learn a lesson" and stop stealing

the fishermen's catch. Some cynical en-

vironmentalists have suggested that similarly

appropriate lessons be given to Hashimoto
and the Iki fishermen to "teach" them to

stop cutting into the dolphins' catch.

George Sommers is a Collegian com-
mentator.
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Vietnam Vets
meet March 25
To the Editor:

On Saturday, February 25th, 1978,

members of the Massachusetts Vietnam
Era Veterans Association met at Boston
State College in Boston, Massachusetts.
This meeting was the second in a series

of gatherings for this new organization,

Mass. V.E.V.A., which is seeking to

identify and propose solutions for the
wide range of problems related to the
Vietnam Era Veteran. The meeting was
attended by veterans and their

representatives from ten
1 10] Massa-

chusetts colleges and from three 13]

State Veterans Organizations, from
Rhode Island, New York and Mass.

The days agenda consisted of ad-
dressing the many problems for the
Vietnam Era Veteran, including the
following: P.C.E. Tuition Exemptions,
Vietnam Vets adjustment problems —
emotional and economical, and
Discharge Upgrading. Also addressed
were the upcoming V.E.V.A. March and
Tent-In in Washington, D.C., and the

Proclamation for Vietnam Veterans Day,
March 29th, 1978. Several work groups
and sub-committees were formed to deal
with other pending or proposed rulings

which would have a potentially adverse
effect on the Vietnam Veteran.

The spirit of solidarity displayed on
Feb. 25th is an element sorely missing
here on the University of Massachusetts
campus. The degree of willingness to

share ideas and past experiences was, in

itself, an interaction that contracts greatly

to the general veteran apathy and lack of
enthusiasm on this campus. It should be
known, therefore, that there is a need at

this moment, for the UMass veteran
population to make an honest com-
mitment to themselves as vets and to

Mass. V.EV.A as our potential voice in

the statehouse. We. the members of our
own campus veterans organization —
V.S.O. — will begin now to arrange

Letter
information and hopefully transportation

to the next statewide conference, March
25th, 1978. We urge UMass Vets to set

aside that date on their calendars. V. S. O.,

Room 411, Student Union, has further

information on the meeting and Mass
V.E.V.A We are confident that Vets on
this campus and statewide will reunite in

1978.

The Members of V.S.O.

Matlack vs.

Pierpont
To the Editor:

Regarding the proposed restructuring

of Pierpont House, I would like to bring

certain political ramifications of the

controversy to light. First, the word is out
that the Southwest Administration will

undergo a shakeup following this

semester. Jim Matlack, denied tenure by
the English Department, is now com-
pleting his 'period of grace' as 'Master
Director of Southwest. The triumph over
Pierpont would greatly enhance
Matlack 's bargaining position, seeing as
he has only held his present post since

September.

The Inquiry Program, based in our
dorm, would also benefit from this

restructuring. Like other special
programs, I. P. faces funding cuts as both
student and Administration interests

wane. This proposal would help their

image greatly by establishing their

validity on campus as a viable alternative

means of education. The fact is that

Pierpont and the Inquiry Program are no
longer synonymous. At present less than
one-third of Pierpont's population is

enrolled in IP. The program has in ad-
dition been largely at odds with our
community on such basic questions as
going student-run as a dorm, and
continuance of GENESIS, Pierpont's

student newspaper. I. P. was formed with
the intention of helping students to

develop social conscience and a sense of
self-determination. Thus, by their refusal

to date to take a stand in this con-

troversy, they are repudiating their very
aims.

Finally, the biggest gain would be
Whitmore's. For years Pierpont has been
a thorn in the Administration's side, felt

as recently as last fall when the dorm's
lounges were planned for freshman
housing. We dare^ to stand up for our
rights publicly, and they haven't
forgotten. This proposed action would

finally take care of the unity and tradition

nf lawful dissent present in Pierpont for

years, but perhaps this is the hidden

intention of Jim Matlack, C.D.C., and
others with greater influence and power.

Implementing the restructuring of

Pierpont House would displace those

who remember that you can fight city

hall, and win.

John Dowd
Lynsey Rzeszut

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

©SCAIR

Sunday, March 12 8 pm
FINE >RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. - $7, 6, 5. UM-A
$3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and other students

-

$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!! (REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? !! !Littl« Ads Get BIG RESULTS;
To place a classified ad, drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Classifieds

The rates are; Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?! !
!
Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! •

!
• REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ?! -Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS'

HELP WANTED

Resident counselors unique program
for handicapped children seeks coun-
selors for 10 week summer program.
Excellent career training experience
Contact Director. The Children's Aid
Society. Box 47 Chappaqua. NY 10514

Triumph 1970 GT6 + $1100 or B.O. Cal
after 6 p m 549 6707 Ask for Ken. INSTRUCTION FOR SALE

71 Mustang. V 8, standard, 20 mpg,
mechan exc . body clean, stereo
$1400 586-2555 '

1967 Dodge StaWagon, V 8, autotrans,
rust not bad, $275. Call 665-2462.

Counselors — private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in

siructors in: archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio
stadion, sailing, tripping backpacking,
dance, diamatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pool). Also needed: general
counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper. Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodack, 268 Mason Terr

,

Brookiine, MA 02146. (617) 277 7600 or
Rick Heideman. on campus, 546 9596.

72 Pinto, exc cond., new snows
mpg, 45p. $1 100. Call 253 7778.

28

Individualized weight loss program
beginning soon for women. Fee. Bartlett
85 or 586-2303. __^

Quilting & creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles
6427.

256

68 Dodge van. good running cond., 6 cyl.

Asking $600. Call Anne. 546-5503.
PERSONALS

Asst. House Parents -couples or single
persons to work in community residence
for special needs children. One or two
weekends per month. Chicopee Boys
Club, 592 1808

Mechanical Engineer or skilled~tech
(part time). Exp. in designing, drafting,
machining. Work Vi or Vj time; make
occasional 2 3 day research trips 545-
2140

73 Mazda RX3 2 door sedan, excellent

condition, $1500. 546 9982 or 546 1016.

ROOM WANTED
Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non-smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

RIDE WANTED.
^^

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses.
546 5552

Cosmic Lady— I stole your Cosmic
Wimpout dice, but they are powerless
without you! I have lost every game
since. How can I return them to you?

Couch and chair $25; 6-cu. ft. freezer
$150; color TV (needs tube) $35. Call

Gary or Jerry, 549-3827 or 549-6680.

1 pr. Fryes ladies sz. 5, worn once, must
sell, price ngt., 6-6872, call Joanna.

For sale — 2 cubic ft. refrigerator, exc.
cond. Don't rent!, buy! A steal at $40.
Call Gary or Curt at 546 9642.

33' wooden yawl, ship-shape, four sails,

25 hp. Evinrude all running & ground
tackle. Great party-racer & Dingy. 546-
8765.

WANTED

New tan Frye boots,
$39. Call 6 9471.

8%, worn twice.

Wanted— 1 pair women's used riding
breeches to fit size 8 9. Joy, 665 3937.

TO SUBLET

Applications accepted for teaching
positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School, Fall '78 Experience desired,
549 0223

Pioneer component HR-99 8 track
stereo recorder player $150. Many
features See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts

AUTO FOR SALE

1961 Volks
Must be
Evenings.

Bos /I engine. Body great,

seen $1275. 323 4249

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses. Please call

Maureen, 549 2856.

FOR RENT
^^

Neat and responsible female to rent
room in Sunderland house, avail im
mediately Call 665-3003, nites.

Prvte rm in 2 brm apt on bs rt, 256-0683.

Cape Cod summer rental, E. Dennis, 5
bdrm. Availability is negotiable. 253-

5017

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock
disco funk-50's. Complete sound Er

lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo. Avail. 6/1-8/31. Right at
bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549 6765.

£057-

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field
House. Woolen with a blue and black
print on white. Reward offered, 256
6111.

Gold Id bracelet, "Sharon". Call 546
1118.

60 reward- "Leo", golden retriever,
EHampton area on 9/23/78. Call 527-
0957.

Dexter hiking boots— 1 year old, great
shape, vibram soles, size 10 Vi, $35.
Pete, 549-4759.

Ski boots— Nodica, worn twice, size 8,
$35. 546 5981.

Stud service — snow tires, 7.35 X14, ex.
cond., $35. Call 584-3555, between 8-10
a.m. wkdy.

SngI bed w/frame, asking $35. 256-0354 .

Women's S spd. Fugi, ex. cond., $75.
546 5093.

Refrigerator— 5 cubic ft., good con-
dition. Only $70. Call Judy at 6-7273.

Water bed, king size, w/heater, liner,

frame, and platform. $200, or best offer.

After 7 p.m., call 549-3666.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, BO. 546-5000 after 11 or in

morning.

SERVICES
^"^

AUDIO

Typing— Five

professional,

5492637.

College typing service,

fast, accurate. Call Diane,

Superscope QA 460 ahp.
cond. $75, 549 5389.

25rms/ch, ex. WANTED TO RENT

Sylvania receiver. 30 w/ch, Jensen
spkrs, ex cond., under warranty, $200.
Call 6 6529

Hey! I desperately want to rent a super-8,
sound movie camera and projector.
Please call Arnie at 546 9106.
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Notices

CAOS PARTY
Counseling Assistance for Older Students

will have their Five College Older Student
Spring party on March 10 at Amherst College
Alumni House from 8 p.m. to 12 a.m. The
jazz group "Avatar" will provide the en-
tertainment. Refreshments provided with $2
donation.

(Slancv'§ ^b
t^" The Best In Irish Music

This week— Fri. -Sun.

and next week— Fri. -Sun.

Travel ing^People
Wed. night $1 cover

free draft from 8:30 - 9:30

DORM RESIDENTS
for only $1.00 see Moliere's

THE SCHOOL FOR WIVES

produrpd by the University Ensemble Thefiter

Frank Prentice Rand Theater, Fine Arts ('enter

March 2-3-4 at 8:00 pm

to the box offire and sare S 1 .00

MADE POSSIBLE THROIGH THE RESIDENT ART SERIES

J

CAT
Female spayed cat to give away, I moved

and must give her away. Call Ann, 549-5663.

COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVE
AGRICULTURE AND SELF-SUFFICIENCY
The first general meeting will be held

tonight - at 7:30 in CC 904-908. People
iriterested in organic farming, methane
digesters and posible summer internships are
welcome. New and old members please
attend.

COM STU SYMPOSIUM
Talents and ideas needed for April 1

symposium. If you have anything to con-
tribute, bring it up at CC 903, March 6, 4 p.m.
All input welcome.

DANCE
Ladies Chain is playing for a congra dance

on March 11 at Hadley American Legion Hall

from 8 p.m. to midnight, $2 donation.

PRE-MED SOCIETY
Meeting tonight at 7:30, CC 905-909 All

invited.

ENERGY TEACH-IN
The "Energy Use at UMass" teach-in that

was scheduled for today has been postponed
until March 28. If you would like to learn
more, call Doug Stanley at 5-2892.

EYE BANK
Gamma Sigma Sigma, a national service

sorority, will be accepting donations for the
New England Eye Bank March 2, 1-4 p.m.,

CC Concourse.

FLESH
Flesh Gordon will be shown March 3,

CCA. $1. 7:15, 9:15, 11:15 p.m.

GROUP FORMING
Group forming for Jewish Grads and older

Jewish students. Come to our organizational
meeting March 5, CC 801 at 7 p.m.

GROUP THERAPY
A therapy group is scheduled to begin in

the Psych Services Center, Tobin Hall on
March 1. The group will be appropriate for

people experiencing difficulties in inter-

actions with others. The group will meet
weekly at 5:30 p.m. on Wednesdays (except
March 22) and will end in May. Contact the
Psych Services Center, 545-0041.

ORCHARD HILL RESIDENTS
Meeting tonight for anyone interested in

starting a magazine for Orchard Hill. Webster
Main Lounge 9:30 p.m. Call Stephanie Wei-
gand 546-7229.

CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT TEACHING

Fall or Spring 78-79. March 6 at 6 p.m
North P.E. BIdg., room 101.

URUGUAYAN SINGER AND COMPOSER
David Vigietti in S.U. Ballroom March 14, 8

p.m. Donations: $2, $3, $10.

SOUTHWEST STUDENT HEAD OF
RESIDENCE POSITIONS

Available in John Adams Cance, Moore.
All undergraduates are eligible to apply.
Applications and info available in H.R 's apt
Deadline March 3.

WORK STUDY POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Teacher's Aid, Aiding instructors, ordering

and preparing materials and equipment for
classes. Qualifications: Organizational skills,

typing, file, keep records. $2.75-hour.
Contact Judy Wellman 609 Goodell, 5-0724.

WORKSHOP
Hebrew Teaching Skills for the afternoon

and day school teacher March 2 at 7:30 p.m.
Herter 301. Sponsored by Judaic Studies
Dept., Dr. David Sheinkoph and Geraldine
Vayer, Heritage Academy Day School,
Springfield.

MOVIE
Central Area Women's Center "Tell Me

Where it Hurts." Free.

MASS MEDIA COOPERATIVE
Meeting March 2 at 6 p.m. in CC 165, to

discuss semester's projects. New members
needed.

WOMEN'S HEALTH
Workshops offered to dorms and campus

groups by UHS call 549-2671 Ext. 181.

WSYL-TV MEETING
All interested students, including those

interested in taking the colloqs, should at-
tend. For time and place caal Tim, 546-5835.

WRONG NUMBER
If you found the white, black and blue

winter scarf which I lost on Orchard Hill,

please call 256-6661. The wrong number was
printed.

COSMIC WIMPOUT TOURNAMENT
"WIMPOUT 66" The first 66 people to

sign up for the April Tournament will play in

groups of three. Late sign up in groups of
four. Sign up at table in CC every Thursday
and Friday.
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Riiss Snilrh

Basketball blues
A tradittvji' was being built here at UMass

on the sports scene. Ever since I've been
here (and I've been here a 'few' years) the

Minutemen have always played a decent
brand of basketball when their season rolled

around. While the hockey team went
through hot and cold seasons, playing before

sparse crowds at Orr Rink, students have
always made the long trek from as far away
as Sylvan to reach their common destination

— the Cage.
It got to be a Saturday night ritual: head to

the Dining Commons for supper, and then on
to the Cage. Following the game, it was a

race to the Bluewall for a few' brews (the

smart ones had gotten their stamp before the

game and now didn't have to deal with the

long line) before calling it a night.

The crowds got super psyched for most of

the games (excepting those 'automatic' wins
over Northeastern, Maine, UNH, etc). Then
the Redmen charged through a lifesize circle

across the court amidst deafening applause.

Jack Leaman got a separate ovation when he

appeared on the scene shortly thereafter.

The BIG games were encounters with the

Huskies of UConn, the Rams of URI, and
lest' we forget, BC (Boston College for those

of you of the naive race). It seems UMass
always lost to BC in football, so it was left up
to the hoop squad to get even.

Things have changed a lot since then.

Naturally the Skinners, Duartes, Endicotts,

Pitinos, Burkes, and Murphys of yesteryear

have been replaced. The Eldridges, Hay-

mores, Pyatts, Claibornes, Steveskeys, and
Kohlhaas have taken over. Only Leaman has

stayed the same.
In order to upgrade the program, the

Minutemen dropped out of the Yankee
Conference. At the time it seemed the right

thing to do; UMass had won the YanCon title

every year since the 1970-71 season (except

when URI took it in the '71-72 season). Rut-

gers, and Penn. State were added to the

schedule, while those teams considered to

be less competitive in the YanCon now only

had to be faced once a year.

The transition in the schedule was good,

but something has gone sour. That old U of

M spark is fading.

The team came out flying for the 1977-78

campaign and reeled off win after win, until

they had eight straight. Granted, a couple of

those came at the expense" of non-

OPEN ON
SATURDAYS ONLY

9 AM -3 PM

powerhouses (a la Harvard, Vermont,
Bentley. UMass toyed with Bentley, a team
that should be erased from further

schedules, and came away with the expected
victory.

Being 8-0 showed UM followers that

maybe, just maybe, this team could go
places. They had the talent and the potential.

Leadership and direction may have been
their only recognizable weakness. Up to this

time, that is.

Rutgers and Villanova knocked off the
Minutemen. And then, the first in a series of

should' ve-been-wins' went by the boards,
when a Whelton less UConn dumped the
Minutemen. Considering what UMass had
done to UConn with Whelton earlier in the
season, this was unheard of. But all was
soon forgotten when UMass played an
excellent game against Providence, only to

fall with ten seconds remaining in the game.
Fans got an early Christmas '78, when

Ronnie Perry Jr. and his boys from Holy
Cross lost at home on an unbelievable Eric

Williams shot. UMass basketball looked
revived again.

In the long run, however, that has proved

to be an on and off issue.

UMaine dumped on the Minutemen in

Orono. Northeastern fell just short of suc-

cess. UNH created an eariy exit' for UMies
from the Cage, and URI added icing to the

cake. Those non-competitive Yan Con teams
have shocked UMass into being competitive.

O.K. so the team has had its problems; it

was hit by the flu, players didn't appear for

certain games, etc. The intensity needed to

win the big games as well as those against

YanCon teams has gone. Whether it's the

players, the coach, or both, would be
speculation. Only they know that.

I will say this; it's been a frustrating

season; the high points such as the Villanova

and HC conquests somehow are diluted by
memories of UConn, UNH, and Maine. To
think that a team with so much talent has

wasted it for a season barely over .500 is sad.

As a friend commented after the UNH
loss, "the Minutemen can't claim to be a

good team. The best they can claim to be is a

little better than mediocre."
Though I can't totally agree, I can't help

wondering, with all that talent, and potential,

where did all the wins go?
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Reward yourself with a visit to Elco.

You'll come back again and again.

k
')

ELCO DRESS CO.

S32 MAIN STREET, HOLYOKE

FREE PARKING IN LOTS BEHIND BUILDING

DC Menu

Today: LUNCH: Italian Hogies, Macaroni and Cheese, Basics; Garb. Beans and Rice

Prov., Mac. and Cheese. DINNER: Baked Chicken, Rueben Sandwich. Basics: Baked
Chicken, Potato Mushroom Delight. Tomorrow: LUNCH: Fishburgers, Turkey Divan,

Basics: Vegetable Hot Pot, Turkey Divan. DINNER: Baked Fish, Beef Stew, Basics. Baked
F,sh, Pot Porri,

#|.~*

TONITE!

First Time

On Campus!

Ronald Reagan mul Bonzo the Chimp

III

I
I
I

I

I
I

I

Bedtime ior Bonzo I

An amazingly bizarre film

from the fifties!

Mahar Bud. 6,7:30,9 and 10:30

"DISCOUNT IIQUORS

RUSSELL ST.. HAOLEY at the Mt Farms Mall

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

BUDWEISER
BEER

1 2 oz. cans

$5.89
case

SEBASTIANI

Mtn . Burgundy
Mtn. Chablis

Mtn . Rose

$2.99
1 2 go!

SMIRNOFF
VODKA
80 proof

$5.99
quart

LUCKY LAGER

BEER

1 2 oz N.R. BOTTLES

$3.99
case

Tuesday Feb. 28 to Saturday March 4

We Reserve The Right ^o Limit Quantities
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Your Birthday
THUF.oUAY, MARCH 2
Born today, you are pur-

poseful, and do not like to
undertake an>'thin)4 that
doesn't ha%'e a definite and
profitable goal. There is

nothing vague about you.
Kven a.s a child you will
strike other.s as knowing
pre( i.sely what you are
doiriL! Not especially pre-
I oiious academically, you
are decidedly ahead of the
field emotionally
Vou cannot bear to see

others suffer. One of your
prime goals in life, regard-
less of your career, will be
tfi alleviate whenever you
can the pain of your fellow
men Vou have an aptitude
for gaining tru.st and confi-
dence That you do not use
It for your own advantage
but. rather, in the .service
of others is much to your
credit

N'ou are not interested in

monetary pursuits, though
you realize the importance
of being solvent Nor are
you particularly interested
in affairs of the heart. You
enjoy the company of oth-
ers but are not eager to go
through life in tandem;
you far prefer your emo-
tional and intellectual
independence.
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PISCES. Feb 19-March
20 1 To relieve worry and
stress, consult a profes-

sional Self-diagnosis may
be harmful
ARIES. March 21-April

1ft I Cooperate with new-

employees. You can make
or break yours and anoth-
er'E careers this morning.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20 1
— I/jw energy creates

a situation at work which
could lead to a change in

employment.
GEMINIMay 21-.June20)

- Carry out plans for a
change in routine This is a
good day for rediscovering
old pleasures.
CANCERi.Iune 21-.Iuly

22) A disappointing
meeting with one you
trusted may leave you
emotionally exhausted
Rest at evening
LEO.Fuly 2;!-Aug.22i -

Confide in one whose inter-

ests lie in the rightness of

your coming decision.
Trust the voung.
VIRGOi Aug.2.3-Sept.22i

-- Don't offend one less

proficient than you by
showing off recent awards
Be tactful

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22i
Career associates may
have more wisdom to offer

than you anticipated. Lis-

ten carefully
SCOR PIO I Oct 23-

Nov.21 ) A romantic
problem haunts you early
today Bear facts in mind.
SAGITTARIUSiNov.22-

Oec 21 ) Erratic behav-
ior early today causes con-

cern among those who
have your best interests in

mind
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

.lan 19i Try to be flexi-

ble It may hamper your
progress considerably to

insist on old methods.
AQUARIUSi Jan. 20-

Feb.181 A new solution

to a problem you thought
ended occurs in time to

counter ill consequences.
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Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Man's name
6 Pacific Fur
Co VIP

1 1 Punta —
Este

14 Maple Leaf
Gardens

1 5 Man's name
leinflDevel

Ass
17 Startled

greatly

19Zip
20 Harassed
21 Preposition
22 Jane Eyre's

pupil

24 No one
26 Put the puck

m the net
27 Threw the

football

30 Glides on
ice

32 Inquirer

33 Graduated
plates

34 Sort of:

Suffix

37 Tells fibs

38 It poet
39 Marco-—
40 Irate

41 Mingle
42 Detecting

system
43 Representatives
45 Rest
46 West point-

ers
48 Coin
49 Make con-

fused
50 Blackthorn
52 Oil country
56 "--- Joey"
57 Interchange
60 Compass pt

61 Murder:
Slang

62 Hindu
queen

63 Melancholy
64 Fender

blemishes
65 Predecessor

DOWN
1 Arthur
"Bugs " —

2 Flat plinth

3 Portland
college

4 Makes an-
gry

5 Calendar
abbr

6 Ally with a
group Var

7 Malleable
8 Half a sextet
9 Single

10 Makes a

draft of

1 1 Amusements
1 2 Roman offi-

cial

13 Crippled
18 Cheese

coatmg

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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23 John— 39 Not prosy

25 Above 41 Measured
Poetic out

26 Money-sav- ^2 Offense

ingdo 44 A colloid

27 Hand sur-

face
28 Great land

mass
29 Scrammed
30 Chants
31 Ms Smith

33 Sudden
movement

35 Flap
violently

36 Dance of

Israel

38 Lairs

45 Prophet
46 Garments
47 Turkish city

48 Contends
50 Examine

closely
51 Register
53 So African

com
54 To Ex-

actly

55 Never
Poetic

58 Sooner than
59 Cinnabar
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John Riley plays on—
a plus for icemen's goal

THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1978

John Riley thwarts an AlC anacker in Springfield. Despite Riley's stalwart per-
formance all year long, the Minutemen failed to make the playoffs (Staff photo by
Dave Rodgers)

By GEORGE O'BRIEN
Collegian Staff

When John Riley finished the 1976-77
hockey season, a season he spent as backup
to Dana Redmond, he thought his college
career was over. "When I took off my shirt
after the last game, I thought that was it,"

said Riley.

Last summer Riley found out he had
another year of eligibility. To say he made the
most of that year would be an un-
derstatement.

Riley, who said that just getting the

chance to play this season was the highpoint

of his UMass career, led the team in spirit this

year and played his heart out from the
opening face-off against New England, till he
was taken out with eight minutes left in the
finale against Salem State.

The Minutemen did not make the playoffs
this year, as the flu and injuries to key players
spelled disaster. They did have an excellent
year however, as they beat Army, Holy
Cross, Merrimack and other top schools and
took the fight for the final playoff spot in the
Western Division right down to the last

weekend.

They were a team often compared to the
Bruins of the NHL. They, like the Bruins, are

not a Team of supporters. They won their

games through hard work, solid team play

and the development of solid forechecking,
badchecking and tough defense. John Riley

was the key to the system.

Before the season started, coach Jack
Canniff and all the Minutemen knew that this
was not the kind of team that could win a
high scoring game. If they were to win, they
would have to put four or five points on the
board and hope Riley and the defense could
hold off the opposing scorers.

The defense faltered at times, but Riley
was consistently magnificent. His clutch
goaltending sparked the UMies to eight wins
and a five game unbeaten streak at the start
of 1978.

Riley first starting playing goat, perhaps
the most dangerous position in all sports, in

sixth grade, when, according to Riley, his

coach put him in the net to "get out of the
way of the rest of the players."

Under the tutoring of ex- Bruin netminder
Tom Moon, Riley worked hard at his position
and soon became an excellent goaltender at

Lexington High.

"My family has season tickets at Boston
Garden," said Riley. "I used to go to games
and do nothing but watch the goaltenders.
When I got home from a game and my
mother would ask me how the game was, I

couldn't tell her,"

An All Scholastic goalie as a senior at

Lexington Riley was heavily recruited He
cast aside two opportunities to play for

Division I schools Vermont, Providence and
Boston College and chose instead to come to
UMass, a then Division II powerhouse.

In his rflshman year, Riley started for the

jv team and led them to an excellent 9 1

season. Then came three years of frustration
as a backup. Three years of watching,
waiting and learning.

When he came back last fall, Riley had to
beat out senior Paul McCann for the starting
spot. He worked hard in preseason practice
and was in the starting line-up for the opener
against New England.

The Minutemen beat New England, 4-2,

with Riley as the key. They then lost five

straight, and appeared headed for a dismal
season.

"It took us a while to get together," said
Riley. "We were a young and inexperienced
team, and it took us a while to mature. A
mature team would have won some of those
games."

It was Riley who brought the team
together with his best game of the year, a
shutout against the high-scoring Cadets of
Army at West Point. "Shutting out Army
was probably the biggest single highpoint of
my career, " said Riley.

If the Army game was the biggest for
Riley, the contest against Merrimack early in

February couldn't have been far bhind. Riley
held off the highly talented Warriors in the
third period and then in overtime and paved
the way for the most exciting win of the year.

The Minutemen were still playing solid

hockey when the flu and costly injuries

bought an end to playoff hopes. For Riley

however, it was still a satisfying way to finish

up a fine career. "I'm glad we had a good
year, " said Riley. "The administration was
thinking of possibly dropping the hockey
program or dropping it to Division III. After
what we did this year, I don't think they will."

When asked if he thought his future plans
includ'-.d oro hockey, the 23-year-old English
major saio that he hadn't given it much
thought, but "if the opportunity presents
itse'f, I'd like to give it a shot."
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THE U-MASS STUDENT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
will hold their

ANNUAL MEETING

on March 5th at 1:00 p.m. in C.C. 163-164

ON THE AGENDA:

• President s Report

•Statement of Conditions

• Treasurers Report

• Elections for the Board of Directors

• Electtons for the Credit Committee
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Transplanted Haymore
finds home at UMass

Haymore slams one home over
the Cage. (Staff photo by Geoff Cohler)

By SHELLY SPIEGEL
Collegian Staff

Why have sports fans in Cleveland, Ohio
recently become interested in UMass
basketball?

Because Cleveland is the hometown of

UMass center Mark Haymore, still one of the
top field goal percentage shooters in the
nation at .642, according to the latest

statistics released by the NCAA.
Haymore, a 6'8", 223 lb. junior transfer

from Indiana University has done a

remarkable job for the Minutemen. The
team's record now stands at 15-11 with
Haymore averaging 14.3 points a game along
with 6.8 rebounds.
The Minutemen's wins and losses have

been unpredictable. During the season, the
team has come within a point of defeating
nationally ranked Providence College, beaten
New England power Holy Cross at the
buzzer, and come from behind to beat tough
Villanova and Pittsburgh squads, but have
also lost games to U Maine, UConn, Penn
State and UNH.

Haymore, a high school Ail-American and
a graduate of Lutheran East High School was
recruited by more than 400 schools, in-

cluding Notre Dame and the University of

Maryland. Maryland was Haymore's first

choice, but he eventually chose Indiana
because of the school's Big 10 schedule and
prestige.

But he left the Hoosiers after two seasons.
Why did Indiana Head Coach Bobby

Knight let Haymore go? The answer is ac-

tually a simple one — Kent Benson. For two
seasons, Haymore was Indiana's second
string center behind the All-American
Benson, and he played only 90 minutes.
Haymore was informed by Knight after

Indiana captured the NCAA championship in

1976 that he was not going to get a chance
to play for the team next season.
Haymore got along well with Knight, as

did the other members of the team. "He
treated us well, he treated us real good,"

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS

10 - 25 % OFF ALL
HOCKEY PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT & SKATES

Buy one hmkcy slick and
\H't an (I I her one for I 2 pritc

Ml Main Si. An.hersi - - J.^.^-.V/?.^

VODKA

"*a*«

Lucky Lager

by Falstaff Brewing Co.

A SIX

GIN

QUARTS
SPECIAL
In-door Savings too good to bo advortitod. Como soo for yoursolf!

- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amherst Center, across from the green 253-5441

A CASE

George Washington's Mike Zagardo at

Haymore said. "I really didn't have a

relationship with him, I just respected him as
a mechanical coach. The only time I saw him
as a person is when we lost to Kentucky and
he cried," said Haymore. During his two
seasons at Indiana, the team lost only one
game, to Kentucky, 92-91.

Although Benson was at Indiana,
Haymore felt that Knight was honest with

him when he recruited him. "In the big time

college scene, the best don't always play. It's

political who plays," said Haymore.
After deciding to leave Indiana, Haymore

contacted Lefty Driesell, Head Coach at the

University of Maryland. He had spent

previous summers at Driesell's basketball

camp and had become close friends with

him. Driesell suggested that Haymore work
as a counselor at a children's summer camp
in Davidson, North Carolina, and at the same
time look for a school.

Haymore decided to take the job as

counselor. "The kids were really sincere and
really played hard," he said.

During the summer, Haymore met Ray
Wilson at Davidson College, who had
recently resigned as the Minutemen's
assistant basketball coach to take a similiar

position at Davidson, Wilson told Haymore
he had just left UMass and if he was in-

terested in the school, Jack Leaman would
be happy to have him join the team.

Not only did Wilson succeed in bringing

Haymore to UMass, but he decided to return

as the Minutemen's assistant coach the

following season.

"We knew he (Haymore) was going to

transfer and we assumed that if he was at

Indiana he was a pretty good basketball

player, because Indiana had won the national

championship," Leaman said.

Although the Minuterr>en are not
nationally ranked, Haymore is happy to be
part of the team. The Minutemen have given

him an opportunity to do what he does best,

play basketball. "This is the only team I've

been on since high school where everyone
got along. I can feel the unity, win or lose,"

said Haymore.
UMass has been known to play its best

games against the stronger teams this

season. Haymore said publicity is an im-

portant incentive when UMass plays teams
such as Rutgers, Holy Cross and Providence.

He explained when UMass plays the

nationally ranked teams there is a lot more at

stake. A UMass win over Providence would
give the Minutemen the publicity they lack,

he said.

Haymore credited West Virginia's Maurice
Robinson and Villanova's Alex Bradley as the

players who have given him the most of-

fensive trouble this season. Bradley, a 6'6"

freshman is a "good jumper with a nice soft

touch," he said.

Haymore is optimistic about the rest of the

season. He said the Minutemen can compete
with anyone, as long as each player puts out
his best effort for the entire 40 minutes of the

game, "If we are to continue to win games,
it's a matter of getting consistent intensity,"

he said.

Although the EAA tournament is the

deciding factor as to whether the Minutemen
get an NCAA playoff spot, Haymore said the

regular season is very important. "I just want
to win as many games as possible and im-

prove my physical skills and mental
toughness," he said. "If the team plays the

way we did against Villanova, an NCAA
playoff berth is definitely not out of reach."
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UMass sets sights for EAA title
Season ends for hoopmen with loss in OT

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH, Pa. - "There's no
question we can win this tournament," said
UMass junior center Mark Haynaore. "It's a
question of how bad do we want it and I

think we want this very badly."

Tonight, at 7 p.m., UMass will square off

with the Duquesne Dukes in the quarterfinals
of the Eastern Eight Championship. The
winner of this game will advance to the semi-
finals tomorrow night against the winner of
the Rutgers West Virginia game.

The final two teams of this second annual
eight team tournament will converge
Saturday to determine who will represent the
EAA in the opening round of the NCAA
playoffs.

Other games to be played today will

feature Villanova vs Penn State (1 p.m.),

Rutgers vs West Virginia (3 p.m.) and Pitts-

burgh vs George Washington (9 p.m.)

The consensus around this tournament is

that it will eventually be a Rutgers-Villanova
final, but many outside observers view
UMass, GW, and Pitt to be darkhorses.

"The tournament officials view this
tournament to be determined by either
Rutgers (league champs 7-3, 21-5 overall)
and Villanova (7-3, 18-8)," said UMass coach
Jack Leaman.

"But," he continued, "it's anyone's horse
race. I feel that anyone of the eight teams
here is capable of getting hot and winning
the whole thing."

The best example of teaman's statement
was represented by Duquesne, which last

year compiled a losing record of 12-14 but
pulled major upsets over Penn State, UMass
and Villanova to win the championship.

This season, again, John Cinicola's Dukes
have played less than .500 ball with a 10-16
record. They finished fifth in the EAA, with a
5-5 record, having beaten Penn State twice,
West Virginia, Pittsburgh and UMass. Its

only other major victory against a team
outside of its league was a 63-61 win over
South Carolina.

But for UMass, the Dukes have been a
thorn in its side for the last three seasons.
The Minutemen have won both games
played at the Springfield Civic Center (98-94,
100-97), while the Dukes have won two at
the Pittsburgh Civic Arena (100-69, 83-70) as
well as thft 89-82 upset decision in the EAA
semifinal game a year ago.

But in the most recent game, the Dukes
received a 27 point game from 6'2" guard

"B.B." Flenory, who had finished the season

with • flounsh of five straight 20- plus efforts

against the likes of St. Bonaventure, Rich-
mond, Pin, and Cincinnati.

It was a nightmare for the Minutemen in

their encounter with the Dukes a little over a
week ago, as senior guard Alex Eldridge hit

the floor, sprained knee ligaments and was
lost to UMass for three straight games.

Haymore was called for three technical
fouls for holding on to the rim after slam-
dunking the ball, and like Leaman, as from
the game. Haymore collected 23 points
before he exited with 1 1 minutes to go in the
game.

"The Dukes," said Leaman, "other than
Rutgers, are the team that likes to run the
most. They outrebounded us tremendously,
58-43 and are very quick and aggressive.

"But if they are not shooting the ball, they
can be easily blown off the court, and in the
course of their run and gun offenses, they
throw the ball away a lot."

Other than Ffenery, averaging 16.1 per
game the Dukes have only two other double
digit shooters in 6'3" guard Lonnie McClain
i11.6) and 6'7" fonA^ard Rich Cotten (11.5).

In the triumph over UMass, McClain had
seven points while Cotten had 14. But what
Duquesne does best is rebound the ball.

With Cotten, 6'7" center Jesse Hubbard and
sophomre 6'6" forward John Moore, the
Dukes finished third in the league in

rebounding (40.2).

"The thing we have to do against them,"
said Leaman, "is to slow down the game and
to rebound the ball better. Lenny Kohlhaas,

Eric Williams, Mike Pyatt and Mark Haymore
are going to have to play better defense
against their forwards."

The Minutemen, on the way down to
Pittsburgh, were loose, easy and confident of
beating Dusquesne.

"This is the first time in a long time the
whole team is healthy (except freshman
forward Jay Stewart who did not make the
trip because of the flu)" said Mike Pyatt.

"We just have to produce. There just

aren't any excuses anymore," said Pyatt, a
20- plus scorer over the last five games.

Steve Buckley

Sports shorts

NE Allstars
Mike Pyatt and Alex Eldridge were

named to the All New England District I

basketball team announced yesterday by
the United States Basketball Writers'

Association.

Providence junior Dwight Williams,

also picked for the team, was voted
Player of the Year in District I.

While anxiously waiting to see what
UMass Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney
has to say in his article in tomorrow's Sports
Plus [part of The Boston Globe], permit me
to entertain vou with a whole drawer full of

sports tidbits that I've been meaning to get
rid of:

Leave it to Reggie Jackson to blatantly

promote tooth decay in the guise of a new
candy bar bearing his name.

Pardon my ignorance, but did the Bruins

ever get around to retiring Bobby Orr's

uniform number? For you trivia buffs it's

number four, by the way.

While on the subject of trivia, here's a

good one to ponder while waiting to have
your ticket torn off at Worcester Dining

Commons: Who was the Los Angeles
Dodgers' first regular shortstop after their

move from Brooklyn? The year was 1958.

Answer below.

Won't the Red Sox be rather embarrassed
this spring if reserve infielders Bob Bailey,

Tommy Helms, and Denny Doyle outperform
"super" free-agent acquisition Jack
Brohamer in preseason training?

I hope that this will be the year that I can
go to a Little League baseball game without
being subjected to seeing adults making
fools of themselves.

Now that the very capable Peter Gam-
mons has left Sports Illustrated and has been
given back his old baseball beat with The
Boston Globe, what will happen to Bob
Ryan, the man who previously covered the

sport?

Holy cow, what is all this baseball non-
sense? Is it that time of the year already?

Locally, the UMass baseball team will head
down to Florida on March 16 for spring train-

ing. The junket will consist of twenty-five
people, including two coaches and a trainer.

By the way, coach Dick Berquist has made
reservations on a "group 40" rate and has
ten or so openings left. If you're interested in

a ten-day trip to Florida for only $165, then
call Berquist at 545-2759. In preparation for

the trip, the baseball team has been training

in Boyden for the last four weeits.

The lacrosse team, a.k.a. Garber's
Gorrillas, has been training in Boyden, too...

...I'm going to miss John Havlicek...

As far as winter UMass sports are con-
cerned, this weekend is a definite biggie. The
Lea-men will be in the EAA tourney in Pitts

burgh, the grapplers will be in the New
Englands at URI, the mens' swimming team
will be in the New Englands at Springfield
College, and both ski teams will be par
ticipating in championship competition.
Monday's Collegian sports pages ought to be
popular...

Foot-in-Mouth Department
During the state high-school wrestling

championships in Springfield last week the

coach of the University of New Hampshire
wrestling team, on a recruiting trip, was
rumored to have told a prospect that his

team had beaten UMass. Not only did UMass
pound the Wildcats 30-15 on Monday, but
the victory was the tenth consecutive UMass
win over UNH...

Speaking of wrestling, the Minutemen
should have an interesting team to follow

next season. Coach Dave Amato will have
nine out of ten starters returning, as co

captain Tim Fallon spot is the only vacancy
to fill. That spot may go to Steve McLarney
or Mike Caroll, two freshmen who have been
impressive in spot duty this season. Of

course, even the returnees will have to earn

their jobs back next year. Amato has this

knack of recruiting good talent...

Oh, one more thing on wrestling: I have
misspelled grappler Bob Radowicz's name as

"Radiwitz" about twelve times this season
and the good-natured Sunderland native

never bothered to mention it to me. Sorry.

Bib...

Answer to trivia question: If you said Pee

Wee Reese go stand in the corner. The Little

Colonel played in only 22 games at shortstop

for the Dodgers in 1958, his last season in the

bigs. The regular shortstop was current Red

Sox manager Don Zimmer, whose playing

weight for 1958 is listed at 165 pounds. Who
said the knees go first?

Welcome back to Kenmore Sq., Tommy
Harper...

See page 20
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Tufts trustees

hold vet school

On a chilly March day a rider takes a jaunt through Tillson Farm on her horse,

Christopher Robinson. (Staff photo by Andy McClellan)

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Tufts University trustees this weekend
again postponed their approval of the New
England Regional Veterinary School, which
would establish the first veterinary school in

New England.

Final decision by Tufts' trustees is set for

April 29. According to Henry T, Wilson,
director of public relations for Tufts New
England Medical Center, postponement was
due to an extensive agenda at the trustee

meeting.
Over two years in the planning stages, the

organization of the veterinary school
changed dramatically from the original

concept of intensive shared resources
between all six of the New England land

grant colleges to an operation controlled

totally by Tufts University.

The revised vet school program involves

spending the first two years at the Tufts
Medical Center in Boston. Third year study
will be spent in small animal clinical work at

Angel Memorial Hospital in Boston, and in

large animal clinical work at Grafton State
Hospital. The Grafton facilities were donated
by the state, but facilities will be funded and
constructed by Tufts.

Students' final year will be dedicated to

specialization. Possibilities to work at Woods
Hole for those interested in aquatic animals
has been suggested.

Originally the vet school concept involved

spending the first two years at Tufts and the
last two years at one of the six New England
land grant colleges.

California chancellor may lead list

of candidates for UM presidency
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

The chancellor of the University of

California at Berkely is now believed to be
the leading candidate to succeed former
UMass President Robert C. Wood.

Sources earlier this week told the

Collegian Chancellor Albert H. Bowker is the

leading candidate for the presidency among
a field of seven or eight remaining can-

didates.

Wood resigned as UMass president ef-

fective Jan. 1.

UMass Presidential Search Committee
Chairman Stephen G. Breyer yesterday

refused to comment on the report that

MBM probe drags on

Bowker is the leading candidate for the post.

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery and
former UMass Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs and Provost Robert L. Gluckstern are

still being considered, another source said.

"I'm not commenting on any name,"
Breyer said. "If you ask me if Jimmy Carter is

being considered, I'll tell you the same.
"There is no leading candidate," he addeo.
Meanwhile, Bowker also refused com-

ments on the reports and directed inquiries

to a UCal public affairs spokesman.
"It's very unlikely he'll comment on that,"

said spokesman Richard Hafner. "He won't
have any comment either way."

Breyer said it is not true the field has been
narrowed to seven or eight. He said 15

candidates would be a "ballpark figure."

The Presidential Search Committee earlier

this year narrowed the field of candidates
from approximately 40-50 down to 25.

"We're not dealing with formal lists," he
said. "Names are being added and sub-

tracted."

Bowker is a native of Winchendon, Mass.
He has served as UCal Berekely chancellor

since 1971. Prior to that, he served as

chancellor of the City University of New York
system for eight years, the CUNY system has
18 campuses and some 200,000 students.

Bowker also served as a faculty member at

Stanford University for 20 years. He received

a bachelor's degree in statistics from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a

master's degree from Columbia University.

Dr. W.A. Cowan, head of the Dept. of
Animal Industries at the University of

Connecticut and chairperson of Con-
necticut's state Committee for a School of
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery, said, "The
original concept has turned around 180
degrees. Now states must contract with
Tufts University for a number of student
seats at the vet school. It has not been
decided how the number of seats will be
distributed to each state."

"Tufts has the entire ball game," said
Joseph Cusker, executive officer for the
Council of Presidents of the New England
Land Grant Colleges. "I'm under the im-
pression that the vet school will be entirely

self-supporting largely from tuition."

With the contract system New England
state legislatures must appropriate money to

sponsor students. Deborah Addis, press
coordinator for Massachusetts' Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis, could not speculate how this

state's legislature will respond to this

demand.

Involvemen from the six New England
land grant colleges has been limited. Ross W.
Whaley, dean of the College of Food and
Natural Resources at UMass, said "We have
had only a small amount of involvement with

Tufts. I established a task force here at the

University to discuss possibilities of a joint

relationship between UMass and Tufts, but
we have gone nowhere. There is a lot of

uncertainty."

Dr. Douglas Stearn, UMass professor in

animal science, said, "The task force has not
accomplished much. We have discussed the
option of a faculty exchange with Tufts and
arrangements for teaching some specialties

at UMass."

At the University of New Hampshire,
Joseph Cusker said the university has talked

with Tufts a couple times, but there has been
no discussion of common interest.

John Wolford, chairperson of the Dept. of

Animal and Veterinary Science at the
University of Maine at Orono, said, "We
have been contacted and will be meeting this

month to be brought up to date. Here we
have our own committee evaluating the
situation."

Tufts will also completely control financing

of the vet school To date they have received

a $10 million grant from the federal govern-

ment for planning and initial construction. A
$25,000 grant was recently donated to Tufts

from the Mabel Louise Riley Trust of Newton
to be used in the final plannfng stages. No
capital input is asked from the states except

in the manner of contracting seats.

The object of the New England Veterinary

College is to provide a vet school with a large

percentage of New England students.

Twenty-five per cent of the seats will be
reserved for students from other states and
foreign countries.

Ex-State official's denial contradicts testimony
BOSTON \AP\ - A top official in the

administration of former (jov. Francis W.
Sargent has denied meeting with former
Gov. Endicott Peabody prior to the signing of

a $6 million consulting contract, con-
tradicting Peabody's sworn trial testimony of

a year ago.

Albert Zabriskie yesterday told a legislative

committee probing the McKee-Berger-
Mansueto contract he never met with

Peabody until after the contract was signed.

Zabriskie was deputy commissioner of

administration and finance at the time in

question. Peabody was both lawyer and
lobbyist for MBM, a firm which has admitted

paying out thousands of dollars to
Massachusetts politicians.

Zabriskie said that during 1969 he might
have seen Peabody in the state office build-

ing garage or when he came to meet with
then Commissioner of Administration
Donald Dwight.

He also denied meeting with Peabody prior

to a 1971 legislative investigation into the
MBM contract.

"When the order for an investigation was
filed, Mr Dwight called me in and asked me
not to discuss the situation except with the
committee," Zabriskie said.

Rep. Gerald Cohen, D-Andover, chairman

of the Post Audit and Oversight sub-

committee conducting the probe, told

Zabriskie in no uncertain terms he thought he

was lying.

"We have evidence that Peabody con-

tacted you relative to the House order even
before the legislative commission was set

up," Cohen said.

Peabody testified during the trial of former

Sens. Joseph DiCarlo and Ronald
MacKenzie, both convicted of shaking down
MBM for $40,000 in connection with that

earlier probe.

Peabody's records introduced at that trial

indicate the former governor met with

Zabriskie Feb. 12, 1971'!

Just before the contract was awarded by
Dwight to MBM, Peabody testified he "made
a very strong advocacy for MBM" to both
Zabriskie and Walter J. Poitrast, director of

the Bureau of Building Construction.

Poitrast also appeared before the com-
mittee yesterday to "correct" his earlier

testimony.

Poitrast had told the committee last week
he could not recall any meetings with
Peabody prior to 1971. Yesterday, he said he
remembered a meeting, possibly in the fall of

1969, at which Peabody, accompanied by a

salesman for MBM, Martin Heyman,
discussed the firm's work with him.
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Costello breaks instruments

in controversial Ballroom concert

Elvis Costello

By K. STEPHEN SHAIN
Fine Arts Staff

The much anticipated Willie Alexander-

Elvis Costello concert in the UMass Student

Union Ballroom Wednesday night ended in a

controversy almost as intense as the music

Itself In a dramatic display of anger and

frustration, Elvis and his band. The At-

tractions, broke from their usual routine and

exited after 37 minutes, leaving a trail of

broken instruments and smashed sound

equipment behind them.

Starting almost an hour late due to

technical difficulties and transportation

problems (Elvis' bus broke down enroute

from Maryland! the concert began at 9:CX)

before an anxious and enthusiastic crowd of

900 fans, critics, and curious onlookers.

Willie Alexander and the Boom-Boom
Band opened the evening with an energetic

set of straight forward rock n' roll. Looming
over the crowd and. at times, cowering

before it, Willie generated a presence and a

personality as wild and as curious as his

music Supported by Severin Grossman on

bass, Billy Loosigian on guitar, and David

McClean on drums, Willie sang and danced

with the best of them, rendering a sur-

prisingly simple and seductive version of the

classic, "You've Lost That Lovin' Feeling,
|^

as well as his own, "Radio Heart,"

presumably a rock n' roll tribute to culture,

American style.

Anxious for Elvis, the fans did not give

Willie a chance to perform a well-earned and

much-deserved encore by chanting "El-vis,

El-vis" over the Dee Greaze-led, "We want
Willie" cheer. Hurt by this rude affront to his

dignity (Willie opened the show exclaiming,

"It's so great to be back in Massachusetts!"

Willie let his set stand at an even 40 minutes

without an encore.

After 20 minutes of disccuion and debate

among the audience over CBS' oppressive

"no cameras" policy and a half-hearted

attempt to collect them, Elvis bee-lined for

the stage, his band behind him, and in one
fell swoop, to everyone's surprise, broke

right into "Mystery Dance." Without losing

momentum, Elvis followed up immediately

with a new version of "Less Than Zero,"

specially reconstituted for American
audiences.

'Illusions' a spiritual play;

focus on good and evil

Carlos W. Anderson

By TERRELL EVANS
and ANGELA THOMAS
Collegian Staff

The play, "Illusions, A Ceremony" opened
last night at Bowker Auditorium. Written and
directed by Carlos Anderson, "'Illusions" is a

spiritual play dealing with the opposing
forces of man's conflict and misun-

derstanding about the opposing forces of

good and evil, and the relationship between
the two.
Good and Evil, represented by Christ and

Lucifer, respectively, revealed to man that

the two forces could not and do not exist

without the other. In order for one to become
physically, mentally, and spiritually clean,

one must first know and experience un-

cleanliness, uncleanliness being the

misdeeds, lies, and hatred that people inflict

upon each other.

in the role of "Composite Man," Anderson

represented the mixture of good and evil.

Anderson in the role of ""Composite Man,"
staged a dramatic performance as the

medium for the forces of good and evil.

With the help of Lucifer (Bob Ruder), his

accomplice, Christ (Norman Lewis), and
others, ""Composite Man"' was taken to

various stages of awareness until he came to

the "Ultimate Lessening,"' and learned of the

relationship between good and evil.

"Composite Man'" learned that Lucifer and

Christ are brothers, and both are creations of

God.
The songs in "'Illusions" were beautifully

done by Carlos Anderson, Terry Jenoure,

Walter Howard and Rhonda Anderson
Gordon. Costumes were brilliant in that they

drew very clear distinctions to what
characters p'ayed which roles, and what
force they represented.

""Illusions" will feature* two more per-

formances, tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m.

Playing short, tight numbers charged with

the zeal of the best of the new wave and the

rythmic intensity of reggae, Elvis raced from

one song into another, amazing everyone

with not only his immaculate guitar playing

but his lyrical grace and staged presence.

Backed by Bruce Thomas on bass, Steve

Manson on keyboards, and Pete Thomas on

drums, Elvis took the crowd through seldom-

trod corridors of the mind, exploring sen-

sitivities they never knew existed.

All was not well however, and no matter

what Elvis tried to do, the audience was still

too inhibited to dance. Exhorting the crowd

to "Stop lookin' at all the scenery", and

dedicating songs to people too stoned to

dance, Elvis tried but couldn't move the

audience out of their rut of spectator awe
and madness.

Elvis was plagued with technical dif-

ficulties as well. The sound system was on

the fritz and half-way through the set the

organ broke down, leaving the keyboardist

with an inadequately wired acoustic piano to

complete the set. Finally, and most im-

portantly, after only 29 minutes of Elvis, the

amplifier stacks on the right of the stage

collapsed, leaving the band with only half a

sound system and the audience with an

excuse to stand up. Originally rising to gawk
at the destruction, the audience finally got

the beat and proceeded, all too late, to

dance.

Insulted by this gesture that seemed to

indicate that only destruction would budge
the crowd, Elvis rushed to conclude the set

with a rocking number that ended on a fitting

note. In a display of frustrated anger

unknown since the Who's early days, Elvis

and the band smashed their equipment
before their hasty departure from the stage.

Grabbing his guitar by the neck in an

"instrumentalicidal" attempt to choke its

supposed life out, Elvis flUng it into the stage

knocking mikes and stands over. After the

band had demolished its equipment, they

stormed off the stage, once again led by Elvis

and in single file, left the once enthusiastic

crowd dazed and stunned... but definitely

wanting more.
When asked why he destroyed the

equipment, the fledging star responded,

"Because it was no fucking good." When
asked why he didn't do an encore, El quipped

"because we smashed the bleeding
equipment." Once again, in his own peculiar

way, Elvis Costello approximates genius.
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Student pleads innocent

to charges of assault
NORTHAMPTON - UMass freshman

Peter A Dionne pleaded innocent yesterday

to charges of rape and assault and battery in

the Hampshire County District Court here.

Dionne, an engineering major from
Wilbraham was released on $1,000 bail

(lending his hearing on March 16, a court-

house spokesperson said.

The Gorman dormitory resident was

Silber yesterday said within the next few
years more medical schools in both the

private and public sectors will strongly

consider proposals to have graduates pay for

the total cost of their education. He said

Boston University spends $15,000 for

educating a medical student who pays

$5,000 tuition.

Estimates of how much UMass spends in

the education of a medical school student

include $15,000 by UMass officials, $30,000

by Kelley and $44,000 by Silber.

icsfuciii was
arrested in connection with a reported rape ArchlO Shcpp'S family hUTt
of a UMass freshman on February 24. This is

. .

the first reported rape on the UMass campus in aUtOmODlle aCCldent
this year, according to a campus policeyear,

spokesman
UMass Sgt. Philip Cavanaugh, who

arrested Dionne Wednesday afternoon,

refused to comment yesterday saying he is

prohibited from discussing cases of alleged

sensitive crime offenses.
- CAROL ROSENBERG

SUNDERLAND - The wife and sons of

Archie Shepp, UMass Afro-American
professor and Black classical music per-

former, were treated for facial and abdominal
injuries at Cooley Dickinson Hospital

accident here

dormitory, evacuating its residents betwee 9

a.m. and 5 p.m.

According to Grayson House Head of

Residence Joyce Chestnut, the seventh floor

north was infested with cockroaches.

"People have said that they've seen them in

other parts of the dorm too," said Chestnut.

Dorm residents were asked to clear all wall

space by placing furniture in the center of the

room. They were also asked to remove the

dresser drawers from their cubicles.

Chestnut and several R.A.'s accompanied
the exterminators throunh the dorm rooms.

Bathrooms and storages rooms were also

sprayed.

Chestnut indicated that the exterminating

problem was not over. "As far as I know, the

plan is to spray again over the semester

break," she said.
- CANDY CARLON

State Rep. Collins to hold

office hours on campus
State Rep. James G. Collins, D-Amherst,

will hold office hours on campus tomorrow

from noon to 1:15 p.m. in the offices of the

SGA presidents, room 430 Student Union

Building.

Collins, the vice-chairman of the Com-
mittee on Education, has held monthly office

hours on campus since he was first elected

to the legislature in 1972.

"My UMass office hours provide me with

an opportunity to talk to individual students

and groups about problems and issues that

concern them," Collins said. "In most cases I

can help the student myself but if not I

probably can get in touch with someone who

- BARBARA METZLER

following an automobile
yesterday morning, Sunderland police said.

Garth Shepp, 37, received lacerations on

Bl I DraeirlAnt QilhAr lA/antS^er chin after the car she was driving wasU Kresioeni j>iiDer wanxb^^^^^^
^^ ^ ^^^.^,^ ^^.^^^ ^^ 20-vear-oid

David Case on Rte. 116 according to police.

Police said Case is being charged with four

traffic violations: operating to endanger,

failure to grant the right of way, operating a

vehicle without a registration and failure to

keep to the right of a line before turning.

Shepp and her 18-year old son, Pavel,

were treated and released from Cooley

Dickinson in Northampton but her 15- year-

old son Accra suffered abdominal injuries

and was kept in the hospital last night for

observation, according to a hospital

spokeswoman.
- CAROL ROSENBERG

medical students to pay
Boston University President John Silber, a

vocal critic of the budget operations at

UMass-Worcester Medical School in the

past, yesterday said he would like to see

graduates of both public and private medical

schools pay for their subsidized education.

Chairman of the state Senate Ways and

Means Committee James Kelley, D-Oxford,

earlier this week suggested the UMiss Board

of Trustees reconsider its plan for UMass
medical school graduates pay for their

subsidized education, either by an $8,000

payment or a year's service as a doctor in the

state..

Silber said he suggested six years ago l ,« r» ^^.^^m*
graduates of private institutions like Boston COCkrOaCMeS TrOm oraySOn
University pay the total cost of their medical

r... . u „-*«,^-v, «»
school education, but he said administrators Physical plant workers vesterday ex

nf other institutions opposed the idea. terminated cockroaches from an Orchard H.ll

Physical plant exterminates
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UMW
\AP] - On the eve of the first balloting to

ratify a contract that could end the 87-day-
old coal strike, United Mine Workers
president Arnold Miller went to West Virginia
coal country yesterday and warned that
rejection could kill the UMW.

In Washington President Carter urged the
miners to accept the proposed contract.

Most rank-and-file miners vote on the pact
this weekend, but some locals vote today,
others as late as Monday.

Because many miners have expressed

reservations - and even anger — about the
pact, Miller and other union officials have
been airing radio and television ads since

Tuesday to urge ratification yesterday, he
and UMW vice president Sam Church were
in West Virginia, urging ratification in a state
where 60,000 of the 160,000 striking miners
live.

In Ohio, Illinois, West Virginia and several
other states, hundreds of UMW locals were
meeting to discuss the proposal.

Reaction ranged from flat denunciation to

Senate reaction varied

on spring concert plans
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Reaction yesterday by student politicians
to the Student Senate decision on holding a
free Black American Music Festival ranged
from calls to begin preparing for the concert
to consideration of an injunction to halt

preparations for the fesi..al.

The agreement reached by the Senate on
Wednesday night proposed a festival with no
admission for UMass undergraduates who
pay their Student Activities Tax. All others
would pay $6. A donation will be made to the
Edward Kennedy (Duke) Ellington Foun-
dation under the condition that the Senate is

repaid its investment of $44,880, the cost of
the concert.

No money will ao to the Foundation until

the Secretary of the Commonwealth in-

corporates the New Yoik based organization.
The treasurer of the Senate and the chair-

man of the UMass Afro-Am Department
must sit on the board of directors of the
foundation. The talent will be chosen by a

committee consisting of one member of the
Union Program Council, one member of the
festival committee and the senate treasurer.

The general outline for this proposal was
presented by former Student Government
Association co President Paul Cronin. Cronin
made this proposal after another plan for two
events was defeated. This motion, spon-
sored by Senator John Foley, proposed a
free, "traditional" spring concert and a Black
American Music Festival with a $3 admission
fee. The vote on the Foley plan was defeated
by a vote of 35-34.

Third World Senator John Yong said "the
most important thing" was that "the theme,
which was for an educational and good
cause," was preserved. Yong said "If the
Festival is pushed as a position and creative
endeavor it will be successful and everyone
will enjoy it no matter where you come
from.

Student Senator Jay Milander said he has
"good grounds for an injunction." However,

he said he "will not do it if people are happy
vvith" the Senate decision. Milander based
his consideration for the injunction on his
belief that "this concert could lose upwards
of forty thousand dollars ... The Senate can't
guarantee the loss this concert might take."

Milander added he was in favor of the
Festival. He said "the potential rewards of
two shows are greater." Milander was "livid
at the Senate ... for acting as rude as it did"
on Wednesday night.

He referred to Senator Lynda Ciano who
was "laughed off the floor." Milander said he
was angry at "the whole Senate," not "any
one faction."

Third World Senator Renee Mobley said
she was, "pleased the concert is still on and
the Senate lived up to part of its original
commitment." However she said she was
not pleased "because the chances of getting
a profit is very slim."

Foley said the Third World caucus "sold
out the concert of a BAMF" by allowing beer
concessions at the event. Foley said this
"allows it to become a beer blast." Foley
added that "anytime you go against the
black community they call you a racist."

Senator Yong said Foley's "sellout"
statement was based on "misassumptions."
Yong said "a lot of white liberals" fail to
understand that cultural and experiential
backgrounds are different." He added that
'white people are not sensitive to what Third
World people are about ... Ignorance of (this)

experience is racism."
Yong also said the lack of understanding

'causes people who would like to think in

integrated, non-racial terms to be missing the
point."

Senate Treasurer Priscilla West, when
asked if the concert could return the student
government investment as outlined in the
agreement said "no way Jose."

Senate Speaker Pat Whelan said "talent is

still entirely up in the air." He said he was
"looking forward to experiencing this
event." He called it "an excellent opportunity
to experience an art form not predominantly
available to students on campus."

Carter makes promises

to prop up sagging dollar
WASHINGTON \AP\ - President Carter

tried to prop up the crashing dollar yesterday
by touting investments in the United States,
promising less consumption of foreign oil

and predicting that U.S. trading partners will

be able to buy more American goods.

He pledged to take direct action to support
the dollar if necessary but said it would
stabilize and "remain in good shape" without
help once European money markets weigh
his statements and start realizing the dollar's

actual worth.

The president spoke at a news conference
as the dollar encountered renewed pressure
after plunging to a record low on foreign

exchanges. The drop means imported
products such as automobiles and television

sets are likely to cost more in the United
States.

It also means AmerY:ans overseas will get
less for the dollars they spend.

Carter met with reporters at the National
Press Club in an unusual session where
questions were submitted in writing to

conform with club tradition. The questions
were selected by the president of the club,

Frank Aukofer of the Milwaukee Journal.

Usually at news conferences, reporters get
the president's nod, stand and ask their

questions personally.

Information omitted
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: the following information
was accidentally omitted from tfie story on
women's support group in yesterday's

Collegian.

A general women's group meets on
Mondays, 7-9 p.m. in room 801 of the
Campus Center.

A group for rape victims starts March 7.

A group for divorced women meets on
Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m.

A group for older women meets on
Mondays, 7-9 p.m. This group mainly in-

volves women over 40, dealing with such
problems as the stigma attached to old age in

today's society, loss of beauty, and
children's growing up and leaving home.
A group for women and adolescents

meets on Wednesdays from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
This group serves community women with
adolescent children "who are having
problems or differences."

A lesbian group meets on Mondays, from
7-9 p.m.
An over 30 lesbian group meets on

Thursdays from 7-9 p.m.
Further information is available by calling

the Everywoman's Center between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m.

resigned acceptance, and it was difficult to
predicting how the vote might go.

In a telephone interview with The
Associated Press from Oak Hill, W. Va.,
Miller said that if the pact is killed, the uniori

could find itself bankrupt and negotiating
separately with 2,600 coal companies.

He said the Bi* jminous Coal Operators
Association, with which the UMW reached
its tentative agreement last Friday, has said it

won't negotiate further as a unit if the
contract is turned down.

"I don't see how we can go back to the
bargaining table," Miller said. "We'd have to
have a huge number of bargaining councils.
It would cost us $15 million to bargain under
those conditions."

Miller also said that if the contract were
turned down, he expects Carter to take
action to force the miners back to work. But
he said the miners would refuse to work
under a Taft-Hartley injunction, and that
would mean he and the union would be
fined: "A fine to the union - that would
wipe us out," he said.

In Washington, meanwhile. Carter, said of
the UMW members: "I hope they will vote
affirmatively,"

At a news conference yesterday Carter
also defended his handling of the strike as "a
carefully balanced judgment. ..Had we
precipitously imposed our will in the coal
strike deliberations, that effort would have
been counter-productive."

The proposed contract would raise wages
from an average $7.80 by a maximum $2.40
over three years. The most .controversial
provisions would make miners pay part of
the cost of some medical treatments that
have been free, would make the health plan
company-run rather than independent;
would continue a pension plan that gives
recent retirees larger checks than other
pensioners, and would allow companies to
penalize leaders of wildcat strikes.

Even if the miners ratify the contract, it

would not automatically end the strike. TheUMW is negotiating with the American
Bituminous Contractors for a separate
contract to cover an estimated 30,000
construction miners.

Student Government Association co-presidential candidate Shelly Gordon
illustrates a point during discussion at last night's Board of Governor's meeting.
Gordon is the BOG vice-chairperson. (Staff photo by Dave Rodgers)

Students' New Orleans trip

lead topic at BOG meeting
By JOHN REESE
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center-Student Union Board
of Governors last night heard a report by a
Campus Program Council member on the
trip of five students to the National En-
tertainment Conference for Colleges, held
last month in New Orleans.

David Kantor cited the cost of the trip at

$1200. The convention, according to Kantor,
was designed to expose and educate the
various college representatives to the various
aspects of the entertainment industry.

The convention offered workshops in

booking, concert organization, and publicity.

Kantor said the representatives also were
able to meet a number of people in the
entertainment industry.

"The campus should be in for some pretty
exciting stuff," soid Kantor. According to

Kantor, "The personal contacts we made

were priceless " "We were able to meet a

wide variety of people in the industry and
they expressed a real interest in working
together with us in bringing quality, national

entertainment to UMass."
Kantor pointed to the recent Elvis Costello

concert and the upcoming J. Geils Band and
Maria Muldaur concerts as examples of

"name bands " contracted by the Campus
Center Program Council to appear at UMass
this semester.

Kantor said no bookings were made for

the Black American Music Festival.

The board of governors also passed a

motion allocating a maximum of $300 for

International Women's Week interpreters for

lectures and workshops.
A motion was passed designating the

music room as a no smoking area and
requesting the Campus Center ad-
ministration to construct the appropriate no
smoking signs.
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Black Affairs

The American Music Festival, a conflict of Interest?
By THE BLACK AMERICAN MUSIC
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
Special to Black Affairs

In view of the heated controversy con-
cerning the Black American Music Festival,
the stiff compromise motion made here last
week which was subsequently vetoed, we
are faced with a conflict of interest;
economic, political and ideological although
not necessarily in that order.
The first thing that comes to mind is tne

obvious contradiction in the Senate's past
and present behavior. Did it not seriously
consider and unanimously support the
proposal each and every time it was
presented? Have not the supposed major
objections to sponsor an educational
program documenting Black music as a paid
benefit, the proceeds of which would go
towards the establishment of the Duke
Ellington Foundation, been accepted facts
since the initial proposition in November of
1976? The Black American Music Festival
was never intended to be the "traditional

spring concert" which is totally different in

form, content and significance.

The opposition has placed such
tremendous emphasis on tradition. From
every corner we hear "This has never been
done before."" Are we to assume that
nothing changes? Being reluctant to think
and act progressively no one can conceive of
an alternative to what has been tradition.

Senators have been more responsive to a
backlash reaction which could have and
should have been avoided had any attempt
been made to present the Black American
Music Festival to the campus population in a

positive light.

The Festival does not seek to alienate
white students nor to become a spring
concert in blackface. The Festival is a new
concept for which the University is ready if

only its student politicians were not in fact
giving credence to reactionary, backwards
behavior.

There is no rational reason why a concert
of Black talent cannot be both educationally
and commercially successful. Of course this
requires a little more vision and commitment
on the part of Student leaders who must
recognize that changes in consciousness
shape thoughts that direct actions and
ultimately alter history. We can safely
assume that even UMass is subject to this
universal dynamic.
With the festival comes an opportunity to

illuminate Black American culture which the
final analysis is the essence of Black people,
in a universally popular arena that attracts all

racial and ethnic groups. However, this
legislature chooses to hide behind tradition,
ignoring the possibilities for change, for
growth. There is no excuse for maintaining
ignorance.

What is required to change that reality is

certainly within the capabilities of everyone
present.

The first requirement is a co-operative
effort towards producing and promoting the
Black American Music Festival, the second is

an understanding that the festival is an in-

vestment made by the entire UMass com-
munity towards a shared goal.

Now questions arise as to what is the
nature of this investment both financially and
sociologically?

The financial investment is simple enough.
The Student Senate allocates X amount of

'I have a proposal'
There shall be a charge to all who attend,

the proceeds will go towards establishing a
foundation that will preserve and perpetuate
the only original music art form created in

these United States, since the first European
set foot upon this land.

The music in the proposal was created by
Blacks. Therefore, a "Classic American
Music Festival" would have to be a "'Black
American Music Festival." The festival is not
culturally limited because the music has
effected every type of music ever created in

America.

fly TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

At this time I propose a Classic Americar}
Music Festival, and not a "Black American
Music Festival."' This festival to be at the
University of Massachusetts-Amherst, will

be held sometime in the spring of 1978. The
festival will focus upon music which was
born, perfected and to some extent
popularized here in America.

This festival will feature music that,

through its own diversity has been the
underlying strain of all other music created in

America.

The festival will have American musicians,
born and bred in the United States, who
have to a certain extent continued to practice
American Classical Music" in its original

form. Let it be known that this festival is to

be billed not as a "Black American Music
Festival," but a "Classic American Music
Festival.'

As for the student senators who claim

Leftfieid
their "constituents" do not want a Black
American Music Festival, they have a job to
perform. That job is to determine whether
their ""constituents'" have taken a "racist"
approach to the idea, an "honest" approach,
or perhaps a "honestly racist" approach. If it

is the first or the last choice, then it is the
senators job not to allow this approach to
influence his or her decision, due to its

nature. After all they are senators, a part of
the student government, who represent
much more than their "constituents."
From my point of view, UMass is still living

in the sixties. Therefore UMass is a testing
ground to see if politics without violence will

work. It is up to the people of UMass to see
that it does. If it doesn't there is another
society that knows what to do. This society I

will write about next week.

Thoughts
So very difficult a matter is it to trace and find out

the truth of anything by history— Plutarch

Leave no stone unturned — Euripides

LUTHER

dollars towards producing the event to incur
expenses tor talent, publicity, security, etc.

The student body purchases tickets at

nominal cost, the general public pays a

higher admission fee and a percentage of the
proceeds are donated towards the establish-

ment of the Duke Ellington Foundation.
Suddenly there is an uproar concerning
agreements which have been clearly ar-

ticulated for the past eighteen months.
Nevertheless, the questions arise: Why do

students have to pay money?
Because, benefit concerts are designed to

raise money, and the BAMF is a benefit
program.

Then, to benefit whom? Why the Duke
Ellington Foundation?
The answers to these questions enter the

realm of sociological investment or more
simply will this project have an impact on
society including the immediate community
of UMass. At this point it seems appropriate
to review the Foundations proposal and even
to familiarize ourselves with who was Duke
Ellington, and why do we choose to pay such
great tribute to this individual. Perhaps this

information will give more meaning to the
decision made here in support of such and
endeavor as the Duke Ellington Foundation.

For the particulars of Duke Ellington's
phenomenal music career, this should have
been homework for everyone who expects to
make an informed decision on this issue. As
for his music it is played somewhere in the
world on an average of every twelve minutes
and shouldn't be too difficult to find.

Edward Kennedy Ellington was one of the
greatest artists of the twentieth or any
century, he was a Black American and his

musical heritage Black American Music is

one of the only art forms indiginous to the
United States.

This should be an area of interest to any
intelligent citizen of this nation certainly it

should be part of the curriculum of anyone
studying at the University level. Racism lives

as viciously in apathy as it dies in oppression,
nothing is going to make us aware if we do
not choose to learn, nothing is going to move
unless we take the first step.
PURPOSE

It is fitting that the home of Mr. Ellington,
perhaps the greatest international am-
bassador of Black music, serve to per-
manently commemorate the massive
achievements of Black music in America. To
that end, we propose to establish:
— an historical museum devoted to the

procurement, care, study and display of
objects and events which reflect the
development of Black American music.
— a musical archives to house and

preserve popular and rare recordings and
written music.
— an educational division which will utilize

experts in the musical and ancillary
professions as staff, consultants, and
volunteers, to provide instruction to vouth
through music This division of the Foun-
dation will have an outreach component,
which will develop tormai ties with public,
private and community-based schools and
other educational centers.
— a scholarship fund for aspiring

musicians.
— a funding sources for agencies and

individuals performing research in areas
related to the aims and interests of The
Foundation.
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Student Senate report
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

The Black American Music Festival has
finally become a reality, at least within the

confines of a Student Senate commitment.
After 7 Va hours of tense debate, often

laced with racial overtones, the Senate this

past Wednesday, March 1, committed itself

and $44,880 of its funds to the production of

a Black American \'usic Festival (B.A.M.F.).

This festival is to be free to* all UMass
undergraduate students, while the fee for all

others set at six dollars.

The festival, when it was first introduced

as a proposal in December of 1976, was
never intended to be a replacement for the

spring concert. The festival was originally

planned to take place in the fall, but

problems in the senate bureaucracv made it

impossible to sign talent during the summer
break in time for the fall semester.

Because of the type of publicity the

concert received and because of the fervor

generated in some constituencies over the

issue, the festival began to be looked upon as

a threat to the tradition of a spring concert.

The rising conflicts in past weeks resulted

in a proposal, made by John Foley, that was
meant to appease both sides.

Foley proposed that there be two con-

certs, one the B.A.M.F. to be held on a

Saturday and the other spring concert to be
held on the following Sunday.

Those who supported this proposal argued
that it would be the best solution in light of
the controversy. They further claimed that a
spring concert, which would share
production costs with the B.A.M.F., would
help to insure a minimal loss, if a loss was to

be incurred.

Opponents to this proposal found it

unlikely that the spring concert, which has
for the past two years lost large sums of
money, could help the B.A.M.F. financially.

Debaters went on to state that a free concert
on the day after the festival would hamper
ticket sales for the festival.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.

Kwaku Saunders, a main advocate for the
festival, pointed out that the rain date of the
B.A.M.F. had been set for the same day that

Foley proposed to hold the spring concert.

Thus there would be a conflict if it rained on
Saturday.

John Foley's proposal was amended by
Paul Cronin. The new proposal called for one
free concert, the Black American Music
Festival.

Since the main, apparent opposition to the
festival had been the $3.00 charge for UMass
students it was thought that this proposal
would be acceptable.

It became clear that the amount of money
was not the main issue. One senator,

representing the Greek area, made this clear

when she stated that her constituents felt

that it was unfair to use their SATF money to

fund an all black concert.

Cross debate occurred when a Third

World senator agreed that Third World
students payed SATF funds year after year

to support concerts which they had no in-

terest in at all.

It was at this time that Speaker Pat

Whelan called for a five minute recess to

allow tensions in the room to subside.

The final motion that passed on the senate
floor, shortly before 2:30 a.m., allowed for

the B.A.M.F. to receive an allocation to
produce the show.

It was decided in subsequent amend-
ments, that all concessions monies, earned
at the festival, would go to the Edward
Kennedy (Duke) Ellington Foundation, as
well as all profits over and above the
production costs.

This money would remain in a special
senate account until such time as the
foundation is incorporated in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.
The amendment also stipulated that the

chairperson of the Afro Am department and
the treasurer of the senate be seated on the
board of directors of the Ellington foun-
dation.

Stan Kinard and Kwaku Saunders
questioned the feasibility of such an
amendment since the foundation would be
based in the state of New York. The foun-
dation might not be able to receive tax

exempt status in New York if it were forced

to incorporate in Massachusetts,
Regardless of the opposition the amend-

ment passed and became a binding

requirement to be filled before the foun-

dation can receive the money from the

special senate account.
The festival now is in its final stages. All

that remains to be done is the signing of the
talent.

In the words of senate speaker Pat Whelan
"We're going to have ourselves one hell of a
festival!"
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WHO IS THIS FELLA? Since American
label Mercury has picked up the masters of
his Zombie" LP, Fela Anikulapo Kuti has
begun to stir up some interest on the music
scene here in the states. The question on
some lips IS, "Who is Fela Anikulapo Kuti?"
To begin with, he's also Fela Ransome Kuti
He s recorded other material with that name
(mostly on Makossa Editions) and the
change in middle names Is most likely due to
a history of harassment from Nigerian of-
TICialS.

Fela tells us about it somewhat in
Everything Scatter" where he speaks of his

band s van being ransacked and the band
arrested for being Amugbo people
(marijuana smokers) and whisked away to a
mosquito- infested swamp that serves as a
pnson camp.

To some, Fela is a coward as he keeps a
low profile (when not performing an oc-
casional concert) and has recently con-
structed an electrified fence around his
home. To even more people, he's something
of a folk hero singing about his oppressors
and avoiding their retaliation all the while.
Fela IS the Proverbial "fly in the face" of
those who pursue him. For them, he will live
to sing another day. His mother spoke out for
him saying that her son was not a coward in
the January issue of Black Music a

magazine published in the United KInddom.
I, for one, believe her.
The music of Fela (which Is what his many

fans call it) is Afro Beat. It's very percussive
(as IS derived from its traditional African
roots). Not only in the use of drums, congas
and other traditional instruments, but in the
horn arrangements that seem to cry out from
behind the drums. Afro Beat conveys not
only messages for Fela (and other artists) but
It also conveys plenty of excitement, as
anyone who has seen Fela and his Africa 70Band will tell you. A Fela performance, I'm
told IS something to behold.

The level of excitement can be felt even on
his recordings. While Zombie (from what I've
heard of his music) is some very infectious
music, It s not his best or most exciting. I've
had the joy of hearing "Roforo Fight", one of
Fela s most exciting and moving pieces. The
music here, again, is percussive with a very
hypnotic element. Before the listener
becomes entranced though, he may be
awakened by a stinging horn riff or by Fela
hirriself and a vocal outcry. Fela will also do a
little hypnotizing, as some of his vocals are
smooth, crowing chants that he will repeat
rapidly and take to a climax.

Fela and the Africa 70 Band is the best
Afro beat band in the business. They were
also voted such by many of the more
knowledgable Black music periodicals. Fela
IS an amazing talent with not only his per-
forming but also his writing. Fela writes all
his material so all the messages are his. From
Zombie" and its attack on the regimen-

tation of the military to "Fe Fe Nii Fe Fe"
from his "Creole" LP.

Fela is not a debut act by any stretch of the
imagination. Many have likened him to
Bunny Waller and Bob Marley because of his
protest style but the truth is that Fela has
served as a guage for judging this genre of
music. Fela precedes these gentlemen and
will probably outlast them with the Afro Beat
as Reggae seems to be opting for more
danceable arrangements and carrying (in
some cases) less of a message, while Afro
Beat IS highly danceable and in Fela's case
carries an uncompromising message.
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Announcements
CCEBS

On Thursday, March 9, 1978, at the
Placement Office, a representative from
Proctor & Gamble will be interviewing for a
sales position. Interested CCEBS students,
esDeciallv graduating seniors, should contact
Brian Maher in room 209 New Africa House
immediately.

Fashion Show

The Third World Women's Center will
sponsor a Spring Fashion Show, to be held
Apnl 29. Volunteers for male and female
models are needed. All are welcome. A list
for signatures will be posted inside the New
Africa House lobby.

Drum

Benefit dance held tonight

DRUM - a student run literary and arts
magazing is asking for contributions for the
Spring issue in the areas of Art
Photography, Poetry, Essay, Fiction'
Reviews and any information relevant to the
student body. All articles must be
typewritten and double spaced. The deadline
IS March 17th. Submit articles to Afro-Am
office, New Africa House, UMass, Amherst

There will be a benefit disco on Saturday,
March 4, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on the 10th
floor of the Campus Center at UMass,
Amherst. Proceeds from the disco will go
towards defraying expenses for EXPO-CUBA
'78, a national poster contest-exhibit.

There will be Latin, Salsa, and disco music
at the event. There will also be a poster
display. Donation is $1.50 at the door and
there will be a cash bar.

EXPO-CUBA '78 Is being held nationally as

LUTHER
TV. THOMPSONl,

Vou KMOV>/ we're CaOirJG^

ID MAVE A TEST TODAY
AMD YOU OlOi'T

STUDY '

Art Exhibit

The Sylvan Cultural Society would like to
sponsor a Third World art exhibit. The exhibit
IS tentatively scheduled for the second week
in March. Any Third World student who has
works they would like to have shown should
contact Renee Mobley at 6-4278.

a cultural exchange between Cuba and the
United States. Cuba's silkscreen designers
have attained international prominence in the
field of poster are by their use of vibrant
colors and bold designs.

The national contest-exhibit is being
coordinated by Western Massachusetts
artists.

Music will be provided by William
Shady" Grady, winner of last year's "Battle

of the DJ's," held at Amherst College.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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McNamara residents

to lodge complaints

TEMPE, Arizona (UPI) - Rood waters released into the Salt Water bed, which is
normally dry, closed all river crossings in the Greater Phoenix area except for three
bridged crossings.

City nixes reevaluation

By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

Residents of McNamara dormitory last

night sent a petition to six University officials

demanding the addition of four assistant
heads of residence positions for the dorm
and the conversion of the basement floor
into an open space for community needs,
according to Rene Fleurent, vice-president of
the McNamara dorm council.

This petition is a reworked edition of an
earlier petition that demanded in addition the
resignation of Area Director James C. West
and Asst. Director Leevon Connor. That
edition was changed after members of the
dorm council termed its language too ex-
treme.

The second petition is scheduled to be
delivered to West, Connor, Vice-Chancellor
of Student Affairs Robert L. Woodbury,
Area Management Coordinator Sandra L.

Anderson, Director of Residential Resource
Management Robert L. Campbell and
Director of Community Development Sally
A. Freeman, according to Rene Fleurent,

vice-president of the McNamara House
Council.

Members of the dorm council said last

night they could not prodjce a copy of the

new petition, but said it contained the same
demands as the first, except for calling for
the two resignations.

The original petition claimed the "human
and social needs" of the students have been
"immorally neglected,"
"McNamara is like an office building.

There are no social or community activities
due to no place in which to have them in.

You say you are loosing (sic) money on this
dorm; it's because it offers nothing. It is a
dumping ground for freshmen," the petition
stated.

The petition based the demand for the
additional heads of residence on the ratio in
the Sylvan Area of assistant heads of
residence to students.

"At present there is only one (asst. head of
residence) for every 135 students as opposed
to one for every 30 students in Northeast.
Even with the additional four assistant heads
of residence the ratio still remains at only one
staff to 65 students," the petition states.
A spokeswoman in the office of Housing

yesterday said the capacity of McNamara is

466, and there are presently 384 students
living there. That leaves a ratio of one staff to
every 96 students, a ratio the spokeswoman
said is high in comparison to the rest of the
dormitories on campus.

By ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - After tabling a similar
proposal at its last meeting, the city council
here last night voted 5-4 to continue taxing
city properties at their present assessed
values, rather than the new re-evaluations
taking place this year.

A second vote on the issue however, will

have to be taken at the next meeting before
the council's decision goes into effect.

Councilor Paul Bixby who porposed the
order, said he was not looking to per-
manently put a hold on the reevaluations.
"What I'm asking for is a delay until after

the referendum," Bixby said.

The statewide referendum, to be held in

November, if passed would cause properties
to be assess differently, according to what
they're used for.

Opposition to the proposal came from a
number of councilors, but the most" vocal
came from Frances McNulty.

"We really aren't doing the taxpayers a
favor because we're moving farther away
from 1968 and there'll be a bigger disparity,

"

McNulty said.

All properties in Northampton are being
reevaluated this year at 100 percent of their
market value. This is the first reevaluation in

Northampton since 1968.
This years' property taxes are being based

on the reevaluations. McNulty said she was
told by the city assessors that using the
present assessed values could cause a delay
in sending out the tax bills in November.

This is because the city has recently
switched from a manual to a computerized
system of handling its finances.

Also last night, the council, on a voice
vote, appointed city Superintendent of
Public works, William Warren to represent
the city in an attempt get a $3200 reim-
bursement from the state for contracted
snow removal costs incurred during last

month's snowstorms.
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Debaters
arrive

for tourney
By ELLEN DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Seventy students from 12 colleges and
universities will be arriving at UMass today to
participate in the Minuteman Spring Debate
Tournament sponsored by the UMass
Debate Union.
From this afternoon until Sunday, the

students in teams of two will discuss the
issue of whether or not U.S. law en-
forcement agencies should be given
significantly greater freedom in the in-

vestigation and-or prosecution of felony
crime in debates held in the Campus Center.
The debates last two hours each and are
open to the public.

Each team will debate eight times, four In

favor of the proposition and four against it,

before a judge. Final rounds will be held
Sunday.

This is the tenth year UMass has spon-
sored the tournament, which is designed to
bring schools with different ideas together
and to put students into an atmosphere of
intellectual challenge, according to Dave
Donovan, assistant debate coach.

This year's tournament will be slightly
different from last year's because novice as
well as varsity debaters can participate, said
Donovan. Most of UMass' eight teams will
be made up of novices who joined the
program in January.

"This will give them a chance to see If they
like the activity or not," said Donovan.
Donovan isn't making any predictions about
how the UMass contingent will do. "Winning
isn't the main objective," he said. "Our focus
is to teach students how to argue and speak.
Students get something out of debate they
cannot get in the classroom. After a year or
two of debate you can talk about almost any
issue of importance."

This tournament marks the end of the
season for many of the 30 students involved
in the debate program, which starts in

September and consists of two events,
tournaments debate and public debate.

Although no team records are kept, on the
whole the team is doing as well as last year,
according to Donovan. Last year, as well as
for the past five years, some UMass debaters
have qualified for the National Debate
Tournament.
The debate union has been in existence

since 1909. It is essentially student-run, with
the aid of faculty advisor Ronald Matlon and
assistants Donovan, Bob Corn and Lynne
Reeck, all of whom are from the Com-
munication Studies Department. The union's
funding comes primarily from the alumni
association. Student president of the debate
union is Nicholas Burdett, who is the
coordinator of this weekend's tournament.

Debate has been on the upswing here,
especially since Matlon came ten years ago.
"Lots of students are becoming concerned
with their public speaking ability," said
Donovan. "Traditionally, most debaters
wanted to become lawyers, but now we have
students in environmental design, human
services, and pre-med," he said.

This is the fourth event the debate union
has sponsored here this year. In October, the
union held a debate with students from Ox-
ford University on the subject of por-
nography. In November the National High
School Debate Tournament, probably the
largest in the country, was here, and in

December a winter novice debate tour-
nament was held.

Commissioner
rules out change

FRA/\/IINGHAM [UPI] - Public Safety
Corrimissioner John F. Kehoe said Thursday
despite claims of inhuman treatment from
several State Police Academy dropouts, the
method of training troopers will not change.
The candidates told the Boston Globe

Tuesday they quit the academy because of
"degrading and inhuman treatment."
"We've investigated all those charges, and

they're false," Kehoe said.

Kehoe said one dropout's charges that
academy staff members tore his bedding
apart and made him drag it through the
showers in the men's room were inaccurate.

'What really happened," Kehoe said,

"was that the recruits had not made their

beds according to the regulations and the
staff pulled them apart and told them to
make them over.

"At the time, another officer inspected the
men's room and found it a mess. The men
were summoned there to clean it up and
brought their bedding with them "

Kehoe said the agency was "semimilitary"
and that all recruits knew what they faced
when they entered the academy.
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News In Brief
Area owners deny
'three martini lunch'
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (UPI)

Restaurant owners and business people
in the area say President Carter is all wet
about the three martini lunch, which he
wants Congress to trim tax deductions
for in his tax reform package.

There just isn't that much drinking at
lunch. ' said Frank Banks, owner of the
Yankee Pedlar Inn in Holyoke. "Most
businessmen in here are all on diets.

They're eating salads and fish. The bar is

never crowded at lunch."
"The businessman we get here can't go

out and booze it up at lunch. He can't
produce if he does."
Security National Bank President

Wallace Burnett said "there are very few
businessmen in town who could drink
three martinis and even think about
workifig

"Its )ust that most people that drink
fnartinis are liars,' said John Kelly, who
"^

t ' was a self employed
: .

in from Connecticut. "They
• people to know they drink

House bill denies
abortion benefits
BOSTON (UPI) The House, after

fTiore than two hours of emotional
debate, passed legislation yesterday de
nying abortion benefits to state
employees covered by state funded
group health insurance
Passage of the amendment to an $18.4

million deficiency budget came after a
series of proposals by Rep William G.
Robinson, R Melrose, were defeated by
wide margins. The anti abortion amend
ment now goes to the Senate for further
consideration.

The amendment, authored by Rep,
Charles V Doyle, DBoston, would pro
hibit legislators, state employees and
their dependents from getting state
funded abortion coverage except in

cases where the mother's life would be
endangered.
The Robinson proposals were designed

to soften the Doyle amendment by
allowing abortions under certain condi
tions, such as rape and incest and cases
in which two doctors determined that
the health of the mother would be
severely damaged by having a baby.

The Doyle amendment was separated
this month from the deficiency budget
to allow other provisions of the money
bill to be passed without delay.

Last year the House and Senate
onactf'ri legislation that denied state
funded dbortions to Medicaid patients
and sf )!• ^-n^ployees. The measure was
v;"'; liv Gci\ Michael S. Dukakis. The
Houb- the veto, but the Senate
sustci .us killing it for the 1977
Sr'SSIOn,

Final enacfmpnt of the Doyle amend
-T,iM would clear the way for state

! , iption of increased group health
III .' it^, e premiums. The state currently

Pd > b 76 percent of those premiums.
Under the proposal, the portion covered
by the state would be hiked retroactive
ly to 80 percent on July 1, 1977 and 85
percent on Jan 1 , 1978.

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The Boston Ballet
in

COPPELIA
Music hy IjCo Delihes

Cho reo^i^raphy by

Ijev Ivdn(»v and Enrico Cecchetti

AUREOLE
Music hy Handel

Chores i^raphy hy Paul Taylor

Fri. &: Sat.. March ^ & 4 8pm

FINE m% CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale for both performances. Gen.
Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM A $5, 4, 3. Other students and
senior citizens S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

Commission charges
deficiency of gains

\Hersa\/ News Service\ ~ The U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights has issued a 129-page
report charging that there was a "disturbing"
lack of economic gains for women and
minorities last year.

The Civil Rights Commission said
women's rights were severely set back by
congressional restrictions on abortions and
the failure of states to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment.
The Carter Administration received some

praise from the report, however. The
commission acknowledged that the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, the
Labor and Justice Departments and the Civil

Service Commission all had made some
"initiative to improve the enforcement of civil

rights laws."

Coast Guard orders
oil tanker removed
SALEM, Mass. (UPI) Owners of the

682 foot Greek tanker Global Hope,
grounded Feb. 6 duiing a blizzard,
yesterday began another attempt to
comply with Coast Guard orders to
remove the vessel from Salem Harbor.
A Coast Guard spokesman said the

latest salvage plan involves patching
holes, refloating the ship next week at
high tide and towing it to Boston for

repairs. Last month, tugs were unsuc-
cessful in pulling the ship cut to sea dur-
ing high tide.

Copies of the salvage plan have been
sent to the Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office, Environmental Protection Agen-
cy, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state

Department of Water Pollution Control
and Salem citv officials.

Coast Guard spokesman Dale Gardner
said the salvage operation will be
"closely monitored." Holes in the ship
engine room were being patched yester
day. Next, ballast water was to be
pumped out to lighten the vessel.

Tugs will try to pull the vessel father of-

fshore at high tide on March 9. "One of

the reasons for picking the 9th is that we
are expecting an unusually high tide
then," Gardner said.

An estimated 10,000 gallons of oil spill-

ed into Salem Harbor the day the Global
Hope ran aground.
Five men aboard a pilot boat drowned

when they attempted to near the vessel
during the blizzard.

On Feb. 8, the tanker shifted position
and a large rock punctured another hole
in a tank. An additional 5,000 gallons of
oil was lost.

The Fish and Wildlife Service estimated
about 35 birds in the harbor were killed

by the oil spill. Much of it drifted out to

sea, but an estimated 4,000 5,000 gallons
ended up on Cape Cod beaches.

Ten women to climb

high Himalayan peak
\Hersay News Service] — A group of ten of
the most experienced female mountain
climbers in the U.S. are planning to climb
Annapurna in the Himalayas next August.
Annapurna is the 10th highest mountain in

the world and has been climbed only three
times before.

The women, ranging in age from 26 to 45
make up the American Women's Himalayan
Expeditions, Inc. If they succeed, they will be
the first Americans ever to climb Annapurna
and the first American women ever to reach
a peak exceeding 26,000 feet. Annapurna is

26,545 feet.
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HOUSING INFORMATION

Housing Exemption Applications are
now available in the Housing Office,
235 Whitmore. They must be return-
ed to the Housing Office no later

than Wednesday, April 5, 1978. Late
applications will not be processed.

Five College Residential Exchange
Program applications are now
available in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be
returned by March 15, 1978.

For further information, contact the

Come to the "CLASS HAPPY HOUR" at the

Top of the Campus

Every Friday

65^ "Mich'' Bottles
Tired of draft beer, plastic cups and getting your feet stepped on*:*

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmosphere at the C lass H appy H our every Friday

- 3:30-6:30 with 65- bottled IVIichelobs and Bar Drinks 99^ plus free Munchies.

iCollegian 9

Senate committee accepts Miller's nomination
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Senate Bank-

ing Comnnittee yesterday voted 14-1 to ap-
prove G. William Miller's nomination to be
Federal Reserve Board chairman just
minutes before the government sued Miller's

company, Textron Inc.

The full Senate was expected to confirm
the 52 year old business executive today,
although disclosure of the suit filed by the
Securities and Exchange Commission could
complicate the matter.

Banking committee chairman William Prox
mire, D-Wis., Miller's chief critic during the
lengthy hearings, cast the lone negative
vote.

"Although Mr. Miller has been a smashing

success in the business community," Prox-
mire said, "he is not qualified for this par-
ticular job. The nation is not well served."
Proxmire cited what he said was Miller's

lack of experience in dealing with the
economy as a principal reason for his objec-
tion.

The Federal Reserve acts as the nation's
central bank by controlling credit and in-
terest rates. The chairmanship, held by the
controversial Arthur Burns since 1970, has
been referred to as "the second most power-
ful post in Washington."
Miller was nominated by President Carter

last December.
His confirmation hearings became stalled

Soviets blast Czech
cosmonaut into space
MOSCOW \UPI] - The Soviet Union

blasted a Czechoslovak cosmonaut into
space yesterday — the first non-American
and non-Soviet spaceman — to join two
Soviet comrades who will break the U.S.
space endurance record.

Radio Moscow said cosmonaut-researcher
Vladimir Remek, 29, of Czechoslovakia, and
Soyuz 28, commander Alexei Gubarev, a
Russian, were rocketed into space from the
Baiknour launch site in Central Asia at 6:28
p.m. 10:28 a.m. EST.
The were expected to rendezvous with the

Soyuz 26 cosmonauts aboard the Salyut 6
space station before 9:35 p.m. today — when
the 84-day endurance record set Feb. 8,

1974, by astronauts Gerald Carr, Edward

Retirement bill

favors elderly
WASHINGTON (UPI) - House and Senate

negotiators agreed yesterday on a bill to

allow millions of Americans who now must
retire at 65 to work until 70 if they want to.

Rep. Claude Pepper, D-Fla., chief author,
said the measure is of "monumental
significance" to elderly Americans.
He predicted the House and Senate quickly

will give it final approval and that "within a

month or two "

it will be signed by President
Carter and become law.

The bill forbids private employers and state

and local governments throughout the coun-
try from imposing on most workers a man-
datory retirement age under 70. Now many
require retirement at 65.

The bill would become effective Jan. 1,

1979, although additional time would be
allowed for management and labor to

renegotiate retirement provisions of collec-

tive bargaining agreements.
For federal workers, the bill removes the

present mandatory retirement age of 70 next
Oct. 1, leaving no upper age limit for them.

Gibson and William Pogue will be broken.
Remek, shown baldish and plump-

cheeked in a still photograph broadcast by
television, issued a statement before the
launch saying he was "honored to be a
member of an international space crew" and
proud of Czechoslovakia's role in space
exploration.

The Soyuz 28 mission, expected to last

about a week, was a first time anyone other
than a Soviet or an American traveled in

space. The United States plans to send up a
Western European scientist in a space
shuttle flight in late 1980.

The official Tass news agency said, "With
the launching of the Soyuz 28, a new stage is

opened in the exploration and use of outer
space for peaceful purposes jointly by the
socialist countries under the Intercosmos
cooperation."

Polish and East German cosmonauts
would be launched into space later this year
and "space flights are also planned for

cosmonauts of other Communist countries,"
Tass said.

The Soviets have also trained Cuban,
Mongolian, Romanian, Hungarian and
Bulgarian cosmonauts.
Tass said Remek, born in Ceske-

Budejovice Sep . 26, 1948, 's a military pilot

with the rank of lieutenant and a member of

the Czech Communist Party. He has been
enrolled at the Soviet cosmonaut training

center named for Yuri Gagarin, the first man
in space, since December 1976.

Gubarev, 46, commanded the Soyuz 17
mission that spent a month aboard the
Salyut 4 space lab in 1975. His crewmate at

that time, Georgy Grechko, is one of the
Soyuz 26 cosmonauts aboard Salyut 6. Both
were awarded gold medals Wednesday by
the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

Tass said earlier yesterday that Grechko
and Soyuz 26 Commander Yuri Romanenko,
whose — physical and mental adaptation to

life in the weightlessness of space have been
praised by Soviet space medical experts —
will remain aboard the space lab after the
Soyuz 28 mission returns to earth.

PLEASE NOTICE

Due to recent storms and unprecidented
demands Stop& Shop is temporarily out of

stock on some items in this week's news-
paper insert.

Please ask foraraincheckonanyitemwe
are missing which we will redeem at today's!

sale price when stocks are replenished.

Stop & Shophas exhausted every m'eans of
|

transportation nation wide to obtain this

merchandise and is sorry for any inconviencej

this condition may cause.

H» %.''0r « SHOP COMP«IMI»

while the committee extensively investigated
a $2.9 million payment by Bell Helicopter, a
subsidiary of Textron, to a sales agency in

Iran that was secretly controlled by the head
of the Iranian air force.

The Iranian company, Air Taxi, assisted
Bell in landing a $500.1 million contract to
sell 489 helicopters to the Iranian army. The
payment. Miller said, was to settle past ser-

vices and future claims by Air Taxi.
Proxmire termed the payment "a bribe."
Miller repeatedly denied any knowledge

that the Iranian general controlled the com
pany or that he knew of any bribe attempt.
Meanwhile, the SEC has been investigating

the Iranian payment as well as several other

matters involving overseas payments Jjy
Textron.

On Feb. 16, it subpoenaed various com-
pany documents. But Textron told the agen-
cy in a letter Tuesday it "must decline to pro-
duce those documents without a court order
protecting their confidentiality."

It said it would comply if secrecy was
assured.

The company initially informed the SEC-iast
Fnday of its decision. Miller made no niien-
tion of the decision when he testified Tues-
day. But he did say he was convinced the
SEC inquiry would not show any "wrongdo-
ing' by Textron or raise questions about "my
integrity."

NEW YORK (UPI) - Nicola Pagett, starring as Tolstoy's sensual rebel heroine In
PBC-TV's dramatization of "Anna Karenlna", stops to * .k with Vlto Aras. of Bar
Harbor, Me., who is walking a one-man picket line in front of Radio City Music Hall
here protesting the theatre's scheduled closing.

SHOE
BIN 187 n. pleasant St., amherst

Orchard Hill Area Government announces
annual elections — Orchard Hill residents only.

Nomination papers are available in Dickinson

dorm, room 103.

Nomination papers are due March 1,

1978 Midnight- under the door of 103

Dickinson.

Positions available are:

president, V.P., secretary and treasurer. Any
questions, call 6-6930, ask tor Mark.
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Costello concert bungled

To the Editor:

/ am severely irritated with the latest
effort of the Program Council, to wit, the
Elvis Costello concert of March J. I

arrived at 7:30 and began waiting in a
long line. The concert was scheduled to
start at 8:00, but the doors did not open
until almost 9:00. The wait wasn't that
bad compared to the conditions awaiting
us in the SUB. By the time I got m, there
were no more seats. There were around
200 people Jamming in around the chairs,
trying to find a place. It was obvious that
an absurd number of tickets were sold,
with no regard as to the number of seats.
Finally, I managed to get a chair from the
storage area. After these chairs were
gone, around 100 people were still left,

milling around, blocking aisles and
people's view. I consider it highly
irresponsible of the UPC to over-sell a
concert by this much and/am people into
the hall in this manner. The most ob-
noxious thing about the concert was the
temperature in the SUB, which was
around 85 degrees the whole night. It

was very difficult to get excited about the
music while sitting in a stiflingly hot,
packed hall.

I asked one guard about opening
windows, and was told "I just do
tickets". An intelligent move would have
been to turn off the heat and open the
windows before the crowd arrived, to
offset the huge amount of body heat
coming m. So then the first band camf
on, at 9:00. Willie sound much better
in the Hatch, probably because of the
terrible acoustics in the SUB The band

was not very well received, probably due
to the fact that everyone was sweltering.
At the break, we were treated to an

obnoxious person advising us that, "Elvis
won't play if he sees any cameras",
followed by a plan to have people turn in

their cameras. Since the heat and
crowding were doing wonders for
tempers, it was no surprise that this

suggestion was met with hoots and
curses. I suppose that it would have been
asking too much for this policy to have
been publicized beforehand. Anyhow,
Elvis was Fantastic, but played for barely
45 minutes. I felt that the audience was
as enthusiastic as any performer could
ask, especially under the circumstances,
yet even after 5 min. of standing "0"
there was no encore.

Perhaps Costello was disgusted by the
heat in there too. Net result of the
evening was a barely 2 hour concert for
$3.50. 1 feel ripped offby the UPC. for the
overcrowding of the hall, the heat, and
the short concert. I get tired of hearing
about negative student behavior. When
we are treated like cattle, talked to as if

we were idiots, and ripped off con-
tinuously what do you expect? There was
a lot of litter at this event, both in and
around the SUB, but never, ever do I see
extra trash barrels put out for these
events. There have been enough con-
certs on this campus so that you might
expect that one might be organized
properly. The Elvis Costello concert was
terrible, and if the UPC keeps this up. I'd

be surprised if we see much good talent
performing here in the future.

Rosanna Fatabella

Directors reply to editorial

To the Editor:

Allov^ me to make a brief response to

your editorial in 2 March issue. "The real

problem of the drug traffic" is one that

worries me and to which I seek ap-
propriate solutions for all of Southwest,
not Just Pierpont. No solution {other than
external busts by narc agents] is possible
without the cooperation of area residents

willing to give information about dealers.

The power to curtail the drug trade lies

with students themselves.

No major shifts in the occupancy of
Pierpont could have been carried out
over the summer. Any such change
would have to be in effect for room
choosing this spring. Throughout my
discussions in formulating a proposed
shift in Pierpont occupancy, I made it

clear that I would speak first to the
residents of Pierpont before im-
plementing any such proposal.

I have been criticized for shaping my
proposal "with a minimum of student
input." The process of my decision-

making IS explained in the long statement

I took to the Pierpont community
meeting last Monday. A copy is available
upon request from my office. I should
add that, among the many persons with
whom I talked prior to last Monday, I

consulted with Student Government
Association leadership. My proposal as
outlined met with no criticism but with
explicit approval in that conversation.

The outcome of Monday night's long
session was mutual agreement between
myself and Pierpont residents "to pursue
a possible alternative approach to
achieve the improvements in the House
which I deem imperative. " In a statement
issued the morning after, I went on to
say. "I look with hope toward the
creation of an organic and viable alter-
native which can and will engage the full

support and sustained commitment of
those who live in Pierpont. The goal in
view - needed improvement in the
House -is more important than the
exact means of reaching it.

"

Jim Matlack, Master-Director
Southwest Residential College

Women's coverage applauded
To the Editor

We strongly support the Collegian's
presentation of women's issues and
news from a feminist perspective We
feel that it is important that the Collegian
provide a place where women's views
and concerns are respected and
presented clearly and accurately.

The position of Women s Affairs Editor
at the Collegian is vital in seeing that this

IS accomplished. We have enjoyed our

contacts with Julie Melrose and ap-
preciate the fine quality of the work she is
doing

We look fomvard to the Collegian's
continuing the position of Women's
Affairs Editor and to your general
coverage of women's news and con-
cerns.

Lynne Schachne for the staff
of Everywomen's Center

Amherst reporting not objective

To the Editor

Sean Horgan's article on the open
meeting with the Amherst College
Trustees on apartheid openly sided with
the Trustees, and was clearly not an
attempt at objective reporting The
argument presented for Amherst College
land the United States as a whole] to get
nut of South Africa was factual and

coherently presented by the students at
that meeting: the overwhelming majority
of those in attendance clearly supported
withdrawal.

Horgan's reiteration of the outrageous
statement that keeping stock in cor
porations in South Africa represents a
"responsible middle ground" flies in the
face of the reality of South Africa.

Today corporations operating in South
Africa get the highest rate of return on
investments anywhere in the world. This
fact in and of itself indicates the reason
why U.S. corporations will go to any
length to stay in South Africa. Apartheid
provides cheap labor and high profits. It

is therefore in the interests of the cor-
porations to maintain that system, which
they do with the taxes they pay to the
racist minority government. The tax
money goes to support South Africa's
massive army. The corporations also in

many cases support the South African
military machine directly, as in the case of
the G.M. plant there which is designed to
be easily convertable to military transport
production.

All corporations in South Africa must
obey the South African laws; laws which
mandate starvation wages for Black
workers and declare that no Black can
hold any job above a white.

The corporations argue here in the
United States that their influence has an
effect of gradually decreasing the
brutality of apartheid. What are the facts?
In the period of the most massive
economic growth in South Africa, from
1961-1971. 98 new racist laws were
passed; in the same approximate period
1 1960-1975] U.S. investments went from
286 million to 1.6 billion. So we see that
as the role of foreign corporations in-
creased, so did the repression of Blacks.
In 1960 the majority of the population
responded to increased repression with
peaceful demonstrations. In the town of
Sharpesville the South African police
opened fire and 69 persons were mur-
dered; hundreds were wounded. This

demonstration was specifically against
the Pass Laws, which require Blacks to

carry photographic I.D. passes to record
their every movement for purposes of
control.

In June 1976 students in the all-Black
township of Soweto demonstrated
against the introduction of their op
pressors' language as the medium of
instruction. These demonstrations grevv
to a massive work stoppage. The South
African government responded with
bullets.

Last October 19th a massive crack-
down on all dissidents was instituted:

many people were arrested; 19
publications were banned; Steve Biko,
the leader of the Black consciousness
movement, was beaten to death in jail;

and Donald Woods, a white editor and
self-described 'conservative' was placed
under house arrest. He later escaped
South Africa and has declared publicly
on numerous occasions that the only
course is for the U.S. to impose an
economic blockade on South Africa.

The bloodbath that Trustee Willard
Wirz mentioned is taking place daily. The
blood flows from the Black miners forced
to work 12 hours a day in the world's
most unsafe mines; it flows from the
mouths of starving children, over half of
whom die from the effects of
malnutrition before the age of five; it

flows from the Black freedom fighters
who die for demanding their rights.

It is said that corporations and their

major stockholders care more for profits
than for the lives of Black people.

Doug Smith
Committee for the Liber
ationof Southern Africa

Pierpont: A dorm with character

To the Editor:

Pierpont: Home. These two words are
synonymous for several students here at
the University. These people, the
residents of Pierpont, are comfortable in
their dorm; and freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors choose to, return each
following year to the place they call
"home. " They come back because they
know that they can be most productive in
an environment where universal ideals
and respect of human achievement are
held high. They have also built solid
friendships in their home; they come
back because they have their roots set
deep in the community. That's quite an
important word: community. But it is not
as strong a word as it is a concept! The
residents of Pierpont have worked hard
at developing a sense of community in
the dorm. This "sense of community" is

a healthy atmosphere in which to live. It

makes each and every resident feel a part
of his or her environment. This "sense of
community" is what gives the dorm
character! Isn't it grand that we can think
of at least one dorm in the Southwest
area as something a great deal more than
Just another of the typical brick-and-
cement boarding houses? Yes, because
this dorm has character/ That is, it does
... until, oh, about the end of May.
Supposing Mr Matlack succeeds in

implementing the plan which he himself
has termed "simpleminded," "clumsy,"

and "inadequate. " I sense a new problem
will arise: What of this "sense of com-
munity, " so vital to the existence of a

residence hall? Resident Assistants are
key elements in developing a sense of
community. Although upperclass RA's
will be allowed to stay, their friends must
leave. Mr. Matlack, how enthusiastic and
constructive should an RA be? Do you I

think that next year a sophomore RA is

really going to give a damn about
heautification and the improvement of

Pierpont? What is there to strive for?

Who will be there to reap the benefits
next year? How effective will an RA be
knowing full well that his-her friends are
not welcome back?

I myself live in Pierpont, and whether
or not I wish to return in the future should
be totally my decision; I am conducting
my life in a civil, orderly fashion. The
main issue at stake here is basic human
rights. This unprecedented administrative
action perpetrated by Mr. Matlack should
not be tolerated. It is a low blow aimed at

dissolving the unity of the one dorm that

has had the courage and the collective

conscience to raise a critical voice on the

UMass campus. I repeat: This oppression
should not be tolerated, for if this plan

succeeds it does set precedent, and this

type of atrocity can and will happen
again. Your dorm could be next!

Jim Morris

What's he doing in here?

To the Editor:

First, let me state that I support and
carry a deep respect for the equality of
women, and find the value of porn
graphics in men's rooms tasteless and
vulgar, to say the least

But what Mr. Kadar openly credits
himself for is the fact that he is an
amateur of this ageless art. If he had
ventured, as I have, into the ladies'
quarters of Toilet Land on the UMass
campus, he would have found not poetry
inspired by Lessing and Woolf, but sexist

quotations from Jong and Steinem.

Yes, Mr. Kadar, when equipped with
magic markers and number two pencils,
these poor mistreated feminists can
match or better any grotesque drawing
that the men on campus have drawn.

In conclusion, I suggest that Mr. Kadar
search for an invitation to the ladies
room, and there he'll witness the same
inspiring true to life drawings and poetry'
that I have come to love. Maybe he'll

even find his name next to the diploma
roll.

Mr. Loren Wallace Knowlton

More letters on page 12

The problem's in the attitude

PaulCronin

The February 24th edition of the Collegian

. arried a story on the Faculty Senate
(^eating which was held the day before. The
Senate was debating a motion which
proposed a change in the Fall Semester
academic schedule by starting classes after

Labor Day and adding a Saturday as a class

(lay to make up the lost time. In response to

the proposal. Professor Irving Rothberg of

the Department of Spanish and Portuguese
IS quoted as saying that a Saturday class day
was "an ideal in Plato's heaven." He went on
to suggest that students would just take the
day off. These statements indicate, in a not-

so-subtle way, that Prof. Rothberg has a

rather jaded view of students attending the

University. Remarks such as these continue
to damage the University's reputation and
reinforce the inferiority complex which
pervades the University community,
especially the student body. This attitude

fuels the critics of the University who charge
that students do not appreciate their op-
portunity at an education and that the
Amherst campus is a $120 million a year
playground. Often, comments such as Prof.

Rothberg's are made half in jest or in

passing. However, they hurt, and hurt

deeply. They insult the student who comes
here with hard earned money for what is,

when all the costs are totalled, a fairly ex-

pensive education. They belittle the students
who care about their classes, who work hard,

and who expect a quality education.

While some faculty members have a low
opinion of their students, the view from the
other side of the fence is not particularly
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encouraging, either. The Student Affairs
Research and Evaluation Office (SAREO)
conducted a survey which examined student
attitudes on various aspects of campus life.

Data from the April, 1977 CYCLES survey
shows that of the 414 students surveyed,
61.7 per cent reported being satisfied with
their academic experience at the University.
However, 76.9 per cent were dissatisfied with
faculty responsiveness to student needs, and
only 27.2 per cent expressed great or very
great satisfaction with their average course.

Very little will be gained fron engaging in a
tit-for-tat discussion, such as wondering out
loud if any faculty members will be interested
in leaving a warm bed at 8 a.m. on some cold
Saturday morning. For sure, there are people
at the University only because they have
nothing better to do. They belong to all the
various member groups of the University,
students, faculty and staff and would best
serve the University by going elsewhere. It is

the duty of the caring people at the
University to encourage the uncaring to seek
another vocation.

What is disconcerting is that attitudes
such as Professor Rothberg's are becoming
more noticeable among faculty members.
Some individual faculty members'
descriptions of the student body, contained
in some of the support documentation for
the University's reaccreditation process,
were far worse. Students were characterized
as intellectual neanderthals, dysfunctional,
and credited with a host of other unflattering
attributes. The question arises over these
faculty members' propensity to place the
total blame on students for poor per-
formance and lack of motivation. Motivation
among students appears to be the lowest
when a faculty member poses as the fount of
knowledge, set on a marble pedestal.
Motivation is often the highest in a class with
a faculty member who avoids putting on ivy-

covered airs, and who tries to deal with

students as partners in learning. A professor
need not be a sterling orator, nor possess a
dynamic personality in order to excite
students. What really counts is the ability to
exhibit enthusiasm for the subject matter.

The contention here is that students do
care Referring again to the April, 1977
CYCLES survey, 63 per cent reported being
engaged to a great or very great extent in

intellectual activities, with 90 per cent
engaged to at least some extent during the
previous two weeks. 31.9 per cent reported
being involved in physical activities for the
time period, not surprising for the start of
spring. The mean response for hours per
week engaged in academic work, excluding
class time, was 24.6. Of course, numbers
alone do not prove the point. There are more
visible indications of student concern for
their education. A stroll through the
University library on any weeknight or
weekend afternoon will reveal a substantial
patronage. Even the Hatch, the refuge for
many a class truant, is frequently a place
where people get together on class work.
Many a cup of corrosive coffee has been
spilled over papers being proofread. During
the Legislature's consideration of the
University budget students were a very
visible and vacal lobby. There is a bulky file in

the Student Government Association
President's Office filled with letters from
legislators expressing admiration and thanks
for the students who contracted them about
the budget.

The issue is not whether students will
show up for classes on a fall Saturday.
Hundreds of students miss class every day of
the week. They miss 10:10's on Wednesdays
and 11:15's on Thursdays. Missing a 12:30 on
a Saturday is not definitive proof that
students don't give a damn. Some faculty
members have to realize that they are part of
the problem, and that some deep soul-
searching is needed.

Paul Cronin is a Collegian columnist.

China's *sociaUst new things'

Charlie Bagli

The past several years have seen a
growing struggle in China over "socialist
new things". In recent months the New York
Times has claimed that the "socialist new
things" which arose during the Cultural
Revolution have been essentially eliminated
by the present leadership. At present much
debate is centered on how to rectify the
damage the Gang of four heaped on these
"new things."

"Socialist new things" arise out of mass
surges of enthusiasm for socialism and a new
way of life and relations between people.

During the Cultural Revolution many of these

new things were initiated, nourished and
developed, for example: genuine manual
labor for Party and government officials;

sending educated youth to the countryside;

barefoot doctors; three- in-one Committees
(old, middle-aged and young); revolutionary

committees; educational reforms; and the

creation and popularization of revolutionary

model operas, to name a few.

Education was the first mass battlefield

during the Cultural Revolution. Under Liu

Shao-chi, capitalist roaders had increasingly

tightened their grip on the educational

system. Politics was divorced from
education, and book knowledge held
superior to manual labor — before the

Cultural Revolution only one middle school in

all Peking had a policy of part-time

productive labor for its students. Teaching
methods and course content were not

designed to arm students to change the

world. Higher education tended to reproduce

capitalist class relations by turning out ex-

perts and intellectuals with bourgeois and
feudal values and by "objective" admissions

criteria which favored the children of cadres,

the urban petty bourgeoisis and national

bourgeoisie and kept the working class and
peasantry greatly underrepresented.

During the Cultural Revolution many
students rose up against these conditions.

Out of this struggle came reforms like

combining productive labor with studies;

throwing away old textbooks that ob-

fuscated a subject more than enlightened it;

sending educated youth to the countryside

to teach and learn from peasants; recruiting

working class and peasant youth for school;

studying Marxism; and streamlining courses
and doing away with impossible tests as a

bludgeon against students.

Under the "gang of four" this fresh air

blowing through education was turned into

something stale. Wuhan University, for

instance, had 5,000 students in 1965. Today
it is finally moving to rectify the criminal

luxury of having only 3,000 enrolled and a
one to three teacher to student ratio!

The rebellion against the old severe tests

that kept out or flunked out many students
was turned into an anarchistic rebellion

against all tests. What did this result in?

Shanghai recently gave college graduates in

science working in local scientific and
technical departments a middle school test in

their specialties - 68 per cent failed basic

math, 70 per cent physics, and 76 per cent
chemistry! [The Economist, Dec. 31, 1977,

pp 29-30) This created a situation in which
two of China's new steel plants are 18

months behind schedule because they don't

have the engineers to solve the construction
problems.

The Group of Four's bad policies flowed
from their semi-anarchistic politics. The
Gang were bad communists. Tests in general

are not inherently bourgeois in character.

They are extremely useful as a means of

evaluating how much a student has learned,

how well a teacher has taught, and where a

graduate should be placed to make best use
of his or her capabilities or to further develop
them. In the absence of tests as an objective

gauge of such things, the use of "political

line" as the single decisive critereon en-

couraged abuses both by individuals trying

to "go by the back door" and on a broad
scope of opportunists like the "Gang.

Other forms of educational institutions

developed both before and during the

Cultural Revolution (in spite of the wreckage
by the Gang) provide education for workers
and peasants, such as the Kiangsi Com-
munist Labor University; provide part-time

schools attached to factories; combining
productive labor with study; and allow for

the study of Marxist — Leninist theory.

They are being maintained and their

enrollment increased.

Culture is another major point of con-

tention. The Cultural Revolution saw a

tremendous growth of revolutionary popular -

cultural forms that stood in stark contrast to

the old imperialist and feudal culture which

had promoted all kinds of decadence, from
binding women's feet (small is beautiful) to

individualism and drug addiction in China.

Under the slogan "let a hundred flowers

bloom" revolutionary model operas were
developed. Writing and painting groups were
organized in the various factories and
communes that produced some beautiful art

(some of which is on exhibition now in NYC
museums). The groups were designed to

teach many people the "artistic skills" that

were once the property of only a priviledged

few, as well as bring political content to

popular forms.

An examination of Chiang Ching's (one of

the Gang of 4) role in Culture shows how
some of these great beginnings could be
turned into reactionary things. Revolutionary

model operas were developed directly under
the leadership of Chiang Ching.

In the hands of Chiang Ching revolutionary

model operas were transformed into the

absolute measuring stick and used to

bludgeon initiantive and the peoples en-

thusiasm for socialist culture.

This stultification appeared in the worker

peasant writing and painting groups also.

Some were promoted throughout the
country to the point that they became
divorced from labor and other people, and
their art suffered. In some factories these
groups and other "non-productive" laborers
constituted about 17 per cent of the total
work force. Under the Gang, these groups
were bloated to 40 per cent, totally divorced
from labor, and became patronage plums for
the Gang. Again, the Gang turned a good
thing into a bad thing.

It was in this manner that the Gang of Four
did tremendous damage to many of the
"socialist new things" in China. Their phony
brand of communism has resulted in much of
the wreckage that must be cleared away.
However, it is clear upon close examination
of the actual conditions in China that many
of the "socialist new things'" amid
tremendous struggle and debate) from
before and during the Cultural Revolution are
being continued and promoted.

Charlie Bagli is a Collegian columnist.
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Bernstein Festival's real creator

To the Editor

/ was delighted to learn in yesterday's

Collegian of the Leonard Bernstein

Festival of Music which will take place

this summer. As you note, "the idea has

been kicked around the University for

awhile" and Its origins seem to have been
lost. In fact, the idea originated with the

late Terry Schwarz, who for some years

brilliantly managed the Fine Arts Program

at the University. It was his original

proposal to bring Leonard Bernstein here

to inaugurate the Fine Arts Center. For all

of us here who remember and appreciate

Terry Schwarz 's contribution to the

cultural life of the University community,

the Leonard Bernstein Festival will come
as an additional if belated tribute.

Maim Gunner
Department of Environmental Sciences

...it's how you play the game

To the Editor:

This IS a response to the dance contest

last Sunday night. I have a few thoughts
in my mind that I would like to share with

you at this time. The first thing I would
like to say is, I like the "idea" of a

"Saturday Night Fever ' dance contest

very much. It brings people together,

adds excitement to our lives, and gives

the contestants a chance to perform in

front of an audience It doesn't really

matter what the prizes are because most
people are dancing just for fun, not to

win. The main thought of my mind isn't

the concept of the dance contest itself

but, the way in which it is or was carried

out. I feel the juages of the contest, just

like a jury in a court case, should
represent the people not be of one single

interest group. I know the argument
exists that "a white male can be just as

good a Judge of a Third World woman
dancer as a Third World woman because

after all they're Just dancing."

I feel if the panel of Judges was more
racially and sexually balanced the

audience and the contestants would see

a much more fair and representative

outcome. Many students feel the last

contest was biased towards a white

winner. I don 't like to believe this theory

but, when I look at it more thoroughly I

find it hard to ignore the fact that the

judges were all White. I hope that for the

next contest coming up next week, we
will see a change in the racial imbalance

of the judges. I would really hate to see

such a good intention as I believe you

have, turn into a racial question. Poor

Richard's is just about the only

discoteque in the vicinity accessible to

the UMass community, Friday and
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Saturday nights see an unbelievable

crowd enjoying themselves. I would

really be upset if after the next dance

contest all socially aware and concerned

individuals started boycotting the

discoteque and giving Poor Richard's a

bad "image".

Already tension is growing among
those people involved in one way or

another with the contest. I have been

trying to rid my mind of this uneasy
feeling and I decided, that the only way
was to write this letter to you. I wanted to

make you aware of the situation so you

could correct it.

I would sincerely appreciate a reply of

some kind so I can know that you read

my letter and what your plans are. Thank

you for your attention.

Carol Mandell

More 'Third World' controversy
To the Editor:

My letter is in response to both the

letter of Patrick O'Donnell of 2-24, and
the reply to that letter by Gilbert H.

Caldwell on 2-28. Both of these letters

deal with Third World racism.

Mr. Caldwell, in his response, has

obviously misread Mr. O'Donnell's letter.

Third World groups are not encouraged
to disband, but rather encouraged to

form. It is the Third World Delegation to

the Student Senate which is objected to.

I indeed find it racist that Third World
people have Senators because of their

racial and ethnic background while the

rest of us are represented by Senators by
residence.

Racism is any practice which gives

unequal treatment to any group because

of its racial or ethnic background.

Because Third World people have, in the

past, been the victims of racism by non-

Third World people does not mean that

the reverse cannot happen.
If we are to end this racist practice,

there are two options from which to

choose. The Third World Delegation can

be disbanded and have all of the

Senators be elected by residence, or

disband the residence Senators and set

up an Irish Delegation, Italian Delegation,

and so on. I feel that the former is a much
more equal and fair way of doing things.

As Mr. O'Donnell pointed out, because
a group has special interests, it does not

mean that they should be given special

privileges in the Senate, but rather that

they should form an RSO group. This is

what this program was designed for.

If Mr. Caldwell is against racism, as he
says, I don't see how he can approve of

retention of the current set-up as a

means to combat it.

Eric McNulty
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Areas face

floods

from snow
WASHINGTON (AP> - Some regions of

the country face a spring of potentially

dangerous flooding from the melting of

unusually heavy snows that still cover large

areas, the National Weather Service said

Thursday.
Federal weather officials said at a briefing

the threat to the country as a whole is not as

great as last year when colder temperatures

clogged rivers with ice and froze more
ground.
But Dr. George P. Cressman, director of

the weather service, said a serious flood

threat would exist for several weeks in por

tions of southern Idaho, the upper Midwest
and southern New England.

And, he said, "Heavy rains on the ac-

cumulated snow and unseasonably warm
temperatures could compound the threat in

these and in other areas, such as California

Snd the entire Northeast and create a very

dangerous flood situation."

Cressman said all federal disaster agencies

were briefed Thursday on potential flood

situations and that state agencies also have

been notified.

Dr. John Schaake, chief of the weather ser

vice's hydrologic services division, told the

briefing that the most serious conditions

were in the Missouri River tributaries in

southwestern North Dakota and nor-

thwestern South Dakota.

"We believe that the ground is frozen and
that there is nowhere for the water to go but

to run off," Schaake said. "The rivers also

are frozen and there may be an ice floe pro-

blem.
"This could be the worst year for flooding

since 1969 in the upper Missouri," Schaake
said.

But he noted that water levels in the upper

Missouri and in reservoirs were below noroal

and that this might help ease the threat.

Schaake said the principal tributaries af-

fected are the Snake, Knife and Heart rivers.

Other areas with the potential for major

problems if snow packs melt too rapidly are

southern Wisconsin and northwestern Il-

linois along the Rock River and along the

Red River, which borders the states of North

Dakota and Minnestoa.
Southern New England, with more than

300 percent of its normal amount of snow
moisture on the ground, and portions of

southeastern Idaho along the Snake and
Henry Fork rivers, are also facing a major

potential problem, the agency said.

VEVEY, Switzerland (UPI) - Officials check the grave of veteran comic Charlie Chaplin after unknown persons dug up and

stole the coffin containing his remains. The disappearance of Chaplin's coffin was only noticed today and it is not sure exactly

when the theft took place. The actual grave is seen covered with pine branches at center of picture.

Evacuated gas victims grow close
MARIANNA, Fla. (AP) - For five days,

families evacuated after a train disaster have

slept on hardwood floors, killed time playing

checkers and worried about abandoned

pets.

But instead of complaining about their tem-

porary home in a National Guard armory, the

rural north Florida folks said yesterday

they've been drawn together since the

derailment Sunday that sent clouds of lethal

chlorine gas drifting over their homes, killing

eight people.

"I thought I knew most of the people in

Fountain, but I've met a lot of people I didn't

know," said Loraine Stanley, who runs a

beauty shop near the derailment site. "It's

going to bring us a lot closer, the fact that

we've been through this together."

The towns of Youngstown and Fountain,

both in the Florida Panhandle, were
evacuated after the derailment.

Emergency workers hoped cleanup efforts

at the site would be far enough along to let

people return to their homes today. The last

of the chlorine from the tank car punctured

in the derailment was neutralized yesterday.

The 125 evacuees bedded down at the ar-

mory were some of the 3,500 people who fl-

ed when the 120-car Atlanta and St. An-

drews Bay Railroad freight train derailed
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about three miles north of Youngstown.
The doors of dozens of local homes were

opened for other evacuees. Some of the

homeless stayed in motels at the expense of

the railroad, but a railroad spokesman refus-

ed to say how many.
Six elderly evacuees, who require bedrest

and nursing care, were taken to the infirmary

at the state-run Dozier School, a facility in

Marianna for delinquents. Sixteen more

were taken to the Florida State Hospital at

Chattahoochee.

Like many of the evacuees, Mrs. Stanley,

58, helped with housekeeping at the armory.

She scrubbed cooking pots after 350 people

were fed a free breakfast that took 60 dozen

eggs, 25 pounds of bacon, 15 quarts of

orange juice, six boxes of cereal and eight

gallons of milk.

"I want to go home," Mrs. Stanley said as

she shook soapsuds from her hands. "I've

been here since Sunday. I felt it was all right

to stay (home), but the highway patrol made
me come. They said it was too dangerous.

"I couldn't believe something like that

could happen," she said. "I didn't know they

had anything so deadly on those trains going

through town "

Howard Pugsley, a 52 yearold Fountain

feedstore operator, was more worried about

his seven German Shepherd puppies than

the lingering danger from the chlorine gas.

He took back country roads to go home for

15 minutes Wednesday.
I just told the highway patrol at the

roadblock that they couldn't stop me unless

they declared martial law," said Pugsley
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Notices
FOUND

Set of keys between Newman Center and
Central Area, Feb, 25. Call Tim at 546-9530.
AGRICULTURE AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Ralph Faulkingham (Dept. of Anthro.,
UMass) will speak on "Strategies for

Agricultural Development in Sahelian West
Africa." There will be a discussion af-

terwards on Ralph's presentation and
specifics in development of a 5-college
curriculum between Anthro. and Agric.
BLACK SCIENTIST SOCIETY

There will be a meeting Fri., March 3, at
7:00 p.m. in the New Africa House. All

succeeding meetings will be held on a bi-

weekly basis.

CHILDREN'S WORKSHOPS
Meeting to set up rooms, Sunday in

Campus Center 168 at 5:00 p.m.
CHINESE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Join us for a Chinese dinner at 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Pung-Ti Lu will speak on the topic of
Christianity. Meet at Amherst First Baptist
Church (across from Newman Center). All

welcome.
DOG TRAINING
A one credit Southwest Colloq. covering

dog training, breeding, care, and many other
topics. First meeting and registration, March
7, Tues., at 7:00 p.m., 19th floor of Coolidge.
Demonstrations and lecture format.
HARLAN COUNTY
The Miner's Strike Support Committee will

show the film "Harlan County" on March 5
at 4:00 and 8:00 p.m. in Rm. 804-808 Campus
Center.

FS&N CLUB
Veggie foods meeting and speaker 7:^

p.m. at Chenoweth227. Bring in money from
raffle tickets and sample various types of

natural foods. Open to all food Sci. and Nut.
majors.

GAY DISCO
10th floor of the Campus Center, 9:00-

1:00, $1.00 donation. Disco door prize at

12:30.

INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING
Meets Friday night, 8:00-11:00 p.m. Cape

Cod Lounge, Student Union. Teaching and
review begins at 8:00. Beginners welcome.

MOVIE
Dog Day Afternoon, March 4 at CCA.

6:30, 9:00, and 11:30 for $1.00. Starring A!
Pacino.

NEED TRAVELERS CHECKS?
For your convenience the UMass Student

Federal Credit Union offers Travelers Checks
to all students. American Express Travelers
Checks are the safest and easiest way to
carry money when on a trip. UMSFCU is

open Mon.-Fri., 10:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m.
NORTHEAST, ATTENTION!

This week's NEAG meeting will be held in

the Dwight House Anacaona Center at 7:00.
Immediately following, the movie, Black
History, will be shown. All welcome.
UNION STEREO COOP

Will have its monthly meeting on Monday,
March 6 at 7:30 p.m., Rm 166 Campus
Center. Nominations for office will be ac-
cepted. Be here - Aloha.
NOPE POOL
NOPE Pool will bP closed on Sat., March 4

but the NOPE Pool will be open during
regular scheduled hours on Sunday, March
5.

£057-
Unique silver necklace with small bird on

it. Of great sentimental reward. Please call

Chris 665-4817.

LOST
$50 Reward Lost: "Leo" Light Golden

Retreiver in Easthampton area on 9-23-78
Call 527-0957.

MUSIC RECITAL
Bruce Sklar — solo piano music, recital on

March 8 at 1:30 in the Commonwealth
Lounge of the Student Union.
LECTURE

Maren Stange will give a lecture entitled
"Photography and Cultural History, 1M0-
1920" on Wed. March 8, at 8 p.m. in West
Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall
Hampshire College.

INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
Now is the time to plan for your summer or

fall internship! Come to a recruitment
meeting Monday or Tuesday, March 6 or 7 at
7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.
LECTURE

At 4 p.m. March 6 in room 1634 of the
Grad. Research Center, Prof. James Mossey
of MIT will speak on "Some New Ap-
proaches to Random A Access Schemes."
SOVIET FILM
Crime and Punishment will be shown on

March 7 in Hasbrouck 124, at 8 p.m. The
showing is free to the public.
INORGANIC SEMINAR
On March 6, Dr. William Batschelet will

speak on "Metal- Ligand Interactions in
Diimine Complexes" at 3:35 in room 101 of
Grad. Research Center.
ANALYTICAL SEMINAR
On March 7, William Joyce will speak on

'High Performance Thin Layer
Chromatography" at 11:15 in Room 103
Grad. Research Center.
ORGANIC SEMINAR

On March 7 Kwok-Wah Lua will speak at
11:15 in room 101 Grad Research Center.
LOST

Gold s-link chain bracelet. Sentimental
value. Reward offered please return to
Debbie 6-6916.
FILM TONIGHT
ONE ON ONE 7:00, 9:00, and 11:00

sponsored by Webster House, Mahar
Auditorium UMass.
FILM TONIGHT
FLESH GORDON AND two BETTY BOOP

shorts, at 7:15, 9:15, 11:15 p.m. in the
Campus Center Auditorium. UMass.
FILMS DOUBLE FEATURE
ADAM'S RIB at 7:30 and 1 1 :30, and BORN

YESTERDAY at 9:30 p.m. in Merrill I

Amherst.
FILM
HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR, 7:30, March

3, Gamble Auditorium, Mount Holyoke
College.

FILM
SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS

March 3, in McConnell Hsil, Smith at 7:30
and 9:30. Admission $1.

SPECIAL SHABBAT SERVICE
Written by the Italian Renaissance

composer Rossi, to be sung by UMass
students, Marks Meadow School
Auditorium, UMass at 7:30
DRAMATIC PRODUCTION
BOYS IN THE BAND, Admission $1,

Fayerweather Theatre, Amherst; box office
bM-nn. March 3.

JAPANESE FILM SERIES
ROAD TO ETERNITY, THE HUMAN

CONDITION, 8:00 p.m. Wright Hall, Smith
March 3.

THEATRE PRODUCTION
TRELAWNY OF THE WELLS, 8:00 pm

Theatre 14, Smith, March 3.

MOLIERE TONIGHT
THE SCHOOL FOR THE WIVES, 8:00 p m

Frank Rand Theatre, Fine Arts Center
UMass.
FOLK DANCING TONIGHT

8:00 p.m. folkdancing for all levels. Cape
Cod Lounge, Student Union UMass
CONCERT

Smith College Glee Club, Amherst College
Glee Club, Marguerite Brooks and Kerry
Brennan, directors John M. Greene Hall
Smith, at 8:15 p.m. March 3.

FIVE-COLLEGE DANCE
The Five-College Dance Dept. will present

a Five-College Dance Faculty concert tonight
and tomorrow at Chapin Auditorium, Mt
Holyoke College, at 8 p.m.

Textile Industry

topic of series
A nine-week series of films and

discussions to examine the textile industry in
the south, labor unions as they relate to this
industry, and the significance of the national
boycott of products made by the J. P.
Stevens Co. will begin Thursday, March 2 in
the University of Massachusetts Campus
Center. All meetings will begin at 8 p.m.

Each Thursday education programs will be
followed by a work session of the local J. P.
Stevens Boycott Committee. Participation
by all members of the Amherst- Northampton
community is invited. UMass students may
gain academic credit by regular attendance.
The series will begin with a showing of the

film "Testimony," produced by the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers
Union. It focuses on the attempt by workers
at the Stevens plant in Roanoke Rapids, N.C
to obtain a union contract and improve
safety standards. On March 9, the film
"Union Maids" will be followed by a
discussion of union structure.

Other programs will include discussions of
the history of southern textile industry and
attempts at unionization on March 16, legal
and practical aspects of picketing and boy-
cotting on March 23, and use of the media on
March 30.

Room assignments for the series will be
posted beside all elevators in the Campus
Center on the day of the meetings.
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To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day: 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!!!!Lmie Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!' REACH 25.m READERS DAILY!!!! R^ACH25.000 READERS DAILY!!!!U^^^

HELP WANTED

Resident counselors: unique program
for handicapped children seeks coun
selors for 10-week summer program.
Excellent career training experience.
Contact: Director, The Children's Aid
Society, Box 47, Chappaqua, NY 10514.

PERSONALS INSTRUCTION

Counselors— private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in-

structors in: archery, basketball, tennis,
soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding
instructor rocketry, camper radio
Stadion, sailing, tripping backpacking,
dance, dramatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pooll. Also needed: general
counselors, nurse, head cook b
bookkeeper. Good salaries friendly
atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodack, 268 Mason Terr

,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or
Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9596.

Mechanical Engineer or skilled
technician (part time), to help with
designing, drafting, machining Work V4

or y^ time, make occasional 2 3 day
research trips Contact Profs. Shafer or
Lichti, 5-2140

Applications accepted for teaching
positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School, Fall '78 Experience desired,

549 0223

Pioneer component HR-99 8-track
stereo recorder player $150 Many
features. See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts.

~
TO SUBLET

"^^

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo Avail. 6/1 8/31. Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549-6766.

LOST

To guys Bluewall Fri nite 2/24, like to
see you again, come see us, 241 VMN.

To my number one guy in Vernon.
Happy 23rd birthday. Yes, I will tie the
knot m November, I love you, your little

Mart.

Happy 19th birthday, Lisa SpencerUi
Hope today is perfect' You deserve the
besti" Love ya loads, (your UMie
roomie) Koali.

RIDE WANTED

Individualized weight loss program
beginning soon for women. Fee. Bartlett

85 or 586 2303.

Quilting £» creative stitchery classes. 8
wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-
6427.

FOR SALE

Couch and chair $25; 6-cu. ft. freezer
$150; color TV (needs tube) $35. Call

Gary or Jerry, 549 3827 or 549 6680.

AUTO FOR SALE

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19. Will share driving and expenses
546 5552

Ride wanted to Daytona and back.
Can leave Mar. 17, 18 and return one
week later. Share $ and driving.
Andy, 6-430.

Ride wanted to Florida, any part Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses Please call

Maureen, 549 2856

FORRENT
^^

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107

Prvte rm in 2 brm apt on bs n, 256-0683.

Triumph 1970 GT6 i^ $1100 or BO. Call
after 6 pm. 549-670 7. Ask for Ken.

59 VW bug w/ 71 rebuilt engine. Runs
good^ 584 9308, keep trying after 6 p.m.

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great.
Must be seen. $1275. 323 4249
Evenings.

71 Mustang. V 8. standard, 20 mpg,
mechan exc , body clean, stereo,
$1400. 586 2555.

1967 Dodge StaWagon, V 8, autotrans,
rust not bad. $275. Call 665 2462.

68 Dodge van, good running cond., 6 cyl.

Asking $600. Call Anne, 546 5503.

73 Mazda RX3 2 door sedan, excellent
condition, $1500. 546 9982 or 546 1016.

SERVICES

Cape Cod summer rental, E. Dennis. 5
bdrm. Availability is negotiable. 253-

5017

Own room, house, Northampton. 2
baths, garage. $75/mo., utilities.

After 6. 584 2498

Neat and responsible female to rent
room in Sunderland house, avail, im-

mediately. Call 665 3003, nites.

AUDIO

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black
print on white. Reward offered, 256
6111.

Gold Id bracelet, "Sharon" Call 546
1118.

Superscope QA 460 ahp , 26rmsych, ex.
cond. $75, 549 5389.

SO reward— "Leo", golden retriever,

EHampton area on 9 23/78 Call 527
0957

Sylvania receiver, 30 w ch, Jensen
spkrs. ex cond,, under warranty $200
Call 6 6529

Sherwood S7100 receiver, 2 KLH 23's
speakers, $150, must sell Call Peter,

549 4598

Typing— Five College typing service,
professional, fast, accurate. Call Diane,
5492637

Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis b manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s/pg., pick up and delivery. Colleen,
(413 )863 9171.

Amherst chapter UFI now here.
Attention WRM, BJW, ACS and all UFI
potentials. We are here and won't leave
you out in the cold' Watch your maill

Typing, 60 cents/page Call 549-6665.

ENTERTAINMENT
^

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock
disco funk 50's Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567-1250. Call collect.

WANTED

1 pr. Fryes ladies sz. 5, worn once, must
sell, price ngt., 6-6872, call Joanna.

For sale — 2 cubic ft. refrigerator, exc.
cond. Don't rent!, buy! A steal at $40
Call Gary or Curt at 546-9642.

33' wooden yawl, ship shape, four sails,

25 hp. Evinrude all running & ground
tackle Great party racer & Dingy. 546-
8765.

New tan Frye boots, 8Vi, worn twice
$39. Call 6 9471.

Dexter hiking boots— 1 year old, great
shape, vibram soles, size 10 '-6, $35.
Pete, 549-4759.

Ski boots— Nodica, worn twice, size 8,

$35. 546 5981.

Stud service— snow tires, 7.35 X14, ex.

cond., $35. Call 584 3555, between 8-10
a.m. wkdy.

SngI bed w/frame. asking $35. 256-0354 .

Women's 5 spd. Fugi, ex. cond., $75.
546 5093.

Refrigerator— 5 cubic ft., good con-
dition. Only $70. Call Judy at 6 7273.

Water bed, king size, w/heater. liner,

frame, and platform. $200, or best offer.

After 7 p.m., call 549-3666.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, BO. 546-5000 after 1 1 or in

morning.

Invest your rent money by
buying -you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation. Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998.

Pioneer component HR-99 8 track
stereo recorder player $150. many
features. See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts.

Wm's fiberfill jack't, never worn, selling

for V, price, $35. Call Kathy, 549 2651.

WANTED TO RENT

Wanted — 1 pair women's used riding

breeches to fit sue 8 9 Joy, 665 3937.
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Hey! I desperately want to rent a super -8,

sound movie camera and projector.
Please call Arnie at 546 9106.
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14 Masonic St.

Northampton

584-5957

Shouxxiseq
Ctnemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
W99t SpringfMd

733-5131
$2.00ti<2:30

puannKKB eVERYDMf
Late show tonight

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

CALVIN
NOHlHAStf los 584 2310
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FOR SCREEN TIMES

^ DOG DAY
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AMHERST Cinema
Eves at 7:00 and 9:00

Mat-Sat/Sun at S:00

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
in northampton

Eves at 7:00 and 9:00

program ends tuesday
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Premieres March 1

7 and 9:20 J

People s Gay Alliance

cordially Invites all people to a

ri

i !l III1S(G(I

Friday. March 3. 9:00 - 1:00

CO 1009 SI donation

M I SI ,. 11 . ,. t nn r / < .11 i'A ;i(i

music by Robert Divelley

©toncv'§ rub
• O^^^^ Rt. $. North Hotltoia

^^"^ The Best In Irish Music
This week— Fri. -Sun.

and next week— Fri. -Sun.

Traveling People
Wed. night $1 cover

free drof t from 8:30 - 9:30
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UM skimen fall on slope
By JEFFREY GL YNN
Collegian Staff

Overconfidence. Yes, that is the word
which best describes what happened to the
UMass men's ski team during the league
championships.

After finishing the regular season with the
phenomenal record of 39-1, UMass came to
the Middlebury Snow Bowl in Middlebury,
Vt. looking for an easy win. However,
Plymouth St., Northeastern, and Boston
College had something to say about it, as
they all finished ahead of UMass, making the
Minutemen a disappointing fourth in the
competition.

It was the first race that killed them. This
giant slalom race was won by Boston
College, a team that had not won a race all

year. Plymouth St., the only team to defeat
UMass during the regular season, came in

second. Northeastern placed third, WPI
fourth, Nason College fifth, and UMass sixth.

Seven points are rewarded to the winner, six

to the second place finisher, and so on down
to one. Therefore, UMass was already five
points behind the leader after the first race,
and with only two more races left, the
Minutemen's only chance was to win the
next two races, while B.C., Plymouth St.,

and Northeastern hopefully suffer a collapse.

The reason for the sixth place finish in the
first race was that although Dale Maynard of
UMass came in first and Ted Chrobak of
UMass placed ninth, the next two
Minutemen skiers were over 13 seconds
behind the field due to falls.

The Minutemen improved in the second
race, but still didn't win. Plymouth St. took
the slalom race, followed by UMass, North-
eastern, B.C., WPI, UConn, Nason, and B.U.
The Minutemen placed all four men in the
top ten, usually good enough to win almost
any race of this sort. Jeff Lyons of North-
eastern won this race, followed by Rick
Frangilo and Charlie Cobb, both of Plymouth
St. UMass' Dale Maynard, Scott Princle, Ted
Chrobak, and Bob Grout finished 7th, 8th,
and 10th, respectively.

DC Menu
TODAY

Lunch, Fishburgers, Turkey Divan, Basics: Vegetable Hot Pot, Turkey Divan
Dinner: Baked Fish, Beef Stew, Basics: Baked Fish, Pot Pourri

TOMORROW
Brunch: Omelet, Sausage Links, Duchess Beef Pie, Deli Ham on Rye
Dinner: Rotini, Meat sauce. Fried Shrimp

SUNDAY
Brunch: Scrambled Eggs, Grilled Ham Slices, Tuna Salad,Beef Chop Suey
Dinner: Veal Cutlet, Swedish Meat Balls

FINE /4?TSCENirER PRESENTS

Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra

Sixtcn Ehrlint;. Conductor

Friday, March lO 8 pm
Fir£ AUS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM A
$3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and other students

-

S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston-London round trip only $328.

June 12 August 15, Pan American
707. ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);

non-Fwie College persons are eligible.

Early sign up urged. Contact: Inter-

national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 546-2710. for ap-
plication.
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The PEACE CORPS . -VISTA '

'e*afdi"g piper or^re o' you' rv

In the PEACE CORPS yOu Ca" go Ahpfi .

can live " a nc* ian.1 '
: • i>- p* langurfi;
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VISTA bpcau',.' . . CAN ,. . , .

• PEACE CORPS

Interested students are invited to stop t y the PEACE CORPS
and VISTA information booth in the Campus Center Con
course on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, March 7. 6 and
9 from 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m. PEACE CORPS and VISTA recruiters

will be conducting personal interviews with seniors and grad
students on these days in the placement office.

COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR FUTURE.
WE LL SHOW YOU HOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA

Sen.o'S and qrad studenis should s.q' ; ' •. . . a the Placement Olhce

AIR
FORCE
ROTC -

=^

Hr.RE ARE THE
r

When youVf discussing somethiny as inipurtanf as

vour future, it's urqtnt that y<xi gft the straight facts

.ind that you understand them Air Force ROTC
.ill he an important pan of your future We would like

to Mutiine some of the facts and invite you to lofjk into

gathenng more
it's a fact the Air Force needs highly qualified, dedi

cated officers men and women It's a fact we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines It's a fact

were prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship

Get together with an AFROTC representative and
discuss the program We'll give you all the facts It

could be one of the most important talks you've ever

had with anyone about your educational plans.

V^
CALL 5-2437

noTC
Gotewoy to a gfeat woy of life

Blue^rall Bar
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^Friday Happy Hour

March 3
3-6
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Born today, you art
steadfast and persevering.

Determined to succeed,

you will give in to no

urging; and ^i\e up in the

fare of no obstacles You
possess excellent powers
of concentration and recu-

peration, the latter often

t)em>» needed after exereis-

inji the former
Vou are popular with the

opposite sex. when you
care to be HUhly imanina-
tive. you may fall victim to

your own fancy You have
been ttnown to frighten

\ourself into or out of some
situation, as you have been
known to overexert and
overreact, all from believ-

ing in the figments of your
imagination
Vou have a desire to help

those less fortunate than

yourself, but you are often

at a loss to know how. You
are willing to share posses-

sions and are always eager
to lend a shoulder to cry

on. but you often do not

know what step to take

next Thus, true consola-

tion does not occur.

SATURDAY. MARCH 4

PISCES Feb 19-March
20 1 Humanitarian pur-

suits lead to advancement
at work Direct energies

outward
ARIES .March

19 1 Popularity
opposite sex mav
a surprise today

21-April

with the
come as

. Accept
praise modestly.
TAURUSi April 20-May

20 ) - You should get your

reward for action taken
early today. Expect no
less, and certainly no
more
GEMINIiMay 21-.June20i

Hindsight should give

you clues as to how to

behave with loved ones.

CANCERi.June 21-July

22 1 Literary talent can
bring you joy and profit.

Exploit your abilities:

gams are coming
LEOi.July 2.'?-Aug.22) -

You rnay gam consider-

able recognition today for

work recently completed
Keep another's confi-

dences.
VIRGOi Aug 2,'5-Sept.22i

- Your reputation as one
of even and sunny disposi-

tion may be more valuable

than you think Demon-
strate it.

LIBRAiSept 23-Oct.22( -
Avoid being alone early

today Seek companions
who can prevent your wor-

rying.

SCORPIO i Oct. 23-
Nov.21 ' There's sea

travel today for you or a

loved one. Don't prevent a

young one's leaving the

nest.

SAGITTARIUSiNov.22-
Dec.21 1 - You can handle
a new project with flair

Evening fatigue may keep
you from entertainment.
CAPRICORN! Dec. 22-

Jan 19i - High .spirits and
good humor mark home
and work today Take part

in joint activities

AQUARIUS.Ian20-
Feb 18i Don't depend on

being well liked Make
sure your work can stand
scrutiny

! ..pini'lit \ri~H

Initpd I- i-aliirr S\ ndi( alt* Inr

Todag's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Ungula
5 Terra

10 Sodium
chloride

14 Stone
monument

1 5 Uranus
satellite

16 Trolley

17 Air Prefix

18 Tooth paste
20 Don clothes

22 Indicating
mqjden
name

23 Burdened
24 City on the

Seme
26 Make

leather

27 E Ind herb
Var

30"TGIF"
club's
favorites

34 Mountain in

Turkey
35 Used in the

mouth
36 Execrate
37 Stork s rela-

tive

38 Cavalryman
40 Game play-

ed on horse
back

41 Feminine
nickname

42 Extol

43 Digger
45 Bannister s

distance 2

words
47 Most

ferocious
48 Pronoun
49 Carpentry

joint

50 Scintillate

53 Cargo unit

54 Counterfeit

58 Sloppy ones
61 Taboo )Oke

Informal
62Entr' —

-

Intermission

63 Slackening
bar

64 Emerald Isle

65 To fatigue

66 Formula of

belief

67 Puts in posi-

tion

UNITED Feature Syndicate
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1 Covered
2 Sly look

3 Port of

Israel

4 Utters softly

5 Temporary
craze

6 Peaceful
7 Russian
hemps

8 Allot

9 Moslem
leader

1 Run a ship
aground

1 1 Barren
1 2 Filigree

13 Feds
19Thrash

21 Feminine
name

25 Ceremonies
26 In

On the move
27 Greater An

tilles native

28 Kind of

renewal
29 New

Hampshire s

neighbor
30 Friars title

31 Soiourn
32 Rivals ol the

Harvards
33 Equine

noise

39 Tint

40 Proorieto's

42 Limber

44 Freshman
46 Title of

respect
47 Flew
49 Small ro-

dent
50 Blemish
51 Parasitic in-

sects

52 Unsorted
flour

53 Building
beam

55 Author -

Vidal

56 Module

57 Offspring

59 Bill marked
Paid

"

Abbr
e^l Sellout Sign
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Thoughts of a pro wrestler
fly STSVE ZACK
Collegian Staff

On Saturday night, February 25, at the
Springfield Civic Center, new World Wide
Wrestling Federation heavyweight cham-
pion. Bob Backlund answered questions on
many aspects of his career.

Here is the interview:

Wf)en did vou start wrestling as an
amateur >

"I started wrestling when I was ten years
old and I wrestled from fourth grade through
college

"

-4s a pro^
My first area was in Oklahoma, There

was a man named Danny Hodge down in

that area He was a great amateur wrestler
and he wrestled on the Olympic team for the
United States. He approached me because I

did very well in college too and he wanted
me to come down there and make sure I was

Bob Backlund

learning the professional moves and holds

right."

Is an amateur background an advantage
for a professional wrestler^

"I've been a pro for four years now and I

think my success kind of proves that there's

a great advantage. There aren't too many
people who have done what I've done m four

years and I think it s because of the

background that I had in high school and
college and the great support all of the

people have been giving me."

At this point, I began asking Backlund
about his professional career.

How does It feel to be the champion?
(Backlund won the title on February 20,

defeating Billy Graham at Madison Square

Garden )

"It's hard to explain. It's the greatest

feeling I've ever had. There were 22,000

people at the matches and winning the

world's title is really something for me."

What about fan support?

It's great to have all those fans behind

you when you hear your named announced.
It s |ust a wonderful feeling to have 22,000 or

whatever amount of people there is at the

auditorium cheering for you.
'

Do you ever get nervous when you are

about to compete?
"I get a little nervous, which I like.

Everytime I compete I get nervous, even

when I wrestled in high school I got ner-

vous."
How do you feel about being tagged with

the nickname, "the All-American Boy"?
"I don't mind being called a boy. I maybe

look a little boyish and I can thank the Lord

and my mom and dad for bringing me up
right and having me eat the right type of food

and keeping me away from some of the bad
things in life."

For a man of your size, about 230 pounds,

vou possess an enormous amount of

strength.

"A little bit. I weigh between 230 and 235

and I work out every day on my strength. I've

benched pressed over 500 pounds, and I

think working out on the weights and just

knowing how to control a man's body from

amateur wrestling helps a lot."

How are you affected by the constant

traveP
It's tiring and since I won the title I've

been travelling all over and getting phone
calls from every country you can think of. It's

pretty tiring: I have to take a little nap

whenever I can. Catching planes in the

morning and getting there and then

wrestling, catching a plane that night or early

the next morning - it's very strenuous. But I

love what I'm doing. I really enjoy it.

Have you ever been injured?

"I just got over a real bad knee injury.

Everybody in professional wrestling has

gotten a back injury because of the body
slams and stuff."

What about the legitimacy of professional

wrestling''

"We're in a profession where people are

watching us and the rules make wrestling

entertaining for the people. I wish the rules

could be like amateur wrestling but the

people wouldn't pay that much to come and

see that. Unless you know somebody in

amateur wrestling or know a lot about it, you

wouldn't come to see it; the crowds wouldn't

be that big."

"The rules are for the people. In baseball a

few years ago, they put the pitching mound
up a linle higher and changed the ball a little

bit just for the fans, because baseball was
taking a downward swing. In professional

wrestling, if the fans falloff some, they

change the rules to add a little excitement."

On this evening, Backlund was scheduled

to wrestle Ken Patera.

INTERCOLLEGIATE SPRING FLINC SKI WEEK AT

KILLINGTON, VERMONT
March IS KiUington -. Best Ski Month with Plerty of Snow Sun and Fun

March Ski Weeks Include:

• Five Day Kilhr\gton Lift Ticket (Mon-Fri) • Five Nights Lodging

(Sun-Thurs) • Five Full Breakfasts fc Four Complete D>nr»er»

• Ski 50 Runs with up (o 3000 Drop on 14 Lifts • Night Time
Entertainment fc Walk toMovies. etc • Free Keg Party 4 Dance to Live Bands

ONLY $119.50-$139.50 or $79.50-$99.50 (without meals)

Special Drive-To Package
To receive all the details on this great trip, send this ad with your

address to United Intercollegiate Skiers Astociation, 4040 S. 20th St.,

Arlington, Va. 22206. '703) 578-3322 (No collect, please/ Subiect to

o'ifc tax and service charge Call David Ghareeb 546 7859

Sunday Bruncli
vooN nil >

CllOICt 1)1 :

Ei^^s Benedict

Choice (if Omelet

In the evening's other title match, the Japanese tag team duo of Prof. Tanaka and

Mr. Fuji successfully defended their championship against the popular twosome of

Jay Strongbow and Peter Maivia. (Staff photos by Geoffrey Cohler)

"Ken Patera is a very, very strong man.

He's one of the world's strongest men and

he's a great profest'onal wrestler. He is

rough in his tactics and I don't expect a lot of

scientific wrestling from him."

Bob Backlund entered the ring cheered on

by the sellout crowd in attendance. His

match with Patera was a brutal one. At the

nineteen minute mark, Backlund connected
with a series of flying dropkicks. Patera rolled

out of the ring, never to return. At the

nineteen minute and nineteen second mark
of the match, Ken Patera was counted out
and Backlund had succcessfully defended
his newly acquired title.

PETE'S
PACKAGE STORE

144 SUMMER ST., AMHERST

PUU UQUOR UCENSE

OPEN 9:00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.

Call: 256-6828 for

FREE DELIVERY TO U.MASS.
($5.00 Min.)

NIGHTLY 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

FRI. & SAT. 6:00 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

«/

j^f
"o,

ri6.
TOWNHOUSE
BRANDYWINE
PUFFTON

PRES APTS
N VILLAGE CRESTVIEW

«7. ^r^ff

PETES
PACKŶ

«?•

MILL
HOLLOW

PUFF
POND

UMASS. UMASS u

BUDWEISER

$6.49

SCHLITZ

$6.49

Gym-women
close season
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team closes out

its regular season against Towson State

College in Baltimore on Saturday afternoon.

The gymwomen sport an 8-1 record, after a

strong win over UNH earlier in the week.

The Minutewomen le=Jrned yesterday that

they have qualified for the EAIAW Cham-
pionships with a season average total of

136.17 points. Towson is ranked seventh in

the east with a 131 .39 average. The top three

teams are Penn State averaging 147.81,

Clarion with a 146.24 total and the University

of Pittsburgh with a 137.73.

Coach Virginia Evans hopes to go with her

starting line up for the first time since the

gymwomen opened their season against

Penn State back in December. The
Minutewomen have had problems with

injuries and the flu throughout the season.

"The affects of the flu showed up in our

fourth place ranking behind Pitt," said Evans.

Stephanie Jones, Karen Hemberger,
Susan Cantwell and Cheryl Morrier will be

the UMass all around performers against

Towson. Jones will be working all four

events for the first time in two weeks. Jones
opened the season strongly with a 36.10 four

event total score against Penn State but has

been unable to match that performance

during the season because of reoccuring hip

and rib injuries.

Hemberger has some how missed getting

the flu and has not been troubled by serious

injuries as many of the other gymwomen
have this season. Hemberger has been

averaging scores of 8.85 per event and is

looking to pull it all together against Towson.
Susan Cantwell has been building all

semester and scored her highest all around

total of the season, 35.20, against UNH on
Tuesday. At last year's Easterns Cantwell

performed at her peak finishing seventh in

the all around competition.

Cheryl Morrier returns to the line up after a

three meet absence. When Morrier has been

well she has been a strong contributor to the

line up and Evans hopes she will be back at

nearly full strength against Towson.
Freshman Karen Clemente has been filling

in as an all around competitor in the absence

of Morrier and Jones. She will be working

three events against Towson - vaulting, bars,

and on the floor.

Filling out the line up will be Kim Whitelaw
in vaulting, Debbie Law on bars, Diane

Laurenson and Laurie Knapp on the balance

beam and Debbie Smith on the floor. All of

the specialists have improved throughout the

season and will add a depth advantage to the

UMass team.
After traveling to Baltimore this weekend,

the gymwomen will have one weak to polish

their routines before the EAIAW's which will

oe held in Pittsburgh on March 10 and 11.

Referee fined
NEW YORK \UPI\ - Referee Richie

Powers has been fined $2,500 and

suspended without pay for three games by

National Basketball Association Com-
missioner Larry O'Brien for waiving the

eague's rule against the zone defense in

s/Vednesday night's game between the New
Jersey Nets and Atlanta Hawks.

Powers confirmed that he had told both

teams, through their coaches and captains,

that he would permit the teams to erriploy

'one defenses contrary to Rule 12, Section I.

Top trackmen
By KEVIN McCAFFREY
Collegian Staff

Seven Minutemen runners have withstood

the test of the indoor track season, and will

represent UMass at the Eastern Champion-
ships tomorrow at Princeton, New Jersey.

All track and field performances will be
staged at Jadwin Gymnasium located on the

Princeton University campus. The two day

program features trials on Saturday, with the

finals in the morning of the following day.

For the past week 440 runner Joe Martens

has been nursing a hamstring muscle he

aggravated in the New England Cham-
pionships at Harvard according to assistant

coach Arnie Morse. He is expected to board

the van today, en route to his last indoor

track meet in a Minutemen uniform. Ac-

companying him, and also sharing senior

honors, will be Mark Healy and Fran O'Keefe,

both competing in the 880. The veterans will

utilize this meet as a means of redeeming

themselves after uneventful performances in

Cambridge.
Also journeying to the Garden State will be

Yankee Conference high jump champion
Don Dowden, New England 1000 yard

runner up Steve MacDougall, and two milers

Stetson Arnold and Mike Morris. The
selected batch of athletes all had to register

convincing performances to qualify for this

contest.

Can they do it?

With determination the likes of Cathy Harrington (33), shown here against

Connecticut, the Minutewomen feel they can take the Regionals this weekend.
UMass lost the state title to Boston University last week. (Staff photo by Pat

Dobbs)

Wrestlers set for NE's
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

The UMass wrestling team will leave for

Rhode Island and the beginning of the New
England championships today at 1:00. Coach
Dave Amato's lineup is as follows:

Dana Rasmussen (118 pounds) — This is

one of the most competitive weights in New
England with UConn's Joe Viola perhaps
being the favorite Raz' seems to wrestle

better in practice than he does in actual

competition, and if that means that there is a

little nervousness clouding the Tewksbury
native there will be no better time than this

week to put an end to it. More wrestling and
less clock-watching could lead to a New
England championship for Rasmussen.

Keith Dixon (126 pounds) — The surprise

of the season for the Minutemen, Dixon saw
little action for most of the season, but the

inconsistency and lack of ambition of other

126 pound squad members led to his in-

troduction to the limelight. URI's Joe
Davidson is a shoe-in to repeat as champion,
but in the words of coach Amoto, "Dixon
really impressed us with his win against UNH
last week and there is no reason to believe he
can't take third place if he wrestles hard."

Larry Otsuka (134 pounds) — In all

likelihood, if UMass has only one champion
by Sunday night, then this is the man who
will be taking all the bows. An extremely

aggressive athlete, Otsuka missed two weeks
with a fractured rib. 'That absence may have

been the best thing for him," said Amato.
"He had been a little flat but now I think he's

ready to go all the way." Look for a final

showdown between Otsuka and URI's Scott

Arnel... •

Charley Rigoglioso (142 pounds) Again,

this is a URI weight class with the Rams'

Frank Pucino being the man to beat, but

most experts readily agree that Rigogioso,

although only a freshman, is the only

grappler capable of doing so. Nobody's
going to do his work for him: Charley has to

go out and beat Pucino. At the very least,

Rigogioso will place,

Timmy Fallon (150 pounds) - "Fallon has

beaten some very good wrestlers, and he's

lost to some very bad ones," says Amato.
Changing from 150 to 158 pounds at dif-

ferent intervals this past season has taken ^ts

toll on the Minuteman co captain, but if he

can put it all together he will succeed his

buddy, Kevin Griffin, as New England

champion. He finished third last year at 158
pounds and he won't be satisfied with

anything less than the number one spot this

time around.
Mike Carroll (158 pounds) — For Carroll,

the name of the game is next year; although
he is capable of placing. Like any freshman,
he shows signs of brillience but lacks con-

sistency.

Monty Payette (167 pounds) — Like

Carroll, Payette is wrestling in a heavier class.

According to Amato, Payette balked at

wrestling off Carroll for the 158 spot;

"sacrificing his own chances for the team."
Translated, this means that the UMies are

weak at 167 pounds and that although
Payette belongs in a lighter weight class he
may help the team point total by wrestling

here.

Fred Rheault probably would have
wrestled in this class had not a shoulder
injury removed him from the action. He was
used sparingly by Amato at the beginning of

the season, but came on to handle most of

the 167 pound duties midway through the
campaign. Among Rheault's credentials is

the fastest UMass pin of the season, as he
took his foe in the Maine meet to the floor in

only 37 seconds...

Bobby Clark (177 pounds) — Used mostly
at 190 pounds this season, Clark has waged a

winning battle to get down to this weight for

the New Englands. He will have to wrestle

better than he has been to make a name for

himself this weekend, but Clark is in excellent

shape and is priming himself for a third place

finish.

Bob Radowicz (190 pounds) - the very

fact that Radowicz is in the UMass lineup

this weekend says something of the spirit in

this freshman. Radowicz lost and regained

his varsity spot a number of times this season

and was in a spot where a lot of other

grapplers would have called it quits. But he's

going to Rhode Island today and that just

goes to show you what determination will

do. Again, this kid is wrestling in a heavier

weight class and if he gets knocked out this

year he's got some experience for next year.

John Allen (heavyweight) - The UMass
domination in this weight class rolls on... "If

Allen does not take the title," says Amato,
"it will be because of overconfidence." Allen

will be the number one seed in the tourney,

having lost but two matches all season. His

hottest competition will come from BU's
Paul Davis and URI's John Mack.

Men swimmers
send twelve

to NE meet
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

About 250 representatives from over 25
colleges and universities are competing in

this year's New England Swimming
Championships, which began yesterday at

Springfield College.

The finest swimmers and divers from the

six states will open the three day competition
at 6 p.m. with the expectation of many
records to fall, and eventually a new team
champion to be crowned.
With the hope of savoring a few records

for UMass, coach Bei Melamed has selected

12 of the swimteam's most qualified

members.
Despite the teams successful 7-2 season,

which Melamed considered their best in his

five years of coaching, he said, "we don't

have the overall depth to beat the top
schools."

"University of Maine is the runaway
favorite to win the team title, and dethrone
defending champion Springfield College,"

Melarhed said, "It should be a fierce com-
petition for second Williams, Southern
Connecticut, Springfield, and Coast Guard
all in the battle," Melamed continued.

Analyzing his own teams chances,
Melamed expects a definite improvement
over last years 12th place finish, "It all

depends on the performances of a few in-

dividuals," said Melamed. "I expect Russ
Yarworth to score within his three events
(the 200 yard butterfly and the 200 and 400
individual mediey). So far this season he has
been undefeated in the I.M."

Melamed said he also anticipates good
showings from Harry Fulford, Tom Nowak,
and Jim Leiand. Fulford, will compete in his

specialties, the 100 and 200 yard breastroke,

where he has had great success. He was
beaten only once in those events the entire

season. Leiand holds school records in both
events. Tom Nowak is also expected to win
in the 100 and 200 yard breastroke and relay

events.

The teams status depends primarily on
these men. Contributions from the others will

be a bonus. Divers Jim Antonino, Dan
Anthony, and Dan Conley are capable of

placing high within either the one or three

meter events.

Competing in the 500 yard freestyle will be
Dave Hoffman and Bob DeConinck. Hoff-

man will try out his stamina by performing in

the meet's longest event the 1650 yard free.

Freshmen Bill Tayler, probably the teams
best 200 yard freestyler, is a doubtful par-

ticipant for the Championships because of

illness.

The events began yesterday will continue

till Saturday. Finals begin tonight.

West Virginia

upsets Rutgers
PITTSBURGH \UPI] - Sophomore guard

Lowes Moore scored 23 points and senior

forward Maurice Robinson added 18

yesterday to power bottom-seeded West
Virginia to an 81-74 upset of league

champion and top-seeded Rutgers in the first

round of the Eastern 8 basketball tournament

at the civic arena.

The Mountaineers, just 11-15 on the

season, advance to the semifinals Friday

against the winner of the Duquesne- Massa-
chusetts game Thursday night.

Moore scored 18 of his point? in the

second half to stave off a frantic rally by the

Scarlet Knights, 21-6.

It was the second straight year that Rut-

gers came into the tournament as the top

seed, only to get ousted in the first round.

Despite the loss, the Scarlet Knights'

James Bailey dominated the action, scoring

34 points, '22 in the second half.

In other games, Villanova trounced Penn

St. 73-65, Pitt edged George Washington 85-

83, URI downed Fairfield 71-69, and

Providence silenced Holy Cross 71-67.

Baseball clinic
A baseball clinic featuring demonstrations

and lectures will be held tomorrow, March 4,

at the Curry Hicks Cage from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The UMass baseball team will demonstrate
various fundamentals of the game. Lectures

and demonstrations will be presented by

Coaches Rich Bedard (AlC), Tony Williams

(Northampton) and Chuck Roys
(Springfield).
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Fall in OT, 76-69
FRIDAY, MARCH 3, 1978

Dukes spoil title hopes
By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

PITTSBURGH And so the season has
ended for UMass, Jack Leaman. and his

Minutemen. A season filled with so many
scintillating peaks (Holy Cross, Villanova,

George Washington, Pitt), and nightmarish
vallies (UConn, Maine, UNH, Penn St.) is

over.

But nothing hurts as much as playing

well but succumbing to bad breaks and
shooting slumps as tne iviinutemen were
defeated in overtime 76-69 by the Duquesne
Dukes in the opening round of the Eastern

Athletic Association (EAA) playoffs.

The Minutemen were upset, as were the
Rutgers Scarlet Knights, as West Virginia

pulled a big surprise by defeating Rutgers,
81 74, which puts W. Wa. in the semifinals
against the Dukes tonight.

Minutemen Mike Pyatt, shooting a

blistering 28 points (13-17), singlehandedly

pulled UMass back into the ballgame after

the Minutemen fell behind at one point of the

second half by 13 points.

Derick Claiborne, the senior captain, hit for

12 points, but more importantly, sent the

See page 19

for other scores

Minutemen into overtime as he drove the

full-length of the court and banked a 15

footer to tie the game at 64 at the end of

regulation time.

Alex Eldridge, playing only 16 minutes,

reinjured his knee in the first half and came
out limping in the second. Leaman sat the
6'2" senior down and replaced him with

sophomore Bill Morrison. Eldridge scored but

six points.

Morrison displayed 34 minutes of fine

defensive basketball as he stole the ball three

times, scored eight points and pullecj down
four rebounds

But 'H overtime, the Dukes flashy ball-

hawking guard. Baron "B.B." Flenory scored

eight of his 23 points, and guard Lonnie
McClain and forward Jesse Hubbard hit

jump shots as the Dukes outscored UMass
12-6 in the five minute overtime.

Sparked by Claiborne's game tying shot,

the Minutemen scored first as Mark Haymore
rebounded a Claiborne miss,aand tipped it in

to give UMass a 66-64 lead.

McClain came back to hit a 20 foot corner
shot, but UMass' Eric Williams' foul shot and
a Morrison layup from Claiborne via the fast

break, gave the Lea- men a three point lead

with 3:20 to go in the game.

But that was the last time UMass would
score for the season, as Flenery went to

work First he hit a 22 foot jumper and then
banked in an 8 foot jumper with 1 56 to go in

the overtime. He then connected on two foul

shots and with 1:25 left, the score now read

Duquesne controlled the ball and Hubbard
tapped in a missed Duke jumper and for all

practical purposes, the game was over with

18 seconds left.

Down by five, Claiborne and Morrison did

everything they could defensively but

Flenory was fouled and swished in two free

throws to end the game as 7,865 Duke fans

went nuts.

In the second half, Pyatt and Claiborne
sparked The Minutemen from a 45-32 deficit

to a 61-57 lead within a span of 11 minutes.

Pyatt couldn't miss as he scored 19 points in

a nine and a half minute one man onslaught.

The Dukes regained the lead late in the

game but Claiborne dashed the length of the

floor and hit his last second shot to give the

Minutemen another chance. But in overtime
It was all Flenory.

After the game, the UMass players

dressed silently and quickly and were not

available for comment. Only Eric Williams

offered this; "The bed passes and the missed
shots are the things you will remember for a

long time."

Leaman, smiling but still disappointed, said

after the game 'I was very proud of the way
we came back after being down so far in the

second half, but was disappointed that we
didn't play with a little bit more disciplined in

the overtime.

"Mike Pyatt and Derick Claiborne gave
everything they had, but it still wasn't good
enough. It's been a very long, disappointing
year and I'm glad it's over," Leaman said.

UMass Pyatt 13-2-28, Williams 1-3-4,

Kohlhaas 1-0-2, Claiborne 6-0-12, Morrison 4-

8, Eldridge 3-0-6, Haymore 4-1 9, Totals 32-

569
Duquesne - Moore 2-2-6, Hubbard 8-3-19,

Cotton 8-0-16, McClain 2-1-5, Flenory 7-6-20,

Thomas 2 0-4, Baldwin 3-0-6, Totals 32-12-76

Team Records Duquesne - 11-16, UMass —
15-12

Field Goal Percentage Duquesne 43.8,

UMass 43.2

Attendance 7,865

Minutewomen ready

forces for hoop title
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

The first step in the UMass women's
basketball team's hopes for post-season
glory begins tonight, when the Minute-
women meet Northeastern at 600 on the
campus of the University of Maine ( Portland-
Gorham) m the first round of the Eastern
Association of Athletics for Women
(EAIAW) regional tournament.

Following the game. Providence plays host

team Maine at 8:15 in the other semifinal

contest
The winners will meet at 3 p.m. tomorrow

for the right to advance to the Eastern finals

next weekend at Queens College

Three other four-team qualifying tourneys

are taking place this weekend. The three

winners from them will be added to the

Eastern finalist field.

UMass, seeded fifth in the 16-team field,

wants revenge against Providence, a team
which defeated the Minutewomen in over-

time early in February. The Lady Friars also

took second spot in the New England

coaches poll following a 63 62 win over first

rated Southern Connecticut last week. But

Providence was then upset by Central

Connecticut, to bring its final record to 17-4

Before UMass, 13-7 and rated third in New
England, can meet the Lady Fnars, the

Minutewomen must contend with North-

eastern first The Huskies were supposed to

play UMass tfiis season, but the game was
cancelled due to the snowstorm which hit

Massachusetts in mid February.

Northeastern wrapped up its season Tues-

day night with a make up game against

Rhode Island Prior to that, the Huskies
sported an 8-7 record.

Northeastern finished third in last week-
end's state tournament. It lost to eventual

champ Boston University in the first round,

62 52, but then defeated Bridgewater State
in the consolation game.

"They have a nice little ballclub," UMass
coach Mary Ann Ozdarski said of the

Huskies. 'They hustle and run a lot."

Leading scorer for the unseeded North-
eastern squad is Beth Peterson, a forward
who averages 19. 7 points per game. Front-

court mate Karent Kluttz hits for 11.5 ppg,
while Julie Ryan pops in 5.7 points per

outing.

Kluttz is the top rebounder (8.5 per game),
while Peterson ranks second with 8.2 boards
per game.

Northeastern lost to Southern Connecticut
by four points, and was also defeated by
Harvard in triple overtime.

The Minutewomen are not looking ahead
of the game to a possible rematch with
Providence, according to Ozdarski.

"We have to go out there and beat North-

eastern first, " she said "We have to go out
there and play the game. Naturally, we would
like to meet Providence again, and it's the
ideal opportunity, but they have to beat
Maine too

"

Ozdarski is pleased with her team's latest

efforts.

"Southern Connecticut could have been
beaten," she said. "But we've been having a

super team effort and I can't be more
pleased We're playing hard basketball.

"The cliche certainly fits," she concluded.
"There's no tomorrow now."

U

Bill Morrison, here in action against Pitt, and his teammates saw their season
come to a close last night at the Pittsburgh Civic Center.

Hal James

Bowie's house or horrors
It isn't often that a commissioner of a

major league sport has to worry about job

security. For Bowie Kuhn, however, this

tendency towards the status quo is crum-
bling.

Initial reports cited nine clubowners who
were allegedly trying to drum up enough
peer support to hand Kuhn his ouster.

Yankees' owner George Steinbrenner and
St. Louis Cardinals' boss Gussie Busch have
since denied their accused roles as con-
spirators.

Owner after owner, ballclub after ballclub

has been contacted by the media for the
express purpose of casting stones, for or
against, Kuhn. There remains only one in-

volved party who remains uncanvassed —
Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn.

I went to Kuhn's New YorK office to see if

he lent any credence to the reports

Coming upon the front gate to the

building, I heard a faint buzzing. An oc-

casional spark flew across the medal bars.

Here and there, along the base of the fence,

were limp birds, dogs, rabbits and a cow. I

couldn't put my finger on it, but something
seemed to be awry.

Taking a step back to get a better view, I

found myself in the middle of a busy street. A
car, swerving to avoid me, crashed into the

gate, knocking it down and causing what
could only be termed as a minor atmospheric

disturbance. Mere Fourth-of-July pyro-

technics. I hurried over to the vehicle to

advise the operator that he should watch the

road more carefully, but upon reaching the

remains of the machine, one look at the

wreckage led me to believe that the driver

would not be an attentive listener. I con-

tinued on over the fallen gate.

The grounds surroundinq the building

were pitted with twenty-foot-wide divits. I

duly lotted on my note pad that Kuhn was an

avid golfer.

The front door of the building was quite

unlike any I had ever seen. Instead of a door-

knob, it was ornamented with a lever shaped
like a miniature baseball bat. Above the lever

was a placard instrucing 'pull'. I did so.

In a second, the steps had given way
under me and I felt myself sliding down a

passageway "Spectacular," I marveled.
"First a baseball bat and now a contraption

to help one perfect the art of sliding. I must
have gotten a hit."

The end of the passageway was com
pletely dark. Through the gloom, a pair of

eyes shone brightly. They blinked one.

Twice. They they seemed to leap towards
me. Realization flooded into me with
sickening suddenness. I had missed the

steal' sign. Maybe I could yet atone for my
sin. I couldn't see second base, but judging
the angle of the eyes as the third-base

coaching box, I darted for the keystone sack,

legs pumping high. At the end of my perfect

hook-slide, I again felt myself falling.

Was I safe ..or out? There was a splash

and water enveloped me. A rainout. The
stolen base wouldn't have counted anyway.
While swimming for my life, I couldn't

suppress myself from cursing the in

competent groundscrew which had
neglected to put down the tarpaulin and let

the field fall into this sad state of disrepair.

Moreover, the field's drainage system must
be deplorable.

Seeing an expose on drainage systems as

a good story I dove down to take a look. Sure
enough, the drain gate was blocked by a

large wooden plank. I moved it out of the

way and found myself carried into a roomy
air duct along with an ample supply of water

I waded along a slightly curving corridor

until I came to a ventilation grid. I looked

back along the path I had just traversed No
sharp rises or drops, only the slight curve

The building contractor obviously didn't

have his stuff going for him when he made
the thing.

Removing the grid and stepping into an

anteroom, I was rudely confronted by a pair

of armed sentries. One had his finger on the

pin of a grenade.
"What do you want''" they demanded in

unison
"I need to speak with the commissioner to

find out whether or not he sees the team
owners' grumblings as a serious threat."

"No one can see Kuhn," said one of the

guards mechanically.

"Look," I reasoned, "I'll give you double
what Kuhn is paying you if you let me see

him."
"We don't get paid," said the one with the

grenade.
"No pay! "

I said incredulously. "Why
that's below minimum wage! Why do you
continue to protect the man?"

"For the good of baseball."
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Miners veto new contract
[UPf] - Union miners angrily rejected a

new contract in a landslide of "no" votes
yesterday, daring President Carter to take

action to end their three-month-old strike.

The administration's top economist said the

coal crisis could lead to 3 million more layoffs

by next month.
United Mine Workers from Alabama to

Pennsylvania and from Maryland to New
Mexico spurned the tentative pact by 2- 1

margins despite a promise that President
Carter will act today to choke off the strike

which has gone on since Dec. 6.

With 410 or 51.6 percent of 794 locals

reporting the vote was 15,750 (31 .4 percent*
for ratification and 34,344 (68.6 percent)
against.

The rejectionist trend which started on Fri

day continued unabated through Saturday
and yesterday, spreading gloom within the
administration and predictions of violence if

Carter moves to force the mines to reopen.
It was a crushing defeat. Even some con-

servative locals counted on to strongly sup-
port the agreement voted "no" or at best
provided only narrow approval in the
balloting yesterday.

Some union leaders said the rejection could
finish the UMW.
"It could lead to the breakup of the union,"

said UMW veteran John Bowen of Marion,
III. "You can't let the men dictate to you;
you've got to run it. The trouble with the
United Mine Workers is that it has the same
problem as the country ... no leadership."

Others such as West Virginia's John Davis
forecast violence. "It's going to cause blood-

shed. Some people are going to obey the
(TaftHartley) law and some people aren't."

He said two things had beaten the pact, the

lack of satisfactory health and pension
benefits and the worker stability clauses
— geared to discourage wildcat strikes — im-

posed by industry.

The three-year wage agreement offered to

boost the average hourly wage for miners
from $7.80 to $10.20. Money was not a pro-

blem.

The rejection could also lead to a spurt of

company-bycompany negotiations with

each union local — a bewildering prospect
for union and management.
At the White House, the highlevel

strategists who forged the fast-ditch ten-

tative settlement on Feb. 24, resumed
deliberations on the next course cf action.

This time, the the machinery is ready to go.

Legislation providing for government seizure

of the mines has been drafted, and the

groundwork for a Taft-Hartley 80-day
backto-work order has been laid.

White House economic adviser Charles

Schultze said the defeat of the contract and
continuation of the strike could force up to 3
million more Americans out of work by early

April.

"Should no coal be mined over significant

penods of time in the future: as we get into

the second half of March, we would begin to

get significant increases in unemployment,
and sometime during that period it would
rise above the million mark. And then as you
go ... into the second week in April, it would
be above the 3 million mark perhaps,"
Schultze said.

Under Taft-Hartley, a court would order

miners back to work for 80 days while a

board of inquiry and federal mediators seek

to break the bargaining deadlock.

A combination solution is expected from
the White House, drawing together:

-The back-to-work order.

— Seizure of the mines wherein the govern-

ment would set "fair" wage and profit levels

as the work resumed.
-And possibly some form of non-binding

arbitration. Seizure and arbitration need con-

gressional action.

Carter has bi-partisan support for his deii-

sion, but some have warned the Panama
Canal debate in the Senate could delay

enactment of emergency coal strike pro-

posals.

An administration source bemoaned the

fact that miners "have been led to believe

that if they turn this down, they would be

better off under TaftHartley. That is so un
true..."

The low turnout was not unprecedented. In

1974, only 65 percent of the miners voted on

a contract, approving it by only 56-44 per

cent.

An estimated 132,000 to 150,000 miners

were eligible to cast ballots in the voting.

WASHINGTON (UPf)
marks the 4 p.m. tally.

Union miners rejected a new contract yesterday with a landslide of "no" votes. Here Art Harless

Refusal won 't bust union
By BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

A representative of the United Mine Workers speaking at

UMass yesterday predicted that miners' rejection of the pact
negotiated between union leaders and coal operators will not lead

to the breakup of the union, despite speculation that it might.
David Martin, union representative from Illinois local 989, said

the Bituminous Coal Op>erators Association wants to destroy the
union, but said, "I'm here today to tell you that's not going to

happen."
"They'll never destroy the union; they'll never destroy the mine

workers," he said.

The 3B-year-old labor organizer told an afternoon audience of

1 10 that this Taft-Hartley Act, which some say President Carter will

invoke to suspend the 91-day-old miners strike, "does not force

you to go to work. What it does force you to do is not to strike."

There is an old saying among miners, he said; "We let Taft dig

it, we let Hartley haul it."

Throughout his 50- minute presentation, which he repeated last

night, Martin emphasized the complexity of the issues surrounding
the strike and contract negotiations.

Miners want the right to strike at the local level over health and
safety conditions, Martin said, which basically is "the right to not

work in an unsafe condition" — a right he said is not guaranteed
by the Feb. 24 pact.

He criticized national media for coverage of the strike. "There
are a few things you haven't heard and haven't been told by the

New York Times." He said it is wrong to think the rank-and-file

mine workers are in revolt against union President Arnold R.

Miller, although it is clear many do not agree with him.
"The union is made up of individuals for better or for worse," he

said, and later added, "You know what Arnold's going to do if

you're a unionist."

"There's nobody the coal miner can trust but the coal miner and
the union," he said, maintaining that the miners cannot trust the
government or the coal operators to insure miners safer mining
conditions.

Martin described mining as the most dangerous occupation in

the country, and more dangerous than it has to be.

When asked what the result would be if the National Guard was
sent in to work the mines, Martin repeated another miner's ad-
dage, "You don't dig coal with bayonets. " He questioned the
success they would have operating a mine's "very sophisticated
machinery."

Martin said he thought miners would be more willing to work
were the mines seized by the federal government, where the
profits would go into the U.S. treasury and not to the coal

companies.
Martin was brought to Hampshire College and UMass yesterday

by area students who compose the three week old United Mine
Workers Strike Support Committee in Western Massachusetts.
He will now go to Boston where a rally in support of the miners

is scheduled to be held March 12. The union president is also listed

as a speaker.

City l\/lanager icept quiet

UMass studied DNA
By STEVEN R. D'AGOS TINO
Worcester Magazine
Copyright 1978

WORCESTER - A controversial type of

genetic research that has ignited public

outcry across the country has been going
on here for two years without the
knowledge of elected officials or most
residents, Worcester Magazine has learn-

ed.

Last spring. City Manager Francis
McGrath appointed City Health Director

John Smith to represent the City on the

UMass Medical School's Bio Hazards
Committee That committee is responsible

for making sure that there are safeguards

for possibly hazardous biological ex-

perimentation.

McGrath told the City Council of Smith's

appointment, but did not inform the coun-
cillors that recombinant DNA research was
going on at the Belmont Street medical

center McGrath told Worcester Magazine
he decided it was a "health problem" and
not of immediate concern to the Council.

Mayor Thomas Early claimed to be "Sur-

prised, " and Councillor Jordan Levy pro-

fessed to be "Shocked" upon learning

from Worcester Magazine about the ex

perimentation at the UMass Medical

School Early says he's going to talk with

John Smith to find out more on the
research, and Levy says he, too, will get
more information and then file an order
before the City Council to discuss possible
dangers to the public from the ex-
periments
The controversial research involves taking

the genetic material DNA, or deox
yribonucleic acid, from one species and in

fusing it in the intestinal bacteria from
another species. Because DNA determines
hereditary factors, the result is that a whol
ly new organism is produced
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Singer Holly Near
kicks off I.W.W. ^

By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

International Women's Week at UMass
was off to an exhilerating start last night as
singer and cultural worker Holly Near per-
formed before a capacity crowd in the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium.

Irene Richard, Student Activities program
advisor who is coordinating the week's
activities, opened the event by announcing
that it was the first concert sponsored by the
Union Program Council for which child-care
facilities and interpreters for the deaf were
provided.

UMass student Aundre Clinton read an
original poem dedicated to her mother and
Byrdie Klix, workshop coordinator, gave a

brief rundown of the week's activities.

Near and her accompanist, Judie Thomas,
were greeted warmly by the audience as they
came onstage. They opened the concert with
"Old Time Woman" a song about con-
versation between a young woman who's
just discovered she's pregnant and an old

woman "propped up on a pillow, rockin' in a

rockin' chair."

After the first number. Near said, "You're
going to hear a lot of songs about women's
lives tonight; mostly not the kind you'll hear
on AM radio."

The women Near sang about were from
many different backgrounds. Two of her
songs, "Kentucky Woman" and "You Can't
Just Take My Dreams Away" were sung
from the perspective of women in Ap-
palachian strip-mining country. After the first

of these songs. Near urged the crowd to

support the striking United Mine Workers.

"Kentucky Woman ' was followed by a
rewritten version of "No More Genocide In

My Name," from Near's "Hang In There"
album. Near urged the crowd to join her in

singing the chorus.

One of the more recent compositions Near
performed was a song about the Chilean
women taken away from their homes by the
junta and never seen again.

After intermission, Near and her sister

Timothy, who currently works at Stage West
in Springfield, performed three numbers
together. Timothy interpreted the songs in

sign language while Near sang. The rest of

the concert was interpreted for the deaf by
Maureen Leombruno and Marylee Wash-
burn.

Songs in the second half of the concert
included "Water Come Down," "Imagine
My Surprise" and "Drops of Water", a song
Near said was inspired by the courage of
women and a legend she learned while
touring in Vietnam.

Referring to the way in which women are
now uniting to "make a safe home
together," Near said. "There is no fear
greater than a woman's will and right to
live."

Throughout the concert Judie Thomas,
who was filling in for Near's regular pianist
after only eight hours of rehearsal, provided
solid accompaniment for Near's strong rich
voice.

The concert closed with "Nicholia" with
the audience dividing into three groups to
harmonize on the chorus. As they left the
Fine Arts Center, they were still singing.

r/.
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The rich tones of Holly Near resounded throughout the Fine Arts Center Concert
Hall last night as she sang before a capacity crowd of devoted fans. (Staff photo by
Megan O'Reilly)

^ UMass genetic research bared
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Chuch Medansky, a microbiologist at the
UMass Medical School, is one of those
concerned scientists. Last April, during the
debate on DNA research in Shrewsbury, he
told Worcester Magazine, 'I'm concerned

about recombinant DNA research because
of the potential biohazards resulting from
the incorporation of random fragments of
DNA into the bacterium E. coli.

"

Many scientists hail this as a possible road
to the long awaited cure for cancers and
other maladies that continue to plague

mankind. Other scientists, however, claim
that more diseases may be created for
which there'll be no cures, and who further
predict that someday a mutant will come
lumbering out of a laboratory, the product
of a botched intercourse.

The same type of genetic research is being
conducted in neighbvving Shrewsbury at
the Worcester Foundation for ExpePimental
Biology. In that community, though, the
selectmen regularly get updates from the
three residents who serve on the Founda
lion's Bio Hazards Committee. City
Manager McGrath says he's yet to receive a
report from Smith on the research at the
UMass Medical School.

Although Smith admits to Worcester
Magazine that he knows "very little" about
genetic research, he claims the UMass
researchers are doing "a pretty fine job
staying within the guidelines set by the Na-
tional Institute for Health." He further

claims that "all possibilities have been con-
sidered" such as a DNA experiment ac
cidentally getting flushed into the public
sewers. Smith gives his stamp of approval
saying, "I'm satisfied that there are
safeguards.

'

Both McGrath and Smith say they are
mindful of the public outcry that took place
in Shrewsbury and Cambridge when the
residents first found out that genetic
research was going on in their com
munities Smith defends the handling of
the matter in Worcester as having "reduc
ed the emotions of people who would
wonder what's going on."
Unlike in Worcester, there's been an open

dialogue in both Shrewsbury and Cam
bridge between researchers and the com
munity.

As one Cambridge City Councillor put it,

"I think it's about time any politician
anywhere re-asserts his right to know
what's going on in his community."

UMass physics professor

to head DNA committee

The Alcohol Prevention Program sponsored a free breathalyzer test in front of

the Bluewall this past Friday. Here. UMass senior Joseph Maglitta registers a

0.075 per cent; just under the legal driving limit. (Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)
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By MARK HORAN
Collegian Staff

The future of DNA research in Amherst
will be decided largely by a special town
committee appointed by the Board of
Selectmen and headed by UMass physics
professor Arthur Quinton.

The committee was formed last fall to
'gather and disseminate information about
DNA" and report it to the May town meeting
and the general public, according to Quinton.
So far the committee has held four

meetings and is still in the process of "talking
with people," said Quinton.

"We've talked with two people who are
planning to do DNA research," said Quinton,
"and last week we spoke with two people
who are cautious' about the research."

Professor Maurille Fournier of UMass and
Professor Patrick Williamson of Amherst
College, who both hope to do research in

DNA, have appeared before the committee
to discuss their projects and their view of the
health hazards that the research might
create

Last week Dr Jonathan King of M.I.T. and
Or Stephen Newman of City University of

New York Albany expressed their

rHiifinus" feelings on the research to the
' itirihtteC-

Quinton said the committee is still in the

information collecting stage but it will make a

report to the town meeting in May and the
committee may file some Town Warrant
articles for the October town meeting.

Quinton commented that he personally did
not think the committee would recommend a

complete moratorium on DNA research,
although he "could not speak for the rest of

the committee."

If DNA research is approved in Amherst,
two permanent bio- hazards committees will

review and approve individual plans for

research.

The Amherst College Bio-hazards
Committee is almost ready to start meeting,

according to Dr. Diana Stein, a UMass
researcher who is on the Amherst com-
mittee.

Dr. Robert Gage, former UMass vice

chancellor of Student Affairs and current
public health professor, is a member of the
UMass Bio-hazards Committee which he
said IS still "in the planning stages."

"To the best of my knowledge the
University has appointed its members but the
town has not appointed all its members yet,"
said Gage.

The two bio- hazards committees will be
I Diimosed o^ both townspeople and in

stitution representatives,

Ethics

committee

lished
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - The Mount Holyoke
College Board of Trustees will soon take
action on a student proposal calling for the
establishment of an ethics committee to
oversee the questions of college-owned
stock in corporations operating in South
Africa, according to Irma Rabbino, a spokes-
woman at the college.

The proposal was presented Friday to the
board by the Student Conference Com-
mittee. Rabbino said last night that the board
discussed the proposal, but took no action.
She stressed, however, that the board's
reaction was favorable and they would reply
to the students in "the near future."

The next meeting of the Mount Holyoke
Board of Trustees is scheduled for May.
According to Community Senator Jeannie

Little, the proposal does not demand the
immediate divestment of college-owned
stock in corporations operating in South
Africa.

Instead, she said divestment represents
the last resort and the proposal is based on
the "strong belief Mount Holyoke would be
more effective in these dealings as part of a
coalition of other colleges and universities."

"We hope we can establish a coalition

among other collges and religious groups,"
Little said. "We don't recommend divest-

ment now because we don't see that as
being the most effective way. We don't want
this just to be a moral statement."

The proposal calls for the ethics com-
mittee to be comprised of an equal number
of college administrators, students, faculty,

trustees and alumni, and act as a "liaison be-
tween the campus and the trustees."
"The whole proposal hinges on the ethics

committee," Little said.

Besides the ethics committee the proposal
also calls for;

A firm policy to end apartheid.
- Proxy committee vote on the South
African issues and a monitoring of cor-
porations in South Africa In which the
college owns stock.
- Contacting shareholders in these cor-

porations.

A follow-up to letters sent by college
President David B. Truman to corporations in

which the college owns stock concerning
their involvement in South Africa.
- No further expansion of college in-

vestment holdings in corporations operating
in South Africa.

College officials last night could not give
the exact number of corporations operating
in South Africa in which Mount Holyoke
owns stock.

Little said she believes Mount Holyoke
owns stock in "around 29 corporations with
interests in South Africa," and the total

financial investment is in the neighborhood
of $17 million.

"That may be a conservative estimate,"
she said. "A lot of our information is con-
fusing."

Candidacies

to hold fomm
Students will have the rare opportunity to

see all 16 student government presidential

candidates in a forum tonight at 7:00 in the
Campus Center Auditorium.
The debate will begin with five-minute

opening staioments from the eleven can-
didacies. There are six individual candidate?
and five slates of co-presidential candidates.

Following the opening statements can-
didates will be questioned by a three-person
panel consisting of Senator Bob Dion, who is

the chairperson of the Senate Rents and
Fees Committee, Collegian Executive Editor

Michael Doran, and one representative from
either Nummo News or Black Affairs page of

the Collegian.

After a panelist asks a question, five

candidates will be picked at random. These
five candidates will be asked the question.
Then the next question will go to the
remaining six candidates.

This process of indirect questioning is

designed to avoid an individual candidate
being asked an unfair question.

The questions asked tomorrow night will

deal mostly with campus issues. According
to Dion and Doran, the questions will be
concerned with candidates' platforms and
plans for office.

Around 9;30 questions will be taken from
the floor

Design causes fallen roof
HARTFORD \AP\ - Engineers investigating the collapse of the

Hartford Civic Center's coliseum roof have found evidence of faulty
design, poor workmanship and sub-standard materials, a published
report said yesterday.

Tfie Hartford Courant report said the information was outlined to
a city council investigating committee Feb. 22 by Lev-Zetlin
Associates, the New York engineering firm hired to probe the Jan.
19 roof collapse. Members of the committee agreed that the Feb. 22
meeting would be closed because the report was "preliminary."

The Courant also reported that engineers theorize that steel cables
found In the wreckage of the roof were strung beneath it sometime
after it was put In place by someone concerned about the roof's
weakness.

But a report in yesterday's editions of The New Haven Register
quoted two engineers investigating the collapse as saying

speculation that the cables were used to reinforce the roof is

"preposterous."
"What you're talking about is using cables that might support five

or six tons to reinforce members that are carrying 400 to 500 tons,"
one of the two unnamed engineers reportedly said. He speculated
the cables might have been strung during construction as safety
lines and then forgotten and left in place.
The architect of the coliseum, Vincent Kling and Associates ot

Philadelphia, and the general contractor. The Gilbane Construction
Co. of Providence, have said they were unaware of the cables which
were not in the original design.

Other companies involved in the construction of the roof have
consistently declined any comment since it collapsed. The 1,400 ton,
space-frame roof is said to have been the largest structure of its kind
ever built on the ground and raised into place.

March leapt onto the scene like a lion dumping six inches of snow on New England. Sun and snow combined here In

geometric patterns of a fire escape by Wilder Hall. (Staff photo by Lynn Marion)

UM trustees visit presidential candidates
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the UMass Board of
Trustees' Search Committee visited the
University of California at Berkeley in

January to discuss the UMass presidency

student newspaper, the Daily Californian.

"They later invited me to visit the three

University of Massachusetts campuses and
to meet with the board of trustees, but I

declined."

"Therefore, I am not an active candidate,"

he told the Californian. The Collegian was

'Members of the University of l\/lassachusetts

Presidential Search Committee visited the Berkeley
campus Jan. 19 and interviewed me. '

with UCal- Berkeley Chancellor Albert H.

Bowker, according to Bowker himself.

Search Committee Chairman Stephen G.

Breyer would not confirm the report,.

"Members of the University of Massa-
chusetts Presidential Search Committee
visited the Berkeley campus Jan. 19 and
Interviewed me." Bowker told the UCal

unable to reach Bowker this weekend for
personal comment.

Sources last week said Bowker is con-

sidered to be the leading candidate among a

field of seven or eight to succeed former
UMass President Robert C. Wood.
Wood resigned effective Jan. 1. Interim

President Franklin K. Patterson has served
since then.

Bowker has served as UCal- Berkeley
chancellor since 1971. He has also been
turned down for president of the UCal
system by UCal trustees.

Meanwhile, Breyer said he would not
discuss "details of the (search) committee."
"We've talked to different people in

different places," Breyer said. He said he
would not comment on possible candidates
for the UMass presidency due to a "need for

confidentiality."

"Too many times, a good candidate has
been prevented from being a candidate due
to publicity at too early a stage," he said.

Another source last week told the
Collegian Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
•and former Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs and Provost Robert L. Gluckstern are

still being considered for the UMass
presidency.
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Blacks didn't gain

says • [•v't. survey
BOSTON (API - In the ten years after a

federal ban against racial discrimination in

hiring and salaries, blacks gamed no
economic ground in the struggle to reach
parity with white workers, according to a

survey by a Federal Reserve Bank
economist,
"Affirmative action programs have not suc-

ceeded in promoting the employment of
black workers,' Alicia H. Munnell, an assis-

tant vice president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston concluded in the bank's
latest New England Economic Review.
The economist studied wages and employ-
ment of blacks from the passage of the 1964
US. Civil Rights Act barring discrimination

to 1974 She said she omitted 1975 and 1976
"due to the distorting effects of the severe
recession."

Lease policy

approved by
school office
By CAROL MORRIER
Collegian Staff

A spokesperson for the Residential
Resource Management, which is in charge of
physical maintenance in all dorms, spoke last
night in favor of the proposed dorm lease
policy at the Northeast Area Government
meeting.

Sandy Anderson said the way repairs are
made now is 'through a power of persuasion
type of agreement" with the Physical Plant.
"Most students don't realize that we're
paying for these people (physical plant
workers), but we don't supervise them," said
Anderson.

Other guest speakers at the meeting were
candidates for the Student Government
Organization presidency Steve Ross, Herbert
Tyson with co-candidate Shelley Gordon,
Jay Flynn, and Sue Birmingham with co-
candidate David Barenburg. The SGA
elections will be held March 15 and 16.

Her study showed that while the wages of
blacks with lObs rose slightly higher than the
earnings of "whites during the ten years,
ulack family income dropped relative to
whites and black unemployment rates still

were twice as high as rates among white
workers.

Teenagers bore the brunt of economic
decline among blacks during the period, ac-
cording to the survey.
"The proportion of black teenagers

employed dropped dramatically between
1964 and 1974 when white teenage employ-
ment showed a substantial gain," Ms Mun-
nell reported.

By 1974, only 21 percent of black males
age 16 and 17 were employed compared to

45 percent of white youths.
Between 1964 and 1974, black males

dropped from 13.2 to 11 percent of the
teenage work force during a period when
blacks were increasing as a proportion of the
U.S. population.

"The decline in participation rate indicates
that the unemployment rate ratio
understates the deterioration in the labor
market position of black teenagers."
According to survey figures, 32.9 percent

of black male and female teenagers were out
of work in 1974, up from 27.2 percent in

1964.

The rate for white males and females bet-
ween 16 and 19 dropped slightly to 14 per-
cent in 1974 compared with 14 8 percent ten
years before.

Total unemployment rate of blacks of all

ages and both sexes was 9 9 percent in 1974,
up from 9.6 percent. This compared with a
white rate in 1974 of 5 percent, up from 4.6
percent in 1964.

Ms. Munnell said the wages of blacks have
increased but "black employment has fallen

compared to white.
She said a rapidly growing economy in the

late 1960s created a strong demand for labor
and growing opportunities for blacks.
"When the upswing slowed during the

seventies, " she explained, "the number of
highwage positions shrank. Consequently,
workers with the least seniority were laid off.

The result was a slowdown in upgrading for
minorities as a whole and a reduction in

black employment relative to white."
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Olympic multi-medalist Wilma Rudolph will be the keynote speaker for

International Women's Week tonight at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

• ^-t'
» » medalist

to key women's week
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Wilma Rudolph, former Olympic gold
medalist, will make the keynote address
for International Women's Week tonight
at 8:00 in Student Union Ballroom. The
program is sponsored by the
Distinguished Visitors Program.
Rudolph set three world records in the

1960 Olympics in Rome in the 100, 200
and 400 meter races, becoming the first

American woman to win three gold
medals in one Olympiad. She is also the
first United States Woman Athlete of the
Year to earn that honor two years in a
row and the first woman to be named
"Sports Woman of the Year" by
European Sports Writers.
Rudolph was the victim of polio from

infancy and was unable to walk without
braces until she was nine years old. By
the time she was 15, she had overcome
her handicap andwent to the 1956
Australian Olympics in Melbourne where
she earned a bronze medal.
Wilma Rudolph has received many

additional honors since the Olympics.

She is one of three women to receive the
James E. Sullivan Award, presented
annually to the year's most outstanding
amateur athlete by the American Athletic
Union, in 41 years. The U.S. State
Department selected her to be America's
Good Will Ambassador to French West
Africa. In 1970 she toured world-wide as
a representative of United States Track
and Field Assocition.

Rudolph has been actively involved, in

various capacities, in all of the Olympic
Games since 1956. She served on the
U.S. Olympic Committee for the 1976
Games in Montreal. She has also worked
with the Special Olympics for han-
dicapped children.

She has taught physical education at
all levels from elementary school through
college and has consulted in education,
curriculum development, and other areas
for the California State Department of
Education and for private consulting
firms.

Her autobiography, "Wilma", was
made into a television movie aired in

December by NBC which starred Cicely
Tyson.

Women's workshop planned
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

The lives of handicapped women will be
explored Friday in two separate workshops
on campus.

The workshops will be conducted by Ruth

Schooibooks
protested
NASHUA, N.H. \UPI\ - Mothers in

southern New Hampshire who object to
some books being assigned to their children
are gearing up for a fight over which books
should be allowed in public schools.
The controversy has spawned a group

calling itself "Concerned Parents and
Taxpayers for Better Education in Nashua.
The group was formed to protest sex and
violence in school texts.

The group includes several persons who
picketed the statehouse recently in support
of a Nashua woman who went to jail rather
than produce. her, daughter for a truaqcy
hearing * ' T*'.'

'

Scienkewicz and Jane Hansberry from 1 to 5
p.m. in Campus Center room 917.

Kathy Moore, a UMass student and intern
at Belchertown State School, is coordinating
the workshops for International Women's
Week. According to Moore, "the workshops
will focus on life in institutions, handicapped
women in society, and relationships and
sexuality of handicapped women."

Scienkewicz will be discussing non-oral
communication through an electronic
communicator. Scienkewicz has cerebral
palsy and is unable to speak. She is currently
writing a book about her life. Sue Downie,
another handicapped woman, will be reading
exerpts from the book throughout the
workshop.

Hansbierry, a member of the newly formed
Handicapped Student Collective, will discuss
"Sexuality and the Disabled Woman " This
workshop will be conducted in the form of a
panel discussion

"Letters are being sent out to deaf
students on campus to determine the
workshops for which interpreters are to be
provided,' said Moore. "We hope that
sendjrig letters will eriQOurage deaf people to

•. jtf»l»f\d^' %he' ^dddd '

President Carter flashes his famous
smile as he answers questions at the

White House briefing of college editors

and news directors. Friday. The smile

came as he announced his March 17 trip

to North Carolina to discuss national

defense ...

c^oHegJan 5

President talks freely

to college journalists
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - "I don't believe
there's a dormancy among college
students. Despite criticism from some of
the media, the commitment is still there,"
Carter said as he ended his first briefing
of college editors and news directors
Friday.

The president was very much at ease
as he answered questions from the
students. Unlike the formal manner in

which Carter conducts press conferences
attended by the White House Press
Corps, he spoke freely and stayed later

than the scheduled time to give closing
remarks.

Though the president was informal in

talking with the students, he said the
caliber of questions from the college

media "was wide-ranging and profound
in its importance." He praised college

students for having a flexibility of

thought and analysis and said these
qualities were an advantage allowing

students to freely express support and
criticism of the government.

Carter said the same expression of
government views applied to him when
he took office last January. "When I

came into office, there was a sense of
alienation of people from government
because of Vietnam, Watergate and
problems with the Central Intelligence
Agency. I felt there should be some clear
expression of what our country stands
for - honesty, human rights, decency."
The presidential appearance was not

an informal happening for the 200
students who came from almost every
state in the country. A trip to the old
executive building across the street from
the White House was preceded by
security clearance calls to the press office
as well as numerous checks by the Secret
Service men during the briefing.

Midge Costanza, assistant to the
president for public liaison, added some
light comments as she introduced Carter.
"Don't look so eager to see him that you
look like you want to get rid of me," she
said. Play it cool, look firm — or it'll go to
his head."

... and he later speaks his plans to

increase direct grants and loans to
students while expanding the work
study programs across the nation's

colleges and universities. (Staff photos
by Beth Segers)

Carter pushes for more student aid
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - President Carter over
the weekend said the "income tax credit is ill

advised and not well focused," maintaining

instead his proposal to increase aid to college

students will "help those families most in

need."
Carter spoke of education and other topics

at a White House briefing of college editors

and news directors Friday in which he and
several top aides were drilled with questions
from 200 members of the college media from
across the country.

Carter last Tuesday requested from
Congress a record $12.9 billion federal

budget for education. "I will not accept both
the income tax credit and my proposal" he
said. Carter said he favors his proposal.

Get help for your alcohol problem

ROOM TO MOVE

sponsors on going weekly group
get support to set goals

stop drinking

Sfop by or call

ROOM TO MOVE
545^0400

which calls for a 24 per cent increase in

spending on education, because it will affect

students more than the income tax credit

tuition break and is "less than half the cost."

Carter's proposal to increase aid to college

students by $1.46 billion has three focuses:

direct grants ($250) to students from middle

income families, the authorization of in-

creased loans to students, and the expansion

of work- study programs on the nation's

campuses.
The president also answered questions

dealing with the nation's economy, amnesty,

the Equal Rights Amendment, his par-

ticipation in fund-raising events for political

candidates, and speculation that he is a

"one-term president."

"'The basic elements of economic theory

have been ignored in the last three weeks,"

Carter said of the economic situation.

ROOM TO MOVE H

t.iCJtni lOunseiofs

Hours MWF 9 5 T&Th
Tues ewe 7 10

or

call

645 0400
drop in

no appointment necessary

1 5

i^^

Hie j^

l^aurant ^
The ideal spot for an unhurried meal.

LV

"Because the OPEC nations export $60
billion each year and can maintain the

positive trade balance, the rest of the world
must absorb this amount, making the

worldwide balance equal to zero."'

"We (the United States) are absorbing

more than our share of the trade balance

while the Germans and Japanese have in-

sisted on having a positive trade balance of

their own. This aggravates the US economic
problems,'" the president said.

Carter cited three factors involving the

1978 year which will provide for '"the

inevitable correction of the value of the

dollar.'" Oil imports will not increase this

year, the growth rate of the United States

(Three per cent higher than other nations) will

be reduced, and the interest paid on US
investments is higher this year than last,

causing other nations to invest in the United

States, he said.

When asked of his opinion of the amnesty
program, Carter said it "has been only

partially successful because of restrictions

placed on it by Congress. There is a need to

expedite the process of giving amnesty to

Vietnam protesters and deserters, although a

distinction must be made between the

different degrees of desertion. It is not yet

adequate," he said.

The president said he "fully favors

ratification of the ERA but remains "per-

sonally and politically opposed to abortion."

Asked if there was any contradiction in the

two stands, he said "I don't see the two
subjects to be interrelated at all." Carter said

he does not favor government payment for

abortions, but said he thinks the government
should find every possible alternative to the

problem.
Carter has campaigned in five major fund

raising evens so far this year for political

candidates. He defended this action Friday,

saying he will "on occasion, continue to give

support to those politicians performing well,

without interfering with my duties as
president." He did, however, add that he will

not"get involved in primaries for democratic
candidates".

Speculation that Carter is a "one-term
president"' was dismissed by Carter as
"something said about every president since

Eisenhower"'. No president since then has
served for more than one term because of

tragedy, resignation, failure to win re-

election or decision not to seek a second
term, he said. Carter did not give any plans

for the 1980 election.

Assistant Secretary for Education Mary
Frances Berry supported the president's

wishes to have education made separate
from HEW, giving it the responsibility of

reporting directly to the president. "'This will

not mean more centralized control of

.education, but would mean an increase in

the qualified person power pool and give the

federal government the power to support
research in education and coordinate its

federal activities better, " Berry said.

When asked for the HEW stand on the

current controversy at the medical school at

UMass Worcester which may require

medical students to pay back the state for

the cost of their education. Berry said she
was not familiar with the situation. "I don't

know of any similar programs in existence,"

she said, ""but whatever they do, it"s im-

portant to make it clear when students are

enrolled that this would be required."

Rubenstein, deputy assistant to the
president for domestic affairs and policy,

spoke of Carter"s stand on human rights and
his pardon for Vietnam protesters. "The two
actions, especially the human rights position,

have changed completely Jhe idea of

America abroad - they also involved

enormous political risk on the part of the
president."
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Monday/ Tuesday

Special

Buy a large ptzza

and get a pitcher of

beer for half price

n •

•5S UO'V*f%ttv Drive

Amncni"

If these bicycles could only speak, they would talk of long rides through cold

and wet snow, and a yearning for the warm weather and upcoming spring

season. (Staff photo by Donna Piatt)
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Slop & Shop CobPC" i^t^]'-<- 1^1 A
I^Vg'wvm INS coupon and a $7 SO pufchas* j^::— |

""^

-« _
Shop

Stop & Shop
Ajax

Oraiige
iDetei^entEli Juice

-i

^
i.i.

Pillsbury

Plus

frozen

Unv! one bo« oS' cuslorw» w^'' IVKO cans oei

I^JM^
I

GroceryJVVV)^&g^Wl
Fro.en

l yVVV jg&tL-^lf VVl ^"'' ^' 1^

M ^^Z^-j^^J:\^^:,^[M{^^^
' A S'lop Coupr dlwSSBi

*5?1* ^Spaghetti
"Petit Floras

Porcelain
Fine China

f
J ^s^-

"By

fj)^'^S^\' G'ocf'v*

^^^«a^^ Plain, Mushroom or p-I
-: ^CBUVl? Meat-U^oz lar ^|
•i

^: ._ .,,.^1

if Save25' li
I

Stop & Shop 32oz jar g j

N Mayonnaise l!

If! VVrWVVVriMi Grocery* |'V)^V)7)))^V!.
l̂^lild iiiUiL --''-'' * ^^°P Coupon"", tUiikiUAj w

^s&IGravy
Turkey

I

:l

I

I
with £~|

Sliced ^1
24oz pkg £^l
frozen >^|

. ..... ...z^Zl

Our Dollar Days Sale continues for a second big week' Dont miss
your charge to save on grocenes, meats, produce, dairy, baked
goods, frozen foods We make your dollar go further, so irs realfy

worth your while to get your whole food order at Stop& Shop' is^Spaghetti

4 1Regular or Thin or

Elbow Macaroni

Tomato Sauce stop& shop 4
Tomato Paste stops shop 5

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

' I

1 I -:VVVVVVVVV]1 Frozen*

DelMonte DietDelight
Peas 3,11 oEZ&X.!!

Paliiiollve
Liquid ^"^ '1

Cut Green Beans o«^*»>.. 3 "z M
Del Monte Spinach 3 i^M

Bartlett Pear Halves .i::^2 ' 1

Yellow Cling Peaches 2 . M

32oz $'
bottle

Dish Detergent

'

Dishwasher Powder : M
Dow Bathroom Cleaner ^ 1

LysolBowl
aeaner^^l
Sandwich Bags '"s^,"^' M
Saran Wrap jumbo i ooft roii * 1

I

•I

I

I

_ I

24oz pkg ^1
frozen ^|

specials to help you fi« quick,

easy, money- saving meals

^Stuffed
Peppers

frozen foods

Stop& Shop
Peas orCom
Grade A fancy is the highest ^m «^M
quality available Thafs _^J iqoz ^MMB pkgs ^Hwhat you get with Stop &
Shop Brand'

Whole Kernel g^^i^Sj*"*^ ^=^ -^ ^

Green Giant Vegetables r 2 . M

Green Giant Rices ',4;>:: 2 ;;^M
Sun Glory French Fries 5.2.*1

Weight Watchers Ziti ' '- ^*^ * 1

Weight Watchers Lasagne .vr M

Green Beans ^si^^^ 3 :^:iM
40I si
ums IMushrooms p^'JriS^,^ 2

Coffee Creamer v ^1

Hot Cocoa Mix swiss miss . ^ 1
Regular ex with Marshm.iMti*

""^"JeUyApple
or Orange
Marmalade
Stop & Shop ^K'-^A

DdMonte
GreenBeans

Cut or ^H $^
Frefx:h Style ^^ sc?

^^^^m cans ^^^L

Del Monte Sweet Peas 5«.^M Sun Glory Soda ."% : , 3; M
Cream Style Com o.^ 5-c;sj»1 StopA Shop Pretzels ^v 3-. *1

ifiSrtTomato Royallnstant
Puree^csfl PuddingCvl S'*^^• •••^^ ifl# "^^A Assorted Flav2^^P '"'^^ BuSSt
Sliced Pears oei Monte 2 <:^M Royal Gelatins a.v,icc, fuv»s 6
Fruit Cocktail DeiMome 2 .isf'l Tavern Nuts ^^^^^u o.c.v.

FruitCodOail £

Vanilla Strawberry ^^^ ^^|
Rasptjerry or Blueberry ^^^ J^°^

^H

Macaroni & Cheese "-S'oi^ *1

Fish Portions 'tS5>^^ofi"5 M
Rich's Coffee Creamer 8^ 2^n"M

For Your Dollar ^HiV ^^^
Glad Trash Bags ^,%^;;v M
Baking Soda stop& shop 3^V^

i^Bathroom
Tissue A.^m
1 .000 sheet 1 pHy rolt i^^B ^^
Aluminum Foil Slop t Shop 3:^;«1
Nine Lives Cat Food 4 ^^^^

AH Vanelies

Friskies catF««i_

l^fonte
Del Monle Sfeced

Yeltow Cling Peaches 4 'ciSi M
Apple Sauce stop 4 shop 2 1^ M

St. Michael's
Imported English^^* ^•c^s B Biscuits 10 Varieties

Mix& 2 »«
Match^^A

Friskies Cat Food '^,^. 5 )^'^
Dog Food '""^»^'i«*K^^'^-- M

Friskies i>og Food

Dinners^ JM
All Varieties ^^P cans^H

Recipe Dog Food .;..,. 3 .,^i

M

Chun! s or Burgers Sior«»»».ir»Ooi»Sl
36o J p> j I

/
EKCOETERNA

STAINLESS TABLEWARE
I

' V Extra-speoai savings on trtese two patterns of'^ fwxtoome, satm fmtsh so«td stainless steel

Dliiiier
Knife

50/

Right Guard "^'^s^^^a^r " 2 £V1

Efferdent Tablets Denture 40ct t ^
leanser pkg |

f^ic«« attactiw Mar 6-Ma> 1 1 if. lam«»ss ''. our customers »w reserve tti^ »gw to limii

.

fjf lo (jffiei wtxjtesalers CopyigM " 'j .'8 r ,
' • '

Oairy a dotlar gives you a great deal

Tropicana
OrangeJuice

100% Pure ^32offl
Pasteurized iH# ^^^ mL

Stop&Shop Biscuits »:':^8.;?sai
Sour Cream stop & shop 3 cSs*1

Cream Cheese s«p»s.x>p 2 5.3i»1

Cheesekx)ard Cheese 's^ *1

Frosted Stiakes Bofderts as. 3'.S!'1

CoimtoyY<{|gUrt
Assorted Flavors ^fc $ ^k

Why not try em all. /fc cl°(^ ^1

^^ Funk & Wagnall's

The Great
Ardsts

^99
rh.s week Bof^k « 7 nembr«rKfl

With a

SI 00
piifchasp

Stoneware Coffee Mugs oo.,nce99'
Hand P.iint.. 'lei Colors S Desiijri'i

Stop &ShopToyTruck •2.99

DaKery Rushed frcyn Stop& Shops own ovens

^s^BigDaisy
JVfVdU %V ^^^^ Al

Jewish Rye '^ 7,^»^ss^'«' 2^', '1

Stop & Shop Donuts ^-f^s^^-- 89*
Pineapple Pie stop* shop *^' 89*
Lemon Breeze Cake ^*r,s:r 99*

^^Sandwicli

HADLEY-AMHERSTRoute9at the Hadley-Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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John Vemali
Meat Sales Manager

For an
easy tasty

|>v Lenten
-^r
iiy:. meal, have

a fish fry!

Stop&Shop has the fish, and ifs aJ-

ready fried a golden brown. Delicious

haddock or flounder fillets, succulent

shrimp or scallops, tasy fish cakes, fish

sticks, fish-nics and more! Pick out

your favorite. Pop 'em in the oven along

with some Stop&Shop French Fries...

and serve with our fresh, crisp cole slaw,

f f try this Lenten recipie:

Toast Stop A Shop Sandwich rolts, spread with Stop A
Stwp Mayonnaise or tartar sauce. Top heated Stop &
Shop fish-nics (or fish sticks or fillets) with cheese
sNces. When ctieese nwKs, fill rolls. Makes 8 servings.

Easy to do. Tastes great too!

Crisp vegetables, tastier fruits... ifs just another way we put
the accent on worth !

^^Fresh^^ ^ 36 size pBtf^c
CatitakNtpes 79l
IlifliwerTSr
• ) \A/6St6m

'Anjou or Bosc Pears ^s sze3 ibs1

Strawberries ^'^ 79* Fresh Carrots caw 3 ;»,*1

/r\

FreshHaddock
Schrod ^|89
FlUets A'o

stops Shop Cod Fillets Frozen ,f1 .29

California Squid icombo.irai«o M.79

Fresli ,^^
ScalIops3^
TasteaSea Cod Fillets '^r.-^^^1 .39

\ Cooked fisl>nics -t^^:?:^.:?"" -1.39 y

/^r\rr\esr AesVi ^'''^'^s. desserts hor doeuvers
corner Oeil and your fnvonte meats sliced to order

Stop&Shops^9
Pork Loin Chinese Style

Baked Meat Loaf siop» sf»p k,

Corner Deli Rolls "^^ or s,.«i«i

Domestic Cooked Ham ^^1

Stop&Shop _^^<
ColeSiawS9.
Cameco Danish Salami
White American Cheese
Macaroni Salad s-oossho

Stop & Shop Ham Salad

Check out your Stop& Shopsworth,
We put the accent on worth!

Stop& Shop^'BigEye^'PoricSale!

Assarted
PorkCliops

Center Chops/^/3 Blade Chops/^/a Sirloin Chops
vcu II see the ditterenct; :n nieatiness

Mgoye
pork

V

.;99

1.59

Slop S Shop Kilrhefi i Ovy

1.89
*rxj.r 'e^ s iv* iar«»

our KitCnen Fresh disties you II really enpy

Stop& Shop"WhiteGem"

Cooked Chicken

Countrystyle Pork Ribs ^^e ^y r ch . ,^vo

CenterCut Pork Chops ^^ si.ced$i 79ib

Boneless Sirloin Cutlets

yItcSaI Specially priced all week for an economical pork roast!

Picnic

young porkers.

1.29,b

i.69.b

l.o9lb

rkSlmilcler
Use slivers of garlic with your seasonings Roast long and slowly

till fork tender. Leftover slices make tasty sandwiches'

Fresh Pork Spare Ribs '1.1 9ib

Fresh Pork Hocks 69i'b

Roasted or
B.B.0 Style

stop& Shop"Great Beef" U.S.D.A. Choice

BeefRcmnd
Stop&Shop Cole Slaw
Stop & Shop Macaroni Salad

59
59^

self service deli save on qualiW brands

BeefBologna
1A "sVe'd"- *109ARMOUR A

Armour Sliced Bacon :, 1 .39
Herrur^ Party Assortment . 1 79
Gallo balame or Pepperoni .79'
Oscar Mayer Bacon Sliced M .89

''ozen meat Budget stref^ '"^

Joneslinks
BeeS Sausage
Cook'td 80Z Dackacse

UpSteak
Stop»Shop

"Great Beef" means great value t>ecau$e we trim
it carefully for you Enjoy this naturally fender steak!

ShoulderSteak BeefChuck '1.69<b

Cube Steak BeefRound '1.89>b

26% Fresh Ground Beef 3pound
pac-kageornriore 99 tb

* i r .ni.iins riot rTK'fH tfvin i'e^-,, Inl

^trntm * ^ hamiiy Pack ^pducken Legs^ ''WliiteGem'' ^
89'

Stop&Shop Meat Loaf

Swiffs Turkey Roast
2.09
34Q

.l! iL

.Vith"

:.''• ;^' A-^j. . ..u y.xv. ..,.-

" oven t?*'';^ec'

Chicken Breast SjRs '1.09»> ChickenWings "White Gem' ^O *
F ,im.ly P-Acy W^lb

HADLEY-AMHERST Route 9 at the Hadley-Amherst Line.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Federal Food Stamps.
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Counter-march at Skokie
To the EdKor

Lae Martindafe in her fetter regarding a
"countermobHtzatton" n^rch against the
Nazi march in Skokie. Minois is absolutety
right in advocating such an action.
However, it must be pointed out that the
Nazis are marching on Skokie not
because there are trade unions there, or
Bfacks or sociaiists, but because it is a
predominant/y Jewish community. The
significance of this march is obvious: it is

an attack on the peace of mind of the
Jewish Holocaust survivors that maice up
a significant portion of Skokie and the
total significance of this is an attack on
the American Jewish community as a
whole. Therefore it is up to the Skokie
Jewish community to organize this action
and for the rest of us to follow their lead.

The following is happening:
1] A peaceful, non-violent counter-

march is being planned in Skokie. A
committee and chairperson has been
appointed by the Skokie Jewish com-
munity to organize this march and as
such, this committee and chairperson are
the recognized national coordinators of

an action.

2] The New England Federationof
Zionist Students [f^Ef^S] has been
recognized by the above mentioned
committee as the group in the New
England region responsible for getting
students out to Skokie and the UMass
Skokie Action Committee is made up of
members of NEFZS.

3\ The above mentioned commmittee
and other Jewish organizations in the
Chicago area have been receiving phone
caUs from all across the nation from
various Jewish organizations and in-

dividuals The conclusion was that a large

grassroots movements is developing and
growing and a conservation estimate of
counter-marchers is standing at 50,000 to

100,000 and a more liberal estimate puts

the figure at 500,000 Jews!
4] The governor of Illinois will be

leading the counter-march on the op-
posite side of town to tfye Nazi march in

order to divert attention away from the
Nazis.

These are the facts and figures of what
is being planned by the Skokie Jewish
community and by the American Jewish
community as a whole. A point should be
brought up that the above mentioned
counter ntarch is the legaJly recognized
march, and that participants in any
different march that are out to cause
trouble, i.e. direct confrontation with the
Nazis, will be liable to arrest. Also, it is

only right that we do what the people of
Skokie want us to do, for it is their town
and their personal well being that we are
dealing with.

Therefore, any and allpeople or groups
that are interested in participating in this

counter-march is the legally recognized
march, and that participants in any
different march that are out to cause
trouble, i.e. direct confrontation with the
Nazis, will be liable to arrest. Also, it is

only right that we do what the people of

Skokie want us to do. for it is their town
and their personal well being that we are
dealing with.

Therefore, any and all people or groups
that are interested in participating in this

counter-march are welcome to Join us in

travelling to Skokie. [ The Nazi march will

be held on April, 20 but our date of
departure has not been set yet]. You may
contact the Skokie Action Committee
between 9-5 on weekdays at this

telephone number: 545-2526 or come to

the Hillel office. 302 Stuff^nt Union.
PIdase contact us very soCh

Elizabeth Kent
Bruce Smith

Yitzhak Santis

Julia Mack

Management plays 'stalling game'
To the Editor:

What if you, —
hustled tips for your rent.

cooked for other people for your
board. J,

supported yourself and others on this

wage
and had NO —

-JOB SECURITY
-HEALTH BENEFITS
GUARANTEED WAGE IN-

CREASES AND
-GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES?

What if you were a woman? A woman
workirtg for a living and still being treated
like a "little girl.

"

On January 24, 1978 the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bartenders
Union, Local No. 116 at Packard's
Restaurant, \formerly Cousin Williams]

14 Masonic Street, Northampton
received voluntary recognition from
management. The management has

refused to negotiate a contract with the

union and is, as one worker put it.

"playing a stalling game with us."

Last Wednesday evening, March 1st,

the workers at Packard's walked out on
strike with large support from clientele.

The workers at Packard's are demanding:
-Respect on the Job
-A Grievance Procedure

-A Guaranteed Wage Increase

-Health Benefits

They are demanding it of a
management that does not originate

from the Valley and that can [and has]

fired workers for no justifiable cause. A
management that will not relinquish its

full control over its workers.

Most of us are or will be workers at

sometime in our lives. SUPPORT the

right for workers to have some control

over their lives! BOYCOTT Packard's!!

Help picket! until negotiations begin.

Mary Jones

Refuting the melting pot ideal
To the Editor:

The letter by Patrick O'Donnell [in the

2 24 Collegian] is an example of his

directed criticism ["blaming the victim"].

Take his closing remarks for instance:

these are a classic representation of the

historic double-talk of overall American
society regarding ethnic ["minority"]

groups differing considerably in heritages

from the established dominant culture.

This dominant ["mainstream"] culture

has long said "Join us in the United

States " and leave "hyphenated
America", that is, assimilate into the

nnelting-pot.

The melting pot perhaps would have
been the way to build an "American
nation" except for certain inherent

characteristics (or catchesl; its goal is to

achieve a homogenity that conforms by
the standards of fudgement set by that

group nf people who founded it and hava
become its elite. To this end it has Judged
certain groups as "acceptable", "ac-

ceptable on conditkjn," or "unac-

ceptable" on basis of degree on dif-

ference from its standards

"Acceptable" groups were those
which easily were blendable in the

melting-pot. "Acceptable on condition"

groups like such white ethnic groups as
Poles, Italians, Hungarians, and Greeks
were never wholly accepted by main-
stream society unless they abandoned
their own group ways of life, values,

points of view and ethnic communities
and cultures, and adopted those of the

dominant culture. Those who could
not — or would not—accept stch group
cultural-psychological "genocide" have
remained concentrated in the lower levels

of the socio-economic status scale and
face subtle forms of class discrimination

[though they may no longer directly

experience blatant ethnic discrimination].

"Unacceptable" groups for the

melting-pot have been those whose
ethnic heritages remain apparent in their

appearances even after acculturation

[Blacks, Latinos, Indians, Asiansl. These

groups have been collectively segregetad

or excluded and in different ways subject

to second \or often third! class treatment

[and persistant ethnic as well as class

discrimination] by the melting pot
society.

A.<i a result, what Mr. O'Donnell calls

"hyphenated Americans " have had to fall

back on their own resources, and now
have come to the conclusion that in the
long run it is better for them to reject the
melting-pot ideal, as the melting-pot has
proven to them its inability to accept
them AS THEY ARE and without their

having to accept second- or third-class

cultural or political status. This is not
necessarily separatism, but pluralism.

Separatism is the extreme alternative to

the melting-pot and can be just as
harmful, because in that case the
community cuts ise/f off from others in
the long run and can become as in-

tolerant of differences as the melting-pot.
In a wortd like this different people need
to help each other, and creating an
authentically pluralistic society affords
different ethnic communities the op-
portunity to live together tolerantly and
interact positively, yet also develop
their own cultures and community life

[and being part of a group is as important
as being an individual].

Etfipic diversity and not any meMng-
pot is what really should characterize the
"American nation."

Joseph Bazan

N.AJ,E. group forms
To the Editor:

-45 the new semester has finally gotten
under way, so have the workings of the
UMass Chapter of the National
Association of Jazz Educators.

There was a very light turnout for the
first meeting, due to a mix-up in

scheduling, but the business at hand was
taken care of quickly.

The purpose of NAJE is not only to

expose area Jazz musicians to Job op-
portunities, special events, and other
musicians looking for bands, gigs, and
Jam sessions, but mainly to help in-

corporate Jazz education into the public
school system.

We'd like to hear from local schools
interested in knowing more about NAJE,
and in hearing area Jazz players perform.
A few of the University Jazz ensembles
already have dates set at various schools
for musical-educational functions.

There is a calendar of gigs. Jams,

special events, etc. located across the
hall from Fine Arts Center office no. 251
[street level ramp-N. Pleasant St.],

UMass. There's an envelope underneath
the calendar for questions and incoming
information about additional events. Let
us know about your gig and we'll post it.

If there are any hall or club owners
contemplating Jazz nights... we all know
how badly the area needs such a place or

places... please contact by mail or phone
[evenings]:

Phyllis Wall, 41 Puffton Village,

Amherst, MA 01002, 549-1546; P. Wall, c-

o Terrell Stackpole, F.A.C. No. 251.
UMass, Amherst. MA 01003.

There will be three more meetings of
NAJE this semester — all Jazz musicians
are invited to attend — bring your in-

struments! Meetings will be posted as
soon as definite dates are set.

N.A.J.E.

SSFC gives CLSA 'the run around'
To the Editor:

Three semesters ago the Committee
for the Liberation of Southern Africa

[CLSA] asked the Student Senate
Finance Committee [SSFC] for $600. to

pay speakers we had at a conference. Jay
Martus and Stan Xinard were present
when the money got passed ' by the

Senate.

'When it came time to pay our

speakers. I volunteered, but it turned out

that I couldn't pay them until we had an
RSO No. So I established that and paid

Playthell Benjamin $300. the last day of

the Spring semester of '77'. When I came
back last semester [Fall '77'] I went up to

RSO ready to pay two other speakers.

Nana and Bheki, $ 100. each. The money
was never transferred into our account
and our standing was $300. Therefore, I

could not pay Nana and Bheki until we
got the money transferred.

Since I am the treasurer, it was my Job
to find out why the money wasn't in our

I account, and also to pay our speakers. I

went to the SSFC and tried to find out
what was going on. To put it bluntly, they

gave me the run around. I went five times

and they still hadn 't tried to help me out,

and then they decided that we never got
the money and it became my Job to prove
to them that we did. Finally, Pricilla West
said she'd look through the Senate notes
and find it in writing. The next meeting

' she said that in the minutes it was passed
to give us $300. I was very surprised and
confused at this but at that point I had no
other choice but to accept her word. So
now I had another problem. My group
was now no longer in debt but Nana and
Bheki still needed to be paid because
they had been waiting for 1 y* semesters

already. So instead of arguing I decided
to ask the SSFC for the money to pay
them. They gave me a very hard time,

saying it was my fault we owed them the

money and it wasn't their policy to bail

out groups who were in the hole. They
tabled it for the next meeting.

The next meeting I was fortunate

because [Jay] Martus showed up, and he
proved to them that on the original

minutes it did say in fact $600. This was
already the third to last week in the Fall

'77' semester. So the next day I finally

paid Nana
The very last day of the same

semester, I found out that there was still

confusion over the funds and I was in-

formed that I needed Paul K. 's verbal

O.K to Lvnne Smith in order to start the

paper work process. I did this and ex-

pected to come back the Spring semester
of '78' with a clean record and no more
hassle.' But of course this was not the

case. We were not only — $300. but

$214. 'we were promised for office

supplies was also never transferred into

our account. To top it all off, we were
denied the right to fill out a $5.00 pur-

chase order! So, I had to try to straighten

out this problem again. As usual I was
continually put off every time I inquired

about this problem. Mainly, I was told

that it was paper work.

In the mean time, we were turned

down by the budgets committee [even

for consideration] for financing our

committee.

On Feb. 28th, I went into RSO to sign

some papers to take out a van, and I was
questioned about the financial standing

of my group. This time I was very angry,

because I had been around that office at

least 17 times to deal with that problem
and I felt as if they had to know what was
going on. But never-the-less I Journeyed
forth once again to solve the mystery of

the missing funds. This time I was ex-

tremely fortunate because there was a

new face in the Student Senate office.

This mans name is Paul Hamel and he

was eager to help me figure out my
problem that had now swollen into a

dilema. It turns out that he unveils the

whole mystery and discovers that an

incompetent Student Senate FC is at the

roots of it. Within two days Paul

straightened out the whole situation.

Considering that our committee had a

lot of work to do in the meantime, I find it

very disheartening that I had to spend so

much of my time and energy on this

bureaucratic bullshit. Our committee
helped the trustees decide to divest their

shares of stocks with holdings in

Southern Africa, helped several schools

with their campaigns, educated
thousands of students about Apartheid,

held several workshops and demon-
strations, and we -are presently working
on a Regional conference around these

issues.

I know the people of Southern Africa

need lovers of freedom in the United

States, to stand up and shout it into the

streets Wfiat discourages me the most is

that several people on the Student
Senate Finance Committee remained
sittinq down.

Cathy Jo Shuman
The Committee for the

Liberation of Southern Africa

"fV
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fl Herstorq of UJomen^s UJeek
International Women's Day began in

1857, when women garment workers mar-

ched in the lower East Side of New York ci-

ty in protest of their working conditions. A
long line of women marched from the

poorer section, demanding a raise in pay, a

ten hour work day and equality for all

women in work. The march was dispersed

by the police. Three years later these

women formed their own union in March of

1^60. In March of 1908 thousands of

women needle trade workers marched
again on the Lower East Side of New York,

commemorating the first march in 1857,

and proclaiming March 8th as International

Women's Day. This march, sixty-one years

after the first, was making some of the

same demands: shorter hours and better

pay, as well as legislation against child

labor and in favor of the vote for women.
* In 1910 in Denmark, at an International

Socialist Conference, March 8th was of-

ficially proclaimed International Women's
Day in honor of the New York women
workers; it was at the urging of Clara

Zetkin, a German socialist and feminist who
had long been involved in working for

women's liberation.

Since 1910, March 8th has been
celebrated in various ways by women

TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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Special Pr€S€n(aUons
LiUic flogs

Th€alr€

International Women's Week brings the

Boston based political Little Flags Theatre
to the University of Massachusetts. Under
the artistic direction of Maxine Klein, the
production of "The Furies of Mother
Jones," an exhilarating tribute in drama,
dance and song to the working people of

this land, wilt be presented on Tuesday,
March 7 at 8 p.m. in the S.U.B. Admission
is free.

Suj€€t Honcq

The final tribute to International Women's
Week at UMass will be a concert in the Fine
Arts Center Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. on
Saturday. March 11.

Bernice Meagon, an activist and SNCC
(Student Non-Violent Coordinating Com-

mittee) Freedom Singer during the Civil

Rights Movement, will appear in concert
with her a cappela group Sweet Honey in

the Rock.

These four women combine their talents
as singers, songwnters and collectors to
make a dynamic musical statement on the
Black American Experience. Their reper-
toire spans children's game songs and
prison songs of the rural South through
Gospel and blues, to Black women's love
songs and sociopolitical statenr^nts of to-
day.

Big mama
Po€Uq Troupe

Big Manna Poetry Troupe will present an
evening of theatre, weaving together
original poetry, music and movement, as
part of International Women's Week on
March 9 at 8 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.

The troupe is originally from Ohio and has
been performing their poetryplay on tour at

colleges from Chicago to New York City for

four years. They have published two books
of poetry and performed on radio and
television. Dorothy Boroush is director of

Big Mama; poets Barbara Angell,
Marguerite Back-Rex, Meredith Holmes
and Mary Ann Larkin, poet-songwriter Sal-

ly Pirtle and musician Betsy Reeves are the
members of the troupe.

Children's

UJorkshops
Children's Workshops will be

available during Women's Week March
6-10 from 9:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m. in

Campus Center Rooms 168, 170 and
171. The children's workshops will pro-

vide an atmosphere of non-sexist, non-
racist attitudes. Staff members want
to offer the children a learning ex-
perience. A competent, qualified paid

staff will be provided. They hope to of-

fer women an opportunity to be in-

dependent from their children while
resting assured their children are in a
quality environment.

Women Under Apartheid ~ lecture by
Nana Shesheba, poetry byZoe Best, music
by Vea Williams and Welcome — Friday,

March 10, CCA 8 p.m., free

Hillel Brunch— "Women in Jewish Life:

Two Views" — speakers for the discussion
will be Martha Ackelsburg, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Government at Smith College
presenting the feminist approach and
Shifra Deren, co-director of the Chabad
House presenting the religious aspect,
Sunday, March 5, 11:00 a.m.. Com-
monwealth Room, Student Union.

Dance- Farley Lodge — Disco for
Women, Friday, March 10, 9 p.m. by Les-
bian Union— Women's Sing-A-Long—
7-9 p.m.

Art Gallery — Rosemary
Mayer — "Hours "sculpture, watercolors,
unique "'artists" books, Monday and
Wednesday 10 a.m. -5 p.m. Tuesday, 7
p.m. -9 p.m. -Student Union Gallery.

Janny Oensmore — video performance,
Friday, March K). Campus Center 101, 8 p.m.

Jacqueline Maidana — drawings at
Everywoman's Center, March 6-10, "Theme
on Women."

it Hers^orq

CONT. FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
ardund the world. In 1917, thousands of

women left their homes and jobs in

Moscow to observe the day, starting a

strike which sparked the Revolution. In

Spain in 1936, 800,000 women, led by
Delores Ibaurri, "La Passionaraia",
demonstrated in Madrid for progress and
liberty. The women of Women's Day
Federation called for arms reduction and
peace.
In Australia over 200,000 women

demostrated for women's rights and in

1954, 100,000 marched in Germany. Italian

women met in small meetings all over the

country to discuss women's situation, and
the National Assembly of Women gathered

in London and Manchester, England and
Glascow, Scotland. In 1955, 5000,000 In-

donesian woman met to celebrate and
demonstrate for Women's rights.

So instead of a day, our celelbration dur-

ing International Women's Week at the

University of Massachusetts follows the

tradition of a rich women's herstory. There
will be seven full days of multi-cultural and
educational workshops, lectures and
festivities.

from The Podiu m. . •

.Paula Gold

Paula W. Gold, Assistant Attorney
General for Consumer Affairs in the state of

Massachusetts, will speak on March 7 at

3:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Gold was appointed Chief of the Consumer
Protection Division by Attorney General
Francis X. Bellotti in January 1975.

Since Gold's appointment, the Consumer
Protection Division has filed 325 law suits

and brought about three major sets of

regulations for the protection of consumers
concerning nursing homes, automoboliles
and advertising.

Gold supervises a staff of seventy-five

lawyers who do general comsumer protec-

tion work. Another unit of lawyers who
represent comsumers in rate proceedings
before the Department of Public Utilities

and the Department of Insurance also

corT>e under her supervision.

After graduationg from Boston College
Law School in 1967, Gold worked for five

years with Boston's poor as a staff attorney
for the Boston Legal Assistance Project. In

1974, she served with the Massachusetts
Law Reform Institute as a litagation

specialist. Gold also served as Commis-
sioner of the Department of Public Utilities

under the Sargent adminintration.
Before her appointment as Assistant At-

torney General, Gold taught courses at

Harvard, Boston Co. lege and Boston
University Law Schools and participated in

clinical education programs throughout the
state.'

Ephron took a job at "Esquire" in 1972,

writing about women with subjects ranging

from feminine deodorant spray to the

Pillsbury Bakeoff, from Julie Nixon
Eisenhower to Betty Fr.edan. Both of her

books, "Wallflower aX the Orgy" and
"Crazy Salad, " are made up of essays from
her columns in "Esquire. " Her writing has
been called "truly funny and wonderfully

wise" by the "Chicago Tribune" and she
has been called a "woman for all seasons"
by the New York T.mes.

FREE-STYLE " LEOTARD

. . . flora £phron

Nora Ephron, author of "Wallflower at the
Orgy " and "Crazy Salad" and a senior
editor for "Esquire" magazine, will speak
on Wednesday, March 8 at 8 p.m. in the
SUB The subject of her talk will be
"Some Funny Things About Women."

...UJilma Rudolph

Wilma Rudolph, Olympic gold medalist

runner will speak in the Student Union

Ballroom on March 6 at 8:00 p.m. Rudolph,

the first and only American woman to win

three gold medals in one Olympiad, was
also honored with the title United States

Woman Athlete of the Year two years in a

row. Overcoming polio as a child, Rudolph

went on to become the champion she is,

and today centers her energy on sports and

working with younq people.

COMPLETESELECTIONOF
DANSKINLEOTARDS

M-M GrMn Str««t. Northampton
St4-3924 St4-4003

—
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The Innocence
of Spring .^j^;*
The wistful

magic of

watercoior lints

that begin pale

and go deeper
where the

brush strokes

stop

f
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Makeup spun out of the INNOCENCE OF SPRING Try

the innocent look ol Spring Pink Spring Peach Spring

Rose Spring Blue. Spnng Mist and Spring Periwinkle

CREME LIPSTICK $3 00 MOIST LIP COLOR $3 75

CREAMY POWDER BLUSHER $6 00
CREAMY POWDER SHADOW $4 GO
CREAMY POWDER SHADOW TRIO, $8 00
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fTlERLE nORfTlfln COSfllETIC STUDIO

Mouniain Farms Mall

Hadley, Moss.
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Schedule of Events
The following is the most accurate, up-to-

date information about Women's Week
events. Where information in these listings

conflicts with other printed sources, use

this for a guide. Unless otherwise specified,

events listed are workshops lasting 1-2

hours. Workshops marked * are for women
only; those marked ** are for lesbians only.

rnondaq
ABORTION IV. Joan Bach, Hamden
Gynecological Associates) CC 162, 10:00

a.m.
•POLITICS OF PERFORMANCE (Holly

Near) CC 804-808, 10:00 a.m.

WOMEN AS HEALTH CONSUMERS
(Alfjohol Ed/UHS) Hamden Performing

Arts Center Theatre, S.W.
YOGA AND MEDITATION (Shabd Kavr

Khalsa)CC9l7, 12:20 p.m.
BIOENERGETICS: FEELING YOUR FEEL-

INGS (Gene Zeiger) CC 166, 1:00 p.m.

WOMEN AND ALCOHOL (Alcohol Ed/
UHSICC 162, 1:00 p.m.
•NUTRITION FOR WOMEN (Barbara Yost)

CC803, 1:00 p.m.

UNTANEE: MID-EAST DANCE TROUPE
(Nancy Rose Dowd) SUB, 1:00 p.m.

WOMEN AND LANGUAGE (Barbara
Stack) CC 903, 2:00 p.m.
•LESBIANISM, FEMINISM £r SOCIALISM
(Anne Ferguson) CC 804-808, 2:00 p.m.

•WOMEN COPING ALONE (Lynn Com-
munity Health/Counseling) CC 803, 3:00

p.m.

••LESBIAN HEALTH ISSUESEtSELF-HELP
(Laura Punnett) CC 162, 3:00 p.m.
WILMA RUDOLPH SEMINAR/PRESS
CONFERENCE (Wilma Rudolph) CC 917,

3:30 p.m.
RAPE (Hampshire County Rape Preven-
tion) CC 101, 4:00 p.m.
SEXISM AND PUBLIC EDUCATION: IM-
PLIMENTING CHAPTER 622 (Kathy
Salisbury) CC 165-169, 4:00 p.m.
AGING AND GROWING (Joanne Park) CC
804-808, 6:00 p.m.
WILMA RUDOLPH LECTURE (Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program) SUB 8:00 p.m.

Tuesdaq
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: WOMEN &
BAKKE (Sally Rees) CC 162-175, 10:00 a.m.

WOMEN & WELFARE (Patricia Baker/

Andrea Pollinger) CC 165-169, 10:00 a.m.

•OPENING THE VOICE (Susie Greene) CC
803, 10:30 a.m.
FEMINISM £r SOCIALISM (Lee Mar-

tindale) CC 162-175 11:00 a.m.

FOOD ADDITIVES (Kathy Mierzwa) CC
172-175 12:20 p.m.
EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENT AS A HEAL-
ING TOOL: CC 804-808, 1:00 p.m.

SELF-HELP (Laura Punnett) CC 165-169,

1:00 p.m.
TAKING CONRROL OF THE DIVORCE
PROCESS: NO FAULT £t PRO SE (panel)

CC9I7, 1:00 p.m.
HUMAN CONTRACEPTION (UMass
Health Services) CC 162-175, 2:00 p.m.

IMPERIALIST POLICY OF POPULATION
CONTROL HERE AND ABROAD (Alice

Moore, CESA) CC 803, 2:00 p.m.

RACISM AND THE WOMEN'S MOVE-

MENT (Harriet Parker & Barbara Love) CC
911-915, 2:00 p.m.

PAULA GOLD LECTURE; CC 101, 3:30 p.m.
WHAT IS WOMEN'S STUDIES? (WOST)
CC 165 169, 4.00 p.m.
HISTORICAL NEW ENGLAND WOMEN
WRITERS (WOST) CC 162-175, 4.00 p.m.
9 to 5 Film (12-1 Clerical Workers) CC
804-808, 5:00 p.m.
LITTLE FLAGS THEATRE: FURIES OF
MOTHER JONES; SUB 7:30 p.m.

UJednesdaq
WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 3RD
WORLD COUNTRIES (Irene Johnson) CC
903, 10:00 a.m.
WOMEN ALONE £t HOUSING PRO-
BLEMS (Joanne Levinson) CC 101, 10:00

a.m.
CHE LUMUMBA SCHOOL WORKEHOP,
Hamden, Southside, S.W., 10:00 a.m.
ASSATA SHAKUR'S CELL (Martha Pitts)

CC 101, 12:00 p.m.
BELLY DANCE: A FEMINIST PERSPEC-
TIVE (Nancy Rose Dowd) CC 903, 12:00

p.m.
QUESTION OF CLASS AS IT PERTAINS
TO BLACK WOMEN (Gloria Joseph Ef An-
drea Rushing) Hamden Theatre, 1:00 p.m.
•WOMENCRAFT: EXERCISES IN

PSYCHIC HEALING (Janani Eribaum) CC
903, 1:00 p.m.
LOLITA LEBRON (Madeline Gonzales) CC
101, 2:00 p.m.
DIFFICULTIES THAT FACE NON-
TRADITIONAL WOMEN STUDENTS
(Jackie Stanton) CC 903, 2:00 p.m.
THE BLACK WOMAN (Barbara Love)

phOM*.*'
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Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by liand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
At the Cuervo distillery it s almost as if time has stood still.

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,

and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1 795.

It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cuervo Gold special. Any way you drink it Cuenm Gold will

bring you back to a time wheii quality ruled the world.

Cuervo.The Gold standard since 1795.

CUERVO tSPEClAL* TEQUILA 80 PRWF IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY © 1977 HEUBLEIN, iNC HARTFORD. CONN

Malcolm X Center, S.W., 2:00 p.m.
(Third World persons only)

NOISEMAKING (Kaymarion) SUB, 2:00

p.m.
THE IRRESPONSIBILITY OF OUR
RESISTANCE TO RACISM: POLITICAL
CONTRADICTION OF WHITE FEMINIST
PRIVILEDGE (J. Lewis) CC 805, 2:30 p.m.
SELF-BREAST EXAM (UMass Health Ser-

vices) CC 803, 3:00 p.m.
VAGINAL HEALTH (UMass Health Ser-

vices) CC803, 4:00 p.m.
THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT (Florence

Luscomb) CCC 101, 4:00 p.m.
PROBLEMS OF UMASS CLERICAL
WORKERS: HOW CAN WE SOLVE
THEM? (Susan Hammond, Pres.
USA/MTA), CC 804-808, 5:15 p,m.
SEMINAR/PRESS CONFERENCE (Nora
Ephron) CC 904-908, 5:38 p.m.CHANTING
(Juliette Searer) CC 804-808, 8:00 p.m.
NORA EPHRON LECTURE; SUB, 8:00
p.m.

Thursday
WOMEN IN THE ENERGY FIELD (Kathy

Mottor /Analysis Project) CC 101, 10:00 a.m.

•WOMEN AND CULTURE (Molly

O'Neill/Kate Angell) CC 917, 11:00 a.m.

•LOCAL WOMEN'S BUSINESS (Marjorie

Posner) CC 804 808, 11:00 a.m.

WHAT ADDITIVES ARE DOING IN YOUR
FOOD (Kathy Mierzwa) CC 101, 12:20 p.m.

ANTI-RAPE MOVEMENT IN THE VALLEY
(Hamp. County Pape Prevention) CC
804 808, 1.00 p.m.
•OBSESSIVE AND COMPULSIVE CON-
SUMPTION: FOOD, DRUGS & ALCOHOL
(Banshee and panel) CC 903, 1:00 p.m.

•FEMINISM ii VEGETARIANISM (Holly

Bishop/Common Women) CC 904-908,

1:00 p.m.
DIALOGUES ON MISUNDERSTANDING
THE STATUS OF BLACK WOMEN IN TO-
DAY'S SOCIETY, (Carol Carter), S.W.
Women's Center, 1:00 p.m.
••LESBIANISM (Peggy Cookson) CC 917,

2:00 p.m.
•WOMEN'S MUSIC h ENTERPRISE (Deb
Curtis/Olivia Records) CC 804-808, 2:00

p.m.
•COOKING & NUTRITION (Common
Women Staff) CC 101, 2:00 p.m.

OPEN DISCUSSION ON FEMALE INTER-

RACIAL COMMUNICATION (Esther

Terry), CC 903, 3:00 p.m.

•ISSUES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
(NELCWIT)CC 101, 3:00 p.m.

•SEXUAL HARRASSMENT (Cheryl

Schaffer) CC 804-808 3:00 p.m.

RAPE & RACISM (Hamp. County Rape

Prevention) CC 101, 4:00 p.m.
•WOMENANDHERSTORYIMass. Bread Ef

Roses Proj.) CC 903, 4:00 p.m.

'SELF DEFENSE (Banshee) CC 804 808.

4:00 p.m.
YOU B YOUR JOB (Carolyn Kanty/12-l) CC
804 808, 5:00 p.m.

WOMEN'S KARATE DEMONSTRATION;
SUB, 7:00p.m.
BIG MAMA POETRY TROUPE: SUB, 8:00

p.m.

^fidaq

SOCIALIST FEMINIST INQUIRY:
EUROPEAN COMMUNISM AND
WOMEN'S LIBERATION (J Lewis) CC 101,

10:00 a.m.

WOMEN IN PUERTO RICO (Lucia BrunolCC
803, 10:00 a.m.

"LESBIAN CULTURE (Angela Guidice) CC
917, 10:00 a.m.

DES DAUGHTERS (UMass Health Services)

CC 903 905, 2:00 pm.
HANDICAPPEDWOMEN INSOCIETYIRuth
Scienkewicz) CC 917. 1:00 p.m.

WOMEN, JAIL & REPRESSION (Boston Bail

Fund) CC 101, 1:00 p.m.

ELLA'S CASE (Ella Ellison Defense Com
mittee ) CC 803, 100 p.m.

WOMEN Et MENTAL HEALTH (Michelle

Reiter /Seburn Fisher) CC804 808,2:00p.m.

SEXUALITY & DISABLED WOMEN (Jane

Hansberry) CC 917, 3:00 p.m.

WOMEN £t ALCOHOL (Leslie Simic) CCIOI,

3:00 p.m.
ANATOMY IN MOTION: AWARENESS
AND HEALTHY EXERCISE (Ellen LevinelCC

162 175, 7:30 p.m.

WOMEN UNDER APARTHEID PROGRAM:
Lecture by Nana Shesheba, Poetry by Zoe

Best, Dance andMusicby Terry Jenoureand
Patty O'Neill, Music by Vea Williams and

Welcomi^, CCA, 8:00 p.m.

Sa(urdaq
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BRING YOUR OWN TO READ: POETRY
READING! AliceMoore)CCI62 I75,l;00p m.

POETRY READING (Jjnet Aalfs, MaryEHen
Kelly, Marsha Raredon, Sharon Roberts, Elsa

PhiihppiCline) CC 162 175, 3:00 p rn.

BERNICEREAGON&SWEETHONEYINTHE
ROCKiCqnwrl^flr)ii.^iyii.$2 00)FAC,8:(^
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Congratulations!

No%v what?
Vou c*" wo'k 9 !o 5 'Of l^e Ti»n o' you c.i" *0'k 'uMiime loi mankind

The PCACE CORPS fd VISTA oiler you a -eai dite"iait»e that couid De the mosi

rewarding e>per<ence oi your iile

In the PEACE COUPS you can go *here you' si<'iis and training are needed Vou

can live m a new land speak a new language and t>e adopted by a new people

VISTA oHers you the oppotluniiy to help people nghi here m this counlty

wAelher il s in the troubled ghetto the mountains oi Appaiacnia or m youi own
comm jfti'y

II you want to do something realty loporiani consider the PEACE COUPS or

VISTA because you CAN make an me ::i<rfrenre m the wond

int*r*st»d stiMtontsv invit*d i-j j.iop by th« PEACE CORPS
•nd VISTA infonnalion booth in ;h* Campus Cantor Con-

couraa on Tuaaday, Wadnaaday ind Thursday, March 7, 8 and
9 from 9 a.m. to 4:30p.m. PEACE CORPS and VISTA racruitars

will ba conductirtg poraonal intarviaws with aaniora and grad

aludanta on thaaa days in tlw placamani offlca.

COME IN AND 0ISCUS5 YOUR FUTURE;
WE LL SHOW VOU MOW TO USE THAT DIPLOMA

Seniors and grad students should sign up lor interviews m the Placement Oiiicc

tr
THIS
COULD
BE YOUR
LUCKY
DAY
An Air Force ROTC scholarship can mean a lot when you need help

with college finances It pays tuition, books and lab fees and gives

vou $100 a month for other college costs This could be just what you

need to permit you to fine tune your concentration on your studies It

ctxild mean the difference between not making it at all, and going out

on your own with a good, solid college degree

Tfie Air Force is a great way to be on your own As a commisskjned

officer youll have responsibility with your very first )ob Youll find an

atrrwsphere of dedkration. trxisl and reliance, and youll jump right in

to managing people and expensive restxirces Youll have an excellent

starting salary — good financial security

It can all start with a deciskxt to check out AFROTC Find out how
you can gel a scholarship See what we offer, then show us what you

can offer in return it just might be our lucky day. Ic»!

I
' "> ,- '4 ' "^

ROTC
Gotewoy to a greot woy ol life

Graduating soon? You'll need The
US. Employmant Ragister Na
tionwide |ob openings for all degree
levels Federal, overseas and Sum
mer employment included Free pro-

fessional resume preparation and
printing, plus 25 copies Semi-annual
subscriptions S12 00. annual $18 00
Collegiate Publications Drawer
2737 Dept CS; Carbondale. III.

62901
(Published Quarterly)

r

'ryPewritej^rs!

Smith Corona Typev^nters

SALES*
severe' models oil

at great prices

RENTALS*
if you need it /us t

once once in a vifhile rent

it fr6m u% at very low rates

your ideas deserve to be in print i

where else but at

camptit canitr univ of matt amhcm
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

s
s

^2 offlarge!

«.,

MC3'6

^1 offmedium!

Large savii^ 00 large and medium sizes!

Just bring this coupon into any Pizza Hut " restaurant
listed below for delicious eating at delicious savings $2 00 off

on any large size or $1 00 off on any medium size pizza
Your choice of mouth watering Thick n Chewy ' pizza or
tasty Thin n Crispy " pizza any toppings you like Come on
in while the savings are hot'

Let yoiirseifgO tothese 424 Russell St. Hadley
PizzaHut restaurants: Tel. 253-9490

On«! coupon per pi//a, pit.'dse Offe;r valid with this coupon on
rf(|iiliir ni(!nu prices only, through March 20, 1978 Not valid

oil .my r)thi'r promotional offer
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^ )MISED CARS & TRUCKS /

.

BAKT ^^
FIMIQUAliry AUTOIODV
»«IA$S WOKKIM THt

AMMIRSTIILCHIRTOWNAIII

Women's Week Speakers

March b ^ Wiltna Rudolph ^
SUB, 8:0 pm fcimous track star

March 7 ^ Paula Gold ^
CC 10 1 at :\:'M) Assistant Attornciv Oonoral

('Not ot Oonsumor Proloction Division

i . BART' T^inUSody Viiisb

.1

.11
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from our persfiective

This is International Women's Week
This week, the second annual

International Women's Week
celebration will be taking place at

UAAass. Seven days of workshops,
concerts, lectures and theatrical

presentations are planned.

The purpose of the Women's
Week activities is two-fold. On one

hand, they are a celebration of

womanhood and the achievements

of the feminist movement to date.

On the other hand, they constitute a

recognition of the tremendous
amount that remains to be ac-

complished.

The feminist movement is as

diverse as the women involved in

il. It touches the lives of women of

all races, socio-economic back-
grounds and sexual preferences.
Although in some cases this

diversity has served to divide
women, for the most part it has
provided an atmosphere of lively

debate and exchange of pers-
pectives.

In the sense that Women's Week
exists to provide women with a
time and place to explore their own
special needs and interests, the
activities have been designed to be
primarily of interest to women. But
men should not ignore the op-

portunity Women's Week offers

ihem to look into the kinds of op-
pression women encounter in a
society still plagued by sexism.

If you doubt that such oppression
is still rampant, you need look no
further than commercial
television, where programs and
advertisements portray women in
stereotyped an.d demeaning
roles. ..or examine the ill-fate of the
Equal Rights Amendment, which is

threatened with extinction despite
public support.

Hereon campus, sexism exists in

many different forms. It is as
subtle as the patronizing attitude of
a male professor toward his female
students and as blatant as the
relative salaries and positions of

wom^n faculty and staff members.

It is significant that women,who

constitute 52 per cent of the
population, must still set aside a
special place and time to have their

concerns addressed. Ultimately,
ihe concerns of the feminist
movement do not apply only to

women.

One of the major sentiments
running throughout the week's
activities will be that, by in-

corporating feminist Ideology into
the whole of American society, the
lot not only of women but of aal
people will improve.

All unsigned editorials represent
the opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.

By JUDYIE BRANDT

One of the most important axioms of
any political struggle Is "Know Your
Enemy". Not only the ability to Identify the
enemy but also knowledge of how he-she-
they operate; their strategy, tactics,
manoeuvres and othenA^ise underhanded
deceptions. Unfortunately in a situation like

UMass where we are all supposedly receiving
an education" and are referred to collec-

tively as a student body, there is a tendency
to become confused as to who is a friend and
who is 3 foe. Periodically, as something of a
hiixed blessing, racist backlash rears its ugly
iead (anyone who has been on this campus
for over a year knows that every spring the
jrogressive and reactionary forces square
)ff, this annual bout superficially appears to
)e economics, such as RSO budgets, but we
inow better, the real issue is race). I say
nixed blessing because when it comes down

tangible support, such as votes, it ie

ibvious who is our enemy and who is our
riend and so defines a political struggle.
iuch a situation has (right on schedule)
eveloped over the Black American Music
estival. From the vicious opposition the
reject has received one can pretty clearly

iscern who is who. We must first analyze
16 existing situation with the Festival,

lentify who has attempted to undermine its

Knowing your enemy
existence and formulate our plans for its

success.

The present status of the festival is as
follows: there is a total budget of $44,880
admission is free for UMass students, the
general public purchases tickets for $6.00.

The Student Senate has demanded that the
entire sum invested be reimbursed before
any profits from ticket sales are donated to
the Duke Ellington Foundation. It is highly

unlikely that any substantial if any profit at all

will be made. Remember this is and always
has been since its proposition in November
1976, a benefit program. Every year the
Senate sponsors an event known as Spring
concert, an event that loses money ($13,000
last year), however in the case of the Black
American Music Festival the SGA wants to
break even. The only funds guaranteed
towards the establishment of the Duke
Ellington Foundation is money from con-
cessions (beer, food, etc.), how ironic, we
get a concession.

The Senate meeting itself was an excellent

example of where we stand in relation to this

campus and its student political leaders.

John Hite, who has made a point of doing
nothing substantial throughout his term as
CO- president has emerged in the last weeks
of his term as the SF>earhead of reactionary

sentiment. On his way out of office he has
established himself as. The Great White Hite.

He doesn't even have- to pretend to care

about the interests of third World people
anymore, he is out of the closet as defender
of the faith: Institutionalized Racism.

Various proposals were debated at the

Senate meeting, more or less destructive and
none of them in support of the BAMF's
original form. For the first two hours
arguments focused on the feasibility of

having two concerts, one concert or

whatever, but the crux of the matter, (the

nitty gritty issue) was articulated by a

misguided girl from the Greek constituency.

No one is interested in supporting Black

music. This poor child who doesn't know
from nothin' about Black music, does know
that she's not interested in it, or anything

£!c9- Black for that matter. She, as can be
expected given the social realities of

America, received a round of applause for

her ignorance. From this point on racism had
the floor, the only issue, save perhaps sex,

will keep senators frantic until 2:30 in the

morning. You may object to this assertion,

saying that money contains the same
potentially hysterical reaction as sex and race

but you can be damn sure that the question
of who gets the money precipitates political

struggle.

So we observed treachery and op-

portunism all the way down the line. There
are a number a petty thieves in this affair

who I will not name in this article but whose
actions speak for themselves, just check the
records. The Student Senate is a con-
servative body in liberal's clothing and
should be treated as such. Yet as un-

compromisingly as we must behave towards
our enemies we must also recognize our
friends. I would like to make brief mention of

those individuals who were in solidarity with
our efforts; Steve Ross, Susan Birmingham,
Jay Martus, Paul Cronin, Brian DeiLima,

Pinky Batiste, Bob Braden senate speaker
Pat Whelan; there are some members of the

UMass community who are progressive in

thought and action.

Now as far as we are concerned a

significant victory has been won. Black

American music will be -celebrated in a

festival on this campus. This is a step for-

ward. A Black cultural institution, the Duke
Ellington Foundation, will benefit. This is the

beginning of a movement. What is im-

mediately necessary is input, energy and
commitment from all those individuals who
appreciate the educational concepts which
the festival will further. We need folks to

work. Volunteer your energies towards its

success. The Black American Music Festival

Committee meets in New Africa House on
Tuesday at 6 p.m., or call the office of Third

World Affairs, Rm. 308 Student Union, 545-

2517.

•^ »
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Notices

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

Meeting tonight. Room 909 Campus
Center. Movie.
BETA CHI

Meeting tonight in RSO office at 7:30. Al
Mahoney will talk on care and restoration of

clank: automobiles.
BICYCLE CLUB

Pretrip repair clinic tonight in CC 903 at

7:00. All invited.

CHEERS IS BACK
Come to winefest in French Hall 105, every

Tues. At 4:30. All welcome. Please bring
$1.00. Plant and Soil Club.

CHESS CLUB
The UMass Chess Club will meet

tomorrow, March 7, in Rm. 174 CC. from 7
p.m. til closing.

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Rm. 165-169 CC. <for the month of

March). Tonight at 7:30 p.m. Join with us in

the Lord's presence! I.V.CF.
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS

Openings for summer day camp coun-
selors with the Hitchcock Center from June
12 to August 1 1 Send resume by March 9 to
Hitchcock Center, Carriage House, Larch
Hill, Amherst 01002.
DEBATE

There will be a presidential candidates'
debate tonight in the Campus Center aud. at

7.00 p.m.

A DINING EXPERIENCE
Free to all university students — the dining

experience of a lifetime! Tonight. Call by 3:00
for more info, 545-0939. Lambda Delta Phi

389 N. Pleasant.

EDUCATION-CULTURE COMMITTEE
Meeting at 4:00 in CC 901, today.

FCSCB
The Five College Student Coordinating

Board will hold its next meeting on Wed-
nesday, IVIarch 8. Wiese-Merrjwether Room

of the Willits-Hallowetl Center at Mt. Holyoke
College. New members from UMass are

especially urged to join.

FREE TAX ASSISTANCE
Grad Research Tower Room 322 Mondays

1-3, 6-8; Tues. 9-11, 1-3, &-8; Wed. 1-3, 6-8;

Thurs 9-11, 1-4, 6-8; Fri 1-3; Sat. 1-5. We'll

assist anyone in filing their income tax forms.

INORGANIC SEMINAR
Dr. William Batschelet of UMass will speak

on " Metal- Ligand Interactions in a-Diimine

Complexes at 3:35 in room 101 of the

Graduate Research Tower.
INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
Now is the time to plan your summer or fall

Internship! Come to a recruitment meeting
Monday or Tuesday, March 6 or 7 at 7:30

p.m. in Campus Center 101.

LECTURE
Prof. James Mossey of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology will speak on "Some
New Approaches to Random Access
Schemes" at 4 p.m. in room 1634 of the

Graduate Research Center.

LOST
Gold slink chain bracelet. Sentimental

value. Reward offered. Please return to

Debbie, 6-6916.
£057"

Unique silver necklace with small bird on
it. Of great sentimental value: reward of-

fered. Please call Chris 665-4817.

NEW HUMOR MAGAZINE
We are looking for writers and an ad-

vertising editor for a magazine to be on
campus next semester. Call Andy or Mike
546-6814.

OUTING CLUB MEETING
7:00 Campus Center 174-176. Tonight.

Slide Show. Intersession trips. Out west and
to everglades.

PREPARING FOR THE EMPLOYMENT
INTERVIEW
The Career-Life Planning Center will hold a

session to help you with methods in being an
effective interviewee. Excerpts of interviews

will be presented and discussed. Go to 318
Berkshire House tonight from 7:00 to 9:00.

RESUME AND PLACEMENT WORKSHOP
Wednesday, March 8, from 3-5 p.m. CC.

rooms 805-809. Free coffee and donuts
available. All welcome.
RETAIL STORE HOURS

Membership not required for any purchase
Mon-Fri. 10:15-3:30. Located Rm. No. 321

S.U.B.

$50 REWARD
Lost: "Leo" Light Golden Retriever in

Easthampton area on 9-23 78. Call 527-0957.

SHARANSKY ACTION PLANNING
We will be meeting at 4:30 in CC 901 to

plan action for March 15, Sharansky Day.

We will also start work on Holocaust
Remembrance Day and Israel Independence
Day.

TURN TO PAGE 16

C

a COLLEGE STUDENT STUDY PROCRAM: At Hayim Greenberg

College in Jerusalem for a semester or one year. Curriculum

includes Hebrew Language, Literature, Bible, History, Educa-

tion, Ptiiiosophy, Sociology, Talmud. Credits by leading uni-

versities in tt)e U.S. Also, tours, cultural and recreational

programs. Scholarships available.

D UNIVERSITY SEMINARS: 6 weeks of study at Israeli universi-

ties. Plus tours, cultural and recreational activities. Up to 11

recognized credits may be earned

For information and applications

call or check appropriate box and mail

WORLD ZIONIST ORGANIZATION
WZO Department of Education I Culture

515 Park Avenue. NYC. 10022

(212) 752 0600 ext. 385/386

Zip

REACH 2S.000 READERS OAILYM! •Little AdsGet BIG RESULTS**!! REACH 3S,000READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY!! ! 'Little AdsG«t BIG RESULTS*

To place a ciassiiied ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three davs before
.our ad IS to appear Ask clerk tor MDC
Ciassified form Clossifieds

The rates are Daily 45c per line. 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day. 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day M characters con
stitutes one line

RSACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! ! !! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS* !!! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Atf»Grt BIG RESULTS!

HELP WANTED PERSONALS

Counselors: Adirondack Boys' Camp 7

'. /vKs $450 550: campcraft, sailing,

swimming 'WSII, trip leader, nflery,

archt-'v dndcraft office manager
itypinqf, driver, 39 Mill Valley Road
Pitls*ord NY 14534

Counselors - private coed overnight
c<in^\j •' Bf.-rkshires openings for m
slructor-: m. archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, fiorseback riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio

stadion sailing, tripping backpacking,

dance, dramatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pool) Also needed general

counselors, nurse, head cook b
bookkeeper Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,

Camp Schodar.k, 268 Mason Terr
,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598.

Hey Rube- how many guys recognized

That sheet that was hanging in the

Student Union^ last week>

If he were a student. Rocky Balboa
would vote for Lawrence/ Greene
SGA CO Presidents"

Pinky Batiste happy birthday Thank
vou or everything you've done for me
You ve been more than a friend. Joni.

~~
RIDE WANTED

Mechanical Engineer or skilled

technician ipart time), to help with

designing, drafting, machining Work "?

or • 1 t'me: make occasional 2 3 day

research trips Contact Profs Shafer or

Lichti, 5 2140

Applications accepted for teaching

positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School Fdll 78 Experience desired,

549 0223

Marketing student wanted- part time

vol now full time paid May June Fresh

Ink, 586 5096. 52 C<'nter St, Nor
Jhamrjton

2 persons need ride to Fla , Ft

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses

546^5501^ _______
Ride wanted to Daytona and back.
Can leave Mar, 17, 18 and return one
week later Share $ and driving.

Andy,6 4M
Ride wanted to Florida, any part Want

to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share

driving and expenses Please call

Maureen 549 2856.

SERVICES

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black

print on white Reward offered, 256
6111

INSTRUCTION
~^

Individualized weight loss program
beginning soon for women. Fee. Bartlett

85 or 586 2303.

Quilting Er creative stitchery classes. 8

wks, beg Feb. 16. Professional &
reasonable rates at Natural Textiles, 256-

^427^
Sewing cissses - beginning and in

termediate, 3 £t 10 weeks Learn on new
Swiss Bernina sewing machines Start

March 6 8 7, Natural Textiles, 256 6427

AUTO FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Couch and chair S25; 6 cu ft frpe2?r

$150; color TV 'needs tubei $35. C.i'l

G.iry oi Jerry, 549 3827 or 549 6680

1 pr Fryes ladies S2. 5. .von once, r ust

sell, price ngt., 6 6872 < .ii Jodnna.

For sale-2 cubic ft refrigerator, cxc
ond Don't rent', buy' A steal at $40.

Ciill Gnry or Curt i.t 546 9642

33' wooden yawl, f^hip shape, four sails,

25 hp Evinrude all running b groi-id

tackle Great party racer & Dingy b46
8765

New tan Frye boots, 8 . worn twice,

$39. Call 6 9471.

Triunnph 1970 GT6 + $1100 or BO.
after 6 p m 549 6707 Ask for Ken

Call

TQ SUBLET

3 bedrm Townehouse apt Rent lowered

to S225 mo Av.^ii 6 -8 31
.
Right at

bus stop, adjacent to 'nary 2 min. from

store Call eve., 549 6765

Typing Five College typing service,

professional, fast, accurate. Call Diane,

549 2637. _
Airwaves TV-Audio Service - servicing

.ill Jap^nffSfj and American brands of

iHevision b stereos 12 Dickinson St ,

«mherst 256 671^3, Master Tech_8\95.

Free estimates on all BEtW TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides

of March at Airwaves TV Audio
S<»fvice, 12 Dickinson St ,

Amh 256

6713_ ^ :.

Typing to your liking: IBM selectnc

thesis b manuscript typing. 75 cent

s pg pick-up and neiiv.rj'-v Colleen,

!413' 863 9171

71 Mustang. V 8, standard, 20 mpg.
mechan exc, body clean, stereo,

$1400 586 2555

68 Dodge van. good running cond., 6 cyl

Asking $600 Call Anne, 546-5503.

73 Mazda RX3 2 door sedan, excellent

condition $1500 546 9982 or 546 1016

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great.

Must be seen. $1275 323 4249
Evenings.

69 Olds, vinyl top, ac, full power, ex me
cond Good body. $575. days 533 9442,

aftfr 6 594 4286 Ask for Paul ___
1972 Buick Skylark, 2 door, call 546

7385

1970 Nova. $450, good condition. 546

4568^

70 bids 88. excellent run cond , many
options including cnr and vinyl roof.

Meeds no work S 750 or B 256 6323

Dexter hiking boots- 1 year old, great

shape, vibram soles, size lO'/^, $35.

Pete. 549 4759.

Ski boots -Nodica, worn twice, size 8,

$35 546 5981.

Stud service — snow tires, 7 35 X14, ex

cond , $35 Call 584 3555. between 8 10

am. wkdy

Women's 5 spd.
546 509:^

Fugi, ex. cond.. $75.

AUDIO
FOR RENT

Roommate wanted to snare a bed
- crr,o^^.r o':tt%'"v leaner AptS

room,
253-

Roommate needed for own 'oom ir. 3

t ••'n bo .se n A -nrrst ctre. As of
"' • 78 ?iOO '^o .. 2?3 26C5

^j "5 Cod summer r^-mal, E. Dennis. 5

drm Availability is negotiable. 253-

5017

Own room, house, Northampton. 2

baths, garage, $75 mo . utilities.

After 6, 584 2498

Neat and responsible female to rent

room in Sunderland house, avail im-

inediatety Call 665-3003, nites

IMoneer component HR 99 8 track

stereo r^'corder piayer $160 Many
fftJtur^S Sot. Jttf .'• S' ' r-.v^frouSt

AptS.

Sherwood S7l6o receiver. 2 KLm 23 s

jrfdke's. S."50 '^J'it iC'i CoH Peter,

•->4li-459R

WANTED TO RENT

Hey! I desparateiy want to rent a super 8,

s'^imd moviM camera md oro|er;tor

=>^:3se CdU Arme u: 546S'06

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave fc

Garrard 775M :

6<>63

old.

•!')e

6-

:*-'S of f^"u5:(:

' r>it!!fc sjuro
neasor^aR'f •

Call cci ">"•

-k

KLH 6 speakers, exc cor-O , B O. 546
9612

LOST

Gold Id bracelet, 'Sharon" Call 546-

1118

WANTED

Wanted- 1 pjir v.onien s us"'1 ' "i'O'J

breeches to fit size o 9 Joy. 665 3937

Fin301 Stdyeguide (Schall), immd 546

9976

Weightlifting equipment wanted. Call

Rob. 546 4504

Water bed, king size^ w/ heater, liner,

frame, and platform $500, or best offer

After 7pm, call 549 3666.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, B O 546 5000 after 11 or m
morning

Invest your rent money bv
buying you'll come out thoosands
ahuad dt graduation Put tin tour h on
dad for the down [layment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998

Pioneer component HR 99 8 track
s!t;r»'0 ff-corfler play*!' $1'iO ni.inv

ff.-atures S^e Jf-f* tit 51 Townehouse
AptS

^

Wm's fiberfill jack t, oevHr wom, selling

• pr'ce, 535. Call Kathv, 549-2fi5l.

1962 Fender Telecaster Esquire, nnnt

eali afr»jr 7 r "^ 25*3 S46C.

Leather boots- :
• ^^vo' ,v

Bar. f,.jx i .
• SL=^

Woman s rabbit coat. s(/(; 13 14 paid

$12^, ' negotiable, roniact Michelle

H! b6^ /uab.^ftf.T 5

Hockey skatesr s/ 10. $12 D.iv.' 549

Hexcel cornps, 205 cm, with 505 htfiis,

,-"' '.( ,v need money for lawyer. $60,

6 '" >A ")

AflKCH 2^,000 «l*.u..Ki U/,1... Ll.lli ALI. d. J-i^ ULf.ULfj ,«c«cM is miO MfAOfRS OAHV'tn RIACM ZS 000 HCA DfWS O AU Y ' LltTL t ADS OtT BlG.«t»Ut TS"t»WCACM Z& 000 UlAOtHS UAllY

CALVIN
NOHIH AUCIOS 584 2310

MEW LOW PRICES'
WED THRU SUN $2 00
MON h TUES $1 00

BURT REYNOLDS

IRIS IRISTOFFERSON

JILLCUTBUROH R

:

THESIS PAPER and THESIS BINDINGS
PLUS

REPORT COVERS
AT

A.J.Hastings
ney^ dealer and stationer

^ Amherst

MON t lUES ni SLATS (1.00

MON & TUES ALL SEATS Jl.OO

TIME OUT

Monday Nite Spacial

Vj gallon of beer

Miller

Bud
$2.50

Free Popcorn

Ainhtrst*s Biggtst
Littit Bar"

37 N.PleasantSt.
Amherst

\S^*^

MON., MARCH 6

RAIMRKE

TUES., MARCH 7

TUPALO

WED.,&THURS.,

MARCH 8&9

CLEAN LIVINQ

FRI., MARCH 10

TPJ mRHAL

Sunderland, MA.
|Rte.47/Tel.665-4937

University of Massachusetts / Amhierst

FINE /4?TS CENTER PRESENTS

m\^

mmmm

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm
F\t€ AUS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale.Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A-
S3.50, 3, 2.50. Other students and senior citiiens-
$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

v^mK,

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CiSA Q1RT M.lijNIA N r»BMS MAILJO'*-3IJJ BOUtt'i HiOKV MASS

i '-s \V'i a\'i; r Aiii
^^ CIAI r N( /V>'jl W NI

(Tl.») INDICATES TWI-LITt SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES PRIOR TO TUS

V

jIT'S GOT HEAT

\^/\TURD/iy

nichT
V^W^FEVED

|)OHN TRAVOLTA
IRI Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6:15)-8:30

^L Frl.-S»t. (US 5:00)- 7:4$ 9:55

a a Matlnsa (Sat.* . ,,W SunJ 2:15

WNK
aVVH(»T
."^HiHi.n
.MaiJ.AIVi;

STARTS

PG
NOMINATED FOR 11

ACADEMY AWARDS
Frl.-S«t.(n$5:00) 7:4$.»:5$

Sun. -Tu«. (n$ »:1$)- 1:30

CLOS€
GNCOUNTGR5

OF TH6 THIRD KIND

W€ ARC NOT
ALON€

RICHARD DRtYFUSS

PG. Sun.-Thur. (US 6:00)-l:30

0Frl,-S»t. (Tl$4:4S 7.30-9:S$|

M»tine« (S»t.^ - --

Sun J 2:00

FINAL WEEK - ENDS TUES

They went Into the

unknown and return

, «vfth stBiUing revel'

1 about life after d4

m^
^ »'cm.-="ri. (Tl$S:00)-7:00-9:00

Oct .1:00 3:OO(mS:0O)-7;OO 9:00

I Sun. 2:IS-(rLS5:O0)-7:0O-9:O0

REDUCED ADUIT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS IIMITEO TO SEATJIiC

University of Massachusetts / Amt^erst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra

Sixten Ehrling, Conductor

Friday, March lO 8 pm
Fl^£ >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. - $7, 6, 5. UM-A
$3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and ottier students

-

$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

? ' JJ.Ul '

l
'

i
J
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Notices
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

SOCIAL THOUGHT AND POLITICAL
ECONOMY

Accepting applications for class of 1980
Recommend a background in economics
political science, philosophy, and history

Contact Judith Epstein, Mach E 27A.
STUDY GROUP AGRICULTURE AND
ANTHROPOLOGY

Ralph Faulkingham (UMass dept. of
Anthro.) will sp)eak on "Strategies for

Agricultural Development in Sahelian West
Africa" There will be a discussion after-

wards on Ralph's presentation and specifics

in the development of 5-college curriculum

between Anthro. and Agricu. March 7, 7:00
pm., C C. 909.

VOLUNTEER NEEDED
To help teach environmental science class

in alternative high school on campus. Class
meets Mon. and Fri from 1:00-2:20 Credit
available. Call 545-2584.

WASHINGTON UPPER
Applications for R.A. positions in George

Washington Upper are available from the

Head of Residence Monday or Tuesday, For

info call Rob 546-4504.

WSYL FM 97 7
Comedy and trivia tonite and every

Monday nite. 7-10 p.m. on "An Extremely
Funny Show." Your station for comedy —
WSYL-FM 97.7 on your dial. Request Hot
Line 5-0191.

ATTENTIONS P.E.P. MAJORS
C«n4M«l*« ft ^u4mM T**«Mnf

—Fall •# Spfinf S«m«sl«« 1978-79-»

Important M««llA§t

DATES Mondou, Mofch 6lh.

TIMES 6 p.m.

PLACES North P.E. Bids.-Room ^01

AIImhIoim* b r«^wlf«4 !• mnmtm pl«K«iwwt

S. Offtwim-Oflk. ml Ptmt. Ptf,

gnWngs
Sunsweet

Pnine Juice
IvofY Liquid

Detergent
GoWen (k^ira^Ssrs^i^ 5'c;,^' 1.00

Tabby Platters ."r::ss. .
5";?- 1.00

Peach Hatves.*«,v-« 2'^ 1.00

Pnnce Noodles "S^i? . 2i^Si 89*

Wax Beans *«,^. S''^ 1.00

VlasJc Kosher Spears * 69*

Stuffed Olives ncoou-n . . \, 99«

Fmast Grape Juice *^ 1.19

good&fresh

Rnast
Star-Kist Tuna !

38« I

Chunk Ltghl

in OH or

in Walar
6

' > oz cap

•iffi As COMPW IM t' M purclau ar m<» VIM
>^*-^ i !w Idjrch '1 19'» '. m.l out counx p* l»"it>I
Imperial

28*
I

Margailn*'
Quartart
1 lb c*g

I
M»r>i': niuMircMi !«<• L««ioMcoupniMi<am*> \ m

Richmond

Towels \l-^-
White. Assorted or Decoiator « Orange Julce

I Whole Pork Loin
I

14 to 17 lb

A»g.

Pofk Loin Chops'Tl^
Siced Pork Loin «-*«..

Fresh Pork SparentDS

OH RJH I OKSafV ( « Cut Bon. *•

Rib steak ,^V.«\^S^. .

.

Beef Liver
"*"*-'
« tw a rnctm .

1.49

1.29

1.29

1.79

1.99

t59*

Fresh Spareribs . ^'sU . r 1.29

Sliced Pork Loins^^^«.. , 1.39

Fried Chicken ^rri,^ '^i 4.99
1.89

2.19

.59*

RibRoasto«r««Bv» jr*. .

MID OteaK vTiMKnaaonsIr ....

Chicken Livers b»,«„. • * ,^

Favorites from the Sea!

Frozen

Haddock
Fillet

n

Cocktail
Shrimp Oavatnad

S.^ 994s
lb

Flounder Fillets. ,..

Clam Chowder *""•

Flounder Fillets ""t^^ '^%

Deep Sea Treats '?i .
;.*

, 1.59

:^' 2.69

1.19

1.19

Pork Loin Roast onwc«..

Pork Loin RoastB«.M*

Pork Loin Roast «>,.«..

Fresh Pork Steak ^.
Pork Loin Roast
Pork Loin RoastI SirtDtf^ PortK»n ,

1.39

.1.19

1.29

1.29

1.09

, 1.19 #

I

f

MozzareNa> rwBI <M*XM M* a> Pan sun
»o, jg«

Pork Chops /
Aiaortad Porti Lo4n ^fc ^J| ^ ^% M
Pkg Conlatnt ^^^K ^ ^V ^F
3BtadaCui. ^^^M " ^^ W
3 SIrlotn Hip. Q

. SCantatCul

Richmond
4Vart*t<M

phfl

Frozen Favorites!

Frozen Entrees

99*
Lenders Bagels TrAS^ 2ZSi99*

Stew Vegetables .«., 'XV 7S*

Glazed DonutSro.r^Do~,.M^ . . ??? 59*

French Fnes 'SSi:?^- . . . 45.«'. 99*

For Your Heahh A Beauty!

Colgate Toothpaste "^^
. . iJi 88'

Listerine Mouttiwash . '£,r 1.27

Mr. Deli

Favorites

Tandar and Juicy

Roast Beef 1

Cooked Ham'1 ,t>

Imported Swiss Cheese , 2.19

Hard Salami * 2.19

Mr Deli Bologna. .««.„ „ 1.19

Butter Cookies 1 1.99

Fresh Potato Salad . , 49*

Han Bdogr^ » 1.49

il«a«MM8 on>ir In Sloraa mm< Sanrtea 0»tl.

•n«elMa March « itvu Maron n i»7«

from Baker Sfreef at tfta PInati

!• •

Round Top Bread 3 V 1.00

Diet Bran Bread .:65*

Hamburg Rolls Z'Vi 1.00

<t(i<i»<« 'yt iii'« Ui 0(1 'r

Finast's Great
SAVE-A-TAPE

Offer
Applitnfs «t

FantasUc PhcM
CheoM from on* of our 3
«rMit SAVI-A-TAPC Plan*

M» ra*«rv« ih« nqM le Mml quanMwa Not raipcnW)!' 'o» typogracjrwM* •rton
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DOOMSBIRV by (;nrrij Triidcaii

Collegiam?

THIS IS ROLAND HBDLty. W>9Y
AMSASSACKX KiUilh vm PHk£D

UUAS INSJALLWAS TUt NEW VIBlM
hts^ amtTDTie U.N A8Cms
Tt€eB imm iw idu6h questions.

^..^i^>'t''%!"!#

MR PHRED, hC. L iUAS
HMB iouee&j NOTsem
1DSTUDI0 54 MEJIBTD

itT7 mice

1^^

/.•y^ _.s^' ^v ^S^

po you I JUSTeoTUBxa.
KMMmEfte. I HAVEhirHAD
YOU'U B£ TIMB TV LOOK. I
LIVING Yei HEM THE. We&T
Slfi^ SiDBISN'iCB..

J^^m^^

«P«^,

S^^

HOUIABOiJTA
SUn^ UJILL

YOU BB 6FT- Uf4 NO-.

TINS A NEW tVHY?
SUIT? ^

^F r^^f^E.

"» C^T

PEANLTS by Lbarles Schul/

vE5,^^A.A/V\ I'MAUiAi^E:

THEAA0VlE?OH,^c5
MA'AM. THE MOVIE
u;A5 GREAT!

UL'HATuu'AS i"A30i/T?'

jUELL,UM...;T Ll^AS...

JJElL, r TMiiMk-..,

B.C. by lobiiiiy II art

Your Birthday

\TG A TIP-UP.

urruB

'lljj^ 4\v
Lk

9
^ />

^ (t^lp^^

^K ^"^^^^ ^Sjf^-

AllMIMM lOlI by Steve laller

1 WONDER if! soon..

JH^^t^-^'^ I f^ WONDER WHAT

I 5A>0T^ IT...
1 X^V.N

HEY YA^GERALD.'IM
felG PHILLIPS, A FRAG
MCNTARY MANISTFES-
TffTION OF BE.MB IN
THE POURTH t>\MEM-y

there's SoMEONE^^lSli//^

TliK WANDFRFR by Marii Rollins

MONDAY. MARCH «
Born today, you possess

a bold, keen, and highly
imaginative intellect. You
.seek knowledt^e actively,
and use it wi.sely after you
have gained it. You are
also a physical person, re-
veling in the sensations of
work, play, and human
contact generally. You re-
.spond to your emotions
both iTU'ntally and physi-
cally.

You have definite strong
likes and dislikes. Your
relationships with others
may be especially satisfy-

ing Ijfcause they will be
especially .strong, deep,
and lasting. Your choice of

companions will always
depend upon your immedi-
ate needs; you never play
people according to what
they may do for you in the
future

You are not particularly
ambitious about monetary
gain, but you do harbor
daydreams about becom-
ing known in your profes-
sion. Nothing would please
you more than to be recog-
nized by those passing by
on the street

Also born on this date:
Fd MacMahon. entertain-
er, lecturer; Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, poet.
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find
\ our birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I c! \our birthday star be
Muii daily guide.
TUESDAY. MARCH 7

PlSCES(Feb.19-March 20)

\ olume. not quality is in

order today, though it may
ao against vour grain.
ARIES(March 21April 19)

Won mu> want to ignore

all instructions after what
you learn today about a
new project.

TAURUSiAprll 20-May 20)
- Unless >ou are satisfied
with your efforts, plan to
change your methods.
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

- You may have to adapt
quickly to new instruc-
tions I)o not begin argu-
ments today.
CANCERUune 21-July 22)

- Early morning brooding
could work against you for
the rest of the day C'heer
up.

LEO(July 23-AU9.22) - A
shopping spree could be all

you need to bring you out of
depression. Guard against
extravagance.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

- More than competence
is needed today to make
the progress you hope for.

Try a new method.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

fndulge your interest in the
occult. You may learn
more about yourself than
you bargained for!

SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)
- You may attract much
attention through success
with the very young. Ac-
cept praise at evening.
SAGITTAfllUS(Nov.22-

Dec.21) Answer anoth-
er's questions precisely,
succinctly, and tactfully.

Avoid being abstruse.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) Don t reveal
another s secret in reveal-
ing .\our interest in a sut)-

ject

AQUARIUS( Jan.20•
Feb.18) .Join business
and pleasure to enhance
both Set your goals higher
than usual.

1 t i!.-d \ rrtluri' .S\ nftliair ini-

Today's Crossword

WAIIV DOKF by Rob Raniiey
»f-<.

(ibcra.li5»M f\an I can

s+xjxicii*^ lit oi\c solic/

ty<€K

FranJibi, I'd ratkef

te in -Hie ftl^^euAill

ACROSS

1 Son of Adam
5 Band instru-

ments
10 Branches
1 4 Revelers

wild cry
1 5 Frightening
16 Dash
1 7 Eur. mone-

tary unit

18 Calif, air

base
20 Carriers in-

formal
22 Attack

unexpec-
tedly

23 Has brunch
24 Lahror

Williams
25 Rise up
28 Mattress

support
32 Bill

33 Flower leaf

35 Ahead of

time
36 Centers o(

activity

38 Exchanges
for money

40 Body part

41 Newts
43 Seed coat
45 Visualize
46 Did some

editing

48 European
city

UNITED Feature Sy

Saturday's Puzzle !

ndicate

Solved

s A E R B R|0 s B I L L

I R E N E H I D E I D E
T R A C T DO M L E N
S A T I R Et R I P L A N E

R E E Dl S T E E L E R
M I S C A R R YHG A T
A N LlDBO E N sBf E

I D L Oi B 1^ N El W A R D
N D l" A L E D I D A T E DW E E N E L y
D E S P T s

f
D E A D

U N C A L L E 1 P R E F E R
T S A R E R A S E R A T

N AC U R E A U N T S E N

H E eJ ^] X M A S T R E A DJ

50 Lion's cry
51 Covered

colonnade
52 l\/lotor part

55 Avoiding
59 Indisposed:

4 words
61 Attract
62 Preposition
63 "Once upon

64 Loaf
65 Certain

dogs Infor-

mal
66 K^usical

symbols
67 Blue grape

pigment

DOWN

1 Ego
2 Harmful
3 The Pen-
tateuch:
Var

4 Auto ac-
cessorv

5 Rabid fans

6 Gleans
7 Ewers
8 Central

9 Oozed 30 Immigrant 56 Turkey's
1 Contradictory 31 CGS units neighbor

proof 34 57 Hitler
1 1 Dutch Sellers follower

length 37 Commence - 58 Feminine
measure ments name

12 Grape 39 Levels 60 Ear Prefix

refuse
13 "Gloomy

Dean "

190faEur na-
tion

21 Follows
closely

24 Church in-

struments
25 Upper air

26 Shade of

purple
27 Receded

achieved
42 Quantity of

icecream
44 Like of

bricks
47 Scot, clan

symbol
49 Wield
51 Bring dis-

honor upon
52 Utter

sharply,
53 In-—:

Altogether
28 Bundled hay 54 lota

29 Uneven 55 Broiling rod

KACk ACiAiN by K

\ 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9

1
IT- 11

"2
13

^* 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 :2

^^^^H23
26

24

26 27 29 30 31

h 33 14 3i

36 37 Jft iT 40

41 42 43 44 45

46 47 43

l^^l 50 i 51

II^^H
52 53 54 55 56 57 5d

59 60 61

62

1
63 64

65 66 67

v^>> kA
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NCAA pairings
East Regional March 12)

At Charlotte N C
Istand (24 6) Furman

Dij«e 23 6i ws Rhode
17 101 vs Indiana (20 7l

At Philadelphia

Bonaventure (21 7l

(18 111

Pennsylvania (19 71 vs St

Villanova i21 8) vs Lasalle

UMass grappler John Allen raises a hand in victory after the freshman pinned
BU's Paul Davis to become 1978 heavyweight champion of New England. See Steve
Buckley's complete report in tomorrow's Collegian. (Staff photo by Dave Daly)

* Trackwomen
CONT. FROM PAGE 19

and Susan Area, had their best clearance of

the season. Mathieu was clearing 5' for the
second time, while Ares got over that height
for the first time this year.

While the two-mile was a "disaster," with
the judges losing count of laps run and failing

to give splits, Debbie Farmer still managed to

qualify for this weekend's Eastern's with a

12:04 clocking.

Sealey put m a herculean showing as she
ran three heats in the dash (6th place, no
points), went right from the finish line of the
dash final to the starting line of the quarter
(4th, 59.0), then ran a 110 yard leg on the
medley relay, and finally anchored the mile

relay. Whew!
Other good, but non-placing times were

turned in by Tina Francario, Priscilla Wilson
and Barb Callanan in the mile (5:16.4, 5:19.7,

and 5:20, respectively) and Bukowski and
Laurie Wolf in the 880 (2:24.5 and 2:23.7,

respectively). All had been sick or injured in

the recent past, making their times even
more encouraging.

Mideast Rpgcorai March 111

At indianaoolis Michigan State 123 41 vs
Providence (24-71. Mid American chamDion
(either Bowling Green, Central Michigan. Miami
of Ohio or Toledo! vs Marquette 124 31

At KnoKville. Tenn - West*>rn ""-•lucky i15

15) vs Syracuse (22 51; Ke . . 24 2' vs
Ronda State (23 5i

Midwest Regional (March 12)

Ai Wichita. Kan Missouri i14 15i vs Utah
(23 6i Creighton (22 61 vs Si John s (21 8)

West Regional (March 11)

At Eugine, Ore UCLA 124 2) vs Kansas (24
41 Weber State 11991 vs Arkansas (28 31

At Temoe An? San Francisco (22 51 vs
North Carolina New Mexico <24 3) vs Fullerion
State (21-8)
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SUMMER JOB

'500 FOR 6 WEEKS OF

OFFICER TRAINING

AT FT. KNOX, K.Y.

ROOM, BOARD, UNIFORMS

and TRAVEL EXPENSES

NO OBLIGATION

J

—

Earn $2500 as a Junior and Senior

and employment

worth $ll,300/yr.

after graduation very likely.
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Women race at Harvard
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE - The UMass women's
track team unofficially finished in the top five
in the New England AAU Indoor Track and
Field Championships yeste, Jay at Harvard's
new facility and set two school records in the
process.

The meet was won by the Liberty AC of
Lexington, while the UMass team, since it is

not sanctioned by the AAU, could not be
counted in the team standings.

The first record to fall was hardly unex-

pected. Cindi Martin led early in the 880

before being passed by national-class middle

distance star Darlene Beckford.

Martin then locked up in a duel with ex-

Springfield College runner Sue North, only to

be nipped at the tape for second. Her time of

2:15.7 established a school record, breaking
the old mark of 2:16 set last year by Julie

Lafreniere.

"That was the best performance of the
meet for us," said Coach Charlotte Lettis.

"Cindi ran very smoothly and aggressively
when Beckford made her take the pace out.

'Not only does she have speed, but she
has great strength - she maintains her form
really well."

The versatile junior also ran a 59.9 leg on
the third place winning mile relay, teaming
with Bonnie Bukowski, Karolyn Shea and
Diana Sealey. The relay quartet ran its fastest

time of the indoor season, 4:06.7.

The other record breaking performance
was turned in by Julie Horgan in the long
jump. Horgan jumped 16' 7 1-2" to finish

fourth in the competition. The old record was
16' 4", by Chris Whalen.
Horgan also reaches the semi-finals in the

60 yard hurdles before bowing out of that
event. Nancy Cominoli, however, made it to
the finals and finished second in 8.4 seconds.

"She's (Cominoli) been sick, but she's still

our best competitor," said Lettis. "Every
time she steps out on the track, I know she's
going to do the best she can."

Both UMass high jumpers Anna Mathieu

TURN TO PAGE 18

20% sale on 90%
of stock

Fine Leather Products

from Belts to Bags
plu$

A wide selection of Buckles.

Handcrafted Silver and Gold

Jewelry

Patrick
lb t PItMs.iiit St Amherst, Next to the PUB

549-6049 Bac . MC. Visa Daily 10-6

COMIN' AT'CHA — Julie Horgan floated to a new school record in the long jump
in the NEAAU meet at Harvard's beautiful facility Saturday. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)

Orchard Hill Area Government announces
annual elections — Orchard Hill residents only.

Nomination papers are available in Dickinson

dorm, room 103.

Nomination papers are due March 7,

1978-Midnight-under the door of 103

Dickinson.

Positions available are:

president, V.P., secretary and treasurer. Any
questions, call 6-6930, ask for Mark.
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Lady Friars end rimwomen
By JUDY VA/V HANDLE
Cotlegian Staff

PORTLAND, Me. ~ Theoretically, thiswas the way it should have turned out.

After all. Providence was seeded fouuth,
while UMass was a notch lower at fifth. The
Lady Fnars were 18-4 and the Minutewomen
were 14-7.

But that doesn't help minimize the
frustration UMass must have felt as it bowed
to Providence, 67-61, in the finals Saturday
of the Eastern Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women basketball satellite
tournament here at Hill Gymnasium on the
campus of the University of Maine (Portland-
Gorham).
With the defeat, the Minutewomen were

knocked out of the running for the Eastern
finals to be held next weekend on the
campus of Queens College. The Lady Friars
will play host to Queens, ranked sixth in the
country, Friday night in the first round of the
tourney.

UMass was primed for its rematch with
Providence after having wiped out Nor-
theastern, 74-51, in its first round game
Friday night. The Lady Friars had trouble
getting going but finally defeated Maine, 58-
44, in their opening contest.
The Minutewomen had lost, 56-55, to

Providence early in February, and were it-

ching for revenge. But in the end, the Lady
Friars showed a great deal of poise and
staved off a UMass comeback to win the
tourney.

"The team was very, very good all year in
the big games," a happy Providence coach
Tim Gilbride said. "We worked in practice on
calming down at the end of games. We may
have been a linle careless at times, but all

year we just settled down and came
through."

Indeed, the Lady Friars had to come
through in the clutch to turn back the
Minutewomen, who appeared to have
gained momentum entering the final few
minutes of the contest.
UMass fell behind, 42-32, at halftime, as

Lynn Sheedy controlled Providence's of-
fense to the tune of 18 points. Her perimeter
pops and drives were on target as the
Minutewomen had their hands full with the
5-8 sophomore guard.
Mary Ellen Buchanen was also hot with 10

points. Her four baskets were all short
baseline jumpers over the UMass centers.

But after Buchanen opened the second
half with another hoop, the Minutewomen
took over as they outscored Providence, 14-

0, over a three and a half minute stretch to
take a 46-44 lead.

Leading the onslaught was Sue Peters,
who twice stole the ball from Paulette
Hassett and broke in for uncontested layups.
Jen Parker, who played steadily all weekend,
also threw in two long-range hoops.

After Providence went ahead, 48-4i6, with
13:54 left on a Sheedy bomb, the
Minutewomen went to work again and ran
off nine straight points to take a 55-49 edge

with nine minutes left. Peters again was
instrumental in the surge as she put in two
hoops and dished off a nice pass to Cheryl
Carey for another two points.

But that was the last time UMass was to
lead. The Lady Friars put together a 10 point
string (four by Sheedy) and went up M-K
with 6:34 to go.

Lu-Ann Fletcher, who played her best ball
of the season after returning from knee
surgery, scored off an offensive rebound and
threw in one of her patented jumpers to knot
the score at 59-59 with four minutes left.

After Hassett popped in an outside set
shot, Fletcher was involved in perhaps the
most frustrating moment of the game and
possibly the entire season. She launched one
of her patented foul line jumpers with three
minutes left. The ball rimmed around and
around the basket for what seemed an
eternity, but finally spun out.
What had seemed a sure two points

turned into a Providence rebound, and the
omnipresent Sheedy scored again to give the
Lady Friars a four point lead.

"That shot broke our backs right there,"
UMass coach Mary Ann Ozdarski said. "We
could have had a tie but instead they went
ahead by four."

Actually, UMass had another chance to
win it. After two Cathy Harrington narrowed
the gap to 63-61 on two foul shots, Hassett
made the first of two free throws but after
she missed the second, Mary Ann McCoy
helped snuff out UMass' hopes further as
she grabbed the rebound.

"Mary Ann's our best rebounder," Gilbride
noted. "She controls the boards for us."

It was a game of frustration, highlighted by
Fletcher's around and out shot. Another
irksome situation was the fact that Buchanen
and McCoy each had four fouls with 17
minutes to play, but the Minutewomen could
not take advantage of it.

"We tried to work the ball inside," Oz-
darski admitted, 'but we couldn't get the
fouls.

"This was definitely a game of momen-
tum. My kids were up, they wanted it. They
put forth an all-out effort, but PC dug in.

"UMass can hold their heads up high. A
few breaks in crucial points, and a few crucial
fouls could have made the difference."
The game Friday night against Nor-

theastern was one of UMass' best of the
season.

"It was probably our smartest game of the
year, " Ozdarski said.

After grabbing a 33-27 midway lead, the
Minutewomen toyed with the Huskies in the
second half. They outscored Northeastern,
22-8, in the first 10 minutes to take a 55-35
bulge and essentially wrap things up.

Staff notice
Attention all staff members. Meeting

this Thursday in Campus Center for
Spring beats and Sports Special. At-
tendance is mandatory.

Aquamen finish ninth;

Maine takes NE title
By BILL TARTER

Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD - The winner and newmen s New England swimming champion by
unanimous decision - the University of
Maine

By the conclusion of the three day New
England Championships there was no doubt
who reigned supreme. The men from Orono
had overwhelmed their competition to take
this year's team title away from defending
champion Springfield.

Maine seems an unlikely place to possess
great swimmers, but it does. A tremendous
countrywide recruiting effort has reaped
instant rewards, to the dismay of surroun-
ding New England schools.

It tiecame quickly apparent by the second
day, while Maine was winning nearly
everything in sight, the battle was for second
place. Williams eventually outpointed
Springfield for the honors with Southern
Connecticut also close behind.

UMass finished 9th in the team point totals

with 192. This may not compare with over
600 points for Maine, but it represented the
highest count UMass has achieved in many
seasons Going into the final day of events
the Minutemen sat in fifth place.

But a mediocre third day allowed Tufts,

URI and UConn to sneak on the final event of
the comp)etition

The mermen did about aii coach Bei Mela-
med could have expected, though, as the

team accumulated a fantastic 10 school
records.

Leading the assault on the record book
were seniors Russ Yarworth with 4, and Tom
Stevens who climaxed his swimming career
with three.

Stevens' performances came as the
biggest surprise according to Melamed. He
brokp school marks in the 50, 100 and also
the 200 yard freestyle events.

Yarworth performed admirably, gaining a
4th place in the 400 yard individual medley, a
3rd in the 200 butterfly and an ever so close
2nd in the 200 I.M. Despite alt this, Yan^vorth
was not pleased.

"The only time I was satisfied was my race
in the 800 yard freestyle relay," he said. His
combined effort in that race, along with Jim
Leiand, Tom Nowak, and Stevens was worth
a 7th place finish and another new record.

Leiand also took part in three record
breaking events. He now holds the best time
for the 100 and 200 yard backstroke besides
taking part in the 800 yard relay.

Leiand's 100 yard backstroke was
achieved during the first portion of the 400
yard medley relay. He set the trend as Harry
Fulford, Nowak and Stevens finished off
what became another (yawnl) record.

These 10 new marks were the final chapter
in what has been the most impressive season
for the UMass swimming team ever. A large
portion of the credit must go to coach Bei
Melamed who has been the guiding in-

spiration for the team all year long.
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Senior co-captain LuAnne Fletcher drives for a sure two against UConn in thehome finale. Fletcher closed her career on a high note against PC in a tough loss this
weekend. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Gymwomen end season
with sparlcling road win
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

BALTIMORE - After a nerve wracking, 12
hour drive in treacherous blizzard conditions,
the women's gymnastics team arrived in

Baltimore for its last competition of the
season against Towson State College.

"It got to the point when we were won-
dering what we were doing risking our lives,
but the storm was only getting worse behind
us, so we had to go on," said Coach Virginia
Evans. Despite arriving at 11 p.m. instead of
the scheduled 7 p.m., the gymwomen went
on to win their ninth victory of the year, with
their highest point total of the season.

En route to the 142. 10 to 135.75 win. senior
Susan Cantwell won the all-around com-
petition with her highest life time four event
total of 36.75. Cantwell, in her last regular
season competition as a Minutewoman,
finished in a tie for first place with teammate
Karen Hemberger. Hemberger and Cantwell
earned scores of 9.35 for their vaults. That is

the highest mark Cantwell has received for
her "half on full off" vault this season.
Cantwell also scored her highest uneven

parallel bars score of the season with a 9.20.
She finished second to teammate Stephanie
Jones who earned a 9.35. Cantwell finished
first on the balance beam and on the floor
exercise with scores of 9.05 and 9.15,
respectively, as she cumulated her 36.75
total.

Cantwell continues to excel in her final
year of competition for the gymwomen. She
has been a solid contributor to the women's
team for four years, but appears to be
finishing her senior year more strongly than
the previous three.
Cantwell was not the only competitor for

the gymwomen, however. There were many
other strong performances. In vaulting,
Jones finished third with a 9.05. Karen
Clemente contributed an 8.80 to give the
Minutewomen an event total of 36.55, their
highest vaulting total of the season.
On bars, Debbie Law and Hemberger

contributed to the event score along with
Jones and Cantwell. Law finished with an
8.50, her strongest performance this season.
Hemberger had some form breaks and
received an 8 45. The Minutewomen totaled
35.50 for the bars and led half way through
the competition 72.05 to 68.60.

'"The beam was not brilliant but it wasn't a
total disasto' o^Kpr " "^in Fvans.

Jones finished in a tie with a Towson
gymnast to finish second behind Cantwell.
Jones earned an 8.55 while teamnnates
Cheryl Morrier and Hemberger finished in a
three way tie for fourth with 8.40 scores.
"We had five performers finish with higher

than an 8.35 score, which is a definite im-
provement but we still need some nir^es,"
said Evans.

Hemberger recoup^ to take second place
on the floor with a 9.00 score. She began
working with a new routine three meets ago
against Canisius and seems to be much more
comfortable with her new routine, as
evidenced by improved floor scores in the
last three meet. Jones, Morrier and Clemente
finished in a four way tie with Towson's
Natalie Brandt for third place on the floor. All

received marks of 8.75 from the judges.
Jones finished second in the all around

with a 35.70 total. She has been working two
events in recent meets due to hip and rib

injuries. These injuries are still holding her
back on the floor and on the beam according
to Evans.

"Her tumbling and rhythm on beam are
still a little weak but she performed very
solidly against Towson," said Evans.

Hemberger finished third with a 35.20 four
event total. Hemberger has been one of the
most consistent competitors for the gym-
women this season. She continually totals 36
points in four events and has been a central
figure in the Minutewomen's success this
season. Evans is hoping that Hemberger will
pull all of her routines together and hit a 36
point total at the Easterns next weekend.

Morrier, the fourth UMass all around
competitor finished with a 33.05 total which
was her best performance of the season. The
Towson meet was the first competition for
Morrier in several weeks as she had been
stricken with a serious case of the flu.

"The team really helped each other during
the meet and I think this meet was a really
good warmup for Easterns," said Evar>s. "It
was the best run meet of the season and that
created a really positive atmosphere to work
in."

The next competition will be the all im-
portant EAIAW's next weekend In Pitta-
burgh. The winner will automatically qualify
for the national AIAW to be held in Seattle in
early April. UMass enters the competition
ranked fourth but after the results of the
meet against Towson hope to finish higher.
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Blacl< American Music Festival

A Conflict of Interest?
By THE BLACK AMERICAN MUSIC
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE

In view of the heated controversy con-
cerning the Black American Music Festival,

the stiff compromise motion made here last

week which was subsequently vetoed, we
are faced with a conflict of interest;

economic, political and ideological although
not necessarily in that order.

The first thing that comes to mind is the
obvious contradiction in the Senate's past
and present behavior. Did it not seriously

consider and unanimously support the
proposal each and evrry time it was
presented? Have not the supposed major
objections to sponsor an educational
program documenting Black music as a paid

benefit, the proceeds of which would go
towards the establishment of the Duke
Ellington Foundation, been accepted facts

since ^he initial proposition in November of

1976<' The Black American Music Festival

was never intended to be the "traditional

spring concert" which is totally different in

form, content and significance.

The opposition has placed such
tremendous emphasis on tradition. From
every corner we hear "This has never been
done t)efore."' Are we to assume that
nothing changes? Being reluctant to think
and act progressively no one can conceive of
an alternative to what has been tradition.

Senators have t>een more responsive to a
backlash reaction which could have and
should have been avoided had any attempt
been made to present the Black American
Music Festival to the campus population in a
positive light.

The Festival does not seek to alienate

white students nor to become a spring

concert in blackface. The Festival is a new
concept for which the University is ready if

"only its student politicians were not in fact

giving credence to reactionary, backwards
behavior

,
, There i^ no rational reason why a concert

"^f Black talent cannot be both educationally

Special to Black Affairs

Nummo News

and commercially successful. Of course this

requires a little more vision and commitment
on the part of Student leaders who must
recognize that changes in consciousness
shape thoughts that direct actions and
ultimately alter history. We can safely

assume that even UMass is subject to this

universal dynamic.
With the festival comes an opportunity to

illuminate Black American culture which the

final analysis is the essence of Black people,
in a universally popular arena that attracts all

racial and ethnic groups However, this

legislature chooses to hide behind tradition,

ignoring the possibilities for change, for

growth. There is no excuse for maintaining
ignorance.

What is required to change that reality is

certainly within the capabilities of everyone
present,

The first requirement is a co-operative
effort towards producing and promoting the

Black American Music Festival, the second is

an understanding that the festival is an in-

vestment made by the entire UMass com-
munity towards a shared goal.

Now questions arise as to what is the

nature of this investment both financially and
sociologically?

The financial investment is simple enough.
The Student Senate allocates X amount of

dollars towards producing the event to incur
expenses for talent, publicity, security, etc.

The student body purchases tickets at
nominal cost, the general public pays a
higher admission fee and a percentage of the
proceeds are donated towards the establish-
ment of the Duke Ellington Foundation.
Suddenly there is an uproar concerning
agreements which have been clearly ar-

ticulated for the past eighteen months.
Nevertheless the questions arise Why do

students have to pay money^
Because, benefit concerts are designed to

raise money, and the BAMF is a benefit
program ronliiuird on ra^A 2
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Admit Enslaving AfricanGirl In Florida

MIAMI (AP) - A former college

teacher has admitted he and his

wife bought a 10-year-old African

girl from her mother and used the

child for at least two years as a

house slave. She was given one
dress to wear, a tin plate for her rice

and a broken glass to drink from.
"This is the first classic case of

slavery in this century the FBI

knows of," FBI agent Joseph Ball

said Friday. "A little girl was
bought in Africa and brought back
here to be a slave. That's what used
to happen before the Civil War."
Syed Riaz Hussain Shah, a

horticulturist who formerly taught
at Miami Dade Community College,

pleaded guilty in federal court
Thursday to a charge of holding a

person in involuntary servitude.

His wife. Dr. Shah, an

anesthesiologist at Okeechobee
Hospital, had faced the same
charge. But it was dropped when
she pleaded guilty to a lesser
charge of lying to immigration
officers.

Neither of the Shahs has
commented on the case.

The girl. Rose Iftony, was 10
years old in 1974 when she was
brought to the United States from
Sierra Leone, where t^e Shahs paid
her mother $200 and promised to
educate her. In return, they said the

girl would babysit for the Shahs'
son, who was then 4 years old, said

civil rights attorney John Conroy of

the Justic Department.
"The payment of money in-

dicates that really wasn't what the
Shahs had in mind at all," Conroy
said. "They only wanted her to

work for them."
The grand jury charged in the

indictment that the Shahs used

Firing Squad Kills Ten For
Slaying Of Ngouabi

BRAZZAVILLE. Congo - The
former French Congo has an-
nounced the execution by firing

squad of 10 persons convicted of

taking part in the assassination of
the late President Marien Ngouabi
nearly one year ago.

The executions were carried out
at dawn Feb. 7, only hours after a

special military court convicted
them and one other person, a

former interior minister sentenced
to death in absentia, of complicity
in the machine gun slaying of

Ngouabi, 39, on March 18, 1977, at

his army headquarters.

President Joachim Yhombi
Opango went on television
preceding the executions to an-

nounce, there would be "no
clemency" shown to the plotters.

Opango also announced the
banning of all but certain specified

religious groups, a ban apparently
aimed at the sect of "Priors" to

which most of the convicted
assassins belonged.

Specifically exempted from the

ban were Islam, Roman
Catholicism, the Evangelical

Protestant Church, the Salvation
Army and two minor sects.

The 10 deaths brought to at least

15 the number of persons who have
been executed by the marxist
government of the Congo for

taking part in Ngouabi's
assassination, including former
President Alphonse Massemba-
Debat

Massemba-Debat, 55, was
executed a week after Ngouabi's
assassination. The following day,
four of Ngouabi's bodyguards were
shot. They had been convicted of
complicity in his slaying.

Massemba Debat, whom
Ngouabi had overthrown in 1968
and who had since been living

under house arrest, allegedly
confessed before execution that he
had planned Ngouabi's
assassination in hopes of regaining
power.

In addition to the death sen-
tences, the court sentenced three
persons to life imprisonment at
hard labor, three to 20 years and
eight to suspended sentences of
five years each.

Student Senate Third World Caucus (photo by Edward Cohen)
( imtinued from I'age I

Then, to benefit whom? Why the Duke
Ellington Foundation?
The answers to these questions enter the

realm of sociological investment or more
simply will this project have an impact on
society including the immediate community
of UMass At this point it seems appropriate
to review the Foundations proposal and even
to familiarize ourselves with who was Duke
Ellington, and why do we choose to pay such
great tribute to this individual. Perhaps this

information will give more meaning to the
decision' made here in support of such and
endeavor as the Duke Ellington Foundation,

For the particulars of Duke Ellington's
phenomenal music career, this should have
been homework for everyone who expects to

make an informed decision on this issue As
for his music it is played somewhere in the
world on an average of every twelve minutes
and shouldn't be too difficult to find

Edward Kennedy Ellington was one of the
greatest artists of the twentieth or any
century, he was a Black American and his

musical heritage Black American Music is

one of The only art forms indiginous to the
United States

This should be an aiea of interest to any
intelligent citizen of this nation certainly it

should be part of the curhculum of anyone
studying at the University level Racism lives

as viciously in apathy as it dies in oppression,
nothing is going to make us aware if we do
not choose to learn, nothing is going to move
unless we take the first step.

PURPOSE
It is fitting that the home of Mr. Ellington,

perhaps the greatest International am-
bassador of Black music, serve to per-
manently commemorate the massive
achievements of Black music in America. To
that end, we propose to establish:

- an historical museum devoted to the
procurement, care, study and display of
objects and events which reflect the
development of Black American music.

a musical archives to house and
preserve popular and rare recordings and
written music
- an educational division which will utilize

experts m the musical and ancillary
professions as staff, consultants, and
volunteers, to orovide instruction to vouth
through music This division of the Foun-
dation will have an outreach component,
which will develop tormai ties with public,
private and community-based schools and
other educational centers

a scholarship fund for aspiring
musicians

a funding sources for agencies and
individuals performing research in areas
related to the aims and interests of The
Foundation.

Rose as a house slave in what the

FBI described as a "lavishly fur-

nished" apartment in Okeechobee.
"They would not let her wash

dishes in the dishwasher, but made
her do them by hand," FBI agent
Lathell Thomas testified. "They

would not let her use a ciothes-
washing machine."

Thomas said neighbors reported

that the couple kept the girl con-

stantly scrubbing floors by hand.

The Shahs finally sent little Rose
to school in December 1975, after

managing to get her expired visa

changed to a student's visa by
claiming to be her aunt and uncle,

Conroy said.

The story of the child-slave

began to come to light as teachers

at Dunbar Elementary School
noticed Rose's emaciated condition

and reported it to authorities.

Youth authorities continued to

investigate and the girl was

eventually taken away from the

Shahs' household. Evidence
surfaced that the girl was a house
slave, and the couple was indicted

in October 1976.

Shah faces up to five years in

prison and a $5,000 fine, and his

wife up to six months in prison and
$500 fine.

Both are registered aliens from
Pakistan, and immigration officials

say no decision has been made on
whether to deport them. U.S.
District Court Judge William
Hoeveler has ordered a pre-
sentence investigation.

The child has been placed in a
foster home and wwll be allowed to
remain in the United States until

she completes her education. Then
she must return to her mother and
11 brothers and sisters in Africa.

Students, Police Clash
In Tanzania

DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
\UPI\ - Police clubbed, teargased
and anested more than 350
university students Sunday at a

march protesting new salary in-

creases for government officials.

Police attacked the Universi;/ of

Dar es Salaam students twice

during their 12- mile march from
campus to the offices of the

government-controlled Daily News.
No serious injuries were reported.

The students regrouped and
continued the march after each
incident. Police finally arrested

them outside the Daily News.
The students were told they had

been expelled from school, driven

back to campus to collect their

belongings and issued one-way
travel vouchers to their home
villages.

The protesting students had
carried placards charging the pay
increases just, granted members of
parliament, government ministers
and officials of the ruling party
"came from the sweat of peasants
and workers."

A government statement issued
after the arrests said President
Julius Nyerere had invited the
students to present their grievances
to him but they "opted to go ahead
with their unlawful demonstration."

South Africa
Aid From Chile

Thousands of mercenary forces

from fascist Chile's armed forces

have joined the armed forces of

apartheid South Africa in its war of

aggression against Namibia.

The South-West African
People's Organization (SWAPO),
the liberation movement leading

the Namibian people's struggle for

independence, charged in a

telegram last week to UN Secretary

General Kurt Waldheim that the

Chilean mercenaries are engaged in

active combat operations inside

Namibia.

The telegram urged progressive

forces in the international com-
munity to oppose fascist Chile's

collaboration with apartheid and to

take steps to halt its growing ties

with the Vorster regime.

'The Chilean mercenaries are

bringing death and destruction to

Namibia, annihilating every living

thing in their way," charged the
telegram.

Former director of Santiago's
National Health Service under the
Allende government, Roberto
Belmar, also charged last fall that

there were 4000 Chilean mer-
cenaries operating in Namibia

Is It Black Or White?
Head Poses Burial Problem
For South Arican Officials

A partly decomposed head found
in a shark's belly has the South
African police mystified because
they can't determine whether to

bury the head in a Black or white

cemetery.

Under South Afn*. an law, people

of different races must reside and
be buried, in different areas.

The state pathologist said:

"Normally it's easy to tell a

Caucasian from a negroid skull by

the occipital lobe at the back of the

head. But the back of this skull is

partially eaten away."
The shark was cut open after

being caught in anti-shark nets on
beaches around Durban.

Police said if the race cannot be
established, a magistrate will be
asked to rule on how and where the

head should be buried or otherwise

disposed of.

Sweet Honey In The Rock:
Black Women To Sing For Women 's Week

By ZOE BEST

Women Under Apartheid
Program On Friday

Bernice Reagon is founder,
composer and arranger for Sweet
Honey In the Rock, a group of black

women singers. She explains, "The
name is derived from an old

spiritual that refers to a land so
sweet that honey flows from the

rocks. Honey, symbolizing warmth
and sweetness and rock, sym-
bolizing strength and consistency,

which is what we try to convey in

our songs." They will perform
Saturday, March 11th at part of

International Women's Week and
thereby give opportunity to hear

how their name reflects vocal

material and arrangements.

Sweet Honey In The Rock has
been together since 1974 and has

an album out with Paredon. One
cut, a Langston Hughes poem,
"Dream Variations" is presented in

an imaginative arrangement.
Bernice, proud of her music,

describes it, "...this is solid black

music folks. In a lot of cases, it is

music that is 'too black' to be
played on the more commercial
stations, ^x is important that you
keep in mind that this is not music
that has been produced and filled in

with flourishes of string and
elaborate mixes... All flourishes,

texture, etc., is there because of the

voice, nothing else."

The singers, Carol Maillard, Pat

Johnson, Louise Robinson, Evelyn

Harris, Yasmeen Williams and
Bernice Reagon expand the musical

range of what is usually heard from
an a cappella group. They may lead

off a concert with an African chant,

a freedom song, a slave work song,

an emancipation song like "No
More Auction Block For Me" and
then as a change-up within the

tradition of survival lore, sing the

"Gray Goose." This is a tale about a

goose that is shot down by a

preacher. The goose is so invincible

that after "six weeks of parboil, the

knife wouldn't cut it, threw it in the

hog pen and it broke the hog's

jawbone."

International Women's Week has
dedicated the Friday, March 10th

evening program to "Women
Under Apartheid". Nana Sheshebe
from South Africa will present her

analysis of how women have
historically resisted racist

repression under apartheid. She will

convey to her audience the most
recent developments in her
people's efforts to counter the

Vorster regime.

Zoe Best will read poetry by and
about women in South Africa as

well as from her own works, which

includes a poem written in 1975

dedicated to Joanne Little. Little is

currently appealing New York
Governor Carey's extradition or-

ders, which if carried out, could
turn her over to what she claims will

be certain death at the hands of

racis interests in North Carolina.

Women from the Diana Ramos
Dance Workshop will perform. The
program will conclude with a

musical presentation from vocalist

Vea Williams and her group.

Welcome. This event is free.

Everyone is urged to attend this

program at 8:00 p.m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium, Friday, March
10th.

International Womens
Week

Reagon acknowledges that the
group utilizes "the black vocal

techniques taught in the black
church." She is familiar with gospel
and its antecedents as well as its

variations. She is the daughter of a

Baptist minister and first sang in his

church in Albany, Georgia. She
sang Italian arias and German lieder

at Albany State College before
joining SNCC's (Student Non-
Violent Co-ordinating Committee)
Freedom Singers. For this she was
expelled from school and arrested
for demonstrating. "That ex-

perience took me back to the music
that I grew up with in the church -
music that was much more a part of

me, my work and my struggle.

Music became redefined for me as
a political tool."

At this time they also include in

their repertoire songs about current

issues. If need be, they write the
songs. "We sing about this ad-

ministration, about abortion, Fanie
Lou Hamer, Joanne Little and we
address all oppressed people of the
world."

Bernice Reagon has another
source from which to draw. As
cultural historian for the

Upward Bound
Community Day

On Saturday, March 4, 1978, a community day presentation was spear-

headed by the Upward Bound Program in order to bring the old and the

new students together and to acquaint the audience exactly as to how the

program continues to fulfill the necessary health services; comprehensive

counseling services and such group activities as the Project Director

recommends.
There were awards and presentations such as Carlos Gonzalez, Betty

Daniels and Tijuana Winston, all recipients of their respectful awards for

their outstanding academic achievements during their stay at the Upward
Bound Program. (Congratulations gang)

What is Upward Bound?
Upward Bound is a precollege program designed to enhance the skills

and motivation necessary for a successful academic program while at-

tending secondary and pre-secondary schools. The criteria which pulsates

within the core of the program is also designed to generate creative

thinking, effective expression and posiiive attitudes which are so essential

for the maintenance of an effective and successful post-secondary

education.

The birth of this program commenced on a national basis in June 1966.

One of Upward Bound's fikt and foremost staunch supporters was the

Office of Economic Opportunities of which, the first year had a support

from 215 colleges, universities and residential secondary schools. These

academic institutions of higher learning reached a circumference of 47

states, of which also included the Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and Guam.

This legendary and historic occurrence was outstandingly involved in a

total enrollment of more than 26,000 students.

As the articulate orator such as Wayne Wilson (ex-Director, Upward
Bound Program) mounted the podium with such firm and exhilarating

words, the presentation was highlighted with challenging statements such

as "Upward Bound's mission will be carried out, if you maintain your"

thrust of vitality and community spirit. Why? Because it entails helping

young people to realize their optimum strengths in academia in order that

Vou can better provide for your families ...
" Mr. Wilson also expounded

pertaining to the summer of 1977, "students demonstrated ever so clearly

academic, recreational and cultural enthusiasm. During my tenure with

Upward Bound, I had never witnessed this degree of student involvement

in striving for academic excellence."

Master of ceremony, Rhonda Gordon, who is presently. Assistant

Director of the Upward Bound's program, also elaborated on the im-

portance of classroom excellence as an important emphasis on educational

goals.

The second half of the community day gathering was held at Yvonne's

the famous people's lestaurant on Campus, located at the New Africa

House Then afterwards, the students along with the staff proceded to the

well developed play, entitled illusions.

With the students departing for home, the resonant motto of the Up
ward Bound program echoed its way home with the potent and vibrant

words, 'WE ARE STRONGER WHEN WE ALL STAND TOGETHER.
"

Smithsonian Institute Division of

Performing Arts, the Africa
Diaspora Program, she researches
black American culture. She seeks
song material from Africa, the
Caribbean, Latin America besides
from this country. She strives to

keep the music sung by the group
authentic and rooted in the
traditions of black peoples.

Reagon received a Ph.D. in oral

history from Howard University and
lives in Washington D.C. with her

children. She teaches, sings,

composes, arranges and performs
besides working full time as a

researchist. Therefore each concert
is based on a tremendous amount
of study from black cultural history.

Sweet Honey In The Rock will

culminate International Women's
Week with a concert on Saturday,

March 11 at 8:00 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Center. Tickets are $2.00.

Reagon notes that "We are still

seeking our audiences, still finding

out exactly where our music can be
received and appreciated." Let's

welcome these women and their

music and by doing so, we will be
enriched.

By JAMES LEWIS
International Women's Week will

offer an educational opportunity for

persons to learn about the op-

pression of women and what to do
about it. Workshops will be per-

formed all during this upcoming
week. It is important for persons to

utilize this opportunity to hear

speakers discuss the problem of

women.
The Third World community is

invited to appreciate the pertinent

events to be held during the week.
Wilma Rudolf, Olympic gold
medalist runner will speak at the

S.U.B. Monday, March 6, at 1:00

p.m. Alice Moore will speak on
""IMPERIALIST POLICY OF
POPULATION CONTROL HERE
AND ABROAD," CC 803, 2 p.m.

Harriet Parker and Barbara Love
will speak on "Racism and the

Women's Movement, CC. rm. 911-

915, at 2:00 p.m. (Wilma Rudolph
will hold seminar-press conference,

at CC. rm. 917, at 3:30 p.m.)

Che-Lumumba School work-
shop, at South side, S.W., 10:00

a.m. Assata Shakur's Cell, (Martha
Pitts) CC 101, 12:00 p.m. Question
of Class as it Pertains to Black

Women (Glorea Joseph and
Rushing) Hamden Theatre, 1:00

p.m. Lolita Lebron (Madeline
Gonzales) CC 903, 2:00 p.m. The
Black Women (by Barbara Love),

Malcolm X Center, S.W. 2:00 p.m.

(Third World persons only).

Anais Nis at 12:00 noon,
Wednesday, at Cape Cod lounge.

Thursday, March 9 will be "Rape
and Racism" (Hampshire County
Rape Prevention), CC, rm. 903, 3:00

p.m. Lucia Bruno will speak on

"Women in Puerto Rico," at the

CC, rm. 803, 10:00 a.m. Friday.

And last but certainly not least.

Nana Sheshebe will lecture on
"Women Under Apartheid,"
Friday, March 10, CCA at 8:00 p.m.

Sweet Honey in the Rock, will

celebrate in music the close of

International Women's Week in the

Fine Arts Center Auditorium.
Sweet Honey is a beautiful Black

female group whose music ex-

presses social concerns of Black

struggle, oppression, love, gospel.

Freedom, and politics. They are a

group to be appreciated and
respected and are ripe to end the

week of events.

Sweet is the International

Womens Week, and its importance

has not yet been realized in scale to

the worlds problems. This is a very

historic event, and should be
supported by as many persons as

possible. It promises to be ahuge
educational journey not to be
forgotten. It would be a narrow-

minded pity for anyone to miss it

totally. Everyone should make it a

point to find something during the

meeting to learn about.

Northeast-Sylvan
Third World Recruitment

The weekend of March 9, 10, and
11, 1978, the Northeast-Sylvan

Area will host a Third World
recruitment weekend. During this

time students from Boston will be
brought to Amherst. In the past

Northeast-Sylvan has had a

reputation of being nonreceptive to

Third World students. Currently,

Third World students choose to live

in other areas because of more
programming academically and
socially available to them as a

minority group.

Given this situation, the staff of

this area has proposed to include

programs which will attract

minority students to the area. The
erection of programming in itself is

not enough. This weekend as set

out was preceived as the means
whereby students would not only

be exposed to university life in

general, but to the Northeast-

Sylvan Area in particular.

In order to make this weekend a

success, we need the support and
cooperation of many University

agencies, and the support of Third

World students. The schedule of

weekend events is as follows: On

Thursday, March 9; arrival,

registration, and room assign-

ments. Friday, March 10; a campus
tour of classes and various
departments, workshops with
CCEBS, BCP, Financial Aid, and
Admissions. A presentation by Eno
is planned for the early evening and

ending the day with a party in the

Anacaona Cultural Center-Dwight

Hs. Saturday, March 11, a tour of

the Northeast-Sylvan residential

area, closing with lunch by Yvonne
and the students will be returning

to Boston at 3:00 p.m. on Saturday.

Former Upward Bound Students, from left to right; Tijuana Winston, Carlos Gonzales, and Betty
Daniels (photo by Mirram Carter)
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Campus Speaks
Campus Speaks is a new weekly section of Nummo that allows students

to voice their opinions on various issues. Participants are randomly chosen
each week. This week's question was Do you feel that the controversy
surrounding the black musical festival was racially motivated?

MONDAY, MARCH 6, 1978

JAY STEWART- Of course, if it is a black musical festival the fact that it

is a black musical festival makes it a racial issue. If they told me that they
were going to have a white musical festival I would want to arbitrarily have
my money go to a white musical festival.

\

-• f

SHU: I don t know. Yes, to a certain extent I do but I also feel that the
concept of having two concerts is a good idea because the more diverse
musical talent that can be brought to his campus the better

LISA MELILLI: No, I think the whole thing was that people felt that it

was taking away from the idea of a spring concert and it would draw
people from all over and not just UMass.

SOOKIE CHOO. Definitely. Even though people talk about not wanting

to pay what they really don't want is the black musical festival.

EARL BROWN: The elements of racism are already there especially

when you look at the title "Black " American Musical Festival the first word
will turn away many people off. The promotors should have realized this

plus the fact that this is the first time this has been attempted here at

UMass and should have made an effort to go out into the ccmmunity and
explain what the program was all about.

PHYLLIS PRUITT: Yes, I think it was a racial Issue because it was a

black festival. There was so much emphasis on black and the rrwjority of

the students here are white and when whites hear it is a "Black " concert

they don't want to know about it.

Editorials

Support N.B.S.A.

Petition Campaign

N.B.S.A. Conducts Petition Campaign for Freedom in South Afrika.
for community support.

By CHAKA ZULU

asks

The Five-College area chapter of the National Black Students
Association is currently conducting a petition campaign centered around
demonstrating support from Black, other Third World, and all other
supporters for National Liberation (economic and political freedom) of
oppressed Black South Afrikan people.

The campaign started on Friday Feb. 24, 1978 as we completed our first

5-college general meeting, which took place in the Black cultural center at
Amherst College. There were approximately 25 people present.
The campaign is part of a growing movement for the support of Black

South Afrikan Freedom Movement From White Minority Rule, by Black
people here in the United States. The petition also demonstrates the
connection between Black people in South Afrika and Black people in

Amerikkka.

The demands of the petition are that:

(1) The United States sever all diplomatic and economic ties with the illegal

settler regime of the Union of South Afrika.

(2) That the United States withdraw all forms of support and aid from the
South Afrikan Government.
(3) That United States corporations withdraw totally from South Afrika.

(4) That the United States Government launch a counter offensive against
racist repression and economic oppression of people of color here in the
United States.

(5) The United States support the United Nations proposed economic
sanctions against South Afrika.

The National Black Students Association is also sponsoring Naiional
demonstration outside of the White House in Washington D.C. in support
of South Afrika on April 1. We are encouraging as many people as possible
to go. Presently we are attempting to secure transportation to take people
to and from the University to the demonstration and back to the
University. Be looking forward to more information.

So, we are asking everyone for as much support as possible. "Give your
name in the name of freedom. Support the National Black Students
Association Petition campaign."

A Call For United People
This is a call for the formation of a new organization called United

People!

It is time that concerned, serious elements of this campus get together
to begin to make this University and this country what it could be One of
the things United People will be concerned with will be ensuring all
people's basic rights regardless if they disagree with their oppressor. This
group will not be restricted to so-called vanguard-types or people who
think that social change is made by advocating how bad they are This
group will be a direct action group composed of students, concerned
community leaders, and friends of all oppressed. The group will not be
dogmatic in its views. We should not make some of the same mistakes
other progressive groups have made in the past.

It is incumbent that all interested people come to a mass meeting at
Butterfield House. Tuesday, March 7, 7:30. It is important that people
come to the meeting with a serious frame of mind for proper dialogue. We
will take care of plenty of business at this meeting. We have a lot to do on
this campus. We would like all people to come out; again we are not
prejudiced against people's beliefs, race, religion, sex, or lifestyle.

We are Waiting For This Needed Union With All People
Nkrumah Lumumba Olinga, a concerned individual!

^^^""^i^V^V^^i^^^^^^^^^f
Important Notice: The organizational
meeting c Mummo News will be held

7:0^ f'.M. Wednesday,
in the Nummo News Office

- room 103 New Africa House.

Everyone is invited.

Why We Need
The Whole Truth

This article is written with the

intent of clearing up a major
contradiction on this campus. Last

intersession Paul Puryear was
released from his position of

Provost of the University of Mass,
Amherst, because he attempted to

implement Affirmitive Action.
Puryear was fired in that attempt.

The then Provost asked for the

resignation of some of the Deans of

the Colleges because of their

refusal to implement Affirmative

Action at the University.

Chancellor Bromery was the one
who had to stop Puryear in his

efforts to get the University to

follow Affirmative Action Guide-

lines. The truth came out about this

because a couple of weeks jater the

University of Mass was cited by the

Federal Government for being

extremely negligent in following

Affirmative Action Guidelines.
Some of the deans had the

audacity to ask for Puryear's ter-

mination, and they get it with the

support of Chancellar Bromery.
Bromery told Puryear that he did

not like letting him go, but he was
being forced to do it. The truth Is

that Chancellar Bromery was
seeking to become the President of

the University of Mass and by
cutting Puryear's throat he would
have proven that he was a good
house Nigger which he was. Un-
fortunately, Bromery will not get

Letters

the position for which he totally

sold out concerned people on this

campus. The worse thing that

Bromery did was to cut Puryear. He
has lost the support of progressive

elements on this campus and has

sold out students concerned for

equal rights down the drain, for
what?

NKRUMAH L. OLINGA
Social Analyst

Dissatisfied Senator

On The B.A.M.F.
As a member of the Student

Senate representing the Third
World Caucus I am dissatisfied with
the decision which the senate has
agreed upon for the Black
American Music Festival. The
senate has not placed enough
consideration of the goals of the
festival which was stated to the
senate over and over.

The motion passed for the
festival is that it will be free of
admissipn to UMass students and
charge a fee to non-UMass
students. If the senate agrees on
donating the concession money to
the establishment of the Duke
Ellington Foundation then they are

not In full agreement of the
establishment of the foundation
because the Black American Music
Festival Committee has to first re-

allocate the money that was out-

layed for the festival and then

whatever comes after re-allocating

the money would be funded to the

establishment of the foundation.

But if the senate was more open-

minded and realized that all the

students are attending the festival

free of charge then how many
outside available seats or tickets

would be for sale and is it enough
to make considerate concession

which could then be proceeded to

the Duke Ellington Foundation.

I believe the senate has neglected

the conception in the mind of the

Black American Music Festival

Committee that it is a fund raising

festival furthermore to the other

reasons stated and to collect funds

an admission fee to all has to be
established. The festival can be
successful as for talent and the

benefit which students can gain

from attending such a festival but I

strongly believe the Student Senate
has totally shut their eyes to the

establishment of the foundation. I

also believe the senate has proven

to have any concern to the position

of the Third World. The senate has

not been a senate of its word if it is

said that it has fully supported the

Black American Music Festival.

The Third World student body
should be aware of the continual

racial acts which affect us in our

struggle to gain equal recognition

here on this campus and America

as whole.

JOSE SANTIAGO
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A CEREMONY
A Dramatic And Musical

Experience For The Enligiitenment

Of The Earth Traveler

Written And Directed By
Carlos Anderson

Photography By Edward Cohen
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Robert Williams Speaks At
Howard U.i

B EL ECIA HARDY
H ip STaffwriter

Ve Black Americans need to go
tc nma, so that we can learn to

ta care of our own. We can learn

about ourselves by looking at

th Chinese." said Robert F.

V\ ams recently in Cramton
Ai, itorium.

Robert Williams is a Civil Rights

ac* vist from North Carolina. During

tht early 1960s, he was accused of

kiciapping charges by the FBI. He
went into exile, spending some
years in Cuba and China. After

returning to the United States, the

charges against him were dropped.

He has recently visited the People's

Republic of China and is now on a

speaking tour for the US-China

Peoples Friendship Association.

"China is the only country who
has taken interest in Blacks'

problems," continued Williams.

"There are poor white people, but

Black people are on the bottom

ladder."

"Chinese people have been

oppressed dehumanized people

and victims of drug pushers.

Therefore, it is important that our

people go to China and see that

there is hope," he added.

Williams said that the Bakke Case

is a movement to take away the

things that have been given to

Blacks. "The Bakke movement is a

signal. If Bakke had the qualities of

a doctor, he would emphasize

human rights. He would have

brought expansion of the medical

facilities so that everyone could

have a seat.

'Since whites cannot terrorize

our people in white sheets

anymore, continued Williams, they

pump drugs into the community,
turning our brothers ancJ sisters into

tigers. This pumps fear ' ito us, and

Robert Williams, author of Negroes With Gum.

JHe urged Black Americans to look to China for influence and inspiration.

destroys our units."

Williams said that Black people

were glad to get rid of the signs for

the colored. But, white people

removed them because they did not

want Black children to know what
they had done.

Many young people do not

understand that Black people have
been killed in this country for just

using the restroom, said Williams.

The signs were not left up, so most
Black people do not know about it.

"That is why I urge Black people

to get an understanding of China."

Williams said, China has been the

most oppressed, but is respected in

the world. Now, the whole world

looks to China.

"In a tew more years, continued

Williams, China will become the top

nation, because they have the

resources and the love for one

another."

"Everybody says come fly with

me, but there is no where to fly.

That is why your young black

people need to go to China."

Gil Scott Heron at th« Rusty Nail (photo by Edward Cohen)

Gil Scott Heron
By VUKANI MAGUBANE

SUNDERLAND - Gil Scott Herron

and the Midnight Band p>erformed

before a capacity crowd at the

Rusty Nail Inn. Over 1,000 people

were present to see the group

perform.

The group thrilled the crowd with

such old hits at the Bottle, Your

Daddy Loves You and Winter in

America. The group also did some
numbers from their new album

Bridges, which won the Jazz altHjm

of the year award.

The group performed for 1 Vi

hours of highly intensified music.

Gil Scott Herron, Brian Jackson

and the Midnight Band are a group

of musicians who voice a political

message each time they sing. Gil

Scott and the Midnight Band are

teachers. Their music carries a

message to all who dare to listen.

NAACP- Big Business

By JASON JETT

Black Americans want what every

other kind of American wants., and
In what has been called a

"sham" by some of its members
and staff the leadership of the the best way to have these things is

financially troubled National ^°' government to get out of the

Association for the Advancement ^^y while the rest of us make a

of Colored People has aligned itself
^'gger pie so that everybody can

with the oil industry in denouncing ^^ve a bigger slice.

government controls on energy

prices, consumption and
production.

According to the NAACP,
allowing the oil industry to operate

on a free- market basis with no

government intervention will spur

the expansion of the economy and

increase Black employment.

However, rather than aiding

Black people, the NAACP
proposals are contradicting,

proving detrimental to Blacks and

beneficiary only to oil companies.

It is boldly endorsing the ex-

ploitation of Black people in the

name of what it regards as

progress.

Specifically, the energy report

issued by the NAACP calls for

higher energy prices, deregulation

of natural gas, further development

of nuclear energy and the chan-

nelling of tax revenues into the oil

industry for expansion.

NAACP chairperson, Margaret

Bush Wilson recently said, "...We'd

The report, however, was im-

mediately attacked by many Black

public officials including members
and staffers of the NAACP.

According to news reports in the

Village Voice, a New York based

paper that ranges from liberal to

conservative in its new coverage,

the energy report has produced

dissension within the NAACP.
The Voice reports that the energy

plan was "railroaded' through the

association by the leadership after a

pro- industry relationship had been

rejected at a NAACP energy

conference last November in

Washington.

In issuing the pro-industry energy

report, however, Wilson chose to

accept the recommendations of a

task force headed by a former oil

company assistant president and oil

lobbyists without consulting the

staff, reports the Voice. Members
of the staff have commented that

the association's board must be

catering to certain interest and that

like to see the government provide ^^^ organization is dominated by

incentives needed to rapidly expand

production of existing energy
supplies and develop alternative

sources. ..there is a strong

correlation between energy growth

and economic growth."

Wilson cites that, the Black

unemployment at over 14 per cnet,

President Carter's 2 per cent a year

growth limit on energy con-

sumption is disturbing because it

will "freeze" people in present

economic condition.

However, the NAACP neglects

to mention that higher energy

prices would be disastrous to the

many unemployed Black

Americans. As Bush stated, there is

a strong correlation between
energy and the overall economy,

.md higher energy prices will in-

c.ease costs in all economic areas,

including food, rent, medicine and

transportation.

Deregulation of natural gas will

have a direct effect on fuel cost to

heat homes, hospitals, and in-

dustries and cause more inflation.

In supporting the vigorous

pursuit of nuclear power
development, the NAACP virtually

negates the health and en-

vironmental hazards to Black

people. The proposals state energy

plan 'seems to call for a retreat

from nuclear energy on the basis

that the environmental and safety

costs may be too high. But as long

as 14 per cent of our people are

unemployed. ..our first priority must

be the attainment of economic

parity for Black Americans."

In calling for tax revenues to be

poured into the oil industry, the

NAACP is calling for the double-

exploitation of the people. Already

Black people face high fuel prices,

the NAACP wants some of the

taxes the people pay to go to the oil

companies, also.

The NAACP energy report is

highly rhetorical in advocating

Black economic progress but is not

viable to the attainment of that

goal. The report is more of a cover

for a partnership between the civil

rights organization and the oil

industry. In fact, the report was
written largely by lobbyist for the oil

industry.

The NAACP has been plagued

with financial problems in recent

years, which some reports say,

nearly forced the organization into

bankruptcy. It appears that, in the

oil industry, the NAACP has found

a formidable ally against its

economic crisis.

News of the energy report was
welcomed on Wall Street by the

business world. Also, many con-

servative politicians have allied with

NAACP in opposing the President's

onergy plan

Ronald Regan said, "I believe

opportunistic business people and

entrepreneurs.

Among the contributors of the

NAACP energy report was Robert

Bates, lobbyist for Mobil Oil,

Andrew Brimmer, financial con-

sultant for Wallace and Wallace,

the largest Black oil company,

Hobart Taylor, Attorney for

Standard Oil of Ohio, and Westing-

house (a manufacturer of nuclear

power plants), and W Ison, a board

member of Monsanto Chemicals.

The energy report has also been

opposed by Black public officials

and political organizations.

"The issue is going to be raised

as to who the NAACP represents.

How on earth could deregulation be

in the interest of Black

people...Obviously, we are the

relatively largest, unemployed and

would be most adversely impacted

by increased energy costs," said

Detroit Representative and Black

Caucus member, John Conyers.

Also, the National Urban League

is at odds with the NAACP. It has

called for extended price controls

on all oil and gas and strongly

opposed extensive nuclear power

development.

While the NUL's energy position

contains some of the same
elements as the Carter Ad-

ministration plan, it, like the

NAACP proposals, calls for the

President to promote economic

growth as a means of Black

economic advancement.

Economic expansion is the call

from both the NAACP and the

NUL. Yet, while the Urban League

proposals are less suicidal than

those of the NAACP, neither will

significantly benefit Blacks. Black

Americans have not progressed

economically, in substantial

numbers, throughout the years of

economic expansion in America.

Black America entered 1977 with

high hopes after having a decisive

impact on electing the President.

However, Carter has not been able

to solve a single issue confrontent

Black America - high unem-

ployment, urban decay, inflation,

etc. Even with economic ex-

pansion, the plight of Black

Americans is unlikely to be ef-

fected.

Rather than calling for an ex-

pansion of the economic system

that has historically oppressed

Black Americans, it is time to

demand a drastic overhaul of it. The

problems that are persistently

plaguing the U.S. shows that

capitalist imperialism is running

out of options. As it continues to

stagger, the aspirations of Black

people will be further crushed.

Therefore, the NAACP decision

to )Oin the forces of capitalist

imperilist expansion is not in the

interest of Black Americans.
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Carter orders
miners to work
WASHINGTON [UPI] - President Carter

invoked the Taft-Hartley Act Monday to

force striking coal miners back to work and
the administration threatened to punish rank-

and-file union leaders if a court order is

defied.

Carter announced the bold step following

rejection by a 2 to 1 margin Sunday of a

proposed settlement with the soft coal in-

dustry. The strike of 160,000 United Mine
Workers union members began Dec. 6.

"The coal strike is three months old,"

Carter said. "The country cannot afford to

wait any longer."

It could be 10 days or longer before a

permanent injunction might be issued or-

dering the miners back to work. Already,

many miners indicated they would ignore the

order — as they have several times before

when past presidents tried to force them to

work without a contract.

Carter said he would ask coal operators to

pay the new wage scale agreed to in the

rejected contract as an inducement for

miners to return. Traditionally, a return to

work would be under the old contract wage
scale.

The executive committee of the
Bituminous Coal Operators Association said

it would recommend members agree to

reopen their mines, but only under terms of

the 1974 contract.

"At the same time," the committee
statement said, "BCOA member companies
agree that the economic provisions of any
new wage agreement will be retroactive to

the date of the employees' return to work,

provided that such new agreement be
reached and ratified during the period of the

Taft-Hartley injunction."

"If the law is defied.... then the law

provides for appropriate action against those
parties," a White House official said. "That
action will be taken. Those who choose to

defy it, place themselves in jeopardy of being

punished."

He added that such action would include
officers of union locals "and place in

jeopardy not only the national treasury, but
local treasuries."

Carter said 1 million more Americans
would be unemployed a month from now if

the strike continues.
Carter said he had asked Attorney General

Griffin Bell and governors of affected states
"to make certain that the law is obeyed, that
violence is prevented, and that lives and
property are fully protected."

Carter called the wage package in the

rejected proposal "a generous one" and said

he "would personally oppose any more
liberal and inflationary wage settlement."

Congressional leaders supported Carter,

but initial response from the coalfields was
negative.

"We hate to go against the president of

the United States, but this is our way of life,"

said Joe Hoskins, president of a UMW local

in Ohio. "They will not go back to work.
There is just no way, bud."

Many miners vowed to disobey any effort

to force them back to work, with Val
Scarton, president of District 2 in Penn-
sylvania, calling the Taft-Hartley Act a "slave
labor law."

A White House official said President
Carter does not intend to seek legislation to
seize the nation's mines, an option that had
been considered seriously before the miners
turned down the contract.

As required by law, the president ap-

pointed a three-member board of inquiry to

review the strike situation, which is expected
to report its findings back within 72 hours.

Administration officials said they expect to

be in federal court seeking a formal

restraining order by Thursday.
It may be another week before the court,

or possibly several courts, issue the per-

U.S. Olympic Gold Medalist Wilms Rudolph spoke last night to a receptiv«

S.U.B. audience as part of the Distinguished Visitors Program. Ms. Rudolph was
the subject of a recent television drama, "The Wilma Rudolph Story", and served

as the keynote speaker for International Woman's Week (Staff photo by Mark
Williamson)

manent injunction for an 80-day "cooling

off" period. That order would also require a

resumption ot bargaining and give the

Energy Department greater power to allocate

available coal supplies.

Another official, citing a statement by

Carter that an impasse has been reached,

said individual coal companies are free now

to engage in separate bargaining with union
locals and districts.

Pentagon sources said military com-
manders were reviewing contingency plans

for the use of troops in case they were
needed to keep the coal mines working, but

that use of federal troops would be a laat

resort.

Town opposes Route 9 mall construction
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

Local merchants and townspeople asked

the Town Room at last night's Selectmen's

meeting, as they expressed sharp opposition

to proposed construction of a new shopping

mall along Route 9 in Hadley.

In a letter to the Board of Selectmen, the

Amherst Chamber of Commerce called for

the Selectmen to "oppose the construction

of the proposed Hampshire Mall on Route 9

at this time and until the economic con-

sequences of this mall are objectively

determined."
Pyramid Systems, Inc., of DeWitt, New

York, has recently been looking into two

possible sites for their proposed mall along

Rt. 9 - one behind McDonald's, across

South Maple Street from the Mountain

Farms Mall, and the other between the

Quonset Hut Restaurant and Howard
Johnson's.

According to Board Chairman Diana

Romer, the selectmen are "clearly

unanimous" in their agreement with local

merchants that opening a new mall would

draw business away from the downtown
areas of neighboring communities, including

Amherst.
The Pyramid proposals, submitted to the

town of Hadley last week, call for a mall with

about 70 stores. Several chain stores have

expressed an interest in opening outlets in

the mall. Among them are Steiger's, a

Springfield based department store, K-Mart

and J.C. Penny.
Peter Schneider, regional director of the

state Planning Office, said last week that

Hadley officials "seem to be leaning toward

favoring the mall." Hadley Town Planner

Joseph Zgrodnik confirmed this, but said

town officials are seeking to insure that the

town will have some say in the design and

planning of the mall.

Hadley residents will be asked this month
to vote on the proposed adoption of a state

law requiring prospective builders to submit

site plans to the Town Planning Board for

review. The Pyramid company is said to be

opposed to the proposed law.

According to Zgrodnik, the law would not

give the town veto power over a proposed

building project. "We couldn't prevent them
from building, because once they have

bought commercially zoned land, they have

the right to build on it," he said. "But we
would have some control over traffic

planning, drainage, and the architecture of

the mall."

Mine Lussier, chairman

Division of the Amherst
Commerce called on the

"publicly support recent actions by the

Hampshire County Commissioner's Office to

study the economic impact of the proposed

mall. It's a regional issue," she said.

Selectman Nathaniel Reed asked if the

town of Amherst could do anything to stop

the proposed mall construction in Hadley. "I

think it would do harm to business in the

center of Amherst, (but) I don't know what
you can do."

Another member of the Board, William

Atkins, recommended that either the town or

the Chamber of Commerce commission a

marketing study to determine the effect of

the mall on other businesses along Rt. 9, as

well as in surrounding communities.

Board member Nancy Eddy pointed to the

"Golden Mile" along Rt. 9 in Framingham as

an example of what she thought might

happen in this area.

Hustler's Flynt shot

during trial recess

of the Retail

Chamber of

Selectmen to

Inside
— The SGA governmental affairs committee holds a candidates forum that is marred by

pie throwing and other practical jokes. See Page 2.

- Wilma Rudolph comes for International Womens' Week. See Page 3.

-Complete International Women's Week round-up on Page 4.

WEATHER
Clear and windy today with highs in the 30's. Cold continuing with some cloudiness

tomorrow.

LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. \UPI\ - Larry

Flynt, the "born again" publisher of Hustler

magazine, and one of his attorneys were shot

and critically wounded yesterday on a street

corner during a recess in his obscenity trial.

Flynt, 35, and attorney Gene Reeves of

Lawrenceville were rushed into surgery after

the lunchtime shooting outside a cafeteria

and were still in the operating room hours

later.

Confusion surrounded the assassination

attempt. Some witnesses said it was done by

a man who ran up to the Flynt and Reeves,

opened fire, and then leaped into a car and

fled. Another, however, said she thought the

shots were fired from a passing car.

A statement by Gwinnett County police

said, "Two shots were fired, one striking Mr.

Flynt in the stomach. The second bullet

passed through Mr. Reeves' right arm and

into his stomach."
Det. Philip Nolan said police were unsure

what kind of weapon was used, but were

assuming it was a handgun.
An alert was issued for a silver late-model

Camero but police said later they only

wanted to talk to the ocdupants about the

shooting.

Gwinnett County Police Chief John

Crunkleton held a news conference at mid-

afternoon but refused to comment on the

type of gun used, whether the shots had

come from someone on foot, in a car or

across the street, or how the suspects fled.

Walt Fielding, assistant administrator at

Button Gwinnett Hospital, said "there is no

prognosis at present " on the chance for

Flynt and Reeves surviving.

Flynt's principal attorney. Herald

Fahringer, said "one man ran up to Larry and
just fired" after they had come out of the

B&J Cafeteria a block south of the court-

house in Lawrenceville, 30 miles north of

Atlanta.

Flynt had spent part of the morning

testifying in his own defense. The Columbus,

Ohio, publisher - who claimed last fall that

President Carter's evangelist sister had

converted him into a "born again" Christian

— is charged with violating state obscenity

laws with his Hustler magazine.

A mistrial was immediately decladed.

Hospital staff Dolores French said We've
gotten calls from all over the world -

Australia, Venezuela, British Columbia." She
said 12 pints of blood - some of it flown in

from Atlanta — were given to the men.
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SGA Candidate night becomes a 'circus'
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

In a meeting
coconut cream

t

Russell Swann sits with his running mate during last nights forum held by the
Student Government Association (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Grad Senate wants fee
increase to fund buses

marked by flying frozen

pies, squawking plastic

ducks, Jimmy Carter imitations and whippits,

the Student Government Association (SGA)
last night held a forum for student govern-
ment presidential candidates in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

Disturbances of the meeting came from
candidates on the stage and from the
audience. There were 16 candidates on stage
and 24 persons in the audience when the
meeting began. Most people in the audience
were from the SGA.

Immediately before the meeting began,
individuals marched in with squawking
plastic ducks and coconut cream pies.

Although candidate Russell Swann says his

plastic duck is his runningmate he denies
these p>eople were his supporters.

During the forum various politicians sitting

at the table were victims of thrown pies.

Targets included Student Government
Affairs co-chairperson and moderator David
Leary and candidate Bill Edelstein. However,
Edelstein deflected the pie aimed at him and
it hit candidate Jay Flynn.

One pie thrower was removed by Campus
Center security. Swann was asked by Leary
to tell the pie throwers and duck squawkers
to stop their "disruption". Desipte this

request from Swann, occasional squawks
were heard from the audience throughout
the meeting. During the meeting, Swann
"took hits" from a whippit, a container of
nitrous oxide (laughing gas).

The bizarre mood was increased by the
"Benevolent Dictatorship" candidates. Brad
Goverman and Edelstein. Edelstein, who last

week asked for the resignation of the entire
Undergraduate Senate, was dressed in Army
fatigues and sunglasses. He gave his

speeches in what he called "Spanish" and
then acteu as his own translator in a Jimmy
Carter imitation.

Prior to questioning candidates presented
five minute statements.
The team of David Barenberg and Susan

Birmingham spoke first. They spoke of their

involvement in efforts to secure a lease for
dormitory residents. Barenberg cited UMass
stock divestments as proof that "it doesn't
take much to get things done."
Senator Don Bishop supports

strengthening rules for recall of senators and
requiring senators to communicate with their

constituents.

Steve Brickman and Mark Vafiades said it

was "not fair" that the Third World students
have a separate delegation in the Senate.
They feel the spring concert question should
have been on a referendum. The slate op-
posed removing seniors and juniors from
Pierpont since they felt the freshmen and
sophomores may be the source of problems
in the dorm.

Edelstein and Goverman want to institute

a dictatorship to replace the SGA. They
nailed their "Sweeping Reform Act of 1978"
to the candidates table. The Act calls for the
banishment of the Senate.

Senator Jay Flynn called for an "in-

formation phone" for students to get in-

formation they need, a special talk show to
ask questions to the Administration, and
rules to require Senators to report to their

House Council.

Howard Greene and Paul Lawrence called

the forum a "farce". Lawrence said "Howie
is a hard worker and I am apathetic." They
said these were the qualities needed to in-

spire students.

Herb Tyson and Shelly Gordon spoke of

the lack of impact of the Senate on students.
They support more effective co-ops and
establishing a place for student check
cashing.

SGA threatens area power

By ROB STEIN
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

passed a proposal by its Finance Committee
calling for a six dollar increase in the student

activities fee to fund the UMass Bus Service.

The increase would be implemented only if

a separate $10 Transit Service fee proposal is

not submitted to the Board of Trustees and
the funding of the Transit Service is included

as a line item on the Senate's budget.
Presently the administration has rejected

the Senate's proposal that the Transit

Service be funded by the Senate. The tax

increase proposal was passed in anticipation

of a possible reversal of this decision.

The administration also rejected the
proposal by the Senate that 70 percent of the
Student Senate Transit System be paid by

m

the students and 30 percent by paid by the
administration. Both of these proposals have
been rejected pending further deliberation so
that negotiations could begin with local

communities and the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority.

Senate Vice President Monte Pearson
informed the Senate of further developments
in the Campus Center garage issue.

Currently the administration is using funds
from the budget of the parking office to pay
off interest on bonds sold to build the
garage.

A committee comprised of members from
various university unions including the
Clerical Workers Union and the Maintenance
Workers Union will be meeting next Tuesday
with Chancellor Randolf W. Bromery to push
for state funding in place of parking office

funding.

By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

A current Student Government
Association proposal presented to the
Central Area Council last night could
drastically limit area government power if it is

approved.
SGA Presidential candidates David

Barenberg and Susan Birmingham have
proposed a plan which would involve a new
concept in student government at UMass,
the Undergraduate People's Assembly.

The assembly would be .^lade up of no
more than 70 representatives from dn-
campus and commuting students and
academic representatives.

The assembly would be in charge of
regulating all undergraduate student
organizations and Recognized Student
Organization groups, and would establi«th

financial, constitutional, and operational
procedures tor these groups. Meetings
would take place every third week.
As part of the assembly, a coordinating

committee would be in charge of coor-
dinating programs, activities, and resources
of the assembly. This would take much of
the power away from the area governments,
and would, in some respects, make another
procedure mandatory before funds would be
accessible to dormitory representatives to be
used for various projects.

The proposal grew out of the em-
powerment plan, a report compiled by 25
organizations last semester. The plan had
specification in which to reorganize the
student senate.

Barenberg said, "this proposal is weak in

many ways, but it is a good place to start

discussions in the student senate. It is an
issue that needs to be dealt with. The senate
does not incoporate academics into it's

agenda and this is seen as a problem."
Council Vice President Rich Fryer said,

"We will become an area council without
any real say."

The Central Area Council has tabled the
vote for next week to give members a chance
to read the proposal.

Vista seeks volunteers

By f\/IARClA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

Peace Corps Vista recruiters will be on
campus today. Wednesday and Thursday
from 9 ? m to 5 p m. in the Campus Center
concourse continuing this year s 40-college
drive for volunteers, according to Ken It-

zkowitz, a Boston Regional Office recruiter.
"This is a big drive for us, " said Itzkowitz.

"Last year we only went to nine colleges
We've had a lot of people sign up for inter-

views so far and we have a good cross
section of people with various back-
grounds."

Peace Corps and Vista combined under a
federal agency act m 1971 and it has been
easier with both programs condensed into
one, according to Itzowitz

During the 60's, he said, the program was
bigger than it is now; however, under Carter,
It has been "on the rise."

"We have new funds that enable us to
have more and better programs - domestic
and overseas,' said Itzkowitz.

"We are looking for people with back-
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grounds in agriculture, business, education,
home economics, health, French, Spanish,
nutrition and skilled labor," said Itzkowitz.

"But we are interested in talking with
anyone who has enthusiasm and initiative

with potential for the program. People with a

liberal arts background and those with
community involvement experience, such as
working with children in camps, are

welcome to set up an interview."
- MARCIA MURPHY

Frat needs members
Kappa Omicron, the UMass chapter of

national service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega,
will hold a membership drive tonight in the
Campus Center.

The largest Greek letter organization in the
country. Alpha Phi Omega aims to "develop
leadership, promote friendship and provide
service to humanity," said membership vice
president Ricky Goldstein The UMass
chapter meets weekly to work and plan
service projects for the area.

places students' social security numbers on
their valuables. This project, in conjunction
with the UMass police, was begun last fall in

the hopes of covering the entire campus by
the end of this semester.

- BETH SEGERS

Bus hearings tonight

The Amherst Committee on Public

Transportation will hold a public hearing
tonight in Town Hall to determine residents'

"support, interest or concern" about
proposed expansion of local bus services.

According to a memorandum submitted
recently to the town by Town Manager
James Cope, the town will receive 26 new
buses around August 15. 22 of them are

replacement vehicles or are to be used on
existing routes that are presently over-

crowded.
The other four will be available in Amherst

for expansion of bus service if the com-
munity wishes to develop new routes, ac-

cording to the report.

-DAVE GRAM
Past projects have included the annual Las

Vegas Night (m which money is donated to AfJlherSt Water dlSCUSSOd
local charities), blood drives, a Heart Fund
Walkathon hold together with sister

fraternity Gamma Gamma Sigma, work on
the Freshman Register and others.

Goldstein said future plans will be to raise

money for charity by running a computer
dating service and a biorhythm chart Kappa
Omicron will also continue work on Project

Identification, a service in which the qroup

The details of an emergency Amherst-

Hadley water agreement specifying terms

under which Hadley would provide Amherst
with water will be discussed tonight by

Amherst and Hadley selectmen at 7;30 in the

Hadley Town Hall.

If enacted, the agreement may prove to be

the end -of AmhefSt's search for water.

PAMELA LINDMARK

Rudolph starts International Women's Week
By CANDY CARLON
Collegian Staff

Telling a gathering of 600 that in order to

become a world-class athlete you have to

believe in yourself," Wilma Rudolph last

night presented the keynote address for

International Women's Week in the Student
Union Ballroom.

Rudolph described growing up in Clarks-

ville, Tennessee as a victim of polio. "Being a

different kid, a kid with a handicap, I became
a loner," she said.

Senate sets

date for

Canal vote
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Senate

yesterday decided to vote March 16 on one

of the two Panama Canal treaties, breaking a

slov</-moving debate that threatened to

develop into a filibuster.

Senate Democratic leader Robert Byrd

and GOP leader Howard Baker negotiated

the agreement during a closed-door meeting

with key senators on both sides of the issue.

The agreement then was accepted
unanimously by the full Senate.

It provides the Senate will vote March 16

at 4 p.m. on the neutrality treaty which

would govern the Panama Canal beyond the

year 2000 when the Atlantic-Pacific

waterway is turned over to the Panamanians.

Shortly before the decision, opponents

had mustered their strongest showing to

date on another in a series of amendments
designed to cripple the controversial treaties.

Bryd said the only possible delay would be

if the Senate has to take up emergency

maners before March 16 - perhaps if

President Carter feels it necessary to request

legislation to seize strike-bound coal mines.

In that case, Byrd said, an amount of time

equal to that consumed on any emergency
legislation would be added to the date for the

vote on the neutrality treaty.

Byrd said if the neutrality treaty passes,

the Senate will proceed to the Panama Canal

treaty which governs the period until the year

2000. He refused to say whether he would

drop the Panama Canal treaty if proponents

cannot muster the required two-thirds for

passage of the neutrality pact.

Byrd said he hoped, in the next few days,

to get an agreement for a final vote on the

main Panama Canal treaty. Sen James
Allen, D-Ala., a leading opponent, said that

vote would have to be held some time in

April and Byrd agreed it could not come
before next month.

With the support of her family, Rudolph
was able to exercise her legs. "I would cheat
and take the brace off and learned to walk
without a limp," she said.

In high school, Rudolph became an All-

State and All-American basketball player and
track star. "I felt that I had to prove to all the
kids in the neighborhood who wouldn't let

me play with them that I was as good as they
were, ' she stated.

Rudolph went on to win a bronze medal in

sprinting in the 1956 Olympic games. In the
1960 Olympics, she won three gold medals in

the 100, 200 and 400 meter events. Rudolph
remains actively involved on the U.S.
Olympic Committee games in an advisory
capacity.

Discussing the image of women in sports
she said, "You find being a female in sports

you have to prove yourself constantly. The
black female athlete has always been on the

bottom of the totem pole."

As far as the equalization of male and
female sporting events Rudolph commented,
"I would not like to see women's teams
merge with men's teams. Women have the

right to excel in their own sports. We do
need qualified women to take over the
training of young women athletes."

Rudolph has ceased to participate in

athletic competition and has entered the
business world as an executive banker. She
said she could empathize with male athletes
who were forced to retire, having undergone
a difficult five year transition period following
the Olympics.

"It was hard to leave the cheers and
applause," she said "but nothing lasts
forever."

It's man against machine as an unknown pinbali wizard slugs a out with the bronco game in the Student Union
building. The final score was 1-0 in favor of the electronic marvel. The machine took the money and is now awaiting
more victims. (Staff photo by John Byrne)

Belchertown bids for highway equipment
By RICHARD BARREL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Bids for a bucket

loader and sander, proposals for the use of

federal revenue sharing funds and a report

on the community health center where
among the items on the agenda for the

Belchertown selectmen last night.

Bids for the loader to be used by the high-

way department ranged from $25,399 to

$39,600. The bids were received by the

selectmen and taken under advisement.

Bids on the sander, also to be used by the

highway department, ranged from $3,825 to

$5,180.

Money for the loader and sander was
among the 24 items totalling $112,794 which

Internships, a chance to

put education to use

the board will now place before the town
meeting on April 3.

Topping the list of items was $20,000 for

highway maintenance which Selectmen
Kenneth H. Snow said will be used mainly for

patching.

Other items include energy saving
equipment for the school heating system

costing $6,600. Additionally, $7,965 for Fire

Fighting equipment was proposed along with

$5,000 to construct a concrete pad for a new
salt storage area.

The board heard a report on the com-
munity health centers, staffed by Dr. Brent

Speers and Joyce Wilkes a nurse practitioner

intern and located at the corner of South
Main St., and Route 202.

The Speers said the center now handles

some 15-20 patients daily and has been

operating for 15 months.

The center also has an informal

relationship with the police department to

provide emergency services in the event of

traffic accidents, he said.

Speers also said the center associated with

Wing Memorial Hospital in Palmer had

gotten preliminary approval for a certificate

of need from the Western Massachusetts

Health Planning Council.

By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Isolationism may be useful in foreign

policy relations, but for aspiring students it is

no key to success.

Too often students everywhere remain
isolated from the "real world" for at least

four years of undergraduate study.

The UMass Office of Internships, located
in the basement of Goodell, offers a solution

to this problem. Internships in New York
City, Washington, D.C., and even places as
far away as Tasmania, France and England
are now available to aspiring students
searching for a chance to put their education
to use - before graduation.

Men and women alike, from a variety of

majors participate in this program. Started in

the fall of 1972 with just 11 student par-

ticipants, all political science maiors. it now
has grown into a capacity, 400 students per

year operation. At present, over 700 available

agencies are on file for students looking for

an internship.

Interested students are urged to attend an

informational meeting detailing the program

tonight at 7:30 in CC 101. For those desiring

placements for the summer or upcoming fall,

it is especially important to commence,
internship registration now.

According to past interns, it is a wise and
rewarding decision to make.

One journalism major working at a national

magazine said of the experience, "The in-

ternship has provided me with an immensely
useful bridge between theory and practice.

My investigation story tauflht me much
about the relationship between Congress
and the Washington press, and how free the

press really is."

Another political science major working
for a congressman said, "I have proven to

myself that I am capable of working at a

professional level in a vibrant and innovative

office, and have gained immeasurable
knowledge both from daily contact with the
office staff, and observations of Congress as
an institution and a legislative body."

A sign hanging on the walls of the In-

ternship Office reads, "No goal is too high if

we climb with care and confidence." The

UMass Internship program is designed to

help students in that climb.

Local developer reveals

University Drive plan
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

Amherst Selectmen last night listened to a

proposal by a local developer to build a

cluster of office buildings and stores along

the eastern side of University Drive between
Amity Street and Route 9.

KLC Associates told the Board they plan

to seek a zoning change for the land at this

May's Town Meeting. The land is presently

zoned for single family homes. KLC
representative Chris Riddle called this zoning

"unfair and inappropriate.

Riddle said the land is not suitable for

residential use because it abuts on University

Drive, a heavily traveled road, and because

the land across the street is already occupied

by commercial property.

Riddle said KLC will negotiate the par

ticulars of its proposal with the town
Planning Board over the next several weeks
and will make its final presentation to Town
Meeting in May.

I ne Selectmen also heard Town Manager
A. Louis Hayward request that he be given

no pay increase in the coming fiscal year.

Hayward said, "In preparation of the Town
Budget which the Finance Committee is

currently reviewing, I made every effort to

limit spending."
Hayward said he has "serious concerns

over the impact of revaluation on Amherst
property owners, the failure of many UMass
employees to receive any salary increases

and continuing insufficient state aid to local

government." Hayward feared that these

factors would require some further reduc-

tions to be made on an "already tight" town
budget.
Hayward currently makes $31,500 a year,

according to Assistant Town Manager Don
Jacobs

In other matters, the Board voted to grant

sewer hookups for two new dormitories at

Amherst College. College officials said the

new dorms v.ould house 77 students when
they are completed.
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Diane Shonak of the Uktanee Dance Troupe performed yesterday in the SUB
before a crowd of 100 people. Uktanee, which means sisters in Arabic, grew out
of a colloq taught by Nancy Rose Dow, another of the 7-member collective. Belly
dancing, said Shonak is an old mid-east art, traditionally done by women for
women to help them through pregnancy and childbirth. Dow denounced
misconceptions that belly dancing is done for men as a form of sexual en-
ticement. The group is a non-profit and has performed in the Amherst area for
approximately one year. In the middle of the performance Dow asked the
audience to join; many did in chain dance.

Rape prevention
By DEBORAH BROIDE
Collegian Staff

Prevention of rape through education and
direct services for rape victims were the two
main topics discussed at an International

Women's Week workshop entitled "Rape"
which took place yesterday afternoon in the
Campus Center.

Facilitating the workshop were members
of the Hampshire County Rape Information
and Prevention Project and the Counselor —
Advocate group of the UMass Rape Task
Force

"Rape IS not a sexual act; it's an act of

violence," said Angela Giudice, one of the
facilitators. She added that for years, rape
was considered a sexual activity. But ac-
cording to Guidice, rapists are not
necessarily sexually frustrated.

Susan Markman, another facilitator, said
that over half the men convicted of rape are
sexually active outside of their rape activities.

"Fifty per cent of rapists are known in some
degree to their victims," said Markman.

Rape victims don't fit the stereotypical
picture any more than rapists do, according
to Markman and Guidice.

"Infants and women in their nineties have
been raped. Victims don't have to be young,
traditionally attractive women."

Women and Language
By LAURIE WHITING
Collegian Staff

Do women in our culture have a

separate "women's language" or dialect?

Are there certain expressions and styles of

speaking particular to women?
These were among the questions raised at

a workshop on "Women And Language"
given yesterday as part of International

Women's Week. The workshop was
facilitated by Barbara Stack, a UMass
graduate student in Education with a masters

degree in linguistics.

Topics covered in the workshop, which
was attended by 25 women, included naming
and labels, the generic, values and
assumptions inherent in the language, and
political choices in language change.

Through an illustrative exercise on
naming. Stack showed that language is not

only a means of communication, but is also

an expression of shared assumptions with its

own set of implicit values and behavioral
models.

Stack said the results of a sociological

experiment have revealed that the use of the
generie (i.e. "man ", "mankind", "he")
conjures up male images 30 to 40 per cent
more often than female images.

Referring to theories espoused by linguist

Robin Lakoff, Stack said the issue of

whether women use a separate language or
dialect IS a new one and is still open to in-

terpretation.

There is a movement currently underway
to actively change the English language. The
motivation for this change stems from wide
political analyses rather than linguistic

analyses, according to Stack.
"A wider political analysis helps people to

make choices," said Stack. "Many people
assume there is a correct linguistic answer to

the problem of sexism in language. But it

actually comes down to developing your
own answers according to your own
politics."

Feeling your feelings
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

"Too many people are taught to supress
their feelings rather than feel who and what
they are, " said Gene Zeiger, facilitator of

yesterday's Women's Week Bio-energetics
workshop. The workshop took place in

Campus Center 165 yesterday afternoon,
with 30 people in attendance.

Verbal resistance toward the presence of
some men in the room was prompted by
Zeiger's comment, but the men were allowed
to stay by vote.

"Emotions are a tremendous source of
energy," said Zeiger. "The purpose of bio-

energetics is to move energy through the
body and connect with feelings in your
body."

Zeiger added that people who repress their

emotions may become physically ill.

Repression of emotions leads to muscle
blocks called 'muscle armature". Blocks are
created when muscles are tensed to keep
feelings in the body. Major areas of muscle
armature are the jaw and back.

To allow this energy to flow, bio-

energetics is used as a means of opening
oneself to feelings, said Zeiger.

"The things which kept you from opening
up in the past come back to you and with this

consciousness comes change - mental and
physical". She added that any real change of
self is always reflected in the body.

After a brief introduction of what bio-

energetics entails, the rest of the workshop
was spent in exercises. These included
stomping and shouting "NO!", jumping,
breathing, pushing back with the arms and
shouting, "Get Off."

Most importantly, Zeiger urged par-
ticipants to reach down inside of themselves
and realize their feelings. Through relaxation
and concentration exercises, many at the
workshop were successful.

Kate Carroll, a UMass junior said she felt

"at great peace with herself after doing the
various exercises," and added she felt

"satisfied and together, yet wanted more."
Another participant, Lee Ann Gullikson,

also a UMass junior, said "the workshop
motivated people to become involved with
everyone else. It helped you get in touch with
yourself, to feel like a complete person."

Zeiger said the workshop ""went very well
because it was a beginning for some people
since they learned and experienced
something new."

Lesbian health issues
By JILL TRISCHMAN
Collegian Staff

Laura Punnett, women's health educator,
conducted a workshop on Lesbian Health
Issues and Self-Help yesterday afternoon in

the Campus Center.

Punnett was trained five years ago at the
Feminist Women's Health Center in Oakland,
California. Since then she has been teaching
self-help groups in the Five-College area.

""It's been assumed that Lesbians are
young, childless and healthy," said Punnett.
She added that this generalization is made
by many p)eople, including some Lesbians.

Many Lesbians assume that since they
don't have sexual intercourse with men they
don't reguire gynecological services, but this

is untrue. Women have many health-care
needs other than contraception. Childless

women have some unique health-care needs:
Because of the absence of pregnancy and

breastfeeding, which causes changes in the
chemical balance of the body, in their

medical histories, childless women are more
prone to breast cancer than women who
bear children. They are also more likely to
contract endometriosis, the overgrowth of
the endometrium outside the uterine lining,

since pregnancy in heterosexual women
brings about a hormonal balance that child-
less women do not experience.
The tell-tale signs of endometriosis are

severe cramps and heavy menstrual periods.
The disorder can be controlled by hormone
theraphy, pregnancy and surgery. Herbal
preparations can also be useful in controlling
endometriosis.

Vaginal infections are common in all

women. The yeast infection is most com-
mon. It occurs when the normal bacterial
balance in the vagina is disturbed. Signs of
yeast infection include a burning and itching

sensation and an odorous mucous discharge
from the vaginal tract.

Sexism and Education
By JONISUE BLINDERMAN
Collegiah Staff

"No child shall be excluded from or
discriminated against in admission to any
public school of any town, or in obtaining the
advantages, privileges and courses of study
of such public school on account of,.,

sex...."

So reads a Massachusetts law which was
the first anti-sex discrimination legislation of

its kind in the country. Chapter 622, as the

law is called, was the topic of a Women's
Week workshop given yesterday in the

Campus Center.

Facilitating the workshop was Kathy
Salisbury, an administrator in the Amherst-
Pelham School District who recently directed
the district's Project Against Sex- Role
Stereotyping.

Salisbury noted that although Chapter 622
offers "good incentive and impetus to

remediate sexism in education," workshops,
training sessions and support groups are

essential if the sexist attitudes of teachers,

staff, administrators and parents are to be
challenged and then changed.

Ideaiistically, teachers attending
workshops dealing with sexism in the
classroom learn to be aware of even the most
subtle of sexist attitudes and teaching
methods. This newly gained knowledge
makes it possible to keep such attitudes out
of the classroom.

Aside from alleviating sexism in the
classroom, Chapter 622 deals with sex eguity
regarding access to course of study and
extra-curricular activities such as clubs and
teams. For example, female students can no
longer be legally excluded from industrial arts
classes and male students must be allowed
to take courses in home economics.

Salisbury said that students will often
choose classes that have traditionally been
assigned to students of their gender, which
reflects the way in which children have been
socialized within schools and communities.

In conclusion, Salisbury stressed the need
for administrator's participation and support
in monitoring teachers, coaches and club
directors to make sure they are in compliance
with Chapter 622.
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Energy bill may lose key senator
WASHINGTON (AP) A tentative settle-

ment of the Senate stalemate that has long

tied up President Carter's energy bill ran into

apparent trouble yesterday when a senator

expected to support the proposal announced

he may vote against it.

Sen. John Durkin, D-N.H., said he may op-

pose the accord unless the Carter ad-

ministration agrees to support an energy tax

credit he said would benefit New Englanders

who heat their homes with fuel oil.

Durkin acknowledged that such a move
could torpedo efforts led by Senate Energy

Committee Chairman Henry M. Jackson, D-

Wash., to end the three-month impasse.

But he told reporters "you'd have to put me
in the doubtful category now" in terms of.

supporting the proposed agreement.

Without Durkin's support, Jackson would

only have eight expected firm votes for the

proposal - one short of the nine he needs to

end the impasse on the 1 7-member Senate

delegation to the House-Senate conference

committee on energy.

Efforts by the conference panel to reach a

compromise on the key issue of natural gas

deregulation have been stymied since last

Dec. 2 because Senate conferees have been

unable to agree among themselves.

The Senate conferees are scheduled to

meet this afternoon to consider the new pro-

posal.

The plan calls for exempting newly

discovered gas from federal price regulation

after by January 1, 1985, with a steady in-

crease in the regulated price between now
and then.

In the past, Jackson counted Durkin

among backers of the proposed agreement,

worked out last week in three days of inten-

sive, private negotiations attended by

Energy Secretary James R. Schlesinger.

Jackson could not be reached yesterday for

comment. But another leading supporter of

the proposal. Sen. Dale Bumpers, D-Ark.,

said that while he was still hopeful most
Senate conferees could support the

measure, "I have some concern as to

whether it will hold up."

Durkin said he wants the administration to

announce its support for a provision of the

Senate-passed energy tax bill that would
give tax credits of up to $150 to help con-

sumers pay their oil-heat bills.

Durkin said the tax credit is important for

New England, where most homes are heated

with oil. It was added during Senate floor

debate and is not contained in the House-
passed energy tax legislation supported by

the administration.

There was no immediate administration

reaction to Durkin's statement, but in the

past the White House has indicated a clear

preference for the House-passed bill.

That measure calls for rebating proceeds of

the president's propoed crude oil tax to con-

sumers, without special consideration to

those who heat with oil.

Others used Taft-Hartley

before President Carter
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The Taft-Hartley

machinery which President Carter invoked

Monday in the coal strike had been used 34

times by five presidents before him since it

was enacted in 1947.

It was last used in 1971 by Richard Nixon

against five related longshore and grain

elevator strikes.

The law does not have a good track record

in the coal industry.

President Harry Truman tried to use it in

1950, after an eight-month series of strikes

and slowdowns in the coal fields.

Truman obtained a court injunction or-

dering the miners back to work for 80 days.

A striking coal miner holds food as he makes his way through « crowd of lO.OW)

miners who were given l«w«wT -"—» —;
««, u^ .,sip«r« JIIPH

frozen meat and fresh produce to show their sympathy for the strikers. (UPI)
food by striking farmers. The farmers doriated flour, cheese.
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but they refused to go even though United

Mine Workers chief John L. Lewis ordered

them back.

The government charged the union with

contempt, but the court, citing on Lewis'

public order, found the union was innocent

of contempt.
The next day, March 3, 1950, Truman

asked Congress for authority, separate from

Taft-Hartley, to seize the mines - a step

Carter so far has not taken.

Congress never acted on Truman's

request. Within hours after his seizure

message reached Capitol Hill, management
and labor settled the strike.

National power cutbacks

related to coal strike
\AP\ As President Carter sought to force

striking coal miners back to work, the

Midwest and Appalachia braced yesterday

for drastic new power cutbacks that could

throw tens of thousands out of jobs by the

end of the week.

Officials in Maryland, Virginia and West

Virginia were considering imposing an im-

mediate 30 percent cutback on industrial

customers of two utilities.

In Ohio, a major utility serving the Colum-

bus area asked state officials to allow a 50

percent cutback to industry next Monday.

And Indiana officials decided this was no

time to lift 25 percent cutbacks already in ef-

fect for businesses there.

The Indiana order has put some 4,700

workers on indefinite layoff and another

15,000 on shortened work schedules in areas

served by three utilities.

So far, the Labor Department has said that

layoffs related to power cutbacks have been

limited to about 22,000 nationwide. But on

Sunday, when it became clear that the

United Mine Workers would reject a ten-

tative settlement of the thremonth-old strike,

administration officials predicted that one

million people could be out of work by the

end of March and SVi million by late April.
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BOSTON \AP\ - A federal judge Monday
labelled as ridiculous" a charge that a New
York consulting firm bought protection for
Its state contract from Senate President
Kevin Harrington with a $2,000 contribution.

Are you trying to say that $2,000 offsets
$40,000," U S. Appeals Court Judge Bailey
Aldrich asked lawyers for ex- senators
Joseph DiCarlo and Ronald MacKenzie. "Are
you trying to say that takes care of not
having to pay anyone else?

"Well, for myself, that's ridiculous,"
Aldrich said.

Lawyers for the two men, convicted last
year of extorting $40,000 from McKee-
Berger-Mansueto, asked the court to grant a
new trial in the,-case or at least a full hearing
into questions raised about it.

DiCarlo and MacKenzie began serving
one-year federal prison terms in January
after US, District Court Judge Walter J,
Skinner turned down their bid for a new trial.

Present for the 90-minute hearing before a
three-judge panel were DiCarlo's wife Joann
and his brother, Peter

Lawyers Francis DiMento and Earle Cooley
contend their clients are entitled to a new
trial because their earlier defense "was con-
trolled from Beacon Hill."

Cooley also raised the issue of "selective
prosecution," noting an FBI report said
Albert "Toots" Manzi had threatened MBM
with trouble on the University of Massa-
chusetts Boston campus project, if they
didn't come up with $10,000 for the cam-
paign of then Gov. Francis W, Sargent,

Cooley and DiMento contend defense
lawyers Walter Hurley and Robert Mulkern
never raised the names of Harrington, Manzi
and Sargent during the trial because of their
divided allegiances.

They said Hurley s law partner. Beacon Hill

lobbyist Thomas Joyce, is a political advisor
and confidant of both Harrington and
Sargent

"I cannot think of any tactical basis for not
doing it, " Cooley said of the decision not to
raise the names of those political figures,
'only if the judgment is made to protect
Sargent and Harrington and to sacrifice

these two men '

Facetiously referrina to Harrinaton as "thp
qood Samaritan " DiMento theorized that the
Senate president might have suggested

DiCarlo hire Hurley, not to protect DiCarlo,
but to protect himself.

First Assistant U.S. Attorney Edward Lee
countered that "there was no evidence
payments were made to higher personages
for protection."

He added that if MBM President Gerald
McKee made payments in 1970 to Manzi to
protect the firm's interests, "then why is

McKee being threatened in 1972 by Manzi."
DiMento responded that MBM at the time

was still interested in getting the contract for

Phase Two construction at UMass.
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Mass House to vote
on state contracts bill
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BOSTON \AP\ - Legislation creating a
"Blue Ribbon " commission to investigate
the awarding of state contracts will be on the
House floor for a vote by April 10, House
Speaker Thomas W. McGee said Monday.
The commitment followed a week of

wrestling in the House in which the bill's

sponsors and other representatives pushed
for speedy action on the proposal filed earlier
this session.

The main target of the probe would be a $6
million contract involving the New York firm
McKee Berger-Mansueto, which managed
construction of the University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston.
MBM, which used former Gov. Endicott

Peabody as a lobbyist, has admitted making
payments to Massachusetts politicians and

was linked to the extortion convictions of
two state senators.

The main backers of the proposed
commission, Rep. Philip Johnston, D-Marsh-
field, and Rep. Andrew Card, R-Holbrook,
said they were satisfied with the speaker's
promise.

Earlier they charged the House leadership
with delaying action on the controversial
proposal, which would create a panel with
the power to subpoena witnesses and
records.

Johnston said he would fight any efforts
to limit the scope of the investigation to the
MBM contract.

"We operate on the assumption the MBM
case is not an isolated case," he said at a
news conference.
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Democrats deplore Thomson speech
CONCORD, N.H. \UPI] - Republican

Gov, Meldrin Thomson embarrassed all New
Hampshire with a speech Saturday to the
John Birch Society of California, New
Hampshire Democratic Party Chairman
Joanne Symons said yesterday
Thomson said in that speech that

President Carter's foreign policy is leading
the United States "beside the Communist
path to national suicide.

"

"Governor Thomson took his crusade for
the Radical Right to the place it really

belongs," Mrs. Symons said. "The John
Birch Society is probably the only group
remaining that can stomach the governor's
increasingly extremist remarks."
"Speaking in California, marking yet

another absence from the state, Thomson
again embarrassed us all. He called senators
who voted against the Panama Canal treaties
Benedict Arnolds.' Apparently the governor
now believes, as does the John Birch
Society, that anyone who disagrees with
their political line is a traitor," she said.

Thomson said the United States must
"mount the greatest electoral revolution in
the history of our nation by sending only
Americans to Congress, and to our state-
houses and legislatures."

"I would like to know what the governor
means by only Americans'," Mrs. Symons
said. "Does he mean 'only Americans' of his
race, of his religion, of his sex, of his national
background, of his philosophy? Perhaps only
John Birchers?"
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<S^ Win a Cessna Airplane
Plus Free Flying Lessons

Natural presents this up-in-the-air contest just

for the fun of it. Here's all you do: Fold, Crimp,
Lick and Tape this ad or other paper into any-
thing that flies in aca^rdance with the Official

Rules. Then, send it to us.

The Grand Prize is a Cessna 152 II Airplane plus free

flying lessons (Up to 40 hours). Our runner up prize of a
free flying lesson will be awarded to all finalists.

And, the first 5000 entries will receive an official

contest patch. Get flying, you could win.

Greatest Distance
Wins Tlie Cessna

Special Awards To Most Original, Most
Attractive, And Maximum Time Aloft

At The National FIv-Off
100 finalists will be chosen on the basis of farthest

distance flown. From these finalists, the Grand
Prize Winner will be selected at a National Fly-

Off judged by a panel of experts to be named later.

Bonus Awards: At the National Fly-Off all finalists

will also be judged in such categories as most
original design, most attractive and duration of

flight. These category winners will receive

special recognition awards.

Quick. Get your entries in today. Then relax,

take a "Natural Break", we'll notify you
if you're a winner.

Tb Enter Complete Tlie Following
And Bftail ( see Rule '•'1 for contest address

)

Your Name.

Address

Citv

mr^
^\\\

-State. .Zip.

^/Winiirr Mvli

Mtural
Oght

To learn more about learning to fly, call toll

free 8()0-447-470<) (In Illinois call 800-322-44(M)

and ask for the Cessna Take-Off operator.

Official Rules
No Parcliase Necessary

Td Bnter Here's AU You Do .

1. Construct a fixed wiiiK paper airplane which sustains
flight solely by use of aerodynamic forces, with a total

length and wing span of no more than 60". clearly print y<iur

name and address on a visible part <if it. and mail (please wrap
securely » in a folded, ready to fly condition to: \
The Anheuser-Busch Natural Lii^ht *

Paper Airplane Contest \
P.O. Box MM \
Blair, Nebraska 68000 \
2. Winners will be selected solely on the basis of farthest straight line

distance achieved between point of launch and point of nose impact.

There w ill be only one launch per entry. Knter as often as you wish,

but each entry must be mailed separately.

3. All entries must be received by May 15. 197«.

4. F'aper airplanes may have ailerons, rudders, elevators or tabs, but

we will make no adjustments to them. The only acceptable materials

tn be used in construction are paper and cellophane tape.

5. .All airplanes will be launched by hand only. If there are any special

instructions regarding launching such as the angle of attack and force

(hard, medium or softi of launch, please print them clearly on a visible

|)ortion of ytiur paper airplane, and the judges will attempt to follow them.
6. I'reliminary judging to select the farthest flying KM) paper airplanes

will be conducted in an ind(M)r location by the

D.L HLAIK CORPORATION, an independent judging organization. \
7. The top KM) farthest flying anplanes Uhe Finalists) will be flown

\
agam indoors to select the farthest flying paper airplane using the

same criteria as slated above. Selection of a winner will be made by a

distinguished panel of judges who will be named later, under the

dnection of the Dl.. HI.AIR CORTORATION.
"^ Honus prizes of Special Recognition .Awards will be awarded to

finalists in the following categories:

A Most origmal design

M duration of flight (maxinuim lime alofli

C. .Musi attractive (overall appearance of design, and color of

l)aper airplane >

Selection of bonus prize winners will be made bv a distinguished

panel of judges, under the direct ion of the I). I.M.AIR CORPORATION,
\y In the »veni of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. DKCISION
OFTUKJIDOKSIS FINAL.
K) Contest is open to residents of the contiguous 48 Continental

I'nited Slates w jiij are of legal age for the purchase and consump-
tion of alcoholic beverage> in the State of their residence, except

employees and their families of Anheuser Husch. Inc., their affi

bates, agents, wholesalers, retailers and the I). I,. BL.'MR
CORPORATION. This offer is void wherever prohibited by law.

\\ inneis will be notified by mail. .All Federal. State and local laws
and reguli'tions apply. All entrieN become the property of

.Anheuser Musch. Inc., and will not be returned.

1 1. F'or a list of the top KM) winners, send a stamped self addressed
envelope to: "Paper Airplane WinnerV List," P.O. Box 9027,
Hlaii, Nebraska 6H(M)9. Do not send this request with your entry.

^v.^v,^^^^^^,v;wA^^HV.**s,\\•;:^,.»^^^^x>:^1^;o:ocM^^!.v»^
^' *• • • •' • • • '.' • • i'> •' •' « • ' •' « • •'< « ' '• » « <••«»' »'i *»» » '« • • I • * f .
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Letters
CAOS may not be funded

To th« Editor:

/ »/»o wmnt to the Bvis CosteHo con-

cert Wednesday night which the

UPC so adequately bungled up. I ar-

rived at 6: 15, only to wait over two
hours t>efore the doors were opened.
When I did get in the first four rows
were already occupied with various

leeches from the 'Below the Salt"

staff, UPC people, etc. Who do
these assholes think they are? Why
can't they wait like everyone else?

Thanks a lot UPC.
So I had to wait over two hours to

get in; could anyone from the UPC
have the decency to come out and
tell us WHY the concert was being

delayed? Rosanna was very accurate

in comparing the wait to the UPC
treating us like a herd of cattle.

The UPC then makes the lately tim-

ed announcement that all cameras
were to be turned in. Can you im-

agine someone handing over their

$200 Nikon to someone from the

UPC? Why weren't announcements
made beforehand if it was supposed-

ly in "E/vts's contract?"

So the Boom Booms really had a

bad night; come on, you have to ad-

mit that success has spoiled these

young boys from Boston. Deserved-

ly, they weren 't called back for an en-

core. OK, but why does this Dee
Greaze asshole get up and try to lec-

ture us by telling us we were wrong
to "boo" Willie off the stage?

Somebody should have led him bacK

to his cage. Why does the UPC let

people like this actually get up on

stage? A well-aimed bottle - would
have done the trick.

Well, thanks UPC for ruining my
night - I should have gone to see

"Rocky.

"

Jack Kelleher

Marleys presence desired

To the Editor:

/ would like to encourage both the

Black American Music Festival com-
mittee and the Union Program Coun-
cil to make every effort possible to

secure the talents of Bob Marley and
the Wallers for the Spring Concert.

To have Mariey's music ang energy
with us on a warm day In spring Is

like a dream too good to be believed.

Mariey's presence would make all

past disagreement over cost and pro-

gramming irrelevant. It is worth
noting that the Wallers have a large

following among the white middle-

class students who comprise the bulk

of the student body. Yet their music
and reggae in general are Intrinsic

aspects of the International black ex-

perience, making them perfect for

the already good idea of a black

music festival.

I hope that the intentions to have
Marley play which have been ex-

pressed are real and that the at-

tempts to have them on this campus
are successful. Rastaman vibrations

in the spring!

Jon Garelick

Program Council ruined his night

To the Editor:

Our agency is going through a crisis

at this time which makes it nee-

cessary for us to resort to making this

request for assistance of all of you,

i.e., adult learners.

Counseling Assistance for Older

Students may no longer exist after

July 1, 1978. The Undergraduate

Student Senate has refused our

budget request and wHI not hold a

hearing to consider our budget. The

administration [Whitmore] is not

coming through with any financial

support at this time. Due to this lack

of both support and interest from

these governance units It will be next

to impossible to maintain our ser-

vices at any reasonable level of effi-

ciency.

We are now asking those of you

who are our friends and/or Itave

been helped by us in the past to

please now help with your support.

Some of the ways in which you can
help are:

1. Wnte letters to:

1. Amherst Record, Editor

2. Collegian Editor

3. Co-Chairs of SGA Budget
Committee

4. Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs

2. Attend the Student Senate

Meeting [within next ten days]

3. Talk to anyone who may have

Input Into the SGA or the Vice

Chancellor's office

4. Run for office or support the

slate of:

1. Commuter Collective Coun-

cil

2. Commuter Collective Senate

Seats

3. Student Senate seats

4. Board of Governors for the

Student Union and Campus Center

DavM Baiilie
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Women's art: dispelling myths
Editor's note:

This is a first in a series of articles about
issues concerning women to be run during

International Women's Week,
by Lisa Melilli

The Soul selects her own Society
Then- shuts the door--

To her divine meiority-

Presents no more-
I've known her- from an ample Nation
Choose One-

' Then- close the valves of her attention-

Like Stone.
Emily Dickinson

Sheltered from the world in her father's

home Emily Dickinson wrote her poetry,

conceptualizing a woman's view of the
world. Dickinson's poetry marked the begin-
ning of women's consciousness in women's
art, what most critics have categorized as a
"separatist women's art" where the artist

concerns herself totally and exclusivesly with
aspects of a woman's experience. This ex-
clusive and political art has predominated
most recently in all mediums. Through
poetry, fiction, novels. painting,
photography, sculpture and other sources
women artists are expressing themselves
and their ideas.

Theirs is an art much like Dickinson's life:

one who stays inside oneself, glancir^ out
the window at the busy street since that

world has neither accepted her as an equal

nor her art which is peculiar in that it ex-

presses a woman's persf>ective. Theirs is an

art of redefinition; they proclaim themselves

in their own words, their own visions, un-

distorted by the prevalent male definitions of

women and women artists.

Unfortunately both male and female critics

have not seen the need for such concern in

art, the politics at its base, nor can they

understand the idea of art being political or

based upon the individual artist herself and

her politics.

Keats once wrote that the artist is in fact

non-exister^t when considereing his-her pro-

duct. Art, he said, must exist beyond the ar-

tist. Should its maker have a truly creative

ability, the content of the art must soar

beyond the individual's experience. Art is a

form of freedom and that freedom should be

used to its fullest.

This is an adequate definition of art. I feel,

however, that when dealing with women's
art one must come to a separate definitioa

The fact is that women artists have been ig-

nored in society (ex. in the past ten years

there have only been five solo women an

shows in the Soho District of New York City)

and women as topics in art have either beer

totally ignored by the male artist or \navt

been characterized as a limited, romanticiz-

ed, passifying powerless object to possess.

The same need for revolution in society corv

cerning women's place there is equalled by

the need for revolution in the art world botti

for women artists and the depiction of

wompn in art forms.

VVomen's art exists for three purposes.

First, as poet Adrinne Rich said, women's art

rs an attempt to undue the great
misrepresentation of women in art in the

past. A woman's consciousness and percep-

tion of the world has been equally ignored.

Secondly, women's art serves as a speaking
ground for the women's movement in order

to create social change. Third, women's art

is a form of therapy for women to develop
confidence in their identity, to achieve per-

sonal grovi/th and to more fully understand
their heritage as women.
The concept of women's art is best

represented in the mediums of painting,

sculpture, photography where the female

perspective is visually expressed through

color, lighting, and subject. Leading women
artists such as Lucy Lippard deal with im-

ages of the household and human passion

subjects dose to a women's experience.

Equally as representative is the growing
movement of "Body-Art" which originated

in the early 70's along European women ar-

tists and has now been popularized in the

U.S. among such artists as Judy Chicago
and Meriam Schapiro. Body-Art is a form of

"body" self-portrait done in a variety of

mediums. The art implies a factual statement
of a women's physical being and not a sen-

sual statement. In fact, this is meant to act

against such representation.

In literature the predominate genre is poetry

ranging from the tradittonat bterary style of

Sylvia Plath and Dertise Levertov to the more
political of Carolyn Kizer, Margaret Atwood,

Gwendolyn Brooks, and Nikki Giovanni, to

the confessional style of Anne Sexton and
finally to the radically political voice of Rich
and Marge Piercy. Each in their own way
looks for the contradictions within society as
they have experienced them. This poetry
which is often simple because its message is

considered more important than poetic craft,

is often criticized as not being poetry at all.

Also important has been the publication of

Rubbyfruit Jungle and Day of Her Own by
Rita Mae Brown on lesbianism and the les-

bian community and other books which have
been published by women's presses.

The establishment of such press is for the
publication of books which would not or-

dinarily be printed by established publishing

houses.
An essential point about women's art is

that it has brought together varieties of

views, varieties of views which have in fact

fragmented the movement. Lesbianism,
socialist feminism, conservative feminism
have all been brought under one roof.

There is still one item which should be
handled under women's art and that is the
freedom in art which Keats talks about.
Beyond spreading the concept for social

change, women artists can and should go
beyond themselves to the world of imagina-
tion, to place their feminine perspective
within the world at large as male artists have
been doing for generations. Women artists

are fortunate-they can liberate themselves.

Lisa MeHUi is a CoHegian commentator.

Are You Aware?
That the Faculty Union and the Whit

more management have bargaining teams

that are currently negotiating their first con-

tract?

That we are the only school in

Massachusetts that has students actually in-

volved in the process?

Though the student bargaining team is an

outsider in a primarily two party system of

collective bargaining, our presence makes
the negotiating teams aware that the

students desire to protect their rights as con-

sumers and decision makers.

In February 1976 approximately 1500 peo
pie participated in an election that, for better

or worse, has changed the way academic

decisions will be made at the University.

None of those people were students. All

were faculty members who voteti to create a

Faculty Union and enter into collective

bargaining with the administration. The

desire for unionization comes as no surprise,

what with budget restraints and the "com-

munity of scholars ' form of shared gover

Get involved in collective bargaining
nance being transformed into a corporate

model of management decision making. In

short, faculty needed a tool to protect its in-

terest.

That's great for professors, but what about

students? Are we, the majority group o»>

campus, going to sit idly by while a handful

the observer. Simuttar>eousty, students at

UMass, with the financial and organizational

support of the Student Government
Association, are working to organize

undergraduate councils in every department.

These departmental councils are initiating

new programs and new forms of student

of union and management negotiators plot a participation in their departments. They are

course that guides our lives? Collective working to make the departments more
bargaining isn't only about wages. It is about responsive to the students in them, and they

the way the University operates. It deals with

evaluation procedures, office hours, course

loads, and much more.

During the summer of 1977 the students

won their rights to sit at the bargaining table

and discuss the current issues and other

issues that are of student concern. The

students are restricted to certain guidelinss

which prohibit them from signing any

agreements of ratifying the finalized agree-

are gathering information about thow their

departments work.
Each side is out to protect its own interests.

While both sides claim to be on the side of

"quality public education," neither side in-

cludes the consumers of that education.

Neither side includes people who must cram
in a work week along with three five credit

courses, who must wait in long lines for

financial aid, hoping that they will be able to

ment. All student "observers" are backed by afford this year's tuition and fees. The facul-

various task forces and committees. These ty and administration sides are made up of

committees, in concert with staff personnel people who have vested interests. Students,

from LSO and SCER, formulate student too, have a vested interest in the bargaining

positions which are presented at the table by process, which is just as legitimate as the in-

terst of the "two parties."

Some questions which you might ask, and

which we hope to be dealing with are;

What role do students have to play?

What do we have to bargain with?

What do students have to lose?

Do students have ratification powers?
Would GATE be a determining factor in

tenure decisions?

Does bargaining effect student govern-

ment?
What is the impact of faculty wages on

tuition?

Will our classes be taught by teaching

assistants instead of professors, or

possibly by TV's?

It is the hope of the student Negotiating

Team to answer these questions and any
other questions that you may have about the

role that students have in decision making
and the radical effects of Collective Bargain-

ing on our education.

If you are interested, write or call Dan
Salce, 420 Student Union, or Emily

Rosenberg, 9th floor. Campus Center.

Blaming the victim
A year ago. Southwest students con-

fronted a serious problem. Bricks and other

heavy objects were being thrown from the

top floors ot some of the high rises.

Fortunately, no one was seriously hurt. But
the story of the way the Southwest brick-

throwing incident was handled includes

some insights about the causes of some pro-

blems that you have undoubtably heard many
students complain
about: the abscence of a real " student com-
munity " at UMass, the helplessness of the

student body to prevent its interests from
being regularly trampled on by the University

and the persistence of what others have
labeled the " UMass Inferiority Complex."
Before I reenact the solution to the brick-

throwing problem- and the curious logic that

was used to reach it- let's try to understand
the cause of the problem. Why would
anyone in his or her right mind risk hurting

another student by heaving a brick out a 21st

story window?. The answer has to be that

someone who would do such a thing is clear-

ly not in his or her right mind at all.

Such and answer, however, only raises

more questions. If something was amiss in

the lives and minds of the brick throwers.

What was the cause?. This question begins

to cut close to the root of the matter. The
brick-throwers, I suggest, reacted the way
they did in response to the inhuman and
alienating nature of their environment.

Southwest Residential College, let me re-

mind you, is the second most densely

populated patch of concrete on the planet

earthlthe first is in Tokyo, Japan). It is, for

the most part, dirty, qramped, and

even under the worst circumctances. The
rigors of Southwest are in no '^-nse an ex-
cuse for making things wors' . That is not my
point

Nor do I mean to discount tfw importance
of Southwest's various community centers
and enclaves of support and fellowship.

These groups deserve our respect and, I

think, our admiration for even surviving in

the Southwest environment.
My point is simply this: given that over

5,000 students are forced to live under the
conditions I have described above- which all

spring from the initial ideas and objectives
behind Southwest- the extensive vandalism,
low morale, alienation, lack of community,
and even the violence and the brick-

throwing, become not only predictable, but
inevitable. With this undestanding of the
brick -throwing problem in mind, let us con-
sider the solution that the University finally

adopted.

Within a few weeks of the brick-throwing
incident, the University announced that it

would weld steel mesh screens across all the
windows in the Southwest high rises. This is

an interesting solution to a problem caused
by cramped space and an impersonal,

almost regimented atmosphere: increase the
cramping and regimentation even further.

Make Southwest even more restrictive of

personal space. And, while this is happen-
ing, don't blame the University, whose
disregard for the personal needs of the stu-

dent caused the problem in the first place.

No, blame the victems, and make them pay
a real physical and psychological price for

both the problem and the solution.

"...the strategy of 'blaming the victim' is so successful

that sometimes the victims start to blame themselves.

The guilt and self-hate that stem from this are in turn

the root of many serious problems in the

undergraduate community."

delapidated. Very little grows there. When
former Vice-Chancellor Gage visited

Southwest in the summer of 1976, reported-

ly for the first time in two years, he was so

shocked by what he saw that he wrote a

strong memo advising that the place be fixed

up before the student's parents got a look at

itiaccording to a former University

empkjyee).

There is a second dimension to Southwest
besides the oppressive physical environ-

ment, and that is the oppressive social en-

vironment. The terms of life in Southwest
are carefully managed by a group of ad-

ministrators who do not even live there. If

this doesn't seem an unusual way to live,

compare it for a moment with tfie complex

web of family, church, and community
organization relationships that compose a

normal city neighborhoodlor any human
community). Southwest resembles not an

urban community, but a city living under

n^artial law.

The social structure, like the physical struc-

ture, is a direct consequence of Southwest's

founding principles arnl goals: to cram as

many students into as small a space as possi-

ble, stretching the monitary and social costs

as far into the future as they will reach. The
mentality that built Southwest began by
thinking of students not as people, but as

products rolling off a four-year assembly

line.

Now, I do not for one minute mean to imply

that brick throwing is ever justified; it is not.

According to the Collegian, the

students in

Southwest accepted the further infringe-

ment of their personal space rather meekly.

Some seemed to feel so frightened by the

prospect of being hurt by a falling cinder

block that they were witling to agree to

anything - welded windows, armed guards in

the halls, TV cameras in every room - to pro-

tect them. Others seemed to be so deeply

ashamed and guilty that other students

would do such a thing that they submitted to

the University's solution as though it were

some sort of punishment they felt somehow
deserved.

In fact, the strategy of "blaming the victim"

is so successful that sometimes the victims

start to blame themselves. The guilt and self-

hate that stem from this are in tum the root

of many serious problems in the

undergraduate community.

In this column, I have tried to use
Southwest as a specific example of what
"blaming the victim" is, and how it works.

In my rtext column, I will try to show how
the distorted logic of "blaming the victim"

has affected almost everything at UMass, in-

cluding our own attitudes and relationships

with each other. As I have said, this self-

deprecating dynamic is a prin^ary cause of

many of tf>e things that students say they

don't like about UMass.

Adam Auster is a Collegian Commentator
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Notices

FREE MOVIE
"The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz,"

starring Richard Dreyfuss, will be shown
tonight at 8 p.m. in Thompson 104. The film

IS sponsored by the B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation and is free and open to the
public.

ORGANIC SEMINAR
An organic seminar featuring Kwok-Wah

Lau will be held today at 1 1:15 a.m. in Room
101 of the Graduate Research Center.
SOVIET FILMS

"Crime and Punishment" will be shown
tonight at 8:00 p.m. in Hasbrouck 124 as the
second in a series of soviet films presented
by the Department of Slavic Languages and
Literatures. This film is FREE!
ANAL YTICAL CHEM SEMINAR

Phil Oenzer will speak today on "Chemical
Applications of Pattern Recognition" at
11:15 a.m. in Room 103 of the Graduate
Research Tower.
MUSIC AND DANCE WORKSHOP

Metropolitan Opera tenor Nico Castel will

conduct a master class with a lecture-
demonstration of "The Making of a
Character," as part of a new series of
renowned visitir>g artists sponsored by the
Departments of Music and Dance-Theater.
The free lecture will begin TODAY at 1:15
p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall.

BOTANY SEMINAR
Stanford University Professor Dr. Arnold

Bloom is the featured speaker today for the
Department of Botany Seminar to be held at
4:30 p.m. in Room 203, Morrill Science
Center. His topic will be "Aspects of Acid
Accumulation in CAM Plants."
DAY CAMP COUNSELORS

There are openings for summer day camp
counselors with the Hitchcock Center for
those who have enthusiasm and experience
in working with elementary children. Camp
runs from June 12 to August 11 and those
who have a working knowledge of natural
history-environmentaliy oriented topics are
urged to send their resume by March 9 to

Hitchcock Center, Carriage House, Larch
Hill, Amherst,
INTERNSHIP RECRUITMENT
Now IS the time to plan your summer or fall

internship! Come to a recruitment meeting
Monday or Tuesday, March 6 or 7, at 7:30
p.m. in Campus Center 101.

BIOCHEMISTRY LECTURE
The Department of Biochemistry is

sponsoring a lecture featuring M.I.T. Biology
Professor Dr. U.L. Rajbhandary who will

speak on the topic of 'Structure- Function
Relationships of Two Nitrates Transfer
RNA" at 4:00 p.m. today in Room 203
Graduate Research Tower A.

SCIENCE ENGINEERING FEL L WSHIPS
Applications are now open for $1,000

undergraduate fellowships for research
studies in the polymer (plastics) field. The
deadline for receipt of applications is March
10, 1978 and the fellowships will be awarded
in April. Funds will be awarded for studies

TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1978

conducted at UMass during the summer and
on a part-time basis during the school year.

CANCEL LA TION WOMEN 'S WK.
The "Expressive Movement" workshop

scheduled for 1:00 p.m. today has been
cancelled.

TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1978
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Graduating soon? You'll need The
US. Employment Register. Na
tionwide job openings for all degree
levels Federal, overseas and Sum
mer employment included Free pro-
fessional resume preparation and
printing, plus 25 copies Semiannual
subscriptions $12 00; annual $18 00
Collegiate Publications; Drawer
2737 Dept CS; Carbondale. Ill

62901
(Published Quarterly)

lll|Ufl VIrHE (^taurant

RTE. 9. RUSSiLL ST.

HADLEY
584-9892

Mon.-Fri. 4:30-11

Sot. & Sun. 12-12

WINE & DINE SPECIALS

WEDNESDAf

Spaghetti — Ziti or Shells

with Meat Sauce, Tossed Salad

and Italian Bread and Butter

$7.50

A complimentary gloss ot wine is

served with these dinners

iCoJiL'^iilQ ^^

ENTERTAINMENT
Get help for your alcohol problem

ROOM TO MOVE

sponsors on-going weekly group
get support to set goals

stop drinking

Stop by or call
ROOM TO MOVE

545-0400

MON t lUES ALL SU1S SI 00

.Q-

'

T

6:00 A.M.— 7:00P.AA.

FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1978

WMM9M 9MX
1 Free Kegs

( Next to Itie Newmon Center )

496 N. Pleasant St.

TUESDAYS ARE
• 2 FORI ^ NIGHT

at

WOLFIES PIZZA

buyl setlFREE
on any pizza or large sub

(Deliveries and takeout orders not included)

Special from 5 - 10 p.m!

173Sun$et Ave.

Located next to Southwest

549 5599
or

549 5593

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
(TL«) INDICATES TWI-LITC SHOW

5QA Q-ICOM.lfAtlAN^AHMSMAti

J !.i:<4i.g.lJfcM'lVt.l.»l'L'IIWJ^«-JIM.*J.»J*<

R EACH 25,000 READERS DAILY" "Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS' Mf REACH 2$,000 READERS DAILY! ! ' REACH J5 000 READERS DAILY" "Little Ad» Gel BIG RESULTS'
To place a classified ad drop by the I

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p rT> Monday througti Friday The
deadline is 3 4Sp m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Classifieds

The rates are Daily 45c per line 5
consecutive publishing days 40c per line
per day. 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

IT'S GOT HEAT

\^/\TURD/iy

iL 11 nichT
\r^w\ FEVER

|)OHN TRAVOLTA
iRj 3ur.-Thur. (TIS 6:15) -8:30

Frl.-S«t. (Tl$5-00)-7:4S 9:55

M»tln«e (Sat.*-

Sijn.^ 2:15

REACH Ji.OOO READERS DAILY" "Little Ads G«» BIG RESULTS"" R EACH 35,000 READERS DAILY" ' • RE ACH 25,000 RE ADE RS DAILY" " Little Ads Get BIG R ESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE

Triumph 1970 GT6 51100 or BO Call

after 6pm 549 6707 Ask for Ken

71 Mustsng. V 8. standard, 20 mpg.
mechan exc bodv clean, stereo,

$1400 586 2656

Lost m scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen yyiih a blue and black
pnni on while Reward offered 256
6111

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great

Must be seen S1276 323 4249
EvenirMis

69 Olds, vinyl lop, ac, full power, ex me
tonrt Good body $576, days 533 9442,
altpf 6 694 4286 Ask for Paul

1972 Buick Skylark. 2 door. caH 546
73Bb_

1970 Nova. $460. good condition 546
4568

70 Olds 88. f xcplleni run cond . many
options inrliiding air and vinyl roof

Nr-ods no work $760 or B O 256 6323

69 VW. tuns well body good sliqht rust

on botiom SI 75 Call 1 467 3465

Toyota Celica ST, 75 60 000 miles
rrtdi.tls AM fM stereo rasst-ite. CB
jH"rlf'rt Ionriition Must be driven
S2400 Lis,. 549 4162

FOR RENT

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non-smoker, Brittany Manor Apts.. 253-

2107

WANTED

WANTED TO RENT
Fm roommate - nonsmoker Share 2
bdrm apt bus line $112 50 a month
549 5543

Hey' I dosparately want to rent a super 8.

sound movie camera and protector
Please call Arme at 646 9106

TO SUBLET
Own room, house. Northampton. 2
baths, garage, $75/mo.. utiNttae.
After 6 584 2498

3 bedrm Townehouse apt Rent lowered
10 $225 mo Avail 6 1 8 31 Right at

bus stop, adjacent to mdry, 2 mm from
store Call eve 549 6766

Roommate needed for own room in 3
hrtirt) house m Amherst cire As of

3 1 78 $100 mo Call 263 2606

3 bdrm Presidential api to sublet 6 1

Ooiion to fpiH'wv in lall 549 5878

Aggressive person to earn excellent
money ($6-$10/hr ) sellinti paraphernalia
on campus Must put m *5 10 hrs wk
Contact Blown Away Enterprises, Inc
272 N Kings Ave , North Massapequa
New York 11758

Applications accepted for teaching
positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School, Fall 78 Experience desired,

S49 0273

Marketing student wanted— part-time

vol now, lull time paid May June Fresh

Ink, 5efr5096, 52 Center St , Nor
Ihampton

Fin301 Stdyeguid* (Schall). immd. 546
9976

Weightlifting equipment wanted. Call

Rob 546 4504

HRTA100 course texts by Lundberg b
B'ymei required CaH 549^485^

Books from last sem.. Chin 106 x listed

w L Miller ft Pro) Naff Call Gail, 266

0573, importani< Will negotiate

Garrard 775M turntable, 6 mos old,

mint cond w new $50 Empire cartridge,

sells for $130, asking $75, call Chris, 6-

6663

KLH 6 speakers, exc cond , BO 546-
• 9612

Pioneer component HR-99 8 track
stereo recorder player $160 Many
leatures See Jeff at 61 Townehouse
Aots

HAPPY HOUR 4-7
135' Drafts Mo»t Drinks 75'

\N\I
R\,M K( *'!

SHIHLn
M.kI.MM

STARTS
FRI

LOST

Gold watch, black rope band Call 649-

0826

INSTRUCTION
Sewing classes - beginning and in

termediate, 8 & 10 weeks Learn on new
Swiss Bernina sewing machines Start
Match 6 & 7. Natural Textiles, 256 6427

TUESDAY & THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

All Food ft Drink W./ID

d> A lunuii

<i'S3
poult

PG
NOMINATED FOR 11

ACADEMY AWARDS
Frl . -Sat . (TIS 5.00i 745 955

Sun.-Tue.(Tl$6:ISi 8:30

CL05€
6NCOUNTGR5

OFTHe THIRD KIND

W€ AR€ NOT
ALON€

RICHARD D»€ Yf USS

PG Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6 0O)-8:30

Frl .-Sat. (TIS 4:45 7:30 9:55
|

MaMnee (Sar.v

Sun.''
2:00

FINAL WEEK ENDSTUES

iV il.r il;Mk

They ¥»ent into the

unknown an0 returr]|d

,.h star«ng fev«<«uQTAk

about We "m
.G" f'on. -''r-' . (TIS 5:00) -7:00- 9 00

A' .1:00 3:00-(T15 5:00)-7:00-9 00

I Sun. 2:15-(TIS 5:00) -7.00 9:00

iI.t^il|.M.lIJ;1T^j:¥IiI.lJHn^lff^n:TTTT.lM-^f.linH

1 Pray St, Amherst 549-S403 Next to the Puh

Neat and responsible female to

room in Siind»"(ldnd house, avail

nwrtiatply Ci" 665 3003 niles

rent

im

fOR SALE

1 pr Fryes ladies s/ 5. worn once, must
sfll pricp ngt 6 6872 call Joanna

For sale 2 culm It 'pfriypidtor. e«r.

I onrt Don t icni' tniv' A sip.iI at $40
Call Gary or Curl at 546 9642

33 wooden yawl, ship ':>iidp«' lour saiiN

25 hi) Evirifudf ,ill ninninq h gro' 'if*

iri(>lr GrRdt party racer ft Omgy 646
876S

Dexter hiking boots 1 year old, great

shape, tfibram soles, sue ^0'^ $35
Pete 549 4759

Second hand watches b walr;hband
DiHprpni styles Good condition
Watches $10 $50 Watchbands 10 cents
$5 Call 546 5497

Water bed. king size, w heater, liner,

frame, and platf*m $200 or best offer

Alter 7 pm ,
call 549 3666

AM/FM car stereo, m dash for most
foreign cars, B 646 jOOO after 11 or in

morning

Invest yowr rent money by
buying you II come out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad lor the down payment Call Dawn
Realty 549 69&8

1962 Fender Telecastar Esquire, nimt,

call after 7pm 256 8480

Leather boots - tjrown never worn si/e

9_N. call 546 6418

Bar sas. Buescher $225 trade for SlR
camera, 586 1556

Woman s rabbit com, s«/e 13 14. paid
$125. price negotiable contact Micfielle

at 666 7096 after 6

HELP WANTED
Work in Japan' Teach English con

vpisaiirjii No exprfnencp degree, or

Japanese required Send long stamped
self addressed envelope for details

Jaiian 204 411 W Center. Centralia

WA 98531

Counselors AilirriKriar k Boys Camp, 7

wks M50 550. campcrafi sailing

swinuTiiiH) IWSH, trip leader nflery

an hery haiidr-alt. office manager
Itypi.iqi driver 39 Mill Valley Road
Pitlsforrl NY 14534

Counselors - private coed overnight

camp in Berkshires openings for in

structors m archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer gymnastics, horseback riding

instriicloi rocketry camper radio

stadion sailing, tnppinij backpacking,

dantp drHmalics arts b crafts, head
walprfinni (fxioli Also needed general

counselors, nurse, head cook b
hookkee(>ei GofKl salaries friendly

ainiosphen' Contact Paul Krouner.

Camp Schodai k 268 Mason Ten
Brrmklme MA 02146 i61 7) 277 7600 or

R.( k Heidcn-inn on < ampiis 646 9598

Valley Typing needs experienced typists

Thesis enperience preferred good
spelling b grammar a must f-lexible

hours work on IBM Con Selecincs
Pay commensurate with speed and
ability Call 256 6736

Southwest Women's Center has a
position available This is a part time. 8
hour a week job including Tuesday and
Thursday mornings arnj staff meeting on
Wednesday lunch hour Call 545 0626 by
March 13

RIDE WANTED ^
Ride wanted to Oaytona and back Can

leave Mar 17, 18 and return 1 week
latei Share $ and driving Andy 6 43(W

2 males want ride to Dayiona, Fla about
Mar 16. will share expenses and driving,

call Hal 31 7 or Rich, 307 at 5 0724^

2 persons need ride to Fla
,

Ft

L.incleidalp area leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses
546 5550

Ride wanted to Florida, any part Want
to leavf 1 7th or soon after Will share
rlnving anrl expenses Please call

Maiirwn 549 2856

To Dallas for spring break 665 4139

SERVICES
TypTng fast, accurate, experienced

typist b proofreader Low rates 549
0826

Typing- Five College typing service,

professional, fast accurate Call Diane.

549 2637

AirM/aves TV Audio Service - servicing

all Japanese and American brands of

television b stereos 12 Dickinson St
,

Amherst 256 6713, Master Tech 8195

Free estimates on all B&W TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides
of March at Airwaves TV Audio
Service. 12 Dickinson St , Amh 256
6713 ^

Typing to your liking IBM selectric

thesis b manuscript typing 75 cent

s pg ,
pick up and delivery Colleen,

14131863 9171

ENTERTAINMENT

CALCULATORS

College Calculators -low prices, 1 yr

over the counter warranty on Tl b
Commodore TI59 $220 TI58 $93 TI57

$60. TI55 $53 TI40 $22 Comm4190
$40 Comm4148 $25. all MPs and
Sharps available College Calculators is

now lour year old' Before you buy
anywhere else call Bob or Chris at 549
1316 eves or 1 739 9626 iSpnngfield)
days

AUDIO

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock
disco funk 50 s Complete sound b
lights with pro DJ Reasonable rates

Call Dave, 567 1250 Call collect

PERSONALS

For sale Superscope 11340 AM FM
stereo receiver. 16 clean watts plus quad
sound b mu'e. tape monitor Must sell

guickly box and packing mc complete
w ugly blue light, call Steven at 546
9653 ^

Sony HST 330 stereo receiver. 15 watts,

exc cond $100 Call Bruce 646 6638

Sytvania receiver. 30 wch Jenaen
spkrs, ei cond under warranty tZOO
Can 66629

Sherwood S7100 receiver, 2 KLH 23 s

speakers $150 must sell Call Peter.

549 4598

.'s f>oo HI Aoi ns r>»i Aos Or T 8i<; «r sill IS Bf ACM 7^ ooo «r«nf«sn*u¥' nt \rn !'. nnr,

# » • • '

2 incredible specimens of masculinity
looking for romance Call Soog or Erag
.11 546 6290, aiiyttmei

Roy Neary had a close encounter, you
could have one with good government,
vote Lawrence Greene. SGA co
Presidents^

To AI-AI It was fun while you lasted

Love and kisses. Kristeri^^

To Checkers- please call again I miss
your lusty and sexy voice and heavy
breathing Love always, Gary

Oaryl b Eric the 'all bee -happy b day
to the greatest goons I know 8 F

DMC It may never ram in sunny
California But girl, let me warn ya
ifamiliar tune') You re missing some
pulthritudinous New England snow si.

stupid' You were right senior year is

the best Love ya. DSC, SBF MEY,
Diane F

*••*•••••*••< *•(

Univfe-rsitv of MQSsachu5i.'tt? / A-'-hcrst

FINE >RTS CENTER PRESENTS

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm

FIhE >RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale.Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A-
S3.S0, 3, 2.50. Other students and senior citizens-

Mr 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F 9-4

ft All Ticketron Locattons.

University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

FINE >4?TSCENirER PRESENTS

Cincinnati

Symphony Orchestra

Sixtcn Ehrlinj), Conductor

Friday, March lO 8 pm

Flf€ /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. - S7, 6, S. UM-A
S3. SO, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and other students

-

%6. 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F ?-4

ft All Ticketron Locations.
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Woman appeals convictions

to state Supreme Court
BOSTON [AP\ - Ella Mae Ellison, im-

prisoned mother of four, appealed yesterday
to the state Supreme Court to grant her a
new trial and overturn convictions leading to
five concurrent life sentences without
possibility of parole.

Her attorney, Max Stern, told the Supreme
Court legal mistakes had been made and
evidence supporting his client's innocence
had been surpressed during her 1974 trial.

She was judged guilty of driving a getaway
car for three youths during a November 1973
Roxbury pawnshop holdup in which a 55-
year-old Boston police officer was shot dead.

Stern said Suffolk County Assistant
District Attorney Newman A. Flanagan
withheld from the trial statements the
robbers made the day they were arrested. He
said they did not mention Mrs. Ellison and
claimed they fled the holdup in a stolen car.

Assistant District Attorney Robert J.
McKenna, Jr., told the five-justice panel he
did not know why the statements were not
introduced at the trial.

He said the two men made them while

Decorated Book Papers
exhibit at Smith Coilege
An exhibition of "Decorated Book Papers

"

is currently on view in the lobby of the
Neilson Library at Smith College.
On display are modern marbled papers and

paste papers used in bookbinding, including
such items of local interesi as marbled
papers made by David Bourbeau at his

Thistle Bindery, Northampton; pamphlets
from Carol J. Blinn's Warwick Press in East-
hampton; and paste paper used by Gillian M.
Haven for the binding of a 1973 book from
her Isis Press in Amherst.
Among the other items on display are a

volume of poetry printed by Virginia and
Leonard Woolf at the Hogarth Press in 1923
and Rosamond Loring's "Decorated Book
Papers,' which, although originally
published in 1942, is still the standard book
on the subject. The Smith College library

copy of the Loring book is from the limited
edition with paper samples tipped in as
plates

The exhibition, which was designed to
coincide with the current Smith College color
festival and the Leverett Craftsmen and
Artists' program of lectures and workshops
on "The An of the Book," will be on view
through March 25 during library hours.

under withdrawal from heroin doses the day
after the crime when they were arrested in

Danville, Va. McKenna said statements made
the second day after the crime, when the
men spoke in more "sober terms," were
introduced.

Mrs. Ellison, 33, became the first woman
convicted of first degree murder in Suffolk
County in 20 years in November 1974. She
has been in Framingham Women"s Refor-
matory. Relatives in Rochester,. N.Y.,
care for her children who range in age from
16 to 7.

A committee supporting Mrs. Ellison's
case claims the two robbers implicated her as
part of a plea bargaining process giving them
lighter sentences.
The committee also claims Mrs. Ellison, a

black, was a victim of Boston's tense racial
conditions during her trial. The men, who
also were black, recanted their testimony in

November 1976 implicating Mrs. Ellison and
now face a trial for perjury.

They are serving 15-year-sentences for
second-degree murder. The third robber is

serving five concurrent life sentences for
convictions of first-degree murder and armed
robbery, the same penalty as Mrs. Ellison. He
did not implicate Mrs. Ellison.

She was convicted under a "joint en-
terprises" law requiring sentencing for
murder for all parties to a killing during the
commission of a felony.

DC Menu
~

TODAY
LUNCH Hamburgers, Tortellini in

Sauce. BASICS: Oatburgers, Chili
Relleno. DINNER - Roast Turkey-
Dressing, Gravy, Cranberry Sauce,
Knockwurst Sauerkraut. BASICS: Roast
Turkey-Dressing, Gravy, Cranberry
Sauce, Greek Style Skillet.

TOMORROW
LUNCH Brown Derby Sandwich,

Fried Clam Plate, BASICS: Fried Clam
Plate, Lima Bean Stew. DINNER - BBQ
Beef Cubes, Roast Fresh Ham- Gravy,
Spiced Apples, Fruit Plate, BREAD
BUFFET BASICS: Baked Fish-Creole
Sauce, Cheese Nut Loaf-Mush. Sauce,
BREAD BUFFET.

DINNER SPECIALS
TUES.-THURS.

SHRIMPCREOLE

ROAST SIRLOIN OF BEEF

FRI.SAT.
LOBSTERINEWBURC

5.95

5.75

5.95

SUNDAY
ROASTTURKEY 5.25

BAKED HAODOCK w CREOLE SAUCE
4.95

HOURS
LUNCH

TUES-THURS 1 1:7 0-4:00

FRI - SAT
SUNDAY

11:70-4:00

DINNER

4:00-9:00 g

4:00-10:00 \

12:00-8:00 A

on Rt.9t Hadley Center
please call SS4-6813

UNIVERSITY STUDY
Interested in earning universitv credits

while exploring a new land in ail its

aspects? Why not consider a summer,
semester, year, or degree program at

one of Israel's seven leading

universities. Religious studies,

humanities, the social sderKes and a

host of other courses are offered in

either English or Hebrew with special

emphasis on helping you get a grasp

of Israel Whether it be in Jerusalem.

Haifa, Tel Aviv or the Negev, a study

program at an Israeli university wiU

give you a new feeling about Israel

and yourself as well. Write for a

brochure giving information about all

the universities and the programs they

offer.

Council for AdvancooMiit
of Study ProflraoM
at Israeli Univ«raltiM. Rm 17

515 Park Avanua. Naw York.
Naw York 10022. (212) 751.M70

« ^% »
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IN THE Fourth dimension,
SOMETIMES YOU CAN SEE
PEOPLE ON MANY LEVELS'

TIIK WANDIRKK by Mark RolMiis
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Bom today, you tend to

go to pieces over trifles

and handle major disap-

pointments well. A person
of contradictions, you are
often the one who laughs
when everyone is silent or

horrified, or who cries

when everyone is roaring
with glee You are an inter-

esting, sympathetic, com-
pletely forgiving person
who neither holds nor in-

spires grudges.
Basically altruistic, you

enjoy helping others,
sometimes so much so that

you may become annoying
to those who would rather
work independently. You
tend to lie overzealous.
You begin all projects with

a passion that may suc-

ceed in doing more harm
than good to your chances
of success.

It may be important to

your mental and physical

health that you have a

partner, in business or in

marriage, to look out for

you. You need someone to

remind you when to rest,

when to seek change, and
so on. Otherwise, you may
do yourself lasting harm

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

- If your interests are
consistpnt, you should be

Innocent of the day's confu-

sion
' ARIES(March 21-Aprii 19)

— Save your iuiiriiunition

for larger issues than what
arise this morning. Keep
discussions low-key.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

- Recklessness may be m
order today You may find

a new interest through fol-

lowing a whim.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)

— Join forces with those
whose interests vie with
yours for the attention of

higher-ups.

CANCER(June21-July22)
Seek companions with

similar intellectual and so-

cial ambitions as yours.

Social progress comes at

evening.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Efforts to please all of the

people all of the time may
cause trouble. You may
have to choose.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— Make desires known to

friends who can influence

in your behalf. Suit actions

to possibilities

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Conquering fear is a major
step today. You can over-

come emotional barriers to

success.

SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)
— Love and loyalty join to

make today exceptional

Friends glory in your
efforts.

SAGITTARIUSiNov 22-

Dec.21) ~ Responsiveness
is essential in growing
close to one you like Act

and react.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) — You may want to

avenge an insult with vio-

lence Don't jeopardize

your position.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) - Give credit

where it is due, and take it

where you think you de-

serve It. Don't be timid
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ACROSS

1 Partly

Prefix

5 Jagged
10 Hue
1 4 Island near

Ireland
1 b Radio tube

gas
16 Voice
1 7 ----

mail

19 Ending for

helioor
hydro

20 Complete
21 Metric unit

23 Fooled
26 Wrongful

Prefix

27 "Dere lia-

ble " author
30 Momentary

pause
34 inheritor

35 Leconte de
Fr

poet
37 24 hours
38 Set of

memorabilia
39 Fitted with

bedding
41 Sludge
42 Rainy.
43 Pithy
44 Fatal

45 Game sites

47 Soft palate
inflamma-
tion

50 Venerable
51 Lawford, et

al. to pals
52 Signifies

56 Shooting
star

60 Holland
product

61 Made to be
thrown
away

64 IX

65 Arrow
poisons

66 Dozes
67 African

village

68 --- -- home
Out

69 Trial run
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12 Celestial

bodyDOWN 13 Haul
18 Genuine

1 Free from 22 Was con-
danger cerned

2 Emerald Isle 24 Fisherman
3 Emporium 25 Stops talk-

4 One in the ing Slang 2
know words

5 Other than 27 Artie and
6 Relative George B
Abbr 28 Ism

7 — par with 29 Lariat

8 Intoxicated 31 Acknowledge
Slang 32 Bull Prefix

9 Musical 33 Parks and
group RLS

10 Toronto's character
Casa Loma 36 Actor
eg Cochran

1 1 Can.prov 39 Marsh bird

40 Steered for

shore 2
words

44 Remote
46 Fated
48 Most ex-

treme

49 Leavings
52 Haunts
53 Rewrite
54 Zola novel

55 China
Cbmb form

57 Nigerian na-

tive Var

58 Auto
pioneer

59 Relaxation
62 Clique
63 Sweet -
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Charley Rigoglioso shows the form
that earned him a silver medal. (Staff

photo by Dave Daly)

^Wrestling
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

by default; lost to Whalen. BU 12-9; def.

Kelly, BN 10-1; lost to Hay, Brown 7-6 to
finish fourth .. Monty Payette (167) def. Lin,

Brown 10 4; lost to Herald, UConn by a fall at

3:45; lost to Irish, UNH by a fall of :57 ... Bob
Clark (177) lost to Heller, Brown 7-2; lost to

Herbert, BC 5-2 ... Bob Radowicz (190) lost

to Nichols, BU 15-0; def. Abdow, Brown by a
fall at 4:20 ... John Allen (heavyweight) def.

Murray, UConn 9-8 after drawing opening
bve; def Davis, BU by a fall at 4:31

.

Wrestling Notes
Well, if there was anything wrong with the

UMass varsity squad this weekend, ap
patently nobody told the sub- varsity team as
Coach Dennis Fenton's little family waltzed
to a first place finish and a New England
championship. I'he scoring was highlighted

by New England championships by Rich
Schriazzi, 118 pounds; and Dave O'Bnen,
167 pounds.

Also competing for the JV Minutemen
were Dave Daly (118 Louie McDonald
(134), Gary Rotatori (142., Joe Marra i150),
Mike Mitrowski (158), Bob Smith and Gary
Minski (1771, and Marty Rogers (heavy-
weight) As a matter of fact, all of these
athletes placed en route to the romp...

MONDAY O/SCO PARTY •

HO ca^^zRr comc KAmy

©i^n imiri/i

Sunday, Feb 26

First Prize $50."

Second Prize.
. 2 year's passes
at the Mt. Farmi
4 Theater

Third Prize 2 Saturday Night y^ ^

Fever Albums // - /

^
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Indoor trackmen
complete season

TUESDAY, MARCH 7, 1978

Bv KEVIN McCaffrey
Collegian Staff

PRINCETON. N.J. - Competition during
this year's unpredictable winter season
became past history for Coach Ken O'Brien's
indoor track squad, as the IC4A Eastern
Championships signaled the final chapter of
a disappointing season.
"Most of our indoor competitors suffered

the same problems," explained O'Brien.
Intersession is a problem with us, as we

have the longest holiday in New England.
Considering the poor weather conditions and
the unexpected flu bug, all we had was three
weeks to get in championship form."
The IC4A's were held in Jadwin Gym-

nasium on the Princeton University campus.
After completion of Saturday's and Sun-
day's competition, Villanova amassed an
insurmountable 64 points, with runner-up
Maryland a block behind with 39. New
England champion Northeastern represented
the Northeast with 29 points and third place.

The Minutemen sent seven athletes to the
Garden State with the best performances
rendered by Joe Martens in the 440 (6th) and
Don Dowden in the high jump (tie for 7th).

Martens and Dowden were the only UMass
performers who qualified for Sunday's finals.

Although hampered by a hamstring pull

incurred a week earlier, Martens registered a
49 5 clocking in the qualifying round, which
was within .3 seconds of his best time of the
year

"The pull was very low in his hamstring
and he said it didn't effect his performance,
but certainly the 10 days of training he lost to

the injury did," commented O'Brien.
Freshman Dowden rose to the occasion

with a championship effort of 6'10" in the
high jump. Performing in the samie company
of world record holder Franklin Jacobs, he
utilized the highly competitive setting to clear

the bar at a height he previously had never
conquered

"I thought he could go 6'10", said O'Brien,
"but what is surprising is that he performed
under the effects of two days of competition,
which he has never experienced before"
Ali-American cfoss country runner

Stetson Arnold dropped out after 1 '4 miles

in the two mile event. Running in what he
cited, "the best condition I've felt all year,"
Arnold simply appeared to run out of gas.

"Stetson has been taking medication for

allergies that have plagued him most of the
season," said O'Brien. "He has shown a solid

improvement over the last few weeks and
I'm very optimistic about his capabilities this

spring."

Amherst College will sponsor an open
track meet tomorrow night at its indoor
track facility at 6. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)
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World of sports
Derick's back!
DETROIT \UPI\ Former Boston Bruin

star Derek Sanderson has been recalled from
Detroit's minor league Kansas City club for a
tryout with the National Hockey League Red
Wings.

Detroit General Manager Ted Lindsay said
Sanderson would get a chance to play
against his old Bruin teammates Thursday if

he could prove himself in practice.

Sanderson came to the Wings after long
bouts with alcohol and drugs and a hospital
stay for burns suffered in a kitchen accident.
Lindsay said Sanderson's trip to Detroit was
an "opportunity" for the former star, who
paid his own room and board to work out
with the minor league club.

"A chance for him to see where he is at
with our team, how far he has come, how far

he has to go," Lindsay said. "Maybe he is

there."

Sanderson and John Hilworth arrived in

Detroit Monday to work out with the NHL
team. Hilworth also was called up from
Kansas City and Lindsay said he will

definitely play Thursday against Boston.
Since Sanderson's first game with Kansas

City last week, he has scored a short-handed
goal and picked up three assists.

Player of the week
NEW YORK lUPI] - Left wing Bob

MacMillan of the Atlanta Flames, who
registered four goals and three assists in four
games last week, Monday was chosen the
National Hockey League Player of the Week
by the Professional Hockey Writers'
Association.

The 5-10, 185-pounder was acquired by
Atlanta along with Dick Redmond and Yves
Belanger in a trade with St. Louis last Dec. 12
in which the flames gave up Curt Bennett,
Phil Myre and Barry Gibbs. MacMillan leads

the Flames in scoring with 27 goals and 28
assists for 55 points.

Jumping for jazz

NEW ORLEANS lUPI] - Pete Maravich,

out of NBA action for 35 days with an injured

right knee, yesterday participated in his first

Jazz practice session, shooting jumpers and
practicing layups.

Jazz officials said they were uncertain
when Maravich, the league's leading scorer,

might rejoin the team.
"We're encouraged," said Dave Fredman,

Jazz public relations director. "This is the
first time the team doctors have allowed him
to do It. Pete won't put any timetable on it.

He probably won't know until the day before
a game."
The Jazz is 25-22 with Maravich in the

lineup, and 5-13 without him.
Maravich injured his right knee Jan. 31

against Buffalo while throwing a between-
the-legs pass from midcourt to a teammate.

Sabers tie Bruins
BUFFALO, N.Y. [UPI] - Gary McAdam's

18th goal of the season midway through the
third period gave the Buffalo Sabres a 2-1

NHL victory last night over the Montreal
Canadiens.

Th3 win boosted the Sabres into a tie for
first place with the Boston Bruins in the
Adams Division, but the Bruins have played
three fewer games.

Skater seeks title
OTTAWA [UPI] - The top 109 skaters

from 19 countries gathered in the national

capital Monday for the five-day World Figure
Skating Championships and defending
champion Linda Fratianne of Northridge,
Calif., was the top United States hope for a
gold medal.

Competition opens Tuesday with the
men's compulsory figures. The program
concludes Saturday with the free dance.
The 18-year-old Fratianne succeeded

Dorothy Hamill to the World Ladies Singles
Championship last year.

Sports Notices
RAQUETS CLUB - All undergrad, grad, and
faculty raquetball and squash players,

meeting tomorrow night, 7:30, Herter Hall

Rm. 231.

INTRAMURALS
SOFTBALL — Officials meeting tomorrow,
4:30 p.m. Room 215, Boyden.
SOCCER - Officials meeting tomorrow,
4:30 p.m. Room 215, Boyden.
RAQUETBALL Playoffs begin Friday.

TENNIS. BADMINTON, and HORSESHOES
— bntries due tomorrow.
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Volleyball misses playoffs
By STEPHANIE SCHICKLEGRUBER
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's volleyball club fell

short of a playoff spot by losing its final

two games to Boston University last

weekend at the New England Open
Volleyball Tournament at Wentworth
Institute in Boston.
The Minutemen needed only a split

against BU to put them in contention for
the tournament playoffs, and they came
dangerously close to doing just that.

After losing the first game 15-5, UMass
had the Terriers at match point in the
second game but allowed them to slip
away. The Terriers went on to win in
extra points, 16-14.

The Minutemen opened their tour-

nament play with two wins against

Boston College, 15-5, 15-11. After

building up a head of steam against BC,
the Minutemen went flat and dropped
two to Rhode Island, 15-8, 15-10. UMass
then split with Middlebury, losing 15-9,

and winning 16-14. Next, the Minutemen
were bit by the Terriers.

UMass co-captain Al Morel said the
BU games were "the best we've played
all season."

"We were working on a new offense
for two weeks," said Minuteman coach
Michael Gurk. "And it really worked."
According to Gurk, the "multiple

offense" is a recent development in

volleyball and is suited for teams with
versatile players. Gurk said the new
offense fits UMass' style of play.

• Title IX—
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

UMass's athletic administrators say that if

the task force takes a pragmatic approach
and assesses equal opportunity progress
within the department's budgetary means,
its judgement should be favorable. The
assessment will focus on women's sports.

Since 1974, the athletic department has
made a continuous effort to upgrade the
women's athletic program. Prior to 1974 the
women's program was under the jurisdiction
of the Department of Sports Studies.
The athletic department so far has added

five intercollegiate women's sports — cross
country, golf, track, indoor track and
lacrosse. There are currently 13 in-

tercollegiate sports for women and 15 for
men at UMass.
"The next intercollegiate sport at UMass

will be for women, without a question of
doubt," said O'Connell.
Along with the expanding program has

been an increase in funding of women's
sports. According to O'Connell, ap-
proximately $27,000 was budgeted for
women's sports in 1974-75. This year the
sum is $68,900.

The increase in money results from an
effort to improve the entire women's
program, not just the addition of new teams.
For example, in 1974-75 women's basketball
was allotted $4,400 and women's gymnastics
$4,100. This year those sports are budgeted
for $10,600 and $15,200, respectively.

"That doesn't include post season travel

expenses," said O'Connell. The women's
gymnastics team has traveled to the
nationals every year since 1971, at an
estimated cost of $5,000 dollars a year,
according to O'Connell.

The effort to bolster the women's program
has forced budget cuts in other areas.

Budget reallocations and poor economic
conditions forced the athletic department to
drop men's JV teams in hockey and
basketball. No varsity teams have been
disbanded.

"God forbid," said O'Connell at the
prospect of dropping a varsity sport. "That's
one thing we have stayed clear of up to this

point in time. We'll keep cutting back to
avoid that "

Before the mid-1970's the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW)

prohibited athletic scholarships. This
changed in 1974 and the athletic department
at UMass immediately began to grant
athletic scholarships for women.

In that year the women's program was
given $10,000 for scholarships, but spent
only $8,000. Although the program was then
in the athletic department, its administration
was separate from the men's program. The
two programs ha e since merged and this

year $22,300 is committed to women
athletes.

"We're relatively new at funding women's
sports," O'Connell said. "Four years ago we
had nothing in the women's program."

Athletic administrators realized that along
with granting scholarships to women, in-

flation would eventually drain the scholarship
fund, the George H. Barber Fund. To avoid
this, the athletic department, in the spring of
1975 decided that only four sports would
receive scholarship money. From that point
on only football, men's basketball, women's
basketball and women's gymnastics would
receive new scholarship money. The
department still honors al! scholarships
granted to other teams before that time.

This decision was primarily based on the
estimation that an average full scholarship
(both instate and out-of-state tuition con-
sidered) would cost over $3,000 a year by
1978-79.

The scholarship distribution between the
four sports is far from equal. Because of

athletic department policy and AIAW rules,

the men's teams receive a much larger chunk
of the scholarship fund than the women's
teams.

Football and men's basketball are the
biggest money earners for the athletic

department, and, because other sports
benefit from the revenue brought in, athletic

administrators feel they deserve special

attention.

Currently, the football team has 56 players

receiving full or partial scholarships. Under
NCAA rules, 95 football players may receive

scholarships. The men's basketball team has
13 players on scholarship, 12 of which are

"full rides." The NCAA allows 15 basketball

players to have scholarships.

Seven UMass women basketball players

receive scholarships, as do six women
gymnasts. The AIAW allows women's
gymnascics teams to have ten women on
scholarship and basketball teams 12 players.

HOUSING INFORMATION

Housing Exempt/on Applications are
now available in the Housing Office,
235 Whitmore. They must be return-
ed to the Housing Office no later

than Wednesday, April 5, 1978. Late
applications will not be processed.

Five, College Residential Exchange
Program applications are now
available in the Housing Office, 235
Whitmore. Applications must be
returned by March 15, 1978.

For further information, contact the
Housing Office (545 2100).

#########<
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UM sports shoot for Title IX
Editor's note. This is a two-part story on the
atNetic department's efforts to comply with
the tide IX ruling. Today's installnwnt
focuses on the progress in womens sports.
Tomorrow, Part II will assess existing
problems in reaching Tide IX goals.

By MICHAEL SMOLENS
Collegian Staff

With the deadline for full compliance with
the Title IX amendment prohibiting sex
discrimination in educational opportunities
coming up this fall, athletic administrators
here believe that the progress made in

womens sports has put the UMass athletic

program in accord with the 1975 Civil Rights
ruling.

However, problems may arise in areas
concerning coaching staffs where full-time

coaches for men's sports outnumber those
for women's sports thirteen to three, and in

sports facilities. Boyden administrators
readily admit that the Curry Hicks Building
fails to properly accommodate women.

Because of the law's ambiguity, Boyden
administrators are uncertain whether these
issues will be seen as violations by a federal
Titte IX task force due here later this year.

Nonetheless, administrators are confident
that the advances made in womens sports at

UMass will be assessed as having met Title

IX criteria.

"We judge ourselves to be essentially in

accord with Title IX, " said Frank P.

Mclnerney, UMass athletic director. "We've
nr^de great progress in that area."

Over the past four years the athletic

department has widened the variety of

women's sports, increased the funding of

those programs and made athletic
scholarships available to women in an effort

to attain equity in the athletic program.
According to Mclnerney, "equal op-

portunity ' for both sexes has been the goal
of the athletic department ever since

women's sports came under its jurisdiction in

1974, and was not instigated by the Title IX

rulings.

"We are taking the role of educators and
trying to meet student needs. And I think

that's what we've done... We're not wringing
our hands saying 'We've got to do this

because of Title IX'. " he said.

Resulting from this attitude is the athletic

department's lack of knowledge about the

particulars of Title IX. For one thing, many
administrators were uncertain when the
compliance deadline was.

"I don't hear Title IX being discussed
around here very often," said Robert W.
O'Connell, associate athletic director at
UMass.

The Title IX amendments of 1975 call for

equal opportunity for both sexes in all areas
of educational institutions. Athletics have
been among the most obvious areas where
inequity has existed.

The object of Title IX in the sports world is

to "provide equal opportunity to members of
both sexes interested in participating in the
athletics programs institutions offer," ac-
cording to a 1975 memorandum from the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare's (HEW) Office for Civil Rights.

Not unlike the Equal Rights Amendment,
Title IX receives a wide variety of in-

terpretations because of ambiguous
language. Some insist that the ruling calls for

a dollar for dollar parity in men's and
women's sports. The UMass Athletic
Department disagrees, maintaining that
overall equity is the goal of Title IX, not

duplicate budgets for men's and yvoman's
sports.

"Opportunity is the key," said O'Connell.
"The ruling doesn't mean equal benefit in

money, but instead calls for comparable
programs."
HEW agrees "The point of the regulation,"

states the 1979 memo, "is not to be so in-

flexible as to require identical treatment...

The equal opportunity emphasis in the
regulation addresses the totality of the
athletic program of the institution rather than
each sport offered."

TURN TO PAGE 15

NE heavyweight champ John Allen is flanked by Coach
Dave Amato and Dennis Fenton, ex-UMass wrestler and now

assistant coach who was NE champ the last four years. (Staff
photo by Dave Daly)

Freshman wrestler Allen

wins heavyweight crown

Kiiss Smith

F/y the friendly skies.
By STEVE BUCKLEY
Collegian Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. - Freshman John Allen
capped off an otherwise frustrating weekend
for the UMass wrestling team by winning the
1978 heavyweight wrestling crown at the
New England Championships at the
University of Rhode Island.

Allen, the only gold medalist in the
Minuteman lineup, will advance to the NCAA
tournament in Maryland in two weeks.
As a team, the Minutemen fell short of

their quest for a second place finish, ending
up in fourth place. As expected, Rhode
Island was the overwhelming first place
winner with seven champions. Boston
University, although unable to win one gold
medal, placed second ahead of third place
Connecticut and UMass.
The Minutemen started off hot in the

opening round with wins by Dana Ras-
mussen (118 pounds), Keith Dixson (126
pounds), Charley Rigoglioso (142 pounds),
Tim Fallon (150 pounds), Mike Carroll (158
pounds), and Monty Payette (167 pounds).
Allen and Larry Otsuka (134 pounds) had
been given first round byes.

iragedy struck tor UMass when Otsuka,
seeded number one in his weight class,

suffered a dislocated shoulder in the opening
seconds of his match with Brown Univer-
sity's Brian Leach and was forced to forfeit

the match. Otsuka had placed second in 1977
and was a heavy favorite to take first place
this tinr>e around until the Minuteman co-
captain's injury occurred.
Dana Rasmussen and Keith Dixson lost

tough matches in the semis, and the loss of
Otsuka led to further disaster for the
Minutemen. Tim Fallon was upset in his

weight class, Mike Carroll lost a close 12-9
boot, and then Monty Payette, leading 11-8
in his match against the number one seed in

his weight was pinned with thirty seconds
remaining in the contest.

Rasmussen, eliminated in the semis by
UConn's eventual champion Joe Viola, came
on to win the bronze medal with a hard
fought win over URI's Bob DeSteffanis. At
the end of regulation time the score was tied

3-3, forcing a three- minute overtime match.
Rasmussen scored a take-down in the first

period and then added another point in the
third period for a 3-0 win. By taking the
bronze medal, Rasmussen eliminated URI's

chances of capturing medals in each weight
class.

Rigoglioso, in his 142 pound match, ad-

vanced to the finals with a 15-1 victory over

UNH's Nabil Boghos. In the finals Rigoglioso

was pitted against two-time defending
champion Frank Pucino of URI. Rigoglioso

was unable to contain the experienced
Pucino although he was able to score eight

pKjints. Pucino came away with a 17-8 win
and Rigoglioso won the silver medal.

In Allen's semi-final match, he defeated
Chuck Murray of Connecticut 9-8, setting up
the final banle with BU's Paul Davis.

Allen's victory in the heavyweight division

marked the eighth consecutive year that a

UMass wrestler has won this weight class.

George Ireland took the gold in 1971, and
Carl Dambman won in 1972 and 1973. Dennis
Fenton, now the assistant coach of the

UMass team, won the New England
championship in 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977.

'I think Allen knew that we had taken this

weight for seven straight years, and he didn't

want to let us down," said coach Dave
Amato "He beat Davis on a basic side-roll.

It's not a very advanced move, but it works
and Allen made good use of it."

Allen trailed 5-2 in his match, but took the
pin at 4:31.

Champions in each weight class were as
follows: Joe Viola, UConn (118); Joe
Davidson, URI (126); Scott Arnel, URI (134);

Frank Pucino, URI (142); Mike Wilner, URI
(150); Lee Spiegel, URI (158); Dom Macchia,
URI (167); Moe Haislip, URI (177); Bob
McNally, UNH (190); and John Allen (heavy-
weight).

Complete UMass results: Dana
Rasmussen (118) def. Devin, Maine 13-5; lost

to Viola, UConn 6-1; def. DeSteffanis, URI 3-

(OT) to finish third ... Keith Dixson (126)

def. Banberry, B.C. by fall at 6:44; lost to

Thomas, B.U. 16-0; lost to Boghos, UNH by
fall at 2:26 ... Larry Otsuka (134) seeded
number one, drew opening bye; lost by de-

fault to Leach, Brown (dislocated shoulder)

... Charley Rigoglioso (142) def. Traylor, BU
11-5; def. N. Boghos, UNH 11-5; lost to

Pucino, URI 17-8 to finish second ... Timmy
Fallon (150) def. Salazer, BU 5-2; lost to

O'Hara. BC by fall at 5:29; def. Lopillato,

UNH 11-0; lost to Harris, UConn 8-5 to finish

fourth ... Mike Carroll (158) def. Cerullo, UNH

TURN TO PAGE 14

Opening day; I can't waiti

First came the multi-colored uniforms of
Charlie Finley's (and hopefully to be sold)

Athletics; shocking old timers and diehard
pinstripe fans.

Then, nighttime baseball, even night
World Series games (excepting Rigley Field

and the Chicago Cubs — since they lack one
basic necessity - lights). Closely followed
by 5 cent beer night in Cleveland.

And now this: the Atlanta Radio Club is

attempting to organize a live showing of

'Close Encounters' with a spaceship from
Venus, Mars, or any other solar system or

heavenly body.

As reported in Sports Illustrated (this

week's issue) the club is attempting to get
over one million CB operators throughout
the world to broadcast the following

message: "Living beings who travel

throughout the universe from planets other
than Earth are invited to make a peaceful
landing on Earth at 1920 hours Eastern

Standard Time on April 7, 1978. The location

for this landing should be Atlanta, Georgia of

the United States of America, at the Atlanta
Stadium, latitude 85 degrees 25 miles west,
longitude 33 degrees 44 minutes north."

It is presumed that by chance, some stray

spaceship wandering way above our polluted

ozone, will hear this earthling plea, and
descend upon this humble city ap-

proximately ten minutes before our national

anthem (will they stand up?).

This far out idea, no doubt thought up in a

hoping Southern disco bar, has not been
thought out completely — that is, there are

problems if this flying saucer does come to a

standstill a few feet behind second base.

Will they be asked for their tickets? The
fans in Jimmy Carter's homestate have been
known to go nuts on occasion, like any other
fans, especially after a few Billy Beers. In

anticipation of a possible appearance with
the co-stars of "Star Wars", the aliens from
another world, the game could be sold out.

Are tickets being reserved especially for

them?

Won't the astro turf melt? Spaceships are
theoretically run by some sort of nuclear

reactor, or anothei iiiymy-civilized source of
energy that human beings haven't
conquered. Will the game be held up while
new artificial turf seed is planted?

What of the rule changes? Will Bowie
Kuhn leave his box seat and truck down to
the ship and explain the rule differences of
American favorite pasttime and in-

terplanetary baseball? Will Bill "Spaceman"
Lee be there?

What if the outer-spacers (spaceshots?)
decide to stay for the whole game? Is there
an available parking space for their starship,

some place where they won't be shipped
away by Atlanta Towing (a branch of
Amherst Towing), or will their ship be made
to hover above the field for two hours — and
what if .1 fly ball hits it; will it still be in play or

what?

On the serious side (if I can be serious for

ten lines or so) I personally don't feel any
F.O. (couldn't be a U.F.O. it would have to

identify itself in order to get a press pass)

would waste its time to make stopover in a
city like Atlanta (or for that matter, a state

like Georgia).

Yet, exactly one month from now — a
short thirty-one days, something resembling
a Bell's pizza package (minus the paper bag
and the pizza) is supposed to come floating

through the sky, drift in a downwards motion
from the cumulo-nimbus clouds, and
become the most spectacular beginning to a
baseball season since the invention of the
aluminum bat (not yet authorized in the
major leagues).

If I was in a spaceship cruising along at

three light years a minute, this CB nut
sending out messages wouldn't quite make
my scanner scene.
And I doubt I would transport a shut-

tlecraft to make a grand entrance at Fulton

County Stadium for a dumb baseball game.
Hot dog prices have gone sky high sinca

those Fenway Park commercials — not to
mention the frosty'sl!!

No, I cant see it. Sorry, astrologists, no
Encounter' on April 7th. I can't wait for

baseball season, but I will.

Not for a Braves-Dodger game. Now the

Yankees Sox, ahh
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DNA slated for discussion
By JOE QUINLAN
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - City Council here last
night unanimously voted to have its public
safety committee meet with the UMass
Medical Bio-Hazard Committee to discuss
the school's DNA research, which had been
conducted for almost three years without the
Council aware of the situation.

The school had notified city manager
Francis McGrath when it began its research
but he did not notify the City Council. The

Council also approved the motion to have
the city's law department report the powers
of the Council regarding safety guidelines,
the Council can impose upon the DNA
research.

Councilor Jordan Ledy, the sponsor of the
motions, said he personally has no stance on
the DNA research but he expressed
dissatisfaction with the city manager's lack
of informing the Council and also the lack of
reports from the City Health Director John
Smith, who was appointed to the Bio-
Hazards committee by McGrath in 1977.

Smith told the Council the committee has
met four times and has discussed nothing.
McGrath said "I had no intention to keep
anything from the City Council." He said
"there is nothing wrong with the action I

took."

McGrath also said newspaper articles

made it look like "a sinister plot". He said he
was assured guidelines were being adhered
to during the research.

Worcester Magazine originally brought the
controversy to light when it reported the
research was being conducted without the
knowledge of elected Worcester officials and
residents. McGrath told Worcester Magazine
he decided it was a "health problem" and
not of immediate concern to the Council.
The research involved taking DNA from

one species and infusing it into the intestinal

bacteria from another species.

The same type of genetic research is being
conducted in neighboring Shrewsbury at the
Worcester Foundation for Experimental
Biology. In that community, though, the
selectmen regularly get updates from the
three residents who serve on the Foun-
dation's Bio- Hazards Committee, Worcester
Magazine reported.

The research has been funded by the
American Cancer Society since the research

began in 1975. The current funding is at
$65,000 according to Raymond L. White,
assistant professor and one of the eight
people involved in the daily research.

Councilor and chairman of the public
safety committee John Anderson said "I see
good legitimate action on the part of all

involved." He said the Council did not
necessarily have to know about the Bio-
Hazards Committee unless a policy decision
was going to be made. He also said the
Council should be "quite careful not to raise

.
unjustified fears concerning the research."

Anderson also said he would be happy to
meet the Bio-Hazards Committee to discuss
the research being conducted.

R.W. Butcher, associate dean for scientific

affairs at the medical school, said the
researchers "are not contemplating plans to
experiment at a higher level." But if they do,
he said, they would notify the city.

Councilor David Forsberg, said the issue
"has been blown out of proportion." He said
he studied the research being conducted and
is assured that strict measures are being
taken.

Ledy also said he has no problems with
UMass. According to correspondence
distributed by the city manager at tonight's
meeting, UMass has been open about its

research and promised cooperation.

A torrent of rushing water sweeps by a coffee cup, lost in a subterranean snow-
bank. (Staff photo by David OIken)

Selectmen talk

on water pact
By PAMELA LINDMARK
Collegian Staff

Amherst's water supply may at last be
secure, as Amherst- Hadley Selectmen last

night agreed upon terms within the first draft
of a proposed emergency water supply
contract between the two towns in a public
meeting at Hadley Town Hall.

The contract, whose details have been
contested by both Amherst and Hadley town
members, specifies terms under which
Hadley would be obligated to provide
Amherst with water, if it were enacted.
No final decisions can yet be made,

however, as the contract must now be
approved by town members in respective
town meetings.

"We agree to a contract such as this,

although both communities must vote to
implement it," said John Kolaski, chairman
of the Hadley Selectmen. "It is a 'treaty

negotiation', only to be implemented as it is

with no amendments."
According to terms of the contract

Violence feared

Miners may resist Taft-Hartley
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The administra-

tion yesterday sought to ease fears of

violence under a Taft-Hartley back-to-work
order against striking coal miners, but union
president Arnold Miller said the government
"can expect resistance."

With at least two more days remaining
before formal federal court action can be im-

posed to stop the 92-day walkout, the
government worked to set up the Taft-

Harley machinery.
President Carter told Democratic congres-

sional leaders over breakfast he is hopeful
the miners will go back to work, and that he
has no plans to seize the mines as an alter-

native if they do not.

Labor Secretary Ray Marshall, appearing
on a television news program, discounted
reports from the coalfields that the back to
work order may spawn disorders.

"We don't really expect a lot of violence to

take place," Marshall said, expressing belief

that only a scattering of the strikers are
predicting trouble between those going back
to work and others choosing to stay out.

But Miller, head of the 160,000-member
United Mine Workers, said in a separate
television interview theit violence is "always
a possibility when you invoke the TaftHartley
law."

Related story, p. 9

"You always can expect resistance," said
Miller. "I don"t think anyone can accurately
predict just exactly what will happen."'

The Bituminous Coal Operators Associa-
tion issued a statement saying the coal
operators "have leaned over backwards to

end the strike. All of us must now support
lawful efforts to work without rewarding ir-

responsible conduct
. '

'

However, the coal industry ran a full-page
ad in the Washington Post saying UMW
members "have openly told the American
people that 'we may freeze, but you will

freeze with us.'"

A special board of inquiry, appointed to in

vestigate the situation and report back to

Carter, was briefed in private yesterday by
chief federal mediator Wayne Horvitz and
aides.

The three-member board scheduled a hear-

ing today to take testimony from officials of

the union and the soft coal industry.

Soon after the board reports back to
Carter, the president is expected to ask At-

torney General Griffin Bell to go into court,

probably tomorrow, and seek an immediate
restraining order against the walkout.
That would be followed by a request for a
permanent injunction during an 80 day
"cooling-off" period.

resolutions, the town of Amherst would
agree to purchase from Hadley a minimum of

30 million gallons of water per vear.

Water would be delivered to Amherst in

increments of a maximum rate of 0.5 million

gallons per day at the times and dates
requested by Amherst, under the condition
that water for Hadley is available above the
base reserve of 2.5 million gallons per dav.

Controversy arose among Hadley town
members attending the meeting concerning
low prices to be charged to Amherst, as well

as the need for a specific definition of viable

Amherst "emergency situations."

However, Hadley Chairman Kolaski
warned, "If we just flatly say no to Amherst,
the Department of Natural^ Resources will

allow them to come in and explore for water
on their own, considering the water problem
throughout the nation.

"Our concern is that we can lose control of
the situation. I'd hate to see state govern-
ment come in and take over."

If this were to happen, Hadley would no
longer receive income from the sale of water
to Amherst.

Under terms of the proposed contract, a
flat rate of $250 per million gallons would be
charged for an amount of up to 30 million

gallons per year.

Once the amount of water supplied ex-
ceeds the first 30 million gallons, a starting

rate of $113 per million gallons would bo
charged, with a permit of $3 increments each
year.

Citizens continued to voice objections to
resolutions, however, and said that as the
contract stood, its ratification in Hadley
seemed unlikely.

Amherst Selectman Nancy B. Eddy said
she felt Amherst will ratify the contract. "It is

in the best interest of both towns, " she said.

"Hadley does appear to have an excess of
water supplies, and the contract assures the
sale and an income for the town. It assures
Amherst some needed water."'
Selectmen members toasted the con-

tract's success, drinking cider provided by
Amherst Selectman William C. Atkins.
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Burgess' death

UMass driver

found not guilty
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Hampshire Country
District Court Judge Clement Ferris
yesterday found an Amherst man not guilty
of driving as to endanger and guilty of
speeding in connection with the Feb. 4
accident on North Pleasant Street in which a
UMass sophomore was killed.

The defendant, David Sukol, 23, of 543
Puffton Village, had pleaded not guilty to
both charges. His attorney, Joanne OeLong
of Amherst, yesterday said her client will

appeal the speeding conviction to Hampshire
County Superior Court.

Sukol was the driver of the van which
struck 19 year old Scott C. Burgess early
that Saturday morning as Burgess was
running across North Pleasant Street near
the Morrill Science Center. Burgess was
pronounced dead on the scene of a broken
neck by Hampshire County Association
medical examiner Dr. Donald B. Rogers.

After hearing the four hours of testimony
yesterday. Ferns said he would center his

decisions around Sukol's estimated speed at

the point of impact, and his ability to see
Burgess on the darkened morning of the
accident.

District Court Prosecutor Frank Collins

repeatedly pressed witnesses as to the
quality of light in the accident area. All

witnesses agreed the lighting in the area was
excellent. Two eyewitnesses, however, said
that regardless of the lighting. Burgess had
darted into the road so quickly Sukol never
had a chance to react and avoid the collision.

One eyewitness, John Shea, a hitchhiker

Sukol picked up minutes before the accident,
testified that "only two or three seconds
elapsed between the time we saw him
(Burgess) and the impact."
"We just saw him out in the middle of the

road and then it was over," Shea testified.

Another eyewitness, Walter Nemes, a
UMass student, testified the victim ran by
him on the path leading from the Campus
Center to the brick bus stop on North
Pleasant Street, and then bolted into the
street without hesitating. "It all happened so
fast that the van never had time to stop
before hitting him," Nemes said.

Nemes also introduced testimony which
raised some doubts over Sukol's ability to

see Burgess as he left the sidewalk and ran
into the street. He said as Burgess ran into
the street, he was nearly hit by a car going
south on North Pleasant Street. Nemes said
Burgess avoided being hit by the south-
bound car, as he crossed over into the north-
bound land and was struck by the van.

Both the defense and Ferris suggested
that this near miss in the southbound side of
the street may have accounted for Sukol's
not seeing Burgess before impact.
She estimated the van was traveling

between 25 and 35 miles per hour at impact

and Nemes estimated the speed to be
between 25 and 30 miles per hour
The posted speed limit for that stretch of

North Pleasant Street is 25 miles per hour.
Testimony from other witnesses also offered
varying estimates at the van's speed.

Inspector Mark Vachon of the Dept. of

Motor Vehicles estimated the van's speed to
be 'no less than 35 miles per hour." Vachon
said he reached the estimate based on skid
marks and road conditions at the time of the
accident.

He also said his estimate did not come
from actual figures, since no test was per-

formed the night of the accident. Instead, he
said his estimate was reached with simulated
figures of what he believed the road's
condition to be.

Three Amherst police officers testified that
on the night of the accident, Sukol told them
he was traveling "between 35 and 40 miles
per hour on North Pleasant Street.

However, Sukol strayed from that
statement once he was on the stand. He
testified yesterday that he told officers "the
fastest he could have been going was
between 35 and 40 miles per hour

Sukol told the court that on the night of
the accident he gave the police that estimate
because he feared punishment for a wrong
answer. Testimony also revealed that Sukol's
speedometer was not working on the night
of the accident.

Henry Shapiro as he spoke about the
yesterday. (Staff photo by Pat Dobbs)

Soviet press to a UMass journalism class

Shapiro speaks about Red press
By ROB YARVITZ
Collegian Staff

Henry Shapiro, a retired correspondent for

United Press International who covered the
Soviet Union for 40 years, spoke at UMass
yesterday to a class of journalism students
about the authoritarian press in the Soviet
Union.

Shapiro is on a week's tour of the five-

college area and is being sponsored by Five-

Colleges Inc.

"In the Soviet Union, the accepted, official

idea of the function of the press is that it

serves as an instrument, a weapon," Shapiro
said. He quotes Lenin as having said "the
press is the sharpest weapon of the Com-
munist Party."

The Soviet newspaper, Pravda, published
in Moscow and distributed nationally, has
the largest circulation to date of any paper in

the world, Shapiro said. He referred to it as
the most important newspaper in the Soviet
Union, and 'the organ of the Soviet Party."

Shapiro said he still finds reading Soviet
newspapers a tedious process although he's
been fluent in Russian for several years.

He attributes this to poor news story

organization common in most Soviet
newspapers. American newspapers put the
basic idea of a news story in the first

paragraph. In a lot of Soviet papers, Shapiro
said, the basic punchline is often buried in

the body of the article.

Shapiro first went to the Soviet Union in

1933 and covered all the major events until

1973 including the rise of Stalin, the purges
of the mid-1930's. World War II, the death of
Stalin in 1953, and the rise and fall of
Khrushchev. He has conductec' numerous .

interviews with top Soviet leaders, including
Khrushchev, and Brezhnev.

Shapiro said Stalin granted only five in-

terviews, four of them to American
correspondents. Though Stalin was a for-

ceful dictator, he was publicly shy, and ruled
mostly from within the Kremlin walls in

Moscow, claims Shapiro. Stalin gave his last

interview in 1936.

Krushchev, Shapiro said, was a more
extroverted leader than Stalin. He had a fine
sense of public relations with the press and
was famous for his ability to talk con-
tinuously on almost any subject. Shapiro
said, "when you asked him a question, you
didn't get an answer, you got a speech."

Brezhnev, like Krushchev, possessed a flair

for public relations, Shapiro said. He added
that Brezhnev, just prior to his last trip to the
United States to confer with Richard Nixon,
granted him a special interview in honor of
his long years of service as a foreign
correspondent in the Soviet Union.

Throughout the lecture, Shapiro shared
occasional anecdotes with the class setting
an enjoyably light atmosphere. On one
occasion he asked the audience if it kr>ew the
differences between capitalism and com-
munism. After a brief pause, he finished the
pun - "of course you do, in capitalism man
exploits man; in communism it's vice-versa."

It's been said that American newspapers
serve to inform, to educate, and to entertain
the public. Some have also said its function
is to act on as a fourth estate of government;
to play the 'watchdog' of public affairs. In
the Soviet Union, news must have relative
political importance or else it is not news,
Shapiro said. Editorials are allowed if nothing
critical is said of communist policy, he added.

Shapiro will be giving a lecture at 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, March 9, in Rm. 231 Herter. His
topic will be "Stalin's Russia."

Big weekend for FA C
The Fine Arts Concert Hall Series is

sponeoring three big events this week at the

Fine Arts Center, featuring modern dance,

arnj classical and jazz nruisic.

Oscar Peterson, the great jazz pianist, will

offer a solo performance on SurKJay, March
12. Peterson will perform to a sell out crowd
in Sydney, Australia on Friday night as part

of his New Zealand and Australia tour.

Peterson begins his North American tour

at UMass.
The Merce Dance Company will perform

four modem dances today as part of the

dance aeries.

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra,

under the direction of Sixten Ehrfing. will

perform on Friday, March 10.

- MARK HORAN
Why frosh chose UM

Project Pulse, which conducts weekly
telephor>e surveys for Student Services,

contacted 140 freshmen last November to
determine what influenced them to come to

UMass.
Low tuition was cited by 31 per cent of the

freshmen as the primary reason for attending
UMass Other major reasons were the
availability of a desired major, academic
reputation, geographical location, and social

life.

Thirteen per cent applied only to UMass,
while 76 per cent applied to three colleges or
fTHxe. UMass was the school of first choice
for 49 pe. cent and the second choice
school for 32 per cent of the respondents.
Four per cent declared UMass as their fifth

choice or lower.

Facton that v\«re of little in>portance to
the freshnr>en polled in their decision to
attend UMass were; the influence of high
school guklarKe counselors, teachers and
friends; arui the ability to receive financial

aid, for which 53 per cent applied and 36 per
cent are now receiving. Factors of moderate
importar>ce were the size of UMass and the
prospect of dorm living.

-JURGENKERN
Nuke broadcast begins

The "Center for Community Access
Television (CCATV)" will begin broadcasting
over cable channel 3 on Sunday, March 12th
at 8:00 p.m. v«nth an eight part series on
nuclear power, made possible through a
grant from the Massachusetts Foundation
for Humanities and Public Policy.

The first program in the series, "Nuclear
Power in Our Backyard", was inspired by the

Northeast Utility Companies recent proposal
to build a major nuclear power plant in

Montague. The featured panelists are

William Semaine, Montague information

officer for Northeastern Utilities, Anna
Gyorgy of the Clamshell Alliance Resource
Committee, and Blue Carreker, the coor-
dinator for CCATV.

The nuclear power series and the Com-
nrMinity Access Center will be opened by Lou
Hayward, the Town Manager of Amherst

and Nathaniel Reed of the Massachusetts
Fourxiation for Humanities and Public Policy.

Community Access Television is the only
cable television station where local conv
munity members are in control of the entire
operation.

-JURGENKERN
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Bargaining group spealcs out
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHM/TT
Collegian Staff

The American Association of University

Professors, which last year lost the op-
portunity to represent the faculty in contract
talks, now appears to be taking a "we
could've done it better" attitude.

The association last February lost a

collective bargaining agent election to the
Massachusetts Teachers Association.
Northeastern Professors Association

Director Martin Lapidus called the teachers
association proposal a "disappointment." He
made his remarks in a recent letter to local

professors association officials. The
Collegian was sent a copy of the letter.

Lapidus said the letter contained a "series
of recommendations" designed to "ob-
viously" bring the Teachers Association's
contract proposals into line with the
professors association's standards.

Meanwhile, Massachusetts Society of
Professors Chairman Larry S. Roberts said

"one might be tempted to say sour grapes"
when he was informed of the professors
association charges. The MSP is the
Amherst chapter of the teachers association.

The professors association said both
contract proposals submitted by the UMass
administration and the faculty have features

which, if implemented, could "inflict in-

calculable harm" on the University.

"Both proposals were lousy," Lapidus

said. "However, (our letter) is not a first shot
in a challenge (to the faculty union). We
would want the faculty and the University to
have a solid agreement."

Lapidus declined to say how the
association obtained the contract proposals.

Roberts, however, said Lapidus "doesn't
know what's going on. He just sits back in

his office removed from the situation."

"It is greatly premature to knock the union
or the administration," he said.

The association last February lost the
election after a previous collective bargaining

election produced no winner. In the earlier

election, faculty chose between the teachers

association, the professors association, or no
agent. The teachers and professors
association competed in the run-off election

in February.

The major proposal of the administration's

contract proposal is the elimination of

tenure. The faculty has asked for a 36 per

cent pay hike.

Top managerial posts
still elude US women
By NIKKI ARONSON
Collegian Staff

Paula Gold, Assistant Attorney General for

Consumer Affairs, spoke about women and
their lack of power in an International
Women's Week event held yesterday.

Gold explained that women do not hold
top managerial positions in this country, nor
do they hold jobs paying top-level salaries.

"When you look at the facts and see that
of the women who make up 39 per cent of
the labor force in this country, only 5 per cent
hold managerial positions, and only 2.3 per
cent of the women in business hold jobs
paying more than $25,000 a year, you realize

that women do not exercise power," she
said.

Gold urged women not to let themselves
be intimidated into maintaining a defeatist
attitude. "If you never try, you'll never win,"
she said.

She said she felt "the barriers that exist are
qualifications," and urged women to prepare
themselves to achieve success. Gold outlined
the problems women encounter in non-
clerical political and business positions.

"It may be fine to get your foot in the door,
as a token, but you should know tokenism is

a double edged sword," Gold said, adding
women may become locked in positions
created just for them. "You should try to get
in the door in any legitimate way you can"

she said. "If you have to sell your soul to get
where you want to go, you won't be free to
exercise power," Gold added.
The "Locker room syndrome," as Gold

called it, was said to be another obstacle in

the way of women pursuing success in

business. "People of the same sex feel more
comfortable with one another," Gold said,

explaining that male workers in top positions
may share a social as well as business
camera devie.

Gold urged the crowd of fifty persons to
be aware of the need for women to create

"support networks". She cited law as one
profession in which discrimination against

women has been dramatically decreased due
to a greater number of women in the field,

and their mutual encouragement for
achievement.

Gold also cautioned women against
becoming victims of the "Bitch
Phenomenon" in which men chatise women
for aggressive behavior acceptable in men. "I

was told that I really was a bitch," Gold said.

"I realized the remark was meant as a put-

down. What the man was telling me was that
I should just be a nice little girl."

Gold ended her speech by urging women
to "set goals and keep an eye on what you
want. Realize that you can't change
everyone overnight and concentrate on
achieving those goals," she said.

Paula Gold, Assistant attorney General and Chief of the Consumer Protection,
speaks to some prospective lawyers following her talk in the Campus Center
yesterday as part of Women's Week. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

Senate rejects Canal treaty amendment
WASHINGTON \UPI] - The Senate

yesterday rejected yet another amendment
to the Panama Canal treaties, this one
seeking continued U.S. control over a Navy
monitoring station in the Canal Zone.
The anti-treaty proposal by Sen. Jesse

Helms, R-N.C, one of the pact's most active

opponents, went down 58-36.

Helms wanted to exempt the U.S. Navy
electronic monitoring facility on Galeta
Island, at the waterway's Atlantic entrance,
from the terms of the Panama Canal turnover

so that its operations could continue beyond
the year 20C)0, when Panama is to take full

control.

Galeta is part of a chain of monitoring
facilities that take position bearings on
submarines, surface ships and planes in the
Caribbean and Atlantic.

"According to testimony and unclassified

data released by the U.S. Navy, Galeta is

irreplaceable in its mission and could not be
relocated in another country," said Helms.

Sen. John Culver, D-lowa, disputed Helms
contention, saying the Navy considers the
facility "a candidate for closure" because of
spending limitations.

Both Helms and Sen. John Tower, chair-

man of the Republican policy committee,
acknowledged the Senate is unlikely to

approve any treaty text amendments except
two designed by Senate leaders to clarify

U.S. defense rights in the waterway.

Candidates voice issues

.

Everyone enjoys mail, even our cold westher friends. John Driver delivers' a

package to Winnie-The-Poo who sits on this lawn near the UMass campus. (Staff

photo by Diane Crawford)

By ROBERT FALETRA
Collegian Staff

Seven of the 16 Student Government
Association presidential candidates spoke
before the Southwest Assembly last night.
The team of David Barenberg and Susan

Birmingham stressed, "the main issue of the
campaign is the SGA is not doing its job."
Barenberg said the Student Government
Association has to be made relevant to
students and information must be made
public.

Senate meets
By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

The Student Senate will hear a committee
report and proposals tonight that have been
postponed in order to deal with the issue of

the Black American Music Festival Spring

Concert.
Pat Whelan, senate speaker, will first give

a farewell speech to the senate, before
reporting on the progress of the Reor-
ganized Student Organizations Com-
mittee, designed to hire new people to fill

vacant positions. This will be his last meeting
before the senate elections on March 15 and
16.

Pricilla West, senate treasurer, will also

deliver her farewell speech to the senate. The
senate will then hear the president's report

and the report of the Finance Committee.
The Budget Committee will brief the senate

TURN TO PAGE 8

Howard Greene, of the Greene and
Lawrence ticket, cited the SGA's history of
continual blunders and inability to create an
interest in student government.

Greene said he is prepared to move the
president's office to the Bluewali if that is

what it takes to generate student interest.

Jay Flynn stressed the waste of Student
Activities Fund money. Flynn said he has
seen many people hired and payed without
ever doing any amount of work.

Flynn said he will propose a student-run

building authority which he said would be a

step in insuring that once a building has been

paid for by the students, it will then be

student owned rather than being turned over

to the state.

Donald Bishop said the role of the Student

Government Association president is to

represent the students needs to the faculty

and administration. He said the referendum

could be used to see what the students

needs are and how they feel on issues.

Steve Ross said, "I am running for

president, not co- president," saying the

president needs to draw on research and

make a decision whereas two people might

waste time arguing between themselves,

Ross said before he can speak in the

students' interest, the students must tell him

what they want. And before they can do that

they must be made aware of issues.

Ross said he will hold a weekly news
conference to let people know what is going

on and what is coming up in the student

government. He said if people knew what

was going on, the controversy over the Black

American Music Festival woukJ not have

happened.
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Bones of man's oldest
ancestor found in Africa
DURHAM, N.C. [UPf] - A Duke

University researcher recently announced
the discovery of the first limb bones from
a fox- size ape many scientists believe to
be man's oldest known ancestor.

Elwyn L. Sinrwns, director of the
university's Center for the Study of
Priniate Biology and History, said parts of
two upper arm bones belonging to tfie

ape were recovered in November during
an expedition to the Fayum Depression
about 50 miles southwest of Cairo, Egypt.

Simons, who discovered the first

evidence of the ape in 1965 and named it

Aegyptopithecus, said he withheld
announcement ot the recent find until a
preliminary analysis of the fossil bones
was completed.

The expedition brought back the best
Aegyptopithecus jaw bones ever found
and bones from earty monkeys, he said.
Simons said the inch-long bone

fragments are from the amfw of the
animal and are particularly significant
because they show part of the elbow
mechanism. He said they provide

"further connecting links in the history of
primate development" and should help
reconstruct the physical characteristics
of the first apes.
The only living animal with a forearm

resembling that of the Aegyptopithecus
is the howler monkey, found in the
jungles of Central America and South
America.
The Aegyptopithecus appeared about

35 million to 40 million years after the first

primates, Simons said. After the first

discovery of the ape's existence in 1965,
Simons headed an expedition two years
later that uncovered a skull with well-
preserved teeth.

Simons, who is studying the ape with
Dr. John Fleagle of the State University
of New York at Stony Brook, said the
Aegyptonithecus probably was a tree-
dweller that was about as tall as an 18-

month-old child.

The research project is funded by the
National Science Foundation, the Smith-
sonian Institution's Foreign Currenty
Program and the Etyptian Geological
Survey.

Congratulations, Congratulations. Congratulations Carlos Anderson and the
other cast members from the spiritual play, "Illusions, A Ceremony " responds to
a well-deserved round of applause from the audience In their last performance
held this past Saturday at March 4, at Bowker Auditorium. (Photo by Edward
Cohen)

Upward Bound holds annual 'Community Day'
By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

Former director of the UMass Upward
Bound program, Wayne Wilson Jr. was the
keynote speaker at the Upward Bound
Community Day, held Sunday, March 5.

Wilson focused his speech on the 1977
UMass summer program saying,

"Students demonstrated ever so clearly
academic, recreational and cultural en-
thusiasm. During my tenure at Upward
Bound I never witnessed this degree of
student involvement in striving for academic
excellence."

Presently the coordinator of the Office of
Career Development at UMass-Boston,
Wilson said the summer '77 program had
also been the most difficult and demanding
that students had ever faced before.

He began his speech, "Community Spirit"
by defining community' and 'speech'.
Combining these definitions gives "a social
chemistry that characterizes to the "T", the
Upward Bound I've come to know over the
past three years," said Wilson.

Wilson commented that students had
defended their right to pursue academic and
social harmony by destroying a villain en-

trenched in our community, known as
apathy.

Some students were discouraged he said,
but then exemplified students determination
by reciting what a young girl had written at
the end of tf>e summer.

"Together we are as strong as the hardest
rock,

"Together we are as high as the highest
mountain,

"Together we are more powerful than any
force on earth,

"Together we are Life.

The program opened with a brief welcome
from the director of Upward Bound, Rhonda
A. Gordon. There was a slide show
presentation by Bill James of the past
sumrrier program that showed students
participating in various academic, cultural
and recreational activities.

Elizabeth Feliciano of the New Students
Program and Diane Green a Berkshire
County caseworker organized old and new
students into groups so that everyone would
have a chance to meet each other. After-
wards Lee Kohlberg and Ewrin Driskell in-

troduced the new students to the audience.

Carlos Gonzalez, "Mr. Upward Bound" for
1977 spoke on his first semester at UMass.

Directing his speech mainly toward the new
students he said,

"In college, cutting class is no good
because the classes are interesting." He
explained that college is nothing like Upward
Bound because Upward Bound has
restrictions on you and in college you can do
whatever you want.

'Ms. Upward Bound' of 1977, Elizabeth
Daniels said,

"Upward Bound helps you even if you
don't go to college." She remarked that Mt.
Ida Junior, the college she now attends has
many restrictions, and Upward Bound has
helped her to adjust to them.

In closing, Wilson recited the following
poem by Dudley Randall.
"It seems to me," said Booker T.,

"It shows a mighty lot of cheek
To study chemistry and G-eek
When Mister Charlie needs a hand
To hoe the cotton on his land,
And when Miss Ann looks for a cook.
Why stick your nose inside a book?"

'

"I don't agree," said W.E.B.
"If I should have the drive to seek
Knowledge of chemistry or Greek,
I'll do it. Charles and Miss can look

Another place for hand or cook.
Some men rejoice in skill of hand.
And some in cultivating land.

But there are others who maintain
The right to cultivate the brain."

"It seems to me," said Booker T.,

"that all you folks have missed the boat
Who shout about the right to vote.
And spend vain days and sleepless nights
In uproar over civil rights.

Just keep your mouths shut, do not grouse,
But work, and save, and buy a house."

"I don't agree," said W.E.B.

,

"For what can property avail
If dignity and justice fail?

Unless you help to make the laws,
They'll steal your house with trumped-up

clause.

A rope's as tight, a fire as hot,
No matter how much cash you've got.
Speak soft, and try your little plan,
But as for me, I'll be a man."

"It seems to me," said Booker T.--

"I don"t agree,"
Said W.E.B.

Members and students of the Upward
Bound program who attended 'Com-
munity Day.' (L to R) Diane Green, Berk-
shire caseworker, Carlos Gonzalez. "Mr.
Upward Bound '77,"' Bill James, asst,

director, Rhonda A. Gordon, director,
Wayne Wilson Jr. former director,
Elizabeth Daniels, Ms. Upward Bound -
T7, and Elizabeth Feliciano of the New
Students program. (Photo by Miriam
Carter)

Thoughts
Together we are as strong

as the hardest rock,

Together we are as high as

the highest mountain.
Together we are more

powerful than any force on

earth.

Together we are Life.

From the Upward Bound
ceremony held this past

Saturday, March 6

LUTHER Brumsic Brandon.
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Misunderstanding at Carnegie l\/lellon causes.

Rhodesian students to enroll at UMass
By ELLEN PLAUSKY
Collegian Staff

As a result of what was possibly politically

based misunderstandings, two black

Rhodesian students who were expelled from
Carnegie Mellon University have enrolled at

UMass.
Last July, Robinson Khosha and Henry

Mawokomatanda, now enrolled at UMass,
were only two of the 240 Rhodesians who
answered the newspaper advertisement

announcing the availability of the scholar-

ships. "Managerial skills are in high demand
in Rhodesia," Khosha explained.

The controversy resulted from a

requirement later stricken from the program
which required the students to work for the

Rhodesian government for three years after

finishing their education.

The purpose of the program was to

provide scholarships in management to 40

qualified recipients. The students were to

spend one year at Carnegie Mellon, and then

transfer to a Rhodesian university for orie

year of studying "real world problems," said

Kenneth Service, a representative from

Carnegie Mellon.

Rhodesia, where racial segregation is

practiced and a white minority rules the black

majority, was chosen as the recipient of the

program. Service said, "Within time, we feel

there will be a turnover in the government of

Rhodesia, and we would like to make
contributions to the new system in the form
of education.'"

The scholarship program was originally

conceived by Carnegie Mellon President

Richard Cyert, Deans of the School of Urban
and Public Affairs were instrumental in

helping Cyert to organize and implement the

program.
The scholarships were funded through

private organizations, foundations, and

Carnegie Mellon itself.

Cyert, and the deans involved, lectured in

Rhodesia during the summer to the ap-

plicants, before determining, through a series

of tests, the 27 who qualified. Of those, 25

accepted. Khosha, 24, an industrial chemist,

and Mawokomatanda, 28, a high school

chemistry teacher were among them.

While the Carnegie Mellon officials were

stilt in Rhodesia, Carnegie Mellon issued a

press release which was the subject of later

controversy. It said, "In exchange for

CCEBS
All CCEBS graduating seniors should note

that on Tuesday, April 4, a representative

from Aetna Life & Casualty will be in the

New Africa House. He will be conducting

interviews for management trainee positions

with Aetna. Students who will be getting

their degrees in either liberal arts or business

are preferred. These positions have a starting

salary of $11,700. Anyone interested should

sign up for an interview with Brian Maher in

room 209 of the New Africa House im-

mediately. Also, on Wednesday, April 5, a

representative of the John Hancock In-

surance Company will be in the New Africa

House. He will be conducting interviews for

various openings with this company. In-

terested candidates should sign up in room
209 New Africa House immediately.

CCEBS students interested in a career as a

Telephone Company executive should sign

up immediately in room 209 for the planned

field trip on April 11 to the company's
Northampton facilities. A free luncheon will

be provided on this trip.

All CCEBS students interested in going to

medical school should note that on Wed-
nesday, April 19, CCEBS is sponsoring a trip

to the UMass Medical School in Worcester,

Mass. This trip is crucial to anyorie who is

considering a career in medicine. Sign up for

the trip in room 209 New Africa House
immediately.

training, the participants have a three year

commitment to work for the minority ruled

government in Rhodesia." This release was
printed by numerous newspapers.

The quote was deleted from the contract

which the students signed. They had no
knowledge of it until they arrived in the

United States in late August and saw it in the

media. Service said.

Originally asked by Carnagie Mellon to

adjust to American life before speaking to

the press, the students felt they were being

restricted from trying to rectify the earlier

media coverage.

In a Roiter's Report issued in December,

the students said '"they were being made to

look like puppets in the program."

Service feels the initial confusion in the

press release by the media was in the term

"'public management positions." An attempt

by the public relations department of Car-

negie Mellon to correct the earlier release,

proved almost futile, for many newspapers

had already overemphasized it.

Many of the Rhodesian students began

protesting because of the press releases.

They were also under the impression that

they were being continually misquoted to the

press, according to Khosha.

As a result of these disputes, Khosha and

Mawokomatanda began boycotting classes

in November, along with eight other

Rhodesian students. Fifteen remained in the

program. Among them were six former

workers in the Rhodesian civil service

department. Khosha said, "'Then we began

deliberation with the officials at Carnegie

Mellon." "'Our strategy," Mawokomatanda
said, '"was to tell them this program was bad,

and it was their responsibility as our guar-

dians to put us in other schools.'"

Dean Davis tried to convince the

Rhodesians to remain in classes explaining to

them their options would be better if they

did. According to Service, they were warned

about this several times.

In response to the situation at Carnegie

Mellon, Bishop Able Muzorewa, a member of

the United African National Council

(U.A.N. C.) issued a press release. He said, "It

has been brought to my attention that since

September, political divisionists are seeking

to discredit and possibly terminate the

program at Carnegie Mellon. The program is

apolitical, and has the full backing of the

U.A.N.C."
As a result of their boycotting of classes,

they were expelled from Carnegie Mellon in

December. They were told if they were

completely unhappy with the situation that

they could be given plane tickets home at

any time. According to further U.S. media,

the press releases here have endangered

their lives, should they return to Rhodesia.

One student member of the program, who
rebelled has returned to Rhodesia. Carnegie

Mellon has reportedly received a letter from

him, stating that in his instance there have

been no repercussions from the incident.

Rhodesian students Henry Mawokomatanda (L). and Robinson Khosha in a

moment of relaxation after speaking of the circumstances leading to their

enrollment at UMass. (Staff photo by John LeJeune)

Still wanting to continue their educations

in the United States, Khosha and

Mawokomatanda applied for admission to

UMass. ""We enrolled here because we could

start classes quickly." Khosha said.

'"The possibility of their being deported

back to Rhodesia, after their expulsion was

an official possibility, but in my opinion,

highly unlikely," Service said.

When asked about the cost of tuition,

fees, and housing at UMass,
Mawokomatanda said, "An organization

responsible for South African refugees is

funding our schooling. After two years, they

will decide if we can continue our educations

here at their expense."

Khosha and Mawokomatanda are

graduate students here working toward their

doctorages in Chemistry.

When asked about UMass, Khosha

contrasted its "quietness" to Carnegie

Mellon, which is based in Pittsburg. "UMass
can be lonely, though," Mawokomatanda
said, echoing the thoughts of many students

here.

They spend their spare time among

friends. One of them is Tanonoka Whande,

an exchange student from Rhodesia

majoring in Mechanical Engineering. When
asked if he could get in trouble with the

government after returning to Rhodesia for

being friends with Khosha and

Mawokomatanda, Whande said, "It's an

honor to know them even if I would get in

trouble for it."

"You know," Whande said, "the problem

with the Rhodesian government is not "black

LUTHER

vs. white," it's the system itself, people don't

understand that.

'"Now in Rhodesia," Khosha said, "'we are

united to fight, after fighting, united to stay

united."

When they return home, Khosha would

like to teach and possibly do research with

analytical chemistry. Mawokomatanda
would like to work in industry. "But before

we can go back," Khosha said, "there must

be a change of government, not just officials.

Right now the government is waiting for us

to return."

Khosha and Mawokomatanda both feel

that if they return now, the government will

imprison them as traitors. They also agree

that there must have been an obvious

corroboration between the Rhodesian
government and Carnegie Mellon.

Service insists the Rhodesian government

was only contacted by Carnegie Mellon to

get their approval for the program, nothing

more.

Until the change of government Khosha

mentioned takes place, they will remain in

the United States, with their letters home
heavily censored by the Rhodesian govern-

ment. They appreciate all efforts here for the

liberation movement in South Africa. They

will work with all groups who support their

cause, but not join any of them, as some
have conflicting views. They have been

called upon to lecture on the Rhodesian

situation.

And they will remain here until the political

situation changes.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Women's Week. . .Tuesday In review

Coalfield story

plays In SUB
By ZOE BEST
Collegian Staff

The Furies of Mother Jones performed by
Boston's Little Flags Political Theatre,
brought the story of Appalachian coalfields

to a capacity crowd in the Student Union
Ballroom last night. A cast comprised of

individuals of various races and ages showed
in dialogue and song how miners have
survived, worked and fought throughout the
years.

Mother Jones was a voice from the past.

She sang, "To be Born ain't the beginning,

to die, ain't the end."

She told many stories, one about a

children's march from mill towns and mining
hollows to the White House. She demanded
a stop to put to the mewming of children in

the mines and factories and condemned the
company bosses to the president. The

audience was familiar and applauded many
of the Mother Jones quotations.

Faithful to Appalachian traditions, the

music was strong. Banjo, guitar, harmonica,
solos, choruses and a Barber shop quartet,

with a woman member, presented authentic
mountain culture.

The strength of the women was portrayed

in their response to a company maa ordering

a character off her land; "Don't girl me... us

mountain girls are built to last."

Early in the play, James Oesterich sings a
beautiful ballad concerning the washed-out
land from the rains and the mining. The play

ends with a flood in a mine shaft. After the
sirens sound, the miner's headlamps go out
and amid the outcries and chaos. Mother
Jones says, "They don't die easy."
The Furies of Mother Jones will next be

presented in the coalfields of West Virginia

and Kentucky, where it originated.

'Lost' women found
in writers ' worlcsiiop
By JILL ERICKSON
Collegian Staff

"Letters and Diaries of New England

Historical Women Writers, " a Women's
Week workshop held yesterday, focused on

the long forgotten dreams women once lived

for and their importance to women today.

Margo Culley, who led the workshop also

teaches the class "New England Women
Writers," and shared many of their

discoveries with the women present.

The class uncovered writers, a woman
astronomer, and a sculptor among many
other women who have long since been
forgotten.

class, where women have been involved in

nontraditional study of women's diaries and
letters as part of a nation-wide campaign to

discover lost women writers.

The women in the class are discovering
more about their own lives by looking at

other women, said Culley. One woman
remarked, "It (the study) gives us a sense of
solidarity with women in other times and
other places."

One difficulty in studying these lost

women is attempting to dig up records they
left behind, said Culley. ""Many of these
archives are hidden in family attics, historical

societies or found through the use of oral

More women's news - see page 7

Maude Wood Park was one woman
discovered who wrote many plays focusing
on social issues, including the theme of
suffragettes. Although her plays are stored at
Radcliffe College, she remains a lost woman.

In Culley's class, women share a part of

the life of the woman they discovered

through their studies and, according to Cully,

most are looking for someone like Park.

The workshop was inspired by Culley's

histories." As Culley said about her students'

research, "most of what they found was by
accident."

The workshop ended by having all the

women participating in the workshop break
into two circles and perform a matrilineal

chant. Each woman gave her name, her

mother's name, her grand-mother's name
and so on for as far back as she could
remember.

HAO)
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The Marx Brothers' Best

ANIGHTAT
THEOPERA
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March 9

Mahar Aud
7,9,1 1 p.m.

Cast members Peggy Ings and Zachary Grenier appeared before a capacity crowd
in the SUB last night. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

0/der women d/scuss age
By GRETA GILBERTSON
Collegian Staff

A workshop on "Aging and Growing" held
yesterday gave older women an opportunity
to discuss women's changing roles in society
and the effect of the feminist movement on
older women's lives.

The workshop was a panel discussion with
five members of the campus group Older
Women's Lives (OWLS) serving on the
panel. OWLS is a support group for women
aged forty and over which iias been meeting
' ir over three years.

The younger generation of women is not
the only one that has felt the impact of the

women's movement. For the women in

OWLS, this is a time of radical changes in

attitudes and lifestyles that have come to

them after years of living with traditional

values and roles.

Marion Wadsworth, a member of OWLS,
said older women should become more
active in asserting their needs and rights as
important members of society. Other
members stressed the importance of
academic and career achievements as an
integral part of women's lives.

Panelists reminded the younger workshop
participants that growing old is not

TURN TO PAGE 7
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No-fauit divorce eases dollar worries
By JULIE EAGLE
Collegian Staff

Susan Dudley, Cynthia Holmes, and
Virginia Rice are all young, energetic, and
recently divorced. But instead of going

through what could be years of agonizing

court hassles and spending exhorbitant legal

fees, the three women each settled their own
no-fault divorce cases in only a few months
for just over $60.00.

"Taking Charge of the Divorce Process:

No Fault and Pro Se," was a panel

discussion held by the three women who
said they had been taught how to write their

own affidavits by two female lawyers who

ran a class on divorce offered by Project Self

at UMass.
"All three of us decided after some mental

tribulations to file no-fault divorce — and we
did it without a lawyer representing us,"
Dudley said.

She added, "I did it myself — and I convey
my enthusiasm."

Although they admitted no-fault divorce
"involves a lot more paper work, complicates
property settlements, and takes about six

months longer" than fault divorce in which
one party sues the other for a particular

injustice, the three women endorsed no-fault

as the more preferable method.
"No-fault gave me an opportunity to go in

as an equal — and let's you avoid proving

Alternative health care

topic of self-help seminar
By DEBBY HANDLER
Collegian Staff

Laura Punnett, facilitator of a Women's
Workshop on "Self-help", yesterday in-

troduced women to alternatives to the

traditional methods of health care available

to them.
The purpose of self-help is to allow women

to play an active role in their own health care.

Through practicing self-examination and
acting as resources for each other, women
can demistify the health profession which
has held a monopoly on knowledge about
women's bodies for so long, said Punnet.

According to Punnet, self-help groups

provide a supportive atmosphere in which
women can learn the technique of vaginal

and cervical self-examination using
speculum, mirror and flashlight.

"Learning to do your owri pap smear is

easier than learning to drive a car," she said.

Self-help groups can focus on many
different issues of concern to women.
Yesterday's workshop included discussion of

abortion, vaginal and cervical infections,

DES daughters and contraception.

She added that through involvement in

self-help, women can learn to be "in tune
with their bodies" and learn to recognize

healthy and non-healthy conditions in

themselves. "Birth control is a massive
experiment," said Punnett.

She stated that "A lot of power comes
from our sharing of information and ex-

periences." Many participants in yesterday's

workshop showed an active interest in

joining self-help groups.

Join the
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you were victimized. I didn't feel I had been.

No- fault is the closest thing to saying 'It just

hasn't worked out'," Holmes said.

Dudley said no-fault benefits the couple "if

they want to remain friends."

When asked what women can do if they

are in an unhappy marriage but undecided

about divorce, Dudley emphasized the

importance of support groups. She said a

woman in that situation "needs the support

of other women to make her feel she's a

more capable person — having that con-

fidence opens the door."

* Owls on growing old
CONT. FROM PAGE 6

necessarily a negative experience. Mary
Couchon described youth as "feeling like

you're fighting inside a paper bag. I've

become less afraid of doing new things as

I've grown older," she added.

Among the myths about older people

refuted by the group, was the myth that

"there is no life after forty" and the myth
that those who are no longer vouna have
no need for enjoyable activity.

OWLS members said the lack of age in-

tegration in American society makes aging a

difficult process of adjustment. They at-

tributed the "generation gap" to a lack of

open communication between old and
young people, particularly in a family setting.

Panelists said they became conscious of

their aging through external rather than

internal circumstances. They said time seems
to go by faster when one gets older.

While the group said it is important for

individuals to acknowledge aging as a reality,

they stressed the physical process of aging

need not affect the mental functioning of

those in middle-and-old-age.

OWLS members feel their support group

has helped them to integrate their changing

values into their lives. Women all over the

country are forming such groups to combat
the stereotypes applied to older women.
"With age," said one panelist, "comes

increased clarity and a greater understanding

of oneself and others."

St Patrick's Day put off
BOSTON (AP) - South Boston's tradi-

tionally rousing St. Patrick's Day parade has

been postponed two weeks because

neighborhood streets are clogged with

snow.

Instead of the scheduled celebration Sun-

day, March 19, the largely Irish

neighborhood will honor the saint on April 2.

The real St. Patrick's Day is March 17, but

in recent years the South Boston parade has

been held on Sundays.
"The parade route will be cleared of snow

by March 19," said Walter E. Clark of the

Parade Day Committee. "But side streets

along the parade route will still be clogged

with snow. The extra traffic we always draw

would make those streets impassable to fire

trucks, ambulances and other emergency
vehicles."
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Two sought as witnesses
LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga, (UPI) - Police

issued composite drawings yesterday of a
man and woman wanted as witnesses" in

the ambush shooting of Hustler magazine
publisher Larry Flynt, fighting for life with a
bullet in his stomach.
Despite six hours of surgery, failed

to remove the second of two bullets that

struck the 35-year old Flynt on a streetcorner
Monday during a recess in his obscenity trial.

"If the pain wasn't so bad, this would be
duck soup," he told his wife Althea, 24, dur
ing a period of consciousness. He remained
in critical condition and rumors persisted
that he was paralyzed. A friend said he
"couldn't move his toes" but felt pain in his

legs.

At a news conference late Tuesday, Gwin
nett County Police Chief John Crunkleton
was still uncommunicative about the in-

vestigation. He released composite drawings
of a white man, aged about 30 to 35 with
light-colored hair, a mustache and natty

clothes, and a white woman about 30, 5-

feet-4 inches tall and weighing 170 pounds.
Crunkleton insisted police were searching for

the two as witnesses and not suspects.
The chief again refused to describe the
weapon used — although police have a
bullet recovered from local attorney Gene
Reeves, also wounded in the shooting. But
an officer said privately the weapon was
believed to have been a .44- caliber Martin
deer rifle.

'We've received a lot of information,"

Exam leak

probed
BOSTON (AP) - The state began probing

a report yesterday that advance copies of the
civil service exam taken by 13,930 prospec-
tive firefighters last Saturday were sold to at

least 12 individuals.

But the man heading the investigation.

State Police Capt. Peter Agnes, said the pro-

be would only be "a fishing expedition"
unless the newspaper that obtained an ad-
vance copy of the test cooperated.

A copy of the leaked test was shown to The
Boston Globe, the newspaper reported
yesterday.

Jack Driscoll, assistant executive editor,

said the newspaper would not provide
Agnes with any information connected to its

report.

"We do not turn over any materials as a
rrjatter of policy, " Driscoll said.

The individual who provided the newspaper
with the test said he had received it from a
friend in early February, the Globe reported.
The friend had paid between $25 and $50 for
it, the source told the Globe.

The tests results, which will not be available
for several weeks, will not be invalidated
unless Agnes' investigation substantiates
the cheating charges, according to Ad-
ministration and Finance Secretary John R.

Buckley.

A decision is expected this week or next
week, Buckley said in an interview.

People who pass the exam will be hired to
fill approximately 1,185 positions m fire

departments across the state in the neijt two
years.

* Concert up
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

on the budget stage and the Committee for
Rents and Fees will discuss the present
position for the funding of the Student
Government Bus System.
The Academic Affairs Committee will brief

the senate members on the current status of
the Course and Teacher Guide and whether
the guide will be ready for publication this
spring. Government Affairs will discuss who
will be working at the election. There is also
the possibility that the talent for the Black
American Music Festival Spring Concert will

be debated.
Some of the proposals waiting to be

discussed at tonight's meeting are:

The proposal to eliminate the Board of^
Directors of the Student Organizing Project"
and instead place the responsibility with the
••nate Another proposal would allow
students from academic departments to
send representatives to the senate. There is

also the proposal for the reorganization of
the Student Government Association
structure.

This is the last senate meeting to be held
before the Spring 'break. The meeting for
next Wednesday has been canceled due to
the senate elections. The next senate
meeting will be held on March 29.

Crunkleton said, "and investigated a lot of
leads, but all of them so far have proved to
be fruitless.

"

Andrew Jaffe, director of news for Flynt
Publication, told reporters that Mrs Flynt -
who is president of the organization - had
fired 25 per cent of the staff of its two sex
magazines. Hustler and Chic, and the newly
launched Ohio magazine in the past few
weeks. He said she described it as "getting
rid of fat and dead weight."
Crunkleton was asked whether police

believed the sniper might be a former
employee, and he said "I have no com-
ment."
Crunkleton refused to confirm that police

had decided the shots that cut down Flynt
and Reeves came from an abandoned hotel
across the street from where they stood. He
said "we are considering that as
highly giving that a lot of consideration."
Jaffe and hospital administrator John
Hughes did nothing to dispel the rumors of
paralysis at a briefing late Tuesday.
Jaffe said a neurologist examined Flynt
Monday but "he could not make any deter-
mination about paralysis because he was in

such pain. We were advised to put this pro-
blem aside - it is not of pressing medical
concern. We are trying to get the patient
through the shock" of two sessions of
surgery.

Hughes said that Flynt was still in critical

condition in the intensive care unit. He said

Reeves, 47, had been taken off the critical

list and was in satisfactory condition.
The millionare publisher from the Colum-

bus, Ohio, suburb of Bexley was shot twice.
One bullet passed through his body but the
other remained in his stomach. Jaffe said it

would have to be removed later.

Flynt's 24-year-old wife Althea, looking
haggard and disheveled, spoke briefly with
newsmen in the hospital lobby. "Larry was
able to hold a semi-conversation with me,"
she said. "He's a lot better today than he
was yesterday."
Mrs. Flynt said she thought police "are do-

ing an adequate job, and they are keeping
me informed."

The hospital lobby began taking on circus
aspects. Al Goldstein, publisher of Screw,
arrived in a bullet-proof vest. Throughout
the day a man identifying himself as Michael
Hood, a disciple of the swami Paranahansa
Muktananda, and two female companions
stood stiffly at opposite points of the lobby,
their eyes closed, their bodys swaying. They
said they were exerting healing powers for
Flynt.

Moments before Mrs. Flynt appeared in the
lobby. Hood began swaying back and forth
and yelled "Larry Flynt! The power of God is

invested in me. Get up and walk and come in
here!" Two policemen grabbed him and took
him to jail, where he was to be charged with
creating a disturbance. The two women re-

mained in the lobby, swaying.

Q)^i?,.0O
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Coal miners afraid serious trouble brewing
(UPI) - They grumbled that the "yellow

dogs " may be coming again.

From Wade's Barber Shop in Harwick, Pa.,

to Betty's Place on Cabin Creek in West
Virginia, striking coal miners yesterday felt

serious trouble was brewing.

And they were no less angry at President

Carter than UMW President Arnold Miller.

"Carter is no better for the government
than Miller is for the miners," said Nick

Hatalski, 53, who went into the age 15, 37

years ago, and has no intention of going

back until the government takes them over.

While the president's men worked toward

an injunction under the Taft-Hartley Act that

would order 160,000 miners back to work,

the rank and file of the UMW showed no

signs of going peacefully back to the pits.

"What can they do to us?" asked Hatalski.

Hatalski remembers how in 1928 the coal

companies in the hills north of Pittsburgh

hired strike-breakers on horseback — "We
called them yellow dogs" — who were given

to bashing heads with nightsticks.

He was four, he said, when one of those
riders of the "Coal and Iron Police" slapped

his mother off the porch of the barracks

where the strikers and their families had
been herded.

"She died three days later," said Hatalski,

who will be 53 Friday. "Are they going to do
that to us again?"
That is not likely, but some non-union coal

companies were passing out guns and plan-

ting booby-traps on their property even
while Labor Secretary Ray Marshall was tell-

ing a television news program, "We don't
really expect a lot of violence to take place."

"I p>ersonally know of six mine operators
who have placed dynamite along the
perimeter of their property," said Rex Corn,
an official of Low Sulfur Coal Co. in Pike

County, Ky. "If officials don't act decisively

to prevent a confrontation, there could be a

severe loss of life."

In Dilles Bottom, Ohio, Bill Lamb, a

member of the UMW executive board, sent

a telegram to President Carter urging him
not to "bring undue pressure to bear on the
coal miners of this country."

One Ohio miner, who didn't want to be
identified, said he had considered returning

to work but his life was threatened. "My
family had to leave home," he said.

"It is too dangerous to go back to work,"
the miner added. "Can President Carter pro-

tect me?"
John Forbes of Shadyside, Ohio, was in the

mines in 1950 when President Truman invok-

ed the Taft-Hartley Act.

"There was sabotage, machines always
breaking down. People were saying, 'Well,

it's just an accident.' But we knew better.

"The coal miner is like a mule. If you kick

him hard, he's going to lay down."
Carter sent telegrams to the governors of

coal states urging them to maintain order.

"I was hoping he would request federal

troops be called up and placed on a 24-hour

guard at coal facilities," Corn said.

The effects of the 92-day strike continued

to spread Tuesday.
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Letters
Comic contradicts Women's Week

To the Editor

We were very disappointed when we
read Rob Ranney's cartoon "Wa/fy Dorf"
in yesterday's edition of the Collegian.

It's a pity that after aH the effort truly

motivated people have put into making
Women's Week possible, their labor

should be debased by a piece of
carelessly written trash. We can't un-
derstand how the time spent by the

Collegian staff in making an extensive

layout of Women's Week's goals, events

and happenings can be so ridiculed by a

useless cartoon that besides being

malicious in nature is completely lacking

in humor.

Rob Ranney's prejudices seem to be

limited not just to the "optimistic

liberalism" of women, but to all women
in general.

Michelle O'Brien

Rima Molls

Editorial content inconsistent
To the EdKor

Rob Ranney's "Welly Dorf" cartoon in

the March 6 issue of the Collegian has, at

the same time, set the struggle against

sexism back several notches and
reiterated the intense need for programs
such as International Women's Week. It

is disheartening to see that the Collegian

continues to print material that can only

be detrimental to the causes of IWW.
The rash generalizations and stereotypes

portrayed in the cartoon are the result of

the ignorance of one man about such an
important issue as sexism and the

feminist movement.
The Collegian Board of Editors stated

on their editorial page Monday that, "the

feminist movement is as diverse as the

women involved in it. It touches the lives

of women of all races, socio-economic

backgrounds and sexual preferences."

Yet they proceeded to print a cartoon

that depicts women involved in the

feminist movement as lesbians and black,

militant Angela Davis types.

The struggle against sexism here at the

University is a difficult one made no
easier by entrenching in the student

reader's mind such stereotypes as were

Strip should
To the Editor

It seems that Americans enjoy freedom
of the press. That is, those Americans
who own the presses.

For Friday, March 10, Rob Ranney
drew his customary "Hot Damn It's

Friday" comic strip. The Collegian has
chosen not to print that strip. Most of it

was written by two women. Many other

women, as well as men, found the strip

humorous, or, at worst, dumb. A few
people have found the strip disturbing.

We have shown f/»e strip to a significant

number of people [68]. Those offended
are a minority [ 14]. We realize that people

have varying tastes, but we feel that it is

up to the reader, ultinnately, to decide

what s-he would like to read. We are

insulted by the Collegian's need to

protect us from any form of hunrtor. After

all, it is only the comics page, and rmt a

serious editorial.

In the past, the Collegian has printed

material which was potentially con-

troversial. Two examples are Steve
Laffler's depiction of a charred Bursar's

Office teller and Dick Jensen's castration

"joke". Some people were offended by
each of these strips. We, on the other

hand, support the right of each regularly

published cartoonist to fill her-his 13-and-

depicted in the cartoon. The
aforementioned editorial went on to say
that "you need look no further than

commercial television where programs
and advertisements portray women in

stereotyped and demeaning roles..." I

posit that one need do no more than turn

the pages to find such examples of
sexism. On the one hand the editors

have, in a fine editorial, condemned
sexism and supported International
Women 's Week while on the other hand
have allowed Mr. Ranney's cartoon to be
printed.

I am asking the Collegian to submit a
written retraction and in the future apply

more scrutiny in deciding what should
appear in their pages.

As for Mr. Ranney, I suggest that he
attend some of the conferences,
speeches and workshops offered during

International Women's Week. He may
then realize the inherent wrongness of his

cartoon and the norms or values that

would lead him to write it.

Mark Cavanaugh
Chairperson Civil Liberties

Southwest Assembly

not be censored
a-quarter square inches with whatever s-

he deems appropriate for her-his strip.

We are more offended by the cen-

sorship than by the comic strip itself.

Laura Rome
Kay Ward

More letters on p. 12

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name ar»d phone
number for reference purposes.
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at sixty spaces per line, and no more than
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All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be
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preceding that date.
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Mid-winter Pepperland in New England

Damon Thomas

It has been a month since the time of the

heavy snow storms of early February, the

"Blizzarcl 78" that para'yzed New England

and effectively shut down three states there,

including Massachusetts. Yet it is interesting

to reflect on what the storms brought and

what we as people regained and then

relinquished during that period.

There is a sort of mystical, fairyland quality

about snow. Each snowflake dances about

as it drifts downward from the heavens,

settling on the earth and the roofs and the

trees, keeping company with a trillion other

snowflakes, all different from each other.

The landscape, blanketed by a virgin white

covering, imparts to the observer a quiet,

gentle feeling of childlike innocence and
purity. For snow hides a great deal of ugli-

ness that would normally be sensed. And

because our technology is so interdependent

and therefore so vulnerable. But it must also

be true that hunnan beings have ever less

ability to cope with any new circumstarices.

As the highways became impassable, as

cars died in their tracks, as schools and work

places were forced to shut down, people

were displaced from their routines. This

meant, in one sense, that they could not

depend on some things which have come to

be regarded as necessities (especially cars)

since Mother Nature rendered them useless.

This "state of emergency" also meant, for

many people, that the only thing to "do" was
to go out and face the harsh elements; there

was now time to shovel the snow, play in it,

walk to the store in it.

What was it that we saw was happening?

People discovered, though it was only for a

few short days, a sense of community that

arose out of dealing with a common crisis.

People, however unwillingly, abandoned

their useless cars and took to the streets by

foot. In doing so, they came face to face with

But, like Pepperland laid waste, this

frolicsome little dreamland eventually faded

away, thanks to the diligent efforts of city

workers and their Blue Meany bosses who
capitalized on the storm by appearir>g to

assume some sort of control (though they

theirtselves were apparently the most

mystified as to what to do next). The roads

were eventually cleared for that Great God of

American Culture — the all-powerful

Automobile — and people once again came
in off the streets. Society was back to

"normal" and it was now time for everyone

to get back to business and to literally stop

playing around.

It is interesting that we should have to

depend upon crisis situations to unite us.

Interesting, when one realizes that all around

us everyday are crisis situations v^ich we fail

to respond to, either because we feel power-

less to do so or because we feel we are not

People discovered, though it \^as only for a fevi short

days, a sense of community that arose out of dealing

with a common crisis. People, however unwillingly,

abandoned their useless cars and...

'rediscovered' walking.

affected by them. We can sense the im-

mediacy and severity of a snowstorm, and

we react quickly and without hesitation.

Maybe for other issues the problem at hand

isn't as apparent. It is interesting, too, that

only during crisis periods can we, in the

situation's own unique way, be genuinely

human and relate to each other on a warm,

personal basis.

Well, the storm and the subsequent shut-

down were fun while they lasted (except for

those families who lost homes, property, and

loved ones on account of the stomn). Much
of the snow has now melted, and "Blizzard

'78" is now part of our past. But so is the

expression of human feeeling and solidarity

that surfaced only briefly, until things once

again returned to "normal".

Damon Thomas is a Collegian Columnist.

By KENNETH S. SHAIN
Every campus, it seems, has its fixtures.

You know, those faces in the crowd that

never seem to go away, those persistent

personalities that hang on to this campus
year in and year out, fingering every pie and

having nothing (except in some rare cases a

PhD.) to show for it. The only time trouble

ever arises is when one of those fixtures

leaks. Uncorrected, these leaky valves of

misinformation and disorder can become
open gushing faucets of ignorance arid

deception.

In Monday's Nummo News, one of these

fixtures sprang a leak. In "Why We Need The
Whole Trull", an article dedicated to

"clearing up a major contradiction on this

campus," Mr. Nkrumah Olinga, a "social

analyst and concerned individual", con-

tributed greatly to not only the growing

reservoir of misinformation about the

Puryear-Bromery conflict, but in doing so,

helped to perpetuate the very racism he

claims to be against. For the time being, I'll

try to identify the leaks for you, but seeing as

this article, far from clearing up major

contradictions, will succeed only in putting

pressure on the pipes, please stand by for the

gush...

Leak number one: You can always tell a

leak when the pipes are wet. Olinga, in his

article, legitimizes a racist expression by

referring to Bromery as a "house Nigger". By
capitalizing the "N," Nkrumah has further

legitimized (canonized?) the term and has

made it seem not only appropriate to use, but

in this case, downright poetic. Being Black

himself is no excuse; Olinga must know that

when whites see something like that in print,

especially if the pen-hand was Black, it

reinforces their racism, not minimizes it. This

particular usage slanders not only Bromery,

but the entire Black community as well. By
using racist language, whatever his excuse,

Mr. Olinga reinforces the language of the

oppressor he so vocally opposes.

Leak number two: From a drip, we move
to a trickle. Here a gasket is blown as

Nkrumah tries to sweep the basic underiying

issues between Bromery and Purye.ar under

the ever useful carpet of opportunism. By
accusing Bromery of firing Puryear simply

because he wanted to be president of the

University is showing both a gross disregard

for the issues and proven the depthlessness

of his method. Responsible analyses must go

to the root of a problem. By not considering

the fundamental differences between
Bromery and Puryear, Olinga obscures the

very contradictions he is allegedly clearing up

by giving the appearance that nothing is

going on except people's self-interests.

On the issue of racism, definite and

distinct differences exist between Bromery

and Puryear. From these differences arise the

real and practical way in which these rr>en

deal with the problem, both on campus and

off. Bromery, not unlike Andrew Young,

would like to show the worid that capitalism

can work without racism. By recognizing the

historical source of racism as being within

the system, Bromery defines racism as a

social problem which can be alleviated

through various social programs. This

position identifies the source of racism, but

in advocating "cosmetic" changes to the

system, closes itself off to alternatives to the

system.

Puryear, on the other hand, sees racism as

having little or nothing to do with the system.

Racism, in this view, stems not from
capitalism but from industrialization and
assumes a psychological character only

negotiable through changes in con-
sciousness. In this analysis, racism loses its

historical link and gives way to various "post-

industrial" arguments about racism and
human nature. By failing to recognize the

source of racism, Puryear's view, however
critical, also denies capitalism any alter-

native.

Cleariy, there is a genuine and definite

difference between their positions. One deals

with racism as a social problem, the other

deals with it as a psychological problem, but

neither deal with the economics of racism. I

suggest that any young freelance analyst out

there who wants to study this case, start

from here, the economics of racism before

elaborating any further on any real or

imagined contradictions, lest you be caught

running at the joints.

Leak number three: This is a cracked

mainline with a steady stream that has all the

potential for flooding one revolutionary

basement. By claiming at the end of his

article that Bromery has lost the support of

the progressive elements on this campus as a

result of dismissing Puryear, Olinga leaves

himself open to a gaping and inquisitive

"who?" Most progressives, recognizing the

wide theoretical gap between these two
men, refused to get involved in the dispute.

Any genuinely progressive position on the

dispute should be based on a critical

examination of both men's theories and
policies. Olinga does this campus a disservice

by trying to play one off against the other. In

struggle, we must subject everything to

ruthless criticism, not just the things that we
don't like. It is a sham to champion one over

the other and a shame not to critique them
both.

Like the classic debate between A. Phillip

Randolph and W.E.B. DuBois, the dispute

between Puryear and Bromery is not without

its political and historical significance. To get

carried away with one to the exclusion of the

other is to miss the point of the role of ideas

in history altogether. As the new strategies

on the Black agenda of the sixties and

seventies were forged out of a critique of

Randolph and DuBois, so too should the

strategies of the eighties follow forth from

the criticism of Puryear and Bromery. If

through racism, slander, and nrtisrepresented

"facts", Olinga thinks he can impact history,

that's fine. That is his embarrassment.

However, if he thinks that this strategy of

division will work, he underestimates the

power of our mighty bilge-pump pens.

Weil, as you can see, I'm no pluinber, but

besides having a way with words, I know a

leaky fixture when I see one. Drip, drip, drip it

goes, on into the night. The trouble is, the

only person who knows how to stop the leak

is the person who installed the fixture and

unless he or she comes to replace or repair it

we're stuck. In the meantime, get out those

pens! A deluge awaits us

Kenneth S. Shain is the Fine Arts Editor of
the Collegian.

Consequences for every choice

Frank Denton

snow, it seems, beckons us to come out of

the confinement of our overheated offices,

homes, and classrooms; it invites us to bap-

tize ourselves in its purity, to roll about in it

and laugh and play.

Of all the things that have happened to

man, perhaps the deepest and lea^t under-

stood is his loss of the land, of wrather, of

growing things, and of the knowledge of his

body that these things give. One thing that is

certainly lost is the ability to adapt to physical

circumstances. As February's blizzard has

illustrated, a storm can disable a city, even a

whole state or region; this is said to be

neighbors and strangers (oftentimes one and

the same). Many people "rediscovered"

walking. They saw, smelled, heard, tasted

and felt their neighborhoods for the first time

in ages because for the first time in ages

these people travelled about not in the sterile

comfort and "security" of their automobiles,

but upon sleds, skis, and their own two feet.

There it was - people opening up to each

other and to themselves, helping strangers

carry their groceries, businessmen helping

children to erect snowmen. This was not a

glimpse of Pepperiand from the Beatles'

Yellow Submarine: this was Haverhill, Mass.,

Boston, Mass., Providence. Rhode Island.

one's seat, the greater the immunity one has.

If a bank clerk had done what Bert Lance did,

he probably would have been boiled in oil.

This phenomenon is visible on campus.

The most outrageous statements made
come from student senators. These

representatives, while blasting policies and

I

he onslaught of midterms is barely

begun. Students still have time to cultivate

the excuses which will fertilize their egos

after major exam. While many students are politics, manage to justify having a no-show

not prepared to work, these same students job system that rivals work-study in scope,

are not prepared to flunk, either. Apologetics

have become the rhetoric of the University.

Pathos of the rationales would make even

the hardest of hearts murmur.
I was in an altered state of conscious

when I studied; I needed a joint to retrieve

what I knew."
'I'm protesting the capitalistic competitive

system, so I didn't study."

It was a high curve — it's a major's

course."

"My dog urinated on the crib sheet."

However, we come by our rationalization

honestly (try using that excuse sometime).

The highest officials in the land have finished

playing Truth or Consequences and com-

menced playing Truth or Dare. They have

discovered, like Nixon, that the more cumie

They have risen above the consequences.

And what are the consequences? Why
does such violent and vituperative protest

arise when someone receives their just

deserts? Why, indeed?

Recently, a Collegian columnist walked

into the Southwest dining commons. He was

dappled with ink from the previous night at

the presses and he carried no student I.D.

When he was refused admittance,

something he could have anticipated, he

began launching chairs. He was placed in

Northampton State for observation. Most

vigorous remonstration ensued. Justice, you

see, was being abused.

Shortly after that columnist was reteased.

he took the liberty of oxidizing dessicated

weed in the campus center, when what to

our wondering eye should appear, but a

police officer with a glowing career. In

retaliation for the brutal arrest (brutal

because it was an arrest), our writer trounced

enthusiastically upon the car of said officer.

Once again, the hackles of outraged activism

was raised as the poor victim was replaced in

the institution at Northampton.

The incarcerated author made a choice.

Now he is reaping the aftermatch of that

choice. Although he is not objecting, a

number of students are. To defend his stance

as an expostulation is ethical. To demand
clemency from prosecution for his in-

fractions is not.

The prime function of civil disobedience is

to display that one is willing to p>ay the price

for violating a mandate. Should the penalty

be retracted, this stance would lack the force

of conviction. For instance, if one is really

supportive of the Seabrook protesters, one
will not curse the state for jailing so much as

to admire those with the courage to go to

prison for their convictions.

Does anyone still believe in punishment to

fit the crime? Does anyone still believe in

punishment? This campus is up in arms over

the peccadillos of Carter, Dukakis, and the

Board of Trustees (not to mention Whit-

more). When it comes to one of our own,
however, we simply cannot see our way clear

to punitive correction.

Real justice, I am told, is blind to social

differences. I am here to say that to speak of

justice on this campus is to speak of

hypocrisy. It is the hypocrisy of refusing to

acknowledge the disobedience of civil

disobedience and refusingto be civil about it.

We must learn that justice is impartial, even

to us.

Our entire perspective of what is right is

colored by what WE want to see done the

way WE want it done. There ARE con-

sequences to every choice: excuses are

useless. If one monkeys with the fiddler, one

should be prepared to dance to the music.

Frank Denton is a Coifegtan Columniat.
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Write letters for murdered dolphins

To the Editor

On Friday, Feb. 24. 1978, over a

thousand dolphins were murdered off the

island of Iki in the Pacific Ocean. As I

write this. I am looking at an aerial photo
of the beach- where the bodies have

washed up and lie rotting in the sun.

Their killers were Japanese fishermen

who, with approval from their govern-

ment, herded the animals to land and
mowed them down with machine guns.

Dolphins are referred to as "gangsters

of the ocean" by the Japanese fisher-

men, whose nets are sometimes ripped

by the dolphins as they feed on the tuna

the Japanese catch. No doubt this results

in a loss of income for the fishermen, but
it does not excuse or explain their cold-

blooded murder of an entire herd of these

intelligent, friendly animals, or the ac-

ceptance of the Japanese government of

such deplorable crime.

The rest of humankind has got to show
Japan that we will neither condone nor

tolerate such disregard for life. Con-

cerned persons can write to the Prime

Minister of Japan, and refuse to buy
Japanese tuna or the many other

products that flood the American market.

Boycotting can be emphasized by writing

to the company whose products you

refuse to buy. If we take a stand now,
such killing may be stopped in the future.

The leader of Japan is: F^ime Minister

Takeo Miki, Embassy of Japan, 2520
Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington,

D.C. 20008.

Thank you.

Susan Luhey

Concern for quality education

No faculty or students on budget
cutting committees.

We are asking aH RSO groups and

concerned individuals to support our

demand for an open meeting of the

Board of Trustees. We don't ask that you

necessarily accept our program, but we
would like your endorsement for an open

meeting. If there is not sufficient support

of the student body for this hearing, the

Board will either deny or postpone the

meeting until the summer when we, as

students, will not be able to make our

views known. At this point, the Long
Range Planning Committee \a sub

committee of the Board of Trustees] has

agreed to meet with SUPE in mid-March.

Based on this meeting, the Long Range
Planning Committee may determine

whether or not to recommend that the

whole board has an open meeting. SUPE
would like to go to this March meeting

with broad based support from the

campus for an open meeting at which

many students may speak.

If you are concerned about quality

public education and support us in our
demand for an open meeting of the

Board of Trustees, please contact us. Our
box number in the Council Chambers is

No. 464, or you can find us at our table in

the Campus Center Weds-Fris. We also

invite all RSO groups or interested in-

dividuals to a meeting this Thursday
night, March 9th at 7:30 p.m. in CC 802.

At this time, we can more fully discuss

the content of our program with you and
what we can do about it. THIS A TTACK
IS ON ALL STUDENTS AND WE MUST
ACT TOGETHER NOW.

Students United for Public Education
Students United for

Public Education
William Olson

Eda DiBiccani

Elaine Osborn
Rona Weiss
Anna Ronshi

To the Editor
Students United for Public Education

[SUPE] is seeking the support of all RSO
groups to request an open meeting of the

Board of Trustees at the UMass-Amherst
campus on April 5, 1978 so that they may
hear student views on crucial educational

issues. The Board, as our administrative

body, is responsible for fighting for the

interest of UMass. In order for the Board
to make decisions regarding the "needs"
of students, they must first find out what
we think!

The proposed hearing is particularly

important at this point because there is a

real attack on public education in Massa-
chusetts. The attack has come in the

form of budget cuts, tuition increases,

abolition of tenure, "vocationalization"

or "professionalization" and
reorganization proposals which include

all of the above for the state college and
university systems.

SUPE is an RSO group concerned with

the quality of public higher education.

We believe that education is a right and
not a privilege. An education must give

all people the tools they need to un-

derstand their world in addition to

specific career training. A public

university is the only place where all

students, black, white, hispanic, Asian —
working class and middle class can at-

tend in large numbers. Therefore we
must fight to guarantee that the public

universities can survive and provide high

quality education. SUPE's program is:

No budget cuts, no tuition in-

crease.

No public funds to private schools.

No to the parks plan for

reorganization lor any smiliar plan).

A logical reason for apathy
To the Editor

On March 6, I attended the SGA
Presidential Debate held in the Campus
Center Auditorium. I believe that the

purpose of this debate was to allow

students the opportunity to listen to the

various candidates discuss their platform

as well as their opinions on central issues

concerning the University. This so-called

debate turned out to be a complete farce

and injustice to the candidates running

for SGA president. A small percentage of

the twenty-five students who attended

this program armed themselves with

coconut pies and noisemakers. This small

percentage of students rudely interrupted

candidates during their five minute
opening statements with noisemakers

and pie throwings. These events con-

tinued for a period of forty-five minutes,

until the moderator was attacked with a

pie. This finally brought an end to all this

chaos.

The attendance of twenty-five
students, out of a undergraduate class of

over thirteen thousand, proves that the

debate was not adequately advertised.

Maybe it was a good thing that a lot of

students did not attend this circus,

because they would begin to accept the

role of Student Senate and SGA
president as a joke. The debate, which
was sponsored and run by the Student
Senate, had the responsibility to maintain

proper order during the candidates'

statements. Isn't it a logical reason why
students are apathetic towards student

government and policies, when there is

no display of leadership from the Student
Senate.

Mark A. Goldstein
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Farmers

continue

campaign
(DPI) - Striking farmers in the nation's

midsection yesterday passed out pamphlets,
bumper stickers and sometimes coffee and
sandwiches, urging truckers to cease
delivery of food supplies "to make sure Con-
gress knows we're still out here."

Two freight trains also were stopped in

West Texas by the dissident farmers and
another group said they would close the in-

ternational y at Nogales, Ariz. A
food distribution warehouse was blockaded
in Missouri.

A leader of the American Agriculture move-
ment, which started a nationwide strike in

December to protest low farm prices, said

the farmers wanted to put pressure on food
supplies and force Congress into action.

"We're trying to disrupt the supply of food
to the grocery store," movement ieadf^r

Mike Paschel said in Hereford, Texas. "We
don't want to starve anybody. We'd just like

to get their attention.

"We want to make sure Congress knows
we're still out here."
The farm strike had been relatively quiet

since hearings began in several congres-
sional committees this winter on n^w farm
legislation. The farmers previously had
blockaded food distribution centers and
grain and livestock markets to get their point
across.

But last week about 200 farmers were ar-

rested when they tried to block a port-

ofentry at McAllen, Tex., to protest importa-
tion of Mexican farm goods. American
Agriculture leaders promised a renewed na-

tionwide protest for the following week.
The informational pickets were set up

yesterday at state ports-of-entry at Texico,
N.M., and Belle Fourche, S.D., as well as
along highways outside Lubbock and L»/tle,

Tex. Two Burlington Northern freight trains

were stopped by farmers at Kirkland, Tex.

Clerical Workers Organization met yesterday after work to
see a film and discuss common problems they face on the job.

(Staff photo by Judie DelFrate)

'No nukes' may become a reality
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A federally funded

study under way in California suggests the
United States may be able to scrap nuclear
energy and rely heavily on solar power
without seriously disrupting the nation's life

style or its economy, Ralph Nader said

yesterday.

A preliminary report on. the study said

California technically might achieve energy
selfsufficiency within 50 years, without rely-

ing on either oil or atomic power, through
conservation and heavy use of renewable
energy sources.

The document said the state could achieve
that goal in 2025 while maintaining its pre-

sent living standards, almost doubling its

1975 population and realizing a Gross State
Product almost four times larger than that of

1975. It warned, however, that severe subur-
ban sprawl and environmental impacts might
result.

Nader said the the Energy Department,
while not trying to suppress the heavily

qualified initial report, has done nothing to

make the public aware of findings in it that

"severely tested" arguments against the
widespread use of solar and other alternate

energy sources.
"If these preliminary findings are upheld it

could be a serious blow to atomic power and
a major impetus to solar power for Califor-

nia," Nader told a news conference. "It is
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clear that while this report uses California as
a model for investigation, the implications
travel far beyond its borders."
The manager of the study, Paul Craig of the

University of California, joined Nader in the
news conference and said a refined in-

termediate report due out in a few weeks
upholds the major conclusions of the
preliminary report.

Energy Department officials sponsoring the
study, who also were at the news con-
ference, said the preliminary report got no

publicity when it was published in

September because it was issued strictly for
comment by energy experts across the na-
tion.

"To explore future alternatives is to place
one in the position of being almost certainly
wrong," the report warned. But it said a
growing awareness of social and en-
vironmental impacts from conventional
power sources creates a need for more
careful analysis of turning to alternative
sources.

US charges Soviets
GENEVA, Switzerland (UPI) - The United

States yesterday accused the Soviet Union
of continued religious persecution and
discrimination against Jews.

U.S. delegate Edward Mezvinski, in a state-

ment to the U.N. Human Rights Commis-
sion, also called for an investigation of

human rights violations in Argentina and
Chile.

Mezvinski said the United States is "deeply
troubled" by eports of "religious persecu-
tion and anti-Semitism" in the Soviet Union.
Mezvinski also condemned "the arrest of 15

Soviet citizens whose only crime was to

monitor their government's implementation
of the 1975 Helsinki Final Act."
In his reply to Mezvinski's statement,

Soviet delegate Valerian Zorin objected to
what he called "emotional language and un-
founded assertions."
Warning against a return to the Cold War,

Zorin said the charges were "purely pro-
pagandistic in nature" and designed to
"weaken the influence of the Soviet Union
and undermine its prestige throughout the
world."

Commenting on Zorin's reply, Mezvinski
later told reporters that the Soviet position
"has always been negative "
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'Control cloning now
NEW YORK (AP) - Three scientists said

yesterday they plan a federal court suit in-

tended to explore the production-line poten-
tial of cloning, a process by which a male
child reportedly has been artificially created.
"If we wait much longer, we run the

dangerous risk of being unable to regulate
the production of human beings by this
means, said Dr. Ethan Signer, a biology
professor at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, one of the designated plaintiffs.
"It would be folly to let this happen when,

by taking action nght now, we can open the
issue to a reasoned, responsible, infrmed
and thorough discussion of all its implica-
tions."

Under the Freedom of Information Act, the
suit will seek access to any information the
federal government has on cloning, test tube
fertilizing of human eggs, screening
methods for genetic defects, and the
technology that allows scientists to take
genes from one species and transmit them to
bacteria.

A forthcoming book by science writer
David Rorvik claims that a boy, now 1 mon-
ths old, was created from the a cell of an
unidentifed wealthy unmarried man.
"If it hasn't been done already, it will cer-

tainly be accomplished within the next 10
years," said Jeremy Rifkin, a co-plaintiff in
the planned lawsuit. "This technique should
be outlawed; it's antisocial."
Cloning involves the introduction of a single

cell into a female egg cell from which the
nucleus has been removed. The hybrid egg
then is implanted into any female uterus
where, according to theory, it develops into

a human fetus, having only the
characteristics of the cell donor.
Joining Signer as designated plaintiffs in

the suit are Dr. Jonathan Beckwith of the
Harvard Medical school, and Liebe Cavalien,
a research biologist for the Memorial-Sloan
Kettering Institute for Cancer Research.
Other plaintiffs include Rifkin and Ted
Howard, both of the Peoples Business Com-
mission, a Washington based organization
interested in genetics.

"It is time that the whole array of scientific

and medical advances' which allow meddl-
ing with the human gene pool be explained
to the U. S. population," declared Beckwith.
Rifkin and Howard have written a book on

cloning, a system which they said has been
used successfully in the creation of animals.
"With the development of human genetic

engineering, a tool even more awesome than
nuclear weaponry is now available, "Rifkin
declared. "Genetic engineering makes it

possible to irreversibly alter the biological

structure of millions of men and women and
their descendants for all time."

Storm funds
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts residents

flooded out during last month's storm would
get state aid to purchase other land through
legislation filed by Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

The $10 million bond issue w^ld finance

state purchase of land in flood-prone areas.

"Many owners will have to relocate, either

because their land literally doesn't exist

_ anymore or because buildings and sanitary
' codes wont allow rebuilding," Dukakis said.

Many of the hardest hit areas should not be
rebuilt at all. he said, but should be used in-

stead for recreation or natural flood control.

Unless zoning prohibits rebuilding, a

homeowner's decision to sell his land would
be voluntary under the legislation.

Dukakis said the state aid is necessary
because existing flood relief programs offer

compensation for structural damage but do
not help victims buy replacement land if they

wish to relocate.

Boston defies

state order
BOSTON (AP) - Boston city officials have

"defied" a state order to produce records
concerning property tax concessions
granted to major construction projects,
State Secretary Paul Guzzi said yesterday.
Guzzi said he was referring the matter to

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti for
possible court action.

Guzzi said his assistant, Public Records
Supervisor John J. McGlynn, had ordered
the city assessing office on Jan. 13 to release
files, including background documents, con-
cerning 82 pre-construction tax agreements.
Boston Fair Share, a consumer group, had
complained to Guzzi they were denied ac-
cess to the material and alleged the state
Freedom of Information Act had been
violated.

Guzzi said the city had released copies of
some of the tax agreements but no
background material.

He said city officials had told him that they
could not find several of the tax agreements,
including those made with Filene's, Harbor
Towers, Provident Institution for Savings,
Tremont-on-the-Common and Kenmore
Square Apartments.

DC Menu
TODAY - LUNCH: Brown Derby

Sandwich, Fried Clam Plate BASICS:
Fried Clam Plate, Lima Bean Stew.
DINNER: BBQ Beef Cubes, Roast Fresh
Ham-Gravy, Spiced Apples, Fruit Plate,

BREAD BUFFET. BASICS: Baked Fish
— Creole Sauce, Cheese Nut Loaf-Mush.
Sauce, BREAD BUFFET.

8:45
10:30
CCA
$1.00

Thurs., March 9
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There's a red hot mama
just waitin' for you.

Call Suzy at 800-638-2020
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AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT
Triumph 1970 GT6 - SHOO or BO. Call

after 6 p m 549 6707. Ask for Ken.

71 Mustang. V 8, standard, 20 mpg,
mechan exc , body clean, stereo,

SI 400 586 2555.

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

WANTED

WANTED TO RENT

Lost a scarf on Orchard Hill near Field

House Woolen with a blue and black
print on white. Reward offered, 256

_6jn
1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great.

Must be seen $1275. 323-4249
Eveninqs.

69 Olds, vinyl top, ac, full power, ex-me
cond Good body, $575, days 533-9442,
after 6 594 4286 Ask for Paul •

Fm. roommate-
bdrm. apt , bus
5495543

nonsmoker. Share 2
line. $112.50 a month.

1972 Buick
7385

Skylark. 2 door, call 546

1970 Nova, $450, good condition, 546-

4568.

70 Olds 88. excellent run cond., many
options including air and vinyl roof.

Needs no work $750 or 8.0 256 6323

body good, slight rust

Call 1 467 3465.

69 VW, runs well

on bottom, $175

Toyota Celica ST. 75. 50,000 miles,
radials, AM FM stereo, cassette, CB,
perfect condition Must be driven
$2400 Lisa. 549 4162.

FOR SALE

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super -8,

sound movie camera and projector.
Please call Arnie at 546-9106.

TO SUBLET
^

Own room, house. Northampton, 2
baths, garage, $75/mo.. utilities.

After 6, 584-2498.

3 bedrm Townahouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo. Avail 6/1-8/31 Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store Call eve . 549 6765.

Roommate needed for own room in 3
bdrm house in Amherst ctre. As of
3/1 78, $100/mo. Call 253-2605.

3 bdrm. Presidential apt. to sublet 6/1.
Option to renew in fall 549 5878.

1 pr Fryes ladies sz 5, worn once, must
sell, price ngt . 6 6872, call Joanna.

For sale -2 cubic ft refrigerator, exc.
cond Don't renti. buy' A steal at $40
^all Gary or Curt at 546 9642.

33' wooden yawl, ship shape, four sails

25 hp Evinrude all running & ground
tacklfi Great party racer & Dingy 546-

8765

Dexter hiking boots- 1 year old. great
shape, vibram soles, size 10 '/i, $35.

Pete. 549 4759

Second-hand watches ft watchband.
Different styles Good condition.
Watches $10 $50 Watchbands 10 cents
$5 Call 546 5497

Water bed, king size, w/heater. liner,

frame, and platform. $200, or best offer.

After 7 p.m., call 549-3666

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, BO. 546^5000 after 11 or in

morning.

Invest your rent money by
buying you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998.

1962 Fender felecaster Esquire, mint,
call after 7 p.m. 256 8460

Leather boots -brown, never worn, size

9 N, call 546 6418

Neat and responsible "female to rent

room in Sunderland house, avail, im-

mediately Call 665 3003, nites.

" HELP WANTED
Work in Japan! Teach English con-

versation. No experience, degree, or

Japanese required Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelope for details.

Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia,

W A 98531

Counselors: Adirondack Boys' Camp; 7-

'? wks $450 550, campcraft, sailing,

swimming (WSII, trip leader, nflery,

archery, handcraft, office manager
(typing), driver; 39 Mill Valley Road.
Pittsford. NY 14534.

Counselors - private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in

structors in: archery, basketball, tennis,

soccer, gymnastics, horseback riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio

stadion. sailing, tripping/backpacking,

dance, dramatics, arts & crafts, head
waterfront (pooll Also needed: general

counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper. Good salaries- friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,

Camp Schodack, 268 Mason Terr.,

Brookline, MA 02146, (617) 277 7600 or

Rick Heideman, on campus. 546-9598.

Aggressive person to earn excellent
money ($6$10/hr.) selling paraphernalia
on campus. Must put in 6-10 hrs./wk.
Contact: Blown Away Enterprises, Inc.
272 N Kings Ave., North Massapequa
New York 11758. '

Applications accepted for teaching
positions in Jewish Community Sunday
School. Fall '78 Experience desired.
549 0223

Marketing student wanted— part-time
vol now, full-time paid May-June. Fiesh
Ink. 586-5096. 52 Center St., Nor-
thampton.

F;n301 Stdyeguide (Schall). immd, 546-

9976.

Weightlifting equipment wanted. Call

Rob. 546-4504

HRTA100 course texts by Lundberg &
Brymer required Call 549-4485.

Books from last sem.. Chin. 106 x-listed

w/L. Miller & Prof. Naff. Call Gail, 256-

0573. important" Will negotiate.

RtDE WANTED
""^

Ride wanted to Daytona and back. Can
leave Mar 17. 18 and return 1 week
late

r_
Share $ and driving. Andy, 6-4309 .

2 males want ride to Daytona. Fla. about
Mar. 16. will share expenses and driving,

call Hal. 317 or Rich, 307 at 5 0724

2 persons need ride to Fla.. Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19 Will share driving and expenses.
546 5550.

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses. Please call

Maureen, 549 2856.

To Dallas for spring break. 665 4139.

Garrard 775M turntable, 6 mos. old,

mint cond. w/new $50 Empire cartricge,
sells for $130, asking $75, call Chris."6-
6663.

KLH 6 speakers, exc. cond., BO 546-
9612

Pioneer component HR 99 8-track
stereo recorder player $150. Many
features. See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts.

LOST

Gold watch, black rope band. Call 549-
0826.

INSTRUCTION
"^

Sewing classes — beginning and in-
termediate, 8 & 10 weeks. Learn on new
Swiss Bernina sewing machines. Start
March 6 & 7. Natural Textiles, 256-6427.——-—^ I

SERVICES

CALCULATORS

College Calculators — low prices. 1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore TI59 $220; TI58 $93. TI57
$60; TI55 $53; TI40 $22 Comm4190
$40; Comm4148 $25; all HP's and
Sharps available. College Calculators is

now four year old! Before you buy
anywhere else call Bob or Chris at 549-
1316 eves, or 1 739 9626 (Spnngfield)
days

AUDIO

Bar. sax. Buescher,
camera, 586 1556.

$225 -trade for SLR

Woman's raHbK coat, size 13/14, paid
$125. price negotiable, contact Micbelle
at 665 7095. after 5.

Valley Typing needs experienced typists.

Thesis experience preferred, good
spelling & grammar a must. Flexible

hours, work on IBM Corr Selectrics
Pay commensurate with speed and
ability. Call 256 6736.

Southwest Women's Center has a

position available This is a part time. 8
hour a week job including Tuesday and
Thursday mornings and staff meeting on
Wednesday lunch hour. Call 545 0626 by
March 13.

For sale-Superscope R340 AM/FM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound & mute, tape monitor. Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc., complete
w/ ugly blue light, call Steven at 546-

9653

Sony HST-330 stereo receiver. 15 watts,
exc. cond . $100. Call Bruce. 546 6638.

Sylvania receiver, M w/ch, Jensen
spkrs. ex corKl., onder warranty, $200.
Call &6529

Sherwood
speakers.

5494598.

S7100 receiver, 2 KLH 23's

$150. must sell. Call Peter,

Typing — fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader. Low rates. 549-

0826.

Typing — Five College typing service,

professional, fast, accurate. Call Diane,

5492637.

Airwaves TV-Audio Service— servicing
all Japanese and American brands of
television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St.,

Amherst 256 6713, Master Tech. 8195.

Free estimates on all B&W TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides
of March - at Airwaves TV-Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amh. 256-
6713.

Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-

s/pg ,
pick up and delivery. Colleen,

(413)863 9171.

ENTERTAINMENT
~

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco-funk-50's Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave. 567 1250. Call collect.

PERSONALS
"^"^

2 incredible specimens of masculinity
looking for romance. Call Soog or Erag
at 546 6290. anytime'

Roy Neary had a close encounter, you
could have one with good government;
vote Lawrence/Greene. SGA co-
P residents.

To AI-AI. It was fun while you lasted.

Love and kisses, Kristen.

To: Checkers— please call again. I miss
your lusty and sexy voice and heavy
breathing. Love always, Gary.

Daryl Er Eric the 'alf bee -happy b-day
to the greatest goons I know. B.F.

DMC — it may never rain in sunny
California. But girl, let me warn ya
(familiar tune?) You're missing some
pulchritudinous New England snow— si.

stupid* You were right - senior year is

the best. Love ya, DSC, SBF, MEY,
Diane F.

NOW- Only Area Showing
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University of Massachusetts / Arnherst

FINE /«TS CENTER PRESENTS

Ii(£Di Q. mm

mmmw^

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm
Fll€ >4?TS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale.Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A-
$3.50, 3, 2.50. Ottier students and senior citizens-
$4, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F ?-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

BlueMrall Bar
The illMcGrew

Band
Wed. thru Sat. March 8-11
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Notices

LOST
I k)st my green Plant Pathology notebook

in the pinbail room near the Campus Barber
shop. I need it for finals. If you have it please

contact me at 5-4212, Paul. Please leave a

number where I can call you.

LOST
Icelandic button-down sweater. Please

return to Campus Center Lost and Found or

call Stephanie 549-0712.

BADMINTON CLUB
The UMass Badminton Club will resume

this semester - on Thursday evening,

March 9 at 8.00 at NOPE. All levels are

weicome

BAROQUE ENTERPRISES
Starting March 10, and every Friday af-

ternoon thereafter, Baroque Enterprises will

hold meetings at the Bluewall from 3-6 p.m.

All interested students should attend a

meeting or contact Mr. Albert Sparks at P.O.

Box 485, Amherst or Baroque Enterprises,

Box 421, Student Union.

BOL TWOOD-BEL CHERTOWN PROJECT
Two volunteer programs on Monday and

Thursday need volunteers. If you would like

to gain practical field experience, call 323-

6311. Ext. 249.

ONE-CREDIT CASIAC COLLOQUE
Thursday, March 9, 7-9 p.m , Rm. 809

Campus Center or Contact 545-0724 or

CASIAC 545-0191.

FREE SWIM
All students, faculty, staff and continuing

Ed. are required to give a validated plastic

UMass I.D. card to the lifeguard on duty, for

the duration of their swim. Recreation

stickers (for fac, staff, and Cont. Ed) may be

purchased in the Ticket office at Boyden and

must be affixed to the back of your photo

ID. Your cooperation in this matter is greatly

appreciated.

FRENCH CORRIDOR T SHIRTS
Anyone interested in ordering a French

Corridor T-shirt please call Walter 6-5312 or

Stacy 6-5319 as soon as possible.

FOOD AND SCIENCE MAJORS
Vegie foods meeting and speaker,

Wednesday, March 8 at 7:30 p.m., Cheno-

weth 227. Bring raffle ticket money and

sample vegie foods!

GROUCHO, HARPO, AND CHICO
A free beer at the Newman Center

Cafeteria to anyone dressed as a Marx

Brother, at A Night At the Opera, tomorrow

night in Mahar Auditorium.

HANG GLIDING CLUB
General meeting, Thurs., March 9 at 8:00

in Campus Center 801. Club policy and

lesson information will be discussed. All five

College students welcome.
ISRAELI DANCING

Dancing every Wednesday in the Cape
Cod Lounge. Beg. 7:30-8:30, adv. 8:30-9:15,

requests 9:15-end. This is not a class. All

welcome.

LAV MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATE
TRAINING

Training, provided by the Mental Patients

Advocacy Project of the Legal Studies

Program, begins July 1 for 12 months in-

cluding full credit, stipend, 30 hours weekly
supervised work at Northampton State

Hospital, and four courses. Those interested

in applying for training should attend

meeting, commitment hearing, and
discussion Wednesday, March 8 from noon
to 5 p.m. at Mental Patients Advocacy
Project Office, Northampton State Hospital.

For info, contact Prof. Arons, 5-353(B or

Steve Schwartz, 584 1644, Ext. 265,

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
Join the Greek area today in their Blood

Drive, 2-8 p.m.. Public Health Building. Rm.

N-344 Save a life today.

SBA APPLICATIONS
Applications are now available in SBA 211

for those interested in applying to SBA.

Return applications by Tuesday, March 28.

SPECTRUM
Organizational meeting today at 4:30, C.C.

104. All interested in fiction, poetry,

photography, or fine arts are urged to attend.

SPORTING GOODS COOP
The Co-Op is a reality. Anyone interested

and wants to get involved is welcome to

attend this meeting at 9:00 p.m., tonight,

Rm. 917 Campus Center.

STALIN'S RUSSIA
Talk by Henry Shapiro, former UP!

correspondent in Moscow (1933-73), Thurs-

day, March 9 at 8:00 p. m. in Herter 231

.

TOY LENDING LIBRARY
The UMas» Toy Lending Library •» now

op«nl Th« houn are on Monday and

Wednesday eveninge, 5:00 p m. to 7:00 p.m.

The library is located at North Village. All

UMass families are weteome to borrow toys.

Further info, 545-0833.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL
Publicity meetir>fl, 6 p.m., Rm. 415 A,

today.

UNITED FARM WORKERS SUPPORT
COMMITTEE

Organizational meeting of the UFW
Support Committee will take place Thurs.,
March 9 at 7:30 p.m., 9th floor of the Campus
Center. Concerns include educational
programming, strike fund raising, relief to
farm workers who have recently lost homes
and jobs in California dust storms, and
combining efforts with the J.P, Steven's
Boycott and Miners' Strike.

VETS- NOTICE
The Veterans Service Organization will

conduct its weekly meeting, today at 5:00
p.m. in S.U. 411. Will focus on local projects
and the upcoming upcoming state-wide
Veterans Conference on March 25 at U Mass-
Boston.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY
Mr. Phil Stanton speaks on Eider Duck

Relocation Studies, Wednesday, March 8 at

7:30 p m. in Holdsworth 203.

FRENCH FILM
The Western European Studies Com-

mittee presents the French film, Blow for

Blow. (English Subtitles) on Thursday,
March 9, at 8 p.m. in Thompson, Rm. 102.

This full length film deals with a sit-in strike

of women workers in a textile mill in France.

BATTLE OF THE D.J.'S

The Battle of the D.J.'s on Friday, March

10, stars J.C. "The Mover", representing

UMass. Shady Grady and K-Rock for

WMUA, BMCP. The event starts at 9:00 p.m.

and ends at 5:(X) a.m.

EQUESTRIAN LECTURE-FILM
Denny Emerson, Olympic star and rider for

the U.S. Equestrian Team, will speak and

show films at Amherst College on Saturday,

March 11 at 7:30 p.m. at Merrill Hall, Lecture

room 2.

PI LAMBDA PHI
All are invited to Thursday's Casino Night

and Saturday afternoon's all out Happy
Hour. Look for our Collegian advertisements.

AFTER CABARET DISCO
The ladies of Smith College welcome you

to an After Cabaret Disco on Saturday,

March 11 from 1:00 a.m. until?

LOST
Gold chain with green malachite heart.

Please call 256-6625 and ask for Eda.

CONSUMERS
The Student Consumer Affairs Council will

meet today, March 8 at 6:30 p.m. in Skinner

Lounge.

BOTANY SEMINAR
The Department of Botany seminar

speaker for Thursday, March 9 will be Dr.

Philip Lintilhac of the University of Vermont.
His topic will be "Analysis of Cell Wall
Growth." He will begin speaking at 4:30 p.m.
in Room 203, Morrill Science Center.

STOCKBRIDGE BANQUET
Stockbridge will hold their Annual

Progress Banquet tonight beginning at 7
p.m. with cocktails, dinner at 8 p.m., awards
at 9 p.m., and dancing from 10-1 a.m., at the
Campus Center Auditorium.

ANATOMY LECTURE
Dr John Condeelis from the Dept. of

Anatomy at Albert Einstein College of

Medicine will speak on "The role of the

acting cytoskeleton in cytoplasmic structure

and movement" late this afternoon at 4:00

p.m. in room 203 Graduate Research Tower
A.

GREAT DECISIONS
The topic of "International Development:

Can Rich North and Poor South
Cooperate?", will be debated tonight in

Webster House lounge of Orchard Hill at 7:30

p.m. The panel features distinguished five-

college professors and is broadcast live over
WFCR FM radio.

PHOTOGRAPHY LECTURE
Maren Stange will give a lecture entitled

"Photography and Cultural History, 1890-

1920 " tonight at 8 p.m. in West Lecture Hall,

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College.

UNION MAIDS
The film "Union Maids" will be shown

Thursday, March 9 at 7:00 p.m. in Campus
Center 903.

WOMEN'S WEEK CHANGES
The workshop entitled "Sexuality and

Disabled Women" will be held in Campus
Center 165 at 3:00 p.m. on March 10. The

workshop entitled "lrrespor>aibility of Our

Resistance to Racism ' has been changed to

CC 804-806.

POST MASTECTOMY WORKSHOP
A workshop entitled "Encore: Poat-

Mastectomy Group Rehabilitation,"

facilitated by Elizabeth G. Rose will be held in

Campus Center 80&-809 at 4:30 p.m. on

March 10.

Pipes & Tobacco,

Cigars & Cigarettes

IJ A.J.HASTINGS
neivsdealer and stationer

Amherst

Vision Showcase!
(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

Kent VV'halon

— Licensed

Optician

We are Specialisfs in:

• FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by

Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar De La Renta
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

eFree Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean 8. Polish contact

lenses on the premises.

BASKETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

corners in all sizes, some with covers

some without, some natural some fancy

For bread or fruit, for piants or pencils

Containers to' use and beauty

Next to the Amherst Post ( iffice - Open 10* .M(>n thru Sal

I GETTWO BIG BEAimFUL i I

I ROAST BEffSANPWICHESil
I KNIH.
I Good at all participating Hardees. Please pfcsent this coupon before ordering

One coupon per custonr>er, please Customer must pay any soles tax.

I Thtt coupon not good in combination with ony other offersIa M f Coupon expires
Rte. S
Hadl«y, MA J 'A March 21

I

I

I
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DOONESBURY by Carry Trudeau
Collegian A7
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RACK AC.AIN by K

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8

Born today, yoil are fired
with ambition. Highly cre-
ative, intelligent, and
gifted with imagination to
spur thought, you should
prove an asset to any
enterprise. You enjoy the
things that money can buy,
but you will find as life

tests you that you are able
to get along without most
of them.
You are by nature and

choice head of your house-
hold You will wish to have
the final say in all deci-
sions. Time, and a few run-
ins with loved ones, should
teach you the value of the
round table discussion of
family matters.
Though you have strong

"nesting instincts, you
also need success outside
your home. You will not be
able to get full satisfaction
from family affairs. You
arc inventive, and this

may make you a name for
yourself. You are always
ready to risk failure, and
so you will not be afraid to

risk success.

Also born on this date:
Sam Jaffe, actor; Kenneth
Grahame, English novel-
ist.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
liCt your birthday star be
your daily guide.
THURSDAY, MARCH 9

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)
- You should have total

success today if you aim
for minor accomplish-
ment
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

— Don't let your actions
today embitter others and
cause them to abandon
efforts to improve.
rAURUS(Aprll 20-M«y 20)

Family ties may be
weaker than usual Do
your best to heal the break.
QEMINKMay 21-June 20)

— Take a partner for the

day. It is essential that you
remain calm at evening.
CANCER(June21-July22)

— Make sure you don't

seem to be riding on anoth-
er's coattails. Make your
own mark.
LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -

Chances of success with a
new project are slim
today. Go over plans again
with care.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Today may bring the
break you've been striving

for. Don't give in to frus-

tration.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Your creative instinct may
be working overtime. Stop
and listen to others.

SCORPtO(Oct.23-Nov.21)
— Professional goals ap-
pear closer than they are.

Wait until you are fully

prepared.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

D«c.21) — Concern for the
ill-treated is not enough;
do something constructive.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) — You may gain
brief recognition at work
today. Be satisfied with the
first step.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) — You may sustain

emotional injury from con-
flicts with co-workers. I.«t

nature take its course.
Copvnifhl H78
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Todau's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Plant dis-

ease
5 Rual recrea-
tion areas

10 Unruly child
14 Hounds'

quarry
15 Walking
16 Speak

wildly

17 PFCorL-
Cpl

19 Plastics in-

gredient
20 Atmospheric

conditions
21 Mockers
23 Climbs
25 Hardwood
26 Niche
29 Interfered

harmfully
34 Lined up
35 Tree of Life

site

37 Roman VIP
of old

38 Curler's cap
39 Animal

raiser
41 Truck
42Tete :

In private
44 Summit
45 Fires Slang
46 "It was no

trouble ": 3
words

48 "Tristan and

51 Artist"s ac-
cessory

53 Papyrus
rolls

57 US poet
Edmund
Clarence

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

61

50 Wager

Large dor-

mouse
62 — of

the crime
64 As soon as
65 Police car

accessory
66 Amerinds
67 Sugar

source
68 Ontario river

69 Saigon holi-

days

DOWN

1 Make visible

2 Walking
slick

3 Scope
4 Scatter
about

5 Petter

6 In flames
7 Household
implement

8 Rhymester
9 Watercourse

10 off

Avoided

1 1 Uncommon
12 Affirm

13 Light

s E M I E R S ^ C A s T

A R A N X E N N A L T

F I r S T C L A s s S T A I

E N T I R E H E c T A R E

D u P D H|A L

S T R E E TE R B R E A T H
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1
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T
A
T
1
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5 T A T I A

1
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,
B E N T E S r* E T ^ R
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5 T A1 N P.M. T r 1 §

refresh-
ments

18 Idea just

mentioned
22 Former

Egyptian
coin

24 Tall tower
26 Climbing

palm: Var
27 Helicon

name
28 Celestial

vagrant
30 Peruvian

native
31 Try to sur-

pass
32 Antelope
33 Not too

smart
36 Transaction
39 E Indian

pepper plant
40 Having lite

43 Small
cabinet

45 Buffet Item

2 words
47 Finally: 2

words
49 Discerns
52 Lacking col-

or

53 Untidy one
54 Icecream

unit

55 Kind of

paper
56 Disturbance
58 Boundary

line

59 Dill herb
60 Headland
63 Three, in

Roma

ClUALb. ftENB, AND nAJOR
CARROT Ml srroMMG JDiniTS^
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Water polo-ers begin
spring A.A.U. season

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 8, 1978

Although the UMass hockey club doesn't have a rushing defenseman of the
caliber of a Dean Liacos pictured above, they do skate hard. (Staff photo by Dave
Rogers)

By ROBERT COBB
Special to the Collegian

The UMass water polo team has begun
practicing for the upcoming spring A.A.U.
water polo season. This year the water polo
club is hoping to expand enough to sponsor
two men's and a women's team. The water
polo club is an R.S.O. group, and receives
matching funds from the University's athletic
department.

Because water polo is a club and not a
varsity sport, all newcomers to the sport are
welcome.
The club has two major goals; to learn and

teach how to play water polo, and to have a
good time doing it. The club currently
teaches two P E. courses and is trying to
start intramural water polo for next year.

The men's "A" team will be attempting to
defend its title as the New England Water
Polo Association A.A.U. champions. At this
time the men's squad looks like the team to
beat with the return of virtually the entire
team of last year.

The team is led by high scorers Russ Yar-
worth and Duncan Lomas, and goalie Ric
Notini. Returning N.E.W.P.A. all-stars Bob
Corb and Henry Maclean, along with ex-
perienced players Rick Mansfield, Joe Hebert
and Bill Tharion, make this team one of the
strongest in UMass history. If new players
Geff Miller and Dave Landesman can play
this spring, the UMass team will have the
bench strength it has always lacked.

This year's men's "B" team is a young but
experienced squad. Led by junior goalkeeper

Puck club has good year ^°^o White
By RAYMOND L. ROY
Special to the Collegian

You may not know it, but the UMass Ice

Hockey Club is well on its way to a suc-

cessful inaugural season. The 19 team league
- made up of dorm, fraternity and in-

dependent teams — is currently in its fifth

week of its 6 week regular season.

Due to the high ice rental fees (games are
played in Holyoke, Easthampton, Greenfield
and Amherst), club members have had to
raise over $8,000; some of these funds have
been used to finance the club's extensive
referee program, which is made up entirely of
students.

The competition is surprisingly good; the
action is fast, if not a bit chippy. Most of the
members are experienced high school
players; there are, however, quite a few
novices who make up in hard work what they
lack in experience. Regardless of ability, the
games are taken seriously.

According to Dustin Burke, club founder
and president: "The games are intensely
played. Clearly, if we are to continue to have
a league which promotes fun and safety, we
must train the officials. While at the same
time, insist that all players respect the
referees, as well as each other." Currently,
vice-president Mike Sullivan, and referee-in-
chief Wayne Blake are planning qualitative
improvements for the playoffs which in-

cludes more selectivity in terms of referee
ability.

At present, there are two undefeated
teams favored for the league championships,
namely Breen's Bruins (4) and Beta Phi (18).
The league is competitive, however, and
either of these teams could be knocked off at
any time.

The regular season finishes up on the
sixteenth of the month and playoffs will

begin the Monday following spring vacation.
The two top teams in each division will

advance to the playoffs. As everyone knows,
anything can happen in the playoffs.

Validate I.D.'s

All students, faculty, staff and continuing Ed. are required to give a validated plastic
UMass ID. card to the lifeguard on duty, for the duration of their swim. Recreation
stickers for faculty, staff and continuing Ed may be purchased in the Ticket Office at Boy-
den and must be affixed to the back of your photo ID. This policy has been instituted to
eliminate the use of pool facilities by those who don't pay student activity fees or
recreational fees for faculty and staff. Your cooperation in this matter is greatly ap-
preciated.

^ Southwest Special -k

Every Wednesday
^' WOLFIES PIZZA

Spaghetti Plate $1.

( with sauce & bread and butter

)

out for year
BOSTON \UPI] - Boston Celtic's guard

Jo Jo White will be lost to the team for the
rest of the season because of bone spurs in

his left heel, a club spokesman said
yesterday.

The 6-foot-3 guard has been severely
hampered since earlier this year with the
painful bone spurs, and team physician Dr.

Thomas Silva decided "there's just no An-
swer but an operation," the spokesman said.

White will meet with Celtics' president and
general manager Red Auerbach in the next
few days and is expected to decide by then
whether to have the operation.

But whether he has the operation or not,
"we'll forget him for the rest of the season,'
the spokesman said.

Sports Notices
RAQUET CLUB - All undergrad, grad and
faculty raquetball and squash players should
attend a meeting tonight at 7:30 in Herter
Hall Rm. 231.

INTRAMURALS
SOFTBALL - Officials meeting today in

Boyden Rm. 215 at 4:30 p.m.
RAQUETBALL - Playoffs begin Friday
SQUASH - Schedules are ready and can be
picked up in Boyden Rm. 215
TENNIS, BADMINTON AND HORSE-
SHOES — Entries are due today.

EGENCY

Located Next to Southwest 173 Sunset Ave.

Call549 5599 or 549 5593

Special from 5-10 p.m.

^^m^iy^gSn

Bill Tharion, this team holds the future of
UMass water polo. Experienced offensive
threats Jim Mclver, John Gallagher, and
Steve Latter, will team up with defensive
specialists Dave Young, and rookies Ben
Thompson and Mike Riordon. At UMass
these players constitute the "B " team, but at
many other schools, these same players
would be starters on the varsity squad.

The women's team has the potential of
being the most successful of any of this
year's polo teams. Led by former New
England all-stars Deb Hoxsie, Adrienne
Fredey, Nancy Campbell, and swimmers Deb
Schwarz and Becca Reggio, this squad may
put it all together this year. Several women
from the highly successful women's swim
team have shown an interest in playing water
polo this spring, and with their added
strength in the pool, the women will finally

be in a position to dethrone perennial power-
house Boston College, as N.E.'s top
women's team.

This spring promises to be one of the
strongest campaigns the UMass water polo
club has ever sponsored. The club is always
interested in new members, and anyone
interested should contact Bill Tharion or Ric
Notini at 549-0779, or Bob Corb at 549-2662,
or just drop into Boyden pool any evening at
6:00.

Get help for your alcohol problem

ROOM TO MOVE

sponsors on-going weekly group
get support to set goals

stop drinking

Stop by or call
ROOM TO MOVE

545-0400

1
Graduating soon? You'll need The
U.S. Employment Register Na
tionwide )ob openings for all degree
levels Federal, overseas and Sum
mer employment included. Free pro
fessional resume preparation and
printing, plus 25 copies Semi annual
subscriptions S12 00, annual $18 00
Collegiate Publications Drawer
2737 Dept CS; Carbondale III

62901

(Published Quanerly)

EUROPE

/iLLSTf^/^^ XrA\^Y * oilers

3etfAm, ^/ttt. a^/a^

hair cutting

henna's

permanent waving

manicure

facials

Ask about our apprentice haircutter

189 N. Pleasant St.

253 9526 253 7341
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Steveskey accepted role of sub
Collegian 19

By MIKE BERGER
Collegian Staff

Out of all the seniors on the UMass
uasketball team, this season, the least
publicized was6'4 ' laD lb. Chuck Steveskey
a player wlio came to UMass in 1974 with a
lot of scoring potential but for many reasons
was only accustomed to seeing only a few
minutes per game.

Still, Steveskey took his role patiently and
without making waves. In the Eastern
Athletic Tournament playoffs last season
several members of the press asked UMass
Coach Jack Leaman about the role of
Steveskey.

"Chuck," said Leaman, "is a very fine
outside shooter who can burn a lot of teams
when he is hot. With the backcourt we have
(Alex Eldridge. Derick Claiborne), it's ex-
tremely hard for Steveskey to get playing
time.

"Even though he doesn't play, a lot of his
enthusiasm on the bench helps the team. In
many ways, because of his attitude at
practice and games, he's like another coach.
He IS a very hard-working performer who has
shown continued improvement during his
year here," said Leaman.

In four years, Steveskey, because of
Eldndge and Claiborne, and assorted knee
problems, only managed 68 career points. He
appeared in 20 games this season, playing
115 minutes and only averaging 1.3 points
per game.

Even though I didn't play much or scors
many points, I have learned so much about
the game through relationships between
players, coaches, at home and on the road.
It's been an invaluable experience for me,"

said the hotel and restaurant administration
major

Steveskey came into UMass with a lot of
promise. Having captained his high school
(Auburn NY), and voted MVP with a 21
points per game average, along with the
honor of being on the All Central N.Y. All
Star team, he expected to help the UMass
backcourt tremendously.

For two years, Steveskey averaged 19
points, playing on the UMass JV squad. He
expected to play his junior year on varsity
but after injuring his knee as a sophomore'
Steveskey knew his role on the team would
only be as a backup.

"When you can't play," said Steveskey
somebody takes your place. In my situation'
my sophomore year, there were a lot of
players who had the same level of ability as
me. But with my injury, they passed me and
It became impossible for me to catch up with
them.

"I realized it wouldn't be possible to break
into the starting lineup, so I resigned myself
to be ready physically and mentally as a
backup. But when you are a senior, the
coach wants to develop his younger players
for next year. So unless you're in the starting
hneup as a senior, you won't play much "

Steveskey said.

Steveskey, who's been around basketball
since the age of six, with his father coaching
a high school and college basketball in

1^'^^'f.'.'^'^
^^'° ^ ^®®''"9 of indecision faced

the UMass team for the last four years.
"For four years, you would go to practice

and wouldn't know what to expect. I guess
you could say it was a metamorphosis of
change, whether it was racial, or conflicts

between coach and player, or between
player and player."

"This season, we started out at 8-0 and if

there were problems, everyone kept quiet
because we were winning, I guess the
problems were put into the closet. But once
we started losing one, two, three games in a
row, people started bringing out their
problems about roles, or playing time, out in
ihe open," said Steveskey.

"It's a shame our great beginning of the
season deteriorated so that we lost to
UConn, Maine, and UNH. We had hopes for
the NCAA tournament this year," he said.

Planning to continue his basketball career
in Sweden next year, while looking to getting
experience in the hotel- restaurant field,

Steveskey, like other members of the team,
has read that Leaman might be leaving the
UMass area.

"I don't know if those accounts are true
But I would like to say a few things about
him. Jack is a really good teacher who gets a
lot out of his people if they are receptive to
his criticism. If people can take it in a right
way, despite his yelling and screaming they
will profit by it.

"It seems that the UMass player has
changed in the last few years. The teaching
that's been involved has been muddled with
character and personality clashes. It hasn't
been easy for him," said Steveskey.
He would some day like to go into

coaching but only if the ideal situation came
up. "I've been around basketball a long time
now, with my father, all the camps and
clinics I have been to and have my own ideas
about running a team. At this time I would
say no but I'd leave it open in the future if the
right job came up," Steveskey said.

Chuck Steveskey (Staff photo by
Mary Brown)

Heartfelt
Leather

Amherst invites all runners
to compete in open meet

Charlotte Lettis, winner of the NEAAU
mile in 4:44.4, will be one competitor in

the Amherst College Open track meet.
The public is invited. (Staff photo by
Dave Rodman)

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

Amherst College will sponsor an open
track meet tonight at its cage (next to Orr
Rink) at six. The meet is open to the public
regardless of ability. There is a $1 entry fee'
and post entries will be accepted.

"There are so many people jogging, the
purpose of this meet is to try to meet their
needs by having a competition in which they
can compete at their own level," said meet
director Tom Derderian.

The meet, which is the fifth in a winter-
long senes, lias been drawing "about 100"
participants to each meet. The mile is the
most popular event, according to Derderian.

"We run it in sections, according to time,"
he said. "We have divisions from novice,
people who have never run a race and want
to see what they can do, up to expert."

The women's mile will be the feature event
of this week's meet, with national class
distance runner Charlotte Lettis, the UMass
women's track coach; Dia Elliman, from
Hampshire College and a 4:50 miler; Jane
Welzel, former UMass runner, who has run
5:07 at Amherst; Sue North, former
Springfield College miler (4:56); and Cindy
Sturm, a 4:55 miler who will be a UMass
freshman in September all running.
The meet standard of 5:02 may fall, and if

it does, a $10 gift certificate will be the prize,
as it is when any of the meet's pre-set
standards are broken.

The meet has a full program of 16 events
including field events (high jump, long jump
and shot put), relays (mile and one lap) and
running events.

"These meets have been dedicated to
providing people with the opportunity to test
themselves," said Derderian. People will run
in heats with runners of their own ability - a
race like the mile is just as exciting when
people are trying to break 5:30 for the first
time as when people are trying to break four
minutes."

Derderian said volunteers were needed to
help officiate the meet, and could contact
him at 549-1079 or 256-8423.

•Title IX
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

"These things can affect the overall goal
of excellence, if that's what you're striving
for," she said.

Although women have the opportunity to
participate, they may not have as good a
chance as men to excel in their sport because
of the coaching situation. Much like the part-
time coaches the three full-time women's
coaches are limited in their output because
they all coach at least two sports.

"There just isn't enough time to do
everything," said Dianne A. Thompson,
women's softball and volleyball coach.

ujiTHTHc u.nniii///iKiciys

$ 1 28.0IIV plus tips March 19-24 $15.00 (lessons extra) 5 days

SIGNUP:
at the

Ski Club Office. S.U.B

309 or at meeting,
8:00 p.m.fThom. 104.

INCLUDES!
5 day lift ticket

S nights lodging at the Red Stallion Inn,

hot spot of the Corrabasset Valley
breakfast & dinner, choice of meals,

live bands nightly quad occupancy
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'Cage' short of Title IX goals
Editor's note — this is the second part of a
two-part story on the athletic depts. com-
pliance with Title IX.

By MICHAEL SMOLENS
Collegian Staff

Despite advances made in women's sports
here at UMass, inadequate facilities and a
coaching staff where men's teams have four
times as many full-time coaches as women's
teams could be deemed violations of the Title

IX amendments — but no one really knows.
A federal task force is due here later this

year to judge whether UMass has compiled
with the 1975 Civil Rights ruling that

prohibits sex discrimination in educational
opportunities. But because of the law's
ambiguity, university administrators are
uncertaan what the assessment will be based
on.

"We don't know if people coming here are
concerned with facilities, coaches, teams,
team travel... Even the federal govenment
doesn't know what it's talking about," said
David C. Bischoff, dean of the School of
Physical Education.
Just as uncertain is the exact arrival time

of the task force from the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW),
which will assess Title IX progress in all

departments at UMass, not just athletics.

"They could come any time, maybe this
spring, the summer or next fall," said James
I DeShields, assistant to the chancellor for
Affirmative Action and Title IX affairs.

Boyden administrators readily admit that
the Curry Hicks Building does not properly
accommodate women because of cramped
locker room space and too few toilets. This
could be construed as a lack in equal op-
portunity for women and might be con-
sidered a violation of Title IX. All other
athletic facilities are suitable for both sexes,
according to administrators.

According to a 1976 report by the School
of Physical Education's Title IX task force.
Hicks "has not been significantly redesigned

John Allard, a UMass junior member of the ski team, is

living out a dream come true on exchange in Switzerland.
Last year, competing for UMass, Allard won four out of eight

league races and competed in the NCAA's.

or changed structurally" since it was built in

1931, when the student population at UMass
(then Mass. State College) consisted of 500
male students. This semester there are 9,439
men and 7,597 women undergraduates
enrolled at UMass.
The task force recommended that the

university supply "funds to completely
renovate the Hicks Building to comply with
Title IX, as well as to meet state sanitary and
health codes."

Dean Bischoff said his department is

considering two alternatives to remedy the
situation. One option calls for renovating
Hicks, and the other suggests that a new
facility be built to replace Hicks. Bischoff has
hired consultants to look into the two
possibilities. Bischoff said that any real

action on either option, particularly the latter,

is a long way off.

While administrators are certain the Hicks
building does not comply with Title IX

regulations, they are unsure about the im-
balance of full-time coaches.
While the current situation of 13 full-time

coaches for men's sports and three for

women's may seem unfair, some Boyden
officials note that the variety of women's
sports has increased and the number of full-

time coaches for men's sports has decreased
by five since 1974. All full-time coaches held
other positions at UMass; teaching is the
most common.

"Opportunity is what's important," said
Robert W. O'Connell, associate athletic
director at UMass. "Equal opportunity does
not mean identical treatment."

A 1975 memorandum from HEW states
that exact parity between men's and
women's sports is not the goal of Title IX,

but instead the "equal opportunity emphasis
in the regulation addresses the totality of the
athletic program of the institution..."

However, Bischoff said he wants to im-
prove the situation and is now looking for a
full-time women's swim team coach who
would also be the aquatics director at
UMass.

'It's a situation that needs to be rectified,"

said Virginia L. Evans, women's gymnastics
coach and full-time instructor in the Physical
Education Department.

"If you're just trying to increase par-
ticipation, then (full-time coaches) are not a
factor," she said, adding that the frequent
turnover of part-time coaches may mean "a
difference in continuity and possibly quality.

TURN TO PAGE 19

UMass skier has dream
come true in Swiss Alps
By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

UMass junior John Allard is involved in
what would be a dream come true for the
majority of college students who are also
skiers.

Allard, of Keene, New Hampshire, is

spending this academic year at the University
of Fribourg in Switzerland, and while there
has been training with the Swiss Academic
Ski Team.

He qualified for and skied in the NCAA
championships last year, but his high point in

skiing has come while in Europe - he was
the sole American to participate in the
Student World Olympics, a gathering of

national teams from ail over the world, but
limited to college students.

Allard, who t>egan skiing at age five and
racing at age 10, was ranked fifth in New
England at the age of 13 among Junior class
ski racers. He was an outstanding racer
during his first two years at UMass, and his

coach. Bill MacConnell, has said he has more
potential than any racer he's coached in the
last 17 years.

Allard wrote MacConnell two letters while
at Fribourg and later, while in Czechoslovakia
at the Student Olympics, The text of those
letters follows, in part.

MacConnell wrote a letter recommending
Allard be sent as a US representative, but
Allard had decided to go and rr^de all the
other arrangements himself.

/ came here to Switzerland to learn French
and German and for the traveling experience.

On the skiing side, I've traveled extensively

through the Alps, meeting racers from every
nation.

I have attended two training camps with

the Swiss Academic Ski Team in Italy. At
these camps we run every morning, run
gates and free ski, and do exercises again in

the afternoon - a wholesome Swiss life.

The quality of ski racing in Europe far sur-

passes that of the US. The training and the
organizations of races and teams are better.

As far as his racing goes, Allard was trying
to get his Federation Internationale de Ski
(FIS) ranking down. The FIS gives handicap
points which denote the ability of skiers.

The best skier in the world would have
handicap points. The races Allard competed
in were of 40 handicap points or below.
"Our league would have handicap points

of about 50-70," said MacConnell.

At the Olympics, Allard was competing in

races with FIS handicaps of 10-20.

In the slalom I didn 't finish the first run, so
I was out. In the giant slalom I was 34th, and
In the downhill I was 51st. I did as I thought I

w^uld — / was not the worst, but not the
best - I finished well behind the winners.

Ski racing is not the most important thing
in my life. One very special thing was to carry
our flag in the opening and closing
ceremonies. I felt great patriotism towards
the US, as well as respect for all the other
students there, and all the other nationalities.

The single best moment was in the closing
ceremony, when, holding our flag. I met a
Russian and spoke very briefly to him with
the aid of a translator. We two, of the two
most powerful countries in the world, stood
side by side at the ceremony and posed for

many pictures. Then I felt such international

peace and friendship. Think of it — our two
governments couldn 't be more different, yet
we were two people standing there as a
.symbol of this will to communicate. It is

something I will remember all my life.

I was filmed on Czech TV, and on the hill

after my races, I signed many autographs. I

guess that for many Czechs, I may be the
only American they've ever seen.

For the future, I can't wait to get back to
my buddies on the UMass team for another
great year.

Dreams or no, there is no place like home.

Steve Zack

Lay off. Bob Ryan
An open letter to Bob Ryan:

Mr. Ryan,
As a student at the University of Massa-

chusetts, I find it in very poor taste for a
writer of your supposed character to launch
an uncalled for written attack on UMass
basketball player Alex Eldridge.

To call Alex a "space cadet" is sort of
ironic since you're the one who is out of this

world.

You continually criticize Alex for orw thing

or another yet as I understand it, you have
never met or talked to him.

In a recent column of yours in the Boston
Globe \3-2-78] you printed a statement by an
unidentified source that Eldridge was missing
from action because he was on one of his

"walkabouts. " Did you ever bother to check
out the real reason Eldridge was missing
[strained knee ligaments] by contacting
either UMass Coach Jack Leaman or Alex
Eldridge himself? As I understand it, you did
not and therefore I question your journalistic

ethics.

If you think you can pick on someone for

no reason except he plays ball 100 miles from
where you write, then it's time you took a
good, hard look at yourself.

You can take your beloved F*rovidence.

BC, and Holy Cross ballplayers and shove
them up your you know what because it's

time you realized that the number one ball-

player is one Alex Eldrige of the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.

While this may seem gung-ho and full of

school spirit, etc., there is an underlying
thought to be derived from it.

It concerns the rights of journalists.

Should they be given the right to outrightly

insult an individual as they please without
proper cause.

What Mr. Ryan did may seem perfectly

within his rights, but look at what he wrote
from the point of Alex Eldridge.

The Boston Globe is a nation-wide news-
paper meaning that hundreds of thousands

of people will read what Ryan said about
Eldridqe and therefore judge Alex to be a
person of questionable character.

Some of the people reading the paper
could be pro scouts and thus Ryan could be
damaging Eldridge's chances for a career as
a professional ballplayer.

Here is the main point: Should reporters be
given the right to publish anything they want
about an individual whether it be based on
fact or not?
The basketball season is over, plain and

simple, and while all the mishaps cannot be
blamed on UMass coach Jack Leaman, some
of them can.

Jack Leaman was presented with a fast-

break ball club made up of some of New
York City's finest ballplayers. Yet Leaman
chose to employ a slow-down offense, which
I consider a cardinal sin considering the type
of players he had. I suppose he used a slow-
down game because he thought it was right
for the team and we can't fault him for
following his own beliefs.

It appeared that he didn't fully understand
how to use his ballplayers, shuffling them in

and out of the lineup faster than the official

scorer could keep up with. But he did it

because he thought it was the right thing to
do.

Presently there are rumors circulating
around that Coach Leaman is on his way out.
If he leaves, his successor will prove whether
or not Leaman was successful by how well
he does in Leaman's place.
Another test of Leaman's success as a

coach will come into play if he departs. If he
is truly a good coach, then he will receive
offers from other schools because a good
coach is always needed.

Don't get me wrong. If Leaman leaves I'll

be one of the first to say goodbye, but think
for a minute. He's won a lot of games during
his career here which says a lot for the man
so maybe he isn't as bad as we all think he is.

After all, he did guide the Minutemen to
eight Yankee Conference Championships.

Court back-to-work order sought
WASHINGTON [AP] - The Carter ad-

ministration wil' go to court today to seek an
immediate bac to-work order against coal
miners, an administration official said
Wednesday.

The statement came as a presidential fact-

finding panel completed a one-day hearing
into the 93-day coal strike.

Administration officials said the president
needed only to receive the panel's report
before directing Justice Department at-

torneys to ask for the court order.

The fact-finding panql, established under

the Taft-Hartley Act, took testimony
Wednesday from representatives of the
striking United Mine Workers union and from
the soft coal industry, then began writing its

report to the president.
The government will seek the order in U.S.

District Court in Washington Thursday
afternoon, "assuming the president gets the
report," the administration official said.

The chairman of the presidential panel said
he expected the report to be completed by
noon Thursday.
The official said the request for a tem-

porary restraining order would name more
than 1,000 union locals and officials and coal
companies as defendants.

Officials said other defendants will be
UMW construction miners and member
companies of the American Bituminous
Contractors, who are negotiating a separate
agreement.
The government is prepared to seek

contempt citations and fines against
defendants violating the back-to-work order,
the official said, adding:

"There's not much point in getting the

order if you're not ready to enforce it.".
But it was not immediately clear how soon

miners would return to work. The order the
government would seek presumably would
remain in force until a judge could hear
agruments on a request for an 80-day in-

junction.

UMW President Arnold Miller said
Wednesday that miners would likely disobey
a back-to-work order by the thousands, and
government officials said mines would have
to be inspected as a safety precaution before
miners would be allowed underground.
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Senate

discovers

oversight
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The mandatory housing requirement for
undergraduates was not extended beyond
June 1977 by the Board of Trustees, it was
revealed at the Undergraduate Student
Senate meeting last night.

Senator Dan Salce, who discovered the
situation said the "oversight" could be
resolved at the next trustee meeting or, Salce
said in an emergency session, depending on
"public interest."

"In my opinion students do not have to be
there (in dorms) right now," Salce said. "It is

the opinion of the administration that it was
just an oversight, a 'technicality' that could
be resolved by a vote of the Board of
Trustees. It has also been inferred that the
vote when made would be able to be
retroactive."

Salce added "we need an interpretation
from the Legal Services Office. Any student
who feels they might have a basis to grieve
should wait until we get that opinion."

In his presentation to the Senate, Salce
gave background to the situation. In J 1965
the Trustees iniated mandatory housing
requirements for students. This requirement
was in effect for ten years. In June 1975 the
Board Trustees extended the policy for one
year. They extended it again in 1976. The
policy was not renewed in 1977.

Salce added that both Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs Robert Woodbury and the
director of Residential Resource
Management Robert Cambell are aware of
their situation. The matter, according to
Salce, was "overlooked."
The Senate covered a small amount of

other business in a meeting which was
tranquil in comparison to the heated Spring
Concert meetings of the last two weeks.

Th'j Senate passed a motion requiring
Senators to work at ballot boxes during the
upcoming student presidential election.

Here children are experiencing music and dance of native American culture in a workshop sponsored by InternationalWomen Week. (Staff photo by Dan Vullemier)

Study reveals UM frosh attitudes, choices
By CLAUDE TETREAULT
Collegian Staff

Estimates show that 72 per cent of 1977
UMass freshmen agree marijuana should be
legalized. In comparison, only 55 per cent of

the freshmen nationally surveyed opted for

legalization of the "weed".
During the summer of 1977, approximately

300,000 freshmen nationwide completed the
American Council on Education survey; this

figure included some 2,800 UMass Amherst
freshmen. The results of UMass students,

tabulated by Kathy Daly of Student Affairs

Research and Evaluation office, cover topics
such as: student characteristics, academic
and career aspirations, and social-political

views.

An essential question to entering freshman
is, "what are my reasons for choosing
college?"

Forty-one per cent of UMass freshmen
said the university "has a good academic

reputation" and "low tuition" as two equally
important factors in selecting UMass.

Sixty per cent of the national survey group
cited "good academic reputation" as the
primary reason for attending college. Low
tuition, an important UMass concern,
received a low 17 per cent vote in the
national poll.

UMass freshmen, generally optimistic

concerning what may result in the course of

their college experience, tabulated the
following points:

—49 per cent said there was a good
chance that they would get a 8 average or

better.

— Less than 2 per cent felt there was a

strong chance they would fail one or more
courses and-or drop out of school* per-

manently.
— 56 per cent thought there was a good

chance they would find a job in their

preferred field.

According to the American Council on
Education and the research office UMass
freshmen have more liberal views than
national freshmen in the following areas:

legalization of abortion (70 per cent vs. 61 per
cent), pre-marital sexual relations (66 per
cent vs. 49 per cent), and a national health
care plan (72 per cent vs. 57 per cent). Such
results might be attributed to an ever-
changing society and fluctuating moral
views, the study says.

Academic fields of study, an area students
should be concerned with, ranked in the
following order of preference among UMass
freshpersons: business (15.1 per cent), arts

and hurhanities ( 13.7 per cent), social science
(12.9 per cent), engineering (11.8 per cent),

professional (10.4 per cent) and undecided (5

per cent).

Interestingly enough, about 25 per cent
will change areas of study by graduation day,
according to current statistics.

There are also sharp differences between
men and women in choosing their respective

fields of study. Sixteen per cent more men
than women will channel toward
engineering. Men are also interested in

pursuing business in higher proportions than
women, while women plan to pursue arts

and humanities, education, social sciences

and professional areas in higher proportions

than men. In addition, more women (16 Or't

cent) than men (11 per cent) were undeci'j'-.i

on their career choice.

Changes in attitudes over a five yt-

period is most pronounced in profes?^ '"^'

and economic objectives according t' .*

-

study. "Becoming an authority in my fi.^ :'

a professional concern, received a 56

cent vote in 1972; in 1977 it skyrocketed
77 per cent. Speaking in oconomic term*

per cent of those surve\vn in 1977 sou^ri u

be "well off financially ' ?• sear- '»u" ^7

per cent of the voters cHusc "'^
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SGA candidates
Collegian 3

By ROBERT FALETRA
Collegian Staff

Donald Bishop is a candidate for Student
Government Association president. He is a
20-vear-old junior, presently undeclared. He
IS now a government affairs chairman and
co-chairman. He was formerly a student
senator, a member of the Board of Gover-
nors and a member of the Government
Affairs Committee.

In a recent Collegian interview he had
these answers to questions on students and
student problems.

c,^*^"^ 5!5® ^°"^ impressions of theStudent Government Association as itoperates now?
"As it now operates it is laclting the

students needs. This would come under a
need for reorganization. I see a need for
accountability restructure so that senators
are made more responsive to their con-
stituents. We need to try to set up an overall
plan to get major student involvement in the
senate. The way I see it is we just don't get
the information out. We need some form of
direct information flow."
Do you think students should have a

larger voice on decisions on campus? If

so how should this be accomplished?
"I think they should, right now we have

hardly dny say in what goes on as far as
administration, as far as faculty, as far as

Donald Bishop
where we live and what we do. An example
of this is Pierpont. The way to do it is to
organize students. Just how you do that is

tough to say, it's usually easier to organize
students around an issue. We need some
ground work. The way to do that is just
dissemination of the information. You can't
be involved in something you're not aware
of."

How would you assess the bargaining
position on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?
"As far as classroom and research I think

for the student's sake they would rather have
their professors more accessible to them. I

would say it would be in the students best
interest to have the faculty teaching,"
What do you feel is the best solution

to the upcoming concert in the spring?
"I was one of the people who petitioned

the presidents on that. I thought the two
concert plan was the best alternative. What
we came up with is still a compromise, it's

not something everyone wants, it's not a
spring concert, it's a Black American Music
Festival. The compromise there was, yes it's

free for students so now they have some free
concert type event they can go to, but it's

not their spring concert. When we raised the
student activities fund we promised to
upkeep services."

"I voted no on the proposal, I was in favor
of getting a free show that would appeal to
everyone. We still have no spring concert,
we have a Black American Music Festival."
How do you feel the student senate

bus service should be funded?
"I agree with the 70 percent 30 percent

plan where 70 per-cent is from our money
and 30 percent from parking fees. That is to
our best advantage." If it came down to a
five dollar fee from the students I would be in

favor of the present 85 to 15 per-cent funding
because that's five more dollars coming from
the students.

Brickman and Vafiades
Steve Brickman is a freshman with no past

positions on campus. Mark Vafiades is a
second semester sophomore majoring in

business.

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

What are your Impressions of the SGA
as it operates now?

"The SGA operates as its own separate
group... separate from the students. The
Senate doesn't care what the students think.
They don't even listen to their constituents."
Do you feel students should have a

larger voice in decisions on campus? If

you feel they should, how should this be
accomplished?

"Definitely. First of all since $1.1 million of
ours IS taken and put into the Student Ac-
tivities Trust Fund we should have the
decision-making process as students
because its our money. A good idea would
be boxes outside the dining commons where
you could put suggestions and grievances.
That's another way students could have their
input."

no^it!^
'^°"''* ^°" ^"«" **^« bargaining

position on each side of faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?

"Negotiations for what? asked Brickman.
"The faculty has to have some say. Its

questionable as to how much say they
should have. If they had so much they could
get away with murder we would see our
tuitions just going up and up. They should
have some say but they shouldn't have total

say, " said Vafiades.

I don't think the students should have a
right to decide whether a teacher deserves

tenure or not. Brickman said, "The Ad-
ministration or whoever is in charge should
listen and see what they have to say,"
Vafi^Hps said.

What do you feel is the best solution
to the upcoming concert in the spring?

"Not the way I was seeing it but I was
talking to my constituents and everyone
around campus and they felt there should
have been two concerts. Basically that was
what most people felt. Of course I'd go along
with what they felt, (one BAMF, one free
spring concert).

MOW do you feel the student senate
bus service should be funded?

"We really haven't talked about that
much. There's something definitely wrong
when students have to pay the whole bill for
that and a lot of other people use it. And the
process keeps going up and the students
have to dish out more money. They should
definitely be looked into. We really haven't
looked at the facts enough to see what is the
best solution to that.

Susan Birmingham &- David Barenburg

By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

Susan Birmingham, 22, resides in

Peabody. She is a junior economics-
women's certificate studies major. She is

also a Student Senator. Some projects she

has been involved are the Student
Organizing Project, the Mandatory Dining
Commons Issue, International Women's
Week and Student Senate Women's
Caucus.

David Barenburg, 19, lives in Newton. He
is a sophomore and lives in Pierpont. He has
not yet declared a major. He is a Student
Senator. He is also the chairman for the
Senate Lease Task Force, and has worked
with the Student Organizing Project.

What are your impressions of the
Student Government Association as it

operates now?

"The Student Government Association is

irrelevant to most students, it's a joke. It's

very ineffective. It doesn't relate to any
constituency. There are no direct lines of
accountability, and there are no direct lines
of decision making.

Do you think that students should
have a larger voice in decisions on

campus? If you feel that they should,
how should this be accomplished?

"Definitely, students should have a larger
voice in decisions on campus. There 'are
many ways of getting students involved in

their school. The way to get tl 'ngs done is to
start talking to one anotner and get
organized. It doesn't take that many people
getting invojved to have an effect on the
University system."
How would you assess the bargaining

position on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?

"I sat in on one of the sessions and as far

as I could tell the administration is not giving
an inch. They are putting as many cogs in the
wheel as possible to the point where it is

absurd.

What do you feel is the best solution
to the upcoming concert In the spring?

"The issue of the Spring concert in the
terms of the Black American Music Festival

was dealt with very unfairly. The Senate has
a responsibility, whether it will admit it or
not, of putting on the Black American Music
Festival because it voted for one for the last
year and a half. The problem arose when
Senators did not go back and inform their
constituents about what they had voted on.

Grads seek opinion
on Collegian funding
The Graduate btudent Senate's Finance

Committee has requested the Executive
Committee to seek an opinion from the Legal
Services Office as to whether the senate's
funding level of the Collegian may legally be
decreased.

The Senate is reviewing its budget for the
fiscal year 1979 and is uncertain what its legal

obligations to fund the Collegian are. Ac
cording to senate treasurer Ken Ross the
Collegian is not being singled out for budget
cuts but is only one item on the Senate's
budget that is being considered.
Ross said there are 'a lot of graduate

students unsatisfied with the paper" and
we can't even tell how much money will be

in the budget until the transit budget is

resolved."

- Rob Stein
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UMass thefts prevented

Operation Indentification, a chapter service
project of Kappa Omicron, is currently
underway to provide all dormitory residents
with the opportunity to engrave their
valuables as a measure against theft.

Begun last semester in cooperation with
the UMass police, residents of Orchard Hill

and Sylvan have engraved their social

security numbers on stereos, speakers,

sports equipment, appliances, calculators,

etc. Kappa Omicron plans to provide the
service, free of charge, to all residents by the
end of the semester and will begin in North-
east Area next week.

UMass police reported theft of valuables

marked with the social security numbers
from Operation Identification has decreased
80 per cent while 90 per cent of marked items
that have been stolen are recovered.

Members of Kappa Omicron go door-to-

door during the evening in the residential

areas offering the engraving service.

Winds, buildings studied

UMass researchtrs hava recently
discovered something most UMass students

already know - its windy at the base of tall

buildings.

Anyone walking by the library or through
Southwest knows the wind gusts to high
speeds there. That's because winds often
blow faster at the base of tall buildings
because the buildings themselves channel
high speed upper- level winds downward,
according to the researchers.

The high winds, say the authors of
"Pedestrian and Wind in the Urban En-
vironment," play an "important part in

determining pedestrian comfort."

The study was a joint effort of the Institute
of Man and Environment at UMass and
Weather Dynamics, Inc. of Arlington.

Ex-provost Gluckstern

still owns house here

Former Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs and Provost Robert L. Gluckstern still

owns a house in Amherst, despite having left

UMass in 1975 to become chancellor of the
University of Maryland at College Park.

"The house has been for sale a number of
years now, " Gluckstern said. "We haven't
been able to sell it."

The house, located at 100 Dane Street, has
a 1978 assessed valuation of $58,500.

Town hears views on UM bus expansion
-iAWP nOAAA I •.......__By DAVE GRAM

Collegian Staff

It was standing room only at the Amherst
town hall Tuesday night when the town
Committee on Public Transportation listened
to the public air their views on the proposed
expansion of the UMass Student Senate
Transit Service.
The bus service is scheduled to receive 26

new buses in August through a US
Department of Transportation grant to the
Pioneer Valley Transit Authority. According
to Town Planner Janes Cope, 22 of these
buses will be used either to replace buses
currently in service or will be added to
existing bus routes to alleviate overcrowding.
The use of four of the buses remains un-
decided.

The UMass transit service along with the

on Public Transportation
variety of options for con-

Committee
presented a

sideration.

According to William Barrett of the UMass
Transit Service, the two areas most in need
of bus service are Echo Hill, on the eastern
side of town, and the Orchard Valley area in

South Amherst.
The Orchard Valley route proposed by

Barrett calls for buses to travel south on Rt.

116 (VVest St.), turn right onto Longmeadow
St., right onto Farmington, right onto
Glendale, left on Rt. 116 and back to town
and campus.

Barrett said a variation of that route would
call for the buses to take Pomeroy Street to
South Amherst Common and return to Rt.

116 via Shays Street.

The Echo Hill route outlined by Barrett
calls for the buses to travel east on
Belchertown Road to Gatehouse Road,
Stoney Hill Road, Hetherstone Road, and
Pelham Road back to town and UMass
campus.

Barrett outlined two possibilities for
scheduling along the proposed routes.
Limited service would involve what Barrett
referred to as "work trips", consisting of six
trips per day "with the purpose of getting
people to work in the morning and home in
the evening, with some minimal movement
during midday."

This limited service would require two
buses if both the Echo Hill and Orchard
Valley Routes are to be served, according to
Barrett.

Full service, as described by Barrett, would
. consist of buses every 30 minutes during
peak use hours and every 60 minutes during
off-peak hours. Three buses would be
required to maintain this service on both of
the proposed routes.

According to Cope, operational costs for
the expanded bus service would be split; the
federal government would pay about 50 per
cent, the state would pay 15 per cent, and
local sources would pay the remaining 35 per
cent.

The town will vote on whether it wants to
bear the cost of the expanded bus service at
the Town Meeting in May.

The new buses, which are being provided
by General Motors, would seat 39, with
standing room for an additional 20 to 30
passengers, according to Barrett.

Israel told it won't get jets unless Egypt does
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Defense

Secretary Harold Brown told Israel's defense
minister yesterday his nation will not get the
advanced U.S. jet fighters it is expecting
unless Congress approves similar weapons
for Egypt and Saudi Arabia, defense officials

said.

The officials said Brown, in a Pentagon
meeting with Defense Minister Ezer Weiz-
man, repeated the administration's position

that $4.8 billion in proposed Middle East air-

craft sales is a "package" that Congress
must approve as a unit.

Discussion of that issue came as Weiz-
man, who threatened to quit the Israeli

government Tuesday in a dispute over peace
policies, was opening Israel's longer-term bid
for the largest infusion of U.S. armaments it

has ever requested.

The officials did not say whether it was
Weizman or Brown who raised the subject of
the already-pending aircraft sale proposal,
under which Israel would get 15 top-line F-15
and 60 F-16 fighters, while the Saudis would
get 60 F- 15s and Egypt 50 of the less capable
F-5E interceptors.

They said, however, that Brown spent
most of the time listening to Weizman
present Israel's "inconsiderable detail"
Israel's views of its long-term security needs
- including what government sources have
described as a request for $13.5 billion in

military hardware over the next nine years.
That program is dubbed "Matmon C,"

from a Hebrew word meaning "hidden
treasure."

President Carter will make the final

decisions on the requests, which include
large supplies of extra tanks, airplanes and
some of the newest technology in the U.S.
weapons development pipeline.

Officials said Brown made no com-
mitments.

Spokesmen would say only that the talks

covered Israel's material requests, dealt

specifically with questions of aircraft and
tanks, touched on the status of the stalled

Middle East peace talks and reviewed the
overall military situation in the region.

Discussions of Carter's current Middle
East aircraft package proposal added a

second potential element of tension to U.S.-
Israeli relations.

The other is the simmering dispute over
Israel's policy of expanding Jewish set-
tlements in occupied Arab territories even as
U.S. mediators seek ways of getting
disrupted Middle East peace talks resumed.
Weizman inserted himself into that dispute

with dramatic flare Tuesday just before he
flew from New York to Washington.

He telephoned Prime Minister Menachem
Begin and, by his own account, got him to

promise there will be no further establish-

ment or expansion of settlements at least

until after Begin has concluded his

Washington summit with Carter later this

month.

Israeli officials traveling with Weizman
confirmed he extracted that pledge by
threatening to quit Begin's coalition
government if the settlements issue were not
put on ice during their U.S. visits.

UMass expert discusses

coal miner's situation

Two SGA officers

end terms
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

SGA Speaker Pat Whalen and SGA
Treasurer Prisilla West ended their terms
at last night's Senate meeting. Whalen
began by speaking of the "autonomous
interests" of the Senate. He also stated,
"I have not been impressed with the
effectiveness of our advocacy agencies."

Reading from a prepared speech,
Whalen cited the "lack of collective

cooperation between factions in the
Senate"' as one reason for his decision
not to seek another term. Also, Whalen
said, '"After a few months in office I

realized I was diametrically opposed to
the many political happenings on the
inside of the Student Senate."
Whalen also urged the Senate "to take

a good look at the bureaucracy you
control. It"s a fascinating conglomeration
of people and it could become more
effective and efficient if only more would

get involved.... there are a lot of ripoffs

going down and it's with your money."
Whalen said it was an "excellent

experience" to serve as speaker.

"It was extremely "beneficial to my
personal growth," he said.

"Because I wasn't supporting certain

people, I didn't get the support I

needed," he added.
Whalen said the only regret he had

about his position was that it "could
easily involve 80 hours a week. I couldn't

put in enough time."

He concluded by saying "I only hope
this body can see through reactionary

and self motivated elements polluting its

effectiveness and establish itself as a

representative of those conditions
necessary to produce an involved,

progressive student body."
In her speech, Pricilla West said only

"thank you" and that she was pleased
with the Senate in her capacities as
Treasurer.-^

By LEO PELOQUIN
Collegian Staff

Dangerous working conditions in the
mines are the major reason that coal miners
will defy any government orders to return to
work, according to a labor relations expert at
UMass.

Harvey L. Friedman, director of the labor
relations and research center at UMass, said
yesterday that under the current contract
proposal the miners would have to go
through a series of grievance procedures to
walk off the job, even if dangerous con-
ditions existed.

"If the mine was collapsing around them,
technically, the miners couldn"t strike,"" said

Friedman. "'The unsafe conditions of the
mines are the biggest aspect of the dispute."

Friedman said he supported President
Carter's decision to invoke the Taft-Hartley
Act but that it wouldn't work in the current
dispute. He said that it has been tried un-
successfully three times before, where it was
unsuitable for coal mining strikes.

"He (Carter) had no choice but to do it. Its

the only way to start the negotiations
working," Friedman said, "...but it hasn"t
worked in the miners" case. We have to view
miners as a different kind of group to be
treated differently.""

He said the miners were "different"
because coal mining was a horrible and
dangerous way to make a living.

If the strike should continue for an ex-

tended period of time. New England would
be indirectly affected, said Friedman.

"Although we use mostly oil and natural

gas, as other factories close because of lack
of power — say the automobile factories in

Detroit — we have factories that make parts
for cars and they would have to close down
too. The entire nation's economy would be
affected," he said.

Friedman said that although UMass had
enough coal to last until June or July, he
heard that two universities iti ""coal country"
— the University of West Virginia and the
University of Indiana (Bloomington) — were
being closed down because they lacked
power.

Friedman said he didn"t think government
troops could mine the coal but that the coal
miners might go back to work if, in addition
to invoking Taft-Hartley, the government
seized control of the mines.

"'There is coal being mined," said
Friedman, pointing out that 50 percent of the
country's coal is mined by the United Mine
Workers and the other half is mined by other
union and nonunion miners.

He said places where nonunion and union
mines are very close together, especially in

Kentucky, Southern Illinois, and Ohio, may
be the scene of violent outbreaks.

Friedman said he had no idea of the
direction that contract neaotiations would
take based on the events of the past week.

Employment bill debated
WASHINGTON [UPI] - The House

headed into debate on the Humphrey-
Hawkins full employment bill Wednesday
with Democratic leaders urging their troops

to stand fast behind it. Republicans proposed
a substitute.

Supporters of Humphrey-Hawkins,
claiming it would point the nation toward full

employment with low inflation, sought to

rally support at a caucus of House
Democrats.
The bill would set an "interim" target to

reduce unemployment from its recent 6.3 per
cent to 4 per cent by 1983.

It would require the president to annually
send Congress five-year economic goals
designed to lead toward full employment and
production with reduced inflation. Congress
could modify the goals.

The bill leaves the means to achieve these
goals up to the president and Congress. But
it says efforts must center on jobs in the
private econopny.
'•
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SALEM - Tugboats yesterday as they successfully pulled the 686-foot Greek oil
tanker Global Hope from where it had been grounded in Salem Harbor following
last month s blizzard. The tanker has leaked an estimated 15,000 gallons of oil
fouling.some Cape Cod beaches. (UPI)

UMass art exhibit depicts
New Yorl< in 1930's
By STACY BELKIND
Special to the Collegian

New York during the thirties.

Most people who lived through those
years want to forget them. We know that,
despite the horrific living conditions millions
were subjected to, creative energy continued
to flow, producing a decade of memorable
art.

The Herter Art Gallery is currently
presenting a collection of prints and
drawings, created during the Works Project
Administration, by artists who worked on the
project. The WPA was initiated in 1935 under
Pres. Roosevelt as a national agency to
distribute S4.8 billion for work relief over a
period of time. Its conception marked the
largest relief project of its kind in economic
history. If a worker was unable to find a job,
there was the WPA to turn to. Surprisingly
enough, artists were included as well.
The Federal Arts Project, was one of the

many divisions of the WPA. The FAP was
divided into eight categories, graphics
among them. The artists represented in this
collection were employed by the graphic
division of the FAP and were given a weekly
pay check in return for creating art. Various
public institutions, including schools and
libraries, were to be the recipients of the art

work. This was a very special historical

moment for artists. Although the salary was
meager, artists could pursue their profession
with a feeling of independence.
The FAP continued into 1943, and was

responsible for the creation of roughly 2,500
murals; 17,000 sculptures; 100,000 paintings;

200,000 prints from 11,000 designs; two

million posters from 35,000 designs; and
23,000 Index of American Design plates
which were done in watercolor. The figures
appear phenomenal, even in light of the FAP
in 1936. Almost fifty per cent of the artists
were living in New York City. One such artist

who is exhibited in the show and is professor
of printmaking at UMass is Fred Becker.

Becker worked on the FAP from 19^39
as a wood engraver.

Becker's vivid recollection of working on
the WPA was full of insight and humor. His
statements take on an international scope.
He draws connections between the United
States and Europe, which are extremely
important for the understanding of American
art during the thirties.

"In order to get on the WPA, the only
requirement was to be a pauper. You had to
take a pauper's oath which meant an income
of less than ten dollars a week. The Project
had supervisors to screen the applicants so
that non-artists would not go on. My first

interview was at the College Arts Association
with Louip Lozowick, a famous lithographer
of the twenties and thirties, who is also in
this print show. He accepted me, but he was
curious to know what kind of paper I use. I

printed many of my engravings on a
Japanese tissue. He wanted to know if it was
toilet paper. It certainly was not! It was hand
made from silk and is no longer available.

"I had to be on relief which is the same
thing as welfare today except that it was a
clumsy beginning to the welfare system. I

received a large bag of potatoes, and a large
bag of flour, although I lived in a furnished
room without any cooking facilities."

Gas plan gets mixed reactions
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A plan by Senate
energy negotiators to take federal controls
off natural gas prices drew mixed reaction
yesterday at a highlevel closed meeting in

the House speaker's office.

House negotiators said they will study the
10 page plan and discuss it with the 25
House members if a congressional con-
ference committee trymg to reconcile the
natural gas bill

"Maybe they will have 25 different views,"

Rep. Harley Staggers, DW.Va., conference
chairman, said.

The House version passed last year retains

controls on natural gas 'r. Keeping with Presi-

dent Carter's enerpy proposals.

The compromise, plan would begin by pric-

ing newly p'uduced natural gas at approx-
imatelv % 1 .88 per thousand cubic feet at the
point of production, and then boost it

regularly and steadily toward more than
$3.75 per thousand cubic feet by 1985 when
price controls would be removed.

Journalist discusses
Soviet-American policy
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By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

No considerable changes are anticipated in

Soviet- American policy and relations are
expected to progress at the same rate, ac-
cording to Henry Shapiro, United Press
International Moscow correspondent for 40
years.

"I think there will be gradual improvement
unless the situation in Africa becomes more
complicated. I think there will be a SALT
agreement (Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty) sooner or later and trade will im-
prove.

"Africa presents a complication," Shapiro
said, in an interview yesterday referring to
the uprisings in Ethiopia by tribal and political

groups which have been aided by Sudan and
Somalia. Cooperations agreements with
Ethiopia were signed with the Soviet Union
in 1977 as ties with the U.S. deteriorated.
The U.S. was once a major arms and aid
source to Ethiopia.

Shapiro is in the five college area this week
on a lecture tour where his topics range from
Stalin's Russia to Soviet Jewry to in-

ternational reporting.

Shapiro, who lived in Moscow from 1933
to 1973, anticipates no drastic changes in the
Russian policy. "There will be more of the
same. More Jewish emmigration since
Carter's Human Rights campaign," which he
said is one of the Soviet Union's biggest
gripes of the Carter administration.
"He singled out the Soviet Union in his

Human Rights campaign," said the fluent
Russian correspondent. The Soviet
government felt this was "crude interference
into Soviet affairs in the Soviet Union." They
resented Carter trying to "tell the Kremlin
how to behave."

"It's possible that Breshnev will come if

the SALT agreement is completed. He owes
us a visit." The 72-year-old retired

correspondent pointed out that although two
American presidents (Nixon and Ford), have
made diplomatic trips to the Soviet Union,
President Leonid I. Breshnev has only visited
the U.S. once.

After Nixon's 1972 visit to Russia, Shapiro
said, "Nixon had become popular, they liked

his policy." While as Vice President, he had
the "unpopular reputation of a Mc-
Carthyite," after his visit, he became likbd.

"When Watergate occurred, for a long

time the Soviet press ignored it. Only toward
the end, when the president resigned did it

appear in news articles and editorials."
Shapiro noted on Soviet commentary

which claimed Nixon's resignation was
"because he was forced by American
reaction circles who opposed detente plus
the Zionists."

Shapiro refuted Nixon White House Chief
of Staff H.R. Halderman's recently published
allegations the Soviets had asked the U.S. to
join them in a nuclear strike against China's
growing nuclear capability. "Why should we
believe him, he perjured himself to a Senate
committee and is now in jail?" Shapiro
asked.

"You have to look at the plausability of it.

It is true that chiefs of state always have
contingency plans. I'm sure the U.S.
government never seriously considered it.

"Some people in the Soviet Union and
U.S. considered it General Staff's always
"look into all possibilities, Shapiro pointed
out. "Russians more than anyone else know
what war is."

The Soviet viewpoint of the 1962 Cuban
Missile Crisis is different than the American,
said Shapiro. "They feel the Soviet Union
had saved Cuba from invasion when the
Soviet Union removed missiles from Cuba.
The official Soviet position is the Soviets
won because Khrushchev pressured the U.S.
into leaving Cuba alone."

Of his 40-year experience in Moscow,
Shapiro said, "the best thing that has
happened for the foreign press is the
abolition of censorship in 1961." Up until
then, all of Shapiro's articles were censored
prior to leaving the country.

In summing up the Soviet conception of a
journalist, he said "they're public relations
people, their client is the Soviet Union. They
think they're right, and we think they're
wrong."

Shapiro is currently writing his memoirs,
(which will include specifics of a private
interview with Breshnev) going on lecture
tours, and is an Honorary Fellow in the
University of Wisconsin Journa'ism
department.
Lawrence Pinkham, chairman of the

UMass Journalistic Studies Department, said
Shapiro was one of the few journalists during
the Cold War period whose reporting was
unslanted and did not produce anti-
communist material.
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Ephron urges women to action
'Stop blaming...

and get on with it'

Nora Ephron lectures in the SUB as part of International Women's Week. (Staff

photo by Peter Lee)
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By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Staff

In a Distinguished Visitors Program lecture
held last night in the Student Union
Ballroom, Esquire magazine senior editor
Nora Ephron urged all women to "take
themselves seriously; to stop blaming, stop
whining and get on with it."

"You cannot let insight about your own
situation or 'the system' become a substitute
for what you're going to do about it," she
said.

Ephron started writing about women for
Equire in 1972. Prior to that, she spent five
years reporting for the Neyv York Post. At
that time, she said, it was a point of pride for
a woman to work on a newspaper without
writing for the women's page.
"Then along came the women's

movement. I realized I would have to deal
with it in my writing in some way. Joan
Didion once wrote that she 'writes to find out
what she thinks.' The act of sitting at the
typewriter forced me to come to grips with
how I felt about the women's movement,"
Ephron said.

Ephron added that there was a point at
which she felt the movement was well
established; then she thought, "I can't hurt
the woman's movement with anything I

write about it anymore."

"I think that on some level I was wrong in

my optimism," she said. "The movement is

not just an idea; it's a group of people. How
can we expect women to improve their lives

if they won't even get off their butts and vote
for the E.R.A.? The women's movement is in

a slump; not just a period of retrenchment."
Ephron said that much of the change

brought about by the movement was
superficial. "Many women got divorces or
better jobs, but they didn't really change
personally. It's very difficult to take
responsibility for your own life when you've
grown accustomed to second-class
citizenship."

When asked how she, as a graduate of
Wellesley College, felt about single-sex
education for women, Ephron said, "I see
nothing wrong with all-women's schools, but
it's not enough to simply set up a liberal arts
college for women identical to those set up
for men."

"I think women have to be forced to define
themselves, or they'll make the sad mistake
of finding their identities through the men
they marry," she said.

Ephron stressed the importance of training
as a reporter for any young person hoping to
work as a writer. "You have to learn that the
facts are more important than your response
to them."

Stockbridge holds banquet;

dean speaks, awards given
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Three hundred students, faculty and
administration last night attended the 24th
Annual Spring Progress Banquet of the
Stockbridge School of Agriculture in the
Campus Center.

Various awards for outstanding con-
tributions by students and faculty to Stock-
bridge were presented.

Dr. John Denison, dean of the Stock-
bridge School of Agriculture, opened the
program by saying, "tonight is the night we
throw bouquets, and there are a tremendous
number to throw tonight. Just look at all the

past activities and those planned for the
future.

Denison praised the improvement in

Stockbridge public relations over the past

few years. "Now when I meet with people on
campus and at Whitmore they recognize
Stockbridge and know what the Stockbridge
philosophy is all about," Denison said.

Denison commented, "technical
education has an important spot in Massa-
chusetts; but it has not grown as fast as I

would like to see." We can't miss with such
dedicated people on our faculty and staff.

Education will get into you students one way
or another."

Freshman Peter Quinlan received the

Outstanding Senator award for his con-

tribution to the Student Senate and the
school, especially through his work with
Professional Development Day, held this
past February.

Former Stockbridge student David White
received an award for outstanding member
of the Stockbridge Service Organization.
Denison said, "David is a most active young
man and will become a great leader."

Dr. Douglas Airhart, Student Senate
advisor, presented 22 students with Service
Award Grants for their service and con-
tributions to the school.

Prof. Byron Colby and Mr. James S.

Callahan, prof, of food and resource
economics, received recognition for their

years of service to the school. Both ara
retiring this semester. Colby, livestock ex-

tension specialist, worked with youth in the
Future Farmer's of America Program, 4-H,

and with students.

Colby also received the Stockbridge
yearbook dedication from the class of 19^.

Geoff Macduff, student senate president,

presented awards to outstanding professors

and thanked all the professors for their help.

Mr. Tony Williams, coach of the Stock-

bridge soccer and basketball teams,
presented players with certificates. He
awarded Most Valuable Player .Award to

Anthony Realick for soccer, and Paul

Gagnon for basketball.
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Elderly feminist speaks;
tells of early suffrage
By GAIL FLEMING
Collegian Staff

Florence Luscomb attended the 1892
National American Suffrage Convention
when she was five and heard Susan B.
Anthony speak on women's rights.
Luscomb yesterday told 100 people the

experience was her beginning in the
women's movement and then gave a history
of the suffrage movement leading to
women's right to vote in 1920.
Luscomb said the women's movement

stemmed from the anti-slavery movements
of the 1820's. The refusal of anti-slavery
conventions to admit women spurred the
1848 women's conference in Seneca Falls,
NV and the first "National Meeting of
Women's Rights" in Worcester, Mass. in
1850.

Luscomb produced a copy of the
"Women's Journal" from 1911, a newspaper
published by Lucy Stone and her husband,
Henry Blackwell. Luscomb said she
"hawked" the paper in Boston in 1911 and
1912 which kept women informed on the
issues of the day.

Luscomb traveled to the rural sections of
the state making speeches in an effort to get
the Massachusetts legislature to pass a
referendum granting women the vote in
1915 The proposal was defeated despite
Luscomb's 222 speeches in 19 weeks, but
her work helped to create national awareness
which led to the Constitutional Amendment
in 1920 giving women the vote, she said.

Luscomb has been involved with the Civil

Liberties Union and has been an inspector in

Fac Sen sets

Wo Stu's fate
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

As an appropriate adjunct to Women's
Week, the future of the Women's Studies
Program will be determined today at the bi-

weekly meeting of the Faculty Senate.
The busy agenda also includes a faculty

proposal to rescind graduate faculty
membership levels and 27 new course
proposals up for senate adoption.
The Women's Studies Program is a

program and not a major. The program's
original two year mandate has been ex-
tended twice pending a comprehensive
review by the Academic Matters Council of
the Senate.

Today, after three months of study, the
Council will recommend to the senate that a
Women's Studies major be approved and
authorized to award the bachelor's degree.

According to commentary of (he National
Advisory Council on Women's Educational
Programs, UMass investment in Women's
Studies .s parsimonious" compared with
other universities and has received the least
adequate space and resources of all the
Special Programs reviewed in recent years.
The Program's desirable effect on the

faculty and studen? • r.,tv .tg yvide appeal to
older students, a 'ine counselling
services are thp .., factors which in-
fluenced the MS recommendation
stated the special report.
The senate will al.so tackle a resolution

which attacks the current criteria for
graduate faculty membership which, ac-
cording tr. f>,e proposal, is based on
"numerf ' n< publi'~a*inni in hinh'

... .. tti

the Boston garment factories, which em-
ployed mostly women. She was also the
president of the union of office and
professional workers in Massachusetts. She
said of her involvement in human rights
struggles, "It makes a more interesting life

than sitting home* and knitting."
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LAWRENCEVILLE, Ga. (UP!) - The only
promising lead police have turned up the
shooting of sex magazine publisher Larry
Flynt fizzled yesterday when it was disclosed
the suspect had concocted a hoax in hopes
of collecting a reward.
Police in Norfolk, Va., released 20-year-old

Teddy Morris after Georgia police flew there
to question him about a call he had placed to
them Tuesday inquiring about the case.
Morris told authorites a man he knew had

told him he had been paid $1,500 to shoot a
man in Georgia. Lawrenceville authorities
immediately asked Norfolk police to pickup
Morris, and he was arrrested in a bar Tues-
day night and held under a quarter of million
dollars bond.
Flynt and his Lawrenceville attorney, Gene

Reeves, were critically wounded Monday
during a lunch break in Flynt's trial on
obscenity charges stemming from the
distribution of Flynt's sexually explicit

Hustler Magazine.
Flynt was removed from the critical list

Wednesday at Button-Gwinnett Hospital
and Reeves was reported in satisfactory con-
dition.

Morris' attorney, Paul Lipkin, said when
Morris phoned Lawrenceville police they
"thought he was impersonating himself ...

they thought he was telling on himself." But
Lipkin said Morris was just "hoping to get a
reward" for the bogus information. It was a
"hoax," Lipkin said.

The attorney said that Norfolk patrolman Al
Forbes had confirmed to investigating of-
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ficers that he had seen Morris in Norfolk on
the day of the shootings.

Capt. B. H. Blanott, one of the Georgia
police officers who questioned Morris, said

before returing to Georgia that Morris "has
admitted it was all a hoax. We have definite-

ly established that he was not in

Lawrenceville, Ga.
"

Morris' mother, Frances Fodrey, claimed
throughout that it was impossible her son
could have been involved in the shooting
because, she said, he was with her in Nor-
folk at the time. "There's no way he could
have been in Georgia," said Mrs. Fodrey.
"He and his girlfriend (Sissy Leiand) went
shopping with me that day."
Mrs. Fodrey was angry with both her son

and police over the incident. "It's not only
stupid, it's very embarrassing, I mean to be
nationwide. I think it's really stupid. 1 think

before they jumped to conclusions they
should have known what they were working
with first."

Blanott said the investigation "was nothing
more than routine," and Lipkin said
authorities were "just doing good poliice

work ... looking for all dues.
"

"All I know," Mrs. Fodrey insisted, "is he
got himself into a lot of trouble making that

stupid phone call."

Meanwhile, the surgeon who worked on
Flynt for six hours administering to his ab-

dominal wounds said it was too early to say
wheter Flynt would be paralyzed.

"Only time will tell," said Dr. Tahier
Bagheri, when asked about the possibility of

paralysis. "We have to go day by day ...

because of the pain, we don't know."
Flynt's wife, Althea, said her husband was

convinced that the attempt o his life was
made because of a special the Los Angles
Free Press — a Flynt publication — ran on
the Kennedy assassination last month.

'All's fair...

in school'
GOOD HOPE, Ala. (UPI) - Third grade

teacher Margaret Thompson decided it

would be interesting to see what new twists

third graders could bring to old adages.
At the suggestion of a newspaper reporter,

her students were given the beginnings of

several old adages and told to complete
them with their own thoughts.
"Two's company, three's a mess, " Kelly

Bice wrote. But she didn't stop there, ad-
ding, "Ask me no questions and you'll be
smart."
Regina Richter recognized conflicts with

the women's movement when she wrote,
"Man shall not live for you women."
The students were given the beginnings of

several other adages, such as "a penny sav-
ed..., silence is..., a bird in the hand is

worth..., God made the country, man made
the...."

They wanted the correct answers, but their

teacher refused to tell them.
"I told them that there's were much better

and much more interesting," she said.

Some of the answers were shrewd.
"Confession is good for getting out of

school," said Darrel Godfrey. But Jennifer
Alvert had another idea. "Confession is

good for the paddling," she wrote.
"A bird in the hand is worth a dollar," said

Dewayne Justice.

One third grader wrote, "All's fair in

school." He also wrote, "Ask me no ques-
tions and be quiet," something he's pro-

bably been told before.

"Man shall not live without clothes," Jen-
nifer Livingston wrote.
As for God and man, Kelly Bice wrote,

"God made the country, and man made the
pictures."

And another third grader said, "God made
the country and man made the war."
Finally, who could argue with the Connie

State workers
may strike
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI) - Rhode Island

officials Wednesday braced for a threatened
Monday strike by two-thirds of the state

government workforce but hoped an illegal

walkout can be averted through new con-
tract talks.

Leaders of Council 94 of the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees voted 22-5 Tuesday night to
strike at 6:30 a.m. Monday in a
wagereopener dispute from a contract that

expires next October.
The threat came as a strike began by 400

steelworkers at the BIF division of Genarel
Signal Corp.. in Wast Warwick and a
walkout by 450 production %r\6 maintertance
workers was in Ks third day at the Subnr>8rine

Signal Division of Raythaon Corp.
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Women's Studies explored
0\, r: Jill f-i /-•«.. .^ *By GAIL FLEMING
Collegian Staff

Gaining awareness about society and its
treatment of women was one benefit
students participating m the Women's
btudies Program cited -n a Women's Week
workshop in the Campus Center yesterday.

Five women's studies students fielded
questions from 20 women on the advantages
of the program, and discussed their reasons
for being involved.

Women's Studies is an interdisciplinary
academic program offering awareness into
women's lives and achievements, and a
feminist perspective in disciplines
traditionally seen from a male point of view
according to the panelists.

The program organized in 1975, is
nationally known as one of the best women's
programs in the country. There are currently
85 students in the program.

According to the panelists there is a vital
need for the Women's Studies Program,

Carol Tinkham, originally a political
science major, felt "out of place in a
curriculum that taught male history, art and

issues." She now combines women's studies
and legal studies.

Maureen Carney expressed the need for
women to communicate with each other as a
way to cope with the "conflict between
ignorance and consciousness."

^
Nancy Callahan turned to Women's

Studies as an alternative to a major in
psychology. She is combining women's
psychology, history and law, and said
women's studies helps you learn about

yourself."

Lisa Lofchie is an engineering major
working towards a certificate, the equivalent
of a minor, in women's studies. She is en-
tering a predominantly male field, and feels
women's studies is "strengthening her stand
as a feminist."

The academic requirements of the
program are introductory and advanced
seminars, plus 36 hours of women's studies
credit for a major and 18 hours for a cer-
tificate. These requirements allow for
combinations of women's studies and other
subjects like law, health, business, education
and counseling.

,-J}^^
women's studies office is located in

508 Goodell.

\Prison treatment subject
of women 's workshop

'Womancraft' practiced

By jonisue blinderman
Collegian Staff

Assata Shakur is a black woman whowas called a "mad dog animal" by theNew Jersey judge who convicted her of
kimng a highway patroller in March 1973
bhakur's trial and subsequent treatment

WnmJ^^ 1)^}"'^^^^^ °^ ^" InternationalWomen s Week workshop conducted

M^l'^^^X.
'" ^^« Campus Center byMartha Pitts.

'

Pitts is a friend of Shakur and amember of Assata's Cell, a defense
organization for Shakur

uwifh^f"'u"^^!
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with her hands in a surrender position
said Pitts. According to Pitts, no one has
been able to prove Shakur fired a shot
that day.

Pitts said that without any apparent
reason, two weeks after being convicted
Shakur was transferred from a women's
prison into an all male facility. The New
Jersey officials decided Shakur was too
dangerous to remain in a female in-
stitution and in contact with other
prisoners, said Pitts.

Shakur remained in isolation, under

constant guard, for two and a half years
said Pitts. She never saw the sun and the
lights in her cell were never turned off
said Pitts. The only thing she was
provided with was a basketball, said Pitts
Shakur is a member of the Black

Liberation Army. Pitts said this is the
reason for the paranoia surrounding
Shakur. New Jersey officials are known
to refer to Shakur as "the soul of theHLA and believe the BLA would go to
any extreme to help Shakur escape, said
Pitts. Yet no attempt has been made, in
either New Jersey or New York where
she was transferred in 1976, said Pitts
Shakur had been charged with armed

robbery and attempted murder in New
York. During October, 1977 the at-
tempted murder charges were dropped
probably, said Pitts, "because the state
had no proof in support of them. The
armed robbery charges will be appealed
in the next two weeks."

If the charges are dropped, Shakur will
be sent back to New Jersey for more
legal proceedings. "But throughout that
tiriie her fate may be that of a woman
who IS not sent to the electric chair but
feels Its effects, all the same," said Pitts

By JILL TRISCHMAN
Collegian Staff

Womancraft, the development of
women's physic skills, and the elements of
physic healing, were discussed yesterday at a
Women's Week workshop in the Campus
Center facilitated by Jean Janani Erlbaum
and attended by 100 women.
Erlbaum describes womancraft as,

"relaxing yourself and getting in touch with
that quiet space inside you that can be
deepened and expanded."

Erlbaum led the group in relaxing, leading
into the trance state.' Once everyone was
comfortable in this state, they did exercises
to "affirm the strength, health, and nature of
the psychic skills," said Erlbaum,. "Practfce
of these skills is done by psychic projection

of energy among groups of women, and to
people they know that are not present."

Erlbaum also discussed color healing and
aura cleansing. She said, ""these techniques
are done with the goal of sending healing
energy and thoughts to ourselves, to people
we know and love, and to the world around
us."

"Most women find that they have been
using these skills on their own. By making us
consciously aware of our psychic nature, it

helps us to choose how best to use our own
skills in the effort to maintain and nurture
good energy for ourselves, and others," said
Erlbaum.

Erlbaum started studying yoga ten years
ago, and was introduced to physic healing
three years ago. She lives in Greenfield and
has been teaching womancraft in this area
for two years.

Lebron case discussed
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

Representatives from the New York
Committee for the Freedom of the Puerto
Rican Nationalist Prisoners visited UMass
yesterday to discuss the case of Lolita
Lebron in a Women's Week workshop in the
Campus Center.

The workshop facilitator, Madeline
Gonzales, also works for the Union of
Patriotic Puerto Ricans.

Gonzales began the workshop by an-
nouncing that "today is International
Women's Day commemorating women as
members of the human race. It took many
women in sweatshops and political

organizing for us to be where we are today."
She then dedicated the afternoon to Lolita
Lebron.

Lebron led a nationalist commando raid on
March 1, 1954, attacking the U.S. Congress
demanding independence for Puerto Rico.
She has been imprisoned since 1954.

Gonzales said, "Lolita knew the con-
sequences of her actions. As she shot her
gun, the right of Puerto Ricans to bear arms
in defense of freedom was reaffirmed."
Sexism as an institution in Puerto Rico is

due to United States colonization, said
Gonzales. She said, '"Lolita was at times
faced with male supremist views, but her
spirit carried her on. Just as the historical role
of women is distorted and undocumented
so IS the history of Puerto Rico."

FINAIVICIAL AID NOTICE
For Returning Students

Submit your application before the March 15 deadline to have your aid
credited to your fall bill. Applications submitted after March 15 will be ac-
cepted as late applications. Pick up applications in the Financial Aid Office
243 Whitmore, Monday-Friday.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
You may be eligible for:
1. Work-Study
(summer and school year)

2. National Direct Loans

3. Tuition Waivers

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
You may be eligible for:
1. Work-Study
(summer and school year)

2. National Direct Loans

3. Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants

4. Supplemental Grants

5. State Scholarship Aid

The University Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore, is still accepting late ap-
plications for aid for the period May 15, 1978 to May 15, 1979. Funds are
available in all categories to students registered for fall semester who meet
federal need criteria. Many middle income students meet need criteria Your
application will allow us to assess your eligibility.
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»o Collegian,

Letters
UPC replies to

letter y^^riters

To the Editor:

The Union Program Council is a
Recognized Student Organization with

students doing all of the work. We have
been in existence less than one year. In

that time we have produced nine con-
certs including George Benson and
Randy Newman.
We have come far in terms of

organization and knowledge, but we are

still learning from every concert we
produce.

The Elvis Costello concert is a good
example of problems that we could not
avoid and problems that were our fault

which we will have to correct in future

concerts.

Long lines are inherent with general
admission concerts with well-known
headliners. Yes, we should have ex-

plained the wait, but now we know
better.

The late start was caused by Elvis' late

arrival and sound system problems. This

was out of our hands as was the heat
which was unadjustable.

fr. response to Jack {"a well-aimed

bottle would do"] Kelleher, those
"assholes" you refer to are the people
who work to make these concerts

happen. Without the press and the

behind the scene UPC workers doing
publicity, booking, etc., you wouldn't

have a choice between seeing "Elvis" or

"Rocky. " They deserve some reward for

all their unpaid work.

Speaking of cameras, people had the

right to bring their cameras in. Elvis also

felt he had a right to change his mind and
demand that all cameras be turned in. We
did not enjoy making fools of ourselves

by asking that all cameras be turned in.

One of the reasons Elvis left early was
because he spotted someone taking his

picture.

All explanations aside, our goal is to

put together a system to produce
concerts at UMass and provide ex-

perience that IS unavailable anywhere
else on campus. Come see us in room 415
A Student Union We welcome all

constructive criticism.

The Union Program Council

'Green Suits*

taking a break

To the Editor:

Ever try to find a place to park on
campus? Well, if you've got a sticker for

the lot you're in, chances are you'll find a
spot six miles and four gasoline dollars

away.

The blame, however, does NOT rtixt

upon the shoulders of the Forking Office

that is habitually accused of over allotting

certain stickers. This, too, was my
original explanation. It is unquestionably
a multifaceted blunder created by th^

not-yet-famous "Forking Sgt." and his

little troop of "Green Suits."

This conclusion has not been arrived at

haphazardly but rather is the result of one
and a half semesters of observation, four
weeks of investigation, and several

similar complaints from fellow drivers.

The situation, specifically, is that of

Southwest; namely Lot 50. For the last

few Fridays in particular, I have been
using my car to run errands and have
returned between the hours of J.30 and 4
p.m. to do nothing but join the mini-

parade of space hunters. On any given

day, usually during the mid-afternoon,

these convoys can be sighted speeding
around Southwest in a vicious attempt to

beat out a fellow parader.

What exactly is the problem, then, with

the parking situation in Lot 50? It sounds
too simple to say it's nothing more than
illegally^ parked cars, illegally parked cars

That ae not towed, not even tagged [the

latter, a tactic proven useless to date.

And it's not that the Department of
Public Safety is unaware of the situation.

[My dialing finger got sore long before
writers' cramp set in.] After the mad
chain of phone calls aimed at finding the

individual in charge, the buck stopped at

the desk of the soon-to-be-famous
"Parking Sgt." who, when contacted,

hung up following a brief interim of the

silent treatment.

I did, however, manage to draw out a
"Damn Good Alibi" before the crass

termination of our conversation. It seems
that the almost-famous "Parking Sgt. "is
short on manpower. It also seems that

this man has difficulty distinguishing be-
tween quality and quantity. Concerning
his manpower the latter is present while
the fomer is sadly hurting. I explained to

the now-famous "Parking Sgt. " that it is

nearly impossible to get cars towed,
much less tagged, with a sub-squad of
"Green Suits" O.D.ing on coffee, etc., in

the cafeteria section of Munchy's for
more than 75 per cent of a "working"
day. He promptly defended with the fact

that his men needed their breaks. Now I

ask: Breaks from what? Fact: Friday,

March 3, 1978 not a single car was towed
from ANYWHERE in Lot 50. Further I ask
of the infamous "Parking Sgt. ": I pay for

my sticker; what's your excuse?

Kevin G. LeClair

More objection

to BAMF
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to any
comments, direct or indirect, made
concerning the stated feelings of the
Greek area at the senate meeting
Wednesday night, March 1. It must be
stated that a unanimous vote of the
Greek Council in reference to the op-
position to the Black American Music
Festival was being represented.

The purpose of a student senator, in

our admittedly naive opinion, is the fair

representation of all students to the

Student Senate Last Wednesday night

we were disappointed to see how few
senators said what they really felt {let

alone what their constituents felt] in

reference to the BAMF for fear of
ridicule, covert comments of "racist, " or

political devastation.

One general feeling in the senate is

something to the effect of, "Don't step

on anybody's toes." Some of the

misdirected energy displays are absurd.

People can get emotional about valid but

removed issues such as a proposed
building in Ohio, a legal case in California,

etc., but issues on this campus which get

the student body aroused, such as the

BAMF, are treated by suppressing true

feelings and covering tracks of an often

misdirected senate.

The BAMF is, in our opinion, a con-
ceptually great idea. If it could have taken

place last fall, as was at one time plan-

ned, we believe none of this dissension

would have occurred. It's unfortunate

that it had to be planned for the spring

and replace the usual Spring Concert.

Although we realize the BAMF was not
planned to take the place of the Spring

Concert, it was voted by the Senate not
to sponsor two concerts. So the BAMF
IS, in effect, the Spring Concert.

We, the Greeks, object to the BAMF
being restricted to only black performers.
To ask a community like UMass [the

student body as opposed to the student
senate] to put up such a significant

portion of general SATF funds to

sponsor a concert which represents such
a small portion of the community ts

ludicrous. A basically cultural event
without restriction on color would be
acceptable because such an event would
be more educational to all students A
deliberate choice of bands using the color

of the members' skin as criterion i<; nof

only as racist as one can get but also

injurious to our sense of what is right.

Contrary to a comment made at the

senate meeting by another senator, there

has been third world representation at

previous concerts. We don't think in

numbers and percentages so it is difficult

to realize other people do. What is

considered the "fair" representation

which that senator referred to? Xper cent
of performers from the third world to X
per cent of third world students? Can't

we all just be people and try to see past
physical color or nationality? Racism, as
defined, "the notion that one's own
ethnic stock is superior, " exists. We have
to realize that but we also have to work to

negate racist effects. This act of having a

BAMF restricted to only black performers
is one very sure way of perpetuating the

racism that the third world community
professes to hate so much.

We think a large percentage of the
white community has a true appreciation
for black performers; not as black per-
formers, just as performers. A "talented"
person isjust that. We see no justification

for any other adjective to describe that
person - especially those adjectives
which pertain to color.

Executive Council of the
Greek Area Government

Student Senators - Greek Area

INDEX denied

$5000 SA TF
To the Editor:

On Tuesday, Feb. 27, the INDEX, the
UMass yearbook, had its annual meeting
with the Student Senate Budget
Committee. In a valiant effort to level

fund all RSO groups, the Budget
Committee has left the INDEX $5,000
short of the anticipated costs for the 1979
book. They are I'iaving the means of
obtaining the additional funds up to the

INDEX staff, suggesting a few ways to

eliminate this deficit. We at the INDEX do
not feel it is fair for a few students to

make a decision which will set a
precedent for years to come, so we are

asking you, the paying students, for your
opinion. The options are:

1. Raise the charge for the yearbook
for undergraduates from $1 to $2.

2. Include an advertising section in the

book.

3. Increase the price of the sitting fees

for seniors from $4 to $6.

4. Ask the Student Senate to give the

additional $5,000 from the Student
Activities Tax Fund.

Problems:

1. We fear that students will resent

paying an additional $ 1 for a book which
has traditionally been funded by the

SA TF and revenue from senior portraits.

2. An advertising section would mean
additional pages; if we charged $200 for

each page of advertising [as the Collegian

does], at least 25 pages would have to be
added, which would increase the overall

cost of the book.

3. If the sitting fee was raised to $6,

seniors might be discouraged from
having their picture in the yearbook.

The option which the INDEX sees as

the most viable is to request the ad-

ditional money from the Student Senate.

They [we] have $1.1 million to distribute

to organizations and activities. The

award-winning INDEX is one of the

tangible memorabilia which a student

takes with him-her when leaving the

University. A cut in quality is out, but

feedback reagarding the other options is

necessary before the charge for the

INDEX sky-rockets at the Budget
Committee 's convenience.

The choice is yours. Please write the

INDEX at 102 Campus Center or respond

publicly in a letter to the Collegian. Let us

know how you feel your yearbook should

be funded All answers will be forwarded

to the Student Senate.

The INDEX Staff
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Ten mill

Bill Sundstrom

The alleged heating plant at Tillson Farm
a monument to the gross incompetence, at

perhaps corruption, of the Massachuse'

Bureau of Suilding Construction (BBC) at

whomever else was involved in the des

and construction of that fioSCO.

The plant, completed in the summer
1974 at a cost of about 10 million dollars, w
shut down eight months after beginnii

operation because the pipes designed
carry steam to campus leaked excessive

Tillson was planned in the 1960's with t

intention of replacing the ancient physi(

plant, which runs on coal, with a cleaner ai

more efficient oil plant. Ironically, the i

creasing cost and unreliability of nil made t

difference in the 1976 decision to "mothba
Tillson and update the present heating oa
From the outside, the Tillson "faciiir

(white elephant is actually a more ?

propriate term) looks like a large cudj

shaped greenhouse, its housing being ma
of some sort of translucent fibergia

material. Indeed, the administration and BE

Permanent

Jerry Rogers

Jack Newfield and a few other Villa

Voice staff writers have popularized t

concept of a "permanent government."

they have used it, it is applicable to a lar

group of people that exercise an inordin^

share of power in the running of New Yi

City. Frequently the exercise of that power

completely discretionary, even though

affects millions of New York residents.

The birth of a concept, such as that of t

permanent government, fills a need for ma

people who must attempt to cope with t

subject of the conceptualization. In this wi

millions of Americans have come to think t

combination of many large industr

companies or conglomerates and the milit<

as the military-industrial complex.

We may not be more effective in

dealings with the military or with many
dustrial interests, flWHt least we can co

ceptualize previously mysterious, and oft

shady, relationships.

As applied to New York, the permam
government is a loosely organized coaliti

of elected and appointed officials ''

politicians, city workers and priv

businesspeople. They all have a stake in h(

the city of New York is run.

The (student) permanent governme
includes all those student senate peopi

professional staff people, advocacy servici

and committees that have a stake in ti

levying, collection and distribution of tl

Student Activities Tax Fund money. It's (til

plain stupid to believe student senator.^

orofessionai «?taft oaid to oraani?e stud*''*'

<
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* 'Turning Point* >: striking emotional conflict

>i

"The Turning Point"
Written by Arthur Laurents
Directed by Herbert Ross

Starring Shirley MacLaine and Anne
Bancroft

Reviewed by MARK L. A TKINSON

Although ballet is an area of entertainment
I share little interest in, the raves this movie
has received aroused my curiosity enough to

see what it had to offer.

The Turning Pointwas made in cooperation
with the American Ballet Theatre, a group of

outstanding performers who add an aura of

excitement to the film. Director Ross used
good judgment by utilizing the dancing as a
backdrop and leaving center -stage open for
some critical character involvement.

film

Mikhail Baryshnykov known for
his ability as a dancer, is sensational in his

screen debut. His role as a Russian heart-

breaker brings his sex appeal to the surface
when he charms a pretty young ballerina

played by Leslie Browne. Her performance
as both a dancer and actress almost steals

the film from the more established stars

Anne Bancroft and Shirley MacLaine.

Bancroft portrays an aging dancer who has
devoted everything in her life to being a star.

Her involvement was so intense that self-

realization of other parts of life were present-
ly oblivious. MacLaine is a friend who decid-
ed to settle down and raise a family. The
frustrations of the past are readily apparent
when the two friends meet again at a ballet

opening. Complications arise when
MacLaine's daughter (Browne) becomes
close to Bancroft who has more influence on

her life than her own mother.

The highpoint of this film is watching
MacLaine and Bancroft in face-to-face con-
frontations. Their high-pitched emotions
finally come to a hilt and are resolved
through understanding. The results are
predictable but the two stars carry it off ex-
tremely well.

Above all, the tremendous acting and ver-

satile direction by Ross ("The Goodbye
Girl", "Sunshine Boys") make the Turning
Point one of the year's best. The film has
recently been nominated for 11 Academy
Awards.
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Change
(for ex-activists)

change lately is strange.

that great traveler

who was so eager to blaze new trails

has hung his knapsack up and gone to
sleep.

he may dream scaling the Great Wall of

China
but rising up he is hung over
and only glad for the shelter where he is.

he even lets his bladder trickle, a little

before he drags himself to empty it.

strange to think

that that great explorer, who
only yesterday
worshipped the sun
is weary, unspiced, with scurvy
afraid to go on
or let the world go on
holding firmly with falling teeth
onto the unsucculent meat
of beaten-off truths.

change lately is sinister.

BHEKILANGA

SATURDAY
MARCH 11,

7:30 and 10:00

Academy of Music
Northampton, Mass

Reserved tickets 7.00, 6.00 at the box office, and
(Amherst) Faces of Earth

(Amherst) Sunn IMusic

(Northampton. Westfield, Chicopee) Wax 'n Wane
(Springfield) Main Music

(South Hadley) Goodbodies
(Northampton) Amherst Audio

(Northampton) Tech Hi-Fi

FOR INFORMATION CALL (413)243-2399

Will
By DEBBIE SCHAFER

It has been more than fifty years since
Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were
put to death in the electric chair for a crime
which many people still believe they did not
commit. Much has been written about them
since that time, and one of the most notable
works is an unfinished opera by Marc Blitzs-

tein that now rests in the hands of David M.
Knauf, charman of the UMass theatre
department.
The future of that opera now seems as

uncertain as its past.

Composer-playwright Marc Blitzstein

retired to the island of Martinique in the fall

of 1 963 to work on "Sacco and Vanzetti," an
opera which had been commissioned by the
Metropolitan Opera Company of New York.
He met an untimely death there in January
1964 when he was fatally beaten by three
sailors; the opera was thought to be lost, un-
til May of that same year when the
manuscript was discovered in the trunk of

Blitzstein's car and turned over to Leonard
Bernstein.

Bernstein was a close friend and associate
of Marc Blitzstein, and was named in Blitzs-

tein's will as his literary executor. It was

reported at that time that Leonard Bernstein
would perhaps complete the opera, which
was still under consideration by the
Metropolitan Opera company, but the pro-
ject was abandoned for reasons unknown to
us at present.

Meanwhile, David Knauf tells us that he
"has toyed with the project of getting the
opera completed for several years now."
Knauf became acquainted with Blitzstein in

1962 through the Wisconsin Center for

Theatre Research, an organization which
Knauf himself directed and which collected
manuscript materials for posterity.

He acquired a number of Blitzstein's

manuscript materialsatWisconsin, including
"a number of personal things he gave me
that I treasure a great deal." This also includ-

ed the unfinished "Sacco and Vanzetti"
musical score.

Knauf agrees that it would be "a wonderful
thing" and "terrifically topical" to produce
the opera through the UMass theatre depart-
ment. But it will take a lot more than good
intentions alone to make it happen.
"It's just so enormous that I don't see how

it could be completed," he tells us, "unless,
of course, Mr. Bernstein wants to jump into

it *vith two feet and come here to help us

A Missing Opera by Blitzstein
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"No one has ever damned Mr. Blitzstein as a member of the bourgeoisie.
"

— Brooks Atkinson, New York Times

out."

"I don't see how we could get it done
otherwise," says Knauf. "It's just such a
massive undertaking.

Blitzstein had reportedly completed thefirst

two acts of "Sacco and Vanzetti" before his

death, and had sketched out the third act at

least partially. Ross Parmenter of the New
York Times reported that Blitzstein had plan-
ned it to be "a grand opera in using large

forces and having an almost orchestral sym-
phonic continuity." As such, it would re-

quire a formidable chunk of creativity and
hard work to complete—not to mention a
great deal of money, also.

"If we could get somebody to donate us a
hundred thousand dollars, then I suppose
we could get it done," says Knauf.
One hundred thousand dollars is "in the

ballpark" of total cost, according to Albert

G. Huetteman of the UMass music depart-

ment. To launch the project "you would
need tons of money," he says, "probably at

least $50,000 just to have it commissioned
and to have copiers for all the parts" of a full

length opera.

David Kantor of the university Fine Arts
Council, said that he had not heard of the

Sacco and Vanzetti opera previously but was
willing to venture a guess that "the feasibility

is not very good for it right now" when the
high costs were considered. Several other

sources were also of the opinion that such a

project was far beyond the budget
capabilities of the campus arts community.

Financial concerns aside, there are those

who feel that the completion of "Sacco and
Vanzetti" is beyond the capabilities of cam-
pus groups for other reasons. "We just don't

have the talent here to do it," says Huet-

teman. "Undergraduates just couldn't han-

dle an opera" and there are not enough
graduate students to fill the bill. "We don't

have enough singers," hesays. There is only

one graduate student in the music depart-

ment who is majoring in voice, according to

Huetteman. There are presently 30 graduate

students in the theatre department.
William C. Venman, director of Continuing

Education and local authority on "light

opera, "disagrees with professor Huetteman
in some regards; "concerning opera in

general, of course there is enough talent

here to stge a production, "he says, as long

as "something terribly complicated" was not

being attempted.

He could offer no comment on "Sacco and
Vanzetti" in particular because he had not
examined the musical score although he was
aware of its existence. "I am not familiar

with the amount of work it would involve,"

he told us.

Apparently very few people on campus are

familiar with the "Sacco and Vanzetti" score
and libretto with the exception of David
Knauf.
"We've talked briefly with some members

of the music department here, Al Huetteman
in particular. It hasn't really gotten beyond
that point," says Knauf.
Huetteman recallsspeaking "verycasually"

with Knauf "About a year ago" concerning
the opera. It was not discussed in great
detail.

"It doesn't surprise me" that David Knauf
has that manuscript, says Doris Abramson.
Abramson in the director of graduate studies

in the theatre department. She notes that he
"often comes up with materials, and has
some marvelous ideas."

She is also unfamiliar with "Sacco and
Vanzetti" but "hopes that there would be
enough good talent" to produce the opera
on campus. "It would be exciting, worth
looking into," she told us.§
Since the opera is a part of the late Marc

Blitzstein's estate, Knauf would need per-

mission of the estate before he could take
steps toward completing the score. It is

Knauf's understanding that the estate is in

control of Blitzstein's sister Mrs. Edward
Davis of Philadelphia. He told us that he did

"communicate with her several times, when
this idea started" and that she seemed to be
"very interested in it."

"There would be the necessity of obtaining
permissio to do the opera," he says," but
my sense of it at this moment in time is that

the permission would not be difficult to

come by. I also understand that the

Metropolitan Opera no longer has an option

on it" and there are no legal problems in that

regard.

Alan Light, Concert Hall Manager for the

Fine Arts Center, is just a bit more skeptical

than Knauf is concerning "Sacco and
Vanzetti."

"Who would finish the score?" he asks.

"Not David Knauf. He's not a composer."
"He doesn't have the rights to it," Light ex-

plained, "It's not in the public domain. First

TURN TO PAGE 21

Blitzstein legacy:
tlie conscious composer

It comes as little surprise that Marc Blitzs-

tein (1905-1964) chose to focus his artistic

efforts on the Sacco and Vanzetti trial; he

was a lifelong defender of human rights,

and was often the subject of political con-

troversy during his own career.

Close friend Aaron Copeland writes in a

memorial tribute that "Blitzstein's life ex-

emplified a truism that needs to be re-

emphasized today, namely, that 'every ar-

tist has the right to make his art out of an

emotion that really moves him' ... It was the

basic motivation for Marc Blitzstein's art,

and resulted in a contribution to American

music that is yet to be fully evaluated."

Blitzstein is remembered by many for his

translation of "The Threepenny Opera",

but perhaps more notable, and more
representative of Blitzstein's true talents is

"The Cradle Will Rock", originally written

for the Federal Theatre Project in 1937.

A story of industrial corruption and labor

union heroics, "Cradle" was shot down by
the government before it had official open-

ing night. Producers John Houseman and
Orson Welles staged it in a rented theatre

without benefit of costumes, orchestra, or

Federal Funds.

V,l^bg?itre critic Brooks Atkinson noted at

that tlrhe "we iiave proof that a theatre

supported by government funds cannot be

a free agent when art has an insurgent

political motive."

"We do know that he was a radical, a

social radical," says David Knauf, chairman

of the UMass Theatre Dept., "and as such

was a favorite of the artists and intellectuals

of that period, whe wasn't writing works,

though, that were supposed to be poopular

as such."
i

He may not have had a wide popular base,

but he was not doubt controversial. Even
though "Sacco and Vanzetti" was never
completed, it caused a controversy when
the National Federation of Music Clubs op-
posed its production due to Blitzstein's

communist affiliation.
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BOMBER
JACKETS
Just in from California.

Men's in goatskin or cowhide.

Women's in calfskin.

Choice of regular quilt lining

or sheepskin lining.

Removeable fur collars,

brass zippers, reinforced

knit culls and waistbarKls.

double pockets.

$125 $160
at

Heartfelt
Leather

103 N. Pleasant St^Amherst

K) 6O0 Moo. Sat. 253 5135

Graduating soon? You'll need The
U.S. Employment Regiater. Na
tionwide |ob openings for all degree
levels Federal, overseas and Sum
mer employmeni included. Free pro
fessional resume preparation and
printing, plus 25 copies. Semi annual
subscriptions $12 00. annual $18 00
Collegiate Publications. Drawer
2737

, Dept CS, Carbondale III

62901
(Published Quarterly)

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be
given on the evenings of March 15
and 16 in Hasbrouck20at 8 p.m. The
test consists of one essay question
which students will choose from a

series of suggested topics. The
length of the essay is 500 words.

Students should bring an ID, several

number 2 pencils and a quarter,

which is used to help defray the costs

of supplies and printing.

ROOM TO MOVE
Student ofgan(ied

dfop in counseling center

student counselors

drug intorrnaiion

Third World and Hispanic counselors

informal, confidential

no hassle environinent

MoufB MWF 9 5 TbTh
Tues eve. 7 10

or
call

546 0400
drop in —

no appointment necessary

15,

Giels sold out

I

f
6:00 A.M.— 7:00P.AA.
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( Ne«t fo the Newmon Center )
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Avatar fuses styles;

music deluxe

by MONICA YA TES

Tomorrow, (Friday) the office of Counsel-
ing and Assistance for Older Students,
(C.A.O.S.), will sponsor a party for all

students in the Five-College area. The party
will be held in the Alumni House at

Amherst College, at eight o'clock p.m.,
and will feature music by Avatar.

Avatar is the name of a Northampton bas-
ed band with a difference, and it's a dif-

ference that people are beginning to
discover they like.

At Smith College last fall, people were
dancing and excited to be listening, aware
th^^^ with Avatar, something special was
hapftenifig. At Hampshire College, and at

last semester's C.A.O.S. party, audiences
tried to put it into words: "Usually, when I

go to a bar, or a party at school, the music
is just there -Avatar affects me," said a
Smith student. "You can tell this band isn't

just ' doing it for the money', for an ego trip

" they seem to be trying hard to play music
they can believe in, and they're involved. I

can feel that, it's exciting," said Joan
Oermers, a UMass student who attended
that C.A.O.S. party.

The band, which plays in a style which
they describe as latin-jazz-funk-rock,

features Totii Hardin on vocals, Jon Weeks
on flute and alto saxophone, Raymond
Blanchet on keyboards, Rudi Weeds on
bass, and Dave Morin on drums.

Toni Hardin joined the band in December,
and she has strenghtened the already ex-
citing connection between this band and its

audience. Her voice is smooth and rich,

and covers a broad range. Her style comes

Get help for your alcohol problem

ROOM TO MOVE

sponsors on-going weekly group
get support to set goals

stop drinking

Stop by or call
ROOM TO MOVE

545-0400

low niccs-ocwiR used alboms

WILLIE
*«BOOMBOOM**
ALEXANDER

^^tW'

from a sure and instinctive ability to relate

completely to the songs she sings. When
she does Chuck Mangione's '"Land of

Make Believe" she is now pensive, now
playful, and she takes the audience with

her wherever she goes. She sings "Sum-
mertime" with a deliciously bluesy funky
feel, and when she does Esther Satter-

field's "Love Music," it is a happy invitation

to get up and dance, and feel as just plain

good as Toni Hardin does.

Jon Weeks and Raymond Blanchet have
been playing together for several years, and
it shows in the creativity of their work. It's

as if the two of them aren't satisfied to
simply play a song; like all good jazz musi-
cians, they seem to say, here is a song, let's

take it and go. The result is a performance
that goes beyond what audiences in this

area have been used to. They take such
standards as "The Girl From Ipanema" to
places where they've never been, using the
feel and structure of the song as a basis for
their own highly original work.

Equally at home on acoustic and electric

piano, Blanchet is all over the keyboard,
with riffs and chord progressions that are
uniquely his. He describes his own style as
"cosmic", and its effect on audiences is

surely magic.

Jon Weeks has to be one of the more im-

pressive jazz flutists around. His sound is

pure and clean, with a variety of articula-

tions that make for dramatic changes in

mood and texture. On alto saxophone, he
is emotional and expressive, his solos mak-
ing swift, natural transitions from mellow to

angry to forceful and back again.

On electric bass, Rudi Weeks is a solid

performer. Avatar's repetoire is rythmically
diverse, and Rudi handles the changes -

from latin to funk, to blues, to rock - with
versatility and style. A true bass player, he
seems to sense the beat with his whole
body; it's almost as interesting to watch
him as to listen to him.

TURN TO PAGE 15

Get iton
your chest.

Any design or logo Screen Printed
on T- Shirts for dorms, teams,
clubs, concerts, parties, etc 20
colors, 15 styles including reg T's,

sweats, shorts, trim T's, French
and European cut, and long
sleeve T's, etc No order too
large or too small Write for

catalog or call

FORTE PRINTING
P.O. BOX 211

FLORENCE, MA 010M

Campus Rep

Steve Milligan

545-3539

Gable station opens in Amherst
by JOSE TOLSON

After three years of negotiations. Com-
munity Access Television in Amherst is a
reality. The "Center for Community Access
Television (CCATV)" will begin operation
over cable channel 3 on March the 12th at
8:00 p.m. with an eight part series on
Nuclear Power.
The series entitled "The Center for Com-

munity Access Television Examines
Nuclear Powe^ ' ': made possible by a grant
from the Mc!3S£chusetts Foundation for
Humanities and Public Policy which is a
program of the National Endowment for
the Humanities as well as the cooperation
and participation of the Northeast Utilities

Company and The Massachusetts Public
Research Group (Mass. PIRG). This grant
is the second from the Mass. Foundation
for Humanities and Public Policy in their

continuing support of Community Access
Television.

The issuo of nuclear power has become
especiaHy relevant to the people of this area
since the proposal for a Nuclear Power
Plant in Montague (Massachusetts) was
submitted by the Northeast Utilities Co.
The first program of the series entitled

"Nuclear Power in Our Back Yard' will

feature panelists; William Semanie: the
Montague information officer for Northeast
Utilities, Ms. Anna Gyorgy: of the Clam-
shell Alliance Resource Committee, and
Ms. Blue Carreker: the coordinator for

CCATV, with Prof. John Brentlinger of the
Philosophy Dept. UMass as Moderator.
The Nuclear Power series and the Com-
munity Access Center will be opened by
Mr. Lou Hayward Town Manager of
Amherst, who will explain the relationship
of Community Access television and the
town of Amherst, and Mr. Nathanial Reed,
director of the Massachusetts Foundation
for Humanities and Public Policy, who will

explain the Foundations position on
CCATV.
The remaining programs in the series will

address themselves to such questions as:
Who Should Make the Choices?, More
Jobs: Fact or Fiction, Is Local Power
Desirable?, and concluding on Sunday
April 30, with the final program. The
Nuclear Controversy: How Can Citizens Ef-

fect Decisions? Each program is designed
to offer a balanced perspective on the
available information in an effort to allow
the viewers ample time to draw their own
conclusions. A portion of each program
has been set aside for viewers at home to

/

respond to the panelists with phone calls.

Arrangements are also being made to
repeat each program on Tuesday night at
8:00 p.m. as well as being re-aired in So.
Hadley and Westfield on the cable systems
there.

CCATV has other programs planned for
the future and needs the help of people in

the community as scriptwriters, camera
crew, talent etc. Call us, we'll tell you all

about it and maybe we'll see you on
CCATV.
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N.E./Sylvan Third World recruitment
The weekend of March 9. 10, and

11, the Northeast/Sylvan Area will

host a Third World recruitment

weekend. During this time students
from Boston will be brought to

Amherst. In the past Nor-
theast/Sylvan has had a reputation

of being nonreceptive to Third World
students. Currently, Third World
students choose to live in other areas

because of more programming
academically and socially available to

them as a minority group.
In order to make this weekend a

success, we need the support and
cooperation of many University

agencies. The schedule of weekend
events is as follows: On Thursday,
March 9; arrival, registration, and
room assignments. Friday, March 10;

a campus tour of classes and various

departments, workshops with
CCEBS, BCP, Financial Aid, and Ad-
missions. A presentation by Eno is

planned for the early evening and en-

ding the day with a party in the Ana-
caona Cultural Center-Dwight Hs.

Saturday, March 11, a tour of the

Northeast/ Sylvan residential area,

closing with lunch by Yvonne. The
students wil be returning to Boston
at 3:00 p.m. on Saturday.

THE RESTAURANT just qood Food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials
OPEN 9:70-6:00

bAqEls & pastrIcs mon sat.

296-89$$ AT FACES OF EARTH

^Avatar
CONT. FROM PAGE 14

David Morin, on <Jrums, performs with in-

tensity, control, and impressive technical

skill. He keeps the beat and goes further,

decorating it with the surprising little

touches and delicate flashes of technique

that make him a completely original per-

fom-='. His solos are, in the words of

Hai. ishire College students who heard

Avatar at the Tavern last month, "incredi-

ble", "amazing", "unbelievable." In Stevie

Wonder's "Another Star", Morin takes a

ten-minute solo that leaves audiences beg-
ging for more. He begins with a hard driv-

ing rock beat, and gradually, subtly, using

everything he has -- his sticks, his hands,

fingers, elbows, feet, knees - to get the

precise sound he wants, he comes to a

point where he is almost lying on top of the

snare in concentration, the audience hush-

ed as he taps a series of rim shots. Slowly
he adds punctuation from the cymbals and
the other drums, and finally he returns to

the original beat, all without losing any of

the momentum of the song.

About one third of the material Avatar
plays is original. Songs like the danceable,
happy-go-lucky "Funk-a Fyde" benefit

from the imagination and talent of the

group as a whole. Rudi Weeks has written

five of the originals, in styles which range

from the summery, catchy, "Dear Eggs ' to

the almost angry quick "Wail Away", to a

contemplative "Stars in a Cloudy Sky"
which is reminiscent of Joni Mitchell's

work. Blanchet's "Patricieux"and "Acsess

to Euphoria" are thoughtful jazz tunes. Jon
Weeks' compositions are imaginative and
melodic. "Puppey Face" combines a

wandering, light melody with a base line

that suggests something deeper. His song
"Now a Daze" combines an almost trance-

like quality with the appealing melodic line

that is becoming his trademark.

The band performs selections by Antonio

Carlos Jobin, Gato Barbieri, Carole King,

Joni Mitchell and Chick Corea, along with

the originals and the Stevie Wonder and

Esther Satteifield tunes already mentioned.

It is a different kind of music, and all of the

songs Avatar plays have a kind of audience

appeal that is unique. "I always thought

Jazz was boring, but if this is Jazz, it isn't. I

love dancing to it," said Wendy Phillips, a

UMass student, at jhe C.A.O.S. party last

semester. "Going to hear a band like

Avatar is an experience," said loyal Smith

College fan. "You just feel good, dancing

to this kind of music - it's fun - I 'don't

worry about impressing anyone, the way I

do with a straight Pock'n'Roll or disco

band," says Rudi Weeks. "We're trying to

reach a crowd that is tired of rock, who
want something more. We're an alter-

native."

You can hear Avatar at the C.A.O.S. par-

ty tomorrow night at eight o'clock. They
can also be heard at the Jolly Bull on rte. 9
in Hadley, on March 23rd and 24th. Don't

pass up an opportunity to hear this exciting

new band for yourself!

.

PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in

Pizza — Grinders

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS. MON THURS, Ham 1am: FRl SAT, 11am 2am: SUN, 11am 1am

2%tifR
(most drinks & beers)

8:30 to 11
WITH

TWOWAY STREET
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RadiosKg'feiw rock
WMUA

MONOA

Y

6 am Monday Wake Up With Je»«
Berlin morning music and head ro^n
10 am Linda Goldstein: laiz from its

origins to the present featuring
vocalists

2 p.m. Monday Afternoon Drive with
Pnrry Adier New Wave, oldies, and
should have been hits real rocknroll
radio reborn
5:30 p.m. The 5 30 Magazine, the
most complete news format in the
Pioneer Valley news information
and features

6 p.m Valley Talks phone in talk

show
7 p.m. Con( epto Latmo
10 p.m. Dcivf Parhero ror k n roll

Fantacy Hill

First Step
RCA

Reviewed by RON MILLER
At the risk of sounding trite "Fantacy

Hill's" first step should be their last. Their
music is the combination of three chords
which seem to be lowered or raised an oc-
tave as the songs change. At first the group
appears to have potential, but as the
listener realized he is hearing the same tune
every song, the record gets dull.

Musically, the group is mediocre. The
drummer, however, is particularly unplea-
sant. I have seen two-year olds banging on
their cereal bowls play the drums better.
The biggest joke of all on the album is the
space junk they throw in to make the album
snappier. It is a very poor imitation of Steve
Miller-type space introductions.
The group is imitation rock and roll. They

figure if they play loud and throw in a little

space garbage they can pass off as musi-
cians. I would recommend this album for
ten to twelve-year olds. Then, however, I

might be insulting the musical tastes of pre
teens.

' Endless Wire
Gordon Lightfoot
Warner Bros.

Reviewed by ALEX STEIN

Saying that Gordon Lightfoot's new
album needs to be grown into is like saying
that there is graffiti in the library staricases.
After turning out many excellent singles
and albums in the past, he seems to have
run out of new material.

The album features the usual Lightfoot
mixture of sing-a-longs ("Daylight Katy,"
"Hangdog Hotel Room) and pitying
dreamy-weapies ("If Children Had Wings,"
"Sweet Guinevere"), However, unlike his
previous works, this album descends into
the vast pool of mediocrity. There has been
no artistic progression since the last album
If some of the songs here sound like older
Lightfoot songs, it's because the music is

very similar, and in some cases the same as
his earlier songs. Another indication of his
lack of new material is the (current) single
from the album, The Circle is Small,
which was written in 1969!
The overall sound m diffprpnt from r/,ist

Lightfoot albums
Lightfoot songs " <*

; n >t;^0 d(,uubTIL
guitar, an electn and an acoustic
^'^ Arirh some of thf

The only saving grace is the title track,
which is the only one that successfully uses
the electric lead. But more importantly,
Lightfoot's unique vocal styling guides us
through the imaginative images in the lyrics
("Down in the dark of a burnt out
soul /There's a few good second hand
dreams").
Besides that one cut, the only possible ex-

planation for this piece of plastic is that it

was just something thrown together to
fulfill his Warner Bros, contract. If you're a
total Gordon Lightfoot freak who absolute-
ly can't live without this record, then buy it.

If you're not, why not spend the same
money on Lightfoot's classic album Sun-
down?

Waiting For Columbus
Little Feat-Live
Warner Brothers

Reviewed by MARK HARRIS LEVITAN

More appropriately titled, thisdouble album
would be called "The Best of Little Feat." It

covers everything from Sailin' Shoes to Time
Loves A Hero, and contains nearly all the
Feats' favorites. And it's no mere coin-
cidence that the best of Little Feat is a Little

Feat concert. They are a quality rock'n roll

band capable of really motivating an au-
dience.

But this long-awaited release of live little

Feat is not flawless. Some cuts on the first

two sides come close to beihg flat. For in-

stance, the ending of "Old Folks Boogie,"
falls apart and the segue from "Time Loves
A Hero" to "Day or Night" lacks any sort of
tension. The performances in these cases
are clearly not the best available.

Byside three, the venerable 'DixieChicken
Tripe Face Boogie" and a good cut of

"Rocket In My Pocket" put the Feat back in

the drivers' seat. And side four with
'Willin'," "Sailin' Shoes, "and "Feats Don't
Fail Me Now" is damn near what the whole
set should sound like.

For sheer intensity, two of the underground
live albums, Rampant Synchopatioand Elec-

trifLycanthrope are woth seeking. But if you
demand a little better recording quality,

VVaiting For Columbus with all its flaws,
waits for you. One way or another. Little

Feat is still one hell of a rock n roll band.

WMUA
TUESDA

Y

2 a.m. Alan Swallow
6 a.m. Tuesday Alarm Clock with Jeff
Kline: music for clearing out the
cobwebs
10 am. Jose Tolson: jazz and Latin
sounds
2 p.m. Tuesday Afternoon Drive with
John Clark rock from during and after
the Beatles' era take a break from
Eagles, Skynyrd and Mac.
5 30 p.m. The 5:30 Magazine.
6 p.m Sports Cafe: call in sports pro
gram.
7 p.m. Kid X
9 p.m. Dee's Delites with Dee Greaze
10 p.m. William "Shady" Grady

Jefferson Starship
Earth

Grunt/ RCA
Reviewed by ROSS NERENBERG
The Jefferson Airplane Starship (take

your pick) have long since abandoned
writing songs in which "one pill makes you
larger and one pill makes you small," but
they still possess a keen social awareness,
as well as tremendously loyal following
Their latest album. Earth, has just been
released, and it is indeed one which was
worth the wait The nine selections con-
tained here go a long way toward re

establishing The Starship as a still vital, still

fefreshingly creattvH group,
usual, Grace 'Let Mf Savi- The

..,-.!.an Race" Slick and Marty BaliK alter

nate lead vocal chores. The mandatory
"Miracles"

fi' Or. Me,'"

igle

r'UtltJWiiy

Slick's most satisfying number is "Show
Yourself," which, rather than being a tune
extolling the virtues of exhibitionism is, in-
stead, a thoughtful lamentation on the
state of contemporary America. "Take
Your Time" is another of her better efforts.
And only Grade (in collaboration with
guitarist Craig Chaquico) could compose
the song that just may become an anthem
for a large segemnt of American
youth -the ne'er to be forgotten
"Skateboard."
Closing the album out is its longest cut,

"All Nite Long," a group composition
which brings to mind the classic "Ride The
Tiger." Indeed, it makes for an excellent
conclusion to an excellent album. Earth has
what it takes to please one and all and
earns for The Starship a"even the cover art
is great" A.

WMUA
WEDNESDA

Y

2 a.m. C.B. C9ggswell: music to take
you through the wee hours
6 a.m. Wednesday Wake Up with
Dean Parker black classical

10 a.m. Andy Reiter midday musical
gems
2 p.m. Wednesday Afternoon Drive
with Lisa Wait magic music and
related phenomena.
5:30 p m. The 5:30 Magazine.
6 p.m. Valley Talks
6:45 p.m. Amherst Tenants Associa
tion.

7 p.m. Dr Salsas Medicine Show.
10 p.m. The Night Session with Dave
Provost: assorted jazz.

Midnight Midnight Fantasy: readings
of the best speculative fiction.

John Hartford
All In The Name Of Love

Flying Fish

Reviewed by MARK HARRIS LEVITAN

For a Mississippi riverboat captain, this

man is quite a musician. His very personal
form of musii' bridges country, bluegrass
and comedy, and he is always taking the
chance that will show him to be a complete
fool. Some of his more humorous numbers
include "Don't Leave Your Records In The
Sun" and "Dancin' In The Bathtub " (which
is on this disc.) But beneath the humor and
the fact that he never takes anything or

himself too seriously is a sensitive and very
talented performer. John Hartford once
wrote a stirring country love song called

"Gentle On My Mind." (jlen Campbell sang
it and became a star. Glen Campbell is still a

star. John Hartford is still writing open and
honest love songs, becoming better with
age.

This new album is his most coherent ef

fort in a long time. It has a theme -- love -

and it has some great new material and
some great old stuff on the subject. "The
Six O'clock Train And The Girl With The
Green Eyes" is an example of the new. It

has a slow country feel, and the lyrics are
story like - almost ignoring the fact that it's

a song. So despite the nice tune and the
solid performance, the feeling dominates.
Nashville writers work their whole lives to

write a song that has the feeling of any one
of six songs from this album.
Most pleasing is the inclusion of a sw-

inging updated version of the classic "Gen-
tle On My Mind." The old masterpiece sails

•longly at the hands of outstanding
iMUMtjians named Sam Bush, Buddy Em
mnn^ Benny Msnif, Rov Husky Pit) Rnh

Balin which

Pirates
Out Of Their Skulls

Warner Bros.
Reviewed by RANDALL BARISH

The Pirates' release Out Of Their Skulls is

living proof that an early group of British
rocc nnovators, disbanded since
1966, can come together again to sue
cessfully produce and improve upon the
hard-driving and foot-stomping music
characteristic of their early years.
The Pirates, established by Frederick

Heath (alias Johnny Kedd) in 1958, were in

jecting heavy doses of rock n' roll into the
British music scene several years before
the Beatles took over; turning out a number
of hits including the rock classic "Shakin"
All Over."
On the album's live side, the Pirates belt

out a group of early 60'ish hard rock tunes
including two hits of their own "Please
Don't Touch" and "Shakin' All Over" to an
enthusiastic audience. The music is ex
citingly high-energy and represents early
hard rock at its finest.

The studio side consists of materials ar
ranged by Green. Most of the songs on this
side are done in a more contemporary
polished style than the live side but don't
have as much of the vitality or intensity.
Spence's loud, gritty Presleyish voice

together with Green's piercing wailing
guitar riffs succeed in bringing the listener
back in time to a more simple direct style in

the rock n' roll era. Those who can ap
preciate early rock in its rawest loudest
aspects will find Out Of Their Skulls an en-
joyable album.

Wet Willie

Greatest Hits
Capricorn

Reviewed by TOM ANDERSON
With the Lynrd Skynrd crash still fresh in

everyone's mind, the state of Southern
rock seems to be in question. There is,

however, at least one group which is still in

good shape and still rising - Wet Willie
The group recently moved to a new label
and released Manorisms, a fairly popular
album that has generated the first true hit

single for Wet Willie. However, the boys
released seven previous albums, and this
collection traces their career from
1970-1977. Although this material will pro
bably be instantly familiar to any of the
group's fans. Wet Willie was never a
widely-known group and Greatest Hits
serves as a good introduction for those
unacquainted with their past. Not surpris
ingly, the best cut is ""Keep on Smilin'," but
several others stand out as well: "Leona,"
"Dixie Rock," and "Everything That 'Cha
Do." Wet Willie is raucous, loud and gutsy:
a powerful blend of rock, blues and a little

bit of funk as well. While the group may
just now be gaining wide rcognition, this
album shows what their fans have loved for
the past seven years: good solid Southern
rock & roll.

Gallagher And Lyie
Showdown
A£r M

Reviewed by BRETT MILANO

Benny Gallagher and Graham LyIe have
been making music together for the past
eight years; first as part of a folk based
band called McGuinness Flint, and later
leaving to begin a long string of duo
albums. Along the way they've made some
fine songwriting contributions to other
peoples' repertoire Fairport Convention
have recorded a particularly notable version
of their "Friendship Song" On their own
albums, the duo have been evolving from
fheir folk background toward a moreeclec
^^ I'ld tfiib rit>w .iltjum continues this
witti a aiverso and interesting collection of
times The title sonq sound--- likp ^n

<>gltcized versiO' o, with

|i lilljfrl ,[ jy

about the theatrical overtones of life. Their
folk influence is more evident on "In Your
Eyes ", a ballad driven by acoustic guitars
and vocal harmonies. My favorite song
here is "You're the One," which combines
a strong chorus and expressive vocal with
such diveres touches as accordions com-
bine with electric guitars in the instrumen-
tation. G&L have had a number of British
hit singles, and songs like "You're the
One" could provide sor.ie well-needed
quality if they ever make it to the American
airwaves. Their back-up band is composed
mainly of little-known but thoroughly
capable musicians, with Billy Livesay deser-
ving special mention for his keyboard con-
tributions. With winter finally over and spr-
ing set to arrive (so they keep telling me),
albums like Showdown will provide fine
entertainment for sunny afternoons.

Black Oak
Race With The Devil

Capricorn

Reviewed by ROSS NERENBERG
Guitarist Jimmy Henderson and lead

vocalist Jim Dandy Mangrum are the sole
survivors from the old Black Oak Arkansas
but, unfortunately, the new Black Oal<
sounds no better than the old. This band
may be new, but they're not improved.
They may be more adept instrumentally
but, all in all, they're too tame- they seeni
incapable of getting down to the good old-
fashioned, gut-busting rock'n'roll (save for
the Adrian Gurvitz-penned title track and
side two's "Feels So Good") which is Jim
Dandy's trademark, not to mention his real
strength. He's no ballad singer, and the
sooner that he faces up to this realization
the better off he (and Black Oak) will be A
pnme example of a change which has not
worked out for the best. Race With The
Devil can hardly be categorized as a hell of
a record. Instead, it warrants a "can't make
a silk purse out of sow's ear" CD.

WMUA
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12:10 a.m. Dave Provost.
2 a.m. Folk Fancy with Tom Ball: the
best in traditional folk, folk rock, and
jazz

6 a.m. Thursday Wake Up with Jeff
Howard: traditional, folk, and other
wake up sounds.
10 a.m. Rob Ellis: black musical
sounds.

2 a.m. Thursday Afternoon Drive with
Rich LaFauci: music that moves.
5:30 p.m. The 5:30 Magazine.
6 p.m. Focus: public affairs talk show.
7 p.m. Women's Media Project:
women's perspectives through news,
information, music, poetry and inter-

views.

10 p.m. Third World Perspective.

Van Helen
Warner Bros.

Reviewed by GERARD F. HALLAREN JR
Reminiscent of Alvin Lee's back up and
The Blue Oyster Cult, Aerosmith, Deep
Purple and just about every other Heavy
Metal band, the Brothers Van Halen team-
•3d with vocalist David Roth and Bassist
Michael Anthony have turned out an amaz-
'ngly poor album. Despite Doobie producer
led Templton's efforts to make a good
cilbum the band is just too bad to be true.

If It can be said that the disc has a bright
spot It comes with the bands rendering of •

You Really Got Me". Van Halen's treat-
"tent of the Kink's rock classic is at best fair
'Jut at least it brings to mind the original
Again when they perform another man's

^"rk, ie. Elmore James' "Ice Cream Man,"
•
•'^' band almost comes together with sonie

tyood
but unorigiani sounds. However this

une is ruined at the break when Alex Van
^'•len's inexperienced lead destroys any

nientiim the sonq had. The rest of the
"1, composed of original Van Halen

IS unimaginative and annoying. (This
to be the trr^nd when the whole band

WMUA
FRIDA Y
? am. Jmi Morris music, comedy.

6 a.m. Fiid.iy Morning Breakfast with
Charlie Holmes, start your weekend
early with music sunny i,'<ie up.
10 a.m. Carlos Miranda and Cleora
Francis

2 p.m. Friday Afternoon Drive with
Peter Dickow: the finest m vocalists
rock'n'roll. R&B, C&W, and much
more.

5:30 p.m. The 5:30 Magazine.
6:00 p.m. Valley Talks.
7 p.m. Jim Ferrante. TD TD monthly
Thirsty Ear concerts TD TD
10 p.m. Last Call with Freeport.

'<ji btjuys as: "'Atomic
th the Devil", and

le uand Van Hdi-fi thive cut
<!lV \A,i ,!'(> .1 ,rt. u , :

•>,. .,^, I'll

Dr. Buzzard's Original Savannah Band
The Savannah Band Meets King

Pennet
(RCA)

Reviewed by MARIO BARROS
This LP is the band's long-awaited second

act and after numerous listenings I feel that
it's worth the wait. The Band has dealt gs
another helping of their uncanny blend of
innovation and nostalgia that holds
something valuable for all to hear.
Their smooth ballroom sound barkens
back to the 30s and early 40s with its

mellow swing elements. The Band sways
while Cory Daye truly entrances with her
fabulous vocals which are a very important
link to the days when the lady and her leads
were the key element in the big bands. We
hear shades of Ella leading Ellington and
Marlena Shaw leading Basie's band. Ms.
Daye is really a textbook vocalist while she
ranges from some very mellow crooning to
some fast-paced and exciting scat.
Cuts like "Mr. Love" and "The Gigolo and

I" will take you back with their smooth ar-

rangements and swing feel while "Tran-
sistor Madness" with some well-placed
special effects and synthesizer riffs remind
you that there is a tomorrow. This blend of
yesterday and tomorrow makes the Savan-
nah Band probably the most influential

force on the music scene today. Their in-

fluence can be heard all over the charts and
showed up most markedly in Oddessy's
single, "Native New Yorker" (my choice for
single of the year in '77).

Stoney Browder and August Darnel throw
in another fine production effort that truly
warrants a good hard listen.
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Barry Manilow
Even Now

Arista

Reviewed by ALICIA CUNEO & GREG
LAKIS
Barry Manilow's latest effort. Even Now,

is definitely his poorest effort to date. The
album, with the exceptions of his latest
single, "Can't Smile Without You", and
the title cut, "Even Now", is extremely
monotonous and very reflective of the
music of the 1940's that your parents would
be very familiar with. Very little relief from
this effect is experienced throughout the
entire album. The song, "Copacabana",
gives one the feeling that he is sitting in the
1940's night club waiting for Desi Arnaz to
come out and sing three choruses of
BaBaloo. Even Now is excessively mellow,
an excellent album to mellow out and crash
to.

The album can not come close to compar
ing with Manilow's earlier efforte. All songs
on the album lack the excitement of "Band
stand Boogie", the feeling behind "Man
dy" and "Weekend In New England", and
the lightheartedness of "It's A Miracle".
The total album is lacking in all areas that
pushed his previous efforts to the top of the
pop charts.

All songs on Even Now echo themselves,
their common theme is that of Manilow's
experiences with the female sex which |ust
add«; to thp nnnotnnv of 'lip .ilbum The
' the name
I"" ':o only uljjt'ct that could
(II);,'

,
iMt; pnnr. nonotonnuc; .mi)

rneli

the 111,,, ,.i I,, :

Jackson Browne
Running On Empty

Asylum

Reviewed by MARK HARRIS LEVITAN

This album presents a novel approach to a
live disc with its "all-new" material and its

onstage, backstage, hotel room and travell
ing bus recording locations The songs deal
with the road life of a rock musician, pro-
viding a theme that runsstrongly from "Run-
ning On Empty" on side one through "The
Load-Out " and "Stay" on side two. Backing
up Jackson is The Section, a fine band unto
themselves, along with Browne's musical
alter ego, David Lindley (guitars, fiddle) and
vocalists Rosemary Butler and Doug
Haywood. The high energy level that these
people provide is a welcome change for
Browne's music.

Jackson Browne has gained respect and
admiration as a writer of songs that have ex-
panded his personal experience into a
language that a mass audience can relate to.
He has developed themes of alienation and
struggle in an uncompromising world pro-
gressively with each album. But these
themes are lacking here. In fact, an audience
grown accustomed to the richness of
Browne's "philosophical" songs may have
trouble with Running On Empty.

-But that is not to say that Jackson has lost
his way with words; the subject matter is all

that's changed. And where in the past,
Browne's attempts to meld sensitive lyrics
with harder rock failed more often than not
("Walking Slow", for example), the new
album has three notable successes in the
rock vein. "Nothing But Time" is a bluesy
number with a great backbeat. Co-written
with the tour manager, it depicts life travell-
ing on the bus-hell, they recorded it on the
bus! The song "Running On Empty" opens
the album with a kick. Recorded onstage, it

really opens up behind Lindley's lap-steel
slide. The song is personal, autobiographical
and full of the symbolism that Browne is

known for: "Gotta do what you can just to
keep your love alive-Trying not to confuse
it with what you do to survive." "You Love
The Thunder" is powerful in much the same
way. Browne's improved singing is another
factor in the way these songs come across.
The real exciting part of the album is in the

looseness of some of the cuts. Rev. Gary
Davis' "Cocaine" makes it into the album
(Browne has often performed it), and
what's a better setting than to record it late
one night in room 124 of theEdwardsville. 111.

Holiday Inn? With appropriate stoned humor
at the end. And there's "Rosie," a love song
to a groupie, co written by the head roadie.
Tongue in cheek, hand on ass, it's kind of
touching.

But Danny O'Keefe's "The Road" is one
haunting song that wraps it all up. The first
part of It recorded in a hotel room, the finish
IS live onstage. The distanceandthedreams:
"And when you stop to let 'em know you
got It down - - It's just another town along
the road." It's like holding a mirror up to a
mirror. It reflects what this album is all
about.

This is one of those extremely rare "live"
albums that doesn't sound like a dead cliche.
And while the subject matter within doesn't
grapple with larger-than-life issues, it hits
home more directly with its cinematic views
of a rock musician's personal side.

WMUAHSUNDA
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2 a.m. The Phosphorescent Petples
Republic of Rock Radio with The
Unknown DJ: rock, pop. psychedelic,
soul, comedy, anything short of
boredom.
6 a.m. Classics with Nancy Jane
Bailey: mostly orchestral music, mixed
with ragtime and other nonclassical
instrumentals.

9 a.m. Glory Road with Reverend
Pearson: the best in gospel music.
11 a.m. Lock Up: consumer issued in

criminal justice, with interviews, com
edy, music, meditations and special
features.

11:30 a.m. Behind the Badge:
humanities in criminal justice.

1 p.m. Zamir: Israeli music and news. I

2 p.m. Country Blues and bluegrass:
featuring Chelsea House concerts, live
studio sessions, etc.

6 p.m. Under the Sun: environmental
and ecological issues.

7 p.m. Jubilation Part I dedicated to
the exposure of six decades of music
in the referred-to "jazz" idiom, with
hosts Andy Reiter and Freeport.
10 p.m. to 2 a.m. Jubilation Part II.

Eric Clapton
Slowhand
RSO

Reviewed by ROSS NERENBERG
As he has been doing since 1974's 461
Ocean Boulevard, Eric Clapton now is turn-

ing out music that he enjoys. It may not be
the music that his older fans enjoy hearing

from him, but Clapton has progressed and
mellowed with age. After all, it's now 1978,

not 1968, and should I fail to hear "Layla"
again until we are one day able to eat a

good meal at the dining commons, it will be
too soon! I like the contemporary Clapton;
he may not be the fast-as-lightning guitarist

of old, be he isn't caught up in the act of

trying to pretend that he is. He's doing
what he wants.
Clapton's comeback has been a success,
and Slowhand affirms it. Whereas on his

last album. No Reason To Cry, he needed
the presence of such musical heavies as

Bob Dylan, George Harrison, and The
Band's Robertson, Danko and Manuel
Slowhand spotlights Eric and his band,
devoid of the stars who previously were re-

quired to be around to reassure, inspire,

and complement him. Now, Clapton has
gained the confidence to do it on his own.
And he does it well.

WMUA
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2 a.m. John Bonnacorso: mixed bay
6 a.m. Joe Mahaney: a little of this^ a
little of that

10 a.m. Glen Gardner: in a mellow
tone, featuring Live from Studio B and
comedy from Mashed Potatoes.
2 p.m. Rick Grant: black experience in

sound and education
6 p.m. Alyssia Bryan: recalling distant
sounds and remembering distant
voices make up Reflections.

10 p.m. Greg Phillips: dedicated to the
art of black music.

Material presented here is both interesting

and varied. The blues are featured as the
framework of "Mean Old Frisco." Cover
versions of J.J. Cale's nefarious "Co-
caine," Don William's country "We're All

The Way," and John Martyn's folksy "May
You Never" all prove highly palatable. The
latter's soothing simplicity is impressive, as
Clapton sings, "May you never lose your
temper if you get hit in a barroom fight;

may you never lose your woman over-
night."

New Clapton compositions run the gamut
from the bouncy exuberance of "Lay Down
Sally" to the forlorn wistfulness of "Next
Time You See Her." Still, the most en-
joyable work here is found on an eight
minute semi-discQ duet between Clapton
and Marcy Levy, entitled "The Core. " Fur-
ther enhanceme-'t of the tune comes from
Mel Collins and ms steady axe.
No, Eric Clapton is not God, and to the

best of my knowledge he never has been
nor never will be. However, he is a living

legend still able to present fine music, as
Slowhand aptly illustrates It •

''

un^;

itself a "let it reign" A.

WMUA News
News daily at 7, 7:30, 8, 8:30 and 9

a.m., noon and 5:30 p.m. from the
Associated Press, Zodiac News Sar
vice and from station reporters.
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Radiant, but too perfect
The Boston Ballet

Saturday night, March 4. 1978
Fine Arts Center

Reviewed by REBECCA ADAMS

An Aureole is a radiance or bright light as

seen through a thin cloud or mist, a difficult

concept to portray through dance. But

three wisps of femininity and two energetic

young blades from the Boston Ballet danc-

ed just this illusion. "Aureole" and "Cop-
pelia ' were the two works performed by

dance
Boston's own company at the Fine Arts

Center this past Friday and Saturday night.

D'essed in the most delicate white chif-

fon, the three girls fairly floated across the

stage, darting on and off, teasing the two
young men accompanying them Danced
to the varying moods of concerto grossi by
Classical composer George Frederick

Handel the piece reminded this writer of

the soft innocence of spring love, the ex-

pectations and apprehensions.
Choreographed by Paul Taylor of the Paul

Taylor Dance Company, it was first

presented at Connecticut College in 1962. It

is a fresh and alive piece, beautifully done
by Anamarie Sarazin, llene Strickler, Leslie

Woodies, David Drummon and Larry

Robertson.

In direct contrast to this modern dance

piece, "Coppelia" is a classical ballet first

done in Paris in 1870. It had it's American
Premiere in Boston in 1887. It is based on a

story by E. T. A. Hoffman about a lifesize

doll who causes a temporary upheaval in

Galacia, a former Austrian crown land and

now belonging to Poland. The music is by

LewoDelibes and choreography by Lev

Ivanov and Enrico Cecchetti, the latter be-

ing the creator of the popular ballet techni

que taught in many of today's dance
schools.

It IS a delightful story about an eccentric

toy maker, Dr. Coppelius, who constructs a

lifesize doll, Coppelia, Swanilda, a village

girl obaserves her betrothed, Franz, flirting

with Coppelia, who he believes to be warm
in Dr. Coppelius' window. When the local

IIAHJEE^S TUCF
The areas anly gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9, 413-584-

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri -Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30
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village youths tease and jost le Dr. Cop-

plius, he accidentally drops the key to his

deciepit and forbidding workshop.
Swanilda and her friends find the key and,

as they are tiptoeing into the house,

unbeknownst to the other, Franz is climb-

ing a ladder to Coppelia's window.

after.

Well, now that I've told yuu the whole
story I will also tell you that the ballet was
danced perfectly. Too perfectly. Laura

Young, as Swanilda, was a paragon of

perfection. Truly, the dancing was

As Act II unfolds, Swanilda and friends

discover a houseful of automatons, dolls of

all kinds, including Coppelia. After having
fun setting them all to motion, Swanilda
decides to take Coppelia's place. When Dr.

Coppelius enters, he chases them all away,
but doesn't realize that Coppelia is no
longer Coppelia.

Meanwhile, Franz is also disocovered and
after futilely attempting to escape is drugg-
ed by Dr. Coppelius. The madman tries to

use magic to take the life from Franz and
give it to Coppelia, which Swanilda plays

along with. Things are going well until

Swanilda strarts acting too alive and Dr.

Coppelius realizes he is being tricked.

All is resolved and everyone made happy
in Act. Ill, which is only fitting in an old folk

tale. The local Duke pacifies the angry ec-

centric with a few purses of gold and then

everyone dances as Franz and Swanilda

announce their betrothal. And of course,

everyone more or less lives happily ever

flawless, the precision was startling. The
dancers were impeccably synchronized,

with the music and with each other. This

excellence only comes with years of prac

tice and performance. But through the

years, while the technique improves, the

emotional input decreases. So, after years

of ripening, we are disappointingly left with

a stale product. Although tantalized by the

beautiful costumes and high spirted Euro-

pean fold dances, we are alienated by the

cultivated stage smile. This plasticity was
evident in both "Aureole" and "Coppelia"

but more prevalent in the latter.

To avoid being too critical, I must admit

that this is very difficult to avoid. For the

most part, it had little effect on the enjoy-

ment of the ballet. We were very fortunate

to be able to see this famous company only

a stone's throw from our homes.

PS. Where was everyone ? The place was
less than half full!

Near performs
art for -woxaen

by CANDY CARLON

Holly Near began her career in

singing and cultural work by touring

Indochina with Jane Fonda m protest

to the Vietnam War. That yvas in 1971.

Now she is helping to create a space

for women to grow culturally and ar

tistically.

At a women's workshop here on Mon-
day, Holly discussed her art and
politics and the changes she's gone
through since 1971 She commented on

the fact that she and pianist-composer

Jeff Langley no longer perform
together.

"Contrary to popular belief, Jeff and I

didn't have a fight. We're still friends.

We worked together for 12 years and
got into a variety of ruts. He's going to

Julliard now and I'm trying to find out

what it means to work with women.
I've got to get over a well taught habit

of finding it easier to work with men
rather than women, " Near said.

By working solely with women in her

concerts. Near is attempting to define

women's culture. "We're trying to

figure out if there is such a thing as

women's music " she said.

Near gives "women only " concerts

which enable her to create a "women's
space " for her audience. She doesn't

believe these concerts are

discriminatory or in violation of Title IX

of the Educational Amendments of

1972, which states that "no reason shall

on " thft..bd'".i«^ of sex, be excluded from
participati(»n ji. ^ny education pro
gram, or activity rt!>.,o'ving federal

financial assistance"
"People remember Title IX when they

want to. We've got to remember that

it's not really discriminaation because
you've got to have power to be able to

discriminate, and women don't have

that kind of power," Near said.

A participant in the workshop asked if

the fact that she is singing more les-

bian love songs means that she is mov-

ing away from political music. Near ad-

mitted that some of her friends had

been concerned about the direction her

music was taking, but added "Being
a lesbian in this world is political. We
could be fucking killed for singing

those songs."
Near also said that because the Sun

day night concert for Women's Week
was open to men, she didn't perform a

song on lesbian sexuality

Near is intensely aware of her au-

dience's reaction to her music and the

statements she makes during her con-

certs. She is especially concerned
about the reacton to what she calls her

"coming out rap" on lesbianism.

"I'm wish sometimes that I could

follow the audience home and find out

what they really carried away from

that," she said.

Holly Near's politics are uniquely her

own. "I don't belong to any organiza-

tion. Whatever the issue is, I try to

write from a woman's perpective and I

try to write about things that don't hurt

people, " said Near.

Near released her last album two
years ago and said that she will pro-

bably release another one within the

next year or two. Her recording com-

pany, which she owns, is Redwood
Records
Her primary concern now is perforn-

inq and being available to women's
groups who need her support, but she

added that her audience tends to de-

mand a lot from her. "People criticize

me too harshly and love me too much,"

she said.
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BEST ACTOR
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JOHN TRAVOLTA
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ENTERTAINMENT
Shquxxise
Ctnemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131
aARQAm%2.00tii7'.ZO
^UaiMKES EVERYDAY
John Travolta nominated

Best Actor for—

SATURDAY
NIGHT
FEVER

Nominated for 10 Academy
Awards, inc. Best Picture

PG

TheMarx Brothers' Best

ANIGHTAT
THEOPERA

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD

•2 Main St.. Amh«r«t T«L 2SS-7tM
"Qoed Dining Award from
Amartoan Dinar's Soclaty"

Eat In or taka out

Lunch Specials

I.Of and up
Fraah Chlnaaa voeatabloa from our own
farm I

UMASS BUS STOP
•»Cloa«<l Wa4naatfaya«»

MELBROOKS
H»CH ANXIETY

fii tmtmiuii -.itavn

Thursday,
March 9

Mahar Aud,
7,9,1 1 p.m.

Nominated for 5 Academy
Awards, inc. Best Picture

Nominated for 11 Academy
Awards, inc. Best Picture

WALTMSNCY ^

n

University of Massachusetts / Amherst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

MEmE mMmmMm
MP

I

Program Council Films

presents

DOUBLE FEATURE

t

"NASTY k\
HADITS

'1lNvtiilyNasii.ii'tllM

Naieroaitsiinf,

piMSly campM up in i

PhiiaMpHia iWRMry."

OCAlD'Nt PAi'jt .AND»04*INi' ANNt'A(HV5N
ANN! M[ AAA ' jSANPfNHA(ir,MN

•THE OTHER SII3E OF
THE MOUNTAIN^

.,..., „ I VKl 2C

«IUY |./Vl>i

See time tables

for screen times

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March 8 8 pm

FINE >RTS CENFER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets rww on sale. Gen. Pub.-$7, 6, 5. UM-A-
S3.S0, 3, 2.50. Other students and senior citizens-

$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center ^x Office M-F 9-4

& All Ticketron Locations.

7& 11:00

I

State of the Union 8:45

Starring:

Spencer Tracy & Audrey Hepburn

Sun., March 12 -CCA $1.00

rusty naJe^
THURS, MARCH 9

Cll AN 1 IVI\G

SAT, MARCH 1 1

ROOM FUL OF
BLUES

and iO(\H^^^i

SUN. MARCH 12

MON. AND TUES.,

MARCH 13& 14

HOTCfiLYPSOKEY

COMING. MARCH
29 30 31

t'OllSSETTBDART
and BRICKERBAND

Uriiversity of Massachusetts/ Anrihcrst

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

©SCAIR
PETER

COMING
March 10

TAJ MAHAL
$4.00

r\e. 47 Sunderland, ma./rel.665-493i

Sunday, March 12 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENTER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. - $7, h, 5. UM-A
S3.S0, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and ottier students

-

U, S, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-F f-4

A All Ticketron Locations.
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book^/Literacy on tlie ups'wrin
Gods ft Heroes

Myths and Epics of Ancient Greece
By Gustav Schwab

Translated by Werner Jaeger
Pantheon Books, New York
764 pps/ indexed; $5.95 paper

Reviewed by E. PA TRICK McQUAID
Long before the technologies of what we
now label philosophy, religion, and
psychology, before history or any con-
scious sense of oral preservation, man's at-

tempts to explain his being and his inner

being were expressed in the form of myths.
Myths are the living symbols that bridge

the gap between the factual and man's
sense of ontology. The early Geeks had a

clear understanding of what modern
psychologists call schizophrenia via their

worship of the gods Apollo and Dionysus.
Today these dieties represent opposite
forms of art, philosophy, political thinking,

etc.

In this light ancient myths hold a special

interest for modern audiences as wel as

providing solid entertainment. The
widespread addiction to Tolkien, particular-

ly his chronology of Middle Earth,

Silmarillion, which is drawn from the myth^
and legends of many cultures is supporting

evidence to a growing interest in

mythology and folklore.

There are now many volumes in this

language devoted to retelling the ancient

Greek myths. The writings of poet Robert

Graves, whose I Claudius kept a public

television audience glued to their sets for 13

weeks, has been the scholar's Bible for

many years. Schwab's rendition, first

published in 1946, has taken the scattered

elements of these many tales and molded

them into a continuous and harmonius

text.

Gods 6r Heroes begins with the first

man/hero, P ro meth eus — t he
"forethinker", the "fire bringer." The nar-

rative focuses on the heroes and demigods
who were more akin to the storytellers and
devotes several pages to the legends of

Troy, the travels of Odesseus, the tragedies

of Oedipus, and the feats of Heracles and
Theseus.

At the rear of the single volume Schwab
has assembled a detailed index and com-
prehensive who's-who in Greek mythology

which is a valuable asset to both scholar

and general reader.

Most important, Schwab's work serves as
an excellent introduction to the myths
especially for young readers. The language
is clear and clean cut and the tales, though
written to be read in their order, never slip

into obscure references.

The Oranging Of America
By Max Apple

Bantam Books, 163 pages

Reviewed by ALEX STEIN
The N.Y. Times has called Max Apple "a
young writer of enormous talent." The
word that they should have used, however
is "potential" instead of "talent." Apple
seems to be currently suffering from an
overdose of irony, perhaps brought on by
reading too much Vonnegut. All of the
stories have excellent settings, character
developement and interaction, but all have
endings that fall apart when tacked on to

these stories. The endings are so corny, so
unbelievable, so inappropriate, that the
reader is repulsed.

This is a classic example of what happens
when an author tries to produce literature

by using artsy-craftsy gimmicks in place of

talent. If Max Apple can pull himself out of

his rut he could become one of America's
finest writers— he does have the potential.

But until then, he remains a disappoint-

ment.

"The Hidden Canyon: A River Journey
by John Blaustein

Journal by Edward Abbey
Penguin Books — Paper, $7.98

Reviewed by MARK HARRIS LEVITAN
"The Hidden Canyon" is more than a

book. It is a trip down the Colorado River

through the Grand Canyon In a rowboat.

There are a few side-trips, but mostly you're

shooting rapids, taking in water, getting cold

and wet and sunburnt. Thanks to Edward
Abbey's brilliant journal, you laugh your ass

off. John Blaustein's amazing photographs

(99 of 'em) complete the spectrum of

possible emotions.
Abbey is a former Park Service ranger-

turned-environmentalist and has written a

number of novels and stories about the

Southwestern wilderness and the huge dams
that can turn rivers off. Abbey took his wife

and his sense of humor and signed up for a

Canyon trip with Grand Canyon Dories, the

only outfit to use motorless craft on the river.

Uruguayan singer
performs in ballroom
Uruguayan singer, composer and guitarist,

Daniel Viglietti,willappearTuesday,March14

at8:00 p.m. in theStudent Union Ballroom in

the UMass Campus.
Exiled in 1972, Viglietti has since performed

throughout Europe, AfricaandLatinAmerica

gaining prominence as a leading figure in the

resistence to the Uruguayan military dic-

tatorship. His first U . S . tour, in 1 974, metwith

incredible success, culminating in a

memorable appearance at the Philadelphia

Folk Festival.

In Uruguay, today, his records are con-

fiscated and his music isprohibited; in 1972he

was jailed for "subverting the public order''

due to the political content of music. "Yet,"

observed Le Monde in 1975; "He is not a

'folksinger", not a 'rebel' ; mote simply he is a

^ score
CONT. FROM PAGE 13

you'd have to find a composer agreeable to

Mr. Blitzstein's sister, and she's not going to

let some graduate student finish the

opera..."

Knauf agrees that "Sacco and Vanzetti"

needs the involvement of Leonard Bernstein

if it is ever to be completed and performed.

"If Mr. Bernstein took a new interest in it, I

think there woMd be no difficulty in getting it

to come out. " he observes. Knauf does not

know why Bernstein did not finish the opera

years ago. and has never spoken with him

about it. He would like to discuss the project

with Bernstein, but so far has "just never

gotten around to it. I just have not done it,

it's just not been done yet."

One source has suggested that Knauf has

let the project dangle because he "is

somewhat intimidated by a project of that

magnitude."

It does indeed seem a bit too large for the

theatre department to handle.

poet, composer and singer who suffers the

wounds of all Latin America... (but whose
songs)... changes lives and tears down
fences..."

Viglietti's music blends the expertise of an
accomplishedguitaristwithpenetratinglyrics

inthetraditionofsuchmilitantsongwritersand

performers as Victor Jara, Violeta Parra and

Quilapayun . His "Song for my America" and

"Tear the Fences Down" are anthems of the

struggleagainstimperialismwagedbyallLatin

Americans.

Donations of $2 for low income, $3 for high

imcome and $10 for concert sponsors are

requested. The Concert is sponsored by the

WesternMassChile/ Latin AmericaSolidarity

Committee.

Alan Light suggests that "Sacco and

Vanzetti" may not be worth the trouble of

completing because tnere are already several

works of a similar nature to Blitzstein's. "It's

not a subject that hasn't been covered,"

says Light. "Now that is probably the reason

why that was never completed, because

there are several other works." Light says

that he knows of several plays, a musical and

an opera on the subject of Sacco and

Vanzetti.

"Whether Blitzstein's work would be the

best or not, I don't know," says Light. "But
unless the first two acts are damn good, its

not worth having it completed by anyone."

David Knauf says that he would like to see

the opera produced at Umass. "I hope that it

will come true some day." he says.

But are the obstacles too large, insurmoun-

table P

Says Bill Venman: "My basic theory is, if

you want to do something badly efiough,

there is always a way to do it..."

The apprehension over the coming trip

surfaces: Says he, "I feel like Snow White
stumbling into the wrong fairytale." And
there are the boats, "Virtually unsinkable.

'Virtually' indeed.. ..How about virtually sunk,

virtually drowned, or vitually dead?" Later

they confront the Lava Falls rapids, worst on
the river, and source of apprehension since

the beginning of the trip. After the wet, but
safe 20-second ride through. Abbey explains,

"Like I always say, running the big rapids is

like sex: half the fun is in the anticipation,

two-thirds of the thrill is in the approach. The
remainder is only ecstasy-or darkness."

In 970, Grand Canyon Dories hired John
Blaujtein as cook and rookie oarsman. He's
been doing it since then — shooting rapids

and color photographs. His eye for mood,
detail, scale and action is amongst the best in

the field of wilderness and wildlife

photography (his work has appeared in

Smithsonian Magazine and the Time-Life
American Wilderness book series).

The chemistry of this combination of

novelist-humorist and outstanding

photographer makes this book an exercise

that works at many levels. Beside his ligttt

approach. Abbey shows deep insight into the

forces that play with our natural treasures.

Thus the approach is unified. Abbey states

that the real Colorado died in 1964 when the

gates of the Glen Canyon Dam were shut.

He'd like to blow it up. And the motorized
rubber "baloney boats" have got to go.

Blaustein's photos of the colored sandstone
walls, the lizards, the scarlet monkey flower,

the power of the river and the very scale of

the canyon — these are the strongest

arguments in the case. They also serve to let

the reader capture the spirit of Major John
Wesley Powell's legendary first trip down the

Canyon. Abbey intersperses parts of
Powell's journal in his own account:

"We have an unknown distance yet
to run, an unknown river to explore.

With some eagerness and some
anxiety and some misgiving we enter
the canyon below...."

Like the river, the journal is swift, but you
are bound to get shipwrecked on the

photographs.
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HAPPY HOUR 4-7
135' Drafts ntoMt Drinks 75

TUESDAY Cr THURSDAY

UMASS NIGHT
10% OFF

All Food h Drink W./ID

1 Pray St, Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

IMPORT SPECIALS

OFTHEWEEK....

ST.PAULIGIRL $3.49 six

HEINEKEN $3.49six

KARLSBRAU $1.35 three

^\^ T V^v^ Liquor store
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Calendar
film
March 9

Night at the Opera ' Marx Brothers filn.

Mahar Auditorium at 7, 9 and 11 p.m.

Three Women" Campus Center

Auditorium at 7, 9.15 and 11;30 p.m.

Filnr^s on Japan: Hiraizumi-Capital of the

North, Himeji Castle, and Traditional

Japanese Sports: Sumo and Kendo. Merrill

II, Amherst at 7:30 p.m.

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz in

Merrill III, Amherst College at 7:30 p.m.

March 10
Richard III" Gamble Auditorium, Mount

Holvokeat7:30p.m.
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" Mer-

rill I, Amherst at 8 and 10 p.m.

March 11

Children's film-: "Charlotte's Web at

Wright Hall, Smith. Admission 75 cents,

show time 2 p.m.

"Monty Python's and Now for Something

Completely Different" Gamble Auditorium,

Mount Hotyoke at 7:30 p.m.

"One Ftew Over the Cuckoo's Nest' Mer-

rill I, Amherst at 8 and 10 p.m.

March 12
^^

"One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest

Merrill I, Amherst at 8 and 10 p.m.

"The Klansnnan" at the Penny Cultural

Center, Octagon, Amherst College at 3
p.m.

"Nasty Habits" and 7 and 10:45 p.m. and

"The State of the Union" at 8:45 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium.

March 13
"Lovejoy's Nuclear War", a film by Clam-

shell organizer Sam Lovejoy at the Con-

verse Assembly Room, Amherst at 7:30

p.m.

March 14
"Montreal Main" Mam Lecture Hall

Franklin Panerson Hall, Hampshire at 7 and

9:15p.m.
. ,,

Meet Me in St. Louis Gamble

Auditorium, Mount Holyoke at 9 p.m.

March 15 ^ .^
"Shall We Dance" Wright Hall, Smith.

Admission $1 at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

'Women in Love" Merrill II, Amherst. Ad-

mission $1 at 8 p.m.

dance
March 10

, ,

International folkdancing for all levels. In-

struction from 8 to 9:30 p.m. followed by

dancing till midnight. Cape Cod Lounge.

poetry

I5
u

i
o

i

March 11

Poet William Bronk will h«ve a poetry

reading at Jonas library at 3 p.m. Bronk, a

resident of Hudson FaJIs, New York is the

author of several volumes of poetry.

tlieater
March 9
Auditions for The University Ensemble

Theater's "Anastasia" to be held in room

204 at the Fine Arts Center from 4 to 5:30

p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. To sign up call the

Dept. of Theater at 545-3490.

March 9-12

"Major Barbara" at Mount Holyoke s

Laboratory Theater Performances at 8:30

p.m. Ticket prices are: General public

$2.50; students and senior citizens SI Box

office open 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,538-2406.

March 9. 10. 11

Auditions for "The Crucible" performed

April 27-30 and May 2-4. Room 102 in Skin-

r>«r Hall, Mount Holyoke. Women only.

.7:»p.m.

March 9, 10. 11

'Trelawny of the 'Welte" a Victorian com-
e<fy by Arthur Pir>aro, directed by Josie

Abady of Hampshire College Theatre 14,

Smith at 8 p.m.

March 10. 11

"Sticki and Bones" at the Kirby Theater,

Amherst College at 8 p.m. Tickets are $1.

Box office 542-2277.

March 11

"The Cuchulain Cycle " Five plays by W.E.

Yeats in the Fayerweather Theater,

Amherst College. Admission 11. Box office

542 2211.

March 11-14

"The Dubliners" adapted and directed by

Robin Herskowitz. at 8 p.m. in Division IV

Studio Theatre, Emily Dickinson Hall,

Hampshire. Tickets $1 students and $1.50

non-students.

March 13,14
Auditions for the Masquer's "The
Homecoming" by Harold Pinter, directed

by Helene Keyssar. At the Kirby Memorial
Theater, Amherst.

Through March 27
"The Roar of the Greasepaint the Smell of

the Crowd" at the City Studio Theater, 49
Pearl Street, Northampton. Tickets are
$2.50 for Thursday, $3 for Friday and
Saturday and $2.50 for Sunday matinee.
Curtain 8 p.m. Sunday 2:15. Box office

584 3978.

March 11 April 2
"Vanities" by Jack Heifner at StagrWest

in West Springfield. Box office 736-7092.

drawn from urban black life and recent

black american history at Smith College
Museum of Art. Open Tuesday through
Saturday 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Sun 2 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. Closed Mondays.

music
March 9
Sufi devotional music, sung by the Sabri

Brothers: "Qawwali Music from Pakistan."

At Sage Hall, Smith at 8 p.m.

March 10

A multi-media open house i.i Buckley
Recital Hall by the Indonesian Gamelan

local outlets.

An evening with Kol B'Seder a folk/rock
group performing in Hebrew and English at

8 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge, Student
Union. Admission $1.

March 12

Jazz Pianist Oscar Peterson at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall. Box office at

545-251 1

.

University Music Depi. Concert. Or-

chestra Concerto Concert at Bowker
Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Gretchen Cryer and Nancy Ford,
singing/songwriting team at The Old Place,

a new second stage of the Hartford Stage
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March 16-April 29
"Macbeth" at the New England Repertory

Theater, 23 Oxford Street, Worcester. Per-

formances are Thursday, Friday and Satur-

day at 8 p.m. Tickets $3.50. Box office

(617)798-8685.

art
March 9
Reception and Gallery talk with Richard

Yarde, whose watercolors are on display at

Smith College Museum of Art. Yarde will

speak at 4:30 p.m.
Watercolors by Pelham artist Jonee
Nehus will be on display at the Burnett

Gallery of the Jones Library. The exhibit in-

cludes landscape paintings done in the

Amherst area and in Kennebunkport,
Maine.
Leverett Craftsmen and Artists, just north

of Amherst off Route 63 via Depot Road.
The Art of the Book is now displayed,

which affords the opportunity to view the

art of fine bookmaking. Open every day 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

Through March 12
Works of contemporary Japanese women

artists in the Rodney L. White Print Room
at Mount Holyoke College Art Museum.
Open weekdays 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
weekends 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Through March 17

Sets, costumes, and prims designed by
Raushenberg, Johns, and Warhol for the

Merce Cunningham Dance Company at the
University Gallery

Through March 19
"French and Italian Prints from Callot to

Piranesi" The exhibit hor>ors the 200th an-

niversary of Giambattista Piranesi, an
Italian architect, decorative artist ar>d

engraver. In the Collins Print Room,
Amherst College.

"The Current Scene in New York City" in

the Main Gallery. Recent works by impor-

tant contemporary artists will be drawn
from several major galleries in New York.

Through April 2

Watercolors by Richard Yarde, contem-

porary figurative artist whose subjects are

Ensemble of Amherst College at 8:15 p.m.
Sponsored by the Music of the Whole
Earth Program under the direction of Prof.

David Reck. Infornrtal performance of

Javanese music and dance.

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra at

the Fine Arts Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Box of-

fice open 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 545-2511.

March 10. 11

Country Blues and traditional music from
western Europe at the Chelsea House
Folklore Center in Brattleboro, Vermont.
Shows at 8 and 10 p.m. with bluesman
Paul Gernia and a Swedish traveling

troubadour Tom Elder. Admission $2.50.

(802) 257-1482.

March 11

Bemice Reagon and Sweet Honey on the

Rock at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2 and are now
available at TIX in the Student Union and

Company. The theater is located on Kinsley

Street in Hartford. Curtain times 4 arKi 8

p.m. Box office (203)246-6801.

March 14
Amherst College Chorus in concert at the

Buckley Recital Hall in Amherst College at

8:15 p.m.

March 15
University Facuhy Music Recital. Marcia

Whaples on the harpsichord at Bowker

Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Geils at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall,

with Roomful of Blues. Tickets $4.50, $5

and $5.50 for UMass students and are on

sale at the FAC box office and Ticketron

outlets. At 8 p.m. 545-2511.

April 9
David Bromberg and Maria Muldaur at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

If You Want from
Your College Education •»»

D International travel

D Work abroad

D Fully accredited bachelor's degree

D Personal involvement with global

issues

D Close working relationships with

faculty and students

D Individually designed mix of study

and practical experience

{Admission limited to Jr. year standing)

FIND OUT MORE BY WRITING:

World Issues Program
SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL

TRAINING

1 Kipling Road, Brattleboro, VT 05301

Happv Women's Week,
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n dollar greenhouse
j

ought to consider the possibility of con-
verting the plant into a greenhouse and the

' metal smokestack into an observation

j

platform for the fall foliage season.
inside, Tillson is still shiny new, the bright

1^ yellow paint which covers many of the pipes
ijand valves still smooth and spotless.
^•Perhaps, if the greenhouse conversion was
ijaeemed unfeasible, the administration could
i*^ offer guided tours of the only clean building
Jar UMass-Amherst.

V Of course, they d h?ve to run a bus there

^ from campus, as the plant is some cns nnd a

half miles away. Why engineers would have
J chosen a site so remote, knowing full well

Hthat the steam produced would have to be
piped all the way to campus, remains
[somewhat a mystery.

And although it was not distance but
Jciesign that caused the fatal problem, it was a
Ifaulty steam line which brought the plant

^shuddering to a halt. Defective casing and
joints in the pipe resulted in massive steam
|leakage. Estimates for the repair o* the line
irtoge as high as seven million dollars -
learly the original cost of the entire plant.
One has to question whether Tillson wil!

lever be more than a "monument". At the

time the plant was planned the university

was growing, and the price of oil was hardly

prohibitive. But UMass' heating
requirements have actually declined since
the plant was shut down, and the campus'
major period of growth is essentially over.

Oil, of course is now both expensive and
becoming increasingly scarce.

These trends, which demonstrate the
superfluity of the second heating plant, must
have been apparent to some extent when
Tillson was designed. Judging from the
recent revelations about financial and
political corrupt'on in the construction of the

UMass Columbia Point campus, one T>'JSt be
highly suspicious of the history of the Tillson

plant as well. While the half-hearted in-

vestigations which have thus far been
conducted have failed to turn up such a

major scandal, a more thorough investigation

of Tillson is the very least the students and
taxpayers should expect. The state can ill

afford to make a practice of building 10
million dollar greenhouses filled with meta!
pipes and tanks.

Bill Sundstrom is Editor-in-Chief of the
Collegian.
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are any more altruistic or sensitive to
student's needs than are the great majority
of students themselves.

According to the permanent government,
ihe students, (a mythical group at best) are
either apathetic and unaware of their own
oppression or cognizant of injustice per-

Ipetrated against them and willing to give the
ISGA and its appendages the right to
represent students' interests before the other
permanent governments. The wavering and
Icontradictory invocations of the term "the
Istudents" cast aspersions on the altruism
land the sincerity of the student permanent
Igovernment members.

In any event, there can be no denying that
members of the permanent government get
something out of being a part of that
[questionable institution.

A tendency or leaning that goes right
[along with their receiving something from
students (the people who pay the SATF
rrioneyl is the desire of permanent govern-
Irnent members to maintain their "piece of

I

the rock".

This self preservation type desire is often
vented through the pre-emptive strike tactic.

Ail of the permanent government members
view some other member as ready to attack,
or at least as a potential attacker. Often the
attacks are decried as being unjustifiable or

irrational. And this brings us to the subject of
right and wrong, good and evil, justifiable or

unjustifiable.

Permanent government members have put
their intragovernment dealings in a polarized
aood versus evil context. This serves only to
Cloud the real points of contention betwee
th?* warring parties and allows them, each ir

turn, to appeal to the public without
revealing what is really at stake.

It is in this context, for example, that

students should view controversies between
the Student Organizing Project and the
student government.

The SGA allegedly exists to help fill the
needs of students (obviously it can not and
should not fill all of those needs). Students
needs are better met when they can accrue
the benefits of being organized. Thus, the
SGA established the SOP to organize
students under its (the senate's) direction.

Along this line, the SOP should be ac-

countable to the senate and thereby to the

students. But, as -a permanent government
member, the project as a whole and its in-

dividual members t)elieve their existence is

justified simply by their belief that they are

good and the senate is evil and unable to fill

students' need to be organized.

While the latter part of the statement is

right, the former part is wrong. The SOP
however, has convinced itself that it is good
and accordingly has launched an attack on
former senate speaker Brian DeLima. The
word former is important because another

permanent government canon calls for

attacks when the subject is out of power and
more "prone."

To think of anyone involved in such a mess
as right or wrong is ludicrous. And the senate
presidential elections indicate the permanent
government will most likely remain ludicrous
to students, but self-maintenance by
government members will suitably insulate it

from students and assure its permanence

Jern' Rogers is a Collegian Column sr
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Heterosexual privilege
By BUFFY SPENCER

It seems we are at a time when many of us,

particularly in this college community, are
beginning to be able to look at our part in

oppression both at an institutional and a
personal level. (Some of us aren't, but some
of us probably never will.) What becomes
clear to us when we do this is that while we
may not feel we consciously participate in

the institutions of, for instance, racism and
sexism, we do reap the benefits of these
institutional oppressions. For when some are

denied privileges by virtue of their race or

sex, these privileges do not disappear into an
abyss — someone picks them up.

Looking at our privileges, if we are white,
or male, or heterosexual, or middle or upper
class, and trying to work toward a situation

where everyone has equal privilege is one
assertive way to act against the oppressive
forces of our society that we, by the simple
fact of our existence, collude in. We must
challenge our privileges. In this society we
are not encouraged to do so. We are en-

couraged to retain our privilege at any cost.

In this way we will continue to support the
existing structure and never question
whether it is really to our advantage.
Those of us who are heterosexual women,

particularly those of us involved in the
women's movement, must realize that we do
have heterosexual privilege. In order for

lesbians and heterosexual women to work
together in any principled way, heterosexual

women must realize our experiences of

oppression as women are not identical to

lesbians' experiences.

In order to see heterosexism in its proper
perspective, as an institution we participate

in by definition, we must first define it, then
acknowledge its effects on lesbians' lives and
understand its effects in our lives.

Heterosexism is the assumption that all

people are heterosexual. It is the defining of

all women in relation to the presence or

absence of a man or control of a man over
her life. This goes far beyond a sexual

preference issue — women's connection
with men has historically been economic and
Ci.'it'jra! 'iependence — an all-encompassing

state. This, as pointed out in Charlotte

Bunch's "Not for Lesbians Only," i;, st ihe

root of all job discrimination for women.

Women are defined in the workforce as
secondary, marginal workers because of
their assumed connections to men and
exploited because it is seen that they do not
need their income as a man is, or should be,
supporting them. Here heterosexism is at
work, oppressing us all as women. What
separates its affect on lesbians from its affect
on fieterosexual women is that heterosexual
women can at any point buy back into
heterosexual privilege and assume the ac-
cepted role of dependence on a man. A
lesbian does not have the option.

In some ways, a heterosexual woman who
has been unattached to a man understands
what happens when a woman does not join
in the institution of heterosexism. People
tend to see her as less, they expect her to be
always looking for a relationship with a man
in order to fulfill herself or support herself.

Having internalized this expectation as the
result of her socialization she may bow to
this pressure and may deny parts of herself
that do not meet with male approval and
create new parts of herself that do. Certainly,

heterosexual women cannot experience this

as liberating.

Heterosexual women do not have to fight

against heterosexism as lesbians by
definition do. But heterosexual women can
actively do this by not assuming their choice
is the choice of all women, by letting other
women become part of their lives and feeling

good about that and making a commitment
to that, by not always leaving it to lesbians to
bring up lesbian issues, by recognizing that
there do not have to be lesbians present for
heterosexism to be present.

Why should heterosexual women do this?

What do heterosexual women have to gain
by challenging their privileges? Removing
ourselves from male definition could only
help us attain a positive self-image. What
oppressor is interested in creating a positive
self-image for the object of oppression?
Putting energy into friendships with other
women will allow heterosexual women all the
positive effects of such friendships, which
we have long been taught not to value. And
looking at heterosexual privilege will help us
to honestly attempt to understand our
situation as women — something we cannot
do while seeing ourselves as defined by
males.
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Letters
Voter registration deadline March 15

To the Editor:

The League of Women Voters of
Amherst urges all residents of
Amherst 1 18 or over] to register to
vote if they have not yet done so. To
be able to vote in the April 4th Town
Elections, citizens must register by
March 15.

New voters may register any week-
day in the town clerk's office bet-
ween 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Special

registration hours will be held Satur
day, March 11, from noon to 8 p.m.
On Wednesday, March 15, the town
clerk's office will remain open until 10
p.m.
Your vote is important, but can be

cast only if you have registered!

Lynne M. Stuart
President

League of Women Voters of

A mherst

Youth employment rally in D.C.
To the Edrtor:

/ would like to cafi your attention to
an issue which concerns all of us
here at UMass. That is, the problem
of unemployment in this country.
The Department of Labor estimates
that there are presently 3 and a ttalf

million jobless youth; the AFL-CIO
and National Urban League put the
number at fw/Co that. Being
employed is not just a privilege, but a
basic human right.

With this in mind, the Youth March
for Jobs Committee has called a
march in Washington, D.C. on April
8th. It will assemble at the Lincoln
Memorial and march to the Capitol
where there will be a rally featuring
speakers representing unemploeed
youth. National Advocates of Jobs
for Youth and representatives of Na-
tional Youth Serving Organizations.
There will also be entertainment.
The purpose of this march and rally

is to demand that President Carter
and Congress act immediately to
create jobs for millions of youth at
decent wages and good working
conditions in various programs which
will serve human needs. Greater ef-

fort should be put into those areas
experiencing the highest rate of
unemployment, particularly black
and other minority areas and, in addi-
tion enacting legislation to guarantee

full employment for all, with a good
start being the Humphrey-Hawkins
Bill.

I urge everyone who can to join this
important march and rally. Further
imformation can be obtained by
writing to the Youth March for Jobs
Committee, 160 Fifth Avenue, Room
623, New York, N. Y. 10010 or call

[212] 675-7777.

Mark Alper

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages. They should be sent to the
Executive Editor, co-o the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.

OISCOURT LIQUORS

RUSSELL ST , HAOLEY at the Mt fdims Mall

MAIN STREET RECORDS
on the 2nd floor of Main St. Center, IMorthampton

AM 7.98 list LPs are asain only $4.99

We also buy. sell & trade used 45s, 78s, and LPs

586 5796

MILLER SICHEL

BEER BLUE NUN

12 oz. cans H LIEBFRAUMILCH

$5.89 1 $2.99
case ^1 fifth

CANADIAN
MIST

$10.29
1.75 liter

(59.20Z.)

LUCKY LAGER

BEER

12 oz N.R. BOTTLES

$3.99
case

Tuesday, March 7 to Saturday, March "i 1

We Reserve the The Rignt To Limit Quantities

r
fei

The moment you've all been waiting for has arrived!

The Index photographer will be taking Senior Portraits March 6-17.
).M.<

The sitting fee is only ^.00, payable when you come to have your

portrait taken. Make your ^ffo\n\men\ NOV/by calling 545-2874,

or by elevating up to room 811 Campus Center.

COLLEGIAN

STAFF

MEETING
There will be a mandatory meeting of all Collegian
staff members next Monday night (March 13) at

7:30 in room 168 of the Campus Center. All writers,

photographers, production people and business
people should attend. Anyone wishing to add an
item to the agenda should speak with Bill Sund-
strom as soon as possible.

'mmmmf^^^^^i
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Patrons at Barsellotti's, a local bar. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Area bars in review
By PETER COX
Collegian Staff

For some, a place of drinking is of no great
importance, for what is important is the high.

A dorm room, an automobile, under the
bleachers of a football stadium; these are all

convenient sites for consumption. I, on the
otherhand, refuse to join these philistines of

burping brew and dreary dregs of

drunkenness. Being from Boston, and also

Irish, I'm part of that delightful tradition that

ranks bar drinking as the apex of relaxation.

With this in mind, my friend Rick and I

decided tp visit the local Amherst establish-

ments to see if they too had the culture we
had grown accustom to back home. Our first

stop was The Pub.

Located off E. Pleasant St., The Pub is one
of the more popular places for UMass
students. One wonders why. To begin with,

The Pub doesn't know if it wants to be a

disco or a low key bar. Wooden booths and
tables give the impression that a folk guitarist

might appear to start the evening off. In-

stead, we are offered a loud dose of di^co,

with a light show that looks like it was taken
off someones Christmas tree. The affect is

somewhat schizophrenic.

As for the drinking, pitchers are $3.25
(ouchll) with draught-and bottled beer a

more reasonable 55 cents — 65 cents
respectively. Food is served from 1 1 a.m. —
9:00 p.m.
One of the pluses of The Pub is its

clientele. The place draws a big crowd
starting around 9:00-9:30, mostly students.

People are dressed informally and it is more
of a singles bar than a couples bar. But
Saturday Night Fever it is not.

There are also many specials at The Pub.
From 2-for-1 night Tuesday and Thursday to

Happy Hours on Friday, 3-7, The Pub offers

more spjecials than A.B.C. If you're in the
right mood, or if you just reel like dancing,
The Pub can be a good place to go. We
finished the pitcher and headed for our next
stop.

Time Out and Barsellottis are your basic
sportsmen bars near Amherst square.
They're a pleasant spot to watch the Bruins
game, rub elbows with the locals and drink

cheap drafties — 50 cents. And if your wrists

need exercises, there is a dart board at Time
Out, the only one found in the drinking tour.

If darts aren't your game, there's a pool table

next door at Barsellottis. We finished our
pitchers and tried heading for the next stop
— the Rathskeller.

The Rathskeller. What can you say about
this place? It's a carnival, a dungeon, a pit, a

great place — all these descriptions hold
some truth. Located underneath The Drake
Restaurant on Main St., The "Rat" is a cellar

that forgot to renovate itself. A stone floor

and plaster and brick walls are the decor.
Music is provided by your local table
jukebox. But one is advised to turn it up loud
to be heard above the frenzied noise of
pinball machines, televisions, electronic
games, and most of all, the people them-
selves.

Indeed they are the biggest attraction

there. You have a mixture of students,
working people, and the low life. No roaming
eyes and checking out the opposite sex here,

as at The Pub. No sir, they are serious sorts,

chalking a pool cue or carefully maneuvering
a pinball machine.
The beer here is quite cheap, $2.25 a

pitcher. And there is an aroma of marijuana
permeating the air for those who prefer a
different sort of high.

We barely finished our pitchers and
wanted to head for our next stop. Poor
Richards.

Poor Richards has better disco than The
Pub. It is more spacious, with a kinkier decor
with mirrored walls. The sound system is

much better than The Pub, but the music is

the same — disco. Likewise, the clientele of
"Poor Dicks" is similar to The Pub, though it

is much more crowded. It is best to get there
around nine. The drink prices are reasonable,
with sf)ecials on Wednesday and Thursday

Our last stop was The Rusty Skupper, out
on Belchertown Rd. Now "this" is a nice
place. Converted from an old barn into a
restaurant downstairs and a lounge upstairs,

The Rusty Skupper is bound to stir the latent

romanticism in all of us. First of all, you are
offered not stiff tables and chairs, but
couches lining the wall, with colorful pillows,

and a candle burning in a glass upon the
counter in front of you. And along the walls
you have remnants of farming tools from the
turn of the century, and old photographs or a
newspaper clipping here and there. Being
once a barn, there still exist two wide
openings, from which one can view the
eating patrons downstairs in the restaurant
below.

Next there is the entertainment. The
program doesn't stray too far from folk and
country rock. But one can occasibnally see
the out of the ordinary. Late one night, my
date and I stopped off here after many hours
of consumption, only to be entertained by a

muppet show that just blew the whole place

away in hysterics. No doubt about it. The
Rusty Skupper is highly recommended for

dates and couples who want to be mellowed
out

Well, our sojourn finally ended. We had
our tour of Amherst and its taverns, and we
might add it was a truly delightful, though
somewhat exhausting experience. And now,
frizzeled and frayed, we made our way back
to the Blue Wall to recuperate.

e
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STOCKBRIDGE TURF CLUB
pr*t«ntt
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country rock n' roll

featuring: A >>

Sat., March II

8:30 - 1:00 a.m.

ATS.U.B.

EVERYONE WELCOME'

'FREE BEER'

ADMISSION $1.50
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Notices
FOUND

Sunglasses - French Hall, Monday
morning, March 6. Call 549-5669.
ASTRONOMY CLUB

Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in Hasbrouck
44.

BICYCLE RACING
Meeting for all those interested in

training or racing with the UMass Bicycle
Club. 705 Cashin, 7 p.m. tonight, March 9.

Movies, women and experienced are
welcome.
BOLTWOOD VOLUNTEERS

Volunteer positions are still availalbe on
Monday and Thursday nights. Gain practical
field experience at Belchertown State
^School. For more info call 323-6311, Ext.

CAOS PARTY
Counseling Assistance for Older

Students, Five College Older Student Spring
Party will take place on Friday, March 10 at
Amherst College Alumni House, 8-12 p.m.
The \azz group "Avatar" will provide the
entertainment. Refreshments provided with
$2.00 donation. Casual attire.

CENTRAL AREA ELECTIONS
Nomination papers are due Monday at 8

p.m. in Chadbourne Seminar Room for those
running for Area President, Vice-president,

and treasurer. You need 50 signatures with

ID numbers.
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS

Meeting tonight in Rm 906 C.C. at 7:30.

It will be a short meeting ar>d will discuss the

upcoming elections.

CONCERT
In their first area appearance, Max

Creek, at the Hampden Student Center in

Southwest. (99 cents admission charge)
CONCERT & PARTY

Starring "Kol Biseder" - Jewish folk
rock - Saturday, March 11 at 8-12 p.m. in

Campus Center Auditorium. $1.00 tickets
(advance sales at TIX).

DANCE
Ladies Chain is playing for a congra

dance on Saturday, March 11 at Hadley
American Legion Hall from 8 p.m. to mid-
night. The Hall is about 200 yards east of the
Hadley Light on Rt. 9. Donation is $2.00.
EARTH DA Y

There will be a meeting tonight at 7:30 in

the CE.Q. office located in Rm. 306 in the
Student Union to discuss the program
progress of Earth Day. All those concerned
please attend.

FILM - "UNION MAIDS"
The J. P. Stevens Boycott Committee will

show the film, "Union Maids", followed by
discussion of "What is a Labor Union?"
Thursday, March 9, Rm. 803 C.C. at 8 p.m.
FIVE COLLEGE RESIDENTIAL EXCHANGE

Those students interested in Five
College Residential Exchange: last day for
applications is Wednesday, March 15,

Contact Housing Office for further info.

GONG SHOW
It's finally here. Tonight at 9 p.m. in

Grayson's main lounge in Orchard Hill.

Admission only 69 cents. The show will start
at 8:30 and run for at least 2 hours,
depending on audience reactions. Acts go

from fire breathers to singers to magicians.
GROUCHO, HARPO AND CHICO

A free beer at the Newman Center
Cafeteria to anyone dressed as a Marx
Brother, tonight at A Night At the Open.
INTERESTED IN WORKING WITH KIDS?
Want experience? NES tutoring can help

you. For more info, contact our office in 403
S.U.B. 5-0910 or call Michelle 5-2092.
MARCHING BAND REUNION

Sponsored by KKY, Friday, 8:30 p.m.
309 McNamara. $1.00 admission. For more
info., call Duane at 546-6093.
MOVIE

The Central Area Women's Center is

showing the film, "Lumiere", tonight at 8
p.m. in Baker House basement. Admission is

fr66

NURSING STUDENTS
S.N.O. will meet today at 1:30 p.m. in

C.C. Rm. 805. All nursing majors are urged to
attend.

PARTY FOR OLDER STUDENTS
A wine & dessert potluck party for older

Jewish students and non-students will be
held Sunday evening, March 12 at 7:30 p.m.
For directions or more info, call Hillel at 545-
2526 or Jim at 665-7006.
PARTY

If you're on your way to the Pub or just

looking to start the weekend, there's a party
at Alpha Tau Gamma, (375 N. Pleasant St.)

For all Stockbridge students and friends.

Starts at 7:30, March 10.

STOP NUCLEAR POWER
Come discuss what you can do. T>ie

UMass Alternative Energy Coalition has
orientation meetings for new people today
and every Thursday at 4 p.m. Student Union,
Rm. 413.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES
Summer Activities Program Planning

Committee is seeking orooosfli* for ud-
coming summer. Proposals should include
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detail description and budget and should be
submitted no later than March 13 to James
Riley, RSO office, 416 S.U.B.
STOCKBRIDGE

Turf Club, March 9 at 7 p.m. in Hold.
202.

SYMPOSIUM DEADLINE
Materials must be submitted by March

17 to be accepted. Bring papers or ideas to
Machmer mailroom NO. 407 and place in

"Symposium Box."
UFW SUPPORT COMMITTEE MEETING

There will be a meeting of the local
United Farm Workers Support Committee.
All are invited. Campus Center, Thursday,
March 9 at 7:30 p.m.
UMASS HORSE JUDGING TEAM

There will be an organizational meeting
Tuesday, March 14 at 7 p.m. in Grinnell
Arena. All are welcome.
UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

General meeting, 7:30, Rm. 415 A to
discuss Elvis Concert problems and up-
coming Geils concert.
ALL UNIVERSITY WOMEN

Sigma Kappa Sorority invites you to a
"Trivia Rush Party" at 7 p.m. tonight at our
house on 19 Allen St. Mulled Cider, fruit

breads will be served. Come meet us. Call
256-6887 for rides and info.

URUGUAYAN SINGER AND COMPOSER
Uruguayan singer, composer, and

guitarist, David Viglietti will appear in the
Student Union Ballroom, Tuesday, March 14
at 8 p.m. Donations, $2, $3, and $10.
BATTLE OF THE D.J. 'S

The battle of the D.J.'s, Friday, March
10 at 9 p.m. - 5 a.m. JC The Mover
representing UMass, Shady Grady and K -

Rock WMUA BMCP.

JAZZ
Jazz Musician Max Roach is giving a

free concert tonight in Bowker Aud. at 8 p.m.
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RE ACM 25. 000 READERS DAILY"! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! "(REACM 25,000 READERS DAILY'!!! RE ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY" " Little A«ls G«t BIG R ESULTS" -

'

To place a classified ad. drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m . Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily. 46c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days. 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days.
30c per line per day. 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

R E ACH 25,000 R EADE RS DAI LYf«!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS"!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! RE ACH 25,000 RE ADERS DAILY! •" Little Ad» Grt BIG R ESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE

Triumph 1970 GT6 + 51100 or BO Call

after 6 p m 549-6707 Ask for Ken.

1971 Mustang Mach 1 351 4BBL PS^PB
AM FM w cassette slide bracket. Good
body, clean inside. $1000 firm. Dave

. 549 1 221.
1961 Volks Bus 71 engine. Body great

Must be seen $1275 323 4249
Evenings

69 Olds, vinyl top, ac, full power, exme
cond Good body, $575. days 533 9442
after 6 594 4286 . Ask for Paul

1972 BuicK Skylark, 2 door, call 5467m
1970 Nova, S450 good condition 546
4568

Gold initial ring, sentimental

Reward. Call Steve, 549-1688.
value. WANTED

WANTED TO RENT
Hey! I desparately want to rent a super 8
sound movie camera and projector'
Please call Arnie at 546 9106

TO SUBLET
Own room, house, Northampton, 2
baths, garage, $75/mo., utilities.

After 6. 584 2498.

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo Avail. 6' 1-8/31. Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549-6765.

Marketing student wanted -part-time
vol. now, full time paid May-June. Fresh
Ink, 5865096, 52 Center St., Nor-
thampton.

Wanted— Toward A Philosophy Of Sport,
by Vander Zwagg. Call Susan, 549-5198 .

Babysitter needed for occasional
evenings. Call Pat, 543-0175.

ENTERTAINMENT

Happy birthday Nancy. Love, MLTF-
DSJGJRNWCPJKSB. Keep scuffing.

SERVICES

59 VW. runs well body good, slight rust

on bottom. $175 Cal l 1 467 3465

Toyota Celica ST. 75. 50.000 miles
rarliHls. AM FM stereo, cassette, CB,
perfect condition Must be driven
$2400 Lisa, 549 416?

FOR SALE

3 bdrm. Presidential apt to sublet 6/1,

Option to renew in all. 549 5878.

Two bedroom apt. to sublet, available

in May. $180/ month. Call 549-1330._ ____________

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock
disco-funk-50's. Complete sound h
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates
Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

Monitor Music — back your party w/
known quality. Steve O'Connor is the
trusted DJ Top sound your style - the
best. 6 4731.

RIDE WANTED

1 pr. Fryes ladies sz 5. worn once, must
sell, price ngt , 6 6872, call Joanna

For sale -2 cubic ft refrigerator, exc
conrJ Don t rent', buy' A steal at $40
Call Gary or Curt at 546 9642

Ovation 12 string guitar, $300 from 6

J 089^

Dexter hiking boots- 1 year old, great

';hape, vibram soles, size 10'-^, $35.

Pete. 549 4759

Second hand watches h watchband.

Different styles Good condition

Watches $10 $50 Watchbands 10 cents

$5 Call 546 5497

Water bed. king size, w/ heater, liner,

frame and platform $200, or best offer.

After 7pm , call 549-3666.

AM/FM car stereo, m dash for most
foreign cars, BO. 546 5000 after 11 or in

morning

Invest your r»nt money by
buying you'll come out thousands
dhead at graduation Put the touch on
flad for the down payment. Call Dawn
Realtv, 549 5998.

Work in Japan! Teach English con-
versation No experience, degree, or

Japanese required Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelope for details.

Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia,

WA 98531

Counselors: Adirondack Boys' Camp; 7-

'? wks. $450 550; campcraft, sailing,

swimming (WSI), trip leader, riflery,

archery, handcraft, office manager
(typing), driver; 39 Mill Valley Road,
Pittsford. NY 14534

1962 Fender Telecaster Esquire, mint,

call after 7 p.m , 256 8460

Gold watch, black rope band Call 549

0826^

Lost a scarf on Orchard HiH near FiekJ

House Woolen with a blue and black

print on white Reward offered, 256-

6111

Counselors — private coed overnight
camp in Berkshires openings for in-

structors in; archery, basketball, tennis,
lOccer, gymnastics, horseback riding

instructor rocketry, camper radio
stadion. sailing, tripping/backpacking,
dance, dramatics, arts b crafts, head
waterfront tpool) Also needed: general
counselors, nurse, head cook &
bookkeeper. Good salaries - friendly

atmosphere Contact Paul Krouner,
Camp Schodack. 268 Mason Terr

,

Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 277 7600 or
Rick Heideman, on campus, 546 9598.

Valley Typing needs expenenced typists.

Thesis experience preferred, good
spelling ft grammar a must Flexible

hours, work on IBM Corr Selectncs.

Pay commensurate with speed and
ability Call 256 6736

Southwest Women's Center has a
position available This is a part time, 8
hour a week job including Tuesday and
Thursday mornings and staff meeting on
Wednesday lunch hour. Call 545 0626 by
M.if ch U

Applications accepted for teaching
P'j^itions n Jewish Community Sunday
School, Fall '78. Experience desired,
549 0223.

Ride wanted to Daytona and back. Can
leave Mar. 17, 18 and return 1 week
later Share $ and driving. Andy, 6 4309 .

2 males want ride to Daytona, Fla, about
Mar 16, will share expenses and driving,
call Hal. 317 or Rich, 307 at 5-0724.

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft.

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16-19. Will share driving and expenses.
546 5650

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses. Please call

Maureen, 549-2856.

Ride needed
spring brk

h driving

p.m.

to Houston or vicinity,

time negotiable, will share $

Please call Roger after 11

Typing — fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader. Low rates, 549-

^26
Airwaves TV-Audio Service- sen/icing

all Japanese and American brands of
television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St.,
Amherst. 256 6713. Master Tech. 8195.

Free estimates on all B&W TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides
of March at Airwaves TV-Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amh. 256-
6713.

Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s/pg., pick-up and delivery. Colleen,
(413)863-9171.

Fast services and sales— Call Valley

Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley Free

pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-

3290.

AUDIO

For sale— Superscope R340 AM/FM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound & mute, tape monitor. Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc., complete

w/ ugly blue light, call Steven at 546-

9653

Sony HST-330 stereo receiver, 15 watts,

exc. cond., $100. Call Bruce, 546-6638.

Sherwood S7100 receiver, 2 KLH 23's

speakers, $150, must sell. Call Peter,

549 4598.

CALCULATORS
College Calculators- low pnces, 1 yr.
over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore TI59 $220; TI58 $93- TI57
$60; TI55 $53; TI40 $22 Comm4190
$40; Comm4148 $25; all HP's and
Sharps available. College Calculators is

now four year old' Before you buy
anywhere else call Bob or Chris at 549-
1316 eves, or 1 739 9626 (Spnngfield)
days.

PERSONALS

2 incredible specimens of nnasculinity
looking for ronrtance. Call Soog or Erao
at 546 6290. anytime'

To: Checkers- please call again. I miss
your lusty and sexy voice and heavy
breathing. Love always, Gary.

If thay ware students. Ziggy Stardust
And The Spiders From Mars woukj vote
for Lawrence/Greene, SGA co-
Presidents!!

KLH 6 speakers, exc. cond., 8.0 546-
9612.

Pioneer component HR-99 8^track
stereo recorder player $150. Many
features. See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts.

Sylvania receiver 30 w/ch., Jensen
spkrs , exc. cond., under warranty,
$200 Call 6 6529.

Niko 6065 Phillips trn-tbl KLH120 spkrs,, 1

year old $475, call 546 5860, after 6
p.m.

FOR RENT
"^

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-
2107.

Roommate naadad for own room in 3
bdrm. house in Amherst ctia. As of
3 1 /78, $100/mo Call 253 2605

INSTRUCTION
Sewing claaaaa- beginning and in-

termediate, 8 & 10 weeks. Learn on new
Swiss Bernina sewing machines. Start
March 6 & 7, Natural Textiles, 256-6427.
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The Distinguished Visitors Program

announces

AN OPEN PROPOSAL
MEETING

Monday, March 13 at 6:30 p.m.

Graduate Research Center- Low Building

Room 308

If you irould like to propose a

speaker for this semester or

preferably next semester,

make sure you're available tben

and get in touch with DVP

NOW
Office - 415 Student Union

545-0920

Hampshire president

has weekend marriage
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - John and Adelle

Simmons have an arrangement.
She is president of Hampshire College, a

progressive liberal arts college in western
Massachusetts. He is an economist for the
world's largest bank in Washington, D.C.
Married for almost 12 years, they have two
young children.

They see each other on weekends.
"When we started this I felt as if I were em-

barking on a grand experiment," John Sim-
mons, 39, said in an interview.

"It seems to be working, but all the
evidence isn't in. There are advantages and
disadvantages. I'm not sure how I come
out."
The weekend marriage, once a social ar-

rangement limited mostly to movie stars and
traveling salesmen, is now a challenge faced

by growing numbers of professional
couples.

More and more women want careers, and
most careers require at least some mobility.

Men and women who want fame and for-

tune as much as they want each other learn

to compromise.
The. Simmonses meet almost every
weekend — occasionally in Washington,
where he works for the World Bank, but
usually at their home in Amherst, where she
is president of Hampshire College.

He flies north into Bradley International Air-

port in Windsor Locks, Conn., Thursday
night, returning to the capital on Monday to

begin a four-day work week.
Mrs. Simmons, 35, said she doesn't think

the commuting has hurt their relationship:

"We've been struck by how well it has work-
ed out. If you only have weekends together,

you don't let the little things bother you."
Her husband agreed. "When you get home

you can concentrate on major issues. You
don't fight over who left the toothpaste cap
off," he laughed.

"I think John enjoys his private times in

Washington," she said.

His lifestyle is that of the ultimate com-
muter. He cooks his own meals in a two-
room apartment in northwest Washington,
occasionally visits friends during the week,
reads and writes in the air and on the road to|

and from Amherst.
Virtually all weekend couples agree com-
munication has to be loud and clear, and the

ground rules followed closely.

"That's because it's the little things, like a

phone call, that show you really care," said

Marie Kargman, a Boston marriage and
divorce counselor.

The Simmonses have had a weekend mar-
riage for more than five years, ever since she
took a job at Princeton University in New
Jersey.

"You have to have planning skills and com-
munication. When messages are sent, they
have to be received," he said.

"Many people are opposed to planning past
tomorrow. But there'd be extreme emotional
distress for them in a situation like ours."
Even for the Simmonses, there are pro-

blems.
"I would like to be with the children more,"

he said. "And I think Adelle feels she's at

home alone with them too much."
Sometimes it is nice to have a mate around

the house. "Last night for instance, our 1-

yearold daughter was sick," she said, "so
John spent half the night up with her, and I

spent the other half.

Don't the Simmonses look forward to the
day when each can walk in the door at night
and meet the other?

"We look ahead in small blocks of time,"
he answered.
Don't other men - jealous of his freedom
- grin, wink and poke him in the ribs? "No.
Most people see it as a substantial burden
and are quite sympathetic.
"Others see it as a real advantage from the

work standpoint," he added. "You don't
have to come home and listen to your
spouse's complaints or cook dinner."
Other couples are less willing to discuss
weekend life. U.S. Undersecretary of State
Lucy Benson and her husband Bruce, an
Amherst College physics professor, refused
to discuss their arrangement.
In a variety of careers, such as teaching,

journalism and business, separation is an oc-
cupational hazard.

"Mobility is a fact of life," shrugged
Howard Garrison, a professor at Virgini

Commonwealth University in Richmond
Last year Garrison and his wife Dana spji

up their worldly goods, loaded a trailer^^ahd

moved Mrs. Garrison to Chapel Hill^lSi.C,

where she was enrolled at the Ufiiversity of
North Carolina.
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At 38, legs & class

keep Westfall on ice
NEW YORK \UPI] - The legs have 17

years worth of mileage in them, yet they

show no signs of wear. Ed Westfall, going on
38, can still show the kids how it's done.

Don't look at the numbers because they

are meaningless. Westfall has but three goals

and a handful of assists for the New York
Islanders, but the stat sheets don't have a

column for savvy, nor do they give credit for

class, Westfall' s specialty.

"The way I feel now, I can play forever,"

he says, a warm smile crossing his face.

"Realistically, though, I'm just looking

forward to next year after this one's over. As
long as I'm having fun and I'm enjoying

myself I'll keep right on playing.

"You know, I don't understand why
everyone keeps asking me how much longer

I can keep going, " adds Westfall, a puzzled

look replacing the smile. "It's on everyone's

mind but my own. Just because I'm 37 and
I've been playing for 17 years, does that

mean I'm supposed to lie down and die?

Islander fans hope not. In a recent game
against Vancouver, Westfall completely

disoriented the Canucks' power play with the

persistence of an overprotective mother.

Then, like a buzzard circling its prey, he stole

the puck, rushed the length of the ice and
whipped in a short-handed goal. It was
vintage Westfall.

"I have a lot of pride in my penalty-killing

role with the Islanders, " says the ex-Bruin.

"Hockey has gone through many phases

since I first started playing. Now there's an

emphasis on specialties — this is a very

scientific game we play today.

"But I've adjusted to the game's changes
whenever I saw them. That's probably why
I'm still around. I feel like I have an obligation

to my teammates, so there's no way I can

quit now. There's great satisfaction for me in

that I know I work hard and that I'm needed.

"When I feel I'm no longer needed, that's

when Ed Westfall calls it a career. I don't

want to ever become a Hangeron. Oh, no.

When I leave the game I'll walk out proud. I'll

be able to say, 'I'm proud of what I've done.'

But that time isn't anywhere in the near

future."

Therein lies Westfall's secret. He'll be the

first to admit he's without the moves of a

Guy l.aFleur, without the shot of a Mike

Bossy. And he laughs at his paltry scoring
totals. Yet, and his coach, Al Arbour, will

bear it out, Westfall is one of the Islanders'

most valuable players.

He possesses an intelligence for the game
that is unparalleled. Nothing can surprise

Westfall on the ice — every conceivable
occurence has been thought of already.

"I here s a neat tnck to penalty-killing,"

says Westfall, a boyish exuberance evident

as his is about to divulge a well-kept secret.

"It's really simple. You just try and kill as
much of the penalty as you can in their end.
It takes a lot of extra skating but it

disorganizes the other club.

"The key is to get them off balance and
force them to make 'hope passes.' That's
when the guy says, I don't want it' and he
throws it somewhere else, hoping it gets
there. It usually doesn't. If you can get them
to do that, then you've overcome most of the
disadvantage."

Eddie Westfall is almost finished dressing
now. He adjusts the knot on his light blue tie,

then bends at the waist to tie the laces of his

shoes. A quick check in the mirror to
straighten his hair and he's making his way
for the exit.

"Just one favor," says Westfall, pausing
at the door and laughing. "No more
questions about how much longer I'll be
around. I may be 37, but I've got some
mileage lert.

Nobody laughed back.

Basketball tourney
The Greenfield Y's Men's Club will

host its eighth annual men's basketball

championship at the Greenfield Com-
munity Y.M.C.A. on March 29 and 30,

April 1, 4, 5, and 6. This year's event will

be divided into two separate tour-

naments: (1) Men's Open Championship
and (2) Men's "30 and Over" Cham-
pionship.

Interested participants should contact
the Greenfield Y.M.C.A., 451 Main St.,

Greenfield, Ma. 01301, 1-413-773-3646.
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super savings on...

Denim Jeans
& Skirts
Values to $18

Sweaters
New Spring styles...

Values to $22

Pants
New Spring styles...

Sizes 5-158-18

Values to $26

T-Shirts

$

$

$

Blouses

Raincoats $

8

6

9

3

4

29

$

$
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Your Birthday

THURSDAY. MARCH 9

Bom today, you do not

wait for opportunity to

knock; you run to meet it.

You have a knack for

knowing what will be prof-

itable and what will not. It

is seldom that you are
misled by others into proj-

ects that misfire. Practi-

cal, considerate, respect-

ful, you are a pleasure to

work with.

You enjoy being at the

fore of whatever will ulti-

mately bring progress.
Sometimes the actions you
take entail more risk than
is wise for one concerned
about his future, but your
satisfaction at t>eing in

front where decisions and
changes occur makes up
for everything.

You may become a hero
to the young and a roman-
tic figure to everyone else.

Vou have charm, a flair for

making things seem more
dangerous, and more
romantic, than they are,

and a gleam in the eye that

makes people believe in

and trust you. You also

have a business sense that

lets you capitalize on your
assets and gain from them
materially and spiritually.

FRIDAY, MARCH 10

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)

— Be ready to accept an
offer of gain. You can
make much of others' fail-

ure
ARIES(March 21-Aprll 19)

— It is important to relax

periodically today. Ner-
vous tension could ruin

success.

TAURUS<April 20-May 20)

— A desire for material

gain must not lead you into

actions you will regret.

Cool your ardor.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20),

— Luxury may elude you,
but the desire for it re-

mains all day. Take a

friend at his word; expect
gifts

CANCER(June21-July22)
— Play hard and work
hard today. A balance be-

tween mental and physical

is essential.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Concentrate on a pleasant
avocation today; let voca-

tions take care of them-
selves. Take a chance at

evening.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— A keen business head
and sense of self-preserva-

tion should make gains for

you now.
LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -

You may be ahead of your
time today, but your ideas

will impress. Speak up.

SCORPIO(Ocl.23-Now.21)
— Understand the abuses
of honesty. You can be
truthful without hurtinj?

another's feelings.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Oec.21) — Today you can
enjoy the fruits of recent

labors. Co-workers are
admiring.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) - Public opinion

and your own may differ,

but you must continue to

stand by your principles

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) — Somelhinn
higher than intellect
guides you today You may
find yourself feared at eve-

ning.
CopyriKhl I'CH
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Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Caribbean
country

6 European
nation

1 1 Ballet step
14 Bitter

1 5 Hoofed
mammal

16 Hoosier
fabulist

17 Kind of rifle-

man
1

9

Commit an
offense

20 Carried
away Slang

21 Goes astray
22 Distant view
24 Accessible

to all

26 Truthful
27 Nullify

30 floor

32 Give as
merited

33 Braid of hair

34 Tumor:
Suffix

37 Seas Fr.

38 Laughing
39 Lord —

-

Anthony
Eden

40 Anger
41 Preferably

42 Prevent
43 Hangman's

knots
45 Ships' parts
46 Temperament

48
49
50

52

56
57

60

61

62
63
64

65

Row
Range crest
Wind-driven
clouds
Irish ex-
clamation
Var
By means of

Power
source 2

words
Former
Spanish
queen
Lone
Ranger s

friend

Wood
My Gal—

"

Senoritas
parent
Author
Clifford

DOWN

1 Head cover-
ings

2 Port of

Israel

3 Oil country
4 Quiet
walkers

5 Psyche divi-

sions
Fleeced
Poverty-
stricken— and
crafts

Verb suffix

Jittery

Left out: 2

UNITED Fea

Wednesday's

ure Syndicate
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6
7

8

9
10
1 1

words
1 2 Entrances
13 Fr upper

house
18 Loaf of

bread end
23 Swiss river

25 One's room:
Slang

26 fy^ultitude

27 Branches
28 Pitcher
29 Not in-

testinal

30 Poa, for one
31 Occupancy

fee
33 Grow

fatigued
35 Time of day:

Poet
36 Aardvarks'
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Hockey Club
team standings
Division 1 W. L. T.PTS. .GP
Breen's Bruins 8 16 8
Exec's 3 3 2 8 8
Sandstrom 2 1 1 5 4
Fox 2 4 1 5 7
Cance 1 5 1 3 7

Division II W. .L. T.PTS. GP
Walsh 4 2 2 10 8
SigEp 3 2 3 9 8
Maiden 2 3 4 5
O'Brien 1 2 1 3 4
Gorman 6 2 2 8

Division III w .L. T.PTS. GP
Brokelbank 4 3 1 9 8
Saunders 4 1 8 5
Smith 3 1 1 7 5
H.P's 2 4 1 5 7
Spartec 4 4

Division IV W. L. T.PTS. GP
Beta Phi 7 1 15 8
Inneson 3 1 1 7 5
PhiMu 2 4 4 6
McCarrick 1 1 2 2
Moorehouse 1 1 1 3 3
Note: McCarrick and Moorehouse 1nave
merged.

Seaver happy

with new home
TAMPA, Fla. [UPI] - Peace at last. Tom

Seaver finally has found it. and you can see

how broken up he is over no longer being

part of the club with which he became a

household name by the way he's enjoying

life with his new one.

Unless someone else broaches the subject

first, Seaver seldom mentions the Mets
anymore.

He was with them 10 years, helped them
win two pennants and one world cham-
pionship, earned three Cy Young Awards
while with them and went through his

greatest personal anguish before they dealt
him to the Reds last June, but he keeps all

that locked up inside him.

That's behind me, " he says. "I don't have
to put up with that anymore."

In a sense, the way Seaver feels about the
Mets is rather sad. Here is a team he grew up
with, made so many friends with and always
will be associated with because of all he
accomplished and yet anytime someone
mentions the Mets to him, he becomes
somber.

As a member of the Reds, though, Tom
Seaver is an entirely different person. He's
happy.

"It's a lot more positive over here," he
says. "The big difference in the two clubs is

ability obviously."

Seaver always cut up with the Mets and in
that regard, he is no different now that he's
with the Reds.

He's like the barber's cat in that you'll find
him everywhere. One minute he's feeding
balls to the pitching machine in the nets and
a minute later he's at second base collaring
grounders being hit at him by coach Alex
Grammas,

"He works like a dog," says Grammas,
"and knows exactly what direction he's
going all the time. There's no guess work
with him. Everything he does is with a good
reason

"

Only the other day, Seaver threw 115
pitches in batting practice. That's un-
common, highly uncommon, for any pitcher
at this time of year, but Seaver knew what he
was doing.

"My arm feels so good, it scares me," he
told manager Sparky Anderson, who already
has made up his mind that Seaver will start

for the Reds in their first exhibition game
with the Pirates Saturday and in their regular
season opener with the Astros in Cincinnati
on April 6.

"I think he's like a kid starting all over
again," Anderson says of his 33- year-old ace
right-hander. "It's as if he has been reborn.
I'll tell you one thing about him: he is a
working dog. He can flat pitch. I'm not
worried about how many games he's going
to win, either. He'll get his wins. What I want
is to get him to the post 38 to 40 times. If he
can start that many games for us, we're a
mortal lock."

Last year, Seaver started 33 games for the
Mets and Reds, winning 21 of them while
losing only stn. With the Reds, he had a 14-3
log

It took me only two or three weeks to
become adjusted, " he says about the mid-
June trade which sent him to the Re<^.

UM rink & indoor tennis?
UMass-Boston is receiving $8.9 million for the construction of a new athletic complex,

it s clear that if we leave our (UMass-Amherst) future up to the administrators and
politicians we'll vanish into oblivion. Shall we continue to... "hover on the brink of
nonentity?

"

Please fill out the followinjg questionnaire and drop it off at the Collegian or at the
UMass Hockey Club office in the Student Council Chambers of the Student Union
Building. The questionnaire was prepared by the UMass Hockey Club.

1

)

Are you satisfied with the present athletic facilities on campus? Y N

2) Would you like to see an on-campus indoor athletic complex featuring an ice arena,
basketball cage and tennis courts? y N

3) Would you utilize an ice arena?

4) Would you utilize tennis courts?

5) A) Should such a complex be financed by the taxpayers?

B) Should such a complex be financed by the students?

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

6) Would you be willing to pay a $5.00 increase per semester in student fees to subsidize
such a complex? y (yj
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HiSi°l! "'f1.. I Carbo at odds with SoxPITTSBURGH [UPI] - Duquesne athletic
director Red Manning, acting against the
advice of the school's athletic committee,
yesterday fired head basketball coach John
Cinicola and replaced him with Cinicola's
assistant, Mike Rice.

The public announcement of Manning's
decision climaxed several weeks of intra-
university squabbling and politicking that
began when Manning told the athletic
committee, which is strictly an advisory
body, that he wanted to fire Cinicola.

Cinicola, who compiled a 52-56 record in
four years of coaching the Eastern 8 School,
was negotiating with university officials for
another administrative job, Manning said.

Rice signed a three-year contract. Man-
ning said.

Cinicola, who went home following several
hours of meeting with university officials

Tuesday night and Wednesday, could not be
reached immediately for comment.
Manning said the athletic committee voted

11-1-1 against his decision to fire Cinicola,
who had for 14 years been the assistant while
Manning was the head coach. The athletic
committee instead recommended that
Cinicola's contract be extended two years.

AT THE HATCH
SAT., MARCH 11

ONE MIGHT ONLY

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. [UPI] - Outfielder
Bernie Carbo said yesterday he plans to play
out his option with the Boston Red Sox
unless the club grants him a long-term
contract with a healthy raise.

General Manager Haywood Sullivan, in

rejecting a counter-proposal offer from
Carbo and his agent, instead signed the left

handed swinging reserve for the 1978 season
under the renewal clause of the Uniform
Players' Contract

"We're so far apart, that it would be
useless to go back and forth right now," said
Sullivan, who also announced pitcher Bob
Stanley had signed a one-year contract.

Carbo, who lost arbitration over a Red Sox
contract in 1975, hit .2^ with 15 homers and
34 runs batted in last season in 86 games.

The 30-year-old, opposite field hitter said he
turned down a contract offer from the Red
Sox last winter even though it contained a
"substantial raise."

Disappointed the contract did not contain
enough security, Carbo and agent Dick Moss
sent Sullivan the counter- proposal last week.

Sullivan refused the counter-offer but did
sign Carbo to the one-year renewal at the
same estimated $80,000 with a cost-of-living
raise — even though a club can cut a player's
salary by 20 per cent.

"I don't think I'm going to sign," said
Carbo after inking the temporary pact. "I'm
not getting any younger. I'm looking for a
long-term deal, trying to make the Red Sox
my last team. If I don't give it (the free agent
draft) a shot, I think I'd be cheating myself
and my family. I owe it to myself."

^/^'y,'/.,\'V>?*wi'V'/^^^^^^^^

nobody
asked!

He was in his twenties.

So was she.

Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.

Both cared about people
and cared for them.

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

"No one ever asked me','

they said.

Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.

— Mail Coupon Today!

Collegian ^t

Cleveland's J. P. Parlse (23) and New York's Carol Vadnals chase a loose puck
behind the Ranger net during first period action last night. The Rangers went on
to win, 6-1, to keep them in contention for an NHL playoff spot. (UPI photo)

Bobby Orr won't quit,

views summer action

Please send informatior/on:

D Diocesan Priests D Religious Priests

D Brothers G Nuns U Lay Ministries
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1-20
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VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

KniONTS OF COLUmBUS
New Haven, CT 06507

NEW YORK [UPI] - He's had six

operations on his left knee, hasn't played a

game in more than a year, was told by his

surgeon that he had only once chance in 10

of ever playing again, and next week he'll

observe his 30th birthday.

Nevertheless, the greatest defenseman
ever to play the game of hockey hasn't given

up yet about making another comeback.
"I want to try once more," Bobby Orr said

recently. "My knee feels fine and I'm very
happy with it."

Orr not only expressed confidence with his

words, but with his actions as well. In New
York to present the Lester Patrick Trophy to

Phil Esposito, his old friend and teammate
with the Boston Bruins, Orr appeared
jubilant, smiled a lot and occasionally

bounced on his feet with nervous energy as
he talked.

Now an assistant to coach Bob Pulford on
the Chicago Black Hawks, Orr has been
skating lightly with the team since mid-
January and also does daily weight work to

help strengthen his knees.

"The doctor told me to stay off skates for

a year and that's what I did," Orr said. "I'm
not skating hard and the knee is reacting

well. I'm very happy with it. I'm going to take

a week next summer in camp to see how the

knee reacts to some harder work and if it

holds up then I'll sit down with Bob Pulford

and talk about my future."

Orr, chosen as the National Hockey
League's scoring champion, has played only

RUSSELL'S LIQUORS
GERMAN WINE

LIEBPHAUMILCH

fifthsand magnums

lii-dotr Safiigt tot gootf to ko arfvortitotf. Como too for loorttlf!
- UNLIMITED QUANTITIES ON SALES ITEMS

- NO EXTRA FOR DELIVERY

- AMHERST'S CLOSEST LIQUOR STORE TO UMASS

In Amherst Center, across from the green 253-5441

30 games in the last three years, the final one
in Vancouver Jan. 22, 1977. Last April his left

knee was cut open for the sixth time in nine

years. The surgeon. Dr. John Palmer of

Toronto, quoted his chances of ever

returning to the game as one in K).

"I don't know what my chances are," Orr

says now when those numbers are thrown at

him. "I realize there's a very strong possibility

I won't play again. I'm not getting my hopes
up too high. But I want to give it another

shot."

In the meantime, Orr enjoys the work he's

doing with the Black Hawks, the team he
signed with as a free agent for an estimated

$3 million in 1976. He has traveled as far as

Moscow in a scouting role, he does public

relations work and he helps coach the team.

"I'm keeping busy and enjoying it very

much," he said. "It's still a little difficult for

me to watch a game and I get a little edgy at

times. But if I can't play, I'd like to stay active

in hockey and I enjoy what I'm doing now."

Still, even at 30 and burdened with a knee
that he describes as "bone on bone," Bobby
Orr can't help looking ahead with both
anticipation and fear to a week this summer
when he'll put his future on trial.

'

LaFleur nets two
MONTREAL [UPI] - Guy Lafleur scored

twice in the third period last night and
reached the 50-goal plateau for the fourth

season in a row leading the Montreal

Canadiens to a 4-3 victory over the

Washington Capitals.

The Canadiens trailed 3-2 going into the
final period. Lafleur was credited with his

49th goal at 8:21 when Serge Savard's shot
from the blue line deflected off Lafleur's

skate and past goalie Jim Bedard, Lafleur
scored the winner on a breakaway at 13:28 as
the Caps went down to their 22nd con-
secutive defeat at the hands of Montreal.

The Capitals took a 2-0 first-period lead on
goals by. Bob Girard and Ace Bailey.

Borg returns home
GOTHENBURG, Sweden [UPI] -

Returning to his home country after a self-

imposed professional absence of 16 months,
Wimbledon champion Bjorn Borg yesterday,
defeated New Yorkers Vitas Gfirulaitis, 6-4,

1-6, 6-3, to capture the $33,000 first prize in

the two-day, four-man $60,000 Scan-
dinavium Cup.
The 21 -year-old Swede broke service to 4-

3 and then held to win the first set, but
Gerulaitis, who had met and lost to Borg five

times previously, easily evened the match in

the second after breaking to 3-1 with a clever
dr(^ shot.
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Gymwomen at

EAIAW tourney
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

The women's gymnastics team travels to

Pittsburgh today in preparation for the
Eastern Association of intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (EAIAW) Regional
gymnastics championships. Competition
begins on Friday for the team title and on
Saturday for the individual championship.
The gymwomen enter the EAIAW seeded

fourth. The seedings are awarded on the

basis of total team scores for the season.
UMass averaged 136.17 points for eight

meets. The last two competitions against
UNH and Towson where the gymwomen
amassed totals of 138.10 and 142.10 were not
included in the averages because they
happened after the cut off date.

Ahead of UMass are top-seeded Penn
State in first with 147.81. Clarion State, the
defending national champions, is seeded
second with a season average of 146.24; the
University of Pittsburgh, the host school is

seeded third with 137.73, just a point and a
half ahead of the Minutewomen.
"The competition will be very tough," said

coach Virginia Evans. 'I think we have a
chance to move up higher than our fourth
place seeding but the actual competition will

decide that."

"The team is totally convinced they can
beat anyone and that's a good sign", said
Evans. "Enthusiasm and encouragement has
been a key to the teams success and it

couldn't come at a better time then at the
Eastern Championships."

In Pittsburgh Evans will be using five all

around comfjetitors. Four are required by the
AIAW but Freshman Karen Clemente has
earned herself a position in all four events.
Joining Clemente will be seniors Susan
Cantwell and Stephanie Jones, team captain
Karen Hemberger and Junior Cheryl Morrier.

Clemente has been working against an ankle
injury all season long but appears to be fully

Spinks
PANAMA CITY, Panama \UPI] - The

World Boxing Association approved
yesterday a rematch title bout between
heavyweight champion Leon Spinks and
Muhammad Ali.

Elias Cordova, chairman of the WBA
Championships Committee, said yesterday in

a news conference that the fight sought by
Bob Arum of Top Rank, Inc., will take place
next September in an African country,
possibly in Bophutatswana.

Cordova said the WBA cannot oppose the

bout because it is within regulations and
added that in the contracts signed for the

fight of last Feb. 15 in Las Vegas, Nev. in

which Spinks wrested the title from Ali in a

split decision, there was no clause against a

rematch or similar commitment.
He added that, according to WBA rules,

the heavyweight champion has one year to

defend his title against the best classified

challenger available and, m the intenm. can

recovered as she enters her first eastern

championship as a Minutewoman.

Cantwell is a veteran of the Easterns as she
makes her fourth appearance and has the

distinction of being on both of the UMass
teams which won (he eastern title in 1974

and 1975. Bars specialist Debbie Law also

competed for the gymwomen at those title

winning Easterns.

Cantwell is coming off her "best ever" all

around performance, a 36.75 against Towson
last weekend. At last year's nationals

Cantwell finished seventh individually.

Jones finished fifth individually at last

year's Easterns. She has been bothered by a

hip injury throughout the season but ac-

cording to Evans is "looking stronger every

day."
"I expect Stephanie to be stronger at

Easterns than she has been in recent meets,

she has learned to work with the hip injury

and has her nine point scoring range back,"

said Evans.

Hemberger has been a consistently strong
performer all season and lends to the team's
spirit and enthusiasm as the captain. She has
been averaging 35 point totals for four events
and has the capability to earn 36 or nines in

each event.

Morner has been battling back from the flu

and scored her highest all around total of the

season against Towson last week. Her 33.05
total is near the 34 point total necessary to

qualify for nationals as an individual com-
petitor.

Filling out the line up will be Laurie Knapp
on the balance beam, either Diane Laurenson
or Kim Whitelaw in vaulting, Julie Myers on
the floor with Law on the uneven parallel

bars.

There will be fifteen teams competing in

Pittsburgh. UMass will compete in the fourth

and final round at 9 p.m. along with Clarion,

i rematch
fight any of the 10 best-ciassifed boxers, and
that Ali is among them.

If Spinks retains his crown against Ali, he
will again defend it in February, 1979 against
the first- ranked available challenger, Cordova
said Arum told him. If Ali regains the title he
will then have a year to defend it also against
the first-ranked challenger available, Cordova
said.

Staff meeting
ALL COLLEGIAN SPORTS STAFF

MEETING — There will be a meeting
tonight at 7 30 p.m. in Campus Center
Rm. 101. Spring beats, Spring Sports
Special and other topics will be
discussed. Attendance is mandatory.

Following the end of the women's swimming season last week, coach John
Nunnelly presented the team's awards for spirit, dedication, loyalty and excellence

to members Deb Schwartz, Rachel Mack, Cheryl Robdau, and Val Gulla Schwartz
and Mack (at left) are co captains elect for next year. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

The women's gymnastics team is seeded fourth at this weekend's EAIAW
championships hosted by the University of Pittsburth. The women will enter in-

dividual and team competition with hopes of capturing the Eastern crown, which
would send them to the nationals. (Staff photo by Ellen Davis)

UNH and Towson. UMass will begin on the received at large bids and went on to finish

beam in the team rotation followed by floor, fourth and seventh in 1977 and 1976
vaulting and bars. respectively.

The first place team in the region

automatically qualifies for the national AIAW
championships to be held in Seattle on
March 31 and April 1. Besides the nine

regional champs, six teams will receive at

large bids determined by their scores at

regionals. In the last two years UMass has

"At Easterns you are not only com-
peting for first place but also for the highest

score possible so just in case you don't win

the title, you still have a shot at the nationals.

It's not going to be easy but it isn't going to

be impossible either! " said Coach Evans
optimistically.

Steve Buckley

Junior varsity jive
I spent this past weekend covering the

New England University Wrestling
Association Championships in Rhode Island.

There was a junior varsity tournament going
on simultaneously, but of course you don't

want to hear about that.

Ah, hold on. Buck.

Just for kicks let us spend these next few
minutes in the lowly junior varsity ranks.

After all, our UMass JV wrestlers won the

New England championship last weekend so

it IS altogether fitting and proper that these

gentlemen receive their due.

Oh. before continuing, I should point out
that the correct title is "sub- varsity" tour-

nament. Euphemism is the spice of life...

The tourney was highlighted by the feats

of two freshmen, Rich Schiarzzi and Dave
O'Brien. Schiarzzi, the 118 pound grappler

from Quincy, went undefeated en route to a

championship in his weight class. O'Brien,

from Maiden, duplicated that feat by taking

home the bacon in the 167 pound category.

But Schiarzzi and O'Brien never could
have done it alone.

Take Louis McDonald for instance. Mac'
was more worried about his brother from
Newton High who was competing in the
high-school New Englands in nearby
Warwick; but tj[\ax didn't stop him from
pulling in second place in the 134 pound
class. The younger McDonald finished
second in his New Englands by the way.

And then there was Gary Rotatori; not a

very loud type, but one of those who prefers

to let his wrestling do his talking. Caary, a

freshman out of Framingham South High,

took third.

There was another Framingham product;

this one from North High, Dave Daly, who is

a part-time Collegian photographer with a

full-time dedication to this sport was a third

place finisher at 118 pounds; capping off his

season with a pin over a BC grappler.

Mike Mitrowski looked more like Gerry

Cheevers than a wrestler, but he still was
able to place third in the 150 pound category.

A broken nose earlier in the season resulted

in the New Jersey native having to wear a

mask-like implement to protect his shnozzle.

Another freshman, Joe Marra, rumored to

be a New York sports fan, placed at 150

pounds; as did Marty Rogers, the Concord
heavyweight who overcame a mid-season
shoulder iniury to make the trip.

\

The JV Minutemen had tvvo grapplers
entered in the 177 pound class; Gary Minski
and Bob Smith. Thus, there was a Chance
that these two athletes might be pitted

against each other in the finals, but no such
luck. These guys aren't going to fight each
other. They're too busy blasting the other
colleges Both men placed.

The JV's operated under the guidance of
one Dennis Fenton, certainly no stranger to

championship competition. Fenton, the JV
coach, looked very much at home as he
accepted the first place plaque. And why
not? He's been collecting wrestling hardware
for years, and if there's an art to receiving a

trophy he certainly should have it mastered
by now.

JV wrestling. I guess the same can be said

for JV baseball, JV women's hoop, and JV
football. (UMass has a JV football team?)

But do not be misled. Keep a sharp eye on
our varsity sports and cheer them to one
exciting victory or heartbreaking defeat after

another. But do not turn your backs to any of

those JV teams; for before you know it their

participants will have made the big time and
you'll want to know who they are...

Hats off to the following students who
won intramural wrestling championships last

week: John Cusick, (120); Fran Young, (125);

Martin Zangi, (130); Marc Abrams, (135);

Brian Chew, (140); Mark Venchesi, (145);

John "Rat" Moynihan, (155); Brian Fawcett,

(160); Pete Palermo, (165); Pat McHugh,
(170); Roy Barudin (175); Frank Kinny (180);

Scott McGlashin, (185); Paul Martin, (190);

Charlie Anderson, (195); and Joe Scanlon,

(unlimited). Overall, the team championship

was a tie between Phi Mu Delta and ROTNC.
Take a bow, men.

And while we're in a mood for tipping

hats, let us offer a doff to Dr. George Snook,
who made it through still another season as

team doctor for more than one UMass sport.

He was present at numerous wrestling and
gymnastics meets and was also at the

wrestling New Englands last week, not

limiting himself to the ailments of just the

UMass grapplers.

Federal judge orders miners to work today
WASHINGTON [AP] - A federal judge

yesterday ordered coal miners to report to
work this morning and temporarily end a 94-
day strike that has forced widespread power
curtailments and the layoff of thousands of
workers.

There Is widespread expectation within the
government as well as both the union and
industry that thousands of rebellious miners
will defy the order.

But President Carter declared at a news
conference three hours before Robinson
signed the order: "The law must be en-
forced."

U.S. District Judge Aubrey Robinson
issued the back-to-work order under the
Taft-Hartley Act as the striking United Mine
Workers and the soft coal industry unex-
pectedly agreed to resume contract talks.

They set their first negotiating session for
this morning.

Robinson's order becomes effective at 7
a.m. local time today and requires coal
miners to work for the same wages and
benefits they received under the most recent
contract - the one signed in 1974 that
expired on Dec. 6.

Robinson's order followed an afternoon of

court arguments involving lawyers for the
government, the UMW and the coal
operators.

Robinson, after hearing arguments from
Attorney General Griffin Bell, agreed that
"such strikes, if permitted to continue, will

imperil the national health or safety."

The order is directed against 1,451
defendants, including the United Mine
Workers, its local unions, mine work con-
tractors and mine operators.
Each defendant must be served with a

copy of Robinson's order, together with the
complaint by the government and all the

legal papers that went with it on or before
next Monday.
The restraining order expires at 6 p.m. EST

on March 17. The judge has ordered a
hearing for that day - a week from today —
on a motion for a preliminary injunction.
The judge's order specified that the

defendants continue bargaining "and to
niake every effort to adjust and settle their
differences."

The announcement that negotiations
would resume followed a private session at
the UMW headquarters, where top industry
officials and union leaders agreed on terms
for reopening talks.
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Greek liquor licenses limited
By JOAN FEENEY
Collegian Staff

The Director of Greek Affairs has passed a
ruling limiting liquor licenses in the Greek
community to Friday and Saturday only. The
policy further limits the issuing of licenses to

only one fraternity or sorority each week.
A license from the town is necessary to sell

liquor in Amherst. The signatures of both
Dean of Students William F. Field and Greek
Affairs Director Shannon Ellis are needed
before a Greek house can approach town
officials for a license.

"The Sunday through Thursday
prohibition was made because class is in

session," Ellis said.

Denying two houses a license for the same
date will "make it easier for the fraternities to
make money: no competition," said Vice
President of Greek Affairs Bob Davidson,
adding that the policy will affect fraternities
more than sororities.

Ellis said she wants to help change the
heavy drinking image of the Greek com-
munity at UMass. "This policy will make for
much better- planned events," said Ellis,

explaining the fraternities will have to apply

early for the license to be granted on the date
requested. "They will have to explain their

security precautions to me," she said.

"This way," said Ellis, "rather than eight
parties on Saturday night, there will be only
one." Private parties with a cash bar and
parties distributing free beer will be the only
exemptions to this ruling. Both Ellis and
Greek representatives said they do not
foresee the fraternities getting around this

policy by giving out free beer. "That would
defeat the purpose of making money," said
Ellis.

Greek Area Council Treasure^ Kurt
Krueger said "in terms of keeping order in

the area, its a good idea. She ( Ellis) can keep
an eye on it."

"The only problem with this decision,"
said Davidson, "was that it couldn't be
announced at a meeting." Ellis initiated the
policy between meetings, and the Greeks
became aware of the decision only after

applying for a license.

"The Greeks have a drink and destroy
image on campus," added Davidson.
"Shannon is working on that, and we'll back
her. We think we need it."

Minimum

'

drinking

age may
rise to 19
BOSTON \UPI\ - A bill to raise the

drinking age in Massachusetts was endorsed
yesterday by a legislative committee.
The Legislature's Committee on Govern-

ment Regulations approved a bill to increase
the IB-year minimum drinking age to 19 in

bars and restaurants and to 21 for package
store sales.

The 19-year minimum drinking age for bars

and restaurants would go into effect on Jan.

1, 1979 and the age for package store sales

would be raised gradually from 18 to 21 over
a three year period.

Under the proposal, 18- year-olds would
still be able to work in restaurants where
alcoholic beverages are served.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis two years ago
vetoed a bill that would have raised the

minimum age from 18 to 19 years old.

Two dozen bills calling for an increase in

the minimum drinking age were filed this

year in the Legislature.

Another bill which was endorsed
yesterday by the committee would set up a

liquor purchase identification card system
designed to prevent minors from buying
alcoholic beverages.

This old Pontiac looks like it deserved a place to "crash " today in Amherst Center, but with sprring break one week away it

may be headed straight south again. (Staff photo by Amira Rahman)

r
Inside

A demonstration supporting the
striking United Mine Workers is being
planned for Boston. For details, see the
first story in the "Newslines" section on
page 2.

As International Women's Week draws
to a close, the Collegian continues its

daily reviews of workshops, meetings
and other events held in conjunction with
the campus concentration on the
women's perspective. See page 6.

The Faculty Senate met yesterday and
approved the creation of a Women's
Studies major. They also discussed why
former UMass president Robert Wood
receives a full salary for teaching while he
offers no classes. Megan O'Reilly's'

stories are on page 3.

Profiles of candidates for the Student
Government Association president's
office continue today in the Collegian.

For profiles of co- candidates Shelly

Gordon and Herb Tyson, Brad Goverman
and Bill Edelstein and of solo candidate
Jay Flynn, see the stories on page 2.

Some Stockbridge students have built

a small scale greenhouse and they are
raffling it off. Details about the building

of the facility are in Martha Kimball's
story on page 7,

Weatiler

Well, the weather should continue its

gradual turn for the better well into this

afternoon. This upturn will then continue
until spring arrives and Frisbees are once
again in the public's eye.
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SGA presidential candidates

Gordon... Tyson

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Shelly Gordon age: 20 major: political
science and women studies, Class: 79 Past
Positions: Board of Governors co-chair.
Space Committee, Finance Committee, off
campus residence.

Herb Tyson, age: 19 major: political
science, Hometown: Potomac, Maryland,
Class: '80, Past Positions: Co chair Board of
Governors, Budgets Committee, member of
Alcohol and Beverages Committee, Fine Arts
Council Off campus residence.
What are your impressions of the SGA

as it operates now?
"Right now I think its really ineffective, it

doesn't allow room for creativity, new ideas
and new people. That's something that has
to be done by keeping constant turnover and
constant input in the Senate," said Tyson.
Gordon added, 'More energy has to be put
into the dorms, commuters and Greeks. They
feel real alientated. Without everybody
feeling involved and feeling a part of it its

going to be pretty ineffective."

Do you think students should have a
larger voice in decisions on campus? If

you feel they should how should this be
accomplished?
Tyson said, "The lack of student input
causes the problems we have with Pierpont,
the problem with financial aid, the problem
with the buses There is a need to air issues
like Pierpont in a public forum. There are
relationships which can be built through

collective bargaining and pushing to have
students' votes on collective bargaining so
students can have a hell of a lot of say in

negotiating contracts. We have to become
involved in that process through academic
councils, dorm councils, various ways."
Gordon said "Students don't act; they don't
speak until it really affects them and hits
them inside." The student doesn't see a
vehicle to stand up and work with him as a
student. We have to be seen as this," Tyson
said

How would you assess the bargaining
position on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?
Tyson said, "The Administration wants more
from the faculty in terms of control, in terms
of giving up tenure. They're able to squeeze
more from the faculty at the same time. The
faculty wants more from the administration,
in effect more from students. They want
more money at the same time: they want less
class hours and less office hours. All we have
IS a voice which, as Shelly says, is not heard.
We need to get the right to collectively
bargain, need to be recognized by the state
of Massachusetts as a bargaining agent for
the students

What do you feel is the best solution
tp the upcoming spring concert?
It (the conflict over the event) shows the lack

of communication the Senate has with the
students. I don't know what the outcome will

be. I support it (the senate decision). People
seem satisfied with it," said Tyson.

Goverman,
Edelstein
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

Background —
Edelstein, William
Age: 22
Major: Communications Studies
Home Town: Salem, Mass.
Experience: none
Year of Graduation: 1978
Campus residence: Brandywine Apts.

Goverman, Brad
Age: 20
Major: Journalism
Home Town: Needham, Mass.
Experience: SGA student reporter
Year of Graduation: 1978
Campus residence: Brandywine Apts.

Questions:
1

)

What are your impressions of the SGA as
it operates now?

Goverman: ""The SGA has become a
brontosaurus."

Edelstein: "It's a
time has come.""

Goverman: "'It's an eater of student
monies... It's an incompetent body in high
places, an inefficient body in low places, an
unflinching body of mediocrity in middle
places."

2) Do you think students should have a larger
voice in decisions on campus? And if so,
then how should this be accomplished?

Edelstein: "I feel that students should have
more of a voice in the SGA and that this
could be accomplished by getting rid of the
red tape that the SGA now puts students
through. We will not be responsible to the
student government but only to the
students."

Goverman: "This way (being responsible
only to the students) the students can speak
directly to us thereby alleviating the red
tape."

white elephant whose

3) How would you assess the bargaining
position on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?

Goverman: "Our plans in dealing with this
fence which separates the students from the
faculty is to deal with the faculty directly...

Since we deal with the faculty directly we
don't even recognize the Administration as
an intervening body between the students
and the faculty."

4) What do you feel is the best solution to the
upcoming concert in the spring?

Edelstein: "Our solution to this spring
concert situation is to put on two concerts in

the spring. One of them will be the Black
American Music Festival and the other a
concert to be determined."
5) How do you feel the Student Senate bus
service should be funded?

Edelstein: "We feel that there should be
more buses to South Amherst and that there
should not be any cutbacks in the present
system.'" ""We also feel that students should
not be forced to be bused against their

wills."

6) How should the situation in Pierpont be
resolved?

Edelstein: '"Pierpont as it is now will un-
dergo dramatic changes. It will be turned into
a bastille. The present residents of Pierpont
will live in better facilities than they live in at

present with the same social life that they are
happily living in currently."

Jay
Flynn

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Jay Flynn: Age: 21 Major: political science
Hometown: Worcester Past positions:
Senator, cochair Governmental Affairs,
Lease Task Force, Legislative Task Force
Advocate on Attorney General"s Staff,
Alcohol Policy Task Force, Fine Arts Council!
Housing Exemptions Board, Central Area
Council. Class: 1980

What are your impressions of the SGA
as it operates now?
The mam problems it suffers from are a lack
of communication and a lack of information;
what the organizations are, how to get in-

volved. I do think it will be fairly easy to turn
around. There would be a hundred per cent
increase if people knew how to get involved.
The latest reorganization proposals are
another attempt to centralize power. It calls

for a small group of seventeen people to
make the day to day decisions.

Do you think students should have a
larger voice in decisions on campus? If

you feel they shoulc. how shou|.d this be
done?

Ultimately it would lead to collective
bargaining rights for students through the
legislature. We should begin by informal
negotiations and court actions plus
legislative change.

How would you assess the bargaining
positions on each side of the faculty
administration bargaining sessions?
We have more to fear from the faculty than
the administration. The faculty is pushing for
higher wages, increased use of TA's. I

support a wage increase just to keep the
professors here.

What do you feel is the best solution
to the upcoming spring concert?
The Black American Music Festival would be
nice as a fall concert or as something in the
Cage, not a good substitute for a spring
concert. I liked the proposal for two con-

certs. Basically I'm opposed to it because
people I have talked to don't think it should
be one kind of music.

How do you feel the Student Senate
Bus Service should be funded?

I support the Senate proposal that seventy
per cent should come from the senate with
the thirty per cent from the parking fees. I

don't think the five dollar fee is a good idea at
all.

How should the situation in Pierpont
be resolved?

The people in Pierpont have to make some
changes in their community to make it ac-
ceptable to the Amherst community. It's

something Pierpont has to do on its own;
clean up its own act. I don't think Matlack's
plan is good at all. In fact I think it sucks. I

understand there have been problems with
teenagers selling drugs, or at least that's
what's alleged. This is just what Jerry Allen's
looking for; to cut down on special
programs.

Local students will join

striking UMW at rally

btudents m a local strike support com-
mittee will )oin United Mine Workers
representatives and officials from various
unions across Massachusetts Sunday af

ternoon at a Boston raaly in support of the
striking mine workers.
John McDonough, member of a newly

formed Boston mine workers support
committee, said yesterday he expects 1,000
to 1,500 to attend the IBEW Hall in Dor-
chester for what he calls "a working people's
rally

"

More than 15 members of the four week
old United Mine Workers Strike Support
Committee of Western Massachusetts will

drive to the rally in vans, according to

committee member Brian Kelly The com
mittee ccmpnses mostly Hampshire College

and UMass Amherst students.

Louis Anatat-president of the United Mine
Workers' District 3, will address the rally,

scheduled to begin at 2 p.m The West
V'fqm'a union official replaces union

r Arnnlrt R Miller who earlier this

w*iek was expected to attend, but will not,
said McDonough.

Between 25 and 30 unions throughout
Massachusetts have endorsed the rally,

according to McDonough, and are en-
couraging their members to attend.
William Cleary, presider.t of the

Massachusetts AFLCIO is listed as a
speaker Other scheduled speakers include
Lois Balfour, president of Service Employees
International Union local 509 and Donald
Berry, business agent for International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers local 103

Parking board reminds

area of appeal procedure
I he Parking Appeals Board would like to

remind the UMass community of the appeals
procedure:

If you receive a parking ticket or should
your car be towed and you feel vcu were
legally parked, you can appea' ihe ticket and-
or towing.

You must pick up an appeal forr at the
Department of Public Safety, located in

Dickinson Hall This form must be filled out
Dron^riy ,v^^\ returned to the Dent of Public

Safety between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday
through Friday. The form must be returned
within seven calendar days of the violation or
the appeal will not be accepted.

The parking ticket (or a copy) must be
attached to the form and if a tow is being
appealed the tow receipt (or a copy) must be
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Ackermann to announce candidacy
By SEAN HORGAN
Collegian Staff

Former Cambridge mayor and city
counselor Barbara Ackerman last night told
the Collegian that she will officially announce
her candidacy for governor March 30.
Ackermann's decision to run widens the

field of Democratic candidates to three. The
two other candidates are Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis and Edward J. King, the former
director of MassPort, the agency overseeing
airport and seaport operations in Boston.
Ackermann said last night she will center

her challenge to Dukakis' incumbancy
around the issues of human services, fiscal

management and the rising property tax.

She criticized the Dukakis administration
for their policy of level funding, calling it "an
amateurish government."

"I wonder if people realize that level fund-
ing from the Dukakis administration has
driven the property tax in this state up an
average of 13 percent in one year," she said.

Ackermann also described Dukakis' fiscal

policies as "inhuman and senseless."
"Dukakis doesn't seem to realize that

there are certain services the state must
supply, and supply properly," she said.

"Problems with human services and waste in

the state government are historical problems
that have been ignored long enough, and
must be tackled now."
She also took the Dukakis administration

to task for their policies dealing with the
state's higher education system, saying that
public higher education must be competitive
with private educational institutions.
Ackermann said she did not believe the
Dukakis policies toward public higher
education worked toward this goal.

Ackermann, 53, was an established figure
in the Cambridge political scene through the
sixties and seventies. She served as mayor of
the city from 1972 to 1973. Before that she
served six years on the Cambridge School
Committee (1962-1968) and nine years on the
Cambridge City Council (1969-1978). She
lost her council seat in last October's city
elections.

According to Ackermann, the final

decision to run was made when Secretary of
State Paul G. Guzzi announced he would not
enter the race. She said she believes she will

garner strong support within the Democratic
Party from liberals and moderates displeased
with Dukakis' performance.

"\ also expect to get support from the
cities around Boston where I am known
better," she said.

Ackermann said the state Democratic
primary will be September, but the first major
test for her will be at the Citizens for Par-
ticipation in Political Action convention in
April, where that organization will deliver
endorsements for state-wide officials.

FacSen approves Women's Studies as major
By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate voted its approval of a
Women's Studies major yesterday which
awards the bachelor's degree and also ex-
tended the Women's Studies Program man-
date for five years.

However, funding the new department

possible through
resources as the

growth" situation

Maurianne Adams

promises to be a major problem. According
to chairman of the Program and Budget
Council Harvey Kline, funding for the
program will only be
reallocations of existing

University faces a "no
next year.

Acting Provost Jeremiah Allen said only
three sources are possible: the budget
reserve, ($469,747 for fiscal year 1979), the
contigency reserve ($100,000) and the
special programs allocation of which Allen

said the budget reserve is the most likely.

Amidst the wide debate over the motion,
Secretary of the Senate Terence Burke said,

"The telling insult would be to pass a motion
which is meaningless allowing the Women's
Studies Program to think they sail into a

golden future, when in fact, none exists."

But Senator Margot Culley, English —
Women's Studies, refuted Burke's statement
saying, "It's not fair to saddle Women's
Studies with the question of resources now,
"it deserves to be a department first."

Cully said the program is among the top
two or three in the country and was named
as one of 15 "mature Women's Studies
programs" in a review conducted by the
National Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs.
The lack of appropriate developmental

sequence of courses was cited by a special

report of the Academic Affairs Council as the
major problem in the program which has the
largest undergraduate enrollment in the
University.

Wood draws
professor pay

Robert Wood

By MEGAN O'REILLY
Collegian Staff

Former UMass President Robert C. Wood
is drawing a university salary which is funded
completely out of the Amherst budget but he
is teaching no classes here, Acting Provost
Jeremiah Allen told the Faculty Senate
yesterday.

Wood is being paid by the $53,000 a year
Ralph Waldo Emerson Professorship which

is controlled by the board of trustees
because according to Allen, "they had to
find some place to park his salary since
UMass President Franklin K. Patterson is

drawing his salary through the President's
office."

After seven years in the president's office,

Wood resigned and is presently writing a
book while on administrative leave. Formerly
a political science professor. Wood still holds
a tenured position with the University and
"will decide whether or not to go back to
teaching between now and September,"
Wood said last night in a telephone in-

terview.

"This was all arranged through open
meetings of the board of trustees, Wood
said, and the Faculty Senate is once again
suspicious that the administration is trying to
rob them of their power."
Wood, however, said he was not aware his

salary was coming from the professorship,
nor did he say he knew which campus was
providing the funds.
Wood will continue to collect from the

professorship until he completes his six

month leave of absence.
In the meantime, Allen said the Amherst

campus will be funding the professorship
which it has no control over, although Wood
is not making any visible contribution to the
University.

As to the ethics of the situation while the
university is in a "no growth" state, Allen
refused to comment. "I guess it's like

eminent domain," he said.

Six guilty of shoplifting in University Store
BY ARNOLD WARSHAW
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Six UMass students
were found guilty yesterday in Hampshire
County District Court of shoplifting from the
University Store. All had pleaded not guilty
and will appeal the court's findings.

In addition, four other UMass students
Wednesday had charges of shoplifting
continued for one year without a finding.

Those found guilty of larceny of less than
$100 were: Susan M. Lawrence, 114
Crampton Dorm; Cynthia Mahler, 117
Gorman Dorm; David J. McWilliams, 417
Grayson Dorm and Lauren N. Merz, 54
Oxbow Road, Weston. All received fines of
$31.25.

Also found guilty were Richard King, 413
Wheeler Dorm, fined $25 and Mary L.

Wright, 431 Melville Dorm, ffned $62.50.

Housing rule oversight

trivial, says Woodbury
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

The mandatory housing requirement
which was overlooked by the UMass board
of trustees last June is of little importance,
according to acting Vice-Chancellor of
Student Affairs Robert L. Woodbury.
The discrepancy was brought to the at-

tention of the Senate and the student body
by Senator Dan Salce during the Senate
meeting of Wednesday night. The reaction
of that body was split between outrage and
disinterest.

Correction
Donald Bishop, SGA presidential can-

didate, is presently a student senator and
was previously chairperson of Governmental
Affairs.

Mark Vafiades, also an SGA presidential

candidate, was h student senator The
Collegian yesterday inadvertently left this

information out of Vafiades' profile.

Kappa Omicron, which oversees Operation
Identification , is the UMass chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega, a national service fraternity, The
Collegian omitted the name of the national

fraternity in a story about the anti theft

program it operates. UMass police yesterday
said the percentage figures for the amount of

engraved property returned quoted by the
Collegian is not as high as 80 percent.

"Lots of times we have resolutions that are
passed retroactively. We just overlooked it,"

said Woodbury. He concluded by saying, "It
doesn't matter whether or not it was voted
on. These things happen. It doesn't mean
that students won't have to live on campus."
He cited an overlooked Student Activities
Tax Fund resolution of a few years ago as an
example of the same situation.

Residential Resource Director Robert
Campbell said, "It's a technicality."

Board of Trustees Chairman Joseph P.

Healey, in a telephone interview said "It has
not been brought to the attention of the
board." He also said he is "not up on that

issue." «

Prior to June 1977, since 1962, the trustees

had initiated policy statements concerning
undergraduate mandatory housing. Ac-
cording to Senator Salce, there are possible
legal implications.

Salce this week told the senate, "most
questions that I have are legal ones. But
most of these questions I can't answer. I

have not had the opportunity to do the
amount of research necessary to answer
these questions, besides, I'm not a lawyer."

Salce also added "There is an issue that I

feel deserves great consideration, And that
IS, that I, through a minimal amount of
research, utilizing easily available public
documents was able to learn to this situation.
I think it is important to point out that this is

an issue by which we as students must form
a united front.

Only two people in the past have ever been
found guilty of shoplifting from the
University Store. Most defendants usually
have their cases continued without a finding.

Students charged with larceny of less than
$100 who had their charges continued for

one year were: Mark H. Allen, 318 Pierpont
Dorm; Paul C. Dudek, 317 Grayson Dorm;
Daniel X Madden, 1316 George Washington
Dorm and Koorash Modaresi, 433 Prince
Dorm. All except Dudek were assessed $50
in court costs.

These cases date back to last semester, all

taking place between Sept. 14 and Oct. 18,

1977. The backlog of cases at the District

Court has kept them from coming to trial

sooner.

"We haven't even started eating into last

semester," said a University Store Security
officer. "It's unbelievable."

According to the officer, 19 more people
will be arraigned on shoplifting charges April

6
While shoplifting at the store has in-

creased over the last few years, according to

Store Manager Winthrop E. Cummings, so
has the number of people caught.

In the spring of 1977, 120 people were
apprehended for shoplifting, the security

officer said. This past semester, 170 were
caught and 90 have been nabbed so far this

semester.

Cummings and security officials at the
store attribute the increase in the number of

people caught to a larger and better-trained

security force.

"Everybody's treated the same, nobody
gets off," Cummings said. "It's the only way
we can be fair."

The security officer said that in the past

"the court had some understanding and
gave them (shoplifters) more than an even
break." The guilty findings are a "warning to

students that it's a problme, it's got to be
curtailed."

Most people who shoplift do it, the officer

said, because it seems easy and they don't

feel they'll be caught.

"Most of them don't realize what they're

getting into, what the possible consequences
could be," he said. "They don't understand
the seriousness of it."

A finding of guilty in a shoplifting case, as

with any other crime, goes on the defen-

dant's record.

"It's pretty sad," the officer said,

"Because these people aren't going to want
to have records; it's going to hurt their

careers."

Items taken by shoplifters usually have
little monetary value the officer said, but

"whatever's there, they'll take it."

One of the persons found guilty yesterday

stole four bars of soap, three record albums
three tubes of toothpaste, two pen refills,

two pens, one sweater, one pair of panty

hose, one pair of gloves and one bottle of

Woolite.

Ex-speaker subpoenaed
by Governmental Affairs
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

A pro-student pamphlet created by former
Student Government Association speaker
Brian J. DeLima was subpeonaed late last

night by the co-chair of Governmental Af-
fairs for its depiction of a student with a
screw through him which is similar to a

cartoon character used in the Gordon-Tyson
campaign

All copies of the said pamphlet are to be
turned in to Governmental Affairs today.

From informed sources it was learned that

DeLitna will comply with the subpeona. As of

last night neither Gordon-Tyson nor DeLima
were available for comment.

One of the co chairs of Governmental
Affairs, Marcie Levington, informed the
Collegian that neither Gordon nor Tyson
were aware of the pamphlet or its content.

She stressed that media coverage of this

affair would serve only to injure the Gordon-
Tyson campaign.
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Black Affairs

A tribute: International Women's Week
By Black Affairs Staff

This week has been designated in-
ternational Women's Week at UMass, yet
when the week is over the concept of
women everywhere uniting in the spirit and
determination of change, will remain.

The call gets stronger and stronger to
solve the problems of the world, and more
and more women are answering the call of
change.
Though it was back in the 1800's when

these words were spoken, we are sure that
all will see the relationship to feminine op-
pression even now. Read these immortal
words by sister Sojourner Truth and be
amazed by truth.

I come from another field — the

country of the slave. They have got

their liberty — so much good luck

to have slavery partly destroyed;
not entirely. I want it root and
branch destroyed. Then we will all

be free indeed. I feel that if I have
to answer for the deeds done in my
body just as much as a man, I have
a right to have just as much as a
man. There is a great stir about
colored men getting their rights,

but not a word about the colored
women, and if colored men get

their rights, and not colored women
theirs, you see the colored men will

be masters over the women, and it

will be just as bad as it was before.

SOJOURNER TRUTH
17971883

So I am for keeping the thing going
while things are stirring, because if

we wait till it is still, it will take a
great while to get it going again.

I am above eighty years old; it is

about time for me to be going. I

have been forty years a slave and
forty years free, and would be here
forty years more to have equal
rights for all. I suppose I am kept
here because something remains
for me to do; I suppose I am yet to

help to break the chain. I have done
a great deal of work; as much as a
man, but did not get so much pay. I

used to work in the field and bind
grain, keeping up with the cradler;
but men doing no more, got twice
as much pay... We do as much, we
eat as much, we want as much. I

suppose I am about the only
colored woman that goes about to

speak for the rights of the colored
women. I want to keep the thing
stirring, now that the ice is

cracked.

I am glad to see that men are
getting their rights, but I want
women to get theirs, and while the

water is stirring I will step into the

pool. Now that there is a great stir

about colored men's getting their

rights is the time for women to step

in and have theirs.

Leftfield—Three emerging societies
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By TERRELL EVANS
Black Affairs Staff

All Information was gathered from the
N Y. Times series "Two Societies"
February 26 thru 29, '78

In 1968 two reports were published on
race relations and civil disorders m the
United States The Kerner Report warned
that the nation was moving toward "two
societies, separate and unequal" The
other. The National Advisory Com-
mission on Civil Disorders reported that
the U.S. was evolving into three

societies: white, poor black and middle
class black.

Evidence shows that the National
Advisory Commission was more ac-
curate We cannot deny that blacks have
made significant gains since the 50 s and
60's, but the gains that have been made
have certain repercussions for blacks
who are poor. Also, the gains made are
not to such an extent that history could
not repeat itself a lot sooner than we may
think

White America
The pressure white America once felt

has been eased because of the advances
of blacks and the creation of a black
middle class Many white Americans are
now beginning to feel resentment toward
many blacks because of so-called
'reverse discrimination'.

It is felt in white America that it is

wrong to lower scholastic and
professional standards in order to comply
with 'civil rights' and 'affirmative action'
laws. Resentment is present because
they feel that blacks have been given
handouts for too long and it is time to
produce some "black sweat and not
white handouts"
As a result of childhood separation of

the races, whites, especially those
associated with middle class blacks, are

faced with minor but embarrassing
moments is to what to say in con-
versation over cocKtails.

Black Middle-

Class America
The most damaging action the black

middle class has taken is the moving from
poor communities after acquiring the
means to do so.

The middle class packed up its

education, money, pride, and know-how,
moved to a white middle class or a
predominately black middle class
community, and to a large degree
severed connections with their original
communities.

Blacks have made gains in all of these
areas, but the figures I have present
speak for themselves.

I chose not to draw any conclusions
about what could be done to alleviate
America's problem, but leave to you. You
can write a lener to Black Affairs or drop
it in the mailbox in the Collegian office.

Your response will be printed next Friday.
Next week I will present my conclusions.
All letters must be in before next
Thursday.

Address: Terrell Evans, Black Affairs,

c-o UMass Daily Collegian, 113 Campus
Center, UMass, Amherst, 01003.
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Editor's

editorial
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

The Third World Steering Committee
met as usual this past Wednesday af-

ternoon, March 8, at 5 p.m. in New
Africa. The meeting convened as ex-
pected, yet it produced some very
unexpected results.

Discussing the Black American Music
Festival and the work that lies ahead, it

was soon apparent that different people
held different beliefs, and attitudes about
the format of the festival. Heated debate
ensued as more thoughts and questions
were raised for discussion.

At this time a committee member
moved for the chairperson to be replaced
by an impartial constituent. This proposal
was seconded, and with no hesitation,
little time lost, and surprisely no conflict,

a new person took the place of chair-

person.

Debate, denied while the exchange of
chairperson took place, once again rose
in fury. After the fury subsided nothing
remained, except the unexpected. The
unexpected realization and knowledge
that individuals could and did honestly
each other (sometimes harshly) without
fear of being accused of attempting to
undermine the planning of the concert.

Before the committee came to an end,
it was moved that the planners and
organizers of this year's Black American
Music Festival be recognized for the vast
amount of time and effort put forth into
bringing the festival to reality.

Let it so be recognized.

Ethiopian

troops advance
WASHINGTON [UPI] - Cuban soldiers

and Soviet-supplied MiG fighters helped
Ethiopian troops destroy a Somali bngade
and recapture the strategic desert town of

Jijiga recently, U.S. government sources said
in quoting intelligence reports.

The sources, confirming the fall of the last

major occupied town on the eastern route to

the Ethiopia-Somalia border, said intelligence
reports indicated four Somalian brigades
were defeated following MiG bombing
sorties.

Jijiga is located about 50 miles from the
frontier.

Sources said one of the Somali units was
reported destroyed in the fighting, although
no casualty figures were available.

The other three were reported to have
retreated under bombardment from the
MiGs.
Although the official attacking force was

an Ethiopian division, sources said Cuban
fighting units were reported heavily involved,
along with Soviet-supplied helicopters used
to call in air strikes and artillery fire.

The Ethiopian government acknowledged
last week that Cuban troops were assisting m
the Ogaden Desert fighting, but has made no
official reference to the role of at least the
Soviet military advisers estimated to be at

the scene.

Come to the "CLASS HAPPY HOUR" at the

Top of the Campus

Every Friday

65^ "Nfilch" Bottles
Tired of draft beer, plastic cups and r;- ; -

, J >ppe d on?
Come and enjoy ttie relaxed atmosphe-- ? -n- ^ic: Happy Hoy every Fr:

3:30-6:30 with 65^ bottled Michieiobs ana Bar Drinks 99^ plus free Munctii- ..
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Black Affairs

High Notes...
Kongas, Africanism - Polydor

It seems as though there has been a long
time since an LP was reviewed in this space
doesn't it? Well then, I guess it would be
fitting to review an LP that would require
some extra attention. This LP will be
reviewed in two parts.

In the first part, we'll talk solely about the
musical style, merits and demerits etc. To
start with, these grooves find some very
exciting and pulsating music. This is a
Cerrone production so one can see why
there's some very powerful drum work.
While the emphasis lies here, the listener will

find it hard to ignore the equally percussive
horn and string arrangements. There's a
sense of urgency in them that adds to the
vibrancy of the music rather than
"sweetening" it and rendering it helpless,
harmless and serene. Side one is a
conglomeration of "Africanism" and a
remake of Steve Winwood's "Gimme Some
Lovin' " that has a French styled twang to it.

The vocals are raspy and intrusive much in

the style of Belle Epoque (another French
group) and their cut "Miss Broadway." The
flipside holds some tamer, more subdued
material when compared to the more
rockish, stormier side one, but the beat does
go on.

Now that we may understand the music
itself a little better, we can ask a couple of
questions. First; "Is this Disco?" Yes it is.

The name Cerrone is a dead giveaway for

that. In fact, this is one of his better efforts as
he breaks from sophistication and goes to a
more energetic format. The LP is also
climbing the disco charts at this very
moment.
Now a bigger question; "Is this

Africanism?" My answer to that one is no.

The "Africanism" from side one is the only
reference to the theme and a very poor one
at that. The people playing and singing the
music aren't African either. The vocals are
done by Cerrone's stable, headed by Sue
Glover et al. We also have Don Ray and
Wisniak (more of his people) lending a hand.
With the whole being the sum of its parts, we
don't have enough representation of African
music to warrant such a title as "Kongas,
Africanism." This, combined with a cover
that looks as though it was off of a novel by
Joseph Conrad (the cover has a white hand
holding a baby crocodile by the tail) offers a
big misrepresentation.

Today marks the end of International
Women's Week and I don't want to let it go
by without properly acknowledging my
sisters in struggle. Please accept my humble
thanks for helping me and my brothers in a
fierce struggle for so long while continuing
and sustaining a struggle of your own. I only
regret that at times you had to struggle with
your brothers and against them. Again,
thank you for so much strength and comfort
along the way.

— mario

Correction
Due to means that were beyond our control, in this past Wed-

nesday's Black Affairs the top photos on pages four and five appeared
in the wrong places. The photo on page four showing the two
Rhodesian students should have been placed on page five with the
related story. The photo on page five should have been placed on page
four. Black Affairs sincerely apologizes for any inconveniences this
error may have cost anyone.

the
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'Women Under Apartheid'

workshop held tonight
By LISA MELILLI
Black Affairs Staff

Nana Sheshebe from South Africa, poet
Zoe Best, Singer Vea Williams and members
of the Diana Ramos Dance Workshop will be
featured in a special program tonight on
"Women Under Apartheid" beginning at 8
p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

This program will center on the oppression
women have suffered in southern Africa
under the system of apartheid.
Nana Sheshebe will present her analysis of

how women have historically resisted racist
repression under apartheid. She will point
out the most recent efforts of the Black

Consciousness Movement to counter the
Vorster regime.

Zoe Best, area poet, will read p>oetry by
and about women in South Africa as well as
from her own works. She will be reading one
of her poems written in 1975 dedicated to
Joanne Little. Little is currently appealing
New York Governor Carey's extradition
orders, which if carried out, could turn her
over to what she said will be certain death at
the hands of racist interests in North
Carolina.

Vea Williams will sing a selection of songs
while Terry Jenoure and Patty O'Neil,
members of the Diana Ramos Dance
Workshop, will also perform.

Announcements

Reverse Bakke decision meeting
The next meeting of the Coalition to

Reverse the Bakke Decision will be held on
Saturday, March 11 at 1 p.m. Campus Center
Room 917. We are hoping that holding the
meeting on a weekend will allow more
people (especially community people) to

attend. The main agenda item to be
discussed is the proposed picket line on April

8th in front of the courthouse in North-
ampton. Other discussions will include trans-

portation to the April 15th demonstration in

Wash. D.C., publicity in general and
developing more educational materials.

One of the ideas for advertising that has
been raised is to collect money from each
organization and individuals who support the
coalition and taking out ads in the Collegian
and local papers. The ads could be
educational and could list the organizations
that have endorsed the Coalition. People will
be calling groups to see if there is enough
interest to do this. If you want to help in this
or any other aspect please call Sally Rees,
527-0316 or Lee Martindale, 586-1891.

In struggle,

Sally Rees

Auditions for fasiiion sijow
Auditions for the Third World Women's

fashion show will be this Sunday, March 12,
in NAH at 7:00 p.m. Anyone who has or has
not signed-up must come at this time. The

models for "One Of A Kind" will be chosen
Sunday, so please be prompt! For more
information contact: Adreienne Phillips,

Karien Zachary, 546-9305.

IVIalcolm X Center sponsors

Broadway musical trip

The Malcolm X Center is Southwest would
like to invite the five-college area to attend
the musical The Wiz in New York during the
first week ot April.

All people interested in attending this one-
day trip, should sign-up in the Malcolm X
Center leaving you.' narne and number. For
more information or sign up, contact Mike
Hughes or Ralph Moore at 6-9772.

Black university in jeopardy
OKLAHOMA CITY [UPI] - Angered by a

student sit-in demanding more funds for

Langston University, a state legislative

committee voted this week to abolish the
predominantly black university.

The action by the House Appropriations
Commiteee came less than a week after

more than 100 students blocked the House's
doors, trapping legislators and staff members
for four hours.

House Speaker Bill Willis said the vote
"was obviously a reaction to the demon-
stration." But he predicted the full House
would kill the measure.

Committee chairman Don Davis said
abolition of the school had been discussed in

private for years but never emerged in public
because of racial sensitivity.

"This is going to get the decision of
Lanqston's future into public debate ' he
said. Now It is up to the House to vote it up
or down.

The committee voted 9-6 to abolish the
school despite warnings from the university's
chancellor that the move could cost the state
more than $70 million in federal funds.

COMMUTER
COLLECTIVE
ELECTIONS

have been changed to

March 15 & 16
to insure better participation

and larger voter turnout
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Women's Week ....Thursday in review

Belly dancing worksh<

explains feminist origin
By WENDY CARLSON
Collegian Staff

Belly dancing instructor Mary Rose Dow
told a group of 20 workshop participants
Wednesday that the ancient Middle- Eastern
art form, which is of feminist origin, has been
"turned into an object of sexist oppression."
"The belly was the center of the universe

in ancient Middle- Eastern culture, and belly

dancing was performed by women for
women who were going through labor.

Some of the same movements are used m
the Lamaze method of childbirth today," said
Dow

"Besides being a symbol of the womb, the
belly represented life, love and sensuality.

But in America, it was promptly assumed
that since women were oancing sensuously
It was tor men," she added
Dow urged the women in the room to

attempt the movements she demonstrated.
The room was darkened and incense was
burnea

"Belly dancing is a unique form of self

expression using every part of the body while
the dancer improvises to music," said Dow.

The women danced to Middle- Eastern

music for 20 minutes. Then Dow performed
an ancient dance beckoning the coming ot

spring which incorporated all the movements
demonstrated in the workshop.

'Belly dancing is all improvisation; a time
to get into yourself and your beauty. A time
to express your sensuality for yourself; not
for the man in the corner who flaners himself
into thinking you're out to seduce him," Dow
said

"The dance is a celebration of birth and
womanhood," she added. "It makes you
more aware of your body and brings you into
contact with your inner spirit. Each belly
dancer is unique."
Dow invited all women to attend a

colloquium she will be teaching every
Thursday night at 7:30 at McKimmie dorm in

Southwest. She stressed that no prior belly
dancing experience is required
Dow said that women as well as men have

misinterpreted the purpose of belly dancing
as an art form.
"Many women take up belly dancing in

order to be more pleasing to men; to become
sexy, sensuous, seductive and sultry," she
said. "We must regain our female energy for

our own benefit, personally and collectively."

Women harassed on job
By DEBORAH BROIDE
Collegian Staff

A spokeswoman from the Everywoman's
Center yesterday told a group of 30 women
'sexual harrassment is a violation of a

woman's personal dignity."

Cheryl Schaffer, facilitator of the women's
week workshop, described sexual
harrassment as 'verbal abuse, forced
touching, pressure for a sexual act, at-

tempted rape and rape.
"

Saying almost every woman has a sexual

harrassment story to tell, Schaffer cited as an
example a waitress who was expected to

tolerate with harrassment by customers or

lose her job

Another example of harassment cited by
Schaffer concerned a secretary who refused

advances by her supervisor and ultimately

lost her job because he turned in bad
working evaluations for her.

"Losing jobs over sexual harrassment is

not something you talk about and as a result

it isn't seen as an issue," said Schaffer.

She added "sexual harrassment is a power
struggle. Women are seen as sexual objects.

They're seen as soeething with which a man
can carry out his power."

Schaffer also discussed women's
vulnerability to sexual harrassment. "We've
learned to accept obnoxious behavior," she
said. Economic reasons force women to put
up with harrassment. They don't want to
lose their jobs.

"

"A company will often support a man
rather than a woman m a harrassment case
because he is considered more valuable to

the company," she said.

Record distributors speak
B^ 3 AIL FLEMING
Co"f^iat
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'^° country
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Olivia Records is a women's distributive
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with access to the music industry and control
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culture v/\/omen'3 culture integrates per-

sonal ana political struggles," she said

"Women s mus:r is a positive force m v^^
emerqinq women 3 culture, and helps :c

strenatnen individual women to ma^-
:nanqt^j

OiiviH Records is 3 non-profit organization
base'! in Oakian-; California. Records
uroauced tnrougf Olivia are available a*

Common Woman, Sun Music and Mam
Stree' Records in Northampton, and in

Amherst at Faces of Earth, Amnerst Audio,
and the Women's Kewsstand 'ocated in the

Student Union.
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Last night, in the Student Union Ballroom, students and instructois from the

Women's Karate and Self-Oefense School in Northampton demonstrated various

martial arts styles and techniques, (above) A student performs a training exercise.

Instructors Banshee and Wendy Dragonfire said, "Our goal is to make karate and
self-defense available to as many women as possible and to teach in a supportive

but challenging atmosphere."
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Must have graphic design & lay-out:-:::::

ability as weli as general office skills.

Application.) available at Commuter
Collective, 404 Student Union.
Women and Third World people urg-
ed to apply Applicants close March
17, 1978.
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Students build

new greenhouse

< olk'^ian 7

By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Stockbridge students majoring in fruit and
vegetables completed construction last week
of an A-frame plastic greenhouse to be
raffled off Thursday in Bowditch Hall.

The greenhouse is a project of Stock-
bridge freshmen enrolled in the Stockbridge
greenhouse vegetable crops course taught
by plant and soil science professor Paul
Jennings.

Jennings said, "This project helps
students gaan experience and makes them
aware of problems they will face when
constructing and woiking in greenhouses."

All 22 students in the class designed and
made plans for a greenhouse. Pros and cons
of each design were discussed and a final

design for contruction was selected.

Joseph Perelia, designer of the
greenhouse, said, "It is simple for the home
gardener. The dimensions are 10 x 10 ft. and
can be dismantled. I suggest setting it on
cindre blocks and placing hay around the
bottom for insulation."

Bob Nault, in charge of construction
commented, "The greenhouse is a good
design. Our class has a lot of enthusiasm.
Many hands have sure made light work."

This IS the second year for the project.
Money from last year's raffle was used to
purchase wood and other construction
materials for this year's class. "It's a per-
petuating operation. I'll continue having
future classes build greenhouses as long as
I'm teaching the course," Jennings said.

Fruit and vegetable major Tom Luippold
commented, "I gained a lot from maKing the
greenhouse plans, especially learnir about
ventilation, construction and cost. I oope it

continues with future classes. Jennings sure
stimulates a lot of interest."

Raffle tickets can be purchased from any
freshman in fruit and vegetable or people can
contact Pat Rosseel in 418 Gorman. Tickets
are 50 cents each or three for a dollar.

Ted Picado, head of ticket sales, said,

"Sales have been going moderately well."

The winner of the greenhouse receives the
wooden frame and plastic for covering. The
class will help with loading, but the winner
must provide transportation.

New school opens here;

students build own homes
By STEVE DAIGLE
Collegian Staff

Classes at a new school which teaches
laymen to build their own homes began this
week at Amherst Junior High School.
The Heartwood Owner-Builder School,

which is also starting classes in Pittsfield, Is

attempting to expand the idea of the owner-
builder school rn the Berkshires. The first

such schools were Shelter Insitute and
Cornerstone Insitute of Maine. Heartwood's
main offices are in Washington, Mass.

"Response to the school has been
amazing," said Elias Velonus, one of Heart-
wood's instructors. He said one of the major
reasons for the possible response is the
present high cost of building. From 1972 to
1976 the median cost of building rose from
$27,000 to $47,000. Projected median
building price for the 1980's, according to
recent studies, will be $78,000.

"We're not just a school," said Velonus,
"we're more of an ongoing resource center.
Once people have taken the basic courses
they can count on support and en-
couragement from us in their own projects
— information, references, material
cooperative and advice from the staff."

"We basically see ourselves as a func-
tion," said Velonus, "We are there for people
who want to build their own houses or
extensions."

Heartwood will hold evening classes
during the spring and fall on planning and
building homes. Three-week full-time
summer sessions will be held teaching
practical carpentry skills.

The school is inviting anyone interested in

the classes to go to one course free of
charge. According to Velonus, "No grades,
no tests; it's how much energy you're willing
to put into it."
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Max Roach, along with Billy Harper, Cecil Bridgewater and Calvin Hill performed
last night at Bouker Auditorium to an extremely appreciative crowd, which had
patiently awaited Professors Roach return to campus after an extended tour. (Staff

photo by Jon Geller)

Journalist lectures to forty

on Stalin's era in Russia
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

Joseph Stalin, the man who ruled the

Soviet Union 25 years ago is practically

unknown to school children in that country
today, according to Henry Shapiro, a retired

United Press International Moscow
correspondent of 40 years.

In his lecture "Stalin's Russia", Shapiro

last night spoke of what he called "de-

Stalinization", the process by which Soviet

leaders eliminated Stalin, as an important

figure in Soviet history.

When Stalin's death was announced,
there was cryina in the streets, Shapiro said.

"It didn't take them (the Russians) long

before they realized they'd do better without

him," Shapiro said.

"They never used words like 'tyranny',

'dictator' when talking about Stalin,"

Shapiro said, but criticized him through
implication.

Officials said leaders who were obsessed
with the "personality cult', or self-

centeredness, were fascists - unlike men
such as Marx and Lenin, leaving Stalin's

name off this list.

Later, Soviet officials decided to remove
Stalin's body from the public view where it

had laid next to Lenin's "Stalin's, built up

into a legend, almost immortal, a military

genius, a statesman — became a forgotten,

it not forgiven, man," Shapiro told the 40
people who attended the lecture.

"It shows what you can do to history

when you have full control of the media and
education in the hands of a few people," he
commented.

Shapiro said many of the criticisms of

Stalin by officials after his death were in-

correct. He was not, as many officials said,

incompetent as a military strategist, Shapiro

explained, citing many examples of Stalin's

successful military career.

"Stalin was a self made semi-intellectual"

and he was very "anti-press", granting only

five interviews in his lifetime. '

Shapiro told stories showing a side of

Joseph Stalin that few Americans, or even
Russians knew although he acknowledged
Stalins cruelty and iron rule as a leader for 20
years.

Shapiro himself felt the man's power
through censorship of his stories and by
remaining in the country for 16 years with his

Russian wife who was not permitted to leave
the country until Stalin died in 1953.

Shapiro said things are not as strict in

Russia now. Travel, once practically im-

possible, is easier. "A lot of things are

happening in the Soviet Union I wouldn't

have thought possible 25 years ago," he said.
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Newslines
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

attached as well. A personal appearance
before the board is not necessary but if one is

desired you must tell the officer who accepts
the form and he will schedule you for a ten
minute appearance at one of the appeal
board's meetings. You will be notified of the
board's decision by mail.

All decisions of the Board are final and any
further action must t>e taken through the
district court in Northampton.

- LAURA KENNEY

Summer program seeks
proposals for activities

The Summer Activities Program Planning
Committee is seeking proposals for summer
activities events for Summer Sessions 78.
The program has a total budget of $30,000.

Past summer program activities have in-

cluded an intramural program, the Summer
Collegian, WMUA radio, concerts, films, and
stage productions.

Proposals may be submitted with as much
detail as possible to James Riley in the RSO
office no later than Monday.

QANSKIN
Tights and Leotards

X
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Monday meeting to cover
conservation internships
An informational internship meeting,

dealing with internships in such fields as
environmental law, conservative fieldwork,
and cooperative food projects, will be held
on Monday at 2:30 in room 615 Goodell.
The meeting, sponsored by the UMass

Office of Internships, will have represen-
tatives from the Center for Human Ecology in

Freeport, Maine available for questions and
comments.

All interested students from any discipline
are urged to attend.

PAMELA LINDMARK

Group plans Skokie trip

to counter Nazi protest
hour organizers of the Skokie Action

Committee will hold a meeting Sunday to

discuss plans for a trip to Skokie, III. to

protest the Nazi demonstration.
According to one of the organizers, about

20 people so far have voiced interest in the

committee. Also discussed at the meeting
will be funding from the student senate.

Anyone interested in planning for the trip

should attend the meeting Sunday at 4 p.m.
in Campus Center room 903.

-LAURA KENNEY
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WORKING
WOMEN
ANDTHE

STRUGGLE IN
THE UNIONS

Hear Kadi Sprengle, rank h file

steelworker from Gary, Ind. and
Susan Hammond, president, UMass
Clerical B Technical Workers' Union.
A speaker from the Packards Strikers
will also present her case at this

meeting,

Fri., Mar. 10
5:30 p.m.
CC905

Lauugiam-n-jL^MMMMMMMMMt

AT THE HATCH
SAT., MARCH 1

1

ONE NIGHT ONLY

"BACKWHEN I WAS IN SaiOOL,MY
BASEBAUCOACH TOLD ME THAT SOMEDAY

THERE'D BEA LESS nLLING BEER. HE
ALSOTOLD ME TOTRYOUT FOR GLEE CLUBI'

Marv Throneberry
Baseball Legend
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Letters
Comic betrays

confidence
To the Editor:

Being one who empathizes with any
individual, or group of individuals,

suffering the pains of injustice and
also being one who would support
any well-intentioned effort to correct

them, I duly pledge my support of
the aims of Women's Week at

UMass. This I consider to be
reasonable. Given that most people
are reasonable and assuming that

reasonable people will admit to the

presence of injustice then most peo-
ple are apt to share my feeling of em-
pathy. Few sensible people are
callous enough to scoff at the suffer-

ing of others, particularly if they are
aware that they are somehow
responsible.

With regard to the women's move-
ment, this group of empathizers,
while being fully aware of the in-

justice, will feel at liberty to view
such with a sense of humor but not
in order to flout their responsibility; it

IS done for the mutual benefit of the
victims and empathizers. For the vie

tims' humor is in their best interest,

not only to ease the frustration but
more importantly to demonstrate to

the perpetrator that their fight is with
confidence, of which humor is

manifest; that they are, in fact, winn-
ing.

The defensive nature of the letters

that were written to the Collegian m
response to Ron Ranney's later com-
ic strips betray the confidence of the

women's movement. Ron is not
laughing at the goals of the move-
ment. He has 'good-naturedly ex-

pressed opinion to the general public
on a particular aspect of the move-
ment. In doing so he has unob-
trusively and, I believe, effectively

poked fun at the segment of the

public whose attutude toward les-

bianism IS more phobic than that of
the sympathizers and has, in a small

yet significant way made them less

so. So while being critical of this

aspect of the movement Ron appears
to be confident of the movement's
goals.

It is a pity that the few who do not
have tfre confidence in their own ef-

fort tfiat their peers do, feel obligated

to convey the impression to those
who need to be shown the move-
ment's respectabHity that it has
none.

Eric H. Janszen

Uruguayan artist

to perform
To th« Editor

"In my country." said Daniel
Viglietti at the 1974 Philadelphia Folk

Festival, "we cannot sing only for

fun. " In exile since 1972, after

Uruguay's military government im-

prisoned him fo'- "subvervng public

order," Viglietti rww sings abroad,

though still not just for fun. He will

appear in concert at the SUB on
Tuesday, March 14, at 8 p.m.
The Uruguayan singer, composer,

and guitarist has toured Europe,

Africa and the Americas, singing

gentle but compelling songs of

politics and life in Latin America. In

particular, he sings of life under a
military regime for which arrest, tor-

ture and murder are the primary tools

of rule. For in his native land more
than 50,000 people have been im-

prisoned at one time or another in re-

cent years, and one out of every sixty

people have been subjected to tor-

ture by the government.
Before 1972 Viglietti played the role

in Uruguay occupied by Victor Jara,

Violetta Parra and Quilapayun in

Chile. In Uruguay as in Chile, popular
democratic and socialist political

movements of the I960's spawned
energetic cultural movements based
on rediscovered folk traditions.

His concerts always sold out. At
political rallies as Barbara Dane
wrote,he coty/</"turn demonstrations
of hundreds of' thousands into
the best kind of culturally integrated
events. " Works such as his "Song
for America" are still sung
throughout Latin America, from
Puerto Rican political meetings to

rural Chilean villages, though his

records are often banned.
In the I960's Viglietti used his train-

ing as a classical guitarist to create
new music for old themes, setting

poems by such writers as F*ablo

Neruda and Garcia Lorca to music.
Now he also sings for the thousands
killed, tortured and exiled since the
right wing military regime began its

campaign to eliminate the popular
movement.

The Western Massachusetts
Chile/Latin America
Solidarity Committee

Rally tomorrow;

for striking miners
To the Editor:

A storm of struggle is raging
through the coalfields, and over
the howling winds comes a call:

"Our struggle is your struggle,

join us.I" On Thursday morning,
the Miners' Right to Strike Com-
mittee called on all workers,
students, and others who sup-
port the miners strike to come to

Ciarleston. West Virginia this

Saturday, and rally with tens of
thousands of miners.

This rally is being called at a
critical time. President Carter has
brought down the Taft-Hartley
Act in a desperate attempt to

break the miners' resistance. The
government is also considering
bringing in federal troops,
reasoning that if a scrap of paper
[Taft-Hartley] can't convince the

miners to abandon their just
demands, then perhaps guns will.

But the miners have seen both
before, and have yet to be in-

timidated by either. Carter does
this in the name of the "public in-

terest"— but we say it is in the

people's interest to support the

miners, as have the striking

farmers who contributed tons of
food, tfie auto workers who have
collected clothing, the
steelworkers who have given
their hard earned money, arid the

thousands of students who have
shown their support in various
ways.

We call on all who support this

strike to come to West Virginia

and stand, literally shoulder to
shoulder, with the nrtiryers to de-
mand:
Down with Taft-Hartley! No

troops in the coalfields!

VICTORY TO THE MINERS-
STRIKE!

Peter Kracht
Member

Revolutionary Communist
Youth Brigade

Carter'splan for
undeclared workers
To the Editor:

In Mexico, 40 percent of population
is unemployed or underemployed.
With no welfare on effective
unemployment insurance these
workers have two choices: starve, or

look for work in the United States.

For more than a year there has been
a big scare over so called illegal

aliens Articles have appeared in

countless newspapers and
magazines blaming undocumented
workers for taking money and jobs
from a country where they "don't

belong.
"

In August, 1977. President Carter

announced an "amnesty plan" which
essentially amounts to manipulation

of unorganized work force with pro-

fits, not human needs, the guiding

factor.

There are an estimated eight million

undocumented workers in this coun-
try, spread throughout the major
metropolitan areas. Forty percent of

these workers are paid less than the

minumum wage, according to U.S.

Secretary of Labor F. Ray Marshall.

A 1975 study prepared for the Labor
Department found that of 793 ar-

rested undocumented workers, 73
percent had federal income tax

withheld from their checks, and 77
percent had Social Security taxes

deducted. Yet only .5 percent col-

lected welfare, 1.3 percent received

food stamps, and 3.9 percent col-

lected one or more weeks of
umemployment benefits. Facts
which the Labor Department fails to

publicize.

In June, 1977, onion growers in

Presidio, Texas, received special per-

mission from Carter to import 80
Mexicano workers to pick the onion

crop. The growers said that U.S.

citizens wouldn't put up with the

wages and conditions they were of-

fenng.

Carter's immigration plan does not

attempt to eliminate undocumented
workers as a source of cheap labor,

but more, acts as means of creating a

controllable pool of cheap labor.

The Carter plan is designed to make
it difficult to impossible for immigrant

workers to join in struggles for jobs,

housing, or bilingual-bicultural

education, by keeping them "illegal"

and "alien.

"

By threatening to fine employers

who "knowingly hire" un
documented workers, the Carter plan

furnishes bosses with a pretext to de-

mand "proof of legality" from all

dark-skinned people, making it more
difficult for Chicanos. Puerto Ricans,

and blacks to find work.

On Monday, March 13, Luis Castro,

from the UMass /Boston Puerto

Rican Student Union, will be speak-

ing at the UMass/Amherst campus
in Herter 22/, at 7:00 p.m. He will be
leading a discussion of un-
documented workers, the Carter plan

and its implications.

The meeting is sponsored by the

Amherst Young Socialist Alliance.

Freddi Very

Womvn working
together
To the Editor

We are writing in response to the
exchange of thoughts about the rela-

tionships between women of dif-

ferent sexual preferences expressed
between ttte Everywoman's Center
and Julie Melrose. Although both
Julie Melrose and the staff of
Everywonrtan's Center expressed ex-

cellent points, we feel it is important
not to alienate women from each
other because of their differnces.

We are community and student
women of the Counselor/Advocates
of the UMass Rape Task Force. The
Counselor/Advocates are a group of
lesbian, bi-sexuaal and heterosexual
women with different political
ideologies who are working toward a
common goal Despite the dif-

ferences in the group, our baseline is

a concern for the issues of feminism.
Our direct counseling and advocacy
services are available to all women
and we have found it possible to

meet the needs of women while
working together cooperatively. We
want to stress that the
Everywoman's Center is a center
with a great diversity which serves
every woman. We are glad to see
women communicating about these
issues in the paper and encourage
further dialogue that can help us
understand each other, if not bring
us together.

Linda Fuller

Dianne Martell

Julie Wolfe
of the Counselor/Advocates

Rape Task Force

by CANDY CARLON

Collc^ieui ^^
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T(je shirts too much

There's a new addition to the tee-shirt

rack in the University Store. Besides the am
biguity of "Teachers Do It with Students'!

and the triteness of "My Girlfriend-Boyfriendl

Goes to UMass and All I Got is this Lousyt

Shirt, " they now have a sriirt which reads,

j

"UMass, a Tradition of Women in Excitingj

Positions."

Maybe I've become over sensitive. Maybe
the shirt is really harmless. Maybe I just can't

deal with such blatant sexism after a week of

celebrating the
fact that I'm a woman. Maybe someone is

out to get us.

At a seminar last Monday, Holly Near

discussed the extremist opposition to the

Equal Rights Amendment. "When the reac-

tionary forces are becoming visable, then

we're doing good work, " she said.

Could it be that tee-shirt manufacturers are

part of the "reactionary forces?" I think not,

Someone has to sell what they print. So,

what about the University Store? Yeah, let's

deal with them.

The University Store is your complete
cepartment store. It caters to all tastes. It

serves the entire student population. And
now it encourages the printing of sexist

remarks and even tries to make a profit from
them.

The newsstand in the University Store is

frequented considerably more, however,
than the tee-shirt racks. The usual copies of

"Newsweek" and "Time" and, oh right,

Ms.," (that magazine for bourgeoise
feminists") are all contained there. Side by
side with "Playboy", "Penthouse" and
"Qui." The males who gather around spor-

ting cool and casual grins and flipping

through the pages of "Playboy", etc. dare

also a permanent fixture of the newsstand.
I find it highly incongruous that a store

housed in the campus center of a university

bearing all the trappings of affirmative action

and provideng courses designed to combat

sexism should carry merchandise so blatant-

ly exploitative of women. Is it possible that

the male manager, who is ultimately respon-

sible for the selection of merchandise in the

University Store, could stand some educa-

tiong on the part of the University communi-
ty?

Maybe it is time for the people offended by
the sight of fellow students drooling over

"Penthouse" that greets them as they pass

through the turnstyles to stop averting their

eyes and take people to task for their ac-

tions.

There has been a lot of energy generated by

the International Women's Week activities

that have taken place over the past few

days, but the sense of exhiliration and power
felt by individuals attending the events

means little if not translated into concrete

action after the week is over.

There are many places on campus to which
women's effort toward combatting sexism

might well be directed. The University Store

might be a good place to start.

S. Africa, love; at Davis Cup

Charlie baglie

J

A young teacher lies in 6ed slowly recover-

ing from knife wounds. His name is Lipchick.

He was not caught in the middle of a gang

fight, he was jumped by two KKKers and

"nigger" was carved into his stomach.
This took place in the middle of February,

6978, not 1870. Lipchick is an organizer in

the Virginia — D.C. area for a protest against

the participation of South Africa in the Davis

Cup Championship at Vanderbilt University,

Nashville Tennessee.
South Africa has been banned from many

international sports competitions because of

its racist apartheid regime which keeps 20

million South African blacks in slave labor

for the benefit of U.S. corportations. This

year (Jimmy Carter's Year of Human Rights!

America is hosting South Africa and the

Davis World Cup Tennis Match.
The matches have been moved. The tour

nament is now in hiding at Vander()ilt

University, in Nashville, Tennessee. ThP

NAACP, along with others, have refused to

be intimidated by the match's location in the

deep south. They hatre refused to be m

timidated by the racist violence which goes

on with the approval of the police (there are

no suspects in Professor Lapchick's case)

and have called for a demonstration on

March 18 in Nashville.

South Africa's participation in the Davis

Cup makes it much more than a tenms

match. It is a further legitimization by thf"

US. of the brutal apartheid regime in South

Africa. Their presence which many countries

ban as a protest against apartheid, makes
this an important match.
The opening volley by the U.S. Lawn ar>d

Tennis Association tries to spit on African
Freedom Fighters as well as the black, Latin,

Asian and other minority people who have
suffered under the lash of slavery, and the
chains of discrimination and segregation
(and still face it today.) It follows up to our
rulers' new attacks on affirmative action and
support for the Bakke decision.

The challenge has been taken up by many
people, minority and white, that stand for

freedom and justice. They have taken in-

spiration from the African youth (as they
have protested the murder of Stephen Biko
and the destruction of their culture by
Soweto schools) that have gone barehanded

up against the South African troops, armed

U.S. guns, paid by U.S. government aid and
supported by U.S. technology and in-

vestments. To honor tt>at inspiration a con-

tingent has been forrrted for the Nashville

march called the "Soweto Brigade." The
protest in Nashville will have the same spirit

and determination as our brothers and
sisters in South Africa.

The net of the Davis Cup stands for the

barbed wire that's surrounding the people of

South Africa. They are fighting day and
n*ght ot tear those fences down, coming
closer and closer to victory, sending the

whole white minority government and their

U.S. backers running. The tennis courts and
the whole country should be out-of-bounds

for them.

Charlie Bagli is a Collegian columnist

and David Aron is his friend.

Blaming ourselves

By Adam Auster

In my column last Wednesday, I tried to

use the specific example of brick-throwing in

Southwest to illustrate the problem of

"blaming the victim". Though this problem
is not widely recognized, it is the root cause
of many problems including the high level of

campus violence, vandalism, senseless an-

tagonisms among social groups and our own
apparent innability to successfully change
our society and our own lives in it, even
when we clearly see the need for reform.

In Southwest, the University "solved" the

problem of bricks thrown from the high-rises

by welding the mesh screens across the win-

dows. In this way, they made the students of

Southwest accept punishment for a problem
that was not their fault.

In this case, not only did the University

blame the victims in this situation, but the

victims quickly began to blame thenselves.

Yet any actual "guilt" should have been pin-

ned on one or two brick-throwers, and on
the University itself, for deliberately creating

a set of circumstances that make
brickthrowing all most inevitable.

There are two important lessons to learn

from this example. First, the incident of

"blaming the victim" — when we are the vic-

tims— is nothing less than an act of selfhate.

It is based on a lie, that we are at fault for all

the things our teachers, administrators, and
even our own "student leaders" do to us. It

Every week, the word "apathetic" thunders
down at us from some pulpit on the Editorial

pages of the Collegian. And the news bias of

this paper, while sometimes pro-SGA, pro-
Union or pro-this-or that-SGA- candidate, is

sadly almost never pro-studnet.

I hope that this perspective can give us
some new insights into some old problems.
Lack of a "student comminity". Most of us

don't even expect to feel a sense of com-
munity with other students any more. But
why not a "student community"? Because
everyone knows that UMies just can't ever
get it together? No, because we have ac-

cepted a load of blame and self-hate that

makes us feel cynical, un-likable, and too
scared to take the risks involved in forming a

reaT'community".
* Student Apathy. This ia really a catch-all

phrase that SGA/Union people use to blame
for their failures. They make it sound as

though students do nothing but sit around,

smoke, drink, and party for four years. But

this isn't true.

UMass students run a newspaper, manage
several radio stations, sponsor numerous
clubs, and champion hundreds of causes.

There's hardly time for everything we do-

but the SGA/SOP heavies say we're
apathetic.

It seems that what they mean by
"apathetic " is that the things we care about
don't count. We're apathetic, all right-
about the "Year of the Union ", about SGA

''Student government, says Tweed I dee. doesn 7 work

because the students are so apathetic. Ditto for

unionization, says Tweedldum . Student unionization

is a great idea, says Dum: if only those lousey students

would cooperate with it .Same for SGA . echoes Dee.
"

leads to serious problems; apathy, aliena-

tion, and feelings af powerless anonymity.

Anyone familiar with the University's

justification for manditory housing ("well,

we built 'em, so somebody's got to pay for

'em") or the complaints of some faculty

members about the poor quality of students

in their classes (because the professor can-

not teach worth a damn) knows that "blam-

ing the victim" is not limited to Southwest

Residential College.

But blaming the victim goes further than

this. Some students, tired of getting blamed,

pull themselves to the top of the pile of guilt

and proceed to blame everyone underneath

them.

For exampole, take "Student Government"
and "Student Unionization" - the

Tweedledee and Tweedledum of the UMass
landscape. When they are not bickering with

each other, where do they direct their scorn?

At students.

Student government , says Tweedledee,

doesn't work because the students are so

apathetic. Ditto for unionization, says

Tweedledum. Student unionization is a great

idea, says Dum: if only those lousy students

would cooperate with it. Same for SGA,
echoes Dee.

Do they consider - even for one moment
the idea that all this "apathy" may be due to

their closed-mindedness, lack of creativity,

and petty power games? They do not.

Presidential elections, and about the Stu-

dent Senate Reorg Plan. Does anyone
wonder why?
d-Students are always manipulated.

Everyone knows when the University, is

about to stick it to students, but we're never

able to stop them. Everyone knows how bad
the SGA is, but we can't seem to change it.

Is this becuase students are so hopelessly

immature that we can't do anything bedides

complain? I doubt it.

The real reason for our apparent in-

competance is that our feelings of inferiority

and isolation keepp us from learning how to

cooperate effectively with one another. This

is a result of blaming the victims - in this

case, of blaming ourselves.

The last point I want to make is just that we
don't deserve nine-tenths of this blame: we
are not at fault.

Students at UMass are not dull, insensitive

or boring. We are intelligent, open in-

tersting, good people trying to cope with a

set of problems that we did not cause.

We are not apathetic" - except about those

things that deserve our apathy. Those who
criticize us by using that work are often ex-

pressing their own frustrations that we
Umies won't get up and march in their

parades or get excited by their ideas. Con-

sidering the quality of those ideas, no
wonder.
Adam Auster is a Collegian commentator.
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Starts Monday, Mar. 1
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Canmn!
Winners Get
a Free Large
Serving of
Coca-Cola
with the
Purchase
of The
Big Bargain
Special
of the Day.

~Coc« Lo>» •no Co«« ••• '•fl'»i«'»« l'»a» '"••n

•ni.u ih* Mm* orodticl o< Th* Coca C<M« Co«T<pan|r

Available at:

Coffee Shop, Campus Center
Hatch Cafeteria, Student Union Bidg
March 13- April 7 . 1978
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AFTER ALL

THATHARD WORK...

you're not going fo just

throw that paper

together, are you ?

let us help, with

TYPEWRITER RENTALS

TYPING PAPER*

REPORTCOVERS* INDEXES

REFERENCEGUIDES* • • *

• TRANSFER LETTERING*

AND ANYTHING ELSE YOU

NEED TO PRESENT YOUR IDEAS

AT THEIR BEST

WHtRiELSCBUTAT

campu* canter /univ of m»sa. /amh«rst

OPEN THIS SAT

1 1am-4pm

Collegian n

the ring sale.

$5995
save up to $25

4 days only!

00

Men's traditional Siladium® rings and selected women's fashion rings

are an unusual buy at $59.95. If you want really outstanding savings,

now is the time to buy your college ring.

™^71RT(7IRVED
REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of rings.

Ask to see them.

Dates MARCH 13, 14. 15. 16 (MON-THURS) p)^rfa BOOKSTORE. 10:00 2 30

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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REMINDER TODAY IS PLATTERPUS'

15HOURVa\°e?.?
HampPlazaRte. 5, North amp ton 586-5882

^latt«rpu€^•cords

STOCKBRIDGE TURF CLUB

featuring:

presents

country rock n' roll

TREE BEER'

^ y

Sat., March II

8:30 - 1:00 a.m.

ATS.U.B.

EVERYONE WELCOME' ADMISSION SI. 50

REACH 2S,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads G«t BIG RESULTS! ! ! i REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little A4s Get BIG R ESULTS!

Clossifieds
REACH 2S.000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS! ! ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! i ! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! ! ! ! Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS'

AUTO FOR SALE WANTED TO RENT

69 Dodge Dart GT Exc trans, nds bdy
wk low mil. $300 or BO. Call Mike 546

5340

1971 Mustang Mach 1 351 4BBL. PS PB.
AM FM w cassette slide bracket. Good
body, clean inside $1000 firm. Dave,
549 1221 __

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great.

Must be seen. $1275 323 4249
Evenings.

69 Olds, vinyl top, ac, full power, ex me
cond Good body, $575, days 533 9442.

afte r 6 594 4286 Ask for Paul.

1972 Buick
7385

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super 8,

sound movie camera and projector.

Please rail Arm*' at 546 9106.

TO SUBLET

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered

to $225 mo. Avail. 6 1 8 31 . Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549 6765.

bdrm. Presidential apt. to sublet 6/1

Option to renew in fall. 549 5878.

2 persons need ride to Fla., Ft

Lauderdale area, leaving around March
16 19. Will share driving and expenses.
c,46 RSVi

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
driving and expenses. Please call

Maureen. 549 2856.

Ride needed to Houston or vicinity,

iprmg brk., time negotiable, will share $

h driving. Please call Roger after 11

p.m.

CALCULATORS

Skylark, 2 door, call 546

Two bedroom apt to sublet, available

in May. $1 80/ month Call 549 1330.

HELP WANTED
1970 Nova.
4568

$450. good condition,. 546

body good, slight rust

Call 1 467 3465.
69 VW, runs well

on bottom, $175

Toyota Celica ST, 75. 50,000 miles,

radials, AM FM stereo, cassette, CB,

perfect condition. Must be driven.

$2400 Lisa, 549 4162

FOR SALE
Woman's imported sheepskin coat

Dark hrown with soft sheep s wool lining

and embroidery trim Midi length Fine

condition Size 11 12, $40 or best offer

^a 1 1 253 7690

Beuscher Oboe, fine wood, good
condition 4 yrs old $500 or best offer

Call Mary McCarron at 665 3065.

Yamaha Drum Set Zildjam cymbals Exc
condition Reasonable pr. 665 3490 4 7

Tent for sale: new cond , exc bkpk . lite

npstp nyl, ext floor mosq net fly. $120
25%off list. Call Jon 253 39^ _____

1 pr Fryes ladies sz 5 worn once Must
sell nn e not fi 6872 call Joanna

Second hand watches & waichhand
DifU'THnt btyieb Good condition
Watf,h^;s $10 $50 Watchbands 10 cents

$5 Call 546 5497

Work in Japan! Teach English con

versation No experience, degree, or

Japanese required Send long, stamped,

self addressed envelope for details.

Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia,

\/VA_98531^

Counselors: Adirondack Boys' Camp; 7-

', wks $450 550: campcraft, sailing,

swimming (WSD, trip leader, riflery,

archery, handcraft, office manager

(typing), driver; 39 Mill Valley Road,

Pitjsford. NY 14534

Valley Typing needs experienced typists.

Thesis experience preferred, good
spelling h grammar a must. Flexible

hours, work on IBM Corr. Selectrics,

Pay commensuratt' with speed and
.ihilitv Call 256 6736

Southwest Women s Center has a

position available This is a part time, 8

hour « w*;ek |ob including Tuesday and
Thursflay mornings and staff meeting on
Wednesday lunch hour. Call 545 0626 by

Maif:h 13

Applications accepted for tf-achmg

(iiisiitfMis \n J»;wish Community Sunday
Si hofil Fall 78 Experience desired,

549 0223

College Calculators- low prices, 1 yr

over the counter warranty on Tl &
Commodore TI59 $220; TI58 $93; TI57

$60; TI55 $53; TI40 $22 Comm4190
$40; Comm4148 $25; all HP's and
Sharps available. College Calculators is

now four year old' Before you buy
anywhere else call Bob or Chris at 549

1316 eves or 1 739 9626 (Springfield)

days. '

Fast services and sales — Call Valley

Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-

3290
Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis Et manuscript typing. 75 cent-

s/pg., pick-up and delivery. Colleen,

(413) 863-9171

Airwaves TV-Audio Service— servicing

all Japanese and Americar» brands of

television Et stereos. 12 Dickinson St.,

Amherst. 256-6713, Master Tech. 8195.

Free estimates on all B&W TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides

of March at Airwaves TV Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amh. 256-

6713 =_^,^.=^
Typing-60 cents/ page. Call 549 6655.

Typing- Five College Typing Service.

Professional, fast, accurate. Diane 549-

2637.
AUDIO

PERSONALS

2 incredible specimens of masculinity

looking for romance. Call Soog or Erag

at 546 6290, anytime!

To: Checkers- please call again. I miss

your lusty and sexy voice and heavy

breathing. Love always, Gary.

Dear Wimpout Thief, Can't say much
good bout the snow and rain, but I love

the way that you wreck your train! Hope
to meet you at the tournament.

So you want to run a marathon' You
need a coach to help you do it sooner

and faster Ten year experience in the

Boston Marathon, top finisher, Tom
Derdenan Box 853 Amherst Mass 256

8423, 549 1079

Pioneer component HR-99 8 track

stereo recorder player $150. Many
features. See Jeff at 51 Townehouse
Apts.

Esther Shima7u:happv birthday'

IL I

Ane.

Water bed. king size, w heater, liner,

frame and platform $200, or best offer

After 7 p m , call 549 3666

Ovation 12 string guitar. $300 from 6
1089 _

Dexter hiking boots- 1 vear old, great

shape vib^am soles, size 10';, $35.

Pete ^49 4759

AM'FM car stereo, in dash for most
oreigr cars B 546 6000 after 1 1 or in

invest your rent money by

>)iiv.ii /ou'll come uuf 'houbands
'

ii qraduatiori Put ttie tour n nn

till- down ijavment Call 'Jawn

R.vii' S49 f;998

1962 F. nder Telecaster Esquire, mint

, ,,• .'.-. 7 : ... 7% 8460

LOST

Gold watdl, black rope band Call 549

0826 ^^.''>.

Black ..!#•• nst in P

Con Tital vail ' '

Me_6^7'^

lost "^ ^^ '

tobir

Tired of Dining Commons food? Then
work as d housebuy an') f>n)oy Uee
home cooked style food Meal tickets

(an be returned for refund Call Chuck
P or Dd'e at 545 0210

RIDERS WANTED

UMass grad needs rider to share
Onvmu •xprnstjs to I A Leave March
15 21 Call Miki. (617 632 7114
ifvenmqsi.

Marketing student wanted p.irt time

.ii i.(.w full 'Iff' jj.ii'l May June Fresh

itik 586 5096 52 Center Si Nr)r

•* an pton

Wanted Towam A Pfiiiosopt^y Of Sport,

nv Vander Zwagg Call Susan. 549 5198

Babysitter needed for occasional
..,..,..,,,,s r,,ii P,,t ""Viq 01/5,

To the 2nd. 3rd, 4th you suck' Rolf

Meyer. Dave Waters, Paul Keefe, Beth

Gr.enspan, Sue Grisley, Kevin Coyne,

Bob Lloyd, Faith Thall, Linda

Soholewski, Kalhy Maple, Janet Mahar,

Deb Zuck, Cathy Helsmoortel. Dale

Smith. Sallv Meltzer, Ray Roy, Mark

Royer. Paul Rosif'Ho. Chuf:k Dolan. Lisa

Murray Deb Russell. Bob Needel, Dave

Sato. Sieve P« lerson, Fred Cooke, Tom
Be.ine Frank O Keefe. Brian Barrett.

Sandi Viikes. Ellen Cheney, Dick Card.

Kail I if'bif:h

Hi from 4th Brooks, from Larry, Phil,

Tom. Pete, Phil. Mike, Steve, Joe.

Betsy, Niki. Ed, Sherry, Michele, Lois,

Tim, Pedro. Becky, Ron. Kathy, Bullit.

John, Rich. John. Linda. John, Peggy,

Shelly, Pete, Paul Mark. Lmda, Laurel,

Soundesign; BSR Turntable, 3 mo. old.

Matching speakers Dustcover,

autocueing, etc. $60. -best offer Lin

c. 256-05 8 65 Alpine Dr., Am.

Dynaco SCQ80A amp. 30w/ch, good

condition Also, Dynaco FM-5 tuner,

exc cond B"*h must be sold at once.

List $450, sell at $225. Call Jeff, 546-

8791 . _
KL1h~6 speakers, exc. cond., B.U. bw-

9612. - ^_
For sale-Superscope R340 AM/FM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad

sound & mute, tape monitor. Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc., complete

w ugly blue light, call Steven at 546

9653.

Sony HST 330 stereo receiver, 15 watts,

o-.c cond ,
$100. Call Bruce, 546 6638.

Sylvania receiver » w/ch., Jensen

spkrs , exc cond., under warranty,

$200. Call 6 6529.

FOR RENT

ENTERTAINMENT

Rohm
Jaik

If Travii
- ,',i.|

Mai'-'Fllen. John, Cameron,

Disco Dave for ^'i types of mu<jic. lu

<.r> fi" •"Vv ''-'T ^' "^ '(|1S(.

h'l-

f fin

iti Stev=

IV

cat H. / ur

OJ.
.30

Rn.h. 30/ at b 0724

lid not drive a cab, he

niDaiynmg for Lawren-

Co Presidents" March

.d.i/ to the guy with the

iramel eyes Love, Anne.

!>appy birthday. 22 chees and do

,nd kiss EH 4th floor Vin.

Roommate wanted to share aFedroom,

non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107. ... -—^
Roommate needed. for own room in 3

iKirm house in Amherst ctre. As of

3 1 78, $100 mo. Call 253 2605.

Female roommate needed for own

'oom in 3 bdrm house in Amherst ctr.

as of 3 1 78 $100 month. Call 253-

2605^

Leslie. Donna, Patty, Peggy, Rich,

Dennis, Joyce, I. J., Mike, Doug, Pete,

Rich, Paul, Ed, Leo, Mark, John, Jim,

Daryll, Harvey, Dave, Dave, Paul, Rich,

Chris Jean, Bonie, Cathy, Tim, Kurt,

Kathi Beth, Pam, Andrea, Leslie,

Trudy, Liz, Mavis, Pam, 3rd floor

Brooks.

INSTRUCTION

Typi'tfj t

tv"()ist h
0826

SERVICES
,i( I ur.itc, experienced

)ro()freader Low rates. 549

Sewing classes beginning and in-

termediate, 8 Et 10 weeks. Learn on new
Swiss Bernina sewing machines. Start

March 6 Et 7, Natural Textiles, 256-6427.

y#-T^!Fl -BymTinTfT»^ /7.v»>'^*»^iJimfc^uui:iJt^!^il.!.!.Mlfl.U.t-l.F11limiJf!M!t^^^^^^^
LITTLE ADS GET BIG RESULTS" REACH 26 000 HtADtRS DAILV
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^ PA(CKA]R]D^

A/V\l r Y ST

"A JOY! "
,

-iudiiH Criil New Vo'l Mogonnr I

HAROLD ANo

and MAUDE
\ ,JK3

RUTHGORDON
BUDCORT -11 A> I f A4 v%IN, ^\^i1\
Harold and Maude 9:00 Play It Again Sam 7:3D

MONDAY & TUfSDSY BARGAIN N1![S • ALL SEATS Jl 00

'f

.^I»PPi*
h and dinner
ndly, casual atmosphere

Featuring

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4
ADirl TS S.' «. . SI I,' I NTS dfSn

TV*. I I'Tf ^HO\.\ '. * .1 .' 'REN S' .^ '

~^"^ JI>JJ gOijtt9 H»nK< MASS
Cl^ 7tNS \.V I.I AV. ' AH S.

SPffiAi ^ \ ^,A'_,' '.'t '^ '•

STEAKS
SANDWICHES

SELECTEDSALADS
AND OUR UNIQUE SUNDAY BRUNCH

TWI-LITE SHOW-TICKETS ON SALE 30 MINUTES
NOMINATED FOR
BEST ACTOR

\^/\TUnD/^Y

nichT
JFEVED

JOHN TRAVOLTA
r; 3un.-Thur. (TIS 6:15i.8:30

OFrl.-S«t. (USStOO) 7:45 9:55

H»tln«!« (Sat.V

(iAV H< >n
sMIKI.K^
.M.t. lAI.NK

Svin 1 2:15

.Jhe

C4 Masonic St. (just off Main St.)
Northampton - 584-5957 > 11 ACADEMY AWARDS

PQ Sar.-Thur.(TlS6:lS)-8:30

rri.-r>»t. (n$5:oo)-7:4s ».S5

F.¥ilTr.ri-HJ:lMt¥7.-

CLOS€
6NCOUNTGRS

OF THe THIRD KIND

NOMINATED FOR
8

ACADEMV AWARDS

RItMARO D«f VFUSS

PG. Smi.-Thur. (TIS6:00)-8:3C

OFrl.-Sat. iTlJ4:4S 7:30-9:$s|

Sun. 2:00

"ASWASHUKEM-A-S-H."

THeBoysIn

CommnyC
R Son.-Thur. (TIS 6:00) -8:30

OFrt.-Sat. (US 4 15 7:30 9. 55

Matinee ("at.'. 2.00
Sun.

Shqwcase
Ctnemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

a4#KU/M $2.00"/ 2:30
ATIMEE8 EVERYDAY

Late show tonight ~
John Travolta nominated

Best Actor fc-

SATURDAY
NIGHT

Nominated for 10 Academy
Awards inr Best Pirture

Smith College Department of Music and Recreation Council
present

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
Sergiu Comissiona, Music Director

Philipp Naegele, Violin Ernst Wallfisch, Viola
soloists in Mozart Sinfonia concertante K 364

Beethoven Leonore Overture, N0.I

Mendelssohn 4th Symphony

Wednesday, April 5th 8:15 p.m.
John M. Greene Hal!, Elm St., Northampton

Tickf by mail and at all Ticketron outlets
Gen^T.i' public, $6. $5. Students and seme *

citizens, with ID, $5, $4

XV"te 10 Sage Hall 21, Smith College Northampton, MA 01063 Enclose pav
.len' ,incl stamped, self-addressed envelope. Specify location (floor. S6 or
hfi .')n -

, S5)

" JT*"-^-" —j-^'^-Mr'-iy- -I

M£o
30

MELBROOKS

Nominated for B Academy
Awards mr Bo«:t Pirtur#>

FINE /RTS CENTER PRESENTS

f\lominated for 11 Academy
Awards. ir>c. Best Picture

ii

WALTMSNCY g

theoTher side of
the mountain^

«ltlY|.Al»

See time tables

for screen tim^s

Considering transfer?

Over forty-Hve percent ^
of Marlboro College |
graduates originally i
attended anofner college J
or university. •

Marlboro appealed to

each of them as a distinc-
;

live and distinguished -

ediicafionaJ community.
Transfer is not for '.

|
everybody nor is the 7
individual challenge of a I
Marlboro education. But 1

if you are considerirrg *

such a move, we urge yoyi

to write or phone

.

Marlboro College

Marlboro, Vermont
05344
(802)254-2393 1

PETERSON

"THE

GREAT

PIANIIST"

North

Sunday, Morcti 12 8 pm
FINE /RTS CENfER CNCERT H4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. $7, 6, 5. UM-A
$3.50, 3, 2.50. Senior citizens and other students
$6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M F 9 4

& All Ticketron Locations.

NOV*/ - Only Area Showing
eves 7:00 and 9 10

Bunuel s triumph. .

.

i.iii-
'

Hiimu'l ,>

That
Olisc lire

()l)jcc'r

•»••
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F 'ogram Council
F Ims
F 'esents

I OUBLE
I EATURE

7, 1 1 p.m.

FIVE COLLEGE SUMMER FLIGHT

Boston London round trip only $328.
June 12 August 15, Pan American
707 ABC charter (Five Coll., Inc. as
agent for Regal Assoc, charterer);

non-Five College persons are eligible.

Early sign up urged. Contact Inter-

national Programs Office, 239
Whitmore, tel. 546-2710, for ap-
plication.

rusty nailO/ŷtfty

SAT, MARCH 1 1

ROOMFUL
OF BLUES

and

ZOHHARAZ
SUN, MARCH 12

ZOOHAAAZ

MON. and TUES..

MARCH 13 and 14

HOT CALYPSO KEY

MARCH 29, 30, 31

PeCSETTE DART

COMING
March 10

TAJ MAHAL
$4.00

State Of The Union
s arring Spencer Tracy
a. id Audrey Hepburn 8:45 p.m.

?re. 47 Sunderland. ma./rgL665'493:

L

£ jnday, March 12 CCA
$1.00

University Cf M'JSSaCf.US(?tt'-, / Ani.yrs'

FINE m% CENTER PRESENTS

mm^m
iJi^X^^w))

[

The program will consist of

TORSE SQUAREGAME
INLETS SOUNDDANCE

Wednesday, March % 8 pm

FINE /RTS CENFER CNCERT K4.L

Tickets now on sale. Gen. Pub. S7, 6, S. UM-A-
S3.50, 3, 2. SO. Ottier students and senior citizens-

S6, 5, 4.

Fine Arts Center Box Office M-
& All Ticketron Locations.

F9-4
I

1- DRAFT BEER
WITH COLLEGE 10. .

INTERNATIONAL
SI.

VEGETARIAN
CUISINE
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DOONKSBLRY by (iarry Triidcau
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purmAu/m.
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BYGNP,
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SeATBP
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PRODua^
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if^
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COMEJiS
EVEffy
ONE I

UELL. NATO IT

Am, BIT YOU

SHOULD SeE
OUP.UJARMUP
JACKETS I

PEANUTS by Charles SchuIz

OKAV,MAf?Cer HOPE
MQ^'U. SATiSFIEP...

TME OPMTHALMOLOblST
5AIP m EYES ARE
PERFECT.. HE CHECKEP
OUT m Pi£T TOO

UiE TALk^EP ABOUT
B0R£P0M,G0lN6TO
SEP EAKLV ANP ALL
50RT5 Of TH1N65,..

m U)E STILL
HA\/E A ?m^\.m
P0N'TbUE,5lR^

/ytyt .

APE t'OU SURE THAT'S^
All the poctor /
vTOLP VOU, SIR? V

Y

B.C. by johnny Hart

Ji±^

AllMIMM 1011 by Sieve laflcr

WHATEv/ER HAPPENED TO
MAJOR CARWrr, ^hO
CAfnjK,£D GERAuD'r

/JELL,3>£NB CAJGhT JP
\AjnH THE w/lLLlAN AND
MADE COL.E.SL.AVJ OUT
DF HIM I

b£NB LOt/ES
ZOLEZLfWjl

THF VVANOhBKR by Mark Rollins

—nTTTTrr^-i'-LiTi rTir.tn

' M^iOt Quit Ki i
,
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,
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st-fvii r^v'

,
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you '^/'rN:

'
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BACK A(iAIN I'U K

Your Birthday
FRIDAY, MARCH 10

Born today, you are tem-
peramental and inclined to

explode when upset. Vou
ara always abjectly apolo-
getif when others are hurt
through your outbursts,
but you seem never to

learn your lesson You are
inclined to dwell upon life's

darker side and are often

depressed, although you
are angered by others' pes-

simism.
You will sacrifice if nec-

essary for your loved ones,
but seldom for yourself
alone. You enjoy thinking
of yourself as unworthy of

friends or gain. Your bids
for attention may endan-
ger the emotional health of

those you love, for they
evoke worry and nervous
strain.

Your fondness for soci-

ety IS superficially quite
contradictory to your de-
pressed nature. People ex-

pect you to try to be alone,
when in truth what you
seek is company. Your de-

sire is to be cajoled out of

your dark moods into the
lighter side of your nature.

Also born on this date;

Alexander III of Russia;
Siegfried Borries, musi-
cian, prodigy.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the

corresponding paragraph.
l..ct your birthday .star be
your daily guide.

SATURDAY, MARCH 11

PISCES{Feb.19-March 20)

Pride enters the day's
activities. Don't become
the victim of your ambi-
tion.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

Improve living condi-

tions. Bargain purchases
add the needed touches
TAURUS(Aprll 20-May 20)

- liOgic has little to do
with what happens today
at work. Expect to be
surprised.

GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

Direct energy toward
achieving goals set by in-

fluential friends Study at

evening.

CANCER(June21-July22)
- Seek advice from the

young. They alone today
have no axes to grind, and
speak the truth.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
There is power and glory in

accepting responsibility
today. Speak your mind
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— Control your temper
early today, or you will

make it hard for projects

to evolve later.

LiBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Overcome an obstacle in

family matters by s{>eak-

ing frankly to those who
expect much of you.
SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21)

- If misused, a hidden
talent could be dangerous.
Confide in the young; you
may need their help.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) Your success at

others' expense will not

make you happy. Seek
other means.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-

Jan.19) - The lesson for

the day comes from the

young. The pure in heart
share their secrets
AQUARIUS(Jan 20-

Feb.18) Activities with

family impress you for a

long time. Choose them
well.

I llp^rn!ht 1978

I nitf'i Kt'iifurf SvndH'ale, In,

Todau's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Result of a

KO punch
5 Not hidden

10 Follows for

payment
14 "Not on -

1 5 Eyelashes
16 Gr goddess

of war
17 Strike

violently

18 Amateur
film efforts

2 words
20 Church

council
22 Moon vehi-

cle, for short
23 Saying
24 No Amer

snake
26 Encounterec

by chance
27"

ease" Army
order

30 Elaborate
presenta-
tion

34 Slow down
35 Arizona city

36 Garland
37 Orderly
38 Defraud
40 Hole in the

ground
41 WW-II ini-

tials

42 Most impor-
tant

43 Beetle

F

45 Throws off

the tracks
47 lndy-500

participants
48 Boding evi'

49 Macaroni
dough

50 Trombone
part

53 Japanese
com

54 Push
58 Astronauts'

milieu: 2

words
61 American

Indian
62 ---- m the

wood
63 Speed com-

petitions

64 E'ysium
65 French

father
66 Ur able to

move
67 Wrest

DOWN

1 Vehicles
2 Comply
3 Signify
4 Legal man
5 Alas'

6 Shrinking
Shy

person
7 " Gan-
try"

8 Oxhide
strap

9 Scottish cap

IJNITED Feature Syndicate

Thursday s Puzzle Solved.

r^ n I
"^ '•

A i
p A C

A 1 'J •* • ', A D E

r A P i n ^ 'J

T|

I:
> rj

T TI T r p k b ^ 1 S T A

P^E N^ : \^ E S T

r P E

i 1
r, R L ^ D

/\ A R T R E § Sj M A
M R S R I A N tJ^ V N
I E 1 F I R S T ^H ^ V E R T

N (5 5 E 5 I
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/ T U R I ^ if

A F E T E S c U Dl 1 ^ R A h|

P E ft i T E A .M E 1 ^ I N f
E h A T N T

J

A ^ P (\ R

^ h 1 S^i U^ K 3 D L 1 ^
10 Dedicate
1 1 Military

squad
1 2 Russian

"nay"
1 3 Mediocre
19 Greek letter

21 Pops
25 Sound of

derision
26 The

Golf event
27 Overfed
28 Banai
29 Warmth of

desire
30 Legume
31 Winged
32 Noway
33 Layers
35 Chess

pieces
39 Pronoun

40 Arrogant
42 Track star
44 Stone:

Suffix
46 camp
47 Ray Bolger,

for one
49 W Can

river

50 No— Not
possible
Slang

51 Small sled

52 Where
Caesar rode

53 Time period

55 Presage
56 Boy s name
57 Scepter
59 Hindu title

60 Approx
cost

6
__ .. . ,—

a
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Gridders in Div. I-AA
UMass will join Division I-AA Football of

the National Collegiate Athletic Association,
President Franklin Patterson announced
vesterdav

The NCAA restructuring approved in
January divided the former Division I into
two new Divisions, l-A and lAA, and in-
stitutions must decide by March 14 which
division they wish to play in. UMass formerly
played football in Division 11.

"We think that Division I-AA offers a
number of benefits to the University of
Massachusetts, including the anticipated
opportunity for a national championship,
post season play, and television exposure,"
Patterson said.

UMass-Amherst Chancellor Randolph W.
Bromery said the decision to select Division
I-AA was made after careful deliberation and
consultation with other institutions on the
UMass schedule.

David Bischoff, Dean of the School of
Physical Education, said, I believe this

action is consistent with our aspiration and
history of being among the best in New
England football." Both Patterson and
Bromery reaffirmed that the university is

Spinks
MEXICO CITY [UPI\ - The World Boxing

Council yesterday formally ruled out a

Muhammad Ali rematch with World
Heavyweight Champion Leon Spinks until

No. 1 contender Ken Norton gets a shot at

the title.

WBC President Jose Sulaiman released a

statement for the organization's executive
council saying, "If Spinks was given the
opportunity of fighting for the world title, it

was only after his acceptance of making his

first title defense against the No. 1 challenger
Ken Norton in absolute respect to the World
Boxing Council's regulations."

In January, Spinks sent a registered tetter

to the Nevada Athletic Commission com-
mitting the former Olympic champion to face
Norton in his first defense as boxing
authorities requested.

Earlier yesterday, Spinks was suspended
for 90 days by the Nevada State Athletic
Commission for failing to inform it that he
had taken an injection of novocaine for an
injured rib prior to his bout with Ali.

Sulaiman explained that the WBC's
constitution prohibits rematches after a
champion loses his title without an in-

tervening defense by the new title holder
with another contender.
"Rematches belong to the dark ages of

boxing. They belong to the days when
boxing was ruled by people - some of

whom are now in prison," he stated.

"The law is the law regardless of how hard
it is sometimes and it must be respected. The
executive committee of the WBC... wishes
me to express its strong position of not
accepting the Spinks-Ali rematch for being
against our constitution," he added.
The WBC has invited Spinks to a "face to

face conversation" to discuss his position on
his first defense of the title.

committed to maintaining a winning tradition

against the best Division I-AA teams in the
nation and selected Division l-A teams.

The university had an outstanding football

season last fall, including two televised

games, and hosted the regional playoffs in its

stadium. This fall, under new coach Bob
Pickett, It will be facing its most rigorous

home schedule.

Frank Mclnerney, head of the Department
of Athletics-lntramurals, said "The decision
to elect Division I-AA will give the football
program the best of both worlds. We can
continue to play a representative group of
Division l-A schools, and at the same time
have the opportunity to compete for a
national championship."

Associate Athletic Director Robert W.
O Connell also announced yesterday that the
Minutemen will play six home games next
season.

The complete schedule is as follows: Sept.
16 Villanova, Sept. 23 at Maine, Sept. 30 at

Harvard, Oct. 7 Morgan State, Oct. 14 at

Boston University, Oct. 21 at Rhode Island,

Oct 28 Connecticut, Nov. 18 New Hamp-
shire and Nov. 25 Boston College.

rematch off
In Its statement, the WBC reiterated its

great respect for Ali, calling him a "great
among greats".
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Fred Lynn scores on a George Scott single in the fourth inning of the Red Sox
exhibition opener yesterday against the Detroit Tigers. Sox won the ball game 6-0.

-k Easterns Sox win exhibition opener
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

a position to break the school record of
1:39.07.

Injuries come into play here, as Wolf,
Bukowski and Wilson have all been injured in

the recent past. Wolf's injury is causing
Lettis the most concern, as she suffered a
slight hamstring pull in the NEAAU's last

weekend.
Bukowski (ankle and knee), Martin Diana

Sealey (foot tendonitis) and Wilson (stress
fracture) have all been pronounced as being
in "good" shape by Lettis.

"We're not in as good shape as we could
be, though," she said. "What makes that
worse is the competition will be a lot stiffer

this year."

Sealey, usually a four event performer, will

concentrate on the 440. The school record
holder (57.4) will have to get through two
rounds to make the finals.

Monica Scott, Tina Francario and Debbie
Farmer will compete in the distance events,
which were responsible for 15 of UMass
total of 25 points last year. Francario and
Farmer will run the two mile, with Scott
either running the two or three mile.

Other competitiors will be Nancy Cominoli
in the 50 yard hurdles. Sue Ares and Anna
Mathieu in the high jump, and Linda Stillman
and Julie Horgan (new school record holder)
in the long jump.

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. [UP/] - George
Scott drove in two runs with a sacrifice fly

and a single yesterday to pace the Boston
Red Sox to a 6-0, rain-shortened win over the
Detroit Tigers in the first exhibition game for

both teams.
Luis Tiant gave up both Detroit hits in his

three innings of work while Reggie Cleveland
picked up the victory with two innings of
hitless relief. Jim Slaton pitched three
scoreless innings but Boston won the game
with two fourth-inning runs off Roric
Harrison.

Correction
In Steve Buckley's intramural wrestling

roundup in yesterday's Collegian, Glenn
Grenon-, 150 lb. class winner, was
omitted. Our apologies.

The Red Sox scored four more times in the
fifth as Jim Crawford finished up for the
Tigers.

Fred Lynn, Butch Hobson and Carl
Yastrzemski also drove in runs for Boston.

( Five innings, rain) - Detroit 000 00 -- 2 2;

Boston 000 24 - 6 6 2.

Slaton, Harrison (4), Crawford (5/ and
May; Tiant, Cleveland (4) and Fisk. W-Tiant.
L- Harrison.

IIVI Notices
SOFTBALL AND SOCCER - Officials

meeting for those who didn't attend
Wednesday's. Tues. March 14 - 5:30 p.m.
Rm. 215 Boyden.
RACQUETBALL - Tournament begins

today, 4 p.m.

JOANNE GREENBERG
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COLLEGIAN

STAFF

MEETING
Therfj will be a mandatory meeting of all Collegian
staff members next Monday night (March 13) at

7 30 in room 168 of the Campus Center All writers,

photographers, production people and business
people shbuld attend Anyone wishing to add an
item to the agenda should speak with Bill Sund
Strom as soon as possible

Bei— Israel's gift to UMass
By BILL TARTER
Collegian Staff

The Olympics are still the most cherished
of all sporting events. Every four years this
special occasion attracts the world's greatest
athletes, while capturing the hearts and
minds of sports fans everywhere.

Children and adults alike fantasize being a
part of it all, imagining themselves striding
into the huge stadium for the pageantry of
the opening ceremonies, proudly holding
aloft their country's flag and visualizing the
ultimate thrill of stepping up to the top block
to receive the gold medal.

For many of us, this is all just a romantic
daydream, but for some it is a reality.

Bei Melamed has indeed experienced a
piece of this life most people can only live

vicariously in front of their television. Before
coming to the University of Massachusetts
five years ago, Melamed was a champion
swimmer in his native land, Israel. He
represented his country in the 1964 Olympics
at Tokyo, again in the '68 games at Munich
and finally at the infamous 72 summer
games at Munich.

Within the modest confines of his office

overlooking Boyden Pool, Melamed reflected
upon his past.

"I don't know why swimming was im-
portant to me at an early age," said
Melamed, "but in the back of my mind every
morning when I woke up to swim was the
thought of making it to the Olympics."

Of course, getting there requires infinitely

more than a desire and talent for swimming.
"You don't get there in one day," said
Melamed in his unmistakable foreign accent.
One has to be able to withstand the ex-

traordinary demands of mental and physical
sacrifice. The pool becomes a home away
from home. The endless hours of practice are
as much a part of the daily routine as eating
and sleeping.

Melamed's specialty was the butterfly

stroke. "It's the hardest and most deman-
ding style, yet there is a beauty within it that I

always enjoyed," he said.

The discipline required to be a great

swimmer takes years to attain. The constant

striving for self-improvement must renew
itself each morning, but eventually there

comes a harmony with the mind and body.

"It's just like a violinist. You don't feel the

beauty till you've achieved a high level of

perfection," said Melamed.

Melamed was 20 when he qualified in the
200 yard butterfly at Tokyo. As in all the

events, his qualifying time followed In-

ternational Olympic Committee standards.

The Olympics is never an honorary mem-
bership, he had to earn it.

"Just the whole experience of being there
made it unforgettable," remarked Melamed.
"It's a special environment, seeing all the
athletes from around the world — the
people, the press. For three weeks you're
amidst all that glory," he said.

In that first Olympics he came 33rd in his
event. There was no doubt in his mind
though, that he would improve. He was far
from mastering the stroke to his satisfaction.
"It became important to me to keep going,"
said Melamed.

Between Olympics, Melamed was in the
military service. Unfortunately, unlike other
countries, there was no such thing as
preferential treatment for athletes. Israel was
more concerned with the ongoing feuds
among its neighboring countries. Melamed,
if lucky, managed to hitchhike to practice for
one or two hours a day between military
obligations. Practices were spent on his own.
He worked out by himself, with no coach to
assist him. He was a self made man.

Despite the hardships, he had continued to
progress, and went on to compete in Mexico
City. His memories of the '68 Olympics were
brief. "Unfortunately, I had very little time to
actually watch anything. The swimming was
near the end of the third week, so I spent
most of my time training. I saw Bob
Beamon's jump along with the rest of the
athletes on TV," said Melamed.

He arrived seeded 24th, meaning he had
recorded the 24th fastest time in the world
for the 200 yard butterfly. When you reach
this level, half a second can separate many
opponents.

When his race was finally concluded,
despite suffering bronchitis for the entire

thi-ee weeks he was in Mexico City, he
landed 10th.

While '68 marked the high point in his

Olympic experience, the tragedy which
surrounded the '72 games unquestionably
represented the worst incident in his

association with athletics.

Arab terrorists shocked the world by
breaking into the Israeli dorm in which
Melamed was living, and killed many of his
fellow countrymen. Melamed was fortunate
enough to escape the incident unharmed.
Continuing any competition after that was
senseless.

His aim after Munich was to come to
college in this country. Not knowing how to
go about it, he came to America as a tourist.
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It was then that he met an American swim
coach who persuaded Melamed to come to
his college, West Liberty State in West
Virginia.

Melamed, seeking the challenge and
thinking that all American colleges would
have a great swim team, accepted. But WLS
was hardly an Indiana or USC when it comes
to swimming.

In his first meet Melamed broke the school
record by a ridiculous 16 seconds. Liberty
State had never seen a swimmer like him.
Melamed overwhelmed his competition in

the small college NAIA tournaments. He
never lost a race in his collegiate career,
while only losing once in a championship
meet.

Finally a friend got him interested in the
exercise department at UMass, so he came
to Amherst. He is now involved in the
computer science department.

With his swimming days restricted to AAU
meets, it seemed natural to assume the job

as swim coach. He brought to the job an
unrivalled knowledge of the sport, plus the
dedication that characterized his former
swimming career.

Without the benefit of scholarships, the
best Melamed can do is "respond to people
interested in the program." His com-
prehensive work with each swimmer yielded
tremendous rewards this season as 23 school
marks were broken and rebroken. It's
showing in this year's New England's was
the team's best ever as it snared 10 different
school records.

Departing senior Russ Yarworth considers
Melamed "the best coach in New England.
He knows so much, at the Championships in
Springfield, other coaches and swimmers
would come up to him for advice. If he was
at a school that would devote money to the
swim program, he could develop a dynasty."

While other schools, such as the
University of Maine have created
powerhouse swimming programs overnight
with scholarships, Melamed sees the future
of the UMass program as "quite grim."
Welcome to UMass, Bei Melamed, It's a

long way from the Olympics.

Dana Rasmussen (left) won a silver medal for this third place finish in the New
England Wrestling Championships last weekend at URI. (Staff photo by Dave
Daly)

The Distinguished Visitors Program
announces

AN OPEN PROPOSAL
MEETING

Monday, March 13 at 6:30 p.m.
Graduate Research Center- Low Building

Room 308

Ifyou wouldliketQproposea
speaker for this semester or

preferably next semester,

make sure you're available the XI-

and get in touch with DVP

NOW
Office - 415 Student Union

545 0920
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Women travel to track Easterns

High jumper Anna Mathieu will be
going after a personal best 5'2" in that

event tomorrow, (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)

By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's track team will

participate in the Eastern Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(EAIAW) track and field championships

today and tomorrow at Tufts University in

Medford.
All running and field event trials will be

held today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., with finals

in all events tomorrow in the same time

period.

Maryland is the defending indoor

champion, having upset Penn State in last

year's meet at Dartmouth, 66-64. Penn State

won the EAIAW outdoor championship by

an overwhelming margin. Maryland was
second.
UMass was fifth indoors, scoring heavily in

the distance events. Delaware State and

Federal City College (Wash., D.C.) were third

and fourth, with Delaware moving ahead of

UMass on the final event, the mile relay.

This year, UMass coaches Charlotte Lettis,

Gary King and Ken O'Brien tried to "put

together a team that could pick up points as

a team.
"

"With only 14 people, that's pretty dif-

ficult," said Lettis

The women's squad has been hurt by

mjunes, sickness, people dropping off the

team and the training missed during in-

tersession.

Minutewomen's top performer of late,

Cindi Martin, will run m the ^0 trials today,

and if she qualifies, will run in tomorrow's

finals.

Last year UMass gained no points in the

^0, although this year's Captain Bonnie

Bukowski made the final. Last year's winning

time was 2:18.11, and since Martin has run

2:15.7 this year (NEAAU's), she has a good
shot at placing.

A strong two-mile relay team will also step

to the line tomorrow. Bukowski, Laurie Wolf,

Priscilla Wilson and Barb Callanan are all

sub-2:25 half milers, which could put them in

TURN TO PAGE 18

Gymmen head to Syracuse

for championship meet
Bv STEVE^
Collegian Staff

Today the UMass men's gymnastics team
travels to Syracuse for the Eastern Cham-
pionships, to be held over the weekend.

Coach Dick Swetman is fairly optimistic

about the outcome of the competition,

especially after the two impressive wins over

Springfield and Temple.
In the team competition. Southern

Connecticut will undoubtedly be the winner,

with either the Cadets of Army or the

Syracuse Orangemen taking second But the

real problem for the gymmen will be the

compulsory competition which will be held

tonight. Each competitor in an event is

required to perform one compulsory set

along with an optional one The two scores

are then averaged together with the top eight

scores competing in finals which are held on
Sunday

For UMass the compulsory routines are

the weak point and it could be the evenutal

factor which keeps the gymmen from placing

third in the team results. Most important will

be the individual competition, where senior

Dave Kulakoff will be defending his Eastern

League Pommel Horse Championship which
he captured last year. Kulahoff is the odds-

on favorite to win this year with very little

competition for the title.

In the other events, the only possible

finalists are senior John Forshay, who placed

fifth on floor last year out of thirty com-
petitors. John also has a very good chance to

make nationals in the long horse vaulting

event, where he must place at least in the top

three to go. The other possible finalist is

freshman Dave Felleman, who could pull an

upset on the still rings event. The com-
petition itself will be the most grueling for the

gymmen with the possibility of three days of

competition for a competitor.

UMass hurdle record holder Nancy Cominoli will be striding over the barriers in

select company this weekend in the Eastern Championships. (Staff photo by Dave
Rodman)

.-7

Hal James

I L IX—equality or bust

Senior co captain Dave Kulakoff shows off a scissor move on the pommel
horse. Kulakoff is defending Eastern League champ in the event. (Staff photo by

Steve Nuo«nt)

A funny thing happened to me on the way
to completing my perusal of colleague Mike

Smolens' informative two-part Title IX mini-

series. I discovered that, like myself, the

university administrators readily admit to a

certain lack of comprehension concerning

the specific points of the Title IX anti-sex-

discrimination ruling.

Dean David Bischoff, UMass's Phys-Ed

Head, reports that his department knows not

what federal officials expect of the

university's athletic department in regards to

equalizing athletic facilities, teams, team

travel, etc. In fact, the administrators aren't

even sure about the estimated time of arrival

of the feds - 2:00?... 3:00?... Monday?...

Tuesday?. . April?... May?... 1984?

The predicament is similar to that of the

sheiiff in a "B" western; he doesn't know
how the outlaws are a comin', he doesn't

know when they're a-comin', the only item

he's sure on is that they ARE a-comin'.

Not wanting to see my university caught

with its gym shorts down, I have completed

all of the necessary telephone calls and

compiled the following primer on How To

Avoid Getting Bagged for Title IX Violations:

Chapter I - Teams
This may sound like an unnecessary

precaution to take, but it is advisable that all

athletes on women's teams be female and all

men's team members be male. This would

engender a large scale, chromosome-testing

campaign.

Remember, the presence of two "X"

chromosomes represents a female, an "X"

and a "Y" note a male, and a pair of "Z's"

indicate that the athlete is asleep.

Chapter II - Facilities

Efforts should be most concentrated to

bring about a complete and abrupt end to

discrimination in this area. After a bladder-

settling hour and a-half, air voyage from the

nation's capital, the first places the Federal

Health Education and Welfare officials are

going to ask to see are the facilities of the

university. A female member of the HEW
task force would certainly not take kindly to

being confronted with a urinal in her hour of

need.

Chapter III Travel

Distance and numbers are the keys here.

At the end of each semester, travel distance

should balance for the sexes. If, for example,

a 14,000 mile discrepancy exists in favor of

men's teams, strategic women's teams

should be placed on buses and driven to

Malaysia. Moreover, the number of male and

female athletes in transit at a given instant

should offset each other.

Say there are 15 women's gymnasts

aboard a DC-10 on their way to the National

Championships in I os Angeles. Any men's

team with an off-day is required to send a

comparable contingent of athletes in a

similiar airplane which would immediately be

placed in a seven- hour holding pattern over

Bradley Airport.

Chapter IV Equipment

Watch out for this one! The HEW will lull

you into a false sense of security by letting

you believe that simply requiring female

athletes to wear athletic supporters and male

gamesters to sport chest protectors will fulfill

title IX dictums. That's when they'll drive the

nail in your coffin for failure to stipulate that

the men's lacrosse team wear skirts and the

women's swim team compete topless. In-

stitute these changes before it's too late.

Chapter V - Media

In recent years it has been determined that

press coverage greatly affects fan interest. In

deference to the HEW's recent Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, ruling, requiring varsity

cheerleaders to root equally for men's and

women's teams, media cheerleaders - the

press must reserve an identical amount of

column inches or air-time for both sexes.

Words and letters should also be carefully

counted.

Along these lines, the letters "m" and "n"

should be doubled when describing

"mmenn's" sports. In this way the words

"mmenn " and "women" could both consist

of five letters. Trebling the "n" for "mennn"

is also acceptable.

Chapter VI- Summary
Now that you know the specifics of Title

IX, we can all rest easy, secure in the

knowledge that sports at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst is about to enter

into a Brave, New Era.
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TelA vi'v curfew lifted

Terrorists seized or Icilled
TEL AVIV, Israel [AP\ - The military

command said yesterday it has accounted
for all 11 Arab terrorists involved in the

bloodiest raid in Israel's history. It halted a

massive hunt for possible guerrilla survivors

near Tel Aviv and lifted a curfew in the area.

A military spokesman said nine of the
terrorists were killed and the other two were
captured.

He reported at least 32 Israelis were killed

and 72 were wounded in Saturday's terror

rampage — most of them sightseers on a
tour bus hijacked by guerrillas on a highway
linking Tel Aviv and Kaifa.

Earlier, the government had announced 37
Israelis were killed and 76 wounded and that

three of the guerrillas had escaped and were
being sought.

But the spokesman said yesterday night

that further identification of the remains
reduced the number of Israelis slain and the
bodies of the guerrillas being sought were
found in the charred wreckage of the bus.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin said the

"architects of the bloodbath cannot enjoy
impunity," suggesting possible retaliation.

In Beirut, the Palestinian General Com-
mand said guerrillas clashed twice yesterday
with Israeli forces north of Tel Aviv "in-

flicting heavy losses on enemy ranks." Israeli

did not mention continued fighting.

The military spokesman said the nine

terrorists were killed only when troops
blockaded the careening bus and the two
were captured at the same time. He said

remains of the terrorists had been found
among the bodies of Israelis burned in the
wrecked bus. Military sources said at least

one of the dead guerrillas was a woman.

The military lifted the curfew imposed
along a 25-mile stretch of the coastal Plaint

of Sharon after the area was combed by
combat troops and police, aided by dogs and
helicopters.

The curfew, the first in a Jewish area since

Israel declared its independence in 1948,

covered an area of upper- middle-class

suburbs with about 300,(KX) Israeli residents

and a large group of American and other

foreign residents.

After a violent ride on the heavily traveled

coastal highway, the hijacked vehicle finally

was stopped at a barricade erected across
the highway seven miles north of Tel Aviv. It

had sped 30 miles south from the point

where it was comandeered.

"This is a terrible day in our lives," Begin

said in an emotion-choked voice. The news
conference was broadcast live to the

stunned nation. He put off talks with

President Carter for at least a week.

Defense Minister Ezer Weizman, recalled

from talks in the United States, told reporters

the 1 1 raiders came from Lebanon and that

he held that country responsible for the

massacre. Weizman's words appeared to

carry an ominous threat, considering Israel's

past policy of retaliatory bombing raids

against guerrilla bases in Lebanon.

In Beirut, Yasser Arafat's Palestine

Liberation Organization said its Al Fatah

guerrilla unit was responsible for the raid and

called it "our answer to Israeli arrogance."

Saudi Arabia's state radio called the

Palestinian raid a "courageous operation"

that would let the world remember that no

peace talks would succeed without

Palestinian participation.

Begin said the attack "should not and will

not" affect negotiations with Egypt But

Weizman said it 'certainly will have an effect

on the general atmosphere."

ZICHRON YARCOV, Israel (UPI) — Police examine the boat used yesterday by the seaborne Arab guerillas to reach Israel from
Lebanon to hijack a bus on the Tel Aviv-Haife highway. Thirty-seven persons were killed in the attack.

UMies protest Skokie
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The UMass Skokie Action Committee last night voted to solicit

funds from the student senate and other groups to send students to

Skokie, Illinois to take part in a non-violent protest of a Nazi Party

march on Adolf Hitler's birthday, April 20.

The meeting, attended by approximately 30 students, was

sponsored by the Skokie Action Committee, which defines itself as

an "ad hoc committee."
The committee, which is coordinating the protest through the

New England Federation of Zionist Students, is protesting the march

through Skokie, a town with a large population of Jewish holocaust

victims.

The Nazis may be attempting to change the date of the march

from Thursday, April 20 to Saturday, April 22, the first day of the

Jewish freedom holiday of Passover, according to Elizabeth Kent, a

committee spokesperson.

"I think that's deliberate on behalf of the Nazis, " Kent, one of the

committee's principle members and organizers said.

The committee will petition the Undergraduate Student Senate on

March 29 for funding, and then will petition other on and off-campus

groups for money.
Committee members hope to obtain student senate funding for

one bus, and find money from other groups for a second bus. "I

think approximately 50 people are seriously thinking of going and

that's the best estimate I can give now," Kent said.

The committee told those attending the meeting to lobby their

student senators for the senate funding. Petitions are also being

circulated on carpp-f* or presentation to the senate.

Marcy Levington, co-chairperson of the senate Governmental
Affairs Committee, pointed out some senators favor funding the

bus, but "they won't give money if there is a possibility of violence.

I'm not saying that the senate is against this because I am not talking

for the entire student senate," Levington said.

The possibility of violence has ahsen since the Illinois Supreme
Court ruled in favor of the Nazi party's march on First Amendment
grounds.
A UMass student at the meeting said, "They (Nazis) have as much

of a right to march as anyone else around here. I'm protesting what
they are saying."

The protest was originally planned to be a counter-march on a

parallel street lead by Illinois Gov. James R. Thompson, according to

a committee spokesman.

But due to Saturday's Nazi demonstration in St. Louis (described

by Kent as a kick-off for its "grand march"), the other recent

developments, formal acts of civil disobedience have been

suggested.
The group unanimously passed a non-violence resolution which

will be presented to the student senate with its plea for funding. The

resolution expressed the desire of the group to take part in a

peaceful demonstration.
The resolution said the group realizes it is illegal to cross state

borders with the iritent of inciting a riot and agreed not to "use

violence, or force, for any reason other than in the event of actual

attack and physical need for self-defense.
"

"Hopefully we can contain violence, hopefully we can deter

violence. I think that we gre guaranteeing as far as we can that this

will not be a violent demonstration," Kent said.

Concert-goers to be searched at Geils
By GAYLE YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The Union Program Council proposeis to

search those attending Wednesday's J. Geils

concert for cans, bottles and illegal smoking
matter in an effort to secure the Fine Arts

Center for future rock concerts.

Union Program Council Public Relations
Director Bob Humphreys said it is Geils'

reputation as a "rowdy" band that prompted
the proposed searching.

The Geils concert is the first hard rock
band to be hostad by the Fine Arts Center,

according to Humphreys. "Our use of the

hall for future concerts like this one is

contingent with what will happen here," he
said.

Patrons will be searched or frisked at the

door by members of the council. Humphreys
said he did not expect any trouble but police

will be present as well as the usual security

personnel.

The council is urging students to take their

time arriving at the concert since all seats are
reserved. The council also asks patrons to

have respect for the hall, to leave cans and
bottles outside, to not stand on the seats and

to not smoke in the hall. Smoking In the

lobby is allowed.

These are the normal rules for the Fine

Arts Center but Humphreys said the council

is re-emphasizing them for the Geils concert.

"If the people want to see this type of band

on campus they will have to behave," said

Humphreys.
The alternative to the Fine Arts Center had

been the Curry- Hicks Cage but the acoustics

were not suitable there. The council hopes to

have two other concerts at the Fine Arts

Center this spring: Tower of Power and
David Bremberg- Maria Muklaur.
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SGA president/a/ hopefuls'profiles
This is the third in a series of Collegian

candidate profiles The profiles, which have
run since Thursday and end tomorrow
appear in alphabetical color. All candidates
have been asked the same question.

Lawrence
Greene
By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

Howard Greene
Background - Age: 20 Major: Urban

planning Hometown: Needham, Ma. Past
experience: President of Patterson House,
Treasurer of Resources Judaica, former
president of Resources Judaica Class: 1979
School residence: Patterson House
Paul Lawrence
Background - Age: 22 Major: Economics

Hometown: Fairfax, Va. Past experience:
SGA senator Class: 1979 School residence:
Patterson House

'^ ^ \

How would you assess the bargaining
positions on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?
Lawrence: "The administration holds all the
cards and no matter who deals with them
you're going to get screwed. It's the same
thing with students, unless we can ef-
fectively organize, we're all gonna get ripped
off. They give us increases in tuition and
deny us more teachers while giving us more
students. What can we do? Nothing. They've
got you coming and going."

What do you feel is the best solution
to the upcoming concert in the spring?

Greene: "The best possible solution to the
upcoming spring concert is to try to get

Senate now is as one veTy large bodyThat is
*^'®"^ ^^°^ ^" across the nation that appeals

What are your impressions of the SGA
as it operates now?

Howie Greene: "The way that we view the

highly unaccountable and inept and inaf-

fective in dealing with student issues. We
basically feel that the Senate, if it was really

concerned with the students, then it would
try to reach out and attain much greater
student input. However, the way it is now we
see many senators in there representing only
their own personal views and biases. Take
the issue of student unionization, it was a big
issue last semester but the key to
unionization should be more effective
communication between the senators and
the student body.

Do you think students should have a
larger voice in decisions on campus?
And, if so, then how should this be
accomplished?

Paul Lawrence: ""Naturally, students should
have a say in decisions on campus. This

could be accomplished if, first of all, students
are aware and understand the issues on
campus. I think that, for students to be more
knowledgable, the senators should be more
accountable to the students. When this is

done then the students will have a better

voice.

to as many varied miisirai tastes as possible.
Granted, the talent that is being negotiated
with for the Black American Music Festival is

good talent that you really like to see. Like Al
Giraux and Bob Marley and the Whalers.
There is really no reason why a University of
twenty thousand cannot attract major
national talent. We've got plenty of money
and plenty of time to spend on it. But instead
we see the Student Senate working ineptly."

How do you feel the Student Senate
bus service should be funded?

Greene: The Student Senate bus service
should be funded fairly. All groups that rely

on the buses should help pay for the service.

How should the situation in Pierpont
be resolved?

Greene: "We look at Mr. Matlack's solution
as a stopgap, bandaid-type solution.
Granted, the students can be kicked out but
if the drugs that are supposedly in Pierpont
now are attempted to be alleviated, they will
not be. No chain of supply will be broken.
The administration is just admitting that they
are inept

"

Bob Melia
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Bob Melia Background — Age: 21 Major:

Social thought and political economy
Hometown: Newton Past positions: Former
senator. Economic Development Office
Class: Senior School Residence: SunHorlanH

What are your impressions of the SGA
as it operates now? *

My impression is that it's operating just as
it is designed to operate in that it is designed
to insure that students have no effective

influence on this campus. I'd rather see it

relegated to a caretaker function where most
of the policy decisions are taken out of its

hands, where it funds certain things that
have to be funded. The replacement (of the
SGA) is not something I have a blueprint for.

I would rather see ideas well up from below.
Do you think students should have a

larger voice in decisions on campus?
If you feel they should, how should

things be accomplished?
Like all other candidates, I agree. I think

the only way you can accomplish this is to
reverse or at least balance the decision-
making process. The SGA always reacts to

something the administration proposes.
They are rarely actively pressing claims to the
administration. It's only when issues go up
the ladder from all types of outside groups
that can press them at all different levels that

students can get any type of effective voice
in policy-making.

How would you assess the bargaining
position on each side of the faculty
administration bargaining sessions?

The administration has the upper hand.
The faculty union is still new and they are still

learning how to use it. The faculty is divided

(Arts and Sciences, Special Programs).

Correction
Student Government Co-presidential

candidate Bill Edelstein said he believes
there should be three concerts in the
spring instead of two as he was quoted
as saying in Friday's Collegian.

The concerts, according to Edelstein,
should be the proposed Black American
Music Festival, a concert for the general
will of the students, and a concert for the
oppressed minority o' "Bess-Arabians."

Edelstein said the Bess-Arabians>were
so oppressed that "nobody even knows
who they are.'

Those areas sometimes have different in-

terests.

What do you feel is the bast solution
to the upcoming spring concert?

The idea of a Black American Music
Festival is a good one. I think black art is rich
enought, diverse and varied enough to
represent most groups on campus. Had the
Senate opened up its procedure more it

could have been handled in a much more
satisfactory manner.

How do you think the student senate

bus service should be funded?
The administration has a rather sneaky

plan to shift more of the funding from staff

and faculty to students. We will be paying a
disproportionate percentage. I don't think
the SGA by itself is capable of getting it

changed. The best route would be the threat
of at least temporary disruption of the bus
service to hold the threat of angering enough
people so the administration will have to
think twice before it decides to screw us on
this issue. The disruption would be that
which disrupts students the least. The type
of funding I would like would specifically
allow administration and students to share
'the burden of the costs with students. They
are more able to bear an increase in services
than students.

How should the situation in Pierpont
be resolved?

I think the only way that it can be resolved
is for Matlack to withdraw his proposal. He
says Pierpont doesn't provide the good
atmosphere for academic growth. To put
them in that type of oppressive environment
and then to blame them for not having a
good environment is absurd. As for the drug
charge, to push drug traffic out of Pierpont
would only disseminate it to other dorms.

Israelis memorialized
The UMass Zionist Alliance will hold a

candlelight memorial Tuesday evening at
7:30 for the victims of Saturday's Palestinian
Liberation Organization attack.

Thirty-seven Israelis were killed in the Arab
terrorist attack in Tei Aviv; their memorial
service will be held in front of the Student
Union.

- ELIZABETH KENT

Dorms leaks 'worked on'
The leaks in the roof of a Southwest area

ckxmitory, which drip one half galton of

water daily into a fourth floor room, "are
being worked on." according to Richard
Lanr>on of dormitory maintenance in South-
west.

Matt Ruland, of James House 413, last

night said enough water leaks into the room
to "fill up a half gallon bucket per day."

James House Head of Residence Kevin

Fandel said water has leaked through the
ceiling of the fourth floor for three semesters.

Southwest Area Management Coordinator
John Findley said Ruland and his roommate
were offered alternative housing, but chose
to live with the leaks.

- MARY MATSON

O'Donnell withdraws
Student senator Patrick O'Donnell, citing

"new developnnents in my political status"
has withdrawn from the student government
presidential race and the senate election in
Brown House.

In his letter to the Governmental Affairs

committee last Thursday O'Donnell
a.':oiogized "for any troubles caused having
waited till today to decide, but it was beyond
nny control " O'Donnell would not elaborate
on his statement about "new developments
in my political status" when asked by
Governmental Affairs to explain this

statement. O'Donnell was unavailable for

comment this weekend.
O'Donnell's name first arose in UMass

politics when he formed the Non-Unionists
students' group last fall. He was appointed
as Brown House interim senator earlier this

semester when Senator Regina Hurley
resigned her seat. O'Donnell was seeking a
full term as Senator while also running for

president.

As presidential candidate. O'Donnell's
proposals included termination of the
Student Organizif>g Project and the Senate
Third World caucus.

- JON KLEIN

UMass profs honored
Two professors in the Food Sciences and

Nutrition Dept. are co-recipients of ttie

Distinguished Scientist of the Year Award
given by the Institute of Food Technok>gists
in New York.

Fergus M. Clydesdale and F.J. FrarKis.

both of whom are graduates of the
University of Toronto and UMass will share
the honor. The award consists of a plaque
and an honorarium.

SGA material turned in
No Student Judiciary Subpoena was

issued to former Senate Speaker Brian J.

DeLima on Thursday night since DeLima
voluntarily turned in materials sought by the
student government.

DeLima had printed a pamphlet with
student government money which depicted
an individual with a screw through him. The
same illustration appears on cam|>aign
posters for presidential candidates Shelly
Gordon and Hert>y Tyson. The Student
Senate Governmental Affairs Committaa
considered this unfair publicity, and im-
pounded the pamphlets until the elactk>n is

over.

DeLima turned in the pamphlets before the
subpoena was completely written.

- JON KLEIN

Pat Foti, Jucy Atterstrom and Cindy Barrett, gathered with the masses at Theta
Chi Friday morning to tip "a few" in honor of good Saint Patty. (Staff photo by
Dave Rodman)
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Mine authorities

clarify wori< order

-for union miners
\AP\ - Union safety committees made the

first moves toward reopening at least two of

the nation's struck coal mines yesterday as

union officers told hundreds of local

meetings that a Taft-Hartley order directs

the miners to go back to work.

Whether the order would be widely

obeyed — some locals were told to report on

the 12:01 a.m. shift today - and whether it

would restore much coal production, re-

mained uncertain.

The United Mine Workers officials were
legally required to urge their men back to

work, and ting after meeting they did.

But some predicted later that the order

would have little effect.

Even where locals were deciding to obey

the order, UMW members said they would

not cross picket lines if resisting miners set

them up.

The strike, which began Dec. 6, has cut

coal production in half.

Union safety committees began inspec-

ting two big mines in Kentucky and West
Virginia Sunday afternoon — the first step in

reopening.

One safety committee, from Local 6196,

went into the Keystone mine near Welch,

W.Va. "I had to order them back to work,"

said Wilbur Christian, local president.

Christian said he expected the safety unit

to finish by midnight — perhaps allowirig

production to resume on the 8 a.m. shift

Monday.
But John Crenshaw, a member of the

safety committee, said the men would not

cross a picket line if one was set up. When
the committee entered the mine at 3 p.m.,

there was no sign of trouble.

In western Kentucky, another safety com-
mittee checked a surface mine owned by the

River Queen Strip Mine Co. between Central

City and Greenville, according to David Hin-

ton, president of Local 1178.

At Monongahela, Pa., however, members
of Local 2244 said they were bitter that Presi-

dent Carter had invoked the Taft-Hartley Act
to obtain an order for an 80-day cooling off

period in the strike.

"I'm a damn good Democrat, but he's

made a Republican out of me," said Walter
Sgaggini.

Local UMW president Alvin Berkich told

about 300 strikers that the back-to-work
order took effect with the 12:01 a.m. shift

Monday.

"We're not going back," James Simboli

said after the meeting adjourned. "We've
been out more than 90 days now, and going
back would defeat the purpose of what
we've done."
The local union meetings were held to

pass along formal word of the court order

from union officials who were served with

copies of the order by U.S. marshals. Many
locals, including those not yet formally

notified, scheduled similar meetings today.

"I will comply with the law," said James
Taranto, president of 2,200-member Local

1269 in Bakerton, Pa., before his local

meeting started. "It'll be my job to read it

and their job to ignore it."

"I'm just going to read them the injunction

and advise them to go back to work. I've got
to under the law," said Robert Carter, presi-

dent of UMW District 30 in eastern Ken-
tucky. "From what membership I've talked

to, I don't think they'll go back to work."
Clyde Hoffman, president of UMW District

14 in Pittsburg, Kan., said, on the other

hend, that "We will take the actions

necessary to make sure the order is carried

out."

SGA prexy champion

needs one-third to win
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Bigger than bingo and better than

baseball, the Student Government
Association presidential campaign season is

underway with a cluttered field of 15 can-

didates vying for the presidency.

The large number of candidates in this

weeks election is important since one-third

of the vote is needed to win. With 10 dif-

ferent candidacies it may be difficult for

anyone to grab the one-third needed. If none

of the contestants reach this figure, the

election will go to an electoral convention.

The convention consists of residential area

the race. One of the most significant rules

regards campaign financing. Public financing

was begun in 1975. In past elections each
candidate has received $250 from a $1500
account set aside for campaign financing.

The $1500 is from the Student Activities Tax.

Candidates cannot use any personal funds if

they agree to accept student government
funds.

This year, each candidacy is getting $136
instead of $250. This is another way in which
the amount of candidates has affected the

election. The $1500 account could not be
spread among eleven candidates.

There are a variety of other rules for the

race. The statues sound serious ("Can-

News Analysis

governments and the Undergraduate
Student Senate. The senate and the area

governments each get 50 per cent of the

votes. Some student politicians are con-

cerned that the candidates who makes the

best deals or has the best ties to the Senate

will get the majority of the Senate vote and

become President.

The two top vote getters from the popular

election will be on the first ballot at the

convention. If no candidate receives a first

ballot majority, then any UMass student can

become student government president, the

nomination is open to everyone. The con-

vention continues until a nominee receives a

majority of the votes.

A multitude of other rules, ranging from

posters to post-election regulations, govern

didates shall in no way defame the

University, deface University property, nor

break any University regulations nor any
local state or national law") and the statures

sound silly ("No campaign material will be

postsd on any of the local vegetation). The
latter rule refers to trees and shrubs, not any
items found at Earthfoods or the Dining

Commons.
Yet candidates can be eliminated for

seemingly minor infractions. For example, if

a campaign manager ripped down an op-

ponent's poster, the manager's candidate

could be evicted from the contest. In the

end, on election days, Wednesday and
Thursday, the only rules that matter are that

all students can vote and it takes one-third to

win.

COSHOCTON, Ohio (UPI) - Rank and file United Mine Workers members give an
unposed thumbs-down as Joe Taylor, Local 1323 financial secretary, explains the
Taft-Hartley summons during a meeting yesterday. The 300 members of the local say
they are not going back to work without a contract.

State union members
stage rally for UMW
By BERNARD DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

DORCHESTER - More than 1,100

supporters of the striking coal miners

crowded into a union hall in Dorchester

yesterday to assert the solidarity of the

United Mine Workers and, more generally,

the Massachusetts union movement.
Union leaders also took the opportunity to

rail against the Taft-Hartley Act and the

coverage of the miners' strike by the national

press.

"By virtue of being union, we're united; by

virtue of being united, we're behind the

UMW" said William Cleary, president of the

Massachusetts AFL-CIO. Throughout the

afternoon rally, Cleary and other union of-

ficials sat under an orange sign that ran the

length of the stage declaring: "Salute to the

Miners!"
"I'd support the Mine Workers under any

condition," Cleary said.

Lois Balfour, president of Service Em-

ployees International Union Local 509, told

the crowd, "I don't think we've had the trade

union movement together like this for 35 or

40 years."

The rally is almost without precedent,

according to the UMass director of labor

relations research. Although it was common
for various unions to assemble between 1935

and 1947, they have done so rarely since,

Harvey L. Friedman said in a telephone in-

terview last night. He said yesterday's rally

reflects "a rare situation among the miners,"

and said it will help to strengthen the union

movement as a whole.

Lou Antal, president of Mine Workers
District 5 in Pennsylvania, said he is urging

miners back to work in compliance with the

Taft Hartley Act invoked by President Carter.

"But," he added, "we don't always do

everything we have to do because we like to

do it."

Antal echoed other speakers at the rally

saying that Taft-Hartley is a bad law because

it puts pressure on the miners and the union

and not on the coal operators. He urged the

audience to "wipe out " the Taft Hartley Act,
"

... you're young enough and can fight hard

enough to do it."

Concerning Taft-Hartley, Cleary said, "We
didn't like it in '47 and we don't like it today,"

but he quickly added, "Quite obviously, Taft-

Hartley is the law of the land."

Antal and another Mjna. Workers
representative - Mason Caudill, president of

Kentucky Local 1596 - said Carter should

have seized the mines. The main advantage
to the coal miners, Caudill said, is that seizure

means the federal government would be able

to "open the books" of the coal operators.

After listing what he said the miners would
have to give up under terms of the

Bituminous Coal Operators Association

contract proposal, Caudill said in turn, "I

know what they're giving us: They're giving

us the shaft - or trying to."

During a press conference Cleary angrily

denied that by supporting the miners, the

AFL-CIO was urging them to disobey the

Taft-Hartley. "In no ways, means, or manner
is this group encouraging the Mine Workers
to break the law," he said.

Antal accused the press of doing "a

terrible injustice to the coal miners and the

public" through its coverage of the strike,

which he said has left the public confused.

The press has "misconstrued and turned

things around," leaving the impression there

is a political war within the union, which is

not the case, according to Antal.

Balfour criticized the press and the

government for ignoring the troubled miners

before the strike became threatening. "You
never heard a word from the government or

the press," she said. "All of a sudden the

UMW strike was a bigger media event than

the Blizzard of '78."

About $4,000 was donated to a strikers'

support fund at the IBEW Hall, according to

David Martin, the Mine Workers
representative who moderated the rally,

Martin, from Illinois Local 989, spoke at

UMass and Hampshire College March 5.

Members of the Amherst-based miners

support committee of western Massa-

chusetts added $500 in donations, according

to committee member Barbara Byrd.

OHAG office nominations reopened
By KAREN PARMENTER
Collegian Staff

Despite possible legal difficulties,

nominations have been rec- jened for the four

Orchard Hill Area Government Officers.

Prior to last night's OHAG meeting only

two persons had filed nomination papers for

president, one for secretary, with no one

running for treasurer or vice president.

Vice-President David Schillier asked that

' the election dates be chanoed from the. last

week in March to April 5 and 6, and the
nominations be reopened.

Former Co-chairman of the Student
Governmental Affairs Committee Jay Flynn
told the OHAG representatives that if

nominations were reopened a candidate who
had originally submitted papers and lost to

someone who had filed papers after the

reopening could sue the area government.
Schellier said he wished to reopen the

nominations in order to give more people an
opportunity to become involved in OHAG
. An .additional $100 was .voted .for. tha

Orchard Hill-Central Spring Concert budget.

Andy Davidson, Orchard Hill's concert

representative, told the members the budget

currently allowed $1700 for bands. Davidson

said $1000 was slated for a headliner band,

with the remaining funds to pay for two or

three lesser known bands.

Representatives voted to donate $50 to the

UMass Men's Conference, at the request of

Leo Murphy, a member of the Conference

Committee. Murphy also said the Orchard

Hill Men's Center will hold a coffee house on

Thufsday.fr©Hrv&.««U <>.«>. - , , .--

Musician Oscar Peterson, whose
concert last night was postponed
because of a delayed flight from

Australia, will perform tonight in the

Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m. Last night's

tickets will be honored, and refunds

may be made at the box office within

the next two weeks.
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Reformed

Alcoholics

speak out
By MARCfA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

In a workshop on "Women and Alcohol"
offered by Leslie Simic Friday afternoon in

the Campus Center, several women spoke
about their personal experiences with alcohol
and the need for female alcoholics to support
each others' attempts to cope with
alcoholism.

"I got desperate wanting to talk to other
women," said a woman named Carolyn. "I

need other women for my sobriety. I can't do
It alone."

Carolyn is a mother of four who drank for

25 years before going to a rehabilitation

hospital. She is now a psychology major at a

New Hampshire college, and works with
women alcoholics.

Simic referred to alcoholism as a "mental,
physical and spiritual disease ' Both she and
Carolyn said they feel women alcoholics face
some unique problems.

"Female alcoholics aren't as visible as
male alcoholics," said Simic "Where men
can joke and put up fronts about their

drinking, women alcoholics are thought of as
'disgusting' and often become 'closet

cases'
. '

'

She added, "Women alcoholics are taught
to be quiet, but they really need to yell and
scream in order to grow."

"Alcoholism is a male-oriented disease,"

said Carolyn, but there are so many of us in

dorm rooms, closets and barrooms."
Simic advised alcoholics to accept their

alcoholism and look to organizations for

help

She said the amount of alcohol a person

drinks, the person s drinking pattern and
reasons for drinking can all be of use in

recognizing alcoholism

Another woman who drank heavily for 18

years but has nor had a dr>nk in eighteen

months spoke of the stigma of alcoholism.

Once you take the alcohol out of your body,

you still have the ism "

Simic urged people to take advantage, of

the many resources available for alcoholics

both on and off the UMass campus.

\

As a final tribute to International Women's Week at UMass, the vocal roup "Sweet Honey In The Rock" performed in the Fine
rts Center Concert Hall Saturday night. Group members Patricia Johnson, Yasmee Williams, Evelyn Harris and Bernice
eagon raise the crowd of 1200 to their feet with their strong, sweet harmonies. (Staff photo by Pamela Lindmark)

Women discuss case of alleged murderer
By PATRICIA KEEFE
Collegian Staff

The case of Ella Ellison, convicted of

murder in 1974 for her alleged part in the

1973 holdup of the Suffolk Loan Company in

Boston, was discussed Friday in a Women's
Week workshop.

Mary Fusoni, a representative of the Ella

Ellison Support Committee, said, "Ella Ellison

was convicted on the strength of testimony

from two others involved in the case, An-
thony Irving and Nathaniel Williams. Their

testimony came as a result of a plea

bargaining in which they implicated a 'young
liqht skinned girl' as the wheel-man'."

According to Fusoni, Ellison is a dark-

skinned woman and looked her 28 years."

A third man, Terrell Walker, who was
convicted with Ellison, received four life

sentences for four counts of armed robbery.
He never implicated Ellison, said Fusoni.

"Previous to plea bargaining, the two men
gave statements saying that only the three
were uwolved," she added It was under the
pressure of plea bargaining that they im-

ulicatea Ellison They knew she had left

Celebrate ^
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Massachusetts and that the police would be
unable to trace her.

In November 1976, Williams and Irving

recanted their previous testimony implicating
Ellison, explaining "wheel-man". Having

gone through several appeals and lawyers,
"Ellison remains buoyant and harbors no
anger against Williams and Irving. The
committee is expecting a favorable decision
from the State Supreme Court in three to six

months," said Fusoni.

Women's plight ogical

By DEBORAH BROIDE
Collegian Staff

Representatives from Northampton State
Hospital and Family Planning Services told

50 people at a workshop on "Women and
Mental Health" Friday that "women are
deemed crazy by social and political

definitions instead of psychiatric.
'

Spokesperson Michele Reiter said that "if

a woman is not passive, dependent, inferior
and frigid, society does not consider he'
normal"

"Women are institutionalized for disorders
that the male medical establishment created.

The male medical establishment not only
create the disorders of women, but they cure
them by involuntary means such as
hospitalization, electro-shock and
psychosurgery,"' she said.

Spokesperson Sebern Fisher said that
"once a woman is deemed crazy she can act
out all the aggressions she has felt for
years." She added that due to the cultural
oppression of women, "we should all be in a
rage '

"'Women must learn to unlearn their
helplesness and be powerful, strong and
assertive m order to maintain their mental
health " said Reiter.
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DO THIS
OR DIE

lb Ihl^. somf sort of |oke?
Weil not re.illv

Wr rtrif not tryiny to tnll you th.it you as an individual will actually

However, you may die iis a roprijsentative of the student body
And rliat in turn will lead to the death of student democracy.
A democracy that we've buill up over decades so that we could

Ikivc j voice in university dffairs

What should you do'
P<iriii;i()Hte in the upi nming elections for SGA president, the

Bodtd of Governors, Student Senators, and the referendum to in

crease the SATF tjy $2 00
Check the Colleyiiin (oi what the candidates' thoughts and

vii'ws .m; on itir issutis, hiuI most iinportdntly, vote
Till' I'll ( tuiMs ,irc M.trcti 15th .lod 16(h diul tht; pollintj places are:

Soufhwesf, from Crampton north- Hampshire Dining Commons
South we sf from Mocklmmie south -Berkshire Dining Commons
No rtheost-Wo re ester Dining Commons
Sylvan - McNamara Dormitory
Central -Franklin Dining Commons
Orchard Hill-Dickinson Dormitory
Commuters -Capo Cod Lounge, Student Union
Greeks Beta Kappa Ptii,Frat/Sor Park
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Cincmnati Symphony Orchestra

made beautiful music in Arts Center

The Arthritis Day Radiothon
sponsored this auction as well as

many other events, like dancing,

magic, and autograph signing by the

New England Patriots. (Staff photo
by Geoffrey Cohler)

By BENNETT COLEMAN
and DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra was well-received Friday
night, as they performed a program of romantic and neo-romantic
music in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Under the direction of Swedish conductor Sixten Ehrling, the

orchestra provided its audience with a sampling of two Twentieth
Century Russian works in the first half of the program.

Dmitri Shostakovich's Festive Overture (opus 96), the opening
work of the program, was a colorful mixture of brass fanfares and
Russian folk melodies carried by the woodwinds and strings. Un-

Music Review

fortunately, somewhat sloppy trumpet playing detracted from the

overall brilliance of this festival prelude.

The next piece on the program, a Violin Concerto in D Minor by

Aram Khachaturian, featured Mark Piskunov as guest soloist. The

19-year-old Russian emigre, now a scholarship student at the

Juilliard School of Music, played with great accuracy and sensitivity.

Employing one of the Juilliard's better instruments, an old Italian

violin made by Joseph Guarnerius, Piskunov developed a beautiful

rich dark tone, though not quite vibrant enough to overcome the

vastness of the hall.

Originally conceived as a flashy showpiece, the concerto exploits

both the lyric and technical capacities of the violin.

Both the Shostakovich and the Khachaturian are easily likable

works that reflect the spirit of the folk dances of the Russian people.

The end of the first half of the program was greeted by mild ap-

plause.

The orchestra opened the second half of the program with An-
tonin Dvorak's Seventh Symphony in D Minor. A more substantial,

but at the same time easily accessible work, the Dvorak featured a

strong viola section and well executed horn solos.

In comparison with the lighter first half, the more profound
Dvorak was well liked and even received a modest standing ovation.

This prompted Cincinnati's new music director to call for an encore,

the Ruslan and Ludmilla Overture by Glinka.

While certainly not a rival to the great symphony orchestras of the

Midwest (i.e. Ci^^veland and Chicago), Cincinnati put together a

pleasurable and, in the case of the Dvorak, moving performance.

Ehrling took over the podium at Cincinnati only three months ago
upon the death of Thomas Schippers. As he adjusts to the orchestra
and the orchestra adjusts to Ehrling, the Cincinnati Symphony may
soon become one of the better orchestras in the country.

produced
By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

Sticks and Bones, David

comedy, is about a blind

veteran who returns home
American only to find that

Rabes tragi-

Vietnam war
to T.V. land

he no longer

belongs. Staged as a thesis project at

Amherst College's Kirby Theater last

weekend, it was a successful production of a

haunting play.

Rabe, with his meat-cleaver mind, gives us

the typical American family of Ozzie, Harriet,

and Ricky, whose concerns, respectively, are

proving his masculinity or trying to do so in

any way possible, getting fudge and milk for

Rick, and looking good while playing the

guitar and picking up "not so nice girls." The
military trucks that bring the fourth member
of the family, Dave, home from the war bring

a demon who no longer fits, who hates

himself and hates his family for the mess
they made him.

When Zung, the spirit of the Vietnamese

girl, he slept with but couldn't love, haunts

hirri, he realizes the political and sexual

double standard he has grown up with is evil

and destructive. The play is so satirical it

becomes hateful at times, and one must ask

if Ozzie and Harriet are really straw people

set up for the easy effect. But it is a

dramatically satisfying play, and it works

because so many of our self conceptions,

mirrored in our television families, are in-

flated, full of impotence, and purposely

ignorant of their effects.

There was some fine acting in this student

production. Ozzie, played by G. Denis

Markell, was timid and mouselike, with his

whisk broom mustache and beady eyes

making him perfect for the role. He walked

on stage with a hunched stature, and never

slipped out of character, alternating between

impotence and his inability to convince

others of his manhood. He manages the

crack-up scenes, as well as the final

catharsis, with grace, alternately getting lost

in his armchair and pathetically, gleefully
VVIICII <.UIiy, IIIC 3^1111 yjt n ic V Hill mil i»ic»%< III iiiwj miiiiv^hui. «..« f ,. t.

watching and cheering the murder of David.

Harriet, too, was very good. The

character's air brained singular desire to feed

the family and then go grocery shopping was
well played by Lindy Jones, who also looked

her part. She also realized that what under-

lies her role is the overwhelming desire for a

facade of love and harmony in her house-

hold, and because of this she is the real

target of David's intended destruction. She

never overstepped the bounds set up by her

part in the family, intelligently avoiding

extremes of caricature when they could have

easily surfaced.

Ricky, played by Larry Geller, lacked

somewhat when it came to realizing his role

as the symbol of success product of the

contradictions lived by Ozzie and Harriet, but

he did well to play up his good looks and

saccharine voice effectively.

And David, played by Anthony Peck,

made the show. Playing a blind person is not

at all easy, and at times he did seem to have

eyes, but overall the acting at this level was

superb. His sense of alienation, caused by his

encounters with what America really stands

for, as evidenced by the slaughter of men,
women, and children in Vietnam, was
brought in Peck's every movement gesture

and word; even his speech was so stilted at

times it seemed as if he were used to

speaking another alien, language.

The three minor characters in the play

lacked shine. Father Donald, played by David

Kalodner, was absent from the stage enough

that he did not make the production too

much with his forced gesturing and

elocution. The Sergeant who brings the blind

David home in his military truck played by

Drew Pinsky was only on stage for a minute

but missed, in his short space of time, to

convey an image of impersonal military

bureaucrat as much as he could have. Zung,

played by Kathie Min, was a good spirit, but

some of her movements seemed overly slow,

as if she hadn't quite decided what a spirit

should do on stage.
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CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER

SUMMER CHARTERS
M3WEEKS

LONDON from $269
GENEVA from $339

from $359
from $369
from $339
from $469

ROME
VIENNA
ZURICH
CAIRO

DUSSELDORF
FRANKFURT
MUNICH
AMSTERDAM
BRUSSELS
POLAND

GREECE from $339

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTER
CONCOIIRSELEVEL CAMPl^ S CENTER

s
t
t

from $339 ^
from $319 ^
from $359 ^
from $319 4f

from $289 IT
from $425 *

$****************************

3 DAY SALE!
Canon

with

50mm f 18 lens

^*.^^THURS ,FRI.,SAT
MARCH 16.17.18

QUANTITIES
LIMITED

269'|95
case add Mb"^

a special 3 day sale fedtunnq Ihe AE 1 c.inirr.i at .i

price we challenge you to match if /ou ve been ihmkmc

ahout buying a camera this spring wr encoura
,

'

lake advantage of this great buy' Slop m ,\\ i-ii-

to' a demonstration

tripod CAMERA
SHOPS

.Vi?*5.Vj3t

2 <9 Main St Northampton. Ma 01060 584 6040
98 No PiaaaantSt Amharat Ma 1002 753 3039

TUESDAYS ARE

HIGHT
at

WOLFIES PIZZA
buy 1

get 1 FREE
on any large pizza or sub.

(Deliveries and takeout orders not included)

Special from 5 - 10 p.m!

173Sunset Ave.

Located next to Southwest

549 559^
or

549 5593
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iMih it^ coupon and I

CMcken
ofthe Sea

Solid White

Tuna

Stop&Shop

French
Fries

Regular or Crinkle

Cut-9 ounce pkg.

Sun
dory

Regular or Diet ^j
Asst Ravors ^\
28oz. ^^C^^
Non- — ^ '^'

return

lx>ttle

Stock up now with our

final week of Dollar

Specials!

9
wfG^^^^wn^ZWMi^^xM-M'^ /.

._ ..,. „._.^. - . - 290:^!

S£2;SUsfi^
ona\ St. Pa\S'.^ l^ilniv^^Jl^

and save on these :c\a\si

seafood ^i- le^. - .
. ••' • - -

Fresh Cod
Fillets -^"^f®
Dressed Smelts "^V^' 89

Cooked Shnmp'^'*'.^^^' '
1 39

Haddock Fillets n?*7*'.-"'^ '1 39

Flounder Fillets ''%}>^f^:r' '^ 39

Cooked Fish Cakes ^S:?" 8ff

Fresh Saltwater
Miissels39^

Stop& Shop's "Great Beef" USDA Choice

Sirloin Steak
Loiiil£fn^^49

lb
^^

Please all the steak lovers

in your familv vsntti this

nalij'aliy te*ider luic.

cut of Great Beef

S$|Com WholeKernel
Cut Green Beans - 4 , M Green Beans ^^s:^^ 3 l^*A

Del MontePeas 3-1
Cut Green Beans . .

3*1 Bartlett Pears ^.kT 2 '« M

gg&tTomatoPuree 2-jL
Fruit Cocktail De\ Monte 2*1 Applesauce stop & shop 2 'S'/

1

DelMonteBeans S-1
Cut Green or French Style

Del Monte Sweet Peas 5 ,V^ Cream StyleCom

Del Monte ^^;^J

comer deli shop our tun service

detis tof tasty meats and entrees'

OMckcnRoll
^aver\,?ssry?
Beef Franks Hn^>«Kn»cwca>r^T' t 39
Port Wine Cheese wispnde T ' 1 79
Gouda Cheese onr^- T'199

\

Beef Top Round Steak ^1 .89.

Beef Top Round Steak 1st Cuts *1.99.

Boneless BladeSteak Beef Chuck*1 .89.

20%*Lean Ground Beef

Pe3Ch6S Sliced Yellow Cling

Fruit Cocktail • 4" »;*1 Royal Gelatins V

DclMOtlte Grapefruit Drink 2^^A
6.-r'1

Grapefruit Drink

Fruit Cocktail '^'^>^*^< 2 I'M Sandwich Bags xS
oiopiSfiQp tH

count pkg I

l^lS^JSUSfilldU or Elbow Macaroni i^t^U^

Tomato Sauce '*'* sh.*^ 4 >- «' 1 Mushrooms i^^s^l^IS!?' 2 c^^M

S$<TomatoPaste S-1
•Containing nol rnce $4 OQ

S$|Roast BeeS
Our Best Quality Si

Of Glazed Ham ^
Potato Salad »^°^J'<^j.y^ °%55'

Stop&Shop Tuna Salad TM 89
Stop & Shop Meat Balls ri' ' i 39
Sahara Wheat Bread >!1;:^:^, SSf

SmokedPork
Shoulder-^.^AQ'

Makes a delicious boiled dinner '<i"^-i ^S^^^^^^i:

Smoked PorkShoulder Roll
AmKKjr Star %

1.49..

\ Sahai
MXte IT oiofe l»aliinng ServicP del'

our kitchen F^es^ quality tooas

Potato Salad
Stop&Shop ;,

Reg. or Oil & Vingear

Chocolate Pudding '^'^^/:' '129

Macaroni & Cheese ??Ei^-'t;rJ 79
. Beef with Gravy cXV'^- '2 09
N^hicken Pies ^•, '^ ^^'^f^ ' 1 59

lV:

Here's all the fixings for a delicious St Patrick's

Day dinner, on sale all this week at Stop & Shop'

toaiedBeeS
irisketfidi
Duntrvfine _ ^^B^^^ ^^^^^'

' /nir M.Ksr^r-nHi-iiws K' cxi'^"*" t-.i'>.w)»'

Swiss Miss Hot Cocoa Mix M Baking Soda 3;i^ '1

1 p(y roll ^K ^
Solid Air Freshener v.t; 3r*'1

BatlirootnTissue
Palmolive Detergent l.,*. M

Friskies
Nalurat Monev*vkl<> jr Suearmrit

Dinners For Dogs
All Varieties

51b Bag Dog Food Stops shop'1 Friskies Cat Food 5'c^'l

NineLives All
Cat Food Varieties

4607

frozen foods Our tree/ers are full ot values for every meal!

S^wansonJMeat HCaLIceC^e^
Pies S'u^^'eT « *1 Sun Glory8•^^» cxBee. ,^n..sA Assorted Ravors

^^
Clam Platter Taste osea'^cir^SQ'' Grapefruit Juice cSS"3

Haddock Fillets 6^^°.^^ 1.79 Orange Juice "^^^^ 99'
^ag*

Counlrytme

'T ^ '0'frozen meat g>

Lovitfs Shaved
]99C^^alff OnePound %9^V€U^ Package

.Cool<ed Sausages j.. 8Cr

Corned Beef Brisket ..u ! 1 .29
Mosey's Corned Beef Round *1 .39^

Nepco Corned Beef Brisket '1 .1 9»^

Corned Beef Brisket ^"fa^!!r;r *1.69
Whole Corned Beef Brisket

Switts Premium

stoossiKjo QQ
•> "jit", .<7<7i

self-service deli stocked wirr

all your tavorite txands'

Weaver Chicken
HotDogs 89'
on« pound pkg ^t^^^
stops Shop Liverwurst 9.;,7« '99
Cold Cuts ':';!^^r<»r',,;:;' 1 09
Thick Sliced Bacon^." .'^:i^' '2 09
Beef Hot Dogs 'V.r '109

/^^Riiitol tlieLoom
T H^lJnderwear Sale!

»2'» S'^99

Good and fresh for yoLir boiled dinner^

Mackerel Fillets ^l'^.%^, 89

Salad Stvimp

Glazed Donuts ^.'SX* 79*

lira 99 Cheese Pizza '\'S;?r 99f

Fresh Carrots

Eggplant Parmegian v '« :*, 89^ Celeste Cheese Pizza 'S^SM .59

Veal Parmegian ^''lUT '189 Choc-Lit Covers ,5^',%*J^ '1.09

dairy shop our huge variety of fresh dairy foods'

CXjdrtei Poorx) SlKds ^^F ' ^ ^^ '^-- ^- r.». ^^ ^^^

Stop & Shop Biscuits 8.* ^^

'

' 1

Cream Cheese .*... 2:^f,'1

CaMomia Large Curd
Tanqy Of Low Fal.

Bordens Shakes Frosted 3'can?

'

As-, ."» I
f JVLJ^,

Sour Cream sioc* sh«, 3.

V vV -.rii Jumbo
Iceberg

Fresh Cabbage

tuce

Jaffa

Oranges

ImDorfea O for 57*7

Calif.

bakery save on delicious baked goods from our ovens!

English MufBns ][S Buttercrest

1 Bread -*!
Slops Shop ^"^ ^^

s.ocis^oc^k.eo QOf Lemon Pie stop&Shop *'i'79f

Stop&Shop J^ „„, ^
,C ReguW or Splita^ o-e «» siop« Shop

Boys Briefs

s.«««a to 12 '« •

,

Boys Tee Shirts

Sl»% « 8 '0 '^ '< 'S p.-)

Mens Briefs »3*$289

Mens Tee Shins '4«$329

Men s Boxer Shorts '5'" $399

Fresh ^ it,s

Green ^P ^
Green Carnations 49'eacr,

Articliolees

Coffee Cake c.'is,'~»' r< „ pkg

''ea Big Daisy Bread '1 Marble Bar Cake ^'{Si^ 79

Fresh California

Large Size

Fresh Rfiubarb

health & beauty aids ah yair tavonte brands .3t worthwhile savings'

^.^gr SecretRoUOn
Deoderant 1 soz bti. ^^^V
Reg.or Unscented^P^P

^ :"! listerine „^ 5* Mouthwash!»
32oz. Reg., p<us 4oz Free!^

_ _> ECKOLTEHNA
*^ STAINLESS TABLEWARE

\] Teaspoon
Funk & Wagnall's

VJ-

this <ve«k booti «3 Winstow Homer
«.ih .1 V. 'OCid (J " h.lSf

'^
«9|

( ilm f'rocesbinq Sp<*'.',)i'

Briftg^inyour (ilnt

^^^j andiMckupyour

Free dozen Stop & Shop Large eggs
with each roll of color print film brought in for

processing This week only Mar 1 3-1 8 -i'"-"

HADLEY-AMHERST Route9at the Hadley Amherst Une.8a.m.-10p.m.,Mon.-Sat. We redeem your Fedecal Food Stamps.
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WHY PERPETUATE THE PRESENTSYSTEM

BY VOTING FOR THE PROVEN INEPT???

••* VOTE •**

LAWRENCE/GREENE
I

Presidential candidates

given campaign funds

Phi Mu Delta

Invifes all University Men toan

Open Rush, Tues., March 14 at 8:30p.m.

FREE PIZZA AND BEER
forinfo orrides call545-2163, 253-9034

Located atFrat-SorPark

onOrchardHill bus route
' I

1
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By ROBERT FALETRA
Collegian Staff

Student government presidential can-

didacies this year are each allocated $136.36

in campaign funds, according to Govern-

mental Affairs Committee Co-chairperson

Marcy Levington.

The candidates are together allocated

$1500, which comes from the student ac-

tivities fee. The money is the only money
permitted for use by the candidates for

campaign purposes. The following is an
account of how the money is being spent,

according to Levington.

Candidate Russell Swan has spent money
on 1,000 posters, 30 tee shirts and a number
of rubber ducks.

The David Barenborg— Susan Bir-

mingham candidacy has spent money on
paint, one bedsheet, poster paper, masking
tape, stencils and 2,000 posters.

Candidate Donald Bishop has used

allocations for mimeograph paper, stencils,

blue and green paper, leaflets, xeroxing and
2,000 flyers and posters.

The Steve Brickman — Mark VaFiades
candidacy has spent money on a Collegian

advertisement, masking tape and printing.

Candidate Robert Melia has used his

allotted money for tape and chart pack
letters.

The Howard Greene— Paul Lawrence
candidacy has spent money on three

Collegian classified advertisements, one
Boston Globe advertisement, a Collegian-

news page advertisement and flyer printing.

The Shelly Gordon— Herb Tyson can-

didacy has used allocated money on chart

packs, masking tape, paper and flyers.

The Bill Edelstein— Brad Goverman
candidacy has spent money on xeroxing.

Candidate Steve Ross has used allocations

for sheets, spray paint, tape, stencils, posters

and paper.

Candidate Jay Flynn has spent money on
Collegian advertisements.

French edge to Reds
»#*#»»***»*»»******»**##*»**»»»»*»*******************»»*************«o*******^

PARIS [AP] - A Socialist-Communist
alliance challenging 20 years of Gaullist rule

ATTENTION:
COLLEGIAN

STAFF
MEMBERS

A
V.

There is a mandatory
meeting for all Collegian

staffers tonight at 7:30 in

room 168 of the Campus
Center. Anyone involved

with writing, photography,
production or business
aspects of the paper should
attend.

was winning a slim popular majority

yesterday in the first round of French
legislative elections, computer projections

showed.
The combined left was given just over 50

per cent of the vote, short of pre-electoral

opinion poll predictions that ranged as high

as 56 per cent. The ruling center-right

coalition was projected to be winning 45-46

per cent.

The rest was scattered among minority

groups whose votes could prove decisive in

the second, run-off round of elections next

Sunday.
Analysts said the leftist bloc — the

Socialists, Communists and the small Leftist

Radical Party — would need solid support
from minority parties, such as ecologists and
extreme leftists, to turn a narrow popular

victory in the first round into a parliamentary

majority in the second.

The preliminary projections, based on
results from key voting districts, were made
for France's government-owned television

stations.

As predicted, the turnout at the polls were
massive. The Interior Ministry said 36 per

cent of the 34.4 million registered voters had
cast their ballots by noon, sharply up from
the pace in the last national legislative

elections in 1973. At least 80 per cent were
expected to vote bv dav's end.
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Susan Riley of Petershann, Mass.

plays her fiddle in fror>t of the College

Drugstore in Amherst Center. She

works for fun as well as for pay

because the donations she receives

for playing are her source of income.

(Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)
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from ourperspective

SGA candidates— none of the above
The elections for Student

Government Association President
will be held this Wednesday and
Thursday, March 15 and 16. If past

elections are any indication, most
of you will not vote. This is a
mistake. There are too many
things wrong with the SGA system
to be apathetic and not raise your
voice and say so.

To cite a few examples: the

student organizing project has
been in existence for four years,

spent a quarter of a million dollars,

and has accomplished nothing; the

Student Senate is so inefficient and
mismanaged that three or four

people control the votes of a
majority, making sure that their

own interests are served, not the

student interest; the presidents of

the SGA sooner or later become
patsies of the trustees and ad-

ministration or simply keep their

mouths shut about the way student
interests are ignored. In short, the

whole SGA system is

unrepresentative, and most times
misrepresentative, because the
people in it are more concerned
with personal advancement and
their vested interests.

Not voting not only allows these

people to continue with their

unethical system of patronage, but

it also allows them to justify their

actions by saying that the majority
of students at UAAass are apathetic,

and therefore we who care should
run everything.

But, you might ask, why should
anyone vote then voting will only

perpetuate a rotten system. Indeed
why vote when the people on the

ballot are senate cronies, naive, or

running to point up the farce that

SGA has become. There is an

alternative. On this year's ballot

there is a place for you to vote none
of the above.
Checking none of the above

would, in effect, be a vote of no
confidence. It is different from not
voting at all in that it registers a
sentiment, which not voting cannot
do. Voting none of the above will

show the people who run the vast
bureaucracy on the fourth floor of

the Student Union Building that you
want a change. It should not be
thought, however, that voting in

this way will cause immediate
change. It is very likely that the
Student Senate will gather in some
psuedo-constitutional group and
elect one of their cronies.

The effect that voting none of the
above will have is long range. It

will be a big step in the un-
dermining of a system that is bad,
and will foster the development of a

student government that starts

the student level up, instead of th

other way around. It will be a fir

step in a long process of chang
but it is becoming rapidly apparer
that this change is needed an

should start as soon as possible

Not voting will accompli;
nothing, and allow a self interest(

group of prople to continue a

complishing nothing. Voting r

confidence, none of the above, w
be the first step towards creating

system that is concerned with tl

interests of students and will

willing to work for them, instead

paying lip service and wast
student money for it.

All unsigned editorials are
opinion of a majority of

Collegian Board of Editors.
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'None of the above' box clarified
existence is uncertain from moment to

moment, such dogmatic adherence to,

and pre-occupation with socio-political

ideologies appears all the more
ludicrous.

Bruce A. Sesnovich

To the Editor.

It is the opinion of the Governmental
Affairs sub-Committee on elections that

a clarification of our reasons for putting

"none of the above" on the ballot is in

order. In the past, there was no alter-

native for students dissatisfied with the

candidacies for SGA. President to

express their displeasure. Placing "none
of the above" on the ballot provides the

opportunity to do this.

However, as with any strong medicine,

there can be serious side -effects. If no
Presidential candidates receives one third

of the votes cast then the election will be
decided by an electoral college. This will

eliminate the decision by popular vote

and place it in the hands of the Student
Senate and the Area Governments. To
emphasize the meaning of this, John

Quincy Adams was rejected by the

majority of the voters, but was then

elected President of the United States by
the Electoral College.

Clearly this is not the most open and
democratic process. The participants in

such a process could be open to

wheeling and dealing and who knows
what other undesirable methods.

There is no doubt in our minds that the

student body should decide which of the

candidates for the office is most qualified

to serve the students. We urge all

students to vote for the candidate of your
choice on March 15 and 16.

David M. Leery
Mercy C. Levington

Co-Chairpersons
Governmental Affairs Committee

Call to honor picket line

Racism, sexism taken too seriously

To the Editor

Every social institution or organization

has a set of rules which permeate and
define it. Everyone attending this

university is well aware that the first 2
commandments here are: 1] Thou shalt

glorify the weekend, and 2] Thou shalt

drink and smoke to excess and play loud
music.

Only slightly less salient, and much
more constructive than these are the 3rd

and 4th commandments of this in-

stitution: 3] Thou shalt not be racist, and
4\ Thou shalt not be sexist.

Undoubtedly, these two doctrines are

of the utmost importance and noticibly

lacking in the ideologies of many in the

university community. It is not these

commandments I wish to attack, but

rather, the fanatical and stolid devotion

to them on the part of many individuals.

I use the word "commandments"
deliberately, because many people
uphold these ideas with religious in-

tensity, and any attempt to find humor in

them leads to quick, severe
chastisement. Just as a child is chastised

for making a Joke in church. Incredibly,

the attitudes of some people regarding

these issues are really that extremist.

This extremist attitude is exemplified

by the furor raised over Rob Ranney's

comic strips dealing with the

ternational Women's Week.

In-

If these strips were blatantly sexist. I

could understand people reacting with

strong expressions of displeasure. But

these strips were not sexist; they did NOT
put down women, nor did they attack the

values of the liberation movement which

we are hoping society at large will adopt.

As a cartoonist. Ranney's Job is to poke
fun at different aspects of our lives, of

which th0 IWW is certainly a part. And
this is what he did. in an innocuous and
good-natured manner. The people who
are editorializing that Ranney's strips are:

"malicious in nature", "carelessly written

trash", and "completely lacking in

humor", are probably suffering from a

mild form of paranoia, and are certainly

suffering from a lack of the ability to not

take t/lffpfelves too seriously. They are

missing the whole point of why the

comics page exists.

I am not intending to undermine the
importance of the struggles of the op
pressed for freedom, but I refuse to take
ANYTHING, even my own life, as
seriously as some people take these anti

racism and anti-sexism doctrines.

Someone once said that a good sense of

humor can save your life Indeed, taken in

the context of a world whose very

To the Editor.

At 10 p.m. on March 1, the waitress

and cooks at Packard's Bar and
Restaurant, 14 Masonic Street, Nor-
thampton [formerly Cousin William's]

walked out on strike. They were Joined by
more than seventy'customers in the bar
at the time. Since then, the picket line

has been maintained for over twelve
hours a day, with the help of other

workers, students, and community
residents.

The union members, who are
represented by Local No. 1 16 of the Hotel
and Restaurant Employees and Bar-

tenders Union, voted to strike when the

owners refused to negotiate a contract

with them. The workers have organized
to resist unfair management practices

and degrading working conditions, in-

cluding the arbitrary imposition of work
rules, the firing of workers without
warning, and the sexual harassment of

female employees on the Job.

Realizing the potential threat, other

Northampton restaurant owners have
crossed the picket line to aid Packard's

management's union busting effort.

Management has attempted to break the

strike by, for example, offering 25 cent

drafts and free taxi rides from UMass, for

anyone who will cross the picket line.

Some UMass students have taken up his

offer.

We appeal to the students of this

campus not to cross the picket line. The

strikers' demands are legitimate, and they

will need large scale support from

students and others to win their strike.

We can assist them by refusing to

patronize Packards and by calling the

owners at 584-5957 or 584-5850 and
expressing our sympathy with the

workers. We can walk the picket line

ourselves. [Help is particularly needed on

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, from 4

p.m. to 1 a.m.] And we can donate

money and-or food to the strikers, who
will be without pay for the duration of the

strike.

The film "Union Maids" will be shown
on Tuesday night, March 14, at 7 p.m.

and 9 p.m. in Draper Hall No. 122. A
worker from Packards will be present to

talk about the strike, and to solicit our

support.

Again, we urge UMass students to

support the strikers in their fight for

decent working conditions and fair

treatment.

Barbara Byrd, On behalf

of the Labor Center
Student Caucus

Francis E. Tanning, On
behalf of the Mineworkers
Strike Support Committee

Christine Dendor, On behalf

of the J. P. Stevens
Boycott Committee

Mens workshop on sexual violence

To the Editor
The Men 's Centers at the University of

Massachusetts have announced their

availability to conduct workshops on rape

for groups of men in dormitories or local

communities. A number of men have

been training themselves since

November to use the film, "Rape
Culture" as an educational tool in

working with men on the issue of sexual

violence.

Designed for men only, this workshop
exposes some of the myths about rape

which are absorbed in the male
socialization process, and which tend to

be perpetuated by the media. The Men's
Centers believe that an understanding of

rape as the ultimate form of sexism can

lead to critical thinking about the male
role and improved relationships between
the sexes.

To schedule this workshop, or other

Men's Center programs, call the South-

west Men's Center [545-0263], open 12-5

weekdays. Women 's groups who wish to

use this film should contact one of the

women's centers to arrange for a loan.

Frenk Dorman
Southwest Men's Center

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They

must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.

Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone

number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, co o the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to spacn

limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day

preceding that date.
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What's In

This Spring
By DEANNEC LARK
Collegian Staff

Spring is here, and along with it, as with
every approaching season, a new fashion
trend comes too, often confusing the
ashion conscious person who has pro-

bably just established what was thought to

be the current trend.

Although fashion constantly undergoes
changes, not all are worth following, and
some should just be ignored. But the

fashions designed for this spring are

definitely worth a try An element of class is

displayed in the softness of both men's and
women's clothing. While the casual look is

here for all types of activities, the well-

polished style of suits and flashy evening

wear fits well with the fresh ideas of spring.

The new looks tor women are mellow and
more feminine than the styles of previous
seasons. Even though the "whatever com-
fortable" 'ook still prevails, this spring's

fashions allow for this in a more refined

form.

Skirts, dresses and pants are all func-
tional, portraying the new softness with
pleats and folds and flattering colors. The
blazer, an old favorite, is making its ap-
pearance once again, this time in a sleaker
form with more fashion mileage.

Styles for men are more static than for
women, but this spring's trends have
modernized traditional men's fashions. The
three-piece suit is still here, but the colors
are more appealing, complementing soft
styles of women s clothes. The necktie has
lost some of its weight, returning to its

slimmer style of past years.

Smooth casual put togethers for men this

spring are sensational. In eye-catching
bright colors and pastels, men no longer

have to settle for one or two basic styles in

the primary colors.

The well dressed men and women of this

spring season are afforded with a

psychological and physical freedom of style

that doesn't lack class. And dressing with
an air of class is what fashion is all about,
Jeans, however, will always be in.
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Here is Becky, lounging in her two-piece night
time set, by Lanz of Salzburg. The set is $27.00 -

nightgown alone is $21.00.

Lynn, in her Danskin Freestyle leotard, $15.50,

and skirt, $22.00.

Casual

Clothes

Becky, in a pink top by Gordon, $14. Floral skirt

by Peerless of Boston, $20, with Salt Box straw hat

with pink flower, $9.

At STRUT spring comes first with new spring

shoes arriving every da^;. PLUS all winter shoes

are going fast for under $20.00!

Main Street Center
Northampton
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forthe Spring?
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TOTAL LOOK,
a dimensional or angled cut
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color highlighting
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\
oriental rugs - nnexicar^ imports

main st. center norttiampton. ma. 584-3958

Men and women's cottons from Mexico

U.v
also Pottery, Hangings, and Rugs
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Joe at the Mountain Farms Cinemas, wearing a
tan leather jacket with hood by Gino Poali, $70.
Brown pants by Glen Oaks, $23. Brown print shirt
by Bon Homme, $16.

Here is Joe. in a white jacket by Ocean Club,
$18 Black pants by A Smile, Inc.. $22, Blue Ter-
rycloth top by Mark Elliot, $10.50.

Fashionable

Our models for this ibsue are Lynn
Russi, a part-time UMass student and
part time professio-di model; Becky
Louis, a biochemi'-i' nor and part
time professional r,. m] j Joe Maglitta,
a journalism major arxJ correspondent
for the Daily Hampshire Gazette; and
Gary Marchese, a Human Services
with Legal Applications major. All
photos were taken bf Geoff Cohler.
The cover art was done by Mr. Randy
Glenn.

People

Lynn finds this a convenient place to park in her
white drawstring top by Emilio Rossi, $25, and her
Austin Hill slacks, $34.

'^imi
^"*

"^'^^

Lynn, on the left, has on a black and white print

skirt and shawl by Peerless of Boston, $34.00.

Becky, on the right, is wearing a sun dress by Lanz
of Salzburg, $50.00.
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Joe, in an off white three piece suit by Yves St.

Laurent. $145 The pumpkin colored shirt is also by
Yves St. Laurent, $18, and Bronzini tie, $8.50.

Men's

Suits

Gary in a creme-colored three-piece suit by
Foravanti for Brookfield, $145.00. The shirt is an
Augie International, $25. The tie, by European Col-
lection, is $9.

Goodmusic,
cheap.

AibumartNnc buys select albums by" H
the trucKtoad These are the same
factory seated stereo albums you tmd
m the store Then Albumart distn

butes these albums directly to mus'C
(overs like you on college campuses
Therefore, our costs are low, so you
save We don i have every album a
record store might stock, but check
TMi! ihp prices on our offerings
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On
UMass
Fashion

It has often been said that one can judge a
person by the clothes they wear. This is

particularly true here on the Umass cam-
pus. In fact, with careful observation, you
can tell a Umis's major, hometown,
monetary status and make a pretty good
estimate of the amount of pot, booze and
sex the person has in a given week. Clothes
tell all. The following is a handy guide to

stereotyping any person you see on cam-
pus.

MAJORS- The easiest way to classify

people according to their dress is by ma-
jors. Any person with a calculator hanging
off their belt is bound to be an engineering
major, and anyone you can smell before
you can see is probably from Stockbridge.
Here is how the majors break down, ac-

cording to their tonsorial preferences:
Applied sciences majors- These are people

like engineering majors or computor
students. They generally have well-
groomed hair, and many of the men have
moustaches. The men wear flannel or other
inexpensive shirts, tucked in to Levis; either

jeans or corduroy. Work-boots and expen-
sive looking sneakers are the rule for

footwear. Calculators strapped to the belt

are an option, but elaborate belt buckles,

often with a beer logo are a necessity.

Business majors- This brand of student
dresses a little bit better than engineering

majors. Silk shirts and knit pants often

show up on the men, in addition to those
tacky little things they hand around their

necks that are supposed to dangle into their

chest hairs. Yick.

Many of the women dress the same way;
silk shirts, knit pants, and dangling

necklaces. Many, however, do not have
chest hair. This is a fashionable advantage
they have over men.
English majors- Here the dress is a little

less standard. One faction of English ma-
jors dresses as sloppily as they can- old

clothes, bandanas, patched jeans and silly

hats. Another faction (the future professors

and high school teachers) dress like they

have class. Tucked-in button downs, neat

jeans and chinos, and an occasional brief-

case.

Down parkas are definitely out (unlike the

business majors, where they are most
definitely in) unless they are old. Outer
wear usually consists of old hooded -parkas

(the kind you wore in high school) and
army-navy surplus. A back-pack is a

fashionable necessity for all English majors.

And don't forget the tobacco; cigars, pipes

and foreign cigarettes all add to the general

fashionableness of the dashing English ma-
jor.

Political science majors- At this school,

they're mostly radical, so, of course, the

dress is very proletariat. Flannel shirts,

sleeves rolled up to the elbows, are stan-

dard fare. Tattered, old pants add to the

look. Hair should be definitely unkept, and
full beards are nice. No tobacco at all, of

course (too bourgeois!). Work-boots are

the only footwear.
Physical education majors- Clothing given

out by the gyms are common. A sweatshirt

with "extra-large" on the front is

fashionable and good for the ego, too. Ex-

pensive sneakers, with white socks, are the

footwear. Razor-cuts, the latest in macho
hair styles, are in for the men.

rrsdirioutk
Jew^elef

Selectionsfor

every taste

& fashion

65 N. Pleasant St,

Amherst. Mass.

253-7615
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the ring sale.

$5995
save up to $25

4 days only!

00

Men's traditional Siladium® rings and selected women's fashion rings

are an unusual buy at $59.95. If you want really outstanding savings,

now is the time to buy your college ring.

™^/IRT(?lRVED REPRESENTATIVE
has a large collection of rings.

Ask to see them.

Dates MARCH 13, 14. 15, 16 (MON THURS) Plane BOOKSTORE. 10:002:30

Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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Tights and Leotards

10 6 Men Sal

Next to Amkcrst Post Office

Fashions

available at..

The clothes modeled for women in

this issue are available at The Salt
Box. 16 Main St., Amherst. The
clothes for men are available at Beau
Britches, at Mountain Farms Mall in

Hadley.
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Gary, in wicker chair in Lexington Gardens,
wearing a black and tan shirt by Deminson, $14.
Tan pants by Europa, $24.
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Flipping an eleven sided coin
\]ay martus

In case you have not received your
[election programs I have taken the space for

[today's column to provide a brief overview of

he candidates field for that unenviable
[position, the President of the Student
Government Association. Assembling a
jscore card with the number of people that

are running (11 candidacies, 16 candidates)
|for the job, can prove to be a difficult, if not
depressing task. Before this election year,

the field was considered large with five

candidacies. With the advent of popularly
elected president(s), came fair campaign
financing. This is where the government
gives each candidacy a percentage of an
[election financing fund for merely collecting

250 student signatures, addresses, and
phone, and I.D. numbers. The candidates are
then free to spend only that money on their

campaigns. The ideas was to try to equalize
the different candidacies financially, so that
Nelson Rockefeller Jr. could not buy the
office. One of the plan's drawbacks is that it

does not limit those who run for President to
serious candidates; hence a large field, with a
whole array of "non-serious" folks on a lark,

with student money.
Don Bishop has entered the fray of

presidential politics for the second time. Don
ran in 1976 as a freshman, his theme was to
bring a fresh face into student government.
His big effort of the contest (of which this

author ended on the victorious side) was a
full page ad in the Collegian, with a picture of
Don on the intramural fields, with the caption
reading, "A Man Outstanding In His Field."

Don's media effort may have improved this

time around. I overheard someone reading
his latest pamphlet who mumbled something
about checkmating Whitmore.

Jay Flynn has an identity crisis. People
keep on asking him if he is related to Dick
Flavin. Others have mentioned that he does
not seem suited as well for the role of

president, as he does for a Shakespearean
character like Falstaff. Jay has had some
problems adjusting to the Senate's sen-
sibilities, as was best displayed in his

questionable debate on the South African

divesture issue.

David Barenberg and Susan Birmingham
have the label of S.O.P. associated with their

candidacy. This is both helpful and poten-
tially harmful. S.O.P., its past actions and
present membership, have come under
attack from many quarters recently and its

good works may be overshadowed by these
charges.

Patrick O'Donnel! is the opposite end of

the student political spectrum from Bir-

mingham, Barenburg and the S.O.P. His fiery

and often reactionary rhetoric has peppered
the letters to the editor this past academic
year. He is the first casuality from the

campaign, as word has it he has dropped
out. His total dedication to one issue, the

destruction of S.O.P., proved to be too
limiting in scope to survive. Now he is free to

go back to work on Governor Dukakis
election campaign.

Stephen Brickman and Mark Vafiades are

the two candidates coming from right field

without a glove on the issues. They claim to

be serious candidates, yet when asked what
they thought about reorganization, they
responded, "What's that?," and then passed

on the question. The reorganization referred
to is a proposed plant to reorganize public
higher education in Massachusetts.

Russell Swan is the duck bearing, pie

throwing, pot smoke-in organizer turned
presidential aspirant. Do not be alarmed by
his nonsense. It has much historical

precedent. In one of his earlier, but un-
successful attempts at the presidency, Henry
Ragin ran on a circus ticket and had his name
spelled on the buttocks of zealous campaign
workers, who flashed their mentor's name,
after a nomination speech. My father ran for

Mayor of Kingston, along with several others
at the University of Rhode Island, close to
twenty-five years ago, on a lark. He played
the part of Rigor Mortis, the friendly under-
taker. He was carried to the podium in a
casket by friends dressed as pallbearers. He
rose out of the coffin to deliver his campaign
pledge: "I'll never let you down." History
does repeat itself.

Brad Goverman and Bill Edelstein, the
Collegian duo, are running for co-dictator of
the S.G.A. They would abolish student
government and replace it with a benevolent
dictatorship. They could be a sleeper.
However they do seem to refer to their return
to the kingdom of Xanadu a bit too often.
They have some good special effects, and if

they got elected it could be a real close
encounter.

Howard Green and Paul Lawrence are the
interested and apathetic Siamese twins.
Howard is the interested one, Paul is

apathetic. Built in boredom - is that
anything like planned obsolesence?

Steve Ross is the one who has the arrow
pointing to a new direction in student

government, (someone usually uses this

theme in an election). He seems to be a neo-
Kennedy type. He has his new direction,

Kennedy had his new frontier. Also, they
both have the same blow dried hair-dos.

Bob Melia and his appeal to students to
not vote, or vote for none of the above, has
chosen a very shrewd course. Year in and
year out voter turnout has been low in

S.G.A. presidential elections. This water-
shed(gate) of candidates will produce a lot of

confusion among the voters. They will either

not vote, vote for the best act, or vote for

none of the above. Shrewd, very shrewd.

Shelly Gordon and Herb Tyson are giving
the voters the benefit of their experience,
particularly focused on their Board of
Governors' adventures. The issue was raised
at the farcical presidential debate, about the
large number of B.O.G. employees and its

burgeoning payroll empire. Tyson when
asked about this porkbarrelling and pay
raises, answered that while pay has not
increased, the hours worked have. In other
words, they are paying themselves more
money, from the students, whose building
they claim to want back.

Well election fans, there you have it, this

year's presidential lineup. It is a pretty motley
crew, and does not offer us the best choices
possible. For many this election will be a
choice of the lesser evil. There are positive
attributes among the individual candidates
but their problems are just as prevalent. If

there were not as many people running I

would tell you to flip a coin to decide, but
how do you flip an eleven sided coin?

Jay Martus is a Collegian Columnist.

And a duck shall lead them all
\By ELLEN PLAUSKY

Have you heard about the array of can-
didates for President of the Student
Government Association?

There is a duck, dictators, and apathetics.

When I first began hearing about the

nominations, I almost died laughing. Then I

thought about it again.

It seemed to me that a mockery was being
made of the Student Senate.

Perhaps a plastic duck would be a good
speaker as a co- president.

There are some serious candidates for the
office, but they're not as colorful so most of

thpm are overlooked by the media in the
f^'irly stages of their campaigns.

Hey, since the advent of Hite and Batiste,

't seemed inevitable that two candidates
Pfoinising "Benevolent Dictatorship" would
•I'ise from the depths of the Collegian. As far

as I'm concerned, Goverman and Edelstein's
only redeeming feature was that last week,
they asked for the resignation of the entire

Undergraduate Student Senate. (The black
cloud may have a silver lining a'fter all.)

As far as the apathetic minority at UMass
goes, they now have someone to support.
Paul Lawrence claims the apathy ticket, with
his co-nominee, Howard Green representing
the concerned hard working students on
campus. At least they are good represen-
tatives of the entire student body.

Now, I don't know why, but these can-
didates don't really seem all that setious

about the campaign. And, did you know that

some of your money is being given by the
Student Senate to these candidates to

promote their campaigns? (I wonder if the
duck accepts speaking engagements?)

Just how serious these candidates are

weighs heavily on my mind. And then I was
thinking. Maybe they really are serious.

They could be serious about a few things:

They could be serious about wanting the
job, which in my opinion would make them
insane anyway.
They could want the publicity, It's a good

way to get it.

Or, what they could be serious about is

making a mockery of the Senate. It's a circus

anyway, they're just exemplifying the fact.

But maybe, just maybe, they, in their wild

array, are trying to teach us something.
Maybe they feel that those in the Student
Senate are taking everything too seriously. I

mean, being able to face the realities of the
Senate is hard. It does have its limitations.

There is only so much that they can do
'(legally, that is).

No matter what they think, those in the
Student Senate are not supreme beings.

They are not infallible. They are only human,
whether they like it or not.

That may very well be the problem with
some of the other organizations on campus,
too. Some of their leaders assume that their
word is law and should be followed at all

cost.

I'm not saying that there aren't some
important organizations at UMass. Some are
very important. And althoygh their leaders
may feel that being "little dictators here may
help them endure the agony of being
followers later ("at UMass I was something")
I really don't think it's worth it. We're all

going to have the opportunity to take
everything seriously soon enough, so w^y
rush it?

Ellen Plausky is a Collegian Commentator.
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Considering transfer?

Over forty-five percent

of Marlboro College

graduates originally

attended another college

or university.

Marlboro appealed to

eacfi of them as a distinc-

tive and distinguisfied

educational community.
Transfer is not for

everybody nor is the

individual challenge of a

Marlboro education. But

if you are considering

such a move, we urge you
to write or phone.

Marlboro College

Marlboro, Vermont
05344
(802)254-2393

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel. 665-4937
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Notices

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

Meets tonight C.C. 809, 8:00.

AVI NELSON TO SPEAK
The College Republicans will host Avi

Nelson, Boston's popular media personality
and a probable candidate for U.S. Senate
seat, Tuesday, March 14 at 7:30 p.m. in

Buckland living room on the Mount Holyoke
College Campus. Admission is free and open
to the public.

BAKE SALE TODAY
CC Concourse; benefit local nursery

school
BIORHYTHMS

Have your biorhythms charted They will

tell you the days when you are at your peaks
in emotional, physical, and mental areas.
Thursday, March 9 thru Wednesday, March
15, Campus Center Proceeds of $1 -semester
chart benefit charity; a service of Alpha Phi

Omega.
CAS IAC TRAINING COLLOQ

Interested in working as an academic
counselor? Contact Sydney, 545-2191 or 545-

0725 eves, or come to class Monday, March
13, 7-9 p m. Campus Center 909, one credit.

CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION FOR MEN
Program on contraception offered to all

university men (only) Tuesday, March 14 at

7 p.m in Rm. 302 of the Health Center. Call

549-2671 Ext. 181 for more info.

DAH Dl DAH-DIT DAH-DAH-DI-DAH
HAM meeting, Monday, March 13 at 7:30

p.m in E Lab 109. All welcome.
FILM 'UNION MAIDS"

Tues , March 14, 7-9 p.m. Draper Hall No.
122 A worker from Packard's Restaurant
strike will be on hand to discuss the current
unionization struggle at the restaurant.

ISRAEL EMERGENCY FUND DRIVE
An organizing meeting for the lEF Drive on

the UMass campus will be held Monday,
March 13 in C.C. 803 at 7 p.m. Show your
support!

L EC TURE ON L IFE S TYL E AND THE LAW
Phyllis W. Beck, Vice- Dean of the Law

School at UPenn, will speak on living

together, marriage, divorce, and sexual
conduct. Wednesday, March 15, 8 p.m. in

Gamble Auditorium, Mt. Holyoke College.
LIFE STVlES and THE LAW

Phyllis W. Beck, Vice- Dean of the Law
School at U.Penn. Speaking on living

together, marriage, divorce and sexual
conduct Wed., March 15, 8 p.m. Gamble
Aud. Mt. Holyoke College.
MINEWORKERS STRIKE SUPPORT
COMMITTEE

Meets at 7 p.m , Mon., March 13, C.C. 815,
to discuss fund-raising for strike relief and
other support activities around the national
miner's strike. All interested are welcome.
OPEN PROPOSAL MEETING

Will be held tonight in Grad Research Low
Rise Rm 308 at 6 30. Proposals for next fall

will be taken.

OUTING CLUB CANOE NIGHT
General meeting 7:00 C C. 101. Slide show

on canoes. Two movies.
PHYSICAL FITNESS WORKSHOP

Fitness for Everybody" UHS 304, 7:00-
9:30 p m. Two sessions 4-19, 4-26 Register:
call 549 2671 ext. 181 First come, first serve
P E MAJORS

Next club meeting, Monday, March 13 in

NOPE 153, 7:30. All members please attend,
new members welcome.
RALPH ROISTER DOISTER AND FRIENDS

There will be a Roister Doister meeting

Monday night, March 13 at 6 p.m. in Rm. 908
C.C. You have been given four days warning.

INORGANIC SEMINAR
Prof. O.T. Zajieck of UMass will speak

today at 3:35 in Room 101 of the Graduate
Research Tower on "Crushed Cement,
Precipitated Chalk, and Other Myths."
SOCIALIST DISCUSSION GROUP

Michael Kerper of the A. Phillip Randolph
Institute will speak on the subject: "A
Democratic Socialist Looks at the American
Labor Movement." Monday, March 13, C.C.

905 at 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAE PARTS
All University women are invited to Sigma

Kappa Sorority's Sundae Rush tonight t /

p.m. Call 256-6887 for rides.

STOCKBRIDGE NIGHT AT THE PUB
Fifty cent cover donated to the Red Cross.

UMASS CHRISTIANS
Entering in and going out — a new spirit

and a warm heart. Mathew 21:12-17. Wed.
March 15 at 12:15-1:10. C.C. 911. Open to all!

WSYL FM
Join the crowd and listen to "An Ex-

tremely Funny Show" Tonite and every
Monday nite 7-10 p.m. on your favorite

station for comedy WSYL-FM 97.7 Request
line: 5-0191.

Scientists change Skylab orbit
to avoid premature fall to earth
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - Space agency

scientists have contacted the Skylab satellite

for the first time in four years, and they soon
will try to push it into a safe orbit that will

keep it from an early collision with the Eatth's
atmosphere, officials said Sunday.
A spokesman for the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration said engineers in

Bermuda sent radio messages Saturday that
successfully activated a computer which has
been silent since the last time Skylab was
used, Feb 8, 1974.

"The computer continued in operation for

about five minutes and good data was
received," the spokesman said. "Results
indicate that the computer system and the
power system on Skylab are good and that
the thrust gas pressure that will permit future
attitude changes also is good."

Soon, he said, the scientists will send
"commands that may permit it to maneuver
into an attitude that will result in minimum
drag as it orbits Earth. Such maneuvers may
be made in a month or so and may add
several months to Skylab's orbital life time."

NASA previously said the 85-ton Skylab
was safe in orbit for at least six years. Then
the scientists recalculated the figures and the
spokesman said NASA currently predicts
Skylab will begin falling back to earth
sometime between next summer and early

1980.

The prediction raised fears of a breakup
similar to the Soviet satellite which came
down in January. The Russian satellite broke
up over an uninhabited area of Canada but
threatened to hit populated regions.
The spokesman said astronauts on an

October 1979 space shuttle flight will try to
maneuver Skylab into a new, higher, orbit or
attempt to construct an orbit that will allow
the satellite to land safely in a deserted area
of ocean.

The experiments began at 3:30 a.m.
Saturday as the satellite passed over NASA's
ground station in Bermuda. The spokesman
said scientists were able to send commands
that turned on the communications system
in the satellite's airlock module.
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AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT WANTED
69 Dodge Dart GT Exc trans nds bdy.

wk low mil. S300 or B O Call Mike 546
5340

197 1 Mustang Mach 1 351 4BBL PS PB
AM FM w /cassette slide bracket Good
body, clean inside $1000 firm. Dave,
549 1221 _

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great

Must be seen $1275 323 4249
Evenings

Cape Cod summer rental w/ Yarmouth
and Dennisport, 13 bedrms., great
locations from $1200 Call (617) 771-

6044
Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

Books from last sem.. Chin. 106 x-listed

W'Comp Lit. w L. Miller & Prof. Naff.
Call Gail, 256 0573. Important! Vy/ill

negot iate $.

Refrigerator- 5 cu ft or larger. Prefer
with counter top. Call Dan or Jeff at 6-

8771 or 6 8824.

Black baret lost in Bluewall Fri. night.

Great sentimental value. Please! Please
return. Call Mane 6-7373.

Tan wallet lost 3/5 FAC Holly Near.
Need I. D. Robin 549-5434.

Gold initial ring, sentimental value.
Reward. Call Steve, 549-1688.

ENTERTAINMENT
Roommate needed for own room in 3
bdrm. house m Amherst ctre. As of
3/1 78, $100 mo. Call 253 2605.

RIDE WANTED

1974 MGB. mint condition, 6653617.

73 Mazda RX, 2-door sedan, excellent

condition, $1500, 546 9982 or 546 1016

1972 Saab 99E.
eves.

exc, cond , 367 2825,

69 Pontiac LeMans. V8 PS PB AC. exc.
cond

,
new points, stereo, $750, Jodi,

256 0677

Female roommate needed for own
room in 3 bdrm house in Amherst ctr.

as of 3 1 78 $100 month Call 253
2605

WANTED TO 'RENT

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super 8.
sound movie camera and projector.
Please call Arnie at 546 9106

2 males want ride to Daytona, Fla. about
Mar 16, wilt share expenses and driving,

call Hal, 317 or Rich, 307 at 5 0724.

Ride wanted to Florida, any part. Want
to leave 17th, or soon after. Will share
flnving and expenses. Please call

549 ?8F>fi

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco-funk-50's. Complete sound h
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

,
Call Dave , 567-1250. Call collect.

SERVICES

FOR SALE

Woman's imported sheepskin coat.
Dark brown with soft sheep's wool lining

and embroidery trim Midi length Fine
coni^ition Size 11/12, $40 or best offer.

Call 253 7690

Beuscher Oboe, fine wood, good
condition. 4 yrs old $500 or best offer.

Call Mary McCarron at 665 3065
Yamaha Drum Set Zildjain cymbals Exc
condition Reasonable pr. f)65 3490 4-7.

Tent for sale: new cond , exc bkpk , lite

ripstp nyl, ext floor mosq net fly $120
25%off list Call Jon 253 3959.

Second hand watches h watchband
Different styles Good condition
Watches $10 $50 Watrhbands 10 rents

$5 Call 546 5497

Water bed. king size, w/heater, liner,

frame, and platform $200, or best offer.

After 7 p.m . call 549 3666

House/apt. wanted near UMass,
summer with option - family, call 253-

3149

Professional couple looking for rural

house to rent Secluded location in

Belcher town/Granby preferred 586-
2510

TO SUBLET

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent towered

to $225 mo Avail. 6 1 8/31 Right at

bus stop, ad)acent to Indry, 2 min. from

store. Call eve., 549 6765.

Ride needed to Houston or vicinity,

spring brk , time negotiable, will share $

& driving. Please call Roger after 11

p m., 584 3402.

RIDERS WANTED
~

UMass grad needs rider to share
driving, expenses to LA Leave March
15 21 Call Mike (617) 632-7114
(evenings)

Private pilot going to Flonda 3/17 or 18,
return 3/25 or 26, split expenses, pick up
anywhere or drop off anywhere in

Florida Call Rick, (413) 743 4431 after

6:30 p.m., up to 3 pass

Two bedroom apt to sublet, available
in May $180/month Call 549 1330.

3 bdrm. Presidential apt. to sublet 6/1.

Option to renew in fall 549 5878.

One bedroom apt., call 256 6238 after 5.

AUDIO

Dexter hiking boots— 1 year old, great
shape, vibram soles, size lO'/j, $35
Pete, 549 4759.

stereo, m dash for most
BO 546 5000 after 1 1 or m

AM/FM car
foreign cars

morning.

Invest your rent money by
buying you'll tome out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for thp down payment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998

Hiking bts , new, sz 7 Vibram. $36,

584 3925

Moving! Must sell bv Tuesday, vacuum
cleaner double bed like new dining set,

table, 4 chairs, very low price' Tomas,
G1 5 North Village. Amhers t

Matching couch and chair, $50. 584-

7120

HELPWANTED

Work in Japan! Teach English con
versation No experience, degree, or

Japanese required Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelrjpe for details

Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia,

WA 98531

Southwest Women's Center has a

position available This is a pari time, 8
hour d week )ob including Tuesday and
Thursday morningi. and staff meeting on
Wednesday lunch hour Call 545 0626 by
March 13

Applications accepted for teaching
positions m Jewish Community Sunda.
School, Fall 78 Experience desired,

549 0223

Tired of Dining Commons food? Then
work as a houseboy and enjoy free

home cooked style food Meal tickets

can be returned for refund Call Chuck
P or Dale at 545 0210

For sale Superscope R340 AM /KM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound h mute, tape monitor Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc
, complete

w ugly blue light, call Steven at 546
9653

Typing — fast, accurate, experienced
typist Et proofreader. Low rates. 549
0826.

Fast services and sales -Call Valley
Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-
3230
Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis Et manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s pg., pick up and delivery. Colleen,

J4 1 3)863 9171.

Airwaves TV-Audio Service- servicing
all Japanese and American brands of
television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St.,
Amherst

. 256 6713, Master Tech. 8195.
Free estimates on all B&W TVs fo^l
week preceding the day before the Ides
of March at Airwaves TV Audio
Service, 12 Dickinson St., Amh 256
^13_
Typing- Five College Typing Service

Professional, fast, accurate. Diane 549
2637.

PERSONALS

Dynaco SCQ80A amp. 30w ch, good
condition. Also, Dynaco FM 5 tuner,

exc cond Both must be sold at once
List $450. sell at $225. Call Jeff, 546-
8791

CALCULATORS

College Calculators - low pnces, 1 yr.

over the counter warranty on Tt it

Commodore TI59 $220, Tt58 $93 TI57
<60; TI55 $53 TI40 $22 Comm4190
$40, Comrn4148 $25. all MPs and
Sharps available College Calculators is

now four year old' Before you buy
anywhere else call Bob or Chris at 549
1316 eves, or 1 739 9626 (Springfield)
days.

LOST

Gold watch, black rope band. Call 549
0826

Dear Wimpout Thief, Can't say much
good bout the snow and rain, but I love
the way that you wreck your train! Hope
to meet you at the tournament

.

So you want to run a marathon 7 You
need a coach to help you do it sooner
and faster Ten year experience in the
Boston Marath(n, top finisher. Tom
Derderian Box 853 Amherst Mass 256
fi^?3 54a 1079,

Boob- happy birthday. 22 chees and do
love and kiss EH 4th floor Vin.

Mike, you're a siMy nut, but that's one of
the reasons I love you

Tony ar\d Stephanie would dance their
way to the ballot box to vote for
Lawrence/Greene SGA co-
Presidents!!

JC-l'll need my sexy copilot when the
warm weather comes. Hanq on tiqht,

_MP,
Dinah-Moe Humm came out for
Lawrence Greene'! Vote March 15 and
16!!
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MONDAY. MARCH 13
Bom today, you are a

serious individual with ori-
ginality, determination
and good humor. You have
an air of calm which others
envy but cannot seem to
imitate. You are often the
only source of logic among
people who have excited
themselves to the point of
chaos.

You are extremely sensi-
tive to others feelings
You are also objective, and
may act in ways that are
proper to the situation
though hurtful to those
involved. This denial of
your sensitive nature may
lead you to dual responses,
which could prove detri-
mental to your success.
Once you learn to soften
the blow of truth, everyone
will be happier
Those who respond out-

wardly to what goes on
about them may find you
difficult to understand, for
you keep your emotions
behind a facade of disin-
terest. Inwardly, however,
you are quick to react to
life's humorous aspects.
Also born on this date;

Joseph Priestly, chemist;
Sammy Kaye, musician-
comedian; .Joseph II of
Germany
TUESDAY, MARCH 14

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)
- Your generosity or
another's can cause trou-
ble by evening. Take ad-
vice from elders.

ARIES(March 21-Aprit 19)

You will be well repaid

for help to the young today,
though it may t>e in the
distant future.

TAURUS(Aprli 20-May 20)
- Today you make your
own goals and achieve
them yourself. All praise
and blame is yours.
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

- Depend on experience to
get through a tough day.
Listen to advice critically.

CANCER(June 21-July 22)
- Impress higher-ups with
intellect and you should
have more serious assign-
ments.
LEO{July 23-Aug.22) -

Approach difficulties
moderately Try to solve
them at once and you make
things worse.
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept.22)

— You cannot be fanciful
and practical. The dull is

profitable; the inuigina-
tive is fun.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oc».22) -
You will attract to you
things you daydream
about today. Don't go over-
board.

SCORPIO(Oct.23-Now.21)
— Take advantage of for-
tunate circumstances and
approach higher-ups about
advancement.
SAGITTAR1US(Now.22-

Dec.21) - If you feel an
obligation to another, you
would do well to discharge
it

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - Respect those
with greater experience
Know which side your
bread is buttered on.

AQUARIUS(Jan.20-
Feb.18) Unless you u.se

well your opportunities for
gain today, you may lose
what you already have.
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Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Tease
Slang

4 Voluptuous
woman

9 Vestiges
14 Cadmus'

daughter
1 5 Ski center
16 Swiss-

Italian

mountain
1 7 Barber

Chairs parts
1

9

Ascended
20 Metric unit:

Var
21 Ending with

"in" and
"ex"

22 Where Reno
is: Abbr

23 If not
24 Pilfer

26 Gaseous
element

29 Relevant
31 Life period
32 Female

name
33 Stammer
36 Skillful

38 Developer
Abbr

39 Rubber
band

41 Warehouse
function

43 —

o shanter
44 Omission
4e Beast
47 Small

demons
49 Previous to

50 Color
51 Narcotic
52 B«atit!"

Slang
54 Wagner

heroine
58 Giant im-

mortal
60 Women's ---

61 Cloaks
62 Adhesive
64 Vain
66 Park.

Colorado
67 Purport
68 Notable age
69 Useful thing
70 Unkempt
71 Tie fabric

DOWN

1 Plunder
2 Boiled
3 Footwear
4 Tortoise's
competitor

5 Chemical
suffix

6 Unexpected
victory

7 Remade tire

8 Not done all

at once:

2

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved

words
9 Actor
Ladd

10 Tranquil
1

1

Colorado R
structure:

2

words
1

2

Abstract
being

13 Espy
16 Handles
24 Bowling

scores
25 Body part: 2

words
27 The ending
28 Umbilicus
30 Favorites
33 Foul-smell-

ing

34 Where
Bowie fell

35 Sidewalk
features

37 Color shartE
40 Small rounfi

ornaments
42 Horsemen
45 Orbital point

48 Small sofa
53 Dry as
55 At a future

time
56 Steeple
57 Music

group: Abbr
59 Check •

61 Slender but
tough

62 Climbing
vine

63 Beast of

burden
65 Wool

weight: Br
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win 7 of 11 tilts
Returning from a strong debut in the New

England Open Volleyball tournament last
weekend, the UMass Volleyball Club
(UMVBC) pulled off its first winning
weekend. The team travelled to Middlebury
College on Saturday and to Amherst College
yesterday, compiling a 7-4 record.
The squad, in its first year, has 18 strong

players, with 12 travelling to each tourney.
"Playing in the toughest division (Northern)
in the New England Collegiate Volleyball
league, UMVBC has defeated each team at
least once," commented Coach Michael
Gurk.

At Middlebury, UMass played Williams
College in the first match. Williams ran awav
with the first game, only to see the

Minutemen return with an explosive win. The
third game, lasting nearly 30 minutes, was
marked with many long rallies and close
decisions by the officials until it was won by
Williams, who took the match, 5-15 15-10
12 15.

UMass then faced Westfield State for the
first time this season, winning two of the
three games in its second match.
Sloppy play resulting from over-

confidence resulted in the single loss to
Westfield, 15-3, 15-3, 11-15.

The third match against host Middlebury
was the "turning point" for the spikers.
UMVBC displayed one of its best games of
the season by defeating the Northern
Division leaders in the first game 15-9. Fresh-

man setter Darryl Cain and seniors Arnle
Roberts and Steve Richter combined their
efforts by putting many balls "straight
down" on the opposite court.
UMass became a unit both on and off the

court. The court players were sparked by the
numerous rhythmic Japanese style volleyball
cheers from the bench.
"We coalesced as a team this weekend "

said all-around player Al Morel.
Middlebury came back to defeat the

spikers in two close games, 15-9, 7-15, 9-15
Yesterday at Amherst College, UMVBC

finally realized its potential. Gurk brought the
entire squad to Alumni Gym, along with
some UMass fans. In three straight games
UMass pulverized Amherst, 15-13, 15-8 15-9

"Today was power volleyball at its finest.

We displayed a most impressive display of
teamwork, fundamentals and enthusiasm,"
said Gurk. "We were psyched to win, and
our bench was very supportive."

Outstanding players this weekend were
captain Kirk Peters, Morel, Mark Savel, Don
Love, Jim Grosslein and Larry Adams.
"The wins this weekend boosted the

team's morale, which I'm hoping will last

throughout the remainder of the season/'
said Gurk.

Halfway through the season, the club is

shooting for a .500 or better first campaign.
The team is preparing for a home meet on
April 8th with Amherst, Williams and West-
field.

RHETORIC EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption Exam will be
given on the evenings of March 15
and 16 in Hasbrouck 20 at 8 p.m. The
test consists of one essay question
which students will choose from a
series of suggested topics. The
length of the essay is 500 words.

Students should bring an ID, several
number 2 pencils and a quarter,
which is used to help defray the costs
of supplies and printing.

NCAA tourney
Duke 63,

Indiana 63

Penn. 92,

Villanova 103,

OePaulBO.
Utah 86,

At Charlotte, N.C.
Rhode Island 62

Furman 62

At Philadelphia

St. Bonaventure 83
LaSalle97

At Wichita, Kan.

Creighton 78
Missouri 79 (2 OTs)

Notre Dame 100,

Louisville, 76,

At Tulsa, Okla.

Houston 77
St. John's 68

Collegian 23

UM women run 14th,

Penn State is champ
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By DAVE RODMAN
Collegian Staff

MEDFORD - UMass finished 14th as
Penn State University easily captured the
indoor Eastern Association of intercollegiate
Athletics for Women (EAIAW) Track And
Field Championships at the Dussault Cage
on the campus of Tufts University.

The Minutewomen ran their way to several
personal-best times, including one school
record, on the way to amassing seven points.
Penn State totaled 88 to outdistance
Maryland, last year's champ (66y2), Morgan
State (63), Rutgers (51) and the University of
DC (21).

Sophomore standout Cindi Martin lowered
her own school record in the half-mile bv

fL69

at the Hatch Cafeteria

basement of the
Student Union

Building

one-tenth of a second as she finished fourth
in 2:15.6. Penn State's Penny Fales won the
event in 2:12.6, a meet record.
Both UMass coaches, Ken O'Brien and

Charlotte Lettis, timed Martin at "around
2:14," but the official time is the one that
counts. It was only one of several foulups by
the officials (more about them later) over the
weekend.

"I think running two races helped her,
strength-wise," said Lettis. Martin had to
qualify on Friday, and did so by running
2:17.5.

^

"I'm still not sure what I'm doing in the
half, though," said Martin, who was a
quarter-miler up until this indoor season.
"I'm not used to starting so quick."

Getting a fast start is Important on indoor
tracks, which have short straights and tight
turns. Getting stuck at the back or middle of
packs forces runners to alter their style and
expend more energy getting back to the
front of the race.

Monica Scott picked up two points in the
three mile by finishing fifth in a personal best
time of 18:56. She had never broken 20
minutes for the distance before.

"I felt a little out of place out there with
some of those runners, particularly Kathy
Mills (international-class distance runner),
but I think the experience will help me in the
outdoor season."

The final point was gained by the two-mile
relay quartet of Priscilla Wilson, Barb
Callanan, Laurie Wolf and Bonnie Bukowski,
who were sixth in 9:44.4.

The high point of that relay, which was
just nipped for fifth by Harvard, was Laurie
Wolf's personal best time of 2:20.2 for her
880 leg.

"That was an amazing time after what
she's been through this week," said Lettis.
Wolf suffered a slight hamstring pull in the

NEAAU's last weekend, but it didn't bother
her Saturday.

Diana Sealey and Nancy Cominoli also
made the finals in the 440 and 50 yard
hurdles, respectively. Sealey finished the
quarter in seventh, in 59.9 seconds.
"The big thing for Diana was making the

finals," said Lettis. "That's a major step for
outdoors."

Cominoli finished seventh in the hurdle
final after a last minute decision by the of-
ficials let her in. She had been excluded
when the officials made a mistake writing
down numbers in the trials and let a Mary-
land hurdler into the final instead.

Sophomore Cindi Martin erased her
own school record in the half-mile run in

Saturday's Eastern Indoor Track and
Field Championships at Tufts. (Staff
photo by Dave Rodman)

IM Notices
SOCCER AND SOFTBALL - Officials

meeting for those who missed last

Wednesday's meeting - tomorrow 5:30
p.m., Rm. 215 Boyden.

DRIVING A THINKING
MAN'S CAR??

VOLVO VOLVO

*''S\\\\sXyy.^*tK>;t;^^4i,^filt^^i^^^

To« say you're tirod oft

Sitting for hours in o boring woiting room
- Waiting tiiroe weelcs for on oppointmont

Driving miles to be disappointed

Tiioro Is a solnflonll

For meticulous one day

service and repairs

^ D a M SUNOCO
lS4-#i«0 Across from Zayre's

People who know your car and your needs!

The Distinguished Visitors Program
announces

AN OPEN PROPOSAL
MEETING

Monday, March 13 at 6:30 p.m.
Graduate Research Center- Low Building

Room 308

If you would like to propose a

speaker for this semester or

preferably next semester,

make sure you're available the n-

andget in touch with DVP

NOW
Office - 415 Student Union

545 0920
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Gymwomen third in Easterns
By LAURA BASSETT
Cofhgian Staff

The women's gymnastics team finished

third in the Eastern Association for Inter-

collegiate Athletics for Women (EAIAW)
Gymnastics Championships held in Pitts-

burgh over the weekend. The gymwomen
were seeded fourth going into the com-
petition and earned 1^.20 points to capture

third place.

"We finished in the same place last year

but with a stronger score," said Coach
Virginia Evans. Last year the Minutewomen
totaled 144.30 at Easterns and received an at-

large bid to compete at the AIAW nationals.

Teams finishing first in their regions

automatically qualify for nationals and six

other slots are filled with teams who have the

next highest scores in their regional com-
petitions. "Points are as important as places

at this point in the season," said Evans.

Penn State captured the Eastern title after

settling for second place the last two years.

The Nittany Lions totaled 146.30 points to

become the champs. They dethroned Clarion

State who finished second with 143.95.

Clarion had won both the Eastern and
national titles for the last two years. Fifth

seeded UNH finished fourth with a 137.90

total

Penn State's Ann Carr won the all-around

title with a four-event total of 37.40. Carr, the

defending Eastern and national all-around

champion, won three of four events m the

meet She finished first on the balance beam.

in vaulting and on the floor, but had to settle

for second on the uneven parallel bars

behind Clarion's Nancy Jones.
Senior Susan Cantwell finished eighth in

the all-around competition with a total of

35.80. Cantwell was UMass' highest finisher

but just missed nuking the all- East all-around

team, as the cut off was a 35.95 total for the

top six finishers. Cantwell qualified for the

individual finals on the beam and on the

floor. On Friday during the team competition,

Cantwell ,was the highest UMass floor

exercise scorer with an 8.95. She qualified for

Saturday's competition with a 9.10 on the

balance beam.
Senior Stephanie Jones finished tenth all-

around and qualified to compete on the

uneven parallel bars and balance beam on
Saturday with scores of 8.95 and 9.05

respectively. Jones went on to finish sixth on
both the bars and the beam to make the All-

East teams for both events.

Captain Karen Hemberger finished thir-

teenth in the all-around competition with a

total of 35.05. Hemberger qualified for the

vaulting finals with a 9.40 for her Sukahara
vault. She finished second in vaulting to Carr

with a 37.50 total. Carr narrowly edged
Hemberger as she earned a 37.55 over the

two day period. Hemberger made the All-

East team in vaulting for her performances.
Karen Clemente and Cheryl Morrier also

competed in all four events for the

Minutewomen. Freshman Clemente finished

34th with a total of 31.95 and Morrier was
39th with 31.60. Evans lauded Clemente's

Skiers take Can-Ams
By L/SA CAPONE
Collegian Staff

The UMass women skiers finished their
season this past week with another victory,
giving them an 'absolutely flawless" season,
according to Coach Bill MacConnell.
The Minutewomen, champions of the

Women's Inter-College Ski Conference
<WISC), raced under near perfect conditions
in the Canadian-American Collegiate In-

vitationals at White Face Mt., Lake Placid
NY.
The skiers raced against top-ranking teams

from Canada and the US on the same trails

that will be used for the 1980 Olympics. The
Car Ams, held twice a year, have been in

existence for five years, with UMass teams
winning the competition three times. The
Minutewomen entered the meets this week
as defending champs, and, by what Mac-
Connell termed a "razor thin margin,"
maintained that status.

The Minutewomen took part in two events
during the week; a giant slalom on Tuesday
and a slalom on Thursday. Monday and
Wednesday were spent in training for the
events.

Angela Esson of the University of Toronto
won the giant slalom, followed by her
teammate Cathy Kingsville, according to
MacConnell. In third place was Mary
Bobbins of West Ontario, with Nancy Gilroy
of Plymouth State fourth. UMass skiers

Kathy Shinnick and Nancy Hayden finished

fifth and sixth respectively, and the third

powerhouse of the UMass team, Cathy
Donovan, placed 10th. After the giant

slalom, Plymouth State was in first place,

with UMass holding second.
Esson also won Thursday's slalom with a

two-run time of 98.44 seconds.
Minutewomen Hayden took second place at

104.95. Third and fourth were Robbins and
Martha Roberts of Plymouth State. Shinnick
placed fifth. Minutewomen Connie Pratt and
Valerie Hanson were 17th and 21st,

respectively, and Donovan, who fell in her

second run, finished 27th in the race.

According to MacConnell, UMass ended
up with a total point score of 105, beating
Toronto (104) by only one point. In third

place was Plymouth State with 103 points

and finishing fourth was West Ontario,

scoring 99 points.

MacConnell is sure that UMass will again

be invited to the Can-Ams next year, based
on the team's superior performance this

season.
"Only once before in my career has it

happened that a team has made a clean

sweep, as the UMass women did this year.

They're a fine team, and we've had a

wonderful season," he said.

Donovan and Pratt, who graduate this

spring, will be greatly missed next season,

says MacConnell. However, the skiers will

anticipate another good season next year.

Co-captain
Cathy Donovan,
shown here
competing in

the slalom
event, and the
rest of the
UMass women's
ski team ended
an "absolutely
flawless

season" last

week with a
victory in the
Canadian
American
Collegiate In-

vitationals at

White Face Mt.,

Lake Placid,
New York.

first performance at Easterns as well as the
debut of sophomores Kim Whitelaw and
Laurie Knapp.
The gymwomen must now wait until

Wednesday evening to see if they are offered
an at large bid for the AIAW nationals. "I felt

we were going to have to score in the 140's
in order to make it to nationals before the
Eastern's, so I'm not too optimistic at this

point," said Evans. If the team is not invited it

will be the first time In seven years UMass
has not appeared at the nationals as a team.

Cantwell, Jones and Hemberger will still

have a chance to go to nationals as individual

competitors. In order to qualify as an in-

dividual you must total at least 34 points,
which all three did, and be in the top 24
individuals not affiliated with the team.

The women's gymnastics team, led by performers Susan Cantwell, Karen Hem-
berger, Karen Clemente, Cheryl Morrier and Stephanie Jones (shown herej finished
third in the EAIAW Championships in Pittsburgh over the weekend. (Staff photo by
Dave Rodgers)

Curt P. Kohlbcriii

Heavyweight complications
Boxing.

The sport of men. The Brown Bomber,
The Manassa Mauler, The Rock.

Then came one Cassius Clay, The Louis-

ville Lip. The kid who could dance, prance,

punch, rope a dope and defy the laws of

gravity by floatin' like a butterfly and stingin'

like a bee. The man was at a time, super-

human in his boxing talents as well as in his

favorite pastime, entertaining.

But three hard years in prison produced a

transition in the nineteen year old youth.

When he finished serving his time he was no

longer Clay, he was Ali. He was fighting tor

Allah, fighting to regain his heavyweight title

the World Boxing Council (WBC) stripped

him of in 1966.

Now, seventeen years after he knocked
out Sonny Listen to win the title (as a pre-

fight 8 1 underdog), his filibustering career is

one fight from being completed. The fight

will be worth around $14 million, to be split

between Ail and Leon Spinks, the current

holder of the heavyweight crown. The fight

will take place in September, if it ever takes

place at all.

There is a complicated controversy dis-

rupting the boxing world. It stems from the

inconsistency in rulings generated by the two
eq'ually renowned boxing organizations that

rank all categories of fighters; the Mexico
City based WBC, which is presided over by

Jose Sulaimen and Elias Cordova and his

boys, from the rival World Boxing

Association, out of Panama. The WBC is

steadfastedly holding its position of refusing

to sanction an Ali-Spinks rematch, because
the WBC constitution prohibits immediate

remmatches after a champion loses his title,

unless the top ranked challenger is given the

first chance at the title. In addition, it is

threatening to withdraw recognition of

Spinks' title if he doesn't fight Ken Norton

first.

On the other side of the coin, the WBA has

formally announced that it will sanction an

Ali Spinks rematch for the title, even thoujjh

it has dropped Ali to the ranking of third

contender, behind Norton and Jimmy
Young. This is in direct violation of the WBA
rule that states that the top contender has to

have the first shot at the title, which is what
Cordova stated immediately after the Ali-

Spinks bout on February 15.

But in an effort to become the dominant

political body in the boxing world, Cordova
has given in to All's plea to the surprise of no

one. That is why I think Ali will get his re-

match. Ali is a m«9(ci«n in tha trua sanaa of

the word. He performs wizardly acts in and
lout of the ring, and listens to Allah, and no

one else.

If he wants the chance to become the only

man in this history of the sport to win back

the title after relinquishing it three times, you
can bet your last pair of Fruit of the Looms
that he will get that chance. Because when
Ali talks, everybody (including EF Hutton)

listens.

The emergence of the 196 pound Spinks

as Heavyweight Champion of the World
seems to have thrown the division into an

uproar. Smokin' Joe Frazier is retiring his

microphone to where it belongs (need I

mention where). He and George "I'm going

into the ring for the sole purpose of

manifesting Jesus" Foreman are both

unretiring, and planning on knocking out the

rest of what's left of Spinks' face. In ad-

dition, capable challengers Young, Larry

Holmes and Earnie "bowling ball" Shavers

are eagerly awaiting title shots.

Leon Spinks is under contract to Top Rank
Inc., a promotional organization that Bob
Arum started They have the promotional

rights to Spinks' next three fights with an

option for three more. Top Rank is also

working on endorsements for Leon. Don't be

surprised if you see such novelties as Spinks

A Cola and Spinkspaste hit the market. Both

are designed to remove your gums, all your

teeth, dentures, etc. Your money might be

returned if you're not completely satisfied,

but if you complain, Leon might just want a

word with you. (He knows a couple you

know! I)

Curl's Courageous Calls ... As of today,

not even Neon Leon knows who he is going

to fight next. If it's Ali, believe it or not I like

Spinks as an 11-10 favorite to keep the

crown. Ali says he'll drop to 210 for the fight,

but his legs don't limbo anymore, his head

don't bob elusively, and his punching power

has lost its iron ... If All does get his shot, I'll

lay 20-1 that it's his final effort with the

"Everlast" trunks on against a formidable

opponent ... If Spinks has to fight Ken
"Mandlngo" Norton (who is a superb body
puncher), I like Norton as a 5-2 pick to

clobber Spinks. Norton is hungry for the title,

and can go fifteen rounds with anybody. He
also won a close decision over Jimmy
Young, who might develop (in a year or two)

from a solid punching bag into a class

puncher ... Kinky item: how about a seven-

man battle royale for the chance to meet
Spinks? I can just see it now, the top six

contenders and Howard Coseil, battling it

out. Incidantallv. I like CosaM in that one.
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SEASONS OF MY LIFE

For me there have been seasons of sunshine
Warm as the summer's warming, soothing, burning sun.

For me there have been seasons filled with the sweetness,

Freshness of spring joys.

Then came fall

falling

falling

taking me down as the leaves from an autumn tree.

Then one day the fierce, cold season of winter got a hold on me
I thinking it wouldn't last, from the seasons of winter

I've encountered in my past.

I knew these deep dark clouds of tribulations couldn't hang
Over me.

And I've struggled with all of me
To keep my mind free

And not let this deep season of winter totally possess me

For I know somewhere, sometimes, somehow there will

Always be the

Light of snow.

Ella Ellison

October 1976
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By MICHAEL KATZ

South African Links To Title Fight Hit

MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1978

Plans to shift a proposed Leon
Spinks-Muhammad Ali rematch to
the island nation of Mauritius in the
Indian Ocean were met yesterday
with stiffening opposition from
groups objecting to South African
funding of the $14 million bout. Top
Rank, Inc., promoter of the
heavyweight title fight projected for
sometime in September, bowed
Thursday to anti-apartheid pressure
and shifted the site from
Bophuthatswana, a black
homeland recently set up by the
South African Government.
But representatives of the

National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People, the
American Committee on Africa and
other local organizations, as well as
the Organization of African Unity,
said they now wanted Top Rank to
find "alternative funding" for the
controversial bout.

About half the purse money for
the fight IS to be provided by
Southern Sun Hotels, which, like

many other South African
businesses, has interests in
Mauritius. Most of the $7 million

would come from world-wide
closed-circuit television, which civil

rights groups in the United States
believe is vulnerable to picketing.

We're heavily involved now in
the Davis Cup protests, " said Prexy
Nesbitt, associate director of the
American Committee on Africa,
referring to the planned boycott of
the United States-South Africa
tennis match next weekend in

Nashville, Tenn.
All's Silence a Puzzle

"But when that is over, we'll turn
our attention to the fight," Nesbitt
said. "Meanwhile I just wonder why
Muhammad Ali has been so silent.
Where is the Ali of old?"

Ali, a symbol to both black
Americans and Africans, has turned
down previous requests to fight in

South Africa. His lawyer, Charles
Lomax, has said, "We won't do
anything to demean Muhammad
Ali."

Edward Bell, a lawyer Spinks
hired earlier this week, said by
telephone from Detroit yesterday,
tnat "if you say South Africa, it's

automatically suspect."

Bell's hiring was a strong in-

dication that the new champion
does not intend to be controlled by
Top Rank, with whom he has a
contract giving it promotional rights

for his first three title defenses with
an option for three more. Still, Bell

said he could not speak for Spinks.
The champion is currently on
vacation with his wife. Nova.
"Leon didn't know anything at all

of this, how do you pronounce the
place, Bophuthatswana," said Bell,

saying it was "embarrassing" that
the area, which is recognized only
by South Africa as "independent",
had been lined to the champion.

"But certainly the South African
money for the fight will be one of
our major considerations when we
talk, " said the lawyer, who planned
to visit Top Rank in New York next
week.

Nothing in Writing

The Top Rank-Southern Sun
deal has not been consummated,
and only a "memo agreement"
exists. Bon Arum, president of Top
Rank, said "nothing is signed with
anyone at all." And no fight can be

made until the fighters agree.

Benjamin Hooks, executive
director of the N.A.A.C.P., said any
plans to accept South African

financial backing would be "un-
fortunate, troubling and ob-
jectionable."

'In a statement yesterday, Hooks
said the N.A.C.P. "'welcomed" the
scrapping of the Bophuthatswana
plans, "but still is perturbed by the
willingness of Top Rank to permit
South African interests to un-
cferwrite the fight, albeit

elsewhere."

"Under no circumstances should
black American fighters be hired by
promoters in any way to com-
promise long-standing efforts to

achieve human rights in any part of

the world," the statement con-
cluded.

Relying on Ali

Mustafa Sam of Nigeria, the
associate executive secretary of the

Organization of African Unit, who
was in Arum's Park Avenue offices
Thursday when the promoter
announced he was canceling the
Bophuthatswana plans, said he

wanted it clearly understood that

his group also not pleased with

South African financial backing of

the fight.

"We indicated our pleasure

because Arum and his group
decided not to stage the fight in the

so-called independent
Bophuthatswana," he said. "But if

he is dealing with South African

business people, we should ask him
to find other means."
Sam said he hoped Ali would not

fight for South African money. "All

indications, if I can rely on past

statements by Muhammad Ali, are

that he won't," said Sam. "I hope
he will not, because Muhammad
Ali, is liked and respected by many
Africans and he will disappoint

them if he does do so."

Spink 's Suspension Clarified

The Nevada State Athletic

Commission suspended Spinks for

90 days on Thursday, not as
reported, for failing to tell about an
injection of Novocain for a rib injury

prior to Spinks' Feb. 15 fight at Las

Vegas, but for "medical ...jsons.''

Study Finds Few On Death Row For Killing Blacks
ATLANTA, - Preliminary results

of a new study of the race of Death
Row inmates and the race of their
victims in three Southern states
show that few blacks, and no
whites, have been ordered
executed for the killing of blacks.

The findings, taken from the
three states where death penalty
laws survived a Supreme Court
challenge in 1976, will ultimately be
used to lodge another challenge to
death penalty laws, according to
Morris Dees, director of the
Southern Poverty Law Center,
which financed the investigation.
The study, still under way, is

being conducted by Dr. William J.

Bowers of Northeastern University.
Dr. Bowers is the author of the
book "Executions in America", a
critical study of death penalty laws,
their history and application that
was published by Lexington Books
in 1974.

The new survey has found that in

the three states under con-
sideration - Georgia, Florida and
Texas - 45 per cent of the Death
Row inmates were blacks who
killed whites, while only 5 per cent
were blacks who killed blacks. Fifty

per cent were whites who killed

whites. There were no white in-

mates of Death Row who killed

blacks.

'"This study proved that blacks
still make up a far greater
proportion of the Death Row
population than are represented in

the general population," Mr. Dees
said. ."But the real clincher is that
death is reserved for those who kill

whites."

Similar to 1976 Study
The results of the inquiry are

similar to those of Dr. Marc Riedel
of the University of Pennsylvania,
who found in a 1976 study that iri

states that had tailored new laws to
satisfy Supreme Court objections,
only 1 per cent of Death Row in-

mates were whites who kiiieo

blacks, and only 7 per cent of
nonwhite inmates were those who
killed nonwhites.

"'The significance of all of this,"
said Deborah Leavy, director of the
capital punishment project for the
American Civil Liberties Union in

New York, "is that as much as
legislatures are trying to write
legislation that supposedly fairly

condemns people to death, it can't
be done. Racism is reprehensible
when it is applied anywhere in

society, but particularly so when it

condemns people to death."
The new survey by Dr. Bowers is

of particular significance because it

concentrates on states where death
laws survived a 1976 Supreme
Court challenge that invalidated
such laws in North Carolina ^nd
Louisiana.

in that case, Gregg v. Georgia,
the Court held essentially that the
statutes in Florida, Georgia and

I exas did not violate constitutional

guarantees as they were written.

The Court did not deal with the
question of application.

Over Half in 3 States
The three states account for

more than half of the 408 persons
who were on Death Row last

December - 93 in Florida, 67 in

Georgia and 65 in Texas - ac-
cording to the American Civil

Liberties Union.

Dr. Bowers found that the killers

of blacks were "grossly un-
derrepresented" on Death Row. "A
majority of murderers have killed

blacks, " he said, "but only 5 per
cent of those on Death Row have
done so."

"Indeed," he continued, "no
white who has killed a black has yet
reached Death Row; the proportion
of blacks who killed blacks is 10
times greater in society, according
to arrest records, than on Death
Row."

Dr. Bowers found the racial

drsparities between the percentage
of those arrested for homicide and
those on Death Row at wide
variance. Six per cent of those
arrested for homicide were blacks
who allegedly killed whites,
compared with 45 per cent on
Death Row. Fifty per cent of those
arrested were blacks who allegedly
killed blacks, compared with 5 pei
cent on Death Row. Forty per ceni
of those arrested were whites whc
allegedly killed whites, comparec
with 50 per cent on Death Row
Four per cent of those arrestee
were whites who allegedly killec

blacks, and none of those were oi
Death Row.

Mayor of Atlanta Suspends Police Head
ATLANTA, March 10 - In an

effort to end a drawn-out, racially

sensitive police promotion scandal.
Mayor Maynard Jackson
suspended Atlant's Public Safety
Commissioner today, charging that

he had committed "serious errors in

judgment " that had resulted in

"severe damage" to the city's

reputation.

The suspension was still another
blow to Atlanta's effort to maintain
its fame as the Souths most
progressive and vibrant metropolis.
Within the past few weeks, the city

has been shaken by the financial

collapse of one of its futuristic

downtown developments and by
disclosures of serious money and
management problems at one of its

major banks.

Mr. Jackson suspended the
Safety Commissioner, Reginald
Eaves, without pay after Mr. Eaves
submitted his resignation, effective

June 7, The Mayor said that was
not soon enough.

"All efforts to secure a
resignation effective now have not

succeeded, " the Mayor said this

afternoon in announcing the
suspension We must settle the

matter now. We cannot have in-

decision any longer."

Accused of Showing Examination
Pending appointment of a new

Safety Commissioner, the Police
Department will ^ run by Calvin
Carter, the city's OepOty Aviation
Commission?/, one of Mr.
Jacktrorr's clbie advlserk. Mr.

Carter was given day-to-day control
of the force earlier this week when
Mr. Jackson announced that he
was nearing a decision about Mr.
Eaves's future. At the time of that
announcement, city officials said,
Mr. Jackson was beginning to
pressure Mr. Eaves to resign.

Mr. Eaves, the first black to head
the city's Police Department, had
been accused of giving a selected
group of black officers permission
to look over a promotion
examination before taking it. He
denied the charge.
When appointed safety com

missioner four years ago by Mr.
Jackson, the city's first black
Mayor, Mr. Eaves was instructed to
increase the number of blacks on
the force. Atlanta is a city in which
blacks predominate, but the police
force has long been predominantly
white.

Mr. Eaves not only increased the
number of blacks on the force but
also reduced police brutality and
the city's one soaring crime rate. He
acquired considerable political clout
in the black community, enough to
force Mr. Jackson to move slowly
and cautiously in dealing with the
scandal.

Minutes after the Commissioner
was suspended this afternoon,
some of his friends at City Hall
began passing out pamphlets
suggesting a recall election for the
Mayor.

"How long are you going to se(l

out blaek pOTpW?" «.DiM:k rrm%

yelled as the Mayor announced the
suspension. Police officers hustled
the man away.

Mr. Eaves was never very popular
among whites. Well before the
promotion scandal broke, he
disturbed many by hiring an aide
with a police record and by helping
a relative get a city job.

From first reports of the scandal,
Mr. Jackson resisted discharging
Mr. Eaves, a close friend since
college days. He apparently feared
that step might hurt his own
political standing among blacks.

There was always the danger,
too, that Mr. Eaves might demand a
dismissal hearing before the City
Council. The council has nine black
and nine white members. They
sometimes votel along racial lines.

'The City Too Busy to Hate'
Of the two dozen other members

of the police force who allegedly
were involved in the cheating
episode, most are scheduled for

disciplinary hearings before a police

board within the next few weeks.
Atlanta has proudly billed itself in

recent years as "the city too busy
to hate," a reference to its ap-
proach to race relations. The police

promotion scandal, which has
dragged on for almost seven
months, was beginning to threaten
that.

"It was polarizing the whole
community, " State Representative
Billy McKinney, one of the city's

well known black politicians, said.

"It was even petaricing ^he btedt

community to an extent."

The white business establish-

ment was particularly disturtied by
the scandal.

Already smaring from wide-
spread national coverage of real

estate and banking difficulties

downtown it saw the police
cheating furor as a mark against the
city's reputation for clean govern-
ment. But until this week, most
white businessmen had not ad-
dressed the matter publicly, ap-
parently out of fear that they might
exacerbate the racial overtones.
The business community ran
Atlanta until a few years ago, when
black voter registration passed
white registration.

On Wednesday, however, the
Chamber of Commerce issued a
statement calling on Mayor
Jackson to bring the scandal to an
end. "We are disappointed," the
statement said.

Yesterday, Dan Sweat, the
executive director of Central
Atlanta Progress, another major
businessmen's group, asserted that
the police promotion scandal was
"far more serious than the Omni
and the C Er S things."

The Omni is a futuristic, $80
million downtown "mega-
structure," a conglomeration of
hotels, offices arKl shops that
symbolizes Atlanta's drive and
hustle. But it is in severe economic
straits, having been completed just

as the recession of the mid-1970's
Nt the eirice zdbmlho Attoma r«al

estate market,
recovered.

It has never

- - AsMtliM Prt»i
Mayor Mayrard Jackson making

anpouncement in Atlanta.

By DWIGHT EVERETT MILES
A fresh spurt in black suicide is

prompting growing concern in the
medical and social profession.
Although black suicides have in-

creased in all age groups, they have
risen more significantly among
young urban blacks in northern
areas of the United States. It has
been reported also that the black
suicide rate is now higher than it

has been in fifty years.

Moreover, the suicide rate of
young black women has risen more
than eighty percent 180 percent) in

the past twenty years.

Until recently, the overall suicide

rate in the United States has varied
little since 1900 with the average
annual rate approximating 11

suicides per 100,000. But in the last

few years, it has grown to 12.8 in

100,000. The nationwide suicide

rate for the black population has
always been low when compared to
the white race, but it has grown
significantly among young blacks in

northern urban areas.

At the present time, the rate for

white suicide nationally is 11.3 with
the black rate at 4.6 per 100,000. Dr.

James P. Comer, associate
professor of psychiatry at Yale
University, has provided the most
recent and accurate statistical

information regarding suicides
among both blacks and whites.

According to Dr. Comer, in 1969,

suicide was the third death (behind
accidents and homicide) for black
males between the ages of 15 and

WASHINGTON, March 10 -
The Census Bureau rep>orted today
that the migration of blacks away
from the Northeast, first tentatively

detected during the early 1970's.

appeared to have accelerated since
1975.

The report seems to confirm a
reversal of migration trends that
have prevailed since the Civil War
and that have altered the social and
economic fabric of the industrial

Northeast.

Larry H. Long, the Census
Bureau demographer who prepared
the study, theorized that the shift

was caused by the movement of
job opportunities to the so-callad

Sun Beit states of the South and
the West. For the first time in

decades, he said, both blacks and
whites are moving in the same
directions, south and west.

"This has to be a reflection of

expanding employment op-
portunities in the South and
declining opportunities in the

24, at a rate of 10 per 100,000.

For white males in the same age
group, the rate was 12.6 per
100,000, the second leading cause
of death. "Suicide among black
females in the 15 to 24 age group."
states Dr. Comer, "was the sixth

leading cause of death, at a rate of
4 per 100,000."

The rate of suicide for blacks,

according to this psychiatrist,
dropped gradually after they
reached age 34, with only a slight

increase for black men between the
ages of 54 and 84. The suicide rate

declined for white women in the 45
to 54 age category, while the rate

for white males increased as they
got older.

There are approximately 35,000
suicides in the United States each
year. Today, suicide is ranked
nationally from number 10 to
number 12 among causes of death.
But statisticians as well as suicide

prevention workers declare that if

all self-inflicted deaths were listed,

suicide would rank fourth or fifth on
the list.

Authorities maintain that there
are many suicides that are
unrecorded. They point out that
many self-directed deaths are
reported as attributed to other
causes, particularly in situations

involving religious or social stigmas.
Dr. Alvin F. Poussaint, associate

professor of psychiatry at the
Harvard University Medical School,
states that as far as blacks are

concerned, the facts have been
suppressed, not because of shame,
but racism. He maintains that white
officials could care less about how
data on black suicide gets collated,

so they report the cause of death as

unknown. He points out that this is

particularly true of so-called ac-

cidental deaths.

For instance, he explains: "A
man discovered at the foot of a cliff

may have fallen or jumped to his

death." Thus, at the discretion of

the record keeper, actual suicides

often are recorded as accidental.

Poussaint believes that if an of-

ficials believes in the stereotype of

the happy-go-lucky black, he or she
is likely to discount suicide and
attribute the death to accident.

Although recording procedures
have been improved, one should
always keep the impact of these

facts in mind whenever interpreting

data regarding causes of death, and
more specifically, suicide.

Finally, taking into consideration

the previous discussion concerning
the many ways suicide statistics

may get suppressed and the ad-

ditional commentary Dr. Poussaint

made regarding the way black

suicide statistics get "fudged," one
can easily discern that black suicide

might be ranked second behind the

number one cause of death among
blacks — homicide.

The premise of most experts in

this field is that suicide occurs as a

result of some personal loss. The

byAS

loss may be actual, imagined,
threatened or potential, but to the
person involved, it is very real. The
loss theory is not the only reason
why people decide to end their

lives. It is, however, in many in-

stances, the significant factor that

precipitates the suicide.

The ratio of attempted suicides is

approximately three females for

every male, and the ratio of

completed suicides is three males
for every female. The reason black
males commit suicide more
frequently than females has had a

great deal to do with the methods
they use.

The most frequently used
methods of suicide by black males
are shooting and hanging, whereas
black women use more non-lethal
methods, such as barbituates and
sleeping pills. There are a multitude
of speculations as to why people
choose the methods they do.

The suicide rates for blacks are

higher in the North than in the
South. The holiday months have
the lowest number of suicides per
day. April and May usually have the

highest daily rate.

In general, suicides are most
likely to occur on a Friday or a

Monday. However, recent research

on the subject indicated that the

majority of black suicide victims

took their lives on Wednesday. It is

difficult to implicate why Wed-
nesday is the most popular day for

black suicide.

Census Says Blacks Moving
From N.E. At Fast Rate

North," he said. "It's a classic case
of push and pull."

The West Gained Blacks

The study also shows that the

South is no longer losing blacks.

Nor is the North Central region,

gaining black migrants. The only

section that gained more black

migrants than it lost was the West.
While the actual number of

blacks moving out of the Northeast

is small in comparison with the total

black population of the region, the

figures signify that established

patterns are changing rapidly.

From 1960 to 1970, the nine

Northeastern states (the six New
Er>gland states, plus New York.

New Jersey and Pennsylvania)

experienced a net gain of 612,000
blacks, most from the rural South.
But between 1970 and 1975 the
pattern shifted and there was a net

loss of 64,000 blacks, or nearly

13,000 >^ .yffl<, Ajnd frpnj ^1976 to,

meaning that the net rate of blacks

leaving the Northeast has about
quadrupled since 1975.

Periodic National Surveys
The 104,000 figure was the result

of 147,000 blacks moving out of

the region and 43,000 moving in.

This does not necessarily mean that

the black population in the area is

lower, because the greater number
of births than deaths probably more
than made up for the loss from
migration.

The census report is based on
periodic nation surveys conducted
by the bureau. The mobility of all

persons 2 years old and older is

recorded in the surveys.

The surveys since 1970 have
found that the flow of blacks out of

the South has ended. While the

sample in the most recent survey
was not large enough to be con-

clusive, it suggests that there may
have been a net return of blacks to

tjhe Sigiuth,
, ,, ,, . ,

. ,,,>

„K : Pffy^v8^u(^^lwWA sim^Q ^WK
most of the blades moving from the

North to the South were Southern-

born ones returning home. The
latest survey, taken in March 1977,

did not examine that question, so
experts will have to wait for the

complete census in 1980 to

determine if that trend is con-

tinuing.

Even more interesting, Mr. Long
said, is the question of whether
Northern-born blacks are also

moving to the South in pursuit of

new job opportunities.

Documents the White Exodus
Since many blacks now live in

cities in the Northeast and North
Central regions, where income
levels and job prospects are not

rising as fast as in the South and
West, the report states, "The
degree to which differences in

income and employment levels of

blacks and whites converge may be
related to the relative respon-

,^iverMS8 of the two poputatiom

groMpa^ to.tftgtenar <difteience8nii^

income-earning opportunities.'

Until recently statistics indicated
that there is an increase in black
suicide nationally, and that young
black males have been taking their

lives with rising frequency;
however, suicide occurring among
the black population in general and
black women in particular, has been
practically excluded from the
literature.

When mentioned. most
references to this phenomenon fall

in the same category as much of
the literature on different aspects of
the black experience written mostly
by white intellectuals. That is, it too
often reflects a lack of insight and
understanding about the culture
and lifestyles of the black
population.

This unfamiliarity with black
people and their culture often leads
to conclusions that are racially

biased and narrow in perspective.
Such authors tend to apply already
existing general theories of suicide
in their explanations of this ex-
traordinary occurrence among
blacks.

In summary, the research on
black self-destruction is sparse and
speculative. Moreover, when the
studies were done, samples were
much too small to make any reliable

or valid conclusions about suicide

among blacks. Therefore, their

findings must be reviewed carefully

and critically.

The new report also documents
the white exodus from the in-

dustrial North. From 1975 to 1977
there was a net loss of whites over

2 years old of 483,000 from the

Northeast and 377,000 from the

North Central states. The South
and West gained 436,000 and
424,000, respectively.

The study also found that the
movement to smaller towns and to

suburbs continued. From 1975 to

< 1977, large metropolitan areas as a

whole lost 613,000 through
migration. Central cities lost 3.3

million and suburbs gained 2.7

million people.

The report, titled "Geographical
Mobility: March 1986 to March
1977", was prepared by Kristin A.

Hansen, Celia G. Boertlein and Mr.

Long of the Census Bureau's
Population Division. It is available

for $3 from the United States

Governm^ent Printirig Office,

Population Reports, Series P-20
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MARY CUSTARD: I think one of the major problems is the lack of
communications between each other. Black women have a hard enough
time getting along with each other and it seems that other 3rd world
women don't associate with black women. There is a lot of animosity in

the Five College area. It seems like women from the other five colleges can
deal with the men on this campus but don't want or can't with the black
women on this campus.

HELENE: First of all they are 3rd world and they are are women and that

in itself is two strikes against them in this society. Sometimes they are also

some conflicts between black and white women in communicating and I

think its too bad because we are all women.

MIKE: I think the problems are developed by the women themselves.
They feel males owe them something for all past oppressions.

BIG AL: I think sorm of the nr«jor problems are that sisters don't

communicate enough with each other as a whole and its like a lot of petty

things go on that shouldn't, like the animosity between the sisters on the

different five colleges They all need each other and the brothers we need

them to. Its a shamathat guys can be friends witixguys frpn othec schools,

while women cant.

MONDAY, MARCH 13. 1978

Campus Speaks Editorials

The Call,

CAMPUS SPEAKS:

in conjunction with International Women's week this weeks question is:

What do you think are the major problems facing third world women at

UMass.

CALUCHA: Being accepted as we are as individuals and the special
need to be looked at individually.

:,' %:*C

HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

B/ack Colleges

America was promise, Archibald MacLeish wrote, to which it might be
added that one of the promises was choice. The United Negro College
Fund helps to support 41 colleges and universities dedicated to the
principle of keeping one such choice alive: the opinion of attending a
predominantly black college administered by black people.
At one time, before predominantly white institutions were truly opened

to black students, the Negro colleges were practically the only places in the
United States at which black Americans could obtain a bachelor's degree
or do graduate work. The role of the Negro colleges has changed with the
times.

Today they offer academic studies to the many youngsters who prefer
to develop themselves in an environment where blacks are in the majority,
without the competitive pressures they might encounter elsewhere.
The existence of Negro colleges and universities has not diminished the

need for non-discriminatory practices in all educational institutions. But
those who support diversity of opportunity will find the United Negro
College Fund an excellent vehicle for their generosity.

BLOODBATH IN IRAN

On January 9, 1978 masses of Iranians gathered in the cities of Oum and
Mashad to stage peaceful demonstrations protesting the fifteen-year exile
of Islamic leader, Ayatoilah Khomeini. More than 200 of these unarmed
citizens were massacred by the Shah's police. A period of national
mourning for the dead was declared by religious leaders. In Iran's major
cities, the bazaars were shut down, and all activities were halted.
On February 18 a demonstration was held in Tabriz, second-largest city

in Iran, to commemorate the occasion of the 40th day of national mour-
ning, declared orally by religious leaders both inside and outside of Iran.

Although the government-owned Iranian press reported a minor distur-
bance with few casualties, confirmed reports from Iran indicate that the
Shah's police opened fire on the angry but unarmed crowd, killing more
than 400 and wounding several hundred others. More than 1000 have been
arrested on suspicion of anti-government activities.

Although, the Iranian press reported the demonstrators to be Islamic-
Marxist, there is no such movement in Iran. The demonstrators were
Muslim and were led by religious leaders.

THE IRANIAN PEOPLE DO NOT SUPPORT THE REPRESSIVE REGIME
OF THE SHAH.
The regime of the Shah of Iran is notorious for its abuse of human rights:

....There is no freedom of opinion, speech or association in Iran. Anyone
accused of even speaking against the regime can be imprisoned. Amnesty
International quotes a figure of 100,000 political prisoners in Iranian
prisons.

....Physical and mental torture, is systematically practiced against
political prisoners. Trials are held in secret in an atmosphere of terror, in

military courts. A sentence of life imprisonment may be given for simply
reading a forbidden book.

....The government is a total and absolute dictatorship, maintained by
the presence of an infamous secret police force, SAVAK.

....Bribery, nepotism, and every sort of corruption runs rampant in

government circles, while the people of Iran suffer. Extreme poverty is the
rule, not the exception, in a country which has an illiteracy level of 65 per
cent, in which inflation is extraordinarily high, which cannot even supply
water and electricity regularly to its city-dwellers, but which is purchasing
sophisticated weaponry at an alarming rate, and which supplies, for
example, the sister of Shah with a five billion dollar per year gambling
habit.

THE UNITED STATES CLAIiVIS TO STAND FOR THE HUMAN
RIGHTS OF LIFE AND FREE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS FOR ALL MEN
THE UNITED STATES CLAIMS TO BE THE PROPONENT OF
DEMOCRACY IN THE WORLD. HOW, THEN, CAN SHE CONTINUE TO
SUPPORT A REGIME THAT IS THE ANTITHISES OF EVERYTHING FOR
WHICH SHE STANDS???
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES:
DEMAND A HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY THAT IS NOT QUALIFIED

CONDEMN THE REPRESSIVE REGIME OF THE SHAH. SUPPORT THE
STRUGGLE OF THE IRANIAN PEOPLE FOR FREEDOM.
Muslim Students Association

Persian Speaking Group (Boston)

CHERYL YONG: Just that we are looked at differently than other
women.

A^>
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LETTERS
INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF TRUTH
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GREG: I think that the combined problems of being a woman and a

black person are heavy burdens to bear. The problems of rape, general

disrespect, vulnerability and of course the rampart sexism of the male
dominated society.

In the last issue of Nummo News. Monday, March 6, I raised the

question of affirmative action. Former University of Massachusetts

Provost, Paul Puryear, was attempting to enforce affirmative action

regulations at this university, which has recently been cited by the federal

government for negligence in this area. In light of this situation, I made a

statement about why Puryear was released from his position as Provost.

Approximately 4:30 p.m., Monday, March 6, 1 received a phone call from

the chancellor's office. James Deshields, an assistant of Chancellor

Bromery, called me about the article that I wrote referring to the Chan-

cellor. The conversation was brief and to the point. Deshields told me that I

might be protected under the First Amendment, but my "ass" was not

protected under the First Amendment. He also asked me if Puryear used

the words "house Nigger" or if they were mine. I told him that Puryear

used the term "Uncle Tom", and I term that type of person house Nigger.

A house Nigger will do anything to elevate himself at the expense of other

oppressed people. I accused Bromery of that type of behavior.

Deshields mentioned that house niggers have aided me personally while

attending this university, and I disagreed. Deshields then asked me to

check with John Bracey, Chairperson of the Afro-American Department at

UMass, to see what he had to say. I spoke with Bracey on Tuesday, March

2, and he did not contradict Puryear's statement to me.

Former Provost Puryear was also attacked by sincere people, based on

misinformation, who did not understand the reason why the Deans of this

university called Puryear autocratic. Puryear was attempting to make the

Deans follow affirmative action guidelines established by the federal

government. The issue here is if the chief administrators of 4his university

will deal with affirmative action. Let it also be known that oppressed

people need consistent leadership.

I am aware that Puryear had contradictions; however, if concerned

people take the time to investigate what actually happened with Puryear

and the Deans, they will see how they were used by the Deans. For

example, Puryear set aside over $lOO,000 that would ordinarily be used by

the Deans for graduate asslstantships. Puryear forced the Deans to follow

affirmative action guidelines for its distribution, or they would not receive

the money for their respective departments. As a result, the Deans ac-

cused Puryear of using an autocratic leadership style and asked for his

resignation. I would appreciate people responding to the facts, and not

whether they like Bromery, Puryear or my style of writing.

NKRUMAHL.OLINGA
Social Analyst

LACK OF CLARITY WITHIN AN ISSUE

Last week Kenneth S. Shain, Fine Arts Editor of the Collegian, said in an

article that he wrote, that I was a leaky valve. My response to Mr. Kenneth

Shain and other people who feel like him is the next time one criticizes me,

stick to the issue that I was addressing. Mr. Shain proved his ignorance

and racist arrogance by accusing me of being racist; no person of color,

colonized in the U.S. is in a position to be racist. Only white males like

himself can be racist to people of color, who are the victims of oppression.

If I care to caH anyone a house nigger in black and white it is my
prerogative. I did not focus on Chancellor Bromery being a house nigger in

my article, but stated that the issue was inadequate Affirmative Action and

the loss of Federal dollars to the university because of this blunder. For the

record, I did not support the attempted cutbacks of the Asian Studies

program on campus which Puryear was a part of.

I think in the future, when a white individual decides to criticize people of

color, make sure that you are aware of your own internal racism which

every concerned white on this campus has by being a U.S. citizen. I do not

condone ignorance or deception either. I hope that Mr. Shain responds in

black and white to this article. *-
I would like to remind Mr. Shain and others that I did not invent the

phrase house nigger, but Malcolm X, who used this word quite effectually

when necessary. I felt last week that a chief administrator was acting out

the above kind of behavior.

Getting back to the issue that was raised last week. The term house
nigger would have never been used had Bromery not fired Puryear over

intersession when no students were around to find out the facts. I simply

do not agree to the process of Puryear's termination. I would like a

statement in black and white about this issue from the Chancellor's office.

There will be a meeting of United People on Wed. at 7 p.m. in the lounge

of Butterfield House. The concept of United People wjll be explained in

detail along with the purpose of the organization. Briefly, the purpose of

United People is to coordinate efforts of groups of people who are con-

cerned about the Bakke Decision, the rise of the Nazi party, struggling

against Affirmative Action cutbacks, discrimination because of sex, race,

class and other overt prejudices that we all have. It is time we all find out

the facts on this campus, and the rest of the country for positive action.

United People will defeat their oppressors;

History has proven just people will win!!

Social Analyst

Nkrumah L. Otinga
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Three Wounded at

At Sobukwe Funeral

GRAAFF REINET, South Africa
- Shooting broke out here
yesterday during a demonstration
by black youngsters at an open-air
funeral for national leader Robert
Sobukwe.
Asked why the demonstrators

had forced Buthelezi to leave, one
black youngster said: "It's because
he talks to (Prime Minister John)
Vorster

"

After the melee and the shooting,
the ceremonies carried on without
incident. Later in the day the body
of Sobukwe, former president of

the Pan-Africanist Congress, was
taken to a cemetery for nonwhites,

to be buried near his mother and
one of his brothers.

Police said three young blacks

with bullet wounds — one age 13,

the two others age 18 — were
taken to a hospital.

The gunfire eruped as demon-

strators forced Chief Gatsha
Buthelezi, chief minister of the
Kwazulu black homeland, to leave
the dusty sports field where part of
the funeral ceremonies took place.

Screaming youngsters who
surrounded Buthelezi scattered as
the shooting broke out. Brigadier
A.A. Coetzee, police chief in South
West Cape Province, said no shots
were fired by police and that the
matter is under investigation.

Militant blacks argue that South
Africa's white government is

creating puppet states by giving
self-rule to Kwazulu and other black
homelands.

Buthelezi had been one of the
last to arrive on a platform for the
leading mourners of Sobukwe, a
hero to millions of South African
blacks, who died of cancer last

month at the age of 53.
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Black Womens Workshop

By SNILMA TYNES
Nummo News Staff

Barbara Jean Love, professor of

Urban Education, held a Black

woman's workshop last Wed-
ntsday at the Malcolm X Cultural

Center in Southwest.

The main topic of discussion was
the Black family and the woman's
role. We deliberated the methods
used in bring up Black youth in

America today as opposed to the

methods used in the past, con-

cluding with the resolution that

Black parents have become so

individualized that the childs"

development, as far as discipline is

concerned, is lost. We determined

that the need of the Protestant-

Baptist Church was not only used

for religious purposes, but to also

create a comrrnjnitv, and as a way
to handle arxJ release distress.

Established were ten solutions on

how to improve communications
between the brothers and sisters in

the area.

After her lecture-discussion,

questions were raised pertaining to

the Black woman, family, and

community. One of the questions

thrown out for discussion was
'Why isn't there any sense of

community between Black

woman?" What the question

means is simply why is there no

trust, why is it that a sister finds she

knows other sisters on campus, or

in the community, but can't trust

her for fear that the next day her

business would be all over campus,

or where ever. That is a question to

be further discussed. The work-

shop, however, was very in-

teresting. Two familiar faces at-

.

tending were CCEBS Associate

Director, Carol Carter- Brooks, and

Academic Advisor, Carole Watkins,

both participating actively.

PROGRESSIVE CALENDAR
March 14 — The progressive film series presents: Mohawk Nation — the

Dispossessed Thompson 104 at 8 p.m.

Leroy Jones Speaks
At Smith College

March 14, Tuesday — The progressive film series presents: Mohawk
Nation — The Dispossessed Thompson 104 at 8 p.m.

March 14 — In concert, Daniel Viglietti, Uruguayan Folk-singer. Sub, 8
p.m., admission, $2.00, $3.00, sponsored by Western Mass. Chile Sol.

Committee.

March 15, Wednesday — Native American Solidarity Committee
Lecture, Jimmy Durham, CC 917, 7 p.m.

March 28, Tuesday — The progressive film series presents: Revolution

until victory — to live in freedom. Thompson 104 8 p.m.

March 31, Friday — Sonny Fortune at Crown Center, Hampshire
College, 8 p.m. free

April 1, Saturday — Dexter Gordon will be at Hampshire College at 2
p.m. and at the SUB, UMass at 8 p.m., free, all welcome.

COMINGtVENTS
April 15 — Dance with the band RBSP (more Information will be

provided as the date nears)

April 15-18 — Black Studies National Conference, "Beyond Survival."

Speakers: Sen. Bill Owens, Leonard Spearnnan, Roy Ayers. Registration

will be on the CC Concourse at 10 a.m. the 15th.

April 4 - 6 — Martin Luther King Week, Benjamin Hooks, Shirley Caesar

and the Ceasar Singers, Rahni Hall Singers.
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Marxist-Leninist Thinker

By W. J. WHEELER
Nummo News Staff

Mr. Leroy Jones is a member of

the Black Artists Liberation

Movement. This movement is

directed towards Cultural

Revolution through scientific think-

ing. Mr. Jones spoke about the

movement and the history of black

struggles in America at Smith
College, Fri., Mar. 10, 1978 in

Grayham Hall at 8:00 p.m.

Mr. Jones pointed out that the

panthers made a big mistake by

arming themselves and not realizing

that they had become targets. Mr.

Jones lashed Stokley Carmichael,

Rap Brown, Huey Newton, and

others because as he put it

"Revolutionaries of the sixties did

not fully realise the nature of op-

pression in America". He stated

that liberation movements of the

sixties were sectarian.

Mr Jones stated that America is

becoming more facist everyday. He
also believes that America and the

Soviet Union are constantly at odds
all over the globe to determine what
system will rule the world; Com-
munism or Facism, Facism or

Socialism'

Mr Jones stated that authors

Lawrence JujiUar» rtivHis»ul

I )oed ou* ' '^e

black people and either submitted

to the ruling class or chose not to

struggle at all.

Mr. Jones stated that young
people who graduate from colleges

and universities nation wide must
decide wliat side they'll choose to

be on. Whether they choose to

capituate or struggle and work for

the people.

Mr. Jones stated that Paul

Robinson and Dr. W E.B. Dubois
were men who chose not to

capituate but to continue to follow

their line no matter what the costs.

Mr Jones stated that the

panthers and the Student Non
Violent coordinating Committee
were too sloganized. S.N.C.C. used

Black Power as it's collective

idiology. The Panthers used Black

Nationalism and Hate Whitney
These slogans while correct lines

were as far as the two movement
went to establish national in

dependence' for black people.

The correct line said Mr. Jones
for the establishment of a socialist

state IS anti establishment, anti-

bourgeoisie values and anti

capitalism Ho st^^ted that this line

dn b^ .nstituiiundhzed .hrough
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Taj Majal At

Rusty Nail

By W. J. WHEELER
Nummo News Staff

Taj Mahal and his accompanists
performed before a capacity crowd
at the Rusty Nail in Sunderland,
Ma Fri., March 10, 1978 at 10:00
p.m.

Taj Mahal lived in Springfield,

Ma. at one time and still has
realatives there; he also attended
the University of Massachusetts at

one point in his life

While in the Amherst, Ma. area
Ta) Mahal performed at local clubs
.ind many of his fans still remember
him.

N N. What are your plans for the
future?

T M.: I plan to wait and see what
comes up. If something promising
comes along such as a series for

television I would be interested in

doing somthing of substance, not
the type of programs they are doing
now.
N N How would you ftiassify

your music?

T M.: My music is music for the

21st century and beyond. I play

towards tomorrow. What I do now
I'vp wanted to do since TwaS Very

-youac ---_ _.

N.N.: Good luck in the future Taj

Mahal.

T.M.: Thank you very much I'll

contirujv to pleTy music so long as I

can. y

Hijacker surrenders peacefully
DENVER \UPI\ - An airline hijacking that

started in the sky above San Francisco with a
threat to blow up a plane carrying 76 people
ended peacefully on the ground in Denver
yesterday when the hijacker surrendered.

A man the FBI identified as Clay Thomas,
a 30-year-old resident of San Jose, Calif.,

took over the United Airline 727 shortly after
it lifted off from San Francisco.

Officials said Thomas, claiming he was
dying of threat cancer, stepped into the
cockpit with a red and white vinyl flight bag
and told the pilot he would detonate a bomb
unless the plane was flown to Cuba. He later

changed his mind and wanted to be taken to
Memphis, Tenn.

"Shortly after takeoff a man carrying a
flight bag which he said contained a bomb

came into the cockpit," the FAA said. "The
plane diverted to Oakland, where the hijacker
let 68 passengers and four flight attendants
off.

"The hijacker announced he had cancer
and said. This was the only way out.' He
said he wanted the plane refueled and
wanted to go to Memphis."
The plane landed at Stapleton In-

ternational Airport in Denver for another
refueling and it was there that Thomas began
negotiations with the FBI.

"We were negotiating about refueling the
plane and unloading some of the luggage
when all of a sudden the crew was able to
leave the plane," said Ted Rosack, special
agent-in-charge of the Denver FBI office.

The crew came out of the plane through

an escape hatch in the belly and jumped to
the ground. One of the crewmen was injured
in the jump.

Rosack said agents found nothing inside
the bag Thomas carried except a book,
newspaper, "some other things" and a
lollipop.

The jet landed in Denver at 6:48 p.m. EST
and the FBI agreed during negotiations to
allow refueling. At one point, the hijacker
yelled at agents through the aircraft's radio:

"For Christ sake, what are you trying to do,
kill these people?"
Thomas then apparently changed his mind

again about his destination, telling the FBI:
"Look, if you guys are so hot to bust me and
you want my bomb and you want me to give
up all this — , you can just wait until I get of
Cuba, okay?"

During the negotiations, Arnold Grout, 54,
the pilot, told agents: "The longer you dfelay
it the more excited Clay Thomas gets. As
long as we're in the air everything is cool.
When we get on the ground things get kind
of excited."

Agents talked to him about one hour
before the crewmen crawled through the
escape hatch.

"We did not know the crew was going to
escape but we were out in that area

"

Rosack said. "We had no advance notice of
the escape."

The hijacker, dressed in a white shirt and
trousers, threw his flight bag out of the plane
and then walked calmly down the stairway to
be arrested.
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Begin spouts hatred for PLO
TEL AVIV, Israel [AP\ - Prime Minister

Menachem Begin vowed Mon(j#/ "to cut off
the arm" of the Palestinian guerrilla

organization responsible for the weekend
massacre on Israel's coastal highway.
Mourners at victims' funerals called for
revenge.

In southern Lebanon, travelers said
villagers fearing Israeli retaliatory raids left

their homes and trekked north, in a driving
rain, away from the Israeli border. Israeli

officials say the 1 1 terrorists who carried out
the killings of sightseers and passersby on
the Tel Aviv- Haifa road came from Lebanon
by the sea.

Some confusion remainnd over the
number of dead. Begin used the number 28
in a speech to Parliament. Police Com-
missioner Haim Tabori said 32 Israelis had
died, and an army spokesman said 36 were
slain, plus nine terrorists who died in the final

gunfight over a hijacked tour bus.

Thousands watched and wept Monday as
eight of the victims were buried at Ashdod,
Haifa, Tel Aviv and Tiberias. At the funeral of
Yaaqov Paz, a 22-year-old soldier killed while
on leave, one of Paz's friends declared:
"Someone will have to pay."

In a eulogy to Paz^ Parliament member
Haim Corfu said: "This spilling of blood will

not be forgiven." At the funeral of 6-year-old
Yoav Mishkal, Deputy Industry Minister
Yitzhak Peretz declared: "The blood of

Israel's children will not be left unavenged."

Begin told Parliament that the Palestine
Liberation Organization, whose Al Fatah
guerrillas said they had made the attack, was
"the most despicable organization... in

human annals outside of the Nazis," and that
the PLO "doesn't attack any man or any
place where there are soldiers, but has
resolved to harm, kill and wound civilians

only."

"We will cut off the arm of evil," Begin
promised. "We shall in no way and in no

circumstances agree that this hand be raised
over a Jewish child or a Jewish woman."

In Washington, the White House an-
nounced Monday that Begin would come to
the United States on March 20 for meetings
the next two days with President Carter.

Begin's arrival had been set for Sunday but
was postponed because of the terror raid.

The other major figure in the Middle East
peace process, Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat, was outside of Cairo and has made no
comment on the raid.

In Lebanon, Foreign Minister Fuad Butros

said his country "was not involved in any
way" in the terror attack.

Terrorists hit Holland;
seize many hostages
ASSEN. Netherlands [AP] - South

Moluccan militants, a fanatical group that

has terrorized Holland on and off for a
decade, struck again yesterday seizing a

government building and 50 to 60 hostages
in a shooting attack that left at least six

persons wounded, authorities said.

The four to six gunmen were demanding
freedom for comrades in Dutch jails and a

plane to fly all of them, along with hostages,
out of the country, government officials said.

Police in armored cars quickly surrounded
the modern-style office block in this northern
Dutch city as the terrorists, said to be armed
with pistols and at least one machine gun,
fired bursts of bullets from upper-floor

windows.
Officials said they feared that one victim

lying out of reach in front of the building

might be dead.

About 200 employees in the building,

headquarters of the Drente provincial

government, managed to escape through
windows, some shimmying down firehoses,

after the Moluccans stormed in. But some
were gunned down from behind as they fled.

One of the wounded was a schoolboy shot
as he walked down a street, officials said.

Militants among the South Moluccan
immigrant community in Holland have made
repeated terror strikes in recent years to

dramatize their demands for Dutch help in

winning independence from Indonesia for

their Asian island homeland. The Moluccas
and the rest of Indonesia are a former Dutch
colony.
The area around Assen, 112 miles nor-

theast of Amsterdam, has been a focus of

the Moluccan terror campaign, most recently

last spring when gunmen seized hostages in

a train and schoolhouse ahd held out for 20
days before military assaults ended the
sieges. Six terrorists and two hostages died.

Police said yesterdays raid began at about
10 a.m. as the Drente provincial council was
about to meet in the building. There were
reports at least two provincial legislators

were among the hostages.
One Moluccan rode up in a taxi and

dashed out into the main entrance, pulling

out a concealed machine gun and opening
fire, police said. The other gunmen ran in

behind him.

At the Justice Ministry in the Dutch capital

of the Hague, a spokesman said a letter had
been received demanding the release of

imprisoned Moluccans and a plane to fly the
gunmen, the freed convicts and hostages out
of the country.
The spokesman said 21 Moluccans are

imprisoned for previous attacks, including
seven for the 1977 raids.

The government refused to give in to

similar demands last yfear, insisting that the
terrorists first release all hostages.

Inside
- SGA Presidential Profiles conclude
today with Steve Ross and Russell Swan.
See page 2.

A Voters Guide to the SGA elections is

featured on pages 4 and 6.

-A UMass student is hit by a UMass
bus, the fourth major traffic- pedestrian

accident of the semester. See page 2.

— Most coal miners ignore the Taft-

Hartley back to work order.

Weather
Rainy and windy today with highs in

the forties. Rain may become heavy at

times. Rain will end tonight, clearing

tomorrow. Jazz pianist Oscar Peterson arrived in Amherst a day late but still thrilled a

crowd of 1800 at the Fine Arts Center last night. Story on page 3.
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Russe//
Swan
By JIM KASNER
Collegian Staff

Russ Swan
Background. Age 19; Class: Sophomore,
Residence: Pierpont; Past Positions- No
positions held in SGA.
What are your impressions of the SGA

as it operates now?
•The SGA is completely ineffective and a

total waste of time and should be gotten rid
ot. (

I
he SGA) seems convinced that playing

(power) games has some significance."

Do you think students should have a
larger voice in decisions on campus?
And, If so, then how should this be
accomplished?

It's definitely time to take a larger role and
have more rights. Need to get the students
together, united in mass action. The SGA
should be turned into a resource center not
be a policy making body. Students are
getting shafted by the administration. We
have almost no rights. The Student
Organizing Project and the SGA are setting
up a bureaucracy.

How would you assess the bargaining
positions on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?

Either way students will get shafted It
doesn't really make much difference because
neither side is looking out for students in-
terests. Student representation is very im-
portant.

What do you feel is the best solution
to the upcoming concert in the spring?

"The whole thing is kind of fucked." It's anexample of how anything involved in thebGA gets fucked up. The SGA manages to

Police beat

blow every thing they do. With $37,000 to
spend on a concert you can throw a really
good concert. It's an example of waste and
mismanagement in student government. My
own solution - which I will not reveal now
— I will reveal soon."
How do you feel the Student Senate

bus service should be funded?
"I don't want to see a fee added to the bill.

We should have a monorail from Southwest
to the Campus Center for free.

How should the situation in Pierpont
be resolved?

I don't have any solutions right now. Pier-
pont should definitely go student run. Mat-
lack is completely confused on this issue. We
need direct action; sit-ins, picketing, and
there are other possibilities. Pierpont is a very
unique dorm on this campus.

Property damage is always high in fresh-
man and sophomore dorms. Matlack's
contention is that Pierpont is almost
inhuman living conditions. But if that's the
case how come we don't want to leave."

Steve
Ross
By ROBERT FALETRA
Collegian Staff

Steve Ross is a 20 year old junior running
for Student Government Association
President He is majoring in Urban Regional
Management. He lives in Patterson house
and IS from Needham Mass.

Ross has been active in house government
and was an officer at large in RSO group
resources. He has been a student senator for
over a year and is a member of the Student
Senate Government Affairs Committee and
Faculty Senate Space and Calendar Com
mittee.

In a recent Collegian interview he had
these answers to student problems.
VVhatare your impressions of the SGAas It operates now?
A: "It can be run more effectively and

efficiently. There has to be more interaction
between the president's office and students.
The president's office should be directly
responsible to the students as well as the
senate. In order for the students to tell the
president how to represent them, the
students must be aware of what's going on."

"There has to be an opening of the
president's office to tell the students what's
going on and what's coming up. I am run-
ning on a platform that stresses a new
direction for student government."
Do you think students should have a

larger voice in decisions on campus?
And. if so. then how should this be
accomplished?

A: "Presently there are two ways for
students to be heard. One way is through
their senator. The other way is through the
president. The senate should be sufficient for
the majority of issues. If the senators went
back to their constituencies and told them

UMass bus hits student on Mass. Ave.
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

Martin B. Quinlan, 26, was hit by a UMass
bus yesterday morning on Massachusetts
Avenue by the Hagis Mall, according to
UMass police.

Quinlan was admitted to the UMass in-
firmary, where his condition was described
as "not serious" by Diane Smith of the
University Health Services.
The student a resident of Peabody, Mass.

was struck by a UMass bus driven by William
P. Jenkins, at 8:45 as Quinlan was getting
out of his car, the spokesman said.

S3000 worth of jewelry and pewter was

stolen from Baker-Winn Jewelers yesterday
afternoon.

The jewelry and pewter were recovered
shortly after the burglary occurred, when
Wilfredo E. Sanchez and Robert Paolilli, both
17, were arrested for the burglary.
The two youths are being arraigned today

in Hampshire District County Court.
Officer Jeffrey Roy answered the alarm

and was aided by other Amherst police in

apprehending the two who had ran from the
store across town.
The two were arrested and charged on

three counts: Breaking and entering in the
daytime with intent to commit a felony,
larceny over $100, and possession of

burglary tools. One of the youths arrested
was in possession of a knife, a police
spokesman said.

Chief Maia commended the citizens of
Amherst, commenting that tht recovery was
made possible, in part, by citizens who
pointed out the perpetrators to the police.
David J. /erriter of Pleasant Street,

Northampton, was arrested for possession of
a Class D Substance (L.S.D.) and possession
of a Class C Substance (Marijuana),
Saturday, UMass p>olice said.

Ferriter, 21, was arrested in Prince House,
however, he is not a UMass student, the
police said.

what's happening and what's coming up and
then asked them how they should vote it

would be sufficient. The fact is this often
does not happen."
How would you assess the bargaining

positions on each side of the faculty-
administration bargaining sessions?
A: "The thing they both have to keep in

mind is they're here to serve the students
and to provide a quality education. The
student teacher ratio is very high here at
UMass and if the teachers hold less class
hours then the students will be hurt."
"The pay rate of the faculty has to be kept

in check with other institutions of high
education. A lot of faculty are leaving here
simply because they can get more money
elsewhere. In order to maintain the quality
education that was being achieved here
before the Dukakis administration's level
funding, the professors have to be paid
well."
What do you feel is the best solution

to the upcoming concert in the spring?
A: "The best solution would be to have a

black american music festival either this
semester or next semester and to have a free
spring concert. The senate has become
committed to a black american music festival
through a series of votes and it is tran-
ditionally committed to a spring conert.
People have to realize that one was never
supposed to replace the other, but it became
evident that there was not enough funds for
both."
How do you feel the Student Senate

bus service should be funded?
A: "It should be a joint effort between

students, administration and faculty. The
problem with the proposed plan to increase
parking fees is the students would be paying
twice.

How should the situation in Pierpont
be resolved?

A: "It's clear that Pierpont is a unique
community. More than anything it is wrong
and against the students rights to evict them.
The student government should act as a
mediator and get the two parties together to
try and work out a solution. You can't throw
them out, it's their right to live whete they
want."

No frisk of Gail's fans
A spokesman for the Union Program

Council said yesterday that patrons of this
Wednesday's J. Geils concert will not be
searched for illegal smoking matter.

Also patrons will not t>e physically frisked
as the council announced Monday. Those
attending the concert will be asked to open
bags, coats or rolled up garments at the door
in order to expose any cans or bottles.

According fo the Council, refusal to do this

constitutes & breaking of the contract with
the Fine Arts Center and the patron will be

asked to leave. Refunds will be available in
these cases.

Yesterday's Collegian had reported that
the Council would be physically frisking
patrons and looking for drugs. This drew a
negative reaction by some according to a
Council spokesman.

-GAYLE YOUNG
Voter drive stalled
The Amherst Board of Registrars

yesterday decided to postpone action on a
proposal to deputize volunteers to register
voters for town elections.
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Board member Vince O'Connor proposed
that volunteers be allowed to conduct
registration both at tables in public places
and by door-to-door inquiry. This, he em-
phasized, would greatly help the problem of
low registration among students and
tenants.

Other members of the Board raised
questions concerning the legality of going
door-to-door and the liability of the town if a
volunteer was injured.

State regulations were consulted but did
not specify if door-to-door registration was
allowed nor if a single deputy registrar or one
from each major political party would be
required. The proposal was referred to the
town's legal counsel for an opinion.

-JOHNMORAN

Author lectures tonight

"Passing the heritage from hand to hand
like a hot potato and wincing between the
toss " is the title of author Joanne Green-
berg s lecture tonight in Thompson Hall,

room 104 at 8 p.m
Greenberg, who writes under the

pseudonym Hannah Green, is best known for

/ Never Promised You a Rose Garden, which
deals with a young psychotic's struggle to
survive- The novel has recently been made
into a successful film

Grpenberg has written several other
novels, including The King's Persons, set in

12th century England, as well as The Monday
Voices and The' Dead of the House Her
subject matter includes women in conflict,
Jnws and emotionally disturbed children

Greenberg's novel In This Sign deals with
the deaf. She recently co-authored an article
which appeared in The New York Times
Magazine on the problems of mainstreaming
deaf children in the public schools. Her
lecture will be simultaneously translated into
sign language.
The lecture is sponsored by the

Distinguished Visitor's Program, B'nai B'rith
Hillel Foundation, and Resources Judaica.

-DIANE BURACH

Voter reg. ends soon
Voter registration for the April 4 Amherst

Town Election ends Wednesday, March 15.

Registration may be done in a few
moments in the Town Clerk's Office in the
Town Hall today from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
or in a special last day session from 9:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m. tomorrow also in the Town
Clerk's Office.

-JOHN MORAN

Notice
The Black American Musical Festival

Committee will meet tonight at 6:30 in

'he New Africa House.
The committee needs diot of help and

all members of the University community
are urged to attend

The committee needs help in the areas
of publicity, marketing concessions, and
security All members of the university
community are urged to attend.

Peterson— 'well worth the wait"
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

Oscar Peterson arrived in Amherst a day
late, but his performance last night In the
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall was definitely
worth the wait.

According to Fine Arts Center spokesman

Concert review
David Letters, Peterson performed In

Sydney, Australia Thursday night. He missed
his connecting flight from Los Angeles on
Saturday and was unable to make his
originally scheduled engagement here
Sunday night.

But by the time the jazz virtuoso sat down
at the piano last night, he was showing no
signs of jet lag.

The audience, 1800 strong, greeted
Peterson's powerful and sensitive virtuosity
with a succession of standing ovations,
covving in intensity until the master brought
the house down with his encore, Tenderly.

Peterson opened the program with a
schizophrenic but well balanced rendition of
"Body and Soul", beginning the piece with a
series of cadenzas, moving into a walking
blues, and closing with the cadenzas again.
He followed that old standard with a

composition of his own, "Mirage" an up-
tempo piece with a heavy ragtime influence
and strong melodic use of the left hand.

Peterson adhered closely to that style

throughout the concert, drawing from the
rhythmic traditions of New Orleans and the
harmonic traditions of Western Europe. But
that doesn't begin to describe the way in

which he presented this melting pot of
musical influences to his audience.

Peterson has been described by respected
British jazz critic Benny Green ".... as one of
the greatest soloists of all time, a player
whose technique never obscures the lucidity

of his thoughts or the wonderful buoyancy of
his execution."
What most impressed this critics about

Peterson's piano technique was his ability to
fly in and out of the extreme ranges of the
instrument and still maintain a solid melodic
focus.

One of the best received pieces on the
program was Peterson's "Tribute to Duke

Ellington", featuring an u|>tempo waltz
rendering of the Ellington classic "Take the A
Train", and ragtime-Influenced versions of
"Satin Doll" and "Caravan".

Born in Montreal on August 12, 1925,
Peterson began studying the piano at the age
of seven. In an interview after the concert, he
said his decision to make jazz his musical

medium was influenced by his older brother,
who also played piano.
He said his decision to concentrate on jazz

was also influenced by the fact that his
parents "concurred with my desires."

Among the honors bestowed upon
Peterson during his career are the Down
Beat Award for best jazz pianist, which he

has won for twelve consecutive years, the
Playboy Award and the Grammy Award In

1975.

Peterson said the beauty of jazz is that it

allows the musician the opportunity to
partake in "momentary invention". Peterson
is one jazz musician who exploits that op-
portunity to the fullest.

Monday's spring-like weather persuaded these two UMass students to put the books aside for a while so that they could
enjoy the long-awaited sunshine ... Their pleasure will be cut short all too soon, though, as rain is expected for late today and
early tomorrow. (Staff photo by Mark Williamson)

Meetings ...Meetings...I\^eetings...

Amherst
By STEVE ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Committee on Voter
Registration and Elections called for some
changes in nomination procedures for town
elections at last night's Selectmen's meeting.
The Committee recommended that

candidates who file for town wide offices

other than the Moderator, School Board, or

Board of Selectmen be required to receive 25
to 50 signatures for nomination.

Moderator, School Board, and Selectmen
candidates would be required to be
nominated by petition of 50 to 100
signatures. The Committee recommended
there should be no preliminary elections held

for these offices.

The Committee also recommended a run-

off election for the three town offices if any
candidate fails to receive 40 per cent of the
vote.

The selectmen said they would look Into

the legality of the Committee's proposals.

The Selectmen also heard from an
Amherst resident, Mrs. Ellen Davis who, in

an emotional speech, complained that many
people, like herself, are being forced to leave

Amherst "because we do not have the

material wealth necessary to live here." She
placed the blame on high taxes, inflated rent,

and excessive utility costs.

In another action, The Board of Selectmen
received the resignation of James Saudade,
the Housing Specialist of Amherst. Saudade
will now move to Greenfield where he will

head the Housing Rehabilitation program.

Be/chertown
By RICHARD E. BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Selectmen here

announced last night that they will seek a

CETA employee for the historical com-
mission.

Responding to a letter from the Historical

Commission, the board endorsed the request

that an employee be sought to help the

commission complete a survey of the town's

historical and architectural assets.

The job also calls for the new employee to

aid the Commission in developing
"preservation plans," and cataloging
historical data to make it easily accessible to

the serious student of history.

Selectmen also announced plans to

compare two types of bucket loaders before

a final decision is made on the purchase by
the Town.

Selectman Kenneth H. Snow said that a

Caterpillar and a Huff loader will be com-
pared during a two or three day trial at

moving gravel to be used in repairs along Bay
Road.

In other business, the board announced
plans for a meeting to discuss the use of land

at Belchertown State School.
The meeting to be held at 10 a.m.

Saturday, March 18, will bring together

parties interested in the land located along
Rt. 21.

In addition to officials from the State

School, representatives of Town and State

government will be at the meeting along with

members of a group called Women In

Agriculture.

The Board also received notice from the

Secretary of State that a local group has
announced plans to incorporate a new
school in Belchertown.
To be called "The School for All Seasons"

the school will provide a forum for elder

citizens to teach skills to local residents.

The school is to be located on Federal
Street and will be run by Mr. Douglas
Warren.

Centra/ Area
By DEBBIE WALLACE
Collegian Staff

Three SGA presidential candidates wooed
supporters last night at the Central Area
Council meeting.

Jay Flynn, former Central Area activities

coordinator, said, "Area governments mean
more to students than the Student Senate

does and because of this an increase in are

government funding is necessary. I've seen

the senate spend $25,000 in one night, which
was wasted."

The big problem, Flynn said. Is that

students don't know what is going on.

"Making sure that dorm senators are more
accountable to the students could remedy
this. The president's role is to get people
together to do the work, and I feel I can do
this," Flynn said.

Another concern of Flynn's Is the Student
Organizing Project.

"SOP has wasted more than any other

organization, about $250,000. 1 would abolish

SOP," Flynn said.

David Barenberg of the Barenberg-
Birmingham candidacy discussed the
changes he thinks the senate needs to go
through. Barenberg said "the senate doesn't
deal with academics and students cannot
presently get involved with issues that are

personally affecting them."

Financial aid increase is a major concern
with Barenberg who is presently talking with
state legislators to increase the amount of

financial aid allotted to state institutions.

"By law the maximum amount given to

state colleges is only 25 per cent. It doesn't
take much for things to change. It does take
people getting together, talking, and having
the resources to back it up. A small group
can make changes possible, Barenberg said.

Herb Tyson of the Gordon-Tyson team
said, "It is important to increase the impact
SGA can have on the student's ordinary life.

By forming academic councils, the senate

should become involved in day by day issues

to increase student participation. The senate

isn't dealing with issues students are con-
cerned with. Issues like the $20 meal tax

increase and the Campus Center renovations

are issues which are relevant and need to be
discussed,"

In its only other business, the council

unanimously voted to give an additonal $200
to the Central Orchard Hill spring concert.

Superb talent makes 'Major Barbara'
By E PATRICK McQVAID
Collegian Staff

Major Barbara, by George Bernard Shaw;
directed by Jim Cavanaugh; at the Mt.
Holyoke College Laboratory Theatre, March
14. 15 and 16; box office 1-538 2406.

Attending commencements, funerals, and
speeches in general was never a popular
pastime of this critic and thus Shaw has
never been my favorite playwright. So
swallowing my prejudices, I took my seat at

the Mt. Holyoke Laboratory Theatre
determined to take an objective look at their

production of Major Barbara.
I was soon won over by a superbly

talented cast under the direction of Jim
Cavanaugh. This drawing room, "morality

play," is set in Edwardian England when a

slowly passing Victorian era was reluctantly

giving way to more carefree times.

Tlie situation is clearly stated in the

confrontation between Barbara Undershaft,

a major in the Salvation Army, played with

effervescence by Jennifer 0. Campbell, and
dear old dad, Europe's richest munitions

manufacturer; a role that Walter Boughton
plays all-too-well.

The Irony is that the younger generation is

clinging to old notions while Undershaft

senior claims he is Dionysus incarnate, a

living celebration. We are easily taken in by

his smooth talk and so is Barbara who finally

sheds her uniform to inherit the family

fortune.

Adolphus Cuslns, played as convincingly

as possible by Jeff Avick, gladly dismisses

his life as a poet and professor of ancient

Greek for the life of a multi-millionnaire when
he opts to accept the Undershaft fortune and
marry Barbara

Theatre review
The audience especially appreciated the

part of Lady Britmart, Barbara's mother and
Undershaft's estranged wife. Laura Barriere

captured the role of the meddling upper class

mother exceedingly well.

Paul Wildman and Bradford Whiteman
received standing ovations for their por-

trayals of two down-and-outs who square off

against each other at the Salvation Army
headquarters.
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Birmingham
Ak ONDy BEGET
Collegian Staff

BACKGROUND
Barenberg, David
Age; 19
Major: Undeclared
Hometown: Newton, Mass.
Year of Graduation: 1980
Campus Residence: Pierpont Dormitory
Past Positions: Student senator, chairman of
the Senate Lease Task Force, Faculty
Senate Committee on Freshman Year Study,
Student Organizing Project, involved in the
Inquiry Program.
Birmingham, Susan
Age: 22
Major: Economics-Women's Certificate
Hometown: Peabody, Mass.
Year of Graduation: 1979
Campus Residence: North Amherst
Past Positions: Student senator, involved in

the "mandatory dining commons" issue,

International Women's Week, Student
Senate Women's Caucus, and lobbied m the
State House over budget cuts
ENDORSEMENTS
None souaht
PLATFORM

Establishment of lease through
negotiations with administration and outside
pressure.

Termination of mandatory housing
through court suit.

Termination of mandatory dining
regulations through court action.

Funding of the bus system by the
University through court suit.

Win the right for students to collectively

bargain by lobbying the legislature.

Increasing amount of financial aid
allocated to the students of the University by
lobbying the legislature.

S.G.A. POWER
The S.G.A. has a great deal of power-

capable of change but the present system
provides only a limited effectiveness due to
its irrelevance to students concerns.
SPRING CONCERT

Support Senate decision of free Black
American Music Festival.

YEAR IN OFFICE
Will have increased student involvement

by dealing with issues relevant to students.

Change in collective bargaining position

from one of student input to negotiating

from a position of strength.

Suit filed against the University on the

issue of the mandatory dining regulations.

Begin process of utilizing student monies
to secure mortgages and then renting on a

non-profit basis.

Brickman
Vafiades

&

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Steve Brickman Background: Age 19 Class
Freshman Major: Undeclared Residence Van
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AMHERST CYCLE SHOP

Come in and gel your wheels ready
for spring. See our new models

Get X C equipment, now on sale

^4ew h used bikes, repairs, rentals

arcessories etc

Amherst Cycle Shop
253 Triangle St

549 3729

Northampton Bicycle
2' Pleasant St

586 %10

Meter North Past Positions: no past positions
in SGA
Mark Variades: Class; Sophomore Major;
Business Past Positions: Senator Residence:
Van Meter North
Endorsements; none sought.

Platform; Make student government
responsive to student needs through true
representation by delaying votes in Senate
for one week to allow Senators to talk with
constituents use other methods for better
representation. Reevaluate and revise
Student Organizing Project; terminate
Project as last resort. Allow representation in

Senate by residence not interest groups and
any other group (Third World). Suggestion
Box outside Dining Commons. More student
input on decisions, positions develop ac-
cording to student interests.

SGA Power: Develop power with con-
cerned leaders who work hard. Will back
words with actions.

Spring Concert: Oppose Black American
Music Festival since students wanted
traditional Spring Concert. Favor traditional
Spring Concert - all types of music. Have
Black American Music Festival at later date.
UMass after one year in office; changes

coming from student suggestions; less
irresponsible spending, no structure change,
leadership change.

Edelstein &
Goverman

Donald

Bishop

By JACK GALLAGHER
Collegian Staff

William Edelstein

Background: Age: 22 Major: Com-
munications Studies; Hometown: balem,
Mass.; Experience: registered cynic; Year of
Graduation: 1978; Residence Brandywine
Apartments.
Brad Goverman
Age; 20; Major: Journalism; Hometown:
Needham, Mass.; Experience: SGA reporter;
Residence: Brandywine Apartments.
NON-ENDORSEMENTS: Amherst

Towing, Richard Nixon, Michael Dukakis.
PLATFORM: Eliminate administration,

replace it with professionals; remaining
positions filed with student interns from
related academic departments; Whitmore
will become a condominium; Pierpont
residents will be put in Whitmore; Pierpont
will be a bastille for the administrators.

Savings from not having an Ad-
ministration will mean more athletic
scholarships; the hope is to make the
Athletic Department not only self supportive
but partially supportive of the University. The
ultimate goal is to place as many UMass
students in 1980 Olympics as possible. The
Senate will be asked to resign, and replaced
with benevolent dictatorship; Three concerts
will be held in the spring; Black American
Music Festival concert to be decided by the
students and the Bess-Arabian concert will

be held for the oppressed Bess- Arabians.
SGA POWER
No power — "that's why we're getting rid

of it."

SPRING CONCERT
Not satisfied — we want three
UMASS, (one year later if elected)

No administration. Whitmore a con-
dominium and Pierpont a bastille; more
athletic scholarships; no senate Benevolent
dictatorship!

Background - Age: 20, Major: un-
declared, Hometown: Marlboro, Mass.
Residence: Washington dorm, Positions:
Presently student senator and member of
Government Affairs Committee, formerly
Government Affairs Chairperson, member of
Government Affairs Committee and member
of Board of Governors.

Platform issues — Information
dissemination by holding all motions in

senate for one week for student reaction
through senator; Increased accountability of
senators by recall of inefficient senators
through House Council; Representation of
students through Presidents Council;
Support of Mass State Student Association
(MSSA), a student lobbying force in

legislature.

Endorsements — Endorsed by Washington
lower dorm council.

SGA Power:

The student government has the power to
implement real change at UMass if the
students are together. The student govern-
ment is all students and along with the
MSSA we can control education.
Black American Music Festival:

Bishop does not support senate decision
fully. Reason: We still don't have a Spring
Concert but we do have a free concert.
Changes foreseen if elected:

Students made aware of issues through
information dissemination. Increased ac-

countability of senators, presidents council
representing students, MSSA a viable force
in the legislature, use of referendum to get
student voice.

Jay

Fiynn
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

«

Jay Flynn
Background: Age: 21 Major: Political Science
Hometown:' Worcester Class: 1980 Past
Positions: Senator Co chair of Governmental
Affairs Committee; Advocate on Attorney
General's staff Board Central Activities

Board; Residence South Amherst En-
dorsements; none
Platform:

Increase communication with Information
Telephone for complaints activities and other
information. Encourage senators to work on
dormitory newsletters. Support student run
coop housing. Supports lease. Terminate
Student Organizing Project. Have students
recognized by legislature as collective
bargaining agent through statewide student
effort. Abolish Third World caucus.
SGA Power

Students can get power by getting in-

formation out to students, using petitions
writing legislators, "ott administrate ad-
ministrators" by getting facts, going to
administrators.

Spring Concert

UMass alumna Marjorie Short explains what it takes to produce an award
winning film to a public relations class in Herter Hall. See related story page 7. (Staff
photo by Mark Williamson)

Black American Music Festival would be
best for the Fine Arts Center Cage or a fall

event. Spring Concert should not be limited
to Black performers; should be best talent.
Supported two concerts once situation was
still unresolved by this semester,
UMass one year later if elected

There will be increase communication,
more confidence in the SGA, more con-
fidence in ability to change campus. Less
dollar waste of student money. More student
say in how university is run. Well on way to
collective bargaining.

Green 8-

Lawrence
By JACK GALLAGHER

Backround: Greene, Howard, Age: 20,
Major: Urban Planning, Home town:
Needham, Mass., Experience: president of
Patterson House, treasurer of Resources,
Judaica, and former president of Resources
Judaica, Year of graduation: 1979,
Residence: Patterson House.
Lawrence Paul, Age: 22, Major:

Economics, Home town; Fairfax, Va., Ex-
perience; SGA senator. Year of graduation:
1979, Residence: Patterson House.

Endorsements; none
Platform issues: Heightening the

awareness of students to the SGA. Making
them more concerned with their role in
student government.

SGA Power
"At this time, no. There are too many

people concerned with own eaos in the
SGA. When we're elected we plan to
heighten student awareness knowing that
change will come when thousands of people
care instead of just a handful."

Spring Concert
Yes and no. We like the idea of a concert

but it's been handled badly. The concert is

wrapped in politics. In our opinion, there's no
excuse why this University shouldn't attract
national talent."

One year later if elected
"We will heighten student awareness to

such an extent that any issues involving the
students will be widely known and opinions
from all groups will have a place to be voiced
and heard. Through organizations such as a
more representative senate the individual will
have a direct line to the people who run the
government."

Gordon &
Tyson
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Shelly Gordon: Background: Age 20 Major
Political Science and womens studies B
Class; 1979 Past Positions Board of
Governors co-chairman Finance Committee
Space committee residence off campus.
Herb Tyson Background: Age 19 Major
Political Science Hometown Patomic
Maryland Class 1980 Past Positions Board of
Governors co-chairman Budgets Commitee
Fine Arts Council Alcohol and Beverage
committee. Residence Off Campus.
Endorsements; None
Platform; Students recognized by legislature

as Collective Bargaining agent; press
legislature by uniting student into political

force; expand student services: coops,
develop check cashing, support dormitory
lease although they feel more work is

needed; oppose mandatory housing,
decrease Board fee, want state to buy
campus center or pay for renovations, hold
public hearings on issues, strengthen
communication with students through SGA
office of communications, Collegian and
other means. Revaluation of SGA goals
SGA Power; Believe SGA does have power if

students show strength in numbers, show
students the importance of issues to
students lives, communication networks
through campus to keep students aware of
SGA activities.

Concert; Support Senate decision of free

Black American Music Fesitval; success will

depend on talent.

UMass after 1 year in office communications
built up, check cashing, lease students in-

volved in administration decisions, ad-

ministration accepts students and students
accept the administration

TURN TO PAGE 6

Miners ignore Taft-Hartley; continue strike
[AP\ - All but a few tf the nation's 160,000

striking coal miners ignored a federal back-
to-work order yesterday, and the handful
who returned to the mines had virtually no
effect on coal production.
In Pennsylvania, hundreds of club-carrying

pickets took to a road in a 150-car caravan to
shut down non-union mines. But most other
areas were quiet, with union mines remain-
ing idle even in the absence of pickets.

It was the first real test of whether the
United Mine Workers rank and file will obey
a Taft-Hartley court order obtained last

Thursday by President Carter.

But with the order still not in full effect in

some areas, a Justice Department
spokesman in Washington said thereu

y action to force compliance.
Spokesman Mark Sheehan said the ad
ministration expects miners to gradually
return to work this week.
Meanwhile, bargainers for the union and

coal companies took a pause in negotiations
in Washington. They reported some pro-
gress over the weekend, but said they were
not on the verge of a settlement. Each side
used the day to work on its own positions on
specific issues.

Since the strike began Dec. 6, rebellious
union officers and rank and file members had
already scuttled two tentative settlements on
grounds that they eroded union medical
benefits, did not equalize pension benefits
among old and younger retired miners, and
allowed companies to discipline those who
lead wildcat strikes.

The strike, which was in its 98th day yester-
day, has cut national coal production in half,

forced power companies in much of the
Midwest and midAtlantic regions to ask for
or order power conservation, and thus led to
tens of thousands of layoffs.

Last Thursday, a federal judge granted the
Carter administration a temporary backto-
work order under the TaftHartley Law, and
by yesterday the Justice Department said
the necessary papers had been served on vir-

tually all UMW locals in the country.
Over the weekend, and on Monday, local

union leaders were performing their legal du-
ty to pass the word on to members, and to
have mines inspected by union safety com-
mittees — a step needed for reopening.
But while union leaders and locals can be

penalized for failure to comply, there is no
mechanism for forcing individual miners

back to work. And at most mines that
reopened yesterday, no miners showed up.
Even when miners did report, there were

usually too few to form maintenance or min-
ing crews, and the companies sent them
home.
One of the few mines where work was done
was in Keystone, W.Va., where 30 members
of a 150-man shift showed up at 8 a.m. First

reports said there were not enough men to
mine coal, but there were enough for
maintenance work. The local involved was
one of the few which had voted to accept
the most recent contract settlement.
A 30-member maintenance crew also
showed up for work at a Pittsburg h Midway
Coal Co. mine in Amsterdam, Mo., which
has been damaged by harsh weather, ac-

cording to coal company spokesman jim
Garnett. Mining was not expected there for
several days.

Picketing is specifically forbidden by the
back-to-work order, and only a scattered
few pickets were reported outside union
mines.
In western Pennsylvania, however, roving

pickets appeared in force. Carrying sticks,
baseball bats and pipes, some 400 men in a
caravan of 150 cars roved through the coun-
tryside, heckling and shutting down non-
union mines that had been operating, state
police said.

"If any mines are open they shut them
down, then they move on," said state police
Major Homer Redd. "We've had some rocks

thrown, but most of it's heckling. So far

there hasn't been too much damage com-
pared to other strikes we've been through."

A spokesman for Consolidation Coal Co.
said about 30 pickets had shown up at one
union mine in Pennsylvania at midnight Sun-
day, but "there wasn't any problem. They
)ust wanted to make sure no one went to
work.

'

While some union locals elsewhere com-
pleted their safety inspections in short order,
some safety committees from District 23 \n
western Kentucky were giving that area's
strip mines a stringent - and timeconsum-
ing - going-over, according to Wayne Neal,
cha a UMW grievance committee
there.

D'Estaing weakens French left
PARIS [AP] - France's leftist alliance

finished behind the coalition of President
Valery Giscard d'Estaing in first round
parliamentary voting Sunday, seriously
weakening leftist chances to end 20 years of
center- right rule.

There were signs that the shaky leftist

alliance would have trouble uniting in time
for next Sunday's runoff election.

The center-right coalition, however, was
expected to have little trouble uniting behind
its strongest candidate in each race.

The left had been expected to do sub-
stantially better, with pollsters predicting it

would take 54 per cent.

Socialist leader Francois Mitterrand
blamed the poor showing on confusion
created by the Communists over the issue of
how much to nationalize if the left won.
Communist nationalization of the Socialists
led to a noisy quarrel that fractured the
alliance last September.

Others said much of the prediction for
Socialist success was based on apparent
new support from educated middle-level
executives or government clerical workers.
They say these Frenchmen, basically

moderate, may have been more willing to
complain to poll-takers than to actually vote
for leftists intent on putting Communists into
the cabinet.

Complete returns from the 491 voting
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districts gave the leftists 45.1 per cent, with
another 6.5 per cent going to groups ex-
pected to vote left next Sunday.
The ruling coalition got 46.5 per cent, with

an additional 1.9 per cent going to voters
who likely will back them on Sunday.

Stock prices in Paris shot up an average of
10 per cent as it became clear that the left

lacked the 53 per cent it was thought to
need, because of gerrymandering, to win a
parliamentary majority.

Sunday's turnout was more than 83 per
cent of the nation's 35.4 million voters, a
record in national parliamentary balloting.

Mitterrand and Communist chief Georges
Marchais disagreed Monday over how to
mend differences and pool strength for a
united attempt to capture a majority in the
National Assembly.

Analysts say that to win next Sunday, the
Socialists and Communists must agree not
to compete against each other, and have the
weaker leftist withdraw in each race. Any

candidate who got more than 12% per cent
of the vote Sunday can run in the run-off
election.

Marchais is demanding that the two
parties first agree on a government program
and divide up ministries, then discuss pullout
of candidate.

The Communist stand was seen as an
indication Marchais would not make across-
the-board commitments to back Socialists
now that chances appeared dimmer for a
leftist government with Communist cabinet
ministers.

There is wide specualtion that Marchais
would rather see the left lose than see his

party as the weaker half of a Socialist-led
coalition.

Even if the left's pullout bargaining
worked, the alliance of Socialists, Com-
munists and Leftist Radicals appeared in

poor shape to win power after its showing
Sunday.

Senate changes treaties,

supporters receive boost
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate re-

soundingly adopted a second change in the
Panama Canal treaties yesterday — assuring
U.S. warships right of first passage in times
of emergencies — amid indications that sup-
porters of ratification were close to victory.

The proposal by the Senate leadership, co-
sponsored by 78 senators, was approved by
a vote of 85-3.

The amendment was the second part of the
so-called "leadership amendment," design-
ed to lure a two-thirds majority for approval.
The Senate is scheduled to vote Thursday
on the first Panama Canal treaty which gives
the United States the right to intervene to

defend the canal after the year 2000 and

guarantees the waterway's perpetual
neutrality.

A vote on the second treaty to turn the
waterway over to Panama on Dec. 31, 1999
is expected in early April, possibly April 6 or

7.

Assistant Senate Republican leader Ted
Stevens said yesterday President Carter has
the votes to get the Panama Canal treaties

ratified but warned the House may balk at

passing key implementing legislation.

Stevens, R-Alaska, a treaty critic, told

reporters he talked with the president by
telephone Sunday and Carter stressed that

rejection of the treaties would damage the
presidency in foreign affairs.

WHY PERPETUATETHEPRESENTSYSTEM
-ft

BY VOTING FOR THE PROVEN INEPT??? ^

••• VOTE •*• . ^

LAWRENCE/GREENE

r
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS
URBAN PLANNING AND
URBAN AFFAIRS-FALL '78

M.S. IN URBAN AFFAIRS : 36 credit. 2 semesters, plus
summer emphasizing program analysis and community
development

M.U.P. IN URBAN PLANNING : A.I.P. recognized 60 credit,
two year program in physical and social planning. Sectoral
concentrations include: land use, housing, health, transporta-
tion, urban design and environment.

Both programs offer active field experience taking advan-
tage of New York City as the world's most challenging urban
laboratory.

Costs per term: $750.00 New York City and State residents.
$1000 00 Out of State and Foreign Students Financial aid
opportunities available.

For information write: Directors of respective Graduate
Program: Urban Affairs: Professor Hans B.C Spiegel. Urban
Planning: Professor Donald G Sullivan.

Hunter College of CUNY
DEPARTMENT OF URBAN AFFAIRS

790 Madison Avenue, New York, NY. 10021

Phone (212) 570-5594
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Bob
Melia
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

and student f"

Russ

Bob Melia - Age: 21; Major; Social
Thought and Political Economy; hometown:
Newton; Past Positions: Former Senator
Econorhic Development Office; Class: senior;
Residence: Sunderland.
ENDOFiSEMENTS: None sought,
PLATFORM: Wants no votes for himself.
Wants votes for "None of the Above."
Wants students to realize SGA is a farce.
SGA (Derpetuates negative image of UMass
students. Repudiate the SGA and repudiate
the image.' Wants changes in structure and
consciousness. Has no blueprint for SGA
replacement. ^^ m m # *^ m^SGA POWER: Students put in organization ^) lAf3 llwhich frustrates them. Need change in

^^ w w %i«

structure and self-image for real power to be
attained.

SPRING CONCERT: Concert issue is
irrelevent to campaign.
UMASS ONE YEAR LATER IF ELECTED:
"SGA won't blow away in one year, sees
increase in independent grassroots
organizations. "Students will feel more
confidence in abilities.

'

arise between students
government.

Endorsed by UMass b'nai Birith Hillel.
SGA Power:

If platform concepts are implemented then
the student government will be able to
implement change at UMass.
Black American Music Festival:
Supports senate decision: Reasons: Third

World should be allowed to promote them-
selves, Senate became committed to festival
It was not supposed to take place of Spring
Concert
Changes foreseen if elected:

Students will be aware of issues: Students
will be brought back to student government:
Students will have a say on how their money
IS spent; student government will be more
responsive to students.

TUESDAY, MARCH 14. 1978

TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1978 lOjJJe^ian.

JOANNE GREENBERG

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Steve
Ross

Background - Age: 20 Major Urban
regional management. Hometown:
Needham, Ma. Residence: Patterson dorm,
Positions: Student senator, member of
Government affairs committee, member of
Faculty Senate Space and Calendar com-
mittee, officer at large in Resources Judaica.

Platform issues — Awareness of students
through weekly news conference and more
accessible presidential office; Senate power
blocks uninvolved in president decisions;
Protection of student rights through direct
intervention by president in the event of any
infringement; Equality through movements
to end acts of racism sexism and inequality;

Presidential mediator should any conflict

Russ Swan
Background: Age 19 Hometown Andover,
Mass. Residence: Pierpont Class sophomore
1980, past positions: no official positions,
involved with Amherst Smoke in,

Decriminalization of Marijuana petitions.
Endorsements: none.
Platform: Sees UMass as "functioning
anarchy" Cut Student Activities Tax; would
abolish SGA leaving only staff for research
and advice to students. Terminate SOP
support dormitory lease. Build monorail from
Southwest to the Campus Center. Put legal
services office to work on decriminalization
of marijuana SOP, SGA keep students from
organizing, uniting.

SGA Power: No power as currently set up.
Get rid of leaders; students do work. Get rid
of student bureaucracy get support of
students to gain power on campus.
Spring Concert: Free Black American Music
Festival (BAMF) was best decision possible.
Supports two concerts, free BAMF,
traditional concert. Interested in BAMF but
not as Spring Concert.
UMass after one year if elected: The Swan
Administration will last only as long the SGA.
Concerts every weekend with money saved.
Smaller SATF. No student government;
students doing work of SGA. Try to aet
decriminalization. Says he will try to keep
UMass "a playground".

News in Brief
Action halts

training move
[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - The

federal volunteer umbrella agency for the

Peace Corps and Vista, Action, has aban-

doned a controversial plan to move its

training meetings out of states that have not

ratified the Equal Rights Amendment.
Action director Sam Brown told a House

subcommittee meeting several weeks ago
that he decided to move the training

meetings out of Atlanta, Chicago and St.

Louis to Baltimore, Detroit and Albuquerque
because women members on his staff did

not want to attend meetings in states that

had not ratified the E.R.A.

Last week, however, Brown changed his

mind after several Democratic Senators

complained to U.S. Attorney General Griffin

Bell that shifting meetings for "political

purposes" exceeded the power of a federal

agency and amounted to "blackmail."

Brown said that while he personally favors

the E.R.A., his former position was "in

error."

'Kudzu'' director

spealcs on film
By LAURA KENNEY
Collegian Staff

UMass alumna Marjorie Short has
projected herself as a filmmaker by being
nominated last spring for an Academy
Award for her documentary film "Kudzu",
her thesis project at Boston University.

Short yesterday spoke to a group of about
100 after the screening of her film, which is

about the fast-growing kudzo vine found
plenteously in the south.

Short directed and produced the film while
a graduate student at Boston University,

completing it in 1976. Since then she has
entered her work in many film festivals,

received several awards, culminating in her

Author oj I NEVER PROMISED YOU A ROSE
GARDEN

"PASSING THE HERITAGE from hand to hand like a hot
potato and wincing between the toss and the catch."

TUESDAY
IvIARCH 14, 1978
8.00p.m.
THOMPSON 104

LECTURE WILL BE
SIMULTANEOUSLY
TRANSLATED INTO
SIGN LANGUAGE

Sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program. B.B. tlillel. and
Resources Judaica

Oscar nomination last year. "Kudzo" is now
being distributed by Pyramid Pictures.

"If you get an (Oscar) nomination, it's

almost as good as winning," said Short. "It

puts you on the map." She said distributors
like to get films with many awards, because
they are then more valuable and more at-

tractive to people. "There is a race between
distributors to grab as many (Oscar)
nominees as they can."

Short is a 1970 graduate of UMass, who
majored in English and minored in theatre.
She became involved in films here, and en-
rolled in 1973 as a graduate student in film at
Boston University,

She got the idea for her thesis project
while she was visiting a friend in Georgia and
learned of the kudzu vine. She then
discovered a poem on the vine by southern
poet James Dickey, whom she contacted
and obtained for an appearance in the movie.

Short also was able to obtain footage of
Jimmy Carter as he was campaigning in

Boston before his election, who gave his

opinion of the kudzu vine. According to
Short, the Carter appearance improved the
saleability of her film.

"Kudzu" was shown recently on WGBY-
TV in Boston and will soon be shown on
public television.
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VOTE FOR THE GOOD GUYS

BRICK

ft

VAF
We'll push to make the Student Senate represent the students, and not themselves

On March 15& 16, vote

STEVE BRICKMAN ft MARK VAFIADES SGA co-Presidents

Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hxind.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
A t the CueiiH) distiller-y it 's almost as if time has stood still.

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by Mud, picked by hand,

and carried to the ouens by Imnd, as they have been since 1 795.

It is this continuing dedication to tradition that mikes ^
CueriH) Gold special. A ny way you drink it Cuervo Gold will A-
bring you back to a time when quality nded the world. m

Cuervo. The Gold standard si nee 1795.

NOWjustifies

ERA extension
[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - The

National Organization for Women has denied
that it is changing the rules in mid-game'by
asking for an extension of the ratification

time for the Equal Rights Amendment.
N.O.W. recently filed legal briefs with

Congress asking that the legislative body
extend the deadline for ratification of the
E.R.A. past 1979, the seven-year limit

originally imposed by Congress in 1972. The
organization contends that there is nothing
in Article V of the constitution, or in previous
Supreme Court rulings which prohibits
Congress from extending the deadline.

N.O.W. President Eleanor Smeal, quoted
in New York's Majority Report newspaper,
says that Congress originally set up the
seven-year deadline for ratification of
amendments to prevent them from floating
around indefinitely when they were no longer
relevant because of changed political,

economic or social conditions.

New birth record

stirs controversy

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - Birth

certificates requiring a child's mother to
record the number of spontaneous or in-

duced abortions she has had are raising

strong objections on the part of California

women's groups.
The birth certificate put out by the

California Department of Health in January
also requires mothers to answer questions
about ethnic background, level of education,
weight gain during pregnancy and drug or

alcohol abuse.
The "Los Angeles Times" reports that the

California Commission on the Status of

Women has strongly criticized the new birth

certificate, saying that such excess in-

formation might fall into the wrong hands.
The Commission charges that the. birth

certificate "far exceeds what is required to

record a new birth" and constitutes an in-

vasion of privacy.
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A new game from
housing office
To the Editor

The housing office, with the help of

SGA co-president Jon Hite, has

come up with a new room choosing

game for students to play. They were
planning on announcing it after vaca-

tion leaving students who dislike

it\which IS everyone that I've talked

tolonty one week to complain, which
is too late.

So here is the game:
If you are planning on staying in the

same or another room in your current

dorm, then you sign up with the H. R.

on April 5. The same as before. The
fun comes in changing dorms. If you
wanted to change dorms then you
have to fill out a housing preference

card [remember freshman orienta-

tion] with your first three choices and
return it to the housing office. When
they are in\l haven't heard of a date

yet], there will be a lottery for each

dorm to see who gets in. This is an
effort to stop H.R.s and people

already in the dorm from letting their

friends in. It will give anyone an equal

chance for getting in the "good"
dorms. Sounds good? How about

roommates who want to move into a

dorm together^ Or how about the

person who wants their friend to

move in since their old roommate is

leaving^ As far as current room-

mates, if through the lottery they

both happen to get in the same
dorm, they will be able to get (he

same room But if they are trying to

get into a "good" dorm their chances

aren't that good of getting in. and
two people who want to live together

mav end up in separate dorms
If you want a friend from another

dorm to move in with you he must be

entered in the lottery and be a win-

ner. There is also the chance that you

do not get any of your choices Then

what do you do^ They are planning

or, letting the winners know the

finalsiril believe it when I see it] and
who has time to run around looking

for a dorm or even to arrange with

(he H.R of the dorm they "won" for

the room they want
I am writing this letter because I

want people to know that it won't be
as easy to move into another dorm. I

also want students to have time to

complain before it's too late. If you

don't like the system let the people

who made it know Call the Housing

Office\5-2100] or talk to Jon Hite in

the SGA presidents officelor who
ever might be there after Thursday,

they should work for you] they might

be able to help. We SHOULD be able

to get the old system back if we want
It.

Larry J. Ruth
Student Senator

Abhorrent murder
of 30 by PLO
To the EdKor:
We, the members of the UMass

Zionist Alliance, abhor the

murder of 37 Israelis, and the
wounding of 70 others in a recent

act of terronsm. On Saturday,

March 11, Palestinian terrorists

landed on an Israeli beach ap-

proximately twenty miles south

of Haifa They seized two buses
and transferred the passengers to

one bus The bus, filled with 70

sightseers, exploded into flames

during ''an' exchange of fire on the

outskirts of Tel Aviv Passengers

had been tied to their seats, a',d

the bus was rigged with ex
plosive devices #

The death of over JO innocent

Israelis, was an ar,i of cold blood

ed murder Bui more than that,

this savage incident was
indiscriminate murder for the

sake of murder. The target was
not a political source or military

installatiqn Women and children

died in this pointless attack.

A Palestinian military

\^ spokesman in Beriut said the at

tack had been carried out by
members of Al Fatah, the largest

guerrila group in the Palestinian

Liberation Organization \PLO].

In the past, there have been
other incidents, such as 23 tchool
children being shot by PLO ter-

rorists at Maalot. Kiriat Shemona
is a town named after 8 people
who were slain in a similar ter-

rorist act. And the list goes on. .

.

An act such as this should be
condemned by any humanitarian.

We can never sanction murder,

and we condemn anyone who
supports this kind of act.

There will be a candle-light

memorial for Israeli victims of

terrorism. It will take place
tonight at 7:30. outside the Stu-

dent Union
Ani^^tein.

Jessica Plotkin,

Howard Frim,

Dan Bernstein,

Andrea Gordon,
Jeff Click,

Ellen Adier,

Joel Schwartz

Another Soviet
dissident held
To The Editor:
It has been one year since Anatoly

Scharansky's arrest by the KGB.
Dunng this time he has been held in-

communicado in Moscow's Lefor-

tovo Prison. Anatoly Scharansky is a
30 year old Jewish mathematician

' who is regarded as a central figure in

the Soviet dissident movement. He is

being accused of treason and es-

pionage under Article 64 of the

Soviet Criminal Code If convicted,

Scharansky could be sentenced to

death. Authorities still refuse to set
the date his trial.

Scharansky's only crimes are that

he has applied to immigrate to Israel

and he has been a spokesman for a
group of Russian dissidents monitor-

ing Soviet implementation of Human
Rights Provisions in the Helsinki Ac
cords

Soviet reluctance to uphold these

provisions has been marked by a re

cent deadlock over this issue at the

Belgrade talks, and by sharply step

ped up persncution of dissidents over
the past year In Scharansky's case
close friends and members of his

family have been interrogated by the
secret police. Other dissidents are

subjected to physical and
psychological harassment, false ar-

rest, denial of visas, and threats to

their lives.

Anatoly Scharansky's plight has be
prompted international outrage. 136

Belgian mathematicians have appeal
ed to the Kremlin. The Canadian
Parliament has unanimously de-

nounced Moscow's persecution of

Scharansky and other dissidents.

Deans from 72 US Law Schools
have petitioned Brezhnev. The
French Communist daily,

L'Humanite has appealed to the

Kremlin on Scharansky's behalf.

Even members of Congress ' Helsinki

Commission have nominated the

members of the unofficial Helsinki

Watch groups, including Scharan-
sky, for the Nobel Peace Prize So
have the parliaments of both Den-
mark and Norway
In the past widespread public

pressure has prevented the Soviet

Union from imprisoning such
dissidents as Alexander Solshenitsyn

and Andre Sakharov and has permit

ted the emmigration of thousands of

Jews It IS now feared that only a

massive outpouring of international

support can save Scharansky's life

An International Hunger Strike in

behalf of Anatoly Scharansky has

been called for Wednesday, March
15. On this campus students have

organized a table to facilitate (he sen

ding of letters of protest to the Snv/ot

government There will also be an all

day presentation in front of (he Stu

dent Union of guer'ila theater to

dramatize Scharansky's struggle.

Letters can he sent independently to

the following Addresses:

Secretary General
Breznev

The Kremlin, Moscow RSFSR,
USSR

Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin
Embassy of the USSR
1125 16th Street Northwest
Washington DC, 20036

SUPPORT INTERNA TIONAL
SCHARANSKY DAY

WEDNESDA Y, MARCH 15

~ David Marshall
and

Gerald Meyers

Comic Strip

offensive...
To the Editor:

This is in response to a comic strip

"Wally Dorf" by Rob Ranney,
published in the Collegian March 6.

Along with many other women, I

find this cartoon very offensive.

The first frame is a woman looking

bored, thinking "Women's Week-
bah! This is more optimistic

liberalism than I can stomach in one
week. " She then goes on to think,

"Frankly, I'd rather be in the Blue

Wall getting leered at. " In the third

frame, a pregnant woman winks at

her In the fourth and last frame, the

woman thinks, "By a man, I mean!"
This is outrageous on four accounts

[at least]. First, is the insinuation that

Women's Week is "optim is tic

liberalism. "Second is the suggestion

that women actually liked getting

leered at anywhere ]including the

Blue Wall]: and third, (ha( (here is

any connection between being wink

ed at by a pregnant woman and be-

ing leered at in the Blue Wall. The

most outrageous aspect, however, is

this suggestion that not only do
women go around leering at other

women, but that this is general

behavior to be expected at Women's
Week
I cannot really ray I find it ironic that

this blatantly sexist and heterpsexist

cartoon was pulished in the Collegian

^edition devo(ed pnmarily to the

events at Women's Week, because
this sort of thing is so typical. This

cartoon should have by no means
been printed I hope that in the

future, the Collegian staff will exer

cise better politics in their editorial

function and not condone such op-

pressive material through their

newspaper.
Julie Nalibov

...censorship
charged
To The Editor:
This is concerning the matter of
censorship in the rriedia. More
specifically it deals with the com-
ic strip that was to be published
in the Friday Collegian - "Wally
Dorf". I find the matter more
than upsetting that a public in-

stitution of higher learning
should resort to such tactics as
blocking the printing of this strip.

Once again it appears that
bureaucracy /s trying to legislate

morals. Time and time agai^^ tins

practice has p\oven not only
futile but detrimental to the free

quality of society that we are

upholding. Must I resort to

quoting (he United States Con
stitution^ Before this simple mat
ter gets out of hand. I urge most
sincerely to put aside this foolish

behavior and proceed to uphold
the principle of free press so vital

to (his s(uden( body.
Vicky Fordno

Ed. Note: The strip not pnnted in

Friday's Collegian contained a

cruel joke considered lacking in

the liberal standards of good
taste The Collegian, like all

publications, reserves (he nght (o

decide on the appropriateness of

material contributed by its

writers and ar(is(s

Mori Ittttrs on p. 10 J

a, m
Collegian 9

Liberal senator worried

'tf^AT? owi wen Of A pojuoLe.

Another housing nightmare
kevinknobloch

The UMass administration has been accus
ed of being unethical and dishonest in the

past and its latest venture is certainly both of

these.

The reader will easily remember the dor
mitory overcrowding mayhem of last fall,

which resulted when arecord 5,100 ap
plicants were accepted to the University. For

as long as four weeks, hundreds of students

were placed in lounges, tripled in double oc

cupancy rooms and even put up in the Cam-
pus Center hotel. As though it were a glut

ton for punishment, the admissions office,

having already admitted5,IOO freshpersons
for the Fall, 1978 semester, is in the process
of acceptir»g 800 to 1,000 more students. A
repeat of last year'snightmare can be the on
ly outcome.
A conceivable excuse to account for sucli

gross overcrowding may haveexisted last

fall, as the Admissions Office generally ac

cepts more applicants than available spaces

and relies on the assumption not all of those

accepted will choose to attend UMass. But,

that was last year. As the fall semester rapid-

ly approaches, the Admissions, Registrar's

Offices are guilty of irresponsibly

and deliberately planning to overstuff the

dormitories.

To realize the extent the administration is

willing to fill the available housing spaces to

beyond its capacity, the following statistics

should be considered. The total on -campus
residential capacity at UMass is 11,500 peo-

ple. Assuming that 90 per cent of those ac

cepted are admitted in the fall, which is not

an unreasonable assumption given the cur

rent trend of state school popularity, 5,400

freshpersons will join some 4,000 remaining

jsoDhomores in the the dorms. That leaves
nly 2,000 spaces for the junior class and
hose seniors who wish toremain in the dor-
rory environment. As discovered from last

fear's housing dilemma, only a minor
(ercentage of juniors will find refuge off-

ampus via a hastily granted housing exemp-
:ion

Hcwever, in an attempt not to be unduly
harsh with administration officials, it is only
jfair to report Whitmore has taken some
rneasures to ease the shock unsuspecting
entering students will receive upon their ar-

\\\-i\ in September. The physicalplant has
tilf'.'ady ordered and paid for 1,000 temporary
.j^rmy cotS

I

From Whitmore's perspective, there is

|er)son to what appears to be an irrational

")cedure. The Massachusetts State
.i-qislature, which decides what portion of
"I- taxpayersfunds will go to UMass, has
been after the Trustees to raise more in stu-

(I'ni revenue to slow the spiraling costs of

^iKiher education. Since UMass students
fvere subject to a tuition hike and a series of

lee increases only last year, it is not political-

^ feasible for the Trustees to raise the rates

iqain so soon. The alternative, it seems,
lufned out to admit more students while ig-

ijionng the housing limitations.

jThe additional tuition money provided by
irose additional students is not the only
Uenefit to the University. Students who
neluctantly accept temporaryhousing in a
lounge or triple pay the same rent as those
^ho live in regular rooms and the rent
inoney is pocketed by the state treasury.

Those students who are repelled by the in-

humane housing situation and withdraw
receive only a percentage of their tuition,

ft)om and board and fees in return, the
amount depending on whether they leave
immediately or wait a few weeks before
departing.

A further defense of overcrowding may be
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argued. During the past few years, ar
average of 33 per cent of the enterinc
freshpersons graduate four years later. Thi;
has resulted in declining tuition and housing
revenue. In a predictable response, the
Trustees have decided to ignore the cause of
the problem and flood the residential areas
with new students in hopes the averageof
graduating students will rise. That the high
percentage of dropouts in the past is most
likely directly related to the poor conditions
and inadequate services found in the
residential areas, not to mention the over-

crowding, IS apparently inconsequential to

those in charge.

There is no doubt that the administration's

plan, which has emerged only as rumor
among the Collegian staff and a handful of

Heads of Residence thus far, is fact. Those
with complete knowledge of Whitmore's ac
tions certainly include Gerald Quarles, hous-
ing assignment coordinator, John Findley,

area management coordinator in Southwest
and William Field, dean of students.

But, it is also apparent that knowledge of

the deliberate overcrowding will be
vehemently denied by housing officials when
incoming students discover the fate awaiting
them this fall. While the Heads of
Residences and their underpaid Resident
Assistants helplessly try to untangle the
mess handed them by their employers, while

absorbing the wrath of outraged students
and their parents, Whitmore will be publicly

placing the blame on computer misprints,

employee foulups and the like. It is suddenly
crucial that the blame be appropriately

assigned long before the freshperson class

of 1982 arrives.

Kevin Knobloch is a Collegian columnist
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By George Sommers
Senator Edward Brooke is a veteran fence

straddler; politics forces him to be. He is a
man of several contradictions. He is a liberal

Republican, one of the last of a vanishing
breed Brooke is also the most prominent
Republican for overwhelmingly democratic
Massachusetts. The senator was easily re

elected in 1972, the same year in which
George McGovern carried Massachusetts
alone among the states in his bid for the
presidency. Brooke is also the most visible

black in the G.O.P. It was not until very
recently that the Republican party seriously

decided to do something about their meager
showings among black voters.

Edward Brooke is becoming visibly con-
cerned dbout the right wing of his party.

Many G.O.P. conservatives believe the party

should be ideologically pure; i.e. nobody to

the left of Spiro Agnew need apply. In the

past year, Brooke has been edging slowly
rightward. A while ago, he lamented the

"dirty" and disorganized White House, and
the wearing of jeans of some of the aides. As
Chief of Protocol Evans Dobelle (who coin-

cidentally was the Republican mayor of Pitt-

sfield,Mass.) remarked, conservatives like

orderliness and formality. On key issues,

Brooke's votes are no longer consistently

liberal.

The issue that is nearest and dearest to

conservatives' hearts currently is the
Panama Canal. Many rightwingers are

positively jingoistic about keeping the canal.

New Hampshire Republican Governor

Meldrim Thompson accused those favoring

the treaties of being "Benedict Arnolds."
Bumper stickers reading "Don't Castroate
Panama" and "Keep the Canal, give away
Carter" are all the rage among conser-
vatives. Some G.O.P. conservatives asked
Minority Leader Howard Baker to step down
for announcing his support of the treaties.

Brooke is officially undecided about the
treaties, which puts him in a bind. It is an
election year for him, and he is worried
about a primary defeat from Avi Nelson,
conservative Boston radio commentator. On
the other hand. Vice President Fritz Mondale
indicated in an interview with the Boston
Globe last week that a democratic opponent
to Brooke might receive White House sup-
port if the Bay State senator votes against
the treaties. Ironically, several conservative
Republicans, including many '76 Reagan
delegates, sent a letter to Nelson, urging him
not to run. Apparently, local G.O.P. party
officials realize that the party succeeds only
in destroying itself when it tries to purge the
liberals. This leads to the conclusion that

Brooke is worried about his status with in his

party at the national level.

Given his unique status in Massachusetts
politics, it would be a mistake for Brooke to

vote against the Pamama Canal treaties. Ob-
viously, Brooke is in office thanks to the
votes of thousands of liberal democrats. If

he alienates them, he could be in hot water.

George Sommers is a Collegian Commen-
tator

Creativity paranoia
by Carolyn Mooney
Creativity paranoia - It's most prevalent just

after childhood, when finger-painting and
sand castle-building days have passed. I

think I peaked creatively when I was about
eight years old and used to write plays for

my third grade class to act out. But then I

was afflicted first I stopped making hand-
made birthday cards and valentines for my
parents, and then started feeling nervous
about drawing a picture, until one day I was
afraid to even pick up a paintbrush. Sudden-
ly, all artistic or creative activity had ceased.
I began categorizing things into "can do"
and "can't do": I couldn't draw people. I

couldn't grow a few simple carrots. I

cou'cjn't, if I were dancing, forget what I

looked like and just dance the way I felt.

But even worse than "can't do," is "don't

do." I have known peopole who don't draw,

don't dance, and don't sing. Why?
For one thing, we are subjected to and sur-

rounded by endless artistic talent - a short

walk past the craft tables in the campus
center any weekday morning will verify that -

but it is concentrated into the hands of a

very few, talented people. So we tend to

judge ou' efforts according to what we have
seen and liked elsewhere, whether in a

museum or on the wall of someone's dorm
room, and feel as though we can't compare.

I used to get so frustrated because other

people, in their books, in their poems, or in

their artwork, said so perfectly something I

wanted to say but couldn't , and they said it

first. Well, maybe we shouldn't set such
high standards for ourselves, . After all.

more often than not, the work we admire is

probably done by professionals in their

fields. When we were little kids, we weren't
afraid to create something new because we
were unaware of what could be done and
what others before us had done. Is it possi-

ble to return to this state of mind? Maybe
that's what Lewis Carroll did, when he wrote
his brilliant Alice in Wonderful at age thirty-

three.

Another reason for placing limitations on
our abilities is that we are afraid of failure.

Recognized achievers (in sports, academics,
or other areas) often hold this attitude. But
being afraid to fail is far worse than actually

failing, because failing at least implies an t-

t.ryone should ae allowed to fail at

something without feeling bad.

And finally, we are afraid to express
ourselves artistically because we are afraid to

begin, and there is nobody to push or prod
or oven encourage us. But everyone has

some creative potential, for which they need
an outlet. For example, psychologists say
that gardens are an excellent outlet for mid-

dle -aged businessmen because they
become responsible for nurturing a living

plant and are later rewarded.

Maybe I'm finally getting over my creativity

paranoia, because I'm ready to start using

my own ideas again. Even if they don't

materialize into what I'd hoped for (if my clay

pots collapse on the potter's wheel) well, at

least I won't be wondering what I could have
done, because I'll have tried! And to try

something new, I think, is the first step

towards self-expression.

TO OU^. rw^ LOV/r^O -^/fr SOr<5^

A MOv£MlNT WA^ /SOKN ro UM/T
G^££K LtQUCf< LiC£nCt.^\
to £A/DA)6 /I^O ^AraK{M^rS....
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lietters
Students urged

to get involved
To the Editor

Through no effort of the Collegian it

has come to my attention that an election

for president of the Student Government
Association is about to take place. There
are a number of candidates running for

this office, some serious others not quite

so serious. We have heard a lot of
rhetoric and it is all beginning to sound
very similar. Basically all candidates agree
that the SGA as it stands now is inept
and inefficient. But what worries me is

that many of the people who are telling

us this are members of the Student
Government Association, and are now
candidates for president. The ambiguity
is obvious. If these people couldn't
change the system when they were in it,

what makes them think' we're going to

believe things will be any better if they
are in charge of it.

I urge all students to get involved. This

is our student government and it can only

be as good as we make it. I also urge all

students to look carefully at the

credentials of all the candidates. If they
are members of the Student Senate or
the Student Organizing Project [SOP or
have been involved in some organization

ask them what they have accomplished
in that organization. If they can't tell you
anything concrete or they start by saying

I have worked on this and that, then
obviously they have done little or nothing
for the students they so preciously desire

to represent, and I would urge you not to

vote for these candidates. Perhaps, Just
like the presidential elections in 1976 it

should be an outsider who can best
understand the interests of the average
student and not some egotistic political

hack who will continue to promise us
everything, but not give us a damn thing

once s-he is elected.

Susan Corderman

'Thank you' from
Youth Center

To the Editor:

There are so many of you to contact
that we thought an open letter of ap-

preciation would, hopefully, reach you
all

We wish to thank our friends and
supporters who have continued to have
faith in us and our programs. One of the

more visible demonstrations of loyalty

occurred on Tuesday evening, February
21 when many of you gathered at the

Board of Selectmen 's meeting to express
the need and desire for the continuance
of the Amherst Youth Center.

Seeing and hearing support from so
many people of different ages was a
tremendous boost to our morale and
determination to provide activities and
space for Amherst teens.

We thank you and look forward to your
continued support.

Laurie Alexander
Arlene DiSalvo

for the teens and staff

of the Annherst Youth Center
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PhiMu Delta

Invites all University Men toon

Open Rush, Tues., March 14 at 8:30p.m.

FREE PIZZA AND BEER
forinfo orrides cail545-2163, 253-9034

Located at Frat-Sor Park

onOrchardHiil busroute

I

flQUfl VITOE

RTE. 9. RUSSELL ST.

HADLEY
584-9892

Mon.-Fri. 4:30-11

Sat. & Sun. 12-12

((^taurant

(VINE & DINE SPECIALS

WEDNESDAY

Spaghetti — Ziti or Shells

with Meat Sauce, Tossed Salad

and Italian Bread and Butter

$?.50

A c _ riif i| iriTjr 'I ry qlo's (jt wine iS

serve i with tht^e dinners

REACH25,OOOREADERSDAILY!!! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! e Ads Get BIG RESULTS'

Clossifieds
REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! •••Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!'! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! iLittIc AdsGrt BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE FOR RENT

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Bo^Y great.

Must be seen $1275 323 4249
evenings

1974 MGB, mint condition, 665-3617.

Cape Cod summer rental w/ Yarmouth
and Dennisport, 1-3 bedrms., great

locations from $1200. Call (617) 771-

6044.

Talented writer to reorganize rewrite
book, manuscript, price neg., Jos., 665-
3412

WANTED

73 Mazda RX. 2-door sedan, excellent
condition. $1500, 546-9982 or 546-1016.

1972 Saab 99E. exc

eves
cond, '367 2825,

69 Pontiac LeMans, V8 PS PB/AC, exc
cond.. new points, stereo, $750, Jodi
256.0677

Datsun 610 73 hdtp , 4 speed, $1595. 6^
3412.

71 Ply Criciter. 4 spd., 65,000 mi
, gd

cond , 253 3963, after 5, $500.

Female roommate needed for own
room in 3 bdrm house in Amfierst ctr,

as of 3 1 78 $100 month. Call 253
2605.

Roommate needed for own room in 3
bdrm house in Amherst ctre. As of

3 1 78, $100 mo. Call 253 2605.

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,
non-smoker, Britiany Manor Apts., 253-

2107.

WANTED TO RENT

Boolts from last sem.. Chin. 106 x listed
w/Comp Lit. w L. Miller & Prof. Naff.
Call Gail, 256-L573. lmport.ant! Will
negotiate $.

Refrigerator-5 cu. ft or larger. Prefer
With counter top Call Dan or Jeff at 6-

8771 or 6-8834

ROOM WANTED
Male student, 21, seeks to share an
apartment in the Amherst /Sunderland
area for April and May Call Joe, 665
3205

69 Pontiac Tempest, very good cond.,
350 V8 auto power, brakes, power
steering, $875 Call 665 2462

FOR SALE

Muskrat coat.
665 3659

good cond.. BO. Judy,

Beuscher Oboe, fine wood, good
condition, 4 yrs old $500 or best offer.

Call Mary McCarron at 665 3065
Yamaha Drum Set Zildjain cymbals Exc.
condition Reasonable pr 665-3490 4-7.

Second-hand watches b watchband
Different styles Good condition.
Watches $10 $50 Watchbands 10 cents-
$5 Call 546 5497

Water bed, king size, w/heater. liner,

frame, and platform. $200, or best offer.

After 7pm., call 549-3666.

Dexter hiking boots— 1 year old, great

shape, vibram soles, size 10!^, $35.

Pete. 549^4759

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars. BO 546 5000 after 1 1 or in

.. morning.
Invest your rent money by
buying -you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation. Put the touch or
dad for the down payment. Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998

Hiking bts new, sz 7 Vibram, $35,

^84 M25
Moving! Must sell by Tuesday, vacuum

cleaner, double bed like new dining set,

table, 4 chairs, very low price' Tomas,

G15 North Village, Amherst.

Matching couch and chair, $50, 584

7120

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super-8,
sound movie camera and projector
Please call Arnie at 546 9106

Professional couple looking for rural
house to rent Secluded location in

Belcher town/ Granby preferred. 586-
2510.

TO SUBLET
~

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225 mo Avail. 6/1 8/31. Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from
store. Call eve., 549-6765.

Two bedroom apt to sublet available
in May $180/ month Call 549 1330.

RIDE WANTED
2 males want ride to Daytona, Fla. about
Mar 16, will share expenses and driving,

call Hal, 317 or Rich, 307 at 50724.

RIDERS WANTED

3 bdrm. Presidential apt. to sublet 6/1,
Option to renew in fall. 549 5878.

One bedroom apt., call 256-6238 after 5

HELP WANTED
"^

Work in Japan! Teach English con
versation. No experience, degree, or
Japanese required Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelope for details
Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia
WA 98531

.

Tired of Dining Commons food? Then
work as a houseboy and enjoy free
home cooked style food Meal tickets
can be returned for refund Call Chuck
P or Dale at 545 02 10

Hockey sticks! New and used Great
condition and great prices, call 549 5045

Kenwood *2400 stereo receiver, exc
ronrl

. 20 watts Call Gary between 5

p n» and 6pm at S49 6235

Southwest Women's Center has a

workstudy position available. This is a

part time, 8 hour a week job, including

Tuesday and Thursday mornings and
staff meeting on Wednesday lunch hour.

Call 545 0626 by March 27

Advertising editor wanted for campus
maga/me, salary position, call 546 6814

Need help during term to prepare an
exhibit Graphics student best Must
have car, call Carla. 549 4600, ext

220

UMass grad needs rider to share
driving, expenses to LA Leave March
1521. Call Mike (617) 6327114
(evenings).

Private pilot going to Florida 3/17 or 18,

return 3/25 or 26, split expenses, pick up
anywhere or drop off anywhere in

Florida Call Rick, (413) 743 4431 after

6:30 p.m., up to 3 pass.

AUDIO

For saie-Superscope R340 AM/I-M
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound & mute, tape monitor. Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc., complete
w/ ugly blue light, call Steven at 546
9653.

MOTORCYCLES

1972 Suzuki GT 560. low mileage, with
extras. $650 533 5765.

LOST
^

Black baret lost m Bluewall Fri night

Great sentimental value. Please! Please
return Call Mane 6 7373.

Lost keys on leather strap between Van
Meter to Tobin to Bluewall. Call 6-1131.
Thanks.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco-funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.
Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

SERVICES

Typing — fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader. Low rates. 549-
0826

Fast services and sales— Call Valley
Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick-up, delivery, free estimates 665-

3290.

Typing to your liking: IBM selectric

thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s/pg., pick-Lp and delivery. Colleen,
(413)863-9171.

Airwaves TV-Audio Service — servicing

all Japanese and American brands of

television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St.,

Amherst. 256 6713, Master Tech. 8195.

Free estimates on all B6W TVs for 1

week preceding the day before the Ides
of March -at Airwaves TV-Audio
Service. 12 Dickinson St., Amh. 256-

6713.
J * *

Typing — Five College Typing Service.
Professional, fast, accurate. Diane 549-

2637^

Typing -60 cents/page. Call 549 6655.

PERSONALS

So you want to run a marathon? You
need a coach to help you do it sooner
and faster Ten year experience in the
Boston Marathon, top finisher. Tom
Derderian Box 853 Amherst Mass. 256-

8423 549 1079.

Tan wallet lost 3/5 FAC Holly Near.
Need ID Robin 549 5434.

JC — I'll need my sexy co-pilot when the

warm weather comes. Hang on tight,

MP.

Two "outrageous" studz ready to get
right down". For more info, call KO

and Dave. 546 8619 Thank you.

Gold initial ring, sentimental
Reward Call Steve, 549 1688.

value

.

Stick it in your ear...Will pierce them
free if you buy the studs Silverscape
Designs, 264 N Pleasant, Amherst. 253
3324

Lost beige down jacket at the Pub,
Wednesday night Please call 546 9890.

Kilgore Trout will be contracted to do the
Lawrence Greene biographyi
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AMITY ST 253 5424

HAROLD and MAUDE
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PI AY IT AGAIN ' JO

HARULU i> MAUDE 9 00

MOM t TUES Alt SUIS (1.00
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IIAHJEE^ TUCr
The area's only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amherst on Rt. 9. 413-584-

Mon.-Thurs. 4:30-10:30; Fri.-Sat. 12:00-12:00; Sun. 12-10:30
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Thursday St. Pats Day Celebration

FREE DRAFTS 8-9 pm

SCHLIT2 BOTTLES 50^ 8.11pm

g- ^g- ^g ^g -^

Monday visqo party
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nichT

J FEVER
fOHN TRAVOLTA
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^i Fri.-Sat. (nsS:00) 7:4S 9:SS

A M Matlnaa (Sat.%
Sun.) 2:15

ASM
HA.V H«*T
SHIHI.KN
.MhiUINK

11 ACADEMY AWARDS

PGj Stin.-TlTur.(Tl$6:15)-g:30

Frt.-r.«t. (TlS$:00)-7:4$ «:$S

CL05€
€NCOUNT€R5

OFTH€ THIRD KIND

NOMINATED FOR
8

ACADEMY AWARDS

RICHARO Ont YFUSS

PG, Sun.-Thur. (TIS 6:00) -8:30

Frl.-Sat. (U$4:4S' 7:30 »:55|

Mfctlnee (Sat.V
Sub!) 2:00

"ASMASHUKEM-A-S-H.''
HtWYORK

Times

PeBoysIn

CommnyC
San .-Thur . (TIS 6 :00) - 8 :30
Fr^.-S»t. (TIS4 45' 7 30 9.55

I
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REDUCED ADULT ft STUDENT PRICES FOR TIS TICKETS. LIMITED TO SEATING

BA^ETS
A genuine piece of peoples art From all

corners in all sizes some «ith covers

some without, some natural some fancy

For bread or truit. for plants or pencils

Containers for use and beauty

s; Next lolhe Amiiersi I'osMifdce Opon lit* Mim thru Sal

^:*«ti^-*.:

TUESDAY
9 Till

2 for 1 NIGHT

(BAR DRINKS
and

and

DAVE POWELL

y
^ Southwest Special ^
Every Wednesday

^' WOLFIES PIZZA

Spaghetti Plate $1.

( with sauce ft bread and butter

)

Located Hex! to Southwest 173 Sunset Ave.

Call 549-5599 or 549-5593

Special from 5-10 p.m.
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^

'^ilEAT TSJ^

50* COVER
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Notices

LOST
A long-haired 2 year old Calico (mostly

white) cat with fluffy grey tail, was lost in

the vicinity of Cliffside. Loved and missed.

Please come home to 665-2085.

LOST
A yellow CB ski hat at - or around -

Boyden. Has sentimental value. Please call

Bill, 549 0779 if found.
AVI NELSON TO SPEAK

Avi Nelson, Boston's popular media
personality and a probable candidate for U.S.
Senate seat, will speak on Tuesday, March
14 at 7:30 p.m. in Buckland living-room on
the Mount Holyoke College Campus. Ad-
mission is free and open to the public.

BIBLICAL EXPLORATION
All welcome to share a passage of

scripture in a spirit of open inquiry at UCF,
428 Student Union, tonight, 7:15-8:15,

facilitated by Pete Sabey, campus minister

with the ecumenical United Christian
Foundation. Diversity of opinion and
skepticism are cherished.

BICYCLE CLUB
Important pre-trip meeting tonight at 7:00

in Campus Center, 902. All those going on
the Spring Break Tennessee trip should
attend. Please bring bike racks and stoves if

you have them. Itinerary will be discussed.

BREAD AND WINE
Share the bread, share the cup, share the

spirit in simplicity and openness. UCF invites

everyone to this simple celebration of

Communion by candlelight, tonight from
8:15 to about 8:40 in 428 Student Union,

celebrated by Pete Sabey, protestant

campus minister.

BUTTERFIELD FARM COOP MEETING
Anyone interested in being involved with a

community organic garden this summer,
please attend this meeting, Tuesday, March
14, 7:30 p.m. in SCER, 406 Student Union.

CANDLELIGHT MEMORIAL
There will be a candle-light memorial for

Israeli victims of terrorism, Tuesday, March
14 at 7:30 p.m. in front of the Student Union.

COALITION FOR ALTERNATIVE
AGRICULTURE & SELF-SUFFICIENCY
Come to our literature table and bake sale

on Wednesday, March 15 from 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. on the Campus Center Concourse,

across from the coffee shop. See you there.

COALITION FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
Meeting tomorrow (Wed. March 15) at

noon in the Dukes Room. Questions or

regrets, call UCF, 545-2661 or 545-2789.

CHE3S CLUB
The UMass Chess Club will meet tonight in

Campus Center 804, from 7 p.m. till closing.

All are welcome.
COM STU SYMPOSIUM

Deadline to submit papers or projects for

April 1st symposium is Friday, March 17.

Leave material with Brian Fontes, 31 1 Mach-
mer.
DINNER OF AFRICAN AND INDIAN
DISHES

"The Allstars", an area jazz group, will be
featured at a dinner at Yvonne's at the

UMass New Africa House, March 16

beginning at 7 p.m. for the benefit of the

Northeast Conference on the Liberation of

Southern Africa to be held at Yale University,

March 31 April 2. Cost will be $3.50 for

students and $5.00 for non-students. Tickets

are available by contacting 546-9332, 546-

9318, or 546-9326. Tickets are limited.

EXEMPTION EXAM
The Rhetoric Exemption exam will be

offered on March 15 and 16 from 8-10 p.m. at

Hasbrouck 20. Please bring several pencils,

your ID, and 25 cents to partially cover the

cost of administering the exam. You must
bring ID or you will not be allowed to take the

exam.

TURN TO PAGE 14
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That's right, there is absolutely no charge at all!

For what?
For your chance to vote in the upcoming elections

for SGA president, the Board of Governors, Student
Senators, and the referendum to increase the SATF by
$2.00

However, if you don't choose to vote, as most of

us do, there is a cost.

The cost is our freedom of representation that we
have fought for over the years.

If we don't vote we lose our voice in the
democracy we've worked to build, we lose our op-
portunity to express our opinions, and we lose our right

to gripe.

Therefore, VOTE.
The elections are taking place tomorrow and

Wednesday.

Polling

Places

Southwest, from Crompton north-Hampshire Dining Commons
Southwest, from Mockimmie south -Berkshire Dining Commons
Northeast-Worcester Dining Commons
Sylvan - McNamora Dormitory
Central-Franklin Dining Commons
Orchard Hill-Dickinson Dormitory
Commuters -Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union
Greeks- Beta Kappa Phi and Frat/Sorority Park 4:30-6:30 ON LY

VOTING TAKES PLACE FROM 10 A.M. THRU 8 P.M

DOIT

Student Government Association

Come to the "CLASS HAPPY HOUR" at the

Top of the Campus

Every Friday

66^ "Mich" Bottles
Tired of draft beer, plastic cups and getting your feet stepped on?

Come and enjoy the relaxed atmosphere at ttie Class Happy Hour every Friday

3 = 30-6:30 with 65 bottled Michelobs and Bar Drinks 99^ plus free Munchies.

St. Patty's Day ih romiiif» to thf TOC See toniorro^^'n Collegian for details.
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Your Birthday

PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz

B.C. by jo h II II y Hart

f/1t

AllMIMM lOII by Steve latler

GERALD 15 AT
THE DOOKTo
ANYWHERE.'

YEAH' WHO ARE YOU
TO STOP ME^,

UH.exCA.'SE ME,
IM 60ING INl/

AH«, L005E.N UP' I WOTTT 8\TE YOU/ .
NOW,» CANT LET YOU GO IN THE DOoR TO
ANYWHERE, B.ECAUS& THEN YOU'D V<NOV*J

EVERVTHIMG. Ybu't> Fl_lP RVGrfT

OUT.'

ilHED

THF WANDKRER by Mark Rollins
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TUESDAY, MARCH 14

Born today, you are ulti-

mately just. You may do
things that seem unfair,

but your actions will prove
to have been correct. You
make a distinction l>c-

tween lawful and fair, fur

you recognize that there
may be discrepancies l)e-

tween the letter and the
spirit of the law You base
your actions upon the lat-

ter.

You may have to explain
your actions to those with a
more conventional morali-
ty. Because you have a gift

for making your point

clear without alienating
anyone, you manage to

extricate yourself from dif-

ficulties with little trouble
and often a lot of fun.

You possess an internal

balance that makes it im-
possible for you to overdo
one attitude. All your emo-
tions are well-balanced.
You have the ability to see
many sides to a question,
though you will act only in

accordance with your
view. Thus you may
confuse others, but never
yourself

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)
Noil -an rationalize er-

rors ;iHay m your mind but
not in those of others .Ad-

mit ignrirance

ARIESlMarch 21-April 19)

— If you will tackle duties
one at a time, all will be
accomplished by evening.

TAURUS(April ?OMay 20)

Take personal stock this

morning. You may be
more guilty of injustice
than you realize. Make
amends in PM.
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

— Join one whose goals
match yours. Work must
be undertaken immediate-
ly.

CANCER(June 21-July 22)
— Help another. You will

feel better about your suc-
cess if you haven't hind-
ered someone else's.

LEO(July 23-Au8.22> -
Orient yourself to the
changes at work. Demon-
strate your flexibility.

V,RGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Try to escape from
under another's thumb or
your career will suffer.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Seek compatible company
today. You need to feel

there are many like you
and who like you.
SCORPIO(Ocl.23-Nov.21)

— You can contribute to

loved ones' contentment.
Don't argue; state your
views openly.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-

Dec.21) - Sympathy is

what's needed to set a
loved one back on his feet

Ijcnd an ear.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) Opportunity is

short-lived today, but if

you hurry you will have a
chance for real gain
AQUARIUS<Jan.20-

Feb 18) Don't cut cor-

ners, or you may also cut
yourself off from an offer

of help.
("opyriRhl 197(1

I'mled Feature .'^vndicati'. Ini

Todau's Crossword

W All V DOKI by Rob Raiiiiey

rtai^< (jcc met an*|

^^ -Mic ^irls, on

j^je -floor ^et^ TirVi^

Ma« •fro'M TVimS 'iioor

w^Ko iqi<p( rh«1 ?

TKovt's "men"

liACK A(;AIN by k

ACROSS

1 So. Amer.
mammal

6 Dieter's

concern
10 Punctuation

mark
1 4 Apart
1

5

Stage direc-
tion

16Kett.ofthe
comics

1 7 Sanctified
18 Singer—

Martini
19 Ending for

helio or
hydro

20 Roman god
22 Historic

period: 2
words

24 Shower
26 on:

Urged
27 Portrayed
31 Worldwide:

Abbr
32 Regarding
33 Fabricates
35 Small dog
38 Bell sound
39 about:

Make hap-
pen

40 Reliable
41 Not new
42 First part

43 Pastoral
44 In addition

45 Officers
47 Official

seals
51 Stratagem
52 Not

fastened
down

54 Gathered in

a bunch
58 Acquire
59 Historic

periods
61 Florida city

62 Utmost
degree

63 Not well-

done
64 Footballer

Nevers
65 English river

66 Plot of land
67 Chairs

DOWN

1 Flaps
2— breve:
Duple time

3 Versifier
4 Guaranteeing
against loss

5 Draw back
6 Chinese
weight

7WW-II
alliance

8 Changes
the color

9 Bending
over

10 Wilderness

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
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1 1 Odiferous 40 Certain of

oil success
1 2 Leg of a 42 Opponents

journey 43 Starts again
1 3 Loathed 44 Scot, feudal
21 Young in- lords

sect 46 Kind of fruit

23 Sisters 47 Bandleader
25 Dead Prefix Xavier
27 Pedestal 48 Within

part of

28 Chemical 49 Poetic
compound region

29 Remain un- 50 Carav3nsary
settled 53 Tapered

30 Active seam
34 Among: 55 River in

Prefix Kenya
35 Aqua— 56 Give off

36 USSR river 57 Expires
37 Jellylike 60 Descry

substances
39 Relatives
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^IM hoop
CON'T FROM PAGE 15

In the other games (men's), Earnest
Colman and Ralph Moore combir>ed for 29
points as MacKimmie's Lions dropped the
Ballhawks47 41...Bob Berman had 20 for the
Ballhawks.Mike Healy scored 11 points as
BKP squeeked by Natick, 33-32. Bob Seltzer
had 11 for Natick.. .the Free Agents tripped
the Trailblazers 41-37...

In women's action, behind Laura O'Neal
(12 points) and Judy Kennedy (8) the Sows
overpowered the Niteraiders 33-3... 'Oh,
Shoot' dropped the Cornheads by the same
score.... Valerie Scon (8), Dee McKenna (6)
and Karen Williams (5) helped Sugar and
Spice past the Flakes 24-9...and last but not
least the Puma8-28 Hoopsters-14

Sports Notices
SWIMMING CLINIC - Personnel from
the Springfield YMCA will be at North
P.E. Saturday, April 1 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. to conduct a swimming workshop.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED - A
swimming program for children to be
held in North P E. starting March 29 is in

need of instructors. Volunteers are urged
to contact Prof. Wallace in North P.E.

VOLLEYBALL - The UMass Power
Volleyball tourament will be held
Saturday April 8 from 12 to 5 p.m. at the
NOPE gym. Umpires, linesmen and
scorers are needed. Volunteers should
call Michael Gurk 546-1049.

Notices
CONT. FROM PAGE 12

f/Vf COLLEGE RESIDENTIAL EXCHANGE
Those students interested in Five College

Residential Exchange: last day for ap-
plications is Wednesday, March 15. Contact
Housing Office for further info.

FOUND
Gold ring with green stone from Boston

State Teachers College, 1956, outside
Franklin DC. Call Cindy at 546-6403.
FREE SWIM

All students, faculty, staff and Continuing
Ed. are required to give a validated plastic

UMass ID card to the lifeguard on duty, for

the duration of their swim. Recreation
stickers may be purchased in the Ticket
Office at Boyden and must be affixed to the
back of your photo ID. Your cooperation in

this matter is greatly appreciated.
JOANNE GREENBERG

Joanne Greenberg, author of "I Never
Promised You a Rose Garden " will be
speaking at 8:00 p.m. in Thompson 104
today. Free.

MUSIC THEATRE GUILD
Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in Campus

Center 808. All members are asked to attend.
NORTHEAST EVENTS
Reps and interested residents are

reminded to attend the activities committee
meeting tomorrow. Weds, at 7 p.m. in

Hamlin Conference Room. If you want to see
a successful Spring Day, arts festival, and
spring rites, come to this gathering,
PERSONS NEEDED

Person! s) needed to assist disabled
students during lunch time on Mondays and
Wednesdays from 1:25-2:15 Please contact
Paul Appleby, Handicapped Student Affairs
Office, 227 Whitmore. 545-0892.
PHYSICAL FITNESS WORKSHOP

"Fitness for Everybody" University Health
Services, Room 304, 7-9:30 p.m Two session
(4-19, 4-26) workshop aimed at helping you
develop an enjoyable, personal exercise plan.

Register by calling 549-2671 ext. 181. First

come, first served.

PLANNING MEETING
Concerned people interested in helping

"Abused Animals" please come to this first

meeting, March 15, Weds, at 7:30 p.m. in

Patterson Rm. 154. Call Lori Brown 546-9610.
RA APPLICANTS
Johnson House, a o-ed dorm in Nor-

theast, has extended the application deadline
for two weeks. Johnscr House is an af-

firmative action-equal opportunity employer.
For more info, call 546-4549
ROB/N KHOSHATHE LIBERATION
STRUGGLES IN Z/MBABWF
Zimbabinean student, expelled from

Carnegie- Mellon University will speak at

Hampshire College Wednesday March 15, at

7:30 in the Franklin Patterson Lounge, with a
reception to follow. Contact Julie Nalibov,
549 4060
SEMINAR ON MEDICINE
Come and listen to Dr David Koffman

speak on Chiropracity tonight at 7:00 p.m. in

Campus Center 904 Everyone is welcome to
attend.

SUMMER ACTIVITIES PLANNING
COMMITTEE
SAPC meeting is today, Tuesday, at 4:00

p.m. in Campus Center 911
TEACHING POSITIONS
The Rhetoric Program is currently

receiving applications for Teaching Positions
for Fall, 1978. Any applicants should come to
305A Bartlett Hall to obtain: (1) Statement of
hiring practices; (2) Application form; (3)

Rhetoric Program Booklet. By April 15 the
following must be turned into the office: (1)

application; (2) three letters of application;
and (3) a writing sample (applicant's ex-

pository or argumentative prose). For further
info call Mitzi Jr.nnson. at 545-0610.
UMASS HORSE JUDGING TEAM

Organizational meeting today, Tuesday at

7:00 p.m. in Grinnell Arena. All are welcome.
URUGUAYAN SINGER AND COMPOSER
Uruguayan singer, composer, and

guitarist, David Viglietti, will appear in the
Student Union Ballroom, tonight, Tuesday,
at 8 p.m. Donations $2, $3, and $10.
PHOTO CO OP RETAIL STORE HOURS

Membership not required for any pur-

chase. Mon.-Fri. 10:15-3:30, Rm. 321
Student Union.

kV.
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"Anya IS a remarkable picture of what
has come to be known as modern woman
While she may be more appealing —
because she knows what she is doing—she
IS more ruthless than most feminist
heroines Yet Mac is an admirable charac-
ter, a new kmd of hero

Meet Mac and Anya
Two people who dare to

try for trust and love in

a society that opts for

the safety of :he
casual affair

An extraordinary

novel' — The Natior.i

^ Now in paperback from

DCKET BOOKS

New Mexico questions

Fullerton player eligibility
DENVER \UPI] - Western Athletic

Conference Commissioner Stan Bates said

yesterday he had received a report that a
player on the Fullerton State basketball team
may have been ineligible.

Fullerton, which upset fourth- ranked New
Mexico 90-85 Saturday in the first round of
the NCAA playoffs, reportedly used the
player, Mike Linden, during the game.

Bates said he had submitted information
about the alleged ineligibility to Jess Hill,

commissioner of the Pacific Coast Athletic

Association, of which Fullerton State is a
member.

"I called them on it and I assume they will

check it out, " Bates said.

The Titans are scheduled to meet San
Francisco Thursday night in the NCAA
Western Regional Playoffs in Albuquerque,
N.M.

Bates said the report, which he received
from the University of New Mexico, in-

dicated Linden may have played for a

professional basketball league in New York.
"The first thing they'll have to do is find

out whether he was ineligible," Bates said. "I

have no idea whether he played with a
professional league."

Bates said if a determination is made that
Linden was ineligible, he interprets NCAA
rules to provide for an individual rather than a
team penalty.

"A^ I understand the NCAA rule, if a man
is declared ineligible, it would have to be
after the tournament and the penalty would
be on him as an individual," said Bates, "It

apparently would not be a team penalty."

Bates said the determination of eligibility

would have to be made by the NCAA.

New Mexico Coach Norm Ellenberger said
he knew nothing of the report.

"I'm in the dark about it," Ellenberger said.

"It is something that was stirred up
elsewhere."

CORRECTION
Yesterday's back page photo was of

UMass gymnast Susan Cantwell, not
Stephanie Jones as stated in the caption.
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Yesterday the sun shone, and melted a portion of the snow. Today, it's sup-

)08ed to rain, which'!! me!t more of the snow. If this pattern keeps up, this sitier

lay have seen the last of the slopes for some time to come. One can only hope
lis skier is a versatile athlete who likes softball season.

PA/D LIVE-IN
INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE

Comm linityMentalHealth Program
Holyokp/ChicopeeA rea

"Normalization" Program combining residential and
vocational development. $50 00 stipend per wk. Free
Rent. 15 credits available.

Contact: Mary Beth McColgan
Community Support Program
203 High St.

Holyoke, Mass.
536 3495

^
A Program of the

Center for Human Development
Affirmative Action Employer M/F
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SIZE REG SALE

COLLEGE
DRUG STORE

4 Main St. Amherst

NHL a NBA scoreboard

National Hockey League

NY Islanders

Philadelphia

Atlanta

NY Rangers

CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
PATRICK DIVISION

W L T Pts. GF GA
42 14 12 96 287 173
39 17 11 89 261 172

26 25 17 69 223 221

24 31 11 59 225 225

National Basketball Association

EASTERN CONFERENCE
ATLANTIC DIVISION

W L PCT.
Philadelphia 46 20 .697
New York • 36 31 .537
Boston 24 39 .381
Buffalo 24 41 .369
New Jersey 17 52 .246

GB

loy^

2172

30 72

SMYTHE DIVISION
Chicago 26 24 17 69 184 180
Vancouver 18 35 15 51 203 270
Colorado 13 36 18 44 208 263
St. Louis 15 41 11 41 161 259
Minnesota 14 44 7 35 163 258

WALES CONFERENCE
NORRIS DIVISION

X- Montreal 49 9 9 107 297 155
Los Angeles 26 28 13 65 205 201
Detroit 26 29 11 63 205 224
Pittsburgh 21 28 17 59 210 254
.Washington 12 42 12 36 148 261

ADAMS DIVISION
Boston 43 14 9 95 271 170
Buffalo 39 14 15 93 254 179
Toronto 38 19 10 86 237 185
Cleveland 19 40 9 47 187 279

San Antonio
Washington
Atlanta

New Orleans
Cleveland
Houston

CENTRAL DIVISION
41

35
34
33
32
24

25
30
35
36
35
45

.621

.538

.493

.478

.478

.348

5 72

8 72

9/2
9'/2

18/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
MIDWEST DIVISION

Denver 41 26 .612
Milwaukee 34 33 .507
Chicago 33 35 .485
Detroit 31 35 .470
Kansas City 26 41 .388
Indiana 25 42 .373

7
8/2

9/2
15

16

X - Clinched Division Title

Portland

Phoenix
Seattle

Los Angeles
Golden State

PACIFIC DIVISION
53 14 .791

42
36
36
32

26
30
30
34

.618

.545

.545

.485

ir/i

16/2

16/2

20/2

Intramural hoop scoop
Intramural basketball playoffs (men's and

women's) have begun, and have advanced
now to the semifinal round. In the men's
semis (Boyden tonight at 5:45 p.m.) Unique
N.Y. will take on the MacKimmie Lions
(court two) while on court 1, the Free Agents
face Beta Kappa Phi. The winners naturally
advance to the finals (Wednesday 5:45 p.m.)
while the losers will square off to decide third

place.

In women's semifinal action tonight, the

Sows will face Sugar and Spice (5:45 p.m.
court 6) while the Pumas do battle with 'Oh,

Shoot' (5:45 p.m.) Same situation here —
the winners meet in the championship game
Wednesday night (5:45 a.m. and the losers

match up to decide third place.

Ouarterfinals were played last night, and
here's the story of those:

Unique NY, on the strength of Al Eiford

(24 pts.) and a tenacious full court pressure

defense, forced the Connections into

numerous turnovers, leading the NY'ers to a

54-26 victory.

So effective was the pressure applied by
the NY'ers, it forced the Connections into an
early timeout to discuss the matter. The
timeout didn't help much as the NY'ers
pressured the man with the ball to the point it

was obvious the Connections were going to

have a rough game dealing with it.

The Connections led early at 4-0, and were
tied at six, before Unique went on to score
six unanswered points, mostly because
Eiford was able to get free inside. A bucket
by Moses Williams (10 pts.) put the Con-
nections down by four, 12-8. But by the half.

Unique was up by 14, 24-10, a lead that was
insurmountable in the second half for the
Connections.

TURN TO PAGE 14

One of the all-time great

training shoes.
An ideal shoe for runmng or-

training

AC 1175 Country

4fsMm^ Shoes
395 S. Pleasant St. Amherst
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Baseball record

doesn't tell score
By ART S/MAS
Collegian Staff

Sports pages at this time of year
traditionally remind us that the baseball
season is just around the corner. And the
Collegian, despite its bold and rebellious
ways, feels this is a tradition that must be
kept.

The UMass baseball team will soon be let

out of its Cage to fly south. But before
speculating on the returns of the grueling ten
game schedule the Minutemen will play in

Miami during vacation, we must put things in

perspective with a quick refresher of last

season.
At a quick glance, a 20-17 record really

might not make a very favorable impression
on anyone. But, that record of the 1977
UMass baseball team is very deceiving.
Ten of the games lost were decided by one

run, and in four others UMass was nudged
by two runs. It looks like the Minutemen had
a hard luck season but Coach Dick Bergquist
said he has no alibies. "We finished strong,
winning nine out of our last twelve games,"
he said.

With the necessary background out of the
way, its time to see where the Minutemen
stand now, as the 1978 season looms in the
not too distant future.

Into its sixth full week of training, the team
is looking forward to its annual spring trip.

Miami, Florida is the destination on March 16
where the Minutemen will play a 10 game
schedule including a six game tournament
with Southern Illinois (ranked 3rd in last

year's final poll), Miami (9th) and West-
chester University of Pennsylvania. Also on
the schedule are Boiling Green, Florida In-

ternational and Wesleyan.
Although New England weather is not

conducive for baseball, Bergquist said that in

March "the players should be ready; they've
been working hard for six weeks. The Florida
teams will be into their season but our
players are used to practicing inside. I don't
think it should be that disadvantageous."
On the mound UMass will be led by senior

Tom Nigro (2.14 E.R.A. 5-4 last year) whose
four losses were each by one run. He bested

Miami last year 3-2 pitching eleven innings.
Supporting him will be Doug Welnec, a

"key performer" according to Bergquist.
Welnec injured his back in April limiting him
to 45 innings of play. Reliever Dave Tewhill
(3-4, 3 saves) is also expected to see plenty
of action. Competition from last year's junior
varsity pitchers and others is spirited for the
remaining spots on the staff.

Returning with big bats are infielder Ed
Sknbiski and outfielder Mike McEvilly, both
of whom played the majority of last year's 37
game schedule. Skribiski tied the UMass
record for hits (50) in a season, toting a .357
batting average. McEvilly rapped four
homers, led the team in RBI's (27) and batted
.310.

Returning to the infield along with
Skribiski are first baseman Dale Stone,
Catcher Charles Ciccone, Leo Kalinowski at
third, Mike Stockley at second. The outfield
will most likely consist of McEvilly, Neal
Lojek and George Kelley. Bergquist said
catcher-designated hitter John Czerapowicz
IS "doubtful at this moment because of an
injury to his arm sustained while playino
football."

Daily workouts have been held in
Boyden's main gym and the Cage. "There
we have two pitching machines for the
hitters while our pitchers will do some
throwing against live batters," said
Bergquist.

"The pitchers are throwing every other
day at reduced speed building up to every
third day or 1(X) pitches at full speed," he
added.

Speaking of speed, the wheels on the
basepaths may not be turning so often this
year. Out of 78 attempted team thefts last

year 56 were successful. "I'd say we have
average speed, I can't say we're really fast,

but we do have some people who can steal"
Bergquist said.

Commenting on the 1978 season
Bergquist said that "the infield up the middle
and the outfield look good defensively and
two of our pitchers, Nigro and Welnec, could
be as good as any two pitchers in New
England."

Ah, yes, lacrosse!! The fastest sport on foot! UMies go absolutely nuts over a
game. Nothing like a hot, Saturday afternoon watching Garber's Gorillas do their

thing. 'The Chief (Kevin Patterson, 33) has gone now (graduated) but hopefully
has left the thrill of victory behind for alt to enjoy

Pitching is only one aspect of winning baseball, but a very im
its good, things run smooth. When it's off, it could make for a Ion

portent one. When
ggame.

Riiss Smith

An "unreal" problem
If you look at our United States, there are a

lot of things wrong with living in these fifty

states. Big problems with no easy, ready-to-
serve solutions; problems like people eating
dog food because of a lack of money;
modernized overcrowded, polluted
cemented cities; nuts who kill kids whose
frisbee has hit their car and the racism that
exists in sports.

While racism may not seem to be a major
problem when compared with the
aforementioned ones, it may be one of the
easier ones to solve because most of us
come in contact with sports. Whereas the
other problems may take years and
thousands of dollars to solve, racist attitudes
are a personal problem that each individual
can deal with when involved in a sports
activity

Racism exists across the whole country,
and in each one of us (yes, even us here at
UMass Amherst); its quantitative level just
differs The issue of racism in the U.S. is too
large of one for one person like me to deal
with in this small space in the Collegian
(needless to say, it is not a sports issue).
However, the issue of racism in sports does
belong on these back pages.

A look at White- Black relationships in our
four major sports will point out problems
many of us might have ignored. Remember
that sports is not the real world. Though it

exists at a predominant level in the male-
oriented lifestyle, many seem to forget that
the supposed rationale for their racist views
were formed in the real world and therefore
should be dealt with there. For some reason,
racists views have been extended to the
competitive games of the unreal world of
sports.

Baseball (major league) started out as an
all white enterprise; they built the fields,

made the rules, owned the teams, and played
the game Jackie Robinson broke the color
baruer but not after going through hell.

Had he given up, pro baseball could have
turned out like pro hockey is today. Baseball
at the lower levels (high school little leagues),
though I can't get the actual facts, is still up
for grabs; but since it is played basically in

the suburbs and country towns (as opposed
to the cities) I would claim it to be still

basically a white-orientated sport There may
still be some animosity towards Blacks
getting on baseball teams (college, pro), but
at this time, I could only speculate that on

some college teams, skill would be looked at
first, color second.

Pro hockey was basically the Canadian
game before it came down to the U.S. and
alternated between playing the sport and
exciting the fans through fisticufffs. It has
been, and for all intents and purposes, will

always remain a white sport. When you go to
a hockey game (at any level) you expect to
see mostly white players, because people
recognize it as a white sport (as a P.E. major I

took hockey class last year: I got the 'ongest
stares standing on the bus in hockey
equipment). As far as I'm concerned, the
sport can stay that way. (Remember the
bucks it takes to put a kid through hockey).

Football is the integrated sport. Blacks
play it. Whites play it. Everything's cool.
There is no stereotype of a football player, at
least not dealing with race. It must come
from the fact that football can be played
anywhere, city or country; in the middle of
the street or some old ladies back yard.
What I'rp leading up to is the biggie:

basketball. 'The stereotypical picture of a
basketball player is a Black guy, who can
dribble between- his-leqs, iump as hiqh as the
rim, and shoot. (Note: this is not the view of
professional players but rather the average
anybody - the man on the street).

Blacks know it is their game; they've
played it, mastered it, taken it over. Whites
know it; some accept it, some don't. The
problem heightens.

When an all- Black team plays an all-white

team, say in a pick-up game, the black team
doesn't want to lose, and the white team
wants to win. The black team has to win, first

because they're black, and second because
being black that makes them the better team.
The white team, naturally, because they

want to beat the black team-thus proving
they are better. (This does not happen in all

pick up games, and is naturally specualtion,
based on my opinion).

Why can't the two teams just play the
game? Because this stereotypical 'black
sport' theory (fact?) won't die.

Remember the next time you play
basketball, whether you're black, white,
Oriental or whatever: in a pickup game or

intramurals; the idea behind the sport was
enjoyment, entertainment, improvement,
(and fun). Only a loser likes to lose

How you accept a loss is a different story.

Remember its not the end of the world. It's

only a game.
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UM violates safety code
CHAEL P. DORAN «...._ MBy MICHAEL P. DORAN

and CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

UMass will need to spend $8.7 million to
bring dormitories and University-owned
family housing up to health and safety code
standards, according to an audit of the
UMass housing system.
The audit, conducted by the firm of

Wallace, Floyd, Ellenzweig and Moore, and
requested by the Amherst campus ad-
ministration, says $2.8 million is needed for
immediate work to correct fire and safety
code violations which could pose a threat to
dormitory residents.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert
L. Woodbury last night said he doesn't know
where the money to make the repairs will
come from.

"Every university in the country is facing
the problem of deferred maintenance," he
said.

The Legal Services Office has written to
the state Attorney General's office
requesting the Attorney General Investigate
the alleged violations.

Sources told the Collegian the Attorney's
General's office is looking into the violations
and may soon launch its own investigation.
A spokesman for Attorney General Francis
X. Bellotti last night said he was unaware of
the investigation.

The five towers in Southwest and the
seven-story dorms in Orchard Hill pose the
freatest fire danger, according to the audit,
he audit recommends work be started

immediately to improve fire detection and
control devices.

Utner immediate work needs to be per-
formed replacing windows, repairing leaky
roofs, and replacing damaged doors, wiring
and light fixtures, according to the audit.

"I'm sure we're aware of most of the
things that need to be done," Chancellor
Randolph W. Bromery said last night.
The audit, submitted to the Office of

Residential Resource Management, was
conducted to provide a basis for recom-
mendations concerning management of
facilities, and also compliance with minimum
University building standards and main-
tenance.

In addition to the code violations, the audit
also recommends $3.9 million be spent to
restore dorms to original conditions, and $6.5
million for selected modernization.

In all, the audit recommends $18.8 million
be spent for housing system renovations.
Renovations to selected dormitories

announced last week are unrelated to the
audit and stemmed from an independent
study by the UMass Environmental Health
and Safety Office.

Those renovations include heat sensors
and other work in various dorms on campus.
The major repairs needed to restore dorms

to original conditions are painting,
replacement of carpeting, replacement of
acoustic materials, and also repair of elec-
trical and mechanical equipment, according
to the audit.

Included in the modernization, the audit
says $1.5 million will be needed to bring
seven residence halls into compliance with
state and federal regulations for the han-
dicapped. The report fails to specify which
dorms, but the dorms to be modernized will
be selected based on geographic location on
campus.
Another item cited for modernization was

improvement of energy efficiency for which
the audit recommended $3.9 million.
Maintenance is presently funded by

student room rents under the terms of
management and service agreements be-tween the state and building authority andUMass trustees.

'

The agreements say students will pay for
maintenance only of the area in which they
live (e.g. Orchard Hill, Southwest). State
funds, in the form of capital outlays, may be
used only for major repairs.

"If we had maintained the dorms in the

be
proper standard, rents would
astronomically high," Bromery said

Our contentions is that since student
rents are paying off the bonds (that financed
construction of the dorms) the state would
help subsidize the maintenance on
something which they will eventually own "
he said.

Once bonds are paid off, the state

becomes owner of the dorms
One- hundred-fifty-thousand dollars hasbeen appropriated for the fiscal year 1979 for

planning to renovate dorms to comply with
the handicapped code.
Bromery is seeking $3,850,000 in capitalout^y but Massachusetts Governor Michael

$1 970 OW
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Audit reveals $ debt
By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

The UMass Building Authority owes the
UMass-Amherst campus $2.4 million, ac-
cording to a financial audit of the residence
hall system conducted by the Boston firm of
Peat, Marwick, and Mitchell.

The audit recommends this money be
applied against dorm bond debts to free
money for repair and renovation.

According to the audit, money received
from the U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban
Development to subsidize the Sylvan area
residence project, along with money from
excess construction and bond reserve funds,
is not being applied to the residence halls.

According to chapter 733 of the enabling
legislation for the building of the dormitories,
the bond reseives being held by the
Authority are larger than required.

The financial audit, m conjunction wrth the
physical audit conducted last summer,
recommends management and service
agreements, which control the way funds are
allocated for dormitory maintainence be
changed to allow more money be applied to
repairs and debt payments.

The financial audit, which was submitted
to the UMass-Amherst administration, was
the first financial audit of the residence
system. Chairman of the UMass Board of
Trustees Joseph P. Healy declined to
comment, saying that he had not seen the
audit.

Joan Gallagher of Melville looks helplessly at her leaky ceiling, one of many such
ceilings in the southwest area. (Staff photo by John LeJeune)

Israel attacks Lebanon
by air, sea and ground
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Israelis scoured the Lebanese border in a "purifying act" against Palestinian

guerillas and launched heavy sea attack* against the southarn porta of Tyre and
Sidon. (UPU

TEL AVIV [UPI] - Israel launched a
massive air, sea and ground assault against
Palestinian guerrilla strongholds in Lebanon
yesterday in reprisal for the deaths of 32
Israelis in the worst terror attack ever in the
Jewish state.

Israeli infantry, backed by tanks, artillery

and warplanes, surged through gates in the
electrified fence that stretches across the 30-

mile length of the Lebanese frontier.

In Beirut, Palestinian officials said the
Israelis deployed naval forces near the two
main southern ports of Sidon and Tyre. The
guerrillas told of Israeli attempts at seaborne
landings and helicopter-borne assaults on
the coast.

A witness on the Israeli side of the frontier

reported fires and explosions at the
Palestinian strongholds of El Hiam and Beau-
fort in southern Lebanon.
"You can hear the boom of guns, many

guns," he said. "The hills are on fire. Lots of
armored personnel carriers and tanks are
heading into Lebanon."
A United Nation spokesman in New York

said U.N. observers in southern Lebanon
reported "heavy Israeli air attacks" in the
area.

A Palestinian official in Beirut said
guerrillas and leftists were resisting the Israeli

advance, but there was no independent
confirmation of contact between the op-
posing forces.

Military sources said the assault was

bigger than Israel's massive two-day attack
against Lebanon in September 1972 in

retaliation for the Munich Massacre staged
by Black September guerrillas.

Israelis said the new thrust into Lebanon
was in reprisal for the worst Palestinian
attack ever in the Jewish state — the bus
attack Saturday that killed 32 persons and
wounded 85 others.

Nine of the 11 Al Fatah guerrillas were
killed and two were captured.
An Israeli communique said the attack was

a "purifying operation along the length of the
Lebanese border."

The communique said Israel had no in-

tention of attacking Syrian peacekeeping
forces in Lebanon, the Lebanese army or the
civilian population.

But diplomatic observers expressed
concern about the possibility of the drive
touching off clashes between Israeli and
Syrian forces.

"The goal of the operation is to root out
the bases of the terrorists in the area of the
border and to damage the special bases from
which the terrorists left for operations deep
inside Israeli territory," Israel said.

Syrian troops are based north of the Litani

River, which runs roughly parallel to the
frontier and empties into the Mediterranean
about 10 miles north of the border.
The massive Israeli retaliation had been

TURN TO PAGE 16
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Cashin residents voice
concern over space
By MARK ULRIKSEN
Collegian Staff

Sixty concerned Cashin residents jammed
into their lounge last night served to
dramatize the lack of spaces and resources
available for Sylvan Area students.

"There are 470 students here," said Jim
LaMacchia, Cashin head of residence, "and
we are packed into the one public space for
t.e entire dorm. This is our study, lounge,
classroom, T.V. room, and piano room; all in
one."

The students gathered to present three
petitions to housing administration officials
concerning Assistant head of residence-
student ratios, temporary student assign-
ments in the Sylvan Area, and lack of
program space.

A
^^"^^cchia demanded the addition of fourAHR positions to the existing staff. "The

student staff ratio in the Sylvan dorms is
135:1, he said. "In ail other dorms on
campus, the ratio is one RA per 30
students."

"The AHR's are in our budget request,"
Freeman said, "but it still depends on the
amount of money the state gives us. I'm not
terribly optimistic about the money going
into the system."

She concluded the overall staffing pattern
on campus may need to be changed in order
to reach equity.

Money was also an issue for the Cashin
AHR's. One assistant pointed out that their
work load is approximately 24 hours a week,
while they are paid for only 10.6 hours of
work.

"What we're talking about here is parity,"
LaMacchia said, "we understand your con-
straints as administrators. We want you to
understand our constraints as human
beings."

The residents also expressed concern that
the over-crowding that occurred last fall

does not happen again. "We will not ac-
commodate any temporary' assignments in

Cashin" reads the students petition. Cashin
was 94 per cent full last semester, a per-

Conimunity Development Center Director, centage Acting Vice-Chancellor for Student
Illy Freeman admittnH tha ratin nr/^Kl.^^ Affairs Rnh WnrkHhuru HaeoriKoH ae "r^r«Sally Freeman admitted the ratio problem

was high on her priorities list, but cited the
lack of state funds available to add newAHR s.

"Over 99 per cent of our state budget is
fixed," she said, "that's how tight the
situation is we're dealino with. If we're
looking at restaffing as a way to give us
money, we need to look at all the residence
halls, not iust Sylvan."

ISAnt^i^H^^'^
countered that each floor „ . —-'.-mu«. we want to Know what

Affairs Rob Woodbury described as "op-
timal." Cashin's occupancy fell to 87 per cent
this semester, a declined the students at-
tribute to the dorm's lack of facilities.

Despite pleas from Freeman and Wood-
bury that inequities will continue without
state money, the students felt the ad-
ministration didn't realize the extent of their
situation.

One student concluded, "Sylvan's
problems are unique. We want to know what

Dlfe^oT oT7he ^Rrl^'^Z"! p ''*^'°'
^'J^

'^«*'"»" ^"^ «°''«^ Campbell. Acting
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Management met last night with Sylvan

Disconnected phones ring
By DAVE GRAM
Collegian Staff

People trying to call UMass students
whose phones have been disconnected are
hearing the phone ring indefinitely rather

Bromery discusses garage funding
By CINDY REGET
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
yesterday met with the Park and Tran-
sportation Service Committee to discuss the
history of the Campus Center garage and
answer questions about its funding.
The question of bus funding was not

decided or discussed but of one the com-
mittee members after the meeting said the
solution will likely be an increase in the rate
of parking sticker fees in September.

Bromery said the idea for Campus Center
complex originated 15 years ago when
students expressed interest for a student
center and worked with administrators on
the plans

Bromery said the complex was expected
to attract many business conventions and
other organizations and would therefore
subsidize itself. Administration and student
representatives reached an agreement in
which students would pay a fee to fund the
campus center, but would not have to pay
for the funding of the garage.

The garage has not subsidized itself due to
Its poor location and because the campus
center never attracted the predicted amount
of people, Bromery said.

He said the garage became a "white
elephant" in the hands of University ad-
ministrators and, after a "long and heated
debate", it was decided the only way the
garage would pay for itself would be to

incorporate it into the Park and Tran-
sportation Service. Bromery said this action
violated the agreement made earlier with the
students.

After giving the garage history, Bromery
answered questions from the members of
the committee, and emphasized five major
points:

The garage should not be funded through
the budget because it would result in a cut in
the number of professors courses offprings,
and physical plant workers. Bromery said the
funding of the garage through the budget
would 'be extremely detrimental to the
University community.

TURN TO PAGE 8

than being told the phone has been shut off,
the Collegian learned this week.

Robert Moriarty of the UMass
Telecommunications Office last night said
the New England Telephone Company has
two different types of phone shut-offs.

According to Moriarty, when the phone
company decides to disconnect a phone for

non-payment of a bill, they employ a 10-day
waiting period during which the phone is

considered temporarily disconnected. After
the 10-day period, the phone 'S termed
permanently disconnected, Moriarty said.

It is during the initial 10-day period that the
disconnected number is not hooked up to
the phone company's recording that says
"The number you have reached, 546—- has
been disconnected."
A spokesperson for New England, when

questioned about this policy, said yesterday,
"Generally, the bill is payed very shortly after

service is cut off, and there are so many of

them that we don't bother hooking up to the
recording ...

"

Peter Rider of Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (MassPIRG) said he
thought the policy is "probably legal," but
"It seems like an improper thing to do."

TURN PAGE 8

SGA president duties Council andtalent available to the

T ^ . 'guarantee a spring concert.
ro aid students in their selection of a The council is a Recognized Student

presidential candidate, a brief outline of the Organization which has presented various
responsibilities and powers of the president concerts in the past, most recently Elvis
IS presented. Costello and Randy Newman.

I he two primary duties of the president The category none of the above will ap-
are to represent the Student Senate, and pear on the presidential ballot. The
function as a student trustee. Representing category on the ballot to allow people to
the senate entails recommending students runs the elections, agreed to put this
tor appointment to various committees, such category on the ballot to allow people tc
as legal Services Organization, Student show their displeasure with the candidates
Organizing Project, University Committees, and not to "make a joke of the elections orand bearch Committees. The functions of whom they are pissed off at the SGA "

said
student trustee is to create direct com- committee co- chair Marcy Levington'
munication between the students and the Another view comes from candidates Bob

A^^-.°^
trustees and administration. Melia, who is supporting "none of the

Additional presidential responsibilities above". Melia said the category was a
include holding a bi-monthly meeting of the "disgust barometer" for students to register
President s Council, meeting with presidents displeasure with the student government
of area governments, Greeks, and com- if "none of the above"" wins the student
muters and keeping all parties up to date on government president will be chosen by a
current issues. convention of the "

Major presidential powers include the governments,
ability to veto any bill passed by the senate

anyone with an excess of creative ideas is

urged to contact the editors at 546-6814.
- MARIA MESSITT

SGA campaign on TV
Student Government Association

presidential candidates will air their views
tonight at 7:30 in a discussion on Channel
three of the Community Cable Access TV.
The Union Video Center, formerly the
Student Video Project, will broadcast the
show.
The one hour panel discussion will include

Bill Sundstrom, Co//e^/an- Editor-in-Chief,
Brian DeLima, former Student Senate

lectivespeaker, and Dan Salce, Col
Bargaining Negotiations Observer.

-MARIA MESSITT

Vet schooi wins support
The proposed New England Veterinary

School at Tufts University in Medford,
Mass., has garnered the support of the Nevv
England Caucus of State Legislatures.
Lawmakers from the six New England

states met at the Rhode Island Statehouse
on Saturday and voted to ask their state
legislatures to approrpiate money for the
school.

The proposal was introduced by Massa-
chusetts Sen. John Parker.

MEGAN 0"REILLY

which the president feels is not in the
student's best interest.

Referendum on ballot

tiections will be held across campus today
and tomorrow for Student Government
Association president, Campus Center Board
of Governors and Student Senator seats.
A referendum, also on the ballot, proposes

a two dollar per semester fee for the Union
Program Council which organizes concerts.
According to Bob Humphreys, spokesman
for the referendum, which will provide the
Council with $70,000 the referendum will
lower student ticket prices, make better

Senate and Area

-JON KLEIN

New humor magazine

The Last Marble, a humor magazine
beginning publication next semester, wili

fulfill a need for satire in campus
publications, according to future editors
Andrew Jacobson and Mike Soltys.

Jacobson and Soltys feel at present no
outlet exists for students interested in

humor, whether reading or writing it. The
magazine is to be a newspaper- type format.
Material will include humorous articles, short
stories, poems, cartoons, and anything else
in a satirical vein.

The Last Marble needs writers, although
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Israeli invasion
Collegian 3

Observers expect limited attacic
By BERNARD T. DAVIDOW
Collegian Staff

Although the size and intensity of Israel's
advance into southern Lebanon was un-
certain last night, local Middle East observers
said they expect military action to be limited
to that region.

"I have no reason to think otherwise," said
UMass diplomat-in-residence William Dodd
Brewer.

Brewer, who spent more than 20 years in
the Middle East as a foreign diplomat, said
the tragedies of yesterday's assault and the
recent Al Fatah terrorist attack on a busload
of Israeli tourists are the loss of lives and the
loss of opportunities for a Mideast set-
tlement.

Raids and retaliatory strikes have been
"the bane" of U.S. attempts for a settlement
in the area for the last 30 years, Brewer said,

Recent events will probably have some
effect on Egypt-Israel relations, he said. They
make it "'difficult for (Egyptian President
Anwar) Sadat to maintain his position that
'we really have got to try to keep in contact
with the Israelis,' " he said.

Smith College professor Donna Divine said
yesterday's Israeli strike was expected after
the weekend attack that ended in 32 Israeli

deaths. Divine teaches Middle East politics
and leads seminars on the Arab-Israeli
dispute.

"I don't think it's surprising," she said in a
telephone interview. "I don't think it's

atypical of the policies the Israelis have been
following."

From the information available last night.
Divine said she did not expect yesterday's
assault to escalate from southern Lebanon
and predicted it will have an "ephemeral
effect" on relations in the Middle East.

Meanwhile, members of a UMass Zionist
group expressed concern for friends and
relatives living in Israel, and told the
Collegian they would be willing to go to Israel
if war broke out.

With some reports indicating it was the
biggest Israeli military operation since the
1973 Middle East war, UMass sophomore
Yitzhak Santis said he was worried about
people he knows in Israel, particulady a
cousin in the Israeli reserves.

"I'm really scared for my cousin, for the
Israelis, for the Arab people, for everybody,"
he said. "Nobody wins a war; everyone
loses."

Yitzhak and another member of the UMass
Zionist Alliance, Elizabeth Kent, said they

hope yesterday's action by Israel does not
escalate into war, but if it did, maintained
they would go to Israel to work on a kibbutz,
day care centers, or wherever needed.

Kent spent four and a half months on a
kibbutz by the Israel- Lebanon border in 1973.

Students assembled in the student
Avrv. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)

Union last night to mourn the victims of last weekend's terrorist attack in Tel

Faculty Union considers action
By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Society of Professors
Chairman Larry S. Roberts yesterday said the
faculty union is considering taking legal

action against the UMass administration over
raises the administration recently gave to
academic chairmen and department heads.
"We are considering the matter carefully,"

Roberts said. "We are consulting wKh legal
staff."

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, who is
also UMass senior vice president of faculty
relations, said if the faculty union should
challenge the pay raise, it would not be living
up to an earlier administration-faculty poll
agreement.
The administration last week granted the

chairmen and department heads a lY* per
cent salary increase. Faculty members at
large received nothing. The increase was
granted to all other state employees by the
state legislature last year.

Fuller, All to lead

future ed seminar

The agreement said a poll would be taken
of the academic chairmen and department
heads as to whether they desired to be in-

cluded in the faculty union. The ad-
ministration and the faculty would then
petition the Massachusetts Labor Relations
Commission to redefine the make-up of the
faculty union if the chairmen voted against
inclusion in the union. The chairmen
presently are in the union. The administration
has said the chairmen should not be in the
union, while the union has said they should
be.

The agreement to poll came after the
administration refused to recognize the
faculty union so long as the chairmen were
included.

The results of the poll last month showed
the chairmen voting 32 against inclusion, 27

for inclusion, and two for no agent.

Bromery said giving the chairmen raises is

merely the administration's part of living up
to the agreement.

Roberts, however, said the granting of the
raises was not justified because the change
in make-up of the union has not been for-
mally made by the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission.

"Our position is that the department
chairmen are in the unit," he said "It will
stay that way until they (the labor com-
mission) change the decision."

Bromery disagreed.

"We don't have to redefine the unit,"

Bromery said. "The two parties can redefine
the unit. Its just like a contract."

By CLAUDE TETREAULT
Collegian Staff

Learning tomorrows, a conference
sponsored by the UMass School of
Education and directed by the Future Studies
Program, will discuss and explore the
possibilities and responsibilities for education
in America.

The four day seminar scheduled for April

21, will be keynoted by Buckminster R. Fuller
the legendary designer, philospher, poet and
futurist. Fuller will be scholar-in-residence
with the Future Studies Program of the
UMass School of Education this spring.

Elise Boulding and Hazel Henderson, two
leading woman futurists, will also be
speakers at Learning Tomorrows. Boulding,

a sociology professor at the University of

Colorado, is the author of four books, in-

cluding her most recent A View of Woman
Through Time. She is a member of the

advisory board at the UMass Future Studies

Program.

Hazel Henderson, the co-director of the

Princeton Center for Alternative Futures and
member of the Future Studies Program here,

will also speak at the conference. Dean of the

School of Education Mario Fantini said of

Boulding and Henderson:

"Dr. Boulding had led the way to her
future in her cross-cultural study of such
issues as the role of woman in society, family

life and peace education. Hazel Henderson,
meanwhile, has challenged traditional

economic theories while championing a

redefinition of hunr^an interpendence.

"

"Dr. Kenneth Clark, a renowned

psychologist, is also scheduled to participate

in the Learning Tomorrows Conference.
Clark, a former president of the American
Psychological Association, has done ex-

tensive research on the psychological effects

of segregation of children, and is currently

professor emeritus of psychology at the City

College of New York.

Other participants include Jonathan
Kogol, author of the famed "Death at Any
Eariy Age". He will evaluate the impact
alternative education can have on future
learning. Roy Edelfelt of the National

Education Association and William Smith,
Teacher Corps director, will describe their

work in American education.

In addition, Muhammad Ali will comment
on new challenges to U.S. education based
on his experience aiding inner-. city school
children and his involvement with the Black
Muslim Faith. <

These major speakers, along with Fantini,

Harvey Scribner, Sidney Simon, Dwight
Allen, and Gerald Wienstien, will present
their latest thoughts on education and its

impact on society.

In addition to the guest speakers, the
public will participate in seminars, panel
discussions, workshops, film screening
games and simulations.

The Learning Tomorrows Conference,
scheduled for April 18-21, corresponds with
vacation in most Northeast schools.
Teachers, administrators, parents, school
board members, concerned students and
general public are invited. It is expected that

several thousand will participate.

Co-presidential candidates Brad Goverman and Bill Edelstein yesterday blew

the head of a cardboard effigy of Governor Michael S. Dukakis with what they

termed the "ultimate weapon". The candidates said that the weapon would bring

the SGA to its knees. (Staff photo by Dale Griswold)
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Black Affairs

Bill Hasson speaks about
Roy Ayers cancellation
By ANGELA THOMAS
Black Affairs Editor

In light of the recent rumors circulating
about the upcoming Roy Ayers concert. Bill

Hasson, Program Coordinator of Student
Activities, in an interview yesterday spoke
about the reasons behind the cancellation of
the concert.

Hasson began by saying,
could have come off, the
available."

'The concert
money was

According to Hasson who had been in
frequent contact with the booking agency
for Roy Ayers, the concert was scheduled for
Apnl 17, in the Fine Arts Center. The cost for
obtaining Ayers would have been $4 000
with tickets for UMass students
prices of $4.00, $3.50, and $3.00

selling at

To help sponsor the concert various Third
World RSO groups were contacted. "Letters
of commitment had been received from
Norman Morgan of BCP, Gail Anderson
representing Afro-Am, and Van Jackson,
director of The Cultural Center," said
hasson. Apparently caught in the red tape of
business transactions, the money allocated
to the concert by Third World organizations
never went through the necessary category
changes in time to be cleared by the Finance

Committee that meets every Wednesday.
"We couldn't keep the agency waiting,

they wanted a definite answer before the
money was available, and you can't make an
offer if you don't have the money," remarked
Hasson.

Speaking of the upcoming Seventh
Annual Black Musicians Concert to be held
here during the weekend of March 31 thru
April 1, Hasson spoke of the significance of
such an event, "It is internationally
recognized in the music world, and is written
about in Japan. Europe, and Africa."

In reference of Dexter Gordon who wi!l be
performing April 1, in the Student Union
Ballroom, Hasson commented that Gordon is
"one of the outstanding saxophone players
today."

This year represents the first time the
Annual Black Musicians Concert will be held
at three different colleges consisting of
UMass, Amherst, and Hampshire College.
The planners of the concert view this as an
important beginning toward the promoting
of community cooperative involvement.

Admission for the concert is free and is

recommended by Hasson to arrive early for

the scheduled performances. In the words of
Hasson, the Seventh Annual Black
Musicians Concert "promises to be a snap.

Steering committee report
By RENEE MOBLEY
Black Affairs Staff

The II World Youth Festival to be held in

Cuba, was the first order of business at the

New Africa House Steering Committee
meeting, held yesterday. The festival is to

take place in Havana for nine days from July

28 to August 5, with 16,000 students from 90

countries throughout the world attending.

Approximately 400 delegates will be
chosen from the Amherst- Springfield area.

Other delegates will be chosen from the

major cities in the U.S.

Encouragement is given to all women,
political activists, athletes and young in-

dustrial workers between the ages of 15 and
35.

The cost to attend the festival is about
$400 dollars, but the local festival committee
based in Springfield, has asserted that no
applicant will be turned down solely on the
basis of money. The committee has assumed
the responsibility of establishing a fund to aid
in the cost of the trip. There is also a table set
up in the campus on Thursdays from 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m.

For information contact: Lyn Washburn —
545-0290 or Jackie Stanton - 545-0844.

Racial slurs forces

black teacher to resign

WINCHESTER, Mass. [UPf] - The
Winchester school committee has accepted
the resignation of Charlene Clinton, a black
high school Spanish teacher who they claim
was forced to quit due to racial taunts and
students' misbehavior.

Ms. Clinton said Monday on one occasion
a class at the predominantly white school
repeatedly chanted a racial epithet at her
white she tried to teach.

After the unanimous vote to accept her
resignation, school committee chairman
Robert S. Frank said it was "unforturwte" for
any qualified professional teacher to have to
resign from the system, because she had
been subjected to racial slurs; and because
disciplinary problems have gotten so out of

hand that she could not effectively teach."
Ms. Clinton left her job last Wednesday,

citing personal reasons. She said "a
progression of incidents," both racial slurs
and overall disciplinary problems, led to her
resignation.

Frank said "We have to be careful that any
teacher receives sufficient administrative
support so that the teacher is not driven out

by attacks or because of disciplinary
problems."

But, another school department
spokesman said Ms. Clinton had first asked
"for more support" from the school ad-
ministration before resigning.

Winchester is a predominantly white,
upper-middle-class town of 22,000 residents.

Milk causes heated controversy

over racism and sexism
Milk — traditionally the food of health and

vitality - is at the center of a controversy
over racism and sexism.

The Los Arygeles Times reports a $1.5

million (dollar) ad campaign by the California

milk Advisory Board uses television, mag-
gazines, radio and supermarket ads which
say (quote) "The milk-white look is a trim,

healthy body, a clear clean complexion." The
ads reportedly contain numerous pictures of

white women.
Consumer, minority and women's groups

are charging that the ad campaign is sexist

and racist and have called on Governor Jerry

Brown and Agriculture Director Richard
Rominger to stop the campaign.

Lawyer* ^or Consumers Union, the San
Hrancisco National Organization for Women,
the California Citizen Action Group and
Black Women Organized for Action are

calling the ads (quote) "tasteless and in-

sensitive." They say (quote) "It distinctly
conveys the message the beauty, vitality ana
desirability belong only to white worr)en."

- HER SAY

LUTHER

Viewpoint is a column designed for our readers to express their views on various
subjects. In this nrwnner, the staff of Black Affairs hopes to establish an open line of
communication between our readers and us. Viewpoint does not necessarily represent the
views of the staff of Black Affairs. All articles must be typed.

A question of objectivity
By JULIE MELROSE
Collegian Women's Editor

Three years ago, members of the
UMass Third World community occupied
the Collegian office to express their

dissatisfaction with the paper's handling

of Third World news. They felt that Third
World news was underrepresented in the
paper, and voiced concern over material

reflecting racist attitudes previously

published in the Collegian.

Prior to the take-over. Black Affairs

staff members attempted to sensitize

others working at the Collegian to the
needs of the Third World community, but
the situation did not improve. The office

occupation was a last resort. The major
things the occupiers asked for were
guaranteed space in the paper, adequate
coverage of Third World news and in-

creased awareness of and sensitivity to
Third World issues on the part of

everyone involved with the Collegian.

Racism, sexism and classism are three

of the main issues currently being dealt

with in American society. As Third
World, women's and poor people's
issues assume more prominence in the
public eye, situations similar to the one
described above are becoming in-

creasingly common.
From a very early age, people growing

uo in America arc given a clear message
about what is or isn't "newsworthy." The
history books used in American public

schools are filled with the history of the
"pale male." The author's choice of what
is or isn't important enough to be in-

cluded in those books contributes to our
continuing sense of priority.

When people educated under this

system begin working in the public
media, they carry that sense of priority

with them. Since they have been taught
to believe that the actions of white males,
(particularly those in positions of
authority or power), are more significant
than the actions of those who have not
traditionally held power in this country
(i.e. Third World persons, women, poor
people), they will tend to give greater
coverage to issues and events involving
white men and white male-created in-

stitutions.

There has been a controversy in the
media as to whether such a thing as
"objectivity" exists. "Objective" is

defined in the "Webster's New Collegiate
Dictionary" as: "expressing or involving
the use of facts without distortion by
personal feelings or prejudice.'"

The fact is that those who work in the
media are human beings subject to the

prejudices of the society in which they
live. ""Objectivity" in any given society re-

flects the values of that society. Material

deemed "objective"' in a society biased
against Third World persons, women and
poor people may conceivably reflect

racist, sexist and classist attitudes.

"Objective" media coverage as it

stands now in America protects the
status quo. If individuals working in the
public media are genuinely concerned
with the issues of racism, sexism and
classism, then media coverage from
Third World, feminist and lower-class

perspectives will be accepted as valid

alternatives to the "objective"' media
coverage prevalent in America today.

Super powers in conflict
By JAMES LEWIS
Black Affairs Assistant Editor

It looks as if the two world super powers
— the United States and tho Soviet Union —
are finding it difficult to con<e to terms over
issues in Africa and in the Middle East, this is

causing a "siding up" of the world.

On one side there is what is left of the Arab
Front; Saudia Arabia. Algeria, Syrians, Iraq,
Iran, Libyans, Palestinians. South Yemenis,
with Soviet Union backing, against Egypt,
Israel, and the United States.

In Africa, the Soviets have already shipped
over one billion dollars worth of military
equipment to Ethiopia. It is estimated that
there are from 11,000 to 20,000 troops from
Cuba there also. The U.S. is selling and
shipping arms to Somolia, probably over one
billion dollars worth, also.

There is strife over Rhodesia. Britain and
the U.S. are looking for the best way to leave

the country without the Soviets taking over

(Britain controls Rhodesia). It is clear that the

super powers and their allies are vieing for

control over the oil in the Middle East, and
the new frontier of Africa.

There is also the issue of Anatoly Sh-
charansky, the jailed Jewish computer
specialist of the Soviet Union. The Soviet

Union is anti-Jewish, and this is a symbolic

trial. Mr. Carter issued a personal statement
in defense of Shcharansky last June 13th,

and he made a direct warning to the Kremlin

that the trial and a heavy sentence could

prevent any ratification by the U.S. Senate of

a new strategic arms treaty. The Soviet
Union has completely ignored Carter.

If trends continue the way they are going,

the diplomatic ties between the Soviet Union

and the U.S.

like this:

will be cut off. It could happen

— Cancellation of planned visits to
Moscow in the next few months by three
U.S. Cabinet members: Secretaries of the
Treasury, Health, Education and Welfare and
Commerce.

— Elimination of some perpheral trimmings
of detente such as joint scientific profects.

— No chance at all of any early Senate
ratification of an arms control treaty.

— No shift in Congress toward easino the

U.S. law that restricts Soviets access to U.S.
trade markets.

Dr. Zibigniew Brezinski, the U.S. national

securrty advisor was quoted recently as

saying "The fact of the maner is that if we
used all of our nuclear weapons and the

Russians used all of their nuclear weapons,
about 10 per cent of humanity would be

killed. Now this is a disaster.... But... it's not

the end of humanity... (200,000,000

Americans and 200,000,000 Russians equal

about 10 per cent of humanity)."

Brezinski did ask for a 47 billion dollar

increase for the U.S. military. Presently, the
U.S. defense budget is about 125 billion.

It should be clear how close WWIII was
when the Soviet Union revealed the missiles

on the island of Cuba. The attitudes of these
leaders and the struggle for control of Africa

and the Middle East should be watched and
noted.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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Black Affairs

Progressive film series presents

Harvest: 3000 Years

HARVEST: 3000 YEARS, set in con-
temporary Ethiopian tells the real life story of
a peasant family's struggle for survival under
virtually fuedal conditions on the farm of a
wealthy landowner. The films pace and
visual style is geared to the rhythms of daily

life, providing a sensitive, almost an-
thropological portrayal of the details and
drama of everyday reality. A tragedy which
disrupts the daily routine of the family
(comprised of three generations, including a
teen-aged son and daughter who contest the
traditional social roles expected of them), the
tyrannical role of the landowner, and the
visionary but revolutionary impact of a local

'madman' — all are dramatized with amazing
forcefulness.

The film Harvest: 3000 Years will be shown
on Tuesday, March 28, in Thompson 104
beginning at 8 p.m.

The progressive film series is sponsored
each semester by the commuter collective
(area government for commuter students at
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst).
The series offers the community a change
from the usual fare to be found at the
university.

By offering films that deal with relevant
social issues, we hope to help broaden
peoples' perspectives as well as stimulate
discussion.

All films will be shown in Thompson 104
on Tuesday evenings at 8p.m. [except where
noted]

All films are free of charge
If you have any comments, criticisms, or

questions please stop by and see us at 404
Student Union or call at: 545-2145.

Spring Schedule

MARCH 28 HARVEST: 3000
YEARS
APRIL

4 A LUTA CONTINUA-0 POVO
ORGAN IZADO

11 THE DOUBLE DAY
18 THE LIFE AND DEATH OF

FRIDA KAHLO-SIAAPLEAAENTE
JENNY
25 REVOLUTION UNTIL

VICTORY
MAY 2 BUSH MAMA
ALL FILMS SHOWN IN

THOMPSON 104 AT 8 P.M.
-EXCEPT MARCH 14, FILMS

WILL BE SHOWN IN CAMPUS
CENTER 168, 8 P.M.

Andrew Young reverses stand
UNITED NATIONS [UPI] - U.N. Am-

bassador Andrew Young, in a sharp reversal

of his own stand, said Tuesday Rhodesian
Prime Minister's "internal agreement" with
black moderates had "marked some
progress " toward acceptable black majority

rule and independence in that country.
Young told the U.N. Security Council that

"we must examine the so-called internal

Si
Allstars"

coming
to NAH

"The Allstars", an area jazz group, will be
featured at a dinner at Yvonne's at the
UMass New Africa House March 16
beginning at 7 p.m. for the benefit of the
Northeast Conference on the Liberation of
Southern Africa to be held at Yale University
March 31 -April 2. Cost will be $3.50 per
student and $5 per non-student.

Speakers at the event will include Zim-
babwe student Robin Khosak and Gill

cauldwell, Third Worid Minister at UMass,
who will speak on conditions in Southern
Africa concerning apartheid and U.S. in-

volvement there.

African and Indian dishes will be catered
by Yvonne John.

Tickets are available by contacting Lisa
Melilli at 546-9326. Tickets are limited.

This event is being sponsored by the
UMass Committee for the Liberation of
Southern Africa.

Thoughts
You cannot put the

same shoe on every

foot Syrus

A liar should have
a good memory

Quint^lian

settlement dispassionately" and said the
United States was ready to join Britain and
all parties in the Rhodesian conflict in a new
effort to shore up the "inadequacies" of the
Smith pact.

On March 3, Smith signed an agreement
with three black moderates calling for a form
of black majority rule, but with a white
minority veto, starting Dec. 31 — a pact that
has drawn criticism from black African and
other Third Worid nations.

Young himself initially said the Smith
agreement, reached without representation
from the black guerrilla Patriotic Front,

would pit "black on black" in civil war.
When British Foreign Secretary David

Owen said the Smith plan represented a

"significant first step," the American ac-

cused the British of a "sell-out."

But the official Washington-London
position is neither acceptance nor rejection

of the Smith agreement, and Young's ad-

dress to the Council Tuesday indicated he
had moved back to that middle-of-the-road
line.

"Compared with the kinds of settlement
proposals which Smith has entertained in the
past," Young said, "the Salisbury agreement
marks some progress."
"We must not resign ourselves that the

birth of a new nation must be bloody and
violent," he said. "We must take a longer
perspective."'

"We must examine the so-called internal

settlement dispassionately."

But, he added, "I am the first to recognize
that anything Mr. Smith negotiates merits
the most careful scrutiny."

Young also said he was ""willing to credit

good faith" to the three black moderates
who negotiated the Salisbury agreement
with Smith.

LUTHER

Leaflet hoax revealed
By K. STEPHEN SHAIN
Fine Arts Editor

In what appears to be the best
organized hoax in recent UMass history,
hundreds of leaflets advertising an
alleged ""Cuban Cultural Night," to be
held on Saturday, March 16 (sic) in Gray-
son dormitory, have been circulated
throughout the campus community.
-Denying any connection with the leaflet
or the event, Venceremos Brigade
leadership claims that the appearance of
such a leaflet on campus is, in itself, an
attempt to discredit their organization
and undermine its credibility.

According to Joyce Chestnut, Head of
Residence in Grayson House, no such
event has been scheduled for either this
Saturday nor for the sixteenth as ad-

COBMMOSIC^

CUBAN FMD
POCTFOf
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vertised in the flyer. Inundated by phone
calls, by curious students seeking
verification on the date and Brigade
members wondering about the validity of
the leaflet, Joyce claims that if such an
affair were planned for Grayson
recreation room, she would in all cer-
tainty know about it.

Attempting to attract students to the
event, the perpetrators of this hoax have
advertised the availability of food, wine,
and beer as well as a performance by an
unnamed Afro-Cuban band for a 75 cent
admission price.

Students are warned that the "Cuban
Cultural Night" planned for Grayson
House will not happen and are urged to
report any distribution points or per-
sonalities connected with the leaflet to
the Collegian.
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Announcements
CCEBS

All CCEBS graduating seniors should note
that on Tuesday, April 4, a representative

from Aetna Life & Casualty will be in the
New Africa House. He will be conducting
interviews for management trainee positions

with Aetna. Students who will be getting

their degrees in either liberal arts or business
are preferred. These positions have a starting

salary of $11,700. Anyone interested should
sign up for aa interview with Brian Maher in

room 209 of the New Africa House im-

mediately. Also, on Wednesday, April 5, a

representative of the John Hancock In-

surance Company will be in the New Africa

House. He will be conducting interviews for

various openings with this company. In-

terested candidates should sign up m room
209 New Africa House immediately.

CCEBS students interested in a career as a

Telephone Company executive should sign
up immediately in room 209 for the planned
field trip on April 11 to the company's

Northampton facilities. A free luncheon will

bejjrovided on thisjrip.

All CCEBS students interested in going to
medical school should note that on Wed-
nesday, April 19, CCEBS is sponsoring a trip

to the UMass Medical School in Worcester,
Mass. This trip is crucial to anyone who is

considering a career in medicine. Sign up for
the trip in room 209 New Africa House
immediately. _

Malcolm X Center
Sponsors 'WIz' trip

The Malcolm X Center in Southwest
would like to invite the five-college area to

attend the musical The Wiz in New York
during the first week of April.

All people interested in attending this one-
day trip, should sign-up in the Malcolm X
Center leaving your name and number. For
more- information or sign up, contact Mike
Hughes or Ralph Moore at 6-9772.

By Brumsic Brandon, Jr.
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News in brief
Country Club can
still exclude women

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - The
Burning Tree Country Club, one of the
nation's most prestigious all-nnale clubs, can
legally continue to bar women from its

membership even though it receives special
tax breaks from the state of Maryland.

Maryland's Attorney General ruled last

week that the club, which has had the
patronage of former President Gerald Ford,
former Attorney General John Mitchell, and
some of the nation's biggest corpK)rate
leaders, receive tax breaks in the form of
reduced property tax assessments. The tax
breaks are being withdrawn by the state from
clubs that are found to discriminate against
blacks and other minorities.

According to the Attorney General,
however, the clubhouse would incur con-
siderable expense in trying to build ac-
comodations to serve both sexes. The At-
torney General added that the Burning Tree
Club, unlike other clubs, "does not play host
to women at any other time or any other
place." The Attorney General said that the
Club's pro shop, separate from the
clubhouse, allows entry to members' wives
only by appointment on specific December
days prior to Christmas.

Burning Tree, according to its own history
of operation, has deleted the "male"
membership requirement from its con-
stitution 'to register its freedom from bias
toward the dears."

The bastion of the all-male club was
breached only once about 23 years ago when
a small airplane traveling over the Mon-
tgomery County countryside developed
trouble and was forced to land on the golf
course.

School film boosts

'play' With rapists
[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - Despite

vocal protests from parents and women's
groups, the police in Ottawa, Canada, will
continue showing high school girls a film
advocating "playing along" with rapists.
The Ontario provincial Attorney-General

has told the protesters that, "In summary,
the film of which you complain is en-
tertaining but impractical and possibly
dangerous in its recommendations." But
because it does not break any laws, the
Attorney General claims, he can't take ac-
tion.

The Ottawa Rape Crisis Center has at-
tempted to counteract the film in question by
sending speakers into classrooms where it is

shown. They do not, however, have suf-
ficient staff to cover all screenings.

Protester Rita Rosenfeld charged that "the
Ottawa police have in their possession at
least two other anti-rape films, which they
claim are not as 'entertaining' as the one
we're objecting to."

Meany ansy^ers
queries on unions
\HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - AFL-CIO

President George Meany was asked at the
huge labor organization's mid-winter
sessions why the 34-member AFL-CIO
executive council is all male. He replied that
the unions "somehow or other do not come
up with women at the top of the structure.
They don't come up with a woman
president."

Meany said that many unions with large
female memberships tend to choose male
leaders. He added, however, that even
though he himself supports the Equal Rights
Amendment, he would not support special
efforts to get a woman elected to the
executive council.

Meany explained that to him that "is not
the democratic way."

'Strangler'joke

results in suit

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - A Los
Angeles woman has filed a $1 million

damage suit against Los Angeles officers

who, she says, frightened her by telling her
they were the Hillside Stranglers.

Thirteen women have so far been
strangled and brutally murdered by what
police believe may be one man, or two
working as a team which has become known
as the Hillside Stranglers. Police believe the
strangler, or stranglers, may be even posing
as police to capture victims.

Beth Anne Shannon stated in her claim
that last December two officers were driving

her around Los Angeles looking for a man
she said resembled- a composite drawing of
the Strangler

Shannon says when she asked the officers

to let her out of the car, one officer turned to
her and told her, "Well, I hate to tell you, but
it's us." The other officer, she says, rerrrained
silent.

Shannon says she was so frightened by
the officers' behavior, she jumped out of the
car and returned only after the police radio
convinced her the men were bona fide of-
ficers.

One officer received a reprimand and the
loss of two days' salary for the incident. The
other officer was not disciplined.

Shannon, supported in her claim by the
National Organization for Women, says she
has suffered "emotional injury," and both
personal and job- related problems since the
incident.

NOW, in the meantime, has demanded
that the two officers be susjsended pending
the completion of a sensitivity course, or
dismissed if they refuse to take the course.
NOW says that the two officers received
merely a "handslap" for a "joke which has
now mushroomed into an insult to all of the
women in the city of Los Angeles."

Divorce favored
in Irish Republic
[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - Con-

traception and divorce are becoming heated
topics in the Irish Republic.

Ninety-six per cent of the populationin the
republic is Roman Catholic, but 42 per cent
of those Catholics favor legalized divorce and
25 per cent support legalizing contraception.
The Irish government and the Catholic
Church have long opposed any liberalization

of existing laws.

The government recognizes divorces
which are granted outside the country, but in

a strange catch-22, will not allow divorced
persons to remarry in Ireland. Such re-

marriages are considered bigamous and the
resulting offspring illegitimate.

The government, oddly enough, also bans
the sale and distribution of contraceptives in

Ireland, but will allow them to be imported
for use. Currently, some 100,000 Irish women
are said to be using contraceptives.

SexistJob titles

replaced in index

[HERSAY NEWS SERVICE] - The U.S.
Department of Labor has just published a
revised edition of the Dictionary of Oc-
cupational Titles which replaces the sexist
job titles in the last 1965 edition.

Instead of "linemen" or "foremen" or
"workmen," for instance, industrial and
technological companies should now be
hiring "supervisors" and "operators."

Such titles as "scrub woman" or
"cigarette girl" have now been changed to
"cleaner" or "cigarette vendor."

The new Dictionary of Occupational Titles
is designed to make it easier for employers to
hire women for all jobs, and to make it more
difficult to discriminate in pay between men
and women with the same job descriptions.

Chinese woman
Joins Peking assn,

[HERSAYNEWS SERVICE]
A 105-year-old woman named Jan Ta-Kou

became the oldest parliamentarian in the
world by taking pan in the Fifth National
Peoples Congress in Peking last week.

Jan Ta-Kou is the chairman of an
assoc3tion of poor and middle class
peasants in the Kwangsi Region near the
Vietnam border. She made the journey to
Peking by plane.

Said Jan Ta-Kou upon her arrival in Peking
"In the old society I suffered wretched
poverty. Today, elected deputy at over 100
years of age, I have come to Peking to see
our perceptive leader Chairman Hua Kuo-
Feng and to give my opinion on the affairs of
state."

K-gartens expand
despite less kids

[HERSA YNEWS SERVICE]
The U.S. Census Bureau reports that the

number of children enrolled in America's
kindergartens and nursery schools has in-

creased dramatically over the last decade,
despite a decline in the actual number of

children under the aqe of five.

The report shows that the number of
children aged three to five declined from 12.2

million in 1967 to 9.7 million in 1976, while the
enrollement in kindergarten and nursery
school increased from 3.9 million to 4.8
million.

The Census Bureau says the sharp rise in

small children going to nursery school is due
to the increased number of Mothers in the
Labor Force and a rise in the number of
women who want to pursue interests outside
the home.

Vegetarian females

show less cancer
[HERSA YNEWS SERVICE]

Doctor U.D. Register, Chairperson of the
Nutrition Department of Lome Linda

University, has found that women who are
vegetarians are much less likely to contract
breast cancer than are their meat-eating
counterparts.

Register studied the health of more than
24,000 vegetarian women. During an eight-

year period, he found that deaths from breast
cancer in California were 28 per cent less for

vegetarians than for women in the state who
ate a traditional Western diet.

The Cancer Researcf) Journal reportedly
corraborates Register's studies in a table
which outlines deaths of vegetarian and
meat-eating women. The incidence of death
due to breast cancer is markedly higher In the
Journal's outlines for women who ate meat.
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One of The Stop & Shop Conipanies

TEACHING INTERN PROGRAM (MAT)
COLGATE UNIVERSITY

*92% PLACEMENT RECORD
Forget wfiat you have heard about the tight job market for
teachers Superior teachers are still in demand and MAT
graduates are very successful in obtaining teaching positions If

you have a good undergraduate record and a desire to teach,
write or call for more information

Director of the Teaching Intern Program
Colgate University

Hamilton, New York 13346
(315)824 1000 Ext 256

•Of 36 students who sought positions in teaching or a related
field this year, 33 received at least one offer of employment
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BARRY MANILOW: Live
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ESP - HYPNOSIS
Thursday, March 16th

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00 P.M.
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BOB WELCH
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THE FIFTH DIMENSION
Star Dancing
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JACKSON BROWNE:
Running On Empty
e-TR., REG 5 47 4.94

n RHYTHM HERrTACC
Sky'« The Limit
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RHYTHM HERITAGE
SKy s Thp Limit

8-TR., REG 5 47 4.94

THE STEVE fcilLLER
BAND
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THE STEVE MILLER BAND:
Book of Dreams
8-TR., REG 5 47 4 94

OUR REG 2 39

HI-FI speaker wire.

50 ft Two-conductor

Some r«gular pnc»t may vary by ttor*

New contract may
end miners strike
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Coal operators
and United Mine Workers negotiators
agreed yesterday on a tentative settlement
of the 99-day-old coal strike five days after a
federal judge ordered miners back to work
under the Taft-Hartley law.
United Mine Workers President Arnold

Miller and chief industry negotiator Nicholas
Camicia jointly announced the agreement —
the third reached by the negotiators during
the long strike — in mid-afternoon after both
sides met for three hours and lunched
together.

The main bargaining talks recessed on Sun-
day while representatives of the two sides
broke into smaller groups to work on in-

dividual issues. They remained in telephone
contact on Monday and resumed the
fullscale talks yesterday.

"We think we have a package that would
be very good for the union, very good for the
country," Camicia said. President Carter
was described by his chief spokesman as
"pleased and encouraged" by the agree-
ment.
But reactions among the union locals, who

have virtually ignored last Friday's court in-

junction ordering them back to work under
the Taft-Hartley law, was mixed.
Miller said he would call the union bargain-

ing council to Washington to start the
lengthy ratification procedure. UMW general
counsel Harrison Combs said he expected
the council to meet Wednesday.

If the council approves, the settlement
must be ratified by the 160,000 union
members — a process which could take 10

days.

The council turned down one agreement
with the Bituminous Coal Operators
Association, and the rank and file voted by
better than 2-to-1 against a revised proposal.

Neither Miller nor the BCOA revealed

details of the new settlement but sources
close to the talks said the miners won several

favorable revisions of the rejected proposals:
— Elimination of a work stabilization clause

that would have imposed penalties against

miners who lead wildcat strikes, reinstating

the 1974 contract language which calls for

an arbitration board to review any such
discipline.

— Lowering, to a maximum of $200-a-year

for working miners and $150-a-year for

UMW pensioners, the amount to be paid for

doctor's visits and drugs under the health
care plan. The rejected contract called for

annual deductibles of between $300 and
$700. Hospitalization costs would remain en-
tirely covered by the plan.
— A wage increase of $2.40 an hour over

the three-year period, boosting the average
miner's wage from $7.80 to $10.20. The
figures were the same as in the earlier pro-
posal.

— An immediate increase in pensions for
miners under the 1950 Pension Trust to $275
a month, instead of phasing the hike over
three years.

"We've been in the process, since Feb. 6,

of giving back," said an industry
spokesman.
The industry did win union agreement to a

production incentive clause allowing in-

dividual mining companies to pay bonuses to
miners who dig more coal than a set target,

with approval of each affected union local

required.

The agreement was reached without the
presence of government mediators. Both
sides had been angered by administration
hints individual mining companies should
negotiate separate contracts with union
districts and locals.

In Ohio, union officers were critical of the
incentive clause.

"I don't think the incentive clause should
be in there whatsover," said Ken Conoway,
president of a local at Powhatan Point, O io.

"It will mean more injuries and more
fatalities because miners would be getting

paid to take an extra chance."
"I don't think it's going to go," said Frank
Dwyer, vice president of UMW Local 1619 in

Indiana, Pa. "I really don't because we had a

good insurance policy — probably the best
that any working man had or one of the best
— and negotiating on a lower payment of

our contribution to insurance policy is not

"I don't think it's going to go," said Frank

Dwyer, vice president of UMW local 1619 in

Indiana, Pa. "I really don't becase we had a

good insurance policy - probably the best

that any working man had or one of the best
- and negotiating on a lower payment of our

contribution to insurance policy is not really

the whole thing."
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Functional, of course— but more
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shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fine gift idea
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Greenberg discusses

Jews in America
By DIANE BURAK
Collegian Staff

Joanne Greenberg, author of / Never
Promised You a Rose Garden, presented her
views on Jewish identity, mental illness, and
deaf education last night in Thompson 104.

Speaking to an audience of 200, Green-
berg explained the title of her presentation,
"passing the heritage from hand to hand like

a hot potato and wincing between the toss
and the catch" referred to the position of
modern Jews in America.

She said she is "punished" because there
is not a large concentration of Jews where
she lives near her present home in Golden,
Colorado. "I am punished by feeling I am the
last Jew," she said.

Greenberg said she would protest at the
proposed Nazi march in Skokie, Illinois, if

permitted by the canon law. She said she
would go to support the survivors of the
holocaust who live in Skokie, but would not
go with any violence in mind.

Greenberg said "what had been lost (in the
holocaust) is something we haven't paid
attention to..." The Jewish people she
continued, have "never dealt with the joy...
that was unlived," and the songs that were
unsung. She said it is up to modern Jews to
sing these songs.

At one point during the lecture, Greenberg
sang "Meetings", one of a group of songs
she wrote for a county mental health
association.

When asked about / Never Promised You a
Rose Garden. Greenberg replied that when
she left the hospital where she was in-
stitutionalized in 1951, "I swore I would
never have anything to do with a mental
hopsital again." She said in those days "you
had to lie" about being in a mental in-
stitution. "I faked it."

She said her writing was prompted by a
response to a Jew in America who had to go
to trial in Jerusalem. She said all of the

covering up of the holocaust "came up like
an undigested bad dinner." An article stating
that the holocaust Jews were passive and
that the holocaust was a response to a death
wish provoked her anger. She said her book
IS the most autobiographical of her novels,
but added "it's a work of fiction., of com-
pression."

She said there is a confusion between
Deborah, the main character in the book and
herself. She said she receives many letters
from mental patients "who want more than I

can give them." She said the identification is
a "terrible thing" and she suffers "like hell"
from those letters.

When asked about the movie version of
her novel, she replied, "How does the shin
feel about the foot that kicks it?" She said
she gave the movie a "C" for effort. She told
the audience she did not receive money for
either the movie or the song that carried her
original title.

Greenberg's lecture was translated into
sign language. She recently co-authored a
paper about problems in educating deaf
children and said, "What is happening in
mainstreaming is wrong." She feJt it was
wrong to put a deaf child, who was not
prescreened, into a public school system.

She said it was wrong to put all the
children into public schools when there are
trained counselors and teachers in schools
for the deaf. Greenberg brought up cases of
children who can't lipread and those who
enter classrooms not "prepared to do
anything but laugh at them."

She said she has positive feelings about
being a Jewish woman and was never taught
to look down on the skills of housewifery.
She said "Judaism is what goes on in the
house, really."

She said her grandmother told her "This is
the way it is. Woman is the footstool of a i

man. A man speaks, a woman listens....
Never come to the table with a sour face...."
she said with a laugh.
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Joanne Greenberg, author of "I Never Promised You A Rosa Garden," speaks to a
crowd of 200 Thompson 104. (Staff photo by Steve Nugent)

* Bromery on CC garage
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

The UMass community composed of
administrators, faculty, staff and students,
are interdependent on each other, and must
therefore work together to achieve goals,
Bromery said.

Bromery said the problem of bus service
funding was not due to the ineffective
management on the part of the students. He
said the students assume the greater part of
the financial burden on campus because
students and parents pay taxes which go
towards funding the University.

The state may pay 10 million dollars
toward the Campus Center, which Bromery
said would lower the campus center fee.

The chancellor emphasized the University

must deal the garage issue because the
problem will only worsen in time.

iK Telephone
CONT. FROM PAGE 2

'Obviously," said Rider, "if someone calls a
number and it just keeps ringing, the caller

will assume that the person they are calling
just isn't there. The caller has no way of
knowing that the number has been cut off."

Rider said MassPIRG was not aware of the
UMass situation until hearing about it from
the Collegian. He did say that this is the type
of issue that MassPIRG and its affiliated
telephone lobby. Telephone Consumer
Action Group (TelCAG) get involved with.

Star t St. Patty's Day early at the

BlueMTall Bar
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Flynt's condition turns to critical
ATLANTA (UPI) - Hustler magazine
owner Larry Flynt, shot by a sniper March 4,

took a turn for the worse yesterday, and his

doctors listed him in critical condition and
hooked him up to a respirator.

In a prepared statement, doctors at Emory
University Hospital in Atlanta said Flynt's

"infection and the deteriorating pulmonary
status continue as his most threatening pro-

blems."
Flynt and his attorney. Gene Reeves, were

hit from ambush in Lawrenceville, X miles

from Atlanta, as they strolled to the Gwin-
nett County courthouse where Flynt was on
trial for distributing obscene material.

Both men were taken to Button Gwinnett
Hospital, where the 47-year-old Reeves re-

mains in guarded condition.

Flynt, 36, underwent two operations at

Button Gwinnett to repair his stomach
wounds and was later transferred to Emory
for a third operation to remove a bullet and
bone chips.

-Nerves in Flynt's spinal column were

damaged by the bullets, resulting in paralysis
from the mid-thigh down. Doctors said the
sex magazine publisher has less than a 50
percent change of regaining use of his legs.

Since last Thursday, Flynt has remained in

serious condition. Monday, doctors said
Flynt was trying to fight off an intraab-
dominal infection and sepsis (blood-borne
bacterial, and he had contracted
pneumonia. They also said Flynt required
blood transfusions to combat
gastrointestinal bleeding.
Tom Sellers, a spokesman for the Emory

physicians, said Tuesday that Flynt's
gastrointestinal bleeding "has been controll-

ed by arteriographic occlusion of the
bleeding vessel."

Sellers said arteriographic occlusion was an
elaborate internal X ray technique used to

identify the source of the bleeding.

But because of Flynt's "diminished
pulmonary status, he has been placed on
mechanical ventilation (a respirator) for

pulmonary support," Sellers said.

Flynt's vital signs remain stable. Sellers

said.

Gwinnett County Police Chief John
Crunkleton issued an appeal for information
leading to the arrest of the assailant.

The chief, who said police have had no ma-
jor break in the case, said authorities are par
ticularly interested in talking with people in
the vicinity of the downtown Lawrenceville
shooting over a week ago.

We interupt your schedule to remind you to

Chem plant explodes
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio [UPI] - An ex-

plosion and fire ripped through a chemical
plant yesterday, spewing a cloud of chlorine

gas cloud into the downtown section and
forcing thousands to flee.

At least 54 persons, including 24 city

firemen, were overcome.
Two of the firemen were in intensive care

at Ohio Valley Hospital.

The fire was brought under control about
four hours later, and the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency had an emergency
response team at the site monitoring the air.

"We're not sure how intense the chlorine

is," said Ken Schultz of the EPA. "Some of

the chlorine was in a powder form and was
being washed into storm sewers and some of
it no doubt burned."

About 3,000 persons were ordered from
the area.

The police had a cruiser with a loud-
speaker going up and down the streets
telling people to get out of the area. Nearby
schools, homes and businesses were emp-
tied.

VOTE Today and tomorrow for

Pitch in!Clean up!
(IMayl)eevenwinsome casli)
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The Referendum Question
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Orchard Hill-Dickinson Dormitory
Commuters and Greeks — Cope Cod Lounge, Student Union

Budweiser Announces 1978 National College 'Titch In!"
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Week
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environment around your college and hove a shot at
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or five $250 third place educational awards, courtesy

of Budv^/eiser and ABC Radio.

Any college, university, or approved organization
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for rules and Pitch In! Week program kit.
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Housing letter to Attorney General

To th« Editor: an open letter to the
State Attorney General's Office

Pursuant with our telephone con-
versations on 3-13-78, I am writing to
request that the Attorney General's
Consumer Protection Division initiate an
investigation of the sub-standard living

[dormitory] conditions existing at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
It is the contention of students at the
University that conditions exist in

violation of state law, specifically Article
II of the State Sanitary Code: Minimum
Standards of Human Habitation, and
that among these conditions are
violations which severely and im-
mediately endanger the lives and well-
being of Studt^ntK 4V/P further ^nntmnH
that as consumers in this Commonwealth
of housing which is sub-standard, with
regards to the aforementioned state law,
we are entitled to the swift and deliberate

efforts of the Consumer Protection
Division in investigating, analyrying, and
forwarding the results of such in-

vestigation to the proper authority[s] in

the Commonwealth.
Specifically, the students contend that

the following Code violations exist:

Violation of Regulations 3.1, Sec. B,

subsections a and b, 3.2, 6. 1, 6.2, 7. 1,

Sec. B. 7.2 Sec. C, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 9.3,

Sees. A and B, 11.1, 11.2 113, 131, Sec.
A, Subsections a,b,c, and d, 13. 1 Sec B,

subsections a,b,c, and d, 13. 1, Sec. C,

14.2, 14.3, 14.4, 14.5, Sec. A, subsection
b, 14.6, Sec. A, subsection b, 15. 1, 15.2,

15.3, 15.6, 15.9, 15. 10, 17. 1, 29. 1, 29.2,

Sees., a,b,c,f,g,h,k,o,p,t.

The students contend also that since
their exists no local board of health as
required in the Code which is willing to

assume jurisdiction for the premises of
the University, the Consumer Protection
Division should assist the students as
consumers of public housing in their

efforts to establish Jurisdictional authority
for said prerry'ses.

If you have any questions concerning
this request for an investigation, please
feel free to call me at [413] 545- 1995, at
UMass. Amherst. Thank you for your
efforts regarding this matter.

Hal Schatzoff
Student Paralegal,

UMaas Student Legal Servicee

Commendations for IWW work
To the EdKor

/ would like to thank the University

community for its support and par-

ticipation in making International

Women 's Week a success for the second
year. Many students, staff, and people

from the community contributed energy

and support to organizing and running

the workshops and special events.

Special thanks to the many area

newspapers and radio stations who did

an excellent Job of dispersing information

and covering all of the programs. I can't

help but think that it is unfortunate that

what went on in media lest week was
special and not normal. The Collegian

articles covering the workshop topics

were very informative and relevant to all

of us, men and women. It has been
brought to my attention that the

women's staff is now struggling to

maintain some priority on space
throughout the year. I support this idea

not Just for the Collegian but in all areas

of student activities programming until

there is a balance in the presentation of
women's and men's culture.

Title IX imposes legal responsibility on
the University to recruit, employ and
promote the victims of discrimination,

both directly through employment and
indirectly through the programming,
services, educational events, and
resources of the complex.

International Women's Week is

definitely a good beginning providing

valuable resources and new ideas which
should leed to constructive changes and
more equality.

Irene Richard
Program Advisor

international Women's Week

Support women's news page
To the Editor:

Everywoman's Center and the
Women's Studies Program urge the
Board of Editors of the Collegian to

improve the Collegian's coverage of
women 's news by allocating one full ad-
free page of the Collegian per day to the
Women's News Department of the
Collegian, vv/f/j that department having
full control of that space. The women of
the Women's News Department of the
Collegian have worked hard and long to

insure that adequate and accurate
reporting of women's news and events
appear in the main body of the Collegian,
and have been continually frustrated by
the lack of support, which sometimes
becomes overt hostility, on the part of
the Collegian toward these efforts. It is

essential that the Collegian recognize, by
the allocation of this space to the
Women's News Department, the im-
portance of coverage of events of in-

terest to women, and the reporting of
news and information relating specifically

to the women on this campus. As we are

directly concerned, in our work at the

University, with the quality of life and
education available to the women who
attend the University, we see daily

evidence of women's needs for in-

formation about the issues affecting

them and the resources on campus and
in the community which are available to

them. The Collegian's allocation of this

page to women's news would be one
way of beginning to make this in-

formation easily accessible to the women
on campus. As a student newspaper the

Collegian has a responsibility to publish

news which affects directly the women
students on this campus, and to make a

clear statement, through the allocation of

space, of their commitment to women's
news.

We urge all students who share our
concern to attend the next Board of

Editors meeting, Wednesday at 7:00 in

the Collegian Conference and voice their

support.

Everywoman's Center

Women's Studies Program

Room choosing letter corrected

To the Editor:

/ would like to correct some misin-

formation that appeared in yesterday's

Letters to the Editor. The topic of the
letter was the new room choosing policy
and how it affects people signing up for

dorm rooms for the fall semester.
Room choosing will be April 5. If you

wish to stay in the same dorm, you
merely sign up with your Heed of
Residence. The HR will assign you to the
room you choose on the spot. If,

however, you want to move to another
dorm, the process this year is a little

different than before.

Every Head of Residence will have
housing preference forms. If you want to

move to another dorm you pick up a form
from any HR and fill it out. The form lets

you pick your top three dorm choices. It

also asks you whether you want a
roommate who smokes or not. After the

form is filled out you can return the form
to the Housing Office in person or by
mail. Boxes will also be placed in the

Dining Commons. The forms will be
processed by the Housing Office and
returned to you, with your next

semesters dorm circled. At that point it is

up to the HR in the dorm you have been
assigned to place you and your room-
mate. If two people, who are in the same
dorm want to live together then they Just

tell the HR of their plans and they are

assigned to the same room. This aspect is

similar to the current process.

The advantage to this new system, and
the main reason I support the change, is

that it provides each student who wants
to move into a new dorm with an equal
chance of getting in. In the past the

system was not fair to people trying to

get into popular dorms and those dorms
which were recently renovated because
current residents would literally recruit

their friends to sign up as their room-
mates. In doing so students who weren 't

"in the know" would be excluded from
the dorm of their choice unfairly. In effect

if you didn 't know someone, or have pull.

you were "redlined" out of your favorite
dorm, even if you signed up first.

Under the new system, if there are 30
spaces in dorms, and 25 people who
want to get in, you're golden. If there are
40people who want to get in, then the 30
people who get in are selected by lot.

This is especially fair to freshmen, who
haven't had the time to build up the
contacts necessary to succeed under the
"good ole boy" system we used to have.
As for the weak arguments presented

yesterday for the maintaining the old
system, I can only conclude that the
author has a friend somewhere.

Jon Hite
CO-President SGA

Another insulted by Wally Dorf'

To the Editor

/ found the March 9 Wally Dorf comic
strip totally disgusting. It was an insult to
my dignity and to all women that such a
sexist comic strip was allowed to be
printed — especially during Women's
Week. To imply that the typical woman
can substitute unnatural sex for the art of

making love is degrading. Personally, I

think that Rob Ranney should "play

with" and "arouse" his imagination into

creating more decent and intelligent

sources of humor.

Kathy Rochester
Janet Bell

UPC seeks referendum support
To the Editor:

In the SGA elections today and
tomorrow, a referendum question will

determine the future of the Union
Program Council [the UPC]. The
referendum seeks to fund UPC spon-
sored concerts and services directly

through a separate fee on the semester
bill.

We at the UPC feel this referendum is

very much in the student interest. It

would guarantee funding of all future
Spring Concerts. It would lower student
ticket prices for other UPC events in the
Fine Arts Center, the Cage, etc. With a

known budget we wiU be able to secure

those top-name acts which plan their

tours well in advance.

The Union Program Council is at-

tempting to become the production

organization for musical events on
campus. Our new service Cross Campus
Concerts will offer free production ex-

pertise to student groups planning shows
and concerts.

We want you to have all the music you
can handle. Guaranteed funding means
guaranteed concerts. Vote YES on the

referendum.

The Union Program Council

Apparel article in poor taste

To the Editor:

In the March 13 Collegiaa there ap-
peared an article on student appeal. This
'particular article dealt with the various
majors, stereotyping the students and
describing whatever fashions were
supposedly "in" in each of the various
majors. It was apparently supposed to be
humorous satire. However, it sadly
missed its mark.

One statement I particularly took
offense with was "Anyone you can smell
before you can see is probably from
Stockbridge. " In one sentence the writer
managed to insult the entire student
body of the Stockbridge School. A public
apology is probably in order.

Simply being on the staff of the
Collegian does not automatically make a
person an "expert" in the field she

writes about, whether it's sports, politics,

or, in this case, fashion. Nor does it

entitle writers to pass Judgements on
various segments of the student
population.

One wonders why the Collegian does
not show a little more discretion in

choosing the material it prints. Not to

practice censorship, of course, but to let

its writers know that what they write may
be offensive to people who have done
nothing to deserve such insults.

Furthermore, I suggest that the writer
of the article in question keep his-her
articles to him -herself until that time
when she can produce articles which are
worthy of being printed in a newspaper
of the collegiate level.

Marilyn L. Vennell

Poster pulling by presidential
To the Editor:

It is apparent to anyone who glances at
the ground that competing SGA
presidential candidacies are tearing down
each others posters. A good move, some
might say. for their propaganda is

irrelevant and an eyesore. Tear them all

down.
A thoroughly understandable sen-

timent, but if we dig a little deeper, the
implications of the candidates actions are
ugly. They are ripping down rivals'

posters because they are willing to do
anything to win. This ends -Justifies the
- means mentality demonstrates that
they hold the students on this campus in

implicit contempt, for they believe that
their own precious political futures are
more important than the students right to

make an informed decision on the basis
of reading all the flyers.

This mentality will influence their

actions as (resident. If as candidates they
are willing to sacrifice students' interests

to their own selfish purposes, they will

likely continue to do so if elected
president.

Such childlike behavior in the scramble
to become child-king is revealing. Truly

their actions speak louder than their

words. The candidates have
distinguished themselves by their utter

lack of mature behavior. None of them
deserve to be elected.

Julie Rubin

More letters on p. 14

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welcomes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's

address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but

they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes.

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,

at sixty spaces per line, and no more than

two pages. They should be sent to the

Executive Editor, coo the Collegian, or

dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for

either content or space according to the

judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that all

letters received will be printed. Letters for

a specific publication date must be

submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.
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Experiences at Mine Workers' rally
By KYLE HOFFMAN

On Friday, March 10, at 8 p.m., I was one
twelve p>eople who boarded a van headed

for Charleston, West Virginia. Not your usual

weekend jaunt, I was travelling with the

Revolutionary Communist Youth Brigade to

attend a rally for the coal miners. The rally

had been called for on Thursday by the

Miners' Right to Strike Committee to show
that, contrary to media-based belief, the

miners are not isolated from other workers in

the country. Despite having only two days

notice, and the refusal of most media to

publicize the event, there were several

hundred of us, from Denver, Detroit,

Chicago, Pittsburgh, Kalamazoo, Amherst
and Boston, New York, New Jersey, the

Midwest and the Southeast.

Assembling in front of the Federal Building

in Charleston at 2:30 Saturday afternoon, we
began our march. The UMW led us. They
covered their faces with bandanas to conceal

their identities, as it would have been worth
their jobs and their freedom to have been
arrested. The Taft-Hartley law is in effect,

and it is illegal to encourage the work
stoppage. Joining in this illegal activity with

great spirit came the Steelworkers' Union,

the United Autoworkers, the Electrical

Workers' Union, the National United
Workers' Organization (NUWO). the

Unemployed Workers' Union. Was this what
the media meant by lack of support? The
RCYB and other support groups brought up
the end of the rrwrch. We marched four

abreast around the block to rally in front of

the jail. The police followed silently as we
chanted. "Jimmy Carter, you can't hidel We
know you're on the bosses' side!" "Cool off?

Hell no! Taft- Hartley's gotta gol" "The hell

with the ruling classl We are the working

class!" "A victory for the miners is a victory

for us all!"

T.V. cameras were rolling. AP and UPI

buzzed along the sides. We held our signs

high: "The Steelworkers' Union says:

Victory to the miners! No sell-out in '78!"

Students say: 'The hell with Taft-Hartley!"

A spokesman for the Right to Strike

Committee addresses the crowd. "Brothers

and sisters! The Taft-Hartley law has been
invoked ir what President Carter calls 'the

national interest'. The nation is made up of

working people, and any national interest

must be in their interest. And it does not

benefit the v^'orfcers of this country to be

ground down arni sold out!" The workers

assembled around him cheered. "The media

have been telling us the miners axe selfish,

against the rest of the country, and that

nobody supports us. If that were true, we
wouldn't be here today to fight. This strike is

no longer just the miners against BCOA.
With workers supporting us around the

country, it's become something else: the

working class against the capitalists who
would drive us down! And I think we should

give a big cheer to show our solidarity!!"

Banners and fists waved, and we cheered as

hard as we could. People drove by, honking

their horns, waving their fists, and cheering

their support also.

The march continued. The consensus
among the supporting unions and groups

was clear: The miners have seen National

Guard and the Taft-Hartley Act before, and
that's never made them work yet. "What it

comes down to is: the companies need us,

but we don't need them!" The old slogans

still hold. You can't mine coal with bayonets.

They'll let Taft dig it, and Hartley can haul it.

As the march neared its destination, the

solidarity of the people became more and
more clear. We were not just desperate

women, men. Blacks, Anglos, Hispanics,

Iranians, Chinese. We were a solid block of

support for the miners, their families, and the

working class over the world. The feeling

that ran through amazed me. The media had
given me a picture of southern "rednecks"

who hated college kids and Communists. Yet

there I wjs, a college kid marching with the

Communist Youth Brigade. The speakers

from the n iners and NUWO told us of the

inevitable workers' revolution, when the

capitalist c jss will be overthrown. Funny
how the "C )mmies" blended in so well with

everyone e\e.

The marc > moved to the local high school

so there could be more openness without

fear of arrest and identification. Press

coverage was halted. The supporting unions

and groups spoke and gave the miners their

spiritual support and financial donations.

The media coverage of the miners' strike

has been almost unanimously on the

companies' side. The press has been telling

us that the miners are just a scrappy bunch
of troublemakers hated by the rest of the

nation's workers. This rally was important in

that it proved the media wrong. Media
misrepresentation of the strike includes lack

of coverage altogether with regards to

positive reaction to the miners. Although AP
and UPI reporters and photographers

covered the rally from beginning to end, the
Boston Globe printed only one picture of one
miner, and the New York Times ran oije

small article. They ignored the fact that this

was a major event attended by upwards of
ve hundred people who weren't miners,

the Collegian disregarded the rally com-
pletely.

Misrepresentation also includes an
inadequate explanation of some of the Union
demands. In their own words, some of the
miners' key demands are:

1) The right to strike, with no binding or

compulsory arbitration.

2) Medical benefits and pensions: here the
miners are fighting, not for something new,
but for something they've lost, and
something they deserve. Medical expenses
used to be covered in the contract; now the
miners must pay. No contract is acceptable
which ties pensions and benefits to the

tonnage or person- hours of production.

Disabled miners and widows must be full

pensions.

3) Wages: A hefty wage increase that

includes a cost of living allowance that keeps
up with inflation. Mining is the most
dangerous job in this country, and the miners
must be paid accordingly.

4) Safety: It is imperative that miners be
allowed to refuse unsafe work, without fear

of losing their jobs.

Safety committees must be comprised of

miners themselves. We must realize the bias

of the media. "All the news that's fit to print"

really means all the news that the bosses see
fit to have printed.

The decision of the rank and file is to not

go back to work, but to fight until they win.

When I boarded the van Friday night, I had
no real idea of what was going on down in

West Virginia. Now I realize that the miners
are strong and sure, and that nationwide

support of their struggle and strike does
exist.

Can't vote

for anyone
frank denton

A rash of nascent administrators has
materialized once again. The student
government assembly is beset by the
presidential hopes of journeyperson
politicians. And once again, we are wielding
a rubber stamp of approval.

Campus politics have been homogenized
into a bland blend of warmed over issues.

This rechauffe is primarily compromise.
Were It a compromise of reconciliation

between two antagonists, it wouki be
somewhat palatable. However, our "leaders"
have chosen moral compromise.
One cannot, on this campus, cater to every

wheeze, hack, arKi snuffle who happens to

be running an RSO group. One cannot even
reconcile most of the RSO groups within

themselves, much less with the Student
Senate. A politician who falls to
acknowledge his-her inadequacy at doing so
Is deceiving some of us.

I realize deception and bottled
spaciousness are the standard stock in trade
of recondite rhetoric. Despite this, I resent

any implication that my interest can be
adequately served by an Individual who
claims to commiserate with half of liberal

Amherst, as well as the Amherst Women's
League for the Local Preservation of Yoimg
Albino Weasels.

Protesting these misguided attempts at

philanthropy, several harlequins sanctified

the humble croaks of SGA nominees last

week. One can — and many did - label their

burlesque presence as harassment or apathy.
It would be more properly identified as a

remonstaration against the unctuous
elocution of the student government.
The point of these clowns was well-taken:

we will not know what the real priorities are
until next year. Will any of the

nominees step forward to tell the blacks s-

he cannot support their worthy causers)

because s-he is spending most of his-her

time working on my academic gripes? Will s-

I think that in our

righteous rage, y^e have

escalated the type of

leaders we protest

elsewhere.

he reprove me for thinking s-he had time for

my concerns when I can plainly see s-he is

devoted to the homosexual groups on
campus or to getting a Student Union? I

think not.

I think that in our righteous rage, we have

escalated the type of leaders we protest

elsewhere. They construe gutless platforms

and worry the issues until they fall, beaten,

into a form they think we will like to hear. Our
leaders are yes-persons, and they are

pandering to us.

Well, mighty leaders, I say no. I am, sanely

enough, apolitical (although not anti-

political). I cannot vote for anyone who does
not have the moral courage to step out of the

abstruse det}ate to declare something I do
not want to hear. Disagreement has never

constituted lack of respect.

I cannot vote for the clowns. They are the

most honest people running for Student
Government President at the moment;
however, they have all hidden behind a

protective veil of slapstick and sophomoric
pundits. They are too insecure to survive the

test of a real vote of their capacities.

I cannot vote for an jmage. Several

candidates have suddenly realized that their

flabby silhouettes require padding and
prodding for the public eye. Wherefore this

panic-stricken palaveration unless they are

flabby because they have done nothing?

They have been willing to spend senate

funds to primp their egos; how much more
would they spend as president on equally

dubious propositions?

What, then, shall I vote for? Temperate,

learned, and rational thought? Moral fiber?

Tears and dreams? Certainly not for the

people.

If you, too, find those odious orifices

unpalatable, there is an option. There is, to

our great relief, a column marked "none of

the above," Or, you could exercise your own
flabby lack of character and not vote.

Frank Denton is a Collegian Columnist.
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Letters Law aids segregation

Program councils

SGA endorsement

To th« Editor.

At this time the Campus Center Program
CouncU and the Union Program CouncH
would like to announce their endorsement
for the candidacy of Shelley Gordon and
Herb Tyson. In the past year we have had an
opportunity to work closely with these two.
The programming committees receive funds
from the Board of Governors for activities

held in the CCSUB complex. As officers of
the Board Herb and Shelley have been in-

strumental in making our programs a suc-
cess. They have assisted us in securing funds
and office space. They have helped in

relations with the administration. As people
Herb and Shelley have also been involved
On several of our shows they have worked as
ushers and security.

We feel Herb and Shelley are the best
candidates, not just because of what they
have done for us, but because they have a
general concern for students.

Wis would also like to ask students for their

support on the referendum. If you vote yes it

will do the following things:

1. Increase the number of quality concerts.
2. Keep student ticket prices low.
3. Guarantee funding for Spring Concert.

David Kantor
Campus Center Program Council Chair

Bonnie Levetin
Union Program Council Chair

Sean Doyle
Cross Campus

Concerts Coordinator
the Campus Cehter

Program Council
the Union Program Council

Protest at

Davis Cup

To the Editor:

This weekend thousands of people will be
flocking to Nashville, Tennessee for the
Davis Cup Tennis Tournament. Not everyone
will be there for the sport. This weekend
thousands of people will be in Nashville to

proclaim their outrage at our government's
legitizimation of South Afnca and its op-
pressive and racist regime; to proclaim their

outrage at the fact that the U.S. has opened
its doors to South Africa when almost every
other country in the world has shut them out;

and to proclaim their support and en-

couragement for the people of South Africa

who have steadfastly stood strong in the
face of government oppression.

The Revolutionary Student Brigade is

organizing a special contingent in the

demonstration called by the NAACP — the

Soweto Brigade. Inspired by the courageous
efforts of the youth and students of Soweto,
the RSB has chosen to represent them at the

Davis Cup Youth and students have always
played a vanguard role in rebellion. And just

as the youth of Soweto brought the eyes of

the world to attention, so the Soweto
Brigade of American youth will carry their

message to the people of this country.

Our demands will be: South Africa out of

the Davis Cup; victory to the people of South

Afnca; U.S. out of South Africa; super

powers, hands off; fight imperialism and
national oppression from the U.S.A. to the

USA [Union of Southern Africa].

The Soweto Brigade wHI be declaring that

the youth of America will not accept the

discrimination that they face here either. This

tournament is part and parcel with the rulers

of this country declaring that they're turning

the clock back on the fight against

discrimination in this country. They started

with their attacks on affirmative action and
support for the Bakke case, which says
discrimination isn 't happening anymore, and
now with the Davis Cup they're issuing an
open challenge to minority people and all

those who hate injustice. They're saying to

the worid that this is one country where
racism and discrimination are free to flourish.

This is notjust a sports event, it's a test of
strength between those who stand behind
national oppression, discrimination and
racism, in South Africa and right here at
home, and tftose who stand against it. Last
year in Los Angeles, protests blocked the

Davis Cup. Now they have been moved to

NashviHe. The Ku Klux Klan was sent to

attack the coordinator of the demonstration,
carving the word "nigger" into his stomach.
But the South is no hiding place. The civil

rights movement of the 60s, the freedom
marches and the Black Liberation movement
proved that.

We can have an effect at the Davis Cup.
Already protests have forced some cor-
porations to withdraw support for the
tournament. By politically isolating the Union
of South Africa, we can force the eyes of the
worid to focus on their oppressive and racist

regime. Just as the civil rights movement of
the 60s brought new legislation for equality
and affirmative action programs into being to
deal with inequality, so our efforts will have
their impact. [Here at UMass the trustees
have been forced to divest of stocks in

corporations in South Africa.]

Join the fight for liberation in South
Africa I Carry on the fight against all op-
pression here! Join the Soweto Brigade I For
more information contact the Revolutionary
Student Brigade at 256-0501.

Ellie Gitelman
Member of ti.e Revolutionary

Student Brigade

Don V mark 'none

of the above*
To the Editor:

The idea of voting none of the above has
been given a lot of play in the Collegian
lately. Monday there was an editorial and a
cartoon taking up about a third of the space
on the editorial pages. Both implied that
voting none of the above will effect change
in the SGA. Actually, the opposite will

happen.

What willhappen ifnone of the above gets
elected, or at least makes sure that no one
gets 33 per cent of the vote? Then the right

to pick the president goes to the electoral

college. That's right, the Senate will pick the
president The very body that this idea is

supposed to change will gain more power if

you vote none of the above.

Let's face it, an election is supposed to
elect someone. No matter how you vote,
someone will get elected. All voting none of
the above does is take away your right to
vote. It changes who elects the candidate,
but nothing else. Be a responsible voter.
Look at the issues. Vote for the best can-
didate.

Bill Rtzgeraid

China s socialism
column applauded

To the Editor:

/ would like to applaud Charlie Bagli's

summation of the current political scene in

China. In his article of March 3 Mr. Bagli

discussed some of the "socialist new things
"

that were being developed in China. He
wrote, "During the Cultural Revolution many
of these new things were initiated ... for

example ... sending educated youth to the
countryside; ... revolutionary committees ...

to name a few."
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In view of the recent elimination of the
revolutionary committees by the present
Chinese leadership [as reported in the New
York Times, March 71 1 feel his article is most
timely. In these days when so many
revolutionaries unquestionably accept aK
that happens in China, it was refreshing to

see someone with the courage to stick by
their principles and uphold the advances
made during the cultural revolution — in

spite of the fact that the new Chinese
government is reversing them.

Carol Evans

WASHINGTON [UPI] - The ad-
ministration yesterday condemned a new
anti-busing law, which the Justice Depart-
ment has said is constitutional, as bad policy
because It will encourage court
desegregation battles.

The law limits the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's authority under the
1964 Civil Rights Act to require busing for
school desegregation.
The legislation, passed Dec. 9, probably

will have its greatest impact on HEW efforts
to desegregate Northern and Western
schools.

Court-ordered busing is not affected.
The law "is bad public policy because it

limits our ability to work out desegregation
plans cooperatively with local school officials

and, instead, forces the matter into the

courts," said HEW Secretary Joseph
Califano.

"If the issue before the court were
whether this legislation is good policy, we
could not defend it," the Justice Department
said in an opinion filed with U.S. District

Court in Washington last month.

Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights act forbids
federal aid to schools which discriminate on
the basis of race or national origin. HEW is

charged with enforcing this provision.

But the new legislation prohibits HEW
from using federal funds "to require, directly

or indirectly, the transportation of any
student to a school other than the school
which is nearest the student's home."

Cape town threatened
PROVINCETOWN [AP] - The pic-

turesque Cape Cod art colony of
Provincetown has declared an
emergency because gasoline seeping
near its main water supply is threatening
the drinking water needed for the
thousands of tourists who jam the town
in the summer.
Town, state and federal officials met

yesterday in Hyannis to discuss the
emergency and a way to find alternative

water supplies, said Page McMahan, a
member of the town's water commission.
The meeting was described as a fact-

finding session, and no decisions were
made.

KU estimated 2,000 to 3,500 gallons of

gasoline from a service station's under-
ground tank may be seeping through 600
feet of sand toward a field of seven wells
providing most of Provincetown's water,
according to Ms. McMahan and Mike
Frimpter of the U.S. Geological Survey.

"Nobody really knows how much
leaked," said Frimpter.

The wells, which provide 750,000
gallons of water daily when operating
fully, have been closed since December
when the leak was discovered at Watts
Amoco Service Station in neighboring
Truro, said Ms. McMahan.
"There is no danger today or

tomorrow," said Ms. McMahan.
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Civil service jobs soar
WASHINGTON \UPI\ - The ad-

ministration said yesterday it has added
450,000 workers to public service job rolls in

the past nine months.
President Carter and Labor Secretary Ray

Marshall, in separate statements, announced
753,000 public service jobs had been filled

under the Comprehensive Employment
Training Act, exceeding the target set last
May.
There had been less than 300,000 persons

in public service employment when the
economic stimulus package was signed nine
months ago with a target of 725,000 CETA
jobs by the first week in March.

"This demonstrates the CETA system is an
effective fiscal policy tool that can move
rapidly against the problem of unem-
ployment," Carter said. "This rapid ex-
pansion of the public service jobs program
was done without the creation of a large new
federal bureaucracy."

In the same period, private industry

provided 2.6 million new jobs and the
nationwide unemployment rate fell from 7.1

per cent to 6.1 per cent.

Carter said the growth since last May has

been concentrated much more heavily

among disadvantaged workers than before

and he had asked Congress to reauthorize

CETA to devote 100 per cent of the new
resources of the program to the disad-

vantaged.

"The successful expansion of the public

service jobs program within such a short

period of time reaffirms my faith in the abiljtv

of the government to deal directly with

serious economic and social problems," he

said.

During the jobs buildup, Marshall reported:
— The participation of blacks increased

from about 25 per cent to nearly 33 per cent

through September 1977.

if Israelis mount attack
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

expected by a concerned world. On Monday,
Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin

vowed that he would cut off "the evil arm"
of the A! Fatah guerrillas.

President Carter had cautioned Begin

against a retaliatory attack. Shortly after the

assault began, the State Department in

Washington warned the use of U.S.

weapons in the raids would violate the terms
of arms sales to Israel.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat described

the anacks on the Israeli bus as "an
irresponsible action" and indirectly appealed

to Tel Aviv not to hit back.

An official in the Palestine Liberation

Organization's foreign information office in

Beirut said last night Israeli bombers
pounded the towns of Bint Jbeil in the south

central border region, the nearby village of

Maroun er Ras and the town of Taireh. There
were no immediate reports of casualties.

The official said an unspecified number of

Israeli tanks was also crossing the frontier

early Wednesday near the town of Rmeish,
in the vicinity of Bint Jbeil.

The night was clear and cold as the Israeli

armor clanked across the border. Witnesses
said planes dropped flares and residents of
Israeli border villages were ordered to their

bomb shelters.

The announcement came over loud-

speakers that competed with the boom of

artillery and crash of mortar shells.

Children in the underground shelters said

they could not sleep and they sang instead,

witnesses said. One of the songs was
"Heiveinu Shalom alechem" — "We have
brought peace unto you."
The last Israeli strike into Lebanon came in

November when warplanes hit guerrilla

camps to retaliate for the deaths of three
Israelis killed in a border raid. Lebanese
reports said more than 100 persons were
killed.
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"Conservation is the only economic alternative to the energy problem," ac-
cording to Henry Lee, director of the Massachusetts State Energy Office. Lee's
discussion of the Massachusetts energy dilemma was the second of a series of
lectures sponsored by the UMass Energy Coalition. (Staff photo by Judie
DelFrate)

R EACH 25, 000 R E ADERS DAI LY!!!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!! 'REACH J5,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Littl« Ads G«t BIG RESULTS!

To place a classified ad drop by the
Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m , Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Clossifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day; 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH2S.0O0READERSDAILY!!!!Littie AdsGet BIG RESULTS! !! * REACH }S,l>00 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! !Linie Ad« Get BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE

1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great

Must be seen $1275 323 4249
Eyenings.

Cape Cod summer rental w/Yarmouth
and Dennisport, 13 bedrms., great

locations from $1200. Call (617) 771-

6044,

1974 MGB,
73 Mazda

mint condition, 665-3617.

RX, 2-door sedan, excellent

condition, $1500, 546 9982 or 546 1016,

Female rmte—
bdrm apt. on
549 5543,

non-smoker. Share 2
bus line, $112.50/mth.

1972 Saab
eves

99E, exc , cond , 367-2825,

Roommate needed for own room in 3
bdrm house m Amherst ctre. As of

3/1/78, $100/mo. Call 253-2605.

69 Pontiac LeMans, V8 PS/PB/AC, exc

cond., new points, stereo, $750, Jodi,

256-0677.

WANTED TO RENT

Datsun 610 73hdtp
3412

4 speed, $1595,665

71 Ply Cricker, 4 spd , 66,000 mi., gd.
cond , 253-3963, after 5, $500

69 Pontiac Tempest, very good cond.,

350 V8, auto power, brakes, power
steering, $875 Call 665-2462.

SS WV bug w/71 rebuilt engine, new
master cylinder, clutch, Rurragood. 584-

9308, best offer Call after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE
~

Beutcher Oboe, fine wood, good
condition, 4 yrs oW. $500 or best offer

Call Mary McCarron at 665-3065

Yamaha Drum Set Zildjain cymbals, Exc

condition Reasonable pr, 6^-3490 4-7.

Matching couch
7120

and chair, $50, 584

Dextsr hiking boots- 1 year old, great

shape, vibram soles, size 10!^, $35.

Pete 549^4759.

Water bed. king size, w/heater, liner,

frame, and platform, $200, or best offer.

After 7 p m, call 549 3666.

AM/FM car stereo, in dash for most
foreign cars, B.O. 546-5000 after 1 1 or in

morning,

Invest your rent money by
buying -you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998

Hockey sticks! New and used. Great

condition and jreat prices, call 549-5045 .

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, exc

cond., 20 watts Call Gary between 5

p m and 6 p.m. at 549-6235.

MOTORCYCLES
^

1972 Suzuki GT 560, low mileage, with
extras $650 533-5765

FOR RENT

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,

non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts.. 253-

2107

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super 8,

sound movie canr>era and projector.

Please call Arnie at 546 9106,

Professional couple looking for rural

house to rent. Secluded location in

Belcher-town /Granby preferred, 586

House/apt. wanted near UMass,
summer with option -family. Call 253-
3149
~

TO SUBLET
^

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225/mo. Avail, 6/1-8/31. Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry. 2 min. from
store. Call eve , 549-6765.

Two bedroom apt to sublet, available
in May $180/ month Call 549-1330

3 bdrm. Presidential apt. to sublet 6/1.
Option to renew in faH. 549-5878.

One bedroom apt., call 256 6238 after 5!

HELP WANTED
Work in Japan! Teach English con-

versation No experience, degree, or

Japanese required Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelope for details.

Japan 204, 411 W Center, Centralia,

WA 98531
Talented writer to reorganize rewrite
book, manuscript, price neg,, Jos 665
3412

Community Mental Health in-

ternship—counselor in small unit.

Holyoke 'Chicopee area Clinical
training Participate in experimental
normalization" program Live in $50

stipend per week, free rent 15 credits

per semester Available fall and spring

semester Contact: Mary Beth, Com-
munity Support Program, 203 High St.,

Holyoke, 536 3495 A program of the
Center for Human Development, an
affirmative action employer M/F,

UMass Union Stereo Coop has the paid
position of coordinator available June 1.

Call 545 1594 or drop by rm 166
Campus Center for an interview, 10-4

Mon Fri.

Need help during term to prepare an
exhibit. Graphics student best. Must
have car, call Caria, 549 4600. ext,

220.

Southwest Women's Center has a

workstudy position available. This is a

part time, 8 hour a week job, including

Tuesday and Thursday mornings and
staff meeting on Wednesday lunch hour.

Call 545-0626 by March 27.

Tired of Dining Commons food? Then
work as a houseboy and enjoy free

home-cooked style food. Meal tickets

can be returned for refund. Call Chuck
P, or Dale at 545-^10.

WANTED
~

Work needed by senior zoology student.
Call Brandon, 253 9472.

Refrigerator— 5 cu, ft. or larger. Prefer
with counter top. Call Dan or Jeff at 6-

8771 or 6-8834

ROOM WANTED

Male studem, 21, seeks to share an
apartment in the Amherst /Sunderland
area for April and May, Call Joe 665
3205

RIDE WANTED
2 males want ride to Daytona, Fla, about

Mar. 16. will share expenses and driving,

call Hal, 317 or Rich, 307 at 5-0724.

Lost keys on leather strap between Van
Meter to Tobin to Bluewall. Call 6-1131.
Thanks.

Lost beige down jacket at the Pub,
Wednesday night. Please call 546-9690.

Gold initial ring, sentimental value.

Reward, Call Steve, 549-1688.

ENTERTAINMENT
^

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

disco-funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ, Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567-1250, Call collect.

Monitor Music — back your party w/
known quality. No nonsense, just
powerful perfornnance. Experience does
it right. 6-4731

SERVICES

Typing- fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader Low rates. 549-
0826,

Faat services and salea-Call Valley
Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lovi^st prices in the Valley. Free
pick-up, delivery, free estimates. 666-
3290.

RIDERS WANTED

Typing to yotr liking: IBM selectric
thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s/pg., pick-i.p and delivery. Colleen
(413)863 9171. ^ ^oiiwn.

Private pilot going to Florida 3/17 or 18,

return 3/25 or 26, split expenses, pick up
anywhere or drop off anywhere in

Florida. Call Rick, (413) 743-4431 after

6:30 p.m., up to 3 pass.

AUDIO

For sale-Superscope R340 AM /KM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound & mute, tape lomtor Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc., complete
w/ ugly blue light, call Steven at 546
9653

Airwaves TV Audio Service- servicing
all Japanese and American brands of
television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St
Amherst. 256 6713. Master Tech. 8196.

'

Typing-60 cents/page. Call 549 6655.

PERSONALS

So you want to run a marathon? You
need a coach to help you do it sooner
and faster. Ten year experience in the
Boston Marathon, top finisher. Tom
Derderian Box 853 Amherst Mass, 256-
8423 549 1079,

Stereo for sale, 1 pr Ohm02 spks,,
Nikko 8085 receiver, Phillips 312 turn
table & Empire cartridge, best offer, call

549 5335

TEAC reel to reel mod 23005, exc,
cond , $175 or reas. offer. Rich, (617)
5442054,

LOST

fain wall«t lost 3/5 FAC Holly Near,

Need ID Robin 549 5434

Stick it in your ear,,.Will pierce them
free if you buy the studs. Silverscape
Designs, 264 N. Pleasant, Amherst, 253
3324

Deadheads unite! Vote Lawren-
ce/Greene SGA CO- Presidents!! For a
government as mellow as its peoplel
March 15 and 16.

Katy, K's only right to go back to
Stratton. Happy 1st, my love. Myles.

To Peter Hutchinson with love from the
Queen of Hearts.
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THE RESTAURANT just qood food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials

, ^ . OPEN 9:70-6:00
bAqeU & PASTRIES mon sat

296-B999 AT FACES OF EARTH
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Taste the distinctive difference of Sell's, i^
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548-1311 ^e»^ 253-9051 %
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TONITE, MARCH 15

CEORCET.
GREGORY

THURS., MARCH 16

LUNA
FRI.&SAT.,

MARCH 17& 18

CLEANLIVING
and

JOE ELI BAND

MARCH 29-30-31

POUSETTEDART
Sunderland, MA.

lRte.47/Tel.665-4937
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MIGHELOB mSNT
Free Munehies

12 oz. 60® Bottles

1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

Celebrate St. Patrick's Daij with class,

and join us for a "wee bit 'o the Irish"

from 3:30-6:30, Fridaij, march 17 at the T.O.C.

Along with 65<^ michelob'sand99<^ bar drinks, the T.O.C. is presenting

OAKENSHIELD
for i|Our musical entertainment during our celebration and throughout the weekend*

So meet us at the Top and celebrate with the best of the IrishI
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Notices
ASTRONOMY LECTURE

Harvard University Professor Gerald A.
Soffen will speak on "Those Enigmatic
Results of the Viking Missions" today at 4:00
p.m. in Room 203, Graduate Research Tower
A.

BOTANY SEMINAR
Dr. Lawrence Stowe, a member of the

U Mass- Botany Department will be the
seminar speaker Thursday, March 16, at 4:30
p.m. in Room 203, Graduate Research
Tower. His topic will be "The Chemical
Interactions Among Plants."

GREAT DECISIONS
Tonight the debate will center on "Japan

and America: How Strong is Our Pacific

Anchor?" The distinguished Five-college
panel will speak at 7:30 p.m. in the lounge of
Webster House and broadcast live over

WFCR-FM radio.

TRAVELERS CHECKS AVAILABLE
At the UMass Student Federal Credit

Union. American Express Travelers Checks.
Safest way to carry money on a trip. Open
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. -3 p.m.
AHR AND AA APPLICATIONS

Brown House has openings for assistant
heads of residence and an administrative
assistant for September 1978. Interested
persons should contact Tom Taylor —
Brown Head of Residence Apartment or 546-
4611.

BLOOD DRIVE
Sign 'up for the Blood Drive in Student

Union 432.

COIN CLUB
Meeting this evening to discuss our

constitution. New members welcome. 6:30
p.m. in Campus Center 802.

FORESTERS, ATTENTION/
There will be a meeting in 305 Holdsworlh

Hall, tonight. Freshmen and sophomores are

especially encouraged to attend.

ISRAELI DANCING
Dancing in the Cape Cod Lounge on

Wednesday. Beg. 7:30-8:30, Adv. 8:30-9:15,

Requests 9:15-End. All welcome. Join us.

LECTURE
Lecture on March 16 at 7:30 in 305 Holds-

worth Hali by A.C. Barefoot, professor of
Wooden Paper Science at N. Carolina State
University in Raleigh. Hosted by UMass
Student Chapter of the Forest Professional
Research Society.

LESBIAN UNION MEETING
The Lesbian Union will hold a meeting

Thursday, March 16 at 6:30 in Rm. 902
Campus Center. All women are welcome.
MOTORCYCLE COOP

Organizational meeting to determine
direction for semester, Wed. eve., March 15
at 8 p.m. in Campus Center 908.

SAVE A LIFE TODAY
Join the Blood Line today! Sponsored by

the Stockbridge School of Agriculture.
SPEAKER FOR WILDLIFE SOCIETY

Dr. Arnold Rhodes - Topic; East African
Wildlife Resources Illustrated. Wed., March
15 in Holdsworth 203.
STUDENT SENATE MEETING

Meeting tonight, 8 p.m. on electiorts.

SYMPOSIUM DEADLINE
Materials must be submitted by March 17,

Friday, to be accepted. Bring papers or ideas
to Machmer Mailroom, no. 407 and place in

"Symposium Box".

UMASS FIRE AND FIRST AID UNIT
Next meeting is March 28 at 10 p.m. in

Campus Center 803. Those wishing to work
must attend or speak to Bob prior to this

meeting. There will be no saving of details for

absenteevs who fail to contact Bob.
VIDEO SIDEWALK

This week's theme is "Art Variations,"
featuring Kurt Vonnegut's, Between Time
and Timbuktu, plus a wide selection of video
art. 11-3 in the Cape Cod
Loonge.VOLUNTEER GROUPS NEEDED

Volunteer performers or groups needed for

April 9, Farley Lodge Coffee House. Contact
either Dottie, 546-8145; Nancy - 546-8218;
or Judy - 546-8262.

DC Menu
Today - LUNCH: Hot Beef Burrito,

Swiss Turkey Sand. BASICS: Swiss
Turkey Sand., Lentil Spinach Stew.
DINNER: CHINESE DINNER, Pork-
Chinese Moodles Chirtese Cabbage -

Chinese Beef and Peppers - Snow Peas.
BASICS: CHINESE DINNER, Sauteed
Tofu Peppers, Snow Peat, Mushroom
Chow Main.

TOMORROW - LUNCH:
Cheeseburgers, Liver and Onions.
BASICS: Golden Burgers, Roman Rice

and Beans. DJNNER Chicken Cacciatore,

Meatballs in Sauce BASICS: Chicken
Cacciatore, Lentil Loaf.

ARTCARVEDs new fashion rings are very different from traditional college rin^ Each is a
unique, contemporary design, and very much your college. Whichever style you choose in our
large collection can be personalized by the custom features you select.

THE /IRTQ1RVED REPRESENTATIVE
will be here to help you select your ring.

Dates March 15 & 16, 10:00-2:»
Place University Sto re

$10.00 Deposit required Ask about Master Charge or Visa.

campus center/univ. of mass./amherst
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PEANUTS by Charles Schuiz
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AILMINLM FOIL by Steve lafler
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Your Birthday

WEDNESDAY. MARCH IS
Born today, you have

great strength of charac-
ter. As a child you always
told the truth, even if you
gave away your part in

wrongdoing. As an adult
you will stand by your
principles even if it means
forfeiting material suc-
cess. The satisfaction
gained from knowing you
have behaved according to

your standards makes up
for the losses you may
suffer.

You are a highly emo-
tional individual. You will

be tempted to pacify inner
turmoil in ways not in

keeping with your con-
science. Conscience al-

ways triumphs, however,
and with less struggle as
you get older. You are
fascinated by mystery. In
your relationships, it is the
one with the veiled charac-
ter whom you befriend
first.

You enjoy considerable
popularity among your
peers. Many admire your
integrity, and your sympa-
thetic gestures toward
those less fortunate than
you earn the gratitude of
all who know of them.
Prai.se may embarrass
you. but you relish and
work for it.

THURSDAY, MARCH 16
PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)
Determined action

toward new goals brings
conflict with co-workers.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)

— Don't let your anger

over another's demands
show. You could spoil a
chance for gain.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
— A blow to the ego may
make you keep a low pro-
file. Be encouraged in PM.
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

— An erstwhile jealous
suitor may reappear to
hinder emotional progress.
CANCERMune 21-July 22)

— Submit to necessary au-
thority to start the project
at work well.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Pessimism has no place
today. Be cheerful; lead
the way toward an optimis-
tic and responsive evening.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— The relationship re-
cently established by you
and a friend may puzzle
others. Explain.
LIBRA(Sept.23.0ct.22) -

Ambition must be mixed
equally with humility if

realism is to guide actions.
SCORPtO(Oct.23-Nov.21)

— A strong push toward
real gain takes up your
morning. Fun comes after
noon.

SAGITTARiUS(Nov.22-
Dec.21) - Don't let another
take advantage of your
lack of perspective. Stop,
look, listen.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) - You may think
twice about activities al-

lowed children. Look again
at possible rewards.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) — The home-loving
Aquarius ends the day hap-
pily. Others suffer anger,
frustration.

('MpvriKhl, 1978
United Fraturc Syndicalr Inc

Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Angry one
6 Docile
10 Numerical

prefix

14 Wed without
fanfare

15-—
Stravinsky

16 Novelist—
Hunter

1 7 Abdominal
pain

1 8 Swelling
20 Strew for

drying
21 Type or

phone.
Prefix

23 Nerve-rack-
ing

24 Fr. students'
milieu

26 Museum
manager

28 Insufficiency
30 Something

extra
31 Roman

deities

32 Boundary of

an area
36 Service org.

37 Incline obli-

quely
38 Holy Rom.

Emp.
39 Requiring

much sitting

42 European
city

44 20 shillings

45 Having
great con-
trol

46 Causes to

recall

49 Menu item
50 Ms. Faye
51 Pressing

need
52 The tone G
55 Sweetener.

2 words
58 Get

weather-
worn

60 Broad collar

61 Examined
by touching

62 Appellations
63 Dry up: Var.

64 Except that

65 At that place

DOWN

1 Straight:
Prefix

2 Afr plant

3 No. Amer.
plant

4 Around:
Comb, form

5 Men of the
cloth

6 Caption
7 Malarial
fever

8 Parent: In-

formal
9 Cockney's
"present"

1 Departure

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:
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from life

1

1

Experience
1

2

Nova Scotia
cape

13 Bury
1 9 Play a t}anjo

22lsleof—

:

Eng. county
25 Billiard rod
26 Trite

27 Military

group
28 — - fours
29 Repose
30 Hair growth
32 Proposed

projects
33 Occasional

golf group
34 Verdant isle

35 Cessation
from work

37 Stallion

40 Neuter
41 Old Roman

date
42 Omen
43 Destroyed
45 Form of wit

46 Moves
rapidly

47 Uplift

48 Lesser in

quantity
49 Political

group
51 Great—-of

China
53 Frankfurt's

river

54— majesty:
Treason

56 Craft from
Mars (7)

57 Mil. title

59 Cheer
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Vibraphone and violin in duo
Reviewed by Bili Sundstrom

Sitting in the orchestra pit at the Academy
of Music can be a mixed blessing. What one
loses in terms of comfort on the little wooden
folding chairs and from straining one's neck
just to see the performers' knees, one gains
in getting to watch the techniques and facial

expressions of great musicians.

And Saturday night brought a couple of
outstanding ones to the Academy —
vibraphonist Gary Burton, followed by 70-
year-old violinist Stephana Grappelli.

Despite the contrasting styles of the two
featured artists, they have played together
on a number of occasions, including a joint
effort on the album, Paris Encounters. Avid
listeners of Burton's otherwise "nKKJern"
sound may have noticed an element of the
country swir>g which finds its root in

Grappelli's vibrant violin style.

Burton's new quartet includes his
phenomenal partner - bassist Steve

Swallow, a hot young trumpeter named Toru
Okoshi, and drummer Gary Chaffee.

Okoshi, whose performance was only

occasionally marred by the use of some sort

of off-key octave synthesizer, added a tight

cutting edge to the quartets sound. His

soloing was highly creative, drawing from a

variety of modern trumpet styles with ease
and taste.

Swallow is a complete electric bassist — a
competent soloist, but moreover a powerful
foundation to the group who can shift from
bright post-bop pieces to plodding neo-blues
to funky jazz-rock numbers.

Drummer Chaffee appears to be the only

debit since Burton changed the quartet's

membership. While solid and competent,
Chaffee is not yet a replacement for his

predecessor. Bob Moses, who was a sen-

sitive and innovative member of the group
before Burton's personnel change.

Burton himself walked onto the stage

looking like the guy next door and proceeded
to play vibes the way he always does —
better than anyone else who has ever played
them. A master both of the technique and
the harmonies of his instrument. Burton
plays complex and rapid compositions flaw-

lessly, and without the tonal monotony one
often associates with vibraphones.

While the Burton set was solid, Grappelli

stole the show with a display of violin vir-

tuosity and a superb group of accompanists,
the Diz Disley trio.

Grappelli's soloing ranged from sweet
renditions of ballads to country swing at a
furious pace. Grappelli combines marvelous
solo runs, some "serious" violin styling and a
great musical sense of humor into every
number.

Guitarist Diz Disley brought his two British

buddies, guitarist Ike Isaacs and bassist Brian
Torff, to round out the quartet. Disley's

under-the-breath remarks during the concert
were well- received — at one point during an

Isaacs solo, Disley muttered, "Hot shit,

man." All four musicians were incredibly
sympathetic as accompanists, and their

clever arrangements and unpretentious
soloing brought the audience to its teet when
the concert ended. Grappelli returned for one
encore, "Sweet Georgia Brown," and left

the stage having convinced most skeptics
that his melodic style is anything but ob-
solete.

Cunningham dazzles with movement
Merce Cunningham and Dance Company
Reviewed by SHARON TRUE

Split-second timing, complicated, subtle
rhythms, intense concentration, instant

changes in direction, and dance, dance,
dance - that's what Merce Cunningham and
Dance Comp>any zapped a full house with
last Wednesday night ( March 8) at the Fine
Arts Center. In addition to seeing the con-
cert, I was able to interview Cunningham
dancer Meg Eginton. A few remarks from
that interview will follow this review.

First, the concert. The four works per-

formed were "lorse, bounddance,"
"Inlets" and "Squaregaem," all

choreographed by Merce Cunningham, with

work. Balletic ports de bras (carriage of
arms), epaulements (positions of shoulders),
and legwork, interspersed with modern

Reviews. . .reviews. . .reviews
music, or rather, sound accompaniment by
John Gage, David Tudor, and Takehisa
Kosugi.

"Torse" is aa incredibly fast-paced,
complex, visually and kinesthetically dazzling

Virtuoso Jazz couples
with dance exploration

David Wertman Sun Ensemble
Reviewed by SHARON TRUE

Burning inscense, a crowd of about 40
people, including a couple of cavorting

children, video cameras, TV lights, audiotap>e

decks, mikes, dancers and musicians were all

brought together last Friday night at the

Unitarian Meetinghouse for an informal

evening of fine music.

The musicians were the David Wertman
Sun Ensemble, featuring John Hagen, David
Swerdlove and Greg Wall on saxes; John
Zieman, synthesizer; John Sprague, flutes

and percussion; Jay Conway, drums, and
David Wertman on bass. Their music was a

virtuosic style of jazz, with particularly

brilliant solo variations by Swerdlove,
Conway and Wertman,
The group of dancers, Lisa Simon, Patricia

Bradshaw, Steven Hamm, JoAnn Murray,
Barbara Goldfarb, and Yves Toussaint,

improvised during the first and third sets of

the musicians on a small area before the

stage.

Dance improvisation is fascinating for me
because I love to watch how different bodies
move, and to sense those wonderful,

spontaneous moments where everything

"works" — group dynamics, rhythmic
patterns, shapes, drama....

These dancers had their share of these

moments — I remember in particular a

swaying, rounded arms motif that a couple
of dancers explored, a prowling hunter-

hunted duet between the two men, a huddle
of the whole group opening and closing like a

flower, and the slowly collapsing line of

interlocked dancers that ended the per-

formance.
A few bothersome aspects of the dancers'

performance were their occasional lapses in

attention to the exciting rhythms of the

music, the overextended length of time they

performed (they should have taken a break
during musicians' solos) and a lack of focus
- by this I mean there was too much
"everybody do your own thing."

I am all in favor of bringing dance into
informal spaces, as this group has. These
dancers have only woi " ed together for a
short while - I feel that with time and a
deeper awareness of each others' bodies and
energies they will prove to be a strong and
unique complement to the great sounds of
the David Wertman Sun Ensemble.

dance contractions, assymetrical shapes and
uneven rhythms are performed at breakneck
speed.

The dancers come together, disperse,
dash off stage, dash back on; dancing in

contrapunctual clusters and other groupings
in all parts of the stage. The intense con-
centration of the dancers (who relied solely

on themselves for rhythmic impetus), the
sound of swishing feet and landings heard
over the barely audible score (various
machine bunr^ and other noises) and the
complexity of the dance created an at-

mosphere of urgency, of adventure.

The dancers were not quite in synch at
first, and one man's overzealous, abrupt
shifts in epaulement were a bit distracting,
but overall this work left me breathless for
more.
More came. Even more intense than

"Torse" is "Sounddance." The stage is

bathed in glaring yellow light, and the sound
accompaniment is equally glaring, even
grating at times (low-frequency dentist drill.

static, needle scratching a record, that sort of
thing, performed by David Tudor), fhe
dancers, one by one, bgrst through a slit in a
heavy, carefully draped and folded curtain
set (designed by Marck Lancaster, along
with the lighting and costumes) and, working
again in the constantly shifting clusters and
floor patterns, added another turn of the
screw by manipulating each others' bodies
into lifts, falls, shoves and supports. If one
dancer had gone out of step, a few bodies
would have surely landed splat on the floor.

The clusters often contrasted in rhythmic
qualltv — pitter patter feet and flowing arms
for example — and the dancers' focus was
sharp and precise. The tension created by
the glaring light, the bursting entrances and
exits through the slit, the interdependent,
again fast-paced movement, the rhythmic
contrasts, and the ingratiating music was
enormous. Pleasureable, no — but effective,
YES!
A foggy stage, dimly lit, a huge silver disc

that ever so-slowly traversed a sky-blue
backdrop from left to right, and bubbling,
gurgling sounds (water trickling through
miked conch shells — John Cage) set the
tone for "Inlets," a quiet, serene, captivating
work, perhaps about the harmony of un-
spoiled nature, perhaps about a mythical
otherworld, perhaps ... whatever, it was a
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Finley says A's sale is near
ROCHESTER, N.Y. [UPf] - Oakland A's

owner Charley 0. Finley said yesterday the
chances are good his American League club
will be sold to a Denver business group, thus
averting what he called a "potential
bloodbath in the Bay area" during the up-
coming season.

Speaking at a Rochester news conference,
the feisty owner said odds of a transaction
being worked out are "70-30".

He based his optimism on several recent
phone conversations, including one
yesterday, with San Francisco Giants owner
Bob Lurie.

Cop says Lyie confessed
GOLDEN, Goto. [UP/] - Heavyweight

boxer Ron LyIe confessed to a police

detective that he fatally shot one of his

former employees last New Year's Eve,

according to testimony at the fighter's

preliminary hearing.

Both first and second-degree murder
charges have been filed against LyIe for the

fatal shooting of Vernon "Rip" Clark at the

boxer's home.
Lt. David Dial of the Lakewood Police

Department testified Monday he received

Lyie'scall about 6:20 p.m. Dec. 31 and asked
the detective to come to Lyie's house.

Dial said he saw Clark's body on the living

room floor of Lyie's house and said the boxer
told him LyIe and Clark had had an argumem
about money.

Dial said he asked LyIe if LyIe had hit Clark.
"No. I shot him" the detective quoted LyIe

as saying.

Lyie's younger brother, Phillip, testified
Clark came to the home in the afternoon.

Lyie's younger brother also said he saw a
9-mm pistol on a coffee table and/Clark's
body on the floor.

Phillip LyIe said he and other family

members were watching television in the

basement when they heard loud voices

upstairs and then heard a shot.

"I noticed my brother sitting in his den
chair," Phillip LyIe said. "He was just sitting

there. I asked him what had happened and
he didn't say anything."

The deal being discussed, Finley said,

would have the Giants playing half their

home games in Oakland.
"That deal would be best for everybody

concerned," Finley said. "There's no way the
Bay area can support two teams. If the deal
isn't worked out Lurie and I will take a
bloodbath financially."

Finley reiterated his desire to leave the
game for health and financial reasons.

"I'll be damned if I'm going to pour what
little money I have left on some jocks," he
said.

And .he blamed commissioner Bowie
Kuhn, as usual, for running him out of
baseball, saying, "his highness wants to see
me out."

And Finley added, "there might be
soniething more going on than meets the
eye", referring to a possible movement to
oust Kuhn. He wouldn't elaborate.
The owner labeled his fellow owners as

"suckers" and said he doesn't blame today's
players for trying to get astronomical
salaries.

"If I were a player I'd do the same damn
thing because you have all these suckers
willing to pay these salaries," he said.

"I'm not condemning the athletes, it's ail

because of the stupidity of the owners and
the idiot running the game."

Notices

ENCOUNTERS IN MUSIC
The Department of Music and Dance in

collaboration with "Earthfoods" restaurant

will present the "Carol Crawford Trio" on
Wednesday, March 15. This contemporary

musical experience will be^in at 1:00 p.m. in

the Commonwealth Lounge of the Student

Union Building.

MEN AND MASCULINITY
On Sunday April 9, UMass' Men's Groups

will sponsor the second annual Conference

on Men and Masculinity. Any area men
interested in and qualified to run workshops
related to men's issues should submit short

statements of intent to Scott Weston at

Southwest Men's Center, Kennedy Tower,
UMass, 545-0263 by Thursday, March 23.

PHOTO DARK ROOM
Free instruction in photo darkroom

techniques - Thursdays 10—12 (other times

by arrangement) in Student Union Craft

Shop.

PHOTO CO-OP STORE HOURS
Membership not required for any pur-

chase. Mon.-Fri. 10:15-3:30 Rm. 321 S.U.B.
COFFEE HOUSE
The OHC Men's Center is sponsoring a

coffee house in Chadbourne Basement
Thurs. March 16 from 8-12. Refreshments
and entertainment.

RA APPLICATIONS
are available now at Grayson House in the

HR Apt. Due on March 29 at 12:00.

NEW HUMOR MAGAZINE
to start publishing next semester is looking

for writers, advertising editor, or people with
creative ideas. If interested, call Mike or

Andy 546-6814.

LOST
Beige down jacket was taken at the Pub

Wed. night. Call 546-9890.

MEETING ON BECOMING AN RSO
March 14, 7:30 p.m. N. Village Apts. No. J-

14, Child Care available. Call 549-4576.

Correction
In Monday's column, I stated

Muhammad All served in prison for three

years. What I meant to say, and what I

should have elaborated on, was that All

had been away from the ring for that

period. He spent the three years after he

refused to be made eligible for the draft

(on the grounds he was devoting his

professional life to preaching and he

qualified for an exemption because he

was a Muslim minister) appealing to the

courts, and losing, until finally the

Supreme Court reversed the decision.

This all started in 1966, after All's last title

defense, against Carl Mildenberger, the

European Heavyweight Champ. His

trouble with the courts lasted three years,

and he resumed his illustrious career in

1969.

CURTP. KOHLBERG

NFL owners
help receivers

open up game
PALM SPRINGS, Calif. [UPI] -

National Football League owners
yesterday adopted a major rule revision

to protect pass receivers from being
bumped downfield and also approved
several other rule changes designed to

generate more scoring.

At their annual meeting, the NFL
owners made a major change by
narrowly approving the new rule

benefiting the receivers.

Under the new rule, a pass defender
can bump a receiver only once in a 5-yard

zone from the line of scrimmage and may
not bump him downfield. Previously, a

receiver could be bumped within three

yards on the line of scrimmage and again
downfield. Each defensive back was
entitled to hit the receiver once.
The 28 owners approved the rule

change on a vote of 22 in favor, three
against and three abstaining. Twenty-one
votes are needed to adopt a rule.

Commissioner Pete Rozelle said the
rule change would "certainly open up
football."

Rozelle said the 5-yard zone was
adopted instead of a 3-yard area from the
line of scrimmage to "give officials a

better chance to judge if the defenders
are going after the receiver."

In another rule change, the owners
voted 27-0 with one abstention to

liberalize the interpretation of offensive

holding in a move designed to give line-

men a better chance to protect the
passer.

Under the rule, an offensive lineman
may extend his arms from his body and
have his hands open while confronting a

defender. Previously, the lineman's arms
had to be close to his body and his fists

clenched.

By a 24-1-3 vote, owners approved a

rule change that will allow a double-

touched pass (one touched by more than
one offensive player) to be caught by any
offensive or defensive player. The rule

also stipulated that a ball batted forward

by an offensive player will result in a 15-

yard penalty from the line of scrimmage.
The ball can be batted backward,
however.

FINANCIAL AID NOTICE
For Returning Students

Submit your application before the March 15 deadline to have your aid

credited to your fall bill. Applications submitted after March 15 will be ac-

cepted as late applications. Pick up applications in the Financial Aid Office,

243Whitmore, Monday-Friday.

GRADUATE STUDENTS
You may be eligible for:

1. Work-Study
(summer and school year)

2. National Direct Loans

3. Tuition Waivers

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
You may be eligible for:

1. Work-Study
(summer and school year)

2. National Direct Loans

3. Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants

4. Supplemental Grants

5. State Scholarship Aid

The University Financial Aid Office, 243 Whitmore, is still accepting late ap-

plications for aid for the period May 15, 1978 to May 15, 1979. Funds are

available in all categories to students registered for fall semester who meet

federal need criteria. Many middle income students meet need criteria. Your

application will allow us to assess your eligibility.

*• v» %* s*.» %k «
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Dav* Cowans pumpad in 19 points and John Havlicak addad 17, as tha Celtics
adgad tha Detroit Pistons, 106-98 at tha Garden last night. Co..ibraad Maxwell
(above) saw little action. (Staff photo — Dave Rodman)

Jacobs flies, US dies
MILAN, Italy lUPf] - Franklin Jacobs of

Paterson, N.J., captured the men's high

jump yesterday but the Europeans generalty

humiliated the United States at the first U.S.-

European indoor track and field meet.
In 21 men's and women's events, the 17-

nation European team won 16 competitions

for 141 points while the American all-star

squad took only five for 80 points.

With a crowd of 11,(XX} in Milan's sports

palace screaming him on, the 20-year-old

Jacobs cleared the bar at 7 feet 5 inches to

win his event.

Jacot>8, who until Sunday night held the

world best of 7' -7 1-4" in the indoor event,

made three futile stabs at 7' -7 3-4".

At the European indoor championship
Sunday, Vladimir Yashchenko of the Soviet

Union smashed the world best and sur-

passed even his own outdoor world record

by passing the bar at 7'-8 1-2". Soviet of-

ficials would not allow the exhausted Yash-
chenko to compete against the U.S. team,

but the 19-year-old Russian nrtade a surprise

appearance to wish the Italians "arrivederci."

"I have all next season to take the record

away from Yashchenko and I'm in no hurry,"

said Jacobs. "Tonight just wasn't the right

night."

Jacobs, who says high jumping is like

flying over the nrx>on, has his sights set on
other goals.

"I really only high jump so that later I'll be
able to jump higher in life — I'm majoring in

business management, and this is a good
way to get people to notice you and
recognize your name."
Somewhat less stoical about his victory

was 23-year-old Herman Frazier of

Philadelphia who was slipped into the men's
400-meter race at the last minute when
Benny Brown pulled out.

"I did it, I won," shouted Frazier, who was
clocked in 46.48 seconds.

Vesco Bradley of Fort Lewis, Wash., won
the men's jump with a 25'8" leap - well

ahead of second-place finisher Ronald
Desruelles of Belgium at 24' 10 3-4",

In the men's shot put, A! Feuerbach, a

hefty 30- year old from Los Gatos, Calif.,

earned five points for the United States with

a 66' 10 1-2" toss. His teammate, Colin

Anderson, failed to appear.

The Americans were impressive in the

men's 400 meter relay. Thanks to Frazier,

they whippecj the Europeans in 3 minutes 8.9

seconds to 3:09.5. However, the Europeans
said the 400 meter relay is not a usual indoor

event and it was included only at the

Americans' request.

Otherwise, the meet was a disaster for the

Americans, who took only five second
places. Stan Vinson finished second to

Frazier in the 400-meter event and Sharon
Dabney of Philadelphia was runner-up to the
Soviet Union's Marina Sidorova in the

women's 400 meter. She was timed in 53.27

seconds — an American indoor best — to

Sidorova's 53.01.

The biggest upset of the night was by
Sweden's Linda Haglund, who defeated
indoor record holder Marlies Oelsner of East

Germany in the women's 60-meter run. At
the European indoor championships
Saturday, Oelsner led the field with a time of

7.12 seconds. Yesterday Oelsner was
clocked in 7.32 to Haglund's 7.19.

Emiel Puttemans of Belgium provided the

night's most excitement with a last-lap burst

that carried him past Switzerland's Markus
Ryffel in the men's 3,0(X) meters. Puttemans,
who lost to Ryffel Sunday, won in 7:49.5.

* Dancers
CONT. FROM PAGE 20

soothing change of atmosphere after

"Sounddance." The movements reminded
me of animals — prancing, springing, flying,

pawing, tapping. Cunningham did an
eloquent solo, with innumberable subtle

gestures of all parts of his body.
As the disc moved across the backdrop,

the lighting began to brighten, reaching its

highest intensity at "high noon." Suddenly
the lights went out. Gradually, they came up
again, with the sundisc in eclipse. Morris

Graves did the stunning decor for "Inlets."

The exquisite poignancy of this dance was
the result of faultless timing, moments of

stillness, of alert repose, and of the dancers'

complete unself- consciousness. My one
criticism is that there was little floorwork
done to contrast with the standing and aerial

movements — something I noticed in the
other works as well. In many ways, Cun-
ningham's style of modern dance is as
ethereal as classical ballet.

That was the concert. In the interview,

Meg Eqtnton spoke a little bit about what it

means to be a Cunningham dancer.

Don't miss the terrific exhibit at the Fine
Arts Center Gallery (now until March 17) of
sets created by Jasper Johsn, Robert
Rauschenberg, and Andy Warhol for some
of Cunningham's dances. Imagine dancing
among themi
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Dereic goes to Penguins
but Red Wings object
DETROIT \UPI\ - The Detroit Red Winas . .:«„ i=»» ..,<.«l , r\u.r^
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DETROIT [UPI] - The Detroit Red Wings
yesterday charged Pittsburgh with illegally

tampering With Derek Sanderson when the
Penguins signed the one-time NHL Rookie of

the Year as a free agent.

The former Boston Bruins star, who
signed with Pittsburgh Monday, had been
practicing with Detroit's Kansas City farm
team, hoping to win a spot on the Red Wings
in a comeback effort.

Sanderson had been sent to the Detroit
farm club last week by Red Wings General
Manager Ted Lindsay, who appealed to NHL
President John Ziegler to help settle the
dispute.

"Although we had not signed Derek to a
contract, we had incurred considerable
expense with him," said Lindsay. "The
actions of the Pittsburgh Club, Sanderson's
agent Bob Wolfe and Derek himself
somehow destroys your faith in people."

Lindsay and Red Wings coach Bobby
Kromm had looked Sanderson over during

team practice last week at Olympia Stadium,

but said he was not yet ready to make the

club.

"We had a rehabilitation program set up
with him," Lindsay said, "with the hopes
that he could help our Kansas City team the
remainder of the season, continue on a

program during the summer, come to camp
and not only make our club, but be able to
help us."

Sanderson, 31, broke into the NHL with
the Bruins in 1966, winning the Calder
Trophy in his first year in the league.

He remained with the Bruins until 1973,
when he signed with Philadelphia in the
World Hockey Association for what then
was said to be the highest salary of any
professional athlete.

Sanderson later returned to Boston and a
succession of trades saw him sent to the
New York Rangers in 1974, St. Louis in 1975
and Vancouver in 1977.
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Tennis Balls and Golf Balls
at

A.J. Hastings

newsdealer and stationer

Amherst

kVision Showcase!
Kent Whalon

— Licensed

Optician

(formerly House of Vision)

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley 584-8324

We are Specialists in:

•FASHION EYEWEAR

•CONTACT LENSES

We also carry fashion styles by
Diane Von Furstenberg
& Oscar Oe La Rents
Geoffrey Beene
Optyl

• Emergency Replacements

• Free Adjustments Anytime

• We Clean & Polish contact
lenses on the premises.

Sports notices
SWIMMING CLINIC - Personnel from
the Springfield YMCA will be at North
P.E. Saturday, April 1 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. to conduct a swimming workshop.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED - A
swimming program for children to be
held in North P.E. starting March 29 is in

need of instructors. Volunteers are urged
to contact Prof. Wallace in North P.E.

VOLLEYBALL - The UMass Power
Volleyball tournament will be held

Saturday April 8 from 12 to 5 p.m. at the
NOPE gym. Umpires, linesmen and
scorers are needed. Volunteers should
call Michael Gurk 546-1049.

Palmer worries way into Hall
MIAMI lUPI] - For years, baseball's

biggest hypochondriac was Luke "Old Aches
and Pains" Appling, now in the Hall of Fame.

Today, it's Baltimore's Jim Palmer, who's
a cinch to wind up there some day, too.
"Nobody in the world takes better care of

himself than Jim Palmer and he has one of
the best conditioned bodies I've ever seen,
but in his own mind, he always feels there's
^mething wrong with him," says Ralph
Salvon, the Orioles' exceptionally com-
petent, hard-working trainer who has been
taking care of ballplayers for more than 25
years.

"We were always concerned about Jim in
the beginning. He'd come in and say his arm
didn't feel well. He'd say he had a headache,
a stomachache or a toenail that was
bothering him. We were always worried, but
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then we found out that whenever he
complained, he'd always pitch his best. He's
definitely a hypochondriac and he knows it.

if he doesn't, he should."
By definition, a hypochondriac is one who

goes around depressed because he imagines
he has physical ailments. Despite the weight
of evidence against him. Palmer denies he's a
hypochondriac.

"I've been hearing that all my career,"
says the Orioles' good-looking 32-year-old
right-hander, who has won 20 or more
games seven times and the Cy Young Award
as the American League's top pitcher three
times.

I don't think I'm a hypochondriac at all.

When he was managing the Orioles, Hank
Bauer told me 'your sore arm is all in your
head.' So I said to him, 'How come every
time I throw, my arm hurts, not my head?'

"

Last year. Palmer finished with a 20-11
record for the Orioles even though he suf-
fered a whiplash in his neck when former
teammate Fred Holdsworth accidentally ran
into him in the outfield during batting
practice in May. He also came up with a
tennis elbow in June.

Fred Holdsworth wasn't looking where he
was running and hit me on the right side of
the head," says Palmer. "They didn't believe
I was hurt because I didn't miss a turn, but I

was 6-1 when I got hit and I went to 8-8
before my neck felt right again. Sure, I

complain, but that's part of the game, isn't
it?"

One of the reasons nobody paid much
attention to Palmer's complaints last season
was because he pitched 319 innings, more
than anyone else in the league, and finished
fourth in strikeouts, with 193.

Early in his career, in 1967, back and
shoulder troubles nearly finished Palmer. He
spent two seasons in the Minors before

getting rid of his problems. Subsequently,
Palmer was on the disabled list 42 days with
a torn shoulder muscle in 1969 and for six
weeks with a sore elbow in 1974.

Still, the lanky 6-3 Oriole ace can't
compare with Luke Appling when it comes
to the total number of disabilities either real
or imagined.

Appling, who played shortstop for the
White Sox, earned his nickname because he
was always complaining there was
something wrong with him.
Now in his 60s, he's helping the Atlanta

Braves as a special hitting instructor, and
when I ran into him at West Palm Beach the
other day, sure enough, he put his hand on
his chest and told me he wasn't feeling well.

"I ate something this morning and it ain't
setting right with me," he said, wrinkling up
his face. "I don't know what it is."

When I asked him if he remembered some
of his more serious problems during his
career, he went on for more than five
minutes.

"There was this day I had 17 stitches put in

my leg and played the next day," he said.
"Another time I got hit in the eye with a ball
in Boston — Vern Stephens hit me — and
the doctor said, 'Don't play,' but we went to
Cleveland for our next series and I was in

there. (Bob) Feller was pitching, too.
"Then there was the year my ankle was

busted. They had to wire it up, but I played
81 games that year and hit over .300, and you
know something, the man wanted to cut my
salary. Imagine that!

"The way I look at it," said Appling, hitting
a ground ball to one of Atlanta's kid in-

fielders, "if you got a little something the
matter with you, it makes you a better ball-

player. Mind you now, I said a little

something. Not anything real serious, you
know what I mean ...

"
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Lions knock off NY'ers;

face BKP in IM Rnals
Two excellent teams. Unique NY and the

MacKimmie Lions got together last night in

men's intramural semifinal action, teamed up
with a superb officiating (Steve Jefferson,
Dave Foster) and put on a clinic in hoop that
was well worth watching. Unfortunately,
someone had to lose; the Lions came away
with the upper hand, a 36-27 victory over the
NY'ers.

The Lions will now take on Beta Kappa Phi
in the championship game tonight at 6:30 on
court (Boyden Gym).

BKP came out of the starting blocks a little

on the slow side as the Free Agents hung
tight. At halftime, the frat-men led 21-13, but
it was only a matter of time before they got
cooking and pulled away to a 38-21 victory,

eliminating the Agents from further action
(there is no consolation game for third place
this year). For BKP, Pete Rankowski and Dan
Smith combined for 19 points with Jim
Pollatta chipping in another eight.

Many felt the NY- Lions should have been
in the finals, but if BKP and the Lions play

the brand of basketball that has brought
them both this far (no reason they shouldn't)

this could be some matchup.

In the NY- Lions game, first half action saw
both defenses hang tough early, forcing each
other to take only good shots. The game
stayed olose because of this, but Unique NY

slowly found itself slipping into foul
problems. At halftime the Lions were up by
five. 17-12 due to the hot hands of Ernest
Colemone (5 pts.) and Ike Bradshaw (6 pts.).
Meanwhile, NY'ers big man Al Eford was
doing his thing and had 10 points at the
break.

The NY'ers came out flying in the second
half and employed some of their full-court-
pressure show. NY'ers Irv McNight (who had
an unbelievable block of a shot in the first
half) hit a baseline jumper early, before Steve
Winston made an excellent twisting drive to
the hoop for a layup, equalizing McKnight's
hoop.

Unique closed to within two at 26-24
before Winston's three point play made it 29-
24 with five minutes left. This seemed to
have taken some sting out of NY's offense. A
Mae-stall wound the clock down.

MacKimmie led 32-27 with less than a
minute to play — this sequence followed:
NY'ers shot headed towards bucket.
Winston skys, and blocks it leading to an
easy two for Colemone. As NY attempted to
get that one back, a Lion stole the ball. Away
it sailed to a flying Rich Hebert headed
dawncourt.

Slammmmmm dunk! The gaWie couldn't'
have ended any other way! II

Sows edge Sugar 'n' Spice;

meet Pumas in women's final

By SHELL Y SPIEGEL
Collegian Staff

The Sows will meet the Pumas tonight at
5:45 in Boyden Gym to decide this year's
women's intramural basketball cham-
pionship.

The Sows defeated Sugar and Spice 14-8
in last night's first semi-final match-up.

The Sows' 2-1-2 defense shut-out Sugar
and Spice for the first 12% minutes of the
game.

At half time the score stood, 8-2 in the
Sows favor.

With six minutes to go in the game, Sugar
and Spice's Wilma Tynes put up a shot to tie

the game, 8-8. But the score did not stay tied

for long. The Sows' Karen Gipps answered
Sugar and Spice's bucket immediately to

secure a Sows victory.

"Some teams don't always play all their

players, but we always do," said Sows Kelley

Sails. She said if the Sows are to win the
championship "we need a team effort."
Sugar and Spice out fouled the Sows 16-6.
The Pumas edged Oh Shoot in last night's

second semi-final clash, 25-21.

The game was full of excellent outside
shooting, good defense and strong
rebounding by both tearns.

The first half of the game was dominated
by the Pumas and at half time the score
stood 14-9.

Oh Shoot's Sally Barner got hot the
second half awJ scored five unanswered
points to tie the score, 14-14, with nine
minutes left in the game.

At the 20 seconds mark, with the Pumas
leading 22-21, Pumas' Sue Witt connected
for a basket and drew a four for a three point
play to put the game on ice.

Michelle Grenier, the Pumas' high scorer
with ten points, credited Witt's performance
as the deciding factor in the game.
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Gym-men fifth;

Swetman leaves
dy STEVEN MARKS
Collegian Staff

The UMass men's gymnastic team ended
their 77-78 season this past weekend at the
Eastern Championships held at Syracuse
University. The team ended up tieing for fifth
place with Springfield after the three day
competition. Southern Connecticut won the
championships with Army in second and
Syracuse taking third place.

It was the last trip to the Easterns for
UMass Coach Dick Swetman, who an-
nounced he will be leaving his position as
mentor of the Minutemen this spring.

In the individual competition UMass senior
co-captain Dave Kulakoff was upset in the
pommel horse event, ultimately losing his
previous title. Kulakoff was second after the
first day of compulsory competition, and
narrowed the gap between Tony Williams of
Southern Conn, after optionals. But in
Sundays finals Kulakoff had a few minor
mistakes which placed him in third after all

competition, behind Williams and Mario
McCutcheon of Southern.

Senior John Forshay of UMass was a

finalist in the floor exercise and long horse
vaulting. On floor John tied for seventh with
Glenn Barletta of Southern Conn, after

missing his press in the optionals com-
petition. In the long horse vaulting event

Forshay tied again but this time for fifth place

with Joey Viilarosa of Temple University.

After missing his first vault in the finals,

Forshay came back with a solid second one

only to find himself .375 short of making
nationals. I

bouthern Conn, dominated almost every
event with at least four of their six com-
petitors in the eight finals. In the other
competitions. Temples Mike Silverstein won
the floor event with teammate Blaine
Clothier placing second. Scott Shorr of the
Cadets from Army placed third.

On the still rings, Silverstein won the event
with another one of his teammates Skip
Zimmer placing second. Glenn Barletta of
Southern Conn, captured third.

In the long horse vaulting event, Silver-
stein again took first place with Scott Shorr
of Army tying him. Rich Ellis of Southern
Conn, placed third.

On the parallel bars Mario McCutcheon
from Southern Conn, won with teammate
Wallace Miller placing second, and Silver-
stein placed third.

On the high bar Silverstein once again won
the event with McCutcheon and Miller
placing second and third respectively.

The Eastern Championships will be held
next year down in Philadelphia at Temple
University. Nationals this year will be held at
Oregon State University in Eugene, Oregon
April 4th, 5th and 6th. The only represen-
tative from UMass at Nationals will be senior
Dave Kulakoff.

The men's gym team will now be con-
cerned with who will be the head coach for
next year, for Dick Swetman is vacating his
position as of May 1st.

UMass
volleyball club
players A! Morel
(8) and Mark
Savel (10) soar to

block an
Amherst spike
attempt in the
Minutemen's
successful
weekend match.
Steve Richter (5)

waits for a
possible

rebound. (Staff

photo by Dave
Rodman)

Senior captain Dave Kulakoff was upset in his attempt to repeat as EasternLeague Champion on the pommel horse, his specialty. (Staff photo by Steve Nugent)

Sox win, Campbell sore
DUNEDIN, Fla. [UPf] - Dwight Evans'

three-run homer in the second inning
yesterday was all the Boston Red Sox
needed to defeat the Toronto Blue Jays, 3-1,
in an exhibition game.

Evans' shot over the left field wall came
with two outs after Jays' starter and loser
Mike Darr had walked the first two men -
Carl Yastrzemski and Carlton Fisk — to lead
off the inning.

The Blue Jays' only run came in the third
when Dave McKay led off with a single, went
to third on Rick Cerrone's hit and scored
when Red Sox' starter and winner Mike
Torrez bobbled Willie Upshaw's come-
backer.

Torrez went four innings for Boston,
giving up two hits. Da.r went three for the
Blue Jays, allowing only one hit.

Meanwhile, the Red Sox announced relief

specialist Bill Campbell has come up with a
sore right elbow.

Campbell was told not to pitch Monday in

a grapefruit league game against the Detroit
Tigers. He is scheduled to be examined later

this week by team physician Dr. Arthur
Pappas.

"I'm concerned about it," said Campbell,
who felt the elbow twinge in a game against
Detroit last Friday. "If it was the last week of
spring training, I'd go ahead and try to prtch
it out. But, at tHis point, I'd rather see if

something else can be done about it.

"If I have to take a cortisone shot I will, but
I'd rather use that as a last resort."

In his first year with the Red Sox last

season, the right-hander was 13-9 with a
league-leading 31 saves. Although he
developed a sore arm during the club's
pennant drive in September, he saved nine
and won one in 11 games.

Steve Zack

Plumbing the depths...

With the theory of frustration-aggression
as pertaining to athletics (the release of inner
aggression through athletic participation) in

mind, here is an analysis of the theory as it

applies to some of today's professional and
collegiate athletes.

1. Conrad Dobler - the former St. Louis
Cardinal and present New Orleans Saint
(Dobler a saint?) has been known to bite,
scratch, kick, and punch an opposing
lineman during the course of a football game.
Many fans of the game choose to refer to
Dobler as a "dirty" ballplayer because of
these tactics. Yet, has anyone pondered the
thought that Mr. Dobler may simply be
venting his aggression in a reactive manner,
that is, attacking the nearest object (the
defensive lineman directly in front of him)
and releasing inner hostility?

2. Red Sox- Yankees - group frustration
at its best. A Sox-Yanks series is always
crucial because of a tight pennant race and
the traditional rivalry that exists between the
two organizations. Therefore, an enormous
amount of pressure is placed upon the in-

dividuals involved in the playing of the
games. With this in mind, the slightest
outbreak of any kind could set off a mass
explosion of inner aggression that could not
be exited from an individual with the mere
throwing or hitting of a baseball.

An example of this would be the Red Sox-
Yankees brawl of 1976. Started between
Carleton Fisk and Lou Piniella, it soon turned
into a full fledged riot because the players

saw this as a way to emit inner tensions
related to the playing of the series. One must
note that Mickey Rivers, by sucker punching
several individuals, added to the aggression
of the Sox players thereby having a negative
effect on the Boston ballplayers and possibly

his own life.

3. Muhammed Ali - he enters the ring to
vent the inward aggression that has built up
inside him. It is obvious, by his lengthy career
in the ring, that he has a serious problem -
over retention of aggression. Psychiatric help
IS suggested as a cure to this problem of over
retention.

Others in the same category of Ali include
Joe Frazier, Jerry Quarry, and pending
comeback, George Foreman.

46-5. Billy Martin — Mr. Martin should be
commended for choosing one consistent
object upon which to vent his inner tension
— Reggie Jackson, who in turn vents his

inner tension by spreading tooth decay
amongst the youth of this country.

6. Richie Powers — yes, even NBA of-

ficials have built up aggression waiting to be
sp>ewed forth.

Mr. Powers uniquely chose to release his

frustration by way of a small scale rebellion

against the NBA Rules Committee by
allowing the New Jersey Nets and Atlanta
Hawks to employ a zone defense, illegal

under NBA rules, in a game against each
other.

Unfortunately, Mr. Powers price for

aggression release was a neat $2,500 fine and
a three game suspension.

7. Mark Haymore - Mark has chosen the

basketball court upon which to vent his

aggression via his tumultuous slam dunks. If

the aggression is at an extremely high level,

Haymore tries to release excess anger by
attempting to pull the rim down from a

hanging position. This takes a certain length

of time which often results in an assessment

of a technical foul on Haymore which merely

increases his frustration, therefore, I suggest

that he refrain from further rim hanging until

the rule regarding a technical foul for rim

hanging is changed.

Israel vows to hold land until 'guerrilla-free'
JERUSALEM \AP] — lsra«l saiH v/«»«torHniy An lerooli .„:i!*—.. i _._ . — _ .

^^JERUSALEM [AP] - Israel said yesterday
its land, sea and air forces had completed the
takeover of southern Lebanon aimed at
establishing a guerrilla-free zone, and vowed
to hold the area until it has Arab guarantees
the Palestinian commandos will never return.

Prime Minister Menachem Begin told a
news conference here that the army "was
not sent into southern Lebanon for the
purpose of staying there," and that Israel
would seek guarantees that "in all those
places...from which the murderers have been
ejected they should not return."
Witnesses in Lebanon reported Israeli

forces had routed Palestinians from guerrilla
strongholds in the south and rocketed
refugee camps as far north as Beirut, killing

Palestinians and Lebanese.

An Israeli military spokesman denied jets
attacked civilians in refugee camps. He said
they hit "only military targets of the

Egypt accuses Israel of

genocide, page 3

All aircraft returned safely, heterrorists."

said.

Reports of civilian casualties mounted into
the scores. Palestinians claimed they had
killed or wounded 300 troops of the Israeli
task force, which the guerrillas estimated at
more than 25,000 soldiers.

The Palestinians and their leftist Lebanese
allies are believed to have a southern force of
about 10,000 to 12,000 fighters.

Egypt and Saudi Arabia called for big-
power intervention to halt the invasion. The
United States and Egypt expressed fears the
action would hinder efforts toward Middle
East peace, but Begin disagreed.

A communique issued as columns of
troops and tanks plunged across the border
just after midnight Tuesday said the attack
was not aimed at "the Arab population, the
Lebanese army, or the inter-Arab peace-
keeping force but only the terrorists and their
helpers."

It called the assault a "mopping-up
operation," not merely retaliation for last

Saturday's Palestinian terrorist attack in
which 34 Israelis were killed.

Israel gave no count of its own casualties.
Palestinian guerrillas said they unleashed a

massive rocket retaliation against the north-
ern Israeli town of Kiryat Shmona.

Israeli chief of staff Lt. Gen. Mordechal
Gur said Israeli ground forces had moved six
miles inside Lebanon along the 49-mile-long
Israeli frontier. Gur said the operation was
aimed at creating a five-mile-deep guerrilla-
free zone along the border.

Begin did not say with whom Israel hoped
to reach agreement to keep guerrillas away
from the border, but said he would not
negotiate with the Palestine Uberation

TURN TO PAGE 4
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UM students at polls;

turnout, leader unclear
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

UMass students went to the polls
yesterday in the first of two election days for
Student Government Association president.
Campus Center Board of Governors and
Undergraduate Student Senators.

Voter turnout could not be measured nor
could any clear leader be established in the
presidential election since the ballot boxes
were impounded last night in the Student
Credit Union without any count being taken.

Minor irregularities in polling hours were
reported in some voting places and problems
arose in getting volunteers to work at some
polling tables. However, none of the
problems had any significant effect on the
election, according to Governmental Affairs
co-chairwoman Marcy Levington.

None of the irregularities were equal to the
violations which occurred in last fall's senate
and BOG elections. The violations caused
repeat elections in some dormitories.
Problems in that election included ballot

stuffing, and lack of ballots for some areas.
Although all senators were required to

work at the polls, only 45 had signed up to
work as of last night. Some were inelligible

since they were also candidates.

There were varying estimates of voter
turnout. Senator Bob Dion said voting tables
were "swamped everywhere except
Sylvan." Co-chairman of Governmental
Affairs Committee David Leary called
Sylvan's turnout "disgusting" and Nor-

theast's "mediocre". Workers at Southwest
said the turnout there was "moderate to
heavy." Ballot boxes at Orchard Hill were
less than one-quarter full.

Those who felt turnout was heavy at-
tributed it to voter interest in the large
number of candidates. They felt more
candidates could cover larger parts of the
campus and draw out voters. The category
of none of the above was also seen as
providing voters with an incentive to bring
them to the polls.

Another item on the ballot was a
referendum calling for a $2 per semester fee
for the Union Program Council. The council
organizes concerts.

Senator Eric Anderson said he was
considering a student judiciary suit because
he felt the language of the referendum
"misrepresented" the affects of the
proposal. Anderson said the wording of the
referendum sounded as if students would
only pay $2 instead of $4 per year. Anderson
said "after the $7 increase in the Student
Activities Tax, last year, we don't need
another increase."

Anderson's other objections to the fee
were the students would "tose control on
programming." Anderson also felt the
council was "not representative of the
student body's taste in music."

Bob Humphreys of council publicity said
the fee would lower student ticket prices,
make better talent available and "guarantee
a spring concert," and allow the council to
give assistance to area concerts.

A "GuarIHa Theatre" on behalf of Jewish Russian dissident Anatoly Sharansky
was performed yesterday in front of the Student Union Building. The theatre
portrayed mietreatment of Jews in the Soviet Union. Actresses were ll-r) Jessica
Plotkin, Julia Mack, and Ann Wolpert. (Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)

Audits find UM fiscal, building violations
Dormitory funding practices questioned for abuses
By MICHAEL P. DORAN
Collegian Staff

UMass has engaged in residence hail
funding practices which appear to be in
violation of state laws, according to an audit
obtained by the Collegian.

The Boston based accounting firm of Peat,
Man«nck and Mitchell audited the accounts
of the residence hall system ending June 30,
1976 and found a series of Inter-project loans
totalling nearly $1.5 million. According to the
language of management and services
agreements in the legislation which enabled
the UMass Building Authority to finance
construction of projects 1 through 14, funds
from one project may be spent only on that
project, and not "commingled" with other
funds.

The UMass Board of Trustees is

responsible for the maintenance and
operation of these projects, under the
management and services agreements.

Director of Residential Resource
Management Robert L. Campbell said the
commingling of funds in the residence halls
has been "going on since I have been

director, and it has probably been going on
before I was in (office)."

Stating the reason for the commingling of
funds, Campbell said if the management and
services agreements were adhered to, there
would be a large difference in the rents
charged between projects which are
financially sound and those that aren't.

"If it's an illegal system we are engaged in,
it Is because it is the only rational way to go
about it," said Campbell.
The audit reveals for the fiscal year 1976

loans were made from Residence Hall Trust
Fund dorms and projects four and six to
Lincoln and University Apartments' and
projects eight, 10, 12, and 13. The loans
totalled $1,061,050.

The loans were made because the most
recently constructed projects were operating
at a deficit and the older projects were
fiscally sound, according to an ad-
ministration report on the audit.

The audit also found $460,000 worth of
furniture charged against projects one and
two was given to projects four, six, eight,
and 10.

TURN TO PAGE 4

UMass construction

projects are:

On* - Bratt and Gorman dormi BuHt 1963.
Tmto - Orchard Hill ratidanca araa. Buih 1963-64.
Thrtt - Dining Commona.
four - Thoraau, Malvilla, Jamaa. Kannady,
Emaraon, -and CooHdga dorma; alao, Alumni
Stadium. Built 1966-67.

five - Dining Commona.
Sht - Waahington, John Adama, and John
Quincy Adami dormi. Built 1966-67.
S»ven - Dining Commona.
fight - Crampton. Princa. Pattaraon, and
Mackimmia dorma. Built 1966-67.
Nine - Dining Commona.
Ten - Pierpont, Canca, and Moore dorma Built
1966-67

Eleven - Campua Centar.
Twe/ve - Sylvan raaidance area. Built 1971,
Thirteen - North Village Apartments. Built 1972.
fourteen ~ Fraternity and Sorority Park. Not yet
completed.
RHTf Dorma - Reaidence Hall Trust fund Dorma
- thoae that were built before 1960.

Leaky roofs, insects

abound in dorms
By E. PATRICK MtQUAID
Collegian Staff

Students housed in University dormitories
on campus are enduring a multitude of state
sanitary and health code violations, ac-
cording to documentation compiled by an
outside architectural consulting firm and
three student research organizations.

Chief among these violations are extensive
roof leakage and numerous cases of insect
infestation outlined in a 1976 internal damage
and renovation report and reaffirmed in an
August, 1977 physical audit. The audit was
by the firm of Wallace, Floyd, Ellensweig,
More, Inc. and recently made available to the
Collegian.

The separate report also details several
cases of rusted electrical outlets, extreme
excess heat and in other cases lack of heat,
broken toilets and other plumbing illegalities^

The separate reports were compiled by the
Student Center for Educational Research.

TURN TO PAGE 4
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Changes seen in nuke opposition I
Genocide charged

BAKERSFIELD. Cat. [Compiled Sources]
- The overwhelming rejection of a nuclear
power complex by voters in this conservative
agricultural community has underscored a
growing national trend among rural areas to
oppose atomic reactors for essentially non-
nuclear reasons. And it has cast a long
shadow over the future of atomic energy in

California - while strengthening the in-

creasingly pro-solar hand of Gov. Jerry
Brown.

In Seabrook, New Hampshire, reactors
already under construction have stirred fears
that the project will drain the local water
table and deprive local home owners of their
drinking supply. Seabrook residents are also
unhappy about the prospect of hot water
emissions from the plant that could damage
the local fishing industry.

In Montague, 15 miles to the north of
UMass nuclear opponents have campaigned
against a plant scheduled to be built there on
the grounds the plant would obstruct a
natural aquifer and could deprive local
residents of their drinking supply as well as
cause damage to the Connecticut River.
The Public Service Co. of New Hampshire

says it will truck water into the site of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant if the town
decides not to sell the company water.

Seabrook residents voted by an over-
whelming majority Tuesday to deny any of
its water supply to Public Service, which is

building the nuclear power plant.

Seabrook selectman Clyde Brown says the
town lawyer will be asked to determine the
legality of the vote.

The vote at Tuesday night's town meeting
was 964-to-265 against selling water to
Public Service. The seacoast community's
population, now at nearly six-thousand has
doubled since 1974 - growth which has
strained its water supply severely.

Public Service, is attempting to get a ten-
year contract for water from the town for use
in construction and operation of the $2.3
billion plant. The company says it will wait
and see what happens, but added it will

continue construction and truck in water if

necessary.
Voters in Kern County in south-central

California's San Joaquin Valley March 7
decisively rejected plans for a mammoth
5200-meQawatt reactor complex slated for

the town of Wasco. The vote was the first

popular vote on atomic energy in California

since the June 1976 rejection of a referen-
dum aimed at restricting the state's nuclear
development.
A staunchly conservative farm area, Kern

County registered a strong pro-nuclear vote
in that 1976 referendum. But when it came to
allowing nuclear facilities in their own back-
yard, the county made a stunning tum-
around, rejecting the measure by a margin of
almost five to two.
A wide variety of local issues led to that

rejection. Much opposition stemmed from
the fact that the nuclear power plant was
being spearheaded by the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power (DWP), and
that the power was essentially for Los
Angeles. Less than 10 p)er cent of the
project's electricity was slated for use in Kern
County.
The idea of "Los Angeles' nuclear power

plant" in Kern County stirred resentment and
angry memories Back in the 20s Los Angeles
developers turned to Kern County for water

Anti-nuclear power demonstrators as they picketed New
Hampshire Gov. Meldrim Thomson's visit to Northampton

last year. Thomson is an outspoken proponent of nuclear
power. (Staff photo by Christopher H. Schmitt)

and engineered a dubious deal that served as
the basis for the movie "Chinatown."
Bumper stickers reading "Remember Owens
Valley" are still common on Kern County
pickups, and residents did not welcome
another intrusion by a Los Angeles utility.

The battle also reverted to the old question
of war. The enormous reactors were
scheduled to consume thousands of gallons
for cooling, and after three years of drought
many local residents were dubious about
where the operators would get it.

Officially, the plant was to be cooled with
runoff from agricultural irrigation. San Joa-
quin farmers use deep irrigation trenches to
capture runoff, and the plant builders hoped
to use this to cool the reactor.

Under pressure, they also quietly admitted
contingency plans to tap the California
aqueduct, which supplies much of southern
California's drinking water.

Local farmers greeted the plan with
skepticism, speculating that the reactors
might deprive them of precious irrigation
water. The DWP also planned to flood 35,000
acres of farmland for a reservoir. Since the
irrigation runoff would be saline in content, it

would need to sit idle for a time while par-
ticulates settled out and the water became fit

for cooling the reactors. The prospect of
losing nearly six square miles of farmland
angered locals, who claimed it would cost
the region thousands of agricultural jobs and
substantial income.

Farmers also feared unbalanced weather

problems due to steam emissions from the
plant's huge cooling towers. Because the
steam would also be chemically treated to
keep it free of micro-organisms, farmers
were concerned about chemicals settling on
their fields, as well as damage to local
weather patterns.

Indeed, the well-organized campaign to
defeat the measure became one of the few
major issues on which both farm owners and
workers officially agreed. "All in all," 26-
year-old Wasco farmer Jeff Fabbri said just
before the vote, "I can't really think of any
good reason to vote for the damn thing."

Nonetheless, the overwhelming rejection
of the plant came as a shock to nuclear
supporters who poured thousands of dollars
into the county in a pre-election blitz.

The Kern County vote is the prime
example of a pattern that is developing
across the country in small communities
slated for nuclear power plants; opposition
for non-nuclear reasons commonly focused
on water and agriculture.

In Texas, residents of Austin and San
Antonio have become wary of the Glen Rose
reactor being built near Ft. Worth because
they fear the project might disrupt an aquifer.

Meanwhile, farm communities in upstate
New York, Wisconsin and elsewhere have
mounted campaigns against reactors out of
fear of steam emissions that could unbalance
weather and farming conditions.
Though Kern County's feelings toward

Los Angeles are generally considered ex-
treme, resentment by rural communities

against projects slated for urban use has also
begun to play a significant role on the politics

of nuclear siting.

While the rise of opposition for reasons
other than radioactivity may be part of a
national pattern, the Kern County vote has
already had a significant impact on future
energy policy in the state of California.

Nuclear power has become one of the key
campaign issues in the re-election effort of
Gov. Jerry Brown. Brown has become in-
creasingly anti-nuclear in recent months,
terming the issue "the next Vietnam" and
pledging to veto a bill now making its way
through the legislature that would allow
construction of a reactor complex at Sun
Desert near the state's Arizona border.

Brown's Republican opponents challenge
the governor's "windmill and woodchip"
energy program and seem intent on making
atomic power the chief issue of the cam-
paign. The Kern County vote may put a
serious crimp in that strategy.
"A rejection of nukes by such conservative

areas can't help but strengthen Brown's
hand," says long-time California anti-nuclear
activist John Berger. "The Republicans have
to be wary now of taking a strong pro-
nuclear stand."

Indeed, Brown, who had already pulled the
state out of a 10 per cent share in the San
Joaquin plant, greeted the Kern County vote
as "a message to those who spent millions of
dollars on nuclear research" that they had
better look at alternative sources of energy.

Campaign leaflets miss
Student Government Association co

presidential candidates Brad Goverman and
Bill Edelstein yesterday tried to drop cam
paign leaflets on campus from a plane - and
missed.

The leaflets were intended to fall on
campus around the area of the library, but

instead ended up in Belchertown and in and
around the Wildwood school.

The pilot for the plane, Geoffrey Cohler,

said that the "seven and eight year old vote"

is taken care of.

Rent control opposed
by Housing candidate

Donald J. Pelkey, Jr., a candidate for

Amherst Housing Authority, recently said he
would work to strengthen housing and rental

assistance and oppose rent control elected to

the authority.

Pelkey, area manager-co-coordinator for

UMass housing, said landlords in Amherst
"have the upp>er hand" over tenants,

because most of he tenants are students. He
also said students suffer because they are
not politically organised and not permanent
residents of the town.

He said rent control is "too extreme'' a
move, but said he favors a fair rent com-
mission comprised of landlords, tenants, and
townspeople

"There is a definite split between landlords
and townspeople on one hand, and tenants
who are mostly students on the other hand,
Pelkey said. "Townspeople see them (the
students) as transients, not as a vital part of
our economy and community."

Pelkey's other concerns are strenghtening
housing and rental assistance programs.

-PETER COX

"A/bumarf ad investigated

The Collegian is investigating whether an
advertisement which appeared earlier 'this
week is truthful.

The Collegian has contacted the Better
Business Office to determine if an ad by
"Albumart," advertising popular record
albums for very low prices, is legitimate.

The ad directed persons who wished to

purchase the records to clip the ad and send
it and their selections with full payment to

the firrr, i nOddquartors iri New Haven,
Connecticut.

Wind Ensemble to tour

The UMass Wind Ensemble will make its

first tour to area high schools during spring
break. The ensemble will host music clinics
and give eight concerts in five days.

The tour will culminate with a performance
on Mar. 31 at the Massachusetts All-State
Conference hosted by UMass.

The ensemble is directed by Walter
Chestnut.
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in Israeli strike
CAIRO, Egypt [UPI] - Egypt accused

Israel yesterday of launching an "organized
attempt at the genocide of the Palestinian
people" and urged the United States and
other major powers to intervene im-
mediately.

Foreign Minister Mohammed Kamel issued
a statement saying the Israeli strike into

southern Lebanon "aims at killing

Palestinians because they are Palestinians. In

other words, it is an organized attempt at the
genocide of the Palestinian people."

These developments, Kamel said, "ob-
struct the efforts which are being made for

the establishment of peace and point to more
grave possibilities in the future."

He spoke before Israeli Prime Minister
Menachem Begin told a Jerusalem news
conference the two-day strike had ended and
Israel now would occupy a six mile deep strip

of Lebanon until all Palestinian guerrillas

were driven out.

However, referring to earlier statements by
Israeli chief-of-statf Gen. Mordechai Gur that

Israel planned to set up a "security belt" on
Lebanese soil, Kamel said:

"These aggressive statements and
conceptions show that Israel still believes

that its security can be realized by means of

aggression and expansion, and not by means
of the establishment of a just and durable
peace.

"Egypt believes the whole world and the

big five powers in particular should shoulder
their responsibilities by ending the
aggression immediately and altering the

course of events in the direction of the

establishment of a just and durable peace,"
he said.

Kamel said such an overall settlement
should be based on Israel's recognition of the
legitimate rights of the Palestinians, its total
withdrawal from occupied Arab lands and
"renunciation of its expansionist and
aggressive objectives."

Shortly after he issued the statement,
Kamel met with the ambassadors of the
United States, Britain, France and West
Germany — all members of the U.N. Security
Council — to request immediate U.N. in-

tervention.

"The wide-scale Israeli aggression on
Lebanon, by land, air and sea, constitutes a
grave development, a new Israeli violation of
the U.N. charter and another obstacle in the
way of realizing a just and durable peace,"
Kamel said.

In earlier statements to Belgian reporters
covering the current visit of Belgian Foreign

Minister Henri Simonet, Kamel said Begin's
visit to Washington next week was part of
the peace process "but obviously he is not
helping himself or anybody by this spec-
tacular aggression that has been started and
we don't know when it will end."

However, he added, "There is no going
back on our peace plans."

Kamel also was critical of the Palestinian

guerrilla raid that triggered the counterstrike.

"This type of action and reaction is a

defiance to peace," he said. "The starting

point to put an end to violence in the area is

Israeli recognition of the Palestinians' right to

self-determination. But hitting and hitting

back will lead to more aggressions both ways
at the expense of a lasting peace."

New coal pact offered;

Miller • ]• roval
WASHINGTON [AP] - The United Mine

Workers' bargaining council approved a new
tentative contract last night and sent it to the
coalfields for miners to ratify and end their

100-day coal strike.

The vote was 22-17, according to a
bargaining council member. A union
spokesman said he understood that the
ratification vote would be held on a single

day, a week from Friday.

Earlier, UMW President Arnold Miller

predicted that the union's 160,000 members
would approve the contract offer, which he
said contained "vast improvements" over
one rejected 10 days ago.

Miller said he "just couldn't imagine the
rank-and-file turning it down this time."

However, the vote of the 39-member
council was closer than its 25- 13 vote in favor

of the previous contract proposal which was
defeated by a more than 2-1 vote of the

membership.

The closer council vote raises doubts

about the potential success of the new pact

when it is sent to the union rank-and-file for

ratification.

"A 21-15 vote in the bargaining council
would not help me sleep very well," said one
Carter administration official who has
followed the strike closely.

The council, which discussed the contract
proposal for several hours before voting, was
to have met at the union's headquarters but
the meeting was abruptly moved to the
Labor Department after several dozen
striking miners began picketing the union
building.

Stockbridge senate gives

$1000 for career day
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

The Stockbridge Student Senate last night

unanimously passed a budget of $1000 for

next year's Professional Development Day at

its meeting in the Campus Center.

The senate also discussed a proposed two
dollar hike in the student activity fee.

Mike Leonardo, last year's senate
treasurer, opposed the fee hike. Leonardo
said surplus money from previous years

could be used to operate Development Day.
Peter Quinlan, chairperson of the

Development Day Comm., proposed the two
dollar hike in the fee at the last senate
meeting to cover expenses of Professional

Day in the future.

Leonardo said, "there is a $5000 surplus in

the senate budget from the fiscal years '75-

'76 and '76-'77.
I was disgusted when I read

about the fee hike in the paper. There is no
present need. Development Day should be
able to run for three years with present

funds."
"The senate should spend the extra funds,

then propose a tax, maybe in two to three

years, but not now," Leonardo said. "I also

question the longevity of Development Day.

There is a good active chairperson now, but

what about in a couple years? The students

will be taxed for no reason."

Quinlan replied, "as long as the committee
has money for its budget next year, that's all

I'm concerned about."

"Get rid of the extra funds before RSO
loses it. That can happen very easily there,"

Leonardo said.

Next year's budget of $1000 for

Development Day was unanimously passed

by the senate.

A $300 allotment for entertaining the

faculty and exhibitors at a dinner following

Development Day brought discussion from

the senate before they unanimously passed

the $1000 budget for next year's Professional

Development Day activities.

Geoff Mcduff, senate president,

questioned the reasons for the dinner.

"The exhibitors get free advertising

besides the dinner, ' he said.

Quinlan said, "'the«dinner gives faculty and
business people a personal acquaintance.

They are giving the school a big favor. This is

our return. Eventually the dinner will be
eliminated. It's just to show our ap-

preciation."

In other senate business, Linsay Mc-
Murtry, current senate vice president, was
elected temporary student senate president.

McMurtry said more organized com
munication in the senate is a goal next year.

Beth Jacobs was elected temporary
executive secretary.

Stockbridge Night at the Pub, held last

Monday, raised $230 to be donated to the

Red Cross for relief for the victims of the

recent Blizzard in the eastern part of the

state.

Coile^ian 3

Cold Springs Auto Body in Belchertown is well protected by a wall of old

automobile wheels. The wall, partially shown here, surrounds the entire building.

(Staff photo by Geoffrey Cohler)

Ratification predicted

Senate votes on treaty
WASHINGTON [AP] - Panama Canal

treaty proponents yesterday claimed to have
"at least 67 votes" — the number needed to

ratify the first of the two pacts in today's

showdown vote in the Senate.

"As of this afternoon, we've got them," a

source close to Senate leaders said

yesterday. The source, who declined to be
identified, would not name which senators

among five holdouts apparently had decided

to vote for ratification.

Unofficial counts had shown supporters of

the treaties with 65 votes and opponents
with 30.

Senate Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd, D-
W.Va., earlier had said "I think the votes will

be there," when the Senate takes up the
measure today that would assure the U.S. of

the right to defend the canal and of con-
tinued use of the waterway once it is turned
over to Panama.

Sen. Paul Laxalt, R.-Nev., chief strategist

for the opponents, said Wednesday the

situation "doesn't look very good."

The word that proponents had enough,
votes to ratify the first of the two pacts came
as the Senate approved a change in the
neutrality treaty that had been agreed to by
the Carter administration to win the votes of

several uncommitted senators.

Over the objections of members who
argued it was unnecessary, the Senate voted
82 to 16 to approve a reservation, sponsored
by Sen Sam Nunn, D-Ga., that would allow
for future U.S. -Panama talks on keeping
US. military forces in Panama after the year
2000. Nunn and others had made their votes
for the neutrality pact contingent on ac-

ceptance of their reservation.

Five previously opposed or undeclared
senators announced their support of the
treaty Wednesday as top White House
officials launched an intensive, last-gasp

lobbying campaign on Capitol Hill.

^he White House committed its biggest
names, including Vice President Walter
Mondale, White House aide Hamilton

Jordan, troubleshooter Robert Strauss and
top Pentagon officials, to the effort.

President Carter also met with several

senators at the White House.
It is expected that all will be on hand for

Thursday's climactic vote, and Senate
leaders think that one or two senators will

reveal their decisions with the actual vote.

One consideration for proponents in their

quest for support was finding a way to keep
a politically-vulnerable member from being
the one to cast the decisive 67th vote.

Conservative political strategists say that if

the treaty wins, an extra commitment will be
made to thwarting the reelection bid of the
man with the vote that did it.

Republican Sen. Edward Brooke, R-Mass.,
and Democratic Sens. Russell Long of
Louisiana, Dennis DeConcini of Arizona and
Don Riegle of Michigan fornially announced
their support for the first of the two pacts,
which guarantees U.S. rights to defend and
use the canal after the year 2000.

Several others who were undeclared also
were to disclose their decisions, but two of
them - Wendell Ford, D-Ky., and Charles
McMathias, R-Md. changed their minds.

Mathias is regarded by both sides as
favoring the pacts although he has never
discussed it publicly. Sources close to Ford,
who is regarded as a probable no vote, said
Mondale asked him to hold off his an
nouncement.

The DeConcini and Brooke declarations
ieft Sens. Jennings Randolph, D-W.Va., Paul
G. Hatfield, D-Mont., Henry Bellmon, R
Okla., and Edward Zonnsky, D Neb., and
Ford in the role of mystery man.

Bellmont in recent days has been claimed
by both sides. Hatfield was termed as
probable no, but said yesterday he hadn't
made up his mind. Zorinsky, who has jumped
from one side to the other and is now un
committed, was tentatively scheduled to see
Carter. Randolph, in d tough reelection fight,

is seen as a probably no unless his vote is

desperately needed by Carter.
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Employment stats filed for UM class of 77
THURSDAY^MARCH 16, 1978

By JU8GEN KERN
Collegian Staff

A recent aiumni survty of the class of '77
by the Student Affairs and Research
Evaluation Office provided interesting
statistics about alumm employment.

Sixty-one of those who received un-
dergraduate degrees now are employed full-

time, with the highest percentage (75%) in

the School of Business Administration. Nine
per cent are unemployed and nine per cent
are employed part-time.

Miscellaneous majors like Bachelors
Degree with Individual Concentration nr hart

the highest unemployment rate (14%)
University without walls. Education showed
the highest percentage employed part-time
<22%). Engineering majors had only one per
cent unemployed. Forty-two per cent of
those not employed full-time were in
graduate school.

The questionnaire, mailed to alumni in the
summer of 1977, is a revised version of
previous questionnaires. The Alumni Office
mailed the questionnaires and the research
office collected, analyzed and reported the
data.

Of those employed full-time, 30 per cent
found their jobs before graduation; 32 per
cent took up to two months, and 34 per cent
took three to six months to find work.
Engineering majors found work fastest, with
56 per cent hired before graduation. On the
other hand, 12 per cent of education majors
had found jobs before graduating.

Fifty- nine per cent of those now working
full-time reported their jobs are related to
their UMass majors. Health Sciences majors
placed highest in this category with 87 per
cent. Arts and Sciences placed lowest with
35 per cent.

State probe requested
for fire, safety abuses
By BETH SEGERS
Collegian Staff

The state Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division yesterday received a
request it initiate an investigation of fire and
safety code violations in dormitories and
University-owned housing, a University
source said.

The request, sent to Assistant Attorney
General Jonathan Z. Souweine by student
paralegal Hal Schatzoff, asked for the in-

vestigation and the assistance of the Con-
sumer Protection Division to establish
juhsdictional authority for the students over
the public housing.
No decision will be made on whether an

investigation will be initiated by the Attorney
General's office until Souweine studies the
complaint and meets with Consumer Deputy

Chief Rick Gross and Consumer Division
Chief Paula Gold. The final decision to in-
vestigate will be made by Gold, who could
not be reached yesterday for comment.

The complaint was sent to Souweine after
an audit of the UMass housing system
recommended $18.8 million be spent for
housing system renovations, $8.7 million of
which is needed to bring housing up to
health and safety code standards.

Souweine yesterday said he would not
discuss particular cases until the complaint
and investigation became a public
document. He said the complaint and
request for an investigation and assistance
for student would be discussed by Gross and
Gold after he looked further at the letter sent
by Schatzoff. He would not comment on the
housing violations.

* Leaky roofs, insects
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

the Student Legal Services Office, and the
Student Organizing Project.

In several instances dorm rooms have
been "condemned" by the Office of
Residential Resource Management due to

the extent of damage found on their roofs.

According to Faye Wilson, head of residence
in Coolidge Upper, (floors 13 through 22) one
dorm room under her jurisdiction was
declared "out of service" after a year of

complaints.

"We were told the money just wasn't
there to repair the roof," Wilson said last

night. "The woman living in room 2217 was
not satisfied with the only alternative the
University offered her, which was to move
out. The leak extends all the way across the
room and she had absolutely no place to put
her bed or desk "

The room has been "out of service" since
the beginning of this semester when the
occupant did not return to the dormitory.
The architectural firm continued to report

their findings in mid-October, 1977, when
they photographed the roofs from a heli-

copter with infra-red film. They estimate it

would cost $3,955,458 to repair the roofs and
recommend the University immediately
budget $884,463 for more serious repairs.

The Tirm also estimates it would cost
$668,062 to repair off-campus married
student housing roofs and that $183,339 be
immediately slated for that project.

The infra-red photographs reveal poor
drainage systems, improper brooming dunng
original roof application, buckling and
blistering of the tar and gravel membrane,
eroded and rotted organic felt flashing, and
open gaps leading directly in and through the
insulation surfaces.

Ice and snow form a "second roof," the
roron states, which slowly drain down

through the crevices, dripping, at some times
"pouring" into rooms located on top floors.

In James dormitory in Southwest, the report
labels a photo of the roof as "A Sea of
Blisters," and recommends immediate
action.

The report also says some dormitories
have an energy loss estimated as high as 20
per cent. Machmer Hall, was labeled as
having a 105 per cent energy loss.

The man with his finger in the dike is Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Robert L.

Woodbury, who told the Collegian last night
that some $12 to $15,000 has been allocated
for roof repairs per high rise dormitory in the
Southwest area.

The five towers will be repaired, said
Woodbury, through Trust Fund accounts —
money generated from student rents and
fees - and is currently out to bit but actual
work should begin by early June.

"The money has been appropriated for
this year," he explained, "but will probably
not be paid out until fiscal 1979 when the
work is completed. This is not a budget
matter because it will not involve state
money."

State funds will enter the picture at some
later date, however, as Chancellor Randolph
W. Bromery will ask the commonwealth for
capital outlay totalling $3.3 million to
renovate dorms to meet new handicapped
building codes.
According to Ashoke K. Ganguli, staff

assistant at the Office of Residential
Resource Management, a new "miracle
process" developed by ITT will be used to
repair the roofs.

"No stripping of the existing roofs will be
necessary," he said. "A layer of insulation is

applied over the roof and Trocal, a new
sealant, is applied over this. The Trocal
breathes with the changing weather con-
ditions and won't crack so easily."

College job offers up 31%
The New Yu/k Times - The job

market for college graduates looks
generally better this year than it did last
yftar, but for graduates with master's
degrees it seems to be worse.

Employers in industry, business and
government have made 31 per cent more
job offers to candidates for bachelor's
degrees this year than they had at this
time in 1977, according to a survey by the
College Placement Council. Candidates
for master's degrees, on the other hand,
have received 5 per cent fewer job offers
than they did last year.
The council, which is based in

Bethlehem, Pa., prepares three reports
each year on trends in college job
recruiting. The survey released last week,
the second for the 1977-78 academic
year, was based on the number of job
offers received by students at 158
colleges and universities in the United
States.

The increase in job offers this year Is

not as large as that found last year.

according to the council. By March 1977
employers had offered college seniors 49
per cent more jobs than they had at the
same point in 1976.
At the master's degree level in fields

that have recently been very strong,
business administration, engineering and
accounting, employers want fewer
graduates than they did last year, the
council's survey indicated.
At the bachelor's degree level,

however, engineering students are still
among the most sought after on campus
Of all the job offers to bachelor's degree
candidates, 57 per cent went to
engineering students; they got 44 per
cent more job offers than they did last
year.

Students in the scientific disciplines
have received 35 per cent more offers
than last year. There have been 16 per
cent more offers for business majors and
8 per cent more for students in the
humanities and social sciences, the
council found.

•k Israelis
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

Organization, which claimed responsibility

for the attack Saturday on two buses along
the Tel Aviv-Haifa road. Nine of the 11

guerrillas involved were killed.

Begin, asked if the raid would hamper
peace talks, said that if "Egypt seriously
wants negotiations. ..all the events of the
past few days will not present a serious
obstacle."

In Washington, Israeli Ambassador
Simcha Dinitz met with State Department
officials for 90 minutes Wednesday evening
and began discussions on "arrangements"
to keep Palestinian terrorists from returning
to southern Lebanon.

Israel says the raiders came by sea from
Lebanon.

In a letter to the United Nations, Lebanon
denied responsibility for the guerrilla attack
and protested Israel's "naked aggression." It

did not ask for a meeting of the Security
Council.

Begin said the attack "was in the fullest

sense of the word, the use of the inherent
right of legitimate self-defense."

-k Loans
CONT. FROM PAGE 1

"Southwest was in desperate need of
furniture the year the audit was done, so we
borrowed the money from projects one and
two," Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery
said. "We hope we don't have to pay it

back."

The loans and furniture purchases are not
likely to be paid back in the foreseeable
future, according to the audit.

In a letter to Bromery, Peat, Marwick and
Mitchell declined to express an opinion on
the residence hall accounts for fiscal 1976,
saying they were unable to get the University
legal counsel's opinion on the legality of the
loans and purchases.

Bromery said the administration has asked
the UMass President's office legal counsel to
first look into the question of whether $2.4
million owed to the University residence halls
can be commingled between the various
dormitory projects. That would decide
whether the funds can be commingled to
balance residence hall accounts.
"We are probably as close to getting a

legal opinion on this question as we have
ever been," Bromery said.
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Capitol Hill police keep their eyes on a group of goats as they graze on the steps of

the capitol yesterday. Protesting farmers set about 50 of the animals loose on the

Capitol grounds. (UPI)
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News in brief

Miller says Carter

should up fuel prices
WASHINGTON [AP] - President

Carter should tal(e early action to in-

crease fuel prices by imposing fees or
quotas on oil imports if Congress fails to
quickly enact his energy program, the
new chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board said yesterday.
Chairman G. William Miller said he

favors an import fee, and said the
President should be given authority by
Congress "to scale it as necessary to deal
with the problem."

"I hope that takes place," he said.

"We're getting down to very few choices
and we need to do something soon," he
said in appearance before the Senate
Budget Committee.

Miller said that quick action to reduce
U.S. consumption of foreign oil is one of
two things the government should do to
build foreign confidence in the U.S.
dollar. The other is to "come up with a

strong anti-inflation program," he said.

Miller expressed great concern about
what he said is an apparent quickening in

the pace of inflation above the current
rate of 6 per cent and which he said could
darken the nation's economic outlook.

"I hope we have the courage to make
inflation the highest priority for domestic
economic policy — right now," he said.

The problem has grown worse in the past
few months, he added.

Fuel conservation

linked to new jobs
WASHINGTON [AP] - The govern-

ment could create an energy policy that
would conserve fuel at the same time it

reduces national unemployment, three
economists told Congreso yesterday.
The economists, from the Council on

Economic Priorities, the University of
Illinois and Cornell University, told a
hearing by the House-Senate Joint
Economic Committee there is direct link

between the right kind of energy policy

and the creation of jobs.

But they suggested different ways of
going about it.

James W. Benson of the Council of

Economic Priorities, a non-profit research
group, suggested community energy
projects throughout the nation doing
chores such as making housing in inner

cities more energy-efficient.

"The poor and unemployed would
learn new skills to insulate, refinish and
clean the old builddngs and neigh-
borhoods, ' Benson aid.

Haddock & cod
quotas exceeded
WASHINGTON \UPI] - Commercial

fishing for cod and haddock off New
England will be prohibited for 13 days
starting Sunday, the National Marine
Fisheries Service said yesterday.

The service said fishermen have ex-

ceeded the quarterly limit of 5,413 metric

tons of cod by 300 metric tons. The
haddock quota of 2,200 metric tons was
exceeded by 1,250 metric tons or 70 per

cent, the service said.

On March 1, the service prohibited

fishing specifically for the two species.
But commercial fishermen were allowed
to keep any cod and haddock taken
incidential to fishing for other species.

Starting Sunday, however, any cod or

haddock taken must be separated from
the catch and thrown back, fisheries

officials said.

"We realize some fish will be lost when
they are returned to the sea, ' said
William Gordon, fisheries service nor-
theast regional director.

"However, we also believe the
fishermen will be more selective in their

fishing if they know they cannot keep
these fish and must sort them from their

catch and throw them over the side."

FCC to check
unsolicited calls

WASHINGTON [AP] - The Federal
Communications Commission decided
Wednesday to look into what the federal
government can do to restrict unsolicited
"junk" telephone calls.

The FCC said it was inviting public
comments on how unsolicited telephone
calls invade privacy, compared with high-
way billboards, mobile loud speakers,
radio and TV ads, newspaper and
magazine ads, "junk mail" and door-to-
door sales calls.

The commission staff also will research
the legal question of what the FCC can
do to police this area.

Philip V. Permut, deputy chief of the
FCC's Common Carner Bureau, lold the
commission that if the Dureau finds
legislation is needed, it will come back
quickly before the commission to
recommend it.

He said the FCC has received more
than 1,000 :epiies to its Sept. 13 request
for comment on a petition by Citizens

Communications Center, a --ubiic-

interest law firm, calling tor FCC rction.

Permut said most of ihe letters supported
the petition.

The commission alsn has beet' asked
by five members of Congress to act,

including Rep. Les Aspin, D VVib , the
chief sponsor among 84 othe; House
members of a bill to regjlrite unsolicited

phone calls. Sen. Wendell Anderson, D-
Minn., has introduced a similar bill in the
Senate.
The FCC plans to look into person-to-

person phone calls and automated phone
calls, which are dialed automatically and
involved tape-recorded messages.
The commission said it will seek to find

out if it has jurisdiction to regulate the
calls it they do not cross state lines.

Lack of safety cited

at Plymouth nuke
BOSTON [UPI] - The Nuclear

Regulatory Commission yesterday
charged the Boston Edison Co. with

failure to protect workers from exposure

to radiation at the electric utility's Pilgrim

I Nuclear Power Station.

A Boston Edison spokesman con-

firmed a NRC charge that on Nov. 23,

1977, one of two workers sent to repair a

valve in a nuclear waste room at the

664,000- kilowatt plant at Plymouth, was
exposed to an overdose of radiation.

The NRC said the workman received a

dose of 3.56 rem. A rem is a unit used to

measure absorbed radiation dosaqe.
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Letters
Not "a bunch offarmers'

To the Editor:

We//, yesterday was the fast straw.
Many a time have I been tempted to
write to the Cr^Hegian but Monday
really upset me I'm sick and tired of
people putting down the Stockbridge
School of Agriculture.
Reading through thf special section
on Spring Fashion, -78, I came across
an article entitled 'UMass Fashion. "

The author did not have the nerve to
sign their name to the piece, but cer-
tainly had plenty of nerve to make
the statement "anyone can smell
before you can see is probably from
Stockbridge. "

I. along with several others in the
Stockbridge School, took great of
fense to tha t statement. S tockbndge
students do not smell any differently
than your typical UM student.
Although I've often wondered if

maybe the Collegian staff thinks so.

They've neglected to print a few ar-

ticles on some of our finer student
functions, but probably didn't think

twice about printing trash.

I don 't want to place sole blame on
the Collegian staff, though. I think

it's time the entire campus thought
twice before making any rash
statements about Stockbridge. Con
trary to popular belief we are not "a
bunch of farmers". We are a group
of fine, hard-working, young people.
We get good grades and have a lot of
pride in ourselves, and especially in

our school
Stockbridge is a good school, a
damn good school. And if you don't
believe me, ask anyone who has ever
been associated with us; students,
both past and present, faculty, staff

and administration.

Charlyn F. Bristol
and several others

Let the athletes shotv their talents
To the EdiTir:

Yesterday, as I walked through the
Campus Center I was approached by
a member of :ne Revolutionary Stu-
dent Brigade .vith a petition oppos-
ing Soutf African representation in

the Oavfs Cup tennis matches. I

stated that I wouldn't sign the peti
tion.

We began to discuss the conflict
and he contested to not being totally
clear about the particulars of the
issue Nor am I.

I do know however, what can result
when sports are used as a political

forum The memory of Munich must
be vivid in everyone. The Games in

Montreal were also saddened when
many of the world's greatest athletes
were unable to compete because
their countries were excluded for
political reasons

Last year, the court for the Davis
Cup competition was drenched with
oil by demonstrators. Acts such as
these do not educate those responsi-
ble for the racism in South Africa.

Everyone is hurt.

The Revolutionary Student Brigade,
by advocating such acts, frac-

tionalize and alienate the resistance
to the minority regime Such in-

discriminate acts are done with a
blindness as severe as that of the
racial oppressors m South Africa.

Let the Athletes demonstrate their
talents. Debate politics in the proper
spheres. For as Peter Lamb, a black
member of the South African team
stated: "my game isn't politics, I play
tennis.

"

Steven Westra

A poorjoke on all ofus
To the Editor:

/ would like to begin by saying that I

have never written a letter to the
editor before, but now there are cer-

tain things to be said. First, the elec-

tion of a SGA president can not, and
should not be taken as lightly as it ap-

pears to students, the Collegian

writers, and even the presidential

candidiates themselves have chosen
to do. The fact that there are
thousands of students, and millions

of doHair. at stake does not seem to

matter A student government with
CLOWNS as the only candidates is

certainly a oor /oke on o >rh of us.

I also feel rhat it is mpo ^am to say
something about the -^rrent con
troversy over Mr Rob Ranney's
comic strip The use of humor is to

try to make people laugh is obviously
the point that he is trying to get to

He has a long way to go It is one
thing to use satire to enhance and

further the relevant discussions of
our times, and quite another to use
ignorance m place of intelligence to
depict the social condition.
Finally, but clearly not the end, I

would like to say that life in the
United States is not the CARNA-
TION LAND that it is at UMass. The
practical and rational interaction of
people in a specific community is the
only means of forward positive
movements. As long as our writers
react to a situation rather than deal
with it as a problem, as long as our
officials act like fools in a play, as
long as our INTELLIGENT communi-
ty continues to neglect the more
basic human issues for personal
entertainment we will continue to be
looked upoon as the/uvinile center of
the state

JoseTolsen

Don t you throw Uhe first stone'

To the Editor:

In response to a lettei on Feb. 15,

and signed by Miguel Rivera about
UMass accused of discrimination
against minority employes and
students. I would like to share further
commentaries on the issue.

Mr. Rivera seems to be very com
mitted to fight discrimination on this
campus. In his letter he advocates for
some individual that allegally has
been discriminated by UMass. He
seems to be very serious when he
says: "... as a member of a com
munity discriminated against..." or
when he writes: " The Latin Com-
munity, ..have been following quite
closely some cases that we consider
to be examples of discrimination
against our people "And then he
proceeds explaining the case in his
supporting letter for his colleague
Perha/js his claim is authentically a
true case of discnmination and not
/ust another -of his many political

moves However, I am not question
ig the validity of this specific case,

but the sincerrity of the one who is

making the claim; Miguel Rivera.
I would like to take this opportun.ty
and ask Mr Rivera and his so-called
"Latin Community" *[' Please

read "political party comrades"]!/
you don 't also "follow quite closely

"

the case of the former editor of Eco
Latino that was kicked out by you
and your comrades, after being per
sonally insulted and threatened by
you. few days after he was elected
by AHORA's General Assembly on
September 15. 1977?
Isn't It also "an example of

discrimination " to arbitrarilly shut
down Eco Latino, the only Hispanic
newspaper of this area, simply
because the new-elected editior

"dared" to express his opinion in a
Collegian editorial about the meaning
ol the Third World?
Isn't also an "example of
discrimination" when freshman

Jamie Ponse, President]?] of
AHORA during a meeting with Eco
Latino staff, despite the presence of
a graduate student Edmundo Velas-

quez Sub-Director of B.C. P., asked
the editor's wife to leave the meeting
alledging that "she was a graduate
student and not allowed to attend?"
Isn't It also an "example of

discrimination" when all decision

making processes related with
AHORA's $10,000.00 -budget
allocations are done exclusively by
you, claiming to be "the majority of
the minorities" to those of us who
not happened to belong to your na-

tionality, ethnic race or just disagree

with you?
Isn't also "an example of

discrimination" when you always
monopolize 99 percent of the time all

AHORA's Assemblies and meetings
last, only to vociferate your racial and
political prejudices using lables on
people such as "whites",
"capitalists", "racists", "agents",
"sellouts", etc., to descnbe and to

denigrate fellow UMie students who
don't match you ethnicaly or
politically?

Isn't also "an an example of
discnmination" when in the fall

semester of '76 your friend Lillian

Levitt. Student Teaching Supervisor
of the Bililingiial-Bicultural Program
of the School of Education, ar
bitraanly suspended a Hispanic stu-

dent from her student teaching prac-

tice, took her Certificatoon away, at
the very second day this student was
assigned to her practice^

Isn't also an" an example of
discnmination" when on November
28, 1977 another of your friends.

Vicky Hernandez, Coordinator of the
Council for Human Rights in Nor-
thampton, sent to superintendent of
schools a statement of the "needs of
the Bilingual Program of Northamp-
ton " saying that: "...Spanish must

be taught by a qualified teacher in

Spanish, ] Hispanic, preferrably Puer-
torican]"? Or when she even tried to
block the hiring of a non- Puertorican
hispanic teacher?

Consequently Mr. Rivera and
comrades: Your problem is rather
simple, probably you have
already been told about, it's call-

ed "political hypocrisy".. And it

deprives you from conceiving
that discrimination is a widely
common disease. In fact, that it

may not only come from
"whites", or from "capitalists",

but it may also come from
"hispanics", or even from
"blacks", or from "communists"
as well. Discrimination may
come from any one who happen-
ed to be a human being. Now
"political hypocrisy" is what
makes you discriminate other
students cowardly covered under
the flag of "the Cause".
Hereafter, if all of you want to
fight discrimination, you ought to
start changing your aggressinve
attitudes and behavior towards
our fellow UMie students, start
working towards improving your
offensive expressions and
vocabulary. If you really want to
fight discrimination, why don't
you start with yourselves?

After all you are also "sinners",
likewise many people here in
UMass, in this country, around
the world, and everywhere
selfish people who seek nothing
else but your own personal
benefits and interests. So please,
don't you throw "the first
stone", because I am getting
woefully sick of stepping on your
political craps over and over and
over...

Jose Guillermo Trejo

Third world workshops apology
To The Editor

For all our efforts tc make Interna-
tional Women's Week relevant and
meaningful to all women, there were
tinges of rascism in the program that
must be recognized, lam speaking of
the fact that the Third World
women's were some of the last to be
organized and, therefore, were not
confirmed in time to be included in
the Women's week
Brochure. Moreover, their late
scheduling meant that some were
given room assignments in
Southwest without sufficient adver-
tising, and that some suffered
because of last minute time changes.

Bosses sister
To the Editor

/ have kept my mouth shut and bit
my tongue 'or the last time. Until
now I felt that the stirke at Packard's
was a labor management dispute
that should be dealt with in an objec
tive fashion. Recent editorials and ar-
ticles in the Collegian and other
papers have shown that this is not
happening. In the past and presently,
1 have done kitchen work, waitresed,
torn down walls, and hostessed at
Packard's. I am an employee but
more importantly \at least for me] I

am Bob McGovern's sister.

For those of you who may doubt my
credibility, I ask only that you finish
reading this letter There are things
that the striking employees have fail-

ed to mention concerning the
management and concerning their
positions as waitresses at Packards.
Over the past two weeks the
restaurant has been the object of
many slurs, character included.
The following are some of the thing

that the general public has not been
made aware of:

1 One of the striking waitresses I

observed while hostessing, ignored
her tables to talk to friends at the bar,
and was totally insulted when told to
"empty ashtrays".
2 Another sinking waitress works a

total of SIX hours a week\by choice].

These consequences were not due
to any conscious neglect of the
workshops or disrespect for their

facilitators. They were, however, the
products of a culture that tends to

"forget " about Third World women
rather consistently, even when
discussing rascism.

As a coordinator of Third World
women's workshops, I would like to

apologize for my inability to over-
come the time handicap so as to

avoid these significcant failures. I

would like, especially, to apoligize to

Esther Terry, and those who wished
to participate in her workshop, for

the incorrect scheduling that ap
pearedin the Collegian.

. It i Andy Nash
tells her Story

3 One waitress [and there is proof
of this] completed nine checks cor-
rectly out of approximately fifty.

4 One women because of a per
sonal problem a was told she could
rake off as much time as was needed
and could return without notice to
her full schedule.

5. Another waitress refuses to
use the adding machine because
she doesn't 'trust" 't. She is then
confused when her addition is in-

correct

The above five waitresses are
walking a picket line and seem to
have forgotten that my brother
has worked 24 hours a day to im
prove the quality of service and
the environment at Packard's.
They seem to have forgotten that
some people work hard for a liv

ing and have dreams other than
theirs. Oh, one last thing, they
seem to have forgotten that Bob
and his woman friend worked
Christmas so that they could all

go home.
I, as a woman, feel that the

striking waitresses have turned
their chic rhetoric into cheap
rhetoric and are abusing the
woman's rights issue to the hilt.

Susan McGovern
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Mandarin cooking ' 1BeloW<I$eSalt
"^

by a TJMass grad
Amherst Chinese Food 62 Main St.,

Amherst
open Mon, Tues., Er Thur. 11:30a.m. to
9:30 p.m.

Fri., Sat 11:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Sun. 4:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Closed Wed.

Reviewed by Lauren Traub
Amherst Chinese Food has come a long

way since the days when it opened five

years ago with owner Tso-cheng Chang at

the range, and paper plates on the tables.

Soon after opening, Miss Lilly Huang took
charge of the kitchen. Her credentials in-

clude: cooking school in Taiwan, being a

chef for a Chinese embassy in South
America where she prepared banquets for

300 people at a time, and being a private

chef for a prominfht Chinese a family in the

U. S. In 1977 AmHerst Chinese recieved an
American Diner'v Society "Good Dining

Award" after being nominated by an

food
anonymous fan, and has acquired a follow-

ing of devotees from coast to coast who
always make it a point to stop in for a meal
on their trips back to Amherst.
After Amherst Chinese Food's first year of

business, enthusiastic customers began to

ask Chang when he would expand the 30-

seat dining room to accomodate diners

who often had to queue up outside the

door to wait. Chang says he would like to

expand his restaurant but is waiting for the

right time and place so that he can keep his

overhead down, and in turn, his prices low
enough for everyone, particularly students,

to afford. The dining room is small and in-

formal, with charming handpainted signs

on the walls asking customers to refrain

from smoking when the restaurant is

crowded.

The food IS mainly Mandarin, which
comes from the North of China. Ten years
ago there were few Mandarin restaurants in

the U.S. Thedifterent regions of China, like

the different regions of most countries are
characterized by* cooking techniques and
styles approprwife to the types of foods
most plentiful there. In Mandarin cooking,
many dishes ar%, based on flour as the main
starch instead of rice, and Amherst Chinese
Food's menu reflects this with their chow-
mein, lo mein, dumpling and moo shi

dishes. Moo shi chicken, beef, shrimp,
pork, or vegetables are very popular items
here. A moo shi dish is a plate •jII of color-

ful vegetables and /or meat, served witf.

very thin, transluscent "mandarin pan-

cakes" or crepes. Each diner is supposed to

fill one of the pancakes with the vegetable

combination and fold three sides toward
the center like an envelope. The first bite is

then taken from the open end. Another
specialty is the fried dumplings, which are

filled with ground pork and surrounded by
crisp fried dough. Chang suggests that

these be eaten dipped in a mixture of

vinegar and hot mustard on the plate. They
are delicious!

Seven different soups are offered, with
fish ball soup, Szechuan pickle and pork
soup, and sea weed soup for the adven-
turers in any crowd. Chang relates that one
of His customers, a local student, was so
enamored of his hot and sour soup, that

her friends gav her a gift certificate for 15
of them for her bll:'^day! One thousand to

1200 egg rolls are made at the restaurant

each week, and the tofu, or bean curd is

also made on the premesis. Most
restaurantsdonotputinthetimeand care to

make these themselves
In addition to making his own egg rolls

and bean curd, Chang goes one step fur-

ther and actually grows his own
vegetables All of the vegetables that can
be cultivated in this climate are grown
organically on his naturally fertile farm in

c
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Whately. Chang graduated UMass in 1972

with a doctorate in plant science and
grows: Chinese cabbage, Chinese leeks,

Chinese radishes and pea pods, water
spinach, tomatoes, onions and peppers.

These days when most of the produce con-

sumed in Mass. is grown in California,

Chang actually exports some of his 50,000
lbs. of Chinese radishes and 20,000 lbs. of

Chinese cabbage to California. Chang also

sells some of his fresh produce at the

Amherst farmer's market in the town
square, and he says local customers love it.

The blue paper menu offers 11 lunch
specials, served from 11:30 to 3:00 p.m.
and each comes in large size ($1.55) and
small ($1.09). There are eight dinner

specials weekdays at around $3.00 each,
with different combinations of meat,
chicken, shrimp, vegetables and rice. Then
the menu is broken into main categories of

poultry, meat pork, seafood and
vegetables, and there are several combina-
tions and variations in each category.

Vegetarians will have no problem satisfying

their appetites and nutritional requirements
here* Ihere are also combination platters

with egg rolls, pork fried rice, and one of

seven main dishes for around $3.00.

Fragrant jasmine tea is served with all

dishes and diners are invited to bring their

own alcoholic beverages if they so desire.
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byi^. STEPHEN SHAIN
In an aiicr-pt to discredit the

Venceremos Brigade, Expo-Cuba '78, and
the World Festival of Youth and Students
movement on this campus in one fell

swoop, someone has gone through the
money, time and effort to manufacture and
distribute a phony leaflet advertising a
nonexistent event to take place on a fic-

titious date. Hundreds of leaflets bearing
the friendly smiling face of Fidel Castro an-
nouncing a "Cuban Cultural Night" to be
held in Grayson Housethe night of Saturday
(sic) March 16 have been distributed
throughout the campus. Allegedly "to sup-
port the Venceremos Brigade," the event,
according to Joyce Chestnut, Grayson's
head of residence, has _
never been scheduled
and spokespeople for

the Brigade claim that

they, too, have
nothing to do with it.

Obviously, the phony
leaflets are part of a

hoax designed to con-
fuse students and
undermine the
^redibilTty of any
organization aligning

itself with the Cuban
people.

Despite the leaflet's

slick appearance, the
person, people, or

agency responsible for

it are not and never
were friends of either

Castro or the Cuban
people. They are using
one of the oldest tricks

in the political-

saboteur's arsenal to

disrupt and discredit

this campus' most ar

dent fighters of
;
im

perialism.

Although there is no
way to prevent such
tactics of confusion,
the campus communi-

many different social
, cultural, political,

and economic aspects of young people's
life throughout the world and combine
them to provide an unforgettable ex-
perience of truly international dimensions.
The people of Cuba will host the Festival
and provide food and accomodations as
well as granting each delegate "honorary
citizenship" for the week that they are
there.

In Amherst, a local festival committee has
been established with the express purposes
of spreading the festival message and
recruiting 6-10 people from the area to go
to Cuba as part of the 400 member U.S. na-
tional delegation. Receiving support from
'hR campus' long-standing and broad-

ly can guard itself against division by purg-
ing itself of those elements that breed and
disseminate false or misleading informa-
tion. The lessons of the student movement
of the sixties must not be forgotten; the in-

filtration, confusion, division, and control

of active, popular, and progressive student
organizations has been a feature of

American university life for a long, long
time. Only those political strategies that

can thwart the divisive manipulation of

students can ever hope to succeed. Cons
cientious activity around a concrete pro-
gram and a method of identifying and
isolating those elements that undermine
your chances of success are modes of

political work that go hand in hand.
The reason for the current effort of

political sabotage is simple. This summer,
thousands of youth from all over the world
will descend upon Havana, Cuba to attend

the XI World Festival of Youth and
Students.
Dedicated to the theme, "youth accuse

imperialism," the Festival will embrace

CUBAV0
based Venceremos Brigade and the
cooperation of the Expo-Cuba '78 commit-
tee, the festival movement is gaining
momentum on campus and it is hoped that

enough funds have been raised by summer
to send the Amherst delegation to Cuba
without charge.

It is because of the broad support that the
festival movement enjoys and the interna-

tional attention and recognition that the
festival will receive that has forced agents
or dupes of agents into developing and pur-

suing their hackneyed tactic of confusion,
division, and control with phony leaflets. It

is the fear that 6-10 people will go to Cuba
from Amherst and come back in the fall and
help smash the big, fabricated media-
pushed, business-approved lie about
socialism that has prompted "Big Brother"
to rear his ugly head. Do us and yourselves
a favor; next time you see "Big Brother"
poking his nose around or hear her running
her effluent mouth, let us know. We thrive

on news.
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chapter one

Chapter One [As in J]

by TED PAGE

"Oh, blow it our your ass Elma! ", bellow-
ed Henry while dunking a tea bag into his

innertube glass. Henry was employing a
very special tea bag dunker that was
powered by ripe, heavy turnips falling

repeatedly on the right side of a Tibetan
bamboo balance. As the turnips fell on the
right plate of the balance, the opposite
plate would rise bringing the drenched tea

bag with it. Henry thought it mildly amus-
ing that three million years ago Earth men
used to dunk their tea bags manually.
Elma, a pitted humanoid female con-

siderably past her peak in sexual per-

formance, sat comfortably in a rocking
chair with her wrinkled feet soaking in a hot
bucket of nuclear waste. A red shawl was
draped over her sagging shoulders that led,

eventually, to her main torso, which was
covered with thin slabs of granite. Elma
was pissed. Life isn't easy in a black hole.

"Why," bitched Elma, "don't we move
the hell out'a this damn black hole and buy
a nice pit house in the solar plexus of

quadricetylpridinium, where we can start a

toilet paper recycling plant and make
enough money to buy some children? I'm

,
sick of knitting 'wang-warmers' for the im-

pefial Arridian soldiers. When did one of

those creepy bastards ever knit anything
for me, huh? I mean, I'm not exactly the
type of seductive maiden they rape con-
stantty on their so called 'imperial crudges'-
but that doesn't mean I've completely
forgotten the age old art of electrical for-

nication! And look at you, Henry! All you
do is drive around the Semantic Power
Driver and squeeze filthy tea bags all

day. I ten you I've had it!" Elma returned to

her knittir)g with a look of extreme mental
constipation playing checkers on her brow.
Henry looked up from his tea and glared at

his gratir>g wife. "You don't seem to realize

wfiat a black hole is... "boomed Henry.
"Why, the gravity is so strong here that not
even light can escape from its pull. You
kfKMW. at this very moment you ar>d I are

compresaed flatter ar>d smaller than any
crape ty^t made in the history of the
univeraa? The only reason we're alive is

because we were compressed propor-
tionately."

"Up yours" murmur^fi Elma while shifting

her toes in ttw tepkj nuclear waste.
'That's n." perked Henry in an ag-

gravated tone. "I'm going for a ride!"

Droppmg his innertube mug into a r>earby

sink he stomped out of the shanty cabin
and lept into his custom built 'Semantic
Power Driver'.

The 'Semantic', as Henry was fond of call-

ing it, was powered like no other vehicle

heretofore known in the galaxy. It required
no fuel, liquid or solid. It did not employ the
power of the atom, or of any noxious gas
ever discovered or created. It could move
one kilometer in a minute-or one googal
kilometers in a minute-depending on the
driver. You see, the Semantic was driven

by the power of words. If Henry was elo-

quent on a particular day, his Semantic
would move very quickly. If his tongue was
tied, he could barely move at all.

"All the galaxy," intoned Henry, "is like a

quiescent duck sitting cross legged on a

pink rubberraft, surrounded by horny mer
maids fishing for long, blunt instruments to

fulfill their sensuous desires " The Seman-
tic rocketed from the farmyard at one tenth

the speed of light, it's chrome gleaming
faintly in the dull darkness of eterna. non
existant space.
"My love," said Henry into the Semantic

mike, "is like a rose that farts constantly

The ship slowed considerably, causing
Henry to bi.rp under his noisome breath

Unfortunately for Henry, the Semantic
heard his sound and caused the ship to

thunder to a near halt

"Ah, but the scream of a pubescent camel
rings eternal in my virgin ears. Would that |

could prance gayly among a garden of

mind expanding plants and sing lullabys to

the emerald frogs that are conspicuously
absent from my drtjary bedside'" This last

oration one? again powered the Semantic
to brain zapping speed Then, as the craft
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gently eased into a wide arcing turn, Henry
activated the ship's music system. Cen
turies before, man had learned to record
music in terms of light and vibration as op-
posed to sound. Multi colored lasers traced
around the cabin as Henry's chair vibrated
to the tune of 'Shine On Harvest Moon'.
Henry had never seen a moon in the Arri-

dian black hole, but he knew that it was a

romantic celestial object that countless
humanoids fondled and copulated to

^Chapter tw^o

"A Little Incongruity After The Beginning

The royal Arridian Princess Snogbergion
sat salivating on her long, black star studd-
ed robe. On her over large head she wore a
crate of half eaten oranges that steadily
dripped their fruity juices through the
cheap crate slats and fell lightly on her dan-
druff specked shoulders. Her nose was not
unlike that of a caribou that had been
ruthlessly beaten by a herd of starving
eskimos wielding heavy icicles ripped from
the edges of government supplied quonset
huts. Her eyes were like the bottom of a

Then, as if answering some hidden call of
sensuous purple passion flying from the
princess's lips, an extremely fat salesman
bounded into the palace enclosure holding
a large bowl of ice cream. He ran to the
woman's side as a thin sheen of noxious
sweat trickled down his hairy, brown
underarms.

I want to play golf with you" crooned the
obese salesman dreamily-as if through a
wall of deodorized lard. Thje princess's
repulsive face suffenly became more
repulsive as she sprang to her feet, kicking
the less thap talkativ^e Indian foot-rest to
one side with a wide, screaminc "swak.'
"I would sooner poke you with a twenty
five meter long pole saturated with the
germs of a highly contagious muscle
degenerating disease!" bellowed
Snogbergion.
The salesman grinned and said "Piff..."

^p CllChapter three

"The Middle

Elma, Henry's bitchy wife, sat in her rock-
ing chair thinking bitchy thoughts. "I'm

hotel in hand, like a wide eyed puppy under
the influence of mind expanding drugs.
Henry nearly choked on his corncob pipe

as the naked chickens (Arridians) executed
a very neat version of 'Singin in The Rain'-

tap dance and all. But, unfortunately, the
Arridians stopped right in the middle and
began to shake uncontrollably. Apparently
the Panamanian weather was considerably
colder than that of the Arridian home
planet (black hole actually) and the luckless
intruders were all of a sudden feeling more
than a bit chilled.

Elma, being at that time a fairly kind and
considerate woman, took pity on the Arri-

dians. And, with her infinite skill in knitting,

proceeded to patch together five nice, neat
wang warmers. Watching a freezing Arri-

dian put on a wang warmer, observed
Henry, is like watching a headless chicken
try to play the grand piano.
The soldiers were extremely grateful.

They were so pleased with Elma's knitting

that they decided to bring her, and her hus-
band back to their cozy black hole so that
she could supply the entire Arridian battle

force with 'wee-wee warmers'.
Before Henry had time to load his shot-

gun, and before Elma had time to go tinkle

in the outhouse, they found themselves in

the not so cozy confines of the huge, Arri-

dian, solidified burp. It was there, nestled
among ice-cubes and card board packing
that Elma and her hubby would speed
faster than the sun's rays towards the black
hole of Arridian.

The Arridians, despite their fowl form,
were a race devoted to sex, property, death
and kindness. If they were not kind to a
race they sucked their brains out with
turbo-vacks. If they liked a particular race
they raped them constantly and gave them
toys of wonder and joy that floated in-

cessantly into the pull of the black hole.

They liked Elma and Henry but, to Elma's
great disappointment, they did not rape
them.
Soon the two Panamanians found

themselves on a pig farm in the black hole
of Arridian. The pigs were plastic, the rest

is history.

well that had been used frequently as a
latrine by drug crazed rock enthusiasts. Her
pink toes, gracefully clinging to her unshav-
ed legs, rested playfully on the back of an
Indian rug weaver paid a minimal amount
to grovel in her imperial presence.
He didn't mind. He was a demented
moron that really did not give a flying inter-

course for anything that didn't involve
money, sex, or the search of property.

The princess's breasts did not sag
because they lacked the proper proportions
to feel the weight of the black hole's gravi-
ty In fact, she was as flat chested as a
squirrel that had been crushed by a huge
truck carrying a sign saying "CAUTION'
OVERSIZED LOAD " Her mouth was not
so much generous as malformed. When
she smiled she looked similar to a circus
lion that had had its jaws separated by two
cables, one tied to the upper jaw, one to
the lower, that were pulled in opposite
directions by two separate tractors. When
she was not sitting on her skinny rump, she
stood a full six foot, four inches.

"When I am not sitting on my skinny
rump, " perked Princess Snogbergion, "I

stand a full six foot, four inches." The fif

teen or so Arridian soldiers in the room
stood at attention with their potato guns
resting lightly in their nasal cavities If so
much as an eyelid moved. Princess
Snogbergion would leap from her leather
recliner and recite bad poetry m their throb
bing ears Though the princess sat expet
tangly preparing bad poetry, not so much as
an eyelid moved
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getting out of here," her feeble mind
whimpered with a sense of finality.

"Granted that a black hole has an extreme-
ly powerful gravitational pull, and that light

cannot escape from its irresistible force,

but there must be some way, something
that can propel me away from this

disgusting wang shop situated in a place
that can barely be called space." Elma
paused to think about what she phrased as
"how we ever got here in the first place."
The answer, had she known it, was long.

Elma was very good at knitting 'wang
warmers', and Arridian soldiers had a long
history of frozen wangs A 'wang', as the
reader may have already guessed, is that

part of the male anatomy that deodorant
advertisers try to immitate in their packag-
ing so that women will subconsciously rush
to the supermarkets just to feel the bottles

and make their panties wet. Well, one day,
as Elma and Henry were playing Monopoly
on their rickety front porch in the south of

Panama, a rather large Arridian battle ship
appeared on the hazy tropical horizon. The
humongous ship, shaped like a solidified

burp, landed about thirty yards
from the bulbous

startled eyes of the hapless, mid
die aged couple. Five Arridian soldiers pop
ped out of the ship like dwarves from the
Wizzard of Oz' They were short (three

foot,two inrtu>st, bald, and, in a number of

ways, closely resembled well plucked Per
due Chickens' But the most important
parts of their anatomy , observed Elma,
were their voluminous wangs
Elma sat dumbfounded, red Monopoly

With a carefully timed burp Henry parked
the semantic in an immaculate pig stall in

the back of the barn. Plastic pigs stood
frozen (like ex-presidents in a wax work)
with bits of artificial hay hanging stiffly

from their cherry colored mouths.
Opening the door of the cabin he found

his wife slumped in her rocker, her
careworn f.^ce contorted in extreme
sadness and anxiety.

"Why," said Henry, "are you sitting

slumped in your rocker with your careworn
face contorted into extreme sadness and
anxiety?"

"I miss Panama," droned Elma like a
vacuum cleaner. "I miss jungle spiders, tall

cannabis plants, fire red hot cherry sunsets,
tropical rain forests full of gayly drunk
natives carving spears with their Army
surplus bayonets, christian missionaries
floundering in quick sand to the infinite

delight of Spanish witch doctors and,
above all, other people."
So great a torrent of distress was flushing
from Elma's eyes that Henry felt his guts
turn in sympathy He too had missed
Panama with its golden green splendors.
Yet, he knew that he could never return.

Nothing, absolutely nothing ever leaves a
black hole.

"Henry, " beckoned Elma with pleading
pupils, "let'i hop into the Semantic right

now and leave for Earth. I know you'll think
It's impossible and it may be but we must
try!"

Henry's right pyehrow lifted as his brain
calmly seethed with thoughts of escape
from what he had considered for so long to

be inescapable. "If. .", he pondered,"., if

we can think of a sentence so powerful and
beautiful that its strength will allow the
semantic to overcome the gravity of this
hole then, just maybe, we may soon see
the orgasmic delights of Earth!"
Tears of joy slid ecstaticly down Elma's

flushed cheeks as Henry lifted her gently,
but firmly out of her rocker and into his ag-
ed, yet still sinewy arms. He looked into her
yearning eyes and whispered, "I'm corny,
and we're going home."

Henry, wife in hand, scampered to the
Semantic as if it were the bed on his first

honeymoon. The Semantic gleamed softly
(like a much loved Ferrah) as Henry and
Elma settled themselves into its genital-like

darkness. Anti-G panel... set. Semantic
mi'e...set, view screen... primed. "The
ship," said Henry confidently, "is ready."
Elma smiled like an expectant virgin.

With a flick of his long index, Henry swit-
ched the Semantic mike to the 'orate' posi-
tion and proudly quoted;

A waylawayl for I will fly to thee.
Not charioted by Bacchus and his pards
But on the viewless wings of Poesy. .

.

With an orgasmic roar, the ship careened
ferociously into the dark crevasse of
starless space.

Though the dull brain perplexes and
retards:

Already with thee! tender is the night.
And haply the Queen-Moon is on her

throne,

Cluster'd around by all her starry Fays;
But here there is no light

Save what from heaven is with the breezes
blown

Through vendurous glooms and winding
mossy ways.
Henry's sweating palms steered the
Semantic straight towards what he deemed
to be 'up'. He checked the speedometer.
The ship, to Henry's infinite delight, was
rocketing at one-fourth the speed of light.

Elma saw it too, as she wiped her drivelling

joy-red nose with a scrap of toilet paper.
Yet, as Henry knew damn well, one fourth
the speed of light would never free them
from the God-like gravitational pull of the
Arridian black hole. No, in order to be free

he needed to travel at approximately warp
two; twice the speed of light! "Well,
thought Henry, "here goes nothin!"

Her nimble tongue, loves lesser lightning,

played
Within my mouth, and to my thoughts

conveyed
Swift orders that I should prepare to throw
The all-dissolving thunderbolt below. .

.

He felt a sudden tide of unimagionable
power shove the tiny ship from behind even
as uncounted tons of gravity buffeted the
Semantics frontal section. "Nine tenths the
speed of light," screamed Henry's mind
Elma was quivering like an angel in an ice

cold bath of apple sauce.

Our hearts are paper, beauty is the pen
Which writes our loves, and blots 'em out

again. .

.

Again the surge of power from front and
behind. As Henry knew from a quick glance
at his controls, the Semantic was moving
with the speed of brilliant light zipping in

tiny waves from the round eye of a W.W.II
arc light searching for 'Zeros'. His dry lips

parted, revealing yellow, strong teeth.

A dungeon horrible, on all sides round
As one great furnace flamed; yet from

those flames
No light, but rather darkness visible...

A deep sea blackness ebbed on Henry's
grey matter (brain) as the ship's thrust in-

creased by one-half. "One and one-half
times the speed of light!" belched his mind.
Einstein would have soiled his pants had he
seen this dwarf-like ship moving faster than
even his mighty mind could fathom. But
still, the endless non-light grasped theii}

tight. Henry's mind Weis pounding with a
pain paralleling torture. Through the sear-
ing clouds of agony no words would come
to free them from their dark, gravitational
bond. As the speedometer quickly testified-
they had little time. If Henry didn't come up
with something fast, they would soon be
traveling at sub- light speed.

"C'mon Henry," screamed Elma, "get this
fucker out'a here!!" Suddenly the Seman-
tic rocked as if a thousand Elephants had
farted against is from all sides.

"We're free!" bellowed Henry.
"We are*" whimpered Elma.
"YES!!!"
"We're free!" screamed Elma.
"We are!" stated Henry.
"They're free," squeeked the stars.

"Shit, they're free!" barked the black
hole.

Whether Elma had finally short-circuited
the Semantic with her profanity, or it had
just been sick of poetry-neither of them
knew. By whatever tender and exotic Gods
that be, they found their sweating and
joyful bodies flying through free space like
a re-run of 'Star Trek'.

Chapter four

"An Ending, Of Sorts. . .

"

An extremely fat salesman lay like a pile of
mashed potato in a huge, comfortable
leather recliner. "You see," crooned the
man in-between gulps of strawberry ice

cream, "the couple, Henry and Elma, even
tually made it back to Earth. Unfortunatley,
upon entering Earth's atmosphere they
discovered that they had not regained their

previous size. They were still compressed
flatter and smaller than any crepe ever
made in the history of the Universe." A
dribble of cold cream slid down his flabby
cheek. "Their spaceship landed (slurp) on a
molecule (lick) of mozarella cheese that
was soon spread on a large pizza and eaten
by a fur-trader in Iceland."

Princess Snogbergion sat cross-legged on
a puffy, red cushion while inhaling many
airy draughts of acrid black hash. "Gimmie
a toke of that stuff..." beckoned the fat

salesman nonchalantly.
"Anything for you, sugar-plum" croaked

princess.

"Thanks, sweet meat."
"Only for you, prune picker."
"You are too wonderful!" quipped the

salesman before sucking in a compressed
cloud of the mind-blowing concoction.
"Say..." thought Snogbergion out loud,
"who the hell ever said life isn't easy in a
black hole?'"

"Wasn't me."
"I know I didn't say it," stated Princie.

"Must'a been the author."
"Think so?"
"Who else?"
"Yeah."

Piff

jABAJO EL BLOOUEO IMPERIALISTA CONTRA
CUBA!
"iPOR EL CESE DE LA AGRESION IMPERIALISTA.
DE LA GUERRA Y DE LA CARRERA
ARMAMENTISTA"!
"POR EL TRIUNFO DE LOS PRINCIPIOS DE LA
COEXISTENCIA PACIFICA"
"EL FUTURO ES LA PAZ"
"APLASTAR EL FASCISMO Y EL NEOFASCISMO

"

"ABAJO LOS REGIMENES DICTATORIALES"
iCESE LA OPRESION, EL APARTHEID Y LA
PISCRIMINACION RACIAL!
"INTENSIFIQUEMOS NUESTROS ESFUERZOS Y
NUESTRA UNIDAD EN LA LUCHA CONTRA
EL IMPERIALISMO
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Back there again or Logs Ablaze
by STEVE DUBIN

The modern, super convienience, pre-
fab, easy acess to the highway, suburban
ranch house seemed to be removed from
"the stuff" of life. Watz clicked off the
commanding television set like a child
deliberately disobeying. The only. salvation
for this "made for living in comfort" home
is the fireplace. Rolling outdated sections
of the "Strangled Times," Watz lies the
scrolls side-by-side on the charred grating
of the hearth-like lines of gravestones at
Arlington Cemetary. Several chairs that on-
ly belong in Spiegel Catalogs - but
somehow got into his house had been
broken during the years and are gladly add-
ed to the fire for kindling Several
pieces of the chair are too large for the
modestly sized fireplace. Watz con-
templates propping them against the brick
masonry and snapping them with a karate
kick, but his strictly Caucasian mind vetoes
the idea. "The hdl if I'm going to stomp
that with barefeet." He tosses the oversiz-
ed pieces on top of the rolled newspaper
anyway. Watz has to angle the mamouth
chunks to fit them in. The splintered
chunks lie at awkward angles like a crashed
helicopter not having a cho»ce of position.
Burly logs of thick bark and sawdust
covered erwjs top the layers of flamabtes.
Watz yens to his ¥vife who, like a soumj-
track, is heard but not seen, "Turn off the
damn dryer so 1 can listen t« my fire." With
a caramorwous foot long safety match Watz
commances the blaze.

The newspaper explodes into flames. A
whoosh to floating flakes. Kir>dtir>g snaps
and glows happily with it's middlaman's
role Logs roast st6amir>g with dignity. A
low, muted whistle dominates the crescen-
do of the flamas.

It is a coM, dammy day. One of those
damp uncomfortable afternoons wtien one
actually wishes the fog would roll in to

block the view of the dnpp«r>g trees and
bent flowers.

The snielt of gasoiir^ . Dad is outside tt>e

car stretching his stiff legs and rotating his

head on sore neck and shoulder muscles
The station attendant leaves the gas hose
running and quickly cleans the windshield. I

slyly unlatch my seatbelt and hop out of the
back seat to watch the gas pump click off

numbers Must be lots of money I think

while nodding my head in time with the
clicking of the digits.

The smell of tar. Hot black chunks are

flattened into a pattern by the steamrollers.

Steam rises out of the crushed dark mix

ture. The men shaping and pushing the tar

sweat The sweat drips spots onto their

baggy t-shirts and dampens the hair falling

over their foreheads Me and the other kids

ride our bikes on the newly finished part of

the road. "Hey, 'member when there was a
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field here?"
The sharp odor of paint. The furniture is

covered with old bedcovers and canvas.

Evertyhing is piled into the center of the

room. Windows are taped around the

edges. The paintings have been taken off

the wall leaving outlines of their former

positions. Cigarette ashes are evervwnere

with butts as further evidence that the

Marlboro men are here. These men with

brushes whistle along to tunes on the radio.

Diffrent colors speckle their once white
overalls. The cat slinks about angry at this

thick water. The fishermen sit on crates
cutting chunks of fruit with scaling knives.
They laugh loudly at observers who cringe
at their conditions. The scent of fish heads,
oil, rot, and mystery linger like a magic po-
tion. A crowd is gathering around the ferry
to Martha's Vineyard. The crew, dressed in

Old English Sailor costumes, help
passengers get comfortable on the floating
hotel. Gasoline, diesel fuel, and salt crest
combine into an active perfume
Smoke. Watz s'owly raises his fixed gaze

from the smoldering fireplace. *No, this fire

1
«igcps;-iMi^ nivpitaaacyy

jU^

S

messy intrusion.

The pier. Bouncing along the cobble
stoned street leading to the pier its salty

stench greets me Coast Guard cutters are

manned with swarms of tan clothed

drones Swabbing the deck, they budge
each other when a pretty girl passes by, ad
miring only the ship Antiseptics and soap
challenge the ocean's aroma Rusty,
discolored fishing boats rock wearily in the

is harnessed in the hearth. But from
somewhere smoke fills the room like water
in a clogged sink Nostrils alerted, he sniffs
for the clue.

"Sorry hun, " yells his wife from the kit-

chen "I burnt the roast. Help me open the
windas " "Oh, ya," mumbles Watz, crawl
ing out of his thoughts and comfortable
rocker and back to now. Now, when
everything just is

Ikon
Give you a voice and let you call it your own
Show you a sad, Sid story and tell you when to cry
Givf" you a drink ai d take the burden
(it takes so much t tne to think)
Sfirink tinie and sp.ce into only one thought

I feel pretty real

One blue eye to se.' and to show
Aren t you [)roud t'lat you realize

as loru) cis you feei that you realize

In safe it you fe( i that you're safe
thc't you realize

Its somctfiiny yot ^eed
arui yoiill Ijleed bad to get it

cant let you forget it

be( ause you feed me
ris I fecHJ you

You cafit see it as t trickh.'s

to [)()is()n the netv.'ork

slowly, no trace

Dead erKJ dreams n blue ribbons
[)u! so sniooth to the touch
doMt open. l)ecauseit's all in the chase

I feel pretty real

Thai a[)plt' will giv^^ you cancer
You re f|uestion may lead to an answer

I'm,' twt'iity four hour hero
tjiv me what you want me to give you
live you
hvt' me
hut doiVt ever forgive me

Don t let tne blame come by this way
It Wcis all the baby sitter's fault

with so many to care for corners had to be cut
kee(i them in a jar between the sugar and the tea

(joints shine sharply now that black serves the backdrop

don t ever forget them

rhey course throuuh the blood
and swing through the portals

the far reaches

~i •••• »sjy-

cjisfresses

The flesh knows

I feel [Hettv teal

Jimmy Bliher

I welcome

Tour smile

• *
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I welcome your smile
like a warm day in winter)

through naked trees the sun shines bright;

on icicles, to their delight,

surprising few with shadows found,
it plays on rooftops virgin white.

a stubborn snowman once stood proud
but now his tears roll to the ground,
he kneels, and begs to no avail

as puddles gather all around.

the sun may dance on winter's soul;

on mittenschildrenscarves and all,

upon the puddles there and here,

and in the puddles large and small.

."• ' • i J!t- -T-' ' ;•••.•'•.' ^."!r

(nwlting eyes to tears

-
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WE SELL

Kodak
PRODUCTS

Darkroom supplies

Showcase
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131
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THIS SPIII6 VAUTKNI . . .

SHOW 'EM NHEIE TOU'IE FWHIii

UMASSi

Nominated for 5 Academy
Awards, inc. Best Picture

PG ^

Erin go rock!
Horslips
Aliens
DJM

Reviewed by ROSS NERENBERG

One of the hottest bands to emerge from
across the briny Atlantic during the past

year has been Horslips, a five man band

GlUYWl>r

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
''STRAIGHT—TIME^^R

M£ tVtm FVT SOMl STYLtS OM SAU THIS WICK

campus cantcf'umv o< maw amiwrst

Claaad an tot.

John Travolta nominated
Best Actor for —

SATURDAY
NIGHT

WALTER MATTHAU
GLENDA JACKSON
"HOUSE CALLS"

,^__, ?CJ
Nominated for 10 Academy
Awards, inc. Bast Picture

5^U

PG

MELBROOKS
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PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

THURS., MARCH 16

LUNA
FRI.andSAT.,

MARCH 17and 18

CLEAN LIVING
and

J0EEU8ANP

SUN., MARCH 20

MIDNIGHT
SHIFT
COMING

MARCH 29-30-31

P©13SETTE
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Sunderland, MA.
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Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
At the CueriH) distillery its almost as if time hcis stood still.

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,

and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1 795.

It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cuervo Gold special. Any way you dn'nk it Cuervo Gold will

bring you hack to a time when quality niled the world.

Cuervo.The Gold slanclarcl since 1795.

which effectively blends the traditional folk

music of its native Ireland with high

powered rock & roll. As gifted musicians,

they skillfully incorporate modern electric

instruments with those which were in use
during medieval times.

It would be erroneous to classify Horslips

as a "new" band, for they've actually been
together since 1972 and have recorded a

total of eight albums. Unfortunately, the

first four are now hard to find cut-outs and

the next two are available only as imports

on the band's own Irish label. But numbers
seven and eight are readily available (and

well worth their price) on DJM Records, a

small company operating out of America's

favorite igloo-Buffalo, New York.

Aliens is a concept album (so was its

predecessor, the masterful Book of Inva-

sions) detailing the many trials and tribula-

tions of early Irish immigrants to New York

City. They come in anticipation of a Pro-

mised Land-"a country where the streets

are paved with gold; where a man can find

shelter far away from the cold." However,

much to their chagrin, the harsh realities of

their new life soon become evident via such

selections as "Stowaway," "New York

Wakes, ""Exiles," "Ghosts" and "A
Lifetime to Pay." Although the grass may
be greener in America, the streets are

decidedly not paved with gold for these im-

migrants.

Aliens is more rock-oriented than was

Book of Invasions, which was heavily

steeped in the ancient Irish folk tradition.

Overall comparisons to Jethro Tull are

valid, for much of Horslips' material is fran-

tically driven home by the Ian Anderson-

like flute playing of Jim Lockhart. As lead

vocalists, Lockhart and Charles O'Connor

complement one another splendidly. And
guitarist John Fean handles his chores

most proficiently, in a manner not unlike

that of Tull's Martin Barre. The rhythm sec-

tion of Barry Devlin and Eamon Carr lays

down a beat which is as steady in its timing

as Greenwich.

Trying my darndest to be an impartial

observer of the contemporary music scene,

I don't particularly enjoy shilling for a band

unless I honestly believe that it merits

special attention. Horslips does appear to

me to be deserving of such. They're my
personal pick to break big in '78. I can't

wait to see them over here on tour (it

should be soon). As for now, this current

work earns them a "let's not keep them
aliens from our shores much longer " A.

Spartan
Spear

jN

Burning Spear Live

Island

Reviewed byK. STERMEN SHAIN
Despite the loss of vocalists Rupert Will-

ington and Delroy Hines , Winston Rodney
(Spear) solos successfully on this recording

managing to recapture some of the excite-

ment of Burning Spear'slive performances.

With a compensatory lead guitar front and
center, backed by a tight and moving
rhythm section, Spear recreates the agony
of slavery and celebrates the joy of Jah-

oneness with fierce intensity.

Diminutive in size. Spear wails, yodels,

whistles, dubs and packs a sound generally

reserved for men twice his size. Some say

that if Bob Marley is dynamite, then Spear

must be nitro glycerin both because of his

size and his wallop.

Fans will recognize immediately the

familiar strains of "Marcus Garvey",

"Slavery Days" (yet another version) and
"Man in the Hills", but only those who
have seen and experienced Burning Spear

live as a group will have to adjust to the

new spartan sound.
Burning Spear Live is both an excellent

change of pace for dyed -in the-wool reg

gae fans as well as a vibrant introduction

for newcomers to the genre. Latecomers to

the sound beware: Spear shares marquees

and meanings with the New Wave's best;

hear it now lest you get caught with the

rest.
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Today is the last day
to VOTE for

SGA President

The Board of Governors

Student Senators

and on

The Referendum Question
to increase the SATF by $2.00

Voting takes place from J 11:30-1:30 and
4:30-6:30

And the polling places are S

Southwest, from Crompton north-Hampshire Dining Commons
South west,from Mack immie south-Berkshire Dining Commons
Northeast- Worcester Dining Commons 1 la.m.-lp.m. 4-7p.i

Sylvan-McNamara Dormitory Noon-lp.m. 4-7p.iii. 4-8p.m.
Central-Franklin Dining Commons
Orchard Hill-Dickinson Dormitory

Commuters-Cape Cod Lounge. Student Union 9a.iii.-Sp.iii.

Greeks-Beta Kappa Phi and Frat/Sorority Park 4:30-6:30 ONLY

^r

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION
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Herb Alp«rt/ Hugh Masekela
A&M/Horizon

Reviewed by K S TEPHEN SHAIN
The business of music and the music of

business often turn out some strange
ironies Who could have imagined that two

world fampus trumpet players, one whose
career germinated, blossomed, and
flourished at a time when the other's music
was suppressed (literally banned from
airplay) would join together a decade and a
half later to put out one of the most ar-

resting and uncompromising discs of the

young season?
Herb Alpert, whose career has blazed

nght through the heart of the middle-
American hinterlands with his patent
Yiddish-Mexican-American sound has join-
ed up with South African Hugh Masekela
for a set that will surprise just about

r
St. patRicks
txxys 0978

Lrjrxrh ^ corned beef & cabbage '^t'rved until i p.m.

SCREEN BEER

*HATS
i9» IRrSH MUSIC

JlRfDqv

* GREEN BEER

^ HATS

* IRISH MUSIC

^mmoT^

M THE ĉ:3

10
CO PUB

2for!
most drinks

& beers

8:30—11:00

%
•^'

^ilEAT
^^''

St. Patrick's Day
Luncheon
March 16
Biuewali

Cafeteria Special

everybody with both its infectious melodies
and its level of sophistication. Purists
beware, here is music you can't even
evaluate...

The opening cut, "Skokiaan", combines
the harmoiodic elements of composition
demonstrated by Ornette Coleman on
"Dancing in Your Head" (also on Horizon)
with the more traditional sounds of the
south African folk-song. Masekela. and
Alpert deliver an interchange of talents
almost as intoxicating as Skokiaan itself

Both musicians have come a long way and
compsitions like " Moonza",with its in-

terweaving of natural and industrial
rhythms and "Lobo", with its innovative
and elaborative solos, supports the claim
that this album brings more than styles
together. Together with Caiphus Semenya
and freak-favorite Ian Underwood, Herb,
Hugh and the folks at Horizon seem intent
on uniting people.

David Spinozza
Spinozza
ACrM

Reviewed by DAVERODMAN
This album marks the first time fornner

session guitarist Spinozza has stepped out
front, and if this premier recording is an in-

dication of things to come, he may not step
back for some time. After backing up the
likes of Les McCann, Herbie Mann and
Yusef Lateef, among others, Spinozza has
used those experiences as a launching pad
for this highly differentiated, highly
listenable album. Shedding the shackles of
the session man, he soars off into one solo
after another, ranging from acoustically
mellow to electric funk.
Spinozza, though, remembers his roots

and steps back readily to allow some fine
back up musicians to do some good soloing
of their own, particularly vibes and sax
pieces in "Doesn't She Know By Now?",
side two's peaceful number.
Throughout the album, Spinozza does it

aU. He co-produced the recording, wrote or
co-wrote six of nine songs, did much of the
arranging, performed some of the vocals,
orchestrated and conducted "Prelude to
the Ballerina, " and played some mighty
fine guitar as well.

With the Herbie Hancockish "Edge of the
Sword, " the light-hearted, rhythm guitar-
backed "Country Bumpkin" and the Ben-
sonesque "On My Way to the Liquor
Store, " "Spinozza" leaves me eagerly
awaiting David's next release.

Bat McGrath
The Spy
Amherst

Reviewed by ALICIA CUNEO
Bat MaGrath's newest album, The Spy,

demonstrates Bat's great talent as a singer
and a songwriter. The songs are quite sen-
sitive, tougching all fields from wanting
trust from a girl to the torture of being used
by another. The songwriter's humor comes
through on this album with the song "Grow
Light". The song throws fun at living way
out in the country and the real joy that it is

to return to the conveniences of the city.

The style of the music is very representative
and close to that of Bob Dylan, Jackson
Browne and at times Jimmy Buffet. The
album is a cross between soft rock and
aspects of real rock and roll. The in-

strumentation of the album adds to the
peaceful, mellow mood that the album con-
veys. The one very tacky feature of the
album is its take off and attempeted
duplication on the album cover of the
Eagle's Hotel California. The melodic and
soothing compositions on Bat McGrath's
The Spy demonstrate his great potential as
a songer and a songwriter.

L
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Great stereo**onthe cheap
Friday& Saturday only.

This specially-priced starter
system offers good sound, good
looks, and great expansion capabil-
ities! For only $159. you get a full-

featured Craig H500 stereo receiver,

wide-range Studio Design 16 loud-
speakers, and a BSR 2260A auto-
matic turntable (with ADC magnetic
cartridge). citsaig

You'll find this $259 combination
easy on your ears Our St. Patrick ;

Day price makes it easy on you,-

budget! It combines a Rotel 102 Mk I!

receiver with KLH 1 00 Monitor Series
loudspeakers and a dependable
BSR 2260A automatic turntable
(with ADC cartridge)

MtOOMIO
KLH ADC

«C3-rti_

5,stem features a
>^hiy Nikko 315 receiver,

bfcst-beiling Studio Design 36 loud-

speakers a* id a belt-driven B*I*C 920
automatic turntable (with Pickering

cartridge) We think it sounds better

than what other stores sell for $400.
Please compare!

QO0 «ii8«NKKO •ncNCR.Nc

VISA'
% :<

techhifi
Soundrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St., Amherst 253-3100
stores also throughout Massachusetts, Connecticut. Rhode Island. New Hampshire Vermont, New York New Jersey

Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio
'
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DUSrOUT
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Peter Pan and Continental Trailways

offer frequent service to Boston, New
York and many other ^reat, get-away-

from-it-all places.

CONTMEIITALTRAHMWrS
fr PETER RAN DUSUHES

MAKE Fomroui

For Information, Schedules and Prices,

Contact: Campus Center Bus Office

S45 2006 or U«l 6000

"Vanities"
by Jack Heifner

Directed by Garland Wright

Reviewed by JANIE PORTNOY

I had the pleasure of seeing "Vanities"
twice -once at the Chelsea Theater Center
of New York, and recently at the Charles
Playhouse in Boston. Understandably so,
"Vanities" is in its second year as New
York's longest running play off Broadway.
In Boston, it opened February 21, and is

scheduled for a limited six week run. If you
have not yet seen it, consider yourself
pressed for time. Jack Heifner's "Vanities"
is a gem that should not be missed.

Under the direction of Garland Wright, the

play follows the lives of the three most
popular cheerleaders of a Texas high

school November of 1963, through their

college days to 1974, as women nearing the

age of thirty. It is in the third and final scene
that the women evaluate their lives, and

theater

00

tome to the realization that being popular

was simply a masquerade for running

scared.

Scene One: A Gymnasium (Fall, 1963)

opens with three high school cheerleaders

practicing for an upcoming pep rally. They
talk about their boyfriends' how great it is

to be popular; and going away to college.

-

Such is the scope of their limited beliefs

and innocent minds.

For these girls, college will be a place of

sorority life, continued popularity, and the

supposition that they will remain friends

forever, and keep their high school
sweethearts. The thought of actually get-

ting an education isn't even mentioned,

and their biggest fear is, "What if we're not

popular*"

Scene one is light, humorous, and briefly

exhibits the girls' personalitites. Joanne is

an air-headed prude (but she is in love and
popular, so she is content). Kathy is the

organizer of the three, always making lists,

seeking perfection (her obsession with
organization being an avoidance for in-

trospection). Mary just goes with the flow.

Her character is underplayed in the first

scene, but she is later revealed as the rr>ost

dynamic.

Scene Two: A Sorority House (Spring,

1968) is on a deeper level of significance.

The audience is subliminally sucked into

the apparnt simplicity of the characters. As
we laugh at what is taking place on stage,

we are manipulatively 'ed to explore our
own existence.

Furtf^er characterization is provided; the
girls are depicted more as individuals than
just a "popular" threesome. Joanne admits
to majoring in music, simply because the
line wasn't long at registration time. Still a
virgin, Joanne's life revolves around her
upcoming marriage to Ted, her hi^h school
boyfriend. That is all.

Kathy (Dorothy French- Boston /Monica
Merryman N.Y.) majored in physical

education, but doesn't know what she real-

ly wants to do with her life. Sadly, she says

"I guess I'll teach," to which Joanne
remarks, "You should. You're so good at

advertising."

It IS in this scene that Mary's character
takes shape. She is on the pill and makes
full use of it. Although she will get a degree
in interior design, a trip to Europe awaits
her, as a graduation gift from unsuspecting
parents. Little do they know that she won't
return home for two years, and would just

as soon use her college degree for a door-
mat.

Joanne's banality disgusts Mary. It is

ironic that they have such antithetic per-

sonalities, yet are 'seemingly' close friends.

As Mary recites the attributes of birth con-
trol", suggesting that Joanne take the pill,

Joanne asks, "Since when does a virgin

need the pill*", to which Mary replies,

"Sad, but true."

Scene two fades as the tune "Smile

Though Your Heart is Breaking" comes up

behind the sorority cheer, "K-K-G, K-K-G,

K KG... eternally."

As the final scene began, a knot formed in

the pit of my stomach. Scene Three: The
Garden of an Apartment (Summer, 1974)
was happening now> The reunion after six

years of being apart revealed women with
three distinct personalities.

As an audience member, you can't help
but be awed by the quips of dialogue, facial

expressions, and introspection that take
placp You sit there anp wonder, "Could
thas be me*... Is it*' V «: r? or female, this

•^r^- is sure to blow v w mind. It is fillt<J

social awarenes;; oxual propensity,

anu an equal balance of self doubt and con
tentment.
T'e encounter takes place in Kathy 's

apartment. It is her apartment in the sense
that she lives there, but she does not pay

the rent. Who does pay* She never tells.

All we know about the modern Kathy is

that for the first time in her life, she has no

plan; no lists; no organization-and she is

satisfied. Kathy's function in scene three is

as an omniscient observer of the eclectic

confrontation between Mary and Joanne.

Ironically, Joanne is the only one who
achieves her lifelong dream. She marries

Ted, has sex only in preparation for

pregnancy, and lives in a suburb of

Connecticut -comfy, cozy, nauseating and
superficial. She retains her high school

naivete, a sheltered, middle class existence

shielding her from the cruelties of life. One
such blind spot is her husband's infidelity.

This truth doesn't fit into her "dream," so

she blocks it out of her virgin mind

-

especially when Mary knows about it...ffrst

hand.

Mary runs an erotic art gallery in SoHo,
New York. She is supported by the male
clientele for her after-hour services. Mary, is

as free as free can be. Her retortive quips

toJoanne's inquiries are priceless.

The audience becomes the character of

Kathy, watching in amazement; amused by
who they are now, in comparison to what
they used to be. Joanne asks, "Why would
anyone buy a $2500 erection*" Mary
CO es back with, "Because he could never
have one of his own."

The scene climaxes when Joanne learns

about Mary's affair with Ted. She breaks

down, tells Mary to fuck herself, and runs

out. This violent outburst is counteracted

by the understanding and genuine concern

that is felt between Kathy and Mary.

The wine glasses are raised, and in a final

toast, Mary says, "Shall we toast our

bygone days*", to which Kathy answers
"I'll tell you what. Let's drink to forget

'em."

The end of "Vanities" is powerful and
thought provoking. It leaves its message on
every blank face that leaves the theatre.

Although "Vanities" was identically

directed in both the New York and Boston

theatres, there are a few differences I

would like to mention.

The character of Joanne (Jane Dentinger-

Boston/Sally Sockwell-N. Y. ) was ex-

cellently portrayed in both locales. In New
York, I despised her for her ignorance, and
found no sympathy in my heart for her-

especially in the verbal showdown with

Mary (Patricia Miller-Boston/Susan
Merson-N.y.) in scene three. However,
Boston based Joanne was quite likable

Ms. Dentinger is a fine actress. This is no

to say that she was any better or wors6 tha

Ms. Sockwell-just different.

I am not quite sure if the actresses wh
played in Boston were older than the one

who played in New York, or if they ju;

seemed that way because my seat wc
closer to the performance. This is a min<

observation that simply made parts of tf

play a little less believable. Few high scho
girls have wrinkles.

As for the theatres themselves, I was in

pressed by the layout, the professional a

titudexthe erall at-

mosphere of the Charles Playhouse. It hi

a lovely bar and restaurant for after tf

show relaxation, making theatre-goir

even more of an "experience."
The Chelsea hater Center of New Yo

Is just a place for the Show to t

presented. Most annoying were the ceilir

to floor poles that obstructed my visioi

Nonetheless, it has a "homey" look aboi

it, and a staff of people who seem to b

friends, as well as co-workers.
In any event, don't miss seein

"Vanities." On second thought, don't ju;

see it -feel it. If it doesn't hit home, nothin

will.

Cliarlie Brown
Tickets are now on sale for the

UMass Music Theatre Guild's produc-

tion of "You're A Good Man Charlie

Brown". It will be presented at 8:00

p.m. on March 30 through April 1 and
at 3:30 p.m. on April 1 and 2, in

Bowker Auditorium, Stockbridge Hall,

on the UMass campus.
Charles Schultz's Peanuts characters

are brought to life in this musical play

to face the trials and tribulations of

any five year old child; kite eating

trees. The Red Baron, and another

winless baseball season.
The UMass Music Theatre Guild is a

student organization with membership
open to anyone in the Five College

area. The Guild has presented annual
musicals since 1936. Recent produc-

tions have included, Two Gentlemen
of Verona", "Godspf ' and "Kiss Me
K;ne"

^. > Hts nuiy I jsed ddily at the

B((»A,kHr BoK ()tfi(,-T ttorn 9:00 a.m. to

4:(30 n m Stiidtni tickets are $2 and

I
all others are $2.50. Group rates are

I also available. Reservations may be
I made by calling the box office at

V545 0783.
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A long walk: Rhodesia to Zimbabwe
by Tunonoka Joseph Whande
A vvell-meaning friend called me up to con-

qrHtiilate me that having oeen a political

r fiiuee in the U.S. for the past five years I

I now go home and enjoy the
1

! "piindence of my country. "An agreement
hdb been reached, " he said, "and there is

goinu to be a handover of power to the
Atrictjn majority." My friend, I should men-
tion, I' an orator like Cicero. He likes to en-
courage
Rhodesia is not Ghana or Nigeria or Kenya.

Rhodesia is Zimbabwe. You can rest assured
that this country is not the sort of country
out of which the minority government will

come marching out. Already it has exeeded
any other country as far as deaths and casual
ties are concerned. No other country in

Africa has ever been so controversial and no
other African people have ever fought so
much for their country as the Zimbabwe
people have. The war, according to the
State Department, is costing the Rhodesian
government about three-quarters of a million
dollars a day.. So you can see why a "settle-
ment

' was necessary.
I sat there and listened to my friend. It was

unbearable. When ignorance stares you in

the face, you cannot do anymore than take a
deep breath and wince. It is painful to see
"how the fraud that the Smith regime has
been able to draw with the active assistance
of African stooges has received a great deal
of attention in certain western circles. This
support for the so-called settlement by
western reactionary elements does not sur-
prise us because these are the same forces
that haye kept the Smith regime afloat in

flagrant violation of United Nations sanc-
tions against that regime.
The internal settlement (now being reffered

to as The 8 Point Plan) does no/address
transfer of power to the majority with
respect to the institutions of power that are
"the linchpin of the racist colonial system of
the Rhodesian minority regime,"

If you consider, as the Patriotic Front
pointed out before the U.N. Security Coun-
cil, the fact that 100% of the Rhodesian

judiciary is white, 99.9% of their civil service
is white, and the whole leadership of the
security forces is completely white, then you
understand the fact that in terms of real

power, this agreement does not settle
anything The agreement does not con-
stitute a settlement because it cannot end
the war raging in the country.
At the same council hearing the Patnotic

Front leaders dealt with the 8 point plan.
What is the nature of the "settlement" con-
spiracy of the Smith regime?, they asked.
They provided the answer: As can be ex-
pected from proffessional racists, the "set-
tlement conspirators have predicated any
settlement to the country's problem upon
the priciple that blacks ar^d whites in Zim-
babwe shall remain separate communities.
The 8 Point Plan /Memorandum presented

by Ian Smith (and accepted by the internally
based "leaders") demanded the following:

(1) Bill of Rights: There must be a
justiciable Declaration Of Rights to protect
the rights and freedom of the individual. This
must provide in particular protection from
deprivation of property unless adequate
compensation is paid promptly. This in truth
is a Bill of Race, not Rights.

(2) The Judicature: To make the Bill of
Rights effective, there must be an indepen-
dent judiciary free from political influence.
To ensure a competent bench there must be
high qualifications for ther appointment of
judges.

(3) The Public Service Board: To main-
tain the confidence of the public service and
also to maintain the confidence of people in

the professional neutrality of the public ser-
vice, the Public Service Board (or Commis-
sion) must be established as an independent
body, whose composition and functions
should be entrenched.

(4) Retention of Administration: In order
to provide a smooth transition and to ensure
the continued efficient administration of the
country, the civil service, the police, the
defense forces, and prison services should
be retained in a high state of efficiency and
free from political interference.
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(5) Pensions: This is a most important
aspect of the retention of white confidence.
Pensions payable from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund must be guaranteed and free-

ly remittable outside the country. With
regard to private pension funds, the rights of

employees and other persons who are
members of private pension funds must be
guaranteed.

(6) Citizenship: In order to encourage
the whites to remain, provision for dual
citizenship must be retained.

(7) Entrenchment of Constitutional Pro-

visions: The above provisions must be en-
trenched so that the majority of two-thirds
plus six of the membership Parliament is re-

quired for their amendment.
(8) White Representation in Parliament:

To retain the confidence of the whites in

regard to the entrenched safeguards in the
Constitution, one third of the seats in Parlia-

ment should be reserved for direct election
by white voters.

Sithole, Muzorewa, Chirau and the Rhode-
sian Front modelled the independent state of

Zimbabwe on the Bantustans of South
Africa. They agreed to leave the economy
and all the effective instruments of power,
like the police, the army, the civil service,

and prisons, in the hands of the white set-

tlers. The total effect of the implementation
of the settlement would be the retention of
the structure of white domination.
What must please the British and American

investors, the South African companies that

dominate the Rhodesian economy, and the
business community among Rhodesian set-

tlers, is that no one in the African delega-
tions raised any questions about the colonial

captalist system.
If ever this agreement was established in

Zimbabwe, the property rights of white set-

tlers who own half the total land, and all the
property in the cities, will have it entrenched
in a Bill of Rights justifiable by an indepen-
dent court manned by white Judges for the
most part, and possible with a protracted ap-
peal system to the British Privy Council. The
adminstration and the security forces that

have been instruments of colonial oppres-
sion in the last 12 years of guerrilla warfare
will be retained as they are. All the soldiers

who have killed hundreds of Zimbabweans
during the war of national liberation, and all

the mercenaries hired to kill our people, and
the police and prison officers who have been
hanging our people in prisons will have fat

pensions sent to their homes or holiday

resorts by a Zimbabwe Government, until

they die.

White settlers who emigrate to South
Africa, Australia and Argentina can have
dual citizenship that enable them to retain

their property in Rhodesia, and to add insult

to injury a mere 5% of the population will

elect a third of the members Of Parliament of

an independent Zimbabwe, who shall have
the right to block an legislation that touches
on the previledges of the whites as defined
above. In fact the three African delegation
would scramble for the 67 seats, and
possibly emerge without a cleiar majority,

while the whites (representing 52 of the

population) would have 33 saets guaranteed
for themselves.
'Africa must understand..." said Frantz

Fannon, "that there will not be one Africa

that fights against colonialism and the

mistake, the mistake we Africans made, was
to have forgotten that the enemy never
withdraws sincerely..."

It IS Indeed a very, very long walk from
Rhodesia to Zimbabwe.

Act on
Sharansky

by Yiuhak SaJttis

In the course of a person's lifetime, certain
situations arise that will make that person
look up, take notice, set a course of action
and follow it, even if it means some form of
sacrifice. Such is my case with Soviet Jewry
in general and Anatoly Sharansky in par-
ticular.

Thirty-three years ago the World recoiled in
horror at the news of the nearly completed
genocide of the Jews in Europe by the Nazis.
This has become known as the Holocaust,
the most extreme example of man's in-

humanity to man. Today, the Soviet Union is

practicing a form of "cultural extermination"
against its Jews that can most aptly be call-
ed a "Holocaust in slow motion". The case
of Anatoly Sharansky exemplifies this most
profoundly.

Before his arrest, Sharansky was a
mathematician in his professional life and a
dissident Jewish activist in his 'moon
lighting' carrer. He was one of the leading
activists monitoring gross human rights
violations in the Soviet Union. In this capaci-
ty he served as a regular contact with the
western diplomatic corp and western press,
and he was also a leading spokesperson and
interpreter for fellow Soviet Jewish
dissidents. He also repeatedly tried to obtain
permission to emigrate to Israel; a virtual
crime in USSR. Because of his extremely
overt activities he quickly attained a file with
the KGB, the Soviet Secret Police. He was
followed everywhere and all his activities
were closely scrutinized.
His contacts with the west were used

against him by the KGB. On March 15, 1977
he was arrested by the KGB, accused of
passing state secrets' to the West via his in-

volvement as a CIA agent' and charged with
treason and espionage The penalty for such
crimes in the Soviet Union is death.
It has now been one full year that Sharan

sky has been held in prison without a tha!
During this time, he has been denied legal
aid, kept in isolation and his right to see any
of his family and /or friends has been revok-
ed. His physical condition in not even
known. Is this Soviet justice?

Recently, President Carter has publicly in-

vestigated these charges and found them to
have no basis whatsoever. Just the other
day, Sharansky's alleged, 'roommate'
anounced publicly that he had been a CIA
agent along with Sharansky. A question one
has to ask here is what person in his right

mind would confess publicly to the Soviet
authorities that he is a CIA operative? The
only conclusion one can draw here is that
Sharansky, incarcerated on trumped up
charges, is being used as a scapegoat in

order to flash a warning sign to his fellow
Soviet dissidents and also as a test to the
strengh of Jimmy Carter's human rights pro-
clamations.

Many people have responded to Sharan-
sky's plight by openly denouncing the Soviet
regimef's treatment of him. In recent months,
136 Belgian mathematicians appealed to the
Kremlin on his behalf; the Canadian Parlia-

ment unanimously denounced the Soviet
Union for its treatment of Sharansky; 72
American Law school deans petitioned
Brezhnev for his release; the French Com-
munist Party newspaper L 'Humanite appeal-
ed for Sharansky; and in a recent letter from
Andrei Sacharov, (a Soviet dissident and
Nobel Prize winner) to the American Scien-
tific community, he thanked them for their

pressure on the Soviet Union. He wrote: "I'd
like to express to you my deep gratitude for

,

your resolute actions on behalf of Anatoly

'

Sharansky. You have hit just the right nail.

The Soviet authorities extremely appreciate
the cooperation in science and technology,
this, there is nothing to induce them so fac-
tually and effectively as a refusal to maintain
this cooperation. Your courageous and no-
ble stand is not simply ethically the best but
the only practical one. Do not believe and do
not take seriously any assertion that your
decision... could only embitter the Soviet
authorities. Do not doubt that your human
and professional solidarity will bring positive
results.'

There is a lesson here: remain silent and
Anatoly Sharansky will be murdered,
however, stand up, take a stand and send
letters to the Soviet Government demanding
his release and Sharansky may very well be
freed. Activities for Sharansky took place in

front of the Student Union on Wednesday
March 15 all day, also on that day, people
fasted for Sharansky's behalf to show
solidarity. Empty paper plates will be sent to
Brezhnev to symbolize tfie meals not eaten.
Write to: Ambassador Dobrynin

Soviet Embassy
1125 16th St. NW
Washington DC 20035

Secretary General
Leonid Brezhnev
Kremlin
Moscow, RSFSR, USSR

A generation ago we were silent because
we were unaware of what was happening.
Today we know.
Yitzhak Santis is a Collegian Commentator
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SUPER

SALE
Woman't 16" Tall

Black Ch«rry Pull on

ng. SSS

SALE $4995

Heartfelt
Leather

HD N. Plusut S«,Amherst
H) 6«0 Mon. S.t. 253-5135.

the ring sale.

$5995
save up to^25-oo

Men's traditional Siladium* rings

and selected women's fashion nngs
are an unusual buy at S59 9S

Today is your lasl chance to get really outstanding savings in this sale

™^/IKR?IRVED REPRESENTATIVE

ha* a largs coOeclton o* ftngs Ask to see men

Dales '«<»•* w »i » Place ""•vw^rtv siof*

>»0 flo Deposii 'equ^tea As* M>ou% Master Charge of V^ia

campus center/univ. of mass amherst

REACH JS.OOO READERS DA»LY!!!!Uttle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY?!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY?! !!Lmi« Ads G«tBIC RESULTS!
To place a classified ad drop by the

Collegian Office betweef. 8 30a ni and
3 4[^p iTi . Monday ihfough Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before
your nd is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form Classifieds

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line, 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con
stitutes one line

I

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! !!!Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!! !! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! ! I !Lini« Ads Oct BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE
1961 Volks Bus 71 engine Body great

fVIust be seen. $1275 323 4249
Evenings

73" Mazda RX, 2 door sedan, excellent

condition, $1500, 546 9982 or 546 1016

1972 Saab 99E. exc , cond . 367 2825,

^ves

Datsun 610 73 hdtp . 4 speed, $1595. 665

J4JI2
71 Ply Cricker, 4 spd 65 000 mi

cond . 253 3963, after 5. $500

gd

Chevy %T PU 6cil , wv/cust bed. $600,

call 367 9678, reliable trans, some
cancer

1975 Lancia Beta coupe, white red

leather, excellent condition, AM FM
stereo, carelio lights, mileage low 30's,

$4500, 545 2213. ask for Pauline

Cape Cod summer rental w Yarmouth
and Denmsport, 13 bedrms., great
locations from $1200 Call (617) 771-

6044.

Female rnf^te— non smoker. Share 2
bdrm apt on bus line, $112 50 mth
549 5543

Roommate needed for own room in 3
bdrm house m Amherst ctre As of

3, 178, $100 mo. Call 253 2605.

Wanted to rent
'~

Hey! I desparately want to rent a super 8,

sound movie camera and projector
Please call Arnie at 546 9106

Need help during term to prepare an
exhibit. Graphics student best. Must
have car, call Carta. 549 4600. ext.
220

LOST

Southwest Women't Center has a

workstudy position available. This .is a

part time, 8 hour a week job, including

Tuesday and Thursday mornings and
start meeting on Wednesday lunch hour.

Call 545 0626 by March 27.

Tired of Dining Commons food? Then
work as a houseboy and enjoy free

home cooked style food Meal tickets

can be returned for refund. Call Chuck
P or Dale at 545 0210

Lost keys on leather strap between Van
Meter to Tobin to Bluewall. Call 6-1131.
Thanks.

Lost beige down jacket at the Pub,
Wednesday night Please call 546-9890.

ENTERTAINMENT
Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco-funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.
Call Dave^7 1250. Callcollect.

SERV/CES

1969 VW sqback. rebuilt eng , excellent

condition, caji 549 6869

75 Silver Duster -24.000 miles. AM FM
cassette stereo. $2500 firm. Call 546-

Professional couple looking for rural

house to rent Secluded location in

Belcher town Granby preferred 586
2510. _^__

TO SUBLET

59 VW bug w 71 rebuilt engine new
master cylinder, clutch Runs good 584

9306, best offer Call after 6 p m

FOR SALE
Beuscher Oboe, fine wood, good
condition, 4 yrs old $500 or best offer

Call Mary McCarron at 665 3065.

Yamaha Orum Set Zildjain cymbals Exc
condition Reasonable pr 665 349 4 7

Matching couch and chair, $50, 584
7120

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered
to $225'mo Avail. 6'1 8 31 Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 mm. from
store. Call eve . 549 6765.

Large house near campus, immed until

8 32^^ ^JOO^mo plus utilities 549 5862

Apt., cntr. Amh., bus rte.. 1 bdrm.. $180,

253 7056

3 bedroom apt.. UM bus line, available

June 1. call after 5 at 549 6974.

Counselors Assoc, of Private Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 90 member
camps located N Eastern US. July and
August Contact Assoc of Private
Camps. 55 West 42nd St. . New York NY
10036. (2121736 6595.

POEMS AND TRANSLATIONS

Wanted for new poetry mag. Submit
before 3 30 to ComLit, South College,
3rd floor

PUFFTON COLLECTIVE

3 bdrm Presidential apt to sublet 6 1

Optior to ronew in fall 549 5878.

One bedroom apt., call 256 6238 after 5

Hey there, Alex Bloomstein, theXollective
at 79 says come on over -JR. ML, SK.

WANTED

Typing-fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader. Low rates, 549-
082fi

Fast services and sales— Call Valley
Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-

3290
^

Typing to yoir liking: IBM selectric
thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-
s/pg., pick-up and delivery. Colleen
(4 1 3

)_ 863:91 71..

Airwaves TV-Audio Service— servicing
all Japanese and American brands of
television 6 stereos 12 Dickinson St.,

Amherst. 256 6713, Master Tech. 8195.

Typing-60 cents/page. Call 549-6655.

PERSONALS
Work needed by senior zoology student

Call Brandon, 253 9472.

Dexter hiking boots— 1 year old. great

shape, vibram soles, size 10 Vj, $35
Pete. 549 4759

Water bed, king size, w/heater. liner,

frame, and platform $200, or best offer

A
f
je r 7^ m ,, call 549 3666

Invest your rent money by
buying - you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty 549 5998

Hockey sticks! f^ew and used. Great

condition and great prices, call 549 5C)45

Kenwood 2400 stereo receiver, exc

cond . 20 watts Call Gary between 5

p m. and 6 p m at 549 6235

MOTORCYCLES

1972 Suzuki GT 560. low mileage with
extras $650 533 5765

FOR RENT

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,

non sm'oker. Brittany Manor Apts . 253

2107
p..i..^ia:ii^:H.^ir

Rf Ar M ?S 000 «f AOe«S DAIlV""limf

HELP WANTED^
Work in Japan! Teach English con-

versation No experience, degree, or

Japanese required. Send long, stamped,
self addressed envelope for details

Japan 204 411 W Center, Centralia,

W.^ 98531

Talented writer to reorganize rewrite
book, manuscript, price neg, Jos 665
3412

Community Mental Health in

ternship counselor in small unit

Holyoke Chiropee area Clinical

trainirig Participate in experimental
normali/dlion' program Live ir^ $50

stipend per week, free rent 15 credits

per semester Available fall and spring

semester Contact Mary Beth, Com
mumly Support Program, 203 Higfi St .

Holyoke, 536 3495 A program of the

Center 'or Humar^ Development, an
affirmative action employf^r M F

UMass Union Stereo Coop has the paid

pobition of coordinator available June 1

Call 546 1594 or drop by rm 166
Campus Center for an interview 10 4

Mon Fn

Ski Coop, we buy new and used skis Call
Steve at 546 5975 or 6 5982 Sell now'

ROOM WANTED
Male student, 21, seeks to share an
apartment in the Amherst Sunderland
ar»'a for April and May Call Joe. 665
3205

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to NY- New
Rochelle Westchester area Friday af

tprnoon Willing to share $ and con
versation Call Jamte at 253 9557

AUDIO

For sale Superscope R340 AM I-

M

stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad
sound tt mute, tape monitor Must sell

quickly, t)ox and packing inc , complete
w ugly blue light, call Steven at 546

_9653
Stereo for sale. 1 pr OhmD2 spks

,

Nikko 8(»5 receiver, Phillips 312 turn

table b Empire cartndge. best offer, call

549 5335

So you want to run a marathon? You
need a coach to help you do it sooner

and faster. Ten year experience in the

Boston Marathon, top finisher. Tom
Derderian Box 853 Amherst Mass 256-

R423 549 1079.

CAM, I love you doesn't seem strong

enough after all we've been through.

Happy 4th anniversary & may there be 40

rnore^BER^^

S E» G Enterprises is back in time for

spring with full line of famous name b-

ball shoes at guaranteed lowest prices.

Call 6 9612jAL

Rick, at the Cafe Americain, tells Sam to

play it for Lawrenc e Greene !'

Two attractive women wanted for

potential scandal with presidential

candidates Typing not required Contact

Lawrence/ Greene today'!

Stick it in your ear...Will pierce them
free if you buy the studs Silverscape

Designs, 264 N Pleasant. Amherst. 253-

_3J24;

Katy, it's only right to go back to

_§ tratton Happy 1st, my love Myles.

To Peter Hutchinson with love from the

Queen of HeaMs

RfACH 25 000 RfAOrRS DAUV" Rf ACM 7S 000 R t AOr RS OAll v iirTlf ADS f.f T BIG Rf SUI I S lilUJiBIB.I.Ll.ll.llli.Llir
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BURSTFROMm BACK
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Collegian ^^

iMi^

J Ue SHALL ooomi-
C0MBH...10B SHALL

^ (waRcooo^l
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FANUTS by Charles Schuiz
"Ct'

iWRiDisa/r T»AT i^y^

I CALLED Him LAST
Ni(3HT, MARGE... r

CALLEP CHJCK.ANP
: ASk'EP HIM \^

H6 LOVES ME...

7r

TH.AT 5TUPIP CHUCK .','

H£ PIPN'T EVEN
KNOO) UUHAT TO SM[

I TM0U6HT TAL<1N6^
[TO HIM (DN THE PHONE J

Ll)OULP HELP...

5OM6TlME5(F'/00rALK
TO SOMEONE ON TWE
PHONE LONG ENOUGH,
THEY'LL F0R6ET VOU
HAVE A 0IS NOSE!

B.C. by fohnny H«irt

r K/We A PR9PU<^T I'D LIKE To AC^VECTl^E
?iK \T v\Ar se roo irjni^^i^eEr fa?, rv.

\F If HA^ VD rKD vV/'m AMV CF r^AB

_J '"
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—

f'^er^

ALLMIMM FOIL by Steve Lafler

MEET ALPH0NS0"L0NNie."KLVJPEl<lO^
A YOUNG USED G^R SALeSMKlsl WHO'S
KEALLY 'ON THE MOVE".
LONNie HAILS FROM /f
DETROIT I

THF WANDKRKR by Mark Rollins

lb WW/? rj/f Si'vo-
FOi-Q. T/yf roiffir

OfMaV^ CAN Aisunf

,V\/y FoUl^ TbCATCU
V-isiR f^i^fy-

£n My
0)f^nANj.

;i7^J ?r'.'PS rVifj-l.

J/vit-57- itAl'f AMW^S'J
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Your Birthday

THURSDAY, MARCH 16
Born to»Jay. you <irc ,t

person of contradiction.s
Detemiint'd yet flexible,
you work ab.solutely fixed
on success, your' heart
ready to help you make
friends along the way Vou
enjoy dealing with crowds,
yet your best reiation.ships
are individual You are
independent, yet willing to
receive aid from those with
your interests in mind.
You have a need to be the

center of attention. You
will make an effort to en-
tice others to notice you,
but you will also try hard to
keep others from judging
you. You are confident of
your abilities, but you fear
having them assessed by
profes.sionals.

Yours is a penetrating
mind You will not let go of
an Idea that others hesitate
to accept, but you realize
also the importance of the
majority's backing; to
gain that, you may seem to
give up when you are
merely shelving a notion.
Also bom on this date:

Jerry I^wis, comedian;
James Madison, fourth
president of the United
States.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find
your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
I.«t your birthday star be
your daily guide.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17

PISCES(Feb.19-March 20)
— I,et artistic ability domi-
nate intellect. You can
bring originality to the
project.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
— The .situation at home is

dramatic. Use it to gain
authority

TAURUS(Apr»l 20-May 20)
A jealous friend delay.s

your setting thing.s n>^ht at
home
GEMINKMay 21-June 20)

— Seek a friend to .sjiare

concerns over a new pro-
posal for gain ^'uu need
.support

CANCER(June21-July22)
- You may suffer early
pangs of conscience, but
you should feel better by
afternoon.

LEO(July 23-Aug.22) -
Offer understanding to an-
other to gain from his
difficulties. Be kind; tact-
ful.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— Another's happy mar-
riage can give needed en-
couragement in your rela-
tionship.

LIBRA(Sept.23-Oct.22) -
Friends take advantage of
your new talents. I^ave
time and energy for your-
self.

SCORPIO(Ocf.23-Now.21)
— Abide peacefully by
those over you, or the day
will end in unhappy frus-
tration.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
Oec.21) - Distrust keeps
you and a so-called friend
apart. Try to gain knowl-
edge later.

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.19) — Proud ideas of
superiority bring you au-
thority you cannot main-
tain. Try to backtrack
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Feb.18) — An intriguing
notion from old friends
makes today special. Don't
hesitate this afternoon.

CopyriKhl I'CH
Linilfd Fpaturr Svndii .iti Im

Todau's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Man's
name: Abbr.

5 Banana
concoction

10 Honduras
port

14 Incline
1 5 Stereotyped
16 Mild oath
17 Plus
1 9 Look after

20 Old Fr. coin
21 Plane

curves
23 Man's name
25 New Haven

university
26 Changed

completely
30 Defeated
34 Like very

much
35 Seed ap-

pendage
37 Edible

rootstock
38 Set of in-

struments
39 Partitioned
42 Scottish

river

43 Of first prin-

ciples: Abbr
45 Glade
46 Excite to ac-

tion

48 Secondhand
transaction

50 Judges: 2
words

52 'phone part
54 Coasted
55 Cooking

surfaces
59 Respond to

a letter

63 Thrash
64 Crevice
66 Actor Burl

67 Retail es-
tablishment

68 Being:
Spanish

69 — - man
70 Cut the lawn
71 Building

part

DOWN

1 Pronoun
2 Seek refuge
3 Auto
pioneer

4 Move like a
snake

5 Pricks pain-
fully

6 In favor of:

Prefix

7 Cable
8 France's
neighbor

9 Worth being
narrated

10 Furious
agitation

11 Shield: Var
1 2 Bowling

alley unit

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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1 3 Writes

further
1 8 Motored

through
22 — de

France
24 Raise with

effort

26 Gardener
27 Ancient

Roman offi-

cial

28 Election
results

29 Perform an
exercise

31 Pianist Art

32 Wipe away
33 Senior

member
36 Runs in

neutral
40 Pursuit of

high princi-

ples
41 Make dry
44 Least sane
47 Elderly per-

son
49 Eye part
51 Stared

angrily

53 Musical
direction

55 Insincere
56 Speak in-

coherently
57 Decorates

cakes •

58 Fill by pack-
ing

60 Habitual
drunk

61 External:
Prefix

62 Sail part
65 Before

1 2 3 4

1
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Great stereo '*onthe cheap
Friday& Saturday only.

This specially-priced starter

system offers good sound, good
looks, and great expansion capabil-

ities' For only $.59. you get a full-

featured Craig H500 stereo receiver,

wide-range Studio Design 16 loud-

speakers, and a BSR 2260A auto-

matic turntable (with ADC magnetic
cartridge). rs^-'wcz

You'll find this $259 combination
easy on your ears Our St. Patrick's

Day price makes it easy on your
budget! It combrnes a Rotel 102 Mk.ll

receiver with KLH 1 00 Monitor Senes
loudspeakers and a dependable
BSR 2260A automatic turntable
(with ADC cartridge)B KLH ,.

Our $349 system features a
clean-sounding Nikko 315 receiver,

best-selling Studio Design 36 loud-

speakers and a t>elt-driven B*I*C 920
automatic turntable (with Pickenng
cartridge). We think it sounds better

than what other stores sell for $400.

Please compare!

OO0 *Wikk6 tPICKtflINC

tech hifi
Soiindrooms you can play in.

79 South Pleasant St.. Amherst 253-3100
crrpo ie,(, 'hrrughf.ijt Massachusetts. Connecticut Rh ind. New Hampshire, Vermont. New York, New Jersey

Pennsylvania, Michigan and Ohio

•i,istei( iMrgc

Campus Center Program
Council

presents

FewergftheMind
JamesJ.(JMapes

ESP - HYPNOSIS
TODAY, MARCH I6th

Campus Center Auditorium
8:00 P.M.

FREE

Pabst

Blue Ribbon
Beer

1 2 oz. N.R. bottles

$5.29
case

Colonial Club

Amaretto

$2.99
quart

Canadian

Club

$8.49
quart

Loving Cup

LiebfraumilQh

$1.69
fifth

Tuesday, March 14 to Saturday, March 18

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

DISCOUNT LIQUORS

RUSSELL ST., HADLEY at the Mt Farms Mall

Mackimmie hoop champs;
Pumas, Vandies win titles
By RUSS SMITH
Collegian Staff

Championships were given out in in-

tramurals last night; the men's, women's,
and graduate-faculty divisions each held
their title games. Sue Witt and Michelle
Grenier combined for ten points as the
Pumas upset the Sows 21-18 taking the
women's title. The Vandies, behind Steve
Jefferson (7), Stu Siegal (6) and Skip Applin
(6) took the grad-fac title, sneaking by
Education, 28-25. Ron Moyer had nine points
and Roger Wallace eight in a losing cause for
Education.

But the big game was in the men's division
where Beta Kappa Phi was set to take on the
MacKimmie Lions for basketball supremacy
and the campus hoop title.

Final call: Mackimmie Lions-33, Beta
Kappa Phi-25.

Mackimmie is the basketball champion of
1977-78.

A crowd of over 200 got to see two games
rolled into one, evenly split into halves: the
first half saw Beta Kappa Phi trail once and
lead for most of the half (game was tied
thrice, at two, four and six). The second half
saw the Lions take command early and never
look back.

Playing a 2-3 zone. Beta Kappa Phi at-

tempted to pressure the Lions into shooting
from outside. However the Lions were
content with doing just that — to shoot from
way outside, and hit.

Mackimmie's Steve Winston opened the
scoring for the Lions with his jumper, but
Dave Lipinski evened things up with his

baseline shot. Ernest Coleman shot from way
out and connected with the net before
Lipinski drove to the hoop in an attempt to
equal the score again. His shot was meanly
blocked, but a goaltending call knotted the
score again.

Dan Smith gave Beta its first lead at 6-4 on
a decent move to the hoop, only to have Ike

Bradshaw's bomb find the range, tying it

once again.

BKP went up by three via a Mike Healy
free throw, and a Pete Rankowitz follow up
shot of a Healy missed free throw. The two
teams basically traded baskets the rest of the
half, with the Lions alternating between one
and three points down.

At the half. Beta Kappa Phi was up 13-12.
it seemed they had the momentum, if not the
talent to pull this game out.

Whatever was said in the Lion huddle at
halftime should be bottled and sold on the

open market, because when the second half
started, the complexion of the game had
changed.

Everything was going the Lion's way;
outside shots were going in and when they
weren't, they crashed the boards and
grabbed the rebounds and set it up again.
The pressed BKP into bad passes and
steals were becoming a welcome addition to
their repertoire.

Meanwhile, on the flip side of the album,
the frat-men were in a slump; nothing was
going their way — shots being blocked,
offensive fouls, etc.

In fact. Beta Kappa Phi couldn't buy a
bucket in the first eight minutes of the
second half, while the Lions went on to score
15 straight points, a deficit the Greek's squad
never quite made back. It wasn't until Healy
hit that BKP had its first hoop of the half.

And when Lipinski got away for a fast
break layup following a Lion missed shot, it

cut Mackimmie's lead to ten, 27-17.
Mackimmie made a smart strategic move
and called a timeout to regroup and not let

this game slip away. It proved to be a smart
move as the Lions worked the ball around for
a better percentage shot by going into a
semi-stall, while the minutes ticked away.
BKP never got closer than the final margin,
and Mackimmie became Numero Uno.

Roundball:....Both teams deserve a round
applause, first of all for their fine seasons,
and secondly, for 'playing the game' if you
know what I mean. ..sorry for any misprint of
names in previous day's story. ..good thing
the game was not scheduled for tonight;
most of this campus has gone (or is on)
vacation already...

Mackimmie (33) — Ernest Coleman 6-0-12,
Tom Anderson 2-3-7, Ike Bradshaw 3-0-6, Ed
Penn 1-0-2, Steve Winston 1-0-2, Rich
Hebert 1-0-2, Ralph Moore 1-0-2 totals - 15-3-

33
Beta Kappa Phi (25) - Mike Healy 2-3-7,

Dan Smith 3-0-6, Dave Lipinski 3-0-6, Jim
Pollatta 1-0-2, Leo Kineavy 1-0-2, Pete
Rankowitz 1-0-2, Gary Benson 0-0-0 Totals -

11-3-25

Team fouls: Mackimmie - 12 Beta Kappa
Phi - 10
Tumovers: Mackimmie - 5 Beta Kappa Phi

- 14

Field Goald Percentage: Mackimmie - .416
(15-36) BKP - .524 (11-21)

Officials (who by the way did an excellent
job!) Steve Jefferson, Bob Hayes. ...special

thanks to IM Dept's help (Gene Grzywna)....

Bowlers win Blue Devil
By BETH SCHNEIDER
Collegian Staff

The UMass women's bowling team
captured first place at the Blue Devil Classic
hosted by Central Connecticut State College
last weekend and remained the Tri-State
League champions.
The UMass women's team, consisting of

Beth Schneider, Amanda Garcia, Gina
McEvoy, Jackie Cashen, and Cyndy Adams,
had a total score of 2431 at the Blue Devil
Classic, which gave them a fifty pin lead over
the second place Southern Connecticut
State College.

High rollers for the women in the town
event were Amanda Garcia, who bowled a
fine 503 series, and Beth Schneider with a
series of 510, who just missed the 200 mark
with a high game of 197.

In the singles event, Amanda Garcia
placed first with an excellent series of 577
(199, 193, 185), followed by Cyndy Adams in

econd only seven pins behind with a 570
series. Adams bowled outstanding games of
222 and 116. Garcia also placed second in

All-Events for the dav.

For the 1977-1978 Tri-State Season, the
UMass women bowlers received several

other honors. They retained the league title

for UMass for two consecutive years. In-

dividual awards were given to Jackie

Cashen, who tied for second place in match
points winning 30 out of 42 points, and
Amanda Garcia, who bowled the second
highest series in the singles event for the

year. Cyndy Adams was acknowledged for

having the fourth highest average in the

league.

In the men's division, UMass' Mike Berard
received an award for having the highest

average in the leaque with an outstandina
190 average Mike also finished the season

with an extraordinary series of 669 comprised

of three consistant games of 224,' 224, and
221.

The women's team is now preparing

themselves for the Sectionals at Troy, New
Nork on March 31 and April 1. The women
have been nominated to participate in this

event as the champions of the Tri-State

League. The winners of this tournament will

journey to Milwaukee, Wisconsin to compete
in the Nationals.

Sox put on an exposition
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. \UPI] - Home runs

by Jerry Remy and Butch Hobson led the
Boston Red Sox to an 8-3 exhibition win over
the Montreal Expos yesterday.

Remy's solo homer tied the game in the
second inning after Montreal had gone
ahead 3-0 in the first on several hits, in-

cluding a home run by Stan Papi.

Boston came back with two runs in the
first inning. The first of Carl Yastrzemski's
three singles drove in Rick Burleson. Then
Carlton Fisk drove in Jim Rice with another

single.

The Sox took the lead on Hobson's two-
run homer over the center field fence, driving

in Bernie Carbo, who had singled ahead of

him in the fourth inning.

Starter Bill Lee pitched the first four in-

nings and got the win. He was followed by

four strong shutout innings from Rick Wise,

who*«s seeking to be traded. Rookie Allen

Ripley from North Attleboro, Mass., finished

up in the nint^^

The Sox are now 4-3 in spring training and

Montreal's record dropped to 3-2. The Sox
meet the Houston Astros today in Cocoa
Beach with Mike Paxton, Bob Stanley and
Jim Wright scheduled to pitch.

HAPPY
VACATION
From the Sports Staff

of the Collegian
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Is help on the way?

UM facil
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By ELLEN DAS/IS
CoUegian Staff

Although there are currently three physical
education complexes at UMass NOPE,
Boyden and Curry Hicks, there is an obvious
need for a new facility here.

For a student enrollment of over 20,000,
UMass has a basketball arena, known as the
"Cage," which seats only a little over 4,000
people. The facility was built in 1931, when
the enrollrT>ent here was 1,000, for a cost of
$287,500.
The Cage has more problems besides its

lack of seating capacity. It is a 'constant
maintenance drain" to the University, ac-
cording to David Bischoff, UMass Dean of
Physical Education. There are poor toilet

facilities, the bleachers alwavs have to be put
up and taken down, and there is vandalism
by the angry fans who get turned away from
games.
And for a student enrollment of over

20,000, UMass has no ice rink at all. The
hockey team, as well as the 300-member
hockey club, have to go to On Rink at
Amherst for practice and games, at a cost of
$40 per hour. Besides causing a problem with
transportation and parkir>g, there is also
inadequate seating at the rink.

The hockey team isn't the only team which
has to go elsewhere to play, either. Since
there are no facilities for indoor tennis here,
the men's and women's tennis teams have
begun playing at the Amherst Tennis
Academy in preparation for their spring
seasons.
A good indoor track is also missing here,

and more handball and squash courts are
needed, according to BIshoff.
The questions of building a new sports

complex is important to everyone at UMass,
not just athletes and sports fans. Such a
complex could also be used for concerts,
commencement activities, and other student
functions.

Last week, a survey prepared by the
Hockey Club, ran in the Collegian which
dealt with this question. Although the
response was small, the results were almost
unanimous. No one was satisfied with the
present athletic facilities on campus, and
everyone would like to see an on-campus
indoor athletic complex built. All said they
would utilize some of the facility.

The problem of course, comes when we
start talking about the planning and finan-
cing of such a complex.

In the late such GO'S such a complex was
originally proposed by former Athletic
Director Warren McGuirk and UMass
planner Jack Littlefield. The complex was to
be paid for by student funds, and would
eventually be self-liquidating.

But the time just wasn't right then.
Campuses were narked by turmoil across
the nation, and UMass was no exception.
When McGuirk left five years ago, so did
most of the interest in the project.
As a result, the football stadium, com-

pleted in 1965, has been the addition to the
facilities here.

Now, although the administration would
like to see some sort of new complex built, it

also has nr«ny other priorities. These include
handicap remodeling, renovation of
academic buildings, replacement of un-
derground equipment and lab equipment,
and landscape problems, according to
Littlefield.

In the meantime, UMass- Boston, with an
enrollment one-fourth the size of UMass-
Amherst, has received 8.9 million from the
state for the construction of a new athletic
complex. Although this complex is
desperately needed, one of the things it is to
include is a hockey rink, which is hardly
necessary considering all the ice rinks in the
Boston area. Ironically, UMass- Boston does
not have an intercollegiate hockey team.
The athletic department here seems to be

reviving their interest in a new sports
complex. Dean Bishoff says one of the
reasons he returned as full-time dean of
Physical Education was in February to work
on plans for a new complex, which he
considers "a real posssiblity."

According to Bischoff, feasibility studies
on the complex are currently being done.

Bischoff said the possiblity of remodeling
Curry- Hicks has also been considered, but
said that "still wouldn't give us any ice and
couldn't accommodate as many as he would
liee."

Bischoff, as well as planner Littlefield,
estimate the cost of a new facility at $15
million, or $1500 per seat for a 10,000 seat
stadium.

The new complex would be located
west of the old horse barn, which is east of

mor,J?f!)lK*T"'' ^^"^®' t>etween Com- and fund-raising drives or bv student tfl^««m^nwealth Ave. and the varsity baseball the last choice'is probaSlyThe r^« Se^'
Although most students currently seem to

Demonstrators hinder

Davis Cup ticlcet sales
NASHVILLE, Tenn. [UPf] - Officials said

yesterday the threat of demonstrations
against South Africa's apartheid policy have
resulted in lagging ticket sales for the North
Amencan Zone Davis Cup tennis matches
betvveen the U.S. and South Africa at
Vanderbilt University this weekend.

Vanderbilt spokesman Lew Harris said
yesterday that the university had hoped to
make enough money from the matches to
make its tennis program self-supporting, but
sales through Tuesday fall far short of the
break-even point.

A coalition of civil rights groups and other
protestors have picketed Vanderbilt's ad-
ministrative offices daily and plan on
Saturday a march they contend will rival the
massive civil rights demonstrations of the
turbulent '60's.

With two days left before the tournament,
only 2,440 tickets have been sold for each
day of play - Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Harris said it would be necessary to sell 4,000
tickets per day to meet the $125,000 cost of
staging the matches. Joe C. Davis, a wealthy
Nashville businessman and tennis enthusiast,
has agreed to cover lessees ud to $88,000.

W.E. Hester, president of the U.S. Tennis
Association, said Nashvillians should show
more respect for the matches and for
Vanderbilt.

"I feel Vanderbilt is entitled to more
respect from its community for holding this
event which is not in violation of any in-
ternational resolution," Hester said.

Meanwhile, at a news conference called by
representatives of 10 different student
groups from Nashville colleges and other
institutions across the country, activists
asked students to skip class Friday to protest
the South African tennis team's participation
in the matches. They also called on those
who have already bought tickets to return
them.

"We object to Vanderbilt providing a
propaganda platform for this nation of South
Africa, this rascist country which gunned
down more than 1,000 school children last
year.... the people oppose their brutality,
cruelty and oppression," said David Huet-
Vaughn, coordinator of the Tennessee
coalition against apartheid. "We are angry
about this fiasco masquerading as a sporting
event."

Steve Buckley

UMass' 'fun run

Juat a sample of the rough and tumble action that occurs in In-
tramural basketball. IM hoop ended last night with the Mackimmie Lions
defeating Beta Kappa Phi 33-25. See story p. 23. (Pat Dobbs photo)

I'm one of those joggers who has to ac-
cept the fact that the Boston Marathon does
not loom in my horizon. I just like to throw onmy sneakers and go out and run a few miles- at my own pace. It's good for the body
and It gives me a little peace of mind, too.

This little philosophy of mine concerning
jogging is what made me take more than just
a casual glance at a note that I spied on the
Collegian sports desk last week. The note
was meant for sports editor Dave Rodman,
but a good reporter should be nosy so I took
liberty: "Dave Rodman: We are having a big
fun run this Friday at 4 p.m. ...

"

The note went on asking about possible
media coverage, and was signed by one
Kevin McCusker.

A "fun run." Sure, why not?
I wanted to cover the event, but prior

commitments made this impossible; thus, I

called Mr. McCusker, who was one of the
promoters of the run, a couple of days ago.

"It just started out as a floor run," said
McCusker, who calls Thatcher home. "We
had 29 kids on our floor who ran two weeks
ago, and wanted to expand it."

What was, then, to be the Great Thatcher
Run because the Great Thatcher and Mary
Lyon Run; for the all male dorm decided to
issue a challenge to the latter.

"The challenge was meant to make the
whole thing more fun," said McCusker. "The
idea was not to win, but just to get everyone
together for awhile."

And together they were.
Shortly after 4:00 p.m. about 100 students

embarked on what was to be a job of about
two and a half miles. The women took the
thing more seriously, roaring out of their
dorm at four on the nose and wondering
where their neighbors were.

"We weren't ready yet," said McCusker.
"My roommate was still in street clothes
when they came running out of their dorms,
and we all had to hurry up."
So after a short delay while the Thatcher-

ites donned their running garb the thing
began,

Up Thatcher Way towards the Infirmary ...

down by Newman Center headed in the
direction of Southwest ...

The most exciting part of the run occurred

when the joggers dared to pass through the
Campus Center on the last leg of the joumey.

"It was dead quiet as we ran through
there," said McCusker. "The only real noise
we could hear was coming from ourselves.
When we passed the Bluewall, we could see
everybody's heads turning from inside."

When the run had been completed, there
was a little beer and noise and a general
partying atmosphere prevailed. Nobody was
sure exactly who won the damned thing,
which probably led to the ensuing who won
the damned thing, which probably led to the
ensuing food fight that the two houses
staged later on in Worcester Dining Com-
mons.

You see, food fight aside, this is how I

perceive the sport of jogging. It is to be done
how you wish, when you wish, and with
whom you wish to do it. I never bothered to
ask if this endeavor was to be repeated, but if

it turned just one student on to jogging then
it was a huge success.

Now don't wait for the Kevin McCusker
types in your dorm, apartment, frat, or what-
ever to organize a group run. Just go out
slowly at first, and run. If you are one of
those poor souls who smokes butts you may
be surprised at how short-winded you are.
And when you come to that realization you
might acquire the moxie to quit. Think about
it ...

Anyway, maybe the Great Thatcher-Mary
Lyon Run will catch on. How about a Brown-
Cashin Run? Poor Richards vs. The Pub?
Well, you get the idea.

By the way, Kevin McCusker told me at
the end of our talk, "You could probably end
your article by saying keep it up, or
something like that. It would help to get the
people who ran psyched into doing it again."

Nuff' said, Kevin.

Jogging Tip: If you live in Sylvan-North-
east, here's a fairiy good route to try: Up
Eastman Lane to the Fire House. Take a right
on East Pleasant Street and jog down to
Triangle Street, going right there. Stay on
North Pleasant Street and job past North-
east, turning right again on Eastman Lane. If

you begin and end your trip at NOPE Gym
the total distance is approximately 3.2 miles.
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No winner yet
Gordon-Tyson, 'no vote' on top
in SGA presidential election
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Decision goes to electoral college
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

A convention of Undergraduate Student
Senators and Area Governments will choose
the next student Government president since
none of the 1 1 candidacies were able to get

"the necessary one-third of the vote in the
popular election held yesterday and Wed-
nesday.

Shelly Gordon and Herb Tyson polled 26
per cent of the total vote. The controversial
categorv of "none of the above" got 15 25
per cent David Barenberq and Susan Bir-
mingham won 14.75 per cent of the vote.
Aobut 3,000 students went to the polls to

vote. There are approximately 18,000 under-
graduates who are eligible to vote.
The two top vote getters will be on the first

ballot at the convention along with any
nominations from the floor, according to
outgoing president Jon A. Hite.

There are tlifferent interpretations of how
the second place finish of "none of the
above" will affect the convention. Tvson said
that possibly the first ballot will contain
'none of the above' and Gordon-Tyson or
that "'none of the above" will be voided and
Gordon-Tyson's percentage will exceed the
necessary one-third and they will be named
co-president.

Co-chairpersons of Governmental Affairs
David Leary and Marcy Levington said that
Tyson would go to the convention with
Barenberg and Birmingham. There is a
possibility of reconsideration on this
decision.

The referendum for a two dollar fee on
semester bills for the Union Program Council
was not determined at press time. Senator
Bob Dion said the votes would be counted
tomorrow.

A voter turnout of four thousand is needed
to make a referendum binding. Since less
tnan four thousand voted the referendum is
not binding. The Senate must consider the
referendum.
The number of votes received by each of

the top three candidates was as follows

A^^ "'yson 788, None of the Above
456, Barenberg Birmingham 439

According to Hite this was the lowest
voter turnout in the history of the popular
presidential election, which began in 1975
Hite felt the low turnout was due to the high

number of candidates which confused the
voters. The turnout was half the percentage
of any previous election.

The presidential campaign began on Feb
24 when 16 candidates filed petitions for the
election. Due to the large number of can-
didates the usual student government
campaign finance allocation of $250 was
dropped to $136.36.

Sixteen candidates filed for 15 Board of
Governors seats.
On March 7, all 16 candidates gathered in

the Campus Center Auditorium for a forum
It was one of the few times all sixteen were in
the same place at the same time.
The candidates stressed themes they

would use throughout the campaign-
communication, apathy, and the specific
proposals of each contestant.

Events at the meeting included pie
throwing, squawking plastic ducks and
Jimmy Carter imitations. Candidates Brad
Goverman and Bill Edelstein nailed their
"Sweeping Reform Act of 1978" to the

candidate table. Edelstein spoke in what he
called '"broken Cuban,'" then translated in a
Jimmy Carter imitation.

Pies were thrown by members of the
audience at people on stage. Candidate
Edelstein and moderator David Leary were
two targets. The pie throwing came from
people who also brought plastic ducks to the
forum. Russell Swan, who wanted to run
with a plastic duck, said these people were
not his supporters.

Later in the campaign. Swan led a group
of Swan-for-President Committee members
into the Whitmore administration building
with red tape, crepe paper and ribbon. Doors
were taped and ribbons were thrown into
Whitmore offices.

The day after the forum, some candidates
went before the Southwest Assembly. The
candidates addressed various issues and
presented their proposals. This was one of
many residential area meetings which
candidates attended seeking exposure and
support.

A subpoena was almost issued March 10
to former Senate Speaker Brian J. DeLima
for a pamphlet he had written which con-
tained an illustration used on a poster for
Shelly Gordon and Herb Tyson. DeLima
turned in the pamphlets before the subpoena
was issued.

Patrick O'Donnell, citing "a change in my
political status"" withdrew March 9 from the
races for president and Brown House
senator. This brought the number of can-
didates down to 15. 0"Donnell refused to
elaborate on his reasons for withdrawing.
O'Donnell, head of the non-unionist
students' group, had recently bee' appointed
senator by the Brown house council. A write-
in effort developed in Brown for O'Donnell as
senator, but he sent a letter to Governmental
Affairs Co-chairwoman Marcy Levington
saying he would not accept a senate seat if

he won as a write-in candidate.
As the campaign neared election days

candidates made last-minute efforts for more
votes.

Electoral balloting
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

Shortly after students return from
spring break, student senators will meet
to choose the next Student Government
Association president in the first electoral
college convention since popular elec-
tions at UMass began in 1975.

According to the Student Government
Association constitution if none of the
candidates gets one-third of the vote the
president will be chosen by a convention
of undergraduate student senators and
area government officials.

The convention is to be held one week
after the popular election, but since
spring break begins next week, the
convention will be the week after
vacation, possibly the Thursday after
students return. Outgoing president Jon .

A. Hite said the convention would
probably be in the Curry Hicks Cage or
Boyden Gym.
The first ballot of the convention will

include only the two top vote-getters
from the popular election and any
nominations from the floor.

From the second ballot until the end of
the convention each ballot will include
the two top vote- getters from the
previous ballot. The convention will

continue until a candidate receives a
majority of the vote.

The senate and area governments will

each cast 50 of the total of 100 votes in

the convention. There are six votes from
each area government except com-
muters and Southwest which have been
votes due to higher population.

The convention will probably be
chaired by Attorney General Jeff Lutsky
and one of the student government co-
presidents.

On the first day of the convention
delegate credentials will be checked and
rules of the convention will be read.
Balloting will begin that day, according to
Hite.

Area government representatives are

be lengthy
not bound to vote in any way, Hite said.
He added that area governments "would
be foolish not to consult with area
residents on how •to vote at the con-
vention.

Hite said that as the number of ballots
increase there is a "Significant
possibility" that the number of political
deals will increase. This may happen
since some candidates will not drop out
of the race or support another contestant
unless they are offered something in
return for their support.

Attorney General Lutsky said if the
convention makes an early decision, the
possibility of deals will increase. The
offers people could make include
summer jobs or non-paid official
positions in student government.

This will be the first convention since
popular elections began in October 1975.
Prior to then all elections were by
electoral convention. The last convention
held in May 1975, elected John O'Keefe
and took approximately 12 ballots, ac-
cording to Hite.
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J. Geils packs FAC
for explosive concert

The J. Geils Band played before a sell-out crowd in the Fine Arts
Center Concert Hall Wednesday night. The hard-rock music exem-
plified by the Geils band had never before been represented in Fine
Arts Center programming, yet anticipated crowd problems were kept
to a minimum, and the concert generally went well. The series of
photos above shows Peter Wolf during an explosive performance. The
shots were taken by Laurie Traub. Magic Dick, to the left, is caught in
Dale Griswold's photo while playing his "licking stick."

UMass student's rape case sent to grand jury
By CAROL ROSENBERG
Collegian Staff

The rape and assault and battery case of
UMass freshman Peter Dionne was bound
over the grand jury yesterday in Hampshire
County District Court.

The student is to be tried on charges of
raping and assaulting a 21 -year-old UMass
student on campus the evening of Feb. 24.

Defending attorney Donald A. Beaudry of
Springfield called for a findina of 'no
probable cause' because, he said, "the
Commonwealth has not produced sufficient
evidence." Judge Alphonse Turcotte ruled
that there was probable cause on both
counts and bound the case over to the grand
jury.

The grand jury convenes Tuesday to hear
evidence on the Dionne case and will judge
whether to return an indictment.

Dionne, a Gorman dormitory resident was
arrested Feb. 29 after UMass police said he
was identified by the UMass woman.

The woman testified she had not known
Dionne prior to meeting him in a UMass
office building, and that she had spotted him
on campus the Monday prior to his arrest.

A UMass graduate student said she and
four others had been in the office building
but when she heard yells, they dismissed the
noise as only some students "fooling
around."
UMass police Sergeant Philip A.

Cavanaugh said Dionne's claim that he had
been at a local bar with Phi Signr>a Kappa

fraternity brothers on the evening of the
assault has not been verified. Cavanaugh
was a witness for the prosecution.

Hampshire County District Court
Prosecutor William Hasson yesterday
presented five witnesses to prove probably
cause on both counts. In addition to the
plaintiff, a graduate student in the building
on the night of the arrest, and a professor
who aided the woman on the night of the
attack, two UMass officers also testified at

the trial.

UMass police officer Paul Ominsky, the
officer on cruiser duty who answered the call
on the evening of Feb. 24, and Cavanaugh,
the detective in charge of the case, both
testified.

Dionne, a member of the UMass Junior
Varsity Soccer team this fall, withdrew from
school this week. According to his attorney,
"the pressure just got to him." He is now
staying at his home in Wilbraham pending
his appearance before the grand jury,
Beaudry said.

UMass president open

to probe of fiscal policies

Editors table women's issue;

adopt non-sexist language rules
The Collegian Board of Editors this week

voted 8-2 against a proposal to allocate the
Women's News Department one ad-free
page in each edition with complete control
over that space. A final decision about
women's news in the Collegian was tabled

until the board's March 29 meeting.
The board also voted 8-0-2 to adopt the

McGraw-Hill Book Company's Guidelines for
Equal Treatment of the Sexes for all copy
used by the Collegian. The guidelines will go
into effect shortly after vacation.

By CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
and ELIZABETH R. SEGERS
Collegian Staff

University Interim President Franklin K.
Patterson said yesterday he would show "no
hesitation" for a state probe of alleged
dormitory fur>ding violations at the UMass
Amherst campus, and said he has been
aware of the funding practices since taking
the interim post in January.

The state legislature is currently con-
ducting a committee investigation into the
awarding of contracts for the construction of
the UMass- Boston Columbia Point campus.

Patterson also said he doesn't believe the
disclosure of alleged violations will hurt
UMass in next week's legislative budget
hearings, but state Sen. John W. Olver, D
Amherst, said it will.

The Collegian reported yesterday that an
audit by a Boston accounting firm revealed
the UMass administration transferred funds
among construction projects to recover

deficits. The transfer of dormitory funds
resembles "commingling" and could be
considered illegal, according to the audit.

Funds may not be commingled under
terms of management and service
agreements which allowed construction of
the various construction projects.

The projects consist primarily of dorms,
but included several dining commons and
also the Campus Center.

Olver said the state snould not step into
the matter because the UMass Building
Authority is a separate entity from the state
Bureau of Building Construction."

'Not many people recognize the dif-
ference," Olver said. The building authority
was responsible for the construction of the
UMass projects, using state funds.

Patterson said he doesn't believe the
violations will hurt UMass in the upcoming
budget hearings. He said UMass Vice
President of Administration and Finance
George Kaludis has been investigating the
matter si"ce last month.
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Senate passes canal pact
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate ap-
proved the first Panama Canal treaty
yesterday giving President Carter an in-

itial victory in a battle in which he stak-
ed his credibility as an international
leader.

Opponents, however, warned that the
fight was far from over. "This is only the
first round. We expect to win the main
event," said Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., a
leading opponent of the twin treaties.
The vote was 68 to 32 in favor of the

treaty guaranteeing the future neutrality
of the canal and spelling out the rights
of the United States once the waterway
has been turned over to Panama. It

came after a lengthy battle in which the
administration agreed to several

changes in the treaty in an effort to gain
the needed 67 votes.
Still to come is a vote on the second

treaty, which actually turns the canal
over to Panama. The Senate is not ex-
pected to take up that measure until
after it returns from an Easter recess.
The Carter administration stressed

repeatedly during the debate preceding
the vote that rejection of the pact could
severely damage the president's
credibility in foreign affairs and the U.S.
image in Latin America.
The canal was built by the United

States after the province of Panama —
aided by the presence of U..S. warships
off the coast — broke away from Col-
umbia. The U.S. canal zone, which

divides Panama, is viewed in some Latin
American countries as a symbol of
American colonialism.
The vote was preceded by reports that
Panamanian officials were objecting to
a change in the treaty which would give
the U.S. the right to take any action it

deemed necessary to prevent future
closure of the canal. The Senate approv-
ed the change on a 75-to-23 vote only
hours before the final vote.
The issue was brought to Carter on
Wednesday by Panamanian Am-
bassador Gabriel Lewis, according to
reports, and Carter later conferred by
telephone with General Omar Torrijos
Sen. Robert Griffin, R-Mich., a treaty

opponent, called on Carter to confirm or

deny the reports but the White House

"

declined to make any comment.
The necessary two-thirds majority to

ratify the treaty was slow in coming.
Senate leaders did not line up the 67ttta
vote until Wednesday afternoon. ThJr
majority was not publicly confirmed un-
til Sen. Paul Hatfield, D-Mont., told the
Senate three hours before the vote that
he would support the treaty.

The margin of victory indicated that
the Carter administration still has a dif-
ficult battle ahead in order to get the se-
cond treaty - which turns over the
canal to Panama in the year 2000 —
ratified. That treaty is not expected to
come to a vote until after the Senate
returns from its Easter recess.

Israel strikes beyond
six nfiiles into Lebanon

Neither rain nor sleet nor gloom of night will stop a dedicated UMie from bringing
his dirty laundry home. (Staff photo by David OIken.)

TEL AVIV, Israel (UPI) - Israeli troops and
jet fighterbombers struck deeper into
Lebanon yesterday in a new sweep to an-
nihilate Palestinian strongholds even beyond
the six-mile occupation zone established in

southern Lebanon.
The official army radio said Israeli troops
now control a 384- square mile strip of land
in southern Lebanon and were settling in for
a long stay. Fighting continued although
Prime Minister Menachen Begin announced
Wednesday Israel was ending the operation.

Military sources said there was fighting
throughout the day, much of it concentrated
around newly discovered Palestinian strong-
points. Israeli jets flew sortie after sortie,
bombing and strafing Palestinian positions in

the area.

"We are destroying anything that has to do
with their (Palestinian) activities — military

camps, installations, bridges and roads,"
one of the sources said.

Israel ordered the punitive invasion of
southern Lebanon in reprisal for Saturday's
Palestinian guerrilla attack near Tel Aviv in

which 34 Israelis were killed and 85 wound-
ed.

The Israeli military command said 11

soldiers were killed and another 57 wounded
in the first full day of fighting Wednesday.
The advancing Israeli troops were given

heroes' welcomes by Lebanese Christians in

towns captured from the Palestinians.

Children standing on corners in the Chris-
tian village of Kler waved blue and white
Israeli flags and threw rice as Israeli troops
rode past.

"We lived like rabbits in the ground," Fran-
cis Rizk, a teacher in the captured Lebanese
town of Marjayoun said. "Tell that to Presi-

dent Carter, who is a supporter of human
rights too."
"We say thank you to the Israeli army,"

Rizk said. "It is a great army, an army of
peace. Welcome to Lebanon."
UPI reporter Mathis Chazanov toured main-

ly Christian areas of the Israeli-held buffer
strip and said the fighting during the past
two days had left many homes with smashed

windows and walls pockmarked with bullet
holes.

Israeli soldiers securing the area left by the
Palestinians found numerous land mines.
"There were a lot of mines," one soldier

said. "That's what you expect when the ter-
rorists move out. You have to be careful."
Chazanov said he saw several wrecked

Israeli armored personnel carriers smelling of
leaking gasoline and with their thick metal
sides twisted out of shape left along the road
into Lebanon.
A loaf of sliced bread in a plastic bag was

still inside one of the vehicles.

Though persistent artillery fire held up
movement on one road in the area, an Israeli

officer said, "It used to be very dangerous to
drive this road and now it's safe."
Reporters allowed into the Israeli-held

region were restricted to Christian area
where local militiamen have been receiving
military, medical and other aid from the
Israeli army as part of the Jewish state's ef-

fort to keep the guerrillas away from the
frontier.

Lebanese civilians interviewed welcomed
the Israeli decision to move in force, but
most said they would like to see the area
return to Lebanese sovereignty some day.
"We invited them (the Israelis) .o visit, to

fight," said Tarik Tuma, a Lebanese Chris-
tian stovemaker. "But not for good. We are
Lebanese in Lebanon."
A retired policeofficer who gave his name

only as Farah said:

"I feel much safer now, because we used to
live by our muscles, day by day, fighting all

the time. They (the Palestinians) shot at us
all the time but'we did nothing to them."
The Israelis gave strategic support to the
Lebanese Christians in the south during
Lebanon's civil war and the Christians have
been fighting sporadic battles with the
Palestinians and Lebanese Moslem leftists

since the civil war ended in 1976.

The commander of local Christian militia

forces, Maj. Sa'ad Hadad, said he would like

to see the Israelis stay in the area until the
Palestinians go away and Lebanon's central

government can regain control of the region.

Dukakis budget termed 'disaster for higher ed
BOSTON (AP) - The outgoing

chancellor of the state Board of Higher
Education called Gov. Michael S.
Dukakis' budget recommendations a
disaster yesterday.

Leroy Keith, who has resigned his post
as of July 1, claimed that the governor's
recommendations are short $5 million

for the U Mass , $2 million for the state

colleges, and $500,000 for the communi-
ty colleges.

Keith, urged the House Ways and
Means Committee to put back in the
budget some of the requested funds
deleted by Dukakis in his "House-1"
submission.
"The House-1 budget recommenda-

tions," Keith said, "are of such
disastrous proportions that, if enacted
in that form, there will be a slide in the

quality of higher education in the com-
monwealth."
Educational Affairs Secretary Paul

Parks defended the governor's budget
and argued that, barring somfc:hing
unexpected happening, the state co. id

'"adequately " meet its educaii' riai

needs with the money available.

Keith, however, disagreed. He said the

$283 million Dukakis proposed for

higher education "is well below the level

required to sustain educational pro-

grams • at their present level." He said

the budget provides enough money, to

maintain existing levels, only at the

Lowell and Southeastern
Massachusetts universities.

The administration projected funds for

an additional 40 students at the UMass
Medical School, Keith said, but "the

amount recommended is actually

$500,000 short of what is necessary to

maintain the current level of students."

James J. Hammond, chancellor of the

state colleges, echoed Keith's view,
pleading for an overall boost of $2.7

million to avoid "further cutbacks In our
services."

Parks, the leadoff witness, argued that
higher educational enrollments are
dwindling and planning for this con-
tinued drop is one of his agency's major
concerns.

Donald Epstein, a labor lawyer who is

vice chairman of the Board of Higher
Education, said a "modest increase" in

the board's own budget could result in

substantial tax savings over the years.
He said he was talking about $200,000
and while this desire had been com-
municated to the governor, the results
had been nil.

Epstein said that the governor's budget
recommendation finds the higher
educational segment diminishing for the
fifth, straight year in its percentage of

the total state budget.

Budget hearings for UM campuses set
By E. PATRICK McQUAID
Collegian Staff

The University's top brass will square off

the the House Ways and Means Committee
next Tuesday for their annual budget bout.

In the ring will be interim president

Franklin K. Patterson, Amherst campus
Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery, Wor-
cester Medical School Chancellor Roger C.

Bulger, and interim Boston campus
Chancellor Claire Van Ummersen
representing the Minutemen.
According to University budget analyst

Kay Hanson, the State House Ways and
Means will grill each of the officials on their

respective budgets.
Th9 total proposed budget for the

University in fiscal 1979 is $127,253,465, the

bulk o' which is being requested by the

Amherst campus.
Governor Michael S. Dukakis has

recommended that figure be trimmed to

$116,303,627. Representative James G.

Collins, D-Amherst, said the sentiment in the

House was that the recommended revision is

"not in the ball park" of University needs.

But the proposed total by the University is

still only an estimate, according to University

spokesman Howard White.
"Assuming that everyone in the University

will get a pay raise," said White, "we will

have to budget in the appropriate increases

once the collective bargaining is settled."

According to White and Alan Raymond,
press secretary for Dukakis, the recom-
mended budget from the governor's office

includes the anticipated pay raises.

Raymond said the figure was derived

based on the Alliance settlement of 1976 and
covered the expected increases by a far

margin.
The breakdown of the major budget

requests by campus are:

- Amherst, $83,561,028 which the
Governor has recommended a decrease to

$79,680,677.
- Boston, $22,076,096, trimmed to

$20,451,240 by Dukakis.
- Worcester Medical School,

$13,663,317, trimmed to $10,963,993.
- Worcester teaching hospital, $3,500,000

remained at that figure on the Governor's
recommendation.
- Central, President's Office, $1,440,903

down to $1,058,785.
- Institution for Governmental Services,

$561,121 trimmed to $125,615.
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Racial fighting in Georgia prison

Results in inmate death
REIDSVILLE, Ga. [UPf] - A black convict

was stabbed to death Thursday in the climax
to a series of racial fights which flared up in
the Georgia State Prison's desegregated
dormitories.

At least 16 other prisoners were injured,
some seriously, at the maximum security
institution which houses 2,911 convicts.
Prison officials confined all inmates to their
cells and state troopers and a special riot

squad were placed on standby.

Three other racial attacks Wednesday
afternoon and night - two by blacks
against whites and one by whites against
blacks - preceded the deadly Thursday
morning brawl.

David Evans, state commissioner of Of-
fender Rehabilitation, said calm had been
restored but some areas of the prison were
"still tense".

Evans said he didn't know the exact cause
of the fighting but when asked if race was
involved, he replied, "No doubt about it. It

would be hard to see it any other way.
"It began as an argument between blacks

and whites and went from one dorm to
another," he said.

The short but savage fights, involving
leatherwork knives and possibly some
homemade weapons, left at least four
prisoners with multiple stab wounds and four
others with head injuries.

The fights occurred in four dormitories, all

integrated and housing about 75 to 80 men
each. Apparently only a few of the prisoners
were involved in each case, however.

Prison spokesman Sara Passmore said
that as the convicts headed for breakfast
about 6:25 a.m. Thursday, several whites
suddenly slammed the door on one dorm,
padlocking it.

By the time guards could get it open,
James Moss, 36, of Augusta, serving life for
armed robbery and assault, was stabbed to
death and three other blacks were injured.
Two, Clifford Solomon Jr. of New Orleans,
who was stabbed, and James S. Holman of
East Point, who received head injuries, were
flown to Talmadge Memorial Hospital at
Augusta for treatment.

Our mistake
Due to misinformation received con-

cerning the nth World Youth Festival,
mistakes appeared in the Wednesday, March
15 edition of Black Affairs, concerning the
Steering Committee report.

Approximately 400 delegates will be
chosen nationally, as opposed to from this
region only.

The festival is aimed at all piogressive
peoples between the ages of 15 and 35, and
not exclusively for students.
The local Youth Festival Committee is

Amherst Springfield based, and although the

committee has initiated fundraising activities,

people are urged to contribute ideas for more
activities and-or join the fundraising com-
mittee. There is also a media and Recruit-
ment Outreach Committee.

An information table is opposite the coffee
shop in the Campus Center every Thursday.
For more information and-or to obtain a
slideshow about the Festival, please contact:
Lynn Washburn, 256-8379, or Marea Wexler
549-0939, and 545-0472, or Jackie Stanton,
545-0644.

You said you wouldn't do it Joel You promised two years ago you would never
fight again. Now as of March 14. you negotiated and signed a contract with Kallie
Knoetze of South Africa. When you battle In Las Vegas April 29. we will be
wishing you well. But just for the record ... , sure wish you hadn't done it. (UPI
photo)

The Middle East situation and some thoughts
By EDWARD COHEN
Sf.'ecial to Black Affairs

During the past week, the situation in the
Middle East has reached new crisis

proportions. Several Al Fatah guerillas

captured a bus full of Israeli citizens and as a

result, about 30 people died in the incident.

In rethbution for this, Israel unleashed
widespread reprisals with raids into Lebanon,
and the deaths of Palestinians resulted.

Israeli Prime Minister Begin vowed that he
would cut the arm off the PLO, as a way of
attempting to deter the Palestinian struggle
for self-determination.

These events must be placed in proper
perspective. Israel as it exists now is a state
where there is a high degree of racism and
sexism. As a result of its formation, many
Arab citizens who lived in what became the
independent country of Israel were driven

from their homes and herded into refugee
camps. After the country gained its in-

dependence, the Israeli government found
itself with a major problem. After forcibly
evicting these Palestinian people, and forcing
them to live in refugee camps, and keeping

concentration- refugee camps. What do you
do about them? Do you try to bury their
memory, or try to make believe that they do
not exist?

These actions by mere physical ap-
pearance closely resemble Native American

Commentary
them in poverty, disease, illiteracy,

malnutrition and death for thirty years, what
are you to do? What do you do when these
people whom you have done this to fight

back, in a struggle for self determination and
national liberation. A bus was destroyed and
Israeli citizens killed. But what about all those
Palestinians who spent all those years in the

treatment by the U.S. government or

treatment of the black South Africans by the

South African government. If seen in this

way, the Palestinian liberation movement
bears very close resemblance to liberation

movements in Cuba, Angola, South Africa,

Algeria, Rhodesia, and Vietnam, not to

mention others. And as in these other
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liberation struggles, violence is a part of the
process of liberation.

It IS the same violence used by the 13
colonies in their struggle for independence
from England. As in these other liberation
struggles, violence is a part of the process of
liberation, of the fight for freedom from
oppression, from being forced to exist in

dehumanizing conditions, to live as
something other than as a human being
should be able to live. As in other situations,
as history has proven, violence continues
until freedom from oppression is won.
Massive retaliation can only slow, but never
stop this process. What is really needed is

careful analysis, and pragmatic colutions.
Israel should exist as an egalitarian state,

with the elimination of racism and sexism.
Once eliminated, the nature of Israel is

different, and more closely resembles a
multi-cultural, multi-racial state with full

Palestinian representation in government.
Israel should become a non-aligned socialist

state, which bears no strong allegiance to
any state or power, but still maintains basic
ideologies of Marxism-Leninism worked into

a multi-religious setting, where all the
religions are welcome, with no religious

discrimination.

The Jewish people have undergone a

history of untold misery and suffering. But to

turn around and subject your brother or

sister to similar treatment is still an atrocity,

any way you look at it. The memory of the

holocaust will soon be forgotten, because
the world has a short memory. Many people
have forgotten about the fifty million dead in

the slave trade and the genocide of Native

American, Black and Puerto Rican people by
the US government. Jewish people cannot
count on past or present oppression to gain

allies against the Palestinian struggle for

liberation and self-determination.

Unless far reaching social solutions are
adopted, violence in Israel will continue and
even accelerate. It is important also that
Jewish people throughout the world protest
the oppressive nature of the Israeli govern
ment and unite with Arab people throughout
the world for an egalitarian Israel, and an end
to the violence. The type of violence seen
this week was ugly, but unless this is done,
the death and destruction will continue;
history has shown this to be a true and
unfortunate reality.

Nowcom
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Headline bias

distorting

To the Editor

Monday the Collegian printed what I

found to be a most intriguing headline on
the front page. It was over an article

which concerned Israel's Prinze Minister
Begin and his reaction to the terrorist raid

which happened last Saturday, and it ran:

"Begin Spouts Hatred for PLO." This

headline bothers me.
For one thing, on reading the article,

which quoted Begin giving a eulogy for

one of the Israelis slain in the raid, I found
no evidence tfwt Begin was fjatefuf — /

would say he was angry. Nor would I be
inclined to say that he was "spouting"
anything.

Mainly, though, I object to the bias

implicit in a statement such as that head-
line. It has many implications that are not
borne out by the content of the article

following. It leads the reader to think,

"Why should I bother myself with some
idiot who's got nothing better to do than
spout hatred at people?" Further, it dis-

torts the truth in a way that no news-
paper ever should - and certainly not on
the front page. I always thought that an
assumption most responsible journalists

make is that the reader is intelligent

enough to form his own conclusions

without having them printed for him in

large block fetters. And for those writers

who can no longer contain their opinions,

there is the editorial page.

This is not the first time the Collegian

has violated this principle of objective

Journalism, but I've always been op-
timistic enough to hope it would improve.

Maybe with a little bit of pushing from
other people who are disturbed by this

problem, it will.

Kathleen Leahy

Unfair non-funding

says coalition
To the Editor

The Coalition for Social Justice at

UMass consists of a number of groups all

seeking to address one or more particular

issues of social justice. Although
representing more than one political

viewpoint and not necessarily agreeing

on common strategies, we are working to

find ways to collaborate and coordinate

our efforts wherever possible in the

many-sided struggle against oppression.

At our meeting March 15, we agreed to

express our concern about the apparently

arbitrary refusal on the part of the

Student Senate Budget Committee to

grant hearings to a number of

organizations involved in justice issues.

We hope these refusals represent no
more than fatigue and lack of real

thought on the part of hard-working

senators. It seems to us unfair and short-

sighted not to fund groups working for

what, in the long term, is self-interest for

most students: a just society in which to

live and work. We think that society

should come into being where we are —
i.e., starting with UMass.

Gil Caldwell, UCF
Joyce Chestnut, UFW

and 8 others

A quick

pigeon-holing?
To the Editor

While I do not wish to address the

issues of Nkrumah Olinga 's article about

the Puryear controversy, I must take

exception to some of his remarks in his

response to Kenneth Shain's article.

According to Mr. Olinga. "Only white

males . . . can be racist to people of color

...no people of color ... is in a position to

be racist. " I understand the word racism

to mean animosity shown to people of a

difference race Are you saying, Mr
Olinga, that only white males are capable

of such a philosophy? Not white females?

Or minority people, male and female? To

be sure, most manifestations of racism in

this country [and abroad] are those of

Caucasion people towards non-white
people, and this is as deplorable here as
in South Africa. But, as to where you
ever got the impression that no person
other than a white male is capable of
harboring unreasoning hatred towards
members of another race, I certainly

cannot imagine.

May I suggest that you take your role

as "social analyst" a bit less seriously and
consider your role as a human being? For
most of us, the impact of racism is felt

day to day, not simply in social in-

stitutions, but additionally in our personal
relationships and encounters. Talk to

people other than those among politically

radical groups [and even among them, I

suspect] and you will meet both racist

and non-racist whites and minorities. An
issue as serious as this one can only be
confused by the sort of oversimplified

"analysis" you apply.

I hope that you can accept this

suggestion with somewhat less irritation

than Mr. Shain's obviously caused you.

My greatest fear is a quick pigeon-holing
of the sort you gave him with a retort like,

"
... when a white individual decides to

criticize people of color, make sure you
are aware of your own internal racism
which every concerned white on this

campus has by being a U.S. citizen."

Anyone who cannot accept reasonable
criticism puts himself on a shaky
philosophical pedestal.

Stephen Kirsch

Purim party

March 23

To the Editor

The Jewish holiday of Purim com-
memorates the last minute rescue of the

Jewish community of the Persian town
of Shushan from destruction in the fifth

century B.C.E. The story, as recorded in

the Scroll of Esther, involves a plot by
wicked Haman, the king's minister, to

destroy the Jews of the empire. Through
the clever efforts of the uncle and niece

team of Mordehai and Esther, the king's

.Jewish wife, the Jews received per-

mission to defend themselves and
defeated Haman and his plan. The Jews
were saved, wrong was righted, and
everyone joined together in celebration.

Several traditions are associated with

this holiday. The story of Purim is read
humorously and noise makers are used to

drown out evil Haman's name. There is a

custom of shalalchmones, the giving of
fruits and cakes to friends and neighbors.

A special Purim food is a three cornerd
cookie called Humantashan made to

represent Haman's hat. Purim is

traditionally a time of great celebration in

the community.
This year Purim will be Thursday,

March 23. Anyone who will be here then
is welcome to join us for a Purim party.

For more information please call Julia

Mack 546-6619.

Julia Mack

Trouble in

Art Department

To the Editor

In a week dedicated to appreciating

and promoting the development of
women, we once again failed to express
our selves and our needs. Women in

Visual Arts where were you?
Organization of International Women's
Week did not necessitate recruitment

from individual departments, rather it

assumed volition derived from a need to

make a statement concerning women
and culture.

Why then didn 't women in visual arts

seize this time to actively participate? In a
department so obviously male-controlled

and yet women populated we find

complacency despite our questions: Why
IS the instructor gender ratio 1 to 10?

Why only one "Women's" Art History

course? [limited to 20 students] Why only

one tenured woman in this department?

Why do we feel our work isn't taken
seriously?

The products of our endeavors become
alien to us through male criticisms and
perceptions of what "good" art is, yet
our objections never get beyond the
exchange of whispers. It is

acknowledged that some women choose
not to deal with this, they hardly see the
point: We will quietly leave our "ivory
towers" unequipped with skills to sur-

vive, eventually wondering what our lives

COULD have been, and continuing a
tradition of women as "carriers" of art,

not creators.

Peggy Pinkey

Support Mass.

Bottle Bill

To the Editor

/ am urging the support of the
University Community in aiding the
passage of the Massachusetts State
Bottle Bill. This bill, vihich lost by 20,000
votes last November, will now be voted
on by our representatives in the State
Legislature within the next two weeks.

The bill requires a five cent returnable
deposit on all soft drink and beer con-
tainers sold in the state. This would
encourage and reuse and recycling of
containers with a direct effect on solid

waste disposal and litter while
simultaneously conserving valuable
natural resources and energy in the
production of the bottles and cans.

Opponents of the bottle bill have in-

troduced a "litter tax" which would be
imposed upon the manufacturers, whole-
salers and retailers of products that
contribute to litter. The irony of this

proposal is that it would not create an
incentive to return bottles and cut down
on the excess and unnecessary
production but would merely attempt to

expand the litter ^vck-up throughout the
state at the consumer's cost '

' It is crucial that everyone interested in

the passage of the bottle bill write or visit

their representatives during the next
week urging their vote for the bottle bill

and against the political substitute, the
litter tax.

Hopefully, the cooperative efforts of
individuals and organizations throughout
the state during the last four years will

result in a bottle bill reflecting the in-

terests of the consuming public in

Massachusetts. If anyone would like

further information or would like to help
out, please drop by the PIRG office in the
carriage shops or call 256-6434. Thank
you.

Katharine Ozer
University Project Coordinator

Mass PIRG

Collegian

congratulated

To the Editor

We would like to extend a few well-

earned words of congratulation to the

Collegian staff. Even though we are not
UMass students, we read your paper
regulariy and are consistently pleased by
the high standards of both reporting and
photography.

In particular, we were pleasantly

surprised by the fashion spread in the

issue of the thirteenth. The student
models were tastefully chosen and
clothed. And Geoff Coehler's
photography was up to its usual stan-

dards of superiority

Keep up the good worki

Sandra Beeches
and two other students of

Mount Holyoke College
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On the murky side of town
By ROBERT FITZGERALD

For the last six years UMass students have
been forced into a restless co-existence with
a disquieting brigand known collectively as
Amherst Towing. The brazen attitude put
forth over the years by these hook-and-haul
heavies is currently being threatened by the
likely prospects of a student-run towing
service.

Or, to be more correct, Amherst Towing,
was being threatened by the likely prospects
of a student-run towing service. In the last

three months student-run towing has been
re-routed past the realm of actuality into the
maw of Bureaucracy, and, from all in-

dications, is now just one more defunct
student proposal.

Not that it lacked student support.
Amherst Towing is well known to be

anathema to UMass car owners. In '75 they
towed 4,288 cars from campus; in '76 the
figure was upped to 4,600 cars and, after

numerous contretemps with students,
Amherst Towing was banned from campus
during a portion of April. In '77 they raked in

over $57,000 in student monies at $16.50 a

tow, and in '78 the beat promised to go on.

In a comprehensive nine-p>age proposal
issued last October, the Committee for

Student Run Towing — an ad hoc group of

students organized around the need for a

responsible towing service — outlined plans
which would, among other things, reduce
towing and storage charges; create about
twenty-five student jobs; keep revenues
within student control; and locate the

storage site in a corner of Plot, thus saving
students the usual three mile trek to Amherst
Towing.

The Committee also adopted a policy of

obtaining at least four different estimates on
the equipment and labor needed to begin
operations and structured its budget to allow
a 15% reduction in revenues without im-

pairing the operation of the service.

In order to begin operations a $35,000 loan

was requested from the Student Senate, to

be paid back in $7,000 installments over a

five year period.

Last semester 7,000 student signatures
supporting the student-run towing proposal
were obtained. In addition, a survey of

UMass undergraduates conducted by
S.CE.R., pinpointed towing as a crucial issue

mandating remedial action by the Student
Senate.

After a number of meetings the Senate

voted for allocation of the necessary funds.
Acting Director of Public Safety Saul Chafin
seemed in favor of the move as long as funds
would not be requested from the Ad-
ministration.

The usual bid from the Procurement Office
went out, but with a twist. Amherst Towing
was offered an eight month contract con-
taining a clause which stipulated that they
(Amherst Towing) would be given a month's
notice if student- run towing were to be
implemented ahead of schedule.

Amherst Towing balked. They wanted a
year, if not a multi-year contract. Prompted
by Administrative urging, they agreed to
"service" UMass without a contract.

Then, in December, an undercurrent of
anger began to surface among members of
the Committee for Student Run Towing.
Acting Director of Public Safety Saul Chafin
was to cement his position as Director of
Public Safety in January. An outcropping of
problems affecting the future of student-run
towing suddenly emerged and Committee
members believe Chafin had a large part in

finding or creating them. Sources within the
Administration say that Chafin did not want
to deal with students and was never in favor
of student-run towing.

In a recent Student Senate meeting —
convened at 1:00 a.m. with approximately 25
of 160 Senators in attendance — Student
Senate President Jon Hite moved to transfer
the funds previously earmarked for student-
run towing. A quorum was called for, hastily

rebuffed by Hite, and was never seconded.
Even more recently, Amherst Towing was

awarded a year's contract to tow at the
University.

After all, as Director of Procurement Jake
Bishop points out, Amherst Towing is still

towing at rates set back in 1970. This is true.

The people at Amherst Towing haven't had a
cost of living increase from the Dept. of
Public Utilities in eight years.

It's also true that a state law sets the
maximum charge generally allowed for

towing at $25. Municipalities have the option
of not adopting the state law and allowing
higher charges or setting lower ones. For
example, the maximum private towing
charge in Boston is $12; in Amherst it's $25.

Amherst Towing also does a brisk, if sub-
'osa, trade in re-uniting people with their cars
through Dave's Taxi. (Despite the misnomer,
Dave's Taxi is actually owned by Amherst
Towing.)

This sits just fine with the owner of

Amherst Towing, John "Tex" Jorgenson. I

happened to be in the Amherst Towing
office a few months back when a girl who'd
just paid a towing fee asked Tex what he

thought of student-run towing. "What do
you want to bother about that for," he said.

"I thought you people were here to get

educated, not to try and run things."

(as the Committee for Student Run Towing
tried to do) two things would immediately

happen: 1) Amherst Towing would vacate

UMass faster than suckfish leaving a

wounded shark; and 2) student lines at small

claims court would diminish substantially.

However, the Administration's attitude

over the years hasn't changed and isn't

'Amherst Towing also does a brisk, if sub-rosa trade

in re-uniting people with their cars through Dave's

Taxi. (Despite the misnomer, Dave's Taxi is actually

owned by Amherst Towing.)

It may seem like mental laxatives are at

work here, but this is somewhat the same
porcine attitude that is tacitly condoned by
UMass administrators: the belief that any
gain in student power is a subsequent loss in

administrative power and thus cannot be
tolerated.

If this attitude were made to reverse itself

about to change. Until such time as ad-

ministrators begin to accommodate
legitimate student proposals, the Massa-

chusetts Consumer Council offers a free

pamphlet "What You Should Know If Your
Car Is Towed," which is available by writing

the council at 100 Cambridge St., Boston

02202.
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Organize
ourselves

By MICHAEL FEDEROW
For graduate students, unionization Is

happening all around us. Our faculty has
organized itself into the Massachusetts
Society of Professors. The undergraduates
have something called the Student
Organizing Project. Even the professional
staff has produced its own ideas for a union.
As most of us know, there is also an

organization called the Graduate Student
Employees Union, to organize graduate
student TA's and RA's. But what good can
unionization do us? That is the question this

column is going to discuss.

At root, a union is a tool, a means to an
end. It means that there is a grass roots
organization that can mobilize Its members
to act in support of what they want. It may
be called a "society", a "caucus", or an
"association", but anything that acts that
way is still a union.

This grass roots part is, in fact, the nr^ajor

difference between what we have now and
what we could get. In most departments,
working conditions for TA's and RA's —
hours required, course material, class size

and number, even who gets assistantships —
is under the control of the department, and
of the University Administration. This means
that whether you do or don't get an
assistantship is entirely dependent on the will

of your professors, and whether or not
Whitmore decides to be generous.
Whitmore hasn't been generous the past

few years. Up until this year, the number of

TA's had fallen by three hundred in three
years. Since the faculty unionized, the
Administration has mysteriously found
money for restoring some (not all) of
assistantships for the (un-unionized) TA-
RA's, while not finding many new slots for

(unionized) faculty.

Similarly, many faculty find that who they

want to give assistantships to is not just a

matter of who are the most "deserving" grad

students. It is no accident that, in depart-

ments where faculty dole out all the

assistantships, that graduate students who
try to be independent — wanting to do their

own research, organizing the grad students

outside of "benevolent" faculty influence, or

questioning the structure of graduate

programs — are the ones who find it hardest

to get assistantships.

You know this — in most departments
there are cases in the past few years of some
graduate student whom this happened to.

Can you afford to antagonize your faculty

sponsor?

As for graduate student government — do
they really know the ins and outs of your

department: who to talk to, who to avoid?

Can they really handle the demands of sixty

different departments and schools? Sure,

they can help once any dispute goes beyond
the department — but how often does that

happen if no one inside the department is

doing anything?

So it comes back to us graduate students

in our departments. Our protection is our-

selves. Does your department have at least

some organization of graduate students? It's

easy to form one — just call a meeting and
talk with whoever shows up.

And talking among ourselves is most
important. The worst part about a place like

this is you think you're the only one with

problems — it just isn't so. If a departmental

policy and-or a faculty member is blocking

you, it's certainly blocking others. Walking in

to a department office with several students

behind you makes a much more impressive

showing than when you are alone.

But wait — many of the important

decisions affecting us are not taken in the

department at all — they come out of

Whitmore, or even at the legislature. How
much TA money there is, the number of RA-
TA slots available, and so on, have nothing

to do with a single department — they are

just stuck with the decisions.

The Graduate Student Employees Union
can coordinate efforts, and provide a

powerful voice at the campus level — with us

behind it. Right now, the union is working on
University-wide hiring practices. It is working
on grievance procedures for TA's and RA's
— so you can complain to someone besides

the person you work for. And much more.

But the union doesn't believe that any
bunch of experts can do the hard work of

organizing for you. It can show us how we
can do it, and give us ideas of what we can

do. But we have to do it. On the other hand,

this means that, if we do the organizing, we
will have control of the union. It won't be
someone outside of us telling us what we
need — we will figure it out and act our-

selves!
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Belchertown seeks state land for middle school
By RICHARD E BARRELL
Cotlegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Town officials here

will meet tomorrow with state officials and
officials from Belchertown State School in

an effort to obtain up to 167 acres of land

owned by the school as a site for a new town
middle school and recreation facilities.

The Town Board of Selectmen will present

the town's proposal for obtaining and using

the state property tomorrow at 10 a.m. in

Lawrence Memorial Hall.

State officials expected to attend the

meeting are state Sen, Robert D. Wetmore
D- Belchertown, state Reps. James G.

Collins, D-Amherst, and James Nolen, D-
Belchertown, and members of the State

Department of Mental Health.

Selectman William G. Whitlock this week
said the land is needed because the town

population is growing fast and the town
lacks adequate recreational facilities. He said

a site is also needed for a new school to

house the town's growing school population.

Whitlock said the land along the south

side of Route 21 is "ideal" for the town's
purposes t>ecause it is near the town center

and is large enough to provide room for

recreation and school use.

Whitlock said the town's proposals for the

land come from studies conducted by the

Land Use Committee and Site Study
Committee.

"If we don't plan for the future, we are

going to be left out in the cold," he said.

Most of the 167 acres of land in wooded
area, according to Whitlock. Approximately

15 acres surrounds the school's former
superintendent s house and another 15 acres

is a cemetary for the school residents.

There are 70 acres of woodland on the

south side of Route 21 and another 42 acres

are located across the highway. The
remaining parcel of about 25 acres is under
cultivation by UMass, according to Whitlock.

Plans for the land include plans for cross

country skiing and hiking trails, an ice rink,

tennis courts, and a softball field.

The superintendent's house, which now
houses blind residents, will eventually be

phased out be the state school and given to
the town to serve as a community center
with meeting and recreation space for the
town's elderly population.

Whitlock said the town does not want to
conflict with other grou|% using the land. He
said the town will not disturb the cemetary
and will not seek to take the land UMass is

using to grow crops.

WE ARRIVED!!
COME VISIT OUR PERMANENT CENTER

744 No Pleasant Sf . Amherst 01002

4132S3SI08

YOU VE READ ABOUTTHE BOTTLE BILL
YOU VE TALKED ABOUTTHE BOTTLE BILL
YOU VE VOTED FOR THE BOTTLE BILL

HOW ABOUT WORKING FOR THE BOTTLE BILL?

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED:
'Sunday, March 19 to canvass
,it the Holyolte Si Patrick's Parade

\
'Spring Recess, March 20-24

tor 3 Special Media Event

'Month of April to telephone
Bottle Bill supporters

There 19 « differetueiU 1
^^ PREPARE FOR:

GNUT'GRE •OCMT
VEKT • SAT

Our broad rang9 of programs providaa an umbrellk ot test-
ing know-hoi^ that enablas us to off»' the best preparation
available no matter which course is taken Over 39 years
of experience and success Small classes Voluminous
home study materials Courses that are constantly up-
dated Permanent centers open days, evenings A week-
ends all yr>ar Complete tape facilities for review of class
lessons and for use of supplementary materials MaKe-ups
for missed lessons at our centers

Prepare now for spring exams
LSAT, GMAT, GRE

For information please call ir

coma visit our Permanent Ct. at:

2M No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 413-253-51M

Contact: MassPIRG)
233 N Pleasant St.

f Amherst, MA 01002
256 6434'£

I
Outside NY State Or«iv

CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840
Centers ir< Maior u S Cities

MPUM
EOUC«T)ON«L CfNTfR

In Boston Area
Call617-2«I-51S0

SPrri4iiSTs siNct ••ib

REACH25,000 READERS DAI LY!!MLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!'! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? !(! Little Ads G«f BIG RESULTS! "

To place a classified ad drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and
3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line

per day. 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY!!! 'Little Ads Get BIG RESULTS!!!? REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? ?? ? REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY? ?? ILiWIe AdsGft BIG RESULTS

AUTO FOR SALE WANTED TO RENT HELP WANTED

1961 Volks
Must De
Evenings.

73"Mazda
condition,

1972 Saab
evP'.

Bus 71 engine Body great

seen $1275. 323 4249

RX. 2 door sedan, excellent

S 1 500, 546 9982 or 546 1016

99E. ex'c , cond . 367 2825,

68 VW bug, needs new heater or will sell

for prffts $100 546 1007 or 665 3698.

69 Pontiac LeMansV PS PEI AC. exc

cond new pis stereo, $750. Jodi, 256

0677

Hey' I desparately want to rent a super 8,

sound niovie camera and projector.

Please call Arnie at 546 9106.

Professional couple looking for rural

house to rent Secluded location in

Belcher town Granby preferred. 586

2510

House 'apt wanted near UMass, summer
withoption family Call 253 3149.

WANTED

Chevy y»T PU 6cil w cust bed, $600,

call 367 9578 reliable trans, some
cancer.

^

1975~ Lancia Beta coupe, white red

leather excellent condition, AM FM
stereo carello liqhts, mileage low 30's,

$4500 545 2213. ask for Pauline

1969 VW sqback, rebuilt eng.. excellent

condition, call 549 6869

Work needed by senior zoology student

Call Brandor^ 253 9472^

Ski Co-op, we buy new and used skis. Call

Steve at 546 5975 or 6 5982. Sell now'
""^^""^

TO sUblet

24,000 miles, AM FM
$2500 firm Call 546

75 Silver Duster
cassette stereo,

9656

59 VW bug w 71 rebuilt engine, new
master cylinder, clutch Runs good 584

9308. best offer Call after 6 p m.

FOR SALE

Triple beam scale, womens skis, boots

and poles Room size bar, three swivel

stools Exc cond 256 8042.

3 bedrm Townehouse apt. Rent lowered

to $225 mo Avail 6 1 8 31 Right at

bus stop, adjacent to Indry, 2 min. from

store Cajl eve .. 549 6765.

Large house near campus, immed. until

8 3 1 $ 1 mo plus utilities. 549 5862.

Apt . cntr. Amh., bus rte , 1 bdrm , $180,

253 7056^^

3 bedroom apt., UM bus line, available

^une 1 , call after 5 at 549 6974.

3 bdrm Presidential apt to sublet 6/1.

Option to renew in fall 549 5878^

One bedroorrTapr. call 256 6238 after 5

Comrviunity Mental Health in-

ternship counselor m small unit.

Holyoke Chicopee area. Clinical
training Participate in experimental
"normalization" program Live in. $50
stipend per week, free rent 15 credits

per semester Available fall and spring
semester Contact: Mary Beth, Com
munity Support Program, 203 High St.,

Holyoke, 536 3435 A program of the
Center for Human Development, an
affirmative action employe r M F.

UMass Union Stereo Coop has the paid
position of coordinator available June 1.

Call 545 1594 or drop by rm 166
Campus Center for an interview, 10 4
Mon.-Fri.

Southwest Women's Center has a

workstudy position available This is a

part time, 8 hour a week job, including

Tuesday and Thursday mornings and
staff meeting on Wednesday lunch hour.

Call 545 0626 bv March 27.

Counselors Assoc, of Private Camps
seeks qualified counselors for 90 member
camps located N. Eastern US, July and

August Contact Assoc of Private

Camps, 55 West 42nd St , New York ,
NY

10036, (212)736-6595

AUDIO
FOR RENT

LOST
Lost keys on leather strap between Van
Meter to Tobin to Bluewall. Call 6-1131.

Thanks.
.

Lost beige down jacket at the Pub,

Wednesday night. Please call 546 9890.

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

disco funk-50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates.

Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.
~~

SERVICES

Typing — fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader Low rates. 549

Fast services and sales -Call Valley

Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-

3290.
I

Typing to yocr liking: IBM selecthc

thesis & manuscript typing. 75 cent-

s'pg. pick-k'P and delivery. Colleen,

(413)863 -9171.

Airwaves TV-Audio Service — servicing

all Japanese and American brands of

television & stereos 12 Dickinson St.,

Amherst. 256 6713. Master Tech. 8195.

Typing— 60 cents/page. Call 549-6655.

TRAVEL

Matching couch and chair,

7120

$50, 584

Dexter hiking boots- 1 year old, great

shape vibram soles, size 10 Vj, $35.

Pete. 549 4759

Water bed, king size, w heater, liner,

frame, and platform $200, or best offer.

After 7 p m., call 549 3666

Invest your rent money by
buying you'll come out thousands
ahead at graduation Put the touch on
dad for the down payment Call Dawn
Realty, 549 5998

Hockey sticks! New and used (jrr>at

condition arid great prices, ca ll 549 5045

Yamaha Drum Set Zildiam cymbals Exc

condition Reasonable pr 665-3490 4 7.

Roommate wanted to share a bedroom,

non smoker, Brittany Manor Apts ,
253-

2107
Cape Cod summer rental w/ Yarmouth

and Dennisport, 1 3 bedrms ,
great

locations from $1200 Call (617) 771

6044^
.

Female rmte -non smoker. Share 2

bdrm apt on bus line, $11250/mth
549 5543

Roornmate needed for own room in 3

bdrm l-iouse m Amherst ctre As of

^1 78 $100 mo Call 253 2605

POEMS AND TRANSLATIONS

For aale-Superscope R340 AM /KM
stereo receiver, 15 clean watts plus quad

sound & mute, tape monitor Must sell

quickly, box and packing inc ,
complete

w/ ugly blue light, call Steven at 546-

9653.

Wt to spend this summer sailing the

Caribbean? Europe^ Cruising other parts

of the world aboard sailing or power

yachts' For free info send a 13-cent

stamp to SKOKO, Box 20855, Houston,

Texas 77025

Stereo for sale. 1 pr. OhmD2 spks.,

Nikko 8085 receiver, Phillips 312 turn-

table h Empire cartridge, best offer, call

549 5335.

PERSONALS

ROOM WANTED

Wanted for new poetry mag Submit

before 3'30 to ComLit, South College,

3rd floor

Male student, 21. seeks to share an
apartment in the Amherst /Sunderland

area for April and May Call Joe, 665

3205

ridTwanteo

PUFFTON COLLECTIVE

MOTORCYCLES

It72 Suiuki GT 560, low mileage, with

extras $660 533 5765

Hey there. Alex Bloomstein. the Collective

at 79 says come on over JR, ML, SK

Ride wanted to NY- New
Rochelle /Westchester area Fnday af

ternoon Willing to share $ and con

versation Call Jamie at 253 9557.

S Er G Enterprises is back in time for

spring with full line of famous name fa-

ball shoes at guaranteed lowest prices.

Call 6-961 1,AI.

WE- happy anniversary, WWW SB.

TTiief - return Cal 120 book stolen from CC
store Mon to CC L/F desk. I'm watchin'

you.

Stick it in your ear...Will pierce them
free if you buy the studs. Silverscape

Designs. 264 N. Pleasant. Amherst. 253

3324.

Katy. H'% only right to go back to

Stratton. Happy 1st, my love. Myles.
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ENTERTAINMENT
The Pleasant St. Theater

also with
POPEYE MEETS
ALIBABA

Late show
Friday e Saturday

11 30
Saturday matinea

1 and 3

meets

UILOR r

27 Pleasant St./Northampton 586-0935

MOUNTAIN FARMS 4 CQ^ QIRI MOUNfAIN f*IIMS M*UJO'*-JlaJ ilOUtI t-M*Ol.€» WSS
AOUltS ti bO STUOtNTS & SM CiTi/ENS WlTM AMC CARD %} 00
LtTC SMOVV tl 50 C^'inrtCN t» 75 - SPfCtAt INGAGtMCNTS f ^tCLUOtCJ

f' 'A LITC S-'OA' 'iCt'SC
NOMINATED FOR
BEST ACTOR

nichT

'j^fiA
FEVEn
OHN TRAVOLTA

Sun.-Thur. (71$ 6:1$)- 1:30

Frl.-Sat. (n$5«t)-7:4$ »!$$

Natlne* (Sat.<t . ,_

Sua.) »="

ANNK
BA.VH(»T
SHIHLn
MatlAINK

Nominatad for 11 Acadamy Award*

Ipca S«.-Ttaur.(TU6:1S)-l:M
frl.-!^t. (nSS40)-7:4S-«:SS

Mjttnae (S«t.l> m.^
Sun .

)

FINAL
WEEK

GNCOUNTCRS
Of TH€ THIRD KIND

Nominated for

8

Academy Awards

mCHARD OPCVFUSS

ipQI Son.-Thur. (TlS*:00)l:3e

Frl.-S»t. (nJ4:4$)7:JO »:$$!

MatliiM (Sat.4(

Sun.) iM

"ASMASNUKEM-A-S-K"
mw ronK

rMwrs

TjiBwslH

CirJiNYC
FINAL WEEK

|RJ S«i.-rhar.(TlS&i>0)l:30

^1^ Frt. -Sat. (tU 4:4$) 7:30 :»$

r;lMatlji*« (Sat.fc 2KM
^Ifc^ Sun .

)

REDUCED ADUIT &STUOfNT PRICES fOR TlS TICKETS IIMITEO TO SEATING

Thurs.

March 16

Carol
Cra^vford
Quintet

LIVE JAZZ

Coming

Next Week

March 24&25

Bamboo

FUNK FUNK FUNK

m 1- DRAFT BECR
WITH COLLfGE 10. ,

Mt.FarmsMall
586-1878

INTERNATIONAL
&

VEGETARIAN
., CUISINE Happy Hours

4-7 daily

./

PIZZA - RAMA
355 College St., Amherst

We specialize in

Pizza —• Grindsrs

Spaghetti

FREE DELIVERY call 253-3808
OPEN 7 DAYS; MON-THURS, llam-lam; FRI-SAT, 11am-2am; SUN, llam-lam

MON& lUES ALL SEATS Jl 00

Shouxxise
Cinemas
ROUTE 5

RIVERDALE RD.
West Springfield

733-5131

BARGAM $ 2.00 "' 2 :30
MATINees EVERYDAY

Nominated for 5 Academy
Awards, inc. Best Picture

'llt*tHt'CM ro<ncaO»«

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN
'^STRAIGHT

-TIME'—

R

John Travolta nominated
Best Actor for —

SATURDAY
NIGHT
\a^lWi

WALTER MATTHAU
GLENDA JACKSON
HOUSE CALLS

"

ft

PCr
Nominated for 10 Academy
Awards, inc Best Picture

PLEASE CALLTHEATRE
FOR SCREEN TIMES

&oa*«t. ^/ttt. <>«-/4/

Jiefloerag

rfPlnsie
Northampton

NOW- Only Area Showing
eves— 7:00 and 9:10

I
*TRa'MrHilNnT ilnnv
4ND«VISE..
Tltr ifH itfnp«raWv I uti Bunurl

•fi «ufhent« flUMrT rnlorrt ,
MM 1 «pfKrt i«tton !«•

IImImMjmk.

*et ,--^^'

r.iiis

liimtK I

Obscure
( )bjcct

( )l Desire '
^^

no showing Sat., Mar. 18th

at the Gates of Smith College

Pf^

FRI.&SAT.,

MARCH 17 AND 18

CLEAN LIVING
ALSO

JOE ELI BAND

SUN., MARCH 20

MIDNIGHT
SHIFT

MON., MARCH21
FORK ST

TUES., MARCH 22

Ree
ALLSTARS

Sunderland, MA.
iRte. 47/ Tel.665-4937
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. AND I \miEmmu pro-
TBSr 7m ARBITTiAfOf ACT
OF CSNStME! 7«F WORLDS

\ UHXfiDeVBiOPW NAWfiS
^ \ tHU. Bt H£ARD

PEANL1S by Charles Schuiz

I LUANT TD TEST ,MV

T^EO<^• 5lK...r 5TILL
THINK You'ee THE viaiM
Of L/NI?6QU(TED LOVE

IF WOU JUST MAP
SOMEONE TO K'ISS HOO
eOOCWELDHENH'OU LEAVE
FOR SCHOa EACH M0KN/N6
IT uiouLP leEAav help...

'

a;HEf?E AM
I 60NNA f AROUND
6tT SOMEONE
TO PO THAT?.

I

^^/-/Z J.>>^' (^uA

B.C. by lohnny Hart

\Nc?ULD r Be ^i^e»^ To BU7VV
4 B<>JPLe Ptp*5 A £;j<?gAr

(iJNe-^Mor TV AD, ..

CQSMAK

1

'N (Si^6AR5R
Mev^FAPfe>? ADS ^ UTt<?Arui?£ TAKe<:5LfrAN AD

#^<r-

ALL MINIM FOIL by Steve Lafler

so YOU

JO GET
Stomedw

TIfE WANDFRFR by Mark Rollins

r^tw^

1 .f/W r', J^NilHf'^

WALLY DORF by Rob Ranney

t

of-fr»<'ii^ to qeol-

b< <?*'e'^ I<''sK >*"'*^

cry*: \l\t\jjtr dx\C(t^\OA

>: ad»iseo< r

icdc^'i 5t ?c.1rick'5 Cc^ <^w.2

c li/»»ip of g^n«i+e C(0o( 6.

ri<u:»t«i

SS^ir ij^

kkiKh i5 the recJ ^otK o»^
u/^ch IS the Sham rock

(^

BACK AGAIN by K

Your Birthday

FRIDAY. MARCH 17

Born today, you are a
natural student, and your
ability to learn will give

you your choice of careers.

The scientific intrigues
you; the literary and artis-

tic fascinate you. It would
be hard to neglect either

side of your education, and
you will probably enter a
field that emphasizes txith

liberal arts and sciences.

Highly analytical and ex-

ceptionally imaginative,
you can combine fact and
fancy so that each is en-

hanced and neither is

harmed. Although inclined

to daydream, you are
firmly rooted in reality,

and your vision remains
unimpaired.
Vou are reflective as

well as spontaneous. You
value your experiences,
are able to understand
your present situation,

have no fear for your
future. Sometimes you
may move only slowly, but
for the most part your
progress is exciting, inter-

esting, and speedy.
Also born on this date

are: Sammy Baugh, foot-

ball star; Paul Green,
playwright; Sidney Chap-
lin, actor.

To see what is in store
for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and read the
corresponding paragraph.
Let your birthday star be
your daily guide.

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

PtSCES(Fob.19-March 20)

— Don't exaggerate your
position at work. Embar-
rassment could follow dis-

covery.
ARIES<March 21-April 19)

— Bitter experiences are
difficult but curative.

Hours pass swiftly after
noon
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)

— You should enjoy early
contact with the young.
Learning occurs at odd
times and places in PM.
GEMINKMay 21-Jun« 20)

— Loyalty to a cause could
be overdone today. Don't
endanger your position at
home.
CANCER(Jun« 21-July 22)

— Today brings the re-
spect and admiration you
deserve. Enjoy it!

LEO(July 23-AU0.22) -
Use today for at-home
accomplishments. Chil-
dren look to you for gui-

dance; don't mislead
them.
VIRQO(Aug.23-Sept.22)

— Another's personality
may cause more concern
than it ought. Be ready to

take shortcuts.

LIBRA(S«pt.23-Oct.22) -
Determine to succeed in

the present phase of work
at home and nothing can
stop you.

SCORPIO<Oct.23-Nov.21)
— Arrange for your own
advancement. Hobbies be-
come important to your
image of yourself.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-
D*c.21) — E^rly conversa-
tions carry you to accom-
plishment later today. You
are inspired.

CAPRICORN(D«c.22-
Jan.19) — Reflect on your
past to understand anoth-
er's present. Offer sympa-
thy in PM.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20-

Fab.18) — You can be
trusted with secrets; today
you hear more than one.
Show your integrity.

Copynxhl. IJTTS

Unitrd Futurr Syndicatr. Inc
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Today's Crossword
ACROSS

1 Address to

royalty

5 Hindrance
9 Threaded
pin

1 4 Sp. general
1 5 N. Mexico

ndian
1 6 Bit of work
1 7 Christmas

carol
18 Outside;

Prefix

19 Detecting
device

20 New ar-

rivers in an
area

22 DC. or Ot-
tawa body

23 Function
24 Coarse long

nap
25 Spiritual

t>eings

28 Indecent
32 Righteous
33 Stimulates

deeply
34AII50: Abbr
35 Vessel
36 Loud noise
37 "Now he

belongs to

the-—"
36 Ending for

poet or heir

39 Chip
40 Sudden

gush

41 Postpones
punishment

43 Act of affec-

tion

44 Sea birds
45 The Three

Wise Men
46 Moistened
49 Threatening
53 Disgrace
54 Dear one: It.

55 God of

wisdom
56 Gift bearer
57 In the thick

of

58 Weight of

India

59 German city

6U Computer
food

61 Racehorse
Seattle —

-

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved
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Sports notices
SWIMMING CLINIC - Personnel from
the Springfield YMCA will be at North
P.E. Saturday, April 1 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. to conduct a swimming workshop.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED - A
swimming program for children to be
held In North P.E. starting March 29 is in

need of instructors. Volunteers are urged
to contact Prof. Wallace in North P.E.

VOLLEYBALL - The UMass Power
Volleyball tournament will be held

Saturday, April 8 from 12 to 5 p.m. at the
NOPE gym. Umpires, linesmen and
scorers are needed. Volunteers should
call Michael Gurk 546-1049.

.Collegian 11

'P**

Sox triumph
COCOA, Fla. lUPf] - Jim Rice batted in

three runs with a single, a double and a home
run and George Scott's homer provided the
winning margin yesterday as the Boston Red
Sox notched a 6-4 win over the Houston
Astros.

Scott's homer, over the center field fence,
provided the winning margin after the Astros
tied the game with two-run rallies in the first

two innings.

Non Workstudy positions now
available at

Student Senate Office

Students are also needed to do
research in Academic, Campus-
wide, and Residential issues.
Students are also needed to do press
releases, schedule public hearings,
and related media work. Students in-

terested contact 420 Student Union.
Journalism skills helpful.

Pay $25 stipend per week.

DOWN

1 "A—"-a

man for a'

that"
2 Drug source
3 Be a party to

4 Abuse
5 Knife shar-
peners

6 Mother-of-
pearl

7 Pismires
6 Sticky
substance

9 Sharp cries

10 Modify

11 Nile island
1

2

Part of

Q.E.D
13 Had life

21 Recline in-

dolently
22 Full portion
24 Afr. river

25 Fossil resin

26 Lasso
feature

27 Clutch
28 Kind of

horse race
29 Composition
30 Receivers of

service
31 Endures
33 Europeans
36 Mixture
37 Fruit

39 Flame
douser

40 Long narra-
tive

42 Eminence
43 USA's

neighbor
45 Warrant
46 Medicine

portion
47 Seth's

father
48 Intellect

49 Mother: In-

formal
50 Golden Calf
51 Egyptian

river

52 Bite with the
teeth

54 Bounder

• 2 3 4

1
2t

5 6 7 8

22

9 10 n 12 13

14 IS 14

17 18

24

19

70

28

^^^23

33

^^^B
25 26 27

I
16

•

37

29 30 31

32

39 40

34

35

42

<

43

38

45

4l

49

^^^^^^^44

54

50 51 5246 47 48

1

53

1

55

56 57 5S

59 60 61

OQiTFashton

Functional, of course— but more
important, our combs, barrettes

headbands, and bobbles are beautiful

fashion accents Classic tortoise-

shell designs, luminous enamels, rich

and subtle solids A fine gift idea

1 25 6 00

A refreshing place to shop!

Faces of Earth
Ne«l to Amherst Post OMice

'' •"'* Mon Sal
Sun 1 5

Michelle Grenier of the Pumas, women's intramural hoop champs, grabs a re-

bound during the title game as Kathy Gipps and Judy Kennedy of the Sows look on.
(Staff photo by Steve Robinson)

Recreation schedule
NOPE Recreational Facllltle3*CL0SEI>*March 18 - March 27

BOYDEN
MAIN GYM
HOURS . .

.

Mar, 20-24 Sat, .Mar, 25

8 PM

8 PM

10 AM

Handball/Squash 10 AM

Weight /Universal 10 AM 8 PM

Boyden Pool 11 AM -1 PM (LAP)

10 AM

10 AM

5:30 PM

5:30 PM

NOTE! Mar, 18/19:
Nsrmal Sat /Sun.

^che^ule

Sun, .Mar. 26

12 PM - 5:30 PM

12 PM - 5:30 PM

12 PM - 5:30 PM

12 PM - 5:30 PM 12 PM - 5:30 PM
4 PM - 6 PM (OPEN) 12 PM - 1:45 PM (Fam,) 12 PM - 1:45 PM

2 PM - 5:30 PM (Open) 2 PM - 5:30 PM

Hicks Track 8:30 AM - 5 PM CLOSED CLOSED

Hicks Pool CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

Bowling Alleys 12 PM - 4 PM CLOSED CLOSED

10 AM - 5:30 PM

Introducing
a distinguished

Icelandic fnidMlio
has dieanswer

to all those confusing
airfores toEurope.

I
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Gymwomen get bid for nationals
By LAURA BASSETT
Collegian Staff

Once again the women's gymnastics team
will be forfeiting its spring vacation. As in the
last seven years, UMass gymwomen have
found their plans to go to Sunny Florida
squelched by practices for the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women National
Gymnastics Championships. The gym-

women will have to wait for vacation to
begin after April 1 when the team returns
from Seattle after two days of competition.
The team was officially notified yesterday

that they had received an at large bid to
compete in the national competition. Under
the rules of the AIAW, the nine regional
champs automatically qualify for the
championships and the remaining seven
places are filled by teams with the next

kie.
Earnest Coleman of the champion Macklmmie Lions meets the ball In mid-air

during Wednesday night's intramural hoop finale. (Staff photo by Steve Robin-
son)

Florida trip for batsmen
By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

While many UMass students are making
the long trip South this week to soak up the
rays in Florida, the UMass baseball team will

be going there with another purpose in mind.
The Minutemen are making their annual

trip to Florida to open up their season with 10
games against some of the best teams in the
country.

UMass plays its first game of the year this

morning at 10 against Wesleyan, and then
takes on Florida International at 3 p.m. The
Minutemen will then play eight more games
next week, including three against Southern
Illinois, two against Miami, two against
Westchester, and one against Bowling
Green.

Although winning is the upfjermost
purpose of the trip, coach Dick Bergquist
also plans on experimenting with his lineup
and using his full pitching staff.

"The main things we look for on the trip is

to gain some playing experience for the
northern season," he said. "We also use it to
get ready for the month."

UMass, 20-17 a year ago and losers of 10
one-run games, will be playing two teams
this week that were ranked among the top 10
in the country last year.

Southern Illinois was ranked third in the
nation for the 1977 regular season and
wound up in the third spot after the College
World Series. The Salukis were the only
team to eventually beat eventual national
Champion Arizona State in the World Series.

Miami was ranked in the top 10 last

season, before finally lodging in the ninth
spot. The Hurricanes missed out on going to
the World Series by losing their final playoff
game.

"They'll have an advantage down there in

that they'll be playing on their home astroturf

and under the lights," Bergquist said. The

games against Miami will be played next
Wednesday and Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
UMass was 3-6 in its spring trip last

season. The three wins were over Bowling
Green, Miami, and Southern Illinois.

Bergquist is looking forward to the 10
games in order to settle his lineup and
starting pitching rotation.

The three veteran pitchers — Nigro, Doug
Welenc, and Dave Tewhill - have all earned
berths.

"Nigro and Welenc are as good as any two
pitchers in New England," Bergquist noted,
"and Tewhill is a capable reliever."

Five new pitchers dot the roster, and
Bergquist plans on using them all to see
where they fit into his plans.

Jim Lewis, Chris Collins, and Doug
Aylward were promoted from last year's

junior varsity squad. Bergquist said they
were the three most effective pitchers on the
team.

Mark Brown is a promising freshman,
while Mark Yacysnyn is a transfer from
Clemson and UConn.

"He has good control and a breaking
pitch," Bergquist said "We look to him to be
either a middle reliever or a spot starter.

"We'll pull pitchers in a one run game,"
Bergquist continued. 'Right now, we don't
think anyone should throw over 100 pitches
or go more than seven innings

"

As for the rest of the team, Bergquist said
catcher John Czerapowicz is the only player
not making the trip. He underwent elbow
surgery and cannot participate in full drills

until the third week in April. Czerapowicz hit

268 last season.

"We have a demanding schedule this

year," Bergquist concluded, referring to a 34
game northern slate. "We have a lot of

potential. Right now we just don't know how
it's going to work out."
He will hope to have a clearer picture by

next Saturday night.

highest total scores at the regional com-
petitions.

At the Easterns last week the team
finished third behind Penn State and Clarion
with a total of 139.20. Coach Virginia Evans
had felt her team would need to score in the
140's to qualify for nationals this year but
139.20 did qualify the Minutewomen and
even placed them in the top bracket.
"We just made the top eight teams as we

were seeded eighth, " said Evans. "This is

important because we will still be competing
against the very best teams in the country."
The top eight teams include Southwest

Missouri, the top seeded team with the
highest regional score of 147.45, Penn State
the Eastern champ, is second with 146.60,
California State University-Fullerton is third

with 145.40, Clarion, the defending national
champions, are fourth with a 143.95, USC is

fifth with 142.70, University of Louisville is

sixth with 141.15, Louisiana State is seventh
with 140.60 and UMass rounds out the top
eight with a 139.20.

The East's fourth place team UNH just
missed qualifying. Michigan State, a UMass
opponent earlier in the year did qualify and
has been seeded with a score of 138.15.
"The competition should be very close,

there are a lot of very strong gymnasts
comp>eting in every position," said Evans. "I

think our team has more points available
than we have shown so far this season, and
nationals would be a good place to bring it all

together," said Evans optimistically.

The team continues to improve according
to Evans. Susan Cantwell, Stephanie Jones,
and Karen Hemberger all placed well at the
Easterns and would have qualified to
compete as individuals if the team had not

gone. Cantwell is a veteran of four national
competitions and Evans is hopeful she will
place vyell on the beam. Cantwell finished
eighth in the all around competition at the
Easterns and would like to finish higher than
her 13th all around placing at last year's
nationals.

Stephanie Jones finished second last year
on the uneven parallel bars and eighth in the
all around competition. Jones has been
bothered throughout the season with a hip
injury but appears to be coming back into full

strength after the Easterns.
Karen Hemberger nearly took the vaulting

championship at the Easterns and is ex-
pected to be one of the top competitors in

that event at the nationals. Last year Karen
was bothered by an ankle injury which af-

fected her all around total. This year,
however, Hemberger has been one of the
most consistent UMass competitors and is

expected to perform strongly in all events.
Coleen Thorton and Diane Laurenson may

both be back in the lineup for the nationals
according to Coach Evans. Thorton has been
sidelined with a back injury for the latter part
of the season but appears to be regaining her
strength.

Laurenson has been restricted all season
by calcium deposits in her wrists. The injury
has kept her from working on the floor,

which is her specialty, but she has con-
tributed strongly to the beam effort.

While most UMies are carefully counting
down the days until vacation, the gym-
women are looking a bit past March 17, to
March 29 when they will be traveling to
defend last year's fourth place finish in

Seattle.

Bill Edelstein

>-, Springing for a Junket
Spring vacation.
No, it isn't a plan to prematurely release

•Butch Vacation from prison. Spring vacation
is that time of year when the entire student
body of UMass turns it collectively lustful eye
to the friendly, feisty foam of fabulous
Florida.

Some students are lucky enough to afford
a few days in the sun, while others must
resign themselves to yet another week of old
Sol's dim northeastern March rays.

For a select group of people, however,
Florida in the Spring doesn't require a
mugging of the checkbook. All these folks
need to for a saunter South is fill out the
following Spring Training Junket Application
for Loyal Boston Baseball Writers:

1 . ) Why do you want to go to Florida?

A. To bask in the sunshine.

B. To swim in the Gulf Stream.
C. To ogle on the beaches.
D. To caress a funqo bat.

2. If the Red Sox lose 28-3 in an exhibition

game with the Toronto Blue Jays, my story
will focus on....

A. A three-run homer by promising your
catcher Bo Diaz.

B. The fine signals coming from third base
coach Eddie Yost.

C. How Don Zimmer got the nickname
"Zip."

D. The Celtics' playoff chances.

3. What are you willing to sacrifice for the
good of the Red Sox?

A. My journalistic integrity.

B. My virginity.

C. My firstborn.

D. The runner from first to second.

4. For the chance to see Carl Yaz play Ted
Williams at tennis, I would

A. Volunteer as ballboy.

B. Become a celibate.

C. Renounce my American citizenship.

D. Devour, in less than one half hour, over
five mouldy loaves of "Big Yaz Bread" laced
with rancid Gulden's mustard.

5. The Sox are in desperate need of

A. A lefthanded starter.

B. A backup catcher.
C. A second shortstop.
D. A lengthy, front-page feature story

extolling the low, low price of a baseball
ticket in Boston.

6. I like my steak...

A. Rare.
B. Medium.
C. Well done.
D. Free.

7. My reports will appear
A. In the Globe.
B. In the Hera/d.

C. In the Phoenix.
D. In the hands of the Red Sox

management before going to press.

8. I have just happened by member of the
ballclub being given a breathalyzer test by an
office of the law. The time is three a.m., the
athlete's automobile is supporting a row of
broken saplings and he is singing Irish

drinking ballads. It is my duty to
A. Buy the next round.
B. Taunt the policeman as a diversionary

tactic.

C. Remind Uncle Haywood that he "owes
me one."

D. Become hysterical.

9. The Red Sox pitching staff is best
described thusly:

A. They couldn't knock over the Leaning
Tower of Piza with a howitzer.

B. They couldn't find the plate with a mine
sweeper.

C. They have a weak arms, but strong
alibis.

D. At least they're family men.

10. I refuse to be a shill! While in Florida, I

intend to author a revealing story on the
topic...

A. "Will tiddly winks kill baseball?"
B. "The paper training of Dewey Evans'

cocker spaniel."

C. "The political ramifications of the
Boudreau Shift."

D. "The power of the aluminum bat", or
"hitting for the recycle."
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770-day strike to end
J

iVIiners will work today
[AP] - All 160,000 mine workers may not

be ending their 110-day strike today with
10,000 mine construction workers possibly
picketing.

Mines were given safety inspections this
weekend across Appalachia and other coal
areas in preparation for the return of the
miners, scheduled for 12:01 a.m. EST today.

However, mine construction workers also
represented by the United Mine Workers still

had not reached a settlement, and picketing
by these workers delayed miners from ac-
tually going back underground after the last
contract settlement in 1974.

The UMW negotiations for the 10,000
construction workers, who build tunnels and
aboveground facilities at mines, were
continuing yesterday in Washington with the
Association of Bituminous Contractors.

Progress was reported, but that was no
guarantee some adamant local presidents
might not call out the pickets.

Normal Seattle, a UMW official from
District 12 in Ijlinois who is in Washington
helping to negotiate the construction
workers' contract, noted the progress and
urged against picketing.

It was believed the construction workers
were after a contract comparable to that of

the miners, whose three-year pact provides a
39 per cent increase in wages and benefits.
The miners had made $7.X an hour under
the old contract.

"We're getting very close," Beattie said. "I

just can't discuss the issues, but the talks are
progressing very well."

An industry official, declining to be
identified publicly, said "substantial
progress" was being made.

In the coalfields, however, reaction was
not as optimistic.

"I expect pickets to be out about 11 p.m.
Sunday evening," said John Simpson,
president of Kentucky construction workers
Local 1830. "We don't have a contract, and
that's the way it's got to be.

"Once the picket lines go up, I know the
miners will honor them," he said. "They're
good about that because we're union
brothers."

He spoke critically of the construction
workers' negotiating team and said the
proposal t)eing worked out "wouldn't pass if

it is offered to us in its present form."
The miners approved their contract by a

vote of 57 to 43 per cent last week, and the
contract between the UMW and the
Bituminous Coal Operators of America was
signed Saturday night. Union officials said
yesterday that the miners were ready to
work.

UN troops settle;

guerillas still fire
BEAUFORT CASTLE, Lebanon [AP] -

Palestinian guerrillas entrenched in the ruins

of this clifftop Crusader-built fortress fired

mortar shells yesterday into Israeli-held

territory in southern Lebanon. Increasing

numbers of United Nations troops, mean-
while, moved into the region to take up
peacekeeping chores.

Associated Press correspondents who
traveled extensively in south Lebanon
yesterday said most of the blue-helmeted
U.N. troops had yet to move between Israeli

and guernlla lines.

In Israel, a spokesman for the U.N. p>eace-

keepers said a Swedish reconnaissance
patrol near the Kardali Bridge over the Litani

River was caught in a crossfire yesterday
during a skirmish between guerrillas in the
Beaufort outpost and Christian militiamen
south of the Litani.

"The fire was not directed at U.N. troops,"
said spokesman Jacques da Silva. He said
none of the Swedes was hurt.

An Israeli commander in Tel Aviv told the
State radio that querrilla rocket fire from

Tyre, the guerrillas' last major stronghold
south of the Litani River, struck an area of
northern Israel. No casualties or damage was
reported.

An officer of a French U.N. unit
bivouacked at a former Lebanese army
barracks near Tyre said his superiors would
probably contact Israeli officers later in the
day to discuss deployment.

As he spoke to reporters gunfire echoed
from nearby Israeli and guerrilla lines.

Additional French paratroopers yesterday
joined two companies already camped at
Tyre, raising the unit's strength to about 400
men.

In Beirut, Yasser Arafat said his Palestine
Liberation Organization "will help the U.N.
forces to obtain an unconditional withdrawal
of Israeli forces from South Lebanon."

Israeli troops entered Lebanon March 15 in

response to a guerrilla raid in Israel March 1

1

that killed 35 Israelis. They have occupied
virtually all of the region south of the Litani

except for a band around Tyre and a belt
linking the biblical port city to the Litani.

ST. CHARLES, VA (UPI) - A member of the United Mine Workers local stand*
amid the wreckage of a UMW trailer yesterday after an explosion ripped through It

Saturday. State police are still investigating.

Sub-committee formed

to prevent scandals
BOSTON lAP] - When the revelations of

payoffs and political contributions have died
down and Massachusetts returns to business
as usual, what will prevent another scandal
like the one involving the New York con-
sulting firm of McKee-Berger-Mansueto?
Coming up with legislation in an effort to

keep the state's officials honest will be the
job of the Post Audit and Oversight sub-
committee, now conducting its probe of the
$6 million MBM contract.

Rep. Gerald Cohen, D-Andover, sub-
committee chairman, has given some in-

dications of how he thinks selection
procedures should be changed.
When MBM was selected to sup>ervise

construction of the University of Massa-
chusetts Boston campus, it was one of three

The
inside

scoop

While UMass students vacationed last

week. University officials discussed the
fiscal 1979 budget, Hadley residents

rejected a proposal to sell water to

Amherst in emergencies, and an ex-

plosion, which is still being investigated,

demolished a home in South Hadley See
the stories in review on pages 2 and 4.

Universities could lose millions in

research pay, and the Office of
Management and Budget is proposing a
new method of figuring the costs of
federally sponsored research projects.

See the story from The Chronicle of
Higher Education on page 3.

The student senate will hold an
electoral convention to choose a
president Wednesday night. See Jon
Klein's story and the election results on
page 3.

All Collegian writers are urged to at
tend a meeting in the newsroom
tomorrow night at 7:00.

Weather
Rainy and windy today, with highs 45-50
degrees. Rain ending tonight, with lows
in the 30's.

firms recommended for the job by the state's

Designer Selections Board, a group of
engineers and architects who make
recommendations on architectural and
related contracts where there is no bidding
procedure.

In what he called his own "sinister

hypothesis," Cohen said, "What a wonderful
way to have all three firms bid against each
other by making political contributions.

"It's just a possibility. But everything tends
to convince me that if someone wants to use
that leverage it's a better system than
before," Cohen said.

When the Designer Selection Board was
set up in the mid-1960's, it was considered a
reform and among those promoting the
concept was one of the House's leading
liberals. Rep. Michael S. Dukakis. The board
was the state's response to yet another
scandal involving the appointment of ar-

chitects who had contributed to the political

campaign of former Gov. John Volpe.
Cohen's subcommittee is giving some

thought to putting the full responsibility on
the Designer Selection Board rather than the
commissioner of administration and finance
to pick the final candidate.
Cohen has noted time and time again as

the hearings progress that the board does its

job, narrows the field to three, and then gives
no further guidance to the commissioner
than the list of names and, upon request,

what Cohen is fond of calling "a self serving
brochure" from the firms.

He asked BBC director Walter Poitrast,

who is a member of the board, what he
thought of the idea of professionals making
such a final decision.
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Uacatio n week in review
UM budget

won't get

House nod
BOSTON - University administrators may

have to make a return visit to the State
House here and face the House Ways and
Means Committee for further discussion of

the fiscal 1979 budget.
State Secretary of Education Paul Parks

last \A/eek was unable to supply evidence to

his statement that the University's total

library funding would be leveled at $900,000
because Southeastern Massachusetts
University and University of Lowell were
facing "serious accreditation problems."

"We are attempting to address these
needs," said Parks, "and they are immediate
needs " He said strengthening the libraries at

the other state colleges and universities was
a priority of the governor's office this coming
fiscal year.

The University's total requested budget is

for $127,253,465, not counting anticipated
salary adjustments that could tack on an
additional $3 million. Both Governor Michael
S. Dukakis and Secretary Parks have arrived

at their own recommendations. They are,

respectively, $116.3 million and $121.6
million.

Parks told the House Ways and Means
Committee he was aware of the additional $3
million that would be requested by the
University but it was agreed by him and
Dukakis that their totals "meet the base
minimum needs, the necessities of the in-

stitution."

Committee Chairman John J. Finnegan
told Parks his answers were unacceptable
and that he would be requested to return at a
later date with "the facts and figures"
concerning accreditation problems at "the

other institutions.

Interim President Franklin K. Patterson
and the three campus chancellors were told

they may have to return at that time to

defend again their respective budgets.
Rep Philip D. Shea, D Lowell, accused

Chancellor Randolph W Bromery of "terrific

mismanagement' concerning the recent

disclosures that the Amherst campus may be

Governor Dukakis

involved in shady funding practices in

residence halls system.
Shea also challenged Patterson on the

relocation of the University president's office

and staff to 100 Arlington Street in Boston's
South End.

Patterson said it had been agreed that the
president's office should be separate from
the three campuses and close to the state's
capital but Shea fired back "How can you
justify being out here in Utopia, 80 or 90
miles away from the largest campus?"
Shea also asked why Patterson had not

taken on the funding practices question
earlier and Patterson said as an interim
official he did not want to "meddle" in the
affairs of a long-term president.

Rep. Raymond A. Jordan, Jr., D-
Springfield, said he would like to see "more
mileage" coming out o the University. He
commended the Amherst camus for its

innovative programs that hook up local

businesses with campus business and
economic specialists and suggested that the
Boston campus "strengthen its relationship
between its academic program and the inner
city" and develop an urban studies program.

Interim Boston Campus Chancellor Claire
Van Ummersen defended her request to
restock the Boston campus library because
the literature necessary for daily research

was unavailable" to her students. She said
that for long range research many of them
had to study at the Boston Public Library or
at other college libraries within the city.

- E. PATRICK MCQUAID

Belchertown transit

will not add service
BELCHERTOWN - No additional service

is planned for Belchertown bus riders.

Service to the center of town will remain at

six trips per day even after new buses go into

service next fall

feel some of the town's plans may conflict
with state growth policies.

These policies call for agricultural land in
the acreage the town seeks to be kept from
development.

"The university is taking a tough line on

(bus service) because of the constraints

of costs../'

Al Byam, operations manager of the
transit services and William Barrett, director
of parking and operations at UMass, said
during a meeting with Belchertown
Selectmen they "don't forsee adding any
additional service."

"The university is taking a tough line on
this because of the constraints of costs,"
Barrett said.

Barrett said that while sometime changes
in the schedule uf buses could be negotiated,
any additional service to the Town would
have to be oaid for by Town funds.

Thn selectmen asked'Barrett and Byam to

provide results of ndership surveys so they
may determine the-best time for bus runs.

In other business, efforts to obtain up to
167 ricres of land owned by Belchertown
State School for use as a site for future town
projects have hit snags. State school officials

said in a letter to the board of selectmen they

Selectmen said they remain optimistic that
differences about the use of the land can be
worked out

The land is located along Routes 21 and
202 approximately one mile from Belcher-
town center.

Ernest M Gay, chief of police, said he
estimates it will cost the Town some $1,450
per man to comply with requirements for
training under a new state law.

According to Gay, changes in chapter 41,

paragraph 96b now require that all police
officers complete 12 weeks of basic training

The law requires that all officers be trained
either by the town itself or in a training

program approved by the Massachusetts
Criminal Justice Training Council.

The $1,450 is an estimate of wages which
would have to be paid to officers while at

tending training, according to Gay.

RICHARD E. BARRELL

Hadley denies water

to Amherst residents
Amherst town officials may have to find

another source for additional water supplies
other than Hadley reservoirs, after Hadley
residents last week rejected a proposal to sell

Amherst water whenever requested.
Under the proposed contract, Hadley

would have agreed to supply Amherst with a
minimum of 30 million gallons of water a year
at the rate of $250 per million gallons.
Amherst would have been charged at an
increased rate of $3 for every additional
million gallons.

Opposition to the proposed contract was
led by Hadley resident Joseph J. Fitzgibbon.
Fitzgibbon said the proposed contract lacked
sufficient safeguards for Hadley, was not a
true emergency accord, and served
Amherst's needs more than Hadley's.

Joseph F. Wancyk, who was elected last
week to the board of selectmen on a cam-
paign based on the water issue, said the
contract should be renegotiated. He said the
door should be left open for an agreement.
Amherst selectmen, according to board

chairman Diana Romer, were discouraged by
the proposal's rejection. She said the
selectmen would be open to further
discussion.

Selectman Roger Jaque is less optimistic.
Asked about the possibility of reopening
negotiations, Jaque said, "I don't really see
what good would come of it."

Amherst is looking at two other possible
solutions to the water problem. One would

involve tapping the Laurence Swamp in

South Amherst. The town is also looking into
the possibility of constructing a pipeline
between Amherst and the nearby Quabbin
Reservoir, which is operated by the
Metropolitan District Commission, and
serves most of the communities in the
Boston area.

The engineering firm of Tigh and Bond has
been conducting tests of the Laurence
Swamp to see if it can be tapped for drinking
water. Romer said the town might be able to
tap the swamp by 1981 if the tests prove
favorable.

There has been increasing concern around
the state in recent years that the Quabbin
Reservoir is becoming inadequate to serve
the needs of metropolitan Boston. Amherst's
chances of receiving water from Quabbin are
unclear, in 1975, the district commission
voted to offer water to Amherst, but in 1976
the commission decided not to allow any
more tie-ins until the reservoir's supply could
be augmented with other sources.

One proposal for augmenting Quabbin's
water supply has been the center of some
controversy in Amherst. The proposal calls
for water to be diverted from the Con-
necticut River in Northfield to Quabbin.
There has been some speculation that the
commissions offer of a Quabbin hook-up to
Amherst was intended to make Amherst
more likely to favor the proposed Northfield
diversion.

-DAVE GRAM

Tunis to leave position;

no new dean found
The position of UMass dean of admissions

and records may not be filled when current
Dean Wifliam D. Tunis leaves the post Sept.
5.

Tunis announced last week he will leave
the position and return to teaching and
counseling students in the College of Food
and Natural Resources, where he is a tenured
professor of entomology.

William D. Tunis

\

"We haven't had a chance to decide what
happens next," Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs Robert L. Woodbury said last night.
"There's no urgency to it, though."
Woodbury said the admissions and

records department currently has a director
for freshman admissions and another for
transfer admissions.

"I don't know what will happen next," he
said.

Tunis said he had been considering
returning to teaching for a year-and-a-half
because he wanted to get back into closer
contact with students and with teaching.

"I want to do something else," he said.
"I've put in 15 years as dean of admissions
and I'm essentially making a mid-life career
change."

Tunis has been dean of admissions and
records since 1963.

Woodbury called Tunis an "institution" at
UMass.

"Dean Tunis was unique," Woodbury
said. "He did a tremendous job."

Tunis received his bachelor of science
degree from UMass in 1942 and later a
masters of science from the University of
Minnesota. He received a Ph.D. from UMass
in 1959 and was a professor of entomology at
UMass and director of the Waltham
Research Station before becoming dean of
admissions.

- CHRISTOPHER H. SCHMITT
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Universities

could lose

study funds
By ANNE C. ROARKE
The Chronicle of Higher Educatior)

Copyright 1978

The Office of Management and Budget
has proposed a new method of figuring the

costs of federally sponsored research

projects that universities say would deprive

them of millions of dollars a year.

The new approach would affect the way
universities figure the "direct" costs of

paying salaries and purchasing materials

under federal grants and contracts as well as

the "indirect" expenses of conducting that

research, such as utilities, janitorial services,

library depreciation, and general university

administration.

University officials have until May 1 to

comment on the proposed new rules, which
the Office of Management and Budget may
then revise and issue in final form later in the

year.

While few university financial officers

contacted by The Chronicle last week had
had a chance to analyze the new method
thoroughly, all agreed it would place heavy
and, some said, "unfair" financial burdens
on universities that conduct government
research.

'Substantial, Additional Burdens

'

The rules, according to the Office of

Management and Budget, were designed to

make the government "bear its fair share of

total costs" of the research it sponsors. In

effect, they would reduce the amount of

money institutions could collect for con-
ducting federal research and would require

campus officials to keep detailed accounts of

the ways they spend federal dollars.

"We feel they impose substantial, ad-

ditional burdens on us," said Max A. Binkley,

vice-president for finance at Colorado State
University and chairman of a subcommittee
on "government-cost policies" for the

National Association of College and
University Business Officers.

"They try to put institutions in a strait-

jacket. They do not recognize that dif-

ferences exist among institutions.... And
they fail to recognize the higher costs of

doing work for the government."
Although Binkley said he had not had a

chance to review thoroughly the effects of

the proposed rules on his own institution, he
had seen 'a preliminary, rough evaluation"

showing '"that federal money will be reduced
by several million dollars at one major
university."

A Bad Time for Universities

Warning that the proposals could cost

Stanford University several million dollars a

year, Provost William F. Miller told the

faculty he was troubled that the reductions

would come at a particularly bad time for

financially strapped universities.

"We hang in a delicate balance," Miller

said. "For this year we will report a balanced

budget... but there are many forces that tend

to push us out of balance."

Where institutions already face substantial

deficits, he said, the proposed cuts in federal

support could present even more serious

problems.
According to Robert C. Bowie, vice-

president for business management at the

Johns Hopkins University, "just reading

quickly through the proposal" indicates that

the changes could be "extremely costly" for

his institution.

"While we can only speculate now," he

said, "it will surely result in a seven-digit

figure.

Will Cost 'Only' $2-million

"At least it will be better than the $4.4-

Tmillion we estimated we would lose under

the Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare's proposal" for estimating research

costs, Bowie added.
"With the new 0MB proposal, we'll lose

only about $2-million. It's pretty funny to say

only' $2-million. I don't know where it is

going to come from."

Following Congressional criticism in 1975

that indirect-cost rates had grown out of

control, the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare sent the Office of

Management and Budget proposals for

revising the standards used to determine

federal research costs.

Those proposals were revised in Januan/,

1977, and again last April.

An analysis indicated that the revised

proposals would have reduced by about 25

per cent the amount of money institutions

could charge for indirect costs. That, ac

cording to Binkley would have amounted to

approximately $170-million in indirect costs

rhat universities could not charge to the

• government.
While the business officers association
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Boiling sap collected from their maple trees in South Amherst, Saturday, Lori and Tina Hoffman enjoy a pleasant spring day
making syrup. (Staff photo by Geoffrey L. Cohler)

Convention to pick prexy
By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association
Electoral Convention to choose the next

student president will be held in Boyden
gymnasium at 8:30 Thursday night.

This will be the first convention since the

popular presidential elections began in 1975.

According to the student constitution, an
electoral convention of area governments
and student senators must be held if none of

the candidacies can reach one-third of the

popular vote.

The Union Program Council referendum
for a $2.00 per semester fee was declared
invalid. The decision to invalidate the

referendum vote grew from protests that the

writing of the referendum was ambiguous.
Governmental Affairs Co-chairwoman Marcy
Levington said an election will be held for the

referendum if a request for a new election is

made.
The first ballot at the convention will in-

clude the two top candidacies, Shelly

Gordon and Herb Tyson and the other

candidacy of David Barenberg and Susan
Birmingham. Nominations may also be made
from the floor. The None - of - the - above
category which had the second highest vote

total will not be on the convention ballot.

Levington said, none of the above can
never win so it cannot be on the ballot."

Early Friday morning after the election there

was some controversey over the category

being on the convention ballot.

Blank ballots may also be turned in by
conventioneers. The blanks are protest

votes.

A simple majority of 50 per cent plus one is

needed to win.

Each senator and area government official

will turn in a ballot. Each residential area is

alloted a certain number of votes. For
example. Southwest has 10 votes in the
convention. If the Southwest delegation
splits evenly for two candidates, then each
candidate will receive five votes.

Thirty envelope ballots were declared

invalid by the Governmental Affairs Com-
mittee. Envelope ballots were used by voters

who came to the ballot boxes without
identification.

These voters were to place their ballots in

envelopes. An outer envelope was to include

the student's name and other identification

information. The information was to insure

that the voter was eligible.

Thirty voters failed to include the
necessary information on their envelopes
thus invalidating their votes.

Election results
A total of 3,193 students voted in the

student government election held March
15 and 16, according to the Student
Senate Governmental Affairs Committee.
There are roughly 18,000 eligible voters.

The residential area with the largest

turnout was Southwest with 1,248

voters. The lowest turnout was in the

Greek area with 54 voting.

The figures that follow are from the

committee's unofficial tally sheet. The
figures do not include envelope ballots

which were used by voters who came to

the ballot boxes without identification.

Those ballots were counted separately.

Shelly Gordon and Herb Tyson - 799
votes, None - of the - above — 457,

David Barenberg and Susan Birmingham
- 440, Donald Bishop - 346, Steve
Ross - 301, Russell Swan - 164, Bill

Edelstein and Brad Goverman — 156,

Howard Greene and Paul Lawrence -

116, Steve Brickman and Mark Vafiades
- 96, Bob Melia - 63, Jay Fiynn - 52.

Anti-apartheid sentiment builds
NASHVILLE, Tenn. [Pacific News Service] - "It's strange,"

observed a middle-aged black woman, who said she had taken part

in lunch counter sit-ins here in the early 1960s, "but, you know, it

looks like South Africa is bringing us together again, getting us tired,

old folk back on our feet. We just have to do what we can to help

those poor, brave kids in Soweto."
The sit-in veteran spoke as she marched through the streets of

Nashville last weekend with some 5,000 mostly black demonstrators

protesting the United States-South Africa Davis Cup tennis matches

at Vanderbilt University.

The three-day protest — sponsored by the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People, and organized locally by black

News analysis

and white students - may transform the growing but mostly white

student-led anti-apartheid campaign into a national movement
coordinated by black organizations.

At the same time, the Davis Cup protests suggested that the

South Africa issue may be the spark that re-ignites a black protest

movement in the United States after nearly a decade of relative quiet

despite worsening economic conditions for blacks.

Billed as the largest protest of its kind since the civil rights

movement, the demonstration recalled for many of the participants

the days of Martin Luther King and Student Non-violence Coor-

dinating Committee a movement reborn.

"It's a new day today, the beginning of a new era of protest,"

black activist and comedian Dick Gregory told the cheering crowd,

which had been drawn to Nashville from^s far away as Chicago and

rural North Carolina. If the American corporations that invest m
South Africa don't listen to what's happening here today, and if the

universities don't listen, they're gonna see a whole lot of trouble

NAACP President Beniamm Hooks promised, We will iead other

South Afnca, but also of unemployment ana racism in this country.

This is not the end but the beginning. We shall march on until victory

IS won and all god's children are free."

The Davis Cup demonstrations drastically cut attendance at the

games - the 9,000-seat capacity was never more than 15 per cent

full. The embarrassingly low turn-out compelled the U.S. Tennis

Association to release Vanderbilt, the host, from its financial

obligations, and a local coal mine owner, Joe Davis, offered to pick

up the tab.

With the active participation of black organizations from the

Urban League to the Southern Christian Leadership Conference,

and white and black students, the Davis Cup protests also provided

a major forum and stimulus to the anti-apartheid movement. But

strains and difficulties - especially regarding the NAACP's role -
remain that could prevent the. formation of a coordinated, large-

scale, national movement of black and white Americans.

The Davis Cup was the NAACP's debut in recent protests against

United States - South Africa ties. Many rank-and-file members
applauded the group's activism, welcoming Hook's announcement
that he expected 40,000 demonstrators to show up in Nashville. But

after that initial announcement, the NAACP decided not to go all out

in busing people into Nashville from all over the country. The
organization decided to make the Davis Cup a "symbolic protest ",

and Hooks told reporters he would be pleased if 2,000 people took

part.

Furthermore, NAACP marshals restrained marchers from joining

local activists in on-site picketing, and at the rally Saturday, Hooks
appealed to the crowd to ignore 'those disrupters who want us to

act a fool over at the gym.
"

A local group - the Tennessee Coalition Against Apartheid -

and many black students from Fisk, Meharry Medical College and

Tennessee State University said they nad worked well with local

NAACP leaders and tried to coordinate strategy with the national

office, but had run into a brick wall

The coalition said it will now move to confrontmp '^v.i.es of racism

It Vanderbilt. as well ,hs riversitv investments - o South
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* Research finances
could be decreased
CONT. FROM PAGE 3

has not yet estimated what the 0MB
proposal would cost, an official said it would
be less than under the HEW plan, but still a

"significant burden" for universities.

One of Its most costly provisions, ac-

cording to some campus officials, concerns
the way in which institutions would have to

account for the indirect costs they incurred
in doing research for the government.
Under the proposed rules, institutions

would be required to categorize indirect

costs according to "individual functions
performed in each building on the basis of

usable square feet of space, excluding
common areas."

In effect, campus officials said, that

provision would severely limit universities'

discretion in determining what their indirect

costs are and where they should be charged.
"Such prescribed standards will deny

institutions with different problems and
different ways of doing things the flexibility

they currently have to account for those
differences," said Binkley. "I would call this

(document) more a statement of cost
procedures and less a statement of prin-

ciples."

Another costly prospect, according to
some university officers, is the way the rules

would treat library services for government-
supported researchers and their support
staffs.

The proposed regulations would allow an
institution conducting government research
to take into account only the number of
government-financed researchers who use
the library.

The proposed rules would not allow in-

stitutions to charge additional overhead or
depreciation costs for such individuals,

despite university contentions that such
persons typically cause more "wear and
tear" on libraries than do regular students
and instructors.

Excluding Student Expenses
Campus officials are also disturbed by a

provision in the proposed rules that would
affect the way they must account for the
costs of graduate students who f>articipate in

government research.

The government now allows institutions to

take into account such expenses as the

students' use of a dean's office and coun-
seling activities.

Under the proposed changes, those ex-

penses would be excluded altogether, thus
allowing universities to collect only for the
salaries of such students while they are

working on government projects.

At least one present policy that the 0MB
decided to continue greatly disturbs many
campus officials — a policy that excludes
interest costs, fund- raising expenses, and the

costs of patents and public- relations from
the list of indirect expenses that can be
charged to federal research projects.

It is "unreasonable " that the government
does not help pay for these costs, contended
Binkley. "The government clearly benefits
when we incur them."

Increase in Costly Papen/vork
One of the most troublesome aspects of

the proposed regulations, according to
Reagan Scurlock, executive director of the
governmental relations committee of the
business officers' association, is that in-

stitutions will be required to document their

expenses in minute detail, thus adding to the
already costly paperwork that the federal
government requires.

Lawmakers have urged such controls,
however. They contend that institutions are
responsible for inflating the costs of
government research by charging for ac-
tivities and services that would have been
provided regardless of whether federal
projects were being conducted on their

campuses.
Many university officials have countered

that the ever-growing federal paperwork
requirements are at least partly responsible
for the soaring costs of government-
sponsored research.

More detailed accounting procedures and
increasingly complex regulations for the
protection of human safety, occupational
safety, and hiring practices have all con-
tributed to the rising costs of research,
universities argue.

$2-Million Refund
University officials acknowledge that there

have been some problems in the way in-

stitutions have kept records of how they are
spending federal funds.

Just this month, for instance, the
University of California announced it was
refunding to the federal government nearly
$2- million charged for university services,
such as vehicle operations and storehouse
supplies.

Federal guidelines require government
contract and grant rates to be based on
operating costs, such as the actual cost of an
automobile currently in use.

The university, however, had included
other expenses in its cost estimates, in-

cluding inflation factors to provide for the
replacement costs of equipment.
The payment was the seventh the

university had made to the federal govern-
ment since April 1977, following a series of
HEW audits of the university's federal
contracts and grants.

Details of the OMB's proposed regulations
were published in the Federal Register on
March 10.

^Uacationweek
Cops still explore blast

SOUTH HADLEY - Police are continuing
to investigate the cause of a Thursday morn-
ing blast which destroyed a home and
caused damage to surrounding homes in the
exclusive Chestnut Hill section of this

community.

The owner of the home, Thomas D.
Raymond, 31, faces a hearing on 1976
charges of zoning violations when he was a

partner in a used car dealership in Spring-
field. He was arraigned in Springfield District

Court Saturday after being arrested Friday
afternoon while talking with insurance
adjustors at the site of his home.

State police Friday removed an object

from the rubble of the home, but then denied
that it was evidence of a bomb.

"there was a rumor that we had taken a
bomb out of the house and put it in the fire

marshal's car, but that wasn't the case," said

Lt. William Schenker of the South Hadley
police force.

Trooper Gary Pease of the state fire

marshal's office ruled out that natural gas
detonation was the cause of the explosion

State police, personnel from the state fire

marshal's office and explosives experts from
the Federal Treasury Department's Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Divisions have been

^aiding local police and firefighters in the
investigation of the blast

Schenker said the investigation would
continue today but the Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms experts will not remain on the
scene

The blast occurred at 3:48 Thursday
morning in the unoccupied home The owner
reportedly was m Florida at the time of the
explosion whik' his wife was in Scotland No

'

one was injured in the blast, although five
other homes were badly damaged.
The home, worth a reported $70,000, had

been for sale for almost five months. The
owners were asking $69,000 for the con-
temporary raised ranch, a real estate
salesman said.

Shock waves from the blast were heard for
15 miles.

-JUDY VAN HANDLE
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March postponed
The Skokie Action Committee has not yet

met to discuss the postponement of a Nazi
march through Skokie, Illinois by a State
Supreme Court justice last week.

"We haven't met about it yet, but if there
is going to be no march there, I don't think
we are going out there," said committee
member, Julia Mack.

Yitzhak Santis, another committee
member said, "My personal comment is I'm
very happy they've postponed it. I'd rather
be at home on Passover rather than in front
of a Nazi in Skokie, Illinois."

The Skokie action committee was plan-
ning to present a proposal and petitions to
the Student Senate Wednesday for funding
for a bus to send UMass students to Illinois

on April 20.

- CAROL ROSENBERG

Building controlled
A record turn-out at last week's Hadley

Town Meeting voted by a margin of 252 to 10
to give the town increased planning controls
over any major construction project
proposed for the town.

This will have an immediate effect on the
proposed Hampshire Mall, which the
Pyramic Systems Company is planning for
Route 9 in Hadley.

Single family homes will be exempted
from the planning by-law.

- DAVE GRAM

Engineering program

to be established

The UMass-Amherst School of
Engineering will be cooperating with the
UMass- Boston to offer a new academic
program for students who might be unable
to finance a full four-year program of study
at the Amherst campus.
The program, which will begin in Sep-

tember, will lead to a bachelor of science
degree in engineering.

Under the new program, students who
successfully complete two years of study at

the Boston campus will be guaranteed
admission to the UMass-Amherst
engineering school for their last two years.

- ELLEN DAVIS

Lobster
resources
decreasing

PL YMOUTH, Mass. \AP\ - Lobster, a $50
million New England industry and a dinner
delight priced for champagne appetites
looms as an up-and-coming headache for the
council that oversees fishing in New England
waters.

Lobsters are being caught faster than they
can reproduce.

And the federal government is working on
a lobster fishery management plan for the

New England Regional Fishery Management
Council, the federally-appointed panel that

administers fish quotas and helps monitor
the 200-mile limit

The plan was drafted by Thomas D.

Morrissey of the National Marine Fisheries

Service, who says he is alarmed by depletion

of lobsters in New England waters.

The plan is now under review by the

Northeast Marine Fisheries Board.
Morrissey won't be specific about the

proposal, which will go to the fishery

management council for review and possible

implementation if approved by the fisheries

board.

The council has had its share of headaches
with cod, haddock and flounder, big money
crops for New England fishermen.

Morrissey says the quota system for cod,
haddock and flounder has been "at best,

chaotic."

But the Plymouth-based federal coor-
dinator says he hopes planning and foresight

can avoid a similar confusion in the lobster

industry. "At the moment, I don't anticipate

quotas being proposed for lobsters," he
says.

Some lobster industry spokesmen say it

may already be too late to safeguard the New
England lobster.

In Maine, the No. 1 state for lobster in New
England, the president of the state lob-

stermen's association is pessimistic.
"Overfishing is so bad the industry could be
in real trouble in five years," said Edward
Blackmore.

And Vaughn Anthony, research and
development director for the Maine
Department of Marine Resources, recently
told a fisherman's forum to expect hard
times.

"We are in for a hard time if we don't do
something now. It may already be too late,"

he said.

Blackmore says the statistics on Maine's
lobster catch speak for themselves. "We
increased our fishing effort 2'/! times since

-1957, but over the years the catch has
gradually declined by 30 per cent," said the
Stonington resident and 30- year veteran
lobster fisherman.

In Massachusetts, which ranks second in

the region for its lobster catch, the executive
director of the state Lobstermen's
Association described the situation as
"precarious."

"It's a known fact we harvest 90 per cent

of lobsters as they reach legal size," said

Robert Barlow. "And we're heavily over-

fished, although Massachusetts has taken

the lead in conservation."

Rhode Island, which places third in lobster

catch, may already be feeling the effects of

the overfishing.
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BREST, FRANCE (UPI) — The spilled oil from the Amoco Cadiz is cornered in a small by at Roscoff village. Tanker trucks

arrying detergent, (left), will attempt to break up the oil.

French kidnap victim released
PARIS [UPI] - Baron Edouard-Jean

Empain, 40, multimillionaire industrialist who
was kidnapped two months ago, was
released unharmed by his abductors last

night in one of Paris' busiest squares.

it was not immediately known whether a

ransom had been paid.

Police said Empain was freed at 10:30 p.m.

in the brilliantly lit Place d'Opera square
fronting the Paris opera. The square was
crowded at the time with tourists who had
come to Paris for the Easter weekend.

Police said Empain appeared to be in good
health.

The baron was turned loose following an
appeal from one of the suspected members
of the gang, Alain Caillol.

Caillol was captured in a police shootout
Friday night when he and four other alleged

gang members appeared at a rendezvous to

pick up a ransom of 17 million Swiss francs

$8 million.

Another suspected member of the kidnap
gang, Daniel Duchateau, was shot and killed

in the police ambush.
Empain telephoned his wife from the Place

de I'Opera and, she immediately called

police, a communique from police

headquarters said.

The Italian born Baroness Empain drove

quickly to a spot where her husband told her

to meet him and police arrived soon after.

Police said the baron returned home with

his wife, telling police he did not want to go
to headquarters on the Quai des Orfevres for

questioning at this time.

Interior Minister Christian Bonnet im-

mediately sent a message of congratulations

to the detectives and the special anti-gang

squad who worked on the case from the

start.

Empain was kidnapped at 11 a.m.- on Jan.

23 as he was being driven by his chauffer to

his office.

As his silver-gray limousine drove away
from his luxurious apartment on the Avenue
Foch near the Arch of Triumph, a p'ckup
truck suddenly blocked the way.

Four gunmen dragged out the elderly

chauffeur, pistol-whipped him, then jumped
into the limousine and sped off with Empain.

Police set up the heaviest network of

roadblocks in recent memory President

Valery Giscard d'Estaing ai^(i Buig'um's King

Baudoin, both friends of Ei^ipain, were kept

informed of every developmPnt in the case.

The kidnappers sent proof immediately to

Empain's family that they were Solding him.

The proof consisted of a handwritten note

from the baron, his identity card - and a slice

from a left little finger, presumably Empain's.

These objects were found, on d'lectiona

from the kidnappers, in Paris railway

stations.

After the initial developments, the polic*

and the family remained silent on the case.

Bill to raise car insurance
BOSTON \AP\ - The Massachusetts

merit rating law will soon be put to the test

- when the bills hit home and an estimated
250,000 motorists are assessed $10 million or

more in automobile insurance surcharges.

An immediate furor is anticipated in in-

surance circles. Twenty years ago, a

somewhat similar demerit statute was
repealed at the first angry outbursts.

At that time, only 18,000 motorists faced
penalties, according to an insurance official.

The current law became operational in

November, 1976. James Corum, acting

director of the Merit Rating Board reported

that 175,332 accident surcharge notices have
been issued for the initial 14- month year. The
actual number who will pay has been
reduced several thousand by appeals or

other types of reversals.

In addition, there have been 161,500

surcharges stemming from court convictions

for various moving offenses. Corum said he

does not yet know how much overlapping

there is in the two totals. One source
guessed that 20 per cent could be liable for

double or triple surcharges.

Surcharged motorists will pay cash
penalties to the system for one year and face

negative penalties the next two, when they

will be excluded from sharing the surcharge

kitty. The traffic violation surcharges range

from $25 'c $200 and a motorist blamed for

an accident will be assessed $50.

The payments will be collebted by the

insurance companies and will be
redistributed next year to other motorists.

Lemuel H. Devers, head of the Mass. Auto
Rating Bureau, readily acknowledged that

startup administrative costs will offset some
of the surcharge impact. This expense will be
included in general rates

He expects the picture to change in later

years, probably leveling off after the third

year when, because of prior surcharges, the

good drivers' pool will shrink a little and
credits could climb.

However, the main benefit, according to

Devers, is a reduction in auto accidents that

he attributes to the existence of the merit

rating law.

He said Insurance Commissioner James
M. Stone based part of the reduction in new
auto rates on a projected drop in claims.

Under the old demerit law, accident claims

dropped 19 per cent, Devers said. After

repeal the count was right back up toi normal,

he said.
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Evangelist prays

to resurrect mom

MONDAY, MARCH 27 1978

REED SPRINGS, Mo. \UPf\ Tent
evangelist Daniel Aaron Rogers prayed
yesterday for the Easter mirdde he tailed to
produce two weeks ago -- that of raising his

frozen mother from the dead
Rogers, who was jotned in the private

prayer by his wife Elizabeth, said he expected
the resurrection to occur sometime before
Wednesday, the day Missoun hea'th officials

have ordered him to proceed with his

mother's burial.

Gladys Rogers died Feb. 2 of the flu in

Harrison, Ark. She was moved to a nearby
Missouri mortuary after a monthlong battle

with courts and health officials in Arkansas
who wanted the body out of the freezei and
into a grave.

Rogers, who has made the 45-mile drive to

the mortuary every few days to pray over the
white enamel freezer, said he wanted to raise

his motf>er from the dead because it would
"encourage a lot of people to believe in

Christ."

And he said he expected to be successful
this time.

"It's just a matter of faith," the non-
denominational minister said. "Jesus said all

things are possible for him that believeth.
We're asking other people to pray. We feel
the Lord will do it for their prayers, not just
for mine."
About 1,000 persons waited outside the

small chapel two weeks ago while Rogers,
accompanied by two evangelists, prayed for
two hours. A choir of 50 persons sang
hymns.

"It was announced in the newspapers it

was a private service last time and they (the

crowd) came anyway," he said. "We've tried

to avoid any notoriety or publicity from the
beginning. We didn't plan it. We never in-

tended it to be any other way but private."

Yesterday Rogers turned over his duties at

his Deer, Ark., church to an assistant, then
drove to the Reed Springs mortuary. He said

his prayer vigil would continue through
Wednesday "if necessary."

Rogers had earlier planned to recruit In-

donesian evangelist S.A. Makal to aid him in

his final resurrection prayers, but the plans
fell through when the minister was unable to
obtain the $4,300 in expense money Makal
had requested for himself and an interpreter.

SARASOTA. FLA lUPI) - The body of high wire walker Karl Wallenda lies in

state here. Wallenda, whose funeral was yesterday, was killed last week while
performing in Puerto Rico.

Wallenda son
creates new
controversy
CONCORD, Calif. \UPI\ - Steve

Wallenda, 28, the 'black sheep" of the Great
Wal'enda family, stirred a simmering family

feud yesterday and claimed to be the only
Wallenda left on the high wire after com-
pleting a shaky weekend stroll across a

quarter mile of tramway cable.

"Will you carry on the Wallenda
tradition?" he was asked after his per

formance Saturday.
"Yes, today and for the next 50 years,"

Steve said.

But his fathej ,Gunther Wallenda,
disputed the claim from his home in

Sarasota, Fla., saying, "He seems to have
been a black sheep." Steve has never
worked with the clan, nor has he been
trained by them, his father said.

A crowd of about 1,000 watched Wallenda
Saturday as he negotiated the 86-foot-high

Oakland Zoo tram cable, the last 100 feet

blindfolded. He slipped once and suffered a

bruising fall straddle the cable, but regained

his composure to complete the walk. He laid

claim to two world records, one for the

longest highwire act over an amusement
park, the other for the blindfold stunt.

Exhausted but triumphant after the feat,

Wallenda rested at his east San Francisco

Bay suburban home yesterday and com-
mented on the brewing family feud and the

legacy his great uncle, the late, great 73-year

old Karl Wallenda left him.

Karl, patriarch of the family, died Wed
nesday m a fall from a 150-foot cable

stretched between two hotels in Puerto Rico.

South bloc

diminishes

in Senate
WASHINGTON \AP] - A major post

of congressional power soon is expected
to pass from a Mississippi senator to one
from Massachusetts, recording another
decline in the once-formidable southern
strength in Congress.

Sen James O. Eastland's an-
nouncement that he is retiring after 37
years in the Senate means the chair-

manship of the Judiciary Committee
probably will go to Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy. He has the seniority and,
although there will be a secret vote by the
committee, is expected to get the post.

Just five years ago, seven of the 11

major committees in the Senate and six

of 12 in the House were headed by
Southerners.

•
There are now five southern chairmen

of the key Senate committees and two,
Eastland and Alabamian John J. Spark-
man of the Foreign Relations Committee,
are retiring in January.

In the House, only one Southerner,
Appropriations Chairman George H.

Mahon of Texas, heads a major com
mittee And Mahon also is retiring. Under
the old, unwritten seniority rule, his

successor would be Jamie Whitten of

Mississippi But the rules have been over-

hauled and Whitten is expected to be
strongly opposed.
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Two for the price of one You cant tDeat it And that's
what we think you'll say after you dive into our delicious
Cavatini Supreme* deep dish pasta Four different shapes
of tender pasta, plump mushrooms, spicy pepperom,
freshly chopped onions and flavorful green peppers
Topped with tangy Pizza Hut* tomato meat sauce and
chewy mozzarella cheese Come on Treat a fnend to an
original Pizza Hut creation, and have one yourself On
the house'

LdinandTgototheac Pizza Hat'i

Coupon expires April 10, 1978

424 Russell St.

Hadley
2539490

One coupon per pasta please Otter valid with this coupon
on reguk'r menu prices only througri
Not valid v^itti any other pnomolional otter

Cash value i/PCW ' 1978 Pizza Hut Inc

tolow
apen?

Is If crazy to love marker pens that give you the smoothest, thinnest line m
town and teel so right m your hand' Is it mad to worship pens with clever
little metal collars " to keep their plastic pomts from getting sqinshy'

Not if the pen is a Pilot marker pen
Our Razor Point, at only 69C gives

the kind of extra-fine delicate line you'll ffip

over And for those times you want a little less

line, have a fling with our fine point
igc Fineliner It has the will and fortitude to

actually write through carbons
So. don't settle for a casual relationship

Get yourself a lasting one , or two. to have
and to hold at your college book store

Pilot Corp. of America, 30 Midland Ave..

Port Chester, New York 10573

finefne marker pens

Available at

campus center/univ. of mass /amherst

26 Gfound Beef891contains not more than 26% fat-3 pound pka or mnrp ^^^ ^^^'•>

Fresh orSmoked• • ^»%»»» w« tiviHvavvu Your choice of 2 meaty pork roasts' ^^ ^^^^

PMc Shouldei'- 691
SUcedBacon M°
Thin Sliced-1 2 ounce package •^9^

ShoidderSteak
BeefChucki39

•top*

• toiJI

For London Broil ^^ ii»
Broil, then slice this thick, juicy steak diagorv
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Letters
SGA election irregularities

To the Editor:

A series of events during the recent

election week has served to illustrate a

basic contradiction between the Student

Senate's purported role as servants of

the student population and the reality of

the situation.

Simultaneous with the voting on the

S.G.A. presidential candidates was the

equally important voting on senatorial

candidates for those dorms with vacant

positions within the senate. Not only was
this concurrent election badly publicized

[as evidenced by those surprised voters

confronted by ballots concerning their

respective senatorial candidates], but the

administration of these elections was
handled in a very careless and
irresponsible manner.

On the afternoon of Thursday. March

16, a number of Chadbourne residents

informed me ttiat they had been unable

to obtain Chadbourne senatorial ballots

when they attempted to vote at Franklin

D.C. for the last two days. When they

inquired as to how they would be able to

cast their ballots, the Student Senate

representatives replied that they "didn't

know anything about it", and made no

attempt to investigate or clarify the

situation. I went to Franklin and was

given the same response. I then went to

the Student Senate office where I was

assured by an anonymous woman that

she had delivered the ballots herself that

morning and that they were probably

mixed in with the other ballots, but she

would check anyway, to make sure they

were at the polls when they reopened at

four. Naievly satisfied by this answer I

left, only to find the identical situation of

no ballots [and an identical response

from the people attending the polls] that

had greeted me that afternoon. Con-

fused, I spoke to the Chadbourne H.R.,

Bill Harris, who immediately called the

Student Senate office for an explanation.

He was informed that they had been
meaning to send the ballots to Franklin all

day, but couldn't get a van to take them
over. They would make another effort,

however. The ballots did finally get to

Frank/in, with one hour left in the two day
election, and no hope of Chadbourne
residents voicing their decisions.

Upon reviewing these events, I am
continually astonished by the degree of

dishonesty that I encountered in every

instance. The fact that student

representatives would mislead us in an

attempt to placate us, and that the needs

and rights of the student body are met
with such indifference gives us reason to

pause and reconsider the real motives of

these individuals. There is no excuse for

tffe treatment the residents of Chad-

bourne received, and such treatment

would surely not result from an

organization concerned with the rights

and interests of the student body it was
designed to protect.

Ford Frazier

Campaign literature is litter

To the Editor:

Receiving nrore interest in the current

S.G.A. presidential campaign than the

candidates themselves [and. surveying

this year's candidates, deservedly so] has

been the various tactics employed by the

numerous candidates in the course of

their campaigns.

We have been subjected to an infinity

of posters stuck on every available

surface within a ten mile radius of

campus, and handbills stuffed into our

pockets between every class. Admittedly.

It is every candidate's right [and

responsibility] to make his position

known to as many prospective con-

stituents as possible, to insure a

knowledgeable choice on their parts at

the polls.

However, considering that m most

cases the paper used has far more value

than the information printed thereon, one

must suppose that those candidates who

refuse to take the election and their

prospective offices seriously are

distributing them for the sheer joy of

encountering their own names every time

they turn around. The campaign may be

a loke, but defacing the entire campus is

not.

What the candidates do not seem to

consider is that in saturating their

surroundings with their dubious treatises,

the only thing that they are insuring is

that the campus grounds will be cluttered

with their aftermath long beyond their

own graduations.

As if to punctuate this sad situation, on
March fifteenth the team of Edelstein and
Goverman hired a plane to fly over the

campus and dump a sizeable quantity of

their promotional material on the heads
of their fellow students. Anyone on
campus at this time was witness to this

snowstorm of leaflets descending, a

minute portion of which were received by
the voters, and the remainder of which
swim in the campus pond or decorate

large portions of the grounds.

It is obvious that Edelstein and
Goverman had no intention of the leaflets

actually reaching the voters, and that this

stunt was performed entirely for its

sensationalistic and publicity gaining

value. Unfortunately [although this event
caused the greatest eyesore] in terms of
sheer irresponsibility, other candidates
are equally guilty of equally sen
sationalistic activity, making a mockery
of the entire S.G.A., student body, and
ultimately themselves

Rob Stein

Ford Frazier

Rape film letter objectionable

•

To the Editor:

"... this workshop expresses some of

the myths about rape which are absorbed

in the male socialization process and

which tend to be perpetuated by the

media ..

This from Tuesday's Collegian The

writer was publicizing a film on rape to be

shown by members of the Southwest

Men's Center

When women rattle the sabre of

righteousness at men, when they accuse

us of exploiting and oppressing them,

they are at least pointing their fingers at

concrete, flesh and blood adversaries.

But this kind of language, so serene, so

polished, so well-informed, it dismisses

us utterly. It deprives us even of the

status of rogues and scoundrels In a

single rhetorical flourish, we are trans

ported to the realm of abstract ciphers,

bodiless bundles of conditioned

responses, sans soul, sans will, sans

everything.

Now look: if we have been badly
brought up, have the courage to say so.

Say so openly and honestly. Don't give

us this smog and tawdry phraseology of
the enlightened.

Your rapists, who are they?

The working man out of a job who
can't face his wife and kids; the young

punk who feels, in some vague way, that

society is ripping him off; the bright

young man on the make; the well paid

professional on holiday from respec-

tability; the guy on leave; the model

husband; the entrepreneurs of every

kind; the dull, the cynical, the trivial, the

bored, the quietty desperate; the ones

who are angry and bitter; the cowed, the

self-indulgent, the prematurely stifled;

the cheated and humiliated; the pathetic

assholes who hang out by the hundreds:

a mass movement of macho on the run.

spasming out to a lewd and catchy disco

beat.

It's enough to make you puke.

The male sex has reached the nadir,

Frank. We have had it. Are you shocked

that one in a hundred can't contain the

hatred that one in ten feel for women?
For women, nothing. For themselves.

And you're gonna show 'em a film? By
men "who have been trained?"

This won't do. What we want is an end

to rape. What we want is a generation of

men who can stand up straight and

shuck off this heritage of shame and
guilt, men with pride and self-respect.

Because people with pride and self-

respect do not rape.

So enough of this phony cir-

cumlocution. Enough of this pseudo-
liberated flim flam.

Talk to us. Don't patronize us.

Matthew Groves

Apathy impaired by election

To the Editor:

This complaint is directed to the

candidates who ran for SGA president.

As much as it is your right to be active in

student government, it is my right to be

apathetic. Your cute solicitations slid

beneath my door are not appreciated.

You have infringed on my right to be

apathetic in so much as I have to bend

over and pick up your garbage, and

throw it away. Rest assured your

campaigns are well publicized. I can't

even brush my teeth without a poster in

front ofmy face. [Never mind accomplish

another act in the same vicinity without

being visually harassed.] Please stop

killing trees and large bushes for the

purpose of wasting paper. The paper that

you waste could be used for something

important — such as better toilet paper.

I entrust the formulation of a solution

to this problem to you — the concerned
up and coming [or going] SGA
presidents. Let the apathetic rest in

peace, and find a solution to this problem
— quickly.

Julie Blasi

Payroll bank is racist

To the Editor:

It has come to our attention that

payrolls on all campuses of the University

of Massachusetts are handled by the

Worcester County National Bank, a bank
which handles sales of the Krugerrand.

The Krugerrand is a one ounce gold

coin minted in S. Africa by the racist and
fascistic regime. It is sold around the

world to strengthen that regime
economically. South Africa is the worid's

main producer of gold and 21% of its

gold sales are in the form of the

Krugerrand. The sale of the Krugerrand in

countries like the U.S. provides the

South African regime with large amounts
of foreign currency which allows it to

purchase among other things, the

military equipment it uses to slaughter

Wood's

non-power plant

To the Editor:

This is the time of year when
universities consider means of

recognizing the services of prominent

persons on campus and off. I would

therefore like to suggest to the University

of Massachusetts community an ap-

propriate way of honoring the con-

spicuous services of former President

Robert C. Wood.

We should alter the name of the Tillson

Farm Steam Plant to the Robert C. Wood
Non -Power Plant There are three very

good reasons for this change. The first is

the fact that the construction of this plant

was one of the major projects of his

administration. The second is that the

plant IS a typical monument to his

planning and accomplishment. The third

IS the fact that, like President Wood
himself, the plant does not perform any

useful-work and is extremely expensive.

Honor should be given where honor is

due. Let us remember President Wood in

this very fitting manner.

Harold J. Gordon Jr.

Prof. History Dept.

blacks and maintain its power. The sale

of the Krugerrand by U.S. banks is one

more tie of the big bankers to South

Africa and one more proof that U.S.

imperialism will defend its racist paradise

by force of arms.

Tnerefore, the UMass, Amherst
Committee Against Racism, along with

CAR chapters on the other UMass
campuses, is raising the demand that

UMass officials should withdraw their

support of this racist sale and should

threaten a big block of the profits of this

bank by ceasing all business currently

carried out with them until they publicly

announce that they have stopped selling

the Krugerrand. We are organizing a

petition campaign around this demand
Copies are available from members of

CAR.

Nanette Dubin

and four members of the

International Committee
Against Racism

Letters
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strikes

again

Socialism—^Is *the media the message?'
By DAVE GRAM

Leftists suffered a major setback in

Fr ince last week, but it is clear they will be

heard from again. And Italy is moving closer

and closer to the "historic compromise,

which would bring Communists into a

governmental partnership with the long-

ruling Christian Democrats.

In the midst of all this, one of the major

institutions of the American mass media,

Time Magazine, has attempted to analyze

population is doing, except in as much as it

poses a threat to the "American way of life".

Time's attempt to critique socialism is

made noble by the difficulties inherent in

such an attempt. The most obvious difficulty

is in trying to get a handle on an issue so

complex and myriad in its manifestations and
presenting it in an encapsulated and easily

understood form.

This is a difficulty which Time is in the

,,,as the Time article states, * socialists of one

form or another control 55 percent of the

world's sovereign states, 39 percent of its

territory, and 42 percent of its population."

the present state of the socialist movement
and to examine its implications on the

spectrum of current world events (TIME

Cover Story, March 13, 1978).

This is a necessary and noble undertaking.

It is necessary because, as the Time article

states, "...socialists of one form or another

rule 53 of the world's sovereign states, 39 per

cent of its territory and 42 per cent of its

population." For too long, the American

mass media has been largely oblivious to

what neariy half (42 per cent) of the world's

businnsS of overcoming, and in this case it

does so with style and grace.

The most profound difficulty, however, is

one that is not so easily overcome. In at-

tempting to address the uniquely

troublesome issue of socialism, media people

must first answer some questions involving

journalistic ethics and, more specifically,

objectivity.

The first question that comes to mind is:

Can the flagship publication of a prosperous

corporate enterprise, such as Time— Life,
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Inc., impartially scrutinize a political ideology

and economic system that would seek to

dismantle the structure of that enterprise?

In plain language. Time is Big Business.

Socialism is the exact antithesis and poses

the most pervasive worid-wide threat to Big

Business. As to whether the TIME article

paints an unbiased picture of the socialist

movement, the answer, obviously, is no.

Time's negative bias is apparently right

from the headline. "Socialism: Trials and

Errors" fails to acknowledge what many
proponents of socialism would term suc-

cesses. By the time we are finished reading

the sub-headline "An ideology that promises

more than it delivers", the Time presentation

has attempted to answer most of our

questions about socialism even before it asks

them. According to the Time article, "Italy

faces the threat of the 'historic com-

promise'." Does Italian Communist party

leader Enrico Berlinguer perceive it as such a

threat?

The Time article is well researched. It

presents enough facts, figures and
quotations so that the objective-minded

reader can arrive at his or her own con-

clusions. But for the reader who is less

defensive about his or her objectivity, the

Time presentation is quick to arrive at some
conclusions of its own.

This brings us back to the questions of

journalistic ethics. How closely should a

national newsmagazine adhere to the

principle of objectivity? More importantly,

how closely can a national newsmagazine

such as Time adhere to the principle of

objectivity when attempting to cover an

issue such as socialism?

Time, after all, is riding the crest of the

wave in the American mainstream. It is

understandable that a capitalist enterprise

such as Time would cast socialism in a

negative light. If the American mass media is

merely a reflection of prevalent thoughts and

attitudes, then perhaps the Time article is

more indicative of recent developments

within the American perception of socialism

than within the socialist movement itself

How has our perception of socialism

developed since the McCarthy Era? Is

socialism still subversive and "un-

American"? If it is, Time is still All-American.

Perhaps Time is siill as All American as apple

pie (Can you imagine members of the bakers'

union sitting on the board of directors at

Table Talk?) and baseball (Can you imagine

Reggie Jackson and Fred Lynn receiving the

same annual salary as the average school

teacher?).

If Time is really all that All-American, and if

socialism is reaaly as evil as Joe McCarthy

made it out to be, then perhaps what

Marshall McLuhan was saying back in the

early sixties still holds true "The media is

the message."

The Student Senate at the University of

Massachusetts had done it once again! Who
says lightning never strikes the same place

twice?

The S.G.A. (Senators Gone Astray.. .from

constituents) has once again taken it upon
themselves to vote in their own selfish in-

terest rather than represent their con-

stituents: "You won't even get your seat

warm on Capitol Hill if you vote against your

constituents' wishes." In fact, two local state

politicians are voting against their own
personal beliefs on the bottle bill because

their constituents favor it.

The first time lightning struck UMass was
back on September 21, 1977 when the SGA
allocated $2,738 of S.A.T.F. funds to the

Revolutionary Student Brigade to travel to

Ohio in not one, but two busses with the

expressed purposes of watching, yes watch-

ing, construction that had already begun for

a gym near the sight of the May 4, 1970 Kent

State slayings. Did a demonstration prevent

the exeuction of the Rosenbergs, or Sacco

and Vanzetti? Did it stop World War I, II, the

Korean War, or Vietnam? Did the RSB
protest stop construction of the gym?
Answer to all questions is an emphatic —
NOI
You ask, "What has the SGA botched this

time? Well, if you haven't been ice skating in

Bar Harbor, Maine — these young Silas

Marners voted overwhelmingly in favor of

holding a Black American Music Festival as a

Spring Concert without consulting their large

white constituency as to what type of show
they might like to see.

Now before I'm called "racist", a catch-all

phrase applied indiscriminately to any white

who disagrees with a black at UMass, I want

to say the BAMF is an excellent idea with

unlimited potential; I wouldn't mind paying a

few dollars to see a BAMF concert that

would open myself to Black culture and at

the same time contribute to the Duke

Ellington Foundation. The reason student

senators caught flack a couple of weeks ago

from their constituents wasn't due solely to

the money issue, as reported in the Nummo
News, but it was also because of the ten-

tative plan to schedule the BAMF as the

Spring Concert. The BAMF is a splendid

idea, but not for a Spring concert that's

suppose to entertain the whole University.

The BAMF is simply not diverse enough to

attract a large crowd from a University that is

neariy 90 Vi White.

If the BAMF goes off as planned this May,

it will hopefully set a precedent. When I say

hopefully set a precedent — I mean in all

fairness to all ethnic groups and Third World

groups (Blacks aren't the only members)

there will be in the upcoming years a

Japanese-American Music Festival, an Italian

American Festival, an Irish-American Music

Festival, a Latin-American Music Festival, a

French-American Music Festival, a 'Polish-

American Music Festival, and hopefully, a

Luxemburg-American Music Festival. I have

nothing against Black Music - I have many

favorite Black musicians — I just feel that the

purpose of a Spring Concert is to entertain

the whole University, not just a select few.

The way you entertain a mass of people of

different backgrounds is through diversity,

not specificity.

I feel let down and cheated by the SGA
who let their own feelings dictate their votes

rather than their constitutents views. As a

senior, I. feel particularly saddened because

the Spring Concert, which was originally set-

up to enti '^ n the whole University, has

been twis' and contorted by the SGA into

a dang"'<-ja precedent.

When a city decides it would like to have a

civic center, it doesn't steamroll legislation

over the voters and force them to pay higher

property taxes - the legislators present a

referendum to the voters, who have a voice

in matters that concern the whole com-

munity. Why at UMass - whenever a vote

seems to affect the whole UMass community
- the SGA votes on the measure without

ever considering the possibilities of a

campus-wide referendurrt?

Somehow, these supposedly progressive

young senators are more backward than the

politicians out in the "dog eat dog"' political

arena of our corrupt cities. This does not

offer us a bright outlook for thp future.

Michael McHugh is a Collegian staff

member.
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iNotlces
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS ASSOC.

Regular meeting tonight at 8 p.m., 809
C.C.

DOG LICENSES
The 1978 dog licenses are now available at

the Amherst Town Clerk's office. All dogs
three months old or over are required to be
licensed, and proof of vaccination must be
presented at the time of licensing.

FREE SWIM
All students, faculty, staff and cont. ed are

required to give a validated plastic UMass
I.D. card to lifeguard on duty, for the
duration of their swim. Rec. stickers for fac,

staff, and C.E. may be purchased in the
Ticket Office at Boyden and must be affixed

to the photo I.D.

INSERTS
Richard Dreyfuss X-rated comedy C.C.

6:00, 8:15, 10:30.

ISRAELI DANCING
Every Wednesday in the Cape Cod

Lounge. Between 7:30—8:30, Adv. 8:30-
9:15. Requests 9:15— end. All welcome.

PEOPLES MARKET
Will open Thursdays til 9 p.m. starting this

week, 3-30.

PE MAJOR'S CLUB
Special meeting tonight, Nope, Rm. 153 at

7:30 p.m. will feature a pot luck Kenner and a

presentation by our A.A.H.P.E.R. Con-
vention Team. Dress for moderate activity.

Info and signups on club board

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE MIDDLE
EAST?

Speaker from Jewish Fed. will inform us of
current issues concerning Israel and the PLO.
Come learn the facts at C.C. 804-808. 3-30.
7:00—9:00. Sponsor is Resources Judaica.

LECTURE
Richard Sennett, professor of sociology at

New York University will speak on
"Paternalism and Alienation" at Amherst
College on Monday March 27 at 4:15 p.m. in

the Converse Assembly room.

LECTURE
"School Desegregation and Public Policy:

The Boston Experience," will be discussed at

Hampshire College on Tuesday at 8 p.m. by
Charles V. Willie, a professor in the Harvard
University Graduate School of Education.
SCAC MEETING

Mandatory discussion of workshop plans
and election nominations. Tues. March 28 at

5 p.m. Skinner Lounge.

SBA APPLICATIONS
Now available, in SBA 211 for those in-

terested in applying to SBA. Return ap-
plications by Tues., March 28.

VOLUNTEERS
Want to get involved, here is your chance!

Volunteers needed to assist the Collegian in a

Market Survey and Advertising Projects.

Contact Linda Vene at the CoHegian
downstairs in the C.C.

LOST
Left silver-aluminum brush while waiting

for bus at CC Circle. Sent Val. Call 549-6214.

LECTURE
Antiwar activist Cora Weiss will discuss

"Vietnam as Current History" on Tuesday,
March 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the East Lecture
Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire
College.

WMUA
WMUA wll air a special program on March

29 about students at UMass with their

families. The show will air at 6:45 on
Wednesday.

WSYL-FM
Win a case of beer!! For details, listen to

"An extremely Funny Show" tonite 7—10
p.m. on WSYL-FM 97.7. Request line 5-

0191.

MOHBYooedN'T &FOVJ ON rf\BB6

m tite Hight Choice

RpFWur
Suminer *78,

i

THREE SUMMER SESSIONS (Day I Evening)

May 22 June 23 / June 26 July 28 / Juty 31 Sept. 1

ATTEND ONf TWO OR ALL ThREE SESSIONS

WEEKEND COLLEGE BEGINS JULY 1, 8 or 9

Over '350 Courses 'rom A to Y m Liberal Arts

and Sciences, Fine Arts. Business Admmistra
tion. Education. Library and information Science
(Graduate only) and Professional Accountancy
also Sunnmer Institutes and Workshops
Taugbt by a faculty dedicated to excellence

An exciting country/city experience
Beautiful 350-acre campus with residence
halls, restaurants, theatres sports
facilities, etc Nearby are beaches, parks,

and golf courses A half hour away are all

the cultural attractions of Manhattan

Visa. BankAmencard and Master Charge accepted.

For the summer bulletin

phone (516) 299 2431

or write Office of

Summer Sessions. Box C

/^ VISITING

UNO€RGRA0UATE
AND GRADUATE

STUOCNTS INVITED

LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY rifM^
c.w: iK)st center IS b

GRCENVALE new yOR»< 11548
Swnme' courses are »iso avaiiabtfi at the Sutfottt Branch
Campus Brentwood Ll • (5'6j ^73-5» »?

The Right (hoice . . . Fc Your Summer 78 '9^8

I

50 Th ati why w<z r\Q.<id -fhz tfWt^l^
PhOKJOrHOtJ. CoM<z h<ilp 06 outby
C^Min^ a/oMni +oir pl<zdd<Z5 • Mz pcovidz
nrCC T3Q-«r-, c;/'nn(2rjMorK:^/«6 and a
Qfood +irv\(Z^<i+McMor;dl Hall oy^Msrch
tr-9,/3-/G^;?7-3o ana April 3-i> Jo-/i

For Mord ;nft)r/Ma+-)On ODiyi-dcJ- '.

REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY! 'MLittl* Ad* G«t BIG RESULTS!!!! REACH JS,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY* !'! Littl* Ad« C«t BIO RESULTS'

To place a classified ad drop by the

Collegian Office between 8 30a m and

3 45p m Monday through Friday The
deadline is 3 45p m three days before

your ad is to appear Ask clerk for MDC
Classified form

Clossifieds
rrnMiir^:i:^^Tra^WM:i:r.T^.tw>.i:iSJiliiliiTJJJ '^ '*•'**'''

The rates are: Daily, 45c per line; 5
consecutive publishing days, 40c per line
per day, 30 consecutive publishing days,
30c per line per day 38 characters con-
stitutes one line

.IJ.U.IIH'ilUJB.IWl.!l41l

AUTO FOR SALE FOR SALE

1968 Ford Fairlane, very good cond .

, Spendable, 65,000 or ig Asking $800,

253 5394 A
68 VW bug, needs new heater - or wvil

for parts $100, 546 1 007 or 665 3698

Triple beam scale, womens skis, boots
and poles Room si/e bar, three swivel

stools Exc cond 256 8042.

UMass Union Stereo Coop hits the paid
position of coordinator available June 1

Call 545 1594 or drop by rm 166
Campus Center for an interview, 10 4
Mon. Fri

I sell

Canon 1014E Super-8 movie camera, plus

extras, list $875, sell for $460 or BO Also

Kastle CPM-TIs 205cm. Matt. 546 6158

69 Pontiac LeMans V PS PB AC, f?xc

cond , new pts , stereo, $750, Jodi, 256
0677

Chevv^/»T PU 6cil , w/cust. bed, $600,

call 367 9578, reliable trans, some
cancer

HELP WANTED

1975 Lancia Beta coupe, white red

leather, excellent condition, AM'FM
stereo, carello lights, mileage low 30's,

S4500 545 2213 ask for Pauline.

1969 VW sqback, rebuilt eng., excellent

rondition call 549 6869

ENTERTAINMENT

Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-

disco funk 50's Complete sound h
lights with pro DJ Reasonable rates

Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect

Community Mental Health in-

ternship-counselor in small unit

Holyoke Chicopee area. Clinical

training Participate in experimental

normalization" program Livem $50

stipend per week, free rent 15 credits

per semester Available fall and spring

semester Contact Mary Betfi, Com
munity Support Program, 203 High St.,

Holyoke, 532 1456 A program of the

Centfr t(if HurTi,)n Development, .in

affirmative action employer M F

Tennis pros and assistant pros seasuddi

and year round dubs, good playing and

teaching background Call (301) 654

3770 or send 2 cnmplpte resumes and 2

pictures to Col R Reade, WTS, 8401

Connecticut Avemie Suitf 1011, Chevy

Chase IV1D 20015

Southwest Women's Center has a

workstudy position available This is a

part lime, 8 hour a week job, including

Tuesday and Thursday mornings and
staff meeting on Wednesday lunch hour.

Call 545 0626 by March 27.

Summer work -travel w/ good $ and
exp Box A48, 845 Boylston St , Boston
02116

PERSONALS

Conver All Stars, wht.
great buy, 253 9583

leath. all sues,

Fast services and sales— Call Valley

Typewriter And Business Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs. Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates, 665-

3290.

~ ~
TO SUBLET

^

Apt., cntr Amh., bus rte., 1 bdrm., $180,

253 7056.

3 bedroom apt., UM bus line, available

June 1, call after 5 at 549 6974.

WANTED

Ski Co-op, we buy new and used skis. Call

Steve at 546 5975 or 6 5982. Sell now!

SERVICES

Typing fast, accurate, experienced
typist h proofreader Low rates 549
0826

Airwaves TV Audio Service servicing

all J.ni.i'""''' i'hI Am(.n(.,in tiiands of

television b stereos 12 Dickinson St
,

Amherst 256 6713 Master Tech 8195

WANTED TO RENT

House/ apt. wanted near UMass, summer
with option famtly Call 253 3149.

POEMS AND TRANSLATIONS

Wanted for new poetry mag Submit

before 3 30 to ComLit, South College,

3rrt floor

:IIU !tif, l .^l:lf l .|
][f.'lltlllilli-il*^-^^''*'''>«'^'''"«"''^^''?^^«^^«'*^'"'«''^
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•"••-'*•• •»•«.!••»,>»••. rf<»».l>»». »•«..»•«,^»< j»4. .,

.-tl.
Vvol^whc«?

FIUA nCTOlT 256-8587

FREE DELIVERY
5-2 a.m.

Coner of Mail & IVjaBgle St.

9 Minute Pick-Up Service

iCoik^Lin 11

DID \()l K NOII :> :iiii:

/Ills tR/^
^ XrAuy f o-H^ef,

/Soff^m, ^^tt. 0^t6^
<l<>/73 V<?^- l^^^ n

xv:

.

WE SELL

Kodak

Professional film

i. "O^fev.
. jf^put C«n!»r *.*" .

i^^

•a*
ViV

I

s

PAID LIVE'IN
INTERNSHIP
AVAILABLE

CommunityMentalHealth Profrnim

Holyoke/ChicopeeArea
"Normalization" Program combining residential and
vocational development. $50.00 stipend per wk. Free
Rent. 15 credits available.

Contact: Mary Beth McColgan
Community Support Program
203 High St.

Holyoke, Mass.
532-1456

A Program of the
Center for Human Development
Affirmative Action Employer M/F

says

WEDNESDAY
IS

MICHELOB NIGHT
Free Munchies

12 oz.
"*

Bottles

1 Pray St., Amherst 549-5403 Next to the Pub

UMASSMUSIC THEATERGUILD

PRESENTS

YOU'RE A
GOOD MAM
CMARLIE
bROVtN i9

ear<a( rv«ui t»^U Om riK com'C $r«>»

Mar. 30,31, April. 1- 8:00 p.m.

April 1,9- 3:30 p.m.

BowkerAuditorium. Stock^D ridge Hal

$2.OO Students $2. SO Others
Reservations- 545-0783

f^

R^aurant
The ideal spot for an unhurried meal.

\S^^

ImONDAY, MARCH 2

MIDNIGHT
SHIFT

TUES MARCH 28

WILLIAMS

CALLEN

MARCH 29-30-31

POCSETTE DAKT
and

Bricker Band

Sunderland. MA.
Rte. 47 Tel. 665-4937

TIME OUT

liondiyNita Spatial

.gallon of beer

^*''«' $2 50
Bud

Free Popcorn

"Good Sports talk

at all times."

Dart Board Availabla

37 N. PieasontSt.

Amherst
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THE FINAST FORVALUES!
Fresh

/ Ground Beef \

I
I

I

I

Not More Than
28% Fat Content

Family Pak
3 lbs. or more

Lesser Amounts . 98*

Smoked

Pork
Shoulder

Arm Picnic Whole, Water Added

^Tail-less

t-Bone
steak

Beef Loin, Lean Tender

5 to 8 lb.

Ayg.

I

We Have All The Fixins ' For Great Hamburgers!

Heinz Ketchup «.; r38*
Finast Cucumber Chips . ^;69*

^ Borden Cheese ':;;;; .;c^^: . . ;.: 1.39

Finast Hot Dog or

Hamburg
^^

Rolls '

'^r^
(•'i---'-

USDA
CHOICE

--s^: BonatMs U.S.DA. Chok:*
B««< ChuckUnderbiade Roast

Full Cut Sirioin Steak
Fresh Pork Shoulder
Fresh Pork Spareribs !r

Center Cut Pork Chops

Wlih Ttndwioin
Bon* In

Arm
PIcnte

Pork Loin

79f

$449
I lb

First For Value Grocery Features!

Brtck Ov«n
BakMJ PmB & M Beans

VeryfineApplesauce 3
Imported Sardines c.„3
Finast Cleanser %~r 5

Finast Frozen

Pot Pies
Beef. Chicken. Turlcey

Or Macaroni & Cheese

/

Heinz

The. Rich FavcK
^

,
Eta Detergcnt

For Ybur Health « Beauty*

Liquid

2S< Off Label
'
J gal )uq

Kotex Napkins

1
Regular pkg ^^99
Or Super o' V '^^^^^^^

Touch Of Magic 49*

Cat Food .^rcr... 4 1.00

Weight Watchers Soda8 1.00

Dristan Tablets

Rapid Shave v^

2.59

,
88«

More Frozen Feod Values .' Farm Fresh Dairy Values'.

Anytime Peas
67«

Margarine

39«
Titertwy ^:2^ 3 -lii 1.00 Tip Top Citrus Punch ,: 79«

COUPON
SAVINGS

AlaoCom
Or Mixed Veoetabie*

24 oz poly bag

Richmond
Quarters

1 lb

pkg

Elllo'8 ChMse Pizza ^ 1.19 Cheese Slices cXTc.:.,;.;^ o.S 1.39

Imported, Porcelain-Clad This Week's

^:^^;^^Debonaire Cook 101,3^
^* . and Serve Ware saucspan eacfi

/ Hills Bros \ -

/ High Yield \ '
^ . -

/Coffee $039\ IS SoottI Makss As Much As A ^^^_ 13 OZ. m L_^^^|i
1 lb can oi Regular coHaa ^^^| can I B|ljS^BH| White, Assorted

\ —
mBDTiOWIBw Or Decorator

\ J«^*^^^ /Hi Towels\ Bags $449 / mgm ^
%

Mr. Deli Favorite!

'5 Roast Beef ;-

119 ct.

roll

$4
i?^^i

• » '•

A>«<»«6»» On*,, )n Stofos Wilh S»'>ir.» 0»H>

Seafood Delights!

Froian Filial ^ .««»«%

Haddock *1?" finast
F f07»n ^ tl|«(t

Flounder '149

MONDAY, MARCH 27, 1978,

DOONESBLRY hy Gnrrg Triidcaii

FOR PeitS SAKE,

RiOc.WIUiOU
eeiip^iouR m NO use.

PUWB LEAVES lU NBVtR
ANOlSm IN MAK£ IT.

POfUVMINI/TESl , ^

RJCHAftD!

NOUi.COME: OKAl,OMii
ON.^fOU.. lH£AR.m/.

I
rMAMK£'

'S>6H^.. I00N76niT. AccataNd
TO MV BIORHYTHM CHAIU, I'M
ATMYPHYSICAL, mSLLlCnJAL,
AND EMOTIONAL PEAK! SO WHY
AM r SO TIR£D THAT I CAnT
EVEN MAKB IT TO TteAHPOfU^

WOkNOU
VERYUJELL.

MAYBE I
COULD CATCH
WUHTHTHeM

INRJO:

PEANLTS hy Charles SLhiiJ/

All RI6HT B6F0RE UiE

60 ON OUR HIKE, CM
G0IN6 TO CALL THE ROLL

A LITTLE REMINDER...

WHEN I CALL THE ROLL,
THE CORRECT ANSUlER

15. "MERE I"

B*C* hy lohnny Hart

\AA^^A6?e FXKLj:?^^ iM the CWY. 61X KUNDREP A^4D ft^eTr' PNiilOiSS

TAKE^ f?te ^l^4^ (::vr <?f ir. Kid.

Al lMIMM FOIL hy Steve Lafler

THE CORRECT W^Y TO E/^ECUTE THE ''A-SOOF

illF WANDHRKR hy Mark Rollins

Th£ S£N7T?y (S STUN-

NED, AND 0£na/(5 'S

T|J£ a*7TLEC0(nPuT£a

T>V£ Sf/vTKy ///^S IIHU (W't- jus),

WALIY DORP hy Roh Raniiey

u«atcK J.»*».

I pet a
Keij! 5o»n«o«€

put a ©#42??

Cree- he'5 a. cote

1.1+ le ^ller. I t^tir^k

BACK A(iAlN hy k
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Your Birthday

MONDAY, MARCH tl
Born today, you ere in-

clined to keep to yourself,
even when it would l)e to
your advantage to social-
ize. The give and take of
relationships is apt to

worry more than inspire
you. You are emotionally
ill-prepared to fend for

yourself; yet you are un-
suited to those hail-fellow-

well-met relationships that
are part of the daily life of

most people.

You have an instinct for

protecting; your interests

You know when to be ag-

Rrcssive about invest-
ments and when to be
guarded. You are often

mentioned as one who can
parlay a small mvestment
into a huge return. Your
timidity disappears when
facts rather than human
contacts fill your time
You have a good sense

for the overview of a
project, though you may
not be at>le to discuss de-
tails knowledgeably. Your
intuition atK)ut what the
public will buy makes you
a valuable asset to any
business.

Also born on this date:
David Janssen. actor; An-
nemarie Moser Proell,

champion Alpine skier;

Ix)uis XVIII of France
To see what is in store

for you tomorrow, find

your birthday and ri>ad the
corresponding paragraph
Let your birthday .star be
vour daily guide.
TL'KSDAY, MARCH 28

ARIESi March 21-April

191 — Dealings with family
may cause a rift between
generations. Seek coopera-
tion.

iVtONDAY. March 27, 1978

TAURUS( April 20-May
20 » — Avoid anything that
would necessitate coming
up with a lot of cash.
GEMINKMay 21-June

20 ( — Consult friends, not
relatives, al>out invest-

ments. Remain cool

CANCER! June 21-.luly

22 1 — Today you can im-
pre.ss those superior to you
with your intelligence.
Try!
LEO(July 2n-Aug.22) —

A confrontation with part-
ners, business or marital,
puts you one up on the
competition

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22)
— This is a good day for

questioning one in authori-
ty. You may wish a recap
later.

MBRA(Sept.2:i-Oct 22)
— Take care that further-

ing a new friendship
doesn't make you miss an
appointment
SCORPIO(Oct2.1-

N0V.2I) Try to reduce
tension, whether at home
or at work. Relax!
SAGITTARILS(Nov.22-

Dec.21i — Appearance,
choice of friends, and the
ability to play games well
are important today

( APRICORN(Dec.22-
Jan.191 — Don't overlook
any part of present prob-
lems Solutions are in least

fvpfcted phuos
AqUARlLSl Jan. 20-

Foh.181 — Pay attention to

one who can tell you when
to invest hard-earned
gains. A.sk the right ques-
tions

PISCES! Feb. I9-March
2O1 — Don't deliver a mes-
saer meant for another to

one you hold dear, or trou-
ble arises.

I op\rii_'h(. 197R

t'nitrd Kr«turr .Svndiratr

TODAY'S CROSSWOSD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Collection of

papers
5 Serpents
9 Persian
gazelles

14 Labrador
ore

15 Small craft

16 Lasso
17 In a

peaceful
manner

19" Gan-
try

20 Scoff
21 Aircraft

feature 2

words
23 Intense fear

25 Singer Delia

26 Utter

28 River mouth
islands

32 Flower
raisers

37 Cut violently

38 Resentment
39 Region of

legs
41 Mauna ---

Haw
volcano

42 Head skin

45 Deprive of

lime

46 Excite
greatly

50 Group of

seats
51 Paces
54 Selected
58 Dusk to

dawn
62 Prefix for

dome or
naut

63 Speak
publicly

64 Entertainment
66 Anxious
67 Impetuosity
68 Within

Prefix

69 Shrivels
70 Delight

Slang
71 Holy ones

Fr abbr

DOWN

1 Winning
spot

2 Girl's name
3 Also-ran
4 Inserted
5 Babylonian
god

6 Was a ven-
dor

7 Less color-

ful

8 Design
9 Ridges

10 Petroleum
source 2
words

1

1

Branches
12 Sun disk

Var

13 Famous
puppeteer

18 "Ethan

UNITED Feature Syndicate

Saturday's Puzzle Solved

Fn R-- D W^\ iRloll

IG33I I 44313
3^212L r ElaE 133Lia75l3T E ^H TTtC S E

ECEio GGBot Dcee
A s ^n tj|p

I
u^ as

s c uTl I Pi ^E ^IcIhii N G

s ^ lI I h\K ri R A IN E R

A p pIe A^fdEj l reH R C

I T s B e V A

S 01 L. DBISJ

i
EE lHbN E N

C f C Kli T li I B A L

A [ R F N ^ L I r S A GE
^ E R t ^JA E R I C £ f

PRY T /Jn s
i
S f ^ E f

time 2
words

31 Vehicle
32 Essence
33 Structural

device
34 The but-

tocks
35 Sandpiper
36 Religious

group
40 Levantine

ketch
43 Smoker's

accessory
22 Bandleader 44 Claiming

„. ^'" '-®*''' horses
24 Curling sur 46 Hungarian

Wharton
novel

27 Be inclined 47 Traverses
29 Ankle 49 Descended

Prefix 52 Neap and
30 At a specific spring

53 Express ap-
proval

55 Fixed
amount of

duty
56 Eat away
57 Forbidden

things: In-

formal
58 Negative

words
59 "Dies -

—
":

Day of

Wrath
60 Crazy

face composer

Slang
61 Welshman's

name
65 Extremity

1 2 3 4

1
5 i r^ 8 9 10 11 12 13

u '* 16

17 18

1

19

ib" 21 22

23 24 25

Im^^i
|^^^^^H26 27

Pl 28 29 30 31

32 JJ )« 36 J'

18 ||H 39 ,0^ 41

42 44 ^H'^ 46 4/

48 49 ^^^H^o ^^^H
jl^^H 52 iJ "' S5 i6 57

i8 i'y tj 6^ t:

63

1

64 6b

66 67

1
66

69 70

1

71
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Sports notices
SWIM INSTRUCTORS NEEDED - for

children's swim program beginning Mar
29. Volunteers contact Prof. Wallace in

NOPE.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB - Umoires,
linespeople and scorers are needed for
UMass sponsored tournament, April 8.

Volunteers contact Mikp Gurk 546-1049.

Collegian 15

DC Menu
Today

Lunch: Grilled Cheese Sandwich,
Stuffed peppers. Basics: Grilled Cheese
Sandwich-Whole Wheat Bread,
Vegetable Stuffed Peppers.

Dinner: BBQ Short ribs, Apple Glazed
Corned Beef. Basics: Fried Fish squares.
Squash bake.

Tomorrow
Lunch: Deli Ham on a roll. Chili, Basics

Garden Chili, Salad Sandwich.

Dinner: Roast Pork, Chicken Hawaiian
Basics: Polynesian Vegetables, Chicken
Hawaiian.

Boston University goalie Jim Craig makes a diving glove
save on a shot taken by B.C.'s Joe Mullen (21), in yesterday's
5-3 B.U. victory in the NCAA final.

A greol deo
The printed look for

your gteol ideas

Rentals and Sales

Devils, 'Cats in NCAA finale
ST. LOUIS [UPf] - It may take Duke

University a while to realize just how wild a
season its been,

Kentucky has known all along.
The winners of Saturday's NCAA

semifinals will be going at each other head-
on in tonight's championship game. But the
rise to the summit for each club has come
frorr different directions.

For the Blue Devils, it has been a stunning
climb to the top and they're having too good
a time to know any better.

"I just told the players we're coming out
here to see the Cardinals play," Duke coach
Bill Foster said yesterday.

It is a young team Foster will be taking into
the finals and he's riding a strong wave of
exuberance. His starting five consists of two
freshmen, two sophomores and a junior. And
right now, he likes what the fountain of
youth has to offer

"I love the enthusiasm part of it and hope
it carries over .nto tonight," he said. "It's
been such a big part of the success this
year '

Kentucky, on the other hand, is going at it

like staid souttiem gentlemen "The top-
ranked Wildcats have been down :ne -oao
before.

"It's been a season without celebration,
'

said coach Joe Hall, whose team goes mto
the title game with a 29-2 record it started
right on Oct. 15 So much has Been expected
of us. It's been a strained season. There's
only one thing we coold accomplish and this

group IS on the threshold of that ac-
complishment, ^e have a lot of stored-up
celebrating to do.

'

Duke, which has neMer won an NCAA title
captured the Atlantic Coast Conference's
post-season tournament this year before
going on to defeat Rhode Island, Penn and
Villanova to take the East Regional. On
Saturday, Duke stopped Notre Dame 90-86
behind Mike Gn-nnski's 29 points. Con-
sidering the Blue Devils finished at a
mediocre 14-13 last year and rose to 27-6 this
year, it is one of the finest pieces of southern
reconstruction to come along in some time

What we tried to do was not look back
"

said Foster o* the rebuilding program which
began with his arrival in 1974. "The staff and
I looked ahead and thank the Good Lord we
had SIX or seven players like this come
along

Foster has assembled a quick-moving
team that s also capable of holding its own
on the boards.

Gminski, just 18 years old, is already
blossoming into one of the nation s finest
centers. Floor leader Jim Spanarkel gives the
ninth-ranked Blue Devils a steady game ana
< good outside shot while John Harrell ai
Boh Bender -^ who piayed on Indiana's 197b
championship team before transferring - do
solid jobs alternating in the other backcourt
slot.

Kenny Dennard and Eugene Banks are the
Clubs two staning freshmen, And it is
Banks, a 6-foot-7 forward from Philadelphia

who is most responsible for Duke's sudden
return to national prominence.

The Kentucky- Duke matchup figures to be
similar to the two semifinal games: speed
versus muscle.
"They have a lot of meat and potatoes

players, " said Gminski of Kentucky. "We'll
be ready but I'm sure they will be too."

Rentals only^^per week
can you afWrd not lo

type your papers
at these prices?

// you do a lol of typing
perhalts you should buy
a typewriter. We can help
there to.. a ureal selection

at discount prices!

campus centtr/univ. of rnass. amherst

DRIVING A THINKING
MAN*S CAR??

VOLVO VOLVO

Yo« say you're tired offs

Sitting for hours in a boring waiting room
Waiting three weeks for an appointment

Driving miles to be disoppointed

There is a selutien!!

For meticulous one day
service and repairs

P & M SUNOCO
156-SS60 Across from Zayre's

People who know your car and your needs!

Philadelphia 76ers' Steve Mix (50) attempts to block Portland's Lionel Hollins
from scoring in yesterday's 116-100 victory for the Sixers.

Portland falls to 76ers
PHILADELPHIA [UPI] - Julius Erving and

Lloyd Free sparked a 12-point tear early in the
fourth quarter yesterday to propel the
Philadelphia 76ers to a 116-100 victory over
the injury- riddled Portland Trail Blazers.
The game evened the season's series

between last year's playoff finalists at* two
victories each. ,»

Erving, who had 24 points, and Free, who
had 19, each tallied four points in the spree
which carried the Sixers from an 82-80 lead
to a 94-80 advantage.
From there the Sixers went to a 98-82 lead

SUMMER JOB

• Batsmen visit sunny Florida
CONT. FROM PAGE 16

I'm hopeful he can come and since he's an
experienced, good college pitcher."

Mark Yacysnyn, a transfer student, had a

couple of good outings and may help out m
relief, Bergquist said. In addition, Brown and
Jim Lewis, Other newcomers to the eight-

man staff, threw well in spots.

"Overall, though, our pitching was not
good," Bergquist concluded. "We weren't
ready, and we didn't pitch well."

In the offensive department, Mike McEvilly
impressed the coach with his hitting and was
the only Minuteman named to the all

tournament team. McEvilly batted .414 ano
also drew 10 walks. He went four-for five

against Miami in the teams final game, and
Bergquist said all of ^is hits were solid line

drives.

"It was probably the

formance I've ever ser

player," Bergquist said, •

staff which B^rgqu'St tern

in the counfy
George Kelicy A/ns

Vmutemar above^SOO for the trip as he went
Six for 20.

Ed Shribiski jMass's leading hmer last

season with a 357 average managed to bat

best hitting per-

m a UMass
.^me against a

I !i cne of the best

the only other

designated hitter, also hit well, according to
Bergquist. Welenc will probably see action
theie this season.

On the whole, power was non-existent as
the team hit no home runs and only one
triple.

Catching is also still unsettled, since
Charlie Ciccone and Mark Walsh both came
down with sore arms and Dave Oleksak was
unable to play much as he suffered a chin cut
which will sideline him for a couple of days.
As a result, outfielder Neil Lojek was pressed
into service behind the plate.

Although Southern Illinois and Miami were
each ranked among the top 10 last season
and Miami has already played 28 games,
Bergquist refused to reach for alibis.

"There's an awfu! lot of work to be done,"
he said. "We need a bit more defense and a
settled lineup. I still plan on doing some
experimenting with the lineup.

"Everyone got a chance to play, ' he
added. "All the pitchers except Lewis got
three appearances and we were able to play
in a big league atmosphere "

The Minutemen open their northern
season this weekend in the Corsair Tour-
nament at Southeastern Massachusetts
University Vermont. Siena, and SMU A/ill

'500 FOR 6 WEEKS OF

OFFICER TRAINING

AT FT. KNOX, K.Y.

ROOM, BOARD, UNIFORMS

and TRAVEL EXPENSES

NO OBLIGATION

Earn $2500 as a Junior and Senior

and employment

worth $ll,300/yr.

after graduation very likely.

ARMY ROTC rVEAR PROGRAM

Calli CPT LEGG 5-9331

to clinch their 23rd consecutive home victory.

They are now 32-1 at home under first-year

coach Billy Cunningham.
The defending champion Trail Blazers

played without starters Bill Walton, Maurice
Lucas and Bob Gross, and reserves Larry

Steele and Lloyd Neal.

The Sixers were without high-scorer Doug
Collins, who is nursing an injury to his left

hand.

George McGinnis led the Sixers with 26
points while reserve center Tom Owens led

Portland, also with 26 points.

NBA, NHL

scoreboard

NATIONAL BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION

Time stands still at our distillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

For centuries weVe wound
our clock by hand.
And for centuries weVe ,

made Cuervo Gold byhand.
At the Cuen^o distillen/ it s almost as if time has stood still.

Our Blue Magueys are nurtured by hand, pieked by hand,
andcan-ied to the orens by hand, as they hare been slnee 1 795.

It is this eontinuing dedieation to tradition that wakes
CueiTo Gold speeial. A ny way you drink if Cuervo Gold will ^.

bring you baek to a time when quality ruled the world. tm

Cuervo, The Gold standard since 1795,
>*
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Buffalo 26 47 356 26
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San Antonio 46 27 630 —
Washington 40 34 541 6Vi
New Orleans 36 39 .480 11

Cleveland 35 38 479 11

Atlanta 35 40 467 12
Houston 25 50 .333 22
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MIDWEST DIVISION
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Milwaukee 40 35 533 3'/i

Chicago 37 39 488 7 -A

Detroit 34 39 456 8Vi
Kansas City 29 45 392 14
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«
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PACIFIC DIVISION
X Portland 55 19 743 _
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Seattle 41 32 562 13 V,

Los Angeles 40 33 548 14",
Golden State 37 36 507 17 V,

X - Clinched division title
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i
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Money doesn 't talk,

so Swetman walks
By JIM GLEASON
Collegian Staff

God, I shiould say
fias given men the two arts,

music and gymnastics
-Plato

UMass men's gymnastics coach Dick
Swetman thought this quote would be a
good lead to a story explaining why he is
leaving his head coaching position at the
end of this semester.

Dick Swetman ponders his future,
which doesn't have UMass on its

horizons. (Staff photo by Steve Nugent)

The fact is, only a few people think
along the same lines as the Greek
philosopher. Even Swetman knows the
reality of the situation of gymnastics,
especially at UMass.

Swetman will be leaving this spring
because he is being paid only a part-time
salary and he won't be hired into a full-
time position by the athletic department.

But he isn't bitter about the decision
that is causing him to leave.

"I have no complaints, " said Swet-
man. "I knew what the situation was
when I came here two years ago."

But when he arrived here two years
ago, Swetman was hoping for a change
in the situation. He was hoping that he
could supplement his part-time salary
with a teaching salary from the physical
education department.

The department offered him a chance
to teach two gymnastic classes and
coach for a total of $6,000, but he turned
it down.

''Coaching gymnastics is a full-time
job, and if I was going to have to spendmore time with teaching, I would have to
get paid more, " he said.

He tried for two years to work on a
part-time salary while working con-
struction during the summer, but he said
It was a hassle trying to make ends meet.

"I didn't mind it while I was here
(UMass), because the money was
coming in, but during the summer, there
was nothing," he said. "The part I really
disliked was relocating to work at my
summer job."

Swetman told Frank Mclnerney, Head
of the athletic department, of his financial
situation in the beginning of this season
but Mclnerney said there were no funds
to hire him in a full-time position.

So Swetman immediately told him and
the team that he was leaving, so there
would be no deceit and he started ap-
plying for other jobs.

Presently' he said, there is a good
possibility he will take a head coach-
teaching position in a college either in
Wisconsin or California.

For the remainder of his time here,
Swetman will be working in the gym with
his gymnasts, working on new tricks and
routines for next year. He is also on the
committee which is responsible for
finding his successor.

When he leaves, so will the plans and
hopes for the "gym extravaganza,"
which was a show Swetman devised to
raise money for scholarships.

"The shows have been a success in the
past and they would have been bigger if I

was staying. I could have really dug into
It," he said.

He says that he enjoyed his two years
here and has enjoyed working with the
team. Perhaps more importantly, it has
given him the experience of coaching
gymnastics, something he didn't have
when he arrived here.

Coaching gymnastics at UMass is a
great job if you want the experience, but
at this time, the money just isn't here

"

Swetman said that is one of the first
things he tells his prospective successors

Batsmen limp home
Supplement to the Collegian

By JUDY VAN HANDLE
Collegian Staff

Well, at least UMass baseball team was
able to get away from the snow.

Other than that, the Minutemen's season
opening trip to Florida was not as pleasant as
it could have been. UMass was able to win
just two of 10 games in its spring trip.

"We accomplished the purpose of the trip,

which was to play some baseball and get
ready for the season," UMass coach Dick
Bergquist said. "We might have bit off more
than we could chew with the competition,
but that's always easy to say when you look
back on the games."
The Minutemen began their spring trip on

an encouraging note by beating Wesleyan,
12-7, behind an 18-hit attack, but from there
things went downhill. The only other game
UMass was to win came on a combined one-
hitter by Doug Welenc and Mark Brown as
the Minutemen shut out Bowling Green, 3-0.

After compiling a 2-2 record in its first' four
games, UMass went 0-6 in Miami's four-
team tournament. The host school took the
tourney title with a 6-0 record mark, while
Southern Illinois and Westchester tied for
second with 3-3 slates.

Particularly discouraging to Bergquist
were 8-0 and 10-2 losses to Southern Illinois

and a 19-4 crushing by Miami in the team's
final game.

In general, Bergquist said he was disap-
pointed with the performance of his pitchina
staff.

**

"Doug Welenc was probably our most
consistent pitcher, " Bergquist said. "His first

two starts were good, although Miami hit a
grand slam homer off him Saturday night."
Welenc's most impressive performance,

and probably the team's "best all-around
game," according to Bergquist, came in the
3-0 win over Bowling Green. Welenc pitched
six innings of no-hit ball, while freshman
Mark Brown came on to allow only hit, a
single with two outs in the ninth inning!
"The defense and the pitching in that

game were good," Bergquist added.

But Tom Nigro, who has been the ace of
the Minutemen's staff for the past two
seasons, did not pitch well in his three ap-
pearances.

"He had a poor southern trip," Bergquist
said. "It wasn't like him. His control was off.

TURN TO PAGE 14

All to fight in Springfield
{Compiled from wires] - Ex- Heavyweight cording to Boston promoter Abe Ford.

Champion Muhammad Ali will fight heavy- Ford said the bout was confirmed by Ali's
weight Jimmy Ellis in an exhibition bout at lawyer, Ted Tannebaum of Chicago last
the Spnngfield Civic Center April 15. ac- night. '

Chris Evert returns a serve in her match with Billie Jean King in the finals of the
women's tennis tournament in Philadelphia yesterday. Evert won the match in
two sets, 6-0. 6-4.

Professional sports versus the three-martini iunchere is a tax orooosai initiatorf Kw m, '^ -
^^ ^^» mThere is a tax proposal initiated by Mr

Ultra- Brite himself, Jimmy Carter, that if

enacted would threaten the incomes of
professional sports teams (and top notch
college operations). The change in the tax
laws would no longer allow tickets used for
business purposes to be deducted as a
business expense by the buyer.

If the proposal concerning sports tickets
were made on its own, it would not be hard
to prove that it would be counter-productive.
The economic loss that the communities
surrounding major stadiums would face
would more than offset the cutback on tax
deductable business expenses. But it isn't. It

IS only a small part of President Carters'
battle against "expense account spending,"
symbolized by the infamous three martini
lunch. To an ordinary, uninformed person, it

certainly makes a direct appeal in the
essence of common sense.

It must anger many fans that "big wheels"
are seemingly freeloading through legal
loopholes, and that if corporations weren't
allowed to purchase numerous season
tickets, dedicated fans like yourself would
somehow get a better break. Right and
Wrong. Professional sports are already the
most heavily taxpayer subsidized business m
the country because most teams play in
municipal stadiums, and have enjoyed
certain antitrust exemptions, such as the
right to pool their broadcasting (television,
not radio) rights for significant profit'
Another argument directed against business
deductions reasons that many feel that tax
deductable expenses enable both franchises
and established Q)ubs to continuously raise
ticket prices.

"It IS simply easier for monopoly sports
owners to raise ticket prices when they know

Curt P. Kohlbcrg

that the full cost of these increases will not
be borne by a significant number of their
customers - that is the expense account
fans," said Peter Gruenstein, a spokesman
for the Ralph Nader-based Fight to Advance
the Nations' Sports (FANS).
Whatever the merits of tax reform in

general, the specific issue of sports tickets
should be examined. There is an important
difference between the elements of Carter's
'package plan, " and each element (sports
tickets, other entertainment tickets, and food
and liquor expenses) should be treated
separately, not universally.

Current law permits tax deductions for the
cost of sports tickets and other en-
tertainment expenses incurred in the con-
duct of business. The group of jokers that
somehow calls themselves an administration
wants to eliminate the deductions for sports
tickets and those tickets to symphonies,
operas, theater and other entertainment!
Carter does not realize that there is a dif-
ference between sports and other tickets.

In the theatrical world, the same show,
pssentially, is presented many times. If the
best Broadway musical is sold out on
Saturday night, you can probably see it the
next night. Thus, continued demand simply
lengthens the run of the show, which makes
the number of available seats elastic in
respect to public demand.

But in the world of sports, you can witness
a live event only once. Therefore, since you
onh^ go around once in life, you have to grab
for all the gusto that you can get your hands
on. If you are a true sports enthusiast you
want to grab that gusto and see that par-
ticular event, Schlitz or no Schlitz The
seating capacity is fixed, the event never to
be repeated. So if a client arrives at Logan
International and expresses a ""strong" desire
to see Luis Tiant face the Yankees in an
important game late in September, the smart
businessman will have the situation well
under control. He has the solution - the
season ticket. Since season tickets carry
playoff- ticket privileges and other con-
siderations they are proven to be worth the
expense, especially if they are tax-deductible

Ma)or league teams depend heavily on
season ticket sales. They are the cornerstone
of rriarketing and organizational procedures
for ballclubs. What this means is that teams
know the minimum number of seats that will
be sold for the season. In addition, do/ens of
clubs are bought and sold based on season
ticket information. To make a drastic
decision and change corporate season ticket
expenses from tax deductible to non
deductible expenses overnight would place
perspective buyers and their plans in turmoil

According to Bowie Kuhn, (who spoke
before the House Ways and Means Com-

mittee on the behalf of the four major sports
on March 17) baseball, for example,
estimates that over 12 million tickets were
sold directly to business. These purchases
accounted for one-third of the clubs' ticket
sales. Were Carter's plan in effect then, an
estimated $67 million in tickets and con-
cessions would have been jeopardized. Kuhn
also stated that clubs would be "forced in
the main" to recoup lost revenues by price
increases of at least fifty per cent.

In addition, the National Hockey League,
whose teams don't have television revenue
to count upon, rely on the fan in the park for
roughly three-quarters of each team's gross
income. Season tickets are of vital im-
portance to all sports, especially hockey.
Without the corporate boxes (seats, that is)

that make up a third of all season tickets,
grave financial consequences could result. I

just hope Congress is aware of all the facts
before it makes any important decisions. By
the way, I give Carter's unrefined proposal a
one in eight chance of succeeding the
present tax law. Reasoning: too much
political pressure generated by sports
magnates, stadiums, and concessionaires.

Presumptious Predictions... Walter Davis
will win Rookie of the Year honors in the
N.B.A. I make Davis an even-money favorite,
Bernard King 9-5, and Marques Johnson at
4-1. ...The Celtics will take Freeman Williams
as their first choice in the draft. Satch
Sanders, I hope you are reading this.
...Kentucky 57 Duke 52 in the NCAA finals.
Giyens goes wild and leads the Cats to their
third national championship. ...Flash- David
Thompson is the runaway winner as M.V.P.
in the NBA. He accepts the award on his
aerial descent from his jumping dunk from
centercourt...
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Thousands Slam S. Africa
At Davis Cup

MONDAY, MARCH 27, 1978

By JERRY HORNSBY

"Victory is the people's!"
This was the ringing cry the night

of March 19 as antiapartheid forces
celebrated the economic
devastation of the Davis Cup tennis
matches at Vanderbilt University
(VU) last weekend.
The three days of spirited protest

against South African participation
in the matches also focused
national and international attention
on Pretoria's brutal and oppressive
apartheid system - perhaps mores
than any U.S. action in recent
years.

At the height of the demon-
stration the afternoon of March 18,
an estimated 4000-5000 people
were massed in protest at Van-
derbilt or at nearby Centennial Park.
While demonstrators were not

successful in halting the matches or
Vanderbilt's hosting of the event,
they played a key role in destroying
them economically. Paid at-
tendance at the March 17-19
competition at VU's Memorial
Gymnasium totalled only 4460.
University officials said previously
they needed to draw 4000 each day
just to break even. As a result, the
International Lawn Tennis
Federation (ILTF) was forced to
take over Vanderbilt's $50,000
commitment to the matches.
Some ticket holders turned back

without trying to cross the
picketline of chanting, hand-
clapping, sign-carrying protesters
near the gymnasium's three en-
trances.

were joined by students from the
city's two other mostly Black
campuses, Fisk University and
Meharry Medical College. By the
time the march reached VU. there
were 2000 chanting demonstrators.
Fisk University alone turned out
almost 1000 students, a large
percentage of its total enrollment
DENOUNCING RACISM IM-
PERIALISM

Outside the Vanderbilt gym the
protesters from the three Black
colleges linked up with 500 more
demonstrators, mostly students
who had staged their own march
across the campuses of VU,
Peabody College and Scarritt
College.

The 2500 demonstrators cheered
speakers issuing strident calls for
revolution, urging support for
African liberation, denouncing
apartheid and Vanderbift and
linking U.S. imperialism and the
oppression of peoples in Africa and
other third world countries. Snow
and temperatures that by early
night dropped to freezing did not
deter the protesters.

David Simpson, organizational
secretary of the Southern Con-
ference Education Fund (SCEF),
brought the crowd to fever pitch
when he turned and pointed to the
"funky cops" lining entrance ways
to the gymnasium and decried "this
racist Vanderbilt university."
cannot go on in a racist university."

Other speakers included Kenneth
Makanda of the Pan African

slate capitol downtown to Cen-
tennial Park.

The local NAACP chapter
president. Dr. Charles Kimbrough,
drew applause when he told ralliers

his chapter "is taking on a new
project dealing with the racism of
Vanderbilt University."

The local NAACP chapter
president. Dr. Charles Kimbrough,
drew applause when he told raaliers

his chapter "is taaing on a new
project dealing with the racism of
Vanderbilt University."

Other speakers included Hooks;
Black actor Ossie Davis; Bayard
Rustin; Fraaklin Williams of the
Coalition for Human Rights in

South Africa; William Booth,
president of the American Com-
mittee on Africa; Dr. Richard
Lapchick, national chairperson of
the American Coodinating Com-
mittee for Equality in Sport and
Society; Joseph Lowery, president
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference, and
Wilbert Davis, president of
Americaa Tennis Association, the
Black counterpart of the U.S.
Tennis Association.

Hooks told the crowd, "in love
and peace," not to cross over to
Vanderbilt after the conclusion of
the program. "The FBI, " he said,

"is here hoping people will get to
the gym and act a fool and get
arrested. I beg you, let's go home in

peace."

Despite Hooks' exhortations a
number of people went to the VU

- f.
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Those who did cross were
subjected to a barrage of verbal
abuse and many were jostled.

Police at times formed a wedge to

get tennis fans through the
shouting crowds.

PROTESTERS PENETRATE
SECURITY

Only one arrest was made
when a man was charged with
throwing a rock against the
gymnasium March 18. An angry
crowd surged around the police as
the man was placed in a patrol car.

Five demonstrators penetrated
police security. Four members of

the Revolutionary Student Brigade
entered the arena and managed to

tape up a banner reading "South
Africa out of the Davis Cup, victory

will be ours" in full view of the slim

audience. They were then ejected
by police

Another protester entered the
gym and managed to et on court.

He held up an anti-apartheid poster
denouncing the spectators as
"Racists with blood on your hands"
before also being ejected. No
arrests were made in either in-

cident.

The demonstration got underway
March 17 when protesters from
predominantly Black Tennessee
State University marched to the
Vanderbilt campus. Enroute they

Congress (PAC); John Pike of the
Progressive Action Coalition;
Jimmy Mapsapoule of the South
African Students Organization;
Robert Birt of the New African
Liberation Support Committee;
Ellen Mark, executive secretary of
the Steve Biko Memorial Com-
mittee of Chicago; James Harris,

chairperson of the National Student
Coalition Against Racism, David
Huet-Vaughn, coordinator of the
Tennessee Coalition AGainst
Apartheid, and John Dommissee, a
south African exile.

The many hundreds of signs
carried high on the picketlines and
in the various marches included
numerous portraits of Biko and
such slogans as "End American
Investment in Slave Labor";
"Tennis Everyone Not in South
AFrica," and "Vanderbile Profits

From South Africa."

THE MARCH 18 PROTEST
A highlight of the March 18

protest was a mass march and rally

organized by the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP) and
involving an estimated 4000 to 5000
demonstrators. Led by NAACP
National Executive Director
Benjamin Hooks, the marchers
walked ten abreast for three and
one- half miles from the Tennessee

campus, including Dick Gregory
who later addressed demonstrators
in front of the gymnasium. It

seemed clear that many Nashville

Black students were angered by the
decision of the NAACP national

office to hold its protest in Cen-
tennial Park rather than the Van-
derbilt campus. Those same
students made it plain than Van-
derbilt would be the focus of most
of their protest.

Others who helped build the
demonstrations expressed dismay
at the national NAACP's nearly

complete disregard for the on-
campus demonstrations. They also

objected to Hooks' statement at a

predemonstration press conference
that VU chancellor Alexander
Heard and VU president' Emmett
Fields were "compassionate men"
who appeared simply to be "on the
wrong track."'

Local demonstrators at a post-

match rally told the crowd of an
upcoming campaign against VU
investments in companies dealing
with South Africa and an April 11

protest when Chancellor Heard is

scheduled to receive the
Humanitarian Award from the
Nashville Chapter of the National

Conference of Christians and Jews.
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Farrakhan Promoting Elijah's Ideals

By J. ZAMGBA BROWNE
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Rally Demands Freedonr\ For Wilmington

In his first public appearance here
since he severed relations with the
World Community of Islam in the
West, minister Louis Farrakhan
revealed last Friday a broad plan to

rebuild the Nation of Islam along
the lines of the teachings of the late

Elijah Muhammad
Farrakhan broke away from the

World Community last January
over sharp disagreements in

philosophy and direction of the
movement.

Elijah Muhammad's son and
successor, Wallace D. Muhammad,
has initiated several radical changes
within the last three years, which
Farrakhan and other members feel

are not in keeping with Mr.

Muhammad's teachings.

Ban on Whites Lifted

For example, in addition to the
name change, from the Nation of
Islam, to the World Community of

Islam in the West, Wallace has also

lifted the organization's ban on
whites. The late Muhammad had
preached Black separatism. Black

awareness and hard work.

The changes brought about by
Wallace coupled with the
movement's huge financial losses

from its many and varied en-

terprises caused a sharp cleavage in

the organization.

Farrakhan said his plan for

rebuilding the Nation of Islam calls

for setting up mosques, schools,

and businesses throughout the

country to further carry out the

work and teachings of his late

mentor, Mr. Muhammad.
Members Drifting Away

The 45-year-old Farrakhan, who
spoke at Baruch College at the

invitation of a Black student group,

said members of the Nation of

Islam have been drifting steadily

away from the group since the

death three years ago of Mr.

Federal Actions
May Slash

Blacks' Jobs

A state human rights official and
a highly placed state legislator

interviewed this week said they fear

that final approval of a long list of

Federal Labor Department
proposed changes in rules requiring

the hiring of minorities to work on
federally-financed projects will

bring an end to affirmative action

efforts in the building industry.

James F McNamara, assistant

commissioner of the state's division

of human rights, said the proposed
rules changes would "cripple"

affirmative action in an industry

that — with the predicted infusion

of increased amounts of federal

money over the next ten years —
could produce thousands of high

salaried jobs for Blacks and other

minorities.

McNamara explained that, under
the proposed rules changes, the

federally- backed goals for hiring

Blacks and minorities to work on
federally financed projects would
fall from the current 35 per cent, to

only 17.5 per cent.

According to McNamara, the

drop in the minority hiring goals

was produced by the Labor
Department's decision to scrap

previous methods of computing the

percentage of minorities in the

work force. Formerly, New York

City and other major urban centers

were considered separate from

surrounding communities, thus —
because Blacks and other
minorities often make up a large

part of urban populations - the

minority hiring goals called for a

corresponding higher ratio of

Blacks, Hispanics and others.

The proposed rule changes,
McNamara explained, would base
the minority hiring goals on figures

gathered from New York City, plus
outlaying areas including. West
Chester, Putnam and Rockland
counties in New York, in addition to

Bergen County in New Jersey.

"Because there are fewer Blacks
and minorities in the suburbs, the
Labor Department people came up
with a much lower ratio of
minorities in the overall work force.
"That means, that when the

hinng goals are computed for the
entire area Blacks and minorities

are not represented by their actual

numbers in the locality (New York

Muhammad.
Apart from a drastic decline in

membership, Mr. Farrakhan said.

Black Muslims have failed to

uphold the dignity of their religion.

"Smoking, drinking and crime

are now prevalent in the

movement," he said.

Although Farrakhan said he
wasn't too surprised over what was
taking place among the country's

Black Muslims because, he said,

"Mr. Muhammad had predicted the

changes long before his death, but

he said the movement would be
rebuilt and its impact would be
even greater."

An Oath to Muhammad
Farrakhan further stated the he

and the late Malcolm X were
among the few who took a solemn
oath before Mr. Muhammad to

build a nation of Islam and he
doesn't intend to renege on that

promise.

He said he didn't intend to use
Baruch College as a spring board to
snipe at Wallace D. Muhammad,
but, nevertheless, he did seem to
challenge Wallace's leadership.

For example, he was critical of
Muhammad's refusal to allow the
members to be referred to as Black
Muslims, and how the membership
has drifted steadily from the rigid

Islamic code of ethics.

"While there are personal dif-

ferences between myself and
Wallace," Farrakhan said, "I won't
allow those differences to tear us
apart."

Sees Opportunity in Death
Farrahan said the death of Elijah

Muhammad has "provided us with
an opportiihity to actually see who
the true Black Muslims are. Many
of us had been pretending all

along."

He said his decision to break
away from the World Community

of Islam in the West was difficult,

but now that it has been done, "I

have no regrets and will begin to
chart a course of rebuilding the
Nation of Islam."

Before reaching a decision,
Farrakhan said he carefully
examined the conditions of Blacks
across the country since Mr.
Muhammad's death and concluded
that "we are worse off."

And he placed some of the blame
for the conditions of Blacks on
President Carter. Farrakhan
declared that the "malignant
neglect on the part of the Carter
White House together with Mr.
Carter's insensitivity to affirmative

programs designed to help Blacks
pull themselves up by their boot-
straps has really "hurt our cause."

City) where they live and would find

jobs," McNamara asserted.

State Senator Joseph L. Caliber,

a Democrat of the Bronx and chair-

man of the Senate Banking
Committee, said he will introduce a

resolution asking the Labor
Department to take another look at

the proposed rules changes.

Loss of Jobs, Revenues
"We are opposed to the

proposed changes," Caliber said.

"The former federal concept of

affirmative action in hiring is our

only hope. If it goes through af-

firmative action will be about nil in

the state."

McNamara and Caliber explained

that, on the state level, affirmative

action in hiring is our only hope. If it

goes through affirmative action will

be about nil in the state."

McNamara and Caliber explained

that, on the state level, affirmative

action programs for the hiring of

minorities to work on state funded
projects is bogged down in a court

fight resulting from a suit filed by
the state's building industry and
some unions. '"Because of the suit,

which the state is appealing, there

can be no real enforcement of

affirmative action hiring plans,"

McNamara explained.

Both McNamara and Calibert

predicted that the new proposed
regulations would lead to the loss

of thousands of jobs for Blacks and
other minorities, and the loss of

millions of dollars in revenues the

jobs would produce and funnel into

the Black and minority com-
munities.

According to McNamara, if the

proposed regulation changes are

allowed to stand they would go into

effect sometime early this summer.
Caliber and McNamara agreed

that Black voters should start

putting pressure on their Federal

representatives to urge them to

speak out against the rules

changes 'The creators of the

changes were insensitive to the

employment needs of the Black,

Hispanic and minority com
munities," Caliber said. "We have

to get congressmen! and senators

and political leaders to be sensitive

to the problems the new rules and

produce, and act to stop them,

now."

Jamaica Official Raps
U.S. Journalism Stance

International press agencies
don't really understand Third World
problems, or report on them
regularly because they think it's of
very little interest to the public,

stated Arnold Bertram, Minister of

Information and Culture for the
Covernment of Jamaica, during a
seminar held recently at the
Columbia School of Journialism.

Commenting on the seminar's
theme, "Journalism: The Third
World Beat," Bertram told an
audience of working media and
journalism students, "What hurts
the Third World doesn't really seem
to anger many people in the in-

dustrialized world, especially the
press."

The seminar was sponsored by
the Columbia University Craduate
School of Journalism and the
Jamaica Agency for Public In-

formation.

Acknowledging Bertram's stance
that the industrialized nations are
insensitive toward the Third World,
Frank Tremaine of United Press,
said most Western countries

"basically disassociate themselves
from the Third World. They seem to

lack any understanding probably

because they feel there is a lack of

stability in emerging countries. A
government's staying power seems
to be the most important criterion

on whether the industrialized

countries take Third World
countries seriously."

Tremaine defended UPl's
coverage of the Third World. "Our
policy is to disseminate the kind of

news that means the most to the

greatet-t number of people," he
contended.

Bertram also stressed that there

was difficulty talking about
freedom of the press in countries

where there was "rampant
illiteracy," but said there is "an
obligation that begins with giving

our people objective news to read."

Adding to that, Robert van
Lierop, Producer of ABC's "Like It

Is," said international news
coverage is "built on deeply-

entrenched biases. The background
and objectives of a reporter and his

•ews-gathering agency tend to

affect both the selection of what is

considered newsworthy and the

way it is reported."

Building on van Lierop's

statements, during an audience

question-and-answer period,

Bertram linked the press's alleged

lack of objectivity with a failure to

understand the political systems in

many Third World nations.

""In Jamaica's case," he said,

"we are mobilizing a system that is

determined to make a better life for

more people instead of a select

group controlling most of the

wealth."

Bertram said that "private
ownership of newspapers, which is

the case in most industrialized

nations, has shown it cannot be
objective. '"Poor people certainly

cannot afford to start their own
newspapers. So there is no
alternative but for the government
to assist broadly based democratic

institutions to own and operate

their own newspapers," he
asserted.

U.S. Picketers Tell Israel: Free Esmail

Groups in several U.S. cities

picketed to demand the release of

Sami Esmail from prison in Israel

last week. Meanwhile, his trial

opened amid conditions seriously

questioning the possibility of a fair

hearing.

Esmail, a U.S. citizen of

Palestinian descent, was arrested at

an Israeli airport in December. He
was en route from Michigan to

Ramallah in the Israeli-occupied

West Bank to visit his dying father.

According to a sworn statement
from his brother Basim, Esmail has
stated that during a week of in

terrogation he was punched,
threatened and questioned for 24
hours at a stretch. Nor was he
allowed to see his attorney until he
signed a confession in Hebrew, a

language he does not speak.

In East Lansing, where Esmail

was a graduate student in electrical

engineering at Michigan State

University, students held an all

night vigil at the Sijdent union

before the March 14 trial. In New
York on the eve of the trial, Sami's
mother, Rasmieh joined a picketline

of 75 people outside the Israeli

Consulate to demand her son's

release

On the same day 50 people

picketed the Israeli Consulate in

Boston; many of the demonstrators

were Arab students with their faces

covered. One of the participants

explained that their faces were
hidden "partially as a symbolic

gesture and partially because we
are concerned that our identities

might be given to Israel."

A protest meeting was also held

in Dearborn, Mich., and a picketline

in front of the Israeli Consulate in

San Francisco. The actions were
coordinated by the National

Committee to Defend the Human
Rights of Sami Esmail, head-

quartered in East Lansing.

Felicia Langer, the defense at-

torney, reported that the opening
sessions of the trial were "a farce."

Substantial portions of the trial are

closed to the public, including parts

of the proceedings containing the

testimony of Israeli intelligence

agents from the Shin Beth (secret

service). One of the basic demands
of Sami Esmail's defense com
mittee has been that he receive a

public trial

The US. State Department has

thus far refused to waive diplomatic

immunity to allow a consular of-

ficial, Mark Davidson, to testify at

the trial Davidson saw Esmail

during the interrogation period.

Esmail's defense believes that his

testimony would support their

claims that Esmail's confession was
extracted through torture and

ought to be inadmissable.

The State Department has only

permitted Davidson to submit arv

affidavit, which was rejected

because of prosecution objections

that Davidson couldn't be cross-

examined.

Esmail is being charged with

"membership in an unlawful

organization" (the Popular Front

for the Liberation of Palestine) and

"contact with enemy agents." The

acts named in the indictment

allegedly occurred not in Israel, but

in East Lansing where Esmail is

accused of distributing Palestinian

literature and holding meetings —

and in Libya. Israel claims Esmail

underwent political and military

training in Libya.

Israel officials in the US earlier

charged that Esmail had spent

August 1976 in Libya Now the

training is supposed to have oc-

curred in a 2-week period Esmail

admits he spent in Libya. Esmail's

defense points out that travel to

Libya is not illegal.

By VICKI BALDASSANO

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
steady rhythm of bongo drums
echoed throughout the march
transmitting with every beat the

power of a movement building

national momentum after seven
long years of struggle.

Straddling tree limbs or standing

underneath, some 8000 demon-
strators gathered outside the White
House in Lafayette Park March 18

to demand freedom for the
Wilmington 10 and all political

prisoners.

The protesters, who came by bus
and car from 20 states in the East,

Midwest and South, surrounded

the White House chanting "Free

the Wilmington 10," and "We want
justice."

Wilmington 10 support actions

took place concurrently in San
Francisco, Los Angeles, New

Orleans, St. Louis, Denver and
Honolulu. The Washington action
was one of the largest outside the
White House this year.

The Wilmington 10 were
"framed-up solely to put fear in the

people, to intimidate and disrupt

the North Carolina civil rights

movement," said Elisabeth Chavis,

reading a statement from her son,

imprisoned Wilmington 10 member
Rev. Ben Chavis. "I want to ... state

that even behind bars we continue
to struggle for the liberation of all

the oppressed."

The National Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repression,

which sponsored the Washington,
D.C, action, launched the fight to

free the nine Black and one white
civil rights activists in 1971. The 10
were arrested on trumped-up arson
charges following their defense of a
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church under attack by armed
North Carolina Klan members. The
10 were leading members of the
local civil rights movement.
The Wilmington 10 case has

attracted worldwide attention. Last
year, three of the four major
prosecution witnesses recanted
their testimony, citing government
coercion and bribes as the motives
behind their false testimony.

Despite evidence of a frame-up
and mounting public pressure to
free the Wilmington 10, North
Carolina Cov. James Hunt has
refused to pardon the group. He
has offered only a token gesture of
reducing their combined jail sen-

tences of 282 years.

SIX-HOUR DEMONSTRA TION
The 6-hour demonstration last

week began with a march from
Malcolm X Park to the White

House; the line of march stretched
for a half mile. The rally also paid
tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., assassinated 10 years ago this

April.

At the Lafayette Park site.

Alliance cochairperson and
Communist Party member Angela
Davis condemned Carter for his

silence on political prisoners in the
U.S., "the country that most
systematically, violently and
outrageously violates the human
rights of its citizens. This is not the
last march."
A member of the D.C. school

board read a resolution calling for

people to boycott all conferences in

North Carolina until the 10 are
freed, and also establishing March
17 as Wilmington 10 awareness day
in the public schools.

Judge Margaret Burnham of

Boston read solidarity statements
from priosners Ceorge Merritt and
Rafael Cancel Miranda; and Rep.

Donald Edwards (D-Calif.) relayed a

message from 75 Congress
members who have called for

release of the Wilmington 10.

Throughout the day's events, the

Cospel Inspirationists of North
Carolina and blues singer Lucy
Murphy of Washington, D.C, kept

the marchers' spirits alive. Folk-

singer Pete Seeger wrote a new
song for the occasion: "Hey, Hey
Mr. Peanut Man, What You
Gonnda Do About the Wilmington
10?"

And Frank Shafer Corona, the

only Latino member of the D.C.

school board, spoke at the rally

demanding freedom for "'another

group of political prisoners, the so-

called 'illegal aliens.'
"

South Africa Action
Aim At Banlcs

Under pressure from an-
tiapartheid forces, some of the
biggest U.S. banks have an-
nounced cutbacks in loans to
South Africa. Antiapartheid actions
continued, meanwhile, with events
in New York, New Jersey and
Philadelphia.

Citicorp of New York, the
nation's second largest bank and
one of the Vorster regime's most
important financial allies, an-
nounced March 11 that it will no
longer loan money to the South
African government or to govern-
ment-owned enterprises— not until

the government makes "tangible
progress" away from apartheid.

Greeted as a "significant step in

the right direction" by the
American Committee On Africa

(ACOA), the Citi-corp action still

leaves the door open for loans to

private South African interests, for

the most part tied closely to the
racist regime. And until the bank
bars all loans to South Africa,

ACOA considers it "a participant in

the apartheid system."
The Citicorp announcement was

issued in response to a stockholder
resolution calling for a report on the
baak's current commitments in

South Africa.

How much the Citicorp move
means is a question. In a similar

situation last year Chase Manhattan
Bank, headed by David Rockefeller,

the six largest banks lending to

South Africa.

One contingent of demonstrators
picketed a midtown branch of the
baak then marched to the branch at

UN Plaza, while a group at

Columbia University picketed a

branch at the campus. In aal, the

demonstrators numbered around
125 people. Sponsors of the action

included Clergy and Laity Con-
cerned, the National Lawyers Guild,

the East (a Brooklyn Black cultural

group) and others.

In Philadelphia, Sharpeville was
commemorated on March 18 with
an all-day conference on southern
Africa initiated by the National

Conference of Black Lawyers. Over
200 people attended the meeting.
The program was addressed by
Judge William Booth, president of

ACOA, and Godfrey Sithole,

Philadelphia member of the African

National Congress.

And at Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, N.J., last week, 800
students demonstrated to demand
that the school's board of trustees

take up the issue of disinvestment.

"We say Rutgers must divest

because we want to see the death
of apartheid," one demonstrator
shouted.

"The question is, where do you
stand?" another challenged. "With
the freedom and liberation of the

African people or do you stand with

apartheid and slavery?"

said it would not make loans to the
South African government, its

corporations, the bantustans (the

phony "independent homelands"
for blacks) or to Namibia. It turned

out that chase meant it would
"discourage" such loans and
shortly after the announcement the

top Chase man in South Africa

commented, "We're just carrying

on as before and we'll shortly be
moving to bigger premises."

Now the South African economy
is seriously depressed, partly

because of the worldwide capitalist

recession, partly because of the

mounting costs of repression and
the government's massive efforts

to attain economic and military self-

sufficiency. In the "deteriorating"

situation it is no longer "feasible"

for U.S. banks to make South
African loans: the risk is too great.

The First National Bank of

Chicago, another of the country's

largest, said recently that loans to

the South African government are

"out of the question." In fact, in

1977 the bank made no such loans

The divestment push was an
important part of actions com-
memorating the March 21, 1960

Sharpeville massacre in South
Africa. In New York City March 21,

antiapartheid demonstrators served

notice on Chemical Bank, one of

In The Community
Interest

Amherst, Ma... Television in

Amherst will not be the same now
that the Center for Community
Access Television is in operation.

After three years of development
and endless hours of work a group
of community people with the help

and cooperation of the Massa-

chuseiij Foundation for

Humanities and Pmlic Policy, a

program of the National En-

dowment for the Humanities, have
Ibegun to cable-cast locally

[produced programs. The first being

an eight part series on Nuclear

Power.

The series entitled "The Center

For Community Access Television

Exanaines Nuclear Power" was
developed by CCATV staff with the

CO operation of Northeast Utilities

personnel and the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group

(Mass. PIRG). "At a time when
nuclear power is being debated

from all sides it is our hope that

these programs will help to confirm

some truths and dispel some myths

about this strange new energy

source" said Ms. Blue Carreker, Co-

ordinator of CCATV, after the airing

of the first program Nuclear Power

In Our Back Yard, "Many people do

not have enough information about

atomic energy to make an in-

telligent decision," she continued,

"this is partly due to the nuclear

industry and partly due to the mass

media. We want to try ind change

this
"

Since the Northeast Utilities Co.

proposed to build a nuclear

generating plant in Montague,

Mass. the discussion around atomic

energy has increased. It was for this

reason that the Mass. Foundation

for Humanities and Public Policy

decided to award CCATV a grant to

further enhance this discussion

through the use of television. In the

coming weeks topics, for the series

will include: Jobs and Economic
Growth, Safety of Nuclear Power,

Alternative Energy Sources, as well

as How Citizens can become In-

volved in the Decision Waking

Process for Nuclear Power
Facilities.

As well as special programming

the Community Access Center

welcomes and encoura|^es people

to produce shows that will k of

interest to the greater comjjjpnity.

CCATV needs the suppSh' of

community people. For more in-

formation call or write: CCATV, PO
Box 138, Amherst, Ma. 01002, 256-

0414.
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Phllly's Mayor Rizo To Defend "White Rights".
By OBI BINI

The outgoing mayor of the

nation's fourth largest city has
made his next career choice — he
will campaign nationally in defense
of "white rights."

The recent announcement by
Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo
reflects the current upsurge of

openly racist and in some cases
explicitly neo-Nazi activity.

In the beleaguered Chicago
suburb of Skokie, for example, a
federal district court has just issued
a temporary restraining order
against a planned >^pril 20 public
commemoration of the birthday of
Adolf Hitler. The same judge had
earlier approved the holding of a
Nazi march through Skokie, home
to a large number of former

detainees in Hitler's concentration

camps.
In Columbus, Ohio, meanwhHe,

five p>eople arrested late last year

while protesting two separate Ku
Klux Klan rallies were recently

acquitted of the various felony

charges brought against them.

Although many eyewitnesses
testified that the KKK had provoked

violence in both cases, no Klan-
smen have been arr*M:t«»H

And in New Jersey, shoppers
have been finding typed and
handwritten notes with anti-

Semitic messages slipped into

packages of nonprescription drugs.

State officials say there is nothing
they can do about it.

In Philadelphia, Rizzo, a 2-term

Philly Cops Intensify Siege Against IVIove

By RON WHITEHORNE

Philadelphia

Philadelphia police have all but insured a

violent and bloody end to the city's conflict

with the MOVE organization in the Powelton

Village community here.

On March 16 over SOO police and
firefighters blockaded a 6-block area around

the organization's home in West Philadel-

phia. It was the sharpest escalation yet in the

10-month police siege of the Black anarchist

group.

Police erected a 9-foot high barricade,

trained fire hoses and water cannons on the

headquarters, cut off the water supply and
stationed police sharpshooters on the roofs

of nearby homes.
Inside the house are some 20 members of

the group and their 10 children. MOVE
members are armed but have stated they

will fire only in self-defense. Mayor Frank

Rizzo has promised that if shooting starts,

the police will respond with "more firepower

than they've ever seen."

About 125 community residents, mean-
while, demonstrated March 17 to protest the

blockade, which they called part of a "police

state."

Community activists had sought to

prevent the blockade by a court order Since

MOVE has stockpiled large quantities of

food and water, they argue that a blockade

will only lead to pressure for a further

escalation—which can only be a raid.

A number of people and some city officials

had also advocated a negotiated settlement,

which they said was possible only if Rizzo

forces and the police backed down from their

confrontalory position. On March 10. for

example, Dick Gregory met with MOVE and

city officials in an effort at mediation At this

point, however, the Rizzo position clearlv

attempt to arrest one MOVE member led to

a fight in which. MOVE alleges, one of their

children was killed by police.

In May 1977. following the eviction of a

MOVE member from a nearby residence,

armed members of MOVE squared off with

police in front of their compound. After a

9-hour standoff in which MOVE announced
that they would not shoot first, MOVE
members withdrew their weapons. They
refused, however, to leave their compound.
The police then began a virtual occupation of

the immediate neighborhood, with 24-hour

stake-out squads on the streets and m
apartments overlooking the MOVE head-

quarters.

This is not the first time Powelton Village,

an interracial community with a local

reputation as a hotbed of radicalism, has
been targeted by the police. A united
community successfully thwarted previous

Others, organized in the Powelton United
Neighbors, while recognizing the contradic-
tions between MOVE and the community,
see the danger of repression as the main
issue. The group sees the attack on MOVE
as strengthening the hand of Rizzo
specifically and racist reaction generally.

These forces actively oppose the blockade.

There is widespread opposition to the
repression of MOVE from the city's Black
community. The repression of Black
organizations in the 1960s, symbolized in the

raid on the Black Panther Party offices, has
not been forgotten. The wave of police

brutality over the last year, culminating in a

federal probe and indictments, has stiffened
this opposition.

Mayor Rizzo is seeking to exploit the

MOVE situation to bolster his sagging
political fortunes. As so often in the past,

Rizzo is posing as the friend of law and order

in advocating a forceful solution to the

MOVE dilemma. The mayor is fanning the

flames of racism as part of his overall

political strategy. (On March 18, Rizzo

announced that he was not running for a

third term but will instead head a campaign
to protect the rights of white Americans.)
The current crisis developed last month.

Following newspaper reports that the city

had spent over %\ million on police

surveillance of MOVE, a new attempt was
made by the city to negotiate a settlement.

Two events sabotaged the negotiations.

The Philadelphia Daily News reported that

the police department had trained a special

SWAT team to go in after MOVE.
Simultaneously, three MOVE members in

prison were beaten b> guards.

MOVE then categorically rejected the

city's proposal and made five "nonnegotia-

ble " demands of their own. calling for the

release of all MOVE members in prison and
the dropping of all charges against MOVE
members.

has the upper hand

MOVF: IS an organi/ation of predominant-

ly Black youth viho advocate "revolution" in

the guise of a return to nature The group

•Iso opposes ans cooptration vAith thr state.

ORIGINS OF THE CONFLICT
The conflict with the city ginrs back to

1976, when attempts to enforce warrants for

violations of health and building codes led to

the arrest of many MOVE members and

their eventual imprisonment on contempt of

court.

In spring 1976. frictiofl between MOVE
ajHl the police reached cnsis proportions. An

harassment But in the current crisis

Powelton IS deepiv divided One gr«)up. the

Pos\eIt(tn F-mergency Human Rights Com
mittee (PHRFC). has brouj^ht repeated
pressure t»n the city to evict MOVE and
supports the bl«Kkade These residents, who
characterize MOVE as/a fascist organization.

charge they have been the victims of threats,

intimidation and beatings by MOVE
members.

On March I . Rizzo responded by
announcing that the city would blockade

MOVE, preventing any food and water from
reaching their compound.

Rizzo's inflammatory rhetoric and provoc-

ative actions have virtually insured a

police-MOVE confrontation. Community
activists see continued mass protest aimed
at the city as the only means of preventing a
bloodbath in their neighborhood.

"tough cop" mayor, said that when
he leaves office next year, he will

travel throughout the country to

champion the rights of "non-Black
ethnics."

"Whites have to join hands to get

equal treatment," the Democratic
official stated.

NAZI DEMONSTRATION
BLOCKED

Rizzo is upset at two recent

instances of federal government
intervention — in response to mass
pressure — against his ad-
ministration's racist treatment of

the city's large Black population.

The mayor stated that his "hands
are handcuffed" by the Justice

Department's indictment of a

dozen Philadelphia cops and federal

government criticism of the city's

minority housing program. These
are examples, according to Rizzo,

of a "liberal leftist" plot that must
be opposed by whites.

In Illinois, Federal District Judge
Bernard Decker meanwhile ordered

a 45-day stay of his earlier ruling

allowing Nazi demonstrations in

Skokie, a move that will halt the

planned April Hitler birthday action.

He acted on a request from the

Skokie town council, which is

appealing Decker's earlier striking

down as unconstitutional three

local statutes prohibiting public

Nazi activity. According to one
Skokie official, if the judge had not

issued the stay, "tens of thousands
of people were expected to attend a

demonstration to counter the Nazi

march."

The Ohio acquittals of anti-KKK
activists involved separate cases
brought against members of the

Progressive Labor Party's In-

ternational Committee Against
Racism and the National United

Workers' Organization (NUWO), a

group initiated by the Revolutionary

Communist Party

In the first case, David Mann and
William Gilbreth were found not

guilty March 10 by a Common Pleas

Court jury on four counts of

felonious assault on police officers

during a melee at a Labor Day anti-

Klan picket.

The violence erupted at the

Sepflember protest against a Klan

antibusing rally when about three

dozen white men, later identified as

undercover members of the
Columbus police department
SWAT team, began clubbing and
beating up the antiracist group. The
SWAT attacks were followed by
assaults by uniformed police, in

which three cops and seven
protesters were injured.

Defense lawyers credited the

acquittals to the courage of

eyewitnesses who gave evidence
exposing perjured police testimony.

Susan Urbas, an investigator for

the Mann-Gilbreth under police

brutality and simply couldn't
convict Mann and Gilbreth under
the circumstances. They realized

that cops can and do lie, and that

sometimes police are guilty of

oppressive action."

Also in Columbus, three
members of NUWO were freed of

felonious assault and inciting to

violence charges in connection with

1 July 4, 1977 action also organized

to counter a KKK antibusing rally.

In the New Jersey anti Semitic

message campaign, a retired officer

at the Fort Monmouth army base
was arrested m December for

putting such notes in drug
packages at a base store. Military

officials did not, however, connect
ex-Sgt. Charles E. Sublett to a

wider organized drive. The Fort

Monmouth notes contained
messages such as "Hitler was
right." Sublett was charged with

misuse of U.S. property.
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Inequality: It Starts In The Schools And Persists

With Placement In Corporate Hierarchy

By ZOE BEST

Since the 1960's, fluctuations in

the economy have resulted in

corresponding shifts in public

education policies. After the
Korean War, veterans were given

government subsidization to

prevent the post war recession

from swelling into a recognizeably

full scale depression. Veterans

enrolled in college instead of

queuing in unempk)yment lines.

The Supreme Court Decision in

1954 to desegregate schools and
institutions of higher learning,

among other effects, provided

another rationale for government
investment in education to

seemingly promote equalization of

blacks and whites in educational

opportunities. Investment, whether
from the corporate or state sec-

tors, is never made unless a return

on the investment is guaranteed.

Two things were happening in this

period. Externally the Soviet Union
was shooting sputniks like they'd

adopted the 4th of July and
dropping nuclear subs into any

accommodating waters. Internally

the Civil Rights campaign brought

fireworks of a different sort to the

view of legislators. After the

assassinations, the Johnson Ad-

ministration's War on Poverty

geared into the Vietnam War
buildup. Through all this, public

funding of education was part and
parcel of the overall expenditures to

maintain this country's military and
economic position if not expand it.

By the time we got to the end of the

60's and into the early 70's, the new
math and science emphasis was
already shelved except for those

tracked into it as the junior elite.

Integration with its supposed
equalizing effect was a myth.

The Vietnam War had foreclosed

on yet another chapter of ex-

pansionist designs by U.S.
capitalists and so the economy
went into another tailspin with the

influx of Vietnam veterans, shifts in

world prices for raw materials —
copper, oil, aluminum, uranium,

gold, etc. and the general

devaluation of the dollar. Equal

opportunity and affirmative action

felt the brakes in the major cities

with sizeable black populations. In

New York City, 27 educati-»nal

"facilities" were scheduled for

closing to save the city $5 million.

Open admissions in the state

university system were abandoned
and tuitions were raised. In the
same period, spring of 1976, a

Bureau of Census report showed
that the gap between the
proportion of blacks and whites

who completed college was larger

in 1974 than in 1960. Of blacks age
16 to 34, 4.2 per cent had com-
pleted four or more years of college

in 1960 compared to 11.9 per cent

of whites. By 1974 the figures were
8.1 per cent for blacks and 21 per

cent for whites, widening the gap
to almost 13 percentage points. In

October 1976 a Census Bureau

report showed that 26.5 per cent of

blacks age 20-21 were neither in

school nor had completed high

school.

Cutbacks and discrimination

coupled with corruption in the

public sector has reduced the

effects of inroads made during the

1960's and early 1970's. Last year

Shirley Chisholm disclosed that

special funding in the sum of

$191,901 went to white schools

compared to $15,726 to black

schools in New York City. Currently

upper middle class school boards in

New York are preventing the

distribution of $6.2 million

designated for minority and poor

students who comprise the majority

of students in public schools. In

1976, the school population in New
York City was 36.6 per cent and

27.7 per cent Sfianish speaking.

The chancellor of the school

system wants these boards to

comply with his order to release

information of the ethnic com-
position of the public schools which
could release the federal funds, not

so much to serve the majority of

students in the system, but to have

that money sieve through the

bureaucracy so that officials can

get their cut.

In the meantime as Jim Haskins

indicated in his DIARY OF A

HARLEM SCHOOL TEACHER,
drugs, violence, police occupation,

racial conflicts, suspension,
pregnancy, pervert teachers, rape

and broken windows are more
about the school scene than

curriculum or equal opportunity. A
public school nurse related to this

writer that her biggest problem was
dealing with twelve year olds who
conceived while at school, at least

three a month, again in Harlem.

At the present, there is no visible

sign of any government or

economic measures that will

counter the trend of greater

inequality. We are confronted with

the situation where black

enrollments in public schools are

increasing, by 1980, 15.4 per cent of

all students will be black, while the

percentage black college graduates

is decreasing.

According to Andrew Greeley in

a 1974 study, "Ethnicity in the

United States," college graduates

were Blacks 4 per cent, Spanish

speaking 4.1 percent, Polish 5.1 per

cent, Italian 5.1 per cent, Protestant

British 13.6 per cent, Irish Catholic

14 per cent, German Jewish 23.3

per cent and Eastern European

Jewish 27.5 per cent. Professors

Bowles and Gintis who wrote

SCHOOLING IN CAPITALIST
AMERICA, conclude that the

primary determinant of graduation

from college is family income. This

is substantiated by a Census
Bureau report of 1972. Families

having the highest median income,

$13,929, American Jews, have the

highest percentage of college

graduates, 52.5 per cent, while

those in the lowest income group,

Hispanics, $7,595, have the lowest

percentage of college graduates at

5.3 per cent. Native Americans are

not counted in these figures. They

are included in statistics for whites.

We can guess, though, where they

might fall in these statistics. Dr.

Bernard C. Watson of Temple

University has pointed out that 60

per cent of black college students

included in statistics of college

educated blacks, went to two-year

community or vocational schools

and another 20 per cent attended

black colleges.

The idea of going to college is to

get a good paying job with security.

Bowles and Gintis show that

patterns of inequality in the schools

parallel income inequality within the

work force. They divide the work
force into two basic sectors, the

"primary" and the "secondary."

Corporations and government
comprise the primary sector which
pays the highest wages. The
majority of unionized workers are in

this sector. Bureaucracy and
hierarchy determine job ladders,

requirements for credentials and
seniority or promotion rules.

Bowles and Gintis note that the

majority of workers in this sector

are "adult, not aged, white males."

They state throughout their book
that "Two of the most important

avenues for getting ahead
economically — education and job

experience — work most effectively

for the already economically ad-

vantaged, particularly white majes

... The economic return to

schooling is twice as high for white

males as for blacks or females."

The secondary sector is

characterized by low wages, high

worker turnover and minimal

unionization. Wages are relatively

low while promotion is uncommon.
The majority who work in this

sector of the economy are blacks,

Puerto Ricans, Chicanos, native

Americans, women, the elderly,

youth and other minority groups.

We might note that the military is

"employing" large numbers of

"minority" youth.

Education, the labor force and

the economy are stratified. Bowles

and Gintis again provide the

following data: "Firms of the in-

dependent production and en-

trepreneurial type comprise more
than 90 per cent of all U.S.

businesses, although they account

for only a little over a quarter of the

paid work force. The addition of

self-employed individuals brings

this up to about 33 per cent."

The corporate sector is

dominated by 1.6 per cent of all

businesses that do three quarters of

all sales. Two-thirds of all

businesses do only 2.4 per cent of

all sales. "The largest one tenth of

one per cent of all corporations

owned 60 per cent of alt corporate

assets; the smallest, 94 per cent of

all corporations owned less than 8
per cent of all corporate assets. In

1973, the largest one hundred
manufacturing corporations, less

than one-fifth of one per cent of

this category, owned over 43 per

cent of manufacturing assets and
captured 49 per cent of the profits

in the manufacturing sector. In the

same year, the largest five hundred
manufacturirjg corporations (in all,

one-tenth of one per cent of all

manufacturing establishments)
employed three-fourths of all

workers in manufacturing. The
corporate sector as a whole, while

comprising less than one-tenth of

all firms employs nearly half of the

paid labor force ... In sum, about

two thirds of all paid workers are

employed in the corporate and
state sectors."

What can be concluded from all

this? Pretty much what we already

know. To change the patterns of

inequality we must change our

tactics of addressing them. The

state or government and corporate

sectors have maintained

stratification in education and the

workplace through remediative

reforms. Corporate profits are on

the increase while real income for

the majority is on the decrease.

One-half of one per cent at the top

profits in more ways than

economically by the competition

between races, ages and sexes for

jobs. A college degree is not a

magic wand that brings peace and

prosperity unless you already are

economically advantaged.

Part II of this article will show
how women are stratified

educationally and in the economy.

Triple jeopardy among black

women is no lit.

Cuba Site Of The XI Festival

Since the very beginning in

which Cuba was selected as Site of

the XI World Festival of Youth and
Students, for all its people and
especially for its youth, started a

long and hard period of

oreparations in which the daily

effort, the smile of solidarity and
the wish of succeeding are mixed.

The work has been divided into

different parts and tens of tasks

have been accomplished.

The First National Festival of

Youth and Students was earned

out, to show how our youth is

preparing themselves and even the

pioneers in the different branches

of art, culture, sports, political

activities and others. More than ten

thousand young people of the

whole country and 500 thousand

persons of the capital participated

in the Festival.

During the National Festival, the

Sport School and Youth Games
were held in a simultaneous way.

the National Amateur Festivals of

the High-School Student

Federation, and of the Union of

Cuban Pioneers, the Arm Forces'

gala program, an exhibition con-

cerning the transportation

development in Cuba, rallies of anti

imperialist solidarity and the

Festival of the New Cuban Song,

among other activities. As an

eternal memory of that period,

thousands of pines that were

planted by young people, grow at

the Eastern part of Havana^ near to

"LaGuayaba " dam, exponents of

solidarity, that wonderful feeling

that joins peoples and that gives its

name to that place that very soon

will be a leafy forest.

The last deadline for applications

to the 11th World Youth Festival is

April 3, 1978. Applications can be

sent to: 11th World Youth Festival

of Youth and Students, P.O. Box

595, Amherst, Mass. 01059.
The iporitiMon Rwperto Herrero. car.-ied the torch which let the flame of the Fe>tf*«i
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Urban 'Removal': Small City Residents Suffer
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In Washington, DC, Atlanta,

Houston and numerous other U.S.

cities, downtown redevelopment
schemes have forced the relocation

of hundreds of poor, workingclass

and third world people.

Residents of depressed,
neglected areas have been shuttled

around, often left homeless, to

make way for fancy stores, civic

centers and other profit-making

ventures.

But the problem isn't confined to

big cities. Residents of smaller cities

suffer too, often less able to fight

back. A recent feature article in

Fairpress, a weekly newspaper of

the Westport, Conn., area, told

how Norwalk's Black residents

responded to the proposals for

redevelopment of their South Nor-

walk community.

The small group of residents,

who live near or on Water Street,

will be forced to move when the

city begins to implement the Water
Street Industrial Development
Project to make way for two
corporations: Charles of the Ritz, a

cosmetics company, and Beldoch

Popper, which rents space from
Charles of the Ritz. The project,

which will cost the city $4 million,

will force the area's poor to move to

Bridgeport, according to the mayor,

William Collins. Bridgeport is

already marked by extremely high

unemployment.
Even Collins has timidly raised his

voice against the program, which
he says will force skyrocketing

property values well out of the

range of low-income families.

"The poor people are going to be
driven out," Collins said. "For some

Puerto Rico Strikers

Locked Out

By RONNIE LOVLER

The striking electrical workers in

Puerto Rico voted last weekend to

end their 85-day strike.

However, the government-
owned Water Resources Authority

(WRA) in San Juan has refused to

permit their strikers to return to

their jobs.

Electrical Workers Union (UTIER)
president Luis Lausell said the

WRA facilities were under bolt and
chain and surrounded by a heavy
police cordon when the more than

6000 members of the UTIER went
to work March 21. The WRA is

charged with providing all electrical

energy for Puerto Rico. The UTIER
members staff the plants.

Lausell termed the WRA actipn

"an illegal lockout." He said the

union would file charges with the

Puerto Rico Labor Relations Board
in an effort to force the WRA to

open its doors.

Although the police presence
created a situation that Lausell

described a "tense" he said there

were no confrontations. Instead

workers mounted a massive
picketing in front of the WRA's
main office and various electric

plants throughout the island.

WRA Executive Director Pedro
Vazquez, while admitting that his

action was a lockout, called it a

"defensive closing' to prevent the

union "from being able to do on the

inside what it has been unable to do

from the outside."

Vazquez was referring to the

numerous acts of sabotage against

WRA facilities since the strike

began. He indicated that he
considered the lockout legal since it

was to protect public property.

Lausell calleck Vazquez'
statement "part of the same
demagogic campaign that he has

carried out in the past to try and
confuse public opinion.

"The lockout is illegal and we will

file charges with the board for illicit

practices against WRA," he said.

He said UTIER would also ask that

damages be paid to the UTIER and
its members.
STRIKE ISSUES
The immediate issue over the

union's right to return to work is

whether or not a collective

bargaining agreement is at present

in effect between labor and
management.
An agreement was signed be-

tween UTIER and WRA covering

noneconomic issues last year.

UTIER holds that this contract

permits the union to return to work
while continuing to negotiate
wages and salaries. WRA says,

however, that the noneconomic
agreement does not constitute a

contract and that union members
will be permitted to return to work
only after an economic package has

been agreed upon.

At present, the union and
management are at odds not over
only salary demands, but over the

duration of any contract
negotiated. The union wants a 1-

year contract while WRA is in-

sisting on a 3- year agreement.
Lausell has labeled the WRA

demand "a police move geared at

winning partisan advantages" for

the prostatehood party now in

power.

The governor does not want any
strikes in an election year, Lausell

said, A 3-year contract would
expire in 1981, a year after the

elections.

The UTIER strike has been
viewed by many observers of the

labor scene in Puerto Rico as a

critical encounter for the island's

labor movement. UTIER, now
under the leadership of Lausell, a

member of the Puerto Rico
Socialist Party (PS,P) central
committee, has long been one of

the most militant and powerful
labor unions in Puerto Rico. Many
observers believe the government
intends to break UTIER and hence
deal a crippling blow to the more
progressive sectors of the labor

movement.
"We see this as one more battle

in the class struggle that is being
carried out between the UTIER and
the WRA," Lausell said.

Musical Giants In The Valley

people in town that's nifty. I don't

quite view it that way. I'm familiar

with the human suffering that goes
on in this town."

The plan will mean relocation not

only for the area's residents, but for

the many Black people who
congregate there as well. Ac-
cording to the local police chief,

Water Street is "a general meeting
place just like the YMCA."

"This is our community," one
Black person tOid the Fairpress. "It

may not look like much to you, but

that's what it is ... It's a landmark

for the Black people. Every person

here from the oldest man on down
was here when they were kids."

One man, who has owned a

house in the neighborhood for 20
years, says he will fight the project

just on principle. Although he could

probably relocate with city

assistance, 'I'd still like to fight to

prove my point," Darby Mason
said.

"I've got sense enough to know
when progress comes along you
got to bend with it, but it looks like

they're doing everything for Charles

of the Ritz. It's the city putting us

out, so to speak," he continued.

Puerto Rico
Protests Halt Navy

War Games
A growing popular and legal

campaign has forced the U.S. Navy
to move its scheduled Operation
Solid Shield maneuvers from
Puerto Rico's island municipality of

Vieques. The military exercises, the
largest conducted in the Atlantic,

will now be transferred to another
site.

The Navy made its decision in the
wake of protests by the people of

Vieques, who have twice in the past

month disrupted the Operation
Springboard exercises U.S. and
NATO forces have been con-
ducting in the area.

The Navy announcement that it

will relocate Solid Shield in either

North Carolina or Georgia is also an
apparent consequence of a Puerto
Rican government petition for a

federal court injunction to halt

military activities in Vieques. A
ruling on that petition is still

pending.

Meanwhile, the court- has turned

iown a bid for a temporary
restraining order in a separate suit

by the Vieques Fishermen's
Association which asked that the

naval presence on Vieques be
terminated immediately. The
government suit asks only that

military exercises be ended.

The fishermen, wnose suit also

seeks $100 million compensatlbn
for damage to their homes, the

environment and impediments to

their right to earn their livelihood,

plan to appeal that court ruling.

At the same time, Juan Mari

Bras, secretary-general of the
Puerto Rican Socialist Party (PSP),

said that Rep. Ronald Dellums ID-

Calif.) would ask the House Armed
Forces Committee to investigate

the Navy presence on Vieques.

Dellums is a member of that

committee.

The Navy, which has had a base
in Vieques since the end of World
War 2, occupies 75 per cent of the

80-square-mile island. According to

spokespersons for the 7000
Viequens, it has only been since the

Navy was forced to vacate the

neighboring island-town of Culebra

several years ago that military

activities in Vieques have been
stepped up.

It took years of protests and legal

maneuvers to get the U.S. Navy off

Culebra and even today its 800
residents have been left with a

^^^evy legacy in an unusual en-

vironment hazard: unexploded live

mines in the water and on the land

which had been fired during past

naval exercises.

A lecture demonstration at H.impshire College on March 21st
Vishna Wood on bass on Charles Greenlee on trombone. (Photo by
Edward Cohen)

EXPOCUBA 78
A call to artists ages 10 years to adult to enter original poster designs on

themes appropriate to: The Cuban Revolution, Cuba-U S ties or Cuba
and the THird World in the first contest-exhibition dedicated to d'evelopinq
fnendship between U.S. and Cuban people.
Awards will be given to those posters chosen by the Selection Com-

mittee made up of nationally known artists, and other persons familiar with
Luba. The Grand Award is an expense-paid trip to Cuba and an op-
portunity to meet with Cuban artists and participate in people's art work-
shops.. .plus three additional prizes of $200 and an original work of Cuban
art.

A selection of the posters will become part of a national exhibit which

rionr; lo A ^-Td^!?^^^^^^"
^"^ ^"^^ ^°^ ^°^« SP«C'^'C information, write:EXPOCUBA 78, P.O. Box 609, North Amherst, Massachusetts 01059

Deadline for all entries: June 7, 1978 (Sponsored by the Venceremos
Brigade)

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

All CCEBS graduating seniors should note that on Tuesday, April 4, a
representative from Aetna Life & Casualty will be in the New Africa House.
He will be conducting interviews for management trainee positions with
Aetna. Students who will be getting their degrees in either liberal arts or
business c-re preferred. These positions have a starting salary of $11,700
Anyone interested should sign up for an interview with Brian Maher in

room 209 of the New Africa House immediately. Also, on Wednesday,
April 5, a representative of the John Hancock Insurance Company will be
in the New Africa House He will be conducting interviews for various
openings with this company Interested candidates should sign up in room
209 New Africa House immediately.

CCEBS students interested in a career as a Telephone Company
executive should sign up immediately in --oom 209 for the planned field trip

on April 11 to the company's Northampton facilities A free luncheon will

be provided on this trip.

All CCEBS students interested m going to medical school should note
that on Wednesday, April 19, CCEBS is sponsoring a trip to the UMass
Medical School in Worcester, Mass. This trip is crucial to anyone who is

considering a career in medicine. Sign up for the trip in room 209 New
Africa House immediately.

Live At Herter Gallery:

Painting By Fitz Walker
By ZOE BEST

Intense, direct visual statements
vibrate from Fitz Walker's pain-
tings, on exhibit at Herter Gallery

until the end of March. Those
compositions from the 1960's hold
a moment so that a viewer can read
it, while those from this period take
a moment out, making it aural and
enduring.

In his family's apartment-studio
at Butterfield House where Walker
is artist-in-residence, Rasaan
Roland Kirk's horn-chants con-
secrate newly stretched canvasses.
Walker states, "My painting is an
abstract as in his music; I have all

his albums. Painting is like music, it

has timing, balance, rhythm,
culture and history. The only dif-

ference is, it's visual." Referring to

artists who have their own styles of

kinetics when centering on the
human condition with color and
composition, he speaks of Romare
Bearden, over sixty years old, "He's
my man." Then smiling, seeing
their distinct images, Benny An-
drews, James Pride and Diego
Rivera are cited. Of Rivera, a native-

Mexican muralist, Walker adds,
"He painted people's art on the
money! He was a fine muralist."

Walker then speculates on how
he himself might find subsidization

for a fresco mural project. He talks

about the planes of history and the

human content of his work, how
the political tone and colors remain
the same even though the com-
positions change.

Walker grew up in a West Indian

neighborhood in Hartford, Con-
necticut. He has worked at a

multitude of jobs from the tobacco
fields to prisons where he has
taught painting. This definitely

orients him to the street as opposed
to the gallery scene. Walker
summarizes his views, "New York

is not communicating. Stuff in New
York is tired. To me it's been tired;

I've been seeing the same thing for
ten years. That's because it's

marketable."

Much of the movement created
in the paintings at Herter Gallery
comes from the strength of the
subtle variants of the primary
colors. Their juxtoposition creates
the kinetic effect. Walker relates,

"If you can handle primary colors,

you can handle the rest."

"Angela" with her red afro and
eyes that are Ra within the double
pyramid, the Pole Star, looks over
the show, for indeed she sym-
bolizes the time period that many of
the paintings record, the 1960's.

Green and lilac faced children look
out from a canvas as if someone
has asked them to say "cheese",
interrupting their "Conflict in Ice

Cream." Their presence is very
connected to this chronology that
refers to "The Spiritual Image of
Marcus Garvey." His portrait is

masked in black, purple and
orange. A strong yellow band ties

Garvey to the frame.

"The Duke" performs before an
invisible audience with mikes and
hardware ceasing to be metal to
reflect a tattered starred and stiped

reference to the U.S.A. The white
flecks that catch stage lights and
move around a performer are
present in this painting, magnified
on a black open-air night sky.

Viewers try to answer blue lips and
tropical colors in "Is It Something I

said?" A high yellow "Sis" and
"The Almighty Dollar" stop us. Yes
the dollar is green and it's black and
it's on a field of red with loops of

barbed wire adding texture. "Dr.

Fidel" reveals a charismatic
presence and finally on the south
wall we reach Africa in the 1970's

Public Service

Announcement

The Office of Internships offers Black and other Third World students
the opportunity to work on an internship off campus as part of their
academic program. Students can elect to either organize a 40 hour per
week or part time experience. The arrangements are made with the help of
a counselor from the Office of Internships and the cooperation of a faculty
person who sponsors the student's project. Participating students receive
academic credit (1-15) from the University while maintaining close contact
with their faculty sponsor and internship coordinator. The internship gives
students the opportunity to design a creative and possibly fulfilling ex-
perience which will be the basis for future decisions about courses,
graduate school and careers.

Internships are listed for over 700 agencies. Students can also create
their own internships. The host agency will make a contract with the
student and the Office of Internships to provide an orientation, supervision
and evaluation of the student's work. Many students are able to use the
contacts they make during the internship to advance their plans for
graduate school or a career.

During the actual internship the Office of Internships offers supportive
counseling and seminars designed to help the student integrate their work
experience with their University courses. Staff members visit full time
students at their work site and discuss the experience with both the
student and the agency supervisor.

Many students find the internship semester one of the most meaningful
and exciting experiences they have during their undergraduate studies.

During the last year the Office of Internships has made a special effort to
locate agencies interested in helping the professional development of
students with a particular interest in Black and other Third World people's
needs. These agencies include the office of Senator Julian Bond in Atlanta
Georgia, the Black Caucus in Washington, DC, the Black Caucus in

Boston, the African-American Institute in New York City, the African
Bibliographic Center in Washington, DC. and many others including the
Elma Lewis School for the Performing Arts. The possibilities are only
limited by the creativity, persistence and work which the students is willing

to put into making the internship possible.

If you want to know more about how to make arrangements for a part

time or full time internship call the Office of Internships, 545-0727 for an
apppointment with one of the counselors. Information meetings are open
to all Black and other Third World Students: Tuesdays 11:15-12 noon,
Tuesdays 1:25-2:15, Wednesdays 10:10 11:00, Fridays 12:20-1:10.

Note: Counseling Deadline for Summer and Fall Semester is April 29
1978.

with the "People's Struggle" where
the acryllic colors are less opaque
and so texture from the tran-

sparantness contributes to the
message. Rifle tips glisten in a

charge of orange among the
greens, purples, lavender and metal
gray. The eyes of people in this

force reflect the sun with that same
orange as what is on the tips of the
rifles.

Walker is proud that his works
are political, just as he is proud of
his Jamaican relatives, his father

who are political. His paintings
proceed as does the music of
Jimmy Cliff and Cuba, as do all the
Caribbean islands seething and
surging toward a different 21st
century.

In commemoration to the music
artists in the area, Walker has
transposed the movement of the
music to movement in line. Marion
Brown arching back, stretching his

suspenders, lets his saxophone
touch the sun. Charles Majeed
Greenlee plays straight-on making
rocket communication seem static.

Master drummer, Max Roach looks
over a green kite nose while his

hand on a cfo§er plane fuels shock
waves of rhythm. Vishnu Wood
embraces his bass with one hand
that is yellow with red nails while
the other is red with yellow nails.

"Po Rasan" hears and sees through
his instruments. A rainbow arc of

music is gleaned from Shepp's
mouth, extending its cry through
the saxophone, while a strong
angular hand adds more nuances.
Lady Day in "Strange Fruit" stands
in front of a Jook Box (thanks Zora
Neale) and her vocals overflow with
notes that haunt and caress. These
panels in tempera and crayon are

what Fitz Walker would like to see
in a public place - so all can hear
visually from these greats in music.

Read
Nummo
News
Every

IVIonday
In The

Collegian

Anti-Bakke Group Mobilizes For

April March On Washington

Several anti-Bakke groups are
planning a mass march on Wash-
ington on April 15 in an effort to

overturn the Bakke decision. The
march, which is being organized by
the Anti-Bakke Planning Com-
mittee, is expected to include such
groups as the Black American Law
Students Association, the National
Lawyers Guild, the Peoples
Alliance, the Anti-Bakke Decision
Coalition and the National Com-
mittee to Overturn the Bakke
Decision and their member
organizations, as well as other anti-

Bakke organizations.

The March on Washington will

focus on four slogans — Overturn
the Bakke Decision, Unite Against
Racism and National Oppression,
Fight for Full Equality for Women,
and Support and Expand Af-

firmative Action on the Job and in

Education.

These plans will be a major high
point of activity in support of af-

firmative action programs in

education and industry that are

under attack because of the Bakke
decision and other lawsuits relying

on Bakke.

This decision of the California

Supreme Court, if upheld by the
U.S. Supreme Court, would lay the
foundation for the dismantling of
thousands of affirmative action
programs for minorities and women
that have been established as a
result of the struggles for equality
that the civil rights and women's
movements have been waging. If

the California Supreme Court's
decision is upheld it would
legitimize the absurd and racist

concept of "reverse discrimination"
that seeks to make the victim of
racism and national oppression look
like its perpetuators.

The various anti-Bakke groups
also expressed the importance of
linking up with other on-going
struggles against racism and
national oppression taking place on
the campuses, in communities and
in workplaces at this time.

The April 15 Anti-Bakke Planning
Committee agreed that there would
be the broadest possible outreach
to other organizatons and in-

dividuals to involve them in the
work of organizing the March on
Washington.

Hoover Wanted Mob To Hit Gregory

Former FBI director J. Edgar,
Hoover once suggested that
organized crime associates be used
to "neutralize" Black comedian
activist Dick Gregory, according to
recently released FBI documents.

Gregory responded to the news
last week by stating that "This did
not happen to just me, Dick
Gregory. It has happened to Black
groups across the nation and it has
not stepped," Gregory said he
plans to sue the FBI.

In a 1968 memo contained in

13,000 pages of FBI documents
from the Chicago area, Hoover said
that "Gregory has traveled all over
the country preaching Black

, nationalist extremism, hatred and
violence ...

"Chicago should review
Gregory's file and his current ac-
tivities to develop counter-
intelligence designed to neutralize

him. This should not be in the
nature of an expose, since he
already gets far too much publicity.

Instead, sophisticated, completely
untraceable means of neutralizing

Gregory should be developed."
The memo then goes oh to state

that organized crime figures, once
called by Gregory the "filthiest

snakes that exist on this earth,"

should be enlisted to help attack

the Black activist.

Russia Names Tanker For Robeson

A Russian press agency
disclosed last week that that

country would name one of its new
tankers for Paul Robeson.

This measure is in recognition of

Paul Robeson as the outstanding

American singer, prominent an-

tifascist and Lenin Peace Prize

winner, the press agency said. The
new Soviet vessel will make her

maiden voyage in a year.

Soviet people know the name of

Paul Robeson well and highly

appreciate him as a distinguished

artist, prominent progressive
political and public figure and peace
champion. As a world-famous
artist, he first visited the Soviet

Union in 1934 and came to the

USSR many times thereafter.

Slide Hampton, noted trombonist, composer, and arranger, leads
a lecture demonstration at UMass on Tuesday. March 21st. (Photo
by Edward Cohen)
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Lynn Walker and The All Stars in a benefit for the struggle against South African Apartheid. From
left to right, Claire Arenus, on multiple percussion, Charles Greenlee, trombone, Joe Fonda, bass, Lynn
Walker, vocals, Floyd Williams, piano. (Photo by Edward Cohen)

PROGRESSIVE CALENDAR

A service of the Commuter Collective Office. ..545-2145.

March 28 - The Progress Film Series Pre

March 28, Tuesday — The Progressive Film series presents "Revolution

Until Victory' to live in freedom. Thompson 104, 8 p.m., free.

March 31, Friday - Sonny Fortune at Crown Center, Hampshire

College, 8 p m., free.

March 31 to April 2 - Northeast Corference on the liberation struggles

in Southern Africa, Yale University, New Haven
April 1, Saturday — Dexter Gordon will be at Hampshire College for a

workshop at 2 p.m. and at the University of Mass, SUB, for a concert at 8

p.m., free

April 1 Benefit Disco for the New World Day School, New Africa

House, beginning at 9 p.m. A good idea after the concert.

April 2, Sunday - China Night, SUB, UMass, 6 00 p.m , $2.00 donation,

6:30 p.m. to 8|;30 p.m., dinner, 8:30 p.m to 9 p.m., Kou-Fu Show, (singer);

9 00 p.m to 9:30 p.m., Chinese Painting Film; 9:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m ,

Fashion Show: 1000 p.m to 12:00 p m.. Disco Party. Chinese Movie will

be shown in CC 903.

April 3, Monday - In solidahty with the miners strike, SUB, 7 to 10 p.m.

April 4, Tuesday Martin L. King week. Featuring the Shirley Ceasar

Singers m the SUB. Free

April 4. Tuesday The Progressive Film Series presents a Luta Con-

tinue and Povo Organizado Thompson 104, 8 p.m. free.

Apnl 5, Wed. - M L.K. week, Charles Martin, editor of the Journal of

Negro Education, also appearing will be the Rahni Harris Gospel Singers,

SUB, 8 p.m., free.

April 6, Thursday M L.K. week. Voices of New Africa, SUB, 8 p.m.

April 11, Tuesday - Andrea Dworkin Mahar Aud, 8 p.m.

Apnl 11, Tuesday - The Progressive Film Series presents the Double

Day, Thompson 104, 8 p.m., free.

April 13, Thursday Earth Day Celebration from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;

All day exhibits, special events include UMass Solar Habit Tours, Dorothy

O'Brian speaks on trapping. Parachute Demonstrations. Complete

schedule of events will be sent to all progressive monthly participants.

April 13 ^Jfej|e Film Harlan County will be shown in the Campus Center

and Thursda^t 7, 8:45 and 10 p.m.

April 14 and 15 The military involvement in South Africa by American

Corp. will be the topic of discussion at this two day conference. For more

info Call Francis Crowe, 584-8975.

April 15 to April 18 - National Black Studies Conference. Call Van

Jackson for more details, 545-0794.

April 16, Sunday - Learning Tomorrows, for more info please call Fran

Welson, 5450981.

April 18, Tuesday - The Progressive Film series presents two films on

women in Latin America. The Life and Death of Frida Kahio and Sim-

plemente Jenny. Thompson 104, 8 p.m., free.

April 21, Friday - A benefit film showing for the New World Day

School. Two classic horror fiims will be shown in Thompson 104 at 7 and

10:30 p m , there is a one dollar donation at the door.

April 23, Sunday Latin American Week beginning on the 23rd, for

more info please call Ahora 545-2479.

April 25, Tuesday The Progressive Film Series presents two films on

the struggle in the Middle East. Revolution Until Victory And To Live in

Freedom, Thompson 104, 8 p.m., free

April 28, Friday A luSalute to Black Women, featuring Helen Humes
(singer SUB, 8 p m
Sr ' ''fi 'o April 30 The Dona Ramos Dance Emsemble will perform in

Bov. ' for three nights Show time is 8 p.m each night.
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Rug bums found

Concert causes

FAC damage
By SEAN MORGAN
Collegian Staff

An inspection of the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall following last Wednesday's
Geils concert has revealed extensive burn

damage done to the hall's rugs during the

show, which could cost thousands of dollars

to repair according to a Fine Arts Center

spokesperson

Barbara A. Aldridge, manager of the

concert hall, last night said the inspection

turned up more than 400 burns in the

concern hall's rugs,

"I'm sure not all the burns can be at-

tributed to the Geils thing," she said, "but
there were many, many more than usual."

Aldridge said she could not give an exact

estimate of the cost to repair the damage,

but said she has been told the repair cost

averages $15 per bum. That would place the

repair bill at approximately $6,000.

Officials at the Fine Arts Center placed the

blame for the damage on the type of

audience attending the Geils show.
David Letters, publicity director for the

Fine Arts Center, said the blame for the

damage did not lie with the security force.

"We had increased the size of security in

anticipation of trouble, so the fault didn't rest

with the security," he said. "Instead, it rested

with the fact the audience had no respect for

the security workers or the Fine Arts Cen-
ter."

Dr. John Jenkins, acting director of the
Fine Arts Center, said a large percentage of

the audience was made up of high school
students and other persons not affiliated

with the University.

Jenkins is still awaiting reports concerning
the damage, but he said preliminary in-

dications show the damage occurred despite
the best efforts of the security force.

Jenkins said he should have all reports

sometime today. He also said he will not
make any decisions regarding future rock

concerts in the Fine Arts Center until all the
reports have been received.

"We have no desire to preclude the
performance of any type of music in the hall,

but we will have to take steps to insure that it

is controlled better next time," Jenkins said.

Jenkins also said he had heard of other
complaints of damage done in the Fine Arts
Center the night of the concert, but Acting
Director of Security Saul L. Chafin said no
such reports had been received.

Aldridge said the sponsoring organization
of the concert will be responsible for the
repair bill once a final estimate is completed.
The Geils concert was sponsored by the
Union Program Council.

No spokesperson for the program council
could be reached for comment.

rVniiiiimr*
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Yesterday's rains caused some of us to wish we were still on vacation. But here,

Steve Polansky seems to be enjoying the wet stuff. (Staff photo by Gary Kovner)

Israel offers new self-determination formula
TEL AVIV, Israel [compiled from wire

services] — Israel offered a new formula
yesterday for Mideast peace talks and
Deputy Prime Minister Yigael Yadin called it

a "far-reaching step" toward Egypt's
demand for Palestinian self-determination.

The proposal calls for the "participation"

of West Bank and Gaza Strip Palestinians in

determining their own future. It edges Israel

slightly closer to President Anwar Sadat's
demands and to a U.S.-proposed com-
promise formula.

But there was no firm sign of an imminent
breakthrough in reviving the stalled Israeli-

Egyptian peace talks, though it was reported
Israel was considering sending Defense
Minister Ezer Weizman to Egypt to reopen
negotiations on a possible Israeli withdrawal
from the Sinai Peninsula.

In Cairo, the Egyptian and Saudi Arabian
foreign ministers urged diplomats attending

an Arab League meeting to unify Arab ranks

in order to force Israel to give up occupied
lands and allow creation of a Palestinian

homeland.
The bitterest opponents of Sadat's peace

overtures to Israel — Syria, Algeria, Libya,

South Yemen and Iraq — stayed away from
the meeting. But the Palestine Liberation

Organization was represented, despite a PLO
spokesman's insistence in Lebanon that the

organization would not attend.

About 25 per cent of the projected 4,(XX)-

man U.N. force now has arrived in Lebanon,
U.N. officials said. French paratroopers are

on the western front, near the Palestinian-

controlled city of Tyre, Iranians in the central

sector, above the strategic Kakia Bridge over

the Litani River and Swedes in the east,

based near the town of Marjayoun.

In Tel Aviv, the military command denied

reports from Beirut of heavy artillery and
rocket duels in southern Lebanon and
described the mountainous region as
"generally quiet."

It denied that Israel had shelled Hasbaya, a

Palestinian stronghold at the eastern sector

of the front.

"There is no firing going on between the

terrorists and us," a military spokesman said.

A Kuwait newspaper, Al-Siyassa, quoting

sources close to the Palestinian command,
reported that Syria has given assurances to

the Palestinian guerrillas that they will be
allowed to operate against Israel across the

cease-fire line in the Golan Heights.

Israel invaded southern Lebanon March 15

in order to take away the guerrillas' prime

base for attacking the Jewish state.

Barenberg to propose

'coalition government'

Inside

- Republican Avi Nelson, a conservative Boston radio talk show host, will challenge

Edward Brooke for the U.S. Senate. Story page 3.

-Miners end their 112 day strike and coal finally begins to roll out of the

mines. Story page 3.

— The Yippies plan another smoke-in for the Amherst area. See Joan Feeney story on
page 3.

Weather

Partly sunny with highs in the fifties. Could old man winter be gone for good?

By JON KLEIN
Collegian Staff

The third place winner in the student

government popular election said yesterday

he is willing to form a "coalition govern-

ment" with the first place winners in the

popular election held on March 15 and 16.

David Barenberg, who ran in the popular
election with Susan Birmingham, said he will

propose the "coalition government" at the
electoral convention tomorrow night.

Barenberg will also propose that the
convention vote for a second popular
election instead of choosing a president in

the convention. If this plan fails, Barenberg
said he will then examine the possibilities of

forming a ticket with Shelly Gordon and
Herb Tyson. Under Barenberg's plan, only
his ticket and the Gordon-Tvson team would
be on the popular election ballot.

Tyson said he "would support a general
election " proposal. But he said he wants to

"see what the alternatives are' before
committing himself to forming a new ticket.

Onp M '*^,e matters that needs to be
worked out is that both of the canaidacies
involved have two people on each ticket. In

the event of a coalition ticket, one candidate
from each ticket would have to withdraw
from the race.

The electoral convention is being held

because none of the candidates in the

popular election took one-third of the vote.

Gordon and Tyson placed first, the none-of-

the-above choice took second and Baren-

berg and Birmingham took third.

"The electoral college will be a zoo and
make a farce of the office," said Barenberg.

He added "people will do underhanded
things" at the convention. "If we have a

focused campaign (with only two can-

didates) people will get to know who the

candidates are," said Barenberg.

But Barenberg said "there are a lot of

problems with the general election in terms

of logistics."

Tyson said "the last thing I wanted was for

it to go to an electoral convention." He
added that "the politics of a convention are

nothing more than a coalition.
"

The convention was originally scheduled

for Thursday night in Boyden Gymansium
but was rescheduled yesterday for tomorrow
at 9 p.m. in the Hatch, Only those with

convention credentials will be allowed on the

floor, according to convention rules.

The convention was rescheduled because

tne Southwest Residential area delegation

had a time conflict with events in their

residential area on Thursday night.
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The Stockbridge appeal; notjust farmer^
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Collegian Staff

Just as the school trained farmers during
World War I, the Stockbridge School of
Agriculture continues to educate its students
in practical agriculture.

Established in 1918, the original purpose of
the Stockbridge School of Agriculture was
to train farmers to produce food for World
War I. Short courses were offered in all

phases of agriculture. Later Stockbridge
became a two year certificate program, and
in 1966, was approved to grant an associate
degree to its students.

Stockbridge offers programs in various
fields of agriculture emphasizing hands-on
training in its instruction. The school is a
division of the College of Food and Natural

Resources with a current enrollment of 520
students and presently headed by Dean John
W. Denison.

Majors and courses offered by Stock-
bridge encompass the following depart-
ments: Plant and Soil Science, Animal
Science, Agriculture Engineering, Food and
Resource Economics, Arboriculture and Park
Management, Entomology, and Landscape
Operations. Often faculty in the various
departments teach both Stockbridge and
University classes. Some courses consist of
both University and Stockbridge students.

Students must apply separately to Stock-
bridge. Admission to the University does not
grant admission to Stockbridge and vice
versa.

Regarding admissions, Denison said, "We
stress motivation, the goals and desires of

the applicant, and the student's ability to

survive here academically. Some students
turn on like Christmas trees when they come
here because they're doing something they
enjoy. We give those students with a strong
desire the opportunity."

People from varied backgrounds are now
entering the agriculture spectrum. No longer
are the farmer's son or the farmer's daughter
the only young people enrolling in agriculture

schools.

lona Reynolds, assistant dean of Stock-
bridge, said, "We have all sorts of people
applying to Stockbridge, including older

students and students from the cities."

Denison said, "There has been a change in

young people's perception of agriculture.

They believe it's a nicer way to live. The
students that come to Stockbridge know

NE Vet School gains leaders support
By MARTHA KIMBALL
Colllgian Staff

The proposed New England Regional
Veterinary School at Tufts University is

picking up momentum as legislative leaders

speak out in its support.

The Caucus of New England Legislatures

gave support to the vet school at its meeting
held earlier this month in Providence, Rhode
Island.

The Caucus, comprised of one person
from each of the six New England
legislatures, endorsed Tufts' plans for a

veterinary school and will work with Tufts to

facilitate necessary legislation in establishing

a contract system between the New England
states and the vet school.

Senate minority leader John Parker, R-

Bristol and Massachusetts' representative at

the Caucus meeting, said, "All New England
states agree with Tufts' vet school proposal
and will support the contract system.

Contracting is a good way to go
academically instead of the state handling it.

I wish Harvard or Boston University had

gone that route with the medical schools."
"This vet school is not just for cats and

dogs as many people think. It will be han-
dling fish, horses, cattle and the food supply
as well. The school will be a great public and
regional asset," Parker said.

Henry T. Wilson, director of public

relations at Tufts Medical Center, said,

"Approval of the vet school by the Tufts
Board of Trustees on April 29 would
authorize Tufts' president to formally
establish the vet sccool, form a visiting

advisory committee consisting of national

leaders in veterinary medicine, proceed with
recruitment of faculty and the admissions
process, begin negotiating with state
legislatures for contracts, and allow private
fund raising."

Over the past year Tufts has received

support from the New England Board of

Governors, and a $10 million grant from the
federal Department of Health, Education and
Welfare for planning and construction of the
school.

States must contract with Tufts University

for a number of student seats at the vet

school. Money must be appropriated by the
state legislatures to sponsor students.

Private funding and tuition will support the
vet school. Other than the expense of
contracts. Tufts is not asking for money from
the New England states. Estimates for the
overall vet school budget and contracted
seats is confidential until the trustees vote
later in April.

The vet school program involves spending
the first two years at the Tufts Medical
Center in Boston. Third year study will be
spent in small animal clinical work at Angel
Memorial Hospital in Boston, and in large

animal clinical work at Grafton State
Hospital. The Grafton facilities were donated
by the state, but renovations and additional

contruction will be funded by Tufts.

The objective of the New England
Veterinary School is to provide a vet school
with a large percentage of New England
students enrolled. Twenty-five per cent of

the seats is estimated to be reserved for

students from other states and foreign

countries. The first class is expected to enter
in 1979.

what they want to do. vet we cannot forget

the students with an interest who are not
sure of their future."

"The two year program fills a niche in the

educational system. It offers a general un-

derstanding, whereas the four year school is

geared towards research. We teach the hows
and not all the whys. There is less theory,"

Denison said.

Denison continued, 'We try to offer a

complete set of opportunities. .About 25 to 30
per cent of the students do continue their

education to obtain a bacnelor's degree."

Reaardina student success of landing lobs
upon graduation from Stockbridge, Denison
said, "The job market is good to excellent,

but it depends upon the student and whether
or not they want to move. The jobs are there;

people just have to scratch. In fact,

nationwide we have more job opportunities

for those students in Turf Management than
we can fill."

"The relationship between the university

administration and Stockbridge has had
excellent improvement," said Denison. "We
have come from the Dark Ages of the 'get rid

of agriculture' attitude. The university held

on to the agricultural school. Many people

still wanted to know how."

Looking towards the future Denison spoke
of constructive change. "We change all the

time and must work closely with industry and
young people's desires although they may
not fit with the faculty. Stockbridge still must
train people for good solid business,"

Denison said.

"In the future more people will be involved

in preserving the land for agriculture. Stock-

bridge must recognize the movement of

alternative agriculture," Denison said.

Alternative agriculture stresses the use of

organic farming methods and encourages
production by the small farmers.

Denison does not foresee growth in the

school's enrollment unless a tremendous
increase in demands occurs. "I feel we are at

a top now in agriculture interest as far as
student enrollment is concerned."

Men protest porn tonight
A protest vigil and teach-in will be held by

Men Against Rape and Violence at tonight's

showing of Inserts,' an X-rated film

sponsored by Wheeler Dorm,
The film, which stars Richard Dreyfuss,

will be shown tonight at 6:00, 8:15, and 10:30

at the CCA. One spokesman from MARV
said that protestors will simply ask patrons to

think about the film and hand out leaflets.

"We will be approaching peoples dignity, not
assailing them," said the spokesman.

Bill Taylor, Associate Director of Orchard
Hill and Central, said that the film was not
pornography but a satirical parody on the
making of pornographic films. "They (the

protestors) don't understand what the film is

about, " said Taylor. "Or they don't give the
students credit for being thinking in-

dividuals."

Taylor is the supervisor of Steven Bauer,

head of residence for Wheeler Dorm, who
would not comment.
MARV says they see pornography as a

crime against women and that it encourages
acts of sexual violence against all women.
This is the organization's first public action.

- GAYLE YOUNG

House probes med school
The legislative subcommittee investigating

state building contracts yesterday began
closed-door hearings into the University of

Massachusetts Medical School project in

Worcester.
The panel, chaired by Rep. Gerald M.

Cohen, D-Andover, will be investigating

additional payments, beyond those originally

budgeted, made to contractors working on
the project.

According to the story, there have been
292 change orders approved by the state

Bureau of Building Construction since the

original contract was awarded to the Vappi
Construction Co. in October of 1972.

The Cohen panel is currently investigating

the state's contract with McKee-Berger-
Mansueto (MBM), the firm hired to oversee
the $135 million U Mass- Boston project.

- LEOPELOQUIN

Job offers plentiful
Job opportunities for college graduates at

the bachelor's level appear more plentiful for

the second year in a row, according to the

]ob placement staff at UMass.
The report on a survey by the College

Placement Council shows the number of job

offers made to bachelor's degree candidates

by business, industrial and government
employers is running 31 per cent ahead of

last March. UMass participated in the

national sun/ey.

The job outlook for graduate-degree

candidates is less promising this year,

however. Offers to master's degree can
didates show a slight national decline, and
those to doctoral candidates are about the

same as a year ago.
-ELLEN DAVIS

Student escorts Rabin
A UMass student recently chauferred

former Israeli Prime Minister Yithak Rabin
during Rabin's visit to Massachusetts.
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Jim Braver drove Rabin around during
Rabin's visit in and around Boston, which
included a speech at the Blue Hill Qountry
Club in Canton.

Braver said he was able to drive for Rabin
because his uncle, Martin Goldenberg, co-
ordinated Rabin's visit.

Rabin was driven around in a Lincoln-
Continental, Braver said. Rabin called for

"defensible borders" for Israel in his speech.

Ombudsman helps all

University Ombudsman Robert Wellman
last week said his job is to assist petitioners in

the just settlement of grievances concerning
the structure and function of the University.

Grievances can be brought by anyone —
students, staff, or faculty.

The University Ombudsman is a member
of the faculty, but not an administrator or

decision-maker. He has access to all offices

on campus, however, and is free of con-
straints and pressures from all groups.
The Ombudsman's office is in Room 821

Campus Center.

-ELLEN DAVIS

Chem. Eng. awarded grant

The UMass departments of Chemical

Engineering and Polymer Science earlier this

month received grants totaling $10,500 from

E.I. du Pont de Nemours b Company of

Wilmington, Del.

Dr. Calvin Moyer, college relations

supervisor for the firm, delivered the grant to

Chancellor Randolph W. Bromery. The

UMass- Amherst campus last year acquired

more than $12,000,000 in non-state funded
grants and contracts for research in all

academic areas.
-GEOFF COHLER

Souweine to run for DA

Souweine joins a crowded field to replace
current District Attorney John M. Callahan
who is not seeking re-election.

-MARKHORAN

A former Amherst resident and the former
director of Mass PIRG in Amherst is ex-

pected to announce his candidacy for

Hampshire- Franklin County District attorney

at Amherst Town Hall today.

Jonathon Souweine, who attended
UMass for one year in 1965 before tran-

sferring to Columbia University, will be
leaving his post as Assistant Attorney
General today and will then hold a news
conference to make his expected an-

nouncement.
Souwisine said that while he worked in the

Western Masschusetts regional office of the

Attorney General he prosecuted "mostly
white collar crime."

UMass chaplain yanked
A chaplain from the UMass Newman

Center was pulled out of a St. Patrick's Day
parade last week for wearing a "Peace in

Northern Ireland" sash.

Reverend J. Joseph Quigley and 10 other
people from a Northampton group were
pulled from the parade in Holyoke. The priest

filed a complaint with the parade committee
which said the group had violated rules

banning political statements or banners.

-CAROL ROSENBERG

NBA G won 't endorse
The Northeast Area Government failed to

endorse a Student Government Association
presidential ticket during their meeting last
night.

Carol Nanley, N.E. Area Government
secretary, told the Collegian "The indecision
was final." She also said there was no
quorum at the meeting.

In terms of the Electoral Convention which
is to be held tomorrow night at 9 p.m. in the
Hatch coffee shop, this means that the in-

dividual officers of the N.E. Area Govern-
ment will vote as they please when they
select the SGA president! s) for the up-
coming school year.

Traditionally, the SGA president has been
sworn in April 1st. But informed sources are
as yet unsure as to whether or not the
procedure will be changed due to the
calamity that has surrounded this year's

presidential elections.

-JACK GALLAGHER

Notice

There will be a mandatory meeting of

all Collegian News Department writers in

the newsroom at 7 p.m. tonight. New
members are welcome.

Avi Nelson

begins his

sen. race
BOSTON [UPf] - Avi Nelson, a con-

servative talk show host, Monday began his

campaign to unseat Sen. Edward W. Brooke
in the September Republican primary,

charging Brooke was out of touch with GOP
regulars and the party's principles.

For several months, national conservatives

have been urging Nelson, 35, to enter the

race against Brooke.
Brooke's support of court-ordered busing

and abortion and, most recently, the Panama
Canal Treaties have made the two-term
incumbent a major target of the GOP right

wing.
"He has lost touch with the Republican

Party and republican principles," Nelson said

at a news conference.

"Ed Brooke is an equivocator. He
straddles. A senator cannot be all things to

all people. Ed Brooke has tried. He has ended
up satisfying no one, and fooling no one," he

added.
Nelson is a Brookline resident who

narrowly lost the GOP primary in a race

against Rep. Robert Drinan, D-Mass., in his

last political outing in 1972.

Nelson said he opposes affirmative action

and the Panama Canal Treaty, two issues

Brooke supports, and feels the United States

"ought to be leveraging against Anwar
Sadat" to force a bilateral solution to the

Middle East situation.

To date, at least $7,000 of the $80,000

A couch In the Cape Cod Lounge proves to be a perfect spot to catch some spring rays, along with some extra winks. (Staff
photo by Gary Kovner)

raised by the friends of Avi Nelson has come
from Washington-based national con-
servative groups, $5,000 from the con-
servative Political Action Committee and
$2,000 from the committee for the Survival

of a Free Congress.
Nelson estimated the prirr^ry challenge to

Brooke would cost $700,000. In January.

iVIiners bacic at worl<,

smooth operation
[AP] — Thousands of mirwrs ripped coal

out of the earth yesterday for the first time in

112 days, bringing an end to the nation-wide

soft coal strike for rr>o8t of the industry.

Reports from across the coal fields

showed that operations were beginning to

return to normal as United Mine Workers
donned their hardhats, shouktered picks,

boarded heavy equipment and went back to

work for their first payday since the strike by
160.000 union members began Dec. 6.

But for others it was a different story.

Some miners, who wanted to get back to

work and found mine construction workers
picketing, followed the time-honored coal

country tradition of observing picket lines.

"I was on my way up the hollow when the

pickets turned me back." said James Darby,

an electrician for the Valley Camp Coal Co. in

West Virginia. Mines also remained closed in

Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, and Penn-

sylvania.

Meanwhile, negotiations for a new
contract for the 10,000 mine construction

workers were going on in Washington,
where both sides reported they were closing

in on an agreement. "We are making good
progress," an industry representative said.

The workers, who build mine shafts and

other facilities, are believed to be seeking a

contract similar to the one approved by the

miners.

The majority of the nation's mines were
open by the 8 a.m. shift. Eastern Associated
Coal Co. said only one of its 17 West Virginia

mines was shut. Consolidated Coal Co. said

38 of its 51 mines across the country were
open. U.S. Steel and Bethlehem Steel both
reported that the morning turnout was good
at the total of 46 mines in three states that

they operate.

"We're back to work." a U.S. Steel

spokesman said. "It's been a very smooth
operation so far."

Despite the scattered shutdowns, most
areas said they expected some shipments of

coal would start heading to coal-short

utilities by the end of the day. It will take an
estimated two weeks or three weeks,
though, before normal production and
shipping resume.

This could be slowed if the construction
workers widen their picketing efforts.

The miners who were back on the job

yesterday were paid a $100 bonus for

returning to work, $100 for their year's

clothing allowance and earned ap-
proximately $80 for the day's labor.

Yippies announce smoke-in.

police seeic cooperation
They're at it again.

Posters announcing a Yippie (Youth In-

ternational Party) sponsored by "Amherst

Smoke-In" on April 22 were hung
throughout Southwest Sunday, and the rest

of the campus Monday, The advertisements

do not give the site of the smoke-in but say

to "gather in front of the Fine Arts Center at

'high noon'."

National magazine Yipster Times in its

March issue, however, gives the Amherst

Commons as the location of the event.

Russel Swan, a Peirpont sophomore who
organized a smoke- in which was canceled

last semester, denied that he was organizing

this smoke-in. The Yipster Times lists Swan
as the person to contact for information.

"It's being centrally coordinated —
Amherst is just one stop on the Yippie

National Spring Smoke-in Tour," Swan said,

adding, "There will be smoke-ins this spring

at Kent State, New York, and Montreal."

Swan said at this time no site has been

determined and no permit has been ob-

tained. "Amherst Commons is only a

possible site; the University itself is another

possibility." Swan hopes that the site will tie

announced next week, as well as the names
*ef tHe bef^us €ipp«di»Hg' ai the e««f4i Smm

did not say who would be making the an-

nouncement.
Amherst Police Chief Donald Maia said

that he hopes to be contacted by organizers

so that they may "coordinate efforts", and to

see if they're ""conducting it as it should be

conducted."
Swan told the Collegian that 1000 smoke-

in posters have been printed and are already

hanging in Boston. Springfield, Worcester,

and Lowell. 5000 moje posters, being printed

by High Times Magazine, will be hung within

the next few weeks.
A similarly billed smoke-in scheduled for

October 27, 1977, was canceled by Swan
after he met with Northampton attorney

David Kaplan and Chief Maia. Swan cited

"legal problems' as the cause for the

cancellation, but foresees no such com-
plications affecting this smoke-in.

'"The last smoke-in failed because we
planned it only one week in advance," said

Swan. The spring Smoke-in has been in

planning since December and has national

backing.

Swan called this smoke in a "united ef

fort" with people both on and o^ campus
working on it. Swan says this smoke in will

fake piace and, as predicted of the last

smoke in, will t^e 'highly sUfcceSsful
"

Terry Dolan of NCPAC, said his group's

nrtailing list could raise at least $500,000 for

Nelson's campaign.

But when reminded Monday of that claim,

Dolan said, "Oh, no. Our mailing list would
raise about $20,000- $30.000.

"

Oolan refused to rule out the possibilitv

NCPAC would make its staff and mailing list

available for Nelson's campaign, although
neither had been requested.

Paul Weyrich of CSFC said his group had
never made its mailing list available to

candidates but added it was "conceivable"
CSFC staff support would be donated to

Naiaon's camfMign.

HARMARVILLE. Pa. (UPI) - Sharyl Haley of Lower Burrell. Pa., a mine track

repairer, is "glad to be back." Even though she found part of the contract not to her

liking, she said, "the pay is fine."

Central gets new offices,

special event funds tabled
Co-Presidents Cindy and Arty Thomas,

Vice-President Paul Washburn, and

Treasurer Mark Zinan held their first Central

Area Council meeting last night, as newly

elected officers.

Cindy Thomas said "We will work from an

agenda, and we hope to stick to each point

so the meetings will run better and quicker."

Zinan former council president, gave his

first treasury report and said there is

presently $1426.21 in the Council account.

The Council appropriated $50 for a Brooks

coffeehouse on April 14

Dan Cohen, representative for the

Coalition for Environmental Quality asked fot

$200 to aid in the expenses of two upcoming

events. Earth Day, Apnl 14 and Sun Day May
3

Earth Day celebratps the envirnnriieni

Cohen said "Earth Day us ..; nvikf mo'.^i-^

aware o^ issues hke recyclinci, nuclear pow

wood technology displays, canoe races in

the campus pond, and a hang gliding

demonstration."
Sun Day is a nationwide event which will

include solar distributor displays, energy

conservation methods, and other alternative

energy methods.
The allocation of these funds was tabled

until next week.
Council representatives discussed the way

the vote will be handled ai the upcoming

electoral convention. At least 12

representatives must be present in order for

Central to be iHCognized Other represen-

tatives are being asked to attend to insure

that 12 are present

Cindy and ''^^-^v Thnin-av vho for the

record ate no; .ouln 'it^f^ to

encouraye all Ch, . attend the

;M.ipf)ru!?< wvhi'-f' take placc

Chadbourne
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Tenants
boycott
meetings
By FRAN BASCHE
Collegian Staff

One of The two tenant representatives to

the Amherst landlord-tenant relations
committee told the Amherst Board of

Selectmen she has been boycotting com-
mittee meetings to protest the way the
committee functions.

The boycotting efforts of Mary Wentworth
and the other tenant representative have
stymied committee action on complaints
because a quorum including tenant
representatives is needed to process
complaints.
The two representatives have boycotted

the past five committee meetings.
The chairman of the relations committee,

asked the board to appoint two new
representatives so the committee could
begin to review complaints. He said the two
women would not resign.

Wentworth said the committee should
have dealt with the non-cooperation of land-

lords in committee decisions. She said the

committee lacked the power to enforce its

decisions, citing a case where a tenant may
have to go to court to collect money the

committee determined was owed him,

because his landlord has not cooperated with

the decision.

"We need the power to back decisions,"

Wentworth said.

Wentworth said by boycotting the
committee, it has prevented making pro-

landlord decisions. She said resigning would
not have accomplished anything because
another representative would have been
faced from the same problems.

Board member Nancy B. Eddy said she felt

a boycott was not an effective way to

change the committee. "The town meeting
is the place to do this," she said.

The setectmen asked Wentworth to meet
with them next Monday to discuss the

problem more fully before the May town
meeting.
Boardmember Daniel Reed said the

Selectmen's place should be "procedural"
rather than "substantive". "We should be
concerned about whether the committee is

functioning or not — if we get into the

substance we're cutting into the committee's
business."
The selectmen also heard from the

Amherst Taxpayers Association whose
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TREBEURDEN, France (UPI) - Soldier and rescue workers build sand walls on the Trebeurden beach yesterday to prevent
}ollution caused by spilling oil from the supertanker Amoco Cadiz. French Navy experts ruled out a plan to pump the remaining
20,000 tons or more of crude oil from the wrecked tanker, the ship's American owners announced. The spill is reported to be the
worst oil spill in history, and some Frenchmen estimate that the beaches may take up to ten years to return to normal.

questions concerned the town's latest

property re-evaluation.

Members of the committee questioned the
cost of the latest revaluation, the method of

choosing the firm which handled the
reassessment what "fair value" means and
whether taxpayers have a right to know how
their property valuation was arrived at.

Dorothy Robinson, chairwoman of the
board of assessors answered several of the
Association's queries. She said the firm of

McGee and Magane was chosen because it

was the lowest bidder. During the latest

revaluation the assessors converted to using
a computer, feeding information based on
records previous assessors had kept.

Robinson said the state determines "fair
market value," which is calculated using
factors such as age, 'ype of house, and
buying trends.

"You can't lose sight of the fact that we're

required by law to put it (the assessment) at
full fair market value," Robinson said. The
assessment decides the amount of property
tax a home owner is expected to pay.
A Van Meter Drive resident, William Rice

said he thinks the valuations are unfair. Rice
said the assessors should revaluate the
property of residents who should be paying
more. "I don't enjoy paying my share of
taxes when a neighbor may not be paying his
share," Rice said.

Belchertown concerned with land, dogs, bridges
By DICK BARRELL
Collegian Staff

BELCHERTOWN - Efforts to obtain land

for a new school, dog licenses, and bridge

repairs were on the agenda of the

Belchertown Selectmen last niaht.

The land for the new school is part of a

parcel of some 140 acres of land at

Belchertown State School which borders

Routes 21 and 202. Selectmen said they have
had a favorable response in discussing the

proposal with members of the legislature.

The town is now in the process of drawing

up the bill for the legislature which will be
prepared by Town Counsel Stephen B.

Monsein,

According to William G. Whitlock,
chairman of the Board of Selectmen, dog
licenses are now available at town hall.

Whitlock said that over 1,100 were issued
in 1977 setting a record for the town.

Whitlock said dog owners should come in

and obtain licenses for their dogs and
thereby avoid possible legal problems.

Licenses which range in price from $3-6
may be obtained from the town clerk.

Selectmen said that negotiations are
underway with the town of Ware concerning
repairs to the red bridge which spans the
Swift River between Ware and Belchertown.
According to selectman Richard Cooke

the bridge was closed last spring by the town
of Ware when the bridge began to sag on the
Ware side. Cooke also said that underpinning
of the concrete piers had also washed away
leaving the bridge in dangerous condition.
The town has applied to the state for funds

to repair the bridge, because estimates for
repairs ranged up to $25,000, according to
selectmen.

Selectmen said Rep. Louis Nickinello, D-
Framingham, chairman of the committee on
transportation, suggested that the two
towns split the cost of repairs with the state.

Under this arrangement, if approved, each
town would pay an estimated $6,250 and the
state would be $1,250.

Other matters acted on by the board in-

cluded approval of a request by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars to extend the annual fair and
endorsement of a request for a grant by the
Carriage Town Players.

The annual fair, held in October, spon-
sored by the VFW, will now run from Friday
night until Sunday night, according to the
new plan approved last night.

Members of the VFW said while
presenting the plan to the board that they
planned to include the 4-H Club in the fair

this year.

VFW members said that extending the fair

will bring in more money to the town and will

allow more people to attend.

Members also said they will be hiring an
expert to monitor all games and close those
"not in the best interest of the town."
The selectmen appointed Ernest M. Gay,

Chief of Police, to work with the person
monitoring games to insure compliance with
town laws.

The Carriage Town Players, a local theater
group, asked the selectmen to write a letter

of recommendation to support their ap-
plication for a grant from the Massachusetts
Council for Arts and Humanities.

According to a spokesperson for the
group, $600 has been requested for an
upcoming production of "School for
Scandal." Grant money will be used to

purchase period costume, wigs, and make-
up.
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Dorm fire

claims its

final victim
PROVIDENCE [AP] - Nineteen-year-old

Laura Ryan died yesterday at Massachusetts
General Hospital, where she was hospitalized

following the tragic Dec. 13 dormitory fire at

Providence College.

Miss Ryan, a freshman majoring in ac-

counting, was the only coed still hospitalized

and the 10th to die from the fire.

A school spokesman said Miss Ryan, a

native of Mineola, N.Y., died at 4:04 a.m. in

the Boston hospital. She had suffered third-

degree burns over 80 per cent of her body.

The blaze, which broke out in the early

morning hours was blamed on faulty wiring

on Christmas displays in Aquinas Hall, the

largest women's dormitory on campus.
Aquinas Hall and other dormitories had

been competing in a Christmas decoration

contest and hallways were filled with

displays, including a nativity scene on the

fourth-floor where the blaze erupted.

Twelve other women were injured in the

fire and 11 have returned to school. The
other is recuperating from injuries at home,
according to a Providence College
spokesman.
Two of the victims died when they jumped

from the fourth floor to the frozen ground
beloi/v. Seven coeds died the dav of the fire

and two others died about two weeks later.

Miss Ryan was the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Robert J. Ryan of Mineola, N.Y.

"The sorrow of our past tragedy is once
more renewed in the hearts of all of us with

the news of Laura's death," said the Very
Rev. Thomas R. Peterson, president of

Providence College.

"All of the Providence College family join

with me in expressing our sincere sympathy
to Dr. and Mrs. Ryan and the other members
of the Ryan family. Laura was a most
courageous young lady."

Since being taken to Massachusetts

General, Miss Ryan had remained in critical

condition.

"She, Laura was the last remaining girl in

the hospital," said Joe McAleer, school

spokesman. "She was the 10th to have

died."
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SAN DIEGO, Ca. (UPI) — The wreckage of a $16 million Navy jet after it crashed onto Interstate 15 in San Diego yesterday. One
crewman was killed and the other was seriously injured. Two civilians in a pickup truck were slightly injured. The plane, an F-14

Tomcat, fell short of a runway at Miramar Naval Air Station. The crash was the 15th of an F-14 since it was put into Navy service

four years ago, and the seventh crash of an F-14 at Miramar. The Navy offered no explanation for the crash.

Ship owners liable for cleanup
AUGUSTA, Maine [UPI] - A court ruling

that cleanup costs for a Norwegian tanker's

1972 oil spill in Casco Bay must be paid by
the vessel's owners could force ship owners
to improve their equipment and personnel

training, Maine officials said yesterday.

The U.S. Supreme Court yesterday

declined to hear an appeal by the owners of

the 810 foot supertanker Tamano and upheld

a 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruling

which made the owners liable for cleanup

costs and prevented the recovery of $2

million they spent.

Marc Guerin, director of the oil con-

veyance services division of the Maine

Strikes threaten New York

bus, rail and newspapers
NEW YORK [AP] - The nation's biggest

city could face one of its biggest messes late

this week with strikes threatened against its

vast rail-and-bus transit system, its most vital

commuter railroad and its major daily

newspapers.

Transit officials got a temporary
restraining order yesterday against a transit

strike, and there was already an injunction

against a rail walkout. But such legalities

have proven ineffective in past con-

frontations.

The intention of at least one publisher to

continue newspaper production without

union help if necessary was pointed up
Sunday with the printing of a test edition of

the New York Post. The 48-page tabloid,

which was not for sale, was turned out by

management and non-union volunteers to

demonstrate they could do the job.

The afternoon Post and the city's two big

morning papers, the Daily News and the New
York Times, faced Thursday night contract

deadlines with 10 unions. Editorial and

several craft groups already have authorized
strikes.

Of potentially greater public impact, 24
hours later, is the transit deadline. A strike

would shut down municipal bus and subway
lines and put five private bus companies out
of action. Together they carry nearly 5 million

passengers every weekday.
The subway and bus workers voted

Sunday after Matthew Guinan, president of

the Transport Workers Union, said
nnanagement was still insisting any pay
increase had to come out of "give-backs"
such as elimination of night differentials,

lunch-hour pay and some overtime.
A bus and subway strike crippled the city

for 12 days in 1966.

Trainmen on the Long Island Rail Road are

set to strike in a dispute over elimination of a
second brakeman-ticket puncher on many
trains. Management maintains that having a

second man is feather-bedding.
A city transit and LIRR strike coming at the

same time would mean that no combination
of alternate mass transportation would be
available.

Environmental Protection Department, said

the decision "sets a pretty good scene for

the future of oil transportation."

On July 22, 1972, the Tamano struck an

underwater ledge and leaked 100,000 gallons

of crude oil in Casco Bay. Although the spill

was considered minor by supertanker

standards, cleanup costs reached $4 million.

The balance of cleanup expenses were
incurred by Texaco, which owned the oil and

had chartered the Tamamo, and the Coast

Guard.
"This decision should put pressure on the

owners to keep improving the quality of their

ships. It could also make them enforce more
rigid standards for their pilots and other

personnel," Guerin said.

"It spells out clearly that the ship owners

are going to have to keep their own house in

order. They'll try new technologies, im-

proved navigational methods and safer oil

transportation," he said.

The federal appeals court ruling could also

influence the federal governmen to grant the

Coast Guard more money for improving

passageways used by supertankers docking
at terminals in this country, he said.

"This is something the environmental
groups might use to fight for safer standards,

too," Guerin said.

David Sait, a staffer in the oil conveyance
division, said he was a field worker for the

department when the spill occurred.

The Supreme Court decision to uphold the

lower court ruling supports the Coast Guard,

which claimed the navigation of a ship is the

responsibility of its pilot, he said.

Navigational aids placed in a harbor by the
Coast Guard "are just that — aids, tools for

the pilots to use. They are not absolute."

The Tamano's owners said they were
exempt - under maritime law — from
cleanup costs because the pilot who guided
the ship into the bay, Capt. Charles Dunbar
of Portland Pilots Inc., was "a third party",

and not their employee.
The federal appeals court ruled however,

that Dunbar was not a third party in the
incident.

Police arrest rioters protesting

opening of Japanese airport
TOKYO [AP] - Police using a crane and

protected by highpressure hoses took over a

blockhouse-tower complex yesterday
arresting protesters who rioted all weekend
trying to block the opening of Japan's new
$1 billion Narita airport.

The protesters had built their complex on

private land — a 60-foot tower atop a four-

story blockhouse, designed to obstruct the

flight path of the airport's only completed

runway.
About 40 protesters had been holed up

there since Saturday, holding off police with

firebombs, rocks and steel arrows fired from

huge slingshots.

Yesterday police climbed a crane boom
and took four demonstrators off the tower.

They then cut into the side of the

blockhouse, which has doors and windows
only in the top, and arrested six more.

Police said there may be a tui.nel complex
through which other protestors escaped.

Airport foes include environmentalists,

farmers who were forced to sell their land for

use by the airport and leftists who say it may
be used for military purposes. They have
vowed to fight until the airport is abandoned.

Their weekend of rioting may have suc-

ceeded in postponing opening ceremonies
scheduled for Thursday at the airfield 41

miles north of Tokyo. The Japanese cabinet

was to decide today whether to put off the

opening.

SEVENTH ANNUAL BLACK MUSICIANS CONCERT

Sonny Fortune Quintet
Friday, March 31, 1978

8 p m., Robert Crown Center

Hampshire College

BLACK MUSIC UPDATE WORKSHOP
Saturday, April 1, 1978, 11 p.m.

Gerald Penny Memorial Cultural Center

Amherst College

Sponsored by:

Student Activities OMice

Union Program Council

National Endowment for the Arts

Hampshire College

Amherst College Black Cultural Center

Dexter Gordon Quartet
Saturday, April 1, 1978

8 p.m., Student Ur^ion Ballroom

University of Massachusetts

Lecture Demonstration
« 2p.m.

Recital Halt, Music Building

Hampshire College

STANLEY CROUCH, MUSIC CRITIC
Reggie Workman, Director, Muse

Vishnu Wood, Panelist,

National Endowment for the Arts
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New virus major cause of hepatitis
WASHINGTON [AP] - Scientists say

they have the first hard evidence that a
previously unknown infectious agent,
probably a virus, is responsible for most
of the hepatitis people get from blood
transfusions.

Government scientists said yesterday
that the agent, not recognized as a
separate disease entity until recently, has
become the most prevalent cause of

post-transfusion hepatitis.

This side effect of transfusions, which
still affects an estimated 150,000 to

200,000 persons a year, has decreased by
90 per cent in the p>ast 10 years because
of a nationwide effort to eliminate

commercial blood collecting, the chief

source of viruses previously known to
cause the liver ailment.

But despite these efforts, post-trans-
fusion hepatitis persists and scientists say
the new agent is the culprit.

In the past, the principal cause of post-
transfusion hepatitis, once known as
serum hepatitis, was a virus called type B.

Another less severe virus, called type A,
also is implicated.

Tests develop>ed in recent years to
screen for evidence of these viruses
eliminated them as the cause of most of

the remaining post-transfusion hepatitis,

indicating that another agent or group of
agents was involved.

Because scientists don't know what
the agent is, they named the new form of

the disease "non-A, non-B hepatitis" for

what it isn't.

"About 90 per cent of the post-trans-

fusion hepatitis is caused by non-A, non-
B, and the otherlO per cent is mostly type
B," Dr. Harvey J. Alter of the National

Institutes of Health told a news briefing.

"We assume it is another virus, but we
have no proof even though it looks and
acts like a virus," Alter continued. "And
there are indications it could be more
than one agent."

Alter and Dr. Edward Tabor of the
Food and Drug administration found in

independent studies that the new agent
is infectious and transmissible to
champanzees from human blood.

Parents dispute son 's drug treatment
HINGHAM, Mass. [AP] - The parents

of Chad Green won the right yesterday to
temporarily withhold drug treatment
again from their leukemia-stricken son,
but the dilemma will be back in court
again tomorrow.

Gerald and Diane Green want to treat

the 2-year-old boy with a special diet

instead of the medicine that they say
harms his body and turns him into "a
mad aninnal."

After a hearing in Hingham District

Court, Judge Martha Ware said the
couple could keep Chad out of the
hospital until tomorrow, when the
hearing will resume.

Lawyers for Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston argue that the
Scituate boy's treatment should con-
tinue.

Chad had resumed his leukemia
treatment at Massachusetts General last

Peril at sea...
Coast of Frar^ce
PORTSALL, France [UPf] - French navy

divers opened deck hatches of the wrecked
supertanker Amoco Cadiz to speed the flow
of 30,000 tons of oil remaining in the
grounded hulk, the ship's American owners
said yesterday.

Harry Rinkema, vice president of Amoco
International, said the action was taken
Sunday to stop the slow leak of oil from
fouling Breton beaches indefinitely and to

put an end to the world's worst oil spill.

"All concerned agreed that the plan to

remove crude oil from the vessel by pumps...
is no longer feasible," Rinkema's statement
said. Another plan to blow up the ship also

was shelved, an Amoco spokesman said..

Marc Beram, secretary of state for local

government and head of the cleanup
program, has said that beach cleaning
operations, scheduled to go into full swing
today may be hampered if the oil flow
continued.

Rinkema said, "releasing the remaining oil

on board quickly would permit prompt and
effective cleanup by crews and equipment
already mobilized and in place."

Off Cape Cod
BOSTON [UPf] - A 290-foot cypriot

freighter with five "loose" one-ton cylinders

of poisonous liquid chlorine gas aboard
fought rough seas off Cape Cod yesterday,

but was given permission to enter calmer
U.S. waters for repairs.

Wary after a recent Florida chlorine gas

7lhANNUAL SALE
MARCH 29/30/31 a APRIL 1—2roOFF

—

EVERYTHING IN STORE!
AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

TO SAVE ON
JUICERS AND FUNCnONAL

APPLIANCES

EXTRA SPECIAL SAVINGS
on woks, snuglis, ceramic

vegetable steamers, 8c much more!

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9 P.M.

Whole Wheat
Trading Co.

181 N. Pteasc-int St, Amherst, 'iTvi-SKW

Friday. That return to the hospital was
worked out in a hearing Thursday before
Judge Ware.
Then the judge ordered a full hearing

on the boy's treatment yesterday.
The Greens had withdrawn Chad from

chemotherapy, claiming that the side
effects were "absolutely disastrous to the
human system."
The hospital maintains that the boy's

life is in danger unless he gets the drug
treatment.

leak that killed eight persons, the Coast
Guard said it had been "highly cautious"
before allowing the freighter to enter U.S.
waters. Coast Guard spokesman Lt. Herb
Williams said the vessel Aghius Nicolaus B
was en route from Newfoundland to Cuba
with an undetermined number of crew
members aboard. No injuries were im-

mediately reported, and "at this point the
bottles are not leaking," he said.

"We have been in radio contact with the
ship from our Chatham station. Five cylin-

ders of chlorine gas are loose, but we don't
know the definition of 'loose'," Williams
said.

The ship was carrying a cargo of 115 one-
ton cylinders, but most were secure. The
Coast Guard reported difficulty obtaining
information because of language problems
with the ship's Cuban radio operator.

"We're going to let her come inside Cape
Cod Bay about eight miles," Williams said.

"That will get them out of the worst weather
to tie down the bottles."

House stalls

corruption bill

BOSTON [UP/] - A special House
counsel yesterday suggested the Legislature

seek a Supreme Judicial Court opinion of the
immunity provisions in a bill setting up a blue
ribbon commission to investigate alleged

corruption in stage contracts.

John J. Curtin, in an informal briefing to
the Judiciary Committee, outlined several

problem areas uncovered in his analysis of

the legislation creating an 11 -member
commission with subpoena and immunity
granting powers.

Curtin said the bill raised questions of

whether the commission could grant blanket
immunity from prosecution in exchange for

testimony or limited immunity covering only
testimony given to the committee.

Curtin said the proposal, filed by Rep.
Philip Johnston, D-Marshfield, and Andrew
Card, R-Holbrook, also failed to establish

safeguards against improper use of immunity
that could impede an independent criminal

prosecution.

Curtin said he would present a draft report

Friday to Speaker Thomas W. McGee, D-
Lynn, and House Minority Leader Francis W.
Hatch, R- Beverly, and present it to the
committee Monday.

Meanwhile, Rep. Gerald Cohen, D-
Andover, chairman of the Post Audit and
Oversight subcommittee would vote
Wednesday on whether to seek disciplinary

action against Rep. Gerald Lombard, D-
Fitchburg, and a suspended staff aide.

The subcommittee is investigating the
state's contract with McKee-Berger-
Mansueto to oversee construction of the
University of Massachusetts-Boston
campus.

Post Audit Staff Director William Finnegan
destroyed original copies of minutes of a
January 1973 committee meeting that

discussed an investigation of MBM's con-
tract.

Lombard suspended himself as House
Post Audit Chairman after the admission.
House Judiciary Chairman Michciel J.

Flaherty, D-Boston, said after Curtin's

presentation he doubted the committee
would support the bill's key provisions for a

special commission with legislative members
or one dominated by gubernatorial ap-
pointees.

Some members of the committee have
suggested the commission appointments be
made by the Senate Judiciary committee.

15 CREDIT
INTERNSHIP

The UMass Student Federal Credit Union
has openings for Manager and

Assistant Manager for the fall '78

semester.
'Practical work experience
'All majors urged to apply
'Personally rewarding

Contact Betsy Lehr - Personnel Manager
Equal Opportunity Employer

For more info call 545 2800 or come to The Credit Union
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Lease is best solution
As recent news stories in the

Collegian have pointed out. there Is

a problem on this campus with
living condltionsx in the dor-
mitories. There are leaky roofs,
cracked walls, moldy showers,
heating irregularities, exposed
electrical wires, broken windows,
and worst of all, grave danger of
lives being lost In fires. Students
are human beings, who have the
same rights to health and safety
that the general public has, despite
the UMass administration's
Ignorance of this fact.

At the recent hearings In Boston,
Rep. Philip Shea, D. Lowell ac-
cused Chancellor Bromery of
"terrific mismanagement" in
regards to the deterioration of the
dorms at UMass. He is, of course,
right about this, but should not
have singled out Bromery, who
merely heads a group of ad-
ministrators who disregard not
only student interests, but the
Interests of the University as a
whole.
The problem is that students are

not represented in the power struc-
ture that governs UMass. As long
as this situation remains we cannot
only be assured of poor living
conditions but we may also be sure
to have the quality of our
educations decline at every level.
The fact that the students at this

university are not at all

represented by their so called
"government" does not bode well

for any initiative to get a student
voice in the present student-
excluding administration. There Is,

however, a proposal Initiated by
the Student Organizing Project to

get the students involved In a lease
agreement with the University
when they rent a room on campus,
enabling them to personally

Initiate grievances concerning
their living conditions, and have
some legal backing In getting their
living spaces kept In good con-
dition. This seems to be the best
solution to the related problems of
no student real representation In

the decision making process and
the unhealthy dorm conditions.
The problem Is this solution

covers living conditions only,
leaving such questions as the
direction of educational programs,
the future of minority programs,
the allocation of Trust Fund
money, the allocation of Financial
Aid, and numerous other student
concerns to an unsympathetic
administration and a bankrupt
student government. Surely now is

the time to get our voices heard, as
with every year the legislature and
the Governor in collusion with the
UMass administration. Impose
budgetary and currlcular
restrictions on higher education in

this state. The Student Senate and
the Area Governments might do
well to consider this larger
problem when they get together
Thursday to decide the future SGA
presidency, and use the op
portunity of a convention to
question whether or not the SGA in

its present form can do anything
about these issues.

All unsigned editorials are the
opinion of a majority of the
Collegian Board of Editors.
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Men's center

offers counseling
To the Editor:

The South West Men's Center
\SWMC] announces the availability of its

counseling services to the local com-
munity of men.
A "Men's Counseling Collective" has

recently been developed with the super-
vision of Richard Halgin, a faculty

member of the UMass psychology
department and one of the clinical super-
visors at the Psychological Services
Center

Run by four students who also work at

SWMC, this counseling collective hears a

variety of men's needs such as alcohol

and drug related problems, relationships

and sexuality, adjustment to university

life, and family hassles.

"What is unique about this service,''

explains one of the counselors "is the

special attention given to sexuality ana
the 'male role. ' As we men are con-

fronted by the problems of sexism and a

class -oppressive society many of our

personal beliefs and behaviors are called

to question. We need a safe place to air

our frustrations. We need a fresh look at

alternatives and the room to realize the

care and courage needed to risk change.

The Men's Counseling Collective offers

this kind of support!"

The overall focus of the counseling

services is peer — short term — ap-

pointment counseling. Drop -in coun-
seling is also available at SWMC week-
days from 12 to 5 p.m. Appointments are

arranged by interview or by calling

SWMC at 546 0263
Scott Douglat WMton

Film, Inserts,

satires porn
Yo th« Editor.

/ applaud the phUosophy behind a

group which would call itself Men
Against Rape and Violence, but I cannot
help feel as though its energies are largely
wasted on protesting a film such as
Inserts. Inserts /5 a film which explores
exploitation but is not itself exploitive. It

is rather a witty, intelligent, and incisive

satire of pornography As Vincent Canby
wrote in his review in the New York
Times \2-28-76], "Although Inserts has
been rated X, it is not pornographic itself.

It's a beautifully acted, tough-talking
comedy that, at its wildest moments,
manages to evoke the comedies of the
late Joe Orton. It won't warm the heart,

but its bleakness is almost buoyant."

What distinguishes a film such as
Inserts from other films shown on
campus and, inexplicably, not protested
\such as A Clockwork Orange or Taxi
Driver) is its tone. It attempts to distance
the viewer from its subject matter by the

use of irony; camera techniques such as
cross -cutting between the film itself and
views of the porno film being made; the

script which also maintains an unam-
biguous perspective on the "meat"
syndrome of a porno flick; and the

performances — characters so
exaggerated as to make us feel as though
the actors and actresses are winking at

us

We are led to believe, as the film

opens, that what we are to see is a
standard porno flick - on screen a
graphic sexual act is being portrayed and
the sound-over contains male voices
howling and yelling: the soundtrack itself

mocks us, or our expected response
Thus we are immediately given an ob
jective measure against which the film

Itself must be judged This is true of the
film's most potentially objectionable
scene as well - the filmed rape of
Harlene within the porno flick being
made. At the end of the scene Harlene
land Insert's director and writer, John
Byrum] are laughing not only at Rex but
at the audience as well. To dismiss the
argument that this aspect of the film is

highly charged would be ridiculous; it is

upsetting and simultaneously erotic, but

viewed in its context and with the hints
the film gives, it fin.illy is neither ex-
ploitive nor does it advocate that attitude
toward women [look at the attitude the
film has toward those who would go see
a porno film. ] Irony is the important term
here — and in its cool use of irony Inserts

shows how degrading pornography is.

People who object to the film's satire, its

bold manipulation of provocative
material, probably would have thought
Jonathan Swift was truly advocating the
eating of children in "A Modest
Proposal. " I would not claim the same
level of moral outrage for the makers of
Inserts^- / would, however, suggest that
the mode of investigation — irony —
which they are using is similar to the
mode Swift employed. I would further

suggest that a university campus is a
proper place for the investigation of such
irony. Knee-jerk liberalism directed
against any one of a number of easy
targets has never done anything but
aggrandize those whose knees are self-

righteously jerking.

Steven Bauer

More letters on p. 10

Letters Policy
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

welconnes all letters to the editor. They
must be signed and include the author's
address and phone number.
Organizations may submit letters, but
they must include a name and phone
number for reference purposes

Letters must be typed, double-spaced,
at sixty spaces per line, and no more thari
two pages They should be sent to the
Executive Editor, coo the Collegian, or
dropped off at the Collegian office.

All letters are subject to editing for
either content or space according to the
judgement of the editors. Due to space
limitations, there is no guarantee that alt

letters received will be printed. Letters for
a specific publication date must be
submitted by 4:00 p.m. on the day
preceding that date.

bob melia
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PLO covenant; source of troubles
There is only one nation in the entire world

for which there exists a written document
that expresses as its goal that nation's
disappearance. That nation is Israel and this

document is the Palestinian National
Covenant.

Much attention has been focused on the
spectacular dramatics of President Anwar
Sadat's visit to Israel last November. Many
words of peace and brotherhood were heard
and hopes wsre high for a Middle East
settlement that would leave everyone with
smiles and feelings of brighter futures for all

parties involved. However, in the orgasmic
ecstasies of the past four months one thing
has remained constant and that was, and still

IS, the documented agreement that binds
together eight bands of fanatical murderers
known as the Palestine Liberation
Organization. This agreement, the
Palestinian National Covenant, pledges to
destroy the State of Israel through an 'armed
struggle', and although prior to Sadat's trip

the PLO was talking "peace at Geneva"
(which earned Yassir Arafat the reputation of
being a 'moderate' in the half-opened eyes of
the world), this covenant had remained in

effect.

The time has come to re-examine the PLO
and expose it for what it really is: a mur-
derous, racist, pseudo-revolutionary
organization thai practices the worst kind of
treachery since Nazi Germany.
We have seen in the last few weeks just

how much of a 'moderate' Yassir Arafat is.

The treacherous attack in Israel that left 32
unarmed Israeli civilians dead, half of them
children under the age of 14, was a good
example of how this cowardly bunch of

gangsters operates. A PLO leader was
quoted as saying immediately after the at-

tack, "I couldn't help thinking with ad-
miration for those young people who were
ready to sacrifice their lives for the liberation

of Palestine." Could he have meant 14-year-
old Imri Tel-Oren or 5-year-old Na'ama
Hadani, two Israeli children shot to death in

the terrorist's attack, or could this demonic
fellow have been refering to a captured
terrorist, Hussein Ibrahim Mamoud Fayed,

who was ready to snuff out lives of in-

nocents. His bloody comments were, "We
were prepared to kill men, women and
children " Are these the types of people the

World expects Israel to sit and reason with?

The Israeli incursion into Lebanon was
ingge'-ed by the PLO's terrorist attack. This

jitack was the straw that broke the camel's

back. The Israeli response was not just a

:nere retaliation but a strategic move to

Increase security along its northern border.

S.nce 1973 the PLO has used Southern
"banon as a base to launch over 1500

separate raids into Israel Some were of the

type that just occurred, others were of the

bomb throwing variety and still others were
;*'at of rockets and-or shells being lobbed
over the border into northern Israel. The
result has been 108 Israelis dead and hun-

dreds more maimed for life. All of these

people were unarmed civilians, half were
children and, ironically, a good per centage
were Israeli Arabs. What is surprising is that

Israel waited this long before staging such a

large operation as we have just seen. Any
other nation would have reacted much,
much sooner, but still, world opinion is that

of sit down, talk it over and make nice to the

PLOI This is a sycophantic idea that no
nation should have to abide by.

The Palestinian National Covenant was
adopted in May 1964 at the time of the

establishment of the PLO. This text was
amended in July 1969 and re-ratified in

March, 1977. This document is still used as a

binding agreement that keeps the eight

terrorist gangs in the PLO 'umbrella'

together. The chief executioner is Yassir

Arafat who is also the head of Al Fatah, the

largest group in the PLO and the perpetrators

of the latest crime.

Quoting from the Palestinian National

Covenant we now will be able to see what
the PLO really stands for.

Article 9 of the covenant shows the PLO's
stance on peace: "Armed struggle is the only
way to liberate Palestine and is therefore

strategy and not tactics". It is interesting that

"armed struggle" should be a strategy and
not a tactic. This so-called armed struggle
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has never been carried out against armed
Israeli soldiers or Israeli military bases. The
objectives have always been unarmed,
helpless civilians. Also, this "armed struggle

to liberate Palestine" has been carried to

other areas of the world, such as Uganda,
Munich, Rome, London and always against

unarmed civilians.

As far as Isreal's right to exist is con-

cerned. Article 19 speaks for itself: "The
partitioning of Palestine and the establish-

ment of Israel is fundamentally null and
void..."

Article 21 represents the PLO's view for a

negotiated settlement it reads: "The
Palestinian Arab people.... rejects every

solution that is a substitute for a complete
liberation of Palestine". Anybody want to try

to reason with these crazies?

As for Israel's living next to a PLO con-

trolled Palestinian state is concerned, Article

15 expresses the PLO's view of co-existence.

It clearly states: "The liberation of

Palestine... is a national duty to repulse the

Zionist invasion and to purge the Zionist

presence from Palestine." Where Zionism is

the national liberation movement of the

Jewish People and where most of the Jews
in Israel are Zionists, this could only be in-

terpreted as meaning the expulsion of all the

Jews from Eretz Israel.

I described the PLO earlier as being a

"racist, pseudo-revolutionary organization".

Hew, you ask can the PLO possibly fit this

description? Well, let us look at the PLO's
financial situation. Saudi Arabia, a right

wing, reactionary monarchy that is still

floundering in the muck of feudalism, has a

gross national product totalling in excess of

$40 billion, all of it coming from its vast oil

fields. Saudi Arabia also has a well

documented, though little known, Black

African slave market. The PLO receives

millions upon millions of 'petrodollars' from
this racist, reactionary country and in turn

buys arms from the Soviet Union, which is

described by many 'New Leftists' as a

beaurocratic, right-wing reactionary, im-

perialistic, repressive, authoritarian, elitist

regime. The PLO is dependant on these two
nations, one racist and the other no longer a

true bearer of Marxist- Leninist ideologies, for

its very existence. This is how and why the

PLO is easily described as being racist and
pseudo- revolutionary.

As long as the PLO exists in its current

form and continues to perpetuate their

heinous crimes against innocent, unarmed
Israeli civilians will the Israeli's hearts be
hardened to the idea of a Palestiniah state.

Not until the PLO renounces its draconian

covenant can the Israeli people, as

represented through their govemment, even
consider sitting down and talking to them. It

is this covenant that binds the PLO together.

It is this covenant that gives the PLO its

'justification' to murder. It is, therefore, this

covenant that is the source of the trouble in

the Middle East, and world pressure shoukj

be on the PLO to renounce it and not for

Israel to accept it.

Yitzhak Santis is a Cohegian Com-
mentator,

I'd like to take you on a tour of campus,
show you some things that impact upon you
every minute you are here, but which
perhaps you don't normally think about very
often. The real UMass has no classroonns, no
dormitories, no libraries. The essence of this

university no more resides in its physical
representation than a striking coal miner's
determination lies in catchy picket-lines
slogans.

The real UMass is best imagined as an
intricate web of social relationships, the
character and strength of which are
determined by the power relations imbedded
within them. These power relations exist

between and among administrators, faculty,

staff and students. Each group uses its

power to oppose some groups and divide
and subordinate others. Without question,
students are the most divided and subor-
dinated campus group.
To subordinate us, it is necessary to divide

us and make us doubt ourselves. This
process reduces both our ability and will to
resist domination. There are three major
groups which do this to us; administrators,
faculty and student leaders. It is fairly ob-
vious how we are divided. Information is

withheld, favorites are played, latent
animosities are fueled. But the process by
which we come to doubt ourselves, to think
we have neither the ability nor the right to
demand our needs be met, is more subtle
and devious.

Each groups' basic strategy is to blame us
for problems they have created. The ad-
ministration, for example, puts us in

Barenburg touting a housing lease, Gordon-
Tyson celebrating check-cashing facilities.

It is better to live in a slum with a lease
than to live here without one. But with or
without a lease, one fact doesn't change. We
will still be living in a slum. And it is ap-
parently better to have check-cashing service
in the Campus Center than to go without
one. But, almost universally, those who
know the reputation of Gordon-Tyson's
supporters shudder when they think those
people might get their hands on additional
hundreds of thousands of students' dollars.

Their names have come up too often in

connection with "irregularities" in the use of
student funds.

The publicizing of relatively insignificant

accomplishments as if they were important
and a lack of integrity are the two major
reasons why student government bores
students, frustrates many who get involved
and achieves minimal results. Insignificant

accomplishments reinforce the feeling of
powerlessness. And corruption nnakes us feel

that we really shouldn't be trusted with
power. Together these two feelings work to
deprive us of the confidence needed to alter

the web.
The only beneficial course of action that

can be taken at the presidential convention is

to block the ascension into power of either
candidacy. They have already been
discredited. Although each of them
represents a wing of the power structure and
consequently had the most campaign
assistance, between them they could attract

but 39 per cent of the vote. The input from
students, as recorded in the Collegian has
been overwhelmingly negative towards
them. None-of-the-above drew more votes
than Birmingham-Barenburg. One of Gor-

The only beneficial course of action that can be taken

at the presidential convention is to block the ascension
into power of either candidacy. They have already
been discredited. Although each of them represents a
wing of the power structure, and consequently had the
most campaign assistance, between them they could
attract but 39 percent of the vote.

dilapidated dormitories designed with but
one purpose: to shelter us as cheaply as
possible. Not surprisingly we don't show
much respect for our alienating, crumbling
environment; and neither does anyone else.

But when pressed to make improvements,
the administration makes a slick move.
Improvements cannot be made, they claim,

because disrespectful students would deface
and destroy them They blame us for their

problem; we are made to feel our requests
and needs are illegitimate.

Student government does the same thing.

If it really were interested in students, it

would fight the web of power relations in

which we are caught. But our student
leaders ignore this web. Many don't even
know it exists. The two finalists for SGA
president are good examples. They both
concentrate most of their efforts on the

physical aspects of UMass, Birmingham-

don's chief supporters is being charged with
making personal use of SGA equipment.
And the other ten or so candidates
suspected that Gordon-Tyson's supporters
conducted themselves in a less-than-ethical
manner during the campaign. In fairness, it

must be said that the evidence for this last

statement is entirely circumstantial.
Nonetheless, public figures should exercise
better judgement when choosing campaign
supporters.

Legally, the two candidacies are (perhaps)
entitled to be the only two names on the
convention ballot. Ethically, they have been
repudiated, and should refuse to be part of
this arrangement. Neither of them can come
out of the convention with both victory ar^d
integrity. They must choose between the
two and be judged by their choice.

Bob Melia is a Collegian^ Columnist.
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Paying an extra

month s rent
To the Editor

We recently moved away from Amherst
after living in a small apartment complex off

Main Street. If you do not have a lease, be
aware that under Massachusetts law, if you
stay even one day beyond the end of any
month you've paid for, you must then pay
another entire month's rent. This was our
case and we were told we could pay on e
day-to-day basis by our landlord but when
the case went to court for return of our
deposit [kept for an extra month's rent as we
stayed five days extra into a new month] we
lost the case because "ignorance of the law
is no excuse." Hopefully our one bad ex-

perience can prevent someone else from
making the same mistake.

S. Jones

Hey Wow, Kool'

is immature
To the Editor

Another day goes by and again I feel like

one of Robert A. Heinlein's characters, a

"Stranger in a Strange Land." Why?
Because I apparently have a completely
different view of life and what is important to

me than 90 per cent of the students on this

campus. I do stupid things such as thinking

about whether or not other people want their

ears blasted out at 8 a.m.. or caring about

what happens with my student activities

money or caring about what I'm doing to my
body with "Hey Wow" drugs and alcohol.

Caring about things that are important to

me is what makes me so different, because I

care about the strangest things, and mainly

because "most" people here don't care; a

blatant sign of immaturity.

/-— Study
in Itafy

Next Fall
Barbieri Center/Rome Campus

Sponsored By

TRINITY COLLEGE
Office of Educational Services

Hartford, Conn. 06106

Art

History

Literature

Art History

Sept. 7 - Dec. 15

Application Deadline; April 14

/ don't think this atmosphere is going to

help either, because asshole babies think

each other's acts are "Hey, Wow, Kool,"
which is why they do it, so people will think

they are cool. They aren't at peace enough
with themselves for personal satisfaction to

be a good enough reason for doing things.

They are so unsure of what they are doing
that they need to try to impress other people
in stupid ways to hear someone say, "Hey
you're Kool."

Peter L. Provost
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COLOR
PROCESSING
Bv Kodak
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B/W photographic paper
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'HAHJEE9 'PLACE
The area's only gourmet Persian Restaurant featuring:

lamb, vegetarian dishes, crepes and special cocktails.

Located midway between Northampton and Amhertt on Rt. 9, 413-584-

Mon.-Thun 4:30-1030; Fri -Sat 12:00-1200; Sun 12-10:30

Program Council Films presents

PAUL NEWMAN IN

SI.PP
9nfl^

"THE FyNl^lEST
NEW COMEDY OF THE YEAR.

-Vernon Scott, UNITED PRESS

**l USEDTO HAVE
VISIONS OFA LESS HUING BEER.

I ALSO HAD VISIONS OF GEniNG RESPEQ.
OH WELL, 1 OUTOF 2 AIN'T BADr

n

fl UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR® R
CERTAIN LRNGUfiCE fTlflY BE TOO STRONG FOR CHILDREN

Wed., March 29—7. 9:15. & 1 1:30
S.U.B $1.00

THE RESTAURANT just qood Food

Featuring: homemade soups, salads, & sandwiches

daily specials

bAqcls & pastrIcs

2>6-89$>
B^^UH

OPEN 9:90-6:00

MON.-SAT.

ZIONIST SYMPOSIUM SERIES
DIALOGUES ON ISRAEL

Smith College
Wright Hall Common Room

Wednesday, March 29, 1978 at 8 p.m.

Topic: "AMERICAN JEWS AND ISRAEL:
THE PERSONAL COMMITMENT

WILLIAM NOVAK, journalist, former editor of
RESPONSEand MOMENT magaztnes

PROFESSOR AVI BAR COHEN, Ben Gurion University,
Beer Sheva visiting professor at MIT

Sponsored by the Five College Hillel Foundations
and the American Zionist Federation

RE ACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !MLittle Ads Get BIG RESULTS! !!!REACH25,000 READERS DAILY!!!! REACH 25.000 READERS DAILY!! !! Little Ads Gel BIG RESULTS!

'

Clossifieds
REACH 25,000 READERS DAIL Y!M^Little Adj^Get BIG RESULTS!

!
HREACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! ! REACH 25,000 READERS DAILY! !! 'Little Ads Gpt BIG RESULTS!

AUTO FOR SALE HELP WANTED

1968 Ford Fairlane. very

depHPdable, 65,000 or ig,

253 5394.

good cond
,

Asking $800,

68 VW bug, needs new heater or will sell

forprjrts $100. 546 1007 or 665 3696

68 VW bug, work necessary, good for

parts, $100 or BO. Call Peg, 549 5951

Chevy VaT PU Sell., w/cust bed, $600,
cat' 367 9578, reliable trans, some
cancer

197B Lancia Beta coupe, white /red
leather, excellent condition, AM/FM
stereo carelto lights, mileage low 30's,
S45O0 545 2213, ask for Pauline

1969 VW sqback. rebuilt eng., excellent
condition, call 549 6869

FOR SALE

Triple beam scale, womens skis, tx>ots
and poles Room size bar, three swivel
stools Exc cond 256 8042

Canon 1014E Super-8 movie camera, plus
extras, list $875. sell for $450 or BO. Also
Kastle CPM TIs 205cm Matt. 546 6158

Community Mental Health in
ternship counselor in small unit
Holyoke/Chicopee area Clinical
training Participate in experimental
"normalization" program Live in $50
stipend per week, free rent 15 credits
per semester Available fall and spring
semester Contact; Mary Beth, Com
rnunity Support Program, 203 High St.,

Holyoke, 532 1456 A program o! the
Center for Human Development, an
affirmative action employer M F,

Tennis pros and assistant pros seasonal
and year round clubs; good playing and
teaching background Call (301) 654
3770, or send 2 complete resumes and 2
pictures to Col R. Reade, WIS, 8401
Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1011, Chevy
Chase, MD 200 15

Want to get involved? Here's your
chance! Volunteers needed to assist
ttie Collegian in a market survey and
ottier advertising projects. Contact
Linda Vene, downstairs in the
Campus Center.

UMass Union Stereo Coop has the paid
position of coordinator available June 1.

Call 545 1594 or drop by rm. 166
Campus Center for an interview, 10 4
Mon. Fn.

Summer work travel w/ good $ and
exp Box A48, 845 Boylston St., Boston
02116

Typing-fast, accurate, experienced
typist & proofreader. Low rates. 549
0826_

Fast services and sales- Call Valley
Typewriter And Busines. Machines, Co.
Licensed technicians. Guaranteed
repairs Lowest prices in the Valley. Free
pick up, delivery, free estimates. 665-
3290

ENTERTAINMENT
Disco Dave for all types of music, rock-
disco funk 50's. Complete sound &
lights with pro DJ. Reasonable rates
Call Dave, 567 1250. Call collect.

Spring bicycle tune-up special -$11.95,
complete overhaul $24.95. Amherst
549 6904; Northampton, 584 1016

PERSONALS

ROOM WANTED

Male student seeks a room in a house or
apdrtment in South Amherst or Nor-
thampton, beginning April 1. Call 584
0569.

Conver. All Stars, wht U.-nth nllsizes
great buy, 253-9583.

TO SUBLET
~~

SERVICES

Apt
. cntr. Amh, bus rte, 1 bdrm. $180

253 7056. '

^ WANTED

Airwaves TV-Audio Service- servicing
all Japanese and American brands of
television & stereos. 12 Dickinson St..

Amherst 256 6713, Master Tech 8195.

Ski Co-op. we buy new and used skis. Call
Steve at 546 5975 or 6-5982. Sell now!

POEMSAND TRANSLA TIONS

Typing -60 cents /page Call 549 6656.

Wanted for new poetry mag. Submit
before 3/30 to ComLit, South College,
3rd floor.

RfACM 25 000 READERS DAILY' LITTLE AOS GE T BiQ RE Sut T<; ofaCH 25 000 READERS DAILV"' REACH 25 000 READERS DAav liTTlE A OS GE T BIG RE SUt r S REACH 25 00(1 Ml acn RS [)All v
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News in brief
Carter urges change
of federal programs
WASHINGTON \AP\ - President Carter

urged a major overhaul of federal programs
Monday as part of his $8.3- billion strategy to
help cities cope with conditions ranging from
economic decay to sprawling growth.
"The program of cities, which for many

was the promise of America itself, has
dimmed for people at all economic levels,"

says a White House urban paper
Key elements of the long awaited Carter

plan include creation of a National
Development Bank, establishment of a
handful of job-creation schemes, and several
proposals to di